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PREFACE. 

A  WORK  of  the  kind  here  submitted  to  the  students  of  Sanskrit  must  be  left  to  prove 

its  usefulness  by  actual  experiment.  Nevertheless  the  plan  of  the  present  Dictionary  is  so 

novel  that  I  must  crave  permission  to  introduce  it  with  a  longer  explanation  than  might 

otherwise  be  needed.  To  conduce  to  greater  clearness  I  propose  distributing  my  prefatory 

statements  under  the  following  separate  heads : 

1.  Reasons  for  undertaking  a  New  Sanskrit  Dictionary. 

2.  Plan  and  Arrangement  of  the  Present  Work. 

3.  Extent  of  Sanskrit  Literature  comprehended. 

4.  Alphabet -and  System  of  Transliteration  employed. 
5.  Principal  Sources  drawn  upon  in  the  Process  of  Compilation. 

6.  Aids  and  Encouragements  received. 

7.  Defects  and  Inconsistencies  acknowledged. 

SECTION  1. 

Reasons  for  under -taking  a  New  Sanskrit  Dictionary. 
In  the  forefront  must  be  placed  the  growing  importance  assigned  by  philologists  to  the 

oldest  branch  of  the  great  Indo-European  speech-stem,  of  which  English  is  a  modern  offshoot. 
An  intricate  language  destined  to  occupy  the  foremost  rank  throughout  Europe  as  an  instrument 

of  linguistic  training  needs  greater  facilities  for  its  acquisition.  Some  may  smile  at  the  idea  of 

any  Oriental  language  acquiring  greater  weight  as  an  instrument  of  training  among  Occidental 

peoples  whose  vigorous  mental  faculties  require  a  more  suitable  discipline  for  their  development. 

Be  it  remembered,  however,  that  Sanskrit  is,  in  one  sense,  the  property  of  Europe  as  well  as  of 

India.  Its  relationship  to  some  of  our  own  languages  is  as  close  as  to  some  of  the  Hindu  dialects. 

It  is  a  better  guide  than  either  Greek  or  Latin  to  the  structure,  historical  connection,  and  correlation 

of  the  whole  Indo-European  family.  It  is  a  more  trustworthy  authority  in  the  solution  of  recondite 
philological  problems.  Its  study  involves  a  mental  discipline  not  to  be  surpassed. 

Not  even  the  most  superficial  observer  can  possibly  be  blind  to  the  educational  movement 

now  spreading  everywhere.  Perhaps,  however,  some  of  us,  trained  under  the  old  system,  are 

scarcely  yet  alive  to  the  forces  which  are  at  work  for  infusing  new  blood  (if  I  may  be  allowed 

the  phrase)  into  the  whole  body  of  our  teaching.  Not  only  must  Greek  and  Latin  be  taught 

more  thoroughly  and  scientifically,  if  they  are  to  hold  their  own  as  the  best  trainers  of  thought 

and  enforcers  of  accuracy  *,  but  modern  languages  and  modern  literature  can  no  longer  be  thrust 
aside  or  only  employed  to  fill  up  the  gaps  in  our  system  of  instruction.  All  the  nations  of  the 

*  Thoroughness  in  our  teaching  of  Greek  and  Latin  will  never  stand  its  connection  with  Latin  in  every  part  of  its  grammatical 
be  effected  until  we  lead  our  pupils  to  look  more  into  the  inti-  structure.      I  hail    such  an  excellent  work  as  the  '  Historical 

mate  internal  constitution  of  these  languages  in  their  correlation  Grammar  of  the  French  Tongue  by  Auguste   Brachet,'  trans- 
to  each  other  and  to  the  other  members  of  the  Aryan  family.  lated  by  the  Rev.  G.  W.  Kitchin,  as  an  evidence  that  we  are 
To  this  end  Sanskrit  is  indispensable.     French  again  will  never  beginning  to  realize  the  defects  in  our  present  system  of  linguistic 
be  taught  as  it  ought  to  be  till  our  boys  are  made  to  under-  training. 
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civilized  world  are  being  drawn  into  closer  intercommunion.  The  rapid  advance  of  science  in 

England,  Germany,  France,  and  Italy  has  forced  natural  science  upon  us  as  a  necessary  element 

of  all  mental  culture,  making  also  an  interchange  of  thought  between  these  countries  indispensable. 

Eastern  languages  too,  both  Semitic  and  Aryan,  are  pressing  peremptorily  on  the  attention  of 
our  Universities*.  Hebrew  and  Aramaic  must  now  be  studied  by  all  our  younger  clergy,  if  they 

are  to  hold  their  own  in  the  conflict  of  theological  parties  or  present  a  bold  front  towards  sceptical 

assailants.  A  knowledge  of  Arabic  is  essential  to  a  right  understanding  of  the  literature,  religion, 

and  social  institutions  of  the  millions  of  our  Muslim  fellow-subjects.  Some  of  the  dialects  of  India 

must  be  mastered  by  all  who  have  communication  with  the  tens  of  millions  of  our  Hindu  brethren. 

Lastly,  all  the  branches  of  the  two  great  stems  of  speech  are  now  proved  to  be  so  closely  inter- 
dependent, and  the  permutations  of  sounds  in  passing  through  the  varying  organs  of  varying  types 

of  the  human  family  are  shewn  to  obey  such  curiously  definite  laws,  that  a  new  science  has  been 
established  t-  This  science  has  for  its  field  of  investigation  not  any  one  particular  language,  but 
the  whole  area  of  human  speech,  and  as  it  inquires  into  the  laws  governing  the  living  organs  of 
utterance  as  well  as  the  living  organic  growth  of  the  actual  sounds  themselves,  may  be  said  to 

trench  not  only  on  Ethnology,  but  even  on  Biology.  This  '  science  of  language'  might  with  more 

propriety  be  called  '  Glossology '  than  Philology.  In  its  method  of  investigation  it  has  much  in 
common  with  the  natural  sciences,  and  though  its  analogy  to  these  ought  not  to  be  strained  beyond 
a  mere  analogy,  yet  as  a  veritable  science  dealing  with  one  of  the  grandest  distinctive  attributes 
of  human  nature,  it  can  no  more  be  left  out  of  any  modern  educational  programme  than  any  of 

the  natural  sciences  properly  so  called.  With  the  '  Glossologist '  every  spoken  word  is  like  a  plant 
or  animal  in  the  hands  of  a  Biologist ;  its  birth,  growth,  transformations,  and  decay  must  all  be 
accounted  for ;  its  whole  structure  dissected  limb  by  limb ;  every  appendage  traced  to  its 

appropriate  use  and  function ;  its  deepest  internal  constitution  analyzed. 
Will  it  be  denied,  then,  that  Sanskrit  is  destined  to  increasing  cultivation,  as  the  one  typical 

scientific  language  whose  structure  is  a  master-key  to  the  structure  of  all  languages,  whose  very 

name  implies  'Synthesis,'  and  whose  literature,  commencing  with  the  Rig-veda  about  1500  B.C., 
extends  in  a  continuous  line  for  nearly  3000  years,  throwing  a  flood  of  light  on  the  operation 
of  linguistic  laws  ? 

In  point  of  fact  the  Hindus  may  be  said  to  be  the  original  inventors  of  the '  science  of  language.' 
Like  the  Greeks,  they  are  the  only  nation  who  have  worked  out  for  themselves  the  laws  of  thought 
and  of  grammar  independently.  If  their  system  of  logic  is  inferior  to  that  of  Aristotle,  they  are 
unequalled  in  their  examination  into  the  constitution  of  speech.  The  name  Vyakarana,  which  they 

give  to  their  grammar,  implies  '  decomposition'  or  'resolution  of  a  compound  into  its  parts,'  just  as 
Sanskarana  implies  the  re-composition  or  re-construction  of  the  same  decomposed  elements. 
Every  single  word  in  their  classical  language  is  referred  to  a  Dhatu  or  Root,  which  is  also  a  name 

for  any  constituent  elementary  substance,  whether  of  rocks  or  living  organisms.  In  short,  when  we 
follow  out  their  grammatical  system  in  all  the  detail  of  its  curious  subtleties  and  technicalities,  we 

seem  to  be  engaged,  like  a  Geologist,  in  splitting  solid  substances,  or,  like  a  Chemist,  in  some 
elaborate  process  of  analysis. 

tic  notes  on  the  Semitic  and  Aryan  languages  at  pp.  viii,  known  lectures,  is  too  universally  acknowledged  to  require  notice 
ix  of  this  Preface.    Cambridge  is  at  this  moment  engaged  in  esta-  here.     I  am  not  sure  whether  twelve  lectures  on  the  principles 
blishmg  both  a  Semitic  and  Indian  languages  Tripos.    Although  of  linguistic  science  by  William  Dwight  Whitney,  Professor  of 
our  system  of  •  Schools'  at  Oxford  is  somewhat  different,  yet,  Sanskrit  in  Yale  College,  are  quite  so  well  known  in  this  country. I  hope,  we  shall  not  be  behind  the  Sister  University  in  our  If  they  are  not,  I  here  commend  them  to  all  interested  in  the 
encouragement  of  these  languages.  study  Of  language,  merely  remarking  that  their  excellence  is  too 

The  debt  which  we  English  scholars  owe  to  Professor  Max  obvious  to  require  any  praise  from  me. Mullcr  for  having  first  introduced  us  to  this  science  by  his  well- 
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Having  said  so  much  in  support  of  an  effort  to  facilitate  and  generalize  the  study  of  Sanskrit, 

I  have  now  to  state  my  reasons  for  having  addressed  myself  to  a  task  like  the  present. 
It  may  not  be  generally  known  that  the  late  Professor  H.  H.  Wilson  once  intended  the 

compilation  of  a  Dictionary  not  wholly  dissimilar  in  character  and  plan  to  that  here  offered  to 
the  students  of  Sanskrit  and  its  cognate  languages.  This  I  have  heard  from  himself  was  what  he 
intended  by  the  last  words  of  the  Preface  to  his  second  edition,  in  which  he  stated  that  it 

would  be  his  wish  as  Boden  Professor  to  offer  to  the  cultivators  of  Sanskrit  'other  and  better 

assistance.' 
It  is  perhaps  also  not  known  that  he  actually  made  some  progress  in  carrying  out  this 

intention,  though  eventually  debarred  from  its  prosecution  by  his  other  numerous  literary  labours. 

He  therefore,  about  the  year  1852,  when  I  had  completed  the  printing  of  the  English-Sanskrit 

Dictionary  compiled  by  me  for  the  East-India  Company,  made  over  a  large  manuscript  volume, 
containing  the  commencement  of  his  new  work,  to  me,  with  a  request  that  I  would  continue  it  on 
the  plan  sketched  out  by  himself.  At  the  same  time  he  generously  presented  me  with  a  copious 
selection  of  examples  and  quotations  made  by  Pandits  at  Calcutta,  under  his  direction,  from 
a  considerable  range  of  Sanskrit  literature.  It  has  become  necessary  for  me  to  state  these 

circumstances  at  the  risk  of  being  charged  with  egotism,  because  the  publication  of  the  first  part 

of  Professor  Goldstiicker's  Dictionary  has  made  Orientalists  aware  that  Professor  Wilson  entrusted 
the  printing  of  a  third  edition  of  his  Dictionary  to  that  learned  scholar,  whose  recent  death  is  felt  by 

all  Sanskritists  to  be  an  irreparable  loss  *.  From  what  I  have  now  notified,  however,  it  will,  I  trust, 
be  quite  understood  that  the  work  committed  to  me  by  one  who  was  first  my  master,  and 
afterwards  my  wisest  guide  and  truest  friend,  was  not  a  new  edition  of  his  Dictionary,  but  an 

entire  remodelling  of  his  scheme  of  lexicography,  consisting  of  a  re-arrangement  of  all  the  words 
under  Roots,  according  to  native  principles  of  etymology,  with  addition  of  the  examples  collected 

as  above  described.  Having  already  completed  the  English-Sanskrit  part  of  a  Dictionary  of  my 
own,  I  naturally  undertook  as  a  sequel  the  work  thus  assigned  me,  especially  as  the  plan  com- 

mended itself  to  my  own  judgment  and  predilections.  Moreover,  I  actually  carried  on  the  task  for 
a  considerable  period  between  the  intervals  of  other  undertakings.  Soon,  however,  it  began  to  be 

manifest  that  the  third  edition  of  Professor  Wilson's  Dictionary  was  assuming,  under  Professor 

Goldstiicker's  editorship,  almost  interminable  proportions,  so  as  to  become  no  longer  a  new  edition 
of  a  previous  Lexicon,  but  rather  a  many-volumed  Encyclopaedia  of  Sanskrit  learning,  which  no  one 
scholar,  however  persistent,  could  hope  to  carry  beyond  the  letter  A.  At  the  same  time  the 

Sanskrit-German  Worterbuch  of  Professors  Bohtlingk  and  Roth,  though  conducted  by  two  of  the 
most  energetic  scholars  of  the  day,  and  put  forth  with  singular  perseverance,  appeared  to  be 
expanding  into  vast  dimensions,  so  as  to  be  quite  beyond  the  compass  of  ordinary  English 

students.  These  circumstances  having  forced  themselves  upon  my  observation,  I  suddenly  deter- 
mined to  abandon  the  design  of  a  wholly  Root-arranged  Dictionary — which  could  only  be  useful, 

like  the  works  above-named,  to  the  highest  class  of  scholars — and  to  commence  a  work  on  a  more 

*  It  is  stated  in  a  notice  of  the  late  Professor  Goldstiicker's  needed  most,  were  doing  good  service  at  the  house  of  Professor 
life,  which  appeared  in  a  recent  number  of  a  well-known  scientific  Goldstiicker,  aiding  him  day  by  day  in  the  elaboration  of  his 
periodical,  that  many  thousands  of  notes  and  references  for  the  Dictionary,  I  did  not  feel  justified  in  interrupting  the  prosecution 

new  edition  of  Wilson's  Sanskrit  Dictionary  and  other  works,  the  of  so  large  a  work  for  the  sake  of  any  advantage  that  might  have 
result  of  an  unremitting  study  of  the  MSS.  treasures  at  the  India  accrued  to  my  own  less  weighty  performance.  Moreover,  I  felt 
House  Sec.,  are  left  behind  by  Professor  Goldstlicker.  With  refer-  that  I  could  not  in  justice  interrupt  the  continuity  of  Professor 

ence  to  this  matter,  I  ought  in  justice  to  the  present  learned  and  Goldstiicker's  labours,  when  I  had  the  use  of  the  Wilsonian  Col- 
courteous  librarian  of  the  India  Office,  as  well  as  in  justice  to  my  lection  belonging  to  the  Bodleian,  which,  however  inferior  to 
own  Dictionary,  to  put  on  record,  that  soon  after  his  appoint-  those  at  the  India  Office  in  the  departments  required  by  a  lexi- 
ment,  Dr.  Rost  offered  to  allow  me  also  the  use  of  any  of  these  cographer,  were  still  freely  placed  at  my  command  by  our  own 
MSS.  treasures  if  I  would  name  any  likely  to  be  useful  to  myself.  learned  and  obliging  librarian,  the  Rev.  H.  O.  Coxe. 
Knowing,  however,  that  about  eighty  MSS.,  including  those  I 
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practical  plan,  which,  although  raised  as  far  as  my  powers  went,  to  the  level  of  modern  scholarship, 

so  as  to  be  a  sufficiently  trustworthy  aid  in  studying  the  chief  departments  of  literature,  including 

the  Veda,  should  yet  be  procurable  at  a  moderate  cost,  and  not  extend  beyond  the  limits  of  one 

compact  volume.  This  leads  me  therefore  to 

SECTION  2. 

Plan  and  Arrangement  of  the  Present  Work. 

Those  who  appreciate  the  value  of  Sanskrit  in  its  bearing  on  the  philosophy  of  language  will 

understand  my  motive  in  endeavouring  so  to  arrange  this  lexicon  as  to  exhibit  most  effectively  that 

peculiarity  of  construction  which  distinguishes  the  highest  type  of  the  great  Indo-European  line  of 

speech.  Such  persons  will  comprehend  without  much  explanation  the  plan  pursued  by  me 

throughout  these  pages  in  the  collocation  of  words  connected  by  mutual  affinities.  For  the 

benefit,  however,  of  younger  students,  I  now  proceed  briefly  to  point  out  the  one  grand  distinctive 

peculiarity  of  the  Aryan  dialects  which  the  arrangement  of  the  present  Dictionary  is  intended  to 

demonstrate — a  peculiarity  separating  them  by  a  sharp  line  of  demarcation  from  the  other  great 

family  of  human  speech  usually  called  Semitic  *. 

Happily  it  is  now  a  familiar  fact  to  most  educated  persons  that  the  Indo-European  or  Aryan 
languages  (of  which  Sanskrit  is  the  eldest  sister  f,  and  English  one  of  the  youngest)  proceeded  from 

a  common  but  nameless  and  unknown  parent,  whose  very  home  in  Asia  cannot  be  absolutely  fixed, 

though  the  locality  may  conjecturally  be  placed  somewhere  in  the  region  of  Bokhara,  near  the 

river  Oxus.  From  this  centre  radiated,  as  it  were,  eight  principal  lines  of  speech ;  first,  the  two 

Asiatic  lines,  I.  Indian,  2.  Iranian,  (the  former  eventually  comprising  Sanskrit,  Pali,  Prakrit,  and  the 

modern  Prakrits  or  spoken  languages  of  the  Hindus,  such  as  Hindi,  MarathI,  Gujarat!,  Bengali,  &c. ; 

the  latter  comprising  (a)  Zand,  old  Persian,  Pahlavl,  modern  Persian,  and  Pushtu ;  (b)  Armenian) ; 

and  then  the  six  European  lines,  viz.  i.  Keltic,  2.  Hellenic,  3.  Italic,  4.  Teutonic,  5.  Slavonic, 

6.  Lithuanian,  each  branching  into  various  sub-lines  or  ramifications  as  exhibited  in  the  present 
languages  of  Europe  J.  Now,  if  the  question  be  asked,  What  most  striking  feature  distinguishes  all 

*  I  use  the  term  '  Semitic'  out  of  deference  to  established  connected  with  the  Semitic,  as  derived  through  the  ancient  Him- 
usage,  though  it  leads  to  some  confusion   of  ideas,  because  if  yaritic  Arabic  of  South  Arabia  (Yaman). 

'  Semitic,'  or  more  properly  '  Shemitic,'  be  used  for  the  languages  \  Though  the  younger  sisters  sometimes  preserve  older  forms, 
of  the  descendants  of  Shem,  then  'Japhetic'  (instead  of  'Aryan')  J  As  this  is  the  first  Oriental  Dictionary  put  forth   by  any 
should  be  used  for  the  descendants  of  Japhet.     We  cannot,  how-  English   scholar   which   attempts  to   introduce  abundant  corn- 

ever,  give  up  the  epithet  Aryan  (from  the  Sanskrit  arya,  'noble')  parisons   between  the   various  members  of  the  Indo  European 
for  our  own  Indo-European  languages,  suited  as  it  certainly  is  to  family,   I  here  append    a   brief  account  of  the  Aryan   cognate 
that  noblest  of  all  families  of  speech.     The  Rev.  F.  W.  Farrar  languages  beginning  with  the  Indian.     I.  By  Pali  or  Pall  is  meant 

suggests  adopting  the  term  'Syro-Arabian'  as  well  as  Semitic  for  one  of  the  oldest  forms  of  the  ancient  provincial  HindO-i   lan- 
the  other  family.     Still  the  name  Semitic  may  well  be  applied  guage  of  which  Sanskrit  is  the   learned   form,   (see   p.  xiii  of 
to  Hebrew,  Aramaic  [including  perhaps  one  set  of  cuneiform  Preface.)     It  must  have  been  spoken  either  in  Magadha  or  in 
inscriptions,  Chaldee  and  Syriac].  and  Arabic,  because  in  the  tenth  some  district  not  far  from  Oude.  where  Buddha  flourished,  and 

chapter  of  Genesis,  Shem  is  represented  as  father  of  Elam  (who  being  carried  by  the  Buddhists  into  Ceylon  became  their  sacred 
peopled  Elymais),  Assur  (Assyria),  Lud  (Lydia),  Aram  (Syria),  language,  and  is  preserved  in  their  canonical   scriptures  called 
and  of  Arphaxad,  grandfather  of  Eber,  from  whom   came  the  Tri-pitaka.     Prakrit  is  the  name  given  to  other  and  later  pro- 

s — or  Trans-Euphratian  race,  the  name   Hebrew  really  vincial  forms  of  Sanskrit,  which  were  the  precursors  and  parents 
neaning  'one  who  lives  beyond  a  river'— and  Joktan,  father  of  of  the  present  Hindu  dialects,  Hindi,  MarathI,  &c.,  see   note, 

eba,   father   of  Himyar,    whence   came   the    Arabians.      Mr.  p.  xvii.     These  latter  may  be  called  modern  Prakrits.     2.  Now 
Karrar  states  in  his  useful  lectures  that  the  Semitic  nations  may  as  to  the  Iranian:   (a)  Zand  or  Zend  (old  Bactrian)  is  to  old 
number  about  40  milli.,,,,.  compared  with  about  400  millions  of  Persian  and  Pahlavl  what  Sanskrit  is  to  Pali  and  Prakrit.     It 

ido-Europeans.     Among  Semitic  races  come  the  people  of  is  that  ancient  language  of  Persia  in  which  the  sacred  books  are 
c  have  special  languages  of  tluir  own,  viz.  the  written,  called  Zand  AvastS,  belonging  to  the  ParsTs  lor  fugitives 

thiopic  or  Geez,  which  is  their  sacred  and  literary  language  from  Persia  scattered  on  the  coast  of  India,  and  still  believers  in  the 
0   dialects   called   Tigr^,  Tigrina,  for   the  religion  founded  by  Zardusht  or  Zoroaster).    Old  Persian  is  a  name 

.rth-east,  and  Amharic,  for  the  centre  and  south ;  given  to  the  dialect  preserved  in  one  set  of  cuneiform  inscriptions, 
cmg  nearer  to  Ethiopic  than  the  latter,  and  all  being  about  contemporaneous  with  Zand.    Pahlavl  (sometimes  written 
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these  languages  from  the  Semitic  ?  My  answer  is,  that  the  main  distinction  lies  in  the  character  of 

their  roots  or  radical  sounds ;  for  although  both  Aryan  and  Semitic  forms  of  speech  are  called 

'  inflective  *,'  it  should  be  well  understood  that  the  inflectiveness  of  the  root  in  the  two  cases  implies 
two  wholly  different  processes. 

Let  me  first  briefly  advert  to  the  Semitic  form.  A  Semitic  root  then  may  be  described  as  a 

kind  of  hard  frame-work  consisting  generally  of  three  consonants  which  resemble  three  sliding  but 

inflexible  upright  limbs,  moveable  hither  and  thither  to  admit  on  either  side  the  intervenient  vowels 

and  certain  merely  ancillary  consonants,  usually  called  '  servile.'  These  subservient  letters  are,  it  is 
true,  of  the  utmost  importance  to  the  diverse  colouring  of  the  radical  idea,  and  the  perfect  precision 

of  their  operation  is  noteworthy,  but  their  presence  within  and  without  the  rigid  frame  of  the 

root  is,  so  to  speak,  almost  overpowered  by  the  ever  prominent  consonantal  skeleton.  In  illustra- 
tion of  this  we  may  take  the  Arabic  triliteral  root  KTB,  using  capitals  for  these  radical  consonants 

to  indicate  their  prominence ;  the  third  pers.  sing,  past  tense  is  KaTaBa,  '  he  wrote,'  and  from  the 
same  three  consonants,  by  means  of  various  vowels  and  servile  letters,  are  developed  a  number 

of  other  forms,  of  which  the  following  are  specimens  :  KaTB,  writing ;  KaTiB,  a  writer ;  maKTuB, 

written ;  taKTlB,  causing  to  write ;  muKaTaBat,  corresponding  by  letter ;  iKTaB,  dictating ; 

taKaTuB,  writing  to  one  another ;  mutaKaTiB,  one  who  keeps  up  a  correspondence ;  maKTaB, 

the  place  of  writing,  a  writing-school ;  KiTaB,  a  book  ;  KiTBat  or  KiTaBat,  inscriptionf. 

PehlevI)  is  a  later  Iranian  dialect,  which  once  possessed  an  exten- 
sive literature.  A  more  recent  Iranian  dialect  is  ParsI  or  Pszand, 

leading  to  the  modern  Persian  which  sprang  up  in  Persia  not  long 
after  the  Muhammadan  conquest  (about  A.  D.  1000),  the  earliest 

form  of  which,  as  represented  in  the  Shah-namah  of  FirdausI,  has 
little  admixture  of  Arabic,  while  the  later  is  flooded  with  it.  Pushtu 

is  the  present  language  of  Afghanistan,  (fc)  Armenian  is  of  course 
the  language  of  Armenia ;  it  has  two  forms,  the  old  Armenian  or 
literary  language,  which  is  dead,  and  the  modem  Armenian,  said 
to  be  split  into  four  dialects  containing  many  Turkish  words. 
Connected  with  these  is  the  Ossetic  of  the  Ossetes,  a  Caucasian 
tribe.  We  now  come  to  the  six  European  lines :  I.  The  Keltic  or 

Celtic  (of  the  KcXrot,  Herod.  II.  33)  is  the  oldest  of  the  Aryan 
family  in  Europe,  and  as  it  has  had  the  longest  life,  so  it  presents 
the  greatest  divergence  from  Sanskrit :  it  has  been  driven  into 
a  corner  of  the  continent,  viz.  Brittany,  by  Romanic  French,  and 

into  the  extremities  of  Cornwall,  Wales,  Ireland,  and  the  High- 
lands of  Scotland  by  Germanic  English  :  it  has  two  lines,  (a)  the 

principal  Keltic  or  Gaelic  (of  the  Galli),  comprising  the  Irish, 
Highland-Scotch,  and  Manx,  of  which  the  Irish  is  most  interest- 

ing in  relation  to  Sanskrit ;  (6)  the  Kymric  form  of  Keltic,  in- 
cluding Welsh,  Cornish  (now  extinct),  and  Armorican,  which  last 

is  the  name  given  to  the  language  of  Brittany.  2.  The  Hellenic 
comprises  ancient  Greek  with  its  dialects  (most  interesting  in  its 
close  affinity  to  Sanskrit,  and  most  important  in  its  bearing  on 
the  original  of  the  New  Testament,  though  far  less  remarkable 
in  its  bearing  on  other  European  languages  than  Latin),  and 
modern  Greek,  usually  called  Romaic  (infinitely  nearer  to  the 
ancient  Greek  than  the  Romanic  languages  are  to  Latin).  3.  The 
Italic  comprises,  of  course,  Latin  with  its  Romanic  (or  Romance) 
offspring,  viz.  Italian,  French,  Spanish,  Portuguese,  Wallachian, 
and  Proveii9al ;  and  includes  some  old  Italian  dialects,  such  as 

the  Oscan  of  the  Samnites  in  southern  Italy,  Umbrian  spoken  in 

north-eastern  Italy  and  Sabine.  4.  The  Teutonic  comprises  (4) 
Gothic,  which  is  the  Sanskrit  of  the  Teutonic  languages,  especially 
of  Low  German ;  it  was  spoken  by  the  ancient  Gothic  peoples  who 
belonged  to  the  Germanic  race,  and  were  divided  into  eastern  and 
western  Goths ;  a  part  of  the  latter  being  allowed  by  the  Romans 
to  settle  in  the  province  of  Mccsia,  near  the  mouth  of  the  Danube, 
became  converts  to  Christianity,  and  happily  their  bishop  Ulfilas 

fixed  their  language  by  translating  nearly  all  the  Bible  ;  a  remnant 
of  his  translation  has  been  preserved,  otherwise  this  dialect, 
sometimes  called  Mceso-Gothic,  would  have  been  lost,  and  with 
it  a  most  important  key  to  Teutonic  philology:  (b)  German, 

divided  into  two  branches,  viz.  1st,  Low  German,  which  is  subdi- 
vided into  four,  viz.  Saxon  (sometimes  called  Old  Saxon),  leading 

to  Anglo-Saxon  and  English ;  Frisian,  once  largely  spoken  by  the 
Frisian  tribes  (Lat.  Frisii)  who  dwelt  on  the  north-west  coast  of 
Germany,  and  closely  connected  with  English ;  Dutch,  current  of 
course  in  Holland ;  Flemish,  spoken  in  that  part  of  Belgium  called 
Flanders  ;  2ndly,  High  German,  subdivided  into  old,  middle,  and 
new,  the  last  bringing  us  to  modern  German :  (c)  Scandinavian, 
divided  into  four,  viz.  Norse,  i.  e.  old  and  new  Icelandic  (nearly 
alike  and  most  valuable  as  preserving  the  original  structure  of  the 
whole  Scandinavian  group),  Swedish,  Norwegian,  and  Danish, 
the  two  latter  only  differing  in  pronunciation.  5.  The  Slavonic 
comprises  (a)  old  Slavonic  or  old  Bulgarian,  being  to  the  Slavonic 

what  Gothic  is  to  the  Teutonic,  and  similarly  preserved  in  a  trans- 
lation of  the  Bible  made  by  Cyril :  (b)  Russian,  divided  into 

Russian  proper,  Little  Russian  :  (c)  Polish,  with  other  less  notice- 
able Slavonic  dialects,  viz.  Polabian,  Bohemian,  Serbian,  Servian, 

Kroatian,  and  Slovenian.  6.  The  Lithuanian  is  sometimes  regarded 
as  a  branch  of  the  Slavonic  line,  to  which  it  is  more  nearly 
related  than  to  the  Teutonic  ;  it  is  interesting  as  coming  nearer  to 
Sanskrit  in  some  of  its  forms  than  any  other  member  of  the  Aryan 

family,  and  as  having  a  dual,  like  the  Gothic,  and  seven  cases ;  it 

is  still  spoken  by  a  limited  number  in  Russian  and  Prussian  pro- 
vinces on  the  coast  of  the  Baltic,  but  is  disappearing  before 

Russian  and  German;  a  more  modern  form  of  it  is  Lettish, 

spoken  in  Livonia:  another  kindred  dialect  is <>ld Prussian,  once 

spoken  in  north-eastern  Prussia,  but  now  extinct. 

*  As  distinguished  from  'monosyllabic,'  like  the  Chinese; 
and  '  agglutinative,'  like  the  Dravidian,  Turkish,  and  other  mem- 

bers of  an  immense  class  of  languages  in  which  the  termination 
is  easily  separable  from  the  body  of  the  word.  These  are  still 
called  by  some  Turanian  (from  Tur,  eldest  son  of  Farldun,  to 
whom  he  assigned  Turkistan,  thence  called  Tiiran). 

t  For  a  further  insight  into  these  Arabic  formations,  the  student 

is  referred  to  a  chapter  on  the  use  of  Arabic  words  in  my  '  Prac- 
tifcal  Hindustani  Grammar,'  published  by  Longman  &  Co. 
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An  Aryan  root  on  the  other  hand,  as  best  typified  by  a  Sanskrit  radical,  is  generally  a  single 

monosyllable,  which  may  be  compared  to  a  malleable  substance  capable  of  being  drawn  out  to 

express  every  modification  of  an  original  conception.  And  this  malleability,  as  it  were,  arises 

chiefly  from  the  circumstance  that  the  vowel  is  recognized  as  a  constituent  part  of  the  radical, 

blending  with  its  very  substance,  and  even  sometimes  standing  alone  as  itself  the  only  root. 

Sanskrit  exhibits  better  than  any  other  member  of  the  Aryan  line  of  speech  this  characteristic 

root-expansibility.  More  than  this,  it  exemplifies  better  than  any  other  that  excessive  root- 

accrctivcncss  (if  I  may  use  the  term)  by  which  not  only  terminations  and  prefixes  are  grafted  upon 

or  welded  into  the  original  monosyllabic  stock,  but  affix  is  affixed  to  affix,  prefix  is  prefixed  to 

prefix,  derivative  is  derived  from  derivative,  compound  is  compounded  with  compound  in  an  almost 

interminable  chain.  In  illustration  of  this  the  student  is  referred  to  such  roots  as  i.kri,  p.  245  ; 

i.  bhu,  p.  714;  i.  sru,  p.  1026;  i.  sttta,  p.  1145  of  this  volume. 

Hence  it  becomes  evident  that  the  original  plan  of  Professor  Wilson,  by  which  every  single 

word  would  have  been  represented  in  regular  sequence,  growing,  as  it  were,  from  its  own  parent  stem, 

would  have  realized  the  true  conception  of  a  perfect  Sanskrit  Dictionary.  Verily  if  Greek 

lexicography  has  been  occasionally  so  treated,  much  more  has  Sanskrit,  the  great  type  of  linguistic 
constructiveness,  a  right  so  to  be. 

I  have  now  to  show  how  far  the  present  work  satisfies  this  ideal.  It  is  sometimes  calculated, 

that  there  are  about  two  thousand  distinct  roots  in  this  language.  If  it  be  supposed  that  there  are 

about  eighty  thousand  distinct  words  growing  out  of  these  two  thousand  roots,  a  Dictionary  on  the 
usual  alphabetical  plan  must  have  consisted  of  a  series  of  eighty  thousand  monographs,  each 

independent  of  the  other ;  and,  indeed,  such  a  Dictionary  might  have  been  thought  most  agreeable 
to  the  common  notion  of  a  really  practical  work.  It  seemed  to  me,  however,  that  a  Dictionary  so 

planned  would  have  afforded  little  effective  aid  to  the  study  of  Sanskrit,  in  its  connection  with 

comparative  philology.  On  the  other  hand,  it  must  be  confessed  that  the  idea  of  taking  root  by 
root,  and  writing,  as  it  were,  two  thousand  biographies,  each  giving  a  connected  history  of  a  distinct 

family  allied  together  by  a  common  pedigree  was  a  philological  dream  too  unpractical  to  be  wholly 
realized.  Some  middle  course,  therefore,  satisfying  the  requirements  both  of  philology  and  of 

ordinary  practice  seemed  most  to  be  desired,  and  the  following  publication,  though  not  answering 

the  perfect  philological  ideal,  is  intended  as  an  attempt  at  combining  a  partial  root-arrangement 
with  a  convenient  alphabetical  order  suited  to  ready  reference. 

In  unison  with  this  design,  the  roots  of  the  language — always  brought  prominently  before  the 
eye  by  large  Nagari  type — will  be  found  treated  more  exhaustively  in  the  present  work,  both  as 
regards  the  meanings  given  and  the  forms  exhibited,  than  in  any  other  Sanskrit-English  Dictionary 
yet  published  *.  It  is  evident  that  a  great  many  of  these  roots,  or  Dhatus,  as  they  are  called  by 
native  lexicographers,  are  not  really  elementary  radicals,  but  compounds  or  developments  of  simpler 
elements.  I  have  not  always  ventured  to  pronounce  categorically  as  to  which  of  two  or  more  roots 
is  the  simplest  form,  but  when  roots  are  evidently  allied,  their  connection  is  conspicuously  indicated 

in  the  following  pages.  Thus  I  hope  to  have  drawn  attention  to  a  point  which  English  scholars 
have  hitherto  greatly  overlooked  f. 

•  I  cannot  sufficiently  acknowledge  my  debt  to  \Vestergaard 's  distinct  roots,  and  the  number  is  thereby  swelled  to  2490. 
Radices.  The  copy  I  have  had  for  about  thirty  years  tells  Probably,  the  real  number  of  elementary  radicals  in  Sanskrit 

a  tale  of  constant  reference.  Indeed  we  have  to  thank  Danish,  'aight  be  reduced  to  a  comparatively  small  catalogue.  Some 
quite  as  much  as  German  scholars,  for  what  they  have  done  roots  containing  dentals  have  been  cerebralized  or  vice  versjl,  and 
towards  promoting  linguistic  culture.  both  forms  are  allowed  to  co-exist,  as  bhan  and  bhan,  dhan  and 

•f  The  number  of  distinct  radical  forms  in  Wilkins'  collection  dhan;  others  whose  initials  are  aspirated  consonants  have  passed 
is  1750,  but  as  many  forms  having  the  same  sound  have  different  into  other  aspirated  consonants  or  retained  only  the  aspirate;  and 

meanings,  and  are  conjugated  differently,  they  are  held  to  ]>e  all  forms  co-exist  in  bhfi,  dtiri,  dhvri,  hvj-i,  &c.  Again,  such  a 
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Furthermore,  the  plan  now  first  carried  out  of  arranging  all  verbs  formed  from  roots  by  prefixing 

prepositions  in  their  proper  alphabetical  order  and  at  the  head  of  their  own  derivatives,  will  be 

noted  as  a  marked  feature  of  originality  and  individuality.  The  labour  entailed  by  the  simple 

process  of  thus  re-arranging  the  verbs  in  a  language  so  rich  in  prepositions,  can  only  be  understood 

by  other  lexicographers  *.  But  even  this  re-arrangement  has  not  caused  so  much  difficulty  as 
the  attempt  to  exhibit  what  may  be  termed  the  kinship  of  words,  by  distributing  the  greater  part  of 

the  vocabulary  of  the  language  in  families,  or  rather,  if  I  may  so  express  myself,  in  family-groups  t. 
These  groups  are,  as  far  as  possible,  collected  under  roots  or  leading  words,  which  stand,  as  it  were, 

at  the  head  of  the  family,  and  are  always  distinguished  from  the  rest  by  Nagari  type  in  the  manner 

more  fully  explained  in  the  table  of  directions  at  the  end  of  the  Preface.  Such  a  re-distribution  of 
the  vocabulary  has  often  necessitated  the  separation  of  roots  and  homonyms  under  two,  three,  or 

more  heads,  each  with  its  train  of  derivatives,  subderivatives,  and  associated  words,  which  in  other 

Dictionaries  would  be  brought  together  under  one  article  {.  An  abundant  return,  however,  has  been 

reaped,  if  philological  precision  has  been  thus  promoted,  and  facility  afforded  for  viewing  synoptically 

and  comparing  together  the  etymological  history  of  the  words  so  collocated. 

Besides  the  obvious  advantage  of  this  arrangement  to  the  philologically-minded  student,  great 
saving  of  space  has  been  thus  effected ;  all  necessity  for  repeating  derivations  under  each  head 

being  thus  avoided,  and  the  power  gained  of  leaving  many  meanings  to  be  inferred  from  one  or 

other  member  of  a  group,  instead  of  constantly  reiterating  them.  For  it  must  be  borne  in  mind 

that  all  the  series  included  under  the  same  heading  in  Nagari  type  are  to  be  regarded  as  cohering  ; 

so  that  all  derivatives,  whether  primary  or  secondary,  and  all  compound  words  following  in 

regular  sequence,  may  be  studied  in  their  mutual  bearing  and  correlation  both  as  illustrating  each 

other  and  as  contributing  to  throw  light  on  the  modifications  of  meaning  evolved  from  the  radical 

idea.  These  meanings,  too,  have  not  been  thrown  together  in  a  heap,  as  they  have  been  hitherto  in 

some  Oriental  Dictionaries,  but  an  attempt  has  been  made  to  set  them  forth  according  to  their 

logical  development.  The  further  advantage  gained  in  space  by  the  free  use  of  Roman  type 
will  be  explained  under  Section  4. 

Conspicuously,  again,  in  an  enumeration  of  the  more  noteworthy  features  of  the  present  publica- 
tion, should  certainly  be  placed  the  introduction  of  abundant  comparisons  from  cognate  languages, 

which  no  other  Lexicon  published  by  English  scholars  has,'  I  believe,  hitherto  attempted  to  the 
same  extent.  I  must  at  once  distinctly  notify  that  for  these  comparisons  I  have  not  trusted  to  my 

own  judgment,  but  have  followed  the  authority  of  the  eminent  German  scholars  whose  names 

will  be  mentioned  subsequently. 

Another  distinctive  characteristic  of  this  Dictionary  consists  in  the  articles  on  mythology, 

literature,  religion,  and  philosophy,  which  will  be  found  scattered  everywhere  throughout  its  pages. 

By  consulting  Professor  Aufrecht's  catalogues,  Dr.  Ballantyne's  works,  Dr.  Fitz-Edward  Hall's 

writings,  Dr.  Muir's  Sanskrit  Texts,  Professor  M.  Miiller's  Ancient  Sanskrit  Literature,  Dr.  Weber's 

Indische  Studien, Wilson'sVishnu-Purana,  some  Oriental  Articles  in  Chambers'  Encyclopaedia — written, 
I  believe,  by  the  late  Professor  Goldstiicker, — and  my  own  collection  of  notes,  I  have  been  able  to 
furnish  the  student  with  much  valuable  information  on  many  subjects  not  hitherto  treated  of  in  any 

root  as  svad  is  probably  nothing  but  a  compound  of  su  and  root  example,  it  would  be  very  instructive  to  see  such  words  as  share, 

ad,  and  such  roots  as  slubh,  stumbh,  stambh  are  plainly  mere  modi-  shire,  shore,  shears,  &c.  arranged  under  '  shear,'  to  cut  off,  separate, 
fications  of  each  other.  Richardson  in  his  great  Dictionary  has  to  a  certain  extent  carried 

*  Why  should  not  Sanskrit  lexicons  have  been  brought  into  out  this  idea.     See  on  this  subject '  Archbishop  Trench  on  the 

harmony  with  Greek  in  this   respect  long  ere  this  ?     Greek  is  Study  of  Words." 
almost  as  free  in  its  use  of  prepositions,  e.g.  <rv/iirapa/3aAAiu,  J  See,  for  example,  the  roots  i.su,  2.su,j.su,  4.  si/,  at  p.  in?, 
ov/iimpaitaOffr/iai.  and  i.ltala,  2.  to/a,  at  pp.  324,  225. 

t  Even  in  English  this  might  advantageously  be  done,  as,  for 
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Dictionary.  Let  him  observe,  for  instance,  what  is  written  under  the  words  Vishnu,  Siva,  Veda, 

Manas,  Saman,  Soma,  San-khya,  Sauptika-parvan.  It  will  be  doubtless  said  that  too  many  names 

of  persons,  places,  and  books  are  introduced.  In  excuse  I  have  to  plead  that  greater  liberty  ought 

to  be  allowed  to  a  Sanskrit  Dictionary  in  this  respect  than  to  Greek  and  Latin  Lexicons,  because 

Oriental  alphabets  have  no  capital  letters.  As  to  the  names  of  books,  it  may  often  be  useful  to 

have  attention  drawn  to  works,  still  unprinted,  ascertained  to  exist  either  in  Europe  or  India. 

It  may  perhaps  be  objected  that  there  are  too  many  compound  words ;  but  again  it  may  be 

urged  that  a  Sanskrit  Dictionary  must  not  be  tried  by  ordinary  laws  in  this  respect,  for  here  again 

Sanskrit  stands  eminently  forth  as  the  grand  typical  representative  of  the  whole  Aryan  line  of 

speech,  which  is  throughout  distinguished  by  its  love  of  composition.  To  exclude  compounds  from 

a  Sanskrit  Lexicon,  would  be,  so  to  speak,  to  'Unsanskritize'  it.  Not  only  are  there  certain  com- 
pounds quite  peculiar  to  Sanskrit,  but  in  the  grammar  composition  almost  takes  the  place  of 

syntax,  and  the  various  kinds  of  compound  words  are  classified  and  defined  with  greater  subtlety  and 
minuteness  than  would  be  possible  in  any  other  known  language  of  the  world.  When  a  student  is 

in  doubt  whether  to  translate  compounds  like  Indra-batru  as  Bahuvrihis  or  Tatpurushas,  the 
Dictionary  is  surely  bound  to  aid  in  clearing  up  his  perplexities.  Moreover,  as  few  examples  are 
given  or  passages  quoted  in  the  present  work,  a  limited  admission  of  compounds,  under  certain 
restrictions,  serves  to  illustrate  the  use  of  a  leading  word ;  for  to  such  words,  let  it  be  observed, 

they  have  always  been  subordinated.  After  I  had  formulated  my  plan,  and  a  large  portion  of  the 

work  was  in  type,  the  Sanskrit  Dictionary  of  Professor  Benfey  appeared  *,  and  I  was  glad  to  find 
that,  working  independently,  I  had  devised  a  system  supported  in  some  of  these  particulars  by  that 
philologist.  All  must  agree  that  as  Sanskrit  exceeds  every  other  language  in  its  infinite  capacity  for 
composition,  no  Sanskrit  Lexicon,  if  it  admits  compounds  at  all,  ought  to  treat  them  as  if  they 
were  independent  entities  entitled  to  a  separate  existence  of  their  own. 

Nevertheless  I  could  never  have  followed  Professor  Benfey  in  placing  compound  words  under 
their  last  member.  This  method,  however  philosophical,  seems  to  sacrifice  at  the  shrine  of  logical 
propriety  what  I  have  set  before  myself  as  a  paramount  consideration  in  arranging  my  own 

Dictionary — facility  of  reference.  For  a  further  explanation  of  points  of  detail  the  student  is 
referred  to  the  table  of  directions  at  the  end  of  the  Preface.  I  now  therefore  pass  on  to  my 
third  point. 

SECTION  3. 

Extent  of  Sanskrit  Literature  comprehended. 

I  have  sometimes  been  gravely  asked  by  men  learned  in  all  the  classical  lore  of  Europe, 
Has  Sanskrit  any  literature  ?  Such  a  question  proves  the  urgent  need  for  a  work  like  the  present, 
which  aims  at  facilitating  and  making  more  general  the  study  of  a  language  closely  allied 
to  our  own,  and  still  more  closely  connected  with  the  spoken  dialects  of  our  great  Indian 
Empire — a  language,  therefore,  about  whose  history  every  well-educated  Englishman  ought  surely 
to  know  something. 

Conscious,  then,  as   my  present  office  has  made  me  of  the  general  ignorance  prevalent  on 
Indian  subjects,  I  may  be  excused  if  I  preface  this  part  of  my  Introduction  by  stating  precisely 
what  I  conceive  to  me  implied  by  the  words  Sanskrit  and  Sanskrit  literature.     By  Sanskrit,  then, 
s  not  meant  any  really  spoken  language  of  India  or  even,  I  hold,  any  once  generally  spoken 
language.     What   the  word   Sanskrit   properly  represents  is,  I  conceive,  a  certain  form  of  the 

The  Sanskrit-French  Dictionary  of  M.  Emile  Burnouf,  which  also  appeared  after  much  of  my  work  was  in  type,  is  an  inde- pendent working  out  of  some  ideas  similar  to  my  own. 
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language  brought  by  the  Indian  branch  of  the  great  Aryan  race  into  India,  the  ancient  spoken  language 

of  the  Hindus  being  more  suitably  styled  Hindu-T,  just  as  its  principal  later  development  is  called 

Hindi*.  For  in  fact  that  happened  in  India  which  has  come  to  pass  in  all  civilized  countries.  The 

spoken  vernacular  of  the  people  has  separated  into  two  lines,  the  one  elaborated  by  the  learned,  the 

'  other  popularized  and  variously  provincialized  by  the  unlearned  t-  In  India,  however,  from  the 

greater  exclusiveness  of  the  educated  few,  the  greater  ignorance  of  the  masses  and  the  desire  of 

a  bigoted  priesthood  to  keep  the  key  of  knowledge  in  their  own  possession,  this  separation  became 

more  marked,  more  diversified,  and  progressively  intensified.  Hence,  the  very  grammar  which  with 

other  nations  was  regarded  only  as  a  means  to  an  end,  came  to  be  treated  by  Indian  Pandits  as 

the  end  itself,  and  was  subtilized  into  an  intricate  science,  fenced  round  by  a  bristling  barrier  of 

technicalities.  The  language,  too,  elaborated  part  passii  with  the  grammar,  rejected  the  natural 

name  of  Hindu-I,  or  'the  speech  of  the  Hindus,'  and  adopted  an  artificial  designation,  viz.  Sanskrita, 

or  'the  perfectly  constructed  speech,'  to  denote  its  complete  severance  from  the  common 
tongue  (called  by  contrast  Prakrita),  and  its  exclusive  dedication  to  literary  and  religious  purposes. 
This  of  itself  is  a  remarkable  circumstance ;  for  although  something  similar  has  happened  in 

Europe,  yet  we  do  not  find  that  Latin  and  Greek  ceased  to  be  called  Latin  and  Greek  when  they 
became  the  language  of  the  learned,  any  more  than  we  have  at  present  two  names  for  the  common 

and  literary  languages  of  modern  nations.  These  remarks  will  perhaps  conduce  to  a  right  appre- 
ciation of  the  nature  of  a  literature  which,  although  elaborated  by  a  learned  caste,  is  still  the  only 

real  literature  of  the  Hindu  race,  the  vernaculars  having  hitherto  produced  little  worthy  of 
consideration. 

Sanskrit  literature,  it  should  be  remembered,  embraces  two  distinct  periods,  Vedic  and  post- 
Vedic.  The  former,  beginning  with  the  Rig-veda,  and  extending  through  the  other  three  Vedas 
(viz.  the  Yajur-veda,  Sama-veda,  and  Atharva-veda),  with  their  Brahmanas,  Upanishads,  and  Sutras, 
is  most  valuable  to  philologists  as  presenting  them  with  the  nearest  approach  to  the  original  Aryan 
language,  its  earlier  works  being  composed  in  an  ancient  form  of  Sanskrit,  which  is  to  the  later 

what  Chaucer's  writings  are  to  modern  English.  The  latter  commencing  with  the  Code  of  Manu, 
with  its  train  of  subsequent  important  law-books,  and  extending  through  the  six  systems  of 
philosophy!,  the  vast  grammatical  literature,  the  immense  epics  ||,  the  lyric,  erotic,  and  didactic  poems, 

the  Niti-s"astras,  moral  tales  and  apothegms,  the  dramas,  the  various  treatises  on  mathematics,  rhetoric, 
prosody,  music,  medicine,  &c.,  brings  us  at  last  to  the  eighteen  Puranas  with  their  succeeding  Upa- 
Puranas,  and  the  more  recent  Tantras,  all  of  which  are  worthy  of  study  as  the  great  repositories 

of  the  modern  mythologies  and  popular  creeds  of  India.  No  one  person,  indeed,  with  limited 
powers  of  mind  and  body,  can  hope  to  master  more  than  one  or  two  departments  of  so  vast  a  range, 
in  which  scarcely  a  subject  can  be  named,  with  the  single  exception  of  Historiography,  not 
furnishing  a  greater  number  of  treatises  than  any  other  language  of  the  ancient  world.  In  some 

*  I  use  the  word  Hindn-I  as  a  convenient  term  for  the  ancient  the  Hindi!  system  of  logic;  2.  the  San-khya  by  Kapila,  which  is 
Bhashaof  the  Aryan  settlers  in  the  neighbourhood  of  the  Sindhu  or  dualistic,   asserting  the  separate  existence  of  soul  and  matter; 
rather  of  the  Hapta  Hendu  =  so/>/a  sindhavas.    It  maybe  thought  3.  the  Vedanta  by  VySsa  or  Badarayana,  which  asserts  the  unity 
that  this  Bhashfi  was  identical  with  the  language  of  the  Vedic  of  all  being ;  but  of  each  of  these  respectively  there  are  branches, 
hymns.    But  even  Vedic  Sanskrit  represents  a  considerable  amount  viz.  (a)  the  Vaiseshika  by  Kanada;   (6)  the  Yoga  by  Patanjali; 
of  elaboration  scarcely  compatible  with  the  notion  of  a  vernacular  (c)  the  Purva-mTmansa  by  Jaimini. 
dialect  (as,  for  example,  in  the  use  of  complicated  grammatical  ||   Some  idea  of  the  extent  of  Sanskrit  literature  may  be  gained 
forms  like  Intensives).    Pinini,  in  distinguishing  between  the  com-  by  comparing  the  two  great  epic  or  heroic  poems  called  the 
mon  language  and  the  Vedic,  uses  the  terms  BhashS  and  Loka.  MahJ-bh5rata  and  Rimayana  with  the  Iliad  and  Odyssey,  as  I 

t  Of  course   the   provincialized   Prakrits,  though   not,  as   I  have  attempted  to  do  in  the  small  volume  called  '  Indian  Epic 

conceive,  derived  directly  from  the  learned  language,  borrowed  Poetry,'   published   by   Messrs.  Williams    and    Norgate.      The 
largely  from  the  Sanskrit  after  it  was  thus  elaborated.  Maha-bhSrata,  printed  at  Calcutta,  contains  107.389  verses,  each 

*  The  systems  of  philosophy  are  properly  only  three:   I.  the  verse  being  supposed  to  consist  of  two  lines.     See  also  my  edi-. 
NySya  by  Gautama,  which  is  the  most  practical,  and  contains  lion  of  the  'Story  of  Nala,'  published  at  the  Clarendon  Press. 

d 
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subjects  too,  especially  in  poetical  descriptions  of  nature  and  domestic  affection,  Indian  works  do 

not  suffer  by  a  comparison  with  the  best  specimens  of  Greece  and  Rome,  while  in  the  wisdom,  depth, 

and  shrewdness  of  their  moral  apothegms  they  are  unrivalled.  More  than  this,  the  learned  Hindus 

had  probably  made  great  advances  in  astronomy,  algebra,  arithmetic,  botany,  and  medicine,  not 

to  mention  their  admitted  superiority  in  grammar,  long  before  any  of  these  sciences  were  cultivated  ' 

by  the  most  ancient  nations  of  Europe.  Hence  it  has  happened  that  I  have  been  painfully 

reminded  during  the  progress  of  this  Dictionary  that  a  Sanskrit  lexicographer  ought  to  aim  at 

a  kind  of  quasi  omniscience.  Nor  will  any  previous  classical  education,  such  at  least  as  has  been 

hitherto  usual,  enable  him  to  explain  correctly  the  scientific  expressions  which — not  borrowed  from 

the  Greeks— are  liable  to  be  brought  before  him.  To  pretend  therefore  that  the  present  work, 

although  probably  containing  nearly  three  times  as  much  matter  as  any  other  Sanskrit  Dictionary 

yet  published  (excepting  of  course  the  great  Thesaurus  of  Professors  Bohtlingk  and  Roth,  and  that  of 

Radhakanta-deva),  is  competent  to  satisfy  the  student  in  every  branch  of  Sanskrit  literature,  would 

manifestly  display  either  ignorance  or  conceit.  Perhaps  the  departments  in  which  it  must  be 

admitted  to  be  weakest  are  those  of  the  Veda  and  philosophy  with  their  respective  native  com- 

mentaries. Still  an  attempt  has  been  made  to  supply  what  has  hitherto  been  almost  entirely 

neglected  by  English  lexicographers. 

In  truth,  I  have  felt  that  no  modern  Lexicon  ought  to  exclude  Vedic  words,  important  as 

these  are  in  their  philological  bearings.  I  must  nevertheless  plainly  confess  that  the  interpretation 

of  these  words  is  often  so  doubtful — often  so  purely  tentative— that  I  have  been  sorely  perplexed 
in  my  efforts  to  furnish  the  student  with  trustworthy  renderings.  Of  course  with  the  Veda,  as  with 

every  other  profoundly  obscure  subject,  there  is  a  natural  craving  for  an  infallible  guide.  At  the 

same  time  no  priestly  infallibility  is  here  thought  to  be  attainable ;  for  although  the  great  Brahman 

and  Acarya,  Sayana,  lived  about  five  hundred  years  ago  at  Vijaya-nagara,  an  ancient  Indian 
capital  and  seat  of  learning,  yet  this  eminent  authority  has  been  altogether  put  out  of  court 

by  modern  philological  critics.  When,  however,  it  is  found  that  modern  scholars  themselves 

frequently  differ  as  much  from  each  other  as  they  do  from  that  once  trusted  and  certainly  most 

learned  Brahman,  it  seems  hopeless  to  expect  security  from  error  in  any  particular  sect  or  section 

of  modern  critics  and  philologists.  Notwithstanding  these  perplexities,  I  cannot  express  too 

strongly  my  appreciation  of  what  German  scholars  have  effected  in  this  difficult  field  of  research, 

and  my  gratitude  for  the  aid  received  from  the  interpretations  of  Professors  Bohtlingk  and  Roth. 

The  authority  of  these  scholars  has  been  generally  followed  by  me,  though  I  have  been  careful 

to  give,  in  addition,  the  renderings  of  Sayana  (according  to  Professor  Max  Miiller's  edition*), 
feeling,  as  I  do,  rather  enthusiastically  that  this  great  native  commentator,  even  if  he  occasionally 

misleads,  ought  never  to  be  ignored. 

The  foregoing  sketch  of  the  nature  of  Sanskrit  literature  will,  I  trust,  explain  the  impossibility 

of  covering  its  vast  area  by  any  Dictionary  in  one  volume.  It  will  also  explain  my  non-admission 

into  my  pages  of  the  ample  store  of  examples  made  over  to  me  by  my  predecessor,  the  late  Professor 

H.  H.Wilson.  These  would,  at  least,  have  swelled  out  my  one  compact  volume  to  an  inconvenient 
size,  if  they  had  not  expanded  it  into  two.  For  the  same  reason  I  have  been  obliged,  as  a  rule,  to 

forego  authenticating  my  meanings  by  more  than  a  few  scattered  references  either  to  passages  in 

*  It  should  be  mentioned  however,  that  for  the  latter  part  of  trust   to   an    imperfect   MS.   of  Sayana's    commentary   in    the 
the  Rig-veda  I  have  not  had  the  advantage  of  Professor  Max  Wilsonian  Collection  belonging  to  the  Bodleian  Library.     This 

Muller's  editorial  skill.     The  first  volume  of  his  edition  of  this  is  the  only  Rig-veda  MS.  of  any  value  that  I  have  had  it  in  my 
work,  with  Sayana's  commentary,  was  brought  out  under  the  power  to  employ,  as  I  have  not  been  able  to  consult  the  excellent 
patronage  of  the  East  India  Company  in  1849.     Three  other  MSS.  belonging  to  the  India  Office  Library,  which  others  had  a 
volumes  have  since  appeared,  completing  as  far  as  the  end  of  the  greater  right  to  use  than  myself.  I  am  informed  that  a  fifth  volume 
eighth    Matidala.     For  the   remainder  I   have  been    obliged  to  of  the  Rig-veda  is  about  to  appear. 
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the  literature  or  to  the  modern  authorities  on  which  I  have  depended  for  guidance.  In  this  I  had 

better  ground  for  abstention  than  my  predecessor,  seeing  that  the  great  work  of  Professors 

Bohtlingk  and  Roth,  the  completion  of  which  may  be  looked  for  in  a  few  years,  will  provide 

advanced  scholars  with  abundant  examples  and  references  to  every  department  of  the  literature. 

I  should  add  that  as  my  main  object  has  been  to  facilitate  and  generalize  the  study  of  a 

difficult  language,  I  have  of  course  abstained  from  complicating  the  typography  of  this  volume 

by  placing  accents  on  Vedic  words  *.  For  a  knowledge  of  these  the  scholar  must  again  apply  to 
the  great  German  Worterbuch. 

I  come  in  the  next  place  to  a  feature  in  the  present  publication  which,  as  the  four  Govern- 
ments of  India  have  liberally  patronized  this  work,  demands  an  ample  explanation. 

SECTION  4. 

Alphabet  and  System  of  Transliteration  employed. 

I  fear  the  great  Indian  Pandits,  if  they  deem  this  Dictionary  worthy  of  their  notice,  will  be 

somewhat  surprised  that  a  work  intended  as  an  aid  to  the  study  of  their  literature  should  exhibit 

their  venerable  Sanskrit  clothed  in  a  modern  European  dress  f.  Let  me  then  crave  leave  to  remind 

them  that  the  Romanized  character  employed  in  these  pages  will  be  found,  if  its  history  be  inves- 
tigated, to  be  neither  modern  nor  European,  and  may  possibly  turn  out  to  be  even  more  ancient 

than  their  sacred  Nagari,  and  even  more  suited  to  the  expression  of  their  sacred  Sanskrit. 

After  all,  we  English  are  not  only  Eastern  in  our  origin,  but  in  many  of  our  most  important 

surroundings.  First,  we  have  received  our  religion  and  our  Bible  through  an  Eastern  people  ;  next, 

our  language  is  certainly  Asiatic  in  its  affinities ;  thirdly,  we  are  known  to  have  derived  our 

invaluable  decimal  notation,  commonly  called  the  ten  Arabic  numerals,  from  India  through  the 

Arabs ;  lastly,  the  written  symbols  which  I  am  now  employing,  and  by  which  this  useful  vernacular 
of  ours  is,  as  it  were,  materialized  and  sent  to  the  ends  of  the  earth,  are  certainly  Asiatic  too. 

The  East  is,  we  must  candidly  own,  the  first  source  of  all  our  light.  We  cannot,  indeed, 

localize  in  Asia  the  precise  spot  whence  issued  the  springs  of  that  grand  flow  of  speech  which 

spread  in  successive  waves— commencing  with  the  Keltic — over  the  whole  area  of  Europe  ;  but  the 
local  source  of  the  first  alphabet,  without  which  each  of  these  waves  of  speech  must  have  been  in 

the  end  swallowed  up  and  lost  in  its  successor,  is  well  known  to  have  been  Phoenicia.  The  great 

centre  of  the  commerce  of  antiquity  naturally  gave  birth  to  what  was  felt  to  be  indispensable  to 

the  intercommunion  of  national  as  well  as  individual  life.  By  the  very  necessities  of  trade  Phoenicia 

invented  the  first,  so  to  speak,  locomotive  power  which  enabled  language,  embodied  in  a  kind 

of  material  form,  to  be  in  a  manner  exported  to  distant  countries  and  bartered,  like  any  other 
commodity,  for  language  imported  in  return. 

Probably  the  first  Phoenician  graphic  signs  were,  like  the  Chinese,  of  an  ideographic  character, 
but  of  this  there  is  said  to  be  no  certain  evidence.  However  that  may  be,  it  is  tolerably  clear  that 

the  first  Phoenician  graphic  system,  about  which  we  know  anything,  had  not  advanced  beyond 

«  See  the  note  on  Vedic  accents,  p.  xix  of  this  Preface.  which  Sanskrit  words  are  transliterated  by  Roman  letters,  but 

t  Though  some  Sanskrit  books— such  as  Professor  Aufrecht's  my  desire  is  to  see  some  standard  texts  accurately  printed  in  this 
Rig-veda — printed  in  the  Roman   character  are   much  used  by  character  and  circulated  throughout  India.     At  piescnt  the  loose 
European  scholars,  it  is  doubtful  whether  these  have  obtained  even  and  careless  way  in  which  the  Roman  alphabet  is  applied  tends 
a  limited  circulation  in  India.     I  trust,  therefore,  that  when  this  to  bring  the  whole  system  into  disrepute.     This  is  exemplified 
volume  falls  into  the  hands  of  any  great  Pandit,  to  whom  one  in  writing  the  names  of  places  and  persons  as  well  as  in  books.    A 

of  our  Indian  Governments  may  present  it,  he  will  not  consider  little  work  called  the  Durga-puja  [sic]  by  Pratupachandra  Ghosha 

that  I  am  degrading  Sanskrit  like  the  man  who  pollutes  cow's  has  just  been  received  by  me  from  Calcutta.     It  contains  much 

milk  by  putting  it  into  a  dog's  skin.    NaTii  putam  tyiid go-kshiram  useful  information,  but  here  we  have  Sanskrit  words  transliterated 
iva-drilmt  d/iritam  ;   cf.  Muir's  Sanskrit  Texts,  vol.  ii.  p.  53,  note  without  any  attempt  at  exactness,  e.g.  Devi,  Durgn,  puja,  Pnrana, 
97.     Of  course  I  know  that  many  native  books  are  printed  in  aslucimi,  Krskna,  Savi/ri,  and  numberless  others. 
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the  second  stage  of  alphabetic  progress.  It  was,  in  fact,  essentially  syllabic,  and  even  to  this  day
  the 

Semitic  alphabets  coming  immediately  from  it— viz.  the  Hebrew,  Syriac,  and  Arabic— are  v
ery  little 

better  than  syllabic  systems.  Such  an  alphabet  then,  though  well  suited  to  Eastern  cal
ligraphic- 

tastes,  was  manifestly  imperfect.  It  provided  chiefly  for  consonants,  as  if  they  were  the  lords  of 

sound,  instead  of  its  dependents,  and  often  its  impediments.  The  real  want  for  civilized  nations
, 

eager  for  intercommunication,  was  a  phonetic  alphabet,  by  which  neither  ideas  nor  consonants,  but
 

rather  sounds  should  be  symbolized.  As  therefore  vowels  are  the  only  real  representatives  of 

sound,  and  indeed  the  very  life  of  the  word  which  without  them  would  be  a  mere  hard  and 

helpless  skeleton,  it  was  essential  to  an  effective  phonetic  system  of  graphic  symbols  that  vowels 

should  have  at  least  as  prominent  a  position  in  a  written  word  as  their  attendant  consonants. 

This  was  very  soon  felt  by  the  Greeks,  who  no  sooner  received  a  consonantal  alphabet  from 

Phoenicia  than  they  began  to  remedy  its  defects,  and  forthwith  invented  a  system  by  which  the 

vowel  sounds  were  properly  symbolized  and  distributed  side  by  side  with  their  consonantal  fellows 

— not  as  mere  appendages,  but  as  close  companions.  The  Greek  expansion  of  the  Phoenician 

alphabet  was  still  further  developed  by  the  more  practical  Romans,  and  by  them  spread  every- 

where throughout  Europe*. 

Now,  although  the  Semitic  origin  of  Indian  alphabets  has  not  yet  been  satisfactorily  proved, 

it  is  still  probable  that  the  Eastern  branch  of  the  Aryan  stock  which  settled  down  in  India,  derived 

their  first  idea  of  symbolizing  language  by  written  marks  indirectly  from  Phoenicia  through  some 

neighbouring  country  whose  system  was  borrowed  from  Semitic  models  f.  They  appear  also,  like 

the  Greeks,  to  have  felt  the  defects  of  a  syllabic  or  merely  consonantal  method,  and  just  as  they 

worked  out  for  themselves  their  own  theory  of  grammar,  so  they  elaborated  for  themselves  their 

own  '  vowelized '  system  of  writing.  Note,  however,  how  the  subtle-minded  Hindus,  working  out 
their  own  ideas  in  their  own  philosophical  way,  have  produced  an  alphabet,  not  only  free  from  the 

defects  of  the  Semitic,  but  so  overdone  in  its  abundance  of  vowel  symbols  and  its  theory  of 

the  mutual  relationship  of  vowels  and  consonants,  that  this  very  elaboration  becomes  practically 
a  serious  hindrance. 

Let  me  for  the  benefit  of  those  who  may  use  this  Dictionary  for  philological  purposes,  without 

having  acquired  a  complete  familiarity  with  the  Nagari  letters,  briefly  point  out  the  most  con- 
spicuous merits  and  demerits  of  the  European  and  Indian  systems. 

From  what  I  have  before  advanced,  it  will,  I  think,  be  clear  that  it  ought  to  be  a  fixed  rule  in 

all  good  alphabets,  ist,  That  every  vowel,  short  and  long,  should  be  properly  symbolized  and 

admitted  to  close  companionship  with  its  consonant,  no  vowel  symbol  being  ever  allowed  to  stand 

for  any  other  vowel  sound  but  its  own.  For  example,  the  '  a '  sound  of  '  ka '  should  be  properly 

symbolized  ;  it  should  not  be  supposed  to  inhere  in  'k  ;'  nor  should  it  be  represented  by  a  mere  dot 

or  stroke,  above  or  below  the  '  k,'  as  if  it  were  a  simple  appendage  to  the  consonant,  as  in  Semitic 
alphabets.  Nor  should  the  symbol  '  a '  be  allowed  to  stand  for  different  vowel  sounds  short  and 

long,  as  in  '  tape,'  '  tap,' '  tall,'  '  tar,' '  mortar,'  in  every  one  of  which  the  vowel  ought  to  be  variously 
symbolized.  2ndly,  That  every  simple  consonant  should  have  one  single  fixed  symbol,  and  never 

more  than  one.  For  example,  the  symbol  '  k '  should  not  be  interchangeable  with  '  c '  to  express  the 

same  consonantal  power  as  in  'cap'  and  'keep.'  3rdly,  That  modifications  of  any  particular  simple 

*  The  Romans,  however,  having  no  proper  aspirated  conso-  tions,  and  that  of  Kapurdigiri  is  decidedly  traceable  to  a 
nantal  sounds,  rejected  the  Greek  9,  <f>,  x,  and  to  represent  these  Phoenician  source.  Those  on  the  rock  of  Girnar  (Giri-nagara) 
unhappily  originated  the  clumsy  tli.  fh,  cli,  writing  also  fs  for  \fi.  in  Kattywar,  Gujarat,  which  are  said  to  be  most  important 

t  According  to  Mr.  Edward  Thomas  (Prinscp's  Indian  Anti-  in  their  relation  to  the  present  Indian  alphabets,  are  not  so 
quities,  vol.  ii.  p.  42),  the  theory  by  which  Professor  Weber  has  clearly  traceable.  Mr.  Thomas  appears  to  have  good  ground 

sought  to  establish  a  I'hirnician  origin  for  the  Indian  alphabets  for  thinking  that  many  of  the  Nagari  letters  were  derived  from 
is  untenable.  There  are,  however,  two  sets  of  Buddhist  inscrip-  the  Dravidians  of  the  South. 
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vowel  or  consonantal  power  should  not  be  represented  by  two  letters,  but  by  some  modification 

of  a  single  symbol.  For  example,  the  long  form  of  the  vowels  «,  i,  tt  should  not  be  denoted  by 

two  letters,  as  in  our  word  '  hoop/  but  by  some  mark  or  stroke  placed  over  these  vowels  (so  that 

'hoop'  should  be  written  'hup').  Similarly,  the  aspiration  of  k,  t, p,  ought  not  to  be  represented 
by  two  letters  as  in  kh,  f/i,  ph,  but  by  some  mark  attached  to  k,  t,  p ;  thus  such  a  word  asp/iala 

should  be  written  p'ala,  and  dliana,  d'ana ;  or  perhaps  according  to  the  Anglo-Saxon  method  with 
a  horizontal  stroke  above,  as  in  d"  for  the  dh  sound  of  the. 

Tried  by  these  rules,  the  Nagari  alphabet  shows  itself  in  many  respects  superior  to  the  old 

Roman  alphabet,  and  certainly  to  our  use  or  abuse  of  the  Roman  symbols  commonly  called  the 

English  alphabet.  But  tried  by  the  same  rules,  it  will  be  found,  I  believe,  inferior  to  the  Indo- 

Romanic  system,  by  which  name  I  call  the  modification  of  Sir  William  Jones'  method  of 
applying  the  Roman  alphabet  to  the  languages  of  India,  adopted  in  the  present  Dictionary. 

The  fact  of  the  matter  is,  that  Hindu  grammarians  have  so  overdone  the  true  theory 

of  the  necessary  vocalization  of  consonants,  that  they  declare  it  impossible  for  any  consonant  to 

stand  alone  without  its  associated  vowel,  not  only  in  a  single  word,  but  in  a  whole  sentence,  unless, 

indeed,  the  consonant  come  at  the  end  of  all,  when  the  mark  N,  called  a  Virama  or  stop,  must  be 

employed.  Moreover,  the  dependent  position  of  a  consonant  is  so  insisted  on  that  every  simple 

consonant  must  perforce  possess  an  inherent  vowel  by  a  necessary  condition  of  its  own  existence, 

so  that  when  it  is  written  without  vowel  or  stop  the  vowel  '  a '  must  always  be  pronounced  after 

it.  Hence,  such  a  word  as  'bind,'  would  have  to  be  pronounced  'binada,'  unless  a  conjunct 
symbol  be  employed,  compounding  n  and  d  into  one  letter,  the  use  of  the  Virama  or  stop,  except  at 

'the  end  of  a  sentence,  being  an  infraction  of  orthographic  laws.  Thus  it  arises  that  an  immense 
assortment  of  conjunct  consonants  is  needed.  More  than  this,  the  excessive  elaboration  of  their 

vowel-system  by  the  Hindus  necessitates  the  introduction  of  two  new  vowels,  ri  and  Iri.  Again,  each 

of  the  fourteen  vowels  (except  a)  has  two  symbols,  according  as  it  is  initial  or  non-initial,  and  the 
form  of  some  of  these  obliges  them  to  be  printed  before  the  letter  after  which  they  are  pronounced 

and  in  various  awkward  places,  thereby  exposing  them  to  fracture,  and  increasing  the  general 

complication.  So  that  with  unusually  numerous  vowel-symbols,  with  thirty-five  consonants  and  an 
almost  indefinite  number  of  intricate  conjunct  consonants,  the  number  of  distinct  types  necessary 

to  equip  a  perfect  Sanskrit  fount  amounts  to  about  SCXD  (see  the  table  opposite  to  page  i). 

Now  will  any  one  maintain,  that  in  these  days  of  railroads,  electric  telegraphs,  cheap  printing, 

and  the  Suez  canal,  such  an  overstraining  of  alphabetical  precision  can  be  maintained  much  longer 

for  the  expression  of  any  language  belonging  to  the  same  family  as  our  own,  and  in  any  country 

forming  an  integral  part  of  the  British  Empire  ?  Indeed  Sanskrit  ought  to  be  made  a  potent 

instrument  for  uniting  England  more  closely  with  India,  and  a  powerful  means  for  exciting  more 

real  sympathy  and  fellow-feeling  between  Englishmen  and  their  Indian  fellow-subjects ;  but  on 
this  very  account  it  requires  every  facility  to  be  conceded  to  its  acquisition,  and  every  contrivance 

to  be  adopted  for  harmonizing  it  with  those  kindred  European  tongues  whose  structure  it  is 

above  all  capable  of  illustrating. 

Be  it  remembered  that  we  are  not  expecting  either  absurdities  or  impossibilities.  We  are  not 

so  foolish  as  to  suppose  that  the  Hindus  will  ever  abandon  their  own  national  forms  of  speech. 

On  the  contrary,  we  expect  that  they  will  tenaciously  adhere  to  them,  even  as  their  brethren  of 

Wales  hold  to  their  own  separate  and  distinct  branch  of  the  same  speech-stem.  But  because  we 

cannot  change  the  organs  of  speech  or  fuse  the  twenty-two  languages*  of  India  into  one  common 

*  Viz.  Sanskrit,  with  its  kindred  Hindi,  Marathi,  Gujarat!,  Bengali,  Uriya,  Asamese,  Panjabl,  Gurumukhl,  SindhI,  Nepalese, 
Kasmirl,  the  Singhalese  of  Ceylon  ;  the  Pushtu  of  Afghanistan  ;  the  five  Dravidian  languages,  Tamil,  Malayalam,  Telugu,  Kanarese, 

Tulu ;  the  half  Dravidian  Brahu-I ;  the  composite  Urdu  or  Hindustani  current  throughout  India ;  and  lastly  Burmese. 
e 
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tongue,  are  we  therefore  not  to  do  what  we  really  can  to  promote  inter
course  and  com- 

munion between  kindred  races  united  under  one  government  and  descended  from  the  same 

ancestors  ?  If  our  great  Indian  Pandits  are  made  familiar  with  our  graphic  systems,  will  they
  not 

be  more  likely  to  study  our  language  and  literature,  to  benefit  by  our  knowledge,  and  to  use
  our 

numerous  appliances  for  economizing  time,  labour,  and  money  ?  In  short,  is  it  fatuous  to
  expect 

our  fellow-subjects  to  imitate  us  in  adopting  a  common  system  of  symbols  for  a  common  line  of 

cognate  languages?— a  system,  be  it  thoroughly  understood,  not  to  be  confoun
ded  with  our 

English  'free  and  easy'  abandonment  of  all  system  in  our  treatment  of  the  Roman  alphabet—
 but 

a  system  capable  of  complete  adjustment  to  the  expression  of  Aryan  sounds,  whether
  Roman, 

Greek,  Welsh,  English,  or  Indian,  and  probably  little  more  different  in  form  from  the  p
resent 

Nagari  than  that  Nagari  is  from  the  characters  prevalent  in  India  when  Sanskrit  was 
 first 

committed  to  writing  *.  For  since  the  fact  is  patent,  that  the  further  we  go  back,  the  more  plainly 

do  the  Indian  alphabets  point  to  a  foreign  origin,  the  power  of  ancient  and  sacred  associatio
n 

cannot  certainly  be  pleaded  for  the  maintenance  of  the  present  Nagari. 

Nor  can  our  Indian  brethren  shelter  themselves  under  any  plea  of  impossibility,  when  all  the 

logic  of  historical  facts  is  against  them.  Is  any  nation  more  tenacious  of  everything  national  than 

the  Jews  ?  and  yet  have  they  not  abandoned  their  ancient  character  for  a  more  modern  form  ?  Have 

not  also  the  Arabs  and  Persians,  not  to  mention  the  Keltic  and  Teutonic  races,  done  the  same  ? 

Have  not  the  Hindus  themselves  renounced  many  of  their  most  ancient  usages,  and  allowed  the 

rigidity  of  caste  to  relax  under  the  pressure  of  steam  and  other  European  forces.  Even  in  the  very 

matter  of  alphabets  the  facts  of  their  own  history  are  also  against  them,  for  if  they  deny  the 

foreign  origin  of  their  venerated  Nagari,  they  have  confessedly  adopted  the  modern  Persianized 

Arabic  alphabet — a  consonantal,  if  not  a  purely  syllabic  system — to  express  Hindustani.  Now, 

Hindustani,  notwithstanding  its  flood  of  Arabic  and  Persian  words,  is  as  much  a  form  of  Hindi — the 

language  of  'pakka'  Hindustan — as  English  with  its  flood  of  Norman  French  is  of  Anglo-Saxon. 

Surely  then  all  must  admit  that  Hindustani,  at  least,  has  a  far  better  right  to  the  Indo-Romanic 

alphabet  derived  from  kindred  British  rulers,  than  it  has  to  be  saddled  with  the  consonantal  system 

of  foreign  Muslim  invaders.  For  that  system,  be  it  noted,  is  wholly  Semitic  in  its  essential  features, 

and  therefore  quite  unsuited  to  the  fundamental  Aryan  structure  of  a  Persianized  Aryan  dialect. 

If  after  whaf  I  have  thus  advanced,  our  great  Indian  Pandits  remain,  as  I  fear  some  of  them 

will,  unconvinced,  let  any  ordinary  scholar  who  consults  the  pages  of  this  work  say  whether  they  do 

not  derive  much  of  their  typographical  clearness  from  certain  apparently  trifling,  but  really 

important  contrivances,  possible  in  our  Indo-Romanic,  impossible  in  the  usual  Nagari  type.  One 
of  these,  of  course,  is  the  power  of  leaving  spaces  between  the  words  of  the  Sanskrit  examples  given. 

Will  any  student  say  that  such  an  example  as  sadlm-niitrany  akuSalad  varayanti  does  not  gain  in 
clearness  by  being  properly  spaced  t  ?  Again,  the  power  of  using  capitals  and  what  are  called 

italics  (to  say  nothing  of '  Egyptian'  and  other  forms  of  European  type)  is  manifestly  an  advantage 
to  be  placed  to  the  credit  of  Indo-Romanic  typography.  Who  will  deny  the  gain  in  clearness  by 

the  ability  to  make  a  distinction  between  smith  and  Smith — brown  and  Brown — bath  and  Bath  ? 

And  will  any  one  examine  the  pages  of  this  Dictionary,  and  then  compare  those  of  the  S'abda-kalpa- 
druma,  without  admitting  the  advantage  gained  in  the  power  of  employing  italic  type  ?  Lastly,  the 

*  It  iscertainly  remarkable  that  the  whole  Vyakarana  of  Panini.  three  centuries  B.C.     The  present  form  of  Nagari  is  thought  to 
unlike  the  Greek  grammar  or  ypamta,  appears  to  ignore  written  be  little  older  than  the  tenth  or  eleventh  century  of  our  era. 
symbols,  as  if  Sanskrit  was  never  intended  to  have  any  peculiar  \  What  should  we  think  of  an  English  Dictionary  which,  dis- 
gnphic  system  of  its  own.     In  South  India  Sanskrit  is  written  in  daining  to  aid  our  overtried  vision  by  any  typographical  contri- 
diffcrcnt  characters  ;  and  the  first  inscriptions  found  on  rocks  are  vances  at  the  supposed  sacrifice  of  euphonic  propriety,  should 

in  1'ali  and  I'rakrit,  not  in  Sanskrit.     They  are  referred  to  the  insist  on  presenting  the  corresponding  example  in  proper  pho- 
Jiuddhist  sovereigns  who  possessed  political  power  in  India  about  netic  conjunction  thus — '  goodfriendsguardfromevil  ?' 
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power  of  applying  the  hyphen  to  separate  long  compounds  in  a  language  where  compounds  prevail 

more  than  simple  words  *,  will  surely  be  appreciated  by  all.  I  can  only  say,  that  without  that 
most  useful  little  mark,  the  present  volume  must  have  lost  much  of  its  clearness,  and  probably  half 

its  compactness,  for  besides  the  obvious  advantage  of  being  able  to  indicate  the  difference  between 

such  compounds  as  su-tapa  and  suta-pa,  which  could  not  be  done  in  Nagari  type,  it  is  manifest  that 

even  the  simplest  compounds,  like  sad-asad-vivcka,  sv-alpa-kesin,  would  have  required  without  its 
use  an  extra  line  to  explain  their  analysis  f. 

Notwithstanding  all  my  advocacy  of  the  Indo-Romanic  graphic  system,  it  is  still  my  duty 

to  point  out  that  so  long  as  the  natives  of  India  continue  to  use  their  own  alphabets,  so  long  is 

it  incumbent  upon  us  Englishmen  who  study  Sanskrit  in  its  bearing  upon  the  Indian  vernaculars, 

to  master  the  Nagari  character.  Under  any  circumstances  there  must  be  a  long  transition  period 

during  which  the  Indian  and  Romanic  systems  will  co-exist,  and  however  the  struggle  between 
them  may  terminate,  the  end  is  not  likely  to  be  witnessed  by  the  existing  generation.  For  this 

reason  the  Nagari  alphabet  is  by  no  means  ignored  in  these  pages.  On  the  contrary,  it  is  pressed 

into  the  service  of  the  Romanic,  and  made  to  minister  to  a  most  useful  purpose,  being  employed 

to  distinguish  the  leading  word  of  a  group  in  a  manner  best  calculated  to  strike  the  eye  and 
arrest  the  attention. 

Fairness,  moreover,  demands  that  a  few  of  the  obvious  defects  of  the  system  of  transliteration 

adopted  in  this  volume  should  be  specified.  In  certain  cases  it  confessedly  offends  against  philo- 
sophical exactness ;  nor  does  it  always  consistently  observe  the  rules  stated  in  a  preceding 

paragraph.  The  vowels  ri  and  rl  ought  to  be  represented  by  some  one  symbol — such  as  that  used 

by  many  German  scholars — though  r,  T  seem  to  me  somewhat  unsuitable  for  vowel  sounds.  So 
again  the  aspirated  consonants  ought  not  to  be  represented  by  a  second  letter  attached  to  them. 

In  the  case  of  ch  employed  by  Sir  W.  Jones  for  ̂   and  chh  for  ̂  ,  the  inconvenience  appeared 

to  me  so  great  that  in  the  third  edition  of  my  Sanskrit  Grammar,  I  ventured  to  adopt  t  for  ̂ ,  the 

pronunciation,  however,  being  the  same  as  ch  in  church,  which  might  therefore  be  written  turt. 

Had  I  dared  to  innovate  further,  I  should  have  written  K  for  kh,  t'  for  th,  p'  for  pit;  and  so  with 
the  other  aspirated  consonants,  c  being  then  employed  for  ̂ .  The  fact,  of  course,  is  that  an  aspirated 
consonant  is  merely  a  consonant  pronounced  with  an  emphatic  emission  of  the  breath,  much  as 

an  Irishman  would  pronounce/  m  penny,  and  to  indicate  this,  a  stroke  placed  on  one  side  or  over  the 

letter  seems  more  appropriate  than  the  mark  of  the  Greek  hard  breathing  adopted  by  Bopp,  which 

may  well  be  used  alone  to  utter  a  vowel,  but  is  scarcely  suitable  to  emphasize  a  consonant  J. 

I  also  prefer  the  symbol  s  for  the  cerebral  sibilant.  Should  a  second  edition  of  this  Dictionary 

be  ever  called  for,  some  of  these  improvements  may  possibly  be  adopted.  With  regard  to  the 

letter  w,  I  have  discarded  it,  and  retained  only  v,  because  the  Nagari  only  possesses  one  character 

for  the  labial  semivowel,  viz.  "5,  and  to  transliterate  this  or  any  other  single  Oriental  character  by 
two  Roman  representatives  must  certainly  lead  to  confusion.  As  to  the  German  method  of  using 

*  Forster  gives  an  example  of  one  compound  word  consisting  tating  the  practical  Knglishman  in  his  Parliamentary  compounds, 

of  152  syllables.  I  rather  think  this  might  be  matched  by  even  such,  for  example,  as  habeas-corpus-suspension-act-continuance- 

longer  specimens  from  Campu  composition.  Ireland-bill. 

t  At  any  rate,  it  is  to  be  hoped  that  the  hyphen  will  not  be  J  A  hint  might  be  taken  from  Anglo-Saxon  A,  as  before 

denied  to  Sanskrit  for  the  better  understanding  of  the  more  coin-  observed,  especially  if  A  be  used  for  long  vowels.  The  mark  '  is 
plex  words,  such,  foi  example,  as  vaidHa-manv-adi-pranita-smri-  perhaps  too  much  like  that  required  for  accentuation.  I  hope. 

li!vat,knrma-phala-rupa-i!arira-(lhriri-jiva-nirmi!atvabhava-matrena.  however,  that  the  system  of  accentuating  classical  Sansktit  will 

taken  at  hap-hazard  from  Dr.  Muir's  Texts.  We  may  even  express  never  be  allowed.  Why  complicate  a  subject  already  sufficiently 
a  hope  that  German  scholars  and  other  Europeans,  who  speak  intricate  by  introducing  another  element  of  perplexity  which 

forms  of  Aryan  speech,  all  of  them  equally  delighting  in  compo-  native  scholars  themselves  do  not  sanction  1  Let  accentuation 

sition,  may  condescend  more  frequently  to  the  employment  of  the  be  kept  for  the  Veda;  and  in  Vedic  words  a  more  upright  and 

hyphen  for  some  of  their  own  Sesquipedalia  Verba,  thereby  imi-  conspicuous  stroke  might,  in  my  opinion,  be  used  with  advantage. 
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K  Kh  for  t  tA,  and/,///  forjJA,  the  philological  advantage  gain
ed  by  thus  exhibiting  the  phonetic 

truth  of  the  interchange  of  gutturals  and  palatals,  appears  to  me
  outweighed  by  the  disadvantage 

of  representing  sounds  differing  so  greatly  in  actual  pronunci
ation  by  similar  symbols. 

Notwithstanding  the  shortcomings  and  inconsistencies  thus  f
airly  acknowledged,  I  have  no 

hesitation  in  asserting  that  the  Romanic  system  expanded  by  t
he  marks  and  signs  now  generally 

agreed  upon  and  still  further  to  be  improved  hereafter,  maybe 
 adapted  to  the  Aryan  languages 

of  India  quite  as  completely  and  appropriately  as  to  the  Arya
n  languages  of  Europe. 

Having  felt  obliged  by  the  form  in  which  this  Dictionary  is  print
ed  to  dwell  thus  at  length 

on  a  point  of  vast  importance  both  to  the  general  cultivation  o
f  Sanskrit  and  the  diffusion  of 

knowledge  in  our  Eastern  Empire,  I  must  now  beg  permission  to  rec
ord  my  sense  of  the  great 

assistance  this  cause  has  received  from  the  energetic  efforts  of  one  wh
o  has  ever  been  a  true 

friend  to  the  natives  of  India,  Sir  Charles  E.  Trevelyan.  He  was  
the  first  Indian  officer  of 

eminence  who  appreciated  the  real  bearing  of  this  matter  upon  nati
ve  education,  and  the  first 

writer  who  in  his  able  minute,  dated  Calcutta,  January  1834*,  cleared  away  th
e  confusion  of  ideas 

with  which  the  subject  was  then  perplexed  by  many  prejudiced  persons  and  ev
en  by  some  scholars. 

He  also  was  the  first  to  awaken  an  interest  in  the  question  throughout  Engl
and  about  thirteen 

years  ago,  aided  as  he  was  by  the  able  advocacy  of  'the  Times'  newspaper.
  To  him  and  to  'the 

Times '  I  owe  the  first  impressions  which  corrected  my  own  prejudices.  Since  then,  many  Oriental
 

books  printed  on  a  plan  substantially  agreeing  with  Sir  W.  Jones'  Indo-Romanic 
 system  have  been 

published,  both  by  eminent  scholars  in  Europe  and  by  missionaries  in  India  t,  and  th
e  form  in 

which  the  present  Sanskrit  Dictionary  is  now  put  forth  affords,  I  trust,  another  evidenc
e  of  the 

reality  of  the  movement  and  of  its  gradual  advance. 

SECTION  5. 

Principal  Sources  drawn  upon  in  the  Process  of  Compilation. 

I  have  now  to  enumerate  the  various  works  consulted  by  me  in  compiling  this  Dictionary. 

My  only  reason  for  not  indicating  these  authorities  in  the  body  of  the  various  articles  as  they 

have  been  written,  has  been  that  the  volume— which  even*  now  has  outgrown  the  dimensions 

originally  fixed — would  have  thereby  lost  much  of  its  convenient  compactness,  and  could  not 

have  been  produced  at  a  moderate  cost.  The  eye,  too,  would  have  been  confused  in  passing 

from  one  meaning  to  another.  Justice,  however,  requires  that  before  commencing  my  enumeration, 

I  should  specially  record  my  debt  to  particular  authorities  most  frequently  consulted  and  relied 

upon.  I  do  so  with  a  deep  consciousness  that  nothing  I  am  about  to  state  can  add  to  the 

celebrity  of  any  one  of  the  eminent  scholars  to  whom  I  owe  most.  Indeed,  it  is  impossible  for 

me  to  express  adequately  my  sense  of  obligation  to  the  great  work  of  Professors  Bohtlingk  and 

Roth.  Although  I  have  referred  to  every  other  dictionary,  glossary,  and  vocabulary,  including 

those  of  Professor  Benfey  and  Westergaard  and  the  eight-volumed  Encyclopaedia  of  Radhakanta- 

•  This  will  be  found  at  p.  3  of  the  '  Original  Papers  illustra-  literated.  Let  any  one  compare  Professor  Aufrecht's  one  corn- 
ting  the  History  of  the  Application  of  the  Roman  Alphabet  to  the  pact  and  cheap  octavo  volume  with  the  six  massive  quartos  to 

Languages  of  India,'  edited  by  me  at  the  request  of  Sir  Charles  which  the  Rig-veda  will  extend,  now  being  edited  in  the  native 
Trevelyan  in  1859,  and  published  by  Messrs.  Longman.  I  com-  character.  Even  if  the  Romanized  edition  had  the  commentary, 
mend  this  volume  to  every  one  interested  in  the  diffusion  of  it  would  probably  not  extend  beyond  two  moderate  octavo 
education  among  the  natives  of  our  Indian  Empire.  volumes.  With  regard  to  the  series  of  valuable  Hindustani 

t  Amongst  other  publications  the  Rig-veda  itself,  edited  by  works  printed  in  the  Anglo-Hindustani  character  by  missionaries 
Professor  Aufrecht,  has  been  punted  and  published  in  the  Roman  in  India,  a  full  account  of  them  will  be  found  in  Sir  Charles 

character;  also  part  of  the  Katha-sarit-sagara  by  Dr.  Hermann  Trevelyan's  'Original  Papers'  referred  to  in  a  previous  note. 
Brockhaus.  Dr.  Muir  in  his  Sanskrit  Texts  has  also  extensively  The  whole  Bible  has  been  beautifully  printed  in  this  form,  and 

used  the  Indo-Romanic  system,  as  well  as  Dr.  Weber  in  the  carried  through  the  press  by  the  Rev.  R.  Cotton  Mather;  also 
Indische  Studien,  where  some  of  the  Upanishads  are  so  trans-  a  glossary  to  part  of  the  Bible  by  his  son  Mr.  Cotton  Mather. 
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deva,  commonly  called  the  Sabda-kalpa-druma  *,  and  although  I  have  striven  to  weigh  and  verify 
for  myself  all  fhe  words  and  meanings  given  by  my  fellow  lexicographers,  yet  I  have  always 

considered  an  appeal  to  the  St.  Petersburg  Worterbuch  as  the  most  satisfactory  available  means 

for  deciding  doubtful  questions. 

Naturally,  I  have  kept  Professor  H.  H.  Wilson's  Dictionary  on  my  working-table,  and  have 
constantly  had  recourse  to  its  pages.  Indeed,  I  must  own  that  I  commenced  by  looking  to  my 

predecessor's  labours  as  my  chief  authority.  And  let  me  here  assert  most  emphatically,  not 
only  that,  considering  the  condition  of  Sanskrit  scholarship  when  it  was  compiled,  Professor 

Wilson's  was  a  wonderful  production,  but  that,  like  many  other  scholars,  I  could  never  have 
learnt  Sanskrit  at  all  without  its  aid.  Nevertheless,  sincerity  obliges  me  to  confess,  what  other  lexi- 

cographers may  perhaps  admit  to  be  not  without  a  parallel  in  their  own  mental  history,  that  my 

mind  has  had  to  pass  through  a  kind  of  painful  discipline  involving  a  gradual  weakening  of 

faith  in  the  performances  of  my  fellow  men,  not  excepting  those  of  my  own  venerated  teacher. 

I  began,  indeed,  with  much  confidence  in  the  thought  that  one  man  existed  on  whom  I  could 

lean  as  an  almost  infallible  guide ;  but  as  the  work  grew  under  my  hands  and  my  sensitiveness 

to  error  sharpened,  I  discovered  to  my  surprise  that  I  was  compelled  to  reject  much  of  his 

teaching  as  doubtful.  Moreover,  the  truth  must  be  told,  that  as  I  advanced  further  my  trustful- 
ness in  others,  besides  my  old  master,  began  to  experience  occasional  disagreeable  and  unexpected 

shocks ;  till  now  that  I  am  arrived  at  the  end  of  my  work,  I  find  myself  left  with  my  confidence  in 

the  accuracy  of  human  beings  generally — certainly  not  excepting  myself — rather  painfully  disturbed. 

Nevertheless,  I  am  bound  thankfully  to  acknowledge  that  my  faith  in  the  general  scholarlike  exact- 
ness of  the  great  German  authorities  already  named  has  never  been  materially  shaken.  I  ought  also 

to  make  particular  mention  of  Dr.  John  Muir's  '  Sanskrit  Texts,'  which  have  been  constantly  referred 
to  by  me,  and  have  been  found  by  experience  to  be  invaluable,  both  for  their  general  accuracy  and 

for  the  judgment  the  author  has  displayed  in  his  interpretation  of  Vedic  words. 

To  these  acknowledgments  of  special  obligations  I  now  subjoin  an  alphabetical  list  of  all 

the  principal  works  (not  including  of  course  all  the  mere  texts  and  manuscripts)  consulted  by 

me,  or  in  any  way  drawn  upon  for  information,  during  the  progress  of  my  labours. 

Andrew's  (E.  A.)  Latin-English  Dic- 
tionary. 

Asiatic  Researches. 

Asiatic  Society's  (Royal)  Journal. 
Aufrecht's  (Th.)  Catalogue  of  Sanskrit 

MSS.  in  the  Bodleian  Library, 
Oxford. 

-  Catalogue  of  Sanskrit  MSS.  in  the 
Library  of  Trinity  College,  Cam- 
bridge. 

—  Halayudha's  Vocabulary. 
—  Rig-veda-samhita. 
—  Unadi-sutras. 

Ballantyne's  (James)  various  lectures 
on  Hindu  Philosophy,  and  transla- 

tions of  some  of  the  Aphorisms. 

—  translation  of  the  Sahitya-darpana. 
—  Laghu-kaumudl. 

Banerjea's  (K.  M.)  Hindu  Philosophy. 

Banerjea's  Kumara-sambhava  (with notes). 

Benfey's  Chrestomathie  (with  vocabu- 
lary). 

—  Sama-veda  (with  vocabulary). 
—  Sanskrit-English  Dictionary. 
—  Sanskrit  Grammar. 

Bohtlingk's     (and     Roth's)     Sanskrit- Worterbuch. 

Bohtlingk's  Indische  Spruche. 
—  edition  of  Panini's  Grammar. 

—  edition  of  Vopa-deva's  Grammar. 
—  (and  Rieu's)  Hemacandra's  Glossary. 
Bombay  edition  of  the  Maha-bharata. 
—  of  the  Ramayana. 

Bopp's  Glossary  (first  and  second  edi- .  tions). 

—  Comparative  Grammar  (Eastwick). 

Bosworth's  (Dr.  J.)  Anglo-Saxon  Dic- 
tionary and  Grammar. 

Brockhaus*  (Hermann)  Katha-sarit- 
sagara. 

Burgess'  translation  of  the  Surya- siddhanta. 

Burnouf  s  (Eugene)  Bhagavata-Purana 
(books  I-III,  translated  by  Bur- 
nouf). 

Burnouf 's  (Emile)  Sanskrit -French Dictionary. 

Chambers'  Encyclopaedia. 

Colebrooke's  Amara-kosha. 
—  Indian  Algebra. 

—  Essays   on   the    Religion   and   Phi- 

losophy of  the  Hindus. —  Daya-bhaga. 
—  Mitakshara. 

Cowell's  (E.  B.)  Kusumaiijali  (with translation). 

*  A  fine  copy  of  this  valuable  work,  now  very  difficult  to  procure  in  its  perfect  state,  was  searched  for,  some  years  ago,  at 
Calcutta  and  most  kindly  presented  to  me  by  my  friend  Mr.  Walter  Scott  Seton-Karr,  Foreign  Secretary  to  the  Governments 
of  Lord  Lawrence  and  Lord  Mayo,  and  Vice-Chancellor  of  the  Calcutta  University. 
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Cowell's  (E.  B.)  translation  of  the  Vi- 
kramorvasl. 

—  edition  of  Elphinstone's  History  of 
India. 

Curtius'  (Georg)  Grundziige  der 
Griechischen  Etymologic. 

Farrar's  (F.  W.)  Families  of  Speech. 
Foucaux's  (Ph.  Ed.)  Episodes  of  the 

Maha-bharata. 

Goldstucker's  (Theodor)  Sanskrit  - 

English  Dictionary  (parts  I-VI). 
Griffith's  (Ralph  T.  H.)  Specimens  of 

Old  Indian  Poetry. 

Hall's  (Fitz-Edward)  edition  of  the 
Surya-siddhanta. 

—  Contribution  towards  an  Index  to 

the    Bibliography  of    the    Indian 
Philosophical  Systems. 

—  translation  of  NTlakantha's  Rational 
Refutation  of  the  Hindu  Philoso- 

phical Systems. 
—  San-khya-pravacana-bhashya. 
—  edition  of  Wilson's  Vishnu-Purana. 

Haughton's  (Graves  C.)  Bengali  Dic- 
tionary. 

Haug's    (Martin)    Aitareya-Brahtnana 
(with  translation.) 

Hilpert's  (J.  D.)  German  Dictionary. 

Johnson's  (Francis)  Hitopadesa  (first 
and  second  editions,  with  transla- 

tion and  vocabulary). 
—  Selections  from  the  Maha-bharata 

(with  vocabulary). 
—  Megha-duta  (ist  and  2nd  editions, 

with  vocabulary). 

Jones'    (Sir    William)    translation    of 
Manu. 

Journal  of  the  Royal  Asiatic  Society. 

PREFACE. 

Lassen's  Sanskrit  Anthology  (with  glos- 
sary). 

Liddell's  and  Scott's  Greek-English Lexicon. 

Ludvig's  Infinitiv  im  Veda. 

Molesworth's  (James  T.)  Murathee Dictionary. 

Moor's  Hindu  Pantheon. 

Miiller's  (Max)  Ancient  Sanskrit  Litera- ture. 

—  Chips  from  a  German  Workshop. 
—  Hymns  to  the  Maruts. 
—  Lectures  on  the  Science  of  Language. 

—  Rig-veda-samhita. 
-  Rig-veda-pratisakhya. 
—  Sanskrit  Grammar. 

Muir's  (John)  Original  Sanskrit  Texts 
(five  volumes). 

Prinsep's  (James)  Indian  Antiquities 
(edited  with  notes  and  addenda  by 
Edward  Thomas). 

Radhakanta  -  deva's       S'abda  -  kalpa- druma. 

Rajendralala-Mitra's  notices  of  Sanskrit MSS. 

Regnier's  Etude  sur  1'idiome  des  Vedas. 
—  Rigveda-pratisakhya. 

Rieu's  (and  Bohtlingk's)  Hemacandra. 
Rder's  (E.)  Upanishads  (with  transla- tions). 

—  (and  Montriou's)  Hindu  Law. 
Roth's  (and  Bohtlingk's)  Sanskrit-W6r- terbuch). 

Roth's  Nirukta. 

—  (and     Whitney's)     Atharva-veda- 
samhita. 

Schlegel's  (A.  G.)  Ramayana. 
Scott's    and    Liddell's    Greek-English 

Lexicon. 

Stenzler's  edition  of  the  Raghu-vansa. —  Yajnavalkya. 

Taranatha     Tarkavac'aspati's     Dhatu- 
rupadarsa. 

Thompson's  (J.  C.)  Bhagavad-glta  (with translation). 

Thornton's  Gazetteer. 

Troyer's  Raja-taran-ginT. 

Vigfusson's  (G.)  Cleasby's  Icelandic Dictionary. 

Weber's  (Albrecht)  Vajasaneyi-sam- hita. 

—  S'atapatha-Brahmana. 

—  Katyayana-srauta-sutra. 
—  Indische  Studien. 
—  Indische  Streifen. 

Westergaard's   Radices    Linguae    San- 
scritae. 

Whitney's  (W.  D.)  Atharva-veda-pra- tisakhya. 

—  (and  Roth's)  Atharva-veda-samhita. 
—  Language  and  the  Study  of  Language 

(twelve  lectures). 

Wilson's  (H.  H.)  Glossary  of  Indian 
Terms. 

—  Sanskrit-English  Dictionary. 
—  Sanskrit  Grammar. 
—  San-khya-karika. 

-  Theatre  of  the  Hindus. 

—  translation   of  the    Rig-veda  (vols. 

I-IV). 

—  translation  of  the  Vishnu-Purana. 

Yates'  (W.)  octavo  edition  of  Wilson's 
Sanskrit  Dictionary  with  addenda 

(partly  edited  by  J.  Wenger). 

Zeitschrift  der  Deutschen  morgenland- 
ischen  Gesellschaft. 

SECTION  6. 

Aids  and  Encouragements  received. 

My  first  acknowledgments  are  due  to  the  Delegates  of  the  Clarendon  Press,  without 

whose  kind  patronage  this  work  could  never  have  been  published.  It  does  not  become  me 

to  commend  the  efforts  these  gentlemen  are  making  for  the  furtherance  of  education,  except 

so  far  as  to  say  that  they  fitly  represent  the  mind  and  wishes  of  the  University  of  Ox- 
ford. Nor  does  the  Clarendon  Press  itself  need  any  monument  of  my  rearing.  Let  those 

who  desire  proofs  of  its  efficiency  look  around  and  note  the  series  of  valuable  educational 

books  constantly  issuing  from  its  founts,  models  of  clear  and  accurate  typography,  in  almost 
every  department  of  science. 

Perhaps,  however,  I  may  be  permitted  to  mention  specially  the  name  of  one  who  has 

recently  left  us,  but  who  was  a  member  of  the  Press-Delegacy  when  the  publication  of  this 
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Dictionary  was  undertaken,  the  late  Master  of  Balliol  and  now  Dean  of  Rochester,  Dr.  Robert 
Scott.  He  has  been  one  of  my  kindest  friends  and  wisest  counsellors  ever  since  the  day 
I  went  to  him  for  advice  during  my  first  undergraduate  days  at  Balliol,  on  receiving  an 

appointment  in  the  Indian  Civil  Service.  It  is  not  too  much,  I  think,  to  aver  that  without 

his  support,  encouragement,  and  sympathy, — all  the  more  prized  as  coming  from  an  experienced 
fellow-labourer,  able  to  estimate  the  difficulties  of  a  less  experienced  disciple, — I  could  not 
have  persevered  in  this  work  to  its  termination. 

My  next  acknowledgments  must  be  tendered  to  the  Representatives  of  the  Governments 

of  Bengal,  Madras,  Bombay,  and  the  North-West  Provinces  of  India,  as  well  as  of  the  India 
Office,  for  the  substantial  aid  received  from  them  in  the  patronage  they  have  accorded  to  this 
undertaking. 

I  have  in  the  third  place  to  express  in  the  most  cordial  manner  my  thanks  to  each  and 
all  of  the  gentlemen  who  have  aided  me  in  the  compilation  of  this  Dictionary. 

No  one  but  those  who  have  taken  part  in  similar  labours  can  at  all  realize  the  amount 

of  tedious  toil — I  might  almost  say  drudgery — involved  in  the  daily  routine  of  small  details, 
such  as  verifying  references  and  meanings,  making  indices  and  lists  of  words,  sorting  and 

sifting  an  ever-increasing  store  of  materials,  revising  old  work,  arranging  and  re-arranging 

new,  correcting  and  re-correcting  proofs,  writing  and  re-writing  and  interlineating  '  copy,'  till 
reams  upon  reams  of  paper  have  been  filled,  putting  the  eye-sight,  patience,  and  temper  of 
compilers,  readers,  and  compositors  to  a  severe  trial.  I  mention  these  matters,  not  to  magnify 

the  labours  undergone,  but  to  show  that  I  could  not  have  prosecuted  them  persistently  single- 
handed.  This  statement  may  also  give  an  idea  of  what  I  owe  to  the  persevering  co-operation 
of  my  kind  assistants,  whose  names  in  the  chronological  order  of  their  services  are  as  follow  : 
the  Rev.  J.  Wenger,  who  is  now  I  believe  engaged  in  valuable  literary  work  connected  with  the 
Baptist  Mission  in  Calcutta ;  Dr.  Franz  Kielhorn,  who  is  now  Superintendant  of  Sanskrit  Studies 

in  Deccan  College,  Poona ;  Dr.  Hermann  Brunnhofer  (whose  assistance  was  not  -of  very  long 
duration) ;  Mr.  A.  E.  Gough,  M.A.,  of  Lincoln  College,  Oxford,  now  Professor  of  Sanskrit  at 

the  Government  College,  Benares;  lastly,  Mr.  E.  L.  Hogarth,  M.A.,  of  Brasenose  College,  and 
formerly  Head  Master  of  the  Government  Provincial  School  at  Calicut,  who  has  been  my 
constant  and  painstaking  assistant  for  about  three  years  and  a  half,  continuing  with  me  to  the 
termination  of  the  work.  I  must  also  thank  my  old  friend  Professor  Francis  Johnson,  who 

was  one  of  my  first  instructors  in  Sanskrit  when  a  student  at  Haileybury,  and  afterwards  my 
colleague  as  Professor,  for  the  kind  interest  he  has  shown  in  my  labours,  and  the  aid  I  have 
received  from  him  at  various  times,  including  recently  a  list  of  words  collected  by  himself  in 

preparing  a  new  volume  of  Selections  from  the  Maha-bharata,  shortly  to  be  published. 
Finally,  I  must  express  my  gratitude  for  the  extreme  care  with  which  the  reading  of  my 

often  intricate  manuscript  has  been  conducted  by  the  Oriental  Reader,  and  the  printing  of  the 
whole  book  executed  by  the  Managers  of  the  Clarendon  Press. » 

SECTION  7. 

Defects  and  Inconsistencies  acknowledged. 

When  some  one  pointed  out  to  Dr.  Johnson  the  imperfections  of  his  great  Dictionary,  he 

is  said  to  have  retorted  on  his  critics  that  mere  fault-finding  was  often  an  indication  of  ignorance. 
His  work  was  too  large,  he  affirmed,  not  to  take  in  errors,  and  the  quicksightedness  to  these 

was  a  symptom  of  the  dulness  which  could  not  comprehend  the  merit  of  the  performance  as 
a  whole.  Without  imitating  this  convenient  way  of  disposing  of  criticism  in  my  own  case, 
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I  may  yet  request  leave  to  inform  any  mere  Chidranvcs/iin,  of  whom  it  may  be  said  cliidrain 

iiirupya  sahasa  pnrcisati,  that  no  one  can  be  more  keenly  alive  to  the  flaws  and  defects  of  this 

volume  than  I  am  myself.  No  one,  indeed,  can  be  more  desirous  to  criticize  it,  with  a  view 

to  its  improvement  in  a  future  edition. 

If  any  real  scholars — always  considerate  and  temperate  even  if  severe — having  had  practical 

experience  of  lexicography,  will  aid  me  in  my  efforts  to  attain  greater  accuracy,  I  shall  be 

thankful-  From  them  I  do  not  fear  but  rather  court  criticism.  Such  critics  will  quite  under- 

stand how  a  compiler's  sense  of  responsibility  may  grow  with  the  growth  of  a  work  like  this, 

putting  him  out  of  conceit  with  his  own  performance,  and  filling  him  with  earnest  cravings 

after  an  accuracy  more  than  human.  Such  critics  will  appreciate  the  difficulties  besetting  the 

production  of  so  many  closely  printed  pages  abounding  with  countless  dots  and  diacritical 

marks.  Nor  will  they  be  surprised  at  inequalities  of  execution  and  occasional  inconsistencies 

in  a  work  representing  efforts  spread  over  numerous  years.  Nor  will  they  need  to  be  reminded 

that  occasional  distractions,  trials  of  health  and  weariness  of  spirit,  are  incident  not  only  to 

a  human  compiler  but  to  his  human  assistants.  Indeed  it  is  no  disparagement  to  those  who 

have  contributed  to  the  detail  of  this  work  to  assume  that  a  compilation  which  has  passed 

through  many  different  hands  must  reflect  the  infirmities  of  all.  No  other  apology  will  here 

be  attempted  for  its  errors  and  inadvertencies  ;  nor  do  I  ask  that  the  blame  be  laid  at  the 

door  of  any  one  but  myself,  who  alone  am  responsible.  Some  explanation,  however,  of  a  few 
intentional  inconsistencies  and  almost  unavoidable  defects  is  here  appended. 

In  the  first  place,  there  has  not  been  absolute  consistency  in  the  collocation  of  words 

connected  by  a  common  etymology.  I  have  not  bound  myself  in  this  respect  by  any  fixed 

rules.  Hence  some  words  are  given  in  the  usual  alphabetical  order  of  the  Nagari  type  which 

might  be  expected  to  fall  under  a  previous  classification  in  the  Indo-Romanic  order.  Facility  of 
reference  has  been  my  only  guide  in  this  matter. 

Again,  in  the  arranging  of  a  whole  chain  of  words  etymologically  allied,  some  formations 

have  been  placed  under  compounds  which  ought  properly  to  have  a  separate  line  assigned 

to  them.  Others  again  have  separate  lines  which  ought  more  consistently  to  come  under 

compounds.  For  example,  abstract  nouns  formed  with  the  affixes  fa  and  fva,  and  possessive 

adjectives  formed  with  vaf,  mat,  &c.  are  placed  in  the  order  of  the  compounds,  when  they  are 

really  not  compounds  at  all.  Still  it  is  plain  that  such  a  word  as  svami-ta,  '  ownership,'  is 

really  equivalent  to  svami-bhava,  and  such  a  word  as  srt-maf,  '  possessed  of  fortune,'  to  srl-ynkta. 
In  these  cases  my  motive  for  sacrificing  absolute  consistency  has  rather  been  to  gain  space. 

Other  liberties  indulged  in  with  regard  to  the  use  of  the  hyphen  are  noticed  in  the  table  of 

directions  following  the  Preface. 

With  regard  to  the  nominative  cases  of  adjectives  and  of  a  few  participles — such  as  those 

of  Parasmai-pada  Intensives — and  even  of  a  few  substantives,  I  fear  this  Dictionary  cannot 

always  be  quite  trusted ;  though  it  may  perhaps  be  conceded  that  I  have  improved  upon  my 

predecessor  in  this  respect.  In  point  of  fact  it  has  not  been  possible  to  settle  with  certainty 

the  nominative  cases,  especially  in  the  feminine  forms,  of  all  adjectives.  The  German  Worterbuch 

avoids  exhibiting  the  nominative  cases  of  adjectives  and  participles,  and  rarely  gives  their 
feminincs,  leaving  also  the  nominative  cases  of  substantives  to  be  inferred  from  their  gender. 

Although  I  studied  Panini's  chapter  on  feminine  formations  with  great  care,  I  was  unable  to 
discover  cither  in  his  Grammar  or  in  any  other  Grammar  or  Dictionary  a  solution  of  all  my 
difficulties.  My  rule  has  been  to  give  the  nominative  cases  both  of  substantives  and  adjectives 
in  all  their  genders  wherever  there  was  ground  for  certainty  or  for  a  reasonable  inference, 
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and  in  other  rare  cases  to  exhibit  only  the  crude  base.  Sometimes  I  have  merely  given 
the  nominative  case  masculine  of  adjectives,  omitting  the  feminine  when  that  alone  appeared 
doubtful,  and  leaving  the  neuter  to  be  inferred ;  but  throughout  the  Dictionary  the  omission 
of  a  nominative  case  has  been  quite  an  exception.  Thus  I  have  endeavoured  to  increase  the 
usefulness  of  this  publication  even  at  the  risk  of  occasionally  misleading. 

Another  point  requires  a  few  words  of  explanation.  I  shall  probably  be  told  that  mean- 
ings and  synonyms  are  needlessly  multiplied ;  but  before  the  book  is  hastily  censured  on 

this  score,  let  it  be  fairly  tested  by  a  repeated  and  extended  application  to  various  branches 
of  the  literature.  I  can  with  truth  affirm  that  having  myself  constantly  put  these  pages  to 
a  trial  during  their  progress  through  the  press,  so  far  from  having  to  regret  any  superfluity 
or  surplusage,  I  have  too  often  had  to  lament  sins  of  omission,  and  have  frequently  discovered, 
when  too  late,  that  some  one  meaning  has  been  rejected,  because  thought  to  be  a  mere 
synonym,  when  this  very  apparent  synonym  was  really  the  precise  word  required  to  suit  a 
particular  passage. 

With  reference  to  the  philological  comparisons  given  throughout  this  work,  I  fear  that  occa- 
sional inconsistencies  and  violations  of  orthography  will  be  found.  For  indeed  I  do  not  pretend 

to  even  a  limited  knowledge  of  some  of  the  numerous  languages  compared,  and  my  private 
library  has  not  furnished  the  means  of  verifying  all  the  words.  It  should  be  noted  that  I  have 

not  generally  indicated  the  cognate  English  words  with  the  Anglo-Saxon,  because  these  are  self- 
evident,  and  will  generally  be  found  among  the  meanings.  As  to  other  comparisons,  I  can  only  say 
that  when  I  commenced  my  compilation,  Bopp  was  considered  the  chief  authority  in  comparative 
philology.  I  have  not  generally  adopted  what  more  modern  scholars  substitute  for  his  teaching, 
because  some  of  these  later  writers  have  themselves  yet  to  undergo  the  full  test  of  an  extended 

criticism,  which  may  not  always  support  their  opinions.  Besides  trusting  to  Bopp,  I  have  generally 
followed  Professors  Benfey  and  Curtius,  and  I  request  that  the  comparisons  given  be  accepted 
on  the  authority  of  these  three  scholars,  subject  to  the  understanding  that  more  recent  views 
have  been  propounded  on  many  points. 

Most  of  the  errors  and  omissions  hitherto  discovered,  whether  typographical  or  caused  by 
my  own  want  of  knowledge,  have,  I  trust,  been  corrected  and  supplied  in  the  supplementary 
matter  at  the  end  of  the  volume. 

With  these  explanations  I  close  my  present  labours,  profoundly  conscious  of  their  imper- 
fection, but  full  of  thankfulness  that  my  life  has  been  spared  to  bring  them,  such  as  they  are, 

to  a  completion. 

MONIER  WILLIAMS. 

OXFORD,  May  1872. 



DIRECTIONS   TO   BE   STUDIED   BEFORE   USING   THIS   DICTIONARY.
 

THERE  are  two  alphabetical  orders:  i.  that  in  the  Nagari;  2.  that  in  the  Indo-Roma
nic  type. 

Roots  are  always  in  large  Sanskrit  type. 

Verbs  formed  by  prefixing  prepositions  to  roots  are  arranged  in  the  alphab
etical  order  of  the  preposition- 

affixed,  e.  g.  anu-kri  must  not  be  looked  for  under  the  root  kri,  as  in  other  Sanskrit  Dict
ionaries,  but  in  its  own  alphabe 

order, 'as  in  Greek  lexicons,  and  at  the  head  of  its  own  group  of  derivatives.  See  p.  32,  col.  i. 

All  the  Sanskrit  words  in    Indo-Romanic   type   arranged   in   alphabetical  order   under
  a  leading  word- 

leading  word  is  always  either  a  root  in  large  Nagari  type  or  some  other  word  in  small
  Nagari  type-must  be  regarde 

as  mutually  connected.    They  must  be  supposed  to  form  a  family  of  words  bound  tog
ether  by  a  common  origin 

or  dependent  on  each  other  by  some  tie  of  relationship.     The  derivation  or  etymology  is  gene
rally  given  in  a  parenthesi* 

after  the  leading  word  in  Sanskrit  type,  and  this  etymology  is  supposed  to  apply  to  all  the  
group  which  follows,  unl 

a  new  classification  of  words  is  introduced  by  a  new  word  in  Nagari  type.    Other  derivatio
ns  are  sometimes  noticed 

when  authorities  differ  in  explaining  the  etymology  of  particular  words. 

The  Nagari  type  is  thus  employed  to  strike  the  eye  and  direct  it  to  the  leading  word  in  each  group.     By  t
l 

means  also  a  repetition  of  the  etymology  is  avoided. 

All  the  meanings  of  a  word  belonging  to  a  group  are  not  always  given  in  full,  if  they  may  be  manifest
ly 

gathered  from  its  other  members ;  this  applies  especially  to  participles  and  participial^  formations,  e.  g.  the  meaning 

'charged  with,'  which  belongs  to  a-rofita,  p.  128,  col.  3,  may  readily  be  inferred  from  a-ropa,  which  stands  above  it  in 
the  same  classification. 

Again,  all  the  derivatives  from  a  Radical  or  Verb  at  the  head  of  a  family  are  not  always  given  when  they  may 

be  readily  supplied ;  this  applies  especially  to  participles,  and  occasionally  to  verbal  nouns,  e.  g.  under  -vi-hins  at  the  head 

of  a  group,  p.  952,  it  is  easy  to  supply  -vi-hinsana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  injuring. 

Observe,  that  meanings  which  appear  to  be  mere  amplifications  of  preceding  meanings  are  separated  by  a  comma, 

whereas  those  which  do  not  clearly  run  into  each  other  are  divided  by  a  semicolon.  All  remarks  upon  meanings  and 

all  descriptive  and  explanatory  statements  are  given  between  (  );  comparisons,  between  [  ]. 

Compound  words  are  always  arranged  in  alphabetical  order  under  the  first  <word  in  the  compounds,  a  hyphen  marking 

the  division  of  each  member  of  the  compound,  and  when  the  final  and  initial  vowel  of  two  members  of  a  compound 

blend,  the  separation  of  these  vowels  is  denoted  by  a  hyphen  in  brackets,  (see,  for  example,  kritodaka  for  krita-udaka, 

p.  248,  col.  i,  line  4.)  For  greater  clearness,  some  words  are  thus  treated,  which  are  formed  by  Taddhita  affixes,  supposed 
to  be  added  to  the  whole  word,  and  which  therefore  ought  not  strictly  to  have  a  hyphen  at  all. 

Compound  words  divided  by  a  hyphen  or  hyphens  have  no  etymology  given  because  the  employment  of  the 

hyphen  makes  their  several  elements  manifest  at  once,  so  that  it  is  always  easy  to  refer  to  the  separate  members 

of  the  compound  for  the  several  etymologies,  e.  g.  an-oka-sayin  is  manifestly  separable  into  an  +  oka  +  sayin,  to  each  of 
which  it  is  easy  to  refer  for  an  explanation  of  the  several  etymologies. 

When  no  etymology  of  a  simple  word  is  exhibited  its  derivation  is  either  unknown  or  too  doubtful  to  deserve 
recording. 

The  nominative  cases  of  all  nouns,  substantive  and  adjective,  and  of  all  participles,  are  given  immediately  after  the 

crude  base,  except  in  the  cases  explained  at  the  end  of  the  preceding  Preface.  Thus  guru,  us,  -vi,  u,  means  that  the 
adjective  guru  makes  in  its  nominative  case  masc.  fern,  and  neut.,  gurus,  gur-vt,  guru;  similarly  -vi-vid-vas,  an,  usKl,  at 
(P-  9'9>  co'-  2)>  stands  for  nom.  masc.  fern,  and  neut.,  •vivid-van,  -vi-viduslii,  -vivid-vat. 

Under  roots  and  verbs  the  3rd  pers.  singular  of  the  various  tenses  is  given,  other  forms  being  noticed  in  parentheses. 
The  names  of  the  tenses  are  generally  left  to  be  inferred,  except  when  an  unusual  tense,  like  the  Precative,  is  given, 

and  the  form  of  the  ist  Future  can  always  be  inferred  from  the  Infinitive :  thus  the  Infinitive  being  -veditum,  the 
ist  Future  jrd  pers.  sing,  will  be  •vcdita;  similarly  from  dagdhum  will  be  inferred  ist  Future  3rd  pers.  sing,  dagdha. 

When  words  really  dissimilar  appear  similar  either  in  Roman  or  Nagari  type,  the  figures  i ,  2,  3,  &c.  are  placed  before 
them;  see,  for  example,  i.  sa,  2.  sa,  3.  sa,  4.  sa,  5.  sa;  \.  suta-pa,  2.  su-tapa;  I.  sam-ana,  2.  samana;  i.  saha,  2.  saha; 
i.  sv-ap,  2.  s-vap. 

It  is  believed  that  few  common  words  or  meanings  likely  to  be  met  with  in  the  classical  literature  have  been 
omitted  in  this  work ;  nevertheless  the  Supplement  at  the  end  of  the  volume  should  occasionally  be  consulted :  thus 

in  the  two  pages,  623,  624,  one  or  two  words  and  the  common  meaning  'affix,'  belonging  to  praty-aya,  have  accidently 
dropped  out,  but  are  supplied  in  the  supplementary  pages. 



ABBREVIATIONS   AND   SYMBOLS   USED   IN   THIS   DICTIONARY. 

[In  the  progress  of  a  work  extending  over  several  years  it  has  been  found  almost  impossible  to  preserve  uniformity  in 

the  use  of  symbols,  but  it  is  hoped  that  most  of  the  inconsistencies  are  noticed  in  the  following  table.] 

A.  =  Atmane-pada  ;  the  long 
mark  over  the  A.  has  been 
omitted    for    convenience 

in  printing. 
tbl.  or  abl.  c.  =  ablative  case. 
ace.  or  ace.  c.  =  accusative 

case. 

accord.  =  according. 
Adi-p.  =  Adi-pacvan  of  the 

Maha-bharata. 

adj.  =  adjective. 
JEol.  =  JEo\ic. 

alg.  =  algebra. 
Angl.  Sax.  =  Anglo-Saxon. 
anom.  =  anomalous,  irregu- 

lar. 

Aor.  =  Aorist. 
Arab.  =  Arabic. 
arithm.  =  arithmetic. 
Arm.  or  Armor.  =  Armorican 

or  the  language  of  Brittany . 
Armen.  =  Armenian. 

astrol.  =  astrology. 
astron.  —astronomy. 
Atharva-v.  =  Atharva-veda, 

edited  by  Roth  and  Whit- 
ney. 

Bhagavata-P.  =  Bhagavata- 
Purana,  Burnouf 's  edition, 
or  Bombay  edition  for  the 
later  books. 

Bhatti-k.  =  Bhatti-kavya, 
Calcutta  edition. 

Boh.  or  Bohem.  =  Bohemian. 

B.  R.  =  Bohtlingk  and  Roth. 
Br.  =  Brahmana. 
Bret.  =  Breton. 
Buddh.  =  Buddhist. 
c.  =  case. 

Cambro- Brit.  =  the  language 
of  Wales. 

Cans.  =  Causal, 

cf .  =  confer,  compare, 
chap. =  chapter. 

cl.  =  class. 
Class.  =  Classical. 

tol.,  cols.  =  column, columns. 
comm.  =  commentator  or 

commentary. 

comp.,  comps.  =  compound, 
compounds. 

compar.  =  comparative  de- 

gree. 

Cond.  or  Condit.  =  Condi- 
tional. 

cons.  =  consonant. 
dat.  or  dat.  c.  =  dative  case. 
defect.  =  defective. 
Desid.  =  Desiderative. 
dimin.  =  diminutive. 
Dor.  =  Doric. 
du.  =  dual  number. 
ed.  or  edit.  =  edition. 

e.  g.  =  exempli  gratia. 
Eng.  =  English. 
Ep.  or  ep.  =  Epic,  i.  e.  such 

works  as  the  Maha-bha- 
rata, Ramayana,  &c. 

epith.  =  epithet. 
esp.  =  especially. 
etym.  =  etymology. 

explet.  =  expletive. 
f.  or  fern.  =  feminine, 
fr.  =  from. 
Fut.  =  Future. 
Gael.  =  Gaelic. 

gen.  orgen.c.  =  genitive  case. 
gend.  =  gender. 
geom.  =  geometry. 
Germ.  =  German  or  High- 

German. 

Goth.  =  Gothic. 
Gr.  =  Greek. 
Gram.  =  A  Practical  Sanskrit 

Grammar  by  Monier  Wil- 
liams, third  edition,  pub- 
lished at  the  Clarendon 

Press. 

gram.  =  grammar. Hib.  =  Hibernian  or  Irish. 
Hind.  =  Hindi. 
Icel.  —  Icelandic. 
i.  e.  =  id  est. 
impers.  =  impersonal,  i.  e. 

used  impersonally. 

Impf.  =  Imperfect  tense. 

Impv.  —  Imperative. 
ind.  =  indeclinable,  either  an 

indeclinable  participle  or 
an  adverb  or  a  case  used 
adverbially. 

Inf.  or  infin.  =  Infinitive mood. 

inst.  or  inst.  c.  =  instrumental case. 

Intens.  =  Intensive. 
Ion.  =  Ionic. 

Island.  =  the  German  form 
of  Icelandic. 

Kirat.  or  Kiratarj.  =  KirS- tarjuntya. 

Kumara-s.  =  Kumara-sam- bhava. 

Lat.  =  Latin. 
lat.  =  latitude. 

Lett.  =  Lettish. 
lit.  =  literally. 

Lith.  =  Lithuanian. 
loc.  or  loc.  c.  =  locative  case. 

long.  =  longitude. 
m,  or  masc.  =  masculine  gen- der. 

Maha-bh.  &c.  =  Maha-bha- 
rata, Calcutta  edition. 

mathem.  =  mathematics. 
medic.  =  medicine. 

Megh.  =  Megha-duta,  John- 
son's second  edition. 

Mod.  =  Modern. 

MS.,  MSS.  —  manuscript, 
manuscripts. 

N.  =  Name. 

n.  or  neut.  =  neuter  gender. 

Naigh.  =  Naighantuka. 
neg.  =  negative. 
Nir.  =  Nirukta. 
Nom.  or  nom.  =  Nominal verb. 

nom.  or  nom.  c.  =  nomina- 
tive case. 

num.  or  numb.  =  number. 
obs.  =  obsolete. 
occ.  =  occasionally. 

Osc.  or  Osk.  =  Oscan  or  Os- kan. 

Osset.  =  Ossetic  (see  p.  ix). 

P.  =  Parasmai-pada. 

p. = page. 
-p.  =  parvan   or  section  of 

the  Maha-bhSrata. 
Pan.  =  Pamni. 

Part,  or  part.  =  Participle. 
Pass.  =  Passive  voice. 

patron.  =  patronymic. 
Perf.  =  Perfect  tense. 
Pers.  =  Persian. 

pers.  =  person. phil.  =  philosophy. 

pi.  or  plur.  =  plural  number. 
poet.  =  poetry,  poetic  license. 
Pol.  =  Polish. 
Pot.  =  Potential. 
Pr.  =  proper. 
PrSk.  =  Prakrit. 

Prep.  =  Preposition. 
Pres.  =  Present  tense. 

priv.  =  privative. 
pronom.  =  pronominal. 
Pruss.  =  Prussian. 

q.  v.  =  quod  vide. 

Raghu-v.  =  Raghu-vans'a. Reflex.  =  Reflexive  or  used 
reflexively. 

Rig-v.  =  Rig-veda. 
rt.,  rts.  =  root,  roots. 
Russ.  —  Russian. 

Sabda-k.  =  Sabda  -  kalpa- druma. 

Sabin.--Sabine  or  Sabellian 

(old  Italic  dialect). 
Sama-v.  =  Sama-veda. 

Sans.  —  Sanskrit. 
Sax.  =  Saxon. 

S5y.  =  Sayana  or  according 
to  Sayana. 

Schol.  =  Scholiast  or  Com- mentator, 

scil.  =  scilicet. 
Scot.  =  Scotch  or  Highland- 

Scotch. 
sing.  =  singular  number. 
Slav.  =  Slavonic  or  Slavonian, 

subst.  =  substantive, 

super!.  =  superlative  degree, 
s.  v.  =  sub  voce. 
Them.  =Thema  or  base. 
Umbr.  =  Umbrian. 

Unsdi-s.  =  Unadi-sutras  (Au- frecht's  edition), 

usu.  =  usually. 

Vajasaneyi-s.  =  Vajasaneyi- 
samhita. 

Vart.'  or  Vartt. = Varttika. 
Ved.  =  VedicorVeda. 
Vish.-Pur.  =  Vishnu-PurSna. 

voc.  or  voc.  c.  =  vocative 
case. 

= ,  equal,  equivalent  to,  the same  as,  explained  by. 

+  plus. &c.  =  et  cetera, 

o  denotes  that  a  vowel  or 

syllable  is  to  be  noted  as short. 

-  that  a  vowel  or  syllable  is 

long. 

0  that  the  rest  of  a  word  is 

to  be  supplied,  e.g.  °ri- in°  after  karindra  is  for 
kari-indra. 



THE  DICTIONARY  ORDER  OF  THE  NAGARI  LETTERS 

WITH  THEIR  INDO-ROMANIC  EQUIVALENTS  AND  THEIR  PRONUNCIATION  EXEMPLIFIED  BY 

ENGLISH  WORDS. 

VOWELS. CONSONANTS. 

Initial.  Medial.  Equivalents  and  Pronunciation. Equivalents  and  Pronunciation. Equivalents  and  Pronunciation. 

*l     —    a    i»  mica,  rural. 
^1     k      in  kill,  seek. ^     d      in  dice  (more  like  th  in  this). 

*H    T     a     „  tar,  father  (tar,  father). Tjf     kh    „  ink-horn  (inkhorn). V     dh    ,,  adhere  (but  more  dental). 

*   f 
3.        1     l      „  fill,  lily. 

*\   g      „  gun,  get,  dog. 
^^   n      ,,  not,  nut,  in. £    1 

«^       1     i      ,,  police  (police). ^T     gh    „  log-hut  (loghut). «J     p      ,,  put,  sip. 

^      o    u    „  full,  bush. ^*     n-     ,,  sing,  king,  sink  (sin-k). 
t?|     ph    „  uphill. 

^5      ̂   u     „  rude  (rude). 
"^6      ,,  dolce  (in  music). ^    b       ,,  bear,  rub. 

^tt     ̂     ri    „  merrily  (merrily). IT    ch    „  church-hill  (durdhill). ^    bh    „  abhor. 

^£,     -    ri     ,,  marine  (marine). 

^  j        „  jet,  jump. 

^    m     ,,  map,  jam. 

^      <2  Iri   „  revelry  (revelri). 
^^   jh     „  hedge-hog  (hejhog). 

^    7      j,  yet,  loyal. ^      t^  Iri   ,,  the  above  prolonged. 
T      r       „  red,  year. 

si    n      ,,  singe  (sinj). 
X 

*J             e      „  prey,  there. 

N 
<vJ  1       ,,  luU,  lead. 

7     t       .>  true  (true). 
*C.            ai     ,,  aisle. db    1        ,,  (sometimes  for  'Srf  in  Veda). 

"Wl    To       ,,  go,  stone. 
^    th    „  ant-hiU  (anthill). OQ£  Ih  ,,  (sometimes  for  ̂ dh  in  Veda). 

vll     T     au    „  Haus  (German). 
3d,,  drum  (drum). 

^     V       ,,  ivy  (but  like  w  after  cons.). 

<S     dh    „  red-haired  (redhaired). *J     S       ,,  sure,  session  (sure,  session). 
SIGNS    OR    SYMBOLS. 

f  either  the  true  Anu- 
•                       j  svara,  sounded  like  n 

TJF    n      ,,  none  (none). M      sh    ,,  shun,  bush. 

Q  or  miinFrenchmoB)0rthe 
Lsymbol  of  any  nasal. 

fT     t       ,,  water  (in  Ireland). T!     S       ,,  saint,  sin,  hiss. 

.         ,                f  symbol  for  the  sibi- •        9             Uant  called  Visarga. ^1    th     ,,  nuthook  (more  dental). ^     h      ,,  hear,  hit. 

*  Sometimes  printed  in  the  form  ̂ ,  see  pp.  147,  354. 
Note  —  The  conjunct  consonants  are  too  numerous  to  be  exhibited  above,  but  the  most  common  will  be  found  at  the  end 

of  '  A  Practical  Sanskrit  Grammar  by  Monier  Williams,'  published  by  the  Delegates  of  the  Clarendon  Press,  third  edition. 
For  the  correct  pronunciation  of  the  aspirated  consonants,  kh,  £h,  th,  th,  ph,  &c.,  see  p.  xix  of  the  preceding  Preface. 

THE  DICTIONARY  ORDER  OF  THE   INDO-ROMANIC  LETTERS 
WITHOUT  THEIR  NAGARI   EQUIVALENTS. 

a,  a;  i,  j;  u,  u;  ri,  ri;  Iri,  In;  e,  ai ;  o,  au ; — norm,  h; — k,  kh  ;  g,  gh ;  n-; — 6,  dh ;  j,  jh ; 
n; — t,  th;  d,  dh  ;  n; — t,  th  ;  d,  dh  ;  n; — p,  ph  ;  b,  bh;  m; — y,  r,  1,  1,  lh,  v;  —  a,  sh,  s; — h. 

Observe — s  represents  the  true  Anusvara  in  the  body  of  a  word  before  the  sibilants  and  h,  as  in  ausa,  ansa,  anhati:  m  as 
the  symbol  of  any  nasal  will  often  be  found  at  the  end  of  a  word,  as  in  danam  fa;  but  may  also  represent  Anusvara,  when 
final  m  is  followed  by  initial  sibilants  and  h,  and  in  words  formed  with  preposition  sam,  like  sam-^aya,  sam-hata:  in  the  word 
Sanskrit  the  second  s  is  not  initial,  but  introduced  into  the  body  of  the  word,  so  that  we  might  properly  write  Sanskrit.  Visarga 
as  a  substitute  for  final  f  is  a  distinctly  audible  aspirate,  so  that  the  h  at  the  end  of  devah  must  be  clearly  heard. 



a. a-kava6a. 

^f  i  .  a,  the  first  letter  of  the  alphabet  ;  the 
first  short  vowel  inherent  in  consonants.  —  A-kdra 
as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  a. 

^t  2.  a,  ind.  an  interjection  of  pity  (Ah  !). 

^T  3.  a  (before  a  vowel  an),  a  prefix  cor- 
responding to  Gr.  d,  a.v,  Lat.  in,  Goth,  and  Germ,  un, 

Eng.  in  or  un,  and  having  a  negative  or  privative  or 
depreciative  sense  ;  e.  g.  eka  one,  an-eka  not  one  ; 
anta  end,  an-anta  endless;  patyat  seeing,  a-patyat 
not  seeing.  Sometimes  this  prefix  denotes  com- 

parison. It  is  occasionally  an  expletive. 

^4.  a,  the  base  of  some  pronouns  and  pro- 
nom.  forms  ;  (substituted  for  idam.  in  asya,  atra,  Sec.) 

W  g.  a,  the  augment  prefixed  to  the  root 
in  the  formation  of  the  imperfect,  aorist,  and  con 
ditional  tenses,  by  some  considered  as  connected  with 
3.  a,  and  by  others  as  connected  with  4.  a. 

^T6.  a,as,m.,N.  of  Vishnu  (especially  asthe 
first  of  the  three  sounds  in  the  sacred  syllable  om),  also 
of  BrahrnS,  Siva,  and  VaisvSnara;  (am),  n.  Brahma. 

a-rinin,  i,  irii,  i,  free  from  debt. 

_u«i  ens',  cl.  10.  P.  ansayati,  -yitum,  to 
\  divide,  distribute  ;  also  occasionally  A. 

aniayate;  also  anddpayati. 
Ansa,  as,  m.  a  share,  portion,  part,  party; 

partition,  inheritance;  a  share  of  booty;  earnest 
money  ;  a  fraction  ;  the  denominator  of  one  ;  a 
degree  of  !at.  or  long.  ;  N.  of  an  Aditya  ;  the 
shoulder  or  shoulder-blade,  more  usually  spelt  ansa, 
q.  v.  [cf.  Old  Germ,  ahsala;  Mod.  Germ,  ached; 

Lat.  axilla].  —  Ans'a-karana,  am,  n.  act  of  dividing. 
—  Antia-bhaj,  k,k,  k,  one  who  has  a  share,  an  heir,  a 
co-heir.  —  AnSa-v  at,  an,  m.  a  species  of  the  Soma  plant. 
—  Anta-eavarnana,  am,  n.  reduction  of  fractions. 
—  Am'a-srara,  as,  m.  the  key-note.  —  Anda-Jiara, 
as,  d  or  i,  am,  or  an&i-hdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  one  who 

takes  a  share,  a  sharer.  —  Ans"dn3a  (°i!a-an°),  an,  m. 
part  of  a  portion  (of  a  deity),  a  secondary  incarnation. 
"Anianii,  ind.  share  by  share.  —  AnSmatarana 

(°4a-av°),  am,  n.  descent  of  parts  of  the  deities  ; 
partial  incarnation  ;   title  of  sections   64-67  of  the 
first  book  of  the  Maha-bharata. 

Ansaka,  a*,  a  or  ika,  am,  having  a  share  ;  m.  f.  a 
co-heir,  a  relative  ;  m.  a  share  ;  n.  a  day. 
Aniana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sharing  or  dividing. 
Anfaniya  or  antayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  divisible. 
Aniayltri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  divider,  sharer. 
Aniala.     See  ansala  next  col. 

Anilta,  as,  d,  am,  divided,  shared. 

Aniin,  i,  ini,  i,  a  sharer,  co-heir. 

Ans"u,  us,  m.  a  filament,  especially  of  the  Soma 
plant  ;  end  of  a  thread  ;  a  minute  particle  ;  a  point  or 
end  ;  a  garment,  decoration  ;  a  ray,  light,  the  sun  ;  N. 

of  a  Rishi  or  of  a  prince.  —  Aniu-jdla,  am,  n.  a  collec- 
tion of  rays,  a  blaze  of  light.  —  An^n-dhara,  o»,m.the 

bearer  of  rays,  the  sun.  —  Antu-patta,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  cloth.  —  An.lu-patl,  i",  or  -bhartri,  td,  m.  the 
lord  of  rays,  the  sun.  —  Aniu-mat,  an,  oti,  at,  fibrous, 
rich  in  filaments  ;  radiant,  luminous  ;  pointed  ;  (an), 
m.  the  sun,  the  moon;  N.  of  various  persons,  especially 

of  a  prince  of  the  solar  race,  son  of  A-samanjas,  grand- 
son of  Sagara  ;  (tl),  (.  the  celestial  river  Yamuna  ;  a 

plant,  Hedysarum  Gangeticum.  —  Antfumut-pliala,  f. 
a  plant,  Musa  Paradisiaca.  —  Antu-mald,  f.  a  garland 

of  light,  halo.  —  Anifu-mdlin,  i,  m.  the  sun.  —  Aniu- 
vdna,  at,  m.  having  rays  for  arrows,  the  sun.  —  Aniu,- 
Itasta,  as,  m.  having  rays  in  his  hand,  the  sun. 
Anmka,  am,  n.  a  leaf;  .cloth  ;  fine  or  white  cloth  ; 

muslin,  an  upper  garment  ;  a  mantle. 

Aiiiu,l<{,  as,  d,  am,  radiant  ;  (<M),  m.,  N.  of  the 
sage  Canakya. 

Ani!ya,  as.  d,  am,  divisible. • 

~^m  ans,  cl.  IO.P.  ansayati,  &c.,  =  ans. 

^W  ansa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  am),  the  shoulder, 

shoulder-blade;  N.  of  a  king;  a  share,  see  ania; 
(aw),  m.  du.  the  two  shoulders  or  angles  of  an  altar 
[cf.  Goth,  amsa  ;  Gr.  &trt\\a  ;  Lat.  humerutt, 

ansa].^Ansa-kuta,  as,  m.  a  bull's  hump,  the  pro- tuberance between  the  shoulders  of  the  Indian  ox. 

—  Ansa-tra,  am,  n.  armour  to  protect  the  shoulder  ; 
a  bow.  —  Ansa-dhri,  f.  a  cooking  vessel  (?).  —  Anm- 

phalaka,  as,  m.  upper  part  of  the  spine.  —  Ansa~ 
bhdra  or  anse-bhdra,  as,  m.  a  yoke  or  burden  put 
upon  the  shoulder.  —  Ansa-bhdrika  or  anse-bhdrika, 
as,  i,  am,  or  anm-bhdrin  or  anse-bhdrin,  i,  ini, 
i,  bearing  a  yoke. 

Anmla,  as,  d,  am,  lusty,  strong. 

Ansya,  us,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  shoulder. 

anh  (allied  to  angh),  cl.  I.  A.  anhate, 

-hitum,  to  go,  set  out,  commence;  to  ap- 
proach: cl.  IO.P.  anhayati,  to  send;  to  speak;  to 

shine.  [The  rt.  anh  seems  to  have  had  originally 
another  meaning,  viz.  to  press  together,  strangle  ;  = Gr.  o-xxw.] 

Anhati,  is,  f.  (probably  fr.  the  preceding  rt.,  said 
to  be  here  a  substitute  for  han),  anxiety,  distress, 

trouble,  illness  [cf.  Lat.  anyo]  ;  a  gift,  (in  this  sense 
also  anhati,  f.  ) 

Anhas,  n.  (said  to  be  connected  with  rt.  am), 
anxiety,  trouble  ;  sin  [cf.  agha,  Sgas  ;  Gr.  t^vvfiai, 

&Xos,  &yos].  —  Anhasas-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  lord  of 
the  perplexity,  i.e.  an  intercalary  month.  —  Annan- 
vat,  an,  atl,  at,  sinful.  —  ArJw-mut,  i;  k,  k,  Ved. 
delivering  from  distress. 

Anhiti,  is,  f.  a  gift,  donation.     See  anhati. 
Anhu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  strait,  narrow  ;  ((is),  m., 

N.  of  an  Asura  ;  (;(),  n.  anxiety,  distress  ;  Pudendum 
Muliebre  [cf.  Gr.  iyyJis;  Goth,  aggvus  ;  Lat. 

angustus,  anxim,8cc."].  —  Anhu-bhedi,  f.  having a  narrow  slit,  having  the  pudendum  divided. 
Anhura,  as,  d,  am,  straitened,  distressed  ;  sinful. 
Anhurana,  as,  a,  am,  distressing,  sinful  ;  (am), 

n.  sin,  distress. 

Anhoyu,  us,  us,  «,Ved.  troublesome  ;  freed  from  sin. 
Anhri,  is,  m.  a  foot,  the  root  of  a  tree  [cf. 

aitgliri].  —  Anhri-pa,  an,  m.  a  tree  (foot-drinker). 
—  Anhri-Kkandha,  as,  m.  a  part  of  the  foot  between 
the  ancle  and  the  heel. 

ak,  cl.  i  .  P.  akati,  akitum,  to  move 
tortuously,  like  a  snake    [cf.  Gr.  <ry«4 

07*01,  o.-vK(av,  Lat.  anyuht>i\.     Compare  rt.  ag. 
Alia,  as,  d,  am,  moving  tortuously  ;  (am),  n.  pain, 

trouble,  sin  (also  derived  from  a,  not  +Jca,  happiness). 

a-kaca,  as,  a,  am,  destitute  of  hair, 

Dald  ;  (ns),  m.,  N.  of  Ketu,  the  dragon's  tail  or  descend- 
ng  node,  the  symbol  of  which  is  a  headless  trunk. 

•>a<*<.iecti  a-kantaka,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 
thorns,  troubles,  difficulties,  or  enemies. 

a-kutthana,  as,  d,  am,  not  boastful. 

a-katliya,  as,  d,  am,  unspeakable  ; 
not  to  be  uttered  or  mentioned. 

•H  <*Ml  M W  akapwat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi. 
'*  <*(**(  rT  a-kampita,  as,  d,  am,  unshaken, 

firm  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Jaina  saint,  a  pupil  of  the  last Tirtha-kara. 

A-kampya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  shaken. 

a-kanishtha,  as,  d,  am,  not  the 

youngest  ;  elder,  superior;  (ftx),  m.  a  deified  Buddhist 
saint,  Buddha.  —  Akanishtha-ija,  as,  m.  Buddha. 

a-kunyd,  f.  no  virgin. 

**    .  9  *t  i  is+fa> 

exempt  from  tax  or  duty,  privileged ;  not  acting ;  (a), 

f.  Emblic  Myrobalan,  Phyllanthus  Emblica. 

'5T=tK.<ij  a-karana,  am,  n.  absence  of  action; 
A-karani,  is,  (.  non-accomplishment,  failure,  disap- 

pointment (used  in  imprecations,  e.  g.  tasyakaranir 
evdstu,  may  he  experience  a  failure !). 

A-karaniya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  done. 

vc*^tl  a-karuna,  as,  d,  am,  merciless,  re- 
lentless. —  Akaruna-tva,  am,  n.  harshness,  cruelty. 

victieji^l  a-karkasa,  as,  a,  am,  not  hard, 

not  rugged,  soft,  tender. 
^Toinu  a-karna  or  a-karnaka,  as,  d,  am, 

without  ears,  deaf. 

A-karnya,  as,  d,  am,  not  fit  for  the  ears ;  not  in 
the  ears. 

••aotuDvi^  a-karnadhdra, as,  d,  am,  without 
a  helmsman,  destitute  of  a  pilot. 

a-kartana,  as,  m,  a  dwarf (?). 

rt  a-kartri,  td,  m.  not  an  agent;  an 

inferior  agent. — Akartri-tva,  am,  n.  condition  of  an 
inferior  agent,  a  subordinate  station. 

'•31ori*i*r  a-karman,  d,  d,  a,  without  work, 

idle ;  inefficient ;  disqualified  for  performing  essential 

rites,  destitute  of  good  works ;  (in  grammar)  intransitive ; 

(a),  n.  absence  of  work ;  absence  of  essential  observ- 
ances; improper  vrork,crime.~Akarma-bIioya,as,ni. 

renunciation  of  self-righteousness ;  enjoyment  of  free- 

dom from  the  fruits  of  action.  —  A-karmdnvita(0ma- 

an°),  as,  d,  am,  unoccupied,  disqualified ;  criminal. 
A-karmaka,  as,  d,  am,  (in  grammar)  intransitive. 
A-karmanya,  as,  d,  am,  improper  to  be  done ; 

unfit  for  work ;  inefficient. 

-kala,  as,  d,  am,  not  in  parts,  entire. 

a-kalka,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  sedi- 

ment; pure;  sinless;  (a),  f.  moonlight.  —  Akalka- ta,  f.  honesty.  i 

ui=(!<?»i1  a-kalkana  or  a-kalkala,  as,  d,  am, 

free  from  pride,  modest,  honest. 

•>ilchc*J  a-kalpa,  as,  d,  am,  not  subject  to 

rules,  uncontrolled  ;  incomparable  ;  unable,  weak. 

A-kalpita,  as,  d,  am,  not  manufactured,  not  arti- 
ficial, not  pretended  ;  natural,  genuine. 

^nK^T1!  a-kalmasha,  as,  d,  am,  sinless, 
faultless. 

^ToF<-HIR  a-kalmdsha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 

of  the  fourth  Manu. 

^Soti  t*(  a-kalya,  as,  d,  am,  unwell,  ill,  sick. 

A-kalydna,  as,  a,  am,  not  prosperous,  inauspicious ; 

(am),  n.  adversity. iHcM  a-kava,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  I.  kit,  q.  v.), 

Ved.  not  contemptible,  not  bad.  —  A-kavdri  (°va- 
ari),  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  not  contemptible  as  an  enemy, 
or  to  his  enemies,  or  in  his  enemies;  not  having 
weak  enemies. 

•4|oh=H  a-kava6a,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  without 
a  coat  of  mail. 

B 

l~.-  ./•  f.  i/.' 



a-kavi. 
<s^  aksh. 

j  a-toci,  w,  w,  i,  Ved.  unwise. 

T  a-kasmat,  ind.  without  a  why  or 
3  wherefore,  accidentally,  suddenly. 

causeless,  unexpected.  —  Akdtida-pdta-jdtu,  as,  d, 
am,  dying  as  soon  as  born.  —  Akdnda-iula,  am, u.  sudden  attack  of  colic. 

A-ltaitde,  ind.  causelessly,  unexpectedly. 

%Nc(ilrK  a-kdtara,  as,  a,  am,  not  down- 
hearted, cheerful,  hearty. 

^TaKTO  a-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  without  desire 

or  affection,  without  intention;  unintentional,  re- 
luctant ;  (in  grammar)  the  Sandhi  which  causes  the 

dropping  of  a  final  r  before  a  succeeding  r;  (as),  m. 
absence  of  desire  or  affection.  —  A-kdma-kariana, 

m,  m.,  Ved.  not  disappointing  desires.  —  Akdma-tas, 
ind.  unintentionally,  unwillingly.  —  Akdma-td,  (. 
freedom  from  desire  or  affection  or  intention.  —  A- 
kdma-hata,  at,  a,  am,  not  smitten  with  desire  or 
affection  ;  free  from  desire,  calm. 

A-kdmin,  i,  im,  i,  the  same  as  a-kdma. 

a-kdya,  as,  a,  am,  incorporeal. 

a-kdrana,  as,  a,  am,  causeless  ; 

(am),  n.  absence  of  a  cause  ;  ind.  causelessly.  —  A-kd- 
ranotpanna  (°na-ut°),  as,  a,  am,  produced  spon- 
taneously. 
A-kdrin,  I,  ipi,  i,  inactive,  not  performing. 

TH<*HlN?f^i  a-kdrnaveshtakika,as,i,am, 

not  adapted  for  ear-rings.  See  karna-vexhtaka. 

a-kdrya,  as,  a,  am,  not  to  be  done, 
impracticable,  improper  ;  (am),  n.  a  criminal  action. 
—  Akdrya-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  an  evil-doer;  one  who 
neglects  his  duty. 

»M  <*  I  "*!M  a-kdrshnya,  am,  n.  absence  of 
blackness. 

^lofclrf  a-kdla,  as,  m.  a  wrong  or  bad  or 

inauspicious  time;  (as,  a,  am),  unseasonable.  —  A- 
kald-kushm&nda,  as,  m.  a  pumpkin  produced  out 
of  season;  a  useless  birth.  —Akala-kuswna,  am, 
n.  a  flower  blossoming  out  of  season.  —  Akdla-ja  or 
akdla-jdta  or  a-kdlotpanna  (°la-uf),  as,  a,  am, 
born  or  produced  at  a  wrong  time,  unseasonable. 

—  Akala-jaladodaya  (°da-urf°)  or  akdla-meyho- 
daya  Cgha-ucT),  as,  m.  unseasonable  rise  of  clouds;  a 
mist.  —  Akdla-veld,  (.  unseasonable  or  unusual  time. 

—  Akala-sa]M,as,  d,  am,  unable  to  bide  one's  time. 
A-kalya,  as,  d,  am,  unseasonable. 

^rfcfn^PT  a-kih(ana,  as,  d,  am,  without 
anything,  utterly  destitute,  poor  ;  disinterested  ;  (am), 
n.  that  which  is  nothing,  or  worth  nothing.  —  A- 
kin(ana-td,  f.  voluntary  poverty  (as  the  duty  of  a 
Jaina  ascetic). 
A-kiiiianiman,  d,  m.  destitution,  poverty. 

'afctifl5!  a-kitava,  as,  in.  no  gambler. 

•»a  ("<*(%<(<(  a-kihisha,  as,  d,  am,  sinless, faultless. 

7i,  is,  f.  bad  repute.  -Aklrtti- 
kara,  as,  d,  am,  disreputable. 

'SPSII3  a-kunlha,  as,  a,  am,  not  blunted 
or  worn  out;  fresh,  vigorous,  fixed.  —  A-hnitlm- 
<I/ti*Jtnifa,  am,  n.  heaven. 

A-kunthita,  an,  d,  am,  =  akunlha  above. 

«i«jrlt^  a-kutas,  ind.  (usually  found  in 
composition),  not  from  anywhere  or  any  cause.  —  A 
kutOJf-^ala,  as,  m.  not  moveable  from  any  cause 
a  title  of  Siva.  —  A-kntn-bltaya,  an,  a,  am,  not  afraic 
or  threatened  from  any  quarter,  secure. 
A-kutraoT  a-kutfd,  ind.,  Ved.  nowhere,  i.e.  astray 

aa-kutsita,  ns,d,am,  unreproachcd 

a-kudhryuM,  an,  dhrtfi,  ak  (ku- 

dhri  (orkudha  for  kuha  =  kittra),  Ved.  going  no- 
rhere,  coming  to  nothing  ;  (Say.)  fruitless,  worthless. 

WiJTOI  a-ktipya,  am,  n.  '  not  base  metal,' 'old  or  silver;  any  base  metal,  (see  3.  a  at  end.) 

a-kumdra,  as,  m.  not  a  boy  ;  an 

epithet  of  Vishnu. 
a-kula,  as,  d,  am,  not  of  a  good 

arnily,  low  ;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  Siva  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 
Srvati.  —  Akula-td,  f.  lowness  of  family. 
A-kuKna,  as,  d,  am,  not  of  a  good  family. 

"SToK^T??  a-kusala,  as,  d,  am,  inauspicious, 
evil  ;    not  clever  ;    (am),  n.  evil,  an  inauspicious  or 
evil  word. 

^  a-kusida,  as,  d,  am,  not  wishing 
or  interest  or  gain  ;  (also  a-ku&da.) 

a-kusuma,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of 
lowers  or  blossoms. 

a-kuha,  as,  m.  no  deceiver. 

a-ku-pdra,  as,  d,  am  (probably  fr. 
akii  for  u-ku,  not  bad,  not  contemptible,  and  para, 
opposite  shore  or  limit),  having  a  good  issue  or  effect  ; 
unbounded  ;  (as),  m.  the  sea  ;  the  sun  ;  the  king  of 
tortoises,  who  upholds  the  world  ;  any  tortoise  or  turtle. 
A-kuvdra^a-ktir-para  above. 

SHcjr«i  a-kiirda,  as,  d,  am,  guileless;  (as), 
m.  Buddha. 

a-kriMhra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  absence 
of  difficulty;  facility. 
A-kriMhnn,  i,  ini,  i,  free  from  trouble. 

^S^iTT  a-krita,  as,  d,  am,  undone,  un- 
performed ;  not  made,  uncreated  ;  not  prepared,  not 

ready,  incomplete  ;  one  who  has  done  no  works  ; 
(am),  n.  an  unperformed  act  ;  an  unheard-of  action 
or  crime  ;  (d),  f.  a  daughter  not  placed  on  a  level  with 
sons.  —  Akrita-kdram,  ind.  as  has  not  been  done  be- 

fore. —Akrita-jna,  as,  a,  am,  ungrateful.  —  Akrita- 
jtia-td,  f.  ingratitude.  —  Akrita-fntddtii,  is,  is,  i, 
having  an  unformed  mind.  —  A  kritabuddhi-tva, 
am,  n.  ignorance.  —  Akrita-vrarfa,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
an  expounder  of  the  Puranas.  —  Akritatman  ("ta- 
dt°),d,d,  a,  having  an  unformed  mind;  not  yet  identi- 

fied with  the  supreme  spirit.  —  Akritdrtha  (°ta-ar°), 
as,  d,  am,  having  one's  object  unaccomplished,  unsuc- 

cessful.— A-kritdstraCta-ai°),  as,d,am,  unpractised 
in  arms.  —  A-kritainas  (°ta-en°),  as,  dx,as,  innocent. 
—  Akritodvdha  (°ta-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  unmarried. 
A-kritin,    i,   ini,   i,    unfit    for    work,    clumsy. 

—  Akriti-tva,  am,  n.  unfitness  for  work. 
A-kfitya,  as,  d,  am,   not  to  be  done,  criminal  ; 

(am),  n.  crime.  —  Akritya-kdrin,  I,  ini,  i,  evil-doer. 

^^rW  a-kritta,  as,  a,om,uncut,  unimpaired. 
—  Akritta-riu!J;,k,k,  possessing  unimpaired  splendor. 

'ST^rf^H  a-krltrima,  as,  d,  am,  inartificial, 
unfeigned,  natural. 

a-kritsna,  as,  d,  am,  incomplete. 

a-kripa,  as,  d,  am,  merciless,  unkind. 

a-kripana,  as,  d,  am,  not  miserly. 

a-krisa,  as,  d,  am,  not  slender  or 

emaciated  ;  strong,  full.  ••  A-krif>a-lakskmi,  w,  is,  i, 

enjoying  full  prosperity.  —A-l-risdsva(°sa-at°),ai!, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Ayodhya. 

«(«JIH  iHrt  a-krishivala,  as,  d,  am,  not 

agricultural. 
^jiF  n-krishta,  as,  d,  am,  unploughed, 

unfilled;  not  dr*wn.  —  Akrhhta-pafya,  as,  d,  am, 
ripening  in  unploughed  land,  growing  wild. 

,  d,  d,a,  free from  black  deeds,  guiltless,  virtuous. 

a-ketana,  as,  d,  am,  houseless. 

a-ketu,  us,  us,  ti,  Ved.  shapeless, 

inrecognisable  ;  (Say.)  unconscious. 

a-kesa,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  hair. 

a-kota,  as,  m.  the  Areca  or  Betel- 

iut  palm,  ('  without  a  bend.') 
a-kopana,  as,  d,  am,  not  irascible. 

^  a-kovida,  as,  d,  am,  unwise,  stupid, 

gnorant. 

'aotimfi  a-kauMa,  am,  n.  want  of  dexte- 
ty  or  skill  ;  evil  [cf.  a-ku^ald]. 

•«<3;l  akkd,  f.  a  mother.  [Supposed  to  be 

a  term  of  foreign  origin  ;  cf.  Lat.  Acm.~\ 
^Hfi  I  .  akta,  as,  d,  am  (part,  of  rt.  ah6  or  anj 

n  the  sense  '  to  go'),  gone. 
^I^i  2.  akta,  as,  d,  am  (part,  of  rt.  anj), 

smeared  over;  diffused;  bedaubed,  tinged,  characterized. 
Itis  often  thelast  part  of  acompound  word;  as,  raMatta, 
tinged  with  red  or  blood  ;  (am),  n.  oil,  ointment. 

Aktd,  f.,  Ved.  night. 
Aktu,  M«,f.(m.?),  Ved.  ointment;  tinge,  ray,  light, 

star(?);  dark  tinge,  darkness,  night. 
Aktos,  aktubhis,  ind.,  Ved.  at  night. 
Aktvd  (ind.  part,  of  rt.  anj},  having  besmeared. 

^Ifi  akna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  and),  bent. 
i.  akra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  violent  [Lat.  acer  f]. 

^Tai  2.  a-kra,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  3.  a  and  rt.  I. 

fcrf?),Ved.  inactive,  bootless. 
tu,us,us,u,  Ved.  destitute  of  will 

or  energy  ;  powerless,  foolish  ;  (Say.)  without  sacrifices. 
a-krama,  as,  m.  want  of  order, 

confusion. 
nRr  a-kram-hasta,  as,  n.  am,  Ved. 

not  having  bloody  hands;  (Say.)  not  having  nig- 

gardly hands,  not  close-fisted. 
<5  a-kravydda,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-kra- 

vydd,  t,  t,  t,  not  carnivorous,  not  eating  flesh. 
a-krduta,  as,  d,  am,  unpassed,  un- 

surpassed, unconquered  ;  (a),  f.  the  Egg  plant. 

'Sffltl  a-kriya,  as,  d,  am,  without  works  ; 
inactive,  torpid  ;  abstaining  from  religious  rites  ;  good 
for  nothing  ;  (a),  f.  inactivity  ;  neglect  of  duty. 

a-kridat,  an,  anil,  at,  not  playing. 

a-kriira,  as,  d,  am,  not  cruel,  gentle  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  Krishna's  paternal  uncle  and  friend. 
'SraftV  a-krodha,  as,  m.  suppression  of 

anger,  one  of  the  chief  virtues  among  Hindus  ;  (as, 

d,  am),  free  from  anger. A-krodhana,  ax,  d,  am,  free  from  anger  ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  son  of  Ayutayu. 

s,Ta.  freedom  from  fatigue. 

T  aklikd,  f.  the  Indigo  plant. 

a-klishta,  as,  d,  am,  untroubled  ; 

undisturbed  ;  unwearied.  —  Akluhta-karman,  d,  d,u  , 
or  aklislita-I;ari»,  i,  ini,  i,  unwearied  in  action. 
—  AldiMa-vrata,  as,  d,  am,  unwearied  in  keeping 

religious  vows. 
A-klesa,  as,  m.  freedom  from  trouble. 

••Hsjitl   a-kledya,  as,  d,  am,  incapable  of 
moisture,  not  to  be  wetted. 

^iljUJ  aksh  (probably  not  a  simple  rt., 
*•      x  perhaps  a  kind  of  old  Desid.  form  of  rt. 

I.  o.<),  cl.  I.  P.  akshati,  d.  5.  akshnoti,  dnaksha, 

alishishyati,  atohyati,  dksliU,  akshitum  or  aslitum, 
to  reach;  to  pass  through,  penetrate,  pervade,  embrace  ; 
to  accumulate  (to  form  the  cube?)  :  Cans,  akpkayali, 



aksha. akshauhini. 

•yitum,  atikshat,  to  cause  to  pervade :  Desid.  a(i- 
lahishati  or  afikxhati. 

\  i.  aksha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  as  or  aj  ?), 

an  axle,  axis,  pivot,  (in  this  sense  also  am,  n.)  ;  a 
wheel,  car,  cart  ;  pole  of  a  car  ;  the  beam  of  a  balance 
or  string  which  holds  the  pivot  of  the  beam  ;  a  snake  ; 
terrestrial  latitude;  the  lower  part  of  the  temples 

[cf.  Lat.  axis;  Gr.  &£tav  ;  Old  Germ,  iihsa  ;  Mod. 
Germ.  Achse;  Lith.  assis^.  —  Aksha-karna,  as,  m. 
the  hypotenuse,  especially  of  the  triangle  formed  with 
the  gnomon  of  a  dial  and  its  shadow  ;  (in  astronomy) 

argument  of  the  latitude.  —  Aksha~ja,  as,  m.  a  dia- 
mond ;  a  thunderbolt  ;  a  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Aksha-dhur, 

ur,  (.  the  yoke  attached  to  the  fore  part  of  the  pole  of 
a  car.  —  Alisha-dtturtila,  as,  m.  a  bull,  an  ox,  i.  e. 
yoked  to  the  pole  of  a  cart.  —  Aksha-pidd,  (,, 
N.  of  a  plant.  —  Aksha-bhdga,  ax,  m.  a  degree  of 
latitude.  —  Aksha-bhdra,  as,  m.  cart-load,  carriage- 

load.  •-  Akxhan&a  (°sha-an°),  as,  m.  a  degree  of 
latitude.  —  Akshdijra  (°iha-ag°),  am,  n.  the  end  of 
an  axle  ;  the  anterior  end  of  the  pole  of  a  car  ;  an 

axle.  —  Akshdgra-klla  or  -kllaka,  as,  m.  a  linch- 
pin; the  pin  which  fastens  the  yoke  to  the  pole. 

—  Akshd-nah,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  tied  to  a  cart  or  its  pole. 

^H!f  2.  aksha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  from  rt.  I. 

of),  a  die  for  playing  with  ;  a  cube  ;  a  seed  of  which 

rosaries  are  made  (in  compound  words,  like  litdra- 
ksha,  Rudraksha);  ashrubproducingthatseed(EIeo- 
carpus  Ganitrus)  ;  a  weight  called  karstia,  equal  to  16 
mashas;  Beleric  Myrobalan  (Terminalia  Belerica),  the 
seed  of  which  is  used  as  a  die  ;  (am),  n.  sochal  salt  ; 
blue  vitriol  (from  its  crystallized  shape).  —  Aksha- 
kufala,  as,  a,  am,  skilled  in  dice.  —  Aksha-ijlaha, 
as,  m.  gambling,  playing  at  dice.  —  Aksha-jila,  as,  a, 
am,  skilled  in  gambling.  —  Aksha-tattva,  am,  n. 
science  of  dice.  —  Akshatattva-i'id,  t,  t,  t,  skilled  in 
the  principles  of  gambling.  —  Aksha-d,emna,  am, 
n.  gambling,  dice-playing.  —  Aksha-devin,  i,  m.  a 
gamester.  —  Aksha-dyu,  us,  m.  a  gambler,  a  dice- 
player.  —  Aksha-dyuta,  as,  m.  a  gambler,  a  dice- 
player;  (am),  n.  gambling.  —  Aksha-dyiitika,  am, 
n.  dispute  at  play.  —  Akxha-drugdha,  as,  a,  am, 
hated  by,  i.  e.  unlucky  at  dice.  —  Aksha-dhara,  as,  & 
or  I,  am,  one  who  has  dice  ;  (as),  m.  a  plant,  Trophis 

Aspera  ;  see  sakhota.  —  Aksha-dhurta,as,  m.  agame- 
ster,  a  gambler,  i.e.  adice-rogue.  —  Aksha-naipuna  or 
•naip  unya,  am,  n.  skill  in  gambling.  —  Aksha-pard- 
jaya,  as,  m.  loss  in  gambling.  —  Aksha-pdta,  as,  m. 
castofdice.  —  Aksha-pdtana,  am,  n.  act  of  casting  Jice. 
—  Aksha-priya,  as,  a,  am,  fond  of  dice,  or  (perhaps) 
favoured  by  the  dice,  lucky.  —  Aksha-mada,  as,  m. 
intoxicating  passion  for  dice.  —  Aksha-mdtra,  am,  n. 
dice,  anything  as  big  as  dice  ;  the  twinkling  of  an  eye,  a 
moment  of  time.  «-  Aksha-mdld,  f.  a  rosary,  a  string 
or  necklace  of  beads,  especially  of  the  seeds  of  the 
Eleocarpus  ;  a  N.  of  Arundhati,  wife  of  Vasishtha, 

from  her  wearing  a  rosary  ;  (as,  a,  am),  or  aksha- 
mdlin,  i,  int,  i,  wearing  a  rosary  of  seeds.  —  Aksha- 
rdja,  as,  m.  the  king  of  dice,  the  die  called  Kali. 

—  AksliM-vat,  an,  art,  at,  having  dice,  relating  to 
dice,  gambling  ;  (it),  {.  a  game  of  dice.  —  Akshn- 
vdma,  as,  m.  an  unfair  gambler.  —  I.  aksha-vid, 
t,t,t,  skilful  in  gambling.  —  Aksha-vritta,  us,  a,  am, 
what  has  occurred  in  gambling.  —  Aksha-iaunda,  as, 
d,  am,  fond  of  gambling.  —  Aksha-sutra,  am,  n.  a 
string  or  rosary  of  Eleocarpus  seeds.  —  Akuha-stusha, 
as,  m.  Beleric  Myrobalan.  —  Alisha-hridaya,  am,  n. 
innermost  nature  of  dice,  perfect  skill  in  gambling. 
—  Akshahridaya-jna,as,d,am,  perfectly  skilled  in 

gambling.  —  Akxhdrapana  (°sha-dv°),am,  n.  a  dice- 
board.  —  Akfhdvdpa   or   akshdtivdpa  (°sha-at°), 
as,  m.  the  keeper  of  the  dice,  or  of  a  gambling  table. 

Akthalfit  or  aJtshika,  as,  m.  the  tree  Dalbergia 
Oujeinensis. 

^.aksha,am,  n.(fr.  rt.  I.  as?),  an  organ 

of  sense,  an  object  of  sense  ;  (ds),  m.  the  soul  ;  know- 
ledge, religious  knowledge  ;  the  law  ;  a  lawsuit  ; 

a  person  bom  blind  ;  N.  of  Garuda,  of  a  son  of 
KSvana,  of  a  son  of  Nara,  &c.  -  Aksha-darSaka,  as, 

m.  a  judge,  i.  e.  one  who  sees  lawsuits ;  also  aksha- 
drii!,  k.  —  Aksha-pa/ala,  am,  n.  court  of  law;  de- 

pository of  legal  document.  —  Aksha-pdta,  as,  m.  an 
arena,  a  wrestling  ground,  place  of  contest.  —  Aksha- 
pdtaka  or  aksha-jidlika,  as,  m.  a  judge,  i.  e.  ar- 

ranger of  a  lawsuit.  —  Aksha-pdda,  as,  m.  a  follower 
of  the  NySya  or  logical  system  of  philosophy ;  N.  of 
the  Rishi  Gotama.  —  Aks/ia-vdta,  see  aksha-pdla. 
—  2.  aksha-vid,  t,  t,  t,  versed  in  law. 

4.  aksha,  am,  n.  the  eye,  especially 

substituted  for  akshi  at  the  end  of  adjective  com- 
pounds, the  fern,  being  akshi  [cf.  Gr.  unao,  OKKO, 

for  u£o ;  Lat.  oculus  ;  Germ.  Auge;  Russ.  i)ko]. 

a-kshana,  as,  d,  am,  inopportune. 

a-kshata,  as,  a,  am,  not  crushed; 

uninjured,  unbroken,  whole ;  (as),  m.  Siva ;  thrashed 
and  winnowed  rice  which  has  been  dried  in  the  sun ; 

barley ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  an  eunuch  ;  (d),  f.  a  virgin  ; 
N.  of  a  plant,  Karkatasrin-gT  or  Kankadasrin-gi ;  (am), 
n.  and  (as),  m.  pi.  whole  grain,  fried  grain.  —  Akshata- 
yoni,  is,  f.  a  virgin,  an  unblemished  maiden. 

^HJJcT  a-kshatra,  as,  a,  am,  destitute  of  the 
Kshatriya  caste,  apart  from  the  Kshatriya  caste. 

^^£*[akshan,  substituted  foraisAi,the  eye, 
in  the  weakest  cases,  see  Gram.  1 2  2  [cf.  Goth,  awj/on] . 

Akshan-vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  eyes. 

WEp?  a-kshama,  as,  d,  am,  unable  to  en- 

dure, impatient;  incompetent.  —  A-kshamd  or  aksha- 
ma-td,  f.  impatience,  envy  ;  incompetence. 

W55fl  a-kshaya,  as,  d,  am,  exempt  from 
decay,  undecaying ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  twentieth  year 
in  the  cycle  of  Jupiter;  (a),  f.  the  seventh  day  of 
a  lunar  month,  if  it  fall  on  Sunday  or  Monday ;  the 

fourth,  if  it  fall  on  Wednesday.  —  Ak&haya-guna,  as, 
d,am,  possessing  imperishable  qualities ;  (as),m.  Siva. 
••  Aksftaya-td,  f.  or  akshaya-tva,  am,  n.  imperish- 
ableness.  —  Akstiaya-tritiyd,  f.  a  festival,  the  third 
day  of  the  bright  half  of  Vaisikha,  which  is  the  first 

day  of  the  Satya-yuga,  and  secures  permanency  to  ac- 
tions then  performed.  ••  Akshaya-^puruhuta,  as,  m. 

Siva.  —  Akshaya-muti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 
—  Akshaya-lnka,  as,  m.  the  undecaying  world,  hea- 

ven. —  Akshayd-lalitd,  f.  festival  observed  by  women 
on  the  seventh  day  of  the  second  half  of  BhSdra. 

A-kshayin,  t,  inl,  i,  undecaying  ;  (inl),  f.,  N.  of 
Siva's  wife. 

A-kshayya,  as,  d,  am,  undecaying. 

^TBJt  a-kshara,  as,  d,  am,  imperishable ; 
unalterable ;  (as),  m.  a  sword  ;  Siva ;  Vishnu ;  (am), 
n.  a  syllable;  the  syllable  om;  a  letter;  a  vowel,  a 
sound ;  a  word ;  speech  ;  Brahma ;  final  beatitude ; 
abiding  merit,  religious  austerity ;  sacrifice ;  right, 
justice ;  the  sky;  water;  a  plant  (Achyranthes  Aspera). 
—  Akshara-ilaiii'ti  or  aksJiara-<!u,n<!ii,  its,  or  aksha- 
ra-tfana  or  akskara-^ana,  as,  m.  a  writer,  scribe. 
—  Akshara-d<.!tuindas,as,  n.  metre  regulated  by  the 
number  and  quantity  of  syllables.  —  Akshara-janam, 
f.  a  reed  or  pen.  —  Akshara-jivaJia  or  akshara- 
jlvika,ae,  or  akshara-jirin,  i,  m.  a  scribe.  —  Aksha- 
ra-jnr,  ur,  m.  a  sage,  one  who  knows  and  enjoys 
Brahma.  —  Akshara-tulikd,    f.   a    reed    or   pen. 
—  Akxhara-nyasa  or  akshara-vinydsa,  as,  m.  array 
of  syllables  or  letters,  writing  ;  scripture  ;  the  alphabet. 

—  Aktfhara-paitkti,  is,  is,  i,  containing  five  syllables; 
(is),  (.,  N.  of  a  metre  of  four  lines,  each  containing 
one  dactyl  and  one  spondee ;  also  called  paitkti  or 
hansa.  —  AkeJtara-lihaj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  entitled  to  a 
share  in  the  syllables  (of  a  prayer).  —  Akshara-mukha, 
as,  m.  having  the  mouth  full  of  syllables,  a  student, 

scholar.  —  Akshara-mnydsa,    see   akflMra-mjd 
—  Akukara-das,  ind.  syllable  by  syllable.  —Aksha- 
ra-itunya,  as,    d,   am,    inarticulate.  —  Akshara- 
sa»isthdna,am,n,  scripture,  writing.  ~  AkstMraitga 
(°ra-anga),  am,  n.  part  of  a  syllable. 
Akskaraka,  am,  n.  a  vowel. 
Akiharya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  syllables  or  letters. 

a-kshdnti,    is,    f.    impatience, 

jealousy,  intolerance. 

a-kshdra,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  facti- 
tious salt ;  (as),  m.  natural  salt.  —  Akshara-lavana  or 

akshdrdlaratia,  am,  n.  natural  salt ;  food  that  may  be 
eaten  at  a  season  unfit  for  performing  religious  duties. 

akshi,  n.  (fr.  rt.  I.  as  or  anj  f  Instr. 
akshnd,  Dat.  akshne  &c.,  fr.  akshan,  substituted  for 
akshi  in  the  weakest  cases.  At  the  end  of  comp. 
aksha  is  substituted,  see  4.  aksha),  the  eye ;  the 

number  two ;  (i),  du.,  Ved.  the  sun  and  moon  [cf. 
Lith.  aki-s\.  —  Akshi-kuta  or  akshi-kiitaka,  am,  n. 

the  eyeball,  the  pupil  of  the  eye.  —  Akshi-gata,  as, 

d,  am,  visibly  present,  seen ;  hated.  —  Akshi-gola, 
as,  m.  the  eyeball.  —  Akshi-jdha,  am,  n.  the  root 
of  the  eye.  —  Akshi-tdrd,  f.  the  pupil  of  the  eye. 

—  Akshi-pakshman,  a,  n.  the   eyelash.  —  Akfhi- 
patala,  am,  n.  a  coat  of  the  eye.  —  Akshi-pat,  t,  t, 
t,  Ved.  (falling  into  the  eyes),  hurtful;   (t),  ind.  as 
much  as  could  fall  into  the  eyes,  a  little.  —  Akshi- 
l>hu,  us,  us,  u,  visible,  perceptible,  manifest,  present. 

Akshi-bheshaja,  am,  n.  a  medicament  for  the 
eyes,  collyrium,  &c.;  (as),  m.  a  tree,  Red  Lodh. 
—  Akshi-bhruva,  am,  n.  the  eyes  and  eyebrows  to- 

gether. —  Akshi-mat,  dn,  all,  at,  provided  with  eyes. 
— Akshi-laman, a,  n.  the  eyelash. — Akshi-mkunita, 
am,  n.  a  glance,  a  look  with  the  eyelids  partially  closed. 
Akehika  or  akshilea,  as,  m.  the  tree  Dalbergia 

Oujeinensis.  See  akshaka. 

•flftsmfi1  akshini,  f.  (fr.  3.  aksha  f),  one  of 
the  eight  conditions  or  privileges  attached  to  landed 

property. 
••afgja  a-kshita,  as,  d,  am,  undecayed,  un- 

injured; undecaying;  (am), n. water.  —  Akuhita-vanu, 
us,  m.,  Ved.  epithet  of  Indra  (possessed  of  undecaying 

wealth).  -  Akshitoti  (°ta-uti),  is,  m.,  Ved.  epithet  of 
Indra  (granting  permanent  help). 

A-kshiti,  is,  f.  imperishableness ;  (is,  is,  i),  im- 

perishable. •^Hfujtlr^  a-kshiyat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  not 
inhabiting,  destitute  of  a  dwelling,  unsettled ;  (S5y.) 
not  decreasing  (in  riches). 

^ifSJ1^  akshiva  or  akshiva,  as,  m.  a  plant, 

GuilandinaorHyperantheraMoringa;  (nm),n.sea  salt. 

akshika,  as,  m.     See  akshika. 
a-kshiva,  as,  d,  am,  not  intoxicated, 

sober.  See  also  akshiva. 

akshu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  net. 

a-kshunna,  as,  d,  am,  unbroken,  un- 

curtailed,  unconquered  ;  inexperienced,  inexpert.  —  ̂ 4- 
Icshunna-td,  f.  uncurtailed  condition ;  inexperience. 

a-kshudra,  as,  d,  am,  not  small. 

a-kshudh,  t,  f.,Ved.  satiety. 

A-kshiulliya,  as,  a,  am,  not  liable  to  hunger. 

••.HVSJef  a-kshetra,  as,  a,  am,  destitute  of 
fields,  uncultivated ;  (am),  n.  not  a  proper  field,  a  bad 

field;  not  a  proper  geometrical  figure.  —  Aksketra- 
jila,  as,  d,  am,  or  akshetra-md,  t,  t,  t,  destitute  of 
spiritual  knowledge. 
A-ksketrin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  no  fields. 
Akxha.it rajnya,  am,  n.  spiritual  ignorance. 

vieji£  akshota,  as,  m.  a  walnut  (Pistacio 

nut  ?) ;  N.  of  a  tree,  PTlu ;  of  another  tree,  Aleurites 
Triloba.  Also  spelt  aks/ioda,  akshodaka,  akshota, 

dkshodaka,  dkhota. 

^refW  a-kshobha,  as,  d,  am,  unagitated, 

unmoved ;  (as),  m.  the  post  to  which  an  elephant  is 
tied  ;  freedom  from  agitation,  imperturbability. 

A-kshdbhya,  as,  d,  am,  immoveable,  imperturba- 
ble ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha ;  an  immense  number, 

said  by  Buddhists  to  be  100  vivaras. 

•fl  BJl  fjjllft akshauhini,  f .  an  army  consisting 



akshna. 
r  agni-fit. 

often  antkiuls,  or  11,870  elephants,  21,870  chariots, 

65,610  horse,  and  109,350  foot.    (The  anlkinl  con- 
sists of  27  vihinls;  and  27  being  the  cube,  <. 

of  3,  it  is  probable  that  akshatthini  is  a  compound 
from  aksha  and  rah  int.) 

TS&Q  akshnn.  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  I.  a/),  Ved. 

time  (  =  a-khanda  Schol.  to  Un-sGtras). 

O^til7r  nkshiuiyd  I  probably  the  Instr.  of 
an  obs,  word  aJmltaa,  fr.  aiU),  ind.,  Vcd.  circuitously 

(like  a  wheel),  in  a  tortuous  way;  wrongly.  —  Akthya- 
•Ji.  -dliruk,  I;,  k,  Ved.  seeking  to  injure  in  a 

tortuous  manner.  —  vUWtwt-yw  fan,  d,  art,  rt,  Ved. 

going  aaoss  ;  (Say.)  going  through,  penetrating. 

^n?J5    akhatta,    as,   m.,    N.   of   a    tree, 

liuchanania  Lau'fblia. 

akhatti,  is,  m.  childish  whim. 

a-khanda,  as,  a,  am,  not  fragment- 
ary, entire,  whole  ;  (am),  n.  time(?).  A-khanda 

i  si  is  the  twelfth  day  of  the  first  half  of  the 
lunar  month  MSrgasirsha. 
A-khandana,am,  n.  not  breaking  ;  leaving  entire; 

non-refutation,  admission  ;  (as),  m.  time. 
A-l-handita,as,  a,  am,  not  reduced  to  pieces,  un- 

broken, undivided,  unimpaired  ;  unrefuted.  —  Ai'han- 
ditartuf'ta-ritu),u»,  «j>,«,bearing  fruit  every  season. 
-  Alihaaditotsara  (°ta-ut°),  as,  a,  am,  ever  fesrive. 

a-khara,  as,  a,  am,  not  hard,  soft. 

a-kharva,  as,  a,  am,  not  short,  not 
stunted,  not  small,  not  dwarfish. 

xHWIrl  a-khatn,  as,  a,  am,  not  dug  (by 

man)  ;  unburied  ;  (at,  am),  m.  n.  a  natural  pond  or 
lake,  a  pool  before  a  temple. 

a-khadya,  as,  a,  am,  uneatable. 

a-khidra,  as,  a,  am,  unwearied.  —  A- 
khidra-ydman,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  unwearied  in  course. 

•^f^rt  a-khila,  as,  a,  am,  without  a  gap, 
complete,  whole.  —MMlatman  ^la-af),  a,  m.  the 
universal  spirit,  Brahma. 
AkhUaut,  ind.  completely. 

fl«f<!4  akhetika  or  akhetika,  as,  m.  a  dog 
trained  to  the  chase. 

a-khedin,  i,  ini,  i,  not  wearisome  ; 

unwearied.  —  Akhedi-tva,  am,  n.  continuous  flow  (of 
speech)  ;  one  of  the  vaggunas  of  the  Jainas. 

W5>«c>  nkhkhala,  ind.,  Ved.  an  exclama- 

tion of  joy.  —  Alilil;liali-kri,  d.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kar- 
tum,  Ved.  to  utter  the  exclamation  akhkhala. 

w*qtrl  a-khyata,  as,  a,  am,  not  famous, 
unknown,  obscure;  infamous. 

A-khydti,  is,  (.  want  of  fame  ;  infamy,  bad  repute. 
—  AJthySH-kara,  as,  a,  am,  disreputable. 

^u  J  I   ay,  cl.  i.  P.  agati,  ago,  agitum,  to 
N  move  tortuously,  wind  :   Caus.  agayatt, 

-yitvm,  to  cause  to  move  tortuously  [cf.  rt.  ang]. 
I.  aya,  an,  m.  a  snake  ;  the  sun  ;  a  water-jar. 

•wi  2.  a-ga,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  gam),  unable 
to  walk  ;  unapproachable  ;  (as),  m.  a  mountain,  a 
tree;  (in  arithni.)  seven.  —  Aga-ja,  as,  a,  am,  pro- 

duced on  a  mountain,  or  from  a  tree;  (am),  n. 

bitumen.  —Agatmnja  (atja-at°),  (.,  N.  of  PSrvatI, 
the  daughter  of  Himalaya.  -  Agdvaha  (aya-dv"),  at, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna  and  of  others.  —  Ai/auka* 

(a;/n-oA°),  as,  m.  a  lion;  a  bird;  the  Sarabha,  a 
fabulous  animal  with  eight  legs. 

A-gaffJia,  at,  a,  am,  not  going  ;  (a*),  m.  a  tree. 

a-ganita,  as,  a,  am,  uncounted. 
—  Aganitarlajja  ,  an,  d,  am,  disregarding  shame. 

'M'ln  fi-y/itii.  ns,a,  am,  not  gone;  unfre- 
quented; (am),  n.,  Ved.  not  coming,  non-return(?). 

A-gati,  is,  f.  want  of  resort  or  resource,  necessity. 

A-gaUka  or  a-gatika,  a»,  a,  am,  destitute  of  re- 
sort or  of  resources.  —  Agalika-gati,  is,  (.  the  resort 

of  one  who  has  no  resort,  a  last  resource. 

•fl'lc;  a-gada,  as,  a,  am,  free  from  disease, 
healthy,  salubrious ;  free  from  judicial  affliction;  (as), 
m.  freedom  from  disease,  health  ;  a  medicine,  medi- 

cament, drug;  the  science  of  antidotes.  —  Agadan- 

l:unt,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  physician,  ('  who  makes  well.') 
,  nom.  P.  agadyati,  to  have  good  health. 

a-gadita,  as,  a,  am,  untold. 

a-gama,  as,  a,  am,  not  going,  unable 

to  go ;  (as),  m.  a  mountain,  a  tree  [cf.  2.  a-ga]. 
A-gamya  or  a-ganlavya,  as,  a,  am,  unfit  to 

be  walked  in,  or  to  be  approached;  inaccessible 

(physically  or  metaphorically),  inapproachable;  un- 
attainable, incomprehensible,  unsurpassable.  —  Aga- 

mya-rnpa,  as,  a,  am,  of  unsurpassed  form,  nature, 
or  beauty.  —  Agamy  d-gamana,  am,  n.  illicit  sexual 
intercourse.  —  Agamydgamaniya,  as,  a,  am,  relat- 

ing to  illicit  intercourse.  —  Agamyd-gdmin,  i,  ini,  », 
practising  illicit  intercourse. 

W*TCt  a-gari,  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  commonly 
called  Deotar,  Andropogon  Scrratus  [cf.  oari]. 

•fl'l^  agaru,  us,  a,  m.  n.  Agallochum, 

Amyris  Agallocha. 

a-garva,  as,  a,  am,  free  from  pride. 

a-garhita,  as,  d,  am,  undespised, 

unreproached,  blameless. 

^TJIOjfrl  a-gavyuti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  without 

good  pasturage  for  cattle,  barren. 

fl'lfw  agasti,  is,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  2.  a-ga, 
a  mountain,  and  asti,  fr.  rt.  2.  as,  thrower),  N.  of  a 
Rishi,  author  of  several  Vedic  hymns,  (he  is  said  to 
have  been  the  son  of  both  Mitra  and  Varui.ia  by 

UrvasI ;  to  have  been  born  in  a  water-jar ;  to  have 
been  of  short  stature ;  to  have  swallowed  the  ocean, 

and  compelled  the  Vindhya  mountains  to  prostrate 
themselves  before  him ;  to  have  conquered  and  civi- 

lized the  South ;  to  have  written  on  medicine,  &c.) ; 

the  star  Canopus,  of  which  Agastya  is  the  regent ; 
a  plant,  Sesbana  (or  jEschynomene)  Grandiflora. 
—  Agasti-dru,  us,  (.  a  plant,  Sesbana  Grandiflora. 
Agastayas,  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Agastya. 
Agasti,  f.  a  female  descendant  of  Agastya. 

Agasttya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  Agasti. 
Agastya,afa.  =  agasti,N.o!  Siva.— Agaetya-gtta, 

as,  f.pl.  Agastya's  hymns,  forming  part  of  the  Adi- 
varaha-Purana.  —  Agaetya-fara,  as,  m.the  course  of 

Canopus.  —  Agnstya-aam/i  itd,  f.  Agastya's  collection 
(of  law).  —  Agastyodaya  (°ya-ud°),  as,  m.  the  rise  of 
Canopus ;  the  seventh  day  of  the  second  half  of  Bhadra. 

a-ga,  as,  m.  f.,  Ved.  not  going. 

a-gadha,  as,  a,  am  (see  giidha), 
very  deep,  unfathomable,  bottomless ;  (ax,  am),  m. 
n.  a  hole,  chasm  ;  (ox),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  five  fires 
at  fhe  SvShSkara  [cf.  Gr.  iya06s  and  Goth,  gtithe, 
fr.  the  crude  form  gfida].  —  Agadha-jala,  as,  a,  am, 
having  deep  water ;  (as),  m.  a  deep  lake. 

^JmX  a-gara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  house,  apart- 

ment [cf.  d-gdra"]. tigina,  as,  m.  the  sun(:).  See  agira. 

agira,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ag),  the  sun ; 
fire ;  a  Rakshasa. 

^rfnttSr^  a-glraukas,  as,  as,  as  (fr.  a  -f 
ifirii,  Instr.  of  gir  and  okas),  Ved.  not  to  be  stopped 

by  threatening  shouts  (lit.  'having  no  station  by 

speech'),  epithet  of  the  Maruts. 

i!PJa-pw,  us,  HA-,  u  (fr.  jo  with  a),  Ved.  desti- 
tute of  cows,  or  of  rays;  poor;  destitute  of  hymns, 

wicked  ;  (us),  m.,  N.of  RShu  or  the  ascending  node. 
A-go,avs,  aw>,  u,  Ved.  destitute  of  cows.  —  Ago-td, 

f.  want  of  cows. 

a-guna,  as,  a,  am,  destitute  of  qua- 
lities or  attributes  (sometimes  said  of  the  supreme 

being) ;  destitute  of  good  qualities;  (at),  m.  a  fault. 
—  Agitna-td,  f.  absence  of  good   qualities.  —  AIJU- 
na-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  destitute  of  qualities,  especially 

of  good  qualities.  —  Aguna-vadin,  i,  ini,  i,  fault- 

finding, censorious. *  Aguna-s'ila,  as,  d,  um,  of  a worthless  character. 

^PTJT  a-gupta,  as,  a,  am,  unhidden,  uncon- 
cealed ;  unprotected ;  not  keeping  a  secret. 

^PT^  a-guru,  us,  u  or  vi,  u,  not  heavy, 

light ;  (in  prosody)  short  as  a  short  vowel  alone  or 
before  a  single  consonant ;  (us,  u),  m.  n.  the  fragrant 
Aloe  wood  and  tree,  Aquiluria  Agallocha ;  the  Siia 
tree;  the  tree  which  yields  Bdellium,  Amyris  Agallocha. 

—  Agiirn-iin.'lapd,  f.  the  Siia  tree,  (probably  distinct 
words,  iiniapd  being  added  to  explain  agnru.) 

"II?'  n-y"dha>  as>  a>  am>  unconcealed, 
manifest.  ~  Agudha-gandlta,  as,  d,  am,  having  an 

unconcealed  smell ;  (am),  n.  Asa  Fcetida.  —  Ag&dha- 
bhava,as,d,  am,  having  a  transparent  disposition. 

^PT»rhT  a-gribhita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not 

seized  or  taken,  unsubdued.  —  Agribhlta-fo&s,  ii,  is, 
is,  Ved.  having  inconceivable  splendor ;  (S5y.)  of 

unsubdued  splendor. 
^TT?  a-griha  or  a-graha,  as,  m.  a  houseless 

man,  a  VSnaprastha  or  Brahman  of  the  third  order. 

«i*riil  a-godara,  as,  a,  am,  not  obvious, 

imperceptible  by  the  senses ;  (am),  n.  anything  that 
is  beyond  the  cognizance  of  the  senses ;  Brahma ; 

the  not  being  seen,  absence. 

^TnfaT  a-gopa,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  without  a 

cowherd,  not  tended  by  one. 

^?*iftsV  a-go-rudha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not 

repulsing  the  cow ;  (SSy.)  not  repelling  or  disdaining 

praise. 

S3r*fl'?l  a-gohya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  uncon- 
cealable,  not  to  be  covered,  bright. 

agaukas.  See  2.  a-ga,  col.  i. 

agnayi.  See  p.  6,  col.  I. 
agn i,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ang  or  ag  or  aiij  ?), 

fire ;  sacrificial  fire  of  three  kinds,  GSrhapatya,  Aha- 
vanlya,  and  Dakshina ;  the  number  three  ;  the  god  of 
fire ;  the  fire  of  the  stomach,  the  digestive  faculty ;  the 

gastric  fluid  ;  bile  ;  gold  ;  N.  of  various  plants,  Semi- 
carpus  Anacardium,  Plumbago  Zeylanica  and  Rosca, 

Citrus  Acida ;  mystical  substitute  for  the  letter  i- 
[cf.  Lat.  igni-s;  Lith.  iigni-s;  Slav,  ognj;  Goth. 
auhri-«  ;  aty^ri  and  ay\a6s  may  be  related  to  inju  i ' . 
—  Agna-marntntt,  m.  du.  Agni  and  Marut.  —  Agnd- 
I'ishnii,  m.  du.  Agni  and  Vishnu.  —  Agni-kana,  as, 

m.  a  spark.  —  Agni-Tiarman,  a,  n.  action  of  fire  or 

of  Agni;  cauterization.  —  Agni-kariJid,  (.  and  agnl- 
l-arya,  am,  "•  kindling  or  ieeding  the  sacrificial  fire 
with  clarified  butter,  &c.  —  Agni~kdt<ktha,  am,  n. 
Agallochum.  —  Agni-lcukkuta,  as,  m.  a  lighted  wisp  of 

straw,  firebrand.  —  Aijni-kunda,  am.n.ahole  or  en- 
closed space  for  the  consecrated  fire.  —  Agni-l'iimdra, 

»«,    in.   a    particular   preparation    of  various  drugs. 

—  Agni-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  by  fire,  offered  by  fire. 

—  ,4f/Ti{-A-et«,u*,m.,N.ofaRakshas.  —  Agnl-ltona,as, 
m.  the  south-east  quarter,  ruled  over  by  Agni.  —  Agni- 

kriyii,  f.  obsequies  or  any  other  religious  act  performed 

by  means  of  fire.  —  Agni-l:r~tdd,  f.  firework,  illumina- 
tion ,8cc.  —  Agni-garbha,as,d,am,  pregnant  with  fire; 

(as),  m.  a  gem  supposed  to  contain  and  give  out  solar 
heat,  sflryakanta ;  N.of  a  plant,  Agnijara;  (a),f.,N.ofa 

plant,  Mahajyotishmatl.  —  Agni-griha,  am,  n.  house 
or  place  for  keeping  the  sacred  fire.  —  Agni-grantha, 
ax,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Agni-faya,  as,  m.  a  heap  of 

fire.  —  Agni-tayana,  am,  n.  or  agni-fiti,  if,  f.  or 
agni-tttya,  f.  arranging  or  preparing  the  sacred  or 
sacrificial  fire-place.  —  AgnA-tit,  ind.,  Ved.  like  Agni ; 



agny-alaya. 

(I),  m.  one  who  has  arranged  a  sacred  fire-place. 

—  Aynii'it-rat,  dn,at~i,  at,  having  householders  or  in- 
habitants that  have  prepared  a  sacred  fire-place.  ••  Agni- 

ja  Of  agni-jdta,  an,  a,  am,  produced  by  fire,  born 
of  or  in  fire ;  digestive ;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu  ;  a 

medicinal  plant,  Agnijara.  —  Agnl-janman,    d,  m. 
Skanda,  the  god  of  war.  —  Agni-jdra  or  agni-jd/a,  as, 
m.  a  medicinal  plant.  —  Ayni-jihva,  as,  d,  am,  having 
a  fiery  tongue;  (a),  f.  a  tongue  or  flame  of  fire;  a 
tongue  of  Agni  (who  is  said  to  have  seven  tongues) ; 
a  medicinal  plant,  LangalT.  —  Aynijralita-tfjana,  as, 
".  mil,  having  a  point  hardened  in  fire.  —  Ayni-jvdld, 
(.  glow  or  flame  of  fire  ;  a  plant  with  red  blossoms, 
used  by  dyers,  Grislea  Tomentosa;  another  plant  with 
red  blossoms,  JalapippalT.  —  Agni-tap,  p,Ved. enjoy- 

ing the  warmth  of  a  fire.  —  Agni-tapas,  as,  as,  as, 
hot  as  lire,  glowing.  —  Agni-tapta,  as,  d,  am,  heated 

by  fire,  glowing.  —  Agni-ta,  f.  the  state  of  fire.  —  Agni- 
tfjas,  as,  a*,  o-s,  having  the  power  of  fire  or  of  Agni ; 
(ox),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  Rishis  of  the  eleventh 

Manvantara.—  Agni-traya,am,  n.  or  agni-tretd,  f. 
the  three  sacred  fires,  called  respectively  Garhapatya, 

Ahavamya.andDakshina.  —  Agni-trd,ds,de,am,,VeA. 
protected  by  Agni.  —  Agni-da  or  agni-ddyaka,  as, 
d,  am,  supplying  with  fire,  stomachic,  tonic,  incen- 

diary. —  Agni-dagdka,  as,  a,  am,  burnt  with  fire ; 
burnt  on  the  funeral  pile;    burnt  at  once,  without 
having  fire  put  into  the  mouth,  because  destitute  of 
issue ;  (a«),  m.  pi.  a  class  of  Pitris  or  those  who  on 

earth  maintained  the  sacred  fire.  —  Agni-datta,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Agni-damani,  f.  a  narcotic 

plant,  Solanum  Jacquini.  —  Agni-ddyaka,  see  agm'da. 
—  Agni-ddha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  disease.  —  Agni-ditf, 

k,    f.  Agni's    quarter,  i.e.   the   south-east.  —  Agni- 
^ifunia,  an,  i,  am,  stimulating  digestion.  —  Agni- 
dlpta,  as,  a,  am,  blazing,  glowing ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a 

plant,  MahajyoU'shmatt.  —  Agni-dlpti,  if,   f.  active 
state    of  digestion.  —  Agni-dMa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
having  Agni  for  a  messenger.  —  Agni-dushita,  as, 
d,    am,   branded.  —  Agni-deva,    as,    m.   Agni;    a 
worshipper  of  Agni;  (a),  f.  the  third  lunar  mansion, 
i.  e.  the  Pleiades.  —  Agni-deratd,  f.  the  deity  Agni. 
—  Agni-deratya  or  agni-daivata,  or  agni-daiva- 
tya,  as,  d,  am,  referring  to  Agni  or  to  his  divinity. 
—  Agnidh  or  agnidh,  t,  m.  (fr.  agni-idh),  Ved. 
the  priest  who  kindles  the  sacred  fire.  —  Agni-rlkdna, 
am,  n.  the  receptacle  for  keeping  the  sacred  fire. 
—  Agni-nakshatra,  am,  n.  the  third  lunar  mansion, 
the  Pleiades.  —  Agni-nayana.  or  (tgni-praiifiyana, 
am,   n.   bringing  out    the    sacrificial   fire.  —  Agni- 
n{ryiat,     fix,    m.    a    medicinal    plant,    AgnijSra. 
—  Agni-nnnna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  struck  by  Agni  or 
lightning.  —  Agni-netra,  as,   a,  am,  Ved.  having 
Agni  for  a  guide.  —  Agni-pakm,  as,  d,  am,  cooked 
with  fire.  —  Agni-pada,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  plant  or  a 
m3i\.  —  Agni-parikritjd,  f.  care  of  the  sacred  fire. 

—  Agni-pai'i<'< '-1'tiflfi,   nx,   m.  the   whole  apparatus 
used  in  a  sacrifice  with  fire.  —  Agni-paridhdnn,  inn, 
n.  enclosing  the  sacrificial  fire  with  a  kind  of  screen. 

—  Af/i/i-/ifirU-fhd,  {.  ordeal  by  6re.  —  Ayni-pan'ata, 
'i*,  m.  a  volcano.  —  Agni-puMJia,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
end  or  extinction  of  the  fire,  lit.   tail  of  the  fire. 

—  Aipii-purdna,  run,  n.,  N.  of  a  Puraiia.  —  ̂ jnj- 

j'l'i'iigama,  as,  d,  am,  having  Agni  for  a  leader. 
—  Ayi>i-/u-iiiiinjiina,  am,  n.  bringing  out  the  sacri- 

ficial fire.  —  Agni-pranayaniya,  as,  d,  am,  re- 
ferring to  the  bringing  out  that  fire.  —  Agni- 

/irntlsjtflta,  f.  consecration  of  fire,  especially  the 
nuptial  fire.  —  Agni-prarexa,  as,  m.  or  ayni- 
pnmfena,  mn,  n.  entering  the  fire;  self-immola- 

tion of  a  widow  on  the  funeral  pile  of  her  husband. 

••  Agni-prastara,  as,  rn.  stone  producing  fire  ;  flint. 
—  Agni-bdhu  or  agni-vdfm,  it*,  m.  smoke;  N.  of 
a  son  of  the  first  Manu ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Priyavrata 
and  Kamya.  —  Agni-h/in,  inn,  n.  (shining  like  fire), 
gold.  —  Agni-bhu,  u,  n.  water.  —  Agni-bhu,  us,  m. 
Skanda ;  N.  of  a  teacher,  Kasyapa,  who  was  taught 
by  Agni ;  (in  arithm.)  six.  —  Agni-bhuti,  is,  m.,  N. 
of  a  pupil  of  the  last  Tirthakara,  being  one  of  the 
eleven  chiefs  of  the  Jaina  Rishis.  —  Agni-bhrdjas,  as, 
as,  as,  Ved.  possessing  fiery  splendour.  —  Agni-mani, 

?s,  m.  the  sun-stone  or  suryakaata.  — •  Agni-mat,  an, 
nil,  at,  having  a  fire,  enjoying  it;  maintaining  a 
sacrificial  fire,  having  a  good  digestion.  —  Agni- 
mantha,  as,  d,  am,  producing  fire  by  friction ;  (to), 
m.,  N.ofa  plant,Premna  Spinosa.  —  Ayin-manthana, 

am,  n.  production  of  fire  by  friction.  —  Agniman- 
thaniya,  as.  d,  am,  referring  to  such  friction.  —  Agni- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  Stiy.  —  Agni-mdlhara,  as,  m., 
N.of  an  expounder  of  the  Rig-veda.  —  Agni-mdndya, 
am,  n.  dyspepsia.  — Agni-marut!,  is,  m.,  N.  of 
Agastya.  —  Agni-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  the 

S'unga  dynasty.  —  Agnim-indha,  as,  m.  the  priest 
who  kindles  the  sacrificial  fire.  —  Agni-mwkha,  as, 
m.  a  deity;  a  Brahmana;  a  tonic  medicine;  N.  of 
two  plants,  Semicarpus  Anacardium  and  Plumbago 
Zeylanica.  —  Agni-m  ukh  i,  f.  Semicarpus  Anacardium ; 
Gloriosa  Superba.  —  Agni-mudha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
made  insane  by  Agni  or  lightning.  —  Agni-yuta,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  hymn  in  the  Rig-veda. 
—  Agni-ycyana,  am,  n.  causing  the  sacrificial  fire  to 
blaze  up.  —  Agni-rakshana,  am,  n.  preservation  of 
the  sacred  (especially  the  domestic)  fire.  —  Agni-raja, 

as,  or  agni-rajas,  as,  m.  a  scarlet  insect.  ••  Agni- 
rahasya,  am,  n.  mystery  of  Agni,  the  title  of  the 
tenth  book  of  the  Satapatha  Brahmana.  —  Agni-raii, 
is,  m.  a  heap  of  fire,  a  burning  pile.  —  Agni-mhd,  f. 
a  plant,  Mansarohim.  —  Agni-rupa,  as,  i,  am,  &K- 
shzped.  —  Agni-retasa,  as,  d,  am,  sprung  from  the 
seed  of  Agni.  —  Agni-rohim,  I.  a  hard  inflammatory 
swelling   in   the  arm-pit.  —  Agni-loka,  as,  m.  the 
world  of  Agni.  ™  Agni-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  or 
enjoying  a  fire,  maintaining  a  sacrificial  fire,  having  a 

good  digestion;  (rat),  ind.  like  Agni,  fire.  —  Agni- 
varfas,   as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Puranas. 

—  Agni-varna,  as,  d,  am,    having  the   colour   of 
fire ;  closely  related  to  fire,  hot,  fiery ;   (an),  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince,  the  son  of  Sudarsana ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of 
strong   liquor.  —  Agni-rardhaka,  as,  d  or  I,  am, 
feeding  or  exciting  fire;   tonic;   (as),  m.  a  tonic, 
stomachic.  —  Agni-vallahha,  as,  m.  a  tree,  Shorea 
Robusta ;  the  resinous  juice  of  it.  —  Agni-rdna,  as, 
m.  a  fiery  arrow,  a  rocket.  —  Agnl-vdsas,  as,  as,  as, 
wearing  a  fiery  or  red  garment.  —  Agni-vdha,  an,  m. 
the  vehicle  of  fire,  i.  e.  smoke.  ••  Agnwdhu,  us,  m. 

=  preceding ;  N.of  two  men,  see  agni-bdhu,  —  Agni- 

riniiti'niiii,  am,  m.  the  ceremony  of  lowering  the 
sacrificial  fire.  —  Agni-visarpa,  as,  m.  spread  of  in- 

flammation, pain  arising  from  an  inflamed  tumour. 

—  Agni-riharetna,  am,  n.  removing  the  sacrificial 
fire   from    the   Agnidhra    to    the    Sadas    Mandapa. 

—  Agni-rljii  or  agni-virya,  am,  n.  gp\d.  —  Agni- 
rriiliJId,  Is,  f.  improved  digestion.  —  Agni-ve3a,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  an  early  medical  authority.  —  A(/niva,i*!/i(, 

as,  a,  am,  descended  from  AgniveSa.  —  Agni-farana 

or  agnt-s'dld,  am,  n.  or  agni-ftdld,  f.  house  or  place 
for  keeping  the  sacrificial  fire.  —  Aijni-Okha,  as,  d, 
am,  having  a  crest  of  fire,  fiery ;  («s),  m.  a  lamp ; 
a  fiery  arrow,  rocket ;  an  arrow ;  the  Saffiower  plant ; 
saffron;    N.  of  VararacTs  father;    (am),  n.  saffron, 

gold.  —  Agni-ttiklta,  f.  a  flame;    N.  of  two  plants, 
Gloriosa    Superba  and    Menispermum  Cordifolium. 

—  Agni-intrusha,  f.  careful  atteritipn  to  the  sacri- 
ficial fire.  "Agni-iekliara,  am,  n.  saffron.  —  Agni- 

x'cx/ui,  us,  m.  appendix  to  the  chapter  on  Agni  in  the 
Taittiriya  Sarnhita.  —  Agm-in,  is,  Is,  i,  Ved.  visiting 
Agni  or  fire.  —  Agni-shtut.  t,  m.  (laudatory  of  Agni), 
the  first  day  of  the  Agnishtoma  sacrifice ;  one  day  of 
the  Sattra  Pancadasaratra.  —  Agni-shhibh,  p,  m.  son 

of  the  sixth  Manu,  C'.ikshusha,  by  Nadvala  ;  see  the 
next.  —  Agni-Moma,  as,  m.  (praise  of  Agni),  N.  of 
a  protracted   ceremony  or  sacrifice,  extending  over 
several  days  in  spring,  and  forming  an  essential  part  of 
the  Jyotishtoma ;  a  passage  of  the  Sama-veda  chanted 
at  the  Agnishtoma  ;  the  first  day  of  the  Sattra  Panca- 

dasaratra ;  a  species  of  the  Soma  plant ;  N.  of  the  son 
of  the  sixth  Manu ;  see  Hgnishtwlih.—Agnifhtoma,- 
yajin,  i,  inl,  i,  one  who  has  performed  the  Agni- 

shtoma. —  Agni-xhlha,  as,  d,  am,  placed  in,  or  over, 
or  near  the  fire  ;  (as),  m.  an  iron  frying-pan  ;  in  the 
Asvamedha  sacrifice,  the  eleventh  Yupa  or  sacrificial 
post  which,  of  all  the  twenty-one,  is  nearest  the  fire ; 

(d),  f.  the  corner  of  the  sacrificial  post  which,  of  all 
the  eight,  is  nearest  the  fire.  —  Agni-shvdtta  or  agni- 
srattu,  as,  a,  am,  tasted  by  the  funeral  fire ;  (as). 
m.  pi.  Manes,  especially  of  those  who  on  earth 
neglected  the  sacrificial  fire.  —  Aijn i-sanskdra,  as,  m. 
the  consecration  of  fire ;  performance  of  any  rite  in 
which  the  application  of  fire  is  essential,  as  the  burning 
of  the  dead  body.  —  Agni-mntada,  as,  d,  am,  re- 

splendent like  fire.  —  Agni-sfin^aya,  as,  m.  preparing 
the  sacrificial  fire-place,  see  agiMayana.  —  Agni- 
sakha,  as,  m.  the  wind.  —  Agni-stwribhara,  as,  d, 
am,  sprung  from  fire ;  (as),  m.  wild  safflower ;  the 
result  of  digestion,  lymph.  —  Agni-sahdya,  as,  m. 
the  wind;  a  wild  pigeon.  —  Agni-sdkshika,  as,  d, 

am,  taking  Agni,  or  the  domestic  or  nuptial  fire,  for 
a  witness. —  Agnisdkshika-marydda,  as,  d,  am. 
one  who,  taking  Agni  for  a  witness,  gives  a  solemn 
promise  of  conjugal  fidelity.  —  Agni-sdra,  am,  n.  a 
medicine  for  the  eyes,  a  collyrium.  —  Agni-sdvartii. 
is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Manu.  —  Agni-sinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
father  of  the  seventh  black  Vasudeva.  —  Agnisinha- 

nandana,  as,  m.  the  son  of  Agru'sinha.  —  Ayni-s&tra . am,  n.  thread  of  fire ;  a  girdle  of  sacrificial  grass  put 

upon  a  young  Brahman  at  his  investiture.  —  Agni- 
stambha,  as,  m.  the  (magical)  quenching  of  fire. 
-•  Agni-stoka,  as,  m.  a  spark.  —  Agni-svatta,  see 
agni-skrdttft.  —  Ayni-hut,  t,  t,  t,  or  agni-huta,  as, 

d,am,  sacrificed  byfire.  —  Agni-hotri,td,m.,  Ved.  sacri- 
ficing to  Agni,  or  having  Agni  for  a  priest ;  see  agni- 

hotrin.  —  Agni-hotra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  oblation  to  Agni ; 
the  sacred  fire  ;  (an*),  n.  an  oblation  to  Agni,  chiefly 

of  milk,  oil,  and  sour  gruel ; — there  are  two  kinds  of 
Agnihotra,  ohe  is  nitya,  i.  e.  of  constant  obligation  ; 
the  other  kdmya,  i.  e.  optional ; — the  sacred  fire ;  the 
maintenance  of  it ;  the  placing  the  sacrificial  fire 
on  the  ground  prepared  for  it,  see  agny-ddhdna. ; 

(as,  I,  am),  Ved.  sacrificing  to  Agni;  destined  for 
the  Agnihotra,  or  connected  with  it.  —  Agnihotru- 
havani,  f.  a  ladle  used  for  sacrificial  libations.  —  Agni- 
hotra-hid,  t,  Ved.  offering  the  Agnihotra.  —  Agni- 

hotrdhuti  (°tra-dh°),  is,  (.  invocation  connected 
with  the  Agnihotra.  —  Agni-hotrin,  I,  ini,  i,  prac- 

tising the  Agnihotra  ;  maintaining  the  sacrificial  fire  ; 

one  who  has  prepared  the  sacred  fire-place,  or  con- 
veyed the  sacrificial  fire  to  it.*-AgnikotroM!iishta 

(°tra-uf),  am,  n.  that  which  is  left  of  the  Agni- 
hotra. —  Agnidh  (°ni-idh),  t,  m.  the  priest  who 

kindles  the  fire.  —  Agnldhra,  as,  m.  =  the  preced- 
ing; N.  of  two  men,  see  agni-bdkn.  —  Agnidhri, 

f.  feeding  the  sacrificial  fire.  —  Agnindra  (°ni-in°) , 
aw,  m.  du.,  Ved.  Agni  and  Indra.  —  Agnindhaim 

Cni-indhf),  am,  n.  kindling  or  feeding  the  fire. 
•  Agnl-parjanya,  au,  m.  du.,  Ved.  Agni  and 
Parjanya.  —  Agrii-varuna,  an,  m.  du.,  Ved.  Agni 
and  Varuna.  f  Agni-sJwma,  au,  m.  du.  Agni  and 
Soma.  •- Agnlshoma-pranayana,  am,  n.  bringing 
out  the  fire  and  the  Soma,  a  ceremony  in  the  Jyoti- 

shtoma sacrifice,— Agni-shomiya  or  agnl-fhomya, 

as,  d,  am,  relating  or  sacred  to  Agni  and  Soma. 
—  AgnlsTiomlyn-nin'd'pa,  as,  m.  making  libations 
with  the  cake  sacred  to  Agni  and  Soma,  a  ceremony 
in  the  Darsapurnamasa  sacrifice.  —  Agnlshomlya- 
padu,  us,  m.  a  victim,  generally  a  sheep  or  goat, 
sacred  to  Agni  and  Soma.  —  Agntsltomlyapaiiv-anu- 
shthdna,  am,  n.  the  proceedings  with  that  victim,  at 
the  Jyotishtoma  sa&ifice.-'Agnish&miya-puroddda, 
as,  m.  cake  sacred  to  Agni  and  Soma,  which  must  be 
baked  in  eleven  bowls.  —  Agnishomiya-ydga,  as,  m. 

one  of  the  three  sacrifices  of  the  Pfirnam5sa.  —  Agni- 

shomiyaikddaiia-kapdla  Cya-eJc"),  as,  m.  cake  sacred 
to  Agni  and  Soma,  see  above.  —  Afjnl-shomya ,  see 

agni-shotmya.  —  Agny-agdra  or  agny-agdrn,  «.-•. 
m.  house  or  place  for  keeping  the  sacred  fire.  —  Agny- 
alihava,  as,  m.  lack  or  loss  of  the  sacred  fire ;  loss  of 

appetite.  —  Agny-astra,  am,  n.  fire  serving  as  a 
weapon,  a  rocket,  fire-arms  (?).  —  Agny-dgdra,  see 

agny-agdrn.  —  Agny-dtmaka,  as,  d,  am;  Ved. 
having  Agni's  nature.  —  Agny-ddhdtM  or  agny- 
ddlieya,  am,  n.  or  agny-dMti,  is,  f.  placing  the  fire 
on  the  sacrificial  fire-place  or  ground  previously  pre- 

pared. —  A gny-dlaya,  as,  m.  a  house  or  place  for C 



agny-ahita. 
anka. 

keeping  the  sacred  fire  ;  a  cavity  with  several  com- 

pertinents,  for  the  several  sacred  fires.  ~  Aijmj-altitn, 
<i,,  m.  one  who  has  performed  the  AgnySdhina. 
—  Aiiini-iit/iatii.  >u.  m.  a  fiery  portent,  meteor,  a 

comet.  —  Aijiuj-uMhuritiiK,  urn.  n.  taking  the  sa- 
cred fire  from  its  usuil  place,  previous  to sacrifice. 

—  Ayny-ujxifthdiia,  tun,  n.  worship  of  Agni,  at  the 

conclusion  of  the  Agnihotra,  &c.  —  Aijinj-edha,  as, 
m.  an  incendiary. 

Agnayl,  f.  the  wife  of  Agni,  and  goddess  of  fire  ; 
the  Tretl-yuga. 

Agnika.  as,  m.  an  insect  of  scarlet  colour,  Coccinella. 

Ayiiisdt,  ind.  to  the  state  of  fire,  used  in  composi- 
tion with  l-rt  and  bhu,  as  aynuat  kri,  to  reduce  to 

fire,  to  subject  to  fire. 

Agnlya,  as,  a,  am,  referring  to  fire  or  to  Agni, fiery. 

W*l*^  agman,  a,  n.  conflict,  battle  ;  see 
njmati,  with  which  it  is  connected. 

VJJ  agra,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  any, 

the  nasal  being  dropped),  foremost;  anterior,  first; 
chief;  prominent,  best;  projecting,  supernumerary, 
excessive  ;  much  ;  (nni),  o.  foremost  point  or  part  ;  tip  ; 
front  ;  uppermost  part,  top,  summit,  surface  ;  point, 
and  hence,  figuratively,  sharpness  ;  the  nearest  end,  the 

beginning  ;  the  climax  or  best  part  ;  goal,  aim,  resting- 
place;  multitude,  assemblage;  a  weight,  equal  to  a 
pala  ;  a  measure  of  food  given  as  alms  ;  (in  astronomy) 

the  sun's  amplitude  ;  (am),  ind.  in  front,  before,  a- 
head  of,  chiefly  in  answer  to  the  question  whither  ? 

[cf.  Gr.  Sitfor].  —  Agra-lcara,  as,  m.  the  fore  part 
of  the  hand  or  arm  ;  the  right  hand  ;  the  fore  part  of 

rays,  the  focal  point.  —  Agra-tdya,  as,  m.  the  fore 
part  of  the  body.  —  Agra-ga,  as,  m.  a  leader.  —  Agra- 
t/nttiffi,  as,  a,  am,  that  should  be  counted  or  regarded 

as  the  foremost,  best,  principal.  —  Agra-gamin,  i.  ini, 
i  ,  preceding,  taking  the  lead.  —  Agm-jn,  as,  a,  am, 
or  ayra-jd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  born  first  or  earlier  ; 
(as),  m.  the  first-  bom  ;  an  elder  brother  ;  a  Brahman  ; 
Vishnu;  (a),  f.  an  elder  sister.  —  Ayra-jaitgiid,  (. 
the  fore  part  of  the  thigh.  —  Agra-janman,  d,  m. 
the  first-bora;  an  elder  brother;  a  Brahman;  a 
member  of  one  of  the  three  highest  castes  ;  Brahma. 

—  Agra-jdtaka,  tut,  or  agra-jdti,  is,  m.  a  Brahman. 
—  Agra-jihva,  am,  n.  the  tip  of  the  tongue.  —  Agra- 
jyd,  (.  (in  astron.)  the  sine  of  the  amplitude.  —  Agra- 
nl,   it,    is,    i,   taking    the    lead,    foremost,    first. 

—  Agra-nUi,  is,  (.,  Ved.  the  first  offering.  —  Agra- 
iluiilii,  i,  m.  a  degraded    Brahman    who   receives 
presents   from    ?Qdras,   or   takes   things    previously 
offered  to  the  dead.  —  Agra-naJcha,  as,  m.  the  tip 
of  the  nail.  —  Agra-ndsikd,  f.  the  tip  of  the  nose. 
—  Agra-nirupana,  am,  n.  determining  beforehand, 
predestination,  prophecy.  —  Agra-parm,  f.  cowage, 
CarpopogonPruriens.  —  Agra-pdni,  is.or  agra-hasta, 
Of,  m.  the  fore  part  of  the  hand  or  arm  ;  the  right 

band.  -•  Agra-puja,  f.  the  first  or  highest  mark  or 
act  of  reverence.  —  Agra-pet/a,  am,  n.  precedence  in 

drinking.  —  Agru-bhdya  or  agrania  ("ra-an"),  as, 
m.  part  of  the  top,  &c.,  fore  part  ;  (in  astron.)  degree 
of  amplitude.  —  Agra-bhuj,  i,  k,  k,  baring  the  prece- 

dence in    eating.  —  Agra-bhumi,    in,   (.   the   place 
aimed  at,  goal,  object.  —  A  gra-mahishl,  f.  the  prin- 

cipal  queen.  —  Ayra-mdnsa,   am,    n.    the    heart; 
morbid  protuberance  of  the  liver.  —  Agra-ydna,  am, 
n.  stepping   in    front  to  defy  the  enemy.  —  A  gra- 
ydyin,  t,  ini,  f,  going  before,  taking  the  lead  ;  (i), 
m.  a  leader.  —  Agra-yaran,   a,   d,  a,  Ved.   going 

before.  —  .  \ijm  -./•"//./'/,•.  ;,  m.  the  foremost  man  or 
leader  in  a  fight  ;  a  champion.  —  A  gm-loltitd,  f.  a 
kind  of  pot-herb,  red  pepper  (?).  —  Ayfii-nja,  as,  d, 
am,  (said  of  a  plant)  propagating  itself  by  means  of 
the  top;    (<(«),  m.  a  viviparous  plant,  according  to 
Hindu    notions.  —  Agrn-rl,;i.   ««,    in.  the  principal 
hero.  —  Agra-satvl/idnl,   f.  the   register   of   human 
actions,  kept   by  Yama.  -  Agra-sanakyd,  (.  early 
dawn.  —  Ayrn-tara,  •»,  i,  am,  going  in  front,  taking 
the   lead;    (in   Bengill),    going    ahead,   advancing 
"Agra-sdnn,  us,  m  the  front  part  of  a  table  land 

—  Agra-Hard,  (.  a  compendious  method  of  counting 

mmense  numbers.  —  Ayra-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Jana- 
mejaya's  son.  —  Agra-hasta,  as,  m.  =  agra-pdni, 
the  tip  of  an  elephant's  trunk.  —  Agra-hdyana,  as, 
m.  commencement  of  the  year ;  N.  of  a  Hindu  month, 

commencing  about  the  12th  of  November.  —  Ayra- 
harti,  as,  m.  royal  donation  of  land  to  BrShmans; 

and  thus  given.  —  Ayranita,  see  ayra-bhiga.  —  Agra- 
ns'u  (°ra-an"),  us,  m.  the  end  of  a  ray  ofjight,  the 
focal  point.  —  Agrdkshan,  a,  or  agrdkslti  (°ra-nlf  }, 
i,  n.  the  fore  part  of  the  eye,  sharpness  of  vision. 

—  Agrdttguli  (°ra-a>ty°),  if,  m.  the  tip  of  the 
finger.  —  Agrdilvan  ̂ ra-af),  d,  d,  a,  having  pre- 

cedence in  eating.  —  Ayrdntka  (°ra-an°),  as,  am, 
m.  n.  the  front  of  an  army,  vanguard.  —  Agrdyaniya, 

Cra-ayc),  am,  n.  title  of  the  second  of  the  fourteen 

oldest  Jaina  books.  -  Agropaharana  fra-up"),  am, 
n.  first  or  principal  supply.  —  Agropaharamya,  as,  d, 
am,  that  which  has  to  be  first  or  principally  supplied. 

Agratas,  ind.  in  front  of,  before,  in  the  presence 
of;  at  the  head,  first.  —  Agratah-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A. 
-karotl,  -kuriUe,  -kartum,  to  place  in  front  or  at 
the  head,  to  consider  most  important.  —  Agratah- 

iara,  as,  i,  am,  going  in  front,  taking  the  lead; 
(a*},  m.  a  leader. 

Agrima,  as,  d,  am,  foremost;  prior,  preceding; 
elder,  eldest ;  principal,  best ;  furthest  advanced,  first 
ripe;  further;  (o),  f.  a  fruit,  Annona  Reticulata. 
Agriya,  as,  d,  am,  foremost,  oldest,  best ;  (as),  m. 

elder  brother ;  (am),  n.  the  first  fruits,  the  best  part. 

Agriya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  same  as  the  preceding. 
Agre,  ind.  (loc.  of  agra),  in  front;  before;  in  the 

presence  of;  at  the  head;  first;  ahead,  beyond, 
further  on,  i.e.  subsequently  to.  —  Agre-ga,  as,  d, 
am,  going  in  front  or  before;  (as),  m.  a  leader. 
~  Agre-ga,  as,  or  ayre-gu,  us,  or  ayre-nl,  is,  m. 
a  leader.  -  Agretmn  (°gra-lf),  d,  art,  a,  Ved.  going 
in  front  or  before.  —  Agre-didhishu,  us,  m.  a  man 
belonging  to  one  of  the  first  three  classes,  who  at  his 
first  marriage  takes  a  wife  that  was  married  before ; 
(us  or  u,  us),  f.  a  married  woman  whose  elder  sister 
is  still  unmarried.  —  Agre-pd,  as,  as,  or  agre-pu,  fix, 

is,  m.  f.  having  the  precedence  in  drinking.  —  Agre- 
bhru,  us,  m.  roaming  in  front.  —  Agre-rana,  am,  n. 
the  border  of  a  forest.  —  Ayre-vutlha,  as,  m.  hitting 
or  killing  whatever  is  in  front.  —  Ayre-sara,  as,  dot 
i,  am,  going  in  front,  preceding,  taking  the  lead. 
—  Agre-sara  or  agre-sarika,  Of,  m.  a  leader. 

Agrya,  as,  d,  am,  foremost,  topmost,  principal, 
best,  proficient ;  pointed,  i.  e.  intent,  closely  attentive ; 
(as),  m.  an  elder  or  eldest  brother ;  (am),  n.  a  roof. 

a-grabhana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  grabh, 
old  form  of  rt.  grah),  Ved.  having  nothing  which 
can  be  grasped. 

A-graha,  ax,  m.  non-acceptance.  —  A-gralui  or 
a-grilia,  as,  m.  a  houseless  man,  i.  e.  a  VSnaprastha, 
a  Brahman  of  the  third  class. 

A-grdhin,  I,  inl,  i,  not  taking,  (said  of  a  leech) 
not  holding. 

A-grdh>/<i,  as,  d,  am,  unfit  or  improper  to  be 
received,  accepted,  perceived,  obtained,  admitted, 
trusted  ;  deserving  to  be  rejected  or  refused. 

•flillMl  a-grdmya,  as,  a,  am,  not  rustic, 
town-made ;  not  tame,  wild. 

'^J  iiyrit,  us,  m.  unmarried ;  (it),  f.  a 
finger;  a  river  [cf.  Zend  ayhru]. 

agh,  cl.  10.  P.  aghayati.  -yitum,  to 

x  go  wrong,  sin. 
A i/ha,  am,  n.  a  going  wrong;  mishap,  evil;  mis- 

deed, a  fault ;  sin  ;  passion  ;  impurity ;  pain,  suffering ; 
(as,  d,  am),  evil,  bad,  sinful,  subject  to  passion, 
miserable,  unclean  ;  («-<),  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura,  the 
general  of  Kansa ;  (a),  f.  the  goddess  of  sin  ;  (as),  f. 
pi.  the  constellation  usually  called  Magha.  —  Agha- 

ki'it.  I,  t,  t,  doing  evil  or  harm,  an  eviWoer. 
—  A</ka-ihfshta,as,d,am,  Ved.  hated  by  the  wicked. 

—  Ayha-nds'aka,as,a,am,  oiay}ia-yhna,as,  i,am, 
or  aqJia-naiana,  as,  i,  am,  sin-destroying,  expiatory ; 

'as),  m.  an  expiator;  an  cpith.  of  Vishnu.  —  Aylta- 
nishkrita,  ax,  d,  am,  freed  from  guilt.  —  Agha- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  sinful.  —  Agha-mamltaija,  as,  d, 
am,  expiatory,  usually  applied  to  a  particular  prayer 
daily  ottered  by  BrShmans  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  author 

of  that  prayer,  son  of  Madhutchandas.  —  Aghu-ma- 

Idpaha  (°fa-a/>°),  as,  d,  am,  removing  the  filth  of 
.  —  Aylta-mdra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  fearfully  fatal. 

—  Agka-rud,  t,  t,  t,  fearfully  howling.  —  Aglin-cat. 
an,  all,  at,  sinful  ;  [voc.  ayharan  or  ag/tas,  see  s.  v.] 
—  Ayha-risha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  fearfully  venomous. 
—  Aglui-fama,  as,  d,  am,  wicked;  sin-destroying; 

(as),  m.  a  wicked  mzn.  —  Aghus'ansa-huu,  d,  m. 
slaying  the  wicked.  —  Ayha-itinsin,  I,  inl,  i,  Ved. 

reporting  <,m.  —  Agha-luu-<(iM,  inn,  n.  removal  of 
juilt.  —  Aglia-hdra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  remover  of  guilt, 
pious  (?)  ;  or,  a  wicked  (notorious)  robber  (?).  —  Aghd- 

£va  (°gha-af),  as,  m.  a  bad  or  vicious  horse  ;  N.  of 
snake.  —  Aghdsura  (°gha-as°),  n*,  m.  Agha, 

Kansa's  general.—  Aghdha  (°gha-ak°),  as,  m.  an 
inauspicious  day,  time  of  impurity  from  the  death  of  a 

relative,  &c.  —  Ayhattyha-marshana  (~gha-ogha-), 
as,  a,  am,  destroying  the  mass  or  whole  of  sin. 

Ag)tala,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  evil,  sinful. 
Ayhdya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  aghdyati,  -yitum,  to  be 

malicious,  to  sin,  to  threaten.  »  Aijlnl  //f,  nx,  !>*.  n. 
malicious,  wicked. 

a-ghatamana,  as,  a,  am,  incon- 

gruous, incoherent. 
a-ghana,  as,  a,  am,  not  dense  or 

solid,  liquid. 

••flUH  a-gharma,  as,  a,  am,  not  hot,  cool. 

—  Agharma-dhdman,  d,  m.  the  moon,  whose  light 

is  supposed  to  be  cool. 
vniirn«T  a-ghatin,  i,  inl,  i,  not  fatal,  not 

injurious,  harmless. 
a-gharin,  i,  inl,  i,  not  anointing. 

a-ghrina,   as,  a,  am,   destitute   of 

compassion.  —  A-gkriiiin,  ',  ////,  /,  not  contemptuous, 
not  disdainful. 

a-ghora,  as,  d,  am,  not  terrific  ; 

(as),  m.  a  euphemistic  title  of  S'iva  ;  a  worshipper 
of  Siva  and  Durga  ;  (o),  f.  the  fourteenth  day  of  the 

dark  half  of  BhSdra,  which  is  sacred  to  S'iva.  —  Aijhnrii- 
ghora-rupa,  as,  m.  a  name  of  S'iva  ('  having  a  form 
or  nature  both  not  terrific  and  terrific').  —  Aglicm- 
/Kit/un,  -ntlias,  or  aghoni-inan/u,  «»•,  m.  a  follower 
of  S'iva.  —  Aghora-pramafia,  >nn,  n.  a  terrific  oath. 

WtflM  a-ghosha,  as,  m.  (in  grammar)  the 

hard  sound  of  a  consonant;  (tit,  a,  am),  hard-sound- 

ing ;  destitute  of  cowherds. 

•*|litas  aghos,  ind.  a  vocative  particle  ; 

properly  another  form  for  nijluiraii,  voc.  of  ni/lin- 

rat,  q.  v. 

'ajjrt  a-ghnat,  an,  ant't,  at  (fr.  rt.  /;«/;>. 
not  killing,  not  injurious. 

A-yhnya,  as,  d,  am,  improper  to  be  killed  ;  («*). 
m.  Brahmi  ;  a  bull  ;  (d),  (.  a  cow  ;  a  cloud  (?). 

•>$VH  a-ghreya,  as,  n,  am  (fr.  rt.  glird). 

improper  to  be  smelled  at. 
ank,  cl.  I.  A.  aitkate,  dnairke, 

(tnkislti/idc,  iiitkiluni,  to  move  in  a 

curve;  to  mark;  cl.  10.  P.  nitknitnt!,  -i/itinu,  to 
move  in  a  curve  ;  to  mark,  stamp,  brand  ;  (this  rt. 
is  related  to  aAC.) 

'&$•  anka,as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  anc,  but  connected 
with  preceding  rt.  ank),  a  hook  ;  a  curve  or  bend  ;  the 
curve  in  the  human,  especially  the  female,  figure  above 

the  hip,  where  infants  (sitting  astride)  are  carried  by 
Hindu  mothers  or  nurses  (hence  often  equivalent  to 

the  English  breast  or  lap);  the  side  or  flank;  the 

body  ;  proximity,  place  ;  the  bend  in  the  arm  ;  any 
hook  or  crooked  instrument  ;  a  curved  line  ;  a  mi- 



anka-karana. angarya. 

merical  figure,  cipher ;  a  figure  or  mark  branded  on 
an  animal,  &c. ;  any  mark,  line,  stroke,  ornament, 
stigma  ;  a  number  ;  the  number  nine  ;  a  coefficient ; 
an  act  of  a  drama ;  a  drama  ;  a  military  show  or 

sham-fight ;  a  misdeed,  a  sin  ;  moving  in  a  curve  [cf. 
Gr.  oyKos  and  Lat.  7mcws].  —  Anka-karana,  am, 
n.  the  act  of  marking  or  stamping.  —  Anka-tantra, 
am,  n.  title  of  a  book  treating  of  magical  marks  or 

figures.  —  Anka-dhdrand,  f.  manner  of  holding  the 
body,  figure.  —  Anka-parivartana,  am,  n.  turning 
the  body,  turning  on  the  other  side.  —  Anka-pdda- 
trakt,  am,  n.  title  of  a  chapter  in  the  Bhavishyot- 
tara  Purana.— Anka-pdli,  is,  f.  or  dnka-pdUkd, 
f.  embracing,  an  embrace,  —  Anka-pdll,  f.  an  em- 

brace ;  a  nurse ;  a  plant,  Firing  or  Medicago  Escu- 
lenta.  —  Anka-pdia,  as,  m.  a  peculiar  concatenation 

of  numerals  or  numbers.  —  Ankapds'a-ryarahdra, 
nx,  m.  the  use  of  that  concatenation.  —  Ankapdid- 
dhydya  {^tfa-adh?),  as,  m.  the  study  or  use  of  that 
concatenation.  —  Anka-bandha,  as,  m.  branding  with 
a  mark  that  resembles  a  headless  body.  —  Anka-bhdj, 
k,  k,  k,  an  infant  carried  on  the  hip ;  forced  fruit, 
nearly  ripe,  earlv  ripe.  —  Aitka--mukha,  am,  n. 
the  act  of  a  drama  which  gives  a  clue  to  the  whole 

plot.  —  Anka-lodya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  or  its 

root,  ginger,  C'inc'oda  or  Cincotaka.  —  Anka- 
ridya,  f.  arithmetic.  —  Anlcdnka  (°ka-an°),  am,  n., 
Ved.  water.  —  Ankdratdra  (°ka-av°),  as,  m.  the 
closing  part  of  a  dramatic  scene. 
Ankati,  is,  m.  wind ;  fire  ;  Brahma  ;  a  Brahman 

who  maintains  the  sacred  fire. 

Ankana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  marking,  stamping, 
branding,  ciphering,  wilting ;  (as,  d,  am),  marking. 
Ankas,  as,  n.  tortuous  motion,  a  mark ;  the  body. 
Ankasa,  am,  n.  the  flanks  (?)  or  the  trappings  of 

a  horse. 

Ankita,  as,  d,  am,  marked,  branded ;  numbered, 
counted,  calculated. 

Ankin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  an  anka,  q.  v. ;  (I),  m.  a 
small  drum ;  (inl),  f.  a  number  of  marks,  &c. 
Ankl,  f.  a  small  drum. 
Ankuta,  as,  m.  a  key. 
Ankupa,  am,  n.,Ved.  water. 
Ankura  or  ankura,  as,  m.  a  sprout,  shoot,  blade ; 

a  hair ;  blood ;  water ;  a  swelling,  a  tumour. 
Ankuraka,  as,  m.  a  nest. 
Ankurita,  as,  d,  am,  sprouted. 
Ankufa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  hook,  especially  an 

elephant-driver's  hook;  (d)  or  (I),  f.  one  of  the 
twenty-fourjaina  goddesses  [cf.  Gr.  &yKiffrpof,  Germ. 
Angel] .  —  Ankuia-grahn,  as,  m.  an  elephant-driver. 
—  Ankuda-durdhara,  as,  m.  a  restive  elephant. 
Ankurita,  as,  a,  am,  urged  on  by  the  hook. 
Ankuiin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  a  hook,  laying  hold  of 

with  a  hook. 

Ankuyat,  an,  anil,  at,  Ved.  (ft.  a  nom.  ankuya, 
related  to  anka),  moving  tortuously  (to  escape). 
Ankura,  as,  m.  a  sprout.    See  ankura. 
Ankusha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  hook ;  an  ichneumon. 
Ankya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  or  proper  to  be  marked 

or  counted ;  (as),  m.  a  small  drum  [cf.  an-Jti]. 

ankara,as,  m.  diminution  in  music. 

ankota  or   ankotha  or  ankola  or 

ankolaka,  as,  m.  a  plant,  Alangium  Hexapetalum. 
—  Ankolla-sdra,  as,  m.  a  poison,  probably  prepared 
from  the  plant  called  An-kola,  &c. 

vigjircoi*!  ankolikfi,  f.  (a  corruption  of 

unka-jidtikd,  q.  v.),  an  embrace. 

'JtS'iijiT  anktva,  ind.  (part.  fr.  rt.  anj), 
having  besmeared. 

S  ankh,  cl.   10.  P.  ankhayati,  -yitum, 
to  move  slowly,  to  crawl ;  to  cling  to,  to 

hold  back" 
K  ang,  cl.  I.  P.  angati,  dnanga, 

angitum,  to  walk,  go  round  (connected 
with  rt.  ag) ;  cl.  10.  P.  angayati,  -yitum,  to  walk, 
go  round ;  to  mark  (in  the  last  sense  connected  with 
rt.  ank) ;  [cf.  Gr.  iyyts,  iyyifa  ?].  J 

Angana,  am,  n.  walking ;  place  to  walk  in,  yard ; 
see  s.  v. 

i.  anga,  ind.  a  particle  implying  at- 
tention, assent  or  desire,  and  sometimes  impatience ; 

it  may  be  rendered  by  well ;  indeed,  true ;  please ; 
rather;  quick.  It  is  often  used  (changed  to  angl, 

q.  v.)  to  form  compound  words,  as  angl-kartum,  to 
assent,  promise ;  see  under  angl  [cf.  S^x1]- 

'ZTj?  2.  anga,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  am, 
but  rather  fr.  rt.  ang),  a  round  limb ;  a  member ; 
the  body;  a  division  or  department,  especially  of 

a  science,  as  the  six  Vedan-gas;  science;  a  subdi- 
vision, a  supplement ;  (in  grammar)  the  base  of  a 

word ;  (in  rhetoric)  an  illustration ;  (in  the  drama) 
the  whole  of  the  subordinate  characters ;  an  expedi- 

ent; a  mental  organ,  the  mind;  the  number  six; 
(ae),  m.  sing,  or  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  Bengal 
proper,  near  Bhagalpur,  or  its  inhabitants;  in  the 

sing,  it  may  denote  the  name  of  a  king  of  An-ga ; 
(as,  d,  am),  having  members  or  divisions,  contiguous. 
—  Aitga-kartana,  am,  n.  cutting  ofTa  limb.  —  Anga- 
karman,  a,  n.  or  anga-kriyd,  f.  a  supplementary 
sacrificial  act.  —  Anga-graka,  as,  m.  seizure  of  a 
limb,  i.  e.  spasm.  —  Anga-ja,  as,  d,  am,   produced 
from  or  on  the  body ;  ornamental ;  produced  by  a 
supplementary  ceremony ;    (as),  m.  a  son ;  hair  of 
the   head  ;    love   personified  ;    intoxicating  passion ; 
drunkenness ;  a  disease ;  (d),  f.  a  daughter ;  (am),  n. 

blood.  —  Aitga-janus,  us,  m,  a  son.  —  Anga-jata,  as, 
a,  am,  produced  from  or  on  the  body,  ornamental,  pro- 

duced by  a  supplementary  ceremony.  —  Anga-jvara, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  causing  fever.  —  Anga-dvlpa,  as,  m. 
one  of  the  six  minor  Dvipus.  —  Anga-nydsa,  as,  m. 
ceremonyof  touching  certain  parts  of  the  body. »  Anga- 
pdli,  is,  f.  an  embrace.  —  Anga-prdyafKitta,  am, 
n.  expiation  of  bodily  impurity,  especially  that  arising 
from  death  in  a  family.  —  Anga-bheda,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  causing  rheumatism.  —  Anga-marda  or  anga- 
mardaka,  as,  m.  or  anga-mardin,  I,  m.  a  servant 

who  has  to   shampoo   his   master's   body.  —  Anga- 
marsha,  as,  m.  pain   in  the   limbs,   rheumatism. 

—  AngamarsJia-pras'amana,  am,  n.  alleviation  of, 
or  medicine  for,  rheumatism.—  Anga-ydga,  as,  m. 
a  subordinate  sacrificial  act.  —  Anga-rakta,  as,  m.  a 

plant,  Gundaroc'anT.  —  Anga-rakshanl    or    anga- 
mkshinl,  f.  a  body-protector,  i.  e.  a  coat  of  mail, 
cloak,  garment.  —Anga-rdga,  as,  m.  application  of 
scented  unguents  or  cosmetics  to  the  body,  especiallyafter 
bathing ;  scented  cosmetic.  —  Anga-rdj,  t,  or  anga- 

rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Kama,  the  king  of  An-ga.  —  Anga- 
rdjya,  am,  n.  the  kingdom  of  An-ga.  —  Anga-ruha, 
as,  d,  am,  what  grows  on  the  body,  as  hair,  wool,  down, 

&c.  —  Anga-lipi,  is,  f.  written  character  of  An-ga. 
—  A>tga-hka,  as,  m.   the   country  called   An-ga. 
—  Anga-lodya,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  grass,  ginger,  or 
its  root,  commonly  6enc5ra.  —  Anga-vdk-pdni-mat, 
an,  att,  at,  possessing  mind  (?),  speech,  and  hands. 
—  Anga-rikriti,  is,  f.  change  of  bodily  appearance, 
collapse;   fainting,  apoplexy.  —  Anga-vikshepa,  as, 
m.  gesticulation  ;  a  kind  of  dance  with  movement  of 

the  arms.  —  Anga-mdyd,  f.  knowledge  of  lucky  or 
unlucky  marks  on  the  body.  —  Anga-i'aikrita,  am, 
n.  a  wink,  nod,  sign.  —  Anga-sanskdra,  as,  m.  or 
(inga-sanskriyd,  f.  embellishment  of  person,  doing 
what    is   needed  to   secure   a  fine  personal  appear- 

ance, as  bathing,  perfuming,  and  adorning  the  body. 
—  Anga-samnati,  is,  f.  compactness,  symmetry  or 
strength  of  the  body.  —  Anga-sanga,  ax,  m.  bodily 
contact,  coition.  —  Anga-skandha,  as,  m.  a  subdi- 

vision of  a  science.  —  Anga-spars'a,  as,  m.  bodily 
contact.  ••  Anga-hdra,   as,   or    anga-Jidri,   is,   fn. 
gesticulation.  —  Anga-hlna,  as,   d,  am,  mutilated  ; 

incorporeal ;  (as),  m.  Kamadeva.  —  Angdngi  (°ga- 
o»°),  ind.  (lit.  limb  and  limb),  jointly  or  reciprocally, 
in  consequence  of  being  related,  as  one  limb  to  another 

or  to  the  body.  —  Angdngi-td,  f.  intimate  relation, 
as  between  the  limbs,  or  a  limb  and  the  body,  or 
the  subordinate  and  the  principal.  —  Angdngi-bhdva, 
as,  m.  existence  or  working  of  such  intimate  relation. 

—  Angddhipa  (°ga-adh°),  as,  m.  Karna,  the  king 

of  An-ga.  —  Aitgdnulepana  (°ga-an°),  am,  n. 
anointing  the  body.  —  Angdpun-n  (°ga-ap°),  am, 
n.  effect  of  a  secondary  sacrificial  act.  —  Angefoam 

(°ga-if),  as,  m.  the  king  of  An-ga.  —  Ange-shthd, 
as,  as,  am,  Ved.  situated  in  a  member  or  in  the 

body. 

Angaka,  am,  n.  a  limb,  member,  body;  (ikd), 

f.  a  bodice,  a  jacket. 

Attgin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  limbs,  corporeal,  having 
subordinate  parts,  principal  ;  having  expedients. 

Anglya,  as,  d,  am,  referring  to  the  An-ga  country. 
—  Angya,  see  s.  v. 

v(jj-«u  angana,  am,  n.  (a  place  to  walk  in), 
a  yard,  court,  area  ;  see  angana  below. 

T^fw  angati,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ag),  fire;  a 
Brahman  who  maintains  a  sacred  fire  ;  Brahma  ; 
Vishnu. 

anga-da,  as,  m.  (fr.  anga  -f  da), 
N.  of  a  brother  of  Rama  ;  of  a  son  of  Gada  ;  of  an 

ape  son  of  Bili  ;  (d),  f.  the  female  elephant  of  the 
south  (or  the  north?)  ;  (am),  n.  a  bracelet  worn  on 

the  upper  arm. 

angana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  ang,  q.  v.), 

the  act  of  walking  ;  place  to  walk  in,  yard,  court, 

area  ;  (a),  f.  a  woman  with  well-rounded  limbs  ;  any 
woman  or  female  ;  (in  astronomy)  Virgo  ;  the  fe- 

male elephant  of  the  north.  —  Angand-gana,  as,  m. 
a  number  of  women.  —  Artgand-jana,  as,  m.  a  fe- 

male person.  —  Angand-priya,  as,  m.  (lit.  dear  to 
women),  N.  of  the  tree  Jonesia  Asoca. 

angava,  as,  m.  (fr.  angu?,  a  cor- 
ruption of  agni),  dried  or  withered  fruit. 

,  as,  n.  (fr.  rt.  anj  ?),  a  bird. 

angara,  as,  m.;  (rarely  am),  n. 

(said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ag  or  ang,  cf.  agni),  charcoal,  either 
heated  or  not  heated  ;  (as),  m.  the  planet  Mars  ;  N. 
of  a  prince  oftheMaruts;  a  plant,  Hitavali  ;  (as),  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  a  people  and  country  [cf.  Lith.  angll-s  ; 
Russ.  ugolj  ;  also  Germ.  Jfohle  ;  Old  Germ,  col 
and  colo  ;  Engl.  coat].  —  Angdra-kushtJtaka,  as, 
m.  a  plant,  HitSvalT.  —  Angdra-dhdnl  or  rtngdra- 
dhdnikd,  f.  a  portable  fire-place.  —  Angdra-pari- 
pafita,  am,  n.  roasted  food.  —  Angdra-parna,  as, 

m.  an  epith.  of  C'itraratha,  the  chief  of  the  Gandhar- 
vas.  —  Angara-pdtrl,  f.  a  portable  fire-place.  —  Angd- 

ra-pushpa,  as,  m.  a  plant,  In-gudi;  Vulg.  Ingua. 
—Angdra-manjarl  or  angdra-manjl,  (.  a  shrub, 
Cesalpinia  Banducella.  —  Angdra-vallarl  or  angdra- 
valll,  (.,  N.  of  various  plants  ;  Galedupa  Arborea  ; 

OviedaVerticallata;BhargI;Gunja.  —  Angdra-s'akatt, 
f.  a  portable  fire-place  or  wheels.  —  Angdra-setu,  us, 

m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  father  of  Gandhara.  —  Angdrd- 

rakshayana  (°ra-ai;°),  am,  n.  vessel  or  receptacle for  extinguishing  coals. 

Angdraka,  as,  m.  charcoal  ;  heated  charcoal  ;  the 
planet  Mars  ;  Tuesday  ;  N.  of  a  prince  of  Sauvira  ; 
also  of  a  Rudra  ;  N.  of  two  plants,  Eclipta  (or  Verbe- 
sina)  Prostrata,  and  white  or  yellow  Amaranth  ;  (am). 
n  a  medicated  oil  in  which  turmeric  and  other 

vegetable  substances  have  been  boiled.  —  Angdraka- 
dina,as,am,  m.  n.a  festival  of  Mars  on  the  fourteenth 

of  the  latter  half  of  C'aitra.  —  Angdraka-mani,  is,  m. 
coral  (amber).  —  Angdraka-vdra,  as,  m.  Tuesday. 
Angdrakita,  as,  d,  am,  charred,  roasted,  burnt. 
Angdri,  is,  f.  a  portable  fire-place. 
Angdrikd,  f.  the  stalk  of  the  sugar-cane  ;  the  bud 

of  the  Kinsuka  or  Butea  Frondosa. 

Angdrinl,  f.  a  small  fire-place  ;  the  region  heated 
by  the  sun,  though  no  longer  exposed  to  its  rays; 
N.  of  a  creeper. 

Attgdrita,  as,  d,  am,  charred,  roasted,  burnt; 
(a),  f.  a  portable  fire-place  ;  a  bud  ;  N.  of  a  creeper  ; 
of  a  river  ;  (am),  n.  the  early  blossom  of  the  KinSuka. 

Angdriya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  for  making  charcoal  of. 

Angdryd,  C  a  heap  of  charcoal. 
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iinyikd,  {.  a  bodice,  a  jacket.    See 

nwjir,  ir,  m.  (fr.  rt.  any  /),  N.  of  a 

Rishi,  who  received  the  BrahmavidyS  from  Athar- 

angika.  ^K  aftha. 

five  fingers.  —  Angidt-jMrran,  a,  n.  a  finger-joint. 
»Artijuli-faii(Jilnitn,  //.«,  m.  produced  from  or  on 
the  finger,  i.  e.  a  finger  nail. 

<>r  nitijidiya  or  airgullyaka,  as,  am. 
, 

van,  and  imparted  it  to  Satyavaha,  the   teacher  of 
An-giras. 

Aitgira,  a*,  or  usually  nitijirn*.  tit,  m.  (related  to 
4-TXf  Aos  or  iy7<voj?),a  celebrated  mythological  name, 
usually  ascribed  to  a  Rishi,  the  author  of  a  number  of 
hymns  in  the  Rig-veda,  of  a  code  of  laws,  and  of  a 
treatise  on  astronomy;  he  is  said  by  some  to  have 

been  bom  from  Brahma's  mouth,  and  to  have  been 
the  husband  of  Smriti,  of  Sraddha,  of  two  daughters 

of  Maitreya,  of  several  daughters  of  Daksha,  &c.  ;  he 
is  considered  as  one  of  the  seven  Rishis  of  the  first 

Manvantara,  as  a  Prajipati,  as  a  teacher  of  the  Brahma- 
vidyi,  which  he  had  learnt  from  Satyavaha,  a  descend- 

ant of  Bharadvaja,  &c.  Among  his  sons,  the  chief  is 
Agni,  others  are  Samvarta,  Utathya,  and  Brihaspati  ; 
among  his  daughters  are  mentioned  Sinlvill,  Kuhu, 
RIkJ,  and  Anumati  ;  but  the  Rita  (or  Vedic  hymns), 
the  manes  of  Havishmat,  and  mankind  itself  are 

styled  his  offspring.  In  astronomy  he  is  the  planet 

Jupiter,  and  a  star  in  Ursa  Major,  (<wa«),  m.  pi.  de- 
scendants of  An-giras  or  of  Agni,  mostly  personifications 

of  luminous  objects  ;  the  hymns  of  the  Atharva-veda  ; 
priests  who,  by  using  the  magical  formulas  of  those 
hymns,  protect  the  sacrifice  against  the  effects  of 
inauspicious  accidents.  -•  A  ngiras-tama,  as,  a,  am, 
very  rapid,  especially  (like  Agni)  in  devouring  food. 
"Angiras-vat,  ind.  like  An-giras;  (on,  all,  at), 
connected  with  or  accompanied  by  the  An-girasas. 
Anglrasa,  as,  m.  an  enemy  of  Vishnu  in  his 

incarnation  of  Parasurama. 

Angirasim-ayana,  am,  n.  a  Sattra  sacrifice. 

angl  (substituted  for  anga  in  com- 
pound words)  implies  assent. 

Angi-kfi,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 
titm,  to  agree  to,  promise,  confess. 
A>tgi-karana,  am,  n.  act  of  assenting,  agreeing, 

promising. 

Angl-kdra,  as,  m.  agreement,  promise. 
Attgl-krita,  as,  a,  am,  agreed  to,  promised. 
Angi-kriti,  is,  (.  agreement,  promise. 

aitguri,  is,  or  anguri,  f.  (for  mtyiili, 
ij.v.),  a  finger;  a  toe.  —  Anguriya  or  angurlyaka, 
UK,  am,  m.  n.  a  finger-ring  ;  the  ring-finger  (?). 

•wjfrt  attgula,  as,  m.  (for  rt.  ag  or  aitg), 

a  finger  ;  the  thumb  ;  a  finger's  breadth,  a  measure 
njual  to  eight  barley-corns,  twelve  arrgulas  making 
.1  vitasti  or  span,  and  twenty-four  a  hasta  or  cubit; 
(in  astron.)  a  digit,  or  twelfth  part;  N.  of  the  sage 

C'Jnakya,  —  Angula-pramana  or  angula-mana, 
am,  n.  the  measure  or  length  of  an  an-gula  ;  (as,  a, 
nm),  having  the  length  of  an  an-gula. 

Angulaka  at  the  end  of  compounds  =  angula,  i.e. 
-o  many  arrgulas  or  fingers  long. 
Anguli,  ifi,  or  angull,  f.  a  finger  ;  a  toe  ;  the 

thumb  ;  the  great  toe  ;  the  finger  -like  tip  of  an  ele- 

phant's trunk;  the  measure  an-gula.  *•  Amjuli-to- 
n.  a  sectarial  mark  on  the  forehead  con- 

sisting of  three  fingers  or  lines  shaped  like  an  arch  or 
doorway  (toraiia),  drawn  with  sandal  or  the  ashes  of 

cow-dung.  —  Atfjiili'-trri,  run,  n.  or  im/jiili-trana, 
n,  m.  (V),  11.  a  finger-protector,  a  contrivance 

like  a  thimble,  used  by  archers  to  protect  the  thumb 
or  finger  from  being  injured  by  the  bow-string. 
~'l"  provided  with  such  a 
ringer-protector.  —  Ain/nli-mvlcha  or  ninjuli-m  uilm, 

n.  the  tip  of  the   finger.  —  A  ngiili-miulra  or 
""!/•'  .  f.  a  seal-ring.  —  Anijuli-iiiiiliiini, 
'i,n,  n.  snapping  or  cracking  the  fingers.  —  Ainjnl  i- 
'luimjn,  at.  m.  contact  of  the  fingers;  act  of  finger- 

ing; (as,  a,  am),  sticking  to  the  fingers  —/l/n////,'- 
wmdtia,  an,  m.  snapping  or  cracking  the  fingers  as 
a  rign.  —  Airyuli-»]>hotana,  am,  n.  snapping  or 
cracking  the  fingers.  —  Angull-panfaka,  am,  n.  the 

m.  n.  a  finger-ring. 

aitgushtha,  as,  m.  (the  smallest 

...._, ..  or  limb?),  the  thumb ;  the  great  toe ;  a  thumb's 
breadth,  usually  regarded  as  equal  to  an  aiti/"ln. 
—  Aitgushtha-matm,  n*,  I,  am,  or  uitijuMha- 
niiitmka,  ux,  ikd,  am,  having  the  length  or  size  of 
a  thumb. 

.\i.:/,'-lilliyii,  as,  m.  the  thumb  nail. 

attgiisha,  as,  m.  (rapid  in  motion, 

fr.  rt."a7«;  or  ag),  an  ichneumon;  an  arrow. 

aitgoshin,   i,   inl,    i,   Ved.    re- 
sonant (?),  praiseworthy  (?). 

   angya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  anga),  be- longing to  or  connected  with  the  limbs  of  the  body, 
corporeal,  &c. 

?  angh,  cl.  i.  A.  anghate,  ananghe, 

>N  anghitum,  to  go,  set  out,  set  about,  com- 
mence ;  to  hasten ;  to  speak  hastily,  scold,  blame. 

Aitghn  (not  in  use,  but  equivalent  to  agha),  evil, 

sin.  —  Aitghas,  as,  n.  sin.  —  Anghdri  ("gha-ari),  is, 
m.  (an  enemy  to  sin  or  evil),  epith.  of  Soma,  and  of 

a  particular  altar. 
Anghi,  or  better  ainjhri,  is,  m.  a  foot ;  the  root 

of  a  tree  [cf.  anhrt].  —  Atighri-ndmaka,  as,  m. 
or  aitghri-ndman,  a,  n.  a  synonym  of  anghri,  a 
roat.-AiH/hri-pa,  as,  m.  (drinking  with  the  foot 
or  root),  a  tree.  —  Anghri-parnl  or  aiighri-valli, 
is,  or  aiighri-vnUikd,  f.  a  plant,  Hedysarum  Lago- 
podioides.  —  Anghri-pdna,  as,  d,  am,  sucking  his 
foot  or  toes  (as  an  infant).  —  Anyhri-skandha,  as, 
m.  the  ancle. 

af  (connected  with  ant,  q.  v.),  cl. 
.  I.  P.  A.  afati,  anfati,  -te,  dnanfa,  -e, 

in'ii'itinu,  to  go,  move,  tend ;  to  honour ;  to  make 
round  or  carved;  to  request,  ask;  to  speak  in- 

distinctly. See  :.  atXta,  atishtu. 

a-fakra,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  wheels ; 
immoveable;  not  vacillating ;  automatous (?). 

•>!<•<<  BJH  a-fakshus,  us,  n.  a  bad  or  miser- 
able eye,  no  eye;  (us,  us,  us),  blind.  —  A-tukthur- 

i-i*i(<i 'in. as,  d,  am,  not  or  no  longer  within  reach  of 
the  eyes,  invisible.  —  Afakshvsh-tra,  am,  n.  blindness. 
A-fakshushka,  as,  a,  am,  destitute  of  eyes,  blind. 

a-fanda,  as,  d  or  J,  am,  not  of  a 
hot  temper,  gentle,  tractable  ;  (?),  f.  a  tractable  cow. 

^,  a-6atura,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of 
four,  having  less  than  four;  not  cunning,  not  dexterous. 

a-fandra,  as,  d,  am,  moonless. 

a-fapala,  as,  d,  am,  not  oscillating 
or  vibrating ;  unmoveable,  steady. 
A-6apalya,  am, firmness. 

freedom   from   unsteadiness, 

a-iara,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-farat,  an, 
anil,  (it,  imraoveable. 

least. 
a-(arama,  as,  d,  am,  not  last,  not 

a-cala,  as,  d,  am,  not  staggering  or 

moving,  immoveable;  (as),  m.  a  mountain  or  rock; 
a  bolt  or  pin;  the  number  seven;  N.  of  Siva 
and  of  the  first  of  the  nine  deified  persons,  called 

'  white  Balas'  among  the  Jainas  ;  (a),  f.  the  earth  ; 
one  of  the  ten  earths  of  the  Buddhists.  —  Afala- 

ki/a,  (.  the  eirth.~A<<aln-trish,  t,  m.  the  Kokila  or 
Indian  cuckoo.  —  Ai'nlit-iUiriti,  is,  f.  a  metre  of  four 
lines,  of  sixteen  short  syllables  each,  also  called 
Glty3ry5.  —  ASala-bhrdtrl,  td,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman 
from  Oude,  who  became  one  of  the  eleven  heads  of 

Ganas  among  the  Jainas.  —  Adala-mati,  is,  m.,  N. 

of  a  R&Attt.—A&llar-iresklka,  an,  m.  chief  of 

mountains.  —  A&tladhipa  (°l<i-adh°),  UK,  m.  (king 
of  mountains),  the  HimSlaya.  ~A<*ald-8fi]tt<unt,  t. 
title  of  a  book  in  the  Bhavishyottara  Purana. 

a-<f«rw,  us,  rl,  n,  not  pretty,  in- 

•fl  P<<  Jft«ll  a-tikkana,  as,  d,  am,  not  smooth, 
rough. 

iNp«|(^  i.  a-  fit,  t,  t,  t  (fr.  rt.  fit),  without 
understanding. 

A-tikitnt*,  an,  wshl,  as,  Ved.  not  knowing, 

ignorant  of. 
A-dilta,  as,  d,  am,  unnoticed,  unexpected  ;  not  an 

object  of  thought  ;  inconceivable  ;  destitute  of  intellect 

or  sense. 
A-fltti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  want  of  sense,  infatuation;  an 

infatuated  man  (?). 

'flfVrl  2.  a-  fit,  t,  t,  t  (fr.  fit  or  fill,  a  pile  ; 

rt.  Ci),  neglecting  the  Agnicayana,  irreligious. 
i.  a-Mta,  as,  d,  am,  not  collected. 

'Sf^K  2.  afita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ac),  gone. 

At'iMu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  going  everywhere. 
•flp^fj  a-citra,  as,  d,  am  (not  variegated), 

undistinguishable,  indistinct 
'ilftl'rll  a-cintii,  f.  thoughtlessness,  dis- 

regard. A-finttta,  as,  d,  am,  not  thought  of,  unexpected, 

disregarded. 
A-fintya,  as,  d,  am,  surpassing  all  thought  or 

conception;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Sin.—A£tntya>Jcar- 
man,  d,  d,  a,  having  or  performing  inconceivable 
actions.  —  Atintya-rupa,  us,  d  or  I,  am,  possessing 
inconceivable  beauty. 

a-fira,  as,  d,  am,  not  of  long  dura- 
tion, brief  ;  not  of  long  date,  recent.  — 

if,  f.  or  atira-prabha,  f.  lightning.  —  Afim-praxuta  , 
f.  (having  recently  brought  forth),  a  cow  that  has 
recently  calved.  —  Afira-lihds,  as,  f.  lightning.— 

Afira-mrita,  as,  d,  am,  recently  deceased.  —  Ai'lni- 
roils,  is,  f.  or  afiranin  (°ra-anc),  us,  f.  or  afiralili  " 
(°ra~dbha),  f.  lightning. 
Adrnm  or  afirdt  or  afirenu,  ind.  not  long,  not 

for  long  ;  not  long  ago  ;  soon,  speedily. 
Attra,  (.  the  mother  of  the  Jaina-saint  Santi. 

atishtu,  Ved.     See  under  2.  atita. 

a-detana,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-6etas,  as, 
as,  as,  destitute  of  consciousness,  inanimate  ;  (of  men) 
inconsdous,  insensible,  senseless,  fainting,  &c. 

A-detdna,as,d,am,  Ved.  thoughtless,  infatuated. 
A-t'<iitiu»/rt,am,  n.  unconsciousness  ;  insensibility; 

senselessness,  ignorance  in  spiritual  things  ;  that  which 
is  destitute  of  consciousness,  i.  e.  the  material  world  ; 
matter. 

-.JJ^g  a-deshta,  as,  d,  am,  effortless,  mo- 

tionless. —  Ai'eslita-td,  1.  loss  of  motion  from  faint- 

ing, &c. 'SH^R  a-codas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  free  from 

compulsion  or  external  stimulus,  spontaneous. 

'STflS  i.  a-66ha,  as,  d,  am  (not  shaded  in- 
covered,  fr.  it  +  fha  for  fhatl  or  Miayii,  rt.  vliml), 

pellucid,  transparent,  clear;  (as),  m-  a  crystal. 
—  AtVlii/'l"  (m'r/iii-iiilii),  UK,  d,  am,  having  clear 

water;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river;  a  covering  or  garment 

of  Vishnu  (?)  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  lake  in  the  Himalaya 

formed  by  the  river  AWhoda. 
A-tthdya,  as,  d,  am,  without  shadow,  casting  no 

shadow. ^Tfl3  2.  attha,as,  m.  (corruption  ofriksha), 

a  bear.  —  Affhn-lihfiUa,  fix,  m.  a  bear;  (liliiil/'i 

itself  means  '  a  bear.') .  afcha  or  usually  off  ha,  rarely  atiham, 

ind.,  Ved.  to,  towards  (governing  the  accusative  and 



a66ka. 
?riT=n^  a-javas. 

rarely  the  locative).  It  is  a  kind  of  separable  pre- 
position or  prefix  to  verbs  and  verbal  derivatives,  as  in 

the  following. 
Addha-i,  cl.  2.  P.  -eti,  -turn,  or  addhd-gam,  cl. 

I.  P.  -gadd/Mti,  -gantum,  to  attain,  go  towards. 
Addha-naksh,  cl.  i.  P.  A.,  Ved.  -nakshati,  -te, 

•kshitum,  to  go  towards,  approach. 
Addha-^nai,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -naJati,  -iitum,  to 

come  near. 

Addlia-ni,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -nayati,  -netum,  to  lead 
towards  or  to. 

Addha-nu,  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  -nauti,  -navitum  or 
-nuvitum,  to  call  out  to,  to  cheer. 

Addka-pat,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -patati,  -titum,  and 
Caus.  P.  -patayati,  -yitttm,  to  fly  towards. 
Addha-vad,  cl.  l.P.,Ved.-mrfa(j,  -ditam,  to  salute. 
Addhd-vad,  d.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -vakti,  -ktum,  to  invite. 

—  Addhd-vdka,  as,  m.  'the  inviter,'  title  of  a  par- 
ticular priest  or  Ritvij,  one  of  the  sixteen  required  to 

perform   the   great   sacrifices    with   the  Soma  juice. 

—  Addhdvdklya,  as,  d,  am,  referring  to  the  AcchS- 
vaka ;  containing  the  word  addhdvdka. 

Addhfta  (°dha-ita),  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  approached, attained. 

Addhokti  (°6ha-uk°),  is,  (.,  Ved.  invitation. 

•flfisifj  a-6Ckldra,as,  a,  am  (free  from  clefts 
or  flaws),  unbroken,  uninterrupted,  uninjured  ;  (am), 
n.  unbroken  or  uninjured  condition,  an  action  free 
from  defect  or  flaw ;  (etia),  ind.  uninterruptedly,  from 
first  to  last.  —  Addhidra-kdnda,  am,  n.  title  of  a 
chapter  of  the  Taitiinya-iirahmana.  —  Addhidroti 

(°dra-uti),  is,  is,  i,  affording  perfect  protection. 
—  Addhidrodhni  (°ra-udh°),  f.,Ved.  (a  cow)  having 
a  faultless  udder. 

A-ddhidyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  uncut,  uncurtailed; 
not  fragile. 
A-ddhinna,  as,  d,  am, uncut,  uncurtailed,  uninjured ; 

undivided,  inseparable.  —  Addhinna-pattra,  as,  d, 
am  (of  a  bird,  or,  in  the  Vedas,  of  an  altar  shaped 
like  a  bird),  having  the  wings  uncurtailed,  uninjured ; 

having  uninjured  leaves.  —  Addhinna-parna,  as,  i, 
am,  having  uninjured  leaves. 
A-ddhedika  or  a-ddhaidika,  as,  d  or  j,  am,  not 

fit  or  needing  to  be  cut. 

A-ddhedya,  as,  d,  am,  improper  or  impossible  to 
be  cut,  indivisible. 

•WflaJTT  a-66hupta,  f.  (not  touched  by  sin), 
N.  of  one  of  the  sixteen  Vidyadevis  of  the  Jainas. 

"Suss  15*1  aKhotana,  am,  n.  hunting. 

^T^riT  a-fyuta,  as,  d,  am,  what  has  not 
given  way  or  fallen ;  firm,  solid ;  imperishable,  per- 

manent; not  leaking  or  dripping;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
Vishnu  or  Krishna ;  also  of  a  physician ;  N.  of  a  plant, 

Morinda  Tinctoria;  N.  of  a  gift  to  Agni.  —  Adyuta- 
kshit,  t,  m.f  Ved.  having  solid  ground,  an  epithet  of 

Soma.  —  Adyuta-dyut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  throwing  down 
that  which  is  fixed.  —  Adyuta-ja,  as,  m.  pi.  a  class  of 
jaina  deities  produced  by  Vishnu.  —  Adyuta-j all  akin, 
i,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  of  the  Amara-Kosha. 

—  Adyuta-danta  or  adyutanta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
ancestor   of  a   warrior  tribe   called  Acyutadanti   or 
Acyutanti,  though  possibly  the  names  refer  to  two 
distinct  persons  and  tribes.  —  Adywta-murti,  is,  m., 
N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Adyuta-rusli.,  t,  f.  inveterate  hatred. 

» Ady uta-i'dsa,  as,  m.  the  sacred    fig-tree,    Ficus 
Religiosa.  —  Adyuta-sthala,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place 

in   the    Panjab.  —  Adyutdgrajn   ("ta-ag"),   as,   m. 
(Vishnu's  elder  brother),  Balarama;  Indri.  —  Adyulo- 
pddhydya  (Qta-up°),  as,  m.  =  adyuta-jallakin.q.  v. 

aj,  cl.  i .  P.  (defect,  verb,  supple- 
x  mented  fr.  rt.  vi),  ajati,  djlt,  ajitum,  to 

go, to  drive,  propel,  throw,  cast :  Desid.  ajijixliati,  to 
be  desirous  of  driving  [cf.  Gr.  tyu  ;  Lat.  ago]. 

I.  aja,  a»,  m.  a  drove;  a  driver,  mover,  in>tigstor, 
leader;  epithet  given  in  the  Vedas  to  Indra.  Rudra, 
one  of  the  Maruts,  Agni,  and  the  sun  ;  in  later  works 
to  Brahma.Vishnu,  Siva,  and  Kama  i  see  also  2  a-jn); 
the  leader  of  a  flock ;  a  he-goat  or  ram  [cf.  Gr.  olj, 

alyds ;  Lith.  o:ys]  ;  the  sign  Aries ;  the  vehicle  of 
the  sun  ;  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Visvamitra,  and  of 

Dasaratha's  or  Dirghabahu's  father  ;  N.  of  a  mineral substance ;  of  a  kind  of  rice ;  of  the  moon  ;  (as),  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  Rishis ;  of  a  people  mentioned  in 
the  Vedas  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  Prakriti  or  Nature,  of  Maya 
or  Illusion ;  a  she-goat ;  N.  of  a  plant  whose  bulbs 
resemble  the  udder  of  a  goat.  —  Aja-kar»a,  as,  ID. 

a  goat's  ear;  a  plant  or  tree,  Teimiualia  Alata 

Tomentosa.  —  Aja-karnakn,  as,  m.  the  S'al-tree, 
Shorea  Robusta.  —  Aja-kuld,  (.,  N.  of  a  town  of  the 

Bodhis.  —  Aja-kshira,  am,  n.,  Ved.  goat's  milk. 
—  Aja-gandha,  as,  m.  smell  of  a  he-goat ;  (an,  d, 

am),  smelling  like  a  goat.  —  Aja-gandhd  or  aja- 
gandhikd,   f.  shrubby  basil,  Ocymum  Gratissimum. 
—  Aja-yandhim,  f.  a  plant,  also  called  ajairingl, 
q.  v.—Aja-gara,  as,  m.  (that  swallows  a  goat),  a 
huge  serpent,  probably  boa  constrictor ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a 

plant.  —  Aja-yallikd,  f.  *  goat's  cheek,'  an  infantile 
disease.  —  Aja-jiva  or  aja-jivika,  as,  m.  'who  lives 

by  goats,'  a  goat-herd.  —  Aja-td,  (.  a  multitude  of 
goats ;  the  being  a  goat.  —  Aja-tva  or  ajd-tva,  am, 
n.  the  being  a  goat.  —  Aja-dandi,  !.  a  plant,  also 
called  brahmadandi.  —  Aja-devatd,  as,   f.  pi.  the 
25th  lunar  mansion.  — •  Aja-ndmaka,  as,  m.  (named 
Aja  or  Vishnu),  a  mineral  substance.  —  Aja-ya,  as, 

m.  a  goat-herd.  —  Aja-patha,  as,  m.  '  goat's  road,' 
probably  synonymous  with  aja-vithl,    q.  v.  —  Aja- 

pada  or  aja-pdda,  as,  d,  am,  goat-footed.  *-Aj(i- 
pad,  t,  m.,  Ved.  epithet  of  the  divinity  called  Aja. 

—  Aja-^pdrsva,   as,  m.  (having  black  sides  like    a 

goat),    epithet    of  S'vetakarna's    son    Rajivalocana. 
—  Aja-pdla,  as,  m.  a  goat-herd;  N.  of  Dasaratha's 
father.  —  Aja-lhakslta,  as,  m.  'goat's  food,'  N.  of  a 
plant,  Varvura.  —  Aja-mdyu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  bleating 
like  a  goat.  —  Aja-mdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tribe  or  a 
prince.  —  Aja-mldha  or  aja-milha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Suhotra,  the  author  of  some  Vedic  hymns ;  of 
a  grandson  of  Suhotra;    surname    of  Yudhishthira. 

~Aja-mukha,  as,  I,  am,  goat-faced;  (i),  f.,  N.  of 
a  Rakshasi.  —  Aja-meru,  N.  of  a  place,  Ajmir(?). 

—  Aja-moda,  as,  m.  or  aja-modd  or  aja-modikd, 

f.  '  goat's   delight,'  N.    of  various    plants,  common 
Carroway,    the    species   called    Ajwaen    (Ligusticum 
Ajwaen),  and  especially  a  species  of  Parsley,  Apium 

Involucratum.  —  Ajarshabha  ("ja-risK"),  as,  m.  the 
best  goat.  —  Aja-lambana,  am,  n.  antimony.  —  Aja- 
loman,  d,  m.  or  aja-laml,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Cowage, 

Carpopogon  Pruriens ;  (a ),  n.  goat's  hair.  —  Aja-va*ti, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  a  tribe ;  (ayas),  m.  pi.  the  members  of 
that   tribe.  —  Aja-vdha,   as,   m.,    N.  of  a   district. 

—  Aja-rithl,  f.  '  goat's  road,'  N.  of  one  of  the  three 
divisions  of  the  southern  path,  or  one  of  the  three 
paths  in  which  the  sun,  moon,   and  planets  move, 
comprehending  the  asterisms  muld,  purvdshddha, 

and  uttardshadJui.  —  Aja-s"ringi,   f.  '  goat's  horn,' N.  of  a  shrub,  Odina  Wodier,  used  as  a  charm  and  as 

a  remedy  for  sore  eyes, — the  fruit  resembles  a  goat's 
horn.  —  Aja-stunda,  am,  a.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Aja-hd, 
f.  Cowage,  Carpopogon  Pruriens.  —  Ajd-kripdniya, 
as,  d,  am,  like  the  goat  and  shears  in  the  fable. 

—  Ajd-kehira,  am,  n.  goat's  milk.  •-  Ajd-gala,  as, 
m  goat's  neck.  —  Ajfifjala-stana,  as,  m.  nipple  or 
fleshy  protuberance  on  the  neck  of  some  Indian  goats, 
and  an  emblem  of  any  useless  or  worthless  object  or 
person.  i-Aja-jira,  us,  m.  (who  lives  by  goats),  a 
goat-herd.  —  Aja-tau/ni/i,  is,  m.,  N.of  a  Muni  who 
lived  on  the  milk  of  goats;  (given  by  grammarians  as 
an  example  of  compounds  in  which  the  middle  term 

is  left  out).  —  Ajiida  (iija-ada),  a-p,  m.  'goat-eater,' 
the  ancestor  of  a  warrior  Inbe.  —  Ajddanl  (  ja-ad  ), 

f.  a  species  of  ptickly  night-shade.  —Ajantri  (  ja- 

an "\  {.  a  pot-herb,  Convolvulus  Argenteus  —Ajd- 
f>n'f/ns,  as,  n.  goat's  mi:k.  —Ajd-pdtai'a,  as,  d,  am, 

•ending  goats ;  (as),  m.  a  goat -herd.  — .d/'ariirt  (nja- 
ai'  \  am,  n.  goats  and  sheep    small  caitle.  —  Ajds'ra 
lo/a-a<  ),  am,  n  goats  and  horses;  (CM),  m.  Pushan 
or  the  Sun    who  has  goats  for  horses  •-Ajfrikiiix/d 

(aja-ek  \  t,  m    epi'het  of  Vishnu;   of  one  of  the 
tli-vcn  Rudras.  —  Ajai/laka  (aja-cif  ),  am,  n.  goats and  rams. 

Ajaka,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Pururavas  ; 
also  of  a  king  of  Magadha  ;  ajakd  or  ajikd,  f.  a 

young  she-goat  ;  a  disease  of  the  pupil  of  the  eye, 
small  reddish  tumours  (compared  to  kids),  protruding 
through  the  transparent  cornea  and  discharging  pus. 

—  Ajakd-jdta,  am,  n.  the  same  disease  of  the  eyes. 

Ajana,  ajani,  aji,  ajma,  &c.,  see  s.  v. 

?HT  2.  a-ja,  as,  d,  am,  not  born,  existing 

from  all  eternity;  (as),  m.  Brahma,  Vishnu,  S'iva, 
Kama;  (d),  f.  Prakriti  or  Nature,  MSyS  or  Illusion 
(see  also  I.  a/a,  s.  v.  aj  and  I.  ajana). 

xiTicti^  ajakava,  as,  m.  (etymology  un- 

known), S'iva's  bow.  —  Ajakdia,  as,  am,  m.  n.  S'iva's 
bow;  (as),  m.  a  venomous  kind  of  vermin,  cen- 

tipede or  scorpion  ;  (am),  n.  sacrificial  vessel  dedicated 
to  Mitra  and  Varuna.  —  Ajagara.  or  ajagdra,  am, 

n.  S'iva's  bow  ;  the  southern  portion  of  the  path  of 
the  sun,  moon,  and  planets  ;  N.  of  a  snake  priest. 

4{>11M  a-jaghanya,  as,  d,  am,  not  last; 
not  least. 

T  a-jaghnivas,  an,  ushl,  at  (perf. 
part.  fr.  rt.  han),  not  having  killed. 

^niTT  a-jatd,  (.  a  plant,  Flacourtia  Cata- 
phracta  ;  also  ajadd  and  ajjhatd. 

^*\$  a-jada,  as,  d,  am,  not  torpid  or 

stupid  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants  ;  see  Ajafa  and 
Kapikaddhu,  Carpopogon  Pruriens.  —  Ajada-dhi,  is, 
is,  i,  of  a  vigorous  mind,  energetic,  bold. 

^T»1*M1  ajathyd,  f.  yellow  jasmin  (fit  for 

goats?). 
•suirf  i.  ajana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  aj.),  Brahma 

'  the  agitator  ;'  (am),  n.  act  of  instigating  or  mov- 
ing. —  Ajana-yoni-ja,  as,  m.  (born  fr.  Ajana,  i.e. 

Brahma);  N.  of  Daksha. 
Ajani,  is,  f.  a  path,  road  ;  see  also  aji. 

ViH»i  2.  a-jana,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  jari),  desti- 
tute of  living  beings,  especially  of  men  ;  desert  ;  (as), 

m.  an  insignificant  person. 

A-janani,  is,  f.  privation  of  birth,  cessation  of  exist- 

ence ;  ajananir  astu  tasya,  '  may  he  cease  to  exist  !' 
A-janya,  as,  d,  am,  improper  to  be  produced  or born  ;  unfit  or  unfavourable  for  mankind  ;  (am),  n. 

any  portent  or  natural  phenomenon  unfavourable  to 
mankind,  as  an  earthquake. 

^T»ni  i.  a-japa,  as,  m.  (rt.jap),  one  who 
does  not  repeat  prayers  ;  a  reader  of  heterodox  works  ; 

(d),  f.  the  mantra  or  formula  called  hansa,  which  con- 
sists only  of  a  number  of  inhalations  and  exhalations. 

^JlM  2.  aja-pa,  as,  m.  a  goat-herd.  See s.  v.  i.  aja. 

aja-midha,  as,  m.    See  s.  v.  I.  aja. 

a-jambha,  as,  m.  (toothless),  a  frog. 

a-jaya,  as,  m.  non-victory,  defeat; 
(as,  d,  am},  unconquered,  unsurpassed,  invincible;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  Vishnu  ;  of  a  lexicographer  ;  of  a  liver  ;  (a), 

f.  hemp  ;  N.  of  a  friend  of  DurgS  ;  Maya  or  Illusion. 

A-jayya,  as,  d,  am,  invincible,  improper  to  be 
won  at  play. 

'SiR  a-jara,  as,  d,  am  (rt.jrl),  not  subject 

to  old  age,  undecaying,  ever  young  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  two 
plants.  Aloe  Perfoliata  and  Jirnapahjhl.  —  Ajardmara- 

rat  ("ra-am°),  ind.  as  if  undecaying  and  immortal. 
A-jarat,  an,  anti,  at,  not  suffering  from  old  age, not  decaying. 

A-jarayu,  its,  its,  u,  not  subject  to  old  age  or 

decay. 

A-jara.*,  another  form  for  ajara,  used  only  in 
some  cases. 

A-jarya,  as,  a,  am,  not  friable,  not  digestible; 
not  subject  to  old  age  or  decay  ;  (am),  n.  friendship. 

i  a-javas,  us,  as,  as,  Ved.  not  quick, 
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a-jasra,  as,  a,  am  (ri.jas,  '  to  injure' not  to  be  killed  or  interrupted),  perpetual.  —  Ajatram 

or  ajanrena,  ind.  perpetually,  for  ever,  ever. 

a-jahat  (pres.  part.  fr.  rt.  ha  with 

n),   not  dropping  or   losing  (used  in    compounds). 

—  AjaJiat-nvdrthd,  f.,  N.  of  a  rhetorical  figure,  an 

elliptical  use  of  words  in  which  their  original  meaning 

is  not  dropped,  as  "  white  ones"  for  "  white  horses," 
"lances"  for  "men  with  lances."  —  Ajahnl-liitija, 

as,  m.  (in  grammar)  said  of  a  noun  not  dropping  its 

original  gender,  when  used  like  an  adjective. 

W3Uo/'a,f.  agoat;  Prakriti;  Maya.  Sees.v. 
I.  a/a,  where  the  compounds  of  nja  will  also  be  found. 

^n{\T\T.a-jdgara,  as,  a,  am,  not  awake,  not 

wakeful  ;  (us),  a  plant,  Edipta  or  Verbesina  Prostrata. 

•?nnf3T  ajd-ji,  is,  or  ajd-ji,  f.  (a/a  with  rt. 
;/  .',  that  overcomes  goats)  ;  Cumin  seed,  Cuminurr. 

Cyminum  ;  Ficus  Oppositifolia  ;  Nigella  Indica. 

xSi]lrl  a-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  unborn,  not  yet 

bom,  not  yet  developed.  -  Ajdta-kakud,  t,  m.  a  young 

bull  whose  hump  (kakiul)  is  yet  undeveloped.  —  Ajata- 

paksha,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  having  undeveloped  wings. 

—  Ajata-vyaAjana,  as,  a,  am,  having  an  unde- 
veloped beard.—  Ajdta-ryatahdra,  as,  m.  having 

his  majority  unattaiued,  a  minor,  a  youth  under  fif- 
teen. —  Ajata-iatru,  us,  «*,  «,  having  no  enemy  ; 

having  no  adversary  of  equal  standing  ;  (MS),  m.,  N.  of 
Siva,  of  Yudhishthira,  of  a  king  of  Kast,  of  a  son  of 
Samika,  of  a  son  of  Vidmisara  or  Bimbisara,  and  con- 

temporary of  Sikyamani.—Ajatiinuitaya(0ta-anv?), 

as,  a,  am,  having  no  regret.  —  Ajdtdri  (°ta-ar»),ts, 
m.  (having  no  enemy),  Yudhishthira. 

^nTPTt^  a-jdnat,  an,  atl,  at  (pres.  part,  of 
rt.  jnd  with  a),  not  knowing,  unaware. 

•ilHlfH  a-jdni,  is,  or  a-jdnika,  as,  m. 
having  no  wife. 

iHjiMI  ajaneya,  hetter  djdneya,  as,  a,  am 

(from  djdna,  djdni,  birth,  descent),  of  high  breed  ; 
undaunted,  fearless  ;  (as),  m.  a  horse  of  high  breed. 

••iMlfo  a-jami,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  not  of  kin, 
not  related;  unfriendly;  (in  grammar)  not  corres- 

ponding. —  Ajami-td,  (.,  Ved.  absence  of  connection, 
friendliness,  or  similarity. 

a-jayamana,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  jan), 
not  being  born,  not  subject  to  birth. 

aji,  f.  (fr.  aj,  q.  v.),  a  road. 

o/i*o,  f.  (fr.  ajd),  &  young  goat 
[cf.  i.  aja]. 

•flfiH  a-jita,  as,  a,  am,  not  conquered, 
unsubdued,  unsurpassed,  invincible,  irresistible  ;  (as), 
m..  N.  of  an  antidote,  a  poisonous  sort  of  rat  ;  N.  of 

various  persons,  viz.  Vishnu  ;  Siva  ;  one  of  the  Saptar- 
shis  of  the  fourteenth  Manvantara  ;  Mailreya  or  a  future 
Buddha  ;  the  second  of  the  Arhats  or  saints  of  the 
present  (Jaina)  Avasarpim,  a  descendant  of  IkshvSku  ; 
the  attendant  of  Suvidhi,  who  is  the  ninth  of  those 

Arhats  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  a  class  of  deified  beings  in  the 
first  Manvantara.  —  Ajita-keda-kambala,  ax,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Brahman.  —  Ajita-bala,  f.,  N.  of  a  Jaina  deity, 
who  acts  under  the  direction  of  the  Arhat  Ajita. 

—  Aiilii-rikrama,  as,  m.  (having  invincible  power), 
epithet  ofkingCandragupta  the  second.  —  AjiHifninn 

(°ta-dt   ],  <'i,  it.  ",  having  an  unsubdued  self  or  spirit. 
—  Aji'  '  lip'),  as,  m.  having  an  unsurpassed 
crown  ;  N.  of  a  king.  —  Ajitiuilr  ii/n  ('  tn-im/'),  nx, 
a,  am,  having  an  unsubdued  sensuous  nature,  whose 
passions  are  not  controlled. 

••9  fill  iijiini,  inn,  n.  (probably  at  first  the 
skin  of  a  goat,  njn,  with  the  hair  on,  then  any  skin 
which  would  answer  the  same  purpose);  the  hairy 
skin  of  an  antelope,  especially  a  black  antelope, 
which  serves  the  religious  student  for  a  couch,  scat 

Or-jasra. 
covering,  &c. ;  the  hairy  skin  of  a  tiger,  &c. ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Prithu.  —  Ajina-pattra  or 

it/iu«-/i<ittri  or  ajina-jHiltrikn,  f.  a  bat.  —  Ajina- 

phald,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant  (t).  —  Ajina-yon{,  «»•,  m. 
(origin  of  the  skin),  an  antelope,  deer.  —  Ajina- 
cdfin,  7,  4 ill,  i,  clad  in  a  skin.  —  Ajina-tan/Uia, 
Of,  m.  (who  joins  or  prepares  skins),  a  furrier. 

ajira,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  07),  agile, 
quick,  rapid  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  snake  priest ;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  DurgS,  and  of  a  river ;  (am),  n.  place  to  run 
or  fight  in,  area,  court  [Lat.  ager  ?]  ;  the  body ;  any 
object  of  sense,  air,  wind ;  a  frog ;  (am),  ind.  quickly. 
—  Ajira-rati,  (.,  N.  of  the  river  on  which  the  town 
Sravasti  was  situated.  —  Ajira-Mis,  is,  m.,  Ved. 

having  a  quick  light,  glittering,  epithet  of  Agni  and 

SoauL.  —  Ajirdilhir5ja  ("ra-adk"),  as,  m.,  Ved.  an 
agile  emperor,  epithet  of  death. 

Ajirdya,  nom.  A.  ajirdyate,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  be 
agile  or  quick. 
Ajiriya,  as,  d,  am,  connected  (by  proximity  or 

ownership  &c.)  with  an  ajira  or  court  &c. 

a-jihma,  as,  a,  am,  not  crooked, 
straight,  straightforward,  upright ;  (as),  m.  a  frog,  a 
fish  ;  see  a-jihva,  of  which  this  may  be  a  corruption. 
—Ajihma-ya,  as,  d,  am,  going  straight  on;  (as), 

m.  an  arrow.  —  Ajihmdgra  (°hma-ag°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  a  straight  point. 

a-jihva,   as,   d,   am,   tongueless; 

an(a. 

(at),  m.  a  frog. 

ajikava,  am,  n.  Siva's  bow.  See 
ajalcara. 

•eijflin  a-jigarta,  as,  m.  (that  has  nothing 

to  swallow),  N.  of  a  Rishi,  Sunahsepha's  father. 
W»rfaf  a-jlta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  jya  usually 

makes  jlna),  not  faded,  not  faint.  —  Ajita-pwnarva- 
nya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  (unfaded  and  recoverable),  N.  of  a 
twofold  rite  to  be  performed  by  Kshatriyas. 

A-jttt,  is,  {.,  Ved.  unfadingness  ;  freedom  from  decay, 

prosperity. 

v)Tfl«u  a-jirna,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  jfi),  not  de- 
composed ;  unimpaired  ;  undigested  ;  (am),  n.  free- 

dom from  decay,  indigestion. 

A-jirni,  is,  f.  indigestion. 
A-firnin,  I,  inl,  i,  suflering  from  indigestion. 

WrfN1  a-jiva,  as,  m.  (non-life),  non-ex- 
istence, death  ;  (as,  d,  am),  lifeless. 

A-fivat,  an,  anti,  at,  not  living,  destitute  of  a livelihood. 

A-jivana,  am,  n.  non-existence,  death  ;  (as,  a, 

am),  destitute  of  a  livelihood. 
A-jttani,  is,  f.  non-existence,  death;  ajlmnis 

tasya  bhuydt,  '  may  death  befal  him  !' 
A-jlrita,  am,  n.  non-existence,  death. 

^r3JJjf"?TrT  a-jugupsita,  as,  a,  am,  not blamed. 

^RJT  a-jura  or  a-jurya,  as,  d,  am  (rt. 
jiir),Ved.  not  subject  to  old  age  or  decay. 

•flTjg  a-jushta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  enjoyed, 
unsatisfactory. 

A-jushti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  non-enjoyment,  feeling  of  dis- 

appointment. 
•ajTri3^  a-jftavya,  as,  d,  am,  invincible, 

insuperable,  irresistible. 
A-jei/a,  as,  a,  am,  invincible;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  an 

antidote. 

•<SH<*m<I  ajaikapad  (aja-eka"),  t,  or  ajai- 
1-apaiJa,  ax,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  N.  of  one 
of  the  eleven  Rudras. 

•flits*  ajaidaka  (aja-edeka),  am,  n.  goats and  sheep. 

iH-Wla-josJia,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  gratified, 
not  yet  satisfied.  —  A-jonhya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not 
easily  gratified,  never  satisfied. 

ajjukd,  f.  (in  the  drama)  a  cour- 
(corruption of  arjuka.) 

ajjhatii,  f.  a  plant,  Flacourtia 
Cataphracta.  (Also  ajatd  and  ujaila.) 

ajjhala,  as,  m.  (corruption  of 
iijjai/it  ?),  a  burning  coal ;  (am),  n.  a  shield  (?). 

a-jha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  a  and  rt.  jnd), 
not  knowing ;  ignorant,  inexperienced  ;  unconscious ; 
unwise,  stupid.  —  Ajha-tva,  am,  n.  or  ajna-td,  f. 

ignorance. Ajnaka  or  ajnikd,  (.  diminutive  form  for  ajnd, 

an  ignorant  woman. 
A-jiiata, as, d,am, unknown;  unexpected;  unaware. 
•  Ajnata-kula-fda,  as,  d,  am,  whose  lineage  and 

character  are  unknown.  —  Ajiiatii-keta,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  having  unknown  or  secret  designs.  —  Ajnatu- 

bhukta,  as,  a,  am,  eaten  unawares.  —  Ajndta- 
yakshma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (insidious  consumption  ?), 
N.  of  a  disease.  —  Ajndta-vdfa,  «•-',  d,  am,  whose 
dwelling  is  unknown.  —  Ajnata-6ila,  as,  d,  am, 
whose  character  is  unknown. 

Ajiidtaka,  as,  d,  am,  unknown,  unaware. 
A-jndti,  iV,  m.  not  a  kinsman,  not  related. 
A-jndtva,  ind.  not  having  known  or  ascertained. 

^HjTTtT  a-jndna,  am,  n.  non-cognisance ; 

ignorance,  especially  (in  philosophy)  spiritual  ignor- 
ance ;  not  merely  a  negative,  but  an  active  principle, 

which  consisting  of  the  three  Gunas  (fetters  or  qualities) 

sattva,  rajas,  and  tamas,  and  preventing  the  soul 
from  realizing  its  identity  with  Brahma,  causes  self  to 
appear  a  distinct  personality,  and  matter  to  appear  a 
reality;  hence  equivalent  to  Prakriti  or  Nature,  and 
termed  a  divine  Sakti  (power),  synonymous  with  M  aya, 

Illusion;  (as,  a,  am),  ignorant,  unwise.  —  Ajndna-tas 
or  ajiidndt,  ind.  unawares,  ignorantly,  inadvertently. 
—  Ajiidna-krita,  as,   d,   am,   done    inadvertently. 
—  Ajna.na.-tva,  am,  n.  or  ajnana-ta,  f.  ignorance. 
—  Ajnana-bandhana,  am,  n.  the  bond  of  ignorance. 

A-jndnin,  i,  ini,  i,  ignorant,  unwise. 
A~jnds,  as,  m.,  Ved.  not  a  kinsman. 
A-jneya,  as,  d,  am,  baffling  or  passing  knowledge, 

unfit  to  be  known. 

ajma,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  aj),  Ved.  career, 
march,  battle  [cf.  07/1*0$]. 

Ajman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  career,  passage,  battle  ;  a  house, a  habitation  [Lat.  aymeri]. 

^Ttilfrl  a-jydni,  is,  f.,  Ved.  undecaying 
nature. 

•>J)i^H  a-jyeshfha,  as,  d,  am,  not  the  oldest 

or  best ;  having  no  elder  brother.  —  A-jyeshtha-rrifl  i . 

is,  is,  i,  not  behaving  as  the  eldest  brother  ought  to 

behave,  or  (ajyeshtha-vritti)  behaving  like  one  who 
has  no  elder  brother. 

^HiT  ajra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  field,  a  plain ; 

(as,  a,  am),  Ved.  agile,  quick  [Lat.  ayer ;  Gr.  ayp6s : cf.  ajira]. 

Ajrya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  or  connected  with a  field  or  plain. 

^Tftl'JT  ajvin,  i,  inl,  i  (fr.  rt.  aj),  Ved. active,  agile. 

i.  ant  (connected  with  a6,  q.  v.), 

d,  I.  P.  A.  an&itl,  -te,  niimi/'ii,  -f,  «/i'V- 
nhyati,  -te,  aMitnm,  to  bend,  airve,  incline,  airl ; 
to  reverence  (with  inclined  body),  to  honour ;  to  tend, 

move,  go,  wander  about ;  to  request :  cl.  10.  or  Caus. 
in'ii'iiiinti,  -yitum,  to  unfold,  make  clear,  produce: 
Desid.  P.  A.  anfifishati,  -te,  to  be  desirous  of  bend- 

ing :  Pass,  anfyate  or  afyatc,  to  be  bent. 
2.  ant1  (at  the  end  of  compounds),  turned  to,  going 

or  directed  towards  ;  see  akwlhryanf,  m<dn(,  udanf, 

dcradryanf,  &c.  It  may  also  mean  honouring,  see 

ftfiii'ii'. 

Anita,  as,  m.  (only  used  as  the  last  part  of  com- 
pound words),  curling,  as  in  romdnta,  sensation  of 

the  hairs  of  the  body  curling,  thrill  of  rapture. 



an6ati. 

Anfati,  is,  m.  or  anfati,  f.  wind  ;  fire. 
AMana,  am,  n.  act  of  bending  or  curving. 
Anfala,  as,  m.  (perhaps  also  am),  n.  the  border  or 

corner  of  a  garment,  especially  of  a  woman's  garment, 
of  a  veil,  shawl.     (In  Bengali,   a  strip  of  country, 
district.) 
AnCita,  as,  a,  am,  bent,  curved,  curled,  arched, 

handsome  ;  gone,  walked  in  ;  reverenced,  honoured, 
distinguished.  —  Aiii'ita-pattra,  as,  m.  lotus  with 
curved  leaves.  —  Andtapattraksha  ̂ ra-aksTia),  as, 
I,  am,  having  lotus  eyes.  —  AMita-Wvrit,  us,  f.  wo- 

man with  arched  or  handsome  eyebrows.  —  AMlta- 
tdnyula,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  curved  tail  (as  a 
monkey). 

anj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  anakti,  ankte, 
\  dnanja,  arijishyati  or  ankshyati,  diijlt, 

anjitum  or  anktum,  to  apply  an  ointment  or  pig- 
ment, smear  with,  anoint  ;  to  decorate,  prepare  ;  to 

honour,  celebrate  ;  to  cause  to  appear,  to  make  clear, 
distinguish,  represent  ;  to  be  beautiful  ;  to  go  :  Caus. 
anjayati,  -yiturn,  dnjijat,  to  smear  with  ;  to  speak, 
shine,  to  cause  to  go  [cf.  Lat.  ungn\. 
Anjaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vipracitti  ;  oC  a  son 

of  Yadu. 

AAjana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  domestic  lizard  ;  N.  of  a 
fabulous  serpent  ;  of  a  tree  ;  of  a  mountain  ;  of  a  king 
of  Mithila  ;  of  the  elephant  of  the  west  or  south-west 
quarter  ;  (am),  n.  act  of  applying  an  ointment  or  pig- 

ment, embellishing,  &c.  ;  black  pigment  or  collyrium 
applied  to  the  eye-lashes  or  the  inner  coat  of  the  eye- 

lids; special  kind  or  material  of  this  pigment,  as 
lamp-black.  Antimony,  an  extract  of  Ammonium, 
Xanthorrhiza,  &c.  ;  paint,  especially  as  a  cosmetic  ; 
magic  ointment  ;  ink  ;  night  ;  fire.  (In  rhetoric) 
suggesting  the  special  meaning  alluded  to  in  an  ex- 

pression, as  in  a  pVn,  &c.  —  Anjana-keil,  f.,  N.  of  a 
vegetable  perfume.  —  Arijana-ndmikd,  f.  a  swelling 
of  the  eyelid,  stye.  —  Aitjana-rat,  ind.  like  collyrium. 
—  Anjanddhikd  ("na-adh"),  f.  a  species  of  lizard. 
••  Anjandmbhas  (°na-am°),  as,  n.  eye-water. 
Anjanaka,  as,  m.  portion  of  the  Vedas  containing 

the  word  anjana.  —Aitjanakl,  f.,  N.  of  a  medicinal 

plant. 
Anjana,  f.,  N.  of  Hanumat's  mother  ;  of  Pravara- 

sena's  mother.  —  Anjand-giri,  if,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- 
tain. —  Aiijand-mti,  f.  the  female  elephant  of  the 

north-east  (or  the  west  ?)  quarter. 
Anjanika,  as,  d,  am,  connected  with  collyrium  ; 

(a),  f.  a  species  of  lizard  ;  a  small  mouse. 
Anjani,  f.  a  woman  fit  for  the  application  of  oint- 

ments, pigments,  sandal,  &c.  ;  N.  of  two  medicinal  plants. 
Anjala,  anjali,  see  s.v.  below. 
Anjas,   as,   n.,   Ved.   ointment,   preparation  (?)  ; 

smoothness,  sliding,  speed  (?)  ;  a  good  fit,  adaptation  (?)  ; 
(according  to   others,    a.s,   as,  as),   level,    straight, 

right.  —  Anjas-pd,  as,  as,  am.Ved.'drinking  the  Soma 
preparation.  —  Anjah-sata,  as,  m.  rapid  preparation 
of  Soma. 

Anjasa,as,a,  am,  straight,  straightforward,  honest; 
(i),  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  heavenly  river. 
Aiijasd  or  anjas,  ind.  straight  on,  right,  truly,  justly  ; 

quickly,  soon,  instantly. 

Anjasdyana  (°sd-ay°),  as,  i,  am,  having  a  straight 
course,  going  straight  on. 
Anjasina,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  going  straight  on, 

straightforward. 
Anji,  is,  is,  i,  applying  an  ointment  or  pigment  ; 

ointment,  brilliancy,  unctuous,  slimy  ;   shining,  bril- 
liant; (iV,  i},  m.  n.  the  sexual  organ,  i.  e.  distinguishing 

the  sex  ;  (is),  m.  a  sender,  commander.  —  -4/i/V-///"'. 
an,  all,  at,  Ved.  coloured,  bright,  adorned.  —  Anji- 
saktha,  as,  m.  (a  victim)  that  has  coloured  thighs. 

Anjin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  making  clear  or  manifest. 
Anjiva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  slippery,  smooth. 
Anjinhtha,  an,  m.,  Ved.  (highly  brilliant),  the  sun  ; 

also  anjishnu,  us,  m. 

uhjala  (only  at  the  end  of  com- 
pounds), another  form  for  anjali,  q.  v. 

anjali,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  anj),  the  open 

hands  placed  side  by  side  and  slightly  hollowed,  as  if 
by  a  beggar  to  receive  food  ;  hence  when  raised  to  the 
forehead,  a  mark  of  supplication,  reverence,  salutation 
or  benediction;  a  libation  ;  a  measure  of  corn,  sufficient 
to  fill  both  hands  when  placed  side  by  side,  equal  to  a 
kudava.  —  Anjali-karman,  a,  n.  making  the  anjali 
or  respectful  salutation.  —  Arijali-kdrikd,  f.  an  earthen 
doll,  making  the  anjali ;  N.  of  a  plant,  probably 
Mimosa  Natans.  —  Aiijali-puta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  cavity 
produced  in  making  the  anjali.  —  Anjali-bandliana, 
am,  n.  salutation  with  the  anjali  raised  to  the  fore- 

head. —  Anjall-krita,  as,  d,  am,  (hands)  placed  to- 
gether to  form  the  anjali. 

Anjalika,  as,  am,  m.  n.,  N.  of  one  of  Arjuna's arrows;  seeJfarna-pana^'jSS;  (a),  a  young  mouse. 

•^TycR  ahjika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Yadu. 

See  anjnl-a. 
•ft  fy  f^Tt  anjihisha,  f.  (  fr.  Desid.  of  rt. 

anh),  desire  of  going. 
anjt,  f.  a  blessing  (?). 

anjira,  am,  n.  a  species  of  fig-tree 
(Ficus  Oppositifolia) ;  a  fig.     (In  Bengali)  a  guava. 
(Anjira  is  a  Persian  word.) 

MJ  at,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  atati,-te,  ata,atishyati, 
\  dtlt,  atitum,  to  roam,  wander  about  (some- 

times with  ace.),  frequently  used  of  religious  mendicants : 
Intens.  atdtyate,  to  roam  or  wander  about  zealously 
or   habitually,    especially  as  a   religious  mendicant: 
Desid.  atitishati,  to  be  desirous  of  roaming. 
Ata,  as,  d,  am,  roaming,  wandering;  (a),  f.  the 

act  or  habit  of  roaming  or  wandering  about,  especially 
as  a  religious  mendicant. 
Ataka,  as,  I,  am,  roaming. 
Atana,  am,  n.  act  or  habit  of  wandering  about 
Atani,  is,  f.  or  atani,  f.  the  notched  extremity  of 

a  bow. 

Atamdna,  as,  a,  am,  roaming  about,  vagabond. 
Afai'i,  is,  or  atom,  f.  (place  to  roam  in),  a  forest. 

—  Atavi-s'ikkara,  de,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  or country. 

Atamka,\>elterdtamka,as,m.  a  woodman, forester. 
Atdtd,  f.  (habit  of)  roaming  or  wandering  about. 
Atatyamana,  as,  d,  am,  roaming  excessively. 
At  atyd,  f.  (habit  of)  roaming. 
Ataya,  nom.  A.  atdyate,  to  enter  upon  a  roaming 

life,  to  become  a  religious  mendicant. 
Atyd,  I.  act  or  habit  of  roaming  about  as  a  religious 

mendicant. 

^ifn,  •"Hif^,  •>H<JI<J2jl,  &c.,  see  under 
at  above. 

•iHZICtl  atarusha  or  atarusha  or  atarushaka, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  shrub  Justicia  Adhatoda. 

•Oirf  a-tala,  as,  d,  am,  not  shaky,  firm, solid. 

alt,  cl.  i.  A.  attate,  dnatte,  attitnm, 
to  exceed,  kill;  cl.  10. P.  attayati,-yitum, 

to  contemn,  lessen,  diminish. 
Atfa,  ind.  high,  lofty,  loud ;  (as),  m.  top-heavy  (?), 

exceeding;  shaking;  injuring;  N.  of  a  Yaksha;  (ow, 
inn),  m.  n.  addition  to  a  building,  apartment  on  the 
roof,  upper  story ;  tower,  buttress,  back  of  a  building ; 
(corruption  of  hutta),  a  market,  a  market-place ; 
(a),  f.  overbearing  conduct?;  (am),  n.  (corruption  of 
anna  ?),  boiled  rice,  food ;  (as,  d,  am),  dried,  dry. 

- AHarpatirltkagikhya-grihn-kntya.  (°fia-akh'J), 
am,  n.  business  of  the  house  called  the  market- 
master's  department  (an  office  in  Kashmir).  —  Atta- 
fthalt,  (.  (site  of  an  atta),  a  mme.  —  Atta-hasita, 
am,  n.  loud  laughter,  a  horse-laugh.  —  Attn-lniMi . 
o.s,  m.  idem;  a  name  of  3\va.  —  Atta-kastik<t,  n», 
m.,  N.  of  a  shrub,  Jasminum  Multiflorum  or  Hirsutum. 
—  Atla-hami,  i,  m.  epithet  of  Sm.  —  A/ta-hdsya, 
am,  n.  loud  laughter;  a  horse-laugh.  —  Attdt/a-ltdsa 
(°tta-att°),  as,  m.  very  loud  laughter. 
Attaka,  as,  m.  an  apartment  on  the  roof. 
Attatta,  ind.  very  high,  very  loud. 
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Attana,  am,  n.  a  weapon  shaped  like  a  discus. 
Attd,  f.  overbearing  conduct  (?),  excess  (?). 
At/aya  (nom.  fr.  a//a),  A.  attdyate  (meaning 

doubtful) ,  to  be  overbearing  (?). 

41  g  I  Q$  attain,  as,  or  attalaka,  as,  m.  an 
apartment  on  the  roof,  an  upper  story;  (ikd),  f. 
a  house  of  two  or  more  stories,  a  lofty  house,  palace  ; 
N.  of  a  country.  —  Attdlikd-kdra,  as,  m.  a  bricklayer, 
mason.  —  Attdlikd-ixmdha,  as,  m.  (in  architecture) 
a  kind  of  base. 

attilika,  f.,  N.  of  a  town. 

7*nK  atnara,  as,  m.  a  king  of  Kos'ala. 
atyd,  f.  ;  see  under  rt.  at. 
ath,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  athati,  -te,  to  go. 

athilld,  f.,  N.  of  a  Prakrit  metre. !•  a(f' 

i>  to  endeavour. 

-wj  2.  ad,  cl.  5.  P.,  Ved.  adnoti,  to  per- 
x  vade,  attain  ;  various  reading  for  ah  (?). 

adakavati,  N.of  afabulous  palace 

on  Meru  ;  also  of  a  city. 
add,  cl.  I  .  P.  addati,  anadda,  additum, 

to  join;  to  infer,  argue,  meditate,  discern  ;  to attack. 

Addana,  am,  n.  a  shield. 
1.  an,  cl.  i.  P.  anati,  ana,  anitum,  to 
sound. 

2.  an,  cl.  4.  A.  anyate,  to  breathe  ; 
another  form  of  rt.  an,  q.  v. 

Aitaka,  as.  d,  am,  insignificant,  small,  contemptible. 

Anaklya,  as,  d,  am,  connected  with  what  is insignificant,  &c. 

Anarya,  am,  n.  a  field  of  (anu)  Panicum  Milia- ceum  ;  see  anu. 

Anl,  is,  m.  or  am,  f.  the  point  of  a  needle  ;  the 
linch-pin  ;  the  pin  or  bolt  at  the  end  of  the  pole  of 
a  carriage;  the  corner  or  part  of  a  house  which  serves 

for  slaughtering;  a  bound,  boundary,  limit.  —  Am- 
mdnrlarya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  said  to  have  been 
impaled  on  an  ani  or  linch-pin. 

Animan,  d,  m.  (fr.  anu,  q.  v.),  minuteness,  fine- ness, thinness  ;  atomic  nature  ;  the  superhuman  power 
of  becoming  as  small  as  an  atom  ;  (a),  n.,  Ved.  the 
smallest  particle. 

Aniiihtlia,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  anu,  q.  v.),  most  minute. 
Anlyas,  an,  asi,  as  (fr.  anu,  q.  v.),  or  amyaska, 

as,  d,  am,  more  minute  than  usual. 
Anu,  iis,  us  or  rt,  «,  fine,  minute,  atomic  ;  (us), 

m.  an  atom  of  matter;  an  atom  of  time;  the 

54,675,000111  part  of  a  muhurta  (of  48  minutes)  ; 
N.  of  a  grain,  Panicum  Miliaceum;  N.  of  Siva; 

(u),  n.  (in  prosody)  the  fourth  part  of  a  matra. —  Anu-tani,  as,  d,  am,  very  fine  or  minute,  gentle. 

-Aim-taila,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  medical  oil-A»ii- 
li-n,  urn,  n.  or  aim-td,  f.  minuteness,  atomic  nature. 
—  Anu-l)hd,  {.  \\ghtmng.  —  Anu-maflhya-vijn,  mn, 
n.  title  of  a  hymn.  —  Anu-mitra,  as,  I,  am,  having 
the   size   of  an  atom.  —  Anu-mdtrika,  as,  a,  am, 

having  the  size  of  an  atom  ;  containing  the  atomic 
elements   (mutra)   of  the   body.  —  Atm-renu,   «.<, 
m.  f.  atomic  dust  (as  seen  in  sun-beams).  —  Anu-remi- 
jd/a,  am,   n.  an   aggregate   of  such   atomic  dust. 
—  Anu-recntl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Croton  Polyandrum. 
—  Aiiu-veddnta,  am,  n.  title  of  a  book.  —  Ann- 
rrihi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  fine  sort  of  rice.  -*Aiiu-$ax, 
ind.  into  or  in  minute  particles.  —  Anu-lihfi,  cl.  I.  P. 
-Ithavati,   -vitum,  to   become    minute   or   atomic. 
—  Anu-l>/idra,as,  m.the  becoming  an  atom.  —  Anv- 
anta,  as,  m.  a  hair-splitting  question. 
Anuka,  as,  d,  am,  fine,  minute,  atomic;  acute, 

clever,  subtle. 

Ama,  am,  n.,  Ved.  fine  interstice  or  hole  in  the 
strainer  used  for  the  Soma  juice. 

Anm,  f.,  Ved.  a  finger. 
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anuha. 
*  fan  fag  ati-prasiddha. 

anuha,  as,m.,N.of  a  son  of  Vibhraja. 

until    or    nth,    cl.    I.   A.  unthiiti: 
.  iinnntlir.  ,1,,1/ii/iim.  in  go,  move,  tend. 

.  ii,  nut,  gone;  pained. 

a,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  am),  an  egg, 

from  an 
a  lizard 

a  testicle  ;  the  scrotum  ;  the  musk  bag;  Semen  Virile  ; 

epithet  of  Siva,  from  his  being  identified  with  the 

Brahmanda  or  mundane  egg.  —  Aiidit-kiitiilni.  us, 

m.  the  shell  of  the  mundane  eg&.  —  Anda-kvtara- 

puthpi,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant.  Convolvulus  Argenteus  (?). 
—  Anil't-kiisit  or  iiiii!<i-kii"/ni   or   aiidii-knthata, 
<ix.  m.  the  scrotum.  —  Anda-ja,  as,  d,  am,  bora 

egg ;  (as),  m.  a  bird ;  a  fish ;  a  snake ; 

  ;  (a),  f.  musk.-Andajeirara  (°ja-i<r), 
as,  m.  Garudi,  the  king  of  birds.  —  Anda-dhara,  as, 
m.  epithet  of  Sm.  —  Anda-rardhana,  am,  n.  or 

aiida-rnddhi,  is,  f.  swelling  of  the  scrotum,  hydro- 

cde.  —  Aada-su,  us,  f.  oviparous.  —  Anddkarshana 

Cda-dk°\,  am,  n.  castration.— Aiiddkdra  (°da- 
dk°),  as,  d,  am,  egg-shaped,  oval,  elliptical;  (as), 
m.  an  ellipsis.- Aaddkriti  (°da-dk°),  is,  is,  i, 
egg-shaped,  oval,  elliptical ;  (is),  (.  an  ellipsis. 
Andaka,  as,  m.  the  scrotum;  (am),  n.  a  small 

egg.  an  egg. 
Atidara,  as,  i,  am,  N.  or  epithet  of  a  tribe. 

—  Andardya,  nom.  A.  andardyatf,  -yitum,  to  be- 
have like  an  Andara. 

Anddlu,  us,  m.  a  fish  (full  of  eggs). 
Andlra,  as,  m.  a  full  male,  a  man ;  strong. 

^TrT  i.  at,  ind.  a  prefix  said  to  imply  'sur- 
prise,' probably  a  contraction  of  ati,  meaning  '  extra- 

ordinary.'— Ad-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  extraordinary, 
mysterious,  wonderful ;  see  s.  v. 

2.  at,  cl.  i.  P.  at  ati,  ata,  atishyati, 

itlt,  atitum,  sometimes  A.  uttite,  &c.,  to 
go  constantly,  walk,  run ;  to  obtain. 
Atana,  as,  m.  a  passer  on;   (am),   n,  act  of 

passing  on.  —  Atawt-rat,  an,  m.  one  who  wanders. 
Atasi,  atka,  see  s.  v. 

I  a-taj-jna  (for  a-tad-jfta),  as,  a,  am, 

ignorant  of  (tat)  that,  i.  e.  Brahma  and  the  soul's 
identity  with  it. 

•vine  a-tata,  as,  a,  am,  having  no  beach 
or  shore,  precipituous ;  (as),  m.  a  precipice;  the 
third  hell. 

_n  j 
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^  a-tattva-vid,  t,  t,  t,  ignorant  of 

(i, ill m)  the  soul's  identity  with  Brahma. 
A-tativdrtka-vat  (°tra-ar°),  an,  ati,  at,  not  con- formable with  the  nature  of  truth. 

WrtMl  a-tatha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  not  such, 

different ;  saying  a-tathd,  *  not  so,'  '  no/  refusing ; 
careless.  —  A-tathottta  (°tha-uf),  as,  d,  am,  not 
deserving  of  such  (a  fate),  not  thus  deserving,  not 
used  to  this  (with  gen.). 

A-tathya,  as,  a,  am,  untrue,  unreal,  not  really  so. 

a-tad-arha,  as,  a,  am,  not  deserv- 

ing that;  (am),  ind.  undeservedly,  unjustly. 
A-tad-guna,  as,  m.  ( in  rhetoric)  the  use  of  pre- 

dicates not  descriptive  of  the  essential  nature  of  the 
object. 

a-tantra,  as,  i,  am,  having  no  ropes 
or  no  (musical)  strings ;  unrestrained ;  (am),  n.  not 
the  object  of  a  rule  or  of  the  rule  under  consideration. 

a-tandra,  as,  a,  am,  or  a-tandrita, 

a*,  a,  am,  or  a-tmulrin,  >,  ini,  t,  free  from  lassi- 
tude, alert,  unwearied. 

a-tapa,  as,  ii,  am  (rt.  tap),  not  hot,  not 
excited,  not  eager ;  cool ;  impassible,  unostentatious ; 
unemployed ;  (<M),  m.  pi.  a  class  of  deities  among 
the  Buddhists. 

A-tafxm,  as,  at,  as,  or  a-tapaska,  as,  i,  am,  or 
•  is,  m.  one  who  neglects  tap<v>  or  the  prac- 

tice of  ascetic  austerities ;  an  irreligious  character. 

A-tapta,  as,  d,  am,  not  heated,  coo\.  —  Atni'>n- 
Bl,  in.,  Ved.  whose  body  or  mass  is  cool. 

—  Alii/ilii-tiiiins,  ii",  m.  whose  ascetic  austerity  has 
not  been  (fully  or  properly)  endured. 

A-t'tjii/iniidita,  us,  d,  am,  not  suffering. 

a-tamisra,  as,  a,  am,  not  dark, 
not  benighted. 

;,  us,  us,«,Ved.  not  languid. 

a-tarka,  ox,  m.  an  illogical  reasoner; 
bad  logic. 

A-tarkita,  as,  d,  am,  unconsidered,  unthought  of; 
unexpected;  (am),  ind.  unexpectedly. 
A-tarkya,  as,  d,  am,  baffling  or  surpassing  thought 

or  reasoning.  —  Alarkya-mhasra-sakti,  is,  m.  in- 
comprehensibly endowed  with  a  thousand  powers. 

ii-lii/ii,  am,  n.  bottomless;  N.  of 

a  hell  beneath  the  earth;  (o«),  m.  Sm.  —  Atii/it- 

sparfa,  as,  d,  am,  or  ataJa-spris1,  k,  k,  k,  touching 
the  atnla;  bottomless ;  (or  it  may  be  a-tala-sparsa, 
whose  bottom  cannot  be  touched  or  reached.) 

\  a-tavyas,  an,  asi,  as,  Ved.  not 

stronger,  not  very  strong. 

atas,  ind.  (ablative  of  the  pronom. 

base  a,  synonymous  with  asmat ),  from  this,  than  this ; 
hence ;  henceforth,  from  that  time ;  from  this  (or 

from  that)  cause  or  reason.  —  Ata-urdhvam,  ind. 
henceforth,  afterwards.  —  Ata-et-a,  ind.  for  this  very 
reason;  therefore.  —  Atah-param,  ind.  henceforth, fur- 

ther on.  —  Ato-nimittam,  ind.  on  this  ground,  for  this 
reason.  —  Ato-nya(  tas-an),  as,  d,  a*,  differing  from 

this.  —  Ato-rtham  ffas-ar0),  ind.  for  this  object 
WiTBf  atasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ̂ TrT),  wind,  air; 

the  soul ;  a  (missile)  weapon  ;  a  garment  made  of  the 
fibre  of  (atasi )  flax ;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  shrubs. 

Atn-ii.  (.  common  flax,  LinumUsitatissimum ;  Sana, 

Bengal  sun  used  as  hemp,  Crotolatia  Juncea. 

atasi,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ̂ TrT),  Ved.  a 

wandering  mendicant. 
Atasdyya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  got  by  begging. 

aft,  ind.  [probably  neut.of  an  obsolete 

adj.  atin,  passing,  going,  beyond ;  see  rt.  at  and  cf. 
Old  Germ,  anti,  unti,  inti,  unde,  indi,  Sec. ;  Eng. 
and;  Germ,  vmd;  Gr.  tn,  a.vrl;  Lat.  ante ;  Lith. 
ant;  Arm.  ti  ;  Zend  aiti].  As  a  prefix  to  verbs  and 
nouns,  expresses  beyond,  over ;  too  far  past ;  as  ati- 
kramitum,  to  overstep.  —  Ati-krama,  transgression. 
When  prefixed  to  nouns,  not  derived  from  verbs, 

it  expresses  beyond,  surpassing ;  as  ati-kaia,  past  the 
whip ;  ati-mdntisha,  superhuman,  &c. ;  see  s.  v. 
As  a  separable  adverb  or  preposition  (with  ace.), 

Ved.  beyond. 
Ati  is  often  prefixed  to  nouns  and  adjectives,  and 

rarely  to  verbs,  in  the  sense  excessive,  extraordinary, 

intense;  excessively,  too;  exceedingly,  very  —Ati - 
katkora,  as,  d,  am,  very  hard,  too  hard.  —  Ati-kathd, 
(.  an  exaggerated  tale ;  (as,  a,  am),  exaggerated  ; 
see  also  s.  v.  —  Ati-karshana,  am,  n.  excessive 
exertion.  •-  Ati-kalyam,  ind.  very  early,  too  early. 
—  Ati-kdnta,    as,    d,    am,    excessively    beloved. 
—  Ati-kdya,    as,    a,  am,   of   extraordinary   body 
or   size,   gigantic;    (as),   m.,    N.    of  a    Rakshasa. 
—  Ati-kntslta,  as,  d,  am,  greatly  despised. —Ati- 
I,  -n!  fi,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  too  bald.~  Ati-kriMhra,  as, 
m.   extraordinary   pain   or    hardship ;    extraordinary 
penance.  —  Ati-kriti i.  u«,  d,  am,  overdone,  exagge- 

rated. —  Ati-kritta,  as,  d,  am,  very  thin,  emaciated. 
—  Ati-kiislinii,  us,  ii,  inn,  very  or  too  dark,  very  or 
too  deep  blue.  —  Ati-kniiliHni.  us,  d,  am,  excessively 
angry  —  Ati-knishta,  am,   n.  extraordinary  cry  or 
wailing.  —  Ati-khara,  as,  d,  am,  very  pungent  or 
piercing.  —  Ati-ijniiifa.    ii".    ii,    nut,   having    large 
cheeks  or  temples;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  yoga  (or 
index),  star  of  the  6th  lunar  mansion.  —  Ati-gandha, 
as,  d,  nm,  having  an  overpowering  smell ;  (as),  m. 

sulphur;    lemon-grass   (Andropogon   Schsetiunth.es); 

the  Champac  flower  (Michelia  Champaca) ;  a  kind  of 

jasmin.  —  Ati-;/<iitd/niln.  »s  m..  N.  of  a  creeper,  Pu- 
tradatr!.—  Ati-ijui'iini",  <<-.  n.  (compar.  of  atiiju.ni), 

a  higher  price.  —  Ati-<iurn't<t.  "-',  ",  '(»(,  very  con- ceited.  —  J?/->/<//<"m(,  <i*.  ii,  am.  very  impenetrable. 
—  Ati-yuna,    as,     d,    am,    having     extraordinary 
qualities.  —  Ati-ijupta,  as,  d,  am,  closely  concealed, 
very  mysterious.  •—  Ati-yitru,  us,  us  or  vi,  u,  very 

heavy  —Ati-ijo,    aiif,   f.    an   excellent   cow  —  Ati- 
f/rdhya,  as,  d,  am,  very  acceptable ;    (a*),  N.  ot 
three  successive  libations  made  (or  cups  filled)  at  the 

Jyotishtoma  sacrifice.  —  Ati-fanda,  as,  d,  am,  very 
violent.  —  Ati-nifitna,    am,    n.    excessive    practice. 

~Ati-fdpalya,  am,   n.  extraordinary    mobiliiy  or 
unsteadiness.  ̂ Ati-fhfiltra  or  <iti-t*k(ittrak(t,  as,  m. 
(extraordinary  parasol),  a  mushroom  ;  (d),  {.  Anise, 
principally    Anisum    or    Anethum    Sowa ;     another 
plant,  Barleria  Longifolia.  —  Ati-jara,  as,  d,  am,  or 
(as  a  supplementary  fonn)  ati-jaras,  as,  as,  an,  very 

aged.  —  Ati-jala,  as,  d,  am,  well   watered.  —  Ati- 
jara,  as,  m.  extraordinary  speed  ;    (as,  d,  am),  very 
fleet.  —  Ati-jdgara,  as,  d,  am,  very  wakeful ;  (as), 
m.  the  black  curlew.  —  Ati-Jirna,  as,  d,  am,  very 

aged.  —  Atijinia-td,  f.  extreme  old  age  —Ati-jlra, 
as,  d,  am,  quite  alive,  very  lively.  <~Ati-dni(t,  am, 
n.  extraordinary  flight  (of  birds).  *•  Ati-tapnsrin,  i, 
ini,  i,  very  ascetic  —  Ati-tlkshna,  as,  d,  am,  very 

sharp.  —  Ati-t'irra,  as,  d,  am.  very  sharp,  pungent 
or  acid;  (a),  f.  dub  grass  —Ati-trimia,  a.«,  a,  nm, 
seriously  hurt.  —  Ali-tripti,  is,  f.  too  great  satiety. 
—  Att-tnshnd,  f.  excessive  thirst,  rapacity;  (as,  d, 

am),   excessively    thirsty,    rapacious.  —  Ati-trasnu, 
us,   TO,  u,  very  timid,  over  timid.  ~  Ati-dagdlid , 
as,  d,  am,  badly  burnt ;  (am),  n.  (in  medicine)  N. 
of  a  bad  kind  of  burn.  —  Ati-darpa,  as,  m.  excessive 
conceit;  N.  of  a  snake;  («»,  a,  am),  excessively  con- 

ceited. —  Ati-daritin,  i,  ini,  f,  very  far-sighted.  —  Ati- 
ddtri,  td,  m.  a  very  liberal  man.  —  Ati-ddna,  am,  n. 
munificence.  —  A  ti-daruna,  as,  d,  am,  very  terrible. 

—  Ati-ddha,  as,  m.  great  heat;  violent  inflamma- 
tion.— Ati-dlraiia,  as,  d,  am,  very  long,  too  long. 

—  Att-duhkhita    or   ati-dus/ikhita,    as,    d,   am, 

greatly  afflicted,  very  sad.  —  Ati-tlnksaha,  as,  d,  am, 
very  hard  to  bear,  qui.e  unbetrable.  —  Ati-durgata, 
as,  d,  am,  very  badly  off.  —  Ati-durdhamha,  as,  a, 
am,   very  hard   to   approach,   very   haughty.  —  Ati- 
darlambha,  as,  d,  am,  very  hard  to  attain  or  obtain. 
—  Ati-dusMcara,  as,  d,  am,  very  difficult.  —  Ati- 
dura,  as,  d,  am,  very  distant;  (am),  n.  a  great 
distance.  —  Ati-dosha,  as,  m.  a  great   fault.  —  Ati- 

dhavala,  as,  d,  am,  very  white.  —  Ati-dhmu,  us, 
MS,  n,  distinguished   for  his   cows.  —  Ati-nidra,  f. 
excessive  sleep;    (as,   a,   am),   given  to  (or  over- 

powered by)  excessive  sleep ;  (am),  ind.  past  (or 
after)    sleeping    time.  —  Att-nipuna,    as,    d,    am, 

very  able  or  skilful.  —  Ati^nlfa,  as,  a,  am,  exces- 
sively \ov/.  —  AI/-iint/iiii.  nnthds,  m.  a  better  road 

than  common.  —  Ati-jiada,  as,  d,  am,  (in  prosody) 

too  long  by  one  pada  or  foot.  —  Ati-paroksha,  as,  d, 
am,   far   out    of  sight,    i.  e.  no  longer  discernible. 
—  Atiparoksha-vritti,    is,   is,    i,    (in    grammar) 

having  a  nature  that  is  no  longer  discernible,   i.e. 
obsolete.  —  A ti-pataka,  am,  n.  a  very  heinous  sin, 

incest.  —  Ati-piiriixha  or  ati-purviha,  as,  m.  a  first- 
rate   man  or   hero.  —  Ati-piita,  as,  d,  am,    quite 

purified ;  refined  to  t\cess.—Ati-pe*ala,  at,  d,  am, 
very  dexterous  or  clever.  —  Ati-)ir<ikti«i<,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  very  manifest,  notorious.  —  Ati-praye,  ind.  very 
early.  —  Ati-pranaya,    an,    m.    excessive    kindness, 
partiality.  —  Ali-/>i-ii>nidi/n,   ind.  having  pushed  far 
forward.  —  Ati-)irtd>andha,,    as,    m.   complete   con- 
tinuity.  — Ati-/irfi,;i in IKI.  inn.  n.  excess  in  choosing. 
—  Ati-pnn-iini,   is,   (.   issuing  abundantly  or   too 

.  —  Ati-)irarridil/ia,  as,  d,  am,  enlarged  to 

excess,  overbearing.  —  Ati-pra$na,  ax,  m.  an  ex- 
travagant question,  a  question  regarding  transcendental 

objects.  —  Ati-iiniiSni/ii,  its,  d,  am,  fit  to  be  asked 
such  an  extravagant  question.  —  Ati-prasakti,  is,  f. 

or  ati-prasamia,  an,  m.  excessive  attachment ;  un- 
warrantable stretch  of  a  rule  or  principle.  —  Ati- 

prasiddha,  as,  d,  am,  very  famous,  notorious. 
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—  Ati-praudha,    of,    a,    am,    full-grown.  —  Ati- 
praudha-yauvana,    as,    a,    am,    being    in    the 
full  enjoyment  of  youth.  —  Ati-bala,  as,  a,  am,  very 
strong  or  powerful ;  (as),  m.  an  active  soldier ;  N.  of 
a  king ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  medicinal    plant  (Sidonia 
Cordifolia  and  Rhombifolia,  or  Annona  Squamosa) ; 

N.  of  a   powerful   charm;  N.  of  one  of  Daksha's 
daughters.  —  Ati-bdlaka,  as,  m.  an  infant;  (as,  a, 

am),  childish.  —  Att-bd hu,  us,  m.  'having  extraordi- 
nary arms  ;'  N.of  a  Rishi  of  the  fourteenth  Manvantara. 

—  Ati-bibhatsa,  as,  m.   excessive   aversion.  —  Ati- 
brahmatarya,  din,  n.  excessive  abstinence  or  con- 

tinence. —  Ati-bJtara,  usually  ati-bhdra,  as,  m.  an 
excessive  burden  ;  excessive  obscurity  (of  a  sentence) ; 

N.  of  a  king.  —  Atibhdra-ga,  as,  m.  a  mule.— Ati- 
bhi,  Is,  m.  (very  terrific),  lightning.  —  Ati-bhishana, 
as,  a,  am,  very  terrific  or  formidable.  —  Atl-bhrita, 
as,  a,  am,  well  filled.  —  Ati-bhojana,  am,  n.  eating 
too  much  ;  morbid  voracity.  —  Ati-bhru,  Us,  us,  u, 
having  extraordinary  eyebrows.  —  Ati-mangalya,  as, 
d,  am,  very  auspicious ;  (as),  m.  a  fruit,  -^Egle  or 
Crataeva  Marmelos.  -•  Ati-mati,  is,    f.   haughtiness. 
—  Ati-madhyandina,  am,  n.  the  height  of  noon. 
— Ati-maria,  as,  m.  close  contact. —Ati-mdna,  as, 
m.  great  haughtiness.  —  Ati-mdnin,  i,  ini,  i,  very 
haughty.  —  Atimani-ti,  f.  great  haughtiness.  —  Ati- 
mdruta,  as,  a,  am,  very  windy ;  (as),  m.  a  hurricane. 
—  Ati-mukta,  as,  a,  am,  entirely  liberated ;   quite 
free  from  sensual  or  worldly  desire ;  seedless,  barren ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  tree,  Dalbergia  Oujeinensis ;  of  a 
creeper,  Gzrtnera  Racemosa.  —  Ati-mttktaka,  as,  m. 
=  the   preceding;    mountain   ebony;    a  tree  called 
Harimantha.  —  Ati-mukti,  is,  f.  final  liberation  (from 

death). *-Ati-murti,  is,  f.  'highest  shape,'  N.  of  a 
ceremony.  —  Ati-maitftuna,  am,  n.  excess  of  sexual 
intercourse.  —  Ati-mokska,    as,   m.   final   liberation 

(from  death).  —  Ati-modd,  f.  extraordinary  fragrance ; 
N.  of  a  tree,  Jasminum  Arboreum.  —  Ati-yam,  as,  m. 

a  sort  of  barley.  —  Ati-yada,  as,  d,  am,  or  ati-yas'as, 
as,  as,  as,  very  celebrated  or  illustrious.  —  Ali-ydja, 

as,  m.  'great  sacrificer,'  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Ati-yitvan, 
ra,   tati,   or  uni,  ra,  very  youthful.  —  Ati-yoga, 
as,   m.   (in     medicine)     excessive     union,     excess. 

—  Ati-ranhas,  as,  as,  as,  extremely  rapid.  —  Ati- 

rakta,  as,  d,  am,  very  red ;  (a),  f.  one  of  Agni's 
seven  tongues.  —  Ati-ratha,   as,  m.  a   very  great 
warrior  fighting  from  a  car.  —  Ati-rabhasa,  as,  m. 
excessive  or  extraordinary  speed.  —  Ati-raaa,  f.  (very 
succulent)  ;  N.  of  various  plants,  as  MurvS,  RSsna, 

KHtanaka.  —  Ati-rdjan,  d,   m.  an  extraordinary  or 
excellent  king ;   one  who  surpasses  a  king  [cf.  also 

s.  v.].  —  Ati-ru<!ira,  as,  d,  am,  very  lovely;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  two   metres,  one   a  variety  of  the  Ati- 

jagatl,  the  other  also  called  C'udikd  or  Culikd. 
—  Ati-rush,  t,  t,  t,  very  angry.  —  Ati-rupa,  as,  d 
or  i,   am,  very  beautiful;   (am),  n.  extraordinary 
beauty.  —  Ati-roga,    an,    m.    consumption.  —  Ati- 

romas'a,  as,  d,  am,  very  hairy,  too  hairy ;  (as),  m. 
a  wild  goat,  or  a  kind  of  monkey.  —  Ati-lakshml, 
is,   u,   i,    very   prosperous;    (is),   (.   extraordinary 
prosperity.  —  Ati-lanyhana,  am,  n.  excessive  fasting. 
—  Ati-lamba,    as,    d,   am,  very   extensive.  -•  Ati- 
lubdha  or  ati-lobha,  as,  d,  am,  very  greedy  or 
covetous.  —  Ati-lulita,  ax,  d,  am,  closely  attached 
or  adhering.  —  Ati-lobha,   as,   m.   or   atilobha-td, 
f.  excessive   greediness   or  covetousness.  —  Ati-loma 

or  ati-lomatia,  as,  d,  am,  very  hairy,  too  hairy. 
—  Ati-lomadd,  f.  a  pot-herb,  Convolvulus  Argenteus. 
—  Ati-lohita,  as,  a,  am,  very  red.  —  Atl-lauli/a,  am, 
n.  excessive  eagerness  or  desire.  —  Ati-raktri,  d,  n, 
ri,  very  loquacious.  —  Ati-rakra,  OK,  d,  am,  very 
crooked  or  curved ;  (a),  f.  one  of  the  eight  descrip- 

tions of  planetary  motion.  —  Ati-vartula,  as,  d,  am, 
very  or  quite  round ;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  grain  or 
pot-herb.  —  Ali-vdta,  as,  m.  high  wind,  a  storm. 
-•  Ali-vdda,  as,  m.  extraordinary,  i.  e.  abusive  lan- 

guage ;  (reproof) ;  N.  of  a  Vedic  verse  recited  on  certain 
occasions.  —  Ati-vddin,    i,   ini,   i,    talkative.  —  Ati- 
vd/akfi,  as,  d,  am,  childish ;   (as),  m.  an  infant. 
—  Ati-vdhana,    am,     n.    excessive    toiling.  —  Ati- 
vikata,  as,  d,  am,  very  fierce ;  (as),  m.  a  vicious  ele- 

phant. —  Atl-vipina,  as,  a,  am,  having  many  forests. 
—  Ati-vilambin,    t,   ini,   i,   very   dilatory.  —  Ati- 
i-iirabdha-navodha  (°va-udhd),  f.  a  fond  but  pert 
young  wife.  —  Ati-nsha,  as,  a,  am,  exceedingly  poi- 

sonous ;  counteracting  poison ;  (a),  f.  a  very  poisonous 
yet  medicinal  plant,  Aconitum  Ferox.  —  Ati-Vfiddhi, 

is,  f.  extraordinary  growth  or  increase.  —  Ali-vrifhti, 
is,  f.  excessive  rain.  —  Ativrishti-hata,  as,  d,  am, 

injured  by  heavy  rain.  —  Ati-vepathu,  us,  m.  exces- 
sive tremor ;  (us,  «#,  u),  or  ativepathu-mat,  an,  all, 

at,  trembling  excessively.  —  Ati-vaidakshanya,  am, 
n.  great  proficiency.  —  Ati-mifysa,  as,  d,  am,  very 
adverse  or  destructive.  —  Ati-ryathana,  am,  n.  in- 

fliction of  (or  giving)  excessive  pain.  —  Ati-ryathd, 
f.  excessive  pain.  —  Ati-vyaya,  as,  m.  lavish  expen- 

diture. —  Ati-vt/dpta,  as,  d,  am,  stretched  too  far 
(as  a  rule  or  principle).  —  Ati-vydpti,  is,  f.  unwarrant- 

able stretch  (of  a  rule  or  principle).  •*•  Ati-s"akta,  as, 
d,  am,  or  ati-iakti,  is,  is,  i,  very  powerful ;  (is),  f. 

or  atitfakti-td,  f,  great  power  or  valour.  —  Ati^akti- 
bhdj,  /;,  k,  k,  possessing  great  power.  —  AM^anJca,  f. 
excessive  timidity.  —  Aii-sanara,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the 
dead  of  night.  —  Ati-gatta,  as,  d,  am,  very  excellent. 
—  Ati-iukra,  as,  d,  am,  too  bright.  —  Ati-iukla, 

as,  d,  am,  very  white,  too  white.  —  Ati-s'obhana, 
as,  d,  am,  very  handsome,  distinguished.  —  Ati-s"ri, 
is,  if,  i,  very  prosperous. — Ati-sanskrita,  as,  d, 
am,  highly  finished  or  adorned  or  educated.  —  Ati- 
xttkti,  it,  f.  excessive  attachment.  —  Atisakti-mat, 
an,  afi,  at,  excessively  attached.  —  Ati-sanfaya,  as, 
m.  excessive  accumulation,  a  hoard.  —  Ati-santapta, 

as,  d,  am,  greatly  afflicted.  —  Ati-sandheya,  as,  d, 
am,  easy  to  be  settled  or  conciliated.  -•  Ati-samartha, 
as,  d,  am,  very  competent.  —  Ati-samlpa,  as,  d,  am, 
very  near.  —  Ati-samparka,  as,  m.  excessive  sexual 
intercourse.  —  Ati-satlhrasa,  am,  n.  excessive  fear 
or  alarm.  —  Ati-sdntapana,  am,  n.  a  species  of  severe 
penance,  inflicted  especially  for  eating  unclean  animal 
food.  •-  Ati-sdyam,  ind.very  late  or  in  the  dusk.  —Ati- 
siddM,  fe,  f.  great  perfection  or  proficiency.  —  Ati- 
sujana,  as,  d,  am,  very  moral,  very  friendly,  very 
respectable.  —  Ati-sundara,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  very  hand- 

some, very  beautiful ;  (as,  d),  m.  f.  a  metre  belonging 
to  the  class  Ashti,  also  called  Citra  or  Caidald. 

—  Ati-sulabha,  as,  d,  am,  very  easily  obtainable. 
—  Ati-suhita,  as,  d,  am,  excessively  kind,  over- 
kind.  —  Ati-srixhti,  is,  (.  an  extraordinary  or  excel- 

lent creation.— Ati-seed,  f.  excessive  indulgence  (of  a 
habit).  —  Ati-saitrabha,  as,  d,  am,  very  fragrant; 
(am),  n.  extraordinary  fragrance.  —  Ati-sauhitya,  am, 
n.  excessive  fondness,  or  the  effect  of  it,  e.  g.  being 
spoiled,  stuffed  with  food,  &c.  —  Ati-stuti,  is,  (.  extra- 

ordinary praise.  —  Ati-sthira,  as,  d,  am,  very  stable 
or  durable.  —  Ati-sthula,  as,  a,  am,  excessively  thick, 
or  stout,  or  big,  or  clumsy ;  excessively  stupid.  ••  Ati- 
snigdha,  as,  d,  am,  very  smooth,  very  nice,  very 

affectionate. ••  Ati-spars'a,  a*,  m.  too  marked  contact 
(of  the  tongue  and  palate)  in  pronunciation.  —  Ati- 
xphira,  as,  d,  am,  very  tremulous.  —  Atl-majma, 
as,  m.  excessive  sleep ;  (am),  n.  excessive  tendency 
to  dreaming.  •*  Ati-m-aatlia,  as,  d,  am,  enjoying  ex- 

cellent health.  —  Ati-hasita,  am,  n.  or  ati-hdsa,  as, 
m.  excessive  laughter.  —  Ati-hrasra,  as,  d,  am,  ex- 

cessively short.  —  Aty-agni,  is,  m.  morbidly  rapid  di- 
gestion. —  Ati/-adhhuta,  as,  d,  am,  very  wonderful. 

-•  Aty-adhran,  d,  m.  a  long  way  or  journey,  exces- 
sive travelling.  —  Aty-amarshin,  i,  ini,  i,  quite  out 

of  temper.  —  Attj-amla,  as,  d,  am,  very  acid  ;  (as  I, 
in.  a  tree,  Spondias  Mangifera  ;  (d),  f.  a  tree,  a  species 
of  citron.  —  Atyamla-parni,  (.  having  very  acid  leaves, 
N.  of  a  medicinal  plant  or  creeper.  —  Aty-alpa,  as,  d, 

am,   very  \Me.  —  Aty-as"ana,   am,  n.  immoderate 
eating.  —  Aty-afaat,  an,  atl,  at,  eating  too  much. 
—  Aty-asama,  as,  d,  am,  very  uneven,  very  rough. 
—  Aty-ddara,    as,    m.   excessive   deference.  —  .'! 
dddna,am, n,  taking  away  too  much.  —  Aty-dpti,  iff, f. 
Complete  attainment.  —  Aty-druilki,is,\,moa\\\mgtoo 
high.  —  Aty-aid,  f.  extravagant  hope.  —  Aty-dhdra, 
as,  m.  excess  in  eating.  —  Aty-ahdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  eating 
immoderately,  gluttonous.  —  Aty-dhita,  am,  n.  great 
calamity ;  great  danger ;  facing  great  danger ;  a  daring 

ction.  —  Aty-uTcti,  is,  f.  excessive  talking  ;  exaggera- 
ion  ;  hyperbole.  —  Aty-uyra,  as,  d,  am,  very  tierce; 

rery  pungent;  (am),  n.  Asa  Foetida.  —  Aty-uMais, 
nd.  very  loudly.  —  Atyuffair-dhrani,  is,  m.  a  very 
oud  sound  ;  a  very  high  note.  —  Aty-iMata,  as,  d, 

am,  very  imposing,  immense,  extraordinary.  —  Aty- 
utgdha,  as,  m.  (in  medicine)  excessive  vigour  or 
activity.  —  Aty-uddra,  as,  d,  am,  very  liberal.  —  Aty- 
ilbana  or  aty-ulvana,  as,  d,  am,  very  conspicuous, 
mmense,  excessive.  —  Aty-ufhya,  as,  d,  am,  very  hot. 

•«  fn  <w^  ati-katha  or  iti-katha,  as,  a,  am, 

)ast  tradition  or  law,  deviating  from  the  rules  of  his 
caste,  lawless;  (see  also  under  ati.) 

Tf(i<*m=!i  ati-kandaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
)lant  or  tree,  Hastikanda. 

rfTfTcR'^r  ati-kasa,  as,  d,  am,  past  the  whip, i.  e.  unmanageable.  , 

ffir<S'lT  ati-kup,  cl.  4.  P.  -kupyati,  -kopi- 
tum,  to  become  very  angry. 

rfrT^  ati-kurd,  cl.  I.  P.  -kurdati,  -ditum, 
:o  jump  about. 

Prr<J(iPrr  ati-kriti  or  abhikriti,  is,  f  .,  N.  of  a 
metre  of  four  lines,  each  containing  twenty-five  syllables. 

•91  Cn  <*H    ati-krish,   cl.    I.    P.    -karshati, 

-karshtum  or  -krashjum,  to  drag  over  or  beyond. 

lf^ni  ati-kesara,  as,   m.  an  aquatic 

plant,  Trapa  Bipinosa. 

PrTa)*?  ati-kram,cl.  I.  P.A..,4.P.-kramati, 

-te,  -krdmyati,  -kramitum,  to  step  or  go  or  get 
beyond  or  over  or  across  ;  to  pass,  cross  ;  to  surpass, 
excel,  overcome  ;  to  pass  by,  neglect  ;  to  overstep, 
transgress,  violate  ;  to  pass  on  or  away  ;  to  step  out  ; 

to  part  from,  lose  :  Caus.  -krdmayati  or  -kramayati, 

-yitum,  to  allow  to  pass,  to  leave  unnoticed. 
Ati-krama,  as,  m.  act  of  passing  or  overstepping  ; 

lapse  (of  time)  ;  overcoming,  surpassing,  conquering  ; 
excess,  imposition,  transgression,  violation  ;  neglect  ; determined  onset. 

Ati-kramana,  am,  n.  passing,  surpassing,  over- 
stepping ;  excess  ;  spending  (time). 

Ati-kramaniya,  a*,  d,  am,  proper  or  practicable 
to  be  passed  by  or  neglected  or  overcome. 
Ati-kramin,  i,  ini,  i,  exceeding,  violating,  &c. 
Ati-kramya,  ind.  having  passed  beyond,  behind, 

&c. 

Ati-krdnta,  as,  d,  am,  having  passed  or  trans- 
gressed; exceeded,  surpassed,  overcome.  —Atikrdnta- 

nishedha,  as,  d,  am,  guilty  of  neglecting  a  prohibition. 
Ati-krdmaka,  as,  d,  am,  exceeding,  transgress- 

ing, &c. 

ffwE^  ati-kshar,  cl.  i.  P.,Ved.  -ksharati, -rltum,  to  overflow. 

ati-kship,    cl.    6.    P.   -kshipati, 
•ksheptum,  to  throw  beyond. 
Ati-kshipta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown  beyond ;  (am),  n. 

(in  medicine)  sprain  or  dislocation  of  a  particular  kind. 
ati-khatva,  as,  a,  am,   past  the 

bedstead,  able  to  do  without  a  bedstead. 

ati-khya,  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -khyati, 

-khydtum,  to  survey,  overlook,  neglect,  abandon, 

repudiate, 
ati-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -gatchati,  -gan- 

tum,  or  ati-gd,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti,  -gatnm,  to  pass, 
overcome,  succeed  ;  to  escape  ;  to  pass  by,  pass  over, 

neglect  ;  to  pass  away,  die. 

Ati-ga,  as,  d,  am  (used  at  the  close  of  compounds), 

exceeding,  overcoming,  surpassing;  as  dokatiya  (°ka- 
at°),  overcoming  grief. 

Ati-gata,  as,  d,  am,  having  passed  ;  being  past. 

•aifri'm  ati-gava,  as,  d,  am,  having  passed 

or  surpassed  a  cow. 
E 
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ati-guh,  cl.  i.  A.  -yiihate,  -hittim, 
IT  -gadhiiHi,  to  emerge  over ;  to  rise  upon. 

?lPrT'K  nti-ynr,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved.  -yurati, 
-ritum,  to  shout,  exclaim 

^PringT  ati-yuha,  f.  a  plant,  Hemionites 
Cordifolia. 

*JiPrlJJ*!  ati-fjrnh,  cl.  9.  P.,  Ved.  -gribhnati 

r  -iriluinti,  -ijrah'ttum,  to  take  beyond  or  over 
the  usual  measure ;  to  overtake,  surpass. 

Ati-graha,  at,  m.  act  of  overtaking  or  surpassing ; 
one  who  takes  or  seizes  to  an  extraordinary  extent ; 

(in  philosophy)  the  same  as  atigralta. 
Ati-graha,  a»,  m.  object  of  a  graha,  i.e.  of  an 

above  in  rank  (with  ace.) ;  better,  higher,  more  (wilh 

abl.) ;  very  much,  exceedingly,  excessively. 

iSfrTrt^  ati-trid,  cl.  7 .  P.  -trinatti,  -tarditum, 
to  pierce,  penetrate. 

^frTrTTT  ati-lrij),  el.  4.  P.  -tripyati,  -tarp- 

tum  or  -traptum,  to  be  or  become  satisfied,  satiated 

or  glutted. 
ati-trl,  cl.  I.  P.  -tarati,  -taritum  or 

-tiif'itum,  to  pass,  cross,  get  over,  overcome,  escape; 
to  attain :  Desid.  -titirshati,  to  be  desirous  of  crossing 
or  overcoming. 
Ati-tarin,  i.  ini,  i,  crossing. 

Ati-tarya,  ag,  a,  am,  proper  or  practicable  to  be 
got  over  or  overcome. 

'  tongue . 

'mind;'  haata,  'hand;'  ttaf,  'skin:  these  have 
eight  corresponding  ati-gralias  or  objects,  viz. 

apana,  'exhaling substance;'  naman,  'name;'  rasa, 
'  sap  or  taste ;'  rupa, '  form ;'  ialtda, '  sound ;'  kama, 
'  desire ;'  karman,  '  action ;'  and  sparfa,  '  touch.' 

Ati-<jraliya,  «.s.  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  three  successive 

libations  made  (or  cups  filled)  at  the  Jyotishtoma 
sacrifice ;  (very  acceptable ;  see  under  ati.) 

•flfrltl  ati-gha,  as,  m.  (fr.  ati  and  rt.  han, 
•  very  destructive'),  a  weapon,  a  bludgeon ;  wrath. 
Ati-ghna,  a*,  I,  am,  Ved.  very  or  utterly  de- 

structive ;  (F),  f.,  Ved.  a  happy  state  of  utter  oblivion 
or  profound  sleep  obliterating  all  that  is  disagreeable 
in  the  past. 

Ati-ghnya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  overpowering,  over- 
coming (?). 

TSiPrl'M^afi-c'amii,  us,  us, «,  victorious  over armies. 

••Nfrl'Ml.  ati-(ar,  cl.  I.  P.  -tarati,  ~ritum,  to 
pass  or  pass  by ;  to  overtake,  surpass ;  to  transgress, 
offend,  be  unfaithful  to. 

Ati-Atra,  at,  a,  am,  transient,  changeable;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  the  shrub  Hibiscus  Mutabilis. 

Ati-Sarana.     See  s.  v.  ati. 

Ati-dara,  a*,  m.  act  of  passing,  overtaking,  sur- 
passing ;  accelerated  motion,  especially  of  planets. 

Ati-farin,  t,  ini,  »',  surpassing,  transgressing. 

•<HPrl-«Jrl  ati-crit,  cl.  I.  P.  -(artati,  -titum, 
to  stick  on,  fasten  together. 

wfrT^n?  ati-6esht,  cl.  i.  A..-(eshtate,  -titum, 
to  make  extraordinary  or  excessive  efforts. 

flPiiflS,'^  ati-Mhanda,  as,  a,  am,  past 
worldly  desires,  free  from  them. 

Ati-iVliandas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  past  worldly  desires, 
free  from  them ;  (as,  as),  f.  n.,  N.  of  two  extensive 
classes  of  metres ;  (as),  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  brick  in 
the  sacrificial  fire-place. 

<ifrlHJlrfl  ati-jagati,  f.,  N.  of  a  genus  of 
metres  (belonging  to  the  class  AtiMluindas),  of  four 
lines,  each  containing  thirteen  syllables. 

Wn»T«f  ati-jana,  as,  a,  am  (  past  men 
uninhabited. 

ati-jiita,  as,  a,  am,  superior  to 
his  parentage. 

•wfrtPn  ali-ji,  cl.  i.  P.  -jayati,  -jetum,  to 
conquer. 

^rfinTfa  ati-jin,  cl.  I.  P.  -fivati,  -vitum 
to  survive;  to  surpass  in  the  mode  of  living. 

i  Print!  ati-tata,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ati-tan),  far- 

stretched,  making  one's  self  very  big,  conceited. 

waa^titi-tap,  cl.  I.  P.  -tapati,  -taptum 
to  be  very  hot ;  to  heat ;  to  affect  greatly :  Caus 

'turn,  to  heat  much. 

xi Pn  n «. i »^ ati-taram,  ind.  (compar.  of  ati] 

ati-tyad,  surpassing    that ;    (a 

fictitious  compound  coined  by  grammarians.) 

^PrlWI  ati-tvam,  surpassing  thee;  (a 

grammatical  compound,  see  the  last) ;  atitvdm,  ati- 
tran  (ace.  sing,  and  pi.),  him  that  surpasses  thee, 
them  that  surpass  thee. 

^  ati-tvar,  cl.  i.  A.,  occasionally  P., 
tvarate,  -ti,  -ritum,  to  hasten  greatly. 

atithi,  is,  1,  i,  m.  f.  n.  (etymology 
ncertain ;  if,  according  to  native  authorities,  fr.  rt.  at, 
t  would  then  first  mean  '  a  traveller ;'  if  fr.  a  and 
it/it,  the  first  idea  would  be  '  one  who  has  no  fixed 
ime  for  coming  or  staying  ;'  if  from  ati  and  sthd, 
one  who  has  the  pre-eminence  over  the  members  of 
lie  household '),  a  guest,  entitled  to  hospitality ;  (is), 

m.  wrath ;  N.  of  Agni  or  an  attendant  of  Soma ;  N. 
of  Suhotra,  king  of  AyodhyS,  and  grandson  of  RSma. 
—Atithi-kriyd,  f.  hospitality,  as  (religiously)  due  to 

guest.  —  Atithi-gva,  as,  m.  ('to  whom  guests  should 
•o'),  an  epithet  of  DivodSsa.  —  Atithi-tva,  am,  n. 
:ondition  of  a  guest,  hospitality.  —  Atithi-deva,  as, 
a  or  i,  am,  treating  the  guest  as  a  divinity.  —  Atithi- 
fcesha,  as,  m.  inhospitality.  —  Atithi-dharma,  as, 

i.  title  to  hospitality.  —  Atithi-dharmin,  i,  ini,  i, 
ititled  to  hospitality.  —  Atithi-pati,  is,  m.  the  host 

or  entertainer  of  a  guest.  —  Atithi-pujana,  am,  n.  or 
atithi-pujd,  f.  honourable  and  religious  reception  of 
a  guest.  —  Atitki-tat,  ind.  like  a  guest.  —  Atithi- 
satkdra,  as,  m.  honourable  treatment  of  a  guest. 
—  Atithi-sevd,  (.  attention  paid  to  a  guest. 
Atithin,  i,  ini,  i  (fr.  rt.  at),  Ved.  travelling ;  (i), 

m.,  N.  of  a  king,  also  called  Suhotra  and  Atithi,  q.  v. 

ati-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  brother 
of  Datta  and  son  of  Rajadhideya. 

ati-dah,  cl.  i.  P.,  poet,  also  A., 

-dahati,  -te,  -dagdhmn,  to  burn  or  blaze  across ;  to 
Burn  or  distress  greatly. 

ati-da,  cl.  3.  P.  -dadati,  -datum,  to 
surpass  in  giving ;  to  pass  over  or  neglect  in  giving. 

ati-diinta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince 

ati-die,  cl.  4.  P.  -d'wyati,  -devitum, 
to  play  high,  lose  at  play. 

••J)  Prl  P^  51  ati-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  -disati,  -deshtum 

to  assign,  make  over,  transfer:  Pass,  -dist/ate,  (ii 
grammar)  to  be  overruled  or  attracted  or  assimilated. 
Ati-dishfa,  as,  a,  am,  overruled,  attracted,  in 

fluenced,  inferred,  substituted. 
Ati-defa,  a*,  m.  transfer,  extended  application 

inference,  analogy,  overruling  influence,  assimilation 
a  rule  providing  for  more  than  the  usual  rule ;  purlin] 
one  thing  instead  of  another,  substitution ;  rufxlti 
deda,  such  a  rule  as  affecting  the  form  of  a  word 
(as,  a,  am),  overruling,  previously  stated. 

^rfinft'Ol  ati-dipya,  as,  m.  (very  brilliant) 
a  plant,  Plumbago  Rosea. 

•«)  Pn  e  IT  ati-drip,  cl.  4.  P.  -dripyati 
-da-rptiim  or  -draptum,  to  be  excessively  conceitei 

ati-dris,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -posy ati, 
IrittlituiH^lo  look  beyond,  look  through. 

ati-deva,  as,  m.  a  superior  god ; 

urpassing  the  gods. 
ati-dhanvan,  a,  m.,   N.   of  a 

escendant  of  S'unaka. 
•W  Prl'Vf^  ati-dhav,  cl.  I .  P.  -dhavati,  -vitum, 

o  run  or  rush  over. 

fffir  ati-dhriti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  genus  of 

metres  belonging  to  the  class  AtiMhcnila*,  and  con- 
sting  of  four  lines,  each  containing  nineteen  syllables ; 
n  arithm.)  nineteen. 

•wPffl'^  ati-nam,  cl.  i .  P.  -namati,  -nantum, 
3  bend  aside,  keep  on  one  side. 

•flfrHIIT    ati-naman,    a,   m.,    N.    of   a 

aptarshi  of  the  sixth  Manvantara. 
*H  PrH  I SJ  ati-nashtra,  as,  a,  am,  past  danger, 

ut  of  danger. 

Prl  P«i •*{ rl^  ati-ni&rit  or  ati-nivrit,  t,  f.,  N. 
f  a  Vedic  metre  of  three  pSdas,  containing  respec- 
ively  seven,  six  and  seven  syllables. 
"M  Prl  r»i  <JH  ati-nidram,  ind.  past  sleeping 
ne.     See  s.  v.  ati. 

^frlP'iB'T  ati-nish-tan  (-nis-tan),  cl.  8.  P., X 

Ved.  -tanoti,  -nitum,  to  penetrate. 

ati-rii,  cl.  i.  P.  -nayati,  -netum,  to 
ead  over  or  beyond,  to  help  a  person  over  anything ; 
o  allow  to  pass  away:  Intens.  A.  -neniyate,  to  bring 
orward. 

'  ati-nu,  Caus.  -navayati,  -yitum,  to urn  away. 

ati-mtd,  cl.  6.  P.  A.,  Ved.  -nudati. 

te,  -nottum,  to  drive  by. 

^rfK^  ati-ned,  cl.   I.  P.,  Ved.   -nedati, 

ditum,  to  stream  or  flow  over,  to  foam  over. 

•fl  Prl  H I  ati-nau,  aus,  aus,  u,  disembarked. 

ati-pahta,  f .  a  girl  who  is  past  five. 
or  a-patikshepa. 

as,  m.  omission  of  removing  the  theatrical  curtain. 

ati-path,  Pass,  -pathyate,  to  be 

proclaimed,  named  or  celebrated. 
ati-pat,  cl.  i.  P.  -patati,  -titum, 

to  fall  or  fly  by,  past,  beyond,  over  ;  to  neglect  :  Caus. 
-)n~ttcii/<tti,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  fly  by;  to  drag 

away  ;  to  make  effectless. Ati-jmtana,  am,  n.  act  of  falling  or  flying  beyond, 
passing,  missing,  transgressing. 

Ati-patita,  as,  a,  am,  missed,  transgressed,  past. 
Ati-pata,   as,  m.  passing  away,   lapse;    neglect, 

transgression  ;  ill-usage,  opposition,  contrariety. 

Ati-patita,  as,  a,  am,  quite  displaced  or  broken  ; 

(am),  n.  (in  medicine)  complete  fracture  of  a  bone. 
Att-patln,  i,  ini,  i,  overtaking,  excelling  in  speed  ; 

(in  medicine)  running  a  rapid  course,  acute. 

Ati-patya,  an,  a,  am,  fit  or  proper  to  be  neglected. 

xSfrlMrT  ati-pattra,  as,  m.  the  Teak  tree  ; 
another  tree,  Hastikanda. 

ati-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate,  -pattum, 

to  go  beyond  (with  ace.),  jump  over,  neglect,  trans- 
gress :  Caus.  -padayati,  -yitum,  to  allow  to  pass  by. 

Ati-pntti,  •/*.  f.  going  beyond,  passing,  lapse; 

l-riyatipatti,  the  passing  by  of  an  action  unaccom- 

plished. 

Ati-ynnna,  as,  a,  am,  gone  beyond,  transgressed, missed;  past. 

^jPrf^^  ati-para,  as,  a,  am,  having  over- 
come his  enemy  or  enemies  ;  (as),  m.  a  great  enemy. 
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f  ati-pa,  Caus.  P.  -payayati,  -yitum, 
to  give  to  drink  in  great  quantity. 

'•Sfrmi^rn'Mfl  ati-pddanicrit  or  ati-pdda- 
ii  irrit,  t,  (.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  metre  of  three  padas,  con- 

taining respectively  six,  eight  and  seven  syllables. 

iHrrlfilri  ati-pitri,  -td,  m.  surpassing  his 

own  hther.  —  Ati-pitdmaka,  as,  m.  surpassing  his 
own  paternal  grandfather. 

^TrrftJ  ati-pii,  cl.  9.  P.,  Ved.  -pundti, 

-jiaritinn,  to  purify  by  overflowing. 

^rfinT  ati-prl,  P.,  Ved.  -prindti(?),  Caus. 
-parayati,  -yitum,  to  convey  across. 

^rfrTHftfi"rT  ati-pra-kit  or  -tit,  cl.  3.  A., Ved. 
-i-ekile,  to  be  distinct  or  distinguishable. 

wfint^T  ati-pra-6yu,  cl.  i.  A.  -iyavate, 

•<"yotum,  to  pass  by :  Caus.  -tydvayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  or  allow  to  pass  by. 

^rfrnror^T  ati-pra-nas  (rt.  nas),  cl.  4.  P. 
\        J 

-nadyati,  -nas"ttum  or  -nanshtum,  to  be  deprived 
of  (with  ace.). 

vMrimiM  ati-pra-ni  (rt.  ni),  cl.  I .  P.  -nay ati, 
-netum,  to  lead  past. 

•flfrlHTrn*1  ati-pra-nud  (rt.  nud],  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
O  V 

-nudati,  -tf,  -nottum,  to  press  a  person  very  strongly. 

•w  Pit  HI  iHI  ati-pramdna,  as,  d,  am,  past 
measure,  immense. 

^rfrlHTCjH  ati-prdnam,  ind.  above  life. 

—  Atiprdna-priya,  as,  d,  am,  dearer  than  life. 

^rfinrfTrT  ati-preshita,  am,  n.  the  time 
after  the  ceremony  in  which  the  Praisha  Mantras  are 
used. 

vt  Tn  o  w  *i^ati-brahman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

•stPn  f^ati-bru,  cl.  2.  P.  -braviti,  -vaktum, to  insult,  abuse. 

15ffinT^a<t-6Ai(,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -vitum, 
to  excel,  overcome. 

Ati-bham,  as,  m,  superiority ;  overcoming. 

^TfrT>jf»T  ati-bhumi,  is,  f.  extensive  land ; 
culmination,  eminence,  superiority  ;  excess. 

^!lfrT*T^  ati-bhush,  cl.  10.  A.  -bhushayate, 
-yitum,  to  precede  in  adorning  oneself. 

^rn*i»i«i'=»ra  ati-manushya-buddhi,  is,  is, 
i,  having  a  superhuman  intellect. 

\  ati-martya,as,  a, am,  superhuman. 

i-marydda,  as,  d,  am,  exceeding 
the  proper  limit ;  (am),  ind.  beyond  bounds. 

wfrT*TT3  ati-mdtra,  as,  d,  am,  exceeding 

the  proper  measure;  (am),  ind.  or  atimdtra-iai, 
ind.  beyond  measure. 

•stlri^T^M  ati-mdmisha,  as,  i,  am,  super- 
human, divine. 

•strnm*^  ati-mdm  (ace.  of  aty-aham,  q.  v.), 
him  or  her  that  surpasses  me. 

•aPriii-M  ati-mdya,  as,  d,  am,  emancipated 
from  Maya  or  Illusion ;  finally  liberated. 

^rfrTTIT  ati-mdra  or  ati-bhdra,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince. 

TirTWrT  i.  ati-mita,  as,  d,  am,  over  mea- 
sured, beyond  measure,  exceeding. 

^TrrTwrT  2.  a-timita,  as,  d,  am,  not  moist- 
ened, not  wet. 

"fa^R  ut*-mukta  and  ati-muktaka,  as,  m. 
(rt.  mail),  N.  of  certain  shrubs  or  trees ;  see  under 
ati  (surpassing  pearls  in  whiteness). 

Ati-muTdi,  is,  f.  final  liberation.    See  under  ati. 
Ati-mnfya,  ind.  part,  having  dismissed  or  given  up. 

ati-mrityu,  us,  us,  u,  overcoming 
death. 

ati-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -turn,  to 
pass  by. 

jl*^  ati-yiiyam  (nom,  pi.  of  ati-tvam, 
q.  v.),  persons  surpassing  thee. 

•ei  frl  4.1  »1  ̂ ati-rdjan,  a,  m.  an  extraordinary 
king  ;  superior  to  a  king.  —  Ati-rajakumdri,  is,  it 
or  I,  i,  superior  to  a  princess. 
Atirajaya,  nom.  P.  atirajayati,  -yitum,  to  sur- 

pass a  king. 
Ati-rajni,  f.  (a  woman)  superior  to  a  king. 

iHfcHlef  ati-rdtra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.   pre- 
pared or  performed  over-night  ;  (as),  m.  an  optional 

part  of  the  Jyotishtoma  sacrifice  ;  commencement 
and  conclusion  of  certain  sacrificial  acts  ;  concluding 
Vedic  verse  chanted  on  such  occasions  ;  N.  of  a  son 

ofCakshusha  the  sixth  Manu.  —  Atiratra-savamya- 
us,  m.  the  victim  sacrificed  at  the  Atiratra. 

ati-ri,  neut.  of  ati-rai,  q.  v. 

f  ati-rti,  Pass,  -riiyate,  to  be  left 
with  a  surplus,  to  surpass  (in  a  good  or  bad  sense 
with  abl.  or  ace.). 

Ati-rikta,  an,  a,  am,  left  with  or  as  a  surplus,  left 
apart;  redundant,  unequalled.  —  Atirikta-ta,  f.  re- 

dundancy, &c.  —  Atiriktanga  (°ta-an°),  as,  a,  am, 
having  a  redundant  limb  or  finger  or  toe  ;  (am),  n.  a 
redundant  limb  or  finger  or  toe. 

Ati-reka  or  ati-reka,  as,  m.  surplus,  excess  ;  redun- 
dancy; difference;  (as,  a,  am),  redundant. 

AH-rekin,  i,  ini,  i,  surpassing. 

ati-ruf,  cl.  I  .  P.  -ro6ati,  -fitum,  to 
outshine. 

Ati-ru6,  k,  m.  a  horse's  fetlock  or  knee. 

ati-rai,  as,  as,  i  ('  exceeding  one's 
income'),  extravagant. 

atiliha  or  athilla,  f.  (etymology 

uncertain),  N.  of  a  Prikrit  metre  of  four  lines,  each 
containing  sixteen  Matras. 

^rfrT^R  ati-vayam(nom.  pi.  of  aty-aham, 
q.  v.),  persons  surpassing  me. 

•*irnqrl«lf  ati-vartana.    See  under  ati-vrit. 

^tin^rfon  ati-valita,  as,  a,  am,  well  sur- 
rounded or  covered  (?),  full  of  folds  (?),  well  supplied  (?). 

^ffinr?  ati-vah,  cl.  i.  P.  -vahati,  -vodhum, 
to  carry  over  or  across  :  Caus.  -rahayati,  -yitum,  to 
let  time  pass,  spend. 

Ati-vahana,  am,  n.  excessive  toiling  or  enduring. 
Ati-vaJiita,  as,  a,  am,  swifter  than  the  wind  ; 

(according  to  Colebrooke)  an  epithet  of  the  Sfikshma- 
sarlra,  also  (according  to  Carey)  of  the  Preta-Sarira,  or 
misery-enduring  body,  which  is  of  the  size  of  a 
thumb  ;  (as),  m.  an  inhabitant  of  the  lower  world. 

Ati-rahya,  a-*,  a,  «>»,  practicable  or  proper  to  be 
passed  (as  time,  &c.)  ;  («m),  n.  the  passing  of  time. 
Ati-vodM,  dha,  m.  one  who  carries  over  or  across. 

vi  in  =(  i  «  ati-vtisa,  as,  m.  fast  on  the  day 

before  performing  the  S'raddha. 
ati-viddha,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  vyadh), 

transfixed,  badly  wounded.  —  Atividdha-liheshaja, 
as,  i,  am,  curing  deep  wounds. 

•wrnfqig  ati-visva,  as,  m.  ('superior  to  all 
or  to  the  universe'),  N.  of  a  Muni. 

vt  in  =1  rt^  ati-vrit,  cl.  i.  A.  -vartate,  -titum, 
to  pass,  surpass,  cross  ;  to  get  over,  overcome  ;  to 
transgress,  violate,  offend,  especially  by  unfaithfulness  ; 
to  pass  away  j  to  delay. 

Ati-vartana,  am,  n.  a  pardonable  offence  or  mis- 
demeanour. 

Ati-vartin,  i,  ini,  i,  crossing,  passing  ;  guilty  of  a 
pardonable  offence  or  of  pardonable  irregularity. 

Att^critti,  is,  (.  surpassing;  hyperbolical  meaning  ; 

(in  medicine)  excessive  action. 

v)Pnq^  ati-vela,  as,  d,  am,  passing  its 

proper  boundary,  excessive  ;  (am),  ind.  excessively. 

•*ifn«4lfil«^   ati-vyddhin,    i,    ini,    i    (rt. 

vycuJh),  piercing,  wounding. 
Ati-ryadhya,  as,  a,  am,  vulnerable. 

•«  irt  ai  S$0  ati-sakkari  or  ati-sakvari,  f.  a 
class  of  metres  of  four  lines,  each  containing  fifteen 

syllables.  It  has  eighteen  varieties. 

••a  fn  »l  so  ati-sakra,  as,  a,  am,  superior  to 
Indra. 

^rfrT^II;  at>-sank,  cl.  i  .  A.  -sankate,  -kitum, 
to  suspect  ;vto  be  concerned  about. 

'•8  frl  31  <4    atisaya,  &c.     See   under   ati-si 
below. 

vi  fn  ̂np|  ati-sastra,  as,  d,  am,  superior  to 
weapons  or  missiles. 

•sirn^iia\<  atisdkvara,  as,  d,  am,  written  in 
or  connected  with  the  Ati-sakvarl  metre. 

ati-si,  cl.  2.  A.  -s"ete,  -sayitum,  to 
precede  in  lying  down  ;  to  surpass,  excel,  exceed  ; 
to  act  as  an  incubus,  annoy. 

Ati-iaya,  as,  m.  pre-eminence,  eminence  ;  superi- 
ority in  quality  or  quantity  or  numbers  ;  advantageous 

result  ;  one  of  the  superhuman  qualities  attributed  to 

Jaina  Arhats  ;  (as,  a,  am),  pre-eminent,  superior, 
abundant.  —Atiiayam  or  atiiayma,  ind.  eminently, 

very.  —  Atifayokti  (°ya-uk°),  is,  f.  hyperbolical  lan- 
guage ;  extreme  assertion  ;  verbosity. 

Ati-iayana,  as,  a,  am,  eminent,  abundant  ;  (am), 
ind.  excessively.  —  Ati-iayam,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  of 
four  lines,  also  called  Citralekhd. 

Ati-iayita,  as,  d,  am,  superior. 
Ati-iayin,  I,  ini,  i,  excelling,  abounding. 
Ati-idyana,  am,  n.  act  of  excelling  ;  excessiveness. 
Ati-3ayin,  i,  ini,  i,  excelling,  abounding  ;  excessive. 
Ati-teta,  as,  d,  am,  excelling,  exceeding  ;  superior. 

^rnT^rTrTH  ati-sitam,  ind.  past  the  cold, 
after  the  winter. 

ati-sesha,  as,  m.  remainder,  rem- 
nant, especially  of  time. 

viCn^a  ati-sreshtha,  as,  d,  am,  superior 

to  the  best,  best  of  all.  —  AtifresJitha-tva,  am,  n. 

pre-eminence. 
Ati-ireyasi,  is,  m.  a  man  superior  to  the  most excellent  woman. 

^rfrrfe^  ati-slish,  cl.  4.  P.  -slishyati, 
-Sleshtum,  to  fasten  or  tie  over. 

wfina  ati-sva,  as,  i,  am,  superior  to,  or 
worse  than,  a  dog  ;  (a),  m.,  N.  of  a  tribe. 

wfciHrt  ati-shel  (rt.  sel  or  sel),  Caus.  P. 

-shelayati,  -yitum,  to  make  one  go  to  a  great 
distance. 

ati-shkadvari,  f.  (rt.  skand), 

(transgressor),  a  dissolute  woman. 
a-tishthat,  an,  antl,  at,  not  stand- 

ing, unstable. •4)  frl  B  (  ati-shthd  (rt.  stha),  cl.  i.V.-tishthati, 
-slilTiatum,  to  excel. 
Ati-shtha,  f.  precedence,  superiority;  (<J«),  m.  f., 

Ved.  or  ati-shlhdvan,  d,  m.  or  atishthd-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  superior  in  standing,  surpassing. 

^yT  ati-san-dhd  (-sam-dhu),  cl.  3.  P. 

A.  -dadhdti,  -dhutte,  -dhdtum,  to  overreach,  de- 
ceive. 

Ati-sandham,  ind.  in  violation  of  an  agreement 
or  of  the  settled  order. 
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Ati-san-dhana,  am,  n.  overreaching,  cheating. 
Ati-Nin-tlliitii,  an,  a,  m,  overreached,  cheated. 
Ati-san-dhrya,  cm,  a,  am,  easy  to  be  conciliated 

or  settled. 

ati-sarva,  as,  a,  am,  superior  to 
all  ;  (««),  m.  the  supreme. 

^ffrlttiqrw*.  ati-stimralsara,  as,  i,  am, 
extending  over  more  (han  a  year. 

THfrfUI*-HI  ati-samya,  f.  the  sweet  juice  of 
the  Bengal  Madder,  Rubia  Manjith. 

•flfrlW  ati-sri,  Caus.  P.  -sdrayati,  -yitum, 
to  extend  ;  to  exert  (?). 
Ati-tara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  effort,  exertion. 
Ati-tara  or  ati-sira,  as,  m.  violent  straining  at 

stool,  dysentery. 
Ati-tarntin  or  afi-earakin  or  ati-earin  or  att- 

variit,  1,  ini,  i,  afflicted  with  dysentery. 

'^rfinpT  ati-srij,  cl.  6.  P.  -srijati,  -srashtum, to  dismiss,  abandon  ;  to  leave  as  a  remnant  ;  to  remit, 
forgive  ;  to  give  away. 
Ati-sarga,  (u,  m.  act  of  parting  with,  dismissal, 

giving  away,  granting  permission. 
Ati-earjana,  am,  n.  liberality,  granting,  engaging, 

a  gift  ;  sending  out  of  the  world,  killing. 
Ati-fi  iji/ii,  ind.  part,  having  dismissed,  &c.  ;  ex- 

cessively. 

wfinr^afi-snp,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarpati,  -sarptum 
ar"-eraptum,  to  glide  over,  get  over. 

mPnwi  ati-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince, 
a  son  of  STambara. 

ati-sauparna,  as,  I,  am,  superior 

to  Supama's  or  Garuda's  (vision,  &c.). 
ofrlf^cl  ati-stri,  is,  is  or  »,  i,  surpassing  a 

woman  ;  Gram.  173.6.  The  feminine  may  end  in  j. 

wPnpWM  ati-hastaya,  Nom.ffr.  ati-hasta), 
P.atlhastayati.-yitum,  to  stretch  out  the  hands;  (fr. 
atihastin),  to  overtake  on  an  elephant. 

w  fn  f)f«i«^  ati-himam,  ind.  after  the  cold 
or  the  frost. 

Wrft  alt  (ati-i),  cl.  2.  P.  aty-eti,  -turn, 
to  pass,  elapse,  pass  over,  overflow  ;  to  pass  on  ;  to 
get  over  ;  to  defer  ;  to  enter  ;  to  overcome,  overtake, 
outdo;  to  pass  by,  neglect;  to  overstep,  violate;  to 
be  redundant  ;  to  die  :  Intens.  atlyate,  to  overcome. 

Afita,  at,  a,  am,  gone  by,  past,  passed  away, 
dead  ;  having  gone  through,  having  got  over  or  be- 

yond, having  passed  by,  having  neglected  ;  negligent  ; 
passed,  left  behind  ;  excessive  ;  (at),  m.  modem  N. 
of  a  particular  !?aiva  sect  ;  (am),  n.  the  past.  —  Atlla- 
kata,  at,  m.  the  past  time  or  tense.  —  Atita-nauka, 
at,  a,  am,  landed. 
AtUvan  ftl-if),  (.,  Ved.  (transgressor),  a  bad 

woman.  —  Aty-aya,  aty-aya,  see  s.  r. 

•«mln«B  a-tikshna,  as,  a,  am,  not  sharp, blunt,  dull. 

•wrflUrjq  atindriya  (ati-in°),  as,  a,  am,  be- 
yond the  cognisance  o((indriya)  the  senses  ;  (cm),  m. 

in  the  Slnkhya  phil.  the  soul  or  punifha  ;  (am),  n. 
in  the  Slnkhya  phil.  nature  or  pradhdna  ;  in  the 
Vedanta  phil.  the  mind  or  manoi. 

•*nftT^,    wrft«n;.     See    under    ati-ri(, all  *ri. 

•wito  atlva  (ati-ita),  ind.  exceedingly, very;  excessively,  too;  quite;  surpassing  (with  the ace.). 

•wrilH  a-t'ivra,  as,  a,  am,  not  sharp,  blunt  ; not  pungent 

WJf  a-tunga,  as,  a,  am,  not  tall,  short, 
dwarfish. 

a-tunda,  as,  d,  am,  not  stout,  thin, 

am,  Ved.  not  liberal, 

lank. 

'ant.  a-tura,  as,  a 
not  rich. 

a-tula,  as,  a,  am,  unequalled  ;  (as), 
m.  (destitute  of  weight),  the  Sesamum  seed  and  plant. 
—A-tuJya,  at,  a,  am,  unequalled. 

a-tusha,  as,  a,  am,  without  husks. 
a-tushara-kara,  as,  m.  (having 

not  cold  rays),  the  sun. 

tushti,is,f.  displeasure,  discontent. 

a-tuhina,  Ved.  not  cold;  used  in 

compounds,  thus  atuhina-dJiaman,  a,  or  atuhina- 
raiimi,  is,  or  atuJiina-riuH,  is,  m.  the  sun. 

a-tutuji,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  not  quick, slow. 

a-turta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  in  a 
hurry  ;  not  outrun  or  outdone  or  obstructed  ;  unhurt  ; 
(am),  n.  illimited  space.  —  Aturta-dakalui,  as,  m., 
Ved.  having  designs  that  cannot  be  obstructed  (epithet 
of  the  AsvinsJ.  —  Aturta-pathin,  anthas,  m.,  Ved. 
having  a  path  that  cannot  be  obstructed. 

TNjJUII^  a-trinada  (°na-ada),  as,  m.  (not  an 
eater  of  grass),  a  newly-born  calf. 

'JlrJJWl  a-trinya,  f.  a  small  quantity  or 
short  supply  of  grass. 

•arir^rt  a-tridila,  as,  a,  am,  Ved,  not 

fragile,  solid,  or  '  having  no  holes.' 
•wijvi  a-tripa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  satisfied. 
Atripnuvat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  insatiable. 
A-tripta,  as,  a,  am,  unsatisfied,  insatiable,  eager. 

—  Atripta-drif,  k,  k,  Ic,  looking  with  eagerness. 
A-tripti,  in,  f.  unsatisfied  condition,  insatiability. 

^TrjfoiT  a-trishita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved,  not 
thirsty,  not  greedy. 
A-trishnaj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  not  thirsty. 
A-trishya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  beyond  the  reach  of 

thirst.' 

A-trishyat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  not  thirsting  after, 
not  greedy,  not  eager. 

a-tejas,  n.  absenpe  of  brightness 
or  vigour  ;  dimness,  shade,  shadow  ;  feebleness,  dul- 
ness,  insignificance  ;  (as,  as,  as),  or  a-tejaska,  as,  d, 
am,  or  a-tfjasvin,  i,  ini,  i,  not  bright,  dim,  not 

vigorous. 
*utla-<osAamya,  as,  a,  am,  impossible 

or  improper  to  be  pleased  or  appeased. 

atka,  as,  ii,  am  (fr.  rt.  at),  travelling  ; 
(ax),  m.  a  traveller  ;  a  limb  or  member  ;  (Ved.)  water, 
liquid  ;  lightning  ;  armour,  mail  ;  garment  ;  N.  of  an 
Asura. 

)rt  atklla  or  utk'da,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  some  Vedic  hymns,  a  descendant  of  Visva- 
mitra. 

nttali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

attavya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ad),  fit  or 

proper  to  be  eaten. AM,  ii,  m.,  Ved.  an  eater;  f.,  see  also  s.v.  atta. 
Attrl,  ta,  m.  an  eater. 

?raT  atta,  f.  (etym.  uncertain,  probably 
a  word  borrowed  from  the  Deccan,  occurring  chiefly 

in  dramas)  ;  a  mother  ;  mother's  sister  ;  elder  sister  ; 
(in  Prakrit)  a  mother-in-law.  See  ajcka. 

Mti,  in,  or  itllikii,  f.  elder  sister. 
attra,  &c.     See  ̂ T^, 

^a(  ulna,  as,  oratnu,us,  m.  (fr.  a«),the  sun. 
Atya,  at,  m.,  Ved.  a  courser,  steed. 

T  aty-anhas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  beyond 
the  reach  of  (or  emancipated  from)  sin  or  evil. 

ViiqP1'!  aty-agni,  is,  m.  morbidly  rapid 
digestion,  see  s.  v.  all  ;  (is,  is,  i),  surpassing  fire. 

—  Aty-agni-nomdrka  (  ma-arc),  as,  d,  am,  brighter 
than  fire  or  the  moon  or  the  sun. 

vitMT'iKln  aty-agnishtoma,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  optional  second  part  of  the  Jyotishtoma  sacrifice  ; 
the  Vedic  verse  chanted  at  the  dose  of  that  cere- 
mony. 

^TWIf?!  aty-ankusa,  as,  d,  am,  past  the 
(elephant-driver's)  hook,  unmanageable. 

•9ii*4j*rt  aty-angula,  as,  a,  am,  exceeding 

an  an-gula  (finger's  breadth). 

v<  wCn  s«^  aty-ati-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  -kramati, 
-kramititm,  to  approach  for  sexual  intercourse. 
^Ti*lf*trt  aty-anila,  as,  a,  am,  surpassing the  wind. 

aty-anta,  as,  d,  am,  past  its  proper 
end  or  limit  ;  excessive,  very  great  or  strong,  &c.  ; 
endless,  unbroken,  perpetual  ;  absolute,  perfect  ;  (am), 
ind.  excessively,  exceedingly;  in  perpetuity;  absolutely, 
completely;  to  the  end.  —  Atyanta-kopana,  as,  d, 
dm,  very  passionate,  outrageous.  —  Atyanta-ga,  as, 
d,  am,  going  or  walking  very  much  or  very  fast. 
—  Atyanta-gata,  as,  d,  am,  completely  pertinent; 
always  applicable.  ~  Atyanta-gati,  is,  f.  complete  ac- 

complishment ;  (in  grammar)  the  sense  of  '  completely.' 
—  Atyanta-gdmin,  I,  ini,  i,  going  or  walking  very 
much  or  very  fast.  —  Atyanta-gunin,  I,  ini,  i,  having 
extraordinary  qualities.  —  Atyanta-tiraikrita-vafya- 
dhvant,  is,  f.  (in  rhetoric)  a  metaphoric  or  hyper- 

bolical   use    of  depreciating    language.  —  Atyanta- 
pldana,  am,  n.  act  of  giving  excessive  pain.  —  Atyan- 
ta-vdsin,  i,  m.  a  Brahman  who  perpetually  lodges  as  a 
student  with  his  teacher.  —  Atyanta-samyoga,  as,  m. 

(in  grammar)  immediate  proximity.  —  Atyanta-sam- 
parka,  as,  m.  excessive  sexual  intercourse.  —  Atyanla- 
sukumdra,  as,  I,  am,  very  tender;  (as),  m.  a  kind 

of  grain,  Panicum  Italicum.  •-  Atyantdbhdra  ("ta- 
abh°),  as,  m.  absolute  non-existence. i.   alyantika  or  atyantlna,  as,  a,  am,  going 

much  or  fast  or  far. 

2.  aty-antika,  as,  d,  am,  too  close, 
too  near,  very  close  ;  (am),  n.  too  great  nearness. 

•wm«<  aty-aya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i  with  ati,  see 
all),  passing,  lapse,  passage  ;  passing  away,  perishing, 
death;  danger,  risk,  evil,  suffering  ;  transgression,  guilt, 
vice;  getting  at,  attacking;  overcoming,  mastering 

(mentally)  ;  a  class. Atyaylka,  better  dlyayika,  at,  d,  am,  tempo- 

rary, occasional. Atyayin,  i,  ini,  i,  passing,  surpassing. 

•ilKKlfrT  aty-a.ra.ti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Janantapa. •Sii^'lj   aty-artha,  as,  d,  am   (beyond   its 

proper  worth),  exorbitant,  excessive.  —  Atyartham. 
ind.  excessively,  exceedingly. 

wrqc  aty-ard,  cl.  i.  P.  -ardati,  -ditum,  to 
press  hard,  to  distress  greatly. 

^TiTf?  aty-arh,  cl.  I.  P.  -arhati,  -hitum,  to 

excel  in  worth. 
'3T?rfw  aty-avi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  passing  over 

or  through  the  strainer,  which  consisted  of  sheep's 
wool  or  a  sheep's  tail  (an  epithet  of  Soma). 

^Tiinjl  aty-as,  cl.  <).  P.  -asndti,  -asitum,  to 
precede  in  eating. 

••HrUrB  aty-ashti,  is,  f.  a  metre  of  four 
lines,  each  containing  seventeen  syllables  ;  the  number 
seventeen.  —  Atyathti-edmayri,  f.  title  of  a  particular 
book. 
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i.  aty-as  (a/i-as),  cl.  2.  P.  -srfi,  to 
excel,  surpass. 

^THW  2.  aty-as  (ati-as),  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati, 
-situm,  to  shoot  beyond  or  at,  overpower  (with 
arrows). 

Aty-asta,  as,  a,  am,  having  shot  beyond,  having 
surpassed. 

^fiH^M  aty-aham,  surpassing  me,  (a  ficti- 
tious word  coined  by  grammarians.) 

^TUTjr  aty-ahna,  as;  a,  am,  exceeding  a  day 
in  duration. 

*J)tt|l<*K  aty-d-kdra,  as,  m.  (rt.  kri),  con- 
tempt, blame. 

»H  ft  I  sfcW  aty-d-kran  (ati-d"),  cl.  i.  P. 
-kramati,  -kramitum,  to  walk  past. 

^T?rmT  afy-5<?ara,  as,  m.  performance  of 
works  of  supererogation ;  (cut,  d,  am),  negligent  of 
or  departing  from  the  established  customs. 

•>J)  fl  lf?W  aty-dditya,  as,  d,  am,  surpassing 
the  sun. 

••-MrlllMR  aty-d-dhdna,  am,  n.  act  of  im- 
posing or  placing  upon ;  imposition,  deception. 

••^rUM^I  aty-dnandd,  f.  morbid  indiffer- 
ence (of  a  wife)  to  the  pleasure  of  sexual  intercourse. 

^SrUm  aty-dya,  as,  m.  (fir.  rt.  i  with  ati), 
transgression,  excess;  (as,  a,  am),  going  beyond, 
transgressing. 

'JlrHHIr^  aty-d-yat  (ati-d°),  cl.  I.  A.-yatate, 
-titum,  to  make  extraordinary  efforts. 

'HrMIc*  aty-dla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
Plumbago  Rosea. 

•>y  rH I *y  IH H  aty-dsramin,  I,  m.  (superior  to 
the  four  Asramas),  an  ascetic  of  the  highest  degree. 

^trMlfl  aty-dsa,  as,  m.  act  of  allowing  to 
elapse  ;  only  used  in  the  ace.  as  the  concluding  part  of 
compound  words,  thus  dvyahdtydsam,  after  an  in- 

terval of  two  days. 

•>HHJ=til  aty-uktd  or  aty-ukthd,  f.,  N.  of  a 
class  of  metres  of  four  lines,  each  containing  two 
syllables. 

':%7$Qaty-uksh(ati-uksh),c\.  I.  P.-ukshati, 
-kshitum,  to  surpass. 

^ITJraiT  aty-ut-kram  (ati-uf),  cl.  i.  P. 
-kramati,  -kramitum,  to  surpass,  excel. 

^TrJTV  aty-upadha,  as,  d,  am,  superior  to 
any  test,  tried,  trustworthy. 

aty-uh.     See  aty-uh. 

I  aty-umasd,  ind.  (etym.  unknown), 
particle  of  abuse,  used  in  comp.  with  a*,  bhii,  kri. 

^SfflfH  aty-urmi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  overflowing, 
bubbling  over. 

^TrtrfT  aty-uh  (ati-uh),  cl.  I.  P.  uhati, 
-hitum,  to  convey  across.  Spelt  aty-uh  in  some 
forms. 

•vi  io^  aty-nha,  as,  m.  close  meditation ;  a 
gallinule,  a  peacock;  (a),  f.  a  plant,  Jasminum  Vil- 
losum  or  Nyctanthes  Tristis. 

Vft^aty-rij  (ati-rij),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -arjati, 
-te,  -jitum,  to  convey  across,  admit ;  to  remove. 

•'^^aty-esh,  cl.  I.  P.  -eshati,  -shitum,  to 
glide  over. 

*9f  I.  a-tra  or  Ved.  a-trd,  ind.  (fr.  pro- 
nominal base  a  substituted  for  etad;  the  word  atra 

being  often  used  for  the  loc.  case  etasmin),  in 
this  matter,  in  this  respect;  in  this  place,  here;  at 
this  time;  there;  then.  —  Atra-daghna,  as,  I,  am, 
reaching  so  far  up,  having  this  (or  that)  stature. 
—  Atra-bhavat,  an,  ati,  at,  honourable  (used  chiefly 
in  dramatic  language,  to  indicate  a  person  who  is 

present). Atratya,  as,  a,  am,  connected  with  this  place, 
produced  or  found  here. 

•«!<:(  2.  a-tra,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  trai),  Ved.  not 
enjoying  (or  not  affording)  protection. 

^IW  3-  atra,  as,  m.  (for  at-tra,  fr.  rt.  ad), 
Ved.  a  devourer,  demon;  a  Rakshasa;  (am),  n., 
Ved.  food. 

Atri,  if,  m.  (etymologically  at-tri,  fr.  rt.  ati),  a  de- 
vourer ;  N.  of  a  great  Rishi,  author  of  a  number  of  Vedic 

hymns ;  (in  astronomy)  one  of  the  seven  stars  of 
the  Great  Bear.  •-  Atrayas,  pi.  m.  the  descendants  of 
Atri.  —  Atri-t!aturaha,  as,  m.  (the  four  days  of  Atri), 
N.  of  a  sacrifice.  —  Atri-jdta,  as,  m.  the  moon,  said  to 

have  been  produced  by  Atri's  look ;  for  a-tri-jdta,  see 
below.  •— Atri-driy-ja,  atri-netra-ja  or  atri-netra- 
prasuta  or  atri-netra-prabJiava  or  atri-netra- 
suta,  as,  or  atri-netra-bhu,  us,  m.  the  moon ;  (in 
arithm.)  the  number  one.  —  Atri-bhdradvdjikd,  f. 
marriage  of  Atri  and  Bharadvaji.  —  Atri-vat,  ind. 
like  Atri.  —  Atri-samhitd,  d,  or  atri-smriti,  is,  f. 
the  code  ascribed  to  Atri. 

Atrin,  I,  m.  a  devourer,  demon ;  a  Rakshasa. 

a-trapa,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  shame. 
I  atravas,  ind.  (a  doubtful  word), 

the  year  before  last. 

'ScT^  a-trasnu,  us,  us,  u,  or  a-trdsa,  as,  d, 
am,  fearless. 

•".ifflJiin  a-tri-jdta,  as,  d,  am  (not  born 
thrice,  but  twice);  a  man  belonging  to  one  of  the 
first  three  classes  [for  alri-jdta,  see  s.  v.  atri]. 

•si  31  atraiva  (atra-eva),  ind.  on  this  very 
spot.  / 

a-tvat,  k,  k,  k,  skinless. 

a-tvard,  f.  freedom  from  or  absence 
of  haste. 

^T  atha  or  Ved.  at/id,  ind.  (probably  fr. 
pronom.  base  a),  an  auspicious  and  inceptive  particle, 
often  not  easily  expressed  in  English ;  now  ;  then ; 
moreover ;  rather ;  certainly  ;  but ;  else  ;  what  ?  how 
else?  &c.  —  Atha-kim,  ind.  how  else?  what  else? 
certainly,  assuredly,  sure  enough.  —  Atlia-kimu,  ind. 
how  much  more ;  so  much  the  more.  —  Atha-^a,  ind. 
moreover,  and  likewise.  —  Atha-tu,  ind.  but,  on  the 
contrary.  —  Atha-vd,  ind.  or ;  (when  repeated)  either 
or ;  or  rather ;  or  perhaps  ;  what  ?  is  it  not  so  ?  &c. 

—  AtJiai'dpi  (°va-api),  ind;  or,  rather.  —  Athdtax 
(!tjia-at°),  ind.  now.  — •  Athdnantaram  (°tha-an°), 
ind.  now.  —  At hdpi  (tha-api),  ind.  so  much  the 
more ;  moreover ;  therefore  ;  thus. 

Atho,  ind.  (has  much  the  same  meaning  as  atha,  and 
probably  the  same  etymology),  now;  likewise  ;  next ; 
therefore.  —  Atho-vd,  ind.  the  same  as  atha-vd. 

•«rq(V.  athari,  is,  or  atharl,  f.  (generally  in 
the  plural ;  etymology  doubtful ;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  at, 
to  go,  or  fr.  an  obsolete  rt.  ath),  meaning  doubtful, 
probably  spark  or  flame  having  a  pointed  shape ; 
(according  to  others)  the  point  of  a  lance ;  (according 
to  others)  a  finger. 

Atharya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  lambent;  moving  con- 
stantly ;  or  (according  to  some)  pointed  like  a  lance ; 

or  (according  to  some)  shooting  forth  points  like 
those  of  a  lance. 

Atharya,  nom.  P.  atharyatt,  Ved.  to  move  con- stantly. 

Atharyu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  =  atharya,  as. 

^^•^  atharvan,  d,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  an 
obsolete  word  atliar,  fire),  a  priest  who  has  to  do  with 

fire  and  Soma;  a  Brahman ;  N.  of  the  priest  who  is  said 
to  have  been  the  first  to  obtain  fire  and  offer  Soma  and 

prayers :  he  is  represented  as  a  Prajapati,  as  Brahma's eldest  son,  as  the  first  learner  and  earliest  teacher  of 
the  Brahma-vidyS,  as  the  author  of  the  Atharva-veda, 
as  identical  with  An-giras,  as  the  father  of  Agni,  &c. : 
epithet  of  S'iva,  Vasishtha,  Soma,  Prana ;  (d,  a),  m.  n. 
the  fourth  or  Atharva-veda,  consisting  chiefly  of  for- 

mulas intended  to  obviate  the  effects  of  any  mistake 
or  untoward  incident  attending  the  performance  of 
a  sacrifice.  —  Atharvdnas,  pi.  m.  descendants  of 
Atharvan,  often  coupled  with  those  of  An-giras  and 
Bhrigu ;  the  hymns  of  the  Atharva-veda.  —  Atharva- 
bhiita,  as,  m.  pi.  (who  have  become  Atharvans), 
epithet  of  the  twelve  Maharshis.  —  Atharva-mt,  ind. 
like  Atharvan  or  his  descendants.  —  Atharva-nd,  t,  m. 
one  versed  in  the  Atharva-veda  (a  qualification  essen- 

tial to  the  special  class  of  priests  called  Brahmanas). 
—  Athana-i'eda,as,  m.,  N.  of  the  fourth  Veda,  which 
strictly  speaking  is  not  a  Veda  at  all,  like  the  Rig, 
Yajur,  and  Sama-vedas,  but  a  collection  of  formulas 
to  avert  the  consequences  of  mistakes  or  mishaps  in 
sacrifices.  —  Atharva-ittkhd,  f.  title  of  an  Upanishad. 
—  Atharva-s'lras,  n.  =  preceding ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet 
of  Mahapurusha.  —  Athana-hridaya,  am,  n.  title  of 

a  Paris'ishta. 
Atharoa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Brahma's  eldest  son,  to 

whom  he  revealed  the  Brahma-vidyS.  See  atharvan . 

Atharvana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  S'iva. Atharvani,  is,  better  atharvani,  m.  a  BrShman 
versed  in  the  Atharva-veda ;  a  family  priest. 

Atharrdttgiras  (°OT-a»°),  as,  m.  a  member  of  the 
sacerdotal  race  or  class  called  Athandngirasas,  m. 

pi.,  i.  e.  the  descendants  of  Atharvan  and  of  An-giras ; 
this  latter  word  is  also  a  name  of  the  hymns  of  the 
Atharva-veda. 

Athandngirasa,  as,  I,  am  (ft.  the  preceding),  con- 
nected with  the  sacerdotal  class  called  Atharvan-giras ; 

(am),  n.  the  work  or  office  of  the  Atharvan-giras ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  hymns  of  the  Atharva-veda. 
Atharvana,  am,  n.  the  work,  i.  e.  ritual  of  the 

Atharva-veda.  —  Atharvdna-vid,  t,  m.  one  versed  in 
that  ritual. 

Atharvl,  f.,  Ved.  (doubtful)  not  moving (?);  pierced 
by  a  lance  (?);  surrounded  by  fire  (?). 

ad,  cl.  2.  P.  atti,  dda,  atsyati,  attum, 
to  eat,  devour ;  to  destroy  [cf.  Lith.  edmi  ; 

Slav,  jam]  for  jadmj ;  Gr.  jfBoi ;  Lat.  edo  ;  Goth, 
rt.  AT,  pres.  ita,;  Germ,  esten ;  Eng.  to  eat; Arm.  utem\ . 

Ad,  t,  t,  t,  at  the  end  of  compounds,  eating ;  as 
matsyad,  t,  t,  t,  eating  fish. 
Ada  or  adaka,  as,  a,  am,  eating. 

i.  adat,  an,  ati,  at,  eating.  (For  a-dat,  see  below.) 
Adana,  am,  n.  act  of  eating ;  food. 

Adanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  eaten,  what  may  be  eaten . 
Attavya,  atti,  attri,  adman,  adya,  advan.  Sec., see  s.  v. 

•fl^Uj  a-daksha,  as,  a,  am,  not  handy, 
unskilful,  awkward. 

<si^rB|<!.t  a-dakshina,  as,  d,  am,  not  handy; 

not  right,  left ;  not  giving  or  bringing  in  a  dakshina 
or  present  to  the  priest.  —  Adakshina-tva,  am,  n. 
awkwardness ;  peculiarity  of  not  bringing  in  a  dakshina. 
—  AdakxMmya  or  adakshinya,  as,  d,  am,  not 
entitled  to  a  dakshina. 

a-dagdHa,  as,  d,  am,  not  burnt,  not 
scorched. 

a-danrla,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  punish- 
ment ;  (am),  n.  impunity. 

A-dandya  or  a-dandaniya,  as,  a,  am,  not 
deserving  punishment ;  exempt  from  it. 

2.  a-dat,  an,  ati,  at,  or  adatka,  as,  a, 

am,  toothless.  (For  adat,  see  above.) 

a-datta,  as,  d,  am,  not  given ;  given 

unjustly;  not  given  in  marriage;  having  given  nothing: 



18 a-datti'u. [  adrishtusruta-pitrvatva. 

(a),  f.  an  unmarried  girl ;  (am),  n.  a  donation  which 
is  null  and  void. 

A-dattra,  ind.  not  having  given,  without  having 

given. 
A-datrayd,  ind.,  Ved.  not  through  a  present. 

'wq.Cj^  adudry-ah6,  an,  idi,  ak  (a  word 
coined  by  grammarians,  fr.  adtus  +  <!«<'),  inclining  or 
going  to  that. 

•a >:«1  adana,  adaniya.    See  under  ad. 
me  II  i.  a-danta  or  a-dantaka,  as,  a,  am, 

toothless ;  (a>),  m.  a  leech. 
A-dantya,  as,  d,  am,  not  suitable  for  the  teeth ; 

not  dental ;  injurious  to  the  teeth ;  (am),  n.  tooth- 
lessness. 

•*«;»fl  2.  ad-anta,  as,  a,  am,  (in  gram.) 
ending  in  at,  i.  e.  in  the  short  inherent  vowel  a. 

a-dabdha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dambh  or 

),  Ved.  not  deceived  or  tampered  with,  unim- 
paired, unbroken,  pure.  "Adaltdha-dhUi,  is,  i»,  t, 

Ved.  whose  works  are  unimpaired.  —  Adabdha-vrata, 
as,  m.,  Ved.  whose  devotions  or  religious  observances 

are  unbroken.  —  Adabdfia-rrata-pramati,  is,  m., 
Ved.  of  unbroken  observances  and  superior  mind  ;  of 
superior  mind  from  having  unbroken  observances. 

<-Adabdlidyu(°d/ta-<iyu.),Ui,  m.,  Ved.  having  un- 
impaired vigour  or  pure  food ;  leaving  uninjured  the 

man  who  sacrifices.  —  Adalalham  (dha-asu),  us, 
us,  u,  Ved.  having  a  pure  life. 

A-dablta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  free  from  deceit,  unim- 

paired. 
A-dabhra,  as,  a,  am,  not  scanty,  plentiful. 
A-dambka,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  deceit,  straight- 

forward ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  freedom  from 
or  absence  of  deceit ;  straightforwardness. 

A-dambM-tra,  am,  n.  sincerity. 

^Kj^-fl1^  adamudry-an<!,  an,  t6i,  ale,  in- 
clining or  going  to  that.  (Like  adadryant,  coined 

by  grammarians  from  ados  +  and.) 

Adamuy-anf  or  a(7«mfij/-ari(5  =  the  preceding. 

f  a-damya,  as,  d,  am,  untameable. 

t  a-daya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  day),  merciless, 
unkind ;  (am),  ind.  ardently. 
A-ddyalu,  us,  us,  u,  unkind. 

•«!<;«,  a-dara,  as,  d,  am,  not  little,  much. 
—  Adaraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

2.  a-darta,  as,  m.  day  of  new  moon. 
Ailariana,  am,  n.  non-vision,  not  seeing;  dis- 

regard, neglect;  non-appearance,  latent  condition, 
disappearance;  (as,  a,  am),  invisible,  latent.— 

AdarHana-patJm,  am,  n.  a  path  beyond  the  reach 
of  vision. 

A-dartaniya,  as,  a,  am,  invisible;  (am),  n. 
invisible  condition. 

a-dala,  as,  a,  am,  leafless  ;  (as),  m. 

a  plant,  Eugenia  (or  Bam'rigtonia)  Acutangula  ;  (a), {.  Socotorine  Aloe,  a  Perfoliata  or  Indica. 

WT5R    n-dasan,    a,    not    ten.-A-das'a- 
masya,  as,  a,  am,  not  ten  months  old. 

^1*^  i.'»/«s,m.  a  sun,  (.  (mini,  n.  arfas,pron. 
that;  a  certain.  —  Aihix,  ind.  thus,  so;  ever.  —  AI/H/I- 

'.  having  done  that.  -.!  i/.,-l,l,,,ntti,  he  becomes 
that.  —  Ailo-iniii/it.  <w,  ?,  am,  made  of  that,  contain- 

ing that.  —  Ado-mula,  at,  a,  am,  rooted  in  that. 
•in,  nom.  P.  iiilii-i/nt!,  to  become  that. 

141  "5«  2.  adas,  eating,  (only  at  the  close  of compound  words.) 

TMCiftsiw  u-dakshinya,  am,  n.  unkindness, rudeness. 

J  a-diitri,  la,  tri,  tri,  not  giving  ;  not 
liberal,  miserly  ;  not  giving  (a  daughter)  in  marriage  ; 
not  paying,  not  liable  to  payment. 

ad-adi,  is,  is,  i,  having  ad  at  the 
head,  i.  e.  belonging  to  the  second  class  of  roots  headec 

by  ml. 
•at;  II  a-diina,  am,  n.  (rt.  da),  not  giving, 

act  of  withholding ;  (as,  a,  am),  not  giving. 

A-ddnya,  as,  d,  am,  not  giving,  miserly. 
A-ddman,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  not  liberal,  miserly. 

A-ddyln,  7,  in't,  i,  not  giving. 
A-dd^u,  UK,  us,  u,  Ved.  or  a-da£uri,  is,  m.  or 

a-datoas,  an,  m.  not  giving,  not  sacrificing,  impious. 
I.  a-diti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  having  nothing  to  give,  desti 

tution ;  for  2.  aditi,  3.  a-diti,  sec  below. 

a-danta,  as,  a,  am,  unsubdued. 

a-ddbhya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  free  from 
deceit,  trusty ;  not  to  be  trifled  with ;  (««),  m.,  N.  of 
a  libation  (graka)  in  the  Jyotishtoma  sacrifice. 

xi<;it|i<;  a-ddyada,  as,  a,  am,  not  entitled 
to  be  an  heir ;  destitute  of  heirs. 

A-ddyika,  as,  i,  am,  unclaimed  from  want  of 
persons  entitled  to  inherit ;  not  relating  to  inheritance. 

1.  a-dara,  as,  m.  having  no  wife. 

2.  a-dara,  as,  m.  (rt.  dri),  non-in- 
juring. —Addra-srit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  escaping  unhurt. 

•*i^l«  a-ddsa,  as,  m.  (not  a  slave),  a  free man. 

a-ddhya,  as,  a,  am,  incombustible. 
a-dikka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  no 

share  in  the  horizon,  banished  from  beneath  the  sky. 

^rfJffrT  2.  aditi,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ad),  Ved. 

devourer,  i.e.  death;  for  I.  a-dill,  see  above. 

^TP^nT  3.  a-diti,  is,  is,  i  (rt.  4.  da  or  do, 

dyati;  for  i.  a-diti,  see  above),  not  tied,  free;  bound- 
less; unbroken,  entire,  unimpaired;  happy;  pious;  (is), 

f.  freedom,  security,  safety ;  boundlessness,  immensity ; 
inexhaustible  abundance  ;  unimpaired  condition,  per- 

fection ;  creative  power ;  Aditi,  the  mother  of  the 
Adityas,  or  of  the  gods ;  a  cow ;  a  wife ;  milk ;  the 
earth ;  speech  (as  symbols  of  the  above  ideas).  —  Aditi, 
du.,  Ved.  heaven  and  earth.  —  Aditi-ja  or  aditi- 
nandana,  as,  m.  a  son  of  Aditi,  an  Aditya,  a  divine 
being.  —  Aditi-tra,  am,  n.  the  condition  of  Aditi,  or 
of  freedom,  unbrokenness,  &c. 

a-ditsat,  an,  and,  at,  or  a-ditsu, 
US,  us,  u  (Desid.  fr.  rt.  da),  not  inclined  to  give. 

adi-prab/iriti,  is, m.,  ad &c.,  i. e. 

belonging  to  the  second  class  of  roots  [cf.  ad-adi], 

w  c;  I  TBJ  n  a-dlkshita,  as,  a,  am,  one  who 
has  not  performed  the  consecrating  ceremony  (dlkshd) 
connected  with  the  Soma  sacrifice;  one  who  is  not 

concerned  in  that  ceremony ;  one  who  has  not  re- 
ceived Brahmanical  consecration. 

a-dlna,  as,  d,  am,  not  depressed ; 
not  low;  noble-minded;  rich,  happy  ;  (a*),  m.,  N.  of 
a  prince,  also  called  Ahma.  —  AdtiiH-i-iittni,  as,  a, 
am,  possessing  undepressed  (or  unimpaired)  goodness 
or  mettle.  —  Ailnnltuiaii  (  nit-fit),  d,  d,  a,  unde- 
sressed  in  spirit ;  high-spirited. 

a-dlpita,  as,  a,  am,  not  illumin- ated. 

vir;  iv  a-dirgha,  as,  a,  am,  not  long. 

—  Adtriiha-xutra,  as,  d,  am,  not  dilatory,  not 
tedious,  prompt. 

^fj;^?  a-duhltha,  «.«,  a,  am  (free  from  evil 
or  trouble),  propitious.  —  Adiihkha-naraml,  f.  the 
propitious  ninth  day  in  the  first  fortnight  of  Bhadra- 
pada,  when  the  women  worship  Devi  to  avert  evil  for 
the  ensuing  year. 

*'§'*'  a-dugdha,  as,  d,  am,  not  milked 
out,  not  sucked  out. 

•sciwsrt  u-ducfhuna,  &s,  a,  am,  Ved.  free 
from  evil,  propitious. 

a-durga,  as,  d,  am,  not  difficult  of 
access  ;  destitute  of  a  strong  hold  or  fort.  —  Adurga- 
risliaya,  as,  m.  an  unfortifi  ed  country. 

a-durmakha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not 

reluctant,  unremitting,  cheerful. 

•ac«i  5yc3  a-diirmanyala,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
not  inauspicious. 

^Hf|^  a-durvritta,  as,  d,  am,  not  of  a 
bad  character  or  disposition. 

^T<n?  a-dushta,  as,  d,  am,  not  vitiated,  not 

bad,  not  guilty;  innocent.  —  Adushta-tm,  am,  n. 
the  being  not  vitiated  ;  innocence. 

^R^o-rf«,  MS,  HS,  u.  Ved.  dilatory,  without 
zeal,  not  worshipping. 

"5«T  a-duna,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  du),  uninjured, 
unimpaired. 

•stfii.  a-diira,  as,  d,  am,  not  distant,  near ; 

(am),  n.  vicinity.  —  Adure  or  adurdt  or  aduratait, 
ind.  (with  abl.  or  gen.)  not  far,  near ;  soon.  ••  Adura- 

bhai'a,  as,  d,  am,  situated  at  no  great  distance. 

vifiJHn  a-dushita,  as,  d,  am,  unvitiated ; 

unspotted,  irreproachable.  —  Adushita-dhl,  is,  m.  pos- 

sessing an  uncorrupted  mind. 

•w  ff  S  a-dridha,  as,  d,  am,  not  firm  ;  not 

decided,  irresolute. 

•«  ̂  fwn  a-dripita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  drip),  Ved. 
not  treated  haughtily  (?),  not  thoughtless. 

Adripta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  conceited,  not  vain. 

—  Adripta-kratu,  us,  us,  u,  having  not  vain  de- 

signs; sober-minded. Adripyat,  an,  anil,  at,  Ved.  not  conceited. 

^T^31^  a-dris,  k,  k,  k  (rt.  dris),  sightless, 

blind. 
A-dritya,  as,  a,  am,  invisible,  latent;  not  fit  to 

be  seen.— Adrlfya-karana,  am,  n.  act  of  rendering 
invisible ;  title  of  a  part  of  a  treatise  on  magic. 
A-drifyat,  an,  anti,  at,  invisible;  (?),  f.,  N.  of 

Vasishtha's  daughter-in-law. 
A-drishta,  as,  d,  am,  unseen,  unforeseen ;  invisible : 

not  experienced ;  unobserved,  unknown ;  unsanction- 

ed ;  (as),  m.,  Ved ,  N.  of  some  venomous  substance  or 
vermin  ;  (am),  n.  unforeseen  danger  or  calamity ;  that 
which  is  beyond  the  reach  of  observation  or  conscious- 

ness ;  especially  the  merit  or  demerit  attaching  to  a 

man's  conduct  in  one  state  of  existence  (such  as  a 
former  birth),  and  the  corresponding  (apparently  arbi- 

trary) reward  or  punishment  with  which  he  is  visited 
in  another  (which  may  be  either  the  present  life  or  a 

future  birth) ;  destiny, fate ;  luck,  bad  luck.  —  Adrixli In- 
L-iirmnn,  d,  d,  a,  one  who  has  not  seen  practice. 
—  Ai/rif!ilii-l:tliiui.  it---,  m.  passionate  attachment  to 
an  object  that  has  never  been  seen.  —  Adrish  fa-ja,  as, 

d,  am,  produced  or  resulting  from  fzte.  —  Adriskta- 
nanior  ail>'i*lit<t-puru£ha,  a#,  m.  (no  third  person 
or  mediator  being  seen),  a  treaty  concluded  by  the 
parties  peTsonally.  —  Ailnnhta-pfmi-ydmart-hya,  an, 
m.  one  who  has  not  experienced  the  power  of  an 
enemy.  —  Ailrisk/ii-purva,  as,  d,  am,  never  seen 

x/tta-pliala,  as,  d,  am,  having  con- 
sequences that  are  not  yet  visible ;  (am),  n.  result  or 

consequence  which  is  not  yet  visible,  i.  e.  hidden  in 
the  future.  —  Adrltti  /n-rfijMi,  as,  d,  am,  having  an  in- 

visible shape.  —  Ailnshta-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  connected 
with  or  coming  from  destiny ;  lucky  or  unlucky ; 

fortunate.  —  Adri*hta-han,  d,  IB.,  Ved.  destroyer 

af  venomous  vermin.  —  AdriMdrtha  (°ta-ar0),  as, 
d,  am,  having  a  transcendental  object,  metaphysical, 
laving  an  object  not  evident  to  the  senses  (as  a 

n.  quality  of  never  having  been  seen  or  heard  before. 
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A-drishti,  is,  or  a-drishtikd,  (.  a  displeased  or 
malicious  look,  an  evil  eye. 

^T^l  a-deya,  as,  a,  am,  improper  or  unfit 
to  be  given  ;  (am),  n.  an  object  which,  in  law,  it  is 
either  not  right  or  not  necessary  to  give  or  surrender. 

—Adtya-ddna,  am,  n.  an  illegal  gift. 

•«(•=(  a-deva,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  div),  not  divine, 
not  of  divine  origin,  not  referring  to  any  deity;  godless, 

impious  ;  (as),  m.  one  who  is  not  a  god.  —  Aileva- 
mdtrika,  as,  a,  am,  not  having  the  gods  as  mothers, 
not  suckled  by  any  deity,  i.  e.  not  rained  upon. 

A-deraka,  as,  a,  am,  not  referring  to  or  intended 
for  any  deity. 

A-derata,  f.  one  who  is  not  a  deity. 
A-daatra  or  a-demtra,  ind.,  Ved.  not  towards 

the  gods. 
A-derayat,  an,  antl,  at,  or  adevayit,  us,  us,  u, 

Ved.  indifferent  to  the  gods,  irreligious. 
A-daira,  as,  i,  am,  not  referring  to  or  connected 

with  the  gods  or  with  their  action  ;  not  predetermined 
by  them  or  by  fate. 

"J^Wl    a-devri-olmi,   {.,  Ved.   not   de- 
structive to  her  brother-in-law. 

•»a<;3l  a-des'a,  as,  m.  (rt.  dis),  a  wrong  place, 
an  improper  place.  —  A-des"a-kdla,  am,  n.  wrong 
place  and  time.  —  Adefa-ja,  as,  a,  am,  grown  in  a 
wrong  place.  —  Adeia-silia,  as,  a,  am,  out  of  place, 
in  the  wrong  place,  one  absent  from  his  country,  an 
absentee. 

A-des'ya,  as,  a,  am,  improper  or  unfit  to  be  or- 
dered or  advised  or  indicated  ;  not  on  the  spot,  not 

present  on  the  occasion  referred  to. 

'Wtfin^  a-doma-da  or  a-doma-dha,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  not  occasioning  inconvenience. 

ado-maya,  &c.     See  adas. 

a-doha,  as,  m.  (rt.  duh),  season  when 
milking  is  impracticable. 

A-dugdhri,  dhd,  dhrl,  dhri  (not  milking),  not 
exacting  ;  considerate. 

'STsT  adoa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ad),  a  sacrificial 

cake,  also  called  purodas'a  ;  (according  to  others)  an oblation  of  clarified  butter. 

adt  or  WffS  add.     See  s.  v.  att. 

ad-dhd,  ind.  (fr.  ad  or  a,  this), 

Ved.  in  this  way  ;  manifestly  ;  certainly,  truly.  —  Ad- 
dhd-tamdm,  ind.,  Ved.  most  certainly.  —  Addkd- 
purusha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  veritable  or  true  man. 

-•  Addhd-bodheya,  as,  m.  pi.  adherents  of  a  parti- 
cular Sakha  or  recension  of  the  white  Yajur-veda. 

Addhati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  wise  man,  a  seer. 

addhyd-loha-karna,  as,  d  or 
I,  am,  Ved.  having  ears  quite  red  (?). 

•wsrl  adbhuta,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  cor- 

rupted from  ati-bliilta,  *  exceeding  that  which  is;' 
see  I.  at),  transcendental,  supernatural,  prodigious, 
wonderful,  marvellous  ;  (as),  m.  the  marvellous 
(in  style)  ;  surprise  ;  N.  of  the  Indra  of  the  ninth 
Manvantara  ;  (am),  n.  a  marvel,  a  wonder,  a  prodigy. 

—  Adljftuta-ktirman,  d,  d,  a,  performing  wonderful 
works  ;  exhibiting  wonderful  workmanship.  —  Ailliltii- 

ta-kratu,  us,  UK,  u,  Ved.  possessing  wonderful  in- 
telligence. —  Adbhuta-rjandha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 

wonderful  smell.  —  Adli/iuta-tdma,  am,  n.  an  extra- 
ordinary wonder.  —  Adbhuta-tva,  am,  n.  wonderful- 

ness.  —  Adbhuta-dartana,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
wonderful  aspect.  —  AMhuta-dltarma,  as,  m.  a 
system  or  series  of  marvels  or  prodigies.  —  Adlihuta- 
brdJtmana,  am,  title  of  a  portion  of  a  Br3hmana 
belonging  to  the  Sama-veda.  —  Adbhuta-bhima- 
kar/nan,  d,  d,  a,  performing  wonderrul  and  fearful 
works.  —  Adbhuta-rasa,  as,  m.  the  marvellous  style 
(of  poetry).  —  Adbhuta-rdmdyana,  am,  n.  tide  of 
a  work  ascribed  to  VSlmTki.  -  Adbhuta-rupa,  ae,  a 

or  I,  am,  having  a  wonderful  shape.  —  Atlbhuta- 
danti,  is,  m.  or  f.  (?),  N.  of  the  sixty-seventh  ParisMshta 
of  the  Atharva-veda.  —  Adbli  uta-sankdia,  as,  a,  am, 
resembling  a  wonder.  — A<Whata-tidm,  as,  m.  the 
wonderful  resin  (of  the  Khadira  tree,  Mimosa 

Catechu)  ;  title  of  a  book  on  the  "  Essence  of  Prodi- 

gies."— Adbhuta-sruna,  as,  m.  (having  a  wonderful 
sound  or  voice),  a  N.  of  S'iva.  —  Adbfattainas  (°ta- 
en°),  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  one  in  whom  no  fault  is  visible. 
—  Adbhiitottarakdnda  ("faujfl"),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
work,  an  appendix  to  or  rather  an  imitation  of  the 

Ramayana.  —  Adbhutopama  (°ta-up°),  an,  d,  am, 
resembling  a  wonder. 

'•M««j(  adman,  a,  n.  (fr.  it. ad),  Ved.  eating; 
a  meal;  a  house.  —  Adma-sad,  t,  m.,  Ved.  seated 
(with  others)  at  a  meal  (?) ;  seated  at  or  busy  in  the 
preparation  of  a  meal  (?);  acook(?);  a  mother  (?). 
—  Admasadya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  condition  of  an 
admasad.  —  Admasadi'an,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  fit  to  be 
a  companion  at  a  meal. 

Admani,  is,  m.  fire. 

Admara,  as,  d,  am,  gluttonous. 

I.  adya,  as,  a,  am,  fit  or  proper  to  be  eaten ; 

(am),  n.  food,  anything  eatable. 

^TtJ  2.  a-dya  or  Ved.  adya,  ind.  (fr. 
pronom.  base  a,  this,  with  dya  for  dyu,  Lat.  ho-die), 
to-day;  now-a-days ;  novt.^Adya-dina  or  adya- 
divasa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  present  day.  —  Adya- 
/liirnim,  ind.  before  nov/.—Adya-prabhriti,  ind. 
from  and  after  to-day.  —  Adya-folna,  as,  d,  am, 

likely  to  happen  to-day  or  (<ras)  to-morrow ;  (a),  f. 
a  female  near  delivery.  —  Adya-sutyd,  f.  preparation 
and  consecration  of  the  Soma  on  the  same  day. 

—  Adi/dpi  (°ya-api),  ind.  even  now,  just  now;  to 
this   day ;    down  to  the  present  time ;    henceforth. 

—  Adydiiadhi  (°ya-av°),  is,  is,  i,  beginning  or 
ending  to-day;  from  or  till  to-day.  —  Adyaiva  (adya- 
eva),  ind.  this  very  day. 

Adyatana,  as,  I,  am,  extending  over  or  referring 
to  to-day ;  occurring  or  current  to-day  or  now-a-days, 
modern ;  (as),  m.  the  period  of  a  current  day,  either 
from  midnight  to  midnight,  or  from  dawn  to  dark; 
(i),  f.  (in  gram.)  the  aorist  tense  from  its  relating 
what  has  occurred  on  the  same  day.  —  Adyatana- 
bhuta,  as,  m.  the  aorist. 

Adyataniya,  as,  a,  am,  extending  over  or  refer- 
ring to  to-day ;  current  now-a-days. 

*s«j  a-dyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  blunt. 

'SreTff  a-dyut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.   destitute  of 
brightness. 

iS^W  a-dyutya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  unlucky 
gambling ;  (according  to  others)  the  watch  just  before 
the  dawn ;  (as,  d,  am),  not  derived  from  gambling, 
honestly  obtained. 

a-drava,  as,  d,  am,  not  liquid. 

a-dravya,   am,    n.   a  nothing,   a worthless  thing. 

^Pj  adri,  is,  m.  (said  to  he  fr.  rt.  ad,  but 
perhaps  from  a,  not,  and  drt,  to  split,  not  liable  to  be 

split),  a  stone,  a  rock,  a  mountain ;  a  stone  for  pound- 
ing Soma  with  or  grinding  it  on  ;  a  stone  for  a  sling, 

a  thunderbolt ;  a  mountain-shaped  mass  of  clouds  ;  a 
cloud  (the  mountains  are  the  clouds  personified,  and 
regarded  as  the  enemies  of  Indra)  ;  a  tree ;  the  sun ; 
N.  of  a  measure ;  the  number  seven;  N.  of  a  grandson 
of  Prithu.  —  Adri-karni,  f.  a  plant,  Clitoria  Ternatea 
Lin.  —  Adri-kild,  (.  the  earth.  —  Ailri-krita-stliali, 
f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Adri-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced 
from  or  found  among  rocks  or  mountains ;  (d), 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Sainhall ;  N.  of  ParvatI  or  DurgS ; 

(am),  n.  red  chalk.  ••  Ad-Ti-jd,  as,  m.,  Ved.  produced 
from  (the  friction  of)  stones.  —  Adri-juta,  as,  a, 

am,  Ved.  excited  by  (the  friction  of)  stones.  —  Adri- 
tanayd,  f.  the  mountain-daughter,  i.  e.  PSrvatl ;  N. 
of  a  metre  of  four  lines,  each  containing  twenty-three 
syllables.  —  Adri-dugdha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  milked, 

i.e.  expressed  with  stones.  —  Adri-di-ish,  t,  m.  the 
enemy  of  mountains  or  clouds,  i.e.  Indra.  —  Adri- 
nandinl,  f.,  N.  of  Parvatl.  -.  Adri-pati,  is,  m.  the 
Himalaya  as  the  lord  of  mountains.  —  A dri-barhas, 

as,  as,  as,  Ved.  mountain-high.  —  Adri-budfina, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  rooted  in  or  produced  on  a  rock  or 
mountain.  —  Adri-bhid,  t,t,t,  Ved.  splitting  mountains 
or  clouds ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  Indra.  —  Adri-bhu,  us,  us, 
u,  mountain-born,  found  or  living  among  mountains  ; 

(ug),  f.  a  plant,  probably  Salvinia  Cuculiata.  —  Adri- 
mdtri,  to.,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  having  a  rock  or  moun- 

tain for  a  mother.  —  Adri-murdhan,  d,  m.  the  head 
or  summit  of  a  mountain.  —  Adri-rdj,  t,  or  adri- 

t'dja,  as,  m.  Himalaya  as  the  king  of  mountains. 
—  Ailri-vat,   an,  voc.   as,  m.,  Ved.  armed   with 
stones  or  thunderbolts.  —  Adri-vahni,  if,  m.  fire  on 

or  in  a  mountain  or  rock.  —  Adri-s"ayya,as,  m.  having 
the  mountain  for  his  couch,  i.  e.  S'iva.  —  Adri-tfringa, 
am,  n.  a  mountain-peak.  —  Adri-shuta,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  prepared  with  stones.  —  Adri-samhaia,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  expressed  with  stones.  —  Adri-sdnu,  us, 

us,   u,  Ved.  lingering  on  the  mountains.  —  Adri- 
sdra,  as,  m.  essence  of  stones,  i.  e.  iron.  —  Adri- 
sdra-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of  iron.  —  Adrlndra 
(°dri-in'J)  or  adrlsa  ̂ dri-if),  as,  m.  the  lord  of mountains,  i.  e.  Himalaya. 

Adrfkd,  (.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 

^5T^  a-druh,  dhruk,  k,  k,  or  adruhvan,  d, 
d,  a  (it.  druh),  Ved.  free  from  malice  or  treachery. 

A-drogha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  free  from  falsehood, 
true ;  (am),  ind.  without  falsehood.  —  Adrogha-vd(, 
k,  k,  k,  Ved.  free  from  malice  or  treachery  in  speech. 

—  Adroghavtta  (°gka-av°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  loving 
freedom  from  malice  or  treachery. 

A-droJia,  as,  m.  freedom  from  malice  or  treachery. 
—  Adroha-vritti,  is,  f.  conduct  free  from  malice  or 
treachery. 

A-drohin,  i,  inl,  i,  free  from  malice  or  treachery. 

'a§r«i  advan,  d,  d,  a  (fr.  rt.  ad),  eating; 
(used  at  the  end  of  compound  words.) 

^TgTl  a-dvaya,  as,  d,  am,  not  two,  without 
a  second,  only,  unique ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Buddha ; 

(am),  n.  non-duality,  unity ;  identity,  especially  the 
identity  of  Brahma  with  the  universe  or  with  the 
soul,  or  of  spirit  and  matter;  the  ultimate  truth. 

—  Advaya-vddin  or  adraita-vddin,  I,  m.  Buddha ; 
a  Jaina ;    one   who   teaches    advaya  or   identity. 

—  Advayananda   ("ya-dn'),   as,  m.,   N.   of  an 
author,  and  of  a  founder  of  the  Vaishnava  sect  in 

Bengal,  who  lived  at  the  close  of  the  fifteenth  century. 

A-di'ayat,  an,  or  a-dvayas,  as,  m.,Ved.  free  from duplicity. 

A-dvaydvin,  i,  or  a-dvayu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  free 
from  double  dealing  or  duplicity. 

''SflTC  a-dvdra,  am,  n.  a  place  without  a 
door ;  an  entrance  which  is  not  the  proper  door. 

^TiVsT  a-dvija,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of 
Brahmans. 

*a  PS  rll  *<  a-dvitlya,  as,  d,  am,  without  a 

second,  sole,  unique  ;  matchless. 

"SffV'^'Pr  a-dvishenya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dvish), 
Ved.  not  to  be  disliked  ;  not  malevolent. 

A-dvesha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  malevolent.  —  A- 
dveslia-ragin,  i,  iyi,  i,  free  from  malevolence  and 

passionate  desire. Adreshas,  ind.,  Ved.  without  malevolence,  without 

opposition. 
AdvesKin,  t,  inl,  i,  free  from  malevolence. 
Adveshtri,  d,  m.  not  an  enemy ;  a  friend. 

visri  a-dvaita,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of 

duality,  having  no  duplicate  ;  peerless ;  sole,  unique ; 
epithet  of  Vishnu ;  (am),  n.  non-duality ;  identity, 
especially  the  identity  of  Brahma  with  the  universe 
or  with  the  soul,  or  of  spirit  and  matter ;  the 
ultimate  truth ;  title  of  an  Upanishad.  —  Advaitena, 

ind.  solely.  —  Advaitdnanda  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.  = 
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advayananda,  q.v.-Aii  >:id(°ta-up°), 
t,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 

•*TV  adha  or  adhii,  ind.,  Ved.  (much  the 
same  as  atha,  used  chiefly  as  an  inceptive  particle), 

now  ;  then,  therefore  ;  moreover,  so  much  the  more  ; 

and,  'partly.  -  Adha-adha,  as  well  as,  partly-partly. _.(,/,  -.  a,  am,  or  adha-prl.  if,  is,  t, 
Ved.  pleased  or  glad  then. 

:  adhah,  &c.     See 

a-dhana,  as,  a,  am,  destitute   of 
wealth  or  property. 

A-dhanya,  as,  a,  am,  not  richly  supplied  with  corn 
or  other  produce  ;  not  prosperous  ;  unhappy,  wretched. 

adhama,  as,  a,  am  (see  etymology  of 

adhara),  lowest,  vilest,  worst;  very  low  or  vile  or 

bad  ;  often  used  at  the  dose  of  comp.,  as  in  nara- 

dhama,  the  vilest  or  worst  of  men  ;  (a*),  an  un- 
blushing paramour  ;  (a),  a  low  or  bad  mistress  [cf.  Lat. 

ita  or  adhama-bhritaka, 

at,    m.   a   servant  of   the  lowest   class,   a   porter. 

-  Adhamnrna  ("ma-ri"),  as,  or  adkamarnikn, 
a»,  m.  one  reduced  to  inferiority  by  debt,  a  debtor. 
-  Adhama-ialcha,  an  or  am  (1),  m.  or  n.(?),  N. 

of  a  region.  —  Adhamdttga  (°ma-an°),  am,  n.  (the 
lowest  member),  the  foot.  —  Adhamatdra  ('mo-ad0), 
at,  a,  am,  guilty  of  vile  conduct.  —  Adhamdrdha 

Cma-ar*),  am,  n.  the  lower  half,  the  lower  part. 
—  Adhamdrdhya,  as,  a,  am,  connected  with  or 
referring  to  the  tower  part. 

&c.     See  above,  under 
adhama. 

adhara,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  come 
from  adhas  or  from  a  base  adh,  whence  ndhrt* 
may  be  derived),  lower,  inferior;  tending  down- 

wards; low,  vile;  worsted,  silenced;  prior;  (as), 
m.  the  lower  lip,  the  lip;  (a),  f.  the  lower  re- 

gion, nadir;  (am),  n.  the  lower  part;  a  reply; 
Pudendum  Muliebre  [Ossetic,  dalag  ;  Goth,  dala- 
thr6  ;  Lat.  inferus].  —  Adhara-tas  or  adha.ru- 
stdt  or  adharaamdt  or  adhardt  or  adharena,  ind. 
below,  beneath;  in  the  lower  region.  —  Adhara- 
kaiilha,  as,  ant,  m.  n.  the  lower  neck.  —  Adhara- 
taya,  as,  m.  the  lower  part  of  the  body.  —  Ad  hara- 
pana,  am,  n.  drinking  the  lower  lip,  kissing. 
—  Adhara-madhu,  u,  n.  the  moisture  of  the  lips. 
—  Adhara-svastika,  am,  n.  the  nadir.  —  Adhard- 

i   (°ra-am°),  am,  n.  the  nectar  of  the  lips. 
—  Adhardruni  (°ra-ar°),  is,  f.,  Ved.  the  lower  of 
the  two  pieces  of  wood  used  in  producing  fire  by 

friction.  —  Adltardvalopa  (°ra-av°),  as,  m.  biting 
the  lip.—Adharottara  (°ra-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  lower 
and  higher  ;  worse  and  better  ;  question  and  answer  ; 
nearer  and  further  ;  sooner  and  later  ;  upside  down, 

topsy-turvy.  —  Adharoshtha  or  adharaushfha  (°ra- 
osh°),  as,  m.  the  lower  lip;  (am),  n.  the  lower  and 
upper  lip. 

A'llinrdk,  ind.  beneath,  in  the  lower  region. 
Adharddina    or    ndhardfya,   an,    a,    am,    or 

adharanf,  an,  dfi,  dk,  Ved.  tending  downwards,  to 
the  nadir  or  the  lower  region,  tending  towards  the 
south  (or  west?). 
AdharattSt,  ind.,  Ved.  below,  beneath. 
Adli'ir:-i-r!/,i,  nx,  d,  am,  worsted  ;  invalidated. 
Atlharina,  an,  a,  am,  vilified. 
Adlniri-l>l,iitii,  <if,  u,  am,  worsted;  invalidated. 
Adl,,i,;-,l,,,u,,  ind.  the  day  before  yesterday;  on  a previous  day. 
A'l/uin  ifti,  <is,  d,  am,  inferior  in  quality  or  worth. 

*il«i  a-dharma,  as,  m.  unrighteousness, 
injustice,  irreligion,  wickedness;  demerit,  guilt;  N.  of 
a  PrajJpati,  son  of  Brahma,  husband  of  Hirjsa  or 
Mrisha  ;  N.  of  an  attendant  of  the  sun  ;  (a),  f.  un- 

righteousness personified  and  represented  as  the  bride 
of  death.  —  Adharma-tdrin,  1,  im,  {,  practising 
wickedness.  ~»  Adharma-tas,  ind.  unrighteously,  un- 

justly. —  Adharma-dandana,  am,  n.  unjust  punish- 

ment. -Adharma-mmja,  ag,  t,  am,  made  up  of 

wickedness;  downright  wicked.—  Adharmdtmati 

(aiini-at°),  a,  d,  a,  having  a  wicked  spirit  or  dh- 
\t\oii.  —  Adliiirm<i*fikdya  (°nia-as°),  as,  m.  the 

category  (iixfikdi/n)  of  ad/inriiin. 

Adluirniiii,  /,'I'HI,  i,  unrighteous,  wicked,  impious. 
AdhnrmiMha,  as,  a,  am,  most  wicked,  impious. 

Adl<armi/a,'a»,  a,  am,  unlawful,  contrary  to  law or  religion,  wicked. 

a-dhavu,  f.  a  widow  (usually  vi- 
dhavd,  without  a  husband). 

TVS  adhas,  ind.  (said  to  come  from  adh, 

see  adhara),  below,  down;  in  the  lower  region; 
beneath,  under  ;  from  under  (with  ace.,  gen.,  and  abl.)  ; 

also  applied  to  the  lower  region  and  to  the  Pudendum 

Muliebre  [cf.  Lat.  infra]  .  —  Adhas-ta  ram,  ind.  very 

far  down.  —  Adha-updnana,  am,  n.  sexual  inter- 
course. -  Adhah-Tcara,  as,  m.  the  lower  part  of  the 

hand.  -  .-l(Mrt/i-/[-o?/a,as,m.the  lower  part  ofthebody. 

-  Adhah-krita,  as,  a,  am,  put  down,  cast  down. 

—  Adhah-kriskiiajinam  (°«a-of),  ind.  under  the 
black  skin.  -  Adhah-khanana,  am,  n.   undermin- 

ing. -  Adhah-yadma,  am,  n.  (in  architecture)  a  cer- 
tain part  of  the  cupola.  —  Adhah-pdta,  as,  m.  a  down- 
fall. -  Adhah-pushpl,   f.   (having    flowers    looking 

downwards),  'N.  of  two  plants,  Pimpinella  Anisum 
and  Elephantopus  Scaber  (or  Hieracium?).  —  Adhah- 

prai'dha,   as,  m.   a   downward  current.  —  Adhah- 
prastara,  as,  m.  seat  or  bed  of  turf  or  grass  for 

persons  in  a  state  of  impurity.  —  Adhah-prdn-s'dyin, 
i,  int,  i,  sleeping  on  the  ground,  towards  the  east. 
1  Adhai-fara,  as,  m.  a  thief  ('creeping  on  the 
ground').  —  Adhah-s'aya,  as,  a,  am,  sleeping  on  the 
ground.  —  Adhah-s'ayya,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  pecu- 

liar couch  on  the  ground  ;  (a),  f.  act  of  sleeping  on 
the  ground  and  on  a  peculiar  couch.  —  Adhah-iiras, 
as,  as,  as,  holding  the  head  downward  ;  head  fore- 

most; (as),  n.,  N.  of  a  hell.  —  Adhas-tala,  am,  n. 
the  room  below  anything.  —  Adhas-pada,  am,  n. 
the  place  under  the  feet.  —  Adhaspadam,  ind.  under 
foot.  —  Adhah-stha,  as,  d,  am,  placed  low  or  below  ; 
inferior.  -  Adhah-sthita,  as,  d,  am,  standing  below  ; 
situated  below.  —  Adhah-svastika,  am,  n.  the  nadir. 

—  Adho-'nfuka,  am,  n.  a  lower  garment.  —  Adho- 
'ksha  or  adho-aksha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (situated)  below 
the  axle  or  under  a  car;   (am),  ind.  under  the  axle. 
-Adho-'ksha-ja,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or 
Krishna  ;  the  sign  SWanS.  —  Adho-gantd,  f.  a  plant, 
Achyranthes  Aspera.  —  Adho-gata,  as,  d,  am,  gone 
down,descended.  —  Adho-gati,is,l.  oradho-gama,as, 
m.  or  adho-gamana,  am,  n.  descent,  downward  move- 

ment, degradation.  —  Adho-gati,  is,is,i,  going  down- 
wards, descending.  —  Adho-gdmin,  t,  ml,  ̂ preced- 

ing. —  Adho-ghanid,  f.  a  plant,  Achyranthes  Aspera. 
—  Adho-'nga,  am,  n.  the  anus.  Pudendum  Muli- 

ebre. —  Adho-jdnu,  ind.  below  the  knee.  —  Adho- 
jihmkd,  f.  the  uvula.  —  Adho-ddm,  u,  n.  the  under 
timber.  —  AdTio-dU,  k,  f.  the  lower  region,  the  nadir. 
—  Adho-drishli,  is,  f.  a  downcast  look;  (is,  is,  i), 
having  a  downcast  look.  —  Adho-defa,  as,  m.  the 
lower  or  lowest  part,  especially  of  the  body.  —  Adho- 
ilrdi-n,    am,    n.    the    anus,    Pudendum    Muliebre. 
—  Adho-ndbham,    ind.  below  the    navel.  —  Adho- 

'para,  am,  n.  the  anus.<—Adhopakd8a(0dhas-up°), 
as,  m.,  Ved.  sexual  intercourse.  —  Adho-bandhana, 
am,  n.  an  under  girth.  —  Adho-bhakta,  am,  n.  a 
dose  of  medicine  to  be  taken  after  eating.  —  Adho- 
bhara,as,  d,  am,  lower.  •-  Adho-bhfiga,  as,  m.  the 
lower  or  lowest  part,  especially  of  the  body.  —  Adho- 
bhdga-dosha-hara,  as,  d,  am,  airing  or  strengthen- 

ing the  lower  part  of  the  body.  —  Adho-bhurana, 
din,  n.  the  lower  world.  —  Adho-hhiimi  ,  in,  f.  lower 
ground  ;  land  at  the  foot  of  a  \u\\.  —  Adho-marman 
a,  n.  the  anus.  —  Adho-rnukha,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  having 
the  face  downwards  ;  headlong  ;   upside  down  ;  (as), 
m.  Vishnu  ;  (a),  f.  a  plant,  Premna  Esculenta  ;  (am) 
n.  a  division  of  hell.  —  Adho-yantra,  am,  n.  the 
lower  part  of  an  apparatus  ;    a  still.  —  AdJio-rakta 
pitta,  am,  n.  discharge  of  blood  from  the  anus  and  th( 
urethra.  —  Adho-rdma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (a  goat)  having 

>eculiar  white  or  black  marks  on  the  lower  part  ot 
he  body.  —  Adho-ldmba,  as,  m.  a  plummet;  the 
>erpendicular  ;  (as),  m.  the  lower  world.  —  Adho 
•iidniui,  as,  d,  am,  the  same  as  adlw-mukha. 
—  Adho-varfas,  as,  as,  as,  powerful  in  the  lower 
regions.  —  Ad/io-vato,  as,  m.  the  bottom.  Pudendum 
vluliebre.  —  Adho-vdyu,  us,  m.  vital  air  passing  down- 

wards; flatulency.  —  Adho-'r<k*hi  (itilhas  +  ava  + 
'kshin),  looking  down.  —  Adho-'i'ra^pitia,  seeadho- 
raklapitta.  —  Adho-'s'cam,  ind.  under  the  horse. 
Adhastana,  as,  I,  am,  lower,  being  underneath. 
Adhastdt,  ind.  the  same  as  adhas,  q.  v. 
Adhastdd-dli,  k,  f.  the  lower  region,  the  nadir. 

^IVT  adha,  Ved.     See  adha. 

adhdmdrgava,  as,  m.  a  plant, 

Achyranthes  Aspera. 
a-dhdranaka,  as,  d,  am,  unable 

to  support,  unremunerative. 
a-dhdrmika,  as,  I,  am,  unjust, 

unrighteous,  wicked. 
->MVJ|  9  a-dhdrya,  as,  a,  am,  unfit  or  improper 

to  be  held  or  carried  or  kept  up. 

i.  adhi,  is,  m.  (better q.  v.), 
anxiety,  perplexity  ;  f.  a  woman  in  her  courses. 

2.  adhi,  ind.,  as  a  prefix  to  verbs  and 
nouns,  expresses  above,  over  and  above,  besides. 
As  a  separable  adverb  or  preposition;  (with  abl.) 

Ved.  over  ;  from  above  ;  from  ;  from  the  presence  of; 
for  ;  (with  gen.)  Ved.  among  ;  (with  loc.)  Ved. 
over;  on;  at;  subject  to;  (with  ace.)  over,  upon, 
concerning.  —  Adhy-adhl,  ind.  on  high,  just  above. 
Adhika,  as,  d,  am,  additional  ;  subsequent,  later  ; 

surpassing  (in  number  or  quantity  or  quality),  superior, 
more  numerous  ;  abundant  ;  excellent  ;  supernumerary, 
redundant  ;  secondary,  inferior  ;  intercalated  ;  (am), 
n.  surplus  ;  abundance  ;  redundancy  ;  hyperbole  :  ind. 

exceedingly;  too  much;  more.  —  Adhikam-tii,  more- 
ovtT.  —  Adhika-kshaya-kdrin,  t,  im,  i,  causing 
excessive  waste.  —  Adhika-td,  I.  or  adhika-tva, 
am,  n.  addition,  excess,  redundancy,  preponderance. 
-  Adhika-tithi,  is,  m.  f.  an  intercalary  lunar  day. 
—  Adhtka-danta,  or  adhi-danta,  as,  m.  a  redun- 

dant tooth  which  grows  over  another.  —  Adtiika-diiut 
or  adhi-dina,  am,  n.  an  intercalated  day.  —  Adhika- 
mdnsdrman  (°sa-ar°),  a,  n.  proud  flesh  in  the  eye  ; 
see  adhimdnsa.  —  Adhika-mdsa,  as,  m.  an  inter- 

calated month.  —  Adhikarddhi  (°ka-rld°),  is,  is,  i, 

abundantly    prosperous.  —  Adliika-i-akyokti    (°kya- 
uk"),  is,  f.  exaggeration,  hyperbole.  —  Adhika-shd- 
shtika,  as,  i,  am,  (containing  or  costing)  more  than 
sixty.  —  Adhika-samratsara,  «*,  m.  an  intercalated 
month.  —  Adhika-sdiitatikn,  a«,i,am  (containing  or 

costing)  more  than  seventy.  —  Adhikdnga  (°ka-an°), 
as,  d  or  i,  am,  having  some  redundant  member  or 
members;  (am),  n.  belt  worn  over  the  coat  of  mail. 
—  Ailhikddhika  (°kha-adha),  as,  d,  am,  outdoing 
one  another.  —  Adhikdrtha  (°ka-ar°),  as,  d,  am, 
exaggerated.  —  Adhikdrtha-ra/ana,  am,  n.  exagger- 

ation, hyperbole, 
adhi-karmakara,   as,   m.   or 

ndlii-karntakrit,  t,  m.  an  overseer  of  workmen. 

^rftnirf^P^  adhi-kalpin,  t,  m.,  Ved.  a 

sharp  gambler. 7lfk|c|i|H  adhi-kdrma,  am,  n.,  N.  of  some 

place  unknown. ^srftr^  adhi-krl,  el.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum, 
to  place  at  the  head,  appoint  ;  to  aim  at,  regard  ; 
to  refer  or  allude  to  ;  to  superintend,  be  at  the  head 
of:  A.  -kurute,  to  be  or  become  entitled  to;  to  be 

or  become  superior  to. 
Adhi-karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  placing  at  the 

head  or  of  subordinating  government,  supremacy, 

magistracy,  court  of  justice  ;  a  receptacle,  sup- 
port ;  a  claim  ;  a  topic,  subject  ;  (in  philosophy)  a 
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substratum ;  a  subject  (e.  g.  dtmd  is  the  adki-karana 
of  knowledge);  a  category;  a  relation;  (in  grammar) 
regimen,  government,  comprehension,  location,  the 
sense  of  the  locative  case  ;  relationship  of  words  in  a 
sentence,  which  agree  together,  either  as  adjective  and 
substantive,  or  as  subject  and  predicate,  or  as  two  sub- 

stantives in  apposition ;  (in  rhetoric)  a  topic ;  a  para- 
graph or  minor  section ;  (as,  i),  m.  f.  one  who  has  to 

superintend.  —  Adhikarana-bhojaka,  as,  m.  a  judge. 
—Adhikarana-mandapa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  hall 
of  justice.  —  Adhikarana-siililhdnta,  as,  m.  a  syl- 

logism or  conclusion  which  involves  others.  —  Adhi- 
karanaitdvattva  ^na-ei^),  am,  n.  fixed  quantity  of a  substratum. 

Ad/it-karanika  or  better  ddhlkaranika,  as,  m. 
a  government  official ;  a  judge  or  magistrate. 
Adhi-karanya,  am,  n.  authority,  power. 
Adhi-karman,  a,  n.  superintendence.  -•  Adhi- 

karmakrit  or  adhi-karmakara,  see  s.  v.  —  Adhi- 
karma-krita,  as,  m.  person  appointed  to  superin- 

tend an  establishment. 
Adhikarmika,  as,  m.  the  overseer  of  a  market. 
Adhi'kdra,  as,  m.  authority ;  office ;  government, 

rule,  administration,  jurisdiction ;  royalty,  prerogative  ; 
title ;  rank ;  claim,  right,  especially  to  perform  sacri- 

fices with  benefit ;  privilege ;  ownership ;  possession  ; 
property;  reference,  relation;  exertion, effort ;  a  topic, 
subject ;  a  paragraph  or  minor  section ;  (in  grammar) 
government ;  a  heading-rule ;  (as,  »),  m.  f.  having 
much  to  superintend,  —  Adhikdra-stha,  as,  d,  am, 
established  in  an  office.  —  Adhikdrddhya  ("ra-ddh"), 
as,  d,  am,  invested  with  authority. 
Adhi-kdrin,  I,  inl,  i,  possessing  authority ;  en- 

titled to ;  fit  for ;  (i),  m.  a  superintendent,  governor ; 
an  official ;  a  rightful  claimant ;  a  proprietor,  master ; 
one  possessing  the  right  of  sacrificing ;  a  man  pro- 

ficient in  the  Vedanta;  man  as  the  lord  of  creation. 
— Adhikdri-tva,  am,  n.  or  adhikdri-td,  f.  author- 

ity ;  rightful  claim ;  ownership,  &c. 
Adhi-krita,  as,  d,  am,  placed  at  the  head  of; 

appointed ;  ruled,  administered ;  claimed  ;  (as),  m. 
a  superintendent,  especially  a  comptroller  of  public 
accounts.  —  Adhikrita-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  engaged 
in  or  occupied  with. 

Adhi-kriti,  is,  f.  a  right,  privilege ;  possession. 
Adhi-krityn,  ind.  having  placed  at  the  head,  having 

made  the  chief  subject ;  regarding ;  concerning  ;  with 
reference  to. 

adhi-kram,   cl.    I.   P.   -krdmati, 

-kramitum,  to  ascend,  mount  up  to ;  to  attack,  scale. 
Adhi-krama,  as,  m.  an  invasion,  attack. 
Adhi-kramana,  am,  n.  act  of  invading  or  scaling. 

^rfvftj1  adhi-kshi,  cl.  6.  or  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved. 
l.'f/tii/iiti  or  -ksheti,  -kshetum,  to  be  settled  in  or 
over,  rest  upon ;  to  inhabit,  to  obtain  ;  (occasionally 
adki-kship  occurs  for  this  rt.  by  mistake.) 

^rfvfafrT  adhi-kshit,  t,  m.,  Ved.  a  lord, 
ruler  (fr.  rt.  2.  kshi  and  not  fr.  adhl-kshi  above). 

adhi-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  -kshipati, 
,  to  lay  upon;  to  bespatter;  to  insult,  abuse, 

scold  ;  to  superinduce  (disease)  ;  (occasionally  this  rt. 
appears  to  be  used  by  mistake  for  adki-kshi,  q.v.) 
Adhikshipail-aliju-nftra,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  having 

eyes  which  eclipse  the  lotus. 

Atlhi-kxMpta,  ax,  d,  am,  insulted ;  scolded ; 
thrown  down ;  placed,  fixed  ;  despatched. 
Adfii-kahepa,  as,  m.  abuse,  contempt ;  dismissal. 

IMIVI*!!  adhi-yan,  cl.  10.  P.  -ganayati, 

-yitum,  to  enumerate,  to  value  highly. 

•stfvi*^  adhi-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  -gadhati, 
•gantum,  to  go  up  to,  approach,  overtake ;  to  have 
sexual  intercourse  with ;  to  fall  in  with  ;  to  meet, 
find,  discover,  obtain  ;  to  accomplish ;  to  study,  read  : 
Dcsid.  P.  adhi-jigamisliati,  to  seek;  A.  adhi- 
jifjdnxtite,  to  be  desirous  of  studying  or  reading. 

Adhi-gata,  as,  d,  am,  found,  obtained,  acquired ; 
gone  over,  studied,  learnt. 

Adhi-gantarya,  as,  d,  am,  attainable. 
Adhi-gantri,  t,  d,  m.  one  who  attains  or  acquires. 
Adhi-gama,  as,  m.  the  act  of  attaining,  acquisi- 

tion ;  acquirement,  mastery,  study,  knowledge  ;  mer- 
cantile return,  profit,  &c. 

AdM-gamana,  am,  n.  acquisition  ;  finding  ;  ac- 
quirement, reading,  study  ;  marriage,  copulation. 

Adhl-gamaniya  or  adhi-ijamya,  as,  d,  am, 
attainable,  practicable  to  be  learnt. 

adhi-yartya,    as,    d,    am,  Ved. 

(found)  on  the  driver's  seat. 
•"•MiiHiq  adhi-gava,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  (found) 

on  or  in  a  cow,  derived  from  a  cow. 

^rftPTT  adhi-gd,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  or  cl.  3.  P. 
-ydti,  -te,  -jiijati,  -gatum,  to  fall  in  with,  obtain  ;  to 
notice,  to  go  over,  learn,  read,  study,  remember  ; 
to  attempt,  resolve  :  Caus.  P.  adhi-gdpayatl,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  go  over  or  teach  :  Desid.  of  the  Caus. 
adhl-jigapayishati,  to  be  desirous  of  teaching. 

^STVPpIT  adhi-guna,  as,  d,  am,  possessing 
superior  qualities. 

wftnjH  adhi-gupta,  as,  d,  am,  protected, 

guarded. ^ffWjH  adhi-fankrama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
walking  or  creeping  over  something. 

^TnrTr  adhi-(ar,  cl.  i.  P.  -6arati,  -ritum, 
to  walk  or  move  on  or  over  something. 
Adhi-darana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  walking  or  mov- 

ing or  being  on  or  over  something. 

•^f^r^  adhi-'S,  cl.  5.  P.  -finoti,  -Mum, 
to  pile  or  build  upon. 

•st  fa*{*{adhi-jan,  cl.  4.  A.  -jay  ate,  -janitum, to  be  bom. 

Adhi-ja,  as,  d,  am,  bom,  superior  by  birth. 
Adhi-janana,  am,  n.  birth. 

adhi-jdnu,  ind.  on  the  knees. 

adhi-ji,  cl.  I  .  P.  -jayati,  -jetum,  to 
win  in  addition,  conquer. 

•sifvntitjf  adhi-jihva,  as,  m.  or  adhi- 
jihnkd,  {.  a  peculiar  swelling  of  the  tongue  or 

epiglottis. 
•^fvi**  adhi-jya,  as,  d,  am,  having  the 

bowstring  (Jyd)  up  or  stretched,  i.  e.  strung. 

^ffVj*flfrtH«1N  adhi-jyotisham,  ind.  on  the 
subject  of  light  or  the  mundane  luminaries  (a  chapter 
in  the  Upanishads). 

^rftrfrTirfiT  adhi-tishthati.     See  «i(ViEri. 

'WfVtT  adhitya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  adhi),  being above. 

Adhityakd,  f.  land  on  the  upper  part  of  a  moun- tain, table  land. 

wftr^JTTTTf  adhi-danda-netri,  td,  m.  (ruler 
appointed  to  punish),  epithet  of  Yama. 

•flfa^tT  adhi-danta,  as,  m.  a  redundant 
tooth  which  grows  over  another. 

^rfvri^nT  adhi-ddrva,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  ddru), 
wooden. 

^rfVT^«T  adhi-dina,  am,  n.  an  intercalated 
day. 

^rftlf^  adhi-deva,  as,  m.  or  adhi-devatd, 
f.  a  presiding  or  tutelary  deity.  —  AdM-devam  or 
inl/ii-ileratam,  ind.  concerning  the  gods  or  the  deity. 

•>.a(V<;<=i«i  adhi-devana,  am,  n.,Ved.  part  of 
the  house  allotted  to  gambling;  the  table  or  board 
for  gambling. 

«f(V<irq  adhi-dawa  or  adhi-daivata,  am,  n. 
a  presiding  or  tutelary  deity  ;  the  supreme  deity  ;  the 

divine  agent  operating  in  material  objects.  —  Adhi- 
daivam  or  adhidaivatam,  ind.  on  the  subject  of 
the  deity  or  the  divine  agent. 
Adhi-duinka,  as,  I,  am,  spiritual. 

to  give,  present  ;  A.  -dhatte,  to  acquire  additionally. 
^rfVjV  adhi-dhri,  Caus.  P.  -dhdrayati, 

-yitum,  to  carry  over  or  across. 
wftrartT  adhi-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 

author  of  the  Kalayoga-sastra. 

^rfvftTVT  adhi-ni-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  -dadhdti, 
-dhatum,  to  deposit,  impart. 

•4)  W^f^'^adhi-nirnij  ,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  veiled. 
wfvftr^^T  adhi-ni-vas,  cl.  i.  P.  -vasati, 

-vaslum,  to  dwell. 

•«fM«l')  adhi-m,  cl.  I.  P.  -nayati,  -netum, 
to  lead  away  from  (with  abl.);  to  raise  above  the 
ordinary  measure,  enhance. 

*iifV«jn  adhi-nrit,  cl.  4.  P.  -nrityati, 
•nartitum,  to  dance  upon  (with  ace.). 

wfVr  adhi-pa,  as,  m.  a  ruler,  commander, 
regent,  king. 

Adhi-paii,  is,  m.  same  as  adhi-pa,  (in  medic.) 
a  particular  part  of  the  head,  where  a  wound  proves 
instantly  fatal.  —  AdMpati-rati,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  given  to certain  female  divinities. 

Adhi-patm,  f.  a  female  sovereign  or  ruler. 
Adlti-pd,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  ruler,  king,  sovereign. 

•*  fcmvjH^adhi-patham,  ind.  over  or  across a  road. 

^rftnjtsj'p?  adhi-pdnsula,as,  d,  am,  become 
dusty  from  above  ;  dusty.  Also  adht-pdnsula. 

^rftrj^TI  adhi-purnslia,  as,  m.  the  su- 
preme spirit. 

^fftr^  adhi-pu,  cl.  9.  P.,  Ved.  -pundti, 
-pavitum,  to  besprinkle,  to  sprinkle. 

15rftl^iT»TinT  adhi-puta-bhritam,  ind.,  Ved. 
over  the  (vessel)  full  of  purified  Soma. 

w(Vim!I  adhi-peshana,  as,  d,  am,  serving 
to  pound  or  grind  upon. 

THf>414jHx  adhi-prajam,  ind.  on  the  subject 
of  procreation  as  a  means  of  preserving  the  world  (a 
chapter  in  the  Upanishads). 

^rfinrfirn  adhi-prashti-yuya,  am,  n.  yoke 
laid  upon  the  prashli  or  foremost  of  three  horses, 
used  on  certain  sacrificial  occasions,  to  which  a  fourth 
horse  could  be  attached  ;  (as),  m.  the  fourth  horse thus  attached  (?). 

^rftm^  adhi-bddh,  cl.  I.  A.  -bddhate, 
-dhttum,  to  vex,  annoy. 

^TfVnjx  adhi-bru,  cl.  2.  P.  -brav'tti,  -vaktum, 
to  give  orders  to. 

^lftnj5^  adhi-bhuj,  cl.  7.  A.  -bhunkte, -bhoktum,  to  enjoy. 

hu,  us,  m.  (rt.  bhu  with  adhi), 
a  master,  a  superior. 
Adhi-bhuta,  am,  n.  the  spiritual  or  fine  substratum 

of  material  or  gross  objects  ;  the  all-penetrating  in- 
fluence of  the  supreme  spirit;  the  supreme  spirit 

himself;  nature.  «—  Adhi-lihutam,  ind.  on  the  subject 

of  material  objects  (a  chapter  in  the  Upanishads).  ' 
AdM-lihautlka  (better  diUtibliantika,  q.  v.),  as, 

I,  am,  natural  (?). 

^rnWTrT'T  adhi-bhojana,  am,  n.  an  addi- 
tional gift. 

^fvHrt!}  adhi-mantha  or  adhi-mantha,  as, 

m.  (churning  of  the  eyes),  severe  ophthalmia. 
G 



•2-1 adhi-manthana. adhi&vara. 

Adhi-manthana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  friction  for  pro- 
ducing fire;  (as,  a,  am),  suitable  for  such  friction 

(as  wood). 
Aillti-iii'intkltii,  a,',  a,  am,  suffering  from  oph- 

thalmia. 

^lf*WTH  adhi-miiBsa  or  adhi-mansnka,  as, 
m.  proud  flesh  or  cancer,  especially  in  the  eyes  or 

the  back  part  of  the  gums.  —  AdhimiiHfi~iriiian(°sar ii.  n.  ophthalmic  disease  produced  by  proud 
rlesh  or  cancer. 

••afyHId  adhi-mdtra,  as,  a,  am,  past  or 
above  measure,  excessive  ;  (am),  ind.  on  the  subject 
of  prosody.  —  Adhintiitrn-kSrunika,  Of,  m.  (ex- 

ceedingly merciful),  N.  of  a  MahS-brahmana  among 
the  Buddhists. 

»-SPMMM  adhi-masa,  as,  m.  an  intercalary 
month. 

•wfvi^fa  adhi-mukti,  is,f.  (with  Buddhists) 
intuition  (?)  ;  implicit  faith  (!).—Adliiinidii-sdra, 
UK,  a,  am,  wholly  given  to  intuition  or  to  implicit 
faith  (?). 
Adhi-muktika,  as,  m.  (with  Buddhists)  an  epi- 

thet of  Mahi-kala. 

^rfvJp?!  adlii-muhya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  S'akya- muni  in  one  of  his  thirty-four  former  births. 

iSfVIst  adhi-yajna,  as,  m.  the  chief  or 
principal  sacrifice  ;  influence  or  agency  affecting  a 
sacrifice  ;  (aj,  a,  am),  relating  to  a  sacrifice  ;  (am), 
ind.  on  the  subject  of  sacrifices. 

^TrVTr^  adhi-yat,  cl.  I.  A.,  Ved.  -yatate, 
-tit  am,  to  fasten,  fix,  stick. 

'Sihj*<*lN  adhi-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ya(6hati, 
-yantum,  to  give,  present. 

••S^UTT  adhi-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -yatl,  -turn, 
escape. 

to 

adhiyanga,  am,  n.  a  redundant 
limb;  (better  odk&k&ngaJ) 

*rf*l*JYv  adlii-yodha,  as,  m.  a  warrior  who 
fights  in  the  first  lines  (?). 

^sfVf.^adhi-rajju,us,  us,  u,  Ved.  carrying 
a  rope,  fastening,  fettering. 

>»r««.<4  adhi-ratha,  as,  a,  am,  being  upon 
or  over  a  car;  (at),  m.  a  charioteer;  N.  of  a 

charioteer  who  was  a  prince  of  An-ga  and  Kama's 
foster-father:  (am),  n.  a  cart-load. 

Adlti-rittlii.  vs.  m.  (various  reading  for  nda-ratld), 
the  sun  (?)  ;  the  sea  (?). 
Adlii-rathyam,  ind.  on  the  high  road. 

'HfWl  n  adhi-raj,  (,  m»  a  supreme  king, 
emperor. 

Ail/ii-rajn,  fif,  or  udl<!-rfijun,  a,  m.  an  emperor. 
Adhi-raj  ya  or  adhi-rashtra,  am,  n.  supremacy, 

imperial  dignity  ;  an  empire  ;  N.  of  a  country. 

—  Adhirajtja-iihi'ij,  I;  m.  possessor  of  imperial  dig- nity. 

^rPj«jtH  adhi-rukma,  as,  a,  am,  wearing 

gold. 
?rfv?;?  adhi-ruh,  cl.  I.  P.  or  poet.  A. 

nillii-roluitl,  -tc,  -roilhum,  to  rise  above,  to  ascend, 
mount:  Caus.  -rojn<  ,,  to  raise,  place  above. 

Adlii-riiil/ui,    «*,    a,   am,    ascended,    mounted. 

—  Afl/iii-r<i!//it-*<i/ii~nl!ii-yofja,  as,  a,  am,  engaged in  profound  meditation. 

Adhi-rn/tai.Hi,  nm,  n.  the  act  of  raising  or  causing 
to  mount. 

Adhi-ropita,  Of,  a,  am,  raised,  placed  above. 
Adhi-roha,  as,  m.  ascent,  mounting,  overtopping. 
Adhi-rohtntft  .  am,  n.  act  of  ascending  or  mounting 

or  rising  above  ;  (f  ),  f.  a  ladder,  flight  of  steps. 

A'l/ii-i'iJiit/  .  7,  ini,  ?'.  rising  above,  ascending,  &c.; 
(/HI),  f.  a  ladder,  flight  of  steps. 

vi  f«4  n\  <^adfii-lo/cam,  ind.  on  the  subject 

of  the  universe  (a  chapter  in  the  Upanishads).  —  Adhi- 
laku-natha,  as,  m.  lord  of  the  universe. 

t  inn.  to  speak  in  favour  of;  to  advocate  ;  to  side  with. 
Adlii-vaktri,  ta,  m.,  Ved.  an  advocate;  a  com- 

forter ;  an  oraior. 

Adhl-i-ai'aiKi,  imt,  n.  advocacy;  speaking  in  favour 
of;  an  appellation,  epithet. 
Adhi-vaka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  advocacy,  protection. 

^rf*T=nT  adhl-vap,  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  -vapate, 
-rapt  um,  to  put  on  ;  to  shatter. 

V|[\i4«?x  i.  adhi-vas,  cl.  I.  P.  -vasati, 
-rust  n  in.  to  inhabit  ;  to  settle  or  perch  upon. 

I.  adhi-vasa,  as,  m.  an  inhabitant,  a  neighbour; 
one  who  dwells  above;  a  habitation,  abode,  settle- 

ment, site;  sitting  before  a  person's  house  without 
taking  food  till  he  ceases  to  oppose  or  refuse  a  demand, 

commonly  called  '  sitting  in  dham5  :'  pertinacity  ;  (for 
a.  3.  adhi-rasa,  see  below.)  —  Adhivasa-bhumi,  is, 
f.  a  dwelling-place,  settlement. 

I.  adld-vasana,  am,  n.  act  of  causing  the  divinity 
to  take  up  its  abode  in  an  image  ;  sitting  in  dharnH 
[cf.  s.  v.  adhi-rasa  above].  (For  a.  adhl^casana, see  below.) 

Adhi-rasin,  i,  ini,  i,  inhabiting,  settled  in. 
—  Ad/iirast-ta,  f.  settled  residence. 
A'l/iy-ushita,  see  s.  v. 

••sfvq*^  2.  adhi-vas,  cl.  2.  A.  -vaste, 
-vasitum,  to  put  on  or  over  (as  clothes  &c.). 
Adhi-tastra,  Of,  a,  am,  clothed. 
a.  adhi-vana  or  adhi-vasa,  as,  m.  an  upper  gar- 

ment, mantle. 
I.  atlhi-rasita,  as,  a,  am,  invested  with,  clothed 

with  ;  see  also  s.  v.  adhi-vas  below. 

'SrfV'-ITTif  adhi-vajya,   am,   n.,   N.   of    a 
country  ;  correctly  adhi-vajya. 

^SrfV^TH  adhi-ras,  cl.  10.  P.  -viisayati, 
-yitum.  lo  scent,  perfume. 

3.  adhi-vasa,  a*,  m.  application  of  perfumes  or 
fragrant  cosmetics.  (For  I.  2.  adhi-rasa,  see  above.) 

a.  adhi-vasana,  am,  n.  application  of  perfumes, 
&c.  ;  touching  a  vessel  containing  fragrant  objects,  that 
have  been  presented  to  an  idol,  as  a  ceremony  ;  pre- 

liminary purification  of  the  image. 
a.  a'lhi-vasita,  o*t,  a,  am,  Scented. 

^Tf*MI?1  adhi-riihana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man,  said  to  be  a  son  of  Ai»ga. 

^TrVfqoarii  adhi-vi-kartana,  am,  n.  the 
act  of  cutting  off. 

^ff*lfTJ5;*I  adJii-vi-kram,  cl.  I.  A.  -kramate, 
-milum,  to  step  forth  towards  or  for  some  one. 

^fftlftj^  adhi-vid,  cl.  6.  P.  -rindati, 
-crdllnm,  to  obtain  ;  to  marry  in  addition  to. 
Adhi-vinna,  f.  a  wife  whose  husband  has  married 

again  ;  a  neglected  or  superseded  wife. 
Adhi-rettavyH  or  ml/i  i-mJnniyS  or  aillti-ralija, 

f.  a  wife  in  addition  to  whom  it  is  proper  to  marry 
another. 
Adhi-nttri,  ta,  m.  a  husband  who  marries  an 

additional  wife. 
Adhi-redana,  am,  n.  marrying  an  additional  wife. 

^nVr^aT  adhi-vidyam,  ind.  on  the  sub- 
ject of  science  (a  chapter  in  the  Upanishads). 

^rfV^'T  adhi-vedam,  ind.  concerning  the 
Veda. 

"afv^fl  adhi-st,  cl.  2.  A.  -sete,  -sayitum, 
to  lie  down  upon,  to  lie  upon,  to  sleep  upon. 
AdM-fayarui,  as,  a,  am,  lying  on,  sleeping  on. 
Aillii-isayita,  as,  a,  am,  recumbent  upon;  used 

for  Ivini;  or  sleeping  upon. 

^Tftrf^?T  adhi-sri,  cl.  I.  P.  -srayati,  -yitum, 
Ved.  -drayitavaf,  to  ascend  ;  to  put  on  fire,  make  hot. 
Adhl-iraya,  as,  m.  a  receptacle. 

Adhi-s'ratjana,  am,  n.  act  or  ceremony  of  putting 
(a  kettle)  on  the  fire;  (i),  f.  a  fire-place,  oven. 
—  AiUii-^rni/iniiifii,  a*',  a,  am,  relating  to  or  con- 

nected with  the  Adhi-sVayana. 
Adhi-irita,  as,  a,  am,  put  on  the  fire  (as  a  pot). 
^ffVTr^ltr  adhi-shatana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  su 

with  adhl),  Ved.  hand-press  for  extracting  and  strain- 
ing the  Soma  juice ;  (as,  a,  am),  used  for  extracting 

and  straining  the  Soma  juice. 

•stfVriT«rf/it-«AMn  (adhi-stha),  cl.  i.  P.  or 
poet.  A.  -tlflif/iufi,  -te,  -»hthatnm,\o  stand  upon, 
depend  ;  to  inhabit,  abide ;  to  be,  stand  ;  to  super- 

intend, govern ;  to  step  over  or  across ;  to  overcome ; 
to  ascend,  mount. 

Adhl-shthatri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  superintending,  presid- 
ing, governing,  tutelary ;  (a),  m.  a  ruler ;  especially 

the  supreme  ruler,  or  Providence  personified  and 
identified  with  one  or  another  of  the  Hindu  gods ; 
a  chief;  a  protector. 
Adhi-shthana,  am,  n.  standing  by,  being  at  hand, 

approach;  standing  or  resting  upon;  a  basis,  base; 
a  wheel  (as  the  basis  of  a  car) ;  a  position,  site,  re- 

sidence, abode,  seat ;  a  settlement,  town ;  government, 
authority,  power,  dominion;  a  precedent,  rule;  a 

benediction.  —  Adhixh!haiia-&ir'ira,  am,  n.  (in 
San-khya  phil.)  a  body  which  forms  the  medium 
between  the  subtle  and  the  gross  body. 

Adhi-shfhayaka,  as,  a,  am,  governing,  super- 
intending, guarding. 

Ailhi-g/ithita,  as,  a,  am,  settled ;  inhabited;  super- 
intended ;  regulated ;  appointed  ;  superintending. 

^TrVr^1  adM-stri,  ind.  concerning  a  wo- 
man or  a  wife.  —  Adhi-strt,  f.  a  superior  or  distin- 

guished woman. adhi-hari,  ind.  concerning  Hari. 

adhi  (adhi-i),  cl.  2.  P.  adhy-eti,  -tum, 
to  meet  with,  attain,  notice,  observe,  understand  ;  to 

mind,  remember,  care  for,  long  for ;  to  know,  know 

by  heart ;  to  go  over ;  study,  learn,  read,  recite,  de- 
clare; A.  adhite,  to  study,  learn  by  heart,  read, 

recite,  declare:  Caus.  P.  adliy-apayati,  -yitum,  to 
make  one  read  or  study,  teach,  instruct ;  Desid.  of  the 

Caus.  (Mtf-SftpayUtaU,  to  be  desirous  of  teaching  : 
Desid.  ail/i  ixli  ieitati,  to  be  desirous  of  teaching. 

Ail/Ma,  as,  S,  am,  attained ;  studied,  read ;  well 

read,  learned.  —  Adh'itn-ridn.  us,  m.  one  who  has 
studied  the  Vedas  or  whose  studies  are  finished. 

Adliiti.fa,  f.  perusal,  study;  Ved.  desire, recollection. 
Ailhitiit.  i.  ini,  it  well  read,  proficient. 
Ailhityu,  ind.  having  gone  over,  having  studied.  , 

Ai}li"iiint,aii,atl,iit,  remembering,  proficient  in  study . 
A<lhii/ana,  ax,  m.  a  student;  one  who  goes  over 

the  Veda  either  as  a  student  or  a  teacher. 

Adhy-aijana,  adhy-ipajca,  adhy-dpana,  adliy- 
inl/ii/-ctri,  &c.,  see  s.  v. 

15IVrcKIX  adhi-kara  =  adhi-kara,  q.  v. 

^nft^T  adluksh  (adhi-lksli),  cl.  I.  A.  adhl- 

ksliate,  -lahitiiM,  to  discover. 
«lvT*f  adhlna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  adhi),  subject, 

subservient  (generally  forming  the  last  member  of  a 
compound).  —  Ailhinu-ta,  f.  or  (ifl/ttna-tru.  tun.  n. 
subjection,  dependence. 

adhi-mantha=adhi-mantha,  (J.  v. 

a-dhlra,  us,  <i,  nm,  not  fixed,  move- 

able  ;  confused  ;  deficient  in  calm  self-command ;  ex- 
cited, excitable ;  fitful,  capricious ;  querulous ;  weak- 

minded,  foolish  ;  (a),  f.  lightning ;  a  capricious  or  bel- 
licose mistress.  —  Adhira-ta,  f.  want  of  confidence. 

•«  *il  <m  «i  adkl-vasa  =  adhi-rasa,  q.  v. 

Adhl-i'utHS,  ind.  over  the  garment 

^TVlhjT  adhisa  (adhi-lsa),  as,  m.  a  lord, 
a  master  over  (others). 

Adldwara  (adhi-'if),  as,  m.  a  supreme  lord  or 
king,  an  emperor ;  (among  the  Jainas)  an  Arhat. 
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adhiskta  (adhi-ishta),  as,  d,  am, 
solicited,  honorary ;  (am),  n.  solicitation ;  honorary 
office. 

•iiVMl  a-dhund,  ind.  (fr.  the  pronom.  base 
a,  substituted  for  {dam),  at  this  time,  now. 

Adhundtana,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  or  extend- 
ing over  the  present  time. 

;  a-dhura,  as,  d,  am,  not  laden. 

'.  a-dhiimaka,  as,  a,  am,  smokeless. 
a-dhrita,  as,  d,  am,  not  held,  un- 

restrained, uncontrolled ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
A-dhriti,  i<,  f.  want  of  firmness  or  fortitude  ;  laxity, 

absence  of  control  or  restraint ;  incontinence;  (ts,  is, 

i),  unsteady. 

•»Nua  a-dhrishta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  dhrish),  not 
bold,  modest ;  not  put  down,  invincible,  irresistible. 

A-dlirishya,  as,  d,  am,  unassailable,  invincible; 
unapproachable ;  proud ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

^V«T  a-dhenu,  us,  us,  n,  Ved.  yielding  no 

milk  or  advantage  ;  not  nourishing. 

'SWOt  a-dhairya,  am,  n.  want  or  loss  of 
calm  self-command  ;  paroxysm  of  excitement ;  excita- 

bility ;  (as,  d,  am),  deficient  in  self-command ; 
swayed  by  excitement  or  violent  feeling. 

f  adho.     See  under  adhas. 

adhy-ansa,  as,  d,  am,  (placed)  on 
the  shoulder. 

^toj^l  adhy-akta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  anj), 
equipped,  prepared. 

^HflTiJ  adhy-aksha,  as,  d,  am',  observable ; 
exercising  supervision ;  (as),  m.  an  eye-witness ;  an 
inspector,  superintendent ;  N.  of  a  plant,  Mimusops 
Kauki  (Kshlrikd). 

?5TUT5!JT:*T  adhy-aksharam,  ind.  on  the  sub- 
ject of  syllables ;  above  all  syllables  (as  the  mystic  om). 

^rmfr«T  adhy-agni,  ind.  over  or  by  the 

nuptial  fire,  property  given  to  the  bride.  —  AdJiyatjnl- 
krita,  am,  n.  property  given  to  the  wife  at  the 

vtidding.  —  Ad/ti/ngny-upagafa,  am,  n.  property 
received  by  a  wife  at  the  wedding. 

^TUJ^T  adhy-ani!,  ait,  let,  ak,  tending  up- 
wards, eminent,  superior. 

*a««jsi  adhyandd,  f.,  N.  of  two  plants, 

Cowage  (Carpopogon  Pruriens)  and  Flacourtia  Cata- 
phracta. 

^nflfvjgJTT  adhy-adhikshepa,  as,  m.  ex- 
cessive censure ;  gross  abuse. 

^CUpjfa  adhy-adhlna,  as,  d,  am,  completely 
subject  or  dependent,  as  a  slave. 

'STWT  adhy-aya  or  better  adhy-aya,  as,  m. 
(fr.  arlhi-i,  see  ad/a),  a  lesson,  lecture,  chapter. 
Adfiy-ayana,  am,  n.  reading,  studying,  especially 

the  Vedas  (one  of  the  six  duties  of  a  Brahman). 

—  Adhyayana-tapasi,  n.  nom.  du.  study  and  penance. 
—  Adlii/aijima-punya,  am,  n.  religious  merit  ac- 

quired by  studying. 

Adhy-ayanlya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  or  proper  to  be 
read  or  studied. 

^HflV  adhy-ardha,  as,  d^  am,  having  an 
additional  half,  i.  e.  one  and  a  half;  (in  compounds 

synonymous  with)  ntlliy-ardhaka,  a",  ikd,  am, 
amounting  to  or  worth  one  and  a  half.  —  AdJiyafdhar 

l-'-in.<:i,  as,  am,  m.  n.  one  and  a  halfkansa;  (as,  I, 
am),  amounting  to  or  worth  one  and  a  half  kansa. 
—  Ailkyardha-kdkinlk't,  an,  d,  am,  amounting  to 
or  worth   one   and    a   half  kSkim.  —  Adhyardha- 
kdrshdpana  or  adliyrtrdha-kdrshdpanika,  as,  I, 

nm,  amounting  to  or  worth  one  and  a  half  kSrshfi- 
pana.  —  Aahyardha-khdt'tkii.  as,  d,  am,  amount- 

ing to  or  worth  one  and  a  half  kharl.—  Adhyardha- 

panya,  as,  a,  am,  amounting  to  or  worth  one  and 
a  half  pana.  —  Adhyardha-padyrt.,  as,  a,  am, 
amounting  to  one  foot  and  a  hn\i.  —  Adhyardlia- 
pratika,  as,  I,  am,  amounting  to  one  and  a  half 
karshspana.  —  Adhyardha-mdshya,  as,  a,  am, 
amounting  to  or  worth  one  and  a  half  masha.  —  Adlty- 

ard/ia-i-infatikina,  as,  a,  am,  amounting  to  or  worth 

one  and  a  half  score  or  thirty.  •-  Adhyardha-s'ata 
or  adhyardha-iatya,  as,  a,  am,  amounting  to  or 
bought  wilh  one  hundred  and  fifty.  —  Adhyardha- 
tfatamdna  or  adhyardha-idiamdna,  as,  i,  am, 
amounting  to  or  worth  one  and  a  half  satamana. 
—  Adkyardha-fldna  or  adhyanlha-ifdnya,  as,  a, 
am,  amounting  to  or  worth  one  and  a  half  sana. 

—  Adhyardha-,<urpa,  as,  I,  am,  amounting  to  or 
worth  one  and  a  half  surpa.  —  Adhyardha-sahasra 
or  adhyardha-sdhasra,  as,  i,  am,  amounting  to 
or  worth  one  thousand  five  hundred.  —  Adhyardha- 
surarnn  or  adhyardlta-sauvarnika,  as,  i,  am, 
amounting  to  or  worth  one  and  a  half  suvarna. 

tTW«J^  adhy-arbuda  or  adhy-arvuda,  am, 
n.  a  tumour,  goitre  (dating  from  the  time  of  birth). 

^nfl^HT  adhy-ava-so,  cl.  4.  P.  -syati, 

-satum,  to  undertake,  grapple  with,  attempt ;  to 
determine,  consider. 

Adhy-ava-sdna,  am,  n.  determining ;  attempt, 
effort,  exertion ;  energy,  perseverance  ;  (in  rhetoric) 
concise  and  forcible  language. 

Adhy-ava-sdya,  as,  m.  =  the  preceding ;  (in  phi- 
losophy) mental  effort,  apprehension.  —  Adliyam- 

sdya-yitkta,  as,  a,  am,  or  adhyacasdyin,  I,  inl,  i, 
resolute. 

Ail/i  y-atia-fiayita,  aft,  d,  am,  attempted. 
Ad/iy-ava-Kita,  as,  d,  am,  mentally  apprehended, 

ascertained,  determined. 

adhy-avahanana,  as,  a,  am, Ved. 
serving  as  an  implement  on  which  anything  is  peeled. 

^n*njT«T  adhy-asana,  am,  n.  eating  too 
soon  after  a  meal,  before  the  last  meal  is  digested. 

^TUWf  adhy-as,  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati,  -situm,  to 
throw  or  place  over  or  upon. 

Aillty-asta,  as,  d,  am,  placed  over;  disguised; 

supposed. 
adhy-asthi,  i,  n.  a  bone  growing 

over  another. 

^Vfl^  adhy-ah,  Defect.  Perf.  -aha,,  to address ;  to  bless. 

^TWTrsRT  adhy-d-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  -krdmati, 
-Jcramitum,  to  attack;  to  fix  upon,  occupy. 

^Vfmf^adhy-d-r/rirn,  cl.  I.  Y.-gaMhati, 
-f/antum,  to  fall  in  with,  meet  with. 

'SflqiM*.  adhy-d-car,  cl.  I.  P.  -6arati, 
-ritum,  to  bestride,  occupy  as  a  seat. 

•vtuiKjSl  adliy-diidd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant. 
See  atUtyandd. 

^TWTTW  adhy-dtma,  am,  n.  the  supreme 
spirit ;  (as,  d,  am),  own,  belonging  to  self;  (am), 
ind.  concerning  self  or  individual  personality.  •-  Adliy- 

<~itina-(?etrts,  as,  m.  one  who  meditates  on  the  su- 
preme spirit  —Adhy-dtma-jndna,  am,  n.  or  cutty- 

dtmii-ridya,  f.  knowledge  of  the  supreme  spirit  or 
of  dtman.  —  Adhy-utma-drU,  k,  or  ad/tydtma-rid, 

t,  m.  a  sage  proficient  in  that  knowledge.  —  Adhij- 
dtiait-mti,  is,  m.  a  man  delighting  in  the  contem- 

plation of  the  supreme  spirits  or  of  dtman.  —  AiU/if- 
ut  iiui-i'diitai/anci,  am,  n.  a  Ramayana,  in  which  every- 

thing is  referred  to  the  universal  spirit ;  it  forms  part  of 
the  Brahmanda-Purana.  —  Adhydtma-iSdstra,  am,  n., 

N.  of  a  wwk.  —  Adhydtinottftrd-kdiitla  (°ma-uf), 
am,  n.,  N. of  the  last  book  of  the  Adhyfitmaramayana. 
Adhy-dtmika  or  better  dii/iydtmika,  as,  I,  am, 

connected  with  or  relating  to  the  soul  or  the  supreme 

i  spirit. 
'     ̂nflfT^r  adhy-dpaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  adhi-i,  see 

adhl),  a  teacher  or  professor,  especially  of  sacred  know- 

ledge ;  N.  of  a  priest  (1).  —  Adhytipakodita  (cka- 
ud  ),  as,  m.  entitled  an  adhydpaka,  styled  a  professor.  » 
Adhy-dpana,  am,  n.  instruction  or  lecturing, 

especially  on  sacred  knowledge. 

Ad/ii/-apayitri,  t,  d,  m.  a  teacher. 

Adhy-dpita,  as,  d,  am,  instructed. 
Adliy-dpya,as,  d,  am,  fit  or  proper  to  be  instructed. 
Adliy-dya,as,  m.  a  lesson, lecture,  chapter;  reading; 

proper  time  for  reading  or  fora  lesson;  (at  the  close 
of  comp.  words)  a  reader,  student,  as  Vfdddftydya,  a 

reader  or  student  of  the  Vedas.  —  Adhydya-iala- 

pdtha,  as,  m.  an  index  of  the  One  Hundred  Chapters, 
N.  of  a  work. 

AdJiydyin,  I,  inl,  i,  studious,  engaged  in  reading 
or  study. 

^IflT^  adhy-d-ruh,  cl.  i.  P.,  poet.  A. 
-rohati,  -te,  -rodhum,  to  ascend,  mount:  Caus. 

-ropayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  or  order  to  mount. 
Adhy-drudha,  as,  d,  am,  mounted,  ascended ; 

(with  the  instr.)  above,  superior;  (with  the  abl.) 
below,  inferior. 

Adhy-aropa,  as,  m.  or  adhy-dropana,  am,  n. 
act  of  making  one  mount  or  of  raising ;  act  of 
attributing,  especially  through  mistake. 

Adhy-dropita,  as,  d,  am,  falsely  attributed ;  hy- 

perbolical. •i)U4N^[  adhy-d-vas,  cl.  I.  P.  -vasati, 
•Dostum,  to  inhabit,  dwell  in  (with  ace.  or  loc.). 

'SWRT1!  adhy-d-vdpa,  as,  m.  (rt.  vap),  the 
act  of  sowing  or  scattering  upon. 

vi  «4 1 q  i 5 P«i 4\  adhy-d-vdhanika,  am,  n.  that 

part  of  a  wife's  property  which  she  receives  when  on a  visit  to  her  parents. 

^TWWs  adhy-ds,  cl.  2.  A.  -dste,  -situm, 
to  sit  down  or  (of  beasts)  lie  down  upon,  to  settle 

upon  ;  to  occupy  as  one's  seat  or  habitation  ;  to  get 
into,  enter  upon;  to  be  directed  to  or  upon;  to 
affect,  concern  ;  to  influence,  rule ;  to  cohabit  with : 
Caus.  P.  adhy-dsayali,  -yitum,  to  make  (one) 
sit  down :  Des.  adhy-dslsishate,  to  be  about  to 

get  upon  (a  seat  &c.). 
Adhy-dsana,  am,  n.  act  of  sitting  down  upon ; 

presiding  over ;  a  seat,  settlement. 

Adhydsa-yoga,  as,  m.  (with  Buddhists)  a  kind  of 
meditation(?). 

Adhy-dsita,  as,  d,  am,  seated  on ;  seated  in  the 
presidential  chair ;  settled,  inhabited. 

Adhy-dsin,  i,  in'i,  i,  sitting  down  or  seated  upon. 
Adhy-dslna,  as,  d,  am,  seated  upon. 

THIflTO  adlnj-dsa,  as,  m.(rt.  2.  as),  impos- 
ing ;  erroneously  attributing ;  an  appendage. 

WMnjTTIT  adhy-d-harana,  am,  n.  or  adhy- 
d-hdra,  as,  m.  (rt.  hrf),  act  of  supplying  (elliptical 
language);  supplement;  act  of  inferring  or  arguing. 
Afl/ii/-dharamya  or  adhy-dhartarya  or  adhy- 

dhdrya,  as,  d,  am,  proper  to  be  supplied;  proper to  be  argued. 

Ailhy-ahrita,  as,  a,  am,  supplied,  argued. 

'STMTf'nr  adhy-ushita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vas, 

see  I.  adhi-vas),  inhabited;  obtained (?).  —  Adhy- 

ushitdxra  or  ailli yiiiMtaiva  (°ta-as^),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince  descended  from  Dasaratha. 

WUHT  adhy-ushta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ush  = 

vi'-flt  :>),  coiled  up  three  and  a  half  times.  —  Adhy- 
nxli/ii-ralaya,  of,  m.  (snake)  forming  a  ring  coiled 

up  three  and  a  half  times. 

•^TUJg  adhy-ushtra,  as,  m.  conveyance 
borne  or  drawn  by  camels. 

'ITUR?  adlnj-iidha,  as,  d,  am  (past  pass, 

part.  fr.  rt.  vah  with  atlhi),  raised,  exalted  ;  affluent ; 

abundant ;  (as),  m.  Siva ;  (a),  f.  a  wife  whose  hus- 
band has  married  an  additional  wife. 

adhy-iidhnl,  f.  (fr.  udhan  or  udhas, 
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udder,  with  adhi),  a  tubular  vessel  above  the  udder, 
or  above  the  scrotum,  i.  e.  urethra  (?). 

i  tnlli  y-iishitas,  an,  ushl,  as  (perf. 

adhy-ushivas. 
an-atyudya. 

part,  of  rt.  tas  with  wild),  having  inhabited. 

^TUT?  atlhy-uh,  cl.  I.  P.  -«Aa/i,  -hitum,  to 

lay  on,  overlay  ;  to  place  upon,  to  raise  above. 

'.  \,lli  ii-iiha'na,  mil,  n.  putting  on  a  layer  (of  ashes or  cinders). 

adhy-ndh,    cl.    5.    P.    -fidhnoti, 
-ardhituin,  to  expand. 

adhy-etarya  or  adhy-eya,  as,  a, 

am  (ft.  rt.  »  with  adld,  see  adhi),  fit  or  proper  to 
be  studied  or  read. 

Ailhy-dri,  t,  a,  m.  a  student,  reader. 

Adhy-eshyamana,  as,  a,  am  (fat.  part.),  intending 
to  study. 

-edh,  cl.  I.  A.  -edhate,  -dhitum, 
to  increase,  prosper. 

•SIM  mil  adhy-eshana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  (fr.  rt. 
3.  ish  with  adhi),  solicitation,  entreaty. 

-dhri,  is,  is,  i  (rt.  dhrf),  unrestrained, 
irresistible.  —  Adliri-gu,  m,  plur.  dvas,  m.,  Ved. 
irresistible  ;  N.  of  a  heavenly  killer  of  victims  ;  N.  of 
a  formula  concluding  with  an  invocation  of  Agni. 

—  Adhri-ja,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  irresistible.  —  Adhri- 
pwhpalikd,  (.  a  species  of  the  Pan  plant.  Piper  Betel. 
A-dhriyamdna,  as,  a,  am  (pres.  pass.  part,  of  rt. 

dhri  with  a),  not  held  ;  not  to  be  got  hold  of,  not 
forthcoming,  not  surviving  or  existing,  dead. 

a-dhruva,  as,  a,  am,  not  fixed,  not 

permanent  ;  uncertain,  doubtful  ;  separable,  admitting 
of  severance  without  disastrous  effects. 

adhrusha,  as,  m.  quinsy,  a  kind  of 

sore  throat  (etymology  doubtful). 

•41  UH  adhvan,  a,  m.  (said  to  be  from  ad, 

'  to  eat,'  d  being  changed  to  dh,  or  fr.  rt.  at),  a 
road,  way,  orbit  ;  a  journey,  course  ;  distance  ;  time  ; 
means,  method,  resource;  the  zodiac  (?),  sky,  air; 

a  place  ;  a  recension  of  the  Vedas  and  the  school  up- 
holding it  ;  assault  (?).  Adhvan  becomes  adhva,  as, 

at  the  end  of  some  compounds.  —  Adhva-ga,  of,  a, 
am,  travelling  ;  (as),  m.  a  traveller  ;  a  camel,  a  mule  ; 

the  sun;  (a),  f.  Gang5  (the  river).  —  Adhi'a-gat,  t, 
m.  a  traveller.  —  Ad/ica-gaty-.antii  or  adhv  a-ganta- 
vya,  as,  m.  measure  of  length  applicable  to  roads. 

—  Adhi-aga-bhogya,  at,  m.  (traveller's  delight),  N. 
of  a  tree  (Spondias  Mangifera).  —  jl(Mra-(;am«TOa, 
am,  n.  act  of  travelling.  —  Adhva  -gamin,  i,  ini, 
i,  wayfaring.  —  -ddAra-ja,    (.  a   plant,   also   called 
Svamull.  —  Adhva-pati,  is,  m.  (lord  of  the  orbits  or 
of  the  zodiac),  the  sun.  —  Adhva-ratha,  as,  m.  a 
travelling  oi.  —  Aillir/i-xnli/n,  IM,  m.  a  plant,  Achy- 

ranthes  Aspera.  —  A  dhvddhipa  l^va-adh'  )  or  adhveiSa 
(°ra-iV),  at,  m.  officer  in  charge  of  the  police  on 
the  public  roads. 

AdJimnina  or  adhvanya,  as,  a,  am,  speeding  on 
a  journey  ;  (at),  a  traveller. 

.\illi  mi/Hi,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  running,  quick. 

•«i*^v.  a-dhvara,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  a,  not,  and 
1  1  lira  fa,  crookedness,  injury),  Ved.  not  crooked, 
unbroken,  uninterrupted  ;  durable  ;  sound  ;  intent  ; 
(as),  ra.  a  religious  or  liturgical  service,  a  sacrifice, 
especially  the  Soma  sacrifice  ;  N.  of  a  Vasu  ;  of  the  chief 
of  a  family;  (am),  n.  sky  or  air.  —  Adhnim-kanuuii  . 
a,  n.  performance  of  the  Adhvara  or  connected  with 

\t.—Ad!uafa-kalpS,  (.,  N.  of  an  optional  sacrifice 
(KSmyeshti).—  Adlie<irn-kiiiiitn,  nut,  n.  title  of  the 

book  in  the  S'atapatha-Brahnuna  which  refers  to 

—  Adhi-ara-iri,  Is,  m.,Ved.  glory  (i.e.  patron)  of  the 
fidhviLT3i.  —  Ad/tram-samishta-yajtis,  us,  n.,  N.  of 

an  aggregate  of  nine  libations  connected  with  the 
Adhvara.  —  Adhrara-stlta,  as,  d,  am,  or  adhvare- 
ehthd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  standing  at  (or  engaged  in) 
an  Adhvara. 

Adhvarayu,  etymological  substitute  for  adhraru. 
Ailhrarii/a  or  ailhmrya,  nom.  (fr.  adhrara),  P. 

adJtvariyati  or  adhraryati,  P.  to  be  desirous  of 
having  an  Adhvara  performed  ;  to  institute  one(?). 

Adliraryu,  us,  m.  one  who  institutes  an  Adhvara; 
any  officiating  priest  ;  technical  name  of  a  priest  of  a 
particular  class  (as  distinguished  from  the  Jlotri,  the 

Udgatri,  and  the  Brahman  classes).  The  Adhvarya- 
vas  "  had  to  measure  the  ground,  to  build  the  altar, 
to  prepare  the  sacrificial  vessels,  to  fetch  wood  and 
water,  to  light  the  fire,  to  bring  the  animal  and 

immolate  it."  Whilst  engaged  in  these  duties,  they 
had  to  repeat,  without  interruption  or  mistake,  the 
hymns  of  the  Yajur-veda  ;  hence  that  Veda  itself  is  also 
called  Adhvaryu  or  Adhvaryavas,  and  the  latter  word 
also  means  adherents  of  the  Yajur-veda.  —  Adhraryu- 
kaatln,  am,  n.  title  of  a  book  of  mantras  or  prayers 
intended  for  Adhvaryavas.  —  Adhvaryu-kratit,  us, 
m.  sacrificial  act  performed  by  the  Adhvaryu. 

—  Adhvaryu-veda,  as,  m.  the  Yajur-veda. 

a-dhvasman,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  im- 
perishable (?)  ;  not  causing  to  fall  (?)  ;  unveiled,  open 

to  the  light  (?). 

Adhvaras.  —  .-li/Arm-u-ib-iV,  t,  m.  performing  an 
Adhvara.  ~  Adhram-ga,  an,  a,  am,  intended  for 

an  Adhvara.  —  Adhritr<i-<lil'*lniH'iiid,  f.  consecration 
connected  with  the  Adhvara.  —  AiUi  rnrn-jn  -ui/mSfitti, 
is,  (.  expiation  connected  with  the  Adhvara.  —  Adhra- 
ratat,  an,  ati,  at,  containing  the  word  Adhvara. 

a-dhvdnta,  am,  n.  (not  positive 

darkness),  twilight,  gloom,  shade.  —  Adhvdnta-s'd- trava,  as,  m.  a  plant,  Cassia  Fistula  or  Bignonia 
India  (not  an  enemy  to  darkness,  i.  e.  blossoming  in 
the  shade). 

^T«T  i.  an-,  occasionally  ̂ f«T  ana-,  (before 
a  vowel)  the  substitute  for  3.  a,  or  a  privative. 

(Before  terminations  commencing  with  vowels)  the 
substitute  for  the  pronominal  base  a,  as  in  anena 

(ana-ina). 
2.  an,  cl.  2.  P.  aniti  or  Ved.  anati, 

ana,  anishyatt,  driit,  anitum,  to  breathe, 
gasp,  move,  go,  live  [cf.  Gr.  &ve/*of  ;  Lat.  am  mug]  : 
Caus.  dnayati,  -yitum  :  Desid.  aninishati. 
Ana,  as,  m.  breath,  spiration. 
Anana,  am,  n.  breathing,  living. 

an-ansa,  as,  a,  am,  or  an-ansn,  , 

ini,  i,  portionless  ;  not  entitled  to  a  share  in  an 
inheritance. 

an-ansumat-phala,  f.  a  plan- 
tain (the  same  as  aniumat-phald). 

anaka,  as,  a,  am,  inferior  =anaka, 

q.v. 

anaka-dundubha,  as,  m.  a  name 

of  Krishna's  grandfather.  —  Anaka-dimdulthi  or 
better  dnakadundiibhi,  is,  m.  a  name  given  to 

Krishna's  father,  Vasudeva  ;  (a  name  said  to  be  derived 
from  the  beating  of  drums  at  his  birth.) 

T  an-akasmat,  ind.  not  without  a 
cause  or  an  object  ;  not  accidentally,  not  suddenly. 

,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  or  an-aksha, 
an,  i,  am.  sightless,  blind. 
An-aksltl,  n.  a  bad  eye. 

.  aji-akshara,  as,  d,  am,  unfit  to  be 
uttered ;  unable  to  articulate. 

vi  i  K)  «rl  **TTx  an-aksha-stambham,  ind.  so 
as  not  to  interfere  with  the  axle-tree. 

»Jt*i»lH  nn-agdra,  as,  m.  (houseless),  an 

ascetic  who  has  adopted  a  houseless  or  vagrant  con- 
dition. 

,  I  ii-nijiirikS,  (.  the  houseless  life  of  such  an  ascetic. 

•«l«1'«<  a-nagna,  as,  d,  am,  not  naked. 

—  Anagtia-td,  f.  the  not  being  naked. 

an-agni,  is,  m.  non-fire;  substance 

differing  from  fire ;  absence  of  fire ;  (is,  is,  i),  re- 

quiring no  fire  or  fire-place ;  not  maintaining  the 
acred  fire,  irreligious ;  unmarried ;  dispensing  with 
the  use  of  fire ;  dyspeptic.  —  An-Higni-tra,  as,  d,  am, 

or  an-agni-trd,  ds,  as,  am,  not  maintaining  the 

sacred  fire,  irreligious  (?)  ;  not  enjoying  Agni's  pro- 
tection (_?).  •-  An-wjid-dafjdha,  as,  d,  am,  not  burnt 

with  fire  ;  not  burnt  on  the  funeral  pile  (but  buried) ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  manes.  —  Anagni- 
shvdtta,  as,  m.  pi.  =  preceding ;  see  agni-dagdha 
md  agni-shvdtta  under  agni. 
THI*<  an-ayha,as,  n, am,  sinless,  innocent; 

Faultless ;  handsome ;  (as),  m.  white  mustard ;  N.  or 

epithet  of  various  persons,  especially  Siva.  —  Ana- 

ghdshtami  Cghd-ash),  f.,  N.  of  the  fifty-fifth 
AdhySya  of  the  Bhavishyottara-Purana. 

an-ankusa,  as,  d,  am,  unrestrained, 

ungovernable. 
an-anga,  as,  d,  am,  incorporeal ; 

(as),  m.  Love,  N.  of  Kama,  the  god  of  love,  so  called 
t>ecause  he  was  reduced  to  ashes  by  a  flash  from  the 

eye  of  Siva,  for  having  attempted  to  disturb  his  penance 
by  filling  him  with  love  for  Parvati ;  (am),  n.  the 
ether,  air,  sky;  the  mind,  manas;  that  which  is  not 

the  anga,  q.v.  —  Ananga-kridd,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre 
of  two  verses,  the  first  containing  sixteen  long  syllables, 

the  second  thirty-two  short  ones.  —  Ananga-devi,  f., 

N.  of  a  queen-consort  of  Kashmir.  —  Ana>tga-[iala, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king's  chamberlain  at  Kashmir. 
—  An-angam-ejaya,  as,  d,  am,  not  shaking  the 

body(?).  —  Ananga-ranga,  N.  of  an  erotic  work. 
—  Ananga-lekhd,  f.  a  love  letter ;  N.  of  a  queen  of 
Kashmir.  —  Ananga-iSekhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  metre 

of  four  verses,  each  containing  fifteen  iambi.  —  An- 

anga-send,  (.,  N.  of  a  dramatic  personage. —An- 

angdpida  (°ga-dp°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Kash- 
mir. —  Anaitgdsuhrid    (°ga-as°),    t,   m.    Kama's 

enemy,  i.  e.  Siva. 
An-attgaka,  am,  n.  the  mind. 

an-anguri,  is,  is,  i,  destitute  of 

an-a6cha,  as,  d,  am,  not  pellucid, 

fingers. 

turbid. 

an-ajakd  or  an-ajikd,  f.  a  miser- 
able little  goat. 

an-anjana,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 

collyrium  or  pigment  or  paint;  (am),  n.  the  sky, 

atmosphere;  Vishnu. 
'SMi^  anad-uh,  dvdn,  m.  (fr.  anas,  a 

cart,  q.  v.,  and  vah,  to  drag),  an  ox  ;  bull  ;  the  sign 
Taurus.  —  Anaduj-jihvd,  f.  a  plant,  also  called  Gojihva, 

Elephantopus  Scaber.  —  Anudiul-da,  as,  m.  donor  of 
a  bull  or  ox.  —  Anaduhl  or  anadvdlu,  f.  a  cow. 

Anadutka,  as,  d,  am,  having  oxen  (?). 
Anaduha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  chief  of  a  certain 

Gotra. 

Sf^4U  an-anu,  MS,  ws  or  vT,  n,  not  minute 

or  fine,  coarse  ;  (w*),  m.  coarse  grain,  peas,  &c. 

»sr|ri  a-nata,  as,  a,  am,  not  bent,  not 
bowed  down  ;  erect;  stiff;  haughty. 

^Hfrl-  an-ati-,  not  very-,  not  too-,  not 

past-.  (Words  commencing  with  an-ati  are  so  easily 
analysed  by  referring  to  ati,  Sec.,  that  few  need  be 
enumerated).  ~An-itti-kriniia,  us,  m.  moderation, 
propriety.  —  An-atikraiiianlya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to 
be  avoided,  not  to  be  transgressed,  inviolable.  ~An- 
iiliilfix'i/a,  as,  d,  own,  Ved.  not  transparent,  opaque; 

(or  equivalent  to  aty-adris'i/a),  quite  indiscernible. 
—  An-atidbhata,  as,  m.,  Ved.  unsurpassed.  —  An- 
iitirril/i,  is,  f.  congruity.  —  An-aticyddhya,  as, 

d,  am,  Ved.  invulnerable.  —  An-atyanta-gati,  is,  f. 

the  seme  of  "  not  exceedingly,"  sense  of  diminutive 
words.  —  An-atyat/a,  as,  d,  am,  unperishable,  un- 

broken. —  An-atymdija,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (equivalent 

to  aty-an-udya),  quite  unfit  to  be  mentioned. 



an-adat. an-apatrapa. 

T  an-adat,  an,  ati,  at,  not  eating,  not 
consuming. 

I  an-addha  or  (with  part.  «)  an-addho, 
ind.,  Ved.  not  truly,  not  really  ;  not  clearly.  —  An- 
addhd-jmrwha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  is  not  a  true 
man,  one  who  is  of  no  use  either  to  gods  or  men  or 
the  manes. 

un-adya,  as,  a,  am,  not  fit  to  be 
eaten  ;  (an),  m.  white  mustard. 

•>x  «1  a  n  *1  an-adyatana,  as,  m.  tense  which 
is  not  applicable  to  the  current  day. 

an-adhika,  as,  a,  am,  incapable  of 
being  enlarged  or  excelled  ;  boundless  ;  perfect. 

an-adhikdra,  as,  m.  absence  of 

authority  or  right  or  claim.  —  Anadhikdra-  far/id,  {. 
intermeddling,  officiousness. 

An-adhikdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  not  entitled  to. 
An-adhikrita,  as,  a,  am,  not  placed  at  the  head 

of,  not  appointed. 

an-adliigata,  as,  a,  am,  not  ob- 
tained,  not   acquired;    not  studied.  ~Anadhigata- 

manoratha,  as,  a,  am,  disappointed.  —  Anadhigata- 

s"dstra,  as,  a,  am,  unacquainted  with  the  Sastras. 
An-adhigamya,  as,  a,  am,  unattainable. 

••a  1  ftf  JJTT  an-adhishthdna,  am,  n.  want  of 
superintendence. 

An-adhlshthUa,  as,  a,  am,  not  appointed  ;  not 
present. 

WTVT«T«n-aa'Ama  oran-adhinaka,  as,  a,  am, 
independent  ;  (as),  m.  an  independent  carpenter  who 
works  on  his  own  account,  see  kaula-taksha. 

Tilr(U|!<f  an-adhyaksha,  as,  a,  am,  not  ob- 
servable; destitute  of  a  superintendent. 

an-adhyayana,  am,  n.  not  study- 
ing ;  intermission  of  study. 

An-adhydya,  as,  m.  =the  preceding;  time  when 
there  is  or  ought  to  be  an  intermission  of  study. 

^Anadkydya-divasa,  as,  m.  a  vacation  day. 

ananu,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  an),  breathing, 
living. 

an-anangamejaya,  as,  a,  am, 
not  leaving  the  body  unshaken  ;  see  under  an-anga. 

'W  1  «1  SJ  I  IT    an-amtjnfita,   as,    a,    am,   not 
agreed  to,  not  permitted,  denied. 

i  an-anubhdvaka,  as,  I,  am,  un- 
able to  comprehend.  •-  Ananubkdvaka-td,  f.   non- 

comprehension  ;  unintelligibility. 

^TJTrpTnnn  an-anubhdshana,  am,  n.  not 
repeating  (for  the  sake  of  challenging)  a  proposition  ; 
tacit  assent. 

•4fr(3f?  an-anubhu.ta,  as,  a,  am,  not  per- 
ceived, not  experienced,  unknown. 

^T'T'JMil    an-anumata,    as,    a,.  am,    not 
honoured,  not  liked,  disagreeable,  unfit. 

T  an-anushangin,  i,  ini,  i,  not 
attached  to,  indifferent  to. 

''HI^ISII  an-anushthdna,  am,  n.  non-ob- 
servance, neglect  ;  impropriety. 

^HT^^i  an-anukta,  as,  a,  am,  not  recited 
or  studied  ;  not  responded  to. 

^TlTl  an-anta,  as,  a,  am,  endless,  bound- 
less, eternal,  infinite  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  many  persons, 

particularly  of  Vishnu  ;  of  Vishnu's  couch,  the  snake 
king  Sesha  ;  of  Sesha's  brother  Vasuki  ;  of  Krishna  ; 
of  his  brother  Baladeva  ;  of  Siva,  Rudra,  one  of  the 
Visva-devas,  the  141(1  Arhat,  &c.  ;  a  plant,  Sinduvara, 
VitexTiifolia;  Talc;  the  23rd  lunar  asterism,  Sravai.ia; 

a-  silken  corJ  tied  round  the  right  arm  at  a  particular 

festival  ;  the  letter  a;  a  periodic  decimal  fraction?;  (a), 
f.  the  earth  ;  the  number  one  ;  N.  of  various  females, 

especially  of  ParvatI  ;  N.  of  various  (perennial  ?) 

plants,  particularly  one  also  called  S'ariva,  Periploca 
Indica  or  Asclepias  Pseudosarsa  (or  Asthmatica),  the 
root  of  which  supplies  a  valuable  medicine;  (am),  n. 
the  sky,  atmosphere;  Talc.  —  Ananta-kara,  as,  t, 
am,  rendering  endless,  magnifying  indefinitely. 

—  Ananta-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  or  moving  for  ever 
or  indefinitely.  —  Ananta-guna,  as,  d,  am,  having 
boundless   excellencies.  —  Ananta-iaturdaiTi,  f.  the 
fourteenth  lunar  day  (or  full  moon)  of  Bh:idra.  when 
Ananta  is  worshipped.  —  Ananta-ddrltra,  a«,  m.,N. 
of  a  Bodhisattva.  —  Ananta-jit,  t,  m.t  N.  of  the 
fourteenth  Jaina  Arhat  of  the   present  Avasarpim. 
—  Ananta-t  d,  f.  or  ananta-tva,  am,  n.  eternity, 
infinity.  —  Ananta-tdna,    as,    d,    am,    extensive. 
—  Ananta-tlrtha,  as,  m.  ,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Ananta- 

tlrtha-krit,  t,  m.  the  same  as  Anantajit.  —  Ananta- 

trit'iyd,  f.  the  third  day  of  Bhadra,  said  to  be  sacred 
to  Vishnu.  —  Anantatritlya-vrata,  the  twenty-fourth 
Adhyaya  of  the  Bhavishyottara-Purana.  —  Ananta- 
drishti,  is,  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Ananta-deva,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  various  persons,  especially  of  a  king  of 
Kashmir.  *•  Ananta-nemi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 

Malava,  a  contemporary  of  Sakyamuni,  —  Ananta- 

pdra,  as,  d,  am,  of  boundless  width.  —  Ananta-pdla, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior  chief  in  Kashmir.  —  Ananta- 
bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  ofi  a  man.  —  Ananta-maU,  is, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhisattva.  —  Ananta-mdyin,  i,  ini,  i, 

endlessly  illusory  or  delusive  or  deceitful.  —  Ananta- 

mula,  as,  m.  a  medicinal  plant,  also  called  S'a'riva. 
—  Ananta-rdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ananta- 
raii,  is,   m.  (in  arithm.)  an  infinite  quantity;   a 
periodic  decimal  fraction  (?).  —  Ananta-rupa,  as,  d 

or  1,  am,  having  innumerable  forms  or  shapes.  «—  An- 
auta-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  eternal,  infinite;   (an),  m. 

(  in  the  Upanishads)  one  of  Brahma's  four  feet,  earth, 
intermediate  space,  heaven,  and  ocean.  —  Ananta- 
rarman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Ananta-vdta,  as, 
m.  a  disease  of  the  head,  somewhat  like  tetanus. 

—  Ananta-nkramin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhisattva. 

—  Ananta-vijaya,  as,  m.,N.  of  Yudhishthira's  conch- 
shell.  —  Ananta-rirya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  twenty-third 
Jaina  Arhat  of  a  future  age.  —  Ananta-frata,  am,  n. 
ceremony  or  festival  in  honour  of  Ananta  or  Vishnu 
on  the  day  of  the  full  moon  in  Bhadra  ;   title  of  the 

IO2nd  Adhyaya  of  the  Bhavishyottara-PurSna.  —  An- 
tintn-iakti,  it,  is,  i,  omnipotent  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Ananta-tfayana,  am,  n.  Travancore,  —  An- 

antii-iTirshd,  f.,  N.  of  the  snake  king  Vasuki's  wife. 
—  Ananta-iushma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  possessing  bound- 

less strength  (?)  ;  endlessly  blowing  (?).  —  Anantdtman 

('ta-dt'),  d,  m.  the  infinite  spirit.  —  Anantdsrama, 
ananteflvara,  &c.,  names  of  persons  unknown. 
Anantaka,  as,  d,  am,  endless,  boundless,  eternal, 

infinite;  (am),  n.  (among  the  Jainas)  the  eternal 
(i.e.  the  aggregate  of  spirit  and  matter);  the  infinite 
(i.  e.  infinite  space). 

A/uintya,  as,  d,  am,  infinite,  eternal  ;  (am),  n. 
infinity,  eternity. 

an-antara,  as,  a,  am,  having  no 

interior  ;  having  (or  leaving)  no  interstice  or  interval 
or  pause  ;  uninterrupted,  unbroken  ;  continuous  ; 
immediately  adjoining,  contiguous  ;  next  of  kin,  &c.  ; 
compact,  close;  (am),  n.  contiguousness  ;  Brahma, 
the  supreme  soul,  as  being  of  one  entire  essence  ;  (am), 
ind.  immediately  after  ;  after  ;  afterwards. 

Aiumttira-ja,  as,  m.  (next-born),  the  son  of  a 
KshatriyS  or  Vaisya  mother  by  a  father  belonging  to 

the  caste  immediately  above  the  mother's.  —  An- 
antara-jdta,  as,  m.  =.  preceding  ;  also  the  son  of  a 
S'udra  mother  by  a  Vaiiya  father. 

An-antardyam,  ind.  without  a  break. 

An-antarita,  as,  a,  am,  not  separated  by  any 
interstice  ;  unbroken. 

Anantariya,  as,  d,  am,  concerning  (or  belonging 
to)  the  next  of  kin,  &c. 

an-antar-hita,  as,  a,  am  (past 

part.  Pass,  of  antar-dha,  q.  v.,  with  an),  not  con- 
cealed, manifest  ;  not  separated  by  a  break. 

'•Hl*^  a-nanda,  as,  d,  am,  joyless,  cheer- 

less ;  (ds),  m.  pi.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  purgatory. 

'ST'T^  an-anna,  am,  n.  rice  or  food  unde- 

serving of  its  name. 
W«T3I  an-anya,  as,  d,  am,  no  other,  not 

another,  not  different,  identical;  self;  not  having  a 
second,  unique  ;  not  more  than  one,  sole  ;  having 
no  other  (object),  undistracted.  —  Ananj/a-gati,  is, 
f.  sole  resort  or  resource.  •—  Ananya-yati,  is,  i<,  i  , 

or  ananya-gatika,  as,  d,  am,  having  only  one  (or 
no  other)  resort  or  resource  left.  —  Ananya-gdmin, 

7,  ini,  t,  going  to  no  other.  —  Ananya-tinta,  as, 

d,  am,  or  ananya-Mas,  as,  as,  as,  giving  one's 
undivided  thought  to,  (with  loc.).  —  Ananya-dodita, 
as,  d,  am,  self-impelled.  —  Ananya-ja,  as,  m.  epi- 

thet of  Kama  or  Love.  —  Ananya-td,  f.  or  ananya- 
tra,  am,  n.  identity.  —Ananya-diisiti,  is,  is,  i, 
gazing  intently.  —  An-anya-dera,  as,  d,  am,  having 
no  other  god.  —  Ananya-nfshpddya,  as,  d,  am, 

(requiring)  to  be  accomplished  by  no  other.  —  An- 
anya-piirvd,  f.  a  female  who  never  belonged  to 
another,  a  virgin.  —  Anamja-pratikriya,  as,  d,  am, 
having  no  other  means  of  resistance  or  redress. 

—  Ananya-bJiara,  as,  d,  am,  originating  in  or  with 
no  other.  —  Ananya-bhdva,  as,  d,  am,  thinking  of 
the  only  one,  i.  e.  or  the  supreme  spirit,  —  Ananya- 
manas,  da,  ds,  as,  or  ananya-mamaska,  as,  d,  am, 

or  ananya-mdnasa,  as,  i,  am,  exercising  undivided 
attention.  —  Ananya-yoga,  as,  m.  not  suitable  to  any 
ofaKK.  —  Ananya-i'ishaya,  as,  a,  am,  exclusively 
applicable.  —  Ananya-nshaydtman  (ya-df),  d,  a, 
a,  having  the  mind  fixed  upon  one  (or  the  sole) 

object.  •-  Ananya-vritti,  is,  is,  i,  closely  attentive. 
—  An-anya-hrita,  as,  a,  am,  not  carried  off  by 

another,  safe.  —  Ananydnubhara  (cya-an°),  as,  m., 
N.oftheteacherofPrakasatman.  —  Ananydrtlia(°ya- 
ar°),  as,  d,  am,  not  subservient  to  another  object  ; 
principal.  •-  Ananydtrita  Cya-df),  as,  d,  am,  not 
having  resorted  to  another;  independent;  (am),  n. 
(in  law)  unencumbered  property. 

An-anyddris'a,  as,  i,  am,  not  like  others,  singular. 

'^»1r^M  an-amaya,  as,  m.  want  of  con- 
nexion ;  (in  rhetoric)  comparison  of  an  object  wiih 

its  own  ideal,  (as,  a  lady-like  lady.) 

An-annta,  as,  d,  am,  unconnected,  inconsecutive, 
desultory,  incoherent,  irrelevant,  irregular;  not  attended 
with,  destitute  of. 

an-apa,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  water. 
an-apakarana,  am,  n.  (rt.  kri), 

not  injuring;  (in  law)  non-payment,  non-  de- 

livery. 

An-apakarman,  a,  n.  or  anapakriyu,,  f.  =  pre- 

ceding. 

An-apakdra,  as,  ID.  harmlessness. 

An-apakdrin,  t,  in'i,  i,  innocuous. 
An-apalcrita,  as,  d,  am,  unharmed. 
•>iHl|oh§  an-apakarsha,  as,  m.  (rt.  krish), 

m.  non-degradation,  superiority. 

"SHU'l  an-apaga,  as,  d,  am,  not  departing 
fiom. 

i>Srmi«ri    an-apacyuta,  as,   d,   am,  Ved. 
not  fallen  off,  not  declined  ;  not  displaced.  , 

vj-IHItM  an-apujayya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.ji). 

Ved.  impossible  to  have  its  victorious  character  re- 
versed or  neutralized. 

'^nTTm   un-apalya,  as,  d,  am,  childless  ; 
Ved.  causing  childlessness,  unpropitious  ;    (am),   n. 

childlessness.  —  Anapatya-td,   f.  childlessness.  —  An- 

apatya-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  childless. 
Amipatyaka,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  childless. 

an-apatrapa,  as,  a,  am,  shameless, H 



26 an-apanihita. anala. 

an-apanihita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
not  curtailed  or  mutilated. 

an-apayati,  ind., Ved.  (before  the 
sun  makes  a  start);  very  early.  (Apayatl  is  said  to 
be  fr.  rt.  t  with  a/xi,  perhaps  the  loc.  of  the  pres. 
part.) 

an-apara,  as,  d,  am,  without  an- 
other; having  no  follower;  sole  (as  an  epithet  01 

Brahma). 

>S1H*J3  an-apardddha,  as,  d,  am,  having 
sustained  no  injury ;  (am),  ind.  without  injury. 

An-aparailha,  «.<,  m.  innocence,  innocuousness  ; 
(as,  d,  am),  innocent,  faultless;  free  from  defects. 

—  -tiuijainJil/iii-tra,  am,  n.  freedom  from  fault. 
Anaparailhiit,  I,  iul,  i,  innocent. 

isilrtlJJ*  an-apaldshuka,  as,  d,  am,  not 
thirsty. 

•Bi  1M M ( •q rf  an-apavdilana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
impossible  to  be  talked  away  or  wished  away. 

an-apavrijya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
clear  of  objects  that  should  be  shunned  as  impure. 

vi  1 M  «4  <4  ri  an-apavyayat  (apa-vy-ayat), 
an,  anfi,  fit,  Ved.  unremitting,  not  letting  go,  able, 

an-apasara,  as,  d,  am  (having  no 
hole  to  creep  out  of),  inexcusable,  unjustifiable ;  (as), 
in.  an  usurper. 

An-apanarana,  am,  n.  absence  of  an  outlet 

ITJT  an-apaspris,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  not 
refusing,  not  obstinate. 

as,  a,  am,  or  an-apasphurat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved. 
(a  cow)  not  withdrawing,  i.  e.  not  refusing  to  be 
milked. 

an-apahata-pdpman,d,d,a, 

Ved.  not  freed  from  evil  (epithet  of  the  Pitris). 

vi«iM$if  an-apahrita,  as,  a,  am,  not  carried 
off,  not  stolen. 

an-apdkarana,  am,  n.  or  an- 
apaJcarman,  a,  n.  (in  law)  non-payment,  non- 
delivery. 

an-apdya,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
loss,  undiminished  ;  not  passing  away,  imperishable; 
(as),  m.  freedom  from  loss  or  from  wear  and  tear; 
permanence,  imperishable  nature;  epithet  of  Siva. 

Anapa  i/in,  i,  i  HI,  «',  not  transient,  imperishable; unfailing. 

vi  i  M  I  <•(  a  an-apdvril,  ind.,  Ved.  not  turned 
away,  unremittingly. 

pendent. 
an-abhihita,  as,  d,  am,  not 

named;  (Ved.)  not  fastened;  (ax),  m.,  N.  of  the 
chief  of  a  Gotra. 

an-abhlsu,  us,  us,  a,  Ved.  unbridled; 

epithet  of  the  sun. 
an-abhyanujiid  (abhy-anu-jnd), 

{.  non-permission. 

ascended,  not  mounted. 

an-abliyarudha,  as,  d,  am,  not 

an-apdsraya,  as,  d,  am,  not  de- 

a-napujisaka,  am,  n.  (in  gram.) 
not  a  neuter. 

m H MHI M  an-apuplya  or  an-apupya,  as,  d, 
am,  unfit  for  (apupa)  caket.    See  apupa. 

nn-apeksha,  as,  d,  am,  regardless, 
careless;  indifferent;  impartial;  irrespective;  irrele- 

vant; (a),  f.  disregard,  carelessness,  indifference;  (am), 
ind.  without  regard  to;  regardlessly,  carelessly,  acci- 

dentally. —  Anapektha-tru,  am,  n.  disregard;  irrele- 
vance ;  irrespectiveness ;  (-tvat),  from  having  no  refer- 

ence to,  since  (it)  has  no  reference  to. 

An-apekshita,  as,  d,  am,  disregarded ;  unheeded ; 
unexpected. 

An-apekshin,  i,  {m,  i,  regardless,  careless;    in- 
different, &c. 

An-apekshya,  ind.  disregarding,  irrespective  of. 

an-apeta,  as,  d,  am,  not  gone  off, 
not  past ;  not  separated,  faithful  to,  possessed  of.          i  no  shovel  or  scraper ;  epithet  of  rain-water. 

an-apta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  watery. 

an-apnas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  destitute 
of  means  (?),  merit  (?),  shape  (?),  [cf.  Lat.  inopa.] 

^Tl^i.*^  an-apsaras,  as,  f.  unlike  an 
Apsaras,  unworthy  of  an  Apsaras. 

WTIJT  anaphd,  f.  a  particular  configuration 
of  the  planets.  [Gr.  aca^.] 

^T*jfiT$r  an-abhijna,  as,  d,  am,  unac- 
quainted with,  ignorant. 

f  "TW^"?  an-abhidruh,  dhruk,  k,  k,  Ved. 

i-  •"' 
 N 

not  malicio
us. 

an-abhipreta,  am,  n.  something 
different  from  (or  the  reverse  of)  what  was  intended. 

an-abhibhuta,  as,  d,  am,  not 

overcome,  unsurpassed  ;  not  beset,  unobstructed. 

v)  «i  (H*(  rt  an-abhimata,  as,  d,  am,  not  to 

one's  mind,  disliked. 

an-abhi-mldta,  as,  d,  am,  un- 
faded.  —  Anabhimldta-varna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  of 
unfaded  colour  or  brightness. 
An-abhimldna,  as,  m.  (non-fading),  N.  of  the 

chief  of  a  Gotra. 

vi  «i  IH  «^M  an-abhiriipa,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  not 
handsome,  not  pleasing. 

an-abhilakshita,  as,  m.  desti- 
tute of  (masonic  ?)  matks  ,or  symbols,  an  impostor. 

an-abhilasha,  as,  m.  non-relish  ; 

want  of  appetite  ;  want  of  desire. 
An-abhMaMn,  I,  ini,  i,  not  desirous. 

an-abhivyakta,  as,  d,  am,  in- 
distinct. 

•*I1  f*i3l*rt  an-abhisasta,  as,  d,  am,  or  an- 
abUdasti,  is,  it,  i,  or  an-abhiiastya,  of,  d,  am, 
Ved.  blameless,  faultless.  —  Anabhitfaste-ni,  is,  is,  i, 
Ved.  leading  to  perfection  or  to  heaven. 

vi  «i  IHM  ff  an-abhishanga  or  an-abhi- 

shvaitga,  as,  m.  absence  of  connection  or  atlach- 

an-abhisandhdna,  am,  n.  or 

an-dbhisandhi,  is,  m.  absence  of  a  (latent)  design  ; 
disinterestedness.  —  Anabhisandhi-krita,  as,  d,  am, 
done  nndesignedly. 

an-abhisambandha,  as,  d,  am, 

an-abhisneha,  as,  d,  am,   not 

affectionate,  impassible. 

unconnected. 

an-abhydsa  or  an-abhydsa,  as,  d, 

am,  not  near,  distant.  —  AnaMiyamm-itya,  as,  d, 
am,  improper  to  be  approached. 

an-abhydsa,  as,  m.  want  of  prac- 
tice or  skill. 

an-abhraka,  as,  m.  'cloudless;' 
N.  of  a  class  of  Bauddha  divinities  (generally  in  m. 

pi.). an-abhri,  ia,  is,  i,  Ved.  (requiring) 

a-nama,  as,  m.  one  who  needs  not 
make  a  salutation  to  others ;  a  Brahman. 

A-namasya,  a»,  a,  am,  unworthy  of  a  salutation. 
'««l[»lrt^l^  an-amitam-paca,  as,  d,  am, 

(the  same  as  milam-pai'a),  not  cooking  what  has 
not  first  been  weighed,  niggardly,  miserly. 

^11*1  c(  an-amitra,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 

enemies ;  (aw),  n.  condition  of  having  no  enemies ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  various  persons,  particularly  a  king  of 

AyodhyS. 
<l»l»lT«(  an-amwa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  free  from 

disease,  well,  comfortable ;  salubrious,  salutary ;  sinless ; 

(am),  n.  good  health,  happy  state,  comfort,  pros- 

perity. •«i«igv.  an-ambara,  as,  d,  am,  wearing  no 
clothing,  naked ;  (as),  m.  a  Buddhist  mendicant. 

•W»1M  I.  a-naya,  as,  m.  bad  management; 
bad  conduct  (gambling,  &c.). 

W'm  2.  an-aya,  as,  m.  evil  course,  ill 
luck;  misfortune,  adversity. — Anayan-gata,  as,  d, 

am,  unfortunate. 
'i)1<.*SM  an-aranya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 

Ayodhya,  said  by  some  to  have  been  Prithu's  father. 
^TTHj^I  an-arus,  us,  us,  us,  Ved.  not  sore 

or  wounded,  healed,  well,  sound. 

"w^l'ipS  an-argala,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
bars,  free,  licentious. 

^TM  an-argha,  as,  d,  am,  priceless,  in- 

valuable ;  (as),  m.  wrong  value.  —  Anargha-rdghava, 
am,  n.  title  of  a  drama  by  Murari,  treating  of  Rama. 

An-arghya,  as,  d,  am,  priceless,  not  to  be  had  at 
any  price;  anything  but  valuable.  —  Anarghya-tva, 

am,  n.  pricelessness. 
•>ai<(  an-arlha,as,  m.  non-value ;  a  worth- 

less or  useless  object ;  disappointing  occurrence,  reverse, 

evil;  nonsense;  (as,  a,  am),  worthless,  useless;  un- 
fortunate ;  having  no  meaning ;  having  not  that  (but 

another)  meaning ;  nonsensical.  ̂ Anartha-kara,  as, 

i,  am,  doing  what  is  useless  or  worthless ;  unprofit- 
able; producing  evil  or  misfortune.  —  A  nartha-'m, 

am,  n.  uselessness,  Stc.  —  Anartha-/lari!in,  I,  ini,  i, 
minding  useless  or  worthless  things.  —  Anartha-na^in, 

i,  m.  (destroyer  of  evil),  $\vz.  —  Aiiiirt]ia-l»ul/Uii, 
is,  is,  i,  having  a  nonsensical  intellect.  —  Anartha- 
bhava,  as,  d,  am,  malicious.  —  Anartha-lupta,  as, 
a,  am,  freed'  from  all  that  is  worthless.  —  An-artha- 

<iiiif:<ii/a,  as,  m.  not  a  risk  of  one's  money  ;  safety  of 
one's  money  or  wealth. 
An-artkaka,  as,  d,  am,  useless,  vain,  worthless ; 

meaningless,  nonsensical. 
An-arlhya,  as,  d,  am,  worthless,  useless. 

'SJ'IMUi  an-arpana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  non-sur- 
rendering, not  giving  up. 

vi«i5  an-arva,  as,  d,  am,  or  an-arvan,  d,  d, 

•i,  Ved.  not  liable  to  be  stayed  or  limited;    unob- 
structed; irresistible;  permanent. 

1 .  annr-ris,  t,  m.,  Ved.  seated  on 

the  car  (anas)  or  cart ;  a  driver. 

2.  an-ar-vis,  t,  m.  (ar  for  ararn, 

rt.  ri),  one  who  fails  to  reach  his  destination. 

an-arsani,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 

demon  slain  by  Indra  ;  (etym.  doubtful.) 

'H'l  3K  iFff  an-arsa-rdti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  giving 

f  uninjurious  things,  one  whose  gifts  do  not  hurt. 

^r?T?  an-arha,  as,  d,  am,  or  an-arhat,  an, 

anlt,  at,  undeserving  of  punishment  or  of  reward  j 

unworthy ;  inadequate,  unsuitable. 
Anarhya-id,  f.  condition  of  not  being  properly 

estimated ;  inadequacy,  unsuitableness. 

anala,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  an,  q.  v.),  fire; 



anala-dipana. 
'MHg  j,-K  an-ahankara. 

Agni,  the  god  of  fire  ;  digestive  power,  gastric  juice, 
bile;  wind;  N.  or  epithet  of  Vasudeva;  of  a  certain 
Muni  ;  of  one  of  the  eight  Vasus  ;  of  a  certain  monkey  ; 
N.  of  various  plants,  as  Plumbago  Zeylanica  and 
Rosea,  and  Semicarpus  Anacardium  ;  the  letter  r; 

the  number  three  ;  (in  astron.)  the  fiftieth  year  of  Bri- 

haspati's  cycle  ;  the  third  lunar  mansion  or  Krittika(?). 
—  Anala-dlpana,  as,  I,  am,  stomachic.  —  Anala- 
prabhd,  (.  a  plant,   Halicacabum    Cardiospermum. 

—  Anala-priyd,  f.  Agni's  wife.  —  A  na  l<t-vdta,  «x, 
in.,  N.  of  ancient  Pattana.  —  Anala-sdda,  as,  m. 

dyspepsia.  —  Analananda  ("la-dn"),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  Vedantic  writer,  author  of  the  Vedantakalpataru. 

^Hci^'fXuil  an-alankarishnu,  us,  us,  u, 

not  given  to  the  use  of  ornaments  ;  not  ornamented. 

••JHcJ*^  an-alam,  ind.  not  enough;  in- 
sufficiently. 

l  an-alasa,  as,  a,  am,  not  lazy,  active. 

anali,  is,    m.    a    tree,    Sesbana 
Grandiflora. 

^rlc-M  an-alpa,  as,  a,  am,  not  a  little, 
much,  numerous.  —  Analpa-ghosha,  as,  a,  am,  very 
clamorous,  very  noisy.  —Analpa-manyu,  us,  us,  u, 
greatly  enraged. 
<I«H  anava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  or  a 

tribe,  =  anu. 

'^H'-)=tilS1  an-avakdsa,  as,  a,  am,  having 

no  opportunity  ;  uncalled  for  (there  being  no  "  occa- 
sion" for  it),  inapplicable. 

c«^  an-avagdhin,  I,  irii,  i  (rt.  yah), 
not  dipping  into,  not  studying. 
An-avagdhya,  as,  a,  am,  unfathomable. 

'H'MiftTf  an-avagita,  as,  a,  am,  not  made 
an  object  of  a  contemptuous  song,  not  blamed 

'^HMil^  an-avagraha,  as,  a,  am,  resistless; 
not  to  be  intercepted. 

TrT  an-avayldyat,an,  anti,  at,Ved. 
not  growing  remiss. 

an-avacchinna,  as,  a,  am,  not 
intersected,  uninterrupted ;  not  marked  off,  unbounded, 
unlimited,  immoderate ;  undefined,  undiscriminated. 

—  AnawiffMnna-hasa,  as,  m.  continuous  or  im- 
moderate laughter. 

•'JI'HrT  ana-vat,  an,  atl,  at  (fr.  ana,  see  under 

rt.  an),  endowed  with  breath  or  life.  —  Anavat-tva, 
am,  n.  condition  of  being  endowed  with  life. 

•«(«iqn^     an-avatapta,    as,    m.t  (among 
Buddhists)  N.  of  a  serpent  king ;    N.  of  a  lake, 
RSvana-hrada. 

^T«T7?r  an-avadya,  as,  d,  am,  irreproach- 
able, faultless;  unobjectionable;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  ar 

Apsaras.  —  Anavailya-ta,  f.  or  anavadya-tva,  am, 
n.  faultlessness. — Anavatlya-riipa,  as,  d  or  I,  am, 

of  faultless  form  or  beauty.  —  Anararlydttga  (°ya 
art0),  as,  d  or  I,  am,  having  faultless  body  or  limbs. 

•««1*4$nu  an-avadrdna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  drd) 
Ved.  not  going  to  sleep,  not  sleepy. 

ui  «f -^  14  «j  an-avadharshya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved 
not  to  be  defied. 

«('1'-4>jr«T  an-aeadhdna,  am,  n.  inattention 
inadvertence ;  (as,  d,  am),  inattentive,  careless 
—  Anarailhdna-td,  f.  inadvertency. 

f  an-avadhi,  is,  is,  i,  unlimited. 

an-avadhrishya,  as,  d,  am,  im 
possible  to  be  put  down  or  injured. 

^"IfT  an-avana,  as,  d,  am,  affording  n 
help  or  protection. 

*il  H  ̂  n  i  i»i  n  M  *\'4'i(an-avandmita-vaijayan 

exalted. 

ta,  as,  m.  (having  victorious  banners  unlowered,  ever 
prosperous  ;  Buddhist  term  for)  a  future  universe. 

•»HH  >4  MHO  an-avaprigna,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  prii), 
Ved.  not  closely  united,  but  spreading  all  around. 

*HfH!Jlti*ii«i  un-avabudhyamdna,  as,  a,  am, 
deranged. 

^H'-lcN  an-avabrava,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not 
speaking  without  effect  ;  speaking  authoritatively  ;  or 
irreproachable  (?). 

^H=f»I  an-avabhra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not 

carried  off(?)  ;  undiminished  (?)  ;  enduring  (  ?).  —  An- 
mabhra-radkas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  undi- 

minished (or  durable)  wealth  ;  able  to  give  a  lasting 

reward. 
an-avama,   as,  d,   am,   not   low; 

an-avamarsam,  ind.    without 
touching. 

.  an-avara,  as,  a,  am,  not  inferior  ; 

xcellent. 
.rl  an-avarata,  as,  a,  am,  incessant  ; 

am),  ind.  incessantly. 
iH'Hl.'H  an-avaratha,  ps,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
f  Madhu  and  father  of  Kuruvatsa. 

^nT^TTlfl  an-avarardhya,  as,  d,  am,  chief, 
irincipal. 

'«i«1ctrt'if  an-avalamba,  as,  d,  am,  having 
no  prop  or  support. 
An-avalambana,  am,  n.  independence. 
An-avalambita,  as,  a,  am,  not  propped  up,  not 

supported,  not  dependent. 

an-avalepa,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
[moral)  veneer,  unvarnished,  unassuming. 

an-avalobhana,  am,  n.  (  non- 

longing'),  N.  of  a  ceremony  to  be  observed  by  a 
pregnant  woman  ;  title  of  a  particular  treatise  in  an 

Upanishad. 
an-avasa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  nol 

stopping  to  eat  by  the  way. 

an-avasara,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 
interval  of  leisure,  busy;  coming  when  there  is  no 

such  interval,  inopportune  ;  (as),  m.  absence  o:" leisure  ;  unseasonableness. 

•fl  «l'<f«  l«l  an-avasddya,  ind.  (part,  of  Caus 
ofava-iad  with  3.  a),  without  annoying. 

^H«T^*<I1  an-avasdna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  so) 

having  no  setting,  free  from  death  ;  endless. 
An-avasita,  as,  d,  am,  not  set,  not  terminated 

(a),  f.,  N.  of  a  species  of  the  Trishtubh  metre,  con 
sisting  of  four  lines  with  eleven  feet  in  each. 
An-avasyat,  an,  antl,  at,  unceasing. 

•2i«it*»r  an-avaskara,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
dirt,  clean,  cleansed. 

•«i«l'**A4  an-avastha,  as,  d,  am,  unsettled 

unstable;  (d),  (.  unsettled  condition  or  character 
instability,  unsteady  or  loose  conduct;  (in  phil.)  non 

finality  (of  a  proposition),  endless  series  of  statements 

An-avasthdna  as,  d,  am,  unstable,  fickle  ;  (<z«' 
m.  wind  ;  (am),  n.  instability  ;  unsteadiness  or  loose ness  of  conduct. 

An-avasthdyin,  i,  im,  i,  transient. 
An-araathiia,  as,  d,  am,  unsettled,  unsteady,  loos 

in  conduct.  —  Anavasthita-fitta,  as,  d,  am,  or  an 

arasthitdtman  Ctu-dt°),  d,  d,  a,  unsteady-minded 
—  Anavantldtai'itta-tva,  am,  n.  unsteadiness  o 
mind.  —  Anavasthita-tra,  am,  n.  unsteadiness,  in stability. 

An-avastUti,  is,  (.  instability  ;  unsteadiness  ;  loose 
ness  of  character. 

an-ava-syat.     See  an-avasdna. 
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an-avahita,  as,  d,  am,  heedless, 
[attentive. 

•sifi^oj!^  an-avahvara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not 
ooked,  straightforward. 

an-avdd,  k,  k,  k,  not  speechless, 
ie  reverse  of  speechless. 

an-avdh6,  an,  act,  ok,  not  inclining 
ownwards,  looking  up  or  straightforward. 

i  an-avdnam,  ind.  without  hreath- 
ng  (between),  in  one  breath,  without  interruption,  uno 
enore.  —  AiiavdiM-td,  f.  uninterruptedness,  con- 

guity. 
^HH'-IIH  an-avdpta,  as,  d,  am,  not  obtained. 
An-at'dpti,  is,  f.  non-attainment. 

•>.H  H  ̂  I  W  an-avdyam,  ind.,  Ved.  uninter- 
•uptedly,  unyieldingly. 

an-avithya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  avi, 
.  v.),  not  suited  to  sheep. 

an-aveksha,  as,  d,  am,  regardless  ; 
am),  ind.  irrespectively  ;  without  regard  to  ;  (a),  f. 
or  an-aveksltanO:,  am,  n.  regardlessness. 

an-avrata,  as,  d,  am,  not  (wholly) 
destitute  of  ascetic  performances;  (as),  m.  a  Jaina 
devotee  of  that  description. 

an-asana,  am,  n.  abstinence  from 
bod,  fasting,  especially  as  a  form  of  suicide  adopted 
"rom  vindictive  motives;  (as,  d,  am),  fasting. 
—  Aua^ana-td,  f.  not  eating. 
An-adandya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  hungry. 
An-aAita,  am,  n.  condition  of  not  having  eaten, 

lasting. 

An-asnat,  an,  ail,  at,  not  eating,  not  enjoying. 
—  Anadnant-sdngamana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  sacrificial 
fire  in  the  Sabha  (which  is  approached  before  break- 

fast). 

An-as~ndna,  as,  d,  am,  not  eating. 

an-asru,  us,  us,  u,  tearless. 

an-asva,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  horse 
or  horses  ;  (as),  m.  something  that  is  not  a  horse. 

An-aiva-dd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  one  who  does 
not  give  horses. 

an-asvan,  d,  m.,  N.  of  Parlkshit's father. 

•«JHVJ^  a-nasvara,  as,  i,  am,  imperishable. 

A-nashta,  as,  d,  am,  undestroyed,  unimpaired. 
—  Anashta-patu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  his  cattle 
unimpaired.  —  Anashta-vedas,    as,    as,    as,    Ved. 
having  his  property  unimpaired. 

•>i|r|*(  anas,  as,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  an), 

a  cart;  a  mother;  birth;  offspring,  living  creature; 
boiled  nee.  -Anas-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  yoked  to a  cart. 

Anad-uh,  anar-vis,  see  s.  v.  (s  changed  to  d  and  r). 

SiHH^  an-asiiya,  as,  d,  am,  not  spiteful, 

not  envious  ;  (d),  f.  freedom  from  spite  ;  absence  of 
ill-will  or  envy  ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha,  and  of 

one  of  Sakuntala's  friends. 
An-axuyaka,  as,  d,  am,  or  an-asuyu,  us,  us,  u, 

not  spiteful  or  envious. 
^TfffffiC  an-a-suri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  not  un- 

wise, wise. 
^J^wtHrl  au-astam-ita,  as,  d,  am,  not 

gone  down  ;  not  subject  to  setting  or  declining. 

••5HW  an-astha,  as,  d,  am,  or  an-asthi,  is, 

is,  i,  or  anasthika,  ax,  d,  am,  or  anastfii-mat,  an, 

atl,  at,  boneless. 

^H^3;lt  an-ahan-kdra,  as,  m.  (non-ego- 
tism), absence  of  or  freedom  from  self-conceit,  or 

the  tendency  to  regard  self  as  something  distinct  from 
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the  supreme  spirit  ;  freedom  from  pride  ;  (at,  a,  am), 
fax  from  self-conceit  or  pride. 

An-akankrita,  as,  a,  am,  or  an-akam-radin, 
I,  ini,  t,  free  from  self-conceit  or  pride. 

An-<ituittl-nti,  is,  t.  =  an-ahankara;  («»,  it,  i), 
free  from  self-conceit  or  pride. 

'•SM^r^  an-ahan,  as,  n.  a  day  which  is  no 
day,  aii  evil  or  unlucky  day. 

^T?n  ana,  ind.,Ved.  (inst.  of  pronom.  base 

a),  hereby,  thus,  indeed  ;  also  said  to  be  a  substitute 

for  an  or  ana,  '  not,'  in  one  or  two  words. 

-a£ara,  as,  d,  am,  shapeless. 

an-dkdrita,    as,    d,   am,    not 
claimed,  not  exacted. 

xHHI4ilr4  an-dkdla,  as,  m.  unseasonable 
time;  famine.  —  Anikala-bhrita,  as,  m.  a  slave 
who  became  one  voluntarily  to  avoid  starvation  in  a 

time  of  scarcity  ;  also  spelt  annakdla-btiHta. 

vSHI<*ISi|  an-dkdsa,  as,  a,  am,  having  no 

transparent  atmosphere,  differing  from  it;  opaque. 
dark  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  air  or  atmosphere  undeserving 
of  its  name. 

<MI«fcpJ  an-dkula,  as,  d,  am,  not  beset  ; 

not  confused  ;  unperplexed,  calm,  consistent,  regular. 

^HI4rl  an-dkrita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unre- 
claimed, unreclaimable. 

4H!dil>ri  an-dkrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  unassailed, 

unassailable  ;  (a),  f.  a  plant,  Prickly  Nightshade,  So- 
lanum  Jacquini. 

S8MIH|l(l.t1  an-dkshdrita,  as,  d,  am,  unre- 

proached. 

^HTri5JHx  an-dkMt,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  not  re- 
siding or  resting. 

'•iHIJI  an-dga,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sinless  ; 
see  an-dgas;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

'"HHI'lr!  an-dgata,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  yam),  not 
come,  not  arrived  ;  future  ;  not  attained,  not  leamt  ; 

unknown  ;  (am),  n.  the  future.  —  Andgata-vat,  an, 
ail,  at,  connected  with  or  relating  to  the  future. 
—  Andgata-vidhatri,  a,  m.  (disposer  of  the  future), 

provident;  N.  of  a  fish.  —  Andgatabad/ia  (  ta-db°), 
at,  m.  future  trouble.  —  Andgatdrtara  (la-ar3),  f. 
a  girl  who  has  not  yet  attained  to  puberty.  —  An- 

dgatdvelcthana  (°ra-au°),  am,  n.  act  of  looking  at that  which  is  to  come  next. 

Ai<-agati,  is,  f.  non-arrival;  non-attainment,  non- 
accession. 

An-agama,  at,  m.  non-arrival,  non-attainment; 
(at,  d,  am),  not  come,  not  present;  (in  law)  not 
constituting  an  accession  to  previous  property,  but 

possessed  from  time  immemorial,  and  therefore  with- 

out documentary  proof.  —  A  itagam  n/iabltoga  (°ma- 
«p°),  as,  m.  enjoyment  of  such  property. 
An-agamwhyat,  an,  anti,  at,  one  who  will  not 

approach. 
An-agamya,  at,  d,  am,  unapproachable,  unattain- 

able. ' Ait-agimin,  i,  ini,  i,  not  coming,  not  arriving; 
not  future,  not  subject  to  returning  ;  (i),  m.  epithet 
of  the  third  among  the  four  Buddhist  orders. 

An-dijiin«kn,  </.<,  «  am,  not  in  the  habit  of 
coming,  not  likely  to  come. 

"««1I'I«  nn-iiyns,  as,  as,  as,  sinless,  blame- 

less;   conferring  sinlessncss  or  Uus.  —  Anaydx-ti-ii, 
•'..,  Ved.  sinlcssness.  —  Anaiju-luttyd,  f.  murder 

of  an  innocent  person. 

•w«1l'«i«.«a  an-d(aruna,  am,  n.  or  better 
an-di'drrt,  as,  m.  improper  behaviour;  departure  from 
that  which  is  customary  or  right. 

An-dfara,  n*.  <i,  nm,  or  anatatin,  i,  ini,  »', 
improper  in  behaviour;  regardless  of  custom  or  pro- 

priety or  law  ;  unprincipled. 

«T  aii-d<!drya-bhogina,  as,  d, 

am,  unfit  or  improper  for  a  spiritual  teacher  to  eat  or enjoy. 

nsT5T  an-djfiapta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.jnd),  not 

commanded.  —  AnajAnpta-kdrin,  7,  ini,  i,  doing 
what  has  not  been  commanded. 

an-djAdta,  as,  d,  am,  unknown, 

surpassing  all  that  has  ever  been  known. 

an-ddhya,  as,  d,  am,  not  wealthy, 

An-ddhyam-bhai'iflinu,  ut,  us,  «,  not  be- 
coming wealthy ;  becoming  poor  (?). 

an-dtata,  as,  d,  am,  not  stretched 
or  strung  (as  a  bow). 

an-dtapa,  as,  m.  freedom  from  the 
blaze  of  the  sun ;  shade ;  coolness. 

an-dtura,   as,  d,   am,  Ved.   free 

from  suffering  or  weariness ;  well. 

••H  r|  |  rH  H  an-dtman,  d,  m.  not  self,  an- 
other ;  something  different  from  spirit  or  soul ;  (a, 

d,  a),  not  spiritual,  corporeal;  destitute  of  spirit  or 
taind.  —  An-dtma-jAa,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  spi- 

ritual knowledge  or  true  wisdom.  —  Andtma-pratya- 
rekshd,  (.  (with  Buddhists)  reflection  that  there  is 
no  spirit  or  self.  —  An-atma-*at,  an,  ati,  at,  not 

self-possessed ;  (rat),  ind.  unlike  one's  self. 
An-dtmaka,  at,  d,  am,  (with  Buddhists)  unreal. 
An-dtmanina,  as,  d,  am,  not  adapted  to  self; 

disinterested. 

An-dtmya,  ae,  d,  am,  impersonal ;  (ant),  n.  want 

of  affection  for  one's  own  family. 

'3 1 1 W ITI  =ti  an-dtyantika,  as,  J,  am,  not 
perpetual,  not  final ;  intermittent,  recurrent. 

'STJTT'ST  a-ndtha,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 
master  or  natural  protector ;  widowed ;  fatherless ; 

helpless,  poor;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  want  of  a  protec- 
tor, helplessness. —Andtha-pinda-da  or  a-ndtha- 

plnrlika,  as,  m.  ('giver  of  cakes  or  food  to  the  poor'), N.  of  a  merchant,  in  whose  garden  SSkyamuni  used 
to  instruct  his  disciples.  —  Andtha-sabhd,  f.  a  poor- 
house. 

*!HI<J  a-ndda,  as,  m.  absence  of  sound  (in 

pronouncing  aspirated  letters). 
A-nddin,  i,  ini,  i,  not  sounding. 

"2i«ll<;r;il  an-ddaddna,  as,  d,  am,  not accepting. 

^l  «!!<;*.  an-ddara,  as,  m.  disrespect,  con- 

temptuous neglect;  (as,  d,  am),  Ved.  not  awe- 
struck, calm ;  indifferent. 

-A»-<KJarana,am,  n.  disrespectful  behaviour,  neglect. 

An-ddarin,  i,  ini,  i,  disrespectful,  irreverent. 

••aHlfi;  an-ddi,  is,  is,  i,  having  no  begin- 
ning, existing  from  eternity.  —  Anadi-tva,  am,  n. 

state  of  having  no  beginning.  —  An-udi-nifltxtna,  at, 
d,  am,  having  neither  beginning  nor  end,  eternal. 
—  Anddi-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  no  beginning. 
—  An-ddi-mudhydiita   (<Utya-ari),  at,  d,  am, 

having   no   beginning,    middle   or   end.  —  Anddy- 
ananta,  ax,  d,  am,  without  beginning  and  without 
end.  —  An-ddi/anta,  as,  d,  am,  without  beginning 

and  end  ;  (<»•),  m.,  N.  of  Siva. 

vi>iifr;K  an-ddishta,  as,  d,  am,  not  indi- 
cated ;  not  commanded  or  instructed ;  not  allowed. 

an-ddinava,  as,  d,  am,  faultless. 

an-ddrita,  as,  d,  am,  not  respected, 

disrespected,  despised. 
An-fidrilya,  ind.  without  respecting,  regardless  of. 

•ecmM  ini-ddeya,  as,  d,  am,  unfit  or 
improper  to  be  received,  unacceptable,  inadmissible. 

>st«1l<;^l<*<.  anddesa-kara,  as,  d,  am,  doing 
what  is  not  commanded  or  not  allowed. 

i  .  an-ddya,  as,  d,  am,  =  an-ddi, 
having  no  beginning. 

2.  an-ddya,  as,  d,  am,  =  an-adyti, 
not  eatable. 

an-ddhrish,  k,  k,  k  (rt.  dhrish), 
Ved.  not  checking. 

An-adhrithta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unchecked,  unim- 
paired, invincible,  perfect. 

An-ddhrinhti,  is,  m.  ('superior  to  any  check'),  N. 
of  a  son  of  Sura  ;  also  of  a  son  of  Ugrasena  and 

general  of  the  Yadava. 
An-adhrishya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  invincible,  not  to 

be  meddled  with. 

'iHMrl  an-dnata,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unbent, 

not  humbled;  (at),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi. 

|t|  an-dnukritya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  kri 

with  dnu  for  aim),  Ved.  inimitable,  unparalleled. 

vi  r(  i  .j^  an-dnuda,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dd  with 
dnu  for  ann),  Ved.  not  giving  way,  unyielding, 
obstinate;  unaided  (?),  unsurpassed  in  giving  (?). 

•si  1  1  1  ft^?  an-dnudishta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dls 

with  dnu,  for  anu),  Ved.  unsolicited. 

TT^?  an-dmtpiirvya,am,r\.  separation 

of  the  different  parts  of  a  compound  word  by  the 
intervention  of  others;  the  not  coming  in  regular 

order,  tmesis.  —  An-dnupurrya-gamhita,  (.  the 
manner  of  constructing  a  sentence  with  the  above 
tmesis. 

an-dnubhuti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  inat- 
«J»       - tention,  neglect  ;  (tayaa),  pi.  neglectful  or  irreligious 

people. 

•>.!HIM<[  an-dpad,  t,  f.  absence  of  misfor- 
tune or  calamity. 

••milM  an-dpanna,  as,  d,  am,  not  realized, 
unattained. 

•si«trm«i  au-dpdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince, 

son  of  An-ga. 

tHiilftl  un-dpi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  no 
kindred  or  friends  (epithet  of  Indra). 

••iHIMjijH  an-dpuyita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not stinking. 

•iHIH  cm-apt  a,  as,  d,  am,  unattained,  un- 
obtained  ;  unsuccessful  in  the  effort  to  attain  or  obtain  ; 

not  apt,  unfit  ;  (as),  m.  a  stranger. 

An-dpti,  is,  f.  non-attainment. 
An-dpya,  aa,  d,  am,  unattainable,  unobtainable. 
->!HlA(r1  an-dpluta,  as,  d,  am,  unbathed, 

unwashed.  —  An  -ajilutattga  (ta-a>t°),  at,  d  or  I, 
am,  having  an  umvashen  body. 

^HKIV  an-dbddha,  as,  d,  am,  free  fi-om 
obstacles  or  troubles. 

^Tffprftj'T  an-dbhayin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  fear- 

less (epithet  of  Indra). 
^PTW  an-dbhii,  its,  iis,  u,  Ved.  neglectful, 

disobliging,  irreligious. 
^I7!T»3q^fi)<=ti  an-iibhyudayika,  as,  1,  am,  in- 

auspicious, ill-omened,  unlucky. 

'^Him  a-naman,  d,  d,  a,  nameless;  in- 

famous; (a),  m.  the  ring-finger.  —  Andma-tm,  am, 

n.  namelessness. 
Andmaka,  at,  d,  am,  nameless,  infamous  ;  («*), 

m.  the  intercalary  month  ;  (ant),  n.  piles,  hemorrhoids. 
A-namikd,  (.  the  ring-finger. 

^SHIH*<  an-dmaya,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
disease,  healthy,  salubrious;  (as),  m.  Siva;  (am),  n. 

health. An-amayat,  an,  unt'i,  at,  Ved.  not  causing  pain, 
not  hurting  ;  (t),  n.,  Ved.  health. 
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,w,  «*  u,  Ved.  salubrious,  curative.    I  duce  of  the  country  of  MIecchas  or  barbarians.  -  An '.(tmin.i..  jnt  7  Vorl  »inX«»>,i:~  _    !  di"ua-iuxh.tfr.   ns   n   ft**,   .  —«*: — i    _i   , 

rans  -n 

i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  unbending.     arya-jushta,  as,  a,  am,  practised,  observed,  or  po 
A-ndmya,  as,  d,  am,  impossible  to  be  bent.  sessed  ̂   men  who  ar«  not  Aryas.  -  Andrya-td 

flesh  ;  bootless,  profitless. of  Gentian  (Gentiana  Cherayta  Rox) 

t-dmrina,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having    ̂ "/T^?'  am'  "'  AgaU°d>um  or  Aloe  wood 
can  injure.  (Aquila  Agallocha  Rox). no  enemy  that  can  injure 

f  an-dmrita,  as,  a,  am,  immortal 
a  nmmkn    «•   J -      " 

an-drsha,  as,  i,  am,  not  referring  or enuine  text  of  a  Vedic 

tinuous,  unseparated  ;  unextended,  having  no  lengtfT 
•WTIMrTST  an-dyatana,  am,  n  that  which is  not  really  a  resting-place  or  an  altar;  («,  «,  am), hiring  no  resting-place  or  altar.-  AnSvatawi-i-at 

an,  all,  at,  =  the  last.  ' 

i,  the  same  as  the  last. 
as,  d,  am,  unsupported, 

(as),  m.  want  of  support; 

An-dlambana,  as,  a,  am,  unsupported ;  desponding. An-alambl,  f.  Siva's  lute. 

^an-ayatta,  as,  d,  am,  independent,       An-dlambukd  or  an-dlambhukd    f.  a  woman ontioUed.  —  Anayatta-vritti,  is,  is,  i:  having  an     dunng  menstruation, 
independent  livelihood.  -  Anayattamitti-ta,  f.  in-        ̂ SR^m  ar,  ninnn dependence.  m-alapa,  as,  a,  am,  reserved, taciturn ;  (as),  m.  reserve,  taciturnity. 

n-ayasagra  (°sa-ag°),  as,  d,  am,  ' having  no  iron  point 
as,  a,  am,  unseen 

1011,  ra«  uty,  ease,  idleness,  neglect;  (as   a   am)  VJ  HI  JUT          -        - 
easy,  ready;  (ma),  md.ezsity.-Andydsa-krita  as  i-avaya,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  un- 
a,  am,  done  readily  or  easily;  (am),  n.  an  infusion  y         gl  nOt  deslsti"g- 

temporaneously  (in  medicine).  ^TRfrt  an-dvarti,  is,  f.  non-return,  i.  e. 
I  an-dyudha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  weapon-  final  emancipation.     See  an-avrit  below. 
i£  no  imolempnfc  ifnr  es/^'fi™^  »-HHIId  «!     /j*>_««,*.7^j,~                - less;  having  no  implements to  implements  (for  sacrifice).  11M=IS    an-dviddha, 

an-dyushd,  f.  or  an-dyus,  f.,  N.  of    wounded'  unhurt>  unmoved  by 
if  Piln    ,i«J   T7-.'<    SUrfl  t'rf^X     ««     JT^_*7_ 

derful. 

an-ikshu.  gQ 
an-asdarya,  as,  a,  am,  not  won- 

"^  an-dsramin,  I,  m.  one  who 
does  not  belong  to  or  follow  any  of  the  four  A^ramas or  religious  orders  to  which  Brahmans  at  different periods  of  life  are  bound  to  attach  themselves An-dirama-vasa  or  an-dirame-^dsa,  as  m  one 
who  does  not  belong  to  the  Ananias;  non-residence 
m  a  religious  retreat. 

„  -',,  as,  m.  absence  or  want 
of  any  person  or  thing  to  depend  upon;  defenceless- ness,  self-dependence,  isolation;  (as,  d,  am),  defence- less ;  unprotected ;  isolated. 
An-dirita,  as,  d,  am,  detached ;  disengaged  •  un- connected with,  independent;  non-inherent. 

N  an-dsvas,   van,   ushi,   vat,   not having  eaten,  fasting. 

_   a-ndshtra,   as,   d,  am,  free  from dangers  or  dangerous  opponents. 

N<ZB-«S,  as,  m.  f.  having  no  mouth  or 
ace. 

a-ndsa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  without  a 
ose  (epithet  of  demons). 
A-nasika,  as,  d,  am,  noseless. 

.yni«i(^ff  an-dsddita,  as,  a,  am,  not  met with,  not  found  or  obtained,  not  encountered  or  attack d ;  not  occurred ;  not  having  happened ;  non-existent 

as,    a,    am,    not 

the  mother  of  Bala  and  Vritra. 
An-aywshya,  as,  d,  am,  not  imparting  long  life   I  clear. latal  to  long  life. 

'niKff  an-drata,  as,  d,  am,  eternal;  (am), md.  eternally. 

^RTCttl  i.  an-drabhya,  as,  d,  am,  improper impracticable  to  be  commenced  or  undertaken. 

as,  a,  am,  unused  to  war. 
an-dsthd,  f.  unfixedness,  want  of 

confidence;  disrespect;  want  of  consideration ;  want 
if  faith  or  devotedness  ;  unconcern,  indifference 
An-asthdna,  as,  d,  am,  having  or  yielding  no basis  or  fulcrum ;  without  a  fixed  seat  or  site. 

,  an-dsvada,  as,  m.  want  of  taste 
insipidity;  (as,  d,  am),  without  taste,  insipid. An-asvadita,  as,  d,  am,  untasted. 

an-dhata,   as,  d,  am,  unbeaten, 
unrounded,  intact;  new  and  unbleached  (as  doth)  • 

*««1  otherwise  than  by  beating;  not  multiplied  ' 

an-dvila,  as,  d,  am,  not  turbid, :,  not  marshy. 

an-dvrit,  t,  t,  t,Ved.  not  returning. 
.     !«,««,  a,  am,  not  turned  about  or  round; ;not treating;  not  frequented  or  approached  ;  not  chosen. 

in~™!'itti>  *'*'  f'  non-return;  final  emancipation. 
  „  „.  «««^ta*wcn.  i         ̂   '*J^  an-dvrita,  as,  d,  am,  uncovered 

!,  am,  n.  impossibility  of  being    undressed,  uninclosed,  open. 

2.  an-drabhya,  ind.  without  commencing:  this  is        ̂ '1^  an-dvrishti,  is,  f.  want   of  rain,  I  duced  otherwise  ian  by  beating  rtiie'sounSdom. compounds  in  the  sense -detached;'  thus,  are-     '  ^HI*IC  an-dhdra,  as,  m.  abstinence   not 

±6£^:5^«^S  2?  I  «<T  S5L  ̂ ^  °S>  5'  "*  ̂   ̂   I  -  ̂   ̂ ^^^-'  -t^on;   (as,  , an-dvyddha,    as,   d,    am,    Ved. 
(possible  to  be  broken  or  forced  open. 

— •/ ,  •      i  wjiiyuLwiiia  (  i/a-adri)  as  a 
am,  taught  or  studied  or  read  as  a  detached  subject 
(not  as  part  of  a  regular  or  authoritative  treatise) 
An-arnmMa,  as,  m.  absence  of  beginning,  non- 

J  am),  one  who  abstains  from  food. An-dhdrln,  I,  ini,  i,  not  taking  (food) ;  fasting. An-akarya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  seized  or  taken not  producible ;  not  to  be  eaten. 

j?T  an-drithya,  ind.  not  having  sur- mounted. 

*"il<W  an-drogya,  am,  n.  sickness ;  (as, a,  am),  unhealthy.  -  Anarogya-kara  as  a  or  i 
am,  unwholesome,  unhealthy,  causing  sickness. 
*'11^  an-drjava,  am,  n.  crookedness, moral  or  physical ;  disease. 

a,  as,  i,  am,  unseasonable. 

non-sacrificing ; 

A-nd/lya,  as,  a,  am,  indestructible. 

an-dsaka,    am,   n.    fasting,   ab- 

an-drtvijlna,  as,  d,  am,  unfit 
or  unsuitable  for  a  priest. 

an-arya,  as,  d,  am,  not  respectable 
J«lgar,   unworthy,  inferior,    bad,  vile;    destitute  of ,   (ax),  m.  not  an  kryz.-Andrya-karmin, 
.m.  doing  work  unbecoming  an  Arya  or  becoming 

nr,rn  -^-A^rya-ja,  as,  d,  am,  of  vile  of unworthy  ongin  ;  (am),  „.  Agallochun,,  being  a  p^ 

to    death.— 

:d 

— 17™,,1^,  ̂   «.I*-M,H   ij  citti-  n.  3  course 
:mg  (as  a  penance). 

an-dsasta,  as,  d,  am,  not  praised ; 
mmendable(?),  inglorious  (?),  hopeless  (?). 

•Sn^rt^T  an-dsir-dd,  as,  m.  not  giving a  blessing ;  ungrateful. 

I.  an-dtu,  us,  us,  u,  not  quick,  slow. 
^,2.  an-dsu,  us,  us,  u  (rt.  at), diffusive,  not  pervading. 

3-  o-nasM,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  indestruc- 

vnmnted.-Andhutopajalpfn  (°ta-up°),  i,  m.  an" uncal_led-for  boaster.  _  Anahutopav&hta  (°ta-up') 
as,  a,  am,  seated  as  an  uninvited  guest! 

[  an-dhldda,  as,  m.  absence  of  joy ; 

An-ahladita,  as,  d,  am,  not  exhilarated. 
T  a-nihsasta,  as,  d,  am,  unpraised. 
rfWx  a-nikdmatas,   ind.   involun- 

tanly,  unintentionally. 

a-niketa  or  a-niketana,  as,  d,  am, houseless. 

^ftfisrjnij:  a-nikshipta-dhura,  as,  m.,  N. of  a  Bodhisattva  or  deified  Buddhist  saint. 
an-ikshu,  us,  m.  not  (true)  sugar- 

lenote  'comparison,'  see  3.  a.) 
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a-nlgirna,  as,  d,  am,  not  swal- 
lowed, not  supplied  ( as  an  ellipsis). 

•flPHil^  u-nir/raha,  as,  d,  am,  unrestrained; 

(a»),  m.  non-restraint ;  non-refutation ;  not  owning 
one's  self  refuted.  —  Aniyrahn-sthdna,  am,  n.  (in 
philosophy)  occasion  of  non-refutation. 

a-niyhdteshu  (°ta-ishu),  us,  m., 
N.  of  a  man  (having  arrows  that  strike  no  one). 

t  an-ingya,  as,  d,  am,  not  divisible; 
a  word  not  divisible. 

:  an-Mha  or  an-Mhaka,  as,  d,  am, 

or  an-tcVAo/,  on,  anil  or  all,  at,  or  an-idfhu,  us, 
w,  u,  or  an-itfhuka,  as,  d,  am,  undesirous,  averse, 
unwilling ;   not  intending. 
An-Wha,  (.  absence  of  wish  or  design,  indifference. 

•"^PH'SK  a-nijaka,  as,  d,  am,  not  one's 
own,  belonging  to  another. 

wf«TrT  anita,  as,  d,  am  (etym.  doubtful), 

destitute  of.  —  Anita-bha,  (.,  Ved.  not  endowed  with 
splendor,  N.  of  a  river  (?). 

"•sfHiM  a-nitya,  as,  d,  am,  not  everlasting, 
transient;  occasional,  incidental;  irregular,  unusual; 
unstable;  uncertain;  (am),  ind.  occasionally.  —  Ani- 

tya-karman,  a,  n.  or  anitya-kriyd,  f.  an  occasional 
act  of  worship,  sacrifice  for  a  special  purpose.  —  Ani- 
tya-td,  f.  or  anitya-tra,  am,  n.  transient  or  limited 
existence.  —  Anitya-datta  or  anitya-dattaka  or  ani- 
tya-datrima,  as,  m.  a  son  surrendered  by  his  parents 
to  another  for  temporary  or  preliminary  adoption. 
••  Anit ya-pratyavekshd,  f.  (Buddhist)  consciousness 
that  all  is  passing  aLvny.*mAnitya-bhara,  as,  m. 
transitoriness.  —  Anitya-sama,  as,  d,  m.  f.  sophism, 
consisting  in  generalizing  what  is  exceptional  (as  perish- 
ableness).  —  Anitya-sama-prakarana,  am,  n.  a  sec- 

tion in  the  NySya  discussing  that  sophism.  —  Anitya- 
*amata,  at,  m.  a  compound,  the  sense  of  which  may 
be  equally  expressed  by  resolving  it  into  its  constituent 

parts. 

•"sPl^il  a-niddna,  as,  d,  am,  causeless, 
groundless. 

laPi 5;  a-nidra,  as,  d,  am,  sleepless,  awake; 
(d),  f.  sleeplessness. 

A-nidrita,  as,  d,  am,  not  asleep,  awake. 

a-nidhrishta,  at,  d,  am,  unchecked, 
unsubdued. 

xiP«iifl  an-idhma,  as,  d,  am,  having  or 
requiring  no  fuel. 

f  ini-iiiii.  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  no 
mister. 

f  a-nindita,  as,  d,  am,  irreproach- 
able, not  despised,  pious,  virtuous,  free. 

A-nindya  or  ii-ninilniilyn,  as,  d,  am,  unblam- 
able, faultless. 

an-indra,  as,  d,  am,  deprived  of 
Indra  ;  dispensing  with  or  disregarding  Indra. 

ist  11  P«^  «4  an-indriya,  am,  n.  that  which 
is  not  the  senses,  the  soul,  the  reason. 

•WM  Mil  ill  (i-nipadyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  not 
falling  down  (to  sleep),  untiring. 

•*i  r«nf  i  n  a-nipdta,  as,  ID.  (not  a  fall),  con- 
tinuance of  life. 

•«PrjM*i|  a-nipuna,  as,  d,  am,  unskilled, 
not  clever  or  conversant. 

a-nibaddha,  as,  d,  am,  not  tied 
down,  not  bound,  unattached,  incoherent,  uncon- 

nected. —  AnVhaibUia-pral&irin,  I,  inl,  i,  chattering 
incoherently,  talking  at  random. 

TMf^TV  a-nibddha,  as,  d,  am,  unob- 
structed, unlimited ;  (as),  m.  liberty. 

*JlfH>JrT  a-nibkrita,  as,  a,  am,  not  private, 
not  reserved,  immodest,  bold,  public. 

a-nibhrisltta,    as,   d,   am,   Ved. 

unabated;  unimpaired;  undefeated.  — 
tavi'hi,  i*,  m.,Ved.  having  unabated  power. 

a>i-ibliya,  as,  d,  am,  not  wealthy. 

,  d,  m.  a  mote.  See  anlman. 
a-nimantrita,  as,  a,  am,  un- 

invited.— A-niinantrita-lihojin,  I,  inl,  i,  eating 
without  being  invited. 

•flfirfHIH  a-nimdna,  as  d,  am,  Ved.  un- 
bounded, immense. 

'«r«lf*l»t  a-nimitta,  as,  a,  am,  having  no 

adequate  occasion,  causeless,  groundless  ;  (am),  n.absence 

of  an  adequate  cause  or  occasion,  groundlessness.  —  Ani- 
mitta-tas,  ind.  groundlessly.  —  A-nimitta-nirdkrila, 

at,  a,  am,  groundlessly  rejected.  —  Animitta-liitga- 
ndtfa,  an,  m.  (unaccountable  loss  of  distinct  vision)  ; 
N.  of  an  ophthalmic  disease,  ending  in  total  blindness, 

perhaps  amaurosis. 

•fl  fa  PM  MX  a-nimish,  f.,  Ved.  absence  of 

winking  (only  used  in  ace.  and  inst.  cases).  —  Ani- 
mijtham  or  animishd  or  animesham,  ind.,  Ved. 

without  winking,  i.e.  vigilantly  or  incessantly. 

A-nimisha  or  a-nimeska,  as,  d,  am,  not  wink- 
ing, looking  steadily,  vigilant  ;  open  as  eyes  or  flowers; 

(an),  m.  not  winking  ;  a  god  ;  a  fish.  —  Ammishaksha 

Csha-aK3),  as,  I,  m.  f.  one  whose  eyes  are  fixed. 
—  Animiihadarya  (°«Aa-d<f  ),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Vrihas- 

pati. 

Animishiya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  those  who  do 
not  wink  (i.  e.  to  the  gods). 

•siflMrr  a-niyata,  as,  d,  am,  not  regulated, 
uncontrolled,  not  fixed,  uncertain,  unrestricted,  irregu- 

lar, casual.  —  A-niyata-punskd,  f.  a  woman  irregu- 
lar or  unchaste  in  conduct.  —  Aniyata-vritti,  is,  is, 

i,  having  no  fixed  or  regular  employment  or  income. 

—  Aniyatdnka  <^ta-art°),  as,  m.  (in  arithm.)  an 
indeterminate  digit.  —  A-niyatdtman   (°ta-at°),   d, 
m.  one  whose  self  or  spirit  is  not  regulated  or  under 

proper  control. 
A-niyama,  a*,  m.  absence  of  control  or  rule  or 

fixed  order  or  obligation,  unsettledness  ;  indecorous  or 
improper  conduct  ;  uncertainty,  doubt  ;  (as,  a,  am), 
having  no  rule,  irregular. 

A-niyamita,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  rule  or  law  ; 

irregular. 

•wflMsfi  a-niyukta,  as,  d,  am,  not  ap- 
pointed, not  authoritative  ;  (as),  m.  an  assessor  at  a 

court  who  has  not  been  formally  appointed  and  is  not 
entitled  to  vote. 

A-niyoffin,  I,  inl,  i,  not  attached  or  clinging  to. 

•wPtn.  an-ira,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  destitute  of 
food  (or  vigour?),  or  of  a  sacrificial  offering;  (d),  f. 
want  of  food  (languor?). 

«!i   a-nirdkarishnu,   us,  us,   u, 

not  obstructive,  not  censorious. 

A-nirdkfita,  as,  a,  am,  unobstructed. 

a-nirukta,  as,  d,  am,  unuttered, 

not  articulated,  not  clearly  explained,  unspeakable, 
not  plain,  vague.  •"Anirukta-gdna,  am,  n.  indistinct 
singing  ;  humming  (of  hymns),  a  particular  mode  of 

chanting  the  Sama-veda. 

a-nintddha,  as,  d,  am,  unob- 

structed, ungovernable,  self-willed  ;  (tut),  m.  a  spy,  a 
secret  emissary  (?);  the  son  of  Pradyumna,  a  form  of 
Kama,  and  husband  of  Usha  ;  Siva  ;  N.  of  an  Arhat 
contemporary  of  Sakyamuni  ;  N.  of  a  descendant  of 

Vrishni;  (am),  n.  the  rope  for  fastening  cattle.  —  A- 
niruddha-patha,  am,  n.  an  unobstructed  path  ;  the 
atmosphere,  ether.  —  A*niruddha-bharini,  (.  Am- 
ruddha's  wife. 

anila-vyadhi. 

THPr|<*PMrt  a-niriipita,  as,  d,  am,  not  de- 

termined, undefined. 
^rf?TfnrT  a-nirjita,  as,  d,  am,  unconquered, 

unvanquished. 

•^Pl^u'T  a-nirnaya,  as,  m.  uncertainty, 
want  of  decision. 
A-nirnlla,  as,  d,  am,  unascertained,  undetermined. 

A-ninicya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  decided. 

•wPffj^l  a-nirdasa  or  a-nir-dasdha  (°sa- 

ah°),  as,  d,  am,  within  the  ten  days  of  impurity 
after  childbirth  or  a  death ;  (am),  ind.  =  preceding, 
used  adverbially. 

vi  P«i fi- £  a-nirdishta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dis), 

unexplained,  undefined. 
A-nirdeia,  as,  m.  absence  or  unsatisfactoriness  of 

rule  or  direction. 

A-nir-deHya  or  a-ninlis'ya,  as,  d,  am,  undefin- 
able,  inexplicable,  incomparable. 

viPH^iPvri  a-uirdhdrita,  as,  d,  am,  unde- 
termined, unascertained,  undefined. 

A-nirdharya,  as,  a,  am,  undeterminable,  not  to 
be  agreed  upon. 

*Jiri«TC.  a-nirbhara,  as,  d,  am,  little,  slight, 

light  ^ 

••aPrtJiRJ  a-nirbheda,  as,  m.  (the  act  of  not 
blurting  out),  not  revealing. 

^tffpTO  a-nirmala,  as,  d,  am,  dirty,  foul, 
turbid. 
A-nirmdlyd,  f.  aplant(Mendicago  Esculenta,  Rox). 
vi i  «i rtTr^ rl   a-nirlotita,   as,  d,  am, 

not 

carefully  looked  at,  not  considered. 

vifriq-qriln  a-ninatanlya  or  a-nirvu(ya, 

as,  d,  am,  unutterable,  indescribable  ;  improper  to 
be  mentioned. 

^rftTTi*NT«T  a-nircartyamdna,  as,  d,  am, 

not  being  brought  to  a  close. 

«r«iqi<ii  a-nirvdna,  as,  d,  am,  unextin- 

guished. 
•s)P«i5l?  a-nirvdha,  as,  m.  non-accom- 

plishment, non-completion  ;  incondusiveness  ;  insuffi- 
ciency of  income,  the  state  of  being  straitened  in 

means. 

A-nin'dhya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  managed. 

wfrff  *ST  a-nirvinna,  as,  d,  am,  not  down- cast. 

A-nirvid,  t,  t,  t,  free  from  causes  of  depression. 

A-nirceda,  as,  m.  non-depression,  self-reliance. 

•«(  fV|  =»  n  a-nirvrita  or  a-nirvritta,  as,  d,  am, 
unaccomplished,  unfulfilled;  discontented;  unhappy, 

ill  at  ease,  unquiet,  discomposed. 

A-nirrriti  or  a-m'rvritti,  is,  f.  incompleteness, 
discontent,  misery. 

^CrN^l  a-nirvesa,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of 

employment,  wretched. 
anila,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  an,  cf.  Irish 

anal),  air  or  wind,  considered  also  as  a  deity  ;  one  of 
the  subordinate  deities,  forty-nine  of  whom  form  the 
class  of  Anilas  or  winds  ;  one  of  the  eight  demi-gods, 
called  Vasus  ;  wind,  as  one  of  the  humors  or  rasas  of 

the  body  ;  rheumatism,  paralysis,  or  any  affection  re- 
ferred to  disorder  of  the  wind  ;  N.  of  a  Rishi  and 

other  persons  ;  the  letter  y  ;  the  number  forty-nine  ; 

(J),f.the  fifteenth  Nakshatra(?).  —  Anila-kumara,  as, 
m.pl.  amongthe  Jainas.a  class  ofdeities.  —  Anila-ghna, 
as,  i,ani,  01  anila-han,  hd,-ffhni,  ha,  or  anila-hrit, 

t,  t,  t,  or  anilapaha  (°la-apj),  as,  d,  am,  curing  dis- 
orders arising  from  wind.  —  Aiiila-ghnaka,  as,  m.  a 

large  tree  (Terminalia  Belerica).  —  Anila-paryaya  or 

anila-paryaya,  a»,  m.  pain  and  swelling  of  the  eye- 
lids and  outer  parts  of  the  eye.  —  Anila-prakriti,  it, 

it,  i,  having  an  airy  or  windy  nature.  —  Anila-vyadhi, 



anila-sakha. anu-kalpa. 

•is,  m.  derangement  of  the  (internal)  wind.  —  Anila- 
takha,   O£,   m.,  N.   of  fire   (the    friend   of  wind). 

—  Anildtmaja  Cla-dt°),  as,  m.  the  son  of  the  wind, 
Hanuniat  or  Bhima.  —  Amldntaka,  ("Za-aw0),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  plant,   In-gud!  or  An-gara-pushpa  (wind-de- 

stroying). —  Anildmaya  (°la~dm°),  as,  m.  morbid 
affection  of  the  wind,  flatulence,  rheumatism.  —  Anild- 

yana  (°la-ay°),  am,  n.  way  or  course  of  the  wind. 

—  Anilds'in  (°la-ds"'),  i,  ini,  i,  fasting,  lit.  feeding 
•on  the  wind. 

'3  f*i  rt*H  *t*i  I  TV  a-nilarnbha-samddhi,  is,  m. 

(i.  e.  unpropped  meditation),  N.  of  a  peculiar  kind  of 
meditation  among  Buddhists. 

•siftwMi  a-nilayana,  as,  a,  am,  having  no 
(fixed)  home. 

^rr«1rttr<ifi  a-nilodita.     See  anirlofita. 

•SiMc^lfTiT  a-nilodita,  as,  a,  am,  inex- 
perienced. 

-a  f»1  =j  ri  «1  a-nivartana,  as,  a,  am,  notturning 
away,  firm,  steadfast;  improper  to  be  abandoned,  right. 

A-nivartin,  i,  ini,  i,  not  turning  back,  brave,  not 
returning.  —  Anirarti-tva,  am,  n.  not  turning  back, 
brave  resistance. 

wf^nnftlT  a-niedrita,  as,  a,  am,  unchecked, 
unimpeded,  unopposed,  unforbidden. 

A-nivdrya,  as,  a,  am,  not  to  be  warded  off,  in- 
avertible,  unavoidable,  irresistible. 

a-nivisamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
not  retiring  to  rest,  restless. 

•aTi^n  a-nivrita,  as,  d,  am,  unchecked, 
not  impeded. 

vjfn^fHn  a-nivedita,  as,  d,  am,  untold,  un- 
mentioned.  —  Anivedftorvijndta,  as,  d,  am,  known 
without  being  told. 
A-nivedya,  ind.  not  having  announced. 

u)  fi=i  ai  i  a-nivesana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
no  place  of  rest. 

•wf^^l  a-nisa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  nightless, 
i.  e.  sleepless,  uninterrupted,  incessant.  —  Aniiam, 
ind.  incessantly. 
A-ni&ta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  incessant.  —  AnitSita- 

sarya,  ax,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  an  incessant  flow. 

'SlCnnar!   a-nistita,   as,  d,  am,  unascer- 
tained, not  certain. 

A-niMtya,  ind.  not  having  ascertained. 

"a  in  ixa  TM  a-nisdintya,  as,  a,  am,  not  to 
be  comprehended  (by  thought),  inconceivable. 

141  fn'H  8'  a-nishanya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having 
no  quiver,  unarmed. 

•wfiHsq  a-nishavya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  to 
be  killed. 

'alirH^  a-nishiddha,  as,  d,  am,  unpro- 
hibited,  unforbidden. 

A-nisheddhra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unimpeded,  un- 
checked. 

vtfrlij  an-ishu,  us,  us,  u,  having  no  arrows, 
having  bad  arrows. 

'a  in  '•oR'rT  a-nishkrita,  as,  d,  am,  not  done 

with,  unfinished,  not  settled.  —  Anishkritainas  (rta- 
fn"),  as,  da,  as,  having  one's  guilt  not  settled,  i.  e. 
unexpiated. 

•wmK  i.  an-ishta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ish),  un- 
wished, undesirable,  disadvantageous,  disagreeable,  un- 

favourable ;  bad,  wrong,  evil,  unlucky,  ominous  ;  (a), 
f.  a  plant,  Sida  Alba  ;  (am),  n.  evil,  detriment,  disad- 

vantage, calamity,  crime.  —  Anhhta-yraha,  as,  m.  an 
evil  planet.  —  Anishta-dttshta-dhi,  is,  is,  i,  having  an 
evil  and  corrupt  mind.  —  Anishta-prasanya,  as,  m. 
connection  with  a  wrong  object  or  a  wrong  argument 
or  a  wrong  rule.  —  Anishta-pltala,  am,  n.  evil  result. 

—  Anishia-s'aitkd,  f.  foreboding  or  fear  of  evil  or 
misfortune.  —  Anishta-sui'aka,  as,  ikd,  am,  forebod- 

ing evil,  ominous.  —  Anishta-hetu,  us,  m.  an  evil 

omen.  —  An-ishtdpddana  (°ta-dp°),  am,  n.  not  ob- 
taining what  is  desired  or  (fr.  anishta  and  dpadana) 

obtainingwhat  is  not  desired.  —  An-ishtdpti(ata-dp°), 

is,  (.=  preceding. —  Anishtds'ansin  (°ta-af),  I,  ini, 
i,  indicating  or  boding  evl\.  —  AnisJitotprekihana 

(°la-uf),  am,  n.  expectation  of  evil. 

•fl  in  If  2.  an-ishta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  yaj),  not 
offered  in  sacrifice,  not  honoured  with  a  sacrifice. 

An-ishtin,  I,  m.  one  who  does  not  sacrifice  or 
has  not  sacrificed. 

vM«ii»n  a-nishtrita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  un- 
hurt, unchecked. 

•wfnBT  a-nishthd,  f.  unsteadfastness,  un- 
steadiness. 

vi  ing*;  a-nishthura,  as,  d,  am,  not  harsh, 
not  scurrilous. 

a-nishndta,  as,  d,  am,  unskilled. 

a-nishpatti,  is,  f.   non-accom- 
plishment, incompletion. 

A-niihpanna,  as,  d,  am,  imperfect,  incomplete. 

^f  M  "f^ff^a-nish-pattram,  ind.  so  that  the 
arrow  does  not  come  out  (on  the  other  side),  i.  e.  not 
with  excessive  force. 

m  frit) Tf  a-nisarga,  as,  d,  am,  unnatural, 
unnaturally  affected. 

•sunW'*!  a-nistabdha,  as,  d,  am,  not  ren- 
dered immoveable  or  stiff;  not  paralysed ;  not  fixed. 

Villon  IJ5T    a-nistirna,    as,    d,    am,    not 
crossed  over ;  not  set  aside  ;  not  rid  of;  unanswered, 

unrefuted.  —  A nistirndbhiyoga  (°«a-oW),  as,  m. 
(a  defendant)  who  has  not  yet  (by  refutation)  got 
rid  of  a  charge. 

"sini^i  anika,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  an), 
face ;  appearance,  splendor ;  edge,  point ;  front,  row, 
array,  march ;  army,  forces ;  war,  combat.  —  Anlka- 
vat,  an,  m.,  Ved.  having  a  face,  or  constituting  the 
face,  or  occupying  the  front  or  foremost  rank  (epithet 
of  Agni). — Anika-viddrana,  as,  m.  (shatterer  of 
armies),  N.  of  a  man.  —  Anlka- fas,  ind.  in  rows  or 
marching  columns.  —  Anika-stha,  as,  m.  a  warrior  or 
combatant ;  an  armed  or  royal  guard,  a  sentinel ;  the 
trainer  of  an  elephant,  an  elephant-driver ;  a  mark, 
a  sign,  signal ;  a  military  drum. 

Anikinl,  f.  an  army,  a  host,  forces ;  a  certain  force ; 
three  Camus  or  one-tenth  of  an  Akshauhint,  i.e.  a  com- 

plete army;  2187  elephants  and  as  many  cars,  6561 
horses,  and  10935  foot ;  a  lotus. 

'si«i1«s(«ii  an-ikshana,  am,  n.  not  seeing  or 
looking  at. 

'siniM  a-nida,  as,  d,  am,  not  low,  decent, 
respectable;  not  pronounced  with  the  Anudatta  accent. 
—  A-riUanm-artin  <°6a-an°),  I,  ini,  i,  not  keeping 
low  company ;  (i),  m.  a  faithful  lover  or  husband. 

A-nifi.-dars'in,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bauddha  saint  (?). 
Anidals,  ind.  not  in  a  low  voice,  loudly. 

itiS  a-nida,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  nest 
or  settled  abode,  i.  e.  incorporeal ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet 
of  Agni  or  fire. 

m f  I Irr  i.  a-niti,  is,  f.  impropriety,  im- 
morality, injustice ;  impolicy,  foolish  conduct,  indis- 

cretion. —  Anlti-jna,  as,  d,  am,  or  aniti-vid,  t,t,t, 
clever  in  immoral  conduct  or  (fr.  a  and  nitijna) 

ignorant  of  morality  or  policy,  not  politic  or  discreet. 

^•tlici  2.  an-iti,  is,  f.  freedom  from  a 
calamitous  season. 

^T?ft"^I  an-idrisa,  as,  i,  am,  unlike,  dis- similar. 

«( 11 0*1 71  an-ipsita,  as,  d,  am,  undesired. 

31 a-nirasana  (a-nir-rasana),  as,  d, 

am,  not  destitute  of  a  waistband. 

^?«ft5t  an-isa,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  not 
a  lord  or  superior,  paramount  ;  powerless,  unable  ; 

(as),  m.  Vishnu;  (a),  f.  powerlessness,  helplessness. 
—  Aniia-tva,  am,  n.  powerlessness. 
An-l^i'ara,  as,  d,  am,  without  a  superior  ;  un- 

checked, uncontrolled,  paramount  ;  without  power, 

powerless,  unable  ;  not  belonging  to  the  deity  ;  athe- 
istical. —  Aniivam-ta,  f.  or  anlivara-tm,  am,  n. 

absence  of  a  supreme  ruler.  —  An-idrara-vadin,  I,  m. 
an  atheist,  one  who  denies  a  supreme  ruler  of  the 
universe. 

an-iha,  as,  d,  am,  listless,  indifferent  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Ayodhya. 
An-lhd,  f.  indifference,  apathy,  disinclination. 
An-ihita,  as,  d,  am,  disagreeable,  displeasing,  un- 

wished ;  (aw),  n.  displeasure. 

a-n?/a,Ved.     See  a-nida. 

i.  anu,  us,  vi,  u.     See  ami. 

^"•T  2.  anu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  man  ;  N.  of  a 

king,  one  of  YaySti's  sons  ;  (possibly)  N.  of  a  non- 
Aryan  tribe. 

^T?T  3.  anu,  ind.  as  a  prefix  to  verbs  and 
nouns,  expresses  after,  along,  alongside,  lengthwise, 
near  to,  under,  subordinate  to,  with. 
(When  prefixed  to  nouns,  especially  in  adverbial 

compounds)  it  implies  repetition,  according  to,  seve- 
rally, each  by  each,  orderly,  methodically. 

(As  a  separable  preposition,  with  accusative)  after, 
along,  over,  near  to,  through,  to,  towards,  at,  according 
to,  in  order,  agreeably  to,  in  regard  to. 
(As  a  separable  adverb)  after,  afterwards,  thereupon, 

again,  further,  then,  next. 

^T«pfi  anu-ka,  as,  d,  am,  lustful  (fr.  anu- 
kam,  q.  v.  ;  or,  according  to  others,  fr.  3.  anu,  with affix  lea). 

'gfjjciix^  anu-kath,  cl.  10.  P.  -kathayati, 
-yitum,  to  relate  after  (some  one  else)  ;  to  repeat 
(what  has  been  heard). 
Anu-kathana,  am,  n.  orderly  narration,  dis- 

course, conversation. 
Anu-kathita,  as,  d,  am,  related,  repeated. 

vi  »i  cutT  *(  *i^  anu-kaniyas,  an,  asi,  as,  the 
next  youngest. 

•«i*1<**^  anu-kam,  Caus.  P.  -kdmayati, 
•yitum,  to  desire. 
Anu-ka,  as,  d,  am,  libidinous  ;  see  s.  v.  above. 
Anu-kdma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  desire  ;  (a*,  a,  am), 

according  to  one's  desire,  agreeable  ;  (am),  ind.  as 

desired,  at  pleasure  ;  wish  after  wish  (?),  after  one's 

wish(?).  —  Anukdma-knt,  t,  t,  t,Ved.  fulfilling  one's desire. 

Anukamina,  as,  m.  one  who  acts  as  he  pleases. 

»JHofc«^  anu-kamp,  cl.  I.  A.  -kampate, 

-jritum,  to  sympathize  with,  compassionate:  Caus. 
-kampayati,  -yitum,  =  the  same. 
Anu-kampaka,  as,  m.  (sympathizer),  N.  of  a  king  ; 

(as,  a,  am),  (at  the  dose  of  compounds)  sympathizing 
with,  compassionating. 

Anu-kampana,  am,  n.  or  anu-kampa,  f.  sym- 

pathy, compassion. Anu-kampdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  condoling. 

Anu-kampita,  as,  d,  am,  compassionated.  —  Anu- 
kampitdtman  ("ta-dt°),  d,  d,  a,  having  a  compas- sionate spirit. 

Anu-kampin,  i,  ini,  i,  sympathizing  with,  com- 
passionating. 
Anu-kampya  or  anu-kampaniya,  as,  d,  am, 

pitiable,  worthy  of  sympathy  ;  (a«),  m.  an  ascetic  ;  a 

anv-karsha.    See  under  anu-krish. 

anu-kalpa.     See  under  ̂  
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qH°M%  anu-kanksh,  cl.  I.  P-  A.  -*«»- 

k'hati,  -te^-konitum,  to  long  for,  desire,  seek. 
Anu-kaitkshd,  f.  desire  after. 
Anu-kdnkthin,  i,  ini,  i,  longing  for. 

<tM4l<4  anu-kdla,  as,  a,  am,  opportune, 

occasional ;  (am),  ind.  opportunely,  occasionally,  on  a 
proper  occasion. 

f  anu-kirtana.     See  anu-kjit. 

anu-kunfita,  as,  d,  am,  bent, 3     3 

made  crooked. 

anu-kush,   cl.   9.    P.    -kvshnati, 
nit,  to  pull  or  drag  along  (to  lift?). 

anu-kuj,  cl.  I.  P.  -kujati,  -jitttm, 
to  follow  in  cooing  or  singing  or  groaning. 

*H<*t4  anu-kiila,  as,  d,  am,  following  the 

bank  (kula),  slope  or  declivity,  according  to  the  current, 
favourable,  agreeable ;  conformable  to ;  friendly,  land, 
well-disposed ;  (a»),  m.  a  faithful  or  kind  and  obliging 
husband ;  (a),  f.  Croton  Polyandrum ;  N.  of  a  metre ; 

(am),  n.  favour,  kindness  (often  in  an  ironical  sense). 
—  Anukula-td,  f.  concord,  good-will,  favour,  con- 

formity, consent ;  prosperity.  —  Anukula-ndyaka,  as, 
m.  a  land  husband  or  lover.  —  Anukula-vdyu,  u*, 
m.  a  favourable  wind. 

Anukulaya,  nom.  P.  anukiilayati,  -yitum,  to 
act  in  a  friendly  way. 

W«T^  anu-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  or  poet.  A.  -karoti, 
-kwrute,  -kartum,  to  do  afterwards,  to  follow  in  do- 

ing, imitate,  equal,  requite,  adopt :  Caus.  -kdrayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  one  to  imitate. 
Anu-kara,  a»,  d,  am,  imitating;  (as),  m.  an 

assistant. 

Anu-karana,  am,  n.  imitation,  following  an  ex- 
ample ;  resemblance,  similarity. 

Anu-kartH,  td,  trl,  tri,  an  imitator,  imitating; 
(td),  m.  a  mimic,  actor,  performer. 
Anu-karman,  a,  n.  imitation;  a  subsequent  rite 

or  ceremony. 
Anu-kdra,  at,  m.  imitation,  resemblance. 
Anu-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  imitating,  an  imitator,  acting, 

mimicing. 
Anu-kdrya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  to  be  imitated  or 

(dramatically)  acted ;  (am),  n,  subsequent  business ; 
subsequent  day  (?). 

Anu-krita,  as,  d,  am,  copied,  imitated,  made  or 
done  like. 

Anu-kriti,  is,  (.  imitation,  a  copy,  compliance. 
Anu-krilya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  to  be  imitated  or 

represented. 
Anu-kriyd,   f.   imitation,  doing   anything   subse- 

quently or  in  like  manner ;  a  subsequent  rite. 
Anu-kri,  (.  a  subsequent  rite  or  ceremony. 

^PpinT  anu-krit,  cl.  6.  P.  -krintati,  -karti- 
tum,  to  go  on  shattering  or  destroying. 

YT«r«lf^  anu-krip,  cl.  6.  A.,  Ved.  -kripate, 
to  mourn ;  nom.  A.  -kripdytite,  -yitum,  to  com- 

passionate, condole  with. 

fl^am  anu-krish,  cl.  I.  P.  -karshati, 
•karehtum  or  -krashtum,  to  drag  after  one's  self, 
attract:  Caus.  -karshuyati,  -yi'twm,  =the  same;  to 
subject. 
Anu-karsha,  as,  m.  or  anu-karfhaaa,  am,  n. 

attraction,  drawing ;  invoking,  summoning  by  incan- 
tation ;  the  bottom  or  the  axle-tree  of  a  carriage ; 

grammatical  attraction ;  including  a  subsequent  in  a 
preceding  rule ;  lagging  behind  in  a  ceremony ;  de- 

layed performance  of  a  duty. 
Anu-knrshan,  d,  m.  the  bottom  of  a  carriage. 
Anu-krM-fn,  (IK,  d,  am,  attracted;  included  or 

implied  in  a  subsequent  rule. 

^T«T«lf  anu-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -karitum, 

-rititm,  to  scatter  along,  to  crowd :  Pass,  -kiryate, 
to  become  crowded  or  filled. 

-kdnksh. 

Anu-kirna,  as,  a,  am,  crowded. 

anu-krit,  cl.    10.   P.   -kirtayati, 

•ytiwrn,  to  relate  after  (or  in  order),  to  narrate. 

Anu-kirtana,  am,  n.  act  of  proclaiming  or  pub- lishing. 

ami-klrip,    cl.    I.    A.   -kalpale, 

,  -kalptum,  to  follow  duly :  Caus.  -kalpa- 
,/nti,  -yttum,  to  get  (others)  to  follow  or  mutate 
duly. 

Anu-kalpa,  at,  m.  permission  to  adopt  an  alter 
native  or  substitute,  as  "  instead  of  Kula  grass  you 

may  use  DOrba." Anu-kalpita,  at,  a,  am,  followed,  attended. 

3H»  an-ukta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vat),  un- 

uttered,  unsaid,  unheard  of,  extraordinary.  —  Anukta- 

ntrniitta,  am,  n.  a  reason  which  is  unuttered  or  un- 
heard of  or  extraordinary ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  such 

a  reason. 

An-ukti,  is,  f.  the  not  speaking,  improper  speech. 

^J«J<+¥)  an-uktha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  hymn- 
less,  not  singing  hymns. 

anu-krflka(a,  af,  a,  am,  serrated, 
dentated  like  a  saw. 

^H  A'^  anu-krand,  cl.  i.  A.  -krandate, 
-<litum,  to  shout  or  cry  after  one. 

*H «J ttf?  anu-kram,  cl.  i.  P.  -krdmati, 
-kramitum,  to  go  on,  go  after,  follow ;  to  go  through 
in  order,  enumerate,  supply  with  an  abstract  or  index. 
Anu-krama,  as,  m.  succession,  arrangement,  order, 

method;  an  index  showing  the  successive  contents 
of  a  book ;  (am),  ind.  in  due  order. 
Anu-kramana,  am,  n.  proceeding  methodically  or 

in  order ;  following. 

Anu-kramanikd  or  anu-kramdni,  f.  a  table  or 
chapter  of  contents,  especially  of  the  collection  ol 
hymns  &c.  in  Vedic  books. 
Anu-krdnta,  as,  d,  am,  gone  over,  read,  or  done 

in  due  order. 

•>5MiJ)3  anu-krid,  cl.  I.  A.  -kridate,  -ditum, 
to  play. 

fl^tJS^  anu-krus,  cl.  I.  P.  -krosati, 
-krothtum,  to  shout  at :  Caus.  -kroiayati,  -yitum, 
to  join  in  lamenting,  show  sympathy. 
Anu-krofa,  as,  m.  tenderness,  compassion. 

^MHJUW  ann-kshanam,  ind.  momentarily 

perpetually,  every  instant. 
'Sl'TBjT)  anu-kshattri,  td,  m.  the  door- 

keeper's or  charioteer's  mate  or  attendant. 
F   anu-kshapam,  ind.  night  after 

night. 

^«JKJ^  anu-kshar,  cl.  I.  P.  -ksharati -ritum,  to  flow  into  or  upon. 

^nrftij  anu-kshi,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved.  -kshiyati 
-kehetum,  to  overspread,  reach :  Pass,  -kthiyate,  to 
decay  or  vanish  gradually. 

iHH^jc^  anu-kshetra,  am,  n.  stipend  (in 
commutation  probably  of  the  proceeds  of  an  endow 
ment)  given  to  temple-servants  in  Orissa. 

*>"J<!f%)    anu-khanja,    as,    m.,    N.   of country. 

•«»HOHI  anu-khyn,  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -khyati 
-turn,  to  descry. 

Anu-khydti,  in,  f.  act  of  descrying  or  revealing  o 
reporting, 

Anu-khydtH,  td,  m.  a  discoverer,  revealer,  re 

porter. ^^J'lfl'H.  anu-gangam,  ind.  along  th 
j  Ganges. 

anu-glti. 

•J'HII    anu-gan,  cl.    lo.   P.   -ganayati, 

fitum,  to  count  over. 
Anu-ganita,  as,  d,  am,  counted  over. 
Anu-gauitin,  i,  ini,  i,  one  who  has  counted  over. 
^l»TJIH  anu-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ga66hati,  -gan- 
im,  to  go  after,  follow,  seek,  approach,  visit,  arrive ; 
o  practise,  observe,  obey,  imitate ;  to  enter  into ;  to 
ie  out,  be  extinguished :  Caus.  -gamayati,  -yitum, 
o  imitate,  cause  to  die  out. 

nw-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  after,  following,  cor- 
esponding  with,  adapted  to ;  a  companion ;  a  follower, 
servant ;  (at  the  close  of  compounds)  having  fol- 

owers,  as  baldnuga,  having  a  force  following  him, 
e.  leader  of  a  force  or  army ;   (a),  f.,  N.  of  an 

psaras. 

Anu-gata,  as,  d,  am,  followed  (lit.  or  fig.),  as  by 
dependant ;  covered  (as  by  a  dress  hanging  behind); 

ollowing ;  a  follower ;  acquired  ;  extinguished ;  tally- 
ng  with ;  (am),  n.  moderate  time  in  music.  —  Anu- 
atdrtha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  having  a  corresponding 
easily  discoverable)  meaning. 

Anu-gatika,  as,  m.  a  follower,  an  imitator. 
Anu-gantavya  or  anu-gamya,  as,  d,  am,  proper 

o  be  followed  (especially  in  death)  ;  worthy  of  being 
mitated. 

Anu-gama,  as,  m.  or  anu-gamana,  am,  n.  fol- 
owing,  going  after  in  life  or  death ;  postcremation  of 
a  widow ;  imitating,  approaching. 

Anu-gamya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  followed  or  imi- tated. 

Anu-gdmin,  >,  ini,  t,  following,  a  follower,  a 

companion. 
Anu-gdmuka,  as,  d,  am,  habitually  or  constantly 

"ollowing  or  attending. 

anu-garj,   cl.   I.  P.   anu-garjati, 

-jitwm,  to  shout  or  roar  after. 
Anu-garjita,  am,  n.  roaring  echo. 
•"H  H '  MH  anu-gavam,  ind.  so  as  to  suit  the 
ten. 

anu-gavina,  as,  m.  a  cowherd. 

anu-ga,  cl.  3.  P.  -jiffdti,  -gatum,  to 

go  after,  follow,  seek,  be  guided  by. 
anu-gadin,  i,  ini,  i,  following 

in  speaking,  echoing. 

?  anu-gdh,  cl.  I .  A.  -gdhate,  -gahitum, 

-gddhum,  to  plunge  after,  be  immersed  in. 
An-u-gddha,  as,  d,  am,  plunged,  immersed. 

5Sr|ftli*^  anu-giram,  ind.  on  the  moun- 

tain. 
anu-gu,  ind.  behind  the  oxen  or 

anu-guna,as,  a,  am,  having  similar 

qualities,  congenial  with ;  according  or  suitable  to ; 

(am),  ind.  naturally ;  (as),  m.  natural  peculiarity. 

^P^ni  anu-gup,  cl.  I.  P.  -gopdyati,  -gop- 

tum,  to  protect. AiiH-gupta,  of,  d,  am,  protected,  sheltered,  con- 
cealed. 

^IIH  anu-gridh,  cl.  4.  P.  -gridhyati, 
-r/aril/titum,  to  be  greedy  after. 

^T*pt  anu-grl,  cl.  9.  P.  -grinati,  -garitvm, 
-ritum,  Ved.  to  join  in  praising;  to  rejoin,  answer, 

repeat. 'WrJTt  anu-gai,  cl.  I .  P.  -gayati,  -gatum,  to 

sing  after  or  to  (a  person  or  a  tune) ;  to  celebrate  in 

song :  Caus.  -gdpayati,  -yitum,  to  make  one  sing 

after  or  to. 
Anu-giti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  of  two  verses,  the 

first  containing  twenty-seven,  the  second  thirty-two m&tras. 
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an-ugra,  as,  d,  am,   not  harsh  or 

violent,  mild,  gentle. 

<stiy?  anu-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  -grihndti  or  Ved. 

-gribhndti,  or  cl.  9.  A.  -grihmte,  -grahitum,  to 
follow  in  taking  or  plundering ;  to  support ;  uphold ; 
to  receive,  welcome ;  treat  with  kindness,  favour, 

oblige ;  foster. 
Anu-grihlta,  as,  d,  am,  favoured,  obliged. 
Anu-graha,  as,  m.  or  anu-grahana,  am,  n. 

favour,  kindness,  showing  favour,  conferring  benefits, 
promoting  or  furthering  a  good  object;  assistance; 
facilitating  by  incantations ;  rear-guard  ;  (in  the  Pura- 
nas)  N.  of  the  eighth  or  fifth  creation.  —  Anugraha- 
kdtara,  as,  d,  am,  anxious  to  please  or  for  favour. 

—  Anugraha-sarga,  as,  m.  (in  Sin-khya  phil.)  crea- 
tion of  the  feelings  or  mental  conditions. 

Anu-grahin,  i,  m.,  Ved.  proficient  in  magic  skill. 
Anu-grdhaka,  as,  ika,  am,  favouring,  furthering, 

facilitating ;  favourable,  kind,  gracious. 

,  Anu-grdhita  or  anu-grahita  (?),   as,  d,  am, 
favoured. 

Anu-grahin,  i,  inl,  i,  gracious,  favourable. 
Anu-grdhya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  or  deserving  to  be 

favoured  or  furthered. 

Anu^ighrikshd,  f.  desire  to  show  favour  or  kindness. 

iHHym'R  anu-grdmam,  ind.  village  after 
village. 

?M_JJ|Ho(i  anu-grdsaka,  as,  m.  a  mouthful 

(of  boiled  rice),  the  equivalent  of  a  mouthful. 

•«M»JII5  anu-ghatt,  cl.  10.  P.  -ghattayati, 
-yitum,  to  stroke,  rub  lengthwise. 

"  3 3  *i  anu-9nusn> cl-  I-  P-,Ved.-ghoshati, 
-sJiitum,  to  name  aloud. 

«ifi^i«si  anu-(aksh,  cl.  2.  A.,  Ved.  -dashte, 
-dashtum,  to  look  at  or  up  to. 

•".NH^  anu-far,  cl.  I.  P.  -darati,  -ritum, 
to  walk  or  move  after  or  along,  to  follow,  pursue, 
traverse,  seek  after ;  to  follow  out,  adhere  to,  attend, 

to  behave :  Caus.  -ddrayati,  -yitum,  to  let  or  cause 
to  traverse. 

Anu-dara,  as,  I,  am,  following,  attending ;  (as), 
m.  companion,  follower,  servant ;  (a  or  5),  f.  a  female 
attendant. 

Anv.-6a.rdka,  as,  m.  a  follower,  attendant ;  (a),  f. 
a  female  follower  or  attendant. 

Anu-ddrin,  t,  inl,  i,  following,  attending. 

•>!{tjx|p§  anu-torti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  reciting 
or  repeating  (in  a  chorus). 

•wif-M  i.  anu-di,  cl.  5.  P.  -finoti,  -Return, 
to  set  or  place  along  or  in  regular  order. 

I.  anw-fita,  as,  d,  am,  set  or  placed  along  or 
lengthwise  or  in  rows. 

•fl *l M  2.  anu-ti,  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  -fiketi,  to 
remember. 

•si «1  P«in  2.  an-utita,  as,  d,  am,  improper, 

wrong,  unusual,  strange.  —  Anuditdrtha  (°ta-ar"),as, 
m.  an  unusual  meaning. 

««jrM«rT  anu-fint,  cl.  10.  P.  -fintayati, 
-yitum,  to  meditate,  consider,  recal  to  mind  :  Caus. 
to  make  to  consider. 

Anu-dinta,  f.  or  anu-dintana,  am,  n.  thinking 
of,  meditating  upon,  recalling,  recollecting ;  anxiety. 
Anu-dintita,  as,  d,  am,  recollected,  recalled, 

thought  of. 

WTW  an-u£6a,  as,  d,  am,  not  high,  low, 
humble. 

An-uddais,  ind.  not  aloud,  in  a  low  voice. 

^f*pTH;  an-uMdra,  non-pronunciation, 
skipping  words.  See  ud-dar. 

anu-6chdda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  thad 
with  anu),  a  garment  which  hangs  down,  or  probably 

that  part  of  the  lower  garment  which  hangs  down 
in  front  from  the  waist  to  the  feet. 

an-u6-(hitti,  is,f.  oian-uf-iheda, 

as,  m.  (rt.  fhid  with  ud),  not  cutting  off,  non-ex- 
tirpation, non-destruction,  indestructibility.  —  AnuS- 

dhltti-dharman,  a,  a,  a,  possessing  the  virtue  (or 
law)  of  being  indestructible. 

1.  an-ud-d/iindat,  an,  alt,  at,  not  destroying. 
An-ud-dhinna,  as,  a,  am,  not  cut  off,  unextirpated, 

undestroyed. 

An-ud-dhedya,  as,  a,  am,  indestructible,  not severable.  . 

anu-6(hid  (anu-6hid),  cl.  7.  P. 

-ddhinatti,  -ddhettum,  to  cut  along  or  lengthwise. 
2.  anu-ddhindat,  an,  ati,  at,  cutting  lengthwise. 

^S«l[«ig  an-uMhishta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  sish 
with  ud),  not  rejected,  pure  (by  austerity  and  devotion). 

iHtj«dl  anu-Mho  (arm-Clio),  cl.  4.  P. 
-ihyati,  -dhdtum,  to  cut  open  or  cut  up. 

•«»m'T  anu-jan,  cl.  4.  A.  -jdyate,  -janitum, 
to  follow  in  being  bom  or  produced  or  arising ;  to 

take  after  (one's  parents). 
Anu-ja,  as,  a,  am,  bora  after,  later,  younger;  (as), 

m.  a  younger  brother,  a  cadet ;  N.  of  a  plant,  also 
called  TrayamSna ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  plant,  also  called 
PrapaundarTka ;  (a),  f.  a  younger  sister. 
Anu-janman,  a,  m.  a  younger  brother,  younger. 
Anu-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  after-born,  later,  younger; 

taking  after  (the  parents) ;  after  teething  (?) ;  born 
again,  i.  e.  invested  with  the  sacred  cordj  (as),  m.  a 
younger  brother ;  (a),  f,  a  younger  sister. 

•«ir(ifr(*  anii-janam,  ind.  according  to 
people,  popularly. 

^PrpnT  anu-jap,  cl.  I.  P.  -japati,  -pitum, 
to  follow  or  imitate  in  muttering. 

^tlf  <S^ anu-jalp,  cl.  I .  P.  -jalpati,  -pitum, 
to  follow  in  talking ;  A.  -jalpate,  to  entertain  by 
conversation. 

VIIIIMI  anu-jdgri,  cl.  2.  P.  -jagarti, 

-jdgaritum,  to  watch  as  an  attendant. 

•fl«jfW  anu-ji,  cl.  I.  P.  -jay ati,  -jetum,  to 
subdue :  Desid.  -jigishate,  to  be  desirous  of  subduing. 

WfjfjiMBfl  anu-jlghrikshd.  See  under 
anu-grah. 

^PTSifa  anu-jlv,  cl.  i.  P.  -Jlvati,  -vitum, 
to  follow  or  imitate  in  living ;  to  live  for  any  one ;  to 

live  by  or  upon  something ;  to  live  submissively  un- 
der :  Caus.  -jivayati,  -yitum,  to  restore  to  life. 

Anu-jivin,  i,  ini,  i,  living  by  or  upon ;  dependent ; 
(I),  m.  a  dependent,  follower.  —  Antytm-sdt-krita, 
as,  d,  am,  made  wholly  subservient. 

Anu-jivya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  followed  in  living. 

^•T^jM  anu-jush,  cl.  6.  A.,  Ved.  -jushate, 
-joshitum,  t*  seek. 

'SI3'5  anu-jrt,  cl.  4.  P.  -jiryati,  or  cl.  I.  P., 
Ved.  -jarati,  -jaritum,  -ritum,  to  follow  in  getting old  or  decaying. 

Anu-jlrna,  as,  a,  am,  grown  old  or  decayed  after 
or  in  consequence  of. 

^T^i*^  an-yjjhat,  an,  anil  or  ati,  at,  not 
quitting,  not  leaving. 

An-ujjhita,  as,  d,  am,  undiminished,  unimpaired, not  left  or  lost. 

•«^1$tl  I.  anu-jna,c\.  9.  P.  rarely  A.  -jdndti, 
-jdnlte,  -jnatum,  to  permit,  grant,  allow,  consent; 
to  excuse,  forgive  ;  to  authorize ;  to  allow  one  to  take 
leave,  dismiss,  bid  farewell ;  to  entreat ;  to  behave 

kindly:  Caus.  -jndpayati,  -yitum,  to  request,  ask 
permission,  ask  for  leave,  to  take  leave :  Desid. 

-jijndsati  or  -te,  to  be  willing  to  grant. 

2.  anu-jna,  f.  or  anu-jnana,  am,  n.  assent,  assent- 
ing, permission  ;  leave  to  depart  ;  allowance  made  for 

faults  ;  an  order  or  command.  —  Anujna-prdrthand 

or  anujAaishand  ("jna-esK1),  f.  asking  permission, 
taking  leave. 

Aiia-jaata,  as,  d,  am,  assented  to,  permitted, 
allowed  ;  ordered,  directed,  instructed  ;  accepted  ; 
authorized,  honoured  ;  allowed  to  depart,  dismissed. 

Anu-jndpaka,  as,  m.  one  who  commands  or 

enjoins. 
Anu-jiidpana,  am,  n.  or  anu-jnapti,  is,  f.  author- 

ization ;  issuing  an  order  or  permission. 

W^STTT  anu-jyeshtha,  as,  d,  am,  next 
eldest;  (am),  ind.  after  the  eldest,  according  to 
seniority. 

•>X*t<i'El^ami-taksh,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -takshati, 
-kshitum,  -tasJiinm,  to  sharpen  or  stimulate  by offerings. 

•w^n^anu-tan,  cl.  8.  P.  -tanoti,  -tanitum, 
to  extend  along,  to  carry  on,  continue,  develop. 

•w^n^anu-tap,  cl.  i.  P.  -tapati,  -taptum, 
to  heat,  to  vex,  annoy:  Pass,  -tapyate  or  poet. 

-tapyati,  to  suffer  afterwards,  repent  ;  to  desiderate, 
miss  :  Caus.  -tdpayatt,  -yitum,  to  distress. 

Anu-tapta,  as,  d,  am,  heated  ;  filled  with  regret. 
Anu-tapa,  as,  m.  repentance,  heat. 
Anu-tdpana,  as,  i,  am,  occasioning  remorse, 

repentance  or  sorrow. 
Anu-tdpin,  i,  int,  i,  penitent,  regretting. 

anu-tara.     See  anu-tri  below. 

anu-tark,  cl.  10.  P.  or  poet.  A. 

-tarkayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  follow  in  thought,  to 

regard  as  or  take  for. 

'ij'Hrl^  anu-tarsha,  as,  m.  thirst,  wish, 
desire  ;  a  drinking  vessel,  one  used  for  drinking 

spirituous  liquors. 
Anu-tarahana,  am,  n.  a  vessel  from  which  spi- 

rituous liquor  is  drunk  ;  distributing  liquor. 

^•Tut  co'T  anu-tilam,  ind.  grain  after  grain 

(of  Sesamum),  i.  e.  very  minutely  or  by  grains. 

^T«Tnnnrr«T  anu-tishthamana.  See  anu- 
shthd. 

anu-tunna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  tad), 

Ved.  depressed  or  repressed  (in  sound),  muffled. 

^T«J'iT<'5*t  anu-tulaya,  uom.  P.  -tulayati, 
-yitum,  to  rub  lengthwise  (with  a  brush  or  cotton?). 

W^rJ?  anu-trid,  cl.  7.  P.  -trinatti,  -tardi- 
tum,  to  let  go,  let  out  ;  split,  sever,  open. 

'HI  gtj  anu-trip,  cl.  4.  A.  -tripyate,  -tarpi- 

tum,  -tarptum,  -traptum,  to  take  one's  fill  (or 
refreshment)  after  or  later  than  another. 

•»!Hrl  anu-tri,  cl.  I.  P.  -tarati,  -ritum  or 

-ritum,  to  follow  across  or  to  the  end  ;  to  stretch 

lengthwise  or  prostrate  :  Pass,  -tiryate,  to  be  laid  or 
lay  one's  self  lengthwise. 
Anu-tara,  am,  n.  fare,  freight. 

•ei'tr*  an-utka,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  regret, 

not  regretting,  self-complacent,  not  repenting  of. 
an-utkarsha,  as,  m.  inferiority, 

non-elevation. 

^T^W  a-nutta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  cast 
down,  invincible  ;  (or,  not  moistened,  =  an-utta  f). 
—  Anutta-munyu,  us,  m.  of  invincible  wrath,  i.  e. Indra. 

^T«T  ̂ T  an-uttama,  as,  d,  am,  unsurpassed, 

incomparably  the  best  or  chief,  excellent;  not  the 

best  ;  (in  gram.)  not  used  in  the  uttama  or  first 
person.  —  An-  iittamdmbhas  (°ma-am°),  as,  n.  (in 
SSn-khya  phil.)  indifference  to  and  consequent  absti- 
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nence  from  sensual  enjoyment,  as  fatiguing.  —  An 
uttnitidiiili/uiitikii,  n  m,  n.  indifference  to  and  absti 

nenoe  from  sensual  enjoyment  as  involving  injury  to 
external  objects. 

^T!J?RnH-M//i/n/,  us,  a,  aw,  chief,  principal 
best,  excellent;  without  a  reply,  unable  to  answer 
silent  ;  fixed,  firm  ;  low,  inferior,  base  ;  south 

southern;  (am),  n.  a  reply  which  is  coherent  or 
evasive  and  therefore  held  to  be  no  answer;  (tie),  m 

a  class  of  gods  among  the  jzmzs.  —  Anuttara-yoga- 
tantra,  am,  n.  title  of  the  last  of  the  four  Bauddha- 

tantras.  **  An-uttaropapdtika  ("ra-up"),  as,  m.  pi. 
the  same  class  of  j>o&.  —  .!ii<it/ar<jj)aj)atfka-dasa, 
at,  f.  pi.  title  of  a  book  treating  of  those  gods. 

vi«j^|rf  an-uttdna,  as,  o,  am,  lying  with 
the  face  towards  the  ground  ;  not  supine. 

•w^rMll  an-utthdna,  am,  n.  (rt.  sthd),  the 
not  rising,  want  of  exertion. 

utthlta,  at,  a,  am,  not  risen,  not  grown  up 
(as  grain). 

•wirMPs  an-utpatti,  is,  f.  failure,  non-pro- 
duction ;  (if,  is,  f),  or  an-utpattlka,  as,  t,  am,  not 

(yet)  produced.  —  Anutpattika-dharma-ksfianti,  is, 
(.  (with  Buddhists)  acquiescence  in  the  state  (and 
moral  condition)  which  is  still  future,  preparation  for 

a  future  state.  —  Anutj>atti-sama,  as,  a,  m.  f.  (in 
NyJya  phil.)  arguing  against  a  thing  by  trying  to 
show  that  nothing  exists  from  which  it  could 
spring. 

An-tttpanna,  as,  a,  am,  unborn,  unproduced  ; 
uneffectcd,  unaccomplished. 

An-ulpadn,  OK,  m.  the  not  coming  into  existence  ; 
the  not  taking  effect.  —  Anutpdda-kshanti,  it,  f. 
acquiescence  in  not  having  to  undergo  another 
birth. 

An-utpadana,  am,  n.  not  producing,  non-pro- 
duction. 

An-utpddya,  OK,  a,  am,  not  to  be  produced  or 
created,  i.  e.  eternal. 

s,m.want  of  adequate 

effort  ;  want  of  energy  or  determination  ;  listlessness  ; 
(at,  a,  am),  deficient  in  determination.  —  Anutsdha- 
ta,  f.  want  of  determination. 

1«gr«<*  an-utsuka,  as,  a,  am,  not  eager, 
calm,  retiring;  moderate.  —Anutsuka-td,  f.  mode- 

an-utsutra, as,  a,  am,  not  ano- 
malous. 

'wgr««ti  an-utseka,  as,  m.  absence  of  arro- 
gance or  highmindedness. 

An-iUsckin,  i,  inl,  i,  not  arrogant  or  puffed  up. 

f  an-udaka,  as,  a,  am,  waterless. 

an-udagra,  as,  a,  am,  not  lofty, 
low  ;  not  projecting. 

W«I<^M  an-udaya,  as,  m.  non-rising,  the 
not  rising  (of  a  luminary). 

l.  an-udita,  at,  a,  am,  not  risen,  not  appeared. 
(For  2.  an-iulita,  see  next  column.) 

an-udara,  as,  a,  am,  thin,  lank. 

to  bum  over  again,  to  bum  up. 

^rg-fT  anu-da,  cl.  3.  P.  -dadati,  -datum,  to 
give  back,  restore,  give  way,  yield,  grant,  remit  ;  to 

pay  one  out  ('?). 
Anu-tla,  a*,  a,  am,  Ved.  yielding,  emulating 

others  in  giving,  a  follower. 

Anurdatla,  at,  a,  am,  granted,  remitted,  given back. 

Anu^ltya,  an,  a,  am,  to  be  given  back  or  restored. 
Anu-dtyi,  f.,  Ved.  restitution;  a  female  follower 

or  companion. 

an-ndatta,  as,  a,  am,  not  raised, 

not  elevated,  not  pronounced  with  the  Udatta  accent, 
grave;  accentless,  having  the  neutral  general  tone 
neither  high  nor  low :  the  term  Anudatta  is  used 

by  Panini  both  for  the  grave  or  non-elevated  accent 
(explained  by  him  as  sannatara,  q.  v.)  which  im- 

mediately precedes  the  Udatta,  and  also  for  the 
general  accentless,  neutral  tone,  neither  high  nor  low, 
explained  as  eka-ilruti,  i.  e.  the  one  monotonous 
ordinary  intonation  which  belongs  to  the  generality 
of  syllables  in  a  sentence ;  (an),  m.  one  of  the  three 
accents  to  be  observed  in  reading  the  Vedas,  the 
grave  accent.  —  Anitddtta-tara,  as,  m.  more  than 
Anudatta,  still  lower  in  sound  .than  Anudatta,  i.  e. 

the  very  Anudatta  accent  (or  a  syllable  having  this 

accent)  which  immediately  precedes  a  syllable  hav- 
ing the  Udatta  or  Svarita  accent,  and  is  therefore 

more  depressed  than  the  ordinary  Anudatta.  —  An- 

uddttadi  (°ta-dd°),  n.  (in  gram.)  a  nominal  base 
of  which  the  first  syllable  is  Anudatta.  —  Anudattet 

(°ta-it°),  t,  m.  a  verbal  root  having  for  its  Anubandha the  Anudatta  accent  to  indicate  that  it  takes  the 

Atmane-pada  terminations  only ;  also  anuddttopa- 

deia.  —  Anuddttodaya,  (°ta-ud'),  am,  n.  a  syllable 
immediately  preceding  the  Anudatta  accent. 

^J^TT  I.  an-udara,  as,  d,  am,  niggardly, 
mean ;  liberal,  munificent. 

2.  anu-ddra,  as,  a,  am,  adhered  to 
or  followed  by  a  wife. 

2.  an-udita,  as,  a,  am,  unsaid,  un- 

uttered,  interdicted  (see  I.  an-uilita  under  an- udaya). 

*i*{anu-dinam  or  anu-divasam,  ind. 
daily,  every  day. 

anu-dis',  cl.  6.  P.  -disati,  -deshtum, 
to  point  out,  to  assign. 

Anu-di$"am,  ind.  in  every  quarter. 
Anu-desa,  as,  m.  a  rule  or  injunction,  especially 

one  that  points  back  to  a  previous  rule ;  reference  to 
something  prior. 

Anu-detfin,  t,  inl,  i,  pointing  back,  referring  back ; 
being  the  object  of  an  Anudesa. 

u-dribh,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved.  -dribhati, 

-darbhitum,  to  make  into  bundles  or  chains. 

anu-dris,  cl.  I.  P.  -pasyati,  -dra- 
shtum,  to  survey,  behold ;  to  keep  in  view  or  in  mind, 
:o  foresee :  Caus.  P.  -dardayati,  -yitum,  to  show, 
tell,  teach :  Pass.  -drUyate,  to  become  or  be  visible. 
Anurdarfona,  am,  n.  consideration,  regard,  refer- 

ence. 

Anu-dars"in,  I,  int,  i,  considering,  foreseeing. 
Anu-drishti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  the  ancestress  of  Anu- drishtineya. 

An-udrashtarya,  as,  a,  am,  capable  of  being  ob- 
served, visible. 

anu-dfi,   Pass,   -diryate,   to   break 

through  after  (another) ;  to  be  scattered  or  confused 
in  consequence  of  the  confusion  of  othe/s). 

anu-deham,  ind.  behind  the  body. 

anu-dairghya,  as,  a,  am,  longi- 
udinal. 

^^n  l«u  an-udyirna,  as,  a,  am,  not  vomited 
brth,  not  disdained ;  not  spurned. 

un-uddhata,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  han),  not 

ifted  up,  humble,  unsurpassed,  unequalled,  unopposed. 

^  *1  S  V<u  an-uddharana,  am,  n.  (rt.  Art), 

,on-removal ;  not  offering,  not  establishing  or  proving. 
An-iuldhara,  an,  m.  non-partition,  not  taking  a 

hare;  non-removal. 

An-iuldhrita,  a*,  a,  am,  non-removed,  not  taken 
away ;  uninjured,  undestroyed  ;  unotfered  ;  undivided, 
unpaititioned  ;  unestablished,  unproved.  —  An-iul- 

ilintalikyaetamaya  fta-abh"),  as,  m.  sunset  (ahhy- 

anunasikopadha. 

astamaya),  taking  place  whilst  the  Ahavanlya  fire 
continues  (au-uddhrita)  unremoved  from  the  Gar- 
hapatya. 

vtrtss  an-udbhata,  as,  d,  am,  not  exalted, unassuming. 

•w^S  an-udya,  as,  a,  am,  unutterable. 

w^iart  an-udyata,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  yam),  in- 
active, idle,  destitute  of  perseverance. 

I8i«iai'l  an-udyoga,  as,  m.  absence  of  ex- 
ertion or  effort,  inactivity,  laziness. 

An-udyogin,  i,  inl,  i,  inactive,  lazy,  indifferent. 

an-udra,  as,  d,  am,  waterless. 

anu-dru,  cl.  i.  P.  -dravati,  -drotum, 

to  run  after,  follow ;  accompany ;  to  pursue. 

Anu-druta,  as,  d,  am,  followed,  pursued ;  (am), 
n.  a  measure  of  time  in  music,  half  a  Druta,  or  one- 
fourth  of  a  Matra  or  of  the  time  taken  to  articulate  a 

short  vowel. 

vt«isT5  an-udvdha,  as,  m.  non-marriage, 
celibacy. 

vtrjls'l  an-udvigna,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
apprehension  or  perplexity,  easy  in  mind. 
An-udvega,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  anxiety ;  (as), 

m.  freedom  from  uneasiness.  —  An-udveya-kara,  as, 

I,  am,  not  causing  apprehension,  not  overawing. 

^nTMT  anu-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  -dadhdti,  -dhdtum, 
to  welcome,  receive  kindly. 

^JVT^  i.  anu-dhdv,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhdvati, 
-ritum,  to  run  after,  to  run  up  to. 
Anu-dhdvat,  an,  antl,  at,  running  after. 
1.  anu-dhdrana,  am,  n.  chasing,  pursuing,  run- 

ning after;  dose  pursuit  of  any  object,  going  after a  mistress. 

Anu-dhdi'ita,  as,  a,  am,  pursued,  run  after, 
literally  or  figuratively. 

2.  anu-dhdv,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -dhaeati, 

-le,  -vitum,  to  cleanse. 
2.  anu-dhd  rann,  am,  n.  deansing,  purification. 

WHlSt    anu-dhyai,    cl.    I.    P.   -dhydyati, 

-dhydtum,  to  consider  attentively,  to  think  of,  to 

muse,  to  be  anxious. 
Anu-dhydna,  am,  n.  meditation,  religious  con- 

templation, solicitude. 
Anu-dhydyin,  i,  inl,  i,  contemplating,  meditating. 

•>Ji»l«1<j  anu-nad,  cl.  I.  P.  -nadati,  -ditum, 
to  sound  towards,  (with  ace.) :  Caus.  P.  -nddatjati, 

-yttum,  to  make  resonant  or  musical. 
Anu-ndda,  as,  m.  sound,  vibration,  reverberation, 

echo. Anu-nddita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  resound. 
Anu-nddin,  I,  inl,  i,  resounding,  echoing,  resonant. 

•»iH«1*^an«-nam,  cl.  I .  P.  -namati,  -nantum, 
to  indine  to. 

•>s*i<iti  anu-naya,  anu-nayin,  &c.  See 

anu-ni. 
•Si«T«1ir«oh  anu-nasika,  as,  d,  am,  nasal, 

uttered  through  the  nose  (as  one  of  the  five  nasal 
consonants,  or  a  vowel,  or  the  three  semivowels  y, 

r,  I,  under  certain  circumstances;  in  the  case  of 

vowels  and  semivowels,  the  mark'>i/  is  used  to  denote 
this  nasalization);  the  nasal  mark  &;  (am),  n.  a  nasal 

twang.  "Anunasika-tra,  am,  n.  nasality.  —  Annna- 
sika-lopa,  «»,  m.  dropping  of  a  nasal  sound  or  letter. 
—  Anunasikdtva  (fka-dt°),  am,  n.  nasal  pronuncia- 

tion of  d,  —  Anuntisikadi  (cka-ddi),  is,  m.  a  com- 
pound letter  commencing   with   a  nasal.  —  Annnd- 

M-anta  (°ka-an°),  as,  m.  a  radical  ending  in  a  nasal. 
—  Anunafikopadha  ('ka^up'-),  as,  a,  am,  having  a 
nasal  penultimate ;  succeeding  a  syllable  with  a  nasal 

sound. 
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•w *i f«l  ai*T  anu-ni-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  -krdmati, 
•kramitum,  to  follow  in  the  steps. 

^J^llVicI  anu-niksh,  cl.  I .  P., Ved.  -nikshati, 
-kfJt  it  am,  to  pierce  along. 

^nTMTTrr  anu-ni-tud,  cl.  6.  P.  -tudati, 
-tottuin,  to  wound  with  a  stab,  to  goad. 

•SIIMIH^  anu-ni-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate, 
-pattum,  to  lie  down  by  the  side  of. 

^Mfiii^m  anu-nir-jahdna,  as,  a,  am  (rt. 
hd),  proceeding  out  of  (?). 

W'jfVfi'^  anu-nir-dah,  cl.  I.  P.  -daliati, 
-dagdhum,  to  burn  down  in  succession. 

W^ftr^f  anu-nirdesa,  as,  m.  description 
or  relation  following  a  previous  model. 

»n  1 M 1 1  M  anu-nirvdpa,  as,  m.  subsequent 
libation  (with  clarified  butter). 
Ann-niredpyd,  f.  ceremony  connected  with  this 

subsequent  libation. 

•annl  anu-ni,  cl.  I.  P.  -nayati,  -netum, 
to  bring  near,  to  lead  after ;  to  persuade,  induce,  win 
over,  conciliate,  to  coax,  pacify,  supplicate. 

Anu-naya,  a«,  m.  conciliation,  salutation,  courtesy, 
civility,  showing  respect  or  adoration  to  a  guest  or  a 
deity;  humble  entreaty  or  supplication,  reverential 
deportment ;  regulation  of  conduct,  discipline,  tuition ; 
(as,  d,  am),  conciliatory,  kind;  (am),  ind.  fitly, 
becomingly.  —  Anunaya-pratigha-pruhdna,  am, 
n.  (with  Buddhists)  abandoning  the  obstacles  to 

conciliatory  behaviour.  —  Anunaydmantrana  ("ya- 
dm°),  am,  n.  conciliatory  address. 
Anu-nayamdna,  as,  d,  am,  conciliating,  honour- 

ing, showing  respect. 
Anu-^iayin,  I,  Irii,  i,  courteous,  humble,  suppli- 

cating. 

Anu-ndyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  submissive,  humble. 
Anu-ndyikd,  f.  a  female  character,  subordinate  to 

a  ndyika  or  leading  female  character  in  a  drama. 

Anu-ninishu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  conciliating 
or  gratifying. 
Anu-nita,  as,  d,  am,  trained,  disciplined,  obtained, 

acquired,  taught,  respected ;  pleased,  pacified,  appeased, 
humbly  entreated. 

Anu-niti,  is,  f.  conciliation,  courtesy,  supplication. 
Anu-neya,  as,  d,  am,  easily  conciliated. 

13 *J3  unn-nu  or  -nit,  cl.  6.  and  cl.  2.  P.,Ved. 
-nuvati  or -nauti,  -navitum  oi-nuvitum,  to  praise 
again  and  again :  Intens.  -nonaviti,  to  cheer  after. 

vt  «j  i  ruzHK-nnYjCl.  4.  F.-nrityati,-nartitum, 
to  dance  after  (with  ace.)  ;  to  dance  before  (with  ace.). 

vitj^in  an-unnata,  as,  d,  am,  not  elevated, 
not  lifted  up.  —  Anunnata-gdtra,  as,  a,  am,  (with 
Buddhists)  having  limbs  that  are  not  too  stout,  pro- 

minent or  protuberant.  —  Anunnatdnata  (°ta-dn°), 
as,  d,  am,  not  raised  nor  lowered,  level. 

TH«j«*i  r<  an-unmatta  or  an-unmadita  or  an- 
unmdda,  as,  d,  am,  sane,  sober,  not  wild,  not  mad. 

•st^H  anupa,  as,  d,  am,  watery,  marshy; 
see  anupa.  —  Anupa-ja  or  better  anupa-ja,  am,  n. 
ginger  (in  its  undried  state). 

^T^M«»ilfV»T  an-upakdrin,  ~t,  ini,  i,  not 
assisting,  disobliging,  ungrateful,  not  making  a  return 
for  benefits  received  ;  unserviceable,  useless. 
An-upakrita,  as,  d,  am,  unassisted. 

'••si'JHfSTrt  an-upakshita,  as,  d,  am,  un- 
injured, undestroyed. 

f'J'JnnT  an-upagita,  as,  d,  am,  not  praised 
or  celebrated  (?) ;  not  accompanied  in  singing  (?); 
(am),  ind.  so  that  no  other  person  accompanies  in 
singing. 

rr  an-upayhdtdrjita  (°ta-arj°), 
as,  a,  am,  acquired  without  detriment  (to  the  pater- nal estate). 

An-upaghnat,  an,  all,  at,  not  detrimental  (to  the 
paternal  estate). 

•=s(T\'4-^anu-pa/!,  cl.  I.  P.  -patati,  -paktum, 
to  make  ripe  by  degrees  :  Pass,  -padyate,  to  become 
ripe  by  degrees. 

an-upajivaniya,  as,  d,  am, 

yielding  (or  granting)  no  livelihood  ;  having  no  live- 
lihood. 

,  cl.  I.  P.  -pathati,  -thitum, 
to  say  after,  repeat. 
Anu-pathita,  o«,  d,  am,  read  through  (aloud), 

recited. 

Anu-pathitin,  I,  m.  (one  who  has  read  through  or 
recited),  proficient. 

^Tfniir  anu-pat,  cl.  I.  P.  -patati,  -titum, 
to  fly  to  (with  ace.)  ;  fly  after,  run  after,  go  after, 
follow  :  Caus.  -patayati,  -yitum,  to  fly  to  ;  to  throw 
a  person  down  together  with  oneself. 
Anu-patana,  am,  n.  falling  on  or  upon;  follow- 

ing; (in  mathem.)  proportion. 
Anu-patita,  as,  d,  am,  fallen,  descended;  fol- 

lowed. 
Ann-pata,  see  s.  v. 

•«l  ̂ in  anu-pati,  ind.  after  the  husband. 

virjM<4  anu-patha,  as,  d,  am,  following  the 
road  ;  having  favourable  roads  ?  ;  (as),  m.  a  road  ; 
(am),  ind.  along  the  road. 

^njtl^  i.  anu-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate, 
-pattum,  to  follow,  attend,  be  fond  of;  to  enter;  to 
enter  upon  ;  to  notice,  understand  ;  to  handle. 

2.  anu-pad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  coming  to  pass  ;  or  (t),  f. food(>). 

Anu-pada,  as,  d,  am,  following  closely  ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  man  or  tribe  ;  (am),  n.  a  chorus,  burden  of 
a  song  or  words  sung  again  after  regular  intervals  ; 
(am),  ind.  step  by  step,  word  for  word  ;  on  the  heels 
of,  close  behind  or  after.  —  Anupada-sutra,  am, 
n.  title  of  a  commentary  explaining  the  text  (of  a 
Brahmana)  word  for  word. 
Anu-padavl,  f.  a  way. 
Anu-padin,  i,  m.  a  searcher,  an  inquirer,  one  who follows  or  seeks  for. 

Anupadind,  f.  a  boot,  a  buskin. 

an-upadasvat,  an,  at'i,  at,  Ved. not  drying  up,  not  decaying  (?). 

virjiir^g  an-upadishta,  as,  d,  am,  un- 
taught, uninstructed. 

An-upadeshtri,  td,  m.  one  who  does  not  point out  or  teach. 

an-upadha,  ae,  m.  (having  no 
penultimate),  a  letter  or  syllable  (as  a  sibilant  or  A) 
when  not  preceded  by  another. 

»ii«jn(VTjni  an-upadhi-sesha,  as,  m.  that 
in  which  there  is  no  longer  a  condition  of  indivi- duality (?). 

^H^Hll?  an-upanaha,  as,  m.  (with  Bud- 
dhists) want  of1  dose  attachment  or  adherence  (?). 

v)«jM»q«rt  an-upanyasta,  as,  a,  am,   not 
laid  down  clearly,  not  established. 

An-upanydsa,  as,  m.  failure  of  proof  or  deter- 
mination, uncertainty,  doubt. 

^•pnTfe  an-upapatti,  is,  f.  non-accom- 
plishment, failure,  inconclusive  argumentation  ;  irre- 

levancy, inapplicability,  impossibility,  insufficiency  of 
means,  penury,  adversity. 

An-wpapanna,  as,  d,  am,  not  done,  unaccom- 
plished, uneftected  ;  unproved,  undemonstrated  ;  irre- 
levant, inconclusive,  inapplicable,  impossible,  inade- 

quately supported. 

An-npapddaka,  as,  m.  pi.  (having  no  material 
parent),  N.  of  a  class  of  Buddhas,  called  Dhyani- 
buddhas. 

an-upaplava,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
any  overwhelming  calamity. 

An-upapluta,  as,  d,  am,  not  overwhelmed  (with 
calamity)  . 

•>ii«J<4=niT  an-upabddha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  un- 
obstructed, unimpaired. 

^^T>J3>  an-upabhukta,  as,  d,  am,  unen- 

joyed,  unpossessed. An-upabhujyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  not  being  en- 

joyed. 

W*njT  an-upama,  as,  a,  am,  incomparable, 
matchless  ;  excellent,  best  ;  (d),  f.  the  female  elephant 
of  the  south-east  or  of  the  north-east.  —  Anupama- 

mati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  contemporary  of  S'akya-muni. 
An-upamita,  as,  d,  am,  uncompared,  matchless. 
An-upameya,  as,  a,  am,  incomparable. 
W?fM»l5«f  an-upamardana,  am,   n.   non- 

demolition  or  refutation  of  a  charge. 

•WIJMV^I  an-upayukta,  as,  d,  am,  unsuited, 
unsuitable,  improper  ;  useless,  unserviceable. 

An-upayoga,  as,  m.  unserviceableness,  uselessness. 
An-upayoyin,  i,  irit,  i,  unsuitable,  useless, 

iHrjH<n  an-uparata,  as,  d,  am,  uninter- rupted, not  stopped. 

^WWm{anu-pard-pat,  cl.  I.  P.  -patati, 
-titum,  to  fly  or  hasten  by  the  side  of  another. 

^njTfXejf  anu-pari-krl,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati, 
-karitum,  -rltum,  to  scatter  alongside,  to  bestrew. 

•sitjufcai*^  anu-pari-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  -kra- 
mati, -kramitum,  to  walk  round  in  order,  to  make 

the  circuit  of,  visit  in  a  regular  round. 

^TlftTTT  anu-pari-gd,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti, 
-gdtum,  to  make  the  round  of,  traverse. 

^t  3  H  (V.<uft  anu-pari-m  (-ni),  cl.  I.  P. 
-nayati,  -netum,  to  lead  or  carry  about. 

'SftjvdVtV  anu-paridhi,  ind.  along  or  at 
the  three  Paridhis  of  the  sacrificial  fire. 

^•nriTPJirrr  anu-parisrit,  ind.  along  or  at 
the  surrounding  fence. 

•wHm!)  anu-pari  (-pari-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -pary- 
eti,  -turn,  to  follow  in  going  round,  to  make  the 
round  of. 

•«»IM«;  anu-pare  (-pard-i),c\.  2.  P.  -paraiti, 
-turn,  to  follow  in  walking  off. 

•^HMtJmT  anu-pary-d-ga,  cl.  3.  P.  -jiffdti, 

-gdtum,  to  revolve,  accomplish  a  revolution. 

^nrmi  ann-parye  (-pari-d-i),  cl.  2.  P. 

-paryaiti,  -turn,  to  make  the  whole  round  of. 
'•M  1M  rtTBJTf  an-upalakshita,  as,  d,  am,  un- 

traced,  unperceived,  unmarked,  undiscriminated. 
An-upalakshya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  traced. 

—  Amipalakshya-vartman,  a,  a,  a,  having  ways 

(or  a  way)  that  cannot  be  traced. 

'J)^MriJ«W  an-upalabdha,  as,  d,  am,  unob- 
tained,  unperceived,  unascertained. 

An-upalal>dhi,  is,  f.  non-perception,  non-recogni- 
tion. —  Anupalabdhi-samct,  as,  d,  m.  f.  sophism, 

trying  to  establish  a  fart  (e.  g.  the  reality  and  eternity 
of  sound)  from  the  impossibility  of  perceiving  the 

non-perception  of  it. 
An-upalal)hyamana,  as,  d,  am,  not  being  per- ceived. 

An-upalambJia,  as,  m.  non-perception. 
An-upalambhana,  am,  n.  want  of  apprehension or  knowledge. 



1^  an-upavitin. 
anu-plava. 

"SfjlMlfri1'^  an-upacitin,  I,  m.  one  who 
docs  not  wear  the  sacred  cord,  uninvested  with  the 
sacrificial  thread. 

WH^II  an-upasaya,  as,  m.  any  ag- 

gravating thing  or  circumstance  that  increases  a 
disease. 

V1rilJ$llii  an-upasdnta,  as,  a,  am,  not 

calm  ;  (o»),  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  mendicant. 

*JH  MS^I  anu-pusya,  as,  a,  am,  following 

with  his  looks,  keeping  in  view  or  in  mind. 

SHHim^  an-upasarga,  as,  m.  a  word  that 

is  not  an  Upasarga,  that  has  not  the  force  of  one, 
that  is  destitute  of  one  ;  that  which  needs  no  additions 

or  supplements  (as  a  divine  being). 

WHMM-^H  an-upasefana,  as,  a,  am,  having 

nothing  (e.  g.  no  sauce)  for  moistening. 

VSHM^rT  an-vpaskrita,  as,  a,  am,  un- 
finished, unpolished  ;  not  cooked,  i.  e.  genuine,  blame- 

less; unrequited. 

an-upasthdna,  am,  n.  absence, 
the  not  being  at  hand. 

An-upasthapana,  am,  n.  not  producing,  not 
offering,  not  placing  ;  not  having  ready  or  at  hand. 

An-upasthdpayat,  an,  anti,  at,  not  presenting, 
Dot  having  at  hand. 

An-upastMpita,  as,  a,  am,  not  ready,  not  at 
hand,  not  offered  or  produced. 

An-upasthayin,  I,  inl,  i,  absent,  distant. 
An-upanthita,  as,  a,  am,  not  come  near,  not 

present,  not  at  hand,  not  current;  (am},  n.  a  word 
not  upasthita  (q.  v.)  in  the  grammatical  sense  of  that 
term. 

An-upasthiti,  is,  (.  absence,  not  being  at  hand. 

•>JMM^rl  an-upahata,  as,  a,  am,  unim- 

paired. unvitiated  ;  not  rendered  impure.  —  An-ufia- 
hata-krufhta,  at,  a,  am,  (with  Buddhists)  neither 
affected  by  injury  nor  by  anger. 

wil^tT  an-upahuta,  as,  d,  am,  not  called 

upon  or  invited  ;  not  called  upon  aloud  ;  not  accom- 
panied with  invitations. 

«)«lHr  i.  anu-pa,  cl.  I.  P.  -pibati,  -pdtum, 
to  drink  after  or  thereupon,  follow  in  drinking,  drink 

at  :  Caus.  -payayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  drink  after- 
wards. 

Anu-pana,  am,  n.  a  fluid  vehicle  in  medicine; 
drink  taken  with  or  after  medicine  ;  drink  close  at 
hand. 

Anu-pdniya,  am,  n.  drink  close  at  hand  ;  (as,  a, 
am),  fit  to  be  drunk  after  ;  serving  as  a  liquid  vehicle 
of  medicine. 

i««jm  2.  anu-pa,  Caus.  P.  A.  -pdlayati, 
-te,  -yitum,  to  preserve,  keep. 

Anu-palaua,  am,  n.  preserving,  keeping  up. 
Anvrpalayat,  an,  and,  at,  keeping,  maintaining. 

Anti-palln,  i,  fnl,  i,  preserving,  keeping  up. 
Anu-pdlu,  n.,  N.  of  a  plant,  wild  Calladium(?). 

vi^mcjn  an-updkrita,  as,  a,  am,  not  ren- 
dered fit  fur  sacrificial  purposes.  —  Anupdkrita-mansa, 

am,  n.  flesh  of  an  animal  not  prepared  for  sacrifice. 

vniMnoq  an-updkhya,  as,  a,  am,  not 
clearly  discernible. 

'SPTTnr  anu-pdta,  as,  m.  falling  subse- 
quently upon,  alighting  or  descending  upon  in  succes- 

sion ;  following  ;  going,  proceeding  in  order,  or  as  a 
consequence  ;  a  degree  of  latitude  opposite  to  one 
given,  the  Anted  (?);  proportion  (in  arithrn.)  ;  arith- 

metical progression,  rule  of  three. 

Anu-pdtaka,  am,  n.  a  heinous  crime,  as  falsehood, 
fraud,  theft,  adultery. 

Anu-patam,  ind.  in  succession. 

Ami-patin,  i,  in'i,  i,  following  as  a  consequence 
or  result. 

anu-pana.     See  s.  v.  I.  anu-pa. 

an-updnatka, as, d, am,  shoeless. 
inl,  i,  not  using 

as,  a,  am,  lateral ; 

IM »J Ml  I M *^  an-ii/>iiyiii 
means  or  expedients. 

1flnm>d  anu-pdrsva, 

along  or  by  the  side. 

•"Btgmi^S1  an-updvritta,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people. '31'T'Tni'T  an-updsana,  am,  n.  want  of 
attention  to. 

An-updsita,  as,  d,  am,  not  attended  to,  neglected. 

^*33^H  anu-purusha,  as,  m.  the  before- mentioned  man,  a  follower. 

^tlT"4  anu-pushpa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  reed 

(Saccharum  Sara  Roxb.). 

•win  ̂ 5  anu-purva,  as,  d,  am,  regular, 
orderly,  successive,  from  the  preceding.  Anupunena 
or  anupurva-das,  ind.  in  regular  order  or  succession, 
from  the  first,  from  the  beginning,  from  above  down- 

wards. —  Anupurva-keda,  as,  m.  one  who  has 
regular  hair. — Anupurra-gdtra,  as,  m.  one  who 
has  regularly  shaped  limbs.  —  Anupurva-ja,  as,  d, 
am,  descended  in  a  regular  line.  —  AnupHrva- 
danxktra,  as,  d,  am,  having  regular  teeth.  —  Anu- 
purm-nSbhi,  is,  m.  having  a  regularly  shaped  navel. 
—  Anupun-a-pdni-leklia,  as,  d,  am,  having  regular 
lines  in  the  hands.  —  Anupurva-wUsd,  (.  a  cow 
which  calves  regularly. 

Anupun-ya,  as,  a,  am,  regular,  orderly,  successive. 

anu-prikta,  as,  d,  am,  mixed  with. 

anu-prishthya,  as,  d,  am  (held  or 
extended),  lengthwise. 

WTO  anu-pri,  Caus.  P.  -purayati,  -yitum, 
to  fill?  to  fulfil. 

•wi«4n  an-upeta,  as,  d,  am,  not  endowed 
with,  not  invested  with  (the  sacred  cord). 

vi «1  Ml 4«u  an-uposhana,  am,  n.  not  fasting. 

^TfTJT  an-upta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  nap),  unsown 

(as  seed).  —  Anupta-fanya,  as,  d,  am,  fallow, 
meadow  (ground,  &c.). 

An-uptrima,  as,  d,  am,  grown  without  being  sown. 

'S«iH=!i+*^ anu-pra-kamp,  Caus.  A.  -kamp- 

ayate,  -yitum,  to  follow  in  swinging  or  agitating. 

xirtms^  anu-prafh,  cl.  6.  P.  -pri6(hati, 
-prashtum  (with  two  ace.  cases  of  the  person  and 
thing),  to  ask,  to  inquire  after. 

Annpraina,  see  s.  v. 

•»a«iHn«is  anu-pra-jan,  cl.  4.  A.  -jdyate, 

-janitum,  to  be  born  after;  to  procreate  again  and 

again  :  Caus.  -janayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  born 
subsequently. 

^^THsTT  anu-pra-jnd,   cl.   9.    P.    -jdndti, 

-jiiatum,  to  track,  trace,  discover. 
Aini-prajndna,  aim,  n.  tracking,  tracing. 

^T5nTflJ<r  anu-pra-nud  (-nud),  cl.  6.  P.  A. 

-Hiuluti,  -te,  -nnttiim,  to  push  away  from  one's  self; 
to  frighten  away,  put  to  flight. 

'!) H U fd  &l{anu-prati-kram, cl.  I .  P. -krdm- 
ati.  -kramituin,  to  return. 

'^«1H'Hx  anu-prath,  cl.  i.  A.  -prathate, 
-tJiitum,  to  praise,  celebrate. 

vi  ri i  H  »;  I    anu-pra-dd,   cl.   3.    P.    -daddti, 
-datum,  to  surrender,  make  over. 

Anu-pradana,  um,  n.  a  gift,  donation. 

anu-pra-dhdv,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhdvati, 

<-itu,m,  to  rush  after. 
Anu-prailftdrita,  as,  d,  am,  hurried,  eager. 

iMnHHns  anu-pra-pat,  cl.    i.    P.  -patati, 
-titum,  to  fly  towards. 

Anu-prapdlam,  ind.  going  in  succession. 

^nTlTI'^  anu-pra-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate, 

-pattum,  to  follow. 
Anu-prapanna,  as,  d,  am,  following  after,  con- 

formed to. 

Anu-prapddam,  ind.  going  in  succession. 
v)«iHMI  anu-pra-pd,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -pibati, 

-te,  -patum;  P.  to  drink  one  after  the  other;  A.  to 
drink  after  another  (with  ace.). 

».H^JH*<H!J  anu-pramdna,  as,  d,  am,  having 
a  suitable  size  or  length. 

^TTJnpT  anu-pra-yuj,  cl.  7.  A.  -yunkte, 
-yoktum,  to  employ,  apply. 

Anu-prayujyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  employed  in addition. 

Arm-prayoktarya,  as,  d,  am,  proper  to  be  joined 
or  employed  in  addition. 

Anu-prayoga,  as,  m.  additional  use. 

'ii^iHCy?  anu-praroha,  as,  d,  am,  coming 

up  or  growing  in  accordance  with. 

^WH^j!  anu-pra-vah,  cl.  i.  P.  -vahati, 

-vodhum,  to  drag  (or  carry)  about. 

virtHrqar^  anu-pra-vis,  cl.  6.  P.  -visati, 
-veshtum,  to  follow  in  entering,  to  attack,  enter; 

to  sleep  with. 
Anu-pravifya,  ind.  having  entered. 
Anu-pmi'es'a,  as,  m.  or  anu-pravefana,  am,  n. 

return,  entrance  ;  imitation. 
Anu-prarefanlya,  as,  d,  am,  connected  with  re- 

turning or  with  entering. 

isirtH^^  amt-pra-su<!,  cl.  i.  P.  -Mati, 
-Mtum,  to  regret  or  mourn  deeply. 

1«fiH'a  anu-prasna,  as,  m.(fr.  anu-prafh), 

a  subsequent  question  having  reference  to  what  has 

been  previously  said  by  the  teacher. 
'KHHW*  anu-prasakta,  as,  d,  am,  strongly 

attached,  closely  connected. 
Anu-prasakti,  is,  f.  close  connection  with. 

anu-prastha,  as,  d,  am,  latitudinal  ; 

according  to  width,  following  the  breadth  or  latitude. 

•-H»Jll^<!J  anu-praharana,  am,  n.  knock- 

ing into  or  throwing  into. 

'fl'TBr*!^  anu-prdn  (-pra-an),  cl.  2.  P. 

-praniti,  -nitum,  to  breathe  after. 
•sitlHm  anu-prdp  (-pra-dp),  cl.  5.  P. 

-dpnoti,  -aptum,  to  come  or  go  up  to,  reach,  attain, 
overtake  (?)  ;  to  arrive,  to  get,  obtain;  to  get  back; 

to  imitate. 
Anu-prdpta,  as,  d,  am,  arrived,  returned  ;  ob- 

tained ;  having  reached,  having  got. 

(-pra-as),  cl.  4.  P.-asyati, 
-asitum,  to  throw  or  shoot  after. 
Anu-prasa,  as,  m.  alliteration,  repetition  of  similar 

letters,  syllables,  and  words. 

<<*MU  anu-pre  (-pra-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -praiti, 

•turn,  to  follow;  to  follow  in  death;  to  seek  after. 

^•niTS  anu-preksh  (-pra-lksh),  cl.  I.  A. 

-prckshate,  -kshltum,  to  follow  with  the  eyes. 
^•TTII  anu-presh  (-pra-ish),  Caus.  P. 

-preshayati,  -yitum,  to  send  forth  after. 
flrJiH  anu-plava,  as,  m.  (rt.  plu),  a  com- 

panion or  follower. 
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anu-bandh,  cl.  9.  P.  -badhnati, 

-banddhum,  to  attach,  tie ;  to  bind  (by  an  obliga- 
tion) ;  to  stick,  adhere,  follow,  endure. 

Anu-baddha,  as,  a,  am,  bound  to,  obliged  to, 
connected  with,  related  to,  belonging  to. 

Anu-ban*lha,  as,  m.  binding,  connection,  attach- 
ment, the  encumbrance  or  clog  of  a  family  ;  uninter- 
rupted succession  ;  sequence,  consequence,  result ;  in- 
tention, design,  motive  or  cause  of  an  action ;  obstacle; 

the  inseparable  adjunct  or  sign  of  anything,  secondary 
or  symptomatic  affection,  supervening  on  the  principal 
disease ;  an  indicatory  letter  or  syllable,  marking  some 
peculiarity  in  the  inflection  of  the  word  to  which  it 
is  attached  (for  instance,  an  t  attached  to  roots,  de- 

notes the  insertion  of  a  nasal  before  their  final  conso- 

nant) ;  a  child  or  pupil,  who  imitates  an  example  set 

by  the  parent  or  preceptor ;  commencement,  begin- 
ning ;  anything  small  or  little,  a  part,  a  small  part ; 

(in  arithm.)  the  junction  of  fractions;  (in  phil.) 
an  indispensable  element  of  the  Vedanta ;  (i),  f. 
hickup;  thirst. 

Anu-bandhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  connected,  allied ; 
related. 

Anu-bandhana,  am,  n.  binding,  connection,  suc- 
cession, unbroken  series. 

Anu-bandhin,  t,  irii,  i,  connected  with,  attached ; 
having  in  its  train  or  as  a  consequence,  resulting. 

•  —  Aniibandht-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  accom- 
panied. 
Anu-bandhya,  as,  a,  am,  principal,  primary,  what 

may  receive  an  adjunct,  as  a  root,  a  disease ;  (as),  m. 
one  of  the  three  principal  sacrificial  animals  at  the 
Jyotishtoma  sacrifice. 

iM'llf?  anu-bala,  am,  n.  rear-guard,  or  an 
auxiliary  army  following  another. 

•sil"!!^  anu-bddh,  cl.  I.  A.  -badhate, 
-dhitum,  to  press  closely,  pursue. 

'SPT^V  anu-budh,  cl.  4.  A.  -budhyate, 
-bodhitum,  to  awake,  to  recollect,  to  leam  (by  in- 
formation). 

Anu-bodha,  as,  m.  reviving  the  scent  of  a  faded 
perfume,  replacing  perfumes  removed  by  bathing ;  an 
after-thought 

Anu-bodhana,  am,  n.  recollecting. 
Anu-bodhila,  as,  a,  am,  informed  or  convinced 

by  recollection. 

vi«j«i«mj  arm-brahmana,  am,  n.  a  work 
resembling  a  Brahmana. 

Anu-brdhmanika  (or  perhaps  more  correctly  dnu- 
brdhmanika\  as,  or  anu-brdhmanin,  I,  m.  a 
knower  of  an  anu-brahmana. 

wis^anu-bru,  cl.  2.  P.  -braviti,  -vaktum, 
to  pronounce,  utter,  vow. 

^HpTf1!  anu-bltdsh,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhdshate, 
-shitum,  to  pronounce  clearly,  to  confess. 

Anu-bhashana,  am,  n.  repeating  what  has  been 
said ;  repeating  a  proposition  in  order  to  refute  it. 

»S^JHI«  anu-bhdsa,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
crow. 

^nrfa^  anu-bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  -bhinatti, 
-bhetlum,  to  split,  break. 
Anu-bhitti,  ind.  along  a  cleft. 

^HJ^pl  anu-bhuj,  cl.  7.  A.  -bhuttkte,  -bhok- 

tnm,  to  suffer  the  due  consequence  of  one's  actions. 
Anu-bhoya,  a,*,  m.  (in  law)  enjoyment,  a  grant  of 

hereditary  land  in  return  for  service. 

wi^anu-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -vitum, 
to  be  after,  to  notice,  perceive,  understand ;  to  expe- 

rience, to  attempt. 

Aim-bhava,  ax,  m.  perception,  apprehension,  fru- 
ition; understanding;  impression  on  the  mind  not 

derived  from  memory ;  experience,  knowledge  derived 
from  personal  observation  or  experiment ;  result,  con- 

sequence. —  Anubhava-eidd/ia,  as,  a,  am,  established 

by  experience  or  perception.  —  Anubhavdrudha  ("ro- 
ar0), as,  d,  am,  subjected  to  trial  or  experiment. 

Anu-bhdva,  as,  m.  a  sign  or  indication  of  a  feeling 
(b/idva)  by  look  or  gesture  ;  dignity,  authority,  con- 

sequence; firm  opinion,  ascertainment,  good  resolu- 
tion, belief. 

Anu-bhdvaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  causing  to  apprehend, 
making  to  understand.  —  Anub/idvaka-ta,  f.  under- standing. 

Anu-bhdvana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  indicating  feelings 
by  sign  or  gesture. 
Anu-bhdvin,  I,  inl,  i,  perceiving,  knowing,  an 

eye-witness  ;  showing  signs  of  feeling. 
Anu-bhu,  us,  us,  u,  perceiving,  understanding. 
Anu-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  perceived,  understood, 

judged,  experienced,  apprehended  ;  resulted,  followed 
as  a  consequence  ;  that  has  experienced,  tasted,  tried 
or  enjoyed. 

Anu-bhuti,  is,  f.  perception,  apprehension  ;  know- 
ledge from  any  source  but  memory  ;  (in  phil.)  know- 
ledge from  four  sources,  viz.  perception  by  the  senses, 

inference,  comparison,  and  verbal  knowledge  ;  dignity, 

consequence.  —  Anubhuti-prakdto,  as,  m.  title  of  a 
metric  paraphrase  of  the  twelve  principal  Upanishads, 
by  Vidyaranya-muni.  —  Anubhuti-svariipdddrya 

("pa-d('),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  grammar Sarasvatl-prakriyS. 

Anu-bhuya,  ind.  having  perceived,  having  experi- enced. 

Arm-bhuyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  under  trial,  under 

enjoyment. 

^Trpf  anu-bhri,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -bharati, 
-bhartum,  to  praise  conformably  (?),  to  commit  to, throw  into. 

Anu-bkartri,td,tri,trt,  Ved.  praising  conformably, imitating. 

^njaT»^  anu-bhrdj,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhrdjati, 
-jit  nut,  to  illuminate. 

vTl»ITrT  anu-bhratri,  td,  m.  a  younger 
brother. 

anu-mad,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -madati, 

-ditum,  to  rejoice  over,  to  gladden,  to  praise. 

Anu-matta,  as,  d,  am,  intoxicated  (with  joy, 
&c.)  ;  recovered  from  intoxication  (?). 

Anu-mddya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised  ia  succession, 
to  be  granted  with  acclamation  or  praise. 

anu-madhyamam,    ind.    next 
oldest  to  the  middle. 

W«TT«T^a»«-num,  cl.  4.  A.  -manyate,  -man- 
turn,  to  approve,  assent  to,  permit,  grant  :  Caus.  P. 
-mdnayati,  -yitum,  to  ask  for  permission,  to  honour. 

Anu-mata,  as,  d,  am,  approved,  assented  to,  per- 
mitted, allowed  ;  agreeable,  pleasant  ;  loved,  beloved  ; 

concurred  with,  being  of  one  opinion  ;  (am),  n.  con- 
sent, permission,  approbation.  Anumate,  loc.  c.  with 

consent  of.  —  Antimata-karma-kdrin,  j,  inl,  i,  doing 
what  is  allowed,  acting  according  to  an  agreement. 

Anu-mati,  la,  f.  assent,  permission,  approbation; 

the  fifteenth  day  of  the  moon's  age,  on  which  it 
rises  one  digit  less  than  full,  when  the  gods  or  manes 
receive  oblations  with  favour  ;  the  former  personified 
as  a  goddess  and  worshipped  especially  in  the  Rajasuya 
sacrifice;  oblation  made  to  this  goddess.  —  Anumati- 
pattra,  am,  n.  (in  law)  a  deed  expressing  assent. 
Anu-manana,  am,  n.  assenting;  independance. 
Anu-mantH,  td,  tri,  tri,  consenting  to,  permitting. 
Anii-manyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  minding,  assenting. 

v<»jjnnj  anu-mantr,  cl.  10.  A.  (P.  ?)  -mantr- 
ayate,  -ti,  -yitum,  to  accompany  with  or  consecrate 
by  magic  formulas  ;  to  dismiss  with  a  blessing. 

Ami-mantrana,  am,  n.  consecration  by  hymns 
and  prayers.  —  Anumantrana-mantra,  as,  m.  a 
hymn  used  in  consecrating. 

AitH-mantrita,  an,  d,  am,  so  consecrated. 
unu-marana.     See  anu-mri. 

to  a  desert. 

anu-maru,  us,  m.  a  country  next 

i.anu-ma,  cl.  3.  A.  -mimlte,  -mdtum, 
to  infer,  conclude,  guess,  conjecture  ;  to  reconcile,  to 

equal  :  Pass,  -miyate,  to  be  inferred  or  supposed. 
2.  anu-md,  f.  inference,  a  conclusion  from  given 

premises. Anu-mdna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  inferring  or  drawing 
a  conclusion  from  given  premises;  inference,  consi- 

deration, reflection  ;  guess,  conjecture  ;  one  of  the 
means  of  obtaining  knowledge  (pramdna)  according 

to  the  San-khya  or  Nyaya  systems,  but  not  according 
to  the  Vedanta.  —  Anumdna-khanda,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  work  on  inference,  by  Cintamani.  —  Anumdna- 

prakd^a,  as,  m.  a  similar  work  by  Rulidatta. 
—  Anumdna-mani-didhiti,  is,  (.  a  similar  work  by 

Raghunatha.  —  Anumdnokti  (°na-uk°),  is,  (.  rea- soning, logic. 

Anu-mdpaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  causing  an  inference, 
as  an  effect. 

Anu-mita,  as,  d,  am,  inferred,  conjectured. 
Anu-miti,  is,  f.  inference,  conclusion  from  given 

premises. 
Anu-mimdna,  as,  d,  am,  concluding,  inferring. 
Anu-miyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  inferred. 
Amt-meya,  as,  d,  am,  inferable,  to  be  inferred, 

proved  or  conjectured. 

anu-madya.     See  under  anu-mad. 
anu-mdsham,  ind.  like  a  kidney 

bean. 

•«i^*ll«  anu-masa,  as,  m.  the  following month. 

•wgg^  arm-mud,  cl.  i.  A.  -modate,  -ditum, 
to  join  in  rejoicing,  to  sympathize  with,  to  rejoice  ;  to 
allow  with  pleasure,  to  express  approval,  applaud,  permit. 

Anu-moda,  as,  m.  a  subsequent  pleasure,  the  feel- 
ing of  pleasure  from  sympathy. 

Anu-modaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  assenting,  showing 
sympathetic  joy. 
Anu-modana,  am,  n.  pleasing,  causing  pleasure, 

applauding  ;  assent,  acceptance  ;  sympathetic  joy. 
Anu-modita,  as,  d,  am,  pleased,  delighted,  ap- 

plauded ;  agreeable,  acceptable. 

v(  ̂ 35  anu-muh,  cl.  4.  P.  -muhyati,  -mog- 
dfium  or  -mod/mm,  to  feel  distressed  at,  to  be  trou- 

bled about. 

*Jf«ltj  anu-mri,  cl.  6.  A.  -mriyate,  -martum, 
to  follow  in  death. 

Anu-marana,  am,  n.  following  in  death  ;  post- 

cremation  of  a  widow  whose  husband's  corpse  is  not 
on  the  spot,  and  with  part  of  whose  dress  she  there- 

fore ascends  the  pile  ;  this  is  prohibited  to  Brahman 
women:  it  is  often  synonymous  with  the  opposite 

term  saha-marana,  con-cremation  or  burning  with the  body. 

Anu-marishyat,  an,  atl  or  antl,  at,  about  to  follow in  death. 

Amt-mritd,  f.  the  woman  who  burns  with  a  part 
of  her  husband's  dress. 

J  anumrioya-dasu,  us,  m.  (rt. 
mrig  and  dd),  granting  all  that  is  sought. 

'SnHs^aHK-mri/,  cl.  2.  P.  -marshti,  -marji- 
tum  or  -mdrshtum,  to  purify. 

•«  3*j1  anu-mris,  cl.  6.  P.  -mrisati,  -mar- 
shtum  or  -mrashtum,  to  consider,  think  of,  reflect. 
Anu-mar^am,  ind.  having  repeatedly  considered. 

^TSJIfT'Tt  anu-mlo6a  or  anu-mlodanti,  f., 
N.  of  an  Apsaras. 

^T«T*I5pr  anu-yajits,  ind.  (rt.  yaj),  accord- 

ing to  the  Yajur-veda. 

Anu-ydga,  as,  m.  a  subsequent  or  after-sacrifice. 
Anti-yaja,  as,  m.  a  secondary  or  final  sacrifice  or 

offering.  —  An  uydja-pratava,  as,  m.  permission  to 



anu-vdkya. 

perform  an  AnuySja.  —  AnuifSja-praieha,  as,  m.  pi. 
the  formulas  belonging  to  the  AnuySja.  —  Anuyaja- 

rat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  secondary  sacrifices.  —  An  u- 

yijaiiumantrana  (°ja-an°),  am,  n.  reciting  those 
formulas. •*  Anuyajartha  (°ja-ar°),  at,  i,  am,  be- 

longing to  or  used  at  an  Anuyaja. 

*M41v  anu-yam,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -yaMhati, 
•yantutn,  to  covet. 

aiiii-yaram,  ind.  like  barley. 

I.  anu-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -yati,  -turn,  to 
follow^  attend ;  to  take  (off)  seriatim. 

a.  anu-yi,a*,as,am,  following;  (as),  f.,Ved.  food. 

Anu-yata,  as,  a,  am,  followed,  pursued,  practised. 

Anu-yitarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  followed. 
Anu-yatri,  to,  m.  a  follower,  companion. 

Anu-yitra,  am,  a,  n.  f.  retinue,  attendance,  that 
which  is  required  for  a  journey. 

Anu-ydtrika,  as,  a,  am,  following  as  attendant. 

Anu-ydna,  am,  n.  going  after,  following. 

An&ydyin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  after;  a  follower,  a 
dependant  or  attendant;  following,  consequent  upon. 

—  Anuyayi-td,  f.  or  anuyayi-tra,  am,  n.  the  state 
of  being  a  follower,  succession. 

<HHIJ>^  anu-yuj,  cl.  7.  A.  -yunkte,  -yoktum, 

to  examine,  question,  put  upon  trial ;  to  order ;  en- 
join ;  to  select  (a  husband). 

Anu-yukta,  as,  a,  am,  ordered,  enjoined ;  asked, 

inquired ;  examined,  questioned,  reprehended,  cen- 
sured. 

Anu-1/nktin,  i,  m.  one  who  has  enjoined,  ex- 
amined. 

Anu-yugam,  ind.  according  to  the  Yugas  or  four 
ages. 
Anu-yoktrl,  ta,  m.  an  examiner,  inquirer,  teacher. 
Ann-yoga,  at,  m.  a  question,  examination,  asking, 

solicitation ;  censure,  reproof;  religious  meditation, 

spiritual  union.  —  Anuyoga-krit,  t,  m.  an  A£5rya  or 
spiritual  teacher. 
Anu-yogin,  i,  ini,  i,  what  combines  or  unites; 

connected  or  combined  with,  situated  in  or  on,  ques- 
tioning, examining. 

Anu-yojana,  am,  n.  question,  questioning,  ex- 
amining. 

Anu-yojya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  examined  or  ques- 
tioned; to  be  enjoined  or, ordered;  censurable;  a 

servant,  agent,  delegate. 

fHUqiT  anu-yupam,  ind.  along  the  Yupa 
or  sacrificial  post. 

*»«m^  anu-raksh,  cl.  I.  P.  -rakshati, 
-fhitum,  to  preserve. 
Anu-rakshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  preserving. 

[  anu-rajju,  ind.  along  the  rope. 

arm-ran;,  cl.  4.  A.  -rajyate,  -rank- 

tum,~to  be  attached  or  devoted ;  P.  -rnjyati,  to 
blush,  be  deeply  affected :  Caus.  P.  -raiijayati,  -yitum, 
to  win,  conciliate,  gratify. 

".-rakta,  at,  a,  am,  fond  of,  attached  or  devoted 
to,  pleased ;  beloved.  —  Anurakta-praja,  as,  a,  am, 
beloved  by  his  subjects.  —  Anurakta-loka,  as,  m.  a 
person  to  whom  every  one  is  attached. 

Anu-rakti,  <«,  f.  affection,  attachment,  love,  de- 
votion. 

Ann-ranjaka,  as,  ika,  am,  attaching,  conciliating, 
causing  affection,  gratifying,  pleasing. 

Anu-ranjana,  am,  n.  attachment,  the  act  of  attach- 
ing or  conciliating  affection,  love ;  pleasing,  giving 

delight  to. 

Anu-ranjita,  at,  a,  am,  conciliated,  inspired  with 
affection,  pleased,  delighted. 

Anu-rdga,  a*,  m.  attachment,  affection,  love,  pas 
sion,  goodwill. —  ."l7i«r«;/a-rat,  on,  ati,  at,  affeo 
tionate,  attached,  in  love  with.  —  AnurSijenyitn  (  ,ju 

i'ffj/°),  am,  n.  gesture  expressive  of  passion. 
Anu-ragin,  i,  ini,  i,  impassioned,  attached,  ena- 

moured, causing  love ;  (ini),  f.  personification  of  a 

musical  note.— Anuragi-ta,  f.  the  state  of  being  in 
ove  with. 

T  anu-ranana,   am,   n.   sounding 

conformably  to. 

anu-rata,  as,  a,  am,  fond  of,  at- 
tached, devoted  to. 

Anu-rati,  is,  f.  love,  affection ;  attachment,  good- will. 

tTTT  anu-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son'of Kuruvatsa  and  father  of  Puruhotra. 

Anu-rathyd,  (.  a  path  along  the  margin  of  a  road  ; 
a  side  road,  the  margin  of  a  street. 

«i«lt.«i  anu-rasa,  as,  m.  (in  poetry)  a  sub- 

ordinate feeling  or  passion ;  (in  medic.)  a  secondary 
Javour,  as  a  little  sweetness  in  a  sour  fruit,  &c. 

anu-rahasa,  as,  a,  am,  solitary, 

private ;  (am),  ind.  in  secret,  apart. 

anu-ratram,  ind.  every  night. 

anu-raddha,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  radh), 
effected,  accomplished. 
Anu-radha,  as,  a,  am,  causing  welfare ;  see  anu- 

rddha;  born  under  the  asterism  Anuradha;  (d),  f. 

the  seventeenth  of  the  twenty-eight  Nakshatras  or 
lunar  mansions,  a  constellation  described  as  a  row 

of  oblations.  —  Anuradha-grdma,  as,  m.  or  anu- 
rddha-pura,  am,  n.  the  ancient  capital  of  Ceylon 
founded  by  a  man  named  Anuradha. 

anu-ri,  cl.  4.  A.  -riyate,  -return,  to 
flow  after. 

an-uru,  us,  us  or  vl,  u,  not  great, 
not  large. 

•^  anu-ru6,  Caus.  P.  -ro(ayati,  -yitum, 
to  choose,  prefer. 

JeT  anu-rud,  cl.  2.  P.  -roditi,  -turn,  to 
lament. 

JV  i.  anu-rudh,  cl.  7.  P.  -runaddhi, 

-roddhum,  to  retain,  keep  back ;  cl.  4.  A.  -rudhyate 
or  poet.  P.  -rudhyati,  to  love,  to  be  fond  of  or  to 
spare;  to  coax,  soothe,  entreat  (especially  in  Ben- 

gall). 
Anu-ruddha,  as,  a,  am,  checked,  restrained,  op- 

posed ;  soothed,  coaxed,  pacified ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

cousin  of  i?Skya-muni. 
2.  anu-rudh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  loving,  adhering  to, favouring. 

Anu-rodha,  as,  m.  or  anu-rodhana,  am,  n. 
obliging  another  or  fulfilling  his  wishes ;  obligingness, 

compliance,  gratification,  satisfaction,  conformity,  con- 
sideration, respect ;  reference  or  bearing  of  a  rule. 

Anu-rodhaka,  as,  ika,  am,  or  anu-rodhin,  I, 

ini,  i,  complying  with,  compliant,  obliging,  conform- 
ing to,  having  respect  or  regard  to.  —  Anurodhi-ta, 

f.  the  state  of  being  so. 

•«(«JtjFi  uiHi-ruha,  f.,  N.  of  a  grass 

(Cyperus  Pertenius). 
^!«HKM  anu-riipa,  as,  a,  am,  following  the 

form,  conformable,  corresponding,  like,  resembling; 
fit,  suitable ;  adapted  to,  agreeable  to,  according  to ; 

(as),  m.  the  Ann'strophe  which  has  the  same  metre as  the  Stotriya  or  Strophe  (understand  pragdtha  or 

trii'u);  the  second  of  three  verses  recited  together; 
(am),  n.  conformity,  suitability.  Armrupam  or  anu- 
i-i~</i(ii<i  or  annrupatas,  ind.  conformably,  agree- 

ably to,  according.  —  Anuntpa-feshta,  as,  a,  am, 
endeavouring  to  act  becomingly. 

anu-revati,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant. 

anu-lagna,  as,  a,  am,  attached  to; 

followed  ;  intent  on,  pursuing  after. 

^l^TcTT  anula,  f.,  N.  of  a  female  Arhat  or 
Buddhist  saint ;  also  of  a  queen  of  Ceylon. 

anu-lapa,  as,  m.  (rt.  lap),  repeti- 
tion of  what  has  been  said,  tautology. 

anu-lasa,  as,  m.  or  anu-lasya,  at, 

m.  a  peacock. 

1  anu-lip,  cl.  6.  P.  -limpati,  -leptum, 

to  anoint,  besmear ;  cl.  6.  A.  -limpate,  to  anoint  one's 
self  (previous  to  or  after  bathing) ;  to  bathe :  Caus. 

-lepayati,  -yttum,  to  get  one  anointed. 

Anu-lipta,  us,  d,  am,  smeared,  anointed.  —  Anu- 
jilii/tga  (°ta-an°),  as,  d,  am,  having  the  limbs anointed. 

Anu-lepa,  as,  m.  unction,  anointing,  smearing, bedaubing. 

Anu-lepaJca,  an,  ikd,  am,  or  anu-lcpin,  i,  ini,  i, 
anointing  the  body  with  unguents,  who  or  what  anoints. 
Anu-lepana,  am,  n.  anointing  the  body ;  unguent 

so  used ;  oily  or  emollient  application. 

anu-lubh,  Caus.  -lobhayati,  -yitum, to  entice  ;  to  go  astray  (?). 

anu-loma,  as,  a,  am,  in  a  natural 

direction,  in  regular  order,  regular,  successive,  with 

the  hair  (loman)  or  grain  (opposed  to  prati-lomi) ; 
(d),  f.  a  woman  of  a  lower  caste  than  that  of  the 
man's  with  whom  she  is  connected ;  (ds),  pi.  mixed 

castes.  —  Anidoma-kalpa,  as,  m.  the  thirty-fourth  of 

the  Parisishtas  belonging  to  the  Atharva-veda.  —  Ann- 
loma-krishta,  as,  d,  am,  ploughed  in  the  regular 
direction  (with  the  grain).  —  Anuloma-ja,  as,  d,  ant, 
produced  or  bora  in  due  gradation ;  applied  especially 
to  the  mixed  tribes ;  or  offspring  of  a  mother  inferior 
in  caste  to  the  father,  as  the  Murdhavasikta  of  a 
BrShman  father  and  KshatriyS  mother,  and  so  on 
with  the  Ambashtha,  NishJda  or  Pirasava,  Mihishya, 

Ugra,  Karana.  —  Anuloma-parinitd,  (.  married  in 

regular  gradation.  —  Anulomdya  (°ma-aya),  as,  d, 
am,  having  fortune  favourable. 
Anu-lomana,  am,  n.  due  regulation,  sending  or 

putting  in  the  right  direction ;  (in  medicine)  carrying 
off  by  the  right  channels,  purging. 

Anu-lomaya,  nom.  P.  anu-lomayati,  -yitum,  to 
stroke  or  rub  with  the  hair  or  the  grain,  to  go  with 

the  grain,  to  send  in  the  right  direction  or  carrying 

off  by  the  right  channels. 
an-ulbana  or  an-uhana,  as,  a,  am, 

not  excessive,  not  prominent,  smooth  (?),  free  from 

disturbing  circumstances. 

anu-vansa,  as,  m.  a  genealogical 

list  or  table ;  (am),  ind.  according  to  race  or  family, 
a  new  family. 

Anuvaniya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  a  genealogical 

list  or  table. 
anu-vakra,  as,  a,  am,  somewhat 

crooked  or  oblique.  —  Anurakra-ga,as,d,  am,  having 
a  somewhat  oblique  course  (as  a  planet,  &c.). 

^M<|^l  anu-va6,  cl.  2.  P.  -vakti,  -turn,  to 

repeat,  reiterate,  recite,  speak  after,  reply. 
Anu-raktarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  repeated. 
Anu-vaktri,  td,  trl,  tri,  speaking  after,  repeating, 

replying. 
Anu-vafana,  am,  n.  or  anu-vdf,  k,  f.  speaking 

after,  repetition,  reciting,  reading ;  lecture ;  a  chapter, 
a  section ;  recitation  of  certain  texts  (mantra)  in 

consequence  of  and  in  connection  or  conformity  with 
injunctions  (prraisha)  spoken  by  other  priests. 

Anu-vaianiya,  as,  d,  am,  referring  to  the  ann- 
vafana. An'i-mka,  as,  m.  saying  after,  reciting,  repeating, 

reading;  a  chapter  of  the  Vedas,  a  subdivision  or 
section ;  a  compilation  from  the  Rig  or  Yajur-vedas. 
—  Anuraka-iankltiia,  the  fourth  of  the  eighteen 

Parisishtas  of  the  Yajur-veda.  —  Anuvdkdnukra- 
manl  (°ka-an°),  (.  a  work  referring  to  the  Rig-veda, 
attributed  to  Sfaunaka, 

Anu-vakyd,  f.  the  verse  to  be  recited  by  the  Hotri 

priest,  in  which  the  god  is  invoked  to  partake  of  the 



anuvakya-vat. anu-vyuhara. 

offering  intended  for  him.  —  Anuvdkya-vat  or  ami- 
i-dkya-vat,  an,  all,  at,  furnished  or  accompanied  with 
an  Anuvikya. 
Anu-va<iana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  recite ; 

the  recitation  of  mantras  or  passages  of  the  Rig-veda 
by  the  Hotri  in  obedience  to  the  injunction  (praitha) 
of  the  Adhvaryu  priest.  —  Anui'dHana-praisha,  as, 
m.  an  injunction  to  recite  as  above. 

Anu-vatita,  as,  a,  am,  before-mentioned,  before- 
named. 

Anukta,  &c.    See  s.  v.,  p. 42. 

*!H=lrtH.  anu-uatsara,  as,  m.  a  year ;  (in 

astronomy)  the  fifth  of  five  cycles  of  twelve  years  in 
the  Vrihaspati  cycle.  —  Anusvatsaram,  ind.  every 

year,  yearly. 

*5H=I<J  anu-vad,  cl.  i.  P.  -vadati  (with 

ace.),  or  A.  -vadate,  -ditum  (with  gen.),  to  imitate 
in  speaking,  to  mock,  to  repeat. 
Anit-vdda,  as,  m.  saying  after  or  again,  repeating 

by  way  of  explanation,  explanatory  repetition  or  reiter- 
ation with  corroboration  or  illustration,  explanatory 

reference  to  anything  already  said,  translation;  any 

portion  of  the  Brahmanas  which  comments  on,  ex- 
plains or  illustrates  an  injunction  (vidhi)  previously 

propounded,  and  which  does  not  itself  propound  rules 

(such  a  passage  is  sometimes  called  anmada-va- 
fana) ;  confirmation ;  report,  rumour,  on  dit ;  slan- 

der, reviling. 

Anu-nddaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  or  anu-vadin,  I,  inl, 
i,  repeating  with  comment  and  explanation,  corrobora- 

tive, concurrent,  conformable,  in  harmony  with.  The 
masculine  of  the  last  is  also  the  name  of  any  one  of 

the  three  notes  of  the  gamut. 
Anu-vddya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  explained  by  an 

Anuvada,  to  be  made  the  subject  of  one ;  (am),  n. 

the  subject  of  a  predicate.  —  Anuvddya-tva,  am,  n. 
the  state  of  requiring  to  be  explained  by  an  Anu- 
vada. 

Antidita.     See  s.  v.,  p.  42. 

^^cjr|*j  anu-vanam,  ind.  along  side  of 
the  wood. 

^5C**"\  anu-varn>  cl-  IO-  P-  -varnayati, 
-yitum,  to  mention,  describe,  recount. 

T,  &c.     See  anu-vrit. 

anu-vasa,  as,  m.  obedience  to  the 

will  of  another ;  (as,  a,  am),  obedient  to  the  will  of 
another. 

u-vashatkara,  as,  m.  or  anu- 

Anu-vasita,  as,  a,  am,  scented,  perfumed,  fumi- 
gated ;  prepared  or  administered  as  an  enema. 

Anu-vdsya,  as,  d,  am,  or  anusvdsaniya,  as,  a, 
am,  to  be  scented  or  fumigated,  requiring  an  enema. 

anu-ti-kas,  cl.   I.   P.    -kasati, 
-gitum,  to  blow,  expand,  as  a  flower. 

<H«jfae)i  anu-vi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kar- 
tum,  to  foUow  in  shaping. 

•'S.jfa*  anu-vi-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -kari- 
tum,  -ntitm,  to  bestrew. 

anu-vi-kram,  cl.    i.  A.,  Ved. 

kramate,  -mitum,  to  walk  after,  follow. 

arm-vi-(ar,    cl.  i.   P.   -tarati, 

ritum,  to  walk  or  pass  through,  to  walk  up  to. 

anu-vi-Cal,  cl.   I.   P.   -falati, 

litum,  to  follow  in  changing  place. 

anu-vi-6akas,  Intens.,  Ved. 

rashatkrita,  am,    n.  a  secondary  exclamation  of 
vashat,  on  making  an  oblation  to  a  deity. 

fltj<4*lxanu-eas,  cl.  i.  P.  -vasati,  -vastum, 
to  dwell  near  to  ;  to  inhabit  along  with. 

Anu-vd>tin,  I,  ini,  i,  residing,  resident. 

"Mrj^r+iri  i .  anu-vasita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vas, 
to  put  on),  dressed  up,  wrapped. 

^l^fan  2.  anu-va-sita,  as,  a^am  (for  anv- 
ava-tita,  rt.  si),  fastened  to,  bound  to,  attached. 

•«i»i^£  anu-vaha,  as,  m.  (rt.  vah),  one  ol 

the  seven  tongues  of  fire ;  ('  bearing  after.') 

^T^T  anu-va,  cl.  2.  P.  -vati,  -turn,  to  blow 
upon,  fan. 

Ann-rate,  ind.  with  the  wind  blowing  in  the  same 
direction,  with  the  wind  from  behind,  to  windward. 

••st^mon  anu-vdka.     See  under  ami-vat. 
^"J *"*•*!  anu-vaTam>  ind.  time  after  time 

repeatedly. 

•w^jim  anu-vasa,  as,  m.  or  anu-vasana 
am,  n.  (rt.  vdg),  perfuming  the  clothes,  especially 
dipping  the  ends  of  the  clothes  in  perfumes ;  per 
fuming,  scenting  in  general ;  an  oily  enema ;  ad 
ministering  oily  enemata. 

(akafiti,  to  penetrate  with  one's  vision. 

P«l  f^  anu-vi-tint,  cl.  10.  P.  -6inta- 
/ati,  -yitum,  to  recal  to  mind. 

anu-vi-tan,  cl.  8.  A.  -tanute, 

nitum,  to  extend  all  along  or  all  over. 

1.  anu-vid,  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -vetti, 

veditum,  to  know  thoroughly. 

2.  anu-vid,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -vindati, 

te,  -veditum,  to  find,  discover  ;  to  deem  ;  to  marry. 
Anu-vtita,  as,  a,  am,  found. 
Anu-vitti,  is,  f.  finding,  obtaining. 

•*)fjf^'?ST   anu-vi-dris,  cl.  I.  P.  -pasyati, 
-drashtum,  to  perceive,  view. 

anu-vi-dha,   cl.  3.   P.  -dadhati, 
-dhdtum,  to  regulate,  lay  down  a  rule :  Pass,  -dhlyate, 
to  be  trained  to  follow  rules ;  to  obey. 

Anu-mdhdtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  performed 
according  to  an  order. 

Anu-vidhdna,   am,    n.   obedience,   acting    con- 
formably to  order. 

Anu-vidhdyin,  I,  ini,  i,  conforming  to,  compliant, obedient. 

•T^  anu-vi-nad,  Caus.  P.  -nadayati, 
-yitum,  to  make  resonant  or  musical. 

anu-m-nard,  cl.  i.  P.  -nardati, 
-ditum,  to  answer  with  roars. 

anu-vi-nas,  cl.  4.  P.  -nasyati, 

-ruvSiium  or  -nanshtum,  to  disappear,  perish,  vanish 
after  or  with  another. 

Anu-vi-nds'a,  as,  m.  perishing  after. 

•«i>jr<im  anu-vinda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 
of  Oujein. 

•fl^rNUrl^  anu-vi-pat,   cl.    i.   P.  -patati 
-titum,  to  fly  away  towards  (with  ace.). 

»y»jfVlH3N  anu-vi-mris,  cl.  6.  P.  -mrisati 
-marshtum,  -mrashtum,  to  consider,  think  over. 

^T«|fa3I  anu-vis,  cl.  6.  P.  -visati,  -veshtum 
to  follow. 

Anu-ve4a,  as,  m.  or  anu-vedana,  am,  n.  enterinj 
after,  following. 

^T^fq^g  anu-visva,   as,   m.   pi.,  N.  of  a 
people  in  the  north-east. 

^•jf^g**?  amt-vishtambha,  as,  m .  the  being 
impeded  in  consequence  of. 

anu-vishnu,  ind.  after  Vishnu. 

anu-vi  (-vi-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -vyeti,  -turn 
to  follow  or  join  in  going  off  or  separating. 
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anu-vlksh  (-vi-lksh),  cl.   i.   A. 

vikshute,  -ksliitum,  to  survey,  examine. 
fr»T  anu-vlj,  cl.  lo.P.  -vljayati,  -yitum, 

o  fan. 

^•j'jrl  anu-vrit,  cl.  i.  A.  -vartate,  poet. 
.  -i-artati,  -titum,  to  go  after ;  to  follow,  pursue ; 
o  attend ;  obey,  respect,  imitate ;  to  resemble ;  to 
assent,  to  expect :  Caus.  P.  -vartayati,  -yitJhi,  to 
oil  after  or  forward ;  to  follow  up,  carry  out. 

Anu-vartana,  am,  n.  obliging,  serving  or  gratifying 

.nother;  compliance,  obedience;  following,  attend- 
ng ;  concurring ;  consequence,  result ;  continuance ; 

upplying  from  a  previous  rule. 
Anu-vartaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  supplied  from  a 

Devious  rule. 

Anu-vartin,  i,  ini,  i,  following,  compliant,  obe- 
dient, resembling.  —  Anuvarti-tra,  am,  n.  the  state 

of  being  so. 

Anu-vartman,  d,  d,  a,  following,  attending. 

Anu-vritta,  as,  d,  am,  following,  obeying,  com- 
Jying;  rounded  off;  (am),  n.  obedience,  conformity, 
compliance. 
Anu-vfitti,  is,  f.  following,  acting  suitably  to, 

laving  regard  or  respect  to,  complying  with,  the  act 
of  continuance,  continued  course  or  influence  of  a  pre- 

ceding rule  or  assertion  on  what  follows;  reverting 
;o ;  imitating,  doing  or  acting  in  like  manner. 

\,  cl.  i.  A.  -vardhate,  -dhi- 
tum,  to  grow,  increase. 
Anu-rriddhi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  increasing  (as  in 

clearness  or  emphasis)  in  regular  ratio. 

anu-vedi,  ind.  along  the  ground 

prepared  for  sacrifice.  —  Anu-vedy-anlam,  ind.  along 
the  edge  of  this  sacrificial  ground. 

nu-velam,  ind.  constantly. 

anu-vellita,  am,  n.  (rt.  vel  or 
mil  or  veld),  bandaging,  securing  with  bandages  (in 

surgery)  ;  a  kind  of  bandage  applied  to  the  extremi- 
ties; (as,  d,  am),  bent  in  conformity  with,  bent 

under. 

anuvaineya,  N.  of  a  country. 

a  secon- 

anu-vyanjana,  am,  n. 

dary  mark  or  token. 

,  cl.  4.  P.-vidhyati,-vyad- 
dhum,  to  follow  in  striking  ;  to  hit  again  and  again  ; 
to  wound. 

Anu-viddJta,  as,  d,  am,  pierced;  obstructed, 
checked,  variegated  ;  full  of,  abounding  in  ;  set  (as  a 

jewel). 
Anu-vedha  or  anu-vyddha,  as,  m.  piercing  ;  ob- 

structing; blending. 

^•fajfil  anu-vyam,  ind.  (rt.  vi  with  anv), 

Ved.  behind,  after,  following. 

^Trraj^Tn  anu-vy-ava-ga  (-vi-ava-ga),  cl. 

3.  P.  -jigati,  -gdtum,  to  come  between  successively or  in  succession  to  another. 

>MH«*H  anu-vy-ave  (-vi-ava-i),  cl.  2.  P. 

-avaiti,  -turn,  to  follow  in  intervening  or  coming 

between. 

^M^SIana-cy-os'  (-m-a&),  cl.  3.  A.  -vyas- 
nute,  -iitum,  to  overtake,  reach. 

anu-vy-a-khya  (-vi-a-khya),  cl. 
2.  P.  -khydti,  -lain,  to  explain  further. 

Anu-vydkhydna,  am,  n.  that  portion  of  a  Brah- 
mana  which  explains  or  illustrates  difficult  Sutras, 
texts,  or  obscure  statements  occurring  in  another 

position. 
^TH^n^WI  anu-vyaharana  (-n-a-harana), 

am,  n.  or  anu-i-yahdra,  as,  m.  cursing,  execration; 

repeating,  repeated  utterance. 
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Anu-rydkdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  execrating,  cuning. 

^cTtpmiT  anu-ry-ui':-(ar  (-vi-ud-far),cl. 
P.  -(arnti,  -ritum,  to  follow  in  going  forth  or  step- 

ping forward. 

^Jfjttj^  anu-vy-ih  (-vi-iih),  cl.  i.  P.  -ry- 
iihnti,  -hitum,  to  distribute. 

^T^«H  anu-traj,  cl.  I.  P.  -vrajati  or 
poet.  A.  -vrajate,  -jititm,  to  follow,  especially  a  de- 

parting guest,  as  a  mark  of  respect ;  to  visit  seriatim ; 
to  obey,  do  homage. 

Anu-vrajana,  am,  n.  or  anu-vrajyd,  f.  following 
as  above. 

Anu-vrdjya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  followed,  as  by  the 
relatives  of  a  dead  person  to  the  cemetery. 

W^drl  anu-vrata,  as,  d,  am,  devoted  to, 
faithful  to,  ardently  attached  to ;  (as),  m.  a  particular 
kind  of  Jaina  devotee. 

WT5I=I>  anu-sak,  Desid.  Caus.  P.  -siksha- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  teach,  instruct. 

Anii-iHvkdi,  i,  ini,  i,  exercising  one's  self  in, 
practising. 

<H«J5irrt<*  anu-satika,  as,  a,  am,  accom- 
panied with  or  bought  for  a  hundred  (the  derivative 

dnuddtika  has  Vriddhi  in  both  members). 

[  anu-saya,  Sec.     See  under  anu-si. 
[  anu-sara,  as,  m.  (rt.  srl  with  ana), 

a  RJkshasa,  a  sort  of  demon. 

*M»l*T3  unu-sastra,  am,  n.  anything  used 

in  place  of  a  regular  surgical  instrument,  as  a  finger- 
nail or  bambu ;  any  subsidiary  weapon  or  instrument. 

T(«I^II««X  anu-sds,  cl.  2.  P.  or  poet.  A. 
-sdsti,  -te,  -situm,  to  rule,  govern ;  to  order ;  to 
teach,  direct,  advise,  address;  to  punish,  chastise, 
correct. 

Ana-tiittika,  as,  ikd,  am,  or  anu-fdtln,  i,  ini,  i, 
or  anu-4dstri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  governs,  instructs, 
directs  or  punishes. 

Aim-idsat,  t,  ti,  t,  instructing,  ruling. 
Amt-Jisanu,  am,  n.  instruction,  direction,  com- 

mand, giving  rules,  order,  precept,  law.  —  Anuidsana- 
para,  as,  d,  am,  obedient. 
Anu-idsaniya  or  anu-idsya,  as,  ii,  am,  to  be 

instructed. 

.  Anu-tdtita,  as,  d,  am,  directed,  governed,  defined 
by  rule. 
Anu-ddxitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  ruling,  governing,  com- 

manding, directing,  a  ruler. 

Anu-fithta,  as,  d,  am,  taught,  revealed ;  adjudged, 
done  conformably  to  law. 

Anu-sishti,  in,  f.  instruction,  teaching,  ordering. 
Ami-s4shya,  ind.  part,  having  ruled  or  ordered. 

\  anu-sikshin.     See  anu-sak. 

anu-sikha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent 

which  at  a  certain  sacrifice  officiated  as  Potri  priest. 

anu-sivam,  ind.  after  S'iva. 

nnii-xisu,  us,  f.  (an  animal)  fol- 

lowed by  its  young  (as  by  a  foal,  &c.). 

•>a«j3(T  ana-si,  cl.  2.  A.  -sete,  -sayitum,  to 
sleep  or  spend  the  night  with,  to  lie  along  or  dose,  to 
adhere  closely  to. 

Anu-iliiyii,  11*,  in.  dose  connection  as  with  a  con- 
sequence, dose  attachment  to  any  object;  (in  phil.) 

the  consequence  itself,  the  evil  result  of  an  act  which 

dings  to  it  and  causes  the  soul  after  enjoying  the 
temporary  freedom  from  transmigration,  which  is  the 
reward  of  its  good  deeds,  to  enter  other  bodies; 
repentance. regret ;  hatred;  ancient  or  intense  eumity; 
(f),  f.  a  disease  of  the  feet,  a  boil  or  abscess  on  the 

upper  part;  also  one  on  the  bt»A.  —  Antl(aya-vat, 
an,  atl,at;  sec -anu-Aiyin, 

Anu-faydna,  at,  a,  am,  repenting,  regretting : 

(a),  f.  a  particular  land  of  heroine  or  female  cha- racter. 

.\iin-xayitarya,  a#,  d,  am,  to  be  regretted. 
Aiiii-iai/in,  i,  ini,  i,  having  the  consequence  of 

an  act,  connected  as  with  a  consequence ;  devotedly 
attached  to,  faithful ;  repentant,  penitent,  regretful, 
sorry  for ;  hating  deeply. 

Anu-iayin,  I,  ini,  i,  adhering  to,  lying  along  or 

upon, 
uirt^ilrtH  anu-silana,  am,  n.  constant 

study  or  pursuit  (of  a  science,  &c.),  repeated  and 
devoted  service. 

Anu-filita,  as,  a,  am,  studied  carefully,  attended  to. 

««jsr^  anu-suf,  cl.  I.  P.  -so6ati,  -titwm, 
to  mourn  over,  regret,  bewail:  Caus.  P.  -iofayati, 
-yitum,  to  mourn  over. 

Anu-iufikd,  f.  any  ceremony  enjoined  by  the  Ve- 
das  ?.  (This  word,  given  by  Wilson,  is  very  doubtful.) 
Anu-doka,  as,  m.  sorrow,  repentance,  regret. 
Anu-Maka,  as,  ikd,  am,  grieving,  one  who 

repents ;  occasioning  repentance. 
Anu-Ajfana,  am,  n.  sorrow,  repentance. 
Anu-totita,  as,  d,  am,  regretted,  repented  of. 

Anu-s"ot<in,  I,  ini,  i,  penitent,  regretful,  sorrowful. 
%  i  ?i\fif«T  anu-sobhin,  i,  ini,  i,  shining. 
**  \ 

<er«1'sj  anu-sru,  cl.  5.  P.  -srinoti,  -srotum, 
to  hear  repeatedly,  especially  from  a  sacred  authority : 
Desid.  A.  -s'us'rushate,  to  obey. 
Anu-irafd,  as,  m.,  Vedic  tradition  (acquired  by 

repeated  hearing). 

Anu-sruta,  as,  d,  am,  handed  down  by  Vedic tradition. 

<H«jH^ara«-sAaB;  (-son;),  cl.  i.  A.  or  Pass. 
-shajjate,  -shajyate,  -shanktum,  to  ding  to,  adhere, 
be  attached  to. 

Anu-thak  or  anu-shat,  ind.  in  continuous  or  close 
order ;  one  after  the  other  [cf.  dnu-ehaJc\. 
Anu-shakta,  ox,  d,  am,  dosely  connected  with, 

supplied  from  something  preceding. 

Anu-ihanga,  as,  m.  close  adherence,  connection, 
association,  conjunction,  coalition,  commixture ;  con- 

nection of  word  with  word,  or  effect  with  causes ; 

necessary  consequence,  the  connection  of  a  subsequent 
with  a  previous  act ;  the  nasals  connected  with  certain 
roots  ending  in  consonants  (such  as  trimph) ;  tender- 

ness, compassion. 

Anu-shangika,  as,  t,  am,  consequent,  following 
as  a  necessary  result;  connected  with,  adhering  to, 
inherent,  concomitant. 

Anu-ihamjin,  i,  ini,  i,  addicted  or  attached  to ; 
connected  with ;  common,  prevailing. 

Anu-shftiijana,  am,  n.  connection  with  what 
follows,  concord ;  grammatical  relation. 

Anu-shaitjaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  connected, 

supplied. 
?JI  anushanda,  as  or  am(i),  m.  or 

n.  (?),  N.  of  a  place  or  country  (?). 

^I'JTftr^  anu-shit.     See  anu-sit. 
Anu-shikta,  as,  d,  am,  re-watered  or  sprinkled. 
Aim-theka,  as,  m.  or  anu-shefana,  am,  n.  re- 

watering  or  sprinkling  over  again. 

anu-shidh  (-sidh),  Ved.,   Intens. 

-xntltidhiti,  to  bring  back. 

anu-shtuti,  is,  f.  (rt.  s/«),  praise. 

i.  anu-shtubh  (-stubh),  cl.  i.  P., 

Ved.  -nhtoWiati,  -lihitum,  to  praise  after,  to  follow 
n  praising. 

2.  anu-fhliiJj/i  ,/>.(.  following  in  praise  or  invocation ; 
speech  ;  Sarasvali ;  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of  four 
Padas  or  quarter-verses  of  eight  syllables  each  (so 
called  because  it  anmlitobliati  follows  with  its  praise 
the  Gayatrl,  which  consists  of  three  PSdas)  ;  in  later 
metrical  systems,  the  Anushtubh  constitutes  a  whole 
class  of  metres,  consisting  of  four  times  eight  syllables. 

—  Anitfhtub-garbkd,  f.  a  metre  in  the  Vedas  of  the 
class  Ushnih. 
Anu-shtob/iana,  am,  n.  praising  after. 

iHtJg  an-ushtra,  as,  ID.  no  camel,  i.  e.  u 
bad  camel. 

••5MBI  anu-shtha  (-stha),  cl.  I.  P.  -tishthati, 

-shthitum,  to  stand  near  or  by,  to  follow  out,  to 
carry  out,  attend  to,  perform,  do,  practise  ;  to  govern, 
rule,  superintend ;  to  appoint :  Pass,  -shthiyate,  to 
be  done,  to  be  followed :  Desid.  -tishlhdsati,  to  be 
desirous  of  doing,  &c. 

Anu-tishthamana,  as,  a,  am,  following,  per- 
forming, attending  to. 

Anu-Mha,  at,  d,  am,  standing  after,  i.  e.  in 
succession. 

Anu-shthdtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  done  or  ac- 
complished. 
Anu-ikthdtri,  ta,  m.  the  undertaker  of  any  work. 
Anu-shthdna,  am,  n.  commencing,  undertaking ; 

doing  or  engaging  in  any  work,  performance,  religious 
practice ;  acting  in  conformity  to ;  (i),  f.  performance, 
action.  —  Anuththdna-krama,  as,  m.  the  order  of 

performing  religious  ceremonies. ^Anusht hana-s'a- 
rlra,  am,  n.  ̂ in  SSn-khya  phil.)  a  body  presumed 
to  be  intermediate  between  the  linga-tarira  or 
sukshma-farlra  and  the  tthula-iar Ira.  —  Anu- 
ehthana-smaraka,  as,  ika,  am,  reminding  of  re- 

ligious ceremonies. 
Anu-shtlidpaka,  at,  ika,  am,  causing  to  perform. 
Anu-ththdpana,  am,  n.  the  causing  to  perform an  act. 

Anu-shtkayin,  i,  ini,  i,  doing,  performing  an 
act. 

Anu-shthi,  it,  (.,  Ved.  proper  order,  succession ; 
only  used  in  inst.  ami-shthyd. 
Anu-shthita,  as,  d,  am,  done,  practised ;  effected, 

executed,  accomplished ;  followed,  observed ;  done 
conformably. 

Anu-sht/iu,  its,  (.,  Ved.  proper  order,  succession ; 
only  used  in  inst.  anu-shthuyd ;  (u),  ind.  in  proper 
order,  in  regular  succession,  properly. 

Anu-shtheya,  at,  d,  am,  to  be  effected,  done  or 
accomplished ;  to  be  observed ;  to  be  proved  or  es- tablished. 

an-ushna,  as,  d,  am,  not  hot,  cold, 

chilly,  apathetic ;  lazy,  sluggish ;  (am),  n.  a  blue 
lotus,  Nymphza  Camilea;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
—  Anushna-gu,  us,  m.  (having  cold  rays),  the  moon. 
—  Amushna-i-allikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Nlla-durba. 

—  Anuihndfita  (°7ia-arf°),  as,  a,  am,  neither  hot 
nor  cold. 

An-ushnaka,  as,  d,  am,  not  hot,  cold,  chilly,  &c. 

•flHUjnJ  ana-shyanda,  as,  m.  (rt.  syand), 

a  hind-wheel. 
anu-shvadha,  as,  d,  am,  accom- 

panied by  food ;  (a?/i),  ind.  according  to  food,  through 
food ;  after  food  ;  after  every  sacrifice  ;  according  to 
one's  will,  voluntary. 

anu-sam-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -turn, 

to  advance  against  seriatim,  attack  one  after  the  other. 

anu-samrakta,  as,  d,  am,  attached 

or  devoted  to. T  anu-samvatsaram,  ind.  year 

after  year. 
MHWf^'MJ.  anu-sam-vi-£ar,  cl.  I.  P.  -far- 

all,  -ritum,  or  Ved.  -radhyai,  -ritare,  -rase,  to  visit 

successively,  make  the  round  of. 

'H H « P4 31^  anu-sam-vis,  cl.  6.  P.  -visati, 
-rcsfcum,  to  follow  in  retiring  for  sleep. 

SrJTjfa^T  anu-samsarpam,  ind.  at  each 

occasion  of  approaching. 

>S«JtW  anu-sam-sri,  Caus.  P.  -sdrayati, 

-yitum,  to  dismiss. 



anu-sam-smri. 

anu-sam-smri,  cl.  i.  P.  -smarati, 

•amartum,  to  remember,  to  long  for  (the  dead  or 
absent). 

^prffHW  anu-samhitam,  ind.  according 
to  the  SarnhitS  text. 

•«itj«i!j»rt  anu-san-kal  (-sam-iaZ),cl.  10.  P. 
-kdlayati,  -yitum,  to  follow  in  driving. 

TS^I «<»•«<  anu-san-kram  (-sam-kram),  cl.  I. 
P.  -krdmati,  -kramitum,  to  walk  or  go  up  to, 
to  reach. 

•«)  1  «§4 1  anu-san-khyd  (-sam-khyd),  Caus. 
P.,  Ved.  -khydpayati,  -yitum,  to  show,  to  cause 
one  to  observe. 

•w«1«H"f.  anu-san-grah  (-sam-grah),  cl.  9. 

P.  -grihndti,  -graTiitnm,  to  obb'ge,  favour ;  to  salute 
one  by  laying  hold  of  the  feet. 

^H«»s*.  anu-san-far  (-sam-car),  cl.  i.  P. >»        s  *  " 
-farati,  -ritum,  Ved.  -radhyai,  -ritave,  -rase,  to 
walk  along  side,  to  follow,  join  ;  to  visit ;  to  pursue, 
seek  after;  to  penetrate,  traverse,  cross;  to  become 
assimilated :  Caus.  P.  -fdrayaU,  -yUmn,  to  join, 
become  identified  or  assimilated  with. 

Anu-sanc'aranam,  ind.  at  each  occasion  of  coming. 
•strt«r=ai\  anu-sah-tint  (-sam-6int),  cl.  10. 

P.  -dintayati,  -yitum,  to  meditate. 

^I«l«t>Ti<,  anu-san-jvar  (-sam-jvar),  cl.  i . 

P.  -ji-arati,  -ritum,  to  take  after  (another)  in  feeling 
distressed,  to  be  troubled,  become  envious. 

»ii  «i «  TI  H  anu-san-tan  (-sam-tan).  cl.  8.  P. 
s»  "• 

-tanoti,  -nitum,  to  overspread,  diffuse,  extend  every- 
where, to  join  on,  continue. 

•flHHfl  ami-san-tn  (-sam-trf),  cl.   I.  P. 

-tarati,  -ritum,  Ved.  -taradhyai,  to  follow  to  the 
end. 

^HHnJ^I  anu-san-dah  (-sam-dah),cl.  i.P. 
-dahati,  -dagdhum,  to  bum  up  along  the  wh«|e 
length. 

»it  «i « r n^9i^anu-san-di£ (-sam-dis),  cl.6.  P. 
-disSati,  -deshtum,  to  assign,  to  make  over. 

^tj^'^'l  anu-san-dris  (-sam-dris),  cl.  I. 
P.  -patyati,  -drathtum,  to  consider  successively. 

•*i«l««fr  anu-san-dhd  (-sam-dhd),  cl.  3.  P. 
A.  -dadhdti,  -dhatte,  -dhatum,  to  explore,  ascertain, 
inspect,  plan,  arrange,  calm,  compose,  set  in  order, 
aim  at. 

Amt-sandhdtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  explored,  to 
be  investigated,  to  be  looked  after,  &c. 
Anu-sandhdna,  am,  n.  investigation,  inquiry, 

searching  into,  close  inspection,  setting  in  order,  ar- 
ranging, planning,  aiming  at,  plan,  scheme,  congruous 

or  suitable  connection ;  (in  the  Vaiseshika  phil.)  the 
fourth  step  in  a  syllogism,  i.  e.  the  application. 
Anu-sandhdnin  or  anu-sandhdyin,  i,  ini,  i, 

investigating,  searching,  skilful  at  concerting  plans 
or  continuing  schemes. 
Anu-sandheya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  investigated, 

worthy  of  inquiry  or  scrutiny,  &c. 

^nTWaqiT  anu-sandhyam.    ind.    evening v3  \  * 

after  evening,  every  twilight. 

anu-samaya.     See   under  anu- 
sam-i  next  col. 

••««1*|«13I  anu-sam-as',  cl.  5.  A.  -asnute, 
-aMtum  or  -axhtum,  to  overtake,  reach. 

^TJpnTW  anu-sam-as,  cl.   4.   P.   -asyati, 
•it "HI,  to  add  further. 

•«!«l«i*u-«t<;  anu-sam-d-tar,  cl.  I .  P.  -6arati, 
-ritum,  Ved.  -radhyai,  -ritave,  -rase,  to  carry 
out,  accomplish. 

anu-sam-d-dhd,  cl.  3.   P.  A. 

-dadhdti,  -dhatte,  -dhdtum,  to  calm,  compose. 

VI«J«HIM  anu-sam-dp,  Caus.  P.  -dpayati, 
-yitum,  to  complete  or  accomplish  further  or  sub- 
sequently. 
Anu-samdpana,  am,  n.  regular  completion. 

?T«1*i(»l  anu-sam-i,  cl.  2.  P.  -eti,  -turn,  to 
visit  conjointly  or  successively  ;  to  join  in  following 
or  being  guided  by;  to  join,  become  assimilated 
with. 

Anu-samaya,  as,  m.  regular  connection  (as  of words). 

^1  tnwfaj  anu-sam-lksh,  cl.  I.  \.-llcshate, 
-kshitum,  to  keep  in  view,  have  in  view. 

anu-samudram,  ind.  along  the 

anu-sam-prdp  (-pra-dp),  cl.  5. 

P.  -prdpnoti,  -prdptum,  to  arrive,  reach,  get. 
Anu-aamprdpta,  as,  d,  am,  arrived,  come. 

'a«i«gs  anu-sambaddha,  as,  d,  am  (rt. 
bandh),  connected  with,  accompanied  by. 

^•T^'t't  anu-savanam,  ind.,Ved.  at  every 

sacrifice. 

•«(^*)in*iN  anu-sdtam,  ind.  according  to 
delight. 

^t«THTR  anu-sdma,  as,  d,  am,  conciliated, 

appeased,  friendly. 

^PTWITT'T  anu-sdyam,  ind.  evening  after 
evening,  every  evening. 

^nTHTT  anu-sdra,  anu-sdrin,  &c.  See 
under  anu-sri  below. 

'3I«Tftr^  anu-si6,  cl.  6.  P.  -sihtati,  -sektum, 
to  water  or  sprinkle  consecutively  ;  (better  spelt  anu- 
shii,  q.  v.) 

^aitflnf  anu-sitam,  ind.  along  the  furrow. 

•et  ̂   *J1  «.«^«nu-slram,  ind.  along  the  plough. 

anu-su,  MS,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 

anu-sufaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (rt.  su6), 
indicative  of,  pointing  out. 

Anu-sitfana,  am,  n.  pointing  out,  indication. 

^1*c^*v  aBM-siipam,  ind.  in  every  con- diment. 

anu-sri,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarati,  -sartum,  to 
follow  :  Caus.  P.  -sarayati,  -yitum,  to  pursue. 
Anu-sara,  as,  m.  a  companion. 
Arm-sarana,  am,  n.  following,  going  after  ;  con- 

formity to,  consequence  of;  custom,  habit,  usage. 
Anu-sdra,  an,  m.  going  after,  following  ;  custom, 

usage  ;  nature,  natural  state  or  condition  of  anything  ; 
prevalence,  currency  ;  received  or  established  authority, 
especially  of  codes  of  law  ;  conformity  to  usage  ;  con- 

sequence, result.  —  Annsdra-tas  or  anitsdrena,  ind. 
conformably  to. 

Anu-sdraka,  as,  d,  am,  or  anu-sdrin,  i,  ini,  i, 
following,  attendant  on,  according  or  conformable  to  ; 
penetrating,  scrutinizing,  investigating. 

Anu-sdryaka,  am,  n.  a  fragrant  substance. 
Ann-irita,  as,  a,  am,  followed,  conformed  to. 
Anu-sriti,  is,  f.  going  after,  following,  conforming 

to  ;  N.  of  a  woman  (?). 

•>*  rj«  M  anu-srip,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarpati,  -sarp- 
tum  or  -sraptum,  to  glide  after  or  towards,  to  ap- 

proach. Anu-zarpa,  as,  m.  a  serpent-like  being. 
anu-srishta,  as,   d,  am  (rt.  sry), 

anu-hldda.  41 

anu-sev,  cl.  i.  A.  -sevate,  -vitum, 

to  practise,  observe. 
Anu-sevin,  I,  ini,  i,  practising,  observing,  habitu- 

ally addicted. 
^f  1*t»M  anu-saitiya,  am,  n.  the  rear  of  an 

army. 

•art*Tl»i«^  anu-somam,  ind.  near  the  Soma, 
as  with  the  Soma. 

^•J*?* **<*r  anu-skandam,  ind.  having  gone 
into  in  succession. 

^?tiw<«!<  anu-starana,  as,  t,  am  (rt.  stri), 

strewing  round;  (i),  f.  the  cow  sacrificed  at  the 
funeral  ceremony. 

•«i  ̂ iwW  anu-stotra,  am,  n.  praising  after ; 
N.  of  a  treatise  relating  to  the  Sfima-veda. 

anu-sneham,  ind.  after  (adding) oil. 

manifest. 
anu-spashta,   as,  d,  am,   plain, 

anu-sphura,    as,    a,    am,   Ved. 
whizzing  (as  an  arrow). 

•«t^«*J  anu-smri,  cl.  I  .  P.  -smarati,  -smar- 
tum,  to  remember,  recollect:  Caus.  P.  -smarayati 
or  -smarayati,  -yitum,  to  remind  (painfully). 
Anin-smarana,  am,  n.  remembering,  repeated 

recollection. 
Anw-smrita,  as,  a,  am,  remembered. 
Anu-smriti,  is,  (.  cherished  recollection,  recalling 

some  idea  to  the  exclusion  of  all  others. 

"g**Jfl  anu-syula  or  anu-shyuta,  as,  a, 
am  (rt.  sin),  sewed  consecutively,  strung  together  or 
connected  regularly  and  uninterruptedly. 

m.,  Ved. 
an-usra-ydman,  a, 

not  going  (in  a  waggon  drawn)  by  oxen. 

•SfHSin  anu-svdna,  as,  m.  sounding  con- formably. 

Ved.  created  in  succession. 

anu-svdra,  as,  m.  (rt.  svri),  after- 
sound,  the  nasal  sound  which  is  marked  by  a  dot 
above  the  line,  and  which  always  belongs  to  a  preced- 

ing vowel.  —  Anusvara-vat,  an,  afi,  at,  having  the 
Anusvara.  —  Anusvdra-vyavdya,  as,  m.  separation 
between  two  sounds  caused  by  an  Anusvara.  —  Anu- 

mdragama  (°ra-dg°),  as,  m.  an  augment  consisting in  the  addition  of  an  Anusvara. 

WJ5  anuha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Vibhratra  and  father  of  Brahma-datta. 

•>H  tj£<<  anu-hava,  as,  m.  (rt.  hod  for  hve), 
Ved.  inviting,  stirring  up. 

Wg^T  anu-hd,  cl.  3.  A.,  Ved.  -jihite, -hdtum,  to  grant. 

WT?1;  anu-hun-kri,  cl.  8.  A.  -kurute, 

-kartum,  to  roar  in  imitation  of. 

^5T«J^  anu-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  -harati,  -hartum, 
to  imitate,  to  exhibit  ;  A.  -Jiarate,  to  take  after  (one's 

parents)  . Anu-harana,  am,  n.  or  anu-hara,  as,  m.  imi- 
tation ;  resemblance. 

Amir-karat,  an,  anti,  at,  imitating  ;  (an),  m.,  N. 
of  a  man  (?)  ;  (the  deriv.  dnuhdrati  takes  Vriddhi  in 
both  members.) 
Anu-haramdna,  as,  a,  am,  imitating. 
Anu-Jidraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  imitating. 
Anu-hdrya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  imitated  ;  (as),  m. 

monthly  obsequies  on  the  day  of  the  new  moon. 

•fl«J^i  anu-hoda,  as,  m.  a  cart  (?)  ;  (the 
deriv.  dnuhaudika  takes  Vriddhi  in  both  members.) 

^•Tfn?  anu-hrdda  or  anu-hldda,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Hiranya-kasipu. M 
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Hni/ita,  M,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  nnc'  with 
rt/iu),  the  backbone,  spine;  the  back  part  of  the 
altar;  a  former  state  of  existence;  (am),  n.  race, 

family  ;  peculiarity  of  race,  disposition,  character ;  (a), 
(.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 

Anukya,  am,  n.  backbone;  flesh  on  the  skull. 

•<N«J+I5I  anii-kdsa,  as,  m.  (rt.  kds),  re- 
flection (of  light),  clearness  ;  regard,  reference. 

WJW  aniiksh  (anu-uksh),  c\.  I.  A.  anii- 
Mafe,  -kfhitum,  to  sprinkle,  bedew. 

'STTfrT  anufina,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  anv-ant), 

coming  after,  successive ;  MfldMioMi  on  the  fol- 
lowing day.  —  ̂ nuctna-jarfcAa,  CM,  a,  am,  bom  in 

successive  order. 

1.  anufya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  board  on  the  side  of  a 
couch.    (For  2.  aniWya,  see  below.) 

T^r^  anufyate  ('nu-u6°),  Pass,  of  anu- 
roc",  q.  v.,  p.  38. 
Anukla,  at,  a,  am,  spoken  after,  recited  after; 

occurring  in  the  (sacred)  text ;  studied ;  (am),  n.  = 
the  next. 

Anukti,  M,  f.  mentioning  after,  repe«ted  mention, 

repetition  by  way  of  explanation ;  study  of  the  Veda. 
-  Anukti-tva,  am,  n.  state  of  requiring  repetition 
or  explanation. 

Anufdna,  as,  a,  am,  devoted  to  study;  one  so 
well  versed  in  the  Veda*  and  Vedin-gas  as  to  be  able 
to  repeat  them ;  one  who  repeats  his  lesson  after  his 
master;  well-behaved. 

2.  anufya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  studied. 

tltjOnt  anuj-ji  (anu-ud-ji),  cl.  I.  P.  -jayati, 
-jetum,  to  follow  in  being  victorious. 

VT?  an-iidha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vah),  not 

borne,  not  carried  ;  unmarried ;  (a),  f.  an  unmar- 
ried woman.  —  Anudha-mdna,  an,  a,  am,  bashful. 

—  Anudlti'i-ijiiiiiniiii.  ""I,  n-  fornication.  —  Anudhd 
hhrdtri,  td,  m.  the  brother  of  an  unmarried  woman  ; 
the  brother  of  the  concubine  of  a  king. 

•WjfrT  an-uti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  not  helping,  not 
coming  to  aid. 

^TrBW  rinut-kram(anu-ud-kram),c\.  l.  P. 
-krdmati,  -kramitum,  to  follow  in  going  up  or  out, 

*4|  HH  anutta,  as,  a,  am  (for  anu-datta,  rt, 

ild),  given  back. 

WJrTT  aniitthd  (anu-ud-sthd),  cl.  I.  P 
nnnttifltthtiti,  aniitthatum,  to  follow  in  rising 
Ved.  to  approach. 

W^JrTrT  anut-pat  (anu-ud-pat),  cl.  I.  P 
-patati,  -tUum,  to  fly  up  after  another  (with  ace.) 

raise  one's  self  into  the  air,  jump  up  afterwards. 

WtirMi  mtut-pd  (anu-ud-pd),  cl.  I.  P., Ved 

-pO>ati,  -pdtum,  to  empty  by  drinking  after  an 
other. 

'HtJ^ik  an-udaka,  am,  n.  (for  an-udaka) 
want  of  water,  aridity. 

*»y:JT  anlid-as  (anu-ud-as),  cl.  4.  I 
-atyati,  -titum,  to  toss  up  behind  or  after. 

^njfif  riniid-i  (anu-ud-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -eti,-tum 
to  follow  in  going  up  or  out. 

^(rtfrjrT  nnfnlita  (°nu-ud°),  as,  d,  am  (r\ 
rod),  spoken  after,  spoken  according  to. 

1.  nnndya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  spoken  to  afterwarc 
or  in  reply  to. 

t.  nnHilyii,  ind.  having  said  in  reply. 

Anwlytimdna,  as,  d,  am,  spoken  in  reply  to,  ac 
cording  to. 

•wj.1!  anud-e  (anu-ud-d-i),  cl.  2.  P.  aniid 
'lili,  -turn,  to  follow  in  coming  up  or  rising. 

anuddesa  (anu-ud"),  as,  m.  (rt.  dis), 

escribing,  mentioning  according  to  or  conformably ith. 

an-udhas,  as,  f.,  Ved.  udderless. 

an-iina  or  an-unaka,   as,  d,   am, 

hole,  entire  ;  having  full  power  ;  not  less,  not  infe- 

or;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Aiiiinu-i/iiru,  it*, 
M  or  01,  u,  of  undiminished  weight,  very  heavy. 

-  Anuna-vartas,  as,  m.,  Ved.  having  full  splen- or. 

^•J\anun-ni(anu-ud-ni),c\.  I.  P.  -nayati, 

rut  mil,  to  take  out  and  fill  after  another. 

I.  aniipa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ap,  q.v.,  with 

nit),  situated  near  the  water,  watery,  wet,  a  watery 

country  ;  (as),  m.  pond,  bank  of  a  river  ;  a  buffalo  ; 
M.  of  a  king.  —  Anupa-ja,  am,  n.  moist  ginger. 

—  An&pa-deia,  as,  m.  a  marshy  country.  —  Atii'iiit- 

irdya,  as,  d,  am,  nunby.—Anujxi-vildsa,  a»,  m. itle  of  a  work. 

Anupya,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  ponds  or  bogs  (ai 
water). 

•>>HM  2.  anvpa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  an«-rap),Ved. 

estowing  in  order.     (For  I.  aniipa,  see  above.) 

W  aniipa-das  (anu-upa-das),  cl.  4.  P. 

-dasyati,  -situm,  to  fail  (or  become  extinct)  in 
x>nsequence. 

aniipasadam  (anu-up°),  ind.  at 
very  Upasad  (a  kind  of  religious  ceremony). 

anu  -bandhya,  as,d,am(ri.bandh), 

Ved.  to  be  fastened  (as  a  sacrificial  animal);  see  also 
anu-bandhya,  p.  37- 

anu-ydja.     See  anu-ydja,  p.  37. 

anu-rddha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  causing 

welfare,  happiness  ;  (a),  f.  =  amirrddhd,  q.  v.,  p.  38. 
an-uru,  us,  vs.  u,  thighless;  (MS),  m. 

the  charioteer  of  the  sun,  the  dawn.  ~  Anuru-gdra- 
thi,  is,  m.  whose  charioteer  is  AnOrn,  i.  e.  the  sun. 

an-urjita,  as,  d,  am,  not  strong, 

weak;   not  proud. 

an-iirdhva,  as,  d,  am,  not  high,  low. 

—  Anurdhva-bMs,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  whose  splen- 
dor does  not  rise,  who  lights  no  sacred  fires. 

an-urmi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  not  waving. 

not  fluctuating  ;  inviolable. 

anuld,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  in  Kas'mlra 
S-»ry,  f,  m.  f.  (?),  Ved.  a  part 

of  the  body  near  the  ribs. 

"•SHUt  i  .  an-Tishara,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ushar, 

with  3.  a  as  an  expletive  or  denoting  comparison} 

saline. 
2.  an-iishara,  as,  d,  am,  not  saline 

amishita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  cos  with 

ami),  living  near  another. 
•*T«TiJniT  (in-iisliiiia-para,  as,  a,  am,  (in 

gram.)  not  followed  by  a  sibilant. 

Wf?  an-uha,  as,  d,  am,  thoughtless 

careless. 

an-rikka.     See  an-rid  below. 

an-rikshara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  thorn 

less  (as  a  path  or  a  couch). 

^Rff^an-rid,  k,  k,  k,  or  an-rida,  as,  d,  am 
not  containing  a  verse  from  the  Rig-veda,  hymnless 
not  conversant  with  the  Rig-veda. 
An-rikka  or  an-rUka,  as,  d,  am,  containing  n 

Ric. 

an-riju,   us,   us,  u,   not   straight, 

ooked,  perverse,  wicked. 
•»s  »i  <! it  an-rina,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  debt. 

—  Anrina-td,  f.  or  anrina-tva,  am,  n.  freedom 
om  debt. 
An-ri n(n,  I,  irii,  i,  unindebted,  free  from  debt. 

•sirln*  an-rita,  as,  d,  am,  not  true,  false ; 

am),   n.   falsehood,    lying,    cheating;    agriculture. 
—  Anrita-deva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  whose  gods  are 
ot  true;  playing  unfairly  (t).  —  Annta-di*tsh,  t^  t, 
,  Ved.  persecuting  untruth.  —  Anrita-maya,  as,  I, 
m,  full  of  untruth,  false.  —  Anrita-mdana,  am,  n. 

r  anrUa-bhdsfiana,  am,  n.  or  anritdkhydna  (°to- 
kh  ),  am,  n.  speaking  falsehood,  lying.  —  Anrita- 
ddin,  i,  in?,  i,  or  anrita-i-a6,  k,  k,  k,  speaking 
ntruth.— Anrita-vrata,  as,  a,  am,  false  to  vows  or 

engagements. Anritin,  i,  inl,  i,  one  who  tells  untruths,  lying,  a 

ar. 

^?«Jff  an-ritu,us,  m. unfit  season.  —Anritu- 

nnya,  f.  a  girl  before  menstruation. 
a-nrisansa,  as,  a,  am,  not  cruel, 

mild.  —  AnrUansa-ta,  f.  mildness,  kindness. 

an-eka,  as,  d,  am,  not  one,  many, 

much;  separated. -•  Aneka-kdlam,  ind.  a  long  time, 
or  a  long  time. — AnekakdlaradM  (la-av  ),  ind. 
ong  since.  —  Aneka-krit,  t,  m.  doing  much,  epithet 
of  Siva.  —  Aneka-gotra,  os,  m.  having  more  families 
ban  one,  i.  e.  two,  belonging  to  two  families  (or  to 
one  as  an  adopted  son).  —  Aneka-fara,  as,  d,  am, 

;regarious.  —  AncTca-fitta-manlra,  as,  m.  one  whose 
rouiisels  are  many-minded. ~Aneku-ja,  as,  d,  am, 

>orn  more  than  once;  (as),  m.  a  bird.  —  Anel:<i-ta. 

'.  or  aneka-tva,  am.  n.  muchness,  manifold  condi- 
tion. —  Aneka-tra,  ind.  in  many  places.  —  Aneka- 

dharma-katlid,  f.  different  exposition  of  the  law. 
—  Aneka-dhd,  ind.  in  various  ways,  often.  —  Aneka- 

dhd-prayoga,  as,  m.  using  several  times.  —  Aneka- 
JM,  as,  d,  am,  drinking  oftener  than  once;  (as, d), 
in.  f.  an  elephant,  because  he  drinks  with  his  trunk 
and  with  his  mouth.  —  Anfka-bhdrya,  as,  d,  am, 

tiaving  more  wives  thin  one.  —  Aneka^niiikha,  a.*,  d, 
<ni>,  having  several  faces,  having  different  ways. 
—  Aneka-yuddha^cyayin,  I,  m.  victorious  in  many 
battles.  —  Aneka-randhra,  as,  d,  am,  having  many 

holes,  weaknesses  or  troubles.  —  Antka-rupa,  as,  d, 
am,  multiform  ;  of  various  kinds  or  sorts ;    fickle,  of 
ariable  mind.  —  Aneka-lofana,  as,  m.  having  seve- 

ral (three)  eyes,  N.  of  Suva.  —  Aneka-va<?a»a,  am, 
n.  the  plural  number.  —  Antka-varna,  (in  arithmetic 

compounded  with  various  words  to  denote)  many  un- 
known quantities  (colours  representing  x,  y,  z,  &c.). 

rana  'taking  away  the  middle  term,'  ry<irnkalana 
'  subtraction,'  tsankalana  '  addition,'  other  algebraical 

processes  may  be  expressed).  —  Aneka-rdram,  ind. 
many  times,  repeatedly.  —  Aneka-ridli<i,  as,  a,  <im, 

of  many  kinds,  in  different  ways,  various.  —  Antka- 

dapha,  as,  a,  am,  doven-hoofed.  —  Aneka-dabda, 
as,  d,  am,  expressed  by  several  words,  synonymous. 
~-AndsOrtat,  ind.  in  great  numbers,  several  times, 

repeatedly,  by  large  numbers  or  quantities.  •~Aneka- 
kdra  (°ka-dk"),  as,  d,  am,  multiform.  —  Anekd- 
kshara  (ci-a-oF),  of,  d,  am,  polysyllabic,  having 
more  than  one  syllable.  —  Anekayra  (cka-ag°),  as, 

d,  am,  engaged  in  various  pursuits.  —  Anekat  (  kit- 
of),  having  more  than  one  vowel  or  syllable  (of  in 

gram,  being  the  technical  term  for  vowel).  —  Anc- 

kdrtfia  (°ka-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  having  more  than  one 

meaning  (as  a  word).  —  Anekdrtha-dhrani-man- 
jarl,  (.  and  anekartlia-sangm/ia,  as,  m.  titles  of 

two  works  on  such  words.  —  Anekdl  (°ka-al),  con- 
sisting of  more  than  one  al  or  letter  (in  the  technical 

phras.  of  gram.).  —  Anekadraya  (ka-ds"),  as,  m.  or 

| 



anckasrita. 

anekdifrita  (cka-af),  as,  d,  am,  (in  Vaiseshika 
phi!.}  dwelling,  abiding  in  more  than  one. 
An-ekdkin,  I,  inl,  i,  not  alone,  accompanied  by. 
An-ekdnta,  as,  a,  am,  not  alone  and  excluding 

every  other,  uncertain.  -*Anckdnta-tva,  am,  n.  un- 
certainty. —  Anekdnta-vdda,  as,  m.  scepticism. 

—  Anekdnta-vddin,  t,  m.  a  sceptic;  a  Jaina,  an 
Arhat  of  the  Jainas. 
Anekl-karana,  am,  n.  making  manifold. 
Aneki-Wuii'at,  an,  anil,  at,  being  manifold,  i.  e. 

divided  in  two. 

Anekiya,  •««,  d,  am,  having  several. 

•JHifif  an-ejat,  an,  anti,  at  (rt.  ej  with 
tin),  not  moving,  immoveable. 

•flHi  an-eda,  as,  m.  (an being  an  expletive 
or  denoting  comparison),  stupid,  foolish. 
An-eda-muka,  as,  d,  am,  deaf  and  dumb ;  blind ; 

wicked,  fraudulent. 

«r|il  i.  a-nedya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  »id),  Ved. 
not  to  be  blamed. 

WTO  2.  a-nedya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  a  and 
nedyas,  a  contraction  of  nedlyas  ?),  Ved.  not  near, 
infinite. 

^TJf'f  i.  an-ena,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (according 
to  native  authorities)  sinless,  faultless ;  (according  to 
German  scholars)  without  a  variegated  set  (of  horses). 
See  eta. 

An-enas,  as,  as,  as,  blameless,  sinless,  not  liable 
to  error ;  N.  of  various  personages. 

An-enasya,  am,  n.  freedom  from  fault,  sin. 

•W11  3.  anena,  as,  m.  (fr.  ina  and  ana 
for  an) ;  this  doubtful  word  may  signify  one  who  has 

no  superior, '  a  sovereign  or  paramount  lord  ;'  see  ina and  ana  for  an. 

•si  tjH  Hx  a-neman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  to  be  praised. 
',  an-eva,  ind.  otherwise  (?),  or(?). 

'  an-ehas,  d,  d,  as  (fr.  rt.  Ih  with  an), 
Ved.  without  a  rival,  incomparable,  unattainable ;  un- 
menaced,  unobstructed ;  (a),  m.  time. 

^'toKT'rT  an-aikdnta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ekdnta), 
variable,  unsteady;  (in  logic)  occasional,  as  a  cause 
not  invariably  attended  by  the  same  effects. 

An-aikdntika,  as,  I,  am,  unsteady,  variable,  hav- 

ing many  objects  or  purposes.  —  Anaikdntika-ti'a, 
am,  n.  unsteadiness,  uncertainty. 

•4H-W  an-aikya,  am,  n.  (eka),  want  of 
oneness,  plurality,  the  existence  of  many ;  want  of 
union,  anarchy. 

IH*I  mu  a-naipuna  or  a-naipunya,  am,  n. 
unskilfulness.  See  dnaipuna. 

*a«i*3M  an-aisvarya,  am,  n.  weakness. 
See  anaUvaryo. 

•««i\  ano,  ind.  ho,  not.  (An  unusual 
form  of  no.) 

wiWsjirMl  an-oka-sdyin,  i,  m.  not  sleep- 
ing in  a  house  (as  a  beggar). 

An-oka-ha,  as,  m.  not  quitting  the  house,  a  tree ; 
(oka  is  for  okas,  q.  v.) 

'W'll^frT  an-on-krita,  as,  d,  am,  not  ac- 
companied by  the  holy  syllable  om. 

WTtfijW  anodita  (ana-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  un- 
addressed  (?). 

ano-vdhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  carried 
a  carriage 

an-aufitya,  am,  n.  unfitness. 

an-aujasya,    am,    n.  want    of 

MMUCBBCU  \l  ). 

tltfNltST 

on  a  carriage. 

^pSfrwui 
» 

^J«TtMW| 

vigour. 

an-auddhatya,  am,   n.   freedom 
from  haughtiness. 

an-aupamya,  as,  a,  am,  unpa- 
ralleled. 

^i •r(\ <*J  an-aurasa,  as,  m.  not  one's  own 
son,  adopted. 

av—j  ant,  cl.    i.   P.    antatl,  -titum,   to 

•^      \bind  [cf.  and,  int~\. 
Wff  anta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  am  ?),  end,  limit, 

boundary,  term  ;  end  of  a  texture  ;  end,  conclusion ; 
end  of  life,  death,  destruction  (in  these  latter  senses 
sometimes  neut.) ;  a  final  syllable,  termination ;  last 

word  of  a  compound  ;  pause,  settlement,  definite  as- 
certainment, certainty ;  whole  amount ;  border ;  near- 

ness, proximity,  presence  (e.  g.  grdmdnte,  in  the 
neighbourhood  of  the  village) ;  inner  part,  inside ;  con- 

dition, nature ;  ante,  loc.  c.  in  the  end,  at  last ;  in  the 
inside ;  antam  at  the  end  of  a  compound  means 

'  as  far  as,"  thus  udakdntam,  as  far  as  the  water ; 
(as,  d,  am),  near,  handsome,  agreeable  [cf.  Goth. 
mule!*,  Theme  andja;  Germ.  Ende;  Eng.  end: 
with  anta  are  also  compared  the  Greek  tuna,  avrl ; 
Lat.  ante;  the  Goth,  anda  in  anda-raurd,  &c. ;  and 
the  Germ,  ent,  e.  g.  in  entsagen].— Anta-kara,  as, 
I,  am,  or  anta-karana,  as,  I,  am,  or  anta-kdrin, 
I,  inl,  i,  causing  death,  mortal,  destructive.  —  AntQ,- 
kdla,  as,  m.  time  of  death,  death.  —  Anta-krit,  t,  t, 

t,  making  an  end  ;  (t),  m.  death.  •~Antakrid-das'd, as,  f.  pi.  a  sacred  book  of  the  Jainas,  containing  ten 
chapters.  —  Anta-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  to  the  end, 
thoroughly  conversant  with.  —  Anta-gati,  is,  in,  i, 
or  anta-gdmin,  I,  inl,  i,  going  to  the  end,  pe- 

rishing —  Anta-gamana,  am,  n.  the  going  to  the 
end  of  something,  finishing ;  the  going  ,o  the  end, 

dying.  —  Anta-fara,  as,  I,  am,  going  to  the  fron- 
tiers, walking  about  the  frontiers.  —  Anta-ja,  as,  d, 

am,  last  born.  —  Anta-jdti,  see  antija-jdti.  —  Anta- 
tas,  ind.  from  the  end,  from  the  term  ;  lastly,  finally  ; 

in  the  lowest  way;  in  part;  within.  —  Anta-dlpaka, 
am,  n.  a  figure  in  rhetoric.  ̂ Anta-pdla,  as,  m.  a 
frontier-guard.  —  Anta-bhava,  as,  d,  am,  being  at 
the  end,  last.  —  Anta-bhaj,  k,  k,  k,  standing  at  the 
end  (of  a  word).  —  Anta-rata,  as,  d,  am,  delighting 
in  destruction.  —  Anta-lina,  as,  d,  am,  hidden,  con- 

cealed. ~Anta-lopa,  as,  m.  the  dropping  of  the  final 
of  a  word  (in  grammar).  —  Anta-rat,  an,  atl,  at, 
having  an  end  or  term,  limited,  perishable ;  (^vat), 
ind.  like  the  end.  —  Antavat-tva,  am,  n.  limited 
existence,  perishableness.  —  Anta-vahn i,  is,  m.  the 
fire  of  the  end,  by  which  the  world  is  to  be  burnt. 
—  Anta-vdsin  or  ante-vdsin,  I,  ini,  i,  dwelling 
near  the  boundaries,  dwelling  close  by ;    (/),  m.  a 
pupil  who  dwells  near  or  in  the  house  of  his  teacher ; 

a  C'andala  (who    lives  at  the   end   of  the  town). 
—  Anta-veld,  f.  hour  of  death.  —  Anta-dayya,  f.  a 
bed  or  mat  on  the  ground ;    death ;    the  place  for 

burial  or  burning ;  bier.  —  Anta-satkriyd,  f.  the  fu- 
neral ceremonies.  —  Anta-sad,  t,  m.  a  pupil  (who 

dwells  near  his  teacher).  —  Anta-stha,  as,  a,  am, 

standing  at  the  end  ;  see  also  antah-stha.  —  Anta- 
svarita,  as,  m.  the  Svarita  accent  on  the  last  syllable 
of  a  word;    (am),    n.   a   word   thus   accentuated. 
—  Antddi  Cta-adi),  i,  du.  m.  end  and  beginning. 

—  Antdi-asdi/in  or  antdmtdyin  ('ta-avr'),  I,  m.  a barber;    a  Candala;    N.  of  a  Muni  or  saint;    see 

antydnasdyin.  —  Ante-vdsa,  as,  m.  a  neighbour,  a 
companion,  a  pupil.  —  Antc^vdsi,  ind.  in  statu  pupil- 
lari ;  see  anta-vdsin  above.  —  Antoddtta  (°ta-ud°), 
as,  rn.  the  acute  accent  on  the  last  syllable ;  (as,  d, 
am),  having  the  acute  accent  on  the  last  syllable. 
Antaka,  as,  m.  border,  boundary;  (as,  d,  am), 

making  an  end,  causing  death  ;  (as),  m.  death ;  Ya- 
ma,  king  or  lord  of  death.  —  Antaka-druh,  -dftruk, 
k,  k,  Ved.  offending  or  provoking  destructive  demons, 
or  death,  or  Yama. 
Antaki,  ts,  m.  wind(?). 

Antama,  as,  d,  am,  next,  nearest,  intimate  (as  a 
friend) ;  Ved.  last. 

Antai/a,  nom.  P.  antayati,  -yiturn,  to  make  an 
end  of. 

Antika,  antima,  antya,  &c.   See  antika,  p.  45. 

antah-stha. 
anta//. 

See' 

us, 

tWr  
antah-kr 
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m.  worms   in  the  intes- 
Mt&.-khydti,-tmn^lf  p_  andati>  , 

antama. 

to ,-   . 
.  anau,  m,  {.  or  anduka  or  an- in  the  middle  or  i^;,,  for  an  elephant's  feet ;  a  ring (As  a  prep,  with^  ancle- 

to ;  (with  ace.)  be: 

(When  used  at'"theV(f<»  ««<l*«.  q-  »*  n»- in  the  middle  of,  between,  uu. Zend  antarS;  Lat.  infer ;  Goth,  ii    nndolayati, 

Sometimes  awtar  is  compounded  with  « 
word  like  an  adjective,  meaning  interior, 
intermediate.  —  Antah-karana,  am,  n.  the  in. 

and  spiritual  part  of  man,  the  seat  of  thought  and 
feeling,  the  mind,  the  thinking  faculty,  the  heart, 
the  conscience,  the  soul.  —  Antafi-kalpa,  as,  m.  a 

certain  number  of  years  (in  Buddhism).  —  Antah- 
kutila,  as,  a,  am,  internally  crooked ;  fraudulent ; 
(as),  m.  a  couch.  —  Anta/i-krimt,  is,  m.  a  disease 
caused  by  worms  in  the  body.  —  Antah-kolara-piish- 
pl,  a  various  reading  for  (iiida-kofara-pushpi,  q.  v. 
—  AntaJi-kona,  as,  m.  the  inner  comer.  —  Antah- 
kopa,  as,  m.  inward  wrath.  —  Autah-kosa,  am,  n., 
Ved.  the  interior  of  a  store-room.  —  Antah-pata,  as, 

am,  m.  n.  a  cloth  held  between  two  persons  who 
are  to  be  united  (as  biide  and  bridegroom,  or  pupil 
and  teacher)  until  the  right   moment   of  union  is 

arrived.  —  Aictah-padam,  ind.  in  the  middle  of  an 
inflected  word.  —  Antah-paridhdna,  am,  n.  the  in- 

nermost garment.  —  Antah-paridhi,  ind.  in  the  inside 
of  an  enclosure.  —  Antah-pardavya  or  antah-par- 

s'vya,  as,  a,  am,  being  between  the  ribs  (as  flesh). 
—  Aida/i-pavitra,  the  Soma  when  in  the  straining- 
vessel  (?).  —  Antah-paiu,  ind.  from  evening  till  morn- 

ing (while  the  cattle  is  in  the  stables).  —  Antah-pata 
or  antah-pdtya,  as,  m.  (in  gram.)  insertion  of  a 
letter ;   a  post  fixed  in  the  middle  of  the  place  of 
sacrifice.  —  Antah-patita,  as,  a,  am,  or  antah-patin, 

I,  inl,  i,  inserted,  included  in.  —  Antah-patra,  am, 
n.,  Ved.  the  interior  of  a  vessel.  —  Antah-pddam, 
ind.  within  the  Psda  of  a  verse.  —  Antahydla,  as, 

•m.  one  who  watches  the  inner  apartments  of  a  palace. 

—  Antah-pura,  am,  n.  the  king's  palace,  the  female 
apartments,  gynseceum  ;  those  who  live  in  the  female 
apartments;    a  queen.  —  Antahpura-tara,  as,  m. 

guardian  of  the  women's  apartments.  —  Antalipura- 
jana,  as,  m.  the  women  of  the  palace.  —  Antahpura- 

praddra,  as,  m.  the  gossip  of  the  women's  apart- ments. —  Antahpura-rakshaka,  as,  m.  or  anta/i- 

pura-vartin,  I,  m.  or  antahpurddhyaksJia  (°ra- 
adh°),  as,  m.  superintendent  of  the  gynaeceum,  cham- 

berlain. —  Antah-pura-sahdya,  as,  m.  belonging  to 

the  gynaeceum  (as  an  eunuch,  8cc.}.  —  Anta/f-purika, 
as,  m.  superintendent  of  the  gynaeceum ;  (a),  f.  a 
woman  in  the  gynasceum.  —  Antah-piiya,  as,  a,  am, 
ulcerous.  —  Antah-peya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  supping  up, 

drinking.  —  Antah-prakriti,    is,    f.    the   heart,   the 
soul,  the   internal  nature   or  constitution  of  a  man. 

—  Antah-prajna,  as,  a,  am,  internally  wise,  know- 
ing one's  self.  —  Anta/i-pratishthtlna,  am,  n.  resi- 

dence in  the  interior.  —  Antii/t-pratishthita,  a-',  d, 

am,  residing  inside.  —  Antah-fara,  as,  m.  an  internal 
arrow  or  disease.  —  Antah-ianra,  am,  n.  the  inter- 

nal and  spiritual  part  of  man.  —  Antah-ialya,  as, 

a,  dm,  having  a  pin  or  extraneous  body  sticking  in- 
side. —  Antah-iila,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  ••  Antati-dleshu, 

as,  m.  or  antali-tleshana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  internal  sup- 
port. —  Anta/i-sanjna,  as,  a,  am,  internally  conscious. 

—  Antah-tattva,  f.  a  pregnant  woman ;  the  mark- 

ing nut  (Semecarpus  Anacardium  L.).  —  Antr</i-x<i<I<i 
sain,  ind.  in  the  middle  of  the  assembly.  —  Antah- 
narn,  as,  a,  am,  having  internal  essence;  (as),  ru. 
internal  treasure,  inner  store  or  contents.  —  Anta{t- 

sitkka,  a*,  a,  am,  internally  happy.  —  Antdh-senam, 
ind.  into  the  midst  of  the  armies.  —  Antah-stha,  Of, 

a,  am,  being  in  the  midst  or  between ;  a  term  ap- 
plied to  the  semivowels,  as  standing  between  the  con- 

sonants and  vowels ;    (a),  f.  the  god   of  the  vital 

\ 
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j  aniika,  as,  am,i(  the  Rig-veda  mantras. 

aim),  the  backbone,  spine;  <".  ('n  anatomy)  the 

altar;  a  former  state  of  odif*Wi  «",  ">.  an  ele- 

family;  peculiarity  of  race,  dispd™*"  ("rd-an°),  as, 
J     '      f  '  *  L  .._  _      .U-      ,U*,..l 

I'.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. between  the  shoul- 

M,  am,  n.  backbone;  flesn».
  the  interior  fire, •'  ,  a,  am,  interior, 

anu-kasa,  as,  m.^  Or  having  refer- 

flection  (of  light),  clearness ;  nguwga  or  base  of  a 
_    .         _,    ,    ,  t    L\      iin,  not  essential 

*"W  "n"ksh  ("""-"fevond'or  external  to  it. 
lahate,  -t«Ai«umt|tg,^  „.  ,j,e  state  or  condition  of 
^M^  rt6a  —  Antar-aeayava,  a«,  m.  an  inner 

coming  ̂ art'  ~  Aniar-dkdia,  ax,  m.  the  sacred  ether 
lowjnr rnnia  in  the    inteiior   part  or  soul   of  man. 
—  siitt ar-ukuta,  am,  n.  hidden  intention.  —  Aut<tr- 
dgama,  as,  m.  an  additional  augment  between  two 
letters  (in  gram.).  —  Antar-agara,  as,  m.  the  interior 
of  a  house  —  Antar-itmaa,  a,  m.  the  soul,  the  inhe- 

rent supreme  spirit;  the  internal  feelings,  the  heart 

or  mind.  —  Antar-dtmcshtakam  (°man-ish°),  ind. 
in  the  space  between  one's  self  and  the  (sacrificial) 
bricks.  —  Antar-dpana,  as,  m.  a  market  inside  (a 
town).  —  Antardya,  see  antar-i. —  Antar-drdma, 

at,  a,  am,  rejoicing  in  one's  self  (not  in  the  exterior 
world). "Antar-ala  or  tmtOT-SlaJta,  am,  n.  inter- 

mediate space ;  antardlc ,  in  the  midst,  in  midway ; 
(ala  is  probably  for  dlaya).—Antar-intKya,ai*, 
n.  an  internal  org-in,  of  which  there  are  four,  v-z. 
mannit,  buddhi,   ahankdra,  and  titta.  —  Antar- 
ipa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  ap),  an  island,  a  promontory. 
—  Antar-ushya,  am,  n.  (rt.ffo«),Ved.  asecret  abode. 
—  Antar-gangd,  f.  the  Ganges,  as  supposed  to  com- 

municate under-ground  with  a  sacred  spring  in  Mysore. 
—  Antar-gadu,  us,  its,  u,  unprofitable,  useless  (filled 
with  worms).  —  Antar-gata,  &c. ;  see  unaer  antar- 
gam.  — Antar-garbha,  as,  a,  am,  inclosing  young; 
pregnant.  —  Antur-giram  or  antar-giri,  ind.  among 
the  mountains.  —  Antar-guda-valaya,  at,  m.   (in 
medicine)  the   sphincter  muscle.  —  Antar-giidha- 
visjta,   as,   a,   am,   having  hidden  poison  within. 
—  Antar-yriha,  am,  n.  an  inner  apartment  of  the 
house ;  aiitar-griham  or  aniar-geham,  ind.  in  the 
interior  of  a  house.  —  Antar-ghana,  as,  or  antar- 
ghana,  as,  m.  a  place  between  the  entrance-door  and 
the  house;  N.  of  a  village. •~Antar-<jhdta,  as,  m. 
striking  in  the  middle.  —  Antar-ja,  as,  a,  am,  bred 
in  the  interior  (of  the  body,  as  a  worm).  —  Antar- 
jathara,  am,  n.  the  stomach.  •*  Antar-janman,  a, 
n.  inward  birth.  —  Antar-jambha,  as,  m.  the  inner 
part  of  the  jaws.  —  Antar-jala-dara,  as,  I,  am,  going 
in  the  water.  ••  Antar-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  inborn,  inbred, 
innate  —  Antar-jdnu,  ind.  between  the  knees;  (us, 
us,  a),  being  between  the  knees.  —  ,1  iitur-juiina,  am, 
n.  inward  knowledge.  —  Antar-jyotis,  is,  is,  is,  having 
the  soul  enlightened,  illuminated.  —  Antur-jralana, 
am,  n.  internal  heat,  inflammation.  —  Antar-da//'  lit  u , 
as,  a,  am,  burnt  inwardly.  —  Antiiriliulh/ina,  am, 
n.  the  distillation  of  spirituous  liquor,  or  a  substance 
used  to  cause  fermentation.  —  Anhir-dadhdna,  at, 

a,  am,  vanishing,  disappearing,   hiding  one's  self 
[cf.  antar-dha].  —  Antar-daia,  f.  a  technical  term 
in  astrology.  —  Antar-daddka,  am,  n.  an  interval  of 
ten  days ;  so  antar-daidhdt,  before  the  end  of  ten 

days.  —  .\ntiir-'li'tra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  containing 
fire.  —  Antar-<laka,  as,  m.  internal  heat,  or  fever. 
"Antar-iIiM-lin,  an,  a,  am,  afflicted  in  mind,  sad. 
—Antiir-iliixhin,  o»,  5,  am,  internally  bad,  wicked, 
vile.-.</,<iir-,/,,Vi?<,  {st  ift  ft  looking  into  one's 
own  soul.-  ,M>  m.,  Ved.  an  interme- 

diateregion  of  the  compass.  —  Antar-ilcdra,  am,  n. 
a  private  or  secret  door  within  [he  house.  —  Aiilm'- 

•  //../, \  -. ;  we  s.v. niitnr-illi a,y. 45.  -.  1, iti^-il/n/ii'itH. 
am,  n.  profound  inward  meditation.  — .  I  itlar-utujam, 

ii.  the  palace  of  a  king.-.,!,,/,,,--,,;,  -t-hla,  an, 
,  gone  within,  being  wiiliin.-yl,,/,;r-/ ,;,////„/, 

at,  a,  am,  engaged  in  internal  reflection.  —  Antar- 
bto&CMUZj  din,  n.  the  interior  of  a  house.  —  Antar- 

i,&c.;xeantar-bhu,y.4$.  —  Ant(ir-l'/, 
ird  meditation  or  anxiety;  a  technical  term  in 

arithmetic ;  rectification  of  numbers  by  the  differences 

of  the  products.  —  Antar-lhumi,  is,  f.  the  inner 
part  of  the  earth.  —  A  ntar-tihu  uma,  as,  a,  am,  being 
in  the  interior  of  the  earth;  subterranean.  —  Antar- 

manas,  as,  as,  as,  sad,  perplexed.  —  Antar-m  id'/m, 
Of,  a,  am,  going  into  the  mouth  ;  (aw),  n.  a  kind 
of  scissors  used  in  surgery.  —  Antar-miulmt?),  sealed 
inside;  N.  of  a  certain  form  of  devotion.  —  Anlar- 
mrlta,  as,  a,  am,  still-born.  —  Antar-ydma,  as,  m. 

the  suppression  of  the  breath  and  voice  ;  a  Soma  liba- 
tion during  this  act.  —  Antar-ydma-graha,  as,  m. 

the  Soma  libation  Antar-yama  ;  the  performing  ol 
such  a  libation.  —  Antar-ydmin,  t,  m.  checking  or 
regulating  the  internal  feelings  ;  the  soul  ;  providence  ; 
the  supreme  spirit  as  regulating  and  guiding  mankind  ; 

Brahma.  —  Antar-tjoga,  Of,  m.  deep  thought,  ab- 
straction.— Aiitar-lamba,  as,  d,  am,  acute-angular; 

(as),  m.  a  triangle  in  which  the  perpendicular  falls 
within,  an  acute-angled  triangle.  —  Antar-llna,  as,  5, 
am,  inherent.  —  Antar-loma,  as,  d,  am,  covered 

with  hair  on  the  inner  side.  —  Antar-rans"a,  as,  m. 
the  gynseceum;  see  antah-pura.  —  Anlar-mnHka, 

as,  m.  superintendent  of  the  women's  apartments. 
—  Antar-vana,  as,  a,  am,  situated  in  a  forest; 
(am),  ind.  within  a  forest.  •-  Antar-vat,  an,  att,  at, 
being  in  the  interior.  —  Antar-rati,  Ved.  or  antar- 
ratnl,  f.  a  pregnant  woman.  —  Antar-vami,  is,  m. 
flatulence,  indigestion.  —  Antur-rnrlin,  i,  ini,  {,  or 
anlar-rasat,  an,  antl,  at,  internal,  included,  dwelling 
in.—  Antar-vasu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Soma  sacrifice. 
—  Antar-vastra,  am,  n.  an  under  garment.  —  Antar- 

vdni,  is,  is,  i,  skilled  in  sacred  sciences.  —  Antar- 
rarnt,  an,  antl  or  ail,  at,  Ved.  abounding  inter- 

nally with  precious  things,  hidden  ;  (raf),  ind.  in- 
wardly. ••  Antar-vdshpa,    as,  m.  suppressed  tears; 

(as,  d,  am),  containing  tears.  —  Antar-vdsas,  as,  n. 
an  inner  or  under  garment.  —  Antar-vigdhana,  am, 
n.    entering   within.  —  Antar-vidvas,    van,    usht, 
ras,  Ved.  knowing  (the  paths)  between  (earth  and 
heaven)  ;  knowing  exactly.  —  Antar-vega,  as,  m.  in- 

ternal uneasiness  or  anxiety  ;  inward  fever.  —  Antar- 

vedi,  is,  is,  i,  belonging  to  the  inside  of  the  sacri- 
ficial ground  ;  (i),  ind.  within  this  ground  ;  (is  or  i), 

f.  the  Doab  or  district  between  the  Garrga  and  Ya- 
muna  rivets.  —  Antar-veitman,  a,  n.  the  inner  apart- 
menTs,  the  interior  of  a  building.  —  Antar-vedmika, 

Of,  m.  superintendent  of  the  women's  apartments. 
—  Antar-hanana,  am,  n.  striking  in  the  middle 
—  Antar-hanana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  village.  —  Antar- 
Ao-<ram,  ind.  in  the  hand,  within  reach  of  the  hand. 

—  Antar-Jiastina,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  the  hand  or 
within  reach.  —  Antar-hdsa,  as,  m.  laughing  inwardly; 
suppressed  laughter;  (am),  ind.  with  suppressed  laugh. 

—  Antar-hita,  see  aittar-dhd,  p.  45.  —  Antar-hri- 
daya,  am,  n.  the  interior  of  the  heart.  —  Antat-tapta, 
as,  d,  am,  internally  heated  or  harassed.  —  Antas- 
tdpa,  as,  m.  inward  heat;  (as,  a,  am},  burning 
inwardly,  burning  with  passion.  —  Antas-titxhara,  as, 
d,  am,  having  dew  in  the  interior.  —  Antas-toya,  as, 
d,  am,  containing  water.  —  Antas-patha,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  going  within  the  clefts  or  hollows  (of  moun- 

tains), being  on  the  way. 

Antaxtya,  am,  n.  intestines,  bowels,  entrails. 

antara,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  the  in- 
terior, interior;  near,  proximate,  related,  intimate; 

lying  adjacent  to  ;  distant  ;  different  from  ;  exterior  ; 
u.  the  interior;  a  hole,  opening;  the  interior 

part  of  a  thing,  the  contents  ;  soul,  heart,  supreme 

soul  ;  interval,  in'emicdiate  space  or  time  ;  period  ; 
term  ;  opportunity,  occasion  ;  distance,  absence  ;  dif- 

ference, remainder  ;  property,  peculiarity  ;  weakness, 
weak  side  ;  representation  ;  surety,  guaranty  ;  respect, 
regard  ;  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  different,  other, 
another,  e.  g.  deidnlaram,  another  country  [cf. 
Goth,  anthar,  Theme  anthara;  Lith.  antra-s, 

•the  second;'  Lat.  alter].  Antaramot  nntura-tas, 
ind.  in  the  interior,  v/lmin.  —  Antara-t'akrii,  am.  n. 
a  technical  term  in  lagary.—Antara-jiia,  an,  d,  am, 

knowing  the  in'erior,  prudent,  provident,  foreseeing. 
—  Antara-tdl,  I,  t.  t  (n.  tan),  spreading  death  or 
destruction.  —  Antara-tama,  as,  d,  am,  nearest; 

immediate,  intimate,  internal;  like, analogous ;  (as), 

m.  a  congenial  letter,  one  of  the  same  class.  —  Antara- 

tara,  as,  d,  am,  nearer,  more  intimate.— Antara- 
da,  at,  d,  am  (rt.  dd  for  do),  cutting  or  hurting  the 
interior  or  heart.  —  Antara-di»d,  f.  or  antard-dii, 

k,  f.  or  antar-desa,  as,  m.  an  intermediate  region  or 
quarter  of  the  compass.  ••  Antara-puruska,  as,  m. 
the  internal  man,  the  soul.  —  Antara^prabhava,  flw. 

d,  am,  of  mixed  origin  or  caste.  —  Antara-prasna, 
as,  m.  an  inner  question ;  a  question  which  is  contained 
in  and  arises  from  what  has  been  previously  stated. 

—  Antara-stha,  as,  d,  am,  or  antara-sthdyin,  i, 

ini,  i,  or  antara-sthita,  as,  d,  am,  interposed,  in- 
ternal, situated  inside,  inward ;  separate,  apart.  —  An- 

turdiiutya  (  ra-ap  ),  f.  a  pregnant  woman.  —  Anta- 
rdbhara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (if  fr.  antara  and  abhara) 
taking  away  intervals ;   (if  fr.  antara  and  bhara) 
bringing  into  the  midst  or  near ;  procuring. 
Antara,  ind.  in  the  middle,  in  the  interior,  inside, 

within,  among,  between ;  on  the  way,  by  the  way ; 
in  the  neighbourhood,  near,  nearly,  almost ;  in  the 
meantime,  now  and  then ;  for  some  time ;  (with 
ace.  and  loc. )  between,  during,  without.  —  Antaransa, 
see  under  antar.— Antwd-bhava-deha,  as,  m.  or 
antard-bhava-sattra,  am,  n.  the  soul  in  its  middle 
existence  between  death  and  regeneration. —Antard- 
ndi,  is  or  f,  f.  a  veranda  resting  on  columns. 
—  Antard-Mngam,  ind.  between  the  horns. 
Antariya,  am,  n.  an  under  or  lower  garment. 
Antare,  ind.  amidst,  among,  between. 
Antarena,  ind.  amidst,  between;  (with  ace.)  within, 

between,  amidst,  during ;  except,  without,  with  re- 
gard to,  with  reference  to,  on  account  of. 

Autarya,  as,  d,  am,  inteiior. 

wfl<,?J  antar-anj,  cl.  7.  P.,  Ved.  -anakti, 

-anktum,  -anjitum,  to  assume,  take  upon  one's  self. 
•wrioi,  •wm.N,  &c.     See  antar-i. 

vi  THJ  rt  antar-ala.     See  under  antar. 

antar-i,  cl.  i.  P.  -ayati,  -etum,  to 

come  between ;  cl.  a.  P.  -eti,  -turn,  to  stand  in  any 

one's  way,  to  separate ;  to  exclude  from  (with  abl.) ; 
to  pass  over,  omit ;  to  disappear:  Ved.,  Intens.  or  Pass. 
-lyate,  to  walk  to  and  fro  between  (as  a  mediator). 

Antar-aya,  as,  m.  impediment,  hindrance. 
Antar-ayana,  am,  n.  going  under,  disappearing. 
Antar-dya,  as,  d,  am,  going  between ;  (as),  m. 

intervention,  obstacle,  impediment. 
Antar-ita,  as,  d,  am,  gone  within,  interior, 

hidden,  concealed,  screened,  shielded ;  departed,  re- 
tired, withdrawn,  disappeared,  vanished,  perished,  dead ; 

separated,  detached  ;  impeded,  hindered ;  (am),  n.  (?) 

remainder  (in  arithmetic) ;  a  technical  term  in  archi- 

tecture. 
iH »rl  I\BJ  antariksha  or  antarlksha,  am,  n. 

(either  fr.  antar,  '  within,'  and  ikeh,  '  to  see,"  or  fr. 
antari,  loc.,  and  fo/ia,  '  dwelling  within  bodies',' 
ksha  being  fr.  rt.  kehi),  the  intermediate  space  be- 

tween heaven  and  earth ;  (in  the  Veda)  the  middle 

of  the  three  spheres  or  regions  of  life ;  the  atmo- 
sphere or  sky ;  the  air ;  talc.  -•  Antarikiska-kehlt,  I, 

t,  t,  dwelling  in  the  atmosphere.  —  Antarikuha-ga  or 
antarOciha-fara,  as,  m.  a  bird.  —  Antarik»ka-prd, 
dx,  «.«,  m.  f.,  Ved.  filling  the  sky,  irradiating  the 
firmament;  travelling  through  the  atmosphere (?). 

—  Aiitarikttia-iirnt,  t.  t,  t  (rt.  pni  for  plu),  Ved. 

floating  over  the  atmosphere.  —  Antarikeha-loku , 
as,  m.  the  intermediate  region  or  sky  as  a  peculiar 

woi\d.**Anlarilceli<i-8anis'ita,  as,  d,  am,  sharpened 
in  the  atmosphere.  —  Antarikfha-sa<l,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 

dwelling  in  the  atmosphere.  —  Antariksha-sadya, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  residence  in  the  atmosphere.  —  Antar- 
iknlnal'ini  (  />/«(-»(/  ),  <i*,  «,  am,  having  an  in- 

terior as  comprehensive  as  the  atmosphere.  —  Antar- 
tksha-ga,  an,  a,  am,  going  in  the  a;mosphere ;  (as), 
m.  a  'bird.  —  Atitnnkshii-i'ara,  as,  i,  am,  moving 

through  the  atmosphere.  —  AnturU-xliri-jula  or  an- 
ttir!l.-xlin-jal<t,  am,  n.  the  water  of  the  atmosphere. 

Antarlkthya,  as,  a,  am,  atmospheric,  aerial. 



antar-upati. 
andhra. 

antar-upati  (-upa-ati-i),  cl.  2. 
P.  -npdtyetl,  -turn,  to  enter  over  a  threshold  or 
boundary. 

wil'lff  antar-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ga6thati, 

-gantum,  to  go  between  (so  as  to  exclude  from,  with 
abl.);  to  disappear. 

Antar-gata,  as,  a,  am,  or  antar-gdmin,  I,  ini, 
i,  gone  between  or  into,  being  in,  included  in  ;  being 
in  the  interior,  internal,  hidden,  secret  ;  disappeared, 
perished  ;  slipped  out  of  the  memory,  forgotten. 

—  Antaryata-manas,  as,  at,  as,  whose  mind  is 
turned  inwards,  engaged  in  deep  thought,  sad,  per- 

plexed. —  Antargatopamd  (cta-up°),  f.  a  concealed 
simile  (the  particle  of  comparison  being  omitted). 

vctl'll  antar-ga,  cl.  3.  P.  -jiodti,  -gatum, 
to  go  between,  separate  (so  as  to  exclude  from  ;  with 
abl.). 

•si-fl  t^^antar-dris,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -pasyati, 
-drashtum,  to  look  between  or  into. 

:3nfl"§T  i.  antar-dha,  cl.  3.  A.  -dhatte, 
-dhdtum,  to  place  within,  deposit  ;  to  receive  within  ; 

to  hide,  conceal,  obscure  ;  to  hide  one's  self:  Pass. 
-dhiyate,  to  be  received  within,  to  be  absorbed  ;  to 
be  rendered  invisible;  to  disappear,  vanish;  to  cease: 

Caus.  -dhdpayati,  -yitum,  to  render  invisible,  to 
cause  to  disappear. 

i.antar-<lhd,  f.concealment,covering,disappearing. 
Antar-dkdna,  am,  n.  disappearance,  invisibility; 

antardhdnam  i  or  gam,  to  disappear;  (as);  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Prithu.  —  Antardhdna-gata,  as,  a, 

am,  disappeared.  —  Antardhdna-dara,  as,'  I,  am, 
going  invisibly. 

Antar-dhdpita,  as,  d,  am,  rendered  invisible. 
Antar-dhdyaka,  an,  ikd,  am,  rendering  invisible, 

concealing. 

Antar-dhi,  is,  m.  concealment,  covering,  disap- 
pearance. 
Antar-hita,  as,  a,  am,  placed  between,  separated  ; 

covered,  concealed,  hidden,  made  invisible,  vanished, 

invisible;  hidden  from  (with  abl.).  —  Antar-hitdt- 

man  ("ta-df),  d,  m.  epithet  of  Siva  ('of  con- 
cealed mind'). 

^•if^antar-bhu,  cl.  I  .  P.  -bhavati,  -vitum, 
to  be  (contained  or  inherent  or  implied)  in. 

Antar-bhava,  as,  d,  am,  being  within,  inward, 
internal,  generated  internally. 

Antar-bltavana,  antar-bhdvand.  See  s.  v.  antar. 
Antar-bhdm,  as,  m.  the  being  included  by,  in- 

ternal or  inherent  nature  or  disposition. 

Antar-bhdvita,  as,  a,  am,  included,  involved,  im- 
plied. 
Antar-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  being  within,  internal, 

inner.  —  Antarbhuta-tva,  am,  n.  ;  see  antar- 
bhdva. 

Antar-bfiiimi.    See  under  antar. 

-  antas-far  (antar-6ar),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

-farati,  -te,  -ritum,  Ved.  -radkyai,  to  move  be- 
tween, to  move  within. 

•fl-n^e^  antas-(hid  (antar-(hid),  cl.  7.  P. 
-fMnalti,  -(Outturn,  to  cut  off,  to  intercept. 

antas.     See  antar. 

i.  anti,  ind.  before,  in  the  presence 
of,  near;  (with  gen.)  within  the  proximity  of,  to 
f_cf.  Lat.  ante,  Gr.  acrt].  —  Anti-fjriha,  am,  n.,  Ved. 

a  house  near  one's  own  dwelling  ;  a  place  before  the 
house,  the  neighbourhood  of  the  house.  —  Anti-tama, 
a*,  a,  am,  very  near.  —  Anti-tas,  ind.,  Ved.  from  near. 

••  Anti-dfi'a,  aft,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  the  presence 
of  the  gods,  near  the  gods  ;  playing  against  another, 
an  adversary  (at  dice).  —  Anti-mitra,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  near  or  at  hand  with  friendship.  —  Anti-vdma, 
an,  a,  am,  Ved.  near  with  wealth  or  loveliness. 

—  Anti-siiad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  sitting  near.  —  Anti- 
xhumna,  an,  d,  am,  Ved.  near  with  happiness  or 
kindness.  —  Anty-utl,  is,  if,  i,  Ved.  near  with  help. 

I.  antika,  as,  a,  am,  (with  gen.  or  abl.)  near,  prox- 
imate ;  compar.  nediyas,  superl.  nedishtha  ;  (am),  n. 

vicinity,  proximity,  near,  e.g.  ant{ka-stha,  remaining 
near;  (a?»),  ind.  (with  abl.,  gen.,  or  as  last  member 
of  a  compound)  until,  near  to,  into  the  presence  of; 

(dtj,  ind.  from  the  proximity ;  near,  close  by ;  within 
the  presence  of;  (e),  ind.  (with  gen.  or  as  last  mem- 

ber of  a  compound)  near,  close  by,  in  the  proximity 
or  presence  of;  (ena),  ind.  (with  gen.)  near. 
—  Antika-gati,  is,  f.  going  near.  —  Antika-td,  f. 

nearness,  vicinity,  contiguity.  —  Antikds'raya  (°£a- 
as"°),  as,  m.  contiguous  support  (as  that  given  by  a tree  to  a  creeper). 

I.  antima,  as,  d,  am,  immediately  following  (in 
this  sense  as  the  last  member  of  a  compound,  e.  g. 

dusdiitima, '  the  eleventh')  ;  very  near. 
Antiya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  near ;  (am),  n.  a  proxi- 

mate place. 

^rfjfT  2.  anti,  is,  f.  an  elder  sister  (in 

theatrical  language).  For  I.  anti,  see  last  col. 
Antika,  f.  an  elder  sister  (in  theatrical  language; 

perhaps  a  corruption  ofattikd) ;  a  fire-place ;  a  plant, 
Echites  Scholaris. 

Anti,  f.  an  oven. 
^rfarai  2.  antika,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  anta), 

reaching  to  the  end  of,  reaching  to  (e.  g.  ndsdntika, 
reaching  to  the  nose),  lasting  till,  until. 

1.  antima,  as,  d,  am,  final,  ultimate,  last.  —  Anti- 
mditka  ("ma-art"),  as,  m.  the  last  unit,  nine. 
Antya,  as,  d,  am,  last  in  place,  in  time,  or  in 

order ;  immediately  following  (used  as  the  last  mem- 

ber of  a  compound,  e.  g.  asJitamdntya,  *  the  ninth') ; 
lowest  in  place  or  condition,  undermost,  inferior,  be- 

longing to  the  lowest  caste  ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  the  plant 
Cyperus  Hexastachyus  Communis  ;  (am},  n.  the  num- 

ber 1000  billions ;  the  twelfth  sign  of  the  zodiac ; 

the  last  member  of  a  mathematical  series.  —  Antya- 
karman,  a,  n.  or  antya-kriyd,  f.  funeral  rites. 
—  Antya-ja,  as,  d,  am,  younger,  latest  born ;  of  the 

lowest  caste ;    (as),  m.  a  S'udra ;    a  man  of  one  of seven  inferior  tribes ;    a  washerman,  currier,  mimic, 
Varuda,  fisherman,  Meda  or  attendant  on  women,  and 
mountaineer  or  forester.  —  Antyaja-gamana,  am, 
n.  intercourse  (between  a  woman  of  the  higher  caste) 
with  a  man  of  the  lowest  caste.  —  Antya-janman,  d, 

d,  a,  or  antya-jdti,  is,  is,  i,  or  antya-jdtiya,  as, 
d,   am,   of  the   lowest  caste.  —  Antyajd-gamana, 
am,  n.  intercourse  (between  a  man  of  the  higher 

caste)  with  a  woman  of  the  lowest  caste.  —  Antya- 
dhana,  am,  n.last  member  of  an  arithmetical  series. 

—  Antyarpada  or  antya-mula,  am,  n.  (in  arithm.) 
the  last  or  greatest  root  (in  the  square).  —  Antya-bha, 
am,  n.  the  last  Nakshatra  (Revati) ;  the  last  sign  of 
the  zodiac,  the  sign  Pisces.  —  Antya-yuga,  as,  m. 
the  last  or  Kali  age.  —  Antya-yoni,  is,  f.  the  lowest 
source;  (is,  is,  i),  of  the  lowest  origin.  —  Antya- 
varna,  as,  d,    m.  f.  a  man  or  woman  of  the  last 

tribe,  a  S'udra.  •-Antya-i'ipuld,  {.,  N.  of  a  metre. 
—  Antydvasdyin  (°ya-av'J),  i,  ini,  m.  f.  a  man  or 
woman  of  low  caste,  the  son  of  a  Cindala  by  a  Ni- 
shadl,  especially  one  of  the  following  classes  :   Csn- 
dala,  SVapaca  or  executioner,  Kshattri,  Suta,  Vaide- 
haka,  Magadha  or  bard,  and  Ayogava.  —  Antydhitti 

("ya-dh°),  is,  f.  funeral  oblation  or  sacrifice.  —  An- 
tycshti  Cya-isK1),  is,  f.  funeral   sacrifice.  —  Anty- 
eehti-kriyd,  f.  funeral  ceremonies. 
Antyaka,  as,  m.  a  man  of  the  lowest  tribe. 

^I«3  antra,  am,  n.  (contraction  ofantara; 
or  ft.  rt.  am  ?;  Gr.  evrfpov),  entrail,  intestine  ;  (i), 
(.,  N.  of  a  plant,  either  Convolvolus  Argenteus  or 
Ipomoea  Pes  Caprx  Roth(?).—  Antra-ktija,  as,  m. 
or  antra-kujana,  am,  n.  or  antra-rikujana,  am, 
n.  rumbling  of  the  bowels.  —  Antran-dhami,  is,  f. 
indigestion,  inflation  of  the  bowels  from  v/ind.  —  An- 
tra-pdfaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  ̂ Eschynomene 
Grandifiora.  —  Anlra-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of 
entrails.  —  Antra-rriMhi,  is,  f.  inguinal  hernia, 
rupture.  —  Antra-tild,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Antra- 
Sfaj,  k,  f.  a  kind  of  garland  worn  by  Nara-sinha. 

—  Antrdda  (°ra-ad°),  as,  m.  worms   in  the  intes- tines. 

and,  cl.   I.  P.  andati,  -ditum,  to 

bind. 
Anda,  as,  m.  binding. 
Andu,  wi,  f.  or  amlu,  us,  f.  or  anduka  or  an- 

diika,  as,  m.  the  chain  for  an  elephant's  feet ;  a  ring 
or  chain  worn  on  the  ancle. 

•>afV^«!iI  andika,  f.  (for  antika,  q.  v.),  fire- 

place. 

^T*t£frc5Tl  andolaya,  nom.  P.  andolayati, 

-yitum,  to  agitate,  to  swing. 
Andolana,  am,  n.  swinging,  oscillating. 
Andolita,  as,  d,  am,  agitated,  swung. 
•>^»r;oir  andraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

^CTtW  andh,  cl.  10.  P.  andhayati,  -yitum, \to  be  or  become  blind. 

Andha,  as,  d,  am,  blind ;  making  blind,  prevent- 
ing the  sight,  dark;  (am),  n.  darkness;  turbid 

water,  water;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Aitdha- 
kdra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  darkness.  ••  Andhakdra-maya, 
as,  I,  am,  daik.—Andhakdra-sandaya,  as,  m. 
intensity  of  darkness.  —  Andha-kdrita,  as,  d,  am, 

made  dark,  dark.  —  And/ia-kupa,  as,  m.  a  well  of 
which  the  mouth  is  hidden ;  a.well  over-grown  with 
plants,  &c. ;  a  particular  hell. — Andhan-karana,  as, 

i,  am,  making  blind.  —  Andha-tamasa  or  andha- 
tdmasa  or  andhd-tamasa,  am,  n.  great  darkness. 
"AndJui-td,  {.  or  andha-tva,  am,  n.  blindness. 
—  Andha-tdmiSra,   as,   m.  complete  darkness   of 
the  soul ;  (am),  n.  a  division  of  Tartarus,  the  second 
or  eighteenth  of  the  twenty-one  hells ;    doctrine  of 
annihilation    after  death.  —  Andha-dlii,    is,    is,   i, 

mentally  blind.  -•  Andlia-putand,  f.  a  female  demon 
causing  diseases    in    children.  —  Andha-mushd,   f. 
a  small  covered  crucible  with  a  hole  in  the  side. 

—  Andha-mushikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  grass,  Lepeocercis 
Serrata.  —Andham-bhdvitka,  as,  d,  am,  or  andha- 

bliMrishnu,  us,  us,  u,  becoming  blind.  —  Andha- 
rdtri,  {.,  Ved.  dark  night.  -  Andhdlajl  (dha-aF), 
f.  a  blind  boi),  one  that  does  not  suppurate.  —  An- 

dhdhi  (°dha-ahi),  is,  or  andhdhika,  as,  m.  a  blind 
snake,  not  poisonous ;    (is,  is),  m.  f.,  N.  of  a  fish, 
commonly  called  kufika. 

Attdhaka,  as,  d,  am,  blind ,  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an 

Asura,  a  son  of  Kasyapa  and  Diti ;  N.  of  a  descen- 
dant of  Yadu  and  ancestor  of  Krishna  and  his  descen- 
dants ;  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Andkaka-ghdtin,  i,  m.  or 

andhaka-ripu,  us,  m.  or  andliakdri  (cka-ari),  in, 
m.  or  andhakasuhrid  (:ka-as°),  m.  epithet  of  Siva, 
the  slayer  or  enemy  of  the  Asura  Andhaka.  —  Andha- 
ka-varta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Andhaka- 
vrishni,  ayas,  pi.  m.  descendants  of  Andhaka  and Vrishni. 

I.  andhas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  darkness,  obscurity. 

Andhikd,  f.  night ;  a  kind  of  game,  blindman's buff;  a  woman  of  a  particular  character;  one  of  the 
classes  of  women  ;  a  disease  of  the  eye;  another  dis- ease; see  sarshapi. 

Andhi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make 
blind,  to  blind.  —  Andhi-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  or 

become  blind.  —  Amllakritdtman  (°ta-dt°~),  d,  d, 
a,  blinded  in  mind. 
Andhi-gu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi. 
Andhl-bliii,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -vitum,  to  become 

blind.  —  Andhi-Wiuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  blind. 
*j|**i«  2.  andhas,  as,  n.  (fr.  rt.  ad,  to  eat  ? ; 

Gr.  &v8os),  food,  Soma,  ghee,  boiled  rice;  herb  in 
general,  herb  of  the  Soma  plant,  Soma  juice,  juice ; 
grassy  ground.  (For  I .  andhas,  see  above.) 

^I^J  andhu,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  am  or  andh  f), a  well. 

'«*«<•»  andhula,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree, 
Acacia  Sirissa, 

Wy  andhra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people,  pro- 
bably modern  Telingana;  N.  of  a  dynasty ;  a  man  of 

N 
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andhra-jfiti. 

anyonya. 

i  low  caste,  the  offspring  of  a  Vaideha  father  and 
KSrivara  mother,  who  lives  by  killing  game.  —  An- 
illirn-jdti,  it,  (.  the  Andhra  tribe.  —  AndJtra-jatiyn, 
at,  a.  am,  belonging  to  this  tribe.  —  Andhra- 
lihritj/a,  as,  m.  pi.  a  dynasty  of  the  Andhras. 

W3  i.  aima,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  at  or  am?), 
the  sun. 

^T^  2.  anna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ad),  eaten ; 

(am),  n.  food  or  victuals  in  general ;  food  in  a  mys- 
tical sense,  or  the  lowest  form  in  which  the  supreme 

soul  is  manifested,  the  coarsest  envelope  of  the  su- 
preme spirit ;  boiled  rice ;  bread  com ;  Ved.  water ; 

Vishnu;  earth.  —  Anna-kama,  at,  a,  am,  desirous 
of  food.  —  Anna-kdla,  as,  m.  meal-time,  proper  hour 

for  eating.  —  Anna-koshthaka,  at,  m.  cupboard, 
granary ;  Vishnu ;  the  sun.  —  Anna-gat  i ,  is,  f. 
the  cesophagus,  gullet.  —  Anna-gandM.  is,  m.  dy- 

sentery, diarrhoea.  —  Anna-ja  or  anna-jdta,  as,  a, 
am,  springing  from  or  occasioned  by  food  as  the 
primitive  substance.  —  Anna-jala,  am,  n.  food  and 
water,  bare  subsistence.  —  Anna-jit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  ob- 

taining food  by  conquest.  —  Anna-jivana,  as,  i(?), 
am,  living  by  food.  —  Aniia-tejas,  as,  at,  at,  Ved. 
having  the  vigour  of  food. — Anna-da,  as,  a,  am, 

or  anna-datri,  td,  trt,  tri, or  anna-ddyi'n,  i,  iiti,  i, 
or  anna-prada,  a>,  a,  am,  giving  food  j  epithet  of 
Siva  and  DurgS.  —  Anna-ddna,  am,  n.  the  giving 
of  food.  —  Anna-detail,  (.  the  divinity  supposed  to 
preside  over  articles  of  food.  —  Anna-dosha,  as,  m. 
a  fault  committed  by  eating  prohibited  food.  —  Anna- 
dresha,  as,  m.  want  of  appetite,  dislike  of  food. 

—  Anna-pati,  is,  m.  possessor  of  food,  an  epithet  of 
Savitri,  Agni,  Siva.  —  Anna-pu,  Us,  m.,  Ved.  puri- 

fying food,  epithet  of  the  sun.  —  Anna-purna,  as,  a, 
am,  filled  with  or  possessed  of  food ;  (a),  I.  a  goddess,  j 
a  form  of  DurgS. — Anna-puna  (i),  f.,  N.  of  DurgS.  I 
—  Anna-peya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  another  name  for  the 
Vaja-peya  sacrifice.  —  Anna^pralaya,  as,  a,  am,  be- 

ing resolved  into  food  or  the  primitive  substance  after 

death.  —  Anna-praita,  as,   m.  or   anna-pratana, 

am,  n.  putting  rice  into  a  child's  mouth  for  the  first 
time,  after  oblations  to  fire,  a  ceremony  performed 
between  the  fifth  and  eighth  month :  it  is  one  of  the 
sixteen  Sanskaras  mentioned  in  the  second  book  of 

Manu.  —  Anna-Jiubhitkshu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of 
eating  food.  —  Anna-lirahman,  a,  n.  or  anndtman 

(°na-dt^),  a,  m.  Brahma  as  represented  by  food. 
—  Anna-bhtikiika,  as,  m.  or  anna-bhafajiana,  am, 
n.  or  anna-bhnkti,  is,  f.  eating  of  food.  —  Anna- 
bhdga,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  share  of  food.  «-  Anna-bhuj, 
I;  I,  k,  eating  food;  (t),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Anna-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  from  food,  com- 

posed of  food  or  of  boiled  rice ;  (ant),  n.  plenty  of 
food.  —  Annamaya-ko<a  at  annamaya-kosha,  as, 
m.  the  gross  material  body,  that  which  is  sustained  by 
food  (the  sthflla-Sarrra).  —  Anna-mala,  am,  n.  ex- 

crement ;  spirituous  liquor.  —  Anna-rak«ha,  f.  caution 
in  eating  food.  —  Anna-rasa,  as,  m.  essence  of  food, 
chyle ;   meat  and  drink,  nutriment,  taste  in  distin- 

guishing food.  i.  Anna-lipud,  f.  desire  for  food,  ap- 
petite. —  Anna-vat,  an,  all,  at,  possessed  of  food. 

—  Anna-vastra,  am,  n.  food  and  clothing,  the  ne- 
cessaries of  life.  —  Anna-vdhi-srotas,   as,  n.   the 

oesophagus,  gullet.  —  Anna-vikara,  as,  m.  transform- 
ation of  food ;  disorder  of  the  stomach  from  indices- 

the  seminal  secretion.  —  Anna-rid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 

knowing  food ;  possessed  of  foo&.  —  Anna-i'eaha,  as, 
m.  leavings,  offal.—  Anna-sanxkara,  as,  m.  conse- 

crating of  (ood.-Anna-hariri,  td,  trt,  tri,  taking 
away  food.  —  Anna-homa,  «*,  m.  a  sacrifice  con- 

nected with  the  Asva-mcdha.  -  Anndkdla,  see 
anataln.  —  Annaffhadttna  ('na-aiVh'),  am,  n. 
food  and  doming.-  Anndttri  (~na-at'),  ta,  m.  or 

I'm  (  na-S<F),  1,  inl,  i,  eating  food.  —  Anna- 
"'"  (  mi-ad  ),  as,  a,  am,  eating  food;  (as),  m.,  N. of  Vishnu.—  .!„/,«,/,, „,/  (  i,,i-nip),  am,  n.  eating 
of  food.  —  .!/,„«,/,/"  f  na-af),  nm.  n.  food  in 
general,  proper  food.  —  Annddya-kdma,  as,  m.  de- 

sirous of  food.  —  Annayit  or  anndyus  ('na-sy°),  its, 
m.  living  by  food,  desirous  of  food.  -  Annartliin 

(°no-or0),  I,  inl,  t,  asking  for  food.  —  Anna- 
vridli  (final  a  lengthened),  (,  t,  t,  Ved.  increasing 

(ood.  —  Ani>dliaiin  \  >iu-dh°),  i,  inl,  i,  eating  food. 

»Sfl**TJ  annambhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  the  Tarka-san-graha,  or  compendium  of  the 
NySya  philosophy,  especially  the  Vaiieshika  branch. 

WSI  anya,  as,  a,  at  (according  to  native 
authorities  fr.  rt.  on.but  more  probably  from  a  pronom. 
base  a  or  an),  other,  different;  (with  abl.  or  as  the 
last  member  of  a  compound)  other  than,  different 
from,  opposed  to;  another;  another  person;  one  of 
a  number ;  anya  anya  or  eka  anya,  the  one,  the 
other  [cf.  Zend  anya  ;  Armen.  ait ;  Lat.  alias ;  Goth. 

aljif.  Them,  alja;  Gr.  &\\os  for  t\jo-s;  cf.  also 
(ru>i\.  —  Anya-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  loving  another. 
—  Anya-kdrukd,   f.  a   worm    bred    in    excrement. 
—  Anya-krita,  as,  a,  am,  or  anya-kdrita,  as,  d, 
am,  done  by  another.  —  Anya-ksketra,  am,  n.  an- 

other territory  or  sphere.  —  Anya-ga,  as,  d,  am,  or 

anya-gdjnin,  i,  inl,  i,  going  to  another,  adulterous. 
—  Anya-gotra,  as,  d,  am,  of  a  different  family. 
—  Anya-fitta,  as,  a,  am,  whose  mind  is  fixed  on 
some  one  or  something  else.— Anya-fodita,  at,  d, 

am,  moved  by  another.  —  AnyaA-(a  ("yad-fa),  ind. 
and  another,  besides,  moreover,    on   the   contrary. 

—  Anyarja  or  anya-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  bom  of  another 
(family,  &c.),  of  a  different  origin.  —  Anya-janman, 
a,  n.  another  birth,  being  born  again,  metempsy- 

chosis. —  Anya-td,  f.  difference.  —  Anyat-kdma,  as, 
a,  am,  desirous  of  something  else.  —  Anyat-kri,  to 
make   a   mistake   in    reading,  &c.  —  Anyad-artha 

or  anydrtha  (fya-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  having  another 
meaning,  purpose,   sense.  —  Anya-dunaha,  as,  d, 
am,  difficult  to  be  borne  by  another.  —  Anya-devata 
or   anya-devatya   or  anya-daivata,  as,    d,  am, 
having  another  divinity,  i.  e.  addressed  to  another 

divinity.  —  Anya-dharma,  as,  m.  different  character- 
istic ;  characteristic  of  another;  (a*,  a,  am),  having  dif- 

ferent characteristics. —Anya-dhi,  is,  is,  i,  one  whose 
mind  is  alienated  (from  God).  —  Anya-ndbhi,  is,  is, 
i,  of  another  family.  ••  Anya-para,  as,  d,  am,  de- 

voted to  something  else,  zealous  in  something  else. 

—Anya-pushla  or  anya-bhrita,  as,  d,  m.  f.  the 
kokila  or  Indian  cuckoo,  supposed  to  be  reared  by 

the  crow.  —  Anya-purra,  f.  a  woman  previously  pro- 
mised or  betrothed  to  one  and  married  to  another. 

—  Anya-bhrit,  t,  m.  a  crow  ('nourishing  another;' 
the  crow  being  supposed  to  sit  upon  the  eggs  of  the 

kokila).  —  Anya-manas,  as,  as,  as,  or  anya-ma- 
naska  or  anya-mdnasa,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  mind 
is  fixed  on  something  else,  absent,  fickle,  versatile; 

having  another  mind  in  one's  self,  possessed  by  a 
demon.  —  Anya-mdtri-ja,  as,  m.  a  half-brother,  who 
has  the  same  father  but  another  mother.  —  Anya- 
rdjan,  d,  d,  a,  having  another  for  king,  subject  to 
another.  —  Anya-rdsktrlya,  as,  d,  am,  from  another 
kingdom,  belonging  to  another  kingdom.  —  Anya- 
rui>it,  am,  n,  another  form;  (ena),  in  another  form, 
disguised;   (as,  d,  am),  changed,  altered.  —  Anya- 
rupin,   i,   inl,  i,   having  another  shape.  —  Anijn - 
limjn  or   anya-Hngaka,  as,   d,  am,  having  the 
gender  of  another  (word,  viz.  of  the  substantive),  an 

adjective.  —  Anya-rarna,  as,  d,  am,  having  another 
colour.  —  Anya-vdpa,  as,  m.  the  kokila  or  Indian 

cuckoo  ('  sowing  for  others,'  i.  e,  leaving  his  eggs  in 
the  nests  of  other  birds).  —  Anya-vija-ja  or  unija- 

rija-mnnudbhava  or  anya-vijolprmnn  (°ja-ut°), 
as,  m.  ('born  from  the  seed  of  another"),  an  adopted 
son.  —  Anya-rrata,  as,   m.,  Ved.  following  other 
(than  Vedic)  observances ;  devoted  to  other  (gods), 
infidel,   unbelieving.  —  Anya-idkhaka,    as,    m.    a 
BrShman    who   has   left    his    school ;    an    apostate. 
—  .\iiijti-fiiitiiiiniii,  as,  m.  intercourse  with  another, 
adulterous   intercourse.  —  Anya-fdd/idrana,   as,    d, 

am,    common    to     others.  —  Anyn,-nt  i'i-ga,     as, 

m.  going  to  another's  wife,  an  adulterer.  —  Anyd- 
ili  il,fha,  as,  d,  am,  or  anya-tlnf,  k,  k,  k,  or  anya- 
dfida,  as,  I,  am,  of  another  kind,  like  another. 

—  Aiiyddhlna  (°ya-adh°),  as,  d,  am,  subject  to 
others,  dependent.  —  Anydsrayana,  (°ya-dd  ),  am, 

n.  going  to   another  (as  an  inheritance).  —  Anya- 
xi-ilii    (  i/<i-df),   as,    d,    am,-  gone  to    another. 
—  Anyrimkta  (°ya-ds°),  as,  a,  am,  intent  on  some- 

thing else.  —  Anydiddhdrai.ia  (°ya-as°),  as,  i,  am, 
not  common  to  another,  peculiar. —Anyodhd  (°ya- 
adh°),  f.  married  to  another,  another's  wife.  —  Alt' 
yotpanna  ("ya-ut"),  as,  d,  am,  begotten  by  another. 
—  Anyudarya  ("ya-ud'),  as,  d,  am,  bora  from 
another  womb ;  (an),  m.  a  step-mother's  son. 
Avyaka,  as,  m.  another,  other. 
Anya-tama,  as,  <i,  am,  any  one  of  many,  either, 

any. 

Anya-tara,  as,  d,  at,  either  of  two,  other,  differ- 
ent ;  anyatara  anyatara,  the  one,  the  other ; 

iinyatara«yam,  loc.  f.  either  way.  —  Anyatara- 
ta»,  ind.  on  one  of  two  iidet.  —  Anyatdrato-dimta, 

ax,  d,  am,  having  teeth  on  one  side  (only).  —  Anya- 
fare-dyus,  ind.  on  either  of  two  days. 
Anya-tas,  ind.  from  another;  from  another  mo- 

tive ;  on  one  side  (anyataA  anyataA,  on  the  one, 
on  the  other  side) ;  elsewhere ;  on  the  other  side,  on 
the  contrary,  in  one  direction ;  towards  some  other 

place. —Anyata-eta,  etas,  enl,  ra.  f.,  Ved.  variegated 
on  one  side.  —  AnyataJf-kshtiut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  sharp 
on  one  side.  —  Anyatah-plakskd,  (.,  N.  of  a  Lotus 
pond  in  Kurukshetra.  —  Anyatoghdtin,  i,  m.,  Ved. 

striking  in  one  direction  —Anyato-'ranya(^tas-ar°), 
am,  n.,  Ved.  a  land  which  is  woody  here  and  there, 
or  only  on  one  side(?).  —  Anyato-vdta,  as,  m.  a 
certain  disease  of  the  eye. 

Aiiyatastya,  a»,  m.  opponent,  adversary. 
Aiiijii-ira,  ind.  (equivalent  to  anyatmin,  loc. 

of  anya),  elsewhere,  in  another  place  (with  abl.) ; 
on  another  occasion  ;  (as  last  member  of  a  comp.)  at 
another  time  than ;  otherwise,  in  another  manner  ; 
to  another  place;  except,  without  [cf.  Goth,  aljat/irv]. 

—  Anyatra-manas,  as,  as,  as,  whose  mind  is  di- 
rected to  something  else,  inattentive. 

Anya-thd,  ind.  otherwise,  in  a  different  manner 
(with  atas,  itas  or  tota«=in  a  manner  different 
from  this ;  anyathd  anyathd,  in  one  way,  in  another 
way) ;  inaccurately,  untruly,  falsely,  erroneously  ;  from 
another  motive ;  in  the  contrary  case,  otherwise  [cf. 

Lat  aliuta"].  —  Anyatkd-kdra,  as,  m.  doing  other- 
wise, changing;  (am),  ind.  otherwise,  in  a  different 

manner. —Anyathd-leri,  to  act  otherwise,  alter,  vio- 
late (a  law),  destroy  (a  hope),  &c.  —  Anyathd-kritii. 

as,  d,  am,  changed.  —  Anyathd-khydti,  is,  f.  erro- 
neous conception  of  spirit ;  title  of  a  philosophical 

work.  —  Anyathd-tva,  am,  n.  an  opposite  state  of  the 
case,  difference.  —  Anyathd-bhdra,  a*,  m.  alteration, 
difference.  —  A»>/<ithd-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  changed. 
—  Anyathd-vddin  or  anya-radin,  i,  inl,  i,  speak- 

ing differently;  (i),  m.  speaking  inconsistently;  (in 

law)   prevaricatine;   or    a   prevaricator.  —  Anyntha- 
vritti,  is,  is,  i,  altered,  disturbed  by  strong  emotion. 
—  Anyathd-sidiJJia,  ax,  d,  am,  wrongly  defined, 

wrongly  proved  or  established  ;  effected  otherwise,  un- 
essential. —  Anynthdfiddha-ti'a,  am,  n.  or  anyathd- 

ulilillii.  is,  (.  wrong  arguing,  wrong  demonstration; 
that  demonstration  in  which  arguments  are  referred 
to  which  are  not  the  true  causes.  — Anyathd-stotra, 

am,  n.  irony. —  (From  anyathd  comes  the  nom.  verb 
inii/iillinijrt,  P.  anyathayati,  -yitum,  to  alter.) 
Anya-dd,  ind.  at  another  time;  sometimes;  one 

day,  once;  in  another  case  [cf.  Old  Slav,  inogda, InCda]. 

Anyadlya,  a»,  d,  am,  belonging  to  another.     ̂  
Anyarhi,  ind.  at  another  time. 
Anye-dyuti,  ind.  on  the  other  day,  on  the  following 

day;  the  other  day,  oace.—Anycdyusltka,  ae,  d, 
am,  occurring  every  other  day,  daily,  diurnal ;  (as), 

m.  a  quotidian  fever. 
Ani/mii/n  or  anyo-nya,  as,  d,  am,  one  another, 

mutual  [this  word  is  said  to  be  fr.  anyas,  nom.  sing, 

m.,  and  anya;  cf.  paraspara.  In  most  cases,  ac- 
cordingly, it  will  be  found  that  the  first  anya  may  be 

regarded  as  the  subject  of  the  sentence,  while  the 
latter  assumes  the  ace.,  inst,  gen.,  or  loc.  cases  as  re- 

quired by  the  verb ;  there  are  many  instances,  however, 
in  which  the  first  anya,  originally  a  nominative,  must 



anyonyam. 

be  regarded  as  equivalent  to  an  oblique  case]  ;  anyo- 
nyam of  anyonya-tas,  ind.  mutually.  —  Anyonya- 

kalaha,  as,  m.  mutual  quarrel.  —  Anyonya-yhata,  as, 
m.  mutual  conflict,  killing  one  another.  —  Anyonya- 
paksha-nayana,am,  n.  transposing  (of  numbers)  from 
one  side  to  another.  —  Anyonya-bhe/la,  an,  m.  mutual 
division  or  enmity.  ••  Anyonya-mithuna,  am,  n.  mu- 

tual union  ;  ((is),  m.  united  mutually.  —  Anyonya-vi- 
bhaga,as,m.  mutual  partition  (of  an  inheritance).  —  A- 
nyonya-vritti,  is,m.mutual  effect  of  one  upon  another. 
—  Anyonya-vyatikara,  as,  m.  reciprocal  action,  re- 

lation or  influence.  —  Anyonya-ttams'raya,  as,  m. 
reciprocal  relation  (of  cause  and  effect).  —  Anyonya- 
sdpekeha,  as,  a,  am,  mutually  relating.  —  Anyonya- 

hdrdbhihata  (°ra-abh°),  as,  a,  am,  (two  quantities) 
mutually  multiplied  by  their  denominators.  —  Anyo- 

nydpahritu,  (°ya-ap°),  as,  a,  am,  taken  or  secreted 
from  one  another,  taken  secretly.  —  Anyonydbhdva 

^ya-abK~),  as,   m.  mutual   non-existence,   mutual 
negation,  relative  difference.  —  Anyonydfraya  (°ya- 
d$'),  as,  m.  mutual  or  reciprocal  support,  connec- 

tion or  dependance;    mutually  depending.  —  Anyo- 

nyairita  (°ya-df),  as,  a,  am,  mutually  supported 
or  depending.  —  Anyonyokti  (°ya-uk°),  is,  f.  con- versation. 

a-nyanga,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  spotless. 
—  A-nyamja-fceta,   of,    a,  am,  Ved.  white   and 
without  spot  (as  a  sacrificial  animal). 

See  under  anya. 

a-nyd,  f.,  Ved.  (nya  contracted  fr. 
niya  ?),  not  drying  up  (as  the  milk  of  a  cow  ?)  ;  or 
anya,  f.  of  anya,  other  (the  accent  being  altered  ?). 

a-nydya,  as,  m.  unjust  or  unlawful 
action  ;  impropriety,  indecorum  ;  irregularity,  disor- 

der. "  Anydya-vartin,  i,  ini,  i,  or  anyaya-vritta, 
as,  a,  am,  acting  unjustly;  following  evil  courses. 

A-nydyin,  I,  ini,  i,  or  a-nydyya,  as,  a,  am,  unjust, 
improper,  indecorous,  unbecoming. 

a-nyuna,  as,  a,  am,  not  defective, 

entire,  complete.  —  A-nyunddhika  ("na-adh"),  as, 
a,  am,  not  too  little  and  not  too  much  ;  neither  de- 

ficient nor  excessive. 

•si  <if\<tfla-ny-okas,  as,  as,  as,  notremaining 

in  one's  own  (okas)  habitation. 
anv-aksha,  as,  a,  am  (ft.  aksha, 

the  eye,  with  anu),  following  ;  (am),  ind.  afterwards  ; 
immediately  after  ;  directly. 

anv-akshara-sandhi,  is,  m. 
a  kind  of  Sandhi  in  the  Vedas,  euphonic  conjunction 
of  a  vowel  and  consonant. 

anv-angam,    ind.    after    every 
member  or  part. 

•«i»^^  anvant,  an,  utl,  ok  (fr.  rt.  aii6  with 
anu),  following  the  direction  of  another,  going  after, 
following  ;  lying  lengthwise  ;  anutZi,  loc.  c.  in  the 

rear,  behind;  (ak),  ind.  afterwards.  •»  Anvag-bhd- 
vam,  ind.  afterwards;  friendly  disposed.  —  Anvarj- 
bhiiya,  ind.  becoming  friendly  disposed, 

vi«tnl  anv-ati  (anu-ati-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -atyeti) 
-turn,  to  follow  in  crossing  or  passing. 

anv-adhydyam,  ind.  according 
to  the  chapters  (especially  of  the  Veda),  according  to 
the  sacred  texts. 

•«<•<(  *f  anv-aya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  i  with 
anil,  see  anv-i),  following,  succession  ;  (ai),  6v  con- 

nection, association,  being  linked  to  or  concerned 
with  ;  the  natural  order  or  connection  of  words  in 

sentence,  syntax,  construing  ;    logi 
words  ;  logical  connection  of  cause. 

connection^  of 

effect,  or  pro- 
position and  conclusion  ;  drift,  tenor,  purport  ;  de- 

scendants, race,  lineage,  family.  —  Anraya-jiia,  as, 
m.  a  genealogist,—  Anvaya-iiat,  am,  ati,  at,  having 

a  connection  (as  a  consequence),  following,  agreeing 
with;  belonging  to  race  or  family.  —  Anvaya-vat, 
ind.  in  connection  with,  in  the  sight  of.  —  Anvaya- 
vyatireka,  am,  n.  a  positive  and  negative  proposition  ; 
agreement  and  contrariety;  species  and  difference; 
rule  and  exception;  logical  connection  and  discon- 

nection. —  Anvaya-vyatirekin,  t,  ini,  i,  (in  phil.) 
affirmative  and  negative.  —  A  nvaya-vydpti,  is,  f.  an 
affirmative  argument. 

Anvayfa,  I,  ini,  i,  connected  (as  a  consequence). 
—  Anvayi-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  a  necessary 
consequence. 

one-art!  (ami-art),  cl.  I.  P.  -artati, 

-Mum,  to  honour  with  shouts  or  songs  of  jubilee. 

anv-arj  (anu-arj),  cl.  I.  P.  -arjati, 
-jiium,  to  let  go. 
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anv-as  (anu-as),  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -asti, 

anv-artitri,  ta,  m.  (fr.  anu-art 

for  anu-artk),  Ved.  an  inviter,  one  who  allows  to 
take. 

anv-artha,  as,  a,  am,  having  the 

meaning  obvious,  intelligible,  dear.  —  Anvarlha-gra' 
liana,  am,  n.  the  literal  acceptation  of  the  meaning 

of  a  word  (as  opposed  to  the  conventional).  —  Anvar- 
tha-Sdnjnd,  f.  a  term  whose  meaning  is  intelligible 
in  itself  (opposed  to  such  technical  terms  as  bha, 

ghu,  Sec.). 
anv-av  (anu-av),  cl.  i.  P.  -avati, 

-vitum,  to  encourage. 

«i«-qq<*  anv-ava-krl  (anu-ava°),  cl.  6.  P. 
-kirati,  -karitum  or  -ritum,  to  scatter  or  strew 
about:  Caus.  P.  -kirayati,  -yitum,  to  make  one 
scatter  about 

Anv-avakirana,  am,  n.  scattering  about  succes- sively. 

anv-ava-kram  (anu-ava°),  cl.  i. 
P.  -krdmati,  -kramitum,  to  descend  or  enter  in succession. 

anv-ava-ga  (anu-ava°],  cl.  3.  P. 
-jigStt,  -gatum,  to  go  and  join  another. 

,  anv-ava-dar  (anu-ava°),  cl.  i.  P. 

-farati,  -ritum,  to  insinuate  one's  self  into,  enter stealthily. 

Anv-ava^ara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  descending  and  going 
after. 

anv-ava-pa,  cl.  i.  P.  -pibati, 

-pdtum,  to  drink  after  others. 

anv-avasarga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  srij 
with  anu  and  ava),  letting  down,  slackening; 
friendly  invitation  ;  permission  to  do  as  one  likes. 

•««•=(=«  f*in  anv-avasita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  si 
with  ami  and  ava),  fastened  to,  bound  to,  attached  ; 
see  anuvasita. 

(anu-ava-arj),  cl.  I.  P. 

-avdrjati,  -jitum,  to  cause  to  go  after  or  in  a  par- 
ticular direction  ;  to  visit  with  anything. 

•«'qq  anv-ave  (ami-ava-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -avaiti, 
-turn,  to  follow,  walk  up  to  or  get  into. 
Anv-avdya,  as,  m.  race,  lineage. 
Anv-avayana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  descending  and  going 

after. 

anv-aveksh  (anu-ava-iJcsh],  cl.  I. 
A.  -avekshate,  -kshitum,  to  look  at,  inspect. 
Anv-ankshd,  (.  regard,  consideration. 

^r^fS^  anv-as  (anu-as),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -asnoti, 
-nutc,  -aitium  or  -ashtum,  to  reach,  come  up  to, 

equal. ••a  *t{  gnu  anv-ashtaka,  f.  the  ninth  day  in 
the  latter  half  of  the  three  months  following  the  full 
moon  in  Agrahayana,  Pausha,  Magha,  PhSlguna. 
Anvashtakya,  am,  a.  a  Sraddha  or  funeral  cere- 

mony performed  on  the  Anvashtakas. 

to  be  at  hand,  to  reach. 

anv-asta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  as, 
aayati),  shot  along,  shot  ;  interwoven  (as  in  silk), 

chequered. 
«i  «-<*lj  anv-ah  (anu-ah),  perf.  -aha,  to  pro- 

nounce, especially  a  ceremonial  formula  (Gram.  384.;)). 

anv-aham  (anu-aham),  ind.  day 
after  day,  every  day. 

anv-d-kram  (anu-d°),  cl.  i.  A. 

-kramate,  -mitum,  to  ascend  towards  or  to;  P. 
-krdmati,  to  visit  in  succession. 

^r;J|.(pl||  anv-d-khyd  (anu-d°),  cl.  2.  P. 
-khydti,  -turn,  to  enumerate. 
Anv-akhydna,  am,  n.  enumeration  ;  section  ; 

chapter. 

anv-d-gam  (anu-d°),  cl.  I.  P. 

-gaCfhati,  -gantum,  to  follow,  come  after:  Desid. 
-jigdnsati,  to  wish  or  intend  to  follow, 

^Tr^TOT  anv-d-gd  (anu-d"),  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved. 

-jifjdti,  -gatum,  to  follow, 
^rs^T^KT  anv-d-6aksh  (ami-d°),  cl.  2.  A. 

-<Sashte,  Ved.  Inf.  -falcshase,  to  name  after. 

anv-a-6am  (anu-d°),  cl.  i.  P. 
-(dmati,  -iamitum,  to  follow  in  rinsing  the  mouth. 

<Hr-^|-MH  anv-ddaya,  as,  m.  (rt.  6i),  laying 

down  a  rule  of  secondary  importance  after  that  which 

is  pradhana  or  primary  ;  connecting  of  a  secondary 
action  with  the  main  action  (e.  g.  the  conjunction  fa 
is  sometimes  used  anvd<?aye).  —  Anvdt!aya-£i8hta, 

as,  d,  am,  propounded  as  a  rule  or  matter  of  secon- 
dary importance. 

Anv-dttta,  as,  d,  am,  secondary,  inferior. 

anv-a-6ar    (ann-d°),    cl.    I.    P. 
-taratl,  -ritum,  to  follow  or  imitate  in  doing. 

ia»<u»i  anvdje  (fr.  anu  and  aj  ?),  only  used 

in  connection  with  rt.  kri,  e.  g.  anvaje  kri,  to  sup- 

port, aid,  assist. 
anv-d-tan    (anu-d°),   cl.    8.    P. 

-tanoti,  -nitum,  to  extend,  spread;   to  overspread, 
extend  over. 

anv-d-dd  (anu-d°),  cl.  3.  A.  -datte, 
-datum,  to  resume. 

•w  »=(  i  H;  3^  anv-d-dis  (anu-d°),  cl.  6.  P. 
-diiati,  -deshtum,  to  name  or  mention  afresh  ;  to 
employ  again. 
Anv-ddishta,  as,  d,  am,  mentioned  after  or  ac- 

cording to,  employed  again  ;  inferior. 
Anii-ddcia,  as,  m.  mentioning  after,  a  repeated 

mention,  referring  to  what  has  been  stated  previously, 

re-employment  of  the  same  word  in  a  subsequent 
part  of  a  sentence,  the  employment  again  of  the  same 
thing  to  perform  a  subsequent  operation. 

•>H  «)  1  1|  M  anv-ddhana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  dhd 

with  anu  and  d),  putting  fuel  (on  the  three  sacred 
fires),  depositing. 

I.  anv-adhi,  is,  m.  a  bail  or  deposit  delivered  to 
a  third  person,  see  anv-dhita  below  ;  a  second  deposit. 
Anv-ddfieya,  or  anv-ddheyaka,  am,  n.  property 

presented  after  marriage  to  the  wife  by  her  husband's 

family. 

Anv-dhita,  as,  a,  am,  deposited  with  a  person  to 
be  delivered  ultimately  to  the  right  owner. 

2.  anv-ddhi,  is,  m.  (rt.  dhyai), 

repentance,  remorse,  melancholy  reflection  after  (the 
commission  of  a  bad  act). 

Anv-adhya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  divinity. 

•sc^ill  anv-d-nl,  cl.  i.  P.  -nayati,  -netum, 
to  lead  to,  to  lead  along. 
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anr-d-nu,  Intens.,  Ved.  -nonnviti, 
to  sound  through. 

vir=HrtM  anc-antrya,as,a,  am,  Ved.  being 
in  the  entrails. 

w--=<iMti»1  anv-dyatana,  as,  a,  am,  lati- 
tudinal. 

•w^lMrl  anv-ayatta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ya< 
with  a  and  anu),  Ved.  following  after,  in  accordance 
with. 

•w*  =11  MI i«ii  anv-ayatya,  f.  a  deity  invoked 
by  the  verb  anv-d-yd. 

^T^TT*^  anv-d-rabh  (anu-d°),  cl.  I.  A. 
-rabhate,  -rabdhum,  to  commence ;  to  receive ;  to 
touch. 

Anv-arabdha,  as,  a,  am,  in  contact  with. 
Anv-arabhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  touched,  tangible. 
Anv-drambha,  as,  m.  or  anv-drambhana,  am, 

n.  touching,  contact. 
Anv-arambhaniyd,  {.  an  initiatory  ceremony. 

•Wf=nt»^  anv-d-ruh  (anu-d'),  cl.  I.  P. 
-rohati,  -rodhum,  to  follow  or  join  by  ascending. 
Anv-drokana,  am,  n.  (a  widow's)  ascending  the 

funeral  pile  after  or  with  the  body  of  a  husband. 
Am-drohamya,  of,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the 

Anvarohana,  or  rite  of  cremation. 

v  «•=(  I  Pq  »i^  anv-d-vis  (anu-d°),  cl.  6.  P.  -vis- 
ati,  -vesfitum,  to  enter,  occupy,  possess,  engross. 

•wrmfaanr-ii-sri  (anu-d°),  cl.  I .  V.-srayati, 
-yitum,  to  resort  to,  repair,  to  go  (or  come)  up  to. 

•w*qi«  anv-ds  (aim-as),  cl.  2.  A.  -aste, 
-situm,  to  follow  in  taking  a  seat ;  to  be  seated  at  or 
near  or  round ;  to  be  engaged  in  (especially  in  a  reli- 

gious act). 
Ano-dsatta,  am,  n.  sitting  down  after  (another), 

service ;  regret,  affliction ;  a  place  where  work  is  done, 
a  manufactory,  a  house  of  industry ;  an  unctuous  or 
cooling  enema. 
Anv-asita,  at,  a,  am,  made  to  sit  down  after 

or  alongside. 

Anv-dsina,  as,  a,  am,  sitting  down  after,  seated 
alongside  of. 

Anv-dsyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  accompanied  by, 
attended  by. 

•w-^i**!!  anv-d-sthd  (anu-d°),  cl.  I.  P. 
•tishlttati,  -Kthdtum,  to  go  towards,  to  meet 

is«-m6lM  anv-dhdrya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  or 
anv-aluiryaka,  am,  n.  (rt.  Art),  a  certain  gift 
presented  to  the  priests;  (am  or  akam),  n.  the 
monthly  SVaddha  or  funeral  repast  in  honour  of  the 
manes,  held  on  the  day  of  new  moon ;  according 
to  Manu,  it  should  be  of  meat  eaten  after  the  pre- 

sentation of  a  Pinda  or  ball  of  rice.  —  Anrdhdrya- 
paiana,  as,  m.  the  southern  sacrificial  fire,  used  in 
the  Anvaharya  sacrifice. 

••si  '-4 1  rpqiamj-oAiia,  as, »,  am,  daily,diurnal. 
•«<  «•=!  1 15 n  anv-dhita.  Seeanv-ddhdnajp.tf. 

Tfr=T  anv-i  (anu-i),  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -eh', 
-turn,  -fun;  -lin-ai,  to  go  after  or  alongside,  to 
follow ;  to  seek ;  to  be  guided  by ;  to  fall  to  one's  share. 
Anv-aya.    See  s.  v.,  p.  47,  col.  I . 
Anv-ita  or  anr-ita,  at,  a,  am,  joined,  attended, connected  with,  linked  to ;  having  as  an  essential  or 

inherent  part,  endowed  with,  possessed  of,  possessing; 
acquired,  reached  by  the  mind,  understood ;  follow- 

ing ;  connected  as  in  grammar  or  construe!! on.  —  Ain'- 

itdrtha  (°ta-<ir"),  a*,  a,  am,  having  a  clear  meaning understood  from  the  context,  perspicuous. 
.\nr-ii;.  ;«,  f.  following  after;  food  (as  the  com- panion of  the  body  ?). 
Anv-iyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  followed. 
iafWv  anv-i/lh  or  anv-indh  (anu-indh),  cl. 

7.  or  cl.  I .  A.  -inildht  or  -indhate,  -dhitwm,  to  kindle. 

1 1.  anv-ish  (anu-ish),  cl.  i.  P.  -ii 
-c,i!iitiim,-eslitum,  to  desire,  seek,  seek  after,  search, 
aim  at. 

.  anv-ish  (anu-ish),  cl.  4.  P.  -ish- 
yati,  -e-liitinn,  to  go  after,  seek,  search:  Caus. 
-eshayaii,  -yitum,  to  seek. 
Anv-ishta  or  anv-iehyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  sought, 

required. 
Anv-esha,  a»,  m.  or  anr-inhonn,  am,  a,  n.  f. 

seeking  for,  searching,  investigating. 

Anv-cshaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  or  anoeshin,  i,  ini, 
i,  or  anr-eshtri,  (d,  (ri,  tri,  searching,  enquiring. 
Anv-eshtavya  or  anv-eshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be 

searched,  to  be  investigated. 

anv-iksh  (anu-iksh),  cl.  I.  A.  -14- 

ihate,  -shitum,  to  follow  with  one's  looks,  to  keep 
looking  or  gazing,  to  keep  in  view. 

Anv-ikshana,  am,  n.  or  anv-ikshd,  f.  reflection, 
meditation,  searching. 

anvipa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ap,  q.v.,  with 
anu),  near  the  water;  or  (fr.  rt.  dp  with  anu), 
attainable;  friendly (?). 

anv-ri  (anu-ri),  cl.  3.  P.  -iyarti, 
-art um  or  -aritum  or  -arifan»(?),  to  follow;  to 
follow  in  rising. 

anv-rifam,  ind.  verse  after  verse. 

anv-ridh  (anu-ridh),  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved. 
-ridhati,  -ardhitum,  to  carry  out,  accomplish. 

anv-e  (anu-d-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -aiti,  -turn, 
to  come  after,  to  follow  as  an  adherent  or  attendant 

Wl  ap  (in  the  Vedas  used  in  sing,  and 
plur.,  but  in  the  classical  language  only  in  plur.),  dpas, 
f.  water ;  air,  the  intermediate  region  ;  the  star  J  Virgi- 
nis.  Sometimes,  particularly  in  the  Vedas,  the  Apah 
are  considered  as  divinities.  As  the  last  member  of  a 
compound,  ap  may  become  apa,  ipa,  upa.  [Cf. 

Lat.  aqua;  Goth,  ahva, '  a  river ;'  Old  Germ,  aha, 
and  affa  at  the  end  of  compounds ;  Lith.  uppi, '  a 
river;'  perhaps  Lat.  amnis,  'a  river,'  for  apnis;  cf. 
also  Iupp6s].  —  Apa-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  watery. 
—  ApaA-samrarta,  as,  m.  (Buddh.)  destruction  (of 
the  world)  by  water.  —  Apdm-mtsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
star  ('calf  of  the   waters').  —  Apdm-napdt,  t,  or 
apam-naptri,  ta,  or  apdm-garbha,  as,  or  apdn- 
napdt,  or  apo-wtpdt,  t,  &c.,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  Agni 
or  fire  as  sprung  from  water.  —  Apam-naptnya  or 
apam^naptriya  or  apo-naptriya  or  aptMiaptriya, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  Agni.  —  Apdm^ndtha, 
as,  m.  the  ocean.— Apdm-nidhi,  Is,  m.  die  ocean. 
—  Apdm-pati  or  ap-pati,  is,  m.  the  ocean ;  N.  of 
Varuna.— Apdm-pttta  or  ap-jiitta,  am,  n.  fire;  a 
plant.  —  Ap-kritsna,  am,  n.  deep  meditation  per- 

formed by  means  of  water.  —  Ap-fara,  as,  m.  an 
aqualic  animal.  —  Ap-saras,  see  s.  v. 

Aptya,  apya.     See  s.  v. 
A  i  ̂ ura,  apsarya,  apud.     See  s.  v. 
Apsu,  for  words  beginning  thus.     See  apsu-. 
Ab-,  for  words  beginning  thus.    See  al>-indhana, 

Sec. 
rT  <ipa,  ind.  (as  a  prefix  to  nouns  and 

verbs,  expresses)  away,  off,  back  (opposed  to  «pa, 

apakrishta-tva. 
•smcD-MM"  apa-kalmasha,  as,  d,  am,  stain- less. 

,  film,  pra),  down  (opposed  to  tul). 
When  prefixed  to  nouns,  it  may  sometimes the 

neg.  particle  a,  e.  g.  apa-bhi,  fearless ;  or  may  ex- 
press deterioration,  inferiority,  &c.,  e.  g.  apa-pdtha, 

[.V. 

(As  a  separable  preposition  or  adverb,  with  abl.) 
away  from,  on  the  outside  of,  without,  with  the  ex- 

ception of.  It  is  separated  only  in  the  Vedas  [cf.  Gr. 
iird;  Lat.  all;  Goth.  «/;  Eng.  of}. 

apa-kantna,  as,  d,  am,  cruel. 

apa-kalanka,  as,  m.  an  indelible 
disgrace,  a  deep  slain. 

apa-kash,  cl.  I  .  P.  -kashati,  -shitum, 

to  scrape  off. 
•«let>i*i  apa-kdma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  aversion, 

abhorrence  ;    abominable-ness  ;  deprivation  of  what  is 

dear;  (am),  ind.  against  one's  liking,  unwillingly. 
apa-klrti,  is,  f.  infamy,  disgrace. 

apa-kukshi,  is,  m.  a  bad  or  ill- 

shaped  belly  (?).    This  word  may  also  be  used  as  a 
i  and  as  an  Avyayi-bhdva. 

apa-kunja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  younger 
brother  of  the  serpent  king  SVsha. 

^Tq^i  apa-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute, 
-kartum,  to  carry  away,  remove,  drag  away  ;  (with 
gen.  or  ace.)  to  hurt,  wrong,  injure  (any  one)  :  Caus. 
-kdrayati,  -yitum,  to  hurt,  wrong. 
Apa-karana,  am,  n.  acting  improperly;  doing 

wrong;  ill-treating,  offending,  injuring. 
Apa-kartri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  injurious,  offensive,  hos- tile, inimical,  an  enemy. 

Apa-karman,  a,  n.  discharge  (of  a  debt)  ;  evil  doing, 
improper  conduct,  wickedness  ;  oppression,  violence  ; 
laziness,  incompetence  ;  any  impure  or  degrading  act or  rite. 

Apa-kara,  as,  d,  am,  acting  wrong,  offending  ; 
(as),  m.  wrong,  offence,  injury,  hurt  ;  wickedness  ; 
oppression,  enmity.  —  Apakdra-gir,  is,  f.  or  apa- 
kara-tabija,  as,  m.  an  offending  or  menacing  speech. 
—  Apakdra-td,  f.  wrong,  offence.  —  Apakdrdrthin 
(°ra-ar°),  i,  frii,  {,  malicious,  malevolent. 
Apa-kdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  or  apa-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i, 

(with  gen.)  acting  wrong,  doing  ill  (to  any  one), offending,  injuring. 

Apa-krita,  as,  d,  am,  done  wrong,  maliciously, 
offensively  or  wickedly  committed  ;  observed  or 
practised  as  a  degrading  or  impure  act,  as  servile 
duties,  funeral  rites,  &c.  ;  (am),  n.  injury,  offence. 
Apa-kriti,  is,  f.  oppression,  wrong,  injury;  en- 

mity, opposition;  any  degrading  or  impure  act  or rite. 

Apa-kritya,  am,  n.  damage,  injury,  hurt. 
Apa-kriyd,  f.  delivery,  clearing  off  (debts);  offence; 

any  impure  act  or  rite. 

apa-krit,  cl.  6.  P.  -krintati,  -kar- 

titum,  to  cut  off. 
rish,  cl.  i.  and  6.  P.A.-karsh- 

ati,  -te,  -krishati,  -te,  -karshtum  or  -kraslt/um, 
to  draw  off  or  aside,  drag  down,  carry  away,  take 
away,  remove  ;  to  omit,  diminish  ;  to  put  away  ;  to 
anticipate  something  which  occurs  later  (as  a  word  of 
a  sentence)  ;  to  bend  (a  bow)  ;  to  detract,  debase, 
dishonour  :  Caus.  -karsliayati,  -yitum,  to  remove, 
diminish,  detract. 

Apa-karilui,  as,  m.  drawing  or  dragging  off  or 
down,  detraction,  deficiency,  diminution,  decay  ;  low- 

ering, deterioration,  depression  ;  decline,  degradation, 
inferiority,  infamy;  anticipated  performance  of  a 

duty  ;  (in  poetry)  anlicipation  of  a  word  occurring 
later.  —  Apakarsha-mma,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  sophism 

in  the  Nyaya,  e.  g.  '  sound  has  not  the  quality  of 
shape  as  a  jar  has,  therefore  sound  and  a  jar  have  no 

qualities  in  common.' -n,  us,  ikd,  am,  drawing  down,  de- 
tracting (with  gen.). 

Apfi-karshaiia,  as,  I,  am,  taking  away,  forcing 
away,  removing,  diminishing  ;  (am),  n.  taking 

away,  depriving  of;  drawing  down  ;  abolishing,  de- nying. 

Ajnt-krislila,  «*,  d,  am,  drawn  away,  taken  away, 
removed,  lost  ;  dragged  down,  brought  down,  de- 
iressed  ;  low,  vile,  inferior;  (as),  m.  a  crow.  —  Apa- 
'crishla-fetana,  ax,  d,  am,  mentally  debased.  —  Apa- 
krish<a-jdti,  is,  is,  i,  of  a  low  liibe.  —  Apukrishta- 
ttl,  f.  or  apakrishta-tca,  am,  n.  inferiority,  vileness. 
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apa-kn,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -karitum, 
-ritum,  to  spout  out,  spurt,  scatter  ;  to  throw  down  ; 
to  scrape  with  the  feet. 

apa-kausalt,  f.  news,  informa- 
tion. 

a-pakti,  is,  f.  (it.  pat),  immaturity  ; 
indigestion. 
A-pakva,  as,  a,  am,  umipe,  immature  ;  undi- 

gested. —  Apakva-td,  f.  immaturity  ;  incompleteness. 
—  Apakva-buddhi,  is,  Is,  i,  of  immature  under- 

standing. —  Apakvaiin  (°va-df),  i,  inl,  i,  eating 
raw,  uncooked  food. 

•fl  M  sM^  apa-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  -kramati,  poet. 
A.  -kramate,  -mitum,  to  go  away,  fly,  retreat,  re- 

tire from  ;  to  glide  away  ;  to  measure  off  by  steps. 
Apa-krama,  an,  m.  going  away  ;  passing  off  or 

away  ;  flight,  retreat. 
Apa-kramana,  am,  n.  or  apa-krama,  as,  m. 

passing  off  or  away,  retiring. 
Apa-kramin,  I,  inl,  i,  going  away,  retiring. 

•si  H  Jftl  apa-kri,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -krindti,  -nite, 
-kretum,  to  buy,  purchase. 

•*m~!§3{apa-krus,  cl.  I.  P.  -krosati,  -krosh- tum,  to  revile. 
Apa-krofa,  as,  m.  reviling,  abusing. 

•*ms{  a-paksha,  as,  a,  am,  without  wings  ; 
not  on  the  same  side  or  party  ;  adverse,  opposed  to. 
—  Apakxha-td,  (.  opposition,  hostility.  —  A-paksha- 
pdta,  as,  m.  impartiality. 

^nfSf  apa-kshi,  cl.  5.  9.  or  I.  P.  -kshinoti, 
-kshindti,  -kshayati,  -ksketum,  to  destroy,  anni- 

hilate ;  bring  to  an  end  :  Pass,  -kshiyate,  to  decline, 
wane  (as  the  moon). 
Apa-kshaya,  as,  m.  decline,  decay,  wane. 
Apa-kshita,  as,  a,  am,  waned. 
Apa-kshltia,  as,  a,  am,  declined,  decayed,  di- 

minished. 

^nrffSpT  apa-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kshipati, 
-te,  -ksheptmn,  to  throw  away  or  down,  take  away, 
remove. 

Apa-kshipta,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  or  cast  down  or 
away. 

Apa-kshepana,  am,  n.  casting  away,  throwing 
down. 

^HTTT  apa-gam,  cl.  i.  P.  -gafthati,  -gan- 
lum,  to  go  away,  depart  ;  to  give  way,  vanish. 
Apa-ya,  as,  a,  am,  going  away,  turning  away; 

(a),  f.  a  river. 
Apa-gata,  as,  a,  am,  gone,  departed,  remote, 

gone  off;  dead,  diseased.  —  Apagata-ryddhi,  is,  is, 
i,  one  who  has  recovered  from  a  disease. 

Apa-gama,  as,  m.  or  apa-gamana,  am,  n.  going 
away  ;  giving  way  ;  separation,  departure,  death. 

•*m'lt.  apa-gara,  as,  m.  (rt.  grl),  reviler. 

vm<ii>in  apa-yarjita,  as,  a,  am,  thunder- 
less  (as  a  cloud). 

•stM'1^4  apa-galbha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  failing  in 
boldness;  abortive;  being  on  the  side  (not  in  the 
middle  ?)  ;  separated  from  the  oldest  by  one. 

•sm'll  apa-ga,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigati,  -gdtum,  to 
go  away,  vanish,  retire. 

vtM'j^  apa-gur,  cl.  6.  A.  -gurate,  some- 
times P.  -gurati,  -ritum,  to  reject,  disapprove, 

threaten;  to  inveigh  against  any  one;  to  deprive 
of  (?)  :  part,  of  the  Intens.  apa-jargnrdna,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  rejecting,  &c. 
Apa-yaram  or  afxi-goram,  ind.  having  raised. 

^M'je.  iipa-guh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -guhati,  -te, 
-guhitum,  -godhum,  to  conceal,  hide. 
Apa-goha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  hiding  place;  secret. 

^npftgt  apa-gopura,  as,  a,  am,  without 
gates  (as  a  town). 

apa-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -orihndti, 
-nite,  -grahltum,  to  take  away,  disjoin,  tear  off. 

^Timn  apa-ghana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  han  with 
apa),  a  limb  or  member,  as  a  hand  or  foot. 
Apa-ghata,  as,  m.  striking  or  cutting  off;  ward- 

ing off;  killing;  a  violent  death. 
Apa-ghataka,  as,  ikd,  am,  warding  off. 
Apa-ghatin,  I,  inl,  i,  murderous,  killing.  See 

apa-han. apanktya.     See  apanktya. 

a-pada  or  a-padamdna,  as,  m.  not 
cooking ;  not  being  able  to  cook ;  a  bad  cook. 

WI^  apa-dar,  cl.  I.  P.  -darati,  -ritum, 
to  depart ;  to  act  wrongly. 
Apa-darita,  as,  d,  am,  gone  away,  departed, 

dead ;  (am),  n.  fault,  offence. 
Apa-ddra,  as,  m.  want,  absence;  defect;  fault, 

improper  conduct,  offence ;  unwholesome  or  improper 

regimen. 
Apa-ddrin,  I,  inl,  i,  doing  wrong,  wicked,  bad. 

•sm^l^T  apa- fay,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -ddyati,  -te, 
-yitum,  to  fear ;  to  respect,  honour. 
Apa-ddyita,  as,  d,  am,  honoured,  respected. 

•"•HnTtf  i.  apa-di,  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  -diketi, 
-detum,  to  pay  attention  to,  to  respect;  to  invite 
respectfully. 

I.  apa-fita,  as,  a,  am,  honoured,  respected,  sa- 
luted ;  (am),  n.  honouring,  esteeming. 

1.  apa-fiti,  is,  f.  honouring,  worship,  reverence. 
—  Apaditi-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  honoured. 

•stMPM  2.  apa-di,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dinoti,  -nute, 
-detum,  to  gather,  collect :  Pass,  -dlyate,  to  be  in- 

jured in  health  or  prosperity ;  to  grow  less ;  to  wane ; 
(with  abl.)  to  lose  anything. 
Apa-daya,  as,  m.  diminution,  decay,  decrease, 

loss,  privation,  decline ;  N.  of  several  planetary  man- sions. 

2.  apa-dita,  as,  d,  am,  diminished,  expended, 
wasted ;  emaciated,  thin. 

2.  apa-fiti,  is,  (.  loss ;  expense ;  exclusion ;  com- 
pensation; punishing;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  MarTc^i. 

Apa-di,  f.  a  disease  consisting  in  an  enlargement 
of  the  glands  of  the  neck. 

Apa-detri,  la,  m.  a  spendthrift. 

•stHiVeti'HtT  apa-diktrshd,  f.  (rt.  kri  in 
Desid.),  desire  of  hurting  any  one. 

•WMPMrr  i .  apa-dit,  Caus.  P.  A.  -delay  ati,  -te, 
or  Ved.  -fitayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  become  faithless : 
Desid.  -tikitsati,  -te,  to  wish  to  leave  or  to  abandon 
any  one. 

2.  apa-dit,  t,  {.,  Ved.  a  noxious  flying  insect. 

•'HV'oa^fapa-ddhattra, as, d, am,  not  having 
a  parasol. 

^T*1*§mapa-ddhdya,as,  a,  am,  shadowless, 
having  no  shadow,  as  a  deity  or  celestial  being ;  hav- 

ing a  bad  or  unlucky  shadow ;  (d),  f.  an  unlucky 
shadow,  a  phantom,  apparition. 

utMija^  apa-dcheda,as,  m.OTapa-ddhedana, 
am,  n.  (rt.  chid),  cutting  off  or  away ;  loss ;  inter- 
ruption. 

vim*j  apa-dyu,  cl.  i.  A.  -dyavate,  poet.  P. 
-fyamtl,  -dyotum,  to  fall  off,  to  perish,  to  go  off, 
desert,  withdraw ;  Caus.  -dyavayati,  to  expel. 
Apa-dyara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  going  or  coming  out ; 

moving  down  (as  a  pestle?). 

Apit-fyuta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  off,  departed,  gone 
away,  perished. 

•at^Jillrt  apa-jdta,  as,  m.  a  bad  son  who 
has  turned  out  ill. 

^niftr  (ipa-ji,  cl.  I.  P.  -jay ati,  -jetum,  to 
defeat,  conquer,  to  ward  off,  keep  off  or  out. 

Apa-jaya,  as,  m.  defeat,  discomfiture,  overthrow. 

Apa-jayya,  as,  a,  am,  conquerable,  to  be   de- feated. 

mnnmW  apa-jighajisu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  apa- 
in  Desid.),  desirous  of  keeping  off,  wishing  to 

apa-jihirshu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  apa- 
hri,  q.v.,  in  Desid.),  wishing  to  cany  off  or  take  away. 

viss^l  apa-jna,  cl.  9.  A.  -janlte,  -jiiatum, 
to  deny,  repudiate  ;  to  dissemble,  conceal  ;  to  cause 
not  to  be  recognized. 

Apa-jdnana,  as,  d,  am,  denying,  concealing. 
(f  a-pandi-krita,   am,  n.   simple 

elementary   substance,   not   compounded  of  the  five 

(pan/fan)  gross  elements  ;  the  five  subtle  elements. 

•*iH5lii^  a-patantara  (°ta-ant°),  as,  d,  am, 
not  separated  by  a  curtain  ;  adjoining,  contiguous. 

vtv^l  apafi,  f.  a  screen  or  wall  of  cloth, 
especially  the  kandt  or  screen  surrounding  a  tent. 
—  Apatl-kshepa  or  apatd-ksfiepa,  as,  m.  tossing 
aside  the  curtain  ;   apatl-kskepena,  with  a  toss  of 
the  curtain,  precipitate  entrance  on  the  stage,  indi- 

cating hurry  and  agitation. 

^TOJ  a-patu,  us,  us  or  m,  n,  not  clever, 
awkward,  uncouth;  ineloquent;  sick,  diseased.  —  J- 
patu-ta,  f.  or  apattirtva,  am,  n.  awkwardness  ; 
sickness. 

•-i)M<J  a-patha,  as,  m.  unable  to  read,  not 
reading. 

•wsiijsn  a-pandita,  as,  d,  am,  unlearned, illiterate. 

•*m<W  a-panya,  as,  d,  am,  unsaleable,  un- 
fit for  sale. 

•snirt'Er  apa-taksh,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -takshati, 
-sMtum  or  -tashtum,  to  chip  off. 

%4Hri-r:44  apa-tantraka,  as,  m.  spasmodic 
contraction  of  the  body  or  stomach,  emprosthotonos. 

•«Mfl|tic«  apa-tdnaka,  as,  m.  spasmodic 
contraction. 

Apa-tdnakin,  I,  inl,  i,  affected  with  spasmodic contraction. 

'S^rVr  a-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  not  a  husband 
or  master  ;  (is,  is,  i),  without  a  husband  or  master, 
unmarried.  —  A-pati-ghnl,  f.  not  killing  the  husband. 
—  Apati-td,  f.  state  of  being  without  a  husband. 
—  Apati-jmtra,  as,  d,  am,  without  a  husband  and 
children.  —  A-pati-vratd,  (.  an  unfaithful  or  unchaste 
wife. 

A-pattka,  as,  d,  am,  without  a  husband. 
^HTrft^  apa-firtha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  bad  or 

improper  Tirtha,  q.  v. 

^nrff1^  apa-trip,  Caus.  P.  -tarpayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  starve,  cause  to  fast. 

Apa-tarpana,  am,  n.  fasting  (in  sickness). 
"^Tfjf  a-pattra,  as,  d,  am,  leafless  ;  (a),  f., 

N.  of  a  plant. 

'SfHstioli  a-patnlka,  as,  d,  am,  without  a 
wife. 

•sriiq  apatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  apa  or  according 
to  native  etym.  fr.  rt.pai  with  a,  because  a  family  is  by 
offspring  prevented  from  falling  into  decay)  ;  offspring, 
child,  descendant  ;  a  patronymical  affix.  —  Apatya- 
kima,  as,  a,  am,  desirous  of  offspring.  —  Apatya- 
jlva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Apatya-td,  f.  state  of 
childhood.  —  Apatya-da,  as,  a,  am,  giving  offspring  ; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants.  —  Apatya-patha,  as, 
m.  the  vuha.  —  Apatya-pratyaya,  as,  m.  a  patro- 

nymical affix.  —  Apatya-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  possessed 
of  offspring.  —  Apatya-vikrayin,  I,  m.  a  seller  of  his 
offspring  ;  a  father  who  receives  a  gratuity  from  his 
son-in-law.  —  Apatya-s'atnt,  us,  m.  'having  his  de- O 
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scendants  for  enemies,'  a  crab  (said  to  perish  in 

producing  young).  —  Apat^a-sat ,  k,  k,  1;  Ved.  ac- 

companied with  offspring.  -  Aputijiirlhii-Sdbila  ("ya- 
ar°),  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

>Mi4dH  apa-trap,  cl.  I.  A.  or  poet.  P. 

-trapatr.  -li.  -trnjiilni/i,  -tni/itum,  to  be  ashamed 
or  bashful,  turn  away  the  face. 

Apa-trapana,  am,  n.  or  apa-trapa,  f.  bashful- ness  ;  embarrassment. 

Apa-trapishnu,  us,  us,  u,  bashful. 

??qa«  apa-tras, cl.  1.4.?.  -trasati,  -syati, 

-titum,  to  be  deterred,  to  be  afraid  of,  to  flee  from 
in  terror. 

Apa-trasta,  as,  a,  am,  (with  abl.)  afraid  of,  flee- 
ing or  retiring  from  in  terror. 

TtijVJ  a-patha,  am,  n.  not  a  way,  absence 

of  a  road,  pathless  state,  irregularity,  deviation ; 

heresy,  heterodoxy;  the  vulva;  (as,  a,  am),  path- 
less roadless ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants.  —  Apatha- 

gamin,  t,  in't,  i,  going  by  a  wrong  road,  pursuing 
bad  practices,  heretical.  —  Apatka-prapanna,  as,  a, 
am,  out  of  place,  in  the  wrong  place,  misapplied. 
A-pathin,  -nthds,  m.  absence  of  road,  pathless 

state. 

A-pathya,  as,  a,  am,  unfit ;  unsuitable ;  incon- 
sistent; (in  medic.)  unwholesome  as  food  or  drink 

in  particular  complaints.  —  Apathya-nimitta,  as,  a, 
am,  caused  by  unfit  food  or  drink.  —  Apathya-bhuj, 

I;  t,  k,  eating  what  is  forbidden. 

^H^  a-pad,  t,  t,  t,  or  at,  df  or  adi,  at, 
Ved.  footless,  having  no  feet ;  going  on  a  road  which 
do«  not  exist  or  is  unknown  (?). 

A-pada,  as,  a,  am,  footless;  having  no  office; 

(as),  m.  a  reptile ;  (am),  n.  no  place,  no  abode ; 

the  wrong  place  or  time;  ether.  —  A^pada-ruha 

or  a-pada-rohini,  (.,  N.  of  a  parasitical  plant,  Epi- 
dendron  Tesselloides.  —  A-pada-st ha,  as,  d,  am, 

out  of  office.  —  A-jiadantara  (°da-an°),  as,  a, 
am,  not  separated  by  2  foot,  adjoining,  contiguous ; 

(am),  n.  proximity. 

fl^  CtmilHs«/)a-datsAJnam,  ind.  away  from 
the  right,  to  the  left  side. 

^HMfJM  apa-dama,  as,  d,  am,  without  self- 
restraint  ;  of  wavering  fortune. 

^ITTW  apa-dava,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 

forest-fire.  -  Ajmtlarapad  fra-ap"),  t,  t,  t,  free 
from  the  calamity  of  fire. 

'•SI"? 51  apa-dasa,  as,  d,  am,  (any  number) off  ten. 

?W^H  apa-das,  cL  4.  P.,  Ved.  -dasyati, 
-situm,  to  fail,  i.  e.  become  dry. 

flUfJ^  npa-dah,  cl.  I .  P.  -dahati,  -dagdhum, 
to  bum  up,  to  burn  out  so  as  to  drive  out. 

•«ii(r;i«1  apa-ddna  or  apa-ddnaka,  am,  n 
(rt.  ilai),  correct  or  pure  conduct,  approved  occupa 
tion ;  a  great  or  noble  work ;  work  well  or  com 
pleteiy  done  (for  avadana,  q.  v.). 

VHM<;|VJ  a-paddrtha  (°da-ar°),  as,  m.  non- 
entity, nothing. 

YWfiJSI  apa-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  -disati,  -deshtum 
to  assign,  to  point  out,  indicate,  betray,  to  pretend 
hold  out  as  a  pretext  or  disguise. 

Apa-<liifam,  ind.  in  an  intermediate  region  (o 
the  cornpass),  half  a  point. 

Apa-dishta,  as,  a,  am,  assigned  as  a  reason  o 
pretext. 
Apa-defa,  as,  m.  turning  away,  refusal ;  pretence 

feint,  pretext,  disguise,  contrivance ;  the  second  ste 
in  a  syllogism,  according  to  the  Vaiseshikas,  i.  e.  th 
statement  of  the  reason,  adducing  a  reason  or  cause 
a  butt  or  mark  ;  place,  quarter  ;  fame,  reputation. 

Afiri-destn,  t,  in?,  i,  assuming  the  appearance  o 
semblance  of. 

i 
moke. 

oblin. 

lame. 

Aiia-deslya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  shown,  to  be  stated. 

^nj»f  apii-ilri,  used  in  part,  of  Intens.,Ved. 

pOrdardrat,  at,  aft,  at,  tearing  open. 

apa-devatd,  f.  an  evil  spirit,  a 

apa-dosha,  as,  d,  am^  free  from 

apa-drarya,  am,  n.  any  bad  thing. 

apa-dvdra,  am,  n.  a  side-entrance not  the  regular  door). 

^PWTo^a-rfAa,f.,Ved.hiding,  shutting  up. 

^jTJ\rra  apa-dhdv,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhdvati, 

ritum,  to  depart  (from  a  previous  statement),  pre- 

apa-dhuma,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 

aricaie. 

?PTW  apa-dhri,  Caus.  P.  -dhdrayati,  -yitum, 
o  carry  off. 

a-dhma,  cl.  I  .  P.  -dhamati,  -dhma- 
um,  to  blow  away  or  off. 

apa-dhyai,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhydyati,-dhyd- 
um,  to  have  a  bad  opinion  of,  to  curse  mentally. 

Apa-dhydna,  am,  n.  evil  thoughts,  wickedness. 

^Rufa  apa-dhvans,  cl.  i.  P.,  better  A., 

-dhvansati,  -te,  -sitam,  to  scold,  revile,  repel  ;   to 
fall  away,  be  degraded. 
Apa-dhransa,  as,  m.  filling  away,  degradation, 

disgrace;  concealment.  —  Apadhvansa-ja,  as,  m.  a 
man  of  a  mixed  or  impure  caste  (whose  father  be- 

ongs  to  a  lower  caste  than  his  mother's). 
Apa-dhvanstn,  t,  inl,  i,  causing  to  fall,  destroy- 

ng,  abolishing. 

Apa-dhrasta,  as,  a,  am,  reviled,  cursed  ;  aban- 
doned, pounded  or  pounded  badly  ;  (as),  m.  a  vile 

wretch  lost  to  all  sense  of  right. 

-dhvdnta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  dhvan), 
iounding  wrong. 

apa-nata,  as,  d,  am,  bulging  out. 

^  apa-nas,  cl.  4.  P.  -nasyati,  -nasi- 
tum  and  -nanshtum,  to  disappear,  go  away. 

IH-II HUH.  as,  d,  am,  without  a  nose. 

apa-nah,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -nahyati,  -te, 
•luiddltum,  to  unbind  ;  to  loosen. 

•em*i'ii«i  apa-ndman,  a,  n.  a  bad  name ; 

(a,  a,  a),  having  a  bad  name, 
vi  M  Pi  5  apa-nidra,  as,  d,  am,  sleepless. 

f  apa-nirvdna,  as,  d,  am,  not  yei 

apa-nl,  cl.  I.  P.  -nayati,  -netum,  to 

extinct. 

lead  away  or  off;  to  rob,  steal,  take  or  drag  away 

to  remove,  frighten  away;    to  put  oft'  or  away  (as 
garments,  ornaments,  or   fetters) ;    to  extract,  take 
from;  to  deny;  to  except,  exclude  from  a  rule  :  Desid 

lin'inhati,  to  wish  to  remove. 
Apa-naya,  as,  m.  leading  away,  taking  away 

bad  policy. 

Apa-nayana,  am,  n.  taking  away,  withdrawing 
removing ;  destroying,  healing ;  acquittance  of  a  deb 
or  obligation. 
Apa-nita,  as,  d,  am,  taken  away,  removed ;  paid 

discharged ;  led  away  from,  contradictory ;  badl) 
executed,  spoiled;  (am),  n.  imprudent  or  bad  be 
haviour. 

Apa-netri,  ta,  m.  a  remover,  taking  away. 

<J  apa-nud,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -nudati,  -te 
-nottum,  to  remove. , 

Apa-nutti,  it,  f.  or  apa-noda  or  apa-noddka 
as,  m.  removing,  taking  or  sending  away  ;  expiation 

Apa-nuda,  as,  a,  am,  removing,  driving  away. 
AjKi-mmutm,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  removing, 

xpiating. 
Apa-nodana,  as,  t,  am,  removing,  driving  away ; 

am),  n.  removing,  destroying. 

Apa-nodya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  removed. 
••HMTJ'I?   a-panna-griha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

laving  an  indestructible  house. 

i-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate,  -pattum, 
o  escape,  run  away. 

"MMMIi  npa-pdtha,  as,   m.  a  mistake  in 

eading  ;  a  wrong  reading  in  a  text. 

'.MM MM  upa-pdtra,  as,  d,  am,  using  se- 
arate  vessels  \(mm  which  no  one  else  will  eat) ;  of 
ow  caste. 

Apa-patrita,  as,  m.  a  person  not  allowed  by  his tindred  to  eat  or  drink  from  a  common  vessel ;  a 

person  who  has  lost  his  caste. 

apa-pddatra,  as,  d,  am,  having 
10  protection  for  the  feet,  shoeless. 

apa-pdna,  am,  n.  a  bad  or  im- 
>roper  drink. 

...  apa-pitva,  am,  n.  (for  apa-apitva, 
fr.  rt.  ap  or  ap  with  apa),  Ved.  severance ;   turning ration. 

apa-puta,  au,  m.  du.  badly  formed 

buttocks;   (on,  a,  am),  having  badly  formed  but- 

away,  separation 

ocks. 

*<r«ni  apa-prl,  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  -piparti,  to 
take  away,  remove. 

ias  had  a  miscarriage. apa-prajdtd,  f.  a  female  that 

apa-praddna,  am,  n.  a  bribe. 

^f^apa-pre(-pra-i),  cl.  2.  P.-praiti,  -turn, 
:o  go  away,  to  withdraw. 

^TUjflPMri  apa-proshita  (-pra-ush°,  rt.  vas), 

am,  n.,  Ved.  the  having  departed,  a  wrong  departure or  evil  caused  thereby. 

apa-badh    or   apa-vadh   (defect. 

verb),  to  repel,  avert. 
IT  apa-barhis,  is,  is,  is,  not  having 

the  portion  constituting  the  Barhis. 

tf  apa-bddh,    cl.    I.    A.   -bddhate, 
-dhitum,  to  drive  away,  repel,  remove. 

apa-bdhuka,  as,  m.  a  bad  arm, 
stiffness  in  the  arm. 

apa-bhaya,  as,  d,  am,  or  apa-bhi, 

is,  is,  i,  fearless,  undaunted. 

peration. 

apa-bharani,  f.  (fr.  rt.  bhri  with 

a»o),  the  last  lunar  mansion. 
Apa-Uartn,  ta,  tri,  M,  Ved.  taking  away,  de- 

stroying. 

^nj*TT^  apa-bhdsh,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhdshate, 

-shitum,  to  revile. 

Apa-bhasliana,  am,  n.  abuse,  bad  words,  vitu- 

apa-bhti,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -titum, 

to  be  absent. 
Apa-lhiiti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  defect,  damage. 

^TOtf^T  (ipa-bhrama  or  apa-bhransa,as,  m. 

falling  down  or  away  ;  a  bad  fall ;  a  corrupted  word, 

a  corruption ;  ungrammatical  language,  the  most 

corrupt  of  the  Prakrit  dialects.  (The  spelling  apa- 
lihransa  is  incorrect  according  to  some  grammarians.) 

Apa-lhrashta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  away,  corrupted 

(as  a  Prakrit  dialect). 

apama,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  apa),  Ved.  the 
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51 most  distant,  the  last;  (as),  m.  the  declination  in 

astronomy ;  the  ecliptic.  —  Apama-kshelra,  see 
krdnti-kshetra.  —  Apama-jyd,  f.  the  sine  of  the 
ecliptic.  —  Apama-mandala  or  apa-mandala  or 
apama-rritta,  am,  n.  the  ecliptic. 

•sm*l-*(  apa-manyu,  us,  us,  u,  free  from 
grief. 

^m*^  apa-marda,  as,  m.  (rt.  mrid),  what 
is  swept  away,  dirt. 

•flMH5I  apa-marsa,  as,  m.  (rt.  mris),  touch- 
ing, grazing. 

•4)l|HH  apa-mana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (rt.  man), 
disrespect,  contempt,  disgrace. 

Apa-mdnita,  ax,  d,  am,  dishonoured,  disgraced. 
Apa-mdnin,  i,  ini,  i,  dishonouring,  despising. 
Apa-mdnya,as,  d,  am,  disreputable,  dishonourable. 

•snf*l!'l  apa-mdrga,  as,  m.  a  by-way. 

^STWW  i-  apa-mitya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  mi?), 
Ved.  to  be  thrown  away ;  see  under  apa-me  below. 

'snT'nf  apa-mukha,  as,  d,  am,  having  the 
face  averted ;  having  an  ill-formed  face  or  mouth  ; 
(am),  ind.  except  or  without  the  face,  &c. 

f  apa-murdhan,  d,  d,  a,  headless. 

>T  apa-mrij,  cl.  2.  P.  -mdrshti,  -mar- 
jitum,  -mdrshtum,  to  wipe  off,  remove. 

Apa-mdrjana,  am,  n.  cleansing ;  shaving,  paring, 
chips. 
Apa-mrishta,  as,  d,  am,  cleansed. 

^HJHTJ  apa-mrityu,  us,  m.  sudden  death, 
dying  by  some  accident,  not  of  sickness  or  decay ;  a 
great  danger  or  illness,  from  which  a  person,  contrary 
to  expectation,  recovers. 

^nTTTTrT  apa-mrishita,  as,  d,  am,  unin- 
telligible (as  a  speech). 

flMH  apa-me,  cl.  i.  A.  -may ate,  -mdtum, 
to  change. 

3.  apa-mitya  or  apa-mityaka,  am,  n.  debt. 

^fmm^apa-yasas,  as,  n.  disgrace,  infamy. 
—  Apayatas-kara,  as,  i,  am,  occasioning  infamy, 
disgraceful. 

^m^TI  apa-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -turn,  to  go 
away,  to  depart,  fall  off,  go  over  to. 

Apa-ydta,  as,  d,  am,  gone  away,  having  retired 
Apa-ydtavya,  am,  n.  to  be  gone  away  (used  im- 

personally). 

Apa-ydna,  am,  n.  retreat,  flight. 

•*<«<<j  apa-yu,  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  -yuyoti,  to 
repel,  disjoin. 

•si^K  i.  a-para,  as,  d,  am,  having  nothing 
beyond  or  after,  having  no  rival  or  superior.  —  A 
para-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  nothing  following. 

mm,  2.  apara,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  apa),  posterior 
hinder,  later,  latter  (opposed  to  purva  and  oftei 
occurring  as  the  first  member  of  a  comp.) ;  following 
western ;  inferior,  lower  (opposed  to  para) ;  other 
another  (opposed  to  sva)  ;  different  (with  abl.) ;  dis 
tant,  opposite.  Sometimes  apara  is  used  as  a  con 
junction  to  connect  words  or  sentences,  e.  g.  apnranfa 
moreover,  (as),  m.  the  hind  foot  of  an  elephant 
(a),  f.  the  west ;  the  hind  quarter  of  an  elephant 
the  womb;  (I),  f.,  Ved.  the  future  times,  future 
(am),  n.  the  future  ;  the  hind  quarter  of  an  elephan! 
(am),  ind.  in  future,  for  the  future;  again,  more 
over ;  (ena),  ind.  (with  ace.)  behind,  west,  to  the  wes 
of  [cf.  Goth,  and  Old  Germ,  afar;  and  the  Mod 
Germ,  aber,  in  such  words  as  Aber-mal,  Aber 

witz~\.—  Apara-kdnyakidy'a,  as,  i,am,  situated  i 
the  western  part  of  KJnyakubja.  —  Apara-kdya,  as 
m.  the  hind  part  of  the  body.  —  Apara-kdla,  as 
m.  another  or  later  period.  —  Apara-goddna,  am 
n.  (in  Buddhist  cosmogony)  a  country  west  o 

ic  Maha-meru.  •-  Apara-ja,  as,  m.,  Ved.  born 
ter,  or  at  the  end  of  the  world  (the  destroying 

re).  —  Apara-jana,  as,  m.  an  inhabitant  of  the 
est.  ••  Apara-td,  f.  or  apara-tva,  am,  n.  distance ; 
osteriority  (in  place  or  time) ;  opposition,  contra- 
ety,  relativeness ;  nearness.  —  Apara-tra,  ind.  in 
nother  place ;  ekatra,  aparatra,  in  one  place,  in 

ic  other  place.  —  Apara-daktihinam,  ind.  south- 
west. —  Apara-nidayha,  as,  m.  the  latter  part  of 

summer.  «•  Apa'm-paksha,  as,  m.  the  latter  half 
f  the  morith,  the  other  or  opposing  side,  the  defend- 
nt.  —  Apara-pakshiya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the 
alter  half  of  the  month.  —  Apara-pantdla,  as,  m.  pi. 

le  western  Pane1  alas.  —  Apara-para,  as  or  e,  as,  dni, 
1.  one  and  the  other,  various.  —  Apara-praneya,  as, 

,  am,  easily  led  by  others,  tractable.  —  Apara-bhdra, 
is,  m.  existingafter,  succession,  continuation.  —  Apara- 
dtra,  as,  m.  the  latter  half  of  the  night,  the  end  of 

le  night,  the  last  watch.  —  Apara-  loka,  am,  n.  an- 
ther world,  paradise.  ••  Apara-vaktrd,  f.  a  kind  of 

metre  of  four  lines,  having  every  two  lines  the  same. 

—  Apara-rat,  ind.  like  what  comes  after.  —  Apara- 
arAd,  as,  f.  pi.  the  latter  part  of  the  rains.  —  Apara- 

'arad,  t,  f.  the  latter  part  of  the  autumn.  —  Apara- 
aktha,  am,  n.  the  hind  thigh.  —  I .  aparas-para, 

a,  am,  one  after  another;  continued,  uninter- 
rupted. •-  Apara-svastika,  am,  n.  the  western  point 

n  the  horizon.  —  Apara-hemanta,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
he  latter  part  of  winter.  —  Apara-haimana,  as, 
am,  belonging  to  the  latter  half  of  the  winter 

season.  —  Apardgni  (°ra-a<7°),  I,  m.  du.  the  daJ:- 
shina,  i.  e.  southern,  and  gdrhapatya,  i.  e.  western 

fire  (of  a  sacrifice).  —  Apardnta  (Va-a»°),  as,  a, 
am,  living  at  the  western  border ;  (as),  m.  the  west- 

ern extremity,  the  country  or  the  inhabitants  of  the 
western  border ;  the  extreme  end  or  term ;  death. 

Apardntaka,  as,  m.  the  same  as  aparanta;  N. 
of  a  song ;  (ikd),  f.  a  metre  consisting  of  four  times 
sixteen  mstras.  —  Apardnta-jndna,  am,  n.  prescience 

of  one's  latter  end.  —  Apardpara  (°ra-ap  ),  as  or  e, 
as,  dni,  pi.  another  and  another,  various.  —  Apa- 

rdrka  (°ra-ar°),  as,  m.  the  oldest  known  com- 
mentator of  Ysjnavalkya's  law-book.  —  Apardrka- 

fandrika,  f.  the  name  of  his  comment.  —  Apardr- 

dha  (°ra-ar"),  as,  m.  the  latter,  the  second  half. 
Aparahna  (°ra-ak°),  as,  m.  afternoon,  the  last 

watch  of  the  day.  -•  Apardhnatana  or  aparah- 
netana,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  or  produced  in  the 
close  of  the  day. 

Aparetard  (°ra-it°),  i.  opposite  to  or  other  than 
the  west,  the  east. 

Apare-dyus,  ind.  on  the  following  day. 

^mt.;ti  apa-rakta,  as,  d,  am,  colourless, 
bloodless,  pale. 

TT^fir  apa-rati,  is,  f.  (rt.  ram),  stopping, ceasing. 

••SH<.<(  apa-rava,  as,  m.  contest,  dispute ; 

discord.  —  Aparavojj hita  ("ra-uf),  as,  d,  am,  free 
from  dispute,  undisturbed,  undisputed. 

*s m*HT!  2.  a-paraspara,  as,  d,  am,  not  re- 

ciprocal, not  one  (by)  the  other.  «•  A-paraspara- 
xambhuta,  as,  d,  am,  not  produced  one  by  the 
other;  or  (fr.  I.  aparas-para  above),  produced  by 
an  uninterrupted  series  (?). 

^nWT  apa-rdga,  as,  m.  (rt.  raiij),  aver- 
sion, antipathy,  enmity. 

^Tmj^a-^ararf,  an,  d6i,  ok,  not  averted, 
i.e.  fronting,  in  front.  —  Ayiardn-miikha,  ait,  d  or 
i,  am,  with  unaverted  face,  not  turned  away ;  pre- 

senting a  firm  front. 

^TOfsTrT  a-pardjita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ji), 

unconquered,  unsurpassed ;  (as),  m.  a  poisonous  in- 
sect ;  Vishnu ;  Siva ;  one  of  the  eleven  Rudras ; 

class  of  divinities,  constituting  one  portion  of  the  so- 
called  Anuttara  divinities  of  the  Jainas ;  N.  of  a 

sage ;  (d),  f.  Durg5 ;  a  name  applied  to  severa' 
plants,  Clitoria  Ternatea,  Marsilea  Quadrifolia,  Ses- 

bania  ./Egyptiaca  ;  a  species  of  the  SatkarT  metre  of 
four  lines,  each  containing  fourteen  syllables.  —  Apara- 

jitd-dis,  k,  f.  the  north-east  quarter. 
A-pardjifhnu,  us,  us,  u,  or  a-pardjeya,  as,  d, 

am,  unconquerable,  invincible. 
•flmjV  apa-rddh,  cl.  4.  or  5.  P.  -rddhyati, 

-rddhnoti,  -rdddhum,  to  wrong  (with  gen.),  to 
offend,  sin  ;  to  annoy,  prohibit. 

Apa-rdddha,  as,  d,  am,  sinned;  criminal,  guilty  ; 
erring.  —  Aparddd/ia-pr{ihatka,  as,  or  apardd- 

dkahu,  (dha-isK>),  MS,  m.  an  archer  whose  arrows 
always  miss  the  mark. 

Apa-rdddhi,  is,  f.  wrong,  mistake. 
Apa-rdddhri,  dhd,  dhri,  dhri,  offending,  an offender. 

A2ia-rddka,ast  m.  offence,  transgression,  fault;  mis- 
take ;  e.  g.  aparddham  kri,  (with  gen.)  to  offend  any 

one.  —  Aparddha-b/tarijana,  as,  m.  the  destro)'er 
of  sin,  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Aparddhabharijana-stotra, 

am,  n.  a  poem  of  S'arckarSc'Srya,  in  praise  of  Siva. 
Apa-rddhin,  i,  ini,  i,  offending  ;  criminal  ;  guilty. 

—  Aparddki-td,  f.  or  aparddhi-tva,  am,  n.  crimi- 
nality, guilt. 

•stM<jm^u  a-pardparana,as,m.  not  having 
descendants  or  offspring. 

a-pardmrishta,   as,  d,  am,   not 
ouched. 

oFfc?rf  a-parikalita,  as,  d,  am,  un- 
oiown,  unseen. 

a-parikrama,  as,  d,  am,  unable 
to  walk  round. 
A-parikrdrnam,  ind.  without  going  about,  standing still. 

TTTTUfsT  a-pariklinna,   as,  d,  am,  not 
moist,  not  liquid,  dry. 

a-pariganya,   as,    d,    am,    in- calculable. 

|rt'  a-parigata,  as,  d,  am,  unobtained, 
unknown. 

T?  a-parigraha,  as,  m.  non-accept- 
ance, renouncing  ;  deprivation,  destitution,  poverty  ; 

(as,  d,  am),  destitute  of  or  without  attendants. 
A-parigrdhya,  as,  a,  am,  unfit  or  improper  to 

be  accepted,  not  to  be  taken. 

vm(V-M(*il  a-paridayin,  i,  ini,  i  (rt.  6i), 

having  no  acquaintances,  misanthropic. 

A-pariMta,  as,  d,  am,  unacquainted  with,  un- known to. 

A-rparitnya,  as,  d,  am,  unsociable. 
41  M  f^fld.^  a-parMhada,  as,  d,  am  (rt. 

thad),  without  retinue,  not  wealthy,  poor. 
A-jtarWhanna  or  a-parid<!hddita,  as,  d,  am, 

uncovered,  unclothed. 

^IMtXf'iA.'el  a-parit6hmna,  as,  d,  am,  with- 
out interval  or  division,  continuous,  connected,  un- 

distinguished. 
A-pari&'heda,  as,  m.  want  of  distinction  or 

division  ;  want  of  arrangement  or  order  ;  want  of 
discrimination  or  discernment  ;  want  of  judgment  ; 

continuance. 

iH  H  (Vj4J  I  IH  a-parijydni,  is,  f.  not  growing 

old  ;  not  losing  ;  ixhtdpurtasyaparijydni  (°ya-ap°), 
is,  f.,  N.  of  a  sacrificial  ceremony. (rt.  m), 

a-parinayana,  am,  n. celibacy. 

A-panmtd,  f.  an  unmarried  woman. 

•4m(UUW  a-parindma,  as,  m.  (rt.  nam), 

unchangeableness.  —  A-parindma-darsin,  i,  ini,  i, 
not  providing  for  a  change,  improvident. 
A-parindmin,  i,  ini,  i,  unchanging. 

^TtjftiTta  a-paritosha,  as,  d,  am,  unsatis- 
fied, discontented. 
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^  M  ft  H  3i  a-paripakva,  as,  a,  am,  not  quite 
mature. 

isiMiVMt.  a-paripara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not 
going  by  a  tortuous  course. 

•*)M(XHmi  a-parimdna,  as,  a,  am,  without 
measure,  immeasurable,  immense. 

A-parimita,  a»,  a,  am,  unmeasured,  unlimited, 
unbounded.  —  Aparimita-guna-gana,  as,  a,  am, 
of  unbounded  excellences. 

A-parimeya,  at,  d,  am,  immeasurable,  illimitable. 

*m(VjHl«i  a-parimlana,  as,  a,  am,  not 
withering,  not  decaying;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
Gomphrena  Globosa. 

^mfOJIUO  a-pariydni,  is,  f.  not  walking 
about  (used  in  execrations  only) ;  a  various  reading 
has  a-]>ttripani. 

\a-parilopa,  as,  m.non-  violation. 

a-parivartaniya,  as,  a,  am, 
not  to  be  exchanged. 

^HUfVMIfcl  a-parivadya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vad), 
not  to  be  reprimanded. 

•WMfXfMB  a-parivishta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not 
enclosed,  unbounded. 

flH(X<|rl  a-parivrita,  as,  d,  am,  uninclosed, 
unsurrounded. 

flijfV^T^ a-parisesha,as, a,am?  not  leaving 
a  remainder,  all-surrounding,  all-enclosing. 

a-parishkdra,  as,  m.  want  of 
polish  or  finish,  moral  or  physical  ;  coarseness,  rude- 
ness. 

A-pariehJerita,  ae,  a,  am,  unpolished,  unadorned, 
coarse,  rude,  morally  or  physically. 

•"flMlMiiirMeft  a-parisamaptika,  as,  a,  am 
(rt.  ip  with  part  and  sawi),  not  ending,  endless. 

*m(V*n.  a-parisara,  as,  a,  am,  non-con- 
tiguous, distant. 

a-pariskanda,  as,  a,  am,  not 
moving,  motionless. 

•-MM(V?i<!j"l<4  a-pariharaniya  or  a-pari- 
hdrya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  avoided,  inevitable; 
not  to  be  abandoned  or  lost ;  not  to  be  degraded. 

•wnfVjin  a-parihvrita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  un- 
affncted,  not  endangered  ;  going  straightforward. 

•w MCtffcfrT  a-parikshita,  as,  d,  am  (rt. 
iksh),  inconsiderate ;  untried,  unproved. 

'MMOn'  a-parita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  i),Ved. 
unobstructed,  irresistible;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  nation. 

•«IM«>H  a-parusha,  as,  d,  am,  not  rough, not  harsh. 

^TM"KTT  apa-riipa,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  deformed, 
ugly,  ill-looking,  ill-made,  strange,  odd-shaped ;  (am), 
n.  monstrosity,  deformity. 

8  aparedyus.     See  under  apara. 

a-paroksha,  as,  d,  am,  not  in- 
visible; perceptible;  (am),  ind.  (with  gen.)  in  the 

sight  of;  (at),  ind.  perceptibly,  manifestly. 

ifanMafO,  nom.  P.  aparokshayoti,  -yitum, 
to  make  perceptible. 

opa-rotlha,  as,  m.  (rt.  rudh),  ex- 
clusion, prohibition. 

a-parna,  as,  a,  am,  leafless  ;  (n),  f. 
N.  of  DurgJ  or  Parvatl  ;  (the  goddess  not  having 
even  leaves  for  food  during  her  performance  of  reli- 

gious austerities.) 

iSttft  npnrtti  (npn-ritu),   us,  us,  u,  Ved 
untimely,  unseasonable. 

a-paryanta,  as,  d,  am,  unbounded, 
nlimited. 

^M  l|  II I H  a-paryapta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dp),  in- 
complete, unable,  insufficient ;  not  enough ;  unlimited, 

mbounded. 

«i  M  M  i  *l  a-parydya,  as,  m.  want  of  order  or 
method. 

«T  a-parean,  a,  n.  no  joint  or  point  of 

unction  ;  a  day  which  is  not  a  parran,  i.  e.  a  certain 
day  in  the  lunar  month,  as  the  full  and  change  of 
the  moon,  and  the  eighth  and  fourteenth  of  each 

ialf  month.;  (a,  d,  a),  without  a  joint.  —  Aparra- 
landa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sugar-cane. 
A-parraka,  as,  ika,  am,  jointless. 

1.  apula,  am,  n.  a  pin  or  bolt. 

2.  a-pala,  as,  d,  am,  fleshless. 

apa-lap,  cl.   i.  P.   or  poet.   A. 

-lapati,  -te,  -pitum,  to  explain  away,  to  deny,  re- 
use, conceal ;  to  detract  from  slander :  Caus.  A. 

-la/Miyate,  -yitum,  to  outwit. 
Apa-lapana,  am,  n.  or  apa-lapa,  as,  m.  denial 

or  concealment  of  knowledge,  evasion,  turning  off 
the  truth,  detraction ;  concealing,  hiding ;  affection, 

regard;  (in  medic.)  the  part  between  the  shoulder 
and  the  ribs.  —  Apaldpa-danda,  as,  m.  (in  law)  a 
fine  laid  on  one  who  denies  his  conviction. 

Apa-lapita,  as,  d,  am,  denied,  concealed. 
Apa-lapin,  i,  inl,  i,  one  who  denies,  evades; 

concealing  (with  the  object  in  the  gen.  case). 

a-palala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshas 

or  of  a  Naga  ('  not  fond  of  flesh  ?'). 
'SlHrtm  a-palasa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  leafless. 

•«mrtlfH«m  apa-ldshikd  or  apa-ldsikd,  f. thirst. 

Apa-lashin,  I,  inl,  i,  or  apa-ldshuka,  as,  d, 
am,  thirsty ;  free  from  desire. 

iTT  a-palita,  as,  d,  am,  not  grey. 

apa-lup,  used  in  the  ace.  case 

apa-lupam  as  Ved.  inf.  of  the  verb  apa-lup,  to 
cutoff. 

Jf  4  <^PJ  1  ̂ H  a-palyulana-krita,  as,  d,  am, 
not  cleaned  by  cleansing  substances.  Some  read 

apa-vaktri,  ta,  m.,  Ved.  speaking 

away,  i.  e.  warning  off,  averting. 

Apa-vdfana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  speaking  away  or 
warning  off,  removing. 

•w^^.  apa-vad,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vadati,  -te, 
-flitum,  to  revile,  abuse ;  (A.  only)  to  disown,  deny, 
contradict:  Caus.  -vadayati,  -yitnm,  to  oppose  as 
unadvisable. 

Apa-vadamana,  a&,  a,  am,  (with  dat.)  reviling. 
Apa-raditri.     See  ajHi-raklri. 
Apa-vada,  a*,  m.  evil  speaking,  reviling,  blam- 

ing (with  the  gen.) ;  denial,  refutation,  contradiction ; 
a  special  rule  setting  aside  a  general  one ;  exception 

(opposed  to  utfarya) ;  order,  command.  —  Ajia  Ka 

pratyaya,  as,  m.  an  exceptional  affix.  —  A/tavdda- 
sthala,  am,  n.  case  for  a  special  rule  or  exception. 

Ajut-rddaka,  as,  ika,  am,  or  apa-vddiii,  1,  inl, 
i,  reviling,  blaming,  defaming ;  opposing,  objecting 
to ;  excepting,  excluding. 

A/in-rnilita,  as,  a,  am, blamed,  censured ;  opposed, 

objected  to. 
Apa-rddya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  censured,  to  be 

excepted. 

TTTU  apa-vadh  (defective  in  most  of  its 
tenses,  see  vadh),  to  repel,  avert. 

'eiHii  i.  a-pavana,  as,  a,  am,  without  air 
sheltered  from  wind. 

2.  apa-vana,  am,  n.  a  grove. 

apa-varaka,    apa-varana,   apa- 

See  apa-fri  below. 
apa-varga,  apa-varjita.  See  opa- 

vrij  below. 
apa-varta,  &c.   See  under  apa-vrit. 

apa-vah,  cl.  I .  P.  -vahati,  -vodhum, 
o  cany  off;  to  deduct :  Caus.  P.  -vdhaynti,  -yitum, 
o  have  (something)  carried  off  or  taken  away. 

Apa-rdha,  <w,  m.  or  apa-vdhaita,  am,  n.  de- 
duction, subtraction  (of  fractions) ;  N.  of  a  metre ; 

.  of  a  people. 

Apa-vdhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  carried  away. 
Apodha.    See  s.  v.,  p.  56. 

apa-vdda,  &c.    See  apa-vad  above. 

apa-vdsa,  as,  m.  (rt.  vos),Ved.  dis- 
appearance, going  away,  vanishing ;  N.  of  a  plant. 

v\ i| |q BI fl    apa-vikshata,  as,   d,   am,   un- 

wounded ;  unviolated. 

II  apa-vighna,  as,  d,  am,  unob- 
structed, unimpeded ;  (am),  ind.  free  from  obstruc- 

tion. 

rf%^  a-pavitra,  as,  d,  am,  impure,  un- 
clean. 

f%5  apa-viddha  and  apa-vedha.     See 
apa-vyatlh,  p.  53. 

1^  apa-visha,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 

poison ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  grass,  Kyllingia  Mono- 

cephala. •«HI%U.M  apa-vishnu,  ind.  except  or  with- 

out Vishnu. 
apa-vina,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  bad 

or  no  lute ;  (d),  f.  a  bad  lute ;  (am),  ind.  without a  lute. 

fKcJrl  a-pavira-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved. 
not  armed  with  a  lance. 

apa-vri,  cl.  5.  P.  -vrinoti,  -varitum, 
-rltum,  to  open,  uncover,  exhibit. 

Apa-raraka,  as,  m.  an  inner  apartment,  the  lying- 
in  chamber. 

Apa-varana,  am,  n.  covering,  screening;  gar- ment. 

Apa-varana,  am,  n.  covering,  concealment,  dis- 

appearance. 
Apa-varita,  as,  a,  am,  covered,  concealed,  dis- 

appeared. 

Apa-viritata,  am,  n.  concealed,  secret  manner; 
apavaritakena,  (in  theatrical  language)  apart,  aside 
(speaking  so  that  only  the  addressed  person  may 

hear ;  opposed  to  prakds'am). 
Apa-rarya,  ind.  apart,  aside ;  having  concealed. 
Apa-mita,  as,  a,  am,  uncovered,  opened. 
Apartriti,  is,  (.  uncovering ;  concealing  (?). 

41 1| c( VI  apa-vrtj,  Caus.  P.  -varjayati,  -yi- 

tum, to  quit,  get  rid  of,  to  pay,  to  fulfil. 

Apa-rarga,  as,  m.  completion,  end  (e.  g.  panCa- 
pdi'ttt'ijfi,  coming  to  an  end  in  five  days)  ;  exception 
(to  a  rule) ;  gift,  donation  ;  the  emancipation  of  the 
soul  from  the  body  and  exemption  from  further 
transmigration;  final  beatitude.  —  Apararga-da,  as, 

a,  am,  conferring  final  beatitude. 
Apa-i'urjana,  am,  n.  abandoning,  abandonment; 

gift  or  donation,  making  good  a  promise,  discharging 

a  debt  or  obligation;  final  emancipation  or  beati- 

tude. 
Apa-rtirjiniii/ft  or  apa-rrljyti,  an,  a,  nm,  to  be 

abandoned,  to  be  avoided. 
Apa-varjita,  as,  a,  am,  abandoned,  quitted,  got 

rid  of,  given  or  cast  away ;  made  good  as  a  promise, 

discharged  as  a  debt. 



apa-wrjya. 

apa-hd. 
Apa-varjya,  ind.  excepting,  except. 
Apa-vrikta,  as,  d,  am,  finished,  completed. 
Apa-vrikti,  in,  (.  fulfilment,  completion. 

^njTrT  apa-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate,  -titum, 
to  turn  away,  depart;  to  turn  back,  to  come  to  an 
end. 

Apa-varta,  as,  m.  taking  away;  (in  arithmetic 
or  algebra)  reduction  to  a  common  measure  ;  the 
divisor,  which  is  applied  to  both  or  either  of  the 
quantities  of  an  equation. 

Apa-vartaka,  as,  m.  a  common  measure. 
Apa-vartana,  am,  n.  taking  away  ;  removal  ; 

transferring  from  one  place  to  another  ;  abbreviation, 
abridging  ;  reduction  of  a  fraction  to  its  lowest  terms  ; 
division  without  remainder  ;  divisor. 

Apa-varttta,  as,  a,  am,  taken  away  ;  removed  ; 
divided  by  a  common  measure  without  remainder. 

Apa-vritta,  as,  a,  am,  reversed,  inverted,  over- 
turned ;  ended  ;  (am),  n.  ecliptic  (in  astronomy). 

Apa-vritti,  is,  f.  end. 

•>HH=t|>J  apa-vyadh,  cl.  4.  P.  -vidhyati, 
-vyaddhum,  to  pierce  badly,  to  throw  away,  to 
neglect. 
Apa-viddha,  as,  a,  am,  pierced  ;  thrown  away,  re- 

jected, dismissed,  removed.  —  Apaviddha^putra,  as, 
m.  a  son  rejected  by  his  natural  parents  and  adopted 
by  a  stranger  ;  one  of  the  twelve  objects  of  filiation  in 
lim.  —  Apamddha-loka,  as,  a,  am,  dead. 
Apa-vedha,  as,  m.  piercing  anything  in  the  wrong 

direction  or  manner  (spoiling  a  jewel  by  so  piercing 
it). 

^fi|«mi  apa-vyaya,  as,  m.  (rt.  i  with  apa 
and  tit),  prodigality. 
Apa-vyayat,  an,  antl,  at,  going  away. 
Apa^vytiyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  squandering  ;  deny- 

ing a  debt. 

Apa-vyaytn,  i,  ini,  i,  squandering,  wasting,  pro- 
digal. 

•WM«m^<  apa-vy-a-da  (-vi-d-dd),  cl.  3.  P. 
-dadati,  -datum,  to  open. 

4<Mdr!  apa-vrata,  as,  d,  am,  Vecl.  dis- 
obedient, unfaithful  ;  not  performing  holy  acts,  irre- 

ligious; perverse. 

•«lf^f*«l  apa-sakuna,  am,  n.  a  bad  omen. 

•si  ><^l  5;  apa-sanka,  as,  a,  am,  fearless, 
having  no  fear  or  hesitation  ;  (am.),  ind.  fearlessly. 

viM^m  apa-sada  or  apa-sada,  as,  m.  a 
low  man. 

apa-sabda,  as,  m.  common  or 
vulgar  speech  ;  a  bad  word  ;  any  form  of  language 
not  Sanskrit  ;  nngrammatical  language.  See  apa- 

bhrans'a. 

apa-6"ama,  as,  m.  cessation. 

apa-s'iras,  as,  as,  as,  or  apa-fir- 
sha,  an,  a,  am,  or  apa-firshan,  a,  a,  a,  headless. 

^TlSf  a-pasu,  us,  m.  not  cattle  ;  (us,  ns,  u), 

deprived  of  cattle,  poor.  —  A-pas"u-Kan,  ha,  ghni,  ha, 
not  killing  cattle. 

i.  apa-sut,  Intens.  P.,  Ved.  -60- 
sokti,  to  disappear,  vanish. 

a.  apa-M,  k,  m.  (without  sorrow),  the  soul. 
Apa-foka,  ax,  d,  am,  sorrowless  ;  (as),  m.  a  tree, 

Jonesia  ASoka. 

f  a-pas(a-daghvan  or  a-pastad- 
daghvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  not  staying  behind  ;  not 
coming  short  of,  not  being  a  loser. 

^MPsjti  a-pasfima,  as,  a,  am,  not  having 
another  in  the  rear,  last  ;  having  no  end. 

'ei'iyfa-pas'ya,  as,  d,  am  Ved.,  ora-pafyat, an,  anil,  at,  not  seeing. 
A-paiyana,  I.  not  teeing  (?). 

apa-sraya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  bolster; 
see  upa-fraya. 

>sifsff  apa-sri,  is,  is,  i,  deprived  of  beauty. 

•*iM»dlti  apa-svdsa,  as,  m.  one  of  the  five 
vital  airs  ;  see  apana. 

^nTff  apa-shtha,  am,  n.  (rt.  sthd),  the  end 
or  point  of  the  hook  for  driving  an  elephant. 
Apa-skthv,  us,  us,  u,  contrary,  opposite;  per- 

verse ;  left  ;  (n),  ind.  contrary,  perversely,  badly  ; 
welt,  properly  ;  handsomely  ;  (a»),  m.  time. 

Apa-skthura  or  apa-shthula,  as,  a,  am,  oppo- 
site, contrary. 

^m*l  apas,  as,  n.  (fr.  obs.  rt.  ap),  Ved. 

work,  action  ;  sacred  act,  sacrificial  act  ;  water  ;  (as), 

m.  f.  (aso«),  m.  f.  pi.,  Ved.  active,  skilful  in  any  art: 
apasas,  f.  pi.,  is  a  name  of  the  hands  and  fingers 
which  are  busy  in  kindling  the  sacred  fire  and  in 
performing  the  sacrifices  ;  also  a  name  of  the  three 
goddesses  of  sacred  speech,  or  of  the  three  divinities, 
fire,  wind,  and  sun  ;  also  of  the  active  or  running 
waters  [cf.  Lat.  opus]. 

Apas-tama,  as,  d,  am  (superl.),  Ved.  most  active 
or  rapid. 

1.  apasya,  as,  a,  am,  active,  fit  for  an  act,  running 
away  ;  watery  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  brick  (twenty  are 
used  in  building  the  sacrificial  altar)  ;  activity  ;  water. 

2.  apasya,  nom.  P.  apasyati,  to  be  active. 

Apasyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  active. 

vtM*m  apa-sada,  as,  m.  the  children  of 
six  degrading  connections,  viz.  of  a  Brahman  with 
the  women  of  the  three  lower  classes,  of  a  Kshatriya 
with  women  of  the  two  lower,  and  of  a  Vailya  with 

one  of  the  S'udra  ;  a  low  man  ;  an  outcast  (in  this 
sense  generally  as  last  member  of  a  comp.,  e.  g. 
brdhmandpasada). 

wnWT  apa-samam,  ind.  last  year  (?). 

viM«T|r|  apa-sarjana,  am,  n.  (rt.  srij), 
abandonment;  gift  or  donation;  final  emancipation 
of  the  sou!  [cf.  apa-vrij]  . 

^TM^rtfa  apa-salavi,  ind.,  Ved.  to  the 

left  (opposed  to  pro-solan}  ;  the  space  between  the 
thumb  and  the  forefinger  (sacred  to  the  Manes). 

apa-savya,  as,  d,  am,  or  apa- 
savyaka,  as,  ika,  am,  not  on  the  left  side,  right  ; 
opposite,  contrary;  (am),  ind.  to  the  right;  the 
same  as  apa-salavi.—  Apasavy  am  kri=pradak- 
ehinam  kri,  to  circumambulate  a  person  keeping 
the  right  side  towards  him  ;  to  put  the  sacred  cord 
on  the  right  shoulder.  —  Apamvya-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
having  the  sacred  thread  worn  on  the  right  shoulder, 
(as  during  a  SVaddha,  &c.) 

vmfasifl  apa-siddhdnta,  as,  m.  (rt.  I. 
sidh),  an  erroneous  conclusion. 

^nTftr*^  apa-sidh,  cl.  i.  P.  -sedhati,  -sed- 
dhum,  -sedhitum,  to  ward  off,  remove,  drive  away. 

»i)M«  apa-sri,  cl.  I  .  P.  -sarati,  -sartum,  to 

walk  off,  go  away  :  Cans,  -sdrayati,  -yitum,  to  make 
or  let  one  go  away,  to  remove. 

Apa-sara,  as,  m.  excuse,  apology. 

Apa-sarana,  am,  n.  going  away,  retreating  ; 

egress. Apa-sara,  at,  m.  going  out  ;  egress,  passage  for 
going  forth  ;  escape. 

Apa-xarana,  am,  n.  removing  to  a  distance. 
Apa-sdrita,  as,  a,  am,  removed,  put  away, 

thrown  aside. 

^njfl^  apa-srip,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarpati,  -sarp- 
tum,  -sraptum,  to  glide  or  move  off. 
Apa-sarpa  or  apa-earpaka,  as,  m.  a  secret  emis- 

sary or  agent,  spy. 

Apa-sarpana,  am,  n.  going  back,  retreating. 
Apa-sripti,  is,  f.  going  away. 
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,  as,  m.,  Ved.  fasten- 

ing, making  firm. 
•«iH*Sl.  apa-skara,  as,  m.  any  part  of  a 

carriage,  a  wheel,  &c.  ;  faeces;  anus;  vulva. 
Apa-skdra,  as,  m.  the  root  or  under  part  of  the knee. 

apa-skhala,  as,  m.  leaping  off, 

jumping  off;  outside  of  a  threshing  floor  (?). 

apas-tama.     See  under  apas. 

apa-stambha,  as,  m.  a  vessel  in 
the  side  of  the  breast  containing  vital  air. 

Apa-stambhini,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant. 

vtmairi  apa-sndta,  as,  d,  am,  bathed  or 
bathing  after  death  or  mourning,  or  upon  the  death  of 
a  connection,  preparatory  to  other  ceremonies. 

Apa-sndna,  am,  n.  funeral  bathing,  upon  the 
death  of  a  connection,  after  mourning,  &c.;  impure 

bathing,  or  bathing  in  water  in  which  a  person  has 

previously  washed. 

•smtMfn  apas-pati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of UttSnapada. 

vni«^3^  i.  apa-spris,  cl.  6.  P.  -spris'ati, 
-sparshtum,  -sprashtum,  to  touch. 
Apa-spar^a,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  touch,  insen- sible. 

2.  apa-spris",  Ic,  Tc,  Te,  Ved.  not  letting  one's  self be  touched. 

•w  MtMS^  3.  a-paspris,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  not 
touching,  not  hurting. 

^njfefiT  apa-sphiga,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
has  badly  formed  buttocks  ;  (am),  ind.  except  the 
buttocks. 

vmtHjc  apa-sphur,  us,  us,  is,  or  apa- 

sphura,  as,  a,  am,  or  apa-sphurat,  an,  antl,  at, 
Ved.  bounding  or  bursting  forth,  swelling,  increasing. 

According  to  native  authorities,  both  apa-sphura, 

and  apa-sphurat  may  mean  '  injured.' 
^HJWl.  apa-smdra,  as,  m.  or  apa-smriti, 

is,  f.  forgetfulness  ;  epilepsy,  falling  sickness. 

Apa-smarim,  i,  ini,  i,  epileptic,  convulsed. 
Apa-smriti,  is,  is,  i,  forgetful. 

apasya,  apasyu.     See  under  apas. 

apa-svara,  as,  m.  an  unmusical note  or  sound. 

"XMF«1  apa-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti,  -turn,  to 
beat  off,  ward  off,  repel,  destroy. 

Apa-ha,  as,  d,  am,  keeping  back,  repelling,  re- 
moving, destroying  (e.  g.  iokdpaha,  as,  d,  am, removing  sorrow). 

Apa-hata,  as,  d,  am,  destroyed,  warded  off,  killed. 
Apa-hati,  is,  f.  removing,  destroying. 

Apa-hanana,  am,  n.  or  apa-ghdta  (q.  v.),  ward- 
ing off. 

rhantri,  td,  m.  beating  off,  destroying. 
•ghatim,  apa-jighdnsu.     See  s.  v. 

'VH'iI^rf  apa-hala,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  bad 

plough. •flMgH^  apa-has,  cl.  I.  P.  -hasati,  -situm, 
to  deride  :  Caus.  P.  -hdsayati,  -yitum,  to  deride, 
ridicule. 

Apa-hatita,  am,  n.  or  apa-hdsa,  as,  m.  silly  or 
causeless  laughter. 

Apa-hdsya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  laughed  at. 

4M^W  apa-hasta,  am,  n.  taking  or  throw- 
ing away  or  off;  stealing,  plundering. 

Apa-hastaya,  nom.  P.  apa-hastayati,  -yitum, to  throw  away,  lose. 

Apa-hastita,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  away,  lost,  parted 
with, 

^nr?T  i.  apa-hd,  cl.  3.  A.  -jihite,  -hdtum, 
to  go  off,  come  to  an  end. 
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2.  apa-ha,  cl.  3.  P.  -jahdti,  -hdtum, 
to  leave,  abandon. 

Apa-hdna,  at,  a,  am  (or  ft.  I.  apa-ha  .'),  leaving, 
abandoning  ;  also  written  apa-hayana. 
Apa-hdni,  is,  !.  leaving;  leaving  off,  abandonment, 

stopping,  vanishing  ;  exception,  exclusion. 
Apa-haya,  ind.  leaving  out  of  view,  excepting, 

except,  besides. 

Wlliy^-H.  apa-hin-kara,  as,  a,  am,  without 
the  syllable  Aim,  which  is  pronounced  in  singing  the 
Sima  verses. 

VtH$  apa-hri,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  (?)  -harati,  -te, 
-hartum,  to  snatch  away,  carry  off,  plunder;  to  re- 

move, to  throw  away:  Caus.  -hdrayatt,  -yitum, 
to  have  (anything)  carried  off. 
Apa-harana,  am,  n.  taking  away,  carrying  off; 

stealing. 

Apa-haraniya  or  apa-Jiartavya  or  apa-hdrya, 
of,  a,  am,  to  be  taken  away,  carried  off,  stolen,  &c.; 
to  be  taken  back  or  resumed. 

Apa-hartri,  ta,  m.  (with  gen.  or  ace.)  taking 
away;  expiating. 
Apa-hdra,  as,  m.  taking  away,  stealing  ;  spending 

another  person's  property;  secreting,  concealment; 

e.  g.  atmapaharam  kri,  to  conceal  one's  real  cha- racter. 

Apa-haraJca,  as,  ika,  am,  or  apa-harin,  t,  inl, 
i,  one  who  takes  away,  seizes,  steals,  Sec.  ;  a  plun- 

derer, a  thief. 
Apa-harana,  am,  n.  causing  to  take  away,  spoiling. 
Apa-hrita,  at,  a,  am,  taken  away,  carried  off, 

stolen,  &c.  ;  taken  back,  resumed.  —  Apahrita-vi- 
jnana,  as,  a,  am,  bereft  of  sense. 

•«<Ht-f*l  apa-hela,  f.  disrespect,  contempt. 

•wij^  apa-hnu,  cl.  2.  A.  -hnute,  -hnotum, 
to  conceal,  disguise  ;  to  refuse,  deny,  disown. 
Apa-hnava,  as,  m.  concealment  of  knowledge; 

denial  of  or  turning  off  of  the  truth  ;  dissimulation  ; 
appeasing,  satisfying  ;  affection,  love. 
Apa-hnuta,  as,  a,  am,  concealed,  denied. 
Apa-hnuti,  Is,  f.  denial,  concealment  of  know- 

ledge ;  a  figure  of  rhetoric,  applying  a  description  or 
simile  to  other  than  its  obvious  application. 
Apa-hnuvdna,  as,  a,  am,  concealing,  denying. 
Apa-hnatri,  ta,  trl,  tri,'  one  who  conceals  or denies  or  disowns. 

apa-hrdsa,  as,  m.  diminishing, 
reducing. 

'«>ir«^  apdk,  ind.  westward,  southward  ; 
see  apai!  next  col. 

vimc»  i.apdka,as,d,am  (ft.  apa),  situated 
aside  or  behind  ;  distant  ;  coming  from  a  distant 
place  ;  incomparable.  —  Apdka-dakshas,  as,  m.,  Ved 
looking  or  shining  far  ;  of  incomparable  brightness. 
Apakd  or  apdkdt,  ind.,  Ved.  aside,  distant.  —  Apa- 

ke-stha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  standing  behind. 
Apdktdt,  ind.,  Ved.  from  behind,  from  the  west. 

•wmn  2.  a-pdka,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  pa6),  im- 
mature, raw,  unripe,  undigested  ;  (as),  m.  immaturity, 

indigestion.  —  A-paka-ja,  as,  a,  am,  not  produced 
by  cooking  or  ripening  ;  original  ;  natural.  —  Apdka- 
x'dka,  am,  n.  ginger. 
A-pikin,  i,  inl,  i,  unripe,  undigested. 

•wm«y  apd-kri  (apa-d°),  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti, 
-Tcurute,  -kartum,  or  Ved.  -kartos,  to  remove 
drive  away,  keep  away  ;  to  take  away  ;  to  reject  (ar 
opinion)  ;  to  cast  off,  reject  ;  to  desist  from,  to  drop 

to  free  one's  self  from  ;  to  pay. 
Apa-karana,  am,  n.  driving  away,  removal  ;  pay 

ment,  liquidation. 

Apa-kariehnu,  us,  us,  «,  driving  away  ;  excelling 
Apa-karman,  a,  n.  payment,  liquidation. 
Apa-krita,  as,  a,  am,  taken  away,  removed,  de 

stroyed,  void  of;  paid. 

Apa-kriti,  ii,  f.  taking  away,  removal. 

apa-ha.  WMlr-HI  apa-lamba. 

mtk^apd-krish  (apa-d"),  cl.  1.6.  P.  A. 
karshati,  -te,  -kruhati,  -te,  -kanhium,  -krashtum, 
o  turn  off  or  away,  to  avert. 

TTRf  apd-kri  (apa-d°),  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati, 
karitum,  -ritum,  to  throw  any  one  off;  to  abandon, o  contemn. 

•fl m  A*  apd-kram  (apa-d'),  cl.  i.  P.  poet. 
.  -krdmati,  -kramate,  -kramitum,  to  retire  from. 

S!(I41)SJ  apdksha  (apa-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  pre- 

ent,  perceptible;  (as,  I,  am),  eyeless,  having  bad 

yes. 

PHT1[  a-pdnkta  or  a-pdnkteya  or  a- 

pdnktya,  as,  d,  am,  not  in  a  line  or  row ;  not  in 
he  same  degree  or  class,  unworthy,  inadmissible  into 

society,  ejected  from  caste,  excluded,  outcast.  —  A- 

panktyopahata  (°ya-up°),  at,  d,  am,  defiled  or contaminated  by  the  presence  of  impure  or  improper 
persons. 

rTTJf  apdnga  (apa-an°)  or  apdngaka,  as, 
d,  am,  maimed,  crippled ;  wanting  or  deformed  in 
some  limb;  (as),  m.  the  outer  corner  of  the  eye 
'sometimes  as  last  member  of  a  feminine  comp.  ending 
n  a  or  i) ;  a  sectarial  mark  or  circlet  on  the  forehead ; 
^.  of  KSma,  the  god  of  love ;  a  plant,  Achyranthes 

Aspera.  ~  Apdnga-dars'ana,  am,  n.  a  side  glance,  a 
eer,  a  wink.  —  Apanga-deia,  as,  m.  the  place  round 
the  outer  comer  of  the  eye.  —  Apdnga-netra,  as,  d, 
am,  having  eyes  with  beautiful  outer  angles 

apai  or  apdM,  n,  ft,  k  (ft.  ah6  with 
apa),  going  or  situated  backwards,  behind  ;  western 
[opposed  to  prdnd)  ;  southern  (opposed  to  udani)  ; 
[k),  ind.  behind,  westward,  southward. 

ApaM,  f.  the  south.  -  Apafttara  (°<!Mt°),  f.  the north,  i.  e.  other  than  the  south. 

Apd/Hna,  as,  a,  am,  situated  backwards,  behind  ; 
western  ;  turned  back  ;  southern. 

Apdfya,  as,  a,  am,  western,  southern. 

^nn»^  apaj  (apa-aj),  cl.  i.  P.  apajati, 
-jitum,  to  drive  away. 

^nrrax  apan(  (apa-ahf),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  apahf- 
ati,  -te,  -&tum,  to  push  away,  to  drive  away. 

a-pdtava,  am,  n.  awkwardness, 
inelegance  ;  sickness,  disease. 

a-pdthya,  as,  d,  am,  illegible. 

a-pdnigrahana, 
am,   n.  ce- 

libacy. 

A-pdni-pdda,  as,  a,  am,  without  hands  and  feet. 

ximfl  a-pdtra,  am,  n.  a  worthless  or 
common  utensil  ;  an  inferior,  undeserving  or  worthless 
person,  unfit  as  a  recipient,  unworthy  to  receive  gifts. 
—  A-patra-kritya,  f.  or  a-patrl-karana,  am,  n. 
acting  unbecomingly,  doing  degrading  offices  (as  for 
a  Brahman  to  receive  wealth  improperly  acquired, 
to  trade,  to  serve  a  J?Qdra,  and  to  utter  an  untruth)  ; 
excommunication,  disqualification.  —  Apatra-dayin, 

i,  inl,  i,  giving  to  the  undeserving.  —  Apatra-bhrit 
t,  t,  t,  supporting  the  unworthy,  cherishing  the  un- deserving. 

a-pad,  footless.     See  apad,  p.  50. 

A-padya,  as,  a,  am,  anything  (as  water)  unfit  for 
the  feet. 

iHHI^I  apd-da  (apa-dc),  cl.  3.  A.  -datte. 
-datum,  to  take  off  or  away,  to  remove. 
Apa-dana,  am,  n.  taking  away,  removal,  ablation 

a  thing  from  which  another  thing  is  removed  ;  the 
sense  of  the  fifth  or  ablative  case. 

•flMliJir^MI^  a-padddi-bhdj  (°da-ad°),  k 
k,  k,  not  standing  at  the  beginning  of  a  Plda. 

A-padanttya,  as,  a,  am,  not  standing  at  the  en< ofaPidt. 

"WTnUTH  apadhvan  (apa-adh°),  a,  m.  a  bad oad. 

it)l|f«T  apdn  (apa-an),  cl.  2.  A.  apdniti, 
nitum,  to  breathe  out  or  away,  to  expire,  respire. 
Apana,  as,  m.  expiration,  breathing  out  (opposed 

to  praya)  ;  that  of  the  five  vital  airs  which  goes 
downwards  and  out  at  the  anus  ;  (am),  n.  the  anus  ; 
•entris  crepitus.  —  Apana-da,  as,  m.,  Ved.  giving 
the  vita!  air  Apana.—  Apana-di'dra,  am,  n.  the 
anus.  —  Apdna-pavana,  as,  m.  the  vital  air  Apana. 
"Apana-pa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  protecting  the  Apana. 
—  Apana-bhrit,  t,  f.  cherishing  the  vital  air,  a  sacri- 
icial  brick.  —  Apdna-vdyu,  us,  m.  the  air  Apana  ; 
ventris  crepitus. 

iHi«f<;   apa-nud  (apa-d°),   cl.   6.  P.  A. 
-nudati,  -te,  -nottum,  to  remove,  repel,  repudiate. 

•WMiin  apdnrita  (°pa-an°),  as,  d,  am,  free 
iom  falsehood,  true. 

apdn-napdt  or  apam-napdt,  &c. See  under  op,  p.  48. 

•WHIM  a-pdpa,  as,  a,  am,  or  a-papin,  t,  inl,  i, 
sinless,  virtuous,  pure.  —  A-papa-kaJin,  t,  ini,  t,  not 
ill-looking  ;  not  revealing  evil.  —  A-papa-krit,  t,  t,  t, 
not  committing  sin.  —  A-papa-vasyasa,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
non-increase  of  evil  ;  health,  prosperity.  —  A-pdpa- 

vtddha,  as,  d,  am,  not  afflicted  with  evil. 
viMi*(  apdm.     See  under  ap,  p.  48. 

•«(M  1*11*1  apd-mdrga,  as,  m.  (rt.  mrij),  N. 
of  a  plant  (Achyranthes  Aspera),  employed  very  often 
in  incantations,  in  medicine,  in  washing  linen,  and  in 
sacrifices. 
Apd-marjana,  am,  n.  cleansing,  keeping  back, 

removing  (of  diseases  and  other  evils). 
apd-mrityu,  us,  m.  sudden  death  ; 

see  apa-mrityu. 

apdya.     See  under  ape. 

aPar  (op°-ri)j  cl.  5.  P.  apdrnoti, 
apartum,  -ritum  or  -ritum  (?),  to  remove  ;  to  open. 

i.  apdra,  am,  n.  the  opposite  bank 
of  a  river  ;  the  same  as  para,  q.  v. 

•flUIC  2.  a-pdra,  am,  n.  (in  the  San-khya) 
a  bad  shore,  i.  e.  a  kind  of  mental  indifference  or  ac- 

quiescence (tushli)  ;  it  may  also  mean  the  reverse  of 
para  or  ofparapdra,  i.  e.  the  reverse  of  mental  ac- 

quiescence ;  (as,  d,  am),  shoreless,  unbounded,  bound- less, interminable  ;  an  epithet  of  heaven  and  earth  ; 
out  of  reach  ;  inexhaustible.  —  A-pdrapdra,  am,  n. 

non-acquiescence. A-paraka,  as,  ika,  am,  or  a-parayat,  an,  antl, 

at,  incompetent,  impotent. 
A-pdrarilya,  as,  d,  am,  out  of  reach. 

«li    a-pdramarthika,  as, 
i,  am, 

not  concerned  about  the  highest  truth. 

apdr(h  (apa-rifh),  cl.  6.  P.  apdrtth- 
ati,  -cTiitum,  to  go  away,  retire. 

apdrjita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ry  with 
flung  away. 

apdrna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ard),  distant, 
far. 

*?mivj  apdrtha  (apa-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  or 
aparthaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  without  any  object,  useless, 
unprofitable  ;  unmeaning  ;  (am),  n.  incoherent  argu- 

ment. —  Apdrtha-karana,  am,  n.  a  false  plea  in  a 
lawsuit. 

•>JJi|lc4  a-pdla  or  a-pdlana  or  a-pdlita,  as, 

d,  am,  unguarded,  unprotected,  undefended. 
'flmrti  apdlanka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

Cassia  Fistula. 

apd-lamba,   as,  m.,  Ved.   the 



apali. apttya. 
hinder   part  of  a  carriage ;    mechanism   to  stop  a 
carriage  (?). 

^rmfoJ  apali  (apa-ali),  is,  is,  i,  free  from 
ali  or  bees,  &c. 

vmiij  apd-vri  (apa-d°),  cl.  5.  P.,  Ved. 
-vrinoti,-varitum,-ritum,  to  open;  to  cover;  (in  the 
first  sense  apavri  is  said  to  be  for  apa-rri,  the  final 
of  apa  being  lengthened.) 

Apd-vrita,  as,  d,  am,  open,  laid  open ;  covered, 
concealed,  enclosed ;  unrestrained,  self-willed. 

Apd-vrtti,  is,  f.  or  apa-varaiia,  am,  n.  laying 
open,  enclosing,  surrounding ;  covering,  concealing, 
screening. 

'Mmqrt  apd-vrit (apa-d°), cl.  I .  A. -vartate, 
-titum,  to  turn  away,  to  return,  to  abstain  from,  to 
come  to  nought. 

Apa-vartana,  am,  n.  turning  away  or  from ;  re- 
treat, returning ;  repulse. 

Apd-vrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  returning. 
Apa-vritta,  as,  a,  am,  (with  abl.)  turned  away 

from ;  averted ;  abstaining  from,  rejecting,  despising ; 
reversed,  repelled ;  (am),  n.  the  rolling  on  the  ground 
(of  a  horse). 

Apd-vritti,  if,  f.  retreat,  returning ;  repulse. 

«Hi3«4l  a-pdsyd,  f.  no  great  number  of 
nooses  or  fetters  (i.  e.  a  few). 

SHMI1*!*!  i.  apdsraya  (apa-as"),  as,  a,  am, 
helpless,  destitute. 

VmiPM  i.  apd-sri  (apa-d°),  cl.  i.  P.  -sra- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  resort  to ;  to  use,  practice. 

2.  apd-draya,  as,  m.  refuge,  recourse,  the  person 
or  thing  to  which  recourse  is  had  for  refuge ;  an  awn- 

ing spread  over  a  court  or  yard. 

Apd-irita,  as,  a,  am,  resting  on ;  resorting  to. 

^THrfi?  apashti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  the  heel. 

•*ims  apd-shtha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  barb  of  an 
arrow ;  (am),  n.  what  remains  of  the  Soma  plant 

after  it  has  been  pressed  out.  —  Apashtha-vat,  an, 
atl,  at,  Ved.  having  barbs ;  (•vat),  ind.  like  the  re- 

mainder of  the  Soma  plant  (?). 

^nTTR  apds  (apa-as),  cl.  4.  P.  apasyati, 
-titum,  to  fling  away,  throw  away  or  off,  to  discard ; 
to  scare,  drive  away ;  leave  behind,  leave  in  a  deserted 
condition ;  to  desert,  to  take  no  notice  of,  disregard ; 
reject. 

Apdsana,  am,  n.  throwing  away ;  quitting,  fore- 
going, discarding ;  killing,  slaughter. 

Apdsita,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  or  cut  down,  injured, 
destroyed. 

Apdsta,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  off,  set  aside ;  driven 
away,  expelled ;  abandoned,  discarded ;  disregarded, 
contemned. 

Apdsya,  ind.  having  thrown  away  or  discarded, 
having  left,  having  disregarded,  having  excepted. 

Apdsyat,  an,  anil,  at,  discarding,  throwing  off,  &c. 

•*iMl«a>  apd-sanga,  as,  m.  (rt.  sanj),  a. 
quiver ;  also  updsanga. 

^m«ii.«u  apd-sarana,  am,  n.  (rt.  sri),  de- 
parting, departure,  removal. 

Apd-srita,  as,  d,  am,  gone,  departed,  gone  away. 

•wMifVi  apdsi  (apa-asi),  is,  is,  i,  having  a bad  or  no  sword. 

apdsu  (apa-asu),  us,  us,  u,  lifeless. 

apd-hd  (apa-d°),  cl.  3.  P.  -jahdti, 
-hdtum,  to  leave,  omit,  reject. 
Apa-kaya,  ind.  excepting;  except 

161  (V  api,  or  sometimes  pi  (as  a  particle  or 
preposition  prefixed  to  verbs  and  nouns),  expresses 
placing  near  or  over,  uniting  to,  annexing,  reaching 
to,  proximity,  &c.  [cf.  Gr.  M;  Zend  api ;  Germ, 
and  Eng.  prefix  be] ;  in  later  Sanskrit  its  place  seems 
frequently  supplied  by  abhi. 

(As  a  separable  adv.)  and,  also,  moreover,  besides, 

assuredly,  surely  ;  api  api  or  api-fa,  as  well  as  ;  na 
vapi  or  na  apivd  or  na  naddpi,  neither,  nor  ;  6dpi, 

(and  at  the  beginning  of  a  sentence)  api-da,  moreover. 
Api  is  often  used  to  express  emphasis,  in  the  sense 

of  even,  also,  very  ;  e.  g.  anyad  api,  also  another, 
something  more  ;  adydpi,  this  very  day,  even  now  ; 
tathdpi,  even  thus,  notwithstanding;  yady  api, 
even  if,  although;  yadyapi  tathdpi,  although, 
nevertheless  ;  na  kadddid  api,  never  at  any  time  : 
sometimes  in  the  sense  of  but,  only,  at  least,  e.  g. 

muhurtam  api,  only  a  moment. 
Api  may  be  affixed  to  an  interrogative  to  make  it 

indefinite,  e.  g.  Tea  'pi,  any  one  ;  kutrdpi,  anywhere. 
Api  imparts  to  numerals  the  notion  of  totality,  e.  g. 

daturndm  api  varridnam,  of  all  the  four  castes. 
Api  may  be  interrogative  at  the  beginning  of  a 

sentence. 

Api  may  strengthen  the  original  force  of  the  po- 
tential, or  may  soften  the  imperative,  like  the  English 

'  be  pleased  to  ;'  sometimes  it  is  a  mere  expletive. 
Api  tit,  but,  but  yet. 
Api-tva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  having  part,  share.  —  Api- 

tvin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  having  part,  sharing. 

Api-ndma,  perhaps,  in  all  probability. 

•*)fi4i*B|  api-kaksha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  re- 
gion of  the  arm-pits  and  shoulder-blades,  especially  in 

animals  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (df),  m.  pi.  the  descendants 
of  this  man. 

Api-Tcakihya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  connected  with 
the  region  of  the  arm-pits,  or  that  which  binds  to  the 
TcaksTia. 

•flPMoWD  api-karna,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  region of  the  ears. 

•wPMejri  api-krit,  cl.  6.  P.  -krintati,  -kar- 
titlllll,  tO  CUt  Off. 

•wfMfftj  api-kshi,  Caus.  -kshdpayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  annihilate,  to  make  away  with. 

•ef  (Vi»«N  api-gam,  cl.  i.  P.  -ga6fhati,  -gan- 
tum,  to  go  into,  enter,  approach,  join  ;  to  approach 
a  woman. 

Api-gata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  into,  entered,  come 
near,  approached,  joined. 

•siCs'iT  api-gd,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti,  -gdtum,  to 
enter,  get  into,  mingle  with. 

^rM<n<5  api-girna,  as,  a,  am,  praised, 
celebrated. 

api-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grihndti, 
rate,  -grahitum,  to  receive  ;  to  stop  ;  to  dose  (the 
mouth,  nose,  &c.). 

Api-grihya  Ved.,  or  api-grdhya,  as,  a,  am,  to 
be  received. 

•«i  PM  vti  api-ghas,  cl.  i.  P.  -ghasati,  -ghas- 
f  urn,  to  eat  off  or  away. 

•«<(<<  r<gar9  a-pif£hila,  as,  d,  am,  clear,  free from  sediment  or  soil. 

•wPmi  api-ja,  as,  m.  born  after,  born 
again  ;  epithet  of  several  divinities. 

•*umss  a-pinda,  as,  d,  am,  without  funeral cakes. 

•siCn^  i.  a-pit,  t,  t,  t  (rt.  pi),  Ved.  not 
swelling,  dry  ;  waterless. 

•>sf^nx  2.  a-pit,  t,  t,  t,  (in  gram.)  not 
having  the  it  or  Anu-bandha  p. 

^fan  a-pitri,  td,  m.  not  a  father. 

A-pitrika,  as,  d,  am,  not  ancestral  or  paternal, 
uninherited;  fatherless. 

A-pitrya,  as,  d,  am,  uninherited,  not  ancestral  or 

paternal. 
*(V<^  api-dah,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -dahati, 

-dagdhum,  to  singe. 
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api-dnbh,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved.  -dribhati 
or  -drimbhati,  -darbhitum,  to  rely  upon. 

•fliMe^opz-rfo,  cl-4.  P.,Ved.  -dyati,  -datum, 
to  cut  off. 
TOfTTOT  api-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhdti, 

-dhattt,  -dhdtum,  to  put  to,  shut,  dose,  cover,  con- 
ceal. 

Api-dhdna  or  pi-dhdna,  am,  n.  covering,  con- 
cealment ;  a  cover,  a  lid,  a  doth  for  covering.  —  Api- 

dhdna-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  having  a  cover  ;  con- cealed. 

Api-dhi,  is,  m.  concealment. 
Api-hita  or  pi-hita,  as,  d,  am,  shut,  covered, 

concealed. 

•wfnti^  api-nah  orpi-nah,  cl.  4.  P.-nahyati, 
-naddhum,  to  tie  on,  fasten. 
Api-naddha  or  pi-naddka,  as  a,  am,  tied  on  ; 

clothed,  accoutred. 

•wPMil  api-ni,  cl.  i.  P.  -nayati,  -netum, 
to  lead  towards  or  to,  bring  to  a  state  or  condition. 

vtfsM^  api-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate,  -pattum, 

to  go  in,  enter. 
•etPMHl*!  a-pipdsa,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 

thirst;  satisfied. 

^rq^opi-pnV,  cl.  7  .  P.  A.,  Ved.  -prinakti, 
-prinkte,  -parttttum,  to  mix  with. 

•wPsHKU  api-prdna,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  breath- 
ing upon,  vivifying,  animating  (?). 

•wTMia  api-baddha,  as,  a,  am,  fastened; 
connected  with. 

•wifV*!!'!  api-bhdga,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 

part  in,  sharing  in. 
•«fN»i«^  api-mrish,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -mrishyati, 

•te,  -marshitum,  to  forget,  neglect. 

•sun1-!  aPi~T*>  °1'  5-  P-  -t>T*90<t,  -varitum, 
-ntwm,  to  conceal. 

Api-vrita,  as,  a,  am,  concealed,  covered. 

^THari  api-vrata,  as,  m.  sharing  in  the 
same  religious  acts,  related  by  blood. 

•w  IH  31  5  *.  api-sarvara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  con- 
tiguous to  the  night  ;  being  at  the  beginning  or  end 

of  the  night  ;  (am),  n.  evening-time  or  morning- 
time. 

viPM^iw  apis'ala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  ApiSala. 

vifM^n^  api-sas,  f.  (only  used  in  abl.), Ved.  slitting,  ripping  up. 

^rnr3J«T  a-pisuna,  as,  d,  am,  unmalicious, 

upright,  honest. 
•wCs^n  api-shtuta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  stu), 

praised. 
•*ir«(r«c«^  api-si6,  cl.  6.  P.  -siMati,  -sektum, 

to  sprinkle  with. 
api-hita.     See  api-dhd. 

apt  (api-i),  cl.  2.  P.  apy-eti,  -turn, 
to  go  in  or  near,  to  enter  into  or  upon  ;  to  come  near, 
approach  ;  to  partake,  have  a  share  in  ;  to  suffer  ;  to 
join  ;  to  pour  out  (as  a  river)  ;  to  dissolve  ;  to  enter 
the  other  world,  to  die. 

Api-yat,  an,  atl,  at,  coming  near. 
i.  aplta,  at,  d,  am,  gone  into,  entered,  approached. 

Aptti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  entering  into,  encountering,  join- 
ing battle,  junction  ;  dissolving. 

Apy-aya,  coming  near,  union.     See  s.  v. 

VIM!  -04  apl6ya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  api-an6),  Ved. 
secret,  hidden  (incorrectly  for  apivya,  q.v.). 



pi-ju,  us,  vs,  u,  Ved.  stirring  up, 
impelling. 

'HMli'1  a-pidaiui,  am,  n.  or  a-pidd,  f. 
not  giving  pain,  gentleness,  kindness. 
A-pidayat,  an,  anti,  at,  without  distressing,  not 

paining. 

wfrrT  2.  a-pita,  as,  a,  am,  not  drunk. 
A-pitvd,  ind.  not  having  drank,  without  drinking. 

Wi|"M«  api-nasa  or  pi-nasa,  as,  m.  (apt 
for  api  and  nasa  for  nasifeZ),  dryness  of  the  nose, 
want  of  the  pituitary  secretion  and  loss  of  smell,  cold. 

^jqT<jif  api-vrita  =  api-vrita,  as,  a,  am, covered. 

•>MMT*<1  aplvya,  as,  a,  am,  very  handsome, 
most  excellent  (?). 

^ipf  a-puys,  -pitman,  m.  not  a  man,  a 
eunuch.  —  Apuns-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  a  eunuch. 
A-punskd,  I.  without  a  husband. 

Tfij'cd.  a-pu6(ha,  as,  a,  am,  tailless ;  (a), 
f.  the  tree  Dalbergia  Silu. 

%jH<fl  a-punya,  as,  a,  am,  unclean,  im- 
pure, wicked,  bad.  —  Apuyya-krit,  t,  t,  t,  acting 

wickedly,  wicked,  bad. 

WIef  a-puira,  as,  m.  not  a  son ;  (as,  a,  am), 
or  a-putraka,  as,  tied,  am,  having  no  son,  sonless. 
—  Aputra-td,  f.  sonlessness. 
A-ptitrikd,  (.  the  daughter  of  a  sonless  father,  who 

herself  has  no  male  offspring ;  (as),  m.  the  rather  of 
such  a  daughter.  • 

<4(J}«T^  a-punar,  ind.  not  again,  once  for 
ever.  —  A-pitnah-prapya,  at,  a,  am,  irrecorerable. 
— A-punar-anvaya,  a»,  a,  am,  not  returning,  dead. 
—  A-punar-arritti,  it,  f.  final  exemption  from  life 
or  transmigration.— A-pintar-diyamdna,  a»,  a,  am, 
not  being  given  back,  —  A-punar-bhava,  at,  m.  not 
being  again;    exemption  of  the  loul  from   further 
transmigration,   final    beatitude.  —  A-punar-bhdva, 
at,  m.  not  being  bora  again. 

•w^M*U  a-purdna,  as,  a,  am,  or  a-puratana, 
at,  J,  am,  not  old,  modem,  new. 

•*M^N  a-purusha,  as,  a,  am,  unmanly. 
*•  A-purushdrtha  (°sha-ar°),  as,  m.  a  rite  which is  not  for  the  benefit  of  the  sacrificer;  not  the  chief 
object  of  the  soul. 

^HTtt SH^I-W*    a-puro-'nuvakyaka,    as, 
oka  or  ikd,  am,  without  a  PuronuvSkyi. 

A-purorakka,  at,  a,  am,  without  a  Puroruc". 
<MlJMic4  a-pushkula,  as,  a,  am,  not  emi- 

nent; mean,  low. 

W«IS  a-pushta,  as,  a,  am,  unnourished, 
lean ;  soft 

'ajJ'H  a-pushpa,  as,  a,  am,  not  flowering; 
(at),  m.  the  glomerous  fig  tree. — A-pttshpa-phala 
or  Orpushpa-phala-da,  an,  a,  am,  bearing  fruits 
without  (lowering ;  having  neither  flowers  nor  fruits ; 
(CM),  m.  the  jack  tree,  Artocarpus  Integrifolia,  the 
glomerous  fig  tree. 

^J*T  aput,  us,  n.,  Ved.  shape ;  the  same 
as  rapus,  q.  v. 

'W'jn'*  a-piijaka,  as,  ika,  am,  irreverent, 
irreligious. 

A-pajd,  {.  irreverence,  disrespect. 

A-pujita,  at,  d,  am,  not  reverenced  or  worshipped, 
contemned,  disregarded. 

A-/iiljya,  at,  d,  am,  not  to  be  worshipped  or revered. 

'S'JTTa-puf a,  aj,5, am,  impure;  not  having 
received  the  invocatory  rite. 

apl-ju. 

•4JIJM  apt  pa,  as,m.  cake  of  flour,  meal,  &c.; 
a  sort  of  bread;  wheat;  honey-comb  (?).—  Apupa- 
nilbli  i,  it,  m.,  Ved.  having  a  navel  which  consists  of 
or  is  decorated  with  cake.  —  Ajmpa-maya,  as,  I,  am, 

consisting  of  cake.  —  Apupa-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  accom- 
panied with  a\ce.  —  Apupapihita  (°pa-ap°),  at,  d, 

am,  covered  with  cake. 
A/ia/ilya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  cake. 
Apiipya,  am,  n.  flour,  meal. 
^TmXlft  apurani,  f.  the  silk  cotton  tree, c^ 

Bombax  Heptaphyllum. 

•fll|<\M  a-purusha,  as,  d,  am,  lifeless,  in- 
animate ;  soulless ;  unpeopled.  «•  A-purutha-ghna,  as, 

m.,  Ved.  not  killing  men. 

a-purna,  as,  d,  am,  not  full  or  entire, ^  . 

imperfect,  incomplete,  deficient ;  (am),  n.  an  incom- 
plete number,  a  fraction.  —  ApSnfa-kdla,  as,  d,  am, 

premature ;  (as),  m.  incomplete  time.  —  Apurna- 
kdla-ja,  as,  d,  am,  bom  before  the  proper  time,  abor- 

tive. •-  Apurna-td,  f.  incompleteness. 

A-puryamana,as,d,am,aot being  full,  incomplete. 

*njs?  a-purva,  as,  a,  am,  unpreceded,  un- 
precedented; not  having  existed  before,  quite  new; 

unparalleled,  incomparable,  wonderful,  extraordinary ; 
not  first;  (in  Panini)  preceded  by  a  or  a;  (am), 
n.  the  remote  or  unforeseen  consequence  of  an  act, 

as  heaven  of  religious  rites ;  a  consequence  not  im- 
mediately preceded  by  its  cause.  —  Apurva-karman, 

a,  n.  a  religious  rite  or  sacrifice,  the  power  of  which 
on  the  future  is  not  before  seen.— Apuna-td,  f.  or 

apuna-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  unpreceded,  not  hav- 
ing existed  before,  incomparableness,  &c.  —  A-purva- 

pati,  is,  f.  one  who  has  had  no  husband  before. 
— Apuna-vat,  ind.  singularly,  unlike  anything  else. 
— A-purcena,  ind.  never  before. 
A-puniiya,  as,  d,  am,  referring  to  the  remote  or 

unforeseen  consequence  of  an  act. 
A-purvya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unpreceded,  first; 

having  nothing  similar  before  one's  self,  incompar- able, unheard  of. 

flH?ti  a-prikta,  as,  a,  am,  unmixed,  un- 
combined ;  (a*),  m.  (in  Panini)  a  word  or  an  affix 
consisting  of  a  single  letter,  i.  e.  of  one  not  combined 
with  another ;  (in  the  PrStiiakhyas)  the  preposition 
d  and  the  particle  u. 

'^WUl^a-prinat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  not  fill- 
ing, not  propitiating  by  gifts ;  stingy. 

VIMVJ*  a-prithak,  ind.  not  separately, 

with.together  with,  collectively.  —  Aprithag-dharma- 
sTla,  as,  d,  am,  of  the  same  religion.  —  Aprithag- 
dkl,  is,  it,  i,  regarding  God  in  all  things. 

^nre  a-prishta,  as,  d,  am,  unasked,  unad- 
dressed,  not  spoken  to. 

^HT  ape  (apa-i),  cl.  2.  P.,  cl.  I.  A.  apaiti, 
apdyate,  apaitum,  to  go  away,  withdraw,  retire,  run 
away,  escape,  vanish ;  to  be  wanting,  to  be  omitted ; 
to  start. 

Apdya,  as,  m.  going  away,  departure ;  destruction, 
death,  annihilation  ;  injury,  detriment,  loss ;  misfor- 

tune, evil,  ill,  calamity,  danger ;  end  (of  a  word). 

Apdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  away,  departing,  vanish- 

ing, perishable. Apeta,  as,  d,  am,  escaped,  departed,  gone ;  having 
retired  from,  free  from  (with  abl.  or  as  last  member 

of  a  comp.).*-Apeta-bhi,  is,  is,  t,  one  whose  fear 
is  gone.  —  Apeta-rdkthasi,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Ocimum 
Sanctum. 

Apeya,  as,  d,  am,  removed  (?). 
ApeM.    See  s.  v.  next  col. 

^nrST  npeksh  (apa-iksh),  el.  I.  A.  ape- 
kshate,  -ehitum,  to  look  away,  to  look  round,  to 
look  about  for  something ;  to  have  some  design ;  to 
have  regard  to,  to  respect;  to  look  for,  wait  for. 

apobh. expect,  hope ;  to  require,  to  have  an  eye  to ;  with 

mi,  not  to  like. Apekshana,  am,  n.  or  apekthd,  f.  looking  round 
or  about ;  (with  the  object  either  in  loc.  or  as  the 
preceding  member  of  a  compound)  consideration, 
reference,  regard ;  connection  of  cause  with  effect  or 
of  individual  with  species ;  expectation,  hope,  desire, 

need,  requirement.  —  Apekshayd,  with  reference  to. 
—  Apekshd-buddhi,  is,  f.  a  mental  process  in  the 
Vaiseshika  philosophy,  the  faculty  of  arranging  and 
methodising ;  clearness  of  understanding. 
Apekfhaniya  or  apeksJiitavya  or  apekshya,  as, 

d,  am,  to  be  considered  or  regarded,  to  be  looked  for 
or  expected,  to  be  wished,  desired,  or  required ;  desirable. 

Apekshita,  as,  d,  am,  considered,  regarded,  refer- 
red to,  looked  for,  expected ;  wished,  hoped,  required  ; 

(am),  n.  consideration,  reference,  regard. 
Apekshin,  i,  ini,  i,  (with  the  object  in  gen.  or  as 

the  preceding  member  of  a  compound)  considering, 

respecting,  regarding,  looking  to ;  looking  for,  expect- 
ing, hoping,  requiring. 

Apekshya,  ind.  having  considered,  having  regard 
to,  with  regard  or  reference  to. 

w'n^apej  (apa-ej),  cl.  i .  A.  apejate,  -jitum, to  remove,  drive  away.  (See  Gram.  784.  a.) 

••siM'ij  apendra (°pa-in°), as,  a,  am,  without Indra. 

expert. 

a-peya,  as,  S,  am,  unfit  for  drinking, 
undrinkable. 

a-pesala,  as,  a,  am,  not  clever,  in- 

a-pesas, as,  as,  as,  Ved.  formless, 
shapeless. 

vi<4<»  I.  apesh  (apa-ish),  cl-4.  A.  apeshyate, 

-shitum,  to  strive  after,  aspire  to. 

WiTT  2.  apesh  (apa-ish),  cl.  i.  A.  apeshate, 

-shitum,  to  withdraw  from,  to  retire. 
^S«jf^  apehi  (imperative  of  rt.  t  with  opa), 

at  the  beginning  of  several  compounds,  means  exclud- 
ing, expelling,  denying  admission;  e.  g.  apchi-pra- 

kasd,  f.  a  ceremony  where  people  are  not  admitted. 
—  Apehf-batiijd,  f.  a  ceremony  from  which  merchants 
are  excluded.  —  Apehi-vdta,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant  useful 
in  expelling  wind  (Poederia). 

'•>H  M  51  «f  a-paisuna,  am,  n.  integrity,  honesty, 

uprightness. ^T'ft'Uii  a-poganda,  as,  a,  am,  not  under 
sixteen  years  of  age  ;  a  child  or  infant  ;  timid,  fearful  ; 
flaccid  ;  having  a  limb  too  many  or  too  few. 

'Slfl-oiiJ  apotdhad  (apa-ud-(had),  cl.  10. 

P.  A.  -ifhadayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  uncover. 
«Hlfl<!  apodha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vah  with 

apa),  carried  off,  removed,  taken  away. 

'flM\  r+M^  apot-krish  (apa-ud-krish),  cl.  1.6. 
P.  A.  -karshatl,  -te,  -krishati,  -te,  -kwsJkfum, 

-kroihtum,  to  separate,  disjoin. 
"'S^i^npodaka  (°pa-ud°),as,  d,  am,  water- 

less, water-tight  ;  not  watery,  not  fluid  ;  (ika),  f.  a 

pot-herb,  Basella  Rubra  or  Lucida. 

•fllTlf^  apod-i  (apa-ud-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -eh', 
•turn,  to  go  away  altogether,  to  give  way,  to  with- 

draw. Apod-ilya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  completely  gone 

away  from  or  left. 
'Wlldl5  apod-dhdrya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  hri 

with  0^0  and  ud),  liable  to  have  something  taken 

away. 

apo-napdt,  &c.     See  under  ap. 

(apa-ubh),  cl.  6.  P.,Ved.  apo- 
bhati,  -ombhati,  -bhitum,  to  bind,  fetter. 



aporyu. a-pratibha. 
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apornu  (apa-urnu),  cl.  2.  P.  A. 
apornauti,  -noti,  -nute,  -navitum,  -nuvitum,  to 
uncover,  to  unveil,  to  open ;  A.  to  uncover  one's  self. 

•WM!"^  aposh  (apa-ush),  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved. 
aposftati,  apoUKati,  to  dispel  darkness  (said  of  the 
dawn). 

•wMl«[  apoh  (apa-uh),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  apohati, 
-te,  -hitum,  to  strip  off,  to  push  away,  to  frighten 
away;  to  remove,  to  heal  (sickness);  A.  to  keep 

away  from  one's  self,  to  avoid,  to  give  up ;  (in  dis- 
putation) to  object,  to  deny,  to  reason,  argue. 

Apoha,  as,  m.  or  apokana,  am,  n.  pushing  away, 
removing ;  removal  of  doubt  by  the  exercise  of  the 
reasoning  faculty ;  reasoning,  arguing. 
Apohaniya  or  apohya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  taken 

away,  or  removed,  or  expiated. 
Apoklta,  as,  a,  am,  taken  away,  removed ;  estab- 

lished by  reason. 

•WMI^  a-paurusha,  am,  n.  unmanliness, 
cowardice;  superhuman  power ;  (as,  a,  am),  unmanly, 
cowardly;  superhuman. 

•«i  H I  w»i  <?<  a-paushkalya,  am,  n .  immaturity. 

•am  apta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  obs.  rt.  ap  for  later 
dp),  Ved.  obtained  ;  watery  (I). 
Aptas,  as,  n.  a  sacrificial  act. 
Aptu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  busy,  active,  diligent ;  the 

body ;  Soma ;  a  sacrificial  animal. 
Aptnr,  us,  m.,  Ved.  active,  busy;  giving  water; 

running  as  water. 
Apturya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  zeal,  activity ;  the  giving 

of  water. 

Aptor-ydma.  as,  or  aptor-ydman,  a,  m.,  Ved., 
N.  of  a  sacrificial  ceremony,  and  of  a  verse  in  the 
SJma-veda  closing  that  ceremony  [cf.  vairija], 
Aptya,  as,  a,  am,  active,  spacious;  watery (1). 
Apna,  as,  m.  or  apnas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  possession, 

property;  work,  sacrificial  act;  progeny;  shape  [cf. 
Lat.  ops].  —  Apnah-stha,  as,  m., Ved.  superintending 
work.  —  Apna-rdj,  (,  m.,  Ved.  possessing  property ; 
illustrious  through  work.  —  Apnas-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
Ved.  productive,  having  sacrificial  acts  or  work. 
Apnavdna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  having  progeny;  the 

arm ;  N.  of  a  Rishi ;  poor  (1). 
Apya,  as,  d,  am,  obtainable,  to  be  reached ; 

active,  belonging  to  or  connected  with  work  or  sacri- 
ficial acts,  watery. 

W^  appa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  of  a 
book  on  prosody. 

appati,  is,  m.     See  under  ap. 

T  appadlkshita  or  apyadikshita 
or  apyayadlkMta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  of  the 
sixteenth  century. 

ap-pitta,  am,  n.  fire ;  see  under  ap. 

apy-ad,   yan,   tfi,   yak    (rt.   and), 
reaching,  gone  into,  hidden. 

•WMIM^  apy-aty-arj  (api-atf),  cl.  I.  P., 
Ved.  -arjatt,  -jitum,  to  add  over  and  above. 

^•Mt  apy-aya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  »  with  api,  see 
apt),  approach,  meeting,  joining ;  pouring  out ;  enter- 

ing, vanishing ;  junction  ;  (e.  g.  svdpyaya,  entering 
into  one's  self,  absorption.)  —  Apyaya-dHcshita,as,m., N.  of  a  Dravida  saint  and  writer,  the  author  of  various 
works,  celebrated  as  a  Sfaiva,  and  thought  to  be  an 
incarnation  of  Siva ;  (also  apydya°  or  apyaV,  &c.) 
Apy-ayana,  am,  n.  union,  joining ;  copulating. 
^H«IV»T  apy-ardham,  ind.,  Ved.  within 

proximity,  near. 

181  "^  apy-as  (api-as],  cl.2.  P.  -asti,  (with 
loc.  or  with  an  adv.  of  place)  to  be  in  anything ;  to 
be  closely  connected  with,  to  belong  to. 

apy-uta  =  api  and  uta,  q.  v. 

a-prakata,  as,  d,  am,  unmanifested 
unapparent,  obscure.  » 

•«IHC|I»H  a-prakampa,  as,  d,  am,  unshaken 
literally  and  metaphorically ;  firm,  steady ;  unanswer 
ed,  unrefuted.  —  Aprakampa-td,  f.  firmness,  stability 
unanswerableness. 

v(j(<*^  a-prakara,  as,  d,  am,  not  acting excellentiy. 

A-prakarana,  am,  n.  not  the  principal  topic 
not  relevant  to  the  main  subject. 
A-prakrita,  as,  d,  am,  not  principal,  not  relevan 

to  the  main  topic  under  discussion,  not  chief;  occa- 
sional or  incidental,  not  natural. 

A-prakriti,  is,  (.  not  the  inherent  or  inseparable 
property,  accidental  property  or  nature;  spiritual  being 

•siHctifinr  a-prakarshita,  as,  d,  am,  not  ex- 
ceeded, not  more  than ;  unsurpassed. 

A-prakrishta,  as,  d,  am,  low,  vile;  (as),  m 
a  crow. 

•«n=n?H<*  a-prakalpaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  not 
prescribing  as  obligatory. 
A-praklripta,  as,  d,  am,  not  explicitly  enjoined. 

viM*K!S  a-prakdnda,  as,  d,  am,  stemless ; 
(as),  m.  a  bush,  a  shrub. 

^Tn*il?l  a-prakdsa,  as,  d,  am,  not  shining, 
dark ;  self-illuminated  ;  not  visible,  hidden,  secret , 
not  manifest  or  evident ;  (am),  ind.  in  secret ;  (as), 
m.  indistinctness,  secresy,  a  secret. 

A-prakdiaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  not  rendering  bright ; 
making  dark. 

A-prakds'amdna  or  a^prakds'ita,  as,  a,  am,  not 
manifested,  undivulged,  unrevealed,  not  evident  or 

public. A-prakdfya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  manifested  or divulged. 

vtn<ifl  a-praketa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  indis- 
criminate, unrecognizable. 

•VIH  (\Sfrr  a-prakshita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  un- 
diminished,  undecayed. 

•«««<  a-prakhara,  as,  d,  am,  dull,  obtuse ; 
bland,  mild. 

•»m'i«i  a-pragama,  as,  d,  am,  going  too 
fast  for  others  to  follow,  not  to  be  surpassed. 

^nPT5*T  a-pragalbha,  as,  d,  am,  not  arro- 

gant, modest. 
^H'iln  a-pragita,  as,  d,  am,  not  chaunted aloud. 

a-pra6etas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  de- 
ficient in  understanding,  foolish. 

A-pratetita,  as,  d,  am,  unknown. 

THH^I  fi;  n   a-pratodita,  as,  d,  am,  unde- 
sired,  not  bidden  or  commanded;    undeclared,  not 
said;  unasked. 

a-pra6(hedya,  as,  d,  am,  inscru- table. 

a-praguna,  as,  d,  am,  confounded, 

perplexed. 
"  Mil  I  ?    a-pragrdha,    as,    d,    am,    unre- 

strained, unbridled. 

a-pratankasa,  as,  'd,  am,  Ved. 
without  power  of  seeing  ;  not  beautiful  (1). 

a-pradura,  as,  d,  am,  little,  few. 

a-pratyuta,  as,  d,  am,  unmoved  ; 
(with  abl.)  not  fallen  or  deviating  from,  observing, following. 

a-praja,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  jan),  without 
progeny,  childless;  unborn;  unpeopled;  (d),  {.  not 
[waring,  unprolific,  having  no  child. 

I.  a-prajajni,  is,  is,  i  (it  jan),  without  progeny. 

A-prajas,  as,  as,  as,  without  progeny,  childless. 
—Aprajas-td,  f.  or  aprajas-tva  or  aprajas-tva, 
am,  n.  childlessness. 
A-prajdta,  as,  d,  am,  childless,  having  no  progeny. 
viMJif?  2.  a-prajajni,  is,  is,  i  (rt.jna),Ved. 

inexperienced,  inexpert. 

vfiiWIii  a-pramta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ni),  un- 
consecrated,  profane,  common;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 
frying  clarified  butter  without  consecrated  water. 

•«i  n<uta  a-pranodya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  nad),not to  be  turned  away. 

vinnv  a-prat,  n,  ti,  t  (rt.  prd),  Ved.  not 
affluent  ;  apratd,  inst.  c.  without  wealth. 

viMn-ri  a-pratarkya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be 
discussed  ;  incomprehensible  by  reason,  undefinable. 

"a  H  n  i  M  a-pratdpa,  as,  m.  want  of  brilliancy, 
dulness  ;  meanness,  want  of  dignity. 

vi  n  in  a-prati,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  without  op- 
ponents, irresistible  ;  unequalled  ;  (  i),  ind.  irresistibly. 

—  i.  aprati-rupa,  as,  d,  am,  of  unequalled  form, 
incomparable  [cf.  2.  a-pratirupa,  p.  58].  —  Aprati- 
nipa-iatAa.f.incomparableorunanswerablediscourse. 
—  Aprati-mrya,  as,  d,  am,  of  irresistible  power. 

•««(*(!<*  t.  a-pratikara,  as,  d,  am,  trusted, 
trusting,  confidential. 
A-pratikarman,  d,  d,  a,  of  unparalleled  deeds. 
A-pratikdra  or  a-pratikdra,  as,  m.  not  remedy- 

ing, non-requital,  non-retaliation  ;  (as,  d,  am),  irre- 
mediable, helpless,  defenceless. 

A-pratikirin,  i,  irii,  f,  not  remedying,  not counteracting. 

»3lnrrlM?I  a-pratigrihya,  as,  d,  am,  one 
from  whom  one  must  not  accept  anything. 

A-pratigrdJtaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  not  accepting. 
A-pratigrdhya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  taken,  un- acceptable. 

a-pratigha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  han),  not 
to  be  kept  off,  not  to  be  vanquished. 

In  s  TS  a-pratidvandva,  as,  d,  am,  not 
having  an  adversary  in  battle  ;  not  to  be  vanquished  ; 
irresistible.  —  Apratidvandva-td,  f.  unrivalledness. 

a-pratidhura,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
without  a  match  in  carrying  burdens  or  the  yoke 
(said  of  a  horse). 

a-pratidhrishta,  as,  d,  am,  not 

to  be  opposed,  irresistible.  —  Apratidhrishta-s'avas, 
as,  ds,  as,  Ved.  of  irresistible  power. 
A-praiidhrishya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  irresistible. 

"SUfn^Bj  a-pratipaksha,  as,  d,  am,  without a  rival  or  opponent. 

a-pratipanya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to se  bartered  or  exchanged. 

nn^fltf^a-pratipatti,  is,  f.  non-ascertain- 
ment; non-performance,  failure  ;  neglect,  disregard. 

A-jiratipad,   t,   (,  t,  not  stopping;    not  to   be 
depended  on. 
A-pratipanna,  as,  d,  am,  unascertained,  unac- 

complished, neglected. 

fTrfrT^'y  a-pratibandha,  as,  m.  absence 
of  obstruction  ;  (as,  d,  am),  unimpeded,  undisputed, 
direct  (inheritance),  not  collateral  or  presumptive. 

iHfnirt  a-pratibala,  as,  d,  am,  of  un- 

equalled power. 
)«rn=rta<inx  a-pratibodhavat,  an,  afi,  at, 

without  the  sense  of  personal  consciousness. 

TClfirsJTrT  a-pratibruvat,  an,  afi,  at,  Ved. 
lot  speaking  against,  not  contradicting. 

Tiffin?  a-pratibha,  as,  d,  am,  modest, 
>ashful  ;  (d),  f.  shyness,  timidity. 
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a-pratima,  as,  a,  am,  unequalled, 

incomparable,  without  a  match. 

•*H4TrlHi*UWM  a-pratimanyuyamdna,  as, 

a,  am,  Ved.  being  unable  to  show  one's  resentment to  ano^er,  or  to  retaliate  anger  for  anger. 

flUfrUt^  a-pratiyatna,  as,  m.  natural  or 

spontaneous  state  or  condition. 

TT«^  a-pratiyogin,  I,  ini,  i,  with- 

out advenary ;  not  opposed  (to  one  another),  baring 
no  opposite. 

^HfrU^  a-pratiratha,  as,  m.  having  no 

antagonist,  an  invincible  warrior ;  N.  of  a  Rishi ; 

(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  hymn  composed  by  Apratiratha. 

'HHfrlV'4  a-pratirava,  as,  d,  am,  uncon- 
tested,  undisputed. 

VUlfri^M  2.  a-pratirupa,  as,  d,  am,  not 

corresponding  with,  unfit.  (For  i.  see  under  a-prati.) 

%(lird<4<U°M1  a-pratilabdha-kdma,  as,  d, 

tim,  unsatiated  in  one's  desires. 

•j)  14 fr|  CUS  a-pratishiddha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  2. 

sidh),  unprohibited,  unforbidden. 

A-pratishedha,  as,  m.  non-prohibition,  non-ne- 

gation. 

•^HfrlMjrl  a-pratishkuta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

not  to  be  kept  off,  not  to  be  resisted,  not  contradicted, 
not  refused. 

>HHfrlH  a-pratishtha,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 

solid  ground,  fluctuating;  thrown  away,  unprofit- 
able ;  infamous,  disreputable ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  hell ; 

(d),  (.  instability,  absence  of  reputation,  ill-fame,  dis- honour. 

A-pratishthdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  without  solid  or 

firm  ground ;'  (am),  n.  instability. 
A-pratishthita,  at,  d,  am,  unsettled,  unfixed; 

unconsecrated ;  uncelebrated,  obscure. 

^ufrl^i-H  a-pratisankrama,  as,  d,  am, 

having  no  intermixture. 

a-pratisankhya,  as,  d,  am,  un- 
—  Apratisankhya-nirodha,  as,  m.   the 

unobserved  nullity  or  annihilation  of  an  object. 

*5(  H  frl  5!  rl  a-pratihata,  as,  d,  am,  uninter- 
rupted, unobstructed,  irresistible  ;  unaffected,  unim- 
paired, indestructible,  uninjured;  not  disappointed. 

—  Ajtratihata-netra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  deity 
(whose  eyes  are  unimpeded). 

•>NHrf)<*K  a-pratlkdra.  See  under  a-pra- 
tibini,  p.  57. 

••H  H  dl  Bj  Ha-pratiksham,  ind.  without  look- 
ing backward. 

«HHrflrI  a-pratlta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  i  with 
prati),  unapproached,  unattackable  ;  unopposed  ;  un 

intelligible,  not  understood.  —  Apratlta-td,  f.  unin 
telligibleness. 

A-pratiti,  is,  f.  the  state  of  not  being  understood 
mistrust,  want  of  confidence. 

a-prafitta,  as,  d,  am  (for  a-pra 
luhUta,  fr.  rt.  da  with  prati),  Ved.  not  given  back. 

a-pratlpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  o 
Magadha. 

a-pratula,  as,  m.  want  of  weight 
want,  necessity. 

a-pratta,  as,  d,  am  (for  a-pradatta 
fr.  rt.  da  with  pro),  not  given  away  ;  (a),  f.  no 
given  away  in  marriage,  a  girl. 

•WMHIBI  a-pratyakska,  as,  d,  am,  not  pre 
sent  to  the  sight,  invisible,  imperceptible  ;  unknown 

—Apratyaksha-td,  f.  imperceptibility.  —  A-praty 
aksha-Ofhta,  at,  d,  am,  not  distinctly  taught. 

a-pratyaya,  as,  m.  distrust,  dis- elief,  doubt;  not  an  affix;  (as,  a,  am),  distrustful 

ith  loc.)  ;  having  no  affix.  —  A-praty  ay  a-stha,  as, 

am,  (in  gram.)  not  pertaining  to  an  affix. 

vmwusMnf  a-pratydkhydta,  as,  d,  am,  un- 
mtradicted,  unrefuted,  assented  to. 

A-pratydkhydna,  am,  n.  non-refutation. 

A-itratydkhyeya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  contra- .cted,  undeniable. 

->HHi<Jrl  a-pratyrita,as,d,am,  not  attacked. 

•flUfvjd  a-prathita,  as,  d,  am,  unpublished  ; 
nnoted,  unknown,  not  celebrated. 

H  a-pradlptdgni  (°ta-ag°),is,  is,  i, 

a-pradugdha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not 
lilked  to  the  end. 
yspeptic. 

a-pradripita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not 
roud,  not  arrogant ;  not  humbled,  not  careless  (?). 

a-pradhdna,  as,  d,  am,  not  princi- 
al,  subordinate,  secondary.  —  Apradhdna-td,  f.  or 
pradhdna-tva,  am,  n.  subordination,  inferiority. 

tHR  a-pradhrishya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to 

e  vanquished,  invincible. 

a-prapadana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  bad 
lace  of  refuge. 

a-prabala,  as,  d,  am,  inefficacious, weak. 

WJW  a-prabha,  as,  d,  am,  without  radiance, 
sbscure;  dull;  mean. 

a-prabhu,  us,  us,  u,  wanting  power, 

unable,  incompetent  (with  loc.).  —  Aprabhu-tva,am, 
.  want  of  power,  insufficiency. 

A-prabhuta,  as,  d,  am,  insufficient,  inadequate. 
A-prabJaiti,  it,  f.  little  effort. 

a-prayatna,    as,   m.    absence   of 
effort,  indifference,  laziness  ;  (as,  a,  am),  not  ener- 
etic,  indifferent,   apathetic,   not  devoted   to  (with 

oc-). 

a-praydni,  is,  f.  not  going,  not 
moving. 

A-prayapani  or  a-praydpani,  is,  (.  not  causing 
o  go  on  ;  not  allowing  to  progress. 

(  a-praydvam,  ind.  (rt.  yu),  Ved. 
without  interruption,  attentively. 

A-prayw!i.<hat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  unceasing,  care- 

ul,  attentive. 
A-prayuta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unaltered,  continual. 
A-prayutvan,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  not  separate,  com- 

jined,  careful. 

a-praydsa,  as,  m.  ease,  absence 

a-prayooa,  as,  m.  npn-applica- 
ijlity,  bad  application. 
A-prayojaka,  as,  ikd  or  akd,  am,  inapplicable, 

causeless,  irrelevant. 

a-pralamba,  as,  d,  am,  not  slow, 

quick,  expeditious. 

a-pramatta,  as,  d,  am,  not  careless, 
careful,  attentive,  vigilant,  sober. 
A-pramdda,  as,  m.  care,  vigilance ;  (as,  a,  am), 

careful,  cautious,  steady;  (am),  ind.  attentively, 
carefully ;  without  interruption. 

A-pramddin,  i,  ini,  i,  careful,  attentive. 

a-pramada,  as,  d,  am,  without 
Measure,  joyless. 

a-pramaya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  un- 
imited,  imperishable. 

a-pramd,  f.  a  rule  which  is  no 
authority  (see  a-pramdna) ;  incorrect  knowledge. 

a-pramdna,  as,  d,  am,  immeasur- 
able, unlimited ;  without  weight  or  proof,  without  au- 

thority ;  (am),  n.  a  rule  which  is  no  standard  of  action 
—  A-pramdna-vid,  t,  t,  t,  incapable  of  weighing 

evidence.  —  Apramdna-s'iibha,  as,  m.  pi.  of  immea- 
surable virtue ;  N.  of  a  class  of  Buddhist  divinities 

—  Apramdndbha  (°na-dbha),ds,  m.  pi.  of  unlimitei 
splendor  ;  N.  of  a  class  of  divinities  in  Buddhism. 
A-pramdnika,  as,  d,  am,  unauthorized ;  properly 

a-prdmdnika,  q.  v. 
A-pramita,  as,  d,  am,  unbounded,  unmeasured 

not  proved,  not  established  by  authority. 

A-prameya,  at,  a,  am,  immeasurable ;  unfathom 
able,  inscrutable ;  not  to  be  proved.  —  Aprame 

ydtman  (°ya-dt°),  d,  m.  of  inscrutable  spirit,  an 
epithet  afSiva.  —  Aprameyanubhdm  (°ya-an°),  as 
d,  am,  of  unlimited  energy. 

a-pramdyuka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  no 

dying  suddenly  (?),  immeasurably  Iong(?). 

•fl  n*fl  M  a-pramiya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  t 
be  killed. 

a-pramura,  Ved.  or  a-pramur66hita 
as,  d,  am,  not  foolish,  prudent. 

'-MH*<U<  a-pramrishya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to 

e  destroyed,  indestructible. 
a-pramoda,  am,  n.  inability  to  re- 

love  pain. 

)f  trouble. 

a-pravartaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  ab- 
taining  from  action,  inert ;  not  exciting  to  action. 
A-pravartana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  refraining  from, 

not  engaging  in ;  not  exciting  to  any  action. 
A-pravrttta,  as,  d,  am,  not  acting,  not  engaged 

n,  not  commenced,  not  instigated. 
A-pravritti,  is,  f.  not  proceeding;  abstaining 

rom  action,  inertion ;  non-excitement;  (in  medic.) 

suppression  of  the  natural  evacuations,  constipation, 
schury,  &c. 

a-pravina,  as,  d,  am,  unskilful. 

a-pramta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unap- 
proached ;  not  approaching  (to  impregnate)  ;  not  im- 

pregnated. 

a-pravriddha,  as,  d,  am,  not  ex- 

cessively grown. 

a-praveda,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  difficult 
to  be  found  or  obtained  ;  silent  (?). 

a-pras'akta,  a-prasakti,  probably 

for  a-prasakta,  a-prasakti,  q.  v.  below. 
i.  a-prasasta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  sans), 

not  praised,  worthless,  contemptible;  not  approved, 

forbidden. 
A-prafasya,  as,  d,  am,  not  praiseworthy,  not 

good. 

2.  a-prasasta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  sds), 

Ved.  indocile,  disobedient. 
a-prasakta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  sanj),  not 

addicted,  not  attached  to  ;  moderate,  temperate. 

A-prazakti,  is,  f.  or  a-prasanga,  as,  m.  non- 
addiction,  non-attachment,  moderation. 

a-prasanna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  sad),  not 

quiet,  not  clear,  turbid,  muddy  ;  displeased,  dissatisfied, 

unfavourable. 
A-prasdda,  as,  m.  disfavour,  disapprobation. 
A-prasddya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  propitiated  ; 

unappeasable,  implacable. 
a-prasava,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  su  or  su), 

not  being  prolific  ;  (as),  m.  the  not  being  born. 
A-prasutn,  at,  d,  am,  not  having  offspring,  bar- 

ren, childless. 
•41  1144  41  a-prasahya,  as,  d,  am,  intolerable, 

insufferable. 
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f  a-prasiddha,  as,  a,  am,  not  settled 
or  established  ;  unknown,  uncelebrated  ;  unusual,  un- 

common, of  no  real  existence,  not  current  or  generally 
known.  —  Apraeiddha-pada,  am,  n.  an  obsolete 
word. 

•stHwTT  a-prastuta,  as,  a,  am,  unconnected 
with,  irrelevant,  unsuitable  to  the  time  or  subject  ;  not 

principal,  not  being  the  chief  subject-matter  ;  acci- 
dental or  extraneous  ;  not  ready. 

A-prastdvika,  as,  i,  am,  irrelevant  to  the  subject- 
matter. 

•?ll|^rl  a-prahata,  as,  a,  am,  unhurt,  in- 
tact ;  untilled,  waste  ;  uncultivated. 

A-prahan,  a,  a,  a,  or  a-prahantri,  ta,  trl, 
tri,  not  hurting. 

'•HJliV'rT  a-prahita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not 
stirred  up,  not  sent  out,  unassailed  (by  foes). 

•v(14l<j|irl  a-prakrita,  as,  a,  am,  not  princi- 
pal ;  not  original  ;  special,  particular  ;  not  vulgar. 

4J1IIJJ4  a-prdgrya,  as,  a,  am,  secondary, 
subordinate. 

^nrNfa  a-prddma,  as,  5,  am,  modern,  re- 
cent ;  not  eastern,  western. 

••HUlsf  a-prdjna,  as,  a,  am,  unlearned, 
ignorant  ;  unconscious.  ••  Aprdjna-td,  f.  ignorance, unconsciousness. 

a-prdna,  as,  a,  am,  or  a-prdnin,  i, 
ini,  i,  inanimate,  lifeless. 

•j(Ulill"4  a-prddhdnya,  am,  n.  inferiority, 
subordination. 

xSMIH  a-prdpta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dp  vvith^ra), 
unobtained;  unarrived;  unproved.  —  Aprdpta-kdla, 
as,  a,  am,  out  of  season,  inopportune,  ill-timed  ;  un- 

der age;  (am),  n.  an  irregular  debate.  —Aprdpta- 
yauvana,  as,  a,  am,  not  arrived  at  puberty.  —  A- 
2)rdpta-vyavahdra  or  aprdpta-vayas,  ds,  as,  as, 
a  minor  in  law  ;  under  age,  not  of  years  to  engage 
in  law  or  public  business.  —  Aprdptdvasara  (  ta- 
av°),  as,  d,  am,  unseasonable,  inopportune. 
A-prdpti,  is,  f.  non-attainment,  non-acquisition, 

scarcity. 
A-prapya,  ind.  not  having  found  ;  (at,  d,  am), 

unobtainable,  unattainable,  scarce. 

a-prdmdnika,  as,  I,  am,  un- 
authentic,  unwarranted,  unauthoritative,  unworthy  of 
being  trusted  or  believed. 
A-prdmdnya,  am,  n.  absence  or  insufficiency  of 

proof  or  authority. 

a-prdmi-satya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ml 
with  pra),  Ved.  of  unimpaired  truthfulness  ;  unalter- 

ably true. 

•siHiMiM  a-prdyatya,  am,  n.  impurity,  un- 
governableness. 

•WHlM  a-prdyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  assiduous, 
unceasing,  not  going  forth  (?). 
A-prdyus,  us,  m.,  Ved.  not  ceasing;  with  unde- 

parted  life,  with  unimpaired  or  ever  brilliant  vigour. 

VUHM  a-priya,  as,  d,  am,  disagreeable, 
disliked  ;  unkind,  unfriendly  ;  (as),  m.  a  foe,  an 
enemy;  N.  of  a  Yaksha;  (a),  f.  a  sort  of  skeat  fish, 
Silurus  Pungentissimus.  —  Apriya-kara,  as,  d  or  I, 
am,  or  apriya-kdrin,  «,  ini,  *,  doing  an  unkind- 
ness;  unfriendly,  ill-disposed.  —  Apriya-bhdgin,  I, 
ml,  i,  unhiturute.  —  Apriya-vddin,  i,  ini,  i,  or 
npriyam-rada,  as,  d,  am,  speaking  unkindly  or 
harshly. 

A-priti,  is,  f.  dislike,  aversion,  unfriendliness,  en- 
mity; pain.  —  Apriti-kara,  as,  I,  am,  unkind,  ad- 

verse ;  disagreeable,  offensive.  —  Aprlty-dtmaka,  as, 
ikd,  am,  consisting  of  pain. 

THHrKiojtfl  apreta-rdkshasi,  f.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  Ocimum  Sanctum  ;  see  apeta-rdkshail,  p.  56. 

a-preman,  a,  n.  dislike,  aversion  ; 

(a,  d,  a),  unfriendly. 

'Stlfa  a-praisha,  as,  d,  am,  not  invoked 
with  a  praifha  (q.  v.)  mantra. 

^nJVP^H  a-proshivas,  -van,  -shushz,  -vat 
(rt.  ras,  perf.  part.),  Ved.  not  gone  away,  staying. 

•stHIC  a-praudha,  as,  d,  am,  not  arrogant, 
timid,  gentle ;  (d),  f.  an  unmarried  girl,  or  one  very 
recently  married  and  not  come  to  womanhood. 

»j(S^  a-plava,  as,  d,  am,  without  a  ship ; 

not  swimming.  —  A-plcmia  ("va-is'a),  as,  a,  am, unable  to  swim. 

vi«Ti  apvd,  f.  (ft.  apa  or  fr.  obs.  rt.  ap  ?), 
disease ;  danger ;  the  region  of  the  throat  or  neck. 

^TO  i.  ap-sa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  giving  or 

yielding  (ap)  water  [cf.  ap-sd  below], 
2.  a-psa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  not  destroying. 

ap-sara,   as,  m.   water-goer,   any 
aquatic  animal  (see  etym.  of  next). 

vitK.*^  apsaras,  as,  or  apsard,  f.  (fr.  ap, 

q.  v.,  and  rt.  sri,  '  going  in  the  waters  or  between 
the  waters  of  the  clouds') ;  certain  female  divinities, 
who  reside  in  the  sky  and  are  the  wives  of  the  Gan- 
dharvas ;  they  have  the  faculty  of  changing  their 
shapes,  are  very  fond  of  bathing,  and  are  said  to  have 
been  produced  at  the  churning  of  the  ocean.  —  Apsa- 
rah-pati,  is,  m.  Indra,  lord  of  the  Apsarasas.  —  Apea- 
ras-tirtha,  am,  n.  a  pool  in  which  the  Apsarasas 
bathe.  —  Apsard-pati,  is,  m.  lord  of  the  Apsarasas ; 
N.  of  the  Gandharva  Sikhandin. 

Apsardya,  nom.A.apsardyate,-yitum,to  behave 
like  an  Apsaras. 

•wwq  apsava,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (if  from 
apsas)  possessed  of  form  or  shape ;  (if  from  ap) 

giving  water. 
,  as,  d,  am,  fit  for  water,  being  in  the 

apsas,  as,  n.  (fr.  obs.  rt.  ap),  Ved. 
cheek ;  shape,  beauty  (?). 

'iimi  ap-sd,  ds,m.(fi.ap  and  rt.  son),  Ved. 

giving  water. 
^T"W  i .  a-psu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  without  food ; not  beautiful  (?). 

^TO  2.  apsu  (loc.  pi.  of  ap,  q.  v.),  in  the 
water  or  waters.  This  word  forms  the  first  member 

of  various  compounds,  thus : — apsu-kshit,  t,  m., 
Ved.  dwelling  within  the  clouds,  in  the  region  be- 

tween heaven  and  earth.  —  Apsu-dara,  as,  I,  am, 
Ved.  going  in  the  waters.  —  Apsu-ja,  as,  d,  am, 
or  apsurja,  as,  as,  m.  f.,  Ved.  born  in  the  waters. 
••  Apsu-jit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  vanquishing  between  the 
waters  or  in  the  region  of  the  clouds.  —  Apiu-mat, 
an,  atl,  at,  possessed  of  what  is  in  the  waters ;  not 
losing  one's  nature  in  the  water  (e.  g.  the  lightning 
does  not  lose  his  fiery  nature  in  the  clouds);  con- 

taining the  word  apeu.  —  Apsu-yoga,  as,  m.  the 
connecting  power  in  water.  —  Apsu-yoni,  is,  m., 
Ved.  bora  from  the  waters.  —  Apsu-vdh,  t,  m.,  Ved. 
driving  in  water. —Apsu-s had,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  dwelling 
in  the  waters.  —  Apsa-shoma,  as,  m.  Soma  in  water ; 
a  cup  filled  with  water.  —  Apsu-samtita,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  raised  or  excited  in  the  waters. 

^njfrS  a-phala,  as,  d,  am,  unfruitful, 
barren;  vain,  unproductive ;  deprived  of  virility ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Tamarix  Indica ;  (a),  f.  the  Aloe 
plant,  Aloes  Perfoliata ;  another  plant,  Flacourtia  Cata- 
phracta.  —  A-jiJiala-kdnkshin,  i,  ini,  i,  disinterested, 
not  looking  to  beneficial  consequences.  —  Aphala-td, 
f.  or  aphala-tva,  am,  n.  barrenness,  unprofitableness. 
—  A-phala-prepsu,  us,  us,  v,,  one  who  desires  no 
recompense. 
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a-phalgu,  us,  us,  u,  not  vain,  pro- 
ductive, profitable. 

TM^ist  a-phulla,  as,  d,  am,  unblown. 
•«*«1  i.  a-phena,  as,  d,  am,  frothless, 

without  scum  or  foam. 

^nfi«T  2.  a-phena,  am,  n.  (corruption  of 
ahi-phena,  foam  of  a  snake  ?),  opium. 

^•HS  a-baddha,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-baddhaka, 

as,  {kd,  am  (rt.  bundh),  unbound,  at  liberty ;  un- 
meaning, nonsensical.  —  Abaddha-mttkha,  as,  d, 

am,  foul-mouthed,  scurrilous ;  mendacious. 
I.  a-badhya,  as,  d,  am,  unmeaning,  nonsensical. 
A-bandhaka,  as,  tkd,  am,  not  binding;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this man. 

A-bandkana,  as,  d,  am,  without  fetters,  free. 
A-bandhya.    See  s.  v.  below. 
A-bandhra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  without  bonds  or 

ligatures,  falling  asunder. 
^RV  a-badha,  as,  m.  (rt.  badh),  not  killing ; 

(d),  (.  a  segment  of  the  base  of  a  triangle,  see  a- 
vadha.  —  Abadhdrha  (°dha-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  not 
worthy  of  death. 

3.  a-bad/iya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  killed,  invio- 
lable; see  also  a-vadhya.  —  Abadhya-bhdva,  as, 

m.  immunity,  sacredness  of  character,  as  that  of  an 
ambassador. 

vi«(*tJ  a-bandhu,  us,  us,  u,  without  kindred, 
without  companions,  friendless.  —  Abandhu-krit,  t, 
t,  t,  Ved.  causing  want  of  companions. 
A-bdndhava,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  relation  or 

kindred,  lone,  unacknowledged,  unowned. 

istirUl  a-bandhya,  as,  d,  am,  not  barren, 
not  unfruitful,  fruitful,  productive. 

^T^c5  a-bala,  as,  d,  am,  weak,  feeble,  in- 
firm ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Tapia  Crataeva ;  N.  of 

a  king  of  Magadha ;  (d),  f.  a  woman  ;  one  of  the 
ten  Buddhist  earths ;  (am),  n.  want  of  strength, 
weakness  [with  abala  have  been  compared,  Goth. 
ubils,  Them,  ubila;  Mod.  Germ,  uebel ;  Eng. 
'  evil'].  —  Abala-dhanran,  d,  d,  a,  possessing  a  weak 

bow.  —  Abaldbala  (°la-ab'>),  as,  m. '  neither  power- 
ful nor  powerless ;'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

A-baldsa,  as,  d,  am,  not  consumptive. 
Abaliyas,  an,  asi,  as,  weaker. 
A-bahja,  am,  n.  weakness,  sickness. 
•vi is:  a-bahu,  us,  us,  or  vi,  u,  not  many, 

fevr.  —  Abahv-aksJtara,  as,  d,  am,  or  abahv-at, 
t,  (,  (,  having  not  more  than  two  syllables. 

•«i«li«!  a-bddha,  as,  d,  am,  unobstructed, 
unrestrained ;  free  from  pain ;  (d),  f.  segment  of  the 
base  of  a  triangle  [cf.  a-badhd  under  a-badha  above]. 
A-bddhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  or  a-bddhita,  as,  d, 

am,  unimpeded,  unobstructed ;  unrefuted. 
A-bddhya,  as,  d,  am,  improper  to  be  opposed  or 

pained. 
a-bdndhava.     See  a-bandhu. 

a-bdlisa,  as,  d,  am,  not  childish. 

a-bdlendu  (°la-in°),  us,  m.  full- 
moon. 

•>.!HI^I  a-bdhya,  as,  d,  am,  not  exterior, 
internal ;  without  an  exterior. 

•flr<!l**H  ab-indhana,  as,  m.  '  having  (a^?) 
water  for  fuel,'  submarine  fire. 
'Jfr«H"N^l  a-bibhivas,  an,  bhyushl,  at,  or 

a-bibhyat,  at,  atl,  at,  Ved.  fearless,  confident. 
•sr«iS  a-buddha,  as,  d,  am,  unwise,  foolish. 

—  A-buddha-tva,  am,  n.  foolishness. 
A-buddhi,  is,  f.  want  of  understanding ;  ignorance ; 

stupidity ;  (is,  is,  i),  ignorant,  stupid.  —  A-buddM- 
purva  or  a-buddhi-purvaka,  as,  d,  am,  not 
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preceded  by    intelligence;   beginning  with  non-in- 
telligence;   (am),   iud.   ignorantly.  —  Abud'l/' 

an,  ati,  at,  unwise,  ignorant,  foolish. 
A4>udh,  bhut,  t,  t,  or  a-Jiudha,  ae,  d,  am,  stu- 

pid, foolish ;  (as),  m.  a  fool. 

A-budkya,  ae,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  to  be  perceived ; 
not  to  be  awakened. 

A-budhyamdmi,  ae,  d,  am,  not  being  awake. 
A-bodha,  as,  m.  ignorance, stupidity ;  (as,  d,  am), 

ignorant,  stupid ;  puzzled,  perplexed.  —  A-bodha-ga- 
mya,  as,  d,  am,  incomprehensible. 
A-bodhaniya,  as,  a,  am,  unintelligible;  not  to 

be  awakened  or  aroused. 

*f«ijr  a-budhna,  am,  n.,  Ved.  having  no 

bottom  or  root,'  the  air  or  intermediate  region. 
wsn  ab-ja,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ap  and  rt.jan), 

bom  in  water ;  (as),  m.  the  conch ;  the  moon  ;  the 
tree  Barringtonia  Acutangula;  Dhanvantari,  physician 
of  the  gods,  produced  at  the  churning  of  the  ocean  ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  ViSala ;  (am),  n.  a  lotus ;  a  large 
number  of  millions. —Abja-ja,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Brahma  (sprung  at  the  creation  from  the  lotus, 
which  arose  from  the  navel  of  Vishnu).  —  Abja-dri:!, 
k,  k,  k,  or  abja-nayana,  as,  d,  am,  or  abja-netra, 
as,  d,  am,  lotus-eyed,  having  large  fine  eyes. — Abja- 
bdndhava,  ae,  m.  the  sun  (friend  of  the  lotus). 
—  Abja-bhava,  ae,  m.  Brahma,  a  Brahman. —Abja- 
bhoga,  as,  m.  the  root  of  a  lotus. —Abja-yont,  is, 
m.  epithet  of  Brahma  [cf.  abja-ja].  —  Abja-vdhana, 
ae,  m.  epithet  of  Siva,  '  carrying  the  moon'  on  his 
forehead.  —  Abja-hasta,  ae,  m.  the  sun  (represented 
as  holding  a  lotus  in  one  hand). 
Abyd,  as,  m.,  Ved.  bom  in  water. 
Abjini,  f.  a  multitude  of  lotus  flowers.  —  Abjinl- 

pati,  is,  m.  the  sun. 

*f  abjas,  as,  n.  shape,   beauty   [cf. 

^  ab-jit,  t,  t,-  t  (fr.  ap  and  rt.  ji), 
Ved.  conquering  waters. 

v*e^  ab-da,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ap  and  rt.  da), 
giving  water ;  (as),  m.  a  cloud ;  a  year ;  the  grass 
Cypenis  Rotundus ;  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Abda-ta  ntra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  an  astronomical  work.  •-  Abda^vahana, 
ae,  m.,  N.  of  ?iva  (f  borne  on  a  cloud  or  bearing  the 
clouds).  —  Abda-tata,  am,  n.  a  century.  —  Abda- 
sahasra,  am,  n.  a  thousand  yena.  —  Abild-sdrii, 
at,  m.  a  kind  of  camphor.— Abddrdka  fda-ar0), 
am,  n.  a  half  year. 
Abdaya,  ind.,  Ved.  out  of  desire  of  giving  water. 
Ab-di,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  cloud.  —  Abdi-mat,  an, 

all,  at,  Ved.  possessed  of  clouds,  giving  water,  im- 
pregnating (?). 

T^n  ab-durya,  am,  n.  (see  ap),  a  fortress 
surrounded  by  a  moat  or  lake. 

•«i«^£(ni<*  ab-devataka  or  ab-daivata,  as, 
a,  am  (see  ap),  having  the  waters  as  divinities,  prais- 

ing the  waters. 

Tfoj  ab-dhi,  is,  m.  (fr.  ap  and  rt.  dha),  & 
pond,  lake ;  the  ocean ;  sometimes  used  to  denote  the 
numerals  4  or  (i)f.-Abd/ii-kapha,  a»,  m.  cuttle 
fish  bone,  being  considered  as  the  froth  of  the  sea. 
—  Abdhi-ja,  u«,  a,  am,  born  in  the  ocean;  (ott), 
m.  the  Asvins;  (a),  f.  spirituous  liquor.  -  Abdhi- 
fcuAo,  CM,  m.  a  sea-fish. - Alidki-dmpd,  f,  earth; 
an  island  surrounded  by  the  ocean.  -AMM-nagari, f.,  N.  of  Dvaraka,  the  capital  of  Krishna.  -  Abdhi-tui- 
vamtatn,  ae,  m.  the  moon.  -  Abdhi-phena,  as,  m. 
cuttle  fish  bone.  -  Abdhi-maj}duki,(.  the  pearl  oyster. 
-AbdU-flayana,  u»,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu,  sleeping on  the  ocean  at  the  periods  of  the  destruction  and 
renovation  of  the  vioAd.-Abdhi-sdra,  as,  m.  a 
gpm.  —  Alnihy-uyni,  to,  m.  submarine  fire. 

W»TET  ab-bhaksha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ap  and 
rt.  lihakth),  living  upon  water ;  fac),  m.  a  snake. 
Ab-lihakshana,  am,  n.  living  upon  water,  a  kind of  tasting. 

ab-bhra.     See  abhra,  &c. 

a-brahmafarya,  as,  d,  am,  un- chaste. 

A-brahma-i!aryaka,  am,  n.  incontinence,  coition. 

•w«w<M  a-brahmanya,  am,  n.  act  not 
proper  for  a  Brahman;  an  unbrahmanical  or  sacri- 

legious act;  in  theatrical  language  an  exclamation, 
meaning  *  help  1*  '  to  the  rescue  1'  *  a  disgraceful  deed 

is  perpetrated  I' A-braliman,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  unaccompanied  by  de- 
votion or  devotional  hymns,  wanting  in  knowledge 

or  divine  wisdom;  separated  from  the  BrShmans. 
—  Abrahma-td,  {.,  Ved.  want  of  devotion  or  true 
divine  knowledge.  —  A-brahma-vid,  t,  t,  t,  not 
knowing  Brahma  or  the  supreme  spirit. 
A-brdhmana,  ae,  m.  not  a  Brahman;  (UK,  d, 

am),  without  Brahmans. 
A-brdhmanya,  am,  n.  violation  of  sanctity,  or  of 

the  duty  of  a  Brahman. 

viaqr^  a-bruvat,  an,  all,  at,  not  speak- 

ing, silent. 
•wsj*n  abru-krita,  am,  n.  making  (dbru) 

a  growling ;  indistinctness  of  speech  caused  by  shutting 
the  lips. 

<*r«rt  ft  ab-linga,  am,  n.  (see  ap),  a  Sukta 
or  verse  addressed  to  the  waters. 

ab-vindu,  us,  m.  (see  ap),  a  tear. 

abh.     See  ambh. 

i.  a-bhakta,  as,  d,  am,  unbelieving, 
not  devoted,  not  worshipping;  not  attached  to,  de- 

tached, unconnected  with ;  not  accepted. 
A-bhakti,  is,  f.  want  of  devotion  to,  want  of  faith, 

unbelief,  incredulity.  —  Abhakti-mat,  an,  atl,  at, 
undevoted  to,  unbelieving. 

•WHSI  2.  a-bhakta,  as,  d,  am,  not  eaten. 
— A-bhakta-Mhandas,  as,  n.  or  a-bhakta-ru<!, 
k,  f.  want  of  appetite. 

1»T55f  a-bhaksha,  as,  m.  or  a-bhakshana, 
am,  n.  not  eating  anything,  fasting. 
A-bhakshya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  eaten.  —  A- 

bhakshya-bhakshaya,  am,  n.  eating  of  prohibited 
food. — Abhakshya-bhakshin,  I,  im,  i,  eating  for- 

bidden food. 

'SWT  a-bhaga,  as,  d,  am,  without  enjoy- 
ment, unfortunate. 

a-bhagna,  as,  d,  am,  unbroken, 
entire;  uninterrupted. 
A-bhaitgura,  as,  d,  am,  unbroken ;  firm ;  un- 

disturbed. 

A-bhajyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  not  being  detached, 
associated,  attended  with. 

•SIHJ  a-bhadra,  as,  a,  am,  not  good,  bad, 
wicked ;  (am),  n.  badness,  sin,  wickedness. 

:3WTI  a-bhaya,  as,  d,  am,  unfearful,  not 
dangerous,  secure;  fearless,  undaunted;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  Siva ;  a  son  of  Dharrna ;  (d),  f.  a  plant,  Termi- 
nalia  Citrina ;  (am),  n.  absence  or  removal  of  fear, 
peace,  safety,  security ;  N.  of  a  sacrificial  hymn  ;  the 
root  of  a  fragrant  grass,  Andropogon  Muricatum. 
—  Abhaya-yiri-vdsin,  I,  m.  dwelling  on  the  moun- 

tain of  safety ;  N.  of  a  division  of  KatySyana's  pupils. 
—  Ablt'tyn-giri-vi/mra,  as,  m.  Buddhist  monastery 
on  the  Abhayagiri.  —  Abhayan-kara,  as,  d,  am, 
or  abhayatt-krit,  t,  t,  t,  causing  peace  or  safety. 
—  Abhaya-jdta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.— Abltaya- 
iliiiilliitn,    <u,    m.  a  war-drum.— A-bhaya-da  or 
abhayan-datla  or  abhayam-prada,  ae,  d,  am, 
giving  fearlessness  or  safety;   (as),  m.  an  Arhat  of 
the  Jainas ;   N.  of  a  king,  the  son  of  Manasyu  and 
father  of  Su-dhanvan.  —  Abhaya-dakshind,  f.  promise 
or  present  of  protection  from  danger ;   a  gift  to  a 
Brahman,  which  he  may  receive  even  from  a  Sudra. 

—  Abhaya-ildna  or  abJtaya-pradana,  am,  n.  giv- 
ing assurance  of  safety  or  protection.  —  Abhaya- 

pattra,  am,  n.  (a  modem  term),  a  written  document 
or  paper  granting  assurance  of  safety,  a  safe  conduct. 
—Abhaya-vatana,  am,  n.  or  abhaya-vdd,  k,  f. 
assurance  of  safety,  encouragement.  —  Abhaya-sani, 

is,  is,  i,  Ved.  giving  safety.  -Abhaydnanda  (°ya- 
an"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

a-bhartrikd,  f.  an  unmarried  wo- 
man ;  a  widow. 

a-bhava,  as,  m.  non-existence  ;  de- 
struction, end  of  the  world. 

A-bhavanlya  or  a-bhavitavya,  as,  d,  am,  what 
is  not  to  be,  what  will  not  be. 

A-bhavan-mata-yoga  or  a-bhavan-mato-sam- 
bandha,  as,  m.  (in  rhetoric)  a  defect  in  composition  ; 
want  of  harmony  between  the  ideas,  which  are  to  be 
expressed,  and  the  words  by  which  they  are  expressed. 
A-bhat'ya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be,  not  predestined  ; 

what  ought  not  to  be,  improper,  inauspicious. 

w»n<{Xa-bhastra,as,  d,  am,  without  bellows. 
A-bhastrakd  or  a-bhastrikd  or  a-bhastrdkd,  f. 

a  badly  made  or  inferior  pair  of  bellows.  The  former 
two  are  said  to  mean  also,  '  a  small  woman  who  has 

no  bellows.' 
a-bhaga,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-bhdgin,  I, 

irii,  i,  not  sharing  or  dividing. 

A-bhagya,  as,  a,  am,  unfortunate,  wretched. 

1*TT^  a-bhdva,  as,  m.  non-existence,  ab- 
sence ;  non-entity,  negation,  nullity,  the  seventh  cate- 

gory in  Kanada's  system  ;  annihilation,  death. 
A-bhavand,  am,  f.  n.  absence  of  judgment  or 

right  perception ;  absence  of  religious  meditation  or 
contemplation. 
A-bhdvamya,  as,  a,  am,  not  to  be  inferred  or 

contemplated,  inconceivable. 
A-bhavayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  not  perceiving,  not 

inferring,  not  comprehending. 
A-bhdvin,  I,  inl,  i,  or  a-lihavya,  as,  d,  am, 

what  is  not  to  be  or  will  not  be,  not  destined  to  be. 

mi  «»<ll  a-bhdshana,  am,  n.  not  speaking, 
silence. 

i!rf«T  abhi,  ind.  (a  prefix  to  verbs  and 
nouns,  expressing)  to,  towards,  into,  over,  upon. 
(As  a  prefix  to  verbs  of  motion)  it  expresses  the 

notion  of  moving  or  going  towards,  approaching,  &c. 
(As  a  prefix  to  nouns  not  derived  from  verbs)  it  ex- 

presses superiority,  intensity,  &c. ;  e.  g.  abhi-tdmra, 
abhi-nava,  q.v. 

(As  a  separable  adverb  or  preposition)  it  expresses 
(with  ace.)  to,  towards,  in  the  direction  of,  against ; 
in,  into,  to ;  for,  for  the  sake  of;  on  account  of;  on, 
apon,  with  regard  to ;  by,  before,  in  front  of;  over. 
It  may  even  express  one  after  the  other,  severally ; 
e.  g.  rriksham  vrtksham  abhi,  tree  after  tree  [cf. 
Gr.  biupl;  Lat.  ob;  Zend  aibi;  Goth.  U;  Old 

High  Germ.  M]. 
Abkika,  as,  a,  am,  lustful,  libidinous ;  (as),  m.  a 

lover,  a  husband.  Some  regard  tliis  as  derived  from 
abhi-kam  [cf.  anuka], 
Abhi-tardm,  abhi-tas.    See  s.  v. 

•«  (H  <*f\abhi-kam,  perf.  -6akame,  -kamitum, 

to  desire,  love. 
Abhi-kdma,  as,  m.  affection,  desire ;  (as,  d,  am), 

affectionate,  loving,  desirous,  with  obj.  in  ace.  or  gen. ; 

(am),  ind.  with  desire. Abhi-kdmika,  as,  d,  am,  voluntary. 

^rf»TcP*^  abhi-kamp,  cl.  I.  A.  -kampate, 
-pitum,  to  tremble  vehemently,  to  shake:  Caus. 

-kampayati,  -yilum,  to  stir,  allure. 
abhi-kanksh,  cl.  I.  P.-kdnkshati, 

-sMtum,  to  ask,  request,  long  for,  desire ;  to  strive. 
Abhi-kdttkshd,  f.  longing,  wish,  desire. 
Abhi-kdnksMtu,  an,  d,  am,  longed  for,  wished, desired. 
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Abhi-kdnkshin,  i,  inl,  i,  longing  for,  wishing, 
desiring. 

^rf>ic»i«  abhi-kdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  town ; 
see  RSmayana  II.  68. 

^TT>H <*i 3^ abhi-kds,  Intens.,Ved.  -fdkasiti, 
-Cakaiyate,  to  illuminate,  irradiate;  to  look  on,  to 
perceive. 

^(fayn^abhi-kuts,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -kutsayati, 
-te,  -yitum,  to  revile,  to  inveigh  against. 

^rfH^TN  abhi-kush,  cl.  9.  P.  -kushndti, 
-koshitum,  to  pull,  to  tear. 

iH fi) <*Hx abhi-kuj,  cl.  I.  P.  -ktijati,  -jitum, 
to  twitter,  warble,  coo. 

^Tfrnjji  abhi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum, 
to  do  with  reference  to  or  in  behalf  of;  to  procure, 
effect ;  to  render,  make :  Desid.  -diklrshati,  to  wish 
to  do ;  to  long  for. 
Abhi-karana,  am,  n.  effecting ;  incantation. 
Abhi-kriti,  is,  i,  N.  of  a  metre,  containing  one 

hundred  syllables. 
Abhi-kritvan,  vd,  van,  m.  f.,  Ved.  magical ;  a 

magician,  a  spirit  (producing  diseases  ?). 

^rfWcfi^  abhi-krish,  cl.  1.6.  P.  A.-karshati, t   ~^  •      * 
-te,  -krishnti,  -te,  -karshtum  or  -krashtum,  to 
overpower,  to  pull  down. 

4lfH4i  abhi-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -karitum 
or  -ritum,  to  pour  over,  throw  over,  cover ;  to  fill. 

^rftnST^  abhi-klrip,  cl.  I.  A.  -kalpate, 
-pitum  or  -ptum,  to  be  adequate  to,  to  answer ;  to 
have  the  same  meaning :  Caus.  -kalpayati,  -yitum, 
to  put  in  order. 

Abhi-klripta,  as,  d,  am,  prepared,  produced. 

^rf»Tj|i^  abhi-knuy,  cl.  I.  A.  -knuyate, 
•yitum,  to  bemoisten,  bedew. 

^rftraViT  abhi-kratu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  insolent, 
haughty  (as  an  enemy). 

^JTm  WJ  abhi-krand,  cl.  I.  P.  -krandati, 

-ditum,  to  shout  at,  roar  at,  to  neigh  or  whinny  at. 
Abhi-kranda,  as,  m.  a  shout. 

^rf^Ta^  abhi-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  A.,  cl.  4.  P. 
-krdmati,  -kramate,  -krdmyati,  -kramitum,  to 
step  or  go  near  to,  approach ;  to  fly  at,  attack ;  to 
step  upon ;  to  undertake,  begin :  Caus.  -kramayati, 
-yitum,  to  bring  near. 
Abhi-krama,  as,  m.  assault,  attack;  ascending, 

mounting ;  undertaking,  attempt,  beginning.  —  Abhi- 
krama-ndda,  as,  m.  unsuccessful  effort. 
Abhi-kramana,  am,  n.  or  abhi-krdnti,  is,  (. 

stepping  near,  approaching. 
Abhi-krdnta,  as,  d,  am,  approached;  attacked, 

begun. 
AbhiJcrdntin,  I,  tni,  i,  one  who  has  undertaken ; 

conversant  with  (with  loc.). 
Abhi-krdmam,  ind.  having  stepped  near. 

^i(*ij«l  abhi-kri,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -krmdti,  -nite, 
-kretum,  to  buy  for  a  certain  purpose. 

^ffaTjH^abhi-krudh,  cl.  4.  P.  -krudhyati, 
-kroddhum,  to  be  angry  with  (with  ace.). 

^rf»TsR3f  abhi-krus,  cl.  i.  P.  -krosati, 

-kroshtum,  to  cry  out  at,  call  out  to ;  to  call  to  any 
one  in  a  scolding  manner ;  to  lament  with  tears,  to 
bemoan. 

ATihi-kroiaka,  as,  m.  a  reviler,  one  who  calls 
out ;  a  herald  (?). 

^TT*Ts|'a  abhi-kshattri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  mur- 
derer, destroyer. 

^TWBj^T  abhi-kshada,  f.,  Ved.  (according 
to  native  interpretation)  destroying,  a  destroyer.  It 
is  better,  perhaps,  to  divide  thus,  a-bhiksha-dd,  as, 
m.  giving  without  having  been  asked. 

,  cl.  I.  A.  -kshamate, 
kshantum,  to  be  gracious,  propitious,  to  allow,  to 

pardon. 
^*.abhi-kshar,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -ksharati, 

-te,  -ritum,  Ved.  -radhyai,  to  flow  near  or  round, 
:o  pour  on. 

T^  abhi-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  -kshipati, 
-ksheptum,  to  fling  at  (as  the  lash  of  a  whip  at  a 
lorse),  to  insult ;  to  excel. 
Abhi-kshipat,  an,  ail  or  antl,  at,  surpassing. 

T3TfW« ^  abhi-khan,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -khanati, 
te,  -nitum,  to  dig  up,  to  turn  up  (the  soil). 

^fir^in  i . abhi-khya, cl. 2. P.,  Ved.  -khydti, 
-turn,  to  see,  view,  perceive ;  to  cast  a  kind  or  gracious 
look  upon  any  one,  to  be  gracious :  in  later  Sanskrit 
the  rt.  khyd  conveys  the  idea  of  telling,  making 
known :  Caus.  -khydpayati,  -yitum,  to  make  known. 

2. abhi-khyd,  f.  look, view;  splendor; beauty;  fame, 
glory  ;  notoriety ;  telling ;  calling,  addressing ;  a  name, 

appellation. Abhi-khydta,  as,  d,  am,  become  known,  mani- 
fested. 

Abhi-khydtri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  looking,  super- 
vising, superintending. 

Abhirkhydna,  am,  n.  fame,  glory. 

^rfirn^aiAi-^am,  cl.  i.  P.  -ga66hati,  -gan- 
tum,  to  go  near  to,  approach  (with  ace.) ;  to  follow ; 
to  meet  with,  to  find ;  to  cohabit,  have  intercourse 
with  a  woman ;  to  undertake ;  to  get,  gain,  obtain : 
Caus.  -gamayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  obtain,  to 
cause  to  apprehend,  to  explain. 
Abhi-gaddhat,  an,  antl,  at,  approaching,  &c. 
Abhi-gata,  as,  d,  am,  approached,  &c. 
Abhi-gantri,  td,  m.  one  who  approaches,  one  who 

has  intercourse  with  a  woman  ;  one  who  understands. 

Abhi-gama,  as,  m.  or  abhi-gamana,  am,  n.  ap- 
proaching, visiting ;  sexual  intercourse. 

1.  abhi-gamya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  visited ;  accessi- 
ble ;  inviting. 

2.  abhi-gamya,  ind.  having  approached. 
Abhi-gdmin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  intercourse  with. 

abhi-gara.     See  abhi-gri  below. 

abhi-garj,  cl.  i.  P. -garjati,  -jitum, 
to  roar  at,  to  bawl  at ;  to  raise  savage  or  ferocious  cries. 
Abhi-garjana,  am,  n.  ferocious  roaring,  uproar. 
Abhi-garjita,  am,  n.  a  savage  cry,  uproar. 

^rfijHT  abhi-gd,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti,  -gdtum, 
to  go  near  to,  to  approach,  arrive  at ;  to  get,  gain. 

^TWTT?  abhi-gdh,  cl.  I.  A.  -gdhate,  -hitum, 
-gddhum,  to  penetrate  into. 

^nHM^ abhi-gup,  cl.  I.  P.  -gopdyati,  -gop- 
tum,  or  Caus.  -gopayatt,  -yitum,  to  guard,  protect. 
AbM-gupta,  as,  d,  am,  guarded,  protected,  hid- den, concealed. 

Abhi-gupti,  is,  f.  guarding,  protecting. 
Abhi-goptri,  td,  tri,  tri,  guarding,  protecting. 

^rf*TT^  abhi-gur,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -gurati,  -te, 
-ritum,  to  assent,  agree,  approve  of. 
Abhi-gurta,  as,  d,  am,  approved  of,  destined  for 

(an  offering,  &c.),  accompanied  with  applause  (?). 
Abhi-gurti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  making  resolution  or  effort, 

song  of  praise,  hymn  (?). 

^TWT  abhi-gri,  cl.  9.  P.  A.,  Ved.  -grinati, 
-nite,  -garitum  or  -ritum,  to  call  to  or  address  with 
approbation ;  to  join  in ;  to  welcome,  praise  ;  to  ap- 

prove of,  to  accept  propitiously,  to  allow. 
Abhi-gara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  song  of  praise  ;  praising. 
*iRT*t  abhi-gai,  cl.  I.  P.  -gdyati,  -gdtum, 

to  call  to,  to  sing  to ;  to  fill  with  song ;  to  enchant ; 
to  sing,  celebrate  in  song. 

^lf*Ty«N  abhi-gras,  cl.  I.  A.  -grasate,  -si- 
tum,  to  overcome. 

Abhi-grasta,  as,  d,  am,  subdued,  overcome. 

^rf»??r|  abhi-grah,Ved.-grabh,cl.  9.  P.  A. 
-grihndti,  -nite,  Ved.  -gribhndli,  -nite,  -grahitum, 
to  seize,  catch,  take  hold  of;  accept  ;  to  set  (as  a  blos- 

som) ;  to  lay  together,  to  fold  ;  to  receive  (as  a  guest)  : 
Caus.  -grdhayati,  -yitum,  to  catch,  surprise  in  the 
act  ;  to  let  one's  self  be  caught  ;  e.  g.  rupabhi- 
grdhita,  as,  d,  am,  taken  in  the  very  act. 
Abhi-grihita,  as,  d,  am,  seized,  taken  hold  of. 

—  Abhigrihita-pani,  is,  is,  i,  having  the  hands 

joined. 

Abhi-graha,  as,  m.  attack,  onset  ;  defiance,  chal- 
lenge; seizing,  robbing,  plundering;  authority,  weight. 

Abhi-grahana,  am,  n.  robbing,  seizing  anything 
in  presence  of  the  owner. 

^rftrtnrar  abhi-gharshana,  am,  n.  (rt. 

ghrish),  rubbing,  friction  ;  possession  by  an  evil  spirit. 
wftnrnr  abhi-ghata,  as,  m.  (rt.  Ann), 

striking,  attack,  infliction  of  injury,  damage  ;  striking 
back,  driving  away,  warding  off;  abrupt  or  vehement 
articulation  of  Vedic  texts  ;  (am),  n.  the  combina- 

tion of  the  fourth  letter  of  any  class  with  the  first  or 
third  letter  ;  of  the  second  with  the  first  letter  ;  and 
of  the  third  with  the  second  letter  of  any  class. 

Abhi-ghdtaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  keeping  back,  re- 

moving. 

Abhi-gliatin,  I,  inl,  i,  striking,  attacking,  hurting  ; 
inflicting  injury;  (i),  m.  an  assailant,  enemy. 

^iftni  abhi-ghri,  Caus.  P.  -ghdrayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  cause  to  trickle  down  ;  to  sprinkle  with. 

Abhi-ghdra,  as,  m.  ghee  or  clarified  butter,  drop- 
ping it  on  the  oblation. 

Abhi-ghdrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sprinkling  ghee, 
besprinkling. 

Abhi-ghdrita,  as,  a,  am,  sprinkled  (as  ghee), 

dropped  upon. 
Abhi-ghdrya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  sprinkled. 
^sfinn  abhi-ghrd,  cl.  I.  P.  -jighrati,  -ghrd- 

tum,  to  snuffle,  smell  at  ;  to  bring  the  nose  close  to 
another's  forehead  in  caressing,  or  as  a  token  of  af- 
fection. 

abhi-(aksh,  cl.  2.  A.  -fashte, 

-shtum,  to  look  at,  view,  perceive  ;  to  oversee  ;  to 
cast  a  kind  or  gracious  look  upon  any  one;  to  address, 
to  assail  with  harsh  language  ;  to  call. 

Abhi-iakshana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  caution,  means  of 
defence  ;  magic  remedy  ;  (a),  f.,  Ved.  viewing,  indi- 

cating (?). 

Abhi-dakshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  spoken  of  every- where. 

'Srfa^^  abhi-6ar,  cl.  I.  P.  -6arati,  -ritum, 
Ved.  -ritave,  -wzi,  -rase,  -radhyai,  to  act  wrongly 
towards  any  one  ;  to  be  faithless  (as  a  wife)  ;  to 
charm,  enchant,  exorcise  ;  to  possess. 

Abhi-fara,  as,  m.  a  servant. 
Abhi-farana,  am,  n.  enchanting,  exorcising. 
Abhi-faranlya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  for  enchanting  or 

exorcising. 

Abhi-tarat,  an,  antl,  at,  employing  spells  or  en- chantments. 

Abhi-faritu,  us,  (.,  Ved.  enchanting.  —  Abhi-dari- 

tos,  to  enchant. Abhi-ddra,  as,  m.  exorcising,  incantation,  employ- 
ment of  spells  for  a  malevolent  purpose  ;  magic,  one 

of  the  Upapatakas  or  minor  crimes.  —  Abhtedra- 
kalpa,  as,  m.  title  of  a  work  on  incantations,  belong- 

ing to  the  Atharva-veda.  —  Abhitdra-jrara,  as,  m. 
a  fever  caused  by  magical  spells.  •—Abhiddra-mantra, 
as,  m.  a  formula  or  prayer  for  working  a  charm,  an 
incantation.  »  Abhiddra-yajna  or  abhiddra-homa, 
as,  m.  a  sacrifice  for  the  same  purpose. 
Abhi-ddraka,  as,  ika,  am,  or  abhi-ddrin,  >, 

inl,  i,  enchanting,  exorcising,  conjuring  ;  a  conjurer,  a 

magician. Abhi-ddraniya  or  abhi-ddrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be enchanted. 

Abhi-ddrita,  as,  d,  am,  enchanted,  charmed. R 
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T  abhi-ffikasiti.     See 

i-arf,  p.6i,  col.  I. 

*jfaP«lf(x  abhi-fint,  cl.  IO.  P.  -6intayati, 
-yitum,  to  reflect  on. 

41^^^^  abhi-tihnaya,  nom.  P.  -fihna- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  mark,  characterize. 

^f>T«f^  abhi-fud,  Caus.  P.  -(odayati,  -yi- 
tum to  impel,  drive  ;  to  inflame,  animate,  embolden  ; 

to  invite  ;  to  fix,  settle  ;  to  announce,  inquire  for. 

Tf(f»*r*labhi-<!aidya,  os,m.,  N.  of  Sftsupala. 

abhi-6thad  (-6had),  cl.  10.  P. 

r  -tthadayati,  -yitum,  to  cover  over. 

abhi-tthayam,  ind.,  Ved.  in 
darkness. 

•4j[iHfi»H«N  abhi-jagmivas,  van,  mushi, 

tat,  perf.  part,  of  abhi-gam,  q.  v.,  p.  61,  col.  3. 

mfM^fl  abhi-jan,  cl.  4-  A.  -jayate,  -jani- 

lum,  to  be  bom  for  or  to  ;  to  claim  as  one's  birth- 
right ;  to  be  born  or  produced  ;  to  be  reproduced  or 

born  again  ;  to  become. 

Abhi-ja,  as,  a,  am,  produced  all  around. 

Abhi-jana,  as,  m.  family,  race  ;  descendants  ;  an- 
cestors ;  noble  descent  ;  the  head  or  ornament  of  a 

family  ;  native  country  ;  fame,  notoriety.  —  Abhijana- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  of  noble  descent. 
Abhi-janttu,  us,  (.,  Ved.  the  being  bom  or  pro- 

duced.— Abhi-janitos,  to  produce. 
Abhi-jata,  as,  a,  am,  produced  all  around  ;  bom 

in  consequence  of;  born,  produced  ;  noble,  well-bora  ; 
obtained  by  birth,  inbred  ;  fit,  proper  ;  wise,  learned  ; 
handsome  ;  (am),  n.  nativity.  —  Abhijdta-td,  f.  high 
birth,  nobility. 

Abhi-jdti,  is,  f.  descent,  birth. 

V^f^abhi-jap,  cl.  I.  P.  -japati,  -pitum, 
to  mutter  over  or  whisper  to. 

'Wfirsi^abhi-jabh,  Intens.,  Ved.  -jaajabh- 
yate,  to  try  to  swallow,  open  the  mouth  to  do  so. 

abhi-jalp,  cl.  I.  P.  -jalpati,  -pi- 
turn,  to  address,  to  accompany  with  remarks  ;  to  ad- 

vocate, to  settle  by  conversation. 

<Hfnf5fl  abhi-ji,  cl.  I.  P.  -jayati,  -jetum,  to 
conquer  completely,  to  acquire  by  conquest  :  Desid. 
-jigishati,  to  try  to  win,  lo  attack. 
AbM-jaya,  as,  m.  conquest,  complete  victory. 
Abki-jit,  t,  t,  t,  victorious  ;  born  under  the  con- 

stellation Abhijit  ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu  ;  of  a  Soma 
sacrifice,  part  of  the  great  sacrifice  Gavam-ayana; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Pnnarvasu,  or  of  his  father  ;  (t),  (., 
N.  of  a  star  (o  Lyrae)  ;  one  of  the  Nakshatras  or 
lunar  mansions  ;  (t),  n.  the  eighth  Muhurta  of  the 
day  ;  midday.  —  Abhijin-muhurta,  as,  m.  the 
eighth  MuhOrta,  or  period  comprising  twenty-four 
minutes  before  and  twenty-four  after  midday. 

Abhi-jita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  asterism. 
Abht-jiti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  victory,  conquest. 

^rfNfitlHU  abhi-jighrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of 
smelling  at  or  touching  the  forehead  of  another  with 
the  nose.     See  abhi-ghrd,  p.  61,  col.  3. 

^rf>T^l  abhi-jush,  cl.  6.  A.,  or  Ved.  P. 
-jushate,  -ti,  -yoshitum,  to  visit,  to  frequent,  to  be 
pleased  with,  to  be  contented  with,  to  like. 
Abhl-jushta,  as,  a,  am,  visited,  frequented,  sur- 

rounded by,  possessed  of. 

^tfaifn^abhi-jrimbh,  cl.  I.  A.  -jrimbhate, 
-bhitum,  to-  open  the  mouth  wide  (for  swallowing). 

wl*«sji  abhi-jnd,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -jdndti,  -riite, 
-jndtum,  to  recognize,  perceive,  know,  be  or  become 
aware  of  ;  to  acknowledge,  agree  to,  own. 

Abhi-jna,  as,  d,  am,  knowing,  skilful,  clever  ;  (with 
gen.)  one  who  understands  or  is  conversant  with 

a),  f.  remembrance,  recollection,  recognition  ;  super- 
natural science  or  faculty,  of  which  five  are  enume- 

rated, viz.  I.  taking  any  form  at  will;  a.  hearing 

o  any  distance  ;  3.  seeing  to  any  distance  ;  4.  pene- 
trating men's  thoughts  ;  5.  knowing  their  state  and ntecedents. 

Abhi-jiidna,  am,  n.  remembrance,  recollection  ; 

aiowledge  ;  ascertainment  ;  a  sign  or  token  of  re- 
membrance. —  Abhijildna-pattra,  am,  n.  certificate. 

-  Abhijndna-s'akuntala,  am,  a.  title  of  a  play  of 
KSlidasa,  i.  e.  (the  nataka  or  play)  on  the  subject  of 

token-(recognized)-SakuntalS.' 
Abhi-jnapaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  making  known,  in- 

brming. 

Abhi-jAdya,  ind.  having  recognized. 

abhi-jnu,  ind.,  Ved.  on  the  knees, 
up  to  the  knees. 

rfa3R^ablii-jval,  cl.  I.  P.  -jvalati,-litum, to  blaze  forth,  burst  into  flame. 

fajlH  abhi-fina,  am,  n.  (rt.  ft),  act  of 

lying  towards. 

-situm,  -sayati,  -yitum,  to  shake  out  of,  to  rob. 

abhi-tad,  cl.  IO.  P.  -tddayati,  -yi- 

tum, to  thump,  hit,  knock,  beat,  wound,  bruise  ;  (in 
astron.)  to  eclipse  the  greater  part  of  a  disk. 
Abhi-tddita,  as,  d,  am,  knocked,  struck. 

TUfaK^abhi-tan,  cl.  8.  P.  -tanoti,  -nitum, 
to  stretch  or  spread  in  front  of  or  across  or  over  ;  to 
place  in  front  of. 

abhi-tap,  cl.  i.  P.  -tapati,  -ptum, 
to  irradiate  with  heat,  to  heat  ;  to  pain,  distress  :  Pass. 

-tapyate,  to  suffer  intensely  :  Caus.  -tapayati,  -yitum, 
to  distress. 

Abhi-tapta,  as,  d,  am,  scorched,  burnt,  afflicted. 

Abhi-t&pa,  as,  m.  extreme  heat  ;  agitation,  afflic- 
tion, emotion  ;  great  pain. 

abhi-tardm,  ind.   (compar.  fr. 

abhi  ),  nearer  to. 
,  cl.  i.  P.  or  poet.  A.  -tar- 

jati,  -te,  -jitum;  d.  IO.  P.  or  poet.  A.  -tarjayati, 
-te,  -yitum,  to  scold,  abuse. 

lfaiW  abhi-tas,  ind.  (Lat.  apud,  Eng. 

about],  near  to,  towards  ;  near,  in  the  proximity  or 

presence;  (with  ace.)  on  both  sides;  before  and 
after  ;  on  all  sides,  everywhere,  about,  round  ;  quickly  ; 
entirely.  —  Abhito-bhdva,  as,  m.  the  state  of  being 
on  both  sides.  —  Abhito-rdtram,  ind.,  Ved.  near  the 

night,  i.  e.  either  just  at  the  beginning  or  end.  —  Abhi- 
to-'sthi  (°tas-as°),  if,  is,  i,  surrounded  by  bones. 

rfiriTra  abU-tamra,  as,  d,  am,  dark-red, 

very  red,  murry-coloured. 
>srnfrlJHl.rijH   abhi-tigmarasmi,  ind.  to- 

wards the  sun. 

fHH5  abhi-trid,  cl.  7.  P.,  Ved.  -trinatti, 
-tarditum,  to  burst  open  ;  to  let  out;  get  at,  procure. 

^f»T^  abhi-trip,   Caus.   P.   -tarpayati, 
-yitum,  to  satiate,  refresh. 

Abhi-tripta,  as,  a,  am,  satiated,  refreshed. 

•^r5nr  abhi-tfi,  cl.  i.  P.  -tarati,  -ritum  or 
-rltum,  to  overtake,  get  up  to. 
'Sfirfa  a-bhitti,  is,  f.  not  splintering  or 

breaking. 

^tfottabhi-tvar,  cl.  i.  A.  -tvarate,  -ritum 
to  be  in  haste. 

^rftrWT  abhi-tsar,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -tsarati 
-ritum,  to  catch,  entrap. 

^rfa^fijjUl'^  abhi-dakshinam,  ind.  to   or 
towards  the  right. 

>elow. 

,  at,  all,  at,  address- 
See  i.  abhi-dhd  below. 

abhi-darsana.      See   abhi-dris 

abhi-dashta,  as,  a,  am  (rt. 

abhi-dah,  cl.  i  .  P.  -dahati,  -dag- 

dhum,  to  singe,  bum. 

abhi-du,  cl.  3.  P.  -daddti,  -datum, 
o  give,  bestow  (for  a  purpose). 
Abhi-ddpana,  am,  n.  the  being  trampled  on  by 

elephants  as  a  punishment  (?). 

abhi-dds,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -dasati, 
situm,  to  consider  and  treat  as  an  enemy. 

abhi-digdha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dih), 

jesmeared,  especially  with  poison. 

abhi-dipsu,  us,  us,  u  (dips,  Desid. 

of  rt.  dambh),  Ved.  wishing  t»  deceive,  inimical, 
cunning. 

i-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  -dis'ati,  -deshtum, 
to  point  out. 
Abhl-dishta,  as,  d,  am,  pointed  out. 

'STftnn^  abhi-dush,  cl.  10.  or   Caus.   P. 

-dushayati,  -yitum,  to  contaminate,  to  wound. 
Abhi-dushta,  as,  d,  am,  contaminated,  polluted.  N 
Abhi-dushita,  as,  d,  am,  wounded,  injured. 
^rf»T?ftT  abhi-duti,  ind.  to  or  towards  a 

female  messenger. 

abhi-dris,  cl.  i.  P.  -pasyati,  -dra- 
shtum,  to  look  at:  Caus.  P.  -dartayati,  -4/itum, 

to  show,  point  out;  to  show  one's  self,  i.  e.  appear: 
Pass,  -drifyate,  to  be  visible,  be  in  view,  appear  ;  to 
be  considered  or  thought. 

Abhi-darfana,  am,  n.  seeing  ;  becoming  visible, 

appearance. abhi-dyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  directed 
to  heaven,  tending  or  going  to  heaven;  heavenly, 

bright  ;  (us),  m.  a  half  month. 
abhi-dyut,  cl.  i.  A.  -dyotate,  -ti- 

turn,  to  burn. abhi-dru,  cl.  i.  P.  and  poet.  A. 

-dravati,  -te,  -drotum,  to  run  up  to  or  near;  to 

attack,  overrun,  infest. 
Abhi-druta,  as,  d,  am,  run  towaids,  attacked. 

Abhi-drutya,  ind.  having  attacked. 
i.  abhi-druh,  cl.  4.  P.  -druhyati. 

-drogdhum,  -drodhum,  to  hate,  seek  to  injure  or 

maliciously  assail. 
Abhi-drugdha,  as,  d,  am,  injured,  oppressed. 

1.  abhi-druh,  -dkruk,  Te,  k,  Ved.  seeking  to  in- 

jure, inimical,  cunning. 
Abhi-druhyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  injured  or 

Abhi-droha,  as,  m.  injuring,  hurting,  oppression, cruelty. 

^TMVI^  abhi-dhanv,  cl.  i.  P.  A.,  Ved. 

-dhanvati,  -te,  -vitum,  to  come  up  in  haste. 
abhi-dharma,  as,  m.  the  supreme 

truth  according  to  the  Buddhists,  the  dogmas  of  Bud- 

-' 

dhist  philosophy  or  metaphysics.  —  Abhidharma-lcos'a, as  m.  title  of  a  work  on  the  preceding.  —  Abhi- 

dharma-iiilakii,  ax,  m.  'basket  of  metaphysics,'  title of  that  sectfon  of  Buddhist  writings  which  contains 

the  abhi-dharma. 

possession  by  demoniac  spirits. Abht-dhrishnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  overpowering, 

subduing  (with  ace.). 
I.  abU-dhu,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati, 



abhi-dhd. 

•dhatte,  -dhdtum,  to  set  forth,  explain,  tell,  speak  to, 
address,  say,  name  ;  A.,  Ved.  to  receive  ;  P.  (corrup- 

tion of  abhi-dhdvati  .'),  to  assail  :  Pass,  -dhiyate,  to 
be  named  or  called. 

1.  abhi-dhd,  f.  name,  appellation  ;  the  literal  power 
or  sense  of  a  word  ;  a  word,  sound  ;  (as,  as)  ,  m.  f, 

Ved;  naming  ;  praised  ;  invoked  (?).  —  Abhidhd- 

dhvansin,  I,  inl,  i,  losing  one's  name.—  Abhidhd- 
mula,  as,  d,  am,  founded  on  the  literal  meaning  of 
a  word. 

Abhi-dhdtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  told  or  named, 
to  be  manifested. 

Abhi-dkdnfc;  am,  n.  telling,  naming,  speaking, 
speech,  manifesting  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  name,  title, 

appellation,  expression,  word  ;  a  vocabulary,  a  diction- 
ary. —  Ahhidhdna-Cintdmani,  is,  m.  title  of  Hema- 

iandra's  vocabulary  of  synonyms  (the  jewel  that  gives 
every  word  that  can  be  imagined).  —  Abhidhdna- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  used  as  a  name  or  ex- 

pression. —  Abhidhdna-mdld,  1.  a  dictionary.  —  Abhi- 

dhdna-ratnamald,  f.  title  of  HalSyudha's  vocabulary. 
Abhi-dhdnaka,  am,  a.  a  sound,  a  noise. 
Abhi-dhdrii,  (.,  Ved.  a  halter,  a  rope. 
Abhi-dhdniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  named. 
Abht-dhaya,  ind.  having  said,  having  called. 

Abhi-dhdyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  or  abht-dhdyin,  I, 
inl,  i,  naming,  expressing,  expressive  of,  denominat- 

ing; telling,  speaking.  —  Abhidhdyalca-tva,  am,  n. 
the  state  of  being  expressive. 
Abhi-dhdyam,  ind.  expressing. 
Abhi-dhitsd,  f.  desire  of  expressing  or  naming. 

Abhi-dheya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  named  or  mention- 
ed ;  to  be  expressed,  to  be  spoken  of;  (am),  n.  sig- 

nification, meaning.  —  Abhidheya-rahita,  as,  d,  am, 
having  no  sense  or  meaning,  unmeaning,  nonsensical. 

AbhicJiita,  abhi-hiti.    See  s.  v.  below. 
^rfirVTO  abhi-dhav,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -dhdvati, 

-te,  -mtum,  to  run  up  towards,  to  rush  upon,  attack. 
Abhi-dhdnaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  running  up,  hasten- 

ing towards,  assailing  ;  an  assailant. 
Abhi-dhdvana,  am,  n.  running  up,  pursuit,  chase, 

attack. 

^ff>TV  abhi-dhri,  Caus.  P.  -dharayati, 
-yitum,  to  uphold,  maintain. 

'?rfW^  abhi-dhyai,  cl.  i.  P.  -dhyayati, 
-dhydtum,  to  consider,  reflect,  meditate  upon. 

Abhi-dhyd,  f.  coveting  another's  property  ;  desire, 
wish,  longing  for  in  general. 
Abhi-dhydna,  am,  n.  desiring,  longing  for  ;  wish  ; 

meditation,  profound  thought. 

Abhi-dhydyat,  an,  anti,  at,  coveting,  desiring. 
Abhi-dhyayamdna,as,  a,  am,  being  meditated  on. 

^rfiTC^i^  abhi-dhvan,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhvanati, 
-nitum,  to  resound,  shout. 

^rfNHEI  abhi-naksh,  cl.  i.  P.  -nakshati, 

•kshitum,  to  encompass  ;  Ved.  to  bring,  to  approach, 
come  to,  arrive  at. 

T  abhi-nad,  cl.  I.  P.  -nadati,  -ditum, 

to  sound  towards  a  person  (with  ace.)  ;  to  sound, 

raise  a  noise  :  Caus.  -nddayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
sound,  fill  with  noise  :  Pass,  to  resound. 

^rf*Tt^f  abhi-naddha,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  nah), 

bound,  tied  round,  fastened  on  or  upon.  «—  Abhi- 

naddhaks/M  Cdha-ak°),  ai,  I,  am,  blindfold. 

^rfW«r«<v  abhi-nand,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nandati, 

-te,  -ditum,  to  rejoice  at,  salute,  welcome,  address, 
congratulate  ;  to  praise,  applaud,  approve,  respect,  care 
for;  to  acknowledge:  Caus.  -nandayati,  -yitum, 
to  gladden. 

Abhi-nanda,  as,  m.  rejoicing,  delighting;  ap- 
plauding ;  wish,  desire  ;  N.  of  a  commentator  or  com- 
mentary on  the  Amara-kosha  ;  N.  of  another  author  ; 

(a),  f.  delight,  wish. 

Abhi-nandana,  am,  n.  delighting,  rejoicing  ;  prais- 
ing. applauding,  approving  ;  wish,  desire  ;  (a*),  m. 

the  fourth  Jaina  Arhat  of  the  present  Avasarpini. 

Abhi-nandanlya  or  i.  abhi-nandya,  as,  a,  am, 
to  be  acknowledged  or  applauded. 
Abhi-nandita,  as,  d,  am,  delighted,  made  happy, 

saluted,  applauded,  &c. 
Abhirtiandin,  I,  inl,  i,  rejoicing  at,  wishing, 

desiring,  &c. 

a.  abhi-nandya,  ind.  having  rejoiced  at,  having 

gladdened. 
^jfWl««iHx  abhi-nabhyam,  ind.,  Ved.  to- 

wards the  clouds  or  heaven. 

^ifa'l*^  abhi-nam,  cl.  I  .  P.  -namati,  -nan- 
turn,  to  bow,  bend,  curve  ;  to  turn  towards  a  person. 
Abhi-nata,  as,  d,  am,  bent,  inclined. 
Abhi-namra,  as,  d,  am,  bent,  deeply  bowed  or 

curved. 

abhi-naya.     See  i.  abhi-nt,  p.  64. 

abhi-nard,  cl.  i.  P.,  ep.  also  A. 
-nardati,  -te,  -ditum,  to  roar  towards. 

^ttHiq  abhi-nava,  as,  a,  am,  quite  new  or 
young,  very  young,  fresh  ;  not  having  experience. 
—  Abhinava-fondrdrgha-vidhi  (°ra-ar°),  is,  m. 
a  ceremony  performed  at  the  time  of  the  new  moon. 

—  Abhinava-yauvana,  as,  d,  am,  youthful.  —  Abhi- 
nava-vaiydkarana,  as,  m.  one  who  has  just  begun 

grammar.  —  Abhinavodbhid  (°va-udfj),tfa.antvt  bud. 
Abhinavl-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -mtum,  to  be- 

come new.  —  Abhinavl-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  renewed. 

^rf*T«T5Txa6At-nas,  cl.  i.  P.  A.,Ved.  -nasati, 
-te,  -iitum,  to  attain,  seize  ;  to  assail. 

^f*R^  abhi-nah,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -nahyati,  -te, 
-naddhum,  to  bind  up  (as  the  eyes). 

Abhi-nahana,  am,  n.  a  bandage  (especially  over the  eyes.) 

abhi-ndsikdvivaram, 

ind.  to  the  opening  of  the  nose. 

•win\<r;*aT{abhi-nih-stan(-nir-stan),  cl.  i. 
P.  -stanati,  -nitum,  to  sound. 
Abhi-nishtdna,  as,  m.  a  sound  which  dies  away  ; 

the  Visarga  ;  a  letter  of  the  alphabet. 

Tfaftrai'T  abhi-ni-kram,  cl.  i.  P.  A.,  cl.  4. 
P.  -krdmati,  -kramate,  -krdmyati,  -kramitum,  to 
tread  down. 

•sitarVfT^.  abhi-ni-gad,  cl.  I.  P.  -gadati, 
-ditum,  to  speak  to. 

•«ii*i(V»in  abhi-nidhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  cer- 
tain verses  of  the  Sama-veda. 

•«tf*ir«i»H«T  abhi-nidhana,  am,  n.  putting 
on  ;  an  euphonic  suppression  or  weakening  (in  the 
pronunciation  of  words),  especially  the  suppression  of 
an  initial  a  after  e,  o. 

Abhi-nidhlyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  suppressed. 

^foftltiq  abhi-ni-dhyai,  el.  I.  P.  -dhyayati, 
-dhydtum,  to  investigate. 

wfaftftft  abhi-ni-nl,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nayati, 

-te,  -netum,  to  pour  out  (water  &c.)  upon. 

^rfii  P«i  «j  <^abhi-ni-nrit,  cl-4.  P.,Ved.-nH<- 
yati,  -nartitum,  to  accomplish  step  by  step,  repeat 
separately. 

'•«i(*i(Vmn>  abhi-ni-pat,  Caus.  P.  -patayati, 
-yitum,  to  throw  down. 

••a  (*i  frinl  sabhi-ni-pid,  cl.  10.  P.-p'tdayati, 
-yitum,  to  press,  squeeze,  trouble. 

Abhi-yipidita,  as,  d,  am,  exceedingly  pained, 
tormented. 

•*»  f*i  (Vf£  -MN  abhi-ni-mlui!,  cl.  I.  P.  -mlofati, 
-ditum,  to  set  (as  the  sun)  upon  a  person  (while  some 
act  is  being  done  by  him). 

^rftilViM-ai  abhi-niyukta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  yuj), 

occupied  in. 

abhi-nishpatti.  63 

xS (H [V| fi \abhi-nir-gam,  cl.  i.  P.  -gaffhati, 

-gantum,  to  go  out,  go  away  from. 
^ifi*  11  f »i  n  abhi-nirjita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  j»), 

conquered. 
^rfilfVn!M  abhi-nir-nud  (-nir-nud),  cl.  6. 

^  V      •  * P.  A.  -nudaii,  -te,  -nottnm,  to  drive  out,  frighten 

away,  remove. 

^rfWr«i(<;3^  abhi-nir-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  -disati, 

-deslitum,  to  point  out,  indicate,  appoint,  characterize. 

^rfa  f«fM  Ai^abhi-nir-bharts,  cl.  10.  A.  or  P. 

-bhartsayate,  -ti,  -yitum,  to  scold,  threaten. 
^TT>TT«TTH1T  abhi-nirmita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  md), 

made,  aeated. 

'SjfH  («i  A  •3iabhi-nirmukta,as,a,  am  (rt.  mu<f), 

left,  quitted  (by  the  sun  when  it  sets),  i.  e.  one  asleep 

at  sunset. 

••JlfHftHI  abhi-nir-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -turn, 
to  march  out. 

Abhi-nirydna,  am,  n.  march  of  an  assailant, 
invasion. 

wftrfrr^T  abhi-nirvritta,  as,  d,  am;  ac- 

complished. 
Abhi-nirvrittt,  U,  f.  accomplishment. 

•silHTti^n  abhi-nivarta,  as,  m.  turning  to- 

wards ;  (am),  ind.  having  turned  towards. 

•«i(«ir»i(%3iN  abhi-ni-vis,  cl.  i.  A.  -visate, 
-veshtum,  to  enter  into  possession  of;  to  sit  down  in 
or  be  settled  in,  to  occupy :  Caus.  -vetfayati,  -yitum, 
to  make  one  enter  into  or  sit  down,  apply,  &c. 

Abhl-nivish(a,  as,  d,  am,  well  versed  or  profi- 
cient in,  conversant  or  familiar  with;  intent  on; 

attentive,  engrossed ;  endowed  with  ;  determined  ; 

(am),  n.  persevering. — Abhinivighta-td,  f.  state  of 
being  so. 
Abhi-niveda,  as,  m.  application,  perseverance,  in- 

tentness,  study,  affection,  devotion ;  determination  to 
effect  a  purpose  or  attain  an  object ;  tenacity,  adher- 
ance ;  ignorant  fear  causing  death  (?). 

Abhi-nmeiita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  enter  into, 

plunged  into. Abhi-nivetin,  i,  irii,  i,  intent  upon,  devoted  to, 
determined. 

•^(HfH^lH  abhi-ni-sam,  cl.  4.  P.  -jdmyati, 

-gamitum,  or  Caus.  P.  -idmayati,  -yitum,  to  ob- 

serve,  perceive. 
abhi-nisdta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  6i), 

quite  convinced  of. 

^rfWf«l««lil(V.«^  abhi-msh-kdrin,  i,  in't,  i 
(rt.  Tcri),  Ved.  intending  anything  evil  against,  in- 
juring. 

Abhi-nishkrita,  as,  d,  am,  directed  against  (as an  evil  action). 

^rfH  PH  ̂tt^abhi-nish-kram  (-nis-kram),cl. 
i.  P.  A.,  cl.  4.  P.  -krdmatt,  -kramate,  -krdmyati, 
-kramitum,  to  go  out  or  forth,  to  lead  towards. 
Abhi-nishkramana,  am,  n.  going  forth;  (with 

Buddhists)  leaving  the  house  in  order  to  become  an 
anchorite. 

Abhi-nishkrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  gone  out  or  forth. 

^TWf»nrr«T  abhi-nishtdna.  See  abhi-nih- 

stan  last  col. 
^fft*  f«l  ̂^(abhi-nish-pat^nis-pat),  cl.  I  .  P. 

-patati,  -titnm,  to  fly  away,  rush  out;  to  spring 
forth,  shoot  forth. 
Abhi-nishpatana,  am,  n.  issuing,  sallying. 

^rfW  f«i  "i(j  abhi-nish-pad  (-nis-pad),  cl.  4. 

A.  -padynte,  -pattum,  to  come  to;  to  enter  into,  be- 
come (with  ace.)  ;  to  appear  :  Caus.  -pddayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  bring  to,  help  to. 

Abhi-nishpatti,  it,  f.  completion,  end,  termina- tion; appearance  (?). 
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Abhi-niihpanna,  at,  a,  am,  finished,  completed. 

"fi'fHjS'l  abhi-nihnava,  as,  m.  (rt.  hnu), 
denial. 

wfa«tf  i.  abhi-ni,  cl.  I.  P.  -nayati,  -netum, 
to  bring  near,  conduct  towards,  adduce,  introduce, 
quote ;  represent  dramatically,  act. 

Abhi-naya,  a>,  m.  indication  of  a  passion  or  pur- 
pose by  look,  gesture,  &c. ;  acting,  dramatic  action 

expressive  of  sentiment,  dramatic  personification. 
Abhi-nita,  a»,  a,  am,  brought  near,  adduced; 

performed ;  highly  finished  or  ornamented  ;  fit,  pro- 
per; friendly,  kind,  patient ;  impatient,  passionate  (?). 

Abhi-ntti,  fo,  f.  gesture,  expressive  gesticulation ; 
friendship,  civility,  kindness. 
Abhi-myamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  brought  near, 

&c. 

Abhi-netarya  or  abhi-neya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  re- 
presented dramatically. 

Abhi-netri,  ta,  tri,  m.  f.  an  actor,  an  actress. 

fl(»Hl  2.  abhi-rii  (abhi-ni-i),  cl.  2.  P. 
-nyeti,  -turn,  to  go  in  to,  to  approach  a  woman. 

^rfoilrt  abhi-nila,  as,  a,  am,  very  black, 
very  dark. 

^rfVg  i.  abhi-nu,  cl.  2.  6.  P.  -nauti, 
-nuvati,  -naritum  or  -nuvitum,  to  extol,  praise. 

wfiffl  2.  abhi-nu,  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  -navate, 
to  turn  one's  self  towards. 

*jfarU^  abhi-nud,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -nudati,  -te, 
-notttim,  to  push,  press:  Caus.  -nodayati,  -yitum, 
to  excite,  to  spur  or  urge  on. 

^rfira  a-bhinna,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  bhid),  uncut, 

unbroken ;  unchanged,  unaltered,  not  different ;  un- 
divided, one ;  same,  identical ;  (as),  m.  an  integer, 

a  whole  number  (in  arithmetic).  —  Abhinna-ta,  f. 
wholeness,  identity.  —  Abhinna-parikarmashtaka 
(°ma-ash°),  am,  n.  eight  processes  in  working  inte- 

gers or  whole  number*.— Abhinnatman  (°na-dt°), 
a,  a,  a,  of  undaunted  spirit,  firm. 

'WfH^IT^  abfti-ny-as   (-ni-as),   cl.   4.    P. 
-asyati,  -situm,  to  depress. 
Abhi-nyaea,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fever. 

^aftjJH  abhi-ny-ubj  (-ni-ubj),  cl.  6.  P. 
-ubjati,  -jitum,  to  press  down,  to  hold  down. 

^finj^afi/ii-pac',  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -pa6ati,  -te, 
-paktum,  to  boil  up  (as  milk). 

^rfinrfTrT  abhi-pathita,  as,  a,  am;  denomi- 
nated, named. 

^rf>TTrT  I.  abhi-pat,  cf.i.  P.-patati,-titum, 
to  fly  near,  hasten  near ;  to  assail ;  to  fall  down,  fall ; 
to  fall  into,  come  into ;  to  overtake  in  flying :  Caus. 
-pdtayati,  -yitum,  to  throw  on  or  down. 
Abhi-patana,  am,  n.  approaching,  assailing,  seiz- 

ing ;  falling  into. 

^TfinTrT  2.abhi-pat,  cl.  4.  A..,\ed.-patyate, 
to  be  master  or  lord  over,  to  possess. 

^ffifT?  abhi-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate,  -pat- 
turn,  to  draw  near,  approach ;  to  come  up  (as  an 
auxiliary),  assist ;  to  honour ;  to  seize,  catch,  over- 

power, master;  to  take  possession  of;  to  accept;  to 

undertake,  devote  one's  self  to  anything. 
Abhi-patti,  in,  f.  drawing  near,  approaching. 
Abht-piinna,  as,  a,  am,  gone  near;  approached, 

obtained  ;  flown,  fugitive ;  seeking  refuge  ;  subdued  ; 
unfortunate,  calamitous ;  guilty ;  removed  to  a  dis- 

tance, dead. 

^rfilTJ^t  abhi-padma,  as,  a,  am,  exceedingly 
handsome  (lit.  superior  to  the  lotus). 

^rfW  M  (V.'  cJ  I  «i  abhi-parigldna,  as,  a,  am  (rt. 
glaf),  tired,  exhausted. 

abhi-pari-plu,  cl.  i.  A.  -plavate, 

-plotum,  to  stream  or  flow  so  as  to  inundate,  to 
overflow. 

Abhi-pariplutd,  at,  a,  am,  overwhelmed,  over- flowed, filled  with  ;  shaken  ;  attacked,  affected  by. 

-M  fa  14  j\N^  abhi-pari-shvanj  (-svanj),  cl. 
i  .  A.  -thrajate,  -ehvanktum,  to  embrace. 

^rfiTTCfar  abhi-parlta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  »  with 

abhi-pari),  surrounded,  overpowered  by,  over- whelmed with. 

^rfifn;  abhi-pare  (-pard-i),  cl.  2.  P. 
-paraiti,  -turn,  to  go  away  towards. 

•>n(Ml|*f  abhi-pary-e  (-pari-d-i),  cl.  2.  P. 
-paryaiti,  -turn,  to  go  about  ;  glide  away,  pass  away. 

T&fam  i.  abhi-pd,  cl.  I.  P.-pibati,-pdtum, to  drink  of. 

Abhi-plta,  as,  a,  am,  watered  (as  cattle),  filled with  drink. 

^rfiTTT  2.  abhi-pd,  cl.  2.  P.  -pdti,  -turn,  to 
protect  :  Caus.  P.  -palayati,  -yitum,  to  protect,  to 
assist. 

^rftrnjr^  abhi-pitva,  am,  n.  (for  abhi- 
apitm,  ft.  obs.  rt.  ap  ;  see  apa-pitva),  Ved.  ap- 

proaching, visiting,  putting  up  (for  the  night  at  an 
inn),  close  or  departure  of  day,  evening  ;  dawn  ;  sacri- fice. 

THfmflix  abhi-pid,  cl.  10.  P.  -pidayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  oppress,  torment,  afflict. 

Abhi-pldita,  as,  a,  am,  harassed. 
^rfinro  abhi-puth,  Caus.  P.  -pothayati, 

-yitum,  to  throw  with  violence  ;  dash  against. 

»HJ*JHm  abhi-pushpa,  as,  a,  am,  covered 
with  flowers  ;  (am),  n.  an  excellent  flower. 

abhi-pu,  cl.   i.  A.,  Ved.  -pavate, 
-witum,  to  be  cleared,  to  flow  purified  towards  or  for  ; 
to  blow  against  ;  to  make  bright,  glorify. 

^(H  V^abhi-puj,  cl.  10.  P.  -pujayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  honour,  approve,  assent  to. 

Abhi-pujita,  as,  d,  am,  honoured  ;  approved. 
Abhi-pujyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  greatly  rever- 

enced. 

abhi-purcam,  ind.  one  after  the 
other. 

n,  cl.  6.  P.  -prinati,  -par- 
turn,  to  be  filled  ;  to  be  glad. 

abhi-prl,  cl.  3.9.  P.  -piparti,  -prinati, 

-paritmn  or  -ntum,  to  fill  :  Pass,  -puryatc,  to  fill 
one's  self,  become  full  :  Caus.  -purayati,  -yitum,  to 
fill,  make  full  ;  to  load  with,  cover  with  ;  to  present 
with  ;  to  master  completely. 
Abhi-purana,  am,  n.  filling. 
Abhi-purna,  as,  a,  am,  full   of  (with  inst.  or 

gen.)  ;  filled  ;  fraught  ;  laden. 
^rfirtH  abhi-pyai,  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  -pydyate, 

•pydtum  or  -pyayitum,  to  swell,  to  abound  with. 
^rfHRo*  **\abhi-pra-kamp,  Caus.  P.-kamp- 

ayati,  -yitum,  to  stir,  allure. 
^Tftl  M  *l  31  abhi-pra-kds,  cl.  1.4.  A..-kdsate, 

-ia.<Syate,  -titum,  to  become  visible,  to  show  one's self. 

abhi-pra-kram,  cl.  I.  P.A.,  cl.  4. 

A.  -krdmati,  -kramate,  -kramyatt,  -kramitum,  to 

go  up  to,  approach. 
abhi-pra-kshar,  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

-ksharati,  -te,  -rittim,  Ved.  -rudhyai,  to  stream 
towards  a  place. 

^rf»4  H  HJ  c^  abhi-pra-kshal,  cl.  10.  P.  -kshdl- 
ayati,  -yitum,  to  clean  thoroughly,  polish  up. 

^firum1?  abhi-pra-gdh,  cl.  I.  A.  -gdhate, 

-hitum,  -gadhum,  to  penetrate,  dip  or  plunge  into, 
join :  Caus.  -gdkayati,  -yitum,  to  immerse,  dip. 
^STWTPT  abhi-pra-gai,  cl.  I.  P.  -gdyati, 

-gatuni,  to  begin  to  praise. 
'«(HHIM^  abhi-pra-faksh,  cl.  2.  A.,  Ved. 

-fashte,  -shlum,  to  throw  light  upon ;  to  see  (?). 

wfMH^<t  abhi-pra-fud, Caus.  P. -todayati, 

-yitum,  to  impel,  induce,  persuade. 

^(HM'y  abhi-pra-fyu,  cl.  i.  A.  -fyavate, 

-tyotum,  to  move  towards,  arrive  at. 
^rf>TW3F  abhi-praCh,  cl.  6.  P.  -priMhati, 

-prashtum,  to  ask  or  inquire  after. 

«( I  *i  H 1  i^abhi-pra-jan,  Caus.  P.  -janayati, 
-yitum,  to  beget  for  (a  purpose). 

^Srftmsg p^ abhi-pra-jval,  cl.  I.  P.  -jvalati, 
-litum,  to  flare  up. 

'SrfalTO'EI  abhi-pra-naksh  (-naksh),  cl.  i. 
P.,  Ved.  -nalcfkati,  -ekitwn,  to  overpower. 

^)(MIHU<^  abhi-pra-nad  (-nad),  cl.  i.  P.  A. 
-nadati,  -te,  -ditum,  to  shout  at,  to  scream;  to 
begin  to  roar  or  sound. 

•w &fn«)\abhi-pra-nam  (-nam),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-namati,  -te,  -qantum,  to  bow  before  (with  dat.  or 
ace.). 

Abhi-pranata,  as,  a,  am,  bent,  bowing  before. 
•*H(HM*!jfl  abhi-pra-nl  (-m),cl.  l.f.-yayati, 

-netum,  to  lead  forth ;  bring  towards. 

Abhi-pranaya,  at,  m.  propitiation;  affection, 
favour. 

Abhi-pramta,  as,  a,  am,  brought,  attracted ; 
consecrated ;  invoked,  propitiated. 

wfoUill  abhi-pra-nu  (-nu),  cl.  2. 6.  P.,Ved. 

-nauti,  -nuvati,  -navitum  or  -nitmtum,  to  praise 

highly,  extol. ^rfoltrlH  abhi-pratapta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  tap), 

intensely  heated;  dried  up;  exhausted  with  pain  or 
fever. 

^jfVfHrllfX'JI  abhi-pratdrin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a 

descendant  of  Kaksha-sena. 

•grftnrfin^  abhi-prati-gfi,  cl.  9.  P.  A. 
-griijati,  -nite,  -garitum  or  -rilum,  to  call  out  to ; 
to  welcome  ;  to  answer  in  singing ;  to  assent. 

^rfHHfrt<4<J  abhi-prati-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -pad- 

yate, -pattum,  to  begin  with  or  at. 
•oHfoufrirMM  abhi-prati-pish,  01.7.  P.,Ved. 

-pinaxhti,  -peshtum,  to  dash  or  crush  out. 
^rfii  M  i<4  "4  abhi-praty-ave  (-prati-ava-i),  cl. 

3.  P.  -pratyaraiti,  -turn,  to  step  down  towards. 
^fftrPTT  abhi-praty-e  (-prati-d-i),  cl.  2.  P. 

-pratyaiti,  -tum,  to  come  back  towards,  return. 
^rfHH'Mi  abhi-prathana,am,  n.  (rt.prath), 

spreading  or  extending  over. 
^rfa  U ̂   PaHU ̂   abhi-pra-dakshinam,  ind.  to 

the  right ;  (e.  g.  with  M,  to  circumambulate  keeping 
the  object  on  the  right.) 

^rfKHf^  3(abhi-pra-dis,  Caus.  P.  -desayati, 

-yitum,  to  urge  on. 
^rfinr^T  abhi-pra-dris,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved. 

-padyati,  -draehfum,  to  look  at,  look  out  for. 
'5rf>nrT  abld-pra-dn,  Pass,  -dlryate,  to  be 

scattered  or  divided  asunder. 

^rf^nrr^^abhi-pra-pat!,  cl.  I.  P.  A. -pafati, 
-te,  -paktum,  to  cause  to  cook,  ripen ;  to  develope. 

abhi-pra-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate, 
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65 -pattum,  to  come  towards,  enter,  hasten  towards, 
resort  to  (with  ace.)  ;  to  undertake. 
Abhi-prapanna,  as,  d,  am,  approached,  attained. 

^ifinnfl"?  abhi-pra-pid,  Caus.  P.  -pidayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  pain,  torture. 

^rfrnTTJ  abhi-pra-pri,  Pass,  -puryate,  to  be 

filled,  fill  one's  self  completely. 

•Si(*iHHr^-i^  abhi-pra-bhangin,  i,  ini,  i  (rt. 
Many),  Ved.  breaking  completely. 

^rftlH*f«£  abki-pra-mand,  cl.  I  .  P.,  Ved. 

-mandati,  -ditum,  to  gladden. 

•si(*tM^i*.  abhi-pra-mur,  ur,  ur,  ur,  Ved. 
(if  ft.  rt.  murdh  or  mur)  completely  raised,  sur- 

rounded ;  (if  ft.  rt.  mri)  destroying  (1). 

'SrfiTTT'J^  abhi-pra-mris,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved. 
-mridati,  -marshtum,  -mrashtum,  to  offer,  grant. 

*!lfcum  abhi-pra-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -turn, 
to  march  against. 
Abhi-praydyam,  ind.  by  approaching,  having  ap- 

proached. 

^?f»i  «  i  ff  abhi-pra-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate, 
-titum,  to  advance  up  to;  to  flow  or  fall  into;  to 
become  conversant  with. 

Abhi-pravartana,  am,  n.  coming  forth,  flowing  ; 
advancing  up  to. 
Abhi-pravritta,  as,  a,  am,  advancing  ;  occurring  ; 

occupied  or  engaged  in. 

wf*  H  *j  «T  abhi-pra-vridh,  Caus.  P.  -vardh- 

ayati,  -yitum,  to  enlarge,  render  prosperous. 

^(f^Tf^_abhi-pra-vrish,  cl.  I  .  P.  -varshati, 
-shitum,  to  pour  down  rain. 

^rfWlJ^l^  abhi-pra-sans,  cl.  I.  P.  -sansati, 
-Mum,  to  praise  highly. 

^rf*TTTf^«^  abhi-prasnin,  I,  ini,  i  (rt.prath), 
desirous  of  asking  many  questions. 

^ffiTn«e  abhi-pra-sad,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -sid- 
ati,  -sattum,  to  come  near,  approach  :  Caus.  P.  -sad- 
ayati,  -yitum,  to  propitiate,  make  happy,  console. 

•4ir»<Mt¥JI  abhi-pra-sthd,  cl.  I.  P.  -tishthati, 
-sthdtum,  to  step  up  towards. 

•«((HH?  a  abhi-prahata,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  han), 
struck  at,  hurt. 

^rfifHTTfl  abhi-prdn  (-pra-an),  cl.  2.  P. 
-praniti,  -nitum,  to  exhale,  breathe  forth. 
Abhi-prdnana,  am,  n.  exhaling  (opposed  to 

apdnana,  q.  v.). 

•*i(Wnirl«.  abhi-prdtar,  ind.,  Ved.  towards 
morning,  early. 

•flfaHIH^  abhi-prap   (-pra-dp),  cl.   5.  P. 
-prdpnoti,  -ptum,  to  reach,  obtain,  arrive  at. 
Abhi-prdpta,  as,  d,  am,  reached,  obtained,  arrived. 
Abhi-prdpti,  is,  f.  reaching,  obtaining,  arrival. 
Abhi-prepsu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  gaining,  &c. 

abhi-praya.     See  abhi-pre. 

abhi-prdr(  (-pra-ar6],  cl.  I.  P. 
-prdrfati,  -titum,  to  celebrate  in  song. 

^fattl^abhi-prdrth  (-pra-arth),c\.  10.  A. 
-prdrthayate,  -yitum,  to  long  for,  desire. 

W*i  H  I  «^abhi-prds  (-pra-as),  cl.  4.  P.  -prd- 
syati,  -prasitum,  to  throw  on  or  upon. 

^rfinft  abhi-prl,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  gladdening, 
pleasing,  gaining. 

Abki-priti,  is,  f.  rejoicing  in  ;  wish,  desire. 

shnule,  -prushdyati,  -proshitum,  to  sprinkle  with. 

abhi-pre  (-pra-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -praiti, 

•turn,  to  go  near  to,  approach;  to  approach  with 
one's  mind,  to  think  of,  aim  at,  intend. 
Abhi-praya,  as,  d,  am,  going  near,  approaching  ; 

aiming  at;  (as),  m.  aim,  purpose,  intention,  wish, 
desire  ;  goal  ;  meaning,  sense,  reference. 
Abhi-preta,  as,  d,  am,  meant,  intended  ;  wished  ; 

accepted,  approved  ;  wishing,  desirous. 
Abhi-pretya,md.  aiming  at,  intending,  meaning  by. 

abhi-preksh  (-pra-iksh),  cl.  I.  A. 

-preks/iate,  -shitum,  to  look  at,  to  see,  view. 
Abhi-prekshya,  ind.  having  looked  at  or  towards. 

^ri>i  H  ̂ abhi-prepsu.  See  abhi-prap  above. 

^TfiTTTt!  abhi-prer  (-pra-ir),  Caus.  -prera- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  drive  forward,  impel  towards  :  Pass. 
-preryate,  to  be  impelled  towards. 
Abhi-preryamdna,as,d,  am,  being  driven  towards. 

^rfarn^  abhi-presh  (-pra-ish),  cl.  4.  P. 
-preshyati,  -shitum,  to  summon,  command. 
WWHiajiU  abhi-proTcshana,  am,  n.  (rt. 

uksh),  sprinkling  upon,  affusion. 
^ffasr  abhi-plu,  cl.  i.  A.  -plavate,  -plotum, 

to  overflow,  to  overwhelm. 
Abhi-plava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  religious  ceremony, 

performed  as  part  of  the  sacrifice  Gavam-ayana. 
Abhi-pluta,  as,  d,  am,  overflowed,  overrun  ;  filled 

with  ;  overwhelmed,  affected  by,  labouring  under. 

^rf>T^r5  abhi-bala,  am,  n.  an  agreement 
to  meet  at  some  place  of  rendezvous  in  disguise  (the 
technical  name  of  a  dramatic  scene  in  rhetoric). 

^rfW^ri^i  abhi-buddhi,  is,  f.  a  Buddhlndriya 
or  organ  of  apprehension. 

^ffiw^  abhi-bhanga,  as,  m.  (rt.  bhanj), 
Ved.  breaking  down,  one  who  destroys. 

Abhi-bhaiijat,  an,  all,  at,  breaking  down,  &c. 

'SrfiWff  abhi-bhartri,  ind.  to  a  lover,  be- 
fore a  husband. 

^rfWrfJ  abhi-bharts,  cl.  IO.  A.  P.  -bharts- 

ayate,  -ti,  -yitum,  to  scold  at,  threaten  so  as  to  terrify. 
abhi-bhava.  See  abhi-bhn  below. 

i.  abhi-bhd,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhdti,  -turn, 
to  glitter  (around). 

2.  abhi-bhd,  (.,  Ved.  apparition,  phenomenon,  in- 
auspicious omen  ;  state  of  being  overpowered,  calamity; 

act  of  overpowering,  superiority.  —  Abhibhdyatana 

(°bhd-dy°),  am,  n.  abode  of  superiority  ;  N.  of  the 
eight  sources  of  superiority  with  Buddhists. 

abhi-bhara,  as,  d,  am,  very  heavy. 

N  abhi-bhdsh,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhdshate, 
-shitum,  to  address,  converse  with,  speak  to,  confess. 
Abhi-bhdshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  addressing  or 

speaking  to. 
Abhi-lhashamana,  as,  a,  am,  speaking  to. 
Abhi-bhdshita,  as,  d,  am,  addressed,  spoken  to. 
Abhi-bhdshin,  i,  ini,  i,  addressing,  speaking  to. 
Abhi-bhdshya,  a*,  a,  am,  to  be  addressed. 
Abhi-bhdshyamdiia,  as,  d,  am,  being  addressed. 

^rfvMj  .  abhi-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -vitum, 
to  overcome,  overpower,  predominate,  conquer,  sur- 

pass, overspread  ;  to  attack,  defeat,  humiliate. 
Abhi-bhava,  as,  d,  am,  overpowering;  (as),  m. 

addition  ;  prevailing,  overpowering,  excessive  power, 
predominance  ;  defeat,  subjugation  ;  disregard,  disre- 

spect ;  humiliation,  mortification,  disgrace. 
Abhi-bhavana,  am,  n.  overpowering,  overcoming. 
Abhi-bhai'anlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  overcome  or 

surpassed. 
Abhi-bhavaka,  as,  ika,  am,  or  aJ>hi-bhdvin,  i, 

ini,  i,  or  abhi-bhavuka,  as,  d,  am,  overpowering, 
surpassing,  overspreading. 

Abhi-bhavana,  am,  n.  causing  to  overcome,  mak- 
ing victorious. 

Abhi-bhu,  us,  or  2.  abhi-bhu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  one 
who  surpasses,  a  superior. 
Abhi-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  surpassed,  defeated,  sub- 

dued, humbled  ;  overcome,  aggrieved,  injured. 
Abhi-bhuti,  is,  f.  superior  power,  overpowering, 

defeating  ;  disrespect,  disgrace,  humiliation  ;  (is,  is, 
i),  Ved.  overpowering,  superior.  —  Abhibhuty-ojas, 
as,  n.,  Ved.  superior  power  ;  (as,  as,  as),  having 

superior  power. 
Abhi-bhuija,  am,  n.,  Ved.  superiority. 
Abhi-bhuvan,  va,  van,  m.  f.,  Ved.  superior, 

victorious  over. 

abhi-mad,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -madati, 

-ditum,  to  gladden,  inebriate. 
Abhi-mdda,  as,  m.  intoxication,  inebriety. 
Abhi-mddyat,  an,  anti,  at,  being  inebriated. 
Abhi-madyatka,  as,  d,  am,  partially  intoxicated, 

half-dwnk,  stammering. 

wfiW^a&Ai'-maw,  cl.  8.  A.  -manute,  -ntum, 
to  think  one's  self  equal  to,  to  think  of  self;  cl.  4. 
A.  and  poet.  P.  -manyate,  -ti,  to  assent  to,  approve 
of;  to  covet,  desire;  to  consider,  imagine,  fancy,  think. 
Abhi-mata,  as,  d,  am,  admitted,  assented  to  ; 

agreed,  accepted;  wished,  desired;  honoured,  re- 
spected ;  (am),  n.  desire,  wish.  —  Abhimata-td,  (. 

agreeableness,  desirableness  ;  desire,  love. 
Abhi-manas,  as,  as,  as,  having  the  mind  directed 

towards  ;  desirous  of,  longing  for. 
Abhi-mandya,  nom.  A.  -ndyate,  -yitum,  to  be 

desirous  of,  to  long  for. 

Abhi-mantarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  considered  ;  to be  desired. 

Abhi-mantu,  us,  f.  injuring,  destroying.  —  Abhi- 
mantos,  ind.,  Ved.  to  injure. 
Abhirmantri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  admonishing,  longing 

for,  referring  all  objects  to  self,  self-conceited. 
Abhi-manyamana,  as,  d,  am,  conceiving,  ima- 

gining, regarding. 

Abhi-mdna,  as,  m.  high  opinion  of  one's  self, 
self-conceit,  pride,  haughtiness,  honourable  feeling; 
consciousness  ;  referring  all  objects  to  self  (as  the 
act  of  Ahan-kara  or  personality)  ;  conception,  con- 

ceit; affection,  love,  desire;  laying  claim  to;  injury, 

hurting.  —  Abhimdna-td,  f.  pride,  arrogance.  —  Abhi- 

mdna-vat,  an,  ati,'  at,  conceiving  or  having  ideas 
about  self;  proud,  arrogant.  —  Abhimdna-s'u'nya,  as, 
d,  am,  void  of  conceit,  humble. 
Abhi-mdnita,  am,  n.  the  condition  of  an  egotist  ; 

copulation,  sexual  intercourse. 

Abhi-mdnin,  I,  ini,  i,  thinking  of  one's  self,  proud. self-conceited,  arrogant  ;  imagining  ;  (j  ),  m.,  N.  of 
a  deity.  —  Abhimdni-td,  f.  or  abhimdni-tva,  am, 
n.  the  state  of  self-conceitedness. 

Abhi-mdnuka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  striving  to  hurt. 

^tfiTH^  abhi-mantr,  cl.  10.  A.  -mantr- 
ayate,  -yitum,  to  consecrate  or  accompany  with 
Mantras  or  magic  formulas  ;  to  address,  invite. 
Abhi-mantrana,  am,  n.  calling  out  to,  addressing, 

inviting;  counselling;  charming,  consecrating  ;  making 

anything  sacred  by  a  special  formula,  called  abhi- 
mantrana-mantra. 
Abhi-mantrita,  as,  d,  am,  consecrated,  charmed  ; 

made  sacred  by  a  certain  formula. 
^rfHH''y  abhi-mantha,  as,  m.  ophthalmia, 

disease  of  the  eyes. 

^rf*i»i»«  abhi-manyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 

of  Manu  C'akshusha  ;  of  a  son  of  Arjuna  by  SubhadrS  ; 
of  two  kings.  —  Abhtmanyu-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
town.  —  Abhimanyu-svdmin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  temple. 

'BffilHT  abhi-mara,  as,  m.  (rt.  mri),  killing, 

slaughter  ;  war,  combat  ;  treachery,  danger  from  one's 
own  party  or  friends  ;  binding,  confinement. 

abhi-marda.    See  abhi-mrid,  p.  66. 

See  abhi-mris  next  col. 

abhi-mdti,  is,  is,  i  (rt.  ma=  man), 
S 
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Ved.  striving  to  injure,  hurting,  inimical ;  (is,  is), 
m.  f.  striving  to  injure,  hurting,  plotting  against ;  an 
enemy,  foe.  —  Abhimdti-jit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  subduing 
enemies.  —  Abhimdti-ehdh,  t,  i,  I,  Ved.  conquering 
enemies. —Abhimdti-han,  a,  m.,  Ved.  striking,  de- 

stroying one's  enemies. 
Abhi-mdtin,  I,  m.,  Ved.  injuring;  an  enemy. 

abhi-miiiln.    See  abhi-mad  above. 

abhi-muna.   See  abhi-man  above. 

abhi-mdya,  as,  d,  am,  perplexed, 
bewildered,  stupid,  ignorant. 

^faf^m  abhi-mihya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  mih), 
Ved.  to  be  wetted  (by  urining  upon). 

VH(*4*flrip4rt  abhi-mllita,  as,  d,  am,  closed 
(as  the  eyes). 

^rfopf  abhi-mukha,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  with 
the  face  directed  towards;  turned  towards,  facing; 
going  near,  approaching  ;  disposed  to,  intending  to, 
ready  for;  taking  one's  part;  nearly  related  to; 
friendly  disposed ;  (i),  f.  one  of  the  ten  earths  of 
Buddhists ;  (am),  ind.  towards,  in  the  direction  of, 
in  front  or  presence  of,  near  to.  —  Abhimukha-td,  i. 
presence,  proximity. 
Abhimtikhl-karana,  am,  n.  causing  to  turn  the 

face  towards,  addressing. 
Abhimukhl-bhuta,  of,  d,  am,  being  in  presence 

of  or  facing. 

^f^'jUairl  abhi-mur6Chita,  as,  d,  am,  dis- 
tracted, utterly  confused. 

<afn»^  abhi-mrvd,  cl.  I .  P.  -mardati,  -di- 
Inui.  to  oppress,  to  devastate. 
Abhi-marda,  ae,  m.  rubbing,  friction ;  oppression, 

devastation  of  a  country  &c.  by  an  enemy;  war, 
battle ;  spirituous  liquor. 
Abhi-mardana,  as,  a,  am,  oppressing;  (am), 

n.  oppression. 

AbU-mardin,  T,  inl,  (,  oppressing,  one  who  de- vastates. 

«(H»J3IN  abhi-mris,  cl.  6.  P.  -mrisati, 
-marehtum  or  -mraehtum,  to  touch,  stroke,  come 
in  contact  with. 

AbU-marta,  as,  m.  or  abM-martiana,  am,  n. 

(less  correctly)  abhi^marsha,  ae,  m.  or  abhi-mar- 
shana,  am,  a.  touching,  contact ;  (at,  d,  am),  rub- 

bing, destroying. 

Abhi-mariaka  or  (less  correctly)  abhi-marghaka, 
ae,  ikd,  am,  touching,  coming  in  contact  with. 
Abh{-mrishta,ae,  d,  am,  touched,  rubbed,  brought 

close  to,  grazing. 

flfaHflmM  abhi-methikd,  f.  (rt.  me/A), 
Ved.  insulting  or  injurious  speech ;  obscene  expression ; 
imprecation. 

•silMJlin  abhi-mldta  or  abhi-mldna,  as,  d, 
am  (rt.  mlai),  Ved.  altogether  withered,  faded  ;  de- 
cayed. 

^iiHMsj'uifT  abhi-yajha-gdthd,  f.  a  sacri- 
ficial verse. 

abhimdti-jit . abhi-vaA6ita. 

i.  abhi-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -turn,  to 
go  up  to,  approach,  encounter,  attack,  assail. 

i.  abhi-ya,  ae,  as,  m.  f.  going  up  to,  approaching, assailing. 

Abhi-yat,  an,  all  or  anil,  at,  assailing,  an  assailant. 
Abhirydta,  a»,  a,  am,  approached,  attacked. 

Abhi-ydti,  if,  m.  or  abhi-ydtin,  I,  m.  or  abhi- 
i/dtH,  td,  m.  an  assailant,  foe,  enemy. 

Abhi-ydna,  am,  n.  coming  near,  approaching,  at- tacking. 

Abhi-yayin,  I,  tut,  i,  coming  near,  approaching, 
attacking. 

abhi-yai,   cl.  i.  A.   or  ep.  P. 

-ydfate,  -U,  -titttm,  to  ask  for,  solicit,  request. 
Abhi-ydfana,  am,  n.  or  abhi-yadia,  i.  asking  for, 

entreaty,  request. 

Abh{-ya<Hta,  ae,  a,  am,  a»ked  for,  requested. 

3)iM<£i^  I.  abhi-yuj,  cl.  7.  A.  -yunkte, 

-yolctum,  to  apply  to,  exert  effort,  make  one's  self ready  ;  to  encounter,  attack,  assail  ;  to  accuse  ;  to  hurt  : 
Pass,  -yujyate,  to  be  accused,  &c. 

Abhi-yukta,  ae,  i,  am,  applied,  intent  on,  dili- 
gent, absorbed  in  meditation,  versed  in  ;  appointed  ; 

said,  spoken  ;  attacked  by  an  enemy,  assaulted,  as- 
sailed ;  blamed,  rebuked  ;  (in  law)  charged,  prose- 

cuted, a  defendant. 

Abhi-yw/van,  a,  m.,  Ved.  hurting,  attacking;  an enemy. 

3,  abhi-yvj,  Ic,  f.  attacking  ;  an  enemy. 
Abhi-yujyamdna,  ae,  a,  am,  being  prosecuted 

(as  a  defendant). 

Abhi-yoktarya  or  abhi-yvjya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be 
reproved  or  rebuked  ;  to  be  prosecuted,  indictable  ; assailable. 

Abhi-yoktri,  td,  tri,  tri,  assailing,  attacking;  (to), 
m.  an  enemy  ;  a  plaintiff,  a  claimant,  a  pretender,  an 
accuser  ;  a  stronger  party. 

Abhi-yoga,  as,  m.  application  ;  energetic  effort, 
exertion,  perseverance,  learning  ;  attack,  assault,  chal- 

lenging to  fight,  war,  battle;  (in  law)  a  plaint,  a 
charge,  an  accusation.  —  Abhiyoga-pattra,  am,  n.  a 
petition  or  writing  of  complaint. 

Abhtyogin,  I,  irii,  i,  intent  upon,  absorbed  (in 
meditation)  ;  attacking  ;  (5),  m.  a  plaintiff,  a  prose- cutor. 

Abhi-yogya,  ae,  d,  am,  assailable. 
Abhi-yojatia,  am,  n.,  Ved.  harnessing  (one  horse) on  to  another. 

^rftnp^  abhi-yudh,  cl.  4.  A.  P.  -yudhyate, 
-ti,  -yoddhum,  to  fight  against,  to  acquire  by  fight- 

ing, to  conquer  for  (another). 

tlfillW   abhi-raksh,  cl.  i.  P.  or  ep.  A. 

-rakehati,  -te,  -ehitum,  to  succour,  to  protect,  to 
preserve  ;  to  govern  or  command. 

Abhi-rakehd,  f.  universal  protection,  wide  bene- volence. 

Abhi-rakshita,  as,  d,  am,  protected,  preserved, 

guarded  ;  governed. 
Abhi-rakehitri,  td,  trt,  tri,  preserving,  protecting, 

guarding. 
Abhi-rakshya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  protected  or  go- verned. 

•^facy^  abhi-ranj,    cl.  4.   A.   or  Pass. 
-rajyaie,  -ranktum,  to  be  coloured,  to  be  flushed 
with  pleasure  :  Caus.  P.  -ranjayati,  -yttum,  to 
colour. 

Abhi-ranjita,  at,  d,  am,  tinted,  flushed,  kindly 
affected. 

<4)  (HCMx  abhi-ram,  cl.  i.  A.  -ramate,  -ran- 
tum,  to  delight  in,  to  be  delighted. 
Abhi-rata,  (M,  d,  am,  pleased  or  contented  with, 

satisfied  ;  engaged  in  ;  attentive  to  ;  performing, 

practising. 
Abhi^rati,  ie,  f.  pleasure,  delighting  in  ;  occupation, 

practice. Abhi-ramana,  am,  n.  delighting  in,  delighting. 
Abhi-ramanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  delighted  in, 

delightful. 
Abki-rdma,  at,  a,  am,  pleasing,  delightful,  agree- 

able, beautiful  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  (am),  ind.,  see 

s.v.  next  m\.  —  Abhirdma-td,  f.  or  abhirama-ti-a, 
am,  n.  loveliness,  beauty,  splendor. 

vff»i«.fWrT  abhi-rambhita,  as,  d,  am,  ob- tained (?). 

^rf»lTT»f  i.  abhi-raj,  cl.  I.  A.  -rajate, 

-jltum,  to  shine,  be  brilliant. 
2.  abhi-rdj,  t,  t,  t,  reigning  everywhere. 
Abki-rdja,  ae,  m.,  N.  of  a  Burmese  king. 
Abhi~rdeh(ra,  ae,  d,  am,  Ved.  one  who  has  gained 

dominion. 

abhi-rddh,  Pass,  -rddhyate,  to  be 
rendered  propitious. 

abhi-ramam,  ind.  referring  to 

Rama  (see  also  under  abhi-ram  last  col.). 
wfa^-3  abhi-ru6,  Caus.  P.  -rofayati,  -yi- 

tum,  to  long  for,  desire,  be  inclined  to,  have  a  taste 

for,  to  like. 
Althi-rwfi,  ii,  f.  desire,  delight,  taste,  relish,  plea- 

sure ;  desire  of  fame,  ambition ;  splendor. 
Abhi-ruttta,  ae,  a,  am,  pleased,  delighted,  de- 

lighting in. Abhi-rufira,  of,  d,  am,  very  pleasant,  desirable 
or  pretty. 

^Tmt\n  abhi-ruta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ru), 

sounded ;  cooed,  vocal  (as  the  voices  of  birds,  &c.). 

••JlfH^  abhi-ruh,  cl.  I .  P.  -rohati,  -rodhum, 
to  ascend,  mount. 
Abki-ruhya,  ind.  having  ascended. 
wfiOfcT  abhi-rupa,  as,  d,  am,  corresponding 

with;  conformable  to,  congruous ;  in  accordance  with  ; 
pleasing,  handsome,  desirable,  well  formed,  beautiful  ; 
wise,  learned ;  (as),  m.  the  moon ;  Siva ;  Vishnu ; 
Kamadeva.  —  Abhirupa-pati,  is,  m.  having  an  agree- 

able master  (a  rite)  to  secure  such  a  master  in  the 
next  world. 
Abhi-rupaka,  ae,  d,  am,  corresponding ;  pleasing, 

handsome ;  learned. 

^Ti*iOtj<;  abhi-roruda,  as,  d,  am  (Intens. 
of  rt.  rud),  Ved.  causing  tears  (of  earnest  desire). 

^H  fa  rt  fuj  rl  abhi-lakshita,  as,  a,  am,  marked 

with  signs,  bearing  marks. 
Abhi-lakehya,  ae,  d,  am,  to  be  marked  or  noted ; 

(am),  ind.  towards  a  mark  or  aim. 
^rf*Wif  abhi-langh,  cl.  10.  P.  -langha- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  jump  across  or  over. 
Abhi-langhana,  am,  n.  jumping  across  or  over. 
^rfacW  abhi-labh,  Desid.  A.  or  poet.  P. 

-lipiate,  -ti,  to  desire  to  obtain,  covet. 
Abhi-lambhana,  am,  n.  obtaining  transition  (?). 
Abhi-liped,  f.  desire  of  obtaining. 

^rf*??!1^  abhi-lash,  cl.  I.  4.  P.  -lashati, 
-lashyati,  -shitum,  to  desire  or  wish  for,  covet,  crave. 
Abhi-lashana,  am,  n.  craving  after,  desiring. 
Abhi-laslutmya,  ae,a,am,  desirable,  to  be  coveted. 
Abhi-laehita,  ae,  d,  am,  desired,  wished ;  (am), 

n.  desire,  wish,  will,  pleasure. 
Abhi-ldsha  or  (less  correctly)  abhi-ldea,  as,  m. 

desire,  wish,  covetousness,  affection,  love. 
Abhi-ldehaka,  ae,  ikd,  am,  or  abhi-ldehin,  i, 

inl,  i,  or  abhi-ldehuka,  ae,  d,  am,  or  (less  cor- 
rectly) abhi-ldsin,  i,  inl,  i,  wishing,  desiring,  de- sirous, covetous,  greedy. 

^rftfcilM  abhi-ldpa,  as,  m.  (rt.  lap),  ex- 

pression, word,  speech ;  declaration  of  the  object  of 
a  vow  or  religious  obligation. 

•fltWcJT^  abhi-ldva,  as,  m.(rt.K),  cutting, 

reaping,  mowing. 
^TrVrfrsfVin  abhi-likhita,  as,  a,  am,  in- 

scribed, inserted  in  writing. 
Abhi-lekhana,  am,  n.  writing  upon,  inscribing. 

^TfWjfrsT  abhi-lina,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  li),  ad- 

hering to,  shrouding ;  embraced ;  embracing. 
'WftTWR  abhi-lupta,  as,  d,  am,  disturbed, 

injured. TSfWpifr'ifl  abhi-lulita,  as,  a,  am,  playful, 

unsteady  ;  agitated,  disturbed,  injured. 

wfrr^ril  abJii-Ktd,  f.  an  insect,  a  kind  of 

spider. ^liHcC^  abhi-vat,  cl.  2.  P.  -vakti,  -ktttm, 
to  speak  to,  address ;  to  tell. 
'Sffa^fejt  abhi-vantita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.vanil), 

cheated,  deceived. 
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abhi-vat,  an,  att,  at,  containing 
the  word  dbhi. 

«f*iq<;  abhi-vad,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vadati,  -te, 

-ditum,  to  address  or  salute  with  reverence:  Caus. 

•t'ddayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  address  or  salute  rever- 
ently ;  to  salute  through  another  person  ;  to  play  on 

an  instrument. 

Abhi-vadana,  am,  n.  addressing,  salutation. 
Abhi-vdda,  as,  m.  reverential  salutation ;  (for  ati- 

vdda),  opprobrious  or  unfriendly  speech,  abuse. 

Abhi-vddaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  a  saluter,  saluting, 
offering  salutation ;  civil,  polite. 

Abhi-vddana,  am,  n.  respectful  salutation,  including 
sometimes  the  name  or  title  of  the  person  so  addressed 

and  followed  by  the  mention  of  the  person's  own 
name ;  salutation  of  a  superior  or  elder  by  a  junior 
or  inferior,  and  especially  of  a  teacher  by  his  disciple ; 
(in  general  it  is  merely  lifting  the  joined  hands  to 
the  forehead  and  saying  aham  dbhivddaye,  I  salute). 
—  Abhivddana-fila,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  habitu- 

ally salutes,  respectful. 

Ablti-vddayitri,  id,  tri,  m.  f.  a  respectful  saluter. 
Abhi-vddita,  as,  a,  am,  saluted  respectfully. 

Abhi-wddin,i,ini,i,  telling,  enunciating,  describing. 
Abhwddya  or  abhi-uadaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be 

respectfully  saluted. 

•ai*(q«^  abhi-vand,  cl.   I.   A.  -vandate, 
-ditum,  to  salute  respectfully. 
Abhi-vandana,  am,  n.  saluting  respectfully. 

Tfir^'T  abhi-vap,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -vapati, 

-fltum,  to  join,  come  together. 

^rf*  q  <4  ««x  abhi-vayas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  very 
youthful,  fresh ;  possessed  of  food. 

abhi-varta,  &c.     See  abhi-vrit. 

abhi-varshana,  &c.     See  abhi- 
crish. 

^TTHqTT  abhi-vas,  Caus.  P.  -vdsayati,  -yi- 
•tiiwi,  to  clothe,  cover. 

Abhi-  vdsa,  as,  m.  or  abki-vdgana,  am,  n.  covering. 
Abhi^vdsas,  ind.  over  the  cloth  or  covering. 

^rf>Tq"?  abhi-vaha,  as,  a,  am,  conveying near  or  towards,  driving  near. 

Abhi-vahana,  am,  n.  conveying  towards  or  neart 
Abhfoahya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  carried  near ;  (am), 

n.  conveyance,  transmission ;  presentation,  offering. 

^ffiT^T  abhi-vd,  cl.  2.  P.  -vdti,  -turn,  to 
blow  upon  or  towards. 

Abhi-vdtam,  ind.  towards  the  wind,  windwards. 

•arnm>»N  abhi-vanth,  cl.  I.  P.  -vduthati, 
-Chitum,  to  long  for,  desire. 

TWTPTT  abhi-vdnyd  or  abhivanya-vatsa, 
I.  (fr.  abhivd,  obtained?,  and  anya),  Ved.  a  cow 
who  suckles  an  adopted  calf. 

iSfar«U4HI  abhi-vi-khya,  cl.  2.  P.  -khyati, 
-turn,  Ved.  to  look  at,  view.  In  later  Sanskrit,  to 
tell,  to  call. 

Abhi-rikhydta,  as,  d,  am,  universally  known,  re- 
nowned, known  as,  called. 

"srfaf^EJ  dlhi-vi-6aksh,  cl.  2.  A.  -fashte, 
Ved.  to  look  towards.  In  later  Sanskrit  the  idea  of 

speaking  is  usually  inherent  in  faksh. 

^ffirfrf^  abhi-m-(ar,  cl.  i.  A.  -(arate, 

-ritum,  Ved.  -lave,  -tavai,  -rase,  -radhyai,  to  ap- 
proach ;  cl.  10.  P.  -tdrayati,  -yitum,  to  discuss. 

TWftlT?  abhi-vi-janh  Ved.,  Intens.  3rd 

sing,  -jangahe,  to  twitch  convulsively. 

^rWT3"srt  abhi-vi-jna,  cl.  9.  P.  -jdndti,  -jnd- tum,  to  be  aware,  to  know,  perceive. 

Abhi-vijnapta,  as,  a,  am,  notified,  nade  known. 

abhi-vi-jval,  cl.  i  .  P.  -jvalati, 

-litum,  to  flame  or  blaze  against  or  opposite  to. 

*lfMfafHx  abhi-vi-tan,  cl.  8.  P.  A.,  Ved. 
-tanoti,  -nule,  -nitum,  to  stretch  (the  string)  over 
or  across  (the  bow)  ;  to  stretch  over,  covej. 

'Mfofi^  abhi-vid,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -vinjtati,  -te} 
-veditum,  to  find,  obtain  ;  to  seek. 

^rfafTepT  abhi-m-dris,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved. 
•pafyati,  -drashtum,  to  look  at,  behold. 

•wfHfqfa  abhi-vidhi,  is,  m.  complete  co- 
incidence, complete  comprehension  or  inclusion. 

^rf*«fV«T<j  abhi-vi-nad,  cl.  i.  P.  -nadati, 
-ditum,  to  raise  a  loud  noise. 

•win  fan)  abhi-vi-nl,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nayati, 
-te,  -netum,  to  inform,  instruct 
Abhi-vintta,  as,  d,  am,  well-behaved  ;  well-disci- 

plined ;  pious,  pure,  devout. 

vt  (*«  1%  «j^  abhi-vi-nud,  Caus.  P.  -nodayati, 
-yitum,  to  gladden,  cause  to  rejoice. 

^ffafWT  abhi-vi-bha,  cl.  2.P.,\ed.-bhati, 
-turn,  to  illuminate. 

abhi-vimdna,  as,  d,  am,  of  un- 
limited dimensions. 

i-vi-ya,  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -ydti, 
-turn,  to  approach,  visit. 

^rfMf<HMx  abhi-m-raj,  cl.  i.  A:  -rdjate, 
-jitum,  to  shine,  be  radiant. 

vi  f*i  fa  ̂i  C^^abhi-vis'ankin,  I,  inl,  i,  afraid. 
^rMtV^rT  abhi-visruta,  as,  d,  am,  widely 

celebrated. 

•*i(»«fc|>a«^  abhi-vi-svas,  Caus.  P.  -svdsa- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  render  confident  or  secure.  ' 

•wPHtfl  abU-vt  (-vi-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -vyeti,  -turn, 
to  come  together  towards,  meet  together  in. 

*fo=r^  abhi-vtksh  (-vi-iksh),  cl.  i.  A. 
-riJcshate,  -fahititm,  to  look  at,  view,  perceive  ;  to 
aim  at,  to  examine  ;  to  be  affected  towards. 

Abhi-vlkshita,  as,  d,  am,  seen,  perceived. 
AlM-vikshya,  ind.  having  seen  or  observed. 

i!if«TWKaiii-mra,as,  m.,Ved.  surrounded 
by  men  or  heroes. 

^fk^a^abhi-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate,  -titum, 
to  go  towards,  to  face,  to  approach,  come  up,  attack, 
to  turn  up,  arise. 

Alki-vartin,  »,  inl,  i,  going  towards,  approaching, attacking. 

Abhi-vritta,  as,  a,  am,  gone  towards  ;  turning towards. 

^  (*i  "JIT  abhi-vrita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vri), 
chosen,  selected. 

^ffir^V  abhi-vridh,  cl.  i.  A.  -vardhate, 
-dhitum,  to  increase,  prosper. 

Abhi-vriddka,  as,  d,  am,  increased,  augmented. 
Abhi-criddM,  is,  (.  increase,  addition,  success. 

•«((»i<jH  abhi-vrish,  cl.  I.  P.  -varshati,  -shi- 
tum,  to  rain  upon,  water,  bedew,  cover  with  a  shower 
(e.  g.  of  blossoms);  to  shower  down  ;  to  cause  to  rain. 

Abhi-varshana,  am,  n.  watering,  bedewing  ;  rain- 
ing upon. 

Abhi-varshin,  i,  ini,  i,  bedewing  ;  raining  upon. 
Abhi-vrishta,  as,  a,  am,  bedewed  ;  rained  upon. 

^rfa^T  abhi-vega,  as,  m.  (rt.  vij),  con- 
sideration, determination. 

'SjfiT*!^  abhi-vy-ahj  (-vi-anj),  cL  7.  P. 
-anakti,  -anjitwm  or-attktum,  to  manifest,  reveal. 
Abhi-ryakta,  as,  d,  am,  manifest,  evident,  distinct, 

plain ;  declared,  revealed ;  (am),  ind.  manifestly, 

plainly. 
Abhi-vyakti,  is,  f.  manifestation,  distinction ;  de- 

claration, revelation. 

Abhi-vyangya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  manifested  or 
made  clear. 

Abhi-vyajyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  manifested. 
Abhi-vyanjaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  revealing,  mani- 

festing; indicative,  showing. 

Abhi-vyanjana,  am,  n.  making  manifest,  act  of 
revealing. 

^rftr^nT  abhi-vy-an  (-vi-an),  cl.  2.  P. 

-<ui/iti,  -ra'(«?i!,«te-  breathe  through,  to  fill  with 
breath. 

^)f»f <*JI<J  I  ablfc*y-d-da  (-vi-d-dd),  cl.  3.  P. 

A.  -daddti,  -datte,  -datum,  to  open  one's  mouth (for  swallowing). 

Abhi-vydddna,  am,  n.  suppressed  sound ;  repeti- 
tion of  the  same  sound. 

^rPrarrftnT  abhi-vyddhin,  I,  inl,  i  (rt. 

vyadh),  striking  at,  hurting  much,  injuring  greatly. 

^rfrr^rn^  abTii-vy-dp  (-vi-ap),  cl.  g.  P. 

-dpnoti,  -dptum,  to  extend  to,  to  comprehend,  in- 
clude, pervade,  surround. 

Abhi-vydpaka,  as,  ika,  am,  or  abhi-vydpin,  J, 
inl,  i,  including,  comprehending. 
Abhi-vyapta,  as,  d,  am,  included,  comprehended, co-extended,  &c. 

Abhi-vydpti,  is,  f.  co-extending,  universal  perva- 
sion, inclusion,  comprehension. 

I.  abhi-vydpya,  ind.  up  to  a  certain  point  inclusive. 
a.  abhi-vyapya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  included ;  (am), 

n.  validity  of  a  rule  (?). 

^Tfa*mg  abhi-vy-d-hri  (-m-a-hri),  Cans. 

P.  -hdrayati,  -yitwm,  to  utter,  pronounce,  tell, 

explain. 
Abhi-vyaharana,  am,  n.  or  abhi-uydhdra,  as, 

m.  pronunciation,  utterance ;  an  articulate  significant 
word  or  phrase. 

Abhi-vyahdrtn,  i,  inl,  i,  pronouncing,  telling. 
Abhi-vydhrita,  as,  d,  am,  pronounced,  spoken, 

told. 

W fa <*J '5Mx abhi-vy-uksh  (-vi-uksh),  cl.  i.  P. 
-ukshdti,  -shitum,  to  sprinkle  towards. 

^rfW»{«5Sf  abhi-vlanga,  as,  m.  (rt.  vlaitg), 
Ved.  assault,  shaking  off. 

'•#  1*4 $fax abhi-sans,  cl.i.  ¥.-s"ansati,-situm, 
to  accuse,  blame,  calumniate,  abuse. 
Abhi-fansaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  or  abhi-dansin,  i, 

inl,  i,  accusing ;  insulting  ;  abusive. 
Abhi-fansana,  am,  n.  accusation  ;  insult. 
I.  abhi-das,  as,  {.,  Ved.  accusation,  imprecation, 

solicitation  (?).  For  a.  see  next  col. 

I.  abhi-s"asta,  as,  a,  am,  falsely  accused,  calumni- 
ated ;  defamed,  infamous ;  sinful,  wicked.  See  next  col. 

Abki-s~astaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  faUely  accused,  cursed ; 
caused  by  imprecation. 

Abhi-^asti,  is,  f.  imprecation  ;  curse,  damnation ; 
effect  of  imprecation,  misfortune,  evil ;  one  who  curses 
or  injures ;  calumny,  defamation,  scandal ;  asking, 
begging.  —  Abhiiasti-tatana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  keeping 
off  imprecation.  —  Abhifasti-pd,  as,  or  abhitfasti- 

pdvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  defending  from  insults  or  impre- 
cations. 

iHiM^I1^  abhi-sak,  Desid.  Caus.  -fiksha- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  teach. 

"alH^is  abhi-sank,  cl.  i.  A.  -s"ankate, 
-kit um,  to  doubt,  suspect,  be  suspicious. 
Abhi-s'ankd,  f.  doubt,  alarm,  suspicion. 
Abhi-iankita,  as,  a,  am,  doubtful,  frightened, alarmed. 

Wb\\\l\^abhi-sap,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -sapati,  -te, 
-faptum,  to  execrate,  curse. 
Abhi-dapana,  am,  n.  or  ubhi-idpa,  as,  m.  curse, 
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imprecation  ;  charge,  accusation  ;  false  accusation, 
calumny.  —  Abhtidpa-jvara,  a*,  m.  fever  caused  by 
a  curse. 

Abhi-supta,  Of,  a,  am,  cursed,  accursed;    falsely 
accused,  calumniated  ;  reviled. 
Abhi-Sdpama,  am,  n.   pronouncing  a  curse   or 

malediction. 

^fH?lf=i4,r1    abhi-sabdita,  as,  a,  am,    de- 
clared, announced. 

••HfasH^j.  abhi-sas,  cl.  I.  P.  -sasati,  -si- 
turn,  to  hurt,  injure,  attack.   (See  under  abhi-fans.) 

3.  abhi-^tu,  (.,  Ved.  injuring  (?).   For  I.  abhi-^as, 
see  under  abhi-ifans,  p.  6j-,  col.  3. 

i.  ulili  i-x<i*tn,  at,  a,  am,  injured,  hurt,  attacked. 
Abhi-iaitri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  an  injurer,  an  enemy. 

See  abhi-sans  and 

abhi-santv,  cl.  10.  P.  -santva- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  pacify,  appease,  reconcile,  comfort. 
See  abhi-miHtr. 
Abhi-idntva,  am,  n.  graciousness,  complaisance. 

^rfW^ftw  abhi-slta  or  abhi-sydta,  as,  a,  am 
(rt.  fuai),  cold,  chilly. 

Abhi-.fina  or  abhi-fyana,  as,  a,  am,  coagulated, 
congealed. 

•4jfM$ftcR  i.  abhi-soka,  as,  m.  (rt.  I.  &u6), 
Ved.  intense  grief. 

I.  abJi*-to6a,  ai,  a,  am,  Ved.  causing  great  grief. 
Abhi-ioCana,  am,  n.  great  grief,  pain  ;  a  torment- 

ing spirit  or  demon. 

1.  abhi-s"ofayishnu,  ue,  its,  u,  tormenting. 
*fH  51^511  2.  abhi-soka,  as,  m.  (rt.  2.  sa<5), 

Ved.  ardour. 

2.  abhi-fota,  a»,  a,  am,  shining,  glowing  with 
heat. 

a.  abhi-iofayishnu,,  us,  us,  u,  glowing  with  heat. 

^rftr^nft  abhi-sauri,  ind.  towards  Sauri 
or  Krishna. 

ofN<4l«HU  abhi-sravana,  am,  n.  (rt.  sru), 
repeating  Vedic  texts,  sitting  down  to  a  SfrSddha. 
Abhi-irdva,  as,  m.  hearing,  becoming  renowned. 

^firftl  abhi-sri,  cl.  I.  P.  -srayati,  -yitum, 
to  resort  to. 

Abhi-in,  is,  ie,  m.  f.  (from  M  connected  with  .<rt), 

Ved.  joining,  connecting  one's  self  with,  mixing; 
combining,  holding  together,  arranging,  putting  in 
order,  united,  approaching;  having  recourse  to, 
worthy  to  be  had  recourse  to  ;  respected  ;  shining  ; 
powerful 

^fWftr^  abhi-srish  or  abhi-slish,  t  (rt. 
jlish),  Ved.  a  ligature. 
Abhi-ileshana,  am,  n.  a  bandage,  ligature. 

^fniy^  abhi-svas,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who 
breathes  upon  or  towards. 
Abhirivasa,  at,  m.,  Ved.  breathing  forth  or  on, 

eructation. 

Abhi-ivasa,  as,  m.  breathing  upon  or  towards, 
blowing  into  a  name. 

^fav&abhi-shanj  (-sanj),  cl.  I  .  P.-shajati, 
-shanktum,  to  be  in  contact  with  ;  to  revile,  curse. 

Abhi-thalcta,  as,  d,  am,  possessed  by  evil  spirits, 
humiliated,  defeated,  reviled,  cursed. 
Abhi-shanga,  an,  m.  or  abhi-xhanjana,  am,  n. 

complete  contact,  union  ;  connection,  copulation,  as- 
sociation, company  ;  embracing  ;  possession  by  evil 

spirits  ;  oath  ;  curse  or  imprecation  ;  false  accusation, 
calumny;  defeat,  blow,  shock,  sudden  affliction. 
—  Abhishanga-jvara,  as,  m.  a  fever  supposed  to  be 
caused  by  evil  spirits. 

abhi-shava.     See  abhi-shu. 

-shah  (-sah),  cl.  I.  A.  -shahate, 
hitum  or  -thodhum,  to  attack. 

Abhi-shahya,  ind.  violently,  by  force,  insolently. 
•flfnm*<  abhi-sha(,  k,  k,  k  (rt.  sa<?),  Ved. 

following  ;  honouring,  paying  attention  to,  devoted  ; defeating. 

^firf^  abhi-shii  (-sit),  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
-fli  l/'n'ati,  -te,  -shektum,  to  sprinkle  ;  to  water,  wet  ; 
to  consecrate,  anoint,  appoint  by  consecration  ;  A.  to 
be  consecrated  or  inaugurated  :  Desid.  -tshishikshati, 
to  be  desirous  of  watering,  &c.  :  Caus.  -shefayati, 
-yitum,  to  have  (another)  consecrated. 

Abhi-shikta,  as,  a,  am,  sprinkled  ;  anointed,  in- 
stalled, inaugurated,  enthroned. 

Abhi-shishikshat,  an,  antl,  at,  desiring  to  in- 
augurate. 
Abhi-sheka,  as,  m.  sprinkling,  anointing  ;  inaugu- 

rating or  consecrating  by  sprinkling  water  ;  inaugu- 
ration of  a  king,  royal  unction  ;  the  water  or  liquid 

used  at  an  inauguration  ;  religious  bathing  ;  ablution  ; 
bathing  of  the  divinity  to  whom  worship  is  offered. 
—  Abhisheka-s'dld,  f.  the  hall  of  coronation.  —  Abhi- 
shekdrdra-Mras  (°A-a-ar°),  as,  as,  as,  wet  on^  the 
head  with  the  royal  unction.  —  Abhi-shekdlta  (%'o- 
oA°),  as,  m.  day  of  inauguration. 

Abhi-ihektri,  ta,  m.  an  anointer,  one  who  inau- 

gurates. Abhi-shefana,  am,  n.  sprinkling  ;  initiation,  in- 
auguration. 
Abhi-shefariiya  or  abhi-sheSya  or  abhi-shekya, 

as,  a,  am,  worthy  of  inauguration  ;  belonging  to  in- 

auguration ;  (-»iy<w),  m.,  N.  of  a  sacrificial  cere- 
mony performed  at  the  inauguration  of  a  king. 

Abhi-she6Ua,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  be  sprinkled, 
inaugurated. 

^rfalj  abhi-shu  (-su),  cl.  5.  P.  -shwnoti, 
-ihotum,  to  express  the  Soma  juice  or  any  other 
juice  ;  to  moisten. 
Abhi-shava,  as,  m.  or  abhi-shavana,  am,  n. 

pressing  out  the  juice  of  the  Soma  plant  ;  distillation  ; 
religious  bathing,  ablution  preparatory  to  religious 
rites  ;  drinking  Soma  juice,  sacrifice  ;  ferment,  yeast, 
any  substance  producing  vinous  fermentation;  (am), 
n.  sour  gruel. 
Abhi-shav  am,  f.  an  apparatus  for  pressing  the  Soma. 
Abhi-shavanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  expressed  as 

Soma  juice. 
Abhi-shdvaka,  as,  or  abhi-shotri,  ta,  m.  the 

priest  or  any  one  who  expresses  the  Soma  juice. 
Abhi-shdvakiya,  nom.  P.  -yati,  -yitum,  to  long 

for  such  a  priest. 
Abhi-shuta,  as,  a,  am,  expressed  as  Soma  juice  ; 

(am),  n.  sour  gruel. 
abhi-shuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant. 

abhi-shena,  as,  m.,Ved.  approach- 
ing as  an  enemy  with  an  army  ;  directing  arrows  against. 

Abhi-ehenana,  am,  n.  march  to  attack  or  repel 
an  enemy. 

Abhi-xhenaya,  nom.  P.  -skenayati,  -yitum,  to 
approach  with  an  army,  to  march  with  an  army 
against  the  eaemy.  —  Abhi-skishenayishu,  us,  us, 
a,  desirous  of  approaching  with  an  army. 

•flfa  Ml  abhi-sho  (-so),  cl.  4.  P.  -shyati, 
-shatum,  to  put  an  end  to,  to  destroy. 
Abkf-shyat,  an,  antl,  at,  destroying,  killing. 

^rfmr«T  abhi-shtana,  as,  m.  (rt.  stan),  Ved. 

roaring,  bawling,  a  shout. 
^rfirfi?  abhi-shti,  is,  ID.  (fr.  I.  abhy-as;  ac- 

cording to  other  authorities  fr.  abkifh  or  fr.  abhi-shtha, 
q.  v.),  Ved.  an  assistant,  a  protector  ;  one  who  is  to  be 
praised  or  worshipped  (as  a  protector)  ;  one  who  ap- 

proaches in  order  to  assist,  one  who  approaches  to 
attack  ;  one  who  assails  an  enemy,  one  who  overpowers 
an  enemy,  one  who  approaches  in  order  to  obtain  ;  de- 
siring.desire;  (is),  f.  assistance,  protection;  favour,help 
worshipping,  praising  ;  a  sacrifice,  a  hymn  ;  approachi- 

in order  to  assist,  approaching  in  general,  access. 
—  Abhishti-knt,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  assisting;  granting 
lesires.  —  Ablitshti-dyumna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  giving 

lappiness.  —  Abhlshti-pd,  as,m.,  Ved.  guarding  from 
enemies,  keeping  off  enemies.  —  Ab/iuh/i-mat,  an, 
all,  at,  Ved.  desirable,  favourable.  —  Abhiehtiriaras, 
at,  m.,  Ved.  rendering  assistance,  able  to  overcome 
enemies. 

abhi-shtu  (-stu),  cl.  2.  P.  -shtauti. 

shtotum,  to  praise,  extol. 
Abhi-ilitava,  as,  m.  praise,  eulogy. 
Abhi-Muta,  a",  a,  am,  praised. 
Abhi-shtuvat,  an,  ati,  at,  praising. 

^{f^{^abhi-shtha(-stha),cl.  l.P.-tishthati, 
-shthatum,  to  trample  upon,  destroy. 

See  under  abi-sho. 

abhi-shyanda  or  abhi-syanda,  as, 

m.  (rt.  *yand),  oozing  or  flowing  ;  weakness  of  or 
running  at  the  eyes  ;  great  increase  or  enlargement. 
Abhi-shyandin  or  abhi-syandin,  i,  inl,  i,  oozing, 

trickling  ;  laxative  ;  causing  deflexions  or  serous  effu- 
sion. —  Abhishyandi-ramana  or  abMsyandi-ra- 

mana,  am,  n.  a  suburb,  a  smaller  city  appended  to 
a  larger  one. 

abhi-shvanga,  as,  m.  (rt.  svanj), 

intense  attachment  or  affection. 

abhi-samyoga,  as,  m.  intimate 
union,  close  contact. 

abhi-sam-rabh,  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved. 

-rabhate,  -rabdhum,  to  support  one's  self  on. 

-roddhum,  to  ward  off. 
abhi-samvrita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  vri), 

covered,  clad,  clothed. 
abhi-samslna  orabhi-sanisyana, 

as,  a,  am  (rt.  fyai),  coagulated,  congealed. 
?rWl  abhi-samsraya,  as,  m.  (rt.  sri), refuge. 

rcnT  abhi-samsSra,  as,  m.  (rt.  sri), 

approaching  together  or  in  multitudes;  (aw),  ind. 

having  approached  together. 
SHfoti*!*!  abhi-sans-kri  (-sam-kri),  cl.  8.  P. 

-karoti,  -kartum,  to  shape,  form  ;  to  make,  render  ; 

to  consecrate. 
Abhi-sanskdra,  as,  m.  imagination  ;  vain  or  profit- 

less performance. ^rfa*iW**T  abhi-sam-stambh,  cl.  5.  P. 

-stabhnoti,  -stambhitum,  to  support,  render  firm. 
••n(H*<W=<  abhi-samstava,  as,  m.  (rt.  stu), 

praise,  praising  highly. Abhi-samstuta,  as,  a,  am,  highly  praised. 

^rfW««*l3i  abhi-sam-spris,  cl.  6.  P.  -spris- 

ati,  -sprashfmn,  -sparshtum,  to  wash  one's  self. wrfaHW  abhi-sam-smri,  cl.  I.  P.  -smarati, 

-smartum,  to  recollect. 
^Tf»f<i^*I  abhi-sam-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti, 

-turn,  to  surround,  enclose. 
Abhi-samhata,  as,  a,  am,  joined,  united. 

See  under  abhi-sandha. 
abhi-san-krudh    (-sam-krudh), 

d.  4.  P.  -krudhyati,  -kroddhum,  to  be  angry  with. 
Abhi-sankruddha,  as,  d,  am,  angry  with  (with 

gen.). 

Abhi-sankrudhyat,  an,  antl,  at,  being  angry 
with  (with  acc.V 

/abhi-san-krus  (-sam-krus),  cl.  I. 

P.  -kroiati,  kroihtum,  to  call  out  to. 



abhi-san-kship. abhi-sneha. 

(-sam-kship),  cl. 

6.  P.  -kshipati,  -ksheptum,  to  compress,  to  crowd 
together  in  a  small  space. 
Abhi-sartkskipta,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  together  or 

at  ;  casting,  throwing,  shooting,  aiming  or  aimed  at. 

Abhi-sankshqta,  as,  m.  compressing,  compre- 
hending. 

^rfiTO^fp  abhi-san-khya  (-sam-khyd),  cl. 
2*  P.  -kjiydti,  -turn,  to  enumerate  ;  infer. 
Abhl-sattkhya,  as,  a,  am,  inferable,  clearly  ascer- 

tainable. 

Abhi-sankhyeya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  enumerated. 

•«((»l«ijj-«i  abhi-san-gam  (-sam-gam),  cl.  I. 

P.  -gaMhati,  -gantum,  to  approach  together;  to 
join  in  welcoming  ;  to  meet  with. 

^Tm?f3?ff  abhi-sangupta,as,a,am,  guarded, 

protected. 

*i  (**  *•  ff  abhi-san-gn  (-sam-gn),  cl.p.  P.  A. 

-grinati,  -nite,  -garitum,  -ritum,  to  promise. 

^rfHttfl-e  abhi-san-grah  (-sam-grah),c\.^. 
P.  A.  -grthndti,  -nite,  -grahitum,  to  grasp  at  once 
with  all  the  fingers. 

'S(H*I'«IX  abhi-saf,  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  -satiate, 
-ditum,  to  follow  ;  to  revere,  favour. 

i!l  frmy  ̂ .  abhi-san-6ar  (-sam-6ar),  cl.  I.  P. 
-iarati,  -ritum,  Ved.  -ritave,  -rase,  -ratlhyai,  to 
go  up  to,  to  seek  for,  to  move  or  wander  about. 

Abhi-santSdrin,  I,  inl,  i,  moving  in  every  direction, 
inconstant,  changeable. 

^rf»TSf%  abki-sah-6i  (-sam-£i),  cl.  5.  P.  A. 
-dinoti,  -mite,  -tetum,  to  arrange  with  reference  to 
(anything). 

'SifHWTMi^  abhi-san-tint  (-sam-tint),  cl. 
10.  P.  -tintayati,  -yitum,  to  remember. 

'SfHUyirl  abhi-sahjdta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  jan), 
produced,  coming  into  existence. 

•»a(H*t>$ii  abhi-san-jnd  (-sam-jnd),  cl.  9.  A. 
-jdnile,  -jiidtum,  to  allow,  acquiesce  in. 

^rfo  «>i3  ̂ .  abhi-san-jvar  (-sam-jvar),c\.  i. 
P.  -jvarati,  -ritum,  to  envy,  regard  with  spite. 

•«((»i*i(««i^  abhi-satvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  sur- 
rounded by  brave  beings  or  heroes. 

^rf>T*nrTHx  abhi-san-tan  (-sam-tan),  cl.  8. 
P.,  Ved.  -tanoti,  -nitum,  to  spread  or  stretch  across, 
to  use  for  bridging  over  or  stretching  across. 
Abhi-semtata,  as,  d,  am,  stretched  across,  spread 

over,  covering. 

TM  TH  «  TIM  abhi-san-tap  (-sam-tap),  cl.  i. 
P.  -tapati,  -ptum,  to  press  hard  on  all  sides. 
Abhi-santapta,  as,  d,  am,  tormented. 
Abhl-santdpa,  as,  m.  war,  battle. 

^rfvj«»n  abhi-san-tri  (-sam-tn),  cl.  I.  P. 

-tarati,  -ritum,  -ritum,  to  cross  over  towards. 

'Ji  IH  «  Tt|  i^  abhi-san-tyaj  (-sam-tyaj),  cl. 
I  .  P.  -tyajati,  -tyaktum,  to  abandon,  give  up,  desist 
from. 

^f»Tti«T.Hfl  abhi-santrasta,  as,  d,  am  (rt. 
tras),  terrified,  much  alarmed. 

^rfiitt'^B  abhi-sandashta,  as,  d,  am  (rt. 
odQtf),  compressed,  tightened. 

'*if*f«»<^  abhi-sandeha,  as,  m.  (rt.  diK),  ex- 
change ;  organ  of  generation.  In  the  last  sense  also 

written  abhi-sandoha. 

i.  abhi-san-dhd  (-sam-dhd),  cl. 

3-  P.  -dadhdti,  -dhdtum,  to  aim  at;  overcome; 
deceive;  calumniate;  declare;  add;  prefer. 

Abhi-samhita,  as,  d,  am,  agreed,  contracted  ;   at- 
tached to,  interested,  following  any  object  eagerly. 

Abki-sandha  or  abhi-sandhaka,  as,  m.  a  deceiver, 
a  calumniator. 

1.  abhi-sandhd,  f.  speech,  declaration,  promise. 
Abhi-sandhdna,  am,  n.  speech,  deliberate  declara- 

tion ;  attachment  or  interest  in  any  object  ;  special 

agreement  ;  cheating,  deceiving  ;  making  peace  or 
alliance. 

Abhi-mndhdya,  ind.  having  aimed  at,  shooting  at. 
Abhi-sandhi,  is,  m.  speaking  or  declaring  deliber- 

ately, purpose,  intention,  object,  meaning;  special 
agreement;  cheating,  deceiving;  making  peace  or 
alliance  ;  joint,  junction.  —  Abhisandhi-krita,  as,  d, 
am,  done  intentionally  or  on  purpose. 

•«((*i*iq«^  abhi-san-nam  (-sam-nam),  cl.  I. 
P.  -namati,  -nantum,  to  inflect. 

abhi-san-nah  (-sam-nah),  cl.  4. 

P.  A.  -nahyati,  -te,  -naddhum,  to  bind  or  string 

together;  to  arm  one's  self  against  (?). 
Abhi-sannaddha,  as,  d,  am,  accoutred,  armed. 

wfira^  abhi-san-nl  (-sam-nl),  cl.  i.  P.  A. 
-nayati,  -te,  -netum,  to  lead  to  or  upon. 

wfinRJ  abhi-san-nu  (-sam-nu),  cl.  2.  P., 
Ved.  -nauti,  -navitum,  -nuvitum,  to  rejoice  or  cheer 
together  at  or  towards. 

vil*i««iqi«4  abhi-samavdya,  as,  m.  (rt.  i), 
union,  association. 

abhi-sam-d-oam,    cl.    I.    P. 

i,  -gantum,  to  approach  together,  come  to. 

^  abhi-sam-a-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -pad- 
yate,  -pattum,  to  approach,  enter  upon. 

•wfimfa  abhi-sam-i,  cl.  2.  P.  -eti,  -turn,  to 
come  together  or  meet  at  (a  particular  place)  ;  to 
invade. 

•w  (H««I)  ̂ abhi-sam-lksh,  cl.  i.  A.  -ikshate, 
-shitum,  to  see,  look  at,  have  in  view  ;  to  compre- 

hend, examine. 

•«t(*(«<»iTt.  abhi-sam-ir,  Caus.  P.  -irayati, 

-yitum,  to  put  in  motion. 

^fftnW?  abhi-sam-uh,  cl.  I  .  P.  A.  -uhati, 

-te,  -hitum,  to  cover  by  bringing  together. 

^rf>TW|  abhi-sam-ri,  cl.  5.  A.,  Ved.  -rinute, 
-artum,  -ritum,  -ritum,  to  reach,  seize. 

^rfinni  abhi-sam-e  (-d-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -aiti, 

-turn,  to  join  in  coming  near  or  approaching,  to  go 
in  quest  of. 

TM  (»(««-H-<I^  abhi-sam-pad,  Pass,  -pacyate, 
to  become  ripe  at  a  certain  time  (with  ace.). 

mfa&mt^abhi-sam-pat,  cl.  i.  P.  -patati, 

-titum,  to  fly  to,  hasten  to,  jump  upon  ;  to  fly  along. 
Abhi-sampdta,  as,  m.  concourse,  war,  battle. 

•*PH*(W4^  i.  abhi-sam-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -pad- 
yate,  -pattum,  to  become  anything,  become  similar 
to,  be  changed  to  ;  to  come  to,  arrive  at  ;  to  obtain  : 

Caus.  -pddayati,  -yitum,  to  make  equal,  change  into. 
Abhi-sampalti,  is,  {.  becoming  or  being  effected 

completely;  transition. 

2.  dbhi-sampad,  t,  f.  becoming  complete,  complete 
number. 

Abhi-sampanna,  as,  d,  am,  complete,  completely 
effected. 

vil»tti«-M<j«4  abhi-sampardya,  as,  m.  (rt.  »' 
with  para  and  earn),  futurity. 

!?rf*T«i«Hj»^  abhi-sam-puj,  cl.  10.  P.  -puja- 
yati,  -yitwm,  to  honour,  revere  greatly. 

^TfH«**lM^  abhi-sam-pra-pad,  cl.  4.  A. 
-padyate,  -pattum,  to  come  towards,  share  in. 

^rf*l«**l  I  «^  abhi-sam-prap  (-pra-dp),  cl.  5. 

P.  -dpnoti,  -aptum,  to  reach,  come  to,  arrive  at, 

get,  obtain. 

69 r  abhi-sam-preksh  (-pra-lksh), 

cl.  I.  A.  -prekshate,  -shitum,  to  look  at,  perceive. 

^TfW«g*«I  abhi-sam-bandh,  Pass,  -badh- 

yate,  to  be  connected  with,  to  relate  or  refer  to. 
Abhi-sambaddlia,  as,  d,  am,  connected  with,  re- 

ferring to. 

Abhi-sambandha,  as,  m.  connection;  contact, 
conjunction,  relation ;  sexual  connection. 

*!ll*JHtJHI  abhi-sambddha,  as,  d,  am,  very 
confined  or  contracted. 

^nifKWabhi-sam-bhii,  cl.  I.  P., Ved.  -bha- 
vati,  -vitum,  to  be  near  to,  to  enjoy. 

•S)(M««+HSI  abhi-sammukha,  as,  d  or  i,  am, 

s» 

fronting,  facing ;  looking  respectfully  towards. 

^rfiran  abhi-sara,  abhi-sarga,  &c.  See 
abhi-iri,  abhi-srij. 

•w(*(«M*u  abhi-sarpana,  am,  n.  (rt.  srip), 
coming  near. 

^rfiraT*f^a6A«'-sanfo  or  better  abhi-santv, 
cl.  10.  P.  -sdntvayati,  -yitum,  to  conciliate,  pacify, 
comfort. 

Abhi-sdntva  or  abhi-tidntva,  as,  m.  consolation, 
conciliation. 

•w  (H  « \v(»\abhi-sdyam,  ind.  about  evening, 
at  sunset. 

abhi-sdvaka,  &c.  See  abhi-shu. 

abhi-susush,  us,  us,  us,  or  abhi- 

soshyat,  an,  ati  or  antl,  at,  desirous  of  expressing 
Soma  juice.  See  abhi-shu. 

•flfHH-"^ abhi-sud,  cl.  10.  P.  -sudayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  point  out,  show. 

Abhi-sudita,  as,  d,  am,  pointed  out. 

^rfW^  abhi-sud,  cl.  10.  P.  -sudayati, 
•yitum,  to  kill  outright,  destroy  utterly. 

^(•rtt  abhi-sri,  cl.  i.  P.  -sarati,  -sartum, 

to  approach,  go  towards,  advance  in  order  to  meet,  to 
attack :  Caus.  P.  -sdrayati,  -yitum,  to  visit,  approach. 

Abhi-sara,  as,  m.  a  companion,  a  follower;  N. of  a  people. 

Abhi-sarana,  am,  n.  approaching,  meeting,  ren- 
dezvous, going  to  meet. 

Abhi-sarat,  an,  anti,  at,  going  to  meet,  attacking. 
Abhi-sartri,  td,  trl,  tri,  attacking,  assailant. 
Abhi-sdra,  as,  m.  attack,  assault ;  meeting,  rendez- 

vous ;  companion,  follower ;  war,  battle ;  a  purificatory 

rite ;  going  to  meet  a  lover,  an  assignation,  appoint- 
ment; (ds),  m.pl.,  N.  of  a  people;  (f),  f.,  N.  of  a  town. 

Abhi-sdrikd,  f.  a  woman  who  goes  to  meet  her 
lover  or  keeps  an  assignation. 

Abhi-sdrin,  I,  im,  i,  going  to  meet,  visiting, 

attacking ;  (int),  f.  a  woman  who  keeps  an  assigna- 
tion or  goes  to  meet  her  lover;  N.  of  a  species  of 

the  Trishtubh  metre,  in  which  two  Psdas  contain 
twelve  instead  of  eleven  syllables,  and  which  therefore 
is  said  to  approach  another  metre  called  Jagatl. 
Abhi-sdryamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  approached. 
Abhi-sritya,  ind.  having  gone  near. 

^rf»T1T»^  abhi-srij,  cl.  6.  P.  -srijati,  -sra- 
shtum,  to  pour  forth,  to  give. 

Abhi-sarga,  as,  m.  creation. 
Abhi-sarjana,  am,  n.  gift,  donation ;  killing  (?). 
Abhi-srishta,  as,  d,  am,  given. 

^rf*i«=(«1  abhi-sevana,  am,  n.  practising, cultivating. 

^liH«3i«<^  abhi-skanda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  as- 
sault ;  an  assailant ;  (am),  ind.  by  assailing. 

ii-sthiram,  ind.  very  firmly. 

abhi-sneha,  as,  m.  attachment, 
affection,  desire. 

T 



70 abhi-sphurita. 
a-bhuri. 

abhi-sphuritn,  as,  «,  am,  ex- 

panded to  the  full  (as  a  blossom). 

^rfaffR  ubhi-smi,  cl.  i.  A.,  poet.  P.  -sma- 

'/Kli,  -H.  -finititm,  to  smile  upon. 

^rfHBT'5   abhi-syanda,   &c.      See  abhi- 
'.[,  &C. 

Ved  on  the  brick  (used  in  sacrifices  and  called)  sv
a- 

yam-atrtnna  (perforated  in  itself,  i.  e.  full  of 
 holes). 

*rf»m  abhi-scri,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -searati, 

,  ,'  -rit  »  1,1  ,  to  approve,  praise,  invoke. 
^bAt-«i-or,  or,  f.,  Ved.  invocation;  calling  into 

(  one's)  presence  ;  a  hymn  or  song  of  praise. 

Abhi-erartri,  ta,  m.,  Ved.  invoking,  praising,  an 
invoker. 

?rf»T?5T  abhi-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -Aawij,  -/urn,  to 

thump  at,  strike,  kill  ;  to  beat  off,  drive  off. 

Abhi-hata,  ««,  «,«'»,  sto^:  b<Mea;  smitten; 

killed  ;  humbled,  subdued,  broken  down  ;  obstructed  ; 
multiplied. 

Abhi-hati,is,  f.striking;  (in  arithm.)  multiplication. 

Abhi-hanyaindna,  as,  a,  am,  being  smitten,  kill- 
ed, &c. 

Abhi-ghata.    Sees.v. 

i.  abhl-hata,  as,  m.  (rt.  Ace),  in- 
. 

vocation;  (for  2.  see  under  dbhi-lut  below.) 

Abht-huti,  if,  f.  invocation,  worshipping. 

^fa^m  abhi-hasya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  has), 

Ved.  ridiculous,  laughable. 
Al,hi-ha*a,  «*,  m.  jest,  joke,  mirth. 

>5{f>Tf?TT  abhi-hita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  abhi-dha, 

a  v.),  held  forth,  said,  declared,  spoken  ;  determined  ; 

^pokeu  to,  addressed,  accosted  ;  whispered,  prompted 

io  say;  placed  upon;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  chief;  (am), 

n.  a  name,  expression,  word.  -  Abhihita-tva,  am,  n. 

the  state  of  being  said  or  spoken  ;  a  holding  forth, 
declaration  ;  authority,  test. 
AbM-hiti,  if,  f.  telling,  manifesting,  title.   See 

abhi-hu,  cl.  3.  P.  -jtthoti,  -hotum, 

Ved.  -hotavai,  to  make  an  oblation,  sacrifice. 

1.  abhi-hara,  as,  m.  oblation,  sacrifice.  See  above, 

Abhi-homa,  as,  m.  making  the  oblation  of  clarified 
butter. 

*rf»T5  abhi-hri,  cl.  i.  P.  -harati,  -hartum, 

to  snatch  away,  carry  off;  to  bring  :  Caus.  P.  -hara- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  make  a  sudden  attack. 
Abhi-hara,  an,  a,  am,  carrying  off,  removing. 
Abhi-haraiia,  am,  n.  bringing  near,  conveying 

robbing. 

Abhi-karanlya  or  abhi-hartavya  or  ai>hi-harya 
,i*.  a,  am,  to  be  brought  near. 

Al,l,:-li:iiiri.  la.  fi'i.  Iri,  one  who  snatches  away 
•ci/es,  takes  by  violence  ;  a  ravisher. 
Abhi-hara,  as,  m.  lobbing,  seizing  anything  in 

the  owner's  presence  ;  a  brisk  attack  ;  effort  ;  arming 

taking  up  arms  ;  mingling  together. 

^»fa|Tf  abhi-krut,  t,  t,  t  (rt.  Am),  Ved 
bending,  causing  crookedness,  acting  injuriously  ;  (t) 
f.  (all,  defeat,  damage. 

Abhi-hrnti,  i»,  f.  causing  to  tall  ;  defeat,  damage 
offence  ;  offensive,  injurious. 
Abhi-hvara  or  abhi-hvara,  at,  a,  am,  falling 

off;  crookedneis,  sin. 

i  .  a-bhi,ls,is,i,  without  fear,  fearless. 

2.  abhi  (abhi-i),  cl.  2.  P.  abhy-eti, 
-lam,  to  come  near,  approach;  to  go  up  to  or 

towards  (with  ace.)  ;  to  go  along,  go  after  ;  to  go  into, 

enter  ;  to  join  ;  to  go  over  to  ;  to  reach  ;  to  come 

to,  to'  fall  to  one's  share  (with  ace.)  ;  to  get  ;  to  fall into:  Ved.  Intern,  or  Pass,  -lyate,  to  ask,  request; 
tiiiam,  or  <ami//nm  "''/<'.  to  go  near. 

l.ahhiti.  i".  f  .Ved.  approach,  assault.   See  next  col. 

Abhitvan,  va,  ran,  m.  f.,  Ved.  approaching,  at- 
acking:  also  written  nbhitntni,  (if,  I,  am. 
Abhy-aya.    See  s.  v.,  p.  71,  col.  a. 
T&ftZR  i .  nbhlka,  as, d,  am  (=  abhika,  q. v., 

r.  abhi),  longing  after;  lustful,  libidinous;  anxious, 
esirous ;  (as),  m.  a  lover,  a  husband,  a  master. 

  2.  abhika,  am,  n.  (fr.  abhi-a6;  cf. 

!»«A-«,a^<;it«,pmrU-rt),Ved.meetingtogether,close- 
ness,  nearness ;  collision,  combat,  opposition ;  abhike, 

nd.  in  the  neighbourhood,  at  the  same  place  or  time, 

at  the  right  time,  just  in  time  ;  in  a  moment,  instan- 
taneously; (with  abl.)  from,  out  of;  on  account  of, 

with  regard  to ;  from  (in  connection  with  verbs  ex- iressing  defending  from,  &c.). 

'Wffa  3.  a-bhlka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  bhl),  fear- 
ess  ;  (as),  m.  a  poet ;  a  master. 

abhlksh  (abhi-lksh),  cl.  i.  A.  -ik- 
shate,  -shitum,  to  look  towards. 

abhikshna,  as,  d,  am  (contraction 

of  abhi-kshana),  repeated,  frequent ;  constant,  per- 
petual; (am),  ind.  repeatedly,  again  and  again; 

>erpetually,  constantly;  very,  exceedingly;  quickly. 
-  Abhikshna-ias,  ind.  repeatedly. 

abhi-ghdta.     See  abhi-ghdta. 

abhljya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  yaj),  to  be 
sacrificed  to,  one  to  whom  sacrifice  is  offered  ;  (as), 
m.  a  god. 

    a-bhlta,  as,  d,  am,  not  terrified, 

fearless.  -  Abhita-vat,  ind.  as  one  not  afraid,  fear- 
essly. 

a.  a-bhlti,  is,  f.  fearlessness.    See  last  line  first  col. 

^Ttfh*^  abhlndh  (abhi-indh),  cl.  7.  A. 

•inddhe,  ̂ indhitum,  to  surround  with  flames,  to  in- flame. 
Abhlddha,  as,  d,  am,  inflamed,  shining. 

^rW)MrlN  abhlpat,  m.  (fr.  abhi  and  ap; 

cf.  anupa\  Ved.  a  pond  or  any  spot  in  which  water collects;  favour (?). 

.  _  ...  \abhipatas,  ind.  (fr.  rt.  dp  with 
abhi),Ved.  according  to  the  event,  at  the  right  time  (?). 

„  abhipsita,  as,  d,  am  (Ips,  Desid. 
of  rt.  dp;  see  abhy-dp),  desired,  wished. 

Abhipsin,  I,  inl,  i,  or  abhlpsu,  us,  m,  u,  de- 
sirous of  obtaining,  wishing. 

^er»fa  a-bhlma,  as,  d,  am,  unterrific,  causing 

no  fear;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu. 
^wfaTT  abhi-mdna,  as,  m.  (rt.  man), 

pride,  &c.  See  abhi-mdna  under  abhi-man. 
^Wfaft^  abhl-moda,  as,  m.  (rt.  mud),  joy. 

-  Abhlmoda-mud  (only  used  in  pi.),  Ved.  intense 

joy  and  pleasure;  or  abht-modamud,  excessively 
joyful  (fr.  irreg.  intens.  of  rt.  mud). 
^T»fhC  abhlra,  as,  m.  a  cowherd ;  N.  of  a 

people  ;  (I),  f.  the  language  of  this  people  ;  (am),  n. 
N.  of  a  metre,  containing  four  Padas  with  eleven 
Matras  in  each  PJda. 

^f»fl<.l!jl  abhirant,  f.  (rt.  ir?),  a  kind  o 

serpent. 
'SWKl'ft  abhlrdjl,  f.  a  kind  of  poisonou 

insect. 

^T»ft?»  a-bhiru,  us,  us  or  Us,  u,  unterrific 

fearless,  undaunted ;  (ux),  m.,  N.  of  Bhairava  or  Siva 

(its  or  us),  {.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Asparagus  Racemosus 
—  Abhiru-pattrl,  (.  a  plant,  the  leaves  of  which  ar 
like  those  of  the  plant  Abhiru  (see  above) ;  the  plan 
Abhiru. 

A-bhlruna,  (M,  d,  am,  unterrific,  fearless,  innocent 

A-bhllu,  us,  us,  it  (for  a-bhlru),  or  n'" 
a*,  d,  am,  fearless. 

<t(.     See  abhi-Tuti. 

^  abhildpa-lap  (only  used  in 
1.),  Ved.  discourse  and  talk ;  or  abhi-lapalap,  talk- 
ig  excessively,  whimpering  (fr.  irreg.  intens.  of  rt. 
ap,  cf.  abhl-modamud  last  col.). 

abhl-varga,  as,  m.  (rt.vrij),  circuit, 

ompass. 
•4l»fl=lfl  abhl-varta,  as,  m.  (fr.  abhi-vrit, 

.  v.),  Ved.  existing  everywhere,  going  towards,  ap- 
reaching,  attacking  successfully ;  successful  assault, 
ictory ;  a  hymn  recited  in  attacking  the  enemy. 
Abhi-vrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  abiding  everywhere. 

'Sflfl'YrT  abhl-vrita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  vri), 
overed,  surrounded. 

abhl-sdpa,  as,  m.  (rt.  sap),  curse, 
mprecation.  See  abhi-iapana. 

SWfaj  abh'isu  or  less  correctly  abhlshu,  us, 
-.  (rt.  K  or  I.  ai  with  abhi  ?),Ved.  rein,  bridle ;  arm, 
nger ;  ray  of  light.  —  I.  abhlshu-mat,  an,  all,  at, 'lendid,  brilliant. 

.  x  abhtsh  (abhi-ish),  cl.  6.  P.  abhit- 
hati,  abhy-eshitum,  -shtum,  to  seek  for,  long  for, 
ndeavour  to  gain. 

AbhlMhat,  an,  atl  or  antl,  at,  wishing,  desiring. 

Abhtehu,  us,  m.  attachment,  love,  lust,  passion 
cf.  abhttu  above]. -a.  abhwhu-mat,  an,  atl,  at, 
ttached,  enamoured. 

Abhlehta,  as,  d,  am,  wished,  desired ;  acceptable, 

dear,  favourite,  darling ;  optional ;  (a),  f.  a  mistress ; 
>etel.  -  Abhlshta-td,  f.  state  of  being  desired. 

-Abhishta-devata,  f.  beloved  goddess,  favourite 

deity.  —  Abhlshta-ldbha,  as,  m.  or  abhlshta-sid- 
Ihi,  is,  f.  the  gaining  a  desired  object. 

abhi-shanga,  as,  m.  curse,  im- 
>recan'on.    See  abhi-shanj. 

a-bhlshayd,  ind.   (inst.  case  of 

ibhishd),  fearlessly. 

abhl-shdh,   t,    t,   t,  Ved.   over- 

powering ;  "(0,  f-  immense  power. ...  a-bhukta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  bhuj),  un- 

eaten; unenjoyed,  unused,  unexpended;  one  who 

nas  not  eaten,  enjoyed  or  expended.  —  Abhukta- 

rat,  an,  atl,  at,  one  who  has  not  eaten. 

A-l)huj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  one  who  has  not  experi- 
enced or  enjoyed,  one  who  does  not  keep  (a  promise). 

A-bhunjat,  an,  atl,  at,  not  eating ;  Ved.  not  allow- 
ing to  enjoy ;  not  protecting. 

a-bhugna,   as,  d,   am,  not  bent, 

straight ;  well,  free  from  disease. 

a-bhuja,  as,  d,  am,  armless,  maimed. 

Ttq  a-bhujishya,  as,  d,  m.  f.  not  a 

slave,  not  a  servant. 
a-bhii,  its,  m.  unborn ;  an  epithet  of 

Vishnu. 

A-bhwta,  as,  d,  am,  non-existent,  whatever  u  not 
or  has  not  been.- Abhuta-tadblidva,  as,  m.  the 

coming  into  being  of  that  which  has  not  existed  before. 

— A-bhuta-purra,  as,  d,  am,  unprecedented.  —  A- 

bhMn-prddurlihara,  as,  m.  the  becoming  manifest 
of  what  has  not  been  before.  -  Abhuta-rajas,  asae, 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  some  deities  supposed  to  have  existed 

in  the  fifth  Manvantara.  -  A-l>huta-s'atru,  u»,us,  v., 
having  no  enemy. 

A-bhiiti,is,(.  non-existence ;  want  of  power ;  poverty. 

^OTfo  a-bhitmi,  is,  f.  non-earth,  anything 

but  earth;  no  proper  object,  unfit  place  or  object. 

-Abhumi-ja,  ai,  d,  am,  produced  in  unfit  or  un-
 

suitable ground. 

^orfqTf  a-bhiiyishtha,  as,  d,  am,  few, scanty. 

'5T»rfta-6A5ri,  is,  is,  i,  few,  some,  several. 



a-bhusha. 
abhy-ava-hri. 

a-bhusha  or  a-bhushita,  as,  a,  am, 
unadorned. 

^WrT  a-bhrita  or  a-bhritrima,  as,  a,  am, 
not  receiving  hire,  not  hired,  not  paid. 

^TW^T  a-bhnsa,  as,  a,  am,  not  much,  little, 
few. 

^W^  a-bheda,  as,  m.  absence  of  difference 
or  distinction ;  identity ;  not  breaking,  compactness, 
closeness  of  array ;  (as,  d,  am),  undivided,  identical, 
alike. 

A-bhedaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  not  dividing,  not  dis- 

f-       tinguishing.     oXmtli  »  ««i  duOynH.t.')   ? 
"i.*..  A-bhedya,  as,  a,  am,  or  a-bhaidika,  as,  i,  am, 

not  to  be  divided  or  broken  or  pierced  ;  indivisible ; 

(-yam),  n.  a  diamond.  —  Abhedya-td,  f.  indivisibility, 
impenetrability. 

^TW^i  a-bhoktri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  or  a-bhogin, 
i,  ini,  i,  not  enjoying,  not  using,  abstemious. 

A-bhoktam/a,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  enjoyed  or 
used. 

A-bhoga,  as,  m.  non-enjoyment,  not  making  use  of. 
A-bhogya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  enjoyed. 
A-bhoj,  k,  m.,  Ved.  not  affording  enjoyment  (to 

the  gods,  i.  e.  refusing  to  sacrifice).  —  Abhog-ghan, 
a,  m.,  Ved.  killing  the  stingy  (who  will  not  sacrifice). 

A-bhojaiKi,  am,  n.  not  eating,  fasting,  abstinence. 
A-bhojita,  as,  a,  am,  not  fed,  not  feasted. 
A-bhojin,  i,  ini,  i,  not  eating,  fasting. 
A-bhojya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  eaten,  prohibited 

as  food,  impure.  —  A-bhojydnna,  (°ya-an°),  as,  a, 
am,  one  whose  food  is  not  allowed  to  be  eaten. 

•WHlffloK  a-bhautika,  as,  i,  am,  not  ele- 
mental, not  relating  to  or  produced  by  the  gross  ele- 

ments, mental. 

^TXjF»«f  abhy-agni,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Etasa  or  Aitasa ;  (i),  ind.  towards  the  fire. 

'STmiJ  abhy-agra,  as,  a,  am,  near;  fresh, 
new ;  (am),  n.  proximity. 

'3W|;  abhy-anka,  as,  a,  am,  recently marked. 

^W»TX  abhy-aj  (abhi-aj),  el.  I.  P.  -ajati, 
-jitum,  to  unite,  join. 

'WFslabhy-anj(abhi-anj),c\.';.  P.-anakti, 
-iinjitum,  -anktum,  to  smear,  anoint ;  to  decorate. 
Abhy-akta,  as,  d,  am,  oiled,  anointed. 
Abhy-artga,  as,  m.  rubbing  -with  unctuous  sub- 

stances, smearing  the  body  with  oil,  inunction ;  un- 
guent, liniment. 

Abhy-anjana,  am,  n.  smearing  the  body  with  oil, 
inunction ;  oil ;  applying  collyrium  to  the  eyelashes ; 
ornament ;  embellishment. 

'SWrT^  abhy-at  (abhi-at),  cl.  I.  P.  -atati, 
-titum,  to  visit. 

WwrnfJlW  abhy-ati-kram  (abhi-ati°),  cl.  I. 
P.  A.,  cl.  4.  P.  -krdmati,  -kramate,  -krdiiii/iiti, 

-kramitum,  to  step  over,  to  walk  through ;  to 
overpower ;  to  transgress  ;  to  violate. 

^r«rftr^  abhy-ati-kshar  (abhi-ati"),  cl.  I. 
P.  A.  -kshamti,  -te,  -ritum,  Ved.  -radhyai,  to  flow over  to. 

^fWjftrsft  abhy-ati-ni  (abhi-atV],  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-nayati,  -te,  -netum,  to  mix  with  (?). 

^Wrft  abhy-ati  (abhi-ati-i),  cl.  2.  P.  abhy- 

nty-eti,  -turn,  to  go  past,  glide  away ;  to  pass  over ; 
to  get  through. 

Abhy-atita,  as,  d,  am,  dead,  passed  away. 
^Wtftra  abhy-adhika,  as,  a,  am,  surpassing 

(in  number,  power,  kind) ;  exceeding  the  common 
measure,  excellent ;  pre-eminent,  extraordinary ;  su- 

perior, more  excellent,  having  more  authority  or 
power;  (am),  ind.  exceedingly. 

^  abhy-adhvam,  ind.  towards  the 
way,  on  the  way ;  (e),  ind.  on  the  way,  near. 

^T*H«jsu  i.  abhy-anu-jna  (abhi-anu°),  cl.  9. 
P.  -jdndti,  -jndtum,  to  allow,  permit;  to  authorize, 
direct ;  to  allow  one  to  depart,  dismiss ;  to  take  leave : 

Caus.  -jndpayati,  -yitum,  to  ask  for  leave  to  depart, 
to  take  leave. 

1.  abhy-anujnd,  (.  or  abhy-anujndna,  am,  n. 
assent,  permission ;  granting  leave  of  absence,  dismiss- 

ing ;  order,  command. 
Abhy-anujnata,  as,  a,  am,  allowed,  permitted, 

assented  to,  dismissed ;  ordered,  commanded. 

^W-TJT^  abhy-anu-prath  (abhi-anu°),  cl. 
6.  P.  -priMhati,  -prashtum,  to  inquire  after,  ask  for. 

^WTgfj  abhy-anu-mud  (abhi-anu°),  Caus. 
P.  -modayati,  -yitum,  to  permit  one  to  leave,  to 
dismiss. 

^Wf«Jl$  abhy-anukta  (-anu-uk°),  as,  a,  am 
(rt.  vaf),  said  conformably  to  what  was  declared  before. 

^T*M*f1«,  abhy-antara,  as,  a,  am,  interior, 
being  inside ;  initiated  in,  conversant  with ;  next,  nearly 
related,  intimate ;  (am),  n.  inner  part,  interior,  in- 

side, middle ;  included  space ;  (am  or  atas),  ind. 
in  the  interior,  inwards.  —  Abhyantara-karana,  see 
antahkarana.  —  Abhyantara-kala,  f.  the  secret  art 

or  the  art  of  coquetry. — Abhyantardydma  (°ra-dy°), 
as,  m.  curvature  of  the  spine  by  spasm ;  emprosthonos. 

Abhy-antaraka,  as,  m.  an  intimate  friend. 
Abhyantart-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to 

initiate,  inaugurate ;  to  make  a  near  friend  (of  a  per- 
son) ;  to  familiarize.  —  Abhyantan-karana,  am,  n. 

initiating  in,  inaugurating;  making  a  near  friend  (of 
a  person).  —  Abhyantari-krita,  as,  d,  am,  put  be- 

tween, made  interior ;  initiated  ;  made  intimate  or 
familiar  with. 

'3n*TTSiTx  abhy-apa-kram  (abhi-apa°),  cl. 
I.  P.  A.,  d.  4.  P.  -krdmati,  -kramate,  -krdmyati, 
-kramitum,  to  go  away  to,  to  go  up  to. 

•>x**m'{abhy-apan(abhi-apa-an),  cl.2.  P., 
Ved.  -apdniti,  -nitum,  to  breathe  on. 

'5WT  abhy-am  (abhi-am),  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved. 

-amati,  -mitum,  to  advance  violently  against,  to  at- 
tack, to  pain,  hurt ;  to  be  angry  with ;  to  overcome. 

Abhy-amana,  am,  n.  attacking,  assault,  disease. 
—  Abhyamanascat,  an,  all,  at,  with  assaults  or 
attacks,  with  dis«ases. 

Abhy-amita,  as,  d,  am,  diseased,  sick. 
Abhy-amin,  i,  ini,  i,  attacking,  inclined  to  attack. 
Abhy-dnta.    See  s.  v. 

^0*JRff  abhy-amitra,  am,  n.  assault  on 
an  enemy ;  (am),  ind.  towards  or  against  the  enemy. 

Abhy-amitrina  or  abhy-amitriya  or  abhy-ami- 
trya,  as,  m.  a  soldier  who  faces  the  enemy  valiantly. 

•«i*H^  abhy-aya,  as,  m.  (fr.  abhi-i,  see 
(tblii),  going  near,  approaching,  arriving ;  entering ; 
setting  (of  the  sun). 

T^HK.  abhy-ari,  ind.  towards  or  against the  enemy. 

^WWf^jpT  abhy-arkabimbam,  ind.  to- 
wards the  disk  of  the  sun. 

W&^abhy-ari!(abhi-ar<<),c\.  i.  P.  -ari-ati, 
•fitum,  to  praise,  celebrate  in  song;  to  worship, 
reverence :  Pass,  -arfyate,  to  be  honoured. 

Abhy-ardat,  an,  anti,  «£,worshipping,reverencing. 
Abhy-arfana,  am,  n.  or  aJ>hy-ar6i,  f.  worship, 

reverence. 

Abhy-artauiya  or  abhy-arrya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be 
worshipped,  to  be  reverenced. 

AWiy-ardta,  as,  d,  am,  praised,  worshipped. 

•W»M*H  ubhy-arna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ri  or 
artl  with  abhi?),  near,  proximate;  (orn).  "•  near- 
ness,  proximity. 
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abhy-arth  (abhi-arth),  cl.  10.  A. 

-arthayate,  -yitum,  to  ask,  request. 
Abhy-arthana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  petition,  request. 
Abhy-arthamya  or  abhy-arthya,  as,  d,  am,  to 

be  requested  or  asked.  —  Abhy-arthayamdna,  as,  d, 

am,  asking,  one  who  asks. 
Abhy-arthita,  as,  d,  am,  asked,  invited. 
Abhy-arthin,  i,  ini,  i,  asking. 

^W?f  abhy-ard  (abhi-ard),  cl.  I. P.  -ardati, 

•ditum,  to  oppress,  afflict,  pain. 

Abhy-ardlta,  as,  d,  am,  distressed,  oppressed. 

^T*T*I  abhy-ardha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ardh 

for  ard  with  abhi,  cf.  abhy-arna),  Ved.  being  on 
this  side ;  proximate,  near ;  increasing ;  (am),  n.  the 

being  situated  on  this  side,  near.  —  Abhyardha- 

yajvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  granting  gifts ;  increasing  the 
worshipper's  prosperity. 

•«i*q3  abhy-arsh  (abhi-arsh),  cl.  i.  P.  -ar- 
shati,  -shitum,  to  flow  near,  to  run  near  (with  ace.)  ; 
to  cause  to  flow  near. 

WT^Tjffa  abhy-arhaniya,  as,  a,  am  (rt. 

arh),  to  be  greatly  honoured,  venerable.  —  Abhy- 
arhaniya-td,  f.  honourableness,  honour. 

Abhy-arhita,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  honoured,  venera- 
ble ;  fit,  proper,  becoming. 

Vi*Mrtl;  abhy-alankri  (abhi-alam-kri),  cl. 

8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  decorate. 
Abhy-alankrita,  as,  d,  am,  decorated. 
•si'Mqonmii  abhy-avakarshana,  am,  n.  (rt. 

krish),  extraction,  drawing  out. 

^IVqqcui^i  abhy-avakasa,  as,  m.  (rt.  kas), 

an  open  space. 

•><4MHcR  abhy-ava-kri  (abhi-ava°),  cl.  6.  P. 

-kirati,  -karitum,  -ritum,  to  throw  or  cast  on,  to 

pour  on,  to  cover. 

^TMH-«K  abhy-ava-6ar  (abhi-ava°),  cl.  I .  P. 
•farati,  -ritum,  Ved.  -tarn,  -tavai,  -rase,  -radhyai. 
to  press  on,  penetrate :  Caus.  -tarayati,  -yitum,  to send  away. 

^T**?^?'^  abhy-ava-tan  (abhi-ava°),  cl.  8. 
P.,  Ved.  -tanoti,  -nitwn,  to  extend  along  or  to. 

^T^MI^t'H  abhy-avadanya,  as,  a,  am,Ved. 

withholding  gifts,  not  liberal. 

^W^Tft  abhy-ava-do  (abhi-ava°),  cl.  4.  P. 
-dyatt,  -datum,  to  divide  into  pieces  for  any  purpose. 

^fHTslVT  abhy-ava-dha  (abhi-ava°),  cl.  3. 
P.  A.  -dadhdti,  -dhatte,  -dhdtum,  to  lay  down  on all  sides,  overlay. 

Abhy-avahita,  as,  d,  am,  allayed,  laid,  e.  g.  dust. 

^TWJ  c|  HT  abhy-ava-nam  (abhi-ava°),  Caus. 
P.  -ndmayati,  -yitum,  to  bow,  incline. 

^TVinf'TW  abhy-ava-nij  (abhi-ava°),  cl.  3. 
P.  A.  -nendcti,  -nenikte,  -nektum,  to  wipe  or  wash 
off,  clean :  Caus.  -nejayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  wash off. 

*Wqq*{\abhy-ava-ni(abhi-ava°),cl.  I.  P.  A. 
•nayati,  -te,  -netum,  to  lead  down,  pour  into. 

'BTVqcm'rT  abhy-ava-pat  (abhi-ava°),  cl.  I. 
P.  -patati,  -titum,  to  fly  or  fall  down. 
?|Vqc|<ir|  abhy-ava-man  (abhi-ava°),  cl.  4. 

A.  -manyate,  -mantum,  to  despise,  scorn,  reject. 

13T*H=(*»'^  abhy-ava-skand  (abhi-ava°),  cl. 
I.  P.  -skandati,  -fkantum,  to  jump  up  (or  out  ?). 

Abhy-araskanda,  as,  m.  or  abhy-araskandana, 
am,  n.  impetuous  assault,  facing  an  enemy  ;  striking 
so  as  to  disable  an  enemy. 

abhy-ava-hri  (abhi-ava°),  Caus. 
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-hdriiyati,  -yilum,  to  get  one  to  oppose  another  ;  to 
cause  one  to  take  or  eat. 

Althy-iii'tiharana,  am,  n.  throwing  away  or  down; 
taking  food,  eating. 

Alihy-atahara,  as,  m.  taking  food,  eating,  enjoy- 
ing ;  food. 

Abhy-aeahirya,  as,  a,  am,  eatable,  fit  for  eating  ; 
(am),  n.  food,  eating. 
Abhy-avahrita,  as,  a,  am,  taken  (as  food),  de- 

voured. 

abhy-avds  (abhi-ava-as),  cl.  4.  P. 
-iisyati,  -situm,  to  throw  upon. 

abhy-ave  (abhi-ava-i),  cl.  3.  P. 

-orniti,  -turn,  to  go  down  ;  to  descend  ;  to  get  an 
insight,  to  condescend  ;  to  perceive. 

Abhy-avdyana,  am,  n.  going  down,  descending. 
Abhy-areta,  ai,  d,  am,  descended,  immersed. 

9  abhy-aveksh  (abhi-ava-lksh),  cl.  I. 
A.  -avekehate,  -shUum,  to  look  at  or  upon. 

f  abhy-as'  (abhi-as),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -o/- 
noti,  -note,  -axitum,  -anh/um,  to  pervade,  reach 

to,  gain  ;  to  make  one's  self  master  of. 
Abhy-adana,  am,  n.  reaching  to,  pervading, 

gaining. 
Abhy-dia,  as,  m.  reaching  to,  pervading;  prox- 

imity, neighbourhood,  result,  consequence,  prospect, 
hope  of  gaining;  (as,  a,  am),  near,  proximate 
(also  written  abhy-dsa).  Abhy-diam  or  abhy-die, 
ind.  near  (also  written  abhy-dse).  Abhyaiad-dgata, 
as,  a,  am,  arrived  from  near  at  hand. 

^n*Wvi.  abhy-as  (abhi-as),  cl.  2.  P.  -asti, 

lo  fall  to  one's  share  ;  to  be  over  ;  to  excel  ;  to  reign 
over,  tyrannize  over. 

2.  abhy-as  (abhi-as),  cl.  4.  P.  -as- 

yati,  -asitum,  to  throw  down,  throw  to,  heap  one 
on  the  other,  accumulate,  to  shoot  off  at,  to  concen- 

trate one's  attention  in  one  direction;  to  repeat, 
practice,  exercise  ;  to  study,  read,  recite  ;  to  learn  by 
heart. 

Ablty-asanfi,  am,  n,  concentrating  of  the  faculties 
of  the  mind  in  one  direction  ;  practice,  exercise  ; 
repetition,  study. 

Abhy-asanlya  or  abhy-asitavya  or  abhy-asya, 
as,  a,  am,  to  be  studied,  to  be  repeated  or  redupli- 
cated. 

Abhy-asta,  as,  d,  am,  accumulated,  practised, 
exercised  ;  learnt  by  heart,  repeated,  studied  ;  multi- 

plied; reduplicated  in  grammar;  (am),  n.  the  re- 
duplicated base  of  a  root. 

Abhy-asyat,  an,  and,  at,  studying,  practising. 
Abhy-aia,  at,  m.  repetition;  practice,  military 

practice,  permanent  or  repeated  exercise,  discipline, 
use,  habit,  custom  ;  repeated  reading,  reciting,  study  ; 
learning  by  heart  ;  education  ;  practising  archery  ;  (in 
grammar)  repeating  twice,  reduplication  ;  the  first 
syllable  of  a  reduplicated  radical  ;  (in  poetry)  repeti- 

tion of  the  last  verses  of  a  stanza  ;  (in  arithmetic) 

multiplication  :  see  also  under  abhy-as".  —  Abhydsa- 
gaia,  at,  d,  am,  approached,  gone  near  (see  abhy-aia 
above).  —  Abhydta-td,  f.  constant  practice,  use,  habit. 

—  Abhydtasnimitla,  am,  n.  the  cause  of  the  redupli- 
cation in  grammar.  —  Abhydsa-jmrivartin,  i,  ini,  i, 

wandering  about  or  near,  for  abhyd^.-Abhydia- 
yoga,  as,  m.  the  practice  of  frequent  and  repeated 
meditation  on  any  deity  or  on  abstract  spirit,  re- 

peated recollection.  —  Abhyam-rynrdya,  as,  m.  in- 
terval caused  by  the  reduplication-syllable. 

Abhydnin,  i,  ini,  i,  practising,  repeating. 
Abhydse,  ind.  near  ;  more  correctly  written  abhyate. 

abhy-asuya,  nom.  P.  A.  -asuyati, 
•te,  -yitum,  to  show  indignation,  to  detract. 
Abky-asiya,  as,  d,  am,  angry,  vexed,  impatient. 
Abhit-muyiihi,  as,  Ha,  am,   detracting,  a  de- tractor, calumniator  ;  envious. 

d,  f.  detraction,  envy,  calumny. 

abhy-astam-i,  cl.  2.  P.  -eti,  -turn, 

or  abhy-astan-gd,  d.  3.  P.  -jigdti,  -gdtitm,  to  go 
down  or  set  (as  the  sun)  during  or  with  reference  to 
(some  act). 

Abhy-astamaya,  at,  m.  setting  of  the  sun  during or  with  reference  to. 

Abhy-antamita,  at,  d,  am,  one  on  whom  the  sun 
has  gone  down  while  asleep. 

abhy-dkarsha,  as,  m.  (rt.  krish), 
a  striking  of  the  flat  of  the  hand  upon  the  breast  in 
defiance  (a  practice  common  to  wrestlers  and  pugilists). 

abhy-dkankshita,  am,  n.  a 
groundless  complaint,  a  false  accusation. 

abhy-d-kri  (abhi-a°),  cl.  8.  P.  -ka- 

roti,  -kartum,  to  draw  near  to  one's  self,  attract. 

Abhy-dkdram,  ind.  by  or  in  drawing  near  to  one's self. 

abhy-d-kram  (abhi-d°),  cl.  I.  P. 
A.,  d.  4.  P.  -krdmaii,  -kramate,  -krdmyati,  -kra- 
mitum,  to  step  near. 
Abhy-dkrdmam,  ind.  by  or  in  stepping  near  or 

mutually,  in  stepping  rapidly. 

WfT5i5t^abhy-a-krus(abhi-d°),cl.  i  .P.-iro- 
iati,-lcroshtum,to  assail  with  harsh  language.to  revile. 

abhy-dkhydta,  as,  d,  am,  accused 
falsely,  calumniated. 
Abhy-dkhydna,  am,  n.  a  false  or  groundless  ac- 

cusation, calumny. 

abhy-d-gam  (abhi-d°),  cl.  I.  P. 
-gafthati,  -gantum,  to  come  near  to,  approach, 
visit  ;  to  come  to,  fall  into. 

Abhy-dgata,  as,  d,  am,  come,  arrived  ;  (as),  m. 

a  guest,  a  visitor. 
Abhy-igama,  as,  m.  or  abhy-dyamana,  am,  n. 

approaching,  arrival,  visit,  visitation  ;  neighbourhood  ; 
arriving  at  or  enjoying  a  result  ;  rising,  getting  up  ; 
war,  battle  ;  encountering,  striking,  killing  ;  enmity. 

abhy-d-gd  (abhi-d°),  cl.  3.  P.  -ji- 
gdti, -gdtum,  to  come  to,  approach,  arrive. 

abhy-dgdrika,  as,  d,  am  (fr. 
dgdra,  q.  v.,  with  abhi),  diligent  in  supporting  a family. 

•«(»«<l«ur]  abhy-dghdta,  as,  m.  (rt.  han), 
assault,  attack. 

Abhy-dghdtin,  i,  ini,  i,  attacking,  assailing. 

abhy-d-/!aksh  (abhi-d°),  cl.  2.  A. 
-Cashfe,  -shtum,  to  look  at  ;  to  speak. 

-d-6ar  (abhi-d°),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-farati,  -te,  -ritum,  Ved.  -Have,  -itavai,  -rase, 
-radhyai,  to  approach,  practice. 
Abhy-dddra,  as,  m  .,  Ved.  approaching  (as  an  enemy), disturbing. 

-a;  (abhi-d-aj),  cl.  I.  P.  itijati, 

-jitum,  to  drive  near. 
abhy-djndya,  as,  m.  (rt.  jna),Ved. 

order,  command. 

^WnPT  abhy-d-tan  (abhi-d°),  cl.  8.  A., 
Ved.  -tanute,  -nitum,  to  take  aim  at,  shoot. 

Abhy-atdna,  at,  m.  spreading  over  ;  expansion. 

abhy-d-tap  (abhi-d°),  cl.  I.  P. 
-tapati,  -ptum,  to  distress,  torment. 

Wmtabhy-a-tfi(abhi-d°),c\.  I.  P.  -tarati, 
-rittim,  -rltum,  to  come  up. 

^TVqiw  abhy-dtma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  directed 

towards  one's  self;  (am),  ind.  towards  one's  self. 
—  Abhydtma-taram,  ind.  more  towards  one's  self. 

^TWIT^T  abhy-d-dd  (abhi-d°),  cl.  3.  A. 
-rlattc,  -datum,  to  seize,  snatch  away  ;  to  put  on  ; 
to  take  up  the  conversation,  or  commence  speaking 
after  another. 

Abhy-atta,  as,  d,  am  (for  abhy-ddatla),  obtained ; 
having  gained,  encompassing. 
Abhy-dddna,  am,  n.  beginning,  commencement ; 

first  beginning. 

rv  abhy-d-dis  (abhi-d°),  cl.  6.  P. 
-diiati,  -deshtum,  to  aim  at  (in  talk),  to  have  in 
view. 

abhy-d-dhd  (abhi-a°),  cl.  3.  P. 
-dadkdti,  -dhdtum,  to  lay  on  (fuel,  &c.),  to  add, 

apply. 
Abhy-ddhdna,  am,  n.  laying  or  placing  on,  adding. 
Abhy-dhita,  as,  d,  am,  laid  on,  put  on.  —  Abhyd- 

Mta-pain,  tM,4h.  a  present  usual  in  some  districts  of India. 

abhy-d-ni  (abhi-d°),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-iiayati,  -te,  -netum,  to  pour  into,  mix  with. 

^WPTrT  abhy-d-nrit  (abhi-d°),  cl.  4.  P., 

Ved.  -nrityati,  -nartitum,  to  dance  towards,  to 
hasten  near. 

abhy-dnta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  am 
with  abhi,  see  abhy-am),  sick,  diseased. 

alihy-dp  (abhi-dp),  cl.  5.  P.  -dpnoti, 

-ptum,  to  reach  to,  to  get,  to  obtain  :  Caus.  -dpa- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  bring  to  an  end  :  Desid.  -ipsati,  to 
strive  to  reach,  to  ask  for,  to  desire. 

Al>h~nnfitii,  as,  d,  am,  desired,  acceptable,  dear. 

^T«rnTfTx  abhy-d-pat  (abhi-d°),  cl.  I.  P. 
-patati,  -titum,  to  jump  on,  to  hasten  near  to,  rush towards. 

Abhy-apata,  as,  m.  calamity,  misfortune. 

•ei*Hm<^  abhy-d-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyati; 
-pattttm,  to  come  to,  to  approach. 

^WHI*!^   abhy-amarda,  as,   m.   or  abhy- 
dmardana,  am,  n.  (rt.  mrid),  war,  battle,  fighting. 

abhy-d-yam  (abhi-d°),  cl.  I.  P. 

-yafiShati,  -yantum,  to  restrain. 
Abhy-dyanxenya,  o«,  m.,  Ved.  to  be  restrained  ; 

to  be  made  subject. 

^f>*ll<4l  abhy-d-yd  (abhi-d°),  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti, 
-turn,  to  come  up  to,  attain. 

^WrtHxa!)Ay-a-ra?i&  (abhi-d°),  cl.  i.  A.  or 
P.  -rabhate,  -ti,  -mbdhum,  to  commence. 

Abhy-iramb/ia,  as,  m.  beginning,  commencement. 

^T«nt*TNa!;Ay-a>am,  ind.  (rt.  ri),  near,  at 

hand,  by  coming  near. 
^I*<<l«iC  abhy-ariidha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  rith), 

ascended  ;  gone  up  to  ;  surpassed. 
Abhy-droha,  as,  m.  or  abhy-drohana,  am,  n. 

going  up  to,  ascending  ;  transition  from  one  place  to 
another  ;  progress  ;  ascending  in  devotion,  praying. 

Abhy-drohanlya,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  sacrificial  cere- 
mony. 

Abhy-d-rohya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  ascended,  to  be 

gained. 

^T«n?rTN  abhy-d-vrit  (abhi-d°),  cl.  I.  A., 
Ved.  P.  -vartate,  -ti,  -titum,  to  come  up  to,  come 

towards,  approach. 
Abhy-dvarta,  as,  m.  repetition  ;  a  hymn,  the 

verses  of  which  are  repeated  in  singing;  (am),  ind. 

repeatedly,  by  repeating. Abhy-ararlin,  1.  ini,  i,  repeatedly  coming;  (i), 

m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
Abhy-arritta,  as,  a,  am,  come  near  to,  approached, 

repeated. 
Abhy-di-ritti,  if,  f.  repetition. 

abhy-asa,  as,  m.     See  abhy-as. 

nbhy-dsa.     See  2.  abhy-as. 

abhy-d-sad  (abhi-da),   cl.   i.   P. 
-sidati,  -sattum,  to  attain,  obtain. 

Abhy-asddana,  am,  n.  striking  so  as  to  disable  an 
enemy,  racing  an  enemy. 



abhy-a-han. 

x  abhy-d-han  (abhi-d°),  cl.  2.   P. 
-kanti,  -turn,  to  strike,  wound,  smite,  impede. 
Abky-dkata,  as,  d,  am,  struck,  wounded,  impeded 
Abky-ahanana,  am,  n.  striking,  hurting,  killing impeding. 

WHJi(\5(T  abky-dhita.  See  under  abhy- a-dkd,  p.  72,  col.  3. 

^T»n^ abhy-d-hri  (abki-d°),cl.  i.  P.  -Aara- 
fo',  -hartum,  to  bring  towards,  brin?  near-  to  give hand  over. 

Abky-dkara,  as,  m.  bringing  near;  robbery. Abhy-dharya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  eaten. 
^T>g^J  My-uMa,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vad),  de- vith  reference  to  (some  particular  point). 
^>gT^  abhy-uksh  (abhi-uksh),  cl.  6.  i .  P.  A. 

-ukskati,  -te,  -shitum,  to  sprinkle  over,  besprinkle  ' Abky-ukshana,  am,  n.  sprinkling  over,  wetting. Abhy-ukshita,  as,  d,  am,  besprinkled. 
bhy-ukskya,  ind.  having  sprinkled  over. 

^*F^bhy-u6  (abhi-ud),  cl.  4.  P.  -utyati, 
-fitum,  to  like,  to  take  pleasure  in  visiting. 
^WrTrT    abhy-udita,   as,   d,   am,    usual customary. 

^T^gWTinnT  abhy-udda-ffdmin,  i,  ini,  i, going  exceedingly  high ;  (T),  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha. 

^*3Wl  abhy-uddaya,  as,  m.  (rt.  «),  in- crease, augmentation. 

Abhy-uttita,  as,  d,  am,  increased,  augmented. 
y-ud-dar  (abhi-ud-dar),  cl.  i.  P. 

abhy-upeyivas. 

-      x       -  v    ~d°),  Caus.  P Ved.  -sadayati,  -yitnm,  to  destroy  (?). 
^*3W^  abhy-ut-sah  (abhi-ud°),  cl.  I.  A 

-mhate,  -sahitum,  -sodhum,  to  feel  competent, venture,  to  dare. 

^^i^abhy-nt-smi(abhi-ud''),c\.  I.  A.  o 
poet.  P.  -smayate,  -ti,  -smetum,  to  smile. 

'3fV3^?T.  abhy-ud-an  (abhi-ud°),  cl.  2.  P -aniti,  -anati,  -anitum,  to  breathe  on  or  upon. 
abhy-uddharana,  am,  n.(rt.  hri) 

an  example  or  illustration  of  a  thing  by  its  reverse. 

T^gf^  abhy-ud-i  (abhi-ud"),  cl.  2.  P.  -eh 
-turn,  to  go  up ;  to  rise  over ;  to  happen ;  to  engag in  combat  with. 

Abhy-udaya,  as,  d,  am,  rising;  (as),  m.  the  ris rf  luminaries  (especially  with  reference  to  some  othe 
occurrence),  sunrise;  beginning,  commencing;  ele 
vation,  increase  prosperity;  happiness;  good  result a  festival,  any  religrous  celebration ;  accident  occur 
rence.-Abhyudwyeshti  (°ya~ish°),  is,  f.,  N.  of  a particular  expiatory  sacrifice. 
Abhy-udayin,  I,  ini,  i,  rising,  arising. 
I.  abhy-udita,  as,  d,  am,  risen  (as  the  sunV 

arisen,  happened;  elevated,  exalted;  asleep  at  sun- 
rise ;  celebrated  as  a  festival ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  religious ceremony ;  (am),  n.  rising,  sunrise. 

abhy-uc6hrita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt. 
in  with  abhi  and  ud),  raised  aloft,  elevated.  -  Abhy- Xhnta-kara,  as,  a,  am,  with  uplifted  proboscis. 

^J-nft^  abhy-uj-jw  (abhi-ud"),  cl.  i.  P. -jivati,  -vitum,  to  live  for  others. 

X^frto^abhy-ut-kram  (abhi-ud'),  cl.  I.  P. 
A  cl.  4  P.  -l-rdmati,  -kramate,  -kramyatl,  -kra- mitwn,  to  go  up  to:  Caus.  P.  -kramaJti  -mtum to  cause  to  go  up  to,  to  cause  to  ascend  ̂  

'^graSf  abhy-ut-krus(abM-ud°),  cl.  i   P -kroiati,  -kroshtum,  to  raise  loud  acclamations. 
ac 

Abhy-utkrofa^am,  n.  loud  acclamation  .-Abhy- Hana-mantra,  as,  m.  a  hymn  of  applause. 
abhi-ud°),  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved. 

°Ver  towards'  Pene" 

2-  abhy-udita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vad) mentioned,  referred  to. 

trate'lo
  ' 

abhy-ut-tha  (abhi-ud-sthd),  cl.  i 
.       i,  -thdtum,  to  rise,  rise  from >ne  honour. 

_.      „       J-ud-lksh  (abhi-ud°),  cl.  I.  A. -Ikshate,  -shitum,  to  look  towards. 

^*3^T  abhy-ud-ir  (abhi-ud"),  Caus.  P. -irayatt,  -yttum,  to  raise  (one's  voice);  to  speak aloud ;  to  incite,  stir  up. 
Abhy-udirita,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  over  or  upon. 
^31^  abhy-ud-uh  (abhi-ud°),  cl.  i.  P.  A. 

-uhati,  -te,  -hitum,  to  move  or  push  farther  out. 
^n  abhy-ude  (abhi-ud-d-i),  cl.  2.  P. -aiti,  -turn,  to  go  up  to,  approach. 

^**^\abhy-ud-nam  (abhi-ud°),  cl.  I.  P. 
jatihaU,  -gantum,  to  extend ;  to  go  out  to  meet. Abhy-iidga,  as,  d,  am,  rising,  uprisen. 
Abhy-udgata,  as,  d,  am,  extended ;  gone  out  in order  to  meet  (another);  risen,  elevated. - Abhy 

udgata-raja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  Kalpa. 
Abhy-udgama,  as,  m.  or  abhy-udgamaw,  art n.  rising  from  a  seat  to  honour  any  one ;  setting  ou 

o  pay  a  visit. 

^pfT  abhy-ud-gd  (abhi-ud"),  cl.  3.  P -jigdti,  -gatum,  to  rise  over  or  before. 

T«J|S  abhy-uddrishta, am,  n.  (rt. dris),tii 
becoming  visible  (of  a  star) ;  (d),  [.,  N.  of  a  ceremony 

73 
(abhi-upa'),  cl.  i 

,  to  go  near  to,  approach,  ar- 
at; to  obtam;  to  assent,  agree  to,  promise,  be- 

AbTiy-upagata,  as,  5,  am,  gone  near  to,   ap- 

±^  -TL  3t;  Pr°mised>  agreed>  ""ted  to; 
mmed,,mphed;    mferred,  probable;  similar,  ana- 

Abhy-upagantavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  approached or  assented  to,  to  be  admitted. 

oA£hy.upagantri,  ta,  in,  tri,  one  who  approaches 
Abhy-upagama,  as,  m.  going  near  to,  approach- ing, arriving  at;  a  promise,  an  agreement,  contract granting,   allowing,  admitting,  believing;    probable ascertainment;  supposition,  inference,  analogy  affin- 

^•-Abhyupagama-siddhanta,  as,  m.  an  'admit- 

'.GO.  axiom. 

Abhy-upagamita,  at,  a,  am,  made  to  consent, or  free  coment;  <w)'  m-  *  sia- 

hana,  am,  n.  rising  from  a  seat  through 
eness  ;  rising,  elevation,  obtaining  a  high  position, 

gaming  authority,  di_guity,  respectability;  sunrise. 

do  an™     f  ̂'"'  ''  inl'  *>  rising  from   a  seat  to 
>  any  one  honour. 

'  am-  risen-  arisen- 
iva  ("(a-a^,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  prince  descended  from  Das'aratha. 

f  ~U  H^ya-  **'  *'  am'  to  b« ,  i.e.  by  rising  from  one's  seat. 

abhy-ut-pat  (abhi-ud°),  cl.  i.  P. 

or  leaping  against 

abhy-ud-dhri  (a/>hi-ud-hri),  cl.  i.  P 
-uddharati,  -rtum,to  take  up,  take  out;  to  destine ••C™s--udd/!,amyati,-yitum,tosmtchamy Mhy-uMhrita,  as,  a,  am,  taken  out,  taken  up delivered. 

any '  *"•  °' 

(abhi-ud°),  cl.  i.  P 

'  ~yantum<  to  bring,  offer ;  to  lift  up. 
Abhy-udyata,,  as,  d,  am,  brought  or  given  unsol 
1 ;  prepared,  exerting  one's  self,  lifted  up. 

^J"^  "1'hy-und  (abhi-und),  cl.  7.  P.  -unat- ti,  -unditum,  to  wet,  bedew ;  flow  over. 
Abhy-undat,  an,  afi,  at,  bedewing,  wetting  • flowing  over. 

^W^rT  abhy-unnata,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  nam), 
raised  elevated ;  projecting  upwards,  very  high  or  fall. 
Abhy-unnati,  is,  f.  great  elevation  or  prosperity. 
^T*^  abhy-un-ni  (abhi-ud-m),  cl.  r .  P.  A. 

-nayati,  -te,  -netum,  to  pour  upon,  scoop  towards. 

_pa°),cl.4.A. 
„     J,  -pattnm,  to  approach  in  order  to  help- ieliyer;  to  honour,  to  comfort;  to  ask  for  help- o  furnish  with. 

Abky-upapatti,  is,  f,  approaching  in  order  to assist,  protection,  defence;  favour,  the  conferring  of benefit  or  kindness,  affection ;  agreement  assent - 
impregnation  of  a  woman  (especially  of  a  brother's widow,  as  an  act  of  duty). 

Abky-upapanna,  as,  a,  am,  protected,  rescued, ehvered,  agreed  to,  agreeing  to,  proved,  admitted. 

_    _      abhy-upayukta,  as,  d,  am   (rt. 
uj),  employed,  used. 

abhy-upasdnta,  as,  d,  am  (rt. 

am),  allayed,  calmed. 

.  .  °-sev  (abhi-upa°),  cl.  i. 
A.  -sevate,  -vitum,  to  observe  religiously. 

^PT^TT  abhy-upa-sthd  (abhi-upa°),  cl.  i. P.  -tiskthati,  -sthdtum,  to  accompany,  attend,  assist. 
Abhy-upasthita,  as,  a,  am,  accompanied  at- tended, assisted  by. 

iWliejirT  abhy-updkrita,  as,  d,  am,  sum- 
moned to  take  part  (in  a  ceremony?). 

T»nTTJpR  abhy-updgam  (abhi-upa-d-gam), 
cl.  I.  P.  -gaifhati,  -gantum,  to  come  to. 

'SlWjHl^r  abhy-upddd  (abhi-upa-d-dd},  cl. 3.  A.  -datte,  -datum,  to  pick  up. 

^}HI1^  abhy-updvritta,  as,  d,  am  (rt. vrit),  approached,  come  to. 

^3^  i.  abhy-upe  (abhi-upa-i),  cl.  2.  P. 
-upaiti, -turn,  to  go  near,  approach,  arrive  at,  enter; 

to  enter  a  state  or  condition  ;  to  agree  with,  approve' of;  to  be  faithful,  obey,  submit. 

Abky-updya,  as,  m.  an  agreement,  a  promise,  an 
engagement ;  a  means,  an  expedient. 

Abhy-upayana,  am,  n.  a  bribe,  douceur,  compli- mentary gift,  an  inducement. 
Abhy-wpeta,  as,  d,  am,  approached;  promised 

assented  or  agreed  to  (as  by  contract,  &c.),  admitted'. -  Abkyupetartkakritya  (°ta-ar°),as,  a,  am,  pledged 
o  the  peformance  of  a  required  act. 
AMy-upetavya  or  abky-upeya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be dmitted  or  assented  to. 

Abky-upetya,  ind.  having  arrived  at,  having  as- ented  or  agreed  to.  -  Abkyupctydiusrushd  (°tya- 
ai'),  f.  a  head  or  title  of  law,  breach  of  engagement r  contract  between  master  and  servant. 

Abhy-upeyivas,  van,  yuskl,  vat,  (having)  ar- ved  at. 

U 



i  abhy-upe. 

2.  abhy-upe  (abhi-upa-d-i),  cl.  2.  P. 
•iipaili,  -turn,  to  go  towards,  approach. 

?T"4MHi  abhy-upeksh  (abhi-upa-tksh),  cl.  I. 
A.  -upekshate,  -shitum,  to  leave,  abandon. 

abhy-usha  or  abhy-usha  or 

..*/(«,  «*,  m.  (it.  UfA),  a  kind  of  cake  of  grain  &c. 

half  dressed,  slightly  scorched,  or  parched  so  as  to  be 
eaten  from  the  band  ;  bread. 

MJiyutKiya   or  abhyush'ii/a  or  abhyveiiyn   or 
or  abhy-othiya  or  oMiij-oshya,  an,  a, 

urn,  consisting  of,  or  belonging  to,  or  fit  for  the  above 
cake  or  preparation  of  parched  grain. 

abhy-ushita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  i.vas), 
dwelling  near  to,  dwelling  with. 

I  .  abhy-udha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  rah 
with  abhi),  brought  near. 

abhy-urnu  (abhi-iirnu),  cl.  2.  P.  A. 
-Urnoti,  -nute,  -urnavitum  or  -nuvitum,  to  cover, 
hide,  conceal  ;  to  cover  one's  self  (?). 

abhy-uh  (abhi-uh),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -«A- 
«tt,  -te,  -uhitum,  to  cover  over,  to  clothe  ;  A.-uhate, 
Ved.  -ohate,  to  watch  for,  to  form  a  plot  against  ;  to 
infer,  to  guess. 

3.  abhy-tidha,  as,  a,  am,  reasoned  upon,  con- 
cluded, inferred. 

Abhy-uha,  as,  m.  discussion,  reasoning,  deduction, 
inference  ;  supplying  an  ellipsis  ;  understanding. 
Abhy-ihitavya  or  abhy-tihya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be 

inferred  or  guessed. 
Abhy-ukya  (the  «  being  shortened  after  abhi  be- 

fore the  ya  of  the  ind.  pan.,  but  sometimes  wrongly 
written  with  long  M),  ind.  having  concluded  or  inferred, 
having  reasoned  ;  having  supplied  an  ellipsis. 

'SW  abhy-ri  (abhi-ri),  cl.  3.  5.  P.  abhtyarti, 
-rinoti,  -artum,  -ritum,  -rltum,  to  go  to,  to  pervade. 
Abhy-arna.    See  s.  v.,  p.  71,  col.  2. 

abhy-ridh  (abhi-ri  fh),  cl.  6.  P. 
-rit<!hati,  -Shitum,  to  come  to,  to  visit  or  afflict  with  ; 
to  strive  against,  to  strive  to  overpower. 

abhy-rinj  (abhi-rinj),  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
-rinjati,  -1c,  -jitum,  to  stretch  out  the  hand  for,  to 
hasten  to  or  towards. 

-mA  (abhi-rish),  cl.  I.  P.  -arsh- 
ati,  -fhitum,  to  flow  or  run  towards  a  place  ;  to  let 
flow  or  run  towards  a  place. 

abhye  (abhi-ii-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -aiti,  -turn, 
to  go  near,  to  come  to. 
Abhy-etya,  ind.  having  approached,  having  come  to. 

i  .  abhy-eshana,  am,  n.  (rt.  3:  ish), 
desiring,  wishing  for. 

Alihy-esttaniya,  as,  i,  am,  to  be  desired. 

2.  abhy-fshana,  am,  n.  (rt.  i.  isJi), 
going  towards,  attacking. 

abhr,  cl.  i.  P.  abhrati,  abhritum, 
\  to  go  ;  to  err  or  wander  about. 

^W  al,hra  (sometimes  spelt  abbhra,  ac- 

Mirding  tn  the  derivation  ab-bhra,  'water-bearer'), 
<tnt,  n.  cloud;  sky,  atmosphere,  ether,  heaven; 
dust  (?)  ;  talc,  mica  ;  gold  ;  camphor  ;  the  ratan  (Ca- 

lamus Rotang)  ;  Cyperus  Rotundus  ;  (in  arithmetic)  a 

.  ypher  ;  [cf.  Gr.  o^/3pos  and  Lat.  tinker.]  -Abhram- 
liha,  an,  a,  am,  doud-licking  ;  what  touches  or 
weeps  the  clouds;  sky-scraper;  (as),  m.wind.-jl- 
Iihra-yliana,  tut,  i,  am,  thickly  covered  with  clouds. 
—  Abhr'in-kaxha,  of,  a,  am,  grazing  (hurting)  the clouds,  very  high  ;  (as),  m.  air,  wind,  a  mountain, 
-  Ablira-jd,  at,  as,  am,  Ved.  bom  from  clouds, 
caused  by  vapours.  —  Abhra-naga,  n*,  m.  one  of  the 
elephants  supporting  the  globe.  —  Abhra-pi^afa  or 
•tbhra-piiai'-aka,  as,  m.  sky-demon,  N.  of  R5hu,  the 
iescending  node  personified.  —  Abhra-pti»hpn,as,m. 

N.  of  a  cane,  Calamus  Rotang ;  (am),  n.  water ;  a 
lower  in  the  clouds,  castle  in  the  air,  anything  im- 

possible. —  Abhra-prush,  t,  f.,  Ved.  the  sprinkling  of 
he  clouds,  rain.  "Abhra-mdnsl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
Valeriana  Jat5m5nsi.  —  Abhm-mdtanga,  as,  m. 

Airavata,  Indra's  elephant.  —  Ablira-mdld,  f.  a  line 
or  succession  of  clouds.  —  Abhra-roha,  am,  n.  Lapis 

Lazuli.  —  Abhra-lipta,  as,  a,  am,  overspread  with 
clouds.  —  Abhra^arsha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  pouring 
water  from  the  clouds.  —  Ablim-rdtikn,  Of,  m.,  N. 

if  a  plant,  Spondias  Magnifera.  —  Abhrn-tiras,  o», 

i.  a  head  formed  of  the  sky.  —  Abhrarakds'a  (°ro- 
av°),  as,  m.  fall  of  rain,  clouds  as  the  only  shelter. 

—  Abhrdrakds'ika,  as,  d,  am,  or  abhrdvakds'm, 
I,  ini,  i,  exposed  to  the  rain  (and  so  doing  penance), 
not  seeking  shelter  from  the  rain,  having  the  clouds 

or  shelter,  open  to  the  sky.  —  Abhroltha  ("ra-ut"), 
as,  m.  sky-bom,  i.  e.  Indra's  thunderbolt. 
Abhraka,  am,  n.  talc,  mica ;  the  same  as  abhra, 

q.  v.  —  Abhraka-bhaeman,  a,  n.  calx  of  talc.— A- 
^hraka-sattva,  am,  n.  steel. 

Abhrdya,  nom.  A.  abhrayate,  -yitum,  to  create clouds,  make  cloudy. 

Abkrita,  as,  a,  am,  clouded,  covered  with  clouds. 

Abhriya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  or  produced 
from  clouds ;  (as),  m.  lightning ;  (am),  n.  a  collec- 

tion of  thunder-clouds. 

Abhrya,  as,  m.  a  naked  ascetic,  who  is  clothed 

only  by  the  air. 

-bhrama,  as,  d,  am,  not  blundering ; 

steady,  clear ;  (as),  m.  steadiness,  composure. 
A-bhramu,  us,  f.  the  female  elephant  of  the  east,  the 

mate  of  Airavata.  —  Abhramu-priya  or  abhramw- 
vallabha,  as,  m.  the  male  elephant  of  the  east  or 
Airavata. 

a-bhratri,  ta,  tri,\eA.  or  a-bhratrika, 
as,  a,  or  a-bhrdtri-mat,  an,  all,  m.  f.  brotherless, 
-  A-bhrdtri-kan,  hd,  ghnl,  m.  f.,  Ved.  not  killing 
a  brother. 

a-bhratrivya,  as,  a,  am,  having  no 
rival,  without  an  enemy. 

a-bhrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  unperplexed, 
not  mistaken  or  in  error,  clear,  composed. 

A-bhrdnti,  is,  f.  absence  of  perplexity  or  error. 

abhri  or  abbhri,  is,  or  abhri,  f.  (fr.  rt. 

abAr),  a  wooden  scraper  or  shovel  for  cleaning  a  boat, 
a  spatula,  a  spade,  a  pointed  stick.  —  Abhri-khdta, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  dug  up  with  the  above  instrument,  as 

a  ploughed  field.  • 
a-bhresha,   as,  m.   non-deviation, 

fitness,  propriety. 

W*^  a-bhva,  as,  d,  am  (etymology  doubt- 
ful, Mva^MoM  or  bAui'O?),  Ved.  huge,  immense, 

mighty  ;  monstrous,  terrible  ;  (as),  m.  a  powerful 
man,  applied  to  an  enemy  ;  (am),  n.  immense  power, 

monstrosity,  the  great  pervading  principle  of  the  uni- 
verse ;  embarrassed  state,  great  calamity;  sultriness  (?); 

a  monster  ;  offspring  ;  water,  a  cloud. 

^Tf  i.  am,  ind.  quickly,  a  little. 

-i'|  1  1   2.  am,  cl.  i.  P.  amati,  -mitum,  Ved. 
x  amiti  or  amitt,  to  go  ;  to  go  to  or  towards  ; 

to  serve  or  honour;  to  sound:  Cans,  dmayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  afflict  with  sickness  or  pain  from  disease  ;  to 

be  afflicted  or  sick. 

I.  (ttufi,  as,  m.,  Ved.  going,  pressure,  heavy  weight, 
violence,  strength,  power,  depriving  of  sensation,  fright, 
terror  ;  disease,  sickness  ;  a  servant  ;  companion  ;  ( 

a,  am),  unripe  ;  unfortunate  (?).  —  Ama-vat,  an.  all, 
at,  Ved.  impetuous,  violent,  strong  ;  powerful,  bold 
persevering,  constant  ;  attended  by  ministers,  attended 
by  diseases,  possessed  of  self;  (rat),  ind.  impetuously 
—  Ama-haia,  as,  a,  am,  injured  by  disease,  &c 
—  Ama-han,  hd,  ffhni,  ha,  destroying  diseases,  &c. 

I.  nmata,  ae,  m.  sickness  ;  disease  ;  death  ;  time 

I.  amnti,  is,  m.  moon,  time;  (is),  f.,  Ved.  form 

a-manojha. 

hape,  a  splendid  shape ;  splendor,  glitter ;  (i»,  is,  i), 

Ved.  poor,  indigent ;  (is),  f.  want,  indigence. 
I .  amort-van,  a,  m.,  Ved.  poor,  indigent. 
Amatra,  amani,  amavkhnii.    See  s.  v. 
^f{  2.  ama,  as,  m.  (connected  with  omu), 

his ;  self;  (a),  f.  soul. 
Amd,  ind.,  Ved.  at  home,  in  the  house ;  with ; 

ogether  with;  near:  see  also  p.  75,  col.  3.  —  Ami 

ITJ,  to  take  or  carry  with  one's  self. 1.  amdt,  ind.,  Ved.  from  near  at  hand,  from  the 
icighbourhood.    (For  2.  see  p.  75,  col.  3.) 

'SH  3.  a-ma,  as,  m.  or  a-ma,  f.  (rt.  mo), 
inmeasured  state. 

2.  a-mati,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  of  unmeasured  lustre 

(the  sun). 
a-mangala  or  a-mangalya,  as,  d, 

am,  inauspicious,  unlucky,  evil ;  (las),  m.  the  castor 
oil  tree,  Ricinus  Communis ;  (am),  n.  inauspicious- 
less,  ill-luck. 

amanda,  as,  m.  the  castor  oil  tree, 
Ricinus  Communis. 

a-mandita,  as,  a,  am,  unadorned. 

2.  a-mata,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  man),  not 

felt,  not  perceptible  by  the  mind ;  (for  I .  amata,  see 
under  2.  am.)  —  Amata^parartlia,,  as,  a,  am,  in- 

compatible with  the  principal  subject  or  subject-matter. 

3-  a-mati,  is,  f.  unconsciousness, 

ignorance,  feebleness  of  intellect,  absence  of  fore- 
thought, knowledge  or  intention ;  (is,  is,  i),  evil- 

minded,  unworthy  of  credit,  depraved.  —  Amati- 
purva,  as.,  d,  am,  unconscious,  unintentional,  without 
forethought. 

2.  amatl-van,d,m.,  Ved.  evil-minded,  weak-minded. 

^TTf?  amatra,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  om),Ved.  over- 

powering, overcoming,  strong,  violent,  impetuous ; 

(am),  n.,  Ved.  strength,  power ;  a  vessel,  a  utensil. 
Amatrin,  i,  im,  i,  Ved.  strong,  powerful ;  having 

a  drinking-vessel. 
a-matsara,  as,  d,  am,  unenvious, 

charitable. 

a-mada,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  mad),  cheerless, 

grave,  sorrowful. A-matta,  as,  d,  am,  not  inebriated,  sober,  sane, 
not  mad. 

4  a-madhavya,  as,  d,  am,  not  worthy 
of  the  sweetness  (of  the  Soma). 

a-madhuparkya,  as,  d,  am,  not 

worthy  of  the  madim-parka,  q.  v. 

a-madhyama,  as,  d,  am,  non-cen- 
tral, not  being  in  the  middle. 

a-madhyastha,  as,  d,  am,  not  in- 

different. 
a-manas,  as,  n.  not  the  organ  of 

desire,  non-perception,  want  of  perception  ;  (as,  as, 

as),  =  the  next. A-manaska,  m>,  d,  am,  without  the  organ  of  desire, 

without  perception  ;  without  intellect,  unconscious. 
A^nmnasrvi,  i,  int,  i,  unintelligent,  inhuman  (as 

a  Rakshasa). 

"MMrflcp  a-mandk,  ind.  not  little,  much, 

greatly. mam',is,f.  (fr.rt.  am),  a  road,  a  way. 

a-mannshya,  as,  d,  am,  not  human, 

unfrequented  by  men ;  (as),  m.  not  a  man,  a  demon. 
—  Amanushya-td,  f.  unmanliness.  —  A-manushya- 
nishfvita,  as,  d,  am,  not  inhabited  by  men. 
^HHIJlrl  a-manogata, as, d, am,  unthought 

of,  unknown. ••JIHHisI  a-manojha,  as,  d,  am,  unwelcome 

to  the  mind,  disagreeable,  disliked. 



a-manoriita. 
a-mdya. 

•>i)*HM*lH  a-manonlta,  as,  a,  am,  disap- proved; reprobate. 

•ttwililrT a-manoyoga,  as,  m.  inattention. 
A-manoyogin,  t,  inl,  i,  inattentive. 

i5W«f^C  a-manohara  or  a-manoramya,  as, 
d,  am,  or  (i-manohdrin,  t,  ini,  f,  disagreeable,  dis- 

pleasing, unattractive. 

'iJH'H'^l  a-mantavya  or  a-manariiya,  as,  a, 
am  (rt.  man),  not  to  be  regarded,  inadmissible. 
A-mantu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  unwise,  foolish,  indocile ; 

(for  ava-mantu),  despising. 

«i«i««  a-mantra,  as,  rn.  not  a  Vedic  verse 

or  text ;  (as,  a,  am),  or  a-mantraka,  as,  ikd,  am, 
unaccompanied  by  Vedic  verses  or  texts ;  unentitled 
to  or  not  knowing  Vedic  texts,  as  a  Sudra,  a  female, 
Scc.'-A-mantra-vid,  t,  t,  t,  not  knowing  the  for- 

mulas or  texts  of  the  Veda ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

v<«im  a-manda,  as,  d,  am,  not  slow,  active, 
violent ;  not  stupid ;  not  little,  important ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  tree. 

•><JH>tlHM  a-manyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
not  understanding,  offering  no  homage ;  not  expect- 

ing, not  being  aware  of. 

vii'Mn   a-manyuta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not 
affected  with  secret  anger,  not  bearing  ill-will  against 
a  person. 

•WHH  a-mama,  as,  d,  am,  without  egotism, 
devoid  of  all  selfish  or  wordly  attachment  or  desire ; 

(as),  m.  the  twelfth  Jaina  saint  of  a  future  Utsarpim. 
—  Amama-td,  f.  or  amama-tva,  am,  n.  disinterest- 

edness, indifference. 

•>HH(y  a-mamri,  is,  is,  «  (rt.  ran),  Ved.  im- 
mortal, undying. 

•w«n.  a-mara,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  mri),  undying, 
immortal,  imperishable;  (as),  m.  a  god,  a  deity; 
N.  of  a  Marut ;  a  plant,  Euphorbia  Tirucalli ;  another 

plant,  Tiaridium  Indicum  ;  a  species  of  pine ;  quick- 
silver, gold ;  N.  of  Amara-sinha  ;  of  a  mountain  ; 

mystical  signification  of  the  letter  n  ;  the  number  33, 
such  being  the  number  of  gods  according  to  the  later 

mythology ;  (a),  f.  the  residence  of  Indra  ;  the  umbi- 
lical cord ;  the  womb ;  a  house-post ;  N.  of  several 

plants,  Panicum  Dactylon,  Cocculus  Cordifolius,  &c. ; 

(i),  f.  the  same  as  anmrd  in  many  of  its  senses.  —  A- 

mara-kantaka,  a  m,  n.  '  peak  of  the  immortals,'  N. 
of  part  of  the  Vindhya  range  near  the  source  of  the 
Sons  and  Narmada.  —  Amara-kota,  as,  m.  the 
fortress  of  immortals ;  N.  of  the  capital  of  a  Rajput 
state.  —  Amara-kosha,  m,  m.,  N.  of  the  Sanskrit 
dictionary  of  Amara  or  Amara-sinha.  —  Amara- 

I'nsTia-kaumudl,  f.  title  of  a  commentary  on  Ama- 

ra-sinha's  dictionary. —  Amara-gana,  as,  m.  the  as- 
semblage of  immortals.  —  A  mara-tandra,  as,  rn., 

N.  of  the  author  of  the  Bsla-bhiirata.  —  Amara-ja, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Amara-tatinl,  (.  river  of 
the  gods ;  an  epithet  of  the  Ganges.  —  Amara-ta,  f. 
or  amara-tvd,  am,  n.  immortality ;  the  condition  of 
the  gods.  —  Amara-dtitta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lexico- 

grapher. —  Atnara-darii,  wx,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree 
(Pinus  Deodaru  Roxb.).  —  Amara-deva,  as,  m.  a 
N.  of  Amara-sinha.  —  Amara-dvlja,  ««,  m.  a  Brah- 

man who  lives  by  attending  a  temple  or  idol ;  super- 
intending a  temple.  —  Amara-pati,  is,  m.  the  lord  of 

the  gods ;  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Amara-pura,  am, 
n.  the  residence  of  the  immortals,  paradise;  N.  of  vari- 

ous towns.  —  Amara-pushpa  or  amara-pvshpaka, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants ;  a  kind  of  grass,  Saccha- 
rum  Spontaneum,  Pandanus  Odoratissimus,  Magni- 
fera  Indica.  —  Amam-push/rika,  f.  a  kind  of  anise, 
Anethum  Sowa  Roxb.  —  Amara-prak/iya  or  amara- 
jirnhlia,  as,  a,  am,  like  an  immortal.  —  Amara- 
ptabhu,  im,  m.  '  lord  of  the  immortals,'  one  of  the 
thousand  names  of  Vishnu.  —  Amara-bhartri,  td, 

m.  lord  of  the  gods ;  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Amara- 
iiidld,  f.  title  of  a  dictionary,  said  to  be  by  the  same 

author  as  the  Amara-kosha.  —  Amara-ratna,  am, 
n.  crystal.  —  Amara-rdja,  as,  m.  king  of  the  gods; 
an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Amarardja-datru,  its,  m,  an 
enemy  of  the  king  of  the  gods;  an  epithet  of  Ra- 
vana.  —  Amara-loka,  as,  m.  the  abode  of  the  gods, 
heaven.  —  Amaralnka-td,  f.  the  bliss  of  heaven. 
—  Amara-vat,  ind.   like  an   immortal.  —  Amara- 
vallari,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Cassyta  Filiformis  Lin. 

—  Amara-s'akti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Amara- 
snrit,  /,  f.  the  river  of  the  gods  ;   epithet  of  the 

Ganges.  —  Amara-sinha,  as,  m.  'god-lion,'  N.  of  a 
renowned  lexicographer;  he  was  a  Buddhist,  and  is 
supposed  to  have  adorned  the  court  of  Vikramaditya, 

being  included  among  the  nine  gems.  —  Amara-strl, 
f.  an  Apsaras  or  nymph  of  heaven.—  Amardfdrya 

(°ra-df'),  as,  m.  Vrihaspati,  teacher  of  the  gods. 

—  Amarditgand  (°ra-ang°),  f.  a  nymph  of  India's 
heaven.  —  Amarddri  (°ra-«(P),  is,  m.  the  mountain 
of  the  gods  ;   an  epithet  of  the  mount  Sumeru  or 

Mem.  —  Amarddhipa  (°ra-adh°),  as,  m.  lord  of 
the  gods;  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Amardpagd  (°ra- 
apc),  f.  the  river  of  the  gods;   an  epithet  of  the 
Ganges.  —A  mare/ya(°r<W/)'a*'in'>N.of  Vrihaspati. 
—  Amares"a  (°ra-itf°),  as,  m.  lord  of  the  gods  ;  an  epi- 

thet of  S'iva  or  Indra.  —  Amareicara  (°ra-«rf°),  a*,  m. 
an  epithet  of  Vishnu,  Siva,  or  Indra.  —  Amarottama 

(°ra-uC),  as,  d,  am,  best  of  the  immortals.  —  A- 
maropama  (°ra-up°),  as,  d,  am,  like  an  immortal. 
A-marana,  am,  n.  the  not  dying,  immortality. 
A-marani  ya,  as,  a,  am,  immortal.  —  Amaramya- 

td,  (.  immortality. 

Amard-vatt,  f.  the  abode  of  the  immortals,  resi- 
dence of  Indra  ;  N.  of  a  town  in  Berar. 

A-marisJinu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  immortal. 
A-marta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  immortal. 

A-marlya,  as,  d,  am,  immortal,  imperishable,  di- 
vine ;  (as),  m.  god.  —  Amartya-td  or  amartya-tva, 

am,  n.  immortality.  —  Amartya-bhuvana,  am,  n. 
the  world  of  the  immortals,  heaven. 

wnj~  amam,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king,  the 
author  of  the  Amaru-fataka,  am,  n.  or  the  hundred 
verses  of  Amaru. 

%i»i  4\n  a-maruta,  as,  d,  am,  without  wind, 

calm. 

a-mardlta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  mrid),  un- 
threshed,  unsubdued,  not  trodden  down. 

^WVTf  a-mardhat,  an,  and,  at,  Ved.  not x.         . 

injuring;  indefatigable  (?). 

isi«i»i  «T  a-marman,  d,  m.,  Ved.  not  a  vital 

part  of  the  body,  without  a  joint,  having  no  joint, 
having  no  vital  part.  —  A-marma-jdta,  as,  d,  am, 
not  produced  in  a  vital  organ.  —  A-marma-vedhin, 
?,  inl,  i,  not  injuring  vital  organs,  mild. 

^W^m  a-nwrydda,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 

limits,  transgressing  every  bound;  (d),  f.  the  transgress- 
ing or  overstepping  due  bounds  ;  disrespect,  impropriety 

of  conduct  ;  violation  of  decorum  or  due  reverence  ; 
forwardness  or  pertness. 

'J1*1H  u-iiiarsha,  as,  m.  (rt.  mrish),  non- 
endurance  ;  impatience  ;  impetuosity,  determination 
of  purpose  ;  anger,  passion  ;  (as,  d,  am),  unenduring, 

not  bearing;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Amarfha- 
]<i.  ii£,  d,  (nil,  springing  from  impatience  or  indig- 

nation. —  Amarsha-hdsa,  as,  m.  an  angry  laugh,  a 
sarcastic  sneer. 

A-marshana,  as,  a,  am,  or  amarsha-vat  ,  an, 
utj.  at,  or  a-marshita,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-marshin, 

t,  int,  i,  not  suffering,  not  bearing  ;  impatient,  in- 
tolerant ;  passionate,  wrathful,  angry,  impetuous,  de- 

termined. 

-mala,  as,  a,  am,  spotless,  stainless, 
clean,  pure,  shining,  white  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  the  goddess 
Lakshmi  ;  the  umbilical  cord  ;  N.  of  a  tree,  Emblica 
Officinalis  Gsertn.  ;  N.  of  a  plant  ;  (om),  n.  purity  ; 

the  supreme  spirit  ;  toSc.  —  A-mala-garbka,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  »  Amala-patatrin,  i,  im,  m. 

(.  the  wild  goose.  —  Amala-ratna,  am,  n.  or  amala- 

mani,  is,  m.  f.  crystal.  —  Amaldtinan  (°la-dt°),  d, 

d,  a,  of  undefiled  mind. 
Amalaya,  nom.  P.  amalayaH,  -yitum,  to  make 

spotless. 
A-malina,  as,  d,  am,  stainless,  free  from  dirt, 

clean. 

'i(*irtl1<»  amalanaka,  am,  n.  globe-ama- 
ranth (Gomphrama  Globosa).  See  amildtaka. 

witil  ama-vat,  an,  atl,  at.     See  under 

I.  'Hull. 
•si^Ptm!!  amamslmu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  am), 

going  in  different  directions,  up  and  down. 
Amasa,  as,  m.  disease;  stupidity,  a  fool,  time. 

•sii+nu  a-masrina,  as,  d,  am,  not  soft, 

harsh,  hard ;  violent,  intense. 

v(«i«non  a-mastaka,  as,  d,  am,  headless. 

•«»1«  a-mastu,  n.  curds.    See  mastu. 

^Wt  i.  amd,  f.  day  of  conjunction  of  sun 
and  moon  or  new  moon ;  see  amd-vasi,  p.  76,  col.  I. 

—  Amdnta  (amd-anta),  as,  m.  the  end  of  the  day 
of  new  moon. 

^WT  2.  amd,  ind.  at  home,  in  the  house ; 

see  also  under  2.ama,  p.  74.  ~  Amdkta  (amd-akta), 

as,  d,  am,  Ved.  met,  come  together.  —  Ama-jur, 
ur,  {,,  Ved.  living  at  home  during  life,  growing 
old  at  home;  being  without  husband  in  the  same 
dwelling  with  her  parents  (as  a  maiden). 

•»a*ii«  a-mdnsa,  am,  n.  not  flesh,  anything 

but  flesh ;  (as,  d,  am),  without  flesh,  feeble,  thin. 

—  A-mdnsauatmika  ('sa-od'),  as,  i,  am,  not  re- 
lating to  a  preparation  of  rice  with  meat. 

^JTH^  2.  a-mdt,  an,  dti  or  dnti,  at,  not 
measuring.  (For  I.  see  p.  74,  col.  3.) 

v<nm<*  a-mdtrika,  as,  d,  am,  without  a 

mother,  motherless. 

A-mdtd^putra,  as,  m.  having  neither  mother  nor 

son. A-mdtribhoglna,  as,  d,  am,  not  fit  for  the  use of  a  mother. 

•«l«lli«l  amdtya,  as,  m.  (fr.  2.  amd  above), 
inmate  of  the  same  house,  belonging  to  the  same 
house  or  family ;  a  companion,  follower,  counsellor, 
minister. 

4IHM  a-matra,  am,  n.  non-measure,  not 
a  measure  or  quantity  (said  of  the  universal  spirit) ; 

(as,  d,  am),  boundless;  not  whole  or  entire;  not 
elementary ;  having  the  measure  or  quantity  of  the 
letter  a.  —  Amdtravat-tva,  am,  n.  deficiency,  defect ; 

spirit,  spiritual  essence. 

v)»iini  a-mdnana,  am,  n.  disrespect,  con- 

tempt, disobedience. 
*!)HM=t  a-manava,  as,  d,  am,  not  human, 

animal ;  superhuman. 

a-mdnasya,  am,  n.  pain. 

a-mdnitd,  f.  or  a-mdnitva,  am, 

n.  (rt.  man),  modesty,  humility. 

A-mdnin,  i,  inl,  i,  humble,  modest. 
A-mdnya  or  a-mdnitavya  or  a^mdnanlya,  as, 

d,  am,  to  be  disrespected. 
'WHTl  M  a-mdnusha,  as,  i,  am,  not  human, 

anything  but  man ;  supernatural,  inhuman,  a  monster ; 
not  well  disposed  towards  man. 

A-mdnushya,  as,  d,  am,  not  human,  super- 
human, &c. 

wn«mi  amd-masl  or  ama-mtisi  for  amd- 
I'oal,  p.  76,  col.  I. 

•flilM  a-mdya,  as,  a,  am,  not  cunning, 
not  sagacious;  free  from  error  or  deceit,  guileless, 
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sincere ;  (a),  f.  absence  of  delusion,  deceit,  or  guile 
knowledge  of  the  truth  ;  sincerity,  honesty. 

A-mai/it'i,  "•',  a,  am,  or  n-mayln,  i,  ini,  i 
without  illusion  or  deceit,  void  of  trick  or  guile ;  true 
honest;  real. 

'.a-mdra,  as,  m.  not  dying. 

a-marga,  as,  m.  want  of  a  road 
(as,  d,  am),  pathless,  without  a  road. 

will'm  u-miiryita,  as,  a,  am,  unsought 
not  hunted  after. 

*t*iifi|il  a-marjita,  as,  d,  am,  uncleansed 
unwashed,  unadorned. 

•«<*il=1«i  amd-vasu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  o 
Puriiravas,  of  a  son  of  Kusa  and  others. 

^MMI^i^Hi  amd-vdsyd,  f.  (fr.  rt.  vas,  '  to 
dwell,'  with  ama, '  together,'  i.  e.  rdtri,  night  of  new 
moon),  the  first  day  of  the  first  quarter  on  which  the 
moon  is  invisible ;  a  sacrifice  offered  at  that  time ;  the 

sacrificial  cake?;  (as,  d,  am),  or  amd-vdsyaka,  as, 
d,  am,  produced  in  a  night  of  new  moon. 

Amd-vasl  or  amd-vasyd  or  amd-vdsi,  f.  the  nigh; 
of  new  moon ;  that  night  during  which  the  moon 
dwells  together  with  or  in  the  same  quarter  as  the  sun 

•wHTI  a-mdsha,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-mdshaka, 
as,  ikd,  am,  having  no  kidney-beans. 

•wmfl  i .  amita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  am),  gone, 
served,  honoured,  sounded. 

•wmrT  2.  a-mita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ma),  un- 
measured, boundless,  infinite;  without  a  certain 

measure;  neglected;  unpolished,  unclean.  —A mita- 
kralu,  its,  m.,  Ved.  of  unbounded  wisdom ;  of  un- 

bounded energy.  —  Amita-gati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Jaina 
author.  —  Amita-tejas,  as,  as,  as,  of  boundless 
glory.  —  Amita-dyuti,  is,  if,  i,  of  infinite  splendor. 
—  Amita-dhvaja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dharma- 
dhvaja.  —  Amita-vikrama,    as,   m.   of  unbounded 
valour,  a  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Amita-virya,  as,  m.  of 
immense  strength.  —  Amitdkshara  (°ta-ak°),  as, 
d,  am,  not  containing  a  fixed  number  of  syllables, 

unbound,   pmszic.  —  Amitdbha  ("ta-dbh°),  as,  d, 
am,  of  unmeasured  splendor;   (as),  m.  a  kind  of 

deity;   N.  of  a  DhySni-bnddha.  —  Amitdym  ("to- 
ny ),  K»,  m.,  N.  of  a  Dhyini-buddha.  —  Amitaujas 

(°ta-cf),  as,  as,  as,  of  unbounded  energy,  all-power- ful, almighty. 

"siPl^  a-mitra,  as,  d,  m.  f.  not  a  friend, 
an  enemy,  adversary,  foe.  (According  to  some  au- 

thorities this  is  not  derived  from  a  and  mitra,  a 

friend,  but  fr.  rt.  am,  'to  attack.')— Amitm-khdda, 
ns,  m.,  Ved.  swallowing  or  devouring  his  enemies ; 
an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Amitra-gatia-mdana,  as,  d, 
am,  destroying  the  hosts  of  one's  enemies.  —  A- 
mitra-ghdta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  killing  enemies ; 
(as),  m.  a  N.  of  VindusSra,  the  son  of  Candragupta. 
—  Amitra-ghdtin,  i,  ini,  i,  or  amitra-ghna,  OK, 
a  or  i,  am,  the  same  as  the  preceding.  —  Amitra- 

jit,  t,  m.  conquering  one's  enemies  ;  a  son  of  Suvarna. 
—  Amitra-td,  (.  enmity.  —  Amitra-dambhana,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  hurting  enemies.  —  Amitra-sdha,  a», 
m.,  Ved.  enduring  or  overcoming  enemies ;  epithet  of 
Indra.  —  Amitra-send,  (.  hostile  arrow.  —  Amitra- 
fiait,  d,  m.,  Ved.  killing  enemies.-  Amilrii-ijailh, 
t,  t,  f,  Ved.  subduing  one's  enemies. 
Amitraya  or  amitraya,  nom.  amitrayati  -trd- 

yate,  -yittim,  to  act  like  an  enemy,  have  hostile intentions,  to  hate. 

A-mitrin,  I,  ini,  i,  hostile,  an  adversary,  enemy. 
A-mitriya,  a*,  a,  am,  or  a-ntitrya,  as,  d,  am hostile ;  inimical. 

a-mithita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  re- 
viled; unprovoked. 

Wfttan  a-mithya,  irid.  not  falsely,  truth- fully. 

f  ami»,  »,  ini,  i  (fr.  ama,  see  am), 

sick,  diseased. 
i.  amfaa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  am),  Ved.  going  every- 

where, violent,  tempestuous  (?);  loved  by  all(?). 

nl«in  2.  a-nu'no,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  unmea- 
sured, unparalleled,  inviolable. 

•wfilflr^  a-minat,  an,  all,  at  (rt.  ml),  Ved. 
not  hurting ;  unhurt. 

v(»ic?irl«i«  antildtaka,  am,  n.  globe-ama- ranth. 

•w  1*1 'Si  a-misra,  as,  d,  am,  unmixed,  un- 
mixing ;  without  participation  of  others. 

A-misraniya,  as,  d,  am,  immiscible. 
A-miirita,  as,  d,  am,  unmixed,  unblended. 

wfim  i.  amisha,  am,  n.  luxury,  object  of 
enjoyment,  flesh.  See  dmiiha. 

•wfim  2.  a-misha,  am,  n.  honesty,  simpli- 
city, absence  of  fraud ;  dishonesty  (?). 

ifft  in  I'D  a-mlta-varna,  as,  d,  am  (mtta 
fr.  rt.  mi),  Ved.  of  infinite  hue ;  of  unhurt  or  unex- 
tinguishable  colour. 

'•atilimi  a-mimdnsd,  f.  (rt.  man),  absence 
of  reasoning  or  investigation. 

A-mimansya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  reasoned  about 
or  discussed,  not  to  be  demonstrated  by  reason. 

amlcd,  f.  (fr.  rt.  am),  pain,  distress, 
terror,  fright ;  tormenting  spirit,  demon ;  affliction, 
disease ;  (as),  m.  an  enemy,  one  who  afflicts ;  (am), 
n.  affliction,  pain,  grief.  —  Amii-a-tdtana,  as,  f,  am, 
Ved.  driving  away  pains,  diseases,  enemies,  or  tor- 

menting spirits.  —  Amim-han,  d,  m.,  Ved.  killing 
evil  spirits,  destroying  pains. 

amu,  a  pronominal  base,  used  in  the 
declension  of  the  pronom.  atlas. 
Amiika,  as,  d,  am,  a  certain  person  or  thing,  any- 

thing or  person  referred  to  without  a  name. 
Amutas,  ind.  from  there,  there ;  from  that  place, 

"rom  above,  i.  e.  from  the  other  world,  from  heaven ; 
lereupon,  upon  this ;  henceforth. 
Amutra,  ind.  there ;  there,  i.  e.  in  what  precedes 

or  has  been  said ;  there  above,  i.  e.  in  the  other  world, 
n  the  life  fo  come;  here.  —  Amutra-bhiiya,  am, 
n.,  Ved.  being  there  above  or  in  the  other  world ; dying. 

Amutratya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  future  state, 
>eing  of  the  next  world. 
AiHHtlta,  hid.  thus,  in  that  manner,  like  that; 

imuthd  as,  to  be  thus,  a  euphemistic  expression  used 
n  the  sense  of,  to  fare  very  ill. 
Ani.ii.yd,  ind.,  Ved.  in  that  manner,  thus  or  thus  ; 

with  rt.  <u  or  6Au)  to  be  thus ;  to  be  gone,  to  be 
ost. 
Amurhi,  ind.  at  that  time,  then. 
Amu-rat,  ind.  like  a  person  or  thing  referred  to without  name. 

Amushmin  (loc.  sing,  of  ados),  in  the  other  world. 
\iniinTiya  (gen.  sing,  of  ados),  of  such  a  one. 

—  Amushya-kida,  at,  d,  am,   belonging   to   the 
amily  of  such  a  one.  —  Amushya-putra,  as,  i,  m. 
.  the  son  or  daughter  of  such  a  one ;  of  a  good  family, 

af  known  origin.  —  Amiifhydyana  (°ya-ay°),  as, 
a,  m.  f.  offspring  of  such  a  one ;  of  respectable  birth, 
f  known  origin. 

AmMirii,  1;  ie,  Tc,  or  mnii-drisa,  or  amu-drik- 
ha,  as,  d,  am,  like  that,  such  like,  such  a  one,  of 
uch  form  or  kind. 

a-mukta,  as,  d,  am,  not  loosed,  not 
et  go ;  not  liberated  from  birth  and  death ;  (am), 
.  a  weapon  that  is  always  grasped  and  not  thrown, 

is  a  knife,  a  sword,  &c.  —  Amukta-hasta,  as,  d, 
m,  one  whose  hand  is  not  open  (to  give) ;  sparing ; 
tingy ;  frugal,  prudent. 
A-mukti,  ii,  (.  non-liberation ;   want  of  freedom r  liberty. 

A-mw!,  k,  (.,  Ved.  non-liberation. 
A-nmtl,  (.,  Ved.  not  unbinding,  not  setting  at 

liberty  (epithet  of  an  evil  spirit). 
vi«j««i  a-mukha,  as,  d,  am,  having  no mouth. 

A-mukhya,  as,  a,  am,  not  chief,  inferior,  or- 

dinary. 

^W*V  a-muodha,  as,  d,  am,  not  con- 

founded, not  perplexed,  not  foolish. 
^W»  (i-inudha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  muh),  not 

infatuated,  wise ;  not  perplexed. 

^nTta-mira,  as,  a,  am  (for  a-mudha,  q.  v.), 

Ved.  without  error  or  mistake,  infallible,  not  ignorant, 
not  bewildered. 

a-murta,  as,  d,  am,  formless,  shape- 
less, incorporeal,  unembodied ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Siva. 

—  Amurta-rajas,  as,  or  amurta-rajasa,  as,  m. 
a  son  of  Kfl^a  by  VaidarbhI. 

A-mtirti,  is,  {.  shapelessness,  absence  of  shape  or 
form ;  (is,  is,  i),  formless ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu; 
(-ayai ),  m.  pi.  a  class  of  Manes,  who  have  no  defi- 

nite form.  —  Amurti-mat,  an,  all,  at,  formless. 

vi«ico  a-mula  or  a-miilaka,  as,  d,  am,  root- 
less, baseless ;  without  support  ;  without  authority  ; 

without  material  cause  or  origin ;  not  fixed  in  the 
earth ;  having  locomotive  powers ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  Methonica  Superba  Lam. 

»a«j«H  a-mulya,  as,  d,  am,  invaluable,  not 
to  be  purchased,  priceless. 

«i*J^i  a-mrikin,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unhurt, 
unharmed,  safe. 

a-mrindla,  am,  n.  the  root  of  a 

fragrant  grass,  used  for  taties  or  screens,  &c.,  com- 
monly called  Kaskas,  Andropogon  Muricatus. 

wjff  a-mrita,  as,  d,  am,  not  dead;  im- 
mortal, imperishable,  causing  immortality ;  beautiful, 

beloved,  desired ;  (as),  m.  a  god,  an  immortal ;  N. 
of  Indra,  of  the  sun,  of  PrajSpati,  of  the  soul,  of  Vishnu, 
of  Siva,  of  Dhanvantari  as  physician  of  the  gods,  &c. ; 
N.  of  a  plant,  Phaseolus  Trilobus  Ait. ;  N.  of  the  root 

of  a  plant ;  (d),  f.  spirituous  liquor ;  N.  of  several 
plants,  Emblica  Officinalis,  Terminalia  Citrina  Roxb., 
Cocculus  Cordifolius,  Piper  Longum,  Ocymum  Sanc- 

tum, &c. ;  N.  of  the  mother  of  Parlkshit ;  (am),  n. 
immortality ;  the  collective  body  of  immortals ;  the 
world  of  immortality,  heaven,  paradise,  eternity ;  the 
immortal  light ;  the  nectar  conferring  immortality, 
ambrosia ;  the  Soma  juice ;  antidote  against  poison ;  a 

drug ;  the  residue  of  a  sacrifice ;  unsolicited  alms ; 
water;  clarified  butter ;  milk ;  food ;  boiled  rice ;  any- 

thing sweet,  a  sweetmeat ;  property ;  gold,  quick- 
silver ;  poison  ;  splendor ;  final  emancipation  ;  N.  of  a 

sacred  place;  N.  of  various  conjunctions  of  planets  sup- 

posed to  confer  long  life  ;  the  number  '  four.'  —  Amri- 
ta-Tcutida,  am,  n.  the  vessel  containing  the  Amrita 
or  nectar.  —  Amrita-kefava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

temple,  built  by  Amrita-prabha. — Antrita-kshdra, 
am,  n.  sal  ammoniac.  —  Amrita-gatt,  is,  f.,  N.  of 
a  metre  consisting  of  four  times  ten  syllables.  —  A- 
mrita-garlika,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  immortal  fetus,  i.  e. 

sleep;  (as,  d,  am),  filled  with  nectar.  —  Amrita-titi, 
i,  f.  the  accumulation  or  arrangement  of  sacrificial 

bricks  conferring  immortality.  —  Amrita-ja,  as,  d, 
am,  produced  by  the  Amrita ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
Yellow  Myrobalan,  —  Amrita-jatd,  f.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  Valeriana  Jatamansl.  —  Amrita-tarangt ni,  f. 
moonlight.  —  Amrita-td,  f.  or  amrita-tra,  am,  n. 
immortality.  —  Amrita-dtdhiti  or  amrita-dyuti, 
is,  m.  the  moon.  —  Amrita- Jrara,  as,  d,  am,  shed- 

ding ambrosia.  —  Amrita-dhdra,  as,  d,  am,  shed- 
ding or  distilling  ambrosia ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  metre. 

—  Amrita-nddopanishad  (°da-up°),  i,  f.,  N.  of  an 

Upanishad,  lit. '  the  sound  of  immortality.'  —  Amrita- 
oa,  as,  d,  am,  drinking  nectar;  (as),  rn.  a  deity. 
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—  Amrita-paksha,  as,  m.  the  immortal  or  golden 
wing  (of  sacrificial  fire)  ;  having  immortal  or  golden 
wings.— Amrita-prabha,  f.,  N.  of  several  women. 
—  Amrita-phala,  as,am,m.n.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Tri- 
chosanthes  Diceca,  Roxb. ;  (d),  (.  a  bunch  of  grapes ; 

the   plant   Emblica    Officinalis    Gsertn.—  Amrita- 
bandhu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  friend  of  immortality,  keeper 
of  immortality ;  a  horse  (so  called  because  a  horse  was 

produced  in  the  ocean  along  with  the  Amrita).  —  Amri- 
ta-bliavana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  monastery.  —  Amri ta - 
bhuj,  k,  m.  an  immortal,  a  deity.  —  Amrita-bhu,  us, 
its,  u,  free  from  birth  and  death.  —  Amrita-mati,  is, 
f.,  N.  of  the  metre  Amritagati.  —  Amrita-manthana, 
am,  n,  the  churning  for  the  Amrita.  —  Amrita-maya, 
as,  I,  am,  immortal ;  consisting  of  or  full  of  Amrita. 
—  Amritamdlini,  f.,  N.  of  Durga,— Amrita-rasa, 
as,  m.  nectar,  ambrosia ;  (a),  f.  dark-coloured  grapes. 
—  Amrita-latd  or  amrita-latikd,  f.  a  nectar-giving 
creeping  plant.  —  Amrita-vapus,  us,  m.  of  immortal 
form,  Siva.  —  Amrita-varsha,  as,  m.  a  shower  of  nec- 

tar. —  Amrita-vallarl  or  amrita-valll,  f.  a  creep- 

ing plant,  Cocculus  Cordifolius.  —  Amrita-raka,  I.  a 

kind  of  bird.  —  Amrita-vindupanishad  (°du-np°),  t, 
(.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad  of  the  Atharva-veda,  lit.  •  drop 
of  nectar.'  —  Amrita-sambhava,  (.  a  creeping  plant, 
Cocculus  Cordifolius.  —  Amrita-sdra,  as,  m.  essence 
of  ambrosia.  —  Amritasdra-ja,  as,  m.  raw   sugar, 
molasses.  —  Amrita-su,us,  m.the  moon  (as  distilling 

nectar). — Amrita-sodara,  as,  m.  a  horse,  lit.  'bro- 
ther of  nectar,'  born  together  with  the  Amrita  at  the 

churning  of  the  ocean.  —  Amrita-sravd,  f.,  N.  of  a 
plant  and  tree.  —  Amrita-srut ,  t,  t,  t,  shedding  nec- 

tar. —  Amritdkara  (°ta-dk°),  as,  m.  'a  mine  of 
nectar ;'  N.  of  a  man.  —  Amritdkshara  (°ta-ak°), 
as,  d,  am,  immortal  and  imperishable.  —  Amrita- 

nanda  (°ta-dn°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mzn.  —  Amritdn- 
ilhas  (°ta-an°),ds,  m.  a  deity,  whose  food  is  ambrosia. 
—  Amritd-phala,  am,  n.  the  fruit  of  the  Tricho- 

santhes.  —  Amritds'a  fta-a&t),  (M,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu. 

i.  m.  eating  ambrosia ;  a  deity.  —  Amritdsanga  fta- 

a*°),  am,  n.  a  collyrium,  extracted  from  the  Amo- 
mum  Anthoriza.  —  Amritdsu  (°ta-asu),  us,  us,u, 
whose  soul  is  immortal.  —  Amritdharana  (°ta-dh"), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  Garuda,  the  bird  of  Vishnu,  who  upon 

one  occasion  stole  the  Amrita.  —  Amritdhtia  (°ta- 
dh°),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  fruit. — Amriteda  or  amri- 
teivara  (°ta-ls*),  as,  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Amrite- 
xaya,as,  m.  sleeping  on  the  Amrita,  epithet  of  Vishnu. 

—  Amritefhtakd  (°ta-isha),  f.  a  kind  of  sacrificial 
brick,  shaped  like  golden  heads  (of  men,  animals, 

&c.).  —  Amritotpattt  (°ta-ut°),  is,  f.the  production 
of  the  Amrita.  —  Amritotpannd  (°ta-uf),  f.  a  fly ; 
(am),  n.  a  kind  of  collyrium.  —  Amritodana  (°ta- 
od"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sinhahanu.  —  Amritod- 
bhava  (°ta-ud°),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  collyrium. 
Amritaka,  am,  n.  the  nectar  of  immortality. 

Amritdya,  nom.  A.  amritayate,  -yitum,  to  be 
like  nectar. 

•««ig  a-mrityu,  us,  m.  not  death,  im- 
mortality ;  (us,  us,  u),  immortal,  causing  immortality. 

^mi  a-mridhra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  uninjured, 
not  to  be  impaired,  invulnerable ;  unremitting,  un- 

ceasing, indefatigable  (?). 

^M*jm  a-mrishd,  ind.  not  falsely,  certainly, 
surely ;  rightly.  —  Amrishd-bdshin,  I,  inl,  i,  speak- 

ing truly. 

'SH?  a-mrishta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  mrij),  not 
rubbed.  —  Amrishta-mrija,  as,  d,  am,  of  unim- 

paired purity. 

^PJ*t  a-mrishya,  as,  d,  am,  unbearable, 
insufferable. 

A-mri»liyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  not  enduring,  not 
bearing  or  tolerating. 

'•a *i »«(<!!  a-mekshana,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 
mekshana  or  mixing-instrument. 

a-megha,  as,  a,  am,  cloudless. 

«i«m«Si  a-medaska,  as,  d,  am,  without  fat, lean. 

^WPff  a-medhas,  as,  as,  as,  foolish ;  an 
idiot. 

^nrui  a-medhya,  as,  d,  am,  not  able  or  not 
allowed  to  sacrifice,  not  fit  for  sacrifice,  impure,  un- 

holy, nefarious,  foul ;  (am),  n.  feces,  excrement ;  an 

unlucky  omen.  —  Amedht/a-kunapdsin  (°pa-d3°), 
I,  inl,  i,  feeding  on  carrion.  —Amedhya-td,  f.  or 
amedhya-tva,  am,  n.  impurity,  foulness,  filthiness. 

A-medhya-yukta,  as,  d,  am,  filthy,  foul.  —  A- 
medhya-lipta,  as,  d,  am,  smeared  with  ordure, 
foul,  defiled.  —  Amedhya-lepa,  as,  m.  smearing  with 

ordure. —Amedhydkta  (°ya-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  soiled 

by  ordure. 
-menu,  as,  m.,  Ved.  having  no  wife, 

a  widower. 

a-meni,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  not  shooting, 
not  able  to  shoot,  not  injuring. 

311*1  a-meya,  as,  d,  am,  immeasurable. 

Ameydtman  Cya-df),  d,  d,  a,  possessing  extra- 
ordinary powers  of  mind,  magnanimous ;  (d),  m.  a 

N.  of  Vishnu. 

ameshta  (°ma-ish°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
sacrificed  at  home.     See  i,  amd,  p.  75. 

•siw M •«  a-mokya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  mud),  Ved. 
that  cannot  be  unloosed. 

A-modana,  am,  n.  not  loosening  or  letting  go; 
non-liberation. 

A-modaniya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  liberated,  not 
to  be  let  go. 

A-modita,  as,  d,  am,  not  liberated,  confined. 

•«i*llHf  a-moksha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  moksh), 
unliberated,  unloosed ;  (as),  m.  want  of  freedom, 

bondage,  confinement ;  non-liberation  from  mundane 
existence. 

VHIJM  a-moyha,  as,  d,  am,  unerring,  un- 
failing, not  vain,  efficacious,  succeeding,  reaching  the 

mark ;  productive,  fruitful ;  (as),  m.  the  not  erring, 
the  not  failing ;  unerringness ;  N.  of  Siva  and  Vishnu ; 
N.  of  a  river ;  (d),  f.  trumpet  flower,  Bignonia 
Suaveolens,  Roxb. ;  a  plant  of  which  the  seed  is 
used  as  a  vermifuge,  Erycibe  Paniculata,  Roxb. ;  Ter- 

minalia  Citrina,  Roxb. ;  N.  of  a  spear ;  N.  of  Siva's 
wife ;  mystical  name  of  the  double  consonant  ksh. 

—  Amogha-danda,  as,    m.   (unerring   in   punish- 

ment), N.  of  Sivz.  —  Amogha-<lars'in,  i,  m.,  N.  of 
a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Amogha-drlnhti,  is,  is,  i,  of  un- 

erring view  or  mind.  —  Amogha-liala,  as,  d,  am,  of 
never-failing  strength.  —  Amogha-bhut{,  is,  m.,  N.  of 
a  king  of  the  Panjab.  —  Amogha-raja,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  Bhikshu.  —  Amvgha-vdf,  k,  f.  words  that  are  not 
vaiu  or  idle.  —  Amogha-vdnthita,  as,  d,  am,  never 
disappointed.  —  Amogha-rikrama,  as,  m.  of  un- 

erring valour;  N.  of  Sivz.  —  Amogha-siddha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  fifth  DhySni-buddha.  —  Am.oghata.rya 

~ ''),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author; 

amota  (amd-uta),  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
woven  at  home,  taken  care  of  at  home ;  see  2.  amd. 

—  Amota-putrakd,  {.,  Ved.  a  maiden  protected  at 
home. 
Amotaka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  protected  at  home  (a 

child)  ;  a  weaver  (?). 
"^•™«"^ 

••stUflNlrl  a-mautra-dhauta,  as,  d,  am,  not 
washed  by  a  washerman. 

••Wli  a-mauna,  am,n.  non-silence;  know- 

ledge of  soul. 

•«««  amnas  (liable  to  become  amnar), 
Ved.  unawares,  quickly  ;  at  present ;  a  little.  (The 
etymology  is  doubtful,  but  cf.  I.  am.) 

^UU  amb,  cl.  I.  P.  ambati,  -bitum,  to  go ; 
Ncl.  I .  A.  ambate,  to  sound. 

Amba,  as,  m.  a  father ;  sound,  the  Veda,  one  who 

sounds;  (a),  f.  a  mother,  see  ambd;  (am),  n.  the 

eye ;  water  ? ;  (a),  ind.  a  particle  of  affirmation,  well ! 
well  now!  —  Amba-ithala,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain peak. 
Ambaka,  am,  n.  a  father  (?),  an  eye  [cf.  try-amba- 

i];  copper?;  (ikd,  f.),  see  under  ambd. 
Ambayd,  f.,  Ved.  mother,  good  woman  (as  a  re- 

spectful title?),  conveying  water (?). 

«g*,  ambara,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  amb?  or  rt. 
vri,  to  surround,  with  am  prefixed),  circumference, 
compass ;  surroundingcountry,  neighbourhood ;  clothes, 
apparel ;  cotton ;  sky,  atmosphere,  ether ;  saffron  ; 
talc ;  a  perfume  (Ambergris) ;  N.  of  a  people. 

—  Ambara-ga,  as,  a,  am,  sky-going.  —  Ambarn- 
da,  am,  n.  cotton. —Ambara-yuga,  am,  n.  the 
two  principal  female  garments,  or  upper  and  lower 
cloths  or  mantles.  —  A mbara-iaila,  as,  m.  a  high 
mountain  touching  the  sky.  —  Ambara-sthali,  f.  the 

earth.  —  Ambardnta  Cra-an°),  as,  m.  the  end  of  a 
garment;  the  horizon. -•  Ambaraukas  (°ra-ok°), 
ds,  m.  dwelling  in  heaven ;  a  god. 

Ambarya,  nom.  P.  ambarryati,  -yitum,  to  bring 

together. vigO^  ambarlsha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt. 

amb?),  a  frying-pan  (in  this  sense  also  written  with 
short  i,  ambarifha) ;  one  of  the  hells ;  remorse, 

war,  battle;  (as),  m.  a  young  animal,  a  colt;  the 
sun;  the  hog-plum  plant,  Spondias  Magnifera;  N. 
of  Vishnu;  of  Siva;  of  a  king  of  the  solar  race, 

celebrated  as  a  worshipper  of  Vishnu.  —  Ambarlsha- 
pntra,  as,  m.  son  of  Ambarisha,  whence  the  N.  of a  country. 

^qtj  amba-shtha,  as,  m.  (fr.  amba  and 
tlha-l),  N.  of  a  country  and  of  its  inhabitants;  the 
offspring  of  a  man  of  the  Brahman  and  a  woman  of 
the  Vaisya  tribe,  a  man  of  the  medical  caste ;  (d), 

{.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Jasminum  Auriculatum, 
Clypea  Hernandifolia,  Oxalis  Corniculata ;  (a)  or  (I), 
f.  an  Ambashtha  woman. 
Ambashthaki,  f.  the  plant  Clypea  Hernandifolia. 
Ambashthikd,  (.  the  plant  Clerodendrum  Sipho- nanthus. 

^f^JTamfca,  f.  (fr.  rt.  amb?  the  voe.  case  in 
the  Veda  is  ambe  or  amba ;  in  later  Sanskrit  amba 

only),  a  mother,  good  woman  (as  a  title  of  respect) ; 
N.ofaplant;  N.ofDurgS,  the  wife  of  Siva;  N.ofan 
Apsaras ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  a  king  of  KsSi ;  a  sister  of 
PSndu's  mother ;  a  term  in  astrology  to  denote  the 
fourth  condition  (?).  In  the  SouthJndian  languages, 

ambd  is  corrupted  into  ammd,  and  is  often  affixed 
to  the  names  of  goddesses,  and  females  in  general 
[with  ambd  has  been  compared  the  Germ.  Amme, 
'  a  nurse ;'  Old  Germ,  amma,  Them,  ammon,  am- 

mun\.—Ambd-gangd,  f.  a  river  in  Ceylon.  —  Amba- 
janman,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

AmJiada  or  ambdld  or  ambayu,  11$,  f.  mother. 

Ambdiikd,  f.  mother,  good  woman  (as  a  term  of 
respect)  ;  N.  of  a  plant ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  a  king 
of  KSsi,  wife  of  Viditra-vlrya,  and  mother  of  Pandu. 

Ambi,  is,  (.,  Ved.  water ;  woman,  mother,  nurse. 
—  Ambi-tamd,  (.,  Ved.  the  best  of  waters  or mothers. 

Ambikd,  f.  mother,  good  woman  (as  a  term  of 
respect) ;  N.  of  the  plant  Wrightia  Antidysenterica  ; 
a  sister  of  Rudra ;  N.  of  ParvatI,  the  wife  of  Siva ; 
the  wife  of  Rudra  Ugraretas;  one  of  the  female 
domestic  deities  of  the  Jainas ;  daughter  of  a  king 

of  KSs*i,  wife  of  Vicitra-vTrya,  and  mother  of  Dhrita- 
rSshtra;  N.  of  a  place  in  Bengal.  —  Ambikd-pati, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  S[vz.  —  Ambikd-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
Dhrita-rashtra. 

Ambikeya  or  ambikeyaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Ganes'a, Karttikeya,  and  Dhrita-rashtra.  See  dmbikeya. 

^Tlf  ambu,  n.  (it.  rt.  amb?),  water;  the 

watery  element  of  the  blood  [cf.  un&pot,  imber] ; 

the  plant  Andropogon  Schcenanthus ;  N.  of  a  metre ; 
a  term  in  astrology =amtd.— Ambu-kann,  ris,  m.  u 
drop  of  water.  —  Ambu-kantaka,  at,  m.  the  short- 
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nosed  alligator.  —  Ambu-kirdta,  as,  m.  an  alligator. 
—  Ambu-kisa  or  ambu-kurma,  as,  m.  a  porpoise, 
especially  the  Gangetic,  Delphinus  Gangeticus.  —  A  m- 
Im-kiilura,  at,  in.  lemon  tree.  —  Ambu-kriyu,  f.  a 
funeral  rite  =  jala-kriyd.  —  .4m&tt-ga,  as,  a,  am, 
water-goer,  living  in  water.  —  Ambu-ghana,  a»,  m. 
hail,  frozen  rain.  —  Ambu-fara,  as,  I,  a»n,  moving  in 
the  water,  aquatic.  —  Ambu-tamara,  am,  n.  water- 

chowrl,  an  aquatic  plant,  V'alisneria.  —  Ambu-tdrin, 
t.  till,  i,  moving  in  water,  as  a  fish,  &c.  —  Am- 
bu-ja,  an,  a,  am,  produced  in  water,  water-bom, 
aquatic;    (as),    m.,   N.   of   a    plant,    Barringtonia 
Acutangula  Gzrtn.  ;  a  lotus,  Nymphata  Nelumbo  ;  the 

thunderbolt  of  Indra.  —  Ambu-janman,  a,  n.  a  lo'tus, 
Nymphaca  Nelnmbo.  —  Ambitja-bhu,  us,  m.  the  god 
Brahma.  —  A  mbuja-stha,  as,  a,  am,  sitting  on  a 
lotus.  —  Ambu-taskara,  ai,  m.  water-thief,  the  sun. 
—  Ambu-tdla,  as,  m.  the  plant  Valisneria.  —  Ambu- 
da,  as,  a,  am,  shedding  or  giving  water;  (as),  m.  a 
cloud;  the  plant  Cvperus  Hexastychius  Communis. 

—  Ambu-dhara,  as,  m.  a  cloud.  —  Ambu-il/ii,  is, 
in.  (receptacle  of  waters),  the  ocean;   the  number 

'  four.'  —  Ambudhi-sravd,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Aloes 
Perfoliata.  —  Ambu-nidhi,  is,  m.  (treasury  of  waters), 
the  ocean.  —  Amltu-pft,  as,  d,  am,  drinking  or  im- 

bibing water;  (as),  m.  a  plant,  Cassia  Ton  or  Alata. 
—  Ambu-pattrd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Cyperus  Hexasty- 
chius  Communis  Nees.  —  Ambu-paddhati,  ie,  f.  or 
ambu-pdta,  as,  m.  current,  stream,  flow  of  water. 
—  Ambu-prasada,  as,   m.  or   ambu-prasadana, 
urn,  n.  the  clearing  nut  tree,  Strychnos  Potatorum  : 
the  nuts  of  this  plant  are  generally  used  in  India  for 
purifying  water  ;   they  are  rubbed  upon  the  inner 
surface  of  a  vessel,  and  so  precipitate  the  impurities 
of  the  fluid  it  contains.  —  Ambu-bhrit,  t,  m.  a  cloud  ; 
the  ocean  (?);   a   grass,    Cyperus   Pertenuis;    talc. 

—  Ambu-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  watery,  having  or  con- 
taining water;  (tl),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Ambit-matra- 

ja,  at,  a,  am,  produced  only  in  water  ;  (as),  m.  a 
bivalve  shell.  —  Ambusmut,  £,  m.  a  cloud.  —  Ambu- 
fdja,  as,  m.  the  ocean;   N.  of  Varuna.  —  Amha- 
raii,  if,  m.  (heap  of  waters),  the  ocean.  —  Ambu- 

I'nJia,  am,  n.  the  lotus;  (a),  f.  Hibiscus  Mutabilis. 
—  Ambu-rohinl,  f.  the  lotus.  —  Ambu-vdfi,  f.  four 
days  in  Ashsdha,  the  tenth  to  the  thirteenth  of  the 
dark  half  of  the  month,  when  the  earth  is  supposed 
to  be  unclean,  and  agriculture  is  prohibited.  —  Antbu- 

i-ail-tyaga,  the  thirteenth  of  the  same.  —  Ambu- 

n~ii';-i>rada,  am,  n.  the  tenth  in  the  second  half  of 
the  month  Ash:uiha.  —  Aml>u-vdsttil  or  ambit-vast, 
f.  the  trumpet  flower,  Bignonia  Suaveolens.  —  Ambu- 

i-aha,  as,  m.  a  cloud  ;  the  grass  Cyperus  Pertenuis  ;  a 
water-carrier;  talc;  the  number  '  seventeen.'  —  Ambu- 

i-rl/iiii,  i,  iiri,  i,  carrying  or  conveying  water;  (im), 
f.  a  wooden  baling  vessel;  N.  of  a  river.  —  Ambu- 
vttasa,  of,  m.  a  kind  of  cane  or  reed  growing  in 
water.  —  Ambu-tirtihikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Ambu- 
slfd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  *-Amba-sfirjiiiii,  f.  a  leech. 
—  Ambu-sf  fani,  f.  a  wooden  baling  vessel. 
Ambu-krita,  as,  d,  am,  pronounced  indistinctly,  so 

that  the  words  remain  too  much  in  the  mouth  ;  sput- 
tered (as  speech,  accompanied  with  emission  of  saliva). 

•«i*»*(  ambya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  chanter. 
umbh,  el.  I.  A.  ambhate,  -bhitum, 
to  sound. 

,  i-  ambhas,  n.  also  ind.,  power, 
splendor,  fruitfulness  ;  a  philos.  term  =  tusli>!  :  (the 
etymology  is  doubtful  ;  perhaps  connected  with  obs. 
rt.  H/I.  or  fr.  blii't,  '  to  shine,'  with  prefix  am.) 

W  2.  ambhu,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  dp; 
perhaps  connected  with  I.  ambl,n*  or  with  ap,  ab- 
i'/,ra,  amliu),  water ;  the  sky  ;  the  fourth  sign  of  the 
/odiac;  collective  N.  for  gods,  men,  manes,  and  Asuras; 
mystical  i«me_  of  the  letter  r  [cf.  Sjiflpoj,  imbcr]. 
—  Ainbft(ift-*dra,  am,  n.  a  pearl. •  Ambltfifi-ttu   tit 

"i.  smoke;  cloudiness.  —  Amb>vt{i-*llni.  ,«'.  ,,.  ',„„] 
what    holds    or  contains  water;    abiding    in   water'. 
—  Anib/ifixa-kri/it,    us.    a,    inn,    done    by    water. 
—  Ambho-ja,  at,  a,  am,,  produced  in  water,  water- 

bom,  aquatic;  (as),  m.  the  moon;  the  sarasa  or 
Indian  crane;  (am),  n.  the  lotus.  —  Ambhoja- 
khanda,  am,  n.  a  group  of  lotus  flowers.  —  Amblto- 
ja-janman,  d,  m.  or  ambhoja-jani,  is,  m.  or 
ambltoja-yoni,  ie,  m.  an  epithet  of  Brahma,  being 
bom  secondarily  from  a  lotus.  —  AmWtojiJU,  f.  an 
assemblage  of  lotus  flowers  or  a  place  where  they 
abound.  —  Ambho-da,  as,  m.  a  cloud;  the  plant 

Cyperus  Hexastychius  Communis  Nees.«--^iii/>A0- 
dhara,  as,  m.  a  cloud.  —  Ambho-dhi,  is,  m.  (re- 

ceptacle of  waters),  the  ocean.  —  Antbliij-lhi-fiiUnbha, 

at,  in.  coral.  —  Ambho-nidhi  or  ambho-rds'i,  is, 
m.  a  pool,  the  ocean.  —  Ambho-mh,  (,  n.  or  ambho- 
ruha,  aw,  n.  [he  lotus ;  (an),  m.  the  Indian  crane. 

"Sfftmjft  ambhini,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  an  in- 
structress, who  transmitted  the  white  Yajur-veda  to 

Vac  (speech). 

^T*W!I  i.  ambhrina,  as,  d,  am  (connected 

with  I.  ambhas),  Ved.  powerful,  great,  violent  [cf. ' 

2.   ambhrina,    as,   a,   am  (fr.   rt. 

bhran  ?),  crying  violently,  roaring  terribly. 

^)**TT!T  3.  ambhrina,  as,  m.  (rt.  bhri  with 

am !),  Ved.  a  vessel  used  in  preparing  the  Soma 

juice ;  N.  of  a  Rishi,  the  father  of  Vac".  See  am- 
bhrini. 

•«)»*i<4  am-maya,  as,  I,  am  (for  ap-maya), 
formed  from  or  consisting  of  water,  watery. 

vt«4c(i  amyak,  ind.,  Ved.  (rt.  ad  with  am, 

t  being  inserted),  towards,  here  (?). 

^RT  amra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  am?),  the  mango 
tree.  See  amra. 

Amrdta  or  amrdtaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  Spondias 

or  hog-plum,  Spondias  Magnifera.  See  dmrdta. 

mjj  amla,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  am,  to  make 

sick),  sour,  acid ;  (as),  m.  sourness ;  acidity ;  vinegar ; 
wood  sorrel,  Oxalis  Corniculata ;  (i),  (.  Oxalis  Cor- 

niculata; (am),  n.  sour  curds.  —  Amla-kdnda,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Amla-kefara,  as,  m.  citron  tree. 
—  Amla-tukrikd,  f.  or  amla-tuda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
sorrel.  —  Amla-jambira,  a«,  m.  lime  tree.  —  Am- 
I  a -til.  (.  sourness.  —  Amla-nayaka,  as,  m.  sorrel. 
—  Amla-nimbuka,  as,  m.  the  lime.  —  Amla-nisd, 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Curcuma  Zerumbet,  Roxb.  —  Amla- 

pantoka  or  amla-panfa-phala,  am,  n.  a  collection 
of  five  kinds  of  sour  vegetables  and  fruits.  —  Amla-pat- 
tra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Oxalis,  and  other  plants. 
—  Amla-panasa,  as,  m.  a  tree,  Artocarpas  Lacucha, 
Roxb.  —  Amla-pitta,  am,   n.   acidity  of  stomach. 
—  Amla-phala,  as,  m.  the  tamarind  tret,  Magnifera 
Indica;  (a»i),  n.  the  fruit  of  this  tree.  —  Amla-bhe- 

dana,  as,  m.  sorrel.  —  Amla-meha,  as,  m.  a  urinary 
disease.  —  Amla-rasa,  as,  d,  am,   sour,  having   a 
sour  taste  ;  (as),  m.  sourness,  acidity.  —  Amla-niha, 
f.  a  kind  of  betel.  —  Amla-loniki  or  amla-lmii  or 

innln-lnUkil,  f.wood  sorrel,  Oxalis  Corniculata.  —  Am- 
la-varga,  as,  m.  a  class  of  plants  with  acid  leaves 
or  fruits,  as  the  lime,  orange,  pomegranate,  tamarind, 
sorrel,  and  others.  —  Amla-ratti,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
Pythonium  Bulbiferum  Schott.  —  Amla-vdtal-<i,  n«, 
m.  hog-plum,  Spondias  Magnifera.  —  Amla-ratikd, 

(.  a   sort  of  betel.  —  Amla-vastilka,  am,    n. 'sor- Tel.  —  Aiitlfi-i'rikslta,    at,    m.    the    tamarind    tree. 
—  Amla-rctasa,  an,  m.  a  kind  of  dock  or  sorrel, 
Rumex  Vesicarius.  —  Amta-taka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of 

sorrel,  commonly  used  as  a  pot-herb.  —  Amla-K<~tra, 
as,  m.  the  lime;  a  sort  of  sorrel ;  (am),  n.  rice  water 
after    fermentation.  —  Amla-liariilnl,    (.    the    plant 

Curcuma  Zerumbet,  Roxb.  -  Amldkla  (°la-ak  ),  at, 
d,  am,  acidulated.  —  Anilairkufa.  (la-an'1),  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  sorrel.  —  Amlddhyiuhitn  (rla-adh°),  inn, 
n.  a  diseise*of  the  eyes.  —  A  mlodgara  (°la-ud),  as, 
m.  sour  eructation. 

Amlaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Artocarpus  Lacucha. 
Amlikd  or  amllkd,  f.  a  sour  taste  in  the  mouth, 

acidity  of  stomach  ;  the  tamarind  tree  ;  wood  sorrel, 

Oxalis  Corniculata.  —  Amlikd^rataka,  as,  m.  a  sort 
of  cake. 
Ainliman,  a,  m.  sourness. 
Amll-bhiita,  as,  d,  am,  become  sour. 
Amvla,  as,  m.  sourness. 

^aif  a-mldna,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  mlai),  not 
withered,  dean,  clear  ;  bright,  unclouded  ;  (an),  m. 

globe  -amaranth,  Gomphrana  Globosa  L. 
A-mlilni,  is,  f.  vigour,  freshness,  verdure;  (is,  if, 

i),  vigorous,  unfading. 
A-mlanin,  i,  ini,  i,  clean,  clear;  (int),  f.  an  assem- 

blage of  globe-amatanths. 

aU  (connected  with  rt.  t,  q.v.),  cl.  i. 
A.  ay/ite,  -yitum,  to  go. 

jfya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i),  going  ;  a  move  towards  the 
right  at  chess  ;  good  luck,  favourable  fortune  ;  a  die  ; 

N.  of  a  Prajapati  ;  (as,  d,  am),  going,  moving.  —  Aya- 
td,  f.  good  luck.  —  Aya-rat,  an,  all,  at,  happy. 

—  Aya-iobhin,  t,  int,  i,  bright  with  good  fortune. 
—  Aydnvita  (aya-an°),  as,  a,  am,  fortunate,  lucky. 
Ayatha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  leg,  foot(?). 
Ayana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  i),  going  ;  especially 

at  the  end  of  a  compound,  e.  g.  samudrdyana,  going 

to  the  ocean  ;  (am),  n.  going,  walking,  walk  ;  a  road, 
a  path  ;  a  place,  a  site  (?)  ;  course,  circulation, 
period  ;  final  emancipation  ;  a  commentary,  treatise  ; 

N.  of  certain  sacrificial  performances;  the  sun's 
road  north  and  south  of  the  equator,  the  half 
year;  the  equinoctial  and  solstitial  points;  way, 
progress,  manner;  a  Sastra  or  inspired  writing. 

—  Ayana-kdla,  as,  m.  the  interval  between  the  equi- 
noxes. —  Ayana-devatd,  f.  a  deity  or  an  idol  placed 

near  a  road  (?).  —  Ayana-bhdga,  as,  m.  or   aya- 
ndnia  (°na-an°),  as,  m.  the  arc  between  the  vernal 
equinoctial  point  and   the  beginning  of  the  fixed 
zodiac  or  first  point  in  Aries.  —  Ayana-mlana,  am, 
n.  deviation  of  the  ecliptic.  —  Ayana-rriita,  am, 
n.  the  ecliptic. 

m  1  B«l  a-yakshrna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  con- 
sumptive ;  not  sick,  healthy  ;  causing  health  ;  (am), 

n.  health.  —  Ayakehnt<i-/,-<i  nnin,  as,  t,  am,  Ved. 
producing  health.  —  AyaksJimit-tdti,  is,  f.  or  aya- 
kshma-tva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  freedom  from  consump- 

tion ;  health. 

•«(Htt«)*ii<u  a-yaksfiyamdna,  as,  m.  not 

wishing  or  not  about  to  sacrifice. 

'*<t|3t*:*  "-yajushka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  with- 
out a  sacrificial  formula  or  verse. 

a-yajna,  as,  m.  no  sacrifice  ;  a  bad 

sacrifice;  (as,  a,  am),  not  offering  sacrifice.  —A- 
yujiiii-saf,  k,  k,  /•.  Ved.  not  performing  a  sacrifice, 
performing  worthless  sacrifices. 

A-yajaaka,  as,  d,  am,  unfit  for  sacrifice. 
A-4/ajniya,  an,  d,  am,  not  fit  for  sacrifice  ;  not 

worthy  of  sacrifice,  profane,  common. 
A-yajyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  not  sacrificing,  impious. 

profane,  wicked. A-y«jran,  a,o,a,Ved.  not  offering  sacrifice,  profane. 

•WMJi^Tl  a-yajnadatta,  as,  m.  not  Yajna- 
datta,  i.  e.  the  vile  Yajnadatta. 

^nTrT  a-yat.  t,  t,  t  (rt.  yam),  not  making 
efforts. 

A-ytila,  as,  a,  am,  unrestrained,  uncontrolled, 

unchecked. 
A-tjatin,  i,  t«i,  i,  of  unsubdued  appetite  ;  incon- 

tinent. 
Ayatna,  as,  m.  absence  of  effort  or  exertion  ; 

ayatiiena  or  ayatndt  or  ayatnata*,  without  effort 
or  exertion.  —  A-yatna-kdrin,  i,  ini,  {,  making  no 
exertion,  indifferent,  idle.  —  A-yatna-krita  or  a- 
yatna-ja,  as,  d,  am,  easily  or  readily  produced, 
spontaneous.  —  Ayatna-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  inactive, 
indifferent,  idle. 

•*m*ll  a-yathil,  ind.  not  as  it  should  be, 

unfitly,  unsuitably.  —  A-yntJiam,  Ved.  without  effort. 
—  A-yatha-tatha,  as,  d,  am,  not  so  as  it  should  be, 
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ind.  unfitly,  unsuitably.  —  A-yathd-tathya,  am,  n. 
unsuitableness,  unprofitableness,  incompatibility.  —  A- 
j/athd-dyotana,  am,  n.  intimation  of  something 
unexpected.  —  A-yathd-purva  or  a-yathd-pura,  as, 
d,  am,  unprecedented.  —  A-yathd-balam,  ind.  not 
according  to  one's  power.  —  A-yathd-mdtra,  as,  a, 
am,  not  according  to  measure.  —  A-yathdmukhina, 
as,  a,  am,  having  the  face  turned  away.  ••  A-ya- 
tkartha  (°thd-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  not  according  to 
the  sense  or  object,  incongruous,  unmeaning,  non- 

sensical ;  improper,  unfitting.  —  A-yathd-vat,  ind. 
inaccurately,  erroneously.  —  A-yathdidstra-kdrin,  I, 
inl,  it  not  acting  in  accordance  with  the  scripture. 

—  A-yathesTita  (°thd-ish°),  as,  a,  am,  not  as 
wished;  disliked,  disapproved  of;  insufficient,  not 

enough.  —  A-yathodita  (ctlid-uf),  as,  d,  am,  un- 
worthily, unsuitably. 

^nRJTT8|'rT  aya-dikshita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an author. 

ayana,  &c.     See  under  ay,  p.  78. 

a-yantra,am,  n.,Ved.  non-restraint, 
not  a  means  of  restraining;  having  no  restraint;  a 
powerful  weapon  for  restraining  enemies. 
A-yantrita,  as,  d,  am,  unhindered,  unrestrained, 

>elf-willed. 

a-yamita,  as,  d,  am,  unchecked, 
unrrimmed,  unpaired,  undipped. 

•#H4  I.  ayava,  as,  a,  am,  deficient;  (as), 
in.,  N.  of  a  worm  bred  in  the  intestines. 

2.  a-yava,  as,  m.  or  a-yavan,  a,  m. 
or  a-yaras,  as,  n.  the  dark  half  of  the  month. 

IMMI  3.  a-yava,  as,  a,  am,  or  a-yavaka, 
as,  ikd,  am,  having  worthless  or  no  barley. 
A-yavya,  as,  d,  am,  unfit  for  barley. 

•<J^?I^  a-yasas,  as,  n.  infamy  ;  (as,  as, 
as),  infamous,  disagreeable.  —  Ayaias-kara,  as,  d 
or  I,  am,  disgraceful,  degrading. 

A-ya^ast/a,  as,  a,  am,  infamous. 

«qt^  ayas,  as,  as,  as  (fr.  rt.  i),  going, 
nimble;  (as),  n.  iron,  steel,  gold,  metal  [cf.  Lat. 
(PS,  (ET-is  for  ces-ts  ;  Goth,  ais,  Them,  aisa; 
Old  Germ.  Zr,  'iron;'  Goth,  eisarn;  Mod.  Germ. 
Eisen\',  (ds),  m.  fire.  —  Ayah-pdna,  am,  n.  a  par- 

ticular hell.  —  Ayah-pratimd,  (.  iron  image.  —  Ayah- 
sianku,  us,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura.  —  Ayah-iaya,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  lying  in  iron,  made  of  iron  (said  of  fire). 
—  Ayah-iipra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.   having  jaws   or 
a  nose   of  iron.  —  Ayah-tiros,  as,   m.,  N.  of  an 
Asura.  —  Ayah-firstian,    a,    d,   a,  Ved.    having   a 
head  of  iron.  —  Ayah-iula,  am,  n.  an  iron  lance  ; 
fraudulent   or  cunning  artifice.  —  Ayah-sthuna  or 
ityas-sthuna  or  aya-sthuna,  as,  >,  am,  Ved.  having 
iron  pillars  or  spikes  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Ayai- 
farna,  am,  n.  iron  filings.  —  Ayas-kansa,  as,  am, 
m.  n.  an  iron  goblet.  —  Ayas-kdnda,  as*  am,  m.  n. 
an  iron  arrow.  —  Ayas-kdnta,  as,  m.  a  precious  stone, 
the  loadstone.  —Ayas-kdra,  as,  m.  a  blacksmith; 
the  upper  part  of  the  thigh  (?).~Ayas-kita,  am,  n. 
rust  of  iron.  —  Ayas-ktimbha,  as,  i,  m.  f.  an  iron 
pot  or  boiler.  —  A  yas-kutd,  f.  a  rope  partly  consist- 

ing of  iron.  »•  Ayas-krit.i,  in,  f.  preparation  of  iron. 
—  Ayas-tdpa,  as,  d,  am,  making   iron   red-hot. 
—  Ayas-pdtra,  am,  n.  an  iron  vessel.  —  Ayas-maya, 
its,  I,  am,  Ved.  made  of  iron  or  of  metal  ;  (as},  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Mann  Svarocisha  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  one 
of  the  three  residences  of  the  Asuras. 

For  compounds  beginning  ayn,  see  s.  v.  fiyo-gutlfi  . 
Ai/asa  may  be  used  for  ayas  at  the  end  of  com- 

pounds, as  krinlmdyasa,  q.  v. 

^nn  ay  a,  ind.  (fr.  pronominal  base  a  = 
iitiayd),  Ved.  in  this  manner,  thus. 

•«i<4l'^'*  a-ydcaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (rt.  yac), one  who  does  not  ask  or  solicit. 

A-yd(iki,  as,  a,  am,  unasked,  unsolicited;  aya- 

fitam,  ind.  without  being  asked;   (as),  m.,  N.  of 
the  Rishi   Upavarsha.  —  Aydfita-vritti,  is,  (.  or 
aydtita-vrata,  am,  n.  subsisting  on  alms  without 
begging. 
A-yatin,  i,  ini,  i,  not  soliciting. 

^THT51T  a-ydjya,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  yaj),  a  person 
or  thing  for  whom  or  for  which  one  must  not  offer 
sacrifices  ;  outcast,  degraded  ;  not  competent  to  offer 
sacrifice  ;  incapable  of  or  inadmissible  to  religious 
ceremonies.  —  Ayajya-tra,  am,  n.  the  state  of  an 
outcast.  —  Aydjya-ydjana  or  aydjya-8amydjya,am, 
n.  sacrificing  for  an  outcast. 

•WMiri^'  a-ydta-purva,  as,  a,  am,  follow- 
ing, subsequent  to,  succeeding. 

'S)Min<4I*l  a-ydtaydma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not 
weak  ;  not  worn  out  by  use  ;  fresh  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of 
certain  texts  of  the  Yajur-veda,  revealed  to  Ysjnaval- 
kya.  —  Aydtaydma-td,  f.,  Ved.  unweakened  strength, 
freshness. 
A-ydtaydman,  d,  mnl,  a,  Ved.  not  weak,  fresh. 

•>a«ur>  a-yatu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  not  demoni- 
acal ;  free  from  evil  spirits  ;  (us),  m.  not  a  demon, 

the  opposite  of  an  evil  spirit. 

")  c«  a-ydthdrthika,as,  t,  am,  impro- 
per, unjust  ;  not  genuine,  not  real,  incongruous,  absurd. 

A-yatlidrthya,  am,  n.  impropriety,  unfitness,  ab- 
surdity, nonsense. 

visii  a-ydna,  am,  n.  not  moving,  halting, 
stopping  ;  natural  disposition  or  temperament  :  (in  the 
last  sense  the  etymology  is  doubtful.) 

•>3Ml«f<4  aydnaya  (°ya-an°),  am,  n.  good 
and  bad  luck  ;  (as),  m.  a  particular  position  of  the 
pieces  on  a  chess  or  backgammon  board. 

Aydnayina,  as,  m.  a  piece  at  chess  or  backgam- mon so  moved. 

'ittuqoii  a-yavaka,  as,  a,  am,  unstained 
with  lac-dye,  naturally  red. 

*aq|c(r|  a-ydvana,  am,  n.  not  causing  to unite. 

^nTT3I  a-yds'u,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  unfit  for 
copulation. 

ISMI*IN  a-yds  (?),  as,  m.  (rt.  yas),  Ved.  agile 
(without  effort),  dexterous,  nimble  ;  (as),  ind.  fire  (?). 

A-ydsya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  to  be  obtained  by 
effort,  indefatigable  ;  valiant  ;  enterprising  ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  an  Ar»giras  ;  mystical  name  of  the  chief  vital  air. 

aydsomiya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  some 
verses  of  the  Sama-veda. 

wftl  ayi,  ind.  a  vocative  particle;  a  par- 
ticle of  encouragement  or  introducing  a  kind  enquiry. 

•«t(<4«^  ayin,  i,  inl,  i  (rt.  i),  at  the  end  of 
compounds,  going,  e.  g.  atyayln,  q.  v. 

^JJ*  a-yukta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  yuj),  not 
yoked,  not  joined,  not  united,  not  married  ;  not 
harnessed;  not  connected;  not  suited,  unfit,  unsuit- 

able ;  not  attentive,  not  devout  ;  negligent,  not  dex- 
terous, unpractised,  untrue,  wrong;  indecent.  —  A- 

yukta-krit,  t,  £,<,  committing  wrong  acts.  —  A  yukta- 
(ara,  as,  m.  (a  king  &c.)  who  does  not  appoint 
spies.  —  Ayukta-td,  f.  or  ayukta-tca,  am,  n.  the  not 
being  used.  —  Ayukta-paddrtha,  as,  m.  the  sense 
of  a  word  to  be  supplied.  —  Ayukta-rupa,  as,  d,  am, 
unfit,  unsuitable. 

A-yukti,  is,  f.  disunion,  separation  ;  unreasonable- 
ness, want  of  conformity  to  correct  principles  or  to 

analogy  ;  impropriety,  unfitness. 
A-yuga  or  a-yngala,  as,  d,  am,  separate,  single, 

odd.  —  AyugdMs  (°ga-ar°),  is,  m.  fire. 
A~yilf]ap(t(l,  ind.  not  at  once,  gradually,  seriatim. 

—  Ayugapad-grahana,  am,  n.  apprehending  gra- 
dually and  not  simultaneously.  —  Ayuyapad-bhdra, 

a",  m.  successiveness. 

A-yugma,  as,  a,  am,  not  in  couples,  separate, 
single;  odd,  uneven.  —  Ayiigma-Mliada,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  plant  Alstonia  Scholaris.  —  Ayugm/i-nelra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva.  —  Ayugma-dara,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

the  god  of  love  ('having  an  odd  number  of  arrows'). 
A-yuj,  k,  k,  k,  not  existing  in  couples ;  odd,  un- 

even. —  Ayuk-dhada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Alstonia 
Scholaris.  —  Ayitk-paldfa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree. 
—  Ayuk-pdda-yamaku,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  alliteration, 
viz.  the  same  syllables  in  the  first  and  third  Pada 
of  a  word   in   a  different  sense.  —  AyuJc-tfakli,  is, 
m.,  N.  of  Siva.*-Ayw/-isJut,  its,  m.,  N.  of  Kama, 
from  his  having  five  arrows ;  see  pandeshu.  —  Ayug- 
dhdtu,  us,  us,  u,  having  an  odd  number  of  elements. 
—  Ayitg-vdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Kama. — Ayun-netra 

or  ayug-akiha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  S'iva,  from  his  having 
three  eyes ;  see  tri-netra. 
A-yuja,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  without  a  companion, 

not  having  an  equal ;  not  existing  by  pairs,  separate, 
odd. 

A-yoga,  as,  m.  separation,  disjunction ;  interval ; 
unfitness,  unsuitableness,  unconformity ;  inefficacy  of 
a  remedy;  medical  treatment  counter  to  the  symp- 

toms; non-application  or  mis-application  of  re- 
medies; vigorous  effort,  exertion;  a  widower,  an 

absent  lover  or  husband ;  inauspicious  conjunction  of 
the  planets ;  a  conjunction  of  two  planets ;  (as,  a, 
am),  unconnected  with ;  indistinctly  connected  with ; 
making  vigorous  efforts.  —  Ayoga-vdha,  as,  m.  a 
term  for  AnusvSra,  Visarjanlya,  Upadhmanlya,  and 

Jihvamuliya,  as  standing  between  vowels  and  conso- 
nants. (For  ayo-ga,  hammer,  see  ayo-'gra  below.) 

A-yogya,  as,  d,  am,  unfit,  unsuitable,  useless; 
immaterial ;  (in  phil.)  not  ascertainable  &c.  by  the 
senses.  —  Ayogya-td,  f.  or  ayogya-tra,  am,  n.  un- 

fitness, unsuitableness. 
A-yojana,  am,  n.  disunion,  separation. 
A-yauktika,  as,  i,  am,  not  conformable  to,  in- 

consistent with. 

A-yaugapatlya,  am,  n.  uncontemporaneous  ex- istence, unsimultaneousness. 

A-yaugika,  as,  i,  am,  having  no  regular  derivation. 

^HJjf  a-yunga,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  exist- 
ing in  couples ;  odd,  uneven. 

vtgn  i.  a-yuta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  2.  yu),  Ved. 
not  disturbed  or  interrupted ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Radhika.  —  Ayuta-siddTia,  as,  d,  am,  proved  to 
be  not  separated  or  interrupted,  proved  to  be  inherent. 
—  Ayuta-siddhi,  is,  f.  proof  that  certain  things  or 
notions  are  not  separable. 

A-yuva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  undisturbed,  unshaken. 

vijjri  2.  a-yuta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  i.  yu,  to 
mix),  disjoined,  detached,  not  counted ;  (am),  n.  ten 
thousand,  a  myriad.  — Ayuta-jit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  BhajamSna.  —  Ayuta-ndyin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Ayuta-3as,  ind.  by  myriads.  —  Ayuta-homa,  as, 

m.  a  kind  of  sacrifice.  —  Ayutddhydpaka  (°ta-adh°), 
as,  m.  a  good  teacher.  —  Ayttiay m  (°ta-dy^),  us, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Jayasena  Aravin ;  of  a  son  of 
Srutavat.  —  Ayutdiva  (°to-o/°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Sindhu-dvlpa. 

^npr  a-yuddha,  as,  d,  am  ((rt.  yudh),  Ved. 
unconquered;  not  fighting;  (am),  n.  not  war,  absence 
of  war,  peace.  —  A-yuddha-sena,  as,  m.,  Ved.  whose 
arrows  or  armies  are  unconquered,  irresistible. 
A-yuddhri,  ind.,  Ved.  without  fighting. 
A-ywlha,  as,  m.  a  non-fighter. 
A-yudhya,  as,  d,  am,  unconquerable. 
A-yudhvin,  I,  m.,  Ved.  not  conquering,  not  a 

valiant  warrior. 

A-yoddhri,  dha,  m.  no  warrior,  a  bad  fighter; 
unmatched  by  other  warriors. 

A-yodhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  to  be  warred 
against,  irresistible  ;  (a),  f.  the  capital  of  Rama,  the 
modern  Oude,  on  the  river  $!uayu.  —  Ayo(lhyddh.i- 

pati  (°yd-adh°),  is,  m.  the  sovereign  of  Ayodhya. 
—  Ayodhyd-vdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  inhabiting  AyodhyH. 
A-yaudhika,  as,  m.  not  a  warrior. 
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a-ynpa,  as,  m.  no  sacrificial  post. 

^Sf^  aye,  in'd.  a  vocative  particle,  an  inter- 
jection of  suiprize,  recollection,  fatigue,  fear,  passion  ; 

used  also  in  the  same  meanings  as  ayi. 

flUl'N  ayogara,  as,  a  or  t,  m.  f.  or  ayo- 
qH  t  (etymology  uncertain  ;  perhap  connected  with 
rtyas,  iron,  or  fr.  a-yoga),  the  offspring  of  a  Sudra 
man  and  Vaisya  woman,  whose  business  is  carpentry. 
See  ayogarn. 

•«J»i1*lS  ayo-guda,  as,  m.  (ayo  for  ayas, 

iron),  a  chalybeate  pfll,  one  made  of  some  prepara- tion of  iron  ;  an  iron  ball. 

Ayo-'gra  or  ayo-'graka  (ayas-ng''),  am,  n.  a 
hammer,  a  forge  hammer;  a  mace  or  club  tipped 
with  iron;  a  pestle  for  cleaning  grain.  (A  form 

ayo-ga,  as,  m.,  is  also  given  in  the  sense  'iron 
hammer.') 
'  Ayo-ghana,  a»,  m.  a  hammer,  a  forge  hammer. 
Ayof(h<ehta  (ayas-uf  .'),  am,  "•  "**  of  iron. 
Ayo-jdla,  as,  a,  am,  furnished  with  iron  nets; 

(am),  n.  iron  net-work. 
Ayo-danshfra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.,  or  ayo-ilat,  at, 

nti,  at,  iron-toothed,  having  iron  weapons. 
Ayo-diha,  an,  m.  the  burning  quality  of  iron. 

Ayo-'pdshfi  (ayas-ap°),  if,  if,  (,  Ved.  furnished with  iron  daws  or  heels. 

Ayo-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  iron.  See  also 
s.  v.  it  i/a  f. 
Ayomala,  am,  n.  rast  of  iron. 
Ayo-muJclut,  at,  a,  am,  having  an  iron  mouth, 

face,  or  beak  ;  tipped  or  pointed  with  iron  ;  (as),  m. 
an  arrow  ;  N.  of  a  DSnava  ;  N.  of  a  mountain. 
Ayo-raja,  am,  n.  or  ayo-rajas,  as,  n.  rust  of  iron. 
Ayo-raea,  as,  m.  iron  rust  or  filings. 
Ayo-vatsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Ayo-vikdra,  as,  m.  iron-work,  any  iron  fabric. 
Ayo->Mta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  embossed  in  iron-work  ; 

made  or  performed  by  a  priest  &c.  who  wears  a 
golden  ring  on  his  finger. 
Ayo-hanu,  us,  vs,  u,  Ved.  iron-jawed. 
Ayo-hridaya,  an,  a,  am,  iron-hearted,  stern,  un- 

relenting. 

.  See«-3/waWAa,p.79,lastcol. 

a-yoni,  is,  f.  not  the  womb  ;  any- 
thing but  the  womb  ;  not  a  particular  verse  of  the 

Sima-veda  ;  (is,  ix,  i),  without  origin  ;  not  born 
from  the  womb,  born  in  a  manner  not  approved  by 
law  or  religion  ;  {is),  m.,  N.  of  Brahma  and  Siva  ;  a 
pestle  (for  ayo-gra  above  ?).  —  A  -yoni-ja,  as,  a,  am, 
not  bom  from  the  womb,  not  produced  in  the  or- 

dinary course  of  generation,  generated  equivocally  ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  TIrtha.  —  Ayonija-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  not  being  bom  from  a  womb.  —  Ayonijeda 
Cja-Ua),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva.  —  Ayanijesvara  ("ja- 
if)  or  aymiijefvara-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  TTrtha. 
—  A-yoni-sambhava,  as,  d,  am  —  ayonija,  q.  v. 
A-yonika,  at,  a,  am,  without  the  verse  containing 

the  word  yoni. 

^>T  ara,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ri),  swift,  speedy; 
little  ;  (at  end  of  comp.)  going  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  the 
spoke  or  radius  of  a  wheel,  see  also  aram,  col.  3  ; 
(at),  m.  a  spoke  of  the  time-wheel,  viz.  a  Jaina  divi- 

sion of  time,  the  sixth  of  an  Avasarpin!  or  UtsarpinI  ; 
the  eighteenth  Jaina  saint  of  the  present  Avasarpinl  ; 
N.  of  an  ocean  in  Brahma's  world.  —  Ara-ijhatta  or 
ura-ghattaka,  in,  m.  a  wheel  or  machine  for  raising 
water  from  a  well  (Hind.  •-'••  -*.t)  ;  a  deep  well. 
-Ara-nemi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Brahma-datta,  king  of 
Kerala.—  Aranttiret.hu  (°ra-an°),  loc,  pi.  in  the  in- tervals of  the  spokes. 

Araica,  at,  m.  the  spoke  of  a  wheel;  a  Jaina 
division  of  time  [cf.  ara]  ;  the  plant  Blyxa  Octandra  ; 
another  plant,  Gardenia  Enneandra. 

IVBJ*IN  a-rakshas,  iis,  as,  as,  Ved.  harm- 
less honest  ;  not  disturbed  &c.  by  evil  spirits. 

a-yiipa. 

^TrfSTfT  a-rnkshtta,  as,  a,  am,  unprotected, 
undefended ;  not  preserved,  not  kept. 

orni/aro/a,  as,  m .,  Ved.  a  valley  (.'). 

aran-kri,  cl.  8.  P.,Ved.  -karoti,-kar- 

titrn,  to  prepare,  make  ready;  serve.  Seearam,col.3. 

Amn-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  acting  satisfactorily;  pre- 
paring, serving  as  a  worshipper. 

Aran-krita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  prepared,  ready ;  gra- tified. 

Arait-krit;,  i»,  f.,  Ved.  service,  gratification. 

<U!S*t  aran-yam,  cl.,i.  P.,  Ved.  -gafthati, 
-gantum^to  be  present,  come  near  (in  order  to  help), 
become  visible,  appear.  See  aram,  col.  3. 

Aran-gama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  coming  near  or  into 
the  presence,  appearing  (in  order  to  help),  becoming 
visible. 

^RjH  aran-gara,  as, m.,Ved.  praising  rea- 
dily (?) ;  factitious  or  made  up  poison.  See  aram, 

"tfjfH  a-rangin,  i,  ini,  i,  passionless. 
-  Arangi-satti-a,  as,  m.  a  passionless  being,  a  class 
cf  gods  with  Buddhists. 

^TiFR  aran-ghusha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  prais- 
ing readily,  sounding  aloud.  See  aram,  col.  3. 

iH4.»J^  a-rajas,  as,  as,  as,  or  a-raja  or 
a-rajaska,  as,  d,  am,  dustless ;  free  from  passion 
or  desire;  clean,  pure;  not  having  the  monthly 
courses ;  (as),  f.  a  young  girl. 

Arajdya,  nom.  A.  arajdyate,  -yitum,  to  become 
dustless ;  to  lose  the  monthly  courses. 

••iR'jjj  a-rajju,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  not  consist- 
ing of  cords ;  not  furnished  with  cords. 

^n^  aratu  or  aradu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  the  tree 
Calosanthes  Indica  Bl. 

Aratva,  as,  a,  am,  made  of  the  wood  of  the 
above  tree ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

'3ROT  i.  arana,  as,  i,  am  (rt.  ri),  Ved.  de- 
parted, gone  away ;  strange,  foreign ;  distant ;  (am), 

n.  moving,  entering ;  being  inserted ;  a  refuge. 
I.  aranl,  is,  i,  m.  f.  the  wood  of  the  Ficus  Re- 

ligiosa  used  for  kindling  fire  by  attrition ;  the  lower 
one  (adhardrani)  of  the  two  Aranis ;  (I),  du.  the 
two  pieces  of  wood  used  in  kindling  the  sacred  fire ; 
(is),  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  especially  Premna 
Integrifolia ;  the  sun;  fire;  'a  flint?;  (is),  f.  a 
way,  a  path.  —  Arani-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  related  to 
the  two  Aranis;  to  be  produced  by  the  Aranis. 
—  Aranl-kefit,  us,  m.  the  Premna  Integrifolia. 

iSrT'Jt  2.  a-rana,  us,  a,  am,  not  fighting, 
without  fighting. 

2.  a-rani,  is,  f.,  Ved.  stinginess. 

arariya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  ri), 
land  neither  cultivated  nor  grazed;  a  wilderness, 
desert,  forest ;  N.  of  a  plant ;  N.  of  a  Sadhya. 
—  Aranya-kand,  f.   wild   cumin   seed.  —  Aranya- 
kadall,   f.  the  wood  or  wild  plantain.  —  Aranya- 

kdiida  ('/),  am,   n.  title  of  the  third  book  of  the 
Ramayana.  —  Aranya-kdrpdsi,  f.  the  wild  cotton. 
—  Aranya-kulatMkd,  (.,  N.  of  the  plant  Glycine 
Labialis  Lin.  ~  Aranya-kusumltha,  ait,  m.,  N.  of 
the   plant   Carthamus   Tinctorius.  —  Aranya-gaja, 
as,  m.   a    wild   elephant.  "Aramja-gata,  as,    d, 

am,  gone  into  a  forest.  ~Araiiya-i]dna('<),  am, a.  one  of  the  four  GSnas  or  hymn-books  of  the 
Satna-vcda.  —  Aranya-ghvli,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant.  ~  A- 
ranya-fafaka,  as,  m.  a  wild   pigeon.  —  Aranya- 
6ara,as,i,  am,  living  in  forests,  wild. —  Arayya-ja, 
as,  d,  am,  produced  or  born  in  a  forest.  —  Aranya- 
jdrdrakd  ("ja-drd1),  f.  wild  ginger.  —  Aranya-jirn, 
as,  m.  wild  cumin.  —  Aran ya-jtia,  a*,  a,  am,  living 

in  a  forest.  —  Aranya-iianiantt,  as,  m. 'a  wild  plant, 
called  Zlotta.  —  Aranya-dvadatfi,  (.  or  aranyadi'd- 
daii-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  ceremony  performed  on 
the  twelfth  day  of  the  month  Margsslrsha.  —  Aranya- 

aram. 
dliarma,  an,  m.  forest  usage,  wild  or  savage  state. 
—  Aranya-dhanya,  am,  n.  wild  rice.  —  Aranya- 
nripati,   is,    m.    king   of    the   forest.  —  Aranya- 
l>hara,aa,  a,  am,  growing  in  a  forest,  wild.  —  A- 
ranya-makshikd,    i.    the   gad-fly.  —  Aranya-mdr- 
jdra,  as,  m.  wild  cat.--  Aranya-mudga,  as,  m. 
a   kind   of  bean.  —  Aranya-ydna,  am,   n.   going 
into  a  forest.  —  Aranya-rakshaka,  as,  m.  forest- 
keeper,  superintendent  of  a  forest  district.  —  Aranya- 
rdj,  t,  m.  king  of  the  forest;  epithet  of  a  lion  or  tiger. 
—  Aranya-rdjya,  am,  n.  the  sovereignty  of  the 
forest.  •-  Aranya-rudita,  am,  n.  weeping  in  a  forest, 
i.  e.  weeping  in  vain,  with  no  one  to  hear.  —  Aranya- 
rat,  ind.  like  a  wilderness.  —  Aranya-vdyasa,  OK, 
m.  a  raven.  —  Aratiya-vasa,  as,  m.  a  hermitage. 
—  AraMya-vdsin,  1,  ini,  i,  living  in  a  forest,  wild  ; 
(I),  m.  forest-dweller,  a   hermit,    anchorite;    (n>), 
(.,  N.of  a  plant.  —  Aranya-rdituka  or  aranya-vd- 
ftuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant.  ~  Aranya-itdli,  is,  m. 
wild    rice.  —  Aranya-tukara,  as,  m.   a    wild    hog. 
—  Aranya-durana,   as,  m.,  N.  of  a   plant.  —  A- 
ranya-tmn,  d,  m.  a  wolf.  —  Aranya-shaehlhi,  f.. 
N.  of  a  festival  celebrated  by  females  in  the  month 

Jyaishtha.  —  Aranya-sabhd,  (.  a  forest  court.  —  A- 
ranyadhyakitha  (°ya-adh°),  as,  m.  forest-keeper  or 
ranger,  a  head-man  or  superintendent  of  a  forest  dis- 

trict. —  Aranydyaiia  (°ya-ay°),  am,  n.  going  into 
the  forest,  becoming  a  hermit.  —  Aranye-tilaka,  «>-. 
m.  wild  sesamum  growing  in  a  forest  and  containing 
no  oil  ;  hence,  anything  which  disappoints  expectation. 

—  Aranye~'nufya,  (°ye-an°),  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  ot 
oblation.  —  Aranyaukas  (°ya-ok°),  ds,  m.  living  in 
a  forest,  a  Brahman  who  has  left  his  family  and  be- 

come an  anchorite. 
Aranyaka,  am,  n.  a  forest,  a  desert  ;  N.  of  a  plant. 
Aranyani,  is,  or  aranydnl,  f.  a  wilderness,  desert, 

large  forest  ;  the  goddess  of  the  wilderness  and  desert, 
and  mother  of  wild  animals. 

Aranyiya,  as,  d,  am,  containing  a  forest,  near  to 

one. 
a-rata,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  ram),  dull, 

languid,  apathetic  ;  disgusted,  discontented  ;  (am),  n. 
non-copulation.—  A-rata-trapa,  as,  d,  am,  not 
ashamed  of  copulation  ;  (an),  m.  a  dog. 

I  .  a-rati,  is,  f.  dissatisfaction,  discontent  ;  absence 
of  pleasure,  pain;  dulness,  languor;  anxiety,  distress, 
regret  ;  a  bilious  disease  ;  (is,  u,  f),  discontented,  un- 

happy; dull,  languid,  restless.  —  AraH-jna,  as,  d, 

am,  dull,  spiritless. 
iSuXrl  2.  arati,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  rt,  cf.  ara, 

aram),  Ved.  going,  approaching  ;  moving  quickly  ; 

moving  flame  ;  occupying  ;  attacking  ;  a  servant,  assist- 
ant, manager,  administrator  ;  a  master  ;  an  intelligent 

being  of  all-piercing  intellect  ;  anger,  passion  ;  anxiety. 

'fllj'cl  aratni,  is,  m.  (said  to  he  fr.  rt.  ri), 
the  elbow,  a  corner;  a  cubit  of  the  middle  length, 
from  the  elbow  to  the  tip  of  the  little  finger,  a  fist. 
—  Arutni-matra,  as,  I,  am,  one  ell  in  length. 
Aratnika,  as,  m.  the  elbow. 
'Wt'fl  a-ratha,  as,  a,  am,  having  no  carriage. 
A-rathin,  i,  m.  a  warrior  who  does  not  fight  in  a 

car,  or  owns  no  car. 
A-rathi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  not  a  charioteer. 
^ftU  a-radhra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  lazy  ; 

not  to  be  subdued  ;  unprosperous. 

arantuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  TIrtha. 

a-rapa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  unhurt  ;  sin- 
less, pure. 

A-rapat,  ds,  ds.  Of,  Ved.  unhurt,  safe  ;  not  hurt- 
ing, beneficial,  charitable  ;  sinless,  pure. 

fl<H^»i  arapacana,  as,  m.  a  mystical  col- 
lective N.  of  the  five  Buddhas,  each  being  represented 

by  a  letter. 
^It1^  cram,  ind.  (fr.  rt.  ri,  see  ara),  Ved. 

swiftly,  at  hand,  near,  present  ;  readily,  fitly,  suitably, 
so  as  to  answer  a  purpose;  enough,  sufficient  [cf.  alam 



aran-kri. arishtasu. 

81 and  Gr.  &pa\.  —  Aran-kri  and  aran-gam,  see 
p.  80,  col.  2.—  Aramanas,  us,  as,  as  (for  aram- 

in'3'),  Ved.  ready  to  serve,  obedient,  devoted  to  the 
worship  of  God  ;  (according  to  native  interpreta- 

tion) having  hostile  intentions.  —  Aramati,  is,  f.  (for 

aram-fti°),  Ved.  readiness  to  serve,  obedience,  devo- 
tipn  ;  a  goddess,  described  in  the  Vedas  as  protecting 
the  worshippers  of  the  gods  and  pious  works  in 
general  ;  (according  to  others)  not  resting,  active, 

going  everywhere;  splendor.  —  Aram-ish,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  hastening  near  (?). 

•««,*H!j  a-ramana,  as,  i,  am  (rt.  ram),  not 
gratifying,  not  pleasing. 
A-ramamya,  as,  a,  am,  unpleasant,  disagreeable. 

—  Aramaniya-td,  (.  disagreeableness. 
A-ramamdna,  as,  a,  am,  not  gratifying  ;  Ved. 

unremitting,  unceasing. 

A-ramayitri,  td,  in,  tri,  not  causing  gratification. 

aramudi,  is,  m.  a  king  of  Nepal. 

arara,  am,  n.  a  covering,  a  sheath  ; 

(as,  7,  am),  m.  f.  n.  the  leaf  of  a  door,  a  door  ;  the 
sheath  of  the  shoot  of  a  bamboo  ;  (as),  ru.  an  awl  ; 
a  part  of  a  sacrifice  ;  righting,  war. 

Arari,  is,  i,  m.  n.  a  door  ;  a  door-leaf. 

ararakd,  f.,  N.  of  the  ancestress 
of  a  celebrated  Hindu  family. 
Ararakya,  as,  m.  a  descendant  of  Araraka. 

ararinda,  am,  n.,  Ved.  water  ;  a 

vessel  used  in  preparing  the  Soma  juice  (?). 

i  a-rarivas,  van,  ushl,  m.  f.  (rt.  rd), 

Ved.  not  offering  ;  envious,  hard,  cruel,  unfriendly  ;  an 
epithet  of  evil  spirits,  who  strive  to  disturb  the  happi- 

ness of  man  ;  an  enemy. 

I  .  a-raru,  us,  m.  =  the  preceding  ;  N.  of  an  Asura  ; 
(us),  m.  f.  (?)  a  weapon. 

2  .  araru,  us,  us,  u  (rt  .  rt),  Ved.  moving. 

•«K«.  arare,  ind.  a  vocative  particle,  ex- 
pressing haste. 

ararya,  nom.  P.  araryati,  -yitum,  to 
work  with  an  awl  ;  to  try,  put  to  the  proof  (?). 

aralu,  us,  or  araluka,  as,  m.  a  plant, 
Bignonia  Indica. 

a-rava,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  ru),  noiseless. 

aravinda,  am,  n.  (fr.  a,  '  like,'  and 
ravinda,  q.  v.,  for  ram-da?),  a  lotus,  Nelumbium 
Speciosum  or  Nympbsea  Nelumbo  ;  (as),  m.  the  In- 

dian crane  ;  copper.  —  Aravinda-dala-prabha,  am, 
n.  copper.  —  Arai'inda-ndbhi,  is,  m.  Vishnu,  from 
whose  navel  sprung  the  lotus  that  bore  Brahma  at 
the  creation.  —  Aravinda-sad,  t,  m.,  N.  of  Brahma, 

1  sitting  on  a  lotus.' 
Aravindim,  f.  an  assemblage  oi  lotus  flowers. 

i  a-rasman,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  having  no 
ropes  or  reins. 

a-rasa,  as,  a,  am,  sapless,  tasteless  ; 
weak,  effectless,  having  no  strength  ;  dull,  flat  ;  insi- 

pid ;  (ns),  m.  no  juice,  absence  of  juice.  —  Amsas'a 
(°sa-dsa),  as,  m.  the  eating  of  sapless  food  ;  mace- 

ration of  the  body.  —  Aru.sa.fin  (°sa-d^'),  i,  ini,  i, 
eating  sapless  food  ;  macerating  the  body. 

A^raxika,  as,  a,  am,  devoid  of  taste,  unfeeling, 
dull  ;  insipid,  flavourless. 

!^  a-rahas,  as,  n.  absence  of  secrecy. 
Araltdya,  nom.  A.  -yate,  -yitum,  to  become  public. 

a-rahita,  as,  a,  am,  not  deprived 
of,  possessed  of,  having. 

^TT>T  a-rdga,  as,  a,  am,  or  a-rdgin,  i,  ini, 
i,  unimpassioned,  cool. 

•*<«J1<*  a-rdjaka,  as,  a,  am,  having  no king  or  governor,  anarchical. 

A-rdjan,  a,  m.,  Ved.  not  a  king. 

A-rdjabkogiiia,  as,  a,  am,  not  fit  for  the  enjoy- 
ment or  use  of  a  king. 

A-rdjasthdpita,  as,  a,  am,  not  allowed  or  licensed 

by  government. A-rajin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  having  no  splendor ;  un- 
checked, uncontrolled. 

arataki,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  or  epithet  of 

the  plant  Ajasrirrgi. 

a-rati,  is,  f.  (rt.  rd),  Ved.  the  non- 

offering  (of  sacrifices) ;  sb'nginess,  hardness,  disfavour, 
severity;  malignity,  malevolence;  failure;  adversity; 
malignity  personified ;  particular  evil  spirits,  who  frus- 

trate the  good  intentions  and  disturb  the  happiness  of 

man;  (is),  m.  an  enemy;  the  number  'six.'  —  Ardti- 
duahana,  as,  I,  am,  or  ardti-duehi,  is,  is,  i,  or 
ardti-ha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  destroying  enemies  or  ad- 

versity. —  Ardti-bhanga,  as,  m.  defeat  of  a  foe. 

Ardtiya  or  ardtlya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  -yati,  -yi- 
tum, to  desire  not  to  offer;  to  act  like  an  enemy. 

—  Ardtiyat,  am,  anti,  at,  Ved.  envious,  unfriendly, 
not  offering;   behaving  like  an  enemy,  striving  to 
cause  adversity. 

Ardtiyu,  us,  us,  «,Ved.  not  in  the  habit  of  offering. 
Ardtwan,  a,  m.,  Ved.  not  offering,  not  giving ; 

unfriendly,  malicious. 

a-rdddhi,  is,  f.,  Ved.  transgression, 
sin,  envy. 

vi <i  ̂ S^a-rddhas,  as,  as,  a*,  Ved.  too  poor 
to  perform  sacrifices,  not  making  oblations,  unkind, 
hard,  stingy,  selfish. 

a-rdya,  as,  m.,Ved.  too  poor  to  make 
oblations,  obstructing  a  sacrifice ;  niggard,  stingy  ; 

(as,  i),  m.  f.  any  evil  spirit.  —  Ardya-kshayana,  as, 
i,  am,  Ved.  overpowering  malignant  spirits  ;  (am),  n. 
destruction  of  malignant  spirits.  —  Ardya-ddtana,  as, 

i,  am,  Ved.  destroying  evil  spirits ;  (am),  a.  destruc- 
tion of  evil  spirits. 

ardla,  as,  d,  am  (connected  with  ara, 
fr.  rt.  ri ;  Intens.  for  arara !),  crooked,  curved ; 
spreading  like  the  spokes  of  a  wheel;  (as),  m.  a 
bent  or  crooked  arm ;  the  resin  of  the  plant  Shorea 
Robusta ;  an  elephant  in  rut ;  (a),  f.  a  disloyal  or  un- 

chaste woman ;  a  modest  woman.  —  Arala-pakshma- 
nayatia,  as,  d,  am,  whose  eyelashes  are  curved. 

, d,vni, a, Ved.  not  offering, 

envious,  inimical,  odious ;  an  epithet  of  evil  spirits. 

a-rdshtra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  loss  of  royal 
power  or  of  a  kingdom. 

1.  ari,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  ri),  Ved.  going, 

moving;  reaching,  obtaining,  making  an  effort  to  get; 
aspiring  after ;  desiring,  sacrificing,  devoted  to ;  (is), 
m.  the  wind;  a  lord,  a  master;  a  pious  man.  —  Ari- 
gurla,  as,  m.,  Ved.  praised   by  devoted  men  or 
by  worshippers ;  (according  to  others)  ready  for  the 
destruction  of  enemies.  —  Ari-dhdyas,  as,  as,  as, 
Ved.  willingly  yielding  milk  (as  a  cow) ;  (according 
to  others)  to  be  held  by  lords  only,  very  precious. 

Ari-shtuta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  praised  with  zeal. 

2.  a-ri,  is,  m.  (rt.  rd;  but  by  some 
written  ari,  and  identified  with  I.  ari),  Ved.  un- 

generous, malicious ;  not  worshipping ;  inimical,  hos- 
tile ;  an  enemy ;  a  species  of  Khadira  or  Mimosa ; 

N.  of  the  numeral  '  six  ;'    N.  of  a  condition  in  as- 
tronomy. —  Ari-karshana,  ax,  m.  tamer  of  enemies. 

—  Art-kula,  am,  n.  family  of  an   enemy.  —  Ari- 
kshipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  SVaphalka.  —  Ari- 
ghna,  as,  m.  a  destroyer  of  enemies.  —  Ari-fintana, 
am,  n.  or  ari-tinta,  f.  a  plot  directed  against  an 
enemy,  administration  of  foreign  affairs.  —  Ari-td,  (. 
or  ari-tra,  am,  n.  enmity.  —  i.  ari-tra,  as,  d,  am, 
protecting  from  enemies  (for  2.  see  next  col.).  —  Ari- 
ddnta,  as,  m.  enemy-subdued  ;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ari- 

as, d,  am,  praised  even  by  enemies.  —  Arin-dama, 
as,  d,  am,  conquering,  victorious  ;  (as),  m.  a  con- 

queror of  enemies  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  N.  of  a  Muni. 

"Ari-pura,  am,  n.  an  enemy's  town  or  country. 
—  Ari-mqrda,  as,m.,N.ofaplant.  —  Ari-mardana, 
at,  d,  am,  foe-trampling,  enemy-destroying;  (o»), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  SVaphalka.  —  Ari-mitra,  as,  m. 
an  ally  or  friend  of  an  enemy.  —  Arim-ejaya,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Kuru,  or  of  SVaphalka.  —  Ari-meda, 
as,  m.  a  fetid  Mimosa,  Vachellia  Famesiana  ;  N.  of 
a  country.  —  Ari-medaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  insect. 

—  Ari-raehtra,  am,  n.  an  enemy's  country.  —  Ari- 
loka,  as,  m.  a  hostile  tribe  or  an  enemy's  country. 
—  Ari-xhthdnaka,  am,  n.  consternation,  defeat.  ~A- 
ri-eudana  or  ari-hinsaka,  as,  m.  destroyer  of  foes. 
—  Ari-ha,  as,  m.  a  son  of  Avacina,  a  son  of  DevStithi. 

a-rikta,  as,  d,  am,  not  empty. 

a-riktha-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  not  en- 
titled to  a  share  of  property,  not  an  heir. 

A-rikthiya,  as,  d,  am  =  the  preceding. 

•«(  iV(*u«^<zrinJM,  z,  m.  a  cock. 

aritri,  ta,  m.  (fr.  rt.  rt),  Ved.  a 

rower  ;  a  helmsman  [cf.  Gr.  iperris,  4p(T/j.iv,  Sec.  ; 
Lat.  ratis,  remex,  &c.]. 

3.  aritra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  propelling,  driving  ; 
(am),  n.  an  oar  ;  a  rudder,  helm  ;  a  ship,  a  boat  ; 
a  part  of  a  carriage  ;  a  Soma  vessel  ;  (as),  m.  a  Soma 

vessel  ;  N.of  a  person.  [For  I.  see  under  2.  a-ri;  also 

cf.  Lat.  aratrum."]  —  Aritra-gadha,  as,  d,  am, 
oar-deep,  shallow.  —  Aritra-parat.ia,  as,  i,  am,  Ved. 

passing  over  by  means  of  oars. 

,  i,  n.  a  wheel,  a  discus. 

a-ripu,  us,  m.  the  father  of  Nala. 

•wf<JJ  a-ripra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  spotless, 
clean,  clear  ;  faultless,  blameless. 

a-riphita,  as,  d,  am,  not  changed 
to  r,  said  of  Visarga. 

A-vepha,  as,  a,  am,  without  the  letter  r. 
a-rishanya,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  rish), 

Ved.  not  hurting,  defending  from  injury. 

A-rinhanyat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  not  being  hurt. 
A-risTita,  as,  d,  am,  unhurt  ;  unharmed  ;  perfect  ; 

secure,  safe;  (as),  m.  a  heron;  a  crow;  N.of  several 
plants,  the  soap-berry  tree,  Sapindus  Detergens  Roxb.  ; 
Azadirachta  Indica  ;  garlic  ;  a  distilled  mixture  ;  N.  of 
an  Asura,  son  of  Bali,  slain  by  Krishna  (Vishnu)  ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Vaivasvata  ;  (a),  f.  a  bandage  ;  a 

medical  plant  ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  one  of 

the  wives  of  Kasyapa  ;  (am),  n.  bad  or  ill-luck,  mis- 
fortune; a  natural  phenomenon  boding  misfortune; 

sign  or  symptom  of  approaching  death  ;  good  fortune, 

happiness  ;  buttermilk  ;  vinous  spirit  ;  a  woman's 
apartment,  the  lying-in  chamber.  —  Arishta-karman. 
d,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Andhra  dynasty.  —  A- 
rishfa-gdtu,  us,  its,  u,  Ved.  having  a  secure  residence. 
—  AriMa-gu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  whose  cattle  are  un- 

hurt. —  Arisltta-gri/ia,  am,  n.  a  lying-in  chamber. 
—  Arishta-grdma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  whose  troop  is  com- 

plete   in    number  (said  of  the  Maruts).  —  Arishla- 
tdti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  safeness,  security  ;  (is,  is,  i),  auspi- 

cious, making  fortunate  or  happy.  —  Arishla-ilunhtu- 
dhl,  is,  is,  i,  apprehensive  of  death,  alarmed  at  its 
approach.  *•  Ari$hta-nemi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  the  felly 
of  whose  wheel  is  unhurt  ;  an  epithet  of  Tarkshya  ; 

the  twenty-second  of  the  twenty-four  Jaina  Tirtha- 
karas  of  the  present  Avasarpim.  —  Arlshta-pura,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Arishta-bharman,  a,  m.,  Ved. 
yielding  security.  —  Arislitu-mathana,  OK,  m.  Vishnu 

(S'iva?)  as  killer  of  the  Asura.  —  Arislita-ratha,  a»', 
m.,Ved.  whose  carriage  is  unhurt.  —  Arislita-mra,  as, 

m.,  Ved.  whose  heroes  are  unhurt.  —  Ari&lita-s'tiyya, 
f.  a  lying-in  couch.  —  Arishla-suilana,  as,  m.  or 
arwhta-kan,  d,  m.  Vishnu  as  killer  of  the  Asura. 

nandana,  as,  d,  am,  gratifying  an  enemy,  affording  —  Arish/d-^rita-pura  (°ta-df),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
triumph  to  an  enemy ;  an  enemy's  joy.  —  Ari-nipdta,  town.  —  Arishldsu,  (°(a-asu),  u<,  us,  u,  Ved.  whose 
as,  m.  an  invasion  made  by  enemies.  —  Ari-nuta,  '  vital  power  is  unhurt. 
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A-rishtaka,  as,  m.  the  same  as  arithfa,  m,  above. 
A-rishti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  safeness,  security. 
A-rishyat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  not  being  hurt. 

•4lOdo£   a-rilha,  as,  a,  am   (for  a-ridha, 

rt.  rih'=lih),  Ved.  not  licked. 
?TC?  aru,  us,  m.  the  sun  ;  N.  of  a  plant. 

W^ftT^iT  aranshika,  f.  scab  on  the  head. 

'Sr^a-rurf,  *,  Ic,  it,  Ved.  having  no  light, 
lightless. 

a-ru6i,  is,  f.  aversion,  dislike;  want 
of  appetite,  disrelish,  disgust. 
A-rwSra,  as,  a,  am,  disagreeable,  disgusting. 
A-rufya,  as,  a,  am,  disagreeable. 

^T^^  a-ruj,  k,  k,  k,  not  breaking,  not  sup- 

purating, not  festering;    free  from   disease,   sound, 
healthy. 

A-rugna,  as,  a,  am,  not  broken,  not  diseased. 

A-ruja,  as,  a,  am,  not  breaking  ;  not  suppurating  ; 

sound  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Cassia  Fistula;  N.  of 
a  Danava. 

^T^Bf  aruna,  as,  a  or  «,  am  (said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  ji),  reddish-brown,  tawny,  red  ;  ruddy  ;  the  colour  of 

the  morning  opposed  to  the  darkness  of  night  ;  per- 
plexed ;  dumb  ;  (as),  m.  red  colour,  the  colour  of  the 

dawn  ;  dawn  ;  the  dawn  personified  as  the  charioteer 
of  the  sun  ;  the  sun  ;  a  kind  of  leprosy,  with  red 

spots  and  insensibility  of  the  skin  ;  a  little  poisonous 
animal  ;  N.  of  a  plant,  Rottleria  Tinctoria  ;  molasses  ; 
N.  of  several  persons  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants  ;  a 
plant  Betula  ;  madder,  Rubia  Manjith  ;  another  plant, 

commonly  T(5ori  ;  a  black  kind  of  the  same  ;  Colo- 
cynth  or  bitter  apple  ;  the  plant  that  yields  the  red 

and  black  berry  used  for  the  jewellers'  weight, 
called  Retti;  N.  of  a  river;  (I),  f.  a  red  cow; 

the  dawn;  (am),  n.  red  colour;  gold.  —  Aruna- 
fcamala,  am,  n.  the  red  lotus,  i-  Aruna-jyotis,  is, 
m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Aruna-td,  f.  red  colour. 
—  Aruna-datta,  as,  m.,  N.of  an  author.  -  Arttna- 
durvd,  f.  reddish  fennel.  —  Aruna-priyd,  f.,  N.  of 
an  Apsaras.  —  Aruna-psu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  a 

red  shape.  —  Aruna-bdbhru,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  red- 
dish-yellow. -  Ariina-yuj,  k,  Ic,  k,  Ved.  furnished 

with  red  (rays  of  light),  an  epithet  of  the  dawn. 

—Aruna-lofana,  as,  a,  am,  red-eyed;  (as),  m. 
a  pigeon.  —  Aruna-sdrathi,  is,  m.  whose  charioteer 

is  Aruna;  epithet  of  the  sun.—  Arunagra-ja  (°na- 
a</°),  as,  m.  Garuda,  the  bird  of  Vishnu.  —  Arundt- 
maja  (°tia-at°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Jatayu,  a  fabulous 
bird,  said  by  some  to  be  the  son  of  Aruna,  but  more 

generally  of  Garuda.  —  Arundrtis  (°na-ar°),  is,  m. 
the  sun.  —  Arundvara-ja  ("na-av"),  as,  m.  the 
younger  brother  of  Aruna,  a  N.  of  Garuda.  —  Artir 
naiva  Ifna-af),  as,  m.,  Ved.  driving  with  red 
horses,  an  epithet  of  the  Maruts.  —  Arunekshana 

(°na-ik°),  as,  d,  am,  red-eyed.  —  Arutioda  ("na- 
ud^),  as,  am,  m.  n.,  N.  of  a  lake.  —  Arunodaya 
<'na-ud°),  as,  m.  break  of  day,  dawn,  the  period 

preceding  sunset.  —  Arunopala  (°na-up°),  as,  m. a  ruby. 

Arunita,  as,  a,  am,   reddened,  dyed  red,  im 

purpled. 
Aruniman,  d,  m.  redness,  ruddiness. 

Aruni-krita,  as,  d,  am,  reddened,  turned  or  be- 
come red. 

Armiiya  or  aruniya-yoga,  as,  m.  the  twenty-fifth 
Upanishad  of  the  Atharva-veda. 

^T^rnf  •T  a-ruta-hanu,  us,  us,  M,  Ved.  whose 

cheeks  or  jaws  cannot  be  broken. 

vi<53  u-ruddha,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  rudh),  no1 
obstructed,  not  hindered. 

arun-tuda,  as,  a,  am,  inflicting 

wounds,  causing  torments  ;  sharp,  corrosive  ;  acri- 
monious, sour  (as  disposition).  —  Aruntiifla-tva,  am 

n.  infliction  of  pain  ;  acrimoniousness,  causticity. 

a-rundhatt,  f.  (rt.  rudh),  a  medi- 

cinal climbing  plant ;  the  wife  of  Vasishtha ;  the  wife 
of  Dharma ;  the  morning  star,  personified  as  the  wife 
of  Vasishtha  or  of  the  seven  Rishis ;  also  one  of  the 

Pleiades.  At  marriage  ceremonies  Arundhati  is  in- 
voked as  a  pattern  of  conjugal  excellence  by  the  bride- 

groom.— Arumlhatl-jdni,  is,  or  anmdhatl-natlia, 
as,  m.  Vasishtha,  one  of  the  seven  Rishis  or  saints, 
and  stars  in  the  great  bear. 

arur-magha,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of 
xrtain  miserly  evil  spirits  (as  the  Panis,  &c.). 

•fl^l^H^  arusa-han,  d,  m.  (orusa  =  aru- 
iha  i),  Ved.  striking  the  red  (clouds),  an  epithet  of 
ndra. 

a-rush,  t,  t,  t,  not  angry,  good- 

empered. 
A-rushla,  as,  d,  am,  not  angry,  calm. 

^Pfj^  arusha,  as,  i,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
ri  and  connected  with aruiia),  Ved.  red,  reddish ;  the 

colour  of  Agni  and  his  horses;  (as),  m.  the  red  horse  of 

Agni,  flame ;  the  sun,  the  day ;  the  red  storm-cloud ; 

(1),  f  the  dawn ;  a  red  horse ;  flame ;  N.  of  the  wife 
of  Bhrigu  and  the  mother  of  Aurva.  —  Arusha-stupa, 

as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  brilliant  masses  of  flame. 

Arusha  or  arttshya,  nom.  P.  arushati  or  arit- 
shyati,  -shUum,  -yitum,  to  go. 

ants,  «s,  MS,  MS  (fr.  rt.  rt),  wounded, 

sore ;  (us),  n.  a  sore  or  wound ;  ind.  a  joint.— Arush- 
kara,  as,  d,  am,  causing  wounds,  wounding ;  (as), 
m.  the  plant  Semecarpus  Anacardium;  the  nut  of 
this  tree.  —  Arush-krita,  as,  d,  am,  wounded.— A- 

ruh-srdna,  am,  a.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  medical  prepara- 
tion for  wounds. 

Arushka,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree,  Semecarpus  Ana- 
cardium. 
Arusikd,  f.  eruptions  on  the  scalp  with  acute  pain  (?). 

Aru-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  wound. 

a-ruha,  f.3  N.  of  a  plant. 

a-riiksha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  soft. 
—  Aruksha-td,  f.,  Ved.  softness. 
A-rukehita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  soft,  supple. 
A-rukshna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  soft,  tender. 

^I^M  a-riipa,  as,  a,  am,  formless,  shape- 

less; ugly,  ill-formed;  dissimilar,  unlike.  —  Arupa- 
td,  {.  shapelessness,  ugliness;  dissimilarity.  —  Arupar- 
vat,  an,  atl,  at,  shapeless,  ugly. 

A-rupaka,  as,  d,  am,  without  figure  or  metaphor, 

not  figurative,  literal. 
A-rupin,  I,  ini,  i,  shapeless. 

•^T^  arusha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ri),  the  sun,  a 
kind  of  snake. 

^IT  are,  ind.  interjection  of  calling. 

a-renu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  not  dusty, 

not  touching  the  dust  (of  the  earth) ;  («),  n.  what  is 

not  dusty,  the  ether. 

f  a-retas,  as,  as,  as,  or  a-retaska,  as, 

d,  am,  seedless,  not  receiving  seed. 

f  a-repas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  spotless 

clear,  clean,  shining. 

^TTX  arere,  ind.  interjection  of  calling  to 
inferiors  or  of  calling  angrily. 

a-roka,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ritd),  darkened 

obscured,  dimmed.— Aroka-dat,  at,  atl,  at,  01 

aroka-danta,  as,  d,  am,  having  black  or  dis- 
coloured teeth,  having  bad  teeth. 

•flClt  a-roga,  as,  a,  am,  free  from  disease 

healthy,  well ;  (as),  m.  health. 
A-rogana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  rendering  sick 

freeing  from  disease. 
A-rogin,  I,  ini,  i,  or  a-royya,  as,  d,  am,  healthy. 

—  Arogi-td  or  arogya-td,  f.  healthiness,  health. 

a-rofaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (rt.  rue),  not 

shining ;  causing  want  of  appetite  or  disgust ;  (as),  m. 
want  or  loss  of  appetite,  disgust,  indigestion. 

A-ro6akin,  t,  ini,  i,  suffering  from  want  of  appe- 
ite  or  indigestion. 
A-rodamdna,  as,  d,  am,  not  shining. 
A-ro(Hshnu,  us,  us,  u,  dark,  disagreeable,  ugly. 

^T^t<f«T  a-rodana,  am,  n.  (rt.  rud),  not weeping. 

a-rodhya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  rudh),  not 
to  be  hindered  or  obstructed,  unobstructed. 

a-ropana,  am,  n.  (rt.  ruh),  not 

planting  or  fixing. 

••nClMa-rosAa,as,  m.  calmness,  gentleness. 

•stClJ  a-raudra,  as,  i,  am,  not  formidable or  fierce. 

— U^.  ark,  cl.  10.  P.  arkayati,  -yitum,  to 
N<  heat  or  warm  ;  to  praise. 

^T3i  arka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  art!),  a  ray,  flash  of 

lightning;  the  sun;  fire;  crystal;  copper;  a  N.  of 
Indra ;  Sunday ;  membrum  virile ;  N.  of  the  plant 
Calotropis  Gigantea;  a  religious  ceremony;  praise, 

hymn ;  praising ;  a  singer ;  a  learned  man ;  an  elder 
brother;  food.  —  Arka-kdntd,  f.,  N.  of  the  plant 

Polanisia  Icosandra  W.  —  Arka-kshetra,  dm,  n. '  the 

field  of  the  sun,'  N.  of  a  sacred  place  in  Orissa. 
—  Arka-fikitsd,  f.  '  the  medical  art  of  the  sun,'  title 
of  a  work  on  medicine.  —  Arka-ja,  au,  m.  du.  the 
two  sons  of  Surya  or  the  sun  and  AsvinI,  and  physi- 

cians of  Svarga  or  heaven.  —  Arka-tanaya,  as,  m. 
offspring  of  the  sun,  an   epithet  of  Kama,    Manu 
Vaivasvata,  Manu  Savarni,  and  STani ;  (d),  f.  an  epithet 
of  the  rivers  Yamuna  and  Tapati.  —  Arka-tva,  am, 

n.  brightness,  &c.  —  Arka-tvish,  t,  f.  a  ray  of  light, 

the  light  of  the  sun.  —  Arka-dina,  am,  n.  a  solar 
day.  —  Arka-nandana,  as,  m.  a  son  of  the  sun ;  a 

N.  of  the  planet  Saturn ;  an  epithet  of  Karna.  —  Arka- 

nayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura. — Arka-pattra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Calotropis  Gigantea;  (a),  f. 
a  kind  of  birth-wort,  Aristolochia  Indica ;  (am),  n. 

the  leaf  of  the  plant  Calotropis  Gigantea.  —  Arka- 
parna,  as,  m.  the  plant  Calotropis  Gigantea ;  (am), 
n.  the  leaf  of  this  plant.  —  Arka-pddapa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  tree  Melia  Azadirachta  Lin. —Arka-putra, 

as,  m.  the  child  of  the  sun,  i.  e.  Kama.  —  Arka- 

pushpikd,  {.,  N.  of  the  plant  Gynandropsis  Penta- 
phylla.  —  Arka-pushpl,  f.,  N.  of  the  plant  Kutumbini. 

—  Arka-prakdda,  as,  m.  'the  revelation  of  the 
sun,'  title  of  a  work  on  medicine  and  jurisprudence. 
—  Arka-priyd,  f.,  N.  of  the  plant  Hibiscus  Rosa 
Sinensis  L.  —  Arka-bandha,  us,  or  arka-bdndhava, 

as,  m.  a  N.  of  Buddha  Sakya-muni.  —  Arka-bhaktd, 
f.,  N.  of  the  plant   Polanisia  Icosandra  W.  and  A. 
—  Ar ka-mandala,  am,  n.  the  disc  of  the   sun. 
—  Arka-muld,  f.  a  kind  of  birth-wort,  Aristolochia 
Indica.  —  Arka-reto-ja,  as,  m.  Revanta,  the  son  of 

Surya.  —  Arka-lusha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Arka- 
rat,   an,   atl,   at,   containing  flashes  of  lightning. 
—  Arka-varsha,  as,  m,  a  solar  year.  —  Arka-ralla~ 
bha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Pentapetes  Phcenicea 
Lin.  —  Arka-vedha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Arka- 

vrata,  as,  m.  the  rule  or  law  of  the  sun ;  i.  e.  levy- 
ing taxes,  subjecting  the  people  to  imposts,  or  drawing 

their  wealth  as  imperceptibly  as  the  sun  evaporates 
water.  —  Arka-ioka,  as,  m.,Ved.  brilliancy  of  rays. 
—  Arka-sdti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  invention  of  hymns,  poetical 

inspiration.  —  Arka-sunu,  us,  m.  son  of  the  sun,  an 
epithet  of  Yama.  —  Arka-sodara,  as,  m.  Airavata, 
the  elephant  of  Indra.  —  Arka-hitd,   (.,  N.  of  the 

plant  Polanisia  Icosandra  W.  —  ArkdniSa  (°ka-an°), 
as,  m.  a  digit  or  the  twelfth  part  of  the  sun's  disc. —  Arkds'man  (cka-ai°),  d,  m.  heliotrope,  girasol, 

crystal.  —Arkdhva  (°ka-dh°),  as,  m.  swallow  wort. 
—  Arkendu-sangama  (°ka-in°),  as,  m.  the  instant 
of  conjunction  of  the   sun  and  moon.  —  Arkopala 

("ka-up0),  as,  m.  the  sun-stone,  a  ruby. 
Arkin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  shining ;  praising. 
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ArKya  or  arkya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  arka. 

'ei'ls  argada,  as,  a,  m.  f.  (for  argala),  an 
impediment. 

•«'ic4  argala,  as,  a  or  I,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  arj),  a  wooden  bolt  or  pin  for  fastening 
a  door  or  the  cover  of  a  vessel ;  a  bar ;  a  wave  or  billow. 
Argalika,  f.  a  small  door  pin,  a  bolt. 

Argalita,  us,  a,  am,  fastened  by  a  bolt  or  pin. 
Argatiyn  or  argalya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to 

a  bolt  or  pin. 

argh,  cl.  I.  P.  arghati,  -ghitum,  to 
X  be  worth,  to  cost;  to  hurt?  [cf.  Germ. an;, 

argern;  Old  Germ,  arg,  ark,  and  with  a  inserted, 
arag,  arak,  miserly,  wicked,  impious ;  arg,  evil]. 

^T5f  argha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  arh),  worth, 
value,  price ;  a  respectful  offering  of  various  ingre- 

dients to  a  god  or  Brahman.  —  Argha-ddna,  am, 
n.  presentation  of  a  respectful  offering.  —  Argha- 

balabala  (°la-ab^),  am,  n.  rate  of  price,  proper 
price,  the  cheapness  or  deamess  of  commodities. 
—  Argha-sankhyapana,  am,  n.  fixing  the  price  of 
commodities,  appraising,  assize :  it  is  the  act  of  the 
king  or  ruler,  in  concert  with  the  traders,  and  should 
be  done  once  a  week  or  once  a  fortnight.  —  A  rghdrjw, 

("gha-ar"),  as,  a,  am,  worthy  of  or   requiring  a 
respectful  offering,  a  superior.  —  Arghdshta-puraka 

("gha-asK1),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Arylas'a 
(°gka-is"a  ?),  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Siva. 
Arghya,  as,  a,  am,  valuable ;  venerable ;  deserving 

a  respectful  oblation ;  (am),  n.  a  respectful  oblation 
to  gods  or  venerable  men,  of  rice,  durva-grass,  flowers, 
&c.,  with  water ;  or  of  water  only  in  a  small  boat- 
shaped  vessel;  a  kind  of  honey.  —  Aryhya-tas,  ind. 
of  true  value. 

•WV5  arghata,  am,  n.  ashes.   See parghata. 

•M  ̂ 1  ar6,  cl.  I.  P.  ar6ati,  anarta,  ardish- 

^>yati,  drdtt,  ardUu,m,lo  shine;  to  praise'; 
to  honour  or  treat  with  respect,  to  worship;  to  salute : 
Caus.  ardayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  shine ;  to 
praise;  to  honour;  worship,  salute:  Desid.ardidis/iati, 
to  wish  to  honour :  Ved.  Pass,  rifyate. 

Arda,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  shining.  See  also  aria  below. 
Ardaka,  as,  a,  am,  worshipping ;  (as),  m.  a  wor- 

shipper. 

Ardatri,  is,  is,  f ,Ved.  sounding,  neighing,  roaring. 
Ardatrya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  praised. 
Ardad-dkuma,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  whose  smoke  is 

shining. 
Ardana,  as,  I,  am,  praising,  celebrating  with  praise ; 

(a  or  am),  (.  n.  worship,  the  homage  paid  to  deities 
and  to  superiors.  —  Ardandnas  (°na-an°),  as,  m., 
Ved.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  ('  he  who  has  a  sounding  carriage'). 
Ardanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  worshipped,  respect- 

able, venerable,  adorable. 
Ardd,  f.  worship,  adoration ;  an  image  or  idol 

destined  to  be  worshipped.  —  Ardd-vat,  an,  atl,  at, 
v/oishipped.  —  Arda-vidambana,  am,  n.  false  or 
feigned  worship. 

Ardi,  is,  m.  ray,  flame  (of  fire  or  of  the  dawn,  &c.). 
—  Ardi-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  rmn.  —  Ardi-netra- 
dhipati  (Va-artt.0),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Yaksha.  -  Ardi- 
mat,  an,  atl,  at,  shining,  blazing ;  (an) ,  m.,  N.  of 
a  man.  —  Ardi-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  blazing. 
Ardita,  as,  a,  am,  honoured,  worshipped,  respected, 

saluted  ;  offered  with  reverence. 
Ardilln,  I,  ini,  i,  honouring. 
Arditri,  id,  m.  a  worshipper. 

Ardin,  I,  MM,  j,  Ved.  praising,  honouring ;  shining 
(as  a  ray  of  light),  radiating ;  (I),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ; 
a  ray  of  light. 

Ardis,  is,  (.  n.  ray  of  light,  flame ;  light,  lustre ; 

(is),  (.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Kris'as'va  and  mother  of 
Dhumaketu.  -  Ardislt-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  brilliant, 
resplendent ;  (an),  m.  fire,  the  god  of  fire  ;  (atl), 
f.  one  of  the  ten  earths  with  Buddhists. 

I.  ardya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  honoured  or  worshipped. 
a.  ardya,  ind.  having  honoured  or  worshipped. 

•^U  J  !  •  arj,  cl.  I.  P.  arjati,  anarja,  arjish- 
^.yati,-jitum,  to  procure;  to  acquire,  reach, 

gain,  earn  :  Caus.  arjayati,  -yitum,  to  procure,  ac- 
quire ;  to  work  or  manufacture  ;  to  make  or  prepare. 

Arjaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  procuring,  acquiring  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Ocymum  Gratissimum  L., 
&c. 

Arjana,  am,  n.  procuring;  acquiring,'  gaining, 
earning;  gathering. 

Arjita,  as,  a,  am,  acquired,  gained,  earned. 

•^UJ  2.  arj  (a  doubtful  root,  probably 
X  distinct  from  the  last,  and  connected  with 

raj,  Taj,  and  ard),  to  shine,  to  be  white  (?). 
Arjuna,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  white,  clear,  the  colour 

of  day;  of  silver;  (as),  m.  the  white  colour;  a 
peacock;  cutaneous  disease;  the  tree  Terminalia 
Arjuna  W.  and  A.  ;  a  N.  of  Indra  ;  N.  of  the  third 
of  the  Pandava  princes,  who  was  a  son  of  Indra  and 
Kuntl  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Kritavlrya,  who  was  slain  by 
Parasurama  ;  N.  of  a  Sakya  ;  N.  of  a  country  ;  the 
only  son  of  his  mother;  (i),  f.  a  procuress,  a  bawd; 
cow;  a  kind  of  serpent  ;  Ush2,wifeof  Aniruddha;  N. 
of  a  river,  more  commonly  called  BahudS  or  KaratoyS  ; 
(nyait  or  mjas),  du.  or  pi.,  N.  of  the  constellation 
PhalgunI  ;  (am),  n.  silver  ;  gold  ;  slight  inflammation 
of  the  conjunctiva  or  white  of  the  eye  ;  grass  ;  (as),  m. 
pi.  the  descendants  of  Arjuna.  —  Arjuna-kdnda,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  white  appendage.  ̂ Arjuna- 
ddhari,  is,  is,  i,  of  a  white  colour,  white.  —  Arjuna- 
tas,  ind.  on  the  side  or  party  of  Arjuna.  —  Arjwia- 
dhvaja,  as,  m.  having  a  white  banner,  an  epithet  of 
Hanumat.  —  Arjuna-pdki,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant  and  its 
fruits.  —  Arjimarishta-saiidhanna  ("na-ar'),  as,  a, 
am,  covered  with  Arjuna  and  Nimb  trees.  —  Arjuno- 
pama  (°na-up°),  as,  m.  the  teak  tree,  Tectona Grandis  L. 

Arjunaka,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  Arjuna  ;  (as), 
m.  a  worshipper  of  Arjuna. 
Arjunasa,  as,  a,  am,  overgrown  with  Arjuna 

plants. 'SHIt  arna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  n),  being  in 
motion,  agitated  ;  foaming,  effervescing  ;  restless  ; 
(as),  m.  a  wave,  flood,  stream  ;  the  teak  tree,  Tec- 

tona Grandis  L.  ;  a  letter  ;  N.  of  a  metre,  comprising 
ten  feet,  and  belonging  to  the  class  called  Dandaka  ; 
N.  of  a  man;  (am),  n.  tumult  or  din  of  battle. 
—  Arna-sdti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  tumult  of  battle. 
Arnava,  as,  a,  am,  being  agitated  ;   foaming  ; 

restless  ;  (as),  m.  a  wave,  flood,  stream  ;  the  foaming 
sea,  high  water  ;  the  ocean  of  air  ;  N.  of  a  metre  ; 
title  of  a  work  on  jurisprudence.  ~*Arnava-ja,  as, 
a,  am,  sea-born,  marine  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  cuttle  fish. 
—  Arnara-pota,  as,  m.  a  boat  or  ship.  —  Arnava- 
mandira,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Varuna,  regent  of 
the  waters.  —Arnava-ydna,  am,  n.  a  boat  or  ship. 
—  Arnavanta  Cixt-an°),  as,  m.  the  extremity  of 
the  ocean.  —  Arnavodbhava  (°va-ud°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  plant. 
Arnas,  as,  n.  a  wave,  flood,  stream  ;  the  sea,  ocean  ; 

the  ocean  of  air;  river,  water.  —  Arnas-vat,  an,  atl, 
at,  Ved.  containing  many  waves.  —  Arno-da,  as,  m. 
a  cloud  ;  N.  of  the  plant  Cyperus  Rotundus.  —  Arno- 
bJiava,  as,  m.  a  shell.  —  Arno-vrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  in- 

cluding the  waters. 

arta-gala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
Barleria  Caerulea  Roxb. 

artana,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  rit),  blaming, 
reviling  ;  (am),  n.  censure,  approach,  abuse. 
Artaka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  provoking,  contentious, 

quarrelsome. 
*lin  artit  is,  f.  (a  weakened  form  of  drti, 

fr.  rt.  ri  with  a),  pain  ;  the  end  of  a  bow. 

'WfrToirTartJia,  f.  an  elder  sister  (in  theatri- 
cal language),  [cf.  attikd  and  antika]. 

•»<JVJ    arth,  cl.  10.  A.  arthayate,  -yitum, 
xAor.  artithata,  ep.  cl.  I.  A.  artftate, 

-tkitum,  to  strive  to  obtain,  to  desire,  wish,  request ; 
to  supplicate  or  entreat  any  one,  to  sue. 

Artha,  as,  am,  m.  n.,  in  Rig-veda  generally  n., 
but  in  later  Sanskrit  only  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ri, 
but  connected  with  rt.  arth),  object ;  purpose ;  cause, 
motive,  reason  ;  advantage,  use,  utility ;  thing ;  sub- 

stance, wealth,  property,  opulence ;  affair,  concern ; 
request,  suit,  petition ;  asking,  begging,  want,  need ; 
sense,  meaning,  notion ;  manner,  sort,  kind ;  pro- 

hibition, prevention,  abolition ;  price ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  Dharma.  (Artha  in  some  of  its  first  senses 
may  govern  an  inst.  case ;  e.  g.  ko  me  jivitena 

artha/i,  'what  concern  have  I  with  life?').  —  Artha- 
kara,  as,  a  or  I,  am,  producing  or  yielding 
advantage  or  wealth ;  useful ;  enriching,  —  ArtJia,- 
karman,  a,  n.  a  principal  or  main  action.  —  Artha- 
kdma,  au,  m.  du.  utility  and  desire,  wealth  and  plea- 

sure; (as,  d,  am),  desirous  of  wealth.  —  Artha- 
kriddkra,  am,  n.  a  difficult  matter.  —  Artha-krit, 
t,  t,  t,  causing  profit,  useful.  —  Artha-krityd,  am,f.n. 
an  action  aiming  at  profit. —Artha-gata,  as,  a,  am 

(=gatdrtha),  without  an  object,  useless.  —  Artha- 
gariyas,  an,  asl,  as,  highly  significant.  —  Artha- 
ghna,  as,  I,  am,  wasteful,  extravagant.  —  Artka- 
jdta,  as,  a,  am,  significant,  full  of  meaning; 
worth  the  money.  —  Artha-jna,  as,  a,  am,  under- 

standing the  meaning  of  anything.  —  Artha-tattva, 
am,  n.  truth,  the  real  object,  nature  or  cause  of  any- 

thing; the  true  state  of  the  case,  the  fact  of  the  matter. 
—  Artha-tas,  ind.  towards  a  particular  object ;  with 
reference  to   the   meaning;    in   fact,  really,   truly; 
namely,  that  is  to  say ;  on  account  of,  (at  the  end 
of  a  compound).  —  Artha-da,  as,  a,  am,  conferring 
advantage;  profitable,  useful,  compliant,  favourable; 
liberal,  munificent.  —  Artha-dushana,  am,  n.  spoil- 

ing of  another's  property ;  unjust  seizure  of  property, 
or  a  withholding  of  what  is  due ;  waste,  prodigality, 
extravagance  ;    finding  fault  with  the    meaning   of 
a  passage.  —  Artha-nibandhana,  as,  d,  am,  having 
its  cause  in  wealth,  contingent  on  affluence  and  re- 

spectability. —  Artha-nis'taya,  as,  m.  determination, 
decision.  —  Artha-pati,  is,  m.  the  lord  of  riches; 
a  king ;  an  epithet  of  Kuvera ;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Artha,' 
para,  as,  d,  am,  intent  on  gaining  wealth ;  parsi- 

monious, niggardly.  —  Artha-^fayoga,  as,  m.  appli- 
cation of  wealth,  as  to  trade,  usury,  &c. ;  the  profession 

of  usury.  —  Artha-^prdpti,  is,  f.  acquisition  of  wealth; 
attainment  of  an  object.  —  Artha-bandha,  as,  m.  that 
which  binds  together  the  sense;  the  text.  —  Artha- 
Jiuddlti,  is,  is,  i,  selfish.  —  Artha-bodha,  as,  m.  in- 

dication of  the  real  import.  —  Artha-bhdj,  k,  k,  Ic,  en- 
titled to  a  share  in  the  division  of  property.— Arthor 

bhrita,  as,  d,  am,  having  high  wages  (as  a  servant). 
—  Artna-bheda,  as,ta.  distinction,  difference  of  mean- 

ing. —  Artha-mdtra,  d,  am,  f.  n.  property,  money. 
—  Artha-ldbha,  as,  m.  acquisition  of  wealth.  ~Artha- 

lubdka,  as,  d,  am,  greedy  of  wealth,  covetous,  nig- 
gardly. —  Artka-lefy,  as,  m.  a  little  wealth. —Artha- 

lobha,   as,  m.  desire  of  wealth,  avarice.  ••  Artka- 
vat,  an,  atl,  at,  wealthy,  rich;  significant,  full  of 
sense  or  meaning;  (an),  m.  a  man;  (-vat),  ind. 
according  to  a  purpose.  —  Arthavat-tva,  am,  n.  sig- 

nificance, importance.  —  Artkavargiya,  as,  d,  am, 

concerning  the  category  of  objects.  •-Artha-vdda, 
as,  m.  explanation  of  an  affair,  explanatory  remark, 
exegesis ;    affirmation   or  narrative ;    declaration    of 
purpose   or  object ;    speech  or  expression  having  a 
certain  object ;  sentence ;  praise,  eulogium.  —  Artka- 
Hjiia/ta,  am,  n.  comprehension  of  meaning,  one  of 
the  six  exercises  of  the  understanding.  —  Artha-rid,  t, 
t,t,  sagacious,  sensible,  wise.  —  Artha-viniMaya,  as, 
m.  title  of  a  Buddhist  Sutra  vfOTk.—Arttia~vriddhi, 
is,  (.  accumulation  of  wealth.  —  Arthasvaikalpa,  am, 
n.  deviation  from  truth,  perversion  or  disguise  of  fact ; 
prevarication.  -~ Artha-wjayat,   as,   m.  expenditure. 
—  Artha-vyaya-jna,  as,  d,  am,  liberal  in  giving 
and  using.  —  Artha-vyaya-saha,  as,  d,  am,  prodigal. 
—  Artha-tdstra,  am,  n.  institutes  of  the  science  of 
what  is  useful  in  life ;    science  of  polity  or  moral 
and  political  government.  —  Artlia-iauda,  am,  n. 

purity,  honesty  in   money  matters.  —  Artha-sam- 
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ft!: 'ma,  am,  n.  accumulation  of  wealth;   treasury. 
—  Artha-eaitgraha,  as,  m.  accumulation  of  wealth ; 
treasure.  —  Artha-miiinti/u,   an,   m.   acquisition   of 
wealth  ;  wealth,  properly.  —  Artha-eambandha,  as, 
m.  connection  of  the  sense  with  the  word  or  sentence. 

—  Artha-idilliaka,  ae,  m.  bringing  any  matter  to 
a  conclusion ;  N.  of  a  minister  of  king  Dasaratha. 
—  Arthn-sdra,   as,   m.   a   considerable    property. 
—  Artha-siddhaka,  at,  m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Vitex 

Negundo  L.  —  Artha-siddhi,  i*,  (.  success.  —  Artha- 
hara,  as,  a,  am,  inheriting  or  taking  wealth.  —  Ar- 
tha-hltM,  as,  a,  am,  unmeaning,  nonsensical ;  poor, 

deprived  of  wealth ;  failing.  —  Arthdyama  ("tha-da"), 
fix,  m.  receipt  or  collection  of  property ;  income,  ac- 

quisition of  wealth.  —  Arthddhikdra  ftha-adh0),  as, 
m.  office  of  treasurer,  charge  of  money  or  property. 

—  Arthddhikdrin  (°(ha-adh°),  I,  m.  a  treasurer, 

a  paymaster.  —  Arthdntara  (°tha-an°),  am,  n.  an- 
other matter,  a  different  or  new  circumstance,  a  new 

affair ;  a  different  meaning ;  opposite  or  antithetical 

meaning,  difference   of  meaning  or  purport.  —  Ar- 
thdntara-nydsa,   as,  m.  antithesis.  —  Arthanvita 

(°tta-an°),  as,  a,  am,  possessed  of  wealth,  rich; 
significant.  —  Arthdpatti  (°tha-dp°),  is,  f.  an  infer- 

ence from  circumstances ;  one  of  the  five  arguments 
of  the  Mlminsakas ;  presumption,  supposition.  —  Ar- 

thdrthin  ftha-ar0),  i,  iiii,  i,  one  who  solicits  wealth, 
or  endeavours  to  gain  any  object.  —  Arthft  (°tha-it), 
t,  t,  t,  Ved.  active,  industrious ;  hasty.  —  Arthepsu, 

(tka-ip°)t  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  wealth.  ~Arthepsu- 
td,  (.  desire  of  wealth.  —  Artheha  <?tha-ihd),  f.  desire 

of  wealth.  —  Arthopama(tha^up°),  am,  n.  a  simile 
in  which  the  object  of  comparison  is  stated  without  any 

particle  of  comparison,  e.  g.  '  he  is  a  dog.'  —  Art ho- 
pdrjana  (ftha  up~),  am,  n.  acquisition  of  wealth 
or  property.  —  Arthoekman  (tha-usfc),  a,  n.  wealth, 
the  glow  or  pride  of  wealth,  the  condition  of  being 

wealthy ;  (so,  Anglice,  'a  warm  man').  —  Arthaugha 
(~tha-ogh°),  as,  m.  a  treasure. 
Arthand,  f.  request,  begging,  asking,  entreaty. 
ArtJiamya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  requested,  asked,  &c. 

Artham  or  artke,  ind.  (generally  at  the  end  of  com- 
pounds) on  account  of,  in  behalf  of,  for  the  sake  of. 

Artkdt,  ind.  according  to  the  state  of  the  case,  ac- 
cording to  the  circumstances,  as  a  matter  of  fact ;  in 

fact ;  that  is  to  say. 

Arthdpaya,  nom.  P.  arthdpayati,  -yitum.  See 
rt  artlt. 
Arthdya,  ind.  on  account  of,  for  the  sake  of. 
AiihUca,  as,  m.  a  crier,  a  watchman,  a  minstrel, 

a  servant,  whose  duty  it  is  to  announce,  by  song  or 
music,  fixed  periods  of  the  day,  such  as  the  hours  of 
rising  and  going  to  rest. 
Arthita,  as,  d,  am,  asked,  desired,  requested; 

(ant),  n.  wish,  desire,  supplication,  petition, 
Arthltavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  asked,  requested. 
Art/tin,  i,  inl,  i,  one  who  seeks  to  effect  or  gain 

a  purpose  or  object ;  one  who  asks  or  begs  for  any- 
thing (with  inst.) ;  desirous  of  (with  inst.)  ;  sup- 

plicating or  entreating  any  one  (with  gen.) ;  a  beg- 
gar, a  petitioner,  suitor ;  a  plaintiff,  a  prosecutor ;  a 

servant;  a  follower,  a  companion  or  partizan.  —  Ar- 
thi-td,  f.  the  condition  of  a  beggar,  asking,  wishing ; 
begging.  —  Arthi-tva,  am,  n.  the  condition  of  a  sup- 

pliant. —  Artki-sdt ,  ind.  with  kri,  to  dispose  of  any- 
thing in  favour  of  one  who  asks  or  begs  for  it. 

Arthlyu,  as,  d,  am,  (as  last  member  of  a  com- 
pound) destined  for  ;  relating  to. 

Artht,  ind.  on  account  of;  see  artham.  —  Arthe- 

l-ri,  to  act  on  behalf  of  (?). 
Arthya,  as,  d,  am,  proper,  fit ;  rich  ;  to  be  asked 

or  sought  for  ;  intelligent,  wise ;  (am),  n.  red  chalk. 

•^  J   ard  cl.  i .  P.  artlati,  fmarda,  drdi- 
•5-  shyaii,  dnlit,  arditum,  Ved.  3  pi.  impv. 

i-iiliinlu,  and  cl.  7.  P.  rinatti,  to  move;  to  be  moved  ; 
to  be  scattered  as  dust ;  to  dissolve  ;  to  go  ;  to  ask, 
beg;  to  torment,  hurt,  kill :   Caus.  ardayati,  •yi- 

tum, to  make  agitated  or  restless;  to  stir  up,  shake 
vehemently;  to  distort;  to  torment,  distress;  to  strike, 
hurt,  kill;  Desid.  ardidiskati  [cf.  Lat.  aroVo]. 

Ardana,  as,  d,  am,  moving  restlessly;  disturbing, 
distressing ;  (a),  f.  going ;  asking,  begging,  giving 

pain,  killing ;  («»i),  n.  pain,  trouble,  excitement, dis- turbance. 

Ardani,  is,  m.  sickness,  disease ;  asking,  begging ; 
fire. 

Arditti,  as,  d,  am,  gone;  asked,  requested,  beg- 
ged ;  killed,  injured,  pained,  afflicted ;  (am),  n.  a 

disease,  spasm  of  the  jaw-bones ;  trismus,  tetanus  ; 
or  hemiplegia,  i.  e.  paralysis  of  the  muscles  on  one 
side  of  the  face  and  neck. 

Arditin.  1,  ini.  i,  having  spasms  of  the  jaw-bones. 
Ardyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  distressed. 

^T§  i.  ardha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ridh), 

Ved.  side,  part ;  place,  region,  country  [cf.  Lat.  ordo, 
Germ.  art}.  The  accent  is  on  the  first  syllable. 

2.  ardha,  as,  d,  am,  half,  halved,  forming  a  half 
[cf.  Osset.  ardag] ;  ardha  ardha,  one  part,  the  other 
part;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  the  half;  one  part  of  two,  a 
part,  a  parly ;  half  a  short  syllable.  The  accent  is 
on  the  last  syllable.  (Ardha  may  be  compounded  in 
a  peculiar  way  with  an  ordinal,  e.  g.  ardha-tritiya, 
containing  (two  and)  the  third  (only)  half,  i.  e.  two 
and  a  half;  ardha-daturtha,  three  and  a  half,  &c.) 
—Ardha-kdla  or  ardha-kufa,  as,  m.  an  epithet 

of  Siva.  •-  Ardha-krita,  as,  d,  am,  half-done,  half- 
performed.  —  Ardha-ketu,  ««,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rudra. 
—  Ardha-kotl,  f.  half  a  crore,  five  millions.  —  Ar- 

dha-kosha,    as,    m.  a   moiety  of  one's   treasure. 
—  Ardha-kroia,  as,  m.  half  a  league.  —  Ardha- 
khara,  am,  I,  n.  f.  a  measure,  half  a  khari.  —  Ardha- 
gangd,  f.,  N.  of  the  river  KSverT.  —  Ardlia-garbha, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  in  the  middle  of  the  womb.  —  Ar- 
dha-guttha,  as,  m.   a    necklace   of   twenty-four 
strings.  —  Ardha-gola,  as,  m.  A  hemisphere.  —  A  r- 
dha-takravarlin  or  ardha-fakrin,  i,  m.  half  a 
&kravartin  ;  N.  of  the  nine  black  Vasudevas  and  the 
nine  enemies  of  Vishnu.  —  ArdJta-dandra,  a?,  m. 

half-moon ;   the  semicircular  marks  on  a  peacock's 
tail ;  the  semicircular  scratch  of  the  finger  nail ;  an 
arrow,  the  head  of  which  is  like  a  half-moon ;  the 
hand  bent  into  a  semicircle  or  the  shape  of  a  claw,  as 
for  the  purpose  of  seizing  or  clutching  anything ;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  the  plant  Convolvulus  Torpethum ;  (as,  d, 

am),  crescent-shaped,  of  a  semilunar  form.  —  Ardha- 
(andrdkdra  fra-iV),  as,   d,  am,   or  nrdha- 

(andrakrili,  is,  is,  i,  half-moon-shaped,  crescent- 
shaped;  (ae),  m.  or  (is),  f.  a  meniscus.  —  Ardha- 
(andrikd,   (.,  N.  of  a  climbing  plant. ~Ardha- 
dolaka,  as,  m.  a  short  bo&ce.  —  Ardha-jdhnam,  (., 
N.  of  the  river  Kaverl.  —  Ardha-tanu,  us,  f.  half  a 

body.  —  Ardha-tikta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Ar- 
dha-tHra,  as,  m.  a  particular  kind  of  musical  instru- 

ment. —  Ardha-dagdha,   os,    d,  am,    half-burnt. 
—  Ardha-divasa,  as,  m.  half  a  day,   midday ;   a 
day  containing  one  half  of  a  whole  day,  a  day  of 
twelve  hours.  —  Ardha-dcva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  demi-god. 
—  ArdlM-ilhdra,  am,  n.  a  knife  or  lancet  with  a 
single  edge,  the  blade  two  inches  long,  the  handle  six. 
—  Ardha-niirdyana,  as,  m.  a  form   of  Vishnu. 

—Ardha-ndris'a  (ri-ifa),  as,  m.  one  of  the  forms 
of  Siva  (half  male  and  half  female).  —  Ardha-ndra, 

nni,  n.  half  a  boat.  —  Ardha-nis'a,  f.  midnight.  —  Ar- 
dha-panfd^at,  f.  twenty-five.  —  Ardha-pana,  am, 
n.  a  measure  containing  half  a  paiia.  —  Ardlia-jint/ni, 
am,  n.  half-way ;  (e),  ind.  nudmy.—Ardha^ddika, 

as,  d,  am,  having  only  half  a  foot.  —  Artltia-pdrd- 
ni  In,  us,  m  a  kind  of  pigeon.  —  Ardha-pulayitu,am, 
n.  a  half-gallop,  canter.  ̂ Artjha-jturna,  at,  d,  am, 
half-full.  —  Ardha-prah'ira,  as,  m.  half  a  watch,  one 
hour  and  a  half.  —  Ardhu-briliatl,  (.,  Ved.  half  the 
usual   breadth.  —  Ardha-bhaga,  as,  m.  a  half;    a 

part.  —  Ardha-lihaijikii,  an,  t,  am,  or  ardha-hhd- 

i/in,  ~i,  inl,  i,  taking  or  sharing  half.  —  Ardha-bhdj, 
k,  k,  k,  taking  or  sharing  half;  (k),  m.  a  sharer, 
companion.  —  Ardha-bhdfkara,    as,  m.    midday. 
—  Ardha-Wiotikd,  t.  a  kind  of  cake.  —  Ardha-md- 
i/nillil,  f.  a  variety  of  the  Magadh!  dialect.  —  Anlfia- 
mdnava  or  ardha-mdnavnka,  as,  m.  a  necklace  of 
twelve  strings.  •^Ardha-mdlrd,  f.  half  a  short  sylla- 

ble. —  A  rdhn- marge,  ind.  half. way,  midway.  —  Ar- 

dha-mdtia,  as,  m.  half  a  month ;  ardhatndisa-s'as, 
ind.  every  half  month,  or  fortnight.  —  Ardhumdsa- 
tama,  as,  d,  am,  or  ardhamdslka,  as,  d,  am, 
done  or  happening  every  half  month  ;  lasting  half 
a  month,  or  a  fortnight.  —  Ardlta-mushli,  is,  m.  f. 
a  half-clenched  hand.  —  Ardha-ydma,  as,  m.  half  a 
watch,  an  hour  and  a  half. — Ardha-ratha,  as,  m. 
a  warrior  who  fights  on  a  car  along  with  another. 

—  Ardha-rdtra,  as,  m.  midnight ;  a  night  contain- 
ing half  a  whole  day  of  twenty-four  hours.  —  Arilltn- 

rdtra-tamaya,  as,  m.  the  time  of  midnight.  —  Ar- 
dhardtrdrdhadivasa  (°rdtra-ardha°),  am,  n.  the 
eqninox. — Ardhurta  (°dha-rifa),  as,  am,  m.  n. 
half  a  verse  or  hemistich.  —  Ardlturda-iai,  ind.  in 
every   hemistich.  —  Ardha-rastra-tamvita,  as,    d, 

ant,  clothed  or  enveloped  in  half-garments.  —  Ardha- 
visargu,  as,  m.  the  sound  Visarga  before  k,  kh,  p, 

ph,  so  called  because  its  sign  (x)  is  the  half  of  that 

of  Visarga  (°),  —  Ardha-viks!tana,  am,  n.  a  side- 
look,  a  glance,  a  \eei.  —  Ardha-inililha,  ax,  a,  tun, 
middle-aged.  —  Ardha-vatnaMka,  an,  m.,  N.  of  the 

followers  of  Kaiiada  ('arguing  half-perishablentss'). 
—  Ardha-rydsa,  as,  m.   the   radius   of  a   circle. 
—  ArdJia-fata,  am,   n.   fifty;    one   hundred   and 

fifty.  —  Anlhaiana,   am,    for   ardhdiana  (°dha- 

af),  am,  n.  half  a  med.  —  Ardha-s'apkara,  </~, m.  a  kind  of  fish. — Ardha-^dbda,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ing a  low  voice.  —  Ardha-Jesha  or  ardhdrateshu. 

(°dha-av°~),  as,  d,  am,  having  only  half  left.  —  Ar- 
dUa-iyama,  as,   d,   am,   half-clouded.  —  Ardlut- 
$ldka,  as,m.  half  a  Sloka.  —  Ardha-sanjdta-sti.-ijn, 

as,  d,  am,  having  its  crops  half-grown.  —  Ardlta- 
slrin,  i,  m.  a  cultivator,  a  ploughman,  who  takes 
half  the  crop   for  his   labour.  —  Anllia-hara,  as, 
m.  a  necklace  of  sixty-four  or  of  forty  strings.  —  Ar- 

dha-hrasva,  am,  n.  half  a  short    syllable.  —Ar- 

tlhdn^a  (°dha-an),  as,  m.  a  half,  the  half.— Ar~ 
dhdnitn  (°dha-an°), i, ini,i, sharing  a  half.  —Ardhd- 
kdra  ("dha-a"),  as,  m.  half  the  letter  a  ;  another 

name  for  arajjraAa,  q.  v.  ̂ Ardhdnga  (dha-ait*), 
am,  n.  half  the  body.  —  Ardhdrdha  (°dha-ar°), 
as,  m.  half  of  a  half,  a  quarter ;  half  and  half.  —  Ar- 

dhavabhedaka  (°dha-av°),  as,  m.  pain  in  half  the 
head,  hemicrania ;  (am),  n.  dividing  in  equal  parts. 

—  Ardhdvasesha   (°dha-av°),  as,  a,  am,   having 
only  one  half  left.  —  Ardhafana  (°dha-ad°),  am, 
n.  half  a  meal. — Ardtidsana  (°dha-ds°),  am,  n. 
half  a  seat  (it  is  considered  a  mark  of  high  respect  to 

make  room  for  a  guest  on  the  same  seat  with  one's 
self);   greeting  kindly  or  with  respect;    exemption 

from  censure.  —  Ardhendu,  (°dha-in°),  vs,  m.  a  half- 
moon  or  crescent ;  the  semicircular  impression  of  a 

finger  nail ;   an  arrow  with  a  crescent-shaped  head  ; 
the  hand  expanded  in  a  semicircular  form  like  a  daw. 

—  Ardhendu-maiiU  (°d}ta-iu°),  is,  m.  Siva,  whose 

diadem  is  a  half-moon.  —  ArdJiendra  (°dha-in°), 
as,  d,  "in.  that  of  which  a  half  belongs  to  Indra. 

—  .  I  nlhokla  (°dha-uk°),  as,  a,  am,  half-uttered,  said 

imperfectly  or  indistinctly.  —  Ardhokti  (°dha-uk°'), is,  f.  speaking  indistinctly  or  incompletely,  broken 

or    interrupted    speech.  —  Ardhodaya   (dha-ud°), 
as,  m.  the    rising  of  the  half-moon.  •~Ar(U«nl!tu 
(  ilrii-iuf),  as,  d,  am  (rt.  i  with  ud),  half-risen  ; 

(rt.   rail),   half-uttered.  —  Ardhoruka   (°dha-tini), 
as,  d,  am,  reaching  to  the  middle  of  the  thighs ; 

i.  a  short  petticoat. 

Ardhaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  same   as  ardha. 
—  Ardhaka-ghdtin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  Rudra. 
Ardhait-kri,  cl.  8.  P.,  Ved.  -karoti,  -kartum, 

to  prefer,  to  favour. 
Ardhika,  as,  i,  am,  measuring  a  half,  relating  to 

a  half. 
Ardhin,  i,  ini,  i,  entitled  to  half  or  sharing  a  half. 

'HM*  ardhuka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ridh),  Ved. 

succeeding,  prospering. 

Ardhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  accomplished ;  to  be 
obtained. 

arpaya,  Caus.  of  rt.  rt;  arpayati, 
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-yttum,  to  throw,  cast  ;  insert,  fix  ;  pierce,  place  in 
or  upon  ;  offer,  deliver,  consign,  entrust,  give  back. 

Arpana,  am,  n.  throwing,  casting  ;  inserting,  fix- 
ing; piercing;  placing  in  or  upon;  offering,  delivering, 

consigning,  entrusting  ;  giving  back. 
Arpaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  delivered,  to  be  placed. 
Arpita,  at,  a,  am,  delivered,  consigned  ;  placed 

in  or  upon.  —  Arpita-kara,  as,  i,  am,  extending  or 
giving  the  hand  ;  married. 
Arpisa,  as,  m.  the  heart. 
Arpya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  delivered,  consignable. 

^MJ  ar4,cl.  I.  P.  arbati,  dnarba,  arbitum, 
Nto  go,  to  go  to  or  towards  ;  to  hurt  or  kill. 

•«ig<;  arbuda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
the  preceding  it.),  a  serpent;  a  serpent-like  demon 
conquered  by  Indra  ;  a  long  round  mass  ;  a  swelling, 
a  tumour,  a  polypus  ;  a  hundred  millions  ;  N.  of  si 
mountain  in  the  west  of  India,  commonly  called  Abu, 

a  place  of  pilgrimage,  especially  of  the  Jainas  ;'  N.  of 
a  people;  N.  of  a  hell. 

Arbudi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  serpent-like  demon  con- 
quered by  Indra. 

Arbudin,  I,  irii,  i,  afflicted  with  swelling  or  tumour. 

^TH  arbha,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ri), 
little,  small,  unimportant;  (CM),  m.  child,  pupil  [cf. 
Lat.  orbits;  Gr.  efforts]. 
Arbkaka,  as,  a,  am,  small,  minute  ;  weak,  little  ; 

emaciated;  young,  childish;  like,  similar;  (as),  m. 
a  boy,  a  child,  the  young  of  any  animal  ;  a  fool, 
an  idiot. 

Arbhaga,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  youthful. 

^*t  arma,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
ri),  a  disease  of  the  eyes. 

Annaka,  as,  a,  am,  narrow,  thin  ;  (am),  n.  nar- 
rowness. 

Armana,  as,  m.  a  measure  of  one  drona. 
Arman,  a,  n.  a  disease  of  the  eyes. 

^nl  arya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ri),  attached  to, 
true,  devoted,  dear;  kind;  excellent;  (a*),  m.  a  master, 

lord  ;  an  Aryan  ;  a  man  of  the  third  tribe,  a  Vais"ya  ; (a),  f.  a  woman  of  the  third  tribe,  the  wife  of  a 

Vaisya.  —  Arya-jdrd,  f.,  Ved.  the  mistress  of  an  Ar- 
yan. —  Arya-patni,  f.,  Ved.  wife  of  a  true,  legitimate 

husband-  —  Arya-varya,  as,  m.  a  Vaisya  of  rank. 

•^Arya-s'veta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Aryaman,  a,  m.,  Ved.  a  bosom  friend,  play-fellow, 

companion,  especially  a  friend  who  asks  a  woman  in 

marriage  for  another  ;  N.  of  an  Aditya,  who  is  com- 
monly invoked  together  with  Varuna  and  Mitra;  N. 

of  the  chief  of  the  manes  ;  the  sun  ;  the  Asclepias 

plant.  —  Aryama-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Aryama-deva,  f.,  N.  of  the  twelfth  lunar  mansion. 
Aryamya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  intimate,  very  friendly  ; 

(as),  m.  bosom  friend,  companion. 

Aryaydm,  f.  a  multitude  of  women  of  the  Vais'ya tribe  (?). 
Arydm,  f.  a  mistress;  a  woman  of  the  third  or 

Vaisya  tribe. 

•3JU  J  arv,  cl.  i.  P.  arvati,  dnarva,  arvi- 
\  titm,  to  hurt,  kill. 

^HT  area,  (in  comp.)  hither,  towards,  near 

to.  —  Ana-vasu,  its,  m.  one  of  the  seven  principal 
rays  of  the  sun. 

*I15  arvata,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  arv), 
ashes. 

«1x  arvan,  a,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ri),  going,  run- 
ning ;  epithet  of  a  horse  or  its  driver  ;  a  horse  ; 

one  of  the  ten  horses  of  the  moon  ;  epithet  of  Indra  ; 
a  short  span  ;  (ft),  f.  a  mare;  a  bawd,  a  procuress  ; 
(d,  atl,  at),  low,  contemptible,  inferior,  vile,  —  nirva- 

nas, as,  os,  as,  whose  nose  is  like  that  of  a  horse. 

ArmuSa,  as,  a,  am.Ved.  possessed  of  coursers,  quick. 

•*qi^  arva6,  van,  vddi,  vdk  (fr.  rt.  ahi 
with  arva;  cf.  arvan),  coming  hitherward;  turned 
towards,  coming  to  meet  any  one  ;  being  on  this  side 

(as  the  bank  of  a  river)  ;   being  below  or  behind, 
turned  down  or  downwards  ;  following,  subsequent. 
Arvdk,  ind.  (with  abl.)  hitherward  ;  on  this  side  ; 

from  a  certain  point  ;  before,  after  ;  on  the  lower  side 
of,  behind,  downwards;  (with  loc.)  within;  near. 

—  Arvdkkdlika,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  proxi- 
mate time,  modern.  —  Arvdkkdlika-td,  f.  modem- 

ness,  posteriority  of  time.  —  Arvak-kula,  am,  n.  the 
near  bank  of  a  river.  —  Arvdk-sdman,  a,  d,  a,  Ved. 
epithet  of  three  days,  during  which  a  Soma  sacrifice 
is  performed.  —Arrdk-srotas,  as,  as,  as,  N.  of  a 
creation  of  beings  in  which  the  current  of  nutriment 
tends  downwards.  —  Arvdg-bila,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 

having  the  mouth  hitherward.  —  Arvdg^t'asu,  us,  us, 

a,  Ved.  offering  riches. 
Arvake,  ind.,  Ved.  in  the  proximity  of,  near  to. 
Arvdfina,  as,  d,  am,  turned  towards  ;  favouring  ; 

being  on  this  side  or  below  (with  abl.)  ;  born  after- 
wards, posterior,  recent,  modern  ;  reverse,  contrary. 

—  Areaiina-ta,  f.  or  arvddlna-tva,  am,  n.  state  of 
being  posterior,  recent  or  contrary. 
Arvafinam,  ind.  (with  abl.)  on  this  side  of; 

thenceforward,  thence  onward  ;  less  than. 

"^Wi^arvd-vat,  t,  f.,  Ved.  proximity  [cf. 
para-vat]  ;  being  near. 

iH5(iq«  arvd-vasu,  us,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  the 
Horn  ;  N.  of  the  Brahman  of  the  gods. 

T^3i  arvuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tribe  or  peo- 
ple in  the  Maha-bhSrata. 

W^I  ars'a,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  m),  damage, 
hurt  ;  hemorrhoids,  piles. 

Aria*,  as,  n.  piles,  hemorrhoids.  —  Ario-glma, 
as,  i,  am,  destroying  the  hemorrhoids  ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  the  plant  Amorphophallus  Campanulatus  Blume  ; 
one  part  of  buttermilk  with  three  parts  of  water; 

(i),  {.,  N.  of  the  plant  Curculigo  Archioides  Lin. 
"Arin-^uj,  k,  k,  k,  afflicted  with  hemorrhoids. 
—Arso-roga,  as,  m.  the  hemorrhoids.  —  ArSoroga- 
yuta,  as,  d,  am,  or  ariorogin,  i,  ini,  i,  afflicted 
with  hemorrhoids,  having  hemorrhoids.  —  Ario-Mta, 
as,  m.  the  marking  nut  plant,  Semecarpus  Anacardium. 

Ardasa,  as,  d,  am,  afflicted  with  hemorrhoids. 

Ariasdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  striving  to  hurt,  ma- 
licious ;  (as),  m.  fire. 

Ariin,  I,  im,  i,  afflicted  with  hemorrhoids. 

•*f«UlF  arshana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  rish), 
flowing,  movable. 
Arshani,  (.,  Ved.  a  pricking  or  piercing  pain. 

•«)  «  "«_  arsas,   as,   n.   hemorrhoids.     See ars"as  above. 

arh,  cl.  I.  P.,  ep.  A.  arhati,  -te, 
dnarha,  arhinhyati,  drhit,  arhitum, 

Ved.  arhase,  to  deserve,  merit,  be  worthy  ;  to  have 
a  claim  to  anything,  to  be  entitled  to  (with  ace.)  ; 
to  be  allowed  to  do  anything  (with  inf.);  to  be 
obliged  or  required  to  do  anything  (with  ace.)  ;  to  be 
worthy  ;  to  be  worth  ;  to  counterbalance  ;  to  be  able  ; 
(the  and  pers.  pres.  of  arh  with  an  infinitive  is  often 
used  as  a  softened  form  of  imperative  ;  e.  g.  datum 

arhasi,  '  be  pleased  to  give  ;'  frotum  arhasi,  'deign 
to  listen,'  for  irinu)  :  Caus.  arhayati  (aor.  drjihat), 
-yitum,  to  honour  :  Desid.  arjihinludi  [cf.  Gr.  &pxa\ 
Arha,  as,  d,  am,  meriting,  deserving,  worthy  of, 

having  a  daim  or  being  entitled  to  (with  ace.  or 
inf.);  being  required,  obliged,  or  allowed  (with 
inf.);  becoming,  proper,  fit;  worth  (in  money), 
costing;  (as),  m.  a  N.  of  Indra;  (d),  f.  worship; 
(dni),  Ved.  n.  pi.  worship. 
Arhana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  worship,  adoration,  honour, 

treating  with  veneration  or  respect  ;  (o">,  ind.,  Ved. 
according  to  what  is  due  ;  according  to  one's  means. 
Arhat,  an,  anti,  at,  deserving,  entitled  to  ;  able, 

allowed  to  ;  worthy  ;  venerable,  respectable  ;  praised, 
celebrated  ;  (an),  m.  a  Buddha  ;  the  highest  rank  in 
the  Buddhist  hierarchy  ;  an  Arhat  or  superior  divinity 
with  the  Jainas.  —  Arhat-tama,  as,  d,  am,  most 
worthy,  best,  most  venerable. 

Arhanta,  as,  d,  am,  worthy ;  (as),  m.  a  Buddha ; 
a  Buddhist  mendicant ;  N.  of  Siva. 

Arhita,  as,  d,  am,  honoured,  worshipped,  saluted. 
Arhya,  as,  d,  am,  worthy ;  respectable ;  right,  fit. 

'S^ft'^ftj  arhari-shvani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 
making  enemies  (arhari)  cry  aloud ;  (if  formed  by 
redupl.  of  hriah  with  affix  mini)  exultant. 

al,  cl.  i.  P.  alati,  alitum,  to  adorn ; 
to   be  competent   or   able;  to  prevent. 

See  alam. 

^T?5  ala,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  al),  the 

sting  inthe  tailof  a  scorpion;  yellow orpiment.  Seeo7o. 

'STcSoR  alaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  al),  a  curl,  lock ;  (as),  m.  a  mad  dog  [cf.  alarka] ; 

(d),  f.  a  girl  from  eight  to  ten  years  of  age  ;  N.  of  the 
capital  of  Kuvera,  situated  on  a  peak  of  the  Himalaya 
inhabited  also  by  Siva.  —  Alaka-tra,  am,  n.  the  state 
of  a  curl  or  tress.  —  Alaka-nandd,  f.  a  young  girl 

from  eight  to  ten  years  old ;  N.  of  the  Gan-gS  river ; 
N.  of  a  river  that  runs  from  the  Himalaya  moun- 

tains and  falls  into  the  Gan-ga.—  Alaka-prabhd, 
f.  the  capital  of  Kuvera.  —  Alaka-priya,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  the  plant  Terminalia  Tomentosa  W.  and  A. 
—  Alaka-samhali,  is,  f.  rows   of  curls.  —  Alakd- 

dhipa  (°kd-adk°),  as,  m.  or  alakddhipati  (°ka- 
adh°),  is,  m.  a  N.  of  Kuvera.  —  Alakdnta  (°ka-an°), 
as,  m.  the  end  of  a  curl,  a  ringlet.  —  Alakefvara 
(°lcd-is'°),  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Kuvera. 

THrt«n*^  alakam,  ind.,  Ved.  in  vain,  for nothing. 

•#<f>ik  alakta  or  alaktaka,  as,  m.  (said  to 
be  for  a-^rakta),  the  red  resin  of  certain  trees ;  or 
perhaps  the  cochineal  or  its  red  sap.  —  Alakta-rasa, 
as,  m.  the  Alakta  juice  [cf.  the  preceding], 

^T{3T!|T!I  a-lakshana,  am,  n.  (rt.  laksh),  a 

bad,  inauspicious  sign ;  (as,  d,  ant),  having  no  signs 
or  marks;  without  characteristic,  having  no  good 
marks,  inauspicious,  unfortunate. 

A-lakshita,  as,  a,  am,  unseen,  unperceived,  un- 
observed, unlooked  for;  uncharacterized,  having  no 

particular  mark.  •~Aldkshitdnlaka  (fta-an°),  as,  d, 
am,  suddenly  dead.  —  Alakshitopasthita  (°ta-up°), 
as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  approached  unobserved. 
A-lakihya  or  a-lakskaniya,  as,  d,  am,  invisible ; 

unmarked,  not  indicated  ;  having  no  particular  marks, 
insignificant  in  appearance ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  certain 

weapon.  —  Alakshya-gati,  is,  is,  i,  moving  invisibly. 
—  Alakshya-linga,  as,  d,  am,  disguised,  incognito. 

^Tc?B*n  a-lakshmi,  is,  f.  evil  fortune,  bad 
luck,  distress,  poverty. 

•flpJWM  alakhdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 
of  Gurjara. 

^Sfrt'l^  alagarda  or  alagardha,  as,  m.  a 
water-serpent,  the  black  variety  of  the  Cobra  de  Capello 

(Coluber  Naga)  ;  (a),  f.  a  large  poisonous  leech : 

(etymology  doubtful.) 
•«rt'*T  a-lagna,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  lag),  not 

joined  or  connected. 

^T?JTJ  a-lagla,  as,  d,  am,  speaking  uncon- 
nectedly ;  stammering. 

•Wrt^J  a-layhu,  us,  v~i,  u,  not  light,  heavy ; 
not  short,  long;  weighty;  serious,  solemn;  intense, 
violent.  —  Alaghit-pratijria,  as,  a,  am,  solemnly 

pledged  or  promised.  —  Alaghupala  (°ghn-up°),as, 
m.  a  rock.  —  Alaghushman  ("ghu-ush"),  d,  m.  in- 

tense heat. 

•eipjg;*.^  alankarana,  alankdra.  See  un- 
der alam,  p.  86,  col.  i. 

THrtg-'l  a-langhana,  am,  n.  (rt.  langh), 
not  surmounting,  not  transgressing,  not  passing  over 
or  beyond. 

A-laityhanlya  or  a-lattghya,  as,  d,  am,  insur- 
mountable, impassable,  not  to  be  crossed  ;  not  to  be 



alanghantya-ta. 
a-lesaija. 

transgressed,  inviolable,  venerable.  —  Alanghininja- 
td  or  alaitghya-td,  f.  impassableness,  insurmount- 
ableness,  inaccessibility;  inviolability;  respectability; 
authoritative  or  absolute  rule ;  superiority. 

»art»t  alaja,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird. 

\i  ro  »il  alajl,  f.  inflammation  of  the  eye, 
at  the  edge  of  the  cornea. 

'  a-lajja,  as,  a,  am,  shameless. 

1  alanjara,  as,  m.  an  earthen  water- 
jar.  See  alirijara. 

\  atati,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  song. 

if  a-lapat,  an,  anti,  at,  not  speaking. 

a-labdha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  labh),  un- 
obtained.  —  A  labdha-ndtka,  as,  d,  am,  friendless, 

without  a  patron.  —  Alabdhabhlpsita  ("dha-abK3), 
as,  d,  am,  disappointed  in  one's  desire. 
A-labhamdna,  as,  d,  am,  not  gaining,  &c. 
A-labhya,  as,  d,  am,  unobtainable,  unattainable. 

VHc5*^  a/am,  ind.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  al), 
enough,  sufficient,  adequate,  equal  to,  competent,  able. 
(Alam  may  govern  a  dat.,  e.  g.  alam  jivandya, 
sufficient  for  living ;  also  a  loc.  or  inf.,  e.  g.  alam 
vijndne  or  vijndtum,  able  to  conceive ;  also  inst., 
e.  g.  alam  iankayd,  enough,  i.  e.  away  with  fear ! 
It  may  be  used  with  the  future  tense,  e.  g.  alam 
lianishyati,  he  will  be  able  to  kill ;  or  with  an  indecl. 
part.,  e.  g.  alam  bhuktvd,  enough  of  eating,  i.  e.  do 

not  eat  more ;  alam  viddrya,  enough  of  consider- 
ation.) 

Alan-krl,  d.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  prepare, 
make  ready ;  to  ornament,  decorate ;  to  prevent  from, 
impede  (with  gen.). 

Alan-karana,  am,  n.  preparation,  the  act  of  de- 
corating, decoration ;  ornament. 

Alan-karishnu,  as,  us,  u,  fond  of  ornament; 
decorating,  skilled  in  decorating;  ornamented;  (us), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

Alan-kartri,  td,  trl,  tri,  decorating,  skilled  in 
decoration,  a  decorator. 

Aliutkarmlifa,  as,  d,  am,  competent  to  any  act, 
skilful,  clever. 

Alan-kara,  as,  m.  the  act  of  decorating ;  ornament, 
decoration ;  a  figure  or  rhetorical  expression.  —  Alan- 
kdra-fandrikd,  (,  title  of  a  commentary  on  Kuvala- 
yananda.— Alankdra-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  decorated, 
ornamented ;  (t I),  f.  title  of  the  ninth  Lambaka  in 
the  KathasaritsSgara ;  (vat),  ind.  like  an  ornament. 
— Alankdra-tidstra,  am,  n.  a  manual  or  text-book 
of  rhetoric.  —  Alankdra-suvarna,  am,  n.  gold  used 
for  ornaments.  —  Alankdra-sura,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
kind  of  meditation  in  Buddhism.  —  Alankdra-hlna, 
as,  d,  am,  unadorned. 
Alaitkdraka,  as,  m.  ornament,  decoration. 

Alan-krita,  as,  d,  am,  prepared,  made  ready; 
ornamented,  adorned. 

Alan-kriti,  is,  f.  ornament ;  rhetorical  ornament, 
figure  or  rhetorical  expression. 

Alan-kriyd,  f.  adorning,  ornamenting. 
Alan-gamin,  I,  ini,  i,  going  after  or  following 

in  due  or  proper  manner. 

Alaii-jlvika,  as,  d,  am,  sufficient  for  livelihood. 
Alau-juska,  as,  d,  am,  sufficient,  adequate  to. 
Alan-tama,an,d,iim,Me,  sufficient,  having  power. 
Alan~dhana,a<!t  d,  am,  possessing  sufficient  wealth. 
Alan-dhuma,  as,  m.  thick  smoke,  smoke  enough. 
I.  alam-pata,  as,  m.  the  interior  of  a  house; 

woman's  apartment. 
Alam-patu,  us,  UK,  u,  able  to  keep  cattle. 
Alamptiriixhiiia,  as,  d,  am,  fit  for  a  man,  be- 

coming a  man  ;  sufficient  for  a  man. 

Atam-bala,  as,  m.  strong  enough,  having  sufficient 
power ;  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

Al<iin-l)hu*hnu,  up,  us,  u,  able,  competent. 

vtf)**)*  2.  a-lampata,  as,  d,  am,  not  libi- 
Jinous,  chaste. 

alambusha,  as,  m.  (etymology 

doubtful,  though  connected  with  alam  above),  the 
palm  of  the  hand  with  the  fingers  extended;  vomiting; 
N.  of  a  Rakshasa  or  evil  spirit ;  (a),  f.  a  barrier,  a 

line  or  anything  not  to  be  crossed ;  a  sort  of  sensitive 
plant ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 

a-laya,  as,  m.  (rt.  It,  to  be  dissolved, 

or  to  rest,  cling  to),  non-dissolution,  permanence ; 
(as,  d,  am),  houseless,  homeless;  vagrant. 

alarka,  as,  m.  (etymology  doubt- 
ful), a  mad  dog  or  one  rendered  furious ;  a  fabulous 

animal,  like  a  hog  with  eight  legs ;  N.  of  the  plant 
Calatropis  Gigantea  Alba ;  N.  of  a  prince. 

^Hrif^  alarshi.     See  s.  v.  n. 

Alarshi-rdti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  eager  to  bestow,  ready 
to  grant  gifts,  one  whose  gifts  are  granted  quickly. 

lx   alala-bhavat,   an,    and,   at, 
Ved.  becoming  active  or  lively. 

alale,  ind.  a  word  of  no  import 

occurring  in  the  dialect  or  gibberish  of  the  PiiScas,  a 
class  of  imps  or  goblins,  introduced  in  plays,  &C. 

alavala  or  alavalaka,  am-,  n.  a 
basin  for  water  at  the  root  of  a  tree. 

a-las,  as,  as,  as  (rt.  las,  to  shine), 
not  shining. 

a-lasa,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  las,  to  labour), 

inactive,  without  energy,  lazy,  idle,  indolent,  tired, 

faint ;  (as),  m.  sore  or  ulcer  between  the  toes ;  N.  of 
a  small  poisonous  animal ;  N.  of  a  plant ;  (a),  f.,  N. 

of  the  climbing  plant  Vitis  Pedata  Wall.  —  A lasa-ta, 

{.  or  alasa-tva,  am,  n.  idleness.  —  Alasekshand  (°ea- 
lk"),  f.  a  woman  with  languishing  looks. 
A-lasaka,  as,  d,  am,  indolent ;  (as),  m.  tympa- 

nitis, flatulence,  intumescence  of  the  abdomen,  with 

constipation  and  wind. 
A-lasya,  as,  a,  am,  idle,  lazy. 

•flrtH!^  alandu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  small 
noxious  insect  or  other  animal. 

aldta,  am,  n.  a  fire-brand,  coal. 
a-ldtrina,  as,  m.  (rt.  la  =  ra?), 

Ved.  not  granting  anything ;  a  cloud. 

*Xc$I^  a-labu,  us  or  u,  us,  f.  (fr.  a,  not,' 
and  lab,  'to  sink?'),  the  bottle-gourd,  Lagenaria 
Vulgaris  Ser ;  (us,  u),  m.  n.  a  vessel  made  of  the 

preceding.  —  Aldbu-pdtra,  am,  n.  a  jar  made  of  the 
bottle-gourd.  —  Aldbu-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of  a 
bottle-gourd.  —  Aldbii-kata,  am,  n.  the  down  of  the 

bottle-gourd. 

^TfTW  a-ldbha,  as,  m.  (rt.  labh),  non- 

acquirement;  loss. 

»!lpiltM  aldyya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ri?),  Ved. 

epithet  of  Indra  or  N.  of  a  man ;  an  assailant. 

'STcTTX  aldra,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ri), 
a  door. 

••Hcjm  a-lasa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  a  + 

lisa,  saliva),  inflammation  and  abscess  at  the  root 
of  the  tongue. 

a-ldsya.    See  a-lasa  above. 

all,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  al?),  a  crow;  the 

Indian  cuckoo ;  a  scorpion ;  a  large  black  bee ;  spi- 
rituous liquor.  —  Ali-kula,  am,  n.  a  flight  or  number 

of  bees.  —  Aiikula-sankwla,  ax,  m.  the  water  plant 
Trapa  Bispinosa.  —  Ali-jihvd  or  ali-jihmkd,  f.  the 
uvula  or  soft  palate.  —  Ali-durva,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant. 
—  Ali-pattrikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  shrub.  —  Ali-parnl,  f., 
N.  of  the  plant  Tragia  Involucrata  Lin.  —  Ali-priya, 
am,  n.  the  red  lotus,  Nymphsea  Rubra ;  (a),  f.  the 
trumpet  flower,  Bignonia  Suaveolens.  —  Ali-mdld,  f. 
a  flight  of  bees.  —  Ali-modd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Premna 

Spinosa.—  AU-mrdva,  as,  m.  or  ali-viruta,  am,  n. 

song  or  hum  of  the  bee. Alin,  I,  m.  a  scorpion ;  a  large  black  bee. 

Alinl,  f.  a  swarm  of  bees. 
^fcj$|  aliasa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 

demon. 

=li  alika,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  al?),  the  fore- 
head. 

•»J)(Vi?N  aliklava,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 

carrion  bird. 

iHTrtJI^  aligarda,  as,  m.  a  snake.  See 

alufjarda. 
•sifc'Sjf  a-linga,  am,  n.  absence  of  marks ; 

(as,  d,  am),  having  no  marks ;  (in  gram.)  having 

no  gender. 
A-lingin,  i,  ini,  i,  an  impostor,  a  pretended  ascetic 

or  student,  one  wearing  the  usual  frontal  marks,  skin, 
staff,  &c.j  without  belonging  to  a  religious  order. 

'sfrtSK  alinjara,  as,  m.  a  small  earthen 
water-jar. 

alina,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  tribe  (?). 

alinda  or  alindaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt. 

all),  a  terrace  before  a  house-door;  (as),  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people. 

^f^m^Halipaka,  as,  m.  a  dog ;  the  Indian 
cuckoo ;  a,  bee.  i  ̂ «, ,  • . . 

^fc^'+ll  a-lipsa,  f.  (Desid.  of  rt.  labh), 
freedom  from  desire  or  cupidity. 

•^(ViHoR  alimaka  or  alimpaka  or  alimbaka, 
as,  m.  the  Indian  cuckoo ;  a  frog ;  a  bee ;  N.  of  the 
plant  Bassia  Latifolia ;  the  filaments  of  the  lotus. 

•ilcilcS  allka,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

al,  '  to  adorn,'  i.  e.  dress  out  in  false  colour ;  perhaps 
fr.  a, '  not,'  and  Ilka,  but  the  latter  does  not  occur),  un- 
pleasing,  disagreeable  ;  untrue,  false  ;  small,  little ; 
(am),  n.  anything  displeasing ;  falsehood,  untruth  ; 
the  forehead ;  heaven.  —  AKka-td,  f.  falsehood,  vanity. 
— Allka-matsya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  dish  resembling 

the  taste  of  fish  ('  mock-fish'),  made  of  the  flour  of 
a  sort  of  bean  fried  with  Sesamum  oil. 

Alikayu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 
Allkdya,  nom.  A.  allkdyate,  -yitum,  to  be  de- 

ceived. Allkin,  I,  ini,  i,  disagreeable  ;  false,  deceiving. 

Allkya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  falsehood,  false. 

TH<«il'l<5  aligarda,  as,  m.  a  snake.     See 

aligarda. 
alu,  us,  f.  a  small  water-pot.  See  dlu. 

a-lupta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  lup),  not  cut 

off,  undiminished.  —  Alupta-mahiman,  a,  d,  a,  of 
undiminished  glory. 

^ItJW  a-lubdha,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-lubhyat, 
ini,  null,  at  (rt.  lubh),  Ved.  moderate,  content,  not 
covetous.  —  Aliibdha-tva,  am,  n.  freedom  from  co- 
vetousness,  moderation,  contentment. 

A-loblia,  as,  m.  non-confusion ;  right  process  (?) ; 

absence  of  cupidity,  moderation. 
A-lobhin,  i,  inl,i,  not  wanting  or  desiring  anything. 

^STt5^  a-luksha,  as,  a,  am,  soft.  See 
a-ruksha. 

4<M«^  a-luna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  K),  uncut, 

unshorn. 
'ST'i?  ale  or  aide,  ind.  unmeaning  words 

in  the  dialect  of  the  demons  or  Pi£56as,  intro- 
duced in  plays,  &c. 

a-lepaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  stainless. 
a-lesa,  as,  a,  am,  not  little,  much, 

large;  (am),  ind.  not  at  all.  —  A-leflaija 
as,  a,  am,  firm,  steady. 
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a-loka,  as,  m.  (rt.  lok),  not  th 
world;  the  end  of  the  world;  the  immaterial  o 

spiritual  world ;  not  the  people ;  (as,  a,  am),  no 
having  space,  finding  no  place. 

A-lokana,  am,  n.  invisibility,  disappearance. 
A-lokanlya,  as,  a,  am,  invisible,  imperceptible. 
A-lokita,  as,  a,  am,  unseen. 
A-lokya,  as,  a,  am,  unusual,  unallowed.  —  Alokya 

id,  {.  unfitness  for  heav«n. 

A-laukika,  as,  I,  am,  not  current  in  the  world 
not  relating  to  this  world,  uncommon,  supernatural 
(in  gram.)  not  current  in  the  usual  language  ;  un 
usual,  rare ;  theoretical ;  Vedic  (as  opposed  to  th< 
later  usage  of  a  word).— Alaukika-tva,  am,  n.  rar 
occurrence  of  a  word. 

a-lopanga  (°pa-an°),  as,  d,  am 
Ved.  not  defective  in  a  single  limb. 

'iTrtTR^  M*ir  a-lomaharshana,  as,  a,  am,  no 
causing  erection  of  the  hair  of  the  body  (from  joy). 

^rtlrt  a-lola,  as,  d,  am,  unagitated,  firm 
steady,  tranquil ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  containing  four 
lines,  each  of  fourteen  syllables.  See  laid. 

A-lolu,  us,  us,  u,  indifferent  to  sensual  objects 
—  Alolu-tva,  am,  n.  indifference  to  sensual  objects. 

vfc«MeJH  a-lolupa,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
desire ;  not  greedy  or  covetous,  apathetic. 

^TpJlt;  aloha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  person  ? 
(Gana  to  Panini  IV.  2,  97).  jttX^J/g^tfW*'^ 

virtM^TT  a-lohita,  as,  d,  am,  bloodless ; 
(am),  n.  Nymphxa  Rubra. 

vt  rt  i  fit*  a-laukika.     See  above. 

^T^i  alka,  as,  m.  (a  doubtful  word),  a 
tree ;  a  member  of  the  body. 

^T^I  a/pa,  a*,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  al?  perhaps 
connected  with  arbha),  small,  minute,  trifling ;  little ; 
seldom,  rare ;  of  short  existence.  Alpam,  ind.  little ; 
alpdt,  ind.  without  much  trouble,  easily;  alpena, 

ind.  easily  [cf.  Lith.  alpstu,  ap-alpstu,  'to  faint']. 
—  Alpa-kdrya,  am,  n.  small  matter.— Alpa-keil, 
i.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  or  perhaps  the  root  of  sweet  flag. 

— Alpa-krlta,  as,  d,  am,  bought  for  little  money, 
cheap.  —  Alpa-yandha,    am,   n.   the    red    lotus. 

—  Alpa-deshtita,  as,  d,  am,  inert,  —  Alpa-tthada, 
as,  d,  am,  scantily  clad.— Alpa-jna,  as,  d,  am, 
knowing  little,  ignorant,  shallow,  superficial.  —  Alpa- 
tanu,  us,  us,  u,  small-bodied;   short,  thin.  —  Alpa- 
Id,  f.  or  alpa-tva,  am,  n.  smaliness,  minuteness ; 
inferiority,  insignificance. —Alpa-dakshina,  as,  d, 
am,  defective  in  presents  (as  a  ceremony).  —  Alpa- 
drtshti,  is,  is,  i,  of  confined  views,  narrow-minded. 

—  Alpa-dhana,  as,  d,  am,  of  little  wealth,  not  afflu- 
ent. —  Alpa-dhl,  Is,  Is,  i,  weak-minded,  having  lit- 
tle sense,  foolish.  —  Alpa^pattra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

plant,  a  species  of  the  Tulasi.  -  Alpa-padma,  am, 
n.   the   red   lotus.  —  Alpa-riarlvdra,  as,   d,  am, 
having  a  small  train  or  retinue.  —  Alpa-pata,  us,  us, 
11,  Ved.  having  a  small   number  of  cattle.  —  Alpa- 
punya,  as,  d,  am,  whose  religious  merits  are  small. 

—  Alpa-prajas,  as,  as,  as,  having  few  descendants 
or  few  subjects.  —  Alpa-prabhdva,  as,  d,  am,  of 
little  weight  or  consequence,  insignificant.  —  Alpa- 

pralihava-tva,  am,  n.  insignificance.  —  Alpa-pra- 
mdna  or  alpapramdnaka,  as,  d,  am,  of  little 
weight  or  measure;    of  little  authority,  resting  on 
little  evidence ;  (as),  m.  common  cucumber,  Cucu- 
mis  Sativus.— Alpa-prayoga,  as,  d,  am,  of  rare  ap- 

plication or  use.  —  Alpa-prdna,  as,  m.  (in  gram.) 
slight  breathing  or  weak  aspiration;    the   effort  in 
uttering  the  vowels,  the  semivowels  y,  r,  I,  v,  the 
consonants  Ic,  t,  t,  t,  p,  g,  j,  d,  d,  b,  and  the  nasals, 
is  said  to  be  accompanied  with  slight  aspiration,  but 
practically  alpa-prdna  is  here  equivalent  to  unas- 
pirated,  as  opposed  to  mahd-prdna,  q.  v. ;  (as,  d, 
am),  haying  little  or  short  breath,  asthmatic.  -Alpa- 
liala,  as,  d,  am,  of  little  strength,  feeble.  -  Alpa- 

bdd/ta,  as,  d,  am,  causing  little  annoyance  or  incon- 
venience. -  Alpa-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  weak-minded, 

unwise,  ignorant,  silly.  —  A/pa-bhdgya,  as,  d,  am, 
having  little  fortune.  —  Alpa-bhdshin,  I,  inl,  i,  speak- 

ing little,  taciturn.  -  A/pa-madhyama,  'as,  d,  am, thin-waisted.  —  Alpa-mdtra,  am,  n.  a  little,  a  little 
merely ;  a  short  time,  a  few  moments.  —  Alpa-tni- 
risha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  amaranth,  Amaranthus  Poly- 
gamus.  —  Alpa-murti,  is,  is,  i,  small-bodied,  dimi- 

nutive; (is),  f.  a  small  figure  or  object.  —  Alpa- 
mulya,  as,  d,  am,  of  small  value  —  Alpa-medhas, 
as,  as,  as,  of  little  understanding,  ignorant,  silly. 

—  Alpam-pada,  as,  d,  am,  cooking  little,  stingy. 
—  Alpa-vayas,  as,  as,  as,  young  in  age.  —  Alpa- 
vadin,  I,  inl,  i,  speaking  little,  taciturn.  —  Alpa- 
vulya,  as,  a,  am,  ignorant,  ill-taught,  uneducated. 
—  Alpa-vishaya,  as,  d,  am,  of  limited  range  or 
capacity,    engaged   in  trifling  matters.  -  Alpatah- 

pankti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre.  —  Alpa-s'akti,  is,  is, 
i,  of  little  strength,  weak,  feeble.  —  Alpa-ias,  ind. 
in  a  low  degree,  a  little ;  separately ;  seldom,  now 
and  then.  —  Alpa-saras,  as,  n.  a   basin,  a  small 
pond,  one  which  is  shallow  or  dry  in  the  hot  season. 

—  Alpa-sndyw,   us,   us,   u,    having    few  sinews. 
—  Alpdkdnkshin  (°pa-dk°),  t,  im,  i,  desiring  little, 
contented  or  satisfied  with  little.  —  Alpdnji  (°pa-an°), 
is,  is,  i,  Ved.  covered  with  minute  spots.  —  Alpd- 

yus  (°pa-dy°),  us,  us,  us,  short-lived ;  young,  of 

lew  years;  (us),  m.  a  gozt.-Alpdrambha  ("po- 
or"), as,  m.  a  gradual  beginning.  —  Alpdlpa  (°pa- 

af),  as,  d,  am,  very  little,  minute ;   little  by  little. 

—  Alpdhdra  (°pa-dh°),  as,  m.  the   taking    little 
food ;   moderation,  abstinence ;   (as,  d,  am),  absti- 

nent. —  Alpdhdrin  (°pa-dh°),  I,  inl,  i,  eating  little, 
moderate,  abstemious. —Alpetthu  (°pa-if),  us,  us, 
u,  moderate  in  wishes,   seeking  little.  —  Alpetara 

(°pa-it°),  as,  d,  am,  large,  lit.  other  than  small. 
—  Alpes"dkhya  (alpa-l3a-dkhya),  as,  a,  am,  named 
after  an  insignificant  chief  or  master,  of  low  origin. 

—  Alpona  (°pa-un°),  as,  d,  am,  slightly  defective, 
not  quite  complete   or    not   finished.  —  Alpopdya 

Cpa-up0),  as,  m.  small  means. 
Alpaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  small,  minute,  trifling; 

(am),  ind.  little ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Hedysarum Alhagi. 

Alpita,  as,  d,  am,  diminished. 
Alpishtha,  as,  d,  am,  least,  smallest,  very  small. 

—  Alpishtha-klrti,  is,  is,  i,  of  little  note., 
Alpl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make small. 

Alpl-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  small ;  comminuted ; educed  in  number. 

Alpl-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  small ;  diminished, educed  in  number. 

Alpiyas,  an,  asl,  as,  smaller,  less,  very  small. 

,  f.  a  mother ;  voc.  alia. 

av,  cl.  i.  P.  avati,  ava,  dvit,  avi- 

\  shyati,  avitum,  to  be  glad,  to  enjoy  one's 
elf,  to  satisfy  one's  self  with  (with  loc.) ;  to  do  good  to 
ny  one ;  to  satisfy,  to  fill ;  to  like,  wish,  desire,  love ; 
o  be  pleased  with,  to  bestow  great  care  upon;  to 
avour,  promote,  animate;    to  help,  guard,  defend, 
jrotect.    (The  following  meanings  are  doubtful) :  to 
move ;    to  know  or  apprehend  ;   to   enter ;   to  be 
lear ;    to   have   a   right ;    to  obey ;   to  shine ;   to 
mbrace ;  to  kill  or  hurt ;  to  take ;  to  be ;  to  grow, 
o  bum,  to  divide:  Caus.  P.  dvayati,  -yitum,  to 
onsume,  devour  [cf.  Lat.  aveo;  Gr.  £o>]. 
I .  ava,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  desiring,  loving. 
Ai-ana,  avani,  &c.    See  s.  v. 

T^  2.  ava  or  sometimes  va,  ind.  (as  a  pre- 
x.  to  verbs  and  nouns  expresses)  off,  away,  down ; 
mplying  sometimes  depreciation,  disrespect,  diminu- 
on,  &c. 

(As  a  separable  adverb  or  preposition  with  abl.) 
way,  off,  away  from  or  down  [cf.  the  Zend  pron. 
va,  to  which  corresponds  the  Slav,  mo,  ova,  '  this, 

hat:'  cf.  also  the  syllable  au  in  au-T<fs,  a5,  agfli, 
;,  atris,  uht,  alnip ;  Lat.  aii-t,  au-tem,  &c.]. 

Avakala,  as,  d,  am,  opposite,  contrary  ;  back- 
wards, downwards  ;  (am),  n.  opposition,  contrariety, reveise. 

Avakatikd,  f.  dissimulation. 
Avakutdra,  as,  d,  am,  opposite,  contrary  ;  back- 

wards, downwards  ;  (am),  n.  reverse,  contrariety. 
Avakutdrika,  f.  dissimulation. 

^T^JT  a-vansa,  as,  m.  a  low  or  despised 
family  ;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  that  which  has  no  beams  or 

support,  the  ether. 
See  above. 

•*i<4  <*  frtrT  ava-kalita,  as,  a,  am,  seen,  ob- 
served ;  wicked,  perverse  (?). 

^T^tiT  avaka,  f.  a  grassy  plant  growing  in 
marshy  land,  Blyxa  Octandra  Rich  ;  otherwise  called 

Saivala.  —  Avakdda  (°kd-ada),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  eat- 

ing the  plant  Blyxa  Oct.  R.  —Avakolba  (cta-«Z0), 
as,  d,  am,  covered  or  surrounded  with  AvakS  plants. 

vitqii^  ava-kas,  cl.  I.  4.  A.  -kasate,  -kas- 
yate,  -titum,  to  be  visible,  to  be  manifest:  Caus. 

P.  -kas'ayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  look  at  :  Intens. 
part.  -GakaSat,  at,  ati,  at,  shining;  seeing. 

Ava-kds"a,  as,  in.  a  glance  cast  on  anything  ;  N. 
of  certain  verses,  during  the  recitation  of  which  the 
eyes  must  be  fixed  on  certain  objects  ;  place,  space, 
open  or  wide  space,  room,  occasion,  opportunity  ; 

interval,  aperture;  intermediate  time;  avakds"am 
kri  or  da,  to  make  room,  to  give  way,  to  admit  ; 

avakds'am  labh,  to  get  a  footing  ;  to  obtain  a  favour- 
able opportunity  ;  to  find  scope,  happen,  take  place  ; 

avakds'ain  rudh,  not  to  give  way  ;  to  hinder,  im- 
pede. —Avakds"a-vat,  an,  all,  at,  spacious. 

Avakdfya,  as,  d,  am,  admitted  in  the  recitation 
of  the  Avakala  verses. 

^Tq^^an  ava-kuhfana,  am,  n.  bending, 

curving,  flexure,  contraction. 

^i^fjjfl  ava-kuttita,  as,  a,  am,  vexed, 
inflamed  ;  cut  off. 

vicj»<j«sr|  ava-kunthana,  am,  n.  investing, 
surrounding;  attracting. 

Ava-kunthita,  as,  d,  am,  invested,  surrounded, attracted. 

a-kuts,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -kntsayati, 

-te,  -yitum,  to  blame,  revile,  contemn. 
Ava-kutsita,  as,  d,  am,  reviled,  despised  ;  (am), 

n.  blame,  censure. 

,  cl.  9.  P.  -kushnati,  -koshi- 
tum,  to  draw  or  rub  downwards  ;  to  prove  (?)  ;  to 
display  (?). 

viqcj^  ava-kul,  cl.  10.  P.  -kulayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  singe,  burn. 

ava-krit,  cl.  6.  P.  -krintati,  -karti- 
tum,  to  cut  offer  away:  Caus.  P.  -kartayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  cut  off. 

Am-karta,  as,  m.  a  part  cut  off,  a  strip. 
Ara-kartana,  am,  n.  cutting  off,  excision. 
Ava-kartin,  I,  inl,  i,  cutting  off,  cutting  out. 

*N<*  31^  ava-kris,  Caus.  -karsayati,  -yitum, 

to  emaciate,  make  lean  or  meagre  or  mean-looking  ; 
to  deform. 

ava-krish,  cl.  I.  P.  -karshati, 

-karshtum,  -krashhtm,  to  draw  off  or  away,  to  pull 
off  or  out,  to  extract,  to  take  off;  to  drag  down. 
Ara-karsliana,  am,  n.  taking  or  pulling  out,  off 

or  down,  extraction  ;  expulsion. 
Ava-krishta,  as,  d,  am,  drawn  away  or  down, 

sent  away,  removed,  dropped  ;  expelled,  turned  out  ; 
dragged  down;  being  below;  inferior,  low;  degraded, 
outcast  ;  (as),  m.  a  servant  who  performs  the  lowest 
office,  a  sweeper,  a  waterman,  &c. 

Ava-krishya,  ind.  having  drawn  away  or  down. 

ava-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -karitum, 
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-ritum,  to  pour  out  or  down,  to  spread,  to  scatter; 
to  shake  off,  throw  off,  leave  ;  to  bestrew,  pour  upon, 
cover  with,  fill  :  A.  -Jnrate,  to  extend  ;  to  fell  asunder  ; 
to  pass  away,  611  off,  become  faithless. 
Ava-kara,  ag,  m.  dust  or  sweepings. 
Aea-kirna,  <w,  a,  am,  thrown  off,  left;  scattered, 

disregarded,  violated,  coarsely  pounded. 
Ava-kiriiin,  I,  ini,  i,  violating  a  vow  or  engage- 

ment of  chastity,  continence,  temperance,  &c.  ;  (I), 
m.  a  religious  student  who  has  committed  an  act  of 
incontinency.  —  Arakirni-vrata,  am,  n.  penance  for 
an  act  of  incontinency. 

Ava-klryamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  scattered  or strewed. 

p,  cl.  i.  A.  -kalpate,  -pitum, 
•ptum,  to  correspond  with,  to  answer  ;  to  be  right  ; 
to  be  fit  ;  to  help  to,  to  serve  :  Caus.  -kalpayati, 
-tjitum,  to  put  in  order;  to  prepare,  make  ready; 
to  employ  becomingly  ;  to  consider  as  possible  : 
Desid.  of  Caus.  -<Hkalpayishati,  to  wish  to  prepare 
or  to  make  ready. 

Ava-kalpita,  as,  a,  am,  corresponding  with,  right, fit. 

Ava-klripti,  {g,  [.  considering  as  possible  ;  possi- 
bility, suitableness. 

ava-kesa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having 
the  hair  hanging  down. 

Ava-kedin,  i,  ini,  i,  unfruitful,  barren  ;  (i),  m.  a tree  without  fruit. 

•51  N  ill  P<*rt  ava-kokila,  as,  a,  am,  called 
down  to  by  the  koil  (singing  in  a  tree  above  ?). 

avakolba.     See  s.  v.  arukii. 

a-vaktavya,  as,  a,  am   (rt.  vat), 
not  to  be  said,  improper  ;  indescribable. 

'WM^S  a-vaktra,  as,  a,  am,  having  no  mouth (as  a  vessel). 

^a^JS  a-valcra,  at,  a,  am,  not  crooked, 
straight,  upright,  honest. 

wi  fliuSpTapa-irafoAin,  I,  ini,  i  (rt.  kraksh 
connected  with  krUh  i),  Ved.  dashing  down,  over- 
coming. 

*"<!»•*:  ava-krand,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -krandati, 
-it,  -ditum,  or  Caus,  P.  -kratidayati,  -yitwm,  to cry  out,  roar. 

ra,nHf(,  at,  m.,  Ved.  roaring,  neighing. 
Ava-krandam,  am,  n.  crying  out,  weeping  aloud. 

•WIHW  aea-kraM,  cl.  i.  4.  P.  -kramati, 
-Icramyati,  -kramitum,  to  step  down  or  away,  run 
away,  escape  ;  to  tread  down,  overcome  !  to  descend  : 
Caus.  P.  -kramayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  go  down. 
Ava-krattti,  is,  (.  descending,  descent  ;  approach. 
Ava-krdmin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  running  away,  escaping. 
^i^itn^i  ava-kriya,  f.  neglect,  omission, 

non-performance  of  prescribed  acts. 

f^aft  ava-kri,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -krlaati,  -nlt(. 
-kretum,  to  purchase  ;  to  let  out  to  hire  ;  to  bribe. 
Ava-kraya,  as,  m.  letting  out  to  hire  ;  rent  ;  re- venue; price. 

•WK^ava-krid,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -kridati,  -te, •(fitiun,  to  play(?). 

"*nnS!n  ara-*rus,  cl.  i.  P.  -krosati,  -krosh- (um,  to  call  down  to  ;  to  revile. 
Ava-knithta,  at,  i,  am,  sounded  ill  or  badly  ;  re- viled, abused. 

Ara-lcroia,  as,  m.  a  discordant  noise;  a  curse  an imprecation  ;  abuse. 

"WTgW  ava-klam,  ?  Caus.  P.  -klamayati, 
-yir-wni,  to  bring  water  for  washing  ;  (this  word,  given by  Westergaard,  is  doubtful.) 

™  ***  ava-kleda,  as,  m.  (rt.  klid),  trick- 
ling, descent  of  moisture;  ichor,  malignant  or  fetid discharge. 

Am-kledana,  am,  n.  trickling,  falling  as  dew  or 
moisture. 

**<*anu  ava-kvana,  as,  m.  a  discordant  or 
false  note. 

•sng)!**  ara-kt'dtha,  as,  m.  imperfect  di- 
gestion or  decoction. 

^T^Bj^  aea-kshar,  Caus.  P.  -kshdruyati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  flow  down  upon. 

^f^^'A^ava-kshal,  cl.  10.  P.  -kshalayati, ->/ih'nt,  to  wash  by  dipping  in. 

•«i<f«n*i  ava-kshama,  as,  m.,  Ved.  pro- 

pitiatory offering,  satisfaction  of  claims,  compensation. 

iSraflSf  ava-kshi,  cl.  9.  5.  I.  P.  -kshinati, 
-tioti,  -kshayati,  -kshetum,  to  remove  :  Pass,  -kshl- 
yatc,  to  waste  away. 

Ara-kshaya,  as,  m.  destruction,  waste,  loss. 
Ava-ksliayana,  am,  n.  a  means  for  extinguishing 

(a  fire,  Sec.). 
Ava-kfhiita,  as,  a,  am,  wasted,  emaciated. 

•wqffejtf  ava-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kshipati, 
-te,  -ksheptum,  to  throw  down  ;  to  cause  to  fly  down 
or  away  ;  to  hurl  ;  to  reprimand,  revile  any  one  ; 
to  grant,  yield  :  Caus.  P.  -kshepayati,  -yitum,  to cause  to  fall  down. 

Ava-kshipta,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  down,  badly 
thrown;  said  sarcastically,  imputed,  insinuated;  blamed, 

reviled.  • Ava-ksJiepa,  as,  m.  blaming,  reviling,  scolding. 
Ava-Tcshqpana,  am,  n.  throwing  down,  overcom- 

ing ;  censure,  blame  ;  despising  ;  (m),  f.  rein,  bridle. 

^T^EJ  ava-kshu,  cl.  2.  P.  -kshauti,  -kshavi- 
tum,  to  sneeze  upon. 
Ava-kshuta,  as,  a,  am,  sneezed  upon. 

•wqsflr;  nva-kshud,  cl.  I.  P.  -kshodati,  -di- 
tum, to  stamp  or  pound  ;  to  rub  to  pieces. 

iSCNHJ  ava-kshai,  cl.  I.  P.  -kshayati,  -kshd- 
tum,  to  burn  down  or  to  the  end. 
Ava-kshana,  as,  a,  am,  burnt  down. 

^HfttlJ  ava-kshnu,  cl.  2.  P.  -kshnauti, 
-kshnarititm,  to  rub  to  pieces. 

^^fjf^ava-khand,  cl.  10.  P.  -khandayati, 
-yitum,  to  divide,  annihilate,  destroy. 
Ava-khandana,  am,  n.  dividing,  destroying. 

ava-khdda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  bad  or 
contemptible  meal,  eating  to  no  purpose,  an  unworthy 
oblation. 

ava-khya,  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -khyati, 
-khyatum,  to  look  down,  perceive  :  Caus.  P.  -khya- 
payaii,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  look  at. 

<H<»*I«II  ara-gan,  cl.  10.  P.  -ganayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  disregard,  disrespect,  pay  no  attention  ;  to 

despise. 
Ava-ganana,  am,  n.  contempt,  disregard. 
Ava-ganita,  as,  d,  am,  disregarded,  despised. 

•w«»'l<u  ara-gana,  as,  d,  am,  separated  from 

one's  companions,  isolated,  alone. 
^T^TO!5  ava-ganda,  as,  m.  a  boil  or  pimple 

upon  the  frce- 'ST^Tni  (fpa-gatha,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  ga,  to  go), 

bathing  or  ballad  early  in  the  morning. 
<HJ|f<;rr  avP-gadita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  gad), 

unsaid,  unuttered.  - 

^T^71»T  ava-gaffl,  cl.  i.  P.  -gaMhati,  -gaA- 
tum,  to  go  down,  de^rx1  J  '<>  come  to,  visit  ;  to  go 
near,  undertake  ;  to  'each,  obtain  ;  to  hit  upon, 

think  of,  conceive  ;  to\learn.  understand,  assure  one's 
self,  be  convinced;  to  '  recognize,  consider  :  Caus.  P. 

-gamayati,  -yitum,  to  .bring  »«"•,  procure  ;  to  cause to  know,  teach. 

Ava-gata,  as,  a,  am,  £one.  gone  away;  obtained, 

conceived,  known,  learnt,  understood,  comprehended  ; 

assented,  promised. 
Ava-gati,  is,  f.  perception,  knowledge,  compre- 

hension. 
Ava-gantavya  or  ava-gamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be 

known  or  understood,  to  be  judged,  intended  to  be 
understood,  meant. 

Ava-gama,  as,  m.  or  ava-gamana,  am,  n.  going 
near,  descending,  understanding,  comprehension,  in- 

telligence ;  knowledge,  getting  acquainted  with. 

ava-garhita,  as,  a,  am,  despised. 

ava-gal,  cl.  I.  P.  -galati,  -litum, 
to  fall  down,  slip  down. 

•«i^M<^Tx  ava-yalbh,  cl.  I.  A.  -galbhate, 
-lifiitum,  to  be  brave,  valiant. 

vi^'H^  avagada,  as.  m.  a  small  wooden 
bason  for  baling  water  out  of  a  boat ;  (etym.  doubtful.) 

^r^lTTf  ava-gah,  cl.  I.  A.  -gahate,  -gdhi- 

tum,  -gadhum,  to  plunge  into ;  to  go  deep  into,  to 
be  absorbed  in  (with  loc.  or  ace.). 

Ava-gddha,  as,  a,  am,  immersed,  bathed,  plunged 
into;  that  in  which  one  bathes;  deepened,  low; 
concealed,  curdling  (as  blood).  —  Avagadfia-rat,  an, 
ati,  at,  bathing,  plunging,  diving. 
Ava-gdha, as, m.  plunging,  bathing;  a  bucket (?). 
Ava-gdhana,  am,  n.  immersion,  plunging,  diving, 

bathing. 

Ava-gSMia,  as,  d,  am,  bathed,  immersed. 

W^JJeT  ava-gunth,  cl.  10.  P.  -gunthayati, 
-yitum,,  to  cover  with ;  to  draw  over,  conceal. 
Ava-gunthana,  am,  n.  hiding,  veiling,  a  veil ;  a 

peculiar  joining  of  the  fingers  in  certain  religious 
ceremonies;  sweeping.  —  Avagunthana-vat,  an,  aft, 
at,  covered  with  a  veil. 
Ava-gunthikd,  (.  a  veil. 
Ava-gunthita,  as,  d,  am,  covered,  concealed, 

veiled,  screened.  —  Arayunthita-muklui,  as,  I,  am, 

having  the  face  veiled. 
•wq'ifVjsn  ava-gundita, as, d, am,  pounded, 

ground,  pulverulent. 
•W^M*,.  ava-gur,  cl.  6.  A.  -gurate,  -ritum, 

to  assail  with  threats,  to  attack,  to  raise  a  weapon  for 

the  purpose  of  striking  a  blow. 
Ava-gorana,  am,  n.  menacing,  assaulting  with  in- 

tent to  kill,  assailing  with  weapons. 

w^l^  ava-guh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -guhati,  -te, 
-yiihitum,  -godhum,  to  cover;  to  hide,  conceal ;  to 
put  into  or  inside ;  to  embrace. 
Ava-guhana,  am,  n.  hiding,  concealing,  embracing. 

^nt7!  ava-gfi,  cl.  6.  A.  -girate  or  -gilate, 

-garttum  or  -galitum,  -garitum  or  -galitum,  to swallow  up. 

Ara-girna,  as,  a,  am,  swallowed  up. 

•silM  ava-gai,  cl.  I.  P.  -gdyati,  -gat-urn, 

to  sing  in  a  discordant  tone,  sing  depreciatingly,  sa-- 
tirize  in  song,  reproach,  revile. 

Arn-ijita,  as,  a,  am,  sung  in  a  discordant  tone, 
sung  badly;  sung  depreciatingly,  satirized  in  song, 
destroyed  by  incantation ;  reproached,  abused,  cen- 

sured ;  wicked,  vile ;  seen  frequently  ( =  muhur- 

drishta),  sung  of  frequently,  well  known,  'decan- 
tatus ;'  (am),  n.  satire  in  song  ;  reproach,  blame,  bad 
or  discordant  singing. 

ava-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grihndti, 

-nlte,  or  Ved.  -gribhnati,  -nlte,  -grahitum,  to  let 
loose,  to  let  go ;  to  divide ;  (in  grain.)  to  break  off, 

separate,  discontinue ;  to  distinguish  :  Caus.  P.  -grd- 

huyati,  -yitum,  to  knead,  make  dough. 
Ava-grihita,  as,  d,  urn,  obstructed,  impeded,  re- 

strained. 
1.  ava-grihya,  as,  a,  am,  (in  gram.)  separable. 
2.  ava-grihya,  ind.  having  separated,  laying  hold 

with  the  feet,  leaning  against  with  force  or  violence. 



ava-graha. avatapte-nakula-sthita. 

Ava-graha,  as,  m.  separation  of  the  component 
parts  of  a  compound,  or  of  other  grammatical  forms, 
occurring  in  some  Pathas,  e.  g.  in  the  Pada-text  of 
the  Vedas  ;  the  mark  or  the  interval  of  such  a  separa- 

tion ;  the  syllable  or  letter  after  which  the  separation 
occurs  ;  the  chief  member  of  a  word  so  separated  ; 
obstacle,  impediment,  restraint  ;  drought  ;  nature, 
original  temperament  ;  a  sort  of  knowledge,  a  false 
idea  (?)  ;  an  imprecation  or  term  of  abuse  ;  an  ele- 

phant's forehead  ;  a  herd  of  elephants  ;  an  iron  hook 
with  which  elephants  are  driven. 

Am-grahana,  am,  n.  obstacle,  impediment,  re- 
straint, disrespect. 

Ava-graha,  as,  m.  breaking  off,  discontinuing; 
obstacle,  impediment,  imprecation;  drought;  the 
forehead  of  an  elephant. 

Ava-grd/tam,  ind.  in  breaking  off  or  discontinuing. 

•'H^H^ava-ffhatt,  cl.  I  .  Pi.-ghattate,  -ttltum, 
cl.  10.  P.  -ghattayati,  -yitum,  to  push  or  brush 
away  or  off;  to  touch,  feel,  rub  ;  to  stir  up. 

Aiia-ghatta,  as,  m.  a  hole  in  the  ground,  a  cave, 
a  cavern. 

Ava-ghattana,  am,  n.  rubbing  away  or  off. 
Ava-ghattita,  am,  n.  pushing  or  rubbing  toge- 

ther ;  rubbing  off. 

'JHHIrl  ava-ghata,  as,  m.  (rt.  han*),  strik- 
ing, hurting,  killing  ;  a  violent  or  fatal  blow;  threshing 

corn  by  bruising  it  with  a  wooden  pestle  in  a  mortar 
of  the  same  material. 

Ara-ghdtin,  I,  irii,  i,  striking,  killing. 

»•)«(  n^  ava-ghush,  cl.  I  .  P.  -ghoshati,  -shi- 
tum,  to  proclaim  aloud  ;  to  convoke,  send  for,  sum- 

mon ;  to  fill  with  cries  or  clamour. 

Ava-ghushta,  as,  a,  am,  proclaimed,  summoned. 
Ava-yhoshana,  am,  n.  crying,  proclaiming,  de- 

nouncing. 

•W4»)<5  ava-ghiirn,  cl.  I  .  P.  A.  -ghurnati,  -te, 
-nitum,  to  whirl  round,  brandish,  move  to  and  fro. 
Ava-ghurna,  as,  m.  a  whirling  round  ;  a  whirlpool. 
Ava-ghiirnana,  am,  n.  rolling  or  whirling  round. 
Aca-ghurnita,  as,  a,  am,  whirled  round. 

VIM  MM  ava-ghrish,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -gharshati, 

-te,  -shitum,  to  rub  off,  rub  to  pieces  :  Caus.  -ghar- 
shayati,  -yitum,  to  rub  off,  scratch  off. 
Ava-gharshana,  am,  n.  rubbing  off,  scrubbing. 
Ava-gharshita,  OK,  a,  am,  rubbed  off,  scrubbed. 

«lsC*iir<srl  ava-ghotita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  ghut, 
cf.  rt.  gunth  with  ava),  covered,  concealed. 

•wmi  ava-ghra,  cl.  I.  P.  -jighrati,  -ghra- 
tum,  to  smell  at,  to  touch  with  the  mouth  ;  to  kiss  : 
Caus.  -ghrdpayatt,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  smell  at. 
Ava-ghrdna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  smelling  at. 
Ava-ghrdta,  as,  a,  am,  smelled,  smelted  at  ;  kissed. 

•wet  avafa,  lower.    This  word  is  con- 
nected with  ava  as  uf(a  is  with  wl,  but  only  found 

in  udddvada,  q.  v. 

••n^-^^ava-daksh,  cl.  2.  A.  -6ashte,  -cash- 
turn,  to  look  down  upon,  to  perceive. 
Ava-dakshana,  am,  n.  looking  down  upon  ? 

(Gana  to  Panini  VIII.  I.  27,  57). 

'«<*•>*  «1  a-vafana,  am,  n.  absence  of  asser- 
tion, silence,  taciturnity  ;  (as,  a,  am),  not  speaking, 

silent.  —  A-vadana-kara,  as,  a,  am,  not  doing  what 
one  is  bid,  disobedient. 

A-vadantya,  as,  a,  am,  not  to  be  spoken,  im- 
proper. —  Avadaniya-td,  f.  or  avadaniya-tva,  am, 

n.  impropriety  of  speech. 
A-vadas-kara,  as,  a  or  I,  am,  silent,  not  speak- 

ing, taciturn. 

ava-fandramasa,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
the  looking  down  of  the  moon. 

•WH^<.  ava-far,  cl.  r.  P.  A.  -(arati,  -te, 
-ritum,  Ved.  -ritave  at  -vai,  -rase,  -radhyai,  to 
move  or  come  down  ;  to  go  down  towards  :  Caus. 

-ddrayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  move  cr  descend 
upon ;  to  employ. 
Ava-dara,  as,  d,  am,  going  or  moving  down  or 

in  or  upon ;  (as),  m.  place  of  descent,  road,  field  of 
action. 

Ava-ddrana,  am,  n.  employing,  application,  mode 
of  proceeding. 

Ai'a-ddrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cast  down,  to  be 
given,  to  be  put  on  or  applied. 

snr%  i.  ava-di,  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  -diketi, 

-detum,  to  worship,  honour,  respect. 

ST^fo  2.  ava-di,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dinoti,  -nute, 

-detum,  to  gather,  pick  off;  to  take  off;  to  let 

down  (one's  cloak)  behind,  to  open  (one's  cloak). 
Ava-daya,  as,  m.  gathering,  especially  flowers, 

fruits,  &c. 

Ava-ddyin,  I,  inl,  i,  gathering,  picking  off. 
Ara-dita,  as,  d,  am,  gathered ;  filled,  inhabited. 

•wq-^s  ava-duda,  as,  m.  the  pendent  crest 
or  streamer  of  a  standard.  See  ava-dula. 

STT^lfr  ava-durn,  cl.  10.  P.  -durnayati, 

-yitum,  to  sprinkle  with  meal,  dust,  &c. ;  to  cover. 
Ava-durnana,  am,  n.  sprinkling  with  powder; 

pounding,  reducing  to  powder. 
Ava-durnita,  as,  d,  am,  sprinkled  with  powder ; 

coarsely  pounded,  ground,  crushed. 

SH^pi  ava-dula,  as,  m.  (fr.  dula  for  duda), 

an  ornament  hanging  downwards  from  the  top  of  a 

banner,  the  top  ornaments  (such  as  streamers,  peacocks' 
tails,  &c.)  of  a  standard  hanging  downward  ;  a  chowri. 

Ava-diilaka,  as,  m.  a  chowri  or  brush,  formed  of 

a  cow's  tail,  peacock's  feathers,  &c.,  for  fanning  off flies. 

sH-«frtv  ava-drit,  cl.  6.  P.  -dritati,  -darti- 
tum,  to  let  loose. 

iN^ri.^  ava-ddhad(-dhad),  cl.  10.  P.  -ddhd- 
dayati,  -yitum,  to  cover  over,  overspread ;  to  con- 

ceal, to  obscure,  leave  in  darkness. 

Ava-ddhada,  as,  m.  a  cover,  covering. 
Ava-ddhanna,  as,  d,  am,  covered  over,  over- 

spread, filled. 
Ava-ddha<lya,  ind.  having  covered  over;  having 

obscured. 

'!)  3  PaA<J  ava-ddhid  (-(hid),  cl.  7.  P.  A. 
-ddhinatti,  -ddhinte,  -ddhettum,  to  cut  off,  detach, 
separate,  1p  tear  in  pieces,  break  asunder ;  to  excerpt, 
distinguish,  discriminate  ;  to  interrupt. 

Ava-ddhinna,  as,  d,  am,  cut  off.  separated,  divided, 
detached,  excerpted  ;  broken ;  (in  logic)  predicated, 
i.  e.  separated  from  everything  else  by  the  properties 
predicated  ;  bounded. 
Ava-ddheda.  as,  m.  anything  cut  off;  part,  portion ; 

separation,  distinction  ;  discrimination  ;  distinguish- 
ing ;  boundary,  limit ;  a  predicate,  the  property  of 

a  thing  by  which  it  is  distinguished  from  everything 

else.  —  Araddheddradt'heda  (°fa-av°),  as,  m.  gene- 
ralising, removing  distinctions. 

Ara-ddhedaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  separating,  distin- 
guishing, particularising,  determining ;  bounding,  se- 

parating one  thing  from  another  ;  peculiar ;  (as),  m. 

that  which  distinguishes,  &c. ;  a  predicate,  character- 
istic, property ;  boundary,  limit. 

Ava-ddhedana,  am,  n.  cutting  off;  separating,  di- 
viding ;  discriminating,  distinguishing. 

Ara-ddhedya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cut  off,  separated,  &c. 

'Ji^«>(Xn  ava-ddhurita  or  ava-ddhuritaka, 

am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  dhur, '  to  split,'  with  ava, '  that  which 
splits  one's  sides  ?'),  a  horse-laugh. 

^n^aft  ava-ddho  (-dho),  cl.  4.  P.  -ddhyati, 

-ddhdtum,  to  cut  off  or  away,  to  flay,  to  skin,  to  reap. 

Ava-ddhdta,  as,  d,  am,  cut  off,  flayed,  emaciated 
by  abstinence ;  reaped. 

•stM»»r«in  ava-janita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  jan), 
born,  brought  forth. 
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ava-ji,  cl.  i.  P.  -jayati,  -jetum,  to 
spoil  (i.  e.  deprive  by  conquest),  to  win ;  recover ; 
to  ward  off;  conquer :  Desid.  -jigisJuiti,  to  wish  to 
win  or  recover. 

Ava-jaya,  as,  m.  the  act  of  overcoming,  victory. 
Ara-jita,  as,  a,  am,  conquered ;  contemned,  dis- 

regarded. ^T^jJT?  ava-jushta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  jush), visited. 

l  i.  ava-jna,  cl.  9.  P.  -jandti,  -jnatum, 
to  disesteem,  have  a  low  opinion  of,  despise,  treat 
with  contempt. 

3.  ava-jnd,  f.  or  ava-jnana,  am,  n.  contempt,  dis- 
esteem, disrespect  (with  obj.  in  loc.  or  gen.).  —  Ava- 

jnopahata  (°jnd-up°),  as,  d,  am,  treated  with  con- 
tempt, humiliated,  degraded. 

Ava-jnata,  as,  a,  am,  despised,  disrespected. 
Avayiieya,  as,  d,  am,  contemptible,  to  be  treated 

with  disrespect,  disreputable. 

TH=(->ijnN ava-jyut  (rt.  jyut  for  dyui),  Caus. 
-jyotayali,  -yitum,  to  light  up  or  bring  a  light  to 
bear  upon,  to  illumine. 
Ava-jyotya,  ind.  having  lighted  (a  lamp). 

•9(=»T(rtN  ava-jval,  Caus.  -jealayati,  -yitum, 
to  set  on  fire. 

••uti  avata,  as,  m.  (fr.  2.  ava,  q.  v.),  a  hole, 
a  vacuity  ;  a  hole  in  the  ground,  a  chasm,  a  pit ;  any 
depressed  part  of  the  body,  a  cavity,  a  fosse,  a  sinus ; 

a  well ;  a  juggler ;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Avata-kaddJiapa, 
as,  m.  a  tortoise  in  a  hole  (said  of  an  inexperienced 

man,  who  has  seen  nothing  of  the  world). —Avata- 
virodhana,  am,  n.  a  particular  hell. 

Avafi,  is,  m.  a  hole  in  the  ground;  a  sinus;  a 
hollow,  a  cavity. 

Avatita,  as,  d,  am,  flat-nosed. 
Avaiu,  us,  m.  f.  the  back  or  nape  of  the  neck ; 

a  hole  in  the  ground ;  a  well ;  N.  of  a  tree ;  («),  n. 

a  hole,  a  rent.  —  Avatuya,  as,  m.  a  hind  curl,  the 
hair  on  the  back  of  the  head. 

Avatya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  a  hole. 
Avata,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  well,  a  cistern. 

^ra3^f  avadanga  or  avadranga  or  ava- 
tanka  (?)  or  avatanga  (?),  as,  m.  a  market,  a  mart. 

iH«(ilH  ava-d'ma,  am,  n.  (rt.  dl),  the  flight 
of  a  bird,  flying  downwards. 

4H4)j  a-vanda,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  with- 
out a  tail. 

'JHri*4  ava-tansa  or  ava-tansaka,  as,  am, 

m.  n.  (rt.  tans),  a  garland ;  a  ring-shaped  ornament, 
ear-ring,  crest. 

Ava-tansita,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  garland  or  ear- 

ring, crested. 
^•-Irlttji'l  ava-takshana,  am,  n.  (rt.  taksh), 

anything  cut  in  pieces ;  chopped  straw. 

^TSTflT  ava-tad,  Caus.  P.  -tadayati,  -yitum, 

to  strike  downwards. 

•snnra  ava-tan,  cl.  8.  P.  -tanoti,  -nitum, 
to  stretch  or  extend  downwards ;  to  overspread,  cover ; 
to  loosen,  undo,  especially  a  bowstring. 

Ava-tata,  as,  d,  am,  overspread,  canopied,  covered; 
loosened  —  Avatata-dkanran,  d,  m.,  Ved.  whose 
bow  is  unbent. 

Aiia-tati,  ix,  f.  stretching,  extending, 

Ava-tdna,  a«,  m.  stretching,  extending;  unbend- 
ing of  a  bow ;  cover ;  awning. 

•st^nT  ava-tap,  cl.  I.  P.  -tapati,  -taptum, 

to  radiate  heat  (or  light)  downwards :  Caus.  -tdpa- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  irradiate  ;  to  heat ;  to  illuminate. 

Ava-tapta,  as,  d,  am,  heated.  —  Avatapte-na- 
Tenla-zthita,  am,  n.  an  ichneumon's  standing  on  hot 
ground  (metaphorically  said  of  the  inconstancy  of 

man). 

A  a 
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Ava-tapin,  i,  ini,  i,  a  place  where  the  sun  strikes 
vertically  down. 

VSHrlHH  ara-tamasa,  am,  n.  slight  dark- 
ness, obscurity. 

'M  4  H  i.HN  ava-taram,  ind.  (fr.  ava  with 
compar.  affix),  Ved.  farther  away,  more  distantly. 

-4ra-ra«,  ind.  below,  in  the  lower  world. 

i!HrlQt!l  ava-tarpana,  am,  n.  (rt.  trip), 
soothing  remedy. 

•S'^rt^  ava-trid,  cl.  7.  P.,  Ved.  -trinatti, 
-tarditiim,  to  chip  off,  sever;  to  silence. 

11'<t1[ava-tri,  cl.  I.  P.  -tarati,  -taritum  or 
-ritum,  to  descend  (especially  as  a  deity  in  becoming 

incarnate) ;  to  alight ;  to  betake  one's  self  to ;  to 
make  one's  appearance ;  to  undertake,  overcome  : 
Caus.  -tdrayati,  -yitum,  to  make  or  let  one  descend, 
to  bring  or  fetch  down ;  to  pour  down,  take  down, 
take  off,  remove ;  to  bring  down  towards ;  to  intro- 

duce, set  a-going,  render  current ;  to  descend  (?). 
Aca-tarana,  am,  n.  descending,  alighting ;  rush- 

ing along,  sudden  disappearance ;  crossing ;  trans- 
lating. 
Ava-taranikd,  1.  the  short  prayer  (e.  g.  ganeidya 

namah)a!t  the  beginning  of  a  work,  which  causes  the 
divinity  so  addressed  to  descend  from  heaven. 
Ava-taritavya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  descended. 
Ava-tdra,  as,  m.  descent  (especially  of  a  deity 

from  heaven),  the  appearance  of  any  deity  upon  earth, 
but  more  particularly  the  incarnations  of  Vishnu  in  ten 
principal  forms,  viz.  the  fish,  tortoise,  boar,  man-lion, 
dwarf,  the  two  Ramas,  Krishna,  Buddha,  and  Kalki ; 
any  new  and  unexpected  appearance;  (any  distin- 

guished person  in  the  language  of  respect  is  called  an 
AvatSr  or  incarnation  of  a  deity) ;  aiming  at  an  object 
(with  gen.);  a  landing-place,  a  Tlrtha  or  sacred 
place ;  a  pond ;  translation,  translating,  crossing ;  ava- 
taram  labh,  to  gain  one's  aim  or  object  with  regard 
to  anything  (with  gen.).  —  Avatdra-kathd,  f.  ac- 

count of  an  Avatara ;  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  work 

entitled  *  &u>kara-vijaya,'  supposed  to  have  been  com- 
posed by  Anantananda-giri.  —  Avatdra-dvddas'a- kirtana,  am,  n.  title  of  a  chapter  of  the  work 

*  Crdhvimnaya-sarnhita.'  —  Avatdra-mantra,  as, 
m.  a  prayer  causing  the  descent  of  a  deity.  —  Ava- 
tara-vdddvali,  f.,  N.  of  a  controversial  work  by 
Purushortama. 

Ava-tdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  making  one's  appear- 
ance ;  making  a  descent. 

Ava-tdrana,  am,  n.  causing  to  descend ;  transla- 
tion ;  worship,  adoration ;  possession  by  an  evil 

spirit ;  the  ends  or  border  of  a  garment. 
Ava-tdrita,  as,  d,  am,  taken  off  or  out,  laid  down 

or  aside ;  descended  ;  translated. 

Ava-tdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  making  one's  appearance ; 
making  a  descent. 
Ava-tdrya,  ind.  having  caused  to  alight. 
Ava-tirna,  as,  d,  am,  descended,  alighted ; 

crossed,  passed  over ;  translated.  —  Avatirnarna 
'in),  as,  d,  am,  freed  from  debt. 

Ava-tlrya,  ind.  having  alighted  or  descended. 

•witnefiT  ava-tokd,  f.  a  woman  or  a  cow 
miscarrying  from  accident. 

'"I Mi  avatka,  am,  n.  (fr.  avata,  q.  v.), 
Ved.  a  small  well. 

WT*nx«lf  ava-dhdraka. 

terrified. 

See  under  ava-do. 

ava-trasta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  tras), 

h,  cl.  I  .  P.  -tveshati,  -tvesh- 
tum.  to  glitter,  shine  ;  to  move  (?)  ;  to  take  (?). 

wm*.ava-tsar,  cl.  I.  P.  -tsarati,  -ritum, 
to  fly  away. 

Ara-tsdra,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Kasyapa. 

•w4rW1<<  a-vatsiya,  as,  a,  am,  not  suitable tor  a  calf. 

ava-dansa,  as,  m.  any  pungent 
food  which  excites  thirst  ;  a  stimulant. 

4H<<<  twa-datta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  da  with 
ara),  given  away  ;  finished,  accomplished. 

^R^  ana-day,  cl.  I.  A.  -dayate,  -yitum, 
to  give  or  pay  an  instalment  (for  the  purpose  of 
silencing  or  keeping  one  off). 

^T^^  aea-dal,  cl.  I.  P.  -dalati,  -litum, 
to  burst,  to  crack  asunder. 
Ava-daUta,  as,  a,  am,  burst,  cracked,  destroyed. 

ara-dah,  cl.  I  .  P.  -dahati,  -dagdhum, 
to  burn  down,  destroy. 

Aca-ddgha,  as,  m.  (Gana  to  Panini  VII.  i.  3,  53.) 

Ava-ddha,  as,  m.  burning  down,  the  root  of  the 
fragrant  grass  Andropogon  Muricatus.  —  Avadd- 
heshta  (°ha-ish°),  am,  n.  =  the  last. 

iH^tilrl  ava-ddta,  as,  a,  am,  or  ava-dataka, 
as,  a,  am.  (fr.  rt.  dai  with  am),  clean,  clear; 
white  ;  yellow  ;  beautiful  ;  (as),  m.  white  colour. 

i.  ava-ddna,  am,  n.  a  pure  or  approved  occupa- 
tion ;  an  act  accomplished  ;  a  great  or  glorious  act, 

achievement  ;  object  of  a  legend. 

'SN^M  2.  ava-ddna,  am,  n.  See  under 
ava-do. 

•*Nt;i*M  a-vaddnya,  as,  a,  am,  niggardly, 

stingy  [cf.  abhy-avaddnya]. 

•iHr(N<{  a-vadavada,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
having  no  bad  reputation. 

•fl=)(^3lx  oca-fits',  cl.  6.  P.  -dlsati,  -deshtum, 
to  show  or  practice  (kindness  &c.)  :  Caus.  -dedayati, 
-yitum,  to  inform. 

•iNfy?  ava-dih,  cl.  2.  P.  -degdhi,  -dhum, 
to  besmear. 

^RrS^ava-dris,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -pasyati,  -te, 
-drashtum,  P.  to  look  at,  observe  ;  A.  to  see,  live 
to  see  :  Pass.  -drttyate,  to  be  inferred  or  inferrible. 

4H<;  ava-dri,  cl.  9.  P.  -drindti,  -daritum 
or  -ritum,  to  split  or  force  open,  to  rend  or  tear 
asunder  :  Caus.  -ddrayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  burst, 
to  rend  or  split  :  Pass,  -din/ate,  to  be  split,  to  burst 
Ava-darana,  am,  n.  breaking  (as  a  boil  &c.), 

bursting,  separating. 
Ava-ddrana,  am,  n.  tearing,  dividing;  a  spade or  hoe. 

Ava-ddrita,  as,  a,  am,  torn  off  or  away,  rent. 
Ara-dlrna,  as,  a,  am,  torn,  rent  ;  melted,  fused, 

liquefied  ;  bewildered. 

•*(N<{1  ava-do,  cl.  4.  P.  -dyati,  -datum,  to 
cut  off,  divide;  Ved.  A.  to  take  away  (anger), 

pacify. Ava-lia,  as,  d,  am,  cut  off,  divided. 
Avattin,  i,  ini,  i,  (after  a  cardinal  num.)  dividing 

into  so  many  parts  ;  e.  g.  pantavatiin,  dividing  into 
five  parts. 

i.  ava-ddiia,  am,  n.  cutting  or  dividing  into  pieces, 

a  part,  portion  ;  the  root  of  a  fragrant  grass,  see  ava- 
ddlui.  (For  I.  am-dana,  see  under  ava-ddta.) 

•"JHiflfT  ava-doha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  duh  with 

ara),  milk. 
•»!(cj{|  a-vadya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vad),  not 

to  be  praised  ;  low,  inferior  ;  disagreeable,  blamable, 
disliked  ;  (am),  n.  anything  blamable,  or  not  to  be 
spoken  of  with  praise  ;  want,  imperfection,  vice,  sin  ; 
blame,  censure  ;  shame,  reproach.  —  A  radya-gohana, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  concealing  or  keeping  off  want. 
—  Avadya-lihi,  Is,  f.,  Ved.  fear  of  vices  or  sin. 
—  A  mdya-i'Ot,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  disgraceful,  la- mentable. 

^T^ErYfTT«^  ava-dyotin,  i,  ini,  i  (rt.  dyut), 
shining  down  upon,  illuminating  [cf.  ava-jyu(\. 

avadranga,  as,  m.  a  market.  See 
avadfi  nga. 
^rav  a-vadha,  as,  m.  (rt.  vadh  or  badh), 

no  murder ;  (as,  a,  am),  Ved.  inviolable,  invulner- 
able; see  a-badha.—  A-radhdrha  (°dha-ar°),  at, 

d,  am,  not  worthy  of  death. 
A-vadliya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  killed,  inviolable. 

—  Avadhya-td,  f.  or  avadhya-tva,  am,  n.  inviola- 

bility. 

'wqM'M  ava-dharshya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dhrish), 
to  be  defied. 

'ST^VT  ava-dhd,  cl.  3.  A.  -dhatte,  -dhdtum, 
to  place  down,  deposit,  apply  (as  the  mind  &c.); 
to  be  attentive  :  Pass,  -dhiyate,  to  be  placed,  applied 
or  directed  (as  the  mind). 
Ava-dhdtavya  or  ava-dhdniya  or  ava-dheya,  as. 

d,  am,  to  be  attended  to,  deserving  attention  and  care. 
Ava-dfidna,  am,  n.  attention,  attentiveness,  intent- 

ness  ;  care,  carefulness,  devotion.  —  Avadhdna-td,  f. 
or  avadhdna-tra,  am,  n.  attentiveness. 
Ava-dhdnin,  i,  ini,  i,  attentive. 
Ava-dhi,  is,  m.  application,  attention,  care ;  a  term, 

a  limit,  conclusion,  termination ;  a  district,  division, 
department ;  period,  time ;  agreement,  engagement ; 
a  hole,  a  pit. «—  Avatlhi-td,  f.  or  avadhi-tva,  am,  n. 
limit,  limitation.  —  AvadM-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  limited, 
bounded. 
Ava-dhiyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  placed  down 

or  in,  deposited. 
Ava-hita,  as,  a,  am,  deposited,  applied;  attentive, 

careful,  done  with  care  ;  celebrated,  known.  —  .dw- 
hita-karancifkaldpa,  as,  d,  am,  having  all  the 
senses  at  rest,  imperturbable.  —  Arahita-td,  f.  ap- 

plication, attention.—  Avakitdnjali  (°to-a/y°),  is, 
is,  i,  with  joined  hands. 

»!N Ml <^<7pa-dAa0,  cl.  I .  P.  A.  -dhavati,  -te, 
-vttum,  to  run  down,  drop  down ;  to  run  after. 

I .  ava-dhdvana,  am,  n.  running  after,  pursuing ; 

seizure. 
Ava-dhdvaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  run  after. 
i.  am-dhdvita,  as,  d,  am,  chased,  pursued. 

*M  =) M N H   2.  ava-dhdvana,  am,  n.  (rt.  2. 

dhdv),  cleaning,  washing. 
i.  ava-dhdvita,  as,  d,  am,  cleaned,  cleansed. 

•?T^Vt^  avadhir,  cl.  10.  P.  -dhirayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  disregard,  disrespect ;  to  despise,  repudiate. 

Avadkirana,  am,  n.  treating  with  disrespect, 

despising,  repudiating. 
Avadkirita,  as,  d,  am,  disrespected,  disregarded, 

Amdhirin,  I,  ini,  i,  despising,  scorning,  excelling. 

^RV  ava-dhii,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dhiiiioti,  -dhu- 
nute,  -dharitum  or  -dhotum,  to  shake  off  or  out, 
shake,  toss ;  to  discard ;  to  lie  down  (?) :  Caus. 
-il/iuniiyati,  -yitum,  to  shake. 

Ai-it-d/iuta,  as,  d,  <im,  shaken  off,  removed, 
shaken,  tossed,  compelled ;  discarded,  rejected,  spumed ; 
trodden  upon;  separated  from  worldly  feeling  and 
obligation.  —  Aeailhutn-prami>atii,  as,  d,  am,  re- 

jecting an  act  of  homage.  —  Amdhuta-veia,  as,  d, 

am,  undressed,  naked. 
Am-il/iunana,  am,  n.  shaking,  causing  to  shake; 

expelling ;  agitation,  trembling ;  trampling  on,  tread- 

ing on. '5T^>JoB  a-vadhuka,  as,  m.  having  no  wife. 

Cv 

•4Hufl|rl  ava-dhupita, as,  d, am,  perfumed 

with  incense. 
^V  ava-dhri,  Caus.  P.  -dhdrayati,  -yi- 

tum, to  consider,  ascertain,  determine  accurately,  make 

out,  limit,  restrict. 
Ava-dhdra,  as,  m.  accurate  determination,  limit- 

ation. 
Ava-dhdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  determining  accurately, 

restricting  one's  self  to  anything. 



ava-dhdrana. ava-bhritha. 

Ava-dharana,  am,  n.  ascertainment,  affirmation, 
emphasis ;  stating  or  holding  with  positiveness  or  assur- 

ance, accurate  determination,  limitation  (of  the  sense  of 
words) ;  restriction  to  a  certain  instance  or  instances 
with  exclusion  of  any  other ;  (as,  a,  am),  restrictive. 

Ava-d/idraniya  or  ava-dhdrya,  as,  a,  am,  to 
be  ascertained,  determined  or  known. 

Ava-dharita,  as,  a,  am,  ascertained,  known,  cer- 
tain. 

[  a-vadhya.     See  a-vadha. 

\  ava-dhyai,  cl.  I.  P.  (A.  ?)  -dhydyati, 
-te,  -dhydtum,  to  think  ill  of,  despise. 
Ava-dhydta,  as,  d,  am,  spumed,  disdained. 

^TTO  a-vadhra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  innoxious, 
beneficent. 

'*&3!3(1fava-dhvatts,  Caus.  f.-dhvansayati, 
-yitum,  to  cast  down. 
Ava-dhvansa,  as,  m.  falling  off  or  from ;  sprink- 

ling; meal,  dust;  abandoning,  quitting;  disrespect, 
censure,  blame. 

Ava-dhvasta,  as,  d,  am,  sprinkled;  pounded 
coarsely ;  abandoned,  quitted ;  censured  ;  scattered. 

viq«T  avana,  am,  n.  (rt.  av),  satisfaction; 

joy,  happiness ;  desire  ;  favour,  preserving,  protection, 
defence;  speed;  going,  obtaining,  asking;  seizing, 

killing ;  power ;  increase ;  existence ;  adorning ;  em- 
bracing; bearing;  entrance. 

Avani,  is,  (.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  av,  but  rather 
connected  with  ?  ava,  down),  course, ,  bed  of  a 

river;  stream,  river;  the  earth;  a  finger.  —  Ai'anin- 
r/ata,  as,  d,  am,  prostrate  on  the  ground.  —  Arani- 
fara,  as,  d,  am,  roving  over  the  earth,  vagabond. 
—  Avani-pati,  is,  m.  lord  of  the  earth,  a  king; 
Vishnu;  Yudhishthira.  —  Arani-pdla,  as,  m.   pro- 

tector of  the  earth,  a  king.  —  Avani-mandala,  am, 
n.  the  globe.  —  Avani-ruh,  t,  m.  a  tree. 

i.  avani,  f.  the  earth;  N.  of  a  plant. —Avani- 

pati,  is,  m.  or  avaniia  or  avanlivara  Cni-if),  as, 
m.  lord  of  the  earth,  a  king.  (For  2.  see  next  col.) 

•*(cilEr  ava-naksh,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -nak- \ 

fhati,  -shitum,  (with  gen.)  to  overtake  (a  person). 
Ava-nakshatra,  am,  a.  the  disappearance  of  the 

stars. 

•«t i »r*(^  ava-nam,  cl.  I.  P.  -namati,  -na 
turn,  to  bow  down,  to  bend  down,   bend:    Caus. 

-namayati,  -yitum,  to  bend  down,  bend. 

Ava-nata,  as,  d,  am,  bowed ;  bent  down,  down- 
cast; bending,  stooping,  deepened,  not  projecting, 

—  Avanata-kaya,  as,  a,  am,  bending  the  body, 
crouching  down.  —  Avanata-mukha,  as,  i,  am,  with 
downcast  countenance.  —  Av anata-sirshan,  d,  d,  a, 
bowing  the  head. 

Ava-nati,  is,  f.  bowing  down,  stooping ;  setting. 
Ava-namra,  as,  d,  am,  bowed,  bent. 
Ava-ndma,  as,  m.  causing  to  bend  down,  bending, 

bowing. 

Ava-ndmaka,  as,  ika,  am,  what  depresses  or 
causes  to  bow  or  bend. 

Ava-namin,  i,  ini,  i,  bending  or  bowing  down. 

WT»T;|  ava-nard,  cl.  I .  P.  -nardati,  -ditum 

(a  technical  term  applicable  to  chanting  in  the  Hindu 
ritual),  to  slur  or  trill,  &c. 

^T^"«T3I  ava-nas,  cl.  4.  P.  -nasyati,  -nasi- 
tam  and  -nanshtum,  to  disappear,  perish. 

^T=t«1P  ava-nah,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -nahyati,  -te 

-naddhum,  to  bind  on,  tie  on,  put  over,  cover  with 
Ava-naildha,  as,  d,  am,  bound  on,  tied,  covered 

(am),  n.  a  drum. 

Ava-ndha,  as,  m.  binding,  girding,  putting  on. 

^f^is  ava-ndta,  as,  d,  am,  flat-nosed 
(am),  n.  the  condition  of  having  a  flat  nose. 

f  avani.     Sefc  avana. 

ava-nij,  cl.  3.  P.   A.   -nenekti 

nenikte,  -nektum,  to  wipe  or  wish  off,  purify,  clean ; 

,  to  wash  one's  self:  Caus.  -nejayati,  -yitum,  to 
LUSC  to  wash  off. 

Ava-negya,  as,  d,  am,  used  for  washing  off. 
Ava-nejana,  an*,  n.  washing,  washing  off,  ablution ; 

water  for  washing,  foot-bath. 

•aqfurfl  ava-ni-ni,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nay  at  i, 
•te,  -netum,  to  put  or  bring  into  (water) ;  to  pour 
down. 

M'Sl-M  ava-nisfaya,  as,  m.  deduction, 
ascertainment. 

•« q f«i f« ̂ ava-ni-shthiv  (or  -shthiv),  cl.  I. 
?.  -shthlvati,  -shtheritum,  to  spit  upon. 
Ava-nishthivana,  am,  a.  spitting  upon. 

um«li  2.  ava-ni,  cl.  I.  P.  -nayati,  -netum, 
to  lead  or  bring  down,  to  push  into,  to  cause  to  descend 
or  to  flow ;  to  lead  away ;  to  pour  down  or  over. 

Ava-naya  or  ava-naya,  as,  m.  causing  to  descend; 
throwing  down,  precipitating. 

Ava-nayana,  am,  n.  leading  down,  pouring  down. 
Arorndyaka,  as,  ika,  am,  causing  to  descend. 

•«q«J  ava-nu,  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  -navate,  to 
move  or  go  towards. 

ava-nud,  Caus.  -nodayati,  -yitum, 
(with  two  ace.)  to  cause  a  person  to  drive  away  another. 

avanti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  country  and 
its  inhabitants ;  N.  of  a  city,  the  modern  Oujein  (one 
of  the  seven  sacred  cities  of  the  Hindus,  to  die  at 
which  secures  eternal  happiness)  ;  N.  of  a  river. 

—  Avanti-khanda,  am,  n.  a  portion  of  the  Skanda- 
purana. — Avanti-deva,  as,  m.  =  avanti-varman, 

Avanti-pura,  am,  n.  the  city  of  the  Avantis, 
Oujein ;  N.  of  a  town  in  Kasmira,  built  by  Avanti- 
varman;  (?),  f.  Oujein.  —  Avanti-brahma,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  district  inhabited  by  Brahmans.  —  Avanti- 
bhupdla,  as,  m.  the  king  of  Avanti,  i.  e.  Bhoja. 

Avanti-varman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  king ;  also  of  a 
poet. — Avanti-soma,  as,  m.  sour  gruel,  prepared 
from  the  fermentation  of  rice-water. 
Avantikd,  f.  the  modem  Oujein. 

Avanti,  f.  Oujein ;  the  queen  of  Oujein ;  N.  of  a 

river.  —  Avanti-des'a,  as,  m.  the  region  of  Avanti. 
—  Avantis'vara  ("it-Is"0),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sanctuary 
built  by  Avanti-varman. 

avandhya,  as(?)  or  (a),  m.  f.,  N. 
of  a  place. 

^T3T£  ava-pat,  cl.  10.  P.  -pdtayati,  -yitum, 

to  split :  Pass,  -pdtyate,  to  split  one's  self;  to  be  split. 
Ava-pdtikd,  f.  laceration  of  the  prepuce. 

•sOHri  ava-pat,  cl.  I.  P.  -patati,  -titum,  to 

fly  down,  jump  down,  fall  down,  alight :  Caus.  -pdta- 

yati, -yitum,  to  throw  down. 
Ava-patana,  am,  n.  alighting,  descending. 
Avaspdta,  as,  m.  falling  down ;  descent,  descend- 

ing ;  flying  down  ;  a  hole  or  pit  for  catching  game  in 
Ava-pdtana,  am,  a.  felling,  knocking  or  throwing 

down. 

••a^M^  ava-pad,  cl-4.  A.  -padyate,  -pattum, 
to  go  down,  glide  down,  descend ;  to  be  deprived  o: 
(with  abl.);  to  fall,  meet  with  an  accident:  Caus 

-pddayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  glide  or  go  down. 

Avaspannn,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  on  or  into;  de- 
scended, alighted ;  thrown  down. 

a-vapdka,  as,  d,  am,  without  a  net. 

ava-pdtrita,  as,  d,  am,  a  person 
not  allowed  by  his  kindred  to  eat  or  drink  from 
common  vessel ;   one  who  has  lost   his   caste  [cf 

apa-pdtrita]. 

•a^Min  ava-pdna,  am,  n.,Ved.  drinking 
giving  to  drink ;  a  pond  or  pool  for  watering. 

'SlIMTfijnT  ava-pdlita,  as,  d,  am  (ft.  pal 

Caus.  of  rt.  3.  pd  with  ava),  Unprotected,  neglected. 

91 ava-pdsita,  as,  d,  am,  snared, 

laving  a  snare  laid  over. 

vwil'^ava-pid,  cl.  10.  P.  -pidayati,  -yi- 
um,  to  press  down,  compress. 
Ava-pida,  as,  m.  pressing  down ;  a  sternutatory ; 

any  drug  producing  sneezing. 
Ava^pidana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  pressing  down ;  a 

ternutatory ;  (a),  f.  damage,  violation. 

ava-piirna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  pri),  full 

of,  filled. iPT  ava-prajjana,  as,  m.  (rt.  pry), 
the  end  of  the  warp  of  a  web. 

?T  ava-plu,  cl.  i.  A.  -plavate,  -plotum, 

:o  jump  down  or  off. 
Ava-plutya,  ind.  having  jumped  down. 

•eiqm  ava-pha,  as,  m.  flatulence,  wind  from 
he  bowels. 

ava-badhd,  f.  segment  of  the  base 

of  a  triangle  [cf.  a-badhd  and  d-bddha]. 

ava-bandha,  as,  m.  falling  or  palsy 

of  the  eyelids,  Blepharoptosis. 

ava-bdhuka,  as,  m.  spasm  in  the arm. 

fJV  ava-budh,  cl.  4.  A.  -budhyate, 
-boddhum,  to  awake,  become  sensible  or  aware  of, 
perceive,  know :  Caus.  -bodhayati,  -yitum,  to  make 
one  aware  of,  inform,  explain. 

Ava-bodha,  as,  m.  waking,  being  awake ;  percep- 
tion, knowledge  ;  discrimination,  judgment ;  teaching. 

Ava-bodhaka,  as,  m.  an  awakener,  a  teacher. 
—  Avabodhaka-tva,  am,  n.  instruction,  guidance, 
explanation. 
Ava-bodhana,  am,  n.  perception,  knowledge,  &c. 

•«<qe(q  ava-brava,  as,  m.  (rt.  bru  with 

ava),  ill  report,  defamation. 

ava-bhanj,    cl.  7.   P.   -bhanakti, 
-bhattktum,  to  break  off,  smash. 

Avarbhajya,  ind.  having  broken  off. 
Ava-bhanjana,  am,  n.  breaking  off,  tearing. 

^TWW  ava-bharts,  cl.  10.  P.  (or  A. .') 

-bhartsayati,  -yitum,  to  deter  by  scolding  or 
threatening,  to  menace. 

^T^HT  ava-bhd,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhdti,  -turn,  to 
shine  downwards. 

^TWHimil  ava-bhdshana,  am,  n.  speaking. 

vt  1*1  \9^ava-bhas,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhdsate,  -si- 
tum,  to  shine  forth,  become  manifest :  Caus.  -bhdsa- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  illuminate. 
Ava-bhdsa,  as,  m.  splendor,  lustre,  light ;  appear- 

ance, manifestation;  space,  reach,  compass.  —  A va- 
bhdsa-kara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  divinity.— Avabhdsa- 

prabha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  whole  class  of  deities. 
—  Avabhdsa-prapta,  N.  of  a  world. 
Ava-bhdsaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  irradiating,  luminous. 

—  Avabhdsaka-tm,  am,  n.  luminousness. 
Ava-bhdsita,  as,  d,  am,  illumined,  lighted,  radi- 

ant; evident,  manifest. 
Ava-bhdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  shining,  bright ;  (ni),  f.  the 

outer  skin  or  cuticle. 

4Hfa<J  ava-bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  -bhinatti,  -bhet- % 

turn,  to  break  off,  shatter. 
Ava-bhinna,  as,  d,  am,  broken  off,  pierced,  di- 

vided. 
Ava-bhedin,  I,  inl,  i,  breaking  off,  shattering, dividing. 

^TT^pT  ava-bhuj,  cl.  6.  P.  -bhujati,  -bhok- 
tum,  to  bend  down,  curve. 

Ava-bhugna,  as,  d,  am,  contracted,  bent. 
ava-bhritha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  bhri  with 
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a-varfas. 

ara\  carrying  off,  removing ;  purification  by  bathing 
of  the  sacrificer  and  the  sacrificial  vessels  after  a  sacri- 

fice ;  the  water  of  purification ;  a  supplementary 
sacrifice  to  atone  for  defects  in  a  principal  and  pre- 

ceding one.  —  Ariib/trithu-tndHit,  am,  n.  bathing 
or  ablution  after  a  sacrificial  ceremony. 

Ara-bhra,  at,  m.  abduction,  carrying  off. 

^r^Mt?  ava-bhrata,  as,  d,  am,  flat-nosed ; 
(am),  n.  state  of  having  a  flat  nose. 

•eiqn  iiniinii,  as,  d,  am  (te.  2.  ava),  under- 
most, inferior,  lowest,  base ;  next,  intimate ;  last, 

youngest ;  growing  less,  decreasing ;  (am),  n.  a  lunar 
day  exactly  coinciding  with  a  solar  one. 

TI^HI  ana-man,  cl.  4.  A.  or  poet.  P. 

-manyate,  -ti,  -mantum,  to  despise,  treat  con- 
temptuously :  Caus.  -mdnayati,  -yitum,  to  despise, 

&c. 

Ara-mata,  as,  a,  am,  despised,  disregarded,  con- 

temned. —  Avamatdnkufo  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.  a  restive 
elephant  that  disdains  the  hook,  one  in  rut. 

Ava-mati,  is,  m.  a  master,  an  owner ;  (is),  f. 
aversion,  dislike  ;  disregard,  contempt. 

Aca-matya,  ind.  having  scorned,  despising. 
Ara-mantavya  or  ava-manya,  as,  d,  am,  con- 

temptible, to  be  treated  with  disrespect. 

Ava-mantH,  td,  tri,  tri,  despising ;  contemptuous, 
disrespectful;  arrogant. 

Ava-mdna,  as,  m.  disrespect,  contempt.  —  Ava- 
mdna-td,  f.  or  avamdna-tca,  am,  n.  dishonour- 

ableness, contempt. 

Ava-mdnana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  disrespect. 
Ara-mdnanlya  or  ava-mdnya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be 

disrespected,  contemptible,  despicable. 

Ava-mdnita,  as,  d,  am,  disrespected,  despised. 
Ava-mdnln,  i,  ini,  i,  contemning,  despising,  be- 

having disrespectfully.  —  Avamdni-td,  f.  or  ava- 
mdni-tva,  am,  n.  disrespectfulness. 

Of*!'"!  ana-mantha  or  ava-manthaka,  as, 

m.  (rt.  month),  swellings  caused  by  boils  or  con- 
tusions. 

ava-marsa,  as,  m.     See  ava-mris. 

ana-marshana,  am,  n.  (rt.  mrish), 
intolerance,  impatience  ;  effacing,  obliterating,  banish- 

ing from  recollection. 

•sttg^apa-TOttc?,  cl.  6.  P.  -muncati,  -mok- 
tum,  to  loosen  ;  to  let  go  ;  to  take  off  (a  garment, 
&c.)  ;  to  unharness. 

Ava-mutya,  ind.  having  unloosed  or  unharnessed. 

Ava-mo<!ana,  am,  n.  letting  go,  loosening  ;  setting 
at  liberty. 

"''1^  ava-mutr,  cl.  10.  P.   -mfitrayati, 
•yitum,  to  urine  upon. 
Ava-mutrayat,  an,  anil,  at,  urining  upon. 
ia<i<i«J3|t|  ava-murdha-saya,  as,  a,  am, 

lying  with  the  head  hanging  down. 

T^H  ava-mrij,  cl.  2.  P.  -mdrshti,  -mdrji- 
tum  or  -mdrshtum,  to  wipe  or  rub  off,  to  strip  off, 
remove  ;  to  efface. 

Ava-mdrjana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  what  is  stripped  or rubbed  off. 

Ava-mrijya,  ind.  having  stripped,  having  pulled 
off;  having  wiped  away. 

a-mrid,  cl.  9.  P.  -mridnati,  -mardi- 

tum,  to  grind  down,  to  reduce  by  friction  (or  other- 
wise) ;  to  crush,  to  tread  down  ;  to  rub. 

Ava-marda,  as,  m.  trampling,  oppression,  driving 
one  into  straits;  giving  pain;  devastation,  inflicting 
pain  or  punishment  on  an  enemy  by  laying  his country  waste,  &c. 

Ani-mardana,  as,  a,  am,  treading  down,  grind- 
ing, crushing,  oppressing  ;  (am),  n.  rubbing,  washing  ; oppression. 

Ava-mardita,  as,  a,  am,  ground,  rubbed,  crushed, 
oppressed. 

<z-mm,  cl.  6.  P.  -mrisati,  -marsh- 
lum,  -mrashtum,  to  touch. 
Ava-mar$a,  an,  m.  touch,  contact 

Am-mris'ya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  touched. 
avaya.     See  satavaya. 

fl-yflj,  cl.  I.  A.  -yajatt,  -yashtum, 
to  expiate  ;  not  to  worship,  to  abandon. 

Ava-yajana,  am,  n.,  Ved  expiating  ;  purification. 
.  1  rfi-ydj,  ds,  f.,  Ved.  a  particular  portion  of  a  sacri- 

fice; m.  a  kind  of  priest.    Gram.  176.  /. 

VI^MH  ava-yava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  yu  with 

ava),  a  limb,  a  member  ;  a  part,  a  portion  ;  a  mem- 
ber or  component  part  of  a  logical  argument  or 

syllogism.  —  Avayava-tfas,  ind.  part  by  part,  seve- 

rally. —  Avayai'drtha  (°va-ar°),  as,  m.  the  meaning 
of  the  component  parts  of  a  word. 

Avayavin,  i,  ini,  i,  limbed,  having  limbs  ;  having 
portions  or  subdivisions;  a  whole;  (i),  m.  a  syl- 

logism, a  logical  argument. 

xiqtil  i.  ava-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -ydti,  -te,  -ya- 
tum,  to  go  down,  to  give  way,  desist  ;  to  remove. 

2.  ava-ya,  da,  ds,  am,  Ved.  giving  way,  desisting. ceasing. 

Avaydta-helas,  ds,  m.,  Ved.  one  whose  anger  is 

appeased. Ara-ydtri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  turning  away  ;  appeasing, 
one  who  appeases. 

Ava-ydna,  am,  n.  going  down,  retreat;  appeasing, 
expiation. 

viqjji  a-vayuna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  to  be 
recognized  ;  indistinct,  confused. 

^T^T  avara,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  2.  ava),  below, 
inferior  ;  low,  mean,  unimportant,  of  small  value  ; 
posterior,  hinder,  later,  last,  younger;  western;  nearer; 
(at  the  end  of  a  compound  signifying  quantity)  the 
least,  the  lowest  degree,  lowest  value;  (a),  f.  the 
hind  thigh  of  an  elephant  ;  a  N.  of  Durga  ;  (am),  n. 
the  hind  thigh  of  an  elephant  ;  [with  avara  have  been 
compared  Gr.  ovpd,  oupos,  o&pov,  8pos,  uppos  ;  Lat. 
euros;  also  the  Lat.  aver-nus].  *-  Avara-ja,  as,  d, 
am,  of  low  birth,  inferior  ;  younger,  junior  ;  (as),  m. 

a  S'ndra  ;  a  younger  brother  ;  (d),  f.  a  younger  sister. 
—  Avara-tas,  ind.  behind,  afterwards,  hinder,  poste- 

rior,  downwards.  —  Avara-param,   ind.,  Ved.   one 
after  another.  —  Avara-purusha,  ds,  m.  pi.  the  de- 

scendants. —  Avara-varna,  as,  m.  a  low  or  despised 
tribe;   (as,  d,  am),  belonging  to  a  low  caste   or 
tribe  ;  a  Sodra.  a  man  or  woman  of  the  fourth  tribe. 

—  Avara-varnaka  or  avara-var?ta-ja,  as,  d,  am, 

belonging  to  or  born  in  a  low  tribe.  —  Ai-ara-vrata, 
as,   m.   the   sun    [cf.   arka-^iratd].—  Avara-Ma, 
{.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  monastery.  —  Avara-tlaila,  as, 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  school.  —  Avaras-para,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  having  the  last  first,  or  the  hindemiost 
foremost  ;  inverted,  confused.  —  Avardrdha  (  ra-ar), 
as,  m.  the  least  part,  the  minimum  ;  the  last  half; 
(am),  ind.  in  a  certain  succession  of  parts;  succes- 

sively. —  Arardrdha-tas,  ind.  from  below.  —  Avardr- 
,  as,  d,  am,  being  on  the  lower  or  nearer  side  ; 

beginning  from  below  ;  belonging  to  the  last  half;  (am), 
n.  the  leist  or  smallest  part,  the  minimum.  —  Ava- 

rarara  (°ra-av°),  as,  d,  am,  lowest,  most  inferior 
of  all.  —  Amrokta  (°ra-iik"),  as,  d,  am,  named  last. 
Avaraxtdt,  ind.  behind,  hinder,  posterior  ;  below, 

downwards. 

Avariua,  as,  d,  am,  degraded,  debased  ;  censured, 
plained. 

Arareiia,  ind.  (with  ace.)  below. 

Avarya,  nom.  P.  avaryati,  -yitum,  to  become ower. 

jjr«U;  avaranya-siiha,  the    Sanskrit 

brm  of  the  Muhammedan  name  Aurungzeb.  (*S'aAa 
the  Persian 

!  ana-ram,  cl.  i.  A.  -ramate,  -rantum, 
to  leave  off,  cease. 

Ava-rata,  as,  d,  am,  stopped,  ceased,  desisted  from. 
Ara-rati,  is,  f.  stopping,  ceasing,  cessation,  relaxa- 

tion, repose,  end. 

vicuJqH  a-variyas,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Manu  SaVarna. 

•>aq^;»^ ava-ruj,  cl.  6.  P.  -rtijati,  -roktum, 
to  break  off,  to  break. 

Ava-ruyna,  as,  a,  am,  broken  off,  torn ;  diseased. 

Ava-rujya,  ind.  having  broken  off. 

»aM<ji^  ava-rudh,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -mnaddhi, 
-rumlhe,  -roddhum,  to  obstruct,  restrain,  hinder, 
shut  up,  besiege ;  to  keep  back :  Pass,  -rudhyate  : 
Intens.  P.  -roroddlii,  to  injure,  hurt. 

Ava-ruddha,  as,  d,  am,  checked,  stopped,  hin- 
dered ;  shut  up  or  in,  enclosed ;  imprisoned,  secluded, 

as  in  the  inner  apartments.  —  Avaruddha-deha,  as, 

d,  am,  incarcerated. 
Ava-rwldhi,  is,  f.  restraint,  besieging;  gaining. 
Ava-rudhyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  enclosed  or 

surrounded. 

I.  ava-rodha,  as,  m.  hindrance,  obstruction  ;  re- 
straint ;  an  enclosure,  confinement,  besieging,  a  siege ; 

a  covering,  lid ;  a  fence,  a  pen ;  a  watchman ;  the 

inner  apartments  of  a  palace,  the  queen's  or  women's 
apartments;  a  palace;  pi.  the  wives  of  a  king.  (For 
2.  ava-rodha,  see  below  under  ava-ruh.)  —  Ava- 

rodhdyana  (°dha-ay"),  am,  n.  a  seraglio. 
Ava-rodhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  obstructive,  hindering, 

impeding ;  (as),  m.  a  guard ;  (ikd),  f.  a  female  of 
the  inner  apartments;  (am),  n.  a  barrier,  a  fence. 

1 .  ava-rodhana,  am,  n.  siege,  blockade ;  hinder- 
ing, obstructing;  obstacle,  impediment;  a  closed  or 

private  place,  the  innermost  part  of  anything ;  the 

inner  or  women's  apartments  in  a  royal  palace.    (For 
2.  ava-rodhana,  see  below  under  ava-ruh.) 
Am-rodhika,  as,  i,  am,  obstructive,  impeding; 

(as),  m.  a  guard  of  the  queen's  apartments. Ava-rodhin,  i,  ini,  I,  obstructing,  hindering. 

ismtj'^  ui-a-ruh,  cl.  I.  P.  -rohati,  -rodhum, 
to  descend,  alight,  dismount:  Caus.  -ropayati  or 
•rohayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  descend;  to  bring 
down  ;  to  lower,  lessen. 
Ava-rudha,  as,  d,  am,  descended,  dismounted, 

alighted. 
2.  ava-rodha,  as,  m.  (rt.  rmlh  (or  ruh),  Ved. 

moving  down,  descending ;  a  shoot  sent  out  by  the 
root   of  a  plant,  a  slip  (for  planting),  the  pendent 
shoots  of  the  Indian  fig  tree. 

2.  ava-rodhana,  am,  n.  (rt.  rudh  for  ruh),  Ved. 
descending  motion,  descending. 

Ava-ropana,  am,  n.  causing  to  descend ;  uproot- 
ing ;  taking  away,  depriving,  diminishing ;  descend- 

ing; setting  (as  of  the  suti). 
Ava-ropita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  descend ;  up- 

rooted, deprived  of,  curtailed,  diminished,  lost. 

Ava-ropya,  ind.  having  made  to  descend ;  rooting 

up. 

Ava-roha,  as,  m.  descent,  passing  from  or  over ; 
mounting,  ascending  (?) ;  a  shoot  sent  out  by  a  plant; 
a  pendent  branch,  one  that  strikes  fresh  root  into  the 
earth,  as  those  of  the  Indian  fig  tree;  the  growth  of  a 
creeping  plant  or  vine  ;  a  creeping  plant  climbing  up 

to  the  top  of  a  tree ;  heaven  or  Svarga.  —  Avaroha- 

nit,  <~t/i,  or  araroha-idyin,  i,  m.  the  Indian  fig  tree. 
Ava-rohana,  am,  n.  alighting,  descending,  dis- 

mounting ;  ascending. 
Ava-rohikd,  (.,  N.  of  the  plant  Physalis  Flexnosa  L. 
Ava-rohin,  i,  itii,  i,  descending,  what  descends, 

what  ascends  ;  (f),  m.  the  Indian  fig  tree. 

<q«*«4  ava-rlipa,  as,  d,  am,  mis-shapen, 

deformed ;  degenerated. 

nrtftrT«T  ava-rokin,  i,  ini,  i  (fr.  rt.  ru6 

with  ana),  Ved.  shining,  brilliant. 
Ai'a^rofaka,  as,  m.  want  of  appetite. 

^TT'N^a-eorc'as,  ds,  ds,  as,  Ved.  without 
iplendor,  insignificant  in  form,  mean-looking. 
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H  a-varjivas,   an,  jushi,  at,  Ved. 
not  hindering,  not  being  able  to  prevent. 

'S'ftU  a-varna,  as,  d  or  z,  am,  colourless ; 
having  no  marks ;  bad,  low,  destitute  of  good  quali- 

ties; (as),  m.  blame,  censure.  —  Avarna-vdda,  as, 
m.  censure,  blame,  reproach. 

•wiill"  avartana,  N.  of  an  upa-dmpa  or 
island,  mentioned  in  the  Puranic  descriptions  of  the 
earth. 

a-vartamdna,  as,  d,  am,  non-ex- 
istent, not  present,  absent. 

'Mqiri  avarti,  is,  f.  (ava-riti,  ft.  rt.  ri  with 
ana),  Ved.  bad  fortune,  poverty,  distress,  want. 

viq<3  a-vartra,  as,  d, am, Ved.  (rt.  vrit),  not 
turning  back ;  (if  fr.  rt.  vri)  not  to  be  kept  back. 

•si  1 3*1 1  «1  a-vardhamana,  as,  d,  am,  not  in- 
creasing, not  growing,  not  thriving. 

•wi*)*^  a-varman,  d,  a,  a,  Ved.  having  no armour. 

^5T^  a-varsha,  as,  m.  or  a-varshana,  am, 
n.  want  of  rain,  drought. 

A-varshuka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  raining. 
Avarshya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  active  in  rain- 

less bright  weather. 

«i=tc<»KJ  avalaksha  or  valaksha,  as,  d,  am, 
white ;  (as),  m.  the  white  colour. 

*a  1  CO'  1  ava-lagna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  lag), 
hanging  down ;  placed  contiguously,  impressed,  at- 

tached, &c. ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  the  waist. 

wjrtlf  ava-langh,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -langha- 
yati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  pass  (time),  spend. 

iwirt!^  ma-lamb,  cl.  i.  A.  or  poet.  P. 
•  lambate,  -ti,  -bitum,  to  hang,  glide  or  slip  down, 
descend  ;  to  catch  hold  of,  cling  to,  hang  to,  hold  on 

or  support  one's  self  by ;  rest  upon  as  a  support,  to 
depend  upon :  Caus.  -lambayati,  -yitum,  to  make 
one  rest  upon  or  catch  hold  of. 

Ava-lantba,  as,  m.  hanging  down ;  hanging  on  or 
from  ;  depending ;  resting  upon  ;  asylum,  depend- 
ance,  support;  a  prop,  a  stay;  suspender;  an  ap- 

pendage ;  a  perpendicular. 
Ava-lambaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  metre. 
Ava-lambana,  am,  n.  depending  upon,  depend- 

ance ;  hanging  on  or  from  ;  a  prop. 
Ava-lambita,  as,  a,  am,  hanging  on  or  upon, 

suspended  from,  clinging  to ;  depending  upon,  trusting 
to,  supported  by,  protected,  cherished ;  alighting,  de- 

scending ;  expeditious  (?). 
Ava-lambilavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  caught  hold 

of  or  grasped,  to  be  clung  to ;  expeditious,  quick. 
Ava-lambin,  i,  ini,  i,  hanging  down  so  as  to  rest 

upon,  hanging  on  or  from,  depending  on ;  clinging 
to,  reclining,  resting  upon. 
Ava-lambya,  ind.  leaning  on,  having  depended  or 

relied  on,  supporting  one's  self;  trusting  to;  waiting. 
ava-lipta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  lip), 

anointed,  plastered,  smeared ;  proud,  arrogant,  vain. 
—  AvaUpta-td,  f.  or  avalipta-tva,  am,  n.  unction ; 
pride,  arrogance,  vanity. 
Ava-lepa,a*,  m.  smearing,  anointing;  ornament; 

union,  association  ;  pride,  haughtiness. 
Ava-lepana,  am.  n.  anointing;  proud  behaviour; 

daring,  proud  or  arrogant  purpose. 

HHr<$£  ana-lih,  cl.  2.  P.  A.'-WAt,  -lulhe, 
-ledhum,  to  lick  off,  to  lick,  to  lap :  Intens.  -lehdhi, 
to  lick  again  and  again. 
Ava-lidha,  as,  d,  am,  licked,  lapped ;  devoured, 

destroyed  ;  (a),  f.  disregard,  contempt. 
Ava-leha,  as,  m.  or  ava-lehikd,  f.  licking,  lap- 

ping ;  an  extract,  an  electuary,  confection. 
Ava-lehana,  am,  n.  licking  with  the  tongue, lapping. 

AvaAehya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  licked ;  thick,  viscid. 

•w^coV  ava-tt,  cl.  4.  A.  -liyate,  -letum  or 
-Idtum,  to  stick  to,  hang  to. 
Ava-lina,  as,  d,  am,  sticking  to,  cleaving  to. 

ava-lild,  f.  sport,  play,  mirth. 

3^ava-lund,  cl.  I.  P.  -Inhfati,  -titum, 
to  pull  down  or  out. 
Ava-lundana,  am,  n.  tearing  or  cutting  off,  pull- 

ing out. 
•«ilrt«!«1  ava-lnnthana,  am,  n.  (rt.  lunth), 

robbing ;  rolling  or  wallowing  on  the  ground. 
Ava-lunthita,  as,  d,  am,  robbed;  rolled  on  the 

ground. TH=irtH  ava-lup,  cl.  6.  A.  Or  P.  -Inmpate, 
•ti,  -loptum,  to  rush  or  dash  upon  as  a  wild  beast  on 
its  prey,  to  burst  or  break  in  upon. 
Ava-lumpana,  am,  n.  leaping  on  suddenly. 
jtva-lopya,  as,  a,  am,  that  can  be  broken  in  upon 

or  assailed  with  a  sudden  rush. 

ava-luna,  as,  d,  am,  cut  off. 

ava-lekha,  as,  m.  (rt.  likh),  any- 
thing scraped  off. 

Ava-lekhana,  am,  I,  n.  f.  scraping  off. 
Ava-lekhd,  f.  rubbing ;  adorning  the  person. 

*I'I»M  ava-lepa.  See  under  ava-lipta last  col. 

•wirti*  ava-lok,  cl.  i.  A.  -lokate,  -kitum, 
or  d.  10.  P.  -lokayati,  -yitum,  to  look  down  upon, 
look  at,  view,  behold,  see,  consider. 
Ava-loka,  as,  m.  sight,  seeing;  looking  down 

upon  with  compassion. 
Ava-lokaka,  as,  ika,  am,  looking  at,  wishing  to  see. 
Ava-lokana,  am,  n.  act  of  looking  at ;  beholding ; 

sight;  seeing;  review. 
Ava-lokayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  looking  upon,  con- sidering. 

Ava-lokita,  as,  d,  am,  seen  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
Bodhi-sattva;  (am),  n.  a  look,  a  glance.  —  Ava- 
lokites'vara  (fta-tf),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva, 
worshipped  by  the  northern  Buddhists. 

Ava-lokin,  I,  ini,  i,  looking  at,  beholding ;  con- sidering. 

'•a<lrtl«ir«T  ava-lobhana,  am,  n.  (rt.  lubh), 
sensual  desire. 

a-valgu-ja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  plant 
Vernonia  Amhelmintica. 

avalgult,  f.,  N.  of  a  poisonous 

ava-vada,  as,  m.  or  ava-vadana, 
am,  n.  (rt.  rod),  evil  report  or  reputation. 
Ava-vaditri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  speaks  finally 

or  decisively  (?),  an  adjudicator. 

Ava-vdda,  as,  m.  evil  report  or  reputation  ;  cen- 
sure, reproach  ;  a  command,  an  order  ;  trust,  confi- 
dence ;  information. 

•wi'iifar  ava-varshana,  am,  n.  raining 
upon. 

viq'-u  ava-vd,  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -vdti,  -turn, 
to  radiate  (?),  to  prevail  (?),  to  rage  (as  fire?). 

^11^3  ava-viddha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vyadh), 
cast  down. 

ava-vrasf,  cl.  6.  P.  -vrisfati,  -vra- 
s"titum,  -rrashtum,  to  splinter,  cut  off. 
Avrt-vra&a,  as,  m.  splinter,  chip. 

•wi^r  a-vasa,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vas),  unsub- 
missive to  another's  will  ;  independent,  unrestrained, 

free  ;  not  having  one's  own  free  will  ;  doing  some- 
thing against  one's  liking  or  unwillingly  ;  necessary, 

certain.  —  Avaitan-gama,  as,  d,  am,  not  submitting 
to  another's  will.  —  Avasendriya-ditta  ("fa-iti'),  as, 

d,  am,  whose  mind  and  senses  are  not  held  in  sub- 

jection. 
A-va&-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  unrestrained,  independ- 

ent ;  uninfluenced  by  magic. 

A-vadya,  as,  d,  am,  untameable,  ungovernable, 
inevitable;  (am),  ind.  necessarily,  inevitably,  certainly, 
at  all  events,  by  all  means;  avafyam  eva,  most 
surely.  If  compounded  with  a  fut.  pass.  part,  the 
final  nasal  is  dropped  ;  e.  g.  ava$ya-pd(ya,  to  be 

necessarily  cooked  ;  avas"ya-kdrya,  to  be  necessarily 
done  :  but  retained  in  avasyan-kdrin,  doing  what 
is  necessary  ;  aw^yam-lihdein,  necessarily  being. 
A-vadyaka,  as,  d,  am,  necessary,  inevitable,  in- 

dispensable. —  Avafyaka-td,  f.  or  avafyaka-tva, 
am,  n.  necessity,  obligation,  certainty. 

ava-sakthikd,  f.  a  cloth  tied 
round  the  legs  and  knees  of  a  person  sitting  on  his 
hams  [cf.  ava-sakthika]. 

a-sas,  as,  f.  (rt.s'a»s),Ved.  wrong 
desire. 

a-uas'a,  f.,Ved.  not  a  cow,  a  bad  cow. 

ava-sdtana,  am,  n.  (Caus.  of  rt. 
s"ad),  withering,  drying  up. 

wil^K^  ava-siras,  as,  as,  as,  or  ava- 
firshaka,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  head  turned  down. 

•stqi^l"^  ava-sish,  Pass,  -tishyate,  to  be 
left  last  or  as  a  remnant,  to  remain  over. 
Ava-s"ishta,  as,  a,  am,  left,  remaining;  (am), 

n.  or  ava-dishtaka,  am,  n.  rest,  remainder. 
Ava-^esha,  a»  (am  ?),  m.  (n.  ?)  leavings,  remainder  ; 

end,  dose,  termination.  Frequently  as  the  last  mem- 

ber of  a  compound;  thus,  ardhdvas'esha,  having 
only  one  half  left  ;  kathdvas'esha-td,  the  condition 
of  one  who  survives  only  in  narrations. 
Ava-iesklta,  as,  d,  am,  left  remaining. 

^T^St^  ava-sri,  Pass,  -siryate,  to  be  shat- tered. 

ava-syd,  f.  (rt.  6yai  with   ava), 
hoar-frost  ;  a  fog  or  mist. 
Ava-£ina,  as,  m.  a  scorpion. 
Ava-tyaya,  as,  m.  hoar-frost  ;  white  dew  ;  pride. 
l*)^1si*«U  ava-srayana,  am,  n.  (rt.  sri), 

taking  (anything)  from  off  the  fire  (opposed  to  adhi- tfrayana,  q.  v.). 

•*i^»j««^  ava-svasam,  ind.  (rt.  svas),  Ved. as  if  blown  away. 

^1  1  wim<!.rl'  avashkayam,  f.  (=vashkayani), 
a  cow  that  bears  a  calf  after  a  long  interval. 

^T^?»H  ava-shtambh  (-stambh),  cl.  5.  9.  P. 

-shtdbhnoti  or  -ndt{,  -shtambhitum,  to  lean  or  rest 
upon  ;  to  be  contiguous  or  near  ;  to  be  astounded  or bewildered. 

Ava-shtabdha,  as,  a,  am,  supported,  rested  on, 
protected  ;  hanging  from  or  upon  ;  stopped,  ob- 

structed, stayed  ;  paralysed  ;  bound,  tied,  attached  ; 
wrapped  up,  enfolded  ;  opposed  ;  surpassed,  over- come ;  near. 

Ava-shtabhya,  ind.  leaning  upon,  resting  on, 
holding  ;  stopping,  arresting. 
Ava-shtamblia,  as,  m.  leaning  or  resting  upon, 

having  recourse  to  any  one  ;  stopping,  standing  still, 
staying  ;  self-confidence,  resoluteness  ;  commencement, 
beginning  ;  excellence  ;  obstruction,  impediment  ;  sup- 

port, stay  ;  paralysis  ;  a  post  or  pillar  ;  gold.  —  Ava- 
shtambha-maya,  as,  I,  am,  golden,  made  of  gold. 
Ava-shtambhana,  am,  n.  resting  upon,  having 

recourse  to  ;  supporting,  protecting  ;  stopping,  stay- 
ing; paralysing;  a  pillar  or  post. 

^Sl  «1  1  ava-shvan  (-svan),  cl.  I.  P.  -shva- 

nati,  -nitum,  to  smack  (one's  lips)  or  otherwise  make a  noise  in  eating. 

Ava-shvana,  as,  m.  noisy  eating,  smacking. 

i.  avas,  n.  (fr.  rt.  au),Ved.  satisfac- 
Bb 
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tion,  pleasure,  enjoyment  ;  wish,  desire,  aspiring  ; 

favour,  furtherance,  protection,  assistance.  —  Avas-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  striving,  desirous. 
Avasa,  am,  n.,  Ved.  refreshment,  food,  provisions, 

viaticum;  preserving,  protecting;  (as),  m.  a  king; 
the  sun. 

^T^x  2.  eras,  ind.  (fr.  2.  ava),  Ved.  adv. 
below,  downwards,  hitherward. 

(As  a  prep,  with  iiist  or  abl.  it  expresses)  below,  at 
the  lowest  place  of;  without,  on  the  outside. 

Avattdt.     See  s.  v. 

ava-sakthikd  or  ava-saktika, 
f.  a  doth  tied  round  the  legs  and  knees  of  a  person 
sitting  on  his  hams  ;  a  wrapper  ;  a  girth  or  band  [cf. 
ma-Sakthika]. 

•>M  =1  H  9^  ava-sanj,  cl.  i.  P.  -sajati,  -sanktum, 
to  suspend,  attach,  cling  to. 
Aea-sakta,  as,  a,  am,  suspended  from,  attached 

to  or  by,  in  contact  with,  bound  round,  begirt  ;  en- 
gaged in,  intent  on,  eager,  placed  upon. 

Ava-safijana  or  ava-sqjjana,  am,  n.  embracing, 
clinging. 

•W<4«IJi)H  ava-sandtna,  am,  n.  (rt.  di),  the 
united  downward  Sight  of  birds. 

^!NtlU|  a-vasatka,  as,  m.  (for  a-vasatha, 

q.  v.),  habitation  ;  a  village  ;  a  college,  a  school  ;  (am), 
n.  a  house.  See  d-vaeatka. 

Avusathya,  as,  m.  a  college,  a  school. 

THf«^  ana-sad,  cl.  I.  P.  -sidati,  -satium, 

to  sink  down,  to  faint  ;  become  disheartened,  be  ex- 

hausted, perish,  come  to  an  end  :  Caus.  -eadayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  sink,  dispirit,  render  downhearted, 
to  ruin. 

Ava-sanna,  as,  a,  am,  sunk  down,  bowed,  bent  ; 
languid,  enervated  ;  melancholy,  dispirited,  unhappy  ; 
ended,  terminated,  separated  ;  noa-suited.  —  Ava- 
sanna-td,  f.  or  avasanna-tva,  am,  n.  affliction, 
low  spirits  ;  dejection  ;  termination,  completion. 

Ava-sdda,  as,  m.  sitting  down  ;  sinking,  fainting  ; 
exhaustion,  fatigue,  lassitude,  want  of  energy  or  spirit, 
especially  as  proceeding  from  doubtful  or  unsuccessful 
love  ;  (in  law)  badness  of  a  cause  ;  end,  termination. 

Ara-sddaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  causing  to  sink,  frustrat- 
ing ;  exhausting,  tiresome,  wearisome  ;  ending,  finish- 

ing. 

Ava-sadana,  am,  n.  oppressing,  disheartening; 
finishing;  an  escharotic;  removing  proud  flesh  by 
escharotic  applications. 

Ava-eidita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  sink,  exhausted, 
faint,  languid. 

^SNUH  ava-sabha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  excluded 
from  society. 

•>Hq«<.  ava-sara,  as,  to.  (fr.  rt.  sri  with 
ava),  descent,  place  of  descent  ;  descent  of  water  ; 

rain,  raining  ;  occasion,  moment,  favourable  opportu- 
nity ;  leisure,  advantageous  situation  ;  consultation  in 

private  ;  a  year.  —  Amsara-kdle,  at  a  favourable 
opportunity,  at  a  time  of  leisure. 

Ava-sdrana,  am,  n.  removing,  causing  to  move. 

•«IH«M  ava-sarga.     See  ava-srij. 
^'•i«S  ava-sarpa,  as,  m.  (rt.  sri/)),  a  spy, 

a  secret  emissary. 

Ara-tarpana,  am,  n.  stepping  down. 
Aea-sarpin,  t,  iiii,  i,  stepping  down  ;  (inl),  f.  a 

long  period  of  time  with  the  Jainas. 

J  ava-savya,  as,  d,  am,  not  left,  right. 

I.  n-rtimlnri,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  2.  pas), 
Ved.  not  dressing.  (For  a.ara-sana,  sec  under  ara- 
so  next  col  ) 

T^fjT^  ava-sif,  cl.  6.  P.  -sihfati,  -sektum, 
to  sprinkle,  bedew,  bespatter. 

Ava-eikta,  at,  a,  am,  sprinkled.  —  Ararll-taitga 

'),  as,  i,  am,  having  the  limbs  sprinkled. 

Ava-seka,  as,  m.  sprinkling,  irrigating,  bedewing. 
.l/'-wcWmii,  a",  in.  a  kind  of  cake,  pulse  ground 

and  fried  with  oil  or  butter. 

Ara-seAtna,  am,  n.  sprinkling,  water  .used  for 
sprinkling;  bleeding. 

^CIHH  ava-supta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  snap), asleep. 

•>JMU»^  ava-srij,  cl.  6.  P.  -srijati,  -srash- 
tum,  to  let  oft;  to  let  loose,  let  go,  fling  down,  pour 
out,  dismiss,  remit,  liberate. 

Ava-sarga,  as,  m.  letting  off,  letting  go,  emission, 

remission,  laxity,  relaxation,  following  one's  own  in- clinations, independence. 

Ava-sarjana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  liberation. 
Ava-srishta,  as,  a,  am,  dismissed,  let  go. 

iH4tf|  ava-so,  cl.  4.  P.  -syati,  -satum, 
to  finish,  accomplish ;  to  destroy :  Caus.  -sayayati, 
-yitum,  to  destroy  ;  to  cause  to  be  completed. 
Ava-sd,  f.,Ved.  liberation,  setting  free,  deliverance. 
Ava-sdtri,  ta,  m.,  Vec>.  a  deliverer,  liberator. 
3.  ara-sdna,  am,  n.  place  of  dismounting  from  a 

horse  or  alighting  from  a  carriage,  stopping,  resting- 
place,  residence ;  conclusion,  termination,  cessation  ; 
death ;  boundary,  limit ;  (in  gram.)  the  last  part  of  a 
word  or  period,  disjunction  of  letters ;  a  pause ;  the 
end  of  a  verse  or  the  verse  itself :  (for  i.  a-vasana, 

see  last  col.)  —  Avasdna-dars'a,  as,  a,  cwn.Ved.  look- 
ing at  one's  place  of  destination  or  residence. 

Ava-sdnaka,  as,  ika,  am,  coming  to  an  end, 
perishing. 
Avasanya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  the  end 

of  a  verse. 

i.  ava-sdya,  as,  m.  conclusion,  end ;  termination, 
completion;  remainder;  determination,  ascertain- 

ment, certainty. 

1.  ava-sdya,  ind.  having  finished ;  having  loosened, 
having  set  free. 

Ava-sdyin,  i,  {m,  i,  residing,  dwelling  in. 
Ava-sdyya,  ind.  having  caused  to  be  completed. 
Ava-stta,  as,  d,  am,  having  settled  in  a  place, 

residing;  ended,  terminated;  finished,  completed; 
standing  in  a  pause ;  known,  understood ;  stored  (as 

grain,  &c.);  gone;  (am),  n.  a  dwelling-place.  —  Ava- 
sita-mati,  is,  is,  i,  frustrated,  disappointed. 

Am-seya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  destroyed,  destructible, 

perishable. 
•wq**^  ava-skand,  cl.  I.  P.  -skandati, 

-skantum,  to  storm,  to  assault. 
Ava-skanda,  as,  m.  assault,  attack,  storm ;  a 

camp ;  descending,  bathing. 
Ava-skandana,am,  n.  attacking,  assaulting,  storm ; 

refutation  ;  descending ;  bathing. 

Ava-skandtta,  as,  a,  am,  attacked ;  gone  down ; 
refuted ;  bathed,  bathing. 
Ava-skandin,  I,  irii,  i,  leaping  upon,  covering; 

attacking,  assaulting. 

^T^raK  avas-kara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kri  with 

anas),  something  to  be  concealed  or  swept  away ; 
a  privity;  ordure,  faeces;  dirt;  sweepings;  the 

privities ;  a  place  for  fjeces,  &c.  —  Avaskara-man- 
dira,  am,  n.  a  privy,  water-closet. 
Avas-karaka,  as,  m.  existing  in  the  fzces,  an  in- 

sect ;  a  sweeper ;  a  brush,  broom,  &c. 

ava-skava,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  worm. 
l  avastat,  ind.  (fr.  2.  ocas,  q.  v.), 

below,  from  below,  downwards,  hitherwards;  (with 

gen.)  below.  ••  Arastdt-prapadana ,  as,  d,  am, 
(anything)  attained  from  below  (as  heaven,  &c.). 

»JNW  a-rastu,  u,  n.  a  worthless  thing ; 

nothing;  insubstamiality,  the  unreality  of  matter. 
—  Avastu-td,  I.  or  arastu-tca,  am,  n.  insubstan- 
tiality,  unreality. 

^TC<T  ava-stri,  cl.  9.  P.,  Ved.  -strinati, 
-startutn,  -starltitm  or  -rltum,  to  cover;  to  spread 
or  lay  down  a  covering. 

Aea-starana,am,  n.  spreading  out  or  laying  down a  covering. 

Of,  m.  a  screen  or  wall  of  cloth  sur- 
rounding a  tent. 

a-vastra,  as,  a,  am,  without  clothes, 

garmentless,  naked.  —  Arastra-td,  f.  nakedness. 

ava-stha,  cl.  I.  A.  -tishthate,  -stha- 

tum,  to  take  one's  stand,  remain  standing  ;  to  stay, 
abide,  stop,  stand  apart,  stand  by  or  near  ;  Ved.  to 

place  :  Caus.  -sthapayatt  or  -te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
stand  or  stop,  to  place,  fix,  settle,  set,  array. 
Ava-stha,  as,  m.  membrum  virile,  see  upa-stha; 

(S),  f.  appearance  (in  a  court  of  justice)  ;  stability. 
consistence  ;  state,  condition,  situation,  circumstance 

of  age  or  position;  degree,  proportion;  the  female 
organ  of  generation.  —  Arasthd-fatufktaya,  am,  n. 
the  four  periods  or  states  of  human  life,  viz.  child- 

hood, youth,  manhood,  and  old  age.  —  Araethd- 
traya,  am,  n.  the  three  states,  or  waking,  dreaming, 
and  sound  sleep.  —  Avasthd-draya,  am,  n.  the  two 
states  of  life,  viz.  happiness  and  misery. 

Ava-sthdiia,  am,  n,  standing  on  or  placing  one's 
self  on  (anything),  residing,  abiding,  dwelling  ;  re- 

sidence, abode  ;  place  or  period  of  abiding  or  staying  ; 
situation,  station. 
Ava-sthdpana,  am,  n.  fixing,  settling. 

Ava-sthdpita,  as,  d,  am,  fixed. 
Ara-sthdpya,  ind.  having  fixed,  placed,  set  or  put. 
Ava-stkdya,  ind.  having  stayed  or  remained. 
Ara-sthdyin,  i,  irii,  i,  staying,  residing  in  ;  placed. 

Ava-sthita,  as,  d,  am,  standing  on  or  in,  remain- 
ing, staying,  abiding,  residing,  lasting,  remaining  firm 

or  fixed,  &c.  ;  firm  of  purpose,  steady  ;  engaged  in, 

prosecuting,  following.  —  Arasthita-mati,  is,  is,  i, 
of  fixed  mind. 

Ai-a-stkiti,  ii,  f.  abiding;  residence;  following, 

practising. 

ava-spri,  cl.  5.  P.,  Ved.  -spriifoti, 

-spartum,  to  defend,  preserve  from. 
Ava-spartri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  a  preserver,  saviour. 

i!Ht^  avasya  (fr.  i.  avas),  nom.  P.  ava- 

syati,  Ved.  to  seek  favour  or  assistance. 
Avasyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  desiring  favour  or  assistance. 

•fl'itJMH  ava-sransana,  am,  n.  falling  off 
or  down. 

iSHyH  ava-svan,  cl.  i.  P.  -svanati,  -ni- 
tum,to  sound,  to  smack  (the  lips)  or  otherwise  make 
a  noise  in  eating.  See  ava-thvan. 
Ava-svanya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  roaring,  boisterous. 

•\SM^«^  ava-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti,  -turn,  to 
strike,  hit,  beat  off. 
Am-hata,  as,  d,  am,  beaten,  bruised;  threshed. 

winnowed. 
Ava-hanana,  am,  n.  threshing,  pounding  of  rice, 

winnowing  ;  the  lungs. 

••SM^H  ava-has,  cl.  I.  P.  -hasati,  -situm, 

to  smile  at,  laugh  at,  deride. 
Ava-hdsa,  as,  m.  jest,  joke. 

Ava-hdsya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  derided,  exposed  to 

jest,  ridiculous. ••M'4f!W  ava-hasta,  as,  m.  the  back  of  the 

hand. 
3H^1  ava-ha,  Pass,  -hlyate,  to  be    left 

remaining. 

avnhalika,  f.  (rt.  hal),  a  wall, 

a  bound  hedge. 

ava-hita.     See  under  aea-dha. 

a-vahi-tthd,  f.,  am,  n.  (corrupted 

fr.  a-vahih-stlia),  dissimulation. 
*Sc)£  ava-hri,  cl.  i.  P.  -hurati,  -hartum, 

to  lay  aside,  throw  away,  take  away  ;  Ved.  to  throw 
or  knock  down  (?). 



ava-harana. a-vikrlta. 

Ava-harana,  am,  n.  throwing  away;  taking  away; 
stealing,  plundering  ;  taking  back,  redeeming  ;  fining, 
mulcting. 

Ava-hdra,  as,  m.  truce,  suspension  of  arms,  ces- 
sation of  gambling,  fighting,  &c.  ;  a  thief;  a  shark  ; 

a  water  elephant  ;  summoning,  inviting  ;  any  object 
fit  or  able  to  be  brought  near  ;  apostacy,  abandoning 
a  sect  or  cast;  re-delivery. 
Ava-hdraka,  ax,  ikd,  am,  one  who  stops  fighting, 

&c.  ;  (a*),  m.  a  shark,  a  marine  monster. 
Ava-harya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made  to  restore  or 

compensate;  finable,  punishable;  recoverable,  re- 
deemable ;  (anything)  which  one  is  compelled  to  re- 

store. 

Ava-hrita,  as,  a,  am,  taken  off,  back,  or  away  ; 
seized  ;  stolen  ;  fined. 

ava-hela,  am,  a,  n.  f.  or  ava-helana, 
am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  hd  for  hed  with  ava),  disrespect. 

Ara-hdita,  as,  a,  am,  disrespected  ;  (am),  n. 
disrespect. 

•si^o^i,  ava-hvara,  as,  m.  (rt.  hvri),  a 
crooked  way  ;  trick  ;  deceit. 

•w*ur<*«i  a-vdkin,  I,  inl,  i  (rt.  vad),  not 
speaking. 

I  .  a-vdkka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  speechless. 
I.  a-vdf,  k,  k,  k,  speechless,  dumb.  —  Arak-tfruti, 

is,  is,  i,  deaf  and  dumb. 

I  .  a-vdtya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  addressed  ;  im- 
proper to  be  uttered;  vile,  bad;  not  distinctly 

expressed.  —  Arddya  -td,  f.  or  avdfya-tva,  am,  n. 

impropriety;  reproach,  calumny.  —  Avdtya-def'a,  as, 
m.  unmentionable  region,  the  vulva, 

^Rra  avd-kri  (ava-d-kri),  cl.  8.  5.  P. 
-karoti,  -krinoti,  -kartum,  to  remove. 

^<4I*  ava-kri  (ava-d-kri),  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati, 
-karitttm,  -ritum,  to  strew,  pour  upon. 
Avd-kara,  as,  m.  a  mint  (/). 

•sj^IBf  avdksha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  2.  aksha  for 
akshi  with  ava),  who  or  what  looks  down  upon  or 
defends,  a  guardian,  a  keeper. 

•silIU  avdgra  (ava-ag°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
a  bent  top  ;  stooping,  bending,  bowed. 

•«W«*v  2.  ava.6,  an,  d6l,  dk  (ft1.  2.  ava  and 
rind),  turned  downwards,  being  or  situated  below, 
lower  than  (with  abl.);  looking  downwards,  headlong  ; 
south  ;  (I),  f.  the  south  quarter,  the  lower  regions 
[with  avdi!  has  been  compared  the  Lat.  aurster  for 
uva-ster]. 
Avdk,  ind.  downwards  ;  south,  southward,  southern. 

—  Avdk-pushpl,  !.,  N.  of  the  plant  Anethum  Sowa 
Roxb.  —  A  vdk-^dkha,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  branches 
turned  downwards;  epithet  of  the  Ficus  Religiosa.  —  A- 
vdk-iiras,  as,  as,  as,  having  the  head  downwards, 
headlong.  —  Avdy-bhaga,   as,   m.  the  part   below. 
—  Avdn-mukJta,  as,  I,  am,  looking  down  or  away, 
having  the  face  turned  downwards,  headlong  ;  (ow),  m., 
N.  of  a  weapon.  —  Avdn-jtidna,  am,  n.  disrespect. 

a.  avdkka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  a  word  formed  for 
the  etymology  of  avakd, 

Avddlna,  as,  d,  am,  down-looked,  headlong; 
south,  southern;  descended,  gone  down;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  king. 

3.  avafya,  as,  d,  am,  southern,  southerly. 

•flsllfW  avd-ti  (ava-d-ti),  cl.  5.  P.  A. 
-tinoti,  -nute,  -Mum,  to  heap  up,  accumulate, 
gather. 

il  avd-Khid(ava:d-6hid),  cl.  7.  P.  A. 
ti,  -Mhinte,  -((helium,  to  tear  or  snatch 

away. 

Avd-Mhidya,  ind.  having  snatched  away. 

T3rT5^m>aj  (ava-aj),  cl.  I.  P.  avdjati,  -ji- 
tum,  to  drive  down,  to  throw  down. 

n  a-vdjin,  i,  m.,  Ved.  a  bad  horse. 

t  (avtt-at),  cl.  i.  P., Ved.  avdtati, 

-titum,  to  go  down ;  (formed  for  the  etym.  of  arata, 

q.v.) 
Avdtita  (ava-af),  as,  d,  am,  gone  down. 

•si^lfl  i.  a-vdta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  windless, 
not  moved  by  wind,  calm. 

'••aqin  2.  a-vdta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  van,  whence 
the  part.  pass,  vdta),  Ved.  unattacked,  untroubled, 
untouched;  unconquered. 

a-vdtula,  as,  d,  am,  not  flatulent. 

avdd  (ava-ad),  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  avdtti, 
-Hum,  to  cause  to  eat  food. 

•sjsuf^'J  a-vddin,  I,  irii,  i,  no  speaker,  no 
disputer,  one  who  does  not  prosecute  or  bring  an 
action,  peaceable. 

•«i~^ I IN  avdn   (ava-an),  cl.  2.  P.  avdniti, •nitum,  to  breathe  or  inhale. 
I.  avdna,  as,  m.  breathing,  inhaling. 

•will  2.  a-vdna,as,  d,am(foran-avdna?), 
dried,  dry.  See  vdna. 

•«I<IITI<  avdntara  (ava-an0),  as,  d,  am, 
situated  between ;  included,  involved.  —  Avdntara- 

dii,  k,  or  avdntara-dis'd,  f.  an  intermediate  region 
of  the  compass.  —  Avdntara-des"a,  as,  m.  a  place 
situated  in  an  intermediate  region. 
Avdntardm,  ind.,  Ved.  between. 

^T  =TniN  avdp  (ava-dp),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dpnoti, 
-mite,  -Sptum,  to  reach,  enter ;  to  receive ;  to  attain, 
obtain,  gain ;  to  get,  suffer. 

Avdpta,  as,  d,  am,  reached,  received,  obtained, 
got.  —  Avdpta-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  reaching,  obtaining, 
receiving,  taking ;  entertaining  (as  a  belief). 
Avdptavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  obtained  or  gained. 
Avdpti,  is,  f.  obtaining,  getting,  receiving. 
1.  avdpya,  ind.  having  obtained. 
2.  avdpya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  obtained  or  gained ; 

unattainable,  unobtainable  (?). 

vcmTmi  a-vdpita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  vap),  not 
sown  (as  grain)  but  planted. 

•«(<<IHV^  avdpoh  (ava-apa-uh),  cl.  i.  P.  A. 
avdpohati,  -te,  -Mtum,  to  remove. 

'SnrPI  avdya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  i  with  ava), 
giving  way,  yielding,  complying. 

•sill*.  avdra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  2.  ava  or  2. 
aras,  as  para  fr.  para  or  paras,  q.  v.),  this  side, 
the  near  bank  of  a  river.  —  Avdra-tas,  ind.,  Ved.  to 
this  side.  —  Avdra-pdra,  as,  m.  the  ocean.  —  Avdra- 
pdrlna,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  ocean ;  crossing 
a  river. 

Avdrina,  as,  d,  am,  crossing  a  river. 
i.  avdrya,  as,  d,  am,  being  on  the  near  side  of  a river. 

•wil«.<!I  a-vdrana,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  pri),  in- 
curable, not  to  be  remedied. 

1.  avdraniya,  as,  d,  am,  treating  of  incurable 
sicknesses. 

2.  a-vdranlya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  warded  off. 
Anirikd,  (.,  N.  of  the  plant  Coriandrum  Sativum. 

A-vdrita,  as,  d,  am,  unimpeded,  unobstructed ; 
innumerable.  —  Avdrita-dvdra,  as,  d,  am,  having 

open  doors. 
A-varitavya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  impeded  or 

hindered,  not  to  be  kept  off. 

2.  a-vdrya,  as,  d,  am,  unrestrainable,  irresistible ; 
not  to  be  warded  off;  incurable.  —  A-varya-kratu, 
us,  us,  u,  Ved.  of  irresistible  courage.  —  Avdrya-td, 
f.  incurableness 

^nrrt  avdrth  (ava-ridV),  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved. 

avdrfthatf,  -MMtitm,  to  unharness,  to  fall  down. 

•*> <t i ̂  avSrj  (ava-arj), cl.  i.P.,Ved.  avar- 
jati,  -jiltim,  to  dismiss. 

avd-loi!  (ava-d-lo6),   cl.  I.  A. 

-Mate,  -dilum,  to  consider. 

viqiqs  avdvata,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a 

woman  by  any  other  man  than  her  first  husband. 

avdvan,  d,  m.  (fr.  rt.  on),  a  thief. 

a-vasya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vaj),  un- 
desirable. 

^rsTW  avds  (ava-as),  cl.  4.  P.  avdsyati, 
-situm,  to  throw  down. 

^T^RW  a-vdsas,  as,   as,  as,   unclothed, 
naked. 

^^  1*1=1  a-vdstaca  or  a-vdstavika,  as,  I,  am, 
unsubstantial,  unreal ;  fictitious ;  unfounded,  irrational 
(as  an  argument). 

^f^T'ST  a-vdstu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  no 

dwelling,  homeless. 

^Ni^l  a-vdhana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
no  team  or  carriage,  not  driving  in  a  carriage. 

^jfa  am,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  av),  Ved.  favour- 
able, attached  to,  kindly  disposed ;  (is),  m.  f.  a  sheep ; 

the  woollen  Soma  strainer;  (Is),  m.  a  master;  the 
sun ;  air,  wind ;  a  mountain ;  a  wall  or  enclosure ;  a 
cover  made  of  the  skin  of  mice ;  a  rat ;  a  blanket ; 

the  shawl  goat;  (is),  f.  an  ewe;  a  woman  in  her 
courses  [cf.  Lith.  awi-s;  Slav,  ovjza;  Lat  ovi-s; 

Gr.  oi's;  Goth,  avtstr].  —  Avi-katorana,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  tribute  (perhaps  consisting  of  sheep).— Am- 

gandhikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant  =Aja-gandhd.  —  Av{- 
dugdha  or  avi-dusa  or  avi-marisa  or  avi-sodha, 
am,  n.  the  milk  of  an  ewe.  —  Avi^pata,  ae,  m. 

sheep's  skin,  woollen  cloth. —Am-pala,  as,  m.  a 
shepherd.  —  Avi-priya,  as,  m.  'liked  by  sheep,'  N. 
of  the  grass  Oplismenus  Frumentaceus ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 
another  plant.  —  Avi-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  possessing 

sheep. ~ Avi-stfuila,  am,  n.  'sheep-place,'  N.  of  a town. 

Avika,  as,  m.  a  sheep ;  (a),  f.  an  ewe ;  (am),  n. 
a  diamond. 

Arikata,  as,  m.  a  flock  of  sheep. 
Avitd,  (.  an  ewe,  a  sheep. 

Avithya.     See  below,  s.  v. 

v(  fa  en  -q  a-vika6a,  as,  d,  am,  closed,  shut 
(as  a  flower). 

A-vika/Hta,  as,  d,  am,  unblown. 

•*((%<*«(  a-vikatha,  as,  d,  am,  not  boasting, 
not  talking  vainly  or  idly. 

A-vikathana,  ae,  d,  am,  one  who  does  not  boast ; 

(am),  n.  not  boasting. 
«iiq<*H  a-vikarsha,  as,  m.  absence  of 

separation. 
A-mkrvslita,  as,  d,  am,  not  drawn  apart,  not 

separated. 
iHf<4<*c3  a-vikala,  as,  d,  am,  unimpaired, 

perfect,  entire ;  regular,  orderly,  consistent. 

*H  fa  <*  <d4  a-vikalpa,  as,  m.  absence  of 
doubt  or  alternative,  positive  act  or  precept ;  (as,  d, 

am),  unchangeable ;  (am),  ind.  without  any  doubt. 

wfV«irR  a-vikdra,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-vikdrya, 

as,  d,  am,  immutable,  unchangeable ;  permanent ; 

(am),  n.  unchangeableness. 
A-vikrita,  as,  d,  am,  unchanged,  permanent. 

A-vikrfya,  as,  d,  am,  showing  no  alteration  or 
difference,  unchangeable,  always  alike. 

•sifqsjiH  a-vikrama,  as,  d,  am,  powerless, 
feeble,  without  courage  ;  (as),  m.  cowardice. 

A-vikrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  unsurpassed;  feeble,  power- 
less. 

v)  \tstma-vikraya,  as,  m.(rt.in),  non-sale. 

A-vikrita,  as,  d,  am,  unsold ;   one  who  has  not 
sold. 



96 a-vikreya. 

A-vikreya,  as,  a,  am,  unsaleable,  not  to  be  sold. 

"wfVsJiH  a-viklama,  as,  m.  vigour,  fresh- 
ness, absence  of  fatigue. 

A-riklanta,  <u,  a,  am,  unwearied,  vigorous. 

THfa;^i=l  a-viklava,  as,  a,  am,  calm,  com- 
posed, firm. 

^rftrEfrT  a-vikshata,  as,  a,  am,  undimi- 
nished,  entire  ;  unhurt 

^ftrftifr^a-tnfoAi/,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
A-vikihita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  undiminished,  unhurt. 

^faPBjM  a-vikshipa,  as,  m.  unable  to  dis- 

tribute, dispense,  &c.  ;  distributing  badly  ;  different 
from  one  who  distributes  ;  one  who  is  no  distributer. 

A-riksMpta,  as,  a,  am,  not  thrown  away,  re- 
tained ;  attentive,  composed. 

a-vikshobha,  as,  m.  (rt.  kshubh), 

quiet,  quiescence. 
A-viksJtobhita,  as,  a,  am,  undisturbed,  tranquil. 

^T=H«(U!iH  a-vikhandita,  as,  a,  am,  \m- 
dKtarbed.  —  Avikhandita-manas,  as,  as,  ae,  im- 
perturbable. 

wfa'lrl  a-vigata,  as,  a,  am,  unseparated, 
retained,  present. 
A-vigama,  ae,  a,  am,  unseparated,  unremoved; 

(as),  m.  non-separation,  association,  inherence,  pre- 
sence. 

flfaJlfigrl  a-vigarhita,  as,  a,  am,  unre- 
proached. 

^rfajfbf  a-vigita,  as,  a,  am,  uncensured, 
unreproached. 

^rfcJMU  a-viguna,  as,  a,  am,  compatible, 
consistent  with,  not  contrary  to. 

*4ir=HH  a-vigna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  fruit 
tree  Carissa  Carandas  L. 

•*jfaij^  a-mgraha,  as,  a,  am,  bodiless,  in- 
corporeal. 

ofavirt  a-viyhdta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  han),  un- 
impeded, having  no  obstacle.  —  Avighata-gati,  Is, 

is,  i,  unimpeded  or  unobstructed  in  (its)  course. 
A-vighna,  as,  a,  am,  uninterrupted,  unimpeded  ; 

(am),  n.  undisturbedness,  want  of  obstacle;  aui- 
ghnena,  ind.  without  obstacle,  uninterruptedly. 

a-vifakshana,   as,   a,  am,  un- 
learned, ignorant. 

wftp?'?5  a-viiala,  as,  a,  am,  immoveable. 
*«  fa  ̂i  i  ̂  co  a-vifd6ala,  as,  a,  am,  or  a-vi- 

(afalat,  at,  all,  at,  or  a-viiafali,  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 
not  staggering  or  fluctuating,  standing  firmly. 

••sfaMU,  a-Mdra,  as,  a,  am,  undiscrimi- 
nating,  ill-judging,  unwise;  unhesitating,  prompt; 
(as),  m.  want  of  judgment  or  discrimination,  error, 
folly  ;  promptitude. 

A-mfarita,  as,  a,  am,  ill-judged,  badly  investi- 
gated, unconsidered  ;  determined,  certain,  clear,  not 

requiring  deliberation.  —A  vidarita-nirnaya,  as,  m. 
prejudice. 

A-vi(arin,  t,  tni,  t,  unthinking,  inconsiderate. 

A-vtfdrya,  ind.  without  considering,  inconsider- 
ately, unreflectingly. 

^ffa^ifrtii  a-viidlita,  as,  a,  am,  unmoved; 
unshaken  ;  viaorious. 

•«ifa-«|i<4  a-vi6ritya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  to be  loosened. 

^eifa'Mfiti  a-videtana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  un- 
intelligible. 

•«ffar<as.fi  a-vitthinna,  as,  a,  am,  unsepa- 
rated, undivided,  uninterrupted.  —  A-Mfhinna-pa- 

tam,  ind.  fallen  on  one's  knees. 

A-viMheda,  as,  a,  am,  uninterrupted  ;  undivided, 

entire,  whole  ;  (as),  m.  the  not  being  separated,  en- 
tireness  ;  connection,  continuity.  —  AiiUfhedena,  ind. 
uninterruptedly. 

*H  fa  *M  rl  a-vifyuta,  as,  a,  am,  not  deviated 
from,  observed,  followed  ;  eternal,  permanent. 

•>J)fa»11rl  a-vijdta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  jan),Ved. 
not  having  brought  forth,  not  having  offspring. 

A-vijdtlya,  as,  a,  am,  of  the  same  species. 

a-vijanat,  an,  all,  at  (rt.jnd), 

a-vipula. 

—  AviddlM-dfix,  k,  k,  k,  all-seeing.  —  Aviddha- 
•varfas,  as,  as,  as,  of  unimpaired  glory. 
^(f^Sa-mdya,as,  d,  am  (rt.  i.vid,  to  know), 

unlearned,  unwise,  foolish ;  not  relating  to  know- 
ledge ;  (a),  f.  ignorance,  spiritual  ignorance,  illusion, 

personified  illusion  or  Maya  ;  (with  Buddhists)  igno- 
rance together  with  non-existence.  —  Acidyd-maya, 

as,  i,  am,  caused  by  ignorance  or  illusion. 
A-vidrat,  an,  us/a,  as,  unwise,  unlearned. 

a-vidyamdna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  2. 

Ved.  not  understanding. 

A-vijna,  as,  a,  am,  ignorant,  untaught  ;  clumsy, 
stupid.  —  Avijna-td,  f.  or  avijna-tva,  am,  n.  igno- rance, folly. 

A-vijAdta,  as,  a,  am,  unknown  ;  undistinguished, 
unintelligible,  indistinct,  doubtful.  —  Avijnata-gati, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Anila  and  Siva.  —  Avijiiata- 

gada,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  speaking  in  an  unintelligible manner. 

A-rijndya,  ind.  not  having  understood,  without 
distinguishing. 

A-mjneya,  as,  a,  am,  undistinguishable,  undiscern- 
ible,  unintelligible,  not  to  be  recognized  or  known. 

'!)fanrfr*1  a-vijitya,  ind.  not  having  con- 

quered. 
^failH  a-vidlna,  am,  n.  a  direct  flight. 

••ilfarl  avita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  av),  preserved, 

protected. 
Avitri,  ta,  tri,  m.  f.,  Ved.  a  favourer,  patron,  pro- 

tector. 

»sfari>4  a-vitatha,  as,  d,  am,  not  untrue, 
true;  not  vain,  not  false  or  futile;  effective;  (am), 
n.  truth  ;  a  species  of  the  Atyashti  metre  ;  (am),  ind. 
not  falsely,  according  to  truth. 

fl  fa  rl  iftrf  a-vitdrin,  I,  inl,  i  (rt.  <n),Ved. 

not  passing  away,  not  departing,  remaining. 

^yfarlH  a-vitripta,  as,  d,  am,  unsatisfied. 

—  Amtripta-kama,  ae,  a,  am,  having  the  desires 
unsatisfied. 

••Sifa,)  a-vitta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vid,  to  find), 
not  found  ;  unknown,  poor. 

A-mtti,  is,  {.,  Ved.  the  not  finding,  the  not  pos- 
sessing, poverty. 

'ufar^^f  a-tityaja,  as,  am,  m.  n.  quick- 
silver. 

•flfavj*.  a-vithura,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not 
staggering  ;  not  fragile. 
^jfaity  avithya,  as,  d,  am  (ft.  am],  fit  or 

suited  to  a  sheep. 

wf%<pV  a-vidagdha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dah), 
unlearned,  inexperienced,  stupid  ;  undigested. 

A-vidahin,  I,  inl,  i,  imperfectly  digested,  pro- 

ducing heartburn. 

••JjfafJJ-H  a-vidasya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  das),Ved. 

not  ceasing,  inexhaustible. 
A-mddsin,  i,  inl,  i,  perennial,  perpetual. 

'JlfMf^'rl  a-vidita,  as,  a,  am,  unknown. 
A-viditva,  ind.  not  knowing,  without  having  ascer- 

tained. 

a-vidldhayu,  us,  us,  u  (rt.  dh't), 
Ved.  not  deliberating,  not  delaying;  shining,  re- 

splendent. 
•^r^^La-vidiira,  as,  d,  am,  not  very  dis- 

tant, near,  contiguous  ;  (am),  n.  proximity  ;  (am), 
ind.  near  to.  —  Avidurat  or  avidura-tas  or  am- 
dilre,  ind.  near,  not  far  off  (with  abl.). 

»i)fa^  a-viddha,  as,  d,  am,  unpierced. 
—  Aviddha-karna  or  amddha-karni  (also  viddha- 
karni),  f.,  N.  of  the  plant  Cissampelos  Hexaudra. 

i~id,  to  find),  not  present,  absent;  non-existent. 

'flfaPjt)  a-vidriya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dfi),  Ved. 
without  a  rent  ;  impenetrable,  solid,  dense. 

wftrflJ^  a-vidvish,  t,  t,  t  (rt.  dvish),  not 
hating,  not  an  enemy. 

A-vidveska,  as,  m.,  Ved.  absence  of  hatred  or 
hostility. 

a-vidhavd,  f.  not  a  widow. 

avidhd,  ind.  an  interjection  cor- 
responding to  the  Prakrit  aviha  or  aviha,  used  in 

calling  for  help  in  danger. 

<ei(Vt!l'{  a-vidhdna,  am,  n.  (rt.  dhd),  devi- 
ation from  or  absence  of  fixed  rule,  irregularity. 

—  Avidhana-tas,  ind.  irregularly. 
A-vidhi,  is,  is,  i,  void  of  or  contrary  to  rule  ; 

(is),  f.  irregularity.  —  A-vidhi-p&naJia,  as,  d,  am, 
not  according  to  rule. 

•flfaff  avina,  as,  m.  (rt.  an),  a  sacrificer, 

one  who  performs  a  sacrifice  or  causes  it  to  be  per- 
formed ;  an  officiating  priest  at  a  sacrifice. 

•«(  fa  1  *<  a-vinaya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ni),  with- 

out proper  training,  ill-behaved,  indecorous  ;  (a*),  m. 
want  of  good  manners  or  modesty;  bad  training; 

rude  behaviour;  indecorum,  impropriety,  fault;  in- 

civility, disrespect  ;  offence,  crime. 
A-mnita,  as,  a,  am,  badly  trained,  badly  brought 

up,  ill-mannered,  misbehaving,  acting  ill  or  impro- 
perly, wicked,  vile  ;  (a),  f.  an  immodest,  unchaste,  or 

disloyal  woman. 
^tfaHHJ*-  a-vinasvara,  as,  i,  am,  or  a-vi- 

nafya,  as,  a,  am,  indestructible. A-mna^yat,  an,  and,  at,  not  perishing. 
A-find^a,  as,  m.  non-destruction,  preservation. 

A-vinas'in,  t,  inl,  i,  indestructible. 
^rf%>TT*TT^  a-vindbhdva,  as,  m.  inherent 

and  essential  character. 

'Sf^fH'IH  a-vinigama,  as,  m.  an  illogical 

conclusion. 
^rf^fVWclf  a-vinirmoka,  as,  d,  am,  without 

an  exception. 
»Jjfa(VMfrl»T  a-vinivartin,  i,  ini,  i,  not 

turning  back,  holding  on,  advancing. 

•^fariq  avindhya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  minister 

of  Ravana  ;  (d),  (.,  N.  of  a  river. 
>H  fa  14  jSJi  a-vipakva,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  pac),  not 

ripe,  immature,  undigested.  —  Aripakva-buddhi,  is, 

is,  i,  inexperienced. A-vipdka,  as,  m.  indigestion;  immaturity;  not 
suffering  the  consequence  of  actions  in  a  former  life  ; 

(a*,  6,  am),  suffering  from  indigestion. 
•>nfal|T5f  a-vipaksha,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 

adversary,  unopposed. 

a-vipad,  t,  f.  (rt.  pad),  prosperity, 
. 

A-vipanna,  ae,  d,  am,  uninjured,  unhurt;  not 
soiled  or  contaminated,  pure,  clean. 

^forPSTfT  a-vipasiit,  t,  t,  t,  unwise,  ig- 
norant. 

"Ufagoi  a-vipula,  as,  d,  am,  small,  insigni- 
ficant, slender. 



a-vipra. a-vlkshana. 

-   _  -,r.a,as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  spiritually 
excited,  not  inspired ;  not  a  worshipper,  not  a  praiser. 

wf^TI^i?  a-viprakrishta,  as,  d,  am,   not 
remote,  near. 

avi-priya.     See  under  avi. 

a-vipluta,  as,  a,  am,  undeviating, 
steadily  observing;  unviolated,  observed  without  de- 
viation. 

vi  fa  mco  a-viphala,  as,  a,  am,  fruitful,  pro- 
ductive. 

a-viphulla,  as,  a,  am,  unblown. 

a-vibhakta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  bhaj), 
undivided,  unpartitioned  ;  unseparated,  joint,  not 
sharing  (applied  to  co-heirs  who  have  not  divided 
their  inheritance). 
A-vibhdga,  as,  d,  am,  unpartitioned,  unportioned  ; 

(as),  m.  undivided  inheritance. 
A-ribhdgin,  I,  inl,  i,  one  who  does  not  share  ; 

not  sharing,  not  dividing. 
A^vibhdjya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  divided,  not  to 

be  partitioned.  —  Avibhdjya-ld,  (.  or  avibhdjya-tva, 
am,  n.  indivisibility,  unfitness  for  partition. 

•»:<  famuli  a-vibhdvand,  f.  or  a-vibhdvana, 
am,  n.  (rt.  l>hu),  non-perception,  non-discrimination, 
imperceptibility,  disappearance. 
A-vibhdvaniya,  an,  d,  am,  imperceptible,  undis- 

tinguishable. 
A-mbTidvita,  as,  d,  am,  unperceived,  unobserved. 
A-vibJiavya,  as,  d,  am,  undistinguishable,  imper- 

ceptible. 

vifasT'rT  a-vibhrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  uninter- 
rupted. 

•«ifa«(T3  a-vimatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (?). 
vrfa»<rt  a-vimala,  as,  d,  am,  not  clear, 

foul,  turbid. 

•«lfa»i7ti  a-vimukta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  mu6),  un- 
loosed, not  quitted  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha  near 

Benares.  —  Avimuktdpida  (°ta-dp°),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  king.  —  Avimukteivara  (°ta-i3°),  as,  m.  a  cele- 

brated Siva-lin-ga  at  Benares. 
A^vtmokya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  to  be  loosened. 

•«ifa<4r«i  a-viyukta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  yuj),  un- 
divided, conjoined  ;  not  separated  or  absent.  . 

A-viyoga,  as,  m.  conjunction,  association  ;  the  not 
being  parted  or  absent,  presence.  —  Aviyoga-tritlya, 
f.,  N.  of  a  certain  festival  or  holiday.  —  Aviyogatri- 
tiyd-vrata,  N.  of  the  sixteenth  Adhyaya  of  the 
Bhavishyottara-PurSna. 

vffaoii  a-mrakta,  as,  a,  am,  not  indifferent 
or  estranged  ;  attached  to,  interested  in. 

•w  (%«.«!!  a-virana,  as,  m.,Ved.  continuation. 

vifa«ji  a-virata,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  ram),  not 
desisting  from  (with  abl.)  ;  uninterrupted,  continual, 
eternal  ;  abandoned  ;  (am),  ind.  eternally,  continually. 
A-nrali,  is,  f.  incontinence,  intemperance. 
A-virdma,  as,  d,  am,  uninterrupted,  continuous; 

(an),  m.  uninterrupted  succession,  continuance  ;  (am), 
ind.  uninterruptedly. 

^rftr<5  a-mrala,  as,  d,  am,  contiguous, 
close  ;  coarse,  gross,  substantial  ;  uninterrupted  ;  (am), 
ind.  contiguously,  closely.  —  Avi  rala-dhdrdsdra,  as, 
m.  incessant  down-pour  of  heavy  rain. 

'wfavfifii  a-virahita,  as,  d,  am,  not  sepa- 
rated from,  abounding  in. 

^WTWi^a-virddfiayat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved. 
not  withdrawing  one's  self,  not  avoiding;  not  de- sisting. 

™^t«S  a-viruddha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  rudh), 
unobstructed,  unimpeded  ;  allowed,  permitted,  proper  ; 
compatible,  consistent  with. 

A-virodha,  as,  m.  absence  of  impediment;  assent, 
concurrence,  non-opposition;  consistency,  compati- bility. 

A-virodhita,  as,  d,  am,  unimpeded,  unobstructed. 

vi  fa  i,^  «t  a-vire(ana,  am,  n.  anything 
which  constipates  or  stops  the  passage  of  the  food. 
A-mrt(ya,  as,  a,  am,  not  to  be  purged. 

vifart'HjrT  a-vilakshita,  as,  d,  am,  con- 
cealed, veiled. 

•si  fart  H1  «f  a-vilanghana,  am,  n.  non-trans- 
gression, not  exceeding,  not  trespassing. 

A-vilanghanlya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  exceeded 
or  transgressed  ;  prescribed,  fixed. 

v7fart£f  a-vilamba  or  a-vilambana,  as,  d, 
am,  not  delaying,  prompt,  quick,  expeditious ;  (bos), 
m.  non-delay.  —  A-vilambam  or  a-vilambena,  ind. 
without  delay,  quickly. 

A-mlambita,  as,  d,  am,  not  delaying,  not  slow, 
quick,  expeditious ;  (am),  ind.  going  quickly,  a  swift 

pace. 

avild,  f.  an  ewe.     See  under  avi. 

a-vildsa,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
caprice,  faithful,  constant. 

vi  fa  To**?!  a-vilikha,  as,  m.  unable  to  write 
or  paint,  writing  or  painting  badly;  different  from 
one  who  writes  or  paints ;  one  who  is  not  a  writer 
or  painter. 

a-vilupta,  as,  d,  am,  uninterrupted. 

fif  a-vivakshita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vat), 
not  intended  to  be  said,  unassorted,  undeclared. 

A-vivikya,  as,  d,  am,  not  admitting  censure  or 
correction ;  N.  of  the  tenth  day  of  a  certain  Soma 
sacrifice. 

vlfa^m  a-vivdda,  as,  m.  non-disagree- 
ment, concurrence,  consent. 

A^vivddin,  I,  inl,  i,  uncontenn'ous,  quiet,  peace- 
able. 

vtfa^irifn  a-vivahita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vah), unmarried, 

A-vivdhin,  I,  irii,  i,  not  marrying,  single;  not 
relating  to  marriage ;  interdicted  as  to  marriage. 

•a fa fa •»  a-vivikta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  vi6),  un- 
discriminated, uninvestigated ;  indiscriminate,  con- 

founded; common,  public.— A-vivikta-drii,  Ic,  ic, 
k,  viewing  all  as  one  with  God. 
A-viveka,  as,  d,  am,  without  judgment  or  dis- 

crimination ;  (as),  m.  absence  of  discrimination  or 
judgment,  ignorance.  —  Aviveka-krita,  as,  d,  am, 
done  thoughtlessly.  —  Amveka-td,  f.  or  aviveka-tva, 
am,  n.  want  of  judgment,  inconsiderateness,  impru- dence. 

A-vivekin,  I,  inl,  i,  or  a-mvetaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 
undiscriminating,  ignorant,  having  no  judgment,  su- 

perficial, short-sighted. 
A-vive<!and,  (.  want  of  judgment  or  discrimination. 

vtfa*(<T  a-vivena,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  dis- 
affected; (am),  ind.,  Ved.  not  disaffectedly,  favourably. 

vi  fa  315;  a-visanka,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  sank), 
having  no  fears  or  doubts,  fearless ;  (a),  f.  unappre- 
hensiveness,  confidence,  certainty.  —  A-viimtkena, 
ind.  undoubtingly,  without  hesitation. 

A-vUamlefta,  as,  d,  am,  unapprehensive,  con- fiding, trusting. 

•sif^iw  a-vis'astri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  an  un- 
skilful cutter  up  or  killer  (of  animals  at  a  sacrifice). 

IM  fa  31^  a-visuddha,  as,  d,  am,  pure,  clear, 
free  from  fault  or  defect ;  valid,  perfect,  unimpeached. 

•eni SIM  a-visesha,  as,  d,  am,  uniform, 
alike,  without  any  difference;  (am),  n.  equability, 
uniformity.  —  A-vlsleiha-jna,  as,  d,  am,  not  per- 

ceiving the  difference  in  things,  undiscriminating. 
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a-visrdnta,  as,  a,  am,  unwearied. 

vtfavjfarq  a-visvam-inva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
not  all-embracing,  not  pervading  everything. 

•sifanjfafl  a-visva-vinna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
not  perceived  everywhere. 

vi  fa  "j  i  ¥  a-visvdsa,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  svas), 

not  causing  confidence,  mistrusted  ;  (as),  m.  mis- 
trust, suspicion;  (d),  {.  a  cow  calving  after  long 

intervals. 
A-vidvasta,  as,  d,  am,  not  trusted,  suspected, 

doubted. 
A-vis'vdsin,  I,  inl,  I,  mistrustful,  unbelieving. 
•sifa^  a-visha,  as,  d,  am,  not  poisonous, 

anti-venomous,  antidote ;  (as),  m.  the  ocean ;  sky ; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  the  plant  Curcuma  Zedoaria;  (I),  f.  a 
river ;  the  earth ;  heaven. 

vrfa^th  a-vishakta,  as,  d,  am,  unimpeded, 
unrestrained,  unchecked. 

•sffanM  a-vishaya,  as,  d,  am,  unperceived, 
invisible ;  insensible ;  disregarding  objects  of  sense ; 
(as),  m.  disappearance ;  absence ;  disregard  of  objects 
of  sense.  —  A-vishayl-karana,  am,  n.  the  not 
making  anything  an  object. 

vi fa  me}  a-vishdda,  as,  d,  am,  not  dejected, 
unwearied,  persevering;  (as),  m.  cheerfulness. 

vi  fag  avishtha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  of  rt.  av), 
Ved.  gladly  accepting ;  very  attentive. 

vi  fa  <M  i  avishyd,  f.  (fr.  avi),  Ved.  wish,  de- 
sire, ardour ;  wish  to  go. 

AvisJiyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  assailing ;  desirous,  vehe- 
ment, violent ;  wishing  to  eat ;  wishing  to  protect. 

,  is,  m.  an  extender,  enlarger(?). 

«T  a-visamvddin,  I,  inl,   'i,  not contradictory. 

vifa  t<  Til  «ix  a-visargin,  I,  inl,  i,  not  quitting, 

retaining,  adhering  to;  (T),  m.  an  unintermittent  fever. 
avi-sodha.     See  under  avi. 

a-vistara,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  stri),  of 
small  extent  or  circuit. 
A-vistdra,  as,  m.  absence  of  amplification. 
A-vistirna,  as,  d,  am,  not  extended,  not  ampli- 

fied, contracted. 
A-vistrita,  as,  d,  am,  compact,  compressed,  close. 

•«lfa**irf  a-vispashta,  as,  d,  am,  not  clear 
or  plain,  indistinct,  obscure;  (am),  n.  indistinct 

speech. 
•sifa**i*JTf  a-vismarana,  am,  n.  or  a-vismriti, 

is,  f.  not  forgetting,  remembering,  recollection. 

•sifa^n  a-vihata,  as,  d,  am,  unobstructed, 
unimpeded.  —  Avihata-gati,  is,  is,  i,  one  whose 
course  is  unobstructed. 

vifa^nflin  a-viharyata-kratu,  us,  us,  u, 
Ved.  whose  will  cannot  be  averted  ;  (Say.)  doer  of 
acts  undesired  (by  his  foes). 

•wfafifn  a-vihita,  as,  d,  am,  undone,  un- 
effected  ;  unprescribed,  not  directed  or  ruled. 

xir=lgrl  a-vihruta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  Am),  Ved. 
unbent,  unbroken  ;  not  curved. 
A-rfhvarat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  not  slipping,  not 

falling;  undeviating. 

•wfao^rt  a-vihvala,  as,  d,  am,  unagitated, 

composed,  calm. i  .  am,  wrong  reading  for  ambya,  q.  v. 

.  a-vi,  Is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  vl  with  a),  a  woman 
in  her  courses. 

^Iq"ltS(*U  a-vikshana,  am,  n.  (rt.  Iksh),  not 
looking  at,  not  regarding. 

Cc 
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A-rikMa,  ae,  a,  am,  unseen,  unbeheld. 

•>JHlfo  a-titi,  is,  is,  i,  waveless ;  (is),  m. 
a  particular  hell-Aviti-maya,  ae,  m.  a  hell,  the 
place  of  punishment  for  liars. 

^cfl^  a-vija,  as,  a,  am,  seedless,  impotent; 
(am),  n.  bad  seed,  bad  grain ;  absence  of  seed, 
A-vljaka,  as,  a,  am,  seedless ;  unsown. 

•SHlt.  a-vira,  as,  a,  am,  unmanly,  effemi- 
nate, weak ;  helpless ;  having  no  sons ;  destitute  of 

men ;  (a),  f.  a  woman  who  has  neither  husband  nor 

son.— Amra-ta,  f.,Ved.want  of  sons.  —  A-mrorlum, 
a,  ghni,  a.Ved.  not  killing  men,  not  pernicious  to men. 

A-clrya,  ae,  a,  am,  Ved.  weak,  ineffective. 

x"H<*  a-vrika,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  hurting, 

inoffensive,  true ;  unendangered,  safe ;  free  from  one 
who  obscures ;  (am),  n.  safety,  peace ;  quiet. 

^TTRf  a-vriksha  or  a-vrikshaka,  as,  a,  am, 
treeless ;  destitute  of  trees. 

flcjfiH  a-vrijina,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not 
intriguing,  straightforward,  sincere,  not  deserting 
(friends),  an  epithet  of  the  Adityas. 

VHrl  a-vrita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unchecked, 

unimpeded ;  unsubdued ;  unselected ;  uncovered,  un- 
protected. 

'fltjftj  a-vritti,  is,  f.  inadequate  support, 
absence  of  subsistence  or  allowance ;  want ;  (is,  is,  i), 

not  existing,  not  present.  —  Avritti-tva,  am,  n.  non- 
existence. 

•«H¥||  a-vritha,  ind.  not  in  vain,  success- 

fully, profitably.  -  Avrlthdrtha  (°thd-ar°),  as,  a,  am, 
successful,  gaining  one's  object. 

•eNfjjcli  a-vriddhika,  as,  I,  am  (rt.  vridh), 
not  augmentative ;  not  bearing  interest. 
A-vrtdha,,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  promoting,  not 

honouring. 

^T^fi?  a-vrishti,  is,  f.  want  of  rain,  drought; 
famine. 

?T^?  a-vriha  or  a-briha,  as,  m.  pi.  (rt. 
vrih),  a  class  of  Buddhist  divinities. 

A-vrihilta,  as,  a,  am,  few,  not  much  or  large. 

^  ave  (ava-i),  cl.  2.  P.  avaiti,  -turn,  to 
go  away,  to  move  away ;  to  go  to  (with  ace.) ;  to 
come  down  upon,  rush  upon  ;  to  look  upon,  consider ; 
perceive,  conceive,  understand,  learn,  know :  Intens. 
or  Pass,  aveyate,  to  beg  pardon  for,  conciliate. 
Areta,  as,  d,  am,  elapsed,  past;  one  who  has 

gained,  obtained,  attained ;  joined  with. 

!?T%'S^  aveksh  (ava-iksh),  cl.  i.  A.  avek- 
ehate,  -shitum,  to  look  towards,  look  at,  consider; 
to  perceive,  observe,  experience;  to  have  in  view, 
aim  at ;  to  have  regard  to,  respect ;  to  expect,  hope 
for :  Caus.  aeekshayati,  -yitutti,  to  cause  to  look  at. 
Avekuhana,  am,  n.  looking  towards  or  at;  the 

act  of  considering,  attention,  observation. 
Avekthaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  looked  at,  to  be 

respected. 
Avekshamana,  as,  d,  am,  looking  at,  inspecting, 

examining. 
Areksha,  f.  seeing,  looking  at ;  observation,  care, 

regard,  attention  to  (with  loc.)  ;  agreement,  engage- 
ment. 

Ai-ekshita,  as,  d,  am,  looked  at,  perceived,  re- 
garded. 
Atxkshin,  i,  ini,  »,  observing,  seeing,  looking  at. 
I.  avekshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  regarded,  to  be  re- 

spected. 
1.  firekthya,  ind.  having  beheld,  having  regarded. 

xiqfiu  a-veni,  is,  is,  i,  not  braided,  having 
no  braid  of  hair ;  not  commingled  (as  the  waters  o 
riven). 

a-vedaydna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  I.  rid), 
lot  knowing,  not  ascertaining. 
A-veda-vid,  t,  m.  a  Brahman  who  has  not  studied 

he  Vedas. 

A-veda-i-ihita,  at,  a,  am,  not  enjoined  in  the 
Vedas,  unscriptnral. 

I.  a-i'tilya,  ae,  a,  am,  not  to  be  known;  un- 
ascertainable,  secret. 

2.  a-vedya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  2.  rid), 
not  to  be  married ;  (as),  m.  a  calf. 

a-venat,   an,  anti,   at,  Ved.  un- 
conscious, not  perceiving. 

ave nv  (ava-inv),  cl.  i .  P.,Ved.  aven- 
vati,  -vitum,  to  send  away. 

avela  (ava-ild?),  as,  m.  denial  or 
concealment  of  knowledge ;  (a),  f.  chewed  betel. 

aveshti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  yaj  with  ava), 

Ved.  appeasing  or  expiation  by  sacrifices. 

a-vaidika,  as,  i,  am,  not  Vedic, 

not  belonging  to  the  Veda. 

a-vaidha,  as,  i,  am,  irregular,  hete- 
rodox, contrary  or  not  conformable  to  rule. 

a-vaidhavya,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
widowhood. 

a-vairahatya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the 
non-destruction  of  men,  security  from  slaughter. 

avokshana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  uksh 

with  ava),  Ved.  besprinkling,  bedewing. 

avoda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ud  with  ava), 
dripping  down,  sprinkling,  moistening ;  (as,  d,  am), 
wet,  moist. 

avo-deva,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  2.  avas, 

q.  v.),  Ved.  bringing  down  the  gods. 

avoh  (ava-iih),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  avohati, 

-te,  -hitum,  to  push  down. 

^  avda,  as,  m.  (=  abda),  a  cloud ;  a 

year. 

^I^T  any  a,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  avi),  Ved.  coming 
from  or  belonging  to  sheep. 

4{c4V?ft  a-vyakta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  anj),  unap- 
parent,  indistinct,  not  manifest,  not  to  be  discerned,  in- 

visible, imperceptible,  unperceived,  undetermined  ;  (in 
algebra)  unknown  as  quantity  or  number ;  (as),  m.  a 
fool ;  primary  matter  which  has  not  yet  entered  into 
real  existence ;  N.  of  Vishnu ;  of  Siva ;  of  Kama 

or  Kandarpa ;  (am),  n.  the  supreme  being  or  uni- 

versal spirit ;  (in  San-khya  phil.)  '  the  undiscrete,' 
the  primary  germ  of  nature,  the  primordial  element 
or  productive  principle  whence  all  the  phenomena  of 
the  material  world  are  developed ;  the  soul ;  nature, 
temperament ;  (am),  ind.  imperceptibly,  indistinctly, 
secretly.  —  Ai'yaktft-kriyd,  f.  algebraic  calculation; 
any  act  of  an  indistinct  character  or  aim.  —  Aryakta- 
gati,  ie,  is,  i,  going  imperceptibly.  —  Avyakta- 
pada,  as,  a,  am,  inarticulate.  —  Avyakta-murti, 
I.",  i«,  i,  whose  form  is  incomprehensible.  —  A- 
njakta-raga,  as,  m.  dark-red,  the  colour  of  the 
dawn.  —  AryaJcta-raii,  in,  f.  an  unknown  number 
or  indistinct  quantity  (in  algebra).  —  Aryakta- 
lulahana,  or  myakta-ryakta,  as,  m.  epithet  of 
Siva,  whose  qualities  are  not  perceptible.  —  Avya- 
kta-vartman,  a,  d,  a,  or  avyakia-marcja,  as,  d, 
am,  mysterious  in  his  ways.  — •  Avyftkta-vdd,  k,  k, 
k,  speaking  indistinctly.  —  Avyakta-samya,  am,  n. 
equation  of  unknown  quantities.  —  Aryakt&di  (°ta- 
ddi),  is,  is,  i,  whose  beginning  is  inscrutable.  ••  A- 
rynktdnukarana  (nta-an°),  am,  n.  the  imitating  of 
unarticulated  or  unmeaning  sound. 
A-ryanjana,  as,  d,  nm,  indistinct;  plain,  not  figu- 

rative ;  (as),  m.  an  animal  without  horns,  though  of 
an  age  to  have  them. 

a-ryagra,  as,  d,  am,  steady,  cool, 
deliberate  ;  indifferent,  undisturbed  ;  attentive. 

<(d|^-  a-vyanga,  as,  a,  am,  not  mutilated, 
sound,  perfect  ;  not  figurative,  plain  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of 
the  plant  Carpopogon  Pruriens  Roxb.  [cf.  Zend 
aiicydnhanem].  —  Aryangdnga  (°ga-anga),as,  i, 
am,  well  made,  symmetrical,  perfect,  entire. 

^?t^I^^  a-vya(as,   as,  as,  as,  Ved.   not 

spacious. •w«4<!Si  avyandd,  f.  (for  adhy-anda?},  N. 

of  the  plant  Carpopogon  Pruriens  Roxb.' 
^raifrT  avyati,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  av),  Ved.  the 

act  of  satiating,  satisfaction  ;  desire. 

^r^rfrTcKT'If  a-vyatikirna,  as,  d,  am,  un- 
mixed, unblended,  distinct,  specific,  separate. 

vi«4«<  a-vyatha,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  vyath),  free 
from  pain  ;  not  inflicting  pain,  merciful  ;  ((is),  m.  a 

snake;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  plant  Terminalia  Citrina 
Roxb.,  and  of  the  plant  Hibiscus  Mutabilis  L.  ;  Ved. 
firmness,  steadiness,  absence  of  tremor. 

A-vyathamdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  moving  un- 
steadily, not  trembling. 

A-vyathi,is,  is,  i.Ved.  not  tremulous,  not  tottering; 
not  unsteady,  stepping  firmly  and  safely,  sure-footed, 
undaunted  ;  epithet  of  the  horses  of  the  Alvins  ;  (is), 

[.  a  firm  step,  sure-footedness  ;  undauntedness.  —  A- 
vyathi-dhi,  is,  f.  the  earth  ;  night. 
A-vyathin,  i,  ini,  i,  free  from  pain,  not  inflicting 

pain. 

A-vyathisha,  as,  m.  the  ocean  ;  the  sun  ;  (i),  f. 
the  earth  ;  midnight. 
A-vyatkya,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  pain,  not  giving 

pain,  not  paining. 
a-vyanat,  an,  ati,  at  (rt.  an),  Ved. 

not  breathing,  lifeless. 

M  a-vyapadesya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to 
be  defined. 

,  as,  m.  steadiness, 
consistency,  constancy. 

A-i-yabhi<!arin,  i,  ini,  i,  not  going  astray,  con- 
stant ;  virtuous,  moral  ;  steady,  steadfast,  permanent, 

faithful. 
)  i  .  avyaya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  avi,  q.  v.), 

Ved.  coming  from  sheep,  made  of  sheep's  skin. 
•>H<*)11  2.  a-vyaya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  i  with  a 

and  n),  not  liable  to  change,  imperishable,  unde- 
caying,  immutable,  eternal  ;  unexpended,  unwasted  ; 
economical,  parsimonious  ;  (as),  m.  a  N.  of  Vishnu 
or  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Raivata  ;  (as,  am), 
m.  n.  an  indeclinable  word,  a  particle;  (am),  n.  (in 
the  VedSnta)  a  member  or  corporeal  part  of  an 

organized  body.  —  Aryaya-tra,  am,  n.  imperishable- 
ness.—  Avyaya-i-art/a,  as,  m.  the  class  of  indeclin- 
ables.  —  Ai-yaydtman  (°ya-dt°),  a,  d,  a,  imperish- 

able, eternal  ;  (a),  m.  soul,  spirit. 

Avyftyi-bhdva,  as,  m.  unchangeable  state,  im- 
perishableness  ;  an  indeclinable  compound. 
4«H5I  a-vyartha,  as,  d,  am,  not  useless, 

profitable,  fruitful  ;  effectual,  efficacious. 
^ajfftsif  a-vyalika,  as,  d,  am,  not  false, 

true,  veracious,  not  disagreeable. 
^T=H^VT«T  a-vyavadhiina,  as,  d,  am  (rt. 

(ihd),  close,  contiguous,  immediate;  not  screened,  not 
concealed,  open,  careless.  —  Avyavadhdna-td,  I.  or 
avyavadhana-tva,  am,  n.  contiguity,  carelessness. 
A-vymahita,  as,  a,  am,  adjoining,  contiguous. 
••HciHWN  a-ryavasdya,  as,  m.  (rt.  so), 

negligence,  inactivity.  —  Aryavasaya-i'at,  an,  ati, 
at,  negligent,  inactive,  remiss. 
A-vgarasiyin,  I,  ini,  i,  negligent,  inactive,  remiss. 

a-vyavasthd,  f.  (rt.  sthd),  irre- 
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gularity,  deviation  from  established  rule;  incorrect 
legal  opinion. 

A-vyavasthita,  as,  a,  am,  not  conformable  to  law 
or  practice  ;  unacquainted  with  the  law  or  custom  ; 
ill-regulated  ;  displaced,  disordered,  not  in  due  order, 
unmethodical. 

^faj^sTni  a-vyavahdrya,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  An), 
unactionable,  not  to  be  discussed  in  law. 

A-vyavahrita,  as,  a,  am,  not  determined  or  in- 
vestigated by  law  ;  not  spoken. 

4|ol|^m  a-vyavdya,  as,  m.  absence  of  in- 
terval, non-separation. 

<M  «H  *H  a-vyasana,  as,  a,  am,  or  a-vyasanin, 
I,  ini,  i,  free  from  evil  practices,  not  vicious,  moral, 
correct,  steady. 

xMJJW  a-vyasta,  as,  a,  am,  undecomposed, 
simple  ;  not  separated,  undispersed,  collected. 

%S  =i(  I  <*  o4  a-vyakula,  as,  a,  am,  not  dis- 
turbed, composed,  calm,  firm. 

•*JI  *H  I  <*  rf  a-vydkrita,  as,  d,  am,  undecom- 
posed, simple  ;  (am),  n.  elementary  substance  from 

which  all  things  were  created,  considered  as  one  with 
the  substance  of  Brahma. 

•AimiJoLII  a-vyakhya,  f.  (rt.  khyd),  want  of 
clearness  of  explanation,  obscurity. 
A-vydkJtyata,  of,  d,  am,  unexplained,  obscure. 
A-vydkhydna,  am,  n.  non-explanation,  absence  of 

explicitness. 
A-vyaktiyeya,a$,  d,am,  inexplicable,  unintelligible; 

not  requiring  to  be  explained,  easy. 

xS^HM  a-vydja,  as,  m.  absence  of  fraud, 
simplicity,  honesty. 

"-SJJIM+  a-vyapaka,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  dp),  not 
spread  over  or  pervading  the  whole,  not  an  invariable 
concomitant,  special,  individual,  peculiar.  ••  Avya- 
paka-td,  f.  or  arydpaka-tva,  am,  n.  non-compre- 

hensiveness or  generalization,  speciality,  individuality. 

A-vydpin,  i,  ini,  i,  not  pervading,  not  compre- 
hensive, not  invariably  concomitant,  special,  indivi- 

dual; partial,  limited.  —  Arydpi-td,  {.  or  ai'ydpi- 
tva,  am,  n.  non-generalization,  speciality. 

A-vyipta,  as,  d,  am,  not  pervaded  with,  peculiar, 
individual,  limited. 

A-ryapti,  is,  f.  inadequate  pervasion  or  extent  (of 

a  definition)  ;  e.  g.  '  man  is  a  cooking  animal,'  which 
does  not  extend  to  savages  who  eat  raw  food. 

A-vydpya,  an,  a,  am,  not  to  be  pervaded  generally, 
not  extending  to  the  whole  circumstances,  peculiar; 

(a),  ind.  not  pervading.  —  A-vydpya-vritti,  is,  is,  i, 
(in  logic)  a  category  of  limited  application,  partial  in- 

herence, with  reference  to  place  and  time,  as  pain, 
pleasure,  love,  hatred,  virtue,  vice,  &c. 

'•NsHIMTl  a-vyapanna,  as,  d,  am,  not  dead, 
not  quite  extinct,  just  alive. 

«t«4im*.  a-vyapara,  as,  m.  vacation  from 
work,  state  of  being  unemployed;  a  business  not 

practised  or  understood,  not  one's  own  business. 

^^TTTW  a-vydydma,  as,  m.  (rt.  yam), 
non-exertion,  absence  of  lassitude  or  of  fatigue  from 
exertion. 

A-rtjili/ata,  m,  d,  am,  not  occupied,  not  detached, 
holding  hrm  (?). 

'aaiiqrtf  a-vydvartana,  am,  n.  not  re- 
turning, not  coming  back,  not  circulating. 

^T«ll?n  a-vydhata,  as,  d,  am,  unresisted, 
unimpeded  ;  not  disappointed. 

a-vydhdrin,  I,  M,  i,  not  utter- 

a-vydhita,  as,  d,  am,  undisputed. 

a-vy-uMinna,  as,  d,  am,   not 
interrupted. 

a-vyutpanna,  as,  d,  am,  not  ac- 
complished, not  proficient,  inexperienced. 

wyg  a-vyushta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  yet 
shining  (as  the  dawn). 

a-vyriddhi,  is,  f.,  Ved.  not  failing. 

a-vyeshyat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at  (rt. 

i),  Ved.  not  disappearing,  not  vanishing. 

•>iin<u  a-vrana,  as,  d,  am,  without  rents  or 
scars,  without  splinters  ;  unhurt,  unscarred,  sound  ; 
amanam  dukram,  a  peculiar  disease  of  the  eyes. 

>.inrl  a-vrata  or  a-vratika,  as,  d,  am,  law- 

less, disobedient,  wicked  ;  not  observing  religious  rites 

or  obligations,  uninitiated. 
Avratya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  offence  against  the  rule  of 

an  ascetic,  violation  of  a  religions  obligation. 

A-vratya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  is  not  a  Vratya. 

4l  d  i  f3T»^  a-vrajin  ,  i,im,  i,  not  wandering 
or  travelling  as  a  mendicant  (?). 

^uyj  i.  as,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  (in  classical 
N  Sanskrit  A.  only),  asnoti,  -nute,  dia, 

dnans'a,  dna^e,  adishyate  or  akshyate,  d&ishta 
and  dshta,  asitmu,  to  reach,  come  to,  arrive  at  ;  to 

get,  gain,  obtain  ;  to  become  master  of,  to  master,  to 
be  able  ;  to  pervade,  penetrate,  pierce  through,  fill  ; 

to  heap,  accumulate  :  Caus.  ddayati,  as'is'at:  Desid. 
a&Hiha&t  :  Intens.  as'dtyate. 
Aian,  a,  m.,  Ved.  a  missile-stone,  or  stone  for 

slinging,  stone,  rock  ;  a  cloud. 
1.  allana,  as,  d,  am,  reaching,  reaching  across. 

Aian  i,  is,  m.  f.  a  missile,  especially  the  thunder- 
bolt and  flash  of  lightning  ;  the  tip  of  a  missile  ;  N. 

of  a  warrior-tribe.  —  Afani-prabfui,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Rakshasa.  —A$ani-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  throwing 
the  thunderbolt,  endowed  with  it. 

I  .  aiitra,  as,  m.  a  thief. 
Aitin,  I,  ini,  i,  reaching  far,  enduring;  Vedic 

superlative  afitama  and  aifkhtha. 

^uy|    2.  as,   cl.  9.  P.  asndti,  dsa,   asi- 
^  shyati,  d&t,  a&tum,  to  eat,  consume  ;  to 

taste,  enjoy  :  Caus.  ddayati,  -yititm,  to  cause  to  eat, 

to  give  to  eat,  to  feed  :  Desid.  aiis'ishati,  to  wish  to eat  :  Intens.  atldsyate. 

2.  afana,  am,  n.  eating,  feeding  ;  food  (often  at  the 

end  of  compounds,  e.g.  mula-phalds'ana,  as,  d,  am, 
having  roots  and  fruit  for  food).  —  Afona-krit,  t,  t,  t, 

Ved.  preparing  food.  —  Afana-pati,  is,  m.,Ved.  lord 
of  food.  —  Aianorvat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  possessed 
of  food. 

As'andya,  nom.  P.  -yati,  -yitum,  to  desire  food, to  be  hungry. 

Atfandyd,  f.  hunger. 

Aisanaylta  or  aianayuka,  as,  d,  <jm,Ved.  hungry. 

ASita,  as,  d,  am,  eaten,  satisfied.  —  As'lta»-r/avina 
or  dsitatt-gavlna,  as,  d,  am,  formerly  grazed  by cattle. 

Aiitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  eaten. 
Asitri,  td,  m.  eating,  an  eater.. 
2.  aMtra,  am,  n.  an  oblation  of  rice,  &c. 
Aiita,  as,  d,  am,  fed,  satiated,  satiate  ;  given  to 

eat  ;  (am),  n.  food. 

^nfl^tT  a-sakuna,  am,  n.  an  inauspicious omen. 

as'a-kumbhi,  f.,  N.  of  the  aquatic 
plant  Pistia  Stratiotes  Lin. 

^T^I^i  a-sakta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  sak),  unable, 
incompetent.  —  Asakta-ld,  (.  or  aiakta-tiia,  am,  n. 
weakness,  inability. 
A-iakti,  is,  f.  inability,  incapability,  weakness, 

impotence. 
A-s"akya,  as,  a,  am,  impossible,  impracticable; 

not  to  be  done.  —  Afakydrtha  (°ya-ar°'),  as,  d,  am, unavailing. 

iH^I'l  asaga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 
the  Jantipurana. 
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a-sanka,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  sank),  fear- 
less, undaunted ;  secure,  certain. 

A-tSankita,  as,  d,  am,  certain,  undoubted ;  fearless. 

^Hfre  a-satha,  as,  d,  am,  virtuous,  sincere. 

"-Mi>lcj  a-satru,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  one  who  has 
no  adversary  ;  one  whom  no  enemy  defies ;  without 
opposition  from  enemies;  (its),  m.  the  moon;  (u), 
n.  condition  of  having  no  enemy. 

^nfTT  3.  asana,  as,  m.  =  asana,  N.  of  the 
tree  Terminalia  Tomentosa  W.  and  A.—  Afana- 

parni  or  asana-parm,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant. 
,  '351  f«T.     See  under  i.  as,  2.  as. 

a-sapat,  an,  anti,  a<,Ved.  not  curs- 
ing, not  imprecating. 

^f^a-sam,  ind.  (rt.  sam),  Ved.  non-wel- 
fare, harm,  mischief. 

A-dama,  as,  m.  disquietude,  uneasiness. 
A-ddnta,  as,  d,  am,  unappeased,  indomitable, 

violent,  wild ;  restless,  anxious,  unresigned ;  uncon- 
secrated,  not  sacred,  irreligious,  profane.  —  Aianta- 
td,  f.  want  of  tranquillity,  passionateness. 

A-ianti,  is,  f.  restlessness,  anxiety.  —  As"dnti-kara, 
as,  i,  am,  causing  anxiety. 
A-iamya,  as,  a,  am,  unappeasable. 

•fl^lWJ  a-sarana,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of 

refuge,  defenceless. 

•fl^KT^  a-sarira,  as,  d,  am,  bodiless,  in- 
corporeal ;  (as),  m.  a  N.  of  Kama,  the  god  of  love. 

A-tarinn,  i,  ini,  i,  incorporeal. 

••H^IH^  a-sarman,  a,  n.  unhappiness,  pain, 
affliction ;  (a,  a,  a),  unhappy,  afflicted. 

^Tjni  a-sas,  as,  as,  as  (rt.  sas  for  sans), 

Ved.  not  blessing,  not  wishing  well,  not  praising, cursing,  hating. 

A-iasta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  inexpressible,  ineffable, 

not  esteemed,  hated,  ill-starred.  —  As"asta-vara,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  having  indescribable  treasures ;  (Say.) 

who  is  not  asked  for  wealth,  i.  e.  who  grants  it  of  his 
own  accord. 

A-iastl,  is,  f.,  Ved.  not  wishing  well,  imprecation, 

evil  design,  curse ;  a  curser,  hater.  —  Aiasti-han,  a, 

ghrii,  a,  Ved.  averting  imprecations  or  curses. 

xH$Hd  a-sastra,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  sas,  to  hurt), 
weaponless,  unarmed. 

'.M  3(1^1  a-sakhd,  f.,  N.  of  a  grass. 

•S)  ̂ l  lO  fXoh  a-sdririka,  as,  t,  am,  not  re- 

lating to  or  endowed  with  body,  incorporeal. 

xM^llvjrl  a-sdsvata,  as,  i,  am,  perishable, transient,  temporary. 

'-M3II*H  a-fasana,  am,  n.  (rt.  /as),  want  of 

government,  anarchy,  disorder. 
A-^dsaniya  or  a-.<dsya,  as,  d,  am,  ungovernable. 
A-idsita,  as,  a,  am,  ungoverned,  undisciplined. 
A-sd8tra,O8,  d,  «»t,  unscriptural,  not  conformable  to 

sacred  authority,  heterodox.  —  A-s"dstra-vihita  or  a- 
s'dstra-siddha,as,  d,  am,  not  enjoined  by  the  S'Sstras. 
A-fditriya,  as,  d,  am,  unscriptural,  heterodox, 

illegal,  immoral,  irreligious. 
•ei fsi I  BJ n  a-sikshita,  as,  d,  am,  untaught. 

asita,  asitavya,  &c.  See  under  2.  as'. 
asitra.  See  under  I.  as',  2.  a/. 

a-sithila,  as,  d,  am.  not  loose, 
firm,  tight,  hard. 

'in.     See  under  i.  as'. 

a-sipada,   as,   d,   am,  Ved.  not 
causing  the  sickness  called  lipada. 

•flfVf*^  a-timida,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  de- 
structive like  a  Simida. 



TOO asimi-vidvish. a-sraddha-bhojin. 

^rftlfttf^f?'^  asimi-vidvish,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
epithet  of  the  seven  Parjanvas  or  rain-clouds  (perhaps 

the  true  reading  may  be  Sfimi-vulrish,  '  hater  of 
the  Simis'). 

iHf^K  os'ira,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  as'),  fire ;  a 
N.  of  the  sun,  'consumer  or  devourer;'  N.  of  a 
Rakshasa  or  goblin ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  this 
Rakshasa ;  (am),  n.  a  diamond. 

»M  0}!  CH  a-siras,  as,  as,  as,  or  a-slraska, 

as,  d,  am,  headless  [cf.  aitapijras].  —  A-tirah-mdna, 
am,  n.  bathing  the  whole  body  except  the  head. 

4<r$H  a-siva,  as,  d,  am,  unfriendly,  un- 
kind, envious;  pernicious,  dangerous;  causing  or 

threatening  mischief;  unlucky,  unfortunate ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  certain  divine  being ;  (i),  f.  a  female  demon 

or  goblin;  (am),  n.  ill-luck,  evil  fortune,  mischief. 

VH  fsj  f^H,  a-6isira,  as,  d,  am,  not  cold, 
warm.  —  A£itira-ta,  f.  heat,  warmth. 

wfiflfijll  asisishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  2.  as, 

in  Desid.),  hungry. 

^fjjISJ  a-sisu,  us,  vl,  u,  childless,  without 

young  ones.  —  Afiim  or  a^Uvikd,  f.  a  childless 
woman. 

^rfifl?  a-sishta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  s'as),  untrained, 
badly  trained,  ill-regulated,  ill-behaved,  rude,  barba- 

rous, profligate.  —  AsisKta-td,  f.  or  adishta-tva,  am, 
n.  rudeness.  —  A^ishfdddra  (°ta-af),  as,  m.  bad  be- 

haviour, rudeness,  profligacy. 
A-iishya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  taught,  not  to  be 

informed. 

wf^re  asishtha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  of  osin, 
see  I .  as),  Ved.  reaching  very  far. 

iH^ll'Sr  i.  asita,  as,  t,  am,  the  eightieth. 
As~iti,  is,  f.  eighty.  —  A&ti-bhdga,  as,  m.  the 

eightieth  part,  one  part  out  of  eighty. 
Asttika,  as,  d,  am,  an  octogenarian,  one  eighty 

years  of  age. 

^iffaT  2.  a-sita,  as,  d,  am,  not  cold,  warm, 
hot.  —  Atfita-kara,  as,  or  afita-ruC,  k,  m.  the  sun, 

'  having  hot  rays.' 
A-sitala,  as,  d,  am,  hot. 

*H3lljIi  a-sirna,  as,  d,  am,  undecayed,  un- 
impaired. 

O^fl^'^  a-sirshan,  d,  a,  a,  Ved.  or  a-6ir- 
shika,  as,  d,  am,  headless. 

•"SSflrJa-s'ifa,  as,  a,  am,  ill-behaved,vulgar, 
offensive;  indifferent;  (am),  n.  bad  manners,  bad 
conduct,  depravity. 

•flSjpM  a-sWi,  is,  is,  i  (rt.  2.  suf),  foul, 
impure;  (is),  f.  impurity,  disgrace,  degradation. 
—  Atuti-ld,  (.  or  aduM-tva,  am,  n.  impurity. 
A-iaufa,  am,  n.  impurity,  foulness ;  legal  impurity, 

contamination,  defilement  contracted  by  the  death  of 
a  relation,  or  by  the  commission  of  prohibited  acts, 
&c.  —  Afauta-tva,  am,  n.  impure  or  abandoned 
nature  or  disposition ;  defilement,  contamination. 

^131^  a-suddha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  sudh),  im- 

pure; inaccurate;  unknown,  unascertained.  —  Atiud- 
dha-vasaka,  as,  m.  a  vagrant,  a  suspicious  cha- 
racter. 

A-fuMkl,  is,  is,  i,  impure ;  (is),  f.  impurity. 
A-4odhanti,  am,  n.  uncleanness ;  inaccuracy. 
A-flodhita,  as,  d,  am,  uncleansed,  unclean ;  in- 

accurate, uncorrected,  unrevised. 

^nj*T  a-subha,  as,  d,  am,  unlucky,  in- 
auspicious ;  (am),  n.  sin,  a  shameful  deed,  misfortune. 

—  Asubhodaya  (°bha-uf),  as,  m.  inauspicious 
omen. 

"5l^J5'  a-susrushd,  f .  inattention,  neglect 
of  service  or  respect. 

asusha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  as'),  Ved. 
eating,  consuming,  voracious ;  (Say.)  not  causing  to 

dry  up,  not  extinguished  (as  if  fr.  rt.  s"iu<lt). 
a-sushka,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  sush),  not 

dry,  moist,  fresh,  green. 
A-.'Soshamya  or  a-soshya,  as,  a,  am,  not  to  be dried  up. 

'StSTJ  a-sudra,  as,  m.  one  who  is  not  a 
udrar 

^ISRl    a-sunya,   as,   d,  am,    not  empty. 

-  Atiunya-s'ayana,  am,  n.,  atunyaiayana-dcitiyd, 
'.,  aiiinyaiayana-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  certain  cere- monies. 

a-s«/o,  f.  the  tree  Vitex  Alata. 

a-sringa,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  horn 

a-srinya,  as,  a,  am,  untameahle, 

a-srita,  as,  d,  am,  not  cooked,  un- 

or top. 

nbridled. 

ripe. 

a-srithita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  srath), 

Ved.  not  loosened. 

a-seca,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  pernicious, 

dangerous,  not  causing  pleasure. 

a-sesha,  as,  a,  am,  without  remainder, 

entire,  perfect,  all, whole,  every;  infinite, endless;  (as), 

m.  non-remainder ;  afesham  or  adeshena  or  as"esha- 
Jos,  ind.  entirely,  wholly.  —  Aiesha-td,  f.  totality. 

—  Aiesha-samrdjya,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  S'm. 
Aieshaya,  nom.  P.  a^eshayali,  -yitum,  to  finish entirely. 

A-s"eshas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  without  offspring  or  de- scendants. 

a-saiksha,  as,  m.  an  Arhat  (lit. '  no 

longer  a  pupil '). 
1.  a-soka,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  2.  sat!), 

Ved.  without  heat. 

2.  a-soka,  as,  d,  am(rt.  I.  suf), with- 
out sorrow,  not  feeling  or  not  causing  sorrow;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  the  tree  Jonesia  Asoka  Roxb.  (it  is  a  tree 
of  moderate  size,  belonging  to  the  leguminous  class, 
with  magnificent  red  flowers) ;  N.  of  a  minister  of 
king  Dasaratha ;  N.  of  a  king  in  Pataliputra ;  (d),  f., 
N.  of  a  medicinal  plant ;  one  of  the  female  domestic 
deities  of  the  Jainas;  (am),  n.  the  blossom  of  the 

ka  plant ;  quicksilver.  —  Asoka-taru,  us,  m.  or 
aJoka-naga,  as,  m.  or  atfoka-uriksha,  as,  m.  an 
Asoka  tree.  —  A.<oka-triratra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  feast 

which  lasts  during  three  nights.  —  Adoka-datta  or 

aioka-vega,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. — As'oka-purnimd, 
{.,  N.  of  a  certain  holiday.  —  Aioka-maiijari,  f.,  N. 
of  a  metre.  —  Aioka-roMni,  f.,  N.  of  a  medicinal 

plant.  —  Afoka-vardhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  A.'Soka-xhanhlht,  (.,  N.  of  a  certain  holiday.  —  A- 

tokdri  (°ka-ar£),  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Nauclea 
Kadamba  Roxb.  -  AJokashtami  (°ka-ash°),  f.  the 

eighth  day  in  the  first  half  of  the  month  C'aitra. A-sofa,  as,  m.  absence  of  care  or  vanity ;  content, 

tranquillity,  modesty. 
A-so(ya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  sorrowed  for. 

a-sodhana.    See  under  a-suddha. 

See  under  a-sushka. 

a-sau(a.     See  under  a-su6i. 

•>!)$n*i  a-saurya,  am,  n.  want  of  heroism, 
cowardice. 

^T?l  i.  os'na,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  as'),Ved. 
voracious;  (as),  m.,  N..of  a  demon. 
ASnaya,  f.,  Ved.  hunger. 
Ailnita-pib&i~ii,  f.  invitation  to  eat  and  to  drink. 

—  A^nitap{batiyati,nom.  he  invites  to  eat  and  drink. 

1.  asman,  d,  m.,  Ved.  eating. 
^T^  2.  asna,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  as?),  Ved. 

a  stone  ;  a  cloud. 
Aima,  as,  m.  a  mountain,  a  rock ;  Ved.  a  cloud. 
Aimaka,  as,  I,  m.  f.,  N.  of  several  persons. 
2.  aiman,  d,  m.  a  stone,  especially  one  fit  for 

slinging ;  flint ;  hard  stone,  rock ;  a  cloud ;  thunder- 
bolt ;  sky  (?) ;  N.  of  a  Brahman  [cf.  Zend  aiman; 

Pers.  asman;   Lith.  akmu,  Them.  akmen;   Slav. 

kunty,  Them,  kamen].  —  Adma-kadali,  f.,  N.  of  a 
plant.  —  Afma-kutta  or  afma-kuftaka,  as,  a,  am, 
breaking  or  bruising  anything  with  a  stone,  bruised  or 
broken  by  stones.  —  Atfina-kettt,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant. 

—  Adma-gandJid,  f.,  N.of  a  plant.  —  AiSma-garlha, 
am,  n.  or  atlmagarbha-ja,    am,  n.  an   emerald. 
—  Aima-ghna,   as,   m.,    N.  of  a  plant.  —  Aima- 
dakra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  furnished  with  a  disk  of 
stone.  —  Aima-ja,  am,  n.  red  chalk;  iron.  —  Aima- 
jatuka,  am,  n.  bitumen.  —  Axma-ddrana,  as,  m. 
an  axe  or  crow  for  breaking  stones ;  (am),  n.  splitting 

stones   or  rocks. —Atma-didyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved. 
throwing  rocks  or  thunderbolts ;  (Say.)  one  who  has 
obtained    a   weapon,    having   adamantine   weapons. 

—  A^man-maya,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  made  of  stone. 
—  Adman-rat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  of  stone,   stony. 
—  Adma-pushpa,  am,  n.  benzoin  (styrax).  —  Aima- 
bhdla,  am,  n.  a  mortar  of  stone  or  iron.  —  Adma- 
l}hid,  t,  m.  the  plant  Coleus  Scutellarioides,  supposed 
to  dissolve  stone  in  the  bladder.  —  AGnia-bheda  or 
afma-bhedaka,  as,  m.  the  same.  —  Aima-maya,  as, 

I,  am,  made  or  consisting  of  stone,  stony.  —  Aima- 
ijoni,  is,  m.  an  emerald.  —  Aima-vat,  an,  atl,  at, 
stony,  of  stone.  —  A3ma~varman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  a  wall 
or  shield  of  stone.  —  Afma-maja,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
included  in  rocks.  —  Aima-sdra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  iron ; 

sapphire.  -  ̂ masara-nsaj/a,  as,  I,  am,  made  or 
consisting  of  iron.  —  Atima-hanman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  a 

stroke  of  the  thunderbolt.  —  Aimasya  (°man-as°), 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a  stone-mouth  or  stone-source, 
i.e.  flowing  from  a  rock.  —  Aimottha  (°man-ut°), 
am,  n.  asphalt,  bitumen. 
Asmara,  as,  a,  am,  stony,  rocky,  appertaining  to 

stone  or  rock ;  (i),  f.  strangury,  stone  or  gravel  (the 

disease).  —  Aiman-gTina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  tree 
Cratseva  Roxburgh!!  R.  Br.,  used  as  a  lithontriptic. 

— As"mari-b)wdana,  am,  n.  a  lithontriptic.  —  Aima- 
ri-hara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  tree  Pentaptera  Arjuna, 
used  as  a  lithontriptic. 

Aimlra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  stone  or  gravel  (the  disease). 

^3*1*11  asmanta,  am,  n.  (fr.  2.  asmanf),  a 

fire-place ;  a  field,  a  plain  ;  death  ;  (as,  d,  am),  un- 
auspicious,  unlucky  ;  unbounded,  unlimited  ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  Marut ;  [with  this  word  compare  Gr.  Kapivos 
and  Lat.  caminus.] 

Aimantaka,  am,  n.  a  fire-place ;  a  shade  for  a 

lamp ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  from  the  fibres  of 
which  a  Brahman's  girdle  may  be  made. 

^ra  i.  os'ra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  as,  wrongly 
spelt  asra),  a  corner  [cf.  ojfri]. 

^SPST  2.  asra,  am,  n.  =  a$ru,  a  tear,  q.  v. 

Aitrdya,  nom.  A.  atrayate,  -yitum,  to  shed  tears. 
Airin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  tears,  in  tears. 

^P5T  3.  os'ra,  am,  n.  =  asra,  hlood,  q.  v. 

—  A.<m-pa,  as,  m.  fiend,  a  cannibal, '  a  blood-drinker.' 
^VH"S  a-sraddha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dhd  with 

6rad),  not  trusting  in  (with  loc.  c.) ;  unbelieving ; 

(a),  f.  want  of  trust,  unbelief. A-draddadhana,  as,  d,  am,  unbelieving,  incre- 

dulous, having  no  faith. 
A-draddheya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  believed,  in- 

credible. 
A-traddha,  as,  d,  am,  not  performing  funeral 

rites,  not  entitled  to  them,  not  belonging  or  relating 

to  them ;  (as),  m.  non-performance  of  funeral  rites. 
—  A-s"rdddlia-ltho}in,  i,  inl,  i,  one  who  has  taken 
the  vow  not  to  eat  during  the  performance  of  the 

Sraddha  ceremonies. 
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a-frama,  as,  m.  (rt.  sram),  freedom 
from  fatigue,  freshness  ;  absence  of  toil,  laziness  ; 
(as,  a,  am),  Ved.  indefatigable. 
A-tframana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  indefatigable  ;  (as), 

m.  one  who  is  not  an  ascetic  or  Buddhist  mendicant. 

A-s"rdnta,  as,  d,  am,  untired,  unwearied,  eternal, 
continual  ;  (am),  ind.  unweariedly,  continually,  unin- 
terruptedly. 

vi>si=t<!.i  a-sravana,  am,  n.  (rt.  sru),  loss  of 
hearing,  deafness. 

A-irdmja,  as,  a,  am,  not  to  be  heard,  unfit  to  be 
heard,  not  to  be  spoken  of. 

^T^lrl*^  a-sratas,  ind.  (rt.  srd),  Ved.  in 
an  uncooked  manner,  raw. 

asri,  is,  or  asrl,  f.  (ft.  rt.  i.  06?), 
the  sharp  side  of  anything,  a  comer,  angle  of  a  room 
or  house;  the  edge  of  a  sword  [cf.  Lat.  aciest  acer; 
Lith.  ossmu].  —  Airl-mat,  an,  att,  at,  cornered. 

vi  iti  n  a-srita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unap- 
proached,  difficult  of  access  ;  not  stopping  (?). 

vitV^asrira.     See  under  2.  asra. 

•«(  'M  l««  a-srika,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  M,  q.  v.), 
unlucky,  unpropitious. 
A-inmat,  dn,-atl,  at,  unfortunate,  inglorious. 
A-irlra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unpleasant,  ugly. 
A-irila,  as,  a,  am,  unprosperous,  unlucky. 
A-sllka,  as,  d,  am  ($li  substituted  for  in),  un- 

lucky, unpropitious. 

A-sTila,  as,  a,  am,  unpleasant,  ugly  ;  coarse,  vul- 
gar; abusive,  blackguard;  (am),  n.  rustic  language, 

untruth,  low  abuse. 

^rej  asm,  u,  n.  a  tear  [supposed  to  stand 
for  dadru  fr.  rt.  dang  :  cf.  Gr.  Sdxpu  ;  Lat.  lacryma 
for  dacryma  ;  Goth.  tagrs,fhem.  tagra  ;  Eng.  tear; 

Mod.  Germ.  Zahre  ;  Lith.  aszara].'~As'ru-kald, 
f.  a  tear-drop.  —  A$rurndli,  f.  Fistula  Lachrymalis. 
—  As"ru-paripurndksha  (°na-ak°),  as,  I,  am,  whose 
eyes  are  filled  with  tears.  —  A.<ru-paripluta,  as,  d, 
am,  bathed  in  tears.  —  Airu-pata,  as,  m.  flow  of 
tears.  —  Airu,-purna,  as,  d,  am,  filled  with  tears. 

—  Airu-pitrnakitla  (°na-dk°),  as,  d,  am,  troubled 
and  filled  with  tears.  —  Airu-purndksha  (°>ia-ak°), 
as,  I,  am,  whose  eyes  are  filled  with  tears.  —  Airu- 
muk/ia,  as,  i,  am,  having  tears  on  the  face.  —  Atfru- 
lotana,  as,  a,  am,  having  tears  in  the  eyes.  —  A3ru- 

pahata  (°nt-Mp°),  as,  d,  am,  affected  by  tears. 

•si'sjn  a-sruta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  sru),  unheard, 
inaudible  ;  contrary  to  the  Vedas  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Krishna,  also  of  Dyutimat.  ••  Adruta-vat,  ind. 
as  if  it  were  not  heard.  —  Adruta-vrana,  as,  m.,  N. of  a  man. 

A-truti,  is,  f.  not  hearing,  forgetfulness  ;  not  being 
directed  by  the  Vedas.  —  A-s'ruti-dhara,  as,  d,  am, 
not  striking  the  hearing  ;  not  knowing  the  Veda. 

•wwt^a-sreyas,  an,  ast,  as,  not  the  better, 
inferior,  worse  ;  worthless,  useless,  unprofitable,  bad  ; 
(as),  n.  mischief,  unhappiness. 
A-ireshtha,  as,  d,  am,  not  the  best,  inferior, 

worse  ;  bad,  vile. 

•wcn<l  a-sreshman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  without bands  (?). 

vr-5i\r<aM  a-s'rotriya,  as,  m.  a  Brahman 
who  has  not  read  the  Vedas  ;  not  a  theologian 

^nSTtn  a-slayhd,  f.  (rt.  s'ldgh),  absence  of 
self-applause,  modesty,  reserve. 
A-slaghya  or  a-tfldy/ianiya,  as,  d,  am,  unde- 

serving of  honour  or  praise,  worthless;  base,  mean. 

181  "T  a-sleshd,  f.  (rt.  slish),  the  ninth 
Nakshalra  or  lunar  mansion,  containing  five  stars;' 
disunion,  disjunction.  -  A^leshd-bhava,  as,  or  aile- 
shd-bhu,  us,  m.  a  N.  of  Ketu,  i.  e.  the  descending 

node  or  dragon's  tail  ;  (as  formed  of  the  lower  ex- 
tremities of  the  Daitya  Sainhika,  who  was  cut  in  tw. 

by  Vishnu  at  the  churning  of  the  ocean.) 

vi  flirt  a-slona,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  lame, 
not  crippled. 

i.  asva,  as,  m.  (rt.  i.  as?),  a  horse, 

especially  a  stallion  ;  the  number  '  seven'  (that  being 
the  number  of  the  horses  of  the  sun)  ;  a  race  of  men 
horse-like  in  strength  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Citraka,  also 
of  a  DSnava  ;  (d),  f.  a  mare  ;  (ait),  du.  a  horse  and 

a  mare  [cf.  Zend  aipa  ;  Lat.  cqims  ;  Gr.  'liriros  ; 
Lith.  aszwa;  Old  Sax.  ehuscalc].—  Aifva-kandikd, 
f.,  N.  of  the  plant  Physalis  Flexuosa.  —  Aiva-lcarna,as, 
m.  the  ear  of  a  horse  ;  N.  of  the  tree  Vatica  Robusta 
W.  and  A.,  so  called  from  the  shape  of  its  leaves  ; 
a  term  in  surgery  for  a  particular  fracture  of  the 
bones  ;  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Aiva-karnaka,  as,  m.  = 
the  preceding  in  all  but  its  last  sense.  —  Asva-ku(l,  f. 
a  stable  for  horses.  —  Aiva-km!ala  or  a$"va-komda, 
as,  d,  am,  skilled  in  horses.  —  As"va-kranda,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  bird.  —  Afva-khtira,  as,  m.  a  horse's 
hoof;  a  perfume,  apparently  a  dried  shell-fish  ;  (a  or 
1),  f.  the  plant  Clitoria  Ternatea  Lin.  —  A  iva-gati, 
is,  f.  the  pace  of  a  horse  ;  N.  of  a  metre  containing 
four  verses  of  sixteen  syllables  each.  —  As'va-gandlid, 
f.  the  plant  Physalis  Flexuosa  Lin.  —  Aiva-gayuga, 
am,  n.  a  pair  of  horses  .  —  Ativa-goslitlia,  am,  n.  a 
stable.  —AiSva-griva,  as,  m.  '  horse-neck/  N.  of  a 
demon,  a  foe  of  Vishnu,  more  commonly  called  Haya- 
grlva.  —  Atlva-ghdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  ASeu- 
ghdsa,  an,  m.  pasture  for  horses.  —  Axva-ghosha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist.  —  Aitva-gkna,  as,  m. 
'  horse-bane,'  N.  of  a  kind  of  Oleander,  Nerium 
Odorum  Ait.  —  As'va-falana-s'dld,  f.  a  riding-house. 
—  Aiva-tikitsaka,  as,  m.  a  farrier,  a  veterinary  sur- 

geon. —  ASca-fikltsa,,  f.  farriery.  —  A&a-jaghana, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  centaur,  a  being  with  lower  limbs  like 
those  of  a  horse.  -  Aiva-jil,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  gaining 
horses  by  conquest;    (t),   m.,    N.   of  a    Buddhist 
Bhikshu.  —  Aiva-tlrtliM,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  of 
pilgrimage  near  Kanyakubja  on  the  Garrga.  —  Afva- 

da,  as,  d,  am,  giving  horses.  —  As"ca-danshtrd,  I. 
the  plant  Tribulus  Lanuginosus  Lin.  —  Afaa-dd,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  or  ailva-ddvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  giving  horses. 
—  Atva-duta,  as,  m.  a  riding  messenger.  —  Aiiia- 
nadl,  (.,  N.  of  a  nm.—Aiva-naya,  as,  m.  a  horse- 
herd,   i.  e.  one  who  has  the  charge  of  a  drove  of 
grazing  horses.  —  AiSva-niliandlrika,  as,  m.  lit.  'a 
horse-fastener,'  a  groom.  —  As"va-nirnij,k,  k,k,Ved. decorated  or  embellished  with  horses.  —  Atva-pa,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  a  groom.  —  Aiva-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  lord 
of  horses  ;  N.  of  several  persons,  of  a  king  of  Madra 
and  father  of  Savitri;    and   of  an  Asura.  —  Aiva- 

parna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  horses  for  wings. 
—  Asva-pastya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  horses  for 
(its)  home  or  seat  or  source,  consisting  in  horses  (?), 
depending  on  horses  (?).  —  Atca-pada,  as,  d,  am, 
horse-footed.  —  Ai-m^pdlu,  as,  m.  a  groom.  —  Afya- 
piMhl,  f.  the  plant  GIvcine  Debilis  Ait.  —  Afva- 
prish/ha,  am,  n.  horseback.  —  Afaa-peias,  as,  as, 
as,  Ved.   decorated    or    embellished   with    horses. 

Aiva-badava  or  aitva-eadava,  am,  n.  horses 
and  mares;  (all),  m.  du.  a  horse  and  a  mare. 

Atva-bandha,  as,  m.  lit.  'a  horse-fastener,'  a 
groom,  an  ostler.  -  Afoa-bandliana,  am,  n.  fasten- 

ing of  horses  ;  (as,  i,  am),  used  for  fastening  horses. 
—  Asm-bald,  {.,  N.  of  a  vegetable.  —  Aiva-liala  or 
aiva-vdla,  as,  m.  tail  or  hair  of  a  horse  ;  a  kind 
of  reed,  Saccharum  Spontaneum  Liu.  —  Axra-bdhu, 
us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  C'itraka.  —  A.<va-ludhna,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  based  on  horses,  having  its  origin  in 
horses,  standing  on  horses,  i.  e.  on  a  carriage  drawn 

by  horses.  —  As'va-budfiya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  based 
on  horses,  having  its  origin  in  horses  (as  wealth), 
distinguished   by   horses.  -  Aiva-bha,   f.    lightning. 
—  Aira-mahishikd,   f.  the    natural   enmity    of  a 
lorse  and  a  buffalo.  —  Aiva-mara  or  as"m~maraka, 
as,  or  afi-a-hantri,  id,   m.  '  horse-destroying,'  a 
and  of  Oleander,  Nerium  Odorum.  —  Aiva-mdla, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  serpent.  —  Ateam-ishti,  is,  is,  i, 

Ved.  seeking  or  wishing  for  horses ;  procuring 
horses,  an  epithet  of  Agni ;  (Say.)  whose  rites  are 

pervasive,  or  who  desires  quick  worship.  —  As"va- 
mufcha,  as,  i,  am,  having  the  head  or  countenance 
of  a  horse  ;  (as),  m.  a  Kinnara  or  celestial  chorister 
(so  represented) ;  according  to  others,  a  kind  of 
demi-god  distinct  from  the  preceding ;  N.  of  a  pe- 

culiar race  of  people.  —  Aiva-mu6,  k,  m.  a  horse- 
stealer.  —  Asva-medha,  as,  m.  the  horse-sacrifice ; 
(a  celebrated  ceremony,  the  antiquity  of  which 
reaches  back  to  the  Vedic  period.  For  example, 
hymns  162  and  163  in  the  first  Mandala  of  the 
Rig-veda  were  used  at  this  sacrifice.  In  later  times 
its  efficacy  was  so  exaggerated,  that  a  hundred  such 
sacrifices  entitled  the  sacrificer  to  displace  Indra  from 
the  dominion  of  Svarga ;  kings  who  engaged  in  it 
spent  enormous  sums  in  gifts  to  the  Brahmans.  It 
is  said  that  the  horse  was  sometimes  not  immolated, 
but  kept  bound  during  the  ceremony) ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Bharata.—  Atframedha-Jcdnda,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the 

thirteenth  book  of  the  Satapatha-Brahmana.  —  As~va- 
medha-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  A&jamedhika 
or  afvamed/uya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  horse- 
sacrifice  ;  (as),  m.  a  horse  fit  for  the  sacrifice,  called 
Asva-medha.  -•A&a-yuj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  harnessing 
horses ;  having  horses  put  to  (as  a  carriage) ;  (t),  f., 
N.  of  a  constellation,  the  head  of  Aries;  the  first 
lunar  mansion ;  m.  the  month  Asvina  (Sept.-Oct.) ; 

(k,  k,  k),  born  under  the  constellation  AsVayuj.  —  A- 
s"va-yuja,  as,  m.  the  month  Asvina.  —  Aiva-yupa, 
as,  m.,  Ved.  the  post  to  which  the  sacrificial  horse 
was  bound.  —  Aim-yoga,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  causing 
the  yoking  of  horses,  joining  or  reaching  as  quickly 
as  horses.  —  As"va-raksha,  as,  m.  the  keeper  or  rider 
of  a  horse,  a  groom.  —  A toa-ratha,  as,  m.  a  carriage 
drawn  by  horses;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —Afoa- 
rddhas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  furnishing  horses.  —  Aiva- 
roilhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Nerium  Odorum 
Ait.— Atva-lalita,  N.  of  a  species  of  the  Vikriti 
metre.  —  Aiva-lala,  f.  a  kind  of  snake.  —  Aiva- 
loman,  d,  m.  horse-hair ;  a  kind  of  snake.  —  Afaa- 
vaktra,  as,  m.  a  Kinnara  or  Gandharba. — Afya- 
vadava,  am,  n.  a  stud  of  horses  and  mares ; 
(au),  m.  du.  a  horse  and  a  mare ;  (as),  m.  horses 
and  mares,  see  atoa-badava.  —  i.a^na-vat,  ind.  like 
a  horse.  —  2.  as"va-vat,  or  Ved.  aicd-vat,  an,  atl,  at, 
possessed  of  horses,  consisting  of  horses.  —  Aiva- 
vadana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people. —Agva-vaka,  as, 
m.  a  horseman.  —  Aiva-vara  or  afya-vdla,  as,  m. 
a  horseman,  a  groom.  —  Adva-vdraka,  O8,  m.  a 
horseman,  a  groom.  —  Atva-vdrana,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  Bos  Gavieus.  —  Aiva-vdha  or  adva-vdhaka, 
as,  m.  a  horseman.  —  Aiva-vikrayin,  i,  m.  a 
horse-dealer.  —  Aira-md,  t,  t,  t,  skilled  in  taming 
horses,  an  epithet  of  Nala ;  a  jockey  ;  Ved.  procuring 
horses.  —  Aira-vrisha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  stallion. 
—  Afca-vaidya,as,  m.  a  farrier,  a  veterinary  surgeon. 
—  Afoa-s'aka,  am,  n.,  Ved.  excrements  of  a  horse. 
—  Asva-takrit,  t,  n.  excrements  of  a  horse,  horse- 

dung;  N.  of  a  river.  —  A6oa-s'anku,  us,  m.,  N.  of 
a  DSnava.  —  Asva-idld,  f.  a  stable.  —  A^va-s"dva,  as, 
m.  a  foal,  a  colt.  —  Aiva-idstra,  am,  n.  a  manual 

or  text-book   of  veterinary   science.  —  As"va-6irae, 
as,  n.  a  horse's  head ;  (as,  as,  as),  having  the  head 
of  a  horse,  an  epithet  of  Narayana;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  Danava.  —  AJm-.<riiJ<llikd,  (.  the  natural  enmity 
between  the  horse  and  the  jackal.  —  Aiva-Siandra, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  causing  joy  (by  means  of)  horses ; 
arilliant  with  horses.  — Aisva-shangava,  am,  n.  a  set 
>r  team  of  six  horses.  —  As'va-sani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  or 

aiva-sd  or  asva-shd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  gaining  or 
procuring  horses.  —  Atpa-sada,  as,  or  aiva-sddin, 

f.  m.  a  horseman,  a  rider,  a  horse-soldier.  —  As"va- 
sdrathya,  am,  n.  management  of  horses  and  cars, 
lorsemanship  and  driving,  coachmanship,  charioteer- 
ship.  —  A.fva-sukti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  of  Vedic 
lymns.  •-  AiSva-sunrita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  praised 
sincerely  for  (the  gift  of)  horses ;  whose  praise  for 

(giving)  horses  is  agreeable  and  true.  —  Atea-sena, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga.  —  As'vasena-nripaiMndana, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  and  saint,  also  SanatkumSra. 

Dd 
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a,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  the 
praise  of  the  sacrificial  horse.  —  Afca-sthana,  am, 
n.  a  stable  or  stall  for  horses;  (as,  a,  am), 

born  in  a  stable.  —  As"va-haya,  of,  a,  am,  Ved. 
driving  or  spurring  a  horse.  —  Asra-haraka,  as, 
m.  a  horse-stealer.  — Adva-hridaya,  am,  n.  horse- 

manship.— .4rfr«j(-sAa  (3ra-a£:),  at,  m.,  N.  of 
a  plant.  —  Afvajant  (°va-aj°),  f.  a  whip.  —  Aica- 
dhika  fraWA3),  an,  a,  am,  strong  in  cavalry, 
superior  in  horses.— Aivddhyaksha  (°va-adh°),  as, 
m.  a  guardian  of  horses.  —  Afva-magAa,  as,i,am, 

Ved.  rich  in  horses.  —  Ateayur-reda  (°va-dy°),  as, 
m.  veterinary  science.  —  A$cdri  ("ca-ari),  it,  m.  a 
buffalo.  —  Aitdrudha  (3ra-«r  ),  as,  a,  am,  mounted, 
sitting  on  horseback.  —  A Sviroha  (°fa-a°),  ae,  a, am, 
riding  or  mounted  on  a  horse ;  (a*),  m.  a  horseman  ; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  the  plant  Asragandha.— Advarohaka 

(°va-dr°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Asvagandha. 
—  Afvdrohin  (°va-ar°),  i,  inl,  i,  mounted  or 
riding  on  horseback.  —  Affvd-vat,  an,  ait,  at,  fur- 

nished with  horses.  —  Aivavarohaka  (°va-av°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  plant  AsVagandhi.  —  Adveshita  (°va- 
isk°),  as,  a,  am,  hurried  along  by  horses.  —  Ajvonum 
(°va-ur°),  as,  i,  am,  broad-chested  like  a  horse. 

3.  orfro,  nom.  P.  as"vati,  to  behave  like  a  horse. 
Afoaka,  as,  a,  am,  horse-like,  acting  like  a  horse, 

&c. ;  (as),  m.  a  small  horse  ;  a  bad  horse,  a  hack  ;  a 
stray  horse,  one  whose  owner  is  not  known ;  any  horse. 
Adzakinl,  f.  the  first  Nakshatra  or  lunar  mansion. 

Asvatara,  as,  a,  am,  swift,  speedy;  (as,  i),  m. 
f.  a  mule ;  (as),  m.  a  male  calf;  N.  of  a  Gandharva ; 

one  of  the  chiefs  of  the  NSgas  or  serpent-race,  inha- 
biting the  regions  under  the  earth. 

Asvattha,  as,  m.  the  holy  fig  tree,  Ficus  Religiosa 
L.  (under  which  horses  stand;  ttha  =  stha);  Ved.  a 
vessel  made  of  its  wood ;  N.  of  another  tree  ( = garda- 
Itkdnda) ;  the  fruit  of  the  Ficus  Religiosa ;  the  time  at 
which  it  bears ;  an  epithet  of  the  sun ;  N.  of  a  man  ; 
N.  of  a  people  ;  (a),  f.  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month 
Asvina,  in  which  month  the  fruits  of  the  Ficus  Re- 

ligiosa generally  become  ripe  ;  day  of  full  moon ;  (f), 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant.— Atvattha-kuna,  as,  m.  the  fruit 
season  of  the  holy  fig  tree.  —  Aivattkorbheda,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  tree,  Bignonia  Suaveolens. 
Afvattkaka,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  given  or  to  be  done 

&c.  when  the  Asvattha  tree  bears  ;  (am),  n.  the  pe- 
tals of  the  Arabian  jasmine. 

Asvatthdman,  a,  m.  (tthaman  for  sthdman  ?), 
N.  of  a  saint  and  warrior,  the  son  of  Drona  and  one 
of  the  chiefs  of  the  Kurus. 

Afvatihikd,  f,  N.  of  a  plant. 

Afcaya,  nom.  P.  aivayati,  -yitum,  to  wish  for 
horses. 

Aivayd,  f.,  Ved.  desire  to  get  horses. 
Airayu,  "»,  us,  u,  Ved.  desiring  horses. 
Aivala,,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  Hotri-priest  of  Janaka, 

king  of  Videha. 
Airarya,  nom.  P.  atvatyatt,  -yitum,  to  wish  for 

the  stallion. 

Aicaya,  nom.  P.  afviyati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  wish 
for  horses. 

AMka,  as,  i,  am,  drawn  by  horses,  carried  by 
horses. 

AMn,  i,  tei,  f,  Ved.  possessed  of  horses,  consist- 
ing of  horses;  (i),  m.  a  cavalier,  a  horse-tamer; 

(flaw),  m.  du.  the  two  charioteers ;  N.  of  two  divini- 
ties, who  appear  in  the  sky  before  the  dawn  ia  a 

golden  carriage  drawn  by  horses  or  birds ;  they  bring 
treasures  to  men  and  avert  misfortune  and  sickness ; 
in  later  times  they  are  considered  as  the  physicians  of 
Svarga  or  heaven  ;  (in  astronomy)  they  are  the  twins 
of  the  zodiac ;  (inl),  f.  a  nymph,  considered  in  later 
times  as  the  mother  of  the  Asvins  ;  she  was  the  wife  of 
Surya  or  the  sun,  who  concealed  herself  in  the  form  of 
x  mare  ;  (in  astronomy)  the  head  of  Aries  or  the  first 
of  the  twenty-eight  Nakshatras  or  lunar  mansions ; 
(t),  n.,  Ved.  richness  in  horses.  —  Afn-devataka, 
as,  a,  am,  whose  divinities  are  the  Asvins.  —  A4rini- 

kumara  or  ajrini-putra  or  adrim-mta,  aw,  m.  du. 

the  twin  sons  of  Sanjni,  the  sun's  wife,  in  the  form 
of  AJvinl,  commonly  called  the  Asvins.  —  AM-mat, 

an,  all,  at,  (any  Mantra  &c.)  containing  the  word 
ASvin.  —  Afoi-sdlokya,  am,  n.  the  heaven  or  station 
of  the  AsVins,  to  which  the  giver  of  a  horse  is  raised. 
ASriya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  referring  to  horses  ;  (a), 

Ved.  neut.  pi.  a  troop  of  horses. 

Axrina,  as,  d,  am,  distant  a  day's  journey  for  a 
horse;  more  usually  ,-i.vr?/«/. 
Ailmya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  a 

horse,  conducive  to  horses ;  (am),  n.  a  number  of horses. 

A&cya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  or  coming 
from  horses ;  consisting  of  horses ;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  a 
number  of  horses,  possession  of  horses  ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  VaSa,  the  son  of  ASva. 

»a  "J  TI  asvanta,  am,  n.  (connected  with 

a^manta,  q.  v.),  death ;  a  field ;  a  fire-place ;  ter- 
mination, limit ;  (as,  d,  am),  unlucky,  inauspicious, 

unbounded,  unlimited.  [In  the  first  sense  ast'anta 

may  be  for  anu-anta,  '  end  of  life.'] 

•4)vJitH  a-svastana,  as,  I,  am,  or  a-saasta- 

nika,  as,  d,  am,  of  to-day,  not  of  or  not  for  to-mor- 
row; one  who  makes  no  provision  for  to-morrow. 

—A-s'vastana-vid,  t,  t,  t,  ignorant  of  the  future. 

OTW  ash,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  ashati,  -te,  -shitum, 
\  to  go  or  move ;   to  take  or  receive ;   to shine. 

ashadakshma,  am,  n.  (ft.  a, 

shash,  akshi),  anything  not  seen  by  six  eyes,  i.  e. 
known  or  determined  by  two  persons  to  the  ex- 

clusion of  a  third ;  a  secret. 

^T^rJX  ashatara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (fr.  a 

positive,  which  is  not  preserved,  but  may  be  referred 
to  rt.  i .  ad),  more  accessible  or  acceptable. 

•«im<S  a-shadha,oiVed.  a-shalha,  as,  d,  am, 
not  to  be  overcome,  invincible ;  born  under  the 
constellation  Ashadha ;  (as),  m.  the  month  Ashadha 

(or  AshSdha),  commencing  with  the  sun's  entrance 
into  Gemini  (June -July);  a  staff  made  of  the  wood 
of  Palasa,  carried  by  a  student  during  the  performance 
of  certain  vows  ;  N.  of  a  teacher ;  N.  of  the  Malaya 

mountain ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  sacred  brick ;  N.  of  a 
constellation ;  pi.  the  eighteenth  and  nineteenth  or 
twentieth  and  twenty-first  lunar  mansions. 
Ashddhaka,  as,  m.  the  month  Ashadha  (or Ashadha). 

•SIB«I^  ashtan,  a  or  au  (but  ashtau  is  more 
common  for  nom.,  ace.,  and  voc.  cases),  pi.  eight 

[cf.  Lat.  octo;  Gr.  OKTU;  Goth,  ahtau;  Mod.  Germ. 
acht;  Eng.  eight;  Lith.  asztnni;  Slav,  ogmj];  in 
comp.  with  other  numerals  often  ashtd,  e.  g.  nshta- 
daian,  eighteen ;  ashtddafa,  as,  t,  am,  the  eigh- 

teenth, divided  into  eighteen  parts ;  ashtddas'a-dha, 
eighteen-fold ;  ashtd-vintfati,  twenty-eight ;  ashtd- 
vinia,  as,  i,  <im,  the  twenty-eighth,  divided  in- 

to twenty-eight  parts ;  ashtdtrinda,  as,  I,  am, 

the  thirty-eighth,  containing  thirty-eight;  n*]/ftl- 
(atvdrinia,  as,  i,  am,  the  forty-eighth.  —  Ashta- 
karna,  (is,  d,  am,  one  who  has  the  number  eight 
as  a  mark  burnt  in  his  ear ;  (as),  m.  eight-eared, 
an  epithet  of  Brahma,  who  is  supposed  to  have  four 

heads;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ashta-kritvas,  ind. 
eight  times.  —  Ashta-kona,  as,  m.  an  octagon. 
—  AKhta-khanda,  as,  m.  title  of  a  collection  of 
several  sections  of  the  EJR-vtfa.—Athfa-mva,  am, 
n.  a  flock  of  eight  cows.  —  Ashta-gddh  (?),  t,  m.  a 

fabulous  animal  (called  S'arabha),  supposed  to  have 
eight  legs;  a  spider (?).  —  Ashta-guna,  as,  d,  am, 
eight-fold;  (am),  n.  the  eight  qualities. ™ Ashta- 

guiids'raya  (°na-<Js°),  as,  a,  am,  endowed  with  the 
eight  qualities,  epithet  of  a  king.  —  Ashta-tva,  am, 
n.  condition  of  eight.  —  Ashta-danshtra,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Virupa,  author  of  a  hymn  of  the 
Rig-veda ;  N.  of  a  Danava.  —  Ashta-dala,  an  octa- 

gon. —  Aslita-dik-pdla,  as,  m.  pi.  the  regents  of 
the  cardinal  points,  as  Indra  of  the  East,  Agni  or 
Vahni  of  the  S.  E.,  Yarrta  of  the  South,  Nairrita  of 
the  S.  W.,  Varuna  of  the  West,  Marut  of  the  N.W., 

Kuvera  of  the  North,  and  Isa  or  Sin  of  the  N.  E. 

—  Ashta-dis",  k,  f.  the  eight  cardinal  points  of  the 
compass   collectively.  —  Ashta-dhd,   ind.  eight-fold, 
eight   times,    in    eight   parts    or  sections.  —  Ashta- 
dhdtu,  u,  n.  the  eight  metals  collectively,  as  gold, 

silver,  copper,  tin,  lead,  brass,  iron,  and  steel.  —  Ashta- 
pada,  as,  m.  a  Vedic  metre  of  eight  Padas.  -•  Ashta- 
pad,  t,  t,  t,  having  eight  legs ;  (t),  m.  a  spider  ; 
a  fabulous  animal  with  eight  legs.  —  Ashta-pada,  as, 

d,  am,  having  eight  legs;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  spider 
with  a  small  body  and  long  legs.  —  Ashla-padikd, 
(.,  N.  of  the  plant  Vatlaris  Dichotomus  Wall.  —  Ashta- 
mangala,  as,  m.  a  horse  with  a  white  face,  tail, 
mane,  breast,  and  hoofs ;  (am),  n.  a  collection  of 
eight  lucky  things  to  be  assembled  on  certain  occa- 

sions (such  as  a  coronation  &c.),  e.  g,  a  lion,  a  bull,  an 

elephant,  a  water-jar,  a  fan,  a  flag,  a  trumpet,  and  a 
lamp;  or,  according  to  others,  a  Brahman,  a  cow, 

fire,  gold,  ghee,  the  sun,  water,and  a  king.  —  Axhla- 
inana,  am,  n.  a  measure,  one    kudava.  —  Ashta- 
iittisika,  as,  d,  am,  occurring  once  in  eight  months. 
—  Ashta-miirti,  is,  m.  eight-formed,  an  epithet  of 
Siva  (as  identified  with  the  five  elements,   mind, 

egotism,  and  matter ;  or,  according  to  the  opening  of 
the  Sakuntala,  with  the  five  elements,  the  sun  and 

moon    and   the   sacrificing    priest).  —  Ashtamftrti- 
dhara,  as,  m.  possessing  eight  forms,  an  epithet 

of  S*iva.  —  Ashta-ratna,  am,  n.  the  eight  jewels, 

title  of  a  collection  of  eight  S'lokas  on  ethics.  —  Axftta- 
rasds'raya  (°sa-as°),  as,  d,  am,  endowed  or  furnished 
with  the  eight  rasas  or  sentiments  of  poetry.  —  Ash- 

tarfa,  (°/an-rtV),  as,  m.  a  psalm  or  hymn  consisting 
of  eight  verses.  —  Ashta-lohaka,  am,  n.  a  class  of 
eight  metals,  gold,  silver,  copper,  tin,  lead,  the  magnet, 
mundaloha(?),  and  tikshnaloha  or  steel  (?).  —  Astita- 
i>arga,  as,  m.  a  class  of  three  principal  medicaments 
(mostly  the  roots  of  plants  from  the  hills),  named 

Rishabha,  Jivaka,  Meda,  Mahameda,  Riddhi,  Vrid- 

d'hi,  Kakoli,  and  Kshirakakoli.  —  AMa-vidha,  as, 
d,  am,  eight-fold,   of  eight   kinds.  —  AMa-iata, 
am,   n.    eight   hundred.  —  Ashta-iSravana,    as,    or 

ashta-s'rai'ds,  ds,  m.,  N.  of  Brahma  (eight-eared, 
see  ashta-karna).  —  AMnxdhasrika,  a*,  d,  am, 
consisting  of  eight   thousand.  —  Ashtd-kapdla,  as, 
I,  am,  (an  oblation)  prepared  or  offered  in  eight  pans  ; 
(as),  m.  a  sacrifice  in  which  ghee  or  clarified  butter 

is  offered  in  eight  pans.  —  AsUdkshara  (°tan-ak°), 
as,  d,  am,  containing  eight  syllaMes ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  an  author.  —  Ashtd-gara,  am,  n.  a  car  or  wain,  one 

drawn  by  eight  oxen.  —  Ashtimja  (°tan-an°),  am, 
n.  eight  parts  of  the  body  with  which  very  profound 

obeisance  is  performed  (viz.  the  hands,  breast,  fore- 
head, eyes,  throat,  and  middle  of  the  back ;  or  the 

first  four,  with  the  knees  and  feet ;  or  these  six,  with 

the  speech  and  mind) ;  the  eight  parts  of  a  court   or 
the  law,  the  judge,  assessors,  scribe,  and  astrologer, 

gold,  fire,  and  water ;  any  whole  consisting  of  eight 
parts  or  members ;  a  die,  dice ;  (as,  a,  am),  con- 

sisting of  eight  parts    or  members.  —  Aehtanga- 

naya,    ax,    m.  =  ashtdnga.  —  Ashfan-ga-pdta  or 
ashtdnga-pmndma,  as,  m.  prostration  of  the  eight 
parts   of  the    body   as    in    reverence.  —  Ashtdnga- 

hridaya,  am,  n.  title  of  a  medicinal  work.  —  Ash- 
I'angarghya  (°ga-ar°),  as,  m.  an  offering  of  eight 
artides,  water,   milk,  kusa  grass,   curds,  ghee,  rice, 

barley,  and  mustard  ;    or  honey,  red  oleander  flow- 
ers, and    sandal  are   substituted  for  the  last  three. 

—  ;}xht(i-<l>innh!ra:=askta-d.an$htra,  q. v.  —  Ask- 

fddfi'j!a-l>huja,  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Siva.  —  Ashtd- 

d/niaftga  (°,sfan-a»°),  as,  m.  a  decoction  of  eighteen 

ingreciients.  —  Ashtddhydyl  (°tan-adh°),  f.  title  of 
the  ele  venth  Kanda  of  the  S'atapatha-Brahmana,  con- 

sisting ,of  eight  lectures.  —  Ashtdnavata,  as,  i,  am, 
the  ninety-eighth. —  jlsWa-parfa,  as,  m.  a  spider; 

a  worn/;  a  fabulous  animal  with  eight  legs,  the  S'a- rabha ;  '  a  wild  sort  of  jasmin  ;   a  pin  or  bolt ;    the 
mountai'n  KailSsa  or  abode  of  Kuvera ;  (as,  am),  m. 

n.  a  kinjd  of  chequered  cloth  or  board  for  drafts,  dice, 

&c. ;  g<Md.  —  Ashtd-pada-pattra,  am,  n.  gold-leaf; 
a  sheet  |  of  gold.  —  AsTitd-pdd,  t,  -padi,  m.  f.,  Ved. 
having  isight  legs,  consisting  of  eight  members ;   (in 
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ritual  language)  a  term  for  a  pregnant  animal  ;  (padl), 
f.  a  wild  sort  of  jasmin.  —  Ashta-pada,  as,  a,  am, 

quartered  by  eight,  having  eight  for  the  root.  —  Ash- 
td-pddya,  as,  a,  am,  eight-fold.  —  Ashtdra-fakra- 
vat  (°tan-ar  ),  an,  m.  having  a  wheel  with  eight 

spokes,  an  epithet  of  Manju-s'ri,  a  Jaina  saint  and 
ruler.  —  Ashtd-ralha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Bhlma- 
ratha.  —  Ashtd-rakra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman,  a 

son  of  Kahoda.  —  Ashtdsra(°tan-as°),  am,  n.  an  oc- 
tagon. -  Ashtdsraya  (°tan-as°),  as,  a,  am,  actzn- 

galia.—Ashtdha  ("tan-ati"),  as,  d,  am,  lasting  eight 
days. 
Asktaka,  as,  a,  am,  consisting  of  eight  parts, 

eight-fold  ;  one  who  studies  or  is  acquainted  with  the 

eight  books  of  PSnini's  grammar  or  the  formulas  of 
the  Veda;  (as),  m.  the  eighth  part,  e.g.  of  the  Rig- 
veda  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Visvamitra  ;  (5),  f.  the  eighth 
day  after  fall  moon;  especially  the  eighth  day  of 
three  months,  on  which  the  progenitors  or  manes  are 
worshipped  ;  worship  of  the  progenitors  or  manes  on 

certain  days,  vegetables,  flesh,  and  cake  being  seve- 
rally offered  upon  these  occasions,  and  the  Brahmans 

feasted  ;  (am),  n.  a  whole  consisting  of  eight  parts, 

e.g.  the  eight  sections  of  Panini's  grammar.  —  Ash- 
takdnrja  (°ka-an°),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  board  or  cloth 
for  playing  with  dice  on,  having  eight  divisions. 
Ashtakin,  I,  m.  one  who  performs  an  Ashtaka. 

Ashtataya,  am,  n.  a  conjunction  or  aggregate  of 
eight. 
Ashtama,  as,  I,  am,  the  eighth;  (as),  m.  the 

eighth  part  ;  (I),  f.  (scil.  rdtri),  the  eighth  day 
(night)  in  a  half-month  ;  N.  of  the  medicinal  plant 
Kshirakakoll,  the  last  of  a  class  of  eight  medicinal 

plants.  —  Ashlama-kalika,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
omitting  seven  meals  partakes  only  of  the  eighth. 

—  Ashtamdns'a  (°ma-an°),  an  eighth  part. 
Ashtamaka,  as,  d,  am,  the  eighth. 
Ashtamikd,  f.  a  sukti  or  weight  of  four  tolas. 
Ashtataya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  eight  parts  ; 

(am),  n.  collection  of  eight  things. 
I.  ashfi,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  sixty- 

four  syllables. 

Ashtin,  I,  irii,  i,  consisting  of  eight  members  or 
syllables. 

2-ashti,  is,  f  .(fr.  rt.  i  .as),Ved.  reaching. 

• 

ashtra^i.  (fr.  rt.  I.  as  ?),-Ved.  a 
prick  or  goad  for  driving  cattle  ;  (sometimes  regarded 
as  the  badge  of  the  agriculturist,  as  the  staff  is  of  the 

Brahman)  ;  [cf.  Zend  astrd  ;  Lith.  akstinas.]  —  Ash- 
tra-vin,  I,  irii,  i,  Ved.  obeying  the  goad. 

^rfl?  ashthi,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  I.  a&?  connected 
with  afan  and  adman),  seed  ;  a  kernel,  a  stone. 

Ashthlld,  f.  a  globular  body  ;  a  round  pebble  or 
stone  ;  kernel  ;  seed-corn  ;  a  globular  swelling  below 
the  navel,  produced  by  wind  ;  contusion. 
Ashthllikd,  f.  a  kind  of  abscess  ;  a  pebble. 

Ashthl-vat,  van,  i-at,  m.  n.  the  knee,  knee-bone  ; 
(by  native  grammarians  derived  fr.  asthi.) 

.^U'lJ  i.  as,  cl.  2.  P.  asti,  (2nd  sing,  asi, 
\  Impf.  d>nt,  Pot.  sydt,  Impv.  astu,  2nd 

sing,  edhi,  Perf.  ana),  to  be,  live,  exist,  be  present  ; 

to  take  place,  happen  ;  to  belong  to,  be  in  the  pos- 
session of  (e.  g.  tasya  na  kinrHt  svam  asti,  there 

is  no  property  belonging  to  him)  ;  to  fell  to  the  share 
of,  to  happen  to  any  one  (with  gen.);  to  abide, 
dwell,  stay  ;  to  turn  out,  tend  towards  any  result, 
prove  (with  dat.)  ;  to  be  sufficient  for  (with  dat.)  ; 
to  become  :  na  a*,  to  be  lost,  to  perish  ;  [cf.  Gr. 
ia-rl;  Lat.  cs-t  ;  Goth,  is-t  ;  Lith.  es-ti  ;  Slav. 
jes-tj.] 

JJO  2.  as,  cl.  4.  P.  asyati,  dsa,  asishyati, 
\dstliat,  asitum,  to  throw,  cast,  shoot  at 

(with  dat.,  loc.,  or  gen.  of  the  mark)  ;  to  drive  or 
frighten  away  ;  to  throw  away,  take  away,  let  go,  leave. 
Asana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  throwing,  &c.     See  s.v. 

3-  as,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  asati,  -te,  -situm, 
-\to  go;  to  shine.;  to  take. 

a-samyat,  an,  afl,  at  (rt.  i),  Ved. 
not  entering,  not  pleasing. 

•«t*J*lrl  a-samyatta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  yat),  Ved. 
undisturbed,  (various  reading  for  a-samyata.) 

>5(*m>l  a-samyama,  as,  m.  (rt.  yam),  ab- 
sence of  check  or  restraint,  especially  of  the  senses. 

A-samyata,  as,  d,  am,  unrestrained,  unassailed. 

—  Asamyatdtman  (°ta-dt°),  d,  d,  a,  having  the 
soul  uncontrolled. 

vt*iu?n  a-satnynkta,  am,  n.  (rt.  yuj),  non- 

combination,  hiatus  (in  Vedic  grammar). 

A-samyoga,  as,  m.  absence  of  union  or  connec- 
tion. 

•siflgU  a-samyuta,  as,  m.  unmixed,  un- 
blended ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 

vmtj-s  a-samruddha,  as,    d,   am,   unob- 
structed. 

m««"1  a-samlagna,  as,  a,  am,  disjoined, 
detached,  separate. 

^V^W^fXa-samvatsara-bhrita,as,d,  am, 

Ved.  not  supported  a  whole  year  (as  a  sacred  fire). 
A-samvatsarabkritin,  i,  int,  i,  Ved.  one  who 

does  not  support  (a  fire)  a  whole  year. 

'a  «  [%  <;  1  1  a-samvidana,  as,  d,  am,  ignorant, 
unwise  ;  not  promising  or  covenanting. 

•«l«<jjrf  a-samvrita,  as,  d,  am,  uncovered, 
exposed  ;  imperfectly  or  scarcely  covered. 

^r?Nf^fVrT>^  a-sainvyavahitam,  ind.  im- 
mediately, without  interval. 

viti^m  a-samsaya,  as,  m.  absence  of 

doubt  ;  (as,  d,  am),  free  from  doubt,  certain.  —  A- 
samiayam,  ind.  without  doubt,  certainly,  verily. 

vi*i>si<(  a-samsrava,  as,  m.  (rt.  sru),  the 

being  out  of  hearing  ;  (e),  ind.  out  of  the  hearing  of; 

(as,  d,  am),  out  of  hearing,  inaudible. 
A-samirdwm,  ind.  inaudibly,  out  of  the  hearing 

of  (with  gen.  of  the  person). 

^til-jig  a-samslishta,  as,  m.  not  joined, 
not  in  contact,  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

^TWnB  a-samsakta,  as,  d,  am,  not  attached 
to,  not  joined  together,  disunited,  indifferent  to. 

«i«iUi^    a-samsiddha,  as,   d,   am,   unac- 
complished, incomplete. 

a-samsukta-gila,   as,  d,   am, 

Ved.  swallowing  whole  or  without  chewing  (said  of 
Rudra's  dogs). 

•sttitiin  a-samsriti,  is,  f.  not  returning  to 
a  new  course  of  existence,  absorption  into  the  supreme 

spirit. 
•*l««g  a-samsrishta,  as,  d,  am,  unmixed 

with,  separate,  not  living  in  common. 

•s)*i*sin  a-sayskrita,  as,  d,  am,  not  perfect, 
unpolished,  rude,  common  ;  uninitiated,  not  having 
gone  through  the  proper  rites  of  caste,  state,  sex,  or 

age. 
* 

•atiwn  a-samstuta,  as,  d,  am,  unknown, 
unacquainted,  not  known  as  acquaintances  ;  not  on 
terms  of  friendship. 

•sttifqii  a-sa>fisthdna,  am,  n.  (rt.  stha), 
absence  of  cohesion  or  configuration  ;  disorder,  confu- 

sion ;  want,  destitution. 

A-mmsthita,  as,  d,  am,  not  arranged  or  arrayed, 
disordered,  irregular  ;  not  collected  ;  not  finished,  not 
accomplished  ;  not  ceasing,  not  stopping  ;  destitute. 

A-satnsthiti,  is,  f.  disorder,  confusion  ;  want,  desti- 
tution. 

a-samhata,  as,  a,  am,  not  joined  ; 

scattered,  loose,  straggling,  uncompressed  ;   (am),  n. 
a  form  of  array,  loose  or  open  order  of  troops. 

•siti^iM  a-samhdrya,  as,  d,  am,  irresistible, 
insuperable. 

ui*!(VrT  a-samhita,  as,  d,  am,  not  included 
in  the  SanMtd  of  the  Veda. 

a-sakala,  as,  d,  am,  not  all,  not 
entire,  a  part. 

^reranr  a-sakrit,  ind.  not  once,  oftener 

than  once,  again  and  again,  repeatedly.—  Asakrit- 
samddhi,  is,  m.  repeated  meditation.  —  Asdkrid- 

<j(irbha-vdsa,  as,  m.  repeated  birth. 

•si«?n  a-sakta,  as,  d,  am,  detached,  dis- 
united ;  detached  from  worldly  feelings  or  passions  ; 

not  interested  in,  unattached  to,  indifferent  to. 

•sm<*iq  a-saktha,  as,  d,  am,  without  thighs, 
thighless. 

^rerai  a-sakra,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  sasi!),  Ved.  not 
ceasing  to  flow,  not  drying  up  ;  not  going  elsewhere. 

•«f«f«  a-sakhi,  d,  m.  an  untrustworthy 
friend. 

A-sakhin,  d,  m.  an  enemy,  an  adversary. 

'HHjfld  a-sagotra,  as,  d,  am,  of  a  different family. 

•«i«^;<sn  a-sankalpa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  absence 
of  predetermination,  absence  of  interested  purpose, sincerity. 

A-sankalpita,  as,  d,  am,  not  purposed,  not  re- 
solved or  determined  on. 

•»iJ*13;W<*  a-sankasnka,  as,  d,  am,  not  fickle, 
unfluctuating,  firm,  steady. 

vi*f^jl<!j  a-sanklrna,  as,  d,  am,  unmixed, 
uncompounded,  uncollected. 
^JWic*  a-sankula,  as,  d,  am,  not  crowded, 

open,  clear,  broad  ;  (as),  m.  a  broad  road. 

•flW^rl  a-sanketa,  as,  d,  am,  not  appointed, 
not  agreed  upon. 
A-sanketita,  as,  d,  am,  uninvited. 

^WjjfJ  a-sankhya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  khyd), 
without  number,  innumerable,  exceedingly  numerous. 

—  Asankhya-td,  f.  or  asankhya-tva,  am,  n.  innu- 
merableness,  immensity,  infinity. 

A-sankhydta,  as,  a,  am,  uncounted,  innumerable. 
A-sankhyeya,  as,  a,  am,  innumerable  ;  (as),  m. 

an  epithet  of  S'iva  ;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  an  innumerable 
multitude  ;  an  exceedingly  large  number.  —  Asan- 

khyeya-guna,  as,  a,  am,  innumerable,  unnumbered. 
—  Asankhyeya-td,  f.  innumerableness. 

•smg5  i.  a-sanga,  as,  m.  (rt.  sanj),  non- 

attachment;  (as,  d,  am),  not  attached,  having  no 
attachment  or  inclination  for  or  interest  in,  inde- 

pendent, free  from  ties,  not  hindered,  moving  without 
hindrance.  —  Asanya-vat,  an,  afi,  at,  not  attached to. 

A-sangin,  i,  ini,  t,  not  attached  to  the  world. 

Asajjitdtman  (°ta-df),  a,  a,  a,  having  a  soul free  from  attachments. 

*%(1fJ£  2.  a-sanga,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  gam  with 

sam  and  a  prefixed),  not  united,  unassociated,  soli- 

tary; (as),m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Yuyudhana. 
A-sangata,  as,  d,  am,  ununited,  unaccompanied, 

unassociated  with  ;  uneven,  unequal  ;  improbable,  in- 
consistent ;  unpreferred,  disesteemed  ;  unbecoming, 

unseemly  ;  rude,  ill-mannered,  unpolished,  clownish. 

-  Asangatddarana  (°ta-dd°),  am,  n.  inconsistent conduct. 

A-sangati,  is,  f.  not  associating  ;  incongruity,  im- probability. 

A-sangama,  as,  m.  not  associating  with  ;  separa- 
tion, disunion  ;  incongruity  ;  inequality. 
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a-safa-dvish,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  per- 
secuting those  who  are  not  (his)  worshippers  ;  having 

no  enemies. 

under  amt. 
asa6-(hdknd,  asaj-jana,  &c.  See 

a-sajdta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  re- 
lated by  blood. 

A-eajdtya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  without  consan- 
guinity. 

<at!j«  a-sahjna,  as,  a,  am,  insensible  ;  (a), 
f.,  Ved.  disunion,  disagreement,  discord. 
A-sanjAi-sattta,  as,  m.  pi.  a  dass  of  Buddhist 

divinities  (otherwise  a-raiHji-sattva). 

a-sat,  an,  aft,  at,  not  being,  not  ex- 
isting, unreal  ;  not  as  it  should  be,  not  answering  its 

purpose,  untrue,  wrong,  wicked,  bad,  vile  ;  (i),  f.  an 
unfaithful  or  unchaste  wife  ;  (n),  m.  Indra  ;  (<),  n. 
non-existence,  non-entity  ;  untruth,  falsehood,  a  lie  ; 

evil.  —  Asad-dhdklid  (asat-$dkhd),  f.,  Ved.  an  un- 
real branch,  a  seeming  member  Q).—Asa£-fhdistra 

(asat-idstra),  am,  n.  heretical  or  heterodox  doc- 
trine. —  Asaj-jana,  as,  m.  a  bad,  wicked,  or  con- 

temptible man.  —  Asaj-jdti-mis"ra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
person.  —  Asat-kalpand,  f.  an  untrue  action,  or  one 
which  never  took  place  ;  fabrication  of  falsehood. 
—  Asat-td,  (.  non-existence;  untruth;  wickedness. 

—  1.  asat-tva,  am,  n.  non-existence  ;  untruth;  wick- 
edness.— Asat-patha,  as,  m.  a  bad  road  ;  evil  prac- 

tice or  doctrine.  —  Asat-parigraha,  as,  m.  receiving 
unfit  presents,  or  from   improper  persons.  —  Asal- 
putra,  as,  m.  a  childless  man  ;  a  wicked  or  disre- 

putable son.  —  Asat-samsarga,  as,  m.  evil  company. 
—  Asat-sanga,  as,  a,  am,  attached  to  evil  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  doorkeeper  or  porter  in  the  Prabodha- 
candrodaya.  —  Asad-adhyetri,  td,  m.  a   Brahman 
who  reads  heterodox  works  ;   a  heterodox  student. 

—  Asad-&£dra,  as,  a,  am,  following  evil  practices, 
wicked;    (a«),  m.  evil  practice.  —  Asad-afdrin,  t, 
inl,  i,  one  who  follows  bad  or  heterodox  practices, 

wicked,  vile.  —  A&ad-yraka  or  asad-grdka,  ns,  m. 
mischievous  or  wicked  trick  ;  caprice,  idle  or  childish 

desire.  —  Asadgrahln,  i,  inl,  i,  performing  mis- 
chievous or  malicious  tricks.  ̂ Asad-drii,  k,  k,  Jc, 

evil-eyed.  —  Asad-bhdva,  as,  m.  non-existence,  ab- 
sence ;  an  evil  temperament  or  disposition.  —  Asad- 

vritti,  is,  f.  low  or  degrading  occupation  or  profes- 
sion; wickedness.  —  Asad-ryavahdra,  as,  a,  am, 

following   evil   practices  ;    (as),  m.  evil   practices. 
—  Atadvyarahdrin,  i,  inl,  i,  following  evil  courses. 
—  Anan-mantra,   as,  m.,   Ved.   untrue   or    false 
counsel  or  speech. 

A-satdyl,  f.  wickedness. 
A-satl,  (.  an  unfaithful  or  unchaste  wife.  See  above. 

—  Asati-suta,  as,  m.  the  son  of  an  unchaste  wife, 
a  bastard. 

Asat-kri,  d.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  do  no 
good,  to  harm,  injure,  dishonour. 

Asat-karman,  d,  d,  a,  wicked  ;  (a),  n.  wicked- 
ness. 

Asat-kdra,  as,  m.  offence,  doing  injury;  (a-sat- 
kdra),  not  honouring. 

Asat-krita,  as,  d,  am,  ill-done,  done  from  im- 
proper motives  or  in  an  unbecoming  manner  ;  (a- 

satkritu),  not  honoured  ;  (am),  n.  wicked  deed. 
Asat-kritya,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  done  evil 

or  wicked  actions. 

2.ii-fiiltm,  as,  d,  am,  strengthless,  without  energy; 
(for  I.  asat-ii-a,  see  under  a-sat  above.) 
A-saiya,  as,  d,  am,  false,  untrue  ;  lying,  a  liar  ; 

(am),  n.  untruth,  falsehood.  —  Asatya-vdilin,  I,  inl, 
i,  speaking  falsely,  giving  false  evidence,  a  liar. 

—  Asatya-sandha,  as,  d,  am,  treacherous,  base, 
wicked.  —  A-satya-sannibha,  as,  d,  am,  improba- 

ble, unlikely. 

a-sadyas,  ind.  not  on  the  same 
day,  not  immediately. 

•fltli^  asan,  the  base  of  some  of  the  cases 
of  asrij,  blood,  q.v.  ;  thus,  inst.  asnd,  gen.osnos.&c. 

v(«r|  asana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  2.  as),  throwing, 

sending  ;  a  shot  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  tree  Termi- 
nalia  Tomentosa,  see  aiana.  —  Asana-parm,  (.,  N. 

of  the  plant  Marsilea  Quadrifolia,  see  afona-parnt. 
Asand,  (.,  Ved.  a  missile,  an  arrow. 

•wwirfrT  a-santati,  is,  is,  i  (rt.  tan),  child- 
less, having  no  posterity  ;  (is),  f.  want  of  posterity. 

A-santdna,  as,  d,  am,  childless;  (as),  m.  want 
of  posterity. 

•flUtl'm  a-santdpa,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  tap),Ved. 
not  suffering  pain  or  sorrow;  not  causing  pain  or 
sorrow. 

•flH'HK  a-santushta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  tush), 

discontented,  displeased. 

A-santoiha,  as,  m.  displeasure. 

•Sf«f*^'*I  a-sandigdha,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  dih), 
not  indistinct  ;  not  vanished  ;  certain,  confident  ;  un- 

doubted, unsuspected  ;  (am),  ind.  without  any  doubt, certainly. 

•«i«rr^n  a-sandita  or  a-sandina,  as,  d,  am 
(rt.  4.  da,  to  bind),  Ved.  unbound,  unrestrained. 

a-sandishta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dis), 

unapprised,  uncommunicated. 

•«l«*«»M  a-sandhdna,  am,  n.  (rt.  dhd),  want 
of  aim  or  object,  disjunction. 

A-sandhi,  is,  m.  want  of  union  or  connection. 
A-sandhita,  as,  d,  am,  untied,  unbound,  at 

liberty,  loose. 

A-sandheya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  made  peace 
with. 

a-sanna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  restless, 
without  rest  or  repose. 

a-sadrisa,  as,  I,  am,  unlike,  dis- 
similar.— AsadriJa-vyarahdrin,  i,  inl,  i,  behaving improperly. 

a-sannaddha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  nah), 
unarmed  ;  bom,  produced  ;  pretending  to  knowledge, 
conceited  as  a  Pandit  or  teacher  ;  proud. 

^raf'S^RH  a-sannikarsha,  as,  m.  (rt.  krish), 

non-perception  of  objects,  not  bringing  them  to  the 
mind,  remoteness. 

A-sannikrlshta,  as,  d,  am,  unperceived,  undis- 
tinguished ;  not  near,  remote. 

is  **  ffl  (V  a-sannidhi,  is,  m.  or  a-sanni- 

dhdna,  am,  n.  (rt.  dhd),  absence,  distance  ;  confi- 
dence, absence  of  doubt. 

A-sannihita,  as,  d,  am,  not  near,  far. 

•sm^MW  a-sannyasta,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
has  not  renounced  the  world. 

^T««*il«T  a-sanmdna,  am,  n.  disrespect, 

impropriety. 

4Jtm(^  a-sapatna,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  without 
another  wife,  without  a  rival  ;  not  attacked  ;  without 
an  adversary  ;  not  rivalling  ;  (am),  n.  undisturbed 
condition,  peace. 

•«(«im!i  a-sapinda,  as,  d,  am,  unconnected 
by  funeral  offerings. 

^T+H-W  a-sabandhu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  not 
related. 

^TW!  a-sabhya,  as,  d,  am,  unfit  for  an 
assembly,  vulgar,  low. 

a-sama,  as,  d,  am,  uneven,  unequal 
either  in  surface  or  number  ;  odd  ;  unequalled,  indi- 

vidual, without  a  fellow  or  equal  ;  (as),  m.  a  N.  of 
Buddha  or  a  Buddha.  —  Amma-ratlia,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  possessed  of  an  unequalled  chariot.  —  Asama- 

rdna  or  asama-sdyaka,  as,  m.  or  asameshu,  (°ma- 
isfi°),  us,  m.  having  an  odd  number  of  arrows,  i.  e. 

the  five-arrowed,  an  epithet  of  Kama.  —  Asamaujas 

(°ma~o/3),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  person. 
A-samaiui,  as,  d,  am,  going  asunder  or  in 

different  directions  ;  uneven,  unequal  ;  (if,  according 

to  Say.,  derived  fr.  manas),  of  different  minds,  of 
different  colours. 

A-*i<uidna,  as,  a,  am,  not  the  same,  not  homo- 

geneous, not  of  equal  birth  ;  unlike,  unequal,  differ- 
ent. —  Asamana-kdrana,  as,  d,  am,  not  having 

the  same  cause. 

a-samaksha,  as,  d,  am,  not  visible, 

not  present,  absent. 

a-samagra,  as,  d,  am,  incomplete, 
unentire,  partial,  part. 

a-samanja,  as,  or  a-samanjas,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Ikshvaku,  a  son  of  Sagara 
by  Kesinl  and  father  of  Ansumat. 
A-samanjasa,  as,  a,  am,  unequal,  unlike;  (am), 

n.  unconformity,  disparity,  difference;  (am),  ind. 

unfitly,  unbecomingly;  in  a  fluctuating  or  confused 
manner. 

•«i*t»t<i  a-samad,  t,  f.,  Ved.  non-conflict, 

harmony,  concord. 

vt««i^T  a-samaya,  as,  m.  unseasonable- 
ness  ;  unfit  or  unfavourable  time. 

^njIT  a-samartha,  as,  d,  am,  unable,  in- 
competent ;  feeble,  weak. 

•flf!HU<U   a-samarpana,   am,    n.   non-de- 
livery,  not   committing   or   intrusting   anything    to 

another. 

A-samarpita,  as,  d,  am,  unconsigned,  unin- 
trusted,  undelivered. 

fi|  •i^a-samavayin,  t,  inl,  i  (rt.  i  with 

sam  and  ara),  accidental,  not  inherent,  not  intimate 
and  inseparable.  —  Asamavayi-kdrana,  am,  n.  (in 

logic)  accidental  cause,  not  intimate  or  inherent  rela- 
tion (e.  g.  the  separable  conjunction  of  two  different 

objects).  —  Asamavdyi-tva,  am,  n.  the  condition  of 
something  that  is  not  inherent  and  inseparable. 

A-samaveta,  as,  a,  am,  not  classed  together,  not 
connected,  incoherent  —  Asamai:eta-rupam,  ind.  in- coherently. 

'JJf<Hg4|tl4  a-samaslita-lcavya,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  of  unattainable  wisdom. 

"HW*<W  a-samasta,  as,  d,  am,  uncom- 

pounded,  separate,  several  ;  uncollected  ;  incomplete, 

imperfect. ^THHrfrT  a-samdti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having 

nothing  equal,  unparalleled;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Asamdty-ojas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  of  unequalled 
strength. 

a-samdna.     See  a-sama  above. 

a-samdpita  or  a-samdpta,  as,  d, 

am,  unfinished,  unaccomplished,  incomplete. 

A-samdpti,  is,  f.  incompleteness. 

•4Jt<HMri°ti  a-samdvartaka,  as,  or  a-samd- 

rrittika,  as,  m.  a  religious  student  who  has  not  com- 
pleted the  period  of  his  residence  with  his  teacher. 

^1  HH  I  ̂TT  a-samdhdra,  as,  m.  non-recovery 

of  anything;  disjunction,  disconnection. 
A-samdhdrya,  as,  a,  am,  irrecoverable,  not  to 

be  combined  or  united. 
•tHMHltt^  a-samikshya,  ind.  not  having 

considered.  -  Asamlkshya-kdrin,  I,  inl,  i,  acting 
inconsiderately. 

'STCnfHfcr  a-samlflna,  as,  d,  am,  improper, 

incorrect. 
•>M*4Hj!  a-samriddha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not 

increased,  not  prosperous;    one  whose  wishes  are 

frustrated. 
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A-samriddhi,  is,  f.  non-increase  ;  failing,  perish- 
ing ;  (is,  is,  i),  unfortunate. 

^mmfrl  a-sampatti,  is,  f.  (rt.  pad),  ill- 
luck,  want  of  success ;  non-accomplishment,  failure. 
A-sampanna,  as,  a,  am,  uneffected,  unaccom- 

plished. 

•B(«i«i<*  a-samparka,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  pri6), 
destitute  of  contact,  without  connection  or  relation. 
A-samparkiya,  as,  a,  am,  unconnected  with, 

not  belonging  to. 

>!IKUU!I  a-sampurna,  as,  a,  am,  incom- 
plete, not  entire. 

•>.H  H  HI  fif  a-samprati,  ind.,Ved.  not  accord- 
ing to  the  moment  or  to  present  circumstances. 

^W^TTT  a-samprdpya,  ind.  without  reach- 
ing. 

iH«%J|J  a-sambaddha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  bandh), 
not  closely  associated,  distant,  not  related;  uncon- 

nected, incoherent,  unmeaning;  improper,  wrong; 
speaking  unconnectedly  or  unmeaningly. 
A-sambandha,  as,  d,  am,  unconnected,  not  re- 

lating or  belonging  to ;  (as),  m.  non-connection. 

^TflffUl  a-sambddha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  bddh), 
unconfined,  spacious,  wide,  large ;  open,  accessible  ; 
(a),  f.  a  species  of  the  Sarkari  metre,  consisting  of 
fifty-six  syllables;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  non-confinement, 
open  space. 

v<«i*>T^  a-sambhava,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  bhu), 
inconsistent, improbable,  unlikely;  non-existent;  (am, 
a),  n.  f.  any  extraordinary  event ;  non-existencft 
A-sambhavyam,  ind., Ved.  in  an  incomprehensible 

or  extraordinary  manner. 
A-samhhavana,  f.  difficulty  or  impossibility  of 

conceiving  or  comprehending. 
A-sambhdvantya  or  a-sambharya,  as,  a,  am, 

inconceivable,  incomprehensible,  impossible.  —  Asam- 
bhdvyam,  ind.  in  an  incomprehensible  or  impossible 
manner. 

A-sambhuta,  as,  d,  am,  unproduced. 
A-sambhUti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  non-existence,  the  not 

being  born  again. 

^ra*>Ttl  a-sambhoga,  as,  m.  non-enjoy- 
ment, not  using  or  enjoying. 

^H^fcR  a-sambhrama,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
flurry,  composed,  cool ;  (as),  m.  calmness,  steadiness. 

•w«*Hrt  a-sammata,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  man), 
disapproved,  despised ;  dissentient,  differing  from  ; 

averse,  contrary.  —  Asammatdddyin  (°ta-dfP),  I, 
irii,  i,  taking  without  the  consent  of  the  possessor ; 
a  thief. 

A-sammati,  is,  f.  dissent,  difference  of  opinion ; 
dislike,  aversion. 
A-sammdnu,  am,  n.  disrespect,  disgrace. 

^rafaTrT  a-sammita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not 
measured,  immeasurable. 

i!T««*ie  a-sammudha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  muh), 
calm,  deliberate,  cool,  clear  seeing,  judging  well. 
A-sammoha,  as,  m.  steadiness,  calmness,  com- 

posure. 

^T«**JK  a-sammrishta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  un- 
purified,  uncleansed. 

'WttwnH  a-sammosha,  as,  m.  the  allowing 
nothing  to  escape  (one's  cognizance  ?). 

^T««4^ \^a-samyaM,  myan,  mici,  myak,  im- 
proper, incorrect;  imperfect,  incomplete.  —  Asamyak- 

kdrln,  I,  mi,  i,  acting  unskilfully,  inexpert,  incom- 
petent ;  acting  improperly,  ill-conducted,  profligate. 

^W^»  asaru,  us,  m.  (rt.  2.  as),  the  medi- 
cinal plant  Blumea  Lacera. 

W%5T  a-sarva-jna,  as,  d,  am,  not  knowing 
everything. 

a-sarva-vira,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not 

having  all  one's  men  collected  round. 
sala,  am,  n.  iron;  arms  ;  a  mantra. 

a-savarna,  as,  a,  am,  of  a  different 
caste,  of  a  different  colour. 

vi«q«i  asavas,  m.  pi.  (of  asu,  q.  v.),  the 
vital  airs  or  breath. 

^nreBTT  a-sas6at,an,ant~i,  at  (rt.  sas-<?),Ved. 
not  ceasing,  not  sticking,  not  closed  up,  not  drying 
up,  untouched  (as  by  any  one  attempting  to  enter 
a  door), — Asattatas,  f.  pi.  (i.  e.  d/idrds),  inexhaust- 

ible streams.  —  Aiaiiata,  ind.  in  an  inexhaustible 
manner. 

A-sadcivas,  an,  dus/il,  as,  Ved.  not  ceasing,  not 
drying  up. 

^nWrT^  a-sasat,    an,    all,   at,  Ved.    not sleeping. 

W&$  a-saha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  sah),  not  bear- 
ing, not  enduring,  intolerant,  impatient ;  (am),  n. 

the  middle  of  the  breast. 

A-sahana,  as,  a,  am,  unenduring,  envious,  jealous; 
(as),  m.  an  enemy ;  (am),  n.  intolerance,  impatience. 
A-gahamya  or  a-sahitavya  or  a-sahya,  as,  d, 

am,  unbearable,  insufferable,  insuperable.  —  Asakya- 
]ilda,  u",  d,  am,  causing  intolerable  pain. 
A-sahamdna,  as,  d,  am,  impatient,  not  bearing, 

not  enduring. 

A-sahishnu,  us,  us,  u,  impatient,  unenduring, 
envious;  quarrelsome.  —  Asahishnu-td,  f.  impatience, 
envy. 

•wti^iM  a-sahciya,  as,  d,  am,  without  com- 
panions, friendless,  lonely,  solitary.  -•  Asakdya-td,  f. 

or  asahdya-tva,  am,  n.  loneliness,  solitude,  the  life 
of  a  hermit ;  friendlessness,  being  without  a  friend  or 
patron.  —  A-sahaya-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  without  com- 

panions, friendless. 
A-sakita,  as,  d,  am,  unassociated,  unaccompanied. 

^T*insj  I  n^  a-sdkshdt,  ind.  [cf.  2.  aksha  and 
aksJti,  the  eye],  not  before  the  eyes,  invisible,  im- 

perceptible ;  not  present. 
A-sdkshika,  as,  i,  am,  unattested/,  unwitnessed. 
A-sdkshin,  i,  ini,  i,  incompetent  as  a  witness, 

not  an  eye-witness. 
A-sdkshya,  am,  n.  want  of  evidence. 

^TOTrRI  a-sdtmya,  as,  d,  am,  unwholesome, 
disagreeing  (as  food  ?). 

'^nrn^  a-sdda,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  seatless,  not 
sitting. 

«f«lV«T  a-sddhana,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  sddh), 
without  means,  destitute  of  means,  resources,  mate- 

rials, instruments  or  implements  ;  (am),  n.  non-ac- 
complishment, not  proving  or  establishing. 

A-sddhantya  or  a-sddhya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be 
effected  or  completed,  not  proper  or  able  to  be 
accomplished  ;  incurable,  irremediable,  not  susceptible 

of  proof. 
A-sddhita,  as,  d,  am,  unaccomplished. 

^WTVTCd  a-sddhdrana,   as,   d,  am,   not 
common,  special,  specific ;  (am),  n.  speciality,  species, 
special  property. 

^Wnj  a-sddhu,  us,  us  or  vi,  u,  not  good, 
wicked,  bad;  (i<l),  f.  an  unchaste  wife.  —  Asadhu- 
td,  f.  or  asddhu-tm,  am,  n.  wickedness.  —  Asddltu- 
vrittd,  f.  an  unchaste  woman. 

^T«f^j  a-sdndra,  as,  d,  am,  not  close,  fine, 
delicate  but  with  interstices,  transparent. 

^fHlPTHq  a-sdnnidhya,  am,  n.  non-prox- 

imity, distance. 
*a*M*lf*(oti   a-sdmayika,  as,  t,  am,  unsea- 

sonable. 

UT«|fi  J)  a-sdmarthya,  am,  n.  weakness. 
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a-sdmanyd,  as,  d,  am,  peculiar, 
not  common  ;  (am),  n.  peculiar  or  special  property. 

•a  « I  fa  a-sdmi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  not  half,  en- 
tire, whole,  complete  ;  (i),  ind.  completely.  ••  Asdmi- 

davas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  complete  strength. 

•>at(!**|rr  a-sdmprata,  as,  I,  am,  not  fit, 

not  becoming,  improper.  —  A-sdmpratam,  ind.  un- 
fitly, improperly,  inopportunely. 

vim*-*)  a-sdmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-samo),  dif- 
ference, dissimilarity  ;  unsuitableness  (in  medicine  or 

diet),  unwholesomeness  ;  disagreeableness. 

ui«i<  a-sdra,  as,  d,  am,  sapless;  with- 
out genuine  strength  and  value;  without  vigour, 

spoiled,  unfit,  vain,  unprofitable  ;  weak,  feeble,  infirm, 
fragile  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Ricinus  Communis 
or  castor-oil  tree ;  (am),  n.  Agallochum.— Asdra-td, 
f.  saplessness  ;  unfitness,  fragility. 

vi « i  q  «IT«T  a-sdvadhdna,  as,  d,  am,  careless, 
inadvertent.  —  Asdvadhdna-td,  f.  or  asavadhdna- 

tva,  am,  n.  carelessness. 
v « 1 5 1«  a-sdhasa,  am,  n.  absence  of  vio- 

lence, gentleness. 
A-sdhasika,  as,  I,  am,  not  violent,  peaceable, 

gentle. 

«(«(^l*M  a-sdhdyya,  am,  n.  want  of  assist- 
tance  or  co-operation. 
^rftr  asi,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  as),  a  sword,  a 

cimeter,  a  knife  used  for  killing  animals.  —  Asi^ganda, 
as,  m.  a  small  pillow  for  the  cheek.  —  Asi-dansh- 
tra  or  asi-danshtraka,  as,  m.  the  marine  monster 
Makara,  painted  on  the  banner  of  Kamadeva. 
—  Asi-danta,  as,  m.  a  crocodile.  —  Asi-dhdra,  f. 
the  edge  of  a  sword.  —  Asidhdrd-vrata,  am,  n.  a 
vow  of  standing  on  the  edge  of  a  sword,  used  figura- 

tively for  any  hopelessly  difficult  task.  —  Asi-dhdva 
or  asi-dlidvaka,  as,  m.  an  armourer,  a  furbisher,  a 
sword  or  tool  cleaner.  —  Asi-dhenu,  us,  or  asi-dhe- 
nukd,  f.  a  knife.— Asi-pattra,  as,  am,  ID.  n.  the 
blade  of  a  sword ;  a  sheath,  a  scabbard ;  (as,  d,  am), 

whose  leaves  are  swords,  having  sword-shaped  leaves ; 
(as),  m.  the  sugar-cane,  Scirpus  Kysoor  Roxb. ;    a 
kind  of  tree  which  grows  in  the  lower  world ;  a  hell 
paved  with  swords. —Asi-pattraka,  as,  m.  sugar- 

cane. —  Asipattra-wana,  am,  n.  a  hell  where  the 
trees  have  leaves  as  sharp  as  swords.  —  Asi-patha, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  the  course  of  a   sacrificial  knife  (?). 

—  Asi-pu/Sfhaka,  as,  m.  the  Gan-getic  porpoise,  Del- 
phinus  Gangelicus.  —  Asi-putrikd  or  asi-putn,  (.  a 
knife,  lit.  daughter  of  a  sword.  —  Asi-mat,  an,  atl, 
at,  Ved.  furnished  with  knives  or  daggers.  —  Asi- 
meda,  as,  m.  the  fetid  Mimosa  Vachellia  Farnesiana 
W.  and  A.  —  Asi-loman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  DSnava. 
—  Asi-hati/a,  am,  n.  fighting  with  knives  or  swords. 
—  Asi-hett,  is,  m.  a  swordsman  or  soldier  armed 
with  a  sword.  —  Asy-ast,  Ind.  sword  to  sword,  sword 

against  sword. 
Axika,  am,  n.  (fr.  asi  /),  the  part  of  the  face  be- 

tween the  underlip  and  the  chin. 

asikrii.     See  2.  asita. 

i.  a-sita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  si),  Ved. 
unbound. 

•»nff(iT  2.  asita,  as,  f.  asitd  or  Ved.  f.  asi- 

knl,  am,  (sita, '  white,'  appears  to  have  been  formed from  this  word,  which  is  probably  original,  and  not  a 
compound  of  a  and  sita  ;  cf.  the  formation  of  sura 
fr.  asura),  dark-coloured,  black,  dark-blue ;  (as),  m. 
the  black  colour ;  N.  of  the  planet  Saturn  ;  the  dark 
fortnight  of  a  lunar  month  ;  N.  of  a  being  presiding 

over  darkness  and  magic ;  N.  of  a  descendant  of  KSs1- yapa  and  several  other  persons;  N.  of<a  mountain; 
a  black  snake ;  (td),  f.  the  indigo  plant ;  N.  of  an 

Apsaras ;  (asiknl),  f.,Ved. '  the  dark  one,'  the  night ; 
a  girl  attending  upon  the  inner  or  women's  apart- ments (whose  hair  is  not  whitened  by  age) ;  N.  of  a 
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daughter  of  Vlrana  and  wife  of  Daksha ;  N.  of  the 
river  Akesines  (afterwards  Candra-bhaga)  in  the  Pan 
jab.  —  As{ ta-kedanta,  as,  a,  am,  having  black  locks, 
—  Asita-gri ra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a  black 
neck.  —  Asita-jiui,  us,  &*,  «,  Ved.   having   black 
knees.  —  Asita-nayana,   as,    d,    am,    black-eyed. 
—  Asita-bhru,    us,   us,   u,   having   black   eyelids 
—  Aiita-mriga,ai<,  m.,N.  of  a  family.  —Atitdbhra- 
.•.'tkhura  (°ta-ahh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Asi- 
tdmburuha    (°ta-am°),   as,   ra.   the    blue    lotus. 
—  Asitan'ix  (:tu-ar°),  it,  m.  fire.  —  Asttdlu  (°ta- 
df),  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Asitaiman  (°ta-oV 
a,  m.  the  lapis  lazuli ;  any  black  or  dark-blue  stone. 
—  Asitotpala(°ta-itt°),am,  n.  the  blue  lotus,  Nym- 
phza  Cajrulea.  —  ̂ l<iV<>/«(?'(  (°ta-up°),  am,  n.  lapis lazuli. 

Aflknikd,  f.  a  woman-servant  [cf.  aeikrit]. 
.^ittikl,  (.,  N.  of  apla»t. 

••af«5  a-siddha,  as,  d,  am,  imperfect,  in- 
complete ;  unaccomplished,  uneffected  ;  unproved ; 

unripe. 

A-iiddhi,  is,  f.  imperfect  or  incomplete  accom- 
plishment, failure;  (in  logic)  want  of  proof,  con- 

clusion not  warranted  by  the  premises. 

'H  (*(••«<  a-sinva,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-sinvat,  an, 
art,  at,  Ved.  insatiable. 

vafal.  asira,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  as,  to  throw), 

Ved.  a  beam,  a  ray ;  an  arrow,  a  bolt.  - 
Asishtha,  as,  d,  am,  (superl.)  Ved.  most  skilful 

in  shooting  (arrows  &c.). 

•«*fl  asi,  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  =  asi. 

»a«il«i<««!i  astma-krishna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince. 

^TW  asa,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  as,  to  be),  breath, 
life,  spiritual  life  ;  life  of  the  spiritual  world  or  departed 
spirits;  water?;  [cf.  da(,o>,  &r0|Ua] ;  (asaras), 
nom.  pi.  the  five  vital  breaths  or  airs  of  the  body ; 
animal  life ;  (u),  n.  reflection,  thought  or  the  heart  as 
the  seat  of  it ;  grief.  —  Aeu-dhdrana,  am,  n.  life, 
existence.  —  Asu-nita,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  world  of 
spirits,  or  (as),  m.  the  lord  of  the  spirits.  —  Atu-nlli, 
it,  (.,  Ved.  the  life  or  the  world  of  spirits ;  that  life 
personified  as  a  female  deity  invoked  for  the  preserva- 

tion of  life,  or  as  Yama,  lord  of  the  dead.  —  Asu- 
bhanga,  as,  m.  breaking  of  life;  fear  about  life; 
danger  of  life.  —  Asu-bhrit,  t,  m.  breathing,  living,  a 
creature.  —  Asu-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  living,  breathing ; 
(man),  m.  life,  the  principle  of  vitality,  the  portion  of 
spirit  connected  with  the  attributes  of  existence.  —  Asu- 
sama,  as,  a,  am,  dearly  loved,  as  dear  as  life ;  (as), 
m.  a  husband,  a  lover. 
Asura,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  living,  alive,  spiritual ;  an 

epithet  of  the  supreme  spirit  jVaruna ;  incorporeal,  super- 
human, divine ;  (as),  m.  spirit ;  an  incorporeal  being 

of  an  evil  kind ;  an  evil  spirit,  a  demon ;  a  ghost  or 
spectre ;  a  general  name  for  the  chief  of  the  Asuras 
[these  Asuras  are  often  regarded  as  the  children  of 
Diti  by  Kasyapa,  see  daitya;  as  such  they  are 
demons  of  the  first  order  in  perpetual  hostility  with 
the  gods,  and  must  not  be  confounded  with  the 
Rakshasas  or  imps  who  animate  dead  bodies  and 
disturb  sacrifices]  ;  the  sun  ;  Rahu  ;  ao  elephant ;  N. 
of  a  warrior-tribe;  (according  to  Say.)  a  cloud?; 
(a),  f.  night ;  a  zodiacal  sign ;  a  prostitute  ;  (I),  (.  a 
female  demon,  the  wife  of  an  Asura ;  N.  of  the  plant 
Sinapis  Racemosa  Roxb.  [Observe,  in  later  San- 

skrit, sura  has  been  formed  from  asura,  as  sita 
from  aeita,  q.  v.]  —  Asura-kumdra,  OK,  m.  pi.  a 
class  of  deities  belonging  to  the  Bhavanadhisas. 
—  Asura-k'hayana,  at,  a,  am,  or  aeura-kshiti, 
7-,  is,  i,  Ved.  destroying  the  Asuras.  —  Asura-tra, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  spirituality,  supernatural  or  divine  dig- 

nity. —  As'ura-mdyd,  (.,  Ved.    demoniacal    magic. 
—  Asura-rakshasa,  ant,  n.  pi.,  Ved.  the  Asuras 
and  Rakshasas ;    (am),  n.  sing,  a  demoniacal  being, 
partaking   of  the  qualities    of  both  the  classes    of 
evil  spirits.  -»Asurti-rdj,  t,  m.  king  of  the  Asuras, 

epithet  of  the  Asura  Baka.  *•  Asitra-Hpu,  its,  m 
enemy  of  the  Asuras,  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Asura- 
niidana,  as,  m.  destroyer  of  the  Asuras,  epithet  o 
Vishnu.  —  Asitra-han,  a,  yhni,  n,  Ved.  destroying 
the  Asuras,  epithet  of  Agni,  Indra,  &c.  —  Asura- 
farya  (°ra-dc  ),  as,  m.  teacher  of  the  Asuras 
epithet  of  the  regent  of  the  planet  Venus.  »  Asurd- 
dhipa  ("ra-adli"),  as,  m.  lord  of  the  Asuras  ;  N.  oi 
Bali  Vairoc'ani  and  of  Mayadhara.  —  Asurdhva  (°ra- 
u/i  ),  am,  n.  bell-metal,  named  after  an  Asura. 
Asurya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  incorporeal,  spiritual, 

divine  ;  demoniacal,  belonging  to  the  Asuras  ;  (am), 
n.  spirituality,  divine  nature;  the  incorporeal,  the 
collective  body  of  spiritual  beings;  (according  to 
SSy.)  the  water  of  the  clouds. 

•siflcn^  a-sukara,  as,  d,  am,  not  easy  to 
be  done,  difficult,  arduous. 

vt*JBj4u  asukshana,  a  various  reading  for 
asukshana,  q.  v. 

vitus  a-sukha,  as,  d,  am,  unhappy,  sorrow- 
ful, melancholic;  (am),  n.  sorrow,  pain,  affliction. 

—  Asukha-jivikd,  f.  a  joyless  \\fe.-Asukhfi-p~tdita, 
as,  a,  am,  pained  with  grief.  —  Aeukhdvaha  (°kha- 
dv"),  as,  d,  am,  producing  unhappiness.  —  Asukhd- 
mshta  (°kha-dv°),  as,  d,  am,  afflicted  with  grief, 
pain,  or  unhappiness.—  Asukhodaya  (°kha-ud°),  as, 
d,  am,  causing  or  ending  in  unhappiness.  ~Asukho- 
darka  (cMa-«a"),  as,  a,  am,  productive  of  or 
ending  in  unhappiness. 
A-sukhin,  I,  irii,  i,  unhappy,  sorrowful,  afflicted. 

•«(fl'|*i  a-sugama,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  of 
attainment  or  accomplishment,  hard,  unattainable  ; 
difficult  to  be  understood. 

•ei«n  i.  a-suta,  as,  ii,  am  (rt.  2.  s«),Ved.  not 
pressed  out,  not  cleared  or  purified,  not  ready  (as 
the  Soma  juice). 

A-sunra,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-sunvat,  an,  all,  at, 
or  a-sushvi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  not  pressing  out  the 
Soma  juice,  not  worshipping  the  gods,  wicked. 

2.  a-suta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  l.  su),  child- 
less. See  a-su. 

«  «(!'«,  a-sutara,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  tri),  not  to 
be  easily  passed. 

^.  a-sutrip,  p,  p,  p,  Ved.  insatiable, 
not  easily  satiated. 

a-sunirasa,  as,  a,  am,  disagree- 

able, unpleasant,  offensive. 
a-sundara,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  plain, 

ugly  ;  improper,  unbecoming. 

a-supta,  as,  d,  am,  not  asleep.—  A- 
tupta-drii,  k,  k,  k,  never  closing  the  eyes  in  sleep, 
ever-seeing. 

a-sumna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  contrary, 
adverse. 

asura.     See  under  asu. 

a-suraksha,  as,  d,  am,  perishable, 
volatile,  transitory. 
A-surakshya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  of  retention  or 

reservation. 

a-surasd,  f.  the  plant  Uasilicum 
?ilosum  Benth. 

a-sulabha,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  of 
attainment. 

a-sushvi.     See  under  i.  a-suta. 

a-sustha,  as,  d,  am,  unwell,  indis- 

K»ed,  not  well  placed,  uncomfortable.  —  Asitslha-td, 
'.  indisposition,  sickness. 

•«fl[^  a-suhrid,  t,  m.  not  a  friend,  an 

•nemy. 

^T^n-SH,  MS,  us,  m.  f.  (rt.  i.  su,  to  bring 
forth),  Ved.  not  bringing  forth,  barren. 
A-suta  or  a-sutika,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one  who 

has  not  brought  forth,  barren. 
A-futi,  is,  f.  non-production  ;  obstruction,  removal  ; 

barrenness. 
A-edsu,  us,  us,  «,Ved.  not  bringing  forth,  barren. 

•«tits|*y  asiikshana  or  asukshana  or  asur- 
kshana  or  asurkshana  or  astarkthana,  am,  n. 

(etymology  doubtful),  disrespect. 
vi«B*l  a-siikshma,  as,  d,  am,  not  fine,  not 

minute,  large,  thick,  gross. 

^nnr  asuya  (fr.  asu),  nom.  P.  A.  asuyati, 

-te,  -yitum,  to  murmur  at,  to  detract  from,  depre- 
ciate ;  to  envy,  scorn,  be  displeased  or  discontented 

with,  or  grumble  at  (with  dat.  or  ace.)  :  Caus.  asu- 
yayati,  -yilum,  to  cause  to  murmur  or  be  displeased or  discontented. 

Asuyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  detracting,  envious,  calum- 
nious, discontented,  displeased  ;  (by  some  written asuka  ?). 

Asiiyana,  am,  n.  calumny,  detraction. 
Anuyayitva,  ind.  having  scorned,  having  cursed. 
Asuyd,  f.  displeasure,  indignation,  especially  at  the 

merits  or  the  happiness  of  another,  envy,  jealousy  ; 
calumny,  detraction  ;  aversion;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Atri. 

Asuyitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  murmuring,  detracting,  dis- 

pleased. 
Asuyu,  us,  us,  u,  envious,  displeased  ;  (u*),  m. 

calumny. 

•st«<.  a-sura,  am,  n.,  Ved.  absence  of  a 
person  to  press  out  the  Soma  juice  ;  (Say.)  a  place 
or  country  devoid  of  praise  or  worship. 

asurkshana,   am,   n.   disrespect. 
See  asukshana- 

a-surta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  moving, remote  (?). 

»3«M  a-surya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  sunless. 

A-suryam-pafyd,  (.  the  wife  of  a  king  who  being 
shut  up  in  the  inner  apartments  never  sees  the  sun  ; 
a  chaste  and  loyal  wife. 
^nT3T  nsrij,  k,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  srij  with 

a,  which  may  stand  for  ai'ct  or  d),  blood  ;  saffron  ; 
(it),  m.  a  kind  of  religious  abstraction  ;  [cf.  Lat. 

...]  •*  Asrik-kara,  as,  m.  the  essence  of  the 

body,  lymph,  serum,  fcc.  —  A*rik-pa,  as,  m.  a  Rak- 
shasa  or  imp  of  malicious  propensities,who  drinks  blood. 
—  Asrik-pata,  as,  m.  the  falling  of  blood  ;  ((is),  m. 
pi.  drops  of  blood,  as  from  a  wound.  —  Asrik-pdvan, 
d,  d,  a,  Ved.  drinking  blood.  —  Asrik-irdra,  as,  m. 
bleeding,  letting  blood.  —  Asrik-drdvin,  i,  inl,  i, 
bleeding,  who  or  what  takes  away  blood.  —  Asritj- 
lara,  as,  m.  irregular  or  excessive  menstruation, 
mrenorrhagia.  —  Asriff-doha,  ax,  a,  am,  shedding 

blood,  bleeding.  —  Atriy-dhard,  f.  the  skin.  —  A»- 
i'f-tihdrcit,  f.  a  stream  of  blood;  the  skin.  —  Asrig- 
•altd,  f.  a  blood-vessel.  —  Asrig-vimokshana,  am,  n. 
blood-letting,  bleeding.  —  Asrin-mtera,  as,  d,  am, 
mixed  or  covered  with  blood.  —  Asrin-mukha,  as,  i, 
'im,  Ved.  whose  face  is  bloody.  —  Asri-pata,  as,  i, 

m.  f.  (for  asrik-pdta),  a  stream  of  blood. 
a-srini,  is,  is,  i,  unrestrained. 

a-srishta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  srij),  un- 

created ;  undistributed,  not  presented  ;  continued. 

—Asrishtdnna  (°ta-an°),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  does 
lot  distribute  food. 
lar*ri*|Tf  a-sefana  or  a-se(anaka,  as,  d,  am, 

:hat  on  which  one  cannot  look  enough  ;  charming, 

ovely  [cf.  a-sefanakd\. 
%S«^I  a-senya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  worthy 

f  an  army  ;  not  striking,  not  wounding  (?). 

a-sevana,  am,  n.  or  a-sevd,  f.  (rt. 



s«t)),  disregarding,  neglecting ;  not  following  or  prac- 
tising, shunning ;  disregard,  inattention,  disobedience. 

A-sevita,  as,  d,  am,  neglected,  unattended  to,  dis- 
obeyed; abstained  from,  disused.  —  A-sevitetrara- 

dvdra  (°ta-if),  as,  d,  am,  not  waiting  at  the doors  of  the  great. 

A-seeya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  served  or  attended 
to;  not  to  be  used  or  practised,  not  to  be  eaten 
drank,  &c. 

^rat^T  asau-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum 
to  do  such  and  such  a  thing. 

Asau*ndman,  a,  d,  a,  Ved.  having  such  and  such  a name. 

[  a-saundarya,  am,  n.  ugliness. 

a-saumya,  as,  a,  am,  ugly,  un- 
lovely;  disagreeable,  displeasing.  —  Asaumya-svara 

as,  d,  am,  having  a  bad  or  croaking  voice. 

•st«Ti8^  a-saushthava,  am,  n.  ugliness,  de- 
formity ;  demerit,  worthlessness. 

^T^SsT  a-skanna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  s£and),Ved. 
not  spilt,  not  effused,  not  fallen ;  not  sprinkled  not 
covered ;  permanent,  durable. 

A-skandita,  as,  a,  am,  not  spilt,  not  fallen,  not 
gone,  not  attacked.  —  Askandita-vrata,  as,  d,  am, true  to  vows. 

vi*?ti*tT7T  a-skambhana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  want 
of  a  pillar  or  support. 

v)«;j».|1<j  a-skridhoyu,  its,  us,  u,  Ved.  not 
narrow  or  deficient,  abundant. 

••atsf^iT  a-skhalita,  as,  d,  am,  unshaken, 
unyielding,  firm,  permanent ;  not  stumbling  or  slip- 

ping, undeviating.  —  A-skhalita-praydna,as,  a,  am, 
not  stumbling  in  progress,  with  unfaltering  step. 

•«i*f  I-  asta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  as),  thrown, 
cast ;  expelled,  sent  away ;  sent,  despatched ;  removed, 
laid  or  set  aside ;  finished ;  (d),  {.,  Ved.  a  missile 
an  arrow.  —  Asta-topa,  as,  d,  am,  whose  anger  is 
laid  aside.  —Asta-dhl,  Is,  Is,  i,  foolish.  —  Asta-vat, 
an,  atl,  at,  obstructed  (f).  — Asta-vyasta,  as,  d, 
am,  scattered  hither  and  thither,  confused,  disordered, 
irrelevant.  —  Asta-sankhya,  as,  d,  am,  innumerable. 

Astrt,  td,  m.,  Ved.  throwing,  a  shooter. 

^rer  2.  asta,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  as?),  Ved. 
home ;  death,  end ;  (as),  m.  the  western  mountain, 
behind  which  the  sun  is  supposed  to  set;  sunset; 
(in  astronomy)  the  seventh  lunar  mansion.  —  Astam, 
ind.  at  home,  home.  —  Astam  i  or  gam  or  yd,  to 
go  home;  to  go  down,  to  set;  astam  nl  or  vah, 
to  conduct  or  lead  home ;  to  lead  to  setting,  to  cause 
to  set ;  astam  gam  or  {  or  prop,  to  go  to  one's  eter- 

nal home,  to  cease,  to  vanish,  to  die.  -  Asta-gata, 
as,  d,  am,  set  (as  the  san).  —  Asta-gamana,  am, 
n.  setting.  —  Asta-giri,  is,  m.  the  western  mountain. 
—  Astam-aya,  at,  m.  or  astam-ayana,  am,  n. 
disappearance,  setting.  —  Astam-ita,  as,  d,  urn,  set 

(as  the  sun).  —  Astafala  ("to-arf'),  as,  m.  the  west- 
ern mountain.  —  Astdfaldvalambin  (°la-av°),  I, 

inl,  i,  reclining  on  the  western  mountain,  about  to 
set.  —  Astadri  ('to-oo"),  is,  m.  the  western  moun- 

tain. -  Astdvalamlana  (°ta-av'),  am,  n.  the  resting 
of  a  heavenly  body  on  the  western  part  of  the 
horizon.  —  Aetdi-alambin,  I,  inl,  i,  setting  as  the 
sun,  on  the  point  of  setting. 
Astaka,  am,  n.,  Ved.  home ;  (as),  m.  going  to 

one's  eternal  home,  beatitude,  eternal  felicity. Astatdti,  if,  {.,  Ved.  home. 

Astamatl,  f.  (perhaps  a  corruption  of  antu-matt), 
the  plant  Desmodium  Gangeticum. 
Astamana,  am,  n.  corruption  of  (astam-ayana), setting. 

Astamlke,  ind.,  Ved.  at  home,  near. 
Asta,  ind.,  Ved.  at  home. 

a-staldha,  as,  a,  am,  not  firm  or 
self-possessed,  confounded.  -  Astal>dha-tva,  am,  n. 
being  confused  or  confounded,  want  of  self-possession. 

a-sevita. 

'•*«i«j«U  astarkshana,  am,  n.  disrespect. See  asukshana. 

^rm  astaga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  fifteenth 
Arhat  of  the  past  Utsarpim. 

^naTO  astdgha,  as,  d,  am,  very  deep.  See 
asthdgha. 

^fmasti,  ind.  (3rd  sing.  pres.  of  rt.  i.  as), 
being,  existent,  present;  (is),  f.,  N.  of  a  sister  of 
PrSpti,  daughter  of  JarSsandhas  and  wife  of  Kansa. 
-Asti-kdya,  as,  m.  a  category  or  predicament. 
—  Asti-kshira,  as,  a,  am,  having  milk.  —  Asti-tva, 
am,  n.  existence.  —  Asti-ndsti  (°na-as°),  ind.  doubt- 

ful, partly  true  and  partly  not.  -  Astindsti-tva,  am, 
n.  or  asttndsti-td,  f.  uncertain  or  doubtful  existence ; 
partial  existence.  —  Asti-pravdda,  am,  n.  title  of  the 
fourth  of  the  fourteen  Purvas  or  older  writings  of  the 
Jainas.  —  Asti-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  possessed  of  property 
wealthy,  opulent. 

Astu  (3rd  sing.  impv.  of  rt.  I.  as),  let  it  be,  be 
it  so,  implying  assent,  also  reluctance  and  pain 
—  Axtun-kdra,  as,  d,  am,  efficacious,  as  a  medica- 

ment ;  (astum  is  here  the  ace.  of  astu,  '  producing 
that  which  the  physician  promises  shall  be.')  —  Astv- 
evam,  ind.  be  it  so. 

^WIT  a-stuta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  stu),  Ved.  not 
praised,  not  deserving  praise ;  not  recited  in  prayer 

A-stuli,  is,  m.  the  absence  of  praise. 

^niTrT  a-strita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  over- 
come, invincible,  indestructible.  —  Astrita-yajvan,  d 

d,  a,  Ved.  sacrificing  indefatigably  or  invincibly. 

a-stena,  am,  or  a-steya,  am,  n.  ab- 
sence of  theft,  honesty. 

•wtm astya, am, n.,Ved.  ahouse.  See 2.  asta. 

a-stydna,  am,  n.  reproach,  blame. 

astra,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  2.  as),  a  missile 
weapon,  bolt,  arrow ;  bow ;  a  weapon  in  general,  a 
sword ;  [with  astra  cf.  Gr.  Ha-rpov  and  dor^p,  per- 

haps that  which  throws  out  or  emits  rays  of  light.] 
—  Astra-kantaka,  at,  m.  an  arrow.  —  Astra-kdraka 
or  astra-kdra,  as,  or  astra-kdrin,  I,  m.  an  armourer, maker  of  weapons.  -  Astra-ks/iepaka,  as,  d,  am, 
shooting  arrows.  —  Astra-dkitsaka,  as,  m.  a  surgeon. 
—  Astra-iikitsd,  f.  surgery. —Astra-jit,  t,  n.,  N. 
of  a  plant.  —  Astra-jlva,  as,  m.  a  soldier,  a  warrior. 
—  Astra-dhdrana,  am,   n.  the   bearing   of  arms. 
—  Astra-dhdrin,   I,   m.    one    who    bears    arms,   a 
soldier.  —Astra-nwdrana,  am,   n.  warding  off  a 
}low.  —  Astra-mdrja  or  astramdrjaka,  as,  m.  an 
armourer,  a  sword-polisher  or  tool-cleaner,  furbisher. 
—  Astra-yuddha,  as,  m.  fighting  with  weapons. 
—  Astra-ldghava,am,  n.  dexterity  in  arms.  —  Astra- 
rid,  t,  t,  t,  skilled  in  the  science  of  arms  or  war. 
—  Astra-vidyd,  f.  the   military   science.  -  Astra- 
vidvas,  an,  ushl,  as,  skilled  in  the  use  of  arms. 
-  Astra-vrishti,  is,  f.  shower  of  arrows.  -  Astra- 
veda,  as,  m.  the  science  of  arms  and  war.  —  Astra- 
•sastra,  am,  n.  all  sorts   of  arms  (as   arrows   and 
words).  —Astra-iikshd,  f.  military  exercise,  passage 
of  arms.  —  Astra-sdyaka,   as,   m.  an  iron   arrow. 
—  Astra-hina,  a.v,   d,  am,  unarmed,  defenceless. 
-  Astrdgdra   (°tra-dg°),  as,  m.   an   arsenal,  an 
zrmoary.-Astrdghdta  ("tra-dgh"),  as,  m.  a  wound, 
a  cut.  -  Astrdhata  (°tra-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  struck, wounded,  killed. 

Altrto,  I,  inl,  {,  fighting  with  a  missile  weapon, n  archer. 

a-stn,  f.  not  a  woman;  (in  gram.) 
the  masculine  and  neuter  genders. 

A-strlka,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  wife,  without  a woman. 

A-straina,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  without  a  wife. 

"^nSfTJ  asthan,  the  base  of  some  of  the 
cases  of  asthi, '  a  bone,'  q.  v. ;  thus,  inst.  asthna,  &c. 

a-sthuri. 
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Astha  =  asthi  at  the  end  of  some  compounds. 

a-sthala,  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 

astha,  f,  (?),  Ved.  a  thunderbolt. 

•sxemT  asthaga,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  stha  with  a  ?), 
very  deep ;  also  written  astaga,  asthdgha,  aethdna, 
asthdra. 

•si**) I «T  a-sthana,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  stha),  very 
deep ;  (am),  n.  no  place,  a  place  where  there  is  no 
firm  footing,  a  bad  or  wrong  place ;  (am.),  ind.  un- 

suitably, unseasonably ;  -a-sthdne,  ind.  unseasonably, inopportunely. 

A-sthdyin,  I,  inl,  i,  not  permanant,  perishable, transient. 

A-sthdvara,  as,  a,  am,  moveable,  moving,  not 
fixed ;  (in  law)  personal,  as  property,  money,  cattle, 
&c.,  opposed  to  land. 

A-sthUa,  as,  d,  am,  not  standing  still,  not  fixed. 
A-sthiti,  is,  (.  want  of  place  or  condition,  want  of firm  continuance. 

^mSf  asthi,  i,  Ved.  asthan,  a,  n.  (said  to  be 
fr.  rt.  2.  as;  perhaps  fr.  a-sthd  for  d-sthd),  a  bone  ; 
the  kernel  or  stone  of  a  fruit.  At  end  of  compounds 
astha  is  found,  e.  g.  an-astha,  q.  v.  The  weakest 
cases  of  asthi  are  derived  from  asthan,  q.  v. ;  the 
Veda  has  also  asthdni,  asthalhis,  &c.  [cf.  Lat.  of, 
ossis,  assimilated  fr.  ostis  ;  Gr.  b<rrlov ;  Slav,  kosti, 
with  k  prefixed].  —  Asthaiwat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved. 
having  bones,  bony.  -  Asthi-krit,  t,  t,  t,  m.  f.n.  mar- 

row. —  Asthi-ddhallita,  am,  n.  a  particular  fracture 
of  the  bones.  —  Asthi-ja,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  produced  in 
the  bones ;  (as),  m.  marrow  ;  the  thunderbolt ;  in 
the  last  sense  a  various  reading  for  aksha-ja.  —  AstM- 
jna,  as,  m.  marrow.  —  Asthi-tunda,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a 
bird  (whose  mouth  or  beak  consists  of  bone).  —  As- 
thi-tejas,  as,  n.  marrow.  —  Asthi-toda,  as,  m.  pain 
in  the  bones.  —  Asthi-tvat,  k,  f.  the  periosteum. 
—  Asthi-dhanvan,  d,  m.  a  N.  of  Siva.  —  Asthi- 

paiijara,  as,  m.  a  skeleton ;   lit.  a  cage  of  bones. 
—  Asthi-bhaksha,  as,  m.  a   dog   (eating   bones). 
—Asthi-bhanga,  as,  m.  fracture  of  the  bones;  N. 
of  the  plant  Vitis  Quadrangularis.  —  Asthi-l}huj,  Tc, 
m.  a  bone-eater,  a  dog.  —  Asthi-bhuyas,  an,  ast, 
as,  Ved.  consisting  chiefly  of  bones,  dried  up.— As- 
thi-bheda,  as,  m.  fracturing,  breaking  or  wounding 
a  bone  ;  a  sort  of  bone,  a  bone.  —  Asthi-bhedaka, 
as,  d,  am,  a   bone-breaker,  who  or  what   breaks 
bones.  —  Asthi-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  bones,  verte- 
brated.  —  Asthi-maya,  as,  I,  am,  bony,  consisting  of 
bones.  —  Asthi-mdld,  f.  a  necklace  of  bones.  —  Asthi- 
mdlin,  I,  m.  an  epithet  of  Sm  (this  deity  being 
commonly  represented  with   a  necklace   of  skulls). 

—  Asthi-yoya,  as,  m.  the  joining  of  a  broken  bone. 
—  Asthi-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  bony,  osseous.  —  Asthi- 

vigraha,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Bhrin-gin,  one  of  Siva's  at- tendants.— Asthi-irmkhala,  f.  or  astM-samhdra, 

as,  I,  m.  f.,  N.  of  the  plant  Heliotropium  Indicum. 

—  A8thi-s"osha,  as,  m.  dryness   and  decay  of  the 
wnes.  -•  Asthi-samhdraka,    as,   m.    '  bone-seizer,' 
he  adjutant  bird.  —  Asthi-sanfaya,  as,  m.  collecting 
he   bones  or  their    ashes   after   burning   a  corpse. 

—  Asthi-sandhi,   is,  m.  a  joint,   an   articulation; 
uniting  of  a  broken  bone.— Asthi-samarpana,  am, 
n.  throwing  the  bones  of  a  dead  bodv  into  the  Gan- 

tps.  —  Astlii-sdra,  as,  m.  marrow.  —  Asthi-nthfina, 

as,  m.  the  body,  '  having  the  bones  for  its  pillars.' 
—  Asthi-sneha,  as,  m.  marrow.  —  Asthi-sransa,  as, 
,  am,  Ved.  causing  the  bones  to  fall  asunder. 
Asthika,  am,  n.  a  bone ;  used  at  the  end  of  com- 

pounds, e.  g.  an-asthika,  as,  d,  am,  boneless. 
a-sthira,   as,   a,    am,    unsteady; 

rembling,  shaking;    uncertain,  unascertained;   un- 
worthy of  confidence.  —  Astlara-td,  {.  or  asthira- 

va,  am,  n.  unsteadiness,  fickleness,  mutability. 
A-stheyas,  an,  asl,  as,  unsteady,  not  firm. 
A-sthairya,  am,  n.  instability,  unsteadiness. 

^H**jK  a-sthiiri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  furnished 
rith  more  than  one  horse ;  not  one-sided. 
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licate. 
a-sthula,  as,  a,  am,  not  bulky,  de- 

IfT a-snatri,  tti,  trl,  tri,  Ved.  not  fond 
of  bathing,  not  a  bather. 

•41411(44.  a-sndrira.  as,  u,  am,  Ved.  with- 
out sinews,  without  bands. 

•tttiwV  a-snigdha,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  snih),  not 
smooth,  harsh,  hard,  dry  ;  unkind.  —  Asnigdlia-ddru, 
u,  n.  a  kind  of  pine  tree. 
A-tneha,  Of,  a,  am,  unkind;  harsh,  hard,  dry; 

(as),  m.  unkindness,  want  of  affection  ;  absence  of 
oiliness. 

«i«-Mf^  a-spanda,  as,  a,  am,  not  trembling, 
not  moving,  fixed,  unchangeable. 

\HHI3)  a-sparsa,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  spris),  not 
touching,  not  in  contact  ;  (as),  m.  not  touching,  non- 
contact. 

A-eparfana,  am,  n.  non-contact,  avoiding  the  con- 
tact of  anything,  especially  of  one  who  is  impure. 

A-sparfaniya,  as,  a,  am,  not  to  be  touched, 
impure. 
A-spariUta,  as,  a,  am,  untouched. 
A-spri&ya,  as,  a,  am,  not  to  be  touched,  intan- 

gible. ' A-sprishta,  as,  a,  am,  untouched.—  Asprishta- 
rajas-tamaika,  as,  a,  am,  perfectly  pure.  —  Aitpri- 
sh(a-vahni,  is,  is,  i,  unscathed  by  fire. 

A-sprithti,  is,  (.  not  touching,  avoiding  contact. 

a-spashta,  as,  d,  am,  indistinct. 

a-sprita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  uncon- 
quered,  irresistible. 

*3(W^  a-spriha,  as,  a,  am,  undesirous, 
content;  indifferent. 

A-spriha>ilya,  as,  a,  am,  undesirable. 

>HWi3  a-sphuta,  am,  n.  indistinct  speech  ; 
(at,  a,  am),  indistinct,  obscure,  invisible,  unblown. 
—  Asphuta-phala,  am,  n.  indistinct  result;  (in 
geom.)  gross  area  of  a  triangle,  Sec.  —  A-sphuta- 
rdf,  k,  k,  k,  lisping,  speaking  indistinctly. 

^T?R  a-sma,  a  pronominal  base  (supposed 
to  be  compounded  fr.  a  and  sma)  from  which  several 
cases  of  the  pronoun  of  the  1st  person  plur.  and  of 
the  3rd  sing,  are  derived.  See  also  the  next. 

•*IW^  asmad,  the  plural  base  of  the  1st 
personal  pronoun  (said  to  be  fr.  3.  as,  '  to  throw', 
Un-sQt.  I.  138;  or  fr.  I.  an,  'to  be'),  nom.  sing. 
aham,  '  I,'  du.  ivam,  '  we  two,'  pi.  vayam,  '  we  ;' 
ace.  pi.  asman,  inst.  asmdbhis,  dat.  asmdbhyam, 
abl.  asmat  or  asmattas,  gen.  atmdkam,  loc.  as- 
masit.  Native  grammarians  derive  the  sing,  as  well 
as  plur.  from  the  base,  atmad.  The  form  axme, 
common  to  all  oblique  cases  of  the  plur.,  is  confined 
to  the  Vedas  ;  and  sometimes  a  form  (ixmaka  is 
used  for  the  gen.  asmakam.  The  form  nets  for 
ace.,  dat.,  and  gen.  is  enclitic.  The  form  asma 
is  met  with  in  the  Vedas  as  well  as  the  asmad  of 

the  classical  language,  especially  at  the  beginning  of 
compounds  [cf.  Gr.  &np.fs  fr.  farces  ',  Goth,  unsa 
for  uitui;  Mod.  Germ,  nnser],  —  Asma-tra,  ind., 
Ved.  to  us,  with  us,  among  us.  —  AsmatrdiiC,  an, 
dfi,  ok,  Ved.  turned  towards  us.  —  Asmad-rdta,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  given  by  us.  —  Anna-drub,  -<1hru,k, 
Ic,  k,  Ved.  forming  a  plot  against  us  or  me,  inimical. 
—  Asmad-vidtia,  as,  a,  am,  or  aumadriia,  as, 
i,  am,  or  OtmOdfU,  k,  k,  k,  similar,  or  like  us  or 
me;  one  of  us.  —  Asme-hiii,  is,  (.,  Ved.  errand  or 
message  for  us. 
Asmadtyri,  as,  a,  am,  our,  ours. 
Asmadryant!,  an,  drift,  nk,  Ved.  turned  towards 

us  ;  (k),  ind.  towards  us. 
Asmayu,  vt,  us,  u,  Ved.  endeavouring  to  attain 

us,  desiring  us,  favourable  to  us. 
Asmaka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  our,  ours, 

^TWtT  asmanta,  am,  n.  a  furnace  or  fire- 
place. See  asmanta. 

VI  mi.*!}  a-smarana,  am,  n.  (rt.  smri),  for- 
getfulness,  forgetting. 

A-smaramya,  as,  a,  am,  not  to  be  recollected. 
A-smdrta,  as,  i,  am,  immemorial,  not  within 

memory ;  illegal,  not  according  to  law ;  not  belonging 
to  the  Hindu  institutes. 

A-smrita,  as,  a,  am,  not  remembered,  forgotten. 
A-smriti,  is,  f.  want  of  memory,  forgetfulness ; 

the  not  being  part  of  the  institutes  of  law ;  (f ),  ind., 
Ved.  inattentively. 

rSfUlrll  asmi-td,  f.  (abstract  noun  formed 

fr.  asmi,  ist  pers.  sing.  pres.  of  I.  as,  'I  am'), 

egotism. »JHfK  a-smera,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  smi),Ved.  not 
sullen,  confiding. 

a-syandamana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
not  gliding  away. 

•^HMInl^T  asyavdmlya,  am,  n.  the  hymn 
beginning  with  the  words  asya  vdm  (Rig-veda  1.164). 

^im^rtl  asya-hatya,  ̂ J53T?frT  asya-heti. 
See  Gana  Anusatikadi  to  PSnini  VII.  3,  2O. 

iSKJ'^rl  asy-udyata,  as,  d,  am  (for  udya- 
tdsi),  having  the  sword  raised. 
^T£T  asra,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  2.  as),  hair 

of  the  head ;  a  comer,  an  angle,  see  atra  ;  (am), 

n.  blood ;  a  tear,  see  asrij  and  asan.  —  Asra- 
kantha,  as,  m.  an  arrow ;  (perhaps  a  variation  from 
astra-kanthafy.—Asra-khadira,  as,  m.  a  red  Mi- 

mosa. —  Asra-ja,  am,  n.  flesh.  —  Asra-jit,  t,  m.  a 
plant ;  see  astrarjit.  —  Asra-pa,  as,  m.  a  Rakshasa 
or  goblin ;  (d),  (.  a  leech  j  a  Dakim  or  female  imp. 
—  Asra-pattraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Rubia 
Cordifolia  L.  (1).  —  Asra-pitta,  am,  n.  plethora, 
hemorrhage,  epistaxis,  involuntary  discharge  of  blood 
from  the  mouth,  nostrils,  anus,  &c.  —  Asra-phald,  f. 
the  plant  Boswellia  Thurifera  Roxb.  —  Asra-mdtrikd, 
f.  chyle,  chyme.  —  Asra-rodhini,  f.  the  plant  Mi- 

mosa Pudica.  —  Asra-vindu-Mhadd,  f.,  N.  of  a  tu- 

berous plant.— Asrdrjaka  (°ra-ar°),  as,  m.  the 
white  Tulasi  plant. 

Asrdya,  nom.  A.  asrdyate,  -yitum,  to  shed  tears. 

•glfcNri  a-sravat,  an,  ant'i,  at  (rt.  srn),  not 
flowing ;  Ved.  not  leaky  (as  a  ship). 

A-sruva,  am,  n.  granulation  (of  a  running  sore). 

vi till  a-srdma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  not  stiff, 
not  lame. 

asri,  is,  f.  an  angle;  ten  millions. 
See  aM. 

a-sridh,  t,  t,  t,  or  a-sridhdna,  as,  d, 

am,  or  a-sredhat,  an,  and,  at,  Ved.  not  doing 
harm ;  uninjured,  unfatigued  ;  pious,  peaceable. 

f  asri-vayas,  Ved.   having  food 
which  falls  or  drops  down  (f). 

asru,  n.  a  tear,  &c.     See  asru. 

reman,  d,  m.,Ved.  praiseworthy, 

to  Be  praised ;  (if  fr.  rt.  sriv)  undecaying,  immortal. 

"Sits  a-sea,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-svaka,  as,  akd 

or  ikd,  am,  or  a-svakiya,  as,  d,  am,  not  one's 
own,  belonging  to  another.  —  A-sva-ga,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  not  going  to  one's  own  home,  homeless.  —  A- 
svaga-td,  (.,  Ved.  homelessness.  —  A-sra-jdti,  is,  is, 
i,  of  a  different  caste,  of  a  different  species.  —  Asva- 
tva,  am,  n.  or  a&va-td,  f.  want  of  claim  or  right  to 
anything,  having  no  indefeasible  property  in  it,  ab- 

sence of  ownership 

A-tva6(handa,  as,  a,  am,  docile  ;  not  self-willed, 
dependant. 

ah. 

A-svatantra,  as,  a,  am,  not  self-willed,  dependant, 
subject ;  docile,  humble. 

.•l-*riibhdva,ai,  m.  unnatural  or  unusual  character 
or  temperament;  (as,  d,  am),  of  a  different  nature. 
A-svarupa,  as,  d,  am,  essentially  different  or 

unlike. 

A-svavexa,  an,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  no  home  of 
one's  own,  expelled  from  home. 

A-svddhydya  (^sva-adh°),  as,  m.  a  Brahman who  has  not  performed  his  studies,  who  has  not  read 
the  Vedas  previously  to  his  investiture ;  interruption 
or  interval  of  study,  prohibited  on  certain  days  of  the 
moon,  at  eclipses,  &c. 

A-svdrtha  (°sva-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  not  for  one's 
self;  not  for  a  proper  object;  having  a  different 
meaning. 

A-srikdra,  as,  m.  non-acquiescence,  dissent. 
A-smkrita,  as,  d,  am,  dissented  from,  refused, 

not  promised. 
^rat  a-sva66ha,  as,  d,  am,  not   clear, 

opaque. ^TS^tT  a-svanta  (a-su-anta),  as,  d,  am, 

ending  ill,  leading  to  or  having  an  unfavourable  issue ; 

(fr.  asu-anta?)  approaching  the  end  of  life  ;  a  fire- 
place, see  aivanta. 

•si*3»  a-svapna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sleepless, 
awake ;  (as),  m.  sleeplessness,  the  being  awake  ;  a 
god,  a  deity  [cf.  Suirxos]. 
A-svapnaj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  not  sleepy,  sleepless. 
•ens*,  a-svara,  as,  d,  am,  not  aloud, 

speaking  in  an  under  tone,  indistinct ;  having  a  bad 
or  croaking  voice  ;  (am),  ind.  not  aloud,  in  a  low 
tone,  indistinctly. ^ 

vt*3't(  a-svargya,  as,  a,  am,  not  leading 
to  heaven,  unheavenly. 

*jt^  a-sva-stha,  as,  d,  am,  not  in  good 

health,  not  one's  self,  sick.  —  Asvastha-td,  f.  want  of 
firmness ;  weakness,  illness. 

A-svdsthya,  am,  n.  indisposition,  sickness,  dis- 
comfort, indigence. 

'UJjilfJ  a-svddu,  us,  us,  u,  tasteless,  insipid. 

•snail*!'*  a-svdmika,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  un- 

owned, unclaimed. 
A-svdmin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  no  right  or  title  to 

anything,  not  being  master  of  it ;  that  which  has  no 
master  or  owner.  —  A-s I'ditti-vikraya,  as,  m.  sale 
without  ownership. 

A-svdmya,  am,  n.  absence  of  right  or  title  to  pro- 

perty. 

'SiyiXI  v-sciirtha,  as,  d,  am,  unselfish, 

disinterested. 

«TJ3^  a-sveda,  as,  m.  suppressed  perspira- 
tion ;  (as,  a,  am),  not  perspiring. 

^T?  i.  ah  (connected  with  rt.  nah),  cl.  i. 

P.,  Ved.  aftati,  and  pi.  perf.  andha,  to  string  toge- 
ther (?),  to  compose,  to  celebrate,  to  prepare,  to  in- 

crease. 
^T?  2.  ah,  cl.  5.  P.,  Ved.  ahnoti  or  adnoti, 

to  pervade  or  occupy  ;  to  go  or  move  ;  cl.  to  (?)  to 
cause  to  shine  (I). 

Ahana,  ««,  d,  am,  illuminating,  spreading  light 

(epithet  of  the  dawn). 
^1?  3.  ah  (defect,  verb,  preserved  only  in 

five  persons  of  the  perfect,  viz.  dttha,  aha,  dhathus, 
dhatus,  dhw>,  which  may  have  a  present  significa- 

tion), to  say,  speak  ;  to  acknowledge,  accept,  state  ; 
to  declare,  express,  signify  ;  to  call ;  to  attribute  ;  to 
call  (with  two  aoc.) ;  to  hold,  consider,  regard ;  to 
adjudge  anything  (ace.)  to  any  one  (gen.).  [To 
this  rt.  are  referred,  Hib.  ag-all,  '  speech ;'  <ig-aill, 
'  to  speak ;'  eigh-jm,  '  I  call :'  Goth,  af-aika,  '  I 

deny :'  Lat.  nego  for  n' — ego, '  to  say  no :'  also  cy'o.] 
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aha,  ind.  (as  a  particle  implying 
ascertainment,  affirmation,  certainty,  &c.)  surely,  cer- 

tainly, yes,  well  ;  (as  explaining,  defining,  admitting, 
limiting,  &c.)  namely  ;  I  grant  you,  granted,  indeed, 
of  course  ;  at  least.  This  particle  is  also  said  to  im- 

ply rejecting,  sending  ;  deviation  from  custom,  im- 
propriety. 

,  &c.    See  under  aham, 

a-hata,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  han),  unhurt, 
uninjured,  not  struck,  not  killed  ;  unbeaten  (as  clothes 
in  washing);  unwashed,  new;  unblemished,  un. 
soiled  ;  not  disappointed  ;  (am),  n.  unwashed  or  new 
clothes. 

A-hati  or  a-Kanti,  is,  {.,  Ved.  safeness. 
A-hatvd,  ind.  not  having  killed. 
A-hananiya  or  a-hantavya,  as,  a,  am,  not  to  be 

killed. 

A-hantya  or  a-hantra  or  a-hanya,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  indestructible,  invincible. 

ahan  and  ahas,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  2. 

ha  with  a,  '  not  ;'  according  to  others,  who  compare 
the  Goth,  daga,  Germ,  tag,  Eng.  day,  a  corruption 
of  dahan  fr.  rt.  dah  ;  the  nom.  ace.  voc.  sing,  and 
the  middle  cases  come  fr.  ahas,  the  others  fr.  ahan; 
in  the  Vedas  the  middle  cases  also  are  sometimes 

formed  fr.  ahan,  e.  g.  ahabhyas,  ahabhis)  ;  a  day  ; 

a  sacrificial  or  festival  day  ;  a  day's  work  ;  a  portion 
of  a  book  appointed  for  one  day's  reading  ;  day  per- 

sonified as  one  of  the  eight  Vasus  ;  N.  of  a  Tirtha  ; 

ahany-ahani  or  ahar-aha/t,  day  by  day,  daily; 
aha.nl,  du.  day  and  night  ;  tad  ahas,  on  that  very 

day  ;  yad  ahas,  on  which  day.  (As  the  last  mem- 
ber of  a  compound  ahan  generally  appears  in  the 

form  aha,  m.,  rarely  n.,  but  sometimes  also  in  the 
form  ahan,  e.  g.  punydha,  ekahan,  q.  v.  As  the 
first  member  of  a  compound  alias  and  ahar  are  the 

usual  forms  ;  as  in  the  following  examples.)  —  Ahah- 
pati,  is,  m.  lord  of  the  day,  the  sun  ;  see  ahar- 
pati.  —  Ahah-4eslui,am,  n.  evening.  —  AJtar-dgama, 
as,  m.  the  approach  of  day.  —  Ahar-gana,  as,  m.  a 
series  of  sacrificial  days  ;  a  month  ;  any  calculated 

term.  —  Ahar-jara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  year  (as  making 
days  become  old).  —  Ahar-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
born  in  the  day  or  from  day,  not  belonging  to  night 
or  to  the  spirits  of  darkness.  —  Ahar-dira,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  existing  every  day;  (am),  ind.  daily,  day  by  day. 

—  Ahar-divi,  ind.,  Ved.  day  by  day,  every  day,  con- 

stantly. —  Ahar-dris',  k,  k,  it,  Ved.  beholding  the  day, 
living.  —  A  har-nUa,  am,  n.  day  and  night,  a  whole 
day;    (am),  ind.  day  and  night,  during  the  whole 
day,  continually.  —  Ahar-pati,  is,  m.,Ved.  lord  of  the 
day  ;  the  sun  ;  epithet  of  Siva  ;  also  written  ahah- 
pati.  —  Ahar-bdndhara,  as,  m.  the  sun.  —  Ahar- 
bhdj,  lc,  k,  k,Ved.  partaking  of  the  day.  —  Ahar- 
mani,  is,  m.  the  sun.  —  Ahar-mukha,  am,  n.  com- 

mencement  of  the   day,    morning,   dawn.  —  Ahar- 
loka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  taking  the  place  of  day. 

—  Ahar-vid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  existing  (many)   days; 
known  long  ago  ;  knowing  the  (fit)  time  or  season. 
—  Ahat-fai,   ind.,  Ved.   every  day.  —  Akas-kara, 
as,  m.  the  sun.  —  Ahan-pati,  is,  m.  the  sun  ;  swallow 
wort. 

Aho-ratra,  &c.     See  s.  v. 

•«S«1  ahana.     See  2.  ah. 

^T^W^zAam,  ncftn.  sing.  '  I.'  The  supposed 
base  of  this  1st  personal  pronoun  is  asmad,  q.  v.  [cf. 

Zend  azem  ;  Gr.  (•yiliv,  4y<i,  iuv  ;  Lat.  ego  ;  Goth. 
(k  ;  Mod.  Germ,  ich  ;  Lith.  asz;  Slav,  az  ;  Cambro- 
brit.  ym  ;  Bret,  am,  em]  . 

Aham-yati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Samyati. 
Ahamyu,  us,  u»,  u,  selfish,  proud,  haughty  ;  (us), 

m.  a  warrior. 

Aham-vddin,  i,  iril,  i,  speaking  only  of  one's  self, 
presumptuous,  haughty. 

Aham-freyas,  as,  or  aham-s'retjasa,  am,  n.  claim- 
ing superiority  for  one's  self. 

Aham-sana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  gaining  for  one's 
self,  obtaining  for  one's  self. 

Ahan-Tcartavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  referred  to  self; 

(am),  n.  the  object  of  Ahan-kara. 
Ahait-kdra,  as,  m.  the  making  of  self,  sense  of 

self,  thinking  of  self,  egotism,  individuality  ;  self-con- 
sciousness, pride,  haughtiness  ;  (in  the  San-khya  phil.) 

the  third  of  the  eight  producers  or  elements  of  crea- 
tion, viz.  the  conceit  or  conception  of  individuality, 

individualization.  —  Ahankdra-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  con- 
scious, selfish,  proud. 

Ahan-kdrin,  i,  inl,  i,  self-important,  proud. 
Ahait-kdrya,  am,  n.  that  which  is  to  be  done  by 

one's  self,  any  personal  object,  business  or  matter. 
Alian-lcrita,  as,  a,  am,  egotistic  ;  proud,  haughty  ; 

conscious. 

A/tan-kriti,  is,  f.  egotism,  high  opinion  of  one's 
self,  pride. 
Aham-agrikd,  (.  or  aham-uttara,  am,  n.  a  contest 

for  superiority,  rivalry. 

AJtam-ahamika,  f.  assertion  or  conceit  of  superi- 
ority, boasting,  egotism  ;  military  vaunting. 

Aham-purva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  desirous  of  being 
first. 
Aham-purvikd,  f.  or  aham-prathamikd,  f.  emu- 

lative onset,  the  running  forward  of  soldiers  with 
emulation  ;  conceit,  vaunting. 

Aham-bhadra,  am,  n.  self-conceit,  a  high  notion 
of  one's  own  superiority. 
Aham-mati,  is,  f.  or  aham-mdna,  am,  n.  self- 

illusion,  spiritual  ignorance,  conceit,  self-love. 

•st^*,  a-hara,  as,  m.  (rt.  An),  N.  of  the 
twelfth  Manu  ;  a  Danava. 

A-haraniya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  taken  away. 
A-hdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  not  taking  (!). 
A-hdrya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  stolen,  not  to  be 

removed;  (as),  m.  a  mountain.  —  Aharya-td,  f.  or 
ahdrya-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  not  being  liable  to 
be  taken  away,  security. 

a-harita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  yellow. 

a-harsha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ArisA),  un- 

happy, gloomy,  sorrowful. 
A-harshita,  as,  d,  am,  unhappy,  sorrowful. 

^?c5  a-hala,  as,  a,  am,  or  a-hali,  is,  is,  i, 
unploughed,  unfurrowed. 

A-halya,  as,  d,  am,  not  arable,  unploughed; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Gautama 
or  Saradvat  ;  N.  of  a  sea. 

\M^rc)<*  ahallika,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  talker, tattler  (?). 

•w^qrTfa  a-havanlya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  AM), 
not  to  be  offered  as  an  oblation,  not  fit  or  proper  to 
be  sacrificed. 

A-hams,  it,  is,  is,  Ved.  without  oblations,  sacri- 
ficeless.  , 

a-hasta,  as,  d,  am,  handless. 

aAaAa  or  ahaha,  ind.  a  particle  or 
interjection,  as  Ah  I  Aha  !  &c.,  implying  surprise, 
fatigue,  pain,  sorrow,  pleasure,  calling. 

a-harya,  &c.     See  under  a-hara. 

ahdvas,  Ved.,  said  to  be  a  sound 
like  a  flourish  at  the  end  of  a  hymn. 

W^T  ahi,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ayh;  according  to 

Say.  fr.  rt.  han  with  a  prefixed  and  shortened,  '  one 

that  destroys  on  all  sides  '),  a  snake  ;  the  serpent  of 
the  sky,  the  demon  Vritra  ;  a  cloud  ;  water  ;  lead  ; 
a  traveller  ;  the  sun  ;  a  N.  of  Rahu,  the  ascending 
node  ;  the  navel  ;  [cf.  anha  and  anhu,  pp.  1,  6  ;  Lat. 

anguix  ;  Gr.  ?^t-y,  ?xt5pa,  fy^-\v^,  an^  o<£*s  > 
Lith.  vngury-s  ;  Russ.  tigorj  ;  Armen.  fc;  Germ. 
tmc  ;  Mod.  Gr.  a^fAi.]  —  Ahi-kdnta,  as,  m.  air, 
wind  ;  (snakes  being  supposed  to  teed  upon  air.) 

—  Ahi-kosha,  as,  m.  the  slough  or  cast  skin  of  a 
snake.  —  Ahi-kshatra  and  ahi-kshetra,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  country.  —  Ahi-gopa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  guarded 
by  a  serpent.  —  Ahi-ghna,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the 
slaying  of  the  serpent  or  demon  (Vritra)  who  ob- 

structs the  heavenly  waters.  —  Ahi-ghnl,  is,  m.,Ved. 
killing  snakes.  —  Ahi-fthatra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
vegetable  poison  ;  the  plant  Gymnema  Sylvestie  (?)  ; 

N.  of  a  country  ;  (a),  f.  sugar  ;  the  city  of  Ahi- 
llhatra.  —  Ahi-^hairaka,  am,  n.  a  mushroom. 

—  Ahi-jit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  Krishna,  also  of  Indra. 
—  Ahi-tundika,    as,  m.   a  snake-catcher  or   ex- 
hibiter;  see  dhitundika.  —  Ahi-dat,  an,  atl,  at, 

or  ahi-danta,  as,  i,  am,  having  the  teeth  of  a  ser- 
pent. —  Ahi-dvish,  (,  t,  t,  enemy  of  the  serpents  or 

of  Vritra  ;  (t),  m.  an  ichneumon  ;  a  peacock  ;  Garuda, 
the  bird  of  Vishnu;  Indra.  —  Ahi-nakulikd,  (.  the 
natural  enmity  between  a  snake  and  an  ichneumon. 

—  Ahi-ndma-bhrit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  Baladeva  (as  identi- 
fied with  Sesha).  —  AM-nirmoka,  as,  m.  or  ahi- 

nirvlayarii,  f.  the  cast  off  skin  of  a  snake.  —  Ahi- 
patdka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  snake,  not  venomous. 

—  Ahi-pati,  is,  m.,   N.   of   S'esha,   sovereign  of the  snakes,  also  ofVasuki  and  others;    any  large 

serpent.  —  Ahi-putraka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  boat. 
—  Ahi-putana,  as,  a,  m.  f.  sores  on  the  hinder 
part  of  the  body  (of  children).  —Ahi~phena,  am, 
n.  opium,  the  saliva  or  venom  of  a  snake  [cf.  2. 

a-phena~\.  —  Ahirbradhna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva  ;  one 
of  the  Rudras  ;  corrupted  fr.  ahir-budhnyas.  —  Ahi- 
bradhna-deuatd,  f.  the  twenty-sixth  lunar  mansion. 
—Ahi-bhaya,  as,  m.  fear  of  a   lurking   snake  ; 
apprehension  of  treachery.  —  Ahibhaya-dd,  f.,  N. 
of  the  plant  Flacourtia  Cataphracta  Roxb.  ••  Ahi- 
bhdnw,  us,  us,  it,  Ved.  shining  like  serpents  ;  epithet 
of  the  Maruts.  —  Ahi-bhuj,  Tc,  m.  Garuda,  the  bird 
of  Vishnn  ;  a  peacock  ;  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Ahi-bhrit, 

t,  m.  'carrying  serpents,'  N.  of  Siva.—  Ahi-manyu, 
us,  us,  u,  Ved.  enraged  like  serpents,  epithet  of  the 

Maruts  ;    (S5y.)  '  endowed    with  destructive   anger,' 
or  'with  unimpaired  knowledge.'  —  Ahl-mardani, 
(.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Ahi-mdya,  as,   d,  am,  Ved. 
multiform  or  versatile  like  a  snake,  showing  the  same 

variety  of  colour  and  shape.  —  AM-mdra  or  ahi- 
medaka,  a»,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  AM-ripu,  MS,  m. 
a  peacock.  —  Ahir-budhna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva  ;  cor- 

rupted fr.  ahir-budhnyas.—  Ahirbudhna-devata, 

as,  f.  pi.  the  twenty-sixth  lunar  mansion.  —  Ahir- 
bradhna, as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rudra.  —  Ahi-lata,  {.,  the 

plant  Betel;  another  plant.  —  Ahi-lodana,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  servant  of  Sm.  —  Ahi-vi<Jashta,  as,  a,  am, 

snake-bitten.  —  Ahi-mdvish,  t,  m.  Garuda;   Indra. 
—  Ahi-fushmasatlvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  one  whose  men 
(the  Maruts)  hiss  like  serpents  ;  epithet  of  Indra  ;  (ac- 

cording to  S5y.  ahi-tfushma  means  '  of  all-pervading 
strength,'  and  is  to  be  separated  from  sattran.)  —  Ahi- 
hatya,  am,  n.  the  slaying  of  the  serpent  or  demon 
(Vritra)  who  obstructs  the  heavenly  waters.  —  Ahi-han, 
a,  m.,  Ved.  killing  serpents  or  Vritra.  —  Ahy-arshu, 
ui,  in,  u,  Ved.  gliding  like  a  snake. 

I.  ahika,  as,  m.  a  blind  snake,  not  venomous, 

see  andhdhika;  (d),  (.,  N.  of  the  silk-cotton  tree, 
Bombax  Heptaphyllum  Salmalia  Malabarica.  (For  2. uhiku,  see  below.) 

•wfis+K*  a-hinsaka,  as,  d,  am,  or  a-hinsat, 
an,  anti,  at,  or  a-hinsdna,  at,  d,  am  (rt.  hins), 
Ved.  not  hurting,  harmless,  innocuous. 
A-hinsd,  f.  harmlessness,  not  injuring  anything, 

one  of  the  cardinal  virtues  of  most  Hindu  sects,  but 
particularly  of  the  Buddhists  and  Jamas;  security, 
safeness.  —  Ahinsd-nirala,  as,  d,  am,  devoted  to 

harmlessness  or  gentleness. 
A-hinsita  or  a-hinsyamana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  un- 

injured, being  unharmed. 
A-hinsra,  as,  d,  am,  innocuous,  innocent,  harm- 

less ;  (am),  a.  harmless  behaviour  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the 
plant  Momordica  Cochinchinensis,  Spreng,  (commonly 
called  Kurkavali.) 

^rfir^T  2.  ahika,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ahan,  q.v.), 

is  found  at  the  end  of  a  few  compounds  in  the  sense 
of  lasting  a  certain  number  of  days,  e.g.  datiuhika, 

lasting  for  ten  days.  See  I.  ahika  above. 

ahinduka,  f.  a  kind  of  small  poi- 
sonous animal. 
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a-hita. u-karsha. 

a-hita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  a"Aa),  not  placed, 
not  put,  not  fixed  ;  unfit,  improper  ;  unadvantageous, 
noxious  ;  hurtful,  prejudicial  ;  hostile,  inimical  ;  (as), 
m.  an  enemy;  (am),  n.  damage;  food  &c.  contra- 

indicated  in  a  disease.  —  Ahita-larin,  ~i,  inl,  i,  ad- 
verse, inimical,  acting  unkindly.—  A-kita-ndman, 

a,  a,  a,  Ved.  having  as  yet  no  name.  —  A-hita- 
mana»,  as,  at,  as,  not  friendly-minded,  hating,  ad- 
verse^inimical.  —  Ahita-hita-vifam-Junyu-liuiliVt  i, 
is,  is,  i,  whose  intellect-  is  incapable  of  discriminating 

between  good  and  evil.  —  Ahtiefthu  (cta-ida),  us,  us, 
«,  not  wishing  well,  malevolent. 

•wl5»it»<.  a-hima-kara,  as,  or  a-hima-tejas, 
as,  or  a-hima-ru<!{,  it,  or  a-hiiudniu  (°ma-an°), 
us,  m.  the  sun. 

^r?^  ahi,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  demon  con- 
quered by  Indra  and  his  companions  ;  a  serpent  (see 

ahi);  a  cow;  (i),  du.  heaven  and  earth. 

xit-i«1  1  .  ahlna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ahan),  lasting 
several  days  ;  (o«),  m.  a  sacrifice  lasting  several  days  ; 
one  lasting  twelve  days  (i.  e.  stoma  or  yajna). 

•w^ll  2.  ahlna,  as,  m.  (fr.  ahi,  q.  v.),  a 
large  snake  (?). 

TCI  5)1  3.  a-hina,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  2.  ha),  un- 
impaired, whole,  entire  ;  full,  luxurious  ;  not  deprived 

of,  not  withdrawing;  possessed  of;  not  outcast  or 
vile.  —  A-hlna-gu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  son  of 
DevJmka.  —  A-htna-vadin,  i,  m.  a  witness  capable 
of  giving  evidence. 

ahlra,  as,  m.  a  cowherd.  Seeabhlra. 

ahirani,  is,  or  ahlranin,  I,  m.  a 
kind  of  snake,  said  to  be  two-headed. 

ahtsttva,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 
demon  conquered  by  Indra. 

'tj  ahu,  us,  vi,  u,  (in  compounds)  narrow. See  anhu. 

<!§*  a-huta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  hu),  unsacri- 
ficed,  unoffered,  not  yet  sacrificed;  one  who  has 
not  received  any  sacrifice  ;  not  gained  or  obtained  by 
sacrifice;  (as),  m.  religious  meditation,  prayer,  and 
study  of  the  Veda,  considered  as  one  of  the  five  great 
sacraments,  otherwise  called  Brahma-yaj  na.  —  A-hutdd 

(°ta-ad),  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  not  eating  of  a  sacrifice  ;  not allowed  to  partake  of  a  sacrifice. 

•wprra-Au/a,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  Ape),  uncalled,  un- 
summoned,  unchallenged.  (The  form  a-A«towith  the 

sense  '  uncalled,'  given  by  Wilson,  is  very  questionable.) 
1»«}<!JI'1  a-hrindaa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not 

being  angry,  friendly. 

A-hrimyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not  being  angry, 
jealous,  or  envious  ;  not  discontented,  willing  ;  that 
which  is  bestowed  willingly. 

•*<<|a  a-hridya,  as,  a,  am,  not  desired,  not 
agreeable.  —  Ahridya-krit,  t,  t,  t,  disagreeable,  caus- 

ing disgust. 

T?  ahe,  ind.  a  particle  implying  reproach, 
rejection,  separation. 

^?TJ  a-hetu,  us,  m.  absence  of  cause  or 
reason  —  Ahettt-ta,  f.  or  ahetu-tva,  am,  n.  absence 
of  cause,  reason,  or  necessity. 
A-hduka,  as,  a,  am,  causeless,  groundless. 
A-Jiaituka,  as,  J,  am,  having  no  reason  or  founda- tion ;  causeless,  having  no  motive,  disinterested. 

aheru,  us,  f.  the  plant  Asparagus Racemosus. 

^,  an,  anfi,  at,  or  a-helamana, 
<»>.  a,  am,  or  a-hclayat,  an,  antl,  at  (rt.  hed,  Ved. 
hel  with  a),  Ved.  not  angry,  not  displeased,  favour- able. 

18  ̂V  aho,  ind.  (as  a  particle  and  inter- 

jection of  joyful  or  painful  surprise)  Ah  I  (of  enjoy- 
ment or  satisfaction)  Oh !  (of  fatigue,  discontent, 

compassion,  sorrow,  regret)  Alas !  Ah  !  (of  praise) 
Bravo !  (of  reproach)  Fie !  (of  calling)  Ho !  Halo  1 
(of  doubt,  deliberation)  either,  or;  (of  contempt) 
Pshaw  !  It  is  also  sometimes  an  expletive. 

Aho-piirushikd,  f.  self-confidence ;  boasting. 

•eilsYrT  a-hotri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  not  sacrificing; 
not  competent  to  sacrifice. 

'•M^lud  aho-rdtra,  as, am,  m.  n.  (fr.ahan, 
q.  v. +  ra(ri,  q.v.),  a  day  and  night,  vvxOfofpov ;  a 
day  of  twenty-four  hours  or  thirty  Muhurtas,  from 
sunrise  to  sunrise;  a  day  and  night  of  the  Pitris  =  a 
month  of  the  gods  =  a  year  of  Brahma  =  2000  Yugas 
of  the  gods;  (am),  ind.  day  and  night,  continually, always. 

Aho-rupa,  am,  n.  the  appearance  of  day. 

violin  ahavata,  ind.  a  particle  of  calling, 
of  compassion,  of  fatigue. 

*a?~t*n  ahohl,  ind.  in  a  variegated  or wonderful  manner  (?). 

WJT  ahna,  as,  m.  as  last  memher  of  a 

compound  =  ahan,  a  day,  q.  v. ;  e'.  g.  madhyahna, 
midday ;  apardhna,  afternoon. 
Ahndya,  ind.  formerly ;  instantly ;  soon,  speedily. 
Ahnika,  as,  a,  am,  as  last  member  of  a  compound 

=ahan;  e.  g.  dvy-ahn{ka,  as,  a,  am,  lasting  two days. 

Ahnl,  (.  and  ahriiya,  as,  a,  am,  or  ahnya,  as,  a, 
am  (all  ft.  ahan),  used  at  the  end  of  compounds ; 
e.  g.  rathdhnya,  am,  n.  the  daily  journey  of  a 
chariot. 

a-hnavdyya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  hnu), 

Ved.  not  to  be  denied  or  set  aside  ;  (as),  m.  accord- 
ing to  Say.  the  N.  of  a  king. 

ahy-arshu.     See  under  ahi. 

vig<4  a-hfdya  or  a-hraydna,  as,  d,  am  (fr. 
hrt,  shame,  q.  v.),  Ved.  luxurious,  proud,  bold,  con- 

scious of  one's  own  power. 
A-hri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  luxurious,  fat 
A-hri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  shameless,  importunate. 
A-hrika,  as,  d,  am,  shameless  ;  (as),  m.  a  Bud- 

dhist mendicant. 

vi  sn  a-hruta,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  hvri),  Ved. 
not  fluctuating,  not  stumbling  ;  going  in  a  straight 
line  ;  not  crooked,  straight.  —  Ahruta-psu,  us,  us, 
u,  Ved.  of  straight  or  upright  appearance. 

•wi<^rti  a-hvald,  f.,  Ved.  not  fluctuating, 
not  stumbling,  firmness  ;  the  plant  Semecarpus  Ana- cardium. 

vTt  i.  «,  the  second  letter  of  the  alphabet, 
corresponding  to  a  long,  as  in  far. 

^TT  2.  d,  (as  a  particle  or  interjection  of  as- 
sent) yes,  verily  ;  (of  compassion  or  pain)  Ah  1 

Alas  I  in  the  latter  sense  it  is  more  correctly  written 
as  ;  (of  reminiscence)  Ah  I  Oh  !  (a  conjunction  dis- 

junctive) but  ;  (a  conjunction  copulative)  and.  This 
particle  remains  unaltered  in  orthography  even  before 
vowels. 

^TT  3.  a,  a  prefix  to  verbs  and  nouns,  (ex- 
pressing) near,  near  to,  towards,  from  all  sides,  all 

around  ;  and  sometimes  redundant.  As  a  prefix  to  verbs 
of  motion  it  expresses  the  notion  of  moving  or  going 
towards  ;  e.  g.  a-kramati,  he  goes  towards.  When 
prefixed  to  roots  like  gam,  yd,  and  i,  to  go,  and  da, 
to  give,  it  reverses  the  action  ;  e.  g.  d-gatChati,  he 
comes  ;  a-datte,  he  takes. 

As  unconnected  with  verbs  and  prefixed  to  nouns  it 
forms  with  them  cither  compound  adverbs  or  adjectives, 
mplying  the  limit  conclusive  (until,  unto,  as  far  as), 

or  the  limit  inceptive  (from,  from  thence  or  that 

time)  ;  e.  g.  a-maranam,  till  death  ;  d-kumdram, 
from  childhood  [cf.  a  puero]  ;  d-gopdld  dvijdtayah, 
the  twice-born  including  the  cowherds. 

(Prefixed  to  adjectives  &c.  it  implies)  diminution  ; 

e.  g.  d-pandu,  a  little  pale  ;  d-pakva,  half-cooked. 
(As  a  separable  adverb  d  implies)  near,  near  to, 

towards  ;  thereto,  further,  also,  and  ;  especially,  even. 
In  many  places  in  the  Vedas  a  gives  force  to  the 
word  which  precedes  it  (e.  g.  mahimd  vdm  In- 

dragrii  panhhtha  d,  '  your  greatness,  O  Indra  and 
Agni,  is  praiseworthy  indeed')  ;  and  in  a  similar  man- 

ner we  find  it  in  the  Veda  placed  after  prepositions, 
the  sense  of  which  is  strengthened  by  it. 

(As  a  separable  preposition  with  ace.  or  abl.)  near 
to,  up  to,  to,  as  far  as  ;  e.  g.  iatam  a  jails,  as 
far  as  a  hundred  births  ;  a  samudrdt,  as  far  as  the 
ocean  :  (with  abl.)  away  from,  from  ;  out  of,  of,  from 
among;  e.g.  d  muldt,  from  the  beginning;  bahMiya 
d,  from  among  many  :  (with  loc.)  in,  at  ;  e.  g. 
dama  a.,  in  a  house. 

^T  4.  a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  S'iva;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 

Lakshml. 'OT-^  d-i.     See  e. 

See  endh. 
a-inv.     See  enc. 

-^a-z'sA.     See  esh. 

-^J  d-lksh.     See  eksh. 

T-^  d-ir.     See  er. 
-'^  «-zsfc.     See  esh. -1?  d-u.     See  o. 

-TST  d-vksh.     See  oksh. 

3H!J  d-urnu.     See  ornu. 
-'3i^  d-iih.     See  oh. 

-^  d-ri.     See  dr. 

d-n6h.     See  arOi. 

d-rinj.     See  drnj. 
a-n'dA.     See  drdh. 

d-ka(,  cl.  i.  A.  -katate,  -titum,  to 
tie  on,  to  fasten  on. 

ii-katthana,  as,  d,  am,  boasting, 
swaggering. 

•«U<*1^  d-kan,  cl.  I.  P.  -kanaii,  -nitum,  or 
Intens.  -fakanii,  to  be  pleased  with  (with  loc.)  ;  to 
endeavour  to  obtain  ;  to  love,  to  desire,  solicit,  praise. 

vi  i  <***^  d-kamp,  cl.  i.  A.  -kampate,  -pitum, 
to  tremble  :  Caus.  -kampayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
tremble. 

A-kampa,  at,  m.  or  d-l-ampana,  am,  n.  trem- 
bling motion,  shaking,  trembling. 

A-kampita  or  d-kampra,  as,  d,  am,  shaken, 
trembling  ;  moved,  agitated. 

d-kara,  dkarin,&c.  See  under  d-krl. 

d-karana.     See  under  d-kri. 

-iarn,  cl.  10.  P.  -karnayati,  -yitum, 

to  give  ear  to,  listen  to,  hear. 
A-karna,  up  to  the  ear,  (occurs  at  the  commence- 

ment of  several  compounds  to  denote  the  end  of  an 
arrow  reaching  to  the  ear  in  drawing  a  bow.) 

A-karnana,  am,  n.  hearing,  listening. 

A-karnita,  as,  a,  am,  heard,  listened  to;  over- 
beud. 

A-karnya,  ind.  having  heard  or  listened  to. 

•«II=»H  d-karsha,  d-karshin,  &c.  See  under d-kruh. 



a-kal. a-karshin. Ill 

d-kal,  cl.  IO.  P.  -kalayati,  -yitwm, 
to  shake,  agitate,  throw,  cast  ;  to  lay  hold  of,  seize  ; 
to  tie,  fasten  ;  to  surrender,  transfer  ;  to  observe,  take 

into  consideration  ;  to  consider  [cf.  Gr.  oKc'AAcu]. 
A-kalana,  am,  n.  binding,  confinement  ;  counting, 

reckoning  ;  laying  hold  of  ;  wish,  desire. 
A-kalita,  as,  a,  am,  bound  ;  counted,  reckoned  ; 

seized,  held. 

•>.HI<*<d4  d-kalpa,  as,  m.  (rt.  klrip  with  a), 
adding  to,  improving,  increasing  ;  ornament,  decora- 

tion ;  sickness,  disease. 

A-kalpaka,  as,  m.  remembering  with  regret,  miss- 
ing ;  joy  ;  fainting,  loss  of  sense  or  perception  ;  dark- 

ness ;  a  knot  or  joint. 

A-kalpam,  ind.  till  the  end  of  a  kalpa. 

'«i«ix«4  dkalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-kalya),  sick- 
ness, disease. 

•«M«liH  d-kasha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kash,  '  to  rub,' 
with  a),  a  touchstone. 

A-kashaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  cutting,  rubbing,  or  test- 
ing with  a  touchstone,  touching,  assaying. 

A-kashika,  as,  i,  am,  touching,  testing. 

*itic(ii«*«3i  akasmika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  a-kasmat), 
causeless,  unforeseen,  unexpected,  sudden.  -•  Akasmi- 
ka-tva,  am,  n.  suddenness,  &c. 

iHI<*ljjf  d-kdnksh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -kdnkshati, 

-te,  -shitum,  to  desire,  long  for,  hope  for,  endeavour 
to  gain,  expect  (with  ace.)  ;  to  endeavour  to  reach  a 
place,  turn  to  ;  (in  gram.)  to  require  some  word  or 
words  to  be  supplied  for  the  completion  of  the  sense. 

A-kdnkiha,  as,  a,  am,  desiring,  wishing;  (in 
gram.)  requiring  a  word  or  words  to  complete  the 
sense  ;  (a),  f.  desire,  wish  ;  (in  gram.)  the  requiring 
of  a  word  or  period  for  the  completion  of  the  sense  ; 
looking  at  or  towards  ;  purpose,  intention  ;  enquiry, 
asking;  the  significancy  of  a  word. 

A-kdnkshaniyfi  or  d-kdnkshitavya,  as,  a,  am, 
to  be  desired  or  expected,  desirable. 

A-kdnkshat,  an,  anti,  at,  wishing,  expecting; 
looking  at,  looking  to  or  towards. 
A-kdnkshita,  as,  a,  am,  wished,  desired  ;  asked, 

enquired  ;  regarded,  looked  at  ;  wanted,  necessary. 
A-kdnksMn,  I,  im,  i,  wishing,  desirous,  wishful, 

hopeful  ;  asking,  enquiring,  expectant. 
A-kdttkshya,  as,  a,  am,  desirable;  (am),  n.  need 

of  supplying  a  word  or  words  for  the  completion  of 
the  sense. 

v<l<*l«i  d-kdya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ii  with  a),  a 
funeral  pile  ;  abode,  residence. 

WrartT  d-kdyya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ki  with 
a),  Ved.  desirable;  in  every  way  praiseworthy  or 
commendable. 

d-kdra.     See  under  d-kri. 

ii-kdla,  as,  m.  the  right  time  ;  (for 
n-kala)  wrong  or  inauspicious  time. 
Akdlika,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  not  filling  a  space  of 

time,  momentary,  instantaneous  ;  unseasonable  ;  (I), 
f.  lightning.  —  Akalika-tva,  am,  n.  unseasonableness, 
suddenness. 

d-kds,  cl.  i.  A.  -kdsate,  -situm,  to 
shine,  be  bright  ;  to  view,  recognize. 

A-ktida,  ax,  am,  m.  n.  (in  Ved.  m.)  light,  clear- 
ness ;  a  free  space,  vacuity  ;  the  ether,  the  sky  or 

atmosphere  considered  as  the  fifth  element  ;  Brahma 
as  identical  with  ether.  Akaia  is  the  subtle  and 

ethereal  fluid,  supposed  to  fill  and  pervade  the  uni- 
verse and  to  be  the  peculiar  vehicle  of  life  and  of 

sound.  Akd$"e,  ind.  in  the  air  ;  a  stage  direction 
implying  something  said  by  or  to  a  person  out  of 

sight.  —  Akata-kakxha,  f.  the  horizon,  '  girdle  of  the 

sky.'—  Akaia-nii,  as,  a,  am,  going  through  the 
atmosphere.  —  Akds'a-rjarb/ia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi- 
sattva.  —  Akafa-Camaxa,  an,  m.  the  moon,  ('a  cup 

or  vessel  with  ether.')  —  Akdfaya,  'as,  a,  am,  pro- 
duced in  the  sky.  —  Akdfa-jananin,  i,  m.  a  loop- 

hole, a  casement,  an  embrasure.  —  Akafa-dlpa  or 
dkdfa^pradipa,  as,  m.  a  lamp  or  torch  lighted  in 
honour  of  Lakshmi  or  Vishnu  and  elevated  on  a  pole 
in  the  air  at  the  Divali  (Dlpali)  festival,  in  the  month 

Karttika;  a  beacon,  a  lantern  on  a  pole.  —  Akas'a- 
jiratishtliita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Akdsa- 
buddha-laksha,  as,  m.  (in  theatrical  language)  fixing 
the  jaze  on  some  object  out  of  sight  of  the  audience. 
—  Akdila-bhdsMta,  am,  n.  (in  dramatic  language) 
speaking  outside  or  off  the  stage  ;  a  supposed  speech, 
which  is  replied  to  as  if  it  had  been  spoken  ;  a  voice 
or  sound  in  the  xx.  —  Akdta-man<fala,  am,  n.  the 
celestial  sphere  ;  the  atmosphere.  —  Akdia-maya,  as, 
i,  am,  consisting  of  ether.  —  Akdfa-mdnsl,  f.  the 

plant  Nardostachys  JatSmansi.—  Akas'a-muli,  f.  the 
aquatic  plant  Pistia  Stratiotes.  —  Akafa-ydna,  am,  n. 

a  heavenly  car,  one  moving  through  the  air.  —  Akds"a- 
rakfthin,  i,  m.  a  warder,  a  watchman  on  the  outer 

battlements.  —  Akd$"a-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  filling  a  cer- 
tain place,  spacious,  extensive.  —  Akdia-vartman,  a, 

n.  the  atmosphere,  the  firmament,  the  air.  —  Akdia- 
valli,  f.  a  sort  of  creeper,  a  parasite,  Cassyta  Filiformis. 
—  Akds'a-vdm,  f.   a  voice  from  heaven;  m.,  N. 
of  the  author  of  a  Hanumat-stotra.  —  Akafa-salila, 
am,  n.  rain.  —  Akdia-stha,  as,  a,  am,  abiding  in 
the  sky,  aerial.  —  AkdiSa-spJiatika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
crystal  supposed  to  be  formed  in  the  atmosphere.  It  is 
of  two  kinds,  SOiya-kanta  and  Candra-kSnta,  q.  v. 

—  Akdsdnantydyatana  (°i!a-anantya-dy°),  am,  n. 
abode  of  infinity  or  of  infinite  space  ;  N.  of  a  world 

with  Buddhists.  —  Ak&tes'a  (°^a-lf),  as,  m.  epithet 
of  Indra,  as  ruler  of  the  firmament  ;   (in  law)  any 
helpless  person,  as  a  child,  a  woman,  a  pauper  or  in- 

valid (who  has  no  other  possession  than  the  air). 

Akas~iya,  as,  d,  am,  or  dkds"in,  i,  inl,  i,  atmo- 
spherical. 
Akdiya,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  the  atmosphere. 

dkindana  or  dkinfanya,  am,   n. 

(fr.  a-kiiifana),  want  of  any  possession*,  poverty. 

•«(  I  r<*(^  r«n  dkidanti,  is,  and  dkidantiya,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe  and  its  chief. 

a-klm,  ind.,  Ved.  (with  abl.)  from. 

d-kuh(,  cl.  6.  P.,  I.  A.  -kuiati, 
-kunfate,  -6itum,to  bend  :  Czus.-kuni?ayati,-yitum, 
to  draw  together,  contort,  contract  ;  to  bend  inwards, 
shorten. 

A-kunfana,  am,  n.  compression,  contraction, 
shrinking  ;  collecting,  heaping  ;  curving,  flexure  ; contortion. 

A-kun<ttta,  as,  d,  am,  bent,  contorted,  contracted  ; twisted,  crooked. 

vi  i  oy  [\i«  rl  d-kunthita,  as,  d,  am,  con- 
founded, abashed. 

d-kunatl.     See  under  d-kri. 

d-knla,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  kul,  to  com- 
pact or  compress  together),  filled,  full,  overburdened 

with  (with  inst.);  confounded,  confused,  agitated, 
flurried  ;  confused  (in  order),  disordered  ;  taken  out 

of  one's  natural  condition  ;  incoherent,  contradic- 
tory ;  (am),  n.  an  inhabited  place.  —  Akula-td,  f.  or 

dkula-tva,  am,  n.  accumulation,  multitude  ;  perplexity, 
confusion,  bewilderment.  —  Akulendriya  (°la-in°)t 
as,  a,  am,  confused  in  mind. 

Aknlaya,  nom.  P.  akulayati,  -yitum,  to  con- found, make  disordered. 

Akuli,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura  priest. 

Akulita,  as,  a,  am,  confounded  ;  bewildered,  flur- 
ried, agitated  ;  distressed. 

Akull-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karotl,  -kartum,  to  fill  with  ; 
to  confound.  —  Akuli-karana,  am,  n.  confounding. 
—  Akuli-krita,  as,  d,  am,  confounded  ;  perplexed, 
bewildered. 

Akuli-bhu,  d.  i.  P.  -bhavatt,  -vitum,  to  become 

perplexed.  —  A  kulirbhuta,  as,  d,  am,  perplexed,  con- 
founded. 

^TT^Tr  d-kushta,  as,  d,  am,  expelled,  ex- tracted. 

•sncKJ^  d-kuj,  cl.  i.  P.  -kujati,  -jitum,  to 
twitter,  warble,  coo. 

•«n  curl  d-kuta,  am,  n.  (rt.  ku  or  ku,  to 
sound),  meaning,  intention,  purpose  ;  wish,  desire. 
A-kuti,  is,  f.  intention,  wish,  desire  ;  N.  of  a 

daughter  of  Manu  Svayambhuva  and  of  Satarflpa. 

—  Akuti-pra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  accomplishing  one's intentions. 

dkiivdra,  as,  m.  =  a-ku-pdra,  q.  v. 

d-kri,  cl.  8.  5.  P.  -karoti,  -krinoti, 
•kartum,  to  bring  near  or  towards,  to  bring  down, 
to  make  or  form  wholly  ;  to  drive  near  to  or  together  : 
Caus.  P.  -kdrayatl,  -yitum,  to  ask  any  one  (ace.) 
for  anything  (ace.)  ;  to  invite  to  a  place,  to  call  into 
existence,  to  cause  to  appear:  Desid.  -6ikinhati, 
to  intend  to  accomplish  :  Intens.  -karikrati,  yd  pi., 

Ved.  to  attract  repeatedly  towards  one's  self. 
A-kdra,  as,  m.  form,  figure,  shape,  stature,  appear- 

ance, aspect,  behaviour,  external  gesture  or  aspect  of 
the  body,  the  expression  of  the  face,  as  furnishing 
a  due  to  the  disposition  of  mind  ;  hint,  sign,  token  ; 
the  letter  d.  —  Akdra-gupti,  is,  f.  or  dkdra-gopana, 
am,  n.  dissimulation,  suppressing  all  sign  or  inclina- 

tion of  the  feelings.  —  Akdra-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having 
a  shape,  embodied,  symmetrical,  handsome,  well- 
formed.  —  Akdra-varna-su&akshna,  as,  d,  am,  de- 

licate in  shape  and  colour. 
A-karana  or  d-karana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  calling,  in- 

viting, a  call  or  summons  ;  challenging,  a  challenge. 
A-kdramya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  called. 
A-Jcdrita,  as,  d,  am,  called,  summoned  ;  stipulated, 

agreed  ;  demanded,  exacted. 
A-kuniatt,  (.,  N.  of  a  certain  rocky  hill.  (Ram.  II. 

?i-  3-) 
A-krita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  brought  near  to  ;  being near. 

A-kriti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  a  constituent  part  ;  form,  figure, 
shape,  appearance,  aspect  ;  character,  specimen  ;  the 
body  ;  tribe,  species  ;  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines 
with  twenty-two  syllables  to  each  line.  —  Akriti-gana, 
as,  m.  a  list  of  specimens,  a  collection  of  words  belong- 

ing to  a  certain  grammatical  rule,  which  does  not  ex- 
hibit every  word  belonging  to  that  rule,  but  only  speci- 
mens ;  whereas  a  simple  Gana  exhibits  every  word  ; 

(explained  by  native  authorities  to  mean  a  list  of  words, 
the  fact  of  a  word  belonging  to  which  can  only  be 
determined  by  observing  the  forms  used  by  classical 
authors.)  —  Akriti-fdhatrd,  f.  the  plant  Achyranthes 
Aspera.  —  Akriti-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  shape,  em- 
bodied. 

d-krish,  cl.  I.  P.,  6.  P.  A.  -karshati, 
-krishati,  -te,  -karshtum  or  -krashtnm,  to  draw 
towards,  attract,  put  on,  draw  away  ;  to  bend  (e.  g. 
fapam,  a  bow)  ;  to  draw  or  tear  off,  draw  out  of; 
to  withdraw,  deprive  of,  take  away  ;  to  borrow  :  Caus. 

-karshayati,  -yitum,  to  draw  near  to  one's  self. A-karsha,  as,  m.  drawing  or  attracting  towards 
one's  seif,  pulling  to  or  towards,  dragging,  attracting, 
bawling;  drawing  the  bow;  attraction,  fascination; 
spasm  ;  playing  with  dice  ;  a  die  or  dice  ;  a  board  for 
such  a  game  ;  an  organ  of  sense  ;  magnetic  attrac- 

tion ;  a  magnet,  a  loadstone  ;  N.  of  a  prince. 
A-karshaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  attractive,  what  draws 

or  attracts  ;  (as),  m.  a  magnet  or  loadstone  ;  (ikd), 

(.,  N.  of  a  town. 
A-karshana,  am,  n.  pulling,  drawing,  attracting  ; 

(5),  f.  a  crooked  stick  for  pulling  down  fruit,  &c.  ;  any instrument  for  pulling. 

A-karshika,  as,  I,  am,  magnetic,  attractive. 
A-karshita,  as,  d,  am,  drawn,  attracted. 
A-karshin,  i,  ini,  i,  attractive  ;  (nt),  f.  a  rod  with 

a  hook  at  the  end  for  pulling  down  boughs  in  order 

to  gather  fruit. 
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A-krishta,  at,  a,  am,  drawn,  pulled,   attracted 
—  AkriMa-mdnasa,  «*',  a,  am,  distracted  in  mind. 

—  .Ikrifh'ta-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  pulling,  dragging,  pull- ing up   or  out;    pulling  to,  attracting;    charming, 
fascinating. 

A-krisk(i,  is,  (.  attracting,  drawing  near,  bending 
of  a  bow.  —  Akrishti-muntra,a»,  m.  an  incantation 
by  which  another  person  is  attracted. 
A-krishya,  ind.  having  drawn,  extracted,  pulled  or 

dragged. 
fkruhya.mai.ta,  at,  a,  am,  being  drawn  or  at- tracted. 

W3f  a-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -karitum  or 
-ritum,  to  scatter  or  sprinkle  over,  fill,  fill  up,  give 
abundantly,  cover,  replenish,  heap  up,  accumulate. 
A-kara,  as,  m.  one  who  scatters  over  or  fills ;  ac- 

cumulation, collection,  plenty,  multitude ;  a  mine,  a 
rich  source  of  anything ;  best,  excellent ;  N.  of  a 
country ;  N.  of  the  Maha-bhSshya. 
Akarin,  i,  itn,  i,  produced  in  a  mine,  mineral. 
A-kirna,  as,  a,  am,  scattered,  spread ;  overspread, 

filled  ;  crowded,  impervious  ;  coveted,  surrounded. 
—  Akirna-td,  f.  or  dkirna-tva,  am,  n.  fulness,  crowd, 
multitude. 

^rrar  ake,  ind.  (fir.  rt.  ani  with  a),  Ved. 
hitherward,  near,  in  the  neighbourhood.  —  Ake-nipa, 
of,  a,  am,  Ved.  considering  or  regarding  from  a  near 
place ;  wise ;  (Say.)  falling  down  near  at  hand,  ad- 

vancing near  (as  rays  of  light). 

^TT%  a-kai,  cl.  i.  P.  A.,  Ved.  -kayati,  -te, 
-kdtum,  to  implore,  appeal  to,  solicit ;  praise. 

w\<*\<i>i,dkokera,  as,  m.the  constellation 
Capricornus  (Atyixepas). 

•*M<+l3lc4  akausala,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-kusala), 
inexpertness,  want  of  skill  or  practice. 

•wuS  dkna,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  at  or  an(),  bent, curved. 

^THF?  a-krand,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -krandati,  -te, 
-ditum,  to  shout  at,  roar  at ;  to  invoke ;  to  cry  with 
sorrow,  lament,  weep :  Caus.  P.  -krandayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  weep  or  cry ;  inspire  courage  by  its  sound 
(as  a  drum  ?) ;  to  shout  at,  roar  at ;  to  cry  without 
interruption. 
A-kranda,  as,  m.  calling,  crying,  crying  out; 

shouting ;  weeping,  sobbing ;  sound ;  war-cry  ;  furious 
or  violent  combat ;  war,  battle ;  violence ;  a  friend ; 
a  brother ;  a  king,  a  lord ;  usurper ;  a  king  who 
prevents  an  ally  from  aiding  another ;  (as,  a,  am), 
one  who  checks  or  restrains, 

i  A-kratulana,  am,  n.  lamentation,  weeping. 
Akrandika,  at,  i,  am,  going  to  where  cries  of 

distress  are  heard. 

A-krandita,  ae,  a,  am.  roaring,  crying  wofully; 
invoked;  (am),  n.  a  cry,  a  roar;  lamentation. 
A-krandin,  i,  inl,  i,  shouting  at ;  invoking  in  a 

weeping  tone,  weeping. 

WTSWa-itraiB.cl.  I. P. A., 01.4. P. -kramati, 

-kramate,  -krimyati,  -kramitum,  to  step  near 
to ;  to  come  towards,  approach ;  to  enter ;  to 
visit ;  arrive  at ;  to  step  or  tread  upon,  to  lie  heavily 
on,  to  press ;  to  hold  fast  with  the  hands,  seize ;  to 
attack,  invade,  take  possession  of,  become  master  of, 
conquer,  overcome;  to  undertake,  begin;  to  rise, 
mount,  ascend;  to  cover:  Caus.  P.  -kmmayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  come  or  step  near:  Desid. 
-tikranxate,  to  wish  to  ascend. 

A-krama,  as,  m.  coming  near,  approaching,  arriv- ing, attaining ;  overcoming,  obtaining ;  invading,  at- 
tacking, falling  upon,  an  attack ;  spreading  or  going 

over  or  upon,  surpassing,  overloading ;  might,  valour. 
A-kniiiiana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  coming  near,  ap- 

proaching, stepping  upon;  (am),  n.  attacking, 
marching  against,  invading ;  overpowering,  subduing ; 
spreading  or  extending  over  or  upon ;  going  over  or 
beyond  ;  attacking. 

1.  a-kramya  or  d-kramaniya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be 

approached  ;  to  be  attacked  ;  to  be  ascended  or  sur- 
passed or  overcome,  to  be  seized. 

2.  d-kramya,  ind.  having  attacked,  invaded,  seized 
upon,  overrun  or  encroached. 

A-krdnta,  as,  a,  am,  come  near  ;  obtained  ;  pos- 
sessed ;  overspread  ;  overcome,  overrun  ;  attacked  ; 

surpassed,  surmounted  ;  accompanied,  attended  ;  agi- 
tated or  overcome  by  (any  feeling)  ;  pained,  distressed. 

—  Akrantarmati,  is,  is,  i,  mentally  overcome  or 
overpowered  ;  having  the  mind  engrossed  or  deeply 
impressed. 

A-kranti,  is,  f.  ascending,  rising  ;  stepping  upon  ; 
going  over  or  beyond  ;  overpowering  ;  might,  valour. 
A-kramaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  an  invader,  attacker. 

^Traft  d-krl,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -krlndti,  -nite, 
-kretum,  to  purchase. 

A-kraya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  dealer,  small  trader, 

pedlar. •fll*"!1^  a-krid,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -kridati,  -te, 
-ditum,  to  play,  sport,  take  one's  pleasure. 
A-krlda,  ae,  m.  a  play,  sport,  pleasure  ;  (as,  am), 

m.  n.  a  playing-place,  pleasure-grove,  garden,  royal 
garden  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Karutthama. 
A-kridana,  am,  n.  sporting,  taking  pleasure. 
A-kridin,  i,  inl,  i,  sporting,  playing. 

•fl  I  sbSl^a-knis,  cl.  I.  P.  -krofati,  -kroshtum, 
to  cry  out  at,  call  out  aloud  to  ;  to  call  to  any  one  in 
an  abusive  manner,  to  assail  with  angry  and  menacing 
words  ;  to  scold  at  any  one  ;  to  curse,  revile,  express 
displeasure. 
A-krushta,  as,  d,  am,  scolded,  reviled  ;  vociferated; 

abused,  calumniated,  accused  ;  cursed  ;  (am),  n.  call- 

ing out. 
A-kroda,  as,  m.  calling  or  crying  out,  vociferation  ; 

scolding,  reviling,  blaming,  censuring,  abuse  ;  a  curse 
or  oath. 
A-kroiaka,  as,  f  ,  am,  vociferous,  abusing,  abusive. 
A-kros'ana,  am,  n.  assailing  with  harsh  language, 

scolding,  censuring  ;  imprecation,  curse. 
A-kroianlya  or  d-krofitavya  or  d-kroiya,  as,  a, 

am,  censurable,  to  be  reviled  or  cursed. 
A-kro&ita,  as,  d,  am,  cursed,  abused. 
A-kroshtri,  ta,  m.  a  reviler  ;  one  who  vociferates. 

'HldO  d-kli,  an  undeclinable  word  joined 
to  the  roots  as,  kri,  and  W«5.  See  Gana  to  Panini 

d-kleda,  as,  m.  moistening,  sprink- 

ling. 

kshadyutika,  as,  i,am,  effected 

or  completed  by  gambling.  See  aksha-dy&ta  under 

3.  ni-flta. U  d-kshapana,  am,  n.  (rt.  I.  kshap), 
fasting,  purification  by  fasting,  abstinence. 

dkshapatika,  as,  m.  a  judge. 

See  aksha-pd(aka  under  i.  nksha. 

akshapada,  as,  m.  a  follower  of 
the  NySya  doctrine  ;  a  logician.   See  under  2.  aksha. 

oti  iikshabharlka.     See  Gana  to 
Panini  V.  I,  50. 

•4HISI4.  d-kshar,  cl.  10.  P.  -kshdrayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  abuse,  revile,  accuse,  punish.  (Sometimes 

regarded  as  a  nom.  fr.  the  next.) 
A-kshdra,  as,  m.  calumny,  accusation. 
A-kshdrana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  abuse  ;  calumnious  ac- 

cusation (especially  of  adultery). 

A-kfhaHta,  at,  d,  am,  calumniated,  falsely  ac- 
cused ;  accused  of  adultery  or  fornication  ;  guilty, 

criminal  ;  reviled,  abused. 

nfgf  d-kshi,  cl.  2.  6.  P.  -ksheti,  -kshiyati, 
-kxketiim,  to  abide,  dwell  in,  stay  at  (with  ace.); 
to  inhabit  ;  to  exist  ;  to  possess,  take  possession  of 
(with  ace.). 

A-Mut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  abiding,  dwelling  in,  jtay- 

ing  at. 
niPs)*  dkshika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  3.  aksha), 

relating  or  belonging  to  a  die  or  to  gambling,  &C. ; 
won  at  dice ;  (am),  n.  a  gambling  debt,  money  lost 

at  play ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  tree  Morinda  Tinc- 
toria.  —  Akihika-pana,  as,  m.  a  stake,  a  wager,  a 

bet. a-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kshipati,  -te, 
-kfhcptum,  to  cast  or  throw  at  or  down  ;  to  strike 
with  a  bolt ;  to  draw  near  or  together,  to  contract, 
convulse,  cause  to  tremble ;  to  draw  or  take  off  or 
away,  withdraw ;  to  chase  or  drive  out  of  a  place ; 
to  hang  out  or  expose  to  view  ;  put  into ;  point  to, 
apply  to,  refer  to,  hint,  indicate ;  to  refuse,  not  to 
have  regard  to,  refuse  as  wrong  ;  to  insult,  deride  ; 
to  say  or  state  ironically:  Caus.  P.  -kshcpayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  throw  down. 
A-ksMpat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  casting,  striking, 

tossing,  sending ;  reviling,  abusing ;  excelling  so  as 
to  reproach  or  put  to  shame. 

A-kshipta,  as,  d,  am,  cast,  thrown,  tossed ; 
thrown  down  or  away;  taken  away  ;  borne,  carried  ; 
insulted,  reviled,  abused,  blamed,  ridiculed ;  equal  or 

equivalent  to. 
A-kxhiptikd,  f.  a  particular  air  or  song  which  is 

sung  by  a  person  approaching  the  stage. 
A-ksMpya,  ind.  having  spurned,  having  insulted. 
A-kxhepa,  as,  m,  throw,  toss,  drawing  together  or 

near  to  one's  self,  attraction,  convulsion,  palpitation ; 
hinting ;  applying,  laying  on  (as  a  colour) ;  throwing 
away,  giving  up ;  sustaining  (as  a  sound)  ;  reviling, 
abuse,  censure,  blame,  reproach ;  objection ;  doubt, 
irony  (as  a  figure  in  rhetoric). 
A-kshepaka,  as,  ika,  am,  blaming,  censuring,  re- 

viling ;  (as),  in.  a  thrower,  a  detractor,  a  calumniator 
or  accuser ;  sickness,  disease  ;  convulsion,  spasm. 
A-kshepana,  am,  n.  throwing,  tossing. 
A-kshepin,  I,  inl,  i,  applying  to,  concerning ;  (also =  a-kshepaka.) 

^TTSfte  dkshlva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  plant 
Morunga  Guilandina  and  Hyperanthera.  See 
akshiva. 

viiBjetsti  dkshaitrajnya,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-kshe- 

traj&a,  q.  v.),  spiritual  ignorance. 
viiKjii  dkshota  or  dkshoda,  as  or  am(i), 

m.  or  n.  (?)  a  walnut  (Pistacio  nut  ?) ;  N.  of  a  tree, 
Pilu ;  also  of  another  tree,  Aleurites  Triloba.  See 
akshota. 

•«UBfl<;«i  akshodana,  am,  n.  hunting  (also atthodana). 

tmspQ  d-kshnu,  cl.  2.  P.  -kshnanti,  -kshna- 
vitum,  to  rub,  polish  up ;  sharpen. 

w  I  «*<  n^  dkshyat,  an,  anil,  at  (fut.  part.  fr. 
aksh  or  ai  with  a  ?) ;  nkuliyanti  aluini,  days  leading 
to  completion,  complemenlal  days  ;  the  N.  of  certain 
days  on  which  the  ceremony  Ayaua,  performed  for 
the  Adity5s  and  Aivgirasas,  is  finished. 

dkhana,  as,  d,  am,  hard. 

it     a-khandayitri,    ta,     m.    (rt. 

khand),  a  breaker,  a  destroyer. 
A-khnndala,  as,  a,  am,  breaking,  destroying ; 

destroying  enemies ;  (as),  m.  a  N.  of  India. 
a-khan,  cl.  f.  P.  -khanati,  -nitum, 

to  dig.  (It  is  doubtful  whether  a-khan  is  used  as  a 
verb,  but  the  nouns  which  follow  are  all  derived 
from  it.) 

A-kha,  as,  m.  a  spade,  a  hoe. 
A-khana,  ae,  m.  a  digger,  a  spade. 
A-klumika,  as,  m.  a  digger,  a  ditcher,  a  miner;  a 

thief;  a  hog;  a  rat;  a  mouse;  a  spade.  —  A khanika- 
liaka  or  akhanikan'aka,  as,  m,  a  stork  in  relation 
to  a  mouse ;  (metaphorically)  a  man  who  behaves  as 
an  hero  towards  a  weak  person  ;  a  digger,  a  spade. 



d-khara. 

agnidhva. 
A-khara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  hole  or  cover  of  any 

animal ;  a  stable ;  a  spade,  a  digger.  —  Akhare-shtha, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  abiding  or  dwelling  in  a  hole. 
A-khdta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  natural  pond.  See 

a-khata. 
A-khdna,  as,  m.  a  spade,  a  digger. 
A-kha,  us,  m.  a  mouse,  a  rat,  a  mole  ;  the  grass 

Lipeocercis  Serrata ;  a  thief;  a  hog ;  a  digger,  a 

spade.  —  Akhu-karlsha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  mole-hill. 
—  Akhtif-karm,  f.,  N.  of  the  plant  Salvinia  Cucul- 
lata.  —  Akhu-ga,  as,  m.  (riding  on  a  rat),  an  epithet 
of  Ganesa  and  of  KSrttikeya.  —  Akhu-ghata,  as,  m. 

a  S'udra  or  man  of  low  caste  and  profession,  lit.  'a  rat- 
catcher." —  Akhu-parnikd  or  dkhu-parnl,  f.,  N.  of 

the  plant  Salvinia  Cucullata  Roxb.  (?).  —  Akhu-pd- 
shdna,  as,   m.   a  kind  of  mineral,    a   loadstone. 

—  Akhu-bhuj,  k,  m.  '  a  mouse-eater,'  a  cat.  —  .ttAit- 
ratha,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Ganesa,  '  having  a  rat  for  his 
vehicle.'  —  Akhu-visha-hd,  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  Andrc- 

pogon  Serratum,  considered  as  a  remedy  for  a  rat's 
bite.  —  Akhutkara  (°khu-ut°),  as,  m.  a  mole-hill. 
-  AkhutthaCkhu-ut°),as,m.ti\e  rising  up  or  appear- 

ance of  rats  or  moles,  a  swarm  of  rats  or  moles. 

^TT^TR  d-khdd,  cl.  i.  P.  -khddati,  -ditum, \ 
to  chew,  to  bite  into  pieces  ;  to  eat,  consume. 

fl|fw<*  d-khid,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved.  -khidati, 

Class,  -khlndati,  -khettum,  to  take  away  and  appro- 

priate to  one's  self,  to  draw  to  one's  self. 

'Klfy^  dkhilya,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-khila),  the 
whole. 

•fll^i  d-kheta, 'as,  m.  (rt.  khit?},  chase, 
hunting;  terror,  fright.  —  Akheta-sT,rshaka,  am,  n. 
a  cavern,  a  mine. 

A-khetaka,  as,  a,  am,  hunting,  a  hunter ;  fright- 
ening, frightful ;  (am),  n.  hunting,  chase. 

Akhetika,  as,  I,  am,  who  or  what  hunts ;  terrible, 
frightful ;  (as),  m.  a  hound ;  a  hunter. 

•fllWli  dkhota,  as,  m.  the  walnut  tree. 
See  akshota. 

i.  a-khya,  cl.  2.  P.  -Ichydti,  -turn, 
Ved.  to  look  at  ;  to  count,  number  ;  to  recite  ;  to 

tell,  notify;  inform,  communicate,  declare,  make 
known  ;  to  announce  ;  to  call,  signify  (with  two  ace.)  ; 

Caus.  P.  -khydpayati,  -yitum,  to  make  known,  de- 
clare ;  A.  to  cause  to  tell. 

A-khyas,ds,  m.,  N.of  Prajapati,  the  lord  of  creation. 
2.  a-khya,  f.  appellation,  name  ;  (as,  a,  am),  often 

at  the  end  of  a  compound  in  the  sense  of  '  named,' 
•  called.' 
A-khyata,  as,  a,  am,  counted,  recited;  said,  spoken; 

called  ;  declared,  made  known  ;  inflected,  declined, 

conjugated  ;  (am),  n.  a  verb. 

A-khydtavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  told  ;  to  be  de- 
clared, to  be  made  known. 

A-khydti,  is,  f.  telling,  communication,  publication 
of  a  report  ;  fame  ;  name,  appellation. 

Akhyattka,  adj.  fr.  a-khyata.    Panini  IV.  3,  J2. 
A-khydtri,  ta,  m.  one  who  tells  or  speaks. 

A-khyina,  am,  n.  saying,  declaring;  speech;  a 
tale,  story,  legend. 

Akhydnaka,  am,  n.  a  tale,  a  short  narrative  ;  (l).: 
f.,  N.  of  a  metre,  being  a  combination  of  the  IndravajrS 
and  Upendravajra. 

A-khydpana,  am,  n.  causing  one  to  tell,  making 
known. 

A-khyayaka,  as,  m.  a   messenger,  a  teller,  an 
announcer  or  relater  ;  (ikd),  (.  a  tale  or  short  narra- 

tive ;  a  true  or  probable  story. 

A-khydyin,  I,  inl,  {,  telling,  declaring,  informing. 
A-khyeya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  told  or  related  ;  fit  or 

proper  to  be  said. 

i  .  ago  =  dgas  in  an-aga,  q.  v. 

,  cl.  I.  P.  -ga(6hatl,  -gantum 

to  come  ;  to  make  one's  appearance  ;  to  come  near 
go  towards  or  to  or  into  ;  to  arrive  at,  attain,  reach 

strike  ;  to  return ;  to  fall  into  (any  state  of  mind)  ; 

have  recourse  to :  Caus.  P.  -gamayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  come  near ;  to  lead  towards ;  to  convey ;  to 

announce  the  arrival  (of  any  one) ;  to  obtain  inform- 
ation about  anything,  ascertain  (with  ace.) ;  A.  to 

wait  for,  to  have  patience:  Intens.  Ved.  -ganlganti, 

to  approach  repeatedly :  Desid.  -jigamishati,  to  be 
about  to  come. 

2.  d-ga,  as,  a,  am,  accidental;  happening  acci- 
dentally. —  Aga-tva,  am,  n.  accident,  chance. 

A-gata,  as,  a,  am,  come,  arrived ;  occurred,  hap- 

pened ;  living  or  residing  in ;  returned ;  fallen  to  one's bare ;  fallen  into  ;  received,  obtained ;  passed  ;  (am), 

i.    occurrence,    event    [cf.    an-dgata,    sv-dgata\. 

Agata-kshabha,  as,  d,  am,  confounded,  perplexed. 
—  Ayata-sddhvasa,  as,  a,  am,  terrified,  afraid. 

A-gati,  is,  f.  arrival,  coming ;  return  ;  origin  ;  ac- 
ident,  chance. 
A-gatya,  ind.  having  come,  having  arrived. 
A-gantarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  arrived,  what  is 

ikely  to  arrive ;   to  be  come  to  (with  ace.  or  loc. 

of  the  place) ;  obliged  to  come. 

A-gantu,  us,  us,  u,  coming,  arriving;  what  is 
added,  adhering ;  coming  from  the  outside,  external ; 
adventitious,  incidental ;  (us),  m.  a  new  comer,  a 

tranger,  a  guest ;  an  accident,  any  accidental  hurt  or 
wound  —  Agantu-ja,  as,  d,  am,  arising  accidentally. 

Agantuka,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  coming,  arriving ;  ar- 

riving of  one's  own  accord ;  stray ;  incidental,  acci- 
dental, adventitious  (as  pleasure,  pain,  ornament,  &c.) ; 

'as),  m.  a  new  comer,  a  stranger,  a  guest ;  an  inter- 
polated pdtha  or  various  reading  (which  has  crept 

in  without  authority). 

A-gama,  as,  a,  am,  coming  near,  approaching, 
supplying ;  (as),  m.  arrival,  appearance ;  coming, 
approach ;  addition  ;  course  ;  the  mouth  of  a  river ; 

supply  of  money,  income,  revenue ;  increase  of  pro- 
perty (especially  in  the  compound  arthdt/ama),  lawful 

acquisition  of  anything ;  increase  of  knowledge  (espe- 
cially in  the  compound  vutydgama) ;  knowledge, 

science,  intelligence ;  a  traditional  doctrine  or  precept, 
a  collection  of  such  doctrines  or  precepts,  a  sacred 

work,  scripture ;  a  manual ;  an  affix ;  the  interpola- 
tion of  a  letter  in  grammar,  a  grammatical  augment, 

a  meaningless  syllable  or  letter  inserted  in  any  part  of 

the  radical  word;  record,  title-deed,  legal  title,  a 
voucher  or  written  testimony ;  (am),  n.  a  Tantra  or 
any  work  inculcating  the  mystical  worship  of  Siva 
and  Szkti.*~Agama-nirapeksha,  as,  d,  am,  inde- 

pendent of  a  written  voucher  or  title.  —  Agama-nlta, 
as,  d,  am,  studied,  read,  examined.  —  Agama-rahita, 
as,  d,  am,  devoid  of  a  written  title  or  a  voucher ; 

without  a  S'astra.  —  Agama-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  an 
augment  or  addition  of  any  kind ;  having  approached 
for  sexual  intercourse.  —  Agama-sdpeksha,  as,  d, 

am,  with  or  supported  by  legal  vouchers.  —  Agamd- 

pdyin  (°ma-ap°),  I,  inl,  i,  transient,  of  short  dura- 
tion. —  Agamdvartd  ("ma-dv3),  f.,  N.  of  the  plant 

Tragia  Involucrata  Lin. 

A-gamana,  am,  n.  coming,  approaching,  arriving ; 
returning ;  arising ;  approaching  a  woman  for  sexual 
intercourse.  —  Agamana-kdrana,  am,  n.  reason  of 

one's  coming.  —  Agamana-tas,  ind.  on  account  of 
an  arrival. 

A-gamayya,  ind.  having  explored  or  discovered. 
A-gamita,  as,  d,  am,  read  over,  perused,  studied ; 

understood,  ascertained. 

Afjamin,  I,  inl,  i,  (in  gram.)  receiving  an  augment. 
A-gamixhtlia,  as,  d,  am  (super!. ),  Ved.  coming 

with  pleasure  or  very  quickly. 

1.  d-gamya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  approached,  accessi- 
ble ;  to  be  acquired. 

2.  d-gamya,  ind.  having  arrived  or  come. 
A-gdntu,  u#,  m.  a  guest.     See  d-gantu. 
Agarnika,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  the 

future. 

A-gdmin,  ~i,  inl,  i,  coming,  about  to  come,  ar- 
riving, impending;  future. ~Agdmi-kdla,  as,  m. future  time. 

A-gdmuka,  as,  d,  am,  coming,  arriving ;  future. 
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agara,  Ved.  =  a-gara  (?). 

WT'lfcSTT  d-galita,  as,  d,  am,  drooping, 

languishing,  dejected. 
'-SPlf^y  a-gavishtha,  as,  d,  am  (either  a 

false  reading  for  d-gamishtha  or  fr.  an  adj.  a-gii), 
Ved.  coming  near(?). 

^TPT^hT  d-gavlna,  as,  a,  am,  occupied  with 

any  business  till  the  return  of  the  cows. 

•>3M'IW  dgas,  as,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i  with 

uga  substituted),  transgression,  offence,  sin,  fault  [cf. 

Gr.  &yos~\.  —  Agas-krita,  as,  d,  am,  offending  ; offended. 

^JT'TC'J  dyastya,  as,  d,  am,  referring  to  the 

sage  Agasti,  q.  v.  ;  originating  from  the  plant  Agasti 
Grandiflorum. 

Agasttya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  or  tending  to  the 
advantage  of  Agasti. 

•>HI»1I  I.  a-gd,  cl.  2.  P.  -gdti,  -turn,  to  come 

towards  or  into  ;  to  approach,  make  one's  appearance  ; 
to  meet  with  ;  to  visit. 

2.  a-gd,  as,  as,  am,  coming  towards,  &c. 
^TT1T*I  dgddha  =  a-gddha,  q.  v. 

•H\>l\t.d-gdra,  am,  n.  (probably  fr.  d-grl, 

'  to  swallow  down,'  and  denoting  first  any  inner  re- 

ceptacle), room,  covered  place,  dwelling,  house,  recep- 
tacle [cf.  a-gdra].  —  Agdra-godhika,  f.  a  lizard  (?). 

—  Agdra-ddha,  as,  m.  arson,  setting  a  house  on 
fae.  —  Agdra-ddhin,  I,  m.  an  incendiary.  —  Agdra- 
dhuma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant. 

•«H|JH_  i.  a-gur,  cl.  6.  A.  -gurate,  -ritum 

(gur  =  rt.  grl,  see  d-grl),  to  approve,  to  agree  or 
assent  to,  to  promise,  to  pronounce  the  Agur. 

2.  d-gur,  ur,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  class  of  plauditory  or 
approving  exclamations  or  formularies  used  by  the 
priests  in  sacrificial  rites  ;  assent,  an  agreement. 

A-gurana  or  S-gurana  or  d-gurna,  am,  n.  recita- tion of  the  Agur. 

A-gu,  us,  (.  an  agreement  (?). 

A-gurtin,  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  performing  or  pronounc- 
ing the  Agur. 

'iJNK^  dgurava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  a-guru), 

originating  from  or  formed  of  Agallochum.  See 
a-guru. 

^V\  a-grl,  cl.  9.  P.  A.,  Ved.  -grinati,  -rate, 
-garitum  or  -ritum,  to  approve,  to  praise. 

^Ft  d-gai,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -gdyati,  -gdtum, 
to  sing  to,  to  obtain  by  singing. 

A-gdtri,  ta,  trl,  in,  obtaining  by  singing. 

A-gdna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  obtaining  by  song. 

agnapaushna,  as,  I,  am,  Ved. 
belonging  or  referring  to  Agni  and  Pushan. 

Agndraishrtava,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  belonging  or 
referring  to  Agni  and  Vishnu. 

•fllf''!*  dgnika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  agni),  fiery, 

belonging  to  fire  or  to  a  sacrifice  performed  with  fire. 
Agnimdruta,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  or  referring  to 

Agni  and  the  Maruts  ;  (as),  tti.  an  epithet  of  Agastya  ; 

(am),  n.  a  hymn  praising  Agni  and  the  Maruts  [cf. Panini  VII.  3,  a  I  ;  VI.  3,  28]. 

A  gnivaruna,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  or  referring  to 

Agni  and  Varuna. 
Agniveiya  and  dgntvcfydyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

two  teachers. 

Agnishtomtka,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  the  Ag- 
nishtoma  ;  one  who  recites  or  is  conversant  with  the 

Agnishtoma. Agnihotra,  as,  I,  am,  fit  for  the  Agnihotra. 
Agnldhra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  originating  from  or 

belonging  to  the  Agnidh,  i.  e.  to  the  priest  who  kindles 
the  fire  ;  (as),  m.  the  priest  who  kindles  the  fire  ; 
(a),  f.  care  of  the  sacred  fire  ;  (am),  n.  the  place 
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where  a  sacrificial  fire  is  kindled  ;  the  function  of  the 

priest  who  kindles  the  sacred  fire. 

A'jniJItriya,  u*,  S,  am,  being  within  the  Agnl- 
dhra  or  the  place  where  a  sacrificial  fire  is  kindled  ; 

(as),  m.  the  fire  (agnt)  within  the  Agnldhra  ;  t
he 

fire-place  (dhishnya)  within  the  Agnidhra. 

AijHlilhrya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  Agnidhra 

or  the  priest  who  kindles  the  sacred  fire. 

Agnewlra,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  consecrated  to  Ag
m 

and  Indra. 

Agneya,  at,  i,  am,  fiery,  belonging  or  relat
ing  or 

consecrated  to  fire  or  its  deity  Agni  ;  similar  to  fire  or 

Agni;  belonging  to  AgnSyi,  wife  of  Agni  ;  (as),  m. 

epithet  of  Skanda  ;  of  Agastya  ;  (as),  ni.  pi.,  N.  ot  a 

people  ;  (t),  f.,  N.  of  Agnayi,  wife  of  Agni  ;  th
e  wife  of 

Cru  and  daughter  of  Agni  (?)  ;  the  south-east  quarte
r, 

of  which  Agni  U  the  regent  ;  (am),  n.  blood  ;  ghee 

or  boiled  butter;  gold  ;  N.  of  a  region.  -  Agneya-
 

Iclla,  a*,  m.  an  insect  (klta)  which  flies  into  th
e  fire 

(applied  to  a  thief  who  breaks  into  a  room
  and 

extinguishes  the  lamp).  -  Agneya-purina,  am,  n. 
the  same  as  the  agnl-puraiia,  q.  v. 

Agnyddheyika,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  Agn
y- 

Idheya.  See  under  ayni. 

mitl*-^  a-granth,  cl.  9.  i.  P-  -grathndti, 

-grnntluiti,  -Ihitam,  to  wind  round,  to  intwine. 

WT?pTt>Tf*T°l»  agrabhojanika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

agm-bhtgana),  one  to  whom  food  is  first  off
ered. 

»yiiimil  agrayana,  as,  m.  (fr.  agra),  the 

first  Soma  libation  at  the  Agnishtoma  sacrifice  (see 

ijraha)  ;  a  form  of  Agni  ;  (i),  f.  an  oblation  consist
ing 

of  first-fruits  or  firstlings  ;  (am),  n.  oblation  consisting 

of  first-fruits  at  the  end  of  the  rainy  season. 

^rni^r  d-grasta,  as,  a,  am,  bored,  per- forated. 

•STRJ^  d-grah,  Ved.   -grabh,  cl.  9.  P.  A. 

-grihndti,  -nite,  Ved.  -gribhndti,  -ylte,  -grahl- 

tum,  to  seize,'take  hold  of;  to  draw  tight  (as  reins). 

A-graha,  as,  m.  seizing,  taking;  attack  ;  surpass- 

ing, surmounting  ;  favour  ;  patronage  ;  power,  ability; 
moral  power,  courage. 

Agrahikd,  f.  favour,  patronage,  help. 

OliN<<UI  agrahayana,  as,  t,  am,  belonging 

to  the  month  Agra-hayana  (  =  agra-hdyana,  q.v.)._ 

Agrahayana,  as,  m.  '  commencement  of  the  year, 
N.  of  a  Hindu  month  commencing  about  the  1  2th 

of  November,  see  agra-hdyaiia  ;  (i),  f-  the  day  of 

fall  moon  (paurnamdsl)  in  the  month  Agra-hayana  ; 

a  particular  kind  of  PSka-yajna,  q.  v.  ;  N.  of  a  con- 
stellation consisting  of  three  stars,  one  of  which  is  A 

Orionis,  figured  by  an  antelope's  head,  hence  also called  Mriga-siras. 

Agrahdyanaka,  as,  i,  am,  to  be  paid  (as  a  debt 

&c.)  on  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month  Agra- 
hayana. 

Agrahdyanika,  a*,  m.  the  month  Agra-hayana  ; 

(as,  i,  am),  to  be  paid  on  the  day  of  full  moon 
 in 

the  month  Agra-hayana. 

agraharilta,  as,  I,  am,  one  who 

appropriates  to  himself  an  Agra-hara,  viz.  an  endow- 

ment of  lands  or  villages  conferred  upon  Brahmans. 

•fllilUU!!  agrayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  gram- 
marian ;  a  sacrifice  offered  when  the  new  rice  or  whea 

ripens ;  (see  agrayana,  which  is  the  correct  reading/ 

—  Ai/rdyaneshfi  (na-itk"),  is,  (.  the  ceremonj 
Agrayana. 

^mg=k  d-gliiitlnka,  as,  m.  (rt.  ghntt  or 
nhat),  a  rubber ;  anything  which  causes  friction 
the  plant  Desmochzta  Atropurpurea. 

A-ijIiallana,  am,  n.  friction,  rubbing,  contact 
shaking. 

A-ghat(ita,  as,  d,  am,  rubbed,  touched,  shaken. 
A-ghdta,  a*,  m.,  Ved.  a  musical  instrument  use 

for  accompanying  a  dance ;  a  cymbal  or  rattle  ;  bour 

dary,  limit;  the  plant  Achyranthes  Aspera;  (at  th 

end  of  some  compounds)  =  d-ghdta,  see  next  col. 

A-ghdti,  is,  is,  m.  f,  Ved.  a  musical  instrument 
which  sounds  on  being  shaken,  a  cymbal  or  rattle. 

^THI1!  ii-yliarsha,  as,  m.  (rt.  ghrish), 

rubbing,  friction. 

A-gharehana,  as,  i,  am,  scratching,  rubbing; 

(am),  n.  rubbing,  friction  ;  (I),  f.  a  brush,  a  rubber. 

A-gharshita,  as,  d,  am,  rubbed,  brushed. 

-.HI VIM  S-ghdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  han  with  a), 

striking,  a  blow,  a  wound ;  killing ;  a  beater,  striker ; 

retention  of  urine ;  misfortune,  pain ;  a  slaughter-house, 
a  place  for  killing  animals  or  victims. 

A-ghdtana,  am,  n.  striking,  killing ;  a  slaughter- house. 

A-ghnat,  an,  all,  at,  striking,  beating. 

•ghura.  See  under  d-ghri. 

- •  j  *  d-ghush,  cl.  I.  P.  -ghoshati,  -gho- 

shitum,  to  make  one's  self  audible ;  to  cry  aloud,  to 

proclaim ;  to  praise ;  to  listen  to :  Caus.  -ghoshayati, 

-yitum,  to  make  a  noise,  to  cause  to  sound ;  to  pro- 

claim or  cause  to  proclaim  aloud ;  to  complain  con- tinually. 

A-ghasha,  as,  m.  calling  out  to,  invocation. 

A-ghoshana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  a  crying  or  proclaiming, 
mblic  announcement. 

_  d-ghurn,  cl.  6.  P.,  I.  A.  -ghurnati, 

ghiirnatc,  -iiitum,  to  fluctuate,  stagger;    to  roll, 

fhiil. 
' 

A-gh
urna

na, 
 

am,  n.  rolli
ng,  tossin

g 
;  fluctu

ating,
 

whirling  round. 

A-ghHrnita,  as,  d,  am,  rolled,  rolling;  whirled pund,  fluctuating. 

^TT^  d-ghri,  cl.  i.,  and  Ved.  cl.  3.  P. 

-gharati,  -jigharti,  -ghartum,  to  sprinkle  towards 

r  upon :  Caus.  -ghdrayati,  -yitum,  to  sprinkle. 

A-ghdra,  as,  m.  sprinkling,  sprinkling  clarified 

butter  upon  the  fire  at  certain  sacrifices;  ghee  or 
larified  butter. 

Efftj  d-yhrini,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  glowing 

with  heat ;  endowed  with  spendor ;  epithet  of  the 

rod  Pushan.  —  Aghrinl-rasu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  rich 

with  heat,  epithet  of  Agni ;  (Say.)  having  splendid 
wealth. 

OTTIT  d-yhrd,  cl.  i.  P.  -jiyhrati,  -ghrdtum, 

o  smell,  smell  at ;  to  kiss :  Caus.  -ghrdpayati,  -yi- 
',um,  to  cause  to  smell  at. 

A-ghrdna,  am,  n.  smelling ;  satisfaction,  satiety ; 

(Of,  d,  am),  satisfied,  satiated. 
A-tjhrdta,  as,  d,  am,  smelled,  scented ;  satisfied, 

satiated ;  surmounted,  surpassed. 

A-(jhreya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  smelled  at. 

dnkusdyana,  adj.   formed  fr 

dngara,  am,  n.  (fr.  angara),  a.  mul- titude of  firebrands. 

anlcuia.     See  Gana  to  Panini  IV.  a,  80. 

iinkriti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

dnkshi,  f.  a  musical  instrument,  a 
tabor. 

,..„  dnga,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  2.  anya),  re 

lating  to  the  base  (amja)  of  a  word  in  grammar 

bodily,  corporeal ;  having  limbs  or  parts  or  relatmf
 

to  them  •  relating  to  the  inferior  persons  of  a  drama 

to  a  portion  of  the  Vedas,  &c. ;  (am),  n.  a  soft  deli 

cate  form  or  body  ;  (as,  >,  am,  pi  &ngas\  produced  o 

born  in  the  country  An-ga ;  a  prince  of  that  country. 

Aitgaka,  as,  m.  the  ruler  of  the  country  An-ga an  inhabitant  of  the  same. 

Anqandya,  as,  I,  am,  occurring  in  or  being  f
ami 

liar  with  chiromancy  or  the  knowledge  of  lucky  an 

unlucky  marks  on  the  body.  See  a>nja-ri<lij<~
i 

Amjika,  a»,  1,  am,  bodily,  corporeal ;  gesticulated 

expressed  by  bodily  action  (dramatic  sentiment,  pas
 

sion  &c.,  exhibited  by  attitude,  gesture  &c.);  (as 

m.  a  player  on  a  tabor  or  drum. 

^Tffift  dngadi,  f.,  N.  of  the  capital  o An-gada's  kingdom, 

  j,  ̂..  dnyirasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  anyiras), 
descended  from  or  belonging  to  or  referring  to  the 

Aivgiiasas  or  to  An-giras;  (as),  m.  a  descendant  of 
An-giras ;  especially  a  N.  of  Vrihaspati,  the  preceptor 
of  the  gods  ;  a  Kshatriya  by  will  of  Brahm5  and  by 

profession. •flljjTrtoli  dngulika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  anyuli, 

q.  v.),  like  a  finger. 

^Tljf ̂   uitgiisha,  as,  m.,Ved.  praising  aloud, 

a  hymn  [cf.  angusha,  aitgo&hin], 

Aitgushya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  praising  aloud,  sound- 
ig  ;  fit  for  praise. 

ifift  angeyl  probably  =  dngt.      See 

nga. 

Airgya,  adj.  fr.  anga,  q.v. 

j.  afa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

2.  d6a,  in  the  words  dia-pardta  and 

fopaia,  '  turned  towards  and  away  from'  (?). 
d-6aksh,  cl.  2.  A.  -fashte,  -shtum,  to 

ook  at,  inspect ;  to  tell,  relate,  make  a  communication 

x>ut  anything  (with  ace.) ;  to  announce,  declare ;  to 
make  known,  confess ;  to  acquaint,  introduce  to ;   to 
ddress  any  one  (with  ace.) ;  to  call,  name. 
A-fakshamdna,  as,  d,  am,  saying,  declaring. 

I,  «*,  m.  a  learned  man,  a  Pandit. 
d-daturam,  ind.  till  the  fourth 

eneration. 
"fri}  diaturya,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-6atwa), 

clumsiness,  stupidity. 

d-6am,  cl.  I .  P.  -tSdmati,  -famitum, 

o  sip ;  to  rinse  the  mouth  (with  inst.  of  the  thing) ; 

o  lap  up,  lick  up,  to  cause  to  disappear  (as  the  wind 

icks  up  moisture):   Caus.  -(amayati,  -yitum,  to 

cause  to  sip  water. 

A-tama,,  as,  m.  rinsing  the  mouth. 
A-tamana,  am,  n.  rinsing   the   mouth,  sipping 

water  (before  religious  ceremonies,  before  meals  &c., 

rom  the  palm  of  the  hand.     It  is  usual  to  spit  the 

water  out  again  ;  the  ceremony  also  includes  touching 

the  body  in  various  parts) ;   gargling  the  throat ;  the 

water  used  for  rinsing  the  mouth. 
A-famanal-a,  as,  m.  a  spitting  pot. 

Ai'amnn'iya,  as,   d,    am,  used   for   rinsing  the 

mouth;    (am),  n.  water  for  rinsing  the  mouth,  a 

gargle. 

A-damya,  ind.  having  rinsed  the  mouth,  having 

sipped  and  ejected  a  little  water. 
A-ddnta,  as,  a,  am,  sipped  and  ejected  (as  water)  ; 

one  who  has  rinsed  his  mouth. 

A-tama,  as,  m.  sipping  water,  rinsing  the  mouth  ; 

the  water  or  foam  of  boiled  rice. 

A-fimata,  as,  d,  am,  rinsing  the  mouth. 
A-famanaka,  as,  m.  a  spitting  pot. 

A-fdmya,  am,  n.  rinsing   the   mouth,  water  so 

used,  a  gargle  ;  (as,  d,  am),  to  be  rinsed. 

d-6aya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ti  with  a), 
collection,  plenty. 

Afayaka,  as,  a,  am,  collecting,  skilful 
 in  col- 

lecting. 

^Tr1^  d-6ar,  cl.  i.  P.  ep.  A.  -6aratl,  -te, 

-rilum,  Ved.  -radhyai,  -ritare,  -rase,  to  come  nea
r 

to  approach ;  to  step  upon,  pass  through ;  to  
pro- 

ceed, manage,  behave  one's  self  towards  (with  loc.) ; 
to  treat ;  to  have  intercourse  with,  frequent ;  to  act, 

undertake,  do,  exercise,  practice,  perform  ;  to  devour,
 

eat  into ;  to  help  forward,  put  into. 

Parana,  am,  n.  approaching,  arrival ;  followin
g, 

observing,'  conduct,  usage,  practice  ;  an  institute,  rite 
or  rule  of  conduct;  a  cart,  carriage. 



d-6aramya. 

aji. A-darattiya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  done  or  performed  ; 
to  be  followed  or  observed,  right,  proper. 
A-darat,  an,  anti,  at,  following,  practising,  ob- 

serving. 
A-darita,  as,  a,  am,  observed,  practised,  as  a  rite 

or  usage  ;  usual,  customary  ;  enjoined,  fixed  by  rule. 
A-daritavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  performed  in  a 

customary  manner  ;  to  be  done  or  performed. 
A-darya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  gone  to  or  approached  ; 

to  be  done  or  performed. 

A-ddra,  as,  m.  conduct,  manner  of  action  ;  beha- 
viour ;  good  conduct,  good  behaviour  ;  custom,  prac- 

tice, usage  ;  an  established  rule  of  conduct,  an  ordi- 
nance, an  institute,  a  precept  ;  manner  of  conducting 

one's  self,  diet  ;  rule  ;  [cf.  Hib.  acara,  '  convenience, 
conveniency,  use.']  —  Addra-dandrikd,  f.  title  of  a 
work  on  the  religious  customs  of  the  Sudras.  —  Addra- 
tantra,  am,  n.  one  of  the  four  classes  of  Tantras 

with  Buddhists.  —  Addra-dipa,  as,  m.  '  lamp  of  re- 
ligious customs,'  title  of  a  work.  —  Addra-bhrashta, 

as,  a,,  am,  fallen  from  established  usage,  apostate. 

—  Adara-mayukha,  as,  m.  'ray  of  religious  cus- 
toms,' title  of  a  work.  —  Addra-rat  ,  an,  all,  at,  well- 

conducted,  virtuous.  —  Addra-varjita,  as,  a,  am, 
irregular,  out  of  rule  ;   outcast.  —  Addra-viruddha, 
as,    a,   am,  contrary  to  custom.  —  Addra-vedi,  f. 
'  altar  of  religious  customs,'  a  N.  of  AryaVarta.  —  A- 
(ara-Tiina,  as,  a,  am,  deprived  of  established  ordi- 

nances, outcast.  —  Adardnga  (°ra-an°),  am,  n.  title 
of  the  first  of  the  twelve  sacred  books  of  the  jainas. 

—  Afdradaria   ("ra-aeP),   as,   m.    'looking-glass 
of  religious  customs,'  title  of  a  work.  —  Afdrarka 
(°ra-ar°),  as,  m.  '  sun  of  religious  customs,'  title  of 
a  work.  —  Addrolldsa  (°ra-»K°),  as,  m.  'light  of 
religious  customs,'  title  of  a  work. 
Addrika,  as,  I,  am,  conformable  to  rule  or  prac- 

tice, prescriptive,  authorized  ;  (am),  n.  rules  for  the 
preservation  of  health,  habit  of  life,  regimen,  diet. 
Adarin,  i,  iiii,  i,  following  established  rites  or 

practice. 
A-ddri,  f.  the  plant  Hingtsha  Repens,  also  called 

Hilamoc'ika. 
A-darya,  as,  m.  lit.  '  one  to  whom  one  must  have 

recourse'  or  '  one  who  is  to  be  attended  to  or  waited 

on*  or  '  one  whose  precepts  are  to  be  followed'  or 
'  one  who  knows  the  dddra  or  rules  ;'  a  spiritual  guide 
or  teacher,  especially  one  who  invests  the  student 
with  the  sacrificial  thread,  and  instructs  him  in  the 
Vedas,  in  the  law  of  sacrifice  and  religious  mysteries 
(Manu  2.  140,171);  an  epithet  of  Drona  the  teacher 
of  the  Pandus  ;  (a),  f.  a  spiritual  preceptress.  The 
title  afarya  affixed  to  names  of  learned  men  is 
rather  like  our  Dr.  ;  e.  g.  Rdghavdddrya,  &c. 
—  A  darya-karana,  am,  n.  acting  as  teacher.  —  A- 
darya-td,  f.  or  dddrya-tva,  am,  n.  the  office  or  pro- 

ficiency of  a  holy  teacher.  —  Addrya-dcva,  as,  m. 
one   whose    preceptor   is    his    god.  —  Addrya-bho- 
fjina,    as,    d,    am,    delighting    the    holy  teacher. 
—  Addrya-miira,  as,  a,  am,  venerable,  honourable. 
—  Addrya-vat,  an,  aft,  at,  one  who  has  a  teacher. 
—  Addryupdsana  (°ya-ntp°),  am,  n.  waiting  upon 
or  serving  the  spiritual  preceptor. 
Addryaka,  as,  a,  am,  originating  from  a  spiritual 

teacher  ;  (am),  n.  the  proficiency  of  a  holy  teacher. 
ACdryanl,  f.  (with  dental  n,  Panini  IV.  I,  49. 

Vart.  6),  the  wife  of  an  Aiarya  or  holy  teacher. 

A-dirna,  as,  d,  am  (anom.  past  pass,  part.),  de- 
voured, eaten  into. 

^Ti^MW  a-(aranya  (nom.  fr.  iarana),  P. 

-daranyati,  -yitum,  to  move  one's  self,  to  move  or extend  towards. 

d-cal,  Caus.  V.-6alayati,  -yitum,  to 

move,  draw  away  from  one's  place,  stir  up. 
n^TT.     See  under  d-dam. 

fi-f.i,  el.  5.  P.  A.  -tinoti,  -nute,-detum, 
to  accumulate;  to  collect;  to  heap  up,  load  with; 
to  cover. 

A-dita,  as,  d,  am,  collected,  accumulated,  heaped ; 
filled,  loaded  with,  covered ;  spread,  diffused  ;  inlaid, 
set  (e.  g.  ardhdditd  rasand,  a  girdle  half  set  with 
gems) ;  larded ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  cart-load ;  a  mea- 

sure of  ten  bharas  or  cart-loads. 
Aditika,  as,  I,  am,  or  dditlna,  as,  d,  am,  holding 

or  being  equal  to  or  cooking  a  quantity  equal  to  the 
preceding  measure ;  (a  numeral  may  be  placed  be- 

fore these  forms,  e.  g.  dvydditika,  Sec.). 

•>M|P«U°HI*II  a-tikhyasa,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt. 
khyd  with  a),  desire  or  intention  of  expressing  or 
denoting  something. 

•fllPMi^  i.  a-tit,  cl.  i.  3.  P.  -tetati,  -(Xketti, 
A.  -dikite,  -dettum,  to  attend  to,  to  keep  in  mind ; 
to  comprehend,  understand,  know ;  to  invent ;  to  ap- 

pear, become  visible,  distinguish  one's  self:  Desid. 
-dikttsati,  -te,  to  wait  for,  watch  clandestinely,  lurk. 

2.  a-dit,  t,  f.,  Ved.  taking  notice  or  cognizance, 
attention  to  ;  (according  to  Say.  the  form  d-ditd  may 
stand  for  d-dite  fr.  d-dita  above.) 

WP^'li  a-6lrna,  as,  a,  am.  See  under 
d-dar  last  col. 

wimu  a-dOshana,  am,  n.  suction  ;  suck- 

ing out ;  application  of  cupping-glasses  to  the  skin. 

^l^Ti^d-frit,  cl.  6.  P.  -fritati,  -dartitum, 
to  fasten,  tie,  affix. 

^11V»<K  ddesvara  (°da-ls°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a. 
sanctuary  built  by  A6a. 

•^(^t^d-desht,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -ieshtati,  -te, 
-titum,  to  undertake  ;  to  do. 

atopata.     See  2.  dfa. 

^  i.  a-Mhad  (-{had),  cl.  10.  P.  -Mha- 
dayati  or  -ddhddayati,  -yitum,  to  cover,  hide ;  to 
clothe,  to  dress,  put  on  clothes ;  to  conceal. 

3.  d-ddhad,  t,  (.,  Ved.  a  cover,  covering ;  a  sheath. 
—  Addhad-vidhdna,  am,  n.,  Ved.  an  arrangement 
made  for  defence,  a  means  of  covering ;  or  (as,  a,  am), 
one  who  has  such  means. 

A-ddhanna,  as,  a,  am,  covered,  concealed,  clothed. 
A-ddhdda,  as,  m.  cloth,  dothes. 
A-ddliddaka,  as,  d,  am,  concealing,  hiding. 
A-ddhddana,  am,  n.  covering,  concealing,  hiding ; 

disappearance;  a  covering,  a  sheath;  cloth,  clothes; 
mantle,  cloak,  &c. ;  the  wooden  frame  of  a  roof. 
A-ddhddita,  as,  d,  am,  covered,  clothed. 
A-ddhddin,  i,  ini,  i,  covering,  concealing. 
i .  d-ddhddya,  ind.  having  clothed  or  put  on. 
a.  d-ddhadya,as,  d,  am,  to  be  covered  or  clothed. 

xHI-odl'*  dtthaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  tree 
Morinda  Tinctoria ;  (better  dddhuka,  q.  v.) 

^rrfe^  u-t6hid  (-(.hid),  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -ttU* 
natti,-ddMnte,-ddhettum,  to  tear  or  cut  off;  to  cut  or 
break  in  pieces ;  to  take  out  of;  to  draw  off;  remove ; 
to  cut  off,  exclude ;  to  snatch  away,  to  tear  from,  to 
rob ;  to  dii-regard,  not  to  take  notice  of. 
A-ddMdya,  ind.  cutting  off;  cutting,  excluding,  dis- 

regarding :  setting  aside,  in  spite  of,  notwithstanding. 
A-ddhinna,  as,  d,  am,  cut,  cut  off. 
A-ddheda,  as,  m.  cutting,  cutting  off,  excision. 
A-ddhedana,  am,  n.  excision,  cutting  off,  exclusion. 

•«il|Tri<*  d6<ihuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  plant 
Morinda  Tinctoria.  See  dkshika  and  dddhdka. 

WflgfCTT  a-Mhurita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  6hur 
with  a),  scratched ;  irritated ;  (am\  n.  making  a 
noise  with  the  finger-nails  by  rubbing  them  on  one 
another  ;  a  horse-laugh. 

Addhtiritaka,  am,  n.  a  scratch  with  a  finger-nail ; 
a  horse-laugh. 

*tl^<  a-66hrid  (-thrid),  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -tthri- 
natti,  -ddhrinte,  -ddharditum,  to  pour  upon,  to  fill. 

^tl«3ft  a-(6ho  (-tho),  cl.  4.  P.  -66hyatl, 
-ddhatum,  to  skin,  to  flay. 
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a-(6hodana,  am,  n.  (rt.  6hnd  for 

d«a"?),hunting,thechase.  Seeaddhotana.dkshodana. 

'Hl^  a-fyu,  Caus.  P.  A.  -(yavayati,  -te, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  flow  over,  pour  out  ;  to  draw  or 
bring  near  ;  to  induce  (any  one)  to  come  near. 

acyutadanti  (fr.  afyutadanta) 
or  ddyutantt  (fr.  adyutanta),  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a warrior-tribe. 

o/'  (d-aj),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  ajati,  -te,  -jitum, 
to  drive  or  bring  towards  ;  to  procure  ;  to  drive  neat, 
i.  e.  to  come  near  in  a  carriage. 

Ajani,  is,  f.,  Ved.  a  stick  for  driving. 
i  .  aji,  is,  m.  f.  (Ved.  m.),  a  running-match  ;  (djim 

aj  or  i  or  dhdv  or  sri,  to  run  with  or  against  any 
one  for  the  prize)  ;  a  fighting-match,  fighting,  combat, 
battle,  war;  place  for  running,  course,  level  ground; 

abuse,  invective  ;  'an  instant  ;  [cf.  Scot,  agh,  '  fight  ;' 
Hib.  agh.]  —  Aji-krit,  t,  t,  t,Vtd.  running  or  fight- 

ing for  a  prize  ;  making  war.  —  Aji-kr-iyd,  f.  fighting, 
making  war.  —  Aji-tur,  ur,  ur,  ur,  Ved.  victorious 
in  battles.  —  Aji-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  lord  of  the  battle. 
—  Ajy-anta,  as,  m.  the  goal  in  a  race-course. 
W3T  a/a,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  i.  a/a),  coming 

from  goats,  belonging  to  goats,  produced  by  goats  ; 

(as),  m.  a  vulture  ;  (am),  n.  boiled  or  clarified  butter  ; 

ghee. 

Ajaka,  am,  n.  a  flock  of  goats. 

djakara,  as,  m.  Suva's  bull. 
ajagara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  aja-gara), 

treating  of  the  boa  or  large  serpent;  (a  chapter  in 
the  Maha-bharata.) 

^n»fTl^  ajagava,  as,  HI.  the  bow  of  STiva 

[cf.  ajakdva']. ••JIMH  a-jan,  cl.  4.  A.,  Ved.  -jayate,  -jani- 

tum,  to  be  born  or  come  into  existence,  to  be  pro- 
duced or  born  from;  to  beget,  cause  to  be  bom, 

render  prolific. 

A-janana,  am,  n.  birth,  origin. 

A-janma,  ind.  from  birth,  since  birth.  —  Ajanma- 
surabhi-paitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  (the  leaves  of 
which  are  fragrant  from  their  first  appearance). 

A-jdti,  is,  f.  birth,  origin. 

A-jana,  am,  n.  birth,  descent,  species  ;  birth-place. 
A-jdni,  is,  f.,  Ved.  birth,  descent  ;  noble  birth  ; 

(SSy.)  a  mother. 
Ajdneya,  as,  t,  am,  of  noble  origin,  of  good  breed 

(as  a  horse),  fearless,  undaunted  ;  (as),  m.  a  well- bred  horse. 

Ajdneyya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  of  good  breed,  well- bred. 

^rnTtl  a-jap,  cl.  I.  P.  -japati,  -pitum,  to 
mutter  or  whisper  to. 

•*  lil  Hid  ajamidha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  in 
the  Maha-bharata. 

••.HMWT  d-jarasam  or  a-jarasaya,  ind., 
Ved.  till  old  age. 

•>HM=H  d-javana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  ju  with  a), 

rushing  at,  attacking,  fighting. 

djavasteya  (patronymic  fr.  aja- vasti  Panini  IV.  I,  136). 

".MlrMlf!  ajavdha  or  ajavahaka  fr.  aja-vaha Panini  IV.  1,  133. 

••HI  iHlrl!)ld=l  iijatasatrava,  as,  m.  (fr.  ajd- 

ta-iatru),  epithet  of  Bhadrasena  in  the  S'atapatha- Brahmana  V.  5.  5,  14. 

^Mlfil  ajiidya,  as,  d,  am,  originating  from 
the  warrior-tribe  called  Ajadas  or  a  chief  of  that  tribe. 

d-jdna,  djdneya.  See  under  djan. 

i.  aji.  See  under  aj  above. 
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2.  a-ji,  cl.  i.  P.  -jay  ati,  -jetum,  to 
conquer,  win,  acquire:  Desid.  -jigishaii,  to  try  or 
desire  to  conquer  or  win. 

A-jayana,  am,  n.  conquering. 
A-jigishu,  us,  us,  u,  ambitious,  wishing  to  excel 

or  overcome. 

d-jigraha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  grah), 
who  or  what  takes  or  seizes. 

v<  I  Ml  s*  I  «i  »M  d-jijndsenya,  as,  d,  am  (fr. 
Desid.  of  rt.  jAd  with  a),  Ved.  liable  to  investigation  ; 
(as),  f.  pi.,  N.  of  a  short  section  of  the  Kuntapa 
hymns  in  die  Aitareya-Brahmana ;  (the  word  ri(ai 
must  be  supplied.) 

Wftltft^J  d-jihirshu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid. 
of  rt.  kri  with  d),  about  to  bring  towards  (with  ace.) ; 
wishing  to  take. 

VH I  »fl  cji  <•}  djikiila,  N.  of  a  region. 

^lll'iin  djigarti,  a  patronymic  fr.  aji- 
garta. 

iH|i(i<^  d-jiv,  cl.  I.  P.  -jivati,  -vitum,  to 
live  by ;  to  have  the  use  or  enjoyment  of;  to  subsist. 
A-jlva,  as,  m.  livelihood,  subsistence;  a  Jaina 

beggar. 

A-jinika,  as,  m.  a  beggar,  one  who  obtains  his 
livelihood  everywhere. 

A-jivana,  am,  n.  livelihood,  subsistence.  —  Ajiva- 

ndrtha  (°na-ar°),  as,  m.  (am,  n.  ?)  means  of  live- 
lihood or  subsistence,  business,  profession. 

A-jivin,  i,  m.  having  a  livelihood ;  a  peculiar  kind 
of  beggar. 

A-jivya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  practised  as  a  means  of 
living;  fit  for  or  affording  a  livelihood;  habitable, 
fertile ;  fruitful ;  (am),  n.  means  of  living. 

•wiij^ d-jur,  ur,  f.  or  d-ju,  us,  f.  (fr.  rt.jri 
with  d.»),  unpaid  labour,  working  without  wages; 
consigning  to  hell ;  infirm  age  (?). 

^ ist i  i.  d-jnd,  cl.  9.  P.  -jdndti,  -jndtum, 
to  know,  understand,  learn,  obtain  information,  ascer- 

tain, notice,  perceive :  Caus.  -jnapayatt,  -yitum,  to 
publish,  order,  command,  direct ;  to  assure. 

A-jnapta,  as,  d,  am,  ordered,  commanded. 
A'jAapti,  is,  f.  order,  injunction,  command. 
2.  d-jiid,  fran  order,  a  command ;  allowance,  per- 

mission ;  [cf.  Hib.  agna,  '  wisdom."]  —  Ajnd-kara, 
as,  i,  am,  executing  an  order,  obeying,  obedient ; 
(o<),  m.  a  servant.  —  AjAd-karana,  am,  n.  execu- 

tion of  orders,  obedience.  —  Ajnakara-tva,  am, 
n.  the  office  of  a  servant.  —  Ajnd-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i, 
one  who  obeys  or  executes  orders,  obedient,  minis- 
trant.  —  Ajnd-dakra,  am,  n.  a  mystical  circle  or  dia- 

gram, one  of  six  described  by  the  Tantras.  —  AjAd- 

nuydyin  or  ajAdnuvartin  (°jnd-an°),  i,  ini,  i, 
obeying  or  executing  orders,  obedient.  —  Ajnanu- 

sdrin  (°jnd-an°),  i,  ini,  i,  executing  orders,  obe- 
dient. —  Ajnd-patlra,  am,  n.  an  edict,  written 

order.  —  Ajnd-pratujhdta  as,  m.  disobedience,  re- 
bellion.— Ajnd-bhattga,  as,  m.  disobedience,  insub- 

ordination, disloyalty.  —  Ajnd-vaha,  as,  d,  am,  obe- 
dient, subject,  ministrant.  —  Ajnd-sampddin,  i,  ini, 

»,  executing  an  order,  obedient,  submissive. 

A-jnata,  as,  d,  am,  ordered,  commanded  ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  first  five  pupils  of  S'akya-muni. 
A-jAatri,  td,  m.,Ved.  one  who  orders  or  directs. 
A-jndna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  noticing,  perceiving. 
A-jndpaka,  as,  d,  am,  giving  orders,  commanding, a  commander. 

A-jAapana,  am,  n.  ordering,  commanding,  making known. 

A-jiidpita,  as,  d,  am,  ordered,  commanded. 
A-jnapyn,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  directed  or  commanded. 
A-jiiayin,  i,  ini,  i,  perceiving,  understanding. 

'SU-Xf  ajya,   am,   n.   (fr.  rt.   anj  with  a), 
melted  or  clarified  butter  used  for  oblations,  or  for  i 

pouring    into    the  holy  fire  at  the  sacrifice,  or  for  j 
anointing  anything  sacrificed  or  offered ;  (in  a  wider  I 

sense)  oil  and  milk  used  instead  of  clarified  butter 
at  a  sacrifice ;  N.  of  a  sort  of  chant  or  religious 

service ;  turpentine.  —  Ajya-pa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
drinking  the  clarified  butter ;  (ax),  m.  pi.  a  class  ol 
Manes  who  are  the  sons  of  Pulastya  and  the  ancestors 

of  the  Vaisya  order.  —  Ajya-patra,  am,  n.  a  vessel 
or  dish  to  hold  clarified  butter.  ••  Ajya-bhdga,  as, 
m.  a  portion  of  clarified  butter ;  (au),  m.  du.  the 
two  portions  of  clarified  butter  belonging  to  Agni 

and  Soma ;  (as,  a,  am),  partaking  of  the  clarified 
butter ;  offering  clarified  butter  at  certain  ceremonies. 

—  Ajya-bhuj,  k,  m. '  consumer  of  clarified  butter,' 
epithet  of  Agni.  —  Ajya-vdri,  is,  m.  '  sea  of  clarified 
butter,"  one  of  the  seven  seas.  —  Ajya-sthali,  (., 
see  djya-pdtra. 

^TR(  dh(  (d-aA6),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  an  fail,  -te, 
-(Hum,  to  bend,  crook,  curve. 

Anfana,  am,  n.  partial  extraction  of  thorns  or 
arrows  and  the  like  from  the  body. 

dhth,  cl.  I.  P.  ahthati,  dhiha  or 
dnantha,  dnfliitum,  to  make  straight ; 

to  lengthen  or  stretch  ;   to  regulate,  draw  into  the 
right  position  ;  to  set  (a  bone  or  leg). 

Anthana,  am,  n.  setting  (a  bone  or  leg),  bringing 
back  into  the  right  place  by  stretching,  bending,  or drawing. 

vi  15^  anj  (d-anj),  cl.  7.  P.  dnakti,  dnji- 
tum  or  dnktum,  to  anoint ;  to  smooth,  polish,  pre- 

pare ;  to  honour,  receive  respectfully. 

AAjana,  am,  i,  n.  f.  ointment,  especially  for  the 

eyes ;  fat.  —  Anjanabkyanjaniya  (°na-abhy°),  am, 
a,  n.  f.,  N.  of  a  certain  ceremony.  —  Anjanl-kari,  f. 
a  woman  who  anoints  or  makes  ointments. 

dhjaneya,  as,  m.  (fr.  ahjand,  his 
mother),  N.  of  the  monkey  Hanumat. 

anjalikya  (fr.  aiijalika).     See 
Gana  to  PSnini  V.  1, 128. 

dhjika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava. 

dfijineya,  as,  m.  an  insect,  a  kind 
of  lizard,  Lacerta  Unjinensis.  See  anjana  and  ari- 

janikd. ^TT7  dta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent. 

«ii«<8-l  dtariisha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  tree 

Justicia  Adhenatoda.  See  atarusha  or  afarushaka. 

atavika,  as,  in.  (fr.  atavi),  the 
inhabitant  of  a  forest ;  a  woodman,  a  pioneer. 

Atavi,  (.,  N.  of  a  town  in  the  MahS-bharata  (2. 
«74)- 

1  dtavya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  in 

the  V5yu-Pur3na. 

dti,  is,  f.  (rt.  at,  to  wander),  N.  of 

the  bird  Turdus  Ginginianus  [cf.  adi  and  dti]. 
—  Ati-mukka,  as  or  am?,  m. or  n.?  a  surgical  in- 

strument employed  in  blood-letting,  the  top  of  which 
is  like  the  beak  of  the  bird  dti. 

Atika,  as,  i,  am,  able  to  wander;  (i),  f.,  N.  of 
the  wife  of  Ushasti. 

Atikya,  as,  d,  am,  being  on  a  voyage. 

«il5 1  <*i  (i-tikana  or  d-filaka, am,  n.  (fr.rt. 

(ik  with  a),  the  leaping  motion  of  a  calf  [cf.  ddhi- 
laka  and  dUdhnka}. 

A-tikara,  as,  m.  a  bull  (etym.  probably  the  same as  the  last). 

•*( 1 4\ <f  dtnpa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  a 
Sautra  rt.  tup  with  d),  puffing,  swelling;  flatulence, 

borborygmi ;  pride,  self-conceit. 
dttasthalaka   (fr.   atta-sthali) 

Gana  to  PSnini  IV.  a,  137. 

•sUiStllH  dtndra,  as,  m.  (fr.  atndra),  Ved., 

N.  of  Para  in  the  S'atapatha-Brahmana ;  (as,  d,  am), fond  of  wandering  (?). 

ddambara,  as,  m.  (etym.  doubtful, 

probably  rt.  dumb  with  d),  a  drum  used  in  battle ; 
charge  sounded  by  musical  instruments  ;  the  sounding 
of  a  trumpet  as  a  sign  of  attack ;  the  roaring  of 
elephants;  pride,  arrogance  (in  this  sense  perhaps 
connected  with  saiiirambha?);  commencement  (in 
this  sense  perhaps  connected  with  arambha!) ;  anger, 
passion;  happiness,  pleasure;  the  eyelid;  (am),  n. 
rubbing  and  kneading  the  body ;  (sometimes  this 
word  is  written  ddampara.)  —  Adambardghdta 

(fra-dgh0),  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  beats  a  drum. 
Adambartn,  i,  ini,  i,  arrogant,  proud. 

•*ills  nV/i,  is,  f.  a  bird,  the  S'arali  (Turdus 
Ginginianus) ;  a  kind  of  fish.  See  ati. 

'ST?  ddu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  ad),  striving  to obtain  anything. 

^T^ddii,  its,  m.  (or  f.  ?)  a  raft,  a  float. 
See  atu. 

•sn<S<*  adhaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (etym.  doubt- 
ful), a  measure  of  grain,  the  4th  of  a  drona  and  equal 

to  4  prasthas  =  1 6  kudavas  =  64  palas  =  2  5  6  karshas  = 
4096  mashas ;  or  containing  nearly  7  Ibs.  1 1  ozs.  avoir- 

dupois. In  Bengal  an  adhaka  is  equal  to  two  mans  or 
164  Ibs.  avds. ;  (1),  f.  a  kind  of  pulse,  Cajanus  Indicus 
Spreng. ;  a  kind  of  fragrant  earth.  —  Adhaka-jambu, 
N.  of  a  country.  —  Adhakajambuka,  as,  i,  am, 

relating  to  that  country. 
Adhakika,  as,  i,  am,  or  ddhakina,  as,  d,  am, 

holding  or  containing  an  adhaka;  sown  with  an 
adhaka  of  seed,  as  a  field  &c. 

vu<s"lrt°li  ddhilaka,  a  various  reading  for 
d-filaka.  See  d-tlkana. 

viiGH  ddhya,  as,  d,  am  (etym.  doubtful, 
perhaps  for  ardhya  fr.  ridh),  opulent,  wealthy,  rich ; 
(with  an  inst.  or  as  last  member  of  a  comp.)  rich  in, 
abounding  in,  productive;  possessing  abundantly ;  mixed 
with,  watered  with ;  abundant,  existing  in  abundance. 

—  Adhyakulina,  a*,  d,  am,  descended  from  a  rich 
family.  —  Adhyan-karana,  as,   i,  am,    enriching; 
(am),  n.  the  means  of  enriching,  wealth,  prosperity. 
—  Ailhya-fara,  as,  i,  am,  once  opulent  (?).  —  Adli>ju- 
ta,  f.  opulence,  wealth.  —  Adhyam-bhavishnu,  us, 
us,  u,  or  adhyam-bharuka,  as,  i,  am,  becoming 
rich  or  eminent.  —  Adhya-rata,  as,  m.  (abundant 
wind),  a  convulsive  or  rheumatic  palsy  of  the  loins. 

—  Adhyadu  (°dhya-ddu ),  us,  us,  u,  striving  to  get wealth. 

Adhyaka,  am,  n.  wealth,  opulence,  abundance. 

•>!)Hll°li  dnaka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  arm,  q.  v.),  low, 
inferior.  See  anaka. 

Aiiava,  am,  n.  exceeding  smallness;  (as,  i,  am), 
very  small,  fine  (?). 

Anavina,  as,  d,  am,  bearing  or  fit  to  bear  Pani- 
cum  Miliaceum. 

dni,  is,  m .  f .  [cf.  ani~\ ,  the  pin  of  the axle  of  a  cart,  the  linch-pin ;  the  part  of  the  leg  just 
above  the  knee ;  the  corner  of  a  house ;  a  limit,  a 

boundary ;  the  edge  of  a  sword. 
'SHI3  iinda,  am,  n.  (fr.  anda,  q.  v.),  an  egg ; 

multitude  of  eggs,  a  brood  ;  (au),  m.  du.,  Ved.  the 
testicles  [cf.  anda] .  —  Anda-ja,  as,  d,  am,  born  from 
an  egg.  —  Anda-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessed  of  eggs  or 

testicles.  —  Andad  (°da-ad),  t,  m.,Ved.  one  who  eats 

eggs,  N.  of  a  demon. Andi,  f.,  Ved.  a  testicle. 
Aiidika,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  bearing  eggs,  as  a  plant 

with  egg-shaped  fruits  or  bulbs. 
Andira,  as,  d,  am,  having  many  eggs. 

^TTH  at,  ind.  (fr.  4.  a),  Ved.  afterwards, 
then ;  (in  which  senses  it  is  often  used  in  a  concluding 
paragraph  antithetically  to  yad,  yadd,  yadi,  being 
[hen  sometimes  strengthened  by  the  particles  aha,  id, 

im,  u;  e.g.  yaded  ayukta  haritah  sadhasthdd 
dd  rdtri  rd*at  tanute  simasmai, '  at  the  very  time 
when  he  has  unyoked  his  coursers  from  his  car,  then 



night  extends  the  veiling  darkness  overall;'  Vritram 
yad  Indra  fovasdvail/ilr  ahim  ad  it  suryam 

divy  drohayo  driie,  '  when,  O  Indra,  thou  didsi  slay 
with  thy  power  the  dragon  Vritra,  then  indeed  thou 

didst  raise  the  sun  in  the  sky,  that  it  might  be  seen.' 
In  other  passages  at  is  simply  used  like  a  conjunc- 

tion, equivalent  to  '  then,  further,  also,  and  '  Sometimes 
it  only  serves  to  strengthen  the  meaning  of  another 
word,  or  to  give  emphasis  to  an  interrogative  pronoun, 
in  the  same  way  as  u,  nu,  amja,  &c.  ;  e.  g.  ya  eka 

id  apratir  manyamdna  ad  asmdd  anyo  aja- 
nishta  taw/an,  '  he  who  considered  himself  atone 
irresistible,  another  was  born  mightier  even  than  he  ;' 
Kim  at  pra  bravdma,  '  How  can  we  at  all  pro- 

claim y 

ata,  as,  a,  m.  f.  (fr.  d-tan  below?), 
Ved.  a  scaffold  ;  the  frame  of  a  door  ;  (Say.)  a  quarter 
of  the  sky. 

^TlrTW  d-tans,  Caus.  A.,  Ved.  -tansayate, 

-yitum,  to  shake  out;  (Say)  to  decorate  from  all 
sides. 

citaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga. 

taksh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.,  Ved.  -takshati, 

-te,  -kshitum,  -tashtum,  to  bring  from  all  sides,  to 
procure. 

^THT^  a-tahC,  cl.  7.  P.  -tanakti,  -tanktum 
or  -tandtum,  to  cause  to  shrink  or  contract,  to 
coagulate. 
A-tanka,  as,  m.  (this  word  may  also  be  connected 

with  rt.  tank,  q  v.\  disease  or  sickness  of  the  body  ; 
pain  or  affliction  of  mind,  disquietude,  apprehension, 
fear  ;  fever  ;  the  sound  of  a  drum  or  tabor. 

A-taMaua,  am,  n.  casting  one  thing  into  another 
to  effect  some  change,  as  butter-milk  into  fresh  milk 
to  turn  it  ;  the  act  of  causing  to  contract  ;  that  which 
causes  coagulation;  runnel;  curdled  milk;  a  sort  of 
whey  ;  calcining,  adding  a  powder  or  flux  to  metals 
in  fusion  ;  the  flux  so  used  ;  casting  away,  destroying  ; 
danger,  calamity  (as  a  pestilence  or  epidemic);  speed, 
velocity  ;  gratifying,  satisfying  ;  making  fat. 

^TTrT^  a-tad,  cl.  10.  P.  -ta.da.yatl,  -yitum, 
to  thump,  strike. 

WnT'T^  d-tan,  cl.  8.  P.  -tanoti,  -nitum,  to 
extend  over,  stretch  over,  penetrate,  to  spread,  over- 

spread ;  to  illuminate  ;  to  take  hold  of.  seek  to  attain, 
assume  a  (hostile)  attitude  ;  to  stretch  (as  a  bow  for 
shooting)  ;  to  diffuse  ;  to  bring  to  pass,  effect  :  Caus. 

-tdnayali,  -yitum,  to  stretch  (a  bow)  ;  [cf.  rt.  tay, 
with  which  some  of  the  following  forms  are  connected.] 

A-tata,  as,  d,  am,  spread,  extended,  stretched  (as 
a  bow),  &c. 

Atntdyin,  >,  inl,  i,  one  whose  bow  is  stretched  to 

take  another's  life  ;  endeavouring  to  kill  some  one  ; 
a  felon,  a  thief,  a  murderer,  incendiary,  ravisher. 

—  Atatdyi-td,  f.  or  dtatdyi-tva,  am,  n.  persecuting, 
murdering,  destroying,  stealing. 
Atatd-vin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  one  whose  bow  is 

stretched.  See  dtatdyin. 

A-tana,  am,  n.  spreading,  expanding  ;  sight,  view. 
A-tani,  is,  is,  i.  Ved.  spreading,  penetrating. 
A-tdna,  as,  m.,Ved.  an  extended  cord,  string,  &c. 
A-tdyin,  i,  m.  a  falcon,  a  kite.     See  dtdpln. 

^)in<^  i.  d-tap,  cl.  i.  P.  -tapati,  -taptum, 
to  radiate  heat  ;  to  blaze,  to  heat  ;  to  cause  to  glow  : 

Pass,  -tapyatc,  to  suffer  pain,  be  afflicted  ;  to  inflict 

(austerities)  upon  one's  self. 
a.  d-tap,  p,  f.,Ved.  heat. 
A-tapa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  causing  pain  or  affliction  ; 

(as),  m.  heat  of  the  sun,  sunshine.  —  Atapa-tra,  am, 
n.  a  large  umbrella  of  silk  or  leaves  used  in  the  East 

as  a  parasol.  —  Atapatraka,  am,  n.  a  small  um- 
brella, a  mat  or  basket  carried  on  the  head  as  one. 

—  Atapa-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  irradiated  by  the  sun. 
—  Atapa-varshya,  as,   d,  am,  Ved.  (water  &c.) 
produced  by  rain  during  sunshine.  •-  Atapa-varaiia,  ! 
um,  n.  a  parasol.  —  Atapa-jvuihka,  ae,  d,  am,  dried  in  ; 

ata.  *JHW^  dtman. 

the  sun,  evaporated  by  the  solar  bezt.  —  Atapdbhdva 

(°pa-abh°),  as,  m.  non-existence  of  sunshine,  shadow. 
A-tapana,  as,  m.  causing  heat,  an  epithet  of 

S'iva. 

Alaplya,  as,  d,  am  (adj.  fr.  a-tapa),  sunshiny  (?). 

Atapya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  the  sunshine. 

vtin^d-tam,  cl.  4.  P.  -tdmyati,  -tamitum, 
to  faint,  to  swoon,  to  become  senseless ;  to  despond, 
to  languish,  fade  away. 

^Tlrl«ll*i  d-tamdm?  (a  superlative  form  fr. 

3.  a?). 
•*iin< d-tara.     See  under  d-tn. 

^f\m\^d-tarj,  cl.  10.  P.  -tarjayati,  -yitum, 
to  scold,  abuse. 

vilrl^l  d-tardana.     See  under  d-trid. 

•siinmu  d-tarpana.     See  under  d-trip. 

•«iinc|  dtava,  a  proper  N.  (whence  the 
patron,  dtavdyana  Panini  IV.  I,  no.  Gana.) 

•w  I  rt  i  «i  d-tdna.     See  under  d-tan. 

^TTrTTnr*T  dtiipin  or  dtdyin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  the 
bird  Falco  Chech.  See  under  d-tan. 

d-tdra,  d-tdrya.    See  under  d-tn. 

tall,  an  indeclinable  word  com- 
pounded with  as,  bhu,  and  kri  (see  Panini  1. 4,  61). 

^TTTrT  dti,  is,  m.  f.  (fr.  rt.  at),  Ved.  a  kind 

of  water-bird ;  the  bird  Turdus  Ginginianus  (see 
dti);  going. 

viifii<q*t  dtitheya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  atithi,  q.  v.), 
proper  for  a  guest,  hospitable,  attentive  to  a  guest ; 
(I  or  am),  f.  n.  hospitality. 

Atithya,  as,  d,  am,  proper  for  a  guest,  hospitable, 
attentive  to  a  guest ;  (as),  m.  a  guest ;  (am),  n.  hos- 

pitable reception;  hospitality;  a  particular  rite,  the 
reception  of  the  Soma  when  it  is  brought  to  the 
place  of  sacrifice,  also  called  dtithyeshti.  —  Atithya- 
rupa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  in  the  place  of  the 
Atithya  rite.  —  Atitkya-satkdra,  as,  m.  the  rites  of 
hospitality. 

•"iHfrT^fsfotf  dtidesika,  as,  I,  am,  (in  gram.) 
connected  with  an  ati-dcs"a,q.v.;  having  reference  to 
substitution  or  putting  one  thing  for  another. 

•viifiK'aW  d-tiras6ina,  as,  d,  am,  a  little 
transverse  or  across. 

^Trfifr^T  atiraikya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ati-reka), 
superfluity,  excess. 

'^t  1 1  n  1=1  sji  i  *y  dtivijnduya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ati- 

n'jiid/ia),  surpassing  the  perception  or  understanding. 

^HTrrT^I*H  dtisayya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ati-s'aya), excess,  quantity. 

'•a I  Cn  «  dtishtha,  am,  n.  (fr.  ati-shtha),Ved. 
the  being  placed  at  the  head  of  something,  being  a 
universal  ruler. 

^^rnj  a  fit,  MS,  m.  (said  to  come  fr.  d-tn 
next  col.;  but  probably  fr.  rt.  at),  a  raft,  a  float. 
See  add. 

•SIIJJM^  d-tnt,  k,  f.,  Ved.  growing  dusk, evening. 

'airin  i.  d-tuj,  cl.  i.  6.  P., Ved.  -tojati, 

-tujati,  -tojitum,  to  bring  near,  to  procure. 

2.  d-tuj,  m.  (Say.)  destroyer  of  enemies,  or  giver 
of  weahh. 

A-tuji,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  rushing  on,  hastening  towards ; 
carrying  off  (as  booty),  injuring. 

^TjT«T  d-tud,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -tudiiti,  -te,  -tot- 
tum.  to  strike,  to  push,  spur  on,  stir  up. 

A-todin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  striking,  pushing,  pricking. 
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A-todya,  am,  n.  '  to  be  struck,"  a  musical  instru- ment. 

d-tura,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  turv  with  d), 

hurt,  injured  ;  suffering  ;  sick  in  body  or  mind,  dis- 
abled, diseased  ;  feeble,  weak,  incapable  of  doing 

anything  (with  inf.). 

viittrt  d-tul,  cl.  10.  P.  -tolayati,  -yitum, 

to  lift  up,  raise,  elevate. 

•atlffff  d-trid,  cl.  7.  P.  -trinatti,  -tarditum, 
<K       •  '  •   • to  split,  sever,  pierce  ;  to  push  open,  open  ;  A. 

-trinte,  to  become  split  or  severed,  to  sever  one's self. 

A-tardana,  am,  n.  pushing  open,  opening. 

A-trinna,  am,  n.  an  opening,  hole  ;  an  open wound. 

^JTrTII  d-trip*,  cl.  4.  5.  6.  P.  -tripyati, 

-tripnoti,  -trimpati,  -tarptum  or  -traptum,  to  be 
satisfied  :  Caus.  -tarpayati,  -yitum,  to  satisfy. 

A-tarpana,  am,  n.  satisfying,  gratification,  satis- 
faction ;  whitening  the  wall,  floor  or  seat  on  festive 

occasions  ;  the  pigment  used  for  that  purpose. 

A-tripya,  as,  a,  am,  satisfiable,  to  be  satisfied  ; 
(as),  m.  the  custard  apple  tree  Annona  Reticulata  ; 

(am),  n.  the  fruit  of  this  tree. 
WfT  d-tri,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -tarati,  -taritum 

or  -ritum,  to  pass  through  or  over  ;  to  cross  over  ; 
to  overcome  ;  to  enlarge,  increase. 

A-tara,  as,  m.  fare  for  being  ferried  over  a  river, 

passage  money,  freight. 
A-tdra,  as,  m.  landing,  coming  to  shore,  fare, 

freight. 

A-tdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  crossed  ;  (Ved.)  land- 
ing, coming  to  shore,  relating  to  landing. 

WT^  d-tta,  as,  d,  am  (contracted  fr.  d-datta, 

part.  pass,  of  d-dd,  q.  v.),  taken,  accepted  ;  assumed  ; 
attracted.  —  Atta-yandhft  ,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose 
smell  is  taken  away,  one  who  is  throttled  ;  hence  one 

whose  pride  is  humbled,  insulted.  —  Atta-garva,  as, 
d,  am,  whose  pride  has  been  taken  down,  humiliated, 
degraded.  —  Atta-manaska,  as,  d,  am,  whose  mind 
is  transported  or  carried  away  (with  joy).  —  Atta- 

lakshmi,  is,  is,  i,  stripped  of  wealth.  •-  Atta-vatatt, 
as,  as,  as,  Ved.  destitute  of  speech. 

^TTr«Io«/;o,thou  saidst.  Seeunderrt.3.aA. 

vi  i  r*(  «i^  dtman,  d,  m.  (fr.  rt.  an,  to  breathe, 

or  at,  to  go  ;  or,  according  to  some,  fr.  rt.  ah  and 
connected  with  attain,  I  ;  or,  according  to  others,  a 

contraction  of  amtman  fr.  rt.  av  =  ml  ;  but  the  ex- 
istence of  the  old  Vedic  form  tman  makes  all  these 

etymologies  doubtful)  ;  the  breath,  soul,  the  principle 
of  life  and  sensation,  the  individual  soul,  the  self,  the 
abstract  individual  (e.  g.  dtman  Ved.  loc.  dhatte, 

'  he  places  in  himself,  he  makes  his  own  ;'  atmand 
vi-yuj,  '  to  lose  one's  life  ;'  dtmand  saptamas,  '  made 
the  seventh  by  one's  self,'  i.  e.  '  being  one's  self  the 
seventh  with  six  others')  ;  self,  one's  self,  used  as  a 
reflexive  pronoun  for  all  three  persons  (e.  g.  dtmd- 
nam  sd  lianti,  'she  strikes  herself)  ;  and  used  in  the 
singular  even  when  it  refers  to  a  dual  or  plural  (e.  g. 

putratn  dtmanah  spriMvd  nipetatuh,  '  they  two 
having  touched  iheir  son  fell  down')  ;  the  natural  tem- 

perament or  disposition  ;  essence,  nature,  character, 
peculiarity  ;  the  person  or  whole  body  considered 
as  one  and  opposed  to  the  separate  members  of  the 
body  ;  the  body  ;  the  understanding,  intellect,  the 
mind,  the  faculty  of  thought  or  reason,  the  thinking 
faculty  ;  the  highest  personal  principle  of  life,  Brahma, 
the  supreme  deity  and  soul  of  the  universe  (but  para- 
mdtman  is  more  usual  in  this  latter  sense)  ;  care, 
effort,  pains;  firmness;  the  sun;  fire;  wind;  air;  ason; 
[cf.  Goth,  ahma;  Old  Germ.  Stum,  Them,  dtuma; 
Angl.  Sax.  ced/im;  Mod.  Germ.  Athem,  Odem; 

Hib.  adhm,  'knowledge,'  and  adhma,  'knowing;' 
Gr.  aiir^iiv,  diirjuri  (?)  ;  ar/j.6s,  arfi.ii  (?)  :  cf.  also 

rt.  &a>  &c.  =  rt.  vd.']"Atma  is  used  at  the  end  of 
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some  compounds  for  at  man  :  e.  g.  pratyayatma, 

'/>•,  a,  am,  whose  natural  disposition  is  umiidence. 
••  Atma-karman,  a,  n.  one's  own  act-  —  At-.nn- 
kama,  as,  a,  am,  loving  one's  self,  possessed  of 
self-conceit ;  loving  Brahma,  the  supreme  spirit. 
—  Atinft-kdmeya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  ••  A f  ma- 
kamryaka,  as,  a,  am,  inhabited  by  the  Atmakame- 

yai.  —  Atmi-kdrya.  am,  n.  one's  own  business,  pri- 
vate affairs.  —  Atma-krita,  a<,  a,  am,  self-executed, 

done  of  one's  self ;  done  against  one's  self.  —  Atma- 
gatam,  ind.  lit.  'gone  to  one's  self,'  aside  (used  in 
theatrical  language,  like  the  English  '  aside/  to  denote 
that    the  words  which  follow  are   supposed    to    be 

spoken  privately,  as  if  to  the  speaker's  self  and  not  in 
the  hearing  of  any  one  but  the  audience).  ••  Atma- 

yati,  ii,  (.  course  of  the  soul's  existence,  life  of  the 
spirit ;    one's  own  course.  —  Atma-gatya,  ind.  by 
one's  own  act  (without  the  intervention  of  another). 
—  Atma-guptd,  (.,  N.  of  the  plant  Mucuna  Pruritus 
Hook. ;  (according  to  others)  Cowach  or  Cowhage. 

—  Atma-giipti,  is,  f.  a  cave,  the  hiding-place  of  an 
animal.  —  Atma-grdtiin,  I,  ini,  i,  selfish,  greedy, 

taking  care  of  one's  self,  appropriating,  taking  for 
one's   self.  —  Atma-ghdta,  as,  m.  suicide;  heresy, 
schism.  —  Atma-ghatin,  I,  ini,  {,  a  suicide,  a  here- 

tic, a  schismatic,  one  who  disregards  moral  or  religious 
institutions.  —  Atma-ghosha,  as,  m.  a  crow  ;  a  cock 

('  one  who  calls  out  to  himself).  —  Atma-ja,  as,  m. 
a  son  ;  (a),  f.  a  daughter ;  a  descendant ;  the  reason- 

ing faculty,  undersianding.  —  Atma-janman,  a,  n. 

the  birth  of  one's  self,  i.e.  the  birth  of  a  son  ;  (a), 
m.  a  son.  —  Atma-jaya,  as,  m.  one's  own  victory; 
victory  over  one's  self.  —  Atma-jna,  as,  m.  a  sage, 
one  who  knows  his  own  nature  and  that  of  spirit,  self- 

knowing.—  Atma-jndna,  am,  n.  knowledge  of  the 
soul  or  supreme  spirit,  spiritual  knowledge,  philoso- 

phical knowledge  of  the  spiritual  principle  in  creation ; 

self-knowledge,  true  wisdom.  —  Atmn-tattva,  am,  n. 
the  true  nature  of  the  soul  or  of  the  supreme  spirit. 
—  Atmatattv a-jna,  as,  m.  a  sage  versed  in  the  Ve- 
danta  doctrines.  —  Atma-ta,  (.  or  dtma-tva,  am,  n. 
identity  with  self,  spirituality.  —  Atma-tyaga,  as,  m. 

self-sacrifice,  giving  up  one's  own  life,  suicide.  —  At- 
ma-tydgin,  I,  m.  one  who  gives  up  his  own  life,  a 
suicide  :  a  heretic,  an  unbeliever.  —  Atma-trana,  am, 

n.  self-preservation,  a  body-guard.  —  Atnm-dnrsa,  as, 

m.   'self-shower,'  a  mirror.  —  Atma-dars'ana,  am, 
n.  seeing  one's  self;  knowledge  of  man's  real  nature, 
spiritual  knowledge.  —  Atma-da,  as,  as,  am,  Ved. 
granting  personal   existence  or   life.  —  Atma-dana, 
am,  n.  gift  of  self,  self-sacrifice,  resignation.  —  Atma- 
dishi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  corrupting  the  soul,  soul-destroy- 

ing. —  Atma-devata,   f.   a  tutelary  deity.  —  Atma- 
drohin,  I,  ini,  i,  self-tormenting,  fretful,  miserable. 
—  Atmattilya,  as,  a,  am,  constantly  in  the  heart, 

greatly   endeared   to   one's   self.  —  Atma-nlndd,  f. 
self-reproach.  —  Atma-nivedana,   am,   n.   offering 

one's  self  as  a  living  sacrifice  to  the  deity  —  Atman- 
vat,  an,  ail.  at,  Ved  having  a  soul,  animated,  a'ive, 
personal.  —  Atman-vin,  I,   ini,  i,  Ved.  animated, 
having  a  soul.  ~  Atma-pardjiia,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
one  who  has  lost  himself.  —  Ataui-pnrili/ili/n,  ««, 
m.  self-sacrifice.  —  Atma-pmbod/M,  a*,  m.  cognition 
of  soul  or  supreme  spirit ;    title  of  an  Upanishad. 

—  Alma-f>r(J)ha,  as,  a,  am.  shining  by  one's  own 
light,  self-illuminated.  —  Atniu-iiriiniila,  as,  m.  con- 

versation about  the  soul  or  supreme  spirit ;  N.  of  the 
seventh  of  the  fourteen  POrvjs  or  most  ancient  sacred 

writings   of  the   Jainas.  -  .fr,,m-/<r<i«Yinxn,  f.  self- 
applause.  —  Atma-jirlti,   t\,   f.  self-enjoyment,  self- 
indulgence.  —  Atma-liadha,     see      aftmo-mufiUl. 
—  Atmn-tiandhu,   us,  m.  one's   own    kinsm.m,    a 
first  cousin  or  father's  sister's  son,  mother's  brother's 
son,  mother's  sister's  son.  —  Atma-bmlilhi,  i»,  f.  self- knowledge.  -  JtMO-fatta,  (IK,  m.  knowledge  of  soul 
or  supreme  spirit ;  self-knowledge :  N.  of  a  work  of 
San-karadarya ;  N.  of  one  of  the  Upanishads  of  the 
Atharva-veda ;  (on,  a,  am),  possessed  of  a  knowledge 
of  soul  or  the  supreme  spirit.  —  Atmn-l,!,,,, 

m.  becoming  or  existing  of  one's  self;  (as,  a,  am), 
produced  in  one's  self,  caused  by  one's  self.  —  Atma- 

bhdva,  as,  m.  existence  of  the  soul  ;  the  self,  proper 

or  peculiar  nature;  the  body.  —  Atma-bhu,  us,  m. 
self-born,  self-existent  ;  an  epithet  of  Brahma,  Vishnu, 
Siva,  and  Kamadeva,  the  god  of  love.  —  Atrna-bhuta, 

as,  a,  am,  self-produced,  become  one's  self,  own, 
peculiar,  belonging  to  ;  attached  to,  faithful.  •*  Atnia* 
b/iiiya,am,a.  peculiarity,  own  nature.  —  Atma-mnya, 
as,  I,  am,  spiritual.  —  Atma-mdtrd,  f.  a  particle  of 
the  supreme  spirit.  —  Atma-mdnin,  I,  ini,  i,  self- 
honouring,  self-respecting,  decorous,  respectable.  —  At- 
ma-mula,  as,  a,  a  m,  self-existent  ;  (I  ),  f.,  the  plant 

Alhagi  Maurorum  ('  striking  root  in  self).  —  Atmam- 
bhari,ix,  fa,  i,  self-nourishing,  one  who  takes  care  only 
of  his  own  person,  selfish,  greedy.  —  Atma-ydjin,i,ini, 

i,  sacrificing  for  one's  self;  one  who  sacrifices  himself; 
(i),  m.  a  wise  or  learned  man,  one  who  studies  his  own 
nature  and  that  of  the  soul.  —  Atma-yoni,  is,  m.  one 
whose  birth-place  is  self;  an  epithet  of  Brahma, 
Vishnu,  Sava,  and  Kamadeva,  the  god  of  love. 
—  Atma-rakshd,  f.  the  plant  Cucumis  Colocynthis 
or  Trichosanthes  Bracteata  (a  creeper  with  a  poisonous 

fruit).  —  Atma-rdma-yogendra  (°ga-in°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Atma-lonum,  a,  n.  the  hair  of  the 
body  ;  the  beard.  —  Atma-vaiiftika,  as,  a,  am,  self- 
deceiver.  —  Atma-vaiu'ana,  f.  self-delusion.  —  Atma- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  self-possessed,  composed,  prudent  ; 

knowing  spirit;    (t),  ind.  like  one's  self.  —  Atma- 
vat-td,  (.  self-possession,  self-regard,  prudence  ;  self- 
resemblance,  proportion,  analogy.  —  Atma-vadha,  as, 
m.  or  dtma-vadhyd,  f.  suicide.  —  Atma-vafa,  as, 
m.  subjection  of  the  mind,  self-control,  self-govern- 

ment; (as,  a,  am),  depending  on  one's  own  will. 
—  A  tma-rikraya,  as,  m.  sale  of  one's  self,  sale  of 
one's  liberty.  —  Atma-vid,  t,  m.  a  wise  man,  a  sage, 
one  who  knows  the  nature  of  the  soul  or  spirit; 
a  sensible  man,  one  who  knows  himself;  a  N.  of  Siva. 

—  Atma-ridyd,  f.  knowledge  of  soul  or  the  supreme 
spirit  ;    spiritual  knowledge.  —  Atma-virridd/ii  or 
atma-vriddhi,  is,  f.   self-advantage.  —  Atmu-vtra, 
as,  a,  am,  existent,  sentient  ;  appropriate,  good  for 

one's  self,  suitable  as  diet  &c.  ;  (as),  m.  a  mighty 

man  ;  a  son  ;  a  wife's  brother  ;  the  jester  or  VidO- 
shaka  in  a  play.  —  Atma-vrittanla,  as,  m.  one's  own 
story,  account  of  one's  self,  autobiography.  —  Atma- 
vritti,  is,  f.  one's  own  circumstances  ;  practising  one's 
own  duties  or  occupation.  —  Atma-fSakti,  is,  1.  inhe- 

rent or  own  power  or  effort.  ~  Atma-tidya,  f.  the 

plant  Asparagus  Racemosus  Willd.  —  Atma-s'uddki, 
is,  f.  self-purification.  —  Atma-ilagha,  f.  self-praise, 
boasting  —  Atma-iainyama,  ax,  m.   self-restraint, 
stoicism.  —  Atma-nad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  dwelling  in  self. 
~Atina-sani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  granting  the  breath  of 
life.  —  Afma-sandeha,  as,  m.  internal  doubt,  personal 
risk.  —  Atma-sambhava,  as,  m.  a  son;   (a),  f.  a 

daughter.  —  Atma-sat,  ind.  one's  own;  (used  in  con- 
nection with  rt.  kri,  see  dtmasdl-kri  next  col.)  —  At- 

ma-iidd/ii,  ix,  (.  personal  aggrandizement,  self-ad- 
vantage. —  Atma-sukha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  -lr- 

ma-ituU,  is,  f.  self-praise.  —  Atma-Juilya,  f.  self- 
destruction,  suicide.  —  Alma-han,   a,  m.  one  who 
kills  his  soul,  or  does  not  concern  himself  about  the 

welfare  of  his  soul  ;  a  heretic,  an  unbeliever  ;  a  self- 
murderer,  a  suicide  ;  a  priest  in  a  temple,  a  servant 
or  attendant  upon  an  idol  ;  (the  priest  subsisting  by 
appropriating  to  himself  offerings  to  deities,  for  which 
future  punishment  is  assigned  )  —  Atma-ltanana,  am, 

n.  suicide.  —  Atma-lt.ita,  as,  a,  am,  beneficial  to  one's 

self;  (nut),  n.  one's  own  profit  or  advantage.  —  Atma- 
dislita  ("ma-ad0),  as,  a,  am,  self-counselled  ;  (as), 
m.  a  treaty  dictated  by  the  i-arty  wishing  it  himseif. 

—  Atmadhlna  ("ma-ai/A").  as,  d,  am,  depending 
on  self,  independent  ;  sentient,  existent  ;  (as),  m.  a 

son  ;  a  wife's  brother  ;  the  jester  or  Vidiishaka  in  a 
phiy,see  dtmautna  ifldafano-ctra.  —  Atmdpai'ddha 
(°ma-«y>°),  ax,  m.  own  offence,  personal  transgrrs>ion. 
—  Atmdpahdraka  (°ma-ap°),  ax,  m.  an  impostor, 
one  who  pretends  to  belong  to  a  h'gher  class  than  his 

own.  —  Atiiidbliilixlia  (°ma-abh°),  as,  m  the  soul's 
desire.  —  Atmarflm  (°ma-ar°),  aft',  d,  am,  for  one's 
own  sake,   for  the  sake  of  one's  self.  —  Atntiixin 

(°ma-as'°),  I,  m.  a  fish,  supposed  to  eat  its  young. 

—  Atmas'raya  ("ma-US'0),  a»,  m.  self-dependance ; 
innate  idea,  abstract  knowledge  which  is  independant 

of  the  thing  to  be  known.  —  AtmeiSrara  ("ma-is"0), 
as,  m.  master  of  one's  self,  self-possessed  ;  God.~  At- 
modaya  (°ma-iui°),as,m.  self-advantage  or  elevation. 
—  Atiituillihava  (°ina-ud°),  as,  a,  am,  bom  or  pro- 

duced from  one's  self;    (as),  m.  a  son;    (a),  f.  a 
daughter;    N.   of  the  plant  Glycine  Debilis  Roxb. 

—  Atmopaj li-in  (°ma-up°),  I,  ini,  i,  one  who  lives 
by  his   own    labour ;    one  who  lives  by  his  wife ; 
a  public  performer,  actor,  singer,  dancer,  &c. ;  a  day- 

labourer.  —  Atmopaninhad  (°ma-up°),  t,  f.  title  of 
an  Upanishad  which  treats  of  the    supreme  spirit. 

—  Atmopama  (°ma-uj>°),  as,  a,  am,  like  one's  self. 
—  Atmaupamya  (°ma-aup°),  am,  n.  likeness  to 

self,  analogy  to  one's  own  self. 
Atmaka,  as,  ika,  m.  f.  =  dtinan,  essence,  nature, 

character,  property,  peculiarity ;  (as,  a,  am),  belong- 
ing to  the  nature  or  essence  of  a  thing,  of  the  same 

nature  as.  Atmaka  often  occurs  as  the  last  member 

of  a  compound  ;  e.  g.  saitkal/iatmaka,  whose  charac- 
teristic is  sankalpa;  panfdtmaka,  five-fold,  com- 

posed of  five ;  mshatmaka,  poisonous ;  Jlig-dtmaka, 

belonging  to  the  Rig-veda. 
Atmaklya  or  atmlya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to 

one's  self,  one's  own,  own;  cognate,  related  of  kin. 
Used  reflexively  for  all  three  persons. 

Atmanlna,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  self,  own ; 
appropriate,  good  for,  fit  for,  suitable  (as  diet  Sec.), 
existent,  sentient ;  (as),  m.  a  son  ;  any  living  being ; 

a  wife's  brother ;  the  jester  or  Vidushaka  (q.  v.)  in  a 

drama. 

Atmane-pada,  am,  n.  '  word  to  one's  self,'  form 
for  one's  self;  that  form  of  the  verb  which  implies 
an  action  belonging  or  reverting  to  self;  that  voice 
which  corresponds  to  the  Greek  middle ;  the  ter- 

minations of  that  voice. 

Atmancpadin,  I,  ini,  i,  taking  the  terminations 
of  the  middle  voice,  inflected  in  this  voice. 

Atmane-bhdshd,  f.  the  Sanskrit  middle  voice. 

Atmasdl-kri,  to  make  one's  own,  to  acquire  or 

gain  for  one's  self,  to  place  upon  one's  self. 
Atmasdt-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  one's  own,  ap- 

propriated. 

Atmt-bhdva,  as,  m.  becoming  part  of  the  supreme 

spirit. 

Atmya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  self,  personal ; 
(at  the  end  of  a  comp. )  having  the  nature  of. 

*SliMrTto(i  iityaatika,  as,~i,am(h.aty-anta), 
continual,  uninterrupted,  infinite,  endless ;  excessive,  su- 

perlative, abundant;  supreme.  —  Atyantika-pralaya, 
ox,  m.  the  grand  or  universal  destruction  of  the  world. 

•si  i  rt  fa  off  atyayika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  aty-ayd), 

having  a  rapid  course,  rushing  quickly  to  a  termination, 

not  suffering  delay,  pressing,  urgent ;  destructive,  dis- 
astrous, distressing,  painful,  ill-omened,  unpropitious. 

V(|IMI-  utyuha,  as,  m.  a  gallinule.  See 

datyuha. 
"«ira*i  atreya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  atri),  origin- 

ating from  Atri ;  (o»),  m.  a  descendant  of  Atri  ; 
a  priest  who  is  closely  related  to  the  Sadasya 
(perhaps  because  this  office  was  generally  held  by  a 

descendant  of  Atri) ;  an  epithet  of  S"iva ;  an  essential 
humor  or  juice  of  the  body  ;  (1),  {.  a  female  descend- 

ant of  Atri ;  a  woman  in  her  courses ;  any  woman  of 
the  Brahmanical  order;  N.  of  a  river  in  the  north  of 

Bengal,  otherwise  called  Tista.  —  Atreyl-pidra,  as, 

m..  N.  of  a  teacher. 
Atrcyika,  f.  a  woman  in  her  courses. 
^rnT7l!T  iitharrnna,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  atharvan), 

originating  from,  or  belonging  or  relating  to  Atharvan 
or  the  Atharvans ;  (as),  m-  a  descendant  of  Atharvan  ; 
a  priest  whose  ritual  is  comprised  in  the  Atharva-veda  ; 
a  Brahman  versed  in  the  Atharva-veda;  a  house- 

priest  ;  the  Atharva-veda  ;  (am),  n.  a  private  apartment 
in  which,  after  a  sacrifice,  the  sacrificer  is  informed  of 

the  happy  event  of  the  sacrifice  by  the  officiating 
Brahman. 



dtharvanika. 

Atharvanika,  as,  m.  a  Brahman  who  has  studied 
the  Atharva-veda. 

Atltarvaniya-rudropanishad  (°ra-up°),  t,  (.,  N. 
of  an  Upanishad. 

^n»T  ad  (d-ad),  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  dtti,  dtturn, 
to  eat. 

^TT^Ta-rfans',  cl.  I.  P.  -dansati,  -danshtum, 
to  nibble,  bite  or  peck  at. 

A-dania,  as,  m.  a  bite,  a  wound  caused  by  biting. 
A-daskta,  as,  a,  am,  nibbled,  pecked  at. 

•*)I^H  d-daghna,  as,  I,  am  (ft.  as-d°),Ved. 
reaching  up  to  the  mouth  (as  water). 

^STnjW^a-rfam&A,  CJ.  g.  P., Ved.  -dabhnoti, 
-dambhitum,  to  harm,  hurt,  injure,  treat  injuriously. 

d-dara.     See  under  a-dn. 

a-darsa.     See  under  d-dris. 

d-dah,  cl.  I.  P.  -dahati,  -dagdhum, 

to  burn,  bum  up :  Caus.  -dahayatl,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  burn :  Caus.  Pass,  -ddhyate,  to  be  burnt. 

A-dahana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  place  where  anything 
is  burnt. 

I.  a-da,  cl-3.  A.  (Ved.  sometimes  P.) 

e,  -dadati,  -datum,  to  give  to  one's  self,  ap- 
propriate to  one's  self,  take,  receive,  accept,  seize, 

take  away,  separate;  to  carry  off,  to  put  on  (as 
clothes),  to  perceive,  comprehend  ;  to  agree  to  ;  to 
undertake,  begin ;  to  begin  to  speak ;  to  repeat  (with 
punar) :  Caus.  -ddpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  one 
to  take :  Desid.  A.  -ditsate,  to  desire  to  take,  to  be 
on  the  point  of  taking  or  seizing. 
A-da,  at,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  some  compounds) 

taking,  receiving. 
A-datta,  as,  a,  am  (sometimes  contracted  to 

dtta,  q.  v.),  taken,  seized,  put  on  ;  agreed  to,  under- 
taken, begun. 

A-daddna,  as,  a,  am,  taking,  accepting,  under- 
taking, beginning. 

A-dadi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  procuring,  gaining ;  taking 
or  carrying  away  or  off. 
A-ddtavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  taken  or  received. 
A-ddtri,  ta,  m.  a  receiver. 
I .  d-ddna,  am,  n>  taking,  seizing  ;  receipt,  accept- 

ance; taking  for  one's  self,  drawing  near  to  one's 
self;  receiving;  taking  away  or  off;  a  symptom: 

(for  2.  a-dana  see  below  under  2.  d-dd.}  —  Adana- 
rat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who  receives  something. 

A-ilarii,  1.,  N.  of  a  plant,  commonly  called  hasti- 
tjkoxhd. 
A-dapana,  am,  n.  inviting  or  causing  another  to 

accept  something. 

1.  a-ddya,  an,  d,  am,  receiving,  taking. 
2.  d-ddya,  ind.  having  taken.  —  Addya-fara,  as, 

a,  am,  one  who  goes  away  after  having  taken  any- 
thing. 

A-ddyamdna,as,d,am  (epic  form  for  a-daddna), 
taking,  seizing. 
A-ddyin,  I,  inl,  i,  receiving,  inclined  to  receive 

(gifts),  taking  gifts  for  one's  self. 
A-deya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  taken  or  received,  re- 

ceivable, leviable. 

fllrM  2.  d-da,  cl.  2.  4.  P.  -ddti,  -dyati, 
-datum,  to  bind,  fasten. 

2.  d-ddna,am,  n., Ved. binding,  fettering;  a  horse's 
trappings.  (For  I.  d-ddna  see  under  1.  d-da.) 

"fll^lOjcfi  ddddika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  ad-ddi), 
belonging  to  that  class  of  roots  of  which  the  first  is 
«'/,  i.  e.  to  the  second  class. 

^Tri^  ildi,  is,  m.  (fr.  I.  d-dd  ?),  beginning, 

commencement ;  a  firstling,  first-fruits ;  first,  '  rior, 
prime,  pre-eminent ;  (very  often  at  the  end  or  in  the 
middle  of  a  compound  in  the  sense)  beginning  with, 
et  cztera,  and  so  on  (e.  g.  Indrddayah  surah,  the 

gods  beginning  with  Indra,  i.  e.  Indra  &c.;  yrihadi- 
yukta,  possessed  of  houses,  &c. ;  evam-ddtni  t'as- 

tuni,  such  and  similar  things ;  fayya  khatvddih, 

the  word  s~ayyd  means  a  bed  &c.)  ;  ddau,  ind.  in  the 
commencement  or  beginning,  at  first;  [with  this 

word  has  been  compared  the  Slav,  jedin,  '  one.'] 
—  Adl-Tcara,   as,   m.  the  creator;   an   epithet  of 
Brahma.  —  Adi-kartri,  ta,  m.  the  creator;   an  epi- 

thet of  Brahma,  Krishna  or  Vishnu.  •-  Adi-karman, 
a,  n.  (in  gram.)  the  beginning  or  commencement  of 
an  action  (as  in  the  example  surya.li  pradyotitah, 

'the  sun  has  begun  to  shine;'  see  Gram.  895.0). 
**Adi-kavi,  is,  m.  the  first  poet;   an   epithet  of 
BrahmS,  or  of  Valmiki.—  Adi-kanda,  am,  n.  first 
part  or  chapter  ;  title  of  the  first  book  of  the  R3mS- 

yana.  —  Adi-kdrqtia,  am,  n.  a  primary  cause  ;    ana- 
lysis, algebra.  —  Adi-kdla,  as,  m.  primitive   time, 

remote  antiquity.  —  Adi-kdvya,  am,  n.  the  first  poem, 
an  epithet  of  the  RSmSyana.  —  Adi-krit,  t,  m.  the 
creator ;    see  ddi-kartri  above.  —  Adi-keGava,  as, 
m.  the  first  kesava,  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Adi-tas, 
ind.  from  the  beginning,  from  the  first,  in  the  be- 

ginning, at  first,  at  the  head  of  (with  gen.).  —  Adi- 
td,   f.   or   ddi-tva,    am,    n.   priority,    precedence. 
~Adi-deva,  as, m. the  first  god,  the  creator;  N.  of 
Brahma,  Vishnu  or  Krishna,  or  NSrayana  ;  the  sun. 

—  Adi-daitya,  as,  m.   epithet   of  Hiranyakasipu. 
—  Adi-natha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Adi-buddha ;  N.  of  an 
author.  —  Adi-parvan,  a,  n.  first  section  or  chapter, 
title  of  the  first  book  of  the  MahS-bharata.  —  Adi- 

purdna,  am,  n.  the  primitive  Purana,  N.  of  the 
Biahma-Purana.  —  Adi-purusha   or    ddi-purusha, 
as,  m.  the  first  male  or  progenitor,  usually  applied  to 
Vishnu ;   the   primeval   spirit.  —  Adi-bala,  am,    n. 
generative  power  (first  vigour).  —  Adi-buddha,  as, 
a,  am,   perceived  in  the  beginning;    (as),  m.  the 
primitive  Buddha,  the  chief  deity  of  the  northern 
Buddhists.  —  Adi-bhava,  as,  a,  am,  produced  at  first ; 
(as),  m.  epithet  of  BrahmS.  —  Adi-bhuta,  as,  d,  am, 
first-born  or  existent;    (as),  m.,  a  N.  of  Brahma. 

—  Adi-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  a  beginning  —Adi- 
miila,  am,  n.  primitive  foundation,  primeval  cause. 

••  Adi-yogdfdrya  (°ga-d<?°),  as,  m.  primitive 
teacher  of  devotion  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Adi- 
raxa,  as,  m.  the  first  or  chief  of  the  eight  rasas,  the 

principal  sentiment  or  emotion,  i.  e.  srin-gara  or  love. 
—  Adirasa-dloka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poem  supposed  to 
be  written  by  Kalidasa.  —  Adi-raja,  as,  m.  the  first 
king ;  an  epithet  of  Manu  ;  of  a  son  of  Kuru ;  of 
Prithu.—  Adi-vansa,  as,  m  primeval  race,  primitive 
family.  —  Adi-varaka,  as,  m.  the  first  boar ;  N.  of 
Vishnu,   alluding  to    his    incarnation    in  that  form. 
—  Adivdrdha,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  first  boar. 
—  Adi-vipula,  f.,N.  of  a  metre.  —  Adi-iarira,  am, 
n.  the  primitive  body.  —  Adi-sarga,  as,  m.  primitive 
creation.  •- Adi-sura,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  ~Adi- 

tfvara  (°di-i^),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Ady-anta, 
as,  d,  am,  having  beginning  and  end  ;  from  the  be- 

ginning to  the  end  ;  (am),  n.  beginning  and  end, 
first  and  last.  —  Adyanta-vat,   an,  all,  at,  having 
beginning  and  end,  finite.  —  Ady-antdntara-vartin, 
I,  ini,  i,  containing  beginning,  end,  and  middle ; 
being  all  in  all.  —  Ady-uddtta,  as,  d,  am,  having 
the  acute  accent  on  the  first  syllable.  —  Adyuddt- 
ta-tva,  am,  n.  the  condition  of  having  the  acute 
accent  on  the  first  syllable.  —  Adyopdntam  (°dya- 
up°),  ind.  from  first  to  last. 
Adika,  as,  d,  am,  (used  like  ddi,  q.  v.,  at  the  end 

of  compounds)  beginning  with,  et  caetera,  and  so  on. 
Adimfi,  as,  d,  am,  first,  prior,  primitive,  original. 
I.  ddya,  as,  d,  am,  being  at  the  beginning,  first, 

primitive;  beginning  with  (used  in  this  sense  like 
ddi  ;  e.  g.  Indrddyilh  surah,  the  gods  beginning 
with  Indra,  i.  e.  Indra  &c.)  ;  immediately  preceding 

(e.  g.  fkddatfddya,  immt  diately  before  the  eleventh, 
i.  e.  the  tenth ;  samyuktddi/a,  immediately  pre- 

ceding a  double  consonant) ;  being  at  the  head,  un- 
paralleled, unprecedented,  excellent;  (am),  n.  the 

beginning;  ddye,  in  the  beginning;  (as),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  class  of  deities;  (d),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga. 

—  Adya-kari,  is,  m.  the  first  poet,  a  N.  of  Valmiki, 
the  author  of  the  Ramayana.  -~  Adya-mdAaka,  an, 
m.  a  masha,  a  weight  equal  to  five  guiija  or  retti 
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seeds,  about  17^  grains  troy.  —  Adya-vlja,  am,  n. 

a  primary  cause. 

^rrfi;*"*!  d-dlgdha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dih),  be- 
smeared. 

^nfi;7nf  dditeya,  as,  m.  (fr.  aditi),  a  son 
of  Aditi ;  a  god,  a  deity,  a  divinity. 

Aditya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  devoted  to,  or 
originating  from  Aditi ;  belonging  or  relating  to,  or 
originating  from  the  Adityas ;  (as),  m.  a  son  of 
Aditi.  In  the  earliest  times  this  is  the  N.  of  seven 

deities  of  the  heavenly  sphere,  of  whom  Varuna  is 
the  chief  and  to  whom  therefore  especially  belongs 
the  title  Aditya.  The  names  of  six  of  the  seven  are 

Varuna,  Mitra,Aryaman,Bhaga,  Daksha.  and  Ans'a;  that of  the  seventh  isnotclearlyascertained.  Sometimes  their 
number  is  supposed  to  be  eight ;  and  in  the  period  of 
the  BrShmanas  twelve,  as  representing  the  sun  in 
the  twelve  months  of  the  year.  The  name  Aditya 
was  afterwards  applied  to  any  god,  though  especially 
applicable  to  Surya,  the  sun ;  N.  of  Vishnu  in  his 
Vamana  or  dwarf  avatar,  as  son  of  Kasyapa  and  Aditi 
and  younger  brother  of  Indra ;  the  plant  Calotropis 

Gigantea ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (au),  m,  du.,  N.  of  a  constel- 
lation, the  seventh  lunar  mansion.  —  Aditya-ketu,  us, 

m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Aditya-garbha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-satlva.  —  Aditya-fandrau, 
m.  du.  sun  and  moon.  —  Aditya-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  man.  —  Aditya-pattra,  as,  m.  a  plant  =  arka- 
pattra.  —  Aditya-parnini,  (.  a  creeping  plant  with 
gold-coloured  flowers,  growing  near  the  banks  of 
water.  —  Aditya-purana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa- 
purSna.  —  A ditya-pushpikd,  f.  red  swallow  wort. 
—  Aditya-prabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Aditya- 
bhaktd,  f.  =  arka-bftakta,  q.  v.  —  Aditya-mandala, 
am,  n.  the  disc  or  orb  of  the  sun.  -•  Aditya-vat,  an, 
all,  at,  surrounded  by  the  Adityas.  —  Aditya-vani, 
is,  is,  i,  Ved.  winning  the  (favour  of  the)  Adityas. 

—  Aditya-varna,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  colour  of 
the  sun ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Aditya-varman, 
d,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Aditya-vrata,  am,  n.  =  arka- 

i  vrata,  q.  v.  —  Aditya-sadris'a,  ae,  I,  am,  like  the 
sun.  —  Aditya-sunu,  us,  m.,  son  of  the  sun;  N.  of 
Sugrlva,  the  monkey-king ;  of  Yama,  Saturn,  Savarni 

.  Manu,  and  Vaivasvata  Manu.  —  Aditya-sena,  as,  m., 

I  N.  of  a  king  of  Ujjayinl.  —  Aditydddrya  (°tya-d<!°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

*i)lQ(rWI  d-ditsd,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  I.  d-da), 
desire  to  seize  or  take. 

A-ditsu,  MS,  us,  «,  wishing  to  take  or  have  (with 

ace.). 

iHTfi^  ddin,  I,  ini,  i  (rt.  ad),  eating  (used 
at  the  end  of  compounds ;  cf.  annddin  &c.). 

^Tfij'fR  ddinava,  am,  n.  (?),  Ved.  misfor- 
tune, hinderance,  want  of  luck  (in  dice) ;  see  ddinava. 

—  Adinam-darila,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having   evil 
designs  towards  a  fellow-player  at  dice. 

^Trf^3{.  i.  d-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -disati,  -te, 
-deshtum,  to  aim  at,  to  assign ;  to  point  out,  indicate, 
report,  announce,  teach,  determine,  specify,  foretel; 
to  order,  direct,  command  ;  to  provoke,  challenge ;  to 

undertake,  try ;  to  profess  as  one's  purpose  or  duty  : 
Caus.  -deiSayati,  -yitum,  to  indicate,  announce. 

2.  d-dis,  k,  f.,  Ved.  aiming  at,  design,  intention  ; 

project,  proposition  ;  proposal,  declaration ;  region, 
quarter ;  (Say.)  a  sacrifice  offered  or  assigned  (to  a 
particular  deity). 

A-diiSyii,  ind.  announcing,  apprising,  aiming  at. 
A-ilishta,  as,  d,  am,  advised,  enjoined  ;  directed, 

commanded  ;  said  ;  (am),  n.  command,  order ;  frag- 
ments or  leavings  of  a  meal. 

Adisktin,  i,  ini,  i,  or  (i),  m.  one  who  receives 
instruction,  a  pupil,  a  student,  a  Brahman  in  the  first 
order  or  quarter  of  his  life  ;  a  penitent,  one  engaged 
in  any  expiatory  rite. 

A-det'a,  as,  m.  account,  information;  advice,  in- 
struction, precept,  rule ;  an  order,  command  ;  fore- 

telling ;  (in  gram.)  a  substitute,  substituted  form  or 
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letter,  &c. ;  (in  astrology)  event,  result,  consequence 
of  stellar  conjunctions.  —  Adefarkarin,  i,  inl,  i,  obe- 
dient. 

A-dtfana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  instructing,  command- 
ing or  prescribing. 

A-desin,  i,  tnt,  i,  ordering,  commanding,  insti- 
gating, exciting  (e.  g.  kapola-pdtalddeMn,  exciting 

a  glow  on  the  cheek);  (F),  m.  a  commander,  a 
director ;  an  astrologer,  a  fortune-teller. 
A-detya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  ordered  or  commanded. 
A-deshtri,  id,  m.  an  adviser,  a  director,  a  com- 

mander ;  an  employer  of  priests. 

wjllH  ddinnra,  as,  m.  distress,  pain,  un- 
easiness ;  fault,  transgression  ;  an  afHicter  of  distress. 

•*l<{llj  d-dip,  Caus.  P.  -dipayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  blaze,  kindle,  set  on  fire,  illuminate. 

A-dlpana,  am,  n.  setting  on  fire,  inflaming,  ex- 
citing, embellishing ;  whitening  the  wall,  floor  or 

seat  &c.  upon  festival  occasions. 

A-dlpita,  as,  a,  am,  illuminated,  inflamed. 
A-dipta,  as,  a,  am,  set  on  fire,  blazing  up. 

^TPJ  a-du,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dunoti,  -tet  -datum, 
to  feel  pain. 

^ST^  a-dri,  cl.  6.  A.  or  poet.  P.  -driyate, 
-ti,  -dftrtum,  to  feel  timid  from  veneration ;  to  re- 

spect, mind ;  to  honour,  reverence ;  to  enjoy  honour, 
be  honoured. 

A-dara,  as,  m.  respect  shown  to  a  person  or  thing, 
notice,  care ;  reverence ;  commencement,  beginning ; 

[cf.  Hib.  adJiaradh,  '  adoration ;'  adharach,  '  one 
who  adores.'] 
A-darana,  am,  n.  notice,  respect. 
A-daraniya,  as,  a,  am,  venerable,  respectable; 

to  be  attended  to. 

A-dartavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  respected  or  regarded. 
A-darya,  as,  a,  am,  venerable,  respectable. 
A-dara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  allurement,  attraction ;  (S5y.) 

an  instigator ;  N.  of  a  plant  used  instead  of  the  Soma 
plant,  if  this  cannot  be  had.  —  Addra-bimln,  f.,  N.  of 
a  plant. 

I .  d-ddrin,  I,  inl,  t.Ved.  attracting,  alluring ;  (Say.) 
destroying  (as  if  fr.  a-dri). 

I.  d-duri,  is,  ie,  i,  Ved.  careful,  attentive.  (For 
a.  d-durl  see  under  a-dri  below.) 

A-dHta,  as,  a,  am,  respected,  honoured,  worship- 
ped ;  zealous,  diligent ;  respectful. 

1.  d-dritya,  as,  a,  am,  venerable,  respectable. 
2.  d-dritya,  ind.  having  respected,  having  honoured. 

•SHrjsi^  a-dris,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -pasyati, 
-drashtum,  to  look  at :  Caus.  P.  -dardayati,  -yitmn, 
to  show,  exhibit. 

A-darfa,  as,  m.  a  looking-glass,  a  mirror;  copy 
of  a  work ;  the  original  manuscript  from  which  a 
copy  is  taken ;  a  commentary ;  N.  of  a  son  of  the 
eleventh  Manu ;  N.  of  a  country.  —  Adanfa-mandala, 
having  mirror-like  spots;  N.  of  a  snake. 
A-dariaJca,  as,  m.  a  mirror. 
A-dariana,  am,  n.  showing,  making  apparent  or 

seen ;  a  mirror. 

A-dardita,  a*,  a,  am,  shown,  made  apparent. 
A-drishti,  is,  f.  looking  at,  power  of  looking. 

'""t  d-drl,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -drindti,  -nlte,  -dari- 
tum  or  -rltum,  to  crush,  to  force  or  split  open,  make 
accessible,  bring  to  light :  Intens.  -darduriti,  to  crush. 
A-dardaH,  is,  »>,  j,  Ved.  crushing,  splitting. 
i.  a-darin,  i,  ini,  i,  crushing,  destroying. 
A-dirya,  ind.  having  split,  showing  fissures. 
a.  a-duri,  is,  fa,  i,  Ved.  crushing,  bruising. 

a-dtya.   See  under  I .  a-dii  last  page. 
d-devaka,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  rt.  div  with 

a),  one  who  sports  or  plays. 

A-devarui,  am,  n.  a  place  for  playing. 

1.  d-dyuna,  as,  a,  am,  shamelessly  voracious  (said 
to  come  fr.  a-dit,  but  the  connection  of  this  meaning 
with  rt.  div  is  not  very  apparent).  For  1.  ddy-itna 
see  next  col. 

a-do,  cl.  4.  P.  -dyati,  -datum,  to  re- 
duce to  pieces  or  fragments;  to  tie,  fetter.  (In  this 

last  sense,  the  rt.  is  better  written  da;  see  a.  a-</a.) 

vim  2.  ddya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ad),  to  be 

eaten,  edible  ;  (a>»),  n.  grain,  food.  (For  I.ddya  see 
s.  v.  dill  last  page,  col.  2.) 

*H«^«1  2.  ddy-una,  as,  a,  am,  without  be- 
ginning. (For  1.  d-dyuna  see  last  col.) 

^traVrT  d-dyota,  as,  m.  (rt.  dyut),  light, 
brilliance. 

*l  PcJH  W.adrisara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  adri-sdra), 
made  of  iron,  iron. 

^TTJ  d-dru,  el.  14  P.,  Ved.  A.  -dravati,  -te, 
-drotum,  to  run  towards,  to  hasten  towards,  to  ap- 

proach running  ;  to  bring  running. 

^TrgT^^TT  d-dvddasam,  ind.,  Ved.  up  to twelve. 

*JHMH*l  a-dhamana,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-dhd  be- 
low or  fr.  a-dham  for  d-dhma  ?),  a  deposit,  pledge  ; 

fraudulent  puffing  of  goods  at  a  sale  (?). 

•flIVHIW  ddhamarnya,  am,  n.  (fr.  adha- 
marna),  the  state  of  being  indebted. 

'JUVfaeR  ddharmika,  as,  I,  am  ((r.a-dharma), 

unjust,  unrighteous. 
a-dharshana.     See  d-dhrish. 

d-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhdti,  -dhatte, 
-dhdtum,  to  place,  deposit,  apply,  appoint,  direct, 
propose,  supply,  give,  make,  constitute  ;  (only  A.)  to 

appropriate  to  one's  self,  hold,  possess,  take. 
A-dadhdna,  as,  a,  am,  having,  possessing. 
A-dhdna,  am,  n.  putting  near  or  upon,  placing  ; 

taking,  having  ;  receiving,  recovering  ;  the  containing 

anything,  the  being  in  possession  of  a  thing  ;  a  cere- 
mony performed  with  consecrated  fire  (see  ai/nyd- 

dhdna)',  a  ceremony  performed  previous  to  concep- 
tion (see  garbhadhdna}  ;  a  pledge,  a  deposit  ;  a 

surety  ;  assigning,  attributing,  employing  ;  the  place 
in  which  anything  is  deposited  or  rests  ;  a  receptacle  ; 
enclosure,  circuit. 

Adhdnika,  am,  n.  a  ceremony  performed  after 
cohabitation  to  procure  or  favour  conception. 

A-dh5ya,  ind.  having  deposited  or  placed. 
A-dhdyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  placing,  assigning,  attri- 

buting, applying. 

I.  d-dhi,  is,  m.  (for  i.d-dhi  see  under  d-dJiyai), 
place,  situation  ;  a  pledge,  deposit  ;  a  pawn,  a  mort- 

gage ;  location  fixing,  site  ;  definition,  epithet.  —  A- 
dhi-tva,  am,  n.  the  nature  or  circumstance  of  a 

pledge.  —  Adhttvopddhi  (°tra-up°),  is,  m.  the  ob- 
ject or  purpose  with  which  a  pledge  is  given,  the 

conditions  or  terms  of  a  morigage.  —  Adhi-tltoga, 
as,  m.  enjoyment  or  use  of  a  deposit,  use  of  a  horse, 
cow,  &c.,  when  pledged. 

Adhi-l-rl,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  pledge, 
mortgage,  pawn,  make  a  deposit. 

Adh~i-karanaflm,n.  pledging,  mortgaging,  a  pledge. 
A(l!ri-krifa,as,  a,  am,  pledged,  pawned,  mortgaged. 
Adhl-kritya,  ind.  having  pledged,  mortgaged,  &c. 

A-dhiyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  placed,  being  de- 
posited. —  Arlhiyamdna-titta,  as,  d,  am,  having  the 

heart  applied  or  intent  on. 
A-d/iei/a,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  deposited  or  placed; 

to  be  pledged  or  mortgaged  ;  what  is  put  down  or  has 
a  place  assigned  to  it  ;  to  be  assigned,  attributed  or 
given  :  to  be  received,  held  or  supported  ;  (am),  n. 
=  d~dhdna,  q.  v. 

d-dhdra.     See  under  d-dhri. 

d-dhdv,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhavati,  -rltum, 

to  come  running,  to  run  towards. 

A-dhdvamdna,  aft,  d,  am,  running,  rushing  on- 
wards or  at. 

^TTPT  d-dhi.  See  under  a-dhd  above  for 

I.  a-dh(,  and  under  d-dhyai  for  a.  a-dki. 

tidhlkdranya,  am,  n.  (fr.  adhi- 

karanya},  possession,  location. 
Adhikdrika,  as,  i,  am  ((r.adhi-kdra),  supreme, 

superior,  relating  or  belonging  to  anything  or  person 
in  authority  ;  official,  relating  to  any  office  or  duty. 

VIIIW^M  ddhikya,  am,  n.  (fr.  adhika),  ex- 

cess, abundance,  superabundance,  high  degree,  over- 
weight, preponderance  ;  superiority. 

•«ilfV<:(ci4i  ddhidairika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  adhi- 
deva),  relating  to  a  tutelary  or  presiding  deity. 

wfvUTrCT  iitlhipatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  adhi-pati), 
supremacy,  sovereignty,  power. 

^rrfwUlfrloii  ddhibhautika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

ntUii-liliiiM,  relating  to  beings  ;  elementary,  derived 
or  produced  from  the  primitive  elements,  material. 

vi  I  U4  *j  TH  ddhirdjya,  am,  n.  (fr.  adhi-rdjan), 

royalty,  royal  government,  supreme  sway. 

^nftiir;r«f1i  ddhivedanika,  am,  n.  (fr.adhi- 

vedana),  property,  gifts  &c.  given  to  a  first  wife 
upon  marrying  a  second. 

^TTW  d-dhu  or  -dhii,  cl.  5.  9.  P.  -dhunoti, 
-dhunati  or  -dhunoti,  -ndli,  -dkavitum  or  -dha- 

tum, to  stir,  agitate. 
A-dhava,  a#,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  stirs  up  or  agitates  ; 

that  which  is  agitated,  mixture;  throwing;  also  = d-dharaniya  (?). 

A-dhavana,  am,  n.  agitating,  moving. 

A-ditavaniya,  as,  m.  a  vessel  in  which  the  Soma 
plant  is  shaken  and  cleansed. 
A-dhdva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  that  which  is  shaken  or 

cleansed  by  shaking. 

A-dhuta  or  a-dhuta,  as,  d,  am,  shaken,  agitated, trembling. 

xn«r»i=»i  ddhunika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  adhuna), 

new,  recent,  of  the  present  moment. 

ddhiirya,  am,  n.  weakness  (?). 

d-dhri,  cl.  i.  P.  -dharati,  -dhartum, 

to  hold,  keep,  support  :  Caus.  P.  -d/idrayati,  -yitum, 
to  bring,  supply  :  Pass,  -dhriyatc,  to  be  brought. 
A-dhdra,  as,  m.  support,  prop,  stay  ;  the  power  of 

sustaining,  or  the  support  given,  aid,  patronage,  as- 
sistance ;  that  which  contains  ;  a  vessel  or  receptacle  ; 

a  dike,  dam  ;  a  canal  ;  a  basin  round  the  foot  of  a 

tree  ;  comprehension,  location,  the  sense  of  the  loca- 

tive case;  relation.  —  Adhdrddheya-bhdva  (°ra- 
adh"\  as,  m.  the  influence  or  aclion  of  the  support 
or  recipient  upon  the  thing  received  or  supported. 

A-dhdraka,  as,  m.  foundation. 
A-dhdrana,  am,  n.  bearing,  holding,  supporting. 

A-tlltdryn,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  located,  that  to  which 
a  location  is  to  be  assigned.  —  Adhdryadhara-sam- 
liundlia,  as,  m.  the  relation  of  the  recipient  or  recep- 

tacle and  the  thing  to  be  received  or  located. 

A-dhrita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  contained,  supported. 

^n^^a-dhfish,  cl.  5.  P.,  Ved.  -dhrishnoti, 
-dharshilum,  to  assail,  defy,  injure,  overcome;  d. 

10.  P.  -d/iarsh/iyati,  -yitum,  to  injure,  hurt,  over- 

come, defy  ;  refute,  convict  :  Intens.  Ved.  -dadhar- 
gh<iti  or  Let  of  Caus.  to  overcome. 

A-dltarsha»a,  am,  n.  conviction  of  crime  or  error  ; 
sentence,  refutation  ;  injuring,  annoying. 

A-<lknrsMta,  as,  d,  am,  convicted,  sentenced  ; 
refuted  in  argument,  disproved,  injured,  aggrieved. 

A-dhriihla,  as,  d,  am,  checked,  overcome. 
A-dhrishli,  is,  f.  assailing,  attacking. 

*H  I  *J  H  =1  ddhenava,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-dhenu), 

want  of  cows. 
^UVlUO  ddhorana,  as,  m.  the  rider  or 

driver  of  an  elephant. 
^TTlflT  d-dhmd,  cl.  I  .  P.  -dhamati,  -dhmdtum, 

to  inflate,  puff  up  ;  to  sound. 
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A-dhmata,  as,  a,  am,  sounded,  sounding ;  inflated, 
burnt;  (as],  m.  flatulence,  borborygmi,  swelling  of 
the  abdomen  with  noise,  war,  battle. 

A-ilhmdna,  am,  n.  blowing,  inflation ;  boasting ; 
a  bellows ;  intumescence,  swelling  of  the  body,  dropsy. 

A-dhmdpana,  am,  n.  a  means  of  inflating. 

Ved.  superintendence. 

tdhyasei,  N.  of  a  place. 

ddhydtmika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  adhy- 
dtman),  relating  to  self  (as  ddhyatmikl  rif,  a  hymn 

sung  by  any  deity  or  other  personage  in  praise  of  him- 
self); relating  to  the  supreme  spirit;  spiritual,  holy. 

a-dhyana.     See  under  a-dhyai. 

ddhydpaka,  as,  m.  a  teacher,  a 

scriptural  preceptor  ;=^adhy-dpaka,  q.  v. 

WnflTftnS  ddhydyika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  adhy- 
dya,  q.v.),  occupied  or  employed  with  reading  or 
studying. 

'sTPfl  a-dhyai,  cl.  I .  P.  -dhydyati,  -dhydtum, 
to  think  on,  meditate  on,  remember. 

3.  d-dhi,  is,  m.  (for  I.  see  under  d-dhd),  thought, 
care,  anxious  reflection,  mental  agony,  anxiety,  pain ; 

misfortune ;  reflection  on  religion  or  duty ;  hope,  ex- 

pectation ;  a  man  solicitous  for  his  family's  livelihood. 
—  Adhi-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  by  pain,  &c.  —  Adhi- 
jna,_as,  d,  am,  suffering  pain,  distressed;   crooked. 
—Adhi-manyu,  avas,  m.  pi.  feverish  heat  or  burning. 
—  Adhi-mldna,  as,  d,  am,  withered  with  anxiety. 
A-dht,  (.,  Ved.  thinking,  longing,  care.  —  Atlln- 

pania,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  winged  with  longing  or 
hope. 
A-dhtta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  reflected  or  meditated 

upon ;  (am),  n.  the  object  or  subject  of  one's  thoughts, 
anything  intended  or  hoped  for. 
A-dhyd,  f.  recollection,  remembering  especially 

with  regret. 

A-dhydna,  am,  n.  remembering  with  regret,  pen- 
sive or  sorrowful  recollection,  dwelling  or  meditating 

upon,  &c. 

^TTH  ddhra,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dhrai  ?),  Ved. 

poor,  destitute,  indigent,  weak. 

^TO^frf^i  ddhvanika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  adhvan), 
being  on  a  journey. 

^TTUlft^i  ddhvarika,  as,  i,am  (fr.  a-dhvara), 
belonging  to  a  Soma  sacrifice. 

^nWM<=(  ddhvaryava,  as,  J,  am  (fr.  adh- 

varyu),  belonging  to  the  Adhvaryu  or  to  the  Yajur- 
veda;  (am),  n.  service  at  a  sacrifice,  especially  the 
office  of  an  Adhvaryu  priest. 

•«U*f  ana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  an),  inhalation, 
breath  inspired ;  Ved.  mouth,  nose ;  breathing,  blowing. 

Anana,  am,  n.  the  mouth,  the  face.  —  Anandbja 

(°na-ab°),  am,  n.  face-lotus  (i.  e.  lotus-like  face). 

•stl«1<«  dnaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  an?),  a  large 
military  drum  beaten  at  one  end,  a  double  drum,  a 
small  drum  or  tabor ;  the  thunder-cloud  or  a  cloud  to 
which  the  noise  of  the  thunder  is  ascribed.  —  Anaka- 

dunrfttbhi,  is,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  anaka-dundubha, 
q.v.),  an  epithet  of  Vasudeva  the  father  of  Krishna; 
(is,  T),  m.  f.  a  large  drum  beaten  at  one  end,  a  large 

d'hol,  a  kettle-drum.  —  Anaka-sthalt,  f.,  N.  of  a country. 

WHM  dnakya,  as,  m.(>),  N.  of  a  sage 
(forCanakya?). 

^T^^d-naksh,  cl.  I.  P.  -nakshati,  -shitum, 

to  approach,  obtain,  reach,  present. 

^iis?  dnaduha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  anad-uh), 

originating  from  a  bull ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlitha. 

^11^  d-nad,  Caus.  P.  -nddayati,  -yitum, 
to  make  resonant,  cause  to  sound. 

A-nadayat,  an,  and,  at,  causing  to  sound,  mak- 
ing to  ring. 

a-naddha.  See  under  a-nah. 

dnana.  See  s.  v.  ana  above. 

dnantarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  an-antara), 
immediate  consequence  or  succession ;  proximity, 
absence  of  interval. 

WRnT  dnantya,  am,  n.  (fr.  an-anta),  in- 
finity ;  immortality,  future  happiness. 

•SHIT;  d-nand,  cl.  I .  P.  -nandati,  -ditum, 

to  rejoice :  Caus.  P.  -nandayati,  -yitum,  to  gladden ; 
A.  to  amuse  one's  self. 

.l-nitnda,  as,  m.  happiness,  joy,  enjoyment,  sen- 
sual pleasure ;  N.  of  the  forty-eighth  year  of  the 

cycle  of  Jupiter ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  Bala-rama 
according  to  the  jaina  doctrine  of  many  Krishnas  and 
many  Bala-ramas ;  N.  of  a  cousin  and  a  zealous  follower 

and  favourite  disciple  of  Buddha  S'Skya-muni,  compiler 
of  the  Sutras;  (a  and  i),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants ;  (am), 

n.  God,  the  supreme  spirit  according  to  the  VedSnta. 

—  Ananda-giri.is,  or  dnanda-j>iana,as,  or  dnanda- 
jndna-giri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  annotator  on  San-ka- 
racarya.  —  Ananda-td,  f.  joylulness,  joy.  —  Aimnda- 
tlrtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast.  —  Ananda-da  or 
dnanda-kara,  as,  d,  am,  exhilarating,  delighting. 
—  Ananda-datta,  as,  m.   membrum   virile.  —  A- 
nanda-pata,  am,  n.  a  bridal  garment.  —  Ananda- 
purna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ananda-prdbhava, 
am,  n.  the   seminal   fluid.  —  Ananda-bodhendra 

("dha-in"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast.  —  Ananda- 
bhairava,  as,  d,  am,  causing  both  enjoyment  and 
fear.  —  Ananda-maya,  as,  I,  am,  blissful,  made  up 
or  consisting  of  happiness;    (am),  n.  the  supreme 

spirit.  —  Anandamaya-kosha,  as,  m.  the  innermost 
case  of  the  body,  or  causal  frame  enshrining  the  soul. 

—  Ananda-rdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ananda- 

lahari,  is  or  »,  f.  '  wave  of  enjoyment,'  title  of  a 
hymn  by  Sankara^arya,  addressed  to  Parvatl.  —  A- 
nantla-vana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast.  —  Ananda- 
ranlhana,  as,  d,  am,  enhancing  enjoyment;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Ananda-valli,  f.  title  of  the 
second  part  of  the  Taittiriya-Upanishad.  —  Ananda- 
veda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a   man.  —  Ananddnandana 

(Jda-dn°),as,  m.  a  king. — Anandds'rama  (  da-di"), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast. 

A-nandaka,  as,  d,  am,  gladdening,  rejoicing. 
A-nandalhu,  us,  us,  u,  happy,  joyful ;  (us),  m. 

happiness,  joy. 

A-nandana,  am,  n.  delighting,  making  happy ; 
civility,  courtesy,  courteous  treatment  of  a  friend  or 
guest  at  meeting  and  parting ;  what  gives  or  occasions 
delight. 

A-nandayitavya,  am,  n.  the  object  of  enjoyment 
or  sensual  pleasure. 

A-nandayitrt,  td,  m.  one  who  gladdens  or  makes 

joyful. A-nandi,  is,  I,  m.  f.  happiness,  enjoyment,  pleasure. 
A-nandfta,  as,  d,  am,  rejoiced,  delighted,  happy; 

(o«),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
A-nandin,  i,  irii,  i,  happy,  joyful. 

•«fl«m(«J  anapatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  an-apatya), 
childlessness. 

^rPTfWjErnr  anabhimldta,  as,  m.  a  descend- 
ant of  An-abhimlata. 

•si 1 1*1  d-nam,  cl.  I.  P.  -namati,  -nantum, 
to  bend,  bend  down,  bow,  incline ;  to  humble ;  to 
salute  reverently :  Caus.  P.  -namiiynti,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  bend. 

A-nata,  as,  d,  am,  bending,  stooping,  bowed; 
pacified,  conciliated  ;  humbled ;  submissive,  obedient ; 

saluted  reverently.  —  Anata-ja,  as,  m.  pi.  a  class  of 
divine  beings. 

A-nali,  is,  (.  bending,  bowing,  stooping ;  saluting. 
A-nama,  as,  m.  bending,  stretching  (a  bow). 

A-namita,  as,  d,  am,  bent,  bowed  down. 

1.  d-namya  or  d-ndmya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bent. 
2.  d-namya  or  d-natya,  ind.  having  bent. 

A-namra,as,  d,  am  (3.  d  prefixed  in  the  sense  of  di- 
minution), a  little  bent,  bowing,  stooping,  bowed  down. 

a-naya,  &c.     See  under  d-ni. 

d-narta,  as,  m.  (fr.  d-nrit,  q.v.),  a 

stage,  a  theatre ;  war ;  N.  of  a  country  and  its  in- 
habitants in  the  peninsula  Gujarat  with  its  capital 

Dvaraka  or  Kus'asthall.  —  Anarta-nagan,  f.  the 

capital  of  Anarta. 
Anarttya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  or  coming 

from  Anarta ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

•flM'4'W  dnarthakya,  am,  n.  (fr.  an- 

arthaka),  unfitness,  impropriety;  uselessness,  un- 

profitableness. 
dnalavi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

dnava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  anu),  Ved.  kind 
to  men,  benevolent  (?) ;  human ;  (as),  m.  men, 

people ;  foreign  men  or  people. 

•sHr|W  dnasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  anas),  Ved.  be- 
longing to  a  waggon. 

•s)M?_  a-nah,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -nahyati,  -te, 
-naddhum,  to  bind  to ;  A.  to  be  stopped  up. 
A-naddha,  as,  d,  am,  bound,  tied,  costive ;  (am), 

n.  a  drum  in  general,  dressing,  putting  on  clothes  or 
ornaments.  —  Anaddha*vasti-td,  f.  retention  of  urine. 
A-ndha,  as,  m.  epistasis,  suppression  of  urine,  or 

constipation ;  length,  especially  of  cloth. 
Andhika,as,l,am,  to  be  used  incases  of  epistasis. 

xMMI^M  dndthya,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-ndtha),  state 
of  being  unprotected  or  without  a  guardian,  orphanism. 

^HlfHfhr  dnirhata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  a-nirhata), 

Ved.  indestructible  nature ;  (according  to  Mahl-dhara) 

wholly  gone  out  of  the  world. 

^HlfHfi  dnila,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  anila),  pro- 
ceeding from  or  produced  by  wind,  windy ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  Hanumat  and  Bhima ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  the  fifteenth 
lunar  mansion. 

Anili,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Hanumat  and  Bhima. 

^n^  d-ni,  cl.  i.  P.  -nayati,  -netum,  to 
lead  towards  or  near ;  to  bring,  fetch,  bring  back  or 
take  back:  Caus.  P.  -ndyayati,  -yitum,  to  have 

anything  brought,  to  cause  to  be  fetched:  Pass. 
-niyate,  to  be  brought  or  fetched. 
A-naya,  as,  m.  bringing,  investiture  with  the 

sacred  thread. 

A-nayana,  am,  n.  bringing  or  leading  near  to ; 
investiture  with  the  sacred  thread. 

A-nayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  brought  or  led  near. 
1.  d-ndya,  as,  m.  a  net. 

2.  dndya,  nom.  A.  dnayate,  -yitum,  to  form  or 
represent  a  net. 
Andyin,  i,  m.  a  fisherman,  a  fisher. 
1.  d-ndyya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  brought  near ;  (as), 

m.  consecrated  file,  taken  from  the  Garhapatya  or 

household  fire,  and  placed  on  the  south  side,  whence 
it  is  called  Dakshinagni. 

2,  d-ndyya,  ind.    having   caused  to  be  brought, 
having  caused  to  be  introduced,  having  brought  to- 

gether, having  convened. 
A-nita,  as,  d,  am,  taken,  brought,  obtained. 
A-niti,  is,  f.  leading  near. 
A-ntyit,  ind.  having  taken,  having  brought. 
A-netavya  or  d-neya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  brought, 

to  be  fetched. 
A-netri,  td,  m.  a  bringer,  bringing. 

»i)  1*0  ci  d-riila,  as,  d,  am,  darkish  ;  slightly 

black  or  blue;  (as),  m.  a  black  horse. 

^TPJ  d-nu,  cl.  2.  P.  -nauti,  -navitum  or 
-nnvitum,  Ved.  I.  A.  -navate,  to  sound,  scream, 
warble  :  Intens.  Ved.  -nacmoti,  to  sound  through. 

anukalpika,  as,   m.  one  who 
knows  the  anu-kalpa,  q.  v. 
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*MM«fcrM«S  dnukulika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  anu- 

kula),  favourable,  conformable. 

Anukulya,  am,  n.  conformity,  suitableness ;  favour, 
kindness. 

'  dnukrishta  =  anu-krishta,  q.  v. 

dnugatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  anu-gata), 
acquaintance,  familiarity. 

Anuyutil-a,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  a  follower. 

^l«J'IIU;3i  dnugddika  =  anu-gddin,  q.  v. 

dnugrdmika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  anu- 

cR  (inukulika. 

yrdma),   about   or   belonging  to  a  village,  rustic, rural. 

*HH»1NC  dnujdvara,  as,  I,  am  (ft.  anu- 

jdvara,  jt.jan),  Ved.  posthumous. 

flM^fiMI  dnudrishtineya,  as,  m.  a  pa- 
tronymic from  anu-drishti,  q.  v. 

^MHlfa-W  dntmdsikya,  am,  n.  (fr.  anu- 

ndsika),  nasality  (of  a  sound). 

'fll-JMfcjc*  dnupadika,  as,  «,  am  (fr.  anu- 

pada),  following,  pursuing,  tracking. 

WMi^5  dnupiirea,  am,  I,  n.  f.  (fr.  anu- 

purca),  order,  series,  succession;  (in  law)  direct 
order  of  the  castes  ;  (in  logic)  a  conclusion,  regularly 

or  syllogistically  deduced.  —  Anupurttna  or  anupur- 

vy&,  ind.  one  after  the  other,  in  due  order. 

Anupurcya,  am,  n.  order,  series,  succession. 

*M|rJHrl  dnumata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  anu-mata, 
rt.  man),  relating  to  the  consent  or  favour  (of 
another). 

flMHlfHc*  dnumdnika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  anu- 

utaiin,  rt.  ma),  relating  to  a  conclusion  ;  derived 
from  inference,  subject  to  inference,  inferable,  inferred. 

-  Anumdnika-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  infer- 
able. 

VHM^n*  dnurakti,  is,  f.  passion,  affection  ; 

the  same  as  anu-rakti,  q.  v. 

lWJ  dnulomya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  anu- 
loma),  in  the  direction  of  the  hair,  produced  in 
natural  or  direct  order;  (am),  n.  a  direction  similar 
to  that  of  the  hairs,  natural  or  direct  order  ;  favour- 

able direction,  fit  disposition,  favourableness  ;  regular 

series  or  succession  ;  bringing  to  one's  right  place. 
Anulomika,  as,  I,  am,  tegular,  orderly,  in  due 

course  or  series  ;  favourable. 

iBU^fciVlrtll  anuvidhitsa,  f.  (corrupted  fr. 
iiii-anuridhitti  fr.  rt.  dhal),  ingratitude. 

WI«J=(3<4  attuvesya,  as,  m.  (fr.  anu-vesa),  a 
neighbour  who  lives  in  the  same  house. 

•«iii^M«r«i=«  dnusdsanika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 
anu-dasana),  relating  to  or  treating  of  instruction. 

ui  i  1  91  <*  dnusuka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  anu-siika), 
being  with  or  within  the  awns  (ai  rice). 

••M  1  1  >«  fi  •*  unitsravika  or  amtsramka,as,l, 
\> 

am  (fr.  anu-irara),  according  to  hearing,  resting  on 
tradition. 

w«im»  anushuk,  ind.  (fr.  anu-saiij,  q.v.), 
Ved.  in  continuous  order,  uninterruptedly,  one  after 
the  other. 

Aniuhangika,  as,  i,  am,  connected  with,  con- 
comitant, necessarily  following,  adherent,  inherent, 

implied;  proportionate,  like,  analogous,  relative; 
necessary  as  a  result  or  consequence,  inevilable  ;  (in 
gram.)  elliptical,  including  or  agreeing  with  words  not 
comprised  in  the  sentence. 

••ai^ijS  dnitshanda  or  unushandaka,  as,  i, 
am.  See  Gana  to  Panini  IV.  t,  133.  134. 

dnushiika,  as,  i,  am  {either  =  anu- 
•Hiku  or  fr.  rt.  su  ?),  promoting,  driving  forward. 

iiiiiislitubha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  antt- 

,  consisting  of  Anushtnbhs,  formed  like  the 
Anushtubh  metre  (e.  g.  composed  of  four  divisions). 

(rtH  iinusuya,  as,  i,  am,  coming  from 
Anusuya. 

?T|«|<*M  nnTntam,  ind.(fr.  a-aniifcam.>'),Ved. .11  abundance. 

•fll^M  dniipa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  anupa),  wet, 
watery,  marshy;  (a«),  m.  any  animal  frequenting 

watery  or  marshy  places,  as  a  buffalo,  &c.  —  Anipa- 

mdnsa,  as,  m.  the  flesh  or  meat  of  animals  fre- 

quenting marshes. 
Anupalca,  as,  i,  am,  living  or  happening  in 

marshy  places. 

•BMW  dnrinya,  am,  n.  (fr.  an-rina),  ac- 
quittance of  debt  or  obligation,  the  not  being  indebted 

to  (with  gen.). 

-nrit,  cl.  4.  P.  -nrityati,  -nartitum, 

to  dance  towards,  hasten  near,  dance :  Caus.  P.  -nar- 
tayati,  -yitum,  to  agitate  gently. 
A-narta,  as,  m.  a  stage,  theatre ;  war.    See  s.  v. 

Wpf  dnrita,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  an-rita),  un- 
truthful ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  people  (?). 

Anritaka,  as,  I,  am,  inhabited  by  the  Anritas. 

iSIMliW  dnrisansa  or  dnrisansya,  am,  n. 

(fr.  a-nfUansa),  mildness,  kindness,  mercy,  com- 
passion ;  cruelty  (?). 

'fl  M  H'*l  d-netavya,  d-neya.  See  under  d-nl. 

<IIHJJ*U  dnaipuna,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-nipuna), 
clumsiness,  stupidity  ;  =  a-naipuna,  q.  v. 

•fl  M  "J  *l  dnaisvarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  an-'tsvara), 
absence  of  power  or  supremacy.  See  an-aiivarya. 

1.  dnta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  am),  gone. 

2.  dnta,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  anta),  final, 

terminal,  relating  to  the  end. 
Antya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  finishes ;  personified 

as  Bhauvana. 

dntam,  ind.  (fr.  a  +  antam),  to  the 

end,  completely,  from  head  to  foot. 

•>HliKrlJ-M  dntaratamya,  am,  n.  (fr.  anta- 
ratama),  nearest  or  closest  relationship  (as  of  two letters). 

Aniarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  antara),  near  relationship 

(of  two  letters). 
iH  I  «tt  (XKJ  cintariksha  or  antanksha,  as,  i, 

am  (fr.  antariksha),  belonging  to  the  intermediate 

space  between  earth  and  heaven,  atmospherical,  hea- 
venly, celestial,  produced  in  the  atmosphere ;  (am), 

n.  the  firmament,  the  intermediate  region  between 
earth  and  sky. 

^rr*rT*fftnc|f  untarganika,  as,  i,am  (fr.  antar- 

gana),  included,  comprehended  (as  in  a  class  or  troop). 

•>HI\i\>\\£Shdntargehika,  as,  I,  am  (fi.antar- 

geha),  being  inside  a  house. 
dntarvesmika.  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

iilitin--i-i.<iii(iii),piod\Ked  or  occurring  within  a  house. 

'fllffl'*!  dntikd,  f.  an  elder  sister.  See 

aniika. 
^Tmfiintrn, am,  n., Ved. the  bowels,  entrails. 
AntriJca,  an,  i,  am,  visceral,  within,  or  relating 

to  the  bowels. 

'•sn*<^  dnda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  despised  class 
of  men. 

'flltflci^  dndolay,  cl.  10.  P.  dndolayati, 
•yitum,  to  swing.  See  andoJay. 

Andcta,  as,  m.  swinging. 
Andolana,  am,  n.  swinging,  a  swing ;  trembling, 

oscillation. 
Andolila,  as,  d,  am,  swung,  shaken. 
^TT»*nT  dndhasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  andhas,  q.  v.), 

the  scum  of  boiled  rice. 

Andhasika,  as,  m.  a  cook. 
'WT^Ul  dndhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  andha),  blindness. 

•fl|»y  a»rfAra,ax,m.pl.theTelugu  country, 

Telingana,  see  and/ira  ;  (us,  d,  am),  anything  re- 
lating to  this  country  (as  the  Telugu  language). 

"5TT^  anna,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  anna),  fed,  having 

food ;  relating  to  food,  derived  from  it,  &c. 

^Il^lrKM  dnyatareya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
grammarian.  / 

•fl|r=(ri|<*  dnvayika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  anv-aya), 
of  a  good  family,  well  born ;  orderly,  according  to 
order  or  arrangement. 

vi  i  »i  i  (15  °n   dnvdhika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ant-    ' 
aham),  daily. 

dnvlkshikt,  f.  (fr.  anv-ikshd), 

logic,  logical  philosophy,  metaphysics. 

pUi  n  dp,  cl.  5.  I .  P.  dpnoti  or  dpati,  dpa, 

N  dpsyati,  dpat,  dptum,  to  reach,  over- 
take, meet  with,  fall  upon;  to  obtain,  gain,  take 

possession  of,  undergo,  suffer;  to  enter,  pervade, 
occupy,  to  equal :  Pass,  dpyate,  to  be  reached,  found, 

met  with,  obtained ;  to  arrive  at  one's  aim  or  end, become  filled :  Caus.  P.  aj/ayati,  -yitum,  nor.  apipat, 
to  cause  to  reach  or  obtain  or  gain ;  to  cause  any 

one  to  feel ;  to  hit :  Desid.  P.  Ipsati,  to  strive  to 
reach  or  obtain :  Desid.  of  the  Caus.  dpipayishati, 
to  strive  to  reach ;  [cf.  Lat.  apio,  apt  us;  adipiscor  : 
Old  Germ,  uoban:  Mod.  Germ,  iiben.] 

1.  dpa,  af,  d,  am,  at  the  end  of  compounds ;  e.  g. 

dur-dpa,  difficult  to  be  obtained. 
Apana,  am,  n.  reaching,  obtaining;  pepper. 

Apaneya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  reached  or  obtained. 
Apayitri,  id,  trl,  tri,  one  who  procures,  procuring. 
Apt,  is,  m.,  Ved.  an  ally,  a  friend,  an  acquaintance. 

—  Api-tva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  confederation,  friendship. 

Apia,  as,  d,  am,  reached,  overtaken,  equalled; 
got,  gained,  obtained  ;  reaching  to,  extending  ;  abun- 

dant, full ;  apt,  fit,  true,  exact,  clever,  trusted,  trust- 
worthy, confidential ;  intimate,  related,  acquainted  ; 

appointed  ;  generally  received  ;  commonly  used  ;  au- 
thentic ;  accused,  prosecuted  ;  (as),  m.  a  fit  person, 

a  credible  person,  a  warranter,  guarantee ;  a  friend ; 
an  Arhat ;  N.  of  a  NSga  ;  (a),  f.  a  twisted  band  or 
lock  of  hair ;  (am),  n.  a  quotient ;  equation  of  a 

degree.  —  Apta-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has 
gained  his  wish,  satisfied.  —  Apta-kdrin,  I,  im,  i, 
managing  things  in  a  fit  or  confidential  manner ;  (?), 

m.  a  trusty  agent,  a  confidential  servant.  —  Apta- 
garbhd,  f.  a  pregnant  woman.  —  Afita-garva,  as,  d, 
tun,  proud,  arrogant.  —  Apta-ilnk'skina,  as,  d,  am, 

having  proper  gifts,  or  furnished  with  gifts.  ~Apta- 
rai'ana,  am,  n.  received  text,  revelation,  authority. 
—  A vta-vajra-&u£i,  is,  f.,  N.   of  an   Upanishad. 

—  Apta-vdkya,  am,  n.  a  correct  sentence.  —  Apta- 
vdC,  k,  f.  the  evidence  of  a  credible  person ;  (k),  m. 

one  whose  evidence  is  credible.  —  Aptokti  (°ta-uk°), 
is,  f.  augment  or  affix  ;  a  word  of  received  acceptation 
and  established  by  usage  only. 

Aptavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  reached,  obtainable. 
Apti,  is,  f.  reaching,  meeting  with  ;  obtaining, 

gain,  acquisition ;  binding,  connection,  relation,  fit- 
ness, aptitude ;  (ayas),  f.  pi.,  N.  of  twelve  sacrificial 

verses  beginning  with  dpaye  (dat.  case  of  apt). 

I.  dpya,  as,  d,  am,  obtainable.    See  dptai-ya. 
i.  dfiya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  confederation,  alliance,  re- lationship, friendship. 

^rra  2.  dpa,  as,  m.  (probably  connected 

with  op,  dpas,  q.  v.),  N.  of  one  of  the  eight  demi- 
gods called  Vasus.  (For  1.  apa  see  above.) 
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.  fipakara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  apa-kara), 
offensive,  mischievous,  unfriendly. 

"•HIHai  d-pakva,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  pa6  with  3.  a, 
implying  diminution),  half-baked,  crude,  raw  ;  nearly 
ripe,  not  quite  ripe  ;  undressed,  what  is  eaten  without 
further  preparation  (as  bread  &c.). 

^TlM'll  dpagd,  f.  (fr.  rt.  ga  with  apa?),  a 
river,  a  stream  ;  N.  of  a  stream. 

Apageya,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  river  ;  an  epithet  of 
Krishna  or  BliTnia. 

^TTR^  d-pat,  cl.  10.  P.  -patayati,  -yitum, 
to  split  ;  to  sever. 

•vi  I  H«li  a-pana,  as,  m.  (rt.  pan  with  a),  a 
market,  a  shop. 

Apanika,  as,  I,  am,  mercantile,  relating  to  traffic, 
to  a  market  &c.  ;  (as),  m.  a  merchant,  a  dealer,  a 

shop-keeper  ;  tax  on  markets  or  shops  ;  assize,  market- 

rT  a-pat,  cl.  I.  P.  -patati,  -titum,  to  fly 
towards,  to  come  flying,  to  come  in  haste,  to  rush 

in  or  on;  to  assail;  to  approach;  to  fall  to  one's 
share,  to  befal,  happen  :  Caus.  P.  -patayati,  -yitum, 
to  throw  down,  let  fall,  shed  ;  -patayati,  -yitum, 
to  go  towards,  approach. 

A-patat,  an,  antl,  at,  approaching,  preparing  to 
assail. 

A-patana,  am,  n.  coming,  approaching  ;  descend- 
ing, alighting,  happening. 

A-pati,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  coming  in  haste,  rushing  on. 
A-patika,  as,  t,  am,  accidental,  unforeseen,  sent 

from  heaven  ;  (as),  m.  a  hawk,  a  falcon. 

A-palita,  as,  a,  am,  happened,  befallen  ;  alighted, 
descended. 

A-pdta,  as,  a,  am,  rushing  upon,  attacking,  ap- 
proaching ;  (as),  m.  rushing  upon,  pressing  against, 

falling,  descending  ;  throwing  down  ;  causing  to  de- 
scend ;  happemng,  becoming  apparent,  appearance  ; 

the  instant,  the  current  moment  ;  (atas),  ind.  at  the 
first  attack,  instantly,  immediately. 

A-pdtin,  i,  irii,  i,  tailing  on,  descending,  happening. 

*)mni(V)e»iT  dpatdlikd,  f.  (fr.  apa-tdla  ?), 
N.  of  a  metre. 

"fllMiM  apatya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  apatya),  relat- 
ing to  offspring  ;  (in  gram.)  relating  to  the  formation 

of  patronymic  nouns. 

•wmfv  d-pathi,  is,  is,  i  (fr.pathin  with  a), 
Ved.  being  on  the  way  or  on  a  voyage. 

A-pathi,  is,  or  d-pathya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  traveller, 
wanderer. 

WfiT  i.a-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate,  -pattum, 
to  come,  walk  towards  ;  to  enter  into,  attain  ;  to  get 
into  trouble,  fall  into  misfortune  ;  to  happen  :  Caus. 

P.  -pddayati,  -yitum,  to  bring  on,  bring  to  pass. 
A-patti,  is,  f.  entering  into  a  state  or  condition, 

entering  into  relationship  with  anything,  changing 
into;  obtaining,  procuring;  misfortune,  calamity, 
fault,  transgression  ;  remonstrance,  expostulation. 

3.  a-pad,  t,  (.  misfortune,  calamity;  [cf.  Hib. 

Apadh,  '  death  ;'  dpthach,  'mortal.']  —  Apat-kala, 
at,  m.  season  of  distress.  —  Apatkdlika,  as,  a  or  I, 
nm,  occurring  in  a  time  of  calamity,  belonging  to 
such  a  time.  —  Apat-prdpta,  as,  a,  am,  unfortunate, 
unhappy,  afflicted.  —  Aptid-iiatu,  as,  a,  am,  fallen 
into  misfortune.  —  Apud-groita,  as,  a,  am,  seized 
by  misfortune,  unfortunate,  unhappy,  in  misfortune. 
—  Apad-dhnrma,    as,    m.    practice   or   profession 
other  than  that  proper  to  caste,  but  allowable  in  time 
of  distress. 

A-padd,  f.  misfortune,  calamity. 
A-panna,  as,  a,  am,  gained,  obtained,  acquired  ; 

afflicted,  unfortunate.  —  Apanna-sattva,  as,  d,'am, 
impregnated,  pregnant;  (a),  f.  a  pregnant  woman. 

—  Apanndrti-prajfamana-phala  (°na-dr°),  as,  a, 
am,  fruitful   in  the  relieving  of  the  pains  of  the 
afflicted. 

A-pada,  as,  m.  reward,  remuneration. 

A-pddana,  am,  n.  causing  to  arrive  at,  leading  to. 

dpana,  dpaneya.     See  under  rt.  dp. 

apanika,  as,  m.  an  emerald;  a 
kirata  or  barbarian. 

dpamityaka,  as, 
am  (fr.  apa- 

mitya,  rt.  ma  with  apa  ;  cf.  apa-mityaka),  received 
by  barter  ;  (am),  n.  property  &c.  obtained  by  barter. 

WHIT  iipaya,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  river  near 
the  Sarasvatl. 

ij  dpayitri.     See  under  rt.  dp. 

dpardhnika, as,   i,   am   (fr. 

apardhna),  occurring  in  the  afternoon. 

^fl^rt*  dpartuka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  apa-ritu), 

not  bound  to  fixed  times,  not  restricted  to  particular 
seasons. 

•«IIMI  apava,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vas'ishtha. 
vim'-i'If  dpavaraya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  apa- 

I'arga),  conferring  final  beatitude. 

•si  I  M^N  upas,  n.  a  religious  ceremony; 
water  (see  op)  ;  sin  [cf.  apas]. 

vi  m  «sii  i.  dpaskdra,  am,  n.  (fr.  apa-skara), 
the  root  or  extremity  of  the  trunk  or  body. 

•wimsig  dpastamba,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  re- 
nowned sage  and  writer  on  ritual. 

Apastambi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  the  pre- 
ceding. 

vimtrtfwTtfl1  dpastambhim,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
perhaps  Eriocaulon  Quinquangulare  Lin. 

•wim  d-pd,  cl.  i.  P.  -pibati  or  -pivati, 
-pdtum,  to  drink  up,  to  drink  out  of  or  at  ;  to  drink 
with  the  ears  or  eyes,  hear,  see  :  Caus.  -payayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  drink. 

A-pana,  am,  n.  a  drinking-party,  a  banquet  ;  a 
tavern,  a  liquor  shop,  a  place  for  drinking  in  company. 

Apdnta-manyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  giving  zeal  or 
courage  when  drunk  (said  of  the  Soma  juice). 

A-pdyin,  t,  irii,  i,  fond  of  drinking. 
I.  a-pita,  as,  d,  am,  drunk  up,  exhausted. 

•ai1*!*  d-pdka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  pad  with  a), 
a  baking  oven,  a  potter's  kiln.  -  Apake-stha,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  standing  in  an  oven. 

^iviSj-jj  dpdnaya,  am,  n.  (fr.  apdnga), 
anointing  the  corners  of  the  eyes. 

^IlHUiJt.  d-pdndura,  as,  d,  am,  slightly 

pale,  palish. 
d-pdta.     See  under  a-pat. 

d-pdda,  d-pddana.  See  under  a-pad. 

d-pdli,  is,  m.  a  louse. 

dpi.     See  under  rt.  dp. 

d-pinjara,  as,  d,  am,  somewhat reddish. 

•fllfV3Ta-/m;,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved.  -pins'ati,  -pesi- 
tum,  to  shape,  configurate  ;  to  decorate,  ornament. 

"41  1  fistic*  dpisali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  old 
grammarian. 
ApUala,  as,  i,  am,  originating  from  Apisali;  (as), 

m.  a  pupil  of  Apisali. 

^nftreN  d-pish,  cl.  7.  P.,  Ved.  -pinashti, 
-pcshtum,  to  press,  touch. 

dpi,  vuMln  d-plna.    See  d-pyai. 

d-pid,  cl.  10.  P.  -pldayati,  -yitum, 

to  press,  weigh  down  ;  to  press  hard,  give  pain,  per- 

plex. 

A-pida,  as,  m.  compressing,  squeezing;   giving 

red 

pain,  hurting  ;  a  chaplet  tied  on  the  crown  of  the 
head  ;  (a),  (.,  N.  of  a  metre. 
A-pidana,  am,  n.  compressing,  squeezing,  tying 

or  drawing  tightly  ;  embracing,  clasping  ;  giving  pain, 

hurting. 

A-pldita,  as,  a,  am,  compressed,  squeezed  ; 
bound  tightly,  embraced;  hurt;  decorated  with 
chaplets. 

^nUTrT  2.  a-pita,  as,  a,  am,  yellowish; 

(am),  n.  a  pyritic  mineral.  (For  i.  d-pita  see  under 

d-pd.) 

'w  l  *^d-pu,  cl.  i.  A.  -pavate,  -vitum,  to  be 
pure  ;  to  flow  towards  after  purification  ;  to  carry 
towards  in  its  course  (said  of  a  stream). 

•sHMfMcd  dpupika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  apupa), 
selling  cakes  ;  accustomed  to  eat  cakes  ;  fond  of  cakes, 
eating  cakes  (with  benefit)  ;  a  good  maker  of  cake  ; 

(as),  m.  a  baker  ;  a  confectioner  ;  (am),  n.  a  mul- 
titude of  cakes. 

Apupya,  am,  n.  flour,  meal. 
vi  i  <4<^  d-puy,  cl.  I.  P.  -puyatl,  -yitum,  to 

be  putrescent,  putrify. 

dpusha,  am,  n.  tin. 

a-^rtV,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -pnnakti,  -prinkte, 

-partitum.to  fill,  pervade;  A.  to  satiate  one's  self;  to mix  with. 

A-prik,  ind.,  Ved.  in  a  mixed  manner,  confusedly. 

d-pri66Jid,  &c.  See  under  d-pra6h. 

d-pri,  Caus.  P.  -purayati,  -yitum,  to 

fill,  fulfil  :  Pass,  -puryate,  to  be  filled,  become  full. 

A-piira,  as,  d,  am,  becoming  full. 
A-purana,  as,  d,  am,  becoming  full  ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  N5ga;  (am),  n.  filling,  making  full. 

A-purtl,  is,  f.  filling  ;  fulness,  satisfaction. 
A-purya,  ind.  filling,  having  filled. 
A-puryamdna,  as,  d,  am,  becoming  full,  being 

filled.  —  Apuryamdtia-pdksha,  as,  m.  the  crescent 
or  waxing  moon. 

*iimfH|5S  dpekshika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  apekshd), 

raising  expectations. 
iMIiftr,sJiH  dpoklima,  as,  m.,  in  astronomy 

=  Gr.  anuK\ifj.a. 

iHliTl^m  dpo-maya,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  dpas,  nom. 

pi.  of  op,  q.  v.),  consisting  of  water.  —  Apo-matrd, 
f.  the  subtle  elementary  principle  of  water.  —  Apo- 
murti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  deity  under  Manu  Svaroifisha, 
one  of  the  seven  Rishis  of  the  tenth  Manvantara. 

•«<IM*i^ll1  dposdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  kind  of 
prayer  spoken  before  and  after  eating  ;  perhaps  con- 

tracted from  dpo  Varna,  'drink  the  water,'  with which  words  the  prayer  began. 

,  »a  I  >fl  T?h,  &c.  See  under  rt.  op. 

tor-ydman.  See  aptor-ydma. 

•fll'Hfl  dptya,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  class  of 
deities,  and  especially  of  the  deity  Trita,  as  one  of that  class. 

»5J|U|  3.  dpya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ap),  belonging 
or  relating  to  water  ;  watery  ;  consisting  of  water  ; 
living  in  water.  (For  I.  2.  dpya  see  under  rt.  dp.) 

'.Mim  4.  dpya,  as,  m.  (for  dptya),  N.  of  a 
class  of  deities  in  the  sixth  Manvantara. 

15.  dpya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  plant,  a  kind of  Costus.  See  vapya. 

v)l«4  d-pyai,  cl.  I.  A.  -pydyate,  -pydtum, 
to  grow  fat  or  comfortable,  to  increase,  become  full, 

enlarge  :  Caus.  P.  -pydyayati,  -yitum,  to  make  fat 
or  comfortable  ;  to  enlarge. 

Apt,  ts,  f.  the  twentieth  Nakshatra  or  lunar  mansion. 

A-pina,  as,  d,  am,  stout,  fat  ;    (as),  m.  a  well  ; 
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(am),  n.  an  udder.  —  Apma-rat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved. 
containing  the  rt.  pyitt  with  «  (said  of  a  rid  or 
verse). 

A-jiydna,  as,  a,  am,  stout,  robust 
A-jiyuytt,  as,  m.  becoming  full  or  fat. 

A/iyuyana,  as,  a,  am,  causing  fulness  or  stout- 
ness, increasing  welfare  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  making 

full  or  fat ;  satisfying,  refreshing,  pleasing ;  satiety, 

satisfaction  ;  advancing ;  anything  which  causes  cor- 
pulency or  good  condition  ;  strengthening  medicine  ; 

corpulency,  growing  or  being  fat  or  stout ;  (in  certain 
ceremonies)  the  act  of  pouring  water  &c.  on  the 

Sonia  and  so  causing  it  to  swell.  —  Apydyana-fila, 
ail  a,  am,  satisfying. 

A-pyayita,  ae,  a,  am,  satisfied,  increased,  im- 
proved, pleased,  gratified ;  stout,  fat. 

^TTTl  dpra,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  pri  with  a  ?), 
Ved.  busy,  zealous ;  (Say.)  able  to  teach. 

'.MIH^  a-prafh,  cl.  6.  A.  or  poet.  P.  -prit- 
dkate,  -ti,  -prashtum,  to  bid  farewell ;  to  salute  on 
receiving  or  parting  with  a  visitor ;  to  extol. 
A-prittha,  !.  conversation,  speaking  to  or  with ; 

bidding  farewell. 
1.  a-prUdhya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  saluted,  to 

be  welcomed,  to  be  honoured ;  laudable,  commendable, 
beautiful. 

2.  i-pn(6Tiya,  ind.  having  saluted,  having  bid  adieu. 
(In  Ramayana  I.  72,  20,  a  form  d-prishlvd  occurs.) 
A-praMhana,  am,  n.  expressions  of  civility  on  re- 

ceiving or  parting  with  a  visitor,  welcome,  bidding 
adieu,  &c. 

vi  i  M  Tn  M  <*•«  a-pratinicritta,  as,  a,  am,  pre- 
vented, turned  back(?). 

'a  i  nf<;  i«^  a-pradivam,  ind.,  Ved.  for  ever. 

^TIHM^  d-prapada,  am,  n.  a  dress  reaching 
to  the  feet;  (am),  ind.  to  the  end  of  the  foot, 
reaching  to  the  feet. 
Aprapadina,  as,  a,  am,  reaching  from  the  shoulders 

to  the  feet  (as  a  dress). 

Aprapadinaka,  am,  n.  a  dress  reaching  to  the  feet. 

I«IHIMH»^  a-pravrisham,  ind.  until  the 
rainy  season. 

TMIH!  d-prl,  f.  (fr.  rt.  pri  with  a),  Ved. 

gaining  one's  favour,  conciliation,  propitiation ;  (d-pri- 
yas),  propitiatory  verses ;  N.  of  certain  invocations 
addressed  to  a  series  of  deified  objects  in  order,  and 

said  to  be  introductory  to  the'animal  sacrifice.  Accord- 
ing to  others,  the  objects  propitiated  by  these  hymns 

are  the  real  Sptls  or  dpriyai ;  whence  the  hymns 

themselves  are  called  apri  hymns.  The  objects  in- 
voked are  in  a  series  of  twelve  verses,  as  follows : 

I.  Su-samiddha  (or  the  fuel);  2.  and  3.  TanunapSt 
and  Nariisansa  (these  are  sometimes  invoked  in  one 
verse  as  mystic  names  of  fire) ;  4.  The  divine  being 
who  bears  the  invocations  to  the  gods  (see  under  id) ; 
5.  Barbis  (or  the  sacred  grass) ;  6.  The  doors  of  the 
chambers  in  which  the  sacrifice  is  offered ;  7.  Night 
and  dawn;  8.  The  two  divine  beings,  sometimes 
called  Pracetasas,  who  preside  over  and  protect  the 
sacrificial  rite ;  9.  The  three  goddesses,  lla  (see  under 
idd),  SarasvatI  (goddess  of  eloquence),  and  Mahl  (a 
form  of  BharatI  or  speech) ;  10.  Tvashtri  (the  maker 
or  creator) ;  1 1 .  Vanas-pati  (the  tree  or  wooden  column 
to  which  the  victim  is  tied) ;  12.  Svahi  (the  exclama- 

tion used  in  inviting  the  gods  to  the  sacrifice  when 
finally  offered  in  the  fire).  All  these  are  by  Say.  re- 

garded as  forms  of  Agni.  See  Rig-veda  I.  13. 

A-pnia-pd,  as,  m.,  Ved.  epithet  of  Vishnu,  'guard- 
ing those  who  have  appeased  his  anger.' 

^rnj  a-plu,  cl.  I.  A.  -plavate,  -plotum,  to 

bathe,  wash,  immerse  one's  self;  to  jump  up,  dance  : 
Call*.  P.  -placmjali,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  bathed 
or  washed  ;  to  wash  or  wet ;  to  overflow,  overwhelm ; 
to  set  in  commotion ;  A.  -plamyate,  to  bathe. 

A-plava,  an,  m.  bathing,  sprinkling  with  water. 
"Aplava-vratin,  t,  m.  an  initiated  householder, 

apina-vat. 
who  has  passed  through  the  first  order  (Brahma-ifarin), 
and  is  admitted  into  the  second.  See  xndtaku. 

A-ji/itrnna,  am,  n.  immersing,  bathing,  sprinkling 
with  water. 

A-plava,  as,  m.  bathing,  sprinkling,  wetting  ;  a 
submerging  ;  a  flood,  an  inundation. 

A-pldt'ita,  as,  d,  am,  inundated,  overflowed. 
A-pldrya,  ind.  having  wetted  or  sprinkled. 
A-pluia,,  an,  d,  am,  bathed  ;  wetted,  sprinkled. 

In  comp.  sometimes  used  figuratively  (e.  g.  snvhd- 
pluta,  overflowing  with  affection)  ;  (as),  m.  an  ini- 

tiated householder,  see  aplava-vratin  ;  (am),  n. 

bathing.  —  Apluta-vratin,  i,  m.  an  initiated  house- 

holder ;  see  aplaca-vratin.  —  Apltttdnga  (°ta-a>t°), 
as,  i,  am,  bathed  all  over. 

A-plutya,  ind.  having  bathed,  having  washed  ; 
having  jumped  up. 

<fl«l'^a/>ro»,  d,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ap),  air,  wind. 

Apvd,  (.  the  neck. 
SHIHN  npsava,  as,  m.  (fr.  apsu,  loc.  pi.  of 

ap),  epithet  of  a  Manu. 
W5=B  dphiika,  am,  n.  opium.  See  2. 

a-phena. 

^Tpf  ̂   a-bandh,  cl.  9.  P.  -badhndti,  -band- 
dhum,  to  bind  or  tie  on. 
A-baddha,  as,  d,  am,  tied,  bound,  joined  ;  (a*), 

m.  a  binding,  a  yoke  ;  ornament  ;  affection.  —  Abad- 
dha-mdla,  as,  d,  am,  forming  a  wreath. 
A-badha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  binding. 
A-bandha,  as,  m.  a  tie  or  bond  ;  the  tie  of  a 

yoke,  that  which  fastens  the  ox  to  the  yoke,  or  the 
latter  to  the  plough  ;  ornament,  decoration  ;  affection. 
A-bandhana,  am,  n.  tying,  binding  on  or  round. 

•sniij  dbayu,  us,  Ved.,  perhaps  the  N.  of 
a  plant. 
vill^  d-barha,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  vrih  or  brih 

with  d),  having  the  property  or  power  of  tearing  or 

pulling  out  ;  (as),  m.  tearing  out. 
A-barhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  tearing  out. 
A-barhin,  i,  itfi,  i,  fit  for  tearing  out. 

ubhlra. 

like,  resembling,  appearing ;  e  g.  hemdbha,  as,  a, 

am,  shining  like  gold ;  [cf.  Hib.  aoibh,  '  likenest, 
similitude ;'  aoibe,  '  neatness,  elegance ;'   aoiblical, 
'  a  spaik  of  fire.'] 

A-bhiti,  in,  f.  splendor,  light ;  shade. 

Wn^d-bhdsh,  cl.  i.A.-bhdshate,-shitiun. 
to  address,  speak  to  ;  to  talk,  shout 

A-bhdsha,  as,  m.  addressing ;  introduction,  preface. 
A-bkdnfuina,  am,  n.  addressing,  speaking  to. 
1.  d-bhds/iya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  addressed,  worthy 

of  being  spoken  to. 
2.  d-bhde/iya,    ind.    having    addressed,    having 

spoken  to. 
^TWTO  i.  d-bhds,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhdsate,  -situm, 

to  shine,  blaze ;  to  be  bright :  Caus.  -bkdsayati, 

-yitum,  to  illuminate. 
a.  d-bhds,  f.  splendor,  lustre,  light. 

A-bhdsa,  a*,  m.  splendor,  light,  colour,  appear- 
ance ;  semblance,  phantom ;  mere  appearance  ;  falla- 
cious appearance ;  reflection ;  intention,  purpose  ;  (in 

logic)  fallacy,  semblance  of  a  reason,  sophism,  an  erro- 
neous though  plausible  argument  (regarded  by  logi- 

cians as  of  various  kinds). 

A-bkdeana,  am,  n.  illuminating,  making  apparent 
or  clear. 

A-bhdsura,  as,  rn.,  N.  of  a  class  of  deities  or  demi- 

gods, sixty  in  number. 
A-bhdsvara,  as,  m.  a  demi-god,  of  a  class  consist- 

ing of  sixty-four. 
abhifaranika,  as,  I,  am  (fr. 

f  d-bddh,  cl.  I.  A.  -bddhate,  -dhitum, 

to  check,  rein  in,  restrain;  to  interrupt,  molest,  attack. 

A-bddha,  as,  m.,Ved.  attack  ;  molestation,  trouble, 
interruption,  damage  ;  (a),  f.  pain,  distress,  segment 
of  the  base  of  a  triangle. 

•flMleH  d-bdlya,  am,  n.  age  ending  with infancy. 

•w  i  (%  rtH  a-bilam,  ind.,  Ved.  to  the  hole  or 
aperture  [cf.  vila], 

•siliTt  abutta,  as,  m.  (perhaps  corrupted 

fr.  drya-putra),  a  sister's  husband  (in  theatrical  lan- 
guage). 
^STTftf  a-budh,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -bodhati, 

-boddhum,  to  perceive,  notice,  understand. 
A-bal/iana,  am,  n.  knowledge,  understanding; 

instructing,  informing. 

iMif^cS  dbdika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  abda),  annual, 

yearly. 
WW*{a-bhaj,  cl.  I.  P.,Ved.-bhajati,-bhak- 

tvem,  to  make  one  share,  cause  one  to  partake. 

A-bhaga,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  partaker  of  (with  loc.)  ; 

(Say.)  to  be  shared  in. 
'STTHtSI  d-bharana,  am,  n.  See  under d-bhri. 

^TMT  I.  d-bhd,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhati,  -turn,  to 
shine,  blaze;  to  irradiate;  to  outshine;  to  appear,  to 
look  like. 

2.  d-bhd,  {.  splendor,  light  ;  a  flash  ;  colour,  appear- 
ance, beauty  ;  a  reflected  image,  shade  ;  likeness, 

resemblance:  (as,  d,  am,  at  the  end  of  compounds) 

na),  maledictory,  imprecatory,  serving  for 
malediction  or  cursing. 

Abhiddrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  abhi-<?dra},  magical, 
relating  to  magic  ;  (am),  n.  incantation,  magic. 

^?TM^PT  dbhijana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  abhi-jana, 

rt.  jan),  relating  to  descent  ;  (am),  n.  loftiness  of binh. 

Abhijatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ajtthi-jdta,  rt.  jan),  the 
nature  or  state  of  a  man  of  noble  birth,  nobility  ; 
birth,  family,  rank,  learning. 

•wilHfsrlrf  abhijita,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  abhi-jit), 

born  under  the  constellation  Abhijit. 

^nfaVT  abhidha,  f.  or  abhidhdtaka,  am,  n. 

a  sound,  a  word,  a  name.  See  abhi-dhd. 
Abhidhdnika,  as,  i,  am,  contained  in  a  dictionary, 

lexicographical  ;  (as),  m.  a  lexicographer. 

Abhid/idniyaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  abhi-dhdna),  re- 
lating or  belonging  to  a  name  or  word  ;  (am),  n.  the 

property  of  a  name, ^TTftl3rf%oir  abhiplavika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  abhi- 

plava),  relating  to  the  religious  ceremony  called 
Abhi-plava. 

^rrfa^T  dbhimukhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  abhi- 
mukha),  direction  towards  anything;  wish  or  desire 
directed  towards  anything  ;  presence,  being  in  front 

of  or  face  to  face. 
dbhishefanika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

efana),  relating  to  the  inauguration  of  a  king; 

serving  for  it. 
^Trf>T?rfT=S  nbhiharlka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  abhi- 

tiara),  taken  by  force  or  fraud  ;  (am),  n.  a  room. 

^TTH^oir  iibhika,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Sama 
melody. 

'SUHliyU  abliikshna,  as,  i,  am  (fr  .  abhikshna), 

much,  exceeding,  eternal;  (am),  ind.  exceedingly, eternally. 

Alihlksh»ya,  am,  n.  continued  repetition. 

^TT^ftaT  dbhlya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  d-bhdt,  '  up 
to  bha"),  contained  in  a  chapter  of  Panini  which 
ends  with  bha. 

^TT>lfa  dbhtra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  a 

cowherd  sprung  from  a  Brahman  and  female  of  the 



abhlra-palli. amushmika. 

Ambashtha  or  medical  tribe  ;  N.  of  a  metre  ;  (f), 

f.  a  cowherd's  wife  or  woman  of  the  Abhlra  tribe  ; 
the  language  of  the  Abhlra.  —  Abhlra-palli,  is  oil 
or  ika,  f.  a  station  of  herdsmen,  a  village  inhabited 
by  cowherds  only,  an  abode  of  cowherds  &c. 

•wi*Jlrt  d-bhlla,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  bhl  with 
a),  formidable,  fearful  ;  suffering  pain  ;  (am),  n. 

bodily  pain  ;  [cf.  Hib.  abheil,  '  terrible,  dreadful.'] 
^TTH  dbhu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  empty;  one 

whose  hands  are  empty;  stingy;  (Say.)  pervading, 
reaching. 

AbMka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  empty,  having  no  con- 
tents, powerless. 

^n«T7«T  d-bhugna,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  i.  bhvj  with 

3.  a  implying  diminution),  a  little  curved  or  bent. 

^TTH^i.  d-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -vitum, 

to  be  present,  continue  one's  existence. 
•2.  d-bhu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  strong,  sufficient,  effica- 

cious ;  (Sly.)  approaching  (as  a  praiser)  ;  a  prison,  a 
place  of  confinement  ;  applied  according  to  rule  (as  a 

hymn)  ;  very  prosperous. 
A-bhuti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  capability,  efficiency  ;  (Say.) 

overpowering  strength  ;  (ie),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

A-bhusheiiya,  an,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  obeyed; 
(SSy.)  praiseworthy. 

^T*J3  d-bhiish,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -bhiishati, 

-shitum,  to  adorn,  to  adorn  with  one's  presence,  i.e. to  come. 

^TP|  a-bhri,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -bharati,  -bhar- 
tum,  to  bring  ;  to  carry  ;  to  bear  ;  to  support. 
A-bharana,  am,  n.  ornament,  decoration  (as  jewels 

&c.)  ;  act  of  nourishing  ;  tide  of  several  works. 

A-bharat,  an,  antl,  at,  bringing.  —  Abharad- 
vasu,  us,  us,  M,Ved.  bringing  property,  goods,  &c.  ; 
(us),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

^5iH<3  dbherl,  f.  one  of  the  Ragims  or 
modes  of  music,  personified  as  a  female. 

'SrWfrT  I.  d-bhoga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  bhuj, 
to  curve,  bend,  with  prep,  a),  winding,  curving, 

curve,  crease  ;  crumpling  ;  circuit,  circumference,  en- 
.virons,  extension,  fulness,  expanse;  a  serpent;  the 
expanded  hood  of  the  Cobra  Capella  (used  by  Varuna 
as  his  umbrella)  ;  effort,  pains. 

^TWT  2.  a-bhoga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  bhuj, 
to  eat,  enjoy),  enjoyment,  satiety,  fulness,  comple- 
tion. 

A-blwgaya,  am,  n.,Ved.  means  of  supporting  life, 
livelihood  ;  (Say.)  to  be  enjoyed  (as  Soma  juice). 

A-bhogi,  is,  f.,Ved.  living,  supporting  life;  (S5y.) 
enjoyment. 

vd*Mit<,  dbhyantara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  abhy- 
antara),  being  inside,  interior,  inner. 

dbhyavakdsika,  as,  I,  am  (fr. 
abhy-avakafa),  living  in  the  open  air. 

^TT^mf^l*  abhyasika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  abhy- 
aia),  being  near  to  each  other,  neighbouring  ;  (less 
correctly  in  this  sense  written  abhyasika.) 

•*x\*m\«<*  abhyasika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  abhy- 
dsa),  resulting  from  practice,  practising,  repeating. 

^TTWfftToir  dbhyudayika,  as,  I,  am  (fr. 

abky-udaya),  connected  with  the  rising  or  begin- 
ning of  anything  ;  relating  to  or  granting  prosperity  ; 

high,  exalted,  important  ;  (am),  n.  a  SrSddha  or  offer- 
ing to  ancestors  on  occasions  of  rejoicing. 

'aiferai  dbhrika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  abhri),  one 
who  digs  with  a  spade  or  a  hoe. 

^T^am,  ind.  an  interjection  of  assent  or 
recollection,  (a  vocative  following  this  particle  is  ami- 
datta.) 

W  i.  ama,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  am?},  raw, 

uncooked  (the  opposite  to  pa/cva,  q.v.  ;  in  the  Veda 

often  an  epithet  of  the  cow  considered  as  the  raw 
material  which  produces  the  milk)  ;  unbaked,  unan- 
nealed ;  undressed ;  unripe,  immature ;  undigested  ; 
(am),  n.  condition  of  being  raw ;  constipation,  pass- 

ing hard  and  unhealthy  excretions ;  grain  freed  from 

chaff;  [cf.  Gr.  u>n&-s ;  Hib.  aroA,  '  raw,  unsodden, 
crude,  unripe.']  —  Ama-kumbha,  as,  m.  a  water-jar 
of  unbaked  clay.  —  Ama-gandhi,  n.  smell  of  raw 
meat  or  of  a  burning  corpse.  —  Ama-gandhika,  am, 
n.  the  smell  of  raw  meat.  —  Atna-td,  f.  rawness,  un- 

readiness. —  Ama-tvad,  k,  k,  k,  tender-skinned. 

—  Ama-pdtra,  am,  n.  an  unannealed  vessel.  —  Ama- 
pmasa,  am,  a.  running  at   the   nose,    defluxion. 
—  Ama-mansa,  as,  m.  raw  flesh.  —  Amamdnsdiin 

l^sa-df),  I,    m.   a   cannibal,   eater  of  raw   flesh. 
—  Ama-rakta,  as,  m.  dysentery.  —  Ama-rasa,  as, 
m.  imperfect  chyme.  —  Ama-vdta,  as,  m.  constipa- 

tion or  torpor  of  the  bowels  with  flatulence  and  intu- 
mescence. —  Ama-iula,   as,   m.   the   cholic,   pain 

arising   from   indigestion.  —  Amdtisdra  (°ma-at°), 
as,  m.  dysentery  or  diarrhoea  produced  by  vitiated 
mucus  in  the  abdomen ;  the  excretion  being  mixed 

with  hard  and  fetid  matter.  —  Amad  (°ma-ad),  t,  t, 

t,  eating  raw  flesh  or  food.  —  Amdnna  (°ma-an°), 
am,  n.  undressed  rice.  —  Amafaya  (°ma-a4°),  as, 
m.  the  receptacle  of  the  undigested  food,  the  upper 
part  of  the  belly  to  the  navel,  the  stomach. 

Amaka,  as,  a,  am,  raw,  uncooked,  &c.     See 
i.  ama. 

Amisha,  am,  n.  flesh.     See  s.  v.  next  col. 

vi  1*1  2.  ama,  as,  m.  or  amana,  am,  n.  (fr. 
rt.  2.  am),  sickness,  disease. 
Amaya,  as,  m.  damage,  hurt ;  disease,  sickness ; 

indigestion ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  the  medical  plant  Cos- 
tus  Speciosus. 

Amaydmn,  I,  irii,  i,  sick,  diseased,  affected  with 
indigestion,  dyspeptic.  —  Amayavi-tva,  am,  n.  indi- 

gestion, dyspepsia. 

•e<l«H!S  amanda,  as,  m.  the  castor-oil  plant 
[cf.  amanda  and  manda]. 

•will  d-mana,  am,  n.  (rt.  man),  Ved. 
friendly  disposition,  inclination,  affection. 

A-manas,  as,  as,  as,  friendly  disposed,  kind, favourable. 

1«ii*»tT**«  dmanasya  or  dmdnasya,  am,  n. (fr. 
a-manas),  pain.  i^p 

VU*I«T^  a-mantr,  cl.  10.  A.  -mantrayate, 

-yitum,  to  address,  especially  in  saluting  and  in  bid- 
ding farewell ;  to  ask,  invite. 

A-mantrana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  addressing,  speaking  to, 
calling  or  calling  to ;  greeting,  courtesy,  welcome, 
bidding  adieu,  taking  leave  ;  inviting,  invitation ;  de- 

liberation, interrogation ;  the  vocative  case. 

A-maniranlya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  addressed 
or  asked,  to  be  asked  for  advice  or  consulted. 

A-mantrayitri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  asking,  inviting,  call- 
ing; (ta),  m.  an  iuviter,  entertainer,  especially  of 

BrShmans. 

A-mantrita,  as,  a,  am,  invited,  summoned, 
called  ;  (am),  n.  addressing;  the  vocative  case. 

1 .  d-mantrya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  addressed  or  called 
to ;  to  be  invited  ;  (am),  n.  a  word  standing  in  the 
vocative  case. 

2.  d-mantrya,  ind.  having  taken  leave,  bidding 
farewell.  t 

•su*^1^ a-manth  or  a-math,  cl.  i .  P.  -man- 
thati,  -thitum,  to  agitate. 

ww^d-mandra,  as, a,  am,  havinga  slightly 
deep  tone,  making  a  low  muttering  sound  (like  thunder). 

•WIIMUITI  d-marandnta,  as, d,am,ord-ma- 

ranantika  (°na-ant°),  as,  t,  am,  having  death  as 
the  limit,  continuing  till  death,  lasting  for  life. 

'*ii*iiVff  d-maritri,  id,  m.  (rt.  mri  or  mrin 

with  a),  Ved.  one  who  hurts  or  destroys ;  a  de- 
stroyer. 
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See  under  a-mrid. 
d-marsha,  as,  m.  (for  a-marsha, 

q.  v.),  impatience,  anger,  wrath.     (For  a-maria  see 
under  d-mris1.) 
A-marshana,  am,  n.  anger. 

•wiirt*  dmalaka,  as,i,  am,  m.f.  n.the  plant 
Emblic  Myrobalan,  Emblica  Officinalis  Gartn. ;  (as), 
m.  another  plant,  Gendarussa  Adhatoda ;  (am),  n. 
the  fruit  of  the  Emblic  Myrobalan. 

WRlffarT  amahlyd,  f.  designation  of  a 
particular  (rif)  verse  of  the  Rig-veda  (viz.  Rig-veda 
VIII.  48,  3). 

Amahtyava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi. 
^n*TT  a-md,  cl.  3.  A.  -mimite,  -mdtum,  to 

effect,  accomplish. 

•WIHIIM  dmdtya,  as,  m.  a  minister,  a  coun- 
sellor, an  adviser ;  a  general.  See  amatya. 

•sn«il««ft  dmdlaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  land  near a  mountain  (?). 

vii*nqllpl  dmdvdsya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ama- 
vdsyd),  belonging  to  the  new  moon  or  its  festival; 
born  at  the  time  of  new  moon ;  occurring  on  the 
day  of  conjunction ;  (am),  n.  the  new  moon  oblation. 

^nf*TBfT  dmikshd,  f .  curd  of  two-milk  whey, 
a  mixture  of  boiled  and  coagulated  milk. 

Amikshya  or  dmikshiya,  as,  a,  am,  suitable  for 
the  preparation  of  Amiksha  ;  made  of  curds. 

vnfna  dmitra,  as,  z,  am  (fr.  a-mitra),  pro- 
duced by  an  enemy,  inimical,  odious. 

iHlfir?!!  d-misla,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a 
tendency  to  mix,  readily  mixing. 

•>H  I  (MM  dmisha,  am,  n.  (connected  with  i. 
ama),  flesh,  enjoyment ;  an  object  of  enjoyment,  a 
pleasing  or  beautiful  object  &c. ;  a  bribe ;  coveting, 

longing  for ;  lust,  desire ;  food ;  form.  —  Amisha- 
priya,  as,  d,  am,  fond  of  flesh-meat,  carnivorous ; 
(as),  m.  a  heron.  —  Amisha-bhuj,  k,  Tc,  k,  aam- 
vorous.  —  Amishas'in  (°sha-ds'°),  I,  iiu,  i,  carni- 

vorous, eating  flesh  and  fish. 
Amis,  m.  (occurring  in  loc.  c.  dmishi),  Ved.  raw 

flesh,  meat ;  a  dead  body. 

•»5ll*fl  d-ml,  cl.  9.  P.,  Ved.  -mindti,  -mdtum, 
to  destroy,  neutralize,  curtail ;  A.  -minlte,  to  destroy 
or  neutralize  mutually. 

dmikshd,  f.  =  dmikshd,  q.  v. 

d-mll,  cl.  i.  P.  -mllati,  -litum,  to 
close  the  eyes. 

A-mllana,  am,  n.  closing  of  the  eyes. 

^rnrNT^a-mmai,  an,  antl,  at,  or  dmlvatka, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  attacking,  pressing. 

'STTH'Sf  a-mukha,  am,  n.  commencement ; 

prelude,  prologue  ;  (am),  ind.  to  the  face. 

"•HTH^  a-mu(,  cl.  6.  P.  -mundati,  -moktum, 
to  loosen,  let  go ;  to  put  on  a  garment. 
A-mukta,  as,  d,  am,  loosed,  let  go ;  liberated ! 

discharged,  cast,  shot  off;  put  on  as  clothes  or  armour; 
dressed,  accoutred. 
A-mukti,  is,  (.  liberation,  the  being  let  loose; 

final  liberation ;  (i),  ind.  to  the  end  of  existence. 
A-moCana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  loosing,  liberating ; 

emitting,  shedding,  letting  forth,  putting  or  tying  on. 

iHI*JH  dmupa,  as,  m.  the  cane  Bambusa 

Spinosa  Hamilt.  Roxb. 
•>.HI<JI.  d-mur,  Hr,  or  d-muri,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt. 

mri  witn  a),  Ved.  destroying,  hurting. 

^STPjfaloli  amushmika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  amush- 
min,  loc.  of  i.  adas),  of  that  state,  being  there, 

belonging  to  the  other  world. Kk 

A  .   « 
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Amwhyakulaka,  am,  a.,  dmushyaputraka,  am, 
n.,  Gana  to  PSnini  V.  I,  133. 
Amiuhydyana,  at,  m.  (fr.  amuthya,  gen.  of 

I .  adaf\  son  or  descendant  of  such  a  one,  son  or 
descendant  of  an  illustrious  person ;  (as,  i,  am),  well- 

born, well  descended. 

•w  l«Jrt*<v  d-miilam,  ind.  to  the  root,  by  the 
root,  entirely,  radically. 

•*H«l»^d-i»ry,  cl.  1. 2.  P.  -mdrjati,  -marshti, 
-utatjitum,  -mdrehtum,  to  wipe,  rub. 
A-mrijya,  ind.  having  wiped  or  rubbed. 
A-mriihta,  ae,  a,  am,  wiped,  rubbed. 

•wi«j*u  d-mrina,  as,  a,  am,  vulnerable.  See 
<in-umi-ina. 

^TT^rT  d-mrita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  mri  with 
a),  mortal. 

s,  ind.  until  death. 

<y  a-mnd,  cl.  9.  P.  -mridndti,  -mardi- 
tuni.  to  crush  by  rubbing ;  to  crumple ;  to  press,  to 
squeeze. 
A-marda,  as,  m.  crushing,  handling  roughly ;  press- 

ing, squeezing;  N.  of  a  town. 
A-mardin,  i,  inl,  i,  crushing ;  pressing. 

^JWS^  a-rnm,  cl.  6.  P.  -mrisati,  -marshtum 
or  -mraehtum,  to  touch,  handle  roughly,  rub,  injure. 
A-maria,  as,  m.  advice,  counsel. 
A-mariana,  or  less  correctly  d-marehana,  am, 

n.  rubbing,  wiping. 

•fllHrM  d-menya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  meni  with 
d),  Ved.  to  be  reached  with  an  arrow  or  bolt ;  (Say.) 
to  be  measured  from  all  sides. 

fllHlHUU  d-mokshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of 
fixing  or  tying  on  or  to. 

a-modana.     See  under  a-mu6. 

d-moda,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  mud  with 
a),  gladdening,  cheering  up ;  (ae),  m.  joy,  serenity, 
pleasure ;  fragrancy,  a  diffusive  perfume ;  strong  smell. 
A-modana,  am,  n.  rejoicing,  delighting. 
A-modita,  a«,  a,  am,  pleased,  delighted,  fragrant. 
A-modin,  i,  inl,  i,  fragrant;  happy,  delighted; 

(at  the  end  of  compounds)  fragrant  or  perfumed  with, 
e.g.  kadambdmodin,  perfumed  with  kadambas; 
(I),  m.  a  perfume  for  the  mouth  made  up  in  the 
form  of  a  pill  or  bolus  of  camphor  &c. 

•wiil^  (i-mosha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  mush  with 
a),  robbing,  stealing. 

i- an  in/tin,  i,  inl,  i,  who  or  what  steals,  a  thief. 

d-mohanikd, f.  (fr.  rt.  muh  with 
<!),  a  particular  fragrant  odour. 

•wrttl  a-mnd,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -manati,  -mnd- 
tum,  to  keep  in  mind,  to  repeat,  commit  to  memory, 
hand  down  in  sacred  texts ;  to  celebrate,  to  hail. 
A-mndta,  ae,  a,  am,  kept  in  mind,  remembered, 

committed  to  memory,  learnt  by  heart,  repeated, 
handed  down  in  sacred  texts,  celebrated. 

A-inndna,  am,  n.  mention,  repetition,  handing 
down  by  sacred  texts. 

A-mnaya,  as,  m.  sacred  tradition,  sacred  texts 
handed  down  by  repetition ;  that  which  is  to  be  re- 

membered, studied  or  learnt  by  heart ;  a  Veda  or  the 
Vedas  in  the  aggregate ;  received  doctrine;  traditional 
usage,  family  or  national  customs ;  advice,  instruction 
in  past  and  present  usage ;  a  Tantra ;  an  element  of 
being,  a  property  of  substance  (?) ;  a  family,  series  of 
families.  —  Amndya-sdrin,  I,  IHJ,  f,  observing  the 
Vedas  and  traditional  customs,  pious ;  containing  the essence  of  the  Veda. 

dm-pratynyn,  as,  d,  am,  having 
dm  for  its  affix  (e.  g.  a  root  like  is"). 
'Miq«JiHMa<*  iimbartshaputraka,  as,  m.  a 

country  inhabited  by  the  Ambarlsha-putras. 

viigs  dmbashtha,  as,  m.  an  inhabitant  of 
Ambashtha. 

vnfg<*«4  dmbikeya,  as,  m.  (fr.  ambikd),  an 
epithet  of  Dhrita-rashtra;  also  of  Karttikeya. 

•wi«T?J  dmbhasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  .2.  ambhas), 
watery,  fluid. 

Ambhasika,  ae,  i,  am,  living  in  water,  aquatic; 

(as),  m.  a  fish. 
^TTWlft  dmbhrim,  f.  a  N.  of  Va<5,  the 

daughter  of  the  Rishi  Ambhrina.  See  3.  ambhrina. 

v<m  dmra,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  am), 
the  mango  tree,  Mangifera  Indies ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit 
of  the  mango  tree.  —  Amra-kUta,  ae,  m.,  N.  of 
a  mountain.  —  Amra-yand/uika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
plant.  —  Amra-gupta,  ae,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Amra- 
pdll,  (.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Amra-peitt,  f.  a  portion 
of  dried  mango  fruit.  —  Amra-maya,  o/t,  i,  am, 
made  of  mangoes  (as  sauce).  —  Amra-vana,  am,  n. 

a  mango  forest.  —  Amrdrarta  (°ra-dv°),  as,  m.  in- 
spissated mango  juice. 

Amrdta,  ae,  m.  the  hog-plum,  Spondias  Mangi- fera. 

Amrataka,  as,  m.  the  hog-plum,  Spondias  Mangi- 
fera ;  inspissated  mango  juice ;  N.  of  a  mountain. 

Amrdvatl,  f.,  N.  of  a  town. 
Amriman,  a,  m.,  Gana  to  PSnini  V.  1, 123. 

vuwsi  d-mredana,  am,  n.  tautology,  re- 
iteration of  words  or  sounds. 

A-mredita,  as,  a,  am,  reiterated,  repeated ;  (am), 
n.  repetition  of  a  sound  or  word ;  (in  gram.)  redu- 

plication, the  second  word  in  reduplications. 

'•aiji  am/a,  as,  d,  m.  f.  (fr.  amla),  the 
tamarind  tree,  Tamarindus  Indica;  (am),  n.  sour- 

ness, acidity.  —  Amla-vetasa,  ae,  m.  the  plant  Rumex 
Vesicatorius. 

Amlikd,  f.  the  tamarind  tree;  sourness  in  the 
mouth,  acidity  of  stomach. 
Amlikd,  f.  the  tamarind  tree. 

^TR  dya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i  with  a),  arrival, 
approach ;  income,  revenue ;  gain,  profit ;  the  guard 
of  the  women's  apartments ;  the  eleventh  lunar  man- 

sion. —  Aya-vyaya,  am  or  au,  n.  or  m.  du.  receipt 
and  disbursement,  income  and  expenditure.  —  Aya- 
sthdna,  am,  n.  a  place  where  revenues  are  collected. 

I .  d-yat,  an,atl,  at,  coming,  approaching.  —  Ayati- 
gavam,  ind.  at  the  time  when  the  cows  come  home. 
—  Ayad-vasu,  us,  its,  u,  Ved.  one  to  whom  goods 
come. 

Ayana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  coming. 
Ay(n,  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  driving  near. 

rT9?  iiyu/tsiilika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ayah- 

uyasa. cause  of  disease.  —  Ayatana-tva,  am,  n.  state  of 
being  an  altar  or  seat.  —  Ayatana-rat,  an,  atl,  at, 
Ved.  having  a  certain  seat  or  home ;  (an),  m.,  N. 
of  the  fourth  foot  of  BrahmS. 

A-yatta,  as,  a,  am,  dependant,  tractable,  docile. 
—  Ayaita-ta,  f.  or  dyatta-tva,  am,  n.  dependence, 
humility,  tractableness,  docility. 

A-yatti,  ig,  f.  dependence,  subjection,  subjecting ; 
affection ;  power,  strength  ;  day  ;  boundary,  limit ; 
sleeping ;  length  (?  for  a-yati  below) ;  majesty, 
dignity ;  future  time  (?  for  a-yati) ;  continuance  in 
the  right  way,  steadiness  of  conduct. 

dyathdtathya,  am,  n.  (fr.  o-ya- 

fa),  active,  diligent,  indefatigable;  (as),  m.  a 
man  who,  in  order  to  obtain  an  object,  uses  forcible 
instead  of  gentle  means ;  as,  for  instance,  a  beggar  who 
holds  a  lance  to  your  breast  in  asking  for  alms. 

STHT^  d-yaj,  cl.  I.  A.  -yajate,  -yashtum, 
to  honour  (the  gods) ;  to  give,  present. 
A-yaji,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  procuring,  granting ;  (SSy.) 

accomplishing  sacrifices  from  all  sides. 
A-yajuhlha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  procuring  most  or 

best ;  (SSy.)  sacrificing  best. 
A-yajyu,  ut,  ut,  u,  Ved.  endeavouring  to  gain ; inclined  to  sacrifice. 

A-ydr/a,  as,  m.  a  gift  given  at  a  sacrifice.  —  Ayd- 
ija-li/iiita,  ae,  d,  am,  obtained  by  sacrifice. 

BTTrT^  2.  a-yat,  cl.  I.  A.  -yatate,  -titum,  to 
make  effort ;  to  rest  on,  to  depend  on,  to  have  the 
upper  hand  (?). 
A-yatana,  am,  n.  resting-place,  support,  seat, 

place,  home,  house,  abode ;  the  place  of  the  sacred 
fire,  an  altar,  a  shed  for  sacrifices ;  a  sanctuary ;  a 
ground-plot,  the  site  of  a  house ;  a  barn  ;  (with  Bud- 

dhists) an  inner  seat  (the  five  senses  and  Manas  are 
considered  as  the  six  inner  seats  or  Syatanas);  the 

tfidtatfia),  unsuitableness,  unfitness,  incompatibility. 

W«4«lx  d-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ya((hati,  -yantum, 
to  stretch,  lengthen  out,  extend,  restrain  ;  A.  -ya(- 
fhate,  to  stretch  one's  self  or  be  stretched,  to  grow 
long;  to  grasp,  possess :  Caus. -ydma yati,  -l(,-yftam, 
to  lengthen,  &c. 

A-yata,  as,  d,  am,  long  ;  diffuse,  prolix;  (a«),  m. 
an  oblong  figure  (in  geometry).  —  Ayata-ifhadd,  f. 
the  plantain  tree  Musa  Paradisiaca  Lin.  —  Ayata- 

stu,  us,  m.  a  panegyrist.  —  Ayataksha  (°ta-ak°),  as, 
I,  am,  having  large  eyes  or  long  eyelids.  —  Ayatd- 

pdnga  (°ta-ap°),  ae,  I,  am,  having  a  long-cornered 
eye.  ̂   Ayatayati  (°ta-dy°),  is,  f.  long  continu- 

ance, remote  futurity.  —  Ayatdrd/ia  (°ta-ard}t°),  as, 
m.  (in  geometry)  half  an  oblong.  —  Ayateksltana 
(°ta-lk°),  as,  a,  am,  long-eyed,  having  long  or large  eyes. 

A-yati,  is,  f.  extension,  length ;  stretching  the 
hand,  accepting,  obtaining ;  connection,  junction ; 

meeting  ;  following  or  future  time ;  the  future,  '  the 
long  run  ;'  majesty,  dignity ;  restraint  of  mind  ;  N. 
of  a  daughter  of  Meru.  —  Ayati-mat,  an,  atl,  at, 
long,  extended ;  stately,  dignified ;  self-restrained. 
A-yantri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  fastens  or  raises ; 

(Say.)  one  who  approaches. 
A-yamana,  am,  n.  stretching  (as  a  bow). 

1 .  d-yamya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  stretched ;    to  be restrained. 

2.  d-yamya  or  d-yalya,  ind.  having  restrained, 
suppressed  or  stretched. 
A-ydma,  as,  m.  stretching,  extending ;  restraining, 

restraint,  stopping ;  expansion, length  (either  in  space 
or  time),  breadth  (in  mensuration).  —  Aydma-vat, 

an,  atl,  at,  extended,  long. 
A-ydmita,  as,  d,  am,  lengthened  out,  extended. 
A-ydmin,  I,  inl,  i,  one  who  restrains,  long  in 

space  or  time. ^iqcjcti  dyallaka, am,  n.  impatience,  long- 
ing for,  missing,  regretting  (etym.  doubtful). 

SNUHH  d-yavana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  yu  with 
a),  Ved.  a  spoon  for  stirring,  any  similar  implement. 

viiM^ti  (i-yavasa,  as  or  «m(?),  m.  n.,  Ved. 

pasture-ground,  place  for  feeding;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a man  (?). 

Sil<4flx  d-yas,  cl.  4.  P.  -yasyati,  -situm,  to 

exert  one's  self,  to  weary  one's  self,  become  exhausted  : 
Caus.  -ydtsayati,  -tc,  -yitum,  to  weary,  worry. 
A-yasta,  as,  d,  am,  pained,  distressed ;  vexed, 

angry ;  hurt,  killed  ;  managed  or  effected  with  diffi- 
culty; labouring,  toiling,  making  effort  or  exertion; 

sharpened,  whetted ;  thrown,  cast,  sent. 
A-ydsa,  as,  m.  effort,  exertion  (of  bodily  or  mental 

power),  trouble,  labour  ;  fatigue,  weariness. 
A-ydsaka,  as,  i,  am,  causing  effort,  fatigue  or 

weariness. 
A-ydsin,  I,  inl,  i,  making  exertion,  active,  labo- 

rious ;  exhausted  by  labour,  wearied. 
Miq«<  dyasa,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  ayas),  of  iron, 

made  of  iron  or  metal,  metallic ;  armed  with  an  iron 
weapon;  zealous?;  (i),  f.  armour  for  the  body,  a 
breastplate,  a  coat  of  mail ;  (am),  n.  iron ;  anything 

made  of  iron ;  a  weapon ;  a  wind-instrument. 



dyaskdra. 
a-rambhaka. 
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ayaskara,  as,  m.  the  upper  part 
of  the  thigh  of  an  elephant.  See  ayas-kdra. 

^mn  a-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -yatl,  -turn,  to  come, 
arrive,  approach,  reach,  attain ;  Ved.  to  bring. 

A-ydta,  as,  a,  am,  come ;  (am),  n.  excess,  super- abundance. 

A-ydti,  is,  f.  coming  near,  arrival;  (is),  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  Nahusha. 

A-ydna,  am,  n.  coming,  arrival ;  the  natural  tem- 
perament or  disposition. 

A-ydpana,  am,  n.  causing  to  come,  inviting. 

•wi«4lF«lff  d-ydfita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  ya6), urgently  requested  or  desired. 

'SITg  aVu>  us>  us>  u  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  an,  but 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ay,  to  go),  Ved.  living,  movable ; 
(us),  m.  a  living  being,  man ;  living  beings  collectively ; 
mankind  ;  the  human  race ;  the  first  man ;  life,  du- 

ration of  life }  wind ;  a  son,  descendant,  offspring ; 
the  son  of  Puriiravas  and  Urvasi ;  N.  of  a  man  per- 

secuted by  Indra,  also  of  one  protected  by  him ; 
N.  of  a  Rishi ;  of  a  son  of  Hrada ;  of  a  king  of 
frogs.  —  Ayu-shak,  ind.  (skak  fr.  rt.  sa£),  Ved. 
joined  with  men,  with  the  co-operation  of  men; 
(Say.)  attached  to. 
Ayus,  n.  life,  vital  power,  health,  duration  of  life, 

long  life,  vital  power ;  N.  of  a  ceremony,  commonly 
called  Ayushtoma,  performed  to  obtain  longevity  and 
forming  part  together  with  the  Go  and  Jyotis  of  the 
Abhi-plava  ceremony;  food;  [cf.  Dor. oi«;  perhaps 
also  alee?]  ;  (us),  m.  the  son  of  Pururavas  and  Urvasi. 

—  Ayuh-s'esha,  as,  m.  end  of  life,  death.  —  Ayuh- 
iesha-td,  f.  the  state  of  having  nothing  left  but  life. 
—  Ayur-dad,  t,  t,  t,  or  dyur-dd,  as,  as,  am,  or 
dyur-ddvan,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.   giving   life.  —  Ayur- 
dravya,  am,  n.  a  medicament.  —  Ayur-weda,  as, 
m.  the  science  of  health  or  medicine ;  it  is  classed 
among  sacred  sciences,  and  considered  as  a  supplement 
of  the  Atharva-veda  ;  it  contains  eight  departments : 

I .  Salj'a,  surgery ;  2.  S'Slakya,  inquiry  into  diseases 
of  the  head  and  its  organs ;  3.  Kaya-6kitsa,  treatment 
of  diseases  affecting  the  whole  body ;  4.  Bhuta-vidya, 
treatment  of  diseases  of  the  mind  supposed  to  be  pro- 

duced by  demoniacal  influence ;  5.  Kaumara-bhritya, 
treatment  of  children ;  6.  Agada-tantra,  doctrine  of 
antidotes ;  7.  RasSyana-tantra,  doctrine  of  elixirs ;  8. 
Vajikarana-tantra, rules  for  increasing  generative  power. 
—  Ayuneda-dri$,lc,  m.  a  physician.  —  Ayurveda- 
maya,  as,  I,  am,  acquainted  with  medical  science. 
—  Ayurvedlka,  as,  m.  acquainted  or  familiar  with 
medical  science,  a  physician.  —  Ayurvedin,  I,  inl,  i, 
belonging  to  medicine,  of  the  medical  profession, 
medical,  medicinal,  &c. ;  (?),  m.  a  practiser  of  physic, 
a  physician  or  surgeon.  —  Ayush-kdma,  as,  B,  am, 
wishing  for  life  or  health.  —  Ayush-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
producing  or  creating  life.  —  Ayushtoma,  as,  m.  (fr. 
dyus-stmna),  a  sacrifice  to  obtain  longevity.  —  Ayush- 
pd,  as,   as,  am,  Ved.   preserving   life.  —  Ayush- 
pratararia,  as,  I,  am, Ved.  prolonging  life.  —  Ayush- 
mat,  an,  ail,  at,  possessed  of  vital  power,  healthy, 
long-lived ;  alive,  living ;  lasting ;  old ;  (am),  m.  the 
third  of  the  twenty-seven  Yogas  or  divisions  of  the 
ecliptic ;  the  Yoga  star  in  the  third  lunar  mansion ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  UttanapSda,  also  of  SamhrSda.  —  Ayus- 

t  Team,  as,  a  or  I,  am,  promoting  longevity,  supporting 
Kfe.  —  Ayus-tejas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha. 

AyusJia,  am,  n.  (at  the  end  of  some  compounds) 
=  ayus,  life. 
AyialJca,  (with  Jainas)  union  or  connection  with 

the  body  or  person ;  that  which  proclaims  (kdyate) 
age  (ayui)  or  duration  of  life. 

Ayushya,as,a,am,  giving  long  life,  vital,  preserv- 
ative of  life,  for  the  sake  of  life,  relating  or  belong- 

ing to  it ;  (am),  n.  vital  power,  abundance  of  life  ; 

'  vivifying,'  N.  of  a  ceremony  performed  after  a  child's birth. 

W3*J,  I-  a-yuj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yunakti, 
-yunkte,  -yoktum,  to  yoke  to  (anything) ;  to  join ; to  appoint. 

A-yukta,  as,  a,  am,  appointed,  charged  with; 
united,  joined,  obtained;  (as),  m.  a  minister,  an 
agent  or  deputy. 

2.  d-yuj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  uniting,  joining. 
A-yoga,  as,  m.  appointment ;  action,  the  perform- 

ance of  an  act ;  presenting  or  offering  flowers,  per- 
fumes, Sec. ;  a  shore  or  bank,  a  quay  to  which  boats 

are  attached. 

A-yojana,  am,  n.  effort,  exertion;  taking,  seizing ; collecting. 

A-yojita,  as,  a,  am,  collected  together. 

•«ign  d-yuta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  yu),  melted, 
mixed,  mingled ;  (am),  n.  (with  a  implying  diminu- 

tion), half-melted  butter. 
A-yuvamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  mixing,  mingling. 

•wiQ^a-yudh,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -yudhyati,  -te, 
-yoddhum,  to  war  against,  attack,  oppose:  Caus. 
-yodhayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  attack,  oppose. 
A-yudha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  weapon ;  Ved.  a  vessel ; 

(ami),  n.  pi.,  Ved.  water ;  (am),  n.  gold  used  for 
ornaments.  —  Ayudha-jinn,  t,  inl,  i,  living  by  one's 
weapon;  (i),  m.  a  vrxmm.—Ayudka-dkarmini,  f. 
the  plant  Sesbania  ./Egyptiaca,  commonly  called 

Jayantl.  —  Ayudhdgdra  (°dha-dg°),  am,  n.  an  ar- 
moury, arsenal. 

Ayudhika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  arms ;  (as),  m. 
a  soldier,  warrior. 

Ayudhin,  I,  inl,  i,  bearing  weapons ;  (t),  ra.  a 
warrior. 

Ayudhiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  or  connected 
with  arms ;  (as),  m.  a  warrior. 
A-yodhana,  am,  n.  war,  battle ;  slaughter,  killing ; battle-field. 

••SUM  dye,  ind.  an  interjection  of  calling, 
expressive  of  affection. 

•wi«ii'i<t  dyogava,  as,  m.  a  man  belonging 
to  the  tribe  of  Ayogu ;  a  man  of  a  mixed  tribe  sprung 
from  a  S'udra  man  and  Vais"ya  woman ;  his  business 
is  carpentry  &c. ;  (t),  (.  a  woman  of  this  tribe. 

dyoda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi. 

i.  or,  dryati  Ved.  to  praise;  (Say.) 
to  approach  or  to  make  master  of. 

^TR  2.  dr  (d-ri),  cl.  3.  P.  eyarti,  or  cl.  5.  P. 
drnoti,  drtum,  dritum  or  dritum,  to  come;  to 
reach,  obtain,  fall  into  ;  to  inflict ;  to  insert,  place 
in  :  Caus.  drpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  partake  of; 
to  fix,  settle,  annex ;  to  ordain. 

i.  dra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?fr.  rt.  rt),  an  angle,  a 
corner;  N.  of  a  tree  ;  N.  of  a  lake;  brass;  oxide  of 

iron  ;  (as),  m.  the  planet  Mars,  "Apijj ;  the  planet 
Saturn ;  (a),  f.  a  shoemaker's  awl  or  knife,  a  bore, 
a  probe,  a  spoke.  —  Ara-kuta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  brass. 
—  Ardgra  (°rd-ag°),  am,  n.  the  point  of  an  awl ; 
the  iron  thong  at  the  end  (of  a  whip)  ;  the  edge  of 
a  semicircular  arrow-head ;  (as,  d,  am),  sharpened, 
sharp  at  the  top  and  broad  at  the  bottom  like  an  awl. 

—  Ardvall  (°rd-av°),  f.,  N.  of  a  chain  of  mountains, 
a  spur  of  the  Vindhya. 

Arta,  as,  d,  am,  afflicted,  pained.     See  s.  v. 
Arpita,  as,  d,  am,  fastened  to,  annexed  ;  depend- 

ing on. 
^IK  2.  dra  (contained  in  drdt,  are,  q.  v.), distance ;  proximity  (?). 

Arakat,  ind.,  Ved.  (with  abl.)  far  from. 

'"K  3.  dra,  probably  a  wrong  reading  for 
ara,  a  spoke,  q.  v. 

•sil«.rti  d-rakta,  as,  a,  am  (see  3.  a),  reddish. 

•••NKBJ  d-raksha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  raksh),  pre- 
served, defended,  proper  or  worthy  to  be  preserved  ; 

(as),  m.  protection,  guard,  preservation ;  the  junction 
of  the  frontal  sinuses  of  an  elephant;  the  part  of  the 
forehead  below  this  junction. 
A-rakshaka,  as,  a,  am,  who  or  what  guards  or 

protects;  (as),  m.  a  watchman;  see  the  next. 

A-raksMka,  as,  m.  a  watchman,  a  patrol  ;  a  vil- 
lage or  police  magistrate. 

A-rakshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  preserved  or  guarded. 
vm/sn!  drag-badha,  as,  m.  the  tree  Ca- 

thartocarpus  (Cassia)  Fistula  ;  (am),  n.  its  fruit. 

v"*-3f<-  arangara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  epithet  of 
a  bee. 

*(  I  <!•<»«  d-railita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  raf),  ar- 
ranged, prepared. 

vi  KS  drata,  am,  n.  flesh.  (This  word  is 
also  one  of  the  Gana  gaurddi  PSnini  IV.  1,41.) 

^eiKg  dratta,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 

and  country  in  Pai'ica-nada  or  the  Panjab.  —  Aratta-ja, 
as,  d,  am,  born  in  Aratta;  (as),  m.  an  inhabitant 
of  this  country  ;  a  horse  from  it. 

VM<S=C  dradava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  aradu), PSnini  IV.  2,  71. 

vii*.«!i  drama,  am,  n.  (probably  related  to 
i.  arana),  Ved.  depth,  abyss,  precipice. 

•«iK«u»T  dranaja,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class 
of  deities  forming  part  of  the  Kalpa-bhavas. 

drani,  is,  m.  an  eddy. 

draneya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  arani,  q.  v.)» 

relating  to  the  Aranis  or  two  pieces  of  wood  by  the 
attrition  of  which  sacred  fire  is  kindled  ;  (am),  n. 

or  draneya-parvan,  a,  n.  title  of  the  last  section  of 
the  third  book  of  the  Maha-bh5rata. 

dranya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  aranya), 
forest,  relating  to  a  forest,  forest-born,  wild  ;  (as),  m. 
pi.  wild  animals.  —  Aranya-gdna,  am,  n.  one  of  the 
four  GSnas  or  psalm-books  of  the  S5ma-veda.  —  A- 
ranya-parvan,  a,  n.,  N.  of  the  third  book  of  the 
MahS-bharata,  more  usually  called  vana-paman. 
—  Aranya-patfu,  us,  m.  a  wild  or  forest  animal  (as  a 
buffalo,  monkey,  8cc.).  —  Aranya-mudgd,  f.  a  kind 
of  bean,  Phaseolus  Trilobus  Ait.—  Araifya-rdii,  is, 
m.  (in  the  zodiac)  the  sign  Leo  ;  Aries  and  Taurus  ; 
the  former  half  of  Capricorn. 

Ara-ipydka,  as,  d,  am,  forest,  wild,  forest-born, 
produced  in  a  forest,  relating  to  a  forest  ;  the  dra- 
mjakam  parva  of  the  Mahi-bharata  is  either  the 
whole  third  book  or  only  the  first  section  of  it  ;  (as), 
m.  a  forester,  an  inhabitant  of  the  woods  ;  (am),  n. 

an  aranyaka,  i.e.  one  of  a  class  of  religious  and  phi- 
losophical writings  (closely  connected  with  the  Br§h- 

manas)  which  are  either  composed  in  forests  or  must 
be  studied  there  ;  the  Upanishads  are  considered  to 
be  attached  to  them.  —  A  ranyaka-kdnda,  am,  n. 
title  of  the  third  book  of  the  RSm3yana  and  of  the 

fourteenth  book  of  the  S'atapatha-Brahmana. 
draddha,  as,  or  dradvat,  an,  m.,  N. 

of  a  son  of  Setu. 

drandla  or  drandlaka,  am,  n.  sour 
gruel  made  from  the  fermentation  of  boiled  rice. 

iA,  cl.  i.  A.  -rabhate,  -rabdhnm, 
to  commence,  begin,  undertake  ;  to  be  active  or  ener- 

getic ;  to  rely,  obtain. 
A-raldha,  as,  d,  am,  begun,  commenced. 
A-rdbdhi,  is,  f.  beginning,  commencement. 
A-rabhata,  as,  m.  an  enterprising,  courageous 

man  ;  (as,  J),  m.  f.  boldness,  confidence  ;  (i),  f.  a 
branch  of  the  dramatic  art,  the  machinery  of  the 
drama,  the  representation  of  supernatural  and  horrible 
events  on  the  stage. 
A-ralhamdna,  as,  a,  am,  beginning,  commencing 

resolutely  with  a  determination  to  finish. 
A-rabhya,  ind.  having  begun,  beginning  from. 
A-ralhyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  commenced. 
A-ramb/M,  as,  m.  undertaking,  beginning;  a 

thing  begun  ;  commencement  ;  haste,  speed  ;  effort, 
exertion;  pride;  killing,  slaughter;  an  introduction, 
a  prologue,  &c.  —  Arambha-td,  f.  beginning. 
A-rambhaka,  as,  t,  am,  undertaking,  beginning. 
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A-rambhana,  am,  n.  taking  hold  of,  seizing, 

using ;  the  place  of  seizing,  a  handle.  —  Arambhana- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  seizable. 
A-rambhaniya,  as,  a,  am,  that  with  which  one 

must  begin,  forming  the  commencement. 
A-rambhtn,  I,  ini,  i,  enterprising,  one  who  makes 

many  new  projects. 

^nT^a-ram,  cl.  I.  P.  -ramati,  -rantum,  to 
delight  in ;  to  rest ;  to  leave  off. 

A-rata,  as,  a,  am,  quiet,  gentle. 
A-rati,  is,  f.  stopping,  ceasing ;  waving  lights  be- 

fore an  image. 
A-ramana,  am,  n.  taking  delight ;  cessation,  pause ; 

resting-place. 
A-rdma,  as,  m.  delight,  pleasure ;  place  of  pleasure, 

a  garden,  a  grove ;  [with  this  word  cf.  tiptfjia  and 

f/njuos.']  —  Ardma-s~ttald,  f.,  N.  of  a  fragrant  plant. 
Ardmika,  as,  m.  a  gardener. 

*MH.tl*U  d-rambana,  am,  n.  (=:  a-lambana), 
support. 

•411  (.4,  ̂ 11(13.     See  under  I.  a-ru. 
OK*!  a-ras,  cl.  I.  P.  -rasati,  -situm,  to 

bewail,  to  lament. 

«KU|  drasya,  am,  n.  (fir.  a-rasa),  insi- 
pidity, want  of  flavour  or  spirit. 

*UU  ara,  f.  a  probe,  an  awl.  See  under 
2.  dr. 

*|4JJ|  a-rdga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ranj  with  a), 
one  of  the  seven  suns  at  the  end  of  a  period  of  the 
world. 

^HKliO  d-rajnt,  f.  (fr.  rdjan  with  3.  a),  N. 
of  a  region. 

'flKIS  drdda,  as,  m.  with  the  epithet 
kdlapa,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  Sakya-muni. 

•*il<jf<!  drddhi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  a 
teacher  named  Saugata  in  the  Aitareya-Brahmana. 

•*u<jn  drat,  ind.  (see  2.  ara),  from  a  dis- 
tant place ;  distant ;  to  a  distant  place ;  far  from  (with 

abl.)  ;  near;  directly,  immediately. 
Ardtlya,  as,  a,  am,  remote ;  near,  proximate. 
Arattat,  ind.,  Ved.  from  a  distant  place. 

WKlfil  drdti,  is,  m.  an  enemy.   See  a-rdti. 

<SHlfd<*  d-rdtrika,  am,  n.  the  light  or  the 
vessel  containing  it  which  is  waved  at  night  before 
an  idol ;  N.  of  this  ceremony ;  N.  of  another  cere- 
mony. 

WTTn^a-rad/i,  cl.  5.  P.  -rddhnoti,  -rdddhum, 
or  Cans.  P.  -rddhayati,  -yitum,  to  conciliate,  pro- 

pitiate; strive  to  obtain  the  favour  of;  to  honour, 
worship ;  to  deserve,  merit :  Pass,  -rddhyate,  to  be 
effected  or  accomplished. 
A-rddhaJea,  ai,  a,  am,  who  or  what  worships, 

a  worshipper. 

A-rddhana,  am,  n.  propitiating,  rendering  favour- 
able to  one's  self;  (am),  n.  accomplishment,  under- 

taking ;  cooking ;  acquirement,  attainment ;  grati- 
fying, propitiating,  worshipping;  (a),  f.  service;  (i), 

f.  worship,  adoration,  propitiation  of  the  deities. 
A-radfumlya  or  d-rddhitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be 

worshipped  or  adored,  to  be  conciliated  or  propitiated. 
A-rddhayitri,  td,  trt,  tri,  endeavouring  to  conci- 

liate or  propitiate. 

A-rddhayishnu,  ut,  u»,  u,  propitiatory  ;  =  the 
preceding. 

A-radKita,  at,  d,  am,  accomplished,  effected; 
propitiated,  pleased;  worshipped,  honoured,  rever- 
enced. 

A-rddJiya,  a»,  a,  am,  to  be  made  favourable,  to 
be  worshipped. 

A-rddhyamdna,  at,  a,  am,  being  in  course  of 
fulfilment,  being  accomplished;  being  worshipped, 
receiving  worship. 

A-rirddhayifhit,  us,  us,  it,  endeavouring  to  gain 
one's  favour,  desirous  of  worshipping. 

SHKlfrJcfc  drdlika,  as,  I,  m.  f.  a  cook, 

(etymology  doubtful,  said  to  be  fr.  ardla,i.  e.  bend- 
ing over  dishes.) 

dravatl,  f.     See  under  2.  dr. 

d-Hc",  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -rinakti,  -rinkte, -rektum,  to  empty. 

A-reka,  as,  m.  emptying,  doubt. 
A-refita,  as,  d,  am,  emptied,  contracted,  mixed. 

•fllfXfd*  dritrika,  adj.  fr.  aritra.  Panini IV.  a,  116. 

^ifXn^H  drindama,  as,  m.  patronymic  of 

the  prince  Sana-sruta. 

isiO  d-rl,  cl.  4.  A.  -rlyate,  -return,  to 
trickle  or  flow  upon,  to  flow  over,  water. 

^THj  i  .  a-ru,  cl.  2  .  P.  -rauti  or  -ravlti,  -raw- 
turn,  to  shout,  to  cry  out  ;  to  praise. 
A-rava,  as,  m.  cry,  crying,  howling,  crash,  sound  ; 

N.  of  a  people. 

A-rdva,  as,  m.  cry,  crying;  humming  (of  bees 
&c.);  sound. 
A-rdvin,  I,  m.  epithet  of  Jayasena. 

•sinj  2.  dm,  us,  m.  a  hog  ;  a  crab  ;  the  tree 
Lagerstrcemia  Regina  ;  (its),  f.  a  pitcher. 

%MHj<*  druka,  am,  n.  a  medicinal  plant  of 

cooling  properties  growing  on  the  Himalaya  moun- tains. 

vi  nj^  d-ru6,  Caus.  -rotayati,  -yitum,  to 
regard  as  pleasant,  to  choose. 
A-roka,  as,  m.  shining  through  ;  small  points  of 

light  between  the  threads  of  a  web. 
A-rw'ana,  as,  d,  am,  shining. 

v)i^>^  d-rvj,  k,  k,  k  (rt.  ruj),  breaking. 
A-ruja,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  breaking,  destroying  ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshas  attendant  on  Ravana. 
A-rujatnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  breaking. 
A-roga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sun  [cf.  d-rdga]. 

»i«^  drunapardjin,  I,  m.,  N.  of 
an  ancient  Kalpawork  on  the  ritual  of  the  BrShmanas. 

•flUcPm  druni,  is,  m.  (fr.  aruna),  N.  of 
Uddalaka,  a  renowned  Brahmana  teacher,  son  of  Aruna 
Aupave^i  and  father  of  Svetaketu  ;  N.  of  Auddalaki, 
i.  e.  of  Svetaketu  ;  of  Supanieya,  son  of  Prajapati  ; 
of  Vainateya,  son  of  Vinata. 
Aruipeya,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Svetaketu. 

iH  I  <>'  fill  •i^drunin,  t'nas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school 
derived  from  VaiSsmpayana  Aruni. 

•«fl*\*!.fl  drum,  f.,  Ved.  '  the  red  one,'  a  N. 
given  to  the  horses  of  the  Maruts,  which  are  females. 
See  arutfa. 

•fllljWa-rurfA,  cl.y.  P.  -runaddhi,-roddhum, 
to  keep  off:  Caus.  -rodftayati,  -yitum,  to  obstruct, 

impede. 
A-rodhana,am,  n.,Ved.  secret  place,  innermost  part. 

VH  ̂ M!  arushi,  f.  (fr.  arusha),  N.  of  a 

daughter  of  Manu  and  mother  of  Aurva. 

i!(H\Mii.  drush-kara,  am,  n.  the  fruit  of 
the  Semecarpus  Anacardium. 

•>H1tv^  I.  d-ruh,  cl.  I.  P.  -rohati,  -rod/mm, 
to  ascend,  mount,  bestride  ;  to  venture  upon,  under- 

take ;  to  attain,  gain  :  Caus.  -rohayati  or  -ropayati, 
•yitum,  to  cause  to  mount  or  ascend,  raise  ;  to  cause 
to  grow  ;  to  plant  ;  to  place,  fasten  ;  to  attribute. 
A-rurukshamdna,  as,  d,  am  (Desid.),  wishing  to ascend. 

A-ruruTahu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  to  rise  or  ascend 
or  advance,  &c. 

2.  d-ruh,  k,  k,  i.Ved.  ascending  ;  (k),  f.  excrescence, 
shoot  (of  a  plant). 

urffhd. 
A-ruJia,  as,  d,  am,  leaping  up,  mounting,  ascend- 

ing ;  (as),  m.  ascent. A-ruhya,  ind.  having  mounted,  having  ascended. 
A-rudha,  as,  d,  am,  mounted,  ascended,  risen; 

raised  up,  elevated  on  high :  often  used  in  compounds, 
e.  g.  indriydrudha,  brought  under  the  cognizance 
of  the  senses,  perceived.— Arudha-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
mounting,  rising.  9 
A-rudhi,  is,  f.  ascent,  mounting,  ascending. 
A-rodhavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  ascended  or  mounted. 
A-rodhri,  dhd,  dhri,  dhri,  who  or  what  mounts or  rides,  &c. 

A-ropa,  as,  m.  imposing  (as  a  burden),  burdening 
with,  charging  with ;  placing  in  or  on ;  assigning  or 
attributing  to ;  relating  to ;  superior  position. 

A-ropaka,  as,  d,  am,  planting,  fixing,  causing  to ascend. 

A-ropana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  placing  or  fixing  in 
or  on ;  causing  to  mount  or  ascend,  raising  to  heaven ; 
planting ;  trusting,  delivering ;  the  stringing  of  a  bow. 
A-ropamya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  made  to  ascend ;  to be  raised,  placed,  &c. 

A-ropita,  as,  d,  am,  raised,  elevated ;  fixed,  placed, 
made ;  strung  (as  a  bow) ;  deposited,  intrusted ;  conse- 

crated ;  accidental,  adventitious. 

1.  d-ropya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  placed  or  fixed  on  or  in. 
2.  d-ropya,  ind.  having  made  to  ascend,  having 

caused  to  mount,  having  placed  upon. 

A-ropyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  strung,  being  tried to  be  strung. 

A-roha,  as,  m.  one  who  mounts  or  ascends,  a  rider 
(on  a  horse  &c.),  one  who  is  seated  in  a  carriage ; 
ascent,  rising,  creeping  up,  mounting,  riding ;  haughti- 

ness, pride ;  elevation,  elevated  place,  altitude  ;  a  heap, 

mountain ;  a  woman's  waist,  the  buttocks ;  length ; 
measure ;  descending  (  =  ava-roha  ?) ;  a  mine. 
A-rohaka,  as,  d,  am,  ascending;  rising;  raising 

up ;  (as),  m.  a  rider ;  a  tree. A-rohana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  rising,  ascending ;  the 
rising  or  growing  of  new  shoots,  growing  (of  plants) ; 
Ved.  a  carriage;  an  elevated  stage  for  dancing;  a 
ladder,  a  staircase ;  riding  on  (a  horse  &c.). 

Arohanika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  ascent  or mounting. 

A-rohin,  i,  itii,  i,  ascending,  mounting ;  one  who 
mounts  or  rides. 

•sii^  ar«,  MS,  «s,  «,  of  a  tawny  colour ; 

(us),  m.  tawny  (the  colour). 
^ITT  are,  ind.  (see  2.  ara),  Ved.  far,  far 

from  (with  abl.) ;  near.— Are-agha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
having  evil  far  removed.  —  Are-avadya,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  one  from  whom  blame  or  insult  is  far  removed. 
—  Are-datru,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  one  whose  enemies 
are  driven  far  away. 

•«ii<.c|fi  ureaata,  as,  m.  a  tree,  =  drag- 

batlha,  q.  T.  ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  this  tree. 
<S)K^<ll  d-rehana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  rih  for  lih 

with  a),  Ved.  licking,  kissing. 

viiCl'H  drogya,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-roga),  free- 
dom from  disease,  health. 

VMlO^  drki,  is,  m.  a  son  of  Arka  or  the 

sun ;  epithet  of  the  planet  Saturn. 

wiisj  drksha,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  riksha),  stellar, 
regulated  by  the  stars  or  constellations;  (a«),  m.  a 
son  or  descendant  of  Riksha ;  epithet  of  Asvamedha, 
of  S'rutarvan,  of  Sarnvarana.  —  Arksha-varsha,  as, 
m.  a  stellar  year  or  revolution  of  a  constellation. 
Arkshya,  patronymic  of  riksha  Panini  IV.  i,  105. 

•SIIBJI^  drkshoda,  as,  i,  am,  inhabiting  the 
mountain  Rikshoda. 

<UJ(r4  drgala,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  bolt  or  bar. 
See  argala. 

iHIJ'^H  drgbadha,  as,  m.  =  drag-badha,  q.v. 

4IIIJI  drghd,  f.  a  sort  of  yellow  bee. 
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Arghya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  this  bee;  (am), 
n.  its  honey. 

W*f  ar<?a,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  area  or  fr.  n<f), 
devout,  worshipping  ;  relating  to  the  Ric  or  Rig-veda. 

Arfika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  Rig-veda  ;  (am), 
n.  an  epithet  of  the  SSma-veda. 

^HI-^FS  drfatka,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of 
Sara. 

•>HI'^lf*T«^  drcdbhin,  mas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
school,  founded  by  a  pupil  of  Vaiiampayana. 

•>H|^  drCh  (a-ri6h),  cl.  6.  P.  artthati,  -ihi- 
tum,  to  fall  into  (mischief)  ;  to  obtain  ;  to  partake  of. 

•4UJN'  drjava,  am,  n.  (fr.  riju),  straight- 
ness,  straight  direction  ;  rectitude,  propriety  of  act  or 
observance  ;  honesty,  open  behaviour  ;  sincerity. 

•*KI*jTe|i  drj'ika,  as,  m.  (cf.  rifika),  Ved. 
originally  perhaps  a  milk-vessel.  This  word  probably 
denotes  a  celestial  vessel,  in  which  the  heavenly  Soma 
is  purified,  or  one  of  the  rivers  which  it  forms  in 
the  sky  ;  (Say.)  a  lake  in  the  country  Rijika. 

Arjiklya,  as,  m.  =  the  preceding  ;  (a),  f.  a  terres- 

trial river  ;  N.  of  the  river  VipSs'S. 

^iTjrimn  drjundyana,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  ar- 
juna,),  N.  of  a  people. 

Arjundyanaka,  as,  i,  am,  inhabited  by  the  Arju- 
nayanas. 

••sH^Cn  drjuni,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Arjuna. 
Arjuneya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Kutsa. 

^n^any  (d-rinj),  cl.  i.  A.  drftjate,  -jitum, 
to  strive  after,  to  endeavour  to  obtain,  to  wish  to 

possess. 

^(TJt  drla,  as,  d,  am  (probably  past  pass. 
part,  of  rt.  ri  with  prep,  a,  but  according  to  some  fr. 
rt.  rit,  and  according  to  others  an  irreg.  formation 
fr.  rt.  ard,  which  ought  to  form  arna  with  prep. 
sarn,  ni  and  CT,  and  ardita  in  other  cases),  struck 

by  calamity,  afflicted,  pained,  disturbed  ;  injured  ;  op- 
pressed, sutfering,  sick,  unhappy.  —  Arta-yala,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Barleria  Czrulea.  —  Arta-tara,  as, 
a,  am,  extremely  pained,  disturbed,  confounded. 
—  Arta-ta,  f.  state  of  affliction,  pain.  —  Arta-ndda 
or  drta-svara,  as,  m.  a  cry  of  pain.  •«  Arta-bandhu, 
us,  m.  friend  of  the  distressed. 

Arti,  is,  (.  painful  occurrence,  pain,  injury,  mischief, 
evil  ;  sickness  ;  the  end  of  a  bow  [cf.  arti  and 

artel],  —  Arti-mat,  an,  aft,  at,  having  or  suffering 
pain  ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent.  —  Arti-han,  d,  d,  a, 
or  drti-hara,  as,  d,  am,  destroying  pain.  —  Arty- 
apaharana,  am,  n.  the  relieving  of  distress,  pain,  &c. 

'Slflii  drtand,  {.  (according  to  Say.  de- 
rived fr.  drift  above),  Ved.  a  destructive  combat  ; 

(as  an  adj.?)  uncultivated,  wild  ground  (?  connected 
with  dra,  arana,  aranya,  &c.). 

'ainntVu  drtaparni,  is,  in.  the  son  of  Rita- 
parna.  a  patronymic  of  Sudasa. 

iHlft*<I'(  drtabhdr/a,  as,  m.  son  of  Rita- 
bhaga,  a  patronymic  of  Jarat-karava. 

uiinq  drtava,  as,  d  or  i,  am  (fr.  ritu),  be- 
longing or  conforming  to  the  seasons  or  periods  of 

time,  seasonable  ;  menstrual,  relating  to  or  produced 
by  this  discharge  ;  (as),  m.  a  section  of  the  year,  a 
combination  of  several  seasons  ;  (i),  f.  a  mare  ;  (am), 

n.  the  menstrual  discharge,  certain  days  after  the  men- 
strual discharge  fit  for  generation  ;  fluid  discharged 

by  the  female  of  an  animal  at  the  time  of  rut  ;  a 
flower. 

Artveyl,  f.  a  woman  during  her  courses. 

drtni,  f.,  Ved.  the  end  of  a  bow,  the 
place  where  the  string  or  sinew  is  fastened  ; 

'f  iW»fl«T  drtvijlna,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ritvij), fit  for  the  office  of  a  priest. 

Artvijya,  am,  n.  the  office  or  business  of  a  sacri- 
ficing priest,  his  rank  or  order. 

^rTF^  drtvya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of 
Dvi-murdhan,  a  kind  of  Asura. 

drtha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  artha),  relating 

to  a  thing  or  object;  material,  significant  (opposed  to 
iSabda,  q.  v.). 

Arthajxctya,  am,  n.  (fr.  artha-pati),  power  over 
or  possession  of  a  thing. 

Arthika,  as,  I,  am,  significant,  wise,  rich  ;  substan- 
tial, real,  pertaining  to  the  true  substance  of  a  thing. 

'STrft  drdra,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
ard),  wet,  moist,  damp;  fresh,  not  dry,  succulent, 
green  (as  a  plant),  living  ;  fresh,  new  ;  soft,  tender, 
full  of  feeling,  warm  ;  loose,  flaccid  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 

a  grandson  of  Prithu;  (a),  f.  the  fourth  or  sixth 
Nakshatra  or  lunar  mansion.  —  Ardra-kdshtha,  am, 

n.  green  wood,  timber  not  dry.  —  A  rdra-td,  f.  or 
ardra-tva,  am,  n.  wetness,  moisture;  freshness, 

greenness  ;  softness,  tenderness.  —  Ardra-ddnu,  us, 
us,  »,  Ved.  granting  moisture.  —  Ardra-nayana,  as, 
d,  am,  moist-eyed,  weeping,  suffused  with  tears. 
—  Ardra-pavl,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  moist  or  drip- 

ping fellies  (said  of  a  carriage).  —  Ardra-pamtra, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a  wet  strainer  ;   epithet  of 
the  Soma.  —  Ardra-mdsTid,  f.  a  leguminous  shrub, 
Glycine  Debilis.  —  Ardra-idka,  am,  n.  fresh  ginger. 

—  Ardra-hasta,    as,  d,  am,  Ved.   moist-handed. 

—  Ardrd-luldhaka,  as,  m.  the  dragon's  tail  or  de- 
scending node. 

Ardraka,  am,  n.  ginger  in  its  undried  state  ;  (ae, 

i,  am),  born  under  the  constellation  Ardra  ;  (us), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasumitra. 

Ardraya,  nom.  P.  drdrayati,  -yitum,  to  make 
wet,  moisten. 

x  drdh  (a-ridh),  Desid.  A.  ertsate,  to 
wish  to  obtain  or  to  collect. 

drdha  (fr.  ardha),  used  at  the  begin- 

ning of  compounds  to  express  '  half.' 
ArdJiadraunika,  as,  i,  am,  bought  with  half  a 

drona,  containing  it,  Sec. 

Ardhadhatuka,  as,  I,  am,  applicable  to  half  the 
root  or  to  the  shorter  form  of  the  verbal  base  ;  this 
is  the  name  of  those  terminations  and  affixes  which 

belong  to  the  six  non-conjugational  or  general  tenses. 
These  terminations  are  supposed  to  be  affixedim- 
mediately  to  the  root  or  with  the  interposition  only 
of  an  augment,  such  as  the  inserted  i. 

Ard/iaprasthika,  as,  i,  am,  bought  &c.  with 
half  a  prastha. 
Ardhamdsika,  asr  i,  am,  lasting  8K.  for  half  a 

month;  observing  or  practising  (continence  &c.)  for 
a  fortnight. 

Ardhardtrikn,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  ardha-rdlra),  N. 
of  an  astronomical  school  who  reckoned  the  begin- 

ning of  the  motions  of  the  planets  from  midnight. 

Ardhika,  as,  J,  am,  sharing  half,  an  equal  partner  ; 
relating  to  half;  (as),  m.  one  who  ploughs  the 
ground  for  half  the  crop. 

'ill  5  <*  drdhuka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  ridh),Ved. 
conducive  to  success,  useful,  beneficial. 

^TH*^nrpat/,Caus.  fr.  rt.  n  with  «.  See  2  .  dr. 
Arpayitri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  injures  or  hurts. 

isii*!  «i  drbhava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ribhu),  be- 
longing or  sacred  to  the  Ribhus. 

drya,  as.  d,  m.  f.  (fr.  arya,  rt.  ri),  a 

loyal  or  faithful  man,  a  man  of  one's  own  race  ;  one who  is  faithful  to  the  deities  of  his  country  ;  N.  of 

the  Hindu  and  Iranian  people  (opposed  to  an-drya, 
asyu,  dasa);  in  later  times  N.  of  the  first  three 

castes  (opposed  to a  man  highly  esteemed, 
a  respectable,  honourable  man  ;  a  master,  an  owner  ;  a 
friend  ;  a  Vaisya;  Buddha;  (with  Buddhists)  a  man  who 
has  thought  on  the  four  chief  principles  of  Buddhism 
and  lives  according  to  them  ;  a  son  of  Manu  Savarna  ; 

(as,  d  or  i,  am),  Aryan,  favourable  to  the  Aryan 
people ;  behaving  like  an  Aryan,  worthy  of  one, 
honourable,  respectable,  noble ;  of  a  good  family  ; 
excellent ;  wise ;  suitable ;  (a),  f.  a  name  of  PSrvati ; 
a  kind  of  metre  of  two  lines,  each  line  consisting  of 

seven  and  a  half  feet ;  each  foot  containing  four  in- 
stants,.except  the  sixth  of  the  second  line,  which  con- 

tains only  one,  and  is  therefore  a  single  short  syllable ; 
hence  there  are  thirty  instants  in  the  first  line  and 

twenty-seven  in  the  second  ;  [with  drya  cf.  the  Old 

Germ,  fra  and  Mod.  Germ.  Ehrc."]  *•  Arya-grihya, 
as,  d,  am,  easily  to  be  got  by  honourable  men,  to 
be  received  with  honour  by  noble  men ;  decorous, 

respectable,  right.  —  Arya-td,  (.  or  drya-tva,  am,  n. 
honourable  behaviour.  —  Arya-dcva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

pupil  of  Nagarjuna.  —  Arya-de^a,  as,  m.  a  region 
inhabited  by  Aryans  or  followers  of  the  Aryan  laws. 

—  Aryadefya,  as,  d,  am,  originating  from  such  a 
region.  —  Arya-putra,  as,  m.  son  of  an  Aryan  or 
honourable  man ;   the  son  of  a  spiritual  preceptor ; 

honorific  designation  of  the  son  of  an  elder  brother ; 
of  a  husband  by  his  wife ;  of  a  prince  by  a  general ; 
a  husband  (in  theatrical   language).  —  Arya-prdya, 

as,  d,  am,  inhabited  by  Aryan  people;   abound- 
ing with  respectable  persons.  —•  Arya-bhatta,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  renowned  astronomer,  the  inventor  of 

algebra,   among   the   Hindus.  —  Arya-bhdva,  as, 
m.   honourable    character    or   behaviour.  —  Arya- 

mdrga,  as,  m.  the   way  of  the   honourable,  the 

respectable  way.  —  Arya^nis'ra,  ds,  m.  pi.  an  as- sembly of  respectable  or  honourable  men;    (as,  d, 

am),  distinguished,  respectable ;  (as),  m.  a  gentleman, 
a  man  of  consequence.  —  Arya-yuvan,  d,  m.  an  Aryan 

youth.  —  Arya-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Arya- 
rupa,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  only  the  form  of  an 
Aryan ;  a  hypocrite,  an  impostor.  —  Aryalingin,  i.iiii, 
i,  one  who  bears  the  external  semblance  of  an  Aryan 

or  honourable  man,  an  impostor.  —  Arya-varman,  d, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Arya-vritta,  am,  n.  the  behaviour 
of  an  Aryan  or  noble  man ;  (as,  d,  am),  behaving 

like  an  Aryan ;  virtuous,  good,  pious4  —  Arya-ves'a, 
as,  d,  am,  dressed  like  an  Aryan,  well  clothed,  fine. 
—  Arya-vrata,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  observes  the 
laws  and  ordinances  of  the  Aryans  or  honourable  men. 

—  Arya-sangli&,  as,  m.  the  whole  body  of  the 
Aryans,  the  collective  body  of  noblemen ;  N.  of  a 
renowned  philosopher,  founder  of  the  school  of  the 

Yogakaras.  —  Arya-satya,  am,  n.  a  noble  or  sublime 
truth ;  four  such  truths  form  the  four  chief  principles 
of  Buddhism. —Arya-siyha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
patriarch.  —  Arya-hridya,  as,  d,  am,  beloved  by  the 
noble.  —  Aryd-glti,  is,  f.  a  variety  of  the  Arya  metre, 

containing  eight  equal  feet  or  thirty-two  syllabic  in- 
stants in  each  verse  of  the  couplet.  —  Arydvarta  Cya- 

dv°),  as,  m.  abode  of  the  noble  or  excellent ;  the 
sacred  land  or  place  of  residence  of  the  Aryans ;  N. 

of  the  land  extending  from  the  eastern  to  the  western 
sea,  and  bounded  on  the  north  and  south  by  the 

Himalaya   and  Vindhya  mountains.  —  Aryd-mldsa, 

as,  m.  title  of  a  work.  —  Arydshtas'ata  (^ya-ashia- 

sa°),  am.,  n.  title  of  a  work  of  Arya-bhatta's,  consisting 
of  eight  hundred  distichs. 
Aryaka,  as,  m.  an  honourable,  respectable  man ;  a 

grandfather ;  ty  of  a  cowherd  who  became  king ;  of 
a  Naga.  —  Arytikd  or  dryikd,  f.  a  respectable  woman ; 
(ikd),  f.,  N.  of  a  Nakshatra  ;  (akam),  n.  a  ceremony 
performed  to  the  manes,  the  vessel  £c.  used  in  sacri- 

fices made  to  the  manes. 

Arydnaka,  N.  of  a  country. 
411^ I <*  drvdk,  ind.  after,  afterwards,  be- 

hind. See  arvdk. 

•>HI3I  <irsa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ris'ya),Ved.  belong- 
ing to  the  antelope. 

Wl  drsha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  risld),  relating  or 

belonging  to  or  derived  from  Rishis,  i.  e.  the  poets 
of  the  Vedic  and  other  old  hymns,  archaistic ;  (as),  m. 

a  form  of  marriage  derived  from  the  Rishis,  the 
father  of  the  bride  receiving  one  or  two  pairs  of  kine 
from  the  bridegroom;  (am),  ".  the  speech  of  a L  1 
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Rishi,  the  holy  text,  the  Vedas ;  sacred  descent ;  thi 
derivation  (of  a  poem)  from  a  Rishi  author ;  (d) 

{.  a  class  of  Vedic  metres.  —  Anhodha  (°sha-udh°] 
f.  a  wife  married  according  to  the  Arsha  form. 
Arsheya,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  o 

derived  from  a  Rishi,  of  sacred  descent ;  venerable 

respectable;  (am), n.  sacred  descent.  —  Areheya-vat 
an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  connected  with  sacred  descent. 

^TPW  drshabha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rishabha) 

derived  from  a  bull,  produced  by  one. 

Arshabhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  first  C'akravartin  in 
BhSrata ;  a  son  of  the  first  Tlrthakrit  Rishabha. 

Arshabhya,as,  d,  am,  a  steer  sufficiently  full-grown 
to  be  used  or  one  fit  to  be  castrated. 

wfemu  (irshtisheiia,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
of  DevSpi. 

%!Tt!lf  drhata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  arhat),  belong- 
ing to  the  doctrine  of  Jina  or  the  Jains ;  (as),  m.  a 

Jaina,  a  follower  of  the  doctrines  of  Jina. 

Arhatya,  am,  n.  the  quality  or  practice  of  an 
Arhat  or  Jain  saint. 

^TT?J  dla,  am,  n.  spawn,  any  discharge  of 
venomous  matter  from  poisonous  animals ;  yellow 

arsenic,  orpiment ;  (as,  d,  aim),  not  small,  large,  ex- 

tensive. —  Alakta,  (°la-ak°),  us,  a,  am,  Ved.  anointed 
with  poison  (as  an  arrow). 

•«n«jT!r  d-laksh,  cl.  IO.  P.  A.  -lakshayati, 
-te,  -yitrnn,  to  descry,  behold. 

i.  d-lakshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  observed,  visible, 
apparent. 

wio»>5j<iH  dlakshanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-la- 
kshana),  misfortune,  crime. 

fllpiVW  2.  d-lakshya,  as,  d,  am  (3.  d  pre- 
prefized  in  the  sense  of  diminution),  scarcely  visible. 

iHM'l^  alagarda,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
Cobra.  See  alagarda. 

lairt^  d-lap,  cl.  I.  P.  -lapati,  -pitum,  to 
address,  speak  to,  converse :  Caus.  -Idpayati,  -yitum, 
to  engage  (another)  in  conversation,  to  question. 
A-lapa,  as,  m.  speaking  to,  addressing,  speech, 

conversation,  communication;  statement  of  the  ques- 
tion in  an  arithmetical  or  algebraic  sum ;  a  question. 

—  Alaparvat,  an,  ati,  at,  speaking,  addressing. 
A-lapana,  as,  d,  am,  causing  to  speak  or  converse 

about ;  (am),  n.  speaking  to,  convening  with. 
A-ldpaniya  or  a-lapya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  said  or 

spoken,  to  be  spoken  to  or  addressed. 

A-ldpin,  i,  ini,  i,  speaking  or  conversing  with ; 
(ini),  f.  a  lute  made  of  a  gourd. 

•fllrtH  d-labh,  cl.  i.  A.  -labhate,  -labdhum, \ 
to  take  hold  of,  touch,  handle. 

A-labhana,  am,  n.  taking  hold  of,  bringing  (?). 
i.  d-labhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  fit  to  be  killed  or 

sacrificed. 

i.  d-labhya,  ind.  having  received  or  obtained. 
A-lambha,  as,  m.  taking  hold  of,  seizing,  touching; 

tearing  off,  rooting  out  (of  plants) ;  the  killing  of  the 
animal  at  a  sacrifice. 

A-lambhana,  am,  n.  taking  hold  of,  touching; 
killing. 

A-lambhaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  taken  hold  of  or 
handled,  to  be  touched. 

A_-lamh/r!i>,  ;,  in~it  j,  touching,  taking  hold  of. 
A-lnmllnja,  as,  d,  am,  obtainable,  to  be  obtained; 

fit  or  proper  to  be  killed.  • 

•flirt tf  d-lamb,  cl.  I.  A.  -lambatf,  -bitum, 
to  rest  or  lean  upon  ;  to  hang  from  ;  to  depend ;  to 
lay  hold  of,  support,  seize ;  to  strike  up  (a  tune  or note). 

A-lamba,  as,  d,  am,  hanging  down;  (as),  m. 
that  on  which  one  rests  or  leans  ;  support ;  receptacle ; 
a  prop  ;  an  asylum  ;  depending  on  or  from  ;  a  per- 

pendicular; (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  with  poisonous 
leaves. 

-i-lambana,  am,  n.  depending  on  or  resting  upon, 

hanging  from;  supporting,  sustaining;  fundament 
base ;  reason,  cause ;  (in  rhetoric)  the  natural  an< 
necessary  connection  of  feeling  with  the  cause  whicl 
excites  it ;  the  mental  exercise  practised  by  the  Yogin 
in  endeavouring  to  realize  the  gross  form  of  the 
eternal ;  silent  repetition  of  a  prayer ;  (with  Bud 
dhists)  the  five  attributes  of  things  corresponding  to  thi 
five  senses,  viz.  form,  sound,  smell,  taste,  and  touch 
also  dharma  or  law  corresponding  to  manas. 

Alambdyana  or  dlambdyani-putra,  as,  m.,  N 
of  a  teacher. 

A-lambi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Vais'ampayana. 
A-lambita,  as,  d,  am,  pendent,  suspended,  hang- 

ing from  or  on ;  supported,  upheld ;  protected. 

A-lambin,  i,  ini,  i,  hanging  from,  resting  or 
leaning  upon;  depending  on  or  from;  laying  hole 
of,  supporting,  maintaining ;  wearing ;  (inas),  m.  pi, 
N.  of  a  school. 

A-lambya,  ind.  having  supported ;  supporting, 
sustaining ;  taking  by  the  hand. 

d-laya.     See  under  2.  d-li. 
dlarka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  alarka),  caused 

by  or  relating  to  a  mad  dog. 

•^HIcJMJW  dlavanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-lavana), 
ugliness,  insipidity. 
^TTrtMlpi  dlavdla,  am,  n.  a  basin  for  water 

round  the  root  of  a  tree.  See  alavdla,  dvala. 

'«ii«H  dlasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  a-lasa),  idle, slothful,  lazy. 

Alasya,  as,  i,  am,  idle,  slothful,  apathetic ;  (am), 
n.  idleness,  sloth,  want  of  energy.  —  Alasya-niban- 
dhana,  as,  d,  am,  originating  in  indolence. 

'-i  I  rt  1 3i  dldkta.     See  under  dla. 

•^1(414^  dldtya,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  lot  for  rat), 
Ved.  being  amongst  the  breakers  of  the  sea  (?). 

dldta,  am,  n.  a  firebrand ;  a  coal 
burning  or  extinguished.     See  alata. 

ina,  am,  n.  (etym.  doubtful),  the 
post  to  which  an  elephant  is  tied ;  the  rope  that  ties 
lim ;  a  fetter,  a  tie ;  a  rope  or  string ;  tying,  binding ; 

[as),  m.,  N.  of  a  minister  of  Siva. 
Aldnlka,  as,  d,  am,  serving  as  a  post  to  which  an 

elephant  is  tied. 

4II;6|(4  d-ldpa,  &c.     See  under  d-lap. 

vtlrtl^  dldbu,  us,  or  dldbii,  its,  f.  a  pump- 
sin  gourd.     See  a-labu. 

dldvarta  (°la-dv°?),  am,  n.  a  fan 
made  of  cloth. 

dldsya  (°la-ds°),  as,  m.  a  croco- 
dile ('  poison-mouthed ;'  see  dla). 

ali,  is,  m.  (see  ali),  a  scorpion;  a 

>ee ;  (is),  f.  a  woman's  female  friend  ;  a  row,  range, 
continuous  line  [cf.  dealt]  ;  a  ridge  or  mound  of 
earth  crossing  ditches,  dividing  fields,  &c. ;  a  dike ; 

a  line,  a  race,  family ;  (it,  is,  i),  useless,  idle,  un- 

meaning ;  pure,  honest,  sincere. 
Alin,  1,  m.  a  scorpion  [cf.  ulin]. 
Ali,  f.  a  female  friend,  row,  range,  line,  &c. 

?TTTrt"^  d-likh,  el.  6.  P.  -likhati,  -lekhitum, 
o  write,  delineate. 
A-likhat,  an,  m.  scratching ;  N.  of  an  evil  spirit. 
A-likhya,  ind.  pourtraying,  delineating,  sketching. 
A-lekhana,  as,  d,  am,  scratching,  painting ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  teacher ;  (i),  f.  a  brush,  a  pencil ;  (am), 
n.  scratching,  writing,  painting. 

A-leklnjn,  d*,  a,  am,  to  be  written,  to  be  deline- 
ated or  painted  ;  (nm),  n.  a  painting,  writing.  —  Ale- 

kltytt-lekliii,  f.  painting.  —  Alckhi/a-iiesha,  as,  d,  am, 
having  nothing  left  but  a  painting,  deceased. 

dliy'i,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  serpent. 
d-littg,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -lingati,  -te, 

d-lo6. 

• 
-gitum,  or  d.  10.  P.  -lingayati,  -yitum,  to  clasp, 
join  the  limbs  closely ;  to  encircle,  embrace. 

A-linga,  a*,  m.  embracing ;  a  kind  of  drum. 
A-Hngana,  am,  n.  clasping,  embracing,  an  em- 

brace. 
A-lingita,  as,  d,  am,  embraced ;  (am),  n.  an 

embrace.  —  Altityita-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has 
embraced. 

A-limjin,  i,  ini,  i,  embracing;  (i),  m.  a  small 
dium,  shaped  like  a  barley  com  and  carried  upon  the 
breast. 

I.  a-lingya,  as,  i,  am,  to  be  embraced  ;  (as),  m. a  small  drum. 

a.  d-lingya,  ind.  having  embraced. 

vMirt^i.  dlinjara,  as,  m.  a  large  clay water-jar. 

vdirtT^  ulinda  or  dlindaka,  as,  m.  a  terrace 
before  a  house,  a  raised  place  or  terrace  for  sleeping 

upon.  See  alinda. 

Taiirt^  d-lip,  cl.  6.  P.  -limpati,  -leptum, 
to  anoint,  besmear. 

A-lipta,  as,  d,  am,  anointed,  smeared,  plastered. 
A-li»i}>ana,  am,  n.  whitening  or  painting  the 

floor,  wall,  &c.,  on  festival  occasions. 

A-lepa,  as,  m.  smearing,  plastering,  anointing ; liniment. 

A-lepana,  am,  n.  smearing,  plastering ;  liniment. 

1.  «//,*f.     See  under  dli  last  col. 

2.  d-li,  cl.  4.  A.  -liyate,  -letum  or 
-Idtum,  to  settle  down  upon ;  to  melt ;  faint. 

A-laya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  house,  a  dwelling,  a  re- 
ceptacle, an  asylum ;  (frequently  at  the  end  of  a  com- 

pound, e.  g.  himdlaya,  the  abode  of  snow.) 
A-lina,  as,  d,  am,  melted,  fused. 
Alinaka,  am,  n.  tin ;  lead  (from  its  melting  easily). 

•s(lrt  1C  d-lidha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  lih),  eaten. 
icked,  lapped  by  the  tongue,  scraped  ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  man ;  (am),  n.  an  attitude  in  shooting,  the  right 
taiee  advanced,  the  left  leg  retracted. 

dUdhaka,  am,  n.  the  frolicing 

of  a  calf;  (etym.  doubtful,  perhaps  for  ddhilaka.) 

^m§  iilu,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  for  dm  fr.  rt. 
ri),  an  owl ;  an  esculent  root,  Arum  Campanulatum  ; 
n  the  modern  dialects  this  name  is  applied  to  the 

,'am,  potatoe,  &c. ;  ebony,  black  ebony  ;  (us  or  us), 
T.  a  pitcher,  a  small  water-jar ;  (u),  n.  a  raft,  a  float. 

Alaka,  fis,  m.  a  kind  of  ebony;  an  epithet  of  S'e- sha,  the  chief  of  the  Nagas  or  serpent  race  ;  (am),  n. 
the  esculent  root  of  Amorphophallus  Campanuiatus. 

d-lunfana,  am,  n.  (rt.  luM),  tear- 

ng  in  pieces,  rending. 

*s  I  rt  s^  d-hul,  cl.  i.  P.  -lodati,  -loditum,  to 

tir  up,  mix,  agitate. 
A-lodana,   am,  n.   mixing,   blending;    stirring.     , 

haking,  agitating. 
.\-li:ililK,  as,  d,  am,  mixed,  blended,  shaken, 

agitated. 
-luna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  lu),  cut,  cut  off. 

d-lekhana,  &c.    See  under  d-likh. 

d-lok,  cl.  i.  A.,  10.  P.  -lokate,  -ki- 

um,  -lokayatt,  -yitum,  to  look  forth  ;  to  behold  ; 
o  consider,  contemplate,  regard. 

A-loka,  as,  m.  looking,  seeing,  beholding,  sight, 

aspect;  light,  lustre,  splendor;  flattery,  praise.com- 
ilimentary  language,  panegyric ;  section,  chapter. 
A-lokana,  am,  n.  seeing,  looking,  sight,  beholding. 
A-lokaniya,  as,  d,  am,  visible  ;  to  be  considered, 
:garded.  —  Alokaniya-td,  f.  the  being  visible. 
A-lokita,  as,  d,  am,  seen,  beheld. 
A-lokin,  i,  ini,  i,  seeing,  beholding. 
A-lokya,  ind.  having  seen  or  looked  at,  beholding. 

'illrtl1'^  ii-lof,  cl.  i.  A.  -Mate,  -6itum,  to 
jehold,  view,  perceive,  consider,  reflect. 



a-lo6aka. 
dvish-kri. 

A-loiaTca,  at,  a,  am,  beholding ;  causing  to  see ; 
(am),  n.  the  faculty  of  vision  or  the  cause  of  sight. 
A-loicma,  am,  a,  n.  f.  seeing,  perceiving ;  con- 

sidering, reflecting. 
A-lo<tita,  as,  a,  am,  seen,  beheld,  considered. 
i.  a-lofya  or  d-loiamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  seen, 

thought  of  or  considered. 
1.  a-lofya,  ind.  having  considered,  having  reflected. 

W\&\Ad-lola,  as,  a,  am,  trembling  slightly, 
rolling  (as  an  eye) ;  shaken,  agitated ;  (as),  m.  trem- 

bling, agitation. 
A-lolita,  as,  a,  am,  shaken,  agitated. 
^rra  ava,  the  base  of  the  dual  cases  of  the 

pronoun  of  the  1st  person  ;  Nom.  Ace.  <ra-aw  (Ved. 
avam)',  Inst. Dai.Ab\.dvdbhydm; Gen.Loc.dvayos. 

T»\4\d-vat,  el.  3.  P.,  Ved.  -vivakti,  -vak- 
tum,  to  invoke. 

^HHrl  a-vat,  t,  f.  (fr.  3.  a),  Ved.  proximity, 
(opposed  to  para-vat.) 

vt|c(<;  d-vad,  cl.  I.  P., Ved.  -vadati,  -ditum, 
to  shout  at,  invoke,  celebrate. 

•>.i  i  q  <-|  s  dvaneya,  as,  m.  (fr.  avani),  son  of 
the  earth ;  epithet  of  the  planet  Mars. 

fHNf*rl=li  dvantika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  avanti), 
coming  from  or  belonging  to  Avanti  or  the  district  of 
Oujein;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  school;  (a), 

f.,  N.  of  the  daughter  of  a  Br"ihman . 
Avantya,  as,  a,  am,  coming  from  or  being  in  the 

country  Avanti ;  (as),  m.  a  prince  or  an  inhabitant 
of  Avanti  or  of  Oujein  ;  the  offspring  of  a  degraded 
Brahman. 

iHlqUJj-eop,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vapati,  -te,  -vap- 
ium,  to  sow,  scatter ;  to  pour  out ;  to  offer :  Caus.  P. 
-rdpayati,  -yitum,  to  shave,  cut  off,  trim. 
A^capana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sowing,  throwing, 

scattering,  placing  upon ;  instilling,  inserting ;  capa- 
city, a  vessel,  a  jar,  a  ewer  ;  sowing  seed,  weaving ; 

(i),  (.,  Ved.  a  vessel,  a  jar. 
A-vapanttka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  scattering. 
A-vapa,  as,  a,  am,  scattering,  throwing  ;  (as),  m. 

scattering,  throwing ;  sowing  seed  ;  casting,  directing ; 
(in  pharmacy)  throwing  additional  ingredients  into 
any  compound  in  course  of  preparation  ;  mixing,  in- 

serting ;  setting  out  or  arranging  vessels,  jars,  &c. ; 
a  kind  of  drink  ;  a  bracelet ;  a  basin  for  water  round 
the  root  of  a  tree  ;  uneven  ground  ;  hostile  purpose, 
intention  of  going  to  war ;  a  vessel;  principal  oblation 
to  fire. 

Avdpaka,  as,  m.  a  bracelet  of  gold,  &c. 
A-vdpana,  am,  n.  a  loom,  an  implement  for 

weaving ;  a  reel  or  frame  for  winding  thread. 
Avdpika,  as,  a,  am,  additional,  inserted,  supple- 

mentary. 

vuq«4  i.  avaya,  am,  n.  (fr.  2.  a-vl),  Ved. 
non-conception,  barrenness. 

•wliq'M  2.  avaya,  as,  a,  m.  f.  water. 

•vi  [ q 44 1  j^  dvaydj,  s,  m.  (fr.  ava-yaj),  Ved. 
one  who  expiates  or  averts  by  means  of  sacrifice  ; 
(Say.  as  if  from  rt.  m  with  d)  one  who  causes  the 
sacrifice  to  go  to  the  gods. 

WK*II«H  dvarasamaka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  avara- 
sama),  to  be  paid  in  the  following  year. 

"3iiqf»1rT  ii-varjita.     See  under  ii-vrij. 

*-i  i  H  n  d-varta,  &c.     See  under  a-vrit. 

^Tr^T^rT  il-varhita,  as,  it,  am,  eradicated, 
plucked  up  by  the  roots. 

•wi^rirt  dvali,  is  or  i.,  f.  (fr. rt.  val  with  a?), 
a  row,  a  range,  a  continuous  line;  a  series,  dynasty, 
a  lineage. 

vi  i  q*^  d-valg,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -valgati,  -te, 
-gitum,  to  spring,  to  jump,  to  leap  up. 

dvalguja,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  a-valau-ja), 
produced  from  the  plant  Vemonia  Anthelminthica. 

viiq^fl'C  avaslra,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

vu=iait(  avasya,  am,  n.  (fr.  avasya),  neces- 
sity, inevitable  act  or  conclusion. 

Avafyaka,  as,  I,  am,  necessary,  inevitable  ;  (am), 
n.  necessity,  inevitable  act  or  conclusion  ;  (avaiya- 
kam  kri,  to  do  what  nature  makes  necessary.)  —  A- 

vasyaka-tva,  am,  n.  or  dvas'yaka-td,  f.  necessity, inevitability. 

vTR^a-»as,  cl.  i.  P.  -vasati,  -vastum,  to 
inhabit,  be  occupied  or  engaged  in  (with  ace.)  :  Caus. 
P.  -vdsayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  or  allow  one  to 
dwell,  receive  hospitably  ;  to  inhabit,  settle  in  a  place. 
A-vasati,  is,  f.  the  night,  i.  e.  the  time  during 

which  one  rests. 

A-vasatha,  as,  m.  a  dwelling-place,  habitation  ;  a 
house  ;  a  fire-temple  or  place  where  sacrificial  fire  is 
preserved  ;  a  dwelling  for  pupils  and  ascetics  ;  a  par- 

ticular religious  observance  ;  a  treatise  on  the  Aryl 
metre. 

Avasathika,  as,  I,  am,  inhabiting  a  house,  house- 

hold, domestic  ;  keeping  a  sacred  fire  in  one's  house. 
Avasathya,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  a  house  ;  (as), 

m.  the  sacred  fire  kept  in  a  house  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 
a  dwelling  (<y  r>upils  and  ascetics  ;  (am),  n.  placing 
a  sacred  fire  within  a  house. 

A-vdsa,  as,  m.  abode,  residence,  dwelling,  house. 

dvasdyin,  i,  ini,  i  (fr.  avasa- 
dyin),  Ved.  going  after  a  livelihood  or  provisions.] 

viiqftnr  avasita,  as,  a,  am,  stored  (as 

grain),  winnowed  ;  ripe,  full-grown.  See  ava-sita. 
vi  1  1  i**(  =B  dvasthika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  2.  ava- 

sthd),  founded  on  circumstances,  suitable,  adapted  to. 

•suq^  fi-eah,  cl.  i.  P.  -vahati,  -vodhum,  to 
bring,  to  bring  to  pass  :  Caus.  P.  -vdhayati,  -yitum, 
to  have  brought,  cause  to  be  brought,  send  for  ;  to 
make  one  bring. 

A-mka,  as,  d,  am,  bringing,  bringing  to  pass, 
producing  ;  what  bears  or  conveys  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  seven  winds  or  bands  of  air,  that  which  is 

usually  assigned  to  the  bhuvar-loka  or  atmospheric 
region  between  the  bhur-loka  and  svar-loka  ;  one 
of  the  seven  tongues  of  fire, 
A-vahat,  an,  anil,  at,  bringing,  receiving. 
A-vahana,  am,  n.  bringing  near. 
A-vahamdna,  as,  d,  am,  bearing  along,  bringing 

near,  followed  by,  succeeded,  bringing  in  succession. 
A-vdha,  as,  m.  marrying  ;  N.of  asonofSVaphalka. 
A-vahana,  am,  n.  sending  for,  inviting,  calling; 

offering  oblations  with  fire  ;  (i),  f.  a  particular  position 
of  the  hands,  the  palms  being  placed  together,  and 
the_thumbs  turned  towards  the  root  of  the  ring-finger. 
A-rdhita,  as,  d,  am,  invoked,  invited. 

VHII  a-va,  cl.  2.  P.  -vdti,  -turn,  to  blow 
from  all  quarters,  to  blow  upon:  Desid.  P.  A. 
-wivdsati,  -te,  to  care  for,  be  attentive  to,  favour. 

A-vat,  an,  aft  or  dntl,  at,  blowing. 

vil=n«JT  d-vddhd,  f.  (see  d-bddhd),  pain, 
distress  ;  segment  of  the  base  of  a  triangle. 

vn'ehU  avapa,  &c.     See  under  d-vap. 
vi  1  11*0  dvdla,   am,  n.  a  basin  of  water 

round  the  foot  of  a  tree.     See  dlavdla. 

d-vdsa.     See  under  d-vas. 

dvika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  avi),  relating 
to  or  derived  from  sheep  ;  woollen  ;  (am),  n.  a 
woollen  cloth,  blanket.  —  Avika-simtrika,  as,  I,  am, 
made  of  woollen  thread. 

*S(  it  dvikshita,  as,  m.  (fr.  a-vikshit), 

a  patronymic  of  Marutta.  • 
"aiPi'ii  dvigna,  as,  m.  the  fruit  tree  Carissa 

Carandas  L.    See  a-vigna. 
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avijaanya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  a-mjnd- 
iiajl  Ved.  undistinguishable. 

vi  i  P=»  n  lx  d-vi-tan,  cl.  8.  A.  -tanute,  -nitum, 
to  diffuse  light  over,  illuminate. 

vufitj  i.  d-vid,  Caus.  P.  -vedayati,  -yitum, 
to  make  known,  report,  declare,  announce. 

2.  d-vid,  t,  {.,  Ved.  knowledge,  the  being  or  be- 
coming known  ;  technical  designation  of  the  Vedic 

formulas  beginning  with  avis  and  dvltta. 
A-widvas,  an,  ushl,  as,  Ved.  acquainted  with, 

knowing  thoroughly,  skilled  in. 
A^vedaka,  as,  d,  am,  making  known,  reporting, 

announcing  ;  (as),  m.  an  appellant,  a  suitor  ;  one  who 
makes  known,  an  informer. 

A-vedana,  am,  n.  representation,  stating  a  com- 
plaint, addressing  or  apprising  respectfully. 

A-vedaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  declared  or  reported or  announced. 

A-vedita,  as,  a,  am,  made  known,  communicated, 

represented. 
A-vedin,  i,  inl,  i,  announcing,  declaring. 
1.  d-^vedya,  ind.  having  made  known. 
2.  d^vedya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  represented  or  made known. 

A-vedyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  made  known, 
stated  or  represented. 

vdiq^M  dvidiirya,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-vidura), 

proximity. 
THlPw  d-vi-bhd,  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -bhdti, 

-turn,  to  kindle  on  all  sides  (with  dat.  of  the  thing 
kindled,  Rig-veda  I.  71,  6). 

avir-bhdva.     See  under  avis. 

dvila,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  vil 

with  d),  turbid  (as  a  fluid),  foul,  not  clear.  —  Avila- 
Icanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  root. 
Avilaya,  nom.  P.  dvilayati,  -yitum,  to  make 

turbid,  to  blot. 

•si  I  Pi  31  d-vis,  cl.  6.  P.  -visati,  -veshtum,  to 
go  towards,  approach  ;  to  enter  ;  to  take  possession  of; 
to  arise  :  Caus.  -vetfayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  enter. 

A-vitat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  approaching,  entering. 
A-vishta,  at,  d,  am,  entered  ;  possessed  (by  a 

demon  &c.);  possessed,  engrossed,  rilled  (by  any 
sentiment  or  feeling),  intent.  —  Avfohta-Knga,  as, 
d,  am,  (a  noun)  which  possesses  or  has  the  force  of 
all  three  genders  (or  which  in  every  relationship  pre- 

serves its  own  gender,  e.  g.  pradhdnam,  upa- 
sarjanam,  &c.). 

A-ves"a,  as,  m.  joining  one's  self;  entering,  entrance, 
taking  possession  of;  absorption  of  the  faculties  in 
one  wish  or  idea,  intentness,  devotedness  to  an  object  ; 
demoniacal  frenzy,  possession,  &c.  ;  pride,  arrogance  ; 
indistinctness  of  idea,  apoplectic  or  epileptic  giddiness. 

A-ves~ana,  am,  n.  entering,  entrance  ;  possession  by 
devils,  &c.  ;  passion,  anger,  fury  ;  a  house  in  which 
work  is  carried  on,  a  workshop,  a  manufactory,  &c.  ; 
the  disk  of  the  sun  or  moon. 
Amtika,  as,  t,  am,  own,  peculiar;  inherent;  (as, 

i,  am),  m.  f.  n.  a  guest,  a  visitor  ;  (am),  n.  entering 
into  ;  hospitable  reception,  hospitality. 

•jIlfcM  d-vish,  cl.  3.  P.  A.,  Ved.  -veveshti, 
-vevislite,  -veshtum,  to  pervade,  penetrate,  visit,  go through. 

••HirM*?  «ms,  ind.  (said  to  be  connected 
with  vahis  and  awe;  or,  according  to  others,  fr. 
d-viil  :  cf.  Gr.  ̂ f  ;  Lat.  ex  ?),  before  the  eyes, 
openly,  manifestly,  evidently  ;  (very  often  joined  to 
the  roots  us,  thu,  and  kri.) 

Amr-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -mtum,  to  be  or 
become  apparent  or  visible,  to  appear,  become  mani- 

fest, be  present  before  the  eyes.  —  Amr-bhdva,  as, 
m.  manifestation,  becoming  visible,  presence.  —  Avir- 
bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  manifest,  become  visible,  appeared. 
Avioh-km,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make 
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apparent,  reveal,  uncover,  show.—  Avish-kantna, 
am,  n.  or  drish-kdra,  as,  m.  making  visible,  mani- 

festation. —  Avish-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  visible, 
revealed,  uncovered,  evident,  manifest,  known. 

Avishfya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  apparent,  manifest. 
Avis-tardm,  ind.,  Ved.  in  a  more  manifest  way. 

•W!«i1  i.  a-rJ,  cl.  2.  P., Ved.  -veti,  -turn,  to 
go  towards,  approach,  enter. 

2.  d-rl,  f.  the  pangs  of  child-birth.  (For  avi,  (.  of 
drya,  see  dvya  next  col.) 

A-rlta,  as,  d,  am,  entered,  passed,  gone ;  placed, 
hung;  (ox),  m.  the  sacrificial  cord  worn  in  a  parti- 

cular manner. 

Aritin,  i,  m.  a  Brahman  who  wears  the  sacrificial 
cord  in  a  particular  manner,  especially  on  the  right 
shoulder. 

•fll^od  dvuka,  as,  m.  a  father  (in  theatrical 
language). 

^rra1  a-vri,  cl.  5.  9.  P.  A.  -vrinoti,  -vrinute, 
-vrindti,  -nite,  -varitum  or  -rltum,  to  choose,  de- 

sire ;  to  cover,  hide,  conceal ;  fill,  surround  ;  to  enclose, 
comprehend,  shut,  hem  in ;  to  keep  off:  Caus.  P. 
-vdrayati,  -yitum,  to  cover,  enclose,  ward  off,  keep 
off. 

A-varaka,  as,  d,  am,  what  covers  or  conceals,  a 
cover,  a  veil. 
A-rarana, as,  d,  am,  covering,  hiding,  concealing; 

(am),  n.  covering,  concealing,  hiding ;  shutting,  en- 
i  closing;  an  obstruction,  interruption;  a  covering,  a 

garment,  cloth ;  anything  that  protects,  an  outer  bar 
or  a  fence,  a  wall ;  a  shield  ;  a  bolt,  lock ;  mental 

blindness.  —  Atarana-s'akti,  is,  f.  the  power  of  illu- 
sion, that  which  veils  the  real  nature  of  things. 

A-vdra,  enclosing,  keeping  off,  in  the  words  dur- 
dvdra,  skandhdvdra,  q.  q.  v.  v. 

A-vdri,  is,  m.  a  shop,  a  stall. 
A-vdrya,  ind.  having  enclosed,  having  covered ; 

concealing ;  warding  off. 

A-vrita,  as,  d,  am,  enclosed,  encompassed,  sur- 
rounded (by  a  ditch,  wall, &c.) ;  covered,  screened,  con- 

cealed ;  invested,  involved ;  spread,  overspread,  over- 
cast ;  filled  with,  abounding  with ;  (as),  m.  a  man  of 

mixed  origin,  the  son  of  a  Brahman  by  a  woman  of 
the  Ugra  caste. 

A-vriti,  is,  f.  covering,  enclosing,  hiding. 

•«H<J»^  a-vrij,  cl.  I.  A.  -varjate,  -jitum,  to 
bestow,  give :  Caus.  P.  -varjayati,  -yitum,  to  turn 
over,  incline,  bend,  pour  out,  to  cause  to  yield,  over- 
come. 

A-varjita,  as,  d,  am,  inclined,  poured  down, 
made  to  flow  downwards. 

A-varjya,  ind.  turning  down  slantwise,  inclining, 
pouring  out, 

^TTTfT^  l.  a-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate,  -titum, 
to  turn  or  go  towards,  to  rum  round,  turn  back, 

revolve,  return :  Caus.  P.  -vartayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  turn ;  to  roll ;  to  cause  to  roll  down,  shed ; 

to  attract ;  A.  -vartayate,  to  turn  round  or  back. 
A-varta,  as,  m.  turning,  winding,  turning  round, 

revolving ;  whirl,  gulf,  whirlpool ;  deliberation,  revolv- 
ing (in  the  mind) ;  a  lock  of  hair  that  curls  backwards, 

especially  on  a  horse ;  the  two  depressions  of  the  fore- 
head above  the  eyebrows;  a  crowded  place  where 

many  men  live  close  together ;  a  kind  of  jewel ;  N.  of 
a  form  of  cloud  personified;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  river; 
(am),  n.  a  mineral  substance,  pyrites,  marcasite. 

•irtaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect ;  N. 
of  a  form  of  cloud  personified ;  depression  above  the 
frontal  ridge  or  over  the  eyebrows ;  whirlpool ;  revo- 

lution ;  revolution  of  the  mind  from  the  influence  of 
the  senses;  a  curl  of  hair;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  creeping 
plant. 
A-vartana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  turning  round  or 

towards ;  revolving ;  (am),  n.  turning,  turning  round, 
returning  ;  circular  motion,  gyration,  churning,  stirring 
anything  in  fusion;  melting  metals  together,  alli- 

gation ;  the  time  when  the  sun  begins  to  cast  shadows 
towardi  the  east  or  when  shadows  are  cast  in  an 

opposite  direction ;  repeating,  doing  over  again;  study, 

practising;  (i),  f.  a  crucible.  —  Avartana-mani,  is, 
m.  a  gem  of  secondary  order,  generally  known  as 

Rajavarta. 
A-cartaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  turned  round  or 

whirled ;  to  be  reversed ;  to  be  repeated. 

A-vartamana,  as,  a,  am,  going  round,  revolving ; 
advancing,  proceeding. 

A-vartita,  as,  a,  am,  turned  round,  stirred  round. 
A-vartin,  i,  ml,  i,  what  whirls  or  turns  upon  itself; 

returning ;  (i),  m.  a  horse  having  curls  of  hair  on 
various  parts  of  his  body,  considered  as  a  lucky 

mark ;  (ini),  f.  a  whirlpool ;  N.  of  the  plant  Odina 
Pinnata. 

3.  a-vrit,  t,  {.  turning  towards  or  round,  entering; 
(Say.)  causing  to  turn  towards ;  turn  of  a  path  or 
way,  course,  process,  direction ;  progress  of  an  action, 
occurrence,  a  series  of  actions,  order,  method.  ~Avrit- 
rat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  turned  or  turning  towards. 

A^vritta,  as,  a,  am,  turned  round,  stirred,  whirled ; 
reverted,  averted ;  retreated,  fled. 

A-vritti,  is,  f.  turning  towards,  entering,  turning 
back  or  from,  reversion,  retreat,  flight ;  recurrence  to 
the  same  point ;  repetition ;  turn  of  a  way,  course, 
direction;  occurrence;  revolving,  going  round;  worldly 
existence,  the  revolution  of  births ;  use,  employment, 

application.  —  AvHtti-dipaka,  am,  n.  (in  rhetoric) 
laying  stress  upon  a  word  by  repeating  it. 

A^vritya,  ind.  having  turned,  turning  towards. 

•stiqrf  a-vridh,  cl.  I.  A.  -vardhate,  -dhitum, 
to  increase. 

a-vrish,  cl.  i.  P.  A.,  Ved.  -varshati, 

te',  -sfeitum,  to  rain,  to  pour  out  (a  libation). 
A-vrishti,  is,  f.  raining,  pouring. 

XSIH'I  a-vega,  as,  m.  (rt.  vij),  hurry,  haste 
produced  by  excitement  ;  flurry,  agitation  ;  (t),  f.  the 

plant  Convolvolus  Argenteus. 

•«tl=lt<!!li  avenika,  as,  t,  am  (ft.  a-veni),  not 
connected  with  anything  else  ;  independant. 

,  &c.    See  under  T.  a-vid. 

a-vesa,  &c.     See  under  a-tis. 

d-veshta,  as,  m.  (rt.  vesht),  sur- 
rounding, covering  with. 

A-veshfaka,  as,  m.  a  wall,  a  fence,  an  enclosure. 
A-teshtana,  am,  n.  wrapping  round,  binding,  ty- 

ing; a  wrapper,  an  envelope,  a  bandage;  an  en- 
closure. 

A^ixshtita,  as,  a,  am,  surrounded,  enveloped,  in- 
closed, bound  or  tied. 

*JII«M  avya,  as,  f.  avi,  am,  Ved.  belonging 

to  sheep  ;  woollen. 

»Ni«i«T  a-vyadh,  cl.  4.  P.  -vidhyati,  -vyad- 

iJhum,  poet,  -reddhum,  to  shoot  at,  to  throw  ;  to 
hit,  pierce,  wound  ;  to  pin  on. 

A-nilillia,  as,  a,  am,  cast,  thrown,  sent;  pierced, 
wounded  ;  disappointed  ;  crooked  ;  false,  fallacious  ; 

stupid,  foolish.  —  Amddha-kariii  or  dviddha-kar- 

iiikfi,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant. 
A-vidha,  as,  m.  an  awl,  a  drill,  a  kind  of  gimlet 

worked  by  a  string. 

A-vedhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  pierced,  pinned  on, 

put  on. 
A-vyddhin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  wounding,  attacking  ; 

(inT),  f.  a  band  of  robbers. 

•WT^JM*^  a-vyusham  Ved.,  ind.  till  the dawn. 

^rra*TN  d-vraj,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vrajati,  -te, 
-jitum,  to  walk  towards  or  up  to  ;  to  return. 

vi  i^^  a-vras6,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved.  -vrisdati, 
•vraititum  or  -rrashtum,  to  tear  off,  cut  off,  tear 
in  pieces,  interrupt. 
A-vra4fona,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  stump  of  a  tree. 

A^Lvaska,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  being  torn  off  or  tear- 
ing itself  off. 

a£aya. 

•wisi^  i.  as'  (a-as),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  (Class,  only 

A.)  dinoti,  -nute,  ds'itum,  to  reach  to  ;  to  obtain, 

gain ;  to  addict  one's  self  to. 
^Srnis2.  as"  (a-as'),  cl.  9.  P.  asnati,  asitum, 

to  eat :  Caus.  diayati,  -yttum,  to  give  to  eat. 

'STT^I  dsa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  as),  an  eater, 
eating ;  often  in  this  sense  at  the  end  of  compounds ; 

(o«),  m.  eating. As'aka,  am,  n.  eating. 

Aiayltri,  td,  trl,  tri,  feeding,  a  feeder,  one  who 
gives  food ;  protecting,  a  protector. 

I.  d.-ii,  is,  f.  the  act  of  eating  food. 
Adita,  as,  d,  am,  eaten ;  given  to  eat ;  voracious. 

—  AiUhta-gavina,  as,  d,  am,  formerly  grazed  by 
cattle.  —  Aditam-bhava,  as,  d,  am,  satiating ;  (am), 

u.  food,  victuals;    (as  or  am),  m.  n.  satisfaction, 
satiety. 

Aiitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  voracious,  gluttonous,  eating 
excessively. 

As'in,  I,  ini,  i,  eating. 

I.  axira,  as,  d,  am,  voracious ;  (as),  m.  fire;  a 
Rakshas.  (For  2.  d&ra  see  under  SMr.) 

vi i ̂ Jlfl  d-sans,  cl.  I.  P.  -sansali,  -situm,  to 

tell ;  A.  or  ep.  P.  -ianaate,  to  hope  for,  desire,  be- 
lieve :  Caus.  P.  Ved.  -fansayati,  -yitum,  to  render 

famous  or  celebrated. 

A-6ansana,  am,  n.  expecting,  wishing ;  declaring, 
asserting. 

A-dansd,  f. wish, desire,  hope;  speech, declaration. 

A-s"ansita,  as,  d,  am,  wished,  hoped,  expected ; 
declared,  said. 

A-fansitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  wishing,  desiring ;  as- 
serting. 

A-dansin,  I,  ini,  i,  declaring,  announcing. 
A-iansu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing,  hoping,  desiring. 
A-ias,  as,  f., Ved.  wish,  desire,  hope;  (Say.) praise. 

I.  d-s"d,  f.  wish,  desire,  hope,  expectation,  pros- 
pect; hope  personified  as  the  wife  of  a  Vasu  :  (for  2. 

did  see  next  page.)  —  Add-krita,  as,  d,  am,  lit. 

'  made  expectation,'  attended  with  the  expectation  (of 

being  gratified)  or  hope  of  success.  —  Afanvita  (°rfd- 
an"),  as,  d,  am,  having  hope.  —  Add-pidddikd,  f. 
fallacious  hopes.  —  Aid-prdpta,  as,  d,  am,  success- 

ful, possessing  the  object  hoped  for.  ~  Aid-bandha , 
as,  m.  band  of  hope,  confidence,  trust,  expectation ; 

a  spider's  web.  —  Add-bhattga,  as,  m.  disappointment. 
—  Aid-vat,  an,  att,  at,  hoping,  having  hope,  trust- 

ing. —  As"d-vaha,  as,  m.  bringing  hope ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  heaven ;    of  a  Vrishni.  —  Add-vibhinna,  as,  d, 

am,  disappointed  in  expectation.  —  Aid-hlna,  as, 
d,  am,  one  who   has   lost  all   hope,   desponding, 
despairing. 

^I3I<^'  a-sak,  cl.  5.  P.,  Ved.  -saknoti,  -sak- 
titm,  to  render  one  capable,  to  make  one  master 
or  possessor  of:  Desid.  Ved.  -tikshati,  to  render  one 
master  of,  impart. 
A-iakta,  as,  d,  am,  able,  powerful,  capable. 
A-iakti,  is,  f.  power,  ability,  might. 
A-Jikshd,  f.,  Ved.  desire  of  learning. 

^rr3l]£  d-sank,  cl.  i.  A.  -sonicate,  -kitum, 
to  fear,  suspect,  doubt,  hesitate. 

A-fankaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  doubted ;  to  be 

apprehended ;  questionable. 
A-iankamdna,  as,  d,  am,  fearing,  apprehending. 

A-ia»ka,  f.  fear,  apprehension  ;  doubt,  uncertainty ; 

distrust,  suspicion.  —  Afankinvita  (°ka-an°),  as,  d, 
am,  apprehensive,  doubting,  uncertain ;  afraid. 
A-$ankita,  as,  d,  am,  feared,  dreaded ;  doubted. 
A-iankln,  i,  ini,  i,  fearing,  doubting,  hesitating. 

A-iankya,  ind.  having  suspected,  fearing,  appre- 
hending, doubting. 

a-sad,  cl.  6.  \.-6iyate,  -sattum,  to  go. 

as'ana,   as,    m.,    N.   of  the  tree 

Pentaptera  Tomentosa.     See  3.  as'ana. 
asaya.     See  under  3.  a-st. 



a&ayasa. 
a&raya-bhuta. 
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'Ol  31*4731  asayasa.  See  under  5-sdya  below. 

^TTTjrc  d-sara,  as,  m.  (rt.  sri),  fire;  a 
Rakshas,  a  goblin  ;  the  wind  ?  [cf.  1.  asira]. 

A-s'arlka,  as,  m.,Ved.,  N.  of  a  disease,  violent  and 
acute  pain  in  the  limbs. 

iisala,  as,  m.  a  tree.     Seejlvaka. 

a,  am,  n.  (fr.  asu),  speed,  quick- 

ness ;  (for  d-sava,  q.  v.)  a  spirit  distilled  from  molasses. 

iHISJWd  d-sasana,  am,  n.  (rt.  sas),  Ved. 
cutting  up  an  animal  when  killed. 

*sil»M  2.  osa,  f.  (fr.  rt.  i.  as;  for  I.  a-sd  see 

last  page  under  a-jfans),  space,  region,  quarter  of  the 
compass,  an  intermediate  region.  —  .Aild-gaja,  as,  m. 
an  elephant  of  a  quarter  or  point  of  the  compass,  sup- 

porting one  division  of  the  globe.  —Ada-daman,  a, 

m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  As'dditya  (°3d-dd°)  or  ds'drka 
(°s"d-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator.  —  Add-pala, 
as,  m.,  Ved.  a  defender  or  guardian  of  the  regions  or 

quarters.  —  As'd-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  A$a- 
pura-giygulu,  us,  or  dtdpura-sambhava,  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  Bdellium. 

asddha  for  dshadha,  q.v. 

.  d-sdra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sri  with  d), 

shelter.  —  Addraishin  (°ra-esh°),  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  seek- 
ing shelter. 

'-MI3IIW  a-s"as,  cl.  2.  P.  -sdsti,  -fasitum,  to 
order,  command,  relate;  A.  -s~dste,  to  wish  well 
towards,  pray  for  ;  to  praise  ;  to  desire. 

A-s~dsya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  wished,  desirable  ;  (am), n.  wish,  benediction. 

I.  d-dis,  Is,  f.  asking  for,  prayer,  wish  ;  blessing, 
benediction  ;  bestowing  or  praying  for  a  blessing  upon 

others  ;  one  of  the  eight  chief  medicaments.  —  ASir- 
rdda  or  difir-vdda.  as,  m.  expression  of  a  prayer  or 
wish,  benediction.  —  A&r-geya,  am,  n.  a  song  ac- 

companied with  benedictions.  —  As^r-dd,  f.,  Ved.  the 
offering  of  a  prayer.  —  Afir-vutana,  am,  n.  a  bless- 

ing, a  benediction. 

I.  i-fi,  f.  wishing  or  bestowing  a  blessing. 

^nfijt  2.  d-si,  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  -siseti,  -setum, 

to  incite.  (For  I.  ds"{  see  under  dfa  last  page.) 
iHlPajajl  d-sikshd.     See  under  d-sak. 

vt  i  I9j  ra  n  d-sinjita,  as,  d,  am,  tinkling  (as 
of  the  ornaments  worn  on  the  hands  and  feet). 

wf^fiT,  ̂ nfijnT^  -suP^n..  See  under  ds'a last  page. 

vi  i  Psm  Ssina,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  i.  as),  Ved. 
aged  ;  (reaching  to  many  years.) 

dsiman.    See  under  am  next  col. 

If  dsir,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  sri  for  sri  with  d), 
Ved.  the  milk  which  is  mixed  with  the  Soma  juice  to 

purify  it  (e.  g.  dadhydittrah  Somdsah  =  Soma  offer- 
ings purified  by  mixture  wilh  thickened  milk).  —  Afir- 

vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  mixed  with  milk  (as  Soma). 
2.  Hiiro,,  a  form  sometimes  used  for  aiir.  See  also 

under  dita. 

•wilf^iOHK^  d-sirah-pddam,  ind.  from head  to  foot. 

^ST%W  2.  fis'is,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  i.  06),  a  ser- 

pent's fang:  (for  I.  d-^is  see  above.)  —  Atir-visha, 
as,  m.  a  snake  (having  venom  in  its  fang). 

2.  dfi,  (.  a  serpent's  fang ;  a  kind  of  venom,  the 
venom  of  a  snake.  —  A&-vis/ia,  see  diir-viska. 

3.  o-s'i,  cl.  2.  A.  -sete,  -sayitum,  to 
lie  or  sleep  on,  pass  (the  night)  in  sleep  ;  to  inhabit, 
have  for  one's  home. 

A-iaya,  as,  m.  bed-chamber,  resting-place,  seat, 
place,  an  asylum,  an  abode  or  retreat  ;  a  receptacle  ; 
any  recipient,  any  vessel  or  viscus  of  the  body  (e.  g. 
raktatoya,  the  heart;  amasaya.the  stomach,  &c.)  ; 

the  stomach  in  particular ;  the  seat  of  feelings  and 
thoughts,  the  mind,  heart ;  the  thought  lying  in  the 
mind,  meaning,  intention ;  disposition  of  mind,  mode 
of  thinking ;  will  or  pleasure ;  virtue,  vice ;  fate,  for- 

tune ;  property,  possessions ;  a  miser,  a  niggard  ;  N. 

of  the  plant  Artocarpus  Integrifolia.  —  Atiayas'a  (°ya- 

dia),  as,  m.  fire;  [cf.  atrayas'a,  under  j.  d-s"ri.] 

^TTJIJ  asu,  us,  us,  u  (said  to  he  fr.  I.  as'), 
fast,  quick,  going  quickly;  (u),  ind.  quickly,  quick, 
immediately,  directly;  (us),  m.,  Ved.  the  quick  one, 
a  horse  ;  (us  or  u),  m.  n.  rice  ripening  quickly  in  the 
rainy  season ;  [cf.  Gr.  UKUS,  &KHTTOS  ;  Lat.  acu  in 
ampedeus,  dcissimus :  of  the  same  origin  may  be 
the  Lat.  aquila  and  accipiter.]  —  Aiu-kdrin,  I,  inl, 
{,  doing  anything  quickly,  smart,  active ;  (in  medic.) 
operating  speedily.  —  Atu-kcrpin,  I,  irii,  i,  easily  pro- 

voked, irritable.  —  As~u-kriyd,  f.  quick  procedure. 
—  Atu-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  or  moving  quickly, 
swift,  fleet ;  (as),  m.  the  wind  ;  the  sun ;  an  arrow ; 

N.  of  one  of  the  first  five  followers  of  S'akya-muni. 
—  Ainu-gamin,  I,  inl,  i,  going  or  moving  quickly ; 
(1),  m.  an  epithet  of  the  sun.  —  A6un-ga,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
N.  of  an  animal,  perhaps  a  bird ;  going  to  the  horse  (?). 

—  As'u-tosha,  as,  d,  am,  easily  pleased  or  appeased  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  S'iva.  —  Aifu-tva,  am,  n.  quickness. 
— As"u-pattri,  f.  a  tree  which  yields  frankincense, 
Boswellia  Serrate.  —  A.<u-patvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  flying 
quickly.  —  Atu-phala,  as,   m.  a  kind  of  weapon. 

—  AturborJlui, '  easily  understood,"  'teaching  quickly,' 
title  of  a  grammar.  —  As"u-mat,an,ati,at,Ved.  quick; 
(at),  ind.  quickly.  —  I .  ds'u-yd,  as,  as,  am, Ved.  (S5y.) 
going  quickly.  —  A^u-rat?ia,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  pos- 

sessing a  fast  chariot.  —  Adu-vrlhi,  is,  m.  rice  ripen- 
ing quickly  in  the  rainy  season.  —  A^ti-shena,  as,  a, 

am,  Ved.  having  swift  arrows.  —  Aiii-keman,  a,  m., 
Ved.  urged  to  fast  course,  running  on  quickly ;  inciting 
his  horses  (as  an   epithet  of  Agni,  especially  when 
regarded  as  Apam-napat).—  Aiu-hestiOS,  as,  as,  as, 
Ved.  having  neighing  horses ;    (Siy.)  having  quick 
horses  or  quickly  praised ;  epithet  of  the  Asvins.  —  Ato- 
apas,  di,  as,  as,  Ved.  acting  quickly.  —  Atv-afoa,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  possessed  of  quick  horses ;  an  epithet  of 
the  Maruts.  —  Aiva&vya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  possession  of 

quick  horses. 
Ailman,  d,  m.  quickness,  rapidity  ;  =  ds'afa,  q.v. 
1.  dfuyd,  ind.,  Ved.  quickly,  rapidly. 

^TT3T3refft!I  d-susukshani,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt. 

Sut  with  a),  Ved.  shining  forth;  (SSy.)  'being 

worshipped  on  account  of  shining  very  quickly '  or 
'causing  sorrow  (to  one's  enemies');,  (is),  m.  fire, wind ;  air. 

•«  oil*  is  «f  dsekutin,  i,  m.  a  mountain 
(etymology  doubtful). 

•«  1 311  mti  d-s'oshana,am,  n.  the  act  of  drying. 
dsaufa,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-sufl),  impurity. 

i .  dscarya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  far  with 
d,  with  a  sibilant  inserted),  appearing  rarely,  curious, 
marvellous,  astonishing,  wonderful,  extraordinary ; 

(am),  ind.  rarely,  wonderfully ;  (am),  n.  strange  ap- 
pearance ;  a  wonder,  miracle,  marvel,  prodigy ;  won- 

der, surprise,  astonishment.  —  Asfaryu-ta,  f.  or  di- 
torya-tra,  am,  n.  wonderfulness,  wonder,  astonish- 

ment.— A Marya-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  mar- 
vellous appearance,  wonderful.  —  Ast'arya-maya,  as, 

i,  am,  wonderful,  marvellous,  miraculous. 

2.  dMarya,  nom.  P.(?)  -yati,  -yitum,  to  be  won- derful. 

vi  i  >sj  i  n  r|  d-sdotana  or  d-scyotana,  am,  n. 

(fr.  rt.  s"i!ut  or  ifyitt  with  d),  aspersion,  sprinkling ; 
applying  ghee  &c.  to  the  eyelids. 

'•HI3,T  os'mn,  as,  J,  am  (fr.  asman),  stony, 
made  of  stone.  —  AiSmabhdrika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  as~ma- 
bhdra),  having  a  mass  of  stones.  —  Atmarathya,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  ritual. 

A.tmana,  as,  i,  am,  stony,  made  of  stone ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  Aruna,  the  charioteer  of  the  sun. 

Atfmarika,  as,  i,  am,  suffering  from  stone  in  the bladder. 

Atmika,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  stone,  consisting  of stone,  &c. 

^Tnpj  d-syai,  cl.  I.  A.  -tyayate,  -syatum, 
to  become  coagulated  or  congealed,  to  congeal,  to become  dry. 

1.  a-fydna,  as,  d,  am,  consolidated,  coagulated, 
congealed. 

2.  d-fydna,  as,  d,  am  (d  implying  diminution), 

partially  dried. 
'SltlVTJJI  d-srapana,  am,  n.  (rt.  sri  with  a), 

the  act  of  cooking  slightly. 

W31H  d-srama,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  sram 
with  a),  a  hermitage,  the  abode  of  ascetics,  the 
cell  of  a  hermit  or  of  retired  saints  or  sages ;  a  period 

in  the  religious  life  of  a  BrShman,  of  which  there  are 
four  referable  to  the  different  periods  of  life  (viz.  1st, 
that  of  the  Brahma-(5arin  or  student ;  2nd,  that  of  the 
Griha-stha  or  householder ;  3rd,  that  of  the  VSna- 
prastha  or  anchorite ;  and  4th,  that  of  the  Bhikshu  or 
beggar :  in  some  places  the  law-givers  mention  only 
three  such  periods  of  religious  life,  the  first  period 

being  then  omitted) ;  a  college,  a  school ;  a  wood  or 
thicket.  —  Airama-guru,  us,  m.  the  head  of  a  re- 

ligious order,  a  preceptor,  a  principal.  —  Adrama- 
dharma,  as,  m.  the  special  duty  or  duties  of  each 
order  or  period  of  life.  —  Airama-pada,  am,  n.  a 
hermitage ;  a  period  in  the  religious  life  of  a  Brahman. 

—  Airama-panxm,  a,  n.  the  first  section  of  the  fif- 
teenth book  of  the  Mah5-bharata.  •-  As"rama-bhra- 

shta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  or  apostatising  from  an  ddrama 

or  religious  order.  —  As'rama-mandala,  am,  n.  the 

circle  of  a  hermitage,  a  hermitage.  —  As~ramavdsika, 
as,  t,  am,   relating  to  residence  in  a  hermitage; 
ddramavasikam  parva,  title  of  the  fifteenth  book  of 
the  Maha-bharata.  —  Atirama-vastn,  i,  or  dirama- 

ead,  t,  m.  an  inhabitant  of  a  hermitage,  an  ascetic. 
—  Adrama-sthdna,  am,  n.  the  abode  of  hermits,  a 

hermitage.  —  Airamalaya  (°ma-dlQ),  as,  m.  an  in- 
habitant of  a  hermitage,  an  ascetic.  —  As~ramopani- 

shad  (°ma-up°),  t,  f.  title  of  an  Upanishad. 
A&ramika,  as,  i,  am,  or  airamin,  i,  inl,  i, 

belonging  to  one  of  the  four  orders  or  periods  of 
religious  life;  belonging  to  a  hermitage,  a  hermit, an  anchorite,  &c. 

^T7R  i.  d-s"rava,  as,  m.  (more  correctly 
written  d-srava,  q.v.),  stream,  flow,  river;  distress, 

fatigue;  fault,  transgression.  (For  2.  d-drava  see under  d-tiru  next  page.) 

^rrf^I  I.  a-sn',  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -srayati,  -te, 

-yitum,  to  resort  to,  betake  one's  self  to;  seek  refuge 
in,  enter,  inhabit;  depend  on,  choose,  prefer;  to 
assist,  adhere  to,  be  subject  to,  keep  in  mind. 

A-iraya,  as,  m.  that  to  which  anything  is  annexed, 
or  with  which  anything  is  closely  connected,  or  on 

which  anything  depends  or  rests  ;  a  recipient,  the  per- 
son or  thing  in  which  any  quality  or  article  is  inherent 

or  retained  or  received ;  seat,  resting-place  ;  dwelling, 

asylum,  place  of  refuge,  shelter ;  depending  on,  having 
recourse  to ;  help,  assistance,  protection ;  authority, 
sanction,  warrant ;  a  plea,  an  excuse ;  being  inclined 
or  addicted  to,  following,  practising ;  attaching  to, 

choosing,  taking;  joining,  union,  attachment;  de- 
pendance,  contiguity,  vicinity  ;  relation ;  connection ; 
appropriate  act  or  one  consistent  with  the  character 
of  the  agent ;  (in  gram.)  the  subject,  that  to  which 
the  predicate  is  annexed ;  (with  Buddhists)  the  five 
organs  of  sense  with  manas  or  mind  (the  six  together 
being  the  recipients  of  the  dtrita  or  objects  which  enter 
them  by  way  of  their  dlambana  or  qualities) ;  source, 
origin.  Ailraya  may  occur  at  the  end  of  compounds 
in  the  sense  of  '  depending  on,  resting  on,  endowed 
or  furnished  with'  (e.g.  ashta-gundilraya,  see  under 
ashta).  —  Asruya-tas,  ind.  in  consequence  of  the 

proximity.  —  Airaya-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  ofd-s'raya, 
above.  —  Ai!raya-bhvj,  k,  m.  fire;  see  ditrayds'a. 
—  As"raya-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  is  the  refuge 
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or  support  of  another  person,  protecting,  supporting. 

•-  Afraya-liitga,  as,  a,  an*,  a  word  the  gender  of 
which  must  agree  with  the  gender  of  the  word  to 
which  it  is  referred,  an  adjective.  —  Asraya-rat,  an, 

ati,  at,  having  help  or  support.  —  ASrayas'a  (°ya- 
as'a),  as,  a,  am,  consuming  everything  with  which 
(it)  comes  in  contact  ;  (as),  m.  fire  ;  a  forfeiter  of 
an  asylum,  one  who  by  misconduct  &c.  loses  patronage 
or  protection. 

A-drayana,  as,  I,  am,  resorting  to,  seeking  refuge 

in  ;  relating  to  ;  (am),  n.  betaking  one's  self  to  ; 
joining,  accepting,  choosing  ;  refuge,  asylum,  means 
of  protection  or  security. 

A-irayanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  had  recourse  to, 
to  be  practised  or  followed. 

A-irita,  as,  a,  am,  inhabiting,  dwelling  in,  resort- 
ing to  as  a  retreat  or  asylum  ;  having  recourse  to  ; 

following,  practising,  observing;  using,  employing; 
receiving  anything  as  an  inherent  or  integral  part  ; 

taking  one's  station  at  a  window  or  seat  &c.  ;  depend- 
ant on,  a  dependant  ;  (ant),  n.pl.  the  objects  perceived 

by  the  senses  and  manas  or  mind.  —  AMta-tva,  am, 
n.  dependance. 

A-sritya,  ind.  having  sought  or  obtained  an  asylum; 
having  recourse  to,  employing,  practising. 

^Trfa  2.  ds'ri,  is,  f,  the  edge  of  a  sword. See  n<i!. 

a-sru,  cl.  5.  P.  -srinoti,  -srotum,  to 

listen  to,  to  hear  ;  to  accept,  promise  :  Caus.  -frava- 
yatt,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  hear,  to  call,  to  tell  :  Desid. 
-iStuirushati,  to  wish  to  hear;  to  listen. 

a.  a-tfrava,  as,  a,  am,  obedient,  compliant  ;  (as), 
in.  a  promise,  an  engagement.  (For  I.  d-sVam  see 
last  page.) 

.\-iirucinia,  am,  n.  calling  out  so  as  to  make  one 
listen  ;  designation  of  certain  short  words  uttered  at 
ceremonies. 

A-dravya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
A-jruta,  as,  a,  am,  heard,  promised,  agreed  ;  (am), 

n.  calling  so  as  to  make  one  listen. 

A-£ruti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  hearing  ;  range  of  hearing. 
Airut-karna,  as,  »,  am,  Ved.  one  whose  ears 

listen  all  around. 

•wifian  d-slish,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -slishyati,  -te, 
-sleshtum,  to  embrace. 
A-iresha,  as,  m.  (for  a-s^esha),  Ved.  one  who 

embraces  ;  N.  of  an  evil  spirit  or  goblin  ;  (as),  f.  pi., 
N.  of  the  seventh  Nakshatra  or  lunar  mansion. 

A-ilishta,  as,  a,  am,  embraced  ;  embracing,  who 
or  what  embraces  ;  connected,  interwoven,  blended  ; 

attaching  to,  joining,  who  or  what  adheres  to;  in- 
vested, spread  ;  connected  as  a  consequence,  deduced, 

concluded. 

A-31esha,  as,  m.  embracing,  embrace,  intwining; 
intimate  connection,  contact  ;  site  of  any  act;  (as), 
f.  pi.,  N.  of  the  seventh  Nakshatra. 

•«n»U  asva,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  asva),  relating  or 
belonging  to  a  horse,  equestrian,  coming  from  a  horse 

(e.  g.  iiicam  mutram,  '  the  urine  of  a  horse')  ;  drawn 
by  horses  (e.  g.  dsro  rathaff,  '  a  chariot  drawn  by 

horses');  (am),  n.  a  number  of  horses,  a  chariot 
drawn  by  horses;  the  state  or  action  of  a  horse. 

—  Asi-a-<i/ma,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Advatiira,  as,  m.  (fr.  afca-tara),  patronymic  of 

Budila  (Bulila)  ;  a  descendant  of  Asvatara,  son  of 
Asva. 

Asvattha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  afrattha),  taken  from 
or  made  of  the  tree  Ficus  Religiosa  ;  relating  to  the 
fruit-bearing  season  of  this  tree;  (am),  n.  the  fruit 
of  the  holy  fig  tree. 
Afvatthika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  or  produced  by 

the  Asvattha  tree  ;  relating  to  its  fruit-bearing  season. 
Afoaptjia,  inas,  m.  pi.  (fr.  afaa-peja),  the  pupils 

or  followers  of  Asva-peja. 

Arfmbala,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  aiva-bald),  produced 
by  th;  plant  Asva-bala. 
Aivabala  or  advarala,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  a^va-bala), 

made  of  the  cane  Asva-bala. 

Asvamedhika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  aii'a-medha,'),  be- 
longing to  the  horse-sacrifice;  (aivamedliikam 

parva  is  the  N.  of  the  fourteenth  book  of  the  Mah3- bharata.) 

Aicayuja,  ae,  I,  am  (fr.  as"va-yiij),  born  under the  constellation  Asvavuj,  belonging  to  or  occurring 
in  the  month  Asvina  ;  (as),  m.  the  month  ASvina  ; 

(I),  f.  the  day  of  full  moon  in  Asvina. 
Aivayujaka,  as,  t,  am,  sown  at  the  day  of  full 

moon  in  the  month  Asvina. 

Aivaratha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  aiva-ratha),  belonging 
to  a  chariot  drawn  by  horses. 

Afoalakshanika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  atva-lakshana), 
knowing  the  marks  of  horses  ;  (as),  m.  a  farrier, 

a  groom. 
Atvayana,  as,  m.(fr.  o*»a  +  ayana),  a  descendant of  Asva. 

Aivika,  as,  t,  am,  equestrian,  cavalier,  relating  to 
a  horse,  drawn  by  horses. 

As"vina,  as,  i,  am,  (if  fr.  I.  aivtri)  Ved.  like 
riders  ;  belonging  to  or  devoted  to  the  AJVins  ;  (if  fr. 
rt.  i.  ai,  to  pervade),  pervading,  penetrating;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  month  of  the  rainy  season,  during  which 
the  moon  is  near  to  the  constellation  Asvim;  (t),  f., 

N.  of  certain  (tshtakd)  bricks;  (am),  n.  a  day's 
journey  for  a  horse  or  rider. 

Ainneya,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  advlnau,  the 
fathers  of  the  twins  Nakula  and  Sahadeva),  N.  of 

Sahadeva,  the  youngest  of  the  PSndava  princes  ;  (fr. 
their  mother  AivinT),  an  epithet  of  either  of  the  two 
AsVins. 

Aivina,  as,  I,  am,  passed  over  by  a  horse  in  one 

day  ;  (am),  n.  a  day's  journey  for  a  horse. 
A^tflya,  am,  n.  a  number  of  horses. 

A&eya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Asva. 

asv-apas,  &c.     See  under  asu. 

asvalayana,  as,  m.  (patronymic 

fr.  as"vala),  N.  of  the  author  of  a  ritual  work,  called 
the  ASvalayana  Sfltras  ;  he  was  a  disciple  of  Saunaka  ; 

(ae,  i,  am),  belonging  to  AsvalSyana. 

vi  i  »a  *i  ii-svas,  cl.  2.  P.  -svasiti,  -situm,  to 

breathe,  breathe  again,  breathe  freely,  take  breath, 
recover  breath,  take  heart  or  courage  ;  to  revive  : 

Caus.  P.  -tfvasayati,  -yituni,  to  cause  one  to  take 
breath;  to  encourage,  comfort,  cheer  up;  to  con- 
ciliate. 

A-foasat,  an,  all,  at,  taking  breath,  breathing 
anew;  reviving;  recovering. 

A-ivasita,  as,  a,  am,  encouraged,  cheered,  con- soled. 

A-dvasa,  as,  m.  breathing  again,  taking  breath, 
breathing  freely,  recovery  ;  cheering  up,  consolation  ; 
a  chapter  or  section,  the  division  of  a  book  ;  a  pro- 

bable story  ;  cessation,  completion. 

A-Msaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  consolatory,  consoling, 
comforting;  (as},  m.  clothing. 

A-Svasana,  am,  n.  making  or  letting  one  take 
breath,  consoling,  encouraging,  reviving  ;  cheering  up. 

^-st'dsayaf,  an,  and,  at,  encouraging,  animating. 

A-dvasUa,  as,  a,  am,  encouraged,  animated,  com- 
forted, consoled. 

A-frasin,  I,  iiii,  i,  breathing  freely,  reviving,  be- 

coming cheerful  ;  consoling. 
A-xrasiju,  ind.  having  consoled,  having  cherished  ; 

having  recovered  or  revived. 

•*UMI<J  ashailha,  as,  m.  (fr.  a-shiidha),  N. 
of  a  momh,  corresponding  to  part  of  June  and  July, 
in  which  the  full  moon  is  near  the  constellation 

Ashadha  ;  a  staff  of  the  wood  of  the  Palasa,  carried 
by  an  ascetic  during  certain  vows  in  the  month 
Ashadha;  N.  of  a  prince;  the  Malaya  mountain; 

(a),  f.  the  twenty-first  and  twenty-second  lunar 
mansions,  commonly  compounded  with  puna  and 
uttara  ;  (i),  f.  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month 
Ashadha.  —  Ashadha-lihara,  as,  a,  am,  produced 
in  the  month  Ashadha  ;  (as),  m.  the  planet  Mars. 

—  Ashadha-bhuti,  is,  m.,  N.of  a  man.  —  Ashadha- 

a-sa. 

b/iu,  us,  m.  produced  in  the  month  Ashadha ;  the 

planet  Mars. Ashidhaka,  as,  m.  the  month  Ashadha ;  N.  of  a 

man. 
Ashadhika,  f.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasl. 

Ashddhlya,  as,  d,  am,  born  under  the  constella- 
tion Ashadha. 

ashtaka,  X.  of  a  region. 

ashtama,  as,  m.  (fr.  ashtama),  the 

eighth  part. 

'STT]?  ashtra,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  I.  as'),  ether, 
sky,  atmosphere. 

^TT^t  ashtri,  f.,  Ved.  kitchen,  fire-place ; 

(if  fr.  rt.  Las',  according  to  Say.)  an  extensive  forest. 

,a,  f.  [cf.  2.as'a],  region,  quarter. 
1.  as,  ind.  (an  interjection  implying 

joy,  anger,  menace,  pain,  affliction,  recollection)  Ah ! Ohl&c. 

mifl  2.  os  (a-as),  cl.  4.  P.,  Ved.  asyati, 

-situm,  to  enclose,  border ;  to  admit  (as  water)  into. 
3.  as  (fr.  t.  as  above?  or  fr.  rt.  2.  as;  cf.  Lat.  os), 

mouth,  face ;  only  used  in  two  forms,  as  follows :  asas, 
abl.,  Ved.  from  mouth  to  mouth,  in  close  proximity ; 

dsd,  inst.,  Ved.  before  one's  eyes ;  by  word  of  mouth, 

personally ;  present ;  in  one's  own  person ;  immedi- 
ately. —  As-patra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a^  vessel  which  is  as 

it  were  the  mouth  of  the  gods.  £0<ui  ZJ  <»«''>  ̂ ««« 
ii  MI  4.  as,  cl.  2.  A.  aste  (Ved.  and  poet. 

\alsocl.  I.  A.  asate),dsan-(akre,asishyate, 

asishta,  -situm,  to  sit,  sit  down,  rest,  lie ;  to  be 

present,  to  exist,  to  inhabit,  dwell  in ;  to  make  one's abode  in ;  to  sit  quietly,  abide,  remain,  continue ;  to 
cease,  have  an  end ;  to  solemnize,  celebrate ;  to  do 

anything  without  interruption,  to  continue  doing  any- 
thing, to  continue  in  any  situation,  to  last.  It  is  used 

in  the  sense  of  'continuing,'  with  a  participle,  adj.,  or 

subst.  (e.  g.  etat  sdma  gayann  aste,  '  he  continues 
singing  this  verse');  with  an  indeclinable  participle  in 
tvd,  ya,  or  am  (e.  g.  vparudlnja  arim  asita,  '  he 
should  continue  blockading  the  foe') ;  with  an  adverb 

(e.g.  tuihulm  aste,  'he  continues  quiet;'  sukham 
diva,  '  continue  well ') ;  with  an  inst.  case  (e.  g. 

vukhcna  aste, '  he  continues  well ') ;  with  a  dat.  case 

(e.  g.  astdtit  tivfhlaye,  '  may  it  be  to  your  satisfac- 
tion') :  Caus.  osayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  any  one  to 

sit  down :  Desid.  dsisishate  ;  [cf.  Gr.  ̂ (ff)-juai,  ̂ tr- 
TOI  :  Lat.  asa  changed  to  am;  d-nus  for  <2s-nus.] 

I .  asa,  seat  (e.  g.  in  the  compound  suasa-stha, 
'staying  in  one's  own  seat');  (am),  n.  the  seat  or 
lower  part  of  the  body  ;  proximity. 

I.  agana,  am,  n.  sitting,  sitting  down;  sitting  in 
peculiar  postures,  according  to  the  custom  of  devotees, 
(five  or,  in  other  places,  even  eighty-four  postures  are 
enumerated;  see  jiailmdsana,  bltadraeana,  rajrd- 
soHff,  rirdstnia,  traxtikdsana:  the  manner  of 

sitting  forming  part  of  the  eight-fold  observances  of 
ascetics) ;  halting,  stopping,  encamping ;  abiding, 

dwelling ;  seat,  place,  stool ;  the  withers  of  an  ele- 
phant, the  part  where  the  driver  sits ;  maintaining  a 

post  against  an  enemy;  (a),  f.  stay,  abiding;  (I),  f. 

stay,  abiding,  sitting ;  a  shop,  a  stall ;  a  small  seat,  a 

stool. 
Asita,  as,  a,  am,  scaled,  at  rest,  one  who  has  sat 

down,  one  who  is  seated  or  dwells ;  (am),  n.  sitting, 

sitting  down  ;  a  seat ;  place  where  one  has  lived, 
place  of  abode,  a  city ;  dur-asitam,  an  improper 

way  of  sitting. 

Aetna,  as,  d,  am,  sitting,  seated.  —  Aslna-prafa- 
layita,  am,  n.  nodding,  nodding  when  seated,  falling 
asleep. 

Asya,  (.  sitting,  abiding,  abode,  state  of  rest. 

^THT  5.  as  («-as),  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  aste,  -si- 
tent,  to  sit  down  upon. 

2.  asa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  as,  to  throw). 



Ved.  ashes,  dust  which  easily  flies  away ;  (as,  am), 
m.  n.  a  bow.     (For  i.  asa  see  under  4.  as.) 

1.  asana,  am,  n.  throwing;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
tree.  See  asana. 

^ftwn.u-sat)isdra,  as,  d,  am  (rt.sn),  liable 
to  continuous  flow,  progress  or  alteration  ;  (am),  ind. 
as  long  as  the  world  goes  on,  till  the  end  of  the 
world. 

"-Nm#r4  dsangatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  a-sangata), 
detachment,  disunion. 

•sHIHy  a-sanj,  cl.  I.  P.  -sajati,  -sanktum, 

to  fasten  on,  attach,  fix ;  to  fasten  on  one's  self,  put 
on  (as  dress,  armour,  &c.)  ;  to  take  up  :  Caus.  -sanja- 
yati,  -yiimn,  to  cause  to  attach,  have  (anything) 
fastened  or  put  on :  Pass,  -sajyate,  to  adhere,  cohere, 
to  be  attached. 

A-sakta,  as,  d,  am,  attached  strongly  to  or  intent 
on;  zealously  following  or  pursuing;  trusting  to, 

confiding  in,  eternal;  (am), ind. eternally.  —  Asakta- 
(itia,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  mind  deeply  engaged 
in,  intent  on,  devoted  to,  absorbed  in.  —  Asakta- 
detas,  as,  as,  as,  having  the  mind  fixed  or  intent  on 
any  object.  —  Asakta-manas,  as,  as,  as,  having  the 
mind  fixed  upon  any  object. 

A-sakti,  is,  f.  devotedness  or  attachment  (as  to 
one  object  or  pursuit),  diligence,  application ;  Ved. 

lying  wait  for,  way-laying;  (i),  ind., Ved.  purposely, 
intentionally. 

A-sanga,  as,  m.  fastening  to,  fixing ;  association, 
connection;  attachment  to  any  object;  proximity, 

contact ;  Ved.  way-laying ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (am),  n. 
a  kind  of  fragrant  earth ;  (as,  a,  am),  uninterrupted, 
eternal ;  (am),  ind.  without  interruption ;  eternally. 

A-sanginl,  f.  a  whirlwind. 
Asangima,  as,  m.  (in  surgery)  a  kind  of  bandage. 
A-sanj  ana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  putting  on  (dress,  armour, 

ornaments,  &c.) ;  fastening  to,  fixing;  a  handle,  a 
hook.  —  Asanjana-vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  a  handle, 
hook,  loop,  &c. 

^TWT  d-sad,  cl.  i.  P.  -sidati,  -sattum,  to 
sit  down,  sit  near ;  to  place ;  to  approach,  meet  with, 
find;  encounter,  attack,  commence,  undertake;  cl. 

10.  P.  -sddayati,  -yitum,  to  approach,  meet  with, 
find ;  encounter,  attack ;  commence,  undertake ;  Ved. 
to  make  one  sit  down. 

A-satti,  is,  f.  intimate  union,  meeting,  junction ; 
gain,  profit,  acquirement;  (in  logic)  connection  or 
relation  between  two  or  more  proximate  terms  and 
the  sense  they  convey. 
A-sadana,  am,  a.  the  act  of  sitting  down ;  a  seat. 
A-sanna,  as,  a,  am,  near,  proximate ;  (as),  m. 

the  setting  sun.  —  Asanna-kala,  as,  m.  the_hour  of 
death ;  one  whose  last  hour  is  at  hand.  —  Asanna- 
tara,  as,  a,  am,  ntz:er.~Asannatara-td,  (.  greater 
nearness.  —  Asanna-prasava,  as,  d,  am,  near  par- 

turition, about  to  bring  forth  or  to  lay  eggs. 
A-sdda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  cushion. 

A-sadana,  am,  n.  putting  or  laying  down  ;  attack- 
ing, making  war  upon ;  going  to  or  towards ;  meeting 

with;  obtaining,  attaining;  accomplishing. 
A-sddayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  attacked,  to  be 

encountered ;  attainable. 

A-sddita,  as,  a,  am,  obtained,  acquired,  gained, 
reached,  gone  to ;  spread,  extended,  overspread ; 
effected,  completed  ;  met  with,  attacked. 

I.  d-sddya,  as,  d,  am,  attainable,  obtainable. 

1.  d-sadya,  iud.  having  attained  or  reached ;  hav- 
ing obtained,  according  to. 

A-sisddayishu,,  us,  us,  u,  about  to  attack ;  wishing 
to  attack. 

'Hl*l«f  asan,  n.  [cf.  2.  as  and  asya~],  Ved. 
the  mouth,  the  jaws;   (this  word  occurs  in   inst., 

dat.,  abl.,  loc.  sing.,  and  inst.  plur.)  —  Asann-ishu, 
a*,  us,  n,  Ved.  one  who  has  arrows  in  his  mouth. 

Asanya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  the  mouth. 

asana.   See  under  4.  as  and  2.  asa. 

asanda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sad  with  a?), 

dsana. 

an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  (i),  f.  a  small  couch  or  oblong 
chair,  the  seat  of  which  is  made  of  basket  work; 

a  chair,  arm-chair.  —  Asandi-vat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a country. 

dstika. 

,  an,  ati,  at  (fr.  rt.  I.  as?), 

Ved.  what  exists  or  is  present  (?). 

,  ind.  as  far  as  the 

d-sambddha,  as,  d,  am,  blocked 

up,  obstructed,  confined. 

^TreTF  fisaya,  ind.  (irreg.  inst.  case  fr. 

3.  as,  q.  v.),  Ved.  together  with,  from  mouth  to 
mouth,  near  to,  in  the  presence  of. 

d-sava.     See  under  d-su. 

,  ind.  (fr.  i.  asa),  Ved.  from  or 

in  the  proximity,  near. 

^T[«IM«1  d-sddhana,  am,  n.  (rt.  I.  sidh), 
accomplishment,  attainment. 

1.  d-siddJta,  as,  d,  am,  accomplished,  effected. 
(For  2.  d-siddha  see  below.) 

*JH«Ka-s<zra,  as,  m.  (rt.  sri),  surrounding 
an  enemy;  incursion;  attack;  a  hard  shower;  the 
army  of  an  ally  or  of  a  king,  whose  dominions  are 
separated  by  other  intervening  states  ;  provision,  food. 

d-sdvya.     See  under  2.  a-sa. 

dsika,as,  m.  (ft.  asi),  a  swordsman. 

dsikd,  f.  (fr.  rt.  4.  as),  turn  or 

order  of  sitting;  sitting;  (as,  d,  am),  one  who  sits. 

vi  i  Itt  ̂   i.  d-sif,  cl.  6.  P.  -sindati,  -sektum, 
to  pour  in  or  on,  besprinkle,  wet,  water:  Caus. 

-sedayati,  -yitum,  to  have  (anything)  poured  in. 

A-sikta,  as,  d,  am,  poured  in  or  on  ;  sprinkled. 
2.  d-sid,  k,  {.,  Ved.  a  dish,  vessel  ;  (Say.)  an  oblation 

which  is  poured  out. 

A-seka,  as,  m.  wetting,  sprinkling,  pouring  in. 

A-sedana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  pouring  into,  wetting, 
sprinkling;  Ved.  a  reservoir  or  vessel  for  fluids; 

(as,  t,  am),  charming,  lovely,  beloved  [cf.  a-sedana, 
for  which  it  may  be  a  substitute]  .  —  Asedana-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  containing  a  reservoir  or  cavity,  hollow, 
concave. 

Asedanaka,  as,  d,  om(?),  beloved,  desired,  charm- 
ing [cf.  a-se&ma], 

vi  I  i«^j  2.  d-siddha,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  2.  sidh), 
put  under  restraint,  imprisoned.  (For  I.  see  above.) 

A-seddliri,  dhd,  m.  one  who  confines  or  arrests another. 

A-sedfia,  as,  m.  arrest,  custody,  legal  restraint  of 
four  kinds,  viz.  kdldseilha,  limitation  of  time  ;  stha- 
nasedha,  confinement  to  a  place;  pravdsmedha, 

prohibition  against  removal  or  departure  ;  karmd- 
sedha,  restriction  from  employment. 

A-sedhaka,  as,  d,  am,  restraining,  confining. 
A-seclhaniya  or  d-sedhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  placed 

in  custody,  restrained;  confined,  prohibited,  interrupted. 

^TPPT  i.  d-su,  cl.  5.  P.,  Ved.  -sanoti,  -sotum, 
to  press  out  Soma  juice,  to  distil. 

I.  d-sava,  as,  m.  distilling,  distillation  ;  decoction  ; 
rum,  spirit  distilled  from  sugar  or  molasses,  spirituous 
liquor  in  general  :  (for  1.  d-sava  see  next  col.) 
-•  Asava-dru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  the  Palmyra  tree,  Bo- 
rassus  Flabellifomis  ;  (its  juice  on  fermenting  afford- 

ing a  spirituous  liquor.) 

A-sava,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  presses  out  the 
Soma  juice  ;  (SSy.)  a  praiser(?). 

I.  d-suti,  is,  f.  distilling;  decoction;  a  draught  so 
prepared  ;  distillation  :  (for  2.  d-suti  see  next  col.) 
—  Asutt-vala,  as,  m.  a  sacrificing  priest  ;  a  sacrificer 
at  the  full  and  change  of  the  moon  ;  one  who  pre- 

pares or  sells  spirituous  liquors,  a  distiller  ;  one  who 
sells  female  slaves  (V). 
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.  d-su,  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -sauti,  -sotum, 

to  bring  forth,  excite. 
2.  d-sava,  as,  m.,  Ved.  exciting,  enlivening. 
A-savitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  Ved.  exciting,  an  exciter. 

A-sdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bora. 
a.  d-suti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  exciting,  enlivening. 

'HI*}*,  dsura,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  asura),  spiritual, 

divine  ;  belonging  to  or  devoted  to  evil  spirits ;  be- 

longing or  relating  to  the  Asuras ;  infernal,  demoni- 
acal ;  (as),  m.  an  Asura  or  demon ;  a  form  of  mar- 

riage in  which  the  bridegroom  purchases  the  bride 
from  her  father  and  paternal  kinsmen ;  (as),  m.  pi. 

the  stars  of  the  southern  hemisphere ;  a  prince  of  the 

warrior-tribe  Asura;  ((),  f.  a  division  of  medicine, 
surgery,  curing  by  cutting  with  instruments,  applying 
the  actual  cautery  ;  N.  of  the  plant  Sinapis  Ramosa  ; 

(am),  n.  blood ;  black  salt. 
Asurayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 
Asuri,  is,  m.  (patron,  fr.  asura),  N.  of  a  teacher. 

—  Asuri-wdsin,  i,  m.  an  epithet  of  PrSsniputra. 

Asur'tya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  or  coming  from 
Asuri. 

^n^a-sw,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved.  -suvati,  -savitum, 
to  bring  or  send  quickly,  yield,  grant. 

•fllTlf^rT  d-sutrita,  as,  d,  am,  tied  on  or 

round,  forming  or  wearing  a  garland. 

^TTWST  d-srij,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved.  -srijati,  -srash- 

tum,  to  pour  out  upon,  pour  in. 
d-sedha.     See  2.  d-siddha  last  col. 

d-sev,  cl.  i.  A.  or  poet.  P.  -senate, 

-ti,  -vitum,  to  attend  to,  accomplish;  carry  out, 
practice,  perform  assiduously ;  to  indulge  in,  enjoy. 

A-sevana,  am,  n.  assiduous  practice  or  performance 
of  any  action. 
A-sevd,  f.  zealous  cultivation  of  any  pursuit ;  com- 

merce, intercourse. 
A-sevin,  I,  ini,  i,  performing  assiduously,  acting. 

•*H|4<h<^  d-skand,  cl.  I.  P.  -skandati,  -skan- 

tum,  to  invade,  attack. 
A-skanda,  as,  m.  ascending,  mounting ;  assault, 

attack ;  an  assailant. 

A-skandana,  am,  n.  going  towards,  assailing,  at- 
tack ;  battle,  war  ;  reproach,  abuse ;  effacing,  destroy- ing ;  drying  (?). 

A-skandtta  or  d-skanditaka,  am,  n.  the  walk  of 
an  horse. 
A-skandin,  i,  ini,  i,  jumping  upon,  assailing; 

causing  to  flow  ;  granting. 

•suts  d-sku,  cl.  5.  P.,  Ved.  -skunoti,  -sko- 
tum,  to  snatch  up. 

'iH+sh  d-skra,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  skri  =  rt.  kri ?), 

Ved.  joined,  united ;  (Say.)  attacking,  assailing  ene- 
mies, approaching. 

iSIHiH.'!!,  &c.     See  under  d-stri. 
d-stdva,  as,  m.  (rt.  stu),  Ved.  the 

place  of  reciting  a  particular  hymn. 
•fllfWoh  dstika,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  asti,  3rd  pers. 

sing,  of  rt.  i.  as),  a  believer  in  sacred  tradition ;  one 
who  believes  in  God  and  another  world ;  believing, 

pious,  faithful ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni  or  saint, 
more  correctly  written  dstika,  q.  v.  —  A stika-td,  f. 

or  dstika-tva,  am,  n.  belief  in  God. 

Astikdrthada  or  dstikdrthada  (°ka-artha-da), 
as,  m.  an  epithet  of  king  Janam-ejaya  (who  granted 
the  request  of  the  sage  Astika,  and  spared  the  N5ga 
Takshaka  from  the  destruction  to  which  he  had 

doomed  the  serpent-race). 
Aatikya,  am,  n.  belief  in  God,  piety,  faithfulness, 

a  believing  nature  or  disposition. 
Astika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  old  saint,  the  son  of 

Jarat-kara;  (as,  f,  am),  relating  to  or  treating  of 
that  saint ;  detlkam  pai-va,  a  section  of  the  first 
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book  of  the  MahS-bhSrata.  —  Atlikorjanani,  f.  the 
wife  of  Jarat-kSru  and  mother  of  Astlka. 

AxtU-ya,  am,  n.  (?  error  for  dstikya),  belief. 

1«ltrJ  d-stri  or  d-sfri,  cl.  5.  9.  P.  A.  -stri- 
noti,  -tiitte,  -ndti,  -nite,  -gtartum,  -ritum, ^ritum, 
to  spread  (as  a  carpet  &c.),  deck,  bestrew,  scatter 
over,  cover. 

A-stara,  as,  m.  a  covering,  coverlet,  blanket 
thrown  over  the  back  of  a  horse  or  elephant ;  a  carpet, 
bed ;  spreading  (clothes  &c.) ;  N.  of  a  man. 

A-xtarana,  am,  i,  n.  f.  the  act  of  spreading ;  a 
carpet,  a  rug,  a  cushion,  a  quilt,  bed-clothes ;  a  bed ; 
a  layer  of  sacred  grass  spread  out  at  a  sacrifice; 

an  elephant's  housings,  a  painted  cloth  or  blanket 
worn  on  his  back.  —  Astarana-rat,  an,  ati,  at, 
covered  with  a  doth  or  carpet. 
Astaranika,  as,  d,  am,  resting  on  a  cloth  or 

carpet. 

A-stdra,  as,  m.  spreading,  strewing,  scattering. 
—  Astdra-pankti,  is,  !.,  N.  of  a  metre,  the  first 
verse  of  which  consists  of  two  Padas  of  eight  syllables 
each,  the  second  of  two  Padas  of  twelve  syllables 
each. 

A-sttrna,  as,  a,  am,  spread,  strewed,  scattered. 
A-strita,  as,  d,  am,  spread,  covered,  strewed. 

^'W^H  dstrabudhna,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of 
a  man. 

usllka-jananl . 

i.  d-stha,  cl.  I.  P.  or  poet.  A. 
-tkhthatt,  -te,  -sthdtum,  to  stand  or  remain  on  or 
by  ;  to  stay  near,  go  towards,  resort  to  ;  to  ascend, 
mount;  to  undertake,  perform,  do,  carry  out,  practise, 
use;  to  behave;  to  exhibit,  aim  at;  to  undertake, 
i.  e.  promise. 

i.  d-stha,,  f.  consideration,  regard,  care,  care  for 
(with  loc.,  e.  g.  mayi  dslhd,  care  for  me)  ;  assent, 
promise  ;  confidence,  hope  ;  prop,  stay,  support  ; 
place  or  means  of  abiding  ;  an  assembly  ;  state,  con- 
dition. 

A-tthatri,  id,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  standing  on,  mount- 
ing on. 

A-sthdna,  am,  n.  place,  site,  ground,  base;  an 
assembly;  a  hall  of  audience;  (i),  f.  an  assembly. 
—  Anthdna-griha,  am,  n.  an  assembly-room. 
A-sfhdpana,  am,  n.  placing,  fixing,  causing  to  stay 

or  remain  ;  a  strengthening  remedy  ;  an  enema  of  oil, 
ghee,  &c. 

A-sthaptta,  as,  a,  am,  placed,  fixed,  &c. 
A-stKiya,  ind.  having  recourse  to,  using,  employ- 

ing; having  ascended  ;  standing,  standing  by. 
A-sthdyikd,  f.  audience  ;  (e.  g.  dsthdyikdm  da, 

to  give  an  audience.) 

A-stMta,  as,  a,  am,  stayed,  dwelt,  abiding,  abode  ; 
having  recourse  to;  applied  to;  occupied,  engrossed 
by,  engaged  in  ;  spread,  overspread  ;  obtained  ;  ob- 

serving, adhering  to,  following,  practising. 
A-stheya,  at,  d,  am,  to  be  approached,  to  be 

seized,  to  be  applied  or  practised. 

•WIW1  5-sndna,  am,  n.  (rt.  sna),  Ved. 
water  for  washing,  a  bath. 

•wiWM  dsneya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  asan),  Ved. 
bloody,  being  in  blood. 

^HtM^  dspada,  am,  n.  (fr.  pada  with  d 
prefixed,  «  being  inserted),  place,  site,  seat,  office; 
rank,  station;  dignity,  authority;  business,  affair. 
Often  used  in  comp.  ;  e.  g.  ahaitkdrdspadam,  the seat  of  consciousness. 

vii«-H^n  a-sP<">dana,  am,  n.  trembling, throbbing. 

d-spardhd,  f.  emulation,  rivalry, endeavour  after. 

A-spardhin,  I,  ini,  i,  emulous,  striving  after. 
**!**$  a-tparsa,  as,  m.(rt.  spris),  contact; aspariia-tas,  by  the  contact. 

ds-pdtra.     See  3.  at. 

•sn«-mc-»  d-sphal  or  ii-sphul,  Caus.  -sphala- 
yati,  -yitiim,  to  cause  to  flap,  rock  or  shake. 
A-sphdla,  as,  m.  striking,  rubbing,  causing  to 

move  gently ;  flapping,  clapping ;  the  flapping  mo- 
tion of  an  elephant's  ear. 

A-sphalana,  am,  n.  rubbing,  stirring,  flapping, 
moving  gently ;  striking ;  pride,  arrogance. 
A-spkdlita,  as,  d,  am,  struck  gently,  rubbed, 

touched,  stirred ;  flapped,  clapped,  struck  together. 

** I **w <<x d-sphdy,  cl.  I.  A.  -sphdyate,  -yi- 
tum,  to  grow,  increase. 

•<H  I  *4jPH  rl^  dsphujit  = '  A^pofiinj,  N.  of  the 
planet  Venus. 

•*ii«-^jic^a-spAi(/.     See  d-sphal  above. 

'si«*W«  d-sphota,  as,  m.  (rt. sphut), moving 
or  flapping  to  and  fro,  quivering,  trembling,  shaking, 
the  sound  of  clapping  or  striking  on  the  arms  as 
made  by  combatants,  wrestlers,  &c. ;  a  plant,  see 
d-sphotct;  (d),  f.  a  wild  variety  of  Jasmin. 
A-sphotaka,  at,  m.,  the  plant  Careya  Arborea. 
A-sphotana,  am,  n.  moving  to  and  fro,  flapping, 

trembling;  shaking;  blowing,  expanding;  contracting, 
closing,  sealing ;  slapping  or  clapping  the  arms,  or 
the  noise  made  by  it ;  (i),  f.  a  gimlet  or  auger. 
A-sphota  or  d-sphotuka,  as,  m.  (probably  an  in- 

correct form  of  a-sphota),  N.  of  several  plants,  Ca- 
lotropis  Gigantea,  Bahinia  Variegata  L.,  Echites  Di- 
chotoma  Roxb. ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Jasmi 
num  Sambac,  Clitoria  Terneata,  Echites  Frutescens 
or  Echites  Dichotoma. 

•«il*HI«fi  dsmdka,  as,  i,  am,  or  dsmdkma, 
as,  d,  am  (fr.  asmdkam),  our,  ours. 

vu«*4  dsya,  am,  n.  (see  3.  as),  mouth, 
|aws ;  face ;  a  part  of  the  mouth  as  the  organ  of 
pronouncing  letters ;  mouth,  opening ;  (as,  a,  am), 
belonging  or  relating  to  the  mouth  or  face.  —  Asyan- 
dhaya,  as,  i,  am,  drinking  the  mouth,  kissing. 
—  Asya-pattra,  am,  n.  a  lotus.  —  Asya-ldngala, 
as,  m.  '  whose  face  is  a  plough ;'   a  hog,  a  boar. 
—  Asya-loman,  a,  n.  the  hair  of  the  face,  the  beard. 

—  Asydsava  (°ya-df),  as,  m.  spittle,  saliva. 
'»fll*<4«^1  d-syandana,  am,  n.  flowing  near. 

—  Asyandana-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  'flowing  near. 

'3rn*r?TrT  asyaMtya,  as,  d,  am,  containing 
the  word  asyahatya  (a  chapter). 

•«ii**«l  dsyd,  f.     See  under  4.  as. 

•wits'n  dsrapa,  as,  m.  (fr.  asra-pa),  the nineteenth  lunar  mansion. 

TTtJl  d-srava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sru  with 
irep.  a),  the  foam  on  boiling  rice ;  flowing,  running, 
discharge  ;  distress,  pain,  affliction  ;  (with  Jainas)  that 
which  directs  the  embodied  spirit  towards  eternal 

objects,  (viz.  the  occupation  or  employment  of  the 
senses  or  organs  on  sensible  objects ;  or  the  association 
or  connection  of  body  with  right  and  wrong  deeds.) 
A-srdva,  as,  m.  flow,  issue,  running,  discharge ; 

jain,  affliction  ;  a  disease  of  the  body.  —  itTOKXt- 

't/ieshaja,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  medicament,  medicine. 

Asrarin,  i,  in~i,  i,  flowing,  emitting  fluid,  dis- 
charging humor ;  an  epithet  of  the  elephant  (a  fluid 

Issuing  from  its  temples  during  the  rutting-time). 

viiww  d-srasta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  off, oose. 

uwt;  d-svad  or  -svdd,  cl.  i.  A.  -svadate 

or  -svailnte,  -dititm,  to  taste,  eat. 
A-svdda,  as,  d,  am,  tasting,  eating;  (as),  m. 

asting,  enjoying,  eating ;  flavour.  —  Asvdda-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  having  a  good  taste,  palatable ;  delicious  in 
flavour. 

A-svddaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  tasting,  enjoying. 
A-svddana,  am,  n.  tasting,  enjoying,  eating. 
A-svddita,  as,  a,  am,  tasted,  enjoyed,  possessed ; eaten. 

d-hava. 

A-fvddya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  tasted  or  enjoyed, 
to  be  eaten  ;  having  a  good  taste,  palatable,  delicious. 
—  Amddya-toya,  as,  d,  am,  having  sweet  or  palata- ble water. 

f  1*3 H,  d-svan,  cl.  I.  P.  -svanati,  -nitum, to  sound. 

A-svanita  or  d-mdnta,  as,  d,  am,  sounded. 

mi?  i.  dha,  ind.  (an  interjection  implying 
reproof,  severity,  command,  casting,  sending)  Ah  1 
Aha!  &c. 

2.  dha.     See  rt.  3.  ah. 

dhaka,  as,  m.  a  peculiar  disease  of 
the  nose,  inflammation  of  the  Schneiderian  membrane. 

vil53;l*i  dhankdrya, am, n. (fr. ahait-kdra), 
conceitedness. 

'•ai^'l^  d-han,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -hanti,  -hate, 
-hantum,  to  strike  at,  hit,  beat,  kill;  commit 
slaughter. 
A-hata,  as,  d,  am,  struck,  beaten ;  injured,  killed  ; 

multiplied ;  known,  understood  ;  uttered  falsely ;  (as), 

m.  a  drum  ;  (am),  n.  old  cloth  or  raiment ;  new  cloth 
or  clothes ;  assertion  of  an  impossibility.  —  Ahata- 
lakshana,  a.*,  d,  am,  noted  for  good  qualities. 
A-hati,  is,  f.  hitting,  striking,  a  blow,  a  hit ; 

killing. 

A-hanana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  striking  at,  beating ; 
killing  of  an  animal. 

Ahananya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  making  one's  self known  by  beating  (a  drum  &c.). 

vti?«i^  dhanas,  ds,  as,  as  (fr.  rt.  han  ?), 
Ved.  swelling,  tumid,  crammed  full ;  fat,  luxuriant, 
lascivious;  (Say.)  to  be  beaten  or  pressed  out  (as 

Soma). 

Ahanasya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  luxuriancy,  lasciviousness ; 
(ds),  {.  pi.  verses  (ri(as)  of  a  lascivious  character. 
—  Ahanasya-vadin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  uttering  las- 

civious words. 

dhalak,  ind.,  Ved.  a  smacking 

',  Sec.      See  under 

sound. 

d-hu  and  d-hre. 

uhika,  as,  m.  (fr.  ahi),  the  descend- 
ing node;  an  epithet  of  the  grammarian  Panini. 

vi  i  Pp  <*f{dhikam,  a  particle  =:  a  hi  kam(!). 

'Hlf^ll^  d-hind,  cl.  I.  A.  -hindate,  -ditum, 
to  roam  about. 

dhindika,  as,  m.  a  man  of  mixed 

origin,  the  son  ofaNishada  father  andaVaidehi  mother, 
employed  as  a  watchman  on  the  outside  of  gaols  &c. 

»3nf?!(l  d-hita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  dhd  with 

:>rep.  d),  placed,  deposited  ;  entertained,  felt  ;  com- 
prising, containing  ;  performed,  done.  —  Ahila-klama, 

as,  d,  am,  exhausted.  —  Ahlta-laktihana,  as,  a,  am, 
noted  or  known  for  good  qualities  ;  [cf.  dhala- 
l<d*liana.~]'-Ahita-ryatka,  as,  d,  am,  pained, 
Ttieved.  —  AItitii-smna,  a*,  a,  am,  uttering  or 

r.aking  a  sound,  noisy.  -*Ahitdgni  (°ta~ag°),  is,  w, 
',  one  who  has  placed  the  sacred  fire  upon  the  altar, 
a  sacrificer  ;  a  BrShman  who  has  kept  alive  a  sacred 

•e  perpetually  in  a  family  &c.  —  Ahitditka  (°<a-a»°), 
as,  d,  am,  marked,  spotted,  stained. 

A-htti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  placing  on;  anything  placed  on. 
dhitundika  or  ahitundika,  as, 

i.  (fr.  ahi-tunda),  a  snake-catcher,  a  juggler. 

;ftR  dhiranin,  i,  m.  a  two-headed 

snake. 
'SHIT  d-hu,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -juhote,  -juhute,  -ho- 

um,  to  sacrifice,  to  offer  an  oblation,  to  worship. 
I.  d-hava,  as,  m.  sacrificing,  sacrifice.  (For  i. 

d-hava  see  under  d-hve.) 
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A-havana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  offering  an  oblation, 
offering  sacrifice,  sacrifice. 
A-havaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  offered  as  an  obla- 

tion; (as),  m.  a  consecrated  fire  taken  from  the 

householder's  perpetual  fire  and  prepared  for  receiving 
oblations  ;  the  eastern  of  the  three  fires  burning  at 
a  sacrifice. 

Ahavaniyaka,  as,  a,  am,  fit  for  a  burnt  offering  ; 
(ox),  rn.  a  consecrated  fire. 

i.  a-hava,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  trough,  a  pail,  a  vessel; 
a  trough  near  a  well  for  watering  cattle. 
A-huta,  am,  n.  an  offering  made  to  men,  hospi- 

tality ;  the  nourishment  of  all  created  beings  con- 
sidered as  one  of  the  five  sacraments  or  principal 

sacrifices  of  the  Hindus. 

I.  d-huti,  is,  (.  offering  oblations  with  fire  to  the 
deities  ;  any  solemn  rite  accompanied  with  oblations  : 

(for  2.  d-huti  see  under  d-hve.)  —  Ahuti-vridh,  t, 
t,  t,  Ved.  delighting  in  sacrifices. 

«!?<»  ahuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  great- 

grandfather of  Krishna,  a  son  or  grandson  of  Abhi- 
jit  ;  (i),  (.  a  sister  of  this  prince  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people. 

i!M£<^l  ahulya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  legumi- 
nous shrub  Tabernaemontana  Coronaria. 

•snifj  a-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati,-te,-hartum, 
to  fetch,  bring,  bring  near,  give  ;  to  recover,  bring 
back  ;  to  get,  take  ;  to  offer  in  sacrifice  :  Caus.  P. 

-hdrayati,  -yitum,  to  make  one  pay  or  give  or 
fetch  or  bring  ;  to  exact  ;  to  exert,  exhibit  :  Desid. 

A.  -jihirshate,  to  seek  to  recover  or  get  back. 
A-hara,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  compounds) 

bringing,  fetching;  (as),  m.  taking,  seizing;  accom- 
plishing, offering  of  a  sacrifice  ;  drawing  in  breath, 

inhaling,  inhaled  air;  breath  inspired,  inspiration. 
A-harana,  as,  a,  am,  taking  away,  robbing  ;  (am), 

n.  taking,  seizing,  bringing  near  ;  extracting,  remov- 
ing ;  accomplishing,  offering  at  a  sacrifice  ;  causing, 

inducing. 

Aharam-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  give 
as  a  present. 

A-hartri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  takes,  seizes,  brings 
or  procures  ;  inducing,  causing  ;  offering  ;  (td),  m. 
a  copy  holder  (in  law). 
A-hara,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  bringing  near,  procuring  ; 

going  to  fetch  ;  (as),  rn.  taking,  fetching,  bringing 
near  ;  employing  ;  taking  food,  food  (e.  g.  dhdram 
kri,  to  take  food,  eat).  —  Ahdra-viraha,  as,  m. 
want  of  food.  —  Ahdra-sambhava,  as,  m.  the  juice 
of  the  body,  chyle,  lymph,  serum.  —  AharartMn 

(°ra-ar°),  t,  int,  i,  begging  or  seeking  for  food. 
A-hdraka,  as,  a,  am,  going  to  fetch. 
A-hdrika,  (with  Jainas)  one  of  the  five  bodies 

belonging  to  the  soul  ;  described  by  Colebrooke  as  a 
minute  form,  issuing  from  the  head  of  a  meditative 
sage  to  consult  an  omniscient  saint  and  returning  with 
the  desired  information. 

A-hdrya,  ag,  d,  am,  to  be  taken  or  seized  ;  to  be 
fetched  or  brought  near  ;  to  be  extracted  or  removed  ; 
what  may  be  removed,  adventitious,  accessary,  inci- 

dental ;  to  be  eaten  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  bandage  ; 
(am),  n.  any  disease  to  be  treated  by  the  operation  of 
extracting  ;  extraction  ;  a  vessel  ;  the  ornamentative 
part  of  thedrama,  the  dress,  decorations,  &c.  —  Ahtirya- 
iobhd,  f.  adventitious  beauty,  beauty  not  natural  but 
the  effect  of  paints,  ornaments,  &c. 

A-hrita,  as,  d,  am,  brought,  taken,  collected. 
~Ahrita-yajna-kratu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  intending 
(to  offer)  a  prepared  sacrifice  ;  preparing  a  sacrificial 
act(?). 

A-hritya,  ind.  having  taken  or  received,  having 
brought. 

aheya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ahi),  belonging 
or  relating  to  a  snake. 

^l^l  aha,  ind.  (an  interjection  of  doubt 
and  of  asking)  or,  or  perhaps.  —  Alui-purushikd,  f. 
great  self-conceit,  boasting,  military  vaunting  ;  a  vain 
determination  to  accomplish  an  object,  vaunting  of 

one's   power.  —  Aho-svit,  ind.   a  particle   implying 
doubt. 

^TTj.  dhna,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  ahan),  a  series 
of  days,  many  days. 

Ahnika,  as,  I,  am,  daily,  diurnal,  performed  on  a 

day,  performed  every  day ;  (am),  n.  a  religious  cere- 
mony to  be  performed  every  day  at  a  fixed  hour ;  a 

day's  work,  what  may  be  read  on  one  day,  the  division 
or  section  of  a  book ;  constant  occupation,  daily  work ; 

daily  food,  &c.  —  Ahnikdtdra  (°ka-dd°),  as,  m.  daily 
observance,  the  prayers  and  practices  necessary  for 
bodily  and  mental  purification. 

Ahneya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Sauca. 

vilgi<;  a-hlad,  Caus.  P.  -hladayati, -yitum, 
to  gladden. 
A-hldda,  as,  m.  joy,  delight.  —  Ahldda-duyha, 

as,  d,  am,  conferring  delight. 
A-hlddana,  am,  n.  gladdening. 
A-hlddi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Babhru. 
A-hlddita,  as,  d,  am,  delighted,  rejoiced. 

^nS'a-Am,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -hearati,  -hvar- 
tum,  to  make  crooked,  to  injure. 

A-hurya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  bent  down  or 
brought  near;  to  be  made  favourable,  one  towards 
whom  one  must  bow ;  (Say.)  to  be  invoked  (fr.  rt. Jive). 

A-hruta,  as,  d,  am,  m]\iied.-~Ahruta-bhes!iaja, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  curing  what  is  bent  or  injured. 
A-hvara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  fortress  of  the  Usfnaras, 
A-hvaraka,  as,  m.  a  low  or  expelled  man  who, 

after  having  offered  a  sacrifice  to  the  manes,  takes 
the  sacrificial  food  for  himself. 

Ahvdraka,  as,  m.  pi.  the  AhvSrakas,  a  recension 
of  the  black  Yajur-veda  (distinct  from  the  Taittirtya) 
named  from  Ahvara  or  AhvSra. 

A-hvriti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

viid?  a-hve,  cl.  I .  P.  or  poet.  A.  -hvayati, 
-te,  -hvdtum,  to  call  near ;  to  summon ;  to  invite, 
ask ;  A.  to  provoke,  challenge,  emulate :  Caus. 

-hvdyayati,  -yitum,  to  send  for ;  to  cause  to  invite 
or  summon  or  challenge ;  provoked  :  Desid.  -juhu- 
shati,  to  wish  to  call  near  or  invite :  Intens.  -johavili, 
to  call. 

2.  d-Jiava,  as,  m.  challenge,  provoking,  calling ; 
war,  battle.  —  Ahava-kamyd,  f.  desire  of  war :  (for 
I.  d-hava  see  under  d-hu,  page  136,  col.  3.) 

2.  d-hdva,  as,  m.  calling,  invoking  ;  battle,  war. 
2.  d-Jmti,  calling,  invoking.  (This  word  may 

sometimes  have  this  sense  in  the  oldest  Vedic  texts, 
but  see  the  more  correct  form  d-huti.  For  I.  d- 

huti  see  under  d-hu  last  col.) 

A-huva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (Say.)  to  be  invoked. 

A-hu,  f.,  Ved.  calling*  invoking. 
2.  d-Jaita,  as,  d,  am,  called,  summoned,  invoked, 

invited.  —  Almta-prapaldyin,  i,  m.  a  defendant  or 
witness  absconding  or  not  appearing  when  summoned. 

A-huti,  i«,  f.  calling,  invoking. 
A-hiiya,  ind.  having  invited. 
A-hva,  as,  d,  am,  who  or  what  calls,  a  crier ; 

named,  called ;  (d),  f.  a  name,  appellation. 

A-hvaya,  as,  m.  a  lawsuit  arising  from  a  dispute 
about  games  with  animals,  as  cock-fighting  &c. ;  ap- 

pellation, name  (generally  as  last  member  of  a  com- 
pound, the  first  member  of  which,  though  commonly 

an  appellative  noun,  is  used  as  a  proper  name). 

A-htayat,  an,  antt,  at,  calling,  challenging. 
A-hvayana,  am,  n.  appellation,  name. 
A-hvayltavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  summoned  or 

invited. 

A-hvdna,  am,  n.  calling,  invitation,  a  call  or  sum- 
mons ;  invocation  of  a  deity ;  challenge ;  legal  sum- 
mons ;  an  appellation,  a  name ;  designation  of  a 

liturgical  formula.  —  Ahvuna-dariSana,  am,  n.  day 
of  trial. 

Ahvdnaya,  nom.  P.  dhvdnayati,  -yitum,  (in  law) 
to  summon. 

A-hvdya,  as,  m.  a  summons,  a  name. 
A-hvdyaka,  as,  m.  a  messenger,  a  courier. 

A-hvayayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  called  before 
a  tribunal. 

^  i.  i,  the  third  vowel  of  the  alphabet, 
corresponding  to  i  short,  and  pronounced  as  that  letter 

in  kill  &c.  —  I-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  »'. 
^  2 .  i,  ind.  an  interjection  of  anger,  calling, 

sorrow,  distress,  compassion,  &c. 

^  3.  i,  pronominal  base  of  the  3rd  person; 
[cf.  itara,  itas,  Hi,  id,  idam,  idd,  iyat,  iva,  iha  : 
cf.  also  Lat.  id ;  Goth,  ita  ;  Eng.  it ;  Old  Germ. 
iz  ;  Mod.  Germ,  es.] 

^  4.  i,  is,  m.  a  N.  of  Kamadeva. 
»  5.  t,  cl.  2.  P.,  I.  P.  A.  eti,  ayati,  -te, 
^•iydya,  eshyati,  etum,Ved.  ctave,  etavai,  etos, 

to  go ;  to  go  to  or  towards  (with  ace.) ;  to  come ;  to 
go  away,  escape,  pass,  retire ;  to  return ;  to  arrive  at, 
reach,  obtain ;  to  fall  into ;  to  arise  from,  come 
from ;  to  approach  with  prayers,  ask ;  to  undertake 
anything  (with  ace.) ;  to  appear,  to  be ;  to  go  on 
well,  to  prosper  (e.  g.  tasmin  yuktasya  eti  preta- 

krityd,  'the  funeral  ceremony  of  one  engaged  in  that 
goes  on  well  or  prospers') ;  to  be  employed  in,  go  on 
with,  be  in  any  condition  or  relation  (with  a  part,  or 
inst.e.  g.  Agtira-rakshasdni  mridyamdndni  yanti, 

'  the  Asuras  and  Rakshas  are  being  trampled  upon  ;' 

Gavdmayanena  lyuh,  '  they  were  engaged  in  the 
GavSmayana') :  Intens.  or  cl.  4.  A.  iyate,  inf.,  Ved. 
lyadhyai,  to  go  quickly  or  repeatedly ;  to  come, 

wander,  run ;  to  appear,  make  one's  appearance ;  to 
approach  any  one  with  requests  (with  two  ace.),  ask, 
request ;  to  be  asked  or  requested ;  Caus.  dyayati, 

-yitum,  to  cause  to  come ;  [cf.  Gr.  ft-/u,  t-n<v ; 

Lat.  eo,  tmus;  Lith.  ei-mi,  'I  go;'  Slav.  i-du, 
'  I  go,'  i-ti,  '  to  go ;'  Goth,  i-ddja.] 

It,  (at  the  end  of  a  few  compounds)  going ;  cf. 
arthet. 

Ita,  as,  d,  am,  gone ;  returned :  obtained ;  re- 
membered ;  (am),  n.  way.—  ftdsu  (°ta-as°),  its,  us, 

u,  Ved.  whose  vital  spirits  have  departed. 
i.  Hi,  is,  f.,Ved.  going,  moving. 

Itya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  gone  to  or  towards. 
Jtyd,  f.,  Ved.  going,  a  way;  a  litter,  a  palanquin. 
Itvan,  d,  d,  a,  going. 

Itvara,  as,  I,  am,  going,  travelling,  a  traveller ; 
cruel,  harsh  ;  poor,  indigent ;  low,  vile ;  contemned  ; 

(I),  f.  a  disloyal  or  unchaste  woman. 

^Ki?  ikkata,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  reed.  See 
itkata. 

ikkavdla  in  astrology  = 

,  good  fortune,  prosperity. 

^T  ikshu,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  ish  ?},  the  sugar- 
cane (twelve  species  of  it  are  enumerated) ;  N.  of  a 

river.  —  Ikshii-kanda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  stem  or 

cane  of  the  Saccharum  Officinale,  the  sugar-cane; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  two  different  species  of  sugar-cane, 
viz.  Saccharum  Munja  Roxb.  and  Saccharum  Spon- 
taneum  L.- Ihlit'-ktit/aka,  as,  m.  a  gatherer  or 

reaper  of  sugar-cane.  —  Ikshu-gandha,  as,  m.  Sac- 
charum Spontaneum  ;  a  kind  of  Asteracantha  Longi- 

folia;  (d),  f.  Saccharum  Spontaneum,  Asteracantha 
Longifolia,  Capparis  Spinosa,  Batatas  Paniculata. 
—  Ikshu-gandhikd,  f.  Batatas  Paniculata.  —  Ikshu- 

ja,  as,  a,  am,  coming  from  sugar-cane.  —  Jleshtt- 
tulyd,  f.  Saccharum  Spontaneum.  —  Ikshu-danda, 
am,  n.  the  stem  or  cane  of  the  Saccharum  Officinale. 
—  Ikshu-darhhd,  f.  a  kind  of  grass  or  sugar-cane. 
—  Jkshu-dd,  (.,  N.  of  a  river;  see  ikshuld,  ikshii- 
mdlini,   ikshit-mdlavt.  ••  Ikshu-netra,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  sugar-cane.  —  Ikslm^pattra,  as,  m.  the  grain 
Penicillaria  Spicata.  —  Ikxhu-pdka,  as,  m.  molasses. 
—  Ikghu-pra,  as,   m.  the  plant   Saccharum   Sara. 
—  Ikshu-bdlikd,  f.  Saccharum  Spontaneum,  =  ikshu- 
tulyd.-Ikshu-lhakshikd,  f.  a  meal  of  sugar  or Nn 
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molasses.  •*  Ikfhu-mati,  {.,  N.  of  a  river  in  Kuru- 
kshetra.  —  Ikshu-mdlam  or  ikshu-malini,  f.,  N.  of 
a  river ;  see  ikfhu-dd.  —  Iksku-miila,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  sugar-cane  ;  the  root  of  sugar-cane.  —  Iks/M-mdut, 
as,  m.  diabetes  or  diabetes  mellitus ;  see  mudhu- 

meha.  —  Ikshumehin,  i,  ini,  i,  diabetic.  —  Ik* 'hu- 
yantra,  am,  n.  a  sugar-mill.—  Ikuhu-ymi,  is,  m. 
Saccharum  Officinarum.—  Ikshu-rasa,  as,  m.  the 
juice  of  the  sugar-cane ;  molasses,  unrefined  sugar ; 
the  cane  Saccharum  Spontaneum.  —  Ikshurasa- 
kvdtha,  as,  m.  raw  or  unrefined  sugar,  molasses. 

—  Ikshurasoda  (°sa-»«i°),  as,  m.  the  sea  of  syrup. 
—  Iksku-rana,  am,  n.  a  sugar-cane  wood.  —  Ikshu- 
vaUari  and    ikshu-valli,    f.    Batatas    Paniculata. 
—  Ikfhu-rdtikd  or  ikshu-rdti,  f.  Saccharum  Offici 
iiarum,  the  common  yellow  cane.  —  Ikshu-vdri,  n. 
the   sea  of  syrup,  one  of  the  seven  seas.  —  Ikshu- 
rikara,  as,  m.   sugar,   molasses;    any  sweetmeat. 
—  Ikshu-veMana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sugar-cane, 

—  Ikshu-s'dkata  or  ikshtirs'dkina,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  sugar-cane.  —  Ikshu-samudra,  as,  m.  the  sea  of 
syrup,  one  of  the  seven  seas.  —  Ikshu-sdra,  as,  m. 
molasses,  raw  or  unrefined  sugar.  —  Ikshvdri,  is,  m. 
(for  ikshu-vdri  ?),  Saccharum  Spontaneum.  —  Iksh- 
rallka,  as,  m.  (for  ifahu-bdlika),  Saccharum  Spon- 

taneum ;   (a),  f.  another  sort,  Saccharum  Fuscum, 

(native  reed-pens  are  made  from  its  stem.) 
Ikshuka,  as,  m.  sugar-cane. 
Ikskukiyd,  (.  a  region  abounding  in  sugar-cane. 
Ikshura,  as,  m.  Capparis  Spinosa;  Asteracantha 

Longifolia ;  Saccharum  Spontaneum. 
Ikshuraka,  as,  m.  Capparis  Spinosa ;  Saccharum 

Spontaneum. 
Ikshuld,  {.,  N.  of  a  river.    See  ikshu-dd. 

$e«u^r  ikshvdku,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Manu  Vaivasvata,  father  of  Kukshi  and  first  king  of 
the  solar  dynasty  in  AyodhyS ;  a  descendant  of 
Ikshvaku ;  the  Jainas  derive  their  Cakravartins  and 

many  of  their  Arhats  from  Ikshvaku ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  warrior-tribe  derived  from  Ikshvaku ;  (its),  f.  a 
bitter  gourd;  according  to  some,  the  Coloquintida 
(Citrillus  Colocynthis),  the  fruit  of  a  wild  species  of 

Lagenaria  Vulgaris.  —  Ikshvdku-icula-ja,  as,  d,  am, 
born  in  the  family  of  Ikshvaku. 

•jrrr  ikh,  cl.  I.  P.  ekhati,  iyekha,  ekhish- 
-    %  yati ,  ekhitum,  to  go,  move ;  [cf.  Gr.  tl/ca, 

olx°M<"  ?]. 

^5;  i<-  iit-kara  and  in-krita  =  hin-kara, 
Mn-krita,  q.  v. 

JT  inkh, cl.  i.  P.  inkhati,  inkhdh-fakdra, 
„  inkhishyati,  iitkhitum,  to  go,  move ;  [cf. 

Hib.  ititchim,  '  I  go  on,  proceed,  march.'] 
ing,  cl.  i.  P.,  ep.  A.  ingati,  -te, 

ingan-fakdra,  ingishyati,  ittgltum,  to 
go,  go  to  or  towards;  to  move  or  agitate:  Caus. 
P.  iitgayati,  -yitum,  to  move,  agitate,  shake;  (in 
gram. )  to  divide  or  separate  the  members  of  a  com- 

pound word,  to  use  a  word  or  bring  it  into  such  a 
grammatical  relation  that  it  is  considered  Ingya;  see 

below;  [cf.  Hib.  ing,  'a  stir,  a  move.'] 
Inga,  as,  d,  am,  movable,  locomotive ;  surprising, 

wonderful ;  (as),  m.  a  hint  or  sign,  an  indication  of 
sentiment  by  gesture,  knowledge ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of 
counting. 

Iitijdna,  am,  n.  shaking  ;  (in  gram.)  the  operation 
by  which  one  member  of  a  compound  is  separated 
from  another,  as  by  the  am-graha  or  mark  of  tmesis. 

Iwr/ita,  am,  n.  palpitation,  change  of  the  voice, 
internal  motion,  motion  of  various  parts  of  the  body 
as  indicating  the  intentions;  hint,  sign,  gesture; 
aim,  intention,  real  but  covert  purpose.  —  iin/ita  - 
kovtda  or  iityita-jiia,  as,  d,  am,  understanding signs,  acquainted  wiih  the  gesture  of  another,  skilled 
in  the  expression  or  interpretation  of  the  internal 
sentiments  by  the  external  gesture. 

///!///«,  as,  a,  am,  movable  from  its  place ;  in  the 
Pratisikhyas  a  term  for  those  words  or  rather  parts 
of  a  compound  word  which  in  certain  grammatical 

operations  may  be  separated  from  the  preceding  parts, 
a  word  which  in  the  Pada-patha  is  divided  by  the 
n  ra-graha  or  mark  of  tmesis. 

$Tg-i  ingida,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  inguda  (?). 

$,y<(  inguda,  as,  i,  m.  f.,  N.  of  a  medicinal 
tree,  Tenninalia  Catappa ;  in  Bengal  confounded  with 
Putranjiva  Roxburghii  Wall. ;  (am),  n.  the  nut  of 
the  tree  Terminalia  Catappa. 

Iitgula,  as,  i,  m.  f.,  N.  of  the  tree  Terminalia Catappa. 

^P«i  H*rt  i6lkila,  as,  m.  a  pond,  mud,  mire. 

^«Icir  i.  i&haka,  as,  m.  the  citron,  Citrus 
Medica  L. 

s^siii  2.  iMaka,  s^-oai  ittha,  &c.  See 
under  3.  ish  at  page  143. 

^THOO  ijjala,  as,  m.  a  small  tree  growing 
in  wet  and  saline  soil,  or  on  low  grounds  near  the 
sea,  Barringtonia  Acutangula  Gzrtn. 

^HT  ijya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  yaj),  a  teacher ;  an 
epithet  of  Brihaspati  the  teacher  or  Guru  of  the  gods ; 
(d),  f.  a  sacrifice,  making  offerings  to  the  gods  or 

manes  ;  a  gift,  a  donation ;  worship,  reverence ;  meet- 
ing, union ;  a  cow ;  a  bawd  or  procuress.  —  Ijyd- 

slla,  as,  m.  a  frequent  sacrificer. 

$^Jl<*  ihCdka,  as,  m.  a  shrimp  or  prawn. 
it,  cl.  I.  P.  etati,  etitum,  to  go,  to  go 
to  or  towards ;  Ved.  to  make  haste,  to  err. 

^S  ita,  as,  m.,  Ved.  cane  or  grass ;  a  web 
made  of  it,  a  mat.  —  Ita-siina,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  tex- 

ture of  reed,  a  mat. 

^ZTf  itata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bhargava,  author 
of  a  hymn  of  the  Rig-veda. 

$61«.  it-6ara,  as,  m.  (fr.  4.  ish  and  tora), 
a  bull  or  steer  allowed  to  go  at  liberty. 

^P«  fr  <*T  ithimikd,  {.  title  of  a  section  of 
the  Kathaka  recension  of  the  Yajur-veda. 

^  id,  Ved.  (only  in  inst.,  gen.,  abl.  sing., 

and  ace.  pi.  ida  and  idas;  or,  according  to  the  spell- 
ing of  the  Rig-veda,  ild  and  Has),  a  refreshing  draught, 

refreshment,  libation  offered  to  the  gods ;  the  flow  of 
speech,  the  stream  of  sacred  words  and  worship, 
prayer ;  (Say. )  the  earth,  food ;  (idas  or  ilas),  pi. 
the  object  of  devotion,  addressed  in  the  third  or 
fourth  verses  of  the  Apr!  hymns,  (so  used  only  in 

Rig-veda  3,  4.  3 ;  but  also  erroneously  referred  to  in 
the  Brahmanas  &c.  as  if  etymologically  connected 

with  the  words  irlya,  idita,  l(ita, '  the  praiseworthy,' 
'  the  praised,"  which  are  used  in  the  third  or  fourth 
verses  of  the  other  Aprls  as  the  designation  of  the  same 

object  of  worship.)  —  Idas-pali,  if,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu. 
—  Id-devatd,  f.  deity  of  the  libation.  •-  flas-pati,  is, 
m.,  Ved.  a  N.  of  Pushan.  —  /las-jititte,  in  the  place  of 
sacred  libation,  i.  e.  at  the  altar  or  place  of  offering. 
Ida,  as,  m.,  Ved.  This  word  occurs  only  in  one 

sacred  formula  as  an  epithet  of  Agni,  who  is  to  be 
addressed  with  prayers,  or  invoked  with  the  stream 
or  flow  of  praise. 

Ida,  f.  or  (in  Rig-veda)  i\a,  (not  to  be  confounded 
with  the  inst.  case  of  id  above),  refreshing  draught, 
refreshment,  animation,  recreation,  comfort,  vital 

spirit ;  food  ;  offering,  libation,  especially  a  holy  liba- 
tion, coming  between  the  Prayaga  and  Anuyaga,  and 

consisting  of  four  preparations  of  milk,  poured  into 
a  vessel  containing  water,  and  then  partially  drank 
by  the  priest  and  sacrificers ;  (metaphorically  cf.  id) 
stream  or  flow  of  praise  and  worship,  personified  as 

the  goddess  of  sacred  speech  and  action,  invoked  toge- 
ther with  Aditi  and  other  deities,  but  especially  in 

the  AprI  hymns  together  with  Sarasvatl  and  Mahi  or 
Bharail ;  (S5y.)  the  earth,  food  ;  (ida,  as  the  libation 
and  offering  of  milk  is  personified  in  the  cow,  the 
symbol  of  feeding  and  giving,  whence  the  word  ida 

is  given  as  a  synonym  of '  cow.'  The  goddess  Ida  or 

iti. 

lid  is  the  daughter  of  Manu  or  of  man  thinking  on 
and  worshipping  the  gods  ;  she  is  the  wife  of  Budha 
and  mother  of  Puru-ravas ;  in  another  aspect  she  is 
called  Maitravaruni  as  daughter  of  Mitra-Varuna,  two 
gods  who  were  objects  of  the  highest  and  most 
spiritual  devotion.  lid  is  also  a  N.  of  Durga,  of  a 
daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Kasyapa,  of  a  wife  of 
Vasudeva  and  of  the  Rudra,  Rita-dhvaja) ;  heaven ; 
a  tubular  vessel,  one  of  the  principal  channels  of  the 
vital  spirit,  that  which  is  on  the  right  side  of  the 

body.  Ildyds-pade,  at  the  place  of  Ida,  i.  e.  of 
worship  and  libation,  earth.  —  Ida-vat,  an,  atl,  at, 

Ved.  refreshing,  granting  fresh  vital  spirits  ;  possessed 
of  refreshment,  refreshed;  (Say.)  possessed  of  sacri- ficial food. 

Iddtikd,  f.  (fr.  idd  /),  a  wasp. 

Idikd,  (.  the  earth. 

idikka,  as,  m.  a  wild  goat. 

idvara,  as,  m.  a  bull  fit  to  be  set  at 
liberty.     See  it-fara. 

indlntha,  as,  m.  a.  knife  (?). 

?T!|  indva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  (used  in  du.)  two 
round  small  plates  made  of  Munja  reed,  used  as  cover- 

ings for  the  hands  in  taking  the  fire-pans  from  the  fire. 

$fi«fl«ij  invlndu,  -us,  m.  the  tree  Trochis Aspera(?). 

$<!<1  K«*l  inverika,  f.  a  kind  of  cake. 

^!R  i-tara,  as,  d,  at,  Ved.  am  (comparative 
formofpronom. base3.t;  cf.Lat. ilerum;  Hib.iter), 
the  other  (of  two),  another;  (pi.)  the  rest;  (with 
abl.)  different  from  ;  low,  vile ;  expelled,  rejected  ; 

itara  itara,  the  one — the  other,  this — that.  (Kara 
connected  antithetically  with  a  preceding  word  often 
signifies  the  contrary  idea,  e.  g,  mjaydya  itardya 

rd,  to  victory  or  defeat ;  so  in  Dvandva  compounds, 

stikhetareshu,  in  happiness  and  distress.  It  some- 
times, however,  forms  a  Tat-purusha  compound  wiih 

another  word  to  express  the  one  idea  implied  in  the 
contrary  of  that  word,  e.  g.  daksltinctara,  the  left 

hand.)  —  Itara-jana,  as,  m.  pi.  other  men  ;  a  euphe- 
mistic title  of  certain  beings  who  appear  to  be  consi- 

dered as  spirits  of  darkness;  Kuvera  belongs  to  them. 
—  Itara-tas,  ind.  otherwise  than,  different  from ; 

UasfetarataSfa,  hither  and  thither.  —  Itara-thd, 
ind.  in  another  manner,  in  a  contrary  manner ;  per- 

.versely ;  on  the  other  hand,  else. 
Itara,  f.,  N.  of  the  mother  of  Aitareya. 
Itaretara,  as,  a,  am  (occurring  chiefly  in  oblique 

cases  of  sing,  and  in  comp. ;  fr.  itara-itara,  which 

may  be  for  itaras-itara,  cf.  anyo'nya,  paras- 
para),  one  another,  one  with  another,  mutual,  re- 

spective, several ;  (am),  n.  or  adv.  mutually,  &c. 
••  Itaretara-kdmyd,  f.  respective  or  several  fancies 

or  inclinations.  —  ItaretardiSraya  (°ra-d6°),  as,  d, 
am,  affecting  or  concerning  mutually. 

Itare-dytis,  ind.  at  another  or  different  day. 

1-ln  ma,  as,  d,  at  (superlative  form  of  3. «'),  another 
(of  many  ?). 

^if'«N »'-<«*,  ind.  (fr.  3.  i  with  affix  tas,  used 
like  the  abl.  case  of  the  pronoun  idam),  from  hence, 

hence,  here  (opposed  to  nmu-tas  and  amu-tra) ; 
from  this  point ;  from  this  world,  in  this  world ;  Has 

Has,  here — there ;  itaMetaMa,  hence  and  thence, 
hither  and  thither,  here  and  there,  to  and  fro ;  from 

this  time,  now;  therefore.  —  Ita-uti,  if,  is,  i,  Ved. 
extending  or  reaching  from  hence;  existing  or  lasting 
longer  than  the  present  time,  future  ;  (Say.)  one  who 
has  obtained  help.  —  Itas-ta  tan,  ind.  here  and  there, 
hither  and  thither. 

^fif  2.  iti,  ind.  (fr.  pronominal  base  3.  i), 
in  this  manner,  thus.  In  its  original  signification  iti 
refers  to  something  that  has  been  said  or  thought,  or 

lays  stress  on  what  precedes.  In  the  Brahmanas  it  is 

often  equivalent  to  '  as  you  know,'  reminding  the hearer  or  reader  of  certain  customs,  conditions,  &c., 

supposed  to  be  known  to  him. 
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In  quotations  of  every  kind  Hi  means  that  the  pre- 
ceding words  are  the  very  words  which  some  person 

has  or  might  have  spoken,  and  placed  thus  at  the  end 
of  a  speech  it  serves  the  purpose  of  inverted  commas 
(e.g.  ity  uktvd,  having  so  said;  iti  kritvd,  having  so 
considered,  having  so  decided).  It  may  often  have 
reference  merely  to  what  is  passing  in  the  mind,  e.  g. 

bdlo  'pi  ndvamantavyo  manushya  iti  bhumipaij, 
a  king,  though  a  child,  is  not  to  be  despised,  saying 

to  one's  self,  '  he  is  a  mortal,'  (Gram.  928.)  In 
theatrical  language  iti  tathd  karoti  =  alter  these 
words  he  acts  so. 
Sometimes  iti  is  used  to  include  under  one  head 

a  number  of  separate  objects  aggregated  together 
(e.g.  ijyddhyayanaddndni  tapa/f  satyam  kshamd 

damah  alobtta  iti  mdrgo  'yam,  '  sacrificing,  study- 
ing, liberality,  penance,  truth,  patience,  self-restraint, 

absence  of  desire,'  this  course  of  conduct,  Sec.). 
Iti  is  sometimes  followed  by  evam,  iva,  or  a 

demonstrative  pronoun  pleonastically  (e.  g.  tain 

bruydd  bhavatlty  evam,  her  he  may  call  '  lady,' thus). 

Iti  may  form  an  adverbial  compound  with  the  name 
of  an  author  (e.g.  itipdiiini,lhus  according  to  Panini). 

It  may  also  express  manifestation  (lo  !  behold  1),  some- 
thing additional  (as  in  ity-ddi,  et  cetera),  order,  ar- 

rangement specific  or  distinctive,  and  identity.  It  is 
used  by  native  commentators  after  quoting  a  rule  to 

express  '  according  to  such  a  rule  '  (e.  g.  anuddtta- 
nita  ity  Atmanepadam  bharatt,  according  to  the 
rule  of  Panini  I.  3,  1  2,  the  Atmane-pada  takes  place). 
Kim  iti  =  kim,  wherefore,  why  ?  (In  the  Sata- 
patha-BrShmana  ti  occurs  for  iti  ;  cf.  Prakrit  ti  and 
tti.)*-Iti-katlui,  as,  d,  am,  unworthy  of  trust,  not 
fit  to  be  credited  ;  wicked,  lost  ;  (d),  f.  unmeaning  or 

nonsensical  discourse;  (?for  ati-katha,  q.  v.)  —  Iti- 
karana,  am,  n.  or  iti-kdra,  as,  m.  the  word  iti. 

—  Iti-kartavya,  as,  d,  am,  proper  or  necessary  to  be 
done  according  to  certain  conditions  ;  (am),  n.  duty, 

obligation.  «•  Itikartavya-td,  f.  or  itikdrya-td  or  iti- 
kritya-td,  f.  any  proper  or  necessary  measure,  obliga- 

tion. —  Itikartavyatd-mudha,  as,  d,  am,  embar- 
rassed, dumbfounded,  wholly  at  a  loss  what  to  do.  —  Iti- 

tha,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  such  a  one,  such,  e.  g.  pureti- 
thyai  (?  rdlryal  dat.  sing.)  marithyasi,  before 
such  and  such  a  day  thou  wilt  die.  —  Iti-mdtra,  as, 
d,  am,  of  such  extent  or  quality.  —  Iti-vat,  ind.  in 
the  same  manner.  —  Iti-vritta,  am,  n.  occurrence, 
event.  —  Ity-artham,  ind.  for  this  purpose.  —  Ity-ddi, 
in,  is,  i,  having  such  (thing  or  things)  at  the  begin- 

ning, thus  beginning,  and  so  forth,  et  cetera.  —  Ity- 
ukta,  am,  n.  information,  report,  narrative. 

Iti-ha,  ind.  thus  indeed,  (according  to  tradition.) 

Iti-kdsa,  as,  m.  (iti-ha-dsa,  '  so  indeed  it  was'), 
talk,  legend,  tradition,  history,  traditional  accounts  of 
former  events,  heroic  history,  as  the  Maha-bharata. 

iti-hasa.     See  under  2.  iti  above. 

itlka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people. 

^r*5  itkata,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  reed  or  grass. 
See  iktata. 

itkila,  f.,  N.  of  a  perfume.     See 
rodand. 

^fH  ittha,  am,  n.  in  astronomy  =  IxSvs 

V4»iN  ittham,  ind.  (fr.  id,  q.  v.),  thus,  in 
this  manner;  [cf.  Lat.  item.]  —  lit  ham-vidha,  as, 
d,  am,  of  such  a  kind,  endowed  with  such  qualities. 
—  ]ttham-kdram,  ind.  in  this  manner.  —  Ittliam- 
bkava,  as,  m.  the  being  thus  endowed.  —  Itlham- 
bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  thus,  being  thus  or  in 
such  manner;  so  circumstanced. 

itthasala,  (in  astrology)  N.  of  the 

third  Yoga,  =  Arabic 

ittha,  ind.,  Ved.  thus  ;  (often  used 

in  the  Rig-veda,  and  sometimes  only  to  lay  stress  on 
•A  following  word;  therefore  by  native  etymologists 

considered  as  a  particle  of  affirmation.)  Itthd  is 
often  connected  with  words  expressing  devotion  to 
the  gods  &c.  in  the  sense  of  thus,  truly,  really; 

especially  with  dhi  as  an  adjective.  Hence  itthd- 
dii  =  such,  i.  e.  true  (satyd)  or  real  worship.  Simi- 

larly, itthd-dhi.  Is,  is,  i,  so  devout,  so  pious,  i.  e. 
very  devout ;  (S5y.)  performing  such  or  true  works. 

^rTTrT  itthat,  ind.  (=  ittham),  Ved.  thus, 
in  this  way. 

^  id,  ind.,  Ved.  (probably  the  neut.  form 
of  the  pronom.  base  i,  see  3.  t;  a  particle  of  affirma- 

tion), even,  just,  only ;  (especially  in  strengthening 
an  antiihesis,  e.  g.  yathd  raifanti  deeds  tathd  id 
asat,  as  the  gods  wish  it,  thus  indeed  it  will  be ;  dip- 
santa  id  ripavo  ndha  debhuth,  the  enemies  wishing 
.ndeed  to  hurt  were  in  nowise  able  to  hurt.) 
Id  is  often  added  to  words  expressing  excess  or 

exclusion  (e.  g.  vidva  it,  everyone  indeed ;  s'as'ead 
it,  constancy  indeed  ;  eka  it,  one  only).  At  the  be- 

ginning of  sentences  it  often  adds  emphasis  to  pro- 
nouns, prepositions,  particles  (e.  g.  tvam  it,  thou 

indeed  ;  yaili  it,  if  indeed,  &c.). 

Id  occurs  often  in  the  Rig-veda,  seldom  in  the 
Brahmanas,  and  its  place  is  taken  in  classical  Sanskrit 
by  eva  and  other  particles. 

?.*{idam,  ay  am,  iyam,  idam  (fr.  id,  a  kind 
of  neut.  of  the  pronom.  base  3.  i  with  am;  cf.  Lat.  is, 

ea,  id,  and  idem:  the  regular  forms  are  partly  de- 
rived from  the  pronom.  base  a;  see  Gram.  224. 

The  Veda  exhibits  various  irregular  formations,  e.  g. 
fr.  pronom.  base  a,  an  inst.  end,  ayd,  and  gen.  loc. 
du.  ayos;  ft.  the  base  ima,  a  gen.  sing,  imasya, 
&c. :  the  forms  derived  fr.  a  are  used  enclitically  if 
they  take  the  place  of  the  third  personal  pronoun,  do 
not  stand  at  the  beginning  of  a  verse  or  period,  and 
have  no  peculiar  stress  laid  upon  them),  this,  this  here, 
referring  to  something  near  the  speaker ;  known,  pre- 

sent ;  (opposed  to  ados,  e.  g.  ayam  lokah  or  idam 
vi£vam  or  idam  sarvam,  this  earthly  world,  this 
universe ;  ayam  agnih,  this  fire  which  burns  on  the 
earth ;  but  asav  agnlh,  that  fire  in  the  sky,  i.  e.  the 

lightning :  so  also  idam  or  iyam  alone  signifies  '  this 
earth ;'  ime  sinah,  here  we  are.) 
Idam  often  refers  to  something  immediately  fol- 

lowing, whereas  etad  points  to  what  precedes  (e.  g, 
ilrutvd  etad  idam  uCuh,  having  heard  that  they said  this). 

Idam  occurs  connected  with  yad,  tad,  etad,  kim, 
and  a  personal  pronoun,  partly  to  point  out  anything 
more  distinctly  and  emphatically,  partly  pleonastically 
(e.  g.  tad  idam  vdkyam,  this  speech  here  following ; 

so  'yam  Vidushaka/i,  this  Vidushaka  here). 
Idam,  ind.,  Ved.  here,  to  this  place ;  now,  even, 

just ;  there ;  with  these  words.  —  Idam-riipa,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  having  this  shape,  ̂ rf dam-rid,  t,  t,  t, 
knowing  this  or  conversant  with  this.  —  Idan-karyd, 
f.  the  plant  Hedysarum  Alhagi.  —  Idad-i'asu,  u», 
us,  u,  Ved.  rich  in  this  and  that.  —  Idan-td,  f.  iden- 

tity. —  Idam-prakdram,  ind.  in  this  manner. 
—  Idam-prat/tama,  as,  d,  am,  doing  anything  for 
the  first  time.  —  Idum-maya,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  made 
or  consisting  of  this. 

Idamyit,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  this. 

^T  i-da,  ind.  (fr.  pronom.  base  3.  i),Ved. 
now,  at  this  moment;  (often  connected  with  a  gen. 
of  ahan,  e.  g.  idd  aJmah  or  ahna  idd,  this  present 

day,  '  now-a-days  ; '  and  with  hi/as,  e.  g.  idd  hya/i, 
only  yesterday.)  -  Idd-vatsara,  as,  m.  originally 

perhaps  •  the  present  or  current  year ;'  then  one  of  the 
names  given  to  the  single  years  of  a  period  of  five 
years ;  one  of  the  five  years  in  which  gifts  of  clothes 
and  food  are  productive  of  great  rewards.  —  Idd- 
vatsam/a,as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  such  a  year.  —  Idu- 
vatsara  and  iil-vatsara  =  iild-vatsara  above.  —  Id- 
i'atsartya  =  tddvateariya  above.  •> 
I-ddnim,  ind.  now,  at  this  moment,  in  this  case, 

just,  even ;  (with  gen.  of  ahan,  e.  g.  idanlm  ahnah, 

this  present  day,  '  now-a-days  j '  idanlm  eva,  just 
now ;  immediately ;  (ddnlm  api,  in  this  case  too ; 
tata  idanlm,  thereupon,  then.)  In  rare  cases  it  is 
an  expletive,  affecting  but  slightly  the  sense.  Idanlm 
as  a  measure  of  time  is  the  fifteenth  part  of  an  etarhi, 

and  is  then  declinable  (e.  g.  y manly  Etarhmi  tdiia- 
nti  panfadafokritva  Iddnlni,  as  many  Etarhis,  so 
many  IdSnlms  fifteen  times  repeated).  —  Iddnin- 
tana,  as,  t,  am,  present,  momentary,  of  the  present moment. 

*T,  &c.     See  under  indh. 

m,  cl.  8.  P.,  Ved.  inoti,  ainot,  2nd 
iing.  impv.  inuhi  or  inu,  cl.  9.  P.,  1st  pi. 

inmost,  cl.  6.  P.  (fr.  inv)  invati,  perf.  3rd  pi. 
invire,  to  advance  upon,  press  upon,  drive ;  to  infuse 
strength,  invigorate ;  to  use  force,  to  force ;  drive  away, 

keep  back,  remove ;  to  have  in  one's  power,  to  take 
possession  of,  pervade ;  dispose ;  to  be  lord  or  master 
of  a  thing  or  an  art.  See  inv. 

Ina,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  able,  strong,  energetic,  de- 
termined, bold;  powerful,  mighty,  wild;  glorious; 

(as),  m.  a  lord,  a  master;  a  king;  the  sun;  the 
lunar  mansion  Hasta.  —  Ina-sabha,  am,  n.  a  royal court  or  assembly. 

^•TTST  inaksh,  inakshati  (a  Ved.  Desid.  of 
naksh),  to  endeavour  to  reach,  strive  to  obtain. 

inarii,  f . ,  N .  of  a  plant  (= Vatapattrl) . 

inu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Gandharva. 

inthiha,  f.,  an  astrological  term 
taken  from  the  Arabic. 

ind,  cl.  I.  P.  indati,  aindat,  indam- 
babhuva,  inditnm,  to  be  powerful ;  (this 

root  seems  to  be  formed  merely  for  the  etymology  of the  word  indra,  q.  v.) 

^T»J£H.  indambara,  am,  n.  the  blue  lotus, 
Nymphsea  Caerulea.  See  indl-vara. 

indindira,  as,  m.  a  large  bee. 

Indira,  f.  epithet  of  Lakshml,  wife 
of  Vishnu.  —  Indird-mandira,  as,  m.  epithet  of 

Vishnu.  —  Indirdlaya  Cra-dl°),  am,  n.  (lit.  '  the 
abode  of  Indira  or  Lakshrm"),  the  blue  lotus,  Nym- 
phza  Stellata  and  Cyanea.  (The  goddess  Indira 
issued  at  the  creation  from  the  petals  of  the  flower.) 
—  Indird-vara,  am,  n.  =  preceding. 

^{IcH,  indl-vara  or  indi-vara  or  indi-vara, 
am,  m.  (contracted  fr.  indird-vara),  the  blue  lotus, 
Nymphaea  Stellata  and  Cyanea,  see  indird;  (T),  f.  the 
plant  Asparagus  Racemosus ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  another 

plant. 

Indlvarini,  f.  a  group  of  blue  lotuses. 

^•Z.indu,ns,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  und;  per- 
haps connected  with  rindu,  which  last  is  unknown  in 

the  Rig-veda),  Ved.  a  drop,  especially  of  Soma,  Soma ; 
a  bright  drop,  a  spark ;  the  moon ;  (avas),  m.  pi. 
the  moons,  i.  e.  the  periodic  changes  of  the  moon  ; 
time  of  moonlight,  night ;  (us),  m.  camphor.  (In 
the  Brahmanas  indu  is  used  only  for  the  moon  ;  but 

the  connection  between  the  senses  '  Soma  juice'  and '  moon '  in  the  word  indu  has  led  to  the  same  two 
ideas  being  transferred  in  classical  Sanskrit  to  the 
word  Soma,  although  the  latter  has  properly  only 
the  sense  '  Soma  juice.')  —  Indu-kamala,  am,  n.  the 
white  lotus.  —  Inrlu-kald,  f.  a  digit  of  the  moon ; 
N.  of  several  plants,  Cocculus  Cordifolius,  Sarcostema 
Viminale,  Ligusticum  Ajowan.  —  Indn-lcaKkS,  f.  the 
plant  Pandanus  Odoratissimus.  —  Indu-kdnta,  an, 
m.  the  lunar  gem,  the  moon-stone;  (a),  f.  night. 
—  Indu-ja,  as,  m.  epithet  of  the  planet  mercury, 
'  son  of  the  moon  ; '  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  river  Reva  or 
NarmadS  in  the  Dekhan.  —  Indw-janaka,  as,  m.  the 

ocean,  lit.  '  father  of  the  moon,'  (the  moon  being 
produced  amongst  other  things  at  the  churning  of 
the  ocean.)  —  Indu-dala,  as,  m.  a  portion  of  the 
moon,  a  digit,  crescent.  —  Indw-putra,  as,  m.  epithet 
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of  the  planet  Mercury.  —  Iitdu-pmltpika,  f.  the  plant 
Methonica  Superba.—  Indu-Mirit,  t,  m.  epithet  of 

S'iva,  'bearing  the  crescent  on  his  forehead.'—  Iinln- 
mani,  i<,  m.  the  moon-stone.  —  Indii-mandala, 
am,  n.  the  otb  or  disc  of  the  moon  —  fndu-mat, 
an,  m.,  Ved.  (in  liturgical  language)  an  epithet  of 
Agni,  because  in  the  verses  in  which  he  is  addressed 
the  word  ittdu  occurs ;  (ti),  (.  day  of  full  moon ;  N. 
of  the  sister  of  Bhoja  and  wife  of  Aja ;  N.  of  a  river. 

—  Im.ln-titanli,  is,  m.  epithet  of  S'iva ;  see  indu- 
dhrit.  —  Indn-ratua,  am,  n.  a  pearl.  —  Indu-rdj,  t, 
m.  the  moon,  king  of  the  stars.  —  Indu-rekhd,  f.  a 
digit  ot  the  moon.  ••  Indu,-l(khd,  f.    a   digit    of 
the    moon ;     the    plant    Menispermum    Glabrum ; 
the  moon-plant  Asclepias  Acida ;  a  kind  of  lovage, 
Ligusticum  Ajwxn.  —  I  itdu-loltaka,  am,  n.  silver. 
—  livlu-mdnna,  f.  a  metre  of  four  verses  of  which 

each  contains  fourteen  syllables.  —  Imlu-valli,  f.  the 
plant  Sarcostemma  Viminale.  —  Indu  rdra  in  astrology 

=  the  Arabic  . \_xjl- —  Indu-vrata,  am,  n.  a  reli- -^    "     £ 

gious  observance  depending  on  the  age  of  the  moon ; 
diminishing  the  quantity  of  food  by  a  certain  portion 
daily,  for  a  fortnight  or  a  month,  &c.  —  Indu-dekhara, 

as,  m. '  moon-crested,'  an  epithet  of  S'iva. 
Induka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  aimantalca. 

^"Jt*.  indura,  as,  m.  a  rat,  a  mouse  [cf. 
imdura,  unduni]. 

^•5  indra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  in  or  ind  or  ob- 
solete rt.  tdi),  the  god  who  in  Vedic  mythology 

reigns  over  the  deities  of  the  intermediate  region  or 
atmosphere ;  he  fights  against  and  conquers  with  his 
thunderbolt  (mjra )  the  demons  of  darkness,  and  is 
in  general  a  symbol  of  generous  heroism ;  (Indra  was 
not  originally  lord  of  the  gods  of  the  sky,  but  his 
deeds  were  most  useful  to  mankind,  and  he  was  there- 

fore addressed  in  prayers  and  hymns  more  than  any 
other  deity,  and  ultimately  superseded  the  more  lofty 
and  spiritual  Varuna.  In  the  later  mythology  Indra  is 

subordinated  to  the  triad  BrahmS,  Vishnu,  and  S'iva, 
but  remained  the  chief  of  all  other  deities  in  the 

popular  mind;  he  is  also  regent  of  the  east  quarter, 
and  considered  one  of  the  twelve  Adityas :  in  the 
VedSnta  he  is  identified  with  the  supreme  being); 
the  first,  the  chief  (of  any  class  of  objects) ;  a  prince ; 
the  pupil  of  the  right  eye  (that  of  the  left  being  called 

IndrJnl  or  Indra's  wife) ;  N.  of  the  plant  Wrightia 
Antidytenterica,  &c.  (see  Jcu/aja) ;  a  vegetable  poi- 

son ;  N.  of  the  twenty-sixth  Yoga  or  division  of  a 
circle  on  the  plane  of  the  ecliptic ;  the  Yoga  star  in 
the  twenty-sixth  Nakshatra,  7  Pegasi ;  the  human  or 
animal  soul,  the  portion  of  spirit  residing  in  the  body ; 
night ;  one  of  the  nine  divisions  of  Jambu-dvlpa  or 
the  known  continent ;  best,  excellent  (in  compounds); 
(d),  f.  the  wife  of  Indra,  see  indrdm;  N.  of  a 
plant,  Marjoram  (?),  see  phanijjhava.  —  Indm- 
rishalilat,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  Indra  as  a  bull, 
or  impregnated  by  Indra,  epithet  of  the  earth. 

•»  Indra-karman,  a,  m.  epithet  of  Vishnu,  '  per- 

forming Indra's  deeds.'  -  Indra-k'da,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  mountain;  a.  rock.  -  Indra-kiiitjara,  as,  m. 

Indra's  elephant;  see  airdvata.  — Indm-ku/a,  as, 
•n.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Iwlra-krixhta,  as,  d,  KM, 

lua"-d  by  Indra,  growing  in  a  wild  state.  -  Itulra- itiment  „,  Wra.s  ba  N     f  {    , counting.  .    ,     ,     ,    , 
"olui  or  ttKlrakosltakd,  as,  m.  a 

,     ..;,,:_u  •_ _.  •       .     *  projection  of  the  roof  of  a 

kovida  or  ittffit<i-j/«i,  <tx,  d,  u/,: 

signs,  acquainted  wiih  the  gesture  of'amjn'^j  '  "*' 
in  the  expression  or  interpretation  of  ti  'S  ̂"Jf 
sentiments  by  the  external  gesture.  'me'ln£ •i>i,  as,  a,  am,  movable  from  its  plac  n     _  r 
PrJtisakhyas  a  term  for  those  words  or  rat;    /";." of  a  compound  word  which  in  certain 

necklace  consisting  of  1008  strings.  —  fndra-janana, 

am,  n.  Indra's  birth.  —  Jndrajanantya,  ae,  a,  am, 
treating  of  Indra's  birth.—  /ndra-jd,  as,  as,  am, 
Ved.  originating  from  Indra.  —  Indrn-janu,  us,  m., 
N.  of  a  monkey.  —  Indra-jala,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  net 
of  Indra ;  a  weapon  employed  by  Arjuna,  stratagem 
or  trick  in  war;  deception,  cheating;  conjuring, 

juggling.  —  IndmjaHka,  as,  i,  am,  a  juggler,  a 
conjurer;  deceptive,  unreal.  —  Indrajdlin,  t,  m., 

N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Indra-jit,  t,  m.  'conqueror 
of  Indra,'  N.  of  the  son  of  Ravana ;  of  a  Dfmava ;  of 
the  father  of  Ravana  and  king  of  KSsmlra ;  an  author 
of  the  seventeenth  century.  —  Indrajid-vijayin,  i,  m. 

'  conqueror  of  Indrajit,'  an  epithet  of  Lakshinana. 
—  Indra-juta,  as,  a,  a»j,Ved.  promoted,  excited,  or 
procured  by  Indra.  —  Indra-jyeshtha,  ax,  a,  am,  Ved. 
whose  chief  is  Indra,  led  by  Indra.  —  Indra-tama, 

as,  a,  am,  Ved.  most  Indra-like,  mighty,  powerful. 
—  Indra-td,  f.  power  and  dignity  of  Indra.  —  Indra- 
tdpana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava.  —  Indra-tula  or 
indratvlaka,  am,  n.  a  flock  of  cotton,  a  flocculent 
seed  &c.  blown  about  in  the  zu.~Indra-toyd,  f., 

N.  of  a  river.  —  Indra-tva,  am,  n.  Indra's  power  and 
dignity;    kingship.  —  Indra-tvota,  as,  a,  am  (fr. 
{ndra-tva-fita) ,  Ved.  favoured  or  protected  by  thee, 
O  Indra.  —  Indra-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 

—Indra-ddru,  us,  m.,  the  tree  Pinus  Devadaru. 
— Indra-devt,  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  king  Meghava- 
hana,  who  built  a  monastery  called  indradevi-bha- 
vana.  —  Indra-dy umna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  with 
the  patronymic  Bhallaveya ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  lake. 
—  Indra-dru,  us,  m.  the  plants  Terminalia  Arjuna 
and  Wrightia  Antidysenterica.  —  Indra-druma,  as, 
m.  the  plant  Terminalia  Arjuna.  —  Indra-dvipa,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  one  of  the  nine  dvlpas  or  divisions  of  the 

known  continent.  —  Indra-dluinus,  us,  n.  India's 
bow,  the  rainbow.  —  Indra-dhvaja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
TathSgata  or  of  a  NSga.  —  Indra-tiaksiiatra,  am,  n., 

Ved.,  Indra's  lunar  mansion ;  an  epithet  of  Phalgunl. 
—  Indra-ntla,  as,  m.  a  sapphire.  —  Indrantlaka, 
as,  m.  an  emerald.  —  Indra-patni,  f.,  Ved.  the  wife 
of  Indra.  —  Indra-parm,  {.,  N.  of  a  plant,  perhaps 
Methonica  Superba.  —  Indra-parvata,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a   mountain.  —  Indra-pdtama,   as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
drunk  by  Indra  with  more  pleasure  than  by  any  one 

else.  —  Indra-pdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  drunk  by  Indra 
(anything  which  serves  as  his  drink).  —  Indra-paltta, 

as,  m.  '  protected  by  Indra,'  N.  of  a  king ;  also  of  a 
Vaisya.  —  Indra-plta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  drunk  by 
Indra.  —  Indra-putra,  f.,  Ved.  daughter  of  Indra. 
—  Indra-purogama,  as,  a,  am,  preceded  or  led  on 
by  Indra,  having  Indra  as  leader.  —  Indra-purohitd, 
f.  the  asterism  Pushya.  —  Indra-pushpd  or  indra- 

piif/i/iU'd  or  i>tilra-]itishpl,{.  the  medicinal  plant 
Methonica  Superba.  —  Indra-pramati,  is,  m.  a  de- 

scendant of  Vasishtha,  author  of  some  verses  of  the 

Rig-veda.  •-  Indra-pranuida,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Indra-prasuta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  caused  or  im- 

pelled by  Indn.  —  fiidra-prastha,  as,  am,  m.  n., 

N.  of  a  city  on  the  Yamuna"  (now  Delhi),  the  resi- 
dence of  the  P3ndavas.—  Indra-praluirana,  am, 

n.  Indra's  weapon,  the  thunderbolt.  —  1 itili'u-hralt- 
mana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Indra-bhaylni,  f. 
'  Indra's  sister,'  epithet  of  the  wife  of  S'iva.—  Indra- 
liliiit!,  IK,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  eleven  Ganadhipas 

of  the  Jainas.  —  Indra-bhe&haja,  am,  n.  dried  ginger. 
—  JndramaJia,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  ceremony  beginning 
with  the  words  indram  nltuiu.— I inlr<imaka-kd- 

muka,  aft,  m.  a  dog.  —  Indra-madana,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  animating  or  delighting  Indra.  —  Indra-mdrga, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  /luli-K-iueiltn,  1,  -in'i,  i, 
Ved.  whose  friend  or  ally  is  Indra.  —  Indra-yava, 

can,  n.  Indra-grain ;  the  seed  of  the  Wrightia  Anti- 
dysentcrica.  —  I ndm  -yoija,  as,  m.,Ved.,  Indra's  union 
or  uniting  power.  ~  Indra-lii/ita,  as,  am,  m.  n.  or 
i/nli'ii-lii/itiil'/t,  inn.,n.  morbid  baldness  of  the  head; 

loss  of  beard.  —  Indra-lokn,  tin,  m.  Indra's  world  ; 
Svarga  or  paradise. - Iiulralokaijitmana  C/ca-aif), 

am,  n.  (Arjuna's)  approach  to  Indra's  world.  —  litiirn- 
lokeila  (°ka-ij°),  as,  m.  the  lord  of  Indra's  world, 
i.  e.  Indra ;    a  guest  (as  conferring  paradise  on  his 

host).  —  Indrawnsd,  f.  a  metre  of  four  lines,  each 
of  which  contains  twelve  syllables.  —  Intlra-nijra,  f. 
a  metre  of  four  lines  occurring  frequently  in  epic 

poetry;  each  line  contains  eleven  syllables.  —  Iiidra- 
vat,  or  in  some  cases  indra-vat,  an,  att,  at,  Ved. 
associated  with  or  accompanied  by  Indra.  —  Indra- 
varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior.  —  Indra-vallari  or 
indra-valli,  (.  the  plant  Cucumis  Colocynthis(?). 
-  fadrorvasti,  h,  m.  f.  (?)  the  calf  (of  the  leg). 
—  Jmlra-vdtatama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  much  desired 
by  Indra.  —  Indra-vayu,  u,  m.  du.  Indra  and  VSyu. 
—  Indra-raruiiikd  or  indra-varum,  f.  Colocj-nth, 
a  wild  bitter  gourd,  Cucumis  Colocynthis ;  the  favourite 
plant  of  Indra  and  Varuna.  —  Indra^jdh,  (,  m.,  Ved. 

carrying  Indra.  —  /iidru-rija,  am,  n.  the  seed  of  the 
Wrightia  Antidysenterica.  —  Indra-vriksha,  as,  m. 

=  indra-ddru.  —  Indra-rriddhd,  f.  a  kind  of  ab- 
scess. —  Indra-rriddfiika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  horse. 

—  Indra-vaitiurya,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  precious  stone. 

—  Indra-vrata,  am,  n.  'Indra's  rule  of  conduct,' 
one  of  the  duties  of  a  king,  viz.  to  distribute  benefits, 
as  Indra  pours  down  rain.  —  Indra-fakli,  is,  f.  In- 

dranl the  wife  or  personified  energy  of  Indra.  —  Indra- 
tfatru,,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  whose  enemy  or  conquerer  is 
Indra,  conquered  by  Indra  (with  the  UdStta  on  the  first 
syllable ;  differently  accented  the  word  might  mean 

'an  enemy  of  Indra1);   (us),  m.  'Indra's  enemy,' 
epithet  of  Prahlsda.  —  Indra-falabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  min.  —  lndra-iatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  Indra-ireshtlM,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  Indra 
as  chief,  led  by  indra;  see  indra-jycshtha.  —  Indra- 
sakki,  d,  m.,  Ved.  one  whose  ally  or  companion  is 
Indra.  —  Indra-sandha,  f.  connection  or  alliance  with 
Indra.  —  Indra-sarathi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  driving  in 
the    same  carriage  with  Indra,  an  epithet  ofVSyu. 

—  Indra-sdvarni,  is,  m.,   N.   of  the   fourteenth 

Manu.  —  Indra-suta,  as,m.  '  son  of  Indra,'  N.  of 
the  monkey-king  Bali ;  also  an  epithet  of  Arjuna  and 
Jayanta.  —  Indra-*uraea,  a*,  m.  a  shrub,  the  leaves 
of  which  are  used   in  discutient  applications,  Vitex 
Negundo.  —  Inilra-sura,  f.  or  indra-surisa,  as,  m., 

N.  of  the  same  plant  (?).  —  Indra-sunu,  us,  m. '  the 

son  of  Indra,'    epithet   of  the    monkey-king  Bali. 
—  Indra-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  men ;  N.  of  a 

Naga;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  seveWl  women.  —  Indrasena- 
dvltiya,  as,  a,  am,  attended  by  Indrasena.  —  Indra- 
send,  i.,  Ved.,  Indra's  missile.  —  Indra-stut,  t,  m.  or 
indra-stoma,  of,  m. '  praise  of  Indra ;'  N.  of  particular 
hymns  to  Indra  in  certain  ceremonies.  —  Indras-vat, 
an,  att,  at,  Ved.  similar  to  Indra ;  (Say.)  accompanied 
by  Indra,  possessed  of  power  (!).  —  Indra-hava,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  invocation  of  Indra.  —  Indra-hasta,  as,  m. 

a  kind  of  medicament.  —  Iiiilriit/iii-di  raid  (  ra-ag°), 
f.  the  sixteenth  lunar  mansion.  —  Indrdgni-dkiana, 

OK,  m.  frost,  snaw.  —  Indranaja  (°ra-an°),  as,  m. 
'  the  younger  brother  of  Indra,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu 
or  Krishna.  —  IndrdWia  ("ra-abh0),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

grandson  (?)  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Imlrayudha  (°ra- 
iy°),  am,  n.  Indra's  weapon,  the  rainbow  ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  horse ;  a  horse  marked  with  black  about  the 

eyes;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  leech  having  rainbow  tints  on 
the    back.  —  Indraijudha-sikhin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a 

NSga.  —  Indrdri  (°ra-ar),  is,  m.  Indra's  enemy, 
an  Asura  or  demon.  —  Indrdraraja  (fra-av°),  as, 
m.  '  the  younger  brother  of  Indra,'  an    epithet  of 
Vishnu  or  Krishna.  —  Indrdiana  (°ra-a#°),  as,  m. 
hemp,  dried  and  chewed ;  the  shrub  which  bears  the 

seed  used  as  a  jeweller's  weight,  Albus  Precatorius. 
—  Indrdnana  fra-os0),  am,  n.  the  throne  of  Indra, 
any  throne  ;  a  foot  of  five  short  syllables.  —  Indrejya 

(°ra-ij°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Vrihaspati,  the  preceptor  of  the 
gods.  —  Indresltita  (°ra-»sA°),  as,  d,  am, Ved.  senior 
driven  or  instigated  by  Indra.  —  Indrota  (°ra-uta),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Riksha  and  of  Devapi.  —  Jiidru- 

tiava  (°ra-ut°),  as,  m.  a  festival  honouring  Indra. 
Indraka,  am,  n.  an  assembly-room,  a  hall. 
Iiidraijn,  nom.  A.,  Ved.  inilrayate,  -yitum,  to 

behave  like  Indra. 
fnilnn/ii,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  longing  for  or  wishing 

to  approach  Indra. 
Imlrdnikd,  (.  the  plant  Vitex  Negundo. 



Indram,  f.  the  wife  of  Indra  ;  N.  of  Durga, 
reckoned  as  one  of  the  eight  mothers  (matrika)  or 
divine  energies  ;  a  kind  of  coitus  ;  the  plant  Vitex 

Negundo. 
Indriya,  as,  a,  am,  fit  for  or  belonging  to  or 

agreeable  to  Indra  ;  (as),  m.  a  companion  of  Indra  ; 
(am),  n.  power,  force,  the  quality  which  belongs 
especially  to  the  mighty  Indra  ;  exhibition  of  power, 
powerful  act  ;  bodily  power,  power  of  the  senses  ; 
virile  power  ;  semen  virile  ;  faculty  of  sense,  sense, 
organ  of  sense  ;  the  number  five  as  symbolical  of  the 
five  senses.  (In  addition  to  the  five  organs  of  per- 

ception, buddKindriydyi  or  jnanendriyani,  i.  e. 

eye,  ear,  nose,  tongue,  and  skin,  the  Hindus  enu- 
merate five  organs  of  action,  karmendriydni,  i.  e. 

larynx,  hand,  foot,  anus,  and  parts  of  generation  ;  be- 
tween these  ten  organs  and  the  soul  or  titman  stands 

manas  or  mind,  considered  as  an  eleventh  organ. 
In  the  VedSnta,  mantis,  buddhi,  ahankdra,  and 

dtta  form  the  four  inner  or  internal  organs,  antar- 
indriydni,  so  that  according  to  this  reckoning  the 
organs  are  fourteen  in  number,  each  being  presided 
over  by  its  own  ruler  or  niyantri;  thus,  the  eye  by 
the  Sun,  the  ear  by  the  Quarters  of  the  world,  the 

nose  by  the  two  AsVins,  the  tongue  by  Prac'etas,  the 
skin  by  the  Wind,  the  voice  by  Fire,  the  hand  by 
Indra,  the  foot  by  VishnuK  the  anus  by  Mitra,  the 
parts  of  generation  by  PrajJpati,  manas  by  the  Moon, 

buddhi  by  Brahman,  ahan-kSra  by  Siva,  ftrta  by 
Vishnu  as  Acyuta.  In  the  NySya  philosophy  each 

organ  is  connected  with  its  own  peculiar  element, 
the  nose  with  the  Earth,  the  tongue  with  Water,  the 
eye  with  Light  or  Fire,  the  skin  with  Air,  the  ear  with 
Ether.  The  Jainas  divide  the  whole  creation  into 
five  sections,  according  to  the  number  of  organs 

attributed  to  each  being.)  —  Indriya-kdma,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  desiring  or  endeavouring  to  obtain  power. 

—  Indri-yagodara,  at,  a,  am,  perceptible,  capable 
of  being  ascertained  by  the  senses.  —  Indriya-grdma, 
as,  m.  the  assemblage  of  the  organs,  the  senses  or 

organs  of  sense  collectively.  —  Indriya-jndna,  am, 
n.  the   faculty  of  perception,  sense,  consciousness. 

—  Indriya-nigraha,  as,  m.  restraint  of  the  organs 
of  sense.  —  Imlriya-buddhi,  is,  f.  perception  by  the 
senses,  the  exercise  of  any  sense,  the  faculty  of  any 

organ.  —  Indriya-bodhana,    as,  a,  am,  exciting 
power,  arousing  or  sharpening  the  senses  ;  (am),  n. 
any  excitement  of  sense,  an  object  of  perception,  a 

stimulus,  Stc.  —  Indriya-varga,  as,  m.  the  assem- 
blage of  organs,  the  organs  of  sense  collectively. 

—  Indriya-vipratipatti,  is,  f.  perversion  of  the 
organs,  erroneous  or  perverted  perception.  —  Indriya- 
mdpa,  as,  m.  sleep  of  the  senses,  unconsciousness, 

insensibility  ;  the  end  of  the  world.  —  IndriyagoCara 
(^ya-a-gof),  as,  a,  am,  imperceptible.  —  Indri- 

ydtman  (°ya-dt°),  a,  m.  an  epithet   of  Vishnu. 
—  Indriydyatana  (?ya-dy°),  am,  n.  the  residence 
of  the  senses  ;  the  body.  —  Indriyartha  (°ya-ar°), 
as,  m.  an  object  of  sense  (as  sound,  smell,  &c.), 

anything  exciting   the   senses.  —  Indriyd-vat,  an, 
all,  at,  or  indriyd-wn,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  powerful, 
mighty;    sometimes  also  indriya-vat.  —  Indriyd- 

sanga  Cya-a-s°),  as,  m.  non-attachment  to  sensual 
objects,  stoicism,  philosophy. 

indriya.    See  above. 

3^M  indh,  cl.  7.  A.  inddhe,  indhan-dakre 
\  or  Idhe,  indhishyate,  aindhisJita,  indhi- 

tum,  to  kindle,  light,  set  on  fire  :  Pass,  idhyate, 
to  be  lighted  ;  to  blaze,  flame  ;  [with  indh  cf.  Gr. 

alBu,  I6ap6s  ;  aifl^p,  ATri/i)  ;  °Hcf>-ai<r-Tor  :  Lat. 
cei-tus,  as-tas  :  Old  Germ,  eit,  '  fire.1] 
IddKa,  as,  a,  am,  kindled,  lighted,  alight  ;  shin- 

ing, glowing,  blazing  ;  clean,  clear,  bright  ;  wonder- 
ful ;  obeyed,  unresisted  ?  ;  (am),  n.  sunshine,  light, 

heat  ;  a  wonder.  —  Iddha-manyu,  us,  us,  u,  having 

the  anger  excited  or  kindled.  —  Tddhagni  ("dha- 
a?°).  »»»  *«,  i,  Ved.  one  whose  fire  burns. 
Idh,  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  lighting;  [cf. 

agnulh.] 

Idhma,  at,  am,  m.  n.  fuel,  especially  that  which 

indrdni.  ^3 

is  used  for  the  sacred  fire ;  [cf.  Hib.  adhmad ; 

Zend  aisma.]  —  Idhma-jihva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Priya-vrata.  —  Idhma-pravraddana,  as,  m.  a 
hatchet,  an  axe.  —  Idhma-bhriti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 

bringing  fuel.  —  Idhma-vdha,  as,  m.  epithet  of 
Dridhasyu  or  Dridhadasyu. 
Idhyd,  f.  kindling,  lighting.     See  vdjedhyd. 
Indlia,  as,  d,  am,  lighting,  kindling. 
Indhana,  am,  n.  kindling,  lighting ;  [cf.  agnln- 

dhana\ ;  fuel ;  wood,  grass  &c.  used  for  this  purpose. 
—  Indhana-vat,   an,   ati,  at,   possessed   of  fuel. 
••  Indhan-van,  a,  d,  a,  Ved.  possessed  of  fuel; flaming. 

"fT3  inv,  cl.  6.  P.  invati,  invan-6akara, 
^>    X  invishyati,  ainmt,  invitum,  to  pervade, 

surround,  embrace,  seize,  take  possession  of;  to  invi- 

gorate, gladden.     See  in. 

Inva,  as,  a,  am,  pervading  (in  vis'vam-in'va). 
$«J«*I  invaka,  as,  f.  pi.  stars  in  the  head of  Orion. 

^H  ibha,  as  or  am?,  m.  or  n.  ?  (said  to  be 
fr.  rt.  i,  to  go),  Ved.  servants,  dependants,  domestics, 
household,  family ;  (Say.)  fearless  power ;  (as,  d,  am), 
followed  by  attendants ;  (as),  m.  an  elephant ;  (i), 
f.  a  female  elephant;  [with  this  word  cf.  the  Gr. 

^A-eipos  and  the  Lat.  e&Mr.]  —  Ibha-kana,  f.  a  plant 
with  an  aromatic  seed,  Scindapsus  Officinalis.  —  Ibha- 
kesara,  as,  m.  the  tree  Mesua  Roxburgh!!.  •-  Ibha- 
gandhd,  f.,  N.  of  a  poisonous  fruit.  —  Ibha-dantd, 
f.  the  plant  Tiaridium  Indicutn.  —  Ibha-nimllikd,  f. 

smartness,  shrewdness,  sagacity  (like  that  of  an  ele- 
phant). —  Ibha-pdlaka,  as,  m.  the  driver  or  keeper 

of  an  elephant.  —Ibha-pota,  f.  a  young  elephant,  a 
cub.  —  Ibham-dtola,  as,  m.  a  lion. — Ibha-yuvati, 

is,  f.  an  elephant's  cub.  —  Ibhdkhya  (°bha-akh°), 
as,  m.  the  plant  Mesua  Roxburghii.  —  Ibhdri  (°bha- 
ar°),  is,  m.  a  lion  ('enemy  of  the  elephant').  —Ibho- 
shand  f^bha-ush°),  f.  a  kind  of  aromatic  plant. 

Ibhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  one's  servants 
or  attendants ;  wealthy,  opulent,  having  many  attend- 

ants ;  (Say.)  (as),  m.  an  enemy ;  (a),  f.  a  female 
elephant ;  N.  of  the  Olibanum  tree,  Boswellia  Serrata. 

—  Ibhya-tilvala,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  abundantly  pos- 
sessed of  household  requisites. 

^R  ima,  a  pronominal  base.     See  idam. 
Imaka,  as,  d,  am,  diminutive  of  ima. 
Imathd,  ind.,  Ved.  as  in  this  place,  as  here,  as  now. 

S^vnyaksh  (Anomalous  Desid.  of  rt.  yaj), 
Ved.  occurring  only  in  the  part.  pres.  iyakshat  and 
iyakshamdna,  and  in  impf.  subj.  lyakahdm,  to  go 
towards,  approach ;  to  request,  endeavour  to  gain ;  to 
long  for,  seek. 

lyakshu,  us,  its,  «,Ved.  longing  for,  seeking  to  gain. 

^«<ir  iyat,  an,  aft,  at  (fr.  pronominal  base 
3.  i),  so  large,  only  so  large;  so  much,  only  so 
much ;  [with  iyat  cf.  the  syllable  iens  or  its  in  such 
Lat.  words  as  Miens,  toties,  quotiens,  quolies,  and 

in  numeral  adverbs  as  quinquies.]  —  lyat-td,  f.  or 
iyat-tva,  am,  n.  quantity,  fixed  measure  or  quantity, 
so  much. 

lyattaka,  as,  tkd,  am,  Ved.  so  small,  very  small, wee. 

^<<«<t  iyasya  (Anomalous  Intens.  of  rt. 
yas).  A.,  Ved.  iyasyate,  to  relax,  weaken ;  to  vanish. 

lyasd,  (.,  Ved.  lassitude,  dejection,  low  spirits. 

ir,  cl.  6.  P.  irati,  to  go ;  [cf.  il.~\ 
.  irajya  (Anomalous  Intens.  of  raj, 

raj),  P.  rarely  A.,  Ved.  irajyati,  -te,  to  order,  pre- 
pare, arrange;  to  lead;  to  dispose,  be  master  of; 

(S5y.)  to  grow. 
Irajyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  busy  with  preparations  for 

the  sacrificial  rite. 

^TSF  irana,  desert ;  salt  or  barren  (soil) ; 
=irina,  q.v. 
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iradh  (Anomalous  Intens.  of  radh), 

iradhate  and  iradhyati,  Ved.  to  endeavour  to  gain  ; 
(SSy.)  to  worship.  The  inf.  iradhyai  is  by  some 
referred  to  this  form,  and  regarded  as  a  shortened 

form  of  iradhadhyai;  but  Say.  refers  it  to  rt.  ir. 

^<H<5  iram-mada,  as,  m.,  Ved.  delighting 
in  drink ;  an  epithet  of  Agni,  in  the  form  of  light- 

ning and  ApSm-napat ;  a  flash  of  lightning  or  the 
fire  attending  the  fall  of  a  thunderbolt ;  submarine 
fire. 

^UT  irasya,  P.,  Ved.  irasyati,  to  behave 

insolently,  be  angry;  (with  dat.)  to  be  ill-affected 
towards ;  [cf.  Lat.  ira,  irasci.] 

Irasya,  I,,  Ved.  ill-will,  malevolence ;  (SSy.)  wish 
for  food. 

?TT  ira,  f.  (closely  allied  to  ida  and  US), 
Ved.  any  drinkable  fluid;  a  draught  (especially  of 
milk) ;  refreshment,  comfort,  enjoyment ;  N.  of  an 
Apsaras,  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Kasyapa  ; 
water ;  ardent  spirits ;  the  earth ;  speech ;  the  god- 

dess of  speech,  Sarasvat! ;  [cf.  idd."\  —  Ird-kshlra,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  whose  milk  is  a  refreshment  or  enjoy- 

ment. —  Ird-dara,  am,  n.  hail ;  (as,  d  or  i,  am), 
earth-born,  terrestrial,  aquatic.  —  Ird-ja,  as,  m.  a 

N.  of  Kama,  god  of  love,  '  bora  from  water.'  —  Ird- 
mukha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Asura-town  near  Meru. 
••  Jra-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  granting  drink  or  re- 

freshment, satiating,  giving  enjoyment ;  endowed  with 

provisions;  comfortable' ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of Arjuna;  the  ocean,  a  cloud;  a  king;  (1),  (.,  N.  of 

a  plant ;  N.  of  Durga,  the  wife  of  Rudra,  daughter  of 
the  N5ga  SuSravas ;  N.  of  a  river  in  the  Panjsb,  now 
called  R5vl.  —  Ird-vellikd,  f.  pimples  or  pustules  on 

the  head.  —  Zresa  (°rd-ii°),  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Vishnu ; 
a  king,  a  sovereign ;  Varuna. 

^(Vciii  irikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  or  tree. 
—  Irikd-vana,  am,  n.  a  grove  of  such  trees. 

$jV.«<i  irina,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  n, 
to  go ;  connected  with  ira),  Ved.  a  water-course,  a 
rivulet,  a  well ;  any  incision  in  the  ground,  a  hollow, 
hole ;  a  desert,  an  inhospitable  region ;  a  bare  plain, 
barren  soil ;  salt  soil. 

Irinya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  or  relating  to a  desert  &c. 

$fl.«^«rin,  i,  im,  i  (connected  with  ina  ?}, 
Ved.  powerful,  violent;  an  overbearing  fellow ;  (S5y.) 
an  instigator ;  [cf.  irasya  &c.] 

^IV*m  irimeda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =. ari-meda. 

Srfrffjfij  irimWf  A»,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  of 
the  family  of  Kinva,  author  of  several  hymns  of  the 

Rig-veda. 
$(X.f<4sll  irivilla  or  irivellika,  f.  pimples 

or  pustules  on  the  head. 

^  irya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  active,  powerful, 
energetical ;  epithet  of  POshan  and  of  the  Asvins ; 

(S5y.)  instigating ;  destroying  enemies ;  a  lord. 

^4I'{*  irvaru,  us,  m.  f.,  N.  of  an  eatable 
cucumber,  Cucumis  Utilissimus;  of  another  kind, 
Cucumis  Colocynthis ;  see  irvdlu,  irvdru,  urvdru, 

ervdru.  —  Irvdru-suktikd,  f.  a  kind  of  melon,  com- 
monly Sphuti  or  Sphut,  Cucumis  Momordica. 

Irvdruka,  as,  m.  an  animal  living  in  caves. 
Irvdlu,  us,  m.  f.  Cucumis  Utilissimus  Roxb.  or 

Cucumis  Colocynthis. 
il,  cl.  6.  P.  ilati,  iyela,  elishyati, 

ailit,  elilum,  or  cl.  10.  P.  ilayati  or 

elayati,  -yitum,  aor.  aililat  or  ailayit,  to  keep 
still,  not  to  move ;  to  become  quiet ;  to  send,  to 
cast ;  to  sleep ;  to  move,  to  go ;  [a  various  reading 
has  the  form  il:  cf.  Old  Germ.  Ulu,  tllo,  for  ttju; 

Mod.  Germ.  £Ue;  Cambro-Brit.  il,  'progress,  mo- 
tion;' Gr.  e'Aoaj.] Oo 
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Ilaya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  resting,  motionless. 

^(44  ilava,  as,  d,  am.Ved.  sounding,  noisy, 
loud ;  [cf.  ailaba.] 

^f*r«4rt  ilavila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Dasaratha;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Trinavindu, 
wife  of  Viiravas  and  mother  of  Kuvera. 

^OT  ila,  f.  flow,  speech,  the  earth,  &c.;  see 

idd.  —  Ild-gola,  am,  n.  the  earth,  the  globe. —Ild- 
tala,  am,  n.  the  fourth  place  in  the  circle  of  the 
zodiac;  the  surface  of  the  earth.  —  Ild-dadha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  certain  sacrifice.  —  Ildn-da,  am,  n. 

'  granting  refreshment  or  food,'  N.  of  a  ceremony  or of  a  verse ;  N .  of  a  Saman. — Ha-vrita,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  son  of  Agnldhra,  who  received  theVarsha  ild-vrita 
as  his  kingdom ;  (am),  n.  one  of  the  nine  Varshas  or 
divisions  of  the  known  world,  comprehending  the 

highest  and  most  central  part  of  the  old  continent. 
Ilikd,  f.  the  earth. 

gTrf'ft  Hint,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
Medhatithi. 

^c5^  Hi,  f.  a  cudgel,  a  stick  shaped  like  a 
sword  or  a  short  sword.  See  til. 

$rf1fa$I  ilibisa,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 
demon  conquered  by  Indra. 

ills'a,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  il,  to 
go),  a  fish,  commonly  the  hilsa  or  sable,  Clupea  Alosa  ; 
the  fish  being  one  of  high  flavour,  and  very  abundant 
at  certain  seasons,  is  generally  eaten  both  by  the 
natives  of  Bengal  and  by  Europeans  residing  there  ; 
[cf.  UUto.] 

^7^  ilusha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 
Kavasha.     See  ailusha. 

ilpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  wonderful  tree 
in  the  other  world. 

illaka,as,  m.,  N.  of  a  merchant's  son. 
illala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  bird. 

illita,  as,  m.  the  fish  Clupea  Alosa  ; 
[cf.  ilita.] 

$H«M  ilvaka,  as,  f.  pi.  the  five  stars  in 
Orion's  head.     See  ilmla. 

ilvala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish  ;  N.  of 
a  Daitya,  the  brother  of  Vstapi  ;  (as),  f.  pi.,  N.  of 
the  five  stars  in  Orion's  head. 

^  iva,  ind.  (fr.  pronominal  base  3.  t), 
like,  in  the  same  manner  as  (in  this  sense  *=yathd, 
and  used  correctively  to  tathd)  ;  as  it  were  (after  a 
metaphorical  expression,  e.  g.  pathd  iva  yantau, 
on  a  path  going  as  it  were)  ;  in  a  certain  manner,  in 
some  measure,  a  little,  perhaps  (in  qualification  or 
mitigation  of  a  strong  assertion)  ;  nearly,  almost,  about 
(e.  g.  muhurtam  iva,  almost  an  hour)  ;  so,  just  so, 
just,  exactly,  indeed,  very  (especially  after  words 
which  involve  some  restriction,  e.  g.  ishad  iva,  just 
a  little  ;  Mntid  iva,  just  a  little  bit  :  and  after  a  nega- 

tion, e.  g.  naiirdd  iva,  very  soon).  Iva  is  connectei 
vaguely,  and  somewhat  pleonastically,  with  an  inter 
rogative  pronoun  or  adverb  (e.  g.  Mm  iva,  what  ? 
katham  iva,  how  could  that  possibly  be?  kveva 
where,  I  should  like  to  know?).  In  the  Pada  texts 
of  the  Rig,  Yajur,  and  Atharva-vcda,  and  by  nativi 
grammarians,  fro  is  considered  to  be  compounde< 
with  the  word  after  which  it  stands,  and  is  therefore 
enclitic. 

ivllaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  o 
Lambodara. 

isika,   f.   an   elephant's   eyeball 

i.  ish,  cl.  4.  P.  ishyati,  iyesha,  eshish 
ti,  aishit,  eshitum,  to  move,  to  cause  t 

move ;  to  let  fly,  to  throw,  cast ;  to  raise  (as  one 
voice)  ;  to  sprinkle ;  cl.  9.  P.  ishnati,  to  cause  t 

ilaya.  ^  isha. 
iove  quickly,  to  cast,  let  fly,  swing ;  to  strike ;  to 
y  off,  escape ;  to  impel,  incite,  animate,  promote : 
aus.  P.  eshayati,  -yitum,  to  bring,  offer :  Desid. 
ihishishati. 

2.  ish,  (at  the  end  of  some  compounds)  moving 

uickly,  speedy.  See  aram-ish. 
Ishanaya,  nom.  (from  the  next)  A.,  Ved.  isJta- 
ayate,  -yitum,  to  move,  excite. 
I.  isliani,  is,  f.,  Ved.  impulse,  desire.  (For  2.  see nder  3.  ish.) 

Ishanya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  inhanyati,  -yitum,  to 
luse  to  make  haste,  to  excite,  drive. 

Ishanya,  !.,  Ved.  impulse,  desire. 

Ishavya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ishu  below),  Ved.  skilled n  archery. 

Ishikd— ishikd  and  Ishikd,  q.v. 

Ishita,  as,  d,  am,  moved,  driven,  tossed,  sent; 
caused,  excited,  animated ;  quick.  —  Ishita-tvatd,  ind., 
fed.  by  impulse  or  excitement. 
Ishika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people,  =  aishlka  ;  (d), 
reed,  rush,  stem  or  stalk  of  grasses ;  an  arrow ;  a 

ort  of  sugar-cane,  Saccharum  Spontaneum ;  a  brush ; 
small  stick  of  wood  or  iron  used  for  trying  whether 

r  not  the  gold  in  a  crucible  is  melted ;  the  eyeball 
f  an  elephant;  see  ishikd,  Ishikd,  Ishikd,  ifiled. 
—  Ishlka-tula,  am,  n.  the  point  or  upper  part  of 
reed. 

Ishu,  us,  m.  f.   an  arrow;    (in   mathematics)   a 
ersed  sine ;  N.  of  a  Soma  ceremony.  —  Ishu-kdra, 

as,  or  ishu-TcrU,  t,  m.,  Ved.  an  arrow-maker.  —  Ishu- 
rlhara,  as,  m.  an  archer.  —  Ishu-dhi,  see  s.  v.  below. 
—  Ishu-pa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura,  who  appeared 
m  earth  as  king  Magna-jit.  —  Ishu-patha,  as,  m. 
the  range  of  an  arrow.  —  Ishu-pushpd,  (.,  N.  of  a 
jlant.  —  Ishu-ltala,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  powerful  by 

.—Ishu-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  carrying  arrows,  an 
archer.  —  Ishu-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  possessed  of 
arrows.  —  Ishu-mdtra,  as,  I,  am,  having  the  length 
of  an  arrow,  i.  e.  about  five  short  spans  or  three 

eel;  (am),  ind.  as  far  as  the  range  of  an  arrow. 
—  Ishus-trikdndd,  f.  the  threefold  arrow,  N.  of  a 

constellation,  perhaps  the  girdle  of  Orion.  —  Ishu- 

hasta,  as,  d,  am,  '  arrow-handed,'  carrying  arrows 
n  the  hand.  —  Ishv-agra,  am,  n.  the  point  of  an 
arrow.  —  Ishv-anlka,  am,  n.  the  point  of  an  arrow. 

•  Ishvarga,  as,  m.  (for  ishu-varga),  Ved.  one  who 
averts  arrows,  a  shield-bearer.  —  Ishv-asana  or 

'^hv-astra,  am,  n.  a  bow  ('arrow-thrower').— Ish 
dyudha,  am,  n. ,  Ved.  arrow  and  weapons.  —  Ishv- 
dsa,  as,  d,  am,  throwing  arrows ;  (as),  m.  a  bow ; 
an  archer,  a  warrior. 
IsKuka,  as,  t,  am,  arrow-like ;   (a),  f.,  Ved.  an 
[TOW. 

Ishu-dhi,  is,  m.  f.  (rt.  dhd),  a  quiver.  —  Ishudhi- 
mat,  an,  aft,  at,  Ved.  possessed  of  a  quiver. 

Ishudhya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  -dhyati,  -yitum,  to  be 
a  quiver,  to  contain  arrows ;  to  implore,  request ; 

(Say.)  to  desire  oblations. 
Ishudhyd,  f.,  Ved.  imploring,  request. 

Ishudhyu,  us,  m,  u,  Ved.  imploring,  requesting; 

(Say.)  going. 
I .  ishfi,  is,  f.  impulse,  acceleration,  hurry ;  invita- 

tion, order,  despatch. 

Ishmin,  I,  iift,  i,  Ved.  going  quickly,  speedy,  im- 
petuous ;  an  epithet  of  the  winds. 

3.  ish,  cl.  6.  P.,  ep.  also  A.  i66hati, 

\-te,  iyesha,  eshishyati,  aishit,  e*hitum  or 
efhtum,  to  endeavour  to  obtain,  strive,  seek  for ;  to 
endeavour  to  make  favourable ;  desire,  wish,  long  for ; 
to  request ;  to  be  willing,  to  be  about  to  do  anything, 
to  intend ;  to  strive  to  obtain  anything  (ace.)  from 
any  one  (abl.  or  loc.) ;  to  expect  anything  from  any 
one;  to  assent;  to  be  favourable;  to  ask  anything 

(ace.)  from  any  one  (loc.) ;  to  acknowledge,  to  regard  : 
Pass,  ishyate,  to  be  wished  or  liked ;  to  be  asked, 
requested,  prescribed ;  to  be  approved,  acknowledged, 
accepted,  regarded  as ;  to  be  worth  ;  to  be  wanted  as  a 
desideratum,  see  2. ishti:  Caus.  P.  eshayati,  -yitum, 
aishishat :  Desid.  eshixhishati  ;  [with  ink  cf.  Old 

Germ.  eiscSm,  'I  ask;'  Mod.  Germ,  heische:  cf. 

also  Gr.  irpoWo/uu,  irpo-ficTj)r,  »po-f{ ;  and  per- 
haps Gr.  W-TTJS  and  1-fupos.] 

IMhdka,  as,  ikd,  am,  wishing,  desirous  of;  (as), 
m.  demand,  the  sum  sought  (in  arithmetic). 

Ifdhat,  an,  atl  or  anil,  at,  wishing,  wishful,  de- 
sirous. 

Iddha-ta,  f.  or  iMka-tva,  am,  n.  desire,  wishfulness. 
I66hd,  f.  wish,  desire,  inclination ;  (in  mathematics) 

a  question  or  problem ;  (in  gram.)  the  desiderative 

form ;  itdhayd,  according  to  one's  wish  or  desire ; 
i(6ham  ni-rjrah,  to  suppress  one's  desire.  —  I((h&- 
ddna,  am,  n.  the  granting  or  gratification  of  a  wish. 
—  Itfhd-nivritti,  is,  f.  suppression  of  desire.  — 1(- 
thamita  (°<!hd-an°),  as,  a,  am,  having  a  desire, 
wishing,  wishful.  —  Iffhd-phala,  as,  m.  (in  mathe- 

matics )  the  solution  of  a  question  or  problem.  —  I6(ha- 
rat,  an,  atl,  at,  wishing,  wishful,  desirous ;  (ti),  f.  a 
woman  desirous  of  anything.  —  Ktha-vasu,  us,  m.  an 

epithet  of  Kuvera  ('  possessing  wealth  according  to 

wish').  —  IMhd-sampad,  t,  I.  fulfilment  or  attain- ment of  wishes. 

I&'hu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing,  desiring  (with  ace.  or 

inf.). 

Itthuka,  as,  d  or  ?,  am,  wishing,  desirous. 

4.  ish,  t,  f.  wish ;  [cf.  i t-faraJ] 
2.  {shani,  ««,  f.,  Ved.  wish,  desire.     (For  I.  see under  i.  ish.) 

Ishuya,  P.,  Ved.  isJmyati,  -yitum,  to  request, 
ask ;  (Say.)  to  wish  for  food,  wish  to  approach. 

I.  ishta,  as,  d, am  (for  2.  see  next  page),  sought ; 
wished,  desired ;  liked,  beloved ;  agreeable ;  cherished  ; 
worshipped,  reverenced,  respected ;  regarded  as  good, 

approved ;  valid ;  (as),  m.  a  lover,  a  husband ;  the 
plant  Ricinus  Communis ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant ; 

(am),  n.  wish,  desire ;  (am),  ind.  voluntarily.  —  Ish- 
ta-karman,  a,  n.  (in  arithmetic)  rule  of  supposition, 

operation  with  an  assumed  number.  —  Ishta-kapa- 
tha,  as,  m.  the  root  of  the  fragrant  grass  Andropo- 

gon  Muricatus.  —  Ishta-kdma-duh,  dhuk,  f.  '  grant- 

ing the  wished-for  desires,'  epithet  of  the  cow  of 
plenty.  —  Ishta-gandha,  of,  d,  am,  fragrant ;  (as), 

m.  any  fragrant  substance ;  (am),  n.  sand.  —  Ishta- 
jana,  as,  m.  a  beloved  person,  man  or  woman ;  a 
loved  one.  —  Ishta-tama,  as,  d,  am,  most  desired, 
best  beloved,  beloved,  dearest.  —  Ishta-tara,  as,  d, 

am,  more  desired,  more  dear,  dearer.  —  Ishta-tas, 

ind.  according  to  one's  wish  or  desire.  —  Ishta-td,  f. 
or  ifh  ta-tva,  am,  n.  desirableness,  the  state  of  being 
beloved  or  reverenced.  •-  Ishia-deva,  as,  m.  or 
ishta-devatd,  f.  a  chosen  or  tutelary  deity,  a 

favourite  god,  one  particularly  worshipped.  —  7s hta- 

yaman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  going  according  to  one's  de- sire. —  Ishta-raimi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  desired 
or  best  reins  or  bridles.  —  Iskta-vrata,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  obeying  one's  wish  ;  (Say.)  that  by  which  good 
works  succeed.  —  Ishld-krita,  am,  n.,Ved.  wish  and 
deed,  i.  e.  accomplishment  of  a  wish  (?) ;  N.  of  a 
certain  sacrificial  ceremony.  —  IsJitd-purta,  am,  n., 

Ved.  wish  and  fulfilment,  i.  e.  fulfilment  of  one's 
wishes  ;  any  religious  duty  or  pious  act,  as  oblation, 

sacrifice,  penance,  holy  study,  digging  a  well,  plant- 

ing a  tree,  &c.  —  Ishtdrtha  (°la-ar°),  as,  m.  any- 
thing desired  or  agreeable.  —  Jshtdrthodyukta  (°M«- 

ud°),  as,  d,  am,  zealously  active,  diligent  for  a 
desired  object.  —  Ishtddva  (°ta-af),  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  having  desired  or  best  horses. 

2.  ishti,  is,  f.  seeking,  endeavouring  to  obtain; 
wish,  request,  desire ;  any  desired  object,  a  desired 

rule,  a  desideratum  (a  term  applied  to  Patanjali's  ad- 
ditions to  Panini's  rules) ;  (is),  m.,  Ved.  seeking, 

going  after,  guarding. 
Ishtu,  Its,  f.  wish,  desire. 
Jshma,  as,  m.  the  spring ;  love  or  the  deity  Kama. 

Ishya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  spring  season. 
IsJaia,  as,  m.  a  spiritual  teacher.     See  tshva. 

^  5.  ish,  t,  f.,Ved.  that  which  is  drunk, 
a  draught,  refreshment,  enjoyment;  libation;  the 
refreshing  waters  of  the  sky ;  sap,  strength,  freshness, 

comfort,  increase ;  good  condition,  affluence. 
Isha,  as,  m.  one  who  possesses  sap  and  strength  ; 
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the  month  AsVina  (September-October) ;   strength, 
vigour  (?).  -•  Isha-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  vigorous. 
—  Isha-stut,  t,  m.,  Ved.  a  praiser  of  the  desired 
(Sun);  (t),  {.  praise  of  comfort. 
Ishaya,  nom.  P.  A.,  Ved.  ishayati,  -te,  -yttum, 

to  be  succulent,  swell ;  to  be  fresh,  active,  powerful ; 
to  refresh,  strengthen,  animate. 

Ishira,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  succulent,  refreshing,  fresh, 
flourishing ;  vigorous,  active,  quick  ;  [cf.  Gr.  Iff 6s]  ; 
(as),  m.  fire  1 ;  (am),  ind.  quick. 
Jshetvdka,  as,  a,  am  (an  AdhySya  or  Anuvaka), 

containing  the  words  ishe  tvd,  '  for  rain  thee.' 

^^  ishu,  ishu-dhi,  &c.  See  I .  ish  last  page. 

ish-kri,  cl.  8.  P.,  Ved.  -karoti,  -kar- 
tum,  to  arrange,  set  in  order,  prepare. 

IsMcartri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  arranging,  preparing, 
setting  in  order. 

Ish-krita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  arranged.  —  Jshkritd- 

hdva  (°ta-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  whose  Soma  vessel 
is  prepared  or  ready. 

^F  2.  ishta,  as,  d,  am  (ft.  rt.  yaj ;  for  i .  ishta 
see  last  page),  sacrificed,  worshipped  with  sacrifices ; 
(as),  m.  sacrifice ;  (am),  n.  sacrificing ;  sacred  rite, 
sacrament.  —  Ishta-yajus,  us,  us,  us,  Ved.  one  to 
whom  sacrificial  verses  have  been  offered  or  addressed. 

—  Ishtd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessed  of  sacrifices. 
Ishtakd,  f.  a  brick,  especially  one  used  in  building 

the  altar  of  a  sacrifice.  —  Ishtakd-griha,  am,  n.  a 
brick  house.  —  IsMaka-fita,  as,  d,  am,  built  of  bricks. 
—  Ishtaka-nydsa,  as,  m.  laying  the  foundation  of  a 
house.  —  Ishtakd-rdtf,  is,  m.  a  pile  of  bricks. 

3.  iskti,  is,  f.  sacrificing,  sacrifice ;  oblation  con- 
sisting of  butter,  fruits,  &c.,  opposed  to  the  sacrifice 

of  an  animal  or  of  Soma.  —  Ishti-pada,  as,  or  ishti- 
mush,  t,  m.  an  Asura,  a  demon.  —  Ishty-ayana,  am, 
n.  a  series  of  oblations,  a  sacrifice  lasting  a  long  time. 

Ishtikd,  f.  a  brick,  especially  one  used  in  building 
the  sacrificial  altar.  See  ishtakd  above. 

Ishtin,  t,  im,  i,  one  who  has  sacrificed. 

Ishtvd,  ind.  having  sacrificed  or  worshipped. 

ishtani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  (if  fr.  rt.  yaj), 

to  be  worshipped ;  (if  instead  of  ni-shfani,  fr.  rt. 
stan),  rustling,  rushing. 

^1  is,  ind.  an  interjection  of  anger,  pain, 
or  sorrow. 

^5  l^a>  ind.  (fr.  pronom.  base  3.  i),  in  this 
place,  here ;  to  this  place ;  in  this  world ;  in  this 
book  or  system ;  in  this  case  (e.  g.  tena  iha  na, 

'  therefore  not  in  this  case,'  i.  e.  the  rule  does  not 
apply  here) ;  now,  at  this  time ;  [cf.  Zend  idha, 

'  here ;'  Gr.  ifla  or  i0ai  in  lSa-yfvi\s  and  Ittcu-ywtis  ; 

Goth,  ith;  perhaps  Lat.  iyt-tur.']  —  Iha-kdla,  as, 
m.  this  life.  —  Iha-kratu,  us,  us,  u,  or  iha-fitta, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  whose  intentions  or  thoughts  are 

in  this  world  or  place.  —  Iha-tra,  ind.  here,  in  this 
world.  —  Iha-bhojana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  whose  goods 
and  gifts  come  hither.  —  lha-loka,  as,  m.  this  world, 
this  life ;  (e),  ind.  in  this  world.  —  Itta-samayc,  ind. 
here,  now,  on  the  present  occasion,  at  such  a  time  as 

this.  —  Iha-stha,  as,  a,  am,  standing  here.  —  Iha- 
sthdna,  as,  d,  am,  whose  place  or  residence  is  on 

the  earth;  (e),  ind.  in  this  p\ace.  —  Ihdyata(°ha- 
dff),  as,  a,  am,  come  or  arrived  hither.  ••  Ikdmutra 

(°ha-am°),  ind.  here  and  there,  in  this  world  and  in 
the  next.  —  I  helm  ({ha-iha),  ind.  here  and  there,  now 
and  then,  repeatedly.  —  Ilieha-mdtri,  ta,  m.,  Ved. 
of  whose  mothers  one  is  here  and  one  there;  (Say.) 
whose  mother  is  here  and  there,  i.  e.  everywhere. 

Ihatya,  as,  d,  am,  or  ihatyaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 
being  here. 

$  i.  I,  the  fourth  letter  of  the  alphabet, 
corresponding  to  j  long,  and  having  the  sound  of  ee 
in  feel. 

$  2.  i,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Kandarpa,  the  god  of 
love ;  i  or  is,  f.,  N.  of  LakshmT. 

^  3.  i,  ind.  an  interjection  of  pain,  anger, 
consciousness  or  perception,  consideration,  compassion. 

4.  i  for  rt. «'.     See  under  5.  t. 

4SU  iksh,  cl.  i.  A.  ikshate,  ikshan-takre, 
^  N  ikshishyate,  aikshishia,  ikshitum,  to  see, 

look,  view,  behold,  look  at,  gaze  at  (with  ace.  or 

rarely  loc.);  to  see  in  one's  mind,  think,  have  a 
thought,  regard,  consider ;  to  look  to  the  welfare  ol 
any  one  (with  dat.) :  Caus.  ikshayati,  -yitum,  to 
make  one  look  at  (with  ace.).  (This  root  is  per- 

haps connected  with  akshi,  q.  v.) 

Ikshaka,  as,  m.  a  spectator,  a  beholder. 

Ikshana,  am,  n.  a  look,  view,  aspect,  sight;  re- 
garding, looking  after,  caring  for ;  an  eye. 

Ikshanika,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  looker  into  the  future, 
a  fortune-teller. 

Ikshamdna,  as,  a,  am,  looking  at,  surveying. 
Ikshd,  f.  sight,  viewing,  considering. 
Ikshita,  as,  d,  am,  seen,  beheld,  regarded. 
Ikshitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  seeing,  beholding,  a  beholder. 
Ikshenya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  deserving  to  be  seen, curious. 

Ikshyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  beheld,  being 
viewed. 

ikh  or  ikh,  cl.  i.  P.  ekhati,  iyekha,  or 
.Ikhati,  ikhdn-Hakara,  ekhitum  or  ikhi- 

tum,  to  go,  move. 

J  inkh  or  inkh,  cl.  I.  P.  inkhati,  inkhdn- 
('akdra,  or  inkhati,  inkhdn-dakdra,  inkhi- 

tum  or  inkhitum,  to  go,  move :  Caus.  inkhayati, 
•yitum,  to  move  backwards  and  forwards,  to  move 
up  and  down,  to  swing. 

IT^T  ij  or  inj,  cl.  i.  P.  ijati,  ijdn-takdra, 
"^  \ijitum  or  injati,  &c.,  to  go ;  to  blame  or 

ijika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

i.  id,  cl.  2.  A.  itte  (2nd  sing.  pres. 

*•>  N  idishe,  Ved.  flishe),  iddn-takre,  idishyate, 
aidishfa,  iditum,  Ved.  i\e,  &c.,  to  implore,  request, 
ask  for  (with  two  ace.) ;  to  praise :  Caus.  P.  tdayati, 
-yitum,  to  ask ;  to  praise. 
Idana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  praising. 
Ida,  f.  praise,  commendation. 
Idita  or  flita,  as,  d,  am,  praised,  commended. 
Idenya  or  ilenya  or  idya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be 

invoked  or  implored,  to  be  praised  or  glorified,  praise- 
worthy, laudable. 

Idyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  praised. 

^?  2.  id,  it,  f.,  Ved.  =  id,  refreshment, libation. 

^  idha,  as,  a,  am  (?fr.  ih),  sought  (?). 

^FrT  iti,  is,  f.  (fr.  4.  t?),  plague,  distress, 
any  calamity  of  the  season  (as  drought,  excessive 
rain,  swarm  of  rats,  foreign  invasion,  &c.) ;  infectious 
disease;  an  affray;  travelling  in  foreign  countries, 
sojourning. 

Idriksha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  id,  neut.  of  pro- 
nom. base  3.  i,  and  driksha,  rt.  drid,  dropping  one 

d  and  lengthening  the  preceding  i,  as  in  tddrikeha 
from  tad,  &c.),  of  this  aspect,  of  such  a  kind, 
endowed  with  such  qualities,  such  like. 

ri$,  k,  Ved.  n,  endowed  with  such  qualities, 
such;  (k),  n.,  Ved.  such  a  condition,  such  occasion. 
—  Idrik-td,  f.  quality. 

Idrifa,  as,  i,  am,  or  idriiaka,  an,  ika,  am, 
endowed  with  such  qualities,  such;  [with  the  final 

syllables  dris"  and  drita  of  these  words  cf.  the  Gr. 
KM  in  A/u'jAif,  1"">  in  TTjXf/to-t,  &c. ;  Goth,  leika 

in  hMeiks,  'welcher,'  svaleik-s,  'such;'  Mod. 
Germ,  solcher;  Slav,  liko,  nom.  lik,  e.  g.  tolik, 

'such;'  Lat.  It  in  lulls,  qudlis.] 

int,  cl.  i.  P.  intati,  -titum,  to  bind  ; 
[cf.  ant  and  and.] 

ips  (Desid.  of  rt.  dp,  q.  v.),  to  wish 
to  obtain. 
Ipsana,  am,  n.  desiring,  wishing  to  obtain. 
Ipsd,  f.  asking,  desire,  wish  to  obtain. 
Ipsita,  as,  d,  am,  wished,  desired. 
Ipsu,  us,  us,  u,  striving  to  obtain  ;  wishing  to  get 

or  obtain,  desirous  of  (with  ace.).  —  Ipsu-yajna,  as, 
m.  a  particular  Soma  sacrifice. 

^TN«m,  ind.  (fr.  pronominal  base  3.  i),Ved. 
a  particle  of  affirmation  and  restriction,  generally  after 
short  words  at  the  beginning  of  a  period,  or  after  the  re- 

lative pronouns,  the  conjunction  yad,  prepositions  and 
particles  such  as  at,  uta,  atlia,  Sec.  Im  has  also  the 

sense  'now'  (=iddnim),  and  is  by  S5y.  sometimes 
considered  as  an  ace.  case  for  enam. 

,  as,  as,  as  (iya  fr.  rt. 
f),  Ved.  one  whose  eyes  go  or  look  about  everywhere  ; 

(Say.)  of  pervading  sight. 
lyivas,  an,  -yushi,  as,  gone,  having  gone,  having 

obtained. 

ir,  cl.  2.  A.  irte,  iran-6akre,  irishyati, 
airishta,  iritum,  Ved.  inf.  iradhyai,  to  go, 

move,  rise,  arise  from  ;  to  go  away,  retire  ;  to  agitate, 

elevate,  raise  (one's  voice)  :  Caus.  P.  irayati,  -yitum, 
to  agitate,  throw,  cast  ;  to  excite  ;  to  cause  to  rise  ; 

to  bring  to  life  ;  to  raise  one's  voice,  utter,  pronounce, 

proclaim,  cite  ;  to  elevate  ;  A.  to  raise  one's  self. 
Irana,  as,  d,  am,  agitating,  driving;  (<w),  m. the  wind. 

If  If  a,  as,  d,  am,  sent,  despatched  ;  said,  uttered. 

—  Iritdkuta  (°te-ait0),  am,  n.  declared  purpose  or intention. 

Irya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  excited.  —  Irya-td,  {.,  Ved. 
the  condition  of  one  who  is  to  be  excited. 

Irya,  f.  wandering  about  as  a  religious  mendicant. 
—  Iryd-patha,  as,  m.  the  observances  of  a  religious 
mendicant  ;    the  four    positions   of  the   body,  viz. 

going,  standing  upright,  sitting  and  lying  down. 

iramd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

irina,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ir?),  desert; 

(am),  n.  salt  and  barren  soil.     See  irina. 

in,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (inas),  m. 

pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man. 

^^  irkshy.     See  irshy. 
%%  i.  trma,  ind.,  Ved.  in  this  place,  here, 

to  this  place ;  (Say.)  going  constantly,  or  instigating everything. 

f§  2.  irma,  as,  m.,Ved.  the  arm,  the  fore- 
quarter  of  an  animal ;  (am),  n.  a  sore  or  wound. 

^*i iti  irmdnta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  epithet  of  a 

team  of  horses  or  of  the  horses  of  the  sun's  car ;  full- 
haunched  (lit.  full-ended)  ;  thin-haunched  ;  (perhaps) 
having  the  biggest  horses  on  both  sides  of  the  team. 

irvdru,  us,  m.  a  cucumber,  Cucumis 
Utilissimus.     See  irvdru. 

irshy  or  irkshy,  cl.  I.  P.  irshy  ati, 
irshydn-Cakdra,  irshyitnm  or  irkshyati, 

&c.,  to  envy,  to  feel  impatient  at  another's  prosperity 
(with  dat.) :  Desid.  irshyishishati  or  Irshyiyishati. 

Irshd,  f.  impatience,  envy  of  another's  success ; 
more  properly  read  irshy  d. 

Irshdlu,  us,  us,  u,  impatient  of  another's  success, 
envious. 
Irshita,  as,  d,  am,  envied ;  (am),  n.  envy. 

Irshitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  envied. 
Irshu,  us,  us,  u,  envious,  jealous. 
Irshya,  as,  d,  am,  envious,  envying ;  (d),  f.  envy 

or  impatience  of  another's  success;  spite,  malice. 
—  Irshy d-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  or  irshyd-maya,  as,  i, 

am,  envious,  spiteful.  —  InJiya-vas'a,  as,  d,  am, overcome  with  envy. 
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Irshyaka,  at,  i,  am,  envious,  envying. 
Inhyamdna,  at,  d,  am,  envying,  envious. 
Irshydlit,  us,  us,  u,  envious,  jealous. 
Irshyin,  i,  ini,  i,  envious,  spiteful. 
Irshyu,  us,  at,  u,  Ved.  zealous. 

$f<«H  ilina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Tansu 
and  father  of  Dushyanta. 

^tft  IR  or  Hi,  is,  f.  a  weapon,  sometimes 
considered  as  a  cudgel  and  sometimes  as  a  short  sword 
or  stick  shaped  like  a  sword. 

^35  il,  Ma,  Sec.     See  under  id. 

%*m^  i-vat,  an,  ati,  at  (fr.  pronominal  base 
3.  i),Vtd.  so  large,  so  stately,  so  magnificent,  so  much. 

5^rr  I.  {/,  cl.  2.  A.  ishte,  or  Ved.  is"e,  isan- *N  xcoire,  Uishyati,  liitum,  to  own,  possess; 
to  belong  to;  to  dispose  of,  be  valid  or  powerful,  to 
be  master  of  (with  gen.,  or  Ved.  with  gen.  of  an  inf., 
or  with  a  common  inf.,  or  the  loc.  of  an  abstract 
noun) ;  to  command ;  to  rule,  reign ;  to  behave  like 
a  master,  allow ;  [with  this  word  are  perhaps  con- 

nected Goth,  aigan,  '  to  have ;'  Old  Germ,  eigan, 
adj.  eigan,  'own;'  Mod.  Germ,  eigen.] 

3.  U,  t,  m.,Ved.  master,  lord,  the  supreme  spirit. 
—  lia-vdtya,  am,  n. '  to  be  clothed  or  pervaded  by 
the  supreme,"  a  title  of  the  Isa-upanishad,  which  com- 

mences with  that  expression. 
lia,  at,  i,  am,  owning,  possessing,  sharing;  one 

who  is  completely  master  of  anything ;  capable  of 
(with  gen.) ;  powerful,  supreme ;  a  ruler,  a  master, 
a  lord ;  (at),  m.  a  husband ;  a  Rndra ;  the  number 
'eleven'  (as  there  are  eleven  Rudras);  N.  of  Siva 
as  regent  of  the  north-east  quarter ;  (d),  f.  faculty, 
power,  dominion.  —  Ifa-tm,  am,  n.  supremacy,  supe- 

riority. —  lia-takhi,  d,  m.  Siva's  friend,  an  epithet  of 
Kuvera.  —  liddhySya  fsta-adh"),  at,  m.,  N.  of  the 
Isa-upanishad. —liopanishad  (°ia-up°),  t,  f.,  N.  of 
an  Upanishad. 

liana,  am,  n.  commanding,  reigning. 
liana,  as,  a,  am,  owning,  possessing,  wealthy; 

reigning;  (as),  m.  a  ruler,  master,  one  of  the  older 
names  of  Siva-Rudra ;  one  of  the  Rudras ;  the  sun 
as  a  form  of  Siva ;  a  Ssdhya ;  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  N. 
of  a  man ;  (i),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga ;  (as  or  i),  m. 
or  f.  the  silk-cotton  tree,  Bombax  Heptaphyllum; 
(am),  n.  light,  splendor.  —  lidna-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 

acting  like  a  competent  person,  making  use  of  one's 
possessions  or  faculties ;  (Say.)  rendering  one  a  master 
or  able.  —  lidna-Candra,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  physician. 
—  lianOfja,  as,  m.  pi.  a  class  of  deities  forming  a 
section  of  the  Kalpa-bhavas.  ••  lidna-devi,  f.,  N.  of  a 
woman. 
Mtri,  td,  m.  a  master,  an  owner  or  proprietor ;  a 

king. 

liin,  I,  ini,  i,  commanding,  reigning;  (ini),  f. 
supremacy.  —  lii-ta,  f.  or  lii-tva,  am,  n.  superiority, 
supremacy,  one  of  the  eight  attributes  of  Siva. 
Ifeara,  as,  d,  am,  able  to  do,  capable  of  (with 

gen.  of  Vedic  inf.,  or  with  common  inf.),  liable,  ex- 
posed to ;  (as,  I),  m.  f.  master,  lord,  prince,  king,  mis- 
tress, queen ;  (as),  m.  a  husband ;  god,  the  supreme, 

especially  Siva,  one  of  the  Rudras,  the  god  of  love, 
the  soul  or  supreme  soul  (dtman) ;  N.  of  a  prince ; 
(a  or  i),  f.,  N.  of  Durga ;  of  Lakshml  or  of  any 

other  of  the  S'aktis  or  female  energies  of  the  deities. 
—  Itvara-krlihtia,  at,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
San-khya-karikJ.  -  Ifvara-gltd,  f.  pi.  a  section  of  the 
Kurma-Purana.-./!fcjara-<a,  f.  or  itvara-tva,  am, 
n.  superiority,  supremacy.  —  livara-datta,  at,  m., 
N.  of  a  prince.  —  ffvara-nishedha,  as,  m.  atheism. 
—  Ist-ara-niihtha,  at,  d,  am,  trusting  in  God. 
—  livara-piijaka,  at,  d,  am,  pious.  _  Ifaara-pujd, 
[.  worship  of  God.  —  livam^prasada,  at,  m.  divine 
grace.  —  I.4mra-bhdra,at,m. royal  or  imperial  state. 
—  Itvara-tadman,  a,  n.  a  temple.  —  liva  ro'tdhha, 
am,  n.  a  royal  court  or  assembly.  -•  livara-seva,  f. 
the  worship  of  God.  —  fsvarddhina  fro-adVt0),  at, 
i,  am,  subject  to  a  king,  dependant  on  a  master  or           ,   ^.—^   
on  God.  —  livarddhina-td,  f.  or  isvarddhma-tta,  i  ing,  compassion,  anger,  and  command. 

am,  n.  dependance  upon  God,  subjection  to  a  ruler. 

—  lieamnanda  (°ra-on°),  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast. 
Ish,  cl.  i.  A.  (with  prep,   also  P.) 
uhate,  -ti,  IthdA-iakre  or  -dakdra,  and 

Ved.  ishe,  ithitum,  to  go,  to  fly  away,  escape;  to 
attack,  to  hurt;   to  glean,  to  collect  a  few  grains; 
to  look. 

IsTuina,  at,  a,  am,  hastening ;  (a),  f.  baste. 
Ithanin,  I,  ini,  i,  hastening. 

^  isha,  as,  m.  the  month  Asvina;  see 
itha;  a  son  of  the  third  Manu ;  a  servant  of  Siva. 

ishat,  ind.  (said  to  be  a  pres.  part.  fr. 
rt.  ish),  little,  a  little,  slightly.  —  Ishad-thvdta,  as,  a, 
am,  slightly  resounding.— Ishaj-jala,  am,  n.  shallow 
water,  a  little  water.  —  Ishat-kara,  as,  i,  am,  doing 
little ;  easy  to  be  accomplished.  —  Ishat-kdrya,  as,  a, 
am,  connected  with  slight  effort.  —  Tthat-pdndu, 
MX.  m.  a  pale  or  light  brown  colour.  —  Ishat-pdna, 
as,  a,  am,  that  of  which  a  little  is  drunk ;  (am), 
n.  a  little  draught.  —  fxhat-jmrusha,  as,  m.  a  mean 
man.  —  Ithat-pralambha,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  gained 
for  little.  —  hhat-tprishta,at,  a,  am,  slightly  touched 
(applied  to  the  semivowels).  —  Ishad-ushna,  at,  a, 
am,  tepid,  slightly  warm.  —  lehad-iina,  at,  a,  am, 
not  quite  complete  or  entire.  —  Ishad-guna,  at,  a, 
am,  of  little  merit  —  hhad-dars'ana,  am,  n.  a  glance, 
a  slight  inspection.  —  Ishad-dtidsa  (Ishat-hdsa),  at, 
m.  slight  laughter,  a  smile.  —  Ishad-rakta,  as,  a,  am, 
pale  red.  —  Ishad^vivrita,  a*,  n,  am,  slightly  open. 
—  Ishan-nada,  as,  a,  am,  slightly  sounding  (applied 
to  unaspirated  soft  consonants).  —  Ishan-nimaya,  at, 
a,  am,  exchanged  for  a  little.  —  Ishal-labha,  as,  a, 
am,  to  be  obtained  for  a  little. 

Isha,  f .  (said  to  be  fr.  Ish),  the  pole  or 
the  shafts  of  a  carriage  or  plough ;  (e),  du.  the  double 
or  fork-shaped  pole.  —  Ithd-danda,  at,  m.  the  handle 
of  a  plough.  —  Ishd-danta,  at,  m.  an  elephant  with 
a  large  tusk  or  tooth,  the  tusk  of  an  elephant. 
—  Ishddhdra  t?shd-ddh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga. 

^PHofcl  Ishika,  f.  an  elephant's  eyeball ;  a 
painter's  brush,  &c. ;  a  weapon,  a  dart  or  arrow.  See Ishika  and  tsKJca. 

^fn<  tshira,  as,  m.  fire.     See  ishira. 

^ifl<+l  ishlka,  f .  a  painter's  brush,  a  fibrous 
stick  used  as  one ;  an  ingot-mould ;  a  dipping  rod  or 
something  cast  into  a  crucible  to  examine  if  the 
metal  it  contains  is  in  fusion.  See  ikshikd. 

fTf  ishma  and  ishva,  as,  m.  Kamadeva; 

spring.     See  ishma  and  iehva. 

^Cf  ishva,  as,  m.  a  spiritual  teacher. 

ih,  cl.  i.  A.  ihate,  ihan-Mre,  ihish- 

yate,  Ihitum,  rarely  P.  Ihati,  &c.t  to  en- 
deavour to  obtain ;  to  aim  at  or  attempt ;  to  long  for, 

desire ;  to  take  care  of;  to  have  in  mind,  think  of 
(with  ace.) :  Caus.  ihayati,  -yitum,  to  impel. 

Iha,  as,  m.  attempt  (e.g.  urdhveha,  attempt  to  rise). 
Ihamdna,  at,  a,  am,  attempting,  undertaking, 

performing. 
Iha,  f.  effort,  exertion,  activity ;  request,  desire, 

wish.  —  Ihd-tas,  ind.  diligently,  energetically,  by  or 
with  labour  or  exertion.  —  Iha-mriga,  as,  m.  a  wolf; 
a  division  of  the  drama.  —  Ihdrthin  (ihd-ar°),  t, 
ini,  i,  aiming  at  any  object,  seeking  wealth.  —  Iha- 
vrika,  as,  m.  a  wolf. 

Ihita,  at,  a,  am,  sought,  attempted,  striven  for ; 
wished,  desired ;  (am),  n.  desire,  request,  wish,  effort. 

T  i.  «,  the  fifth  letter  and  third  short 
vowel  of  the  alphabet,  pronounced  as  the  u  in  full. 
•-  U-kdra,  at,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  «. 

7  i.  «,  ind.  an  interjection  of  assent,  call- 

low 

7  3.  K,  ind.  an  enclitic  copula,  used  fre- 
quently in  the  Vedas;  (as  a  particle  implying  re- 

striction and  antithesis,  generally  after  pronominals, 

prepositions,  particles,  and  before  nu  and  »«,  equiva- 
lent to)  and,  also,  further  ;  on  the  other  hand  (espe- 

cially in  connection  with  a  relative,  e.  g.  ya  u,  he  on 
the  contrary  who  &C.). 

This  particle  may  serve  to  give  emphasis,  like  id 
and  OKI,  especially  after  prepositions  or  demonstrative 
pronouns,  in  conjunction  with  nil,  vaf,  hi,  did,  &c. 
(e.  g.  ayam  u  vdm  purtttamo  johavimi,  I  this  very 
person  invoke  you  constantly).  It  is  especially  used  in 
the  figure  of  speech  called  Anaphora,  and  particularly 
when  the  pronouns  are  repeated  (e.  g.  tarn  u  stusha 
Indrarn  tam  grinwhe,  him  I  praise,  Indra,  him 
I  sing).  It  may  be  used  in  drawing  a  conclusion,  like 
the  English  '  now'  (e.g.  tad  u  tatha  na  kurydt, 
that  now  he  should  not  do  in  such  a  manner),  and 
is  frequently  found  in  interrogative  sentences  (e.  g.  lea 
u  l'i('  diketa,  who,  I  ask,  should  know  that  ?). 

Panini  calls  this  particle  un  to  distinguish  it  from 
the  interrogative  u.  In  the  Pada-patha  it  is  written 
urn. 

In  the  classical  language  u  occurs  only  after  atha, 
na,  and  kirn,  with  a  slight  modification  of  the  sense, 
and  often  only  as  an  expletive  (see  Icim);  u-u  or 
u-utii,  on  the  one  hand—  on  the  other  hand;  partly  — 

partly  ;  as  well  —  as. 
^  4.  tt,cl.  i.  A.  avate,  iive,  ashy  ate,  aushta, 

otum,  to  sound,  to  make  a  noise  ;  to  roar,  bel- 
Caus. P.  avayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  sound. 

^  5.  u,  cl.  5.  P.,  Ved.  unott,  otum,  to animate,  ask,  demand. 

7  6.  u,  us,  m.,  N.  of  Siva  ;  also  of  Brahma. 

•d4MI$  ukanaha,  as,  m.  a  horse  of  a  red 
and  yellow  or  red  and  black  colour,  a  bay  or  chesnut 
horse. 

dofcjlj  jikuna,  as,  m.  a  bug;  also  utkuna. 

T3i  ukta,  as,  a,  am  (past  pass.  part. 
of  rt.  vaf),  uttered,  said,  spoken  ;  (am),  n.  word, 
sentence  ;  (am,  a),  n.  f.  a  stanza  of  four  lines  with 
one  syllabic  instant,  one  long  or  two  short  syllables 
in  each  ;  [cf.  Zend  ukhta.]  —  Ukta-tva,  am,  n.  the 
being  spoken  or  uttered.  —  Vkta-niroaha,  at,  m. 
maintaining  an  assertion.  —  Ukta-punska,  a  (femi- 

nine or  neuter)  word,  of  which  also  a  masculine  is 
mentioned  or  exists,  and  whose  meaning  only  differs 
from  that  of  the  masculine  by  the  notion  of  gender 

(e.g.  the  word  Oangd  is  not  ukta-punska,  whereas 
the  word  ilobhana  is  so;  cf.  bhashita-punska). 

—  Ukta-pratyukta,  am,  n.  speech  and  reply,  dis- 
course, conversation.  —  Ukta-vat,  an,  afi,  at,  one 

who  has  spoken.  —  Ukta-varjam,  ind.  except  the 
cases  mentioned.  —  Ukta-vdkya,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
has  given  an  opinion  ;  (am),  n.  a  dictum,  a  decree. 
-  Uktdnukta  (°ta-an°),  at,  a,  am,  spoken  and  not 
spoken.  —  Vktopatamhara  (°ta-up°),  as,  m.  any 
brief  or  compendious  phrase  or  description. 

Ukti,  it,  (.  sentence,  proclamation,  speech,  expres- 

sion, word. 
Uktvd,  ind.  having  spoken  or  said. 
Vktha,am,u.  a  saying,  sentence,  verse,  eulogy,  praise  ; 

(in  the  ritual)  a  kind  of  recitation  or  certain  recited 
verses  forming  a  subdivision  of  the  SSstras.  They 
generally  form  a  series,  and  are  spoken  or  recited  in 
opposition  to  those  verses  which  are  sung  (Sdman) 
and  to  the  muttered  sacrificial  formulas  (  Yajus). 

The  great  Uktha  (Majiad-uktham  or  Brihad-uk- 
tham)  forms  a  series  of  verses,  in  three  sections,  each 
containing  eighty  threefold  verses  (TVtVa),  recited  at 
the  end  of  the  Agnicayana  ;  a  N.  of  the  SSma-veda  ; 
(a),  f.  a  kind  of  metre,  a  stanza  of  four  lines  having 
one  long  or  two  short  syllables  in  each  ;  (as),  m.  a 
form  of  Agni  ;  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Uktha-^pattra,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  having  verses  as  wings.  —  Uktha-pdtra, 
am,  n.  vessels  or  libations  offered  during  the  recita- 

tion of  an  uktha.  -  Uktha-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  offering 
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ukthas.—  Uktha-vat,  an,  art,  at,  Ved.  connected  I 
with  an  uktha.  —  Uktha-vardhana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 

strengthening  one's  self  by  or  delighting  in  praise ; 
(Say.)  to  be  celebrated  in  praise.  —  Uktha-vdhas,  as, 
as,  as,  Ved.  offering  verses ;  one  to  whom  verses 
are  offered.  —  Uktha- fansin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  praising ; 
uttering  the  ukthas.  —  Uktha-fas,  as,  as,  or  uktha- 
jds,  as,  as,  m.  f.  or  uktha-dasa,  as,  d,  am.Ved.  utter- 

ing a  verse,  praising.  —  Uktha-s"vuihma,  as,  d,  am, Ved.  loudly  resonant  with  verses,  moving  on  with  the 
sound  of  verses  (as  with  the  roaring  of  waters),  ac- 

companied by  sounding  verses ;  (S5y.)  whose  strength 
is  praise.  —  Ukthd-mada,  am,  n.,  Ved.  praise  and  re- 

joicing. —  Ukthdrka  (°tha-ar°),am,  n.,Ved. recitation 
and  hymn.  —  Ukthd-vi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  fond  of  verses. 
—  Ukthd-iastra,  am,  n.,Ved.  recitation  and  praise. 
Ukthin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  uttering  verses,  praising, 

lauding;  accompanied  by  praise,  or  (in  ritual)  by 
ukthas. 

Ukthya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  accompanied  by  verse  or 
praise,  consisting  of  praise,  deserving  praise,  skilled  in 
praising;  accompanied  by  ukthas;  (as),  m.  a  liba- 

tion (graha)  at  the  morning  and  midday  sacrifice ; 
(scil.  kratu)  N.  of  a  liturgical  ceremony,  forming 
part  e.  g.  of  the  Jyotishtoma ;  a  Soma-yajna. 

I.  uksh,  cl.  i.  6.  P.  A.  ukshati,  -te, 
•\ukshdn-dakdra  (Ved.  vavaksha,  -she), 

ukshitum,  to  sprinkle,  moisten,  wet ;  to  sprinkle  or 
scatter  in  small  drops,  to  emit ;  to  throw  out,  scatter 
(as  sparks) ;  to  clean ;  [cf.  Lith.  ukana :  Hib.  uisg, 

uisge, '  water,  a  river ;'  uisgeach,  *  aquatic,  watery, 
fluid,  moist,  pluvial.'] 

I.  uksha,  as,  m.  (at  the  end  of  some  compounds) 
=  ukshan  below ;  (as,  d,  am),  clean  (?). 
Ukshana,  am,  n.  sprinkling,  consecrating. 
Ukshanya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  ukshanyati,  to  do  or 

behave  like  Ukshan ;  (SSy.)  to  desire  one  who  pours 
down  riches  &c. 

Vktha.nydya.na,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic  from 
Ukshanya. 
Ukshanyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  behaving  or  doing  like 

Ukshan;  (Siy.)  desirous  of  one  who  pours  down 
riches  &c. 

Ukshan,  d,  m.  an  ox  or  bull  (especially  as  drawing 
the  chariot  of  Ushas  or  dawn) ;  epithet  of  the  Soma 
(as  sprinkling  or  scattering  small  drops);  of  the 
Maruts ;  of  the  sun  and  Agni ;  one  of  the  eight  chief 
medicaments  (rishabha) ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (a,  a,  a), 
large  (?);  [cf.  Zend  ukhshan;  Goth,  avksa  and 
auhsu  ;  Armen.  e*«.]  —  Uksha-tara,  as,  m.  a  small 
bull  or  ox ;  a  large  bull.  —  Uksha-vaia,  as,  m.,Ved. 
a  bull-calf,  male  calf.  —  Uksha-vehat,  at,  m.,  Ved.  an 

impotent  bull  (?).  —  Ukshdnna  (°ksha-an°),  as,  d, am,  Ved.  one  whose  food  is  oxen. 
i.  ukshita,  as,  d,  am,  sprinkled,  moistened, 

cleansed,  perfumed. 

2.  uksh,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  ukshati, 

"\  vavaksha,  and  A.  vavakshe,  ukshitum, 
to  grow  up,  to  grow  strong ;  A.  to  strengthen  one's 
self;  become  strong:  Caus.  ukshayate,  -yitum,to 
strengthen. 

1.  uksha,  as,  d,  am,  large. 
Ukshdla,  as,  d,  am  (?),  swift,  excellent,  terrible, 

high,  much ;  (as),  m.  a  monkey  (?). 
2.  ukshita,  as,  d,  am,  adult,  of  full  growth,  strong ; 

old. 

v4J<J   ukh,  cl.  i.  P.  okhati,  uvokha,  okhi- 
\turn,  to  go,  move. 

TJS  ukha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  khan  with  ud?), 
Ved.  a  boiler,  a  pot,  a  vessel ;  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Tittiri ; 
(a),  f.  a  boiler,  any  saucepan,  a  pot  or  vessel  which 
can  be  put  on  the  fire ;  a  part  of  the  body.  —  Ukha- 
ddhid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  breaking  the  pot. 

Ukhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  a  dish ;  boiled, 
dressed  in  a  pot  (flesh,  &c.). 

3<3^?5  ukhareala  or  ukhala,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  grass,  a  sort  of  Andropogon. 

ukhuli,  {.,  N.  of  a  deity. 

ugana,  as,  a,  am  (corrupted  fr.  ud- 
gana  or  uru-ganat),  Ved.  consisting  of  extended 
troops  (used  as  an  epithet  of  send,  an  army). 

<T?I  ugra,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  u6, 
but  probably  fr.  a  rt.  uj  or  vaj,  fr.  which  also  ojas, 

vaja,  vajra,  nay  be  derived;  comparative  wgra- 
tara  and  ojiyas;  superl.  ugratama  and  ojishtha), 
powerful,  violent,  mighty,  strong  beyond  measure, 
huge,  formidable,  terrible ;  high,  noble ;  cruel,  fierce, 
ferocious,  savage;  angry,  passionate,  wrathful;  hot, 
sharp,  pungent,  acrid ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Rudra  or  Siva ; 
N.  of  a  mixed  tribe,  from  a  Kshatriya  father  and 

Sudra  mother,  (the  employment  of  this  caste,  accord- 
ing to  Manu,  is  the  killing  or  catching  of  animals 

that  live  in  holes,  as  of  snakes  &c. ;  but  according  to 
the  Tantras  the  Ugra  is  an  encomiast  or  bard) ;  the 
tree  Hyperanthera  Moringa;  N.  of  a  Danava;  a  son 
of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  the  Guru  of  Narendraditya,  who 
built  a  temple  called  Ugrela ;  a  group  of  asterisms 

(viz.  purvaphdlguni,  piirvdshddhd,  purvabhddra- 
pada,maghd,  bharani) ;  N.  of  the  Malabar  country ; 
(a),  N.  of  different  plants,  Artemisia  Sternutatoria, 
Coriandrum  Sativum,  &c. ;  (t),  f.  a  being  belonging 
to  the  class  of  demons ;  (am),  n.  a  certain  poison, 
the  root  of  Aconitum  Ferox ;   wrath,  anger ;   [cf. 

Zend  ughra.]—  Ugra-karman,  d,  d,  a,  fierce  in 
action,  violent,  cruel.  —  Ugra-kdnda,  as,  m.  a  sort 
of  gourd,  Momordica  Charantia.  —  Ugra-gandha 
as,  d,  am,  strong-smelling;    (as),  m.   the   plant 
Michelia  Champaca;   garlic;   (a),  f.  orris  root;  a 
medicinal  plant ;  Artemisia  Sternutatoria ;  Pimpinella 
Involucrata;  the  common  carraway  (Carum  Carui, 
&c.) ;   Ligusticum  Ajowan ;  (aw),  n.  Asa  Fcetida. 
—  Ugragandhin,  I,  inl,  i,  strong-smelling.  —  Ugra- 
daya,  as,  m.  strong  desire.—  Ugra-ddrini,  f.,  N.of 
DurgS.  —  Ugra-jati,  is,  is,  i,  base-born.  —  Ugra-jit, 
t,  {.,  Ved.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Ugra-td,  f.  or  ugra- 
tva,  am,  n.   violence,    passion,   anger;   pungency, 
acrimony.  —  Ugra-tejas,  as,  as,  as,  endowed  with 
great  or  terrible  energy ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  NSga ;  of  a 
Buddha ;  of  another  divine  being.  —  Ugra-danshtra, 
as,  d,  am,  having  terrific  teeth.  —  Ugra-danda,  as, 
d,  am,  lit. '  stern-sceptred"  or  holding  a  terrible  rod ; 
relentless,  remorseless.  —  Ugra-dars'ana,  as,  d,  am, 
of  a  frightful  appearance,  frightful,  terrible.  —  Ugra- 
duhitri,  id,  f.  daughter  of  a  powerful  man.  —  Ugra- 
dhanvan,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  having   a  powerful   bow, 
epithet  of  Indra.  —  Ugra-ndsika,  as,  d,  am,  large- 
nosed.  —  Ugra-putra,  as,  m.  son   of  a   powerful 
man ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  mighty  sons.  —  Ugra- 
bdhu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  whose  arms  are  large  or  power- 

ful. —  Ugram-pas'ya,  as,  d,  am,  frightful,  hideous, 
fierce  looking;  malignant,  wicked;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  an 
Apsaras.  —  Ugra-retas,   as,  m.  a   form  of  Rudra. 
—  Ugra-vlra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  powerful  men. 
—  Ugra-rirya,  as,  d,  am,  terrible  in  might.  —  Ugra- 
vega,  as,  d,  am,  of  terrible  velocity.  —  Ugra-vyagra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  DSnava.  —  Ugra-iSakti,  is,  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  king  Amara-sakti.  —  Ugra-idsana,  as,  a, 
am,  severe  in  command,  strict  in  orders.  —  Ugra- 
iekhard,   f.   'crest  of   Siva,'   N.   of  the   Gan-gS. 
—  Ugra-doka,  as,  d,  am,  sorely  grieving.  —  Ugra- 
s"rava,na-dariana,  as,  d,  am,  terrible  to  hear  and 
see.  —  Uijra-s'rai'as,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ugra- 
sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  princes,  e.  g.  of  a  brother 
of  Janam-ejaya ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Akrura. 
—  Ugrasena-ja,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Kansa,  the  uncle  and 
enemy  of  Krishna.—  Ugrdddrya  (°gra-dtf),  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  author.  —  Ugrd-deva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  having 

mighty  deities,  N.  of  a  Rishi.  ••  Ugrayudha  (°gra- 
dy  ),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  powerful  weapons ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Ugresa  ("gra-is"),  as, 
m.  the  mighty  or  terrible  lord,  an  epithet  of  Siva ; 
N.  of  a  sanctuary  built  by  Ugra. 

Ugraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga. 

agjiv  un-kara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  companion 
I  of  Vishnu. 

unkuna,  as,  m.  a  bug.   See  ut-kuna. 

vJ  J  u^>  cl.  4.  P.  ufyati,  uvoia,  ufishyati, 
•\uditum,  to  take  pleasure  in;  to  delight  in, 

to  be  fond  of;  to  be  accustomed,  to  be  suitable,  to 

suit,  to  fit. 
Udita,  as,  d,  am,  delightful,  pleasurable,  agreeable  ; 

customary,  usual  ;  proper,  suitable,  convenient  ;  ac- 
ceptable, fit  or  right  to  be  taken  ;  known,  under- 

stood ;  intrusted,  deposited  ;  measured,  adjusted, 
accurate  ;  delighting  in,  used  to. 

utatha,  am,   n.  (fr.  rt.  va6),  Ved. 
verse,  praise. 

Udathya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  deserving  praise;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  an  Angirasa,  author  of  some  hymns  of  the 

Rig-veda. 
TIT  utta,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  i  .  ud  with 

da  fr.  rt.  and),  high,  lofty,  elevated  ;  tall  ;  deep  ;  high- 
sounding,  loud,  pronounced  with  the  Udarta  accent  ; 
intense,  violent  ;  (as),  m.  the  apex  of  the  orbit  of  a 

planet  ;  [cf.  Hib.  uchdan,  '  a  hillock  ;'  Cambro-Brit. 
uched,  '  cleve.']  —  Udda-tama,  as,  d,  am,  highest. 
—  Udda-tara,  as,  d,  am,  higher,  more  lofty.  —  Udda- 
taru,  us,  m.  the  cocoa-nut  tree;   any  lofty  tree. 
—  Udda-td,  f.  or  udda-tva,  am,  n.  height,  superi- 

ority. —  Udda-tdla,  am,  n.  music  and  dancing  at 
feasts,  drinking  parties,  &c.  —  Udda-dtva,  as,  m.  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna.  —  Udda-devatd,  f.  time 
personified,  chronos.  —  Udda-dhvaja,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
Sskya-muni  as  teacher  of  the  gods  among  the  Tushitas, 
q.  v.  —  Udda-nlda,  as,  d,  am,  high  and  low,  varie- 

gated, heterogeneous  ;  (am),  n.  the  upper  and  lower 
station   of  the   planets  ;    change  of  accent.  —  Udda- 
pada,  am,  n.  a  high  situation,  a  high  office.—  Ud- 
da-bhdshana,  am,  n.  speaking  aloud.  —  Udda-bhd- 
shin,  I,  ini,  i,  speaking  with  a  loud  voice,  shouting, 
brawling.™  Udda-laldtd  or  -ikd,  f.  a  woman  with  a 
ligh  or  projecting  forehead.  —  Uddavada,  as,  d,  am 
ft.  udda=ud  +  da  and  ava  +  da?),  high  and  low, 
eat  and  small,  variegated,  heterogeneous  ;  various, 

nultiform  ;  uneven,  irregular,  undulating.'  'to**'**-  *rt-  •**•', Uddakats,  ind.  excessively  lofty  ;  tall  ;  loud. 
Uddd,  ind.,  Ved.  above  (in  heaven),  from  above, 

upwards  ;  uddd  kri,  to  carry  upwards.  —  Uddd-dakra, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a  wheel  above  (epithet  of  a 
well).—  Uddd-budhna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  the 
x>ttom  upwards. 

Uddais,  ind.  (used  adjectjrely  in  comp.)  aloft,  high, 

above,  upwards,  from  above  ;  loud,  accentuated  ;  in- 
tensely, much,  powerfully.  —  Uddaih-kara,  as,  d,  am, 

making  acutely  accented.  —  Uddaik-kula,  am,  n.  a 

high  family  ;  (as,  d,  am),  of  high  family.  —  Uddair- 
ghushta,  am,  n.  making  a  loud  noise,  clamour. 
—  Uddair-ghosha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sounding  aloud, 

crying,  neighing,  roaring,  rattling.  —  Uddair-bhuja- 
taru,  us,  its,  u,  having  trees  like  outstretched  arms. 
—  Uddaih-tfiras,  as,  as,  as,  carrying  one's  head  high, 
a  man  of  high  rank.  —  Uddaih-s'ravas,  as,  m.  long- 
eared  or  neighing  aloud  ;  epithet  of  the  horse  of 
Indra,  produced  at  the  churning  of  the  ocean,  (re- 

garded as  the  prototype  and  king  of  horses.)  —  Uddaih- 
dravasa,  as,  m.  =the  same.  —  Uddaih-svara,  as,  m. 
a  loud  sound  or  voice  ;  (as,  d,  am),  making  a  loud 
sound.  —  Uddais-tama,  as,  d,  am,  very  high,  tall  or 
lofty  ;  very  loud.  —  Uddais-tamdm,  ind.  exceedingly 
high  ;  on  high  ;  loudly,  aloud.  —  Uddais-tara,  as,  d, 
am,  higher,  very  high,  loftier,  louder;  pronounced 
with  a  higher  accent.  —  Uddaistara-tva,  am,  n.  state 
of  being   too  high.  —  Uddais-tva,  am,  n.  height. 
—  Uddaih-sthana,  am,  n.  a  high  place  ;  (as,  d,  am), 
of  high  rank  or  family.  —  Uddaih-stheya,  am,  n. 
lofty,  firmness  (of  character). 

fi  u6-6ak  (ud-6ak),  cl.  i.  P.  A.  6akati, 
-te,  -kitam,  to  look  up  at,  behold. 

3  «  «sj*i^  uf-6akshus  (ud-fa°),  us,  us,  us, 
whose  eyes  are  directed  upwards. 

^•««l«T  uttaghana,  am,  n.  laughter  in  the 
mind  not  expressed  in  the  countenance. 
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u(-(at  (ud-(at),  cl.  I.  P.  -dafati,  -ti- 
tum,  to  go  away,  disappear :  Caus.  P.  -dafayati, 
-i/itum,  to  drive  away,  expel,  scare. 
Vd-datana,  am,  n.  eradicating  (as  a  plant),  ex- 

pulsion ;  raining  (an  adversary),  causing  a  person  to 
quit  his  occupation  by  means  of  magical  incantations, 

exciting  disgust  for  one's  profession. 
Vd-datanlya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  driven  away. 
Ud-da(ita,  as,  a,  am,  driven  away. 

7*121  uttata,  f.  (perhaps  connected  with 
udda  or  in  some  senses  ft.  ud-dat  above),  pride, 
arrogance;  habit,  usage;  N.  of  different  plants,  a 
species  of  cyperus,  a  kind  of  garlic,  Abrus  Precatorius, 

Flacourt'a  Cataphracta. 

J^lli  ut-(anda  (ud-6a°),  as,  a,  am,  quick, 
expeditious ;  passionate,  violent ;  hanging  down. 

T^P5«<;-<fanaYa(«a1-<fa0),as,  m.  the  moon- 
less period  of  the  night,  the  last  watch  of  the  night. 

TB^urf-Azr  (ud-(ar),  cl.  I.  P.  -farati,  -ri- 
tum  (ep.  sometimes  -dartum),  Ved.  -ntane  or  -vai, 
-rate,  -radhyai,  to  go  upwards,  ascend,  rise  (as  the 
sun),  issue  forth,  go  forth ;  to  rise  (as  the  voice);  to 
let  the  contents  (of  anything)  issue  out,  to  empty  the 
body  by  evacuations ;  to  emit  (sounds),  utter,  pro- 

nounce ;  to  quit,  leave ;  to  sin  against,  to  be  unfaith- 
ful to  a  husband ;  to  transgress  against :  Caus.  -tara- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  go  forth,  to  evacuate  the 
body  by  excretion,  to  discharge  feces,  to  emit,  to 
cause  to  sound,  utter,  pronounce,  declare. 
Ui-faraiia,  am,  n.  going  up  or  out,  uttering, 

articulating. 
Ud-daratfya,  nom.  P.  -daranyati,  -yitum,  to  move 

out,  stretch  out  to. 
Ud-darita,  as,  a,  am,  gone  up  or  out,  risen; 

uttered,  articulated ;  (am),  n.  excrement,  dung. 

I'd-dara, as,  m.  feces,  excrement;  discharge;  pro- nunciation, utterance. 
Ud-ddraka,  as,  a,  am,  pronouncing,  making  audible. 
Vd-ddrana,am,n.  pronunciation,  articulation,  enun- 

ciation ;  making  audible.  —  Ucdarami-jno,  as,  m.  a 
linguist,  one  skilled  in  utterances  or  sounds.  —  Ud- 
darana-sthana,  am,  n.  the  part  of  the  throat  whence 
certain  sounds  such  as  nasals,  gutturals  &c.  proceed. 

—  Udddranartha,  (?na-a.T°),a»,  a, am,  useful  for  pro- 
nunciation ;  necessary  for  pronunciation,  a  redundant 

letter  &c.  only  used  to  make  pronunciation  easy. 
Ud-daranlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  pronounced. 
Ud-ddrita,  as,  a,  am,  pronounced,  uttered,  arti- 

culated ;  having  excrements. 
1.  vd-ddrya,  ind.  having  spoken,  uttered. 
2.  ud-darya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  spoken,  to  be  pro- 

nounced. 

Ud-daryamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  uttered  or  pro- 
nounced. 

-nTc^ut-fal  (ud-fal),  cl.  i.  P.  -talati,  -K- 
titm,  to  go  or  move  away  from;  to  free  one's  self 
from,  loosen  one's  self  from. 

Ud-dala,  am,  n.  the  mind,  the  understanding. 
Ud-dalana,  am,  n.  going  off  or  out,  moving  away. 
Ud-dalita,  as,  a,  am,  gone  up  or  out,  winnowed, 

"yfVuf-fi  (ud-fi),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -tinoti,  -mite, 
-detum,  to  gather,  collect. 

Vd-daya,  as,  m.  gathering,  picking  up  from  the 
ground  ;  adding  to,  atmumeration ;  collection,  heap, 
plenty,  multitude ;  the  knot  of  the  string  or  cloth 
which  fastens  the  lower  garments  round  the  loins  tied 
in  front;  the  opposite  side  of  a  triangle.  —  Uddaya- 

padaya  (°ya-ap°),  an,  m.  du.  prosperity  and  decline, rite  and  fall. 

dfida),  the  flag  or  pennon  of  a  banner;  an  ornament 
tied  on  the  top  of  a  banner. 

u(-6yu  (ud-fyu],  Oaus.  P.  -fyavayati, 
yitum,  to  loosen,  make  free  from,  emancipate. 

T«aft  ui-6had  (ud-6had),  cl.  10.  P.  -ehada- 

ati,  -yitum,  to  uncover  (one's  body),  undress. 
Vd-dhadya,  ind.  having  undressed. 

^•ad'M  u66hanna,  as,  a,  am  (for  ut-sanna  by 
Prakrit  corruption?),  destroyed. 
Ud-dhddana,  am,  n.  (for  nt-sadana),  cleaning  or 

ubbing  the  body  with  perfumes. 

T^e$ut-6hal  (ud-sal),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -fhalnti, 
te,  -litum,  to  fly  upwards  or  away,  to  move  onwards. 
Ud-dhalat,  an,  antl,  at,  flying  up  or  away  ;  going 

sr  moving  on  or  against. 
Ud-dkalana,  am,  n.  moving  upwards,  going  on  or 

against. Vd-dhalita,  as,  a,  am,   moved,   waved,   waved 
above;  gone;  shaken. 

u(-(has  (ud-sas),  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved. 
-dhasti,  -eitum,  to  clean  or  purify  thoroughly. 

n*(ut-ihastra-vartin  (ud-sastra- 

'  uitingata,  as,  m.  a  passionate  or angry  man ;  a  kind  of  crab ;  a  sort  of  cricket     See 
a,  fingata,  didditinga. 

:  u(6i(inga,  as,  m.  a  small  poison- 
ous animal  living  in  water,  a  crab ;  [cf.  the  last] 

ut-fa/a  ot  u(-ivla,  as,  m.  (fr.  vd 

ra°),  i,  inl,  i,  deviating  from  the  law-books,  trans- 
gressing the  ritual-books. 

jHan^  u6-fhikha,  as,  a,am  (fr.  ud -f- tikha), 
laving  the  flame  pointed  upwards ;  flaming,  blazing 
up;  radiant;  high-crested;  (a«),  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga 

['with  erected  crest'). 

Breathing  through  the  nostrils,  snuffing,  snoring  ;  (the 
word  is  also  written  uddhinhana.) 

u6-£hid  (ud-6hid),  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -6hi- 
natti,  -dhinte,  -dhettum,  to  cut  out  or  off,  extirpate, 
destroy;  to  interfere,  interrupt,  stop  :  Caus.  P. 
-dhedayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  extirpate  or  destroy  : 
Pass,  -dhidyate,  to  be  cut  off,  stopped,  or  inter- 

rupted ;  to  cease,  be  deficient,  fail. 
Ud-dhitti,  is,  f.  extirpation,  destroying,  destruction. 
TJd-dhidya,  ind.  having  cut  off,  destroyed,  killed,  &c. 
Ud-dMnna,  as,  a,  am,  cut  out  or  off;  destroyed, 

idlled;  abject,  vile;  (as),  m.  peace  obtained  by 
ceding  valuable  lands. 

Ud-dhettri,  id,  m.  an  extirpator,  a  destroyer. 
Ud-dheda,  as,  m.  cutting  off  or  out  ;  extirpation  ; 

destruction  ;  cutting  short,  putting  an  end  to  ;  excision. 
Ud-dhedana,  am,  n.  cutting  off,  extirpating,  de- 

stroying, destruction. 
Ud-dhedamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  cut  off. 
Ud-dhedin,  i,  inl,  i,  destroying. 
Ud-dhcdya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  cut  off,  to  be  de- 

stroyed. 

l3ls  uC-Chiras  (waVi°),  as,  as,  as,  hav- 
ing the  head  elevated,  with  upraised  head,  N.  of  a 

mountain  also  called  Urumunda. 

"?  uc-fhlllndra  (ud-sP),  am,  n.  a 
mushroom. 

u6-<!hish  (ud-sish),  cl.  7.  P.  -6hi- 
nashti,  -fheshtum,  to  leave  (as  a  remainder),  to 
reject:  Pass,  -thiihyute,  to  be  left  remaining. 

1  'r-fhiahta,  as,  a,  am,  left,  rejected,  ?tale  ;  having the  remains  of  food  on  the  mouth  or  hands,  one 
who  has  not  washed  his  hands  and  mouth  and  there- 

fore is  considered  impure  ;  (am),  n.  leavings,  frag- 
ments, remainder  (especially  of  a  sacrifice  or  of  food). 

~Ufi!hi8hta-kal)Mna,  f.  a  stale  invention.  —  U6- 
fhidita-ganapati,  is,  m.  (opposed  to  3uddha-<ja- 
napaii),  CJanela  as  worshipped  by  the  UcYhisntas 
or  men  who  leave  the  remains  of  food  in  their  mouth 

during  prayer.  -•  Utfkixhtd-td,  f.  the  being  left,  state 
of  being  a  remnant  or  remainder.  —  UffhisktaAiho- 
jana,  am,  n.  eating  the  leavings  of  another  man  ; 

(as),  m.  one  who  eats  another's  leavings;  the attendant  upon  an  idol,  whose  food  is  the  leavings  oi 
offerings.  —  UMhish  ta-bhojin,  i,  int,  i, 

Ithoktri,  til,  in,  tri,  an  eater  of  leavings,  a  mean 
person.  —  IWhishia-modana,  am,  n.  wax.  —  Ud<!hi- 
shfdniM  (°(a-an°),  as,  a,  am,  leavings,  offal. 

l}6-6hesha,  as,  m.  or  u,C-(heshana,  am,  n.  rest, 
remainder;  leavings. 

dTdl^=li  ti(-6hlrsJiaka  (ud-sf),  as,  a,  am, 

having  the  head  raised ;  (am),  n.  a  pillow  ('  that 
which  raises  the  head '). 

T^S1^  uf-6hitsh  (ud-sush),  Cans.  -6/iosha- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  dry  up,  make  dry. 

JJf-fkusJika,  as,  a,  am,  dry,  dried  up,  withered. 
U<!-thoshana,  as,  a,  am,  drying  up,  making  dry; 

(am),  n.  drying  up,  parching. 
Ut-thoshuica,  as,  a,  am,  drying  up,  making  dry. 

•3>»| •**  u6-fhushma,  am,  n.  otu6-thushman, 
a,  n.  (fr.  rt.  4vas  with  ud  i),  confusion. 

3«3si  u6-6huda,  f.  (see  the  more  correct 
n(-fuda),  the  head  of  a  banner  or  part  above  the  flag. 

<i'a^«1  u£-(hima,  as,  ii,  am  (fr.  rt.  svi  with 
ud),  swollen,  turgid ;  lofty,  high  ;  fat,  bulky. 

u6-6hrinlcTiala  (ud-sri°),  as,  a, 

am,  unbridled,  uncurbed,  unrestrained,  perverse,  self- 
willed  ;  irregular,  desultory,  unmethodical. 

u6-£hotona,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ud-su6), 
Ved.  burning. 

3  •oil  mil  u6-(hoshana.  See  u6-(hush  above. 

TfV^  u(-6hri  (ud-sri),  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -fhra- 
yati,  -te,  -flirayitum,  P.  to  raise,  erect,  extol;  A. 
to  rise,  be  erected. 

UC-thraya,  as,  m.  rising,  raising,  erecting ;  eleva- 
tion of  a  tree,  mountain,  &c. ;  rising  of  a  planet,  &c. ; 

height ;  growth,  increase,  intensity ;  the  upright  side 
of  a  triangle.  -•  UMhrayopeta  (°ya-up°),  as,  a,  am, 
possessing  height,  high,  lofty,  elevated. 
Vd-dhrayana,  am,  n.  raising,  erecting. 
Ud-dhraya,  as,  m.  rising  upwards,  elevation, 

height ;  growth,  increase,  intensity ;  (i),  f.  an  up- 
raised piece  of  wood,  plank. 

Ud-dhrayin,  i,  inl,  i,  high,  raised,  lofty. 
I  'c-i'/trita,  as,  a,  am,  raised,  lifted  up ;  high,  tall ; 

advancing,  increasing,  prosperous;  born,  produced; 
increased  in  size  or  bulk,  grown.  —  Uddhrita-}>ani, 

is,  is,  i,  with  outstretched  hand. 
Ud-dhrUi,  is,  f.  rising  upwards,  elevation,  increase ; 

the  upright  side  of  a  triangle ;  the  upright  elevation 

or  height  of  a  figure. 
I'd-thrcga,  as,  a,  am,  high,  lofty. 

;jtg<*  uMhlaka,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  part  of  the 
human  body,  (used  only  in  du.) 

^•asg;  utthvanka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  svah(  with 
ltd),  Ved.  gaping,  cleaving  open,  forming  a  fissure. 

4ft^MN  u6-thvas  (vd-svas),  cl.  2.  P.  -fhva- 
stti,  -situm,  to  breathe,  take  a  deep  breath,  sigh, 

pant,  respire. 
Ud-dhvaxat,  an,  ati,  at,  breathing  hard,  panting. 
Vd-dhvasana,  am,  n.  breathing,  sighing ;  taking  a 

deep  breath. Ud-dhvasita, as,  a,  am, heaving,  beating,  breathed, 
inspired,  blown,  expanded;  blooming,  enlivened, 
gladdened ;  (am),  n.  sighing. 

Ud-dhrata,  as,  m.  breath,  breathing,  deep  inspira- 
tion; sigh;  breathing  out, expiring, dying;  consolation, 

encouragement ;  division  of  a  book,  pause  in  a  narra- 

tion ;  an  air-hole. Ud-dhvasita,  as,  a,  am,  breathless,  out  of  breath, 
much,  excessive,  loosened,  released,  desisted  from, 

disjointed,  divided. J'Mhrasin,  i,  inl,  i,  breathing,  inhaling  air; 
sighing,  breathing  out,  expiring;  pausing;  rising, 

coming  forward. 
u(h,   cl.  I.  6.  P.  uMhati,   ufihah- 
(akara,  uddhitum,  to  finish ;  to  bind ;  to 

abandon,  transgress. 
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uj-jan  (nd-jan),  cl.  3.  P.  -jajanti, 
-janitum,  to  beget,  produce  ;  cl.  4.  A.  -jayate,  to 
be  bom,  originate. 

a  in  Ml  uj-jayana,  Sec.  See  s.v.  uj-ji  below. 

3TH«^vj-jas  (ud-jas),  Caus.  -jdsayati,  -yi- 
tum,  to  destroy,  extirpate  (with  gen.). 

Uj-jdsana,  am,  a.  killing,  slaughter. 

^Till«1<*  ujjdnaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha  ; 
also  spelt  ujjalaka. 

.  ̂ Huf  nj-ji  (ud-ji),  cl.  I.  P.  -jayati,  -jetum, 
to  win,  conquer,  acquire  by  conquest  ;  to  be  victorious  : 
Caus.  -japayati,  -yitum,  to  assist  any  one  to  win  ; 
to  cause  to  conquer  (with  two  ace.)  :  Desid.  -jiglshati, 
to  wish  to  conquer. 

Uj-jayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (I),  f.  UjjayinI 
or  Oujein,  the  Or.  Ofirii,  a  city  so  called  in  Avanti 
(Mslava),  formerly  the  capital  of  Vikramaditya  ;  it 
is  one  of  the  seven  sacred  cities  of  the  Hindus,  and 
the  first  meridian  of  their  geographers,  from  which 
they  calculate  longitude  ;  the  modern  Oujein  is  about 
a  mile  south  of  the  ancient  city. 

Uj-jayanta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  in  Surashtra 
in  the  west  of  India,  part  of  the  Vindhya  range.  See 
raivata. 

Uj-jayinl,  f.  the  city  Oujein.     See  uj-jayanl. 
Uj-jiti,  is,  {.,  Ved.  victory  ;  N.  of  certain  verses  in 

the  Vajasaneyi-SamhitS,  so  called  because  the  words 
udajayat  tarn  ujjesham  occurs  in  them. 

Vj-jesha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  victorious.  —  Ujjesha- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  containing  the  word  ujjesha. 

ujjihdna,  N.  of  a  region. 

uj-jihirsM,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt. 
hrt  with  ud),  wishing  to  take  or  seize. 

vnfl^uj-jiv  (ud-jlv),  cl.  I.  P.  -jivati,  -m- 
tum,  to  revive,  return  to  life  :  Caus.  P.  -jtvayati, 
-yttum,  to  restore  to  life,  animate. 

Uj-jivin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  counsellor  of  Meghavarna, 
the,  king  of  the  crows. 

^^f*Tx  uj-jrimbh  (ud-jrimbh),  cl.  i.  A., 
poet.  P.  -jrimbhate,  -ti,  -bhitum,  to  gape,  to  open  ; 
to  part  asunder  ;  to  show  one's  self,  become  visible, 
come  forth,  break  forth,  expand,  arise. 

Uj-jrimbha,  as,  a,  am,  gaping,  parting  asunder, 
open,  apart  ;  blown,  expanded. 

Uj-jrimbhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  gaping,  opening the  mouth. 

Uj-jrimbhtta,  as,  a,  am,  opened,  stretched  ;  ex- 
panded, blown  ;  (am),  n.  effort,  exertion. 

^**f  uj-jya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ud+jyd),  having 
the  bow-sinew  loosened. 

^•"JW  uj-jval  (ud-jval),  cl.  i.  P.,  ep.  A. 
-jvalati,  -te,  -litum,  to  blaze  up,  flame,  shine  :  Caus. 
P.  -jvalayati,  -yitum,  to  light  up,  cause  to  shine, illuminate. 

Uj-jvala,  as,  a,  am,  blazing  up,  luminous,  splendid, 
light  ;  burning  ;  clean,  clear  ;  lovely,  beautiful  ;  blown, 
expanded  ;  (<w),  m.  love,  passion  ;  (am),  n.  gold  ; 
(a),  f.  splendor,  clearness,  brightness  ;  a  form  of  the 
Jagati  metre.  —  Ujji-ala-td,  I.  or  ujjvala-tva,  am, 
n.  splendor,  radiance  ;  beauty.  —  Ujjvala-datta,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the 
Unadi-sutras. 

Uj-jvalana,  am,  n.  burning,  shining  ;  fire,  gold  (?). 
Uj-jvalita,  as,  a,  am,  lighted,  shining,  flaming,  &c. 

^rVJJ  njjh,  cl.  6.  P.  ujjhati,  ujjhdn-6a- 
-S>  Kara,  ujjhitum,  &c.,  to  leave,  abandon, 

quit  j  to  avoid,  escape. 

Ujjha,  as,  a,  am,  quitting,  forgetting. 
UjjhaJca,  as,  m.  a  cloud,  a  devotee. 
Ujjhana,  am,  n.  abandoning,  removing. 
Ujjhita,  at,  a,  am,  left,  abandoned  ;  left  off  dis- continued. 

td,  trl,  tri,  who  or  what  leaves. 

<*T«nf<srt  uj-jhatita,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  jhat), 
perplexed,  bewildered. 

xj>rf),  u^fh,  cl.  i.  6.  P. uMhati  (cl.  i. and N;  6.  differing  only  in  the  accent),  undhi- 
tum,  to  gather,  glean. 

Undha,  am,  n.  gleaning,  gathering  grains.  —  Undha- 
vritti,  is,  is,  i,  one  who  lives  by  gleaning,  a  gleaner. 
—  Undha-tila,  am,  n.  gleaning  corn  or  grains. 
•  Undha-s^la,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  lives  by  glean- 

ing &c. 
Undhana,  am,  n.  gleaning,  gathering  grains  of 

corn  in  market-places  &c. 

7?  uta,  as,  m.  leaves,  grass,  &c.,  used  in 
making  huts,  thatches,  &c.  -  Ut.a-ja,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
a  hut  made  of  leaves,  the  residence  of  hermits  or 
saints ;  a  house  in  general. 

uth  or  uth,  cl.  i.  P.  othati  or  iithati, 
-thitum,  to  strike  or  knock  down. 

7|  udu,  us,  u,  f.  n.  a  huiar  mansion  or 

constellation  in  the  moon's  path;   (u),  n.  water. 
—  Udu-pa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  raft  or  float ;  (as),  m. 
the  moon,  (the  half-moon  being  formed  like  a  boat.) 
—  Udu-pati,  is,  m.  or  udu-rdj,  t,  m.  the  moon ; 
the  Soma.  —  Udu-patha,  as,  m.  the  ether,  firma- 

ment (the  path  of  the  stars).  —  Udu-rdj,  t,  m.  the 
moon.  —  Udu-loman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Udu- 
pa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  raft,  a  float ;  (as),  m.  the  moon. 

ssgt,  udumbara,  as,  m.  (in  Ved.  written 
with  d,  in  Class,  generally  with  d),  the  tree  Ficus 
Glomerata ;  a  species  of  leprosy  with  coppery  spots ; 
the  threshold  of  a  house ;  a  eunuch ;  a  kind  of  worm 
supposed  to  be  generated  in  the  blood  and  to  produce 
leprosy ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  tree  Ficus  Glo- 

merata ;  copper ;  a  karsha,  a  measure  of  two  tolas. 
—  Udumbara-dald   or   udumbara-parnl,   (.   the 
plant  Croton  Polyandra.  —  Udumbard-vati,  (.,  N.  of 
a  river ;  see  also  udttmbara. 

3SSI«1«. udddmara,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ud-dd° ?), 
excellent,  respectable,  of  high  rank  or  consequence. 

T^jt  ud-di  (ud-di),  cl.  i.  4.  A.  -day ate  or 
-diyate,  -dayitum,  to  fly  up :  Caus.  -dapayati  (-da- 

payati ?),  to  scare. 
Ud-dayana,  am,  n.  flying  up,  flying,  soaring. 
Udfdina,  as,  d,  am,  flown  up,  flying  up ;  (am), 

n.  flying  as  a  bird ;  flying  up,  soaring. 
Ud-dlyana,  am,  n.  flying  up,  soaring. 
Ud-dtyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  flying  up,  sos  ing,  one 

who  flies  or  soars. 

3  is  1^1  uddtsa,  as,  m.  a  work  so  called, 
containing  charms  and  incantations ;  a  N.  of  Sfiva. 

"3^  udra,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

^!5°t>  unduka,  as,  m.  a  texture,  a  net ; 
a  part  of  the  body,  the  peritoneum_? ;  (this  word  is 
perhaps  connected  with  udupa.) 

v  *!«<,<*  underaka,  as,  m.  a  ball  of  flour, 
a  roll,  a  loaf.  —  Underaka-sraj,  k,  f.  a  string  of  rolls, 
balls  of  meal  or  flour  upon  a  string. 

TrT  ut,  ind.  a  particle  of  doubt  or  delibera- 
tion =how,  what(?),  either,  or;  see  2.  uta.  (For 

the  prep,  ud  see  i .  ud,  page  1 53.) 

TrT  i.  uta,  as,  d,  am  (ft.  rt.  ve),  sewn, 
woven. 

tdkah,  how  can  it  be  decided  whether  he  be  a  friend 
without  a  motive  or  a  violator  of  confidence  ?).  In 
this  sense  it  may  be  strengthened  by  aho  (e.  g.  lca(fU 
tram  asi  manuslii  utdho  surangana,  art  thou  a 
mortal  woman  or  divine  ?),  or  by  aho-srit  (e.  g. 
Sdlihotrah  kirn  nu  sydd  utdhosvid  raja  Nalah, 

can  it  be  Salihotra  or  king  Nala?).  Rarely  Mm  is' repeated  before  uta  used  in  this  sense  (e.  g.  Tcim  nu 
svargdt  prdptd  tasyd  rupena  kimuta  anyd  dgatd, 
has  she  arrived  from  heaven  or  has  another  come  in her  form  ?). 

(As  a  particle  of  wishing,  especially  at  the  beginning 
of  a  sentence  followed  by  a  potential)  would  that  < 
utinam  I  (e.  g.  uta  adhlyita,  would  that  he  would 
read  I). 

(Uta  preceded  by  Mm)  on  the  contrary,  how 
much  more,  how  much  less  (e.  g.  samartho  'si  sa- 
hasram  api  jetum  kimuta  ekam,  thou  art  able  to 
conquer  even  a  thousand,  how  much  more  one  ?). 
(Uta  preceded  by  prati)  on  the  contrary,  rather 

(e.  g.  esha  prishto  'smdbhir  na  jalpati  Jumti 
pratyuta  pdshdnaih,  this  one  questioned  by  us  does 
not  speak,  but  rather  throws  stones  at  us).  Uta  vd, 
or  else,  and  (e.g.  samudrdd  uta  vd  purishdt,  from 
the  sea  or  from  the  moisture  in  the  air);  valuta 
va  or  utdho  vdpi-vd,  either  —  or  ;  uta-uta,  both  — 
and  (e.  g.  uta  balavdn  uta  abalah,  both  the  strong 
and  the  weak)  ;  kim-uta  vd,  whether  —  or  else. 

TrT  2.  uta,  ind.  (as  &  particle  of  doubt  or 
deliberation)  and,  also,  even,  or.  Often  used  for  the 
sake  of  emphasis,  especially  at  the  end  of  a  line  after 
iti  or  a  verb  (e.  g.  sarva-bhutdni  tarn  pdrtha  sudd 
parlbhavanty  uta,  all  creatures,  0  king,  certainly 
always  despise  him). 

(As  an  interrogative  particle,  generally  at  the  begin- 
ning of  the  second  or  following  part  of  a  double  in- 

terrogation) or,  utrum-an  (e.  g.  katliam  nirniyate 
kirn  syan  msWcdrano  bandhur  ttta  viivasa-gha- 

utanka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi. 

—  Utanka-megha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  cloud  named 
after  that  Rishi. 

TrTSZI  utathya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
An-giras  and  elder  brother  of  Brihaspati.  —  Utathya- 
tanaya,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Gautama.  —  Utathya- 
nuja,  as,  m.  or  utathydnujanman  (°ya-anu-ja°), 
d,  m.  a  N.  of  Brihaspati,  regent  of  the  planet  Jupiter 
(younger  brother  of  Utathya). 

*fU5\  utdho,  ind.  (fr.  2.  uta  +  dho),  a  par- 
tide  of  doubt  or  deliberation  =  either,  or  ;  see  under 
3.  uta  above.—  Utdho-svit,  see  under  a.  uta. 

<J|J<«5  utula,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ; 
also  kuluta  or  uluta. 

3"ffi  utka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  i.  ad),  excited  by 
the  desire  of  obtaining  anything  ;  wishing  for  (with 
inf.),  desirous  of,  longing  for;  regretting,  sad,  sor- 
•rowfiil  ;  absent,  thinking  of  something  else  ;  (as),  m. 
desire  ;  opportunity,  occasion.  -•  Utka-td,  f.  a  state  of 
longing  or  regret  ;  the  plant  Pothos  Officinalis  having aromatic  seeds. 

Utkdya,  nom.  A.  -yate,  -yitum,  to  long  for. 

awt  ut-ka<!a,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  hairs erect. 

3p*-oai  ut-ka(£hd,  f.  a  metre  of  six  verses, 
each  verse  containing  eleven  syllabic  instants. 

3W«j«ti  nt-kah6uka,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 
coat  of  mail,  without  bodice  or  jacket. 

arw  ut-kata,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  I.  ud),  ex- 
ceeding the  usual  measure,  important  ;  richly  endowed 

with,  abounding  in  ;  drunk,  mad,  furious  ;  excessive, 
much  ;  superior,  high,  proud,  haughty  ;  uneven  ; 
difficult;  (as),  m.  fluid  dropping  from  the  temples 
of  an  elephant  in  rut  ;  the  plant  Saccharum  Sara,  or 
a  similar  kind  of  grass  ;  intoxication,  pride  ;  (d),  f. 
the  plant  Laurus  Cassia;  N.  of  a  town;  (am),  n.  the 

fragrant  bark  of  Laurus  Cassia. 

3  m<;  on  i  *i  i  utkatukdsana,  am,  n.  sitting 
on  the  hams,  squatting. 

ut-kanikd,  f.  a  raised  particle. 

i.  ut-kantha,  as,  d,  am,  having  the 
neck  uplifted,  on  the  point  of  doing  anything  ;  (a* 
or  d),  m.  f.  longing  for  a  beloved  person  or  thing  ; 
regretting,  missing  anything  or  person. 

2.  utkantha,  nom.  A.  utkanthate,  -thitum,  to  long 
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for,  regret,  sorrow  for :  Caus.  utkaiithayati,  -yitum, 
to  excite  longing,  inspire  with  tender  emotions. 

Utkanthita,  as,  a,  am,  regretting,  wishing  or  sor- 
rowing for,  distressed,  sorrowful;  (a),  f.  a  woman 

longing  after  her  absent  lover  or  husband. 

dr+^J  ut-kand  (ud-skand),  c\.  I.  P.  -kan- 
dati,  -Icantum,  to  leap,  jump  over. 

Ct-kandaica,  ai,  rn.  a  kind  of  disease. 

jr*HfT  ut-kandhara,  as,  a,  am,  having 

the  neck  erect  or  uplifted ;  (am),  n.  bending  back 
the  neck. 

TWT  ut-kamp  (ud-k°),  cl.  I.  A.  -kampate, 

-pitum,  to  tremble :  Caus.  P.  -Tcampayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  tremble;  to  cause  to  swing  upwards, 

agitate,  shake. 

Ut-kampa,  as,  a,  am,  trembling,  tremor,  agita- 
tion ;  (as),  m.  trembling. 

Vt-kampana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  trembling,  agitation. 

Ut-kampin,  l,im,i,  trembling,  agitating,  causing 
to  tremble. 

4(44,  ut-kara.     See  under  ut-kfi. 

iJp+'iH  nt-karkara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  mu- 
sical instrument. 

JrwS  ut-karna,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  ears 
erect ;  (as),  m.  an  erect  ear. 

ut-karsha,  &c.    See  under  ut-krish. 

i.  ut-kal  (ud-k°),  cl.  10.  P.  -kala- 
yati,  -yitum,  to -unbind,  loosen. 

Ut-kalita,  as,  a,  am,  unbound,  loosened ;  opened, 
blossoming  j  prosperous,  rising,  increasing ;  regretting, 
grieving  for. 

3r*<^  2.  ut-kal  (ud-k°),  cl.  10.  P.  -kala- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  drive  out,  expel. 

Jrirt  utkala,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  inhabit- 
ants of  Orissa,  in  the  south  of  India ;  a  subdivision  of 

BrShmaru,  derived  from  Utkala,  a  son  of  Sudyumna ; 

(as,  a,  am),  m.  f.  n.  a  porter,  one  who  travels  with 

a  burden  or  load ;  (as),  m.  a  fowler,  a  bird-catcher. 

JrtrtlV  ut-kaldpa,  as,  a,  am,  having  the 
tail  erect  and  expanded. 

Utkalapaya,  nom.  P.  -payati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
the  peacock  to  spread  its  tail,  to  cause  any  one  to  be 
proud ;  to  inspire  conceit  by  an  acknowledgment  of 
merit ;  to  return  thanks  (?). 

Jr+foJ  utkali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  deity;  (a 

various  reading  has  utkharin.) 

Tr*frt°M  utkalika,  f.  (fr.  I.  ut-kal?), 

longing  for,  regretting,  missing  anything  or  person ; 
wanton  sportfulness,  dalliance;  a  bud,  an  unblown 

flower ;  a  wave.  —  Utkalikd-prdya,  (prose)  abound- 
ing in  compound  words. 

<5riiM4U  ut-kashana,  am,  n.  (rt.  kash),  tear- 

ing or  pulling  up,  drawing  through  (as  a  plough). 

Tai^  ut-kas  (ud-k°),  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -ka- 
sati,  -situm,  to  gape,  to  open. 

4rM<*l  ut-kdkd,  f.  a  cow  calving  every 

year. 

7pST3?  nt-kds"  (ud-k°),  cl.  I.  A.  -kdsate, 
-Mum,  to  flash  upwards,  shine. 

VtkdSana,  am,  n.  giving  orders,  commanding. 

•arum  utkdsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man, 

3c*l*il  ut-kdsana,  am,  n.  (rt.  kds),  hem- 
ming, clearing  the  throat  of  mucus. 

ut-klrna.    See  under  ut-kri  3rd  col. 
ut-kirt.     See  ut-krit  3rd  col. 

ut-kirtana,  &c.     See  ut-krit. 

utklla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

-ku/<  or  ut-kun6  (ud-k°),  cl.  6.  P., 
.  A.  -ktufati,  -kuntate,  -kuntitum,  to  bend  upwards; 

to  bend  aside,  to  bend  from  the  right  course,  to  go 
or  lead  any  one  astray,  to  corrupt. 

Ut-kundikd  or  ut-kiaidta,  (.  the  plant  Nigella 
[ndica. 

Ut-kofa,  as,  m.  a  bribe. 
Utkotaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  corrupted  with  bribes; 

(as),  m.  the  receiver  of  a  bribe,  a  bribe;  N.  of  a Tirtha. 

ut-kut  (ud-k°),  Caus.  -kotayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  bend  upwards. 

Ut-kttta,  am,  n.  lying  stretched  out  on  the  back, 
lying  with  the  face  upwards,  sleeping  with  the  head 
erect. 

Ut-kutaka,  at,  a,  am,  stretched  out  on  the  back 

with  the  &ce  upwards,  erect.  —  Utkutaka-prahana, 
am,  n.  avoiding  the  above  position.  —  Utkutakdsana 

("ka-ds"),  am,  n.  a  position  like  that  just  described. 

ut-kuna,  as,  m.  a  bug ;  a  louse. 

ut-kula,  as,  d,  am,  degenerating, 

dishonouring  one's  family. 

ut-kuj   (ud-k°),  cl.   i.  P.    -kujati, 
•jitum,  to  utter  monotonous  sounds. 

Ut-Jcuja,  as,  m.  the  singing  of  the  kokila. 

^rfi?  ut-kuta,as,  m.  an  umbrella  or  parasol, 

lift  ut-terd  (ud-k°),  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -kur- 
dati,  -te,  -dttum,  to  jump  up,  spring  upwards. 

Ut-kurdana,  am,  n.  jumping  up,  springing  upwards. 

THic*  ut-kula,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  on 

an  elevation,  going  up-hill ;  (am),  ind.  up-hill. 
Ut-kulita,  as,  d,  am,  brought  to  the  bank  or 

shore. 

ut-kri  (ud-k°),  cl.  8.  A.  -kurute, 
-kartum,  to  inform  against. 

Ut-kriti,  is,  f.  a  metre  of  four  times  twenty-six 

syllables. 
ut-krit  (ud-k°),  cl.  6.  P.  -krintati, 

-kartitum,  to  cut  out  or  off,  toXear  out  or  off;  to 

cut  up,  cut  in  pieces,  carve,  butcher. 
Ut-kariana,  am,  n.  cutting  up,  cutting  to  pieces, 

cutting  off. 
Ut-kritya,  ind.  having  cut  off  or  up,  having  cut  out. 
Ut-krityamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  cut  to  pieces, 

being  cut  up. 

-krish  (ud-k°),  cl.  i.  P.  sometimes 
A.  -karshati,  -te,  -karshtum  or  -krashtum,  to  draw 
or  drag  or  pull  up ;  to  raise ;  to  draw  or  take  out, 
to  extract ;  to  pull  or  put  off;  to  bend  (as  a  bow) ; 
to  tear  asunder:  Caus.  -karshayati,  -yitum,  to 

elevate,  raise,  increase:  Pass,  -krishyate,  to  be 
lifted  or  drawn  up,  to  be  raised,  to  rise,  become 

powerful,  become  eminent. 
Ut-karsha,  as,  d,  am,  superior,  eminent ;  much, 

excessive ;  exaggerated,  boastful ;  attractive ;  (as),  m. 

pulling  upwards,  drawing,  pulling ;  elevation,  increase, 
rising  to  something  better,  prosperity;  excellence, 
eminence ;  excess,  abundance ;  self-conceit ;  boasting ; 

joy,  pleasure  (?). 
Ut-karshaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  drawing  npwards.raising. 

Ut-karshana,  am,  n.  drawing  upwards,  taking  off. 

Ut-karshita,  as,  d,  am,  drawn  upwards,  elevated. 

Ut-krish(a,  as,  d,  am  (opposed  to  apa-kriskta 
and  ava-krishfa),  drawn  up  or  out ;  attracted ;  ex- 

tracted ;  taking  a  high  position  ;  excellent,  eminent ; 
superior,  best ;  much,  most,  excessive ;  jndnotkrishta 

(°na-uf),  as,  d,  am,  eminent  through  knowledge. 
—  Utkrishta-td,  f.  or  ulkrishla-tva,  am,  n.  ex- 

cellence, superiority,  eminence.  —  Utkrishta-bhiima, 
as,  m.  a  good  soil.  —  Utkrishta-vedana,  am,  n. 
marrying  a  man  of  a  higher  caste ;  the  best  or  most 
respectable  form  of  marriage  (?).  —  Utkrishtopddhita 

(°/o-Up0),  f.  state  of  high  illusion. 

7r|  ut-kri  (ud-k°),  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kirati,  -te, -karitum  or  -return,  to  scatter  upwards,  pile  up, 

Keap  up ;  to  dig  up  or  out,  excavate ;  to  engrave. 
Ut-kara,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  what  piles  or  heaps, 

what  makes  up  or  raises ;  (as),  m.  what  is  dug  out, 
rubbish ;  heap,  multitude ;  a  pile,  a  stack. 

Ut-karikd,  f.  a  sort  of  sweetmeat  made  with  milk, 
treacle,  and  ghee. 

Utkariya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  a 
heap  &c. 

Ut-kdra,  as,  m.  winnowing  corn ;  piling  it  up. 
Ut-kdrikd,  f.  a  poultice. 

Ut-klrna,  as,  d,  am,  heaped  up,  scattered,  dug 

out,  perforated. 
ut-krit  (ud-k°),  cl.  10.  P.  -kirtayati, 

-yitum,  to  proclaim,  celebrate,  praise,  promulgate. 
Ut-kirtaiM,  am,  n.  crying  out,  proclaiming ;  prais- 

ing, celebrating. 
Ut-klrtita,  as,  d,  am,  proclaimed,  promulgated; 

praised,  celebrated,  renowned. 

klrip  (ud-k°),  Caus.  P.  -kalpayati, 
•yitum,  to  form,  fashion,  create. 

ut-kofa.     See  under  ut-ku(. 

(ud-k°),  cl.  I.  P.  A.,  4.  P. 
-krdmati,  -kramate,  -krdmyati,  -kramitum,  to 

step  up,  go  up,  ascend ;  to  step  out,  go  out  or  away ; 
to  pass  away,  die ;  to  go  over ;  pass  over ;  omit ;  not  to 
notice ;  to  neglect,  transgress :  Caus.  P.  -kramayati, 

-yitum,  to  cause  to  go  up  or  ascend:  Desid.Ved. 
-dikramishati  or  -fikramishyati,  to  wish  to  go  up 
or  out. 

Ut-krama,  as,  m.  going  up  or  out;  progressive 
increase ;  going  astray,  acting  improperly,  deviation, 

transgression. 
Ut-kramana,  am,  n.  going  up  or  out,  soaring 

aloft,  stepping  out ;  surpassing,  exceeding ;  (prdnot- 
kramana,  am,  n.  the  flight  of  the  soul.) 
Ut-kramaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  abandoned,  to 

be  given  up. 
Ut-krdnta,  as,  d,  am,  gone  forth  or  out,  gone  over 

or  beyond,  passed,  surpassed  ;  trespassing,  exceeding. 
Ut-krdnti,  is,  f.  stepping  up  to,  going  out. 
Utkrdntin,  i,  inl,  i,  passing,  passing  away,  gone, 

departed. Ut-krdma,  as,  m.  going  from  or  out.  going  above, 
surpassing,  deviating  from  propriety,  transgression; 

opposition,  contrariety. Ut-kramat,  an,  and,  at,  going  out,  going  over 

or  above,  surpassing. 

•3753^  ut-krut  (ud-k°),  cl.  I.  P.  -krosati, 
-kroshtum,  to  cry  out,  to  call  to  (with  ace.),  ex- 

claim ;  proclaim. Ut-Tcrushta,  as,  d,  am,  crying,  speaking  out  or 

aloud ;  (am),  n.  crying  out,  calling,  exclaiming,  con- 

versation. Ut-kroto,  as,  m.  clamour,  outcry,  proclamation ; an  osprey. 

•37aft^  ut-kroda,  as,  m.  (fr.  krud  =  kurd 
with  wd  ?).  Ved-  exultation  (?) ;  cf.  ut-kurd. 

•gfrlTSI  ut-klis  (ud-k°),  cl.  9.  P.  -klisnati, 

-kle^itum  or  -kleshtum,  to  feel  uneasy,  to  be  uncom- 
fortable or  distressed :  Caus.  P.  -kletfayati,  -yitum, 

to  excite,  stir  up,  expel. 
Ut-kleiSa,  as,  m.  excitement,  disquietude ;  disorder 

or  corruption  of  the  humors  (of  the  body) ;  sickness, 

nausea. 
Ut-klet!aka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect. 
Ut-kleiana,  as,  d,  am,  or  ut-kle&n,  I,  im,  i, 

exciting,  stirring  up,  causing  disorder  (e.  g.  kaphot- 
kleilin,  exciting  phlegm). 

?r^  ut-kleda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  Mid  with 

•ud),  the  becoming  wet  or  moist. 
Ut-kledin,  I,  int,  i,  wet,  becoming  moist. 

Tt%F( ut-kvath  (ud-k°),  cl.  i.  P.  -kvathati, -thitwm,  to  boil  out,  extract  by  boiling  &c. 
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ut-kship  (ud-k°),  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -itsAi- 
paii,  -<e,  -ksheptum,  to  throw  up,  raise,  set  up,  erect ; 
to  throw  away,  reject,  get  rid  of,  vomit  up. 

Ut-kshipta,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  upwards,  tossed, 
raised ;  thrown  out,  ejected ;  vomited  ;  rejected,  dis- 

missed ;  (as),  m.  the  thorn  apple  (Datura  Metel  and 
Fastuosa). 

Utkshiptikd,  f.  an  ornament  in  the  shape  of  a 
crescent  worn  in  the  upper  part  of  the  ear. 

Ut-kxhepa,  as,  m.  throwing  or  tossing  up ;  throw- 
ing away ;  sending,  despatching ;  bringing  up,  vomit- 

ing; the  region  above  the  temples;  N.  of  a  country; 
also  of  a  man. 

Ut-kshepaka,  as,  a,  am,  throwing,  a  thrower,  who 
or  what  elevates  or  raises ;  one  who  sends  or  orders  ; 

(as),  m.  a  stealer  of  clothes  &c. 

Ut-kskepana,  am,  n.  throwing  upwards,  tossing ; 
sending,  sending  away ;  vomiting,  taking  up ;  a  kind 
of  basket  or  bowl  used  for  cleaning  corn ;  a  fan ;  a 
measure  of  sixteen  panas. 

Tr^rVrt  ut-kha6ita,  as,  a,  am,  intermixed 
with. 

y^^ut-khan  (ud-kh°),  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -kha- 
nati,  -it,  -nitnm,  to  dig  up  or  out,  to  excavate ;  to 
tear  out  by  the  roots,  root  up ;  to  draw  or  tear  out ; 
to  destroy  entirely. 

Ut-khdta,  as,  a,  am,  dug  up ;  excavated,  eradicated, 
pulled  up  by  the  roots ;  destroyed,  annihilated  ;  (am), 
n.  a  hole,  a  cavity,  a  deepening,  uneven  ground. 

Utkhatin,  t,  irii,  »',  having  cavities  or  holes,  un- 
even; destructive. 

Tr^ftji^  ut-kharin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  deity ; 
(a  various  reading  has  utkali.) 

^rWrfl  utkhala,  f.  (fr.  ud  and  khala?),  a 

kind  of  perfume. 

Tfr^  ut-khid  (ud-kh°),  cl.  6.  P.  -khindati 
(Ved.  -khidati),  -khettum,  to  draw  out,  extract. 
T3  utta,  as,  a,  am,  wet,  moistened.  See 

7.  ltd,  page  153. 

T^S  ut-tansa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (rt.  tans),  an 
earring;  a  crest,  a  chaplet,  a  wreath  worn  on  the 
crown  of  the  head. 

Uttansika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  NSga. 

Uttansita,  as,  a,  am,  having  earrings,  crested. 

T^J  ut-taksh  (ud-t°),  cl.  i.  5.  P.,  Ved. 
-takshati,  -kshnoti,  -kshitum  or  -tasldum,  to  form 
(anything)  out  of  any  other  thing ;  (Say.)  to  take 
(anything)  out  of  any  other  thing. 

3^5?  uttanga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  servant  of 
Siva. 

TW7  ut-tata,  as,  a,  am,  overflowing  its 
banks  (as  a  river). 

g^  ut-tan  (ud-t°),  cl,  8.  P.  A.  -tanoti, 
-nute,  -nltum,  to  stretch  upwards,  stretch  out ;  en- 

deavour to  rise. 
Ut-tana,  as,  a,  am,  stretched  out,  spread  out, 

lying  on  the  back,  sleeping  supinely  or  with  the  face 
upwards;  upright;  turned  so  that  the  mouth  or 
opening  is  uppermost  (as  a  vessel),  concave;  spread- 

ing out  over  the  surface  ;  shallow ;  open.  —  Uttana- 
kurmaka,  am,  n.  a  particular  posture  in  sitting.  —  JJt- 
tana-pattraka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  Ricinus.  —  Ut- 
tdna-pad,  (.,  Ved.  one  whose  legs  are  extended  (in 
parturition  or  creation) ;  epithet  of  a  peculiar  creative 

agency  described  in  Rig-veda  X.  72 ;  (Say.)  vegetation, 
the  whole  creation  of  upward-germinating  plants.  — •  Ut- 
tdna-parna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  extended  leaves. 
—  Uttdna-pada,  as,  m.  the  star  $  in  the  little  bear, 
personified  as  son  of  Vira  or  Manu  Svayambhuva  and 

father  of  Dhruva,  the  polar-star.  —  Vttdnapddii-ja, 
an,  m.  a  N.  of  Dhruva  or  the  polar-star.  —  Vttana- 
turhis,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Uttdna-iaya,  as, 

a,  am,  lying  on  the  back,  sleeping  with  the  face  up- 
wards ;  (as,  a),  m.  f.  a  little  child.  —  Vttdna-iHran, 

d,  art,  a,  Ved.  lying  extended,  stagnant.  —  Uttdna- 
hasta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  the  hands  extended, 
extending  them  in  prayer  ;  (au,),  m.  du.  the  two 
hands  with  the  fingers  stretched  out,  but  with  the 
backs  towards  the  ground. 

Uttdnaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  Cyperus  grass. 

Uttanikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

J-^^  ut-tap  (ud-t°),  cl.  i.  P.  rarely  A. 
-tapati,  -te,  -ptum,  to  make  warm  or  hot,  to  heat 
thoroughly  ;  to  pain,  torment  ;  to  excite,  urge  on, 
press  hard  :  Caus.  P.  -tdpayati,  -yitum,  to  warm 

up,  heat. 
Ut-tapta,  as,  d,  am,  burnt,  seared  ;  bathed,  washed  ; 

anxious,  excited  ;  (am),  n.  dried  flesh. 

Ul-ldpa,  as,  m.  great  heat,  affliction,  distress, 
anxiety,  excitement,  ardour,  effort,  energy. 

Ut-tdpita,  as,  d,  am,  heated,  made  hot,  pained, 
distressed,  roused,  excited. 

T?Wx  ut-tam  (ud-t°),  cl.  4.  P.  -tdmyati, 
-tarnitum,  to  be  distressed,  to  lose  heart,  to  faint. 

,  as,  a,  am(superlative  fr.  I.  ud; 

opposed  to  avama,  adhama,  &c.  ;  cf.  an-uttama), 
uppermost,  highest,  chief;  most  elevated,  principal  ; 
best,  excellent  (often  at  the  end  of  compounds,  e.  g. 

dvijottamcts,  best  of  the  twice-born)  ;  first,  greatest  ; 
the  highest  (tone)  ;  the  most  removed  or  last  in  place, 

order,  or  time  ;  (am),  ind.  most,  in  the  highest  de- 
gree ;  (as),  m.  the  last  person  (  =  in  European  gram- 

mars the  first  person)  ;  N.  of  a  brother  of  Dhruva, 
son  of  Uttana-pada  and  nephew  of  Priya-vrata  ;  a 
son  of  Priya-vrata  and  third  Manu  ;  the  twenty-first 
VySsa;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people;  (a),  f.  a  kind 
of  pidaka  or  pustule;  the  plant  Oxystelma  Esculenrum 
(Asclepias  Rosea  Roxb.)  ;  an  excellent  woman,  one 
who  is  handsome,  healthy,  and  affectionate.  —  Ut- 

tama-gandhddhya  (°dha-ddh°),  as,  d,  am,  pos- 
sessing abundantly  the  most  delicate  scent  or  delicious 

fragrance.  —  Uttama-td,  (.  or  uttama-tva,  am,  n. 
excellence,  superiority  ;  goodness,  good  quality.  —  Ut- 
tama-pada,  am,  n.  a  high  office.  —  Uttama-puru- 
sha  or  uttama-purusha,  as,  m.  the  last  person  in 
verbal  conjugation,  i.e.  I,  we  two,  we  (  =  in  European 

grammars  the  first  person,  our  third  person  being  re- 
garded inHindu  grammars  as  the  prathama-purusha, 

q.  v.  ;  cf.  also  madhyama-pnrusfia)  ;  the  supreme 
spirit  ;  an  excellent  man.  —  Uttama-phalinl,  f.  the 
plant  Oxystelma  Esculentum  (Asclepias  Rosea  Roxb.). 
—  Uttamarna  (^ma-rina),  as,  m.  a  creditor  ;  (as), 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Uttamarnika,  as,  m.  a 
creditor.  —  Uttamantin,  i,  m.  a  creditor.  —  TJttama- 

labha,  as,  m.  great  profit,  a  double  return.  •-  Ut- 

tama-vefa,  as,  m.  '  having  the  most  excellent  dress,' 
N.  of  Siva.  —  Uttama-s'dkha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  region. 
—  Vitama-iaitrjraha,  as,  m.  intriguing  with  another 

man's  wife,  addressing  her  privately,  casting  amorous 
looks  &c.  ••  Uttama-sdhasa,  am,  n.  the  highest  of 
the  three  fixed  mulcts  or  fines;  a  fine  of  1000  or  of 

80,000  panas  ;  capital  punishment,  branding,  banish- 
ment, confiscation,  mutilation,  and  death.  —  JJttama- 

sukha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  I^tlamdifga  (°ma- 
an°),  am,  n.  the  highest  or  chief  part  of  the  body, 
the  head.  —  Uttamddhama  (°ma-adh°),  as,  d,  am, 
high  and  low.  —  UitamddJiama-madhyama,  as,  d, 
am,    good,   bad,  and    indifferent;    high,  low,   and 

middling.  —  Uttamdrani  (°ma-ar°),  f.  the  plant  As- 

paragus Racemosus.  —  Utlamdrd/ta  ("ma-ar°),  as.  m. 
the  last  half  or  part;  the  best  half.—  I'ttamdrdhya, 
as,  d,  am,  relating  to  or  connected  with  the  last  part 

or  the  best  half.  —  Uttamaha  (°ma-ah°),  as,  m.  the 
last  or  latest  day,  a  fine  day  (1),  a  lucky  day  (>).  —  Ut- 

tamopapada  (°ma-up°),  as,  a,  am,  one  to  whom 
the  best  term  is  applicable,  best,  good.  —  Ultamaujas 

ffma-oj0),  as,  m.  'of  excellent  valour,'  N.  of  one  of the  warriors  of  the  Maha-bhSrata. 

Vttamdyya,  as,  d,  am  (fut.  pass.  part.  fr.  a  nom. 
uttamdya  ?),  Ved.  to  be  raised  or  celebrated. 

Utlamtya,  as,  a,  am,  uppermost,  highest,  chief, 

best. 
i .  ut-tara,  as,d, am  (comparative  (t.i.ud;  opposed 

to  adhara;  declined  Gram.  338.  a),  upper,  higher, 

superior  (e.  g.  uttare  dantas,  the  upper  teeth) ; 
northern  (because  the  northern  part  of  India  is  high); 

left  (opposed  to  dakshina  or  right,  because  in  pray- 
ing the  face  being  turned  to  the  east  the  north  would 

be  on  the  left-hand)  ;  later,  following,  subsequent, 
latter,  concluding,  posterior,  future  (opposed  to  puma, 

&c.,  e.g.  uttarah  kala/i,  future  time;  uttaram 
vdkyam,  a  following  speech,  answer,  reply;  phalam 
uttaram,  subsequent  result,  future  consequence; 
varshottareshu,  in  future  years) ;  superior,  chief, 
excellent,  dominant,  predominant,  more  powerful ; 
better,  more  excellent;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Virata ;  a  king  of  the  Nagas ;  N.  of  a  mountain ; 
(d),  (.  the  north  (i.  e.  the  northern  dii  or  quarter); 

N.  of  a  daughter  of  Virata  and  daughter-in-law  of 
Arjuna ;  (am),  n.  upper  surface  or  cover ;  the  north  ; 
the  following  member,  the  last  part  of  a  compound  ; 

answer,  reply ;  (in  law)  a  defence,  a  rejoinder ;  (in 
the  Mimansa  philosophy)  the  answer,  the  fourth 
member  of  an  adhikarana  or  case ;  superiority,  ex- 

cellence, competency;  result,  the  chief  or  prevalent 
result  or  characteristic,  what  remains  or  is  left,  con- 

clusion, remainder,  excess,  over  and  above,  (often 
at  the  end  of  a  compound,  e.  g.  shash/yuttaram 
sahasram,  one  thousand  with  an  excess  of  sixty,  i.  e. 

1060;  saptotlaram  totam,  107;  ithayottara,  at- 
tended with  danger,  having  danger  as  the  result;. 

dharmottara,  chiefly  characterized  by  virtue);  re- 
mainder, difference  (in  arithmetic) ;  N.  of  a  song ; 

(am),  ind.  at  the  conclusion,  at  the  end,  e.g.  bhavad- 

uttaram,  with  the  word  '  bhavad'  at  the  end ;  asrot- 
taram  iksMtd,  looked  at  with  tears  at  the  end,  i.  e. 
with  a  glance  ending  in  tears;  [cf.  Gr.  uVrtpoi.] 

—  Uttara-kdnda,  am,  n.  following  or  concluding 
book;  the  seventh  book  of  the  Ramayana.  —  Uttara- 

kdya,  as,  m.  the  upper  part  of  the  body.  —  Uttara- 
kala,  as,  m.  future  time ;  time  reckoned  from  full 
moon  to  full  moon.  —  Uttara-kuru,  us  or  u,  m.  n.  one 
of  the  nine  divisions  of  the  world,  the  country  of  the 
northern  Kurus,  situated  in  the  north  of  India,  and 

described  as  the  country  of  eternal  beatitude.  —  Ut- 
tara-kodald,  f.  the  city  Ayodhya,  the  modern  Oude. 
—  Uttara-kriya,  f.  the  last  sacred  action,  funeral 
rites, obsequies.  —  Uttara-khanda,am,  n.  last  section ; 
the  concluding  book  of  the  Padma-purSna,  also  of  the 

S'iva-purana.  — •  Uttara-khandana,  am,  n.  cutting  off" 
a  reply,  refutation.  —  TJttara-grantha,  as,  m.  title  of 
a  supplement  of  the  Yoni-grantha.  —  I .  uttaran-ga, 
am,  n.  a  wooden  arch  surmounting  the  door  frame. 
—  Uttara-Mhada,  as,  m.  a  cover,  what  is  thrown 
over  anything.  —  Ultara-ja,  as,  d,  am,  born  in  the 
latter   (or  last-mentioned   kind  of  wedlock) ;    born 
subsequently  or  afterwards,  posterity.  —  Uttara-jya, 
f.  the  versed  sine  of  an  arc,  or  rather  the  second  half 

of  the  chord  halved  by  the  versed  sine.  —  Uttara- 
jyotinha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  country.  —  Vttara-tantra, 

am,  n.  '  concluding  doctrine,'  N.  of  a  supplementary 
section  in  the  medical  manual  of  Susruta.  —  Uttara- 

tarn,  as,  d,  am  (compar.  fr.  uttara),  still  further 
removed,  still  more  distant,  still  higher.  —  Uttara- 
tas,  ind.  at  the  top,  above,  from  the  north,  north- 

ward, to  the  left  (opposed  to  dakshlna-tas) ;  after- 
wards ;    behind.  —  Vttaratah-pa^at,    ind.    north- 

westward (with  gen.).  —  Uttara-tdpamya,  title  of 
the   second  part  of  the   Nrisinha-tapanlyopanishad. 
—  Uttara-tra,   ind.  in  what  follows,    after,    subse- 

quently, later,  further  on,  beyond,  below  (in  a  work), 
northward ;  (pureatra  uttaratra,  in  the  first  case  or 
place — in  the  second.)  —  Uttara-dayaka,  as,  d,  am, 

replying,  giving  an  answer,  impertinent.  —  Uttaratlik- 
stha,  as,  d,  am,  situated  in  the  north,  northern. 
—  Uttara-dii,  k,  f.  the  north  quarter.  —  Uttara- 
dcfa,  as,  m.  the  country  towards  the  north,  the  up- 
country.  —  Uttara-dheya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  done 
subsequently.  —  Vttara-pakslia,  as,  m.  the  northern 
or  left  wing  (side) ;  second  or  following  part  of  an 
argument,  the   reason  pro,  the  reply,  refutation; 

Q-q 
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the  tnswer  to  the  first  or  objectionable  argument,  the 

right  argument,  demonstrated  truth,  or  conclusion ;  the 
minor  proposition  in  a  syllogism.  —  Uttura/Hikxhit- 
ti,  (.  or  utlarapakfha-tra,  am,  a.  conclusion,  de- 

monstration, reply.  —  I'ttara-pata,  at,  m.  an  upper 
garment.  —  Uttara-pathn,  a*,  m.  the  northern  way, 

the  way  leading  to  the  north.  —  I  'tturapathika, 
an,  i,  am,  inhabiting  the  northern  country.  —  Ut- 

tara-pada,  am,  n.  the  last  member  of  a  com- 

pound word.^l'ttarapadtka,  as,t,am,  or  uttara- 
jiadaktya,  at,  a,  am,  relating  to  or  studying  the 

last  word  or  term.  —  I'ttara-parvata,  at,  m.  the 

northern  mountain.  —  Uttara-paittanllM  (°<ta-ar°), 

at,  m.  the  north-western  half.  —  I'ttara-paidma, 
at,  a,  am,  north-western;  (d),  f.  the  north-west 

(scil.  dU).  —  Uttara-pdda,  as,  m.  a  division  of  legal 

practice,  that  part  which  relates  to  the  reply  or  de- 
fence, four  divisions  being  admitted  in  every  suit. 

- 1  'ttara-purastdt,  ind.  north-eastward  (with  gen.). 
—  Uttara-purusha,  as,  m.  =  uttama-purusha(1). 
—  I  'tta  ra-purra,  as,  d,  am,  north-eastward ;  one  who 
takes  the  north  for  the  eiSt.**Uttara-prat(hada, 

ae,  m.  a  coverlid,  a  quilt.  —  Uttara-pratyuttara, 

am,  n.  a  dispute,  an  altercation,  a  discussion;  the 

pleadings  in  a  law-suit.  —  Vttara-phalgunl  or  otto- 
ra-phalgimi,  f.  the  twelfth  lunar  mansion,  containing 
two  stars,  figured  by  a  bed.  —  Vttara-bhddrapad,  t, 
(.  or  uttara-bkddrapadd,  (.  the  twenty-sixth  lunar 
mansion,  figured  by  a  couch,  and  comprehending  two 
stars,  of  which  one  is  a  Andromeda:.  —  Uttara-mat{, 
w,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  UUara-mandra,f.z  loud  but 
slow  manner  of  singing.  —  Uttara-mdtra,  am,  n.  a 
mere  reply,  even  a  reply.— Uttara-manasa,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Uttara-mlmdnsd,  f.  the  VedSnta 

philosophy,  an  inquiry  into  the  Jn  Jna-kincla  or  second 

portion  of  the  Veda  (opposed  to  purva-mimdnsd  ; 
see  mimansd).  —  TJttara-rahita,  as,  d,  am,  devoid 

of  reply,  having  no  answer.  —  Uttara-rdma-farita  or 

-faritra,  am,  n. '  the  further  or  later  deeds  of  R5ma,' 
title  of  a  drama  of  BhavabhOti.  —  Uttara-lakiJuina, 
am,  n.  the  indication  of  an  actual  reply ;  (ae,  a,  am), 

marked  on  the  left  side.  —  I'ttara-loman,  a,  a,  a, 
having  the  hairs  turned  upwards  or  outwards.  —  Uttara- 
vayasa,  am,  n.  the  latter  or  declining  years  of  life. 
—  Vttara-valli,  f.  title  of  the  second  section  of  the 
KIthakopanishad  when  divided  into  two  AdhySyas. 
~UUara-vasti,  is,  f.  a  small    syringe,  a  urethra 

injection  pipe.  —  UHara-vastra,  am,  n.  an  upper 

garment.  —  Uttara-wddin,  i,  m.  a  replicant;  a  de- 
fendant;   one  whose  claims  are  of  later  date  than 

another's.  —  Vttara-vdsas,  as,  n.  an  upper  garment. 
—  Tttara-vedi,  is  or  i,  f.,  Ved.  the  northern  altar 
made  for  the  sacred  fire.  —  Uttara-saktha,  am,  n. 

the  left  thigh.  —  Uttara-sanjntta,  as,  a,  am,  desig- 
nated in  the  reply  (a  witness  &c.) ;  hear-say  evidence, 

see  the  next.  —  Vttara-sdktMn ,  i,  m.  witness  for  the 
defence ;  a  witness  testifying  from  the  report  of  others. 

—  rttara-sddhaka,  as,  a,  am,  finishing  what  re- 
mains or  follows,  assisting  at  a  ceremony,  befriending  ; 

an  assistant,  a  helper,  a  friend ;  who  or  what  establishes 

a  reply.  —  Uttara-hanu,  iu,  m.,  Ved.  the  upper  jaw- 

bone. —  I'ttarddhara  fra-adh"),  as,  d,  am,  superior 
and  inferior,  higher  and  lower ;  (am),  n.  the  upper 

and  under  lip;  the  lips;  see  adharottrtra.  "Uttard- 

ilhikara  (°ra-aaV),  as,  m.  right  to  property  &c. 
in  succession  to  another  person,  heirship,  inheritance. 
~Uttarddhikdri-td,  f.  or  ullnrdilliitdri-tra,  am, 

n.  right  of  succession. •-I'ttnrdtlhikarin,  1,  in~i,i, 
an  heir  or  claimant  subsequent  to  the  death  of  the 
original  owner,  an  heir  who  claims   as  the  second 

in  succession.  —  J'ttardnvita  (°rd-an°),  as,  d,  am, 
accompanied  by  Uttara.—  L'ttard-patha,  am,  n.  the 
northern  road   or  direction,  the  northern  country, 

north.  —  rtlnriilt/idna  ("ni-iihh°),  as,   m.  a  false, 
indirect  or  prevaricating  reply.  —  rtt<m~i\iliri*a-ta,  f. 
or  uitardbhdsa-tva,  am,  n.  inadequacy  of  a  reply, 

the   semblance   without   the    reality.  —  I'tturayana 
(°ra-ay°),  am,  n.  the  progress  (of  the  sun)  to  the 
north  ;  the  period  of  the  sun's  progress  to  the  north 
of  the  equator,  the  summer  solstice.  —  Uttardram 

(°ro-ar°),  in  or  f,  m.  f.  the  upper  arani  (q.  v.)  which 

>y  cutting  becomes  Ihepramantha  or  churner.  —  I't- 
tardrtha  (°ra-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  for  the  sake  of  what 
follows.  —  i'ttarardha  (°ra-ar"),  am,  n.  the  upper 
>art  (of  the  body)  ;  the  northern  part  ;  the  latter 

lalf;  the  further  end.  —  l'ttardrdhya,  an,  d,  am, 
Ved.  being  on  the  northern  side.  —  Uttard-rat,  an, 
atl,  at,  Ved.  victorious,  overpowering.  •»Uttarddd 

°ra-did),  f.  the  northern  quarter,  the  north.  —  K- 

tardHadhipati  (°ia.-adh°)  or  vttard3d-pati,  is, 
m.  the  regent  of  the  northern  quarter,  an  epithet  of 

Kuvera.  —  f'tlaraxman  (°ra-af),  d,  m.,  N.  of  a 

rocky  river  in  the  north.  —  I'Uardshddhd  Cra-ash°), 
f.  the  twenty-first  of  the  lunar  mansions,  figured  by 

an  elephant's  tooth  or  a  bed,  and  containing  two  stars, 
one  of  which  is  0  in  Sagittarius.  —  Uttardsattga 

(°ra-a«0),  as,  m.  an  upper  or  outer  garment.  —  I  't- 
taraha  (°ra-ah°),  as,  m.  the  following  day.  —  Ut- 
tarctard  (°ra-it°),  f.  the  southern  quarter.  —  Ut- 
turottara  (°ra-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  more  and  more, 
higher  and  higher,  further  and  further;  always  in- 

creasing, always  following  ;  (am),  ind.  higher  and 
higher,  more  and  more,  in  constant  continuation, 
one  on  the  other  ;  (am),  n.  reply  to  an  answer,  reply 

on  reply  ;  conversation  ;  a  rejoinder  ;  excess,  exceed- 
ing quantity  or  degree;  succession,  gradation;  de- 

scending. —  Uttarottarin,  t,  ini,  {,  constantly  in- 
creasing ;  one  following  the  other.  —  Uttaroshtha  or 

uttaraushtha  (°ra-osh°),  as,  m.  the  upper  lip. 
I'Hnram,  ind.  further  on,  forward;  hereafter,  in 

the  following  part  (of  a  book). 

Uttara,  ind.  north,  northerly,  northward  (with 

gen.  or  abl.)  .  -  Vttard-sad,  t,t,t,  Ved.  seated  north- ward or  on  the  left. 

Uttardt,  ind.  from  the  left,  from  the  north,  north- 
ward. 

Uttardttdt,  ind.,  Ved.  from  the  north. 

1'ttnrahi,  ind.  northerly,  from  the  north  (with  abl.). 
Uttarin,  i,  ini,  i,  superior. 

I'ttar'tya  or  uttarnjaka,  am,  n.  an  upper  or  outer 

garment. J'ttarena,  ind.  (with  gen.,  abl.,  ace.,  or  at  the 
end  of  a  compound)  northward,  on  the  left  side  of; 
posterior,  subsequent. 

Uttare-dyus,  ind.  a  subsequent  day,  a  day  following, 
to-morrow. 

uttamariia.     See  under  ut-tama. 

ut-tambh  (ud-stambh),  cl.  5.  9.  P. 
-tabhnotl,  -ndti,  -tambhitum,  to  stay,  prop,  support. 

Ut-tambhana,  am,  n.  upholding,  staying,  support- 
ing ;  stopping,  arresting  ;  a  prop,  a  stay. 

Ut-tambhita,ax,  a,  am,  upheld,  supported  ;  stopped, 
arrested  ;  erect  (as  the  hair  of  the  head),  standing  on  end. 

Ut-tambhitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  upheld. 

ut-tara.   See  above  and  under  ut-tri. 

2.  ut-taraitaa,  as,  a,  am  (for  i.  see 
under  j.  ut-tara,  p.  149),  flooded,  inundated,  washed 
over  by  wates. 

4  rl*H  ut-tarjana,  am,  n.  violent  threat- ening. 

nt-tana.    See  under  ut-tan,  p.  149. 

iit-tiijin.     See  under  ut-tap,  p.  149. 

-tara.    See  under  ut-tri  next  col. 

ut-tula,  as,  ii,  am  (fr.  wrfand  tola?), 

great,  strong  ;  formidable  ;  arduous,  difficult  ;  speedy, 
swift,  best,  excellent  ;  elevated,  lofty,  tall,  loud  ;  (as), 

m.  an  ape  ;  (am),  n.  a  particular  number. 

jfV»^  ut-tij  (ud-t°),  Ca.ua.  P.  -tejuyati, 
•yiliim,  to  excite,  stimulate,  incite,  instigate,  urge 

on,  stir  up,  animate. 
Ut-tejoka,  as,  d,  am,  instigating,  stimulating. 

I  t-tfjana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  incitement,  instigation,  excit- 
ing, animating;  sending,  despatching  ;  urging,  driving; 

whetting,  sharpening,  furbishing,  polishing  ;  an  in- 
spiring or  exciting  speech  ;  an  incentive,  inducement, stimulant. 

Ut-tejita,  as,  d,  am,  incited,  animated,  excited, 
urged ;  sent,  despatched ;  whetled,  sharpened,  fur- 

bished, polished  ;  (am),  n.  an  incentive,  inducement ; 

sidling,  one  of  a  horse's  five  paces ;  moderate  velocity 
in  a  horse's  pace. 

W  ut-tu  (ud-tu),  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -taviti  or 
•tauH,  -totum  or  -taritum,  to  effect,  bring  about; 
(Say.)  to  increase,  prosper. 

^J?  ut-tunga,  as,  ii,  am,  lofty,  high,  tall, 
swollen  (as  a  stream).  —  Uttunga-td,  f.  or  uttuttga- 
tra,  am,  n.  height,  loftiness,  elevation. 

7jf<!sn  ut-tundita,  am,  n.  the  head  of  a 
thorn  &c.  which  has  entered  the  skin. 

T§^  ut-tud  (ud-t°),  cl.  6.  P.  A.,  Ved. -tudati,  -te,  -tottum,  to  push  up,  tear  up,  stir  up, 

push  open. Ut-tuda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  stirs  up. 

dr£e*  ut-tul  (ud-t°),  cl.  10.  P.  -toluyati 
or  -tulayati,  -yitum,  to  raise  up  (by  means  of  a 
counterpoise),  to  erect,  set  up ;  to  weigh. 

Ut-tolnna,  am,  n.  lifting  up,  raising,  elevating  (by 
means  of  a  counterpoise  or  balance). 

f't-tolita,  as,  d,  am,  raised,  lifted  up. 

3-jl^  ut-tusha,  as,  m.  fried  grain;  (freed 
from  the  husks.) 

T^  ut-trid  (ud-t°),  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -trinatti, 
-trinte,  -tarditum,  to  split,  cut  through. 

•3^  ut-trl  (ud-t°),  cl.  i.  6.  P.  -tarati, 
-tirati,  -taritum  or  -rltum,  to  pass  out  of  (especially 

jaldt,  the  water  &c.,  with  abl.  c.),  to  disembark,  to 
come  out  of;  to  escape  from  (a  misfortune,  affliction, 
&c.) ;  to  come  down,  descend,  alight,  put  up  at ;  to 
pass  over ;  to  cross  (as  a  river,  with  ace.),  to  vanquish  ; 

to  give  up,  leave ;  to  elevate,  strengthen,  increase : 
Caus.  -tdrayatt,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  come  out,  to 
deliver,  assist,  rescue ;  to  make  any  one  alight,  take 
down,  take  off;  to  cause  to  pass  over,  to  convey  or 
transport  across,  land,  disembark ;  to  vomit  up :  Desid. 

•titlrshati,  to  wish  to  cross. 
3.  ut-tara,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  see  p.  149,  col.  3), 

crossing  over;  to  be  crossed  (in  the  word  dur-uttara, 
difficult  to  be  come  out  of  or  escaped  from). 

Ut-tarana,  as,  d,  am,  coining  out  of,  crossing 

over;  (am),  n.  coming  forth  or  out  of  (especially  out 
of  water),  landing,  disembarking ;  crossing  rivers  &c. 

Vt-tarat,  an,  anti,  at,  coming  out  of  (water  &c.), 

crossing,  going  over. 
Tt-tarikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
1'f-tdra,  Of,  m.  transporting  over;  landing;  deli- 

vering, rescuing ;  ejecting,  getting  rid  of;  vomiting  ; 
passing  away,  instability ;  (as,  d,  am),  surpassing 
others,  excellent,  pre-eminent.  —  Uttdra-lo<?ana,  M, 
d,  am,  having  the  eyes  turned  up. 

I  't-taraka,  as,  m.  a  deliverer,  epithet  of  Siva. 
/  't-tdrana,  as,  d,  am,  transporting  over,  bringing 

over,  rescuing ;  (am),  n.  the  art  of  landing,  delivering, 
rescuing,  helping  to  cross  over  or  escape,  transportation. 

l't-tdr!n,  1,  ini,  i,  transporting  across;  unsteady; 
inconstant,  changeable,  tremulous,  sick. 

I't-tdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  made  to  land,  to  be 
ejected,  to  be  thrown  up  by  vomiting. 

( 't-tit'irshu,  us,  us,  u,  about  to  pass  out  of  (water), 

wishing  to  land. 
t'l-liriiiii,  ind.  on  the  bank,  on  land,  ashore. 

I't-tlrna,  as,  a,  ant,  landed,  crossed,  traversed; 
rescued,  liberated,  escaped  ;  released  from  obligation  ; 

thrown  off;  one  who  has  completed  his  studies,  ex- 

perienced, clever. 
Ut-tirya,  ind.  having  crossed,  having  landed. 

cj1^  fXrf  utterita,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  ft.  ut- 
tn,  but  perhaps  connected  with  rt.  tr),  one  of  the 
five  paces  of  a  horse  in  Hindu  jockeyship. 

dTfK*!)  ut-torana,  as,  d,  am,  decorated 

with  raised  or  upright  arches. 
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ut-tolana.     See  under  itt-tul. 

ut-tyakta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  tyaj  with 

ud), "abandoned,  left;  thrown,  tossed;  free  from 
passion  or  affection. 

Ut-tydga,  as,  m.  abandonment,  quitting ;  throwing, 
throwing  up ;  secession  from  worldly  attachments. 

v^'H^nt-tras  (ud-t°),  Caus.  P.  -trasayati, 
•yUivm,  to  frighten,  alarm. 

Ut-trasta,  as,  a,  am,  frightened. 
Ut-trdsa,  as,  m.  fear,  terror. 

J  ut-tripada,am,n.a,nupright  tripod. 

ut-thd  (ud-sthd), cl. I. P.  A. -tishthati, 

-te,  -thatum,  to  stand  up,  rise,  raise  one's  self;  come 
forth,  arise,  originate  from  ;  to  rise  (from  the  dead) ; 
to  become  animated ;  to  be  active  or  brave ;  to  make 
efforts,  take  pains  with,  to  excel :  Caus.  -thdpayati, 
-yiturn,  to  cause  to  stand  up,  raise,  set  up,  erect ;  to 
lift  up ;  to  arouse,  awaken,  raise  to  life,  make  alive. 

Ut-tishthamdiia,  as,  a,  am,  standing  up,  rising ; 
increasing,  augmenting. 

Ut-tha,  as,  a,  am,  (generally  at  the  end  of  a  com- 
pound) rising,  arising;  coming  forth,  originating, 

derived  from ;  standing  up ;  (as),  m.  arising,  coming 
forth ;  [cf.  Zend  wsta.] 
Ut-thdtri,  ta,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  rises ;  resolving. 
Ut-thdna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  standing  up  or  rising ; 

rising  (of  the  moon  &c.) ;  resurrection ;  rising  up 
to  depart ;  leaving  off;  starting  on  a  warlike  expedi- 

tion ;  rise,  origin ;  effort,  exertion ;  manly  exertion, 
manhood ;  evacuating  (by  stool  &c.) ;  an  army ;  joy, 
pleasure ;  a  book ;  a  court-yard  ;  a  shed  where  sacri- 

fices are  offered  ;  a  term,  a  limit ;  business  of  a  family 
or  realm,  the  care  of  subjects  or  dependants ;  reflection ; 
proximate  cause  of  disease ;  (as,  a,  am),  causing  to 

arise  or  originate.  —  t'Uhdna-vat,  an,  all,  at,  ready 
tor  action.  —  Uttltanaikdda& (°na-ek°),(.  the  eleventh 
day  in  the  light  or  former  half  of  the  month  Karttika, 
when  Vishnu  rises  from  his  sleep. 
Ut-thdpaka,  as,  a,  am,  lifting  up,  causing  to  get 

up,  who  or  what  raises  &c. ;  exciting,  animating. 
Ut-thdpana,  am,  n.  causing  to  rise  or  get  up; 

raising,  elevating;  causing  to  leave  (a  house  &c., 
with  ace.  of  the  person  made  to  leave) ;  causing  to 
come  forth,  bringing  forth;  exciting,  instigating; 
bringing  about ;  causing  to  cease,  finishing ;  (in 
mathem.)  the  finding  of  the  quantity  sought,  answer 
to  the  question,  substitution  of  a  value  ;  (i),  f.  a  con- 

cluding verse  (rid). 
Ut-thdpita,  as,  a,  am,  raised,  lifted  up,  elevated ; 

made  to  get  up  (from  a  seat,  bed,  &c.);  aroused, 
instigated. 

I.  ut-thdpya,  ind.  having  raised  or  caused  to  rise, 
having  roused  or  instigated. 

a.  ut-thdpya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  raised ;  Ved.  to  be 
sent  away. 

Ut-thdya,  ind.  having  risen  (from  a  seat  &c.); 

having  risen  (in  rank  &c.).  —  Utthdyotthdya  (°ya- 
ut°),  every  time  one  rises  (from  one's  bed). 

Ut-thdyin,  I,  int,  {,  rising,  coming  forth,  becom- 
ing visible. 

Ut-ihita,  as,  a,  am,  risen  or  rising  (as  from  a 
seat&c.);  arisen,  born,  produced;  happened,  occur- 

ring ;  endeavouring,  striving ;  advancing,  increasing ; 
high,  lofty,  eminent ;  extended  ;  N.  of  a  Pragatha 
consisting  of  ten  PZdzs.  —  UttMta-ta,  (.  state  of 
activity  or  of  readiness  to  serve  others.  —  Utthitdn- 
guli  (°ta-anf"),  is,  m.  the  palm  of  the  hand  with 
the  fingers  extended. 

Ut-thiti,  is,  (.  elevation,  rising  up. 

3r4B*l«t  ut-pakshman,  a,  a,  a,  or  ut- 
pakshmala,  as,  a,  am,  with  upraised  eyelids. 

drMP^Ul}  ut-pa6ishnu,us,us,u,  apt  to  ripen 
or  cook. 

3rV4  ut-pat  (ud-p°),  Caus.  -pdtayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  tear  up  or  out,  root  up,  eradicate,  extirpate. 

ta,  at,  m.  sap  issuing  from  the  cleft  of  a  tree. 

Ut-pata,  as,  m.  pulling  up  by  the  roots,  destroy- 
ing ;  a  disease  of  the  external  ear. 

Ut-pdtaka,  as,  m.  the  above  disease ;  (Oca),  f.  the 
external  bark  of  a  tree. 

Ut-pdtana,  am,  n.  pulling  up  by  the  roots,  eradi- 
cating ;  destroying,  destruction. 

Ut-pdtita,  as,  d,  am,  pulled  up  by  the  roots, 
eradicated,  torn  out. 

Ut-pdtin,  i,  inl,  i,  (often  at  the  end  of  compounds) 
eradicating,  extirpating. 

Ut-pdtya,  ind.  having  plucked  up. 

"3ff1{ut-pat  (ud-p°),  cl.  i.  P.  -patati,  -ti- 
tum,  to  fly  or  jump  up,  to  rise,  to  be  produced,  ori- 

ginate :  Caus.  -patayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  fly  up. 
Ut-pata,  as,  m.  a  bird ;   going  upwards  or  up. 

—  Utpata-nipatd,  f.  flying  up  and  down. 
Ut-patat,  an,  and,  at,  flying  upwards  or  onwards. 
Vt-pataiia,  am,  n.  rising,  ascending,  going  up; 

birth,  production. 
Ut-patita,  as,  d,  am,  springing  up,  risen,  ascended. 
Ut-patitavya  as,  d,  am,  to  be  flown  upwards. 
Ut-patitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  rising,  jumping  up,  going 

upwards. Ut-patishnu,  us,  us,  u,  rising,  jumping  up. 
Ut-pata,  as,  m.  flying  up,  a  spring,  jump  ;•  an 

unusual  or  startling  event  boding  calamity,  a  portent, 
prodigy,  phenomenon;  any  public  calamity,  as  an 
eclipse,  meteor,  earthquake.  —  Utpdta-vata,  as,  m.  a 
whirlwind,  a  hurricane. 

Ut-pitalca,  as,  m.  a  fabulous  animal  with  eight 
legs,  (written  also  ut-pddaka,  q.  v.) ;  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

3rmil°ti  ut-patdka,  as,  d,  am,  with  raised 
flags ;  with  uplifted  banners ;  (a),  f.  a  raised  banner 
or  Aag.—Ut-patdka-dhvaja,  as,  d,  am,  with  raised 
banners  and  flags. 

«r<<«4  ut-patha,  as,  m.  wrong  road,  bad 
way,  error,  evil ;  (am),  ind.  astray,  on  the  wrong 
road. 

TPl^  ut-pad  (ud-p°),  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate, 
-pattum,  to  arise,  rise,  originate,  be  produced : 
Caus.  -pddayatt,  -yitum,  to  produce,  beget,  gene- 

rate, cause,  effect;  to  cause  to  issue  or  come  forth, 
bring  forward. 

Ut-patti,  is,  f.  arising,  birth,  production,  origin ; 
becoming  visible,  coming  into  existence ;  production 
in  general,  profit,  productiveness;  producing  as  an 
effect  or  result,  giving  rise  to  or  generating  as  a  con- 

sequence ;  resurrection.  —  Utpatti-kdlina,  as,  a,  am, 
taking  place  at  the  time  of  birth.  —  Utpatti-prayoga, 
as,  m.  production  by  the  joint  operation  of  cause  and 

effect ;  purport,  meaning.  —  I'tpatti-mat,  an,  all, at, 
produced,  born.  —  Utpatti-vyanjaka,  as,  m.  a  type 
of  birth  (as  investiture) ;  a  mark  of  the  twice-born. 
Ut-panna,  as,  d,  am,  risen,  gone  up ;  arisen,  born, 

produced  ;  produced  unexpectedly  ;  acquired,  gained  ; 
occurred,  happened ;  effected,  accomplished  ;  known, 
ascertained.  —  Utpanna-tantu,  MS,  us,  u,  having  a 
line  of  descendants.  —  Utpanna-tva,  am,  n.  origin, 
production.  —  Utpanna-bhakshin,  i,  ini,  i,  living 
from  hand  to  mouth.  —  Utpanna-mnditn,  ?,  int,  t, 
perishing  as  soon  as  produced. 

Ut-pada,  as,  m.  coming  forth,  birth,  production. 
—  Utpdda-purva,  am,  n.  title  of  the  first  of  the 
fourteen  Purvas  or  older  sacred  writings  of  the  Jainas. 
—  Ut-pada-iayana,  see  s.  v.  next  col. 
Ut-pddaka,  as,  d,  am,  bringing  forth,  producing, 

productive,  effective ;  (as),  m.  a  producer,  a  genera- 
tor; a  fabulous  animal,  called  S'arabha,  with  eight 

legs;  written  also  utpdtaika  ;  (ikd),  (.  a  certain 
insect,  perhaps  the  white  ant  (termes) ;  N.  of  the 
pot-herb  Enhydra  Hingtsha,  also  of  Basilla  Rubra  or 
Lucida ;  (am),  n.  origin,  cause. 

Ut-pddana,  as,  d,  am,  bringing  forth,  producing, 
productive ;  (am),  n.  producing,  generating,  beget- 

ting, causing. 

Ut-pddita,  as,  d,  am,  produced,  effected ;  gene- 
rated, begotten. 

Ut-pddin,  i,  int,  i,  produced,  born  ;  (at  the  end 
of  compounds)  bringing  forth,  producing. 
Ut-pddya,  ind.  having  produced  ;  having  begotten  ; 

having  inspired. 
Ut-pddyamdna,  at,  a,  am,  being  produced  or 

generated. ^rMrt  i.  utpala,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  pal  for 
pat  with  ud,  to  burst  upwards  as  a  blossom  ?),  the 
blue  lotus,  Nymphaea  Cserulea,  a  seed  of  the  Nym- 
phaea  ;  the  plant  Costus  Speciosus  ;  any  water-lily  ;  a 
plant  in  general  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  who  built  a 
sanctuary,  of  an  astronomer  ;  N.  of  a  lexicographer  ; 

(d),  f.,  N.  of  a  river;  (T),  f.  a  kind  of  cake  made 
with  unwinnowed  corn.  —  Utpala-yftndhika,  am,  n. 
a  species  of  sandal  of  the  colour  of  brass  and  very 
fragrant.  —  Utpala-taJcshus,  us,  us,  its,  lotus-eyed, 
fine-eyed.  —  Utpala-pattra,  am,  n.  the  leaf  of  a 
Nymphaea  ;  a  wound  caused  by  the  finger-nail  of  a 
woman  ;  a  Tilaka  or  mark  on  the  forehead,  made 
with  sandal  &c.  by  the  Hindus;  a  broad-bladed 
knife  or  lancet.  —  Utpala-pattraka,  am,  n.  a  broad- 
bladed  knife  or  lancet  used  by  surgeons.  —  Utpala- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  built  by  Utpala.  —  Ut- 
pala-lihedyaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bandage.  —  Utpala- 
mdld,  (.,  N.  of  a  lexicon.  •-  Utpakwdja,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  poet.  —  Utpala-vatl,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Utpala- 

varnd,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Utpala-s'dka,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  plant.  —  Utpala-ddrivd,  f.  the  plant  Ichno- 
carpus  Frutescens.  —  Utpaldksha  (°la-ak°),  ox,  m., 
and  utpaldpida  (°la-dp°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  princes. 
—  Utpalabha  (°la-abh°),  as,  d,  am,  lotus-like,  re- 

sembling a  lotus.  —  Utpald-vana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

region  in  Pan<5ala. 
Utpalaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  of  a  king  of the  Nagas. 

Utpalin,  I,  ini,  i,  abounding  in  lotus  flowers  ; 
(ini),  f.  an  assemblage  of  lotus  flowers  ;  a  species  of 
the  AtijagatT  metre,  the  same  as  Candrika  ;  N.  of  a 
river  ;  title  of  a  dictionary. 

3fMrt  2.  ut-pala,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ud  and 
pala,  flesh),  fleshless,  emaciated  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of a  hell. 

iit-pavana.     See  under  vt-pu. 

ut-pasya,  as,  d,  am,  looking  up  or 

upwards. 
ut-pada-sayana,  as,  m.  a  kind 

of  partridge,  Parra  Jacana  or  Gcensis,  (sleeping  with legs  erect.) 

4ri4K4U  ut-pdrana,  am,  n.,Ved.  transport- 
ing over,  transportation. 

utpdll,  f.  health  (etym.  doubtful). 

ut-pihjara,  as,  d,  am,  uncaged, 
uncoufined. 

Ut-pinjala,  at,  d,  am  (I  substituted  for  r),  out  of 
order,  disordered,  excessively  confused  ;  uncaged. 

afrnr*j  ut-pitsu,  us,  us,  u  (Desid.  of  ut- 
pat,  q.  v.),  desirous  of  rising  or  flying  away  or  pro- 
ceeding. 

Tfi*r«ls  ut-plsh  (ud-p°),  cl.  7.  P.  -pinashti, 
-peshtum,  to  rub  together  ;  to  crush,  grind. 

Ut-pishta,  as,  a,  am,  rubbed,  ground  ;  (am),  n. 
a  disease,  a  grating  of  the  bones  or  of  the  joints  upon 
each  other. 

^rlls  ut-pid  (ud-p°),  cl.  10.  P.  -pidayati, 
•yitum,  to  press  upwards,  to  press  out  of. 
Ut-pida,  as,  m.  pressing  out,  pressure;  foam, froth,  a  gush. 

Ut-pldana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  pressing  out. 

3rjj«j.M  ut-pu6ihaya,  nom.  (fr.  ud-puf£ha) 
A.  ntpv/'tluayale,  to  raise  or  cock  the  tail  ;  P.  -yati, 
to  make  one  raise  the  tail. 

'37^73!  ut-putaka,  as,  m.  a  disease  of  the 
external  ear  ;  [cf.  ut-pdta.] 



152 ut-pulaka. 
ut-sedha. 

ut-pulaka,  as,  a,  am,  joyful,  de- 
lighted. 

T?^  ut-pu  (ud-pu),  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -pundti, 
-punitf,  -pavitum,  to  cleanse,  purify;  to  extract 
anything  that  has  been  purified. 

I  t-/>acana,  am,  n.  cleaning,  cleansing;  straining 
liquids  for  domestic  or  religious  uses  ;  any  implement 
for  cleaning  ;  the  act  of  sprinkling  clarified  butter  or 
other  fluids  on  the  sacrificial  fire  with  two  blades  of 

KuSa  grass,  the  ends  of  which  are  held  in  either  hand 
and  the  centre  dipped  into  the  liquid. 

Ut-patitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  purifying  ;  a  purifier. 

I  'l-pava,  a»,  m.  purifying  ghee  &c. 
TrtffaV  ut-poshadha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  old 

king. 

TrTM  ut-prabha,  as,  a,  am,  flashing  forth 
or  diffusing  light,  shining. 

ut-prasava,  as,  m.  abortion. 

ut-prasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  as  with 
pra  and  ud),  hurling,  throwing  afar  ;  violent  burst 
of  laughter;  ridicule,  derision;  excess. 
Ut-prasana,  am,  n.  =  the  preceding. 

"ZTRt^ut-prush,  t,  f.,  Ved.  that  which  bub- 
bles up,  a  bubble. 

TriNr  ut-preksh  (ud-pra-iksh),  cl.  i.  A. 

-preksJiate,  -shitum,  to  look  up  to  with  attention 
(as  a  pupil  to  his  teacher)  ;  to  perceive  ;  to  transfer 
(with  loc.);  to  compare  one  thing  with  another, 
illustrate  by  a  simile. 

Ut-prekshaiia,  am,  n.  looking  into,  perceiving, 
foreseeing,  comparing. 

Ut-preksha,  f.  overlooking,  disregarding,  careless- 
ness, indifference  ;  (in  rhetoric)  comparison  in  general, 

simile,  illustration,  metaphor  ;  a  parable  ;  an  ironical 

comparison.  ••  Utprekshd-vallabha,  as,  ni.,  N.  of  a 

poet. 
Ut-prekshita,  as,  a,  am,  compared  (as  in  a  simile). 
Vt-prekshya,  as,  a,  am,  that  with  which  anything 

is  compared. 

TEJ  ut-plu  (ud-p°\  cl.  I.  A.  -plavate, 
-plotum,  to  jump  up,  leap  up  ;  to  bound;  to  spriqg 
or  jump  upon  ;  to  float  upon. 

I't-pliira,  as,  m.  a  jump,  leap,  bound  ;  (a),  f.  a  boat. 
Ut-plavana,  am,  n.  jumping  or  leaping  up,  spring- 

ing upon  ;  skimming  off  impure  oil  or  ghee,  or  any 
dirt  floating  on  a  fluid,  by  passing  a  blade  of  Kusa 

grass  over  it. 

L't-pluta,  as,  a,  am,  jumped  up  or  upon,  sprung 
upon  suddenly. 

Ut-plulya,  ind.  having  sprung  up  or  jumped  upon. 

JrMiM  ut-phal  (ud-ph°),  cl.  I.  P.  -phalati, 
-litum,  to  spring  ;  to  part  asunder,  to  expand  (as  a 
flower):  Caus.  P.  -phdlayati,  -yittim,  to  open, 
open  wide,  cause  to  expand. 

Utsphdla,  at,  m.  a  jump,  a  spring,  leaping  up  or 
out  of,  moving  or  shuffling  of  feet. 

I't-pKulla,  at,  a,  am  (phulla  pass.  part,  of  rt. 
pluil),  widely  opened  (as  the  eyes)  ;  blown  as  a 
flower  ;  swollen,  increased  in  bulk  ;  sleeping  supinely  ; 
(am),  n.  a  kind  of  coitus. 

ut-phala,  am,  n.  excellent  fruit. 

utsa,  as,  m.  (fr.  2.  ud),  Ved.  a  "spring, 
a  fountain  (metaphorically  applied  to  the  clouds). 

—  Utsa-dhi,  w,  m.,Ved.  the  receptacle  of  a  spring,  a well. 

ut-saktha,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  opening 
the  thighs. 

TRTJf  ut-sanga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sanj  with 
ud),  embrace,  association,  union  ;  slope,  side  ;  the 
haunch  or  part  above  the  hip;  the  lap  ;  the  acclivity 
or  edge  of  a  hill  ;  the  roof  of  a  house  ;  the  bottom 
or  deep  part  of  an  ulcer  ;  a  high  number  =  100 
VivJhai. 

,  a»,  a,  am,  associated,  combined,  joined. 
/  1-suinjin,  i,  ini,i,  associating  or  combining  with, 

an  associate,  a  partner ;  deep-seated,  as  an  ulcer ;  (i), 
m.  an  ulcer,  a  deep  sore ;  (ini),  f.  pimples  on  the 
inner  edge  of  the  eyelids. 

I't-saiijana,  am,  n.  leading  upwards. 

7W7  ut-sad  (ud-s°),  cl.  I.  P.  -sidati,  -sat- 
tiun,  to  sink,  settle  down,  fall  into  ruin  or  decay ;  to 

leave  off;  to  rise  up :  Caus.  P.  -sidayati,  •yitum, 
to  destroy,  overturn. 

Ut-sanna,  ae,  a,  am,  decayed,  in  ruins ;  destroyed, 
overturned ;  disused,  fallen  into  disuse ;  risen,  in- 

creased. —  Utsanna-dhanna,  as,  or  utsanna-yeyna, 
as,  m.  an  interrupted  or  suspended  sacrifice. 
Ut-sdda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  particular  part  of  the sacrificial  animal. 

I't-sddaka,  as,  a,  am,  destroying,  overturning. 
Ut-sadana,  am,  n,  destroying,  overturning ;  sus- 

pending, interrupting,  omitting ;  cleaning  the  person 
with  perfumes,  rubbing  or  chafing  the  limbs ;  healing 
a  sore,  causing  it  to  fill  up;  going  up,  ascending, 

rising ;  raising,  elevating  ;  ploughing  a  field  twice  or thoroughly. 

Ut-sddaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  destroyed ;  to  be 
effected ;  to  be  gone  up  or  ascended ;  (am),  n.  any 
application  to  a  sore  producing  granulations. 

Ut-sddita,  as,  a,  am,  destroyed,  overturned; 

cleansed,  purified  with  oil,  perfumes,  &c. ;  risen,  as- 
cended ;  raised,  elevated. 

Ut-saditavya,  or  ut-sadya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  de- 
stroyed. 

K4,  &c.     See  under  ut-sri. 

-sarga.     See  under  ut-srij. 

J'rtH  utsava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.i.su  with  ud?), 
enterprise,  beginning ;  a  festival,  a  jubilee ;  joy,  glad- 

ness ;  merry-making ;  height,  elevation,  insolence ; 
passion,  wrath ;  wish ;  rising  of  a  wish ;  a  section  of  a 
book.  —  Utsava-sanketa,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

TRT?  ut-sah  (ud-s°),  cl.  i.  A.  -sahate, 
-saJtitum  or  -sodhum,  to  be  able,  to  be  adequate, 
to  have  power  (with  inf.,  or  with  dat.  of  an  abstract 

noun) ;  to  act  with  courage  or  energy :  Caus.  -saha- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  animate,  encourage,  excite ;  Desid. 
of  the  Caus.  -sisdhayishati,  to  wish  to  excite. 

Ut-sdha,  as,  m.  power,  strength,  strength  of  will, 
resolution  ;  effort,  perseverance,  strenuous  and  con- 

tinued exertion,  energy ;  firmness,  fortitude  ;  hap- 
piness ;  a  thread.  —  Utsdha-rat,  an,  all,  at,  active, 

energetic,  persevering.  —  Utsdha-vardhana,  o«,m.the 
heroic  rasa  or  feeling ;  (am),  n.  increase  of  energy, 
heroism.  —  Utsdha-sampanna,  as,  d,  am,  active, 

persevering. 
Ut-sdhana,  am,  n.  effort,  perseverance. 
Utsdhin,  i,  ini,  i,  active,  persevering. 

jfVw-«4x  ut-si(  (ud-s°),  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -sihfati, 
•te,  -sekhim,  to  sprinkle,  pour,  to  spread ;  to  make 
proud :  Pass,  -stfyate,  to  spout  or  foam  up  or  over ; 
to  be  puffed  up ;  to  overflow,  increase. 

Ut-sikta,  as,  a,  am,  sprinkled ;  flooded,  abun- 
dantly furnished ;  elevated,  raised,  haughty,  proud, 

rude ;  enlarged,  increased ;  disordered,  disturbed  in 
mind  Sec. 

Ut-sidyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  foaming  or  spouting 
up,  showering  ;  increasing,  overflowing,  growing. 

Ut-seka,  as,  m.  sprinkling,  pouring ;  foaming  up- 
wards, spouting  out  or  over,  showering ;  overflow, 

increase,  enlargement ;  haughtiness,  pride. 
Ulsckin,  I,  ini,  i,  overflowing ;  proud,  haughty, 

puffed  up. 
Vt-sefana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  showering  or  spout- 

ing upwards,  boiling  or  foaming  over. 

4r«<*  utsuka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  i .  ud  and  suka  ; 

the  latter  does  not  exist  separately,  but  may  be  derived 
from  the  particle  m,  as  anuka  fr.  anu,  aJihika 
fr.  tibhi ;  cf.  also  utka),  restless,  uneasy,  unquiet, 
anxious ;  anxiously  desirous,  zealously  active,  striving 

or  making  exertions  for  any  object  (c.g.jayotsuka, 

anxiously  striving  for  victory) ;  eager  for,  fond  of,  at- 
tached to ;  regretting,  repining,  missing,  sorrowing 

for ;  (as),  m.  (?)  longing  for.  —  Utsuka-ld,  f.  or 
uteuht-tm,  am,  n.  restlessness,  uneasiness,  unquiet- 
ness,  zeal ;  attachment,  affection  ;  sorrow,  regret. 

Utsukaya,  noin.  A.  utsukdyate,  to  become  un- 

quiet &c. "tW^  ut-sutra,  as,  a,  am,  unstrung ;  irre- 
gular, out  of  rule,  loose,  detached. 

TRHC  ut-sura,  as,  m.  evening,  twilight 
(when  the  sun  sets). 
Utsurya.    See  under  otsuryam. 

"3TJJ  ut-sri  (ud-sri),  Caus.  P.  -sarayati, 
-yitum,  to  expel,  turn  out,  drive  away. 

Ut-sara,  as,  m.  a  species  of  the  Ati-sakvar!  metre, 
consisting  of  four  verses  of  fifteen  syllables  each. 

Ut-sarya,  f.  a  cow  when  grown  up  and  fit  to  take 
the  bull. 
Ut-sdraka,  as,  m.  one  who  drives  away  the  mob 

from  a  person  of  rank,  a  policeman;  a  guard,  a 

guardian. 

Ut-sdrana,  am,  n.  moving,  causing  to  move,  re- 
moving, keeping  at  a  distance,  driving  out  of  the 

way ;  assisting  any  one  to  step  out  (of  a  palanquin 

&c.) ;  reception  of  a  guest. 

ar*f»^  ut-srij  (ud-s°),  cl.  6.  P.  -srijati, 
-srashtum,  to  pour  out,  emit,  send  forth ;  to  let 
loose ;  to  cast  forth  or  away ;  to  lay  aside,  quit,  leave, 
abandon,  avoid,  eschew ;  to  abolish  (a  rule  &c.). 

Ut-sarga,  as,  m.  pouring  out,  pouring  forth,  emis- 
sion, dejection,  excretion,  voiding  by  stool  &c. ; 

laying  aside,  abandoning,  resigning,  quitting,  retiring 
from,  suspending ;  loosening,  delivering  ;  oblation, 
libation ;  presentation  of  anything  promised  to  a 
god  or  Brahman  with  suitable  ceremonies  ;  giving, 
donation ;  a  particular  ceremony  on  suspending  a 
Vedic  lecture;  (in  gram.)  any  general  precept  or 

rule  (opposed  to  apavdila,  special  rule  or  exception, 
and  so  called  because  only  abolished  in  express  cases 

by  a  substitute).  —  Utsarga-tas,  ind.  generally,  i.e. 
without  any  special  limitation. 
Utsargin,  i,  ini,  i,  leaving  out  or  off;  omitting, 

abandoning,  quitting. 

Ut-sarjana,  am,  n.  letting  loose,  abandoning, 
leaving,  &c. ;  gift,  donation,  oblation  ;  suspending  (a 
lecture  in  the  Veda),  a  ceremony  connected  with  it. 

Ut-sisrikshu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  create. 
Vt-srijya,  ind.  having  abandoned,  having  quitted. 
Ut-srishla,  at,  a,  am,  left,  abandoned;  given 

up,  given,  presented  ;  poured  forth,  cast  into  or  upon. 
—  Utsrishta-pa&i,,  us,  m.  a  bull  set  at  liberty  upon 
particular  occasions,  as  on  a  marriage  &c.,  and  allowed 
to  go  about  at  will.  —  Utsrishta-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one 
who  has  let  fall,  who  has  shed  (a  tear  &c.). 

Ut-srish/i,  is,  f.  abandonment,  letting  go,  emission. 

Uterashiu-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  wishing  to  let  go  or 

put  down. TWJ  ut-srip  (ud-s°),  cl.  I.  P.  -sarpati, 
-sarptum  or  -sraptum,  to  go,  glide  or  soar  upwards, 

to  spread  out. 

Ut-sarpa,  as,  m.  going  or  gliding  upwards ;  swell- 

ing, heaving. 
I't-sarpana,  am,  n.  gliding  upwards;  swelling, 

heaving. 

Vt-sarpita,  as,  d,  am,  gliding  or  going  upwards ; 

heaving,  heaved,  undulating. 
Ut-mrpin,  i,  ini,  i,  moving  or  gliding  upwards ; 

rising ;  soaring ;  (ini),  f.  a  Jaina  division  of  time,  a 

long  period  described  as  ten  crores  of  crores  of  oceans 
of  years ;  this  period  alternates  with  one  of  similar 
duration.  See  ava-sarpini. 

TWV  ut-sedha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  sidh  with 

ud),  height,  elevation;  thickness,  fatness,  obesity; 
intumescence ;  excelling,  sublimity ;  the  body ;  (am), 

n.  killing,  slaughter. 
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ut-sthala,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  island. 

ut-smi  (ud-s°),  cl.  I.  A.  -smayate, 
-smetum,  to  smile  at,  deride :  Cans.  P.  -smdyayati, 
-yitum,  to  make  a  fool  of  one. 
Ut-smaya,  as,  m.  a  smile. 
Ut-smayat,  an,  and,  at,  smiling. 

TRT  ntsya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  a<sa),Ved.  coming 
from  a  well  or  fountain  (as  water). 

JrWMM  utsvapnaya,  nom.  (fr.  ud-svapna) 

A.  utsvapndyate,  to  talk  in  one's  sleep ;  to  dream 
uneasily. 

77  i.  urf,  a  particle  and  prefix  to  verbs 

and  nouns.  (As  implying  superiority  in  place,  rank, 
station,  or  power)  up,  upwards ;  upon,  on ;  over, 
above.  (As  implying  separation  and  disjunction) 
out,  out  of,  from,  off,  away  from,  apart.  (According 
to  native  authorities  ud  may  also  imply  publicity, 
pride,  indisposition,  weakness,  helplessness,  binding, 
loosing,  existence,  acquisition.) 
Ud  is  not  used  as  a  separable  adverb  or  preposition ; 

in  those  rare  cases,  in  which  it  appears  in  the  Veda 

uncompounded  with  a  verb,  the  latter  has  to  be  sup- 
plied from  the  context  (e.  g.  ud  utsam  iatadhdrain, 

out  (pour)  a  fountain  of  a  hundred  streams). 
Ud  is  sometimes  repeated  in  the  Veda  to  fill  out 

the  verse  (e.  g.  kirn  na  ud  ud  u  harshase). 
[Cf.  Zend  ui ;  Hib.  uas  and  in  composition  os, 

ttis,  e.  g.  os-car,  '  a  leap,  bound/  &c.  See  also  ut- 
tama,  I.  ut-tara,  &c.j 

2.  ltd  or  und,  cl.  'J.  P.  unatti,  undah- 
ra,  undishyati,  aundit,  unditum,  to 

flow  or  issue  out,  to  spring  (said  of  water) ;  to  wet, 
bathe :  Caus.  undayati,  aor.  aimdiilut :  Desid.  umli- 
disttati ;  [cf.  Gr.  tittup ;  Lit.  unda;  Goth,  valo; 

Lit.  wandii'.] 
Uda,  am,  n.  (only  at  the  beginning  or  end  of  a 

compound)  water.  —  Uda-kirna  or  uda-kirya,  as, 
m.  the  tree  Galedupa  Piscidia,  the  baik  of  which  is 
rubbed  and  scattered  into  water  to  stun  the  fishes. 

—  Uda-kumbha,  as,  m.  a  water-jar,  a  jar  with  water. 
—  Uda-grdbha,  as,  m.,Ved.  holding  water.  —  Uda- 
famasa,  as,  m.  a  cup  containing  water.  —  I .  uda-ja, 
as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  ud-aj  3rd  col.),  aquatic,  watery, 
produced  in  or  by  water.  —  Uda-jna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Uda-dhdna,  as,  a,  am,  containing  water. 
—  Udha-dhi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  containing  water ;  (is), 
m.  a  water-jar,  a  reservoir  for  water ;    a  cloud  ;    a 
lake ;   the  ocean.  —  Udadhi-kumdra,  as,  m.  pi.  a 
class  of  divinities,  belonging  to  the  BhavanidhlsSs. 
—  Udadhi-krama,  as,  m.  or  udadhi-krd,  as,  m., 
Ved.  a  voyager,  a  mariner.  —  Udadhi-mala,  as,  m. 
cuttle-fish   bone.  —  Udadfii-mekhald,  f.  the   earth 
(girdled  by  the  ocein).  —  Udadhi-rdja,  as,  m.  the 
king  of  the  waters,  the  ocean.  —  Udailhi-sutd,  f.  the 
daughter  of  the  ocean ;  an  epithet  of  Lakshm! ;  and 
of  DvSraka,  the  capital  of  Krishna.  —  Uda-pa,  as,  a, 
am,  crossing  the  water,  as  a  boat.—  Uda-pdtra, 
am,  i,  n.  f.  a  water-jug,  a  ewer.  ••  Uda-pdna,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  a  well.  —  Vdapdna-mandulea,  as,  m.  a 
frog  in  a  well ;  (metaphorically)  an  inexperienced  man 
of  limited  ideas  who  knows  only  his  own  neighbour- 

hood. —  Uda-pu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  cleansing  one's  self 
with  water,  purified  with  water.  —  Uda-pesha,  am, 
n.  a  paste,  anything  ground  with  water ;  (am),  ind. 
by  grinding  in  water.  —  Uda-prut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  swim- 

ming or  splashing  in  water ;  (Say.)  causing  water  to 
flow. •• Uda-pluta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  swimming  in 
water.  —  Uda-bhdra,  as,  m.  a  water-carrier,  a  cloud. 
—  Uda-bhrijja  and  uda-majja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two 
men.  —  Uda-mantha,  as,  m.  barley-water.  —  Vda- 
megha,  as,  m.  a  watery  cloud ;  a  shower  of  rain. 
—  Uda-ldvanika,  as,  i,  am,  salted,  prepared  with 
brine.  —  Uda-vajra,  as,  m.  a  thunder-shower,  a  water- 

spout. —  Uda-vdpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Uda- 
vdsa,  as,  m.  residence  in  water ;  (am),  n.  a  house 
on  the  margin  of  a  stream  or  pond,  a  marine  grotto 
&c.  —  Uda-vdha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  bringing  water ; 
epithet  of  the  Maruts.  —  Vda-vahana,  am,  n.  any 

water-vessel ;  a  cloud.  •-  Uda-vindu,  us,  m.  a  drop 
of  water.  —  Uda-mvadha,  as,  m.  a  yoke  for  carrying 
water.  —  Uda-vraja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Uda- 
mrdva,  as,  m.  ajar  filled  with  water.  —  Uda-duddha, 
as,  m.  a  water-jar.  —  Uda-dvit,  t,  n.  two  portions  of 
juttermilk  and  one  portion  of  water.  —  Vda-sthdll, 
f.  a  caldron,  a  kettle.  —  Uda-Jiarana,  as,  m.  a  vessel 
for  drawing  water.  —  Uda-hdra,  as,  t,  am,  Ved. 
fetching  or  carrying  water;  (as},  m.  a  water-carrier, 
a  cloud.  —  Udaudana,  see  udakaudana. 

Udaka,  am,  n.  water ;  -udakain  da  or  pradd  or 
Icri,  to  offer  a  libation  of  water  to  a  dead  person 

(with  gen.  or  dat.  of  the  person) ;  udakam  upa- 
gpris,  to  touch  certain  parts  of  the  body  with  water, 
as  prescribed  by  law ;  (the  word  udaka  may  be  used 
alone  to  express  this  ceremony,  e.g.  udakdrtham, 
for  the  sake  of  the  wlaka  ceremony.)— Udaka- 
karman,  a,  n.  or  udaka-kriyd,  f.  presentation  of 
water  to  dead  ancestors  as  far  as  the  fourteenth  de- 

gree. —  Udaka-kdrya,  am,  n.  a  religious  ceremony 
performed  with  water ;  ablution  of  the  body ;  obla- 

tions to  the  dead.  —  Udaka-kumbha,  as,  m.  a 
water-jar.  —  Udaka-krldana,  am,  n.  sporting  about 
in  water.  —  Udaka-gdha  or  uda-gaha,  as,  m.  enter- 

ing the  water.  —  TJddka-giri,  is,  m.  a  mountain 
abounding  in  streams  of  water.  —  Vdaka-fandra,  a 
kind  of  magic.  —  Udaka-da,  as,  d,  am,  a  giver  of 
water,  yielding  water,  offering  water  to  the  manes ; 
(as),  m.  an  heir,  a  near  kinsman.  —  Udaka-ddtrt, 
td,  or  udaka-ddyin,  i,  m.  one  who  presents  liba- 

tions of  water  to  the  manes,  an  heir  or  kinsman. 
—  Udaka-ddna,  am,  n.  gift  of  water,  especially  to 
the  manes,  as  a  religious  or  obsequial  rite.  —  Udaka- 
ddnika,  as,  d,  am,  referring  to  the  above  obsequial 

rite.  —  Udaka-dhara,  as,  m. '  water-holder,'  a  cloud. 
—  Udaka-pareata,as,  m.;  see  udaka-giri.  —  Uda- 
ka-purrakam,  ind.  preceded  by  the  water-rite,  i.  e.  by 
pouring  water  on  the  hand  as  preparatory  to  or  con- 

firmatory of  a  gift  or  promise.  —  Udaka-pratikdita, 
as,  d,  am,  like  water,  watery,  fluid.  —  Udaka-bhara, 
as,  m.  a  yoke  for  carrying  water.  —  Udaka-bhuma, 
as,  m.  humid  soil.  —  Udaka-manjari,  f.  title  of  a 
work  on  medicine.  —  Udaka-mandalu,  us,  m.,Ved. 
a  water-pitcher.  —  Udaka-mantha  or  uda-mantha, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  peeled  grain.  —  Udaka-meha,  as,  m. 
a  sort  of  diabetes,  passing  watery  urine.  —  Udakame- 
hin,  I,  ini,  i,  suffering  from  this  disease.  —  Vdaka- 
vajra,  as,  m.  a  thunder-shower,  a  thunderstorm  with 
rain ;    [cf.  uda-vajra.]  —  Udaka-vat,  an,  all,  at 
furnished  with  water.  —  Udaka-vindu,  us,  m.  a  drop 
of  water.  —  Udaka-vivadha,  as,  m.  a  yoke  for  carry- 

ing water ;  [cf.  uda-vivadha.]  —  Udaka-s'dka,  am, 
n.  any  aquatic  herb.  —  Udaka-fdnti,  is,  (.  sprinkling 
consecrated  water  over  a  sick  person  to  allay  fever. 

—  Udaka-saktu,  us,  m.  ground  rice  moistened  with 
water.  —  Udaka-sparia,  as,  d,  am,  touching  different 
parts  of  the  body  with  water;  touching  water  in  con- 

firmation of  a  promise.  —  Udaka-hdra,  as,  m.  a 
water-carrier.  —  Udakdtman  (°ka-df),  d,  d,  a,  chiefly 
consisting  of  water,  whose  chief  substance  is  water. 

—  Udakdd/idra   (°ka-ddh°),  as,  m.  a  reservoir,  a 
cistern,  a  well.  —  Udakdnta  (°ka-an°),  as,  m.  margin 
of  water,  bank,  shore.  —  Udakdrthin  (%-a-ar°),  5, 
ini,  i,  desirous  of  water,  thirsty.  —  Vdakdhdra  fka- 
dA°),  as,  m.  the  drawing  up  of  water.  —  Udake-fara, 
as,  d,  am,  moving  or  living  in  or  inhabiting  water. 
—  Udake-vi&rna,  as,  d,  am,  dried   in   water,  (a 
metaphorical  expression  for  anything  unheard  of  or 

impossible.)  —  Udakodaiij ana  (°ka-ud°),  as,  m.  a 
water-jar.  —  Udakodara  (°ka-iid°),  am,  n.  dropsy. 
—  Vdakodarin,  i,  ini,  i,  dropsical.  —  Udakaudana 
(°ka-od°),  as,  m.  rice  boiled  with  water. 
Udakala,  as,  d,  am,  watery,  containing  water. 
Udakila,  as,  d,  am,  watery,  containing  water. 
Udakya,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  water ;  ( o),  f. a  woman 

in  her  courses  (requiring  water  for  purification). 
I.  ndan,  n.  (not  used  in  the  nom.  sing.  du.  plur. 

and  the  ace.  sing,  and  du.),  Ved.  a  wave,  water, 
—  Vdan-rat,   an,  all,  at,  Ved.    wavy,    watery, 
abounding  in  water ;  (an),  m.  the  ocean ;  N.  of  a Rishi. 

Udani-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  abounding  in  waves 

or  water. I  .  udanya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  udanyati,  to  irrigate  ; 
to  thirst,  be  thirsty. 

2.  udanya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  watery  ;  (d),  f.  thirst. 
—  Udanya-ja,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  born  hi  or  living  in 

water. 
Udanyu,  u»,  us,  a,  Ved.  liking  or  seeking  water, 

walking  in  water. 
Undana,  unna,  &c.    See  under  und,  p.  159. 

udak.     See  under  2.  ud-an6. 

;j^if  ud-agra,  as,  a,  am,  with  elevated  top, 
having  the  top  upwards,  over-topping,  towering  or 
pointing  upwards;  projecting;  high,  tall,  long;  ad- 

vanced (in  age)  ;  increased,  large,  vast,  fierce,  intense  ; 
excited,  enraptured.  —  Udagra-dat,  an,  ati,  at,  hav- 

ing projecting  teeth,  large-toothed  ;  (an),  m.  an  ele- 
phant with  a  large  tusk. 

J^'H  ud-aj,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -ajati,  -te,  -ajitum, 
to  drive  out,  expel,  pull  off. 

2.  ud-aja,  as,  m.  (for  i.  see  under  uda  ist  col.), 
the  driving  out  or  forth  (of  cattle  &c.). 

Ud-dja,  as,  m.  leading  up  or  out. 

d^«i<«io|i  udajalaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  wheel- 

wright in  the  Paruia-tantra. 

J^y^i.  ud-and  or  ud-a(,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -an- 
(ati,  -te,  -titum,  to  elevate,  raise  up,  lift  up,  throw 
up  ;  to  send  forth,  utter,  cause  to  resound. 
Ud-akta,  as,  d,  am,  gone  up,  raised  up,  risen, 

ascended  ;  sent  forth  ;  uttered. 
Ud-anka,  as,  m.  a  vessel  or  bucket  (for  oil  &c., 

but  not  for  water)  ;  PSnini  III.  3,  1  23,  N.  of  a  man. 
2.  ud-ant!  or  ud-ad,  an,  ifi,  ale,  turned  or  going 

v  upwards  ;  upper,  upwards  ;  turned  to  the  north,  north- 
ern (opposed  to  adhardnd  and  dakshina)  ;  subse- 

quent, posterior;  (i),  ind.  above;  northward;  subse- 
quently; udlfl,  the  northern  did  or  quarter,  the 

north.  —  Udakldt,  ind.,  Ved.  towards  the  north, 

northward.  —  Vdak-patha,  as,  m.  the  northern  coun- 
try. —  Udak-pravana,  as,  d,  am,  sloping  towards 

the  north  ;  proceeding  well  (as  a  sacrifice  ?).  —  Vdak- 
sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Udag-adri,  is,  m. 
the.  northern  mountain  ;  the  Himalaya  mountain  to 
the  'north  of  Hindustan.  —  TJdag-ayana,  am,  n.  the 
sun's  progress  north  of  the  equator,  the  half-year  from 
the  winter  to  the  summer  solstice.  —  Udag-da3a,  as, 
d,  am,  having  the  border  turned  upwards  or  to  the 
north.  —  Udatj-bhuma,  as,  m.  fertile  soil  (turned  up- 

wards or  towards  the  north).  —  Udag-bhumi,  is,  m. 
good  or  fertile  soil.  —  Udan-mukha,  as,  i,  am,  facing 
the  north. 

Ud~an<!ana,  am,  n.  a  bucket,  a  pail  for  drawing 
water  out  of  a  well  ;  (am),  n.  directing  or  throwing 
upwards  ;  rising,  ascending  ;  a  cover  or  lid. 

Ud-an<Hta,  as,  d,  am,  raised  up,  thrown  up, tossed  ;  worshipped. 

Vd-an6u,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

J'^yPrt  ud-anjali,  is,  is,  i,  hollowing  the 
palms  and  then  raising  them. 

^rHliMIr*  ud-anda-pdla,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
fish  ;  a  sort  of  snake. 

uda-dhi.    See  under  uda. 

2.  ud-an,  cl.  2.  P.  -aniti,  -nitum,  to 

breathe  upwards,  emit  the  breath  in  an  upward  direc- 
tion ;  to  breathe. 

Ud-dna,  as,  m.  breathing  upwards,  breathing, 
breath  ;  one  of  the  three  or  five  vital  airs,  that  which 
rises  up  the  throat  and  passes  into  the  head  ;  (with 
Buddhists)  an  expression  of  joy  or  praise  ;  the  navel  ; 
an  eyelash  ;  a  kind  of  snake. 

•»<;•«  ud-anta,  as,  d,  am,  reaching  to  the 

end  or  border  of  anything  ;  (as),  m.  '  telling  to  the 
end,'  full  tidings,  intelligence  -t/  news  ;  a  pure  and 
virtuous  man  ;  supporting  one's  self  by  sacrificing  for 
others  ;  one  who  gets  a  livelihood  by  a  trade  &c. Rr 
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Vdantaka,  at,  m.  news,  tiding?,  intelligence. 
Vd-antikd,  f.  satisfaction,  satiety. 
Vdantya,  as,  a,  am,  living  beyond  a  limit  or 

boundary. 

ttdanya.     See  under  2.  ud. 

ud-aya,  &c.    See  under  ud-i  3rd  col. 

udara,  am,  n.  (fir.  rt.  rt  with  ltd?), 

the  belly  ;  a  cavity,  the  interior  or  inside  of  anything 
(e.  g.  udare,  inside,  in  the  interior)  ;  enlargement  of 
the  abdomen  from  dropsy  or  flatulence,  any  mor- 

bid abdominal  affection,  as  liver,  spleen,  &c.,  a  class 
of  eight  different  diseases  ;  the  thick,  inner  side  of 
the  an  gushtha  or  thumb;  slaughter;  [cf.  Lat.  uterus.] 
—  Udara-granthi,  it,  m.  disease  of  the  spleen,  lit. 

'  knot  of  the  belly'  (a  chronic  affection  of  this  organ 
not  uncommon  in  India).—  Udara-trdna,  am,  n.  a 
cuirass,  armour  covering  the  front  of  the  body  ;   a 

girth,  a  belly-band.—  I'dara-dara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a 
particular  disease  of  the  belly.  —  Udara-pifdia,  as, 
m.  a  glutton,  voracious,  one  who  devours  everything, 
flesh,  fish,  &c.  —  Udara-puram,  ind.  till  the  belly  is 
full.  —  Vdara-poshana,  am,  n.  feeding  the  belly,  sup- 

porting life.  —  Udara-bharana-mdtra-kevaledifhu 
fla-if),  us,  us,  u,  desirous  only  of  the  mere  filling 
of  the  belly.  —  Udaram-bhari,  it,  it,  i,  nourishing 

only  one's  own  belly,  selfishly  voracious,  gluttonous. 
—  I'dara-rat,  an,  ail,  at,  having  a  large  belly, 
corpulent.  —  Vdara-iaya,  of,  a,  am,  sleeping  on  the 
face  or  \x\\y.  —  Vdara-fdndilya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
sage.  —  Udara-earcasva,  as,  m.  an  epicure,  a  glutton. 
—  Udarddhmdna  (°ra-adk°),  am,  n.  flatulence  of 
the  body.  —  Udardmaya  (°ra-dm°),  ag,  m.  disease 
of  the  belly,  dysentery,  diarrhoea.  —  Udaramayin,  ?, 

«'»t,  t,  suffering  from  dysentery  or  diarrhoea.  —  Uda- 
rdvarta  (°ra-av°),  as,  m.  the  navel.  —  Vdaraveshta 
(  ra-dv°),  as,  m.  tape  worm. 
Udaraka,  as,  i,  am,  abdominal. 
Udarilca,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  large  belly. 

1'iJarin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  a  large  belly,  fat,  corpu- 
lent ;  abdominal  ;  (tut),  f.  a  pregnant  woman. 

Udarila,  at,  a,  am,  fat,  corpulent. 
Udarya,  as,  a,  dm,  belonging  to  the  belly  ;  (am), 

n.,  Ved.  contents  of  the  belly  or  what  forms  the 
belly. 

«^t.r«i  ud-arathi,  is,  m.(fr.  rt.riwith  ud?), 
the  sun  ;  the  ocean. 

ud-arka.   See  under  ud-rid  at  p.  155. 

-ar6is,  is,  is,  is,  shining  or  blaz- 
ing upwards,  luminous  ;  (is),  m.  a  N.  of  fire  ;  of 

.S'iva,  of  Kandarpa. 

*<i^ud-arj,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  -arjati,  -jitum, 
to  drive  out,  remove. 

3^  ud-ard,  cl.  i  .  P.  -ardati,  -ditttm,  to 
strike  or  beat  upon. 

l.'d-arda,  at,  m.  (in  medic.)  erysipelas. 
^<;s  ud-arddha,  as,  rn.  (fr.  rt.  rid/i  with 

ltd),  scarlet  fever. 

udala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

,  cl.  I.  P.  -atati,  -vitum,  to  re- 

gard, attend  to  ;  to  wait  for  ;  to  promote,  impel. 

^<»«jf  ud-avagraha,  as,  m.  a  Svarita 
accent  depending  on  an  UdStta  which  stands  in  the 
ava-graha  (q.  v.).  See  tuirovirama. 

a<;mil«1i«(  ud-avasdriiya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 
so  with  ana  and  ml),  Ved.  concluding,  final. 

Ud-avasita,  aim,  n.  a  house,  dwelling. 

•5^51  ud-as",  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -asnoti,  -mite, 
-atitum  or  -ashfum,  to  reach  to  the  top  of,  reach, attain  ;  to  be  able,  be  master  of. 

or  throw  up  ;  to  raise,  erect,  elevate  ;  to  throw  out 

expel. 
I  d-asana,  am,  n.  throwing  up,  raising,  erecting. 
Vd-atta,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  or  cast  up,  raised 

thrown  ;  cast  out,  expelled  ;  removed,  scattered,  hum 
bled,  shamed. 

Vd-asya,  ind.  having  cast  up,  having  tossed  upwards 
having  thrown;  having  expelled,  having  scattered 
having  made  efforts,  having  taken  pains. 

I  .  ud-dra,  as,  m.  throwing  or  directing  upwards 
elevation. 

•1^1*  ud-d-kri,  cl.  8.  5.  P.  A.  -krinoti, 

-nute,  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  expel  ;  to  fetch 
out  of;  to  select  ;  A.  to  overpower. 

3<;i4°Ml  ud-a-khya,  cl.  2.  P.  -khydti,  -turn, 
to  relate  aloud  ;  enunciate. 

J^I'll  ud-d-gd,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti,  -gdtum,  to 
come  up  or  out  towards. 

J^I^TST  ud-d-<laksh,  cl.  2,  A.  -dashte,  to 
declare  aloud. 

4<I*K  ud-a-(ar,  cl.  i  .  P.,  Ved.  -tfarati, 
-ritum,  -rtum,  Ved.  -ritam,  -taxai,  -rate,  -radh 
ijai,  to  rise  from  or  out  of. 

ud-as'ru,  us,  m,  u,  one  whose  tears 
gush  forth,  wreping. 

7<*TT  ud-as,  cl.  4.  P.  -axyati,  -situm,  to  cast 

ud-a-jan,  cl.  4.  A.,  Ved.  -jayate, 

-janitum,  to  arise  from  ;  to  become  visible  above. 

i^A^ud-d-tan,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -tanoti,  -nute, 
•nitnm,,  to  erect  one's  self,  to  rise. 

Jl(\<$\ud-d-da,  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  -daddti,  -da- 
tum, to  lift  up,  elevate. 

I'd-dtta,  as,  a,  am  (for  ud-d-datta),  elevated, 
high,  upraised,  lofty  ;  highly  or  acutely  accented  ; 
great,  illustrious;  generous,  gentle,  and  bountiful; 
giving,  a  donor  ;  dear,  beloved  ;  (as),  m.  the  acute 
accent,  a  high  or  sharp  tone;  a  gift,  donation;  a 
kind  of  musical  instrument,  a  large  drum  ;  an  orna- 

ment or  figure  of  speech  in  rhetoric  ;  work,  business  ; 

(am),  n.  an  ornament  or  figure  in  rhetoric.  —  Uddtta- 
tara,  as,  a,  am,  more  elevated,  more  acute.  —  Udat- 
ta-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  having  the  acute  accent. 
—  Uddtta-maya,  as,  I,  am,  similar  to  the  high 
tone  or  accent.  —  Uddtta-rdghava,  am,  n.  title  of  a 
drama.  —  Uddtta-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  pronounced  with 
the  acute  accent.  —  Uddtta-drutt,  is,  is,  i,  pronounced 
with  the  UdStta  accent.  —  UddttaJruti-td,  (.  the  state 

of  being'  pronounced  with  the  acute  accent. 
s^isti  ud-ddy-anta,  as,  d,  am,  preceded 

and  followed  by  an  UdStta. 

ud-dna.  See  under  2.  ud-an,  p.  153. 

ud-d-ni,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nayati,  -te, 
-netum,  to  lead  up  (out  of  water)  ;  to  elevate. 

3<IM^«rf-op,  cl.  5.  P.,Ved.  -apnoti,  -dptum, 
to  reach  up  to,  reach,  attain. 

4^l(V|  ud-api,is,  m  .,  N.of  a  son  of  Sahadeva. 

3<;  ftHH^ud-dpyam,  ind.,  Ved.  upthe  stream, 

against  stream. 
3qi«««i  ud-d-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  -yafchati,  -yan- 

tnnt.  to  show,  to  make  known. 

ud-dyasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

ud-dyudha,  as,  d,  am,  with  uplifted 

weapon,  upraising  weapons. 

3<5l*_  ud-dra,  as,  d  or  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  rt  with 
ud),  high,  lofty,  exalted,  noble,  illustrious,  generous, 
liberal,  gentle,  munificent,  great,  best  ;  upright,  honest, 
sincere  ;  proper,  right  ;  eloquent  ;  unperplexed  ;  Ved. 
causing  to  rise,  exciting,  driving  forth  ;  (am),  ind. 
aloud  ;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  a  rising  fog  or  vapour  ;  a  sort 

of  grain  with  long  stalks  ;  a  figure  in  rhetoric,  attri- 
buting nobleness  to  an  inanimate  object  ;  (ax),  pi. 

nebulous  forms,  spirits  (i).  —  Udira-farita,as,d,am, 

of  a  generous  disposition,  noble-minded.  ••  Vddra- 

ud-aya. 

Mas,  as,  at,  as,  high-minded,  magnanimous.  —  Udd- 
ra-td,  f.  liberality,  generosity.  —  I'ddra-dhl,  is,  It, 
i,  highly  intelligent,  wise,  sagacious,  noble-minded. 
—  Uddra-vlrya,  as,  d,  am,  of  great  power.  —  Uddra- 
saUva,  as,  d,  am,  generous-minded. 
Udaraka,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

3<;  lOV  ud-drathi,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  rt  with 
ud  }),  Ved.  steaming  (as  a  hot  dish) ;  (SSy.)  rising, 

or  enlightening  the  organs  of  sense ;  (»'«),  m.  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu. 

a<;i<irwi.  uddvatsara,  as,  m.  a  year,  one  of 
the  five  years  forming  a  period.  See  iddvatsara. 

o^i'in  ud-dvarta,  as,  m.  a  class  of  diseases, 
marked  by  the  retention  of  the  excrements ;  disease 
of  the  bowels,  iliac  passion ;  (d),  (.  painful  menstrua- 

tion with  foamy  blood. 

Uddvartin,  i,  ini,  i,  suffering  from  such  diseases. 

^iltj  uddvasu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
Videha,  a  son  of  Janaka ;  [cf.  upavasu.] 

^T^'f  ud-a-vah,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vahati,  -te, 
-vodhum,  to  extol,  to  praise ;  to  draw,  lead  along ; 
to  marry. 

<^l«N  ud-as,  cl.  2.  A.  -dste,  -dsitum,  to  sit 
separate  or  away  from,  to  sit  on  one  side  or  apart, 
not  to  share  in,  not  to  show  interest  in ;  to  be  un- 

concerned about,  to  be  indifferent  or  passive. 

i.  ud-dsa,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  see  under  ud-as), 
indifferent,  unconcerned,  apathetic ;  (as),  m.  a  stoic, 

a  philosopher ;  indifference,  apathy,  stoicism. 

Ud-dsilri,  td,  trt,  tri,  indifferent,  disregarding, 
stoical,  one  void  of  concern  or  affection. 
Ud-dsin,  t,  ini,  i,  indifferent,  disregarding;  (i), 

m.  a  stoic,  a  philosopher ;  one  who  has  no  passion 
nor  affection  for  anything  ;  in  popular  acceptation,  a 
religious  mendicant  in  general,  or  one  of  a  particular 

order. 
Vd-dsina,  as,  d,  am,  sitting  apart,  indifferent, 

free  from  affection ;  (in  law)  not  involved  in  the 

dispute ;  (as),  m.  a  stranger,  a  neutral,  a  common 
acquaintance,  a  person  neither  a  friend  nor  a  foe. 
—  Vddsina-td,  f.  indifference,  apathy. 

<j<;i(Vqri  ud-dsthita,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sthd 
with  d  and  ltd),  a  superintendent,  a  doorkeeper ;  a 

;py,  an  emissary;  an  ascetic  who  has  given  up  his 

vow ;  (as,  d,  am),  set  over. 

^Tt^rT  vd-dhita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.dhd  with 

a  and  ud),  elevated,  raised. 

^T5  ud-d-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati,  -te, 
-Jtartum,  to  relate,  declare,  announce ;  illustrate. 
I'd-dharana,  am,  n.  relating,  saying,  declaring, 

declaration ;  referring  a  general  rule  to  a  special  case, 
an  example  or  illustration ;  an  apposite  argument,  the 
bird  of  the  five  premises  of  rhetorical  reasoning ;  the 
example  or  third  member  in  a  fivefold  syllogism. 

Ud-dhdra,  as,  m.  an  example  or  illustration ;  the 

Beginning  of  a  speech. 
Ud-aharya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  referred  as  a  general 

rule  to  a  special  case. 
I'd-dhrita,  as,  ii,  am,  said,  illustrated,  called, 

lamed,  entitled. 
Ud-d-hHti,  is,  f.  an  example,  an  illustration. 

Tf^  ud-i,  cl.  2.  P.  -eti,  -etum,  to  go  up  or 
roceed ;  to  rise  (e.  g.  as  a  star),  to  come  up  (as  a 

loud) ;  to  go  out  of;  to  come  out  or  arise  from;  to 
escape  ;  to  start  up  ;  to  rise  up  against. 

I'd-aya,  as,  d,  am,  (in  gram.)  following,  coming 
fter  or  upon  (as  one  letter,  accent  &c.  upon  another) ; 

I,  m.  going  upwards ;  rising  (of  the  sun  or  planets 
r  of  a  cloud) ;  the  eastern  mountain  behind  which 
ic  sun  is  supposed  to  rise ;  coming  forth,  creation, 

reduction,  becoming  visible,  appearance,  develop- 
ment ;    light,    splendor ;    conclusion,    result,    conse- 

uence ;  rising,  reaching  one's  aim,  elevation ;  profit, 
dvantage,  income,  revenue,  interest ;  outlet,  exit ;  N. 
f  the  seventh  Arhat  of  the  future  Utsarpini,  =  Uday  5- 
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SVa ;  a  son  of  Yijnika ;  a  follower  of  S'lkya-muni. 
—  Udaya-gupta,  o«,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Udaya-jit, 
t,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Gunala.  •-  Udaya-dhavala,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Udaya-parvata,  as,  m.  or 
udaya-giri,  ii,  m.  or  udaya-toila,  as,  m.  or 
iidaydfola  (°ya-af),  as,  m.  or  udayddri  (°ya- 
ad°),  is,  m.  the  eastern  mountain  behind  which  the 
sun  rises.  —  Udaya-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  capital 
of  Marvar.  -•  Udaya-prastha,  a*1,  m.  the  plateau  of 
the  mountain  behind  which  the  sun  rises.  —  Udaya- 
raja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Udaya-vat,  an,  atl,  at, 
risen.  —  Udaya-stnha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Udaya- 
ditya  (°ya-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  UdayasSva 
(fya-as°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grandson  of  Aj ata-satru. 
Ud-ayat,  an,  antt,  at,  going  upwards,  rising. 
Vd-ayana,  am,  n.  rising,  ascending  (of  the  sun) ; 

exit,  result ;  conclusion,  end ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Agastya ;  N.  of  a  king  of  Vatsa ;  N.  of  a  Purohita  of 
kingSuddhodana.  —  VdayanaoiUdayand<!drya,as, 
m.  a  philosopher  and  violent  persecutor  of  the  Bud- 

dhists. —  Vdayana-<!arita,  am,  n.  title  of  a  play. 
Udayanlya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  an  end  or 

conclusion,  finishing  (as  a  ceremony). 
Ud-ayin,  i,  int,  i,  rising,  ascending,  prosperous, 

flourishing;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Udayi-bhadra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Ajata-satru. 

Vd-dya.     See  s.  v.  try-udaya. 
i.iul-ita,  as,  a,  am,  risen,  ascended,  being  above ; 

high,  tall,  lofty ;  grown,  augmented,  born,  produced ; 
incurred,  experienced.  —  Udita-homin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved. 
sacrificing  after  sunrise. 

I.  ud-iti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  ascending,  rising  (of  the 
sun) ;  going  away  or  down,  setting  (of  the  sun). 
Udr4yamima,  at,  a,  am,  rising. 

«(Vsr  ud-ing,  Caus.  P.  -ingayati,  -yitum, 
to  impart  a  tremulous  motion,  to  vibrate;  to  utter 
with  a  whirring  or  vibratory  sound ;  to  cause  to  whir 
(said  of  the  pronunciation  of  certain  letters). 

Tfi^rT  2.  udita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  vad),  said, 
spoken.  —  Uditodita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  i.  udita  with 
i .  ud-ita),  well-grounded  in  the  Sastras. 

a.  mliti.  is,  f.,  Ved.  speech. 

Tr^rT  3.  udita,  as,  a,  am  (incorrectly  spelt 
for  ud-dita,  see  4.  da),  bound,  tied. 

af^nci  ud-inaksh  (irreg.  Desid.  of  rt. 
naltsh),  Ved.  -inaksTuiti,  to  attain,  obtain,  reach ;  to 
wish  to  gain,  to  pretend  to. 

T^1^  ud-iksh,  cl.  I.  A.  -ikshate,  -shitum, 
to  look  up  to  ;  to  look  at,  regard,  view,  behold ;  to 
wait,  to  delay,  to  expect :  Caus.  -iksTtayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  look  up. 
Ud-ikshana,  am,  n.  looking  up,  seeing,  beholding. 
Ud-ikshya,  ind.  having  looked  up  at,  having  seen. 

«<{1V1«1  udiiina,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  2.  ud-ahf), 
turned  towards  the  north,  northern. 

Udifya,  as,  d,  am,  being  or  living  in  the  north ; 
(as),  m.  the  country  to  the  north  and  west  of  the 
river  Sarasvatt,  the  northern  region;  (as),  m.  the 
inhabitants  of  this  country ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  per- 

fume. —  Udlfya-^vritta,  am,  n.  the  metre  of  the 
inhabitants  of  the  northern  country,  a  species  of  the 
VaitalTya  metre. 

3<{lH  ud-lpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  i.  ltd  and  ap,  water), 
high  water,  an  inundation ;  (as,  a,  am),  flooded. 

a^l ̂ .  ud-lr,  cl.  2.  A.  -irte,  -iritum,  to  rise ; 
to  start  (in  order  to  go  or  to  come) ;  to  move  up- 

wards, ascend ;  to  arise,  originate :  Caus.  -trayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  rise  or  move ;  to  throw  or  cast 
upwards,  to  cast,  throw,  discharge,  to  drive  forward ; 
to  rouse  up,  excite ;  to  raise  one's  voice ;  to  utter, 
speak ;  to  effect ;  to  make  visible :  Pass.  -Iryate,  to  be 
cast  or  thrown  upwards ;  to  be  excited  ;  to  be  uttered, 
announced,  enunciated  ;  to  sound ;  to  issue  forth. 

Ud-irana,  am,  n.  throwing,  casting,  discharging 
(a  missile) ;  speaking,  saying. 
Ud-irita,  as,  d,  am,  said,  uttered ;  excited,  ani- 

mated. —  Vdlrita-dht,  is,  w,  i,  whose  mind  is  active, 
acute-minded. 

Ud-lnfa,  as,  a,  am,  issued  out,  excited,  increased, 
intense;  generous,  great,  excellent.  —  Udlrna-td,  (. 
excitement,  activity,  agility.  —  Udirna-didhiti,  is, 
is,  i,  intensely  bright.  —  Udirna-vega,  as,  a,  am, 
impetuous  in  its  course  (as  a  torrent),  violent. 

I.  ud-irya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  raised,  uttered,  spoken. 
j.  ttd-lrya,  ind.  having  uttered,  having  spoken. 
Ud-iryamdtia,  as,  d,  am,  being  cast  or  discharged ; 

being  spoken  or  uttered. 

V*^ ud-lsh,  cl.  I.  A.  -ishate,  -Ishitum,  to 
rise. 

Vd-lshita,  as,  a,  am,  risen,  elevated. 

*<|Hf  ud-uksh,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -ukshati, 
-shitum,  to  sprinkle  upwards  or  outwards. 

Tj^f  ud-ubj,  cl.  6.  P.  -ubjati,  -jitum,  to 
cleave  asunder  (?)  ;  to  set  up,  erect. 

a5 1  ̂ dumbara^  as,  m.  (Ved.  written  with 
d,  in  later  books  generally  with  d),  the  glomerous 
fig  tree,  Ficus  Glomerata ;  a  kind  of  leprosy ;  a  thres- 

hold ;  a  eunuch ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  glomerous 
fig  tree ;  copper ;  the  weight  karsha.  —  Udumbara- 
parnt  or  udumbara-dald,  (.,  N.  of  the  plant  Croton 
Polyandra.  —  Udumbard-vati,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Udumbala,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  copper-coloured?; 

(Say.)  of  extended  power  (for  uru-bala;  said  of  the 
two  dogs,  the  messengers  of  Yama). 
Udumbhara,  a  word  coined  for  the  etymological 

explanation  of  udumbara. 

^\  ud-ush,  cl.  i.  P.  -oshati,  -shitum,  to 
expel  by  heat. 
Udushta-mukha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  red 

mouth  (as  a  horse). 

<f?Sc5  udukhala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  wooden 
mortar  used  for  pounding  rice  and  separating  the 
husk ;  any  mortar ;  bdellium ;  a  mortar-shaped  joint. 

<3CC  ud-udha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  vah  with 
HI/),  married;  coarse,  gross,  heavy,  fat;  material, 
substantial;  much,  exceeding. 

^?  ud-uh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -uhati,  -te,  -hitum, 
to  push  or  press  upwards,  move  or  bear  upwards. 

Tif  ud-ri,  cl.  3.  P.  -iyarti  (Ved.  aor.  A. 
-drta),  -artum,  -aritum  or  -ritum,  to  start  up, 
rise ;  to  move  up,  raise,  excite :  Caus.  -arpayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  rise. 

T^N«d-r»(f,  k,  f.  (fr.  rt.  rid  with  ud),  Ved. 
that  which  reaches  beyond  (the  present  time)  or 
what  follows,  future  time ;  remainder,  conclusion,  end, 
aim  ;  concluding  part  or  hymn  (?). 

Ud-arka,  as,  m.  reaching  or  extending  beyond, 
surpassing ;  the  future  result  of  actions ;  consequence, 
futurity,  future  time  ;  a  remote  consequence,  reward ; 
conclusion,  end ;  elevation  of  a  building,  a  tower, 
look-out  place ;  the  plant  Vanguiera  Spinosa. 

T<niv  ud-rish,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved.  -rishati, 
-arshitum,  to  split,  pierce  through. 

7^  ud-e  (ud-d'i),  -aiti,  -turn,  to  come  up, 
come  out  of,  arise  from ;  to  step  up  (to  an  altar), 

to  go  out. 

^>^  ud-ej,  cl.   i.   P.  -fjati,  -ejitum,  to 
move,  rise,  shake,  tremble. 

Ud-ejaya,  as,  d,  am,  shaking,  making  tremble. 

•3  <{Vlflxwd-o;'as,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  exceedingly 
powerful  or  violent. 

ud-yandhi,  is,  is,  i,  fragrant. 

-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ga66hati,  -gantum, 
to  go  up,  rise,  ascend ;  to  shoot  up ;  to  go  out,  cglhe 
from,  break  out,  depart ;  to  spread. 

Ud-gata,  as,  d,  am,  gone  up,  risen,  as/ended; 

gone,  departed ;  proceeded  forth  or  from ;  vomited, 
cast  up ;  (n),  f.  a  stanza  of  four  lines,  with  ten  sylla- 

bles in  the  first  three  and  thirteen  in  the  last.  —  Ud- 
yata-iringa,  an,  a,  am,  (a  calf)  whose  horns  are 
just  appearing.  —  Udgatdeu  (°ta-aeu),  ut,  us,  u,  de- 

ceased, dead. 

Id-gati,  is,  f.  going  up,  rising,  ascent;  coming 
forth ;  bringing  up,  vomiting. 

I'd-gama,  as,  m.  going  up,  rising,  ascending, 
elevation  (as  of  a  mountain) ;  rising  (of  the  stars) ; 
going  out  or  away ;  coming  forth,  becoming  visible, 
production,  creation ;  shoot  (of  a  plant) ;  bringing 

up,  vomiting. 
Ud-gamana,  am,  n.  rising,  ascending ;  corning 

forth,  becoming  visible. 
Vd-gamaruya,  as,  d,am,to begone  up  or  ascended ; 

(am),  n.  a  pair  of  bleached  cloths  or  sheets. 

3Sc^  ud-gal,  cl.  I.  P.  -galati,  -litum,  to 
trickle  out,  ooze  out ;  issue  in  drops. 

T5T  ud-ga,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigati,  -gdtum,  to  rise 
(as  the  sun  &c.) ;  to  come  forward,  to  begin. 

asiij  ud-gatri,  &c.     See  ud-gai  below. 
38l<. ud-gdra,  Sec.     See  ud-gfi  below. 

•3S1£  nd-gdh,  cl.  I.  A.  -gdhate,  -gdhitum 
or  -gddhum,  to  emerge. 

Ud-gadha,  as,  d,  am,  excessive,  violent,  much ; 
(am),  ind.  excessively,  much. 

3S|^  ud-gur,  cl.  6.  A.  -gnrate,  -ritum,  to raise  the  voice  in  a  threatening  manner. 
Ud-giirna,  as,  d,  am,  raised,  lifted,  held  up; 

erected,  excited. 

TfJ^  tid-guh,  cl.  I .  P.  A.  -guhati,  -te,  -giihi- 
tum  or  -godhum,  to  pierce  through  and  through,  to twist  through. 

fS  ud-gn,  cl.  6.  P.  -girati  or  -gilati,  -gari- 
tum  or  -litum,  or  -gantwm  or  -fitum,  to  eject  (from 
the  mouth),  spit  out,  vomit  out  or  up,  belch  out,  pour 
out,  discharge ;  breathe  out;  to  rise  from:  Caus.  P. 
-girayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  pour  forth,  to  raise  (a 
sound),  to  cause  to  utter  sounds. 
Ud-gdra,  as,  m.  spitting  out,  ejecting  anything 

from  the  mouth,  vomiting ;  belching,  eructation ;  re- 
lating repeatedly;  spittle,  saliva;  speaking  in  the 

throat,  sound,  roaring,  hissing. 

Ud-gdrin,  I,  inl,  i,  ejecting,  spitting,  vomiting. 
Ud-girana,  am,  n.  vomiting ;  ejecting  anything 

(as  saliva  &c.)  from  the  mouth,  slavering. 
Ud-girna,  as,  d,  am,  vomited  forth,  ejected,  cast 

forth,  breathed  out,  exhaled,  disdained. 

'31,  ud-gai,  cl.  i.  P.  -gdyati,  -gdtum,  to  be- 
gin to  sing ;  to  sing  or  chant  (applied  especially  to 

the  singing  or  chanting  of  the  Sama-veda,  from  which 
one  order  of  priests  take  the  name  of  Udgatri)  ;  to 
announce,  to  celebrate  in  song ;  to  sing  before  any 
one  (with  ace.);  to  fill  with  song. 

Udqatu-kama,  as,  d,  am,  wishing  to  sing. 
Vd-gdtri,  td,  m.  one  of  the  four  chief-priests,  viz. 

the  one  who  chants  the  hymns  of  the  Sama-veda ; a  chanter. 

Ud-gdthd,  (.  a  variety  of  the  AryS  measure,  the 
same  as  the  Giti,  a  stanza  of  four  half-lines,  contain- 

ing alternately  twelve  and  eighteen  instants. 

Ud-glti,  it,  f.  singing;  chanting  of  the  Sama- 
veda  ;  a  variety  of  the  Arya  metre,  a  verse  of  four 
half-lines,  containing  twelve,  fifteen,  twelve,  eighteen 
instants. 

Ud-gttha,  as,  m.  chanting  of  the  Sama-veda,  the 
pffice  of  the  Udgatri ;  the  second  part  of  the  S5ma- 
veda ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Bhava ;  N.  of  a  commentator 
of  Vedic  texts ;  designation  of  Om  or  the  triliteral name  of  God. 

3%*V\^ud-granth,  cl.  9. 1.  P.  A.  -grathndti, 
-nite,  or  -granthati,  -te,  -granthitum,  to  bind  up, 
tie  into  bundles ;  to  tie  up,  truss ;  to  fasten,  wind ;  to 
unbind,  loosen. 
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ud-dharsha. 

Ud-grathita,  at,  a,  am,  interlaced  ;  unbound, 
loosened. 

/  •  i-'imntha,  as,  m.  a  section,  chapter. 

L'd-'jranthi,  is,  is,  i,  untied,  free  from  worldly  tics. 

3s?^  ud-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grihndti  or 

Ved.  -grilhndti,  -nltt,  -rjrah'ttum,  to  take  or  lift  up; 
to  set  up,  erect,  elevate  ;  to  take  out,  draw  out,  take 
away  ;  to  take  away  from,  to  preserve  ;  to  cease, 
especially  to  cease  to  rain  ;  to  break  off,  discontinue 

(speaking);  A.  to  raise  one's  self  :  Cius.-grdhatjati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  take  up  or  out,  to  cause  to  pay  ; 
to  extol,  extol  with  praise. 

I'll-grihita,  a»,  a,  am,  taken  up,  turned  up,  up- raised. 

Ud-grabhana,  am,  n.,Ved.  taking  up,  raising. 
Ud-graha,  as,  m.  taking  up  ;  any  object  that  may 

be  accomplished  by  religious  or  other  acts. 
Ud-grahana,  am,  n.  taking  up,  lifting  up,  taking 

away  or  out. 

I'd-i/rabha,  as,  m.,Ved.  raising,  elevating. 
Ud-graha,  as,  m.  taking  up  or  away;  (in  the  Pra- 

tisakhyas)  the  rule  of  Sandhi  which  causes  the  change 
of  the  terminations  ah,  e,  and  o,  to  a  before  a  follow- 

ing vowel  ;  replying  in  argument  ;  objection.  —  I'd- grdha-padavritti,  is,  f.  the  Sandhi  called  UdgrSha 
before  a  long  vowel.  —  Udgrdha-vat,  ind.  (in  the 

PrStisakhyas)  '  like  the  Udgriha,'  a  term  applied  to 
that  kind  of  Sandhi  by  which  final  a  and  a  appear  as 
tl  before  r». 

Udgrdhanika,  (.  replying  in  argument. 

Ud-grdhita,  as,  a,  am,  taken  away,  lifted  up  ;  de- 
posited, delivered  ;  seized  ;  bound,  tied  ;  excellent. 

exalted  ;  recalled,  remembered. 

'T^Nf  ud-griva,  as,  a,  am,  or  ud-grlvin,  i, 
inl,  i,  one  who  lifts  up  or  raises  the  neck  (in  trying 
to  see  anything). 

T5  ud-gha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  han  with  ud), 
excellence,  happiness  ;  the  hollow  hand  ;  fire  ;  a  model, 
a  pattern  ;  organic  air  in  the  body. 

Ud-ghana,  as,  m.  a  carpenter's  bench,  a  plank  on which  he  works. 

Ud-ghdta,  as,  m.  striking,  wounding,  inflicting  a 
hurt  ;  a  wound,  a  blow  ;  slipping,  tripping  ;  raising, 
elevation  ;  a  beginning,  a  thing  begun  ;  breathing 
through  the  nostrils  as  a  religious  exercise  ;  a  club,  a 
mallet,  a  weapon  ;  the  division  of  a  book,  a  chapter, 
a  section. 

Udghdtin,  «,  jni,  t,  uneven,  having  elevations, 
rough. 

uil-yliitt,  Cuus.  -gliiitnyiiti.  -yitum,  to 
open,  unlock,  unfasten  ;  to  peel,  shell  ;  to  reveal,  ex- 

pose ;  to  undertake,  commence  ;  to  rub  over,  stroke, 
tickle. 

Ud-ghdta,  as,  m.  a  watch  or  guard-house. 
Ud-ghdtaka,  Of,  m.  an  opener,  the  instrument  or 

implement  for  opening  anything,  a  key  ;  (am),  n. 
the  rope  and  bucket  of  a  well,  a  leather  bucket  used 
for  drawing  water. 

Ud-ghdtana,  am,  n.  opening,  unlocking;  an 
opener,  the  instrument  or  means  of  opening,  a  key, 
&c.  ;  the  rope  and  bucket  of  a  well,  a  leather  bucket 
used  for  drawing  water  ;  hoisting,  raising,  lifting  up. 

'  d-fjhdfantya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  opened. 
'  >l  ghdtita,  as,  a,  am,  opened,  manifested  ;  un- 

dertaken, commenced  ;  raised,  hoisted  or  lifted  up  ; 
done  with  effort,  exerted.  —  Udghdtita-jita,  as,  a, 

am,  wise,  intelligent.  -  Uilghdtitdjtga  (°ta-an°), 
as,  a,  am,  naked  ;  intelligent,  wise. 

Ud-gha(in,  i,  <ni,  i,  opening,  commencing. 

'•g*  ud-ghattaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ghatt 
with  uil),  a  kind  of  time  (in  music). 
Ud-ghattana,  am,  n.   kicking   of  a   horse  (?); 

friction;    opening,  opening  upwards  as  a  lid. 
Ud-ghat(Ua,  as,  a,  am,  opened,  unlocked. 

ud-ghasn,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ghas),  flesh. 

-ghush,  cl.  I.  P.  -ghoshati,  -shitum, 
to  tound,  cry  out,  fill  with  cries  :  Caus.  -ghoihayaU, 

-yitum,  to  cause  to  sound  aloud,  to  declare  aloud  ; 

proclaim,  noise  abroad. 
/  'il-i/hushla,  as,  a,  am,  sounded  out  ;  proclaimed  ; 

(am),  n.  sound,  noise. 
Ud-ghosha,  as,  m.  announcing  or  proclaiming 

aloud  ;  popular  talk,  general  report. 

ud-ghrish,  cl.  I.  P.  -gharshati,  -shi- 
tum, to  rub,  comminute  by  rubbing  ;  to  rub  over, 

strike  against. 

I  'l-ijkarshana,  am,  n.  rubbing,  rubbing  up;  rub- 
bing the  skin  with  hard  substances,  as  vitrified  brick 

&c.;  a  cudgel. 

Ud-ghrishta,  am,  n.  a  peculiar  fault  in  pronun- 
ciation. 

"3^51  ud-dansa,  as,  m.  (rt.  darts),  &  bug  ; 
a  mosquito,  a  gadfly. 

d^lli  ud-danda,  as,  a,  am,  whose  staff  is 
raised,  whose  stalk  is  erect  ;  raised  on  a  staffer  pole. 

—  Uddanda-pdla,  as,  m.  a  punisher,  whether  king 
or  magistrate  ;  a  sort  of  snake,  a  kind  of  fish  ;  [cf. 
ud-anda-pala.] 

3^'Q^ud-dantura,  as,  a,  am,  large-toothed, 
having  projecting  teeth;  high,  tall;  terriffic,  for- midable. 

Tip?  ud-dam,  cl.  4.  P.  -ddmyati,  -damitum, 

cl.  10.  P.  -damayati,  -yitum,  to  subdue,  to  over- 
power, become  master  of. 

Ud-dama,  as,  m.  subduing,  overpowering. 
Ud-ddnta,  as,  a,  am,  energetic,  humble,  elevated  ; 

(?  for  ud-vanta),  vomited  by  an  elephant. 

T^T  ud-da,  cl.  3.  P.  -daddti,  -datum,  to 
take  away,  snatch  away. 

<j^i«1  ud-ddna,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  4.  da,  to 

bind,  with  ud},  binding,  confinement  ;  taming,  subdu- 
ing ;  the  middle,  the  waist  ;  a  fire-place  ;  submarine 

fire  ;  entrance  of  the  sun  into  a  sign  of  the  zodiac. 

Ud-dama,  as,  d,  am  (ft.  ud  and  daman,  a  bond), 
unrestrained,  unbound,  set  free  ;  self-willed  ;  unlimited, 

extraordinary  ;  proud,  haughty  ;  large,  great  ;  (a*),1 

m.  an  epithet  of  Yama  ('  whose  noose  is  raised  ')  ;  an 
epithet  ofVaruna;  (am),  ind.  in  an  unrestrained 
manner,  without  any  limits. 

Ud-dita,  as,  d,  am,  bound,  tied. 

zf\o  ud-ddla,  as,  m.  (fr.  dri  with  ud?}, 
the  plant  Cordia  Myxa  or  Latifolia;  also  Paspalum 
Frumentaceum.  —  Udddla-vat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  Gan- 
dharba. 
Udddlaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  above  plants  ;  N.  of 

a  teacher  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  honey.  —  Uddalaka- 

pushpa-bharijikd,  f.  '  breaking  of  Uddalaka  flowers,' 
a  sort  of  game  played  by  people  in  the  eastern  districts. 
Udddlin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

af^MNi  ud-didhirsha.  See  under  i.  ud- 
dhri. 

ud-dina,  am,  n.  midday. 

i  .  ud-di$,  cl.  6.  P.  A.,  3.  P.  -dis'ati, 
-te,  -dideshti,  -deshtnm,  to  show  or  direct  towards  ; 
to  point  out,  signify,  declare,  determine  ;  to  enunciate, 
prophesy  ;  to  mean  ;  to  aim  at,  intend,  destine  ;  to 
explain,  instruct,  teach. 

1.  ud-dii,  k,  (.,  Ved.  a  particular  direction  or  quarter of  the  sky. 

Ud-difya,  ind.  having  shown  or  explained  ;  stipu- 
lating for,  demanding  ;  aiming  at,  in  the  direction  of, 

with  reference  to  ;  towards  ;  with  regard  to,  for,  for 
the  sake  of,  in  the  name  of. 

1'il-itix/ita,  as,  d,  am,  mentioned,  particularized, 
described,  promised. 

Ud-deia,  as,  m.  pointing  to  or  at,  direction  ;  ascer- 
tainment; brief  statement;  exemplification,  illustra- 

tion, explanation  ;  mentioning  a  thing  by  name  ; 
assignment,  prescription  ;  stipulation,  bargain  ;  quarter, 
spot,  region,  place  ;  an  object,  a  motive  ;  upper  region, 
high  situation  ;  (in  NySya  phil.)  the  enunciation  of 
a  thing  that  is  to  be  further  discussed  and  elucidated  ; 

(at  the  end  of  compounds)  relative  to.  ••  Uddes'a-tat, ind.  pointedly,  distinctly  ;  by  way  of  explanation. 
Vd-deiaka,  as,  d,  am,  illustrative,  explanatory; 

(as),  m.  an  illustration,  an  example  ;  an  illustrator, 
a  guide  ;  (in  mathematics)  a  question,  problem. 

/  'tl-itefya,  ax,  d,  am,  to  be  illustrated  or  explained  ; 
anything  to  which  one  refers  or  which  one  hat  in 
view  ;  (am),  n.  the  end  in  view,  an  incentive. 

Ud-deshM,  (d,  trt,  tri,  pointing  out  &c.  ;  one 
who  acts  with  a  certain  scope  or  design. 

ud-dih,  cl.  2.  P.  A.,  Ved.  -degdhi, 
-digdhe,  -dtgdhum,  to  throw  or  heap  up. 
Ud-dehika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (a),  f.  the white  ant. 

3$\l{ud-dip,  cl.  4.  A.  -dipyate,  -dlpitum, 
to  flame,  blaze  up,  be  kindled  :  Caus.  -dipayati, 

-yitum,  to  light  up,  inflame,  illuminate,  excite,  ani- 

mate. 

Ud-dipa,  as,  m.  inflaming,  lighting;  an  inflamer  ; 
animating,  who  or  what  animates  ;  (am),  n.  a  gummy 
and  resinous  substance,  bdellium. 

Ud-dipaka,  as,  a,  am,  inflaming,  exciting,  ren- 
dering more  intense  ;  lighting,  setting  alight. 

Ud-dipana,  am,  n.  inflaming  (as  passion),  exciting, 
animating  ;  illuminating  ;  burning  of  a  body  &c.  ; 

any  aggravating  thing  or  circumstance,  giving  poig- 
nancy to  feeling  or  passion. 

Ud-dipamdna,  as,  d,  am,  lighting  up,  brighten- 
ing, becoming  light. 

Ud-dtpta,  as,  d,  am,  lighted,  set  on  fire  or  alight  ; 
shining  ;  inflamed,  aggravated  (as  passion). 

Ud-dtpra,  am,  n.  bdellium. 

3gV^ud-dris,  cl.  i.  P.  -pasyati,  -drashtum, 
to  see  above  (in  the  sky),  to  look  upwards  ;  to  look 
into  the  future,  expect  ;  to  become  aware  of;  to  doubt  : 

Caus.  -dariayati,  -yitum,  to  make  visible,  cause  to 

appear. 

Ud-dariana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Nagas. 

Ti?  ud-dri,  cl.  9.  P.  -driftati,  -daritum  or 
-rltum,  to  tear  out. 

^STfT  ud-dyut,  cl.  i.  A.  -dyotate,  -titum, 

to  blaze  up,  shine:  Caus.  -dyotayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  shine  :  Intens.  Ved.  -davidyutiti,  to  shine intensely. 

Ud-dyota,  as,  d,  am,  flashing  up,  shining  ;  (o«), 

m.  light,  lustre  ;  revelation. 
Ud-dyotita,  as,  a,  am,  lighted  up,  emblazoned. 

agiq  ud-drdva,  as,  m.  (rt.  dru),  flight, 

retreat,  going  upwards  ;  (as,  a,  am),  running  away. 
Ud-druta,  as,  d,  am,  fled,  retreated,  run  away  ; 

ascended  ;  gone  up  or  upwards. 

3jH  ud-dhan  (ud-han),  cl.  2.  P.  -dhanti 

(Ved.  cl.  I.  P.  -dhanati),  -dhantum,  to  raise  up, 
elevate. 
Ud-dhata,  as,  d,  am,  raised,  elevated  ;  exceeding, 

excessive  ;  haughty,  vain,  puffed  up  ;  excited,  intense  ; 

rude,  ill-behaved  ;  (as),  m.  a  king's  wrestler.  —  Ud- 
dhata-manas,  as,  as,  as,  or  uddhata-manaska, 

as,  d,  am,  high-minded,  haughty,  proud.  —  Vildhata- 
manaska-tva,  am,  n.  pride,  arrogance.  —  Uddhatdr- 
nava-nisvana  (°ta-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  raising  a  noise 
like  the  ocean. 
Ud-dhati,  is,  f.  elevation;  pride,  haughtiness;  a 

stroke,  shaking. 

-dhama.     See  under  ud-dhmd. 

ud-dhaya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  dhe  with 

ud),  who  or  what  drinks. 
ara,  &c.     See  2.  ud-dhri. 

i.  ud-dharsha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  dhrish 

with  ml),  courage  to  undertake  a  thing. 
I  .  ud-dharshana,  as,  a,  am  (or  fr.  next  ?),  animat- 

ing, encouraging;  (am),  n.  animating,  encouraging. 

TJ§  2.  ud-dharsha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  hrish  with 

ud),  great  joy  ;  a  festival  (especially  a  religious  one). 



nd-dharshana. ud-yam. 

2.  lul-d/iarshanu,  ant,  n.  erection  of  the  hair  of 

the  body,  occasioned  by  great  pleasure. 
Ud-dJtarshin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  whose  hair  is  erected ; 

(ini),  f-<  N.  of  a  metre  of  four  verses,  of  fourteen 
syllables  each. 

J^JM  ud-dhava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  hu  with  ud), 
a  sacrificial  fire ;  a  festival,  a  holiday ;  N.  of  a  YSdava, 
the  friend  and  counsellor  of  Krishna.  —  Vddhava-tluta 

and  uddhava-sandesa,  as,  m.  title  of  two  poems. 
—  Uddluiva-brahmana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  copyist. 

d^+ri  nd-dhasta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  A«s/a  and 

<«Z),  extending  the  hands,  raising  the  hands. 

TgT  i.  ud-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  -dadliati, 
-dkdtum,  to  abandon  or  expose  (an  infant) ;  to  set 
up,  erect,  build  up. 

T'd-dhi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  particular  part  of  a  carriage, 
perhaps  the  part  which  rests  on  the  axles ;  an  earthen 
stand  on  which  the  Ukha  rests. 

Ud-dhita,  as,  a,  am,  set  up,  erected. 

T51  2.  ud-dhn  (ud-ha),  cl.  3.  A.  uj-jihlte, 
itd-dhdttim,  to  go  upwards,  move  upwards ;  to  raise  ; 
to  go  away  from. 

I.  ud-dhdna,  as,  a,  am,  gone  up,  ascended. 

3SI1  2.  nddhana,  as,  a,  am  (for  ud-vanta, 
n'1-dhmdta,  and  ud-dkmana ?),  ejected,  vomited; 
inflated,  corpulent;  (am),  n.  ejecting,  vomiting;  a 
fire-place. 

TSfrT  uddhanta,  as,  a,  am  (for  ud-vanta?), 
ejected,  vomited;  (as),  m.  an  elephant  out  of  rut 
(from  whose  temples  the  juice  ceases  to  flow). 

•}£(  ud-dhura,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ud  and  dhur), 
freed  from  a  yoke  or  burden  ;  ceasing  from,  leaving 
off;  unrestrained,  lively,  cheerful ;  heavy,  thick,  gross, 
firm ;  high. 

dtimy  iiddliuslianu,  a  corruption  of  2.  wd- 
ilharshana,  q.  v. 

T5T  ud-dhu,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dhunoti  or  -dhu- 
niiti^-nute,  -dhavitum  or  -dkotiim,  to  rouse  up, 
shake  up,  move;  to  disturb,  excite;  to  shake  off, 
throw  off;  to  expel. 
Ud-dhuta,  as,  a,  am,  shaken  off,  fallen  from  or 

off;  tossed  up,  scattered  above  ;  exalted ;  high,  loud. 

—  Uddhiita-papa,  of,  a,  am,  one  who  has  shaken 
off  (his)  sins. 

3SH1  ud-dhupana,  am,  n.  fumigating. 

aartM  tidd/iulaya,  nom.  P.  -dhiilayati, 

-yitum,  to  powder,  sprinkle  with  dust  or  powder. 

Jeimil  vddkiishana,  am,  n.  horripilation ; 
also  nddhuslmna.  See  i.  ud-dharshaua. 
Uddhushita,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  hairs  erected. 

T5  i.  ud-dhri,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -dharati,  -it, 
-dhartum,  to  draw  out,  raise  up,  make  honoured. 

l~d-ilidhirsha,  f.  wish  to  remove. 

Tg  2.  ud-dhri  (ud-hri),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dha- 

rati, -te,  -dhartum,  to  draw  out,  take  out,  to  extri- 
cate, deliver ;  to  tear  out,  pull  out,  eradicate ;  to 

extend,  elevate,  raise :  Caus.  -dhdrayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  draw  out ;  to  raise  :  Desid.  uj-jilnrsliati, 
to  wish  to  elevate  or  draw  out,  to  elevate. 

Udrdkara,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshas;  (as,  a,  am) 
=ud-dJmra(1). 
Ud-dharana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  drawing  out,  taking 

out,  tearing  out ;  taking  off  (clothes) ;  extricating,  de- 
livering, rescuing ;  raising,  lifting ;  eradication ;  ex- 

termination ;  act  of  destroying ;  taking  a  part  or 
share ;  taking  from  the  GJrhapatya  fire  to  supply  the 
other  sacred  fires ;  vomiting,  bringing  up ;  vomited 
food ;  final  emancipation ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  father 
of  king  Santanu,  the  author  of  a  commentary  on  a 
portion  of  the  Mlrkandeya-PurSna. 

Ud-dharamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  raised  or  taken 
up,  to  be  extracted. 

I'd-dhartavya,  an,  a,  am,  to  be  drawn  out. 
Ud-dhartri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  raises  or  lifts  up ; 

a  sharer,  a  coheir ;  one  who  recovers  property ;  (td), 
m.  a  destroyer,  exterminator ;  redeemer,  deliverer. 
Udrdhdra,  as,  m.  raising,  elevating,  lifting  up ; 

drawing  out,  extraction,  deliverance,  redemption,  ex- 
trication ;  taking  away ;  deduction,  a  part  to  be  set 

aside,  selected  part ;  a  portion,  share,  a  surplus  given 
by  the  Hindu  law  to  the  eldest  son  beyond  the  shares 
of  the  younger  ones ;  the  first  division  of  a  patrimony; 
the  sixth  part  of  booty  taken  in  war  which  belongs 
to  the  prince;  debt,  especially  a  debt  not  bearing 
interest,  obligation ;  recovering  property ;  selecting 

(a  passage),  quoting;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Cocculus  Cor- 
difolius;  (am),  n.  a  fire-place.  —  Uddhara-wbhdf/a, 
as,  m.  division  of  shares,  partition. 

Ud-dhdraka,  as,  a,  am,  who  or  what  raises  or 
lifts,  drawing  out. 

I'd-dharana,  am,  n.  raising,  elevating;  drawing 
out  of  (a  danger),  delivering ;  sharing,  dividing. 

Ud~dhdrita,  as,  d,  am,  taken  out,  drawn  forth, 
extricated,  released. 

Ud-dhrita,  as,  d,  am,  drawn  up  or  out  as  water 
from  a  well  &c.,  raised,  elevated ;  lifted  up,  thrown 
up  or  upwards ;  extracted,  pulled  up  or  out,  eradicated 
or  broken  off;  separated,  set  apart;  divided,  parti- 

tioned ;  selected,  taken  from  or  out  of,  recovered ; 
uncovered ;  dispersed,  scattered  ;  holding,  containing ; 
vomited.  —  Uddhrita-sneha,  as,  d,  am,  skimmed 

(as  milk).  —  Uddhritdri  (°ta-ari),  is,  is,  i,  destroy- 
ing an  enemy.  —  Uddhritoddhdra  (°ta-ud°),  as, 

d,  am,  one  who  has  received  his  share ;  that  from 
which  a  share  has  been  deducted. 

Ud-dhriti,  is,  f.  drawing  out ;  extraction,  an  ex- 
tract; delivering,  rescue. 

Ud-dhritya,  ind.  having  raised  up  or  drawn  out. 

TiflTt  ud-dhma,  cl.  i.  P.  -dhamati,  -dhmd- 

tum,  to  breathe  out,  to  puff,  to  pant,  to  blow ;  to 
inflate,  to  make  known  by  blowing  (a  trumpet  &c.). 

Ud-dhama,  as,  a,  am,  who  or  what  blows ;  (as), 
m.  breathing  hard,  panting ;  blowing,  sounding. 
Ud-dhmdna,  am,  n.  a  stove. 
Ud-dhmdya,  ind.  breathing  out  &c. 

TST  uddhya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vjjh?),  a  river; 
N.  of  a  river. 

ud-dheansa,    as,   m.    (rt. 
hoarseness. 

a  S  "X.  ud-bandh,  cl.  9.  P.  -badhndti,  -ban- 
dhum,  to  tie  up,  hang. 

Ud-baddha,  as,  d,  am,  tied  up,  hung. 
Ud-bandha,  as,  m.  or  ud-bandhana,  am,  n.  tying 

up,  hanging  ;  hanging  one's  self. Ud-bandhuka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one  who  hangs  up. 

33<4  ud-bala,  as,  a,  am,  strong,  powerful. 

TgT?  ud-bahu,  us,  us,  u,  having  the  arms 

raised  ;  extending  the  arms  ;  having  the  trunk  up- 
raised (as  an  elephant). 

^Psrt  ud-bila,  as,  a,  am,  out  of  the  hole, 
(an  animal)  that  has  quitted  its  hole. 

,  cl.  i.  P.  A.,  Ved.  -bodhati, 
-te,  -bodhitum,  to  awaken,  arouse,  excite,  remind. 

Ud-buddha,  as,  d,  am,  awakened,  excited,  re- 
minded, made  to  think  of,  recalled  ;  blown,  budded. 

—  Udbuddha-sanskdra,  as,  m.  association  of  ideas, 
recalling  anything  to  remembrance. 

Ud-bodha,  as,  m.  awaking,  reminding,  incipient 
knowledge. 

Ud-bodKaica,  as,  a,  am,  exciting;  reminding, 
what  reminds  or  calls  to  remembrance  ;  discovering, 
exhibiting. 

Ud-bodhana,  am,  n.  awaking,  arousing  ;  recalling, 
reminding. 

T&Zudbhata,  as,  a,  am,  excellent;  exalted, 

magnanimous  ;  (at),  m.  a  tortoise  ;  a  fan  for  win- 
nowing corn  ;  the  sun  (?). 
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ud-bhava.     See  i.  ud-bhu  below. 

ud-bha,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhati,  -turn,  to  be- 
come visible,  appear. 

3&\&ud-bhds,  Caus.  P.  -bhdsayati,  -yitum, 
to  illuminate,  render  beautiful. 

Ud-bhdsa,  as,  m.  radiance,  splendor.  —  Udbhdsa- 
rat,  an,  ati,  at,  shining,  radiant. 
Udrbhdsayat,  an,  anti,  at,  lighting  up,  irradiating. 

J'd-bkdsita,  as,  d,  am,  lighted  up,  illuminated, 
splendid  ;  ornamented,  graced,  beautified. 
Ud-bhdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  or  ud-bhdsura,  as,  a,  am, 

shining,  radiant. 

Tfk?  i.  ud-bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -bhinatti, 
-bhinte,  -bhettum,  to  break  out,  burst  forth. 

a.  ud-bhid,  t,  t,  t,  breaking  forth,  sprouting,  ger- 
minating ;  penetrating,  coming  to  the  top,  destroying; 

(SSy.)  causing  to  come  forth ;  (<),  m.  a  sprout  or 
shoot  of  a  plant,  a  plant ;  a  spring,  a  fountain ;  a  kind 

of  sacrifice.  —  Udbhij-ja  (cbkid-ja),  as,  d,  am  (less 
correctly  udbhija),  sprouting,  germinating  (as  a  plant 
or  some  lower  animals).  —  Vdbhid-vidyd,{.  the  science 
of  plants,  botany. 

Ud-bhida,  as,  d,  am,  sprouting,  germinating ; 

(am),  n.  culinary  salt. 
Ud-bhinna,  as,  d,  am,  opened,  burst,  budded. 

Vd-bheda,  as,  m.  breaking  through  or  out,  be- 
coming visible ;  a  spring  of  water ;  treason. 

Ud-bhedana,  am,  n.  a  spring  of  water,  fountain. 

7JJ  i.  ud-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -vitum,  to 

exist,  spring  from,  arise :  Caus.  -bhdvayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  exist ;  to  produce  ;  to  use,  employ. 

Ud-bhava,  as,  m.  existence,  generation,  produc- 
tion, birth,  springing  from,  growing.  (Often  at  the 

end  of  adj.  compounds,  e.g.  medhya-vrikshodbha- 
vdni  phaldni,  fruits  produced  by  pure  trees.)  —  Ud- 
bhava-kara,  as,  d  or  »,  am,  productive. 

Ud-bhdva,  as,  m.  production,  generation;  mag- 
nanimity. 

Ud-bhdvana,  am,  n.  passing  over,  inattention, 
neglect,  disregard ;  saying,  speaking. 

Ud-bhdvayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  raising  upwards,  exalt- ing, lifting  up. 

Ud-bhdvita,  as,  d,  am,  neglected,  disregarded; 
said,  declared. 

a.  ud-bhu,  ui,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  persistency, 

lasting. 

Ud-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  born,  produced ;  lofty,  lite- 
rally or  figuratively;  visible,  perceptible,  present.  —  Ud- 

bhuta-rupa,  am,  n.  visible  shape  or  form. 
Ud-bhuti,  is,  f.  elevation,  increase. 

3?f  ud-bhri,  cl.  I.  3.  P.  A.  -bharati,  -te, 
-bibharti,  -bibhrite,  -bhartum,  to  carry  off,  bear 

away. 

TSra  ud-bhyasa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  raising, 
elevating. 

JgHx  ud-bhram,  cl.  I.  4.  P.  -bhramati, 
-bhrdmyati,  -bhramitum,  to  move  about  in  a  wide 

space,  wander,  err. 
Ud-bhrama,  as,  m.  whirling,  flourishing ;  regret ; 

N.  of  a  class  of  beings  attending  on  Siva. 
Ud-bhramana,  am,  n.  moving  or  wandering 

about,  ascending,  rising. 

Ud-bhrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  agitated,  bewildered,  dis- 
tressed; whirled,  flourished,  waved  (as  a  sword); 

(am),  n.  waving  a  sword. 
Udbhrdntaka,  am,  n.  rising  into  the  air. 

^HT  udman,  a,  n.  (fr.  rt.  ud),  Ved.  surg- 

ing, flooding. 
TfT  udya,  as,  m.  a  river ;  [cf.  uddhya.] 

TJTiT^  ud-yat,  an,  ati,  at  (fr.  ud-i,  q.  v.), 

rising ;  (an),  m.  a  star ;  N.  of  a  mountain. 
TH*T  ud-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  -yatthati,  -yantum, 

to  raise  elevate,  uplift,  raise  in  a  menacing  manner ; 

Ss 



158 ud-yata. 
ud-varta. 

to  offer  ;  to  strive,  be  diligent  :  Intern.  Ved.  -i/atnyu- 
iniK,  to  raise. 

I'tl-yata,  at,  a,  am,  raised,  held  up;  active,  per- severing, labouring  diligently  and  incessantly  ;  trained, 
exercised,  disciplined  ;  eager,  prepared,  ready  ;  (as), 
in.  time  (in  music)  ;  a  section,  a  chapter,  the  division 
of  a  book.  —  Jri!yata-kdrmuka,  a»,  a,  am,  with  raised 
bow.  —  Vdyata-ijada,  as,  a,  am,  with  uplifted  mace. 

—  I  'ilyata-itula,  of,  a,  am,  with  raised  spear.  —  Ud- 
yata-sruf,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  raising  the  ladle  to  offer  a 

libation.  ~l'dyatayudha  (°ta-dy°),  as,  d,  am.  with 
uplifted  weapon  or  weapons. 
Vd-yati,  It,  f.,Ved.  raising,  elevation. 

l'il-yautri,  to,  tri,  tri,  raising,  elevating. 
l'd-i/ani<i.  as,  m.  raising  or  lifting  up,  elevation  ; 

raising  the  hands  for  work,  undertaking  anything; 
strenuous  and  continued  effort,  exertion,  perseverance. 

—  I'dyama-bhattga,  as,  m.  breaking  the   efforts, 
discouragement,  dissuasion  ;    desisting.  —  Udyama- 
hhrit,  t,  t,  t,  bearing  or  undergoing  exertions. 
Ud-yamana,  am,  n.  raising,  elevation. 
Ud-yamin,  i,  ini,  i,  undertaking,  persevering,  mak- 

ing effort,  active. 
Ud-ijamtyas,  an,  asi,  as,  Ved.  extending  more 

widely  ;  (SSy.)  excessively  raising. 
I  .  ud-yamya,  at,  a,  am,  requiring  exertion. 
2.  ud-yamya,  ind.  having  lifted  or  taken  up,  hav- 

ing made  exertion. 
Ud-ydma,  at,  m.  erecting,  stretching  out  ;  a  rope, 

cord. 

d-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -turn,  to  go  up 
or  out,  to  rise,  originate. 

['il-ydna,  am,  n.  going  out  ;  walking  out  ;  a  gar- 
den, a  royal  garden,  a  park  ;  purpose,  motive  ;  N.  of 

a  country  to  the  north  of  India.  —  Vdydna-pdla,  of, 
m.  a  gardener  ;  the  master  or  owner  or  keeper  of  a 

garden.  —  I'dydna-pdlaka,  at,  ika,  m.  f.  a  gardener  ; 
superintendent  or  keeper  of  a  garden.  —  Udydna-rak- 
-haka,  as,  m.  a  keeper  of  a  garden  ;  a  gardener. 
Udydnaka,  am,  n.  a  garden,  a  park. 
(Jd-yapana,  am,  n.  bringing  to  a  conclusion,  finish- 

ing, performing,  accomplishing. 
Ud-yapita,  as,  a,  am,  brought  to  a  conclusion, 

finished,  accomplished. 

3Wl<«  ud-ydva,  as,  m.  (rt.  i.  yu),  mixing, 
joining. 

ssm  ud-yata,  at,  m.  (rt.  yas),  Ved.  exer- 
tion, effort. 

ZQi^ud-yuj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yunakti,  -yunkte, 
-yoktum,  to  excite,  incite,  make  active  or  quick, 
stimulate  to  exertion. 

Vd-yukta,  as,  a,  am,  zealously  active,  labouring 
for  some  desired  end. 

I  'it-yoga,  as,  m.  undertaking  anything,  exertion, perseverance,  strenuous  and  continuous  endeavour; 
active  preparation.  —  Vdyoga-panan,  a,  n.  title  of 
the  fifth  book  of  the  MahS-bhSrata.  —  Udyoga-fa- 
martha,  at,,  a,  am,  capable  of  exertion. 
Ud-yogin,  I,  Ini,  i,  active,  laborious,  persevering, 

energetic,  one  who  makes  effort. 

TJ  udra,  as,  m.  (fr.  2.  ud),  a  kind  of 
aquatic  animal,  perhaps  a  crab,  or  an  otter  ;  (at  the 
end  of  some  compounds  =  udaka)  water;  see  an- 
'ulra.  —  rdra-jiaraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  N5ga. 

1'ili-nka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi. 
1'ilrin,  J,  »7ii,  f,  Ved.  springing  (said  of  water), abounding  in  water. 

3  $X  udranka  or  udraitga,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  town  of  Hariscandra,  floating  in  the  air  ;  a  town 
in  general,  =  dramja. 

•37**T  ud-ratha,  as,  m.  the  pin  of  the  axle of  a  carriage  ;  a  cock. 

3  5  iqHrf-r«ra,as,m.  (fr.rt.ru),  aloudnoise. 

Tf^T  ud-rir.  Pass,  -ricyate,  to  excel,  in- 
crease, exceed,  preponderate;  to  abound  in:  Caus. 

•refayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  excel,  augment. 

Vd-rlkta,  at,  a,  am,  increased,  augmented  ;  dis- 
tinct; evident. 

Ud-reka,  as,  in.  excess,  preponderance,  increase, 
overplus,  abundance,  commencement  ;  (d),  f.  the  plant 

Melia  Sempervirens.  —  I'dreka-lihaitga,  as,  m.  the 
stifling  or  discouraging  a  thing  at  the  outset. 

I'drekin,  i,  tin,  t,  (at  the  end  of  compounds) 
abounding  in,  giving  preponderance. 

^5>T  ud-ruja,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  ruj),  destroy- 
ing, breaking  down  ;  undermining,  rooting  up. 

atjlMI  nd-rodhana,  am,  n.  (rt.  rudh=ruh), 
rising,  growing. 

3  s  wd-vat,  t,  f.  (  fr.  i  .  ud),  Ved.  elevation, 
a  hill. 

agwt.  ud-vatsara,  as,  m.  a  year  ;  (a  wrong 
reading  for  id-vatsara,  q.  v.) 

3  S  *{ud-tap,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vapati,  -te,  -vap- 
twm,  to  pour  out  ;  to  raise,  elevate. 
Ud-rapana,  am,  n.  pouring  out,  shaking  out. 
Ud-vdpa,  as,  m.  ejection  ;  (in  logic)  non-existence 

of  a  subsequent  resulting  from  the  absence  of  an 
antecedent. 

vd-vam,  cl.  I  .  P.  -vamati,  -mitum,  to 
throw  up,  eject,  vomit. 
Ud-vamat,  an,  antl,  at,  casting  up,  vomiting. 
Ud-vamana,  am,  n.  ejecting,  emitting,  vomiting. 
Udrvanta,  as,  a,  am,  vomited  ;  (as),  m.  an  ele- 

phant out  of  rut. 
Ud-vdnti,  is,  f.  ejecting,  vomiting. 

TsTT^ttrf-payas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  (perhaps) 
exciting  or  increasing  the  strength. 

osn  ud-varta,  &c.    See  vd-rrit  next  col. 

3SM1  ud-vardhana,  am,  n.  sly  or  sup- 
pressed laughter. 

ud-varkita.     See  under  ud-vrih. 

-vas,  Caus.  P.  -vdsayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  live  away,  to  banish,  expel. 

I.  lid-rasa,  as,  m.  (for  a.  see  next  col.),  banishment, 
exile  ;  abandonment,  setting  free  ;  carrying  out  for 
slaughter,  killing. 
Ud-vasana,  am,  n.  taking  out  of  or  away  (from 

the  fire)  ;  expelling,  banishing  ;  quitting,  abandoning  ; 
taking  out  in  order  to  kill,  killing,  slaughter. 
Vdvdsya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  the  killing  of  a 

sacrificial  animal. 

Tglf  ud-vah,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vahati,  -te,  -vo- 
ifhum,  to  carry  out  or  away,  elevate  ;  to  take  or  lead 
away;  to  bear  up,  raise  up,  elevate;  to  marry;  to 
vomit  (?)  :  Caus.  P.  -vdhayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
marry,  to  allow  any  one  to  expel  his  wife. 
Ud-vaha,  as,  d,  am,  carrying  or  leading  up,  carry- 

ing away,  taking  up  or  away  ;  continuing,  propagat- 
ing; eminent,  superior,  best;  (a*),  m.  son,  offspring; 

the  fourth  of  the  seven  winds  or  courses  of  air,  viz. 
that  of  the  Nakshatras  supporting  these  lunar  con- 

stellations and  causing  their  revolution  ;  the  vital  air 
that  conveys  nourishment  upwards  ;  one  of  the  seven 
tongues  of  fire  ;  N.  of  a  prince  ;  (a),  f.  a  daughter. 

I'll-rii/iiit.  mi,  mitt,  at,  upholding,  supporting,  bear- 
ing, containing  ;  having,  possessing,  assuming. 

Ud-vahana,  am,  n.  lifting  or  bringing  up  ;  carry- 
ing, drawing;  being  carried  on,  riding;  possessing; 

leading  home,  marrying. 

I'd-vdfta,  as,  m.  bearing  up,  supporting,  marriage, 
wedding.  —  Udvaha-karman,  a,  n.  the  marriage 
ceicmoay.  —  rdraha-t'illm,  am,  n.,  N.  ofaworkof 
Raghunandana  on  marriage  ceremonies  ;  [cf.  vtrdha- tattm.] 

I  tl-rdhana,  as,  d,  am,  drawing  up,  that  which 
raises  or  draws  up  ;  (am),  n.  lifting  up  ;  ploughing  a 
field  twice;  anxiety,  anxious  regret;  marriage;  (i),  f. 
a  cord,  rope  ;  the  small  shell  used  as  a  coin,  a  cowri. 

I  :drdhika,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  marriage,  matri- monial. 

Ud-vdMta,  as,  a,  am,  raised,  lifted  or  pulled  up  ; eradicated. 

Ud-vdhin,  i,  ini,  i,  what  raises  or  draws  up  ;  who  or 
what  marries,  relating  to  marriage  ;  (ini),  f.  a  rope. 
Udvodhn-kama,  as,  d,  am,  desirous  of  marrying. 
^Sl^l  ud-vai!ana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  crying 

out  (?). 

ud-vddana,  am,  n.  crying  aloud. 

udvdna,  as,  d,  am  (probably  a  cor- 
rupt form),  ejected,  vomited  ;  (am),  n.  ejecting,  vo- 

miting ;  a  stove  ;  [cf.  uddkdna,  ud-dhmana,  ud- 

rdrato.] 

TgToTua*-rasfynz,  as,  a,  am,  shedding  tears. 
—  Udvdshpa-tva,  am,  n.  the  act  of  shedding  tears. 
^sm  2,  ud-udsa,  as,  d,  am,  or  ud-vdsas, 

ds,  as,  as,  one  who  has  put  off  his  clothes.  (For  I. 
ud-vdsa  see  under  iid-vas.) 

3?5y\ud-vi-ghush,  Caus.  P.  -ghoshayati, 
-yittim,  to  declare  or  proclaim  aloud,  to  cause  to  de- clare aloud. 

-py,  cl.  6.  A.  (ep.  also  cl.  6.  P.  and 
d.  I.  P.  A.)  -vijate,  -ti,  -vejati,  -te,  -rejitum,  to 
tremble,  shake  ;  to  be  agitated,  grieved,  or  afflicted  ; 
to  fear,  be  afraid  of  (with  abl.  or  gen.)  ;  to  grieve, 
afflict,  frighten  :  Caus.  P.  -vejayati,  -yitum,  to  ter- 

rify, frighten. 
Ud-vigna,  as,  d,  am,  sorrowful,  anxious,  grieving 

for  an  absent  \ova,  —  Udvigna-Sitta,  as,  d,  am,  or 
udvigna-manas,  ds,  ds,  as,  depressed  in  mind, 
sorrowful,  anxious,  distressed. 

I'd-vijamdna,  as,  d,  am,  agitated,  afraid. 
Vd-vega,  as,  d,  am,  going  swiftly,  an  express 

messenger,  a  runner,  a  courier,  &c.  ;  steady,  com- 
posed, tranquil;  ascending,  mounting,  going  up  or 

upwards  ;  an  ascetic  whose  arms  by  long  habit  con- 
tinue always  raised  above  the  head  ;  (as),  m.  trem- 
bling, waving,  shaking;  agitation,  anxiety;  regret, 

fear,  distress  occasioned  by  separation  from  a  beloved 
object  ;  admiration,  astonishment  ;  udvegam  kri,  to 
disturb,  to  be  disturbed  in  mind  ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit 
of  the  Areca  Faufel  ;  the  Areca  nut,  called  betel  nut 
because  eaten  with  the  betel  leaf. 

Udvegin,  i,  ini,  i,  causing  anxiety  or  agitation  of 
mind  ;  suffering  distress,  anxious,  unhappy. 

Ud-vejaka,  as,  a,  am,  agitating,  distressing,  annoy- 
ing, causing  pain  or  sorrow. 

I  il-i-ejana,  as,  a,  am,  causing  to  shake  with 
terror,  hurting  the  feelings;  (am),  n.  shaking  with 
terror,  agitation,  anxiety,  affliction  ;  infliction  of  pain, 
torture  ;  regret,  sorrowing  for  one  absent.  —  Udvejana- 
kttrtt,  as,  d  or  F,  am,  inflicting  pain,  punishing, 
torturing,  painful. 

t  ilrejanlya,  as,  a,  am,  causing  terror  or  shaking 
(with  gen.  of  the  person). 

1'il-rejita,  as,  d,  am,  grieved,  pained,  afflicted. 

f&^ud-vlksh  (ud-ti-iksh),c\.  i.  A.  -vlk- 
sltate,  -shitum,  to  look  up  or  upwards,  view,  look  at. 
perceive  ;  to  examine,  consider. 

1'il-rlkihaya,  am,  n.  looking  up  or  upwards; 
seeing,  looking  at. 

/  'drimJesJiya,  ind.  having  looked  upwards. 

•as"l»^  ud-vij,  cl.  10.  P.  -mjayati,  -yitum, 
to  blow  upon,  blow  towards  ;  to  fan  upon. 

Tjf  vd-rri,  cl.  5.  9.  i.  P.  A.  -vrinoti,  -nute, 
-vrindti,  -nite,  -tarati,  -te,  -raritum  or  -rltum, 
to  elect,  select,  choose. 

ud-vrinkana,  am,  n.  increase. 

T^  arf-rnV,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate,  -titum,  to 
go  upwards,  rise,  ascend,  swell  ;  to  be  puffed  up  with 
pride,  to  be  haughty  :  Caus.  -vartayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  come  out,  extirpate,  eradicate,  destroy. 

I  il-rnrta,  at,  d,  am,  superfluous,  redundant, 
plentiful;  left  over  as  a  remainder;  (as),  m.  a  re- 

mainder, a  surplus. 

•  *1 

UcU. 



ud-vartaka. 
un-mdrya. 
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Ud-vartaka,  as,  d,  am,  causing  to  rise,  increasing;  ! 
rubbing  and  cleaning  the  body,  who  or  what  does 
so;    (as),   m.  a  mathematical  term,  the   quantity 
assumed  for  the  purpose  of  the  operation. 

t'd-rartana,  am,  n.  going  up,  rising,  ascending; 
prosperity,  elevation ;  springing  up  of  plants  or 
grain  &c. ;  drawing  out  metal,  laminating,  wire  draw- 

ing ;  grinding,  pounding ;  rubbing  or  kneading 
the  body;  rubbing  and  cleaning  it  with  fragrant 
unguents ;  the  unguents  used  for  that  purpose  or  to 
relieve  pains  in  the  limbs  &c. ;  bad  behaviour,  bad 
conduct. 

Ud-vartita,  as,  d,  am,  risen,  elevated ;  sprung  up, 
drawn  out;  perfumed,  scented,  rubbed,  kneaded, 
shampooed. 

Ud-vritta,  as,  d,  am,  raised,  elevated;  exalted, 
prosperous;  vomited  up;  left  as  a  remainder;  ill- 
conducted,  ill-mannered. 

3Sg  ud-vrih,  cl.  6.  P.  -vrlhati,  -varhitum 
or  -vardhum,  to  raise  up,  elevate ;  to  draw  up,  pull 
out  by  the  roots,  eradicate. 

TJd-varhita,  as,  d,  am,  raised,  drawn  or  lifted  up, 
eradicated. 

3S'l  ud-vega.     See  under  ud-vij,  p.  158. 

asfe;  ud-vedi,  is,  is,  i,  furnished  with  an 
elevated  altar. 

TST^  ud-vep,  cl.  i.  A.  -vepate,  -pitum,  to 
tremble,  to  be  agitated. 

Tgc?  ud-vela,  as,  a,  am,  overflowing  its 
banks  (as  a  river). 

as  fan  ud-vellita,  as,  a,  am,  tossed  up. 

TgU  ud-veshta,  as,  a,  am,  investing,  en- 
veloping, surrounding ;  (as),  m.  surrounding,  enclos- 

ing; investing  a  town,  besieging  or  surrounding  it. 
Ud-veshtana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  surrounding; 

oppressing ;  an  enclosure ;  pain  in  the  back  of  the 
body;  (hridayodreshtana,  convulsive  pain  in  the 
heart) ;  (as,  d,  am),  unbound,  unfettered,  freed  from 
bonds  or  ties. 

Ud-veshtaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  unbound  or  un- 
fastened. 

Ud-veshtita,  as,  d,  am,  surrounded,  invested,  en- 
closed. 

ihas,  as,  n.  an  udder.     See  iidhas. 

I  udhya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  river. 

-VM  1 1  udhras  (another  form  of  rt.  dhras, 

Nq.v.),cl.  9.  lo.P.  udhramdti,udh.rdsa- 
yati,  to  glean  or  gather  by  little  at  a  time ;  to  throw 
or  cast  upwards. 

d.     See  2.  ud,  p.  153. 

I 'mlana,  am,  n.  moistening. 
Unna,  as,  a,  am,  wetted,  wet,  moist ;  kind,  hu- 

mane. 

^^<j  undaru,  us,  or  undura,  as,  or  unduru, 
n»,  m.  a  rat.  —  Undura-karnikd  or  undum-karni, 
f.  the  plant  Salvinia  Cucaillata. 

336  un-nat  (ud-nat),  Caus.  P.  -ndtayati, 

-yilum,  to  play  a  trick  upon  (with  gen.). 
un-nata.     See  un-nam  below. 

7*  un-nad  (ud-nad),  cl.  I.  P.  -nadati, 
-dUum,  to  cry  out,  sound,  roar. 
Un-ndda,  as,  m.  crying  out,  humming,  chirping. 

37i«is  un-nam  (ud-nam),  cl.  I.  P.  -namati, 
-nantum,  to  rise,  ascend  ;  to  bend  up,  raise,  elevate, 
erect:  Caus.  P.  -namayati,  -yitum,  to  bend  up- 

wards, raise,  erect. 

Un-nata,  as,  a,  am,  raised,  held  or  lifted  up : 
high,  lall ;  projecting,  plump,  full ;  great,  eminent ; 
(as),  m.  a  boa  (aja-gara) ;  N.  of  a  Buddha ;  (am), 
n.  elevation,  ascension.  —  Unitata-darana,  as,  a,  am, 

with  uplifted  paws,  rampant.  —  Unitata-lva,  am,  n. 
height,  sublimity,  majesty.  —  Unnala-nabhi,  is,  is,  i, 
(laving  a  projecting  navel,  i.  e.  corpulent.  —  Unnata- 
s'iras,  as,  ax,  as,  holding  up  the  head,  carrying  the 
head  high ;  with  head  upraised.  —  Unnatdnata  (°ta- 
dn°),  as,  a,  am,  elevated  and  depressed,  uneven,  un- dulating, wavy. 

Un-nati,  is,  f.  elevation,  height ;  rising,  ascending ; 
increase,  advancement,  prosperity ;  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Dharma ;  the  wife  of  Garuda. 
—  Unnati-mat,  an,  all,  at,  elevated,  projecting, 

plump;  high,  sublime.  —  Unnatiia  (°ti-is'a), as, m. a  N.  of  Garuda. 

Un-namana,  am,  n.  bending  upwards,  raising, lifting  up. 

Un-namayya,  ind.  having  raised. 
Un-uamita,  as,  a,  am,  raised,  elevated,  lifted  or 

pulled  up ;  heightened,  increased. 
Un-namra,  at,  a,  am,  erect,  upright,  elevated, 

lofty,  high.  —  Unnamra-ta,  f.  erectness,  uprightness 
(of  the  body). 

Un-ndma,  as,  tn.  bending  upwards,  raising,  lift- ing "p. 

un-naya.    See  under  i.  un-rii  below. 

x'  uji-nayana-pankti,  is,  is,  i,  hav- 
ing the  line  of  the  eyelids  uplifted. 

^sr«  un-nasa  (ud-nas),  as,  a,  am,  having 
a  prominent  nose. 

"3Tg^  un-nah  (ud-nah),  cl.  4.  P.  -nahyati, 
-naddhitm,  to  tie  up,  bind  up. 
Vn-naddha,  as,  a,  am,  tied  up;  swelled,  in- 

creased; unbound. 

Un-naha,  as,  m.  sour  gruel  made  from  the  fer- 
mentation of  rice. 

3fll«T  un-nabha,  as,  m.  (fr.  ud  -\-  nabhi), 
N.  of  a  prince. 

af«5  nn-nidra  (ud-n°),  as,  a,  am,  sleep- 
less, awake ;  expanded  as  a  flower ;  budded,  blown ; 

shining  (as  the  moon,  supposed  to  be  awake  when 
others  are  asleep).  —  Vnnidra-tu,  f.  sleeplessness. 

7^ft  I.  un-nl  (ud-nl),  cl.  I.  P.  -nayati,  -ne- 
tum,  to  lead  upwards  or  up  to,  bring  up ;  to  set  up, 
erect;  to  bring  out. of,  free  from,  help,  rescue,  re- 

deem ;  to  draw  up  (as  water)  ;  to  lead  away ;  to  stroke, 
smooth ;  to  lead  out ;  press  out,  extract ;  to  find  out, 
ascertain  by  inference,  infer ;  lead  off  (in  singing) : 
Desid.  A.  -ninishate,  to  intend  or  wish  to  lead  out  &c. 
Un-naya,  as,  m.  raising,  elevating,  hoisting,  lead- 

ing upwards ;  analogy,  resemblance,  consequence. 
Un-nayana,  am,  n.  raising,  elevating,  lifting  up ; 

taking  out  of,  drawing  water ;  the  vessel  out  of  which 
a  fluid  is  taken ;  leading  away ;  making  straight, 
smooihing;  deliberation,  discussion,  logic,  reasoning, 
inference. 

Un-naya,  as,  m.  raising,  elevating. 

7  ~n-nCiyaka,  as,  a,  am,  what  raises ;  what  leads  to an  inference  or  conclusion. 

•2.  un-ni,  Is,  is,  i,  bringing  or  leading  upwards. 
Un-wita,  as,  d,  am,  led  up,  led  away,  inferred. 
Un-wetri,  ta,  m.  one  who  pours  a  fluid  out  of  one 

vessel  into  another,  especially  the  priest  who  pours 
the  Soma  juice  into  the  cups. 

Unnetra,  am,  n.  the  office  of  the  Unnetri. 

Un-neya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  inferred,  to  be  ascer- tained by  analogy. 

TSTri^  un-majj  (ud-m°),  cl.  6.  P.  -majjati, 
-manktum,  to  emerge :  Caus.  -majjayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  emerge. 

Un-majjana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  attendant  of  Siva. 
un-matta.     See  un-mad  next  col. 

un-math  or  un-manth  (ud-m°),  cl.  I. 
9.  P.  -mathati  or  -manthati,  -mathndti,  -manthi- 
tum,  to  shake  up,  disturb,  excite ;  to  shake,  tear,  or 
cut  off;  to  strike,  kill. 

I  n-matluma,  am,  n.  shaking  off,  throwing  off  or 
down,  slaughter. 

1  ii-mathitu,  ats,  a,  am,  shaken,  agitated. 
Un-mantha,  as,  m.  agitation;  killing,  slaughter; a  disease  of  the  outer  ear. 

Un-mantJwka,  as,  d,  am,  shaking  up  or  off, 
agitating,  stirring ;  throbbing,  beating ;  (as),  m.  in- flammation of  the  outer  ear. 

Un-manlhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  shaking  or  agi- 
tating ;  hurting,  killing ;  probing,  stirring  a  weapon 

&c.  lodged  in  the  body. 
Vn-manthita,  as,  d,  am,  shaken  up,  moved, 

agitated,  distressed. 
Vn-matha,  as,  d,  am,  destroying,  killing ;  (as), 

m.  shaking ;  killing,  slaughter ;  a  snare  or  trap. 
Un-mdthin,  i,  mi,  i,  shaking,  agitating. 

TSleJ  un-mad  (ud-m°),  cl.  4.  P.  -mudyati, 
-maditnm,  to  be  or  become  mad :  Caus.  P.  -mada- 
yati  or  -mddayati,  -yitum,  to  madden,  inebriate, render  drunk. 

Un-matta,  as,  d,  am,  insane,  frantic,  mad ;  drunk, 
intoxicated ;  (as),  m.  the  thorn-apple,  Datura  Metel 
and  Fastuosa;  another  tree,  Pterospemium  Aceri- 
folium  ;  N.  of  a  Rakshas.  •«  Unmatta-kirti,  is,  m. 
an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Uumatta-ganga,  am,  n.,  N.  of 

a  region  ('  where  the  Gan-ga  roars ').  —  Unmatta-td, 
{.  or  unmatta-tva,  am,  n.  insanity,  intoxication. 
«•  Vnmatta-dariana  or  unmatta-rupa,  as,  a,  am, 
maniac-like,  mad.— Unmatta-pralapita,  as,  d,  am, 

spoken  in  drunkenness  or  madness.  —  Unmatta-bhai- 
rava-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  -  Unmatta- 
lingin,  i,  ini,  i,  feigning  madness.  —  Unmatta-vat, 
ind.  like  one  mad,  as  if  mad,  like  a  maniac.  —  Un- 
matta-ves'a,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Unmatta- 
vanli  (°ta-av°),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
Unmattaka,  as,  d,  am,  insane,  mad ;  drunk. 
Un-mada,  as,  d,  am,  mad,  furious,  extravagant ; 

drunk,  intoxicated ;  (as),  m.  insanity,  either  morbid 
or  as  the  effect  of  temporary  excitement,  intoxication, ecstacy. 

Un-madana,  as,  d,  am,  inflamed  with  love. 
Un-madishnu,  us,  us,  u,  mad,  insane,  crazed,  in- 

toxicated ;  in  rut  (as  an  elephant). 

Un-mdda,  as,  d,  am,  mad,  insane,  extravagant ; 
(as),  m.  madness,  extravagance ;  (in  medicine)  mania. 
—  Unmdda-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  mad,  insane,  wild,  ex- travagant. 

Un-madana,  as,  d,  am,  maddening,  exciting,  in- 
toxicating ;  (as),  m.  one  of  the  five  arrows  of  the 

god  of  love. Unmadin,  i,  ini,  i,  mad,  intoxicated ;  (»i),  f.,  N. 

of  a  princess. 
Un-mdduka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  fond  of  drinking. 

TJJT»f$T  un-manas,  as,  as,  as,  or  un-manaska 

(ud-ma°),  as,  a,  am,  excited  or  disturbed  in  mind, 
perplexed,  disturbed ;  regretting,  missing,  repining  for 
a  lost  or  departed  friend. 
Unmandya,  nom.  A.  unmandyatc,  -yitum,  to 

become  excited  or  disturbed  in  mind,  to  repine. 
Unmani-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make 

excited,  to  excite,  disturb. 
Unmani-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -vitum,  to  be- 

come disturbed  in  mind,  to  repine. 

.j«Mljt<4  im-mayukha  (ud-m°),  as,  a,  am, 
shining,  radiant. 

a««»;«1  un-mardana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  mrid 

with  ud),  rubbing  off,  rubbing;  a  fragrant  essence 
used  for  this  purpose. 

a«*«l  un-md,  f.  (fr.  rt.  ma  with  ud), Ved.  a 
measure. 
Un-mdna,  am,  n.  a  measure  of  size  or  quantity ; 

price. 

Un-mita,  an,  d,  am,  meted,  measured. 
Un-miti,  is,  f.  measure,  price. 

Un-meya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  weighed,  what  is 
weighed ;  (am),  n.  weight. 

3  •*(  i*l  wi-marga  (ud-m°),  as,  a,  am,  m.f.  n. 
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a  wrong  road,  deviation  from  the  right  way,  improper 

conduct,  an  evil  course,  error.  -"{"nmorj/a-flarVi,  as, 
a,  am,  erred,  erring,  going  wrong.  —  I'nmarga- fjamana,  am,  n.  going  on  a  wrong  road,  following 

evil  courses.  —  I'nmarga-gamin,  i,  ini,  {,  or  un- 
marga-rurtin,  ~i,  ini,  t,  going  wrong,  erring,  follow- 

ing evil  courses;  taking  a  wrong  road.  —  Unmarga- 
jala-vahin,  i,  {rii,  i,  carrying  its  waters  on  a  wrong 
way. 

I'limanjiu,  i,  tin,  t,  going  astray,  finding  an  outlet. 
a^Hl  un-marjana.    See  un-mrij  below. 

sf(«H|JI  un-misra  (nd-m°),  as,  a,  am,  mixed 
with,  variegated. 

<ir»H^  un-mish  (ud-mish),  cl.  6.  P.  -mishati, 
-meshitum,  to  open  the  eyes. 
r,,-mwha,  as,  m.  opening  the  eyes. 

/  'ii-muhat,  an,  all  or  anti,  at,  opening  the  eyes, 
drawing  up  the  eyelids,  looking  at,  seeing. 
Un-miehlta,  an,  a,  am,  opened  (as  the  eye)  ; 

blown  as  a  flower. 

f'n-mesha,  as,  m.  opening  the  eyes,  looking  at  ; 
winking,  twinkling  or  upward  motion  of  the  eyelids  ; 
blowing  or  blossoming  of  a  flower  ;  awaking,  becom- 

ing visible. 
Un-meehatia,  am,  n.  awaking,  becoming  visible. 

T^TT^  nn-niil  (ud-rnil),  cl.  I.  P.  -mllati, 
-titum,  to  open  the  eyes  ;  to  open  ;  to  expand,  be 
diffused  :  Cans.  P.  -milayatl,  -yitum,  to  open. 
Un-mila,  as,  m.  opening  of  the  eyes,  awaking, 

becoming  visible. 

I'li-niiliiini,  am,  n.  winking,  twinkling,  opening of  the  eye  ;  awaking,  becoming  visible  ;  blowing, 
expanding. 
Un-mllita,  as,  a,  am,  opened  (as  the  eyes); 

blown  as  a  flower;  (am),  n.  unconcealed  or  open 
reference  or  allusion  (to  anything,  in  rhetoric). 

3«H«s  un-mukha  (ud-m°),  as,  I,  am,  raising 
the  face,  looking  at  ;  waiting  for,  expecting  ;  near  to  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  an  antelope  (in  the  Hari-vans'a,  in 
former  births  a  hunter  and  a  Brahman).  ~  Unmukha- 
td,  (.  the  state  of  one  whose  face  is  raised  ;  state  of 
watching  or  expectancy. 

O"H«sc  un-mukhara  (ud-m°),  as,  a,  am, 
loud-sounding,  noisy. 

^•g^  un-mu6,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -muMati,  -te, 
-moktum,  to  unfasten,  pull  off;  take  off  (clothes  &c.); 
to  loosen,  liberate  ;  to  elevate,  raise  :  Caus.  P.  -mo(a- 
yali,  -yitum,  to  loosen,  deliver. 
Un^mnta,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

I'n-iitni'-tinn,  am,  n.  unfastening,  loosening. 

3*«  £  un-mudra  (ud-m°),  as,  a,  am,  un- 
sealed, opened  ;  blown  as  a  flower. 

3«jrt  un-mula  (ud-m°),  as,  a,  am,  eradi- 
cated, pulled  up  by  the  root. 

Utwnulana,  am,  n.  eradicating,  pulling  up  by  the 
roots  ;  destroying. 
Unmulaya,  nom.  P.  unmulayati,  -yitum,  to  era- 

dicate, pull  up  by  the  roots  ;  to  extirpate,  destroy. 
Vn-mulita,  at,  a,  am,  eradicated,  pulled  up  by 

the  roots  ;  destroyed. 

n-mn/  (ud-m°),  cl.  2.  P.  -miirshti, 
-marjitum  or  -marshtum,  to  rub  off,  wipe  off; efface  ;  blot  out. 

Un-marjana,  at,  a,  am,  rubbing  or  wiping  off. 
f'limrijSvamryi  (°ja~av°),  C.  repeatedly  rubbing up  and  down. 
Urwnrwhta,  ag,  «,  am,  worn  off,  blotted  out 

effaced. 

un-mrisya,  as,  a,  am  (it.  rorts  with 
tid),Ved.  to  be  reached,  to  be  touched. 

d«*m  un-meda,  (.  (fr.  rt.  mid  with  ud), 
corpulence,  fatness. 

TT  npn.  a  prefix  to  verbs  and  nouns  (ex- 

pressing) towards,  near  to  (opposed  to  apa,  away),  by 
the  side  of,  with,  together  with,  under,  down  (e.  g.  upa- 
tjam,  to  go  near,  undergo;  upa-gamann,  approach- 

ing. In  the  Veda  the  verb  has  sometimes  to  be  supplied 
from  the  context,  and  sometimes  upa  is  placed  after  the 
verb  with  which  it  ought  to  have  been  compounded, 
e.g.  ayayur  iipa—upuyai/uh,  they  approached). 

(As  unconnected  with  verbs  and  prefixed  to  nouns 
upa  expresses)  direction  towards,  nearness,  contiguity 
in  space,  time,  number,  degree,  resemblance,  and  re- 

lationship, but  with  the  idea  of  subordination  and  inferi- 
ority (e.  g.  upa-kaniehtMka,  the  finger  next  to  the 

little  finger  ;upa-puranam,  a  secondary  or  subordinate 
PurSna  ;  upa-dafa,  nearly  ten)  ;  sometimes  forming 
with  the  nouns  to  which  it  is  prefixed  compound  ad- 

verbs (e.  g.  upa-mulam,  at  the  root  ;  npa-purva- 
rdtram,  towards  the  beginning  of  night  ;  upa-kupe, 
near  a  well),  which  adverbs  lose  their  adverbial  ter- 

minations if  they  are  again  compounded  with  nouns 

(e.  g.  upakupa-jalas'aya,  a  reservoir  in  the  neigh- bourhood of  a  well).  Prefixed  to  proper  names  upa 

may  express  in  classical  literature  '  a  younger  brother  ' 
(e.g.  Upendra,  '  the  younger  brother  of  Indra'),  and 
in  Buddhist  literature  '  a  son.' 

(As  a  separable  adverb  upa  rarely  expresses)  thereto, 
further,  moreover  (e.  g.  tatra  upa  brahma  yo  vcda, 
who  further  knows  the  Veda). 

(As  a  separable  preposition  with  locative)  near  to, 
towards,  in  the  direction  of,  under,  below  (e.  g.  upa 
(is  ii  h,  towards  the  regions)  ;  near  to,  at,  on,  upon  ;  at 
the  time  of,  upon,  up  to,  in,  above  (with  loc.,  e.  g. 
upa  einushn,  on  the  tops  of  the  mountains)  ;  with, 
together  with,  at  the  same  time  with,  according  to 
(with  inst.,  e.  g.  upa  dharmabhih,  according  to  the rules  of  duty). 

Besides  the  meanings  given  above  upa  is  said  to 
imply  disease,  extinction  ;  ornament  ;  command  ;  re- 

proof; undertaking  ;  giving  ;  killing  ;  diffusing  ;  wish  ; 
power  ;  effort  ;  resemblance,  &c.  ;  [cf.  Gr.  vir6  ;  Lat. 
sub;  Goth,  up;  Old  Germ,  oba  ;  Mod.  Germ,  ob 
in  obdach,  obliegen,  &c.] 
Upaka,  as,  m.  a  diminutive  of  all  proper  names 

beginning  with  upa. 

TT-^  iipa-ri.     See  upar. 

upa-kaksha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  reach- 
ing to  the  shoulder. 

3M=M!«J*<N  upa-kantham,  ind.  upon  the 
neck,  near  the  throat;  in  the  proximity  of  ;  (am), 
n.  proximity,  neighbourhood,  contiguous  space  ;  space 

near  a  village  or  its  boundary  ;  one  of  a  horse's  paces  ; 
(as,  a,  am),  near,  proximate. 

JM<*VJ|  vpa-katha,  f.  a  short  story,  tale. 

3  v|  on  Ti  i»  «n  i  upa-kanish/hika,  f.  the  last 
finger  but  one  ;  the  finger  next  to  the  little  finger. 

upa-kanyapuram,  ind.   near 
the  women's  apartments. 

;jM<>ti<*ii,  d'M<+K,&c.  See  upa-kri  next  col. 
<JU=WIIT  upa-karnam,  ind.  close  to  the  ear, 

into  the  ear,  (whispered  &c.) 

Upaknrnika,  f.  what  goes  from  ear  to  ear,  ru- 
mour, report. 

upa-kantam,  ind.  near  a  friend. 

upa-kdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 

upa-kirana.  See  upa-kn  next  col. 

upa-kUaka,  as,  m.  &  relation  or 
follower  of  the  Klcakas. 

the  Nagas. 

upa-kuh6i,  is,  or  upa-kuh6ika,  f. 
the  plant  Nigella  Indira  ;  small  cardamoms. 

3<4cji**T  upa-kumbha,  as,  a,  am,  near, 
proximate  ;  solitary,  lonely,  retired  ;  (am),  ind.  near 
the  water-jar. 

ujia-kurctinti.  See  upa-kri  below. 

vpa-kulya,  f.  the  plant  Piper 
Longum  ;  a  canal,  a  trench,  a  ditch. 

3M«J^I  upa-kusa,  as,  in.  gum-boil ;  N.  of 
a  Cakravartin,  a  son  of  Kusa. 

W<$*{upa-kiij,  cl.  i.  P.  -kiijati.  -jitiim.  to 
fill  with  cooing,  to  make  resonant. 

Upa-kujita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  resound  (with 

cooing). 

•3M"JS  iipa-kvpe.  ind.  near  a  well ;  (am), 

n.  a  well(?).  —  1'pakupa-jalaiaya,  at,  m.  a  trough near  a  well  for  watering  cattle. 

<JH«grt*^  upa-kulam,  ind.  on  the  shore. 
Upakulaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

3M^y  upa-kri,  cl.  5.  8.  P.  A.  -kriuiiti,  -iiulc, 
-karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  place  or  bring  near,  to 
furnish  with,  provide ;  to  assist,  serve  ;  favour,  benefit ; 
to  foster,  take  care  of;  to  serve,  render  homage  to  (with 
ace.);  to  undertake,  begin,  set  about  anything  (with 

dat.)  ;  to  place  under,  subdue ;  upa-s-kri  (s  inserted) 
A.  to  add,  supply;  to  furnish  with;  to  elaborate, 

prepare,  furnish  with  anything  beautiful,  to  adorn,  or- 
nament ;  to  care  for,  take  care  of  (with  ace.) ;  to 

furnish  badly,  deform  ;  corrupt ;  to  bring  together. 

Upa-karana,  am,  n.  doing  anything  for  another, 
doing  a  service  or  favour,  helping,  assisting ;  instru- 

ment, implement,  machine,  engine,  apparatus,  para- 
phernalia, as  the  vessels  and  offerings  at  a  sacrifice : 

anything  added  over  and  above,  contribution,  expedi- 
ent, means  of  subsistence,  anything  supporting  life  ; 

object  of  art  or  science,  fabricating,  composing,  &c. ; 
the  insignia  of  royalty ;  the  attendants  of  a  king. 

—  Upakarana-vat,  an,at>,  at,  furnished  with  means, 
instruments  or  implements,  competent  to  do  anything. 

Upa-kartri,  ta,  tri,  tri, doing  one  a  favour,  assist- 
ing, befriending,  one  who  helps  or  befriends. 

Upa-kara,  as,  m.  help,  assistance,  benefit,  service, 
favour,  use,  advantage,  (upakare  vrit,  to  be  of  service 

to  another) ;  preparation,  ornament,  garlands  sus- 
pended at  gateways  as  an  embellishment  on  festivals, 

a  flower  &c. ;  (T),  f.  a  royal  tent,  a  palace,  a  caravan- 
sera.  -'Upai'dra-para,  as,  a,  am,  beneficent,  dili- 

gent in  doing  good.  ••  Upakarapakarau  (^ra-ap0), m.  du.  kindness  and  injury. 

Upa-karaka,  as,  ikn,  am,  doing  a  service  or  favour, 
assisting,  protecting,  befriending ;  (ika),  f.  a  protec- 

tress, a  female  assistant;  a  palace,  a  caravansera;  a 

kind  of  cake.  —  f  'pakaraka-tra,  am,  n.  assistance, 

protection. 
Upa-karin,  i,  t«7,  i,  helping,  assisting,  doing  one 

a  favour,  a  benefactor ;  subsidiary,  subservient ;  (often 

used  in  comp.,  e.g.  paropakarfn,  helping  others.) 

—  Upakari-ta,  (.  or  upakari-tva,  am,  n.  aid,  suc- 

cour, protection. Upa-karya,  as,  a,  am,  deserving  assistance  or 
favour ;  to  be  assisted ;  (a),  f.  a  king's  house,  a  palace, a  caravansera ;  a  royal  tent. 

I'pa-kurraya,  as,  m.  a  Brahman  when  passing 
from  the  state  of  a  pupil  (Braliina-tarin)  to  that  of 
a  householder  (OHha-stha). 

I'/m-krita,  as,  a,  am, assisted,  benefited;  rendered as  assistance,  done  kindly  or  beneficently ;  (am),  n. 
a  favour,  a  benefit. 

Upa-kriti,  is,  f.  aid,  assistance,  favour,  kindness. 
Upa-krUin,  I,  ini,  i,  or  upakriti-mat.  an,  <iti, 

at,  one  who  has  done  a  favour  to  any  body. 

IJpa-kriya,  f.  service,  favour. 

dM4iriN  upa-krit,  cl.  6.  P.  -krintati,  -knrti- 
tum,  to  trim,  clip  off,  carp  at. 

vpa-krish,  cl.  i.  P.  -karshati,  -kar- 
ehtum  or  -kra>h(um,  to  draw  towards,  take ;  to  take 

away,  remove,  set  aside. 
<Jl|<*  upa-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -karitum 

or  -f  itum,  to  scatter  or  throw  down,  to  scatter  upon, 
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pour  upon,  besprinkle,  bestrew.  —  Upa-s-krl,  to  cut 
up,  split,  hurt. 
Upa-kirana,  am,  n.  scattering  or  throwing  over, 

covering  up  (with  earth  &c.),  burying. 
Upa-klrna,  as,  d,  am,  besprinkled,  strewed  with, 

covered. 

340*14  upa-klrip,  cl.  I .  A.  -kalpatt,  -kalpi- 
tum  or  -kalptum,  to  be  fit  for;  to  be  ready  at 
hand ;  to  serve  as,  lead  to  (with  dat.)  ;  to  take  shape 

or  form,  become,  be :  Caus.  -kalpayati,  -yitum,  to 
prepare,  make  ready,  equip ;  to  bring  near,  to  fetch ;  to 
allot,  assign ;  to  set  up,  exhibit ;  to  render  (homage), 
to  communicate ;  to  assume. 

Upa-kalpana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  preparation,  preparing 
articles  of  food,  medicine,  &c. ;  fabricating,  making, 
substituting. 

Upa-kalpita,  as,  d,  am,  prepared,  made ;  secon- 
dary, substituted. 

Upa-klripta,  as,  d,  am,  brought  near,  at  hand, 
ready,  prepared,  equipped,  adapted,  fitted  for ;  formed, 
produced. 

3H4IHII  upa-kos"a,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
Upa-varsha  and  wife  of  Vararuft. 

i  upa-kosala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

a-kram,  cl.  l.  P.  A.,  4.  P.  -krd- 

mati,  -kramate  (ep.  also  -kramate),  -krdmyati, 
-kramitum,  to  go  near,  approach,  come  to ;  to  go 
against,  attack ;  to  step  over,  stride ;  to  approach  with 
any  object,  have  recourse  to,  to  undertake,  begin,  set 
about  (with  ace.  or  dat.  or  inf.),  to  treat,  act  towards, 
attend  on  (as  a  physician). 

Upa-krantri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  a  beginner,  one  who 
undertakes. 

Upa-krama,  as,  m.  going  near  to,  approach ;  un- 
dertaking; commencement,  beginning;  enterprise, 

planning,  original  conception,  plan ;  what  leads  to 

any  result,  a  means,  an  expedient,  a  stratagem,  ex- 
ploit ;  attendance  (on  a  patient),  treatment,  practice 

of  medicine,  application  of  remedies,  physicking ;  a 
particular  ceremony  preparatory  to  reading  the  Vedas ; 

trying  the  fidelity  &c.  of  a  counsellor  or  friend ;  re- 
tiring from  flight,  retreat  (?). 

Upa-kramana,  am,  n.  approaching,  undertaking, 
attendance  (on  a  patient),  treatment. 

Upakramanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  gone  to,  to  be 
approached,  to  be  commenced  or  undertaken  ;  relating 
to  the  attendance  (on  a  patient). 

Upa-kramitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  undertaken,  to 
be  commenced. 

Upa-kramitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  begins  &c. 
Upa-krdmya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  attended,  to  be  treated. 

3^ttl  upa-krl,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -krlndti,  -nlte, 
-kretwm,  to  purchase. 
Upa-krlya,  ind.  having  bought  or  purchased. 

7T3ft^  upa-krld,c\.  I. P.  (ep.  also  A.)-kri- 
dati,  -te,  -ditum,  to  approach  playing,  play  around. 

Upa-krldd,  f.  place  for  playing,  play-ground. 

3M»i3M  upa-krusya,  ind.  (rt.  ATMS),  chiding, 
blaming,  affecting  to  be  angry. 

Upa-kroto,  as,  m.  censure,  reproach. 
Upa-krotona,  am,  n.  censuring,  blaming. 
Upa-kroshtri,  td,  m.  a  censurer,  a  reprover ;  an 

ass  (which  brays). 

•3M8i<U  upa-kvana,  as,  m.  (rt.  kvan),  the 
sound  of  a  lute. 

asgif  upa-kvasa,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  kind  of 
worm  or  insect. 

3MKJI.  upa-kshar,  cl.  I.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 

-ksharati,  -te,  -ritum,  Ved.  -radhyai,  to  flow  or 
stream  towards. 

Upa-kshina,  as,  a,  am,  decayed,  exhausted,  con- 
sumed, disappeared. 

2.  upa-kshi,  cl.  2.  6.  P.  -ksheti,  -kshi- 
yati,  -kshetum,  to  stay  or  dwell  near  or  at  (with  ace.). 

Upa-kshit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  dwelling  near  ;  dinging  to, 
attached  to. 

Upa-kshetri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  dwells 
near,  attached  to,  a  follower;  (Say.)  one  who  ap- 

proaches. 
3  ilftsjt^  upa-kship,  cl.   6.  P.  A.,  4.  P. 

-kshipati,  -te,  -kskipyati,  -ksTieptum,  to  throw  at, 
hurl  against  ;  to  throw  down  ;  to  strike  with  words, 
insult,  accuse,  insinuate,  charge  with  (a  crime). 

Upa-kshepa,  as,  m.  throwing  at,  mention,  allusion, 
threatening  ;  poetical  or  figurative  style  in  composition. 

Upa-kshepana,  am,  n.  throwing  down,  casting 
down,  accusing. 

3M<PHl  upa-khya,  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  -khydti, 
-turn,  to  see. 

<JMM*LI  upa-gana,  as,  d,  am,  constituting  a 
small  or  subordinate  class  ;  (as),  m.  a  small  or  inferior 
class  ;  a  small  number  less  than  a  troop  ;  N.  of  a  man. 

^if  H  **f  upa-gandha,  as,  m.  perfume,  scent. 

TnTI  upa-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ga66hati,  -gan- 
tum,  to  go  near  to,  come  towards,  approach,  arrive 
at,  visit,  reach,  attain  ;  to  come  upon,  attack  ;  to 
occur,  happen,  present  itself;  to  undertake,  begin; 
to  approach  a  woman  (for  intercourse)  ;  to  enter  any 
state  or  relation,  undergo  ;  suffer,  participate  in,  make 
choice  of  ;  to  admit,  agree  to,  allow,  confess  :  Caus. 

-gamayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  come  near  or  ap- 
proach :  Desid.  -jigamishati,  to  wish  to  approach, 

desire  to  go. 

Upa-ga,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  compound) 
approaching,  following,  joining  ;  receiving. 

Upa-gata,  as,  d,  am,  gone  to,  met,  approached, 
near  at  hand,  approximate,  arrived,  occurred,  hap- 

pened, attained,  obtained  ;  undergone,  experienced  ; 
become  ;  furnished  with  ;  promised,  agreed  ;  feeling, 
suffering,  entertaining  ;  passed  away,  dead  ;  (am),  n 
receipt,  acquittance.  —  Upagata-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  going 
to,  having  gone  to  or  approached  ;  possessing  ;  feeling, 
suffering  (as  sorrow  Sec.)  ;  promising. 

Upa-gati,  is,  f.  going  near,  approach  ;  undergoing. 
Upa-gama,  as,  m.  approach,  approximation,  com- 

ing to;    obtaining;    having;   acquaintance,  society, 
intercourse  (as  of  the  sexes)  ;  undergoing  ;  suffering, 
feeling;  agreement,  promise;  a  particular  high  number. 

Upa-gamana,  am,  n.  coming  to,  obtaining  ;  un- 

dertaking, addicting  one's  self  to. 
i.  upa-gamya,  as,  d,  am,  approachable,  to  be 

approached,  attainable. 
1.  upa-gamya  or  upa-gatya,  ind.  having  ap- 

proached. Upa-gamin,  I,  inl,  i,  coming  near,  approaching. 

<3M'i?i  upa-gahana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi. 

7TTT  i  .  npa-gd,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigati,  -gdtum,  to 
go  near  to,  arrive  at,  come  into,  undergo. 

a^'llijl  wpa-gdh,  cl.  I.  A.  -gdhate,  -gdhitum 

or  -gddhum,  to  penetrate,  force  one's  way  into. 

^^'if^upa-giram,  ind.  at  a  mountain. 
Upa-girl,  is,  m.  a  country  near  a  mountain  ;  (i) 

ind.  near  a  mountain. 

"m^T  upa-gu,  us,  m.  (fr.  upa  and  go),  N 
of  a  prince  ;  (u),  ind.  near  a  cow. 

upa-gupta,  as,  d,  am,  hidden,  con- 

i.  upa-kshi,  Pass,  -kshiyate,  to  waste 
away,  decay,  be  consumed,  be  exhausted,  disappear. 

Upa-kshaya,  as,  m.  waste,  decay,  loss,  expenditure, 
outlay. 

cealed  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  the  son  of  Gupta 

—  Upagupta-mtta,as,d,am,  of  concealed  resources 

N.  of  a  prince;  (a  various  reading  has  upa-gu.) 

3M'J?  upa-guh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -giihati,  -te 
-guhitum  or  -godhum,  to  hide,  cover,  conceal,  clasp 
embrace. 

Upa-gudha,  as,  a,  am,  hidden,  concealed ;  lulled, 
suppressed ;  embraced ;  (am),  n.  an  embrace.  —  Upa- 
gudha-vat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who  has  embraced. 
Upa-guhana,  am,  n.  hiding,  concealing ;  embrac- 

ing, an  embrace ;  astonishment,  surprise. 

Upa-gohya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fire  considered  as 
impure  (and  therefore  to  be  hidden). 

TM"*TI.  upa-gri,  cl.  9.  P.  A.,  Ved.  -grindti, 
-nlte,  -garUum  or  -ritum,  to  call  out  to,  invoke 
with  hymns  of  praise ;  to  approach  with  praise  (with 
ace.  of  the  person). 

T^2.  upa-gri,  cl.  6.  P.  -girati  or  -gilati, 
-garitmn,  -litum  or  -ritum,  -lltum,  to  swallow  down. 

a  MM  upa-gai,  cl.  I .  P.  -gay ati,  -gdtum,  to 
ng  to  any  one  (with  dat.  or  ace.),  to  join  in 
inging ;  to  sing  before  any  one  (with  ace.)  ;  to  fill 
with  song,  praise  in  song,  sing,  celebrate. 

2.  upa-gd,  f.  accompaniment  of  a  song. 
Upa-gdtri,  td,  m.  one  who  accompanies  the  song 

>r  recitation  of  the  UdgStri  priest,  a  chorister. 

Upa-glta,  as,  d,  am,  celebrated,  proclaimed,  sung 

iy  bards  &c. Upa-glti,  is,  f.  a  variety  of  the  AryS  metre,  a 
tanza  of  four  lines,  containing  twice  12  +  15  syllabic 

nstants. 

Upa-glya,  ind.  having  sung,  having  celebrated. 
Upa-glyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  celebrated. 
Upa-geya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sung  or  celebrated. 

d  M y  «^ upa-granth,  cl.  9.  I.  10.  P.  -grath- 
ndti,  -granthati,  -granthayati,  -granthitum,  -yi- 

tum, to  intwine  or  wind  round. 
Upa-grantha,  as,  m.  title  of  a  writing  or  of  a class  of  writings. 

mn^upa-gras,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -grasati,  -te, 
-grasitum,  to  swallow  down,  devour ;  to  eclipse. 

'3'T?r?  upa-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grihndti, 

nlte  (Ved.  -gribhndti,  -nlte),  -grahltum,  to  col- 
lect (a  fluid  by  holding  one  vessel  under  another), 

to  hold  under ;  to  seize  from  below ;  to  seize,  take 

possession  of,  take,  obtain ;  to  subdue,  become  master 

of;  to  bring  near  to  (one's  self),  take  as  one's  ally, 
conciliate,  make  favourable;  to  conceive  with  one's 
mind  (dhiyd) ;  to  decide,  to  determine ;  to  accept, 

approve. 
Upa-graha,  as,  m.  seizure,  confinement ;  a  prisoner ; 

subjoining,  annexing ;  making  favourable,  appeasing, 
favour,  encouragement,  assistance;  peace  purchased 
by  the  cession  of  everything ;  the  voice  or  pada  of  a 

verb ;  a  heap  of  Kus"a  grass ;  the  presiding  spirit  or  cause 
directing  a  planet's  motion ;  (with  upa  implying  in- 

feriority) a  minor  planet  or  any  heavenly  body  of  a 
secondary  kind,  as  a  comet,  a  meteor,  a  falling  star,  &c. 

Upa-grahana,  am,  n.  holding  up,  seizing  from 
below ;  the  taking  any  one  prisoner,  seizure,  capture, 

taking,  supporting,  forwarding,  promoting;  holy  study, 
reading  the  Vedas  after  initiation. 

Upa-graha,  as,  m.  oblation,  present,  (what  is  ac- 
cepted.) 

Upa-grdhya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  present,  an  offering 
to  a  king  or  great  man,  a  Nazr. 

4MVIrl  upa-ghdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  han  with 

upa),  a  stroke,  injury,  damage,  offence ;  touch,  con- 
tact, especially  with  intent  to  injure ;  personal  violence, 

assault ;  disease,  sickness ;  a  kind  of  oblation  offered 
in  small  portions  at  a  time. 

Upa-ghdtaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  or  upa-ghdtin,  I,  inl, 
i,  injuring,  hurting,  offending. 
Upa-ghna,  as,  m.  contiguous  support ;  a  contiguous 

resting-place,  shelter,  support,  stay,  protection ;  what rests  upon  or  is  supported  by.  3*1^1  MWO 

d  M  M  H%  tipa-ghush,  cl.  I.  P.  -ghoshati,  -shi- 
tum,  to  fill  with  noise,  make  resonant. 

Upa-ghushta,  as,  d,  am,  resounding  with ;  reso- nant; sounding. 

Upa-ghoshana,  am,  n.  proclaiming,  publication, 
making  known. 

Tl 
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upa-ghrd. 

H  upa-taptri. 

JIIHI  upa-ghra,  cl.  I  .  P.  -jiyhrati,  -ghrdtum, 
to  smell,  smell  at;  to  kiss:  Caus.  -ghrapayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  smell  at  or  kiss. 

3l|1*  upa-takra,  as,  m.  a  variety  of  the 
ruddy  goose,  Cakra  or  Cakravika. 

jmjJC  vpa-fatura,  as,  as,  am,  pi.  almost 
four,  nearly  four. 

upa-faya.     See  I.  upa-6i. 

upa-6ar,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -tarati,  -te, 
-daritum,  Ved.  -ritave,  -vai,  -rase,  -radhyai, 
to  come  near,  approach,  go  towards;  to  approach 
with  the  intention  of  serving,  to  assist,  serve,  attend, 
wait  on  (with  ace.);  to  attend  on  a  patient,  to 
tend,  nurse;  to  undertake;  begin:  Pass,  -dan/ate, 
to  be  used  figuratively  or  metaphorically,  to  be  applied 
figuratively  to  any  one  (with  loc.). 

Upa-dara,  as,  m.  approach  ;  attendance,  cure. 

Upa-darana,  am,  n.  going  near  to,  approaching. 
Upa-darita,  a»,  a,  am,  waited  on,  served,  adored. 
i  .  upa-darya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  served  or  waited  on, 

to  be  worshipped  ;  (a),  f.  service,  attendance  ;  practice 
of  medicine,  physicking. 

2.  upa-darya,  ind.  having  approached  or  attended 
to  ;  having  groomed  or  tended  (horses). 

Vpa-ddra,  as,  m.  approach,  service,  attendance, 
act  of  civility,  obliging  or  polite  behaviour  ;  proceed- 

ing, practice  ;  profession,  usage  ;  physicking,  the  prac- 
tice of  medicine,  tending  the  sick,  nursing;  behaviour, 

conduct  ;  a  ceremony,  presenting  offerings  of  water, 
betel,  flowers,  &c.  ;  a  present,  a  bribe  ;  solicitation, 

request  ;  incomplete  act  ;  a  figure  of  speech,  pre- 
tence, pretext,  ellipsis,  metaphor  (e.  g.  upaddrdt, 

metaphorically)  ;  occurrence  of  s  and  ah  in  the  place 
of  Visarga  in  grammar  ;  N.  of  a  Parisishta  of  the 
SSma-veda.  —  Upaddra-karana,  am,  n.  or  upaddra- 
karman,  a,  n.  or  upad&ra-kriya,  f.  offering  presents, 
especially  of  perfumes,  flowers,  &c.;  attention,  service. 

—  Upaddra-para,  as,  a,  am,  diligent  in  service, 
serving  diligently.  —  Upaddra-par&hrashta,  as,  a, 
am,  void  of  civility,  destitute  of  kindness,  churlish, 
uncourteous. 

Upa-ddrin,  i,  ini,  t,  attending,  serving. 
Upa-ddrya,  as,  m.  practice  of  medicine. 

upa-6arma  or  am,  ind.  on  the  skin, 
near  the  skin. 

\  upa-ddru,  us,  m.  and  upaddru-mat, 
an,  m.,  N.  of  two  Calcravartins. 

i.  upa-6i,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -tinoti,  -nute, 
-detum,  to  gamer  together  ;  to  heap  up,  collect,  hoard 
up,  accumulate,  increase,  strengthen  ;  to  cover  over 
with  :  Pass,  -fiyate,  to  be  heaped  together  or  accu- 

mulated, to  increase,  become  strong  ;  to  better  one's 
circumstances,  be  prosperous;  to  gain  advantage, 
succeed,  to  be  covered  with. 

(fpa-daya,  (is,  m.  accumulation,  increase,  growth, 
prosperity  ;  quantity,  heap  ;  elevation,  excess  ;  addi- 

tion; the  third,  sixth,  tenth,  and  eleventh  degrees 
from  the  first  of  a  zodiacal  sign.  —  Upadaya-bftavana, 

am,  n.  (?)  according  to  some,  a  species  of  the  Dan- 

daka  metre.  —  Upadaydpadayau  (°ya-ap°),  m.  du. 
prosperity  and  decay,  rise  and  fall. 

Upa-dayin, 
circumstances. 

ini,  i,  increasing,  being  in  good 

Upn-dayya,  as,  m.  a  certain  sacrificial  fire  ;  a  place 
for  holding  sacrificial  fire,  a  hearth,  an  altar. 

Ifpa-dit,  t,  f.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  disease,  perhaps  a 
swelling. 

'  'pa-dita,  as*  a,  aw,  collected,  gathered  together, heaped  up,  increased,  assembled;  thriving,  increas- 
ing; abundantly  furnished  with,  plastered,  smeared; 

burnt  (V).  —  Upadita-rana,  as,  a,  am,  augmented  in 
feeling. 

Upa-dlli,  is,  (.  accumulation,  collection,  abundance. 
Upa-dtyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  collected  or  filled. 
Upa-deya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  collected  or  heaped  up. 

2.  iipa-fH,  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  -fiketi,  -c%- 
tum,  to  honour,  worship. 

a  son  of  PSplyas. 
upatitta-tinta,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

upa-fitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man; 
(a),  f.  the  plants  Salvinia  Cuculluta  and  Croton 
Polyandra ;  N.  of  several  metres,  namely,  I .  a  variety 
of  Matrasamaka,  containing  4  X  16  syllabic  instants; 
2.  a  metre  of  four  lines  of  eleven  syllables  each ;  3.  a 

metre  of  two  lines  of  twenty-two  syllables  each. 

upa-tulana,  am,  n.  heating,  burn- 

tagff); 

TT^TT  upa-6rit,  cl.6.  P.  -tritati,  -fartitum, 
to  fasten,  tie,  bind  on. 

^  i.  upa-66had  (upa-6had),  cl.  10.  P. 
A.  -dhddayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  cover,  hide,  conceal, 
keep  secret. 

Upa-ddhanna,  as,  d,  am,  secret,  concealed. 

JM'oAd  2.  iipa-66had  or  -66hand  (upa-chad), 

Caus.  -ddhandayati,  -yitum,  to  present  any  one 
(ace.)  with  anything  (inst.);  to  persuade  a  person 
to  do  anything ;  to  coax,  to  seek  to  seduce  a  person ; 
to  conciliate. 

Upa-ddhandana,  am,  n.  persuasion,  persuading, coaxing. 

f^  upa-tyava,  as,  m.  (rt.  fyu],  Ved. 
pressing  close  to  (in  sexual  intercourse) ;  (Say.)  going 

into  (the  chamber). 

upa-jagati,  f.  a  variety  of  the 
Trishtubh  metre,  in  which  three  Padas  contain  twelve 

syllables  instead  of  eleven. 

JHHH  upa-jan,  cl.  4.  A.  -jdyate,  -janitum, 
to  be  produced  in  addition,  to  be  bom,  originate ;  to 
happen,  become  visible,  appear;  to  be  bom  again; 
to  exist,  be :  Caus.  -janayati,  -yitum,  to  produce, 
cause. 

Upa-ja,  as,  a,  am,  being  produced  in  addition, 
increasing;  (o»),  m.,  N.  of  a  divine  being  (?). 

Upa-jana,  as,  m.  additional  production,  addition, 
increase ;  appendage ;  addition  of  a  letter  in  the  forma- 

tion of  words ;  letters,  syllables  or  affixes  added. 

Upa-jd,  (.,  Ved.  distant  or  not  immediate  posterity. 

Upa-jdta,as,  d,  am,  produced,  engendered,  aroused. 
—  Upajdta-kapa  or  upajdta-Tcrodha,  as,  d,  am, 
provoked,  excited,  moved  to  anger.  —  Upajdta- 
riSvaia,  as,  d,  am,  believing,  confiding,  confident, trusting. 

Upa-jdti,  is,  f.  a  mixed  metre,  especially  a  con- 
junction of  Indravajra  and  UpendravajrS,  and  a  con- 

junction of  Vansastha  and  Indravansa. 

vpa-jap,  cl.  i .  P.  -japati,  -japitum, 
to  whisper  into  the  ears  (of  another),  to  bring  over 

to  one's  own  party  by  secretly  suggesting  anything  in 
the  ear,  to  instigate  to  rebellion  or  treachery;  to 
make  mischief. 

Upa-japya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  brought  over  or  in- 
stigated to  rebellion  by  secret  suggestions  or  whisper- 

ing in  the  ear. 
Upa-japa,  as,  m.  the  act  of  whispering  into  the 

ears,  rousing  to  rebellion,  bringing  over  to  one's  own 
party  ;  treason,  treachery ;  disunion,  separation. 

Upa-jdpaka,  as,  d,  am,  whispering  anything  into 
the  ears,  rousing  to  rebellion ;  a  traitor,  treacherous ; 
a  mischief-maker,  one  who  foments  quarrels. 

upa-jarasam,  ind.  towards  old 

age,  in  old  age. 

upa-jald,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

•3M  »l  ̂ upa-jalp,  cl.  i .  P.  -jalpati,  -pitum, 
to  talk  to,  chatter,  advise. 

Upa-jalpita,  am,  n.  talk. 
Upa^jalpin,  i,  ini,  i,  talking  to  a  person,  giving advice. 

^ H *i i M«^ npa-jayam,  ind.  near  a  wife. 

upa-jigamishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr. 
Desid.  of  rt.  gam),  desirous  of  going  near. 

upa-jihirshd,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of 
rt  hri  with  upa),  desire,  intention  to  rob. 

3  MMI  (g  i  upa-jihva  or  vpajihvikd,  f.  the 
uvula  or  soft  palate,  the  epiglottis  ;  enlargement  of 
the  under  side  of  the  tongue  ;  a  kind  of  ant. 

upajika,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  water  deity. 
cl.  i.  P.  -jivati,  -vitum, 

to  live  or  exist  upon  (food),  subsist,  support  one's  self 
on,  be  supported  by,  derive  profit  from,  make  use  of 
(with  ace.) ;  to  live  under,  be  dependant  on,  to  serve ; 
to  live  for  a  profession,  practice. 

Upa-jim,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  living  on  &c.  (?). 
Upa-jivaka,  as,  d,  am,  living  upon,  subsisting  by 

(with  inst.) ;  living  under,  depending  upon,  subject  to, 
a  dependant ;  (am),  n.  means  of  subsistence,  act. 

Upa-jivana,  am,  n.  means  of  living,  subsistence. 
Upa-jivaniya,  as,  a,  am,  granting  means  of  sub- 

sistence, affording  a  livelihood. 

Upa-jivikd,  f.  subsistence,  livelihood. 
Upa-jivin,  i,  ini,  i,  living  on,  subsisting  by  (with  ace. 

or  gen.) ;  living  in  dependance,  dependant,  subject. 

Upa-jivya,  as,  d,  am,  that  by  which  one  lives, 
affording  a  livelihood ;  (am),  n.  means  of  subsistence, cause. 

JMiflM*^  upa-josham,  ind.  (rt.  jush),  ac- 

cording to  one's  desire  or  pleasure,  quietly ;  an  expres- sion indicative  of  joy. 

Upa-joshana,  am,  n.  enjoying,  frequenting. 

TTsTT  I.  upa-jnd,  cl.  9.  A.  -janite,  -jnatum, 
to  ascertain ;  excogitate,  invent,  find  out,  hit  upon : 

Desid.  A.,  ep.  also  P.  -jtjndsate,  -ti,  to  seek  to 
ascertain  or  invent. 

Upa-jijndsya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  enigmatical,  unin- 
telligible, mysterious. 

2.  upa-jnd,  f.  a  knowledge  obtained  by  one's  self 
and  not  handed  down  by  tradition,  primitive  or  un- 

taught knowledge,  invention ;  commencement  of  a 
thing  not  previously  done ;  (at  the  end  of  a  compound 
used  in  neut.,  e.  g.  Paniny-upajnam,  the  grammar 
invented  by  Panini.) 

JM-rH  H^  upa-jman,  d,  m.,  Ved.  striding  or 
stepping  upon  (?). 

f^  upa-jyotisha,  N.  of  a  region. 

upa-jri,  cl.  i.  P.,Ved.  -jrayati,  -jre- 
tum,  to  extend  to ;  (Say.)  to  go  near  to,  approach. 

ff  upa-juattta, as, d, am, lighted  up. 

S  upa-dhauk,  Caus.  P.  -dhaukayati, 

-yitum,  to  present  an  offering,  make  a  respectful 
offering ;  carry  out,  accomplish. 

Upa-dkaukana,  am,  n.  a  respectful  offering  or 

present,  a  Nazr. 
JMrlHj  upa-taksha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  certain 

semi-divine  being,  belonging  to  the  class  of  Gandhar- 
vas  or  of  NSgas. 

dMrli*^  iipa-tatam,  ind.  near  the  skirt ; 

(as),  m.  (?)  the  skirt. 
^Ur^iipa-tap,  cl.  i.  P.  -tapati,  -taptum, 

to  make  warm,  to  heat ;  to  feel  pain,  become  sick ; 

to  afflict,  befal  (as  an  illness;  sometimes  used  im- 
personally with  gen.  or  ace.) :  Pass,  -tapyatc,  to  feel 

pain,  become  ill,  be  afflicted  with ;  to  be  emaciated 
with  penance  (tapai):  Caus.  -tapaya.ti,  -yitum, 
to  kindle,  ignite,  bum,  consume ;  to  cause  pain,  ma- 

cerate the  body  by  penance ;  torment,  hurt,  offend, 

oppress. 

Upa-tapat,  an,  m.,  Ved.  (scil.  agni)  interior  heat, 
a  disease. 

Upa-tapta,  as,  d,  am,  heated,  parched ;  distressed, 

pained. 

Upa-taptri,  to,  m.  morbid  heat;  any  cause  of 
heat,  burning  or  inflammation. 



upa-tapyamana. 

Upa-tapyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  distressed. 
Upa-tdpa,  as,  m.  heat,  warmth,  heating,  paining, 

pain,  trouble,  misfortune ;  sickness,  disease,  injury ; 
haste,  hurry. 

Upa-tapana,  am,  n.  heating,  distressing. 
Upa-tdpin,  i,  ini,  i,  heating,  inflaming,  exciting, 

causing  pain ;  suffering  heat  or  pain,  sick. 

3Kni<««  upa-tdraka,  as,  ikd,  am  (rt.  tri), overflowing. 

^nPn'M  upa-tishya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Tishya  by  Sarika. 

^  upa-tiram,  ind.  on  the  shore. 

{upa-tush,  Caus.  -toshayati,  -yitum, 
to  content,  satisfy. 

^  upa-tulam,  ind.  at  the  cotton. 

a-trinya,  as,  m.,Ved.  epithet  of 
a  snake  (lurking  in  grass). 

TTO  upatya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  upa),  situated 
under  or  below. 
Upatyakd,  (.  low-land,  land  at  the  foot  of  a  hill 

or  mountain ;  a  forest  at  the  foot  of  a  mountain ;  a 
vale,  valley. 

•   

v<4<(ai^upa-dans,  cl.  i.  P.  -dasati,  -dansh- 
tum,  to  bite  or  eat  anything  as  a  relish. 
Upa-dania,  as,  m.  a  relish,  anything  to  excite 

drinking  or  appetite,  anything  eaten  in  addition; 
biting,  stinging ;  the  venereal  disease,  chancre ;  a  tree, 
the  scraped  root  of  which  is  used  for  horse-radish, 
Morunga  Hyperanthera. 

Upadans'in,  i,  ini,  i,  afflicted  with  the  above disease. 

71^TV  upa-dadhi.    See  under  I.  upa-dha. 

~*F&?*upa-dambh,CiMS.  P.,  Ved.  -dambha- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  lesson,  diminish,  destroy. 

34<;^t  upa-dasa,  as,  as,  dni,  pi.  almost  ten, 
nearly  ten. 

V4$«^upa-das,  cl.  4.  P.  -dasyati,  -situm, 
to  fail,  be  wanting,  be  extinguished,  be  exhausted,  dry 
up;  (in  Ved.  used  impersonally  with  inst.  or  abl.): 
Caus.  P.  -ddsayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  fail  or  cease, 
extinguish. 

Upa-ddsuka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  failing,  wanting. 

^Mt^  upa-dah,  cl.  i ,  P.  -dahati,  -dagdhum, 
to  burn,  set  fire  to. 

s^l'i.  upa-dd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -daddti,-datte, 
-datum,  to  give  in  addition,  offer,  grant,  give ;  to 
add :  Ved.  cl.  i.  A.  -dadate,  to  take  upon  one's  self; 
to  erect,  support. 

2.  upa-dd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  giving  a  present; 
(a),  f.  a  present,  an  offering  to  a  king  or  great  man 
&c. ;  a  Nazr. 

Upa-dana  or  upaddnaka,  am,  n.  an  oblation,  a 
present ;  a  gift  which  is  for  the  purpose  of  procuring 
favour  or  protection. 

JMqinil  upa-ddnaui,f.,  N.  of  the  daughter 
of  the  Danava  Vrisha-parvan  and  mother  of  Dush- 
manta. 

^T%V  upa-digdha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  dih 
with  upa),  smeared,  covered  ;  spotted  over. 

Upa-deha,  as,  m.  a  cover;  liniment,  ointment; 
(upa  implying  inferiority)  a  minor  or  secondary  body 
growing  on  diseased  parts  of  the  body. 
Upa-dehikd,  f.  a  kind  of  ant ;  [cf.  upajihvlkd.] 
^rf^SI  i.  upa-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -disati,  -te, 

-deshtum,  to  point  out  to ;  to  indicate,  specify,  ex- 
plain, instruct,  teach ;  advise,  admonish ;  to  assign  the 

right  place  to  anything,  arrange ;  to  mention,  exhibit ; 
to  inform  ;  to  settle,  prescribe ;  to  dictate,  command, 
govern ;  to  name :  Pass,  -difyate,  to  be  taueht  &c., to  be  called. 

i.  upa-dis",  k,  or  upa-diid,  I.  ai 
region,  as  north-east  &c. 

Upa-dita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva. 
Upa-difya,  ind.  having  advised  or  instructed. 
Upa-dishta,  as,  a,  am,  specified,  particularized; 

taught,   instructed,  advised;   assigned  as  a  plea  or 
reason ;  initiated  ;  (am),  n.  council,  advice. 

Upa-des'a,  as,  m.  pointing  out  to,  instruction,  teach- ing, informing,  advice,  prescription ;  specification ;  plea, 
pretext ;  initiation,  communication  of  the  initiatory 
Mantra  or  formula ;  (in  gram.)  a  form  in  a  rule,  an 
indicatory  form,  i.  e.  a  root,  base,  affix,  augment,  or 
any  other  word  or  part  of  a  word  furnished  with  in- 

dicatory letters  (anubandhas)  which  serve  as  a  guide 
to  the  application  of  particular  grammatical  rules  and 
are  rejected  when  the  word  or  part  of  a  word  is  ready 
for  use.  -  Upadeia-ta,  f.  the  state  of  being  a  precept 
or  rule;  injunction;  manner  of  instructing;  doc- 

trine. -  Upades-a-naJiasrt,  (.  title  of  a  work  of 
San-kara  on  philosophy.  -  Upadefdrthavakya  (Vo- 
ar  ),  am,  n.  a  parable. 

Upa-defaka,  as,  a,  am,  giving  instruction,  in- 
structing, instructive, didactic;  (as),  m.an  instructor, 

a  guide,  especially  a  spiritual  guide. 
Upa-deiana,  am,  n.  advising,  instructing ;  (a),  f. information,  doctrine. 

Upa-deiHn,  I,  inl,  i,  advising,  instructing,  inform- 
ing ;  (i),  m.  a  teacher,  adviser ;  a  word  or  affix  &c.  in 

the  shape  in  which  it  appears  in  grammatical  works. 
Upa-deiya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  taught ;  that which  is  to  be  taught  or  learnt. 

Upa-deshtavya  or  upa-deianiya,  as,  a,  am,  to 
be  taught  or  advised,  fit  or  proper  to  be  taught. 
Upa-deshtri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  points  out,  an adviser,  teacher ;  a  Guru  or  spiritual  guide. 

^3^  npadi,  f .  the  plant  Vanda  Roxburghii or  Aerides  Tesselata. 

upa-dhriti, 
intermediate 
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:d,  f.  a  kind  of  ant ;  also 
upa-deMkd. 
3H<;il«!«^  upa-dikshin,  i,  ini,  i,  sharing  in 

an  initiatory  or  other  religious  rite;  a  near  relation. 

3 '*$  iQupa-dip,  Caus.  P. -dipayati, -yitum, to  kindle,  set  fire  to. 

'"i^ST  j.  upa-dris,  cl.  I.  P.  -pasyati, 
-drashtmn,  to  look  at ;  to  perceive,  observe :  Pass. 
-driiyate,  to  be  or  become  visible,  appear:  Caus. 
-darfayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  see,  show,  exhibit ; 
to  present  a  false  show,  impose  upon  another  person 
by  sham  appearances  ;  to  illude ;  to  explain,  illustrate. 
Upa-darfaka,  as,  m.  a  guide,  one  who  shows  the 

way,  a  door-keeper. 
Upa-darfana,  am,  n.  a  commentary. 
Upa-dars"ita,  as,  d,  am,  perceived,  distinguished. 2.  upa-drii,  k,  I.,  Ved.  a  view,  aspect. 
Upa-drtshti,  is,  f.  aspect,  view,  show. 
Upa-drashtri,  id,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  a  supervisor,  in- 

spector; overseeing,  overlooking;  (td),  m.  a  witness. 

<3'H$1^  upa-drishad  or  upa-drishadam, ind.  near  a  boundary  stone. 

*H^I  upa-deva,  as,  m.  an  inferior  deity ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Akrura;  also  of  Devaka;  (j),  {.,  N. 
of  the  wife  of  Vasu-deva ;  of  a  daughter  of  Devaka. 
Upa-devatd,  {.  a  minor  deity,  as  a  Yaksha,  Gan- darbha,  Apsaras,  &c. 

upa-desa,  &c.  See  under  i.  upa-dis. 

upa-doha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  duh  with 
upa),  a  nipple  of  the  udder  of  a  cow. 

Ttf^  upa-dru,  cl.  i .  P.  -dravati,  -drotum,  to 
run  near  to,  run  towards,  run  at,  rush  at,  assault,  attack. 
Upa-drava,  as,  m.  that  which  befalls  suddenly, 

an  unhappy  accident,  misfortune,  calamity,  mischief; 
national  distress  (whether  the  act  of  the  seasons  or  the 
king,  famine,  exaction,  &c.)  ;  national  commotion, 
rebellion;  violence,  outrage;  a  symptom,  a  super- 

venient  disease,  one  brought  on  whilst  a  person  labours 
under  another. 

Upa-dravin,  t,  im,  i,  attacking,  falling  on ;  tyran- nical, violent,  factious;  (1),  ta.  a  tyrant,  an  oppressor a  rebel. 

Upa-druta,  as,  d,  am,  visited  by  calamities,  op- 
pressed, attacked,  persecuted,  tyrannized  over;  (in 

astron.)  eclipsed ;  boding  evil,  inauspicious ;  (am),  n. 
a  term  of  the  Bashkalas  for  that  kind  of  Sandhi,  which is  also  called  udgrdhavat,  q.  v. 

upa-dvipa,  as,  m.  an  island. 

upa-dharma,  as,  m.  a  minor  or  sub- 
ordinate duty;  a  by-law ;  a  heretic,  a  schismatic. 

•3TVT  i.  upa-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati, 
-dhatte,  -dhdtum,  to  place  or  lay  upon,  place  near 
to,  put  into ;  to  place,  lay ;  to  put  to  (as  horses  to  a 
carriage) ;  to  impose,  lay  upon,  bestow  upon,  charge 
with  (as  a  duty);  to  lay  a  command  upon,  enjoin, 
instruct  in  (with  ace.) ;  to  place  under  one's  self,  to 
lie  down  upon;  to  place  over,  cover,  conceal;  to 
locate ;  to  place  in  addition,  to  add ;  to  communicate, 
cause  to  share  in ;  (in  gram.)  to  lie  or  be  placed  close 
to,  to  precede  without  the  intervention  of  another 

syllable. Upa-dadhi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  placing  upon. 
2.  upa-dha,  f.  imposition,  forgery,  fraud,  deceit, 

trick,  a  false  pretence ;  trial  or  test  of  honesty  &c.,  of 
four  kinds,  viz.  of  loyalty,  disinterestedness,  conti- 

nence, and  courage ;  (in  gram.)  a  penultimate  letter. 
—  Upadha-lhrita,  as,  m.  a  servant  who  has  been 
guilty  of  dishonesty.  —  Upadhd-ranjana,  am,  n. 
nasalization  of  the  penultimate  (?).-  Upadhd-iluiU, 
is,  is,  i,  approved,  tried,  of  approved  loyalty  &c. 

Upa-dhdna,  am,  n.  placing  or  resting  upon ;  that 
on  which  one  rests,  a  pillow,  cushion ;  individuality, 
peculiarity ;  affection,  kindness ;  religious  observance 
or  obligation ;  poison ;  excellence,  excellent  quality ; 
(as,  d,  am),  employed  in  placing  upon,  i.  e.  used  (as  a 
Mantra)  in  the  putting  up  (of  the  sacrificial  bricks). 
Upadhamya,  am,  n.  a  pillow,  cushion. 
Upa-dhdya,  ind.  having  placed  or  rested  upon. 
Vpa-dhdytn,  i,  inl,  i,  placing  under. 
Upa-dM,  is,  m.  the  part  of  a  wheel  between  the 

nave  and  the  circumference ;  fraud,  circumvention ;  fear, 
terror ;  foundation,  (with  Buddhists)  substratum  (?). 

Upadhika,  as,  m.  a  cheat,  a  knave,  especially  one 
who  imposes  by  threats,  fraud. 

Upa-dKyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  preceded  by. 
Upa-dheya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  placed  upon. 
Upa-hita.    See  p.  170,  col.  3. 

vm\l£npa-dhatn,  us,  m.  an  inferior  mine- 
ral, a  semi-metal,  (seven  are  specified ;  pyrites,  sulphate 

of  copper,  talc,  antimony,  red  orpiment,  yellow  orpi- 
ment,  and  calx  of  brass) ;  secondary  secretion  of  the 
body,  as  the  milk,  menses,  adeps,  sweat,  teeth,  hair, and  lymph. 

<JH*ln.*!f  upa-dharana.     See  under  upa- 
dhri  below. 

*V*n<{upa-dliav,cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dhavati,  -te, 
-vitum,  to  run  near  to,  approach  hastily ;  have  re- 

course to  for  assistance ;  A.  to  run,  glide,  soar. 

Upa-dhdvana,  as,  m.  a  follower. 
3TTftl  upa-dhi.     See  upa-dha  above. 
aH«T«fn  upa-dhupita,  as,  d,am,  fumigated ; 

one  to  whom  decline  or  death  is  near ;  being  at  the 
point  of  death  ;  suffering  extreme  pain. 

wiupa-dhri,  Caus.  P.  -dharayati,  -yitum, 

to  hold  up,  support,  bear,  cany ;  to  hold  as,  consider 
as,  regard  as ;  to  hold  in  the  mind,  to  comprehend, 
perceive,  hear,  experience,  observe ;  to  reflect  or  me- ditate on. 

TJpa-dliarana,  am,  n.  considering,  consideration, reflection. 

Upa-dhdrya,  ind.  having  taken  or  held  up. 

Upa-dhriti,  fa,  f.  a  ray  of  light. 
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upa-dhe. upa-fati. 

upa-dhe,  Caus.  A.,  Ved.  -dhdpayaie, 
-yitum,  to  rear  by  stickling. 

T«n*n  I.  upa-dhma,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhamati, 
-dhmatum,  to  blow  or  breathe  at  or  upon,  fan. 

2.  upa-dhma,  (.  blowing  upon,  breathing;  the 
effort  of  the  voice  which  produces  the  sound  Upa- 
dhminTya. 
Upa-dhmana,  am,  n.  blowing  upon,  breathing. 
Upadhmdnin,  t,  inl,  i,  blowing  upon,  fanning, 

breathing.  . 
Upa-dhmantya,  as,  m.  the  aspirate  Visarga  before 

the  letters  j>  and  ph. 

TV&1  upa-dhyai,  cl.   I.  P.,  ep.  also  A. 
•dkyayati,  -te,  -dhyitum,  to  think  of,  remember. 

3Htq«t   upa-dhvasta,  as,  a,  am  (fir.  rt. 
dhvans  with  upa),  Ved.  spotted. 

JUHHJd  upa-nakshatra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a 
secondary  star. 

3my  upa-nakha,  am,  n.  a  disease  of  the 
finger-nails,  whitlow,  agnail., 

.  tipa-nagara,  am,  n.  a  suburb. 

upa-nati.     See  under  upa-nam. 

Jipa-nadam  and   vpa-nadi,    ind. 
near  a  river. 

<JH«t»^  upa-nanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Vasn-deva  ;  a  pupil  of  S'Skya-muni  ;  a  king  of  the 
NJgas. 
Upa-nandaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita- 

'rSshtra. 

Ttni*^  upa-nam,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -namati,  -te, 
-nantum,  to  bend  towards,  tend  towards,  approach  ; 
to  come  to,  arrive  at  ;  to  fill  to  the  share  of;  share  in 

(with  ace.,  dat.,  or  gen.)  :  Caus.  -namayati,  -yitum, 
to  lead  towards  or  into  the  presence  of  (with  gen.), 
introduce  to  ;  to  offer. 

Upa-nata,  as,  a,  am,  bent  towards,  bent  inwards  ; 
brought  under,  subjected,  surrendered  ;  dependent  on 

(for  protection  &c.)  ;  brought  near  to  ;  fallen  to  one's 
share  ;  approached,  approximate,  near  (either  in  time 
or  space)  ;  brought  about,  produced,  existing. 

Upa-nati,  ii,  I.,  Ved.  inclination,  affection. 
Upa-ndmuka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  bending  towards. 

3sn<<  upa-naya.     See  under  I.  upa-nt. 

«"M«T«,  upa-nara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
the  Nagas. 

?H«1E.  upa-nah,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -nahyati,  -te, 
-naddhum,  to  tie  up,  tie  together  ;  to  make  up  into 
a  bundle,  bind  together  ;  to  inlay  ;  to  set  with  :  Caus. 
-nahayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  bind  together. 
Upa-nahana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  cloth  in  which  any- 

thing is  bound  up. 
Upa-ndha,  as,  m.  a  bundle  ;  a  plaster,  an  unguent 

applied  to  a  wound  or  sore  ;  the  tie  of  a  lute,  the 
lower  part  of  the  tail-piece  where  the  wires  are  fixed  ; 
inflammation  of  the  ciliary  glands,  stye. 

Upa-nahana,  am,  n.  putting  a  plaster  upon,  apply- 
ing an  unguent,  unction,  anointing,  plastering. 

^Hni«ii^  upa-naman,  a,  n.  a  nickname, surname. 

upa-nasika,  am,  n.  the  part  sur- 
rounding the  nose,  that  which  is  near  the  nose. 

an  Pi  PHI  «»  upa-ni-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A.,  4.  P. 
-Icskipati,  -te,  -kshipyati,  -ksheptum,  to  throw 
down,  place  down,  deposit. 
Upa-mikihepa,  as,  m.  a  deposit  sealed  or  covered 

up  so  that  the  contents  are  unknown;  any  article 
intrusted  to  one's  keeping. 

3Mf*f'l*^  upa-ni-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -gaUhati, 
-gantum,  to  meet  with,  fall  into,  fall  upon,  fall  into 
any  state. 

3  H  fill?  upa-ni-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grih- 
ndti,  -nite  (Ved.  -gribhnati,  -nlte),  -grahttum,  to 
press  down  upon,  bring  near  to. 

3H(V|«IT  upa-ni-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati, 
-dhatte,  -dhatum,  to  put  or  place  near,  to  put  down, 
place  before  any  one  (as  a  meal  &c.),  bring  near,  lead 
near  to  ;  to  produce,  cause  ;  to  deposit,  to  intrust. 
Vpa-nidhdtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  putting  down,  laying 

down. 

Upa-nidhdna,  am,  n.  a  deposit. 
Upa-nidhi,  is,  m.  a  deposit,  pledge,  property  put 

under  the  care  of  a  creditor,  friend,  &c.  ;  in  law  this 
word  ordinarily  implies  especially  a  sealed  deposit, 
but  according  to  some,  any  article  intrusted  to  a 
friend  which  he  may  use  whilst  in  his  keeping  ;  N. 
of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva. 

Upa-nihtta,  as,  a,  am,  deposited  with,  intrusted 
to  ;  placed  near  to  ;  offered,  presented. 

a  H  (V|  4  (^  upa-ni-pat,  cl.  I.  P.  -patati,  -ti- 
tum,  to  fly  down  to  ;  to  take  place  in  addition  ;  to 
be  mentioned  incidentally. 

Upa-nipdta,  as,  m.  sudden  and  unexpected  attack. 
Upa-nipdtin,  i,  inl,  i,  falling  into;  attacking suddenly. 

a  M  r«i  Ml  s  upa-ni-pld,  cl.  10.  P.  -p'idayati, 
•yitum,  to  oppress,  disturb. 

<j  M  |ti*i  «^  upa-ni-mantr,  cl.  10.  A.  -mantra- 
yote,  -yitum,  to  invite,  consecrate,  inaugurate. 
Upa-wimantrana,  am,  n.  invitation,  inauguration. 

upa-nivapana,  am,  n.  (rt.  nap), 
scattering  or  pouring  down  upon. 

a  M  M  =(  1^1  «i  upa-nivesin,  I,  ini,  i  (rt.  vis), 
attached  to,  inherent,  annexed. 

JMltM^  upa-nishad,  t,  f.  (rt.  sad  with  upa 
and  m,  implying  originally  sitting  down  at  the  feet 
of  another  in  order  to  listen  to  his  words,  and  hence 
confidential  information  given  in  this  manner;  but 
according  to  native  authorities  upa-nt-nhad  means 
'  to  destroy  ignorance  by  revealing  the  knowledge  of 
the  supreme  spirit') ;  esoteric  doctrine,  secret  doctrine, 
mysterious  or  mystical  meaning,  words  of  mystery  &c. ; 
certain  mystical  writings  attached  to  the  Brahmanas, 
the  aim  of  which  is  the  ascertainment  of  the  secret 
sense  of  the  Veda,  (they  are  more  than  a  hundred  in 
number,  and  are  said  to  have  been  the  source  of 
the  six  darsanas  or  systems  of  philosophy ;  perhaps 
the  most  celebrated  is  the  Brihad-aYanyaka-upanishad 

attached  to  the  S'ata-patha-Brahmana) ;  true  know- 
ledge; a  neighbouring  mansion;  a  lonely  place;  (at 

the  end  of  compounds  upanishad  sometimes  be- 
comes upanishada.)  —  Upanishat-kri,  to  regard  as 

a  mystical  or  secret  doctrine. 
Upa-wishddin,  ?,  ini,  i,  sitting  at  the  feet  of  a 

person ;  subjected. 

mTu"**. upa-nishkara,  am,  n.  (rt.  hi),  a, 
street,  a  principal  or  royal  road. 

^MPi »a««^ upa-nish-kram  (-nis-kram),  cl. 
I.  P.  A.,  4.  P.  -krdmati,  -kramate  (ep.  also  -krd- 
mate\  -kramyati,  -kramitum,  to  go  out  towards, 
step  out,  go  out. 
Upa-nishkramana,  am,  n.  going  out  towards ;  a 

particular  religious  rite,  one  of  the  SanskJras,  taking 
a  child  in  the  fourth  month  of  its  age  for  the  first 
time  into  the  open  air  (see  Manu  II.  34) ;  a  main 
or  royal  road. 

<TH'«fl  I.  upa-rii,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -nayati,  -te, 
>etum,  to  lead  near  to,  bring  near,  bring,  adduce, 

offer;  bring  information,  communicate;  to  bring 
about,  produce ;  to  employ,  to  bring  into  any  state, 

bring  into  one's  possession,  lead  away,  lead  ;  to  bring 
near  to  one's  self  (as  a  teacher  receives  a  pupil  for  in- 

struction), to  invest  with  the  sacred  thread,  initiate ; 

A.  to  take  into  one's  service  :  Caus.  -nayayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  cause  (a  master)  to  receive  (a  pupil),  to 

cause  to  invest  with  the  sacred  thread. 

Upa-naya,  as,  m.  bringing  near,  procuring  j  at- 
taining, gaining ;  employing ;  the  fourth  member  in 

a  fivefold  syllogism,  the  application  to  the  special 
case  in  question ;  leading  a  youth  of  the  three  first 
castes  to  a  teacher ;  initiation ;  investiture  with  a  pe- 

culiar thread  or  cord  worn  over  the  left  shoulder  and 

under  the  right,  by  which  act  spiritual  birth  is  con- 
ferred and  the  youth  is  reckoned  a  member  of  the 

twice-born  classes ;  (the  cord  of  the  Brahman  is  of 

cotton,  Munja  orKusa  grass ;  of  the  Kshatriya,  of  S'ana 
or  hemp;  andoftheVaisya,  of  wool:  the  youths  should 
be  invested,  respectively,  from  eight  to  sixteen,  from 
eleven  to  twenty-two,  and  from  twelve  to  twenty-four 
years  of  age.) 

Upa-nayana,  am,  n.  leading  to,  bringing ;  leading 
to  a  teacher,  initiation.  See  upa-naya. 
Upa-naya,  as,  m.  or  upa-ndyana,  am,  n.  leading 

to  a  teacher,  initiation.  See  the  preceding. 

Upa-nayika,  as,  a,  am,  leading  to;  N.  of  a Sutra  work. 

Upa-nlta,  as,  a,  am,  brought  near,  approximated ; 
presented  ;  known ;  obtained,  attained ;  cited,  ad- 

duced ;  (as),  m.  the  youth  led  to  a  teacher  and  in- 
vested with  the  characteristic  cord. 

Upa-niya,  ind.  having  led  towards  or  brought, 
having  invested  (with  the  sacred  thread). 

Upa-riiyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  initiated. 
Upa-netai"ya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  brought  near ;  to 

be  employed  or  observed. 
Upa-netri,  td,  m.  one  who  leads  or  brings  near. 

<JMl1  2.  upa-rii  (vpa-ni-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -nyeti, 
-turn,  to  enter  into,  penetrate. 

<!<4«J<^  iipa-nud,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -nudati,  -te, 
-nottum,  to  drive  or  waft  near,  impel  towards. 
Upa-nunna,  as,  a,  am,  sent,  despatched ;  wafted, 

driven  (by  the  wind). 

*min^upa-nrit,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -nrityati,  -te, 
-nartitum,  to  dance  before  any  one  (with  ace.),  to 
dance  before  any  one  with  insulting  gestures. 

Upa^nritya,  am,  n.  a  place  for  dancing. 

^TV^I^vpa-ny-us  (-ni-as),  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati, 
-asititm,  to  lay  upon,  place  down,  put  down,  deposit, 
intrust  to  any  one  (with  dat.),  commit  to  the  care 
of;  to  explain  minutely,  describe  in  detail ;  suggest, 

plead,  put  forth  or  adduce  arguments,  state. 
Upa-nyasta,  as,  a,  am,  placed  near  to  or  upon ; 

pledged,  intrusted,  deposited ;  given,  communicated ; 
brought  forward  as  an  example  &c.,  adduced,  hinted, 

suggested. Upa-nyasya,  ind.  having  delivered  up,  delivering up. 

Upa-nya#a,as,  m.  placing  near  to,  juxta-position ; 
intrusting,  a  deposit,  pledge,  a  pawn,  a  hostage ; 
statement,  suggestion,  hint,  pretext,  an  exordium  or 
introduction ;  a  precept,  a  law. 

Upa-nyaitya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  adduced  or  stated. 

jq -H | -«j^ upa-ny-a-far (-ni-d-),  cl.  i.  P.  A. 
-farati,  -te,  -ritum  (Ved.  -ritave,  -vai,  -rase,  -ra- 

dhyai),  to  enter  into,  penetrate. 
Jl|l|HJ  vpa-paksha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the 

shoulder. 

Upa-pakshya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  near  the  shoulder. 
juuri  iipa-pat,  cl.  i.  P.  -patati,  -titum, 

to  fly  near,  hasten  towards. 
Upa-pdta,  as,  m.  accident,  occurrence,  misfortune, 

unlucky  accident. 
Upa-pdtaka,  am,  n.  (with  upa  implying  in- 

feriority) a  crime  or  sin  in  the  second  degree  (as 
killing  a  cow,  selling  a  daughter,  &c.). 

Upapatakin,  *,  ini,  i,  one  who  has  committed  a 
crime  in  the  second  degree ;  a  sinner  in  any  but  the 
first  degree. 

Upa-patin,  i,  ini,  i,  falling  into,  hastening  towards. 
dMilfrl  upa-pati,  is,  m.  a  paramour,  a 

gallant. 
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s  MM<4«X  npa-patham,  ind.  near  the  road. 

3MM^  upa-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate,  -pattum, 
to  go  near,  approach,  come  to,  arrive  at,  to  be  ob- 

tained or  gained,  fall  to  one's  share  ;  to  go  against, 
attack  ;  to  take  place,  occur,  to  be  produced,  to  be 
present,  to  be  possible,  to  be  adapted,  to  be  fit  for  or 
adequate  for  (with  loc.)  ;  put  in  a  word  or  statement  : 
Caus.  -fddayati,  -yitum,  to  bring  into  any  state, 
cause  to  arrive  or  be  obtained,  offer,  present  any  one 
(ace.)  with  (inst.)  ;  to  cause  to  occur  or  happen  ;  to 
accomplish,  effect,  cause  ;  to  make  a  statement,  men- 

tion ;  to  justify  ;  to  make  fit  or  adequate  for,  to  make 
conformable  to  ;  to  furnish  with  ;  to  pronounce,  de- 

clare ;  to  find  out,  ascertain  ;  examine. 

Upa-patti,  is,  (.  happening,  occurring,  becoming 
visible,  appearance,  production,  birth  ;  gaining,  effect- 

ing, accomplishing  ;  cause,  reason  ;  termination,  end  ; 
fitness,  propriety;  association,  connection,  possession  ; 
religious  abstraction;  proof,  ascertained  or  demon- 

strated conclusion  ;  (in  arithm.  or  geom.)  proof,  de- 
monstration ;  upapattyd,  ind.  suitably,  in  a  fit  man- 

ner. —  Upapatti-mat,  an,  at),  at,  or  upapatti- 
yukta,  as,  d,  am,  right,  fit,  reasonable,  proper; 
united,  associated. 

Vpa-panna,  as,  d,  am,  produced,  effected,  ob- 
tained, gained,  demonstrated,  proved,  manifested, 

offered,  presented,  endowed  with,  possessed  of,  fur- 
nished with  (e.  g.  gunopapanna,  endowed  with  good 

qualities)  ;  fit,  suited  to  the  occasion,  adequate  ;  phy- 
sicked, cured. 

Upa-pddaka,  as,  d,  am,  producing,  effecting, 
making  visible. 

Upa-pddana,  am,  n.  effecting,  doing,  causing  to 
appear;  giving,  delivering,  presenting;  proving  or 
establishing  by  argument  ;  explaining  ;  examination  ; 
(as,  d,  am),  examining. 
Upa-pddita,  as,  d,  am,  effected,  accomplished, 

performed,  done  ;  given,  delivered,  presented  ;  proved, 
demonstrated. 

i.upa-paduka,  as,  a,  am,  self-produced;  (as), 
m.  a  superhuman  being,  a  god,  a  demon,  &c.;  hell(?). 
Upa-padya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  effected,  done, 

shown  or  proved  ;  being  produced,  coming  into  ex- 
istence. 

upa-pada,  as,  m.  a  secondary  word 
of  a  sentence  (as  for  instance  a  subordinate  word  in  a 
compound  generally  forming  the  first  member  ;  or  a 
preposition,  particle  &c.  prefixed  to  a  verb  or  a  noun 
derived  from  a  verb  qualifying  or  determining  the 
idea  contained  in  the  verb  ;  or  a  secondary  word  of 
any  kind  which  is  governed  by  or  limits  the  general 
idea  contained  in  the  principal  word)  ;  small,  diminu- 

tive; a  little. 

>SJ«U  upa-pankshana,  am,  n.  or  upa- 
pankshd,  (.  (fr.  rt.  Iksh  with  part  and  upa),  in- 

quiring into,  investigation,  examination. 

3HM<  upa-pare  (-para-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -paraiti, 
-turn,  to  go  towards,  approach. 

upa-parcana,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  pri6), 
closely  touching;  in  close  contact;  (am),  n.,  Ved. 
admixture  ;  (S3y.)  impregnation. 

Upa-prid,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  closely  attached,  in  close contact  with. 

upa-parsukd,  f.  the  false  ribs. 

upa-pall  (for  upa-pari-i),  cl.  2.  P. 
-palyeti,  -turn,  to  return,  turn  back. 

s  H  m  r,  <*  2.  upa-pdduka,  as,  I,  am,  having 
shoes,  shod. 

"^HTR  upa-papa,  am,  n.  a  crime  in  the 
second  degree  ;  [cf.  upa^pdtaka.] 

SHHl^l  upa-parsva,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  shoul- 
der; flank;  the  lesser  ribs,  the  lesser  flank;  the 

opposite  side. 

upa-pdlita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2. 

pd),  protected,  nurtured. 

^Vn'S^upa-pld,  cl.  10.  P.  -pidayati, -yitum, 
to  press  down,  disturb,  distress  ;  (in  astron.)  to  eclipse. 

Upa-pldana,  am,  n.  pressing  down,  oppressing, 
devastating,  laying  waste;  inflicting  pain;  pain,  agony, 
torture. 

Upa-pldita,  as,  d,  am,  devastated ;  tortured, 
pained,  distressed. 

^HJ^  upa-pura,  am,  n.  a  suburb,  '  near 

the  city.' Upapaurika,  as,  t,  am,  belonging  to  a  suburb. 

3MMU*u  upa-purdna,  am,  n.  a  secondary 
or  minor  PurSna,  a  number  of  writings  subordinate 
to  the  eighteen  principal  Puranas :  viz.  Adi  (by  Sanat- 

kumara),  Nrisinha,  V5yu,  S'ivadharma,  Durvasas, 
Narada,  Nandikesvara,  Usanas,  Kapila,  Varuna, 

Samba,  KalikS,  Mahes"vara,  Padma,  Deva,  ParSsara, MarWa,  BhSskara. 

»M^r»<<*T  upa-pushpikd,  f.  yawning, 

gaping. 
upa-paurnamasam   or  upa- 

paurnamdsi,  ind.  at  the  time  of  full  moon. 

3 MUTT upa-pra-gd,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti, -gdtum, 
to  come  near  to,  approach. 

<JMH^  upa-prath,  cl.  6.  P.  -pri66hati, 
-prashtum,  to  ask  a  person  (ace.)  about  anything. 

3HMn»Tx  upa-pra-jan,  cl.  4.   A.  -jay ate, 
-janitum,  to  be  born  in  addition. 

Q'tHV'l'-t^upa-pra-jinv,  cl.  I.  P.  -jinvati, 
-vitum,  to  impel,  stir  up ;  (Say.)  to  gratify  or  please 
in  approaching. 

a  "4Hn  upa-pra-tn,Ca,us.  -tdrayati,  -yitum, 
to  convey  or  transport  across. 

<j  M  Hq  91  «i  upa-pradarsana,  am,  n.  pointing 
out,  showing,  indication. 

aHH^I  upa-pra-dd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -daddti, 
'datte,  -datum,  to  deliver  over,  commit  to  (any  one). 
Upa-pradana,  am,  a.  delivering  over,  presenting ; 

a  present,  a  bribe. 

upa-pra-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -turn, 
to  approach,  attack. 

upa-pralobhana,  am,   n.    (rt. 
luJik),  seducing,  alluring. 

^HHUli  upa-prdna,  as,  m.  a  secondary  or 
inferior  vital  air  belonging  to  the  body. 

3  H  H  I  >\jjpa-prdp  (-pra-dp),  cl.  5.  P.  -pra- 
pnoti,  -ptum,  to  come  near,  approach. 

3VHT*([  upa-pra-ya  (-pra-d-ya),  cl.  2.  P., 
Ved.  -yati,  -turn,  to  go  near,  approach. 

TTIpr  upa-prut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  flowing  or 
rushing  near;  (Say.)  approaching. 

NIMH  npa-pre  (-pra-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -praiti, 
•turn,  to  go  near,  approach,  invade  ;  to  undertake, 
begin;  to  set  about  anything  (with  ace.  or  dat.). 

3  HH  w  upa-preksk  (-pra-lksh),  cl.  I.  A. 
-prekshate,  -shitwm,  to  overlook,  pass  over  un- 

noticed, disregard. 

Upa-prekshana,  am,  n.  overlooking,  looking  at without  interest,  disregarding. 

z*W\upa-presh  (-pra-ish),  cl.  4.  P.  -presh- 
yati,  -preskitum,  to  drive,  impel  ;  to  invite  or  request 
(a  priest  to  do  anything  at  a  sacrifice),  to  summon. 
Upa-praisha,  as,  m.  invitation,  summons. 

TTO  upa-plu,  cl.  i.  A.  -plavate,  -plotum, 
to  assault  violently,  assail. 

Upa-plava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  plu,  with  upa),  violent 

assault  or  attack ;  unlucky  accident,  misfortune,  great 

calamity,  disturbance ;  a  portent  or  natural  pheno- 
menon, especially  an  eclipse ;  a  N.  of  Rahu,  the 

ascending  node,  the  author  of  eclipses ;  N.  of  Siva. 

Upaplavin,  i,  inl,  i,  one  who  has  met  with  a 
calamity. 

Upa-plavya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  capital  of  Virata's country,  Matsya. 

Upa-pluta,  as,  d,  am,  violently  assaulted,  assailed, 
beset;  distressed,  pained;  harassed  (by  Rahu  &c.), 
eclipsed  ;  marked  by  prodigies ;  wet,  moistened ; 
(d),  f.  morbid  sensibility  of  the  uterus.—  Upaplutd- 
ksha  (°ta-ak°),  as,  I,  am,  weeping. 

<JlN«*f  upa-bandha,  as,  m.  (rt.  bandh), 
connection ;  an  affix  ;  a  mode  of  sitting. 

Upa-baddha,  as,  a,  am,  connected. 

4<4<f£  upa-barha,  as,  m.  (rt.  brih  or  brinh; 
cf.  upa-vrinh,  p.  168),  a  pillow. 

Upa-barhana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  cushion,  coverlet, 
covering. 

Upa-brtnhin,  t,  inl,  i,  supplementary,  additional. 

3M«»j  upa-bahu,  us,  us,  u,  &  few,  a  tolera- ble number. 

341IP  upa-bdhu,  us,  m.  the  lower  arm 
(from  the  elbow  to  the  wrist)  ;  N.  of  a  man. 

TT^  upabda,  as,  or  upabdi,  is,  m.,  Ved. 
noise,  sound,  rattling,  clanking.  —  Upabdi^mat,  an, 
atl,  at,  Ved.  noisy,  loud. 

J^t^upa-bru,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -braviti,  -brute, 
to  praise,  celebrate. 

4HHJJ-  upa-bhanga,  as,  m.  (rt.  bhanj),  a 
division  or  member  (of  a  verse). 

a-bhashd,  f.  a  secondary  dialect. 

upa-bJmj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -bhunakti, 
-bhunkte,  -bhoktum,  to  enjoy,  eat,  possess,  use; 
make  use  of,  receive  (as  a  reward). 

Upa-bhukta,  as,  a,  am,  enjoyed,  used,  possessed. 
—  UpabKukta-dhana,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  en- 

joyed or  makes  use  of  his  riches ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
merchant's  son. 
Upa-bhunjdna,  as,  d,  am,  enjoying,  using. 
Upa-bhoktri,  td,  tri,  tri,  an  enjoyer,  enjoying, 

possessing. 

Upa-bhoga,  as,  m.  enjoyment,  use,  eating ;  usu- 
fruct ;  pleasure,  satisfaction,  cohabitation. 

Upa-bhogin,  i,  inl,  i,  enjoying,  using. 
Vpa-bhogya  or  upa-bkoktavya  or  upa-bhojantya, 

as,  a,  am,  to  be  enjoyed,  to  be  used ;  (am),  n.  object 
of  enjoyment. 

Upa-bhojin,  I,  inl,  i,  eating,  enjoying. 

Upa-bhcyya,  as,  d,  am,  serving  as  food. 

"yp^upa-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -bhavati, -vitum,  to  be  near  to. 

TT*T7Tx  upa-bJirit,  t,  f.,  Ved.  a  sacrificial 
vessel  made  of  wood  ;  a  cup  of  round  shape,  made  of 
the  wood  of  the  banian  tree,  and  used  in  sacrifices. 

3HH  i.  upama,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  upa),  Ved. 

uppermost,  highest ;  nearest,  next,  first ;  most  ex- 
cellent, eminent,  best.  —  Upama-s'ravas,  as,  as,  as, 

Ved.  of  highest  fame ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kuru- 
Sravana  and  grandson  of  Mitratithi. 

I.  upama,  ind.,  Ved.  in  the  closest  proximity  or 

neighbourhood. 
Upamdm,  ind.,  Ved.  in  the  highest  degree. 

'3TJ'R  2.  upama,  at  the  end  of  compounds. 
See  under  3.  upa-md. 

*nns|  npa-madyn,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
SVaphalka  and  younger  brother  of  Madgu. 

-3  MI  «^  upa-mantr,  cl.  10.  A.  -mantrayate, 
-yitum,  to  address,  invoke,  invite,  persuade. 
Upa-mantrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  addressing,  in- 

viting, persuading. 
U  u 
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upa-mantritt. 

Upa-mantrin,  i,  i/ii,  «,  inviting,  persuading. 

jMHrVJril  ttpa-mantharii,  f.  (rt.  math),  a 
staff  for  stirring. 

Upa-manthitn,  td,  in,  «ri,Ved.  stirring  up. 

3M*M  upa-manyu,  us,  us,  u,  Veil,  zealous, 

striving  after  ;  (SSy.)  knowing,  understanding,  intelli- 

gent ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Dhaumya  Ayoda. 

T»nn  2.  upa-md,  cl.  2.  P.,  3  or  4.  A.  -wioH, 

-//iH/iite,  -mdyate,  -mdtum,  to  measure  one  thing 

by  another,  compare  ;  Ved.  to  give,  grant. 

3.  upa-ma,  f.  resemblance,  equality,  similarity;  a 

resemblance,  as  a  picture,  portrait,  image,  &c.  ;  a 

simile  ;  comparison,  a  particle  of  comparison  ;  (as,  a, 

am,  at  the  end  of  a  Bahu-vrlhi  compound)  like,  similar 

to,  resembling  (e.  g.  amaropama,  resembling  an  im- 

mortal). -Vpamd-dravya,  am,  n.  any  object  used 

for  a  comparison.  —  Upamd-rupaka,  am,  n.  a  figure 

in  rhetoric  combining  comparison  and  metaphor. 

—  Upameta  (°ma-«/a  .'),  a*,  i,  am,  compared  with  ?  ; 

(at),  m.,  N.  of  the  tree  Vatica  Robusta. 

I.  upa-matri,  ta,  m.  an  image-maker,  a  portrait- 

piinter. 

Vpa-mdna,  am,  n.  comparison,  resemblance,  ana- 

logy; a  simile;  that  with  which  anything  is  com- 
pared ;  a  panicle  of  comparison  ;  (in  the  Nyaya 

phil.)  recognition  of  likeness,  comparison,  the  third 
of  the  four  pramSnas  or  means  of  correct  knowledge. 

—  Upamana-<iintamani,it,m.  title  of  a  philosophical 

work.  —  Upamdnopameya-bhava  fno-ujj0),  at,  m. 
the  connection  between  the  subject  of  comparison  and 
the  comparison  adduced. 

Vpa-mlta,  as,  a,  am,  compared,  illustrated  by 
comparison,  similar. 

Upa-miti,  ii,  f.  resemblance,  comparison,  a  like- 
ness, a  picture,  image,  &c.  ;  analogy;  knowledge  of 

things  derived  from  analogy  or  resemblance  ;  infer- 
ence, induction. 

Upa-meya,  as,  a,  am,  (with  inst.  or  as  last  member 
of  a  compound)  to  be  compared,  comparable  with  ; 

(am),  n.  the  subject  of  a  comparison,  that  which  is 

compared  (opposed  to  upa-mdna,  that  with  which  it  is 

compared).  —  Upameyopamd  Cyasup"),  (•  the  resem- 
blance of  any  object  to  that  compared  with  it  ;  reciprocal 

comparison,  as  of  the  moon  to  a  beautiful  face. 

J  l|q  |  frl  npa-mdti,is,  f  .  (fr.  rt.  man  with  upa), 
Ved.  approaching  with  a  prayer  ;  addressing,  address  ; 
(SSy.)  comparison  ;  (is),  m.  approaching  in  a  friendly 

way  ;  obliging  ;  one  who  may  be  addressed  ,  affable,  espe- 
cially as  an  epithet  of  Agni  ;  (Say.)  granting  wealth. 

—  Upamdti-vani,  u,  is,  i,  Ved.  one  who  receives  ad- 
dresses in  a  friendly  way  ;  (Say.)  destroyer  of  an  enemy. 

Upa-mimansd,  (.,  Ved.  deliberation,  investigation, 
consideration. 

JIHIrl  2.  upa-mdtri,  ta,  f.  (a  second  mo- 
ther), a  wet  nurse  ;  a  near  female  relative. 

jl|HI^  upa-mdda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  enjoyment, 
delight. 

4MHK4J  upa-marana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  mrt), 
Ved.  submerging  (in  water  &c.). 

JMHlfritO  upa-mdlinl,  f.  a  species  of  the 
Ati-sakvari  metre. 

3Mii*M  upa-mdsya,  as,  ii,  am,  Ved.  occur- 
ring every  month,  monthly. 

I'lia-yathtfi,  ta,  m.,  Ved.  the  priest  who  utters 
these  verses. 

7  'pa-ydja,  as,  m.  additional  formulas  at  a  sacrifice  ; 
N.  of  a  younger  brother  of  Ysja. 

"aTT^  upa-yantr,  cl.  10.  P.  -yantrayati, 
-yitum,  to  solicit  or  compel  any  one  to  do  anything. 

TWt^upa-yam,  cl.  i  .  P.  A.  -yaithati,  -te, 

-yantum^lo  take  a  wife,  marry;  to  seize,  take,  re- ceive, hold  ;  to  offer. 

Upa-yantri,  ta,  m.  a  husband. 

Upa-yantra,  am,  n.  (with  upa  implying  inferi- 
ority) a  minor  surgical  instrument  or  implement  ;  a 

secondary  application  of  any  kind,  as  actual  cautery, 
escharotics,  &c. 

Upa-yama,  as,  m.  marriage,  marrying. 

Upa-yamana,  am,  n.  marrying  ;  taking  a  wife  ; 

(i),  f.  any  support  of  stone,  day,  gravel  &c.  for  hold- 
ing fire-wood;  a  sacrificial  ladle;  (as,  d,  am),  that 

upon  which  anything  is  placed,  a  support. 

Upa-ydma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  taking  up  with  a  ladle  ; 

a  ladle  (?);  the  verses  or  formulas  uttered  in  ladling 
out  the  Soma  juice  ;  marriage. 

<jma  upa-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -turn,  to  ap- 
proach, undergo. 

Vpaydta,  as,  a,  am,  arrived  ;  (am),  n.  arrival, return. 

Upa-ydna,  am,  n.  coming  near,  approaching. 

Upa-yay{n,i,int,i,  coming  towards,  approaching. 

JMUMofi  upa-yd6aka,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  yd(), 
an  asker,  solicitor,  begging. 

Upa-ydfana,  am,  n.  soliciting,  approaching  with 
a  request  or  prayer. 

Upa^ydi<ita,  ae,  a,  am,  requested,  solicited  ;  offered, 

especially  to  the  deities  to  render  them  propitious  ; 

(am),  n.  prayer,  request  (to  a  deity). 

upayitdrika,  as,  ID.  any  one 

I  ijipa-mit,  t,  f.,  Ved,  a  prop,  a  stay. 

»IX  vpa-mulam,  ind.  at  the  root. 

3MH<!  upa-mrid,  cl.  9.  P.  -mridndti,  -mardi- 
IHM,\O  crush,  bruise,  dash  to  pieces,  destroy  ;  rub  down. 

/'y»n-marrtYi,aK,  m.  friction,  rubbing  down,  bruising; 
Destruction;  reproach,  abuse,  refutation  of  a  charge. 
Upa-mardaka,  as,  d,  am,  crushing,  destroying, 

destructive  ;  (ns),  m.  refutation  of  a  charge. 

d  HH^(  upa-yaj,  d,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  eleven 
additional  formulas  at  a  sacrifice. 

employed  to  guard  a  VihSra  ;   a  wrong  reading  for 

upavihdrika  (?). 

•y^Vi^upa-yuj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yunakti,  yun- 
ktf,  -yoktum,  to  harness  (as  horses  to  a  carriage)  ;  to 
occupy,  take  possession  of;  to  use,  employ,  apply; 

to  bestow  upon  ;  to  attach  one's  self  to,  be  devoted  to  ; 
to  appropriate,  consume,  eat. 

Upa-yuJcta,  as,  d,  am,  attached,  adapted,  suitable, 

appropriate,  useful;  worthy,  serviceable;  proper, 

right  ;  taken,  eaten,  touched. 

Upa-yunjdna,  as,  a,  am,  attaching,  taking,  appro- 
priating. 
Upa-yuyukihu,  iu>,  us,  u,  about  to  employ  or  apply. 
Upa-yoktavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  employed. 

Upa-yoga,  as,  m.  application,  employment,  use, 
service,  utility  ;  administration  of  medicines,  prepara- 

tion of  them  ;  fitness,  suitableness  ;  contact,  proximity  ; 

any  act  tending  to  effect  a  desired  object  ;  good  con- 
duct, observing  established  practices.  —  fpayogam 

gam  or  vraj,  to  be  employed  or  used. 

Upa-yogln,  i,  »'»?,  »',  employing,  using;  what  is 
employed,  conducive  or  contributing  to,  serviceable, 
useful,  convenient  ;  appropriate  ;  favourable,  propitious  ; 

touching,  in  contact  with.  —  Upayogi-td,  (.  or  upa- 

yogi-tva,  am,  n.  usefulness;  fitness,  suitableness; 
occasion,  need  ;  favour,  propitiousness. 

Vpa-yojana,  am,  n.  harnessing  a  horse  (by  the 
side  of  another)  ;  a  team. 

'  '/"i-yojya,  «•»,  d,  am,  to  be  employed  or  used. 

jmil^H  npa-ynsham,  ind.  a  word  express- 

ing great  pleasure  ;  [cf.  tipa-josham.'] 
fJT.  upara,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  upa),  Ved.  situ- 

ated below,  under  ;  posterior,  later  ;  nearer,  approxi- 
mate ;  upardsu  (loc.  fern,  pi.),  in  the  proximity  ol, 

near  to;  (as),  m.  the  lower  stone  on  which  the 
Soma  is  laid  that  it  may  be  ground  by  means  of  other 

stones  held  in  the  hands  ;  the  lower  part  of  the  sacri- 

ficial post;  a  cloud;  region  ('/).  —  Upara-tdl,  ind., 
Ved.  in  the  proximity  or  circumference. 

upa-rakta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ranj 

upari-tita. 
I  with  upa),  afflicted,  overtaken  by  calamity ;  (as),  m. 
I  eclipsed  (as  sun  or  moon),  Rahu  the  ascending  node. 

Upa-rdga,  as,  m.  colour ;  darkening,  an  eclipse  of 
the  sun  or  moon ;  Rahu  or  the  ascending  node  ;  an 

inauspicious  event,  calamity,  affliction ;  misbehaviour, 
ill  conduct ;  reproach,  abuse. 

JIHHJ4!J  upa-rakskana,  am,  n.  a  guard, 
an  outpost. 

•JlH.PNrl  upa-rafita,  as,  d,  am,  made,  pre- 

pared. 

JlRffJ  upa-ratna,  am,  n.  a  secondary  or 
inferior  gem,  a  diamond  of  low  value. 

JJIRH  upa-ram,  cl.  I.  P.  A,  -ramati,  -te, 
-rantitm,  to  cease,  end,  terminate,  be  finished ;  to 
desist ;  to  cause  to  cease  or  desist :  Caus.  -ramayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  cease  or  desist,  stop,  render  quiet. 

J'jia-rata,  as,  d,  am,  ceased,  stopped;  dead; 
withdrawn  or  retired  from.  —  I  'parala-karman,  a, 
d,  a,  ceasing  from  works  or  from  relying  on  them. 
—  Uparata-rdsa,  as,  d,  am,  ceasing  to  dance  or 

phy.  —  Uparata-vishaydbhildstta  (°ya-abh°),  as, 
d,  am,  ceasing  from  all  desire  after  worldly  things. 
—  Uparata-sprllta,  at,  d,  am,  void   of  desire. 
—  Uparatdri  (°ta-ari),  is,  is,  i,  having  no  foe, 

being  at  peace  with  all. 

Upa-rati,  in,  f.  ceasing,  stopping ;  death  ;  refrain- 
ing from  sensual  enjoyment,  abstaining  from  prescribed 

acts ;  great  or  exquisite  pleasure  (?). 

Uparrama,  as,  m.  stopping,  ceasing ;  abstaining 

from,  giving  up ;  death. 

Upa-ramana,  am,  n.  abstaining  from  the  pleasures of  sense  or  from  ceremonial  acts  (with  abl.) ;  ceasing, 
discontinuance. 

Upa-rdma,  as,  m.  ceasing,  stopping. 

JIH4  upa-rava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ru  with 

upa),  a  sound-hole,  (designation  of  certain  holes 
which  increase  the  sound  of  the  stones  when  the 
Soma  is  being  ground.) 

<JIKM  upa-rasa,  as,  m.  a  secondary  mine- 
ral, as  red  chalk,  bitumen,  &c. ;  a  secondary  passion 

or  feeling ;  a  subordinate  flavour. 

dMUJl  upa-rdja,  as,  m.  a  viceroy. 

Upa-rdjam,  ind.  near  a  king. 

jl|f(  upari,  ind.  (as  a  separable  adverb) 

above,  upon,  on,  upwards,  towards  the  upper  side  of 

(opposed  to  adhas  and  mfd,  e.  g.  upari  yd,  to  go 

upwards  ;  sometimes  written  with  a  following  word  as 

if  compounded  with  it,  e.  g.  upari-tihnita,  marked 

above) ;  besides,  in  addition  to,  further  (sahasraiii 

satdny  upari  ddshtau.  1000  and  800  in  addition) : 

afterwards  (e.  g.  upari  payah  pilict,  he  should 
drink  milk  afterwards);  upari  upari,  higher  and 

higher ;  repeatedly,  continuously. 
(As  a  separable  preposition,  with  ace.,  loc.,  or  gen.) 

over,  above,  upon,  on,  at  the  head  of,  on  the  upper 

side  of,  beyond  ,(e.  g.  upari  Jailam  gain,  to  go  over 

the  mountain ;  upari  Lankdydm  sampriptah  fall, 

he  arrived  over  LaivkS  ;  upa-ry  upari  mrresluim 

atishthat,  he  stood  at  the  very  head  of  all ;  dtmdnam 

tasyd  upari  kshiptvd,  having  thrown  himself  upon 

him);  in  connection  with,  with  reference  to,  with 

regard  to,  towards  (with  gen.,  c.  g.  mama  upari 

MdritaJt,  changed  in  feeling  with  regard  to  me ; 

putrasya  upari  kruMTiah,  enraged  towards  his 

son);  after  (with  abl.,  e.  g.  muhurtdd  upari,  after  a 

minute) ;  [cf.  Zend  upara;  Goth,  ufar;  Old  Germ. 

05«r;  Mod.  Germ.  «&cr;  Eng.  orer;  Gr.  uirf'p ; 
Lat.  fiiper.] 

Upari  may  also  be  used  at  the  end  of  a  compound ; 

e.  g.  tadupari  gantum,  to  fall  upon  him,  to  attack 

him. 
Vpari  often  stands  at  the  beginning  of  a  com- 

pound, as  in  the  following  examples.  -  Upari-gata, 

as,  a,  am,  gone  up,  ascended.  —  Upari-fara,  as,  m. 

epithet  of  the  king  Vasu  ('walking  in  the  air'). —  l'l>ari-tita,  o»,  a,  am,  piled   over   or  above. 
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—  Upari-ja,   as,   a,  am,  growing   up,   produced 
above,  elevated,  high.  —  Vpari-nihita,  at,  a,  am, 
laid  over.  —  Upari-purusha,  as,  a,  am,   having  a 
man  above.  —  Upari-ftrut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  coming  from 
above.  —  Upari-babhrava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher 
of  the  ritual.  —  Upari-biulhna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  raised 
above  the  ground.  —  Vpari-bhdga,  as,  m.  the  upper 
portion  or  side.  —  Upari-bkdva,  as,  m.  the  being 
above  or  higher.  —  Upari-bhumi,  is,  i.  the  ground 
above.  —  Upari-bhram,  cl.  i.  4.   P.  -bkramati, 
-bhrdmyati,    -bhramUum,    to    wander    over    or 
above.  —  Upari-martya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.   above 
men.  —  Upari-iayana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  place  of  rest. 

—  Upari-s'renika,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  the  upper  se- 
ries. —  Upari-sad,t,  t,  (,Ved.  sittingor  dwelling  above. 

—  I'pari-sadya,  am.  n.,  Ved.  the  act  of  sitting  above. 
—  Upari-stha,  as,  a,  am,  staying  or  being  above, 
upper.  —  Upari-sthdpana,  am,  n.  placing  upon  or 
above.  —  Vpari-sthita,  as,  a,  am,  standing  above, 

being  above,  upper.  —  Upari-spris',  k,  t,  k,  Ved. 
raised,  elevated.  —  Vparltaka  (°rt-ft°),  <"• m-  a  kind 
of  coitus.  ••  Vpary-dsana,  am,  n.  sitting  on  high. 
Uparitana,  as,  I,  am,  upper  (opposed  to  adhas- 

tana). 
Upariihtat,  ind.  (as  an  adverb)  above,  from 

above;  behind  (opposed  to  purastdt),  further  on 
(in  a  book),  later ;  afterwards ;  (as  a  preposition) 
over,  upon,  down  upon  (with  ace.  and  gen.) ;  behind 
(with  gen.).  -•  Uparishtdj-jyotishmati,  (.,  N.  of  a 
Vedic  metre  consisting  of  forty-three  or  forty-four 
syllables,  the  end  of  which  is  like  the  beginning  of 
the  metre  Jyotishmati.  —  Upamshtdj-jyotis,  is,  f.  a 
verse  of  the  Trishtubh  metre,  the  last  Pada  of  which 
consists  of  eight  syllables.  —  Uparishtad-brihafi,  f., 
N.  of  a  Vedic  metre  consisting  of  four  PSdas,  the 
first  of  which  contains  twelve,  each  of  the  three 
others  only  eight  syllables. 

Jm^  upa-ru6,  cl.  I.  A.  -rotate,  -rotitum, 
to  shine,  be  brilliant. 

;HltjWx  upa-rttdh,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -runaddhi, 
-rundhe,  -roddhum,  to  obstruct,  hinder,  molest, 
trouble,  disturb ;  to  prevent ;  to  conceal. 
Upa-ruddha,  as,  a,  am,  obstructed,  impeded, 

molested,  disturbed ;  covered,  spread ;  protected, 
favoured. 

Upa-rudhya,  ind.  having  kept  in  check  or  ob- 
^tructed,  having  blockaded  or  hemmed  in. 
Upa-rudhyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  besieged, 

besieged. 
Upa-rodha,  as,  m.  surrounding,  blockading;  ob- 

struction, impediment,  opposition,  check,  refusal ; 
trouble,  disturbance ;  binding,  tying,  taking  hold  of ; 
protection,  favour.  —  Uparodha-kdrin,  t,  ini,  i, 
causing  trouble,  obstructing. 

Upa-rodhaka,  am,  n.  an  inner  room,  a  private 
apartment. 

Upa^rodhana,  am,  n.  obstruction,  impediment. 
Upa-rodhin,  i,  ini,  i,  obstructing,  impeding; 

obstructed,  impeded. 

dHt;£  upa-ruh,  cl.  i.  P.  -rohati,  -rodhum, 
to  ascend,  rise. 

(,'pa-ruhya,  ind.  having  ascended. 
j  14 Vl| 4  upa-riipaka,  am,  n.  a  drama  of 

an  inferior  class,  of  which  eighteen  are  enumerated. 

3Mrt  upala,  as,  m.  (connected  with  upara, 
i].  v.),  a  rock  or  stone  ;  a  precious  stone  or  jewel ; 
(a),  f.  the  upper  and  smaller  mill-stone  which  rests 
on  the  drinhad ;  refined  or  candied  sugar ;  [cf.  Gr. 
iSiraAoj ;  Lit.  opalus.]  —  Vpala-prakshin,  I,  ini,  i, 
Ved.  arranging  stones ;  (Say.)  throwing  grain  on  the 
mill-stone.  —  Upala-bhedin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant. 

I'palaka,  as,  m.  a  stone. 

^  VMT3jipa-laksh,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -lakshayati, 
-te,  -yitum,  to  look  at,  observe,  behold  ;  to  regard 
as,  value  as ;  to  imply  in  addition  :  Pass,  -lakehyate, 
to  be  observed  &c. ;  to  be  likely. 
Upa-lakshaka,  at,  d,  am,  observing,  designating. 

Upa-laksltana,  am,  n.  looking  at;  observation; 
designation  ;  implying  something  that  has  not  been 
expressed,  implying  something  in  addition  or  any  ana- 

logous object  where  only  one  is  specified,  using  a  term 
in  a  generic  sense,  metaphorical  or  elliptical  expression, 
synecdoche  of  a  part  for  the  whole,  of  an  individual 
for  the  species  or  of  a  quality  for  that  in  which  it  re- 

sides ;  mark.  —  Upalakifmna-tva,  am,  n.  the  being 
implied. 
Upa-lakshayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  observed. 
Upa-lakshita,as,  a,  am,  comprehended,  discovered, 

included,  implied,  metaphorically  expressed,  under- 
stood, characterized. 

Upa-lakshya,  as,  a,  am,  inferable  ;  (as),  m.  a 
prop,  stay,  support,  asylum  ;  an  inference. 

upaladhipriya,    as,    HI.   the 
as,    HI. 

Bos  grunniens  ;  perhaps  a  wrong  form  for  bdladhi- 

priya,  'valued  for  its  tail.' 
t5*T  upa-labh,  cl.  I  .  A.  -labhate,  -lab- 

dh'im,  to  acquire,  receive,  accept,  obtain,  find  ;  to 
conceive,  become  pregnant  ;  to  perceive,  observe, 
hear,  understand  ;  [cf.  Gr.  faroAa/tDai/u.] 

Upa-labdha,  as,  a,  am,  obtained,  received;  con- 
ceived ;  perceived,  understood,  known,  guessed. 

—  Upalabdka-sukha,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  ex- 
perienced pleasure.  —  Upalabdhdrtha  (°dha-ar°), 

as,  a,  am,  having  the  meaning  understood  ;  (a),  f. 
a  tale,  a  true  or  probable  story. 

Upa-labdhavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  observed. 
Upa-labdlii,  is,  f.  obtaining,  acquisition,  gain  ; 

observation,  perception,  knowledge  (especially  re- 
ligious), understanding,  mind  ;  a  guess  ;  appearance, 

perceptibility  ;  [cf.  Gr.  iinJATuJiij.]  —  UpalaMhi- 
mat,  an,  all,  at,  perceptible,  intelligible. 

I.  upa-labhya,  as,  d,  am,  obtainable,  perceivable, 
to  be  understood. 

i.  upa-labhya,  ind.  having  perceived  or  observed. 
I'/ia-labhyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  perceived. 

—  (fpalabhyamdna-tva  ,  am,  n.  the  being  known. 
Upa-lambha,  as,  m.  acquisition  ;  apprehension,  con- 

ception, comprehension  otherwise  than  from  memory. 
Upa-lambhaka,  as,  d,  am,  causing  to  observe, reminding. 

Upa-lambhuna,  am,  n,  apprehension. 
Upa-lambhya,  as,  d,  am,  obtainable,  to  be  ac- 

quired ;  respectable,  commendable,  praiseworthy. 
Upa-ldbha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  seizing  or  taking  hastily. 
ffpa-lipsd,  f.  desire  of  obtaining. 
Upa-lipsita,  as,  a,  am,  wishing  to  take  or  seize. 
Upa-lipsu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  obtain  or  know. 
aHWlfrtqii  upalalika,  f.  thirst,  oppres- sion (?). 

^MiVjjf  upa-linga,  as,  m.  a  portent,  a 
natural  phenomenon  considered  as  boding  evil. 

a'HfcotT  upa-lip,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -limpati,  -te, 
-leptum,  to  defile,  anoint,  smear,  besmear  :  Caus. 
-lepaytiti,  -yitttm,  to  cause  to  anoint  or  besmear. 

Upa-lipta,  as,  d,  am,  anointed,  smeared,  plastered. 
Upa-lepa,  as,  m.  smearing,  anointing,  plastering  ; 

obstruction,  the  being  concealed  ;  becoming  deadened 
or  dull. 

Upa-lcpana,  am,  n.  smearing,  anointing,  plaster- 
ing ;  an  ointment,  an  unguent. 

Upa-lepin,  i,  ini,  I,  serving  as  an  ointment  ; 
anointing,  smearing,  obstructing. 

upa-lipsa.    See  upa-labh  above. 

upalekha,  as,  un.  (fr.  rt.  likh  with 
upa),  title  of  a  grammatical  work  connected  with 
the  Pratisikhyas. 

3*HTt>  upa-vaktri,  ta,  m,,  Ved.  one  who 
directs  and  animates  by  his  words  ;  animating. 

3M1^T   npa-vanga,  as,   m.  pi.,  N.  of  a country. 

JMM^  upa-vanf,  Caus.  -vahtayati,  -yitwn, 
to  deceive  ;  to  repudiate. 

•3M16  upa-vata,  as,  m.  the  tree  Buchanania Latifolia. 

i  upa-vad,  cl.  i.  A.  -vadate,  -ditum, 
to  talk  over,  conciliate  ;  to  flatter,  cajole. 

Upa-vdda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  censure,  blame. 
Vpa-vddin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  censuring,  blaming. 

^H^l  upa-vana,  am,  n.  a  small  forest,  a 

grove,  a  garden  ;  a  planted  forest. 

3Mq«UN  upa-varn,  cl.  10.  P.  -varnayati, 
-yitum,  to  tell  or  describe  copiously. 

Upa-varna,  as,  m.  minute  description,  detail. 
Upa-varnana,  am,  n.  description,  minute  de- 

scription, delineation. 
Upa-varnita,  as,  d,  am,  described. 

34ifl  upa-varta.     See  under  upa-vril. 
3<<q««  upa-varsha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

San-kara-svamin  and  younger  brother  of  Varsha, 
author  of  writings  on  tie  Mimansa  philosophy. 

upavalgita-nayana,  as,  a, 

am,  swollen  or  dimmed  with  tears  ;  (a  various  read- 

ing has  apavalg{ta-°.) 
upa-vallika,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant. 

upa-valha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  emulation, 
rivalry. 

«IV  upa-vas,  cl.  I  .  P.  -vasati,  -vastum, 
to  dwell  in  or  at  ;  to  abide  in  a  state  of  abstinence, 
abstain  from  food,  to  fast  :  Caus.  -vdsayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  fast. 

Upa-vasatha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  fist-day,  day  of  pre- 
paration for  the  Soma  sacrifice,  the  day  preceding  a 

Soma  sacrifice,  day  of  a  Soma  sacrifice  ;  a  village  (?). 
Upavasathiya  or  upavasathya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

selected  for  an  Upavasatha  (as  a  day),  belonging  to 

or  prepared  for  a  Soma  sacrifice. 
Upa-vasta,  am,  n.  a  fast,  fasting. 
Ifpa-vastri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  fasts. 
Upa-vdsa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  fast,  fasting  (as  a  re- 

ligious act  comprising  abstinence  from  all  sensual 
gratification,  from  perfumes,  flowers,  unguents,  orna- 

ments, betel,  music,  dancing,  &c.)  ;  kindling  a  sacred 
fire,  a  fire  altar. 

Upa-tdsaka,  am,  n.  a  fast,  fasting. 
Upa-vdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  fasting,  one  who  observes  a fast. 

Uposhaita,  uposhita,  uposhya.     See  p.  1  73. 

T^7?  upa-vah,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vahati,  -te, 
-vodhum,  to  bear  or  lead  near,  to  lead  towards,  lead 
back  ;  to  bring  about,  commence. 

Upa-vaha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  anything  placed  on  the 
neck  of  an  ox  under  the  yoke,  to  raise  it  to  the  right 
level  for  a  yoke-fellow  of  greater  height. 

Upa-vdhana,  am,  n.  carrying,  bringing  back. 
Upa-vahin,  i,  ini,  i,  flowing  or  streaming  towards. 
Upa-i'dhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  drawn  or  led  near 

to  ;  (as),  m.  a  king's  elephant,  any  royal  vehicle. 
Upohyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  brought  near, 

being  commenced  ;  [cf.  upoh,  fr.  which  this  participle 
may  also  be  derived.] 

upa-va,  f.,  Ved.  blowing  at. 

i  .  upa-vaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vat  with 
upa),  Ved.  addressing,  speaking  to,  praise. 
Upavakya  or  upa-vdtya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be 

addressed  or  praised. 

JlHIok  2.  upavaka,  as,  d,  m.  f.,  Ved.,  Indra- 
grain  (see  Indra-yava). 
TT=rT5f«T  upa-vajana,  am,  n.  (said  to  be 

derived  fr.  rt.  vd),  a  fan. 

upa-vada.     See  under  upa-vad. 
upa-vasana,  am,  n.  (rt.  2.  vas), 

Ved.  a  dress,  a  garment,  a  cover. 
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upa-vid. upa-samhdra. 

upa-vid,  t,  f.,  Ved.  investigating, 
inquiring  into. 

('pa-Mud,  I.  profane  science,  inferior  sort  of 
knowledge. 

Upa-veda,  at,  m.  secondary  knowledge,  a  class  of 
writings  subordinate  or  appended  to  the  four  Vedas. 

According  to  the  BhSgavata-Purana  their  number  is 
four,  viz.  Ayur-veda,  Dhanur-veda,  Gandharra- 
reda,  and  Sthdpatya-veda,  or  medicine,  military 
art,  music,  and  mechanics. 

Tffa*^  upa-vindu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

3nfqm3l«i  upa-vipdsam,  ind.  at  or  near 

the  river  Vipas"a. 

zir<i3{upa-vis,  el.  6.  P.  -visati,  -veshtum, 
to  sit  down,  take  a  seat ;  to  pitch  a  camp  ;  to  enter ; 
to  seize,  take  possession  of:  Cans,  -vetiayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  sit  down. 

I'jM-risya,  ind.  having  sat  down,  sitting  down. 
Upa-viihta,  as,  a,  am,  seated,  sitting;  arrived, 

entered. 

Upa-veia,  ax,  m.  sitting  down,  sitting,  resting; 

fixing  one's  mind  upon,  being  attached  to ;  voiding 
by  stool. 
Upa-veiana,  am,  n.  sitting  down,  resting ;  causing 

to  sit  down ;  devoting  one's  self  to ;  voiding  by  stool. 
Upa~ve&ta,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  sit ;  seated. 
Upa-vc4in,  i,  »ni,  ̂ ,  sitting  down;  fixing  one's 

mind  upon,  devoting  one's  self  to. 
Upa-vedya,  ind.  having  seated  or  caused  to  sit. 
Upa-vesktn,  td,  (rt,  tri,  he  who  sits,  a  sitter, 

sitting  down. 

a'ufqH upa-visha, am,  n.  factitious  poison ; 
a  narcotic,  any  deterious  drug,  as  opium,  datura,  &c. ; 

(a),  £  a  plant,  Atis,  Aconirum  or  Betula.  See  ati- 

J'i|<4T  Vi^upa-viksh  (-vi-lksh),  cl.  I.  A.  -m- 
1,-sliatc,  -shit urn,  to  look  at  or  towards. 

"Zm^fa^itpa-vy,  cl.  10.  P.  -vijayati,  -yitum, 
to  blow  upon,  fan. 

3Mcfl<!J<4  upavinaya,  nom.  (fr.  -upa-vina) 
P.  -vlnayati,  -yitum,  to  play  on  the  Vmi  or  Indian 
lute  before  or  in  the  presence  of  any  one. 

<JM=fln  upa-vita,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  vye  with 
njiii),  investiture  with  the  sacred  thread ;  the  thread 
or  cord  worn  by  the  first  three  classes  of  the  Hindus 
over  the  left  shoulder  and  under  the  right  arm. 

Upavitin,  I,  int,  t,  wearing  the  string  in  the  usual 
manner,  or  over  the  left  shoulder  and  under  the 
right  arm. 

,  upa-vira,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  demon. 

upa-vri,  Intens.  P.,  Ved.  -varvarti, 
to  put  or  place  over  or  upon. 

4IH£  upa-vriyh  or  -vrih,  Caus.  P.  -t>ris- 
hayati,  -yitum,  to  increase. 
Upa-varha,a8,m.zp\\l<mi;[cf.upa-T>arha,p.  165.] 
Upa-vrinhana,  am,  n.  increasing,  increase,  col- 

lection. 

Upa-vrinhita,  as,  a,  am,  increased,  collected  from, 
possessed  of. 

^H^rT  upa-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  *vartate,  -titum, 
to  go  towards,  approach  ;  to  return. 

Upa-mrta,  as,  m.  a  particular  high  number. 
Upa-vartana,  am,  n.  a  place  for  exercise,  a  country 

inhabited  or  not ;  a  division,  a  district  or  Fergana ;  a 
kingdom. 

Upa-vriUi,  is,  f.  motion  towards. 

i  upa-vena,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

upa-veda.   See  under  upa-vid. 

upavesi,  is,  m.,N.  of  a  man. 

vpa-vtsha,  at,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vish  with 

upa),  Ved.  a  stick  (of  green  wood)  used  for  stirring the  sacrificial  fire. 

3 *H ^ upa-vesht,  cl.  I.  A.  -veshtate,  -titum, to  surround,  cover,  dress. 

3'«H«uT  upavainava,  am,  n.  (fr.  upa-venu  ?), 
the  three  periods  of  the  day,  morning,  midday,  and evening. 

TT^THfTl'T  upa-vydkhydna,  am,  n.  subsi- 
diary or  supplementary  explanation  or  interpretation. 

dlfMIU  upa-vydghra,  as,  m.  the  small 
hunting  leopard. 

Tq^rSf  upa-sak,  Desid.  P.  -sikshati,  to learn.  .  . 

Upa-iikshamana,  as,  a,  am,  training. 
Vpa-iikshd,  f.  learning,  desire  of  learning,  training. 

Upa-iikshita,  as,  a,  am,  learnt,  studied,  trained. 

dM$l*^  upa-sam,  cl.  4.  P.  -sdmyati,  -sami- 
tum,  to  become  calm  or  quiet,  to  cease:  Caus. 

-iamayati,  -yitum,  to  calm,  tranquillize,  appease, 

pacify,  assuage,  mitigate,  make  quiet,  extinguish,  kill. 

Upa-iama,  as,  m.  becoming  quiet,  assuagement, 

ceasing,  stopping,  cessation,  relaxation,  intermission ; 

tranquillity,  calmness,  patience.  —  Vpaiama-fila,  as, 
a,  am,  placid,  calm. 
Vpa-iamaka,  as,  a,  am,  calming,  affording  repose, 

making  patient. 
Vpa-iamana,  am,  n.  quieting,  calming,  appeasing, 

mitigation,  ceasing  to  burn,  extinction ;  an  anodyne. 

Upa-famaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made  quiet,  to 
be  appeased. 

Upa-4dnta,  as,  a,  am,  calmed,  appeased,  pacified ; 
calm,  tranquil ;  intermitted,  diminished.  —  llpaiantat- 
man  (°ta-dt°),  a,  a,  a,  one  whose  mind  is  pacified, 

placid. Upa-idnti,  is,  (.  cessation,  intermission,  remission ; 

appeasing,  allaying,  assuaging ;  abatement ;  tranquil- 
lity, calm. 

Upaidntin,  t,  ini,  i,  appeased,  tame,  tranquil,  calm ; 
(f),  m.  a  tame  elephant. 

upa-saya,  &c.     See  a^a-s'i  below. 
.  upa-saradam,  ind.  at  the  time of  autumn. 

upa-salya,  am,  n.  an  open  place 
before  a  town  or  village  (lit. '  a  place  where  archers 

practice'?). 
upa-sakhd,  f.  a  secondary  branch. 

upa-santv,  cl.  10.  P.  -santvayati, 
-yitum,  to  appease,  console,  tranquillize. 
Upa-iantvana,  am,  n.  appeasing,  making  quiet. 

dMSIIrf  upa-Sala,  am,  n.  a  place  near  a 
house,  a  court  before  a  house;  (am),  ind.  near  a 
house. 

<m$\  (tffl  upa-sastra,  am,  n.  a  minor  science 
or  treatise. 

d  M  f?l  U(  I  upa-sikshd.    See  upa-sak  above. 

JMfjIjf    upa-singh,  cl.    i.   P.  -sinyhati, 
•ghitum,  to  kiss. 
Upa-tMana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  itiitgh  with  upa), 

»ny5iing  given  to  smell  at  (in  medicine). 

JMfDim  upa-sishya,  as,  m.  the  pupil  of  a 

pupil. 

JV^fl  upa-st,  cl.  2.  A.  -sete,  -sayitum,  to lie  near. 

Vpa-iaya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  lying  by  the  side  of, 
lying  down  ;  productive  of  happiness  or  rest ;  (a),  f. 
a  prepared  piece  of  day,  i.e.  mrid;  (as),  m.  lying 
by  the  side  of;  ascertainment  of  disease  or  diagnosis 
by  the  effect  of  certain  articles  of  food  or  medicine ; 
allaying  disease  by  diet,  regimen,  &c. 

Vparidya,  as,  m.  turn  or  rotation  for  sleeping with  (another). 

Upa-iayin,  i,  int,  i,  lying  near  to ;  lying,  sleep- 
ng ;  going  to  bed ;  allaying,  tranquillizing,  what 
cairns  &c. ;  (in  medicine) composing,  narcotic.  »•  J7pa- 

idyi-td,  f.  or  upas"dyi-tva,  am,  n.  tranquillizing, 
calming ;  secondary  means  of  cure,  as  diet  &c. 

5M 3jl*iN  upa-s~unam,  ind.  near  a  dog. 
g  H  ntX^upa-subh,  Caus.  P.  -sobhayati,  -yi- 

tum, to  adorn,  ornament. 
Upa-tobhana,  am,  n.  adorning,  ornamenting. 

Upa-s"obhita,  as,  a,  am,  ornamented,  adorned. 

TTSH^  vpa-sush,  Caus.  P.  -soshayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  make  dry,  dry  up. 

Vpa-ioshana,  as,  d,  am,  drying  up. 

<J  M  au  A^iipa-stynt  or -scut,  cl.  i .  P.  -sfyotati, 
-titum,  to  ooze  or  trickle  down,  fall  in  drops. 

T^St  vpa-sri,  cl.  i.  A.  -srayate,  -yitum, 
to  approach,  go  towards,  go  against ;  to  attack ;  to surround. 

TJpa-4ri,  (.  a  covering,  anything  thrown  over. 

TTS  upa-sru,  cl.  5.  P.  -srinoti,  -srotum, 
to  listen  to,  give  ear  to,  to  hear. 
Upa-iruta,  as,  d,  am,  listened  to ;  promised, 

agreed. 
Upa-s"ruti,  ii,  f.  giving  ear  to,  listening  to ;  range 

of  hearing ;  a  supernatural  voice  heard  at  night  and 
personified  as  a  nocturnal  deity  revealing  the  future  ; 
judicial  astrology,  aspect  of  the  stars,  fortune-telling ; 

promise,  assent. Upa-4rutya,  ind.  listening  to. 
Upa-4rotri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  a  listener,  hearer,  listening  to. 

<J«jnyWx  upa-slish,  cl.  4.  P.  -slishyati, 

-sleshtum,  to  embrace :  Caus.  -s'leshayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  lay  hold  of,  bring  near,  place  at  hand. 

Upa-iliihta,  at,  d,  am,  placed  near,  contiguous, 
adjoining. 

Upa-^lesha,  as,  m.  juxta-position,  contiguity,  an 
embrace. 

'lJ'ift'M  upaslokaya,  nom.  (fr.upa-s'loka) 
P.  -tiokayati,  -yitum,  to  praise  in  llokas. 

T3^I  upa-svasa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sound- 

ing, roaring. 
•gn?JWs  tipa-shtut,  ind.  (fr.  rt.  stu  with  upa), 

Ved.  at  command,  (ready)  at  one's  call. 
•JH^^H  vpa-samyama,  as,  m.  the  end  of 

the  world. 
^mi<UJl  upa-samyoga,  as,  m.  (rt.  yuj),  a. 

secondary  or  subordinate  connection,  a  modification. 

;TMMO£.  vpa-samroha,  as,  m.  (rt.  ruh), 

growing  over,  growing  together,  cicatrizing. 
4M4HI<{  wpa-samvada,  as,  m.  (rt.  vad), 

agreeing  together,  agreement. 
^Mti^MM  upa-samvydna,  am,  n.  an  under 

garment. 

^tf^raiT  upa-sam-vraj,  cl.  i.  P.  -vrajati, 

•jitam,  to  enter,  go  towards,  approach. 

JMtif*  upa-sans-kri  (-sam-kri),  cl.  5.  8. 
P.  A.  -Icrinoti,  -nute,  -karoti,  -karate,  -kartum, 

to  prepare  (as  a  meal) ;  to  ornament. 
Upa-sannkrita,  as,  a,  am,  cooked,  dressed  (as  a 

meal). 

JH«<4  vpa-sam-hri,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -harati, 
•te,  -hartum,  to  draw  together,  bring  together,  col- 

lect, to  contract ;  to  withdraw,  take  away,  withhold. 

Upa-samharana,  am,  n.  withdrawing,  taking 
away ;  excluding ;  refusing,  withholding ;  attacking, invading. 

Vpa-samharat,  an,  and,  at,  withdrawing,  taking 
away ;  refusing,  excepting ;  going  against,  invading. 

Upa-samhdra,  as,  m.  drawing  towards  one's  self, 
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drawing  in  or  together,  contracting  ;  drawing  away,  tak- 
ing away,  withholding,  excepting,  excluding  ;  collection, 

assemblage,  winding  or  summing  up,  a  compendium, 

brevity,  conciseness,  resume1;  perfection;  subduing, destruction,  death,  end;  attacking,  invading;  (in 
logic)  refutation  ;  N.  of  the  fourth  section  of  the 
V5yu-purana. 
Upa-samhSrin,  %,  im,  i,  comprehending  ;  exclu- 

sive; non-exclusive  (?). 
Upa-samhrita,  ai,  a,  am,  withheld,  refused,  de- 

nied ;  excepted  ;  excluded,  compressed,  comprehended, 
dead. 

Upa-samhriti,  is,  f.  comprehension,  seizing,  tak- 
ing ;  a  compound  expressive  of  various  meanings  (?). 

^  M  ̂  Sp  *{upa-san-klrip  (-sam-k°),  Caus.  P. 
•kalpayati,  -yitum,  to  fix,  deposit,  settle  ;  to  appoint, 
choose. 

Upa-sanklripta,  ai,  a,  am,  placed  over,  built 
over. 

m  (-sam-k°),  cl.  I.  P. 
A.,  4.  P.  -kramati,  -Jcramate  (ep.  also  -kramate), 
-kramyati,  -kramttum,  to  go  near  to,  approach: 
Caus.  P.  -kramayati,  -ytium,  to  cause  to  approach. 

.  JUHjjfM  upa-sankshepa,  as,  m.  (rt.  kship), 
a  concise  abridgment,  a  summary  ;  an  abstract,  com- 
pendium. 

4  ItM  jjd  M  upa-sankhyana,  am,  n.  (rt.  khya), 
annumeration,  adding,  addition  ;  further  enumeration  ; 
(in  gram.)  a  substitute  in  form  or  sense,  a  consig- 
nificant  term  or  affix. 

4  M  ti  g-HN  upa-san-gam  (-sam-g°),  cl.  I.  P. 
-gaffhati,  -gantum,  to  approach  together,  join  in 
approaching,  to  enter  into  any  condition  or  relation. 

dl|«#j!  upa-san-grah  (-sam-g°),  cl.  9.  P. 
A.  -grihnati,  -mte  (Ved.  -gribhyati,  -nite),  -gra- 
Iritum,  to  clasp  or  embrace;  to  take  upon  one's 
self,  to  experience,  suffer  ;  to  receive,  accept  ;  to  seize, 
take  into  custody;  to  win  over,  conciliate,  make 
favourable. 

Upa-sangrihya,  ind.  having  clasped,  having  taken, 
holding. 

Upa-sangraha,  as,  m.  clasping  (e.  g.  the  feet  of 
a  person  as  a  mark  of  great  respect),  respectful  salu- 

tation ;  polite  address  ;  obeisance  ;  bringing  together, 
collecting,  joining. 
Upa-iangrahana,  am,  n.  respectful  salutation  (by 

clasping  the  feet  of  a  person  with  the  hands),  polite 
address. 

Upa-sattgrahya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  saluted  reveren- 
tially, respectable,  venerable. 

4MHM<  vpa-san-car  (-sam-6°),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-farati,  -te,  -faritum,  Ved.  -ritave,  Sec.,  to  enter, 
approach  ;  to  have  sexual  intercourse  with. 
Upa-sanfara,  as,  m.  manoeuvre,  flattery  (?). 

3H«f,  i.  npa-sad,  cl.  I.  6.  P.  -sidati,  -sat- 
tum,  to  sit  near  to,  to  go  near  to,  approach;  to 
worship  ;  to  obtain. 

Upa-satti,  is,  f.  connection  with,  union  ;  service, 
worship  ;  gift,  donation. 

Upa-sattri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  approaches,  a 
worshipper  ;  an  inhabitant. 

a.  upa-sad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  one  who  goes  near  to, 
serving,  attending,  waiting  upon  ;  (t),  f.  siege,  assault  ; 
laying  up,  accumulating  ;  service  ;  N.  of  a  ceremony 
lasting  several  days  and  forming  part  of  the  Jyotish- 
toma  ceremony.  —  Upasad-ran,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  one 
who  has  attendants  or  worshippers,  one  who  is  wor- 

shipped. —  Upasad-vratin,  I,  int,  i,  observing  the 
rules  of  the  Upasad,  viz.  drinking  milk  in  certain 
quantities,  sleeping  on  the  bare  earth,  chastity,  si- 

lence, &C. 

Upa-sada,  as,  a,  am,  going  near  to  ;  (as),  m. 
approach  ;  gift,  donation  ;  N.  of  a  ceremony.  See 
2.  upa-sad. 
Upa-sadana,  am,  n.  approaching,  going  to  (a 

teacher),  sitting  near  (a  master),  becoming  a  pupil  ; 

going  near  to,  being  present  at,  partaking  of;  a 
neighbouring  abode,  a  neighbourhood. 

Upa-sadi,  f.,  Ved.  attendants  collectively  (?). 
Upa-sadya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  attended  on  or 

worshipped. 

Upa-sanna,  as,  a,  am,  approached,  approximate  ; 
worshipped.  —  Upasanna-ta,  (.  or  upasanna-tva, 
am,  n.  proximity,  approach. 

i'pa-sadita,  as,  a,  am,  approached,  come  near  to. 

3M«mt^  upa-san-tan  (-sam-t°),  cl.  8.  P. 
A.  -tanotl,  -note,  -nitum,  to  bring  into  immediate 
connection  with. 

Upa-santana,  as,  m.  immediate  connection,  join- 
ing together  ;  a  descendant. 

»S«»«IT  upa-san-dha  (-sam-dha),  cl.  3.  P. 
A.  -dadhdti,  -dhatte,  -dhatum,  to  put  together, 
add,  increase  ;  to  join,  connect,  cause  to  partake  of; 
to  aim  at. 

Upa-samhita,  as,  a,  am,  connected  with,  furnished 
with,  accompanied  or  surrounded  by  ;  having  regard 
or  reference  to,  attached  to  one  another. 

•3M«t«*M*ix  upa-sandhyam,  ind.  near  or 
towards  evening. 

4MM«mtl  upa-sannyasa,  as,  m.  (rt.  2.  as), 
laying  down,  giving  up. 

^  v  «  *i  5^  upa-sam-as,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -asnoti, 
-mite,  -iltam,  to  reach,  obtain. 

3H«»««V  upa-sam-as,  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati,  -si- 
tum,  to  put  or  place  upon. 

3HHH\c£upa-!<am-a-kri,  cl.  5.8.  P.  A.  -kri- 
noti,  -nute,  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  connect, 
combine  together. 

<JMtW*n  upa-sam-a-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -da- 
dhati,  -dhatte,  -dhatum,  to  put  on  (as  wood  on  a 
fire),  to  place  in  order,  arrange. 
Upa-samddhana,  am,  n.  placing  in  or  on,  laying 

one  upon  the  another. 

upa-samaharya,  as,  a,  am  (rt. 
Art),  to  be  brought  together,  to  be  arranged 

•dMtlfH  upa-sam-i,  cl.  2.  P.  -eti,  -turn,  to 
approach  together. 

3M«(*i<J  upa-samid  or  upa-samidham,  ind. 
near  the  fire-wood. 

3  M*i*Jf-  upa-sam-uh,  cl.  I.  P.  -uhati,  -hi- 
tum,  to  draw  together,  contract,  to  collect  together, 
to  bring  near. 

3H«iH  upa-sam-e  (-a-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -aiti, 
-turn,  to  meet,  meet  with  (with  ace.). 

4l|«M(^  upa-sam-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate, 
-pattttm,  to  come  to,  arrive  at  :  Caus.  P.  -yadayati, 
-yitum,  to  bring  near  to,  lead  near,  to  give,  grant  ; 
(with  Buddhists)  to  receive  into  the  order  of  priests, 
to  ordain. 

Upa-sampatti,  is,  f.  approaching,  arriving  at, 
entering  into  any  condition. 
Upa-sampanna,  as,  a,  am,  arrived  at;  gained, 

obtained;  furnished  with  ;  familiar  with;  finished; 

enough,  sufficient  ;  dead,  deceased  ;  immolated,  sacri- 
ficed as  a  victim  &c.  ;  dressed,  cooked. 

JIWHI^  upa-sam-prath,  cl.  6.  P.  -pri6- 
itliati,  -prashtum,  to  ask  a  person  about  anything. 

J  M  «*y  Wjipa-sam-prap  (-pra-ap),  cl.  5.  P. 
-apnoti,  -ptum,  to  reach,  obtain,  approach. 
Upa-samprapya,  ind.  having  arrived  at. 
<J»(*I«*»IHI  upa-sambhasha,  f.  talking  over, 

friendly  persuasion. 

upa-sara.     See  upa-sri  next  col. 

upa-sarga.     See  upa-srij  next  col. 

npa-sarpana.    See  upa-srip  next col. 

^  Hti  i  i^upa-santv.     See  upa-santv. 
TTftf  upasi,  ind.,  Ved.  in  the  lap,  on  the 

hip. 

3M«'^  upa-sunda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya, 
son  of  Nikumbha  and  younger  brother  of  Sunda. 

3S«M4i  upa-suryaka,  am,  n.  the  disk  of the  sun. 

upa-sri,  cl.  i.  and  Ved.  3.  P.  -sarati, 
•sisarti,  -sartum,  to  go  towards,  approach,  go  against, 
attack  ;  to  have  intercourse  (as  a  woman  with  a  man). 

Upa-sara,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  who  or  what  approaches  ; 
(as),  m.  approaching  (a  cow)  ;  the  first  pregnancy  or 
impregnation  of  a  cow. 

Upa-sarana,  am,  n.  going  or  flowing  towards, 
rapid  Bowing  of  the  blood  towards  the  heart  in  sick- 

ness ;  what  is  approached  as  a  refuge. 
Upa-sartavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  approached  for 

help,  to  be  had  recourse  to. 

Upa-sarya,  f.  'to  be  approached,'  a  cow  fit  for a  bull. 
Upa-sdrya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  approached  or  gone  to. 
Upa-eritya,  ind.  having  gone  towards,  having  ap- 

proached. 3mi*\i<pa-sry,  cl.  6.  P.  -srijati,  -srashtum, 
to  pour  out  or  on,  to  offer,  make  an  oblation  ;  to 
join,  attach,  connect  with  ;  to  beset  with,  oppress  ; to  eclipse. 

Upa-sarga,  as,  m.  addition  ;  trouble,  misfortune  ; 
a  portent,  a  natural  phenomenon  supposed  to  forbode 
future  evil,  an  eclipse;  a  disease,  possession  by  an 
evil  spirit  ;  change  occasioned  by  any  disease  ;  indi- 

cation or  symptom  of  death  ;  a  disease  superinduced 
on  another;  an  inseparable  particle  or  preposition 
prefixed  to  roots  ;  see  Icarma-pravafarnya.—  Upa- 
sarga-vritti,  is,  is,  i,  having  the  character  of  a 
preposition,  to  be  treated  like  one. 
Upa-sarjana,  am,  n.  pouring  on;  misfortune, 

inauspicious  phenomenon,  portent,  eclipse;  passing 

by,  leaving,  eclipsing  ;  any  person  or  thing  subordi- 
nate or  subsidiary  to  another,  a  substitute,  a  repre- 

sentative ;  (in  gram.)  a  word  which  by  composition 
or  derivation  loses  its  original  independance,  while 
it  also  determines  the  sense  of  another  word  ;  for 
instance,  in  the  derivative  Aupifala,  a  pupil  of  Api- 
Sali,  Apiiali  has  become  the  upasarjana;  so  also  in 
the  compound  raja-purusha  (ft.  rajan  and  purusha) 
the  first  loses  its  independant  character  when  com- 

pounded and  is  therefore  the  upasarjana  ;  (5),  f. an  infusion. 

Upa-srishta,  <",  a,  am,  joined,  attached,  connected 
to  or  with,  attended  by  or  accompanied  with  ;  seized 
or  possessed  by  (evil  demons  &c.)  ;  eclipsed,  as  the 
sun  or  moon  ;  furnished  with  an  upasarga  or  prepo- 

sition (e.  g.  the  root  da  with  a  prefixed  is  said  to  be 

upasrishfa)  ;  (am),  n.  coition,  copulation. 
Ttl?ni  upa-srip,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -sarpati,  -te, 

-sarptum  or  -sraptum,  to  creep  near,  approach; 
move  onward,  attack  ;  [cf.  tyifnra.] 

Upa-sarpa,  as,  m.  approach,  access,  following  a 

person. 
Uparsarpana,  am,  n.  approaching,  advancing towards. 

Upa-sarpin,  J,  im,  i,  creeping  near,  approaching. 

Upa-sarpya,  ind.  (having  approached. 
f&PsRupa-sektri,  ta,  m.  (rt.  si£),  Ved.  one 

who  sprinkles  or  pours  one  thing  on  another. 

Upa-setana,  as,  a,  am,  pouring  or  sprinkling  one 
thing  on  another;  (am),  n.  pouring  or  sprinkling 
upon,  watering  ;  infusion,  juice  ;  (i),  f.  a  ladle  or  cup for  pouring. 

pa-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of Sr2kya-muni. 

x  upa-sev,  cl.  i.  A.  -senate,  -vitum, 
to  serve,  worship,  honour  ;  to  practise,  pursue,  culti- 
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upa-sevaka. upa-hava. 

vate,  study,  make  use  of,  be  addicted  to,  frequent, 
inhabit. 

I'/ia-sevaka,  as,  a,  am,  worshipping,  following, 
practising. 

J'pa-fevana,  am,  n. worshipping,  honouring;  ser- 
vice, addiction  to;  using,  enjoying. 

Upa-geva,  f.  service,  worship,  honour. 

I'/ia-sevin,  t,  inl,  i,  serving,  worshipping,  honour- 
ing ;  liking,  pleased  with. 

3H  Hi  upa-s-kri  (s  inserted,  see  upa-kri), 
cl.  8.  A.  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  prepare,  elaborate, 
perfect,  adorn,  &c. 

Upas-kara,  at,  m.  any  article  which  serves  to 
make  complete,  an  ingredient,  condiment,  spice  or 
seasoning  (mustard,  pepper,  &C.) ;  an  appurtenance, 
utensil,  implement  or  instrument ;  an  article  of  house- 

hold use  (as  a  broom,  a  basket,  &c.),  apparatus; 
blame,  censure. 

Upas-kdra,  as,  m.  anything  additional,  a  supple- 
ment. 

Upaf-krita,  as,  a,  am,  prepared ;  blamed,  censured. 
Upas-kritt,  is,  f.  a  supplement,  anything  additional. 

TTWH  upa-stambh,  cl.  5. 9.  P.  -stabhnoti, 
-nati,  -stabdhum,  to  slay,  prop,  support. 
Upa-itambha,  as,  m.  (also  written  upa-shtam- 

fiAo  ?),  stay,  support,  support  of  life  (as  food,  sleep, 
and  government  of  the  passions);  encouragement, 
incitement ;  base,  basis,  ground,  occasion. 

Upa-stambhaka,  as,  a,  am,  supporting,  promoting, 
encouraging. 

Vpa-stambhatM,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  support. 

upa-starana.  See  upa-stri  below. 

i  upa-sti, is,  m. (fr. rt.  I . as  with upa), 
Ved.  an  attendant,  a  follower,  a  servant,  a  subject. 

<fMW  upa-stu,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -stauti  or  -sta- 
•nti,  -stute  or  -stuvlte,  -stotum,  to  praise,  invoke. 

Upa-stut,  t,  (.,  Ved.  invocation,  praise,  invitation. 
Upa-stata,  as,  a,  am,  invoked,  praised ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  FLishi. 

Upa-stuti,  is,  {.,  Ved.  invocation,  praise. 
Upa-stutya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  praised  or  invoked. 

JUtiH  upa-stri  or -stri,  cl.  5.  9.  P.  A.  -stri- 
noti,  -nute,  -nati,  -nite,  -startum,  -ritum  or  -ri- 
tum,  to  spread,  arrange,  set  in  order;  [cf.  Lat. 
stibsterno.] 

Upa-starana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  spreading  out,  scatter- 
ing ;  what  is  spread  out ;  a  covering. 

Upa-stir,  f.,  Ved.  scattering  about,  spreading ;  what 
is  spread ;  a  covering. 

Upa-stirna,  as,  a,  am,  spread  out,  arranged. 

upa-stri,  f.  a  concubine. 

i.upa-sttia,cl.i.P.  A.-tishthati,-te, 
-sthatum,  to  stand  near,  stand  by  the  side  of  in  order 
to  serve,  wait  on,  attend  on,  serve  (with  ace.)  ;  to  be 
or  remain  near ;  stay  with ;  to  come  near,  approach  ; 
to  approach  a  god  with  prayer,  worship;  to  stand 

under  in  order  to  support;  to  approach  for  inter- 
course, have  intercourse  with ;  to  approach  for  assist- 

ance ;  to  approach  with  hostile  intentions,  attack ; 
to  occur,  come  to  pass,  arise,  be  present ;  to  meet 

with,  obtain;  to  fall  to  one's  share,  come  to  the 
possession  of;  to  conciliate :  Caus.  P.  -sthdjxiyati, 

-yitrnn,  to  cause  to  stand  near,  to  provide,  present, 
furnish  with,  place  upon  or  near  ;  to  produce. 

Upa-ftha,  as,  m.  the  lap,  middle  part  in  general, 
a  secure  place ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  the  organs  of  genera- 

tion, especially  of  a  woman ;  the  anus ;  the  haunch 

or  hip ;  (as,  a,  am),  near,  proximate ;  upastham 
kri,  to  sit  down  with  the  legs  bent,  make  a  lap; 

n/iaxlhe  kri,  to  take  on  one's  lap.  —  r/ja*tlin- 
ilaghita,  a*,  i,  am,  reaching  to  the  lap.  —  Upastha- 
nii/ratia,  as,  m.  restraint  of  sensual  appetite ;  con- 

tinence. —  I'pattlui-paUra,  as,  m.  the  Indian  fig 
tm.  —  Upabtha-sad,  t,  t,  f.Ved.  sitting  in  the  lap. 

1.  upa-sthd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  standing  on. 
llpa-sthdtri,  fa,  m.  an  attendant,  servant. 

Upa-sthana,  am,  n.  standing  near,  presence, 
proximity,  nearness ;  approaching,  appearing,  coming 

into  the  presence  of,  introducing  one's  self;  worship- 
ping, waiting  on ;  attendance ;  obeisance ;  abode ;  an 

assembly;  any  object  approached  with  respect,  a 
sanctuary ;  obtaining,  getting ;  upasthdnam  kri,  to 
give  access  or  scope  for  action.—  Upasthdna-^dld,  f. 
the  assembly-room  of  a  Buddhist  monastery. 

Upa-sthaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  stayed  with  or 
near,  to  be  kept  near ;  to  be  attended  on  or  served. 

Upa-sthdpaka,  as,  a,  am,  placing  or  bringing  near, 
causing  to  obtain  ;  explaining,  teaching,  a  teacher. 

Upa-sthdpana,  am,  n.  placing  near;  attendance, 
service. 

Upa-sthapaniya  or  upa-sthdpayitavya,  ai,  a, 
am,  to  be  placed  near. 
Upa-sthdpita,  as,  a,  am,  placed  near,  attended. 
Upa-sthdpya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  placed  near,  to  be 

produced  or  made  visible. 
Upa-sthdya,  ind.  having  approached,  having 

brought  near  to  or  assembled. 

Upa-sthdyaka,  as,  m.  a  servant ;  (with  Buddhists) 
a  follower  of  Buddha. 

Upa-sthayin,  i,  ini,  i,  standing  near,  being  pre- 
sent, appearing. 

Upa-sthavara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  stopping,  not 
moving. 

Upa-sthtta,as,  a,  am,  approached,  arrived,  arisen, 

appeared,  present ;  staying  by  or  near  at  hand,  im- 
pending, ready ;  received,  obtained,  gained ;  accom- 

plished, taken  place,  happened ;  caused,  occasioned ; 
felt ;  known ;  dean,  cleansed ;  (in  Ved.  gram.)  in  the 
Pada  text  followed  by  the  particle  iti ;  (am),  n.  the 

particle  iti  used  in  this  manner;  the  position  of 
words  before  and  after  iti ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  of 
four  lines  of  ten  syllables  each ;  N.  of  another  metre 

of  four  lines  of  eleven  syllables  etdi.  —  Upasthita- 
prafupita,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  and 
fifty-one  syllables.  —  Upasthtta-waktri,  td,m.3  ready 
speaker,  an  eloquent  man.  —  Upasthita-samprahdra, 
as,  a,  am,  about  to  engage  in  a  battle,  having  battle 
at  hand. 

Upa-stMti,  is,  (.  standing  near,  approach,  presence, 

proximity,  arrival ;  obtaining,  getting ;  effecting,  ac- 
complishing ;  remaining. 

Upa-stheya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  attended  to,  to  be 
worshipped. 

d  M  «d^  upa-sneha,as,m.  (rt.sm'A),moisten- 
ing,  attracting  moisture. 

l**!*^  upa-spij  (only  used  in  ace.  -jam), 
Ved.  inconsiderate  curiosity  or  jest  (?). 

<<tMSix  I.  upa-spris,  cl.  6.  P.  -sprisati, 
-sprashium  or  -sparshtum,  to  touch  (water) ;  to 
wash  or  rinse  the  mouth  ;  to  sip  water,  to  sprinkle  ; 

to  wash  off;  to  gnash  (the  teeth). 

/  ']>a-spar.<a,  as,  m.  touching,  contact ;  washing, 
bathing,  ablution ;  rinsing  the  mouth,  sipping  water 
and  ejecting  it. 

Upa-spartiana,  am,  n.  touching ;  bathing ;  rinsing 
the  mouth. 

Upa-spar&in,  ~t,  im,  i,  touching,  sipping  water 
i .  upa-sprif,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  touching. 

Vpa-tprUya,  ind.  having  sipped  water. 
If  xi  xprisfita,  as,  a,  am,  touched,  sipped. 

^nwfn  upa-smrili,  is,  f.  a  minor  law- 
book  ;  eighteen  such  books  are  mentioned. 

•3HW=t«u  iipn-srarana,  am,  n.  (rt.  sru), 

flowing,  the  periodical  flow  of  a  woman. 

a«j*Sr«l  upasva-tva,am,  n.  revenue,  profit, 
what  is  derived  from  land  or  other  capital. 

Upasva-wat,  dn,  m.,  N,  of  a  son  of  Satrajit. 

a  H«^M/ja-x»erfo,ns,m.(rt.spirf), moisture 

3'Ht^upn-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti,  -turn,  to 
kill,  injure,  destroy,  disturb,  vex  ;  to  waste. 

Upa-liata,  as,  a,  am,  injured,  impaired,  evill) 
affected  by;  struck  bv  lightning  &c.;  pained,  hurt 

estroyed;  infected,  polluted,  vitiated;  impure.  —  Upa- 
ata-dris,  k,  k,  k,  dazzled,  blinded.  —  Upahata-dhi, 

s,  is,  i,  infatuated.  —  Upahatdtman(°ta-d(*),  a,  a, 
a,  agitated  in  mind,  mentally  affected  as  by  passion. 

Upahataka,  as,  a,  am,  ill-fated,  unfortunate,  un- 

ucky. 

Upa-Katnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  assailing. 
I'pa-iiatyd,  f.  dazzling  of  the  eyes. 
JJpa-hantavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  killed. 
Upa-kantri,  td,  tri,  tri,  having  a  contrary  effect, 

isturbing. 

ttpa-harana.     See  under  upa-hri. 

pa-has,  cl.  I.  P.  -hasati,  -situm, 

o  laugh  at,  deride. 
Upa-hasita,  am,  n.  satirical  laughter,  laughing  ; 

as,  d,  am),  laughed  at,  derided. 
Upa-kaman,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  laughing  at,  a  derider. 
Upa-hdsa,  as,  m.  fun,  play,  ridicule,  derision, 

aughing  at  any  one,  satirical  laughter.  —  Upahdsd- 

spada  (°sa-ds°),  am,  n.  a  laughing-stock. 
Upa-hdsaka,  as,  d,  am,  ridiculing  others,  jocose  ; 

(is),  m.  a  jester. 
Upa-hdsya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  laughed  at,  ridi- 

culous, laughable.  —  Upahdsya-td,  (.  ridiculousness. 

—  Upahdsya-tdm  gam,  to  expose  one's  self  to 

aughter. upahastika,  f.  (fr.  upa-hasta),  a 
small  bag  or  box  containing  condiments  or  betel. 

M£|  upa-ha,  cl.  3.  A.  -jihlte,  -hatum,  to 

50  down,  descend. 
M£lc44i  vpahalaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

country,  part  of  the  peninsula  of  India. 

J  14  f^  fl  upa-hins,  cl.  7.  1.  P.  -hinasti,  -hin- 
*ati,  -situm,  to  injure,  hurt,  wound  ;  to  overpower. 

llfVrl  upa-hita,  as,  a,  am  (past  pass.  part. 

of  I.  upa-dhd,  p.  163),  placed,  deposited,  placed  in 
or  upon  ;  preceded  by  ;  laid  aside,  joined  ;  mixed  : 
ready,  deputed  to  act  as  a  spy,  connected  with. 
—  Upahita-Khara,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  weight 

carried  ;  (a  better  reading  has  apa-hrita-.) 

R5  upa-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati,  -te, 
-kartum,  to  bring  near,  offer  ;  to  take  away,  destroy  : 

Caus.  -harayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  offer  ;  Desid. 

•jihirshatl,  to  wish  to  offer. 
Upa-harana,  am,  n.  bringing  near  ;  offering  gifts 

to  superiors  ;  presenting  victims  ;  distributing  or 
serving  out  food  ;  taking,  seizing. 
Upa-karamya  or  upa-liartavya,  as,  d,  am,,  to 

be  presented,  to  be  offered  as  a  victim. 
Upa-hartri,  ia,  tri,  tri,  offering  victims,  serving 

out  food  &c. 
I  'pa-hdra,  as,  m.  oblation  ;  a  complimentary  gift, 

a  present  to  a  superior  &c.  ;  an  offering  to  a  deity,  a 
victim  &c.  ;  honour  ;  tribute,  indemnification,  pre- 

sents as  the  price  of  peace  ;  food  distributed  to  guests 
&c.;  exultation,  mirth  (consisting  in  laughter,  dance, 

song,  bellowing  as  a  bull,  bowing,  recital  of  prayer  &c.). 

I'/ia-lidraka,  ne,  m.  an  oblation  &c. 
I'pa-harin,  i,  ini,  i,  giving,  presenting  ;  sacrificing. 
UpaMri-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 

tum, to  make  an  oblation,  to  offer. 

Vpa-hrita,  as,  d,  am,  offered,  presented  ;  im- 
molated, offered  as  a  victim  :  served  out  as  food  ; 

taken,  collected,  gathered. 

yq^J?  npa-homa,  nn,  m.  a  supplementary 

sacrifice. 
iJMdgl.  iipa-hrura,  as,  m.  (rt.  Am),  Ved. 

bend,  curve,  arch,  slope  ;  declivity  ;  the  curved  form 
of  the  Soma  vessel  ;  (am),  n.  proximity  ;  a  solitary 
or  private  place  ;  (as),  m.  a  car,  a  carriage  ;  (f),  ind. 
in  the  proximity  of,  near  to,  in  a  private  place. 

TTSf1  upa-hve,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -hvayati,  -te, 
-htdtum,  to  invoke,  call  near  to. 
Vpa-hava,  as,  m.  calling  to,  inviting,  invitation  ; 

summoning,  invoking;  vprtJitimm  isli,  to  wish  to 



upa-havya. 
rfih^  upanta-sarpin. 

receive  an  invitation  from  (with  loc.,  e.  g.  tasmin 
Indra  upahavam  ai((hata,  Indra  wished  to  re 
ceive  an  invitation  from  him). 

Upa-havya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  ceremony. 
Upa-huta,  as,  d,  am,  invoked,  invited. 
Upa-huya,  ind.  having  invoked  or  called  or  ad 

dressed. 

Upa-hvdna,  am,  n.  act  of  inviting. 

TTT3T  npdnsu,  ind.  in  a  low  voice,  in  a 

whisper ;  secretly,  in  secret  (e.  g.  updnsu-vrata,  a 
vow  observed  in  secret)  ;  (us),  m.  a  prayer  utterei 
in  a  low  voice ;  muttering  prayers,  reciting  them  in 
4  low  voice  so  as  not  to  be  overheard ;  N.  of  a  Soma 

offering.  —  Updndurkridita,  as,  d,  am,  played  with 

in  secret,  made  the  companion  of  (a  king's)  privati amusements. 

<JHl<*  updka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  and  with 
upa),  Ved.  brought  near  to  one  another,  joined 
approximate ;  (e),  Ved.  du.  an  epithet  of  night  am 
morning;  (e),  ind.  in  the  next  neighbourhood,  in 
the  presence  of,  before.  —  Upaka-fakshas,  as,  as,  as 
Ved.  standing  present  before  the  eyes. 

^HI^T  upd-kri  (upa-d-kri),  cl.  5.  8.  P.  A. 
-krinoti,  -nute,  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  bring 
near  or  towards,  to  fetch;  to  summon,  invite;  to 
deliver,  commit  to,  offer,  grant,  bestow ;  to  acquire, 
obtain;  to  bring  about,  make  preparations  for  a 
sacred  action  ;  to  undertake,  begin ;  to  enter. 

Upd-karana,  am,  n.  bringing  near,  inviting,  in- 
vitation to  begin ;  a  term  applied  to  certain  sentences, 

called  Praishas  &c.,  with  which  one  priest  invites  an- 
other to  perform  a  sacrifice ;  immolation,  sacrifice 

of  an  animal  duly  consecrated ;  preparation,  begin- 
ning ;  commencement  of  reading  the  Veda  after  the 

performance  of  a  preparatory  rite. 

Upa-karman,  a,  n.  preparation,  beginning ;  a 
ceremony  performed  before  reading  the  Vedas  ;  be- 

ginning to  read  the  Vedas. 

Upd-krita,  as,  d,  am,  brought  near,  invited,  ad- 
dressed with  invitatory  sentences ;  (as),  m.  a  sacri- 

ficial animal  killed  during  the  recitation  of  prescribed 
prayers ;  attended  with  evil  omens,  disastrous,  cala- 

mitous; (as),  m.  misfortune;  a  portent,  a  pheno- 
menon announcing  calamity. 

a  M I  stftjipd-kram  (npa-d-kram),  cl.  I .  P.  A., 

4.  P.  -krdmati,  -kramate  (ep.  also  -kramate), 
-kramyati,  -kramitum,  to  advance  against  in  order 
to  seize,  to  fall  upon,  take  possession  of. 

3MIBJ1  upiiksham  (upa-ak°),  ind.  before 
the  eyes. 

upd-khyd  (upa-d-),cl.  2.  P.  -khyati, 
•turn,  to  tell  a  story,  narrate  ;  to  relate  or  give  an 
account  about  anything  (with  ace.);  to  observe  (?). 

Upa-kliya,  as,  a,  am,  observable  by  the  eyes  ;  [cf. 
tfr-upamya]  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Vpakliyana,  (upa-akh°),  am,  n.  a  tale,  a  short 
narrative,  an  episode  ;  telling  or  repetition  of  a  story 
already  heard  from  another. 

ka,  am,  n.  a  short  tale. 

-gantunt,  to  go  near  or  towards,  to  approach,  visit  ; 
to  return  ;  to  pass  into  any  condition  or  relation  ;  to 
undergo,  suffer,  endure  ;  to  occur,  to  come  or  fall  to 
one's  share. 

f'pd-gata,  't*,  a,  am,  approached,  arrived  ;  occurred, 
happened  ;  promised  :  suffering,  feeling. 

Hpi-gama,  as,  m.  approach,  arrival  ;  occurrence  ; 
promise,  agreement  ;  the  state  of  suffering,  feeling. 

Ijpa-ijamya  or  upd-gali/a,  ind.  having  approached, 
having  gone  near  or  towards. 

upd-gd  (upa-d-gd),  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti, 
-<iatum,  to  come  near,  approach,  come  to. 

updgni  (upa-agni),  ind.  near  a  fire. 

updgra  (upa-ag°),  am,  n.  the  part 
which  is  next  to  the  end  or  top;  a  secondary  member. 

upd-grah  (upa-d-grah),  cl.  9.  P.  A. 
-grihndti,  -nite  (Ved.-gribftndti, -nttc),  -grahttum, 
to  comprehend,  embrace. 

Upa-grahana,  am,  n.   reading  the  Vedas  after initiation. 

3  H  li|5 1  muH^updgrahdyanam  or  updgrahd- 

ij'im  (upa-af),  ind.  towards  the  day  of  full  moon 
in  the  month  Agrahayana. 

3MIWI  upd-ghrd  (upa-d-ghrd),  cl.  I.  P. 
-jighrati,  -ghratum,  to  smell  at ;  to  kiss. 

^MI^J  updnkya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  upa-anka), 
to  be  marked. 

updnga  (upa-an°),  am,  n.  a  sub- 
division ;  any  minor  limb  or  member ;  a  subsidiary 

or  supplementary  work  of  low  value ;  a  supplement 
of  a  supplement ;  secondary  portion  of  science ; 

(twelve  An-gas  and  Upan-gas  constitute  the  sacred 
writings  of  the  Buddhists);  the  sectarial  mark  made 
with  Sandal  &c.  on  the  forehead.  —  Vpdnga-gita, 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  song. 

3Sl"i*.  upd-far  (upa-d-),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -i!a- 

rati,  -te,  -ritwm,  Ved.  -tave,  &c.,  to  come  near  to ; 
to  attend  upon,  be  attached  to,  to  wait  on,  serve ;  to 
be  obedient ;  to  treat. 

Upa-4artta,  as,  a,  am,  attached  to  any  one's 
service,  obedient;  (in  gram.)  that  rule  of  Sandhi  by 
which  the  sound  Visarga  becomes  s  before  it  and  p. 

TJpd-fdra,  as,  m.  position  (as  of  a  word  in  a 
sentence) ;  procedure ;  Sandhi  by  which  the  sound 
Visarga  becomes  s  before  Is  and  p. 

3  4 1 Pos.^  upd-cdhid  (upa-d- 1 'hid), cl-7.  P.  A. 
-cdhinatli,  -ffhinte,  -ffJiettum,  to  tear  away  from, cut  off  from. 

updj  (upa-aj),c\.  i.  P.  A., Ved.  upd- 
jati,  -te,  -jitunt,  to  bring  near  to. 

Updje-kri,to  support.  — Vpdje-kritya  or  updje- 
kritva,  having  supported. 

dh6  (upa-ah6)  or  updd  (upa-a(), 
cl.  i.  P.  A.  updntati,  -te,  or  upd6ati,  -te,  -(Hum, to  draw  (water). 

updiijana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  anj  with 
upa),  anointing,  plastering  the  ground  with  cow 
dung  &c. 

<3 >4itni\^updti-gam  (upa-ati-gam), cl. I. P. 
fatthati,  -ganti^m,  to  pass  over,  cross  (a  river). 

3 Mini  updti  (upa-ati-i),  cl.  2.  P.  updty- 

eti,  -turn,  to  pass  over ;  to  be  added  as  a  surplus. 

I'piUy-aya,  of,  m.  neglect  or  disobedience  of customs ;  disorderly  behaviour. 

upd-dd  (upa-d-dd),  cl.  3.  A.  -datte, 
diitam,  to  receive,  accept;  to  gain,  acquire;  to 

ake,  appropriate  to  one's  self;  to  take  away  or  off, 
carry  off,  steal ;  to  seize,  lay  hold  of,  gather ;  to  draw 
water) ;  to  assume  a  form;  to  feel,  perceive,  consider, 
egard;  to  take  in  addition,  include,  comprise;  to 

:mploy,  apply,  use ;  to  undertake,  begin ;  to  men- 
ion,  enumerate :  Caus.  -ddpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
o  employ  or  apply;  to  make  use  of:  Desid.  P. 
flitsati,  to  strive  to  obtain. 

Upd-tta,  riv,  d,  am,  received,  accepted,  acquired, 
gained,  obtained  ;  appropriated  ;  taken  away ;  seized, 
jathered  ;  shaped  ;  felt,  perceived,  regarded  ;  com- 
rised  ;  employed,  used ;  begun;  enumerated ;  allowed 
n  argument,  granted,  conceded  ;  (a*),  m.  an  elephant 
ut  of  rut.  —  Vpdtta-ranhas,  as,  as,  as,  acquiring 

peed,  quick,  Heet.  -  l;patta-x(ii<tm,  ri«,  a,  am, 
aking  up  arms,  armed. 

Upd-ddna,  am,  n.  taking,  acquiring,  taking  away, 

bduction,  appropriating  to  one's  self,  accepting,  em- 
loyment,  using,  becoming  familiar  with;  mentioning, 
numeration ;  saying,  speaking ;  including,  containing ; 
bstraction,  withdrawing  the  organs  of  sense  and  per- 

•eption  from  the  outer  world ;  cause,  motive ;  imme- 
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diate  or  proximate  cause  ;  the  formal  or  distinct  form, 
the  material  cause;  a  double  meaning,  an  expression 
conveying  a  sense  besides  that  which  appears  in- 

tended ;  (with  Buddhists)  conception  ;  effort  or  ex- 
ertion of  body  or  speech.  _  Updddna-kdrana,  am, 

n.  a  proximate  cause. 
Upd-daya,  ind.  having  seized,  containing  ;  includ- 

ing, inclusive  of;  together  with  ;  by  means  of. 

Upd-deya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  taken  or  received, 
acceptable,  admissible  ;  to  be  chosen  ;  to  be  selected, 
excellent,  admirable. 

upddika,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  insect  ; 
[cf.  utpddaka.] 

1^  upd-dis  (upa-d-),  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -di- 
s"ati,-te,  -dtehtum.to  advise,  show,  point  out,  to  indi- 

cate, inform,  declare  ;  to  prescribe,  give  an  order. 

npd-dru  (upa-d-),  cl.  I.  P.  -dravati, 

-drotum,  to  run  near  to. 

TITtVf  upd-dhd  (upa-d-),  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -da- 
dhati,  -dltatte,  -dhdtum,  to  place  near,  place  upon  ; 
to  offer  ;  render,  make,  effect,  fix  ;  to  keep,  hold. 

i.  upa-dhi,  is,  m.  (for  a.  see  below),  deceit,  de- 
ception, disguise  (in  the  Vedanta  this  is  especially 

applied  to  certain  natural  forms  or  properties,  con- 
sidered as  disguises  of  the  spirit)  ;  that  which  more 

closely  defines,  a  discriminative  or  distinguishing  pro- 
perty, an  attribute,  a  peculiarity,  an  indispensable 

condition  ;  limitation  (e.  g.  an-upddhi-ramamyo 
defah,  a  country  beautiful  without  limitation,  i.  e. 
altogether  beautiful)  ;  a  title,  a  discriminative  appella- 

tion, a  nickname  ;  a  purpose,  an  occasion,  an  object  ; 
(in  logic)  a  special  cause  for  a  general  effect;  (in 
rhetoric)  the  natural  character  of  species,  quality  or 

action.  Tfpddhl-tas,  ind.  in  consequence  of  a  pe- 
culiarity. (At  the  end  of  a  compound  the  affix  ka 

may  be  added  to  upadhi,  e.  g.  asty-upddMka, 
baving  '  is  '  as  an  attribute.) 
Upd-hita,  as,  d,  am,  deposited,  placed  ;  put  on, 

worn  ;  joined,  annexed  ;  agreed  upon,  made  or  done 
mutually;  (as),  m.  a  fiery  portent,  a  meteor,  a  comet. 

TTTTV  2.  upd-dhi,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  dhyai  with 

upa-a),  reflection  on  duty;  virtuous  reflection;  a 
man  who  is  careful  to  support  his  family.  (For  i  . 
see  under  upd-dhd  above.) 

upddhika  (upa-adh°),  as,  d,  am, 
exceeding,  supernumerary. 

upddhy-dya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  5.  i 
with  upa-adld),  a  sub-teacher  who  instructs  in  a 
>art  only  of  the  Veda  or  in  grammar  and  the  other 
VedSrfgas,  and  is  therefore  inferior  to  the  AiSrya 
who  instructs  in  the  whole  Veda  with  the  Kalpa  and 
Upanishads  (see  Manu  II.  141)  ;  a  spiritual  teacher, 
a  teacher  in  general  ;  (a),  S.  a  female  preceptor  ;  (t), 
f.  a  female  teacher  or  the  wife  of  a  teacher. 

Upadhydydni,  f.  the  wife  of  a  teacher. 

3Mi«i«  vpdnasa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  upa  and 
anas),  Ved.  being  on  a  carriage  ;  (am),  n.  the  space 
in  a  carriage  ;  carriage-load  ;  anything  placed  on  a carriage. 

<JHII^  upd-nah,  t,  f.  (rt.  nah),  a  sandal,  a 
shoe.  —  ITpdnad-yud/ia,  ax,  d,  am,  covered  with 
a  shoe. 

upd-nl  (upa-d-),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -nayati, 
-te,  -neturn,  to  lead  or  carry  or  bring  near  or 
towards  ;  lead  away,  carry  off;  to  initiate,  conse- 

crate ;  [cf.  upa-ni.~\ 
iipdnuvdkya  (upa-an°),  as,  a, 

am,  Ved.  an  epithet  of  Agni  ;    (am),  n.,  N.  of  a 
section  of  the  Taittiriya-Samhita. 

ami!  updnta  (vpa-an°),  am,  n.  proximity 
to  the  edge  or  margin,  border,  edge;  the  angle  of 
the  eye  ;  immediate  proximity  ;  the  last  letter  but 

one  ;  (as,  d,  am),  near  to  the  end,  last  but  one  ; 
near.  —  Updnta-saTpin,  ?,  ini,  i,  coming  near. 
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Updntita,  at,  i,  am,  near,  proximate,  neighbour- 
ing ;  (am),  n.  proximity. 

I'pdntya,  as,  d,  am,  last  but  one ;  (im),  m.  the 
coniet  of  the  eye;  (am),  n.  vicinity. 

Hv  updp   (upa-dp),  cl.  5.   P.   -dpnoti. 
n,  to  reach,  to  arrive  at :  Desid.  upepsati,  to 

wish  to  reach,  to  desire  to  win  over  or  conciliate. 

Updpa  in  dur-updpa,  at,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 
obtained. 

Updptt,  it,  f.  reaching,  obtaining. 
Upepsd,  f.  desire  to  obtain. 

3l|IUt)  upd-pradh  (upa-d-),  cl.  6.  P.  -pric- 
thatt,  -prashtum,  to  take  leave  of. 

TTPjfrT  upd-bhriti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  bhri  with 
upa-d),  Ved.  act  of  bringing  near. 

taken  leave,  having  received  permission  to  go. 

Vim  updya.     See  under  i  .  upe  yd.  col. 

TTTTT«pa-ya  (upa-a-),  cl.  2.  P.  -yati,  -turn, 
to  approach,  arrive  at 

Upd-ydta,  as,  a,  am,  approached  ;  (am),  n.  arrival  ; 
an  event,  an  accident. 

JJMI^  updr  (upa-ri),  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  upe- 
yarti,  updrtum,  -ritum  or  -ritum,  to  offend  against, 
make  a  mistake  ;  to  injure  :  Caus.  P.  updrpayati, 
-yitum,  to  bring  near. 
Updra,  ae,  m.  or  updrana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  mis- 

take, offence,  sin. 

«m*.«ix«/)a-raw  (upa-a-),  cl.  i.  A.  -ramate, 
-rantum,  to  sport,  take  one's  pleasure,  delight  in  ; to  cease  ;  to  rest. 

Upd-rata,  as,  d,  am,  delighted  ;  engaged  in,  occu- 
pied with  ;  frequenting,  resorting  to. 

Upd-rama,  as,  m.  engaging  in,  going  to  or  in. 

TTTCT^M/w-radA  (upa-a-),  cl.  5.  P.  -radh- 
noti,  -rdddhum,  to  serve,  wait  upon. 

TJpd-radhya,  ind.  having  served,  having  waited  on. 

3Mitjr<J  upd-rud  (upa-a-),  cl.  2.  P.  -roditi, 
-rodltum,  to  weep,  deplore. 

»MI^5  upii-ruh,  k,  f.  (rt.  ruh  with  upa 
and  a),  Ved.  the  shoot  of  a  plant. 

Upd-rudha,  at,  d,  am,  grown,  increased.  —  Vpa- 
rudha-sneha,  at,  d,  am,  whose  affection  has  in- 
creased. 

a  s  I  »J  updrj  (upa-arj),  cl.  I.  P.  updrjati, 
-jitum,  to  bring  near  to  :  Caus.  updrjayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  bring  near,  convey  near,  acquire,  gain. 

Updrjaica,  as,  ika,  am,  acquiring,  obtaining,  earn- 
ing, gaining. 

'  /»irjana,  am,  n.  bringing  near  to,  acquiring. 
Updrjaiuya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  acquired,  to  be 

earned. 

Updrjita,  ai,  d,  am,  gained,  acquired,  earned. 

^MIN  updrtha  (upa-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  of little  worth. 

TTT&  upardh  (upa-ridh),  Desid.  P.  upert- 
iati,  to  wish  to  accomplish,  persevere,  hold  out. 

w\\updrsh  (upa-rish),  cl.  6.  P.  uparshati, 
-fhitum,  to  pierce,  prick,  goad. 

v  vpd-labh  (upa-a-),  cl.  i.  A.  -la- 
bhatt,  -labdhum  to  obtain  ;  to  censure,  revile,  abuse, scold. 

l'/ia-l(ihdha,  as,  d,  am,  reproached,  reviled. Upd-labhya,  a»,  d,  am,  censurable,  blamable. 
Lpa-lambha,  at,  m.  or  upd-lamlharut,  am,  n. 

abuse,  reviling,  censure  ;  deferring,  delaying. 
Upd-lambhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  taken  in addition. 

upali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man   who 
arranged  the  Buddhist  Vinaya. 

(upa-av),  cl.  I.  P.  -vati,  -vitum, 

to  cherish,  behave  friendly  towards ;  to  encourage 
(with  dat.  or  ace.). 

Vpdr'i,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  encouraging ;  attractive. 
•3Mi<n>5  updva-ruh  (upa-ava-),  cl.  I.  P. 

•ro/tati,  -rodhum,  to  descend  towards. 

3Ml^H«i  upd-nartana.  See  under  i.  upa- 
vrit  below. 

aMl^tiMMl^  updva-sdyin,  I,  ini,  i  (fr.  rt. 
*<>  with  upa-ava),  Ved.  submissive,  compliant,  obey- 

ing, accommodating. 

^JllfW  upd-vasu,  MS,  ns,  n,  Ved.  bringing 
riches,  granting  wealth. 

aMl^S  updva-hri  (upa-ava-),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

-harati,'-te,  -hartum,  to  bring  or  lead  down  towards. 
Updra-harana,  am,  n.  taking  down,  bringing down. 

3Mi<|f^  i.  upd-vrit  (upa-d-),  cl.  i.  A.  -var- 
tate,  -titum,  to  rum  towards,  go  towards,  approach ; 
to  turn  away,  return :  Caus.  P.  -vartayati,  -'/Hum, 
to  cause  to  turn,  lead  back. 

Vpd-vartana,  am,  n.  turning  round,  revolving; 
turning  back,  returning ;  approaching ;  ceasing. 

•2.  upd-vrit,  t,  (.,  Ved.  return. 

I'/iii-crittit,  as,  d,  am,  turned  round,  rolling  on 
the  ground;  ceased,  ceasing,  refraining;  come,  ar- 

rived ;  fit,  proper ;  (as),  m.  a  horse  rolling  on  the 
ground;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people, 

3MIM  vpdve  (upa-ava-i),  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved. 
-raid,  -turn,  to  go  down,  descend  (into  a  bath  &c.) ;  to 

join  in(singing  &c.);  to  assent,  show  one's  self  willing. 

j*ti<l'^  updveksh  (upa-aca-iksh),  cl.  i.  A. 
-ehatc,  -shitum,  to  look  at,  look  down  at. 

34i«<i«J  upd-vyddha,  as,  m.  (rt.  vyudh), 
Ved.  a  vulnerable  or  unprotected  spot. 

^TTsr  i.  upas  (upa-as),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -snoti, 
-irmte,  -ititum,  to  obtain,  become  master  of. 

3MI3^2.  upas  (upa-a6),  cl.  9.  P.  -sndti, 
-iiituin,  to  eat,  consume ;  to  taste,  enjoy. 

^i^|««flM  upd-sansaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be 
expected  (as  anything  future). 

V4l\vtupd-sri(upa-d-),c\.  I.  P. A.  -srayati, 
-te,  -trayitum,  to  have  recourse  to. 
Upa-fraya,  as,  m.  recourse  (for  aid),  asylum,  sup- 

port ;  reliance,  dependance  upon. 

Upd-frita,  as,  d,  am,  relying  or  depending  upon  ; 
supporting  (literally  or  figuratively),  bearing,  holding, 
protecting. 

Hi«is  i.  upas  (upa-as),  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved. 
upasti,  to  be  near  to  or  in. 

TTPRS2.  upas  (upa-as),  cl.  4.  P.  updsyati, 
Mum,  to  throw  near  or  upon  or  among,  cast  down 

upon. 
I.  updeana,  am,  n.  injuring,  hurting ;  archery. 

»m«x3.  upas  (upa-ds),  cl.  2.  A.  updste, 
-titum,  10  sit  near  to  (with  ace.),  sit  at  the  side  of 

'as  a  mark  of  submission  and  respect);  to  sit;  to 
occupy,  reside,  abide  in,  be  present  at ;  to  approach, 

50  towards,  invest  (as  an  enemy's  town) ;  be  intent 
upon,  be  engaged  in ;  to  undergo,  suffer ;  to  remain 
or  continue  in  any  action  (with  indecl.  part.,  e.  g. 

'critrd  upasata,  they  continued  doing) ;  to  remain 
n  expectation,  expect,  wait  for ;  to  approach  respect- 

ully,  to  serve,  worship,  honour ;  attach  one's  self  to ; 
to  respect,  recognize,  acknowledge  ;  to  regard  as ;  to 

employ,  make  subservient. 
Updsaka,  OK,  ikd,  am,  serving,  a  servant ;  a  Sfa- 

dra,  a  low  fellow ;  worshipping,  a  worshipper,  a  fol- 
ower ;  (with  Buddhists)  a  worshipper  of  Buddha  (as 
distinguished  from  the  Bhtkshu  or  Buddhist  priest). 
—  Updaaka-daia,  as,  in.  pi.  title  of  the  seventh 
of  the  twelve  sacred  books  of  the  Jainas. 

t.  updtana,  am,  a.  sitting  by  the  side  of;  being 
intent  on,  engaging  in,  serving,  service,  attendance, 
worship,  respect,  adoration;  regarding  as,  reflecting 
on,  religious  meditation ;  the  sacred  fire ;  (a),  f.  ser- 

vice, worship,  adoration. "Updtandrtha  (°na-ar°), 
at,  d,  am,  worthy  of  attendance. 
Updfaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  attended  on,  worthy of  attendance. 

Updsd,  (.  religious  reflection  or  meditation ;  service, 
worship. 

Updsita,  as,  d,  am,  served,  honoured,  worshipped ; 

serving,  paying  worship  or  service. 
Updsitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  served  or  worshipped ; 

to  be  attended  to,  to  be  accomplished ;  to  be  regarded 
or  considered. 

Upaiitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  worshipper. 
Updiina,  as,  d,  am,  sitting  near  to,  occupying. 

Updstt,  is,  (.  service,  especially  of  a  deity,  worship, 
veneration. 

i .  nfidaya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  served  or  worshipped ; 
to  be  attended  to  or  accomplished ;  to  be  respected  ; 

to  be  regarded  or  considered.  —  Updfya-td,  f.  or 
updsya-tva,  am,  n.  respectability,  placability. 

1.  updsya,  ind.  having  served  or  worshipped ;  hav- 
ing associated  (?). 

Updsyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  served,  waited 
upon,  attended,  worshipped,  receiving  homage. 

SMUI^T  upd-sanga,  as,  m.  (rt.  son;'),  prox- 
imity ;  a  quiver. 

<JMlw«lf1  updstamana,  am,  n.  sunset. 

Updstamayam  (upa-as°),  ind.  about  the  time  of 
sunset. 

3  v\i$litpdstra(upa-as°),am,n, a  secondary or  minor  weapon. 

m*?Hlu]>a-sthd  (upa-d-),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -tish- 
thati,  -te,  -sthdtnm,  to  stand  near,  go  near  to,  have 
intercourse  with. 

o M 15  upd-hri  (upa-d-),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -hnrati, 
-te,  -hartum,  to  offer ;  to  make,  prepare. 

Upahdra  (upa-dh°),  as,  m.  slight  refreshment (consisting  of  fruits,  sweetmeats,  &c.). 
Upd-hrita,  as,  d,  am,  offered,  prepared ;  seized. 

3MI<*>  upd-hve  (upa-a-),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -hva- 
yati,  -te,  -hvdtum,  to  challenge,  invite. 

M  i.  upe  (npa-i),  cl.  2.  P.  upaiti,  -turn, 
to  go  near,  approach  (as  a  friend  or  enemy) ;  come 
near  to,  arrive  at,  reach;  to  go  to  (a  master),  become 

a  pupil ;  to  undergo,  perform,  undertake,  devote  one's self  to ;  to  pass  into  any  state,  to  fall  into  (misfortune 

&c.),  incur,  be  present  at ;  to  obtain ;  to  fall  to  one's share ;  to  befal ;  to  regard  as,  admit,  acknowledge. 

/  i>aija,  as,  m.  approaching,  approach ;  that  by 
which  one  reaches  an  aim,  a  means,  an  expedient,  a 

way,  stratagem  ;  a  means  of  success  against  an  enemy 
[four  of  which  are  usually  enumerated,  sowing  dissen- 

sion, negotiation,  bribery,  and  open  attack)  ;  joining 

'in  singing  &cc.).~Upaya-(atushtaya,  am,  n.  the 
bur  expedients  against  an  enemy ;  see  above.  —  Upa- 

ya-fintd,  f.  devising  an  expedient,  thinking  of  a  re- 
source. —  fpiya-jna,  as,  a,  am,  fertile  in  expedients, 

contriving,  provident.  —  Updya-tas,  ind.  by  some 
means  or  expedient.  —  Vpdya-tu,rtya,as,  m.  a  fourth 

means,  punishment.  —  /  'pdya-tva,  am,  n.  state  of 
>eing  provided  with  means.  —  Updya-yoga,  fts,  m. 
application  of  means  or  combination  of  expedients. 

—  /  ftat/dntard  (°ya-an°),  am,  n.  a  remedy. 
I  '/>ii i/ana,  am,  n.  approaching,  going  near  to,  going 

:o  a  teacher,  becoming  a  pupil,  engaging  in  any  re- 
igious  observance  ;  undertaking,  accepting :  a  present, 

a  gift,  a  complementary  or  respectful  gift. 

I'pdyika,  us,  i,  am,  conducive  to. 
Updyin,  i,  ini,  i,  approaching ;  having  sexual  in- 

ercourse  with ;  expert  in  the  use  of  means. 

I  'pdyn,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  going  near  to,  approaching. 
Upeta,  as,  d,  am,  come  near,  approached,  arrived 

at,  come  near  to,  present,  existent ;  accompanied  by, 
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endowed  with,  possessed  of,  having,  possessing ;  sur- 
rounded, invested ;  fallen  into. 

Upeti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  approach,  arrival. 
Upetri,  td,  tn,  tri,  approaching,  going  near  to ; 

contriving,  a  contriver,  one  who  employs  expedients, 
one  who  comes  as  an  assailant. 

Upetya,  ind.  having  approached,  having  gone  near. 
Upeya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  gone  to  or  approached, 

to  be  effected  by  any  means ;  assailable ;  to  be  sought, 
to  be  had  recourse  to. 

Upeyivas,  an,  yuslii,  at,  accompanied  or  followed 
by,  associated  with,  united ;  obtained,  got. 

7^  2.  upe  (upa-d-i),  cl.  2.  P.  upaiti,  -turn, 
to  come  near  to,  go  to,  approach,  visit ;  to  have 
sexual  intercourse  with ;  to  undergo,  incur,  fall  into 
(misfortune  Sec.). 

"^falupeksh  (upa-lksh),c\.  i.  A.  upekshate, 
-shitum,  to  look  at,  regard ;  to  perceive ;  to  notice, 
have  regard  to ;  to  consider,  expect ;  to  overlook, 
disregard  ;  to  neglect,  to  quit,  abandon  ;  to  despise. 

Upeksha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  SVaphalka. 

Upekshaka,  as,  a,  am,  disregarding,  neglecting, 
looking  at  inattentively,  disdaining ;  patient,  enduring. 

Upekshana,  am,  n.  overlooking,  looking  at  without 
interest  or  attention,  disregarding,  neglecting,  disdain- 

ing; leaving,  abandoning. 

Upekshanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  neglected  or  dis- 
regarded. 

Upekshd,  f.  overlooking,  negligence,  neglect ;  in- 
difference, contempt,  disdain ;  abandoning,  leaving ; 

endurance,  patience ;  dissent ;  trick,  deceit  (as  one  of 
the  minor  expedients  in  war) ;  regard. 

Upekshita,  as,  a,  am,  disregarded,  disesteemed, 
neglected,  disdained. 

Upekfhitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  looked  at,  to  be 
regarded,  to  be  examined ;  to  be  disregarded. 

Upekshya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  regarded  or  examined ; 
to  be  disregarded  or  neglected. 

•3M»^  upen  (upa-in),  cl.  8.  P.  upenoti  (cl.  6. 
P.  fr.  inv,  upenvati),  to  press  in,  force  in. 

Upenita,  as,  a,  am,  driven  or  pressed  in,  turned  in. 

3M»5  upendra,  as,  m.  (fr.  upa-in°),  N.  of 
Vishnu  or  Krishna  as  the  younger  brother  of  Indra, 
(bom  subsequently  to  Indra,  especially  as  son  of 
Aditi,  either  as  an  Aditya  or  in  the  Vamana  AvatSr) ; 
N.  of  a  king  of  the  NSgas ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

—  Upendra-datla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Upendra- 
bala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Upendra-vajrd,  f.  a 
metre  of  four  lines  of  eleven  syllables  each. 

antti  upepsa.     See  under  updp. 

3M«*x  i.  upesh  (upa-ish),  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved. 
npeshate,  -shitum,  to  attack. 

TM^  2.  upesh  (upa-d-'ish),  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved. 
upeshate,  -shitum,  to  approach  with  a  request  &c., 
to  request. 

3H««N3.  upesh  (upa-esh),  cl.  i.  P.  upeshati, 
-shitum,  to  creep  near,  approach. 

7*n?J  upoksh  (upa-uksh),cl.6.  P.  upokshati, 
-shitum,  to  sprinkle  in  addition. 

T^fS  i.  upodha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  upa-vah), 
brought  near ;  brought  about,  advanced,  begun  ;  ar- 

ranged, arrayed ;  near,  proximate ;  married. 

2.  upodha.     See  upoh  next  col. 

upofi,  f.  the  pot-herb  Basella  Rubra 
or  Lucida.     See  upodikd. 

<J4lrfl>*^  upot-kram  (upa-ud-kram),  cl.  I. 

and  4.  P.  -krdmali,  -krdmyati,  -kramitum,  to  go 
up  towards,  rise  upwards,  ascend. 

»Hl««»i  upottama  (upa-utt°),  as,  a,  am,  last 
but  one ;  (am),  n.  (scil.  aksharam)  the  last  vowel 
but  one. 

• 

upot-thita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  stha], risen  up. 

Ttf^  upod  (upa-ud),  cl.  7.  P.  uponatti, 
uponditum,  to  moisten. 

^HI^^I  upodaka  (upa-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  near 
to  water ;  (akt  or  ikd),  f.  the  plant  Basella  Cordifolia. 

3Ht(^<4*ix  upodayam  (upa-ud°),  ind.  about the  time  of  sunrise. 

«"«ui^  upod-i  (upd-ud-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -eti,  -turn 
to  approach. 

3MI<{|<*|  upodikd,  f.  the  plant  Basella 
Cordifolia.  See  upodikd. 

T^n^  upode  (upa-ud-d-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -aiti, 
-turn,  to  go  up  towards,  go  up  to, 

•S»ng¥  upod-grah  (upa-ud-grah),  cl.  9.  P.  A. 
-grihndti,-nite  (Ved.  -gribhnati,-nite),-grahitum, 
to  erect,  set  up. 

3  ̂ Tl  §  i  n  upod-ghdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  han  with 

upa-ud},  an  example,  an  apposite  argument  or  illus- 
tration ;  analysis,  the  ascertainment  of  the  elements  o! 

anything ;  a  beginning,  a  thing  begun ;  an  introduc- 
tion, a  preface.  —  Upodghdta-pdda,  as,  m.,  N.  ol 

the  third  part  of  the  Vavu-purana. 

^MISWM    upodbalaya    (fr.   upa-udbala), 
nom.  P.  -balayati,  -yitum,  to  confirm. 
Upodbalaka,  as,  d,  am,  confirming. 

3 MI niq 31^ upopa-vis  (upa-upa-vis),cl.6.  P. 
-vidati,  -veshtum,  to  sit  down  near,  to  take  a  seat 

t  uposh  (upa-ush),  cl.  i.  P.  -oshati, 
-shitum,  to  burn  down,  burn. 

aMlmu  uposhana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  vas 
with  upa),  a  fast,  fasting. 

Uposhita,  as,  d,  am,  fasted ;  (am),  n.  fasting. 
Uposhya,  ind.  having  fasted. 

4  MimJ  uposhadha,  as,m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 

^  MIS  upoh  (upa-uh ;  in  some  of  its  senses 
connected  with  upa-vah),  cl.  I.  P. upohati,  -httum, 
to  push  or  impel  towards  ;  to  push  under,  insert ;  to 
bring  near,  produce ;  to  accumulate :  Pass,  upohyate, 
to  be  brought  about,  to  advance,  begin. 

2.  upodhd,  as,  d,  am,  brought  near,  brought  about, 
advanced,  commenced. 

Upoha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  adding?  accumulating. 

Upohyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  brought  about  or 
commenced. 

TR  upta,  as,  d,  am  (past  pass.  part,  of  rt. 

vap),  sown  (as  seed).  —  Upta-krishta,  as,  d,  am, 
ploughed  after  sowing. 

Upti,  is,  f.  sowing  seeds.  —  Upti-vid,  t,  m.  an 

agriculturist. 
Uptrima,  as,  d,  am,  sown,  cultivated. 

Upya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  scattered  or  sown. 
Upyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  sown. 

^jnl  ubj,  cl.  6.  P.  ubjati,  ubjdn-dakara, 
^ubjishyati,  aubjit,  ubjitum,  to  press 

down,  subdue,  keep  under;  to  make  straight:  Desid. 

ubjijithaU. 
Ubja,  a»,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Ubjita,  as,  d,  am,  pressed  down,  subdued. 

^jj  ubh  or  umbh,  cl.  6.  9.  7.  P.,  Ved. 
\ubhati  or   umbhati,   ubhndti,    unapti, 

impf.  aunap,  uvobha  or  umbhdn-dakdra,  ubhilum 
or  umbhitmn,  to  compact  together ;  to  confine ;  to 
cover  over,  fill  with  ;  (Say.)  to  break. 

TW  ubha,  pron.  (nom.  du.  ubhau,  pi.  ubhe; 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ubh  above,  and  connected  with 
Gr.  &n<pw,  Lat.  ambo;  Slav,  oba;  Lith.  abbu; 
Goth,  bai,  ba),  both. 

Ubhaya,  as,  i,  am,  (pi.  m.  f.  n.  e,  as,  dni,  only 
used  in  sing,  and  pi,,  but  by  some  authorities  also  in 
dual),  both.  —  Ubhaya-guna,  as,  d,  am,  possessed 
of  both  qualities.  —  Ubhayan-kara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
effecting  or  accomplishing  both.  —  Ubhaya-<!ara, 

as,  d,  am, '  moving  in  or  on  both,'  living  in  water 
and  on  land  or  in  the  air,  amphibious.  —  Ubhaya- 
dyus,  ind., Ved.  on  both  days,  on  two  subsequent  days ; 
the  day  past  and  to  come.  —  Ubhaya-bMga-hara, 
as,  d,  am,  applicable  to  two  purposes,  taking  two 
shares  or  parts ;  (am),  n.  a  medicine  that  acts  in  two 
ways,  as  an  emetic  and  a  purge.  —  Ubhaya-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  Ved.  furnished  with  or  containing  both. 
—  Ubhaya-vidyd,  f.  the  twofold  science,  i.  e.  religious 
knowledge   and    acquaintance   with    worldly   affairs. 
—  Ubhaya-^vidha.  as,  d,  am,  appearing  under  two 
forms.  —  Ubhaya-vipuld,  (.,  N.  of  a  metre.  —  Ubha- 
ya-vetana,  as,  d,  am,  serving  two  masters,  receiving 
wages  from  both.  —  Ubhaya-vyanjana,  as,  d,  am, 
having  the  marks  of  both  sexes.  —  Ubhaya-sambhava, 
as,  m.  a  dilemma.  —  Ubhaydtmaka  Cya-df),  as,  d, 

am,  belonging  to  both.  —  Ubhayanumata  Cya-an"), 
as,  d,  am,  agreed  to  or  accepted  mutually  or  on  both 

sides.  —  Ubhaydrtham  (°ya-ar°),  ind.  for  a  double 
object,  as  for  prosperity  on  earth  and  happiness  in 
heaven. 

Ubhayalas,  ind.  from  both  sides,  on  both  sides,  to 
both  sides ;  in  both  cases.  —  Ubhayatah-kshnut,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  two-edged.  —  Ubhayalo-dat,  an,  ati,  at,  having 
a  double  row  of  teeth  (man,  animal,  &c.).  —  Ubhayato- 

mukha,  as,  I,  am,  looking  either  way,  two-faced. 
—  Ubhayato-hrasva,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  short 
vowel  on  both  sides,  (an  accented  vowel)  produced 

by  two  short  vowels. 
Ubhayatra,  ind.  in  both  places,  on  both  sides ;  in 

both  cases,  both  times.  —  Ubhayatroddtta  (°ra-ud°), 
as,  d,  am,  having  an  Udatta  accent  on  both  sides ; 
resulting  from  the  blending  of  two  Udatta  accents. 

Ubhayathd,  ind.  in  both  ways ;  in  both  cases. 
Ubhaya,  >nd.,  Ved.  in  both  ways.  —  UT>hayd-dat, 

an,ati,at,Ved.  having  teeth  on  both  sides.  —  Ubhayd- 
vin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  being  on  both  sides,  partaking  of 
both.  —  Ubhayd-hasti,  ind.,  Ved.  as  much  as  may  be 
grasped  with  both  hands.  —  Ubhayd-hastya,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  filling  both  hands. 

Ubhaylya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  both. 
Ubhaye-dyus,  ind.  on  both  days,  on  two  subse- 

quent days. 

7*Tv  am,  ind.  an  interjection  of  anger,  in- 
terrogation, promise  or  assent,  of  cordiality  or  pacifi- cation. 

JT  uma,  as,  m.  a  city,  a  town ;  a  wharf, 
a  landing-place. 

'3TTT  umd,  f.  (in  the  first  sense  perhaps  fr. 

rt.  ve),  flax  (Linum  Usitatissimum) ;  the  plant  Cur- 
cuma ;  N.  of  the  daughter  of  Himavat  and  Mena, 

and  wife  of  Rudra  or  S'iva  (she  is  also  called  Parvatl 
and  Durga);  light,  splendor;  fame,  reputation; 

quiet,  tranquillity;  night.  According  to  the  Kum5ra- 
sambhava  I.  26,  the  name  Umd  is  derived  from  u  md, 

O  do  not  (practice  austerities)  !  the  exclamation  ad- 
dressed to  Parvatl  by  her  mother.  —  Umd-kata,  as 

or  am,  m.  or  n.  the  pollen  of  flax.  —  Umd-yuru,  us, 
m.,  N.  of  the  mountain  Himalaya  as  father  of  Uma. 

—  Uindguru-nadi,  (.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Umd-^pati, 

is,  m.  epithet  of  S'iva  as  husband  of  Uma.  —  Umd- 
oati-dhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Umdpati-sevin, 

f,  ini,  i,  worshipping  S'iva.  —  Umd-vana,  am,  n.( 
V.  of  the  town  Vana-pura  or  Devl-kota  (Devi  Cote). 

—  Umd-sahdya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  S'iva  as  companion  of Uma.  —  Umd-suta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Karttikeya  as  son 

of  Urni.  —  Umefa  (umd-is'a),  as,  m.,  N.  of  S'iva  as ord  of  Uma. 

Umya,  am,  n.  a  field  of  linseed  or  of  Curcuma. 

TfJT  umbara,  as,  m.  the  upper  timber  of 
a  door  frame ;  N.  of  a  Gandharva. 

rc-ft  umbi,  f.  the  stalks  of  wheat  or  barley 
ried  over  a  fire  of  wet  grass,  considered  as  a  tonic. 
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umbnra,  as,  m.  the  upper  timber  of 
a  door  frame ;  [cf.  umbara.] 

4|ftal  umloia,  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 

3T.  ur,  to  go ;  (a  Sautra  root,  i.  e.  one 

occurring  only  in  grammatical  Sfltras  and  not  in  the 
Dhatu-pitha.) 

Tt  ara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  said  to  be  of 
the  family  of  Vita. 

fT3i  uraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Siva's attendants. 

T*7T  vra-ga,  as,  m.  (ft.  ura  =  uras  and 

rt.  gam),  a  snake  ('going  on  the  breast');  in 
mythology  a  N5ga  or  semi-divine  serpent  usually  re- 

presented with  a  human  face  of  great  beauty ;  lead ; 

(i),  f.  a  female  snake ;  (a),  f. ,  N.  of  a  town.  -  Vraga- 
pratitara,  at,  a,  am,  having  a  serpent  for  a  wedding 
ring.  —  Uraga-bhushana,  a»,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva, 
whose  ornaments  consist  of  snakes.  —  Vraga-rdja, 

as,  m.  the  king  of  snakes,  Sesha  or  Vasuki.  —  Uraga- 
sara-fandana,  at,  am,  m.  n.  a  kind  of  sandal-wood. 
—  Uraga-sthdna,  am,  n.  the  abode  of  the  Nagas, 
i.  e.  Pitala,  a  region  below  the  earth  (not  to  be  con- 

founded with  hell).  —  Uragdri  (°</a-ar<),<«,m.Garuda, 
the  bird  of  Vishnu ;  a  large  crane ;  (lit. '  the  enemy  of 
the  snakes.')  -  Uragdiana  (°ga-af),  as,  m.,  N.  of 

'  Oaruda ;  a  gigantic  crane ;  ('  whose  food  consists  of 
serpents.')- Vragatya  (°ga-ds°),  am,  n.  a  kind  of 
spade.  —  Uragendra  (°ga-in°),  as,  m.  the  king  of 
the  snakes,  Sesha  or  Vasuki. 

Uran-ga  and  uran-gama,  as,  m.  a  snake. 

34.4U  urana,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  4.  rt), 

a  ram,  a  sheep,  a  young  ram ;  a  certain  demon  slain 
by  Indra;  a  cloud?;  (i),  f.  a  ewe.  —  Urandksha. 

(°na-ai°)  or  uranakshaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Cassia 
Alata  or  Tora.  —  Urandkhya  (°na-dkh°)  or  urana- 
khyaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Tora. 

I'ranaka,  as,  m.  a  ram ;  a  cloud. 

Td  urabhra,  as,  m.  (fr.  ura  =  unio  and 
rt.  bhri  ?),  a  ram ;  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect. 

ax,0  urarl,  ind.  (perhaps  connected  with 

ttru  ;  cf.  urt,  ten,  urari),  a  particle  implying  assent, 
admission,  extension,  expansion,  diffusion ;  often  com- 

pounded with  the  roots  as,  bhu,  and  Jcrt. 

Urari-kri,  to  allow,  admit,  assent.  —  Urari-kdra, 
as,  m.  a  promise,  agreement;  admission.  —  Urart- 
krita,  as,  a,  am,  promised,  agreed;  spread,  ex- 

tended, diffused. 

"3T5I  urasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country  in- 
habited by  a  warrior-tribe;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  town; 

also  urasa. 

TH^uras, n.  (fr.  rt.  vri,  to  cover;  cf.  uru), 
the  breast,  the  bosom ;  (as,  as,  as),  best,  excellent ; 

iirati  kri,  to  press  any  one  to  one's  breast ;  to  assent. 
—  l'rah-kiliata,am,  n.  injury  to  the  chest,  breaking 
a  blood-vessel  in  the   chest,  consumption.  —  Urah- 
siitrikd,  f.  a  pearl  necklace  hanging  over  the  breast. 
—  Urah-sthala,   am,   n.   the   breast,   the   bosom. 
—  UTaf-ikada,  as,  m.  a  cuirass,  breastplate,  armour, 
mail.  —  Vrasi-ja  or  urasl-ruha,  as,  m.  the  female 

breast  (lit.  '  produced  on  the  chest').  —  I'roii-loman, 
a,  a,  a,  having  hairs  on  the  breast.  —  Uras-kata,  as 
m.  the  sacrificial  thread  hung  round  the  neck  anc 
opon  the  breast,  as  sometimes  worn.  —  1  Iras-tat,  ind 
from  the  breast,  in  the  direction  of  the  breast.  —  Uras- 

trdna,  am,  n.  a  breastplate,  cuirass,  coat  of  mail 

—  I 'rat-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  broad-chested,  full-breasted 
strong.  —  Uro-gamin,  t,  f ni,  i,  going  on  the  breas 

(as  a  reptile),  creeping,  crawling.  —  J'ro-graha,  as 

m.  disease  of  the.chest,  pleurisy.  -  J  'ro-'ufidtn ,  at m.  striding  or  beating  the  breast ;  pain  in  the  chest 

—  Vro-ja,  as,  m.  the  female  breast  (lit. '  bom  on  the 

chest').  —  I'ro-lirihati,    (.,  N.  of  a   metre.  -  (>o 
bliuthana,  am,  n.  an  ornament  of  the  breast. 

I'rata.  at,  a,  am,  having  a  strong  broad  breast 

am),  n.  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  best,  most  ex- 
cellent. 

Urasila,  as,  a,  am,  broad-chested,  having  a  full 
or  broad  breast. 

i .  urasya,  nom.  P.  uratyali,  -yitum,  to  be  strong. 

a.  urasya,  as,  a,  am,  situated  in  the  breast ;  pec- 
oral  ;  (labour  or  exertion)  requiring  an  effort  of  the 

chest ;  legitimate  (as  a  son  or  daughter) ;  one  born 
rom  a  married  couple  of  the  same  tribe  or  caste ; 
excellent  (i.e.  the  very  heart,  the  breast  or  best  part). 

"TO  ura,  f.  (fr.  rt.  vri?),  Ved.  a  ewe. 

-Ura-mathi,  w,  it,  i,  Ved.  killing' sheep. 
TTT?  uraha,  as,  m.  a  horse  of  a  pale  colour 

with  dark  legs ;  (probably  a  foreign  word.) 

Ttf  art,  ind.  (cf.  urari,  urari,  url),  a  particle 

implying  (especially  in  composition  with  the  roots 

at,  bhu,  and  kri)  promise,  assent,  admission,  ex- tension, diffusion,  &c. 

Uri-iri,  to  promise,  allow,  admit,  assent.  —  Url- 

ara,  as,  m.  promise,  admission,  extension.  —  Uri- 
krita,  as,  a,  am,  promised,  extended,  spread. 

^  «ru,  us,  us  or  m,  u  (fr.  rt.  vri,  to  cover), 

wide, spacious;  extended, great, large ;  much,excessive; 
excellent,  precious,  valuable ;  (u),  n.,  Ved.  wide  space, 
space,  room ;  uru  kri,  to  grant  space  or  scope,  give 
opportunity ;  (u),  ind.  far,  far  off;  (in),  f.  the  wide 
earth,  see  itrvt  next  col. ;  comparative  variyas,  super- 

lative varishtJia;  [cf.  Gr.  (vpvs ;  Hib.  ur, '  Ttry ;' 
ur-ard, '  very  high ;'  uras, '  power,  ability.']— Uru- 
kdla  or  urukdlaka,  as,  m.  the  creeper  Cucumis 
Colocynthis.  -  Uru-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  making  room, 

granting  space.  —  Uru-krama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  far- 
itepping,  making  wide  strides ;  of  high  rank ;  (as), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Uru-Teehaya,  as,  m.,Ved. 
a  spacious  dwelling,  a  wide  habitation ;  (as,  a,  am), 

occupying  spacious  dwellings,  an  epithet  of  Mitra  and 
Varuna  and  the  Maruts ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

Uru-kshiti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  a  spacious  or  comfortable 
dwelling.  —  Uru-Tcshepa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  Um-gavyuti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  a  wide  domain 
or  territory.  —  Uru-gdya,  at,  a,  am  (gdya  fr.  rt.  go), 

Ved.  far-going,  far-striding ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu, 
the  Asvins,  Soma,  and  Indra ;  offering  wide  space  or 
scope  for  movement ;  (SSy.)  praised  by  the  great ; 
(o«),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu;  (am),  n.  wide  space, 
scope  for  movement  or  free  and  unconfined  motion. 
—  Urugdya-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  offering  ample  space 
for  motion,  unconfined,  —  Uru-guld  (?),  f.,  Ved.,  N. 
of  a  snake.  —  Uru-dakra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having 
wide  wheels.  —  Uru-dakrt,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  allowing 

unrestrained  motion;  (Say.)  granting  ample  assist- 
ance. —  Uru-takihas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.   far-seeing ; 

epithet  of  Mitra  -Varuna  and  of  the  Adityas.  —  lira- 
jman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  having  a  wide  path  or  range. 
—  Vru-jrayas,  at,  as,  ae,  or  uru-jri,  is,  if,  i,  Ved. 
moving  in  a  wide  course,  extending  over  a  wide  space ; 

(Say.)  of  great  impetuosity,  of  mighty  impetus ;  epi- 
thet of  Agni  and  of  Indra.  —  Uru~tama,  as,  d,  am, 

widest,    greatest.  —  Uru-tara,   at,  a,   am,  wider, 
greater,  larger.  —  Uru-td,  (.,  Ved.  wideness ;  opening. 
—  Uru-tdpa,  as,  m.  great  heat.  —  Uru-tra,  am,  n. 
magnitude,  vastness.  —  Uru-dhdra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

giving  a  broad  stream  (of  milk,  as  a  cow).  —  Uru- 
pratkas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  wide-spreading,  widely  ex- 

tended, far-spread.  —  Uru-bila,  as,  t,  am,  Ved.  having 
a  wide  opening.  —  Vrubja  (uru-ubja  .*),  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  widely  opened ;  (Say.)  excellent,  pre-eminent. 
—  Uru-mdrga,  as,  m.  a  long  road.  —  Uru-munda, 
as,  m.,  N.of  a  mountain.  —  Uru-yuga,  as,  d,  am, Ved. 
furnished  with  a  broad  yoke.  —  Uru-loka,  at,  d,  am, 
Ved.  containing  wide  space,  widely  extended  ;  (Say.) 

widely   illuminating.  —  J'ru-rikrama,  as,  d,  am, 
valiant,  mighty.  —  Vru-rindu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Fla- 

mingo (in  the  Hari-vansa,  whose  condition  was  thai 
of  a  hunter  in  a  former  birth).  —  Uru-vilva,  f.,  N.  of 
a  village.  ••  UruvUva-kalpa,  N.  of  a  place.  —  frit 
ryafas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.   occupying  wide   space, 
widely  extending,  widely  capacious ;  (as),  m.  a  ma 

lignant  spirit,  an  imp  or  goblin.  —  Vru-vyant,  an, 
wr&fi,  ail-,  Ved.  extending  far  ;  far-reaching,  capacious  ; 
serceived  in  a  distant  place  (as  a  sound);  containing 

wide  spaces.  —  Uru-vraja,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a 
wide  domain  or  territory.  —  Vru-iansa,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  praising  aloud  ;  (Say.)  to  be  praised  by  many; 
reigning  over  a  wide  territory;  (Siy.)  praised  by 

many  ;  epithet  of  Varuna,  POshan,  the  Adityas,  In- 
dra, and  Soma.  »  Um-farman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  finding 

refuge  everywhere  throughout  the  universe,  widely 
pervading.  —  Uru-shd,  as,  as,  am  (rt.  tan),  Ved. 
granting  wide  space  or  free  scope  ;  (Say.)  granting 

much.  —  Uru-sattva,  as,  d,  am,  magnanimous,  of  a 
»enerous  or  noble  nature.  —  Uru-srana,  as,  d,  am, 

stentorian.  —  Uru-hdra,  as,  m.  a  valuable  necklace. 

••  Uru-nasa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  broad-nosed,  having  a 
»ood  scent  (as  a  hound).  —  Un-anga,  as,  m.  a 
mountain;  the  ocean.  —  Urv-ajra,  as,  m.,Ved.  an 
extensive  field. 
Uruvu,  us,  m.  or  urumika,  as,  m.  or  uruvuka, 

as,  am,  m.  n.  the  plant  Ricinus  Communis. 
Urtwhya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  urushyati,  to  desire  wide 

scope  or  freedom,  to  escape  from  (with  ace.)  ;  to  protect, 

preserve,  secure,  defend  from  (with  abl.),  to  avert. 
Uruthyd,  {.,  Ved.  (only  in  inst.)  with  protecting 

hands  ;  (Say.)  with  desire  to  protect. 
Urushyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  going  to  a  distant  place  ; 

(Say.)  desiring  to  protect. Vrula,as,a,am,  liking  space  ;  fond  of  expatiating; 

free,  unrestrained,  disobedient. 
Urviyd,  ind.,  Ved.  far,  far  off,  far  and  near,  widely. 
Una,  (.  the  wide  earth,  the  earth,  the  soil  ;  space. 

the  .open  space  or  great  expanse  comprising  the  six 
spaces,  viz.  the  four  quarters  of  the  sky  with  the  upper 
and  lower  spaces  ;  a  river  ;  (vl),  du.,  Ved.  the  two 
worlds,  or  heaven  and  earth.  —  Urm-dhara,  as,  m. 
a  mountain  ;  the  serpent  ?esha.  ~  Urvi-pati,  is,  m. 

a  king.  —  Pro-Writ,  '•  m'  a  mountain.  —  Urin- ' 

ruha,  as,  m.  a  tree,  '  growing  on  the  earth.'  — 
("vJ-irfa),  (M,  m.  a  king. 

Uroyd,  f.  protection,  security. 

Urvy-uti,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  urciya-uti  ?),  Ved.  able  to 
help  or  defend  far  and  near  ;  (SSy.)  granting  extensive 

protection. 44\'l|j  urunda,  as,  m.,  X.  of  a  demon; 

also  of  a  man. 
.j4jtf  ararl,  ind.  a  particle  of  assent  and 

admission.  See  urari. 
iiriika,  as,  m.  an  owl  ;  [cf.  uKka.] 

uru6l.     See  vru-vyant  under  uru. 

urjita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vrij),  aban- 

doned, left. 
urjihand,  f.,  N.  of  a  town. 

jirna-nabha,  as,  m.  a  spider;  [cf. 

urna-ndbha."] 
•35§T  tirna,  f.  wool,  felt,  the  hair  of  camels 

&c.  ;  a  circle  of  hair  between  the  eyebrows.  See?<r»io. 

ij  j   urd,  cl.  i.  A.  vrdate,  urdan-dakre, 
=?•  iiriHshyate,  aurdishta,  urditum,  to  mea- 

sure ;  to  play  ;  to  be  easy  or  cheerful. 

Tj  iirdra,  as,  m.  an  otter.     See  udra. 
i  j   «r!?,  cl.  i.  P.  iirvati,  unart-takara, 

^  ftrvitum,  to  kill  or  hurt. 

3%  nrva,  as,  m.,  X.  of  a  man. 

urvata,  as,  m.  a  year. 

vrrara,  f.,  Ved.  fertile  soil,  yielding 

every  kind  of  crop,  field  sown  with  com  ;  land  in 
general  ;  a  mixed  mass  of  fibres,  wool,  &c.  ;  jocular 
term  for  curled  hairs;  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Urvara- 

jit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  acquiring  fields.  —  Vrcard-pati, 
is,  m.,  Ved.  master  of  the  fields  sown  with  com. 
—  Urrara-sa,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  granting  fields. 

J'rrarl,  (.,  Ved.  tow,  fibres  drawn  out  of  the  distaff. 
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Vnarya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  a  field 
which  U  sown  with  corn. 

urvasi,  f.  (ft.  uru-vasl),  Ved.  wish, 
ardour,  hot  desire ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras  or  nymph  of 
Indra's  heaven,  who  became  the  wife  of  Pururavas ; 
she  is  also  identified  with  the  Gan-gJ.  —  Unadi- 
ndma-mald,  (.,  N.  of  a  glossary  of  synonymous 
words  by  an  anonymous  author.  —  Urvafi-mmana, 
as,  m.  epithet  of  Aila  or  PurOravas,  the  second  king 
of  the  lunar  race  and  the  husband  of  the  Apsaras 
Urvali.  —  Urvasi-vallabka  or  nnafi-sahdya,  as, 
m.  epithet  of  Purfiravas ;  see  the  preceding. 

J<4I^  urvaru,  us,  m.  a  kindtof  cucumber, 
Cucumis  Usitatissimus.     See  irvdru. 
Urvdruka,  am,  n.  the  fruit  of  the  above  plant. 
Urvaru,  us,  f.,  Ved.  =  the  preceding. 

id,  ulati,  to  burn ;  (a  Sautra  root, 
i.  e.  one  mentioned  only  in  grammatical 

Sutras  but  not  occurring  in  the  Dhatu-patha.) 

Tt5  ula,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  kind  of  wild  animal; 
N.  of  a  man. 

aeon  ulapa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  shrub,  bush  ; 
a  wick ;  the  stalk  of  a  shrub  used  as  a  wick  (?) ;  a 
creeping  plant,  a  spreading  creeper ;  the  grass  or  reed 
Saccharum  Cylindricum  ;  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Kalfipin. 
Ulapya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  connected  with  or  refer- 

ring to  a  shrub  &c. 

3Pt<)«rj  ulinda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country ; 
an  epithet  of  Siva. 

•artM  ulupa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  spreading 
creeper ;  (as),  m.  the  reed  Saccharum  Cylindricum. 
See  ulapa. 

Tf-sftn^a/Mpin  or  ulapin  or  ulupin,  I,  m. 
a  guinea-pig,  a  porpoise  or  fish  resembling  it. 

jcjfw  ululi,  is,  is,  i  or  is,  m.,  Ved.  ulula- 
tion,  howling,  a  howl ;  [cf.  Lat.  ululabilis,  ululatus.] 

Jf^ofc  uluka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  val), 
an  owl ;  N.  of  a  country  and  people  (pi.),  and  of  their 
king,  who  appears  in  the  Maha-bharata  as  a  hero  on 
the  side  of  the  Kurus ;  a  son  of  VisVS-mitra ;  of  S'akuni ; 
an  epithet  of  Indra ;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  NSgas ;  (am), 
n.,  N.  of  the  reed  Saccharum  Cylindricum ;  [cf.  Lat. 
idula;  Germ.  Eule;  Old  Germ,  uwila,  Ula;  Eng. 
owl ;  Fr.  hulatte.]  —  Ul&ka-ydtu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a 
demon  in  the  shape  of  an  owl.  —  Ulukdframa  (°ka- 
df),  as,  m.  Indra's  hermitage. 
JpJWrt  ulukhala,  am,  n.  a  wooden  mortar 

used  for  cleansing  rice  from  the  husk  &c. ;  bdellium, 
a  gummy  substance ;  (o«),  m.  a  staff  of  Udumbara 
wood,  carried  on  certain  occasions ;  N.  of  an  evil 
spirit.  —  Ulukkala-sitta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  pressed  out 
or  pounded  in  a  mortar. 
Ulukhalaka,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  mortar ;  bdellium,  a 

gummy  substance,  or  the  plant  which  produces  it. 
Ulukhalika,  as,  a,  am,  pounded  in  a  mortar, 

cleansed  from  the  husk;  (at  the  end  of  a  compound) 
using  as  a  mortar  (e.  g.  aantolukhalika,  using  the 
teeth  as  a  mortar). 

3<ji6  uluta  or  utula  or  kuluta,  as,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people. 

uluta,  os,  m.  a  large  snake,  the  Boa. 

lupa,  as,  m.  a  spreading  creeper; 
(am),  n.  a  sort  of  grass;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
Naga  Kauravya,  married  to  Arjuna. 

^wcj  ululu,  us,  us,  u  or  us,  m.  ululation, 
howling.  See  ululi. 

T^it  ulka,  f .  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  ush),  a  fiery 
phenomenon  in  the  sky,  a  meteor,  fire  falling  from 
heaven  ;  a  firebrand  ;  torch  ;  fire,  a  flame,  title  of  a 

grammar;  [cf.  Cambro-Brit.  ulw,  'ashes.']  —  Vlkd- 
jihva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshas.  —  UlM-dhdrin,  f, 

i  m,  (,  a  torch-bearer.  —  Ulkd-pdta,  as,  m.  the  (all 
of  a  meteor.  —  Ulkd-mdlin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Suva's 
attendants.  —  I'lkd-muk/ta,  as,  m.  a  demon  or 
goblin  (with  a  face  or  mouth  of  fire  who  eats  what  is 
vomited,  having  been  a  negligent  Brahman  in  his 
lifetime)  ;  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Ikshvaku  ;  (I),  f. 
a  fox. 
Ulkushl,  f.  a  fiery  phenomenon  in  the  sky,  a 

meteor;  firebrand.  —  Ulkushi-mat,  an,  atl,  o<,Ved. 
accompanied  by  fiery  phenomena. 
Ulmuka,  am,  n.  a  firebrand,  wood  burning  or 

burnt  as  charcoal  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Bala-rama. 
TJlmukya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  or  connected 

with  a  firebrand. 

a  or  ulva,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  vri),  Ved. 
the  bag  which  surrounds  the  embryo  ;  the  vulva  ;  the 
womb  ;  a  cave  ;  [cf.  Lat.  alvus,  vulva;  Lith.  urwa, 

ula  ;  Hib.  uile,  '  a  corner.'] 
Ulbana  or  ulrana,  as,  d,  am,  thick,  clotted, 

abundant;  much,  exceeding,  superfluous,  immense, 
strong,  powerful  ;  abundantly  famished  with  ;  manifest  ; 
(<M),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  ofVasishtha. 
Ulbya,  as,  a,  am,  with  dpah,  the  fluid  connected 

with  the  embryo  ;  (am),  a.  excess  and  vitiation  of 
any  of  the  three  humors  of  the  body,  bile,  phlegm 
or  wind  ;  any  calamity. 

;jctqi«n  ullakasana,  am,  n.  horripilation, 
erection  of  the  hairs  of  the  body. 

35t'«l  ullagna,  as,  m.  the  lagna  (q.  v.)  of 
any  particular  place. 

Tp^  ul-langh  (itd-P),  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -lan- 
ghati,  -te,  -ghitum,  to  leap  over,  pass  over  or  beyond, 
to  cross  over  ;  transgress,  exceed,  violate,  spum. 
Ul-langhana,  am,  n.  leaping  or  passing  over  or 

beyond  ;  transgression,  exceeding. 
Ulrlangfumlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  transgressed. 
Ul-langhita,  as,  d,  am,  jumped  over  or  across, 

passed  over  or  beyond  ;  exceeded,  transgressed,  vio- 
lated, apostatized.  —  UllangUta-idsana,  as,  a,  am, 

transgressing  orders,  rebellious,  disobedient.  —  Ullan- 

ghitddhvan  (°ta-adh°),  d,  d,  a,  having  passed  over the  road. 

Ul-langhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  passed  over  or  be- 
yond, to  be  crossed  ;  to  be  disregarded  or  neglected. 

~Z&*^ul-labh  (ud-labh),  cl.  i.  A.  -labhate, 
-labdhum,  to  obtain. 

3  sign  ul-lambita  (ud-l°),  as,  a,  am, 
erected,  elevated. 

a=lrt  ul-lala,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  lal),  covered 
with  thick  hair  ;  shaking,  trembling. 

Ul-lalat,  an,  antt,  at,  shaking,  trembling  ;  moving 
irregularly  or  convulsively, 

Ul-lalita,  as,  d,  am,  shaken,  trembling,  agitated. 
Ul-ldla,  N.  of  a  metre  of  two  verses,  each  con- 

taining 15  +  13  syllabic  instants. 

•3B)tiNw«as  (ud-las),  cl.  I.  P.  -lasati,  -si- 
turn,  to  jump  up,  sport,  play,  dance,  flash,  shine  : 
Cans.  P.  -Idsayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  jump  up  or 
play  ;  to  cause  to  shine  ;  to  divert,  delight. 
Ul-lasa,  as,  a,  am,  sporting,  bright,  shining; 

merry,  happy;  going  out,  issuing  —  Ullasa-td,  f. 
splendor,  brilliancy  ;  mirth,  happiness,  going  forth, issuing. 

Ul-lasat,  an,  anti,  at,  sporting,  dancing,  brilliant. 
shining;  wantoning. 

Ul-lasita,  as,  d,  am,  shining,  bright,  splendid  ; 
happy  ;  ejected,  brought  to  the  top  or  surface,  drawn 
up,  uplifted,  brandishing.  —  Ullasita-harina-ketana, 
OK,  a,  am,  having  its  deer-marked  banner  gleaming or  fluttering. 

Ul-ldsa,  as,  m.  jumping  or  leaping  up,  happiness, 
joy  ;  light,  splendor  ;  (in  rhetoric)  giving  prominence 
to  any  subject  by  comparison  or  opposition  ;  division 
of  a  book,  chapter,  section  (e.  g.  dtaroUana,  a  chapter 
treating  of  customs  and  observances). 

Ul-ldsana,  as,  d,  am,  causing  to  leap  or  dance  ; 

(am),  n.  splendor. Ul-lasita,  as,  d,  am,  delighted,  overjoyed,  re- 
joicing. 

3=im  ullagha,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
lagh;  in  some  of  its  senses  perhaps  related  to 
laghu),  recovered  from  sickness,  convalescent  ;  dex- 

trous, clever,  intelligent;  pure;  happy,  delighted; 
wicked;  black. 

<jcim  ul-lapa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  lap  with  ad), 
calling  out  in  a  loud  voice  ;  change  of  voice  in  grief, 
sickness,  &c. 

Ulldpika,  as,  d,  am,  betraying,  indicating. 
Ul-ldpin,  i,  im,  i,  calling  out. 

,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  drama. 

likh  (ud-likh),  cl.  6.  P.  -likhati, 
-lekhitum,  to  scratch,  scrape,  cut  up,  scarify. 
Ul-likhat,  an,  atl  or  and,  at,  scratching,  scrap- 

ing ;  scarifying,  making  lines  or  streaks  above  or  on 
high  ;  painting,  writing  ;  bearing,  raising. 

Ul-likhita,  as,  d,  am,  scraped,  scratched  ;  scarified  ; 
thrown  up,  tossed  ;  painted,  delineated  ;  written  over 
or  above  ;  pared,  made  thin. 

Ul-lekha,  as,  m.  description;  (in  rhetoric)  de- 
scription of  an  object  according  to  the  different 

impressions  caused  by  its  apperance  ;  speaking,  utter- 

ance, pronunciation. 
Ul-lekkana,  am,  n.  scraping,  scratching,  scarifying, 

paring;  digging;  vomiting;  raising  up,  elevatjng; 
uttering,  utterance  ;  writing,  painting. 

Utrlekhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  scraped  or  pared  ; 
to  be  written. 

jf^f^-fl  ul-lingita  (ud-P),  as,  a,  am,  dis- 
criminated, distinguished,  known. 

dcji^H  ul-lun(ana,  am,  n.  plucking  out 
the  hair  ;  cutting  the  hair  ;  pulling. 

Jt^WI  ul-luntha,  i.  (fr.  rt.  lunth  with  ud], 
irony. 

TW  ul-lu.,  us,  MS,  u  (fr.  rt.  K  with  ud), cutting  up. 

ul-lekha.     See  ul-likh  above. 

ul-lo6a,  as,  m.  (rt.  M),  an  awning, 
a  canopy. 

song. 

ul-lopya,  am,  n.  (rt.  litp),  N.  of  a 

ul-lola  (ud-l°),  as,  m.  a  large  wave 
or  billow  ;  a  surge. 

T5?  ulva  and  ulvana.  See  ulba  and  ul- 

bana. 33£  uvata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast  on 
Vedic  works. 

usangava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

,  an,  afi,  at  (fr.  rt.  vas,  to  desire), 
loving,  desirous,  auspicious,  pleasant. 
Uda-dhak,  Ved.  only  in  connection  with  vana, 

wood  (fr.  nta,  i.  e.  rt.  vas~  and  dhaj,  i.e.  rt.  dhe?  ; according  to  native  etym.  connected  with  rt.  dah), 
(fire)  consuming  (wood  &c.)  with  desire  (?)  ;  (Say.) 
desiring  and  burning. 

Us"anas,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  sage  mentioned  in  the Veda  and  having  the  epithet  kavya  (udand  kavyaK)  ; 
in  the  epic  poems  he  is  identified  with  Sukra,  the 
regent  of  the  planet  Venus,  and  described  as  the  pre- 

ceptor of  the  Asuras  or  Daityas,  and  possessor  of  vast 
knowledge  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  Dharma-sastra. 
Uiana,  ind.,  Ved.  with  desire,  joyfully,  with  haste. 
Viand,  (.,  Ved.  the  desired  one;  N.  of  a  plant, 

from  which  the  Soma  juice  is  produced. 

V&j,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  desiring,  striving  earnestly  ; 
devoted  to,  willing  ;  (k),  m.  ghee  or  boiled  butter  ; 
fire  ;  (k),  (.,  N.  of  a  female  slave,  the  mother  of 
Kakshlvat. 
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r/iita,  as,  d,  am,  wished,  desired. 
Ufi,  is,  (•  wish,  desire. 
Utauja,  as,  a,  am,  Vcd.  to  be  wished,  to  be 

longed  for. 

TSTirt  ujati,  f.  (for  rusati,  scil.  coc1),  inju- 
rious discourse  ;  cutting  speech. 

usatias.     See  under  mat. 

inara,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 
or  country,  Kandahar  ;  («.«),  m.  the  king  of  this 
country. 

33fK  its'ira,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
it.  TOJO,  «he  fragrant  root  of  the  plant  Andropogon 
Muricatus  ;  (F),  f.  a  sort  of  grass,  a  small  sort  of 
Saccharum.—  Ufira-giri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  Ufirawja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 

/  tii  rota,  am,  n.  the  fragrant  root  of  the  plant 
Andropogon  Muricatus. 

I  'iirika,  as,  i,  am,  trading  in  or  selling  Uslra. 
i  y  i  .  ush,  cl.  I  .  P.  oshati,  aushat,  uvosha 

•\or  oshdn-t'akdra,  oshishyatt,  aushtt,  othi- 
tum,  to  burn  ;  to  punish  ;  to  consume  ;  to  kill,  injure  : 
Caus.  oshayati,  -yitum  :   Desid.  oshishishati  ;  [cf. 
Lit.  tiro,  wstus;  Gr.  atju,atos  ;  Hib.  usga,  '  incense.'] 

i.  usha,  as,  m.  bdellium;  saline  earth;  (am),  n. 
fossile  salt.  See  usha. 
Ushana,  am,  n.  black  pepper  ;  the  root  of  Piper 

Longum;  (a),  f.  Piper  Longum;  Piper  Chaba; 
dried  ginger.  See  ushana. 
Ushapa,  as,  m.  fire  ;  the  sun. 
1.  njihn,  f.  burning,  scorching.  (For  2.  see  next  col.) 
i.  ush.Ua  or  ushta,  as,  a,  am,  burnt;  quick, 

expeditious.  (For  2.  see  next  col.) 
Ushna,  as,  a,  am  (opposed  to  iito),  hot,  warm  ; 

pungent,  acrid  ;  sharp,  active  ;  impetuous,  warm, 
passionate;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  heat,  warmth,  the 
hot  season  (June  and  July);  sunshine;  a  deep  or 
feverish  sigh  ;  (as),  m.  an  onion  ;  N.  of  a  prince  ; 
(a),  f.  heat  ;  consumption  ;  bile.  —  Ushna-kara,  as, 
m.  the  sun  ('having  hot  rays').  —  Ushna-kdla,  as, 
m.  the  hot  season.  —  Ushna-ga,  as,  m.  the  hot  sea- 

son. —  Uihna-gu,  as,  m.  the  sun  ('  having  hot  rays'). 
—  Ushnan-karana,  as,  i,  am,  making  hot  or  warm, 
heating.  —  Ushna-td,  f.  or  usTina-tm,  am,  n.  heat, 
warmth.  —  Ushna-dldhiti,  is,  m.  the  sun  ('having 
hot  rays').  —  Ushna-nadi,  f.  the  hot  river  ;  N.  of  the 
Vaitaram  or  river  of  hell.  —  Ushna-radmi  or  uxhna- 

ruti,  is,  m.  the  sun  ('  having  hot  rays').  —  Ushtta- vdrana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  umbrella  or  parasol,  a 
chattar.  —  Ushna'vdshpa,  as,  m.  hot  vapour,  steam  ; 
tears.  —  Ushiia-virya,  as,  m.  Delphinus  Gangeticus. 
—  Ushna-vetdli,(.,N.  of  a  female  deity.  —  Uflindusii 

(°na-an°),  tie,  m.  the  sun  ('  having  hot  rays').  —  Ush- 
ndgama  (°na-ao°),  as,  m.  approach  of  the  heat, 
the  hot  season,  consisting  of  two  months,  about  June 

and  July.  —  Ushndbhigama  (°na-abh°),  as,  m.  the 
hot  season.  —  Vshnasnha  (°na-as"),  as,  m.  the  cold 
season.  —  Ushnodaka  (°na*uP),  am,  n.  warm  or 
hot  water,  to  be  drunk  on  certain  occasions  ;  it  be- 

longs to   the   six  prana-karani.  —  Ushnopagama 
(°na-up°),  as,  m.  the  hot  season,  summer. 
Ushnaka,  as,  a,  am,  sharp,  smart,  active  ;  suffering 

pain  ;  sick  of  fever  ;  warming,  heating  ;  bent,  inclin- 
ing, stooping;  (as),  m.  the  heat,  the  hot  season 

(lasting  for  two  months,  about  June  and  July)  ;  re- 
volving, turning  round. 

/  K/uidJu,  us,  us,  u,  suffering  from  heat. 
l'*linikd,  f.  rice-gruel. liman,  a,  m.  heat. 
Ushni-kri,  cl.  8.  5.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -Icri- 

noti,  -note,  -kartwii,  to  make  warm. 

t'shiii-gamja,  the  hot  Gan-gi,  i.e.  the  Badari, having  hot  sources  ;  (perhaps  merely  a  wrong  reading 

Ushma,  as,  m.  heat  ;  the  hot  season  (June  and 
July)  ;  spring  (April  and  May)  ;  anger,  warmth  of 
temper  ;  ardour,  eagerness  ;  [cf.  ushman  and  ush- 
manJ—Ushma-ta,  f.=ushna-td,  q.v.  —  Ushma- 
pi,  as,  m.  a  spirit  of  an  inferior  order,  a  deceased 

ancestor ;  [cf.fl«  hma  -pa.  ]  —  Vth  ma-1>  kin,  f,  m.  the  sun 
('having  hot  beams').  —  Ushma-vat,an,atl,at,besited, 
burning,  smoking.  —  Ushiiut-aveda,  as,  m.  a  vapour 

bath.  —  Ushmdgama  (°ma-dg°),  as,  m.  the  hot  sea- 
son. —  Ushmdnvita  ("ma-an  ),  as,  a,  am,  enraged. 

—  Ushmapayama  ("ma-up"),  as,  m.  the  hot  season. 
Ushmaka,  as,  m.  the  hot  season. 
Ushman,  d,  m.  heat,  ardour,  steam ;  the  hot  season. 
Ushmaya,  nom.  A.  uihmayate,  to  emit  heat  or 

steam.     See  ushmaya. 

Ushmdyana,  as,  m.  the  hot  season. 

TRx  2.  ush  (connected  with  rt.  3.  vas,  to 
shine ;  used  as  a  noun  but  only  in  the  form  ushas), 
Ved.  light,  morning,  dawn ;  ushas  tisrah,  morning, 
midday,  and  evening.  (The  words  ushas  and  usha 
below  are  connected  by  native  authorities  with  i .  ush.) 

3.  usha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  shining,  brilliant ;  (as), 
m.  early  morning,  dawn,  day-break. 
Ushas,  as,  f.  morning  light,  dawn,  morning;  per- 

sonified as  the  daughter  of  Heaven  and  sister  of  the 
Adityas ;  evening  light ;  usliasau  or  ushdsau,  du.  the 
two  dawns,  i.e.  night  and  day;  the  outer  passage 
of  the  ear ;  the  Malaya  range ;  (si),  f.  the  end  of 
the  day,  twilight ;  [cf.  Gr.  riets ;  Lat.  aurora ;  Lith. 
auszra  ;  Goth.  uh-tv6  ;  Old  Germ,  uohia.]  —  Ushar- 
budh,  bhut,t,t,Ved.  awaking  with  the  morning  light, 
early  awaked.  —  Ushar-l>udha,  as,  m.  fire ;  a  child. 
—  Ushdsd-naktd,  f.  du.,Ved.  dawn  and  night.  —  Usho- 
devalya,  as,  d,  am,  whose  deity  is  the  dawn. 

1.  uthasya,  nom.  P.  uehaiyati,  -yitum,  to  be- come day. 

2.  ushasya,  as,  d,  am,  sacred  to  the  dawn. 
2.  ushd,  f.  morning  light,  dawn,  morning ;  twilight, 

night ;  a  cow ;  N.  of  a  wife  of  Bhava  (who  was  a 
manifestation  of  Rudra);  of  a  daughter  of  B5na  and 
wife  of  Aniruddha ;  (d),  ind.  at  day-break ;  at  night ; 
at  twilight (t).-Ushd-kdla,  as,  m.  a  cock.  —  Utha- 
pati,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  Aniruddha,  the  son  of 
Kamadeva  and  husband  of  UshS.  — ZJsAa-ramana, 

ae,  m.  an  epithet  of  Aniruddha.  —  Ushes'a  (ushd-ifa), 
as,  m.  the  same. 

i.  ugra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  or  seen  in  the 
morning;  bright;  shining;  clear;  (Say.  -utsarana- 
&la)  rising  on  high ;  (as),  m.  a  ray  of  light ;  (a), 
f.  morning  light,  dawn,  morning ;  light,  bright  sky. 
—  Usra-dhanvan,  a,  m.  having  a  bright  bow ;  an 
epithet  of  Indra.  —  Usra-ydman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  going 
out  in  the  early  morning  light  (as  the  carriage  of  the 
Asvins) ;  going  out  at  daylight. 

Usriya,  (.,  Ved.  brightness,  light. 

TT  3.  usha,  as,  d,  am  (connected  with  rt. 
mi),  wishing,  desiring ;  (as),  m.  a  lover. 

/  'skat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Suyajna. 
7TJF  ushangti,  us,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva; 

[cf.  utiangava.] 

iMifl  ushatl,  f. injurious  discourse;  cutting 

speech.  See  uiati. 

JUrf  ushadgu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Svahi. 

JM  £V|  ushadratha,  as,  m.  a  son  of  Titikshu. 

»M«  ushasta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  with 

the  patronymic  cakrSyana. 

aTmi  2.  ushita,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  I.  vas),  in- 
habited, dwelt ;  fixed,  remaining  in  or  on ;  stale. 

—  Ushitan-gavtna,  as,  d,  uni,  formerly  inhabited 

by  cattle. UxMiva,  ind.  having  resided  in. 

I'xliya,    ind.  (irreg.   form   for   ushitvd),   having 
resided  or  dwelt. 

3<flt.  ushira,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  root  of 

Andropogon  Muricatum.  See  uslra. 
T?  ushtra,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  i.  ush), 

a  buffalo ;  a  bull  with  a  hump ;  a  camel ;  a  cart,  a 

waggon ;  N.  of  an  Asura ;  (i),  f.  a  she-camel ;  an 
earthen  vessel  in  the  shape  of  a  camel.  —  Ushlra- 
karnika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Ushtra- 

uti. 

kdndl,  t.  a  flower  of  a  red  colour.  —  Ushtra-lcrotin , 
i,  tnt,  i,  making  a  noise  like  a  camel.  —  Ushtra- 
goynga,  am,  a.  a  couple  of  camels.  —  Ushtra-grlva, 
as,  m.  hemorrhoids.  —  Ushfra-ilhusara-pudi'hikd, 
(.  the  plant  Tragia  Involucrata.  —  Ushtra-pddikd,  (. 
the  plant  Jasminum  Sambac.  —  Ushtra-ydna,  am,  n. 
a  camel-litter,  a  vehicle  drawn  by  camels.  —  Ushtra- 
s'iro-dftara,  am,  n.  hemorrhoids,  piles,  bleeding  piles. 
—  Ushtra-sthdna,  am,  n.  a  stable  for  camels ;  (as, 

d,  am),  born  in  a  camel-stable. Ushtri,  id,  m.,  Ved.  a  bull  drawing  a  plough. 
Ushtrika,  f.  a  she-camel ;  an  earthen  vessel  of  the 

shape  of  a  camel. 
T5CI  ushnf.     See  under  i.  ush  ist  col. 

ushnih,  k,  f.  (fr.  ud-snih?),  N.  of 
a  Vedic  metre  of  three  Psdas,  the  first  two  containing 
eight  each,  and  the  third  twelve  syllables  ;  a  classical 
metre  of  four  Padas  of  seven  syllables  ;  a  brick  sacred 
to  the  metre  Ushnih.  —  Ushnikdhandaska,  as,  d, 
am,  having  the  metre  Ushnih.  —  Ushnig-garbhd,  f., 
N.  of  a  Gayatri  of  three  Padas  of  six,  seven,  eleven 
syllables  respectively. 

Ushnihd,  f.  the  metre  Ushnih  ;  (as),  pl.,Ved.  the 

nape  of  the  neck. 
amOn  ushmsha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 

connected  with  ushna),  anything  wound  round  the 
head  ;  a  turban,  a  diadem  ;  a  bandage  of  any  kind  ; 
a  distinguishing  mark  ;  the  hair  with  which  a  Buddha 
is  born  and  which  indicates  his  future  sanctity.  —  Csh- 
nisha-dhdrin,  I,  int,  i,  wearing  a  turban,  turbaned. 

Ushtjlshin,  t,  ini,  i,  furnished  with  a  turban  ;  an 

epithet  of  S'iva. ushma.     See  under  i.  ush. 

ushya.     See  under  2.  ushita. 

ushyala,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  frame  (of 

abed). 

7G2.«sra,  as,  m.  abull;  (a).f.acow;  the 
plant  Anthericum  Tuberosum.  (For  I.  see  last  col.) 

Utri,  is,  f.,Ved.  acow(?). 

Usrika,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  small  ox. 
Usriya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  or  coming 

from  a  cow  or  ox  ;  (as),  m.  an  ox  ;  (a),  f.  a  cow  ; 
a  calf;  milk. 

Usriya,  nom.  P.  usrlyali,  -yitum,  to  desire  or wish  for  a  cow. 

i  j  uh,  cl.  i  .  P.ohat  i,  uvoha,  ohitum,  to  hurt 

*  or  give  pain  ;  to  kill,  to  destroy.     See  uh. 
Uhan,  Ved.  a  wrong  reading  for  tulan. 
Uhdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country. 

T|^«Att,  MS,  MS,  a  (fr.  rt.  t>aA),  Ved.  bear- 
ing, carrying. 

I  'Iryamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  conveyed,  borne  along. 
dty'lM  uhyagana,  a  various  reading  for 

uhyagana,  q.  v. 

•31  i.  «,  the  sixth  letter  of  the  alphabet, 
corresponding  to  u  long,  and  having  the  sound  of 
that  letter  in  the  word  rule.  —  C-kdra,  as,  m.  the 

letter  or  sound  tt. 

'gi  2.  u,  ind.  an  interjection  of  compassion, 
of  regard  ;  an  incipient  particle  used  at  the  beginning 
of  a  sentence. 

•3  3.  S,  us,  m.  the  moon  ;  epithet  of  S'iva. 
•gi  4.  M  (fr.  rt.  at>),  '  a  preserver'  (?). 
i.  uta,  as,  d,  am,  favoured,  preserved,  promoted, loved. 

I  .  uti,  is,  f.  favouring,  protecting,  promoting,  aid, 
assistance,  help,  favour,  kindness,  friendly  feeling,  affec- 

tion, wish,  desire,  striving  after,  hastening  towards, 
delight,  enjoyment,  sport,  play,  distillation  ;  (ayas), 

pi.  objects  of  enjoyment,  as  food  &c. 
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Vina,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  good  friend,  an  affectionate 
companion,  an  intimate  associate  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a 
town  or  country. 

^i^T£  uata,  a  various  reading  for  uvula,  q.v 

3i^  uth,  a  various  reading  for  icth,  q.v. 
<Jte  I  .  udha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vah  or  i  .  uh, 

for  3.  udha  see  2.  uA),  carried  as  a  load  or  burden 

married  ;  (a),  f.  a  bride,  a  wife  espoused  according 
to  the  ritual.  —  Ddha-kcutkafa,  as,  a,  am,  armed, 
mailed.  —  Cdha-bharya,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has 
married  a  wife.  —  Vdha-i-ayas,  as,  m.  a  young  man. 

Cdhaya,  nom.  (fr.  udha  or  udhi)  P.  udhayati, 
aor.  aujadhat  or  aujidhat,  or  audidhat,  to  carry(?). 

PdAj,  is,  f.  carrying,  bearing. 

^<ulfl>1*i.swm-/e;as,as,ni.,N.ofaBuddha; 
(a  various  reading  has  wrmie/os.) 

^irT  2.  ufa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ce),  woven. 
1.  iiti,  is,  f.  weaving,  sewing. 

^V»T  udhan  and  udhar,  forms  used  in  the 
Veda  for  some  of  the  cases  of  udhas  below. 

x  udhas,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  vah.  In 
the  Veda  the  forms  udhar  and  udhan  are  used  for 

some  of  the  cases,  e.  g.  sing.  nom.  udhar,  gen.  abl. 
udhnas,  loc.  udhan  or  udhani  ;  pi.  inst.  udhabhis, 
loc.  MdAcwsu),  an  udder  ;  a  covered  secret  place  where 
only  friends  are  admitted  ;  the  bosom  ;  the  breast  of 
a  mother  ;  the  udder  of  the  sky,  i.  e.  the  clouds.  In 
classical  Sanskrit  the  form  udhan  appears  only  in 
the  fern,  of  adjective  compounds,  cf.  adhy-udhni, 
kundodhni,  ghatodhnl,  pinodhni;  [cf.  Gr.  oSflctp  ; 
Lat.  uber;  Germ,  utar,  enter;  Angl.  Sax.  uder  ; 

Eng.  udder;  Hib.  uit,  uitche.]  -  Udhos-votl,  f. 
having  a  full  udder. 
Vdhanya,  as,  a,  am,  produced  from  the  udder  ; 

(am),  n.  milk. 

Cdhasya,  am,  n.  milk,'  produced  from  the  udder.' 

**l  una,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  av  and 

opposed  to  purna,  atl-rikta,  adhika),  wanting,  de- 
ficient, defective,  short  of  any  quantity,  less  than  the 

right  number,  not  sufficient  ;  less  (in  number,  size, 
or  degree),  minus,  fewer,  smaller,  inferior,  &c.  (e.  g. 

una-dvtvarsha,  not  quite  two  years  old  ;  dvdbhydm 

Una,  less  by  two  ;  alpona,  '  less  by  a  little,'  '  a  little 
less.'  Prefixed  to  any  even  decimal  numeral  from 
twenty  up  to  a  hundred,  una  serves  to  denote  one 
less  than  the  even  ten,  e.  g.  una-vinfati,  twenty 
minus  one  or  nineteen  ;  una-trtniat,  thirty  minus 
one  ;  unatrinia,  the  thirtieth  minus  one  or  twenty- 
ninth  :  so  also  with  other  numerals  prefixed,  e.  g. 

pantiona-trintiat,  thirty  minus  five  or  twenty-five  ; 
dconatatvarinia,  the  fortieth  minus  one  or  thirty- 
ninth.) 

tfnaka,  as,  a,  am,  not  sufficient,  less,  inferior. 

Unaya,  nom.  P.  unayati,  -yitum,  to  leave  defi- 
cient or  unfinished  ;  to  deduct  or  lessen  ;  to  mete 

out  in  small  quantities  ;  to  measure. 

Unita,  as,  a,  am,  lessened  by  subtraction  or  deduc- 
tion, less,  fewer,  Sec. 

"S^um,  ind.  an  interjection  of  interroga- 
tion ;  of  anger  ;  of  reproach,  abuse,  envy,  and  arro- 

gance. 

'3iH  uma.     See  under  4.  «. 
"y,  cl.  I.  A.  uyate  =  ve,  vayati,  to 

N  weave,  sew. 

urarl,  ind.  a  particle  of  assent  and 

diffusion  ;  urarl-krita,  as,  a,  am,  allowed,  promised. 
See  urarl. 

On,  m&.  =  urari;  see  uri.—  Vrl-lcritya,  ind. 
having  promised,  agreed,  assented  to. 

'3»?s  uru,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  urnu),  the 
thigh  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Cakshusha  ;  (vl),  f.  the 
middle  of  the  thigh  or  a  principal  vein  situated  there. 
When  urn  is  used  at  the  end  of  a  compound  the 
fern,  form  may  end  in  either  short  or  long  u,  but 

more  properly  in  the  latter  (e.  g.  vamorus  or  vamo- 
rus,  a  beautiful-thighed  woman ;  rambhoru  and 
varoru,  O  beautiful-thighed  one ;  voc.  cases  o 
varoru  and  rambhoru).  —  Uru-gldni,  is,  f.  weakness 
of  the  thigh.  —  Oru-ja,  as,  a,  am,  born  from  the 

thigh;  (as),  m.  a  VaiSya.  —  fjru-daghna  or  uru- 
dvayasa  or  uru-mdtra,  as,  i,  am,  reaching  to  the 
thighs,  as  high  as  the  thighs.  —  tfru-parvan,  a  o 
a,  m.  n.  the  knee.  —  ffru-phalaka,  am,  a.  the  thigh 
bone,  the  hip-bone.  —  Oru-bhinna,  as,  I,  am,  having 
a  rent  in  the  thigh  (according  to  PSnini  IV.  I,  52 
used  as  a  Bahu-vrihi).  —  firu-sambhava,  as,  a,  am, 

sprung  from  the  thigh.  —  T)ru-stambha,  as,  m 
paralysis  of  the  lower  extremities,  rheumatism  of  the 

thigh ;  (a),  f.  the  plantain  tree.—  ffriuJbhava  (uru- 

ud°),  as,  a,  am,  sprung  from  the  thigh.  —  Urv- 
ashthlva,  am,  n.  thigh  and  knee. 

Pravya,  as,  m.  a  man  of  the  third  or  Vailya  tribe 
as  born  from  the  thighs  of  Brahma. 

^^T^1  iiruri,  ind.  a  particle  implying  as- 
sent, admission,  promise,  diffusion,  &c. ;  [cf.  urarl.] 

3&{urj,  k,  f.  (fr.  rt.  vrij ;  cf.'  Eng.  work), 
food,  strength,  vigour,  sap,  juice ;  often  occurring  in 
conjunction  with  ish  (e.  g.  isham  urjam  aiyuh, 

'  may  they  obtain  food  and  strength') ;  [cf.  Gr.  opyaua 

and  opyds ;  Lat.  urged;  Hib. ore,  'a  prince,  a  hero;' 
orcaim,  '  I  kill,  I  destroy.'] 

Urja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  month  Karttika,  i.e. 
November— December  (as  imparting  food  or  strength) ; 
power,  strength ;  effort,  exertion ;  procreative  power; 
life,  breath ;  N.  of  a  son  of  the  second  Manu ;  of 

Satyahita ;  of  Vatsara ;  of  the  sons  of  Hiranya-garbha 
who  are  reckoned  among  the  seven  Rishis  of  the 
third  Manvantara ;  (a),  f.  food,  strength,  sap ;  N.  of 
a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Vasishtha ;  (am), 

n.  water.  —  Orja-yoni,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  VisVS- 
mitra.  —  Urja-vdha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Suit. 
—  tfrja-sani,   is,   is,  i,  Ved.   granting  strength. 
«•  Urja-stambha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven 

Rishis  of  the  second  Manvantara.  —  tfrjdd  (°ja-ad), 
t,  t,  t,  Ved.  an  eater  of  strengthening  food.  —  ffrja- 

vat,  an,  atl,  at,  abounding  in  food.  —  Urjdhuti  (°jd- 
dh°),  is,  is,  {,  Ved.  offering  nourishing  or  strength- 
jiving  sacrifices. 
Urjaya,  nom.  P.  urjayati,  -yitum,  to  feed, 

strengthen ;  A.  to  become  strong,  to  be  powerful. 
Crjayat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  strong,  full  of  sap  or 

uice,  succulent ;  feeding,  strengthening,  nourishing. 

flrjavya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  abounding  in  food  or 
itrength. 

Vrjas,  a  form  fpr  urj,  used  in  compounds  and  with 
affixes,  thus  urjas-kara,  as,  a,  am,  causing  strength. 
—  tjrjas-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  rich  in  food,  abounding  in 
sap   or  juice,  juicy,   succulent,   powerful,  vigorous, 
robust,  strong ;  (tl),  {.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Hsksha 
and  wife  of  Dharma;  of  a  daughter  of  Priya-vrata 

and  wife  of  Us'anas ;  wife  of  Prana.  —  Vrjas-rala, 
as,  d,  am,  strong,  powerful.  —  Orjas-vin,  I,  irii,  i, 
trong,  powerful ;  (i),  n.  a  figure  of  rhetoric,  speak- 
ng  of  anything  with  disdain. 
fjrjdnl,  (.,  Ved.  urjd  personified. 
tfrjita,  as,  d,  am,  powerful,  strong,  mighty,  great, 

excellent,  exceeding,  much;  (as),  m.,  N.of  a  prince. 

—  tfrjitdiraya  (^ta-di"),  as,  a,  am,  spirited,  mag- nanimous. 

tTrjin,  I,  irii,  i,  abounding  in  food. 

'3H5  urna,  am,  a,  n.  f.  (fr.  rt.  ori,  to  cover, 
and  connected  with  rt.  urnu  next  col.),  wool ;  (a),  f. 
a  circle  of  hair  between  the  eyebrows ;  N.  of  the  wife 
of  Citra-ratha  and  mother  of  Samraj  ;  [cf.  Lat.  villiis, 
vellus;  Goth.vulla;  Old  Germ,  wolla  ;  Mod.  Germ. 
Voile,;  Eng.  wool;  Lith.  wilna ;  Russ.  v&lna ;  Gr. 
pos,  (fiov,ip(a,(lfo!,(ipiov;  Hib.oZouw.]—  Crna- 
ndbha,  as,  m.  a  spider  (as  having  wool  on  the  navel 
or  belly) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  of  a  Danava. 
—  tfrnaspata,  as,  m.  a  spider.  —  Orna-mradas,  as, 
as,  as,  or  urna-mrada,  as,  a,  am,  soft  as  wool. 
—  ffrna-vabhi,  is,  m.  a  spider  ('  wool-weaver  ?;'  per- 
laps  the  original  form  of  urna-ndbhi,  derived  from 

an  obsolete  rt.  vabh,  to  weave).—  ftnia-deia,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  country.  -  Ornd-pinda,  as,  m.  a  ball 
of  wool.  —  tfrnd-maya,  as,  I,  am,  woollen,  made  of 
wool.—  Crnd-vat,  an,  all,  at,  woollen;  (an),  m., 

N.  of  a  man.  —  Urnd^vala,  as,  a,  am,  woollen. 
—  Crnd-sutra,    am,   n.,  Ved.  a  thread  of  wool. 
—  Urnd-stukd,  {.,  Ved.  a  tuft  of  wool. 
Urndyu,  us,  us,  u,  woollen ;  (its),  m.  a  ram ;  a 

woollen  blanket ;  a  spider ;  N.  of  a  Gandharva. 

~~  urnu  (connected  with  rt.  vri),  cl.  2. 
P.  A.  urnoti  and  urnauti,  urnute,  urnu- 

nam,  urnunuve,  urnamshyati,  -te,  urnuvishyati, 
-te,  aurudvlt,  aurnavit,  aurnuvit,  aurnam»h(a, 
aurnuvishta,  urnawtum,  urnuvitum,  to  cover, 

surround,  hide ;  A.  to  cover  one's  self;  Caus.  urnd- 
vayati,  aor.  aurnunuval :  Desid.  urnunushati,  -te, 
urnunavishati,  -te,  urnunuvishatl,  -te:  Intern. 
urnonuyate,  urnonavlti,  urnonauti. 

Urnuta,  as,  d,  am,  covered. 

urd,  a  various  reading  for  rt.  urd, 

q.v. 

urdara,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  in  some  of 

its  meanings  fr.  urj  and  rt.  dri),  Ved.  a  vessel  for 
measuring  com,  a  bushel;  a  hero,  a  champion;  a 

Rakshas,  a  goblin  or  fiend. 

'3iv  urdha  and  urdhaka,  a  wrong  reading 
for  urdhva  and  urdhvaka. 

urdhva,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  vridh),  rising 
upwards,  tending  upwards,  raised,  elevated,  erected, 
erect,  upright;  being  above;  above,  high,  superior, 
upper.  In  classical  Sanskrit  an  example  of  the  un- 

compounded  adjective  as  in  urdhvaih  pddaih, '  with 
raised  feet,'  is  rare,  (am),  n.  elevation,  height,  any- 

thing situated  above ;  (am),  ind.  upwards,  towards 
the  upper  part,  aloft,  above,  in  the  upper  regions,  on 
the  upper  side  of  (with  abl.) ;  in  the  sequel  (as  of  a 
book,  the  upper  leaves  of  a  MS.  being  read  last) ; 
subsequent,  after  (with  abl.) ;  in  a  high  tone,  aloud  ; 
urdhvam  dvitlydd  of  ah,  after  the  second  vowel ; 

urdhvam  pituh,  after  the  father's  death ;  samvat- 
sardd  urdhtam,  after  a  year;  ate  urdhvam,  hence- 

forward, from  that  time  forward,  hereafter;  urdhvam 

gam,  to  go  upwards,  to  die ;  [cf.  Gr.  op96s ;  Lat. 
arduus;  Gael,  ard.]  —  Ordhva-kada,  as,  m.  an 
epithet  of  Ketu  (whose  hair  streams  upwards  in  the 

sky).  —  Vrdhva-kantha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people : 
[1),  (.,  N.  of  a  plant.—  Crdhva-karna,  as,  a,  am, 
having  the  ears  pricked  up  or  erect.  —  Urdhva- 
karman,  a,  n.  motion  or  action  tending  upwards ; 

(d),  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu  (going  upwards).—  Grdhva- 
kdya,  as,  m.  the  upper  part  of  the  body.  —  ffrdhva- 
krifana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  effervescing,  fermenting ; 
epithet  of  the  Soma ;  (Say.)  having  its  sharp  qualities 
stirred  up.  —  ftrdhva-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Sanad-raja.  —  Grdhva-kefa,  as,  d,  am,  having  the 

lair  erect.  —  tfrdhva-kriyd,  f.  motion  or  action  tend- 
ng  upwards.  —  tjrdhva-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  upwards, 
ascending,  hovering ;  being  on  high.  —  tfrdhva-gata, 

as,  i,  am,  gone  up,  risen,  ascended.  —  ftrdhva-gati, 

'•8,  is,  i,  going  upwards ;  (is),  f.  ascent,  elevation. 

—  ffrdhvaga-pura,  am,  n.  the  city  of  Harisc'andra, who  with  his  subjects  is  supposed  to  be  suspended 
n  the  atmosphere.  —  Urdhva-gama,  as,  m.  upward 
motion  of  any  kind.  —  tTrdhva-gamana,  am,  n.  going 
upwards,  ascending ;  elevation  in  the  scale  of  being. 
—  Urdhva-gamin,  i,  inl,  i,  going  up  or  above, 
ascending.  —  Urdhva-grdvan,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  raising 
he  stones  to  press  out  the  Soma  plant.  —  ftrdhva- 

'arana,  as,  a,  am,  supine,  having  the  feet  upwards. 
—  Urdhva-dit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  piling  up,  heaping  up. 

Crdhva-jdnu,  us,  us, u, or  urdhra-jna,as,d,am, 
urdhva-jnu,  us,  us,  a,  raising  the  knees,  sitting  on 

he  hams;  long-shanked.  —  Ordhva-tilakin,  I,  inl,  i, 

laving  a  sectarian  mark  on  the  forehead.—  ffrdhva- 
va,  am,  n.  or  urdhva-td,  f.  height,  elevation.  —  Urdh- 
ja-thd  or  urdhva-dhd,  ind.,  Ved.  upwards,  erect. 
—  Tfrdhva-damhtrd-lceia,  as,  m.  whose  teeth  and 

lairare  erect;  an  epithet  of  S'iva.  -  Urdhva-drishti, Zz 
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is,  is,  »',  looking  upwards,  of  high  views,  aspiring. 
—  ftrdhva-deva,  a* ,  m.  a  superior  deity ;  an  epithet 

of  Vishnu.-  Crdhva-deka,  am,  n.  ('  the  body  gone 
above'),  a  funeral  ceremony.  —  Crdhva-nabhas,  as, 

as,  as,  Ved.  being  above  in  the  clouds.—  CnVirun- 
dama,  as,  a,  am,  going  upwards,  erected,  exalted, 

elevated;   (perhaps  a  wrong  reading  for  urdhtatt- 
gama.)—  Urdhva-pathti ,  as,  m.  the  upper  region, 
the  ether.—  Crdhva-pdtana,   am,  n.  causing   to 

ascend,  sublimation.  —  Crdhm-pdtra,  am,  n.  a  sacri- 
ficial vessel.  —  Crdhva-pdda,  as,  a,  am,  heels  up- 
wards ;  {as),  rn.  a  fabulous  animal  with  eight  legs ; 

see  fardbka.  —  Crdhva-pundra  oiurdhva-pundra- 

to,  am,  n.  a  perpendicular  line  on  the  forehead  of  a 
BrShman  made  with  sandal  &c.,  a  Vaishnava  mark. 

—  Crdhva-puram,  ind.  full  to  the  brim,  full  to  over- 
flowing. -  Vrdhm-priifni,  is,  is,   i,  Ved.  spotted 

above.—  Crdkva-barhis,  is,  is,  is,  Ved.  being  over 

the   sacrificial    grass.  —  Urdhva-tiala,   as,   a,   am, 
having  the  hair  erect.  —  ffrdhva-bdhu,  us,  us,  u, 
having  the  arms  raised;   (us),  m.  a  devotee  who 
holds  his  arms  above  his  head  constantly  till  they  are 
fixed  in  that  position ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  Rishis 
of  the  fifth  Manvantara ;  one  of  the  seven  Rishis  of 
the  couth;   one   of  the   seven  sons  of  Vasishtha. 
—  ffrdhva-budkna,  as,  a,  am, Ved.  bottom  upwards, 

upside  down.  —  ftrdhra-brihati,  {.,  N.  of  a  metre. 
—  Crdhva-bkaga,  as,  m.  the  upper  part ;  any  part 
of  a  word  coming  after  another  part.  —  tfrdhva-bhdj, 
Ic,  le,  Ic,  partaking  of  the  upper  part ;  a  N.  of  Bada- 
vigni  or  submarine  fire.—  Vrdhva-manthin,  living 
in  perpetual  chastity;  see  urdkva-retas.—  ttrdhva- 
mana,  am,  n.  an  instrument  for  measuring  altitudes. 
—  tfrdhva-mdyu,  us,  us,  u,  giving   forth  a  loud 
noise.  —  tfrdhva-mdruta,  am,  n.  pressure  of  the 

wind  (of  the  body)  upwards.  —  ffrdhva-mukha,  as, 
t,  am,  having  the  mouth  or  opening  turned  upwards. 
—  Vrdhva-mauhurtika,  as,  i,  am,  happening  after 
a  short  time.—  Ordh-ca-rekhd-iavala,  as,  a,  am, 
variegated  with  lines  above.  —  Urdkva-retai,  as,  as, 

as, '  having  the  semen  above,'  abstaining  from  sexual 
intercourse,  one  who  lives  in  perpetual  chastity ;  a  N. 
of  Siva,  also  of  Bhlshma.  —  tfrdhva-roman,  a,  a,  a, 
having  the  hairs  of  the  body  erect ;  N.  of  a  mountain. 

—  Crdhva-linga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva.—  ftrdhva- 
loka,  as,  m.  the  upper  world,  the  world  above, 
heaven.—  Urdhva^vartman,  a,  m.  the  atmosphere, 
heaven.  —  Cfrdhva-vata,  as,  m.  or  urdhva-vdyu, 
us,  m.  the  wind  in  the  upper  part  of  the  body. 
—  ttrdhva-vrita,  as,  a,  am,  put  on  above,  put  on 
over  the  head  or  shoulder  (as  the  sacred  thread  of 

the  BrShman).—  Crdhca-s'dyin,  i,  ini,  i,  sleeping 

upright ;  epithet  of  Siva.  —  tfrdhva-s'odhana,  am, 
n.  '  purifying  upwards,'  i.e.  vomiting.—  Ordhra-s'o- 
sham,  ind.  so  as  to  dry  (anything)  above.  —  Crdh.ua- 
Jvasa,  a»,  m.  expiration.  —  Urdhra-sdnu,  us,  its,  u, 
Ved.  carrying  the  neck  high,  with  lofty  or  uplifted 

neck ;  (Say.)  rising  higher  and  higher.  —  Ordkva- 
stha,  as,  a,  am,  being  above,  superior,  situated  on 
high.—  Vrahva-sthita,  as,  a,  am,  being  or  standing 
above.—  Crdhva-sthiti,  is,  (.  the  rearing  of  a  horse; 

a  horse's  back,  the  part  where  the  rider  sits ;  eleva- 
tion, superiority.  —  tfrdhva-srotag,  as,  as,  as,  N.  of 

a  creation  of  beings  whose  stream  of  life  or  current 

of  nutriment  tends  upwards.  —  Crdhvdnguli  (°va- 
a»°),  is,  is,  i,  with  raised  finger.  —  tfrdhvdmndya- 
samhita  fva-am"),  (.  the  doctrines  of  a  particular 
Vaishnava  sect.  —  tjrdhvdynna  (°va-ay°),  is,  m.  pi., 

N.jDf  a  caste  in  Plaksha-dv!pa.  -  Crdhvdmrta  (°va- 
dv°),  as,  m.   rearing   of  a  horse.  —  Urdhvasiia 
(°0<i-a»°)>  as,  m.  the  plant  Momordica  Charantia. 
—  ftrdhveha  Cva-lha),  as,  m.  motion  or  tendency 
upwards. 

Ordhtaka  as,  m.  a  kind  of  drum. 

Ordhrasana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  rising,  erecting 
one's  self. 

Ordkn-kri,d.  5.  8.  P.  A..-krinoti,-nule,-karoti, 
-kurute,  -kartum,  to  raise  aloft,  to  elevate. 

iirrni,  is,  m.  f.  (fr.  rt.  rn),  a  wave ; 

current,  the  flowing  of  water ;  human  infirmity  (as 

grief,  illusion,  hunger,  thirst,  decay,  death);  speed, 
velocity ;  a  fold  or  plait  in  a  garment ;  a  line,  a  row ; 

manifestation,  light ;  mental  suffering,  distress,  un- 
easiness, pain ;  missing,  regretting ;  association,  num- 

ber, quantity ;  [cf.  Lith.  wihii-s  ;  Old  Germ,  wella- ; 
Mod.  Germ.  Welle;  Eng.  well]  -  Crmi-mat,  an, 
all,  at,  wavy,  undulating,  billowy ;  crooked  ;  plaited, 

curled  (as  hair).—  tfnnimat-td,  f.  undulation ;  crook- 
edness. —  Crmimdlin,  I,  ini,  i,  wreathed  with  waves, 

adorned  with  waves ;  (i),  m.  the  ocean. 

Crmikd,  (.  a  wave ;  a  plait  or  fold  in  a  garment ; 
a  finger  ring;  regret,  sorrowing  for  anything  lost; 
the  buzzing  of  a  bee. 

Urmin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  having  waves,  undulating. 
Crmild,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Janaka  and  wife 

of  Lakshmana,  mother  of  Gandharvl  SomadS. 
Vrmya,as,d,  am,  Ved.  undulating,  having  waves, 

agitated ;  (d),  f.  night. 

'  i.  urea,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vri),  Ved.  a  re- 
ceptacle (for  water),  a  reservoir ;  a  cloud ;  an  enclosed 

place,  a  stable  for  cattle ;  a  prison,  captivity  (?) ;  an 
epithet  of  the  Pitris  or  manes  of  deceased  ancestors. 

Crvya,  as,  a, am, Ved.  being  in  reservoirs,  lakes,  &c. 

^^  2.  urea,  as,  m.  (fr.  uru  ?),  N.  of  a  saint 

Tom  whose  thighs  sprang  Aurva,  a  fiery  being  received 
jy  the  ocean ;  the  submarine  fire ;  N.  of  a  prince. 

iirvard,  f.  fertile  soil,  land  bearing 
any  and  every  crop.     See  unard. 

urvafi,  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras.     See 
urea&i. 

uro-ashthwa.     See  under  uru. 

pi.     See  under  uru. 

urvyanga,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
—  uni, '  earth,'  and  anga),  a  mushroom. 

iirsha,  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  Andropogon 
Serratum. 

See 

ulupin. 

ulupin,  i,  m.  a  porpoise. 

See  uiuka. *ci*  uliika,  as,  m.  an  owl. 

~3&7  uvata,  a  various  reading  for  uvata and  uata,  q.  v. 

K^lfl  uvadkya  or  ubadhya,  am,  n.,Ved. 

undigested  grass  &c.  in  the  stomach  (of  an  animal). 

•TCT  fish,  cl.  i.  P.  ushati,  -shitum,  to  be 
N  diseased  or  disordered,  to  be  sick  or  ill. 

'9R  usha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  ush  or  fr.  iish 
above  ?),  salt  ground,  soil  impregnated  with  saline  par- 

ticles ;  a  cleft,  a  hole ;  the  cavity  of  the  ear ;  dawn,  day- 
break (in  the  latter  sense  neut.  according  to  some) ;  the 

mountain  Malaya ;  (?),  f.  soil  impregnated  with  saline 
particles  or  not  fertile.  —  Osha-puta,  am,  n.  particles 
of  salt  wrapped  up  in  paper.  —  Csha-vat,  an,  ad,  at, 
consisting  of  saline  soil. 

Oshaka,  am,  n.  salt,  pepper ;  dawn,  day-break. 
tlsliana,  am,  n.  black  pepper ;  (d),  f.  long  pepper. 
Ushara,  as,  d,  am,  impregnated  with  salt ;  (am), 

n.  a  barren  spot  with  saline  soil.  —  Ushara-ja,  am, 
n.  salt  produced  from  salt  soil ;  a  kind  of  magnet. 

usha,  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Aniruddha. 
See  u*ha#,  Sec. 

tishman,  a,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  ush},  heat, 

steam,  vapour,  exhalation  ;  ardour,  passion,  violence  ;  the 
hot  season  ;  (in  gram.)  the  sounds  rf,  aft,  s,  h  ;  shk, 

fhp,  am,  ah,  and  more  especially  the  first  four  ol 
these  sounds.—  Ushma-pa,  as,  d,  am,  imbibing  the 
steam  of  hot  food  ;  (<?«),  m.  pi.  a  class  of  manes  or 

deceased  ancestors;  (as),  m.  fire.—  ftshma-para,  as, 
a,  am,  followed  by  anCshman.—  Cehma-prakriti, 
is,  is,  i,  produced  from  an  Cshman.  —  Ushma-vat, 

an,  ati,  at,  hot,  steaming.  —  Tlnhmanta  (°ma-an°), 
as,  d,  am,  ending  in  an  Cshman.  —  UshmantaAst/ui 

(°ma-an°),  d*,  m.  pi.  the  sounds  called  Cshman  and 

the  semivowels.  —  Cshmopagama  (°ma-vp°),  at,  m. 
the  approach  of  the  heat. 

Cshmana  or  ushmanya,  ae,  d,  am.Ved.  steaming. 

Vshmaya,  nom.  A.  ushmayate,  -yitum,  to  emit 
beat  or  steam,  to  steam,  perspire. 

1.  uh,  cl.  i.  P.  (with  prep,  also  A.) 

uhati,  -te,  auhit,  uhitum,  to  change, 

modify  ;  (with  prep.)  to  push,  thrust,  move,  remove, 
touch  lightly.  (This  root  is  connected  with  rt.  rah  ; 
and  it  is  often  difficult  to  decide  to  which  of  these  two 

roots  forms  like  i.  udha,  p.  1  77,  are  to  be  assigned.) 

i  .  uha,  as,  m.  change,  modification.  —  Cha-gdna, 
am,  n.  or  tilia-giti,  it,  (.,  N.  of  the  third  Gana  or 
song  book  of  the  SJma-veda. 

Uhant,  (.  a  broom. 

Uhya-gana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  fourth  G5na  or 

song  book  of  the  Sama-veda. 
2.  uh,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  uhati,  -te  (Ved. 
ohate),  uhe  and  uhaii-tiakre,  uhishyate, 

auhishta,  uhitum,  to  observe,  mark,  note,  attend 
to  (with  ace.):  to  reckon  on  (with  loc.);  to  wait  for; 
to  comprehend,  conceive,  conjecture,  suppose,  infer, 
reason,  deliberate  about  ;  to  be  regarded  as  :  Cans. 

•uhayati,  -yitum,  aor.  aujihat,  to  cause  to  think, 
reason,  infer,  or  conjecture  ;  to  attend  to  (?)  ;  to  do, 
accomplish  (?)  :  Desid.  ujihishate;  [cf.  Hib.  uige; 

Lat.  augeo  ;  Goth,  auka  ;  Hib.ugtar,  '  augmentation.'] 
2.  udha,  as,  d,  am,  observed,  inferred,  &c. 

2.  uha,  as,  m.  deliberation,  examination  ;  reason- 
ing ;  understanding  ;  completing  a  defective  sentence 

or  verse,  supplying  an  ellipsis  ;  [cf.  Hib.  uga,  '  choice, 

election.'] Uhana,  am,  n.  reasoning,  inferring,  concluding. 

Vhin,  »,  »«i,  i,  who  or  what  reasons;  who  or 
what  assembles,  infers,  or  conjectures  ;  (ini),  f.  an 

assemblage,  a  collection  ;  arrangement,  a  multitude 

reduced  to  order  ;  [cf.  akshauhini.'] 
Vhya,  as,  a,  am,  inferrible,  to  be  investigated, 

requiring  to  be  supplied,  elliptical. 

i  .  ri,  the  seventh  vowel  of  the  Sanskrit 

alphabet  and  peculiar  to  it,  resembling  the  sound  of  r» 
in  merrily.  —  Ri-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  ri. 

^5  2.  ri,  ind.  an  interjection  of  abuse, 

laughter;  a  sound  inarticulate  or  reiterated  as  in 
stammering. 

.  rt,  a,  f.  a  N.  of  Aditi. 

4.  ri,  cl.  I.  9.  (Ved.  also  3.  4.  5.  P.) 

ritfliati,  rinatl  (Ved.  iyarti,  dryate,  ri- 
noti  or  rimati),  dra  or  arCin-fakdra,  arishyati  or 
arlshyati  (?),  arat,  artum,  arltum  or  arltum  (?), 
(Ved.  3rd  pi.  impf.  ranta),to  rise,  tend  upwards  ;  to  go, 
move  ;  to  meet  with,  fall  upon  or  into,  reach,  obtain  ; 

to  fall  to  one's  share  (with  ace.)  ;  to  move,  excite, 
raise,  raise  (in  singing,  e.  g.  vadam  iyarti,  he  raises 

his  voice  ;  stomdn  iyarti,  he  sings  hymns)  ;  to  dis- 
play ;  to  injure,  hurt  :  Caus.  arpayati,  -yitum,  to 

throw,  cast  ;  to  put,  place,  insert,  fix,  fasten  ;  to  direct 
towards,  cast  upon  ;  to  pierce  ;  to  place  on,  apply  ; 

to  ofter,  give,  give  up,  surrender  ;  to  give  back, 
restore:  Intens.  Ved.  2nd  pers.  alarshi,  yd  pers. 

alarti,  to  move,  come  ;  strive,  make  effort,  exert 

one's  strength  :  Intens.  Class,  ardryatc,  to  wander 
about;  to  run  or  fly  towards:  Desid.  aririshati; 

[cf.  Goth,  airus,  '  a  messenger  ;'  Hib.  ria  or  rather 
do  ria,  '  he  will  come  or  arrive  ;'  ria,  '  running, 
speed  ;'  riaeh,  '  he  came  ;'  riachtaim,  '  I  arrive  ;' 

ar,  '  guiding,  conducting.'  With  the  Caus.  have* 
been  compared  Old  Germ,  arbjan,  '  to  inherit  ;'  ici- 
erpit,  *  possession  ;'  Goth,  arbi,  Them,  arbja,  '  in- 

heritance:' cf.  also  Lat.  aro  ;  Goth.ar/a;  OldGerm. 
erru;  Lith.  arii,-  Lith.  orju;  Gr.  afpa;  Hib.  ar, 

'slaughter,  destruction,  plague,  the  slain  in  fight;' 

aor,  '  a  satire,  a  course.'] See  under  2.  rid. 



1.  rikna,  as,  a,  am  (for  vrikna  fr.  rt. 

maif),  wounded.  —  Rikna-faha,  as,  a,  am,  whose 
shoulders  are  wounded  or  made  sore  by  drawing. 

2.  rikna  =  riktha  below. 

_U  ui 

*• 

riktha,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  ri<<),  property, 
wealth,  possessions,  effects  (especially  left  at  death)  ; 
gold;  see  riktha.  —  Riktha-grakana,  am,  n.  re- 

ceiving or  inheriting  property.  —  Riktha-grdha,  as, 
a,  am,  an  inheritor  or  receiver  of  property  ;  (as), 
m.  inheriting  or  receiving  property.  —  Riktlia-jdta, 
as,  a,  am,  formed  into  property,  accumulated  (as 
property).  —  Riktha-bhdga,  as,  m.  division  of  pro- 

perty, inheritance,  partition,  a  share.  —  Riktha-bhd- 
gin,  «,  inl,  i,  an  heir,  a  coheir  ;  inheriting  or  sharing 
property.  —  Riktha-hara,  as,  i,  am,  an  heir,  a  co- 

heir. —  Rfktha-hdrin,  i,  im,  i,  inheriting  or  sharing 
property;  an  heir.  —  Rikthdddna  (°tha-ad?),  as, m.  an  inheritor. 

^Jlfi  rikea,  as,  a,  am,  or  rikvan,  d,  d,  a  (fr. 
rt.  arf),  Ved.  praising,  rejoicing. 

riksh,  cl.  5.  P.  rikshnoti,  to  kill  ; 
N  to  hurt  or  seek  to  hurt  ;  (a  doubtful  root.) 

1.  riksha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  bald,  bare. 

2.  riksha,  as,  m.  (fr.  preceding  rt. 
riksh  ?  or  fr.  rt.  ri3  ?  or  fr.  rt.  wo-tfrf  ?,  cf.  I.  rikna  ; 
or  fr.  rt.  rid  connected  with  rt.  ark,  to  shine  ?  ;  con- 

nected  with   rakshas?),  Ved.  one   who   hurts   or 
destroys  (?)  ;  a  bear  (as  having  a  shining  coat  ?)  ;  (i), 
f.  a  female  bear  ;  (ax),  m.  pi.  the  seven  stars,  the 

Pleiades,  "Apicros,  Ursa  ;    in  later  times  the  seven 
Rishis;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  star,  a  constellation  in 
general,  a  lunar  mansion  ;  the  particular  star  in  the 
twenty-seven  mansions  of  the  moon  under  which  a 
person  happens  to  be  born  ;  (a«),  m.,  N.  of  the  plant 
Bignonia  Indica,  and  of  a  similar  species  ;  N.  of  a 
man,  a  son  of  Ajamldha,  or  Ariha,  or  Viduratha,  or 
Revata  ;    of  Akrodhana  ;   a  descendant  of  Bhrigu, 
identified  with  Valmiki  ;  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  (d),  f, 
N.  of  the  wife  of  Ajamidha  ;  [cf.  Gr.  &PKTOS  ;  Lat. 
ursus;  Hib.  art;  Lith.  lokys  for  olkys;  Armen. 
arr/.l  —  RiksJia-gandha,  (.  the  plant  Argyreia  Ar- 
gentea.  —  Rikfha-gandhikd,  f.  the  plant  Batatas 
Paniculata.  —  Riksfia-griva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 
imp  or  demon.  —  Riksha-ndtha,  as,  m.  lord  of  the 
stars,  an  epithet  of  the  moon.  —  Riksha-neml,  is,  m. 
a  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Riksha-rija,  as,  m.  the  king  of 
the  bears  ;  king  of  the  stars,  an  epithet  of  the  moon. 
—  Riksha-vat,  an,  m.  ,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Riksha- 
ranta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Riksha-vibhdvana, 
am,  n.  observing  the  stars.  —  Riksha-haritvara  (°ri- 
tf),  as,  m.  the  lord  of  bears  and  apes.  —  Riksheia 

(°sha-ida),  as,  m.  lord  of  the  stars,  an  epithet  of 
the  moon.  —  Rtksheshti  (°sha-ish°),  is,f.  offering 
worship  to  the  planets  and  stars.  —  Rikshoda  (°«Aa- 
i«Ja),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
Rikshikd,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  certain  demons  or  evil 

spirits. 

^JBf  3.  riksha,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  a  wrong 
reading  for  rikna),  pierced,  cut,  divided. 

^f^trikshara,  as,  m  .  (fr.  rt.  I  .  or  2  .  risk  ?),  a 
thorn;  a  family  priest;  (am),  n.  a  shower,  a  stream. 

rikshald,  f.,  Ved.  a  fetter  ;~[cf. 

rikna. 

t.  rid,  Ic,  (.  (fr.  preceding  rt.  or  fr.  rt.  art!),  lustre, 
splendor  ;  a  hymn  ;  a  single  verse,  stanza  or  text, 
especially  verses  recited  or  spoken  at  a  sacrifice  or 
religous  ceremony  (whereas  the  verses  called  sdman 
pi.  sdmdni]  are  sung,  and  the  verses  called  yajus 
[pi.  yajunshi]  are  some  of  them  not  metrical  and  are 
muttered  in  a  peculiar  manner  ;  these  three  kinds  of 
verse  constitute  the  Mantra  and  are  considered  as 

sacred  speech)  ;  a  verse  of  the  Rig-veda,  the  particular 
verse  or  text  on  the  authority  of  which  a  ceremony  is  pre- 

scribed and  to  which  the  explanation  in  the  Brahmana 

refers  ;  the  collective  body  of  the  Ric",  i.  e.  the  Rig-veda 
(but  in  this  sense  generally  pi.  ridas).  —  Rik-d/ias  or 
rik-ias,  ind.  verse  by  verse,  one  verse  after  the  other. 
—  Rik-tantra-vydkarana,  am,  n.  one  of  the  Pari- 
sishtas  of  the  Sama-veda.  —  Rik-tas,  ind.  from  a  Ri£, 
with  reference  to  a  Ric.  —  Rik-prdtUdkhya,  am,  n. 
the  Prati&khya  of  the  Rig-veda.  —  Rik-4ata,  am,  n. 
a  hundred  texts.  —  Rik-shama  (fr.  rii  and  sama), 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  similar  to  a  Ri<5  ;  N.  of  a  Saman. 

Rik-samiita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  instigated  by  the 
Rid.  —  Rik-samhitd,  f.  the  arranged  collection  of  the 
liymns  of  the  Rig-veda.  —  Rik-eama,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  similar  to  a  Ric  (as  a  SSman).  —  Rik-sdma,  e, 
n.  du.,  Ved.  the  verses  called  Rif  and  SJman.  —  Rik- 
sdman,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Riksdma-tfringa, 
as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Ifig-dvanam,  ind. 
(dvdnam  ft.  rt.  ve  with  a),  Ved.  connecting  one  Ric 
with  another,  not  interrupting  their  continuance. 
—  Rig-gdthd,  f.,  N.  of  a  certain  song.  —  Rifj-bhdj, 
k,  k,  k,  partaking  of  a  Rii,  as  a  deity  who  is  ad- 

dressed with  it.  —  Rig-yajuh-sdma-vedin,  I,  m.  one 
who  is  familiar  with  the  Rig,  Yajur,  and  SSma-veda. 

—  Rig-vidhdna,  am,  n.  title  of  a  work  of  S'aunaka. 
—  Rig-veda,  as,  m.  the  Rig-veda;   the  collective 
body  of  sacred  verses  which  as  being  recited   are 
called  Ridas  and  differ  from  SamSni  and  Yajunshi 
in  the  manner  described  above  ;  the  arranged  collection 
of  these  hymns  as  the  most  ancient  sacred  book  of  the 
Hindus.    (The  Rig-veda  consists  often  books  or  Man- 
dalas  ;  the  first  eight  books  contain  groups  of  hymns, 
each  group  ascribed  to  one  author  or  to  the  members 
of  one  family;  the  ninth  book  contains  the  songs 
recited  at  the  Soma  ceremonies  ;  the  tenth  contains 
hymns  of  a  very  different  character,  composed  by  a 
greater  variety  of  individual  authors.     In  its  wider 
sense  the  term  Rig-veda  comprehends  the  Brahmanas 
and  the  Sutra  works  on  the  ritual  connected  with  the 

hymns.)  —  Rigvecla-pratiddkhya,  am,  n.  the  Pra- 
tisakhya   of  the    Rig-veda,   attributed  to  S'aunaka. 
—  Rigveda-vid,  t,  m.  a  Brahman  familiar  with  the 
Rig-veda.  —  Rigveddniikramanikd  Cda-an°),  f.  the 
index  of  the  Rig-veda,  attributed  to  KStyayana.  —  Rig- 
vedin,  t,  inl,  i,  conversant  with  the  Rig-veda.  —  jfin- 
maya,  as,  t,  am,  consisting  of  Ritis. 
Rigma,  as,  d,  am.Ved.  having  the  character  of  a  Ri6. 
Rigmin,  I,  im,  i,  Ved.  praising,  exulting  with  joy, 

jubilant  with  praise. 

Rigmtya,  as,  d,  am,Ved.  deserving  praise,  laudable. 
R  ida  (at  the  end  of  some  compounds)  =  Rii;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Sunika. 

^lW]<*  ritika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 
Jamadagni,  a  son  of  Heaven  ;  N.  of  a  country. 

rttisha,  am,  n.  a  frying-pan  ;  (as), 

righdya,  norn.  P.  A.  (fr.  an  obso- 
lete noun  righa),  Ved.  righdyati,  -te,  -yitum,  to 

tremble;  to  tremble  with  passion,  rage,  rave;    [cf. 
Zend  ereghata;  Germ.  ary.J 

Righd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  raving,  impetuous. 

iJJ  -d  i.  rif  (connected  with  rt.  ar&  and 
fc     NWith  rt.  ark,  q.  q.  v.  v.),  d.  6.  P.  ridati, 

dnarda,  ardishyati,  arditum,  Ved.  inf.  rid'ase,  to praise,  extol,  laud,  celebrate;  to  cover,  screen;  to shine  (?). 

m.  a  hell. 

rifishama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (Say. 
fr.  rid  and  sama)  equal  to  the  Ri<5  ;  epithet  of  Indra  ; 
(perhaps  this  word  is  related  to  rijisha,  rijlshin,  q.  v.) 

•=^•^3  rideyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  a  son 
of  Raudrasva. 

•affS  ri6h,  cl.  6.  P.  nf&ati,  dnarttha, 
*•    \  arfdhitum,  to  go,  move  ;  to  fail  in  facul- 
ties; to  become  hard  or  stiff;  [cf.  Lat.  rigere.J 

•*t  •aa.<*\riMhakd,f.  (fr.rt.  4.  n),  wish,  desire. 
^^itl  ritihard,  f.,  Ved.  a  fetter;  a  har- 

lot, a  courtezan. 
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i.  rij,  cl.  i.  P.  arjati,  dnarja,  ar- 
^jitum,  to  bring  near,  obtain,  get,  acquire : 

Caus.  arjayati,  -yitum,  to  obtain,  get,  acquire. 

••U^|  2.  rij,  cl.  i.  A.  arjate,  -jitum,  to 
^*     \go ;  to  stand  or  be  firm ;  to  acquire ;  to 

be  healthy  or  strong;  [c/.  Lat.  rego,  rectus;  Goth. 
raihts;  Mod. Germ. recht;  Gi.optyu;  Hib.righim, 
'  I  reach,  arrive,  stretch.'J 

^TSfVfrijipya,  as,d,am  (fr.rt.  2.ri»-/?),Ved. 
going  quick,  striving  upwards ;  [cf.  Zend  trlzifja.] 

^fiPSPT  rijisvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man 
(protected  by  Indra)  who  has  the  epithet  Vaidathina. 

^STfaf  rijika,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  2.  ar;'),  Ved. coloured,  variegated ;  mixed  with  ;  polluted ;  (as),  m. 
smoke ;  an  epithet  of  Indra ;  N.  of  a  mountain. 

Rijiti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  burning,  sparkling. 

^jfNri/isAa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.rt.  2.n'n/?),Ved. epithet  of  Indra,  carrying  or  driving  away,  (or  perhaps 
=  rijishin  below) ;  (anj),  n.  the  sediment  or  residue 
of  Soma ;  a  frying-pan ;  N.  of  a  hell ;  (SSy.)  water. 

Rijishin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  hastening  towards,  seizing; 
consisting  of  or  receiving  the  sediment  or  residue  of 
Soma. 

!^J»J  riju,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  2 .  rinj),  tending  in 
a  straight  direction,  straight ;  straight  metaphorically 
as  in  morals,  right,  honest,  upright ;  (in  Ved.  =  sadltu 
and  opposed  to  vrijina  ;  in  classical  Sanskrit  opposed 
to  jihma,  and  tiryad) ;  comparative  rijiyas,  Ved. 
rajiyas;  superlative  Hjishtha,  Ved.  rajishtha; 
(us),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva ;  [cf.  Hib.  aroch; 
Zend  tSrSfu.]  —  Riju-kdya,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
straight  body ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  saint  Kasyapa. 
—  Riju-kratu,  iis,  us,  n,  Ved.  intending  what  is 
honest ;  (Say.)  acting  honestly.  —  Riju-ga,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  going  straight.  —  Riju-gdtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
singing  correctly. —Riju-td,  f.  or  rijurtva,  am,  n. 
straight  direction,  straightness ;  uprightness,  sincerity, 

honesty.  —  Riju-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu- 
deva.  —  Riju-dhd,  ind.  straight,  right.  —  Siju-niti, 
is,  f.,Ved.  right  conduct.  —  Riju-mitdkshard,  f.  title 
of  a  commentary  on  Ysjiiavalkya's  law-book,  generally 
called  Mitakshara.  —  Riju-mwshka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
having  straight  generative  organs;  (Say.)  strong  and 
muscular.  ••  Riju-radmi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  straight 
rope-traces  (said  of  a  chariot).  —  Riju-rohita,  am,  n. 
the  straight  red  bow  of  Indra.  —  Riju-vani,  is,  is,  i, 
Ved.  striving  straightforward ;  (S5y.)  granting  auspi- 

cious gifts.  —  Rijw-dansa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  desiring 
what  is  right.  —  Riju-sarpa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  snake. 
—  Ryu-hasta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  extending  the  hand. 
—  Riju-nas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Rijuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
Riju-kri,  d.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  straighten, 

rectify.  —  Riju-karana,  am,  n.  straightening.  —  Rijtir 
krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  straight. 
Rijuya,  nom.  Ved.  rijuyati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  walk 

straightforward,  on  the  right  or  honest  way;  to  direct 
one's  way  towards  anything. 

Rijuyd,  ind.,  Ved.  in  a  straight  line. 
Rijuyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  honest ;  upright. 
Rfjvad,  an,  udi  (?),  ok,  Ved.  going  straightforward. 

^f5T  i.  rijra,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  2.  ar;'),  Ved. reddish,  dark  red,  reddish  brown. 

Rijriya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  reddish,  red. 
^f?ar  2 .  rijra,  as,  m .  (fr .  rt.  2 .  rinj  ?),  a  leader. 

—  Rijrd^va  (^ra-af),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

_LI  jj    i.  rinj,  cl.  i.  A.  rihjate,  rinjdn- 
^     N  takre,  -jitum,  to  fry. 

,_il  Jj  2.  riuj,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  rinjati,  -te, 
*•  N  -jltum,  to  spring  forward,  run ;  to  strive 

after,  long  for ;  (Say.)  to  decorate. 
RinjasSna,  as,  a,  am,  running  towards,  striving 

after ;  (as),  m.  a  cloud. 
rina,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  4.  ri; 
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cf.  Lat  reia),  Ved.  guilty ;  (am),  n.  guilt ;  obliga- 
tion, debt  (opposed  to  ilhana  and  riktka,  '  pro- 

perty'); a  fort,  a  stronghold;  water;  a  negative 
quantity,  minus ;  (««),  m.  a  N.  of  Vyasa ;  ant  yam 
rtnam,  the  last  debt,  a  debt  to  the  manes,  i.  e.  the 
generation  of  a  son ;  rtnam  Jtri,  to  get  into  debt ; 

rinam  dhri,  to  be  indebted ;  rtnam  da  or  pra- 
yam  or  sam-ni,  to  pay  a  debt ;  rinam  prop,  to 
become  indebted;  rinam  parips  (Desid.  fr.  rt.  dp 
with  pan),  to  require  payment  of  a  debt,  call  in  a 

debt.  —  Sinn-kartri,  la,  tri,  tri,  getting  into  debt, 

indebted.  —  (dna-ki'iti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  requiring  pay- 
ment of  debts,  '  taking  revenge ;'  (Say.)  one  to 

whom  praise  is  due  as  a  debt,  or  one  who  receives 

praise  as  a  debt  to  be  repaid  in  benefits.  —  Jiitta- 
grasta,  as,  a,  am,  indebted,  involved  in  debt. 
•- Rina-graha,  as,  m.  borrowing;  a  borrower. 
—  Rina-fjrdhin,  i,  ini,  i,  borrowing;  a  borrower. 
—  Rina-fit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  punishing  offences  or  guilt ; 
(Sly.)  acknowledging  (praise)  as  an  obligation  to  be 
paid  for.  —  flina-  ijnt,  t,t,t,  Ved.  granting  quittance 
of  a  debt  or  an  offence.  —  Ijtinan-faya,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  prince  of  the  Rusamas ;  N.  of  an  author  of  a  hymn 

in  the  Rig-veda  (IX.  108).  ̂ Rina-da,  as,  a,  am, 
or  rina-ddtri,  td,  trl,  tri,  or  rina-ddyin,  i,  ini,  i, 
one  who  pays  a  debt.  —  fina-ddna,  am,  a.  payment 

of  a  debt.  —  Rina-ddsa,  as,  m.  lit.  '  a  debt-slave,' 
i.  e.  one  who  becomes  a  slave  to  his  creditor  till  his 

debt  is  paid.  —  Riiia-matkuna,  as,  m.  a  security,  a 
bail   (which   sticks  to  the  debtor  like  an  insect). 
—  Rina-margana,  as,  m. a  security.  —  Rlna-mukta, 
as  d,  am,  released  from  debt.  —  jRina-mukti,  is,  f. 
discharge  of  a  debt.  —  Rina-moksha,  as,  m.  paying 
a  debt.  —  Rina-yd,  ds,  as,  am,  or  rina-yavan,  d,  d, 
a,  Ved.  punishing  or  prosecuting  guilt ;  keeping  off 

debt  or  guilt.  —  Rina-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  is 
in  debt,  one  who  is  under  obligation  (to  another), 

indebted.  —  Rina-van,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  guilty,  indebted ; 
obliged,  under  obligation  (to  another).  —  Rina-io- 
tlhana,  am,  n.  payment  or  discharge   of  a  debt. 

—  Rindddna  (°na-dd°),  am,  n.  recovery  of  a  debt, 
receipt  of  money  &c.  lent  (as  one  of  the  eighteen 
titles  or  subjects  of  judicial  procedure).  —  Rinantaka 

(°na-an°),  as,  m.  the  planet  Mars  (as  the  patron  of 
debtors).  —  Rindpanayana  (°na-ap°),  am,  n.  dis- 

charge of  a  debt  •»  Rindpanodana  (°na-ap°),  am, 
n.  payment  of  a  debt.  —  ̂tMapa/l-arawa  (Owa-ap°), 
am,  n.  paying  off  a  debt.  —  Rindrna  (Ona-rt°),  am, 
n.  debt  of  a  debt,  compound  interest ;  [cf.  Gram.  38.  d.] 

•  Rinoilyrahana  (°na-ud°),  am,  n.  recovering  a 
debt  in  any  way  from  the  creditor  by  friendly  or  legal 
proceedings,  by  stratagem  or  by  arrest. 
Rinika,  as,  m.  a  debtor. 
Rinin,  i,  ini,  i,  a  debtor,  one  under  any  obliga- 

tion (to  another),  indebted,  of  or  belonging  to  a  debt ; 

[cf.  an-rinin.] 

^tt^rit,  A.  ritlyate,  to  reproach,  contemn, 
pity ;  to  rival,  have  power,  domineer ;  hate ;  go ;  (a 
Sautra  root,  i.  e.  a  root  occurring  only  in  grammatical 

Sntras  and  not  in  the  DhJtu-patha.)  [To  this  root 
have  been  referred  Goth.  rt.  lith  in  leitha,  laith, 

lithum;  Hib.  rith,  'course,  flight,  gallop,  race;' 
rithim, '  I  run,  range,  rush.'] 
^K  rita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  4.  r>),  proper, 

right ;  honest,  brave,  competent ;  true ;  worshipped, 
respected ;  enlightened,  luminous ;  gone,  risen,  moved, 
affected  by ;  (am),  ind.  right,  duly,  properly,  ener- 

getically; ritam  i,  to  go  tie  right  way,  to  live 
virtuously ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rndra ;  of  a  prince ; 
(am),  n.  fixed  or  settled  order,  law,  rule  (especially 
in  religion) ;  sacred  or  pious  custom,  pious  action ; 
divine  law,  faith,  divine  truth;  (Say.) water,  sacrifice, 
sacrificial  rite;  the  sun  (e.  g.  ritam  brihat,  the  great 
divine  law,  supreme  truth,  or  according  to  Say.  a 
great  sacrifice  ;  ritasya  garlihah  or  prajdh,  the  off- 

spring of  divine  truth,  or  according  to  Say.  the  off- 
spring of  the  water  or  of  sacrifice,  as  an  epithet  of 

Agni,  of  Soma,  or  of  Vishnu;  prathamaja  rituxya, 
the  first-bom  of  divine  truth  or  Prajapati ;  ritasya 
sadanam  or  tadah  or  tadma  or  padam  or  ndbhih. 

the  seat  or  centre  of  religious  faith,  as  the  altar  &c., 
or  according  to  Say.  the  seat  of  water  or  of  the  sun  ; 
ritasya  yonlh,  water ;  ritasya  gopdh  or  nctd  or 
rathlh  or  patih,  the  protector  or  leader  or  lord  of 
divine  truth,  or  according  to  S5y.  of  the  sacrifice,  as 
an  epithet  of  Agni,  of  Soma,  of  the  Adityas,  and 
other  gods,  or  sometimes  applied  to  men  who  are 
guardians  of  the  truth) ;  truth  in  general,  right  (e.  g. 

/Hithya  or  panthd  ritasya,  the  path  of  truth,  the 
right  way,  a  virtuous  life,  or  according  to  Say.  the 
way  of  the  water) ;  truth  personified  (as  an  object  of 
worship,  and  hence  enumerated  among  the  sacred 
objects  in  the  last  chapter  of  the  Nighantavas.  In 
later  Sanskrit  he  is  regarded  as  a  child  of  Dharma) ; 
gleaning,  i.e.  the  lawful  and  right  means  of  getting  a 
livelihood  for  Brfihrnans  as  opposed  to  the  cultivation 
of  the  ground  (this  latter  being  metaphorically  called 
an-rita,  improper) .  —  Rita-tit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  observing 
the  sacred  law,  conversant  or  familiar  with  it ;  (Say.) 

knowing  the  sacrifice  or  water.  —  Rita-jd,  as,  as,  am, 
or  rita-jata,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  happening  at  the  right 
time,  of  a  true  nature,  sprung  from  sacred  truth, 
according  to  sacred  truth.  —  Rita-jata-satya,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  realizing  what  is  according  to  the  sacred 
law ;  (Say.)  born  for  the  sake  of  the  sacrifice  and 
having  true  result.  —  Rita-jit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  gaining  the 
right.  — i  Rita-jur,  ur,  ur,  ur,  Ved.  grown  quite  old ; 

(Say.)  growing  old  in  religious  worship.  —  Rita-jna, 
as,  as,  am,  Ved.  well  informed ;  familiar  with  the 

sacred  law ;  (Say.)  knowing  the  sacrifice.  —  Rita-jya, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  furnished  with  a  good  bow-string; 
(Say.)  whose  string  is  truth,  truth-strung  (said  of  a 
bow).  —  Rita-dyumna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  filled  with 
sacred  strength.  —  Rita-dhdman,  d,  a,  a,  Ved.  of  true 

or  pure  nature ;  (a),  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu ;  of  the  thir- 
teenth Maim  ;  of  the  Indra  in  the  twelfth  Manvantara. 

—  Rita-dhiti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  of  true  or  sacred  disposi- 
tion ;  epithet  of  the  gods ;  (Say.)  receiving  true  praise ; 

whose  actions  are  unobstructed.  —  Rita-dhraja,  as, 

m.  epithet  of  Rudra ;  N.  of  a  sage ;  a  son  of  Kan-ka ; 
epithet  of  Pratardana.  —  Rita-ni,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  lead- 

ing in  the  right  way;  (SSy.)  leader  of  truth  (as  the 
Adityas).  —  Rita-parna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  (son 
of  AyutSjit  and  friend  of  Nala).  —  Rita-pd, as,  ds,  am, 
Ved.  observing  the  truth ;  observing  the  law ;  (Say.) 
protecting  truth  or  the  sacrifice.  •»  Rita-peya,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  certain  ceremony.  —  Rita-pei!as,  ds,  ds,  as, 
Ved.  having  a  perfect  shape ;    epithet  of  Varuna ; 

(SSy.)  one  whose  form  consists  of  water.  —  Rita- 
prajdla,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  happening  at  the  right 
time,  of  true  nature,  born  from  sacred  truth,  accord- 

ing to  sacred  truth;    (Say.)  produced  from  water. 

—  Rita-pravita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  conceived  in  the 
right  manner ;  (Say.)  invested  with  truth,  or  with 
water,  or  with  the  sacrifice.  —  Rita-psu,  us,  ««,  u, 
Ved.  having  a  perfect  shape  or  aspect ;  (S5y.)  whose 
form  is  truth,  or  who  consumes  the  sacrificial  food. 

—  Rita-bhdga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  'ApraSaftj!. 
—  Ritam-bkara,  as,  d,  am,  bearing  the  truth  in 

one's  self,  an  epithet  of  Brahma,  also  of  Vishnu  ; 
(a),  f.  intellect;  N.  of  a  river.  —  Rila-yukti,  is,  f., 
Ved.  right  union  ;  (SSy.)  true  application  of  a  hymn. 

—  /!ita-yuj,  k,  Ic,  k,  Ved.   well    harnessed ;    well 
allied;  (Say.)  going  to  the  sacrifice.  —  Rita-vat,  an, 

ati,  at,  being  right,  saying  the  truth.  —  Rita-rak-it, 
as,  m.,  Ved   true  or  pious  speech,  speaking  of  truth. 
—  Rita-vddin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  saying  right,  speaking 
truth. «-  Rita-^vrata,  ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  inhabitants 

of  S'akadvipa.-.^tte-sad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  dwelling  or 
seated   in  truth ;    (Say.)  dwelling  in  the   sacrifice. 
—  Kita-sadana,  am,  i,   n.  f.,  Ved.  the  right  or 
usual  seat.  —  Rita-sap,  pt  p,  p,  Ved.  practising  pious 
acts,  of  a  pious  disposition  ;  steady  in  religious  belief; 

(Say.)  pervading  truth.  —  Rita-stuli/i,  p,  m. '  praising 
in  the  right  manner,'  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Rita-sthd, 
««,  (7s,  am,  Ved.  standing  right.  —  Ritas-pati,  is, 
m.,  Ved.  lord  of  divine  truth  ;  an  epithet  of  V5yu  ; 

(Say. )  lord  of  sacrifices.  —  Rita-iprii,  k,  k,  k,  Ved. 
loving  sacred  truth  ;  an  epithet  of  the  Adityas  and  of 
Mitra -Varuna;  (S5y.)  touching  water.  —  Ritdnrita 

(°te-an°),  am,  n.  truth  and  falsehood.  •-  Rita-van,  d, 

ari,  a,  Ved.  of  true  nature  or  character,  according  to 
fixed  order,  epithet  of  any  object  in  nature  subject  to 
fixed  laws  (e.  g.  of  the  moon,  of  plants,  of  waters,  the 
dawn,  &c.)  ;  true  to  sacred  law;  just,  pious,  faithful, 
believing ;  epithet  of  Agni,  as  always  present  at  and 
presiding  over  sacrificial  rites  and  the  worship  of  the 
deities ;  epithet  of  Brihaspati,  of  Sarasvati,  of  Soma, 
and  especially  of  the  Adityas ;  (Say.)  bestowing  food ; 
possessed  of  sacrifice.  —  Ritd-vridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  re- 

joicing in  justice  and  piety,  holy-minded,  especially  as 
an  epithet  of  the  Adityas;  (Say.)  increasers  of  water, 
or  of  sacrifice,  or  of  truth.  —  Rita-shah,  -ghdt,  t,  t, 

Ved.  maintaining  the  sacred  law.  —  Ritokti  l°ta-nk°), 
is,  f.  speaking  truth.  —  Ritodya  (°ta-ud°),  am,  n., 
Ved.  true  speech,  truth ;  (Say.)  bora  for  sacrifice  or 

religious  rites. 
Ritaya,  nom.  P.  A.  ritayati,  -te,  -yitum  (generally 

used  in  pres.  part,  ritaynt  or  ritdyal),  to  submit  to 
divine  ordinances,  to  act  piously ;  to  observe  the 
sacred  law,  be  obedient  or  pious;  (Say.)  to  desire 
sacrifice. 

Ritayd,  inst.,Ved.  in  right  manner ;  (Say.)  through 
desire  of  reward. 

Ritayu  or  ritayu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  observing  the 
sacred  law,  obedient,  pious;  (S3y.)  desirous  of  sacrifice. 

Ritdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  observing  the  sacred  law. See  ritayu. 

Rite,  ind.  except,  excepting,  with  the  exception  of, 
to  the  exclusion  of,  besides,  without  (with  abl.  or 

ace.) ;  sometimes  used  at  the  beginning  of  a  com- 
pound, e.  g.  rite-rakshas,  ds,  ds,  as,  (any  rite  &c.) 

from  which  the  Rakshasas  are  excluded.  —  Rite- 

karmam,  ind.,  Ved.  acting  according  to  fixed  rule 
or  settled  law ;  (Say.)  granting  rain.  —  Rite-jd,  ds, 

ds,  am,  Ved.  living  in  truth,  true  to  the  law. 
Ritena,  ind.  according  to  settled  law,  duly,  properly, 

rightly,  regularly,  in  the  prescribed  manner,  justly, 
strictly,  fairly,  truly,  honestly. 

^JTiT  rift,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  4.  ri,  and  therefore 
connected  with  rita  above),  going,  motion ;  assault, 
combat ;  abuse,  censure,  reproach  ;  emulation,  envy ; 
manner  of  proceeding,  manner;  road,  way;  prosperity, 

felicity;  fitness,  trueness(?);  remembrance;  protec- 
tion ;  misfortune ;  (some  of  the  latter  meanings  are 

only  found  in  lexicons) ;  [cf.  Hib.  raith, '  prosperity, 

increase,  profit,  benefit,  good ;'  raite, '  ways,  passages, 
road.']  —  Ritiit-kara,  as,  i,  am,  unfortunate,  pro- 

pitious. —  Ritl-shan,  -slidt,  t,  t,  Ved.  enduring  an 
assault,  able  to  resist,  enduring ;  (Say.)  subduing  an 

assailant. 

Rittya,  nom.  A.  P.  ritiyate,  -ti,  -yitum,  to 

quarrel,  litigate ;  to  be  in  discord  with  one's  self,  be ashamed. 
Ritiyd,  f.  censure,  reproach ;  (according  to  others) 

shame. 

^frj  ritu,  MS,  m.  (fr.  rt.  4.  rt  ?),  any  settled 
point  of  time,  a  fixed  time,  time  appointed  for 
sacrifices  and  other  regular  worship,  right  time,  fit 
season  (especially  in  the  inst.  pi.  ritubhis,  at  the 
right  time  or  at  the  appointed  time  for  sacrifice  or 
for  a  festival);  an  epoch,  a  period,  a  period  of  the 

year,  a  season ;  (the  number  of  seasons  is  sometimes 
limited  to  three,  or  sometimes  to  five,  viz.  Vjtsanta, 

'spring;'  GrTshma.  'the  hot  season;'  Varsha,  pi. 

the  rains;'  Sarad,  '  the  autumn;'    Hcmanla-sisir" 
.  '  the  cold  and  dewy  season  :'  b'ut  is  more  com- 
lonly  reckoned  as  six,  Ilemanta  and  S'isira  being 

•egarded  as  distinct :  occasionally  as  seven,  or  even  as 
AveTve,  in  the  latter  case  each  season  lasting  one 

month.  The  Ritus  or  seasons  are  occasionally  ad- 
dressed in  the  Veda  and  libations  offered  to  them) ; 

the  menstrual  evacuation,  the  time  favourable  for  pro- 
creation, or  sixteen  days  in  each  month  ;  fixed  order, 

order,  rule ;  light,  splendor ;  the  number  six  (from 
the  six  seasons);  a  kind  of  collyrium;  N.  of  the 

twelfth  Manu ;  [cf.  Hib.  raitlie,  '  a  quarter  of  a 

year ;'  alt,  '  time,  a  joint,  an  article.']  —  Ritu- 
kala,  o«,  m.  the  duration  of  a  season ;  the  period  of 
menstruation,  the  period  favourable  for  procreation, 

sixteen  days  of  each  month.  —  Ritu-gana,  as,  m.  the 



•Mil fan  ritu-ffdmin. 

seasons  collectively.  —  Rita-gamin,  I,  m.  having  in- 
tercourse with  a  wife  after  the  period  of  menstrua- 

tion. —  Ritu-graha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  libation  offered 
to  the  seasons.  —  Ritu-jit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of 
MithilS.  —  Riturdhdman,  a,  m.  epithet  of  Vishnu ; 
N.  of  the  Indra  of  the  twelfth  Manvantara.  —  Ritu- 
pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  lord  of  the  seasons ;  an  epithet  of 

Agni.— Ritu-parna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Ayo- 
ihyz.  —  Ritu-parydya,  as,  m.  the  revolution  of  the 
seasons.  —  Ritu-pd,  as,  as,  am, Ved.  drinking  or  com- 

ing to  the  libation  regularly  or  at  the  appointed  seasons. 
—  Ritu-pdtra,am,  n.,Ved.  the  cup  in  which  the  liba- 
tionto  the  seasons  is  offered.  —  Ritu-prdpta,as,d,am, 

productive  in  due  season,  fruitful,  fertile.  —  Ritu-mat, 
an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  observing  regular  times,  coming  at 
regular  times ;  enjoying  the  seasons ;  (tt),  f.  a  woman 
during  her  courses,  a  woman  during  menstruation  or 
in  the  period  favourable  for  procreation ;  (t),  n.,  N. 

of  Varuna's  grove  or  garden.  —  Ritu-maya,  as,  I,  am, 
consisting  of  the  seasons.  —  Ritu-mukha,  am,  n.  the 
beginning  or  first  day  of  a  season.  —  Ritu-ydja,  as, 
m.  sacrifice  offered  to  the  seasons  ;  N.  of  a  ceremony 

of  the  Pratah-savana,  just  before  the  Ajya-sastra. 

-Ritu-mja,  as,  m.  the  spring  (king  of  the  sea- 
sons). —  Ritu-linga,  am,  n.  characteristic  or  sign  of 

the  season;  symptom  of  menstruation.  —  Ritu-vritti, 
is,  m.  revolution  of  the  seasons,  a  year.  —  Ritu-veld, 
f.  the  period  of  menstruation ;  the  period  favourable 

for  procreation,  sixteen  days  of  each  month.  —  Ritu- 
ias,  ind.,  Ved.  in  order,  duly ;  at  the  right  or  fixed 
time.— Ritu-shthd  and  ritu-sthd,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
fixed  at  the  proper  seasons.  —  Ritu-samhdra,  as,  m. 

•  collection  of  the  seasons,'  title  of  a  poem  ascribed 
to  KSlidisa  in  praise  of  the  six  seasons.  —  Rlta- 
sandhi,  is,  m.  the  interval  or  junction  between  two 
seasons,  the  last  seven  days  of  one  season  and  the 
first  seven  of  the  next.  —  Ritu-samaya,  as,  m.  the 
period  favourable  for  procreation.  —  RitUrsdtmya, 
am,  n.  diet  &c.  suited  to  the  season.  —  Ritu-sthald, 
f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Ritu-sndtd,  f.  a  woman  who 
has  bathed  after  menstruation  and  so  prepared  herself 
for  sexual  intercourse.  —  Ritu-tndna,  am,  n.  bathing 
after  menstruation.  —  Ritii-anta,  ae,  m.  the  close  of 
a  season,  the  termination  of  menstruation. 

Ritavya,  as,  a,  am,  devoted  to  the  seasons,  one 
who  worships  them  as  divinities,  relating  to  the  season, 
seasonable. 

Rituthd,  ind.  in  order,  duly;  distinctly,  precisely, 
exactly;  (Say.)  at  a  right  or  fixed  time. 

Ritv-ij,  k,  k,  Tc  (ij  fr.  rt.  yaf),Ved.  sacrificing  at  the 
proper  seasons,  sacrificing  regularly ;  (k),  m.  a  priest ; 
(the  four  chief  Ritvijas  or  priests  are  the  Hotri,  (Jdgatri, 
Adhvaryu,  and  Brahman ;  sometimes  eight  are  enume- 

rated, and  at  very  grand  ceremonies  sixteen,  viz.  Hotri, 
Ud-gatri,  Adhvaryu,  Brahman,  Brahmanacchansin, 
Pra-stotri,  Maitra-varuna,  Prati-prasthatri,  Potri, 
Prati-hartn,  AcchSvaka,  Neshtri,  Agnldh,  Subrah- 
manya,  Gr5va-stut,  and  Un-netri.) 

1.  ritviya,  as,  d,  am,  due,  regular ;  happening  at 
fixed  or  regular  times;    conforming  to  ceremonial 
rules,  familiar  with  those  rules.  —  Rilviyd-vat,  an, 
atl,  at,  Ved.  conformable  to  law  or  rule,  formal. 

2.  ritviya  or  ritrya,  as,  d,  am,  menstruating ; 
being  in  the  period  most  favourable  for  procreation ; 
(am),  n.  menstruation. 

rite.     See  under  rita,  p.  180. 

ritv-ij.     See  above. 

ridudara,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  related 

to  mridu),  Ved.  mild,  soft,  kind,  gracious. 

Ridupa,  f.  (for  mridu-pd?),  Ved.  a  bee  or  any 
other  insect  fond  of  sweets. 

RMu-vridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  rejoicing  in  sweets. 

ridh,  cl.  4.  5.  7.  P.  ridhyati,  ridh- 
^noti,  rinaddhi  (and  in  some  forms  cl.  2, 

.  as  pres.  2nd  du.  ridhdthe,  pot.  1st  pi.  ridhydma, 
impf.    1st   pi.  drdhma),   dnardha,   ardhifhyati, 
drdhlt,  ardhitum,  to  succeed,  prosper;   to  grow, 
increase,  flourish;  to  be  prosperous  and  happy,  to 

make  prosperous,  cause  to  succeed ;  to  accomplish ; 

to  gratify,  satisfy:  Caus.  ardhayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  prosper,  accomplish ;  to  satisfy :  Desid. 

Irtsati;  [cf.  Lat.  ol-esco,  ad-ul-tus,  radix;  Goth. 

aurti,  '  plant,'  in  aurti-gards ;  Lat.  alo;  Gr. 

a.\5alvai ;  Goth,  ai^'a,-  Hib.  alt, '  nursing.'] 
Riddha,  as,  d,  am,  prosperous ;  increased ;  thriv- 

ing, rising ;  stored,  as  grain ;  (am),  n.  stored  grain ; 
a  demonstrated  conclusion,  a  distinct  result. 

Riddhi,  is,  f.  success,  prosperity,  good  fortune, 

affluence,  increase,  growth,  accomplishment;  perfec- 
tion, supernatural  power  or  supremacy ;  N.  of  a 

medicinal  plant ;  prosperity  personified  as  the  wife  of 
Kuvera ;  N.  of  the  goddess  Parvatr.  —  Riddhi-kdma, 

as,  d,  am,  desiring  increase  or  prosperity.  —  Riddhi- 
mat,  an,  atl,  at,  being  in  a  prosperous  state,  pros- 

perous, wealthy,  respectable,  rich ;  making  a  fine 

appearance,  bringing  happiness.  —  Riddhi-sdkshdt- 
kriyd,  f.  manifestation  of  supernatural  power. 

Ridhat,  an,atl,  at  (pies.  part,  from  a  form  in  cl.  a), 

prospering,  thriving,  &c.  —  Ridhad-rl,  Is,  m.  (rl  = 
rai),  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ridhad-vdra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

increasing  one's  goods;  (S5y.)  having  desirable  or 
prosperous  wealth. 
Ridhila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

^jUcfc  ridhak,  ind.  (related  to  ardha),  Ved. 

separately ;  aside,  apart ;  singly,  one  by  one ;  in  a  dis- 
tinguished manner,  particularly.  —  Ridhan-mantra, 

as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one  who  is  destitute  of  speech. 

^Y=li  ridhuka,  as,  d,  am,  short  (?). 

.AI  \JL  riph  or  rinph  or  rimpfi,  cl.  6.  P. 
*•    \  riphati,  anarpha  or  rimphdn-dakdra, 

to  injure,  kill ;  [cf.  rt.  riph."] 
•=yofl+l  riblsa,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  fissure,  rent, 

gulf,  abyss ;  warmth  of  the  earth. 
^JH  ribhu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  rabh),  Ved. 

clever,  skilful,  inventive,  prudent  (often  as  an  epithet 
of  the  gods  Indra,  Agni,  and  the  Adityas) ;  handy 
(as  a  weapon),  easy  to  be  used ;  (Say.)  shining  far, 
diffusing  light ;  (us),  m.  an  artist,  one  who  works  in 
iron,  a  smith,  a  builder  (especially  of  carriages) ;  N. 

of  three  semi-divine  beings  (called  Ribhu,  Vibhvan, 
and  Vaja,  sons  of  Su-dhanvan,  a  descendant  of 
Atvgiras,  and  called  Ribhus  from  the  name  of  the 
elder.  Through  their  performance  of  good  works 

[sa-opos]  they  obtained  divinity,  exercised  super- 
human powers,  and  became  entitled  to  worship. 

They  are  supposed  to  dwell  in  the  solar  sphere,  and 
are  the  artists  who  formed  the  horses  of  Indra,  the 

carriage  of  the  AsVins,  and  the  miraculous  cow  of 
Brihaspati ;  they  made  their  aged  parents  young,  and 
constructed  four  cups  at  a  sacrifice  from  the  one  cup 
of  Tvashtri  who,  as  the  proper  artificer  of  the  gods, 
was  in  this  respect  their  rival ;  they  appear  generally 

as  accompanying  Indra, especially  at  the  evening  sacri- 
fice. In  later  mythology  Ribhu  is  a  son  of  Brahma) ; 

a  deity,  a  divinity  in  general ;  [cf.  *Op<peu  j.]  —  Ribhu- 
mat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  clever,  skilful,  prudent ;  con- 

nected with  or  accompanied  by  the  Ribhus ;  (SSy.) 
wide-shining. 

Ribhuktha,  as,  m.  Indra ;  Indra's  heaven  or  para- 
dise ;  the  thunderbolt  of  Indra.  (This  word  does 

not  seem  to  be  used,  but  appears  to  owe  its  origin  to the  next.) 

RibhuksJiin,  da,  m.  (in  the  Ved.  only  the  following 

forms  occur,  nom.  sing,  -kshds,  ace.  sing,  -kshanam, 
nom.  pi.  -kshds  and  -kshanas),  the  first  of  the  three 
Ribhus,  who  is  the  Ribhu  par  excellence ;  a  Ribhu 
in  general ;  a  N.  of  Indra ;  N.  of  the  Maruts ;  (the 

word  means,  according  to  the  scholiasts,  '  governing 
far  or  reigning  over  the  Ribhus.') 
Ribhva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  attacking,  assailing,  cou- 

rageous, determined ;  extending  far ;  clever ;  skilful. 
Ribhmn,  d,  d,  a,  or  ribhvas,  de,  as,  as,  Ved. 

attacking,  assailing,  courageous,  determined ;  (Say.) 
shining  widely  or  far  extended. 

rillaka,  as,  m.  a  player  on  a  kind 
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of  musical  instrument ;  (perhaps  a  wrong  reading  for 

jhallaka.) 
Rillarl,  f.  a  kind  of  musical  instrument. 

^^1  ris'ya  or  risa,  as,  in.  the  male  of  a 
species  of  antelope,  the  painted  or  white-footed  ante- 

lope; [cf.  rishya  and  ris'ya.]  —  Rifya-ketu,  us,  m. 
an  epithet  of  Aniruddha ;  (a  various  reading  for  vi&a- 

ietu. )  -  Risya-da,  as,  m.  (da  fr.  rt.  4.  da, '  to  bind '), a  pit  for  catching  antelopes.  —  Rifya-pad,  at,  adl, 

at,  Ved.  having  the  feet  of  an  antelope. 

[.  rish  (connected  with  rt.  vrish), 
:1.  i.  P.  arshati,  dnarsha,  arshitum,  to 

flow,  flow  quickly;  to  bring  anything  near  by  flowing ; 
to  glide,  to  move  with  a  gliding  or  quick  motion ; 
[cf.  Goth,  airz-ja;  Old  Germ,  irru;  Lat.  erro.] 

Rishad-gu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vrijinlvat. 
jlishabha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  rish  as  vrishabha  fr. 

vrish,  '  to  sprinkle,'  the  idea  of  impregnating  being 
involved),  a  bull,  a  young  bull ;  (in  comp.  with  other 
names  of  animals)  the  male  animal ;  (in  comp.  with 
other  nouns)  the  best  or  most  excellent  of  any  species 
or  race  (e.  g.  purusharshabha,  an  excellent  man ; 
Bharatarshabha,  the  most  eminent  of  the  Bharala 
race) ;  the  second  of  the  seven  notes  of  the  Hindu 
gamut,  in  abbreviation  Ri ;  the  hollow  of  the  ear ; 
a  boar's  tail ;  a  crocodile's  tail ;  a  dried  plant,  one  of 
the  eight  principal  medicaments ;  N.  of  an  antidote ; 
N.  of  a  ceremony ;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  SViknas ;  of 
a  descendant  of  VisvS-mitra  and  author  of  several 

hymns  of  the  Rig-veda ;  of  a  Naga ;  of  a  prince, 

a  son  ofNSbhi  and  Meru;  of  a  son  of  Kus'Sgra;  of one  of  the  seven  Rishis  of  the  second  Manvantara ; 
of  the  first  Arhat  of  the  present  Avasarpinr,  a  son  of 
Nabhi  and  Marudeva  ;  of  a  mountain ;  (I),  f.  a  woman 
with  masculine  peculiarities,  as  with  a  beard  &c. ;  a 

widow ;  the  plant  Carpopogon  Pruriens ;  N.  of  another 

plant;  [cf.  Zend  arshau;  Gr. &p<niv.]  —  Rishabha- 
ku/a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Rishabha-gaja- 
vilasita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines 
of  sixteen  syllables  each.  —  Rishabha-tara,  as,  m.  a 
small  bu\\.-Rishabha-ddyin,  I,  inl,  i,  giving  a 

bu\L-Rishabha-dvlpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country. 

—  Rishabha-dhvaja,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  S'iva ;  N. of  an  Arhat  or  Jaina  saint. 

Rishabhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  medicinal  plant. 

2.  rish,  cl.  6.  P.  rishati,  anarsha, 

^.arshishyati,  drshlt,  arshitum,  to  push  ; 
to  pierce  ;  to  go,  approach. 

^fi4  rishi,  is,  m.  (said  to  be  either  fr.  rt. 
drU,  '  to  see,'  or  fr.  I.  rish  ;  perhaps  related  to  art 

or  rid,  '  to  praise '),  a  singer  of  sacred  hymns,  an  in- 
spired poet  or  sage,  any  person  who  alone  or  with 

others  invokes  the  deities  in  rhythmical  speech  or 

song,  especially  in  song  of  a  sacred  character  (e.  g.  the 
ancient  hymn-singers  Kutsa,  Atri,  Rebha,  Agastya, 
Kusika,  Vasishtha,  Vy-asVa,  who  were  regarded  by 

later  generations  as  patriarchal  sages  or  saints,  occupy- 
ing the  same  position  in  Indian  history  as  the  heroes 

and  patriarchs  of  other  countries.  These  Rishis  con- 
stitute a  peculiar  class  of  beings  in  the  early  mythical 

system,  as  distinct  from  gods,  men,  Asuras,  &c. ; 
they  are  the  authors  or  rather  seers  of  the  Vedic 
hymns,  i.  e.  according  to  orthodox  Hindu  ideas  they 
are  the  inspired  personages  to  whom  these  hymns 

were  revealed,  and  such  an  expression  as  '  the  Rishi 

says'  is  equivalent  to  '  so  it  stands  in  the  sacred  texts.' 
Seven  Rishis,  sapta  rishayah  or  saptarisnayah  or 

saptarshayah,  are  often  mentioned  in  the  BrShmanas 
and  later  works  as  typical  representatives  of  the  charac- 

ter and  spirit  of  the  pre-historic  or  mythical  period  ;  in 
the  Satapatha-Brahmana  their  names  are  given  as 
follows,  Gotama,  BharadvSja,  ViSva-mitra,  Jamadagni, 

Vasishtha,  Kasyapa,  and  Atri ;  in  the  Maha-bh5rata 
thus,  Marici,  Atri,  An-giras,  Pulaha,  Kratu,  Pulastya, 
Vasishtha;  in  Manu  they  are  called  Prajapatis  or 

patriarchs,  and  are  reckoned  as  ten,  three  other  names 

being  added,  viz.  Pracetas  or  Daksha,  Bhrigu,  and  Na- 
rada,  these  ten  being  created  by  Manu  Svayambhuvi 
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for  the  production  of  all  other  beings  including  gods 
and  men.  The  seven  Rishis  form  in  astronomy  the 
constellation  of  'the  Great  Bear.'  Metaphorically, 
the  seven  Rishis  may  stand  for  the  seven  senses  or 
the  seven  vital  airs  of  the  body)  ;  in  later  times  a 
saint  or  sanctified  sage  in  general,  an  ascetic,  an  an- 

chorite, (sometimes  three  orders  of  theseRishis  are  enu- 
merated, viz.  Devarshis,  Brahmarshis,  and  RSjarshis  ; 

sometimes  seven,  four  others  being  added,  viz.  Ma- 
harshis,  Paramanhis,  Srutarshis,  and  KSndarshis)  ;  a 
ray  of  light  ;  an  imaginary  circle  ;  the  fish  Cyprinus 
Rishi  ;  [cf.  Hib.  arsan,  '  a  sage,  a  man  old  in 
wisdom;'  arrack,  'old,  ancient,  aged.']  —  Rishi- 
kulyd,  {.  '  the  river  of  the  Rishis,'  a  sacred  river,  as 
the  Sarasvati  or  GarrgJ  ;  a  river  in  general  ;  N.  of  the 
wife  of  Bhuman  and  mother  of  Udgitha.  —  Itishi- 
krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  rendering  a  poet  inspired,  inspiring  ; 

(Say.)  making  one's  appearance,  appearing.  —  Rinht- 
gana,  as,  m.  a  company  or  number  of  sages,  the 
host  of  patriarchal  sages.  —  Rishi-giri,  Is,  m.,  N.  of 
a  mountain  in  Magadha.  —  Rishi-gupta,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Buddha.  —  Riski-fodana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  in- 

spiring the  singer.  —  Rishi-  fthandas,  as,  n.  the 
metre  of  a  Rishi.  —  Rishi-jdngala,  as,  m.  or  ri$M- 
jdngaUki,  f.  the  plant  Convolvulus  Argenteus. 
—  Ifixlti-tnriHiua,   am,  n.  libation  offered  to  the 
Rishis.  —  Rishi-tva,  am,  n.  the  order  or  state  of  a 
Rishi.  —  Rifhi-dem,  as,  m.,N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Riahi- 
dvish,  (,  t,  t,  Ved.  hating  an  inspired  poet.  —  Rishi- 
pandamt,  f.,  N.  of  a  festival  on  the  fifth  day  in  the 
second  half  of  the  month  Bhadra.  —  Rishi-patana, 
N.  of  a  country  near  VSrSnasI.  —  Rishi-putra,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Rishi-pras'ishta,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  instructed  by  the  Rishi.  -  Rishi-proktd,  (.  the 
plant  Glycine  Debilis.  —  Rishi-bandlui,  us,  us,  u, 
Ved.  related  to  a  Rishi,  connected  with  a  Rishi. 
—  Rishi-brdhmana,  am,  n.  title  of  a  work.  —  Rishi- 
manas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  the  mind  of  a  sacred 
poet,  inspired.  —  Rishwnukha,  am,  n.  the  beginning 
of  a  Mandala  composed  by  a  Rishi.  —  Rithi-yajna, 
as,  m.  sacrifice  offered  to  a  Rishi,  consisting  of  a 
prayer  uttered  in  a  low  voice.  —  Rishi-loka,  as,  m. 
the  world  of  the  Rishis.  -  Rishi-vat,  ind.,  Ved.  like 
a  Rishi.  —  Rishi-vadana,  N.  of  a  country  ;  see  rishi- 
patana.  •-  Rishi-vaha,  as,  a,  ant,  bearing  or  con- 

veying a  Rishi.  —  Rishi-skak,  skat,  t,  t,  Ved.  intoxi- 
cating and  inspiring  the  singer,  as  the  Soma.  —  Rishi- 

s/icnii.  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ruhi-shtuta,  as,  a, 
am,  praised  by  the  sacred  poets.  —  Rishi-sattaraa, 
as,  m.  best  or  most  excellent  of  the  sages.  —  Itishi- 
stoma,  as,  m.  praise  of  the  Rishis.  —  Rishi-svara, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  praised  by  a  Rishi.  —  RisJii-tata, 
as,  a,  am,  celebrated  by  the  sacred  singers.—  Riski- 
van,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  equal  to  the  Rishis  ;  (S5y  .)  accom- 

panied by  Rishis. 
Rishika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (as),  m.  sing. 

a  prince  of  this  people;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Riskiskdna,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  attracted  by  the 

pious  singer;  (Say.)  worshipped  by  the  praiser. 

rishu  (occurring  only  in  gen.  plur. 
ridiundm),  Ved.  a  firebrand  ;  glowing  fire  ;  (Sly.) 
one  who  approaches  ;  a  Rishi. 

^ftr  rishti,  is,  m.  f.  (fr.  rt.  2.  risk  ?),  a 
spear,  a  lance,  a  sword,  the  weapon  of  the  Maruts  ; 
[cf.  rishti.]  —  Rishti-mat,  an,  art,  at,  Ved.  fur- 

nished with  spears  as'  the  Maruts.  -  Riskti-vidtjut,  t, t,  t,  Ved.  casting  spears  like  lightning  ;  (Say.)  shining 
with  weapons.  -  Rishti-skena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

^P«l  rishya,  as,  m.  [cf.  rtsya],the  painted 
or  white-footed  antelope  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  DevSn'thi  ; 
(am),  n.  a  kind  of  leprosy.  -  Ruhya-kftttna,  as,  and 
rishya-ketu,  n*,  m.,  N.  of  Aniruddha.  -/«*/,  ,/«- 
<iata,  (.  the  plant  Asparagus  Raccmosus.  -  jtushya- 
<;an<7Aa,f.the  plant  Convolvulus  Argenteus.  —  liishya- 
iihva,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  leprosy.  -RMya^proktd, 
(.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Carpopogon  Pruriens,  Aspa- 

ragus Racemosus,  Sida  Cordifolia  or  Rhombifolia. 
—  Rishya-muka,  as,  m.  a  mountain  in  the  Dekhan, 
the  temporary  abode  of  R5ma  with  the  monkey-chief 

Sugrlva.  —  Rtshya-i'ringa,  as,  m ,  N.  of  a  personage 
(son  of  the  Rishi  Vibhamjaka)  whose  story  is  told  in 
R Jmlyana  I.  9 ;  N.  of  a  legislator.  —  jfishyditka 
(°ya-att°),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Aniruddha. 

Rishyiikit,  oc,  m.  the  painted  or  white-footed antelope. 

•=lj««(  rishva,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  risk),  Ved. 
elevated,  high,  sublime,  great ;  epithet  of  several 
deities,  especially  of  Agni  and  Indra.  —  Rishva-vira, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  inhabited  by  sublime  beings  (as  the 

sky).  —  Riskraujas  (Ora-oj°),  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  pos- 
sessing high  power. 

'SJjf^rT  rihat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  small,  weak, 

powerless. 

No  Sanskrit  word  begins  with  any  of  these  vowels ; 
ri  appears  only  in  the  gen.  plur.  of  nouns  terminating 
in  ri,  in  the  ace.  plur.  of  fem.  nouns  of  relationship 
in  rt,  and  in  the  nom.  and  ace.  plur.  of  neuter  nouns 
in  ri.  As  to  the  vowel  Iri  it  occurs  only  in  some 
forms  of  the  root  Urip.  The  long  Iri  is  a  mere 
invention  of  grammarians. 

^  i.  ri,  ind.  a  particle  uttered  at  the  be- 
ginning of  a  speech ;  an  interjection  of  warding  off 

reproach  and  terror ;  (ris  or  rt),  f.  the  mother  of  the 
gods ;  also  of  the  demons ;  recollection ;  (a),  m.  a  N. 
of  Bhairava ;  a  DSnava  or  demon ;  the  breast ;  motion, 

going.— Rl-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  ri. 

•^,2.  riforrt.  4.  ri,  q.v. 
T!i  Iri,  ind.  the  earth ;  a  mountain ;  the 

mother  of  the  gods ;  the  divine  nature ;  a  mystical 
letter.  —  Lri-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  Iri. 
—  Lri-varna,  am,  n.  the  vowel  Iri. 

o£  Iri,  ind.  a  mother;  a  divine  female; 

female  nature ;  (Iris),  m.  a  N.  of  S'iva ;  (Iris),  f.  the mother  of  the  DSnavas ;  wife  of  a  Daitya ;  tile  mother 
of  -the  all-bestowing  cow  of  plenty ;  ind.  a  mystical 
letter  used  once  or  repeatedly  in  Mantras  or  mystical 
formularies ;  (the  letters  rt  and  Iri  are  employed  in 
the  same  manner ;  they  have  apparently  no  significa- 

tion, but  are  personified  and  invested  with  mystical 
properties  in  the  Tantras.) 

^  i .  e,  the  eleventh  vowel  of  the  alphabet, 
corresponding  to  the  letter  e  as  pronounced  in  most 
languages,  and  having  the  sound  of  e  in  prey,  grey. 
In  English,  however,  this  sound  is  rarely  given  to  e. 
"E-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  e. 

H.2.e,  ind.  an  interjection  of  remembering, 
addressing,  censure  or  contempt,  and  compassion. 

JJ  3.  e,  es,  m.  a  N.  of  Vishnu. 

JJ  4.  e  (o-t),  cl.  2.  P.  aiti,  -turn,  to  come, 

come  near,  come  to,  to  fall  to  one's  share  (with  ace.) ; 
to  arrive  at,  enter ;  to  addict  one's  self  to ;  to  fall 
into ;  to  gain :  Intens.  Ved.  eyate ,  to  hasten  towards ; 
to  request,  to  obtain  by  entreaty. 

l&R  eka,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  5.  t  ; 
perhaps  fr.  the  pronom.  base  e  contained  in  etad), 
one,  alone,  solitary,  single,  happening  only  once ;  the 
same,  one  and  the  same,  identical ;  single  of  its  kind, 
unique,  singular,  chief,  pre-eminent,  excellent ;  one 
of  two  or  many  [cf.  (ka-tara,  cka-iama] ;  in  later 
Sanskrit  used  as  an  indefinite  article ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  man,  the  son  of  Raja. 
Eka  follows  the  declension  of  pronominals  (see 

Gram. 200,237), and  maybe  declined  in  theplural(e.g. 
eke,  some,  several ;  eke — eke  or  eke — apare  or  eke — 
anyeoreke — eke — apareorcke — tinye — eke — apare 
— apare,  some — others).  Sometimes  eka  may  be 
repeated  in  the  sense  of '  the  one — the  other,  one — an- 
other'(e.g.ci« — eka  —  tka — atiyaoreka — dvitlya, 

one — the  other),  or  in  the  sense  of '  one  after  another ' 
(e.  g.  eka  ekah  puriisliafi,  one  man  after  another).  It 
is  often  used  in  the  middle  of  compounds  either  sub- 
stantively  or  adverbially  (e.  g.  p unyaika-karma,  prac- 

tising only  virtue ;  smrgalka-sammukhi,  f.  look- 
ing only  up  to  the  sky ;  kara^padaika-hlnas,  de- 

prived of  one  foot  and  one  hand).  In  Vedic  Sanskrit 
it  may  sometimes  be  placed,  together  with  no,  before 
a  decad  to  lessen  it  by  one,  being  then  used  in  the 
inst.  or  ace.  fem.,  inst.  or  abl.  ncut.  (e.  g.  ekayd  no, 
Irinsiit  or  ekdm  na  trintot  =  twenty-nine ;  ekrna 

na  viiis'atih  or  ekad  na  rlHSaiih  •=  nineteen).  In 
compounds  and  derivatives  eka  never  appears  in  its 
fem.  form  eka  (e.  g.  ekasydh  kshlram,  the  milk  of 
one  female,  is  compounded  into  tka-kshiram  not 

ekd-kshi ram) ;  [cf.  Lith. ni-ekas,  'no:'  Hib.  each, 
'  any  ; '  neach, '  any  one,  one,  some  one,  he  ; '  neach- 
tar,  '  neither ; '  neachdarach,  '  neutral : '  Gr.  Iml- 
rtpos ;  fKa-aros :  Lat.  cequus,  c-ocles  fr.  Ic-ocles  : 
Goth,  ha  in  compounds,  as  haihs,  Them,  haika, 

ka-ika,  '  one-eyed ;'  ha-nfs,  Them.  Aa-n/a,  '  one- 
handed;'  halts,  Them,  ha-lla,  'lame;'  ka-lbs, 
Them,  ha-lba,  '  half.']  -  Eka-rikthin,  &c.;  see 
eka-rikthin,  &c.  —  Eka-kapala,  as,  a,  am,  con- 

sisting of  one  cup,  contained  in  one  cup.  -•  Eka- 
kara,  as,  I,  am,  doing  only  one  thing;  (as, 

a,  am),  one-handed,  one-rayed.  ••  Eka-hanna- 
lidraka,  ai,  a,  am,  doing  the  same  thing,  of 
the  same  profession.  —  Eka-kdrya,  am,  n.  sole 
business,  the  same  business  or  work ;  (as,  a,  am), 

performing  the  same  work,  answering  the  same  end. 
—  EJia-kala,  as,  m.  one  time,  the  same  time ;  (am), 
ind.  at  one  time,  only  once;  (e),  ind.  at  the  same 
time,  at  once.  —  Ekakala-bhojana,  am,  n.  eating 
but  one  meal  in  any  given  time.  —  Ekakalika,  an, 
d,  am,  happening  only  once  ;  happening  once  a  day. 
—  Ekakdllna,  as,  d,  am,   contemporary,  coeval, 
simultaneous.  —  Eka-kundala,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Kuvera ;  of  Balabhadra ;  and  of  Sesha,  the  king  of 
the  Nagas.  —  Elta-kushtha,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  leprosy, 

ichthyosis.—£'/(a-/r«Aira,  am,  n.  the  milk  of  one 
(nurse  &.c.).—Eka-guru,  us,  or  eka-gurulta,  as, 
m.   a    spiritual    brother,    pupil  of  the    same   pre- 

ceptor; having  the  same  preceptor.  —  Eka-grdma, 
as,  m.  the  same  village.  —  Ekagrdmlna  or  eka- 
grdmiya,  as,  d,  am,  inhabiting  the  same  village. 
—  Eka-^akra,  as,  d,  am,  having  only  one  wheel ; 
passed  over  by   the    wheel   (of  the   carriage)   of 
only  one  (king),  i.e.  governed  by  only  one  king; 
(o«),  m.,  N.  of  a  DSnava ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  town  of 
the  KIcakas.  —  Eliataltrararti-ta,  f.  state  of  being 
sole  master  of  the  whole  earth.  —  Ekatakra-vartin, 
i,  m.  sole  master  of  the  whole  earth.  —  Ekafatra- 

rinSa,  ai,  i,  am,  the  forty-first.  —  Elta-e'atTarins'at, 
t,  f.  forty-one.  —  Elia-fora,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  wander- 

ing or  living  alone,  not  living  in  company,  segregari- 
ous,  solitary,   alone ;    having    one   follower ;    going 
together  or  at  the  same  time ;  gregarious ;  (as),  m. 
a  rhinoceros.  —  Eka-farana,  as,  d,  am,  having  only 

one  foot;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  fabulous  rzct.  —  Eka- 
fdrin,  t,  itn,  i,  living  alone,  not  in  society ;  going 
alone  or  with  one  follower  only ;  (1),  m.  a  Pratyeka- 
buddha ;  a  follower  of  Buddha ;  (lm),  f.  a  loyal  wife. 
—  Eka-(itta,  am,  n.  fixedness  of  thought  on  one 
object ;  one  and  the  same  thought,  unanimity ;  (as, 
a,  (an),  thinking  of  one  thing  only,  intent  upon, 
absorbed  in  (e.  g.  tad-ekatittd,  f.  thinking  only  of 
him) ;   having  the   same   thought,  of  one   mind, 

agreeing,  concurring.  —  Elcatitta-td,  f.  fixedness  of 
mind,  agreement,  unanimity.  —  Ekafittl-bhuya,  ind. 
having  become  unanimous.  —  Eka-dintana,  am,  n. 
thinking  of  only  one  thing.  —  Eka-durm,  in,  m.,  N. 
of  an  author.  —  EJta-Mas,  as,  as,  as,  of  one  mind, 
unanimous.  —  El;a-todana,  am,  n.  mentioning  in  the 
singular  number ;  (as,  a,  am),  resting  upon  one  rule. 
—  Eka-ffhaya,  as,  d,  am,  having  only  shadow, 
quite  dark.  —  Eka-ja,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  born  alone  or 
single,  produced  alone ;    growing  alone  (said  of  a 
tree) ;  alone  of  its  kind ;  of  one  kind,  unchanging. 
—  Eka-janman,  d,  m.  a  king,  a  sovereign  (whose 

birth  is  pre-eminent) ;  once-born,  a  S'iidra  (opposed 
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to  dvi-janman,  '  twice-born').  «•  Eka-jdta,  as,  a, 
am,  of  one  parentage,   born  of  the  same  parents. 

—  Eka-jiti,  is,  is,  i,  once-born ;  belonging  to  the 
same  family  or  kind,  of  the  same  caste ;  (is),  m.  a 
Sudra.  —  Ekajdti-pratibaddha,  as,  a,  am,  bound 
only  to  one  birth,  not  born  again.  —  Eka-jdtlya,  as, 
a,  am,  belonging  to  the  same  family  or  kind ;  of  the 

same  kind.  —  Eka-jyd,  f.  the  cord  of  an  arc ;  sine  of 

30°  or  of  the  radius.  —  Eka-jyotls,  is,  m.  an  epithet 
of  Siva.  —  EJta-tama,  as,  a,  at,  one  of  many ;  one 
of  two ;  one  (used  sometimes  as  an  indefinite  article). 

—  Eka-tara,  as,  a,  am  (neut.  am  not  at  by  Ps- 
nini  VII.  i,  26),  one  of  two,  either,  other,  different; 

one   of  many;    [Gr.   IxciTtpoj;   Hib.  n'-eacktar, 
'  neither  of  two.']  —  Eka-ta,  f.  oneness,  unity,  union, 
coincidence,  identity.  —  Eka-tdna,  as,  5,  am,  directed 
to  one  object  only,  having  the  mind  fixed  on  one 
object  only,  closely  attentive ;  (as),  m.  attention  fixed 
on  only  one  object ;  musical  harmony,  (?  a  various 
reading  for  the  next.)  —  Eka-tdla,  as,  m.  harmony, 
unison,  the  accurate  adjustment  of  song,  dance,  and 
instrumental  music;  (i),  f.  an  instrument  for  beating 
time,  any  instrument  having  but  one  note.  —  Eka- 
tirthin,  i,  ini,  i,  bathing  in  the  same  holy  water,  in- 

habiting the  same  hermitage ;  (i),  m.  an  associate  in 
religious  offices  or  objects,  a  spiritual  brother.  —  Elta- 
tejana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  one  shaft  (as  an  ar- 

row). —  Ekatrins'a,  as,  i,  am,  the  thirty-first.  —  Eka- 
trinfot,  t,  f.  thirty-one.  —  Eka-trika,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  ceremony.  —  Eka-tva,  am,  n.  oneness,  unity, 
union,  coincidence,  identity ;  (in  gram.)  the  singular 
number.  —  Eka-danshtra,  as,  m.  single-toothed  or 
tusked ;  a  N.  of  Ganesa,  as  having  one  tusk,  the 
fellow-tusk  being  broken  off  in  a  scuffle  by  KSrtti- 
keya,  or  according  to  another  legend  by  Parasu-rama. 
—  Eka-dandin,  i,  irii,  i,  having  only  one  stick; 
designation  of  a  class  of  beggars ;   [cf.  tri-dandin.] 
—  Eka-danta,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Ganesi ;   [cf.  eka- 
dansktra.]  —  Eka-dis,  k,  f.  the  same  region.  —  Eka- 
dithkha-sukha,  as,  a,  am,  sympathizing,  having  the 

same  joys  and  sorrows.  —  Eka-dris",  k,  k,  k,  one- 
eyed  ;  (k),  m.  a  crow  (as  having  excellent  sight) ;  an 
epithet  of  Siva  (as  having  one  eye  in  his  forehead). 

—  Eka-drifya,  as,  a,  am,  alone  worthy  of  being 
beheld,   the   sole   object  of  vision.  —  Eka-drlshti, 
is,  £  gaze  fixed  upon  one  object.  —  Eka-devata  or 
eka-devatya,  as,  a,  am,  devoted  or  offered  to  one 
deity;  directed  to  one  deity. -•  Eka-defa,  as,  m. 
one  spot ;  a  part,  a  portion  or  division  of  a  whole ; 
(ma),  inst.  partly;    (as,  a,  am),  occupying  the 
same  place.  —  Ekadefo-stha,  as,  a,  am,  situated  in 
the  same  region.  — •  Ekadedin,  i,  ini,  i,  consisting 
of  parts  or  portions,  divided  into  parts  (as  a  whole). 

—  Eka-deha,  as,  a,  am,  having  only  one  body, 
single-bodied,   consisting   of    only   one    individual; 
elegantly   formed;   (ae),   m.   the   planet   Mercury. 

—  Eka-dyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Nodhas  (men- 
tioned Rig-veda  VIII.  69,  6.  Anukram.).  —Eka- 

dhana,  am,  n.  an  excellent  gift,  an  honorific  offer- 
ing; (as),  m.  a  kind  of  jug  with  which  water  is 

taken  up  at  certain  religious  ceremonies  ;  (as),  f.  pi. 
(sell,  apah)  the  water  taken  up  by  means  of  these 

vessels.  —  Ekadhana-vid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  taking  or  ob- 
taining the  vessels  of  water  called  Ekadhana ;  obtain- 

ing an  honorific  offering.  —  EkadTatnin,  t,  ini,  i, 
Ved.  carrying  the  vessels  called  Ekadhana.  —  Eka- 
dharmin,  I,  ini,  {,  having  the  same  properties,  of 
the  same  kind,  professing  the  same  religion.  —  Eka- 
dhur,  ur,   f.  a   particular  load   or  conveyance  (?), 
—  Eka-dtmra  or  ekadhura-vaha  or  ekadhurina, 
'w,  d,  am,  fit  for  but  one  kind  of  labour,  or  for  only 
one  yoke ;  cattle  for  special  burden.  —  Eka-naksha- 
tra,  am,  n.  a  lunar  mansion  consisting  of  only  one 
star.* Eka-naia,  as,  m.  the  principal  actor  in  a 
drama,    the   manager,   who    recites    the   prologue. 
—  Ekanavata,  as,  i,  am,  the  ninety-first.  —  Eka- 
navati,  is,  f.  ninety-one.  —  Ekanavati-tama,  as, 
I,  am,  the  ninety-first.  —  Eka-natha,  as,  a,  am, 
having  one  master;   (as),  m.  sole  master  or  lord; 
N.  of  a  copyist.  —  Eka-ndyaka,  as,  m.  an  epithet 

of  Siva.  —  Eka-nis"<!aya,  as,  m.  general  agreement 

or  conclusion ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  come  to  the 
same  conclusion  or  resolution,  having  the  same  aim. 

•-  Eka-nishtha,  as,  a,  am,  intently  fixed  on  one 
object.  —  Eka-nida,  as,  a,  am,  having  only  one 
seat ;  having  a  common  home.  —  Eka-netra,  as,  m. 

an  epithet  of  Siva  ('  one-eyed ').  •*  Eka^nemi,  is,  is, 
i,  Ved.  having  one  circumference.  —  Eka-paksha, 
as,  a,  am,  of  the  same  side  or  party,  an  associate,  a 
firm  partisan ;  partial,  taking  one  view  only ;  (as), 

m.  one  side;  (e),  ind.  in  one  point  of  view.  -•  Eka- 

paiidas'a,  as,  t,ain,  the  fifty-first.  —  Eka-pandddat, 
t,  (.  fifty-one.  —  Ekapanidfat-tama,  as,  i,  am,  the 
fifty-first.  —  Eka-patika,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  same 
husband.  —  Eka-pattrikd,  f.  the  plant  Ocimum  Gra- 
tissimum.  —  Eka-patni,  is,  is,  i,  having  only  one 
wife.  —  Eka-patnl,  (.  only  one  wife ;  the  wife  of  one 
man,  a  faithful  wife,  one  devoted  to  her  husband ; 
the  wife  of  a  man  who  has  no  other  wives  ;  the  wife 

of  the  same  man.  —  Eka-pad  or  eka-pad,  pat, 

padl,  pat,  having  only  one  foot,  limping,  lame,  in- 
complete ;  (pat),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  or  of  Vishnu ; 

N.  of  a  Danava ;  (padi),  f.  a  foot-path ;  a  path,  a 

way,  a  road.  (Aja  ekapdd,  t,  m.,  Ved.  *  the  one- 
footed  driver,'  probably  a  deity  presiding  over  storms ; 
according  to  the  commentator  a  N.  of  the  sun.) 

—  Eka-pada,  am,  n.  only  one  step ;  a  simple  word, 
a  simple  nominal   formation;   present  time,  same 

time ;  (e),  iud.  at  the  same  moment,  at  once,  sud- 
denly ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  only  one  foot ;  consisting 

of  a  single  word,  named  with  a  single  word ;  (as), 

m.  a  kind  of  coitus;  (a),  f.  (scil.  rii)  a  verse  con- 
sisting of  only  one  Pada  or  quarter-stanza ;  (as),  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  a"  fabulous  race.  —  Ekapada-vat,  ind.  like 
one  word.  —  Ekapada-stha,  as,  a,  am,  standing  in 
the  same  word.  —  Eka-padi,  ind.  upon  one  foot, 
with  one  foot.  —  Eka^para,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  deciding 
by  one  (mark  of  the  dice),  an  epithet  of  the  dice  in 
which  one  is  decisive  or  of  pre-eminent  importance. 
—  Eka-pari,  ind.  one  over  or  under,  a  term  at  dice. 
—  Eka-parnd,  f.,  N.  of  a  younger  sister  of  Durga 
and  wife  of  Asita-Devala ;    an    epithet  of  Durga. 

—  Ekasparvataka,  as,  m.  the  same  mountain,  or 
N.  of  a  certain  mountain.  —  Eka-paldda,  as,  m.  a 
single  Butea  Frondosa.  —  Eka-patald,  f.,  N.  of  a 
younger  sister  of  Durga  and  wife  of  Jaiglshavya ;  an 
epithet  of  Durga.  —  Eka-pdna,  as,  m.  a  single  wager 
or  stake.  —  Eka-pdta,  as,  d,  am,  happening  at  once, 
sudden,  rapid,  coming  suddenly.  —  Eka-pdtin,  i,  im, 
t,  standing  alone  or  solitary,  independant;  (ini),  f. 
(scil.  nrf)  a  verse  to  be  taken  by  itself  or  regarded 
independently  of  the  hymn  to  which   it  belongs. 

—  Eka-pada,  as,  m.  one  foot ;  one  and  the  same 
Pada;  (as,  d,  am),  having  only  one  foot ;  standing 
on  one  foot,  using  only  one  foot ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  fabulous  nce.  —  Eka-pddika,  f.  title   of  the 
second   book   of  the  Satapatha-Brahmana.  —  Eka- 

paduka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  fabulous  race  ('  wearing 
only  one  shoe').  —  Eka-piitga  or  eka-pingala,  as, 
m.  an  epithet  of  Kuvera  ('  having  a  yellow  mark  in 
the  place  of  one  of  his  eyes').  —  Eka-pinda,  as,  d, 
am,  related,  near  of  kin,  united  by  the  offering  of 
the  funeral  cake.  —  Ekapinda-td,  f.  or  ekapiiida- 
tva,  am,  n.  connection  by  the  funeral  cake,  con- 

sanguinity. —  Eka-putra,  as,  m.  having  only  one 
son.  —  Eka-purmka,  as,  m.  the  one  supreme  spirit ; 
(as,  a,  am),  consisting  of  only  one  man.  —  Eka- 
pushpd,  [.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Eka-prithaktva,  am, 
n.  unity  and  distinctness.  —  Eka-prakara,  as,  d,  am, 
of  the  same  kind.  —  Eka-prakTiya,  as,  d,  am,  singu- 

larly like,  pre-eminently  similar.  —  Eka-prabhutva, 
am,  n.  the   sovereignty  of  one,  monarchy.  —  Eka- 
prayatna,  as,  m.  one  effort  (of  the  voice).  —  Eka- 
prahdrika,  as,  d,  am,  killed  by  one  blow.  —  Eka- 
prdna-yoga,as,m.\m\on  inonebreath.  —  Eka-pJiala, 
as,  d,  am,  having  one  or  a  principal  result  or  object  j 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Eka-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  having 
only  one  thought;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  frog  in  the 
Panca-tanrra. -•  i .  eka-bhakta,  as,  d,  am,   serving 
one  and  the  same  master;  worshipping  one  deity. 

—  2.  eka-lihakta,  as,  d,  am,  eating  together ;  (am), 
n.  eating  but  one  meal  (a  day).  —  Ekabhaktawata, 

am,  n.  eating  but  once  a  day  as  a  religious  obligation. 
—  I.  cka-bhakti,  is,  is,  i,  of  one  faith,  believing  in 

one  deity.  —  i.  eka-bhakti,  is,  f.  eating  but  one  meal 
(a   day).  —  Eka-bhdra,  as,   a,  am,  of  the   same 
nature ;  of  a  simple  or  single  nature  or  temperament ; 

(as),  m.  becoming  one,  oneness,  agreement.  —  Eta- 
bhukta,  as,  a,  am,  eating  but  one  meal  (a  day  &c.) ; 
eating  together.  —  Eka-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  being  one, 
undivided;   not  distracted,  closely  attentive.  —  Eka- 
bhojana,  am,  n.  eating  one  meal  a  day ;  eating  in 
common,  feeding  together.  —  Eka-mati,  is,  I.  the 
mind  fixed  upon  one  object ;  (is,  is,  i),  unanimous. 
—  Eka-manas,  as,  di,  as,  fixing  the  mind  upon 

one   object,   having   only  one   thought,  attentive; 
unanimous.  —  Eka-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of 
one.  v  Eka-mdtra,  as,  d,  am,  of  one  syllabic  instant. 
-Eka-mukha,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  having  the  face 
directed  towards  one  spot,  having  the  same  aim ;  hav- 

ing one  chief  or  head,  having  one  overseer.  —  Eka- 
murdhan,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  having  the  face  directed  to 
one  spot,  directed  towards  the  same  aim.  —  Eka- 
muld,  f.  the  plants  Linum  Usitatissimum  and  Desmo- 
dium  (Hedysarum)  Gangeticum.  —  Eka-yakdra,  as, 
a,  am,  containing  only  one  y.  —  Eka-yashti,  is,  f. 
a  single  string  of  pearls.  — Eka-yashtikd,  f.  a  single 
string  of  flowers,  pearls,  6cc.  —  Eka-ydvan,  d,  m., 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Eka-yoni,  is,  is,  i,  of  the  same 
womb,  uterine ;  of  the  same  mother,  family  or  caste. 

—  Eka-raja,  as,  m.  the  plant  Verbesina  Scandens; 

see  bhriitga-raja.  —  Eka-rasa,  as,  m.  the  only  fla- 
vour, the  only  pleasure;  (as,  a,  am),  of  one  flavour, 

relishing  or  finding  pleasure  in  only  one  thing.  —  Eka- 
rasika,  as,  a,  am,  influenced  by  one  feeling,  relishing 
one  thing  only.  —  Eka-rdj,  (,  t,  t,  shining  alone ;  (/), 

m.  single  or  absolute  king,  the  king  by  himself  as  dis- 
tinct from  the  people.  —  Ska-raja,  as,  m.  an  absolute 

king.  —  Eka-ratra,  as,  m.  a  ceremony  lasting  one 

night ;  (am),  n.  duration  of  one  night,  one  night,  a 
night.  —  Ekardtrika,  as,  d,  am,  sufficient  for  one 
night  (or  day).  —  Eka-rafi,  is,  f.  a  heap,  a  crowd. 
—  Ekardti-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  heaped  or  collected 

together.  —  Eka-rikthin,  I,   m.   a  coheir.  —  Eka- 
rupa,  am,  n.  one  form,  one  kind;  (as,  d,  am), 

uniform,  of  one  kind,  one-coloured.  —  Ekariipa-tas, 
ind.  in  one  form,  unalterably.  ••  EkarHpa-td,  f.  uni- 

formity, unvariableness.  —  Ekarupya,  as,  d,  am, 

formed  or  arising  from  one.  —  Ekarfa  (eka-rifa), 
as,  d,  am,  consisting  of  one  verse ;  (am),  n.,  Ved. 

a  hymn  consisting  of  only  one  verse.  —  Ekartu  (eka- 
ritu),  us,  m.,  Ved.  one  time  or  season.  —  Ekarshi 
(eka-rishf),  is,  m.  the  only  or  chief  Rishi.  —  Eka- 

lavya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Hiranya-dhanus  and 
king  of  the  Nishadas.  -  Eka-linga,  am,  n.  a  place 
or  district  in  which  for  five  Krolas  there  is  but  one 

Phallus,  an  isolated  Lin-ga ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 

Kuvera ;  [cf.  eka-pinga.]  —  Eka-lu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man. - Eka-vaktra,  as,  m.,  N.of  a  Danava;  perhaps 

a  wrong  form  for  eka-fakra.  —  Eka-vafana,  am,  n. 
the  singular  number.  —  Eka-vat,  ind.  like  one,  simple. 
—  Ekarad-bhdva,  as,  m.  an  aggregate  of  many,  as 

in  grammar,  the  formation  of  a  compound  noun  of 
several  nouns.  —  Eka-varna,  as,  a,  am,  of  one  colour, 
one-coloured  ;  identical ;  of  one  tribe,  of  one  caste ; 
consisting  of  only  one  letter;  of  one  quality;  (F),  f. 

beating  time,  marking  musical  measure  by  clapping 

the  hands,  or  the  instrument  which  does  so,  a  casta- 
net;   see  eta-tall.  —  Ekuvarna-val,  ind.  like  one 
letter.  —  Ekavarna-samlkarana,  am,  n.  an  equation 

involving  only  one  unknown  quantity ;  uniliteral  equa- 
tion. —  Ekavarnika,  as,  d,  am,  of  one  colour,  of 

one  caste.  —  Eka-varshikd,  (.  a  heifer  one  year  old. 
—  Eka-vasana,  as,  d,  am,  having  only  one  gar- 

ment or  robe.  —  Eka-vastra,  as,  a,  am,  having  only 

one  garment,  in  one  dress.  —  Ekavastra-td,  f.  the 
state  of  having  only  one   garment.  ••  Ekavastra- 
samvlta,  as,  d,  am,  clothed  in  one  garment.  —  Eka- 
vantrdrdha-samvita,  as,  a,  am,  clothed  in  half  a  si  ngle 

garment.  —  Eka-vdkya,  am,  n.  one  opinion.  —  Eka- 
vdkya-td,  f.  unanimity,  —  Ekavdna-vat,  ind.  as  one 
arrow.  -  Eka-vdda,  as,  m.  a  musical  instrument,  a 

kind  of  drum  or  tabor.  —  Eka-vddyd,  f.,  Ved.  a  kind 
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of  imp  or  demon.  —  Eka-varam  or  eka-rare,  ind. 
only  once,  at  once,  at  one  time,  suddenly.  —  Eta- 
vasft,  as,  a,  am,  having  one  house  or  one  residence. 

—  Eka-vdsas,  as,  at,  as,  having  only  one  garment, 
in  one  dress.  —  Ekavintta,  a«,  i,  am,  the  twenty- 
first  ;  consisting  of  twenty-one ;  connected  with  the 
Ekavinsa-stoma ;  (as),  m.  the  EkavinSa-stoma ;  N.  of 
one  of  the  six  Prishthya-stomas.  —  Ekavin$aka ,  a<,  /, 
ant,  the  twenty-first ;  containing  twenty-one.  —  Eka- 

vtniat,  t,  or  eka-vins'ati,  is,  f.  twenty-one,  a  com- 
bination or  collection  of  twenty-one.  —  Ekavinxitti- 

tama,  as,  I,  am,  the  twenty-first.  —  EkamniSati-dhd, 
ind.   twenty-one-fold,  in  twenty-one   parts.  —  Eka- 
vinia-mt,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  connected  with  the  Eka- 
vinsVstoma.  —  Ekariufa-itoma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  Stoma 

consisting  of  twenty-one  parts.— Eka-vidha,  as,  a, 
am,  of  one  kind,  simple.  ••  Eka-fiMana,  as,d,am, 
one-eyed ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  fabulous  race  of  people. 
—  Ekavishayin,  I,  m.  having  one  common  object  or 
end,  a  rival.  —  Eka-vira,  as,  m.  a  pre-eminent  hero 
or  warrior ;  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Eka-vHksha,  as,  m.  an 
isolated  tree ;  a  desert  place  in  which  but  one  tree  is 

seen  for  four  Kros'as.  —  Eka-vrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  simple. 
—  Eka-vrinda,  as,  m.  a  peculiar  disease  of  the 
throat.  —  Eka-vfisha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  chief  bull, 
the  master  of  the  herd.  —  Eka-veiii,  is  or  I,  f.  a  single 
braid  of  hair  (worn  by  a  woman  as  a  mark  of  mourn- 

ing for  an  absent  husband  &c.1 ;  a  woman  whose 
hair  is  tied  in  a  single  braid.  —  Eka-veiman,  a,  n.  a 
solitary  house  or  loom.  —  Eka-vyavasdyin,  i,  m. 
following  the  same  employment.  —  Eka-vrdtyn,  as, 
m.,Ved.  the  chief  or  principal  VrJtya.  —  Eka-tata, 
am,  n.  lot;  (as,  i,  am),  the  lOist.  —  Ekafata- 

tama,  as,  »,  am,  the   loist.—Ekas'ata-tlha,  ind. 
loi-fold;   in  101   parts.  — Ekatiata-vidha,  as,  a, 
am,  loi-fold.  —  Eka-iapKa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  whole- 
hoofed,   not   cloven-hoofed ;    (as  or  am),   m.  n. 
any  animal  whose  hoof  is  not  cloven  ;   (a*),  m. 

a  horse.  —  Eka-s"arana,  am,  n.  one  only  hope  or 
refuge,  especially  applied  to  a  deity.  —  Eka-^arira, 
as,  a,  am,  of  one  body  or  blood ;  consanguineous. 

—  Ekaiariranvaya  fVa-on0),  as,  m.  consangui- 
neous descent.  —  EkafarirdranibJia  (°ra-dr°),  as, 

m.  commencement  of  consanguinity  by  the  union  of 

father  and  mother.  —  Eka-farirdvayava  (°ra-av°), 
as,  m.  a  descendant  in  a  right  line,  a  blood-kinsman. 

—  Ekafarirdvayara-tea  (°ra-av"),  am,  n.  con- 
sanguineous descent  or  connection.  —  Eka-ddkha,  as, 

m.  a  BrShman  of  the  same  branch  or  school.  —  Eka- 

fdla,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Elia-tfiti-pad,  pat, 
padi,  pat,  Ved.  having  one   white   foot.  —  Eka- 
ilnhan,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  having  the  face  turned  towards 

the  same   place.  —  Ekafila-samatara,  as,  a,  am, 
one  who  leads  one  manner  of  life,  whose  manners 

are  always  the  same.  —  Eka-tunga,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 

having  one  sheath.  —  Eka-s"ringa,  as,  a,  am,  having 
only  one  horn  ;  (as),  m.  a  unicorn,  a  rhinoceros,  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu ;  (as),  m.  a  class  of  Pitris ;  (d),  f., 

N.  of  the  mind-born  daughter  of  the  Pitris  called 
Sukslas.  —  Eka-iepa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Eka- 

iesha,  as,  m. '  the  remainder  of  one  only,'  a  term  in 
grammar  denoting  that  of  two  or  more  words  only 
one  remains  or  is  retained  (e.  g.  the  dual  r a  mini  is 
the  one   remainder  of  rdmah  +  rdmah).  —  Eka- 
truta,  as,  a,  am,  once  heard.  —  Ekaimia-dhara, 
as,  a,  am,  keeping  in  mind  what  one  his  heard 
once.  —  Ekadrutailhara-tva,  am,  n.  state  of  such  a 
person.  —  Eka-drutl,  is,  f.  the  hearing  of  only  one 
sound,  monotony ;  the  neutral  accentless  tone ;  (t), 
ind.  in  a  monotonous  manner.  —  Eka-driwh/i,  is,  is, 
i,  Ved.  obedient  to  one  command.  —  Ekashashta, 
ai,  i,  am,  the  sixty-first ;  connected  with  sixty-one. 
-  Eka-sliashti.   is,   f.   sixty-one.  _  Ekashashti- 
tama,  as,  I,  am,  the  sixty-first.  —  Ekasaptata,  as,  i, 
am,  the  seventy-first.  —  Eka-iaptati,  it,  f.  seventy- 
one.  —  EkaJ>a)ilati-tama,  as,  i,  am,  the  seventy- 
first.  —  Klia-nabha,  am,  n.  a  common  or  general 
place  of  meeting.  —  Eka-sarga,  as,  a,  am,  closely 
attentive,  having  the  mind  intent  upon  one  object. 
—  Et;a-sahaera,  am,  n.  i  oo  i .  —  Eka-sakthika,  as, 
SL,  am,  witnessed  by  one.  —  Eka-sartham,  ind.  to- 

gether, in  one  company.  —  Eka-sutra,  am,  n.  a 
small  double  drum  played  by  a  string  and  ball  at- 

tached to  the  body  of  it.  —  Eka-sunu,  us,  m.  an 

only  son.  —  Eka-stoma,  as,  m. '  consisting  of  one 
Stoma,'  N.  of  a  Sonia  ceremony.  —  Eka-st/ui,  at,  a, 
am,  standing  together,  remaining  in  one  place,  re- 

maining in  the  same  place,  conjoined,  collected, 
combined,  assembled.  —  Eka-xtlidna,  am,  n.  one 
place,  the  same  place.  —  Eka-hansa,  as,  m.  the 
chief  or  highest  Hansa  (an  allegorical  designation  of 
the  soul) ;  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Eka-hayana,  as,  I,  am, 
one  year  old  ;  (t),  f.  a  heifer  one  year  old  ;  (am),  n. 

the  period  of  one  yesu.  —  Ekdns"a  (eka-an°),  as,  m. 
a  distinct  or  separate  part,  a  part  in  general.  —  Eka- 

Jcsha  (eka-ak°),  as,  i,  am,  having  only  one  axle ; 
one-eyed ;  having  an  excellent  eye ;  (as),  m.  a  crow ; 
an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  D5nava.  —  Ekakshara 

(eka-ak°),am,  n.  a  monosyllable;  the  sacred  mono- 
syllable om.  —  Ekdkshara-kosha,  as,  m.  a  vocabulary 

of  monosyllabic  words  by  Purushottamadeva.  —  Ekd- 
kshara-ganapati-stotra,  am,  n.  a  hymn  in  honour  of 
Ganesa,  a  portion  of  the  Rudrayamala.  —  Ekaltshari- 
bhava,  as,  m.the  production  of  only  one  syllable,  con- 

traction. —  Ekdgra  (eka-ag°),  as,  d,am,  having  one 
point,  fixing  one's  attention  on  only  one  point  or 
object,  closely  attentive,  intent ;  undisturbed,  unper- 
plexed ;  known,  celebrated ;  single-pointed ;  (as),  m. 
(in  mathematics)  the  whole  of  the  long  side  of  a  figure 
which  is  subdivided.  —  Ekdgra-titta,  as,  d,  am, 

having  the  mind  intent  on  one  object.  —  Ekagra- 
tas,  ind.  with  undivided  attention.  —  Ekdgra-td,  f. 
or  ekdgra-tva,  am,  n.  intentness  in  the  pursuit  of 
one  object,  close  and  undisturbed  attention.  —  Ekd- 

gra-drishti,  is,  is,  i,  fixing  one's  eyes  on  one  spot. 
—  Ekdgra-manas,  as,  n.  intentness.  —  Ekdgrya, 
as,  d,  am,  closely  attentive ;  (am),  n.  dose  attention. 

—  Eltdnga  (eka-an°),  am,  n.  a  single  member,  a 
single   part ;    (as),   m.   a  body-guard ;    the   planet 
Mercury ;  the  planet  Man  ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ; 

(am),  n.  sandal-wood.  —  Eltangikd,  f.  a  preparation 
made  with  sandal-wood.  —  Ekdtapatra   (eka-af), 
as,  a,  am,  characterized  by  one  umbrella  (said  of 
universal  sovereignty  having  an  umbrella  as  one  of 
its  insignia).  —  Ekdtma-td,  (.  the  unity  of  spiritual 
essence,  the  doctrine  of  one  universal  spirit.  —  Ekdt- 

man  (eka-dt°),  d,  m.  the   one  spirit;    (a,  a,  a), 
depending  solely  on  self,  solitary.  -•  Ekdtmya,  as,  d, 
am,  only,  alone,  homogeneous.  —  Ekddaia,  as,  i, 
am,  the  eleventh ;  consisting  of  eleven,  lasting  eleven 
months ;  (i),  f.  the  eleventh  day  of  the  half  month, 

especially  sacred  to  Vishnu,  when  fasting  is  very  effi- 
cacious ;  presentation  of  offerings  to  deceased  ancestors 

or  Pitris  on  the  eleventh  day  after  his  decease,  on 
which  occasion  Brahmans  are  fed  and  the  period  of 
impurity  for  a  BrShman  terminates;  (am),  n.  the 
number  eleven.  —  Ekdda^aka,  as,  d,am,  consisting 
of  eleven,  consisting  of  eleven  parts ;  (am),  n.  the 
number    eleven.  —  Ekadada-kritvas,    ind.    eleven 

times.  —  Eka-das'an,  a,  pi.  eleven.  — Ekddafama, 
as,  I,  am,  the  eleventh.  —  Ekddaila-vidha,  as,  d, 
am,  eleven-fold.  —  Ekddaidha  C^a-aha),  as,  m.  a 
sacrifice  lasting  eleven  days.  —  Ekddaiin,  t,  ini,  i, 
consisting  of  eleven ;  (ini),  f.,Ved.  the  number  eleven. 
—  KI;<itlttsina,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  eleven  (?). 

—  Kkatlati-taitva,  am,  n.  part  of  the  Smriti-tattva. 

—  Kl;aiias'i-vrata,am,  n.  fasting  on  the  eleventh  day. 
—  Ekddadattama  (°^a-ut°),  as,  m.  chief  of  eleven ; 
epithet  of  S"iva  (chief  among  the  eleven  Rudras). 
—  Kkiideia  (eia-dcP ),  as,  m.  one  substitute  for  two 
or  more  letters  (e.  g.  one  vowel  substituted  for  two 
other  vowels  either  by  the  blending  of  the  two  vowels 
together  or  by  the  dropping  ofone).  —  Ekddhtpati 

(rka-adh°),   is,  m.    a    sole   monarch.  —  Ehiinu ndd 
(eka-an-anta),  f.  'the  only  (day)  receiving  no  part 

(of  the  moon),'  an  epithet  of  Kuhu  or  the  day  of  the 
new  moon  personified  as  a  daughter  of  An-giras  and 
identified  with  Durg3,  bom  together  with  Krishna, 

worshipped   with   Krishna  and   Baladeva.—  Ekamis- 

dis/ita  (eka-an '),  am,  n.  (scil.  irdddha)  a  funeral 
ceremony  performed  for  only  one  ancestor  recently 
dead ;  (as,  d,  am),  left  as  a  funeral  feast ;  one  who 

ekaha. 

has  recently  partaken  of  it.  —  Ekdnta  (eka-an9),  of, 
m.  the  only  end  or  aim,  exclusiveness ;  a  lonely,  re- 

tired or  secret  place ;  devotion  to  one,  worship  of 
one  being,  Unitarian  doctrine,  monotheism ;  (am  or 

enaore),  ind.  solely,  only  exclusively,  absolutely;  ne- 
cessarily ;  alone,  apart,  privately  ;  much,  exceedingly  ; 

(as,  d,  am),  directed  towards  one  point  or  object ; 
worshipping  only  one ;  excessive ;  solitary,  lonely, 
retired ;  aside,  apart.  —  Ekdnta-kamna,  as,  d,  am, 
very  compassionate,  weakly  charitable.  —  Ekdnta-tas, 
ind.  solely,  only  exclusively,  apart;  see  ekdntam. 
—  Ekdnta-tva,  am,  n.  exclusive  worship.  —  Ekdnta- 

duhsliamd  (°dus-samd),  f.  'containing   only  bad 
years,'  with  Jainas  an  epithet  of  two  spokes  in  the 
wheel  of  time,  the  sixth  of  the  Avasarpini  and  the 
first  of  the  Utsarpinl.  —  Ekdnta-bhuta,  as,  d,  am, 
being  alone  or  solitary.  —  Ekdnta-mati,  is,  is,  i, 

devoted  to  one  object.  —  Ekdntara  (eka-an°),  as, 
d,  am,  separated  by  one  intermediate  member,  next 
but  one.  —  Ekdnta-raj,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-satlva. 
"Ekdnta-vihdrin,  i,  itii,  i,  a  solitary  wanderer. 

—  Ekanta-suxkama  (°su-samd),  f.  'containing  ex- 
clusively good  years,'  with  Jainas  an  epithet  of  two 

spokes  in  the  wheel  of  time,  the  first  of  the  Avasar- 
pini and  the  sixth  of  the  Utsarpinl.  —  Ekdnta-sthita, 

as,  d,  am,  staying  or  remaining  alone  or  apart. 
—  Ekdntika,  as,  d,  am,  final,  conclusive.  —  Ekanti- 
ka-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  devoted  to  one  object. 
—  Ekanti-tva,  am,  n.  devotion  to  one  (with  loc.). 
—  Ekdntin,  t,  ini,  i,  devoted  to  only  one,  having 
the  mind  fixed  on  only  one  object,  worshipping  only 

one  (with  gen.).  —  Ekdnna  (eka-an°),  am,  n.  one 
and  the  same  food ;  (as),  m.  a  mess-mate.  —  Ekdnna- 
b/MJ,k,  m.  a  mess-mate.  —  Ekdnnddin  (eka-anna- 

dd°),  i,  ini,  i,  eating  a  supply  of  food  from  one 
person  on\y.  —  Ekdbdd  (eka-ab°),  f.  a  heifer  one 
year  old.  —  Ekayana  (eka-ay°),  am,  n.  a  lonely, 
retired  place ;    a  meeting-place ;   rendezvous  of  all 
thoughts,  union  of  thoughts ;  devotion  to  one,  doc- 

trine  of  unity,  monotheism ;    N.  of  a   S'Skhfi   or branch  of  the  Veda ;  (as,  d,  am),  passable  for  only 

one,  as  a  foot-path ;  fixing  one's  thoughts  on  one 
object,  closely  attentive,  intent.  —  Ekdyana-gata,  as, 
d,  am,  one  who  has  fixed  all  his  thoughts  on  one 

object.  —  Ekdyu,  (eka-dyu),  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  assem- 
bling or  collecting  all  living  beings ;  the  first  living 

being;    (SJy.)   providing  the  most   excellent  food. 
—  Ekdrnava  (eka-ar°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  general 
inundation.  —  Ekdrtha  (eka-ar°),  as,  m.the  same 
object ;  (as,  d,  am),  having  one  or  the  same  aim  or 
object ;  having  one  meaning ;  N.  of  a  glossary ;  ex- 

pressing one  thing,  forming  only  one  notion.  —  Ekir- 
tha-td,  (.  or  ekdrtha-tva,  am,  n.  state  of  having 
only  one  aim  or  object.  —  Ekartha-samupeta,  as, 
a,  am,  arrived  at  one  object.  —  Ekdrthi-bftdva,  as, 

m.  the  having  one  meaning.  —  Ekdrama  (eka-av°), 
as,  d,  am,  inferior  or  less  by  one.  —  Ekdraynva 

(cka-av°),  as,  d,  am,  made  up  of  the  same  mem- 
bers or  constituent  parts.  —  Ekdvall  (eka-dv°),  f.  a 

single  line,  a  single  string  of  pearls,  beads,  flowers, 
&c. ;  (in  rhetoric)  a  series  of  periods  in  which  there 
is  a  regular  transition  from  a  predicate  to  a  subject  or 
from  a  subject  to  a  predicate.  —Ekdfita,  as,  i,  am, 

the  eighty-first.  —  EkdiUti  (eka-af),  is,  f.  eighty-one. 
—  Ekdfiti-tama,  ax,  i,  am,  the  eighty-first.  —  Ekd- 

;  ( eka-as"0),  as,  m.  a  solitary  hermitage.  —  Ekd- 
trita  (eka-ds**),  as,  d,  am,  resting  upon  or  clinging 
to  one  object.  —  Ekds'rita-r/una,  as,  m.  a  simple 
attribute  or  predicate,  as  form,  taste,  smell,  &c. 

-  Kl.-iishlahd  (eka-ash°),  f.  the  first  or  chief  Ash- 
takS,  either  the  first  AshtakS  after  full  moon  (  = 
Ashiakd)  or  the  first  AshtakJ  of  a  year  or  a  longer 

period  of  time.  —  Ekdshli,  f.  a  pod  or  one  seed  of 
cotton.  —  Ekdshthila  (eka-ash°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
one  kernel ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Agati  Grandi- 
flora  Desv. ;  (d),  f.  the  plant  Clypea  Hernandifolia. 
—  Ekdsanika,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  eka  and  axana),  hav- 

ing only  one  seat.  —  Elcdha  (eka-aha),  as,  m.  tht 
period  of  one  day ;  a  ceremony  or  sacrifice  lasting 
only  one  day,  a  Soma  sacrifice    in  which  Soma  is 
only  once  prepared;    (am),  ind.   during  one  day. 
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•-Ekaha-gama,  as,  m.  a  day's  journey.  —  Ekd- 
hdra  (eka-ah°),  as,  a,  am,  taking  food  only  once  a 
day.  —  Ekesha  (eka-ishd),  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  furnished 
with  one  pole.  —  Ekaika  (eka-cka),  as,  a,  am,  one 
by  one,  single,  every  single  one ;  (am),  ind.  singly, 
one  by  one.  —  Ekaika-tara,  as,  a,  am,  one  by  one 
(of  many ).  —  Ekaika-vritti,  is,  is,  i,  existing  in 
every  single  one.  —  Ekaika-gas,  ind.  one  by  one, 
severally,  seriatim.  —  Ekaikaiya,  am,  n.  single  state, 
severally ;  (ena),  ind.  severally.  —  Ekaishikd  (eka- 
esh"),  f.,  N.  of  a  medicinal  plant.  -  Ekokti  (eka-uk°), 
is,  f.  a  single  expression,  a  single  word.  —  Ekottara 

(eka-ut°),  as,  a,  am,  greater  or  more  by  one,  in- 
creasing by  one.  —  Ekottarika,  f.  title  of  the  fourth 

Agama  of  the  Buddhists.  —  Ekodaka  (dca-ucf),  as, 
a,  am,  connected  (as  relatives)  by  the  offering  of 
funereal  oblations  of  water  to  the  same  deceased  an- 

cestor. —  Ekodatta  (eka-ud°),  as,  a,  am,  having 
one  Udstta  accent.  —  Ekodilishta  (eka-ud0),  am,  n. 
(scil.  iraddha)  the  Sraddha  or  funeral  rite  performed 
for  one  definite  individual  deceased,  not  including 
other  ancestors.  —  Ekona  (eka-una),  as,  a,  am,  less 
by  one,  minus  one ;  (used  in  composition  with  vin- 
iati  and  the  following  decads,  e.g.  ek<mamniati= 
nineteen.)  —  Ekoiikd,  f.  the  plant  Cissampelos  Hexan- 

dra  (?). — Ekaugha-bhuta  (eka-ogha-bh°),as,  a,  am, collected  into  one  mass,  heaped  or  crowded  together. 
Ekaka,  as,  a,  am,  single,  alone,  solitary. 
Ekata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  deity  [cf.  dvita  and  tritd], 

one  of  the  seven  Dharmarajartvijas ;  N.  of  a  Brihman. 
Ekatas,  ind.  from  one  side,  on  one  side,  on  one 

part ;  singly,  one  by  one ;  used  sometimes  as  an  abl. 

c.  of  eka  (e.  g.  ekato  'pi  paddt,  '  after  the  same 
word');  dkatas — dcatas,  on  the  one  hand— on  the 
other  hand,  on  the  one  side— on  the  other  side,  here 
— there.  —  Ekato-dat,  an,  ail,  at,  having  teeth  on 
only  one  side. 
Ekatra,  ind.  in  one  place,  on  one  spot,  in  close 

connection ;  in  a  combined  manner,  together ;  used 

sometimes  as  a  loc.  c.  of  eka  (e.  g.  ekatra  tare, '  on 
one  hand');  ekatra— aparatra  or  ekatra— anyas- 
min,  on  the  one  side— on  the  other  side,  here — there, 
Ekada,  ind.  at  the  same  time,  at  once;  once, 

sometimes ;  once  on  a  time,  one  day ;  at  one  time. 
Ekadhd,  ind.  simply,  singly;  in  one  way,  to- 

gether ;  at  once,  once. 
Ekala,  as,  a,  am,  alone,  solitary. 
EkajSas,  ind.  one  by  one,  singly. 
Ekdhin,  I,  inl,  i  (ft.  eka  and  rt.  an(J),  alone, 

solitary. 
Eki-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurate,  -kartum, 

to  unite,  associate,  join  together ;  combine. 
Eki-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -vttum,  to  become 

one,  to  join  together,  blend,  combine,  mingle.  —  Eki- 
bhavat,  an,  anil,  at,  blending  together,  contracted. 
—  Eki-bhava,  as,  m.  becoming  one,  combination, 
association ;  common  nature  or  property.  —  Ekl- 
bhdvin,  I,  inl,  i,  relating  to  the  blending  of  vowels 
or  accents. 

Ekiya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  one,  proceeding 
from  one ;  belonging  to  the  same  party ;  a  partisan 
or  associate,  a  companion. 

j^ 

«f«m»n,  «;<*<*,  &c.    See  under  eka  above. 

JTET  eksh  (a-lksh),  cl.  I.  A.  ekshate,  -shitum, 
to  look  at. 

'U  J  ej,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  ejati,  -te,  ejah-6akre, 
\ejtshyati,  ejitnm,  to  stir,  move,  tremble, 

shake ;  A.  to  shine :  Caus.  ejayati,  -yitum,  to  move : 
Desid.  ejijishati. 
Ejaka,  as,  a,  am,  shaking. 
Ejat,  t,  n.,  Ved.  anything  moving  or  living. 
Ejatka,  as,  a,  am,  trembling ;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  a 

land  of  insect. 

Ejathu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  trembling,  shaking  (of  the 
earth). 

Ejana,  am,  n.  trembling,  shaking, 
Ejaya,  as,  a,  am,  or  ejayat,  an.  anti,  at,  caus- 

ing to  shake  or  tremble,  driving  away. 
Ejita,  as,  a,  am,  shaken,  agitated,  trembling. 

Ejitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  shaken. 
Ejitri,  ta,  trt,  tri,  a  shaker,  shaking,  trembling. 

1TRT  eji,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

JJ5*T  ejya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  yaj  with  a), 
Ved.  to  be  offered  (as  an  oblation  or  sacrifice). 

nj  eth,  cl.  i.  A.  ethate,  to  annoy,  resist 
\  or  oppose. 

^T  eda,  as,  a,  am,  deaf;  (as),  m.  a  kind 
of  sheep.  —  Eda-gaja,  as,  m.  the  medicinal  plant 
Cassia  Tora  or  Alata,  used  for  the  cure  of  ring-worm. 
—  Eda-muka,  as,  a,  am,  deaf  and  dumb ;  wicked, 

perverse. Etfaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sheep,  a  ram,  a  wild 
goat ;  a  certain  medicinal  plant ;  (a),  f.  a  ewe. 

Tsp5  eduka,  am,  n.  or  eduka  or  edoka,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  a  building  constructed  of  rubbish,  bones, 
&c.,  or  of  hard  substances  resembling  bones ;  a  wall 
enclosing  bones,  a  tomb,  &c. ;  (with  Buddhists)  a 
sanctuary  filled  with  relics. 

^!J  ena,  as, »,  m.  f.  or  enaka,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  deer  or  antelope,  described  as  being  of  a  black 
colour  with  beautiful  eyes  and  short  legs ;  (in  astron.) 
Capricorn.  —  Ena-tilaka,  as,  m.  the  moon;  (the 
marks  of  an  antelope  being  fancifully  visible  on  its 
disk.)— Ena-drii,  Te,  m.  Capricorn.  —  Eifa-bhrit,  t, 
m.  the  moon.  —  Enajina  (ena-af),  am,  n.  deer- 

skin. —  Eni*pai?ana,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race  (cooking 
antelopes  for  food).  —  Enl-pada,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
snake ;  (i),  f,  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect. 

JTrT  i .  eta,  etas,  eta  or  em,  etam  (said  to  be 
fr.  rt.  5.  i),  of  a  variegated  colour,  shining,  varying  the 
colours ;  (Say.)  going,  flowing ;  (as),  m.  a  deer  or 
antelope;  the  hide  of  one;  a  variegated  colour; 

(m),  (.,  Ved.  a  river. 
Etagva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  of  a  variegated  or  dark 

colour ;  (Say.  also)  going  on  their  way ;  epithet  of 
the  horses  of  the  gods. 

Etaia,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  of  variegated  colour,  shin- 
ing ;  epithet  of  Brahmanaspati ;  (as),  m.  a  horse  of 

variegated  colour,  a  dappled  horse,  especially  the 
horse  or  horses  of  the  sun ;  N.  of  a  favourite  of  Indra, 
who  defends  him  from  Sflrya ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven 
sons  of  Vatarasana,  author  of  two  BUg-veda  hymns ; 
a  Brahman. 

Etaifas,  as,  m.  a  Brahman. 

VJt  2.  eta,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  5.  i  with  a),  arrived, 
come. 

Eti,  is,  {.,  Ved.  arrival,  approach. 
Etya,  ind.  having  gone  near  to  or  approached. 

ITH^  etad,  eshas,  esha,  etad  (fr.  e  with  pro- 
nom.  base  ta.  The  vowel  e  appears  also  in  eka,  eva, 
Sec. ;  and  just  as  the  simple  base  ta  substitutes  sa  for 
the  nom.  sing.  m.  and  f.,  so  da  makes  eshas, 
esha;  but  eta  appears  in  all  the  other  cases,  and  the 
neut.  etad  is  used  as  the  base  to  form  derivatives 

such  as  etadiya  &c.,  and  at  the  beginning  of  com- 
pounds), this,  this  here,  here,  especially  as  pointing 

to  what  is  nearest  to  the  speaker  (e.  g  esha  vanah, 
this  arrow  here  in  my  hand ;  esha  yati  panthdh, 
here  goes  the  way ;  esha  kdlah,  here,  i.  e.  now,  is 
the  time ;  etad,  this  here,  i.  e.  this  world  here  below). 
Etad  is  sometimes  used  in  this  sense  to  give  emphasis 

to  the  personal  pronouns  (e.  g.  esho  'ham,  I  this  very 
person  here)  or  with  omission  of  those  pronouns 
(e.  g  esha  tvdm  svaryam  naydni,  I  standing  here 
will  convey  you  to  heaven  ;  etau  pravishtaa  svah, 
we  two  here  have  entered).  Etad  as  the  subject  of 
a  sentence  agrees  in  gender  and  number  with  the 
predicate  without  reference  to  the  noun  to  be  supplied 
(e.  g.  etad  me  dhartam,  this  [scil.  cow]  is  my 
wealth) ;  but  may  sometimes  remain  in  the  neut. 
sing.  (e.  g.  etad  gurushu,  vrittih,  this  is  the  custom 
among  Gurus) 

Etad  often  refers  to  what  precedes,  especially  when 
it  is  associated  with  idam,  the  latter  then  referring 
to  what  follows  (e.  g.  esha  prathamah  kalpah — 

anukalpas  tv  ayam  jneyah,  this  before-mentioned 
is  the  first  rule,  but  this  following  may  be  considered 
a  secondary  rule). 
Etad  may  be  used  in  connection  with  a  relative 

clause,  in  which  case  the  relative  generally  follows 
(e.  g.  esha  (aiva  gurur  dharmo  yam  pravaksh- 
ydmy  aham  tava,  this  is  the  important  law,  which 
I  will  proclaim  to  you). 
Etad,  ind.  in  this  manner,  thus,  so,  here,  at  this 

time,  now  (e.g.  etat  suptah,  asleep  in  this  manner; 
na  va  u  etad  mriyase,  not  at  this  time  dost  thou 

die). 

Etad  appears  at  the  beginning  of  compounds,  as 
in  the  following  examples.— Etaj-ja,  as,  a,  am, 
arising  from  this.  —  Etat-kdla,  as,  m.  the  present 
time;  (e),  ind.  Bow.  —  Etatkdllna,  as,  d,  am, 
belonging  to  the  present  time.  —  Etat-kshandt,  ind. 
from  this  moment,  henceforth ;  (e),  ind.  now.  —  Etat- 
tulya,  as,  d,  am,  similar  to  this.  —  Etat^prathama, 
as,  d,  am,  one  who  does  anything  for  the  first  time. 
—  Etat-sama,  as,  a,  am,  equal  to  this.  —  Etad- 
atirikta,as,  a, ant,  besides  this.  —  Etad-anantaram, 
ind.  immediately  after  this.  —  Etad-anta,  as,  a,  am, 
terminating  with  this,  ending  thus.  —  Etad-artha, 
as,  m.  this  matter ;  (am  or  e),  ind.  on  this  account, 
for  this  end,  therefore ;  etad-artham — yat,  for  this 
end — that.  —  Etad-avadhi,  ind.  to  this  limit,  so  far. 
—  Etad-arastha,  as,  d,  am,  of  such  a  state  or  con- 

dition. —  Etad-dtmya,  as,  d,  am,  being   in  this 
Atman  or  supreme  soul.  —  Etad-ddi,  is,  is,  i,  be- 

ginning thus,  and  so  forth.  —  Etad-eva,  ind.  this 
very  same.  —  Etad-dvitiya,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
does  anything  for  the  second  time.  —  Etad-yonin,  t, 

irii,  i,  residing  or  having  one's  origin  in  that.— Etad- 
vat,  ind.  like  this,  thus.  —  Etan-na,  ind.  not  so. 
—  Etan-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  this,  of  such 
a  kind;    [cf.  Zend  aiia,  aita;   Old  Pers.  aita; 

Armen.  ais,  aids  Osk.  eiso;  Hib.tse,  'he,  himself ;' 
isa  and  isi,  '  she,  herself.'] 
Etadiya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  this. 
Etarhi,  ind.,  Ved.  (very  often  in  the  Brahmanas), 

now,  at  this  time,  at  present,  now-a-days ;  then  (cor- 
relative to  yarhi) ;  a  certain  measure  of  time  =  fifteen 

tddnlms  or  one  fifteenth  of  a  kshipra. 

Etddriksha,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.,  or  etddris",  k,  fc, 
!;,  or  etddriAi,  as,  i,  am,  such,  such  like;  so 
formed,  of  this  kind,  similar  to  this. 

Etavat,  an,  atl,  at,  so  great,  so  much,  to  many, 
of  such  a  measure  or  compass,  of  such  extent,  so 
far,  of  such  quality  or  kind  ;  often  found  in  connection 
with  a  relative  clause,  in  which  case  the  latter  gene- 

rally follows  (e.  g.  etavdn  eva  purusho  yajjdyatma 
prajeti  ha,  a  man  is  of  such  a  measure  as  [i.  e.  is 
made  complete  by]  himself,  his  wife,  and  his  progeny) ; 

(vat),  ind.  so  far,  thus  far,  so  much,  in  such  a  degree, 
thus,  &c.  —  Etdvat-tva,  am,  n.  quantity,  number ; 

greatness ;  (with  following  yad)  such  a  state  or  con- dition that ;  such  extent. 

t!tt«l  etana,  as,  m.  expiration,  breathing 

out,  discharging  air  from  the  lungs ;  the  fish  Silurus Pelorius. 

JTrJ  etri,  ta,  m.  (rt.  5.  i),  Ved.  going,  ap- 
proaching, asking,  requesting. 

Ema,  as,  m.  or  eman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  a  course,  way. 

JJ'f^ftTJpTfif  edidhishuhpati,  is,  m.,  Ved. 
the  husband  of  a  younger  sister,  whose  elder  sister 
has  not  yet  been  married.  See  didhishu. 

edh  (connected with  rt.nWA),cl.  I.  A. 

(tSLre]yV.)edhate,edhdn-('akre,edhishyate, 
aidhish/a,  edhitum,  to  prosper,  increase,  grow,  be- 

come happy,  grow  strong,  become  great ;  to  extend  ; 
to  swell,  rise  (as  waters) :  Caus.  edhayatl,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  prosper,  increase,  celebrate,  honour  :  Desid. 
edldhishute ;  [said  to  be  related  to  Gr.  olSos,  ol&du ; 

perhaps  also  to  Lat.  aisculus.'] I.  edhatu,  us,  m.  (for  2.  see  endh  next  page),  Ved. 
prosperity,  happiness  ;  a  man  ;  (us,  us,  u),  increased, 

grown. 
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Edhantya  or  edhitavya  or  edhya,  at,  5,  am, 
to  be  increased  or  enlarged. 
Edhamdna,  ae,  a,  am,  prospering,  increasing. 

-Edkamana-dvish,  t,  t,  j,  Ved.  hating  the  pros- 
perous, especially  those  rendered  insolent  by  pros- 

perity ;  (Say.)  hating  the  impious  who  prosper. 
I.  edhaf,  at,  n.  (in  comp.)  prosperity. 
Edha,  (.  happiness,  prosperity. 
Edhita,  at,  a,  am,  grown,  increased. 
Edhitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  inaeasing,  growing,  enlarging. 

JT«T  ena,  a  pronom.  base  (used  for  certain 
cases  of  the  3rd  personal  pronoun,  and  occurring  only 
in  the  ace.  sing.  du.  pi.  (enam,  enam,  enact,  &c.), 
inst.  sing,  (enema,  enayd),  gen.  loc.  du.  (enayoe,  Ved. 
enos)  ;  the  other  cases  are  formed  fr.  the  pronom. 
base  a,  see  under  Warn),  he,  she,  it  ;  this,  that. 
This  pronoun  is  enclitic  and  cannot  begin  a  sentence. 
It  is  generally  used  alone,  so  that  enam  purusham, 
'  that  man,'  would  be  very  unusual  if  not  incorrect. 
Grammarians  assert  that  the  substitution  of  enam 

for  imam  or  etam  takes  place  in  case  of  the  re-em- 
ployment of  these  pronouns  in  the  subsequent  part 

of  a  sentence  ;  see  Gram.  836  ;  [cf.  Gr.  «/,  o?os  ; 
Goth,  aim;  Old  Pruss.  aim;  Lat.  oinos,  units.] 
Ena,  ind.,  Ved.  in  this  manner,  thus  ;  here,  there  ; 

then,  at  that  time  ;  para  ena,  further  on  ;  para  end 
prithivyd,  beyond  the  earth  here. 

£H^  enas,  as,  n.  (fr.  in,  but  said  to  be 
fr.  rt.  5.  f),  mischief,  crime  ;  curse,  unhappiness  ;  sin, 
offence,  fault;  censure,  blame.  —  Enas-vat,  an,  ail, 
at,  or  enas-vin,  I,  ini,  i,  wicked,  sinful,  a  sinner. 

Knasya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  caused  by  crime  ;  sinful, 
wicked,  wrong. 

.     See  under  I.  eta. 

(a-indh),  cl.  7.  A.  endhe,  endhitum, 
to  kindle,  inflame  ;  to  be  inflamed,  to  flame. 
Edha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  simple  rt.  indh),  kindling, 

one  who  kindles,  cf.  agny-edha;  (as),  m.  fuel,  as 
wood,  grass.  Sec.  ;  [cf.  Gr.  aMs.]  -  Edhahara 
(edha-dh°),  as,  m.  one  who  collects  fuel. 

3.  edhatu,  tts,  m.  fire. 
2.  edhas,  as,  n.  fuel. 

^7^  env  (d-inv),  cl.  I  .  P.  envati,  -vitum,  to 
bring  near,  to  bestow. 

^T  ema.     See  under  etri  above. 

*J*ra  emusha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  corrupted  from 

cmusham,  the  part.  pert",  of  rt.  am. 
?^  er(a-tr),cl.  2.  A.  erte,  eritum,to  go  to  or 

into  :  Caus.  erayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  bring  near,  pro- 
cure ;  to  obtain  ;  to  raise  (the  voice  in  singing  &c.) 

^CcR  eraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga  ;  (6),  f 
a  sort  of  grass  of  emollient  and  diluent  properties 
(in  the  Mausala-parva  of  the  MahS-bh.  this  grass  whei 
plucked  by  Krishna  and  his  family  turned  to  clubs) 
(am),  n.  a  woollen  carpet  ;  [cf.  airakya.] 

ttjf  eranga,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish  ;  [cf 
tlanfja.] 

»iMJi  eranda,  as,  m.  the  castor-oil  plant 
Palma  Christ!  or  Ricinus  Communis;   (a),  f.  Ion 
pepper.  —  Erantia-pattrikd,  (.  or  eranda-pTtala, 
the  plant  Croton  Polyandrum. 
Erandaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Ricinus  Communis. 

««i«*  eramattaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man 

^^  eru,  a  word  of  doubtful  meaning  i 
Atharva-veda  VI.  22,  3. 

s,  Desid.  of  ardh,  q.v. 

ervdru,  us,  m.  f.  or  ervdruka,  as,  m 
a  kind  of  cucumber,  Cucumis  Utilissimus. 

«;«  ela,  am,  n.  a  particular  number. 
Elada,  am,  n.  a  particular  number. 

elaka,  as,  m.  a  ram.     See  edaka. 

elanga,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish ;  [cf. raitga.] 

elapura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

elavalu,  n.  or  elavaluka  or  elvava- 
uka,  am,,  n.  the  fragrant  bark  of  Feronia  Elephantum ; 

granular  substance,  apparently  a  vegetable  of  a  red- 
sh-brown  colour  (it  is  used  as  a  drug  and  perfume). 

elavila,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Ku- See  ailavila. 

ela,  f.  cardamoms,  the  seed  of  the 
lettaria  Cardamomum  or  Alpinia  Cardamomum,  it 
jplies  to  both  the  large  and  small  cardamom,  but 

more  commonly  to  the  former ;  N.  of  a  river ;  N.  of  a 
metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  fifteen  syllables  each. 

-Eld-pattra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga.  -  Eld-parn'i, the  plant  Mimosa  Octandra.  -  Eld-pura,  am,  n., 
.  of  a  town. 

Elaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Eltkd,  f.  small  cardamoms. 

JJtTni  eldya  (less  correctly  ildya),  nom. 
'.  elayati,  -yitum,  to  be  wantonly  mischievous  or 

wild  in  behaviour,  to  be  merry. 

elu,  n.  a  particular  number. 
eluka,  N.  of  a  medicinal  substance 

plant. 7£«R  eluka,  am,  n.  probably  identical  with 
duka,  a  wall  enclosing  bones. 

i.  eva  (fr.  pronom.  base  e,  see  etad, 
Zend  aiva),  so,  just  so,  exactly  so  (e.  g.  ya  evedam 

ti  bravat,  who  may  say  'it  is  so;'  in  this  sense eva  =  the  more  modern  word  evam) ;  like  (e.  g.  tvam 
eva  yantd,  a  driver  like  you  ;  but  examples  of  eva 
n  the  sense  of  iva  are  rare) ;  indeed,  truly,  really 

gotten  in  this  sense  found  in  the  Veda  at  the  begin- 
ning of  a  verse  in  conjunction  with  other  particles  of 

affirmation.especially  with  id,  id  nu  kam,  &i,&c.,e.g. 
eveniiu  kam  tatdra,  he  most  certainly  crossed ;  eva, 

iy  asi  liirayuh,  thou  art  indeed  hero-like. 
(In  its  most  frequent  use  of  strengthening  the  idea 

expressed  by  any  word,  eva,  if  translateable,  must  be 
variously  rendered  by  such  adverbs  as)  just,  exactly,  very, 
merely,  only,  even,  at  the  very  moment,  immediately  on, 
scarcely,  still,  already,  &c.  (e.  g.  tavatim  eva  rdtrim, 
ust  so  long  a  night;  evam  eva,  exactly  so;  tan 
eva,  these  very  persons;  natirdd  eva,  in  no  very 
long  time ;  apah  sprishtvaiva,  by  merely  touching 
water ;  japyenaiva,  by  sole  repetition ;  abhuktvaiva, 
even  without  having  eaten ;  iti  vadann  eva,  at  the 
very  moment  of  saying  so;  nninni  kirtita  eva, 
scarcely  had  the  name  been  mentioned ;  sa  jivann 
eva,  he  while  still  living. 
Eea  may  often  be  connected  with  other  adverbs 

in  the  sense  of '  also,'  '  likewise,'  &c.,  as  in  the  fol- 
lowing examples:  tuthaira,  so  also;  tathaim 

ta,  and  so  likewise ;  eva  fa,  and  also ;  (aim,  an< 
also;  eva  rd,  or  also;  na  tv  eva,  but  not  also. 
Grammarians  assert  that  eva  cuts  off  the  final  of  kva 

when  it  follows  that  adverb,  as  kv-eva,  where  pos- 
sibly? i.e.  nowhere.  Lexicographers  affirm  that 

eva  may  imply  emphasis,  affirmation,  detraction, 
diminution,  command,  restraint ;  or  be  used  as  an 
expletive;  [cf.  Goth,  air,  Them,  aiva;  Old  Germ. 
eo,  io;  Mod.  Germ,  je:  perhaps  also  Lat.  &vum; 
Goth,  ibus;  Old  Germ,  ebaner;  Mod.  Germ. 
ebener,  efcen.] 
Evatha,  ind.,  Ved.  indeed,  certainly,  even ;  (S5y. 

either  fr.  rt.  5.  i)  assailing  the  strongholds  of  enemies, 
going  to  war ;  (or  fr.  rt.  av)  protecting,  protection, 
assistance. 

JJ^  2.  eva,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  5.  i),Ved.  going, 

moving,  speedy,  quick ;  (an),  m.  a  course,  way,  (often 
in  inst.  pi.,  e.  g.  sanao"  divam  pari  bhumd  svcbhir 
evair  aktosha  farutah,  from  all  eternity  day  and 
night  move  round  heaven  and  earth  in  their  accus- 

tomed course);  earth,  world?;  (SSy.)  a  courser,  a 

fleet  horse ;  (as),  m.  pi.  way  or  manner  of  acting, 
mode  of  proceeding,  custom,  usage,  habit ;  (Say.) 
desire,  a  hymn  which  goes  or  is  directed  to  the 
object  of  praise  (e.  g.  dbhi  caihte  suro  arya  ei'dn, the  sun  sees  into  the  conduct  of  the  worshipper ;  or 

according  to  Siy.  the  sun  being  a  lord  makes  mani- 
fest or  grants  desires).  When  the  inst.  c.  is  used,  the 

meaning  is  hardly  to  be  distinguished  from  that  in 
the  first  example  (e.  g.  svair  evaih,  in  his  usual  way 
of  proceeding;  purvyebhir  evaih,  in  the  ancient 
mode ;  or  according  to  Say.  with  ancient  hymns). 
—  Eva-yd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  going  in  ways   or 
courses,  i.  e.  either  going  quickly  or  going  the  usual 
way;  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  (Say.)  granting  protection. 
—  Evayd-marut,  Ved.,  (Say.)  N.  of  the  author  of 
a  Rig-veda  hymn,  but  perhaps  rather  an  exclamation 
meaning  either  eva-yd,  i.  e.  '  Vishnu  (cf.  the  pre- 

ceding word)  and  the  Maruts !'  or  '  moving  Maruts.' —  Eva-ydvan,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  going  quickly,  or  going 
the  usual  way ;  epithet  of  Vishnu  and  of  the  Maruts  ; 

(SSy.)  going  with  horses;  granting  desires. 
H  evam,  ind.  (cf.  i.  eva  and  etad),  so, 

thus,  in  this  way,  in  such  a  manner,  such.  Evam  is 
not  found  in  the  oldest  hymns  of  the  Veda,  where  its 
place  is  taken  by  eva,  but  occurs  in  later  hymns  and 
in  the  Brahmanas,  especially  in  connection  with  the 
rt.  vid, '  to  know,'  and  its  derivatives  (e.  g.  ya  eram 
veda,  he  who  knows  so ;  cf.  evam-vid  below).  In 
classical  Sanskrit  evam  ocean  very  frequently,  espe- 

cially in  connection  with  the  roots  vaC, '  to  speak,' 
and  s"ru, '  to  hear,'  and  refers  to  what  precedes  as 
well  as  to  what  follows  (e.  g.  evam  uktvd,  having  so 
said ;  evamevaitat,  this  is  so ;  evam  astu  or  evam 
bhavatu,  be  it  so,  I  assent ;  asty  evam,  it  is  so ; 
yady  evam,  if  this  be  so ;  kim  evam,  how  so  ? 
what  is  the  meaning  of  it  ?  what  does  this  refer  to  ? 
maivam,  not  so !  evam — yathd  or  yathd — evam, 
so— as).  Evam  is  often  used  like  an  adjective  (e.  g. 
evam  te  ratane  ratah,  rejoicing  in  such  words  of 
thine;  where  evam  =  evam-vidhe).  Sometimes 
evam  is  merely  an  expletive.  According  to  lexico- 

graphers evam  may  imply  likeness  (so) ;  sameness 
of  manner  (thus) ;  assent  (yes,  verily) ;  affirmation 
(certainly,  indeed,  assuredly) ;  command  (thus,  &c.) ; 
and  be  used  as  an  expletive.  —  Evam-rupa,as,d,am, 
of  such  a  form  or  kind.  —  Evam-vdda,  at,  m.  such 
an  expression.  —  Eram-vid,  t,  t,  t,  or  evam-widvas, 

an,  uth't,  CM,  Ved.  knowing  so  or  such,  well  instructed, familiar  with  what  is  right.  —  Evam-vidha,  as,  d, 
am,  of  such  a  kind,  in  such  form  or  manner,  such. 
—  Evam-virya,  as,  d,  am,  strong  in  such  a  manner, 
possessing  such  a  power.  —  Evam-writta,  as,  d,  am, 
behaving  or  acting  thus,  of  such  a  kind.  —  Evam- 
vritti,  is,  is,  i,  behaving  thus.  —  Evan-kdram,  ind. 
in  this  manner.  —  Evan-kdla,  as,  a,  am,  containing 
so  many  syllabic  instants.  —  Evan-kratu,  us,  us,  u, 
Ved.  thus  minded.  —  Evan-gata,  as,  d,  am,  being 
in  such  a  condition  or  state,  so  circumstanced,  of  such 

kind;   (e),  ind.  under  such  circumstances.  —  Evan- 
guna,  as,  d,  am,  possessing  such  qualities  or  such 
good  qualities.  —  Eran-duhsaha,  as,  d,  am,  so  hard 
to  bear.  —  Eran-ndman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  so  called. 
—  Evam-avastha,  as,  d,  am,  so  situated.  —  Evam- 
ddi,  w,  i*,  i,  or  evam-ddya,  as,  d,  am,  having 

such  a  beginning,  of  such  qualities  or  kind.  —  Evam- 
prakdra  or  evam-prdya,  as,  d,  am,  of  such  a  kind. 
—  Evam-prabhdva,  as,  d,  am,  possessed  of  such 
power.  —  Evam-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  of  such  quality, 
of  such  a  description,  in  such  a  manner,  so,   such. 
—  Evambhuta-vat,  an,  all,  at,  furnished  with  any- 

thing similar.  —  EvamJthumi,  is,  f.  such  a  place, 

a  place  like  the  one  just  described. 
TT3K.evara,as,d,am  (fr.  I.  eva  and  aram?), 

Ved.  so  prepared,  ready ;  (SSy.)  N.  of  a  man. 

7y^f<<(*  evd-vada,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  so  speak- 

ing, true ;  (as),  m.,  (S5y.)  N.  of  a  man. 
^5  i.  esh  (d-ish),  cl.  6.  P.  e6thati,  aishi- 

tum  or  -ehtum,  to  wish,  desire. 
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Eshta,  as,  a,  am,  desired,  wished. 

^  2.  esh  (d-ish),  cl.  i.  P.  A.,  Ved.  eshati, 
-te,  eshttum,  to  hasten  near  to  or  towards  ;  to  fly  at  ; 
to  attack  any  one  ;  to  endeavour  to  reach  or  gain  ;  to 
desire  ;  to  request. 
Eihti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  seeking  to  go  towards,  desire, 

wish  ;  (Say.)  wishing  ;  (or  fr.  rt.  yaj)  worshipping. 

TTW  3.  esh,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  eshati,  -te,  eshan- 

^  Neofeira,  eshdn-dakre,  esMtum,  to  creep, 
glide  ;  to  go  or  approach  :  Caus.  eshayati,  -yitum, 
to  probe. 

I.  eska,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  gliding,  running  ;   an 
epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  (Say.)  to  be  desired,  desirable  ; 
to  be  obtained. 

^H  2.  esha.     See  etad. 

3-  esha,  as,d,  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  ish),  seeking; 
(as),  m.  running  or  hastening  towards  ;  (according  to 

S3y.  eshe  is  an  inf.  fr.  rt  i,  '  to  go  ')  seeking  ;  wish, 
election  ;  (a),  f.  wish.  —  Eskaiehya  (esfta-esh°),  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  sought,  desirable. 
Eihana,  as,  a,  am,  seeking  ;  (as),  m.  an  iron 

arrow  ;  (am),  n.  driving,  pressing  ;  seeking  ;  probing; 
wish,  desire;  (d),  f.  seeking,  wish,  desire,  begging, 
solicitation,  request  ;  (I),  f.  an  iron  or  steel  probe  ;  a 

goldsmith's  balance,  assay  scales. 
Eshanikd,  f.  a  goldsmith's  balance. 
Eshanin,  i,  ini,  i,  seeking,  striving. 
Eskanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  desired,  desirable  ;  to 

be  aimed  at  ;  (at  the  end  of  a  compound)  relating  to 
medical  examination. 
Eshitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  wishing,  desirous. 
Eshin,  I,  ini,  i,  driving,  impelling  ;  (at  the  end 

of  compounds)  seeking,  desiring,  desirous  of,  wishing 
(e.  g.  hitaiehln,  well-wishing). 
lEshtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sought,   desirable, 
wished. 

Eshtri,  id,  tri,  tri,  seeking,  desiring. 
Eshya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  sought  for;  to  be  in- 

vestigated or  probed. 

<<Hq"lT  esha-nra,  as,  m.  designation  of  a despised  Brahmanic  family.        > 

*t«Hri^  eshyat,  an,  ati  or  anil,  at  (fut.  part. 
fr.  rt.  5.  i),  what  is  to  come,  nature.  —  EshyatkdKya, 
as,  d,  am,  future. 

^?  eha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ih),  Ved.  desirous, 
wishing. 
Ehai,  as,  n.,  Ved.  anger. 

5£fi?  ehi  (imperative  of  rt.  5.  i  with  d), 
come! 

<if\JHN  ehimdya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.,  =  ahi- 
mdya,  q.  v.,  an  epithet  of  the  VisVedevas  ;  (Say.)  of 
all-pervading  intelligence  ;  or  these  deities  may  be  so 
named  because  they  uttered  on  one  occasion  the  words 

'  Come  near,  do  not  go  away'  (ehi  md  ydsih,  See 
Rig-veda  I.  3,  9). 

JT  i .  ai,  the  twelfth  vowel  of  the  alphabet, 
having  the  sound  of  ei  in  Jieiyhth.  —  Ai-kdra,  as,  m. 
the  letter  or  sound  ai. 

%  2.  ai,  ind.  (an  interjection  of  calling  or 
summoning)  Hola,  Ho,  Heigh ;  (and  of  remembering) 
Aye,  Ha. 

«  3.  ai,  ais,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

<!°li«fl  aikadhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ekadhd),  single- 
ness of  time  or  occurrence ;  (am  or  atas),  ind.  at 

once,  together. 
Aikapatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  eka-pati),  the  sovereignty 

of  one,  absolute  monarchy ;  supreme  authority. 
Aikapadika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  eka-pada),  belonging 

to  a  simple  word ;  consisting  of  single  words ;  the  N. 

given  to  the  Naigama  section  of  Yaska's  commentary 
on  the  Nighantavas,  or  collection  of  Vedic  words. 
Aikapadya,  am,  n.  unity  of  words. 
Aikabhdvya,  am,  n.  (ft.  eka-bhdva),  singleness 

of  nature. 
Aikamatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  eka-mati),  unanimity, 

sameness  of  doctrine  or  of  opinion,  agreement,  con- 
sent, concurrence,  confederation ;  (as,  I,  am),  con- 

nected with  sameness  of  opinion. 
Aikardjya,  am,  n.  (fr.  eka-rdj),  monarchy. 
Aikalavya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  fr.  eka-lu. 
Aikas"atika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  eka-fata),  provided with  101. 

Aikas"apha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  elta-s'apha),  produced 
by  or  belonging  to  animals  with  undoven  hoofs. 

Aikas~rutya,  am,  n.  (fr.  eka-s"ruti,  q.  v.),  the  one accentless  monotonous  tone,  monotony. 
Aikasahasrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  eka-sahasra),  pro- vided with  jooi. 

Aikasvarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  eka-svara),  oneness  of 
accent  (as  in  the  case  of  a  compound  which  has  only 
one  accent,  though  the  separate  members  when  un- 
compounded  are  each  accented). 
Aikdgdrika,  as,  1,  m.  f.  (fr.  eka-dgdra),  a  thief,  a 

robber  breaking  into  lonely  houses ;  the  possessor  of 
one  residence. 

Aikdgrya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ekdgra),  intentness  on  one 

object. Aikanga,  as,  m.  (fr.  ekanga),  a  soldier  of  the 
body-guard. 
Aikdtmya,  am,  a.  (fr.  eka-dtman),  unity  of  the 

soul,  unity  of  being ;  oneness  with  the  supreme  spirit. 

Aikddas'dksha,  as,  m.  (fr.  ekadafa  +  aksha),  N. of  a  man. 

Aikddas'ina,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ekadaiim),  Ved.  be- 
longing to  a  collection  or  association  of  eleven. 

AikddMkaranya,  am,  n.  (fr.  eka  +  adhikarana), 
oneness  of  relation. 

Alkdntika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ekdnta),  absolute,  com- 
plete, perfect. 

Aikdnyika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  eka  +  anya),  one  who 
commits  a  single  error  in  reading  (who  makes  one 
thing  another  or  otherwise  than  right). 
Aikdrtkya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ekdrtha),  oneness  of  aim 

or  intention. 

Aikdhika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ekdha),  ephemeral, 
quotidian,  of  one  day,  of  the  same  day ;  belonging 
to  a  ceremony  which  lasts  one  day,  belonging  to  a 
simple  oblation. 
Aikya,  am,  n.  (fr.  eka),  oneness,  unity,  single- 

ness, identity,  harmony,  sameness ;  the  identity  of 
the  human  soul  or  of  the  universe  with  the  Deity ; 
an  aggregate,  whole,  total ;  (in  alg.)  the  product  of 
the  length  and  depth  of  the  portions,  or  of  the  little 
excavations  differing  in  depth. 

TBJ?  aikshava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ikshit),  pro- 
duced from  or  relating  to  the  sugar-cane,  sugary; 

(am),  n.  sugar. 
Aikshavya,  as,  t,  aw,,  Ved.  produced  from  or  re- 

lating to  the  sugar-cane. 
Aikshuka,  as,  i,  am,  suitable  for  sugar-cane; 

bearing  sugar-cane ;  (as),  m.  a  carrier  of  sugar-canes ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  IkshukiyS. 
Aikshubhdrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ikshu-bhdra), 

carrying  a  load  of  sugar-canes. 

<8SI*  aikshvdka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ikshvdku), 
belonging  to  Ikshvaku,  of  the  family  of  Ikshvaku ; 
(as),  m.  a  descendant  of  Ikshvaku ;  epithet  of  Puru- 
kutsa,  and  of  Dasaratha. 
AOcshvaku,  its,  m.  a  descendant  of  Ikshvaku; 

epithet  of  Tris'arrku,  and  of  Rama. 
TW<^  ainguda,  as,  i,  am,  produced  from 

the  Irrguda  plant ;  (am),  n.  scil.  phalam,  the  fruit 
of  the  Irrguda  plant. 

«fWq>  aitthika,  as,  i,  om(fr.  t&Aa),optional, 
voluntary,  arbitrary,  at  will. 

«5  aida,  as,  f,  am  (fr.  idd),  Ved.  contain- 
ing anything  refreshing  or  strengthening ;  containing 

the  word  idd;  (as),  m.  the  son  of  Ids,  epithet  of 

Pururavas ;  [cf.  aila.~\ 
«!S*  aidaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  edaka),  produced 

from  the  animal  Edaka ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  sheep. 

^sfqs  aidavida,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Kuvera;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dasaratha;  also  aitlavila; 

[cf.  ailavila."] «;s<n  aiduka  or  aiduka,  am,  n.  a  wall  &c. 
of  bones  and  rubbish.  See  eduka. 

5?5r  aina,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ena),  produced  from 
or  belonging  to  the  male  black  antelope. 

Adj!l;a,  as,  t,  am,  hunting  black  antelopes,  a deer-killer. 

Aineya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  em),  produced  from  the 
black  doe  or  female  antelope ;  produced  from  any- 

thing belonging  to  a  black  doe  or  female  antelope ; 
(as),  m.  the  black  antelope;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of coitus. 

«:(<!« <IM  aindineya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
S'akhS  or  branch  of  the  Veda. 

«f(ii;i*H  aitaddtmya,  am,  n.  (abstr.  noun 
of  etaddtman) ,  the  state  of  having  this  property 
or  peculiarity. 

<JrH<lai<areya,as,m.adescendantofItara, 
to  whom  the  Aitareya-Brahmana  and  Aranyaka  were 
revealed  ;  (as,  i,  am),  originating  from  Aitareya. 
—  AUareya-brdhmana  or  aitareyaka,  am,  n.  (scil. 
brdhmana)  title  of  a  Brahmana  attached  to  the 
Rig-veda  and  prescribing  the  duties  of  the  Hotri 
priest.  It  consists  of  forty  AdhySyas,  divided  into 

eight  Pandikas.  —  Aitareyopanishad  (°ya-np°),  t, 
{.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad  forming  part  of  the  Aitareya- 
Aranyaka.  —  Aitareyopanishad-bhdshya,  am,  n.  a 

commentary  on  the  last  by  SartkarSc'Srya. — Aitare- 
yopanishadbhdshya-tippanl,  f.,  N.  of  a  commen- 

tary on  the  last  work  by  Anantanandagiri. 
Aitareyin,  i,  m.  a  follower  of  Aitareya,  a  reader  of 

the  Aitareya-Brahmana. 

^n^l  aitas'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni  of  the 
family  of  Aurva  (Bhrigu),  author  of  the  Aitasa- 
pralapa  forming  part  of  the  Kuntapa  hymns  of  the 
Atharva-veda  and  used  with  these  hymns  in  the 

ritual  belonging  to  the  Rig-veda. 

Aitagdyana,  as,  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Aitas'a. Alliiayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

^frl^lfaoh  aitihdsika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  iti- 
hdsa),  derived  from  ancient  legends,  legendary, 
historical,  traditional;  (as),  m.  one  who  relates  or 
knows  ancient  legends,  an  historian. 

4jfrl*l  aitihya,  am,  n.  (fr.  iti-Tia;  see  under 

it{,  p.  139),  traditional  instruction. 

$<j<jjl1«1  aidamyngina,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  idam- 

yuga),  fit  for  this  yoke  or  team. 
*h^  aidh,  f.  or  aidha,  as,  m.  or  aidhd,  f. 

(fr.  rt.  indh  with  a),  Ved.  flaming,  a  flame,  splendor. 

JJT  aina,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

<jr|«  ainasa,  am,  n.  (fr.  enas),  sva. 

<Jr^«4  aindava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  indu),  lunar, 
belonging  or  relating  or  similar  to  the  moon ;  (i),  f. 
the  plant  Serratula  Anthelminthica ;  (am),  n.  the 

asterism  MrigaSiras. 
^•5  aindra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  indra),  belonging 

to  or  sacred  to  Indra,  proceeding  from  Indra,  similar 
to  Indra ;  (as),  m.  the  part  of  a  sacrifice  offered  to 
Indra;  (i),  f.  (scil.  rif)  a  verse  addressed  to  Indra; 
(scil.  dis)  the  east  quarter,  of  which  Indra  is  regent 
(e.  g.  aindryam  di£i,  in  the  east) ;  the  eighteenth 
lunar  mansion ;  the  eighth  day  in  the  second  half  of 
the  month  Margaslrsha,  and  of  the  month  Pausha ; 

Indra's  energy,  personified  as  his  wife  and  by  some 
identified  with  DurgS ;  epithet  of  Durga ;  misfortune, 
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misery  (personified)  ;  N.  of  a  plant,  a  kind  of  cucum- 
ber, Cucumis  Madraspatanus  ;  (am),  n.  the  eighteenth 

lunar  mansion  (jyeshthd)  ;  wild  ginger. 

Aindrajalika,  a»,  i,  am  (ft.  indra-jdla),  familiar 
with  or  relating  to  magic,  magical,  deceptive,  illusory; 
(at),  m.  a  juggler. 
Atndraturlya,  as,  i,  am,  a  libation  (graha)  &c., 

the  fourth  part  of  which  is  offered  to  India. 

Aindradyumna,  an,  «,  am,  relating  to  Indra- 
dyumna;  N.  of  a  country. 

Aindraluptika,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  indra-lupta), 
afilicted  with  morbid  baldness  of  the  head. 

Aindravdyava,at,  i,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  Indra 
and  V3yu. 
Alndratira,  at,  m.  a  species  of  elephant. 
Aindrdgna,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  sacred  to  or  belonging 

to  Indra  and  Agni,  proceeding  from  Indra  and  Agni. 
Aindrdnairrita,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  Indra 

and  Nirriti. 

Aindrdpatahna,  at,  i,  am,  belonging  to  Indra 
and  Pushan. 
AitulrdbdrJuupatya,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  Indra 

and  Brihaspati. 
Aindrdmdruta,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  Indra  and 

the  Maruts. 

Aindrdyudha,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  Indra's  bow or  the  rainbow. 
Airtdrdvaruna,  as,  i,  am,  sacred  to  Indra  and 

Varuna. 

Aindrdvaishiiava,  a>,  i,  am,  belonging  to  Indra 
and  Vishnu. 

Aindrdsaumya,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  Indra 
and  Soma. 

Aindri,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Jayanta,  the  son 
of  Indra  ;  N.  of  Arjuna  ;  N.  of  the  monkey-king 
Bali  ;  a  crow. 
Aindrtya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  indriya  and  connected 

with  tndra,  q.  v.),  relating  to  or  belonging  to  the 
senses,  sensual  ;  perceptible,  perceived,  present  ;  (am), 
n.  the  world  of  the  senses  ;  a  section  of  the  Ayur- 
veda  treating  on  the  senses. 
Aindriyaica,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  senses; 

perceptible. 
Aindriye-dte,  is,  u,  i,  thinking  only  of  sensual 

pleasure. 

^•Mtf  aindhana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  indhana), 
consisting  of  fuel  ;  an  epithet  of  the  sun. 

^HTTfT  alhhuvata,  as,  m.  (fr.  ibha-vat),  a 
patronymic  of  Pratldaria. 

aibhl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  ;  =  ibhyd  ? 

aiyatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  iyat),  quantity, 
number,  value. 

«:v»i<;  airammada,  as,  ta.  (fr.  irammada), 
a  patronymic  of  Deva-muni,  author  of  a  Rig-veda 
hymn. 

Airammadlya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sea  in  BrahmS's world. 

airdvana,  as,  m.  (fr.  ira-van  = 

ira-vat,  'possessed  of  or  proceeding  from  water'), 
N.  of  a  king  of  the  Nigas  ;  Indra's  elephant,  pro- 

duced at  the  churning  of  the  ocean. 
Airavata,a>.  m.  a  patronymic  of  a  fabulous  serpent- 

like  being  called  Dhrita-rashtra  ;  a  serpent,  one  of  the 
chiefs  of  the  Nagas  or  serpent-race,  inhabiting  the 
lower  world  or  Paula  ;  N.  of  the  elephant  of  Indra, 
produced  at  the  churning  of  the  ocean,  and  the  pro- 

totype of  the  elephant  race,  considered  also  as  the 
elephant  of  the  east  quarter  ;  [cf.  ndga,  which  means 
both  serpent  and  elephant]  ;  an  excellent  elephant  ; 
(as,  am),  m.  n.  a  kind  of  rainbow,  considered  as  the 
long  and  unbent  bow  of  Indra  ;  a  kind  of  lightning  ; 
(at),  m.  the  orange  tree  ;  another  tree,  Artocarpus 
Lacucha;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  vast  and  waterless 
region  ;  (ant),  n.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Varsha  ;  N.  of  the 
northern  path  of  the  moon  ;  the  fruit  of  the  tree 

Artocarpus  Lacucha;  (f),  f.  the  female  of  Indra's 
elephant  ;  lightning  ;  N.  of  a  plant  ;  N.  of  the  Ravi 

river  in  the  Parijib  ;  N.  of  a  particular  portion  of  the 
moon's  path. 

TTfaj  airina,  am,  n.  (fr.  irina),  fossil  or 
rock  salt. 

^T*t  aireya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ira),  a  spirituous 
liquor. 

$W?  airmya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  irma),  good  for 
healing  wounds,  (a  plaster  &c.) 

F55  at/a,  as,  m.  (=  a'ula),  N.  of  Pururavas 
as  son  of  Ila;  (am),  n.  a  particular  number.  —  Ada- 
dhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

<Jc-H  ailaba,  as,  m.,  Ved.  noise,  roaring, 
cry.  —  Ailaba-kdra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  making  a  noise, 

roaring  (epithet  of  Rudra's  dogs). 

<Jrt*J<^  ailabnda,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  bringing 
food  ;  (perhaps  related  to  ailaba.) 

4t  ailavdluka,  am,  n.  a  perfume. 
See  i  'iinil  it. 

^rff^oi  ailavila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Kuvera  as 
son  of  IlavilS  ;  (also  aidavida,  aidavila,  and  da- 
vila)  ;  N.  of  a  king. 

^rJM  ailusha,  as,  m.  (fr.  iKsha),  a  patrony- 
mic of  Kavasha,  the  author  of  two  Rig-veda  hymns. 

7>r4M  aileya,  am,  n.  a  perfume  ;  =  elavalu. 

^1  ais'a,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  &a),  proceeding  from 
or  relating  to  Siva  ;  divine,  supreme,  regal. 

Attaint,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  liana),  belonging  to  Siva  ; 

(f),  f.  (scil.  dif)  the  quarter  of  Siva,  the  north-east 
quarter.  —  Ai£&na-ja,  as,  m.  pi.  =  iidna-ja,  q.  v. 
Aulika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  Siva;  divine, 

heavenly;  royal,  regal. 

Aifvara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ifoara),  fit  for  or  belong- 
ing to  or  produced  by  a  master,  or  by  the  supreme 

lord  ;  mighty,  majestic  ;  divine,  relating  to  God  ; 
supreme,  royal  ;  belonging  to  Siva. 
Aidvarika,  as,  m.  (with  Buddhists)  a  theist. 
Aiivarya,  am,  n.  power,  might,  sway  ;  dominion; 

supremacy  ;  superhuman  power  ;  the  divine  faculties 
of  omnipresence,  omnipotence,  invisibility,  &c.  (some- 

times their  number  is  given  as  five,  with  reference  to 
the  five  elements).  —  Aiivarya-vat,  an,  att,  at,  en- 

dowed with  superhuman  faculties,  possessed  of  super- 
natural powers,  connected  with  them. 

«;H*I««  aishamas,  ind.  (ai  related  to  e  or  t 

in  dad  or  idam,  and  jamas  from  samd,  'year'), 
during  this  year,  in  the  present  year  ;  [cf.  Gr.  <TJ)T«, 

Aishamaetana,  as,  i,  am,  or  aishamastya,  as, 
d,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  the  present  year. 

aishdvtra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  esha-vira  ?), 
Ved.  weak,  powerless. 

«!Hl<*  nishika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ishllca),  con- 
sisting of  stalks  made  of  reeds  or  cane  ;  (as),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  people;  aishtkam  parva,  a  section  of  the 
tenth  book  or  Sauptika-parva  of  the  Mah5-bh5rata 

(Adhyiya  10-18). 

vijo(,|(V  aishnkdri,  ayas,  m.  pi.  (fr.  ishu- 
kdra),  N.  of  a  tribe  or  caste.  —  Aishuldri-Wialcta, 
am,  n.  the  country  inhabited  by  this  tribe. 

Ifg'SS  aishtaka,  am,  n.  (fr.  ishtaka),Ved.  the 
sacrificial  bricks  collectively. 

^fifoS  aishtika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  3.  ishti), 
sacrificial,  ceremonial. 
Aishtikapaurtika,  ae,  i,  am,  belonging  to  the 

Ishtiipfirta,  ceremonial  and  meritorious. 

aihalankika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  iha- 

^ojas. 

Aihika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  iJta),  of  this  place,  of  this 
world,  temporal,  woildly,  secular,  local ;  (opposed  to 
amufhmika.) •-  Aihlka-dariin,  t,  irii,  i,  worldly- 
minded,  concerned  about  worldly  affairs. 

loka),  of  this  world,  happening  in  this  world,  terres- 
trial,  sublunary  ;  (opposed  to  paralautika.) 

Wt  i  .  o,  the  vowel  o,  the  thirteenth  letter 
of  the  alphabet.  —  0-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or 
sound  o. 

^ft  2.  o,  ind.  a  vocative  particle,  Oh;  an 
interjection  of  calling,  Ho,  Holla;  of  reminiscence, 
Ho,  Ah  ;  of  compassion,  Ah,  Oh. 

^?ft  3.  o,  aus,  m.  a  N.  of  Brahma. 

^ff4.o(a-«),  only  occurring  inthe  past  pass. 
part.—  I.  ota,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  invoked,  summoned. 

?fr=R  oka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  u6},  a  house  ;  an 
asylum,  a  refuge  (see  oka*  below)  ;  a  bird  ?  ;  [cf.  Lith. 
tikis,  '  a  dwelling  ;'  dkininkasi  :  Gr.  oTxos  belongs 
to  rt.  OTrf.] 

Okas,  as,  n.  gratification,  pleasure  ;  place  of  hap- 
piness or  pleasure,  a  resting-place,  a  home,  house  ; an  asylum,  a  refuge. 

Okivas,  an(irreg.  perf.  part.  Par.?),Ved.  delighting 
in  anything  ;  (SSy.)  meeting  together,  united. 
Okya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  favourable  to  the  (inmates 

of  a)  house  ;  good  for  a  house,  kind  to  a  household  ; 
(am),  n.  gratification,  pleasure  ;  a  comfortable  place  ; 
a  resting-place,  a  house. 

•«n<«llD  okana,  as,  or  okani,  is,  m.  a  bug. 
See  okodani. 

okula,  as,  m.  a  cake  of  flour. 

okodani  or  okkant,  f.  a  bug. 
See  okana. 

^ltT!r  oksh  (d-uksh),  cl.  I.  P.  okshati,  -shi- 

tum,  to  sprinkle  over  or  upon. 

^mij  okh,  cl.  i.  P.  okhati,  okJian-fakara, 
"''  ̂ \okhitum,  to  be  dry  or  arid  ;  to  be  able  or 

competent  ;  to  adorn,  suffice  ;  to  refuse,  prevent,  ward 
off:  Caus.  okhayati,  -yitum:  Desid.  otikhishati. 

••sHum  ogana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ava-gana  ?), 

Ved.  repudiated  by  one's  companions,  solitary,  de- 
spised ;  (S5y.)  collected,  united. 

'iftjfljm  qgiyas  ̂   ojiyas,  comparative  of 

agra,  q.  v. 4(1  1|  ogha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vah),  flood, 

stream  ;  a  torrent,  a  rapid  flow  of  water,  an  inunda- 
tion; a  heap  or  quantity,  flock,  multitude,  abundance  ; 

the  whole  ;  quick  time  in  music  ;  tradition,  traditional 
advice  or  instruction;  [cf.Gr.  tfx*0*  ?]•••  Ogha-ratha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Oghavat  and  brother  of  Ogha- 
vatl.  —  Ogha-vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  a  strong  stream  ; 

(an),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  father-in-law  or  brother-in- 
law  of  Sudars'ana  ;  (tl),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Ogha- 

vat ;  N.  of  the  river  Sarasvati. 
onkdra.     See  under  am. 

oj  (connected  with  ojas  below), 
dL  i.  10.  P.  ojati,  ojitum,  or  ojayali, 

-yitum,  to  be  strong  or  able  ;  to  increase,  to  have 

vital  power. 
^rV»T  oja,  as,  d,  am,  odd  (as  the  first,  third, 

fifth,  &c.,  in  a  series). 

<fH'«x  ojns,  as,  n.  (fr.  uj  =  vaj;  see  ugra), 
bodily  strength,  vigour,  energy,  ability  ;  vitality,  the 

principle  of  vital  warmth  and  action  diffused  through- 
out the  body  ;  virility,  the  generative  faculty;  support, 

stay  ;  (in  rhetoric)  a  form  of  style,  elaborate  style, 
abounding  with  compounds  ;  (in  astrology)  each 
alternate  sign  of  the  zodiac  (as  the  first,  third, 
fifth,  &c.);  water;  light,  splendor;  metallic  lustre; 



manifestation,  appearance ;  ojaia,  with  strength, 
resolutely,  energetically  (sometimes  used  at  the  be- 

ginning of  a  compound,  e.  g.  ojasd-krita,  done  ener- 
getically) ;  [cf.  amitaujas,  uttamaujas,  &c. :  cf.  also 

Gr.  iiytiis;  Zendauso;  Hib.  og,  'young,  juvenile, 
fresh ;'  olg, ' a  champion ;'  oighe, '  entireness,  virginity.'] —  Ojas-tara,  as,  a,  am  (comparative),  more  strong. 
—  Ojas-vat,dn,  att,  at,  otojas-vin,  I,  ini,  i,  vigorous, 
powerful.strong,  energetic;  splendid, bright.  -  Ojasvi- 
td,  (.  strength,  power.  _  Ojo-dd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved. 
granting  power,  strengthening,  possessed  of  strength. 
-  Ojo-bald,  {.  (with  Buddhists)  N.  of  a  goddess  of Bodhidruma. 

Ojasina,  as,d,  am,Ved.showing  strength,  powerful. 
Ojasya,  as,  d,  am,  showing  strength,  powerful. 
Ojaya,  nom.  A.  ojdyate,  -yitum,  to  exhibit 

strength  or  energy,  to  make  effort ;  to  be  strong. 
Ojtshtha,  as,d,  am(regarded  as  superlative  of  ugra, 

q.  v.),  strongest,  most  vigorous  or  vehement. 
Ojiyas,  an,  ait,  as  (regarded  as  comparative  of 

ugra,  q.  v.),  stronger,  more  vigorous  or  vehement. 
Ojman,  a,  m.,  Ved.  strength ;  (SSy.)  speed ;  an 

instigator. 

^7  oda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  minister  of  Pra- 
tapaditya. 

'"'s*  odaka  or  odava,  as,  m.  a  musical 
mode  which  omits  two  of  the  notes  of  the  scale  Ri and  Pa. 

ojas-tara.  ^  auksha. 
an  ornament  of  the  head,  lock  of  hair,  curl ;  tuft  of 
hair  ? ;  (Say.)  a  horn  (fr.  upa-ii  with  a). 
Opa&n,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  adorned  with  curls. 
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F  odikd  or  odt,  f.  wild  rice. 

J  odra,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  and 
country,  the  northern  part  of  Orissa ;  (as),  m.  the 
China  rose.  -  Odra-pushpa,  am,  n.  Hibiscus  Rosa 
Sinensis,  and  its  Rowers. -Odrdkhyd  (°ra-dkh°), f.  the  China  rose. 

^re  odha,  as,  d,  am  (past  pass.  part,  o 
d-mh,  q.  v.),  brought  or  carried  near. 

•3}JI  <l|    °'.'>  cl.  I.  P.  onati,  ondn-cakdra 
^  onitum,  to  remove,  take   away,  draj 

along:   Caus.  onayati,  -yitum,  auninat:    Desid auninishati. 

wftl  oni,  is,  m.  or  f.  (generally  in  du.  i. 
said  to  be  fr.  preceding  rt.),  Ved.  a  vessel  used  in  the 
preparation  of  the  Soma  juice,  and  said  to  consist  o 
two  pieces  (?),  heaven  and  earth ;  preserving  power protection. 

r  i.  ota.     See  4.  o. 

2.  ota,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ve  with  d), 
woven,  sewn  with  the  threads  across ;  [cf.  prota.] 
—  Ota-prota,  as,  d,  am,  sewn  crosswise  and  length- 

wise, extending  to  every  quarter?;  (am),  ind.  cross- 
wise and  lengthwise,  vertically  and  horizontally. 

Otu,  us,  m.  the  woof  or  cross-threads  of  a  web ; 
(us),  m.  f.  a  cat,  (in  this  sense  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  av.) 
In  a  compound  a  final  o  preceding  may  optionally  be 
dropped  (e.  g.  sthiilotu  or  sthulautu,  a  fat  cat.) 

f  otsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Agrahara. 

,  '  odati,  f.  (part,  of  rt.  2.  ud),  Ved. 
flowing  forth,  issuing  out,  rising  upwards ;  epithet  of the  dawn. 

Odana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  grain  mashed  and  cooked 
with  milk,  boiled  rice ;  a  cloud ;  (ni),  f.  the  plant 
Sida  Cordifolia.  When  a  name  is  given  to  a  pupil 
to  indicate  his  attachment  to  any  particular  master, 
orfano  may  be  prefixed  to  denote  that  the  pupil's 
object  is  rather  food  than  instruction  (e.  g.  odana- 
paniniyah,  a  pupil  of  PJnini  whose  object  is  only 
to  be  fed  by  Panini). -Odandhvayd  (°na-dh°)  or 
nctanahva  or  odanikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant. 
Odaniya,  nom.  P.  odanlyati,  -yitum,  to  wish  to 

make  mashed  food  of  anything. 
Odma,  as,  m.  or  odman,  a,  n.  flowing,  flooding ; 

wetting,  moistening. 

^od/tas,  as,  n.  an  udder ;  =  udhas. 

opas'a,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  pat?),  Ved. 

T  om,  ind.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  av;  perhaps 
originally  om,  which  may  be  derived  fr.  am,  and  this 
fr.  a),  a  word  of  solemn  affirmation  and  respectful assent  (sometimes  translated  by  yes,  verily,  so  be  it 
and  in  this  sense  compared  with  Amen).    It  is  placed 
at  the  commencement  of  most  Hindu  works,  and  as 
a  sacred  exclamation  may  be  uttered  (but  not  so  as 
to  be  heard  by  ears  profane)  at  the  beginning  and 
end  of  a  reading  of  the-  Vedas  or  previously  to  any 
prayer.     It  is  also  regarded  as  a  particle  of  auspicious 
salutation  (Hail !).     Om  appears  first  in  the  Upani- 
shads  as  a  mystic  monosyllable,  and  is  there  set  forth 
as  the  object  of  profound  religious  meditation,  the 
highest  spiritual  efficacy  being  attributed  not  only  to 
the  whole  word  but  also  to  the  three  sounds  a,  u,  m, 
of  which  it  consists.    In  later  times  om  is  the  mystic 
name  for  the  Hindu  triad,  and  represents  the  union  of 
the  three  gods,  viz.  a  (Vishnu),  u  (Siva),  m  (Brahms). 
It  may  also  be  typical  of  the  three  Vedas.     Om  is 
usually  culled  pranava,  more  rarely  aksharam  or 
ekaktharam,  and   only   in   later   times   om-kdra. 
The  Buddhists  use  om  at  the  commencement  of 
their  ridyd  shad-akshari  or  mystical  formulary  in 
six  syllables  (viz.  om  mdni  padme  hum).    Lexico- 

graphers affirm  that  besides  the  above  uses,  om  may 
imply  command  or  injunction,  removal  or  warding 
off  (Away !  Hence  I),  and  be  used  as  an  inceptive  par- 

ticle.    Grammarians  assert  that  before  om  a  preced- 
ing a  or  d  at  the  end  of  a  word  should  be  cut  off 

(e.  g.  vijayonkdrah  for  rijayaimkarah  (°ya-on°) thanksgivingfor  victory;  see  Gram.  38.6).  -  Om-kdra, 
as,  m.  the  sacred  and  mystical  syllable  om;  the  ex- 

clamation om;  pronouncing  the  syllable  om;  (d),  f. 
a  Buddhist  Sakti  or  female  personification  of  divine 
energy.  _  Omkdra-grantha,  as,  m.  title  of  a  work 
of  Narayana.  -  Omkdra-tlrtha,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
—  Omkara-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

wT  oma,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  av,  cf.  4.  u),  Ved. 
a  protector ;   any  one  favourably  disposed  (towards 
another) ;  any  one  worthy  of  favour  or  protection. 
Oman,  d,  m.,  Ved.  protection,  assistance ;  favour, 

kindness ;  a  kind  person.  -  Oman-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
Ved.  friendly,  agreeable ;  favourable,  kind ;  satiating. 
Omdtrd,  (.,  Ved.  protection,  assistance,  kindness readiness  to  help. 

Omya,  {.,  Ved.  favour,  protection.  —  Omyd-vat, 
In,  ati,  at,  Ved.  friendly,  favourable. 

•«ilf*ifij  omila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
*lkl»i<*T  orimikd,  f.  title  of  a  section  of 

the  KSthaka  Recension  of  the  Yajur-veda. 

ornu  (a-urnu),  cl.  2.  P.  A.  ornoti  or 
-nauti,  -nute,  -navitum  or  -nuvitum,  to  cover. 

x"<*'  ola  or  olla,  as,  d,  am,  wet,  damp ; as),  m.  an  esculent  root,  Arum  Campanulatum. 
oland,  cl.  10.  P.  olandayati, 

.  -yitum,  to  cast  upwards,   throw 
p ;  (various  readings  have  olaj  and  olj.) 

'.,  d,  ohni,  a  (fr.  osi- 

the  moon  (as  containing  the  herbs  in  its  interior). 
—  Oshadhi-ja,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  born  or  living 
among  herbs ;  produced  from  plants.  -  Oshadhi- 
pati,  is,  m.  a  physician  (master  of  the  medicinal 
plants);  the  moon. - Oshadhi-prastha,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  mythic  town,  the  town  of  Himavat.  -  Oshadhi- 
pati,  is,  m.  the  moon.  —  Oshadhi-mat,  an,  all,  at 
Ved.  connected  with  herbs.  -  OshadhitSa  ("dhi-lia), 
as,m.  the  moon  (presiding  over  the  plants).  -  Oslta- 
dhi-samtita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  impelled  or  influ- enced by  herbs.  -  Osttad/u-sukta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

hymn. ^fta*  osham,  ind.  (fr.  rt.  i.  ush?),  Ved. 
quickly,  immediateiy. 
Oshishtha-ddmu,  a,a,a,Ved.  giving  very  quickly. 

^Tre  oshtha,  as,  m.  (contracted  fr.  ava- 
stha),  the  down-hanging  lip,  i.  e.  the  upper  lip  (op- 

posed to  ad/uira),  a  lip  in  general ;   oshtkau  or 

dvav  oshthau,  du.  the  lips,  the  two  lips;'(i),  f.  a creeper  bearing  a  red  flower,  to  which  the  lip  is  com- 
monly compared   (Coccinia  Grandis) ;   [cf.  bimba  • 

cf.  also  Slav.  Osta,  neut.  pi. ;  Ustna,  f. :  Lat.  ostium.'] In  compounds  a  final  a  or  a  before  oshtha  may  be 
optionally  dropped  (e.g.   bimba  +  oshtha  become^ 
either   bimboshtha  or  bimbaushiha,  'red-lipped,' 
and  the  fern,  of  the  comp.  adj.  may  be  formed  in  'd or  i).-0sh(ha-karnaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  fabu- 

lous race  who  have  their    ears'  and  lips  very  near each  other.  —  Oshtlia-kapa  or  oshtha-prakopa,  a*, 

m.  a  disease  of  the  lips.  -  Oshtha-ja,  as,  d,  am' 
produced  by  the  lips,  labial.  -  Oshlha-jdha,  am   n' the  root  of  the  ear.  -  Oshtha-pallava,  am,  n.  a  lip 
or  the  lips.  —  Oshtha-puta,  am,  n.  the  cavity  made 
by  opening  the  \ips.-0slitha-pushpa,  am,  n.  the 
plant   Pentaptera   Tomentosa.  -  Oshtha-roga,   a*, 
m.  any  morbid  affection  of  the  lips.  -Oehthadhara 
(°tha-adh°),  au,  du.  or  am,  n.  the  upper  and  lower 
lip.-  Oshthopama-phald  (°tha-ttpamd-ph°),  (.  the creeper   Bryonia   Grandis,  whose   flower   resembles 

a  lip. 

Oshthaka  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  =  oshtha  ; 
(as,  d,  am),  taking  care  of  the  lips. 
Oshthya,  as,  d,  am,  being  at  the  lips ;  belonging 

to  or  fit  for  the  lips,  labial  (as  the  sounds  u,  u,  o,  au, 

p,  ph,  b,  bh,  m,  v,  and  the  UpadhmSnTya).  —  Osh- 
thya-yoni,  is,  is,  i,  produced  from  labial  sounds. 
—  Oshthya-slhdna,  as,  d,  am,  pronounced  with  the lips,  as  o  and  au. 

mtBl  oshna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  a,  implying  di- 
minution, and  ushiia),  a  little  warm,  tepid. 

^ft^  oh  (rt.  2.  uh  with  a),  cl.  I.  A.  ohate, 
-hitum,  to  understand,  admit,  receive. 
Oha,  as,  m.  (fr.  2.  uh),  Ved.  meditation;  (Say.) 

bringing,  performing;  reaching.  —  0/ta-brahman, d, 
m.,  Ved.  really  a  Brahman,  a  Brahman  valued  as  one ; 
(Say.)  one  who  has  sacred  knowledge. 
Ohala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Ohas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  idea,  true  notion  ;  (Say.)  praise. 

Ohana,  as,  d,  am,  considering,  reflecting  on. 

htha  =  oshishfha  and   ban),  Ved.   striking   very 
uickly ;  [cf.  oshishtha-ddvan.] 

ta  osha,  as,  m.  (fr.   I.  ush),  burning, 
combustion;    [cf.  Goth.  azg5 :    Angl.  Sax.  asca; 

Old  Germ,  asga;  Mod.  Germ,  asche;  Eng.  ashes'] Oshana,  as,  m.  pungency,  biting  or  pungent  taste, 
sharp  flavour ;  ( e),  f.  a  pot-herb,commonly  called  Purya. 
WHlV  oshadhi,  is,  or  i,  f.  (a  contraction 

fr.  avasa  and  dhi, '  containing  refreshment  or  food?;' 
according  to  PSnini  VI.  3,  132,  the  form  in  I  is  only 
used  for  the  oblique  cases  in  the  Veda ;  but  this  re 
striction  does  not  seem  to  be  universal),  a  herb,  a  plant, 
medicinal  plant;  an  annual  plant  or  herb,  one  that 
dies  after  becoming  npe.-.0ahadhi-garbha,at,  m. 

•^ 

TT  i.  au,  the  fourteenth  letter  of  the 
alphabet,  having  the  same  sound  as  ou  in  our. 
—  Au-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  au. 

w  2.  au,  ind.  an  interjection  of  calling, 
Ho,  Hola  ;  of  addressing,  Oh ;  of  prohibition  and of  asseveration. 

^H  3.  au,  aus,  in.  sound;  an  epithet  of 
Sesha  or  Ananta ;  (aus),  f.  the  earth. 

^r«meir  aukthika,  as,  in.  (fr.  uktha),  a 
Brahman  acquainted  with  the  Ukthas,  reciting  them. 
Aukthikya,  am,  n.  the  text  of  the  Ukthas. 

Aukthya,  am,  n.  a  peculiar  mode  of  recitation. 

auksha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ukshan),  Ved. 

3C 
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relating  to  an  ox,  derived  from  one,  &c.  —  Auksha- 
gandhi,  is,  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 
Aukshaka,  am,  n.  a  multitude  of  oxen. 
Aukshna,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  an  ox,  derived 

from  one  ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  from  Ukshan. 

•«fiWlt|  attkhlya,  iis,  m.  pi.  the  followers 
ofUkha. 

••jfiiJH  aukhya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ukha),  boiled 
or  dressed  in  a  pot. 

^{JttfH  augraseni,  is,  m.  or  augrasenya, 
as,  m.  a  patronymic  ft.  ugra-sena. 

Augratainya,  ai,  m.  an  epithet  of  YudhSms'rau- shti. 

Augrya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ugra),  horribleness,  dread- fulness,  fierceness. 

^fnf  augha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vah),  a  flood  ; 
fcf.  eofta.] 

'HI  -Mail  aucathya,  as,  m.  (fir.  ufathya},  a 
patronymic  of  Dirgha-tamas  of  the  family  of  Ai>giras  ; 
[cf.  iintathi/<i.\ 

iN|P«li<)  auditya,  am,  n.  or  autiti,  f.  (fr. 
tu!ita,},  aptness,  fitness,  propriety,  suitableness  ;  taking 
pleasure  in  anything,  habituation. 

<Ti«t?l'«l*J  auddaihsravasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  uc- 
<'ttih-3ravas),  N.  of  Indra's  horse. 

•>HMM  aujasa,  am,  n.  (fr.  ojta),  gold. 
Aujasika,  as,  I,  am,  energetic,  vigorous,  acting 

with  strength  or  energy  ;  (as),  m.  a  hero. 
Aujasya,  conducive  to  vitality  or  energy  ;  (am),  n. 

freshness  or  vigour  of  life,  energy. 

0!!  aujjihayanaka,  as,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  grammatical  school. 

•flWiitrM  avjjvalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vj-jvala), 
brightness,  brilliancy. 

'snsfq  audavi,  ay  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior- 
tribe. 

A  uilnri  //a,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  this  tribe. 

•fllifHeli  audvpika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  udupa), 
crossing  in  a  boat;  (as),  m.  a  passenger,  one  going 
in  a  raft  or  boat. 

,  audumbara.     See  audumbara. 

audulomi,  is,  m.  (fr.  uduloman), 
N.  of  a  philosopher. 

^1  audra,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  and 
the  country  inhabited  by  them.  See  odra. 

•win  5;  autanka,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to 
Utan-ka. 

•^nriUJ  autathya,  at,  m.  (fr.  utatka),  an 
epithet  of  Dirgha-tamas. 

•wi  PHIS'!  autkanthya,am,  n.(fr.utkantha), 
desire,  longing  for.  —  Autkanthyasvat,  an,  all,  at, 
desirous,  longing  for. 

^          «• 

^IWI^M  autkarshya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ut-karsha), 
excellence,  superiority. 

'win  1*1  auttami,  is,  m.  (fr.  uttama),  epithet 
of  the  third  Manu. 

Auttamika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  gods  who 
are  in  the  highest  place  (in  the  sky). 

'wm«.  auttara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  I.  uttara), 
living  in  the  north. 
Auttampathika,  an,  i,  am  (fr.  utiara-i>atha), 

going  or  coming  in  a  northerly  direction. 
Auttarapadika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  uttara-pada), 

comprehending  the  last  word  or  term  (?). 
Anttararetlika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  the  Ut- 

tara-vedi. 

Auttarditharya,  am,  n.  (fr.  iittnriidhnrn),  star 
of  being  below  and  above. 

Auttardha,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  nttaraha),ofot  belong- ing to  the  following  day. 

Auttareya,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  UttarS. 

auttdnapdda,  as,  and  auttana- 
padi,  {s,  m.  (fr.  uttana-pada),  a  N.  of  Dhruva  ;  {in 
mythology)  the  son  of  Uttana-pada,  and  grandson  of 
the  first  Manu  ;  (in  astronomy)  the  polar  star  or  the 
north  pole  itself. 

lrMfls«fc  autpattika,  as,i,am(h.ut-patti), 
inborn,  innate  ;  natural  ;  produced  at  the  same  time. 

Sir-mil  autpdta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ut-pdta], 
treating  of  portents. 

Autpatika,  as,  i,  am,  portentous,  prodigious,  as- 
tounding, calamitous  ;  (am),  n.  a  portent. 

«tirm<;  autpada,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ut-pdda), 
relating  to  or  treating  of  birth  or  production. 

S!Tlrir<!<*  autputika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  utputa), 

receiving  anything  with  the  mouth  or  beak  turned 

upwards. 
"WT31  autra,  as,  i,  am  (for  auttara  f),  gross, 

rough,  inexact. 

iNlrH  autsa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  utsa),  born  or 
produced  in  a  well  or  fountain. 

'wimPa"*  autsangika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ut- 
sanya),  carried  or  placed  upon  the  hip  or  flank. 

SHicWiJl4  autsargika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ut- 
earga),  that  which  is  abandoned  (utsrijyate)  or 
liable  to  be  abolished  in  exceptional  cases,  but  valid 
generally  (as  a  rule  of  grammar);  general  as  opposed 
to  special,  not  particular,  not  restricted,  abandoning, 
omitting,  leaving  ;  terminating,  completing,  relating 
or  belonging  to  a  final  ceremony  by  which  a  rite  is 
dismissed;  natural,  inherent;  produced  directly  and 
naturally;  derivative.  —  Autsargika-tva,  am,  n.  the 
generality  of  a  rule. 

vi  i  r«f<4  autsukya,  am,  n.  (fr.  utsuka), 
anxiety,  disquietude,  uneasiness,  regret  ;  ardent  desire, 
longing,  eagerness,  zeal. 

'«!<;c*  audaka,as,  i,  am  (fr.  udaka),  aquatic, 
watery,  of  or  belonging  to  water.  —  Audaka-ja,  as, 
a,  am,  produced  by  aquatic  plants. 

Aiulaki,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe. 
Audakiya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  this  warrior-tribe. 

«(!<;(*;};  audanki,  ayas,   m.  pi.,  N.  of  a warrior-tribe. 
Audankiya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  this  tribe. 

'•Jii^^lt  audandana,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ud- 
anfana),  contained  in  a  pitcher. 

vd<;f«ic»  audanika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  odana), 
one  who  knows  how  to  cook  mashed  grain  &c.,  a 
cook  ;  one  to  whom  mashed  grain  is  given  at  regular 
times. 
Audmtya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Mundibha. 

•«r^^l«l  audapana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nda-pana), 
raised  from  wells  or  drinking  fountains  (as  a  tax)  ; 
coming  from  the  village  Udapiina. 

v(i<;»i*fls  audameghlya,  as,  I,  am,  belong- 
ing to  Audameghi. 

'vJil<;<<«ii  audayaka,  its,  m.  pi.  (fr.  ud-aya), 
a  school  of  astronomers  who  reckoned  the  first  motion 

of  the  planets  from  sunrise. 

vii<;U,<*  audarika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  udara), 

greedily  voracious,  gluttonous. 
Avdarya,  being  in  the  womb. 

vil<;c«j  audala,  a  patronymic  from  Udala; 
N.  of  a  Saman. 

wKqifa  aitdarapi,  a  patronymic   from Irda-v3pa. 

Audavapiya,  ai,  a,  am,  belonging  to  Audavapi. 

•«T\<;«)ire;  attdavdhi,  a.  patronymic  from 
Uda-v5ha ;  N.  of  a  teacher. 

vriqf'an  audosvita  or  audastitka,  as,  I,  am 

(fr.  iuIa-M(),  made  of  buttermilk ;  (am),  n.  butter- 
milk with  an  equal  proportion  of  water. 

'STifPJT'T  audasthdna,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ua*a- 
sthana),  accustomed  to  stand  in  water. 

•W^IrM  auddttya,  am,  n.  (fr.  uddtta),  the 
state  of  having  the  high  tone. 

*u^lfV«*  audarika,  (with  Jainas)  the  gross 
body  which  invests  the  soul. 

•sTic;i<<  auddrya,  am,  n.  (fr.  udara),  gene- 
rosity, nobility,  magnanimity,  greatness. 

•stl^lt/)"^  auddslnya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ud-dsina), 
indifference,  apathy. 

Audasya,  am,  n.  indifference,  stoicism,  philosophy, 
solitariness,  loneliness. 

^\^f\.audumbara,as,i,am({T.  udumbara), 
coming  from  the  Udumbara  tree,  made  of  its  wood  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  region  abounding  in  Udumbara 
trees ;  a  form  of  Yama,  the  regent  of  death ;  (as),  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (t),  f.  (scil.  iakha)  a  branch  of 
the  Udumbara  tree;  (am),  n.  the  wood  of  the 
Udumbara  tree  or  a  piece  of  the  wood ;  the  Udum- 

bara fruit ;  a  kind  of  leprosy ;  copper. 
AudumbaraTca,  as,  m.  the  country  inhabited  by 

the  Udumbaras. 
Audunibarayana,  ai,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian. 
Audiimbari,  is,  m.  a  prince  of  the  Udumbaras. 

V^IIHG!  audgdtra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ud-gdtri), 
relating  to  the  Udgatri  priest ;  (am),  n.  the  office  of 
the  UdgStri  priest.  —  Audgatra-sara-naitgraha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  of  Rudraskanda  on  the 

DrShySyana  Sutras. 
•fllriHill  audgrabhana,  am,  n.  (fr.  ud-gra- 

bhana ;  scil.  yajus),  N.  of  certain  sentences  recited 
at  the  DikshS. 

•fll^losii  audddlaka,  am,  n.  (fr.  udddla  or 
uddalaka;  scil.  madhu),  a  bitter  and  acrid  sub- 

stance like  honey,  said  to  be  found  in  the  nest  of  the 
white  ant ;  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 
Auddalaki,  if,  m.  an  epithet  of  SVetaketu,  of 

Kusuruvinda,  and  of  Aruni. 
*!Tle?fiJI<*  auddesika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ud-desa), 

pointing  out,  showing,  indicative  of;  enumerating. 

••.•(l^ry  auddhatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ud-dhata), 

arrogance,  insolence,  overbearing  manner,  disdain. 

••iTl^lfX'*  auddhdrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ud- 
dhara),  belonging  to  a  portion  or  share,  selected, 
portionable,  heritable ;  (aw),  n.  a  portion  or  in- 
heritance. 

<inn«<^  audbilya,  am,  n.  (fr.  udbila),  joy- 

ful excitement. 
•aiSllV.  audbhdri,  is,  m.  (fr.  ud-bhdra),  a 

patronymic  of  Khandika. 
••iTirs-n)  audbhijja,  as,  m.  (fr.  udbhijja), 

N.  of  a  man ;  (am),  n.  fossil  salt. 
AiuUihtda,as,i,am(!T.ud-bhid),  springing  forth, 

issuing  (as  from  a  well) ;  forcing  one's  way  towards an  object,  victorious ;  (am),  n.  spring  water ;  fossil 
salt,  rock  or  sambher  salt. 

Audbhidya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  forcing  one's  way  to 
victory,  victoriousness. 

Vlil  I  g  I  fV  <*  audvdhika,  as,  't,  am  (fr.  ud-vdha), 
relating  to  marriage;  (am),  n.  a  gift  made  to  a 
woman  at  her  marriage. 

<i|V)fl  audhasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  fidhas),  being 

in  the  udder,  contained  in  the  udder  (as  milk). 



audheya. aupoditeya. 

audheya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family; 
N  .  of  a  school. 

«iifl(«(    aunnatya,   am,   n.  (fr.   un-nata), 
height. 

•*Tlfl«  aunnetra,  am,  n.  (fr.  un-uetri),  the 
office  of  the  Un-nerri. 

'fl  m  <*uu  *  aupakarnika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa  + 
karna),  being  near  the  ears. 

aupakalapya,   as,  d,  am   (fr. 
upa  +  kaldpa),  being  near  the  girdle. 

*aiM«lilM  aupakdrya,  am,  n.  (fr.  upa-kdryd), 
a  residence  ;  a  tent. 

vlupaianxinafca,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa-kurvdna, 
q.  v.),  belonging  to  the  Upa-kurv5na. 

•silMMI  aupagava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa-gu), 
belonging  to  Upagu  ;  a  patronymic  from  Upagu. 

Aupagavaka,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  the  Aupa- 
gavas,  coming  from  the  Aupagavas  ;  worshipping 
Aupagava  ;  (am),  n.  an  assemblage  of  Aupagavas. 

aupagrastika,  as,  m.  (fr.  upa- 
tjrasta)  or  aupagrahika,  as,  m.  (fr.  upa-graha), 
an  eclipse,  the  sun  or  moon  in  eclipse. 

m  m  N  I  U,«S  aupa6drika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa- 
fara),  metaphorical  ;  figurative. 

vMH'wa.'^UI'to  aupatthandasika,  am,  n.  (fr. 
upa  +  dhandas),  N.  of  a  metre  of  two  lines,  each 
containing  1  6  +  18  syllabic  instants  or  12+13  feet  ! 
see  Gram.  970. 

aupajandhani,  is,  m.  a  patro- 
nymic, N.  of  a  teacher  ;  also  spelt  aupajandhani. 

aupajanuka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  upa  -+- 
jdnu),  being  upon  or  near  the  knees. 

•si  I  H  n  its  in  aupatasvini,  is,  m.  patronymic 
of  a  RSma  mentioned  in  the  Satapatha-BrShmana. 

%fm<^m  aupadesika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa- 
dexa),  living  by  teaching. 

*  aupadravika,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  upa- 

ilrma),  re'ating  to  symptoms,  treating  of  them. 

'HlujCT  aupadrashtrya,  am,  n.  (fr.  upa- 
drashtri),  Ved.  the  state  of  being  an  eye-witness  ; 
superintendence. 

^TrW*T  aupadharmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  upa- 
(Iharma),  false  doctrine,  heresy;  inferior  virtue. 

•fllUfMcli  aupadhika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa-dhi), 
deceitful,  deceptive. 

xT)<4t)r|q  aupadhenava,  as,  m.  (fr.  upa  + 
dhenu),  N.  of  a  physician. 

viiM<ni  aupadheya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa-dhi), 
serving  for  the  part  of  the  wheel  of  a  carriage,  called 
Upadhi  ;  (am),  n.  the  wheel  of  a  carriage. 

\i  m  r|  i  n  fi  =x  aupanayanika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

upa-ndyana),  relating  to  or  serving  for  the  rite  of 
investiture,  belonging  to  it. 

•w  i  s  1  1  fa  cfi  aupandsika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa  + 
ndya),  being  near  the  nose. 

^frqfJrfVrcS  aupanidhika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  upa- 
nidhi),  forming  a  deposit,  relating  to  a  deposit,  de- 

posited; (am),  n.  a  deposit,  the  thing  pledged  or 
deposited. 

upanishatka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  upa- 
'itishad),  living  by  an  Upanishad. 
Aupanishada,  as,  i,  am,  contained  in  or  taught 

in  an  Upanishad,  scriptural,  theological  ;  (as),  m.  the 
follower  of  an  Upanishad. 

<i3i  mipanlvika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa  + 

niri),  being  near  the  NTvi,  i.  e.  a  cloth  with  which 
women  cover  their  loins. 

aupapakshya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  upa- 

paksha),  being  in  the  arm-hole. 
papattika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  upa- 

patti),  present,  ready,  at  hand,  within    reach,  fit, 
proper,  answering  a  purpose. 

<l  IH  M  I  fin  «•  aupapatika,  as,  i,  am,  one  who 
has  committed  an  Upa-p5taka,  q.  v.;  (am),  n.  title 
of  a  Jaina  Uparrga. 

aupapdduka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa- 

pdrluka),  produced  by  one's  self. 
^nTHW  aupabhrita,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to 

or  being  in  the  ladle  called  Upa-bhrit. 

vnytfHq  aupamanyava,  as,  m.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Upa-manyu  ;  N.  of  Mahasfila  Jfibala  ; 

of  PrS^Inasila  ;  of  a  grammarian. 

vTiH(»i<«  aupamika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  $.upa-md), 

serving  for  or  forming  a  comparison. 
Aupamya,  am,  n.  condition  of  resemblance  or 

equality,  similitude,  comparison  ;  often  used  in  com- 
position (e.g.  an-aupamya,  having  no  equal,  un- 

paralleled). 

XIIM«<H  aupayaja,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to 
the  sentences  called  Upa-yaj. 

•cimfM*  aupayika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  updya), 
leading  to  an  object,  answering  a  purpose,  proper,  fit, 

right  ;  (am),  n.  a  means,  an  expedient. 

•ciiMM^rMqi  aupayaugika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vpa- 
yoga),  relating  to  the  employment  or  application  of 
(a  remedy  &c.). 

WTT  aupara,  as,  m.  (fr.  upara),  a  patro- 
nymic of  Danda. 

1sil<4*jf>iqi  aupardjika,  as,  d  or  i,  am  (fr. 

upa-rdja),  relating  to  a  viceroy. 

vTmfo?  auparishta,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  upa- 
rishtdt),  being  above,  produced  above. 

Auparishtaka,  am,  n.  part  of  the  Kama-sutra,  an 
amatory  work  by  VatsySyana. 

vi  i  ̂̂ (^auparaidhika,  as,  m.  (fr.  upara  + 

edka  .*;  sell,  danda),  a  staff  made  of  the  wood  of  the 
PIlu  tree. 

'jilMCir«i«ii  auparaudhika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa- 
roilha),  proceeding  from  or  relating  to  kindness  or 
favour  ;  opposing,  impeding,  connected  with  or  re- 

lating to  a  check  or  hindrance  ;  (o«),  m.  a  staff  of  the 

wood  of  the  Pilu  tree  (used  in  guarding  the  women's 
apartments  ?). 

VIIMP*  aupala,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  upala),  stony, 
of  stone  ;  raised  from  stones  (as  a  tax). 

aupavasathika,  as,  i,  am,  or 
aupavasathya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  upa-vasatha),  de- 

signed for  or  belonging  to  the  Upa-vasatha;  (am), 
n.,  N.  of  a  Parisishta  of  the  Sama-veda. 
Aupavasta,  am,  n.  (fr.  upa-vasta),  fasting,  a  fast. 
Aupavastra,  am,  n.  fasting  ;  food  suitable  for  a 

fast. 

Aupavastraka,  am,  n.  food  suitable  for  a  fast. 
Aupavdea,  as,  I,  am,  given  during  fasting,  to  be 

done  during  fasting. 

Aupavdsika,  ai,  I,  am,  proper  for  fasting,  able  to 
fast. 
Aupavasya,  am,  n.  fasting. 

aupavdhya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  upa- 
vdha),  designed  for  driving  in  a  carriage  or  for 
riding  ;  (a  carriage)  drawn  for  pleasure  ;  (as),  m.  a 

king's  elephant,  any  royal  vehicle. 

'•sMMfV'^rq  aupavindavi,  is,  m.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Upavindu. 
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aupavesi,  is,  m.  (fr.  upa-vesa), 

Ved.  a  patronymic  of  Aruna. 

Aupavetika,  as,  i,  am,  living  by  entire  devotion 
to  any  employment. 

^rmf^iiW  aupasivi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of 

Upasiva  ;  N.  of  a  grammarian. 

•»ini|£!rMc|i  at/pasleshika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa- 

,  relating  to  close  or  immediate  contact. 
aupasankramana,    as,  i,   am, 

anything   presented  or  proper  to  be  done  at   the 
Upa-san-kramana. ^ 

aupasankhydnika,  as,  i,  am 
(fr.  upa-sattkhydna),  depending  on  the  authority 
of  any  addition  or  supplement,  mentioned  in  one  ; 

supplementary. 

aupasada,  as,  i,  am,  an  Adhyaya 
or  AnuvSka  in  which  the  word  Upasad  occurs  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  an  Ekaha  ceremony. 

^Sl«l*«f'l<*  aupasargika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upa- 

sarga),  superior  to  adversity,  able  to  cope  with 
calamity  ;  portentous  ;  relating  to  change  &c.  ; 
superinduced,  produced  in  addition  to  (or  out  of 
another  disease)  ;  connected  with  a  preposition,  pre- 

positive ;  (as),  m.  irregular  action  of  the  humors  of 
the  body,  producing  cold  sweats  &c. 

•<Himfl5  attpasirya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  upa  + 

etra),  being  near  a  plough. 

•«tiI4*lmn  aupasthdna,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  upa- 
sthdna),  one  whose  business  is  to  serve,  wait  on,  or 
worship. 

Aupasthanika,  as,  i,  am,  living  by  waiting  on  or worshipping. 

Aupaithika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  wpa-st/ia),  living  by fornication. 

Aitpasthya,  am,  n.  cohabitation,  sexual  enjoyment. 

vTi  H«^«I«I  aupasthunya,  as,  d,  am  (ft.  upa  + 
sthuna),  being  near  a  post. 

'.H)M*«<4*fl  aupasvasti,  f.  a  patronymic  of 
a  woman.  —  Aupasvasti-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a teacher. 

aupahastika,  as,  t,  am,  living 
by  Upa-hasta(?). 

•wm^llVcii  aupahdrika,  am,  n.  (fr.  npa- 
hdra),  an  offering,  oblation. 

4HmiVl4i  aupadhika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  upd- 

dhi),  conditional;  pertaining  to  attributes  or  pro- 
perties, an  effect  produced,  a  property  or  quality 

communicated  (as  colour,  taste,  &c.), 

^Umuimch  aupddhydyaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

upddhy-aya),  preceptral,  of  or  relating  to  a  spiritual 
teacher,  coming  from  a  teacher. 

^TlMM^I  aupdnahya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  upd- 
nah),  used  for  making  shoes  ;  to  be  tied  or  bound 
on  (as  grass,  leather,  &c.). 

vi  i  M  i  PM  qi  aupayika  =  aupayika,  q.  v. 

vDmfa  aupdvi,  is,  m.  (fr.  updva),  a  patro- 
nymic of  JSnasruteya. 

iHiMIHH  aupdsaua,  as,  m.  (fr.  updsana; 
scil.  agnf),  the  fire  used  for  domestic  worship  ; 
(scil.  pinda),  a  small  cake  offered  to  the  manes  ; 
(as,  I,  am),  performed  with  the  fire  called  Aupasana  ; 
connected  with  or  belonging  to  worship  or  service, 
devotional,  holy. 

,  a  patronymic  fromUpeya(?). 

aupoditi,  is,  m.  (fr.  upodita), 
Ved.  a  patronymic  of  Tuminja. 

Avpoditeya,  ax,  m.,  N.  of  the  son  of  Upoditi. 
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aum,  ind.  the  sacred  syllable  of  the 
Sodras;  [cf.  om.] 

%rt*f  auma  or  aumaka  or  aumika,  as,  i,  am 

(ft.  wild),  flaxen,  made  of  flax. 
Aumina,  am,  n.  a  field  of  flax. 

^rtol  auraya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ura-ga),  ser- 
pent, serpentine,  relating  or  belonging  to  a  snake  ; 

(am),  n.  the  constellation  ASleshS. 

^ftta  aurabhra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ura-bhra), 
belonging  to  or  produced  from  a  ram  or  sheep  ;  (at), 
m.  a  coarse  woollen  blanket  ;  N.  of  a  physician  ;  (am), 
n.  mutton,  the  flesh  of  sheep  ;  woollen  cloth. 
Aurdbhraka,  am,  n.  a  flock  of  sheep. 
Awrabhrika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to,  produced  by, 

&c.,  sheep  ;  (as),  m.  a  shepherd. 

<fK$l  aurasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  urasa),  an  in- 
habitant of  UrasX 

"•sfnX  i.  aurasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  uras),  be- 
longing to  or  being  in  the  breast  ;  produced  from 

the  breast,  i.  e.  the  seat  of  manly  strength,  produced 

by  one's  self;  legitimate  ;  (as,  i),  m.  f.  a  legitimate 
child,  i.  e.  one  by  a  wife  of  the  same  caste. 
Auraska,  as,  I,  am-,  excellent,  distinguished  ;  [cf. 

vrasya.] 
Aurasya  (?),  belonging  to  or  being  in  the  breast  ; 

legitimate. 

•W  I.M  2.  aurasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  urasa  or 
urasa),  coming  from  UrasS. 

aurukshayasa,   a   patronymic 
from  Uru-kshayas  =  Uru-kshaya. 

Yllm  aurna  or  aurnaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nrna), 
made  of  wool,  woollen. 

Aurnandbha,  a  patronymic  from  Crna-nabha. 
AurnanabJuika,  an,  i,  am,  inhabited  by  the  tribe 

of  the  Crna-nSbhas. 

Aurnavablia,  a  patronymic  of  Crna-vSbhi  ;  N.  of 
a  grammarian. 

Auri)ika,  as,  i,  am,  woollen. 

i  aurdhvakalika,  as,  a  or  i,  am 

(fr.  iird/iva-kala),  relating  to  subsequent  or  later 
time. 

Anrdhvadeha,  am,  n.  (fr.  urdliva  +  delta),  a 
funeral  ceremony. 
Aurdhvadehika,  as,  a,  am,  referring  to  the  state 

after  death,  relating  to  a  deceased  person,  any  rite 
performed  in  honour  of  the  dead  ;  funereal,  funeral  ; 
(am),  n.  the  obsequies  of  a  deceased  person  ;  funeral 
solemnities;  whatever  is  given  or  performed  on  a 

person's  decease,  as  burning  of  the  body,  offering 
cakes,  distributing  alms,  &c. 

Aurdhi-adathika,  as,  i,  am,  funereal,  funeral. 
Aurdhvasadman'i,am,n.(fr.urd!iva  +  sadman), 

N.  of  a  SSman. 
Aurdhvasrotanka  or  aurilheasruta>ika,  at,  i, 

am  (fr.  Urdhva-trotas,  a  N.  of  Siva,  '  above  whom 
or  in  whose  head  is  the  river  or  the  Ganges'),  a  Sfaiva 
or  adherent  of  the  sect  which  gives  Siva  the  pre- 

eminence in  the  Hindu  triad. 

aurva,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  urea), 
N.  of  a  Rishi,  a  son  of  Crva  and  descendant  of 

Bhrigu,  mentioned  in  Rig-veda  VIII.  102,  4.  (This 
Aurva,  who  is  called  BhSrgava  and  described  in  Ma- 
hi-bh.  I.  2610.  as  a  son  of  Cyavana  by  his  wife 
ArushT  and  therefore  grandson  of  Bhrigu,  is  the  sub- 

ject of  a  legend  told  in  Mahi-bh.  I.  0802.  There 

it  is  said  that  the  sons  of  KritavTrya,  wishing  to  destroy 
the  descendants  of  Bhrigu  in  order  to  recover  the 
wealth  left  them  by  their  father,  slew  even  the  children 

in  the  womb.  One  of  the  women  of  the  family  of 
Bhrigu,  in  order  to  preserve  her  embryo,  secreted  it 
in  her  thigh  (urn),  whence  the  child  at  its  birth  was 
named  Aurva;  on  beholding  whom,  the  sons  of 
Kritavirya  were  struck  with  blindness,  and  from  whose 
wrath  proceeded  a  flame  that  threatened  to  destroy 
the  world,  had  not  Auiva  at  the  persuasion  of  the 

Bhargavas  cast  it  into  the  ocean,  where  it  remained 
concealed,  and  having  the  face  of  a  horse.  Aurva 
was  afterwards  preceptor  to  Sagara  and  gave  him  the 

Agneyastram,  with  which  he  conquered  the  barba- 
rians who  invaded  his  possessions  ;  cf.  badavd-muklta, 

bariavdgni)  ;  a  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasishtha  ;  (of,  i, 
am),  produced  by  Aurva,  relating  to  Aurva;  (OK), 
m.  submarine  fire;  (am),  n.  fossil  salt.  —  Auminala 
(°ea-an°),  as,  m.  submarine  fire. 

••HM^I  aurvasa,  as,  i,  am,  an  Adhyaya  or 
Anuvaka  containing  the  word  UrvasX 

Aurvas'eya,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Agastya,  the  son of  Urvasl. 

aulapi,  ayas,  m.  pi.  (a  patronymic 
fr.  ulapa),  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe. 
Aidapin,  inas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 
Aulajiiya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  Aulapis. 
Wc?T«Taa/aBa,Ved.areservoirforwater(r), 

a  sacrificial  oblation  (?). 

i!flc£4  auKka,  am,  n.  (fr.  uluka),  a  number of  owls. 

Aulukya,  a  patronymic  from  Uluka  ;  (as),  m.  a 

follower  of  the  VaiSeshika  doctrine  ;  ('  like  an  owl  ;  ' 
this  etymology,  and  perhaps  the  epithet  itself,  owes 
its  origin  to  controversial  animosity.)  —  Aul&kya- 
dariana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  system  of  these  philo- 

sophers treated  of  in  the  Sarvadarsana-san-graha. 
•'SHc**1!^  aulukhala,  as,l,  am  (fr.  ulukhala), 

coming  from  a  mortar;  ground  or  pounded  in  a 
mortar. 

«  I  «4HW  aulvanya,  am,  n.  excess,  super- 
abundance. 

auvenaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  song 

(GItaka). 
•'HI5H  ausana  or  ausanasa,  as,  i,  am, 

originating  from  Usanas,  peculiar  to  him  ;  (as,  f),  m. 
f.  a  patronymic  from  USanas  ;  (am),  n.  (scil.  dastra) 
the  law-book  of  USanas  ;  N.  of  an  Upa-pur5na  ;  N. 
of  a  Tirtha. 

40f$M  ausija,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  usij),  Ved. 

desirous,  zealous,  wishing  ;  a  patronymic  of  KakshTvat 
and  others  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 

*8l$fl«H,  austnara,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  prince  of 

the  USinaras  ;  (i),  f.  the  wife  of  Pururavas. 
Austrian,  is,  m.  a  prince  of  the  USlnaras. 

<4J)$fli  ausira,  as,  am,  m.  n.  ('  made  of 
USira'),  the  stick  which  serves  as  a  handle  to  the 
cow's  tail  used  as  a  fan  or  chowri  ;  the  cow's  tail 
used  as  a  fan,  the  chowri  ;  (am),  n.  a  bed,  used  also 

as  a  seat  ;  a  seat,  a  chair  or  stool  ;  the  root  of  a  fra- 
grant grass,  Andropogon  Muricatum  ;  an  unguent, 

made  of  Usira. 
Aufiriki,  f.  the  shoot  (of  a  plant)  ;  a  basin,  a 

bowl. 

••JUmU  aushana,  am,  n.  (fr.  ushatia),  pun- 

gency ;  black  pepper. 

•«(««<;  fa  aushadaiiri,  is,  m.  (fr.  oshadaifea), 

a  patronymic  of  Vasumat. 

'.11  ml  aushadha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  oshadhi), 

consisting  of  herbs  ;  (am),  n.  a  herb,  herbs  collec- 
tively ;  herbs  used  in  medicine,  a  medicament,  a  drug, 

a  medicine  in  general;  a  vessel  for  herbs  ;  a  mineral. 

—  Aushadhavali  fdha-av°),  f.  a  medical  work  com- 
posed by  Pranakrishna. 

Aunliaillii,  is  or  i,  f.  a  herb,  a  plant,  a  medicinal 
herb,  an  annual  or  deciduous  plant,  as  grass  &c.  ;  a 

plant  in  general,  ̂ txhadhi,  q.  v.  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a 
goddess.  —  Amliadht-pati,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  the 
Soma,  lord  of  the  plants. 

Aushadhi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 
tum,  to  reduce  to  a  medicament. 
Auskadhtya,  as,  i,  am,  medicinal,  consisting  of herbs,  herby, 

aushara  or  ansharaka,  am,  n.  (fr. 

us/mm),  fossil  salt;  iron  stone. 

>sTiH«  aushasa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ushas),  relat- 

ing to  dawn,  early,  matutinal  ;  (I),  f.  day-break  ; 
morning. 

Aushasya,  as,  a,  am,  sacred  to  Ushas  or  the dawn. 

Aushika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  2.  «*Aa),  walking  out  at 

day-break  ;  early,  matutinal,  &c.,  with  the  dawn. 

aushija  or  aushlja,  desirous  &c.  ; 

=  autija  above. 
%fn?  aushtra,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  usktra),  derived 

from  or  relating  to  a  camel  ;  abounding  in  camels  ; 

(am),  n.  the  camel  genus  or  species,  camel-nature. 
Aushtraka,  as,  I,  am,  coming  or  derived  from  a 

camel  ;  (am),  n.  a  herd  or  multitude  of  camels. 
Aushfraratha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ushtra-ratha),  be- 

longing to  a  carriage  drawn  by  camels. 
Aushtrakshi,  is,  m.  (fr.  itihtra  +  aksha),  epithet 

of  a  teacher. 
Aushtrika,  as,  i,  am,  coming  from  or  relating  to 

a  camel. 
wTJ  aushtha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  oshtha),  lip- 

shaped. 

vdPaji^  aushniha,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  in  the 
Ushnih  metre. 

*MIU!l"|cS  aushnika,  perhaps  a  wrong  reading 
for  aushtilslta,  =  ushmshin. 

•40MJ4  aushnya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ushna)  or  aush- 

mya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ushman),  heat,  warmth  ;  burning. 

«R  i .  ia,the  first  consonant  of  the  alphabet, 

and  the  first  of  the  guttural  letters,  corresponding  in 

sound  to  k  in  keep  or  king.  —  Ka^kdra,  as,  m.  the 
letter  or  sound  fca.  —  KaJ;dra-varga,  as,  m.  the 

guttural  consonants  collectively. 
cB  2.  ka,  kas,  ka,  kim,  interrog.  pron.  (see 

Mm  and  2.  tad,  and  cf.  the  following  words  in  which 
the  interrogative  base  ka  appears,  katama,  katara, 

kati,  katham,  kadd,  karhi,  ka,  &c.),  who  ?  which  ? 
what?  In  its  declension  ka  follows  the  pronoun  tad 

(Gram.  223)  except  in  nom.  ace.  sing,  neut.,  where 
kim  has  taken  the  place  of  kad  or  kat  in  classical 
Sanskrit ;  but  the  old  form  kad  is  found  in  the  Veda. 
The  interrogative  sentence  introduced  by  ka  is  often 

terminated  by  iti  (e.  g.  kasya  sa  putra  iti  kath- 

yatdm,  let  it  be  said,  'whose  son  is  he?'),  but  iti 
may  be  omitted  and  the  sentence  lose  its  direct 
interrogative  character  (e.  g.  kasya  sa  putro  na 

jnayate,  it  is  not  known  whose  son  he  is).  Ka  with 

or  without  as, '  to  be,'  may  express  '  how  is  it  possible 
that?'  'what  power  have  I,  you,  they,  &c. ?'  (e.g. 

ke  mama  dhanmno  'nye,  what  can  the  other  archers 
do  against  me  ?  ke  dram  paritrdtum,  what  power 

have  we  to  rescue  you?).  A'a  is  often  connected 
with  a  demonstrative  pron.  (e.  g.  ko  'yam  dyati,  who 
comes  here  ?)  or  with  the  potential  (e.  g.  ko  ffarim 
niiiilit,  who  will  blame  Hari?).  Ka  is  sometimes 

repeated  (e.  g.  kah  ko  'tra,  who  is  there  ?  kdn  kdn, whom?  whom?  i.e.  which  of  them?  cf.  Gram.  53.0), 

and  the  repetition  is  often  due  to  a  kind  of  attrac- 
tion (e.  g.  kesham  kim  iOitram  adhyayaniyam, 

which  book  is  to  be  read  by  whom  ?  Gram.  836.  a). 
When  kim  is  connected  with  the  inst.  c.  of  a  noun 

or  with  the  indecl.  participle  it  may  express  '  what  is 

gained  by  doing  so,  &c. ?'  (e.g.  nirujah  kim  au- 
iluidhaih,  what  is  the  use  of  medicine  to  the  healthy? 

kim  vilambena,,  what  is  gained  by  delay?  kim  ba- 
hund,  what  is  the  use  of  more  words  ?  kim  pauru- 
sham  hatrd  sttptam,  what  manliness  is  there  in killing  one  asleep  ?). 
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Ka  is  often  followed  by  the  particles  iva,  u,  nama, 
nu,  va,  svid,  some  of  which  serve  merely  to  gene- 

ralize the  interrogation  (e.  g.  kim  tva  etad,  what 
can  this  be?  jfca  u  s~ravat,  who  can  possibly  hear? 
ko  nama  janati,  who  indeed  knows  ?  ko  nv  ayam, 
who  is  this  1  Mm  nu  kdryam,  what  is  to  be  done  ? 
ko  va  devad  anyah,  who  possibly  other  than  a  god  ? 
kasya  svid  hridayam  ndsti,  of  what  person  is  there 
no  heart?). 
Ka  is  occasionally  used  alone  as  an  indefinite  pro- 

noun, especially  in  negative  sentences  (e.  g.  na  kasya 
ko  vallabhah,  no  one  is  a  favourite  of  any  one  ; 
ndnyo  janati  kah,  no  one  else  knows  ;  katham  sa 
ghdtayati  tarn,  how  does  he  kill  any  one  ?  More 
usually,  however,  ka  is  only  made  indefinite  when  con- 

nected with  the  particles  (a,  (ana,  did,  vd,  and  api, 
in  which  case  ka  may  sometimes  be  preceded  by  the 
relative  ya  (e.  g.  ye  ke  da,  any  persons  whatsoever  ; 
yasyai  kasyai  (a  devatdyai,  to  any  deity  whatso- 

ever ;  yani  kdni  (a  mitrdni,  any  friends  whatsoever  ; 
yat  kiAda,  whatever).  The  particle  (ana,  being 
composed  of  (a  and  na,  properly  gives  a  negative 
force  to  the  pronoun  (e.g.  yasmdd  Indrad  rite 
kindana,  without  which  Indra  there  is  nothing),  but 
the  negative  sense  is  generally  dropped  (e.  g.  kaifana, 
any  one;  na  kaddana,  no  one),  and  a  relative  is 
sometimes  connected  with  it  (e.g.  yat  kindana, 
anything  whatsoever).  Examples  of  did  with  the 
interrogative  are  common  ;  va  and  api  are  not  so 
common,  but  the  latter  is  often  found  in  classical 
Sanskrit  (e.  g.  kaidid,  any  one  ;  kedid,  some  ;  na 
kaddid,  no  one  ;  no,  kiiidtd  api,  nothing  whatso- 

ever; yah  kaddid,  any  one  whatsoever;  kedit  — 
kedit,  some  —  others  ;  yasmin  kasmin  va  deie,  in 

any  country  whatsoever;  na  ko  'pi,  no  one;  na 
kimapi,  nothing  whatever). 
Ka  may  sometimes  be  used,  like  2.  kad,  at  the 

beginning  of  a  compound.  See  ka-puya,  &c. 

«B  3.  ka,  as,  m.  the  Who  ?  the  Inexplicable, 
the  Unknown.  By  a  forced  and  erroneous  interpreta- 

tion of  the  interrogative  pronoun  occurring  in  a  hymn 
of  the  Rig-veda  (X.  I  2  I  .  kasmai  devdya  havishd 
vidhema,  what  god  shall  we  worship  with  oblations  ?) 
the  word  ka  is  applied  as  a  name  to  any  chief  god 
or  object  of  worship,  as  Prajapati,  BrahmS,  Vishnu  ; 
air  or  wind  ;  the  sun  ;  the  mind  ;  the  soul  ;  Yama  ; 
Kama-deva,  the  god  of  love  ;  fire  ;  a  peacock  ;  a  N.  of 
Daksha  (a  clever  or  dexterous  man  ?)  ;  a  knot,  joint; 
the  king  of  the  birds  ;  a  prince  in  general  ;  the  body  ; 
time  ;  wealth,  property  ;  sound  ;  light,  splendor. 

^  4.  ka,  am,  n.  (also  regarded  as  ind.), 
happiness,  joy,  pleasure  ;  water  ;  the  head,  hair  ;  a 
head  of  hair.  (Perhaps  this  word  has  arisen  from  a 
far-fetched  etymology  of  the  word  ndka,  '  pleasure/ 
i.e.  na-a-ka,  'not-not-pleasure.')—  Ka-ja,  as,  a, 
am,  produced  in  or  by  water,  watery,  aquatic;  (am), 

n.  a  lotus.  —  Kd-da,  as,  m.  '  giving  water,"  a  cloud. 
Kam,  ind.    See  r  .  kam,  s.  v. 

<B  5.  ka,  a  Taddhita  affix  much  used  in 
forming  adjectives.  It  may  also  be  added  to  nouns 
to  express  diminution,  deterioration,  or  similarity 
(e.  g.  putraka,  a  little  son  ;  afvaka,  a  bad  horse  or 
like  a  horse). 

°lfni  kamyya,  as,  d,  am,  or  kamyyu,  us,  us,  u 
(fr.  I.  kam),  happy,  prosperous;  according  to  other 
authorities  also  written  kamya  or  kamyu,  or  kamva. 

kamvula  or  katiila,  am,  n.,  N.  of 

the  eighth  Yoga,  =  Arabic  (_J  *•**• 

kansa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  =  kansa,  q.v. 

leans,  cl.  2.  A.  kanste,  -situm,  to  go  ; 
to  command  ;  to  destroy.  See  kas. 

«MT  kansa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
2.  kam;  according  to  others  fr.  the  last),  a  vessel 
made  of  metal,  a  drinking  vessel,  a  cup,  a  goblet  (a 
noun  ending  in  as  followed  by  kansa  in  a  compound 
does  not  change  its  final,  e.  g.  ayas-kansa,  payas- 

kansa,  Sec.);  a  particular  measure;  a  metal,  tutanag 
or  white  copper,  brass,  bell-metal ;  cf.  kansatthi  and 
kansya;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Mathura,  son  of 
Ugra-sena  and  cousin  of  the  DevakI  who  was  mother 
of  Krishna,  (Ugra-sena  being  brother  of  Devaka,  who 
was  father  of  DevakI.)  He  is  usually  called  the  uncle, 
but  was  really  a  cousin  of  Krishna,  and  became  his 
implacable  enemy  because  it  had  been  prophesied  to 
him  that  he  would  be  killed  by  a  child  of  DevakI 
(Vish.  Pur.  p.  493) ;  as  the  foe  of  the  deity  he  is 
identified  with  the  Asura  Kalanemi ;  and,  as  he  was 
ultimately  slain  by  Krishna,  the  latter  receives  epithets 
like  Kansa-jit,  the  conqueror  of  Kansa,  &c. ;  (a),  f. 
N.  of  a  daughter  of  Ugra-sena  and  sister  of  Kansa. 
—  Kansa-kdra,  as,  I,  m.  f.  a  worker  in  pewter  or 
white  brass,  a  bell-founder,  considered  as  an  inter- 

mediate  caste.  —  Kansa-jit,   t,   m.   an  epithet   of 
Krishna,  the  conqueror  of  Kansa.  —  Kansa-banij,  k, 
m.  a  brazier  or  seller   of  brass   vessels.  —  Kansa- 
bailha,  as,  m.  the  slaying  of  Krishna ;  title  of  a 
comedy  of  Sesha-Krishna.  —  Kansa-mdkskika,  am, 
n.  a  metallic  substance  in  large  grains,  a  sort  of 
pyrites.  —  Kansa-yajna,  as,  m.  a  particular  sacrifice. 
—  Kansa-vati,  I.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Ugra-sena  and 
sister  of  Kansa  and  Kansa.  —  Kama-lian,  a,  m.  an 
epithet  of  Krishna,  the  destroyer  of  Kansa.  —  Kansa- 
hanana,  am,  n.  the  slaying  of  Kansa.  —  Kansdrati 
(°sa-ar°),  is,  or  kansdri  (°sa-ari),  is,  m.  epithet 
of  Krishna,  the  enemy  of  Kansa.  —  Kansdsthi  (°sa- 
as°),  i,  a.  tutanag,  white  copper,  any  alloy  of  tin  and 
copper.  —  Kansodbhavd  (asa-ua°),  f.  a  fragrant  earth. 
Kansaka,  am,  n.  a  mineral  substance,  a  salt  of 

iron  used  as  an  application  to  the  eyes. 
Kansika,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  bell-metal  &c. 
Kansiya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  for  or  relating  to  a  cup ; 

(am),  n.  bell-metal. 
«»«i«.  kam-sara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (rice)  the 

grain  of  which  hardens  in  the  centre. 

kak,  cl.  I.  A.  kakate,  fakake,  kaki- 
tum,  to  be  unsteady ;  to  be  proud ;  to  be 

thirsty ;  [cf.  Lat.  vacillo  for  qvacitto.] 

<*<*  n  i  ofclT  kakajd-krita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
mutilated,  torn  to  pieces. 

<*<*t^  kakanda,  as,  m.  gold ;  N.  of  a  king. 

<*<*<  kakara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  bird. 

"*<*«  kakardu,  us,  m.  (?),  Ved.  destruction 
of  enemies. 

<*"*! PZ <*l  kakdtikd,  f.,  Ved.  a  part  of  the 
back  of  the  human  head,  (enumerated  together  with 

"  fat,  laid/a,  and  kapdla.) 

kakunjala,  as,m.  the  bird  Cataka; 
[cf.  kapiAjala.] 

^TcRrwpy  kakutsala,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  ex- 
pression of  endearment  applied  to  a  child  (?). 

^^^  kakud,  t,  f.  a  peak  or  summit  (cul- 
men) ;  chief,  head ;  any  projecting  corner ;  the  hump 
on  the  shoulders  of  the  Indian  bull ;  a  horn ;  an  en- 

sign or  symbol  of  royalty,  as  the  white  parasol  &c. ; 
N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Dharma. 
(According  to  native  grammarians  kakud  is  the  form 
which  must  be  substituted  for  kakuda  at  the  end  of 

compounds,  e.  g.  tri-kaJcud,  three-peaked.)  —  Kakut- 
stha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grandson  of  IkshvSku  and  son 
of  S'asada,  said  to  be  so  called  because  in  a  battle  he 
stood  on  the  hump  of  Indra,  who  had  been  changed 
into  a  bull ;  according  to  the  R5m5yana  he  is  a  son 
of  Bhagtratha.  —  Kakud-mat  or  kakun-mat,  an, 
ail,  at,  running  high  (as  a  wave) ;  furnished  with  a 
hump ;  (an),  m.  a  mountain  ;  a  buffalo  with  a  hump 
on  his  shoulders ;  N.  of  a  medicinal  plant ;  (ti),  f.  the 
hip  and  loins ;  N.  of  a  metre  \  Fcf.  Lat.  r.actintci\ 

iii*H  in  catniirttait-]  —  Kakudml-Kanya,  t. 
a  river  ('  mountain-daughter ').  —  Kaltud-min,  I,  inl, 
i,  peaked,  humped  ;  (mi),  m.  a  mountain  ;  a  buffalo 
with  a  hump  on  his  shoulders ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ; 

N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Ananas  ;  (ini),  (.,  N.  of  a  river. 
—  Kakudruma,  as,  m.  (for  kakwl-druma  ?),  N. 
of  a  jackal  in  the  Pancatantra.  —  Kakud-vat,  an,  m. 
a  buffalo  with  a  hump  on  his  shoulders  ;  (tt),  f.,  N. 
of  the  wife  of  Pradyumna. 

Kakuda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  summit  of  a  moun- 
tain ;  chief,  pre-eminent  ;  the  hump  on  the  shoulders 

of  the  Indian  bull  ;  a  species  of  serpent  ;  an  ensign 
or  symbol  of  royalty,  as  the  white  parasol,  &c. 
—  Kakuda-kdtyayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman 
who  was  a  violent  adversary  of  Sakya-muni.  —  Ka- 

kuddksha  Cda-ak°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

<*j<^<  kakundara,  am,  n.  the  cavities  of 
the  loins  ;  (kakudmatl-dara  ?;  cf.  kakudmatl  and kukundara.) 

oR^T^/taiafcA,  p,f.  (connected'with  kakud), a  peak  or  summit  (cacumen)  ;  space,  region  or  quarter, 
as  east,  west.  Sec.  ;  N.  of  a  metre  of  three  PSdas  con- 

sisting of  eight,  twelve,  and  eight  syllables  respectively, 
so  called  because  the  second  PSda  exceeds  the  others 

by  four  syllables;  unoraamented  hair  or  the  hair 
hanging  down  as  a  tail;  a  wreath  of  Campaka 

flowers  ;  splendor,  beauty;  a  S"ilstra  or  sacred  treatise  : 
a  RSginI  or  personified  mode  of  music  ;  the  personi- 

fied quarter  of  the  sky  ;  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and 
wife  of  Dharma. 

Kakubha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  excelling,  distinguished  ; 
(as),  m.  a  kind  of  goblin  or  evil  spirit  ;  the  tree 
Terminalia  Arjuna  ;  a  part  of  a  lute  called  the  belly, 
a  wooden  vessel  covered  with  leather  placed  under  its 
neck  to  render  the  sound  deeper,  or  a  crooked  piece 
of  wood  at  the  end  of  the  lute  ;  one  of  the  RSgas  or 
personified  musical  modes  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  N.  of  a 
mountain  ;  (a),  f.  space,  region,  quarter  ;  one  of  the 
RSginls  or  female  personifications  of  music.  —  Kaku- 
Ihddanl  (°bhd-ad°),  f.  •  food  of  the  sky,'  a  kind  of fragrance  or  perfume  ;  [cf.  nail.] 
KakuJia,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  eminent,  excelling  others, 

excellent  ;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  a  part  of  a  carriage,  perhaps 
the  seat. 

kakeruka,  as,  m.  a  worm  in  the stomach. 

'^TSB  kakk,  a  various  reading  for  kakh,  q.  v. 

<*8!4  kakkata,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  species  of 
animal,  perhaps  a  kind  of  bird. 

kakkula,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bhikshu. 

kakkola,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  bear- 
ing a  berry,  the  inner  part  of  which  is  a  waxy  and 

aromatic  substance  ;  (am),  n.  or  kakkolaka,  am,  n. 
a  perfume  prepared  from  the  berries  of  this  plant. 

"B'SW  kakkvalla,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of 
Gunac'andra. 

4«H<*N  kakkh,  a  various  reading  for  kakh, 

q.v. 

<*<*«£  kakkhata,  as,  a,  am,  hard,  solid  ; 

(1),  f.  chalk.  —  Kakkltata-pattraka,  as,  m.   the, 
plant  Corchorus  Olitorius;  (rope  is.  made  from  its 

fibre.) 

«K1!f  kaksha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kash), 

a  lurking  or  hiding-place  ;  an  inner  recess,  the  interior 
of  a  forest  ;  a  forest  of  dead  trees,  a  dry  wood  (the 
lair  of  wild  beasts),  grass,  dry  grass;  a  spreading 

creeper,  a  climbing  plant  ;  the  armpit  (as  the  most 
concealed  part  of  the  human  body)  ;  the  side  or  flank  ; 
the  orbit  of  a  planet  or  the  circle  anciently  termed  a 

deferent  ;  sin  ;  a  buffalo  ;  a  gate  ;  the  Beleric  Myroba- 
lan  or  Terminalia  Belerica  ;  (d),  f.  painful  boils  in  the 

armpit,  side,  shoulder,  &c.  ;  an  elephant's  rope,  the 
string  round  his  neck,  also  his  girth  ;  a  woman's 
girdle  or  zone  ;  a  surrounding  wall,  a  wall  ;  a  place 

surrounded  by  walls  ;  a  court  or  court-yard  ;  an  en- 
closure ;  a  secluded  portion  of  an  edifice  ;  a  private 

or  inner  chamber,  the  private  apartment  for  women 
&c.,  a  room  in  general  ;  a  particular  part  of  a  carriage  ; 
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resemblance,  similarity;  objection  or  reply  in  argu- 
ment ;  emulation,  rivalry,  object  of  emulation  ;  the 

jeweller's  weight,  the  Retti  ;  (as,  a),  m.  f.  the  end  of 
the  lower  garment  which,  after  the  doth  it  carried 
round  the  body,  is  brought  up  behind  and  tucked 
into  the  waistband  ;  a  border,  lace  ;  the  scale  or  basin 

of  a  balance  ;  (am),  n.  a  star,  a  constellation  (perhaps 
a  wrong  reading  for  riksha)  ;  (<5«),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people.  —  Jfal-sha-<lhara,  am,  n.  the  part  of  the 
body  where  the  upper  arm  is  connected  with  the 
shoulder,  the  shoulder-joint.  —  Kakslta-pa,  a»,  m. 
one  of  the  nine  treasures  of  Kuvera  ;  [cf.  kaMhapa.] 

—  Kaksha-puta,  as,  m.  the  armpit;  title  of  a 
work  on  magic.  —  Kaksha-ruhd,  f.  a  fragrant  grass, 
Cyperus.  —  Kaksha-tdya,  as,  m.  a  dog  ;  [cf. 

kaitkafaya.]  —  Kaksha-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rs- 
jarshi.  —  Jfaksha-sthd,  as,  a,  am,  situated  on  the 
side,  seated  on  the  hip  or  flank.  —  Kakihddkyaya 

(°ska-adh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  part  of  a  commentary 
by  BhOdhara  on  the  Sflrya-siddhSnta.  —  Kakshdn- 

tara  (°iha-an°),  am,  n.  the  inner  or  private 
apartment.  —  Kakshd-pata,  as,  m.  a  cloth  passed 
between  the  legs  to  cover  the  privities,  —  Kakshd- 
jiuli,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  physician  ;  (wrong  reading  for 
kdkshaputi  ?).—  Kakshdvekskaka,  as,  m.  (kaksha, 
+  awkihaka  fr.  it.  ti-sh  with  am),  a  guard  of  the 

inner  or  queen's  apartments  ;  keeper  of  a  royal 
garden  ;  a  door-keeper  ;  a  poet  ;  a  debauchee  ;  a 
player,  a  painter;  warmth  of  feeling,  strength  of 
sentiment.  —  Kakehi-krtta,  as,  a,  am,  assented,  pro- 

mised, (touching  the  armpit  with  the  hand  was  per- 
haps a  manner  of  affirming  anything  :  cf.  uraii  kri 

under  urat.)  -  Kakshottha  (°sha-ui°),  f.  a  fragrant 
grass,  Cyperus. 
KaJcehaka,  ae,  m.,  N.  of  a  N5ga. 
JfakstuUu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant. 

JZakthaya,  nom.  A.  kakshdyate,  -yitum,  to  wait 
for  any  one  in  a  hidden  place,  lie  in  ambush  ;  to 
intend  anything  wicked. 
Xakshlvat,  an,  m.  (fr.  kakshya),  N.  of  a  renowned 

Rishi,  sometimes  called  Pajriya  ;  he  is  the  author  of 

several  hymns  of  the  Rig-veda,  and  is  described  in 
legends  as  a  son  of  USij  and  DIrgha-tamas  ;  (antas), 
m,  pi.  the  family  or  the  descendants  of  Kakshivat. 

Kaksheyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Raudrasva  and GhritScX 

Kakehya,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  consisting  of  shrubs  or 

dry  grass  ;  secret  ;  (Say.)  filling  the  girth,  as  a  well-fed 

horse  ;  (a),  f.  the  girth  of  an  elephant  or  horse,  con- 

sisting of  rope  or  leather  ;  a  woman's  girdle  or  zone  ; 
metaphorically  the  fingers  (encircling  the  Soma  cup)  ; 
an  upper  garment,  the  border  or  lace  of  one  ;  the 
enclosure  of  an  edifice,  i.  e.  either  the  wall  &c.  so  en- 

closing it,  or  the  court  or  chamber  constituting  the 
enclosure,  the  inner  apartment  of  a  palace  ;  similarity  ; 
effort,  exertion  ;  a  shrub  yielding  the  black  and  red 

berry  that  serves  as  a  jeweller's  weight,  the  Retti  or 
Gunja,  Abrus  Precatorius  ;  (am),  n.  the  cup  or  re- 

ceptacle of  a  balance  ;  a  part  of  a  carriage.  —  Kakshya- 
pra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  filling  the  girth  (as  a  welKfed 

•  horse).  —  Kakshyd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  furnished  with 

a  girth.  —  Kakshydvekshaka,  as,  m.  =  kaksha- 
rekshaka,  q.v.  —  Kakshyd-stotra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
hymn  by  Divakara-vatsa. 

kakh,   cl.   I.   P.   kakhati,   -khitum, 
to  laugh,  laugh  at  or  deride:    Caus.  P. 

kakkayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  laugh;    [cf.  Lat. 
cachinrmre;  Gr. 

kakhyu,  f.  an  enclosure,  a  division 

of  a  large  building  ;  (a  wrong  reading  for  kakshya.) 

bag,  cl.  i.  P.  kagati,  -yitum,  to  act, 
N  perform. 

knnk,  cl.  i.  A.  kankate,  -kitum,  to 

^  g°;  [cf.Hib.  Hi-t/it,  '  walking;'  ciomir,  '  a 
way,  a  road;'  Lith.  kankn  ;  t/g-ianjhi.'tocometo.'1 

cKJf  kankn,  as,  m  .  a  heron  (a  bird  of  prey  ?  )  ; 
a  kind  of  mango  ;  an  epithet  of  Yama  ;  N.  of  a 

king  ;  a  Vrishni  ;  a  son  of  Ugra-sena,  a  son  of  Sura  ; 

pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  a  title  of  Yudhishthira  (from  his 
assuming  the  disguise  of  a  Brahman  before  king 
Virata);  a  false  or  pretended  Brahman;  a  man  of 
the  second  or  military  tribe  (perhaps  a  man  of  that 
caste  pretending  to  be  a  Brahman)  ;  one  of  the 
eighteen  divisions  of  the  continent  ;  the  brother  of 
Kaosa  ;  (a),  f.  a  sort  of  sandal  ;  scent  of  the  lotus  ; 
N.  of  a  daughter  of  Ugra-sena  and  sister  of  Kartka. 
—  Kanka-fit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  collected  into  a  heap 
resembling  a  heron.  —  Kanka-tunda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Rakshas.  —  Kanka-trota  ,  as,  or  kanka-troti,  is,  m. 
a  kind  of  fish,  commonly  kankild;  Esox  Kankila. 

—  Kanka-pattra,  am,  n.  a  heron's  feather  fixed  on 
an  arrow  ;  (as,  d,  am),  furnished  with  the  feathers  of 

a  heron  ;  (as),  m.  an  arrow  furnished  with  heron's feathers.—  Kankapattrln,  t,  ini,  i,  furnished  with 

heron's  feathers.  —  Kanka-parvan,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a 
serpent.  —  Kanka-mdla,  (.  a  kind  of  musical  instru- 

ment ;  beating  time  by  dapping  the  hands.  —  Kanka- 

mukha,  as,  i,  am,  shaped  like  a  heron's  mouth  ; (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  pair  of  tongs,  a  sort  of  forceps. 

—  Jianka-s'atru,   us,  m.    the   plant   Desmodium 
Gangeticum.  —  Kanka-idya,  as,  m.  a  dog  (sleeping like  a  heron). 

th%;7  kankata  or  kankataka,  as,  m.  (said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  hank),  mail,  defensive  armour  ;  an  iron 
hook  to  goad  an  elephant. 

kankaterl,  f.  turmeric. 

kankana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 

fir.  rt.  kai),  a  bracelet,  an  ornament  of  the  wrist 
(used  also  as  a  weapon)  ;  a  string  or  ribbon  tied 
round  the  wrist  ;  an  ornament  round  the  foot  of  an 
elephant;  any  ornament  or  trinket;  a  crest;  (t),  f. 
a  small  bell  or  tinkling  ornament;  an  ornament 
furnished  with  bells  :  see  kinkinl  ;  [cf.  Lith.  kan- 
kala~s.]  —  Kankana-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town, 
called  from  Kan-kana-varsha.  —  Kankana-priya, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  servant  of  Siva.  —  Kankana-bhu- 
shana,  as,  d,  am,  adorned  with  tinkling  orna- 

ments. —  Kankana-manl,  f.  the  jewel  in  a  bracelet. 
—  Kankana^varsha,  ae,  m.,  N.  of  an  alchimist; 
epithet  of  the  king  Kshemagupta. 

Kankanin,  i,  ini,  i,  ornamented  with  a  bracelet. 
Kankanlkd,  f.  an  ornament  furnished  with  bells; 

a  string  tied  round  the  wrist. 

<*3;rl  kankata,  as,  I,  am,  m.  f.  n.  or  kanka- 
tikd,  f.  a  comb,  a  hair-comb  ;  (as),  m.  a  tree  ;  (accord- 

ing to  Say.)  a  poisonous  animal,  a  slightly  venomous 
reptile  (mentioned  in  a  verse  of  Rig-veda  I.  191, 
used  as  a  mystical  spell  against  poison). 

Kankafiya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family. 

<*g;i.  kankara,  as,  I,  am,  vile,  bad  ;  (am), 
n.  buttermilk  mixed  with  water  ;  a  high  number,  = 
IOO  niyutas. 

"kjjjClpi  kankarola,  as,  m.  tbe  plant  Alan- 
gium  Hexapetalum.  See  niliofalia. 

kankalodya,  am,  n.  a  kind  of 
drug,  =  alhalodya. 

ofc^-lpj  kankdla,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  skeleton  ; 
[cf.  Mod.  Gr.  muKoAoi'.]  —  Kankdla-ketu,  us,  m., 
N.  of  a  DSnava.  —  Kartka  la-l>hairava-tantra,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Kankdlamdlin,  f,  m.  an  epi- 
thet of  Siva,  whose  necklace  is  formed  of  bones. 

cti&MH  kankalaya  or  kalkdlaya,  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  author. 

«ra  kanku,  us,  m.  =  kangu,  N.  of  a  son 

of  Ugra-sena  and  brother  of  Kaosa. 

cR'3'1  kankushtha,as,  m.  a  medicinal  earth, 

described  as  of  two  colours,  one  of  a  silvery  and  one 

of  a  gold  colour,  or  one  of  a  light  and  one  of  a  dark 

yellow. kankiisha,  (?)  Atharva-veda  IX.  8,  2. 

kankeru,  MS,  m.  a  kind  of  crow. 

kankella,  as,  m.  the  tree  Jonesia 

AJoka;  a  kind  of  pot-herb,  Chenopodium  Esculentum. 

Kaitkelli,  is,  m.  Jonesia  ASoka. 

•(•{•Yft  kankola,  as,  m.  a  king  of  the  Nagas ; 
N.  of  the  author  of  a  hymn  called  GanapatyarSdhana. 

kankha,  am,  n.  enjoyment,  fruition ; 

(perhaps  a  combination  of  Jta  and  kha.) 

kangu,  us,  f.  or  kanguni,  f.  a  kind  of 

Panic'seed,  Panicum  Italicum ;  several  varieties  of  it 
are  cultivated  and  form  articles  of  food  for  the  poor. 

—  Kangtml-pattrd,  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  =panyandhd. 

=f^^  kangula,  as,  m.  the  hand ;  [cf. 

anguli.'] 

"Xfit  ka6,  cl.  i.  A.  ka6ate,  (akate,  kati- x<«m,  to  bind;  to  shine;  P.  kafati,  to 

sound,  cry;  [cf.  I;an6 ;  cf.  also  Hib.  cacht,  '  a  strait, 

a  narrow  place ;  bonds,  fetters.'] Kiita,  as,  m.  the  hair  (especially  of  the  head) ;  a 
cicatrix,  a  dry  or  healed  sore,  a  scar ;  a  binding,  band ; 
the  hem  of  a  garment ;  a  doud ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Brihaspati ;  N.  of  a  place ;  (a),  f.  a  female  elephant; 

beauty,  brilliancy ;  [cf.  a-kada,  ut-kafa,  &c.]  —  Kata- 
pa,  at,  m.  '  doud-drinker,'  grass ;  a  leaf;  (am),  n. 
a  vessel  for  vegetables;  a  leaf  of  a  vegetable (?). 

—  Kata-paTisJta  or  kafa-paia,  as,  rn.  thick  or 
ornamented  hair.  —  KaCa-mdla,  as,  m.  smoke ;  (per- 

haps a  wrong  reading  for  khatamdla!).'-Ka<!a- 

ripit-phald,  (.,  N.  of  a  tree;  see  daml.  — Ka<*a- Jtaxta,  as,  m.  thick  or  ornamented  hair,  a  beautiful 
head  of  hair.  —  Ka<?a-kat i,  ind.  hair  against  hair, 

pulling  each  other's  hair.  —  Katdfita  fto-af),  as,  d, 
am,  having  long  or  dishevelled  hair.  ••  Katdmoda 
(°<fa-am°),  am,  n.  a  fragrant  ointment  for  the  hair. 

ka6angana,  am,  n.  a  free  market, 

a  place  of  sale  paying  no  duty  or  custom ;  [cf.  kardn- 
gana,  angana,  and  angana.] 

4r4g-r4  kafangala,  am,  n.  the  ocean ;  N. of  a  region. 

<*-N14  kadaku,  us,  us,  u,  ill-disposed, 

wicked ;  intolerable,  difficult  to  be  borne ;  difficult 
to  be  attained ;  (us),  m.  a  stiake. 

cfc^ljl.  kafatura,  as,  m.  a  gallinule.  See 

ddtyHha. 

=K^  katu,  us,  f.  an  esculent  root,  Arum 

Colocasia  and  other  kinds,  many  of  which  are  culti- 
vated for  food.  See  i 

katela,  am,  n.  a  string  or  cover  con- 

taining and  keeping  together  the  leaves  of  a  manu- 

script ;  (perhaps  a  various  reading  for  kddana.) 

•^i^7  kaMata,  am,  n.  an  aquatic  plant,  = 

jalapippali. oRR  katfara  (kad-fara,)  as,  d,  am,  dirty, 

foul;  spoiled,  spoiled  by  dirt;  vile,  wicked,  bad; 

(am),  n.  buttermilk  diluted  with  water;  [cf.  kan- kara, katwa,  &c.] 

d=kad-fid).  Seeunderz.iod. 

ka66ha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (in  the  first 
sense  a  Prakrit  form  for  kaksha;  cf.  ftacVfoift&a), 

the  hem  or  end  of  a  lower  garment  tucked  into  the 

girdle  or  waistband  ;  (according  to  some  m.  f.  n.  in 
the  next  senses,  according  to  others  only  m.)  a  bank 

or  any  ground  bordering  on  water,  as  the  margin  of 
a  river,  lake,  tank,  &c.  ;  a  mound  or  causeway, 

watery  soil,  marshy  ground,  a  marsh,  a  morass,  low  or 
flat  land  skirting  mountains;  N.  of  several  places;  (as), 

in.  pi.  the  people  inhabiting  them  ;  (a«)t  m.  a  part 

of  a  boat;  a  particular  part  of  a  tortoise;  a  tree,  the 

timber  of  which  is  used  for  making  furniture  &c., 

Cedrela  Toona  or  common  Tun;  another  tree. 

Hibiscus  Populneoides  ;  (a),  f.  a  cricket;  the  plant 

Lycopodium  Imbricatum;  see  vdrdhi.  "  KadHia- 
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<le$a,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Ka6<!lia-pa,  as, 
m.  a  turtle,  a  tortoise  (as  inhabiting  marshy 
places)  ;  a  tumour  on  the  palate  ;  an  apparatus  used 
in  the  distillation  of  spirituous  liquor,  a  flat  kind  of 
still;  an  attitude  in  wrestling;  the  tree  Cedrela 
Toona;  one  of  the  nine  nidhis  or  treasures  of 

Kuvera  ;  N.  of  a  N5ga  ;  a  son  of  Visva-mitra  ;  N.  of 
a  country  ;  (i),  f.  a  female  tortoise  or  a  small  species 
of  tortoise  ;  a  cutaneous  disease,  wart  or  blotch  ;  a 
kind  of  lute,  also  the  lute  of  Sarasvati  (so  named  from 

being  similar  in  shape  to  the  tortoise).  —  Ka6(ha- 
pa-defa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Karffha-bhu, 
us,  f.  marshy  ground,  a  swamp,  a  morass.  —  KaMha- 
ruhd,  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  Durva,  Agrostis  Linearis, 
Panicus  Dactilon.  —  KaMha-vilidra,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  marshy  region.  —  KaMhdnta  ^6ha-an°),  as,  m. 
the  border  of  a  lake  or  stream.  —  Kadhetivara 

(Charts'0),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  town. Katdhatika  or  katthdtikd  or  JcaftShati,  (.  the 

end  or  hem  of  a  lower  garment  or  cloth  gathered  up 
behind  and  tucked  into  the  waistband. 

KaMhapikd,  f.  a  pimple,  a  blotch  or  wart;  a 
wart  accompanying  gonorrhcea. 
Katthara,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
KaMhotikd,  i.=kaffluitikd,  q.  v. 

c*(%tit'  katthiya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ; 
(various  readings  have  kaksha  and  kadtha.) 

cKflg  ka66hu,  us,  or  katthu,  us,  f.  (said  to 
be  fr.  rt.  leash),  itch,  formation  of  watery  pustules  on 
the  hands  &c.,  scab.  (The  form  katthii  is  the  older 

and  more  correct  form.)  —  KaMhu-ghni,  f.  the  plant 
Trichosanthes  Dioeca  ;  another  plant,  =  hap  uydbheda. 
—  Katflm-mati,  f.  the  plant  Carpopogon  Pruriens, 
said  to  cause  itching  on  being  applied  to  the  skin. 
KaMhura,  as,  a,  am,  scabby,  itchy;  unchaste, 

libidinous  ;  (<z),  f.  the  plant  Alhagi  Maurorum  ;  a 
species  of  Curcuma  ;  the  plant  Carpopogon  Pruriens. 
KaiCkora,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  Curcuma. 

oR^ft  kadvi,  f.  a  plant  with  an  esculent 
root  (Arum  Colocasia)  cultivated  for  food. 

1  haj,,  cl.  I.  P.  kajati,  -jitum,  to  be 
S  happy  ;  to  be  confused  with  joy,  pride  or 

sorrow  ;  to  grow,  (in  the  last  sense  a  Sautra  root.) 

=lRt  ka-ja.     See  under  4.  lea. 

osfjijf  kajinga,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

cS55TH  kajjala,  as,  m.  (in  the  first  sense 

from  lead-Jala),  a  cloud  ;  (am),  a.  lampblack,  con- 
sidered as  a  collyrium  and  applied  to  the  eyelashes 

or  eyelids  medicinally  or  as  an  ornament,  also  sulphu- 
ret  of  lead  or  antimony  so  used  ;  («,  i),  f.  the  fish 
Cyprinus  Atratus,  or  any  kind  peculiar  to  stagnant 
waters,  whence  the  name  ;  (i),  f,  sulphuret  of  mer- 

cury, .ffithiop's  mineral  ;  ink.  —  Kajjala-dhvaja,  as, 
m.  a  lamp.  —  Kajjala-rofaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the 

wooden  stand  or  tripod  on  which  a  lamp'  is  placed, 
a  candlestick.  —  Kajjali-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
TTrtha. 

Kajjalita,  as,  a,  am,  covered  with  lampblack  or 
with  a  collyrium  prepared  from  it. 

considered  as  an  application  to  the  eyes  ;  [cf.  kajjala.~\ 
<4-iJ   kind,  cl.   i.   A.  kaniiate,  takahfe, 

^fcani^itum,  to  bind;  to  shine;  [cf.  kat! 
and  kant.] 

•*=as  kahcata,  as,  m.  the  aquatic  plant 
Commelina  Salicifolia  and  C.  Bengalensis. 
Jfandada,  as,  m.  the  plant  Commelina  Bengalensis. 

;  kanfara,  as,  m.  the  sun. 

i  kahtikd,  f.  a  small  boil  ;  the  branch 
of  a  bamboo. 

of  leather ;  the  cast-off  skin  of  a  snake ;  (i),  f.,  N. 

of  a  plant. 
Kanfvkdlu,  us,  m.  a  snake. 
KaMukita,  as,  d,  am,  furnished  with  armour  or 

mail. 
Kaiitukin,  ?,  ini,  i,  furnished  with  armour  or 

mail;  (i),  m.an  attendant  on  or  overseer  of  thewomen's 
apartments,  a  chamberlain  ;  a  libidinous  man,  a  de- 

bauchee, one  addicted  to  women ;  a  Serpent ;  N.  of 
several  plants,  Agallochum,  barley,  Cicer  Arietinum. 
—  KanCukirrefaka,  an,  m.  du.  the  chamberlain  and 

the  forester. 
Kantulikd,  f.  a  bodice  or  jacket. 
Kaiiffda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  article  of  female  dress, 

perhaps  a  bodice. 
oK^  kan-ja,  as,  m.  (fr.  kam  =  head),  the 

hair ;  (fr.  kam  =  water),  an  epithet  of  BrahmS ;  (am), 
n.  a  lotus;  the  Amrita  or  food  of  the  immortals; 

(as,  d,  am),  produced  in  or  from  water ;  (in  com- 
position kanja,  may  follow  or  precede  the  term 

compounded  with  it,  e.  g.  kai'ij a-vadana  or  i-adana- 
kanja,  a  lotus-face.)  —  Kanja-ja,  as,  m.  an  epithet 
of  BrahmS  (born  from  a  lotus).  —  Kaiija-ndbha, 

as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 

<*%4<*  kanjaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird, 
Gracula  Religiosa. 

Kanjana,  as,  m.  the  bird  Gracula  Religiosa,  the 
bird  of  Kandarpa ;  N.  of  Kandarpa,  the  deity  of  love, 

Kanjala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  bird  Gracula  Religiosa. 

ctiSK.  kanjara,  as,  m.  the  belly ;  an  ele- 
phant ;  the  sun ;  an  epithet  of  BrahmS. 

Kanjdru,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  lay),  a  peacock ; 
the  belly;  an  elephant;  a  Muni  or  holy  sage,  an 

hermit ;  the  sun ;  an  epithet  of  BrahmS ;  also  = 
vyanjana  (?). 

°h  731*11  kanjdna,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N. 
of  a  place. 

oR'f'SnST  kanjikd,  f.  the  plant  Siphonanthus 
India. 

i.  kat  or  kant,  cl.  i.  P.  katati  or 

kantati,  -({turn,  to  go. 

j  j  2.  kat,  cl.  i.  P.  katati,  (akdta,  kati 

~\  turn,  to  rain ;  surround ;  to  encompass,  ti 
cover  or  screen. 

Kata,  as,  m.  a  twist  of  straw  or  grass,  a  straw  mat 
a  screen  of  straw;  the  hip;  the  hollow  above  the  hip  o 
the  loins ;  the  hip  and  loins ;  the  temples  of  an  elephant 
a  particular  throw  of  the  dice  in  hazard  ;  (at  the  end  o 
some  compounds)  much,  excessive  (but  in  the  word 
avakata,  utkafa,  prakala,  and  sankata  considerec 
as  an  affix) ;  N.  of  a  Rakshas ;  a  corpse ;  a  hearse, 
bier,  a  bed  &c.  used  for  conveying  a  dead  body ; 
place  where  dead  bodies  are  burnt  or  buried,  a  place 
of  sepulture;  a  time  or  season ;  excess,  superabundance; 
the  plant  Saccharum  Sara ;  an  annual  plant ;  grass ; 
a  thin  piece  of  wood,  a  plank;  (am),  n.  (considered 
as  an  affix  at  the  end  of  compounds),  dust  of  flowers ; 

(I),  f.  long  pepper;  (as,  7,  am),  an  agent  in  any 
action.  —  Kata-khddaka,  as,  d,  am,  eating  much, 
one  who  eats  voraciously ;  (as),  m.  a  jackal ;  a  crow ; 
a  glass  vessel,  a  tumbler  or  bowl.  —  Kata-ghosha, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  region  in  the  east  of  India.  —  Kata- 
nagara,  N.  of  a  place  in  the  East.  —  Kata-paUi- 
kuntikd,  f.  a  straw  hut  (?).  —  Kata-palvala,  N.  of  a 

<!u,ka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kaht?),  a  dress 
fitting  close  to  the  upper  part  of  the  body  ;  armour, 
mail  ;  a  bodice,  jacket  ;  the  skin  of  a  snake  ;  doth, 
clothes  ;  a  kind  of  drawers  or  short  breeches  ;  a  strap 

place  in  the  East.  —  Kata-putana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
demon  (a  Kshatriya  not  performing  his  duties  is  born 
after  his  death  as  such  a  goblin) ;  a  kind  of  Preta  or 
inhabitant  of  the  lower  regions ;  see  putand  and 

andhaputand.  ~  Kata-pru,  us,  m.  a  worm ;  one 

who  gambles  or  plays  with  dice ;  an  epithet  of  S'iva 
or  MahSdeva ;  a  Rakshas,  an  imp  or  goblin ;  a  kind 

of  demi-god,  one  of  the  class  of  VidySdharas.  —  Kata- 
protha,  as,  m.  the  buttocks.  —  Kata-bhanga,  as, 
m.  gleaning,  plucking  or  gathering  corn  with  the 
hands ;  the  destruction  of  a  prince  ;  royal  misfortune, 

as  deposure,  defeat,  &c.  —  Kata-bhl,  f.,  N.  of  several 
plants,  Cardiospermum  Halicacabum  (an  annual  plant) ; 

Clitoria  Ternatea  =  aparajitd  ;  N.  of  a  tree.  —  Kata- 
mdlim,  f.  wine  or  any  vinous  liquor.  —  Katam- 
hara,  as,  m.  the  plant  Bignonia  Indica ;  another 
lant,  =  katabhi;  (d),  f.  several  plants,  Pcederia 
etida ;  a  medicinal  plant,  Katuk! ;  a  sort  of  cucum- 
er,  Cucumis  Madraspatanus ;  Bcerhavia  Diflusa,  Ale- 
ris  Hyatinthoides ;  hog-weed;  a  female  elephant; 

ed  arsenic.  —  Kata-wana,  as,  m.  *  wounding  in  the 
ips,'  a  N.  of  Bhtma-sena.  —  Kata-iarkara,  f.  a  frag- 

ment of  a  mat  broken  off,  or  of  straw ;  the  plant 

juilandina  Bonducella ;  [cf.  katu-karanja.] — Kata- 

thala,  am,  n.  the  hip  and  loins,  an  elephant's  tem- 
les.  —  Jfatdksha  C(a-ak°),  as,  m.  a  glance  or  side 
ook,  a  leer.  —  Katdksha-kshetra,  N.  of  a  place. 
— Kataksha-mushta,  as,  d,  am,  caught  by  a  glance. 
—  Katdksha-mdikha,  as,  m.  an  arrow-like  look  of 

ove.  —  Katdkshdvekshana  (°sha-av°),  am,  n.  casi- 
ng lewd  or  amorous  glances,  ogling. — Katdyni  (°la- 

ag°),  is,  m.  a  fire  kept  up  with  dry  grass  or  straw ;  the 
traw  placed  round  a  criminal  who  is  to  be  burnt. 
Kataka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  string ;  a  ring  placed  as 

an  ornament  upon  an  elephant's  tusk ;  a  bracelet  of 
jold  or  of  shell  &c. ;  a  zone ;  the  link  of  a  chain ; 
a  mat ;  the  side  or  ridge  of  a  hill  or  mountain ;  table 
and ;  a  circle,  a  wheel,  an  army,  a  camp ;  a  royal 

metropolis,  a  city  or  town,  a  village,  a  house  or 

dwelling;  N.  of  the  capital  of  Orissa  (Cuttack) ;  sea-salt. 
Katakin,  I,  m.  a  mountain. 
Kaioii,  (.  a  cemetery. 
Kat ay ana,  am,  n.  the  plant  Andropogon  Muricatus. 
Kati,  is,  f.  the  hip.     See  below. 

Katin,  t,  ini,  i,  matted,  screened ;  having  hand- 
some loins  &c. ;  (i),  m.  an  elephant. 

kataka.     See  above 

katakata,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Sfiva. 
See  katankata. 

cti<:<*i«l  katakata,  an  onomatopoetic  word 
supposed  to  represent  the  noise  of  rubbing  together. 
Katakatdpaya,notn.P.katakatdpayat{,-yitum, 

to  rub  together,  utter  a  creaking  or  grating  noise. 

otiiofTlc^  katakola,  as,  m.  a  spitting-vessel. 

c|t  j^-4  katankata,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
S'iva  or  Ganesa ;  [cf.  katakata,  katatanka.} 

'aKZ^fft  katankateri,  f.  turmeric ;  yellow 

saunders ;  [cf.  ddrw-haridrd.~\ cfiTT  katana,  am,  n.  roof  or  thatch  of  a 
house. 

°n<sti  katamba,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
2.  kat),  a  kind  of  musical  instrument ;  an  arrow. 

<*5£jtl  katambard,  f.  a  medicinal  plant, 
See  katu-rohini. 

katdku,  us,  m.  a  bird. 

katdksha.     See  under  kata  above. 

katdtanka,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
S'iva.  See  katankata. 

•5BTR  katdra,  as,  m.  a  libidinous  man,  a 
lecher. 

<*<J|£  katdha,  as,  m.  (according  to  the 

Schol.  m.  f.  n.),  a  frying-pan,  a  boiler  or  a  frying- 
vessel  of  a  semispheroidal  shape  and  with  handles ; 

a  shallow  boiler  for  oil  or  butter ;  a  turtle's  shell ;  a 
well ;  a  winnowing  basket ;  a  hill  of  earth ;  hell,  the 
infernal  regions ;  a  young  female  buffalo  whose  horns 
are  just  appearing ;  a  dvlpa  or  division  of  the  known 
continent,  so  called,  (perhaps  the  Katai  of  the  Muham- medans  or  China.) 

Katahaka,  am,  n.  a  pan,  a  pot. 

cCrfe  kati,  is,  or  kati,  f.  (fr.  rt.  2.  kat?),  the 

hip ;  the  buttocks ;  an  elephant's  cheek ;  («),  f.  long 
pepper.  —  Kati-kusktfia,  am,  n.  leprosy  of  the  hip. 
—  Kati-kupa,  as,  m.  the  hollow  above  the  hip,  the 
loins.  —  Katl-tata,  am,  n.  the  loins,  the  hip.  —  Kati- 

tra,  am,  n.  anything  to  protect  the  hips ;  a  cloth  tied 
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round  the  loins ;  a  zone ;  an  ornament  of  small  bells 
worn  round  the  loins ;  armour  for  the  hip  or  loins. 

—  Kati-deia,  as,  m.  the  loins.  —  Kati-protha  or 
katl-protka,  as,  m.  the  buttocks ;  [cf.  kata-protha.} 
—  Katt-mallka,  (.  a  woman's  zone.  —  Jiafi-rohaka, 
as,  m.  the  rider  of  an  elephant  who  sits  upon  the 
hinder  parts  of  the  elephant,  as  distinct  from  the 

driver  or  the  person  sitting  upon  the  loins.  —  Ka/i- 
firshaka,  as,  m.  the  hip  (as  projecting  like  a  head) ; 
the  hip  and  loins  or  the  hollow  above  the  hip. 

—  Kati-iriukKald,  f.  a  girdle  of  small  bells.  -  Kati- 
fiitra,  am,  n.  a  female  zone  or  waistband. 

Katikd,  (.  the  hip. 
Katira,  at,  am,  m.  n.  the  cavity  of  the  loins  or  the 

iliac  region  j  (as),  m.  Mons  Veneris ;  a  cave ;  (am), 
n.  a  hip. 

Katlraka,  am,  n.  the  posteriors. 

<*  ft  el  31  katillaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  the 

balsam  apple,  Momordica  Charantia ;  [cf.  kathillaka.] 

<*il rl t4  kafitala,  as,  m.  a  crooked  sword; 

a  sabre  or  scymitar ;  [cf.  kaditula.] 

cf7  kattt,  us,  us  or  vi,  u  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

Icat),  pungent,  acrid,  sharp  (one  of  the  six  kinds  of 

flavour);  pungent,  stimulating  (smell) ;  strong-scented, 
ill-smelling ;  bitter,  caustic  (words) ;  displeasing,  dis- 

agreeable; fierce,  impetuous,  hot;  envious;  (as), 
m.  pungency,  acerbity  (as  a  flavour);  the  plants 
Michelia  Champaca,  Trichosanthes  Diceca,  camphor, 

&c. ;  (us},  (.  various  plants,  =  katu^roJiim,  a  medi- 
cinal plant ;  Sinapis  Ramosa ;  (m),  (.,  N.  of  a  plant ; 

(u),  n.  an  improper  action,  an  act  which  ought  not 
to  have  been  done ;  blaming,  reviling,  scandal.  —  Ka- 
tu-kanda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  ginger,  the  fresh  root  or 
the  plant ;  garKc ;  the  plant  Hyperanthera  Moringa. 
—  Katvrkaranja,   ai,   m.  the   plant   Guilandina 
Bonducella.  -  Satu-ki/a  or  kafukttaka,  as,  m. 

a  gnat  or  musquito.  —  Katvrkvaifa,  as,  m.  a  spe- 
cies of  chicken,  Parra  Jacana  or  Gcensis  (making  a 

sharp  or  piercing  noise).  —  Katu-granthi,  i,  n.  dried 
ginger ;  the  root  of  long  pepper.  —  Eatu-taturjataka, 
am,  n.  an  aggregate  of  four  acid  substances,  as  of 
cardamoms;,  the  bark  and  leaves  of  Lauras  Cassia 

and  of  Hack  pepper.— Katn-dfhada,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  tree  with  pungent  leaves ;   [cf.  tagara."]  —  Katu- 
ja,  as,  a,  am,  prepared  from  acid  substances,  as  a 
kind  of  drink.  —  Katu-tiktika,  a>,  m.  the  plants 
Gentiana  Cherayta  and  Cannabis  Saliva;  (a),  f.,  N. 

of  a  plant.  —  Kat*-t*n<Kka  and  katu-tundi,  f.,  N. 
of  a  plant,  =  tikta-tundi,  commonly  katutardi. 
—  Katu-tumbl,  f.  a  kind  of  bitter  gourd.  —  Katu- 
traya,  am,  n.  the  aggregate  of  three  black  sub- 

stances or  spices,  ginger,  black  and  long  pepper. 
—  Katu-dald,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  karkati.  —  Katu- 
nishplava,  as,  m.  grain   not  inundated.  —  Katu- 
pattra,   as,  m.   the   medicinal   plant   Oldenlandia 
Biflora,   and  of  another   plant   Sitarjaka.  —  Katu- 
pattrika,  f.,  N.  of  a  trte,=kdn.  —  Katu-padra, 
N.  of  a  place.  —  Katu-paka,  as,  a,  am,  or  katu- 
pakin,  i,  int,  t,  producing  acrid  humors  in  digestion. 

—  Katu-phala,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  cucumber,  Tricho- 
santhes Diceca.  —  Katu-badari,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant  and 

of  a  village  called  from  this  plant.  —  KatUrbhanga, 
as,  m.  dried  ginger.  —  Katu-bhadra,  am,  n.  dried 
ginger,  or  ginger  in  general.  —  Katu-manjarikd,  I. 
the  plant  Achyranthes  Aspera.  —  Katurmoda,  am, 
n.  a  certain  perfume.  —  Katu-rava,  as,  m.  a  frog. 
••  Katu-rohini,  f.  the  medicinal  plant  Helleborus 
Niger.  —  Katu-vartaki,   f.  a  variety  of  Solanum. 
—  Katu-wipdka,  as,  5,  am,  producing  acrid  humors 
in  digestion.  —  Katu-mja,  f.  long  pepper.  —  Katu- 
Mitgdla,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  vegetable.  -  Katu-sneha, 
as,  m.  the  mustard-seed  plant,  Sinapis  Dichotoma. 

—  Katiitkata  (°tu-ut°),  at,  m.  ginger.  —  Kattit- 
kataka,  am,  n.  dry  ginger.  —  Katpltala,  as,  m. 

(for  katu-ph°),  a  small  tree  found  in  the  north-west 
of  HindOstan,  the  bark  and  seeds  of  which  are  used 
in  medicine,  and  as  aromatics ;  the  fruit  also  is  eaten ; 
the  common  name  is  KJyaphal ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several 
plants,  as  of  Gmclina  Arborea  and  different  kinds  of 

Solanum,  =  devaddK  and  mrigcrvaru.—Katv-anga, 
as,  m.  the  tree  Calosanthes  Indica;  an  epithet  of 
Dillpa. 

Katuka,  as,  a,  am,  sharp,  pungent,  bitter,  fierce, 
impetuous,  hot  ;  (as),  m.  pungency,  acerbity  ;  N.  of 
several  plants,  Trichosanthes  Diceca,  a  fragrant  kind 
of  grass  ;  gigantic  swallow  wort,  Calotropis  Gigantea  ; 
a  plant  the  bark  and  seed  of  which  have  an  acrid  and 
bitter  taste,  and  are  used  in  medicine  for  worms, 

dysentery,  &c.,  Wrigthia  Antidysenterica  ;  Sinapis  Di- 
chotoma or  Ramosa  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 

several  plants,  =  Jtalvi  and  katu-rohim  ;  Areca  Fau- 
fel  or  Catechu  ;  Ruellia  Longifolia  ;  (i),  f.  =  katu- 
rohim  ;  (am),  n.  pungency,  acerbity  (at  the  end  of 
compounds  in  a  bad  sense,  e.  g.  dadhi-katukam, 
bad  coagulated  milk)  ;  a  compound  of  pungent  sub- 

stances, as  black  pepper,  long  pepper,  dry  ginger.  —  Ka- 
iuka-traya,  am,  n.  an  aggregate  of  three  pungent 
substances,  as  black  pepper,  long  pepper,  and  ginger. 

—  Katuka-tva,  am,  n.  pungency.  —  Kahtka-phala, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  perfume  prepared  from  the  berries 
of  the  plant  Kakkola.  —  Katuka-bhakshin,  I,  m.,  N. 
of  a  man.  —  Katuka-rohini,  (.  =  katu-rohinl.  —  Ka- 

(uka-valll,  f.  =  katn.-Kattikdldbv  (°ka-al°),  us, 
m.  a  kind  of  bitter  gourd,  Trichosanthes  Diceca. 

katunkata,  f.  rough  manners. 

katura,  am,  n.  buttermilk  mixed 

with  water,  •=  takra  ;  [cf.  kankara,  kaMara,  Icat- 
rora,  kadara,  kadvara.] 

cfZT=MJIH  kateraka-grama,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  village. 

«H5^<*  katodaka,  am,  n.  (fr.  kata  =  karta 
=*garta  ?  and  udaka),  water  for  a  funeral  libation, 
a  funeral  rite. 

katora,  f.  a  shallow  cup. 

katola,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

kat),  a  pungent  flavour  ;  a  man  of  an  inferior  and 
degraded  tribe,  a  Candsla,  a  Pariah,  &c.  ;  (as,  a,  am), 

pungent.  —  Katola-mna,  f.  a  kind  of  lute  played  by 
the  common  people  or  Candslas. 

cfcgK  kattara,  as,  m.  a  weapon,  a  dagger. 

oF^t.  katvara,  as,  a,  am,  despised;  (am), 
n.  the  skim  or  whey  of  curds;  buttermilk  with 
water  ;  a  sauce,  condiment  ;  [cf.  kankara,  kadfara, 
katura,  kadara,  kadwra.] 

4JlrV  katvanga,  a  wrong  reading  for 
khatvdnga,  q.  v. 

j  j  kath,  cl.  I.  P.  kathati,  -thitum,  to 
xlive  in  distress. 

=B7  katha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sage,  a  pupil  of 

VaisampSyana  and  founder  of  a  branch  of  the  Yajur- 
veda,  called  after  him  ;  a  Brahman  ;  a  note  or  simple 

sound  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  followers  or  pupils  of  Katha  ; 
(i),  f.  a  female  follower  of  Katha  ;  the  wife  of  a 
Brahman.  —  Katha-kalapah,  the  schools  of  Katha 
and  KalSpin.  —  Katha-kauthumdh,  the  schools  of 
Katha  and  Kuthumin.  -•  Katha-dhurta,  as,  m.  a 
BrShman  skilled  in  the  Katha  branch  of  the  Yajur- 
veda.  —  Katlia-valll  or  kathavally^upanishad,  t, 

or  katha-s"ruti,  is,  or  kathopanishad  (°t/M-up°), 
t,  {.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad  consisting  of  two  AdhySyas 
of  three  Valll  each.  —  Katha-iak  ha,  f.  a  branch  of 

the  Yajur-veda  ;  also  of  the  Rig-veda(?).  —  Katha- 
$at)ia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  Kalhaiathin,  inas, 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school.  —  Katha-frolriya,  as,  m.  a 
BrShman  who  has  studied  the  Katha  branch  of  the 

Yajur-veda.  —  Kathddhydpaka  (°tha-adh°),  as,  m. 
a  teacher  of  the  Katha  branch  of  the  Yajur-veda. 
—  Kathopanishad-bhdfhya-fikd,  f.  a  commentary 

by  AnantSnanda  on  a  Kathopanishadbhashya.  —  Ka- 
thopanishadbhashyatikd-vivarana,  am,  n.  a  com- 

mentary by  VySsatlrtha  on  the  last. 

cMH^  kathamarda,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Siva;  (fr.  ka(ha,  distress  ?  marda,  dissipating.) 

kathara,  as,  a,  am,  hard ;  [cf.  kathina and  kallwra.] 

chJcV  kathalya  or  kalhalla,  as  or  am,  m. 
or  n.  (?),  gravel. 

kathaku,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

,  a  bird  (or  more  probably  a  particular  bird). 

kathahaka,  as,  m.  a  gallinule.    See 

ddtyuha. 

<*f<Jtfl  kathika,  f.  chalk ;  the  plant  com- 
monly called  TulasI;  [cf.  kalhinl  and  katkiiijara.] 

oJiHiyi.  kathinjara,  as,  m.  the  tree  Ocy- 
mum  Sanctum,  commonly  TulasI. 

=sfir«T  kathina,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

kath),  hard,  stiff  (opposed  to  mridu) ;  inflexible ; 
violent,  as  pain ;  (as),  m.  a  thicket ;  (a),  f.  crystal- 
ized  sugar,  a  sweetmeat  made  with  refined  sugar; 

(i),  f.  chalk ;  (am),  n.  an  earthen  vessel  for  cooking 
(according  to  some  also  f.) ;  [cf.  Lat.  catimtm  ;  Gr. 

K^ivos.]  —  Kathina-td,  f.  or  kathina-tva,  am,  n. 
hardness,  firmness;  severity;  difficulty,  obscurity. 

—  Kathina-prishtha  or  kalhina-prishthaka,  as, 
m.  a  tortoise.  ••  Kathina-hridaya  or  Tsathina-iitta, 

os,a,am,hard-hearted,cruel,unkind.  —  Katliindntah- 
karana  (°na-an°),  as,  d,  am,  harsh,  cruel,  severe. 
Kathinikd,  f.  chalk. 
Kathint-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  hardened,  indurated. 

<+f<5cl  kathilla,  as,  m.  the  plant  Momordica 

Charantia. 
Kalhillalta,  as,  m.  the  plant  Momordica  Charan- 

tia ;  Ocymum  Sanctum  [cf.  kathinjara] ;  Bcerhavia Diffiisa. 

•^TT  kathera,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kath), 
a  needy  or  distressed  man,  a  pauper. 

'cfi<J  <f\!J  katherani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ; 

(ayas),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man. katheru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  Kuvera(?). 

kathora,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

kath),  hard,  solid,  stiff;  offering  resistance;  sharp, 

piercing ;  severe,  cruel,  hard-hearted ;  full,  complete, 
full-grown ;  full  (as  the  moon) ;  [cf.  kathina.]  — Ka- 
thora-giri-mahatmya,  am,  n.  a  portion  of  the 
BrahmSnda-Purana.  —  Kathora-td,  f.  or  kathora- 

tva,  am,  n.  hardness,  firmness ;  severity,  rigour. 

Kathola,as,d,am,  resisting,  hard,&c.,  =  kathora. 

kad,  cl.  i.  P.  kadati,  -ditum,  to  be 
confused  or  disturbed  by  pleasure  or  pain,  to 

be  elated  or  intoxicated ;  cl.  6.  P.  kadati,  to  con- 

sume ;  d.  10.  P.  kadayati,  -yitum,  to  break  off  a 
part,  to  tear,  to  separate  or  detach ;  to  remove  the 
chaffer  husk  of  grain  &c. ;  to  preserve;  [cf.  kand.] 

Kada,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  preceding),  dumb, 

hoarse ;  ignorant,  stupid ;  [cf.  jada.]  —  Kadait-liara 
or  kadan-gara,  as,  m.  straw,  the  stalks  of  various 
sorts  ofpulse  &c.  (rendering  hoarse).  —  Eadaitkariya 
or  kadankarya  or  kadaitgarlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be 

fed  with  straw. 

«RT«R  kadaka,  am,  n.  sea-salt  obtained  by 

evaporation. 
^RT^  kadanga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kad?),  a 

spirituous  liquor,  a  kind  of  ram. 
cfcjd  kadatra,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

gad),  a  kind  of  vessel  or  receptacle.  See  kalatra. 

<*ir»4<*l  kadandlka,  f.  science,  =  kalan- 
dikd,  kalindika. 

cff?ff  kadamba,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

lead),  the  end  or  point ;  the  stalk  of  a  pot-herb ;  (I), 
{.  the  pot-herb  Convolvulus  Repeiis.  See  kalamba. 

WSTf.  kadara,  as,  I,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

gad),  tawny;  (as),  m.  tawny  (the  colour);  a  servant. 
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i  kaditula,  as,  m.  a  sword,  a  scymi- 
tar,  a  sacrificial  knife ;  [cf.  kati-tala.] 

kadd,  cl.  i.  P.  kaddati,  -ditum,  to  be 
hard,  rough ;  to  be  harsh  or  severe. 

j  »i  kan,  cl.  I.  P.  kanati,  (akana,  kani- 
^ehyati,  akanlt  or  akdiiit,  kanitum,  to 

become  small ;  to  sound,  cry  as  in  distress ;  to  go  or 
approach :  Caus.  kdnayati,  -yitum,  aor.  adikanat 
and  a<!akdnat,  to  sigh,  sound ;  cl.  10.  P.  kdnayati, 
-yitum,  to  wink ;  to  close  the  eye  with  the  lids  or 
lashes. 

Kanita,  am,  n.  crying  out  with  pain. 

oRff  kana,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kan; 
according  to  others  related  to  kana,  kanishtha, 

kanlyas,t  kanyd,  in  all  of  which  the  notion  of  small- 
ness  prevails),  a  grain,  a  single  seed;  a  grain  or 
particle  of  dust ;  flake  (of  snow) ;  a  drop  of  water ; 
a  spark  of  fire,  the  spark  or  facet  of  a  gem ;  an  ear 
of  corn ;  an  atom,  a  minute  particle ;  small,  minute ; 
(a),  f.  a  kind  of  fly,  commonly  kitmlrdpokd  ;  long 
pepper ;  cummin  seed ;  (i),  f.  a  drop,  an  atom ;  the 
plant  Premna  Spinosa  or  Longifolia;  a  kind  of 
corn ;  see  kanikd.  —  Kana-guggulu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 
plant;  [cf.  gandharaja,  svarnakarna,  and  others.] 
—  Kana-jlra,  as,  m.  a  white  kind  of  cummin  seed. 
— Kana-jlraka, am,  n.  small  cummin  seed.  —  Kana- 
bhaksha,  as,  m. ' eating  atoms  or  grains'(?),  i.e.  liv- 

ing on  minute  panicles  of  food ;  a  nickname  of  the 
philosopher  KanSda.  —  Kana-bhakshaka,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  bird ;  [cf.  bhdrita,  iydmafataka,  faifira.] 
—  Kana-bhakshana,  am,  n.  the  eating  of  grains. 
—  Kana-bhuj,  k,  m.   nickname  of  Kanada;   see 
kana-bhaksha.  —  Katia-labha,  as,  m.  a  whirlpool. 
—  Katia-ias,  ind.  in  small  parts,  in  minute  particles. 

—  Kananna  (°na-an°),  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  food 
consists  of  grains.  —  Kandnna-ta,  f.  the  state  of  one 
who  is  made  to  feed  on  grains  (of  rice). 
Kanika,  as,  m.  a  grain,  an  ear  of  corn ;  the  meal 

of  parched  wheat,  the  heart  of  wheat  (commonly  suji  or 
semoule) ;  a  small  particle,  as  a  crystal  &c.;  an  enemy; 
N.of  a  purificatory  ceremony,  viz.  whirling  round  lamps 
at  sacrificial  rites  [cf.  nlrdjana] ;  N.  of  a  minister  of 
king  Dhrita-rSshtra ;  (a),  f.  a  drop,  an  atom,  a  small 
particle;  small,  minute;  the  plant  Premna  Spinosa 
or  Longifolia ;  a  kind  of  com  or  rice. 
Kanito,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  ear  or  spike  of  corn. 

Kanishtha,  as,  d,  am  [cf.  kanishtha],  the  small- 
est, the  most  minute. 

Kanika,  as,  d,  am,  small,  diminutive. 
Kanlyas,  an,  asl,  as,  very  small ;  young,  younger; 

[cf.  kanlyas.] 

oMlIM  kanapa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  spear  or 
lance ;  (various  readings  have  kanaya  and  kanaya.] 

«W!M  kanabha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fly  with  a 
sting ;  [cf.  kana.] 

«MLI  I  £\H  kandtlna  or  kanatlra  or  kandtiraka, 

as,  m.  a  wagtail. 

ehUlltj  kanada,  as,  m.,  X.  of  a  celebrated 
sage,  considered  as  the  author  of  the  VaiSeshika 
philosophy,  a  branch  of  the  NySya.  He  is  also 
called  KSsyapa,  and  considered  as  a  Devarshi ;  the 
nicknames  kana-bhaksha  and  kana-bhuj  refer  to 

the  etymology  of  this  name  kana-ada,  '  eating 
atoms  or  grains ;'  a  goldsmith ;  [cf.  Iialdda.] 
SRftni  kanita.     See  under  kan. 

«W!flP«l  kaniti,  is,  and  kariidi,  f.  a  sound 
a  tree  (pattavin);  a  creeper  in  flower;  the  plan 
Abrus  Precatorius ;  a  cart ;  [cf.  kanlt!i.] 

<*l!Hit|  kanukaya,  nom.  P.  (connected  with 
rt.  kan),  Ved.  to  desire  to  utter  words  of  blame  o 
censure. 

*33R  kane,  ind.  a  particle  expressing  th 
satisfying  of  a  desire.  —  Kane-hatya,  ind.  (rt.  han) 

satiating  one's  self  (e.  g.  kane-hatya  payah  pibati, 
le  drinks  milk  till  he  is  satiated.) 

oRSTt.  kanera,  as,  m.,  X.  of  a  tree,  Cascaria 

Ovata  [cf.  karnikdra] ;  (d),  f.  a  she-elephant;  a 
:ourtezan. 
Jfaneru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree ;  f.  a  she-elephant ; 

a  courtezan. 

kant,  cl.   I.  P.  kantati,  -titum,  to 

X  go,  to  move. cMId*  kantaka, as, am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  kant  ?), 

thorn ;  anything  pointed,  the  point  of  a  pin  or 
needle,  a  prickle,  sting ;  a  fish-bone ;  a  finger-nail  [cf. 
kara-kant aka] ;  the  erection  of  the  hair  of  the  body 
in  thrilling  emotions,  horripilation;  any  troublesome 
seditious  person  who  is,  as  it  were,  a  thorn  to  the 
state  and  an  enemy  of  order  and  good  government, 

a  paltry  foe  (kshudra-s'atru) ;  a  sharp  stinging 
pain,  symptom  of  a  disease ;  a  vexing  or  injurious 
speech  ;  any  annoyance  or  source  of  vexation ;  a  term 
in  the  Nyaya  philosophy  implying  refutation  of  argu- 

ment, detection  of  error,  &c. ;  impediment,  obstacle ; 
the  first,  fourth,  seventh,  and  tenth  lunar  mansion ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  barber ;  N.  of  the  horse  of  S'ikya- 
muni  (a  wrong  form  for  kanthaka) ;  N.  of  an  Agra- 
hara;  (according  to  lexicographers  also)  a  bamboo; 
a  workshop,  a  manufactory;  fault,  defect;  N.  of 
Makara  or  the  marine  monster,  the  symbol  of  Kama- 
deva;  (I),  f.  a  species  of  Solanum.  (Kantaka  takes 
the  form  kanta  at  the  beginning  of  some  compounds 
and  in  kantala,  kantdlu,  kantin;  cf.  Gr.  Kfrrita, 
Kftr-r6s,  Kff-rpov.)  —  Kantaka-druma,  as,  m.  a 
tree  with  thorns,  a  thorn  bush ;  the  SSlmali  or  silk- 
cotton  tree,  Bombax  Heptaphyllum.  —  Kantaka- 
prdvritd,  f.  the  plant  Aloe  Perfoliata.  —  Kantaka- 
phala,  as,  m.  the  Jaka  or  bread-fruit  tree,  Arto- 
carpus  Integrifolia ;  another  plant,  Ruellia  Longifolia 
(commonly  called  Go-kshura);  the  castor-oil  tree; 
the  Datura ;  the  term  is  applicable  to  any  plant  the 
fruit  of  which  is  invested  with  a  hairy  or  thorny  coat ; 

[cf.  kantaki-phala]  —  Kantaka-bhuj,  k,  m.  a  camel 
('eating  thorns').  —  Kantaka-inardana,  as,  I,  am, 
treading  down  thorns ;  suppressing  disturbances,  an- 

noyances, &c. ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  beating  or 
treading  down  thorns ;  suppressing  disturbances  &c. 
—  Kantaka^yukta,as,d,  am, having  thorns,  thorny. 
—  Kantaka-vrintdkl,  f.  the  plant  Solanum  Jacquini, 

a  species  of  nightshade  with  thorny  leaves.  —  Kan- 
(aka-dreni,  f.  the  Solanum  Jacquini ;  a  porcupine. 
—  Kantaka-sihall,  f.,  N.  of  a  region.  —  Kantakd- 
khya  ('ka-akhyd),  as,  m.  the  plant  Trapa  Bispinosa. 
—  Kantalcdgdra  (°ka-ag°),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  lizard  ; 
a  porcupine.  —  Kantakdfana  (°ka-a$°),  as,  m.  the 
camel  (eating  thorns,  thistles,  &c. ;   cf.  kantaka- 
bhuj).  —  Kantakdshthlla  Cka-ash),  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  fish,  having  many   bones.  —  Kantakl-kdrl,   f., 
Ved.  working  in   thorns.  —  Kantaki-druma,   as, 
m.  Acacia  Catechu.  —  Kantaki-phala  =  kantaki- 
phala.— Kanta-kuranta,  as,  ra.=jhinli,  Barleria 
Cristata.  —  Kantakoddliarana  (°fca-w(P),  am,  n. 
weeding,  extracting  thorns  &c. ;    removing  annoy- 

ances ;  extirpating  thieves,  rogues,  &c.,  or  all  national 
and  public  nuisances.  —  Kantu-tanu,  us,  f.  a  species 
of  Solanum.  —  Kanta-dald,  f.  the  plant  Pandanus 
Odoratissimus.  —  Kanta-pattra,    as,  m.  the   planl 
Flacourtia  Sapida.  —  Kaiitapattra-phald,  (.,  N.  of 
a  plant,  =  brahmvdandi.  —  Kanta-pdda=  kaiiia- 
pattra.  —  Kanta-pliala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants, 
=  gokshura ;  bread-fruit  tree,  Datura  Fastuosa,  = 
latdkaranja  =  tejahkhala  (?) ;  Ricinus  Communis_; 

(d),  {.=devaddlilatd.  —  Kanta-valll,  l.=irivalli- 
vriksha.  —  Kanta-uriksJta,  as,  m.=  tejahphala- 
vriksha.  —  Kanta-phala,  as,  m.  =  kanta-phala. 
—  Katitdrtagdld   (°ta-dr°),  f.    the   plant  Barleria 
dem\ei.-Kan(5hvaya  (°ta-dh°),  am,  n.  the  tube- rous root  of  the  lotus. 

Kantakdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  (f),  f.,  N.  o! 
several  plants,  Solanum  Jacquini ;  Bombax  Hepta- 

phyllum, the  silk-cotton  tree ;  Flacourtia  Sapida. 

Kantakdrikd,  f.  Solanum  Jacquini ;  also  the  fruit 
of  this  plant. 
Kantakdla,  as,  m.**kantaka-phala,  q.  v. 
Kantakdluka,  as,  m.  Hedysarum  Alhagi. 
Kantakita,  as,  d,  am,  thorny ;  covered  with  erect 

hairs. 

Kantakin,  I,  inl,  i,  thorny,  prickly;  vexatious, 
annoying ;  (I),  m.,  N.  of  several  thorny  plants, 
Acacia  Catechu ;  Vanguiera  Spinosa ;  Ruellia  Longi- 

folia ;  Zizyphus  Jujuba,  bamboo ;  a  fish ;  (nl),  f.,  N. 
of  several  plants,  Solanum  Jacquini,  red  amaranth. 
—  Kantaki-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  from  a  fish ; 
produced  by  the  Mimosa  tree.  —  Kantaki-phala,  as, 
m.  the  Indian  bread-fruit  tree  or  Jaka ;  see  kantaka- 
phala.  —  Kantalci-latd,  f.  a  gourd. 
Kantakila,  as,  m.  a  thorny  kind  of  bamboo, 

Bambusa  Spinosa. 

Kantala,  as,  m.  the  plant  Mimosa  Arabica ;  gene- 
rally Vdvala,  a  tree  yielding  a  species  of  Gum  Arabic ; 

the  branches  are  prickly,  whence  the  name. 
Kaiitalu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  different  plants ;  Solanum 

Jacquini ;  another  species  of  Solanum ;  a  bamboo. 
Kantin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Achyranthes 

Aspera ;  Acacia  Catechu ;  Ruellia  Longifolia. 

kanth,  cl.  i.  P.  A.,  10.  P.  kanthati, 
^-te,  -thitum,  kanthayati,  -yitum,  to 

mourn;  to  long  for;  [cf.  utkanlh;  cf.  also  Gr. 
irevBos,  ir66os ;  Lat.  patior.] 

onjj  kantha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  kaii),  the  throat,  the  neck  (e.  g.  dkantha-tripta, 
filled  up  to  the  throat,  quite  satiated) ;  the  voice  (e.  g. 
sanna-kanthena,  with  broken  voice) ;  sound,  espe- 

cially guttural  sound  ;  the  neck  (of  a  pitcher  or  other 
vessel) ;  the  opening  of  the  womb ;  metaphorically  a 
bud  on  a  stalk ;  immediate  proximity ;  the  space  of 
an  inch  from  the  edge  of  the  hole  in  which  sacrificial 
fire  is  deposited ;  the  tree  Vanguiera  Spinosa ;  N.  of 
a  Maharshi ;  (T),  I.  neck,  throat ;  a  rope  or  leather 
round  the  neck  of  a  horse ;  a  necklace,  a  collar ;  [cf. 
adhara-kantha,ut-kanthd;  cf.  also  Lat.  collumf]. 

—  Kanfha-kubja,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fever.  —  Kantha- 
kubja-pratlkdra,  as,  m.  the  cure  of  the  preceding 
disease.  —  Kanlha-kimikd,  f.  the  VlnS  or  Indian  lute. 
—  Kantha-ga,  as,  d,  am,  reaching  or  extending  to 
the  throat.  —  Kantha-gata,  as,  a,  am,  being  at  or 
in  the  throat;  approaching  or  reaching  the  throat. 
—  Kantha-tata,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  side  of  the  neck. 
-  Kantha-taidsikd    (°la-as°?),  f.  the  leather  or 

rope  passing  round  the  neck  of  a  horse.  —  Kantha- 

daghna,  as,  I,  am,  reaching  to  the  neck.  —  Kantha- 
dhdna,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Kantha-nldaka. 
as,  m.  Falco  Cheela;  a  kite.  —  Kantha-nilaka,  as, 
m.  a  torch,  a  whisp  of  lighted  straw  &c.  (=  tdkd, 
commonly  masdla).  —  Kantha^pandita,as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  poet.  —  Kantha-pds'aka,  as,  m.  a  halter;  a 

rope  passing  round  an  elephant's  neck.  —  Kantha- 

bandha,  as,  m.  a  rope  tied  round  an  elephant's  neck. -  Kantha-bhushd,  f.  a  collar  or  short   necklace. 

—  Kantha-mani,  is,  m.  a  jewel  worn  on  the  throat, 
a  dear  or  beloved  object.  —Kantha-rava,  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  author;    N.  of  a  certain  medical  writer. 

—  Kantha-lagna,  as,  d,  am,  fastened  or  suspended 

round  the  throat;  clinging  to,  embracing.  —  Kantha- 

laid,  f.  a  collar;  a  horse's  halter.  —  Kantha-i'artin, 

I,  inl,  i,  being  in  the  throat ;  [cf.  kantha-gata.~\ —  Kantlia-iSdluka,  am,  n.  a  hard  tumour  in  the 
\\xort..  — Kantha-iunfi,  f.  swelling  of  the  tonsils. 
-  Kantha-iioslM,  as,  m.  drying  the  throat;  fruitless 
expostulation.  —  Kantha-iruty-upani&had,  t,  (.,  N. 

of  an   Upanishad   belonging   to   the   Atharva-veda. 
—  Kan(ha-sajjana,  am,  n.  hanging  on  or  round 
the  throat.  —  Kantha-futra,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  em- 

brace. —  Kantha-ftha,  as,  d,  am,  sticking  in  the 
throat ;  being  in  or  upon  the  throat ;  guttural ;  being 
in  the  mouth  ready  to  be  repeated  by  rote,  learnt 

and  ready  to  be  recited.  —  Kanthagata  (°tha-ag°), 
as,  d,  am,  come  to  the  throat  (as  the  breath  or  soul 

of  a  dying  person).  —  Kaiithdgni  (°tha-ag°),  is,  m. 
a  bird  (digesting  in  the  throat  or  gizzard),  -  Kantha- 

3E 
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^  kath. 
bharana  (°tha-obh°),  am,  n.  a  neck-ornament,  a 
necklace  ;  a  shorter  N.  of  the  work  called  Sarasvatl- 
kanthibharana.  —  Kanthdltharana-darpana,  as, 
m.  a  commentary  of  RSmasinha-deva  on  the  last. 
—  Kanthdbkarana-mdrjana,  a  commentary  by 
Hari-natha  on  the  same  work.  —  Kanthdvasakta 

(°(ha-ati°),  at,  a,  am,  dinging  to  the  neck,  em- 
bracing. ~  Kanthi-raea,  as,  m.  a  lion  (roaring  from 

the  throat)  ;  an  elephant  in  rut  ;  a  pigeon  ;  (T),  f.  the 
plant  Gendarussa  Vulgaris.  —  Kanthe-kala,  as,  m. 

an  epithet  of  Siva  ('blue  on  the  neck').  —  Kanthe- 
viddha.  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kanlhes'vara- 
ttrtha  (°(ha-if),  N.  of  a  TIrtha.  -  Kanthokta  (°  tha- 

nk0), am,  n.  personal  testimony. 
Kanthaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  horse  of  S*5kya-muni  ; 

[cf.  kaytiikn.] 
Kanthatat,  ind.  from  the  throat,  with  distinct 

words,  explicitly. 
Kunthika,  f.  a  necklace  of  one  string  or  row. 
Kanthin,  t,  inl,  i,  belonging  to  the  throat. 
Kanthyn,  as,  a,  am,  being  at  or  in  the  throat  ; 

suitable  to  the  throat  ;  belonging  to  the  throat,  pro- 
nounced from  the  throat,  guttural;  (according  to  a 

PrStisikhya  the  guttural  letters  are  a,  A,  and  the 
Jihvdmittiya  ;  according  to  PSnini  a,  k,  kh,  g,  gk, 
n,  and  h;  according  to  Vopadeva  also  e.)  —  Kanfhya- 
varna,  as,  m.  a  guttural  letter.  —  Kanthya-svara, 
ns,  m.  a  guttural  vowel,  i.  e.  a  and  «. 

•WV'OK?  kanthala,  as,  m.  a  boat,  a  ship  ;  a 
hoe,  a  spade  ;  war  ;  an  esculent  root,  Arum  Campa- 
nulatum  ;  a  camel  [cf.  kantakdiana  and  kandola]  ; 
a  churning-vessel  ;  (a),  f.  a  chuming-vessel. 
Kanlhlla,  as,  m.  a  camel  ;  (as,  a),  m.  f.  a  churn- 

ing-vessel. 

•arm  kand,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  kantlati,  -te,  -di- 
ctum, to  be  glad;  cl.  10.  P.  kandnynti, 

-yitum,  to  separate  the  chaff  from  the  grain  ;  to 
protect;  [cf.  kad:  cf.  also  Lith.  kandu,  'to  bite;' 
Cambro-Brit.  cat,  '  a  fragment.'] 
Kandana,  am,  n.  threshing,  separating  the  chaff 

from  the  grain  in  a  mortar  ;  that  which  is  separated 
from  the  grain,  chaff;  (i),  f.  a  wooden  bowl  or 
mortar  in  which  the  cleaning  or  threshing  of  grain 
is  performed. 

=M!S«J  kandara,  f.  a  sinew  (of  which  six- 
teen are  considered  to  be  in  the  human  body);  a 

principal  vessel  of  the  body,  a  large  artery,  vein,  &c. 

<*<!St.l«*  kandarika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Kaulika. 

•WWII*  kandanaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  servant 
of  Siva. 

kandika,  f.  a  short  section,  the 
shortest  subdivision  in  the  arrangement  of  certain 
Vedic  compositions,  as  in  the  White  Yajur-veda; 
[cf.  kdnda  and  kandika.] 

*<!|  kandu,  us,  m.  f.  or  usually  kandu,  Us, 
(.  (fr.  rt.  Hand),  scratching  ;  itching,  the  itch  ;  (us), 
m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi.—  Kandu-kari,  f.  the  plant  Mu- 
cuna  Pruritus.  —  Kandu-ghna,  at,  m.  the  plant 
Cathartocarpus  (Cassia)  Fistula;  white  mustard. 
—  Kandumakd,  f.  (moled  =  makshikd  or  maiakal), 
a  kind  of  insect  with  a  poisonous  bite.  —  Kandu- 
mat,  an,  atl,  at,  scratching,  itching.  —  Kandt-ddi, 
ayae,  m.  pi.  the  nominal  verbs,  in  the  list  of  which 
kanduyati  is  the  first. 
Kamluka,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  barber. 
Kandura,  as,  d,  am,  scratching;  (as),  m.  the 

plant  Momordica  Charantia,  a  species  ir  reed  ;  (a),  f. the  plants  Mucuna  Pruritus  and  Aty-amlaparnl. 
Kmiduti,  is,  {.  scratching  ;  itching,  the  itch. 
Knnduya,  nom.  P.  A.  kanduyati,  -te,  -yitum 

to  scratch,  scrape,  rub  :  Desid.  kanduyiyigkati. 
Kanduyat,  an,  antl,  at,  scratching,  rubbing. 
K/induyana,  am,  n.  scratching,  scraping,  rubbing 

itching  ;  (i),  f.  a  brush  for  rubbing. 

Kunduyanaka,  as,  i,  am,  scratching,  scraping ; 
(ae),  m.  a  tickler,  one  who  tickles  or  scratches. 
Kanduyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  scratching. 
Kuiidftyd,  f.  scratching,  itching. 
Kaiidiiyita,  am,  n.  scratching. 

Kanduyitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  scratching,  a  scratches 

Kandura,  f.  the  plant  Mucuna  Pruritus;  'what 
causes  itching,'  alluding  to  the  irritating  property  of this  plant. 

Kandula,  as,  d,  am,  having  or  feeling  the  itch, 
itchy;  (as),  m.  an  esculent  root  (Arum  Campanu- 
latum). 

<*4lilc4  kandola,  as,  m.  a  basket  for  holding 
grain,  made  of  bamboo  or  canes  j  a  safe,  any  place 
in  which  provisions  are  kept;  a  camel;  [cf.  kan- 

thdla;  (i),  S.  the  lute  of  the  C'andlla;  [cf.  ka(ola, 
gandola."}  —  Kandola-vind,  f.  the  lute  of  the  CSn- dJla,  a  vulgar  lute. 

Kandolaka,  as,  m.  a  basket,  a  safe,  a  store-room. 
<=MjiN  kandosha,  as,  a.  a  caterpillar. 

=RM  kanva,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
kan),  deaf;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  a  peculiar  class  of  evil 
spirits,  against  whom  charms  are  used;  a  praiser; 
N.  of  a  renowned  Rishi,  author  of  several  hymns  of 
the  Rig-veda ;  he  is  called  a  son  of  Ghora  and  is  said 
to  belong  to  the  family  of  An-giras ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the 
family  or  descendants  of  Kanva ;  (besides  the  cele- 

brated Rishi  there  occur  a  Kanva  NSrshada,  Kanva  SrS- 
yasa,  Kanva  KsSyapa ;  the  founder  of  a  Vedic  school ; 
a  prince,  son  of  Pratiratha  and  father  of  MedhStithi ; 
a  son  of  Apratiratha ;  a  son  of  AjanvTdha  and  father 
of  Medhatithi ;  the  author  of  a  law-book ;  a  gram- 

marian.) The  name  Kanva  was  perhaps  originally 
mythic,  and  afterwards  transferred  to  a  human 
family,  as  was  the  case  with  the  name  An-giras ; 
(am),  n.  sin,  evil.  —  Kanva-jambhana,  at,  I,  am, 
Ved.  consuming  or  destroying  the  evil  spirits  called 
Kanvas.  —  Kanva-tama,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  very  much 
like  Kanva,  very  wise.  —  Kanva-mat,  an,  atl,  at, 
Ved.  prepared  after  the  manner  of  the  Kanvas  (as 
Soma);  (Say.)  united  with  praisers  or  with  the 
Kanvas  (as  Indra).  —  Kanva-rat,  ind.  like  Kanva. 
—  Kanm-salthi,  d,  m.,  Ved.  a  friend  of  the  Kanvas, 
friendly  disposed  towards  them.  —  Kanva-hotri,  td, 
m.,  Ved.  one  whose  Hotri  priest  is  a  Kanva. 
Kanvdya,  nom.  A.  kanvd-yate,  -yitum,  to  do 

mischief;  perhaps  originally  '  to  act  like  a  Kanva  or 

evil  spirit.' 3irT  kata,  as,  m.  the  clearing  nut  plant; 
see  the  following ;  N.  of  a  Muni  or  saint.  —  Kata- 
phala,  as,  m.  the  clearing  nut  plant. 
Katdka,  as,  m.  the  clearing  nut  plant,  Strychnos 

Potatorum,  (one  of  the  seeds  of  this  plant  being  rubbed 
upon  the  inside  of  the  water-jars  used  in  Bengal  occa- 

sions a  precipitation  of  the  earthly  particles  diffused 
through  the  water  and  removes  them.) 

e*rr«l  katama, as, a,at  (superlative  of  2 .  ka ; 
declined  as  a  pronom.,  Gram.  336),  who  or  which  of 
many  ?  (e.  g.  katamena  pathd  ydtds  te,  by  which 
road  have  they  gone?).  Katama  is  often  a  mere 
strengthened  substitute  for  ka,  the  superlative  affix 
imparting  emphasis.  Hence  it  may  occasionally  be 

used  for  '  who  or  which  of  two?'  (e.  g.  tayofi  hnta- 
matmai,  to  which  of  these  two  ?).  It  may  option- 

ally be  compounded  with  the  word  to  which  it  refers 
(e.  g.  katamah  Kathah  or  katama-katha/i,  which 
Katha  out  of  many?).  When  followed  by  fa  and 
preceded  by  yatama  an  indefinite  expression  is 

formed  equivalent  to  '  any  whosoever,'  '  any  whatso- 
ever,' &c.  (e.  g.  yatamad  em  katamaf  fa  viilydt, 

he  may  know  anything  whatsoever).  In  negative 
sentences  katamfi  with  <?a.na.  or  ktnamd  with  api 
=not  even  one,  none  at  all  (e.g.  na  katamaf- 
dandhah,  not  even  on  a  single  day,  on  no  day  at 
all).  In  addition  to  the  above  uses  katama  is  said  to 

mean  '  best,'  '  excessively  good-looking;'  [cf.  3.  ka.] 
—  Kutamoraga  (°ma-ur°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Katara.ae,  d,  at  (comparative  of  i.  ka;  declined 

as  a  pronom.,  Gram.  336),  who  or  which  of  two  ? 
whether  of  two?  Analogously  to  katama  above 

katara  may  occasionally  be  used  to  express  '  who  or 
which  of  many'  (e.  g.  katarasydm  diili,  in  which 
quarter?),  and  may  optionally  be  compounded  with 
the  word  to  which  it  refers  (e.  g.  kataralf  Kathah 
or  katara-kathati).  In  negative  sentencei  katara 
with  <<ana  =  neither  of  the  two  (e.g.  na  katarad- 
fana  jigye,  neither  of  the  two  was  conquered; 
[cf.  Gr.  irArfpos,  xdrfpos;  Goth,  hvathar  ;  Eng. 
whether;  Lat.  uter;  Old  Germ,  huedar;  Slav. 
kotoryi.] 

Kataratat,  ind.  on  which  of  the  two  sides  ? 
i.kati  (fr.  2.  ka,  declined  in  pi.  only,  Gram.  217. 

a,  all  the  cases  except  the  nonj,  voc.  and  ace.  taking 
terminations,  whereas  the  correlative  iti  has  become 

fixed  as  an  indeclinable  adverb),  how  many  ?  quot  '! 
several  (e.g.  kati  dcvdh,  how  many  gods?  kati 
rydpadayati  kati  rd  tddayati,  some  he  kills  and 

some  he  strikes).  In  the  sense  of  '  several,'  '  some,' 
kati  is  generally  followed  by  did  or  api  (».  g.  katitid 
ahdni,  for  several  or  some  days).  Kati  may  be  used 

as  an  adverb  with  fid  in  the  sense  of  '  oftentimes,' 
'  much,'  '  in  many  ways'  (e.  g.  katii'it  stutu/i,  much 
or  often  praised).  Kati-kriti-as,  iud.  how  many 
times  ?  kati-vidha,  as,  d,  am,  of  how  many  kinds  ? 
kati-ias,  how  many  at  a  time  ? 
Katitha,  as,  t,  am,  to  what  place  or  stage  or 

degree  advanced?  (the  how-maniest?)  with  <'«/  = 
advanced  to  such  and  such  a  point  (e.g.  afunu 
katithaJtid  asa,  I  was  so  far  advanced  on  to  such 
and  such  a  point). 

Katidhd,  ind.  in  how  many  places  ?  in  how  many 
parts  ?  how  often  ?  katidhd  (it,  everywhere. 
Katipaya,  as,  a  or  t,  am  (pi.  m.  e  and  as), 

several,  some;  a  certain  number,  so  many;  kali- 
payena  aharganena,  after  some  days  ;  also  kati- 
payair  ahobhih,  katipaydhasya,  &c.~Katipa- 
yena  or  katipayat,  ind.  with  some  exertion  ;  [the 
affix  paya  has  been  compared  with  Gr.  iroioj.l 
Katipayatha,  as,  i,  am,  advanced  to  a  certain 

place  or  degree. 
afcniTrt  katamiila,  as,  m.  fire  ;  the  right 

form  is  khatamdla  ;  [cf.  also  kafamdla  and  kara- 

mdla.] 

^ifw  2.  kati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  sage,  son  of 
Visv5-mitra  and  ancestor  of  Katyayana.  (For  i,  see 

above.) 

Katilia  or  l;atil;a,  f.,  N.  of  a  town. 

^irfrni  katlmusha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Agra- hln. 

katta-s'abda,  as,  m.  the  rattling 
sound  of  dice. 

<*<4«u  knt-trinn,  kat-toya,  kat-tri.  See 
under  2.  kad. 

•3-pgr  katth,  cl.  i.  A.  katthate,  -thitum, \  to  boast;  to  mention  with  praise,  to  praise 
or  celebrate  ;  to  natter  or  coax  ;  to  abuse,  revile. 
Katthana,  us,  a,  am,  boasting,  piaising;  a  boaster, 

praiser;  (am),  n.  boasting. 
efifnt  kat-paya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  2.  kad  and 

payn  fr-  p>  =  pyai),  Ved.  swelling,  rising;  (S5y.) 
one  whose  waters  cause  happiness. 

katr,  cl.  10.  P.  katrayati,  -yitum,  to 

N  loosen,  slacken,  remove. 
katsnrara,  am,  n.  the  shoulder, 

the  shoulder-blade. 
j  m  kath  (this  rt.  is  perhaps  connected 

'\with  katham),  cl.  10.  P.,  ep.  also  A. 
kathayati,  -te,  aor.  adakathat  or  afikathat,  -yi- 

tum, to  converse  with  any  one  (with  inst.  c.  alone  or 
after  saha)  ;  to  tell,  relate,  narrate,  report,  inform, 
speak  about,  declare,  explain  (with  ace.  of  the  thing 
or  person  spoken  about)  ;  to  describe  ;  to  denounce, 
betray;  to  suppose,  state:  Pass,  kathyate,  to  be 
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called ;  be  regarded  or  considered  as :  Desid.  dika- 
thayishati,  to  desire  to  tell ;  [cf.  Goth,  qvath ; 
Eng.  quoth  and  quote  ;  Gr.  KovrtAoSj  KwrfXAw.] 
Kathaka,  as,  a,  am,  a  narrator,  a  relater,  ope 

who  recites  a  story  or  who  publicly  reads  and  ex- 
pounds the  Puranas  &c.,  one  who  speaks  or  tells ; 

(as,  d),  m.  f.  the  speaker  of  a  prologue  or  mono- 
logue ;  a  professional  story-teller  ;  chief  actor ;  (a*), 

m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Kathana,  as,  a,  am,  telling,  talkative ;  (am),  n. 

the  act  of  telling,  narration,  relating,  informing. 
Kathanvya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  said,  to  be  told  or 

declared  ;  worthy  of  relation,  to  be  named. 
Kathaydna,  as,  a,  am,  telling,  speaking. 
Kathayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  told,  to  be  men- 

tioned, to  be  communicated. 
I .  kathd,  f.  conversation,  speech,  tale ;  a  fable,  a 

feigned  story ;  talk,  mention ;  (in  phil.)  disputation  ; 
kd  kathd  (with  gen.  or  more  commonly  with  loc. 
and  sometimes  with  prati),  what  should  one 

say  of?  how  should  one  speak  of?  (e.  g.  eko  'pi 
kriddhrdd  varteta,  bhuyasdm  kathaiva  kd,  even 
one  person  would  live  with  difficulty,  what  should 
one  say  of  many?  i.  e.  how  much  more  many?). 

—  Kathdkrama  (°thd-dk°),  as,m.  the  commence- 
ment of  a  conversation.  —  Kathd-fhala,  am,  n.  the 

device  of  a  fab\e.  —  Kathd-javft,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

man.  —  Kathdnurdga  (°thd-an°),  as,  m.  attention, 
taking  pleasure  in  a  discourse.  —  Kathdnta  Cthd- 

an°),  as,  m.  end  of  a  conversation.  —  Kathdntara 
(cthd-an°),  am,  n.  the  course  of  a  conversation. 
—  Kathd-pttha,  N.  of  the  first  Lambaka  or  book  of 
the  Kathi-sarit-sagara.  —  Kathd-prabandhn,  as,  m. 
a  narrative,  a  tale,  a  composed  story,  a  fiction.  —  Ka- 
Ihd-prasanga,  as,  m.  connection  of  speeches  or 
discourse,  talking,  conversation,  speaking  to  or  with, 
rumour,  report ;  (as,  d,  am),  talkative,  talking  much 
and  foolishly,  half-witted,  foolish  ;  a  conjuror,  a  dealer 
in  antidotes  &c.  —  Kathd-prdna,  as,  m.  an  actor, 
the  speaker  of  a  prologue  or  monologue,  the  intro- 

ducer of  a  drama  ;  a  professed  story-teller.  —  Kathd- 
iaaya,as,i,<nn,  consisting  of  tales.  —  Katha-mnkha, 
am,  n.  the  introduction  to  a  tale ;  N.  of  the  second 

Lambaka  or  book  of  the  KathS-sarit-sagara.  —  Kalha- 

yoga,  as,  m.  conversation,  talk,  discourse.  —  Katttd- 

rambha  (°thd-dr°),  as,  m.  beginning  of  a  story  or 
narrative,  story-telling.  —  Kathdrambha-kala  Ctha- 

<?r°),  as,  m.  story-beginning-rime.  —  Kathdrdma 
(°thd-dr°),  as,  m.  garden  of  fable.  —  Kathdrnava 
Cthd-ar1),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  collection  of  stories  at- 

tributed to  Sivadasa.  —  Kathdldpa  ("thd-dr),  as, 
m.  speech,  conversation.  —  Kathdvafasha  (°thd-av°), 
or  kathd-iesha,  as,  a,  am,  one  of  whom  only  the 
narrative  remains,  i.  e.  deceased,  dead  ;   kathdva- 
xeshatam  yatah,  deceased,  dead.  —  Kathd-mrakta, 
as,  d,  am,  reserved,  taciturn,  disliking  conversation. 

—  Kathd-sangraha,  as,  m.  a  collection  of  tales  or 
fables.  —  Kathd-sarit-sdgayi,  as,  m.  the  ocean  of 
the  rivers  of  stories ;  title  of  a  work  of  Somadeva. 

—  Kathodaya  (°thd-ud°),  as,  m.  the  beginning  of 
a  tale,  introduction  to  a  ta\e.  —  Kathodghdtu  (°thd- 
ud^),  as,  m.  the^apening  of  a  drama  by  the  character 
that  first  entenJP^erhearing  and  repeating  the  last 

words  of  the  prelude.  —  Kathopakathana  (°thd-up'), 
am,  n.  conversation,  conference,  narration.  —  Katho- 

pdkhydna  ( thd-up1),  am,  n.  narration,  narrative, 
relation,  telling  a  story. 
Kathdnrika,  am,  n.  a  small  tale ;  [cf.  kraydaaka, 

bhaydnaka,  &c.] 
Kathdpaya,  nom.  P.  kathdpayati,  -yitam,  to 

tell,  relate,  &c. 
Kathika,  as,  I,  am,  a  narrator,  a  relater,  a  story- 

teller by  profession. 
Kathita,  as,  d,  am,  told,  said,  related ;  (am),  n. 

a  conversation,  discourse.  —  Kathita-pada,  am,  n. 
repetition,  tautology. 

Kalla-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -Jsartum, 
to  transform  into  a  tale.  —  Katht-krita,  as,  d,  am, 

transformed  into  a  tale,  deceased,  dead  (e.  g.  kathl- 

1,-ritam  vapuh,  a  body  of  which  one  can  only  give 
a  history,  a  deceased  body). 

Kathya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  spoken  about,  to  be 
told,  fit  to  be  mentioned. 

Kathyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  told  or  mentioned, 
under  narration. 

<*xj*(  katham  (fr.  2.  lea],  ind.  how  ?  in  what 

manner?  whence  ?  (e.  g.  katham  etat,  how  is  that? 
katham  iddnim,  how  now?  what  is  now  to  be 
done  ?  katham  mdrdtmake  tvayi  vUvasah,  how 
can  there  be  reliance  on  thee  of  murderous  mind  ? 

katham  utsrijya  tvdtii  gaddheyam,  how  can  I  go 
away  deserting  you  ?  katham  buddhvd  bhavishyati 
Ka,  how  will  she  be  when  she  awakes  ?  katham  mri- 

tyuhprabhavativedaviddm,v/henceis  it  that  death 
has  power  over  those  that  know  the  Veda  ?  katham 

avagamyate,  whence  is  it  inferred?).  Sometimes 
katham  merely  introduces  an  interrogation  (e.  g.  ka- 

tham dtmdnam  nivedaydmt  katham  vd  dtmd- 
pahdram  karomi,  shall  1  declare  myself  or  shall  I withdraw  ?). 

Katham  is  often  found  in  connection  with  the 

particles  iva,  ndma,  nu,  emd,  which  appear  to  gene- 
ralize the  interrogation  (how  possibly?  &c.);  with  nu 

it  sometimes  =.  kimu  or  kutas  (e.  g.  katham  nu,  how 
much  more !  na  katham  nu,  how  much  less  I). 
Kat/iam,  is  often  connected,  like  kim,  with  the 

particles  (ana,  (id,  and  apt,  which  give  an  inde- 
finite sense  to  the  interrogative  (e.  g.  katham  (ana, 

in  no  way,  not  at  all).  When  not  itself  negative 
katham  tana,  =  in  some  way,  some  how ;  scarcely, 
with  difficulty ;  na  katham  tana,  in  no  way ;  ka- 
thandit,  some  how  or  other,  by  some  means  or 
other,  in  any  way,  with  some  difficulty,  scarcely,  in 
a  moderate  degree,  a  little ;  na  kathandit,  not  at  all, 
in  no  way  whatever ;  na  kathandid  na,  in  no  way 
not,  i.e.  most  decidedly;  yathd  kathandit,  in  any 
way  whatsoever ;  kathandid  yadi  jivati,  it  is  with 
difficulty  that  he  lives ;  katham  api,  some  how  or 
other,  with  some  difficulty,  scarcely,  a  little ;  katham 
api  na,  by  no  means,  not  at  all.  In  addition  to 
the  above  senses  lexicographers  assert  that  katham 

may  imply  'amazement,  surprise,  pleasure,  abuse;' 
[with  katham  cf.  Gr.  KOTII.] 

At  the  beginning  of  an  adjective  compound  katham 
may  have  the  same  sense  as  Mm.  —  Katham-rupa, 
as,  d,  am,  of  what  shape  ?  —  Katham-mrya,  as, 
d,  am,  of  what  power?  — Kathan-kathika,  as, 
d,  am  (fr.  katham  katham),  one  who  is  always 

asking  questions,  an  inquisitive  person.  «•  Kathan- 
kathika-td,  f.  questioning,  inquiring,  inquisitiveness. 
—  Kathankathita  (?),  as,  m.  an  interrogant,  one 
who  puts  questions.  —  Kathan-karman,  d,  d,  a,  how 
acting ?  —  Kathatt-kdram,  ind.  in  which  manner? 
—  Kathan-td,  f.  enquiry,  question,  demand.  —  Ka- 
tham-pramdna,  as,  a,  am,  of  what  measure  ?  —  Ka- 
tham-bhava,  as,  m.  what  state  ?  —  Katham-bhuta, 
as,  d,  am,  how  being  ?  of  what  kind  ? 

2.  kathd,  ind.  (for  katham),  Ved.  how?  whence? 
why  ?  Sometimes  merely  a  particle  of  interrogation 
(e.g.  Icatltn  tiriuoti  Indrah,  does  Indra  hear? 
yathd  kathd  fa,  in  any  way  whatsoever). 

~ttf  i  •  bad,  cl.  i .  A.  kadate,  -ditum,  pert. 
s;  t'akdda,  to  be  confused,  suffer  mentally ;  to 

grieve ;  to  confound  ;  to  kill  or  hurt ;  to  call ;  to  cry 
or  shed  tears  ;  dakdda  kadanam,  he  accomplished  a 
destruction  ;  [cf.  Gr.  *fj5os ;  Goth,  hatan  :  cf.  also kand.] 

Kadana.am.  n.  destruction,  killing,  slaughter;  war, 

sin.  —  Kadana-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Ka- 
dana-priya,  as,  d,  am,  loving  slaughter. 

^T<|  2.  kad,  ind.  (originally  the  neuter  form 
of  the  interrogative  pronoun  ka),  Ved.  a  particle  of 
interrogation,  where  ?  Kad  is  used,  like  kim,  with  the 
particles  (ana  and  fid  (e.  g.  na  kaddana  upabdiA 
tfrinve  rathanya,  not  at  any  time  or  in  any  manner 
is  heard  the  noise  of  thy  chariot ;  veti  dlvah  kaddid 
d,  he  comes  from  heaven  now  and  then).  Kaddid  is 
sometimes  used,  like  the  simple  kad,  as  a  particle  of  in- 

terrogation (e.g.  kaddid  drishtd  tvayd  JDamayantl, 
was  DamayantI  seen  by  thee  ?).  Kaddid  may  some- 

]  times  be  equivalent  to '  I  hope  that'  (e.  g.  ryddhir  na 
kaddit  te  ianram  pratibddhate,  I  hope  no  illness afflicts  thy  body). 

Kad  at  the  beginning  of  a  compound  marks  the 
uselessness,  badness  or  defectiveness  of  anything ;  as  in 

the  following  examples.  —  Kat-trina,am,  n.  a  fragrant 
grass ;  the  plant  Pistia  Stratiotes.  —  Kat-toya,  am,  n. 
an  intoxicating  drink,  wine  or  vinous  spirit.  —  Kat-tri, 

ayas,  m.  pi.  three  inferior  articles. ~Kad-akshara, 
am,  n.  a  bad  letter,  bad  writing.  —  Kad-agni,  is,  m. 
some  or  a  little  fire.  ••  Kad-adhvan,  d,  m.  a  bad  road. 
—  Kad-anna,  am,  n.  bad  food.  -•  Kad-apatya,  am, 
n.  bad  posterity  j  bad  children.  —  Kad-abhydsa,  as, 
m.  a  bad  habit.  —  Kad-artha,  as,  m.  a  useless  thing ; 
(as,  d,  am),  useless,  unmeaning ;  having  what  purpose 
or  aim  ?  —  Kadarthana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  tormenting, 

torture.  —  Kadarthaya,  nom.  P.  kadarthayati,  -yi- 
tum,  to  despise,  to  estimate  lightly ;  to  torment,  tor- 

ture, trouble.  —  Kadarthita,  as,  d,  am,  despised, 

disdained,  rejected  ;  rendered  useless.  —  Kadarthi- 
kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to 
disdain,  despise,  to  estimate  at  small  value.  —  Ka- 
darthi-krita,  as,  d,  am,  despised,  disdained,  ren- 

dered useless  and  unavailing.  —  Kad-arya,  as,  d, 
am,  avaricious,  miserly ;  little,  insignificant,  mean ; 

bad,  disagreeable;  (as),  m.  a  miser. —Kadarya-td, 
f.  or  kadarya-tva,  am,  n.  avarice ;  insignificance ; 
badness.  —  Kadarya-bhdva,  as,  m.  avarice,  stingi- 

ness. —  Kad-ai!mi,  as,  m.  a  bad  horse.  —  Kad-dkdra, 
as,  d,  am,  ill-formed,  ugly.  —  Kad-dkhya,  am,  n. 

the  plant  Costus  Speciosus  ('having  a  bad  name,' 
i.  e.  kushtha  or  dushta).  —  Kad-d<!dra,  at,  d, 
am,  wicked,  abandoned,  following  evil  practices; 

(as),  m.  bad  conduct.  —  Kad-indriya,  dni,  n.  pi. 
bad  organs  of  sense.  —  Kad-ushtra,  as,  m.  a  bad 
camel.  —  Kad-ushna,  as,  d,  am,  tepid,  lukewarm ; 
(am),  n.  warmth,  lukewarmness,  gentle  warmth  ;  [cf. 

kavoshna,  koshtia.']  —  Kad-ratha,  as,  m.  a  bad 
carriage.  —  Kad-i-at,  an,  att,  at,  containing  the  word 
ka.  —  Kad-vada,  as,  d,  am,  speaking  ill  or  inaccu- 

rately or  indistinctly;  contemptible,  vile,  b»se.  — A'aZ- 
lola,  see  s.  v. 

W%  ka-da,  as,  m.  a  cloud.     See  4.  ka. 
«S^«5  kadaka,  as,  m.  an  awning ;  [cf . kandaku.] 

kadana.  See  under  i .  kad. 

kadamba,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  i. 

kad),  the  tree  Nauclea  Cadamba,  a  tree  with  orange- 
coloured  fragrant  blossoms  ;  the  mustard-seed  plant, 
Sinapis  Dichotoma ;  a  kind  of  grass,  Andropogon 
Serratus  ;  a  particular  mineral  substance ;  turmeric ; 

(i),  (.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  (am),  n.  a  multitude,  an  as- 
semblage or  collection.  —  Kadamba-pushpd  or  i,  f. 

a  plant,  the  flowers  of  which  resemble  those  of  the 

Kadamba,  commonly  called  Mandiri.  —  Kadamba- 
vdyu,  us,  m.  a  fragrant  breeze.  —  Kadambdnila 
(°ba-an°),  as,  m.  a  fragrant  breeze,  spring. 
Kadfimbaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Nauclea  Cadamba, 

Sinapis  Dichotoma,  ̂ haridrtt;  (am),  n.  a  multitude. 

Kadambadu,  as,  m.  the  mustard-seed  plant,  Si- 

napis Dichotoma. 
cfi^X  kadara,  as,  m.  a  saw ;  an  iron  goad 

for  guiding  an  elephant ;  N.  of  a  tree,  which  may  be 
substituted  for  Khadira  as  a  sacrificial  post ;  a  white 
sort  of  Mimosa ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  corn,  a  callosity 
of  the  feet  caused  by  external  friction ;  (am),  n.  coagu- 

lated milk;  [cf.  kankara,  kin'i'iirn,  k-utura,  &c.] 

oB^c?  kadala,  as,  I,  m.  f.  the  plantain  tree 
(Musa  Sapientnm),  called  also  banana.  It  has  a  soft 
perishable  stem,  poetically  a  symbol  of  the  frailty  of 

human  life ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Pistia  Stra- 
tiotes ;  Bombax  Heptaphyllum ;  (;),  f.  a  kind  of  deer, 

the  hide  of  which  is  used  as  a  seat  &c. ;  a  flag,  a 

banner,  a  flag  carried  by  an  elephant.  —  A"t/</a/£- 
sk<tndha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  illusion. 

Kadfilaka,  as,  m.  the  plantain  or  banana  tree, 

Musa  Sapientnm. 
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Kadalin,  i,  m.  a  kind  of  antelope. 

^rtlafin  kadaRkshata,  f.  a  sort  of  cu- 
cumber ;  a  fine  womrn. 

*?!  kadd,  ind.  (fr.  2.  ka),  when  ?  at  .what 
time?  (with  following  fat.  or  pres.  tense);  how? 
Kadd  is  sometimes  found  with  a  following  da  and 
preceding  yadd  (e.g.  yadd  kadd  da  sunavdma 
somam,  let  us  press  out  the  Soma  as  often  as  may 
be  or  at  all  times) ;  kndd  dana,  (though  originally 
negative,  generally  =  )  at  some  time,  one  day,  once ; 
na  kadd  dana,  never  at  any  time ;  kadd  dit,  at 
some  time  or  other,  sometimes,  once ;  na  kadd  dit, 
never;  kaddpi  (kadd-api),  sometimes,  now  and 
then ;  na  kaddpi,  never ;  [cf.  Gr.  (dire  and  vArt ; 
Lat  quando;  Lith.  kadd;  Slav.  kogda.^  —  Kadd- 
matta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

*£>%  kaduhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

^TJ  kadru,  us,  us  or  us, «  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

kav),  tawny,  reddish-brown;  (us),  m.  tawny  (the 
colour) ;  N.  of  a  Rishi ;  (us),  f.  a  Soma  vessel  (?) ;  a 
personification  described  in  certain  legends  which  re- 

late to  the  bringing  down  of  the  Soma  from  heaven, 

according  to  the  BrJhmanas '  the  earth  personified ;'  N. 
of  a  daughter  of  Daksha,  wife  of  Kasyapa  and  mother 

of  the  Nagas  or  the  serpent-race;  N.  of  a  plant.  —  A'a- 
dru-putra,  as,  m.  or  kadru-suta,  as,  m.  a  serpent. 

*SJ^V  kadryad,  an,  kadriti,  ak  (fr.  2.  ka 
and  rt.  and),  Ved.  turned  towards  what  ? 

<*S"  kad-vat.     See  under  2.  kad. 

kadatin. kandata. 

kadvara,  am,  n.  whey;  buttermilk 
mixed  with  water ;  [cf.  kankara,  kadfora,  katura, 
katvara,  and  kadara.] 

^Vlrt^  kadha-priya,  as,  a,  am,  or  kadha- 

pri,  is,  is,  »',  Ved.  friendly  towards  whom  ? ;  (Say.) fond  of  praise. 

•3:3  kan,  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  kanati,  fakana, 
\,akdnit,  kantum  (of  the  simple  root  only 

the  aor.  is  used),  to  be  satisfied;  to  be  contented 
with,  to  accept  anything  (ace.)  with  satisfaction; 
(Siy.)  to  love,  wish,  desire ;  to  shine ;  to  go :  Intens. 
ddkanti,  impf.  6akan,  perf.  ddkanu  and  dake,  to  be 
satisfied,  to  like,  enjoy  anything  (with  loc.,  gen.,  or 
inst.) ;  to  be  liked,  wished,  desired  (with  gen.) ;  to 
strive  after,  seek,  desire  (with  ace.  or  dat.) ;  [cf.  kam 
and  dan :  cf.  also  Lat.  canus,  caneo,  candeo,  can- 

dela;  Hib.  canu,  'full  moon.'] 
35T  kana,  a  substitute  for  alpa,  little, 

small,  not  occurring  alone,  but  regarded  as  the  source 
of  the  following  derivatives ;  [cf.  kana.] 
Kanaya,  nom.  P.  kanayati,  -yitum,  to  make 

less  or  smaller,  diminish. 
Kana,  (.,  Ved.  a  girl. 
Kaniihlha,  as,  a,  am,  the  smallest,  least  (opposed 

to  Hkiiyishlka) ;  the  youngest,  younger  bora  (opposed 
iojye»htha  and  vriddha) ;  (d),  f.  (with  or  without 
angulih)  the  little  finger ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class 
of  deities  of  the  fourteenth  Manvantara ;  (d),  f.  a 
kind  of  heroine.  •*  Kanishtha-td,  f.  or  kanishfha- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  younger  or  smaller. 
—  K'int»htha-pada  or  kanishtha-mula,  am,  n. 
the  least  or  first  root ;  that  quantity  of  which  the 
square  multiplied  by  the  given  multiplicator  and 
having  the  given  addend  added  or  subtrahend  sub- 

tracted is  capable  of  affording  an  exact  square  root. 
Kaniihlhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  Ved.  the  smallest ; 

(d),  f.  the  little  finger;  (am),  n.  a  land  of  grass. 
KIIIII.  f.  a  girl,  a  maiden. 
Kanina,  as, a, am, Ved.  young;  (I),  f  the  pupil 

of  the  eye  ;  the  little  finger. 

Knn'iiiaku,  as,  m.  a  boy,  a  youth ;  the  pupil  of the  eye ;  the  caruncula  lacrymalis  ;  (a),  f.  a  maiden, 
a  young  girl,  a  virgin;  the  pupil  of  the  eye;  (ikd), 
f.  the  pupil  of  the  eye ;  the  little  finger. 
Kaniyat,  an,  asi,  as  (opposed  to  bhuyas,  jyiyas, 

uttama),  smaller,  less  ;  younger,  a  younger  brother 
or  sister,  a  younger  son  or  daughter. 
Kaniyasa,  as,  d,  am,  smaller,  less;  younger; 

(am),  n.  copper  ('  of  less  value')  ;  [cf.  kanyasa.] 
Kanyakd,  kanyd.     See  s.  v. 

"HI*  kanaka,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kan), 
gold  ;  N.  of  several  plants,  Datura  Met  el  and  Fastuosa, 
thorn  apple  ;  Mesua  Ferrea;  Michelia  Champaka; 
Butea  Frondosa  ;  Bauhinia  Variegata  ;  a  black  sort 
of  Agallochum  or  sandal-wood  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince,  a  son  of  Durdama  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  a  goddess  ; 
N.  of  a  minister  of  NarendrSditya  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  people;  (d),  f.  one  of  the  seven  tongues  of  fire. 
—  Kanaka-kundald,  f.  the  mother  of  Harikesa. 
—  Kanaka-kshara,  a*,  m.  borax.  —  Kanaka-giri, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  the  founder  of  a  sect.  —  Kanaka-tanka, 

as,  m.  a  golden  hatchet.  —  Kanaka-ldlabha  (°la- 
dbhd),  as,  a,  am,  bright  as  a  golden  palm  tree. 
—  Kanaka-daitdaka,    as,    m.   the   royal    parasol 
(golden-sticked).  —  Kanaka-datta,  as,  m.  the  son 
of  Nidhipati.  —  Kanaka-dhvaja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Dhrita-rSshtra.  —  Kanaka-paraga,  ox,  m.  gold- 
dust.  —  Kanaka-pala,  as,  m.  a  Pala,  a  weight  of 
gold  and  silver  equal  to  sixteen  Mfishakas,  01  about 
280  grains  troy.  —  Kanaka-pingala,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
—  Kanaka-pura,  am,  t,  n.  f.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Ka- 
naka-prabhd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant;  N.  of  a  metre  con- 

sisting of  four  lines  of  thirteen  syllables  each  ;  N.  of 
a  princess  ;  (as,  d,  am),  bright  as  gold.  —  Kanaka- 
prasavd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Kanaka-bhanga,  as, 
m.  a  piece  of  gold.  —  Kanaka-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
golden,    consisting   or   made  of   gold.  —  Kanaka- 
muni,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Kanaka-rambhd, 
(.,   N.  of  a  plant.  —  Kanaka-rasa,  as,  m.   fluid 
gold  ;  a  yellow  orpiment.  —  Kanaka-releha,  (.,  N.  of 
a  daughter  of  Kanaka-prabhS.  —  Kanakalodbhara, 
as,  m.  (fr.  kanaka-kala-udbhava  ?),  resin  of  the 
plant  Shorea  Robusta.  —  Kanaka-fail,  f.,  N.  of  the 
residence  of  king  Kanaka-varna  ;  [cf.  kanakd-vati.] 
—  Kanaka-varna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  supposed  to 
be  a  former  manifestation  of  Sakya-muni.  —  Kanaka- 

vdhini,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  ('  gold  stream'  ).*•  Kanaka- 
vigraha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  VisJlapuri.  —  Ka- 
naka-s"akti,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  Karttikeya;  [cf. 
dakti-dhara.]*-  Kanaka-sutra,   am,    n.    a   gold 
cotd.  —  Kanaka-stambha-rudira,  as,  d,  am,  shin- 

ing with  columns  of  gold.  —  Kanaka-stftafi,  f.  a  gold 
mine,  golden  soil.  —  Kanakangada  (°Ao-a»°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rSshtra.  —  Kanakafala 

(°ka-af°),  as,  m.  the  golden  mountain  ;  an  epithet of  the    mountain   Sumeru.  —  Kanakddri-kltuntla 

(°ka-ad°),  am,  n.  a  section  of  the  Skanda-puriina. 
—  A'nnakddhyaksha  (°ka-adh°),  as,  m.  the  trea- 

surer or  superintendent  of  the  gold.  —  Kanakayu 

(°ka-dyu),  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rSshtra  ;  (a 
various  reading  has  karakayu.)  —  Kanakdlukd(°ka- 
al"),  f.  a  golden  jar  or  vase.  —  Kanaka-mil,  (.  a 
proper  name.  —  Kanakdrati-madkava,  as,  m.  title 
of  a  work.  —  Knitukali  ra  (°ka-dh°),  am,   n.   the 
blossom  of  the  tree  Mesua  Ferrea.  ••  Kanakdhvaya, 
as,  m.  the  thorn  apple  ;   Mesua  Ferrea  ;   N.  of  a 

Buddha.  —  Kanakcs'vara-tlrtha  (°ka-is'°),  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
Kanakdraka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Bauhiuij  Variegata 

Lin.  ;  [cf.  kdiidandra  and  /cdntdrtt.'] 
kanaknaka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  epithet 

of  a  kind  of  poison. 

kunakhala,  am,  n.  and  (as),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  Tlrtha  and  the  mountains  surrounding  it. 

kanati,  f.  red  arsenic,  =  kunatl. 

kanadeva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 

patriarch. 
<*1  lA-an«na,as,a,aOT,  one-eyed  ;[cf.  /tana.] 

<**(H  kanapa,  &  various  reading  for  ka- 
iiapa,  q.  v. 

,  as,  m.,  N.of  a  son  of  Sura. 

"ill  i«  kaaatlta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

<*r«iHK;  kanikrada,  as,  a,  am  (an  Intens. 
form  of  rt.  krand),  Ved.  neighing. 

^rrc-*  kanishka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Indo- 
scythic  king,  celebrated  in  the  history  of  Buddhism. 
—  Kanfshka-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  founded 

by  Kanisbka. 
<*f"iH,  ̂ ft,  =Ht«f,  =F-ft^?fN.  See  under 

kana. 
<**fir«i  kaiiiti,  is,  f.  a  cart  ;  a  creeping  plant 

with  blossoms  ;  the  plant  Abrus  Precatorius. 

<*«J»t  kamija,  a.  corruption  of  kanyd-kubja, 
q.  v.  —  Kanuja-defa,   as,   m.   the    country   round 
Kany3-kubja. 

^Tl  kanera,  f.  a  female  elephant;  a 
harlot.  See  kanera. 

<*TT  kanta,  as,  d,  am,  or  kanti,  is,  is,  i  (fr. i.  kam),  happy. 

Kantu,  us,  us,  u,  happy  ;  (us),  m.  the  heart  as 
the  seat  or  faculty  of  perception  and  feeling  ;  Kania- 
deva,  the  deity  of  love  ;  a  granary. 

anthaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

kanthan,  f.,  N.  of  a  tree.  See  kan- 
thd,  kanthdri,  kruragandhd,  tikuhnakantakd.  Sec. 

<*'"4l  kauthd,  f.  a  rag,  a  patched  garment, 
especially  one  worn  by  certain  ascetics  ;  a  wall  ;  a 
town,  (in  composition  the  word  is  neuter  if  the  com- 

pound imply  a  town  of  the  Usinaras)  ;  a  kind  of 
tree  ;  N.  of  a  country.  —  Kanthd-dhdrana,  am,  n. 
wealing  a  patched  garment  as  practised  by  certain 
Yogis.  •-  Kanthd-dhdrin,  i,  ini,  m.  f.  a  Yogi,  a 
religious  mendicant.  —  Kanthescara-tirtha  ("tka- 

ii°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
kanthari,  f.,  N.  of  a  tree. 

kand,  cl.  I.  P.  kandati,  -ditmn,  to 
T  cry,  utter  lamentations  ;  A.  kandate,  to  be 

confounded,  confound  ;  [cf.  1.  kad,  krand,  kland.] 

^i»5  kanda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
kan),  a  bulbous  or  tuberous  root  ;  a  bulb  ;  the  bulb- 

ous root  of  Amorphophallus  Campanulatus  ;  garlic  ; 
a  lump,  swelling,  knot  ;  an  affection  of  the  feminine 
organ,  considered  as  a  fleshy  excrescence,  but  ap- 

parently prolapsus  uteri  ;  N.  of  a  metre  of  four  lines 
of  thirteen  syllables  each  ;  a  cloud  (in  this  sense  fr. 
kam,  water,  and  da).  —  Kanda-gududi,  {.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  =  kanda-rohi  ni,  Scc.  —  Katida-ja,  as,  d,  am, 
growing  from  bulbs.  —  Kanda-da,  as,  a,  am,  giving 
or  forming  bulbs.  —  Kanda-phald,  {.,  N.  of  a  plant. 
—  Kanda-bahulS,  {.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Kanda-mula, 
am,  n.  a  radish.  —  Kanda-lald,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant 
with  a  bulbous  root.  —  Knnda-vat,  an,  m.  a  species 
of  the   Soma   plant.  —  Kanda-vardhdna,    an,   m. 
the  esculent  root  of  Amorphophallus  Campanulatus. 
—  Kiuiiln-inlli,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Kamla-surtnui, 
<j.v,   in.    the    plant   AmorphophaBKCampanulatus. 
—  Kanda-mnjna,    am,    a.    prolapsus   uteri  ;    [cf. 
kanda.]  —  Ktinda-sanibhava,  as,  d,  am,  growing 
from  bulbs.  —  Kanda-sdra,  am,  n.  the  garden  or 

grove  of  \n&n.  —  Kandddhya,  ("da-ddh"),  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  tuberous  plant.  —  Kanddmritd  (°da-am°), 
(.,  N.  of  a   plant,  =  /;anda-gudafi.  —Kanildrha 
(°da-ar°),  as,  m.  the  plant  Amorphophallus  Cam- 

panulatus. —  Kandodbliavd  (cda-udf),  f.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  =  kamla-gududi. 

l\niii]alu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants;  an  escu- 
lent root  ;  a  sort  of  Arum  &c. 

Ktuidin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  a  bulbous  root;  (i),  m. 
the  plant  Amorphophallus  Campanulatus. 

kandaka,  as,   m.    a   palanquin,  = 

kandata,  am,  n.  the  white  esculent 

water-lily  ;  [cf.  kandota  and  kandota.] 
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kandara,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  m.  f.  n. 

(perhaps  fr.  kam-dara),  an  artificial  or  natural  cave; 
a  glen,  a  defile,  a  valley  ;  (as),  m.  a  hook  for  driving 
an  elephant;  (am),  n.  dry  ginger  (in  this  sense  fr. 

kanda,  'consisting  of  bulbs'?).  —  Kandara-vat, 
an,  all,  at,  containing  caves  or  valleys  (as  a  moun- 

tain). —  Kandardkdra  (°ra-dk°),  as,  m.  a  moun- 
tain. —  Kandardntara  (°ra-an°),  am,  n.  the  interior 

of  a  cave.  —  Kandardla  (°ra-dla  =  dlaya),  as,  m., 
N.  of  several  plants,  Hibiscus  Populneoides  ;  Ficus 
[nfectoria.  —  KandardJaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Ficus 

Infectoria.  —  Kandarodbhavd  (°ra-ud°),  (.,  N.  of  a 
plant. 

kandarpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  kam-darpa, 

'  how  haughty  ;'  or,  according  to  others,  '  the  in- 
flamer  even  of  the  chief  of  gods;'  see  3.  ka),  N. 
of  the  deity  Kama,  or  the  god  of  love,  the  Cupid  of 

the  Hindu  mythology;  love;  (d),  f.  one  of  the  pre- 
siding female  deities  of  the  Jainas  executing  the 

orders  of  the  fifteenth  Arhat.  —  Kandarpa-kUpa, 

as,  m.  pudendum  muliebre,  ('  a  well  of  love.') 
—  Kandarpa-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Kan- 
darpa-keli,  is,  m.  title  of  a  work.  —  Kandarpa- 
jita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =kdma-vriddhi.  —  Kan- 
darpa-jvara,  as,  m.  passion,  desire.  —  Kandarpa- 
dahana,  am,   n.   a  section   of  the   Siva-purana. 
—  Kandarpa-musala,   as,   m.   membrum   virile. 
—  Kandarpa-Mwkhala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  coitus. 
—  Kandarpa-siddhdnta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast 
on  Supadma. 

oft^w  kandala,  as,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  the  skull 
(  =  kapdla);  the  cheek,  or  the  cheek  and  temple; 
a  new  shoot  or  sprig  ;  a  low  soft  tone  ;  a  portent,  a 
natural  phenomenon  supposed  to  forbode  evil  ;  re- 

proach, censure  ;  (as),  m.  gold  ;  war,  battle  ;  (i),  f. 
a  species  of  deer  of  which  the  hide  is  used  ;  a  plant, 
the  plantain  tree  or  banana  tree  (Musa  Sapientum  ; 
see  kadali)  ;  lotus  seed  ;  a  flag,  a  banner  ;  (am),  n. 
the  flower  of  Musa  Sapientum  ;  perhaps  a  mushroom. 
—  Kandali-kdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  in  author.  —  Kan- 
dall-kuiuma,  am,  n.  a  mushroom. 
Kandalita,  as,  d,  am.covered  with  mushrooms  (?)  ; 

budded,  blown  ;  put  forth,  emitted. 
Kandalin,  i,  ini,  i,  covered  with  mushrooms; 

(i),  m.  a  kind  of  antelope  (?). 

<*(V<^  kandirl,  f.  the  plant  Mimosa 
Pudica. 

«K»«J  kandu,  us,  m.  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

ikand),  a  boiler,  a  saucepan,  or  other  cooking 
utensil  of  iron  ;  an  oven,  or  vessel  serving  for  one  ; 

(us),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Kandu-pakva,  as,  d,  am, 
parched,  roasted  (as  grain),  fried  &c.  in  a  pan,  dressed 
without  water. 

cR»r£elf  kanduka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 

fr.  the  preceding),  a  ball  of  wood  or  pith  for  playing 

with;  (am),  n.  a  pillow;  a  germ(?).  —  Kanduka- 
prastha,  as,  m.,  N,  of  a  town.  —  Kanduka-lild,  f. 

any  game  with  a  ball,  fives.  —  Kandukeia  (°ka-i^a), 
us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kandukedvara-liitga  (°ka- 
is"^,  am,  n.,  Wfof  a  Lin-ga. 

O|IK£I«  kandota,  as,  m.  the  white  lotus, 
Nymphza  Esculenta  ;  (am),  n.  the  blue  lotus. 

Kandota,  as,  m.  the  white  lotus,  Nymphsea  Escu- 
lenta. See  kandata. 

opV  kan-dha,  as,  m.  (fr.  kam,  water,  and 
dha  fr.  rt.  dhd),  a  cloud. 

Kan-dhara,  as,  d,  m.  f.  (fr.  kam,  head,  and 
dhara  ft.  rt.  dhri),  the  neck  ;  (as),  m.  the  plant 
Amaranthus  Oleraceus  ;  (kam  =  water),  a  cloud. 

Kan-dhi,  is,  m.  (fr.  kam,  water,  and  dhi  fr.  rt. 
dhd),  the  ocean;  (is),  f.  (7i-am=head),  the  neck. 

°K^  kanna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  ;  (am),  n. 
fainting,  falling  in  a  fit  or  state  of  insensibility  ;  sin  ; 
(a  various  reading  has  kalla.) 

kanyakd,  f.  (see  kana),  a  girl,  a 

maiden ;  a  young  virgin ;  a  daughter ;  the  constellation 
Virgo  in  the  zodiac ;  the  plant  Aloe  Perfoliata.  -  Kan- 

yakd-guna,  ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people-  ••  Kanyakd- 
fhala,  am,  n.  beguiling  a  maiden,  seduction,  betrayal. 

—  Kanyakd-jana,  as,  m.  a  maiden.  —  Kanyakd- 
jdta,  as,    m.  the   son   of  an   unmarried   woman. 

—  Kanyakd-pati,  is,  m.  a  daughter's  husband. 
Kanyand  or  kanyald,  f.,  Ved.  a  girl. 
Kanyd,  !.  (the  gen.  pi.  in  Rig-veda  is  kanindm), 

a  girl,  a  virgin,  a  daughter ;  (icanydm  dd  orpra-dd  or 

pra-yam  or  upa-pad  in  Caus.,  to  give  one's  daughter 
in  marriage ;  kanydm  prati-grah  or  hri  or  vah,  to 
receive  a  girl  in  marriage,  to  marry) ;  the  sign  of  the 
zodiac  Virgo ;  an  epithet  of  Durga  ;  N.  of  a  metre 
of  four  lines,  each  of  them  conlaining  four  long 
syllables ;  an  annual  plant ;  N.  of  several  plants,  the 
plant  Aloe  Perfoliata,  a  tuberous  plant  growing  in 
Kasmira;  large  cardamoms;  [cf.  Zend  UainS ;  Hib. 

cain,  '  chaste,  undefiled ;'  caile,  '  a  country-woman, 
a  harlot ;'  caileamfmil, '  girlish,  effeminate.']  —  Kan- 
yd-kdla,  as,  m.  the  time  of  virginity.  —  Kanyd- 
kubja  or  kanya-kubja,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  ancient  city 
of  great  note,  in  the  north  of  Hindustan,  situated  on  the 
Kali  nadi,  a  branch  of  the  Ganges,  in  the  modern 
district  of  Furruckabad.  The  popular  spelling  of  the 
name  presents,  perhaps,  greater  variations  than  that  of 
any  place  in  India  (e.  g.  Ktinnoj,  Ktmnouj,  Kinoge, 
Kinnoge,  Kinnauj,  Kanoj,  Kannauj,  Kunowj, 
Canowj,  Canoje,  Canauj,  &c.).  In  antiquity  this 
city  ranks  next  to  Ayodhya  in  Oude.  It  is  known 
to  classical  geography  as  Canogyza;  but  the  name 
applies  also  to  its  dependencies  and  the  surrounding 
district;  the  etymology  (kanyd,  a  girl,  and  kubja, 
round-shouldered  or  crooked)  refers  to  a  legend  relat- 

ing to  the  hundred  daughters  of  Kusanabha,  the  king 
of  this  city,  who  were  all  rendered  crooked  by  VSyu 

for  non-compliance  with  his  licentious  desires.  The 
ruins  of  the  ancient  city  are  said  to  occupy  a  site 

larger  than  that  of  London.  —  Kanydkubja-des'a, 
as,  m.  the  country  round  KanySkubja.  —  Kanyd- 
kumdri  or  kanya-kumdri,  is,  (.  the  youthful  god- 

dess, an  epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Kanyd-kupa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Kanyd-gata,  as,  d,  am,  inhe- 

rent in  or  pertaining  to  a  virgin;  the  position  of 

a  planet  in  the  sign  Virgo.  —  Kanyd-garbha, 
as,  m.  the  offspring  of  an  unmarried  woman. 

—  Kanyd-grahana,  am,  n.  taking  a  girl  in  mar- 

riage. —  Kanydta  (°yd-d{a),  as,  d,  am,  follow- 
ing after  young  girls ;   (as),  m.  the  middle  of  a 

house,  the  inner  or  private  apartments  for  women. 

—  Kanyd-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Kanyd- 
tva,  am,  n.  virginity.  —  Kanyd-ddtri,  td,  m.  a  fether 
who  gives  a  girl  in  marriage.  —  Kanydddna  (either 

"yd-a*  or  °yd-ad°),  am,  n.  giving  i  girl  in  mar- 
riage;  receiving  a  girl  in  marriage  —  Kanyd-dii- 

shaka,  as,  m.  the  violator  or  defiler  of  a  virgin  ; 
the  calumniator  of  a  girl.  —  Kanyd-duahana,  am, 

n.  defiling  a  virgin,  calumniating  a  girl.  —  Kanyd- 
doshft,  as,  m.  a  blemish  in  a  virgin,  disease,  bad 
repute,  &c.  —  Kanyd-dhana,  am,  n.   a  portion, 

dowry.  —  Kanyd-pati,  is,  m.  a  daughter's  husband. 
—  Kanyd-pdla,  as,  m.  a  dealer  in  slave  girls ;  the 

father  of  a  maiden ;   [cf.  kalyd-pdla.']  —  Kanyd- 
putra,  as,  m.  the  offspring  of  an  unmarried  daughter. 

—  Kanyd-pura,  am,  n.  the  women's  apartments. 
—  Kanyd-praddna,  am,  n.  giving  a  daughter  in 
marriage.  —  Kanyd-bhartri  or  kanyd-hartri  (?),  td, 
m.  an  epithet  of  KSrttikeya.  —  Kanyd-bhdra,  as,  m. 
virginity.  —  Kanyd-maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting  in  a 
girl  (as  property  &c.),  being  a  girl.  —  Kanyd-ratna, 
am,  n.  a  jewel  of  a  damsel,  a  lovely  girl.  —  Kanyd- 
rdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Kanyd-raM,  is, 
m.  the  sign  Virgo.  —  Kanyd-vedin,  I,  m.  a  son-in-law. 
—  Kanyd-iulka,  am,  n.  the  purchase-money  of  a 

maiden,  money  given  to  the  bride's  father.  —  Kanyd- 
frama  (°yd-d^°),   as,   m.,    N.   of  a   hermitage. 
—  Kanya-sammdya.,  am,   n.,   N.   of  a   Tirtha. 
"Kanyd-samudbhaiia,  as,  m.  the  son  of  an  un- 

married girl.  —  Kanyd-sampraddna,,  am,  n.  the 

giving  away  a  maiden  in  marriage.  -•Kunyd-sva- 
yamvara,  as,  m.  the  choice  of  a  husband   by  a 

maiden.  —  Kanyd-karaiia,  am,  a.  carrying  oft"  a 
girl,  rape,  ravishment.  -•  Kanyd-hrada,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  Tirtha. 
Kanydkd  or  kanyikd,  f.  a  young  girl,  a  virgin. 

oR^W  kanyasa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kaniyas), 

younger ;  (a),  f.  the  little  finger. 
<t-Ul(  kanyusha,  am,  n.  the  hand  below 

the  wrist. 

cR^ia/),  a  various  reading  for  krap,  q.  v. 

«(W  kapa,  as,  m.  pi.  a  class  of  demons. 

=tiH4  kapata,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  kamp),  fraud,  deceit,  cheating,  circumvention  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  DSnava ;  (i),  f.  a  measure  equal  to 
the  capacity  of  the  hollows  of  the  two  hands  joined. 

—  Kapata-td,  f.  or  kapata-tva,  am,  n.  deceitful- 
ness.  -'Kapata-tdpasa,  as,  m.  one  who  deceitfully 
pretends  to  be  an  nxetic.  —  Kapata-daitya-badka, 
as,  m.   title  of  a  chapter   of  the  Ganesa-Purana 

('  destruction  of  the  Daitya  Kapata').  —  Kapct/ii- 
prabandha,  as,  m.  fraud,  trick,  fraudulent  plot  or 
contrivance.  —  Kapala-lekhya,am,  n.  a  forged  docu- 

ment, a  false  or  fraudulent   statement.  —  Kapata- 
vatana,  am,  n.  deceitful  talk.  —  Kapata-veia,  as, 
d,  am,  assuming  a  false  dress  or  appearance,  masked, 

disguised ;  (as),  m.  disguise.  ••  Kapatavedin,  i,  ini, 

i,  disguised,  in  masquerade.  —  Kapatedvari  (°ta-ls'°), {.,  N.  of  a  plant. 

Kapatika,  as,  i,  am,  acting  deceitfully,  fraudu- 
lent, dishonest,  a  rogue,  a  cheat. 

Kapatin,  i,  ini,  i,  fraudulent,  dishonest,  a  cheat ; 

(ini),  (.  a  kind  of  perfume,  =  6ida. 
otiMHI  kapana,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kamp), 

Ved.  a  worm,  a  caterpillar ;  [cf.  ica^m;.] 

<*m;  kaparda,  as,  m.  a  small  shell  or 
cowrie  used  as  a  coin  and  as  a  die  in  gambling, 

Cypraea  Moneta ;  braided  and  knotted  hair,  especially 
that  of  Sin  (knotted  so  as  to  resemble  the  cowrie 
shell). 

Kapardaka,  as,  m.  =  kaparda  above;  (ikd),  f. 
Cypraa  Moneta.  See  kaparda. 

Kapardin,  i,  ini,  i,  shaggy ;  wearing  braided  and 
knotted  hair  like  the  cowrie  shell ;  epithet  of  Rudra,  of 
Pushan,  of  the  descendants  of  Vasishtha  and  of  DurgS  ; 

(<),  m.,  N.  of  S'iva ;  N.  of  one  of  the  eleven  Rudras. 
—  Kapardi-kdrikd,   ds,    f.  pi.,   N.   of  a  work. 
—  Kapardi-svdmtn,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast. 

kapala,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  half,  a  part. 

kapata,  as,  i,  am,  m.  f.  n.  ft  door, 
the  leaf  or  panel  of  a  door.  —  Kapdta-ghna,  as,  m. 
one  who  breaks  the  door,  a  house-breaker,  a  thief. 

—  Kapdtarsandhi,  is,  m.  the  junction  of  the  leaves 
of  a  door;    a  mode  of  multiplying  in  which  the 
multiplicand  is  placed  in  a  certain  manner  under  the 
multiplying  quantity.  —  Kapdtaiandhika,  as,  d,  am, 
term  used  for  a  kind  of  bandage ;  similarly  ardfia- 

kapdtasandhika.  —  Kapdtodgkdtana  ("ta-ud"), 
am,  a.  a  door-key. 

<*Hlc4  kapala,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

kamp),  a  cup,  a  jar,  a  dish,  used  especially  for  the 
PurodSsa  offering  (often  at  the  end  of  a  compound, 
the  first  member  of  which  is  a  numeral,  e.  g.  tri- 

kapdla,  '  consisting  of  three  cups') ;  the  shell  of  an 
egg,  shell  of  a  tortoise ;  the  cotyla  of  the  leg  of  a 
man  or  animal,  any  flat  bone ;  a  kind  of  leprosy ; 

(as,  am),  m.  n.  the  fragment  of  a  vessel,  a  pot- 
sherd ;  a  cover  or  lid ;  the  skull,  the  cranium,  the 

skull-bone ;  either  half  of  a  water-jar ;  multitude, 
assemblage,  collection;  a  treaty  of  peace  on  equal 

terms, ^kapdtal;  (at),  m.,  N.  of  an  intermediate 

caste ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (am,  J),  n.  f.  a  beggar's  bowl ; 
[cf.  Gr.  Kc0oA^ ;  Lat.  capnt ;  Germ,  haupt;  Goth. 
lutubith,  Them.  haubida.]  —  Kapdla-ndlikd,  f.  a 
sort  of  pin  or  spindle  for  winding  cotton,  thread,  &c. 

—  Kapdla-pdni,  is,  is,  i,  having  a  pot  in  hand  to 
receive  food  (as  a  beggar).  —  Kapdla-bhati,  f.  a 
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particular  sort  of  penance,  consisting  in  alternate 
suppression  and  emission  of  the  breath.  —  Kapdla- 
bhrit,  t,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  or  MahJ-deva  (who 
wears  skulls).  —  Kapdlamalin,  i,  ini,  i,  bearing  a 
garland  of  skulls ;  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Kapdla-modana, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  TTrtha.  —  Kapdla-iiras  (?),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Muni ;  (a  various  reading  has  kaldpa-tfiras.) 
—  Kapdla-sandhi,  is,  m.  a  treaty  of  peace  on  equal 
terms  (  =  kapdta-sanaM?).  —  Kapdla-8pkota,  of, 
m,  N.  of  a  Rakshas  ('  splitting  the  skull'). 
Kapdlikd.  (.  a  potsherd ;  the  tartar  of  the  teeth ; 

[cf.  kdjiali/ca.] 
Kapdlin,  i,  ini,  i,  furnished  with  or  bearing 

skulls ;  (?,  ini),  m.  f.  a  man  or  woman  of  low  caste, 
son  or  daughter  of  a  Brahman  mother  and  a  fisherman 
father;  the  follower  of  a  certain  Saiva  sect,  [cf. 
ka/idlika] ;  (i),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  (at  wearing 
skulls) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  eleven  Rudras ;  N.  of  a 
servant  of  Siva  ;  (ini),  (.  the  goddess  Durga  as  the 
wife  of  Siva-kapSlin. 

^ifa  kapi,  is,  is,  i  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kamp), 
brown;  (is),  m.  an  ape  or  monkey;  an  elephant; 
the  plant  Emblica  Officinalis  or  a  species  of  Karanja ; 
incense,  storax  or  impure  benzoin,  [cf.  kapi-ja, 
kapi-taila,  &c.];  the  sun;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or 
Krishna  ;  N.  of  a  Muni,  the  author  of  a  Vedic  verse, 
son  of  Uru-kshaya ;  (fe  or  i),  f.  a  female  ape  or 
monkey ;  [cf.  Gr.  infirm,  KIIXOS  ;  Old  Germ,  affo  ; 
AngL'Sax.  apa;  Eng.  ape.]  —  Kapt-kaddhu,  us  or 
u,  Us,  f.  the  plant  Mucuna  Pruritus.  —  Kapikaddhu- 

phalopama  (°la-up°),  {.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Kapi- 
kaddhurd,  f.  the  plant  Mucuna  Pruritus.  •-  Kapi- 
l:mnlnkn,  am,  n.  the  skull,  the  cranium  (' playing- 
ball  of  monkeys').  —  Kapi-ketana,  as,  m.  an  epithet 
of  Arjuna,  the  third  son  of  PSndu.  —  Kapirkefa,  as, 

m.  monkey's  hair  (1).  —  Kapi-kol i,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 
plant.  —  Kapi-dudd,  f.  or  kapi-duta,  as,  m.  the  tree 
Spondias  Magnifera.  —  Kapi-ja,  as,  a,  am,  bora  of 
a  monkey ;  (as),  m.  incense,  benzoin.  —  Kapi-taila, 
am,  n.  benzoin  or  storax.  —  Kapi-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  an  ape,  apishness.  —  Kapi-dhvaja,  as,  m.  an 
epithet  of  Arjuna  (having  a  monkey  as  his  symbol, 
his  ensign  or  arms).  —  Kapi-ndman,  a,  m.  incense. 
—  Kapi-pippali,  f.,  N.  of  two  different  kinds  of 
plants.  —  Kapi-prablid,  I.  the  plant  Mucuna  Pruritus. 
—  Kapi-prabku,  ui,  m.  an  epithet  of  Rama,  general 
of  the  monkey-force,  with  which  he  invaded  Lan-ka. 
—  Kapi-priya,  as,  m.  the  tree  Spondias  Magnifera 
and  the  tree  Feronia  Elephantum.  —  Kapi-bhaksha, 
as,  m.  the  food  of  apes;   N.  of  a  certain  eatable 
substance.  —  Kapi-ratha,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Rama ; 
[cf.  kapi-prabhu.]  —  Kapt-roma-pkald,  (.  the  plant 
Mucuna  Pruritus.  —  Kapi-loma-yhald,  f.  the  plant 
Mucuna  Pruritus.  —  Kapi-loma,  f.  a  kind  of  perfume. 
—  Kapi-loha,  am,  n.  brass  (monkey-coloured  metal). 
—  KapUlitd,  f.  (contracted  from  kapi-vallika !), 
a  plant  which  bears  a  seed  resembling  pepper,  Scin- 
dapsus  Officiualis,  =  gaja-pippall.  —  Kapi-vaktra, 
as,  m.  a  N.  of  Narada,  a  saint  and  philosopher  and 
friend  of  Krishna,  having  a  face  like  a  monkey. 
—  Kapi-vana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kapi-valli, 
i.  the  plant  Scindapsus  Officinalis.  —  Kapi-idka,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  a  cabbage.  —  Kapi-slrsha,  am,  n.  the 
upper  part  or  coping  of  a  wall.  —  Kapi-flrshaka, 
am,  n.  vermilion,  the  red   sulphuret  of  mercury. 
—  Kapi-firthni,  f.  a  kind  of  musical  instrument. 
—  Kapi-skt!iala  (°pi-stha°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi ; 
(ds),m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  thisRishi.  — jffa/M-s/fan- 
ilha,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Dinava.  —  Kapi-sthala,  am,  n. 
a  place  frequented  by  monkeys.  —  Kapi-svara,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  mm.  -  Kapi-kaddku,  us,  (.  the  plant 
Mucuna  Pruritus ;  see  kapi-kaddhu.  -  Kapijya,  as, 
m.  (kapi-ijyat),  the  tree  Mimusops  Kauk'i.  -  A'tt- 
/m«2ra  (°pi~tn°),  as,  m.  the  chief  of  the  monkeys  ; an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  of  JJmbavat,  the  father-in-law 
of  Krishna;  of  Hanumat;  of  Sugriva,  &c.  —  Kapi- 
cril,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  sage ;  one  of  the  seven  sages of  the  fourth  Manvantara ;  (tl),  {.,  N.  of  a  river. 
—  Kapishta  (°pi-tsh°),  as,  m.  the  tree  Feronia 
Elephantum.  -  Kapy-dkhya,  as,  m.  incense. 

Kapikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant. 
Kapitt/ia,  as,  m.  (ttha^xtha  fr.  rt.  stha,  'on 

which  monkeys  dwell ;'  cf.  aivattha),  the  elephant 
or  wood  apple  tree,  Feronia  Elephantum  ;  a  particular 
position  of  the  hands  and  fingers ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit 
of  Feronia  Elephantum.  —  Kapittha-tvad,  k,  n.  the 
bark  of  the  tree  Feronia  Elephantum.  —  Kapittha- 
parni  and  kapitthdni,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  ditra- 
pattrika,  &c.  —  Kapitthdsya  (°tha-dsya),  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  monkey  (having  a  roundish  face,  in  shape 
like  the  wood  apple). 

Kapitt/taka,  N.  of  a  place  in  Avanti. 
Kapitthirii,  f.  a  region  abounding  in  Kapitthas. 
Kapiraka=lcapilaka,  q.  v. 

Kapila,  as,  a,  am,  'monkey-coloured,'  brown, 
tawny,  reddish ;  (as),  m.  the  brown  or  tawny  colour ; 
a  (brown)  dog ;  incense ;  N.  of  an  ancient  sage, 
identified  by  some  with  Vishnu  and  considered  as  the 
founder  of  the  San-khya  system  of  philosophy ;  a  son 
of  Vitatha ;  or  a  son  of  Vasu-deva  by  NarS<fi ;  or  a 
son  of  Kardama  by  Devahuti ;  a  form  of  fire ;  an  epi- 

thet of  the  sun,  considered  as  king  of  the  N3gas ; 
N.  of  a  Danava  ;  N.  of  a  mountain ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 

of  a  people ;  (d),  f.  a  brown  cow,  a  fabulous  cow  cele- 
brated in  the  Puranas ;  N.  of  two  plants,  a  kind  of 

SinSapS  or  Sinsapa  itself;  the  plant  Aloe  Perfoliata  ; 
a  sort  of  perfume ;  a  kind  of  brass ;  the  common 
leech ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha ;  N.  of  the  female 
elephant  of  the  south-east,  the  male  being  called 
Pundarlka;  N.  of  a  river.  —  Kapila-deva,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  author  of  a  Smiiti.  —  Kapila-dyuti,  is, 
m.  a  N.  of  Surya  or  the  sun,  —  Kapila-drdkshd,  f. 
a  vine  with  brown  or  tawny  coloured  grapes.  —  Ka- 
plla-druma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  perfume  or  sweet  scented 
wood  (kdkshl).  —  Kapila-dhdrd,  f.  an  epithet  of 
the  Gan-gS ;  N.  of  a  Tirtha ;  a  holy  place,  a  place  of 
pilgrimage.  —  Kapila-phald,  (.  a  vine  with  brown 
grapes.  —  Kapila-bhadrd,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Ka- 
pila-mata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Kapila-rudra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Kapila-vastu,  u,  n.,  N.  of 
the  town  in  which  Sakya-muni  or  Buddha  was  bora. 
—  Kapila-iinfapa,  f.  a  variety  of  Sinsapa  with 
reddish  flowers.  —  Kapila-samhitd,  f.  title  of  an 
Upa-purana,  a  dialogue  between  Kapila  and  Satyajit. 

—  Kapildkshl  (°la-ak°),  f.  a  kind  of  deer  ('  with 
brown  eyes');    a  variety  of  Sirjsapa  with  reddish 
flowers.  —  Kapilanjana  (°la-an°),  as,  m.  an  epithet 
of  Siva ;  [cf.  kapi£aA}ana.~\  —  Kapila-tirtha,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha,  (any  one  bathing  there  obtains 
1000  brown  co«s.)  —  Kapildrata  (cla-av°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Kapildfoa  (°la-a^),  as,  m.  an 
epithet  of  the  god  of  Indra ;  N.  of  a  man,  a  son  of 
DhundhumSra.  —  Kapild-hrada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Tirtha. 

Kapilaka,  as,  tied,  am,  reddish ;  (Oca),  (.,  N.  of 
a  woman. 

Kapili-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 
tum,  to  colour  brown  or  reddish. 

Kapifa,  as,  d,  am, '  ape-coloured,'  brown,  reddish- 
brown  ;  (as),  m.  brown  or  reddish  colour,  a  com- 

pound of  black  and  yellow ;  incense,  storax  or  coarse 
benzoin ;  (a  or  t),  f.  a  spirit,  a  sort  of  rum ;  (a),  f. 

the  mother  of  the  demons  called  Pis'Sc'as ;  N.  of  a 
river.  •-  Kapii'dnjana  fia-an°),  as,  m.  an  epithet 
of  Siva.  —  Kapiild-putm,  as,  m.  a  PisSda,  an  imp 

or  goblin.  —  Kapiiayana  (°4a-ay°),  as,  m.  a  deity ; 
a  sort  of  spirit  or  rum.  —  Kapiiamdana  ffa-av0), N.  of  a  Buddhist  work. 

Kapiiita,  as,  d,  am,  embrowned,  made  brown 
or  dusky  red. 
Kapisikd,  f.  a  kind  of  spirituous  liquor. 
Kapita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree. 
Kapltana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants ;  a  tree 

bearing  an  acid  fruit,  Spondias  Magnifera  ;  the  plant 
Thespesia  Populnea ;  Acacia  Sirisa ;  the  holy  fig  tree, 
Ficus  Religiosa ;  the  betel  nut  tree,  Areca  Faufel ; 
j*£gle  Marmelos. 

•wrHJifq-qiT  kapijanghika,  f.  a  kind  of  ant; 
also  spelt  kapijanghika. 

kapinjala,  as,m.(h.ka  -\-pihjala  ?, 
sometimes  kapirtgala),  a  bird,  the  francoline  par- 

tridge ;  the  Cataka ;  N.  of  a  man ;  also  of  a  sparrow ; 

(d),  f.,  N.  of  a  ma.—Kapinjaldrma  (°la-ar°), am,  n.,  N.  of  a  region  (?). 

«tiM«aw  ka-pu(6hala,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  fore 
part  of  a  sacrificial  ladle,  i.  e.  the  part  with  which  the 
fluid  is  skimmed  off;  hair  hanging  down  to  the 
ground,  or  a  lock  of  hair  tied  on  the  right  side  of 
the  crown  of  a  young  Brahman,  when  he  is  invested 
with  the  sacerdotal  thread. 

«*giY«fci  kapushtikd,  f.  a  patch  of  hair  on 
each  side  of  the  head ;  also  written  kapitshnika. 

3WJT  ka-puya,  as,  a,  ant  (see  2.  ka),  smell- 
ing badly,  disgusting,  disagreeable. 

•*MM  ka-prith,  t,  or  ka-pritha,  as,  m.  (see 

4.  ka),Ved.  'causing  pleasure,'  membrum  virile. 
«l>Mlfl  ka-pota,  as,  m.  (2.  ka  +  pota,  q.  v.), 

a  dove,  pigeon,  especially  the  spotty-necked  pigeon  ; 
(in  the  Vedas  often  a  bird  of  evil  omen) ;  a  bird  in 
general ;  a  particular  position  of  the  hands ;  the  grav 
colour  of  a  pigeon ;  the  brightness  of  antimony  (of  a 

gray  colour).  —  Kapota-darana,  f.  a  kind  of  perfume. 
—  Kapota-pdka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  mountain-tribe ; 
(d),  f.  a  princess  of  this  tribe.  —  Kapota-pdda,  as, 
t,  am,  having  feet  like  those  of  a  pigeon.  —  Kapota- 
pdltkd  or  kapola-pali,  (.  a  dove-cot,  an  aviary  or 
pigeon-house.  —  Kapota-rdja,  fit,  m.  the  king  of 
the  pigeons.  —  Kapota-retaso,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Kapota-roman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Kapola- 
raitkd,  (.,  N.  of  a  medicinal  plant  (used  as  a  remedy 
for  the  stone).  —  Kapota-varna,  as,  »,  am,  of  the 
colour  of  a  pigeon,  of  a  bright  gray,  lead-gray ;  (i), 
f.  small  cardamoms.  —  Kapota-valli,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant. 
—  Kapotaodna,  f.  a  kind  of  perfume.  —  Kapota- 
vega,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Kapota-sdra,  am,  n.  the 
brightness  of  antimony,  antimony.  —  Kapota-hasta 
or  kapota-hastaka,  as,  m.  a  mode  of  joining  the 
hands  in  prayer,  entreaty,  or  fear,  &c.  —  Kapotdnghri 
(°ta-an°),  is,  f.  a  kind  of  perfume.  —  Kapotanjana 
i^ta-anj9),  am,  n.  =  kapotaiijana,  the  brightness  of 
antimony,  antimony.  —  Kapotdbka  (°ta-dbhd),  as, 
d,  am,  of  the  colour  of  a  pigeon,  of  a  bright  gray ; 
(as),  m.  a  pale  or  dirty  white  colour.  —  Kapotdri 

(cta-ari),  is,  m.  a  hawk,  a  falcon. 
Kapotaka,  as,  m.  a  small  pigeon  or  dove ;  a  mode 

of  joining  the  hands ;  (am),  n.  antimony. 
Kapotaklyd,  f.  a  region  abounding  in  pigeons. 
Kapotin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  pigeons,  pigeon-shaped. 

<*M!«<>  kapola,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
kamp),  a  cheek;  (i),  f.  the  fore  part  of  the  knee, 
the  knee-cap  or  pan;  [cf.  kapala.]  —  Kapola-kavi, 
is,  m.,N.  of  a  poet  —  Kapola-kdsha,  as,  m.  any  ob- 

ject against  which  the  cheeks  or  temples  are  rubbed ; 

the  elephant's  temples  and  cheeks.  —  Kapola-pha- 
laka,  as,  m.  the  cheek ;  (perhaps)  the  cheek-bone. 
—  Knjtola-bhiUi,  is,  m.  the  temples  and  cheek, 
the  upper  part  of  the  face;  (pcrhaf»)  the  opening  in 
the  temples  of  an   elephant  during  rut.  —  Kiijiola- 
ruga,  as,  m,  colour  or  flush  in  the  cheek. 

'«»r*«MU  kapphina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ; 
(various  readings  have  kapphitta,  kapkina,  kaphin, 
kaphila,  kamphilla.) 

ofTO  kapha,  as,  m.  phlegm,  one  of  the 
three  humors  of  the  body  (the  other  two  are  vdyu 
and  pitta),  watery  froth  or  foam  in  general.  —  Kapha- 
kara,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  or  kapha-da,  as,  d,  am, 

producing  phlegm  ;  occasioning  colds.  —  Kapha- 
kun'ikd,  f.  saliva,  spittle.  —  K«pha-kslutya,  as,  m. 
pulmonary  consumption.— Kttpha-ghntt .  as,  i,  am, 
removing  phlegm,  antiphlegmatic,  curing  colds  (epi- 

thet of  many  plants);  ((),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Ka- 
pha-ja,  us,  d,  am,  arising  from  or  produced  by 
phlegm.  —  Kapha-jrara,  as,  m.  fever  arising  from 
excess  of  phlegm.  —  Kfipha-ndfana,  as,  i,  am, 
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antiphJegmatic.  —  Kapha-praya,  as,  a,  am,  phlegm- 
atic. —  KapJia-vardhaka,  as,  i,  am,  exciting  or 

increasing  phlegm.  —  Kapha-vardhana,  as,  i,  am, 
exciting  or  increasing  phlegm ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  a  species  of  Tabernaemontana.  —  Kapha-vi- 
rodhin,  i,  irii,  i,  obstructing  the  phlegm ;  (i),  n. 
pepper.  —  Kapha-sambhava,  as,  a,  am,  arising 
from  phlegm.  —  KapJia-hara,  as,  a,  am,  or  ka- 
pha-hrit,  t,  t,  t,  removing  phlegm,  antiphlegmatic. 

—  Kaphdtmaka  (°pha-dt°),  as,  a,  am,  phlegmatic. 
—  Kaphdntaka  (°pha-an°),   as,   m.   a  kind   of 
plant, =  varvura."Kaphdri  (°pha~ari),  is,  m.  dry 
ginger. 
Kaphala,  as,  a,  am,  phlegmatic,  having  phlegm. 
Kaphin,  I,  ini,  i,  phlegmatic ;  filled  with  mucus ; 

(f),  m.  an  elephant ;  a  various  reading  for  kapphina; 
(ini),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Kaphdu,  us,  us,  u,  phlegmatic,  causing  or  exciting 

phlegm ;  (us),  m.  a  plant,  Cordia  Latifolia. 

r  kaphani,  is,  m.  f.  the  elbow. 

Kaphoni,   is,  i,  m.  f.  the  elbow.  —  Kaphoni- 
ijhdta,  as,  m.  a  stroke  with  the  elbow. 

'kaphauda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  elbow(?). 
kab,  cl.  i.  A.  kabate,  -bitum,   to 

"V  colour,   to   tinge   with  various   hues ;   to praise ;  [cf.  kav.] 

oR^y  ka-bandha  or  ka-vandha,  as  or  am, 
m.  or  n.  a  big  barrel  or  cask,  a  large-bellied  vessel ; 
(metaphorically)  a  cloud ;  the  belly ;  the  clouds 
which  obscure  the  sun  at  sunset  and  sunrise  (some- 

times they  are  personified);  water;  a  N.  of  Rahu; 
a  headless  trunk  (shaped  like  a  barrel),  especially  one 
retaining  vitality;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an  Atharvana  and 
Gandharva ;  N.  of  a  Muni ;  N.  of  the  DSnava  or 
Rakshasa  called  Danu,  who  was  son  of  Sri.  (His  story 
is  told  in  RSmay.  III.  75.  It  is  there  related  that 
Indra  punished  him  for  his  insolence  in  challenging  the 
god  to  combat,  by  striking  his  head  and  thighs  with 
his  thunderbolt  and  so  pressing  them  into  his  body. 
He  had  enormously  long  amis  and  a  huge  mouth  in 
his  belly.  It  was  predicted  that  he  would  not  recover 
his  original  shape  until  killed  in  a  battle  with  Rama 
and  Lakshmana.  The  whole  story  probably  repre- 

sents one  of  Indra's  battles  with  the  clouds.)  —  Ka- 
bnndha-td,(.  m  kabandha-tva,  am,  n.  headlessness, 
decapitation.  —  Kabandha-vadha,  as,  m. '  the  slay- 

ing of  Kabandha,'  title  of  a  chapter  of  the  Padma- 
purana. 

Kabandhin  or  kavandhin,  t,  ini,  t,  Ved. '  bearing 
huge  vessels  of  water  or  the  clouds ;'  (S5y.)  '  endowed 
with  water,'  an  epithet  of  the  Maruts  who  open  the 
clouds  and  send  down  rain ;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  KStyS- 
yana. 

'4fN7T  kabittha,  as,  m.  the  elephant  or 
wood  apple  tree,  Feronia  Elephantum.  See  kapittha. 

•*r»»{<>  kabila,  as,  d,  am,  tawny-coloured  ; 
(an),  m.  tawny  (the  colour).  See  kapila. 

i^Jiw  kabidL  is,  f.  the  hinder  part  of  an 
animal. 

3i^  kabru,  Atharva-veda  II.  3,  6. 

^f^  i.  kam,  ind.  (Gr.  «>/),  well,  bene  (op- 

posed to  akain,  'badly'),  a  particle  placed  after  the 
word  to  which  it  belongs  with  an  affirmative  sense 
(Well,  Yes),  which  sense,  however,  is  generally  so  weak 
that  the  Indian  grammarians  are  perhaps  right  in 
enumerating  kam  among  the  expletives ;  it  is  often 
found  attached  to  a  dat.  case,  giving  to  the  latter  a 
stronger  meaning,  and  is  generally  placed  at  the  end 
of  the  Pada  (e.  g.  ajijana  oshadhir  bhojandya 
lam,  thou  didst  create  the  plants  for  actual  food) ; 
it  is  also  used  as  an  enclitic  with  the  particles  nu,  su, 
and  hi,  but  is  nevertheless  treated  in  the  PadapSfha 
as  a  separate  word.  Rarely  kam  seems  to  be  used, 
like  kad  and  kim,  as  an  interrogative  particle ;  some- 

times it  occurs,  like  kim  and  kad,  at  the  beginning 

of  compounds,  marking  the  strange  or  unusual  cha- 
racter of  anything,  [cf.  kandarpa]  :    according  to 

native  lexicographers  kam  means  also  head ;  water ; 
food.  —  Kam-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  lovely. 
Kamba  or  kambka,  as,  a,  am,  well  (?). 

chJJ  2.  kam,  A.  (not  used  in  the  con- 
Njugational  tenses)  dakame,  kamishyate, 

adakamata,  kamitum,  to  wish,  desire,  long  for ; 
to  love,  be  in  love  with ;  to  have  sexual  intercourse 
with :  Caus.  A.  (ep.  also  P.)  kdmayate,  -ti,  kdma- 
ydn-dakre,  kdmayishyate,  adikamata,  kdmayi- 
tum,  to  wish,  desire,  long  for  (with  pot.  or  inf., 
e.  g.  kamaye  bhunjita,  I  wish  he  may  eat ;  kdmaye 
datum,  I  wish  to  give) ;  to  love,  have  sexual  inter- 

course with ;  to  be  inflamed  with  love ;  (with  bahu 
or  atyartham)  to  rate  or  value  highly ;  to  cause  any 
one  to  love,  [cf.  also  kan\  :  Desid.  dikamishate  and 
dikdmayishate :  Intern,  dankamyate ;  [cf.  Lat. 
comis  ;  also  amo  with  loss  of  the  initial ;  ca-rus  for 

cam-rue ;  Hib.  caemh,  '  love,  desire ;  fine,  hand- 
some, pleasant ;'  caomhach, '  a  friend,  a  companion ;' 

caoinhaim,  '  I  save,  spare,  protect :'  perhaps  Old 
Germ,  scim,  ecimo, '  splendor ;'  Armen.  kamim.] 
Kamana,  as,  a,  am,  wishing  for,  desirous ;  libi- 

dinous, beautiful,  desirable,  lovely ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
Kama,  the  god  of  love ;  N.  of  Brahma ;  the  tree 

Jonesia  Aloka.  —  Kamana-ddhada  (°na-dha°),  as, 
m.  a  heron  (having  beautiful  plumage). 
Kamaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  desired  or  wished  for, 

desirable;  lovely,  pleasing,  beautiful.  —  Kamantya- 
td,  (.  or  kamaniya-tva,  am,  n.  loveliness,  beauty ; 
desirableness. 

Kamara,  as,  d,  am,  desirous,  lustful. 
Kamala,  as,  d,  am,  desirous,  lustful ;  (as),  m.  a 

species  of  deer ;  the  Indian  crane,  Ardea  Sibirica ;  an 
epithet  of  Brahma ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (am),  n.  (ac- 

cording to  some  m.  or  n.)  the  lotus,  Nelumbium ; 
water ;  copper ;  the  bladder ;  a  medicament,  a  drug ; 
N.  of  a  town  built  by  Kamala ;  a  particular  high 
number ;  Ved.,  N.  of  a  certain  colour ;  (ant  or  2), 
n.  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  of  four  lines  of  three  short  sylla- 

bles each ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet  of  Lakshmi ;  an  excel- 
lent woman ;  N.  of  a  female  dancer  who  afterwards 

became  the  wife  of  king  JaySpIda.  —  Kamala-klkara 
and  kamala-klta,  N.  of  two  Gramas  or  villages. 
—  Kamala-khanda,  am,  n.  an  assemblage  of  lotuses. 
—  Kamala-garbhdbha  (°bha-dbhd),  as,  d,  am, 
bright  as  the  lotus-cup.  —  Kamala-devi,  (.,  N.  of  the 
wife  of  king  Lalitaditya  and  mother  of  king  Kuva- 
layapida.—  Kamala-pattrdksJia  (°ra-ak°),  as,  d, 
am,  one  whose  eyes  are  like  lotuses.  —  Kamala- 
ITuwa,  as,   m.  or  kamala-yoni,  is,  m.  '  sprung 
from  the  lotus,'  an  epithet  of  Brahma.  —  Kamala- 
bhidd,  (.,  N.  of  a  Grama  or  village.  —  Kamala-vati, 
(.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  king  Lalitaditya,  —  Kamala- 
vadana,  am,  n.  a  lotus  face,  i.  e.  a  lovely  face. 
—  Kamala-vardhana,  as,  m.,   N.  of  a  king  of 
Kampana.  —  Kamala-sambhava,  as,  m.  an  epithet 
of  Brahma.  —  Kamaldkara  (°Ja-dk°),  as,  m.  an 
assemblage  of  lotuses;    a  lake  &c.  where   lotuses 

abound;   N.  of  several  authors.  —  Kamald-kes'ava, 
as,   m.,   N.   of  a   sanctuary   built   by  Kamalavati. 
—  Kamaldksha  (°la-ak°),  N.  of  a  place.  —  Kamald- 
iwndana,  as,  m.  son  of  Kamala,  an  epithet  of 
Misra-dinakara.  —  Kamald-pati,   is,  m.,  N.  of  a 
copyist.  —  Kamaldyatdksha   (°la-dyata-ak°),  as, 
d,  am,  having  large  lotus  eyes.  —  Kamaldyudka 
(°la-dy°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a   poet.  —  Kamaldlayd 
(°la-dl°),  f.  an  epithet  of  Lakshmi.  —  Kamaldsana 
or  kamaldsana-stha  (°la-ds°),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Brahma.  —  Kamald-hatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  market- 

place founded  by  Kamalavati.  —  i .  kamaldhdsa  fla- 

dh°),  as,  m.  the  shutting  or  opening  of  a  lotus.  —  2. 
kamaldlidsa,  nom.  (fr.  the  last)  P.  -Tidsati,  -situm, 
to  smile  like  a  lotus.  -  Kamalekshana  (°la-ik°), 
as,   d,  am,  \otus-eyed.-Kamalottara  (°la-uf), am,  n.  safflower,  Carthamus  Tinctorius. 
Kamalaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 
KamaUnt,  f.  a  number  of  lotus  flowers  or  a  lake 

or  place  abounding  with  them. 

Kama,  f.  loveliness,  beauty,  radiance. 
Kamitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  lustful,  desirous,  cupidinous. 
Kamra,  as,  a,  am,  desirous,  cupidinous  ;  beautiful, 

desirable. 

kamaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (as), 

m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man. 

^t*TJ  kamatha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  2.  kam), 
a  tortoise  ;  a  porcupine  ;  a  water-jar,  especially  one 
made  of  a  hollow  gourd  or  cocoa-nut,  and  used  by 
ascetics  ;  a  bamboo  ;  N.  of  a  prince  ;  of  a  Muni  ;  and 
of  a  Daitya  ;  (I),  f.  a  female  tortoise,  a  small  one. 
—  Kamatha-pati,  is,  m.  the  king  of  tortoises. 
—  Kamathdsura-^adha   (°tha-as°),  as,  m.   'the 
slaying  of  the  Daitya  Kamatha,'  a  section  of  the GaneSa-Purana. 

<**!<!«  <4  kamandalu,  us,  in,  m.  n.  an  earthen 

or  wooden  water-pot  used  by  the  ascetic  and  religious 
student  ;  a  vessel  with  a  spout  ;  the  waved-leaf  fig 
tree,  Ficus  Infectoria.  —  Kamandalu-taru,  us,  m. 
the  tree  Ficus  Infectoria.  —  Kamandalu-dlMra,  as, 
m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

iw^Jcamadyu,  us,  f.  (fr.  kama  derived  fr. 
2.  kam  and  dyu  ?),  Ved.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

<**ctl<*  kamantaka  and  kamandaka,  as,  m., 

N.  of  two  men  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of 
these  men. 

<**i**{  kamandha,  am,  n.  water;  (a  various 

reading  for  kabandha;  considered  also  as  a  com- 
pound of  kam  and  andha,  both  being,  according  to 

native  lexicographers,  synonyms  of  water.) 

kamala.  See  under  rt.  2.  kam  above. 

kamp,  cl.  i.  A.  (ep.  also  P.)  kam- 
~\pate,  kampati,  takampe,  kampishyate, 

akampishta,  kampitum,  to  tremble,  shake  :  Caus. 
P.  kampayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  tremble,  make 
tremble,  shake  ;  to  pronounce  in  a  tremulous  manner, 
i.  e.  with  a  trill  or  shake  :  Desid.  dikampishate  : 
Intens.  dankampyate,  dankampti;  [cf.  Gr.  Kdp*- 

TU,  irtnTtu  ;  Hib.  cabJiig,  '  hastening.'] 
Kampa,  as,  m.  trembling,  tremor,  trembling 

motion,  shaking  ;  a  tremulous  or  trilling  pronuncia- 
tion, a  modification  of  the  Svarita  accent,  which  may 

take  place  if  the  Svarita  syllable  is  followed  by  an 
Udatta  syllable  ;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kampa-rdja,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kampa-lakshman,  d,  m.  air, 
wind.—  Kampdnvita  (°pa-an°),as,d,am,  affected 
with  trembling,  agitated. 

Kampana,  as,  d,  am,  trembling,  shaken,  un- 
steady; causing  to  tremble,  shaking;  (as),  m.  a 

kind  of  weapon  ;  the  dewy  season  (November-De- 
cember) ;  N.  of  a  prince  ;  N.  of  a  country  near 

KSsmira  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  ;  (am),  n.  trembling, 
quivering  ;  quivering  pronunciation,  a  modification  of 
the  Svarita  accent  (see  kampa)  ;  shaking,  swinging. 

Kampanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  shaken,  movable, vibratory. 

Kampamdna,  as,  d,  am,  trembling,  shaking. 
Kampayat,  an,  anti,  at,  shaking,  causing  to 

tremble. 

Kampdka,  as,  m.  (a  wrong  reading  for  kam- 

pdnka),  wind. Kampita,  as,  d,  am,  trembling,  shaking  ;  caused 
to  tremble,  shaken,  swung;  (am),  n.  trembling,  a 
trembling,  a  tremor. 
Kampin,  i,  irii,  i,  trembling,  quivering,  shaking. 

Kampila  or  kampilya  or  kampilla  or  kam- 
pillaka  or  kampila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Cri- 
num  Amaryllacee  (?)  ;  commonly  kamaldgundt  ;  [cf. 

kampilla  and  tundd-rodani,] 
Kampya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  shaken,  to  be  made  to 

tremble,  to  be  moved  away  from  one's  place  ;  to  be 
pronounced  in  a  quivering  manner. 

Kampra,  as,  a,  am,  trembling,  shaken,  mova- 
ble ;  agile,  quick. 
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jjjj   kamb,  el.  i.  P.  kambati,  -bit urn,  to 
>v  go,  move  ;  (a  various  reading  for  karb.) 

<*^C  kambara,  as,  a,  am,  variegated,  spot- 
ted ;  (as),  m.  variegated  colour ;  [cf.  karbun 

<*g<9  kambala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 
fr.  3.  kam),  a  woollen  blanket  or  doth ;  an  upper 
doth  or  garment  of  wool ;  (as),  m.  a  dew-lap;  a 
small  worm  or  insect ;  a  sort  of  deer ;  N.  of  a  NSga 
N.  of  a  man;   (am),  n.   water;    [cf.   kamala.] 
—  Kambala-kdraka,  as,  m.  a  woollen  cloth  manu- 

facturer. —  Kambala-fdrdyaniya,  as,  m.  pi.  a  nick- 
name  of  a  school  of  Cirayana.  —  Kambala-dhd- 

vaka,  as,  m.   one   who    deans   woollen   clothes. 
—  Kambala-barhisha,  at,    m.,   N.   of   a    man. 
—  Kambala-vdhya,  as,  m.  or  kambala-vahyaka, 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  carriage  covered  with  a  coarse 
blanket  or  woollen  doth  and  drawn  by  oxen.     (The 
more  correct  spelling  seems  to  be  kambali-vdhya 
and  kambali-vdhyaka.)  —  Kambala-hdra,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  man ;  (at),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man. 
Kambalaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  woollen  cloth,  a 

garment  of  wool. 
Kambalin,  i,  ini,  i,  covered  with  a  woollen  cloth 

or  blanket  —  Kambali-vdhyaka,  am,  n.  a  carriage 
so  covered  and  drawn  by  oxen. 
Kamballya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  for  woollen  blankets. 
Kambalya,  am,  n.  100  Palas  of  wool  (so  much 

being  necessary  for  making  a  woollen  blanket). 

^i  g  I  ro  I  \*t  ijcambalayin,  i,m.  a  sort  of  kite. 

<»ltf  kambi,  is,  f.  a  ladle  or  spoon;  a 
shoot,  a  branch  or  joint  of  a  bamboo. 

^f^  kambu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  a  conch,  a  shell ; 
a  bivalve  shell ;  a  bracelet,  a  ring  made  of  shells ; 
(us),  m.  an  elephant;  the  neck;  a  tube-shaped 
bone ;  a  vein  or  tubular  vessel  of  the  body ;  a  sort 
of  Curcuma.  —  Kambu-kdshthd,  f.  the  tree  Physalis 
Flexuosa.  —  Kambu- grlva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tortoise ; 
(<i),  f.  a  neck  marked  with  three  lines  like  a  shell, 
and  considered  to  be  indicative  of  exalted  fortune ; 
a  shell-shaped  neck.  »•  Kambu-pushpi  and  kmijju- 
mdlint,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Kambv-dldyin,  i,  m. 
the  bird  Falco  Cheela. 

Kambuka,  as,  m.  a  conch,  a  shell ;  a  mean  per- 
son ;  (d),  f.  the  tree  Physalis  Flexuosa ;  (am),  n., 

N.  of  a  town. 

'^Qkarnbu,  us,  us,  u  (said  to  be  fr.  2.  kam), stealing ;  (us),  m.  a  thief,  a  plunderer ;  a  bracelet. 

'*&*  kambuka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  husk  of 
rice. 

<*q  I  it  kamboja,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  country 
and  its  inhabitants;  (as),  m.  the  prince  of  this 
country ;  a  shell ;  a  kind  of  shell ;  a  spedes  of 
elephant ;  [cf.  kambu  and  kdmboja.] 

«IWn!t  kambhan,  f.  =  gambharl,  the  plant 
Gmelina  Arborea. 

^W  kambhu,  u,  n.  the  fragrant  root  of 
Andropogon  Muricatus. 

^T  kaya.,  a  Vedic  form  for  2.  ka,  occurring 
only  in  the  genitive  case  with  fid;  e.  g.  kayasya  fid, 
of  every  one ;  (ni  shu  nama  atimatim  kayasya 
fit,  bow  well  down  the  haughtiness  of  every  one) ; 
[cf.  Zend  kaya;  Armen.  «<.] 

<**4**'1  kayasthd,  f.  a  medicinal  plant,  = 
kakoll;  (probably  a  various  reading  for  vayasthd  : cf.  kayasthd.) 

^TT  kaya,  ind.,  Ved.  (fr.  2.  ka  inst.  fern.), in  what  manner  ? 

kamb. karalamba. 

^  kayad,  t,  t,  t  (fr.  kaya  for  kaya?  and 
rt.  o,i),  Ved.  consuming  the  body;  (a  various  reading for  kravyad.) 

u,  us,  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of 
Hiranyakasipu. 

kayya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  founder 

of  a  sanctuary  (drikayya-svimin)  and  of  a  Vihira 

(kayya-vthdra)  called  after  him. 
<*«<<*  kayyaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

^  i.kara,  as,  a  or  I,  am  (fr.  rt.  kri,  to  do ; 
for  3.  kara  see  p.  105),  who  or  what  does  or  make; 
or  causes ;  causing,  doing,  making  (especially  at  the 
end  of  compounds,  e.  g.  bhayan-kara,  causing  fear, 
frightful;  duhkha-kara,  causing  pain;  vrtddhi-kara 
causing  increase ;  sampat-karn,  causing  prosperity ; 
artha-kari  vidyd,  a  science  productive  of  wealth 

&c.) ;  (as),  m.  the  hand  ('  the  active  one") ;  a 
measure,  the  breadth  of  twenty-four  thumbs;  an 
elephant's  trunk ;  the  act  of  doing,  making,  &c. ; 
(at  the  end  of  several  compounds  with  a  passive 
sense,  e.  g.  uhat-kara  and  su-kara,  easy  to  be 
done;  dush-kara,  difficult  to  be  done;  ishad- 
ddhyan-kara,ea$y  to  be  made  rich) ;  [cf.  Lith.  kaire, 
'the  left  hand.']  —  Kara-kantaka,  as,  m.  a  finger- 

nail ('thorn  of  the  hand').  —  Kara-kamala,  am, 
n.  the  hand,  especially  of  a  lover  or  a  mistress  &c. 

(lit.  '  hand-lotos ;'  similar  compounds  are  kara-pad- 
ma,  Jeara-pankaja,  kara-pallava,  Sec.).  —  Kara- 
karna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kara-kalafa,  as, 
m.  the  hand  hollowed  to  receive  water,  •"Ka 
kisalaya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  hand  which  is  like  a 

branch;  the  finger  (' shoot  of  the  hand').  —  Kara 
kttdmala,  am,  n.  the  finger  ('  bud  of  the  hand'). 
—  Kara-kosha,  as,  m.  the  hand  hollowed  to  receive 
water ;  [cf.  kara-kalada.]  —  i .  kara-graha,  as,  m. 
(for  2.  see  under  t.  kara,  p.  205),  taking  the  hand 
(of  the  bride  in  the  marriage  ceremony ;  one  part  of 
the  ceremony  of  marriage  is  the  pladng  of  the  right 
hand  of  the  bride,  with  the  palm  uppermost,  in  the 
right  hand  of  the  bridegroom),  marriage.—  1.  kara- 
grahana,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  under  2.  kara),  taking 
the  hand,  marriage. —  I.  kara-grdhin,  t,  ini,  i, 
taking  the   hand.  —  Kara-gharshana,   as,    m.   a 
churning-stick ;  (am),  n.  rubbing  the  hands  together. 
—  Kara-gTtarshin,  I,  m.  the  churning-stick.  —  Kara- 
ghdta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  poisonous  tree.  —  Kara- 
ffhada,  as,  m.  the  teak  tree,  Trophis  Aspera ;  (d), 
f,  a  tree,  commonly  called  sindura-pushpi-vriksha. 
•-Kara-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  in  or  from  the 
land ;  (o«),  m.  a  finger-nail ;  N.  of  a  timber  tree, 
=karanja  or  Pongamia  Glabra ;  (am),  n.  a  per- 

fume, =vyaghranakha,  resembling  a  nail  in  appear- 
ance. —  Karaja-vardhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

~Karajdkhya,  Cja-dkh°),  as,  m.  a  perfume,  = 
'cara-ja.  —  Kara-jyodi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree,  = 
hasta-jyodi.  —  Kara-tala,  as,  m.  the  palm  of  the 
land ;  karataK-kri,  to  take  in  the  palm  of  the  hands. 
—  Karatala-gata,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  the  hand  or 
n  one's  possession.  —  Karatala-dhrita,  as,  d,  am, 
leld   in  the   hand.  —  Karatala-stha,  as,   a,   am, 
leld    in   the    hand,    resting    in    the    palm    of    the 
land.  —  Kara-tas,  ind.  from  the  hand,  out  of  the 
land.  —  Kara-tdla,  am,  n.  a  musical  instrument, 
cymbal ;  (i),  f.  beating  time  by  clapping  the 

lands.  —  Karatdlaka,  am,  n.  a  musical  instru- 
ment, a  cymbal.  —  Karaidla-dhvani,  is,  m.  the 

sound  of  cymbals.  —  Kara-toy  d,  f.  the  Karatoya 
iver  in  the  north-east  of  Bengal,  (at  the  wedding  of 
Siva  and  PSrvati  the  water  which  had  been  poured 
nto  the  hand  of  the  former  constituted,  upon  its 
>eing  thrown  on  the  ground,  the  source  of  this  river.) 
—  Karatoyini,  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  perhaps  the  same  as 
the  preceding (?).—  i.  kara-da,  as,  d,  am  (for  t.  see 

under  2.  kara),  one  who  gives  his  hand  &c.  —  A'ara- 
daksfta,  as,  d,  am,  handy,  dexterous,  ready.  —  Kara- 
drama,  as,  m. ,  N.  of  a  tree,  =  kdraskara.  —  Kara- 
Ihrita,  as,  d,  am,  held  or  supported  by  the  hand. 
—  Kara-nihita,  as,  d,  am,  held  in  the  hand.  —  Ka- 

an-dhama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  princes.  —  A'ara- 
lyasta-kapoldntam,  ind.  the  end  of  the  cheek  held 
n  the  hand.  —  Kara-pattra,  am,  n.  a  saw ;  splashing 
water  about  while  bathing,  playing  or  gamboling  in 

water ;  see  kara-patra.  —  Karapattraka,  am,  n.  a 
w.  —  Karapattra-vat,  an,  m.  the  palmyra  tree, 

Borassus  Flabelliformis,  (the  leaves  being  compared 
to  a  saw.)  —  Karapattrikd,  (.  playing  with  water 
or  in  it,  splashing  it  about  &c. ;  [cf.  kara-pattra 
and  kara-pdtra.]"  Kara-parna,  Of,  m.,  N.  of 
two  plants,  commonly  called  bhindd-vrikska  and 
raktairanda.  —  Kara-pallava,  as,  m.  a  finger,  the 
hand;  conversation  with  the  fingers.  —  Kara-palm, 
am,  n.  splashing  water  about  while  bathing,  throwing 
water  about  in  sport;  the  hand  hollowed  so  as  to 
hold  anything ;  [cf.  kara-pattra  and  karapattrikd.} 
—  Kara-pdia,  as,  m.  a  sword,  a  scymitar  ('pro- 

tecting the  hand').  —  Karapalikd,  f.  a  cudgel,  a 
short  club  or  wooden  sword,  a  sword  or  one-edged 
knife.  —  Kara-puta,  as,  m.  joining  the  palms  of 
the  hands  in  token  of  respect ;  the  hands  joined  and 
hollowed  to  receive  anything.  —  Kara-prishtha,  am, 
n.  the  back  of  the  hand.—  i.  kara-prafeya,  as,  d, 
am  (for  2.  see  under  2.  kara),  to  be  held,  to  be 
taken  hold  of  by  the  hand.  —  I.  kara-yrada,  as,  d, 
am,  giving  the  hand  &c.  —  Kai'a-prdpta,  as,  d,  am. 
held  in  the  hand;  obtained,  secured.  —  Karabalu 
and  karavdla,  a*,  m.  (corruptions  of  kara-pdla), 
a  sword,  a  scymitar ;  a  finger-nail.  —  Karabdlikd,  f. 
a  small  sword;  [c{.karapdlikd.]  —  Kara-bhanjiil;<i, 
as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (a  various  reading  has 
kara-bhanjika.)  —  Karu-bkajana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Brahman.  —  Kara-bhu,  us,  m.  a  finger-nail.  —  Kara- 
bhushana,  am,  n.  a  bracelet,  an  ornament  worn 
round   the   wrist.  —  Kara-marda,  as,  «,    m.  f.  a 
small  tree  bearing  an  add  fruit,  Carissa  Carandas ; 
(am),  n.  the  fruit  of  this  tree.  —  Karamardaka,  ax, 
m.   the  tree  Carissa   Carandas;  see  the  preceding. 
—  jiara-mdld,  f.  the  hand  used  as  a  rosary,  the 
joints   of  the  fingers  corresponding  to   the   beads. 
—  Kara-mukta,  am,  n.  (sdl.  astram)  a   missile 
weapon  thrown  with  the  hand,  a  dart,  a  javelin,  &c. 
—  Kara-ruddha,  as,  d,  am,  stopped  by  the  hand, 
held  tight  or  fast.  —  Kara-ruha,  as,  m.  a  finger- 

nail (growing  from  the  hand).  —  Kararddhl  (ra- 
riddhi),  is,  (.  a  cymbal ;  a  small  musical  instrument 
used  for  marking  time,  (a  Castanet  ?)  ;  clapping  the 
hands  together  for  that  purpose;  [cf.  kara-tdla.] 
—  Kara-vdraka,  as,   m.   an   epithet  of  Skanda. 
—  Karavalikd,  f.  a  small  club;   see  karabdlikd. 
"Kara-mra,  as,  m.  a  fragrant  Oleander,  Nerium 
Odorum  ;  a  species  of  Soma  ;  a  sword  or  scymitar  ; 
a  particular  magical  formulary  or  spell  for  recovering 
or  attracting  back  a  missile  weapon  of  mystic  pro- 

perties after  its  discharge;  a  cemetery,  a  place  for 
burning  or  interring  the  dead  ;  N.  of  a  NSga  ;  of  a 
Daitya ;   of  a  mountain ;   of  a  town  on  the  river 
VenvS,  founded  by  Padma-varna ;  of  a  town  on  the 

river  Drishadvati,  the  residence  of  Candra-s'ekhara ; 
,  f.  red  arsenic ;  (t)t  f.  a  woman  who  has  borne 

a  son,  a  mother;  a  good  cow;  N.  of  Aditi,  the 
mother  of  the  gods ;  (am),  n.  the  flower  of  Nerium 
Odorum.  —  Karaviraka,  as,  m.  the  poisonous  root 
of  the  fragrant  Oleander,  a  poison ;  the  tree  Ter- 
minalia  Arjuna  ;  a  sword  ;  N.  of  a  Naga.  —  Kara- 
vira-kanda-sarijtia,  as,  m.  a  spedes  of  onion  or 
bulb,  =  faiZa-A-ana«.  —  Karavim-pura,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  town  founded  by  Padma-varna.  —  Karamra- 
ihujd,  f.  Cajanus  Indicus.  —  KaradHrya,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  physician.  —  Kara-tdkha,  f.  a  finger.  —  Kara- 

illiara,  as,  m.  water  expelled  by  an  elephant's 
trunk.  —  Kara-faka,  as,  m.  a  finger-nail.  —  K/ini- 
dotha,  as,  m.  cedematous  swelling  of  the  hands. 
—  I.  kara-sada,  as,  m.  languor  or  weakness  of  the 
lands.  —  Kara-sthdlln,   i,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva, 
who  uses  his   hands  as   a  vessel  for  holding  food. 
—  Kara-svana,  as,  m.  sound  produced  by  beating 
he  hands  together.  —  Kardgra  (°ra-ag°),  am,  n. 
he  tip  of  an  elephant's  trunk.  —  Kardgra-pallava, 

as,  m.  finger.  —  Kardglidta  (°ra-agk°),  as,  m.  a 
tomb,  a  blow  with  the  hand.  —  Knrd-marda,  as, 
m.  the  tree  Carissa  Carandas;  [cf.  karn-marda.] 
—  Kardmbuka  or  kardmlaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
ame  tree.  —  Knrdrota,as,  m.  a  finger-ring;  (fr.  fcara 

nd?).  —  K<trar]iita  (°ra-ar°),  of,  a,  am,  taken  in 
ie  hand.  —  Karalamba  (°ra-aP),  as,  m.  the  act  of 
upporting  with  the  hand,  giving  a  helping  hand ; 
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(as,  a,  am),  stretching  out  one's  hand  to  support  or 
raise  another.  —  Karalambana,  am,  a.  extending 
the  hand,  taking  by  the  hand,  helping,  sustaining. 

—  Karotpala   (°ra~ut°),    am,    n.   a    lotus-hand. 
—  Karodaka  (°ra-ud°),  am,  n.  water  held  in  or 
poured  into  the  hand. 

I.  karaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  water-pot  of  the 
student  or  ascetic ;  the  shell  of  the  cocoa-nut  hollowed 
to  form  a  vessel ;  shell  of  the  cocoa-nut  in  general ; 
(as),  m.  hand ;  a  species  of  bird ;  N.  of  several 
plants,  the  pomegranate  tree,  =  dddima  ;  Pongamia 
Glabra  ;  Butea  Frondosa  ;  Bauhinia  Variegata  ;  Mi- 
musops  Elengi ;  Capparis  Aphylla ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  people.  —  Karaka~pdtrtkd,  f.  a  leather  vessel 

for  holding  water.  —  Karakdmbhas  (°ka-am°),  as, 
m.  the  cocoa-nut  tree,  Cocos  Nucifera. 
Karana,  as,  I,  am,  doing,  making,  effecting, 

causing  (especially  at  the  end  of  compounds  ;  cf. 
anta-karana,  andhan-karana,  ushnan-karana, 
&c.);  Ved.  clever,  skilled ;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  an  assistant; 

a  man  of  a  mixed  class,  the  son  of  a  S'udra  woman  by 
a  VaiSya,  or  (according  to  some)  of  an  outcast  Ksha- 
triya  (the  occupation  of  this  class  is  writing,  accounts, 
&c.);  a  writer,  a  scribe;  (am),  n.  making,  doing, 
producing,  effecting,  accomplishing  (very  often  as  last 
member  of  a  compound,  e.  g.  mushti-karana, 
committing  theft ;  virupa-karana,  producing  de- 

formity) ;  an  action,  especially  a  religious  action ; 
business,  occupation  (as  trade  &c.) ;  the  special 
business  of  any  tribe  or  caste ;  plastering,  spreading 
anything  with  the  hand;  the  usage  or  practice  of 
the  writer-caste ;  an  act,  a  deed ;  an  instrument  or 
means  of  action,  an  expedient ;  an  organ,  an  organ 
of  sense  or  of  speech ;  (in  gram.)  the  immediate 
cause  of  an  action,  the  idea  expressed  by  the  instru- 

mental case,  instrumentality;  the  body;  (in  law) 
an  instrument,  document,  a  bond ;  a  cause,  motive ; 
the  posture  of  an  ascetic;  posture  in  sexual  intercourse, 
copulation;  pronunciation,  articulation;  (in  gram.) 
the  term  used  in  designating  a  sound  or  word  when 
referring  to  it  as  an  independent  part  of  speech  or  as 
separated  from  its  context,  (Parana  may  be  used  in 
this  way,  like  ledra,  e.  g.  iti-karana,  the  word  iti) ; 
rhythm,  time;  dramatic  action  (?),  singing (?);  an 
astrological  division  of  the  day,  (these  Karanas  are 
eleven,  viz.  vaiia,  vdlava,  kaulava,  taitila,  gara, 
banija,  vishti,  iakuni,  fatushpada,  kintughna, 
and  ndga,  two  being  equal  to  a  lunar  day,  or  the 

time  during  which  the  moon's  motion  amounts  to  6° ; 
the  first  seven  are  called  a-dhruvani  or  movable,  and 
fill,  when  eight  times  repeated,  the  space  from  the 

second  half  of  the  first  day  in  the  moon's  increase  to 
the  first  half  of  the  fourteenth  day  in  its  wane ;  the 
four  others  are  dhruvdni  or  fixed,  and  occupy  the 
four  half-days  from  the  second  half  of  the  fourteenth 
day  in  the  wane  of  the  moon  to  the  first  half  of  the 
first  day  in  its  increase);  title  of  a  treatise  ofVarS- 
ha-mihira  on  the  motions  of  the  planets ;  a  field ; 
grain  (?) ;  the  mind  or  heart  (?)  ;  (1),  (.  a  woman  of  a 
mixed  caste ;  a  surd  or  irrational  number,  a  surd  root 
in  arithmetic.  —  Karana-kutu/iala,  am,  n.  title  of  a 
work  on  practical  astronomy  by  Bhaskara.  —  Karana- 
grdma,  as,  m.  the  senses  collectively.  —  Karana- 
trdna,  am,  n.  the  head  ('  protecting  the  organs  of 
sense').  —  Karana-tva,  am,  n.  instrumentality,  medi- 

ate agency.  —  Karana-niyama,  as,  m.  suppression  or 
restraint  of  the  organs  of  sense.  —  Karana-vinyaya, 
as,  m.  manner  of  pronunciation.  —  Karana-sara, 
as,  m.  title  of  a  work  on  practical  astronomy  by 
Bhaskara.  —  Karana-nthdna-bkeda,  as,  m.  differ- 

ence of  articulation  or  organ.  —  Kardnddhikara 

(°na-adh°),  as,  m.  a  section  on  articulation. 
Kitranl,  is,  f.  doing,  making,  effecting  (only  oc- 

curring with  a  privative,  e.  g.  a-karani,  q.  v.). 
Karanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  done  or  made ;  feasi- 

ble, to  be  accomplished  ;  to  be  caused  or  effected. 
Karabha,  as,  m.  the  metacarpus,  the  hand  from 

the  wrist  to  the  root  of  the  fingers ;  the  trunk  of 
an  elephant ;  a  young  elephant ;  a  camel ;  a  young 
camel  or  any  young  animal ;  a  camel  three  years  old  ; 
a  perfume  (  =  nakha,  commonly  called  nakhi);  an 

epithet  of  Danta-vakra,  prjnce  of  the  Karflshas ;  (<), 
f.  a  she-camel ;  the  plant  Tragia  Involucrata  ;  [cf.  Gr. 
Kapvos.]  —  Karabha-kdndtkd,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  [cf. 
ushtra-kdndi.]  —  Karabha-priyd,  f.  a  plant,  a  sort 
of  Hedysarum.  —  Karabha-vallabha,  as,  m.  the 
tree  Feronia  Elephantum.  —  KarabKada.nl  ("bha- 
adana),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant;  [cf.  karabha-priyd.] 
™  Karabhoru  (°bha-uru),  us,  f.  a  woman  whose 
thighs  resemble  the  trunk  of  an  elephant ;  see  «r«. 
Karabhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  messenger. 

Karabhin,  i,  m.  an  elephant  ('  having  a  trunk"). 
Karas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  an  action,  a  deed. 
Karasna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  arm,  the  fore  part  of 

the  arm ;  a  finger-nail. 
Kan,  is,  is,  i,  causing,  accomplishing  (at  the  end 

of  a  compound,  e.  g.  iakrit-kari,  q.  v.). 
Karikd,  f.  a  wound  caused  by  a  finger-nail. 
Karin,  I,  m. '  having  a  trunk,'  an  elephant ;  (nl), 

f.  a  female  elephant.  —  Kari-kana-valli,  f.  a  species 
of  pepper,  Piper  Chaba.  —  Kari-kumbha,  as,  m.  the 
frontal  globe  of  an  elephant.  —  Kuri-kusumbha,  as, 
m.  a  fragrant  powder  prepared  from  the  flowers  of 
Naga-kesara.  —  Kari-kusumbhaka,  as,  m.  the  same. 
—  Kari-garjita,  am,  n.  the  roaring  of  elephants. 
—  Kari-darman,a,  n.  an  elephant's  hide.  —  Ka,ri-ja, 
as,  m.  a  young  elephant.  —  Karini-sahdya,  as,  m. 
the  mate  of  the  female  elephant. —Kari-danta,  as, 

m.  an  elephant's  tusk;  ivory.  —  Kari-ddraka,ae,  m.  a 
lion.  —  Karwidsikd,  f.  a  musical  instrument.  —  JKari- 
pattra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  see  tdlitfa~pattra. 
—  Kari-patha,  as,  m.  the  way  or  habits  of  an 
elephant.  —  Kari-pippall,  f.  a  plant  bearing  a  pun- 

gent fruit,  Pothos  Officinalis.  —  Karirpota,  as,  m.  a 
young  elephant,  one  under  ten  years  old.  —  Kari- 
bandha,  as,  m.  the  post  to  which  an  elephant  is 
tied.  —  Kari-makara,  as,  m.  a  fabulous  monster. 
—  Kari-mdfala,  as,  m.  a  lion,  this  animal  being 
considered  as  the  natural  enemy  and  destroyer  of  the 
elephant;  [cf.  gaja-mdtola.]  —  Kari-mukha,  as, 
m.  an  epithet  of  Ganes'a,  this  deity  having  an  ele- 

phant's trunk  on  his  face.  —  Kari-yddas,  n.  a  water- 
elephant,  a  hippopotamos.  —  Kari-i-ara,  as,  m.  an 
excellent  elephant.  —  Kari-vaijayanCi,  f.  a  flag  car- 

ried by  an  elephant.  —  Kari-s'dvaka,  as,  m.  a  young 
elephant  under  five  years  old,  (according  to  some) 
also  until  ten  yt2rs.  —  Kari-skandha,as,  m.  a  troop 

of  elephants.  —  Karindra  (°ri-fe°),  as,m.  a  large  ele- 
phant, a  war  or  state  elephant ;  Indra's  elephant  (?). 

^  2.  kara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  kn,  to  scatter; 
for  i.  kara  see  p.  204),  a  ray  of  light,  a  sun-beam, 
a  moon-beam ;  hail ;  royal  revenue,  toll,  tax,  import, 
tribute.  —  2.  kara-graha,  as,  m.  levying  or  gathering 
taxes,  a  tax-gatherer.  —  2.  kara-grahana,  am,  n. 
levying  or  gathering  taxes.  —  2.  kara-grahin,  t,  inl, 
i,  levying  a  tax,  a  tax-collector.  —  Kara-jdla,am,  n.  a 
pencil  of  rays,  a  stream  of  light.  —  2.  kara-da,  as,  d, 
am,  paying  taxes,  subject  to  tax  or  duty,  tributary. 
— Karadi-kri,  cl.8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum, 
to  render  tributary.  —  Karadi-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made 
tributary,  subjugated.  —  Kara-panya,  am,  n.  a  com- 

modity given  as  tribute,  —  a.  kara-pradeya,  as,  d, 
am,  to  be  collected  by  taxes.—  2.  kara-prada,  as, 
d,  am,  paying  taxes,  subject  to  tax  or  duty,  tributary. 
—  Kara-rudh,  t,  t,  t,  ray-obstructing.  —  2.  kara- 
sada,  as,  m.  the  fading  away  of  rays.  —  Karotkara 

Cra-ut°),  as,  m.  a  bundle  of  rays ;  a  heavy  tax. 
2.  karaka,  as,  d,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (according  to  some 

only  m.  and  f.),  hail;  a  thunderstone(?);  (as),  m. 

toll,  tax,  tribute (?).  —  i.  karakdsdra  (°ka-as°),  as, 
m.  a  shower  of  hail. —  2.  karakdsdra,  nom.  P.  ka- 
rakdsdrati,  to  pour  or  shower  down  like  hail. 

Kari-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum, 
to  offer  as  a  tribute. 

^  3.  kara,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  kri,  to 
praise),  Ved.  devoted,  pious. 

"K^mig  karakayw,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Dhrita-rashtra.    See  kanakdyu. 

=mg;  karanka,  as,  m.  the  skull,  the  head ; 
a  cocoa-nut  hollowed  to  form  a  cup  or  vessel,  a  water- 

pot  made  from  a  cocoa-nut,  [cf.  I.  karaka"] ;  a 
kind  of  sugar-cane ;  any  bone  of  the  body.  —  Ka- 
ranka-ddli,  is,  m.  a  sort  of  sugar-cane. 

in.3'*!.!  karangana,  am,  n.  a  market  or  fair ; 
(a  various  reading  for  karangana) 

•*<*»  karanja,  as,  m.  the  tree  Pongamia 
Glabra,  used  medicinally ;  N.  of  an  enemy  of  Indra, 
slain  by  this  god.  —  Karanja-phalaka,  as,  m.  Fero- 

nia Elephantum;  see  kapittfia.  —  Karanja-ha,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  pernicious  to  Karanja. 
Karanjaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  tree  Pongamia 

Glabra ;  also  of  Verbesina  Scandens. 

^iTZ  karata,  as,  m.  an  elephant's  cheek ; 
a  crow ;  a  man  of  a  low  or  degraded  profession ;  a 
bad  Brahman ;  an  atheist,  an  unbeliever,  an  impugner 
of  the  doctrines  of  the  Vedas ;  a  musical  instrument 
(castanets?);  the  plant  Carthamus  Tinctorius;  the 
first  S'raddha  or  ceremony  performed  in  honour  of  a 
deceased  relative ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  also 

of  a  family ;  (a),  f.  an  elephant's  cheek ;  a  cow difficult  to  be  milked. 

Karataka,  as,  m.  a  crow ;  N.  of  a  jackal  in  the 
Hitopadesa. 

Karatin,  I,  m.  an  elephant ;  karati-kautuka,  a 
treatise  on  the  elephant  and  his  diseases. 

^7  karatu,  its,  m.  the  numidian  crane ; 

[cf.  karetavyd,  karetu,  karkata,  &c.] 
«1K«!J  karana.     See  under  i.  kara. 

«n,«uY«jiu  karanisuta,  f.  an  adopted 

daughter. 
<*Mjs  karanda,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i. 

kri),  a  basket  or  covered  box  of  bamboo  wicker- 
work  ;  a  bee-hive,  a  honey-comb ;  a  sword ;  a  sort  of 
duck ;  an  aquatic  weed  called  Vallisneria ;  (i),  f.  a 

basket  for  flowers ;  [Lat.  corbie  f ].  —  Karanda- 
vyuha,  as,  m.  title  of  a  Buddhist  work. 
Karandaka,  as,  m.  a  basket.  —  Karandaka- 

nivapa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  region  near  Rajagriha. 
Karandm,  I,  m.  a  fish ;  (so  called  because  caught in  a  basket  ?). 

cmxf  karatha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  physician. 

oKTTJ  karaphu,  a  particular  high  number ; 
[cf.  kalaku.] 
«W?T  karabha.     See  under  i.  kara. 

"ZKfyfft.  karabhira,  as,  m.  a  lion. 

oH3Tg  karamatta,  as,  m.  the  betel-nut 
tree.  See  guvdkd. 

cw?i(i.«^  karamarin,  1,  m.  a  prisoner,  a 
captive ;  [cf.  fcara.] 

«HHI<? karamdla,  as,  m.  smoke;  (probably 
a  corruption  of  kJiMamdla.) 

<=fciy  karamba,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  i. 
kri),  mixed,  intermingled ;  set,  inlaid ;  (as),  m. 
flour  or  meal  mixed  with  curds.  See  kararnbha. 
Karambita,  as,  d,  am,  intermingled,  mixed, 

blended,  &c. ;  pounded,  reduced  to  grains  or  dust ; 

set,  inlaid. 
cRtT»T  karambha,  as,  in.  groats  or  coarsely 

ground  oats  &c. ;  a  dish  of  parched  grain ;  a  cake,  flour 
or  meal  mixed  with  curds,  a  kind  of  gruel,  generally 
offered  to  Pushan  (as  having  no  teeth  to  masticate 
hard  food);  a  mixture,  a  mixed  odour;  N.  of  a 

species  of  poisonous  plant ;  N.  of  a  son  of  S'akuni and  father  of  Devarata ;  N.  of  a  brother  of  Rambha ; 

(a),  f.  the  plant  Asparagus  Racemosus ;  another  plant, 
s=priyangu-wriksha;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  a  king 
of  Kalirrga  and  wife  of  Akrodhana.  —  Karambhdd 
(cliha-atl),  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  eating  groats  or  gruel,  epi- 

thet of  Pushan. 
Karambhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (am),  n. 

groats,  coarsely  ground  oats  &c. ;  a  cake,  flour  or 
meal  mixed  with  curd. 
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Karambki,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sakuni  and 
father  of  Devarata. 
Karanibhin,  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  having  groats. 

**.«fl  karam,  f.  the  leaf  of  the  plant  Asa 

Fcetida ;  [cf.  karvarl,  kavarl,  kdvari.'] 
<ti.eO<*  karavlka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain ; 

See  under  i.  iara. 

karasna.     See  under  i.  iara. 

karahah6d,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  of 
four  lines,  each  consisting  of  seven  syllables. 

•*t£li  karahdta,  as,  m.  the  tree  Vangueria 
Spinosa ;  the  fibrous  root  of  a  lotus ;  N.  of  a  region. 
Karahdtaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Vangueria  Spinosa ; 

N.  of  an  heretical  prince. 

ct4j  5541,1  kardngana,  as,  m.  a  market  or  fair 

visited  by  many  men ;  [cf.  angana.~\ 
cK(jf<J4i|  kardyikd,  f.  a  bird,  a  small  kind 

of  crane. 

«MJp5  kardla,  as,  d,  am,  opening  wide, 

cleaving  asunder,  gaping  (as  a  wound) ;  having  for- 
midable projecting  teeth,  formidable,  dreadful,  terrible 

(especially  as  an  epithet  of  the  Rakshasas,  of  Siva,  of 
Kala,  of  Vishnu,  and  of  a  certain  Devagandharva)  ; 

great,  large,  high,  lofty ;  spacious,  wide ;  deformed ; 
(as),  m.  a-  certain  species  of  animal ;  resin,  pitch,  or 
a  mixture  of  oil  and  the  resin  of  the  tree  Shorea 

Robnsta ;  N.  of  a  region ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Hemi- 
desmus  Indicus ;  an  epithet  of  DurgS ;  N.  of  a  certain 
woman ;  (i),  f.  one  of  the  seven  tongues  and  nine 
Samidhs  of  Agni ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  Ocimum. 
—  Kardla-kara,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  powerful  arm 
or  hand;    having  a  large   trunk,  as  an  elephant. 

—  Kardla-kes'ara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lion   in  the 
Pancatantra.  —  Kardla-triputd,  (.  a  species  of  corn. 
—Kardla-danshtra,   as,  d,  am,   having   terrific 
teeth.  —  Kardia-lo6ana,  as,  d,  am,  terrific.  —  Ka- 
ralarvadand,  f.  an  epithet  of  Durgi.  —  Kardldnana 

(°la-dn°),  as,  d,  am,  terrific, 
Kardlaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  Ocimum. 
Kardlika,  as,  m.  a  tree;  a  sword;  (a),  f.  an 

epithet  of  Durgi. 
Kardlita,  as,  d,  am,  rendered  formidable ;  afraid 

of,  alarmed  by  or  at ;  magnified. 

^T  kari,  &c.     See  under  i.  iara. 

«!ift>l  karibha,  as,  m.  the  tree  Ficus  Re- 
ligiosa. 

<*[<!.  karira,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  shoot  of  a 
bamboo.  See  karira. 

cRTO?  karishtha,  as,  d,  am  (superlative  fr.  i 
Jcara),  doing  most,  doing  very  much. 
Karishnu,  used  in  comp.  See  alan-karishnu 

and  nir-dkarishnu. 
Karishya,  of,  a,  om(?),Ved.  to  be  done(?). 
Kari&hyat,  an,  atl  or  antl,  at,  willing  to  do 

about  to  do. 

KarisJiyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  about  to  do,  going 
to  do. 

Karlyas,  an,  asl,  as  (comparative  fr.  I.  kara) 
doing  more  ;  one  who  does  much. 

karl-kri.     See  under  2.  iara. 

kariti,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 

-  karira,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  he  fr 

it.  I .  itri),  the  shoot  of  a  bamboo ;  (as),  m.  a  water 
jar ;  a  thorny  plant,  described  as  growing  in  deserts 
and  fed  upon  by  camels,  Capparisaphylla ;  (am),  n 
the  fruit  of  this  plant ;  (a  or  i),  f.  the  root  of  an 

elephant's   tusk;    a   cricket,    a   small    grasshopper 
—  Karlra-kuna,  as,  m.  the  fruit  season  of  Cap 
parisaphylla.  —  Karira-prastha,   an,   m.,   N.  of 
town ;  (a  various  reading  has  kariri-prastka.) 

Karlrikd,  f.  the  root  of  an  elephant's  tusk. 

<*tU<*  kariraka,  am,  n.  fight,  battle. 

*<!)rt<??l  karlla-desa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  region. 

ctiOM  karlsha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  i.  kri),  rub- 

ish,  refuse,  dung ;  dry  cow-dung ;  N.  of  a  mountain ; 
cf.  dkhu-karisha.]  —  Karlsha-gandhi,  is,  m.,  N. 
f  a  man.  —  Karlshan-kasJia,  as,  d,  am,  sweeping 

way  dung ;  (d),  f.  a  strong  wind,  a  gale.  —  Karl- 
hdgni  (°s?ia-ag°),  is,  m.  a  fire  of  dry  cow-dung ; 
tins  substance  is  very  generally  used  as  fuel  in 
lindustan.) 

Karlshaka,  ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Karlshin,  I,  inl,  i,  abounding  in  dung ;  (inl),  f. 
region  abounding  in  cow-dung ;  N.  of  a  river. 

<*<\«u  karuna,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  he  fr.  rt. 

i .  kri ,  but  in  some  of  its  meanings  fr.  i .  kri),  mourn- 
ul,  miserable,  lamenting;  (am),  ind.  mournfully, 
wofullf,  pitifully,  in  distress;  (as),  m.  that  which 
causes  pity,  sorrow,  affliction,  tenderness,  pity,  com- 
>assion ;  one  of  the  nine  Rasas  or  sentiments  of  a 

>oem,  the  pathetic  sentiment;  a  fruit  tree,  the 
>amplemouse,  Cirrus  Decumana ;  N.  of  a  Buddha ; 
a  Jaina  saint ;  N.  of  an  Asura ;  (a),  f.  pity,  com- 

>assion;  (I),  {.,  N.  of  a  plant,  also  called  grishma- 
tushpl,  farinl.  Sec. ;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  an  action,  a 
loly  work.—  Karuna-dhvani,  is,  m.  a  cry  of 
distress.  —  Karuna-pundarika,  am,  n.  title  of  a 
Juddhist  work.— Karuna-malll,  f.  the  plant  Jasmi- 
num  Sambac ;  also  read  karund-malll.  —  Karuna- 
vedi-tva,  am,  n.  compassion,  sympathy.  —  Karuna- 
vedin,  I,  inl,  i,  knowing  affliction  or  distress, 

sympathising,  pitiful.  —  Karundkara  (°na-dk°),  as, m.  the  father  of  Padmanibha.  —  Karundtmaka 

°na-dt°),  as,  d,  am,  compassionate,  tender-hearted. 
—  Karnndtman  (°na-df),  d,  d,  a,  kind.  —  Ka- 
rund-para,   as,    d,   am,   compassionate,    tender. 
—  Karund-maya,  as,  I,  am,  gentle,  compassionate. 

—  Karundrambha  (°na-dr°),  as,  d,  am,  engaging 

in  deplorable  actions.  —  Karundrdra  (°na-dr°),  as, 
d,  am,  tender-hearted,  soft,  sensitive.  —  Karundr- 

dhita  (°na-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  kind.  —  Karund-vat,  an, 
atl,  at,  being  in  a  pitiful  state,  pitiable.  —  Karund- 
vipralambha,  as,  m.  grief  of  separation  with  the  un- 

certainty of  meeting  again,  fears  occurring  in  absence. 
— Karund-vritti,  is,  is,  i,  disposed  to  pity.  —  Ka- 
rund-veditd,  f.  charitableness,  kindliness,  sympathy. 

Karundya,  nom.  P.  A.  -ndyati,  -te,  -yitum,  to 
be  in  a  pitiful  condition. 
Karunin,  I,  inl,  i,  being  in  a  pitiful  condition, 

pitiable. oMjrqiH    karutthdma,    as,  m.,   N.  of    a 
prince,  a  son  of  Dushyanta  and  father  of  Akrida 

[cf.  atvatthdman."] efc^j-»jcS  karundhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Sura  and  brother  of  Vasu-deva. 

c|r^*T  karuma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  an  epithet 
of  certain  spectral  or  ghost-like  appearances. 

e(i<fc<M.iarwiara,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  joint  o 
the  neck  and  the  chine. 

<*feefe  frl  '[karulatin,l,  inl,  t,Ved.  onewhosi 
teeth  are  decayed  and  broken ;  [cf.  the  next.] 

ofc^M  karusha,  ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 
descended  from  a  son  of  Manu  Vaivasvata,  (a  prince 

of  this  people  is  named  Danta-vakra.) 
Kariishaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Vaiva 

svata ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  species  of  fruit. 

eH.4  kareta,  as,  m.  a  finger-nail. 
c*i5«<l  karetamjd,  f.  or  karetu,  us,  m.  the 

numidian  crane ;  [cf.  karatu,  harkata,  &c.] 

cM.HI  karenu,  us,  m.  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i 

kri;  cf.  I.  kara),  a  male  or  female  elephant,  gene 
rally  used  for  the  latter;  according  to  some  als 
karenu;  (us),  m.  the  tree  Pterospermum  Aceri 
folium ;  (us),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  used  as  a  drug  an 

supposed  to  grow  in  KSs'mira.  —  Karenu-pdla,  as 

..  the  groom  or  keeper  of  a  female  elephant ;  N.  of 

man ;  [cf.  kdrenupdli.']  —  KarenuJ>hu,  is,  m.  an 
pithet  of  PSlakSpya.  ••  Karenu-mati,  f.,  N.  of  the 

wife  of  Nakula,  daughter  of  a  king  of  Cedi.  —  Ka- 
enu-varya,  as,  m.  a  large  or  powerful  elephant. 
—  Karenit-suta,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  PslakSpya. 

Karenuka,  am,  n.  the  poisonous   fruit  of  the 

plant  Karenu. 
Karenu,  us,  m.  f.  a  male  or  female  elephant. 

'eH.«H*arenara,  as,  m.  benzoin  or  storax. 
See  kareuara. 

<.t:,«x  karenduka,  as,  m.  a  species  of 

jrass,  =  Wm-trina. 
karevara,  as,  m.  benzoin  or  storax. 
karota,  as,  m.  f.  a  basin,  a  cup ;  the 

wnes  of  the  head,  the  skull. 
Karotaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  N5ga. 

Karoti,  is,  or  karotl,  f.  a  basin,  a  cup ;  the  skull. 

ohClr+'C  karotkara,   karotpala,  &c.     See 
under  i.  and  2.  kara. 

*j?  iari,  to  laugh ;  a  Sautra  root,  or N  one  occurring  in  grammatical  Sutras  but 
not  in  the  Dhatu-patha. 

karka,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  i.  in), 

white ;  good ;  excellent ;  (as),  m.  a  white  horse ;  a 
crab ;  the  sign  Cancer  ;  a  water-jar ;  fire ;  a  mirror ; 
N.  of  various  plants,  =karkata,  karketana,  and 

karketila;  beauty;  N.  of  a  commentator  on  Katya- 
yana's  Srauta-sutras ;  (1),  f.,  Ved.  a  white  cow(?). 
—  Karka-khanda,   ds,   m.  pi.,   N.  of  a   people. 

—  Karka-tirbhitl  (?),  f.  a  small  cucumber.  —  Karka- 

pjiala,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Karka-sdra,  am, 
a.  flour  or  meal  mixed  with  curds.  —  Karkl-prastha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  town. 
Karkata,  as,  m.  a  crab ;  the  sign  Cancer ;  a  kind 

of  bird,  the  numidian  crane,  Lanius  Excubitor ;  N. 

of  a  plant  with  poisonous  tubers,  the  fibrous  root  of 
a  lotus ;  the  curved  end  of  the  beam  of  a  balance  (to 

which  the  strings  supporting  the  scale  are  attached) ; 
a  kind  of  coitus ;  the  radius  of  a  circle ;  compass, 

circuit ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Momordica  Mixta ;  (I),  f. 
a  female  crab ;  a  snake  (?) ;  a  kind  of  cucumber, 
Cucumis  Utilissimus ;  the  fruit  of  the  plant  Bombax 

Heptaphyllum ;  the  curved  end  of  the  beam  of  a 
balance  &c. ;  a  small  water-jar ;  [cf.  karkara,  kar- 

kas"a :  cf.  also  Gr.  xapKivos ;  Lat.  cancer.]  —  Karkata- 

pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Karkata-iringa, 
am,  n.  the  claw  of  a  crab.  —  Karkata-Jringi kd  or 

karkata-s'ringl,  f.  a  plant,  the  fruit  of  which  is 
compared  to  the  claw  or  feelers  of  a  crab,  the  horn 
of  a  goat  &c.,  see  aja-iringl ;  other  names  of  this 
plant  are  Jcdma-ndMnl,  kaullrd,  kulingl,  &c. 

-Karkafahtha  (°ta-ak°),  as,  m.  the  plant  Cucu- 
mis Utilissimus.  —  Karkatdkhyd  (°ta-dkh°),  f.  the 

plant  Karkata-sVirrgi.  —  Karkatdngd  (°ta-an°),  f. 
the  same  plant.  -  Karkatdsthi  (°ta-as°),  n.  the  shell 
or  crust  of  a  crab.  —  KarTtatdhva  (°ta-dh°),  as,  m. 

the  plant  jEgle  Marmelos ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Karkata- 
Srin-gT.-.Kari-a?<:sa  (°ta-l^a),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a sanctuary. 

Karkataka,  as,  m.  a  crab;  the  sign  Cancer;  the 

plant  Momordica  Mixta  (?) ;  a  kind  of  sugar-cane ;  a 
hook  shaped  like  the  daw  of  a  crab  ;  N.  of  a  Naga  ; 

(I),  f.  a  female  crab ;  (am),  n.  a  poisonous  root ;  a 
particular  fracture  of  the  bones.  —  Karkataka-rajju, 

us,  m.  a  rope  with  a  hook  attached  to  it,  shaped  like 

the  claw  of  a  cnb.-Karkatakdsthi  (°ka-as°),  n. 
the  shell  or  crust  of  a  crab. 

Knrknti,  is,  f.  a  sort  of  cucumber,  Cucumis  Uti- iissimus. 

Karkatikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant,  a  kind  of  gourd;  a 
kernel. 

Karkatinl,  f.  the  plant  Curcuma  Xanthorrhiza. 
Karka/u,us,  m.  the  numidian  crane ;  [cf.  karatu, 

&c.] 

karkandhu,  us,  us,  m.  f.  (considered 
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by  some  as  an  irregular  compound  of  karka  and 
andhu),  the  jujube  tree,  Zizyphus  Jujuba  ;  a  species 
of  this  tree  with  a  larger  fruit;  (it),  n.  the  fruit  of 
this  tree,  or  the  uneatable  fruits  of  a  wild  species  ; 
(us),  £  the  berry  of  this  tree  ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Karkandhu-kuna,  am,  n.  the  fruit  season 
of  the  Karkandhu  tree.  —  Karkandhu-prastha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  KarkandJiu-mati,  {.,  N.  of  a 
woman  (1).  —  Karkandli.u-rohita,  as,  a,  am,  red 
like  the  berries  of  the  jujube  tree. 

karka-phala.     See  under  karka. 

karkara,  as,  a,  am,  hard,  firm  ;  (as), 
m.  a  bone  ;  a  hammer  ;  a  mirror  [cf.  karphard]  ; 
a  strap  of  leather  (?)  ;  N.  of  a  Naga  ;  (am),  n.  stone, 
limestone,  especially  the  nodule  found  in  Bengal  un- 

der the  name  of  Kan-kar  ;  [cf.  karkata,  karkaia."] 
—  Karkardktha    (°ra-ak°),    as,    m.    a    wagtail. 
—  Karkaranga  (°ra-u»c),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird,  a 
gallinule(?).—  Karkardndhuka  (°ra-an°),  as,  m. 
a  blind  well,  one  of  which  the  mouth  is  overgrown 
with  grass  &c.  so  as  to  be  hidden  ;  also  read  karka- 
rdndhaka;  see  andha-kupa. 

<*i<j4  karkaratu,  us,  m.  a  glance,  a  side- 
look. 

karkaratuka,  as,  m.  the  numi- 
dian  crane. 

Karkaretu,  us,  m.  =the  preceding;  [cf.  karatu, 
&c.] 

4'5i*,lfiJ  karkarala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  curl,  a 
ringlet. 

<fi«irfT  karkari,  is  or  i,  f.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 
musical  instrument,  a  lute  ;  (t),  f.  a  water-jar. 
Karkarikd,  f.  a  small  water-jar. 

4°h<£  karkareta,  am,  n.  the  hand  curved 
as  a  claw  for  the  purpose  of  grasping  anything. 

karkaretu.     See  karkaratuka. 

karkasa,  as,  a,  am,  hard,  harsh, 
rough  (opposed  to  komala,  tflakshna)  ;  intangible  ; 
violent,  cruel  ;  unfeeling,  unmerciful  ;  harsh,  unkind, 
miserly  ;  (an),  m.  a  sword,  a  scymitar  ;  N.  of  several 
plants,  =  kdmpilla  =  gunddrodani  (commonly  called 
Sunda  Rochani)  ;  a  kind  of  cassia,  Cassia  or  Senna 
Esculenta  ;  a  species  of  sugar-cane  ;  (a).  £  a  thorny 
plant,  Tragia  Involucrata  ;  (1),  f.  the  wild  jujube  ;  [cf. 

karkata,  karkara."]  —  Karkada-ddhada,  M,  m.  the plants  Trophis  Aspera  and  Trichosanthes  Diceca; 

(a),  f.  the  plant  Luil'a  Acutangula.  —  Karkas"a-tva, 
am,  n.  hardness,  harshness,  rough  manners.  »  Kar- 
kaia-dala,  as,  m.  the  plant  Trichosanthes  Dioeca  ; 
(a),  f.  another  plant.  —  Karkaia-vakya,  am,  n. 
harsh  or  contumelious  speech. 
KarkaiSikd,  f.  wild  jujube. 

.  karka-sara.     See  under  karka. 

karkdru,  us,  u,  m.  n.  a  kind  of 
gourd,  Beninkasa  Cerifera. 

Karkdruka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Convolvulus  Pani- culatus. 

<*r«fi  karki,  is,  m.  the  sign  of  the  zodiac, 
Cancer  ;  also  read  karkin,  I,  m. 

karkt-prastha.  See  under  karka. 

karketana  or  karketara,  as,  m.  (?) 
a  kind  of  gem  or  precious  stone. 

«li<*T7  karkota,  as,  m.  one  of  the  principal 
serpents  or  NSgas  of  Patsla  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people  ;  (am),  n.  a  poisonous  fruit. 
Karkotaka,  as,  m.  several  plants,  Momordica 

Mixta  ;  ./Egle  Marmelos  ;  the  sugar-cane  ;  N.  of  a 
N5ga  or  serpent;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  barbarous 
tribe  of  low  origin  ;  (I),  (.,  N.  of  a  plant  ;  (kd),  f. 
the  plant  Momordica  Mixta.  —  Karkotaka-visha, 
am,  n.  the  poison  of  Karkotaka. 

kar6ura,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  a  kind 

of  Curcuma ;  (am),  n.  gold ;  an  orpiment ;  [cf.  kar- 
Jiura  and  karbura.] 
Karduraka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Curcuma  Zemmbet ; 

also  read  karbwraka. 

karj,  cl.  i.  P.   karjati,   -jitum,  to 
\  pain  or  make  uneasy. 

karn,  cl.  10.  P.  karnayati,  -yitum, 

\to  pierce,  bore.     See  d-karn. 
karna,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  kri), 

the  ear,  the  handle  or  ear  of  a  vessel ;  the  helm  or 
rudder  of  a  ship ;  the  plants  Cassia  Fistula  and  Calo- 
tropis  Gigantea ;  (in  prosody)  a  spondee,  a  foot  of 
two  long  syllables;  (in  geometry)  the  hypoihenuse 
of  a  triangle  or  the  diagonal  of  a  tetragon ;  N.  of  a 
renowned  hero  in  the  Maha-bharata,  king  of  An-ga 
and  elder  brother  by  the  mother's  side  of  the  PSndu 
princes,  being  the  son  of  the  god  Surya  by  Pritha  or 
Kunti,  before  her  marriage  with  Pandu.  (Afraid  of 
the  censure  of  her  relatives,  Kunti  deserted  the  child 
and  exposed  it  in  the  river,  where  it  was  found  by  a 
charioteer  named  Adhi-ratha  and  nurtured  by  his 
wife  Radha ;  hence  Karna  is  sometimes  called  Suta- 
putra  or  SOta-ja,  sometimes  Radheya,  though  named 
by  his  foster-parents  Vasu-shena);  N.  of  a  son  of 
VisVajit ;  (with  Buddhists)  a  son  of  Maha-sammata 
and  king  in  PotSla ;  N.  of  a  king,  rather  of  ViSoka- 
deva ;  (as,  a,  am),  Ved.  eared,  furnished  with  long 
ears ;  furnished  with  chaff  (as  grain).  Karne,  (in 
theatrical  language)  into  the  ear,  in  a  low  voice, 
aside;  api  karne,  Ved.  behind  the  ear  or  back, 
from  behind,  after  [cf.  api-karna] ;  karnam  da, 
to  give  ear  to,  listen  to ;  karnam  d-gam,  to  come 
to  one's  ears,  become  known  to.  —  Karna-kandu, 
us  or  u,  us,  m.  f.  painful  itching  of  the  ear.  —  Karna- 
kitd,  f.  an  insect  or  worm  with  many  feet  and  of  a 
reddish  colour,  Julus  Cornifex;  a  small  centipede; 
according  to  some  karna-kltl.  —  Karna-kubja,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  an  imaginary  town.  —  Karna-kshveda,  as, 
m.  an  affection  of  the  ear,  a  roaring  or  constant 
noise  in  tt.  —  Karna-kharika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Vailya.  —  Karna-ga,  as,  a,  am,  touching  the  ear, 
hanging  on  it,  next  to  the  ear,  extending  to  the  ear. 
—  Karna-gutha,  am,   n.  ear-wax;    (as),   m.   or 
karna-gut/iaka,  as,  m.  hardening  of  the  wax  of  the 
ear.  —  Karna-grihita,  as,  a,  am,  seized  by  the  ear. 
—  Karna-grihya,  ind.  seizing  by  the  ear.  —  Karna- 
godara,  as,  a,  am,  perceptible  to  the  ear,  audible. 
—  Karna-grdha,  as,  m.  a   helmsman.  —  Karna- 
grdha-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  furnished  with  a  helmsman 
(as  a  ship).  —  Karna-ddhidra,  am,  n.  the  outer 
auditory  passage;  [cf.  karna-puta,  karna-randkra, 

&c.]  —  Karna-japa,  as,  m.  'ear-whisperer,'  an  in- 
former. —  Karna-jalukd,  f.  an  insect,  Julus ;  a  small 

centipede ;  [cf.  karna-kitd.]  —  Karna-jalaukd,  f.  or 
karna-jalaukas,  as,  (.  the  same.  —  Karna-japa  or 
karna-japa,  as,  m.  whispering  in  the  ear,  tale- 

bearing, calumniating.  —  Karnajdha,  am,  n.   the 
root  of  the  ear.  —  Karna-jit,  t,  m.  'the  conqueror 
of  Karna,'  an  epithet  of  Arjuna ;    (Kama   having 
taken  the  part  of  the  Kurus,  was  killed  by  Arjuna  in 
one  of  the   great   battles   between  them   and  the 
PSndus.)  —  Karna-tas,    ind.   away  from   the   ear. 

—  Karna-tdla,  as,  m.  the  flapping  of  an  elephant's 
ears.  —  Karna-darpana,  as,  m.    an   ear-ring,   an 
ornament  for  the  ear.  —  Karna-dundubhi,  is,  (.  a 
kind  of  worm  (making  a  noise  in  the  ear  like  a 
drum);  see  karna-kita.  —  Kanja-deva, as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  king.— Karna-d/idra,  as,  m.  a  helmsman,  a 
pilot. — Karnadhara-ta,  (.  the  office  of  an  helms- 

man. —  Karna-dhdrinl,    f.    a    female    elephant. 
—  Karna-ndda,  as,  m.  ringing  in  the  ear.  —  Karna- 
ndsd,  f.  the  ears  and  the  nose.  —  Karnandu,  us,  f. 

a  woman's  ear-ring;  see  karndndu.  —  Karna-pa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Karna-pattraka,  as,  m. 
the  tragus,  a  part  of  the   external    ear.  —  Karna- 
patka,  as,  m.  the  compass  or  range  of  hearing ; 
karnapatham  d-yd  or  upe  (upa-i),  to  come  within 
the  range  of  the  ear,  to  be  heard. " Karna-para, 

as,  m.  an  ornament  for  the  ear.  -•  Karna-param- 
para,  f.  going  from  one  ear  to  another.  —  Karna- 
pardkrama,  as,  m.  title  of  a  work.  —  Karna- 
parvan,  a,  n.  'the  Karna  section,'  title  of  the 
eighth  book  of  the  Maha-bharata.  ••  Karna-paka, 
as,  m.  inflammation  of  the  outer  ear.  —  Karna-pali, 
is,  f.  the  lobe  of  the  ear ;  the  outer  and  curving 

*e  of  the  ear ;  (t),  f.  an  ornament  of  the  ear,  a 
garland  or  string  of  jewels  pendent  from  it ;  N.  of  a 
river.  —  Karna-paia,,  as,  m.  a  beautiful  ear.— Kar- 

na-puta, am,  n.  the  auditory  passage  of  the  ear. 
—  Karna-pur,  ur,  f.  or  karna-puri,  f.  the  capital 
of  Karna,  i.  e.  CampS,  the  ancient  N.  of  Bhagalpur. 

— Karna-puskpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  morata. 
—Karna-pura,  as,  m.  an  ornament  of  flowers  worn 
round  the  ears ;  an  ear-ring ;  N.  of  several  plants, 
blue  lotus ;  Acacia  Sirissa ;  Jonesia  ASoka ;  N.  of  the 
father  of  Kavicandra,  author  of  the  Alar>k5ra  Kau- 
stubha.  —  Karna-puraka,    as,    m.    the    Kadamba 
tree,  Nauclea  Cadamba;  N.  of  a  servant. —Karna- 
purana,  am,  n.  the  act   of  filling  the  ears  (with 
cotton  Sec.) ;  any  substance  used  for  that  purpose ; 

(as),  m.  =  karna-pura.— Karna-pratinaha  or 
karna-pratmdha,  as,  m.  a  disease  of  the  ear,  sup- 

pression of  its  excretion  or  wax,  which  is  supposed 
to  have  dissolved  and  pass  by  the  nose  and  mouth. 

—  Karna-praydga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  confluence  of 
the  river  Gan-gi  and  Pindar.  —  Karna-prdnta,  as, 
m.  the  lobe  of  the  ear.  <~  Karna-prdvarana,  as,  d, 
am,  using  the  ears  for  a  covering ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  fabulous  people. — Karna-pkala,  as,  m.  a  sort  of 
fish,  Ophiocephalus  Kurrawey.— Karna-bkuskana, 
am,   n.   or  Icarna-bhuiha,  f.   an   ear  ornament. 
-•  Karna-madgura,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  sheat  fish, 
Silurus  Unitus.  —  Karna-mala,  am,  n.  the  excretion 
or  wax  of  the  ear.  —  Karna-mukura,  as,  m.  an  ear 
ornament ;  an  ear-ring.  —  Karna-mukha,  as,  J,  am, 

headed  by  Karna,  having  Karna  as  leader.  **Karna- 
mula,  am,  n.  the  root  of  the  ear.  —  Karnamullya, 
as,  a,  am,  near  the  root  of  the  ear.  —  Karna-moti, 
is,  f.  an  epithet  of  Devi  or  Durgi  in  one  of  her 
forms   or  incarnations  (CSmunda).  —  Karna-yoni, 
is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  the  ear  as  a  source  or  starting- 
point,  going  forth  from  the  ear,  an  epithet  of  an 
arrow,  because  in  shooting  the  bow-string  is  drawn 
back  to  the  ear.  —  Karna-randkra,  as,  am,  m.  n. 

the  orifice  or  auditory  passage  of  the  ear ;  [cf.  karna- 
ddhidra,  karna-puta,  Sec.]  —  Karna-roga,  as,  m. 
disease  of  the  ear.  —  Karnaroga-pratiskedha,  as, 
m.  cure  of  a  disease   of  the   ear.  -.  Karnaroga- 
vijnana,  am,  n.  diagnosis  of  any  disease  of  the  ear. 
—  Karna-latd,  f.  or  karna-latikd,  f.  the  lobe  of 

the  ear.  —  Karna-vans'a,  as,  m.  an  elevated  plat- 
form of  bamboo.  —  Karna-vat,  an,  all,  at,  having 

ears,  long-eared ;  furnished  with  tendrils  or  hooks ; 
having  a  helm.  —  Karna-varjita,  as,  d,  ami  earless ; 
(as),  m.  a  snake.  —  Karnavitka,  as,  d,  am,  fur- 

nished with  ear-wax.  —  Karna-vidradhi,  is,  (.  ulcer- 
ation  of  the  ear.  ••  Karna-vivara,  am,  n.  the  audi- 

tory passage  of  the  ear.  —  Karna-visk,  t,  f.  ear-wax. 
—  Karna-vedha,  as,  m.  '  ear-piercing,'  a  religious 
ceremony  performed  to  prevent  a  person  from  dying, 
if  the  birth  of  a  third  son  be  expected  ;  piercing  the 
ear  to  receive  ear-rings.  **  Karna-vedhani  or  karna- 
vedhanikd,  f.  an  instrument  for  piercing  the  ear  of 
an  elephant.  —  Karna-veskta,  as,  m.  an  ear-ring; 
N.  of  a  prince.  *•  Karna-veshtaka,  as,  m.  the  flaps 
of  a  cap  protecting  the  ear ;  (as  or  am),  m.  n.  (?) 
an  ear-ring.  —  Karna-veshtana,  am,  n.  an  ear-ring. 
—  Karna-iaxkknli,  f.  the  outer  part  of  the  ear,  the 
exterior  cartilaginous  portion  leading  to  the  auditory 

passage.  —  Karna-s'irhka,  as,  m.  a  Sirisha  flower 
fastened  to  the  ear  as  an  ornament.  —  Karna-fula, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  ear-ache.  —  Karnas^tlin,  I,  inl,  i, 
having  ear-ache.  ~  Karna-ddbhana,  am,  n.,Ved.  an 
ear  ornament.  —  Karna-3rava,  as,  d,  am,  audible, 
loud.  •-  Karna-fravas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 
—  Kanfa-irut,  t,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  several 
hymns  of  the  Rig-veda.  —  Kartia-samsrdva  or  kar- 
na-srava  or  karna-srava,  as,  m.  running  of  the 
ear,  discharge  of  pus  or  ichorous  matter  from  the  ear. 
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"  Kartia-fii,  us,  m.  the  father  of  Karna,  an  epithet 
of  SOrya  or  the  sun.  —  Karna-siifi,  i«,  m.  a  kind  of 
insect.  —  Kurna-sphotd,  f.  a  sort  of  creeper  (com- 

monly kdnaphdtd).  —  Karnd-karni,  ind.  from  ear 

to  ear,  whispering  into  each  other's  ears.  —  Kar- 
ndnjali  (°na-a»°),  is,  m.  the  auditory  passage  of 
the  outer  ear.  —  Karndtihaka  ("tia-ddh") ,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man. 

—  Karnddeia  (°na-dd°),  as,  m.  an  ear-ring  (?). 
—  Karndnuja  ("na-an°),  as,  m.  an   epithet   of 
Yudhishthira,  the  younger  brother  of  Kama,  one  of 

the  five  Paiidu  princes.  —  Karndntika  (?Ha-a»°), 
at,  a,  am,  near  or  dose  to  the  ear.  —  Karnandu 

(°»ia-a»0),  us  or  M,  Us,  (.  an  ornament  for  the  ear ; 
an  ear-ring.  —  Karndbharanaka  fna-dbh0),  as, 
m.  the  tree  Cathartocarpus  (Cassia)  Fistula.  —  Kar- 

nara  (°na  and  it.  ft'?),  f.  an  instrument  for  perfo- 
rating the  ear  of  an  elephant.  —  Karndri  (°na-ar»), 

if,  m.  an  epithet  of  Arjuna  (as  the  enemy  of  Kama) ; 

the  tree  Terminalia  Arjuna.—  Karttdrpana  (°na- 
ar°),  am,  n.  applying  the  ear,  giving  ear,  paying 
attention,  listening  to.  —  Karndlankdra  (°na-al'), 
as,  m.  or  karndlankriyd,  f.  or  karndlankriti,  is, 

{.  an  ear  ornament,  an  ear-ring.  —  Karnds'va  (°na- 
af°  1),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Karnasphdla  (°na- 
«8°),  as,  m.  the  flapping  to  and  fro  of  an  elephant's 
ears.  ••  Karne-iurwiurd,  f.  tale-bearing.  —  Karne- 
japa,  as,  a,  am,  a  slanderous  whisperer,  a  secret 
traducer,  a  tale-bearer,  an  informer.  —  Karne-tiri- 

tira,  f.   tale-bearing.  —  Karnendu  (°na-m°),   us, 
f.  a  semicircular  ornament  of  the  ear,  an  ear-ring ; 

[cf.  l;arndndv.~\  —  Karnotpala  (°na-uf),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  poet.  —  Karnodaya  ("fta-ao"),  N.  of  a  book. 
••  Karnopakarnika  (°na-upc),  f.  a  female  tale- 

bearer or  informer.  "Karnorna(0na-v,T°),as,d,am, 
having  wool  on  the  ears  (as  any  animal). 
Karndka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  prominence,  handle,  or 

projection  on  the  side  or  sides  (of  a  vessel  &c.) ; 
a  tendril ;  applied  also  to  the  legs  when  spread  out ; 
N.  of  a  man ;  (as),  m,  pi.  the  descendants  of  this 
man.  —  Karnaka-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  furnished 
with  tendrils  or  side  branches. 
Karnakita,  as,  a,  am,  furnished  with  tendrils. 
Karnala,  as,  a,  am,  furnished  with  ears. 
Karnika,  as,  a,  am,  having  ears,  having  large  or 

long  ears ;  having  a  helm ;  (as),  m.  a  steersman ; 
pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  N.  of  a  king  in  Potala ;  (a),  f. 
an  ear-ring  or  ornament  for  the  ear ;  a  knot,  tubercle ; 
round  protuberance  (e.  g.  the  round  protuberance  at 
the  end  of  a  reed  or  cane) ;  the  pericarp  of  a  lotus ; 

a  fruit-stalk;  the  tip  of  an  elephant's  trunk;  the 
middle  finger ;  chalk ;  a  pen  or  small  brush ;  a  trowel ; 
the  plants  Premna  Spinosa  or  Longifolia,  and  Odina 
Pinnata  ;  a  bawd ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras  ;  N.  of  the  wife 
of  Kan-ka.—  Karnikddala,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the 
fabulous  mountain  Mem;  (fr.  karntkd,  the  seed 
vessel  of  a  lotus,  and  afala,  a  mountain,  Mem  being 
in  the  centre  of  the  world,  the  divisions  of  which 
are  compared  to  the  leaves  of  a  lotus) ;  also  karni- 
kSdri,  &c. 

Karriikdra,  as,  m.  the  tree  Pterospermum  Aceri- 
folium ;  also  Cassia  Fistula ;  the  pericarp  of  a  lotus ; 
(om),  n.  the  flower  of  the  tree  Pterospermum  Ace- 
rifolium  and  of  Cassia  Fistula.— Karnikdra-priya, 
as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
Karnikin,  i,  m.  an  elephant. 
Kartiin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  ears,  relating  to  the  ear ; 

long-eared ;  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  having  (any- 
thing) attached  to  the  ear;  furnished  with  flaps  or 

anything  similar  (said  of  shoes) ;  barbed,  furnished 
with  knots  &c.  (as  an  arrow) ;  having  a  helm ;  (j), 
m.  the  side  of  the  neck,  the  part  near  the  ear ;  a 
steersman ;  N.  of  a  mountain,  one  of  the  seven  prin- 

cipal ranges  of  the  mountains,  dividing  the  universe ; 
(inl),  f.  (scil.  yoni)  a  disease  of  the  uterus,  prolapsus 
or  polypus  uteri.  -  Karm-ratha,  a>,  m.  (for  karni- 
ratha),  a  covered  car,  or  (according  to  some)  a  litter 
for  the  conveyance  of  women  &c.,  borne  on  men's shoulders. 

Karnila,  as,  a,  am,  long-eared. 
Knrni,  a  fern,  form  related  to  karna  and  appear- 

ing in  compounds  (e.  g.  ayas-karni).  —  Karyi-snta, 
as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Kansa,  the  enemy  of  Krishna  ; 

according  to  the  scholiast  the  author  of  a  thieves' manual. 

Karnya,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  or  at  the  ear  ;  suita- ble to  the  ear. 

karnata,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  country 
and  the  people  inhabiting  it,  whence  the  modern 
Karnatic  ;  the  name,  however,  was  anciently  applied 
to  the  central  districts  of  the  peninsula,  including 

Mysore  ;  (T),  f.  a  princess  of  Karnata  ;  a  plant,  com- 
monly Hansapadi  ;  one  of  the  RSgims  or  female 

personifications  of  the  musical  modes,  the  bride  of 
the  Riga  MSlava.  —  Ifarndta-de^a,  as,  m.  the 
Karnata  country. 

Karndtaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  country  and  the 
people  inhabiting  it.  —  Karnataka-deda,  as,  m.  the 
Karnata  country.—  Karndtaka-blidshd,  I.  the  dia- 

lect of  Karnata. 

karnarpana.     See  under  karna. 

pr  kart  (a  various  reading  for  katr, 
N/.-artr),  cl.  10.  P.  kartayati,  -yitum,  to 

slacken  or  unloose,  to  remove. 

«57f  karta,  as,  m.  (fr.  I.  krit  ?),  Ved.  a  hole, 
a  cavity;  (a  more  recent  form  is  garta.) 

^fibr  i  .  kartana,am,  n.  (fr.  i.krit),  cutting, 
cutting  offer  in  pieces,  excision  ;  (I),  f.  scissors. 
Kartari,  is,  f.  scissors. 
Kartarikd,  f.  a  knife,  a  small  sword  or  cutlass  ;  a 

hunter's  knife  or  sword,  a  couteau  de  chasse  ;  scissors. 
Kartari,  f.  a  scissors  or  shears  ;  a  knife  ;  a  small 

sword  or  cutlass  ;  the  part  of  an  arrow  to  which  the 
feathers  are  attached. 

<*n«T  2.  kartana,  am,  n.  (fr.  2.  krit),  spin- 
ning cotton  or  thread. 

<*nO*T  kartanya,  a  kind  of  poisonous 

plant. 4n*U  kartavya,  as,  a,  am  (fut.  pass.  part. 
fr.  i.  kri),  to  be  done,  made  or  accomplished,  what 
ought  to  be  done  ;  to  be  imposed  (as  a  punishment)  ; 
to  be  turned  towards  (as  the  mind)  ;  to  be  offered  ; 
to  be  acted  ;  (am),  n.  what  ought  to  be  done,  obliga- 

tion, duty,  task.  —  Kartavya-td,  f.  or  kartavya-tva, 
am,  n.  necessity,  obligation  ;  propriety,  fitness  ;  suit- 

able measures. 

Kartu,  the  base  of  several  cases,  used  as  infinitives 
of  the  verb  kri  in  the  Veda  (e.  g.  kartum,  kartave, 
kartavai,  kartos).  —  Kartit-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  de- 

sirous or  intending  to  do. 
Kartri,  td,  trl,  tri,  a  doer,  a  maker,  one  who 

makes  or  does,  an  agent,  one  who  practises  what  he 
knows;  one  who  acts  in  a  religious  ceremony,  a 
priest  ;  (very  often  at  the  end  of  compounds,  e.  g. 
Tihaya-lcartri,  rdjya-kartri,  &c.)  ;  (ta),  m.  the 
creator  of  the  world,  an  epithet  of  Brahma,  of 
Vishnu,  and  of  Siva;  (in  gram.)  an  agent,  one  who 
acts  of  his  own  accord  (sva-tantrah),  the  active  noun, 
the  nominative  case.  —  Kartri-td,  f.  the  state  of  being 
the  agent  of  an  action.  —  Kartri-tea,  am,  n.  agency, 
the  act  or  property  of  an  agent.  —  KarM-piira,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Kartri-vddya,  as,  m.  the  active 
voice.  —  Kartri-stha,,  as,  d,  am,  standing  or  being 
within  the  agent.  —  Kartristha-kriyaka,  as,  d, 
am,  any  (root  &c.)  whose  action  stands  within  the 
agent.  —  Kartristharbhavaka,  as,d,am,  any  (root 
&c.)  whose  state  or  bhdva  stands  within  the  agent. 
Kartrika,  as,  d,  am,  an  agent,  one  who  does 

anything.  —  Kartrika-tra,  am,  n.  agency,  action. 
Kartra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  an  incantation,  charm. 

Kartva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  done  or  accom- 
plished ;  (am),  n.  obligation,  duty  ;  task. 

<+(Hrl  kartita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  krit), 
cut,  cut  off. 
Kartishyat,  an,  atl  or  and,  at,  or  kartishya- 

mdna,  as,  a,  am,  intending  or  wishing  to  cut. 

Karttavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  cut  down,  to  be killed. 

Karttrilid,  (.  a  small  sword,  a  knife ;  [cf.  the  next.] 

Karttrikd,  (.  a  hunter's  knife. 
Karttrl,  f.  a  pair  of  scissors. 
Kartya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cut  down. 

j  ̂   kartr,  cl.  10.  P.  kartrayati,  -yitum, 
\  to  unloose,  remove ;  [cf.  kart  and  Itatr.] 

j  J  kard,  cl.  i .  P.  kardati,  -ditum,  to  rum- 
^  ble,  as  the  bowels ;  to  caw,  as  a  crow ;  or  to 

make  any  similar  noise ;  [cf.  pard;  Gr.  x°P^-] 

Ktinlana,  am,  n.  rumbling  of  the  bowels,  bor- 
borygmi ;  (i),  f.  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month 
Caitra. 

«B^  karda,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kard), mud;  clay. 

Kardata,  as,  m.  mud,  dirt;  the  fibrous  root  of 
the  lotus  (  =  karahdta);  any  aquatic  weed,  as 
Vallisneria  &c. 

Kardama,  as,  m.  mud,  slime ;  mire,  clay ;  dirt, 
filth,  sin ;  a  kind  of  plant ;  a  poisonous  kind  of  bulb ; 
N.  of  a  N5ga ;  N.  of  a  PrajSpati,  born  from  the 
shadow  of  Brahma,  or  son  of  that  god  by  Chaya,  and 
the  husband  of  Devahuti  and  father  of  Kapila  ;  a  son 
of  Prajapati  Pulaha ;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  (am), 
n.  flesh;  (a«,  a,  am),  furnished  with  mud,  mire, 

dirt,  filth.  —  Kardama^rdja,  as,  m.  or  fcara'ama- 
rdjan,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  a  son  of  Kshema-gupta. 
—  Kardamdtaka  (°ma-dt°),  as,  m.  a  receptacle  for filth,  a  sewer,  &c. ;  [cf.  Tsanydta,  patnydta.] 

Kardamalia,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  granulous  fruit ; 
a  poisonous  kind  of  bulb ;  a  kind  of  serpent. 
Kardamila,  as,  d,  am,  furnished  with  mud,  dirty. 
Kardamtrii,  f.  a  marshy  region. 
Kardamila,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  region. 

<*M«  karpata,  as,  am,  m.  n.  old  or  patched 

or  ragged  garments;  [cf.  kdrpatika  and  panfa- 
karpata.]  —  Karpata-dhdrin,  e,  m.  a  religious  men- 

dicant, a  beggar  in  patched  or  ragged  clothes,  or  some- 
times with  merely  a  cloth  to  cover  the  privities. 

Karpatika,  as,  d,  am,  or  Tcarpatin,  I,  ini,  i, 
covered  with  patched  or  ragged  garments,  clothed  in 

beggar's  raiment. <*M<!(  karpana,  a  kind  of  lance  or  spear ; 
[cf.  kanapa  and  karpara.] 

<*m.  karpara,  as,  m.  a  cup,  a  pot,  an  iron 
saucepan  or  frying-pan  (according  to  some  also  n. 
in  this  sense) ;  the  skull,  the  cranium ;  a  kind  of 
weapon;  the  plant  Ficus  Glomerate,  [cf.  udum- 
fcara] ;  (i),  f.  a  collyrium  extracted  from  the  Arno- 
mum  Anthorhiza,  [cf.  ghata-karpara,  kharpara.] 

Karpardla,  as,  m.  a  tree  described  as  a  Pilu  grow- 
ing in  the  hills  ;  (a  various  reading  for  kandardla.) 

Karpardfo,  as,  m.  sand,  gravel,  a  sandy  soil ;  (a 

wrong  reading  for  karparans'a,  a  potsherd.) 
Rarparikd,  f.  (diminutive  fr.  karpari)  in  karpa- 

rikdtuttha,  am,  n.  a  collyrium  extracted  from  the 
Amomum  Anthorhiza. 

Karparika  (7),  as,  m.  fire. 

<*<U*l  karpasa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 
fr.  I.  kri),  cotton,  Gossypium  Herbaceum;  (?),  f. 
the  cotton  tree ;  [cf .  kdrpdsa :  cf.  also  Gr.  itdfnrturos ; 
Lat.  cartels.] 

oR^J  i.  karpura,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 
fr.  rt.  krip),  camphor  (the  plant  and  resinous  exuda- 

tion and  fruit);  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  poet;  N.  of  the 
father  of  Gajamalla  and  uncle  of  Kalyanamalla. 

Karpiira-kavi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Knrpura- 
Tihanda,  as,  m.  a  field  of  camphor.  —  Karpura- 
gaura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  lake  or  pond  (yellowish- 
white  like  camphor).  —  Karpuragaurakhya  (°ra- 
dkh°),  as,  d,  am,  called  Karpuragaura.  —  Karpura- 
tilnktt,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  elephant ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet 

of  Jaya,  one  of  Durga's  female  attendants  or  confi- 
dantes. —  Karpura-taila,  am,  n.  camphor  liniment, 

—  Karpura-nalikd,  f.  a  kind  of  food  prepared  with 
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camphor,  rice  dressed  with  spices  and  camphor  and 

ghee.  —  Karpura-prakarana,  am,  n.  a  Jaina  work 
by  Hari.  —  KarpHra-manjart,  f.  title  of  a  dramatic 
work  by  Raja-Sekhara.  —  Karpura-mani,  is,  m.  a 
white  mineral  used  medicinally.  —  Karpura-saras, 
ai,  n.,  N.  of  a  lake  or  pond. 

2.  karpura,  nom.  P.  karpurati,  -ritum,  to  spread 
like  the  smell  of  camphor. 

Karpuraka,  as,  in.  zedoary,  Curcuma  Zerumbet. 

karphara,  as,  m.  a  mirror  ;  [cf.  kar- 

karb,  cl.  i.  P.  karbati,  -bitum,  to 
go,  move,  approach. 

See  karvara. 

=ir;J  karbu,  us,  us,  u  (said  to  be  fir.  rt.  kav, 

to  paint,  colour),  variegated,  spotted.  —  Karbu-ddra, 
as,  m.  the  tree  Bauhinia  Candida  or  Barleria  Cserulea. 

—  Karbu-ddraka,  ai,  m.  the  tree  Cordia  Latifolia. 
Karbuka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Karbura  and  karvura,  as,  a,  am,  variegated,  of 

a  spotted  or  variegated  colour  ;  white  ;  (a*),  rn.  a 

variegated  colour  ;  sin  ;  a  Rakshas  ;  the  plant  Cur- 
cuma Amhaldi  or  Zerumbet  ;  rice  growing  amidst 

inundation;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Bignonia  Suaveolens; 
another  plant,  commonly  called  Varvara  ;  (5),  f.  an 
epithet  of  the  goddess  DurgS  ;  (am),  n.  gold  ;  the 
plant  Datura,  and  the  fruit  of  it  ;  water.  —  Karbara- 
phala,  as,  m.  a  plant,  commonly  called  Sakurunda. 
Karbura  or  karviira,  as,  m.  a  Rakshas  ;  the  plant 

Curcuma  Amhaldi  or  Zerumbet;  (a),  f.  a  leech; 
(am),  n.  gold;  a  yellow  orpiment. 
Karburaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Curcuma  Amhaldi 

or  Zerumbet. 

Karburita,  as,  a,  am,  variegated,  many-coloured. 

«Mc6  karbela,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the 
copyist  Vishnu-bhatta. 

o*AH  karman,  a,  n.  (fr.rt.  I.  kri;  according 

to  some  also  m.),  action,  work,  deed  ;  performance, 
business  ;  office  ;  specific  action,  moral  duty,  the 

obligation  imposed  by  peculiarities  of  tribe,  occupa- 
tion, &c.  ;  labour  (as  opposed  to  rest,  prafanti)  ; 

any  religious  action  or  rite  (as  sacrifice,  ablution,  &c., 

especially  as  originating  in  the  hope  of  future  re- 
compense and  as  opposed  to  speculative  religion  or 

knowledge  of  spirit)  ;  action  consisting  in  motion  as 
the  third  among  the  seven  categories  of  the  NySya 
philosophy,  (of  these  motions  there  are  five,  viz. 

ut-kshepctna,  throwing  upwards  ;  ava-kshzpana, 
throwing  downwards  ;  d-kundana,  contraction;  pra- 
sdrana,  extension  or  dilatation  ;  and  gainaita,  going 
or  motion  in  general)  ;  product,  result,  effect  ;  organ 

of  sense  [cf.  karmendriya]  ;  natural  or  active  pro- 
perty (as  maturity,  of  heat  ;  support,  of  earth  ;  disper- 

sion, of  wind,  &c.);  the  immediate  object  of  an  agent 
or  act  ;  (in  grammar)  the  idea  or  notion  expressed 
by  the  ace.  case,  (this  object  is  of  four  kinds,  viz. 
a.  nirtartya,  when  anything  new  is  produced,  e.  g. 

katam  karoti,  *  he  makes  a  mat  ;*  putrctm  prasute, 
'  she  bears  a  son  :'  b.  vikdrya,  when  change  is  implied 
either  of  the  substance  and  form,  e.  g.  kashlham 

bhaxma  karoti,  'he  makes  ashes  out  of  fuel;'  or 
of  the  form  only,  e.  g.  suvarnam  kundalam  ka- 

roli,  '  he  fashions  gold  into  an  ear-ring  :'  c.  prdpya, 
when  any  desired  object  is  attained,  e.  g.  grimam 

gaMhati,  '  he  goes  to  the  village;'  (andrampai'yati, 
'  he  sees  the  moon  :'  d.  anipsita,  when  an  undesired 
object  is  abandoned,  e.  g.  papam  tyajati,  '  he  leaves 
the  wicked')  ;  fate,  the  certain  consequence  of  previous 
acts  [cf.  karma-paka  and  karma-vipdka]  ;  (in  as- 

tronomy) the  tenth  lunar  mansion.  •—  Karma-kara, 
as,  i,  am,  working  for  other  people,  a  hired  labourer, 
a  servant  of  any  kind  (as  a  pupil  &c.)  who  is  not  a  slave, 
an  agent,  any  one  who  does  work  or  business  ;  (as)l 
m.  an  epithet  of  Yama,  the  regent  of  the  dead  ;  (i), 
f.  the  plant  Sanseviera  Zeylonica  ;  the  plant  Momor- 
dica  Monadelpha.  —  Karma-karlri,  td,m.'  an  object- 

agent'  or  'object-containing  agent,'  i.  e.  an  agent  which 

is  at  the  same  time  the  object  of  an  acton  (this  is  the 
idea  expressed  by  the  reflexive  passive,  as  in  odanah 

pafyate,  'the  mashed  grain  cooks  of  itself,'  see 
Gram.  461.0);  karma-kartdrau,  m.  du.  the  work 
and  the  person  accomplishing  it.  —  Karma-kdiula, 
a»,  am,  m.  n.  that  department  of  the  Veda  which 
relates  to  ceremonial  acts  and  sacrificial  rites ;  N.  of 

a  Jaina  work.  —  Karma-kdra,  as,  I,  am,  a  worker, 
one  who  does  any  business,  an  artisan,  a  mechanic  ; 
one  who  performs  any  act  (without  receiving  wages 
for  it,  according  to  native  lexicographers) ;  (as),  m. 

a  bull ;  a  blacksmith  (forming  a  mixed  caste  re- 
garded as  the  progeny  of  the  divine  artist  Visva- 

karman  and  a  Sudra  woman);  (i),  f.  the  plants 
Sanseviera  Zeylonica  and  Momordica  Monadelpha. 
—  Karma-kdraka,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  does  any 
act  or  work.  —  Karmakdrdpaya,  nom.((r.karma- 
kdra)  A.  karmakdrdpayate,  -yitum,  to  cause  any 
one  to  work  as  a  servant.  —  Karma-kdrin,  I,  int,  i, 
working,  doing  any  work  or  act,  (in  compounds 

preceded  by  an  adjective  or  pronoun,  e.  g.  s"ubha- 
karma-kdrin,  doing  good  works;  tat-karma-kd- 
rin,  performing  the  same  business.)  —  Karma-kdr- 

muka,  as  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n. '  the  bow  of  action,'  i.e. 
an  efficacious  or  strong  bow.  —  Karma-kilaka,  as, 
m.  a  washerman.  —  Karma-krit,  t,  t,  t,  performing 
any  work,  skilful  in  work  (e.  g.  tikshna-karma- 
krit,  working  with  zeal) ;  a  workman,  an  artisan ; 
a  servant ;  one  who  has  done  any  work.  —  Karma- 
kritavat,  an,  m.  the  director  of  a  religious  rite,  the 
reciter  of  Mantras  or  formularies.  —  Karma-kritya, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  activity,  the  state  of  active  exertion. 

—  Karma-kshama,  as,  d,  am,  competent  to  per- 
form an  act,  able  to  do  it.  —  Karma-kshetra,  am, 

n.  the  district  or  region  of  religious  acts ;  [cf.  karma- 

bhumi."\  —  Karma-granthi-^>ratkama-jMara,  title 
of  a  Jaina  work.— Karma-yhdta,  as,  m.  lit. '  the 

killing  of  work,'  i.  e.  the  act  of  leaving  off  work. 
—  Karma-Sandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  Ma- 
lava.  —  Karma-Hit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  collected  or  accom- 

plished by  work.  —  Karma-feshtd,  (.  active  exertion, 
action.  —  Karma-dodand,  f.  the  motive  impelling  to 
ritual  acts. "Karma-jet,  as,  d,  am,  resulting  from 
or  produced  by  any  act  whether  religious  or  immoral ; 
(as),  m.  the  holy  fig  tree,  Ficus  Religiosa;   the 
Kali-yuga  or  fourth  and  present  age  of  the  world, 
the   age   of  iniquity.  —  Karmaja-guna,  as,  m.  a 
property  resulting  from  human  acts  (as  separation, 
reunion,  UK.).  —  Karma-jit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
-Karma-jna,  as,  d,  am,  skilled  in  any  work; 
acquainted  with  religious  rites.  —  Karmani-vddya, 
as,  m.  the  passive  voice  in  grammar,  (but  according 
to  Panini  the  passive  is  an  Atmane-pada  verb  with 
the  affix  yak  in  four  tenses,  and  karman  expresses 

only  one  idea  of  the  passive.)  —  Karma-tydga,  as, 
m.  abandonment  of  worldly  duties    or  ceremonial 
rites.  —  Karma-tva,  am,  n.  or  karma-ta,  f.  state 
of  action,  any  act,  the  active  discharge  of  the  duties 
and  functions  of  life.  —  Karma-dushta,  as,  d,  am, 

corrupt  in  action,  wicked  in  practice,  immoral,  dis- 
reputable. —Karma-devn,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  god  by 

actions  (opposed  to  djdna-deva,  a  god  by  birth). 
—  Rtrma-dosha,  as,  m.  a  sinful  work,  sin,  vice; 
error,  blunder ;  the  evil  consequence  of  human  acts, 
discreditable  conduct  or  business.  —  Karma-dhdraya, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  class  of  compounds  (see  Gram.  755) ; 
according  to  native  grammarians  a  subdivision  of  the 
Tat-purusha  class,  the  members  of  which  are  in  the 
same  relationship  either  as  adjective  and  substan- 

tive or  as  two  substantives  in  apposition  (e.  g.  s~ve- 
tafva,   'a  white   ho^e;'    Panini  I.  2,  41,  calls  a 
Karma-dharaya  comp.  a  Samanadhikarana-tatpu- 
rusha;   cf.  adhi-karana).  —  Karma-dlivansa,  as, 

m.  loss  of  benefit  arising  from  religious  acts,  destruc- 
tion of  any  work,  disappointment.  —  Karma-ndman, 

a,  n.  a  participle.  —  Karma-ndila,  f.,  N.  of  a  river 

between  Kas'I  and  VihSra,  contact  with  which  destroys 
the  merit  of  works.  —  Kttrma-nibandha,  an,  m. 

necessary  consequence  of  works.  ••  Ktirma-nirfidra, 
as,  m.    removal   of  (bad)  deeds    or   their   effects. 

—  Karma-nivhthd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  diligent  in 

religious  actions,  engaged  in  active  duties ;  (as),  m. 

a  Brahman  who  performs  sacrifices  &c.  —  Karma- 

patha,  as,  m.  the  way  or  direction  of  an  action. 
—  Karma-paddhati,  is,  f.  title  of  a  work.  —  Kar- 

ma-paka, as,  m.  the  ripening  of  actions,  i.  e.  re- 
compense  for  actions  done  in  a  former  life;   [cf. 

karma-vipdka.}  —  Karma-pradtpa,  as,  m.  title  of 
a  work  of  Kltyayana ;    N.  of  a  work  of  Milra. 

—  Karmapradipa-vivriii,  N.  of  Sivarama's  com- mentary on  the  Karmapradlpa.  —  Karmu-pradlpikd, 
f.  title  of  a  work  of  Kama-deva.  —  Karma-prava- 
tamya,  employed  for  the  definition  of  an  action ; 

(a*),  m.  (scil.  dabdas)  a  term  for  certain  preposi- 
tions, particles,  or  adverbs,  not  connected  with  a  verb, 

but  with  a  case  of  a  noun  ;  (according  to  Panini  the 
first  and  general  category  to  which  prepositions  belong 
is  that  of  Nipatas  or  particles ;  they  are  Upasargas 
and  Gatis  when  they  are  in  connection  with  verbal 
action,  i.  e.  with  the  tenses  of  a  verb ;  but  the  term 
gati  is  more  comprehensive  than  upttsarga,  and  is 
applicable  also  when  the  verbal  root  becomes  de- 

veloped into  a  noun  substantive,  adjective,  or  parti- 
ciple.    Moreover,  the  term  upasarga  is  confined  to 

the  prepositions  with  su  and  dux,  whereas  the  Gatis 
include  many  other  adverbial  prefixes  such  as  alam 
and  the  nouns  and  adjectives  which  take  the  affix  6vi 

Sec.  Lastly,  prepositions  are  Karmapravac'anlyas  if  they are  unconnected  with  verbs  and  govern  a  noun  either 
separated  from  it  or  forming  a  compound  with  it.   A 

Karmapravac'anTya  never  loses  its  accent,  and  exercises 
no  euphonic  influence  on  the  initial  letters  of  a  fol- 

lowing verb.)  —  Karma-prai'dda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
eighth  of  the  fourteen  Purvas   or  oldest  religious 
writings  of  the  Jamas. — Karma-phala,  am,  n.  the 
fruit  or  recompense  of  actions ;  pain,  pleasure,  &c., 
considered  as  the  consequence  of  acts ;  the  fruit  of 
the  tree  Averrhoa  Carambola ;  [cf.  karmaranga.] 

—  Karmaphalodaya  (°la-iuP),  as,  m.  the  occur- 
rence of  consequences.  —  Karma-bandha,  as,  m.  the 

tie  of  works  (by  which  the  soul  is  attached  to  pleasure 
&c.).  —  Karma-bandhana,  as,  d,  am,  bound  by 
acts ;  (am),  u.  confinement  to  repeated  existence,  as 
the  consequence  of  acts.  —  Karma-bhu,  us,  f.  tilled 
or  cultivated  ground.  —  Karma-bhumi,  is,  f.  the 
land  or  region  of  religious  actions,  i.  e.  where  such 
actions  are  performed  ;   (according  to  Hemacandra 
the  Karmabhumis  are  Bharata,  Airavata,  and  Videha, 
but  not  the  district  of  the  Kurus ;  the  other  Varshas 

are  phala-bhiimayas,  i.  e.  lands  of  recompense ;  cf. 
karma-kihetra.)  —  Karma-maya,  as,  I,  am,  con- 

sisting of  works,  resulting  from  works.  —  Karma- 
mdrga,  as,-  m.  the  way  of  work ;  a  technical  term 
used  by  thieves  for  the  breaking  of  walls  &c.  —  Kar- 
ma-mimdnsd,  see  s.  v.  mimansa.  —  Karma-mula, 
am,  n.  Kusa  or  sacrificial  grass,  used  as  an  essential 

part  in  many  religious  and  sacred  rites.  —  Karma- 
yuga,  am,  n.  the  fourth  and  present  age  of  the 
world,  the  iron  age,  the  Kali-yuga.  —  Karma-yoga, 
as,  m.  performance  of  a  work  or  business  or  of 

worldly  functions  and  religious  duties;  active  exer- 
tion, industry ;  connection  with  a  sacrifice.  —  Karma- 

yoni,  is,  m.  f.  source  of  action.  —  Karmargha,  as, 
m.  (fr.  karman  and  righa  in  righdya),  N.  of  a 
teacher.  —  Karma-vafana,  am,  n.  (with  Buddhists) 

the   ritual.  —  Karma-vajra,   as,  a,  am,   '  whose 

thunderbolt  is   work;'    an  epithet  of  the  Sudra. 
—Karma-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  busy  with  a  work,  em- 

ployed in  it.  —  Karma-vafa,  as,  d,  am,  being  in 
the  power  of  or  subject  to  former  actions;  (as),  m. 
the  necessary  influence  of  acts  ;  fate,  considered  as  the 
inevitable  consequence  of  actions  done  in  a  former 
life.  —  KarmavaM-td,  f.  the  condition  of  having 

power    over   works,    a   quality    of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 
—  Karma-vaiin,   i,  im,   i,   having  power   over 
works. —Karma-vdtt,  f.  a  lunar  day  or  the  thirtieth 
division  of  a  lunar  month  (regulating  all  ceremonies, 

observances,  religious  actions,  &c.).  —  Karma^vigkna* 

at,  m.  an  impediment  to  work,  obstruction.  —  Kar- 
ma-vidki,  is,  m.  rule  of  action,  observance,  practice, 

mode  of  conducting  any   ceremony.  —  Karma-vi- 
paryaya,  as,  m.  succession  of  office  or  employment, 
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revolving  or  alternating  duty ;  contrariety  or  reverse 
of  any  act  or  business.  —  Karma-vipaka,  as,  m. '  the 
ripening  of  actions,'  i.e.  the  good  or  evil  consequences 
in  this  life  of  human  acts  performed  in  previous 
births ;  title  of  a  work  on  this  subject,  explaining  ex- 

piatory rites  to  be  performed  in  cases  of  disease  &c., 
supposed  to  be  the  punishment  of  offences  committed 

in  a  previous  existence  (written  in  S'lokas  in  the  form 
of  a  dialogue  between  SakuntalS-Bharata  and  Ssta- 
tapa-Bhrigu),  a  work  ofVisvesVara-bhatta.—  Karma- 
vipdka-saitgraha,  title  of  a  book.  —  Karmavipdka- 
*dra,  title  of  a  book  composed  by  Dinakara,  the 

brother  of  Kamalskara-bhatta.  —  Jfarma-vis'esha,  as, 
m.  variety  of  act  or  actions.  —  Karma-vlja,  am,  n. 
the  seed  of  works.  —  Karma-tdld,  (.  a  workshop,  a 
house  of  business.  —  Karma-fall,  (.,  N.  of  a  river  in 
CaturgrSma.  —  Karma-slla,  as,  a,  am,  assiduous, 
laborious,  one  who  perseveres  in  his  duties  without 
looking  to  their  reward.  —  Karma-Buddha  (?),  am, 
n.  approved  occupation.  —  Karma-iura,  as,  a,  am, 
assiduous,  laborious ;  (as),  m.  a  skilful  or  clever  work- 

man. —  Karma-iauto,  am,  n.  humility.  —  Karma- 
fresktha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Pulaha  by  Gati. 
—  Karma-saitgraha,  as,  m.  assemblage  of  acts,  com- 

prising the  act,  its  performance  and  the  performer. 
••  Karma-sa&va,  as,  m.  a  minister,  any  officer 
employed  upon  active  duties,  as  a  judge,  a  deputy,  &c. 
—  Karma-sannydsfka,  as,  m.  an  ascetic,  a  religious 
person  who  has  withdrawn  from  works.  —  Karma- 
samddhi,  it,  m.  devotion,  abstraction  (?).  —  Karma- 
tambhava,  as,  a,  am,  produced  by  or  resulting  from 
acts.  —  Karma-sdkshin,  i,  m. '  the  witness  of  all  arts, ' 
epithet  of  the  sun.  —  Karma-sadhaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 
accomplishing  a  work.  —  Karma-sddhana,  am,  n. 
implement,  means ;  articles  essential  to  the  perform- 

ance of  any  religious  act.  —  Karma-sid did ,  is,  f. 
accomplishment  of  an  act,  success.  —  Karma-sena, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  R3ma-(5andra.  —  Karma- 
stha,  as,  a,  am,  standing  or  being  within  the  object. 
—  Karmastha-kriyaka,   as,   S,  am,    any  (root) 
whose  action  stands  within  the  object.  ••  KarmastJia- 
bhdvaka,  as,  a,  am,  any  (root  &c.)  whose  state 
(bhara)  elands  within  the  object.  —  Karma-slhdna, 
am,  n.  a  public  office  or  place  of  business.  —  Karma- 
hetu,  us,  us,  «,  caused  by  acts,  arising  from  acts. 

—  KarmaksJutma  fma-ak°),  as,  a,  am,  incapable 
of  business.  —  Karmdnga  (°ma-an°),  as,  m.  part 
of  any  act,  part  of  a  sacrificial  rite.  —  Karmdtman 

(°ma-af),  a,  a,  a,  one  whose  character  is  action, 
endowed  with  principles  of  action,  active,    acting. 

—  Karmdditya  ("ma-ad0'),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Karmddhtkdra  (°ma-adh°),  at,  m.  the  right  of 
action  (in  the  MimSrjsa  philosophy).  —  Karmdnu- 
1/andha  (°ma-an°),  as,  m.  connection  with  or  de- 
pendance  upon  acts.  •-  Karmanubandhin,  i,  int,  {, 
connected  with  or  involved  in  works.  —  Karmanu- 

rupa  (°ma-an°),  as,  a,  am,  according  to  action, 
according  to  function  or  duty.  —  Karmanurupatat, 
ind.  conformably  to  act,  function  &c.  —  Karmanu- 
shthdna  (°ma-an°),  am,  n.  practising  one's  duties, 
discharging  peculiar  functions.  —  Karmdnushthdytn 

(°ma-an),  I,  int,  i,  practising  duties,  performing 
rites  &c.  —  Karmdnusdra  fmo-an0),  as,  m.  conse- 

quence of  or  conformity  to  acts.  —  Karmdntisdratas, 

ind.  according  to  one's  deeds.  —  Karmanta(°ma-an°), 
as,  m.  work,  business,  administration  of  an  office ; 
management  of  any  business ;  the  end  of  any  task 
or  act ;  the  end  or  abandonment  of  ritual  acts ;  tilled 

or  cultivated   ground.—  Karmantam  (°ma-an°), 
am,  n.  interval  between  religious  actions,  suspense  of 
such  an  action ;  difference  or  contrariety  of  action ; 
penance,  expiation.  —  Karmdntika,  as,  I,  am,  final, 
completing;  (as),   m.  a  workman,  a  servant,  one 
*ho  finishes  a  work.  —  Kurrndbhirlhayaka,  as,  a, 
am,  or  Itarmabltidhayin  (°ma-nbh°),  I,  int,  i, 
enjoining  or  prescribing  duties  or  acts.  —  Karmd- 

rdmlifi'i  ('ma-dr0),  as,  m.  commencement  of  any 
act.  —  Kurmdrha  (°ma-ar°),  as,  a,  am.  fit   for 
work,  able  to  do  any  work,  suitable  to  any  rite;  (as), 
m.  a  man.  —  Karmendriya  (°ma-in°),  am,  n.  an 
organ  of  action  (opposed  to  the  Ijuddhindriydni  or 

perceptive  organs  of  sense;  fiv«  are  reckoned,  viz. 
the  hand,  the  foot,  the  larynx  or  organ  of  the  voice, 
the  organ  of  generation  and  of  excretion).  —  Karmo- 
ddra  (°ma-ud°),  am,  n.  any  honourable  or  valiant 
act,  magnanimity,  piov/ex.  —  Karmodyukla  ("ma- 

ud?), as,  a,  am,  actively  labouring,  busily  engaged. 
-  Karmodyotja  Cma-iuT),  as,  m.  engaging  actively 
in  any  work. 

Karma,  as,  am,  m.  n.  according  to  some  lexico- 
graphers =  karmcm. 

Karmaka  (at  the  end  of  some  compounds)  =  liar- 
man,  q.  V. 

Karmatha,  as,  a,  am,  skilful  or  clever  in  work, 
clever;  working  diligently,  accomplishing  any  rite, 
anxious  fo  perform  anything ;  (as),  m.  the  director 
and  performer  of  a  sacrifice. 

Karmanya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  skilful  in  work,  clever, 
diligent ;  proper  or  fit  for  any  act,  suitable  to  it ;  (at 
the  end  of  compounds)  relating  to  any  business  or  to 
the  accomplishment  of  anything ;  (a),  f.  wages,  hire ; 

(am),  n.  energy,  activity.  —  Karmanya-td,  f.  skil- 
fulness,  cleverness.  —  Karmanya-b h uj,  k,  k,  k,  re- 

ceiving wages,  working  for  hire ;  (a  various  reading 
for  bharanya-bhuj.) 
Karmatas,  ind.  according  to  actions. 
Karmara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  artificer,  a  mechanic, 

a  blacksmith,  a  brazier,  a  carpenter,  &c.;  a  bamboo ; 
the  plant  Averrhoa  Carambola,  =  karmaranga  below. 
—  Karmdra-vana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place. 
Karmdraka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Averrhoa  Carambola. 
Karmika,  as,  a,  am,  acting,  active. 
Karmin,  I,  ini,  i,  acting,  active,  busy;  performing 

a  religious  action ;  engaged  in  any  work  or  business ; 
belonging  or  relating  to  any  act. 
Karmishtha,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  a  superlative 

of  the  last),  very  active,  assiduous,  diligent. 
Karmma=k<irman  at  the  end  of  a  compound; 

[cf.  alankarmlna.] 

karmanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man, 
author  of  a  Bhikshu-sutra. 

Karmandin,  I,  m.  a  beggar,  a  religious  mendi- 
cant, a  member  of  the  fourth  order  (lit. '  a  follower 

of  Karmanda'). 
karmara  and  karmaraka,  as,  m.  the 

plant  Averrhoa  Carambola. 
Karmaranga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  same  plant ; 

(am),  n.  the  acid  fruit  of  this  plant. 
<*»Kl  karmarl,  f.  the  manna  of  the  bam- 

boo ;  [cf.  vans'a-rotana.'} karmasha  •=.  kalmasha,  q.  v. 

karmasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Pulaha  and  Kshama ;  [cf.  karma-treshtha.] 

opflft  karmlra,  as,  a,  am,  variegated ;  (a 
various  reading  for  kirmlra.) 
Karmlraka,  as,  m.  a  small  tree,  Trophis  Aspera. 

karv,  cl.  I.  P.  karvati,  -vitum,  to  be 
•x  proud,  to  boast;  [cf.  kharv  and  garrJ] 

o|r^  karva,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i .  krl), 

love,  desire ;  a  rat. 
cMi  karvata,  as,  am,  m.  n.  declivity  of  a 

mountain ;  a  village,  market-town,  the  capital  of  a 
district  (of  two  or  four  hundred  villages)  in  a  pleasant 
site  and  of  handsome  construction ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  country  or  a  people;  (F),  f.,  N.  of  a  river;  (am), n.  a  city. 

Karvataka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?)  declivity  of  a 
mountain. 

«str  i.  karvara,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  in), Ved. 
a  deed,  action. 

oK^T.  2.  karvara  or  karbara,  as,  a,  am  (said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  krl),  variegated,  spotted  ;  (as),  m.  sin  ; 
a  tiger ;  a  Rakshas ;  a  sort  of  medicament ;  (t),  f. 
an  epithet  of  DurgS ;  night ;  a  RSkshasT ;  a  tigress ; 
the  leaf  of  the  plant  Asa  Kce'ida ;  [cf.  karavi,  kavari, 
kdravi.]  See  karbura. 

karsana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  kris),  ren- 
dering lean,  attenuating,  causing  emaciation;  (as), 

m.  fire  ;  [cf.  kriianu.] 

karsapha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  epithet  of 

imps  or  goblins. 

karsya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  kar- 
<!ura  ;  [cf.  Ttariya.  and  kdrshya.] 

karsha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  krish),  drawing, 

dragging,  pulling;  attracting;  ploughing;  a  furrow, 
a  trench  ;  a  scratch  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  weight  of 
gold  or  silver,  equal  to  1  6  MSshas  =  J  Pala  =  ̂ jn!o{» 
TulS  =  1  1,375  French  grains;  according  to  the  ancient 
division  of  5  Rettis  to  the  M2sha  the  Karsha  would 
be  equal  to  about  1  76  grains  troy  ;  in  common  use 
8  Rettis  are  given  to  the  MSsha,  and  the  Karsha  is 
then  about  280  grains  troy.  —  Karsha-phala,  as, 
m.  the  tree  Terminalia  Bellerica  ;  this  tree  is  also 
called  Aksha,  because  its  fruits  are  used  as  dice  ;  (d), 

f.  the  plant  Emblica  Officinalis.  —  Karshardha  (°sha- 
ar°),  am,  n.  a  Tolaka,  a  weight  of  16  MSshas 
(according  to  some  calculations). 

Karshaka,  as,  a,  am,  a  cultivator  of  the  soil,  one 
who  ploughs  or  lives  by  tillage  ;  a  husbandman  ;  who 
or  what  draws  or  drags,  attractive,  what  attracts. 

Karshana,  as,  a,  am,  pulling  to  and  fro,  drag- 
ging, attracting,  overpowering,  injuring  ;  tormenting  ; 

harassed  ;  extending  (in  time)  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 
dragging  or  pulling  ;  drawing  to  and  fro  ;  removing, 
hurting,  injuring;  bending  (a  bow);  ploughing,  cul- 

tivating the  ground  ;  cultivated  land. 
Karehani,  is,  (.  an  unchaste  woman  (attracting the  men). 

Karshanl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  ;  [cf.  karshint  and kshirint.] 

Karshanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  drawn  or  pulled  ; 
to  be  attracted  ;  to  be  conciliated  or  won. 

Karshayat,  an,  anil,  at,  dragging,  pulling;  at- 
tracting ;  harassing,  annoying. 

Karshita,  as,  d,  am,  drawn,  attracted  ;  distracted, 
tormented,  harassed  ;  worn  out  ;  ploughed. 

Karshin,  ?,  ini,  i,  who  or  what  pulls  or  draws  or 
attracts  ;  attractive  ;  inviting  ;  who  or  what  ploughs 
or  furrows,  a  ploughman,  peasant  ;  (ini),  f.  the  bit 
of  a  bridle  ;  a  medicinal  moon-plant  ;  [cf.  karshanl, 

kshlrinl.'] 

Kurshii,  us,  f.  a  furrow,  trench,  incision  ;  a  river  ; 
a  canal  ;  a  shallow  trench  for  receiving  the  sacrificial 

fire  ;  (us),  m.  a  fire  of  dried  cow-dung  ;  agriculture, 
cultivation;  livelihood. 

karshapana  =  karshapana,  q.  v. 

Icarhi,  ind.  (fr.  2.  ka),  Ved.  when  ? 
at  what  time?  (followed  by  the  future  or  present  tense) 
karhi-fid  or  karhy-api,  at  any  time  ;  [cf.  Goth. 
hmr,  'where?'  Eng.  where?  Germ,  war  and  wor 
in  wartim,  icoraw,  &c.  ;  Lith.  A-ur.] 

j      i    i.  kal,  cl.  I.  A.  kalate,  -litum,  to 

*%  sound;   to    count;    [Gr.   (caAew?   Lat. 

j  i  2.  kal,  cl.  10.  P.  kdlayati,  -yitum, 

*K  to  push  on,  drive  forward,  drive  away  ; 

carry  off;  to  drive  together,  collect  ;  to  throw;  to 
announce  the  time. 

=r=r  3-  kal,  cl.  10.  P.  kalayati,  -yitum, 
'*%  to  impel,  incite,  urge  on  ;  to  bear,  carry  ; 

to  do,  make,  accomplish  ;  to  tie  on,  attach,  affix  ;  to 
utter  a  sound,  murmur  ;  to  furnish  with  ;  to  observe, 

perceive,  take  notice  of;  to  regard,  consider,  count, 
reckon,  calculate  ;  to  go  ;  to  take  hold  of  the  die 
called  Kali  (in  this  last  sense  kal  may  be  considered 
as  a  nom.  fr.  kali). 

Kola,  as,  d,  am,  dumb,  hoarse,  indistinct,  inarticu- 
late (especially  in  composition  with  vdshpa  and  nrfrw, 

e.  £.  rashpa-kahi,  aitrii-kala,  having  the  speech 
impeded  by  tears,  sobbing)  ;  emitting  a  low  or  soft 
tone,  as  humming,  buzzing,  &c.  ;  weak;  crude, 
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undigested ;  (as),  m.  (scil.  srara)  a  low  or  soft  and 
inarticulate  tone,  as  humming,  buzzing,  &c. ;  the 
tree  Shorea  Robusta ;  (in  poetry)  time  equal  to  four 
Matras  or  instants ;  (as),  m.  pi.  a  class  of  manes  or 
deceased  ancestors ;  (am),  n.  semen  virile ;  the  ju- 

jube, Zizyphus  Jujuba ;  (for  kald  see  below,  t,  v.) 
—  Kala-kantha,  as,  m.  a  pleasing  tone  or  note;  a 
low  murmuring  tone ;  having  a  sweet  voice,  N.  ol 
several  birds,  as  of  the  Indian  cuckoo ;  a  dove,  a 

pigeon ;  a  goose.  —  Kala-kala,  as,  m.  a  confused 
noise,  the  murmuring  or  buz  of  a  crowd ;   resin, 
pitch,   the  resinous  exudation  of  the  tree  Shorea 
Robusta ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  [cf.  katakata,  Tcatan- 

ka(a.~]  —  Kalakala-vat,  an,  att,  at,  causing  hum- 
ming or  murmuring.  —  Kala-kita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Grama.— Kala-kujika,  (.  a  wanton,  a  lascivious 
woman.  —  Kala-kuta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe 
and  the  country  inhabited  by  it.  —  Kala-kHnikd,  C. 
a  wanton,  a  lascivious  woman.  —  Kala-ghosha,  as, 
m.  the  Kokila  or  Indian  cuckoo.— Kalan-kasha, 
as,  m.  a  lion ;  a  musical  instrument ;  see  kara-tdli. 

—  Kalait-lcura,  as,  m.  an  eddy,  a  whirlpool.  —  Kala- 
ti,  f.  or  kala-tva,  am,  n.  melody,  music.  —  Kala- 
tulikd,  (.  a  wanton  or  lascivious  woman ;  [cf.  kcda- 
Icunikd.]  —  Kala-rdhuta,  am,  n.  silver ;  (wrong  read- 

ing for  kala-dhauta  ?)•  —  Kala-dhauta,am,  n.  gold 
and  silver  (sounding  and  shining) ;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 
a  low  or  pleasing  tone.  —  Kalad/iauta-lipi,  is,  (.  a 
streak  of  gold,  illumination  of  a  manuscript  with  gold. 
—  Kala-dhvani,  is,  m.  a  low  sweet  tone ;  the  Ko- 

kila or  Indian  cuckoo ;  the  turtle-dove ;  a  peacock. 

—  Kala-nada,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  goose;  see  kala- 
Tiansa.  **  Kala-bhdshana,  am,  n.  the  prattle  of 
childhood.  —  Kala-bhairava,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
N.  of  a  deep  ravine  in  the  mountains  between  the 

rivers  T3pl  and  Narmada. » Kala-rava,  as,  m.  a 
low  sweet  tone ;  a  dove ;  the  Indian  cuckoo ;  [cf. 
Lat.  colamba.]  —  Kala-vafas,  as,  as,  as,  speaking 
sweetly,  singing.  —  Kala-svana,  as,  a,  am,  having 
a  charming  voice  (a  bird).  —  Kala-svara,  am,  n.  a 
low  musical  sound.  —  Kala-hansa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
duck  or  goose ;   a  gander ;   another  bird,  Gallinula 
Porphyria ;  a  drake  or  (according  to  some)  a  teal ; 
an  excellent  king ;   Brahma  or  the  supreme  spirit ; 
N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  thirteen  sylla- 

bles each.  —  Kaldnunadin  (°la-an°),  i,  m.  a  sparrow; 
a  bee,  but  particularly  one  of  a  very  large  kind ;  the 

Cataka  bird.  —  Kaldldpa  ("la-dl ),  as,  m.  a  sweet 
humming  sound,  discourse ;  a  bee.  ••  Kalottdla  (°la- 
u,t°),  as,  a,  am,  high,  sharp. 
Kalana,  as,  a,  am  (at  the  end  of  compounds), 

causing,  effecting;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of  cane;  (a),  f. 
doing,  making,  effecting;  subjection,  submission; 

emitting  (?);  kala-kalana,  fulfilling  one's  time, 
dying ;  (am),  n.  an  embryo  at  the  first  stage  after 
conception ;  a  spot,  a  stain ;  an  offence,  fault,  defect ; 
murmuring,  sounding. 

Kalita,  as,  a,  am,  impelled,  driven,  borne  on- 
wards ;  held,  laid  hold  of;  attached,  affixed,  furnished, 

endowed  with  ;  gained,  acquired  ;  considered,  known, 
understood  ;  numbered,  counted,  reckoned  ;  separated, 
divided  ;  sounded  indistinctly,  buzzed,  murmured. 

^c3^i  kalaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish;  a 
kind  of  prose, 

"Bcoi;  kalanka,  as,  m.  a  spot,  a  mark ;  the 
rust  of  iron ;  a  fault,  defamation,  abuse.  —  Kalanka- 
kara,  as,  i,  am,  censorious,  calumniating,  defaming ; 
spotting,  staining.  —  Kalanka-kald,  f.  a  digit  of  the 
moon  in  shadow.  —  Kalanka-maya,  as,  i,  am,  spot- 

ted, stained  ;  calumniated,  defamed.  —  Kalanka- 
hrit,  t,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

Kalankaya,  nom.  P.  Icalankayati,  -yitum,  to 
spot,  defame. 
Kalankita,  as,  a,  am,  spotted,  soiled,  stained ; 

calumniated,  defamed. 

KalanKn,  I,  iiii,  i,  soiled,  stained;  disgraced, 
reviled,  rusty. 

«lfcT5  kalanja,  as,  m.  an  animal  struck 
with  a  poisoned  weapon ;  tobacco. 

kalata,  am,  n.  the  thatch  of  a  house  ; 

(other  works  read  this  kutala,  q.  v.) 

<*rtfl  kalata,  as,  a,  am,  =  khalati,  bald- 
headed. 

"*rta  kalatra,  am,  n.  (see  kadatra),  a 
wife;  any  female;  the  hip  and  loins;  pudendum 
muliebre  ;  a  royal  citadel,  a  strong  hold  or  fastness  ; 
the  seventh  lunar  mansion  in  astronomy.  —  Ka- 
latra-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  or  kalatrin,  I,  iyt,  i,  having 
a  wife,  united  to  a  wife. 

^t^'rl*  kalantaka  or  kalandaka,  as,  m.  a 
species  of  bird. 

kalandana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

kalandara,  as,  m.  a  man  of  a  mixed 

caste,  the  son  of  a  Leta  (?)  man  and  a  Tivara  woman. 

•*rtr«^*i  kalandikd,  f.  knowledge,  intel- 
ligence, wisdom  in  general  ;  (a  various  reading  for 

kallndikd,  q.  v.) 

^i«'*J  kalandhu,  us,  m.  akind  of  vegetable; 

[cf.  gholi.-] 3if5*T  kalabha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  3. 
kal),  a  young  elephant  ;  an  elephant  thirty  years  old  ; 
a  young  camel  (perhaps  also  the  young  of  other 
animals)  ;  the  tree  Datura  Fastuosa  [cf.  dhustura]  ; 

(t),f.a  sort  of  Ricinus  ((aiifu).  —  Kalabha-iialldbha, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree  ;  [cf.  pilu.~\ 
<*co*i  kalama,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  3.  kal), 

rice,  which  is  sown  in  May  and  June,  and  ripens  in 
December  or  January  ;  a  white  rice  growing  in  deep 
water;  a  pen,  a  reed  for  writing  with;  a  thief,  a 
rogue;  [cf.  Gr.  nUiytof  ;  Lat.  calamus,  culmus; 
and  Arab.  /»A>.] 

<*rtg  kalamba,  as,  m.  the  stalk  of  a  pot- 
herb ;  an  arrow  ;  the  tree  Nauclea  Cadamba  ;  (i),  f. 

(according  to  a  scholiast  also  m.),  the  pot-herb  Convol- 
vulus Repens  ;  (am),  n.  Calumba  root,  Menispermum 

Calumba  ;  [cf.  Itadamba,  kadamba.] 

Kalambaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  ;  [cf.  dhdrd- 

Kalambika,  f.  the  nape  of  the  neck  (in  this  sense 
usually  used  in  du.)  ;  the  pot-herb  Convolvulus  Repens  ; 
[cf.  kalambi.] 

Kalambu,  us,  f.  the  same  pot-herb. 

kalambuta,  am,  n.  fresh  butter. 

kalala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  womb,  the 
uterus  ;  a  small  round  lump,  a  term  for  the  embryo 
a  short  time  after  conception  ;  [cf.  kalcia.] 

lirtrtiT  kalalaja,  as,  m.  the  resinous  ex- 

udation of  the  Shorea  Robusta  ;  [cf.  kala-kala."] 
—  Kalalajodbliava  (°ja-ud°),  as,  m.  the  tree Shorea  Robusta. 

kalavinka,  as,  m.  a  sparrow;  a 

spot,  a  stain  [cf.  kalanka']  ;  a  white  CSmara  ;  the 
plant  Echites  Antidysenterica  [cf.  kalingaka]  ;  N. 
of  a  Tlrtha. 

kalasa,  as,  i,  am,  m.  f.  n.  a  water- 
pot,  a  pitcher,  a  jar,  a  dish  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  ; 
(i),  f.  the  plant  Hemionitis  Cordifolia;  N.  of  a 
Tirtha  :  a  churn  ;  [cf.  ladasa  and  drona-kalaiSa  ; 

Gr.  KeiAiJ  ;  Lat.  calix."]  —  Kalas'a-dir,  tr,  m.,  Ved. 
one  whose  pot  or  pitcher  is  broken.  —  Jfalada- 
potalta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga.  —  Kalafl-kantka, 
ns,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of 
this  man.  —  Jfalaiti-padi,  (.  having  feet  like  a  water- 
jar.  —  Kalafi-mukha,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  musical  instru- 

ment. —  Kalafi-suta,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Agastya. 

—  Kiilatodara,  (°.<o-!«f  ),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya. 
Kalaii,  is,  f.  a  water-pot,  pitcher,  dish,  water-jar  ; 

the  plant  Hemionitis  Cordifolia. 

Kalasa,  as,  i,  am,  m.  f.  n.  a  pot,  a  water-jar  ; 
(ns),  m.  a  Drona  measure  ;  a  rounded  pinnacle  or  ball 
on  the  top  of  a  temple  ;  (i),  f.  the  plant  Hemionitis 

Cordifolia.  —  Kalasodadhl  ("sa-tuT),   is,  m.  the 

ocean. 
«n«5  kalaha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  strife,  conten- 

tion, quarrel,  war,  battle ;  the  sheath  of  a  sword,  a 
scabbard ;  a  road,  a  way ;  deceit,  falsehood ;  violence 
without  murderous  weapons,  abuse,  beating,  kicking, 

&c.  —  Kalaha-kandala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  actor. 
—  Kalaha-kara,  as,  i,  am,  quarrelsome,  turbulent  ; 
contentious,  pugnacious ;  (t),  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of 

Vikramac'anda.  —  Kalalia-kdrin,  I,  int,  i,  quarrel- 

some, contentious.  —  Kalaha-nds'ana,  as,  m.  the 
tree  Caesalpina  Bonducella. — Kalaha-priya,  as,  a, 
am,  fond  of  contention,  quarrelsome,  turbulent ;  (as), 

m.  an  epithet  of  Narada ;  (a),  f.  the  bird  Gracula 

Religiosa.  —  Kalahdntaritd  (°ha-an°),  f.  a  heroine 
separated  from  her  lover  in  consequence  of  a  quarrel ; 
an  appeased  wife,  one  who  has  been  angry  and  is 

sorry  for  it.  —  KalaMpahrita  (°Aa-ap°),  as,  a,  am, taken  away  by  force. 

K'alahaya,  nom.  A.  kalahdyate,  -yitum,  to 
quarrel,  contend. 
Kalahin,  I,  int,  I,  contentious,  quarrelsome. 

«R75?  kalahu,  a  particular  high  number ; 

[cf.  karaphn."] <*rtl  kald,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  3.  kal),  a  small 

part  of  anything,  any  single  part  or  portion  of  a 
whole,  but  especially  a  sixteenth  part ;  a  digit  or  one 

sixteenth  of  the  moon's  diameter  (personified  as  a 
daughter  of  Kardama  and  wife  of  Martii) ;  interest 
on  capital,  considered  as  a  certain  part  of  it ;  a  division 
of  time  (according  to  some  ^^  of  a  day,  i.  e.  I 
minute  and  36  seconds ;  according  to  others  ia'8a  of  a 

day,  i.  e.  48  seconds  ;  according  to  others  20-^  Kalas 
=  i  Muhurta  or  -^  of  a  day,  therefore  I  Kala  = 
a  minutes  and  16—^  seconds ;  according  to  others 

30  ̂j    Kalas  =  I    Muhurta,    therefore    I    Kala  =  I 
minute  and  35{r£f  seconds;    according  to  others 
i  Kala  =  8  seconds) ;  the  sixtieth  part  of  one  thirtieth 
of  a  zodiacal  sign,  a  minute  of  a  degree ;  (in  prosody) 

a  syllabic  instant ;  a  term  for  the  seven  substrata  of 
the  elements  or  Dhatus  of  the  human  body  (which 

according  to  one  reckoning  are  seven,  as  follows, 
flesh,  blood,  fat,  phlegm,  urine,  bile,  and  semen  ;  but 

according  to  Hemac'andra  rasa '  chyle,"  aithi '  bone,' 
and  majja  '  marrow,'  take  the  place  of  phlegm,  urine, 
and  bile) ;  an  atom  (there  are  3015  KalSs  or  atoms 
in  every  one  of  the  six  Dhatus,  not  counting  the 

rasa,  therefore  in  all  18090);  a  small  round  lump, 
a  term  for  the  embryo  shortly  after  conception  [cf. 

£a?ana] ;  the  menstrual  discharge ;  any  practical  art, 

any  mechanical  or  fine  art  (sixty-four  such  are  enu- 
merated, as  carpentering,  architecture,  jewellery,  far- 

riery,   acting,    dancing,    music,    medicine,    poetry, 

&c.) ;  skill,  ingenuity,  contrivance,  fraud,  deceit ;  a 
boat ;  title  of  a  grammatical  commentary ;  N.  of  a 

deity;    [cf.  a-kala,  nishkala,  sakala.]  —  Kala- 
kutfala,  as,  d,  am,  skilled  in  the  elegant  arts,  singing, 

dancing,  &c.  —  Kald-keli,  is,  is,  i,  gay,  frolicsome, 
wanton ;  (is),  m.  an  epithet  of  Kama,  the  god  of 
\ove.-Kald-dhara,  as,  m.  'bearing  a  digit  of  the 
moon ; '  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  copyist.  —Kald- 

nidhi,  is,  m.  'a  treasure  or  storehouse  of  digits,' 
the  moon.  —  Kaldntara  (°ld-an°),  am,  n.  interest, 
profit.  —  Kaldpa  (°ld  +  dpa  fr.  rt.  dp),  as,  m.  'that 
which  holds  together  the  single  parts,"  a  band,  a 
bundle  (e.  g.  mitktd-kaldpa,  an  ornament  consisting 
of  several  strings  of  pearls ;  rafand-kaldpa,  a  zone 
consisting  of  several  strings,  worn  by  women  round 

the  waist ;  jatd-kaldpa,  a  tuft  or  knot  of  braided 
lair) ;  totality,  whole  body  or  collection  of  a  number 
of  separate  things,  a  zone,  a  string  of  bells  worn  by 

women  round  the  waist ;  the  rope  round  an  elephant's 
neck ;  a  bundle  of  arrows,  a  quiver  with  arrows,  a 

quiver ;  a  peacock's  tail  (as  consisting  of  a  multitude  of 
ingle  feathers) ;  an  ornament  in  general ;  N.  of  a 
grammar,  supposed  to  be  revealed  by  the  god  KumSra 
or  KSrttikeya  to  Sarva-varman ;  a  village  where  the 
destroyer  Kalki  is  to  be  born ;  the  moon ;  a  clever 
and  intelligent  man ;  a  poem  written  in  one  metre ; 
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(f),  f.  a  bundle  of  grass.  —  Knlapnl;a,  as,  m.  a  band, 
a  bundle  ;  a  string  of  pearls  ;  the  rope  round  an  ele- 

phant's neck  ;  a  sectarian  mark  on  the  forehead  ;  (am), n.  a  number  of  verses  in  one  metre  ;  a  series  of  four 

stanzas  on  one  subject;  the  eye  in  a  peacock's 
feather?;  (at,  ikd,  am),  to  be  repaid  when  the 
peacocks  spread  their  tails.  —  Kuldpa-grdma,  (is,  m., 
N,  of  a  Gr.ima  or  village.  —  Kaltipa-tfhanda,  Of, 
m.  an  ornament  of  pearls  consisting  of  twenty-four 
strings.  —  Kalapa-tattvarnava  (°va-ar°),  title  of 
a  commentary  on  the  Kalapa  grammar.  —  Kalapa- 
di'lpa,  N.  of  a  place,  perhaps  the  same  as  kulapn- 

grdma.  —  Kaldpa-s'iras,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni;  (a 
various  reading  for  kapdla-jiras.)  —  Kaldpdnuidrin 

(°pa-a»0),  I,  m.  a  follower  of  tie  Kalapa  grammar. 
~Kalapin,  i,  tin,  t,  furnished  with  a  bundle  of 
arrows,  bearing  a  quiver  with  arrows  ;  spreading  its 
tail  (said  of  a  peacock  &c.)  ;  (I),  m.  a  peacock  ;  the 
Indian  cuckoo  ;  the  waved-leaf  fig  tree,  Ficus  Infec- 
toria  ;  N.  of  an  old  teacher,  a  pupil  of  VaisampSyana  ; 
(according  to  some)  the  author  of  the  Kalapa 
grammar;  the  time  (scil.  kdluh)  when  peacocks 
spread  their  tails;  (iiii),  f.  night;  the  moon;  a 
species  of  Cyperus.  —  Kald-purna,  as,  a,  am,  filled 
up  by  single  or  separate  parts  ;  (as),  m.  the  moon. 

—Kald-bhrit,  t,  m.  'digit-bearer,'  the  moon;  an 
artist,  a  mechanic,  &c.  »•  Kalayana  ("Id-ay0),  as, 
m.  a  tumbler,  a  dancer,  but  especially  one  who  dances 
or  walks  on  a  sharp  edge,  as  the  edge  of  a  sword  &c. 

~Kald-vat,  an,  m.  'having  digits,'  the  moon; 
(K),  f.  a  mystical  ceremony,  the  initiation  of  the 
Tantrika  student,  in  which  the  goddess  Durga  is 
supposed  to  be  transferred  from  the  water-jar  to  the 
body  of  the  novice  ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras  ;  N.  of  the 
mother  of  RldhS  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Krita-varman, 
king  of  AyodhyS  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  D3s3rha  ;  N.  of 
the  lute  of  the  Gandharva  Tumburu.  —  Kald-vada- 
tantra,  Kald-vidhi-tantra,  Kald-sdra-tantra, 
names  of  Tantras.  -.  Kala-vildsa,  as,  m.  a  work 
on  rhetoric.  —  Kald-iastra,  am,  n.  a  work  by 
Viiakhila. 

Kulilca,  f.  a  digit  of  the  moon.  See  below,  s.  v. 

*rti<*t^  kaldkanda  =  kanda,  a  species  of 
the  Atijagati  metre. 

^3T$cj5  ialdkula,  am,  n.  poison;  [cf. 
fuilahala.] 

•ncoiSC  kaldnkura,  as,  m.  the  bird  Ardca 
Sibirica,  a  crane  ;  an  epithet  of  the  Asura  Kansa. 

^rti^rt  kalangala,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?) 
a  kind  of  weapon  (?). 

<*f>iP«»<*  kfilin'ika,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?) 
a  ladle  ;  (a),  f.  or  kaldfl,  f.  the  fore-arm,  the  arm 
below  the  elbow. 

kaldtina,  as,  m.  the  white  water 
wagtail. 

kaldda,  as,  m.  a  goldsmith. 

kalddhika,  as,  m.  (fr.  kala  and 
adhika  ?),  a  cock  ;   [cf.  kalarika  and  ushdkala.] 

*rti«T«ii  kaldnaka,  at,  m.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  attendants  of  Siva. 

kalapa,  &c.     See  under  kald. 

.  kaldpura,  as  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n.  (?), 
and  a,  {.  a  kind  of  musical  instrument. 

<*<•>!•««»  kalamaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  rice 
ripening  in  the  cold  season  ;  [cf.  kalama.J 

"•rtrlV  kaldmbi,  is,  f.  or  kalambika,  f. 
lending,  a  loan  ;  usury. 

"»<••>"<  kalaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  legu- 
minous seeds,  chiefly  of  the  order  Phaseolus,  particular 

kinds  of  pulse  or  vetches  ;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  Panicum, 
=  gandad&rvd.  —  Kalaya-khaiija,at,  m.  one  who 
trembles  and  totters  as  he  walks. 

kaldcika,  as,  m.  a  cock  ;    [cf. 

kalddhika,'] •Urtifiotiro  kalavikala,  as,  m.  a  sparrow  ; 
[cf.  kalavinka.] 

4rfl^'<*  kaldhaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  musical instrument  ;  [cf.  kahnla.] 

<*!<«»  kail,  is,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  kal), 
N.  of  the  die  or  side  of  a  die,  which  is  marked  with 
one  point  (personified  as  a  deity  or  evil  genius  in 
the  poem  of  Nala)  ;  the  plant  Terminalia  Bellerica, 
the  nuts  of  which  in  olden  times  were  used  as  dice  ; 
N.  of  the  last  and  worst  of  the  four  Yugas,  the  present 
or  iron  age,  the  age  of  vice  ;  (the  four  Yugas  or  ages 
have  received  their  names  from  the  marks  on  dice,  the 
best  mark  being  four  points  and  the  worst  one  ;  the 
Kali  or  fourth  age  contains,  inclusive  of  the  two  dawns, 
I3OO  years  of  the  gods  or  433,000  years  of  men, 
and  begins  the  eighteenth  of  February  3102  B.  C.  ; 
at  the  end  of  this  Yuga  the  world  is  to  be  destroyed)  ; 

strife  (considered  as  the  son  of  Krodha  '  Anger'  and 
Mima  '  Injury,'  and  as  generating  with  his  sister 
Duruhtt  '  Calumny,'  two  children,  viz.  Bhaya  '  Fear  ' 
and  Mrilyu  '  Death')  ;  dissension,  war,  battle  ;  theworst 
in  any  class  ;  a  hero  ;  an  arrow  ;  Ved.,  N.  of  a  class  of 
mythic  beings  related  to  the  Gandharvas,  and  sup- 

posed by  some  to  be  fond  of  gambling;  in  epic 
poetry  Kail  is  held  to  be  the  fifteenth  of  the  Deva- 
gandharvas  or  children  of  the  Munis  ;  N.  of  a  man  ; 
(is  or  i),  f.  an  unblown  flower,  a  bud.  —  Kall-kdra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  several  birds,  the  fork-tailed  shrike  ; 
Loxia  Philippensis,  a  small  bird  with  a  yellow  head  ; 
a  kind  of  chicken  ;  a  plant  bearing  a  nut  which  is 
used  as  a  febrifuge,  Grey  Bonduc,  =  karanja  and 
putlkaranja;  an  epithet  of  Narada;  (j),  f.  the 
poisonous  plant  Methonica  Superba.  —  Kali-kdraka, 
as,  m.  the  plant  Cxsalpinia  Bonducella  ;  (a  various 
reading  has  kali-mdraka)  ;  an  epithet  of  NSrada 
(  '  the  quarrelsome  ').  —  Kali-druma,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Terminalia  Bellerica  or  the  tree  of  strife,  being  sup- 

posed to  be  the  favourite  haunt  of  imps  or  goblins. 
—  i  Kall-dharma-wirnaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Kali-ndtha,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  writer  on  music. 
—  Kali-pHya,  as,  a,  am,  quarrelsome,  mischievous, 
mischief-making  ;  (as),  m.  a  monkey,  an  ape  ;  an 
epithet  of  NSrada.  —  Kali-mdraka,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Caesalpinia  Bonducella  ;  (a  various  reading  for  kali- 
kdraka,<\.\.)  —  Kali-mdlaka,  as,  m.  and  kali- 
mdlya,  as,  m.  the  plant   Csesalpinia   Bonducella. 
—  Jfali-yuga,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  fourth  age,  the 
present  or  iron  age.  —  Kali-vriksha,  as,  m.  the  tree 
Terminalia  Bellerica.  —  Kali-sams'raya,  as,  m.  the 
act  of  betaking  one's  self  to  Kali. 

<*frt*  kalika,  as,  m.  a  curlew. 

<*frt*l  kalika,  {.  (fr.  kala),  a  digit  or  the 
sixteenth  part  of  the  moon;  an  unblown  flower 
[cf.  kali]  ;  the  bottom  or  peg  of  the  Indian  lute, 
made  of  cane  ;  N.  of  several  metres,  a  metre  con- 

taining 4x8+16  syllabic  instants  ;  a  metre  of  four 
lines,  each  containing  fifteen  syllables  ;  a  metre  con- 

sisting of  13  +  8+16  +  20  syllables  ;  title  of  a  work 
on  medicine. 

«*r«=*ini  kalikatd,  f.  the  modern  name 
Calcutta. 

j  kalikdpiirva,  am,  n.  (fr.  kalika 

and  apurna  !),  acts  leading  to  future  consequences 
not  connected  with  those  of  a  previous  birth. 

kalinga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country; 
the  name  is  applied  in  the  PurSnas  to  several  places, 
but  especially  signifies  a  district  on  the  Coromandel 
coast,  extending  from  below  Cuttack  (Kataka)  to 
the  vicinity  of  Madras  ;  in  this  sense,  like  some  other 
names  of  countries,  it  is  usually  confined  to  the  plural 
number,  confounding  the  place  with  the  people  in- 

habiting it,  (these  people  are  said  to  owe  their  origin 
to  Kalin-ga,  the  son  of  Dlrgha-tamas  and  SudeshnS  ; 
Kalin-ga  being  sometimes  identified  with  the  epic 

kalpa. 

Bali) ;  N.  of  a  scholiast  on  the  Amara-kosha ;  N.  of 
a  poet ;  the  fork-tailed  shrike,  Lanius  Forticatus,  (in 
this  sense  derived  from  kalim  and  ga  ? ;  cf.  kali- 
kdra) ;  the  plants  Caesalpinia  Bonducella,  Wrightia 
Antidysenterica,  Acacia  Sirisa,  Ficus  Infcctoria ;  (a), 
f.  a  beautiful  woman ;  the  plant  Ipomcea  Turpethum  ; 
(am),  n.  Indra-grain  [cf.  indra-yava]  ;  (as,  d, 
am),  clever ;  cunning. 

Kidiitgaka,  as,  m.  the  seed  of  the  Coraiya,  Indra- 

grain. 

Kalingadi,  f.  (?)  an  epithet  of  Durga. 
cfcfrfy  kalinja,  as,  m.  a  mat,  a  screen ; 

(a  various  reading  for  kitinja.) 

ita.     See  3.  kal. 

kalinda,  as,  m.  the  tree  Terminalia 
Bellerica;  the  sun;  (in  these  meanings  perhaps  a 

compound  of  kalim  and  da)  ',  N.  of  a  mountain  ou 
which  the  river  Yamun3  rises  ;  (a#),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people ;  (f),  f.  a  N.  of  the  river  YamunS  or  JumnS. 
—  Kalinda-kanyd  or  kalinda-nandinl  or  ka- 
linda-iaila-jdtd,  f.  epithets  of  the  river  YamunS  or 

JumnS. 

•uPrt  f"m  «n  i  kalindikd,  f .  science ;  (a  various 
reading  has  kalandiku.) 

curort  kalila,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  hi?), 
covered  with,  full  of;  mixed,  blended ;  impenetrable, 
impervious ;  (am),  n.  a  large  heap,  thicket,  confusion ; 
[cf.  kalusha.] 

cftr^SK  kalukka,  as,  m.  a  musical  instru- 
ment, a  cymbal ;  (a),  f.  a  tavern ;  a  meteor. 

cticjfl  kalusha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I .  iri  ?,  said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  kal),  turbid,  foul,  muddy,  unclean ; 
dark,  opaque,  without  brilliancy ;  hoarse  (as  the 
voice) ;  wicked,  bad ;  lazy,  idle ;  (as),  m.  a  buffalo  ; 
(<iut\  n.  dirt,  uncleanness;  sin,  wrath.  —  Kalusha- 
td,  f.  or  kalusha-tva,  am,  n.  foulness,  turbidness ; 
darkness,  opacity ;  agitation,  trouble,  anger.  —  Kuln- 
sha-yoni,  is,  is,  i,  of  impure  origin. 
Kalushaya,  nom.  A.  kalushdyate,  -yitum,  to 

become  turbid. 
Kalufhita,  as,  a,  am,  foul,  impure ;  defiled,  con- 

taminated; wicked. 
Kalushin,  i,  inl,  i,  foul,  impure ;  defiled,  depraved ; 

wicked. 
KalvM-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 

tum,  to  make  turbid  or  unclean. 

Wt^TR.  kalutara,  as  or  <zm(?),  m.  or  n.(?), 

N.  of  a  place. 

^icim.  kalevara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  body ; 
[cf.  Lat.  caddver.] 

cti!~*i  kalka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 

3. kal),  a  viscous  sediment  deposited  by  oily  sub- 
stances when  ground ;  a  kind  of  tenacious  paste ; 

dirt,  filth ;  the  wax  of  the  ear ;  ordure,  fasces ;  mean- 
ness, falsehood,  deceit,  sin,  hypocrisy,  pride;  the 

tree  Terminalia  Bellerica ;  incense ;  levigated  powder ; 

(as,  d,  am),  sinful,  wicked ;  [cf.  kalusha,  kalma- 
iha,  kilvislia.]  —  Kalka-pkala,  as,  m.  the  pome- 

granate plant  (dddima).  —  Kalkdlaya  (°ka-dlj), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Kalleana,  am,  n.  falsehood,  deceit,  cheating, 

quarrelling. Kalki,  is,  m.  a  N.  ofVishnu  in  his  future  capacity 
of  destroyer  of  the  wicked  and  liberator  of  the  world 
from  its  enemies.  This  will  constitute  the  tenth  and 
last  AvatSra  or  descent  of  the  deity,  and  is  to  take 

place  at  the  end  of  the  four  Yugas  or  ages.  —  Kalki- 
prddurbhava,  as,  m.  the  apparition  of  Kalki. 

Kalkin,  I,  ini,  i,  foul,  turbid,  having  sediment, 

dirty,  wicked ;  (1),  m.  =  kalki  above. 
kalkala,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

kalpa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  kjjip),  prac- 
ticable, feasible,  possible  ;  proper,  fit,  able,  competent 

(with  gen.,  loc.,  inf.,  and  at  the  end  of  a  compound. 



kalpa-kara. 

e.  g.  dharmasya  kalpah,  competent  for  duty ;  sva- 
karmani  nakalpah,  not  competent  for  his  own  work; 
yada  na  taeitum  kalpa/i,  if  he  is  not  able  to  rule) ; 
strong,  vigorous;    kalpe  iiayasi,  in  the  vigorous 
period  of  life ;  (as),  m.  a  sacred  precept,  law,  ordi- 

nance [cf.  vidhi,  nydya] ;   manner  of  acting,  pro- 
ceeding, practice  prescribed  by  the  Vedas  (e.  g.  pra- 

thamah  kalpah,  a  rule  to  be  observed  before  any 
other  rule,  first  duty ;  etena  kalpena,  in  this  way ; 
paiu-kalpa,  the  rites  at  the  animal  sacrifice;   na 
kalpa-mdtre,   not   according   to   the    mere    letter 
of  the  rule  without  regard  to  its  spirit) ;  the  most 
complete  of  the  six  VedSihgas,  that  which  prescribes 
the  ritual  and  gives  rules  for  ceremonial  or  sacrificial 
acts;  (in  medic.)  treatment  of  the  sick,  manner  of 
curing  (e.  g.  kalpetara,  one  cured  or  treated  differ- 

ently) ;  the  doctrine  of  poisons  and  antidotes ;  (at 
the  end  of  an  adjective  compound)  having  the  manner 
or  form  of  anything,  similar  to,  resembling,  like  but 
with  a  degree  of  inferiority  (e.  g.  prdbhata-kalpa 
iarnarl,  the  night  which  is  something  similar  to 
dawn,  i.  e.  the  night  at  the  approach  of  dawn ;  mrl- 
ta-kalpa,  similar  to  a  dead  person,  almost  dead; 
dbkedya-kalpa,  almost  impenetrable ;  according  to 
native  grammarians  halpa  so  used  is  an  accentless 
affix,  before  which  a  final  s  is  left  unchanged,  and 
final  i  and  u  shortened ;  native  authorities  also  con- 

nect kalpa  with  a  simple  verb,  thus  padati-kalpam, 
he  cooks  pretty  well);  a  resolve,  a  determination ;  pro- 

priety, fitness  (?);optionality,altemative[cf.CT-7i-a7pa], 
doubt ;  a  fabulous  period  of  time,  a  day  of  Brahmi 
or  1000  Yugas,  a  period  of  four  hundred  and  thirty- 
two  million  years  of  mortals,  measuring  the  duration 
of  the  world ;  (a  month  of  BrahmS  is  supposed  to 
contain  thirty  such  Kalpas ;  according  to  the  MahS- 
bharata  twelve  months  of  Brahma  constitute  his  year, 
and  one  hundred  such  years  his  lifetime ;  fifty  years 
of  Brahma  are  supposed  to  have  elapsed,  and  we  are 

now  in  the  Mavaraha-kalpa  of  the  fifty-first. 
The  Kalpa,  in  the  same  way  as  the  Sanivatsara  or 
year,  is  personified  as  son  of  Dhruva  and  Bhrami ;  at 
the  end  of  a  Kalpa  the  world  is  annihilated ;  hence 
kalpa  is  sometimes  used  for  kalpdnta  or  the  de- 

struction of  the  world) ;  N.  of  certain  sentences  or 
verses  containing  the  verb  klrip ;  one  of  the  trees 
of  paradise,  see  kalpa-taru  below;   (with  Jainas) 
a  term  for  a  particular   abode    of  the  deities   [cf. 
kalpa-bhava  and  kalpatlta] ;  (am  or  a),  m.  f.  a 
kind  of  intoxicating  liquor ;  [cf.  a-kalpa,  anu-kalpa, 
upa-kalpa.  Sec.]  — Kalpa-kara,  an,  m.  an  author  of 
ritual  or  ceremonial  rules.  —  Kalpa-keddra,  a  medical 
work  by  Kallsiva.  —  Kalpa-kshaya,  as,  m.  the  end 
of  a  Kalpa,  end  of  the  world,  destruction  of  all  things. 
—  Kalpa-gd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Kalpa-taru,  us, 
m.  one  of  the  trees  of  Svarga  or  Indra's  paradise, 
a  fabulous  tree,  granting  all  desires,  hence  figuratively 
a  generous  person ;  title  of  a  work  on  jurisprudence  ; 
also  a  work  of  Lakshmldhara ;  also  one  of  Vacfaspati. 
—  Kalpa-dru,  us,  m.  =  kalpa-taru,  also  N.  of  a 
lexicon  by  Kesava. - Kalpa-drttma,  as,m.=  kalpa- 
taru;  a  work  on  jurisprudence  ;  also  a  Tantra  work ; 
the  collection  of  roots  by  Vopadeva  is  called  Kam- 
kalpadruma,  the  tree  from  which  poets  obtain  all 
desired  roots ;  and  the  modern  encyclopedia  of  Ra- 

dhakanta  is  entitled  S'abda-kalpadruma,  the  tree 
which  satisfies  every  desire  for  words.  —  Kalpa-pd- 
dapa,  a»,  m.  =  kalpa-taru  above.  —  Kalpa-pdla, 
as,  m.  a  protector  of  order,  a  legitimate  prince ;  a 
person  who  distils  or  sells  spirituous  liquors.  —  Kalpnr 
b/uiva,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  certain  class  of  deities. 

—  Kalpa-mahiruft,  t,m.= kalpa-vrikaha.  —  Kal- 

pa-yukti,  title  of  a  work  by  Budha.  -  Kalpa-latd, 
(.  a  creeper  yielding  everything  desired ;  Kalpalatd- 
•vatdra,  title  of  a  commentary  of  Krishna  on  the 
Vlja-ganita ;  Kal]nl<ita-prctkds'a,  title  of  a  com- 

mentary on  the  Vishna-bhaktUatz.  —  Kalpa-lalikd, 
{.  =  kalpa-latd  above;    (SfaMa-k°,  title  of  a  dic- 

tionary.)— Kalpa-mrsha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

class  of  deities.  -  Kalpddi  (°pa-adi),  is,  m.  the 
beginning  of  a  Kalpa,  the  renovation  of  all  things. 
—  Kalpdnupada  (°pa-an°),  am,  n.  title  of  a  work 
belonging  to  the  SSma-veda.  -  Kalpdnta  (°pa-an°), 
as,  m.  the  end  of  a  Kalpa,  the  destruction  of  the 
woild.  —  Kalpdntara  (°pa-an°),  am,  n.  another 
Kalpa.  —  Kalpdnta-sthdyin,  t,  ini,  i,  lasting  to  the end  of  a  Kalpa. 

Kalpaka,  as,  m.  a  rite,  a  ceremony ;  a  barber  [cf. 
kalpani] ;  a  kind  of  Curcuma,  commonly  kartiira. 
—  Kalpaka-taru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree  of  Indra's 

paradise ;  [cf.  kalpa-taru.'] 
Kalpana,  am,  n.  forming,  fashioning;    doing, 

performing;  fixing,  constituting;  anything  fixed  01 

.  composing,   _____ 
position  (of  a  poem  &c.)  ;  inventing,  invention  ;  for- 

gery ;  a  fancy,  an  idea  or  image  formed  in  the  mind  ; 
an  imagination,  intention  ;  contrivance,  plan,  infer- 

ence; caparisoning  or  decorating  an  elephant;  (I), 
f.  a  scissors  or  shears.  —  Kalpand-takti,  is,  f.  the 
power  of  forming  ideas. 

Kalpaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made,  fashioned  or 
contrived,  to  be  accomplished,  possible,  to  be  substi- 

tuted or  supplied. 

Kalpika,  as,  a,  am,  fit,  proper. 

Kalpita,  as,  a,  am,  made,  fabricated,  artificial  ; 
composed,  invented;  arranged,  put  in  order;  pre- 

pared; brought;  inferred;  (as),  m.  an  elephant 

armed  or  caparisoned  for  war.  —  Kalpitargha  (°ta- 

ar°),  as,  a,  am,  one  for  whom  a  respectful  offering is  prepared. 

Kalpin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  a  term  used  in  gambling with  dice. 

Ifalpya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made  or  contrived  or 
performed,  to  be  prescribed;  relating  to  ritual;  to 
be  substituted. 

<*<Si«T  kalman,  a,  n.  according  to  native 
grammarians  =  karman. 

°**Mfrt  kalmali,  Ved.  splendor  (of  the stars  ?). 

Kalmalilia,  am,  n.  brightness,  splendor. 
Kalmalikin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  burning,  shining. 

«*<?*f^  kalmasha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  stain,  dirt, 
sin,  dregs  ;  jala-kalmasha,  the  dirt  or  sediment  of 
water  ;  (am),  n.  darkness,  a  division  of  the  infernal 
regions  ;  the  hand  below  the  wrist  ;  (as,  d,  am),  dirty, 
foul.  —  KalmaslM-dhvansa-kdrin,  I,  ini,  i,  destroy- 

ing darkness  or  sin  ;  preventing  the  commission  of 

Vasu-deva  and  Upa-devS.  -  Kalpa-valli,  (.  =  Italpa- 
latd  above. —  Kalpa-vdyu,  us,  m.  the  wind  that  is 
to  blow  at  the  end  of  the  world.  -  Kalpa-miapin, 

kalmasha,  as,  i,  am,  variegated, 

spotted  ;  black,  black  and  white  ;  (as),  m.  a  variegated 
colour;  a  mixture  of  black  and  white,  the  black 

colour;  a  Rakshas,  demon  or  goblin;  a  species  of 
fragrant  rice  ;  N.  of  a  NSga  ;  a  form  of  fire  ;  N.  of 
a  servant  of  the  sun,  identified  with  Yama  ;  Sskya- 
muni  in  a  former  birth  ;  (;),  f.  the  spotted  cow  of 
Jamadagni,  the  giver  of  all  desires  ;  N.  of  a  river  ; 
(am),  n.  a  stain.  —  Kalmdsha-kantha,  as,  m.  an 
epithet  of  Sin.—Kalmds>ta-grn-a,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
having  a  variegated  neck.  —  Kalmdsha-tantura,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kalmdsha-td,  I.  spottedness,  the 
state  of  being  variegated.  —  Kalmdsha^pdda,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  king  ;  also  Saudasa,  a  descendant  of  Ikshvaku, 
transformed  to  a  Rakshasa  by  Vasishtha.  —  Kalma- 

slidnghri  (°sha-an°),  is,  m.  another  N.  of  the  same 
king. 

kalya,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  3.  kal  ?),  well, 

[cf.  Gr.  /to\(fj, 

,  j  &c.]  —  Kalya- 
jagdhi,  is,  f.  the  morning-meal,  breakfast.  -  Kalya- 
tm,  am,  n.  or  kalya-ta,  f.  health  ;  recovery,  con- 

valescence —  Kalya-pdla  or  kalyd-pdla  or  kalya- 
pdlaka  or  kalyd-pdlaka,  as,  m.  a  distiller.  -  Kal- 
ya^varta,  as,  m.  the  morning-meal,  breakfast;  a 
light  meal  ;  (am),  n.  anything  light,  a  trifle,  a  trivial or  unimportant  matter  ;  [cf.  pratarafa.] 

Kalyana,  as,  d  oil,  am.beautiful,  agreeable,  friendly, 
illustrious,  noble,  excellent,  happy,  beneficial,  salutary, 
prosperous,  propitious,  lucky,  well,  right,  good  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  also  called  Bhattasrikalyana  ;  N.  of the  author  of  the  poem  Gitagan-gSdhara;  (J),  f.  a  cow  ; 
a  leguminous  shrub,  Glycine  Debilis  ;  N.  of  two  cities  ; 
N.  of  a  river  in  Ceylon  ;  N.  of  a  deity  ;  (am),  n.  good 
fortune,   happiness,   prosperity  ;    virtue  ;    a  festival  ; 
gold  ;    heaven  ;  N.  of  the  eleventh  of  the  fourteen 
POrvas  or  most  ancient  writings  of  the  Jainas.  —  Kal- 
ydiia-kataka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place.  -Ealydna- 
kara,  as,  i,  am,  propitious,  auspicious,  conferring good  fortune  &c.  -  Kalydna-kdra,  as,  i,  am,  or 
kalyana-kdraka,  as,  d,  am,  creating  prosperity  or 
profit.—  Kalydna-krit,  t,  t,  t,  virtuous,  good;  pro- 

pitious, lucky.—  Kalydna-dandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
astronomer  in  the  twelfth  century  A.  D.-Kalydna- 
<!dra,  as,  I,  am,  following  virtuous  courses  ;  lucky, 
fortunate.  —  Kalydna-devl,  (.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Ja- 
yapida.  -^  Kalydna-dharman,  a,  a,  a,  virtuous, 
gaod..  —  Kalydna-pan<<amika,  as,  m.  a  fortnight, 
the  fifth  lunar  day  of  which  is  lucky.  _  Kalyana- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Kalydna-malla,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince  ;   N.  of  the  author  of  a  work 
called   Anan-garan-ga  ;    N.   of  a  son   of  Gajamalla, 
author  of  the  commentary  called  Malatl.  —  Kalydna- 
mitra,  am,  n.  a  friend  of  virtue,  a  religious  counsellor. 
-  Kalyana-rdja-faritra,  am,  n.  •  the  life  of  king 
Kalyana'  by  Madana.  —  Kalydna-vadana,  am,  n. friendly  speech,  good  wishes.  —Kaly  ana-rat,   &n, 
all,  at,  happy-  —  Kalydna-vartman,  d,  f.,  N.  of 
a  princess,  who  erected  a  statue  of  Vishnu,  called 
KalySna-svSmi-kelava.  —  Kalydna-varman,  a,  m., 
N.  of  an   astronomer.  —  Kalydna-vya,  as,  m.  a 
sort  of  pulse,  Ervum  Hirsurum.  —  Kalydna-tarman, 
a,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast  on  Varaha-mihira.  —  Kalydna- 
sutra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman.  -  Kalydnd6ara 
(°na-dd°),    as,  d,  am,  following  good   practices, 
virtuous.  —  Kalydnabhijana  (°na-abh°),  as,  i,  am, 
of  illustrious  birth.  —  Kalydni-panfamd,  as,  f.  pi. 
(scil.  rdtrayas)  nights  of  which  the  fifth  is  lucky. 

Kalydnaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  auspicious,  efficacious  (as 
a  drug),  prosperous,  happy  ;  (ikd),  f.  red  arsenic. 
Kalydnin,  i,  ini,  i,  happy,  lucky,  prosperous; 

illustrious  ;  virtuous,  good  ;  (ini),  f.  the  water-plant Sida  Cordifolia. 

kalyusha,  am,  n.  the  wrist  (?). 

kail,  cl.  i.  A.  Tcallate,  -litum,  to 
\sound  indistinctly;  to  sound  ;  to  be  mute. 

Kalla,  as,  d,  am.  deaf;  (also  a  various  reading 
for  karma,  q.  v.)  —  Eatta-tca,  am,  n.  or  kalla-ta, 
f.  deafness;  indistinct  articulation,  hoarseness.  —  Kal- 

la-muka,  as,  d,  am,  deaf  and  dumb.  —  Kalla-mra- 
lantra,  a  Buddhist  work,  also  called  CandamahS- 
roshana-tantra.  —  Kalldrya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

°i<a«  kallata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  ;  sri- 
kallata,  N.  of  a  sage. 

°lilV  kalli,  ind.  to-morrow. 

^itf?)  «i  i  <4  kallinatha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  writer 

kallola,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  2.  kad  -f  lola), 
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inimical,  hostile ;  (as),  m.  a  wave ;  a  surge,  a  billow ; 
an  enemy ;  joy,  happiness,  pleasure. 

Kallolita,  at,  d,  am,  surging,  billowy. 
Kallolinl,  (.  a  surging  stream,  a  river  in  general. 

<*-^Hll  kalhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  Raja-taran-gin!  (often  spelt  kahlana) ;  N.  of 
the  father  of  the  copyist  Rama. 

I  kalhara,  am,  n.  a  water-lily. 

kav,  cl.  i .  A.  kavate,  -vitum,  to  de- 

"V  scribe  (as  a  poet);   to  paint;   to  picture, colour ;  [cf.  kab.] 

«S=T  i .  kava,  a  form  substituted  for  ka,  ka, 

and  i .  kit,  to  express  deterioration  or  deficiency.  —  Ka- 
va-patha, as,  m.,  Ved.  a  bad  way.  —  Kavdyni  fva- 

00°),  is,  m.  a  little  fire.  —  Kavoshna  (°ra-ush°),  as, 
d,  am,  slightly  warm,  tepid ;  (am),  n.  slight  warmth. 

2.  kava  in  a-kava  and  kat-dsakha;  [cf.  kavatnu 
and  kavari.] 

e(^cS  kavaka,  am,  n.  a  fungus,  a  mush- 
room ;  a  mouthful. 

4<4'^  kavato,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
3.  i-»),  armour,  mail,  a  coat  of  mail,  a  cuirass ;  the 
jacket  of  a  boy ;  an  amulet,  a  charm,  the  mystical 
syllable  hum  or  hum,  forming  part  of  a  Mantra  and 
considered  as  a  preservative  like  armour ;  it  is  also 
inscribed  on  a  birch  leaf  &c.  and  worn  as  an  amulet, 
being  carried  about  the  person  as  a  charm  (this  is 
the  probable  meaning  in  the  titles  duryd-kavafa, 
suryak°,  fivak°,  bhavdnik".  Sec.)  ;  a  dram  used  in 
battle,  a  kettle-drum ;  the  tree  Hibiscus  Populneoides. 
—  Kavafa-pattra,  am,  n.  the  leaf  of  a  birch  tree ; 

[cf.  bhurja-pattra.']  —Kavafa-paia,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
the  fastening  of  a  cuirass  or  coat  of  mail.  —  Kavada- 
hara,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  wearing  armour  or  mail,  or  a 
jacket ;  wearing  amulets ;  (as),  m.  a  boy,  a  child. 

Kavatita,  as,  a,  am,  dressed  in  armour. 

Kavadin,  t,  «ni,  »',  dressed  in  armour ;  (i),  m.  an 
epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra. 

eM<fl  kavatl,  f.  the  leaf  or  panel  of  a  door; 

[cf.  kavdta.'} 
cR=T3'  kavada,  as,  m.  water  &c.  for  washing 

the  mouth ;  [cf.  kavala.] 

cR=I<5f  kavatnu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  i.  iu),Ved.  self- 
ish, stingy ;  (Siy.)  a  bad  deed. 

<*q«1  kavana,  am,  n.  water;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  son  of  Srin-gin. 

<*M»fl<*  kavantaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man. 

«K=T*M  kavandha  and  kavandhin.  See  ka- 
bandha  and  kabandhtn. 

\  kava-patha.     See  under  i.  kava. 

kavayi,  f.  the  fish  Cojus  Cobojus 
(commonly  called  Kavay  or  Kay),  remarkable  for 
going  by  land  from  one  spot  to  another ;  [cf.  ka- i-ikd.] 

^TC  kavara,  as,  d  or  i  (?),  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  ku), 
mixed,  intermingled,  blended  ;  set,  inlaid  ;  (as),  m. 
a  lecturer;  (as,  i),  m.  f.  (according  to  some  also  n.) 
a  braid  or  fillet  of  hair ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  salt ;  sour- 

ness or  acidity ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Ocimum  Gratissi- 
mum ;  (t),  f.  the  leaf  of  the  Asa  Fcetida  plant, 
Hin-gupattrl.  —  Kavara-putdhi,  f.  having  a  twisted 
tail  or  one  which  resembles  a  braid.  —  Kara  ri-bhara 
or  karari-bhdra,  an,  m.  a  fine  head  of  hair.  —  Ka- 
varl-bhrit,  t,  t,  I,  wearing  a  fillet  of  hair. 

«n=l*.Wl  kavaraki,  f.  a  captive,  a  prisoner; 
[cf.  varvii.] 

"Me1*  kavala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  3.  iu?),  a 
mouthful ;  an  astringent  wash  for  cleansing  the  mouth, 
t  gargle ;  a  kind  of  fish,  commonly  called  Baliya ;  [cf. 

ka$eru. 

Hib.  eaomkna,  raomJinadh, '  food,  nourishment.'] 
—  Kavala-prastha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  town. 
Kavalikd,  f.  a  piece  of  cloth  over  a  sore  or  wound, 

a  bandage. 

Kavalita,  at,  a,  am,  swallowed  as  a  mouthful, eaten. 

4ft  M  kavasha,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  according  to 

Mahldhara  either  '  sounding,  creaking,'  or  '  pierced ' 
(said  of  the  leaves  of  a  door) ;  (as),  m.  a  shield ;  N. 
of  a  man,  son  of  IlQsha  or  AilushT,  author  of  several 
hymns  of  the  Rig-veda ;  N.  of  a  Muni ;  N.  of  the 
author  of  a  Dhanua-sastra. 

cK^?T  kavasa,as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  ku), 
armour,  a  coat  of  mail ;  a  prickly  shrub. 

cM14  kavata,  as,  I,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (for  ka- 
pdta),  the  leaf  or  panel  of  a  door ;  a  door ;  (at  the 
end  of  a  compound  Itavataka  ;  cf.  kavatl.)  —  Ka- 
vdta-ghna,  as,  m.  breaking  the  door,  a  thief;  [cf. 

kapaja-ghna.']  —  Kavdta-vakra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
plant;  commonly  called  kavdlavetu;  or  according 
to  others  kuvadaven(vya. 

4=1  K  kavara,  as,  m.  the  bird  Tantalus 

Falcinellus ;  (am),  n.  a  lotus ;  [cf.  kai-ela.] 
cMlfX  kavari,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  selfish,  stingy; 

[cf.  a-kavari,  a-kava,  kavatnu.] 
Kavd-sakha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  a  companion  of  the 

selfish  man,  selfish. 

ofif=T  kavi,  is,  is  or  I,  i  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3. 
ku;  but  perhaps  related  to  dk&ta,  dkuti),  sensible, 
intelligent,  prudent,  clever,  wise,  learned ;  a  thinker, 
a  wise  man,  a  sage,  an  intelligent  man  ;  (metaphoric- 

ally) epithet  of  the  gates  of  the  sacrificial  enclosure; 
epithet  of  the  Ribhus  (as  skilful  in  contrivance); 
epithet  of  the  old  sages  or  patriarchs,  now  as  spirits 
surrounding  the  sun ;  epithet  of  the  gods,  especially 
of  Agni,  Indra,  Varuna,  the  Maruts,  and  Adityas ; 
epithet  of  the  Soma  priest  &c. ;  (is),  m.  a  poet, 
especially  one  who  composes  artificial  poems;  N. 
of  a  man,  according  to  some  genealogies  a  son  of 
Brahma,  according  to  others  a  son  of  Bhrigu  and 
father  of  Sukra ;  epithet  of  Sukra,  the  regent  of  the 
planet  Venus  and  preceptor  of  the  demons ;  the  sons 
of  several  Manus  are  also  called  Kavis ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Kausika  and  pupil  of  Garga ;  also  a  son  of  Rishabha ; 
N.  of  VSImlki,  the  inventor  of  poesy  and  author  of 
the  Ramayana;  the  sun?;  (is  or  t),  f.  the  bit  of 
a  bridle  or  the  reins  altogether;  a  ladle.  —  Kavi- 
kantha-hdra,  as,  m.  '  the  ornament  of  the  neck  of 
a  poet,'  title  of  a  work  on  rhetoric.  —  Kavi-kalpa- 
druma,  as,  m.  title  of  a  collection  of  roots  written 
in  verse  by  Vopadeva.  —  Kari-kalpa-latd,  f.  title  of 
a  work  on  rhetoric  by  Devendra.  —  Kavi-kratu,  us, 
us,  u,  Ved.  having  wise  designs,  wise;  (S5y.)  one 
who  possesses  wisdom  or  sacrifices.  —  Kavi-fandra, 
as,  m.  the  son  of  Karna-pura  and  father  of  Kavi- 
vallabha,  author  of  the  K5vya-<!andrik5 ;  the  author 
of  the  DhStu-c'andrika ;  the  author  of  the  Ratnavali ; 
the  author  of  the  RamaCandra-campO ;  the  author 
of  the  Santi-iiandrikS ;  the  author  of  a  grammar 
called  S5rala-hari;  the  author  of  a  book  named 
StavSvali.  —  Kavi-Mhad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  delighting 
in  wise  men ;  (Say.)  causing  pleasure  to  the  wise. 
—  Kavi-jyeshtha,  as,  m.  an   epithet  of  VSlriilki, 

the  author  of  the  Ramayana,  '  the  oldest  of  poets.' 
—  Kam-tama,  as,   3,  am,   wisest.  —  Kari-tara, 
as,  d,  am,  wiser.  —  Kavi-ta,  f.  poesy,  poetic  style 

or  composition.  —  Kavitdmrita-kupa  (°td-am°), 
as,  m.  title  of  a  modern  collection  of  verses,  '  a  well 
of  nectar  of  poetry."  —  Kavitd-vcdln,  1,  ini,  i,  un- 

derstanding poesy,  wise,  learned,  a  poet,  a  genius. 
—  Kavi-tm,  am,  n.  wisdom  ;  poesy.  —  Kam-tvima, 
am,   n.,  Ved.  wisdom.  —  Karih-a-ratndkara,  as, 
m.  title  of  a  modern  work  on  rhetoric:  —  Kavi- 
darpana,  N.  of  a  work  by  Raghu.  —  Kavi-putra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  dramatic  author.  —  Kari-pradasta, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  highly  esteemed  or  praised  by  sages. 
—  Kavi-priyd,  f.  a  work  on  rhetoric  by  KeSava- 

dasa.  —  Kari-lhatta,  as,  m.,  N.of  a  poet.  —  A'act- 
I  ili  n  MH,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kari-bkiishana, 
as,  m.  the  son  of  KavWandra.  —  Kari-ratha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Citra-ratha.  —  Kavi- 

rakasya,  am,  n.  '  the  secret  of  the  learned,'  title of  a  collection  of  roots  by  HalSyudha.  —  Kavi-rdja, 
as,  m.  king  of  the  poets,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
Raghavapandavlya.  —  Kavi-rdmdyana,  as,  m.  an 
epithet  of  VSlmiki,  the  author  of  the  Ramayana, 
(an  incorrect  form  for  rdmdyana-Jcavi.)  —  Kavi- 

Idsild  or  kavi-ldstkd,  f.(?)  a  kind  of  lute.  —  A'avt- 
rallabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  son  of  KavMandra. 
—  Kavi~vridlia,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  prospering  the 
wise.  —  Kavt-dasta,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  praised  by  wise 
men.  —  Kavifvara  (°vi-if),  as,  m.  a  king  of  poets  ; 
N.  of  a  poet. 

Kavika,  am,  n.  the  bit  of  a  bridle  or  the  reins 
altogether;  (a),  f.  the  bit  of  a  bridle;  N.ofaflower,= 
kevlkdpushya;  a  sort  of  fish,  commonly  called  Kay. 
KavitH,  td,  trl,  tri  (?),  wise,  learned. 
Kaviya,  as,  am,  m.  n,  the  bit  of  a  bridle  or  the  reins. 
1.  kamya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  kaviyati,  -yitum,  to  act 

like  a  wise  man  ;  A.  to  claim  wisdom  for  one's  self, 

pretend  to  it. 2.  kaviya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  bit  of  a  bridle  or  the 
reins  ;  [cf.  kaviya.] 

Kavtyas,  an,  asi,  as,  Ved.  (comparative  for  kavi- 

tara),  wiser. Kavya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  a  wise,  intelligent  man  ; 
(as),  m.  a  class  of  manes  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven 
sages  of  the  fourth  Manvantara  ;  (am),  n.  the  quali- 

ties or  the  actions  of  a  sage  ;  '  what  must  be  offered 
to  sages,'  an  oblation  or  offering  of  food  to  deceased 
ancestors;  (generally  connected  with  havya.)  —  Ka- 
rya-td,  (.,  Ved.  the  qualities  or  the  actions  or  the 
state  of  a  sage,  wisdom.  —  Karya-rada  or  kavya- 
vala,  as,  m.  (formed  fr.  latvya-vah),  a  class  of 
manes  or  deified  ancestors.  —  Karya-vah,  t,  t,  t,  or 
kavya-vahana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  an  offering  to  sages, 
what  must  be  offered  or  what  belongs  to  them  ;  (as), 

m.  fire  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  (the  word  is  formed 
like  havya-vihana.) 

kavifijuka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird. 

«S<^W  kavula  (in  astrol.)  =  Arabic 

kavela,  am,  n.  a  lotus ;  [cf.  kavara.'] kavoshna.     See  under  i.  kava. 

•  ui  kas,  cl.  I .  P.  kasati,  -situm,  to  sound ; 

N(i4fl^  occurs  also  as  a  various  reading  for 

kans,  kas,  jhash,  and  rfatf ) ;  [cf.  rt.  kits' ;  cf.  also Hib.  casgalrim.] 

^t  kasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kas  above?;  in 
the  sense  'whip'  connected  with  rt.  kash), Ved.  a 
species  of  small  animal;  a  whip;  (a),  f.  a  whip; 

whipping,  flogging ;  a  string,  a  rope  ;  the  mouth  ;  a 

quality;  (sometimes  spelt  kasha.)  —  Kaia-kritxna, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  KatSd-traya,  am,  n.  three 
modes  of  whipping  (a  horse),  good,  bad,  and  middling. 
-  Kaidrha  (°^d-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  deserving  a  whip- 

ping. —  Kaid-vat,  an,  all,  at,  furnished  with  a  whip. 
Katya,  as,  d,  am,  deserving  the  whip ;  (am),  n. 

a  horse's  flank ;  spirituous  liquor. 

oRTjni  kasas,  as,  n.  water.  —  Ka^o-jii,iis,  is, 

u,  Ved.  running  near  the  water ;  (perhaps  a  Pr.N.?)  < 

efcfljrj  kasipu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  a  mat;  a  pillow; 

(us),  m.  food  ;  clothing ;  (it),  du.  food  and  clothing ; 

(sometimes  spelt  kasipu;  cf.  hiranya-kas'ipu.) 
—  Katipupabarhana  (°pu-up°),  am,  n.,  Ved.  a 
cover  of  a  pillow,  cloth. 

kasikd,  f.,  Ved.  a  weasel. 

kasu,  us,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man. 

kaseraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Yaksha. 

kaseru  or  kaseru,  us,  u,  m.  n.  (fr. 

rt.  M  with  ka  prefixed  ?),  the  back-bone ;  a  kind  of 
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grass,  Scirpus  Kysoor  ;  (MS),  m.  one  of  the  nine 

divisions  of  Jambn-dvlpa;  (us),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
Tvashtri  ;  (sometimes  spelt  kaseru.  )  —  Kaitru-mal 
or  kaseru-mat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  Yavana  ;  N.  of  a 
part  of  Bharata-varsha. 
Kafaruka  or  kaseruka,  as,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  a  sort 

of  grass,  Scirpus  Kysoor;  (a),  f.  the  back-bone. 
Kafarus,  us,  n.  or  kaseru,  its,  f.  a  sort  of  grass, 

Scirpus  Kysoor. 

kasoka,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  class 
of  demons. 

<*>sjn  kasdana,  &c.     See  under  2.  ita. 

=ti3*lrt  kasmala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  ias  ?), 
consternation,  alarm  ;  fainting,  syncope  ;  dejection  of 
mind,  depression  of  spirit,  lowness,  weakness  ;  (o«, 

a,  am),  foul,  dirty.  —  Kas~mala-Mas,  as,  as,  as, 
mentally  debased. 

consternation  (?). 

kasmira,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  ft.  rt. 
N.  of  a  country  ;  according  to  Burnouf  a 

contraction  of  Kasyapamira  ;  [cf.  lcd$mira.~\  —  Ka$- 
mlra-janman,  a  or  a,  m.  n.  saffron. 

eKpI  kasya.     See  under  katfa. 

kas'yata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

kas'yapa,  as,  a,  am,  having  black 
teeth  ;  (as),  m.  a  tortoise  ;  a  sort  of  fish  ;  a  kind  of 
deer  ;  a  class  of  divine  beings  similar  to  or  equal  to 
PrajSpati,  (also  in  pi.  a  peculiar  class  of  semi-divine 
spirits  or  genii  connected  with  or  regulating  the  course 

of  the  sun)  ;  a  mythical  Rishi  ;  N.  of  an  old  sage,  con- 
versant with  the  Mantras,  author  of  several  hymns  of 

the  Rig-veda,  and  according  to  the  AnukramanI  a  de- 
scendant of  Marie!!.  (In  the  later  mythology  he  is  the 

husband  of  Aditi  and  twelve  other  daughters  of  Daksha, 
and  father  by  them  of  gods,  demons,  men,  fish,  rep. 
tiles,  and  all  animals  ;  he  is  also  regarded  as  one  of  the 
seven  sages,  and  in  some  legends  as  father  of  Vivasvat 
and  of  Vishnu.  He  is  supposed  by  some  to  be  a 
personification  of  the  race  who  resided  in  Caucasus, 

the  Caspian,  Kashmir,  &c.)  ;  the  author  of  a  Dharma- 

sSstra  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Kas'yapa  ; 
Ka&yapa  is  also  a  constellation  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the 
authoress  of  a  verse  in  the  White  Yajur-veda.  —  Katya- 
pa-nandana,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Garuda,  the  bird 

of  Vishnu;  ('  son  of  Kas'yapa.')  —  Katyapa-samhitd, 
f.  and  kaiyapa-smriti,  is,  £,  N.  of  two  works. 

•arrr   kash,  cl.  I  .  P.  A.  kashati,  -te,  faka- 
N«Aa,  Tcashishyati,  dkashlt  and  akdshit, 

kashitum,  to  rub,  scratch,  scrape  ;  to  itch  ;  to  rub 
with  a  touchstone,  test,  try  ;  to  injure,  hurt,  destroy, 
kill  ;  to  leap  :  cl.  10.  P.  kdshayati,  -yitum,  to  hurt. 
Kasha,  as,  a,  am,  rubbing,  scraping,  rubbing 

down  ;  (as),  m.  rubbing  ;  the  touchstone  ;  (a),  f.  a 
whip  ;  see  Icafa.  —  Kasha-pdshdna,  as,  m.  a  touch- 

stone. —  KasTiaghdta  (°shd-dgh°),  as,  m.  a  cut,  a 
stroke  with  a  whip. 

Kashana,  as,  a,  am,  unripe,  immature  ;  (am),  n. 
rubbing,  marking;  touch  or  test  of  gold  by  the 
touchstone. 

Kanhan-mukJia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Kashdku,  us,  m.  fire,  the  sun. 
Kashi,  is,  is,  i,  injurious,  mischievous. 
Kathita,  as,  a,  am,  hurt,  injured. 
Kaehti,  is,  f.  test,  trial  ;  pain,  trouble. 

<*HIM3  kashaputra,  as,  m.   a  Rakshas; 
[cf.  nikashatmaja.] 

^nrni  kashdya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  leash?), 

astringent  ;  fragrant  ;  red,  dark-red  ;  brown,  of  a 
colour  composed  of  red  and  yellow  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 
an  astringent  flavour  or  taste  ;  the  red  colour  ;  a  de- 

coction or  infusion,  that  form  of  a  decoction  which 
has  one  part  of  a  drug  combined  with  four  or 
(according  to  other  authorities)  with  eight  or  sixteen 

parts  of  water,  the  whole  being  then  boiled  down 
until  only  one  quarter  is  left  ;  a  kind  of  ointment, 

gum,  resin,  extract,  exudation  from  a  tree  ;  plaster- 
ing, anointing  ;  colouring  or  perfuming  the  person  ; 

dirt,  uncleanness,  dulness,  stupidity  ;  decay,  ruin  ;  a 
mark  of  decay  (of  which,  according  to  Buddhists, 

there  are  five,  viz.  dyus-kashaya,  drishtf,  kleia°, 
sattva°,  kalpa°)  ;  attachment  to  worldly  objects  ; 
(as),  m.  passion,  emotion  ;  the  Kali-yuga  ;  the  tree 
Bignonia  Indica  ;  N.  of  a  teacher  ;  (as,  a,  am), 
m.  f.  n.  the  tree  Grislea  Tomentosa;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 
a  plant,  a  small  sort  of  Hedysarum  ;  [cf.  kashdya 

and  panda-kashaya.~l  —  Kashdya-krit,  t,  m.  the tree  Symplocos  Racemosa,  the  bark  of  which  is  used 

in  dyeing  ;  also  rakta-lodhra.  —  Kashdya-itttra,  as, 
a,  am,  dyed  or  stained  of  a  dull  red  colour.  —  Kasha- 
ya-td,  {.  contraction.  —  Kashdya-pdna,  as,  m.  pi.  a 

nickname  of  the  GandhSras  ('  drinking  decoctions'). 
—Kashdya-ydvandla,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  grain. 
—  Kashdya-vdsika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  poisonous 

insect.  —  Kashdydnvita  (°ya-an°),  as,  a,  am,  as- 
tringent, harsh,  styptic. 

Kashdytta,  as,  a,  am,  red,  coloured;  prepared 
for  dyeing  or  colouring. 
Kashayin,  i,  ini,  i,  yielding  a  resinous  exudation, 

astringent,  dyed  of  a  red  colour,  worldly-minded  ; 
(1),  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Shorea  Robusta  ;  Arto- 
carpus  Lacucha  ;  the  wild  Datura  tree. 

Kashdyl-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  red.  —  Kashdyt- 
krita-lofana,  as,  d,  am,  with  reddened  eyes. 
Kashayl-bkuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  red,  reddened. 

kashi,  &c.     See  under  kash. 
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<**t*iirm«i  kasanotpdtana,  as,  m.  the 

plant  Gendarussa  Vulgaris ;  (perhaps  a  wrong  reading 

for  kdsanotp°.) 
"RTtuTT  kasarmra  or  kasarnlla,  as,  m.,Ved. 

a  certain  snake ;  also  personified. 

kasdmbu,n. ,  Ved.  a  heap  of  wood  (?). 

asdras,  a  kind  of  bird. 

kasipu,  us,  m.  food,  boiled  rice  ; 

kashikd,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kash), 
a  bird  in  general. 
KasJilkd,  f.  a  species  of  bird. 

'<*i^<j<*l  kasherukd,  f.  the  back-bone,  the 
spine  ;  [cf.  kateruhd.] 

cnwiiH  kashkasha,  as,  m.  (fr.  kash  ?),  Ved. 
a  kind  of  poisonous  insect. 

"^S  kashta,  as,  a,  am,  bad  ;  ill,  evil,  wrong; 
painful  ;  grievous,  severe  ;  difficult  ;  most  grievous, 
most  painful  ;  mischievous,  noxious,  injurious  ;  boding 
evil  ;  (am),  n.  evil,  difficulty,  a  bad  state  of  things, 
misery,  wretchedness,  pain,  suffering,  hardship,  un- 

easiness; kashtena,  with  great  difficulty  or  effort; 
(am),  ind.  an  exclamation  of  grief  or  sorrow,  Ah  ! 

Alas  I  [cf.  Hib.  ceas,  '  sorrow,  grief,  sadness.'] 
—  Kashfa-kara,  as,  i,  am,  giving  pain  or  trouble. 
—  Kashta-kdraka,  as,  d,  am,  causing  trouble  or 
annoyance;   (as),  m.  the  world.  —  Kashta-tapas, 
as,   as,  as,   one   who   performs    many   penitential 
exercises.  —  Kashta-tara,  as,  d,  am,  more  difficult, 
inconvenient  or  painful.  —  Kashta-laihya,  as,  a,  am, 
difficult  to  be  obtained.  —  Kashta-Mta,  as,  d,  am, 
suffering  pain  or  misfortune,  undergoing  hardships, 
performing  penance.  —  Kashta-sddhya,  as,  a,  am, 
accomplishable  with  difficulty.  —  Kashta-sthdna,  am, 
n.    a   bad   situation,    a    disagreeable   place  or    site. 

—  Kashtdgata  (°ta-ag°),  as,  d,  am,  with  difficulty 
or  hardly  arrived. 

Kaehtdya,  nom.  A.  kashtdyate,  -yitum,  to  have wicked  intentions. 

kashti.     See  under  kash. 

kashphila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bhikshu. 

1.  kas,  cl.  I.  P.  kasati,  fakasa,  kasi- 
turn,   to    go,    move,   approach  :    Intens. 

fanlkaslti,  danlkasyate  ;   [cf.   Hib.  cas,   cos,  '  a. 
foot  ;'  coisighim,  '  to  go.'] 
Kosvara,  as,  I,  am,  going,  moving. 

2.  kas,  kaste,  a  various  reading  for 
&ans,  kanste. 

TTO  kasa,  as,  m.=  kasha,  &  touchstone; 
(a),  f.  =  kaid,  a  whip. 
«*«1T  kasand,   f.   a  kind  of  poisonous 

spider. 

[cf. 

«KT^j  kaseru,  us,  m.  a  kind  of  grass.    See 
Jtaderu,  &c. 
Kaseruka,  f.  a  sort  of  grass,  back-bone,  &c. 
odW*^  ka-stambhi,  f.,  Ved.  the  prop  of  a 

carriage-pole. 

kastira,  am,  n.  tin ;  [cf .  «zo-<TiWpor.] 

kasturika  or  kasturikd  or  kasturt. 

f.  musk,  the  animal  perfume  so  called,  as  brought 
from  Kashmir,  Napal,  and  Western  Asam  or  Butan, 
(the  latter  is  said  to  be  the  best)  ;  the  plant  Hibiscus 
Abelmoschus,  or  the  plant  Amaryllis  Zeylanica ;  (this 

word  may  be  derived  from  the  Gr.  Kaffrap.)  —  Kas- 
tura-mallikd  or  kasturt-mallikd,  (.  the  musk  bag. 
—  Kdsluri-kdnda-ja,  as,  m.  musk.  —  Kasturi- 

mriga,  as,  m.  the  musk  animal. 

"hfmiM  kasphila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bhikshu ; 
[cf.  Icaskphila.] 

ctittirt  kasmala,  am,  n.  consternation ; 
fainting,  syncope.  See  kadmala. 

dkWA^kasmat,  ind.  (abl.  fr.  2.  ka),  where 
from?  whence?  why? 

kasvara.     See  under  rt.  i.  kas. 

kahaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

kahdha,  as,  m.  a  buffalo. 

oK|HT  kahuya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
0(1^3  kahoda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  with 

the  patronymic  kaushltaki  or  kaushitakeya  ;  (am), 

n.  title  of  a  work  derived  from  him. 

kahlana.     See  under  kalhana. 

kahldra,  am,  n.  the  white  esculent 

water-lily,  Nymphaea  Lotus ;  sometimes  spelt  kal- 
hara. 

oR^  kahva,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  crane,  Ardea 
Nivea. 

^RT  i.  kd=  2.  kad  and  i.  ku,  at  the  begin- 

ning of  some  compounds  (e.  g.  kdksha),  and  perhaps 
a  corruption  of  kad. 

<SI  2.  *a,  a  form  for  rt.  kan  in  the  Ved. 

participle  Myamdna,  as,  d,  am,  wishing,  desiring, 

loving,  and  in  one  or  two  other  forms. 

"3ff ff^l  kdnsi,  is,  m.  a  cup ;  [cf.  fcossya.] 

/tans,  cl.  I.  A.  kansate,  -situm,  to 
shine,  glitter;  [cf.  HsV) 

kdnsa,  as,  i,  am,  born  in  Kansa. 
kanslya,  am,  n.  white  copper ;  [cf. the  following.] 

<*-U4J  kdnsya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  kansa),  con- 
sisting of  white  copper  or  brass ;  (am),  n.  white 

copper  or  brass,  queen's  metal,  any  amalgam  of  zinc 
and  copper ;  a  musical  instrument,  a  sort  of  gong  or 
plate  of  bell-metal  struck  with  a  stick  or  rod  ;  a  kind 
of  measure;  (as,  am),  m.n.  a  drinking  vessel  of  brass, 
«  goblet.  —  Kdnsya-kdra,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  brazier,  a 

pewterer,  a  worker  in  white  or  bell-metal.  —  Kansya- 
ja,  as,  d,  am,  made  of  brass.  —  Kansya-tdla,  as,  m. 
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a  cymbal.  —  Kdnsya-nila,  as,  m.  blue  vitriol  con- 
sidered as  a  collyrium  ;  N.  of  a  monkey ;  occasionally 

written  kdnfya-nila.  —  Kdnsya-bhdjana,  am,  n. 
brass.  —  Kdnsya-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  or  made 

of  brass.  —  A'ansyrt-mafa.am.n.verdigris.  —  Jfdnxya- makshika,  nm,  n.  a  metallic  substance,  probably  a 

kind  of  pyrites.  —  Kdnsydbha  (°ya-dblM),  as,  a,  am, coloured  like  brass. 

Kdnsynka,  am,  n.  brass. 

c«|c(,  kaka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kai,  to 
caw),  a  crow,  (metaphorically  an  expression  of  contempt, 
e.  g.  na  team  kdkam  manye,  I  value  thee  less  than  a 
crow) ;  an  impudent,  insolent  fellow ;  a  lame  man,  a 
cripple ;  washing  the  head,  bathing  by  dipping  the 
head  only  into  the  water  as  crows  do;  a  sectarial 
mark  (tilaka) ;  a  particular  measure ;  the  plant 

Ardisia  Humilis  (see  kdka-jambv) ;  N.  of  a  Dvlpa 
or  division  of  the  world ;  (as),  m.  pi. ,  N.  of  a  people ; 
(i),  f.  a  female  crow,  personified  as  a  daughter  of 
Kasyapa  by  Tamra,  and  mother  of  the  crows ;  a  kind 
of  medicinal  plant  ( = kdkoli) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven 

mothers  of  S'is'u ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Leea 
Hirta,  also  =  kaka-jangha,  kdka-nasa;  Solanum 
Indicum, = kdka-mdfl ;  Ficus  Oppositifolia, = kdko- 
dumbara;  another  medicinal  plant,  =  kdkoli;  an- 

other plant,  commonly  raktikd;  (am),  a.  a  multitude 
or  assemblage  of  crows ;  a  modus  coeundi.  —  Kdka- 
l;angu,  us,  f.  a  kind  of  panic-grass,  Panicum  Milia- 
ceum.  —  Kdka-kald,  f.  the  plant  Leea  Hirta;  [cf. 

kdka-janghd.}  —  Kdka-kurma-mngdkhu,  (°ga- 
dkhu),  avas,  m.  pi.  the  crow,  tortoise,  deer,  and 

mouse.  —  Kdka-kurmddi  (°ma-ddi),  aya>,  m.  pi. 
the  crow,  the  tortoise,  and  the  rest.  —  Kdka-ghnl,  f. 
a  tree,  said  to  be  a  large  kind  of  Karanja,  Galedupa 
Arborea,  =  mahd-karanja.  —  Kdka-6andlivara,as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  KSka-finfa,  f.  the  shrub  which 
yields  the  red  and  black  berry  used  in  India  as  a 
jewellers  weight,  Abrus  Precatorius ;  also  kdka-tiAti 
and  kdka-6infi.  —  Kaka-iHAiUka,  N.  of  a  kind  of 
soft  substance ;  another  reading  of  the  word  is  kafi- 

liu'li.  —  Kdka-Mhada,  on,  m.  a  wagtail ;  side-locks 
of  hair.  —  Kaka-f6hadi,  is,  m.  or,  according  to  an- 

other reading,  kdka-Mhardi,  is,  m.  a  wagtail;  a 

crow's  vomit.  —  Kaka-jangha,  (.  the  plant  Leea 
Hirta;  also  Abrus  Precatorius.  —  Kdka-jambu,  us, 
{.  the  plant  Ardisia  Humilis,  commonly  Bhumijamb ; 
(us),  f.  another  species  of  Jambu.  —  Kdka-jata,  at, 
m.  the  Indian  cuckoo.  —  Kdka-td,  f.  the  state  of  a 

crow.  —  Kdka-tdliya,  as,  a,  am,  unexpected,  as  in 
the  fable  of  the  fruit  of  the  palm  falling  unexpectedly 
at  the  moment  of  the  alighting  of  a  crow  and  killing 
it;  accidental ;  (am),  ind.  unexpectedly,  suddenly; 
(am),  n.  the  fable  of  the  crow  and  the  fruit  of  the 

palm.  —  Kdkatdliya-vat,  ind.  suddenly,  (said  of  any 
unexpected  casualty.)  -  Kdka-talukin,  i,  ini,  i, 
having  the  palate  of  a  crow,  contemptible,  vile. 
—  Kdka-tiktd,  (.  the  plant  Abras  Precatorius.  —  Kd- 
f.-ii-liii'liil.-n,  as,  m.  a   kind  of  ebony,  Diospyros 
Tomentosa.  —  Kaka-tunda,  as,  m.  the  dark  species 
of  Agallochum ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  tree,  in  Hindi  called 
Kauadodi ;  a  sort  of  brass.  —  Kaka-tundikd,  f.  the 
plant  Abrus  Precatorius.  —  Kdka-tulya,  as,  d,  am, 
like  a  crow,  crow-like,  crafty.  —  Kaka-danta,  ae,  m. 
the  tooth  of  a  crow,  i.  e.  anything  impossible  or  not 
existing.  —  Kdka-dantaki,  a  patronymic  from  Kaka- 
dantaka  ;  (ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe ;  kd- 
kadantakiya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  Kakadantakis. 
—  Kdka-dfivaja,  as,  m.  submarine  fire,  a  personage 
in  Hindu  mythology;  [cf.  aurva.] - Kdka-ndman, 
a,  m.  the  plant  Agati  Grandiflora.  -  Raka-naffd,  f. 
the  same  plant.  -  Kdka-ndsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
commonly  called  Vikantaka;  (d),  (.  the  plant  Leea 
Hirta.  —  haka-ndsikd,  (.  the  plant  Leea  Hirta;  N. of  another  plant,  also  called  Rakta-trivrit.  -  Kdka- 
nidrd,  (. '  a  crow's  sleep,'  a  light  slumber,  one  which 
a   easily   broken.  -  Kdka-nlla,   f.  =  kaka-jambu. 
—  Kdka-paitsha,  as,  m.  side-locks  of  hair  on  the 
temples  of  boys  and  young  men ;  three  or  five  locks 
on  each  side  left  when  the  head  is  first  shared  and 
allowed  to  remain  there,  especially  in  persons  of  the 

military  caste ;  (also  at  the  end  of  compounds  kal-a- 
pakshaka.)  —  Kdka-pada,  am,  n.  the  foot  of  a 
crow ;  an  incision  in  the  skin  similar  to  a  crow's 
foot;  the  sign  V  in  MSS.  marking  that  something 

has  been  left  out;  (as},  m.  a  modus  coeundi.  —  Kd- 
kn-parni,  (.  the  plant  Phaseolus  Trilobus.  —  Kaka- 
pilu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  =  kaka-tinduka, 
kdka-tundl,  and  also  a  variety  of  Abrus  Precatorius. 
—  Kdka-piluka,  a*,  m.^ka/c(i-tinfliika."Kdka- 
piMfia,  as,  m.  the  Kokila  or  Indian  cuckoo,  (perhaps 
a  Prakrit  form  of  the  next.)  —  Kdka-punhta,  as,  m. 
the  Indian  cuckoo,  (this  bird,  like  the  English  cuckoo, 
being  said  to  leave  its  eggs  in  the  nests  of  other  birds, 
as  in  that  of  the  crow  &c.)  —  Kdka-pusJipa,  am,  n. 
=  gandha-parna  (?).  —  Kdka-peya,  as,   a,   am, 
what  may  be  drunk  by  a  crow,  epithet  of  a  shallow 

river.  —  Kdka-phala,  as,  m.  the  tree  Azadirachta 
Indica ;  (d),  f.  =  kdka-jambu.  —  Kdka-bandhyd,  f. 
a  woman  that  bears  only  one  dM.'-Kaka-bhdnili, 
f.  a  species  of  Karanja.  —  Kdka-lthlru,  us,  m.  an 

owl  ('  afraid  of  crows').  —  Kdka-madgu,  us,  m.  a 
water-hen,  a  gallinule  ;  resembling  a  crow  in  colour. 
—  Kdka-marda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  gourd,  Cucumis 
Colocynthis   (mahd-kdla).  —  Kdka-mardaka,  as, 
m.  the  same.  —  Jfdka-mdSikd  or  kdka-madl,  f.  the 
plant  Solanum  Indicum,  an  esculent  vegetable,  com- 

monly Gurkamai.  —  Kdka-mdtd,  f.  the  same  plant. 

—  Kdka-jmukha,  as,  m.  pi.  'crow-faced,'  N.  of  a 
mythical  people. —Kdka-mudgd,  f.  a  plant,  com- 

monly Mugani;  according  to  some  a  wild  kind  of 
bean,  Phaseolus  Trilobus.  —  Kdka-mriga,  au,  m.  du. 
the  crow  and  the  deer.  —  Kdka-yava,  as,  m.  barren 
com,  the  ear  of  which  has  no  grains.  —  Kdka-rudra- 
tamvdda,  as,m.  title  of  a  work  on  omens.  —  Kdka- 
riAd,  {.  a  parasite  plant,  Epidendrum  Tesseloides  &c. 
—  Kdka-vat,  ind.  like  a  crow,  in  the  manner  of  a 

crow.  —  Kdka-varna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Kd- 
ka-varn{n,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Kdka-vartaka, 
au,  m.  du.  the  crow  and  the  quail.  —  Kdka-vallabhd, 
[.=kdka-jambu.  —  Kaka-vallarl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
—svarna-vallt.  —  Kdka-vydijhra-gomdyu,  avas, 
m.  pi.  the  crow,  the  tiger,  and  the  jackal.  —  Kdka- 
fabda,  as,  m.  the  cawing  of  a  crow.  —  KSka-timbi, 
{.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  kdka-tundi.—  Kaka-firsha,  as, 
m.  the  tree  Agati  Grandiflora,  commonly  called  Va- 
kapushpa.  —  Kdka-dirshi,   is,   m.,   N.  of  a  man. 
—  Kdka-strl,  f.  the  same  plant.  —  Kdka-sphurja, 
as,  m.  the   plant   Diospyros  Tomentosa. —Kdka- 

svara,  as,  m.  a  shrill  tone.  —  Kdkdkshi  (°ka-ak°), 
n.  the  eye  of  a  crow;  kdkdkshi-^nydyena,  ind.  in 

the  manner  of  a  crow's  eye,  (crows  are  supposed  to 
have  but  one  eye  or  visual  orb,  which,  as  occasion 
requires,  moves  from  the  cavity  on  one  side  into  that 
on  the  other)  ;  a  term  for  a  word  which  follows  two 

rules.  —  Kakattgd  or  i  (°ka-an°),  (.  the  plant  Leea 
Hirta,  =  kdka-ndsd.  —  Kdkdnfi,  f.  the  plant  Leea 
Hirta ;  an  esculent  vegetable,  Solanum  Indicum.  —  Kd- 

kdtida,  (°ka-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  plants,  Mah3- 
nimba  and  Kakatindu  (?),  a  kind  of  bean;   (a),  f.  a 
kind  of  spider ;   N.  of  a  plant ;   see   kola&mbi. 
—  KdkdndaJca,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  crow  or  N.  of  a 
plant;  a  kind  of  spider. ••Kakandola,  f.,  N.  of  a 

plant.  —  Kdkddani  (°fca-ad°),  f!,   N.   of  several 
plants,    Abrus  Precatorius ;    a  white  variety  of  this 

plant,  commonly  SVeta-gunja.  —  Kdkari  (°ka-ari), 
is,  m.  an  ovt\.  —  Kdkekshtt  (°kn-ik°),  us,  m.  a  kind 
of  reed,  Saccharum  Spontaneum.  —  Kdkendu  (°ka- 
fn°),  us,  m.  a  kind  of  ebony,  Diospyros  Melanoxylon, 
=  kuka-tindulia.  —  Kdkeshta  (cka-ish°),  as,  m.  the 
tree  Melia  Azadirachta.  —  Kakwlumbara  (°ka-u<f), 
as,  m.  or  kdkodumbarikd,  f.  or  kdkodumbarikd, 

{.  opposite-leaved  fig  tree,  Ficus  Oppositifolia.  —  Kd- 

kodara  (°ka-ud°),  as,  m.  a  serpent.  —  Kdkolaka 
(ka-ul°),am,  n.  crow  and  owl.  —  Kdkolukikd,  f. 
the  natural  enmity  of  the  owl  and  crow.  —  Kakulu,- 
klya,  am,  n.  =  the  preceding;  N.  of  the  third  book 
of  the  VxntxtxMn.  —  Kdkoshtluika  and  kdkaush- 

thaka  (°ka-oththa),  as,  ikd,  am,  shaped  like  the 
beak  of  a  crow ;  epithet  of  a  bandage. 
Kakana,  am,  n.  a  leprosy  with  black  and  red 

spots,    considered    incurable;    (called   so   from   its 

kdkola. 

similarity  to  the  black  and  red  seed  of  the  plant 
Abrus  Precatorius.) 

Kdkanantikd,  f.  the  plant  Abrus  Precatorius. 
Kdkani,  a  sort  of  small  coin;  [cf.  kdkiia.] 

Kdkananti,  f.  the  plant  Abrus  Precatorius. 

Kiikaijn,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, = kdkarallari. 

Kdkdla,  as,  m.  a  raven ;  [cf.  kaka  and  kdkola.] 

Kdkiya,  ae,  d,  am,  relating  to  a  crow. 

=til=tin"Mtj  j  kakatiya-rudra,  as,  m.,  N.  of a  king  of  NJgapura. 

^11=*^  kakandi,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
warrior-tribe. 
Kakandi,  (.,  N.  of  a  country;  Emblic  Myrobalan. 
Kdkandiya,  as,  in.  a  prince  of  the  above  tribe. 

<ni  «g1  <  kdkamblra,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 

tree ;  (according  to  Say.  literally  '  a  crow-bearer.') 
«ni<*«>«*  kakaruka  or  kakaruka,  as,  d,  am, 

timid,  afraid,  a  coward ;  naked ;  poor,  indigent ; 

(as),  m.  a  hen-pecked  husband;  an  owl;  fraud, 
deceit. 

"frl^rt  kdkala,  am,  n.  a  jewel  worn  upon 
the  neck. 
KdkalaJca,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  the  top  of  the 

windpipe ;  the  thyroid  cartilage ;  (as),  m.  an  orna- 
ment of  the  neck ;  a  species  of  rice. 

<*!<*«(«>  kilkali,  is,  f.  a  soft  sweet  sound 

[cf.  kola] ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  (i),  f.  a  low  and 
sweet  tone;  a  musical  instrument  with  a  low  tone 

played  to  ascertain  whether  a  person  is  asleep  or  not. 
—  Kdkali-drdkshd,  f.  a  kind  of  grape  without  a 
stone  or  with  a  very  small  one.  —  Kdkali-rara,  as, 
m.  the  Kokila  or  Indian  cuckoo. 

Kdkaltka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?)  a  low  sweet  tone. 

«w«»K  kdkdra,  as,  i,  am,  scattering  water. 

<*lf<*<UT  kdkim,  f.  a  small  coin,  a  small 

sum  of  money  equal  to  twenty  Kapardas  or  cowries, 
or  to  a  quarter  of  a  Pana ;  the  seed  of  Abrus  Preca- 

torius used  as  a  weight ;  the  shell  Cyprsea  Moneta  or 
cowrie  used  as  a  coin ;  a  cubit,  the  fourth  part  of  a 
Danda  or  short  pole ;  a  Danda ;  a  part  of  a  measure. 

Kdkinikd,  f. =the  preceding;  an  atom,  a  particle. 
Kakinika,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  value  of  a  Kakim. 
Kakini,  f.  the  fourth  part  of  a  Pana ;  a  quarter  of 

a  MSna;  the  shell  Cypraea  Moneta. 

cti|[<*c3  kakila,  as,  m.  a  jewel  worn  upon 
the  neck;  [cf.  kdkala.] 

^TT^r  kdku,  us,  f.  change  of  the  voice  in 

fear,  anger,  grief,  &c.  [cf.  sevd-kdku] ;  muttering, 
murmuring ;  the  tongue ;  stress,  emphasis. 

<*l«»r**4  kiikutstha,  as,  m.  a  descendant  of 

Kakutstha ;  an  epithet  of  Anenas,  Aja,  Das'aratha, Rama,  Lakshmana ;  N.  of  a  sovereign,  also  Puranjaya ; 

(au),  du.  Rama  and  Lakshmana. 
<*l^  kdkud,  t,  f. ,  Ved.  and  kdkuda,  am, 

n.  the  hollow  of  the  mouth,  the  palate. 
Kdkiulra,  as,  d,  am,  furnished  with  a  palate  (?), 

a  palate  (?). 
Kakubh,  a  various  reading  for  kakini. 

«BT*JW  kakubha,  as,  d,  am,  consisting  of 

Kakubh  verses ;  a  patronymic  from  Kakubh.  —  Kd- 
kubha-bdrhata,  ax,  m.  (scil.  pragdtha)  a  Pragatha 
beginning  with  a  Kakubh  and  ending  with  a  Brihatl. 

akocika,  as,  m.  or  kdkofi,  f.  or 

kdkodln,  i,  m.  the  fish  Cyprinus  Cachius. 

«*!<*! >7  kiikola,  as,  m.  a  raven  [cf.  kaka 
and  kdkdla] ;  a  boar ;  a  snake ;  a  potter ;  (as,  am), 
m.  n.  a  poisonous  substance  of  a  black  colour  or  the 
colour  of  a  raven,  whence  its  name ;  possibly  the 

berry  of  the  Cocculus  Indicus ;  (am),  n.  a  division 
of  the  infernal  regions  or  hell;  (as,  i),  m.  f.  a 

vegetable  substance  used  in  medicine,  described  as 
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sweet  and  cooling,  allaying  fever,  removing  phlegm, 
&c.  ;  it  is  said  to  be  a  root  brought  from  Nepal  or 
Morung. 

*IGJ  kaksha  (kd-ak°),  as,  a,  am,  frowning, 
looking  scornfully  or  in  displeasure  ;  (as),  m.  a  glance, 
a  wink  or  leer  ;  (am),  n.  a  frown,  a  look  of  dis- 

pleasure ;  [cf.  kataksha.] 

cWGjn^  kdkshatava,  am,  n.  the  fruit  of 
Kakshatu. 

f  kdkshaseni,  is,  m.  (a  patronymic 
ft.  kaksha-seiia),  an  epithet  of  Abhipratarin. 

<*lf«(  kdkshi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

<*l«jl  kdkshi,  f  .  a  perfume,  a  fragrant  kind 
of  earth  ;  the  plant  Cytisus  Cajan. 

«5T5!;fH  kdkshiva,  as,  m.  the  plant  Hyper- 
anthera  Moringa  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Gautama  and  of 
Ausmarl,  (irregular  patronymic  fr.  kaltshivat  or 
kakshivat.) 
Kdks?dvaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Hyperanthera  Mo- 

ringa. 

<*  rVsjl  <4  l^  kakshivat,  dn,m.  =  kakshivat. 
Kdkshirata,  as,  I,  am,  composed  by  or  relating 

to  Kakshivat;  (a  patronymic  fr.  kakshivat),  epi- 
thet of  Sambara. 

«5Ft  kaga,  as,  m.  a  crow;  (in  the  Prakrit 
dialects,  a  raven  ;  cf.  Tcaka.) 

sftjl'1  kdgni  (kd-ag°),  is,  m.  a  little  fire. 

<*I5;lM1  kdnkdyana,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic 
fr.  kartka),  N.  of  a  Muni. 

kilitksh,  cl.  I.  P.  kdnkshati,  fa- 
kdnktha,  ep.  also  A.  kankshale,  Sec., 

kdnkshitum,  to  wish,  desire;  to  strive  to  obtain; 
to  long  for,  hope  for  (with  ace.),  expect  ;  to  wait  ;  to 
look  for  anything  (with  dat.)  :  Caus.  kdnksltayati, 
adakdrtkshat  :  Desid.  dikdnkshishati  :  Intens.  6d- 
kdnkshyate  and  fakcaahti;  [cf.  Hib.  cachta, 

*  hunger;'  Goth,  hufiru-s,  'hunger;'  hungrja,  'to 

be  hungry;'  Germ.  Hunger.'] Kdnkshat,  an,  anti,  at,  or  kdnkshamdna,  as, 
d,  am,  wishing,  desiring,  hoping,  expecting. 
Kdnkshd,  f.  wish,  inclination,  desire. 

Kankshita,  ai,  d,  am,  wished,  desired  ;  expected, 
longed  for;  (am),  n.  wish,  desire.  GbLaiJdy 
KdnksMn,  i,  ini,  i,  desiring,  expecting,  longing  for 

(with  ace.  or  at  the  end  of  a  compound).  —  Kdnkshi- 
td,  f.  wish,  desire. 

<*l  jjltj  kankshoTU,  us,  m.  a  heron;  also 
written  kdttkshdru. 

\  kdngd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Orris  root. 

kanguka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  corn. 

3iT^  kdfa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kaf),  glass,  crystal 
considered  as  a  natural  production  and  used  as  a  jewel 
or  ornament  ;  alkaline  ashes,  any  salt  of  potash  or 
soda  in  a  glassy  or  crystalline  state  ;  a  class  of  diseases 
of  the  eye,  especially  ah  affection  of  the  optic  nerve 
or  gutta  serena  ;  a  loop,  a  swinging  shelf,  a  string  so 
fastened  to  the  yoke  as  to  hold  or  support  burdens 
&c.  ;  the  string  of  the  scale  of  a  balance  ;  (am),  n. 

alkaline  salt,  black  salt  ;  wax.  —  Kdfa-kupi,  f.  a  glass 
bottle.  —  KdSa-yhati,  f.  a  glass  ewer.  —  Kdia-bhd- 
jana,  am,  n.  a  vessel  of  glass  or  crystal,  a  cup,  a 

goblet.  ~K.dfa-ma.ni,  is,  m.  'a  glass  jewel,'  crystal, 
quartz  —  Kdfa-mala,  am,  n.  black  salt  or  soda. 
—  KdSa-lavana,  am,  n.  black  salt,  a  medicinal  salt, 
prepared  by  calcining  fossil  salt  and  the  fruit  of  the 
Emblic  Myrobalan  together;  it  consists  chiefly  of 
muriate  of  soda,  with  a  small  quantity  of  iron,  lime, 
and  sulphur,  and  is  a  tonic  aperient.  «fc  Kdta-valta- 
yimtra,  am,  n.  a  glass  retort.  —  Kdda-sambhava, 
am,  n.  black  salt.  —  Kdfa-muvarfala,  am,  n  black 

salt.  —  Kdi'a-sthdli,  f.  the  trumpet  flower,  Bignonia 

Suaveolens.—  KdfdTtilia,  (°<<a-a£°),  as,  m.  glass-eye, 
N.  of  an  aquatic  bird. 
Kanaka,  as,  m.  glass,  a  stone ;  alkaline  ashes  &c. 
Kddana  or  kddanfika,  am,  n.  an  enclosure,  a 

string  or  tape  which  ties  a  parcel  or  bundle  of  papers 

or  the  leaves  of  a  manuscript  &c. ;  [cf.  kafda.~\ 
Kddanaliin,  I,  m.  a  writing,  a  manuscript. 

Kddita,  as,  d,  am,  suspended  by  a  swing  or  in  a  loop. 

«wP«i«i  kd6igha,  as,  m.  a  mouse,  a  rat; 

gold ;  a  vegetable. 
=111^^0(1  ka&h&ka  (a  various  reading  for 

kdkatHi'uHka),  a  kind  of  soft  substance. 
<*l  PM  r*<.  katit-kara,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  doing 

various  things,  serving  various  purposes;  (kd-fit, 
Ved.  for  kdni-Mt.) 

onir^i  kdtima,  as,  m.  a  tree  considered 
as  sacred,  one  growing  near  a  temple,  and  being  on 
that  account  an  object  of  religious  veneration  or 
worship  &c. 

otiir-Mfrtr^  kafilindi  and  kddilindika  (va- 
rious readings  for  kdka<!iii<!ika),  a  kind  of  soft  substance. 

<*!•«.  kattha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kattha),  being 
on  the  bank  of  a  river  (not  applicable  to  a  man). 

Kdffhilca,  as,  i,  am,  being  on  the  bank  of  a  river 
(as  a  man). 
°m«a.M  kd&hapa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  katthapd), 

relating  or  belonging  to  a  tortoise. 

oKiPoa.^  kdtthima,  as,  d,  am,  clear  (as 
water) ;  [cf.  acVAa,  sracVAa.] 

otilTssfl  kdtthi,  f.  a  kind  of  fragrant  earth ; 
[cf.  kdkshi  from  which  kddfhi  is  derived.] 

<*l»lc?  kd-jala,  am,  n.  a  little  water. 

chlad  kah6,  cl.  I.  A.  kandate,  -titum,  to 
\  shine ;  to  bind ;  [cf.  kad  and  kant.] 

Kdnfana,  am,  n.  gold  ;  property ;  wealth ;  the 
filament  of  the  lotus ;  (as,  i,  am),  golden,  made  or 
consisting  of  gold ;  (as),  m.  several  plants,  Mesua 
Ferrea ;  Michelia  Champaca ;  Ficus  Glomerata ;  Bau- 
hinia  Variegata ;  Datura  Fastuosa ;  another  plant,  = 
punndga ;  N.  of  the  fifth  Buddha ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
NSrSyana,  author  of  the  play  Dhananjaya-vijaya ;  N. 
of  a  prince  [cf.  kdndana-prabha] ;  (i),  I.  turmeric; 
a  kind  of  Asclepias ;  a  yellow  pigment.  —  Kdntana- 
kadali,  f.  a  variety  of  the  plant  Musa  Sapientum. 

—  Kdntana-kandara,  as,  m.  a  gold  mine.  —  KdiUa- 
na-kdrint,  f.  the  plant  Asparagus  Racemosus.—  Kdii- 
fana-kshirl,  f.  a  kind  of  Asclepias,  =  kshirinl-lat<i. 
—  Kdiifana-girt,  fo,  m.  the  golden  mountain,  an 
epithet  of  the  mount  Sumeru.  —  Kdntfana-gairika, 
am,  n.  a  species  of  ochre.  —  Kdnitana-daya,  as,  m. 
a  heap  of  gold.  —  Kdnfana-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
town.  —  Kdnfona-puxhpaka,  am,  n.  the  plant  Ta- 
bernaemontana    Coronaria.  —  Kdndana-pushpi,   f. 
the  plant  Premna  Spinosa.  —  Kan6ana-praltha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Bhlma  and  father  of 

Suhotra.  —  KaUana-bhu,  us,  f.  gold-dust ;  a  golden 
or  yellow  soil.  —  KdiUana-maya,  as,  i,  am,  golden. 
—  KdManu-mdld,  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Kunala,  the 
son  of  Asoka;  N.  of  another  woman.  —  Kdnfana- 

vapra,  as,  m.  a  hill  or  mound  of  gold.  —  Kdndana- 
varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Kaiifana-sandhi, 
is,  m.  a  treaty  of  friendship  between  two  parties  on 
equal  terms.  —  Kdndana-sanntltlia,  as,  a,  am,  like 

gold.  —  Kdiifandksha  (°na-ak°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
DSnava;  (>),  f.,  N.  of  the  river  Sarasvati.  —  Kdn- 

fanditga    (°na-an°),  as,    I,  am,    golden-bodied. 
—  Kdnfanabhidhdna-sandhi  (°na-abh°),  is,  nj. 
'  golden  alliance,'  (lit.  golden-named.) 
Kdiit*anaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Bauhinia  Variegata, 

mountain  ebony ;  the  fruit  of  rice  or  grain ;  (am), 

n.  a  yellow  orpiment. 
Kdiifandra  or  kdnfanala  or  kdn<!anaraka,  as, 

m.  mountain  ebony,  Bauhinia  Variegata. 

Kanfariiya,  as,  d,  am,  golden;  (a),  f.  a  yellow 

pigment,  commonly  Go-rocanS. 
<ti\fc*  kdnfi,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ; 

[cf.  kdnil.] 
kantika,  am,  n.  sour  gruel;  [cf. kdiijika.] 

»(il  ̂ al  kahfi  or  kdndi,  is,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

kan),  a  girdle,  especially  a  woman's  zone  or  girdle furnished  with  small  bells  and  other  ornaments  ;  the 

plant  Abrus  Precatorius  ;  N.  of  an  ancient  city  situated 
in  the  peninsula  and  one  of  the  seven  sacred  cities  of 

the  Hindus.  —  KdntH-purl,  (.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Kdn- 
di-kshetra,  N.  of  a  region.  —  Kdnfi-nagara,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Kdnfi-pada,  am,  n.  the  hips 
and  loins  ;  mons  veneris,  the  pubic  region.  —  Kdnfi- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Kanfi-prastlia,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  town. 

kdiijika,  am,  n.  sour  gruel,  the 
water  of  boiled  rice  in  a  state  of  spontaneous  fer- 

mentation ;  (a),  f.  the  same  ;  N.  of  two  plants,  = 

jivanti-latd  and  paldfi-latd.  —  Kdnjika-vataka, 
as,  m.  a  dish  consisting  of  sour  gruel,  meal,  and 
several  condiments. 

Kdnji,  f.  sour  gruel,  =  kdnjika  ;  N.  of  a  plant, =  mahddrond. 

Kdnjika,  am,  n.  sour  gruel. 

^iT7  kdta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (a  Prakrit  form  fr. 
karta),  Ved.  deepness,  a  hole  ;  (S5y.)  a  well. 
Kdtya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  a  hole. 

<*!«=)*)  kdtavema,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentator on  Kalidasa's  S'akuntala. 
<*!«<*  katuka,  am,  n.  (fr.  katuka),  acidity. 

^17  katha,  as,  I,  am,  composed  by  Katha  ; 

(as),  m.  a  rock,  a  stone. 
Kdthaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  belonging  to  the 

Brahmana  literature,  and  derived  from  the  Katha 

branch  of  the  Vedas  ;  (as,  i,  am),  according  to  the 
Katha  portion  of  the  Vedas. 

Kdthas'dthin,  inas,  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  Katha  - 

s'Stha.' 

<*if<}1  kathina,  am,  n.  (fr.  kathina),  hard- 

ness, sternness  ;  (as),  m.  the  date  fruit. 
Kdtliinya,  am,  n.  hardness,  rigidity,  stiffness, 

sternness,  severity  ;  firmness  of  character  ;  difficulty, 

obscurity  (of  style).  —  Kdthinya-phala,  as,  m.  the 
plant  Feronia  Elephantum,  =  kapiltha. 

=£TTT  kdna,  as,  d,  am,  one-eyed,  monoouloug  { 

(akxhnd  Tcanah,  blind  of  one  eye)  ;  perforated,  as  a 
cowne  broken  or  perforated  Dy  insects  ;  (as),  m.  a 

crow  ;  [cf.  dcdksha  and  kanaka.]  —  Kdna-tva,  am, 
n.  one-eyedness.  —  Kdna-bkuti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a Yaksha. 

Kdneya,  as,  m,  the  son  of  a  one-eyed  woman  ; 
one-eyed.  —  Kdneya-vidha,  am,  n.  a  country  inha- 

bited by  Kaneyas. 

Kdtiera,  as,  m.  son  of  a  one-eyed  woman  ;  one- 

eyed. 

cjfmn^  kdndda,  as,  i,  am,  composed  by  or 

relating  to  Kanfida. 
oftKn^i  kdnuka  or  kanaka,  as  (?),  m.  (said 

to  be  fr.  rt.  kan),  a  crow  ;  the  bird  which  makes  a 
hanging  nest  on  the  t5l  tree  ;  a  cock  ;  a  species  of 

goose  ;  [cf.  kana.] 

<*l«Ur«']«ll'rT  kanelimatri,  a  name  of  re- 
proach, occurring  generally  in  the  voc.case;  (according 

to  native  commentators)  one  whose  mother  was  an 
unmarried  woman,  a  bastard  ;  (connected  with  the 
word  kdnera  f). 

dntakamardanika,  as,  i,  am 

(fr.  kttntaka-mardana),  resulting  from  the  treading 
down  or  crushing  of  thorns  or  enemies. 

3K 
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kdntakdra,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  the 
wood  of  KantakSra. 

kantneviddhi,  is,  I  or  yd,  m.  f.  a 

patronymic  fr.  kanthe-riddha. 

4 UK  kanda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

2.  kam),  a  section,  part ;  a  single  joint  of  the  stalk 

or  stem  of  a  plant,  i.  e.  the  portion  from  one  knot 

to  another  (e.  g.  iehtts  trt-lidndd,  an  arrow  made  of 
a  cane  with  three  knots;  but  by  Pan.  IV.  I,  21,  the 

fern,  should  be  tri-kdndl) ;  any  part,  portion  or  divi- 
sion of  a  work  or  action ;  any  distinct  portion  or 

division  of  a  sacrificial  rite  (as  that  belonging  to  the 

gods  or  to  the  manes) ;  the  section  or  chapter  of  a 

book,  a  separate  department  or  subject  (e.  g.  karma- 

kdnda,  the  department  of  the  Veda  treating  of  sacri- 

ficial'rites)  ;  a  stalk  or  stem,  a  branch,  a  switch ;  the 
part  of  the  trunk  of  a  tree  whence  the  branches  pro- 

ceed ;  a  cluster,  a  bundle ;  a  multitude,  heap,  quantity 

(at  end  of  comp.);  an  arrow;  a  long  bone,  a  bone 

of  the  arms  or  legs  (e.  g.  kdnda-bhagna,  fracture  of 

a  bone) ;  a  cane,  a  reed  (Saccharum  Sara) ;  a  particular 
measure;  water;  opportunity,  occasion;  a  private 

place,  privacy,  a  secret  place;  praise,  flattery;  a 
horse.  (At  the  end  of  a  compound  kdnda  may 
sometimes  imply  depreciation  or  deficiency,  =  vile, 

low,  bad,  sinful,  wicked,  &c.)  —  Kdnda-kat'uka,  a*, 
m.  the  plant  Momordica  Charantia, —Icaravella. 
—  Kduda-kdndaka,   as,  m.  a    species   of  grass. 

—  Kdnda-kdra,  am,  n.  the  Areca  or  betel-nut  tree, 
commonly  Guvaka ;  the  betel-nut.  —  Kdnda-kilaka, 

as,  m.   the   tree   Symplocos   Racemosa.  —  Kdnda- 

kuskkw,  us,  m.  (?),  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kdnda-gunda, 
as,  m.  a  species  of  grass.— Kdnda-godara,  as,  m. 
an  iron  znow.  —  Kdnda-tikta  and  kdnda-tiktaka, 

OS,  m.  a  kind  of  gentian,  GentianaCherayta.  —  Kdnda- 
dhdra,  as.  m.,  N.  of  a  country ;  (as,  am),  coming 
from  or  relating  to  this  country.  —  Kdnda-nlla,  as, 
m.  the  plant  Symplocos  Racemosa.  ~  Kdnda-pata, 
as,  i,  m.  f.  or  kdnda-pataka,  as,  m.  (?)  an  outer 

tent,  a  screen  surrounding  a  tent,  a  curtain.  —  Kdnda- 
patita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-king.  —  Kdnda-pdta, 
as,  m.  an  arrow's  fall  or  flight.  —  Kdnda-punkhd,  f., 
N.  of  a  phnt,  =  ̂ ara-punkhd.—Kdnda-pushpa, 
am,  n.  the  flower  Artemisia  Indica,  commonly  Doni. 

—  Kdnda-prishtha,  as,  d,  am, '  arrow-backed,'  one 
who  carries  arrows  on  his  back,  one  of  the  military 

profession,  a  soldier;   (as),  m.  the  husband  of  a 

Vais'yS  female ;  an  adopted  son,  any  other  than  one's 
own  son ;  (am),  n.  the  bow  of  Kama ;  the  bow  of 

Kama ;  [cf.  kdada-sprishta.] — Kdnda-bhagna,am, 
n.  a  fracture  or  dislocation  of  the  bones  or  limbs,  com- 

plete fracture  of  a  limb.  —  Kdnda-maya,  as,  I,  am, 
consisting  of  pieces  of  cane;  («),  f.=kdnda-vind, 
q.v.  —  Kdnda-ruhd,  f  a  medicinal  plant,  =katiiki. 

—  Kdndarshi  (°da-rishi),  is,  m.  a  Rishi  or  divine 
saint  of  a  peculiar  class,  as  Jaimini  and  others,  who  teach 

a  peculiar  Kanda  or  section  of  the  Vedas.  —  Kdnda- 
lard,  as,  d,  am,  cutting  a  cane  or  branch,  intending 
to  do  so.  —  Kdiida-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  armed  with  an 
arrow,  an  archer.  —  Kdnda-vind,  f.  a  musical  instru- 

ment composed  of  joints  of  reed,   a  reed-pipe  (? 

played    by    the    Cjndslas ;    [cf.    kandola-vind.' 
—  Kdnda-sand hi,  is,  m.   a  knot,  a  joint  in  the 
stem  of  a  tree  or  of  a  reed. »  Kdnda-sprishta,  as,  d 
am,  living  by  the  military  profession,  living  by  arms 
a  soldier ;  (as),  m.  a  Brahman  who  lives  by  arms ;  [cf 

grass,  Cyperus  Pertenuis.  —  Kdnddnulcrama  (°da 
an-0),  ax,  m.  or  kdnddnukramaiiikd  or  kdnda 
nukramani,  (.  an  index  of  the  Kandas  of  the 

Taittiriya-Samhha.  -  Kdndekthu  (-da-ik°),  us,  m 
the  plant  Asteracamha  Longifolia  and  the  plan 
Saccharum  Spontaneum.  —  Kdnde-ruhd,  f.,  N.  of 
plant,  =  kdnda-ruhd. 

Kdndani,  (.,  N.  of  a  &mt,=suk«hma-parni  anc 
rdma-dutt. 
Kdnddla  or  kdndola,  as,  m.  a  reed-basket. 
Kdndikd,  f.  a  kind  of  corn  (see  lankd) ;  a  kin 

of  gourd,  Cucumis  Utilissimus. 

Kdndin,  i,  ini,  i.Ved.  reed-shaped,  hollow. 
Kdndira,  as,  d,  am,  armed  with  arrows,  an 

rcher ;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Achyranthes  Aspera  and 
le  plant  Momordica  Charantia ;  (a  and  i),  f.  the 
lant  Rubia  Munjista. 

Kdnderl,  f.  the  plant  Tiaridium  Indicum. 

<*UJi<!/l  kandani,  (?)  f.  a  plant,  commonly 

ISmadfltl ;  [cf.  sukshma-parnl.~\ 

otiKislrt  kdndola,  see  above  ;  [cf.  kandola.~] 
4,1  JH  kdnva,  as,  i,  am  (a,  patronymic  fr. 
anvo),  a  descendant  of  Kanva;  a  follower  of  Kanva. 

—  Kdnva-ddkhin,  i,  m.  a  follower  of  the  Kanva 
ranch  of  the  Veda.  —  Kdnvi-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
eacher. 
Kdnvaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Kdnvdyana,  as,  d,  am,  a  patronymic  fr.  kariva. 

dh\r\«Hkd-tantra,  am,  n.  title  of  a  grammar 
=  kaldpa,  q.  v.) ;  there  are  several  appendices  to 
nd  commentaries  on  this  grammar,  called  Kdtantra- 

janadhatu,°<!atushtayapradipa°(!andrikd,cdhd- 
ughoshd,  Sic.  —  Kdtantru-paiijikd,  f.  title  of  a 
ximmentary  by  Trilocana-dasa. 

<*TrK  katara,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  katara  ?), 

owardly,  discouraged,  timid,  depressed,  perplexed, 
hrinking,  afraid  ;  confused,  agitated,  disordered ;  (as), 
m.  a  large  kind  of  fish,  Cyprinus  Catla,  =  kdtala. 
—  Kdtara-td,  f.  or  kdtara-tva,  am,  n.  cowardice, 
imidity,  agitation. 

Kdtardyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  fr.  katara. 

Kdtarya,  am,  a.  timidity,  fear,  dejection,  depres- 
ion  of  spirits. 

<*lrir9  kdtala,  as,  m.  a  large  kind  of  fish, 

Cyprinus  Catla;  N.  of  a  man;  [cf.  kdtara."] 
Kdtaldyana,  ax,  m.  a  patronymic  fr.  kdtala. 

eRTfTrT  kdti,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  2 .  kd  =  kan),  wishing, 

desiring  (in  the  compounds  rina-kati  and  kdma- idti). 

frU  katiya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  kdtya  below), 

composed  by  Kstya  (e.  g.  in  kdtiya-grihyasutra, 
kdtiya-kalpa-sutra,  and  kdtiya-sutra) ;  a  N.  of 
Katyayana  (?) ;  a  pupil  of  the  same ;  also  kdtyd- 
yaniya  (?). 
Kdtya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  fr.  kata;  also  =  kd- 

tydyana,(1). 
Katyayana,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  kati  or 

kdtya),  N.  of  the  author  of  several  treatises  on 
ritual,  grammar,  &c. ;  he  is  generally  identified  with 
Vararuci,  the  author  of  the  Prakrita-prakasa.  He  is 
also  the  author  of  the  Varttikas  or  supplementary 

rules  to  PSnini,  of  the  Yajur-veda  Pratisakhya,  and 

the  S"rauta-sutras ;  (i),  {.,  N.  of  one  of  the  two  wives 
of  Yajnavalkya;  an  epithet  of  DurgS  ;  a  middle-aged 
widow  dressed  in  red  clothes.  —  Katydyana-sutra, 
am,  n.  the  Srauta-sutras  of  Katyayana.  —  Kdtydyana- 
sutra-paddhati,  a  commentary  on  the  last  by  Yajni- 
ka-deva.  —  Kdtydyanafiitra -bhashya,  am,  n.  a  com- 

mentary on  the  same  by  Karka.  —  Kdtydyani-piftra, 
as,  m  ,  N.  of  a  teacher.  —  Kdtyayani-mdhatmya, 

am,  n.  a  part  of  the  Skanda-purSna. 
Kdtydyaniya,  as,  d,  am,  composed  by  KStyayana ; 

e.  g  kdtydyaniya-s'dstratti, '  the  law-book  composed 
by  him;'  (as),  m.  a  pupil  of  KatySyana. 

K  kdtu,  us,  m.  a  cave ;  a  well  (?) ;  [cf 

kd-trina,  am,  n.  a  species  of  grass, 

Rohisha-trina ;  [cf.  kat-tri  no.] 

<*lr*  kdt-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute. 
-Tcartum  (fr.  kdt,  an  exclamation  of  abuse,  and  I.  krff, 
to  insult,  dishonour. 

Kdi-krita,  as,  a,  am,  dishonoured,  insulted. 

eitl^M0*  kdttreyaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kat-tri) 
produced  from  or  belonging  to  any  combination  o 
three  inferior  articles. 

kdtthakya,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic 

r.  katthaka),  N.  of  a  commentator. 

<*lr<4l«<«1  kdtydyana.     See  under  katlya. 

<*|xjc»i  kdthaka  and  kdthakya,  patronymics 
rom  Kathaka. 

kdthahtitka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kathan- 
*4d),  accomplished  with  difficulty. 

kdthika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  I.  kathd), 

>elonging  to  a  tale,  told  in  one;  knowing  stories; 

as),  m.  a  narrator  of  stories. 
kddamba,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

I  .  kad),  a  kind  of  goose  with  dark-grey  wings  (kala- 
hansa)  ;  a  drake  or  (according  to  some)  a  teal  ;  an 
arrow  ;  the  plant  Nauclea  Cadamba  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a 

a-pvfshpi;  (am),  n.  the  flower  of 
he  plant  Nauclea  Cadamba. 
Kddambaka,  as,  m.  an  arrow. 

Kddambim,  f.  a  long  line  or  bank  of  clouds. 

otil^g*.   kddambara,    as,    am,   m.  n.  the 
surface  or  skim  of  coagulated  milk  ;  (am,  z),  n.  f.  a 
spirituous  liquor  distilled  from  the  flowers  of  the 
iadamba  ;  the  rain-water  which  collects  in  clefts  or 

follow  places  of  the  tree  Nauclea  Cadamba  when  the 
flowers  are  in  perfection,  and  which  is  supposed  to  be 

impregnated  with  the  honey  ;  wine,  spirituous  liquor 
in  general  ;  the  fluid  which  issues  from  the  temples 
of  a  rutting  elephant;  (I),  f.  the  female  of  the 
Kokila  or  Indian  cuckoo;  the  female  of  another  bird, 

=  ialriliti,  i.e.  Turdus  Salica  ;  an  epithet  of  Saras- 
vatt  ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Citra-ratha  and  Madira; 

a  celebrated  work  of  VSna-bhatta,  called  '  Kadambari,' 
derives  its  name  from  her.  —  Kadamlian-vlja,  am, 
n.  ferment,  yeast,  whatever  occasions  fermentation. 

Kddambarya,  as,  m.  =  kadamba,  Nauclea  Ca- 
damba. 

Pqwi  kdddcitka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kadd- 

fid),  appearing  now  and  then,  produced  sometimes, 
occasional,  incidental.—  Kdda6it]ta-ta,  f.  the  state 

of  occurring  occasionally. 
r    kadi-krama-stuti,  a    work 

attributed  to  San-karacirya. 
Kddi-mata,  a  Tantra  work. 

ckl^TJ    kddraveya,   as,   m.    (fr.   kadru), 
epithet  of  the  Nagas  or  serpents  supposed  to  people 
the  lower  regions  ;    an  epithet  of  Arbuda  ;    also  of 

Kasarmra. 
cmr|cn  kanaka,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  kanaka), 

golden  ;  (am),  n.  the  seed  of  Croton  Jamalgota. 
«BT^<;  kdnada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Dhimarana. 
<mn>4  i.  kdnana,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

kan),  a  forest,  grove;  a  house.  —  Kanandri  (°na- 
ari),  is,  m.  a  species  of  the  Mimosa  tree,  Saml. 
—  Kdnanaultas  (°na-ok°),  as,  m.  the  inhabitant  of 
a  forest,  a  monkey  ;  [cf.  vanaukas.] 

'ZRT'T'T  2.  kdnana  (ka-dn°),  am,  n.  the  face 

of  BrahmS. 
oRT^ftrT  kdnita,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of 

Prithu-sravas. 
cJiHl'T  kdmna,  as,  I,  m.  f.  (fr.  kanma), 

the  son  or  daughter  of  a  young  or  unmarried  woman  ; 
an  epithet  of  Vyasa,  Kania,  and  Agnivesya  ;  (as,  a, 

am),  suitable  to  or  designed  for  the  eye-ball;  [cf. 

knniixika.~\ 
Kariiyaxa  (fr.  kanlyas),  less  in  number  (used 

only  in  plur.). 
oRRT  kanta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  2.  kam),  desired, 

loved,  dear  ;  pleasing,  agreeable  ;  lovely,  beautiful  ; 

(as),  m.  a  lover,  a  husband  ;  any  one  beloved  ;  the 
moon  ;  spring  ;  the  plant  Barringtonia  Acutangula 

[cf.  hijjala]  ',  iron  ;  stone  ;  a  precious  stone  (in 
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which  sense  it  is  compounded  with  surya,  fandra, 
and  ayas)  ;  an  epithet  of  Krishna,  and  of  Skanda  ; 
(a),  (.  a  beloved  or  lovely  woman,  a  wife,  a  mistress  ; 
the  earth;  N.  of  a  plant  (commonly  called  priyangu)  \ 

also  of  another  plant  (  =  ndgara-muita)  ;  large  car- 
damoms ;  a  kind  of  perfume  (see  renukd)  ;  N.  of  a 

metre  of  four  lines  of  seventeen  syllables  each  ;  (am), 
n.  saffron;  a  species  of  iron.  -•  Kanta-ta,  (.  or 
kdnta-tva,  am,  n.  loveliness,  beauty,  agreeableness. 

—  Kdnta-pakihin,  I,  m.  a  peacock  ('  the  beautiful 

bird  ').  •-  Kdnta-pushpa,  as,  m.  the  tree  Bauhinh 
Variegata,  mountain  ebony.  —  Kanta-mifra,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Kanta-loha,  am,  n.  the  loadstone. 
—  Kdnta-lauha,  of  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n.  steel  ;   [cf. 

loha-kdnta.]  —  Kdntdnghri-dohada  (°td-att°),  as, 
m.  the  tree  Jonesia  Asoka  (this  tree  being  supposed  to 
blossom  upon  coming  in  contact  with  the  foot  of  a 
handsome  female).  —  Kdntd-faraiia-doTiada,  as,  m. 
=  the  preceding.  —  Kdntdyasa  (ta-ayas),  am,  n.  the 
iron  stone;  [cf.  kanta-loha  and  ayas-kdnta.] 
Kdntaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Kdntalaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Cedrela  Toona,  com- 

monly Tunna,  the  wood  of  vhich  sometimes  resembles 
mahogany. 

Kdntiya,  nom.  A.  -yate,  -yitum,  to  behave  like 
a  lover. 

Kantl,  is,  f.  desire,  wish;  loveliness,  beauty; 
splendor;  female  beauty;  personal  decoration  or 
embellishment  ;  (in  rhetoric)  beauty  enhanced  by 
love;  a  lovely  or  desirable  woman,  personified  as 

wife  of  the  moon.  —  Kdnti-kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing 
beauty,  beautifying,  illuminating.  —  If  anti-da,  as,  a, 
am,  giving  beauty;  beautifying,  adorning;  (a),  f. 
the  plant  Serratula  Anthclmintika  ;  (am),  n.  bile, 

the  bilious  humor.  ••  Kdnti-ddyaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 
granting  beauty  ;  beautifying,  adorning  ;  (am),  n.  a 
fragrant  wood,  a  kind  of  Curcuma  from  the  root  of 
which  a  yellow  die  is  prepared,  C.  Zanthorrhiza. 

—  Kdnli-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  in  Nepal. 
—  Kdnti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  lovely,  beautiful,  splen- 

did ;  (it),  (.,  N.  of  a  metre  ;  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Kdnti- 
mat-td,  f.  loveliness,  beauty.  ̂   Kdnti-kara,  as,  i, 
am,  destroying  beauty,  making  ugly,  dulling,  dim- 

ming. —  Kdnti^nagarl,  f.  (for  kdnti-n°),  N.  of  a 
city  of  the  north  ;  [cf.  kanti-pura], 
Kantika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

<*l*flTC.  kdntdra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  wood  or 
large  forest  ;  a  bad  or  difficult  road  ;  a  hole,  a  cavity; 
(as),  m.  a  red  variety  of  the  sugar-cane  ;  a  bamboo  ; 
mountain  ebony,  Bauhinia  Variegata  ;  (i),  f.  a  kind 

of  sugar-cane  ;  (am),  n.  a  symptom  or  symptomatic 
disease,  a  lotus.  —  Kdntdra-ga,  as,  d,  am,  who  or 
what  goes  into  a  wood.  —  Kdntdra-patha,  as,  m. 
a  forest-way.  —  Kdntdra-pathika,  as,  i,  am,  con- 

veyed on  difficult  forest  roads.  —Kdntdra-vdsint,  f. 

an  epithet  of  Durga1. 
Kdntdraka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sugar-cane;  (as), 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people;  (ikd),  (.  a  kind  of  bee. 

<=m*rnrHlsi  kdntotpddd,  f.  (for  kdntotpd- 
dd  ?),  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  twelve 
syllables  each. 

41  '^<*  kdnthaka  fr.  kantha,  N.  of  a  place 
on  the  river  Varnu. 

kundava,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kandu), 
roasted  or  baked,  in  an  iron  pan  or  oven,  as  bread, 
cakes,  &c. 

Kdndavika,  as,  t,  am,  employed  in  baking; 
(as),  m.  a  baker. 

^n^ifiH  kdndd-msha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a 
species  of  poison. 

cmPn^SI  kdndis,  k,  k,  k,  or  kdndisika,  as,  d, 

am,  put  to  flight,  running  away,  flying;  (fr.  kdtn 

diiam,  '  to  which  region'  shall  I  fly  ?).  —  Kdndig- 
bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  run  away. 

<*|*^«JTI  kdnyakubja,  am,  n.  =  kanya- 
kubja,  N.  of  a  town  ;  (I),  f,  a  princess  or  a  female 
inhabitant  of  this  town. 

<*!•*(  ni  kdnyajd,  f.  a  kind  of  perfume, 
commonly  Nsll. 

<*I44=(  kdpatava,  a  patronymic  from  Ka- 

patu. 
Kdpatavaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  coming  from  the 

KSpatavas. 

OWM(<<*  kdpatika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kapata), 
fraudulent,  dishonest;  wicked,  perverse,  bad;  (as), 
m.  a  flatterer,  a  parasite ;  a  student,  a  scholar. 

Kdpa/ya,  am,  n.  wickedness,  dishonesty,  fraud. 

^il^N  kd-patha,  as,  m.  a  bad  road ;  bad 

ways ;  (am),  n.  the  fragrant  root  of  Andropogon 
Muricatus;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  DSnava. 

oTRT  kdpd,  f.,  Ved.  a  call  (?). 

<*TMlrt  kdpdla,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kapdla),  re- 
lating to  the  skull  or  cranium ;  made  of  skulls ;  (as), 

m.  a  follower  of  a  certain  Saiva  sect  [cf.  the  follow- 
ing] ;  the  plant  Cucumis  Utilissimus ;  (i),  f.  a  clever 

woman ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  leprosy. 

Kapdlika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  or  belonging  to 
the  skull ;  (as),  m.  a  worshipper  of  Siva  of  the  left- 
hand  order,  characterized  by  carrying  skulls  of  men 
as  ornaments  and  by  eating  and  drinking  from  them  ; 
N.  of  a  mixed  caste;  (as,  i,  am),  peculiar  to  a 
KapSlika. 
Kdpdlin,  I,  m.  a  N.  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  son  of 

Krishna  and  Yaudhishthiri. 

<*iri|«ti  kapika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kapi),  shaped 
or  behaving  like  a  monkey. 

Edpittha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kapittha),  belonging  to 
the  tree  Feronia  Elephantum. 
Kdpitthaka,  N.  of  a  place. 

Kdpila,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  kapiJa),  peculiar  or  be- 
longing to  Kapila  (or  Vishnu),  derived  from  him ;  of 

a  tawny  colour;  (as),  m.  a  follower  of  the  San-khya 
system  of  philosophy  which  was  founded  by  Kapila ; 
tawny  (the  colour) ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-pur5na. 

Rdpileya,  a  patronymic  from  Kapila  or  a  metro- 
nymic from  Kapila. 

Kdpiiiana,  as,  m.  (fr.  kapi-vana),  N.  of  a 
festival  lasting  two  days. 

Kdpifa,  am,  n.  (fr.  kapifa),  a  spirituous  liquor, 
wine ;  (»),  f.,  N.  of  a  country. 

Kapiidyana,  as,  I,  am,  coming  from  Kapisa 
(e.  g.  madha,  honey,  or  drdkshd,  grape) ;  (as),  m.  a 
patronymic;  (am),  n.  a  spirituous  liquor;  a  deity. 

Kdptieya,  as,  m.  (fr.  kapts'd),  a  PiSada,  an  imp 
or  goblin 

Ka/ii#hf!iala,as,  m. a  patronymic  fr.lcapishlhala; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people;  [cf.  Ka./j.(3irrOu\oi.) 
Kdpt,{.,  N.  of  a  woman  ;  N.  of  a  river. 

Kdpeya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kapi),  belonging  to  or  re- 
lating to  or  peculiar  to  a  monkey ;  a  patronymic  fr. 

kapi  (a  descendant  of  An-giras  being  meant) ;  (am), 
n.  the  monkey  species  ;  monkey  tricks. 

Kdpya,  as,  d,  am,  a  patronymic  fr.  kapi  (a  de- 
scendant of  Aitgiras  being  meant). 

oni^tjH  kd-purusha,  as,  m.  a  mean  con- 
temptible man,  a  coward,  a  wretch;  (an,  d,  am), 

cowardly,  miserable,  mean.  —  Kdpurusha-ta,  f.  or 
kdpurusha-tva,  am,  n.  meanness,  cowardliness. 
Kdpurushya,  am,  n.  cowardice,  meanness. 

<*lMin  kapota,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  kapota),  pecu- 
liar to  a  pigeon;  of  the  colour  of  a  pigeon,  grey,  of 

a  dirty  white  colour;  (as),  m.  grey  (the  colour), 
a  dirty  white  colour ;  natron,  fossil  alkali ;  antimony 
considered  as  a  collyrium  or  application  to  the  eyes ; 
((),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  (am),  n.  a  flock  of  pigeons ; 

antimony. —Kdpotdnjana  (°ta-an°),  am,  n.  anti- 
mony especially  considered  as  a  collyrium  or  applica- 

tion to  the  eyes. 

Kdpotaka,  ds,m.  pi. the  inhabitants  ofKapotaktyS. 

Kdpotapdkya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  KapotapSkas. 

«mvH«ii<  kdpyakara,  as,  m.  (kdpya  ?-kara), 
a  penitent,  one  who  acknowledges  his  faults. 

Kdpya-kdra,  as,  m.  avowal  or  confession  of  sin  ; 
a  penitent,  one  who  confesses  a  crime. 

<*IHIP>  kdphala,  as,  m.  a  bitter  seed.     See 
katphala, 

=nri  q  kdbava,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  epithet  of 
evil  spirits. 

T  kdm,  ind.  an   interjection   used   in 

calling  out  to  another. 

'3RTH  kdma,  as,  m.  (fr.  2.  kam),  wish,  desire, 

longing  (e.  g.  prdpta-kdma,  one  who  has  gained 
his  wish),  affection,  love,  the  object  of  desire  or  love, 
the  god  of  desire  generally  ;  Love,  the  god  of  love 
(son  of  Dharma  and  husband  of  Rati  or,  according 
to  other  authorities,  son  of  Brahma  or  San-kalpa)  ;  a 
N.  of  Agni  in  the  Veda  (either  because  he  desires  to 
consume  all  things  or  because  he  makes  requests  to 

the  gods  in  behalf  of  man)  ;  a  N.  of  Bala-deva  [cf. 

kdma-pdla]  ;  a  species  of  the  mango  tree  (  =  mahd- 
rdja-<!uta}  ;  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of 
two  long  syllables  each  ;  N.  of  a  prince  ;  (at  the  end 
of  compounds)  having  a  desire  for,  desiring  (e.  g. 

go-kdma,  desiring  cows;  dharma-kdma,  desiring 
justice  ;  tyalitu-kdma,  having  a  desire  to  leave  ;  see 
Gram.  871).  After  the  phrase  kdmo  me,  '  my  desire 
is,'  the  potential  may  be  used  ;  e.  g.  kdmo  me 
b/utnjita  bhavdn,  my  wish  is  that  you  should  eat  ; 
(a),  f.  wish,  desire  [cf.  kdmayd]  ;  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  Prithu-Sravas  and  wife  of  Ayuta-nSyin  ;  (am),  n. 
object  of  desire;  semen  virile;  N.  ofaTlrtha;  (as, 

d,am),  Ved.  wishing,  desiring.  Kdmena  or  kdmdt, 

ind.  out  of  affection  or  love  for,  of  one's  own  accord, 
intentionally  ;  kdmdya  or  kame,  ind.  according  to 

one's  desire  ;  out  of  love  for  (with  gen.  or  dat.  case). 
—  Kdma-kctr£ana  in  a-kama-kardana,  q.  v.  —  Kd- 
ma-kald,  (.  an  epithet  of  Rati,  the  wife  of  Kama. 

"Kdma-kdti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  requesting  the  fulfil- 
ment of  a  wish  ;   (S5y.)  uttering  wishes.  ••  Kdma- 

kdma,  as,  d,  am,  or  kdma-kdmin,  t,  inl,  i,  wish- 
ing wishes;  following  the  dictates  of  passion-  or  desire. 

~  Kdma-kdra,  as,  m.  voluntary  action,  the  act  of 

following  one's  own  inclinations,  spontaneous  deed  ; 
the  operation  or  influence  of  desire,  desire  ;  (as,  f, 

am),  following  one's  own  inclinations,  indulging  one's 
desires.  —  Kdmakdra-tas,  ind.  according  to   one's 
desires  or   inclinations.  —  Kdma-kiita,  as,  m.  the 
paramour  of  a  harlot;    wanton   caresses,   harlotry. 
—  Kdma-keli,  w,  m.  amorous  sport,  a  euphemistic 

term  for  sexual  intercourse  ;  (is,  is,  »'),  having  amo- 
rous  sport,    libidinous,  wanton.  —  Kdmo-kndd,   f. 

amorous  sport,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines 

of  fifteen  long  syllables  each.  —  Kdma-kfiadga-dala, 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant  ;  [cf.  svarna-ketakt.]  ~  Kdma-ga, 

as,  d,  am,  going  or  coming  of  one's  own  accord,  able to  move  or  act  as  one  pleases;  (a),  f.  a  libidinous 
woman.  —  Kdma-yati,  is,  is,  i,orkdma-gain(t,Q8, 

d,  am,  or  kdma-gdmin,  i,  inl,  i,  =kama-ga  above  ; 
(kdma-gamds),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  deities  of 
the  eleventh  Manvantara.  —  Kama-gin,  is,  m.,  N. 
of  a  mountain.  —  Kdma-guna,  as,  m.  the  quality  of 
desire,  passion,  affection  ;  satiety,  perfect  enjoyment  ; 
an  object  of  sense.  —  Kdnna-tara,  as,  d,  am,  mov- 

ing freely,  unchecked,  unrestrained.  —  Kdma-famna, 
am,  n.  free  or  unchecked  motion.  —  KdmaSara-tva, 

am,  n.  unrestrainedness.  —  .Kawia-c'aj'a,  as,  a,  am, 

moving  freely,    following  one's   own   pleasure,  un- 
checked, unrestrained  ;    (as),  m.  free,  unrestrained 

motion  ;  independant,  spontaneous  action  ;  following 

one's  own  wishes  or  pleasures,  sensuality,  selfishness. 

—  Kdmatdra-ias,  ind.  according  to  one's  inclina- tion. —  Kdma-ddrin,  i,  inl,  i,  moving  according  to 

one's    inclination,  acting   unrestrainedly  ;    behaving 
freely   towards   women,   desirous,    libidinous;    self- 
willed;  (as},  m.  a  sparrow;  an  epithet  ofGaruda, 
the  bird  of  Vishnu.  —  Kdma-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced 

or  caused  by  passion  or  desire  ;  (a  son)  engendered  in 
love  ;  (as),  m.  the  son  of  Kama,  i.  e.  Aniruddha. 
—  Kdma-jdna,   as,   m.  or  (according  to   another 

reading)  kdma-jani,  is,  m.  the  Indian  cuckoo  ;  '[cf. 
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kdma-tdla.]  —  Kdma-jdla  =  kdma-tdla.  —  Kama- 
jit,  t,  t,  t,  conquering  desire  ;  an  epithet  of  Skanda. 
••  Kdmu-jyesh(ha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  desire 
(personified)  at  the  head ;  led  by  Kama.  ••  Kama- 
tantra,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Kama-tarn,  us,  m.  the 
god  of  love  considered  as  a  tree  or  parasitical  plant ; 

[cf.  kdma-vriksha.]  —  Kama-toe,  ind.  according  to 
wish  or  affection,  passionately,  from  passion  or  feel- 

ing (opposed  to  dharma-tas) ;  of  one's  own  accord, 
willingly,  intentionally,  by  consent.  —  Kdma-tdla, 
as,  m.  the  Indian  cuckoo,  (the  song  of  this  bird  being 

poetically  considered  as  an  incentive  to  love.)  —  Kama- 
da,  as,  a,  am,  giving  what  is  wished,  granting  de- 

sires ;  an  epithet  of  the  sun,  and  of  Skinda ;  (a),  (. 
a  fabulous  cow,  the  cow  of  plenty;  N.  of  a  woman. 
—  Kdma-duttd,  f.  title  of  a  work.  —  Kdma-dattikd, 

{.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Kdma-daminl,  (.  '  taming 
love,'  N.  of  a  libidinous  woman  in  the  ParWatantra. 
— Kdma-dambhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ka- 
ma-dardana,  as,  i,  am,  looking  lovely.  —  Kama- 
dugha,  at,  a,  am,  milking  all  desires,  i.  e.  yielding 
what  one  wishes ;  (a),  f.  the  cow  of  plenty,  a  fabu- 

lous cow  yielding  all  desires.  —  Kama-dun,  -dhuk, 
f.  and  kdma-duhd,  f.  the  cow  of  plenty.  —  Kama- 
dutikd,  f.  the  plant  Tiaridium  Indicum.  —  Kama- 
dull,  f.  the  female  of  the  Indian  cuckoo ;  the  plant 

Bignonia  Suaveolens.  —  Kdma-deva,  as,  m.  the  god 
of  love   (according   to   some  authorities  a  son  of 
Sahishnu  and  YaSo-dhari) ;  also  a  N.  of  Siva ;  N. 
of  a  poet ;  N.  of  a  king  of  Jayantlpur! ;  N.  of  the 

author  of  the  Prayas'c'itta-paddhati.  —  Kdma-dohin,  i, 
ini,  i,  yielding  desires;   an  epithet  of  the  cow  of 

plenty,  which  belonged  to  Vasishtha.  —  Kama-dka- 
rana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  procuring  what  is  desired,  fulfil- 

ment of  deiire.  —  Kdmn-dhdtu,  us,  m.  the  region 

of  the  wishes,  the  seat  of  the  Kamavac'aras.  —  Kama- 
dhetiu,  ns,  f.  the  cow  of  plenty,  a  cow  belonging  to 
the  sage  Vasishtha,  yielding  all  desires ;   title  of  a 
commentary  of  Vopadeva  on  his  Kavi-kalpadruma, 
also  called   Kavya-kimadhenu.  —  Kdmadhenu-tan- 
tra,  am,  n.  title  of  a  work  on  the  mystical  significa- 

tion of  the  letters  of  the  alphabet.  —  Kdma-dhvawin, 

I,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  as '  subduing  the  god  of  love.' 
—  Kdma-ndiaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  destroying  irregular 
desires,  subduing   any  sensual   appetite.  —  Kaman- 
dhamin,   i,   m.   a  brazier ;   [cf.   kdranflhamin.] 

—  Kdma-pati,  is,  m.  the  lord  of  desires.  —  Kdma- 
patni,  f.  the  wife  of  Kama,  i.e.  Rati.  —  Kdma- 
pdla,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Bala-deva ;  also  of  Siva ;  N. 
of  a  man.  —  Kdma-pidita,  as,  a,  am,  tormented 
with  lust  or  irregular  desires.  —  Kdma-pura,  as,  a, 
am,  fulfilling  wishes,  granting  desires.  —  Kdma-pra, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  granting  desires ;  (am),  n.  the  ftilfil- 
ling  of  a  desire.  —  Kdma-prada,  as,  a,  am,  granting 

desires ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  coitus.  —  Kdma-pras'na, 
as,  m.  questioning  as  one  pleases,  asking  unrestrain- 

edly. —  Kdma-prastha,    as,   m.,   N.   of  a   town. 
—  Kdmapri,  is,  m.  (fr.  kdma-pra),  Ved.  a  patro- 

nymic of  Marutta ;   (Siy.)  •  whose  wishes  are  ful- 
filled.'— Kdma-phala,    as,    m.   a   species   of  the 

mango  tree.  —  Kdma-baddha,  as,  d,  am,  bound  by 
love;  (am),  n.  a  v/ood.  —  Kdma-bhaksha  or  kd- 
ma-bhakxhya,  as,  d,  am,  eating  anything  or  every- 

thing. —  Kdma-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  partaking  of  sensual 
enjoyment.  —  Kdma-bhoga,  as,  m.  gratification  of 
desire*,  sensual  gratification  (always  used  in  plur.). 
« Kdma-matijari,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Kdma- 
maya,  as,  t,  am,  consisting  of  desire,  answering  all 
desires.  —  Kdma-mardana,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Siva, 

'  the  destroyer  of  the  god  of  love.'  —  Kdma-maha, 
as,  m.  the  festival  of  the  god  of  love  (on  the  day  of 
full  moon  in  month  Caitra  or  March-April).  —  Kd- 

ma-mdlin,  t,  m.  epithet  of  GaneSa.  —  Kdma-miidha, 
as,  d,  am,  infatuated  by  lust.  -  Kama-muta,  as, 
d,   am,  Ved.   strongly  affected  by  love.  —  Kdma- 
mohita,  as,  d,  am,  overcome  by   or   intoxicated 
with  desire,  love,  or  passion.  —  Kama-rasa,  as,  m. 
seminal  effusion.  —  Kdma-rasika,  as,  i,  am,  libidi- 

nous. —  Kdma^rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Kdma- 
rujia,  am,  n.  a  shape  changing  at  will ;  (as,  d,  am), 
taking  any  shape  at  will ;  beautiful,  pleasing;  (as  or 

as),  m.  sing,  or  pi.  a  district  lying  east  of  Bengal,  the  j 
western  portion  of  Assam. ~  Kdmnriipa-dha ra ,  ax, 

a,  am,  taking  any  shape  at  will.  —  Kdmarupa-pati, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  work  SaradS- 

tilaka.  —  Kdmurupin ,  i,  ini,  »',  taking  any  shape  at 
will;  pleasing,  beautiful;  (i),  m.  a  puli-cat;  a  boar; 
a  VidySdhara,  a  kind  of  subordinate  deity ;  (ini),  f. 

the  plant  Physalis  Flexuosa.  —  Kdma-rekhd,  f.  a  harlot, 

a  courtezan ;  [cf.  kdma-lekhd.]  —  Kdma-latd,  f.mem- 
brum  virile ;  the  plant  Ipomcea.  —  Kdma-lekhd,  (.  a 
harlot,  a  courtezan ;  [cf.  kdma-rekhd.]  —  Kdma-lola, 
as,  d,  am,  overcome  with  desire  or  passion.  —  Kdma- 
vat,dn,atl,at,bemg  in  love, enamoured,  wanton;  con- 

taining the  word  Kama;  (ti),  f.  a  species  of  Curcuma 

[cf.  ddru-haridrd] ;  N.  of  a  town.  —  Kdma-vara, 
as,  m.  a  gift  chosen  at  will.  —  Kdma-rallabha,  as, 
m.  spring ;  the  mango  tree ;  (a),  f.  moonlight. 
—  Kama-nada,  as,  m.  subjection  to  love.  —  Kdma- 
vafya,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  subjection  to  the  god  of 
love,  enamoured.  —  Kdma-vdna,  as,  m.  an  arrow  of 
Kama-deva,  the  deity  of.love.  —  Kdma-vdda,  as,  d, 

am,  saying  anything  at  pleasure.  —  Kama-vdsin,  t, 

ini,  i,  choosing  one's  residence  at  will.  ••  Kdma.- 
viddha,  as,  d,  am,  wounded  by  the  god  of  love ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kama-vihantri,  td,  tri, 
tri,  disappointing  desires.  —  Kdma-virya,  as,  a,  am, 
displaying  heroism  at  will,  an  epithet  of  Garuda. 
—  Kdma-vriksha,  as,  m.  a  parisitical  plant  (= van- 
ddka).  —  Kdma-vritta,  as,  d,  am,  indulging  desires, 
licentious,  dissipated,  debauched.  —  Kdma-vriddhi, 
is,  f.  increase  of  desire  or  passion ;  (is,  is,  i),  in- 

creasing love ;  (M),  m.  a  shrub,  called  in  KarnStaka 
KSma-ja,  of  supposed  aphrodisiac  properties.  —  Kd- 
ma-vrtntd,  f.  the  trumpet  flower,  Bignonia  Suave- 

olens. —  Kama-fora,  as,  m.  love's  shaft ;  the  mango 
tree.  —  Kdma-idstra,  am,  n.  a  manual  of  pleasure 
or  of  love,  title  of  a  work  of  VatsySyana.  —  Kdma- 
samyoga,  as,    m.   attainment   of  desired  objects. 
—  Kdma-sakha,  as,  m.  spring;  the  month  Caitra; 
the  mango  tree.  —  Kdma-samuha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work  of  Ananta.  —  Kdma-suta,  as,  m.  the  son  of 

Kama-deva,  god  of  love,  i.  e.  Aniruddha.  —  Kdma- 
su,  us,  us,  u,  granting  wishes.  —  Kdma-sutra,  N.  of 

a    love-manual    by  VatsySyana.  —  A'amo-sena,  OS, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  KSmavatI;  (a),  f.  the  wife  of 
Nidhipati.  —  Kama-haituka,  as,  i,  am,  caused  or 
produced  by  mere  desire,  without  any  real  cause ;  of 

one's  own  accord.  —  Kdmdkshi  (°ma-ak°),  f.  a  form 
of  Durga.  —  Kdmdkhyd  (°ma-dkh°),  f.  a  form  of 
DurgS.  —  Kdmagni  (  ma-ag"),  is,  m.  the  fire  of 
love,  passion,  lust,  violent  desire.  •-  Kdmdgni-sandi- 
pana,  am,  n.  kindling  the  fire  of  lust,  an  aphro- 

disiac. —  Kdmdnkuta  (Oma-a»°),  as,  m.  a  finger- 
nail; the  membrum  virile.  —  KdmCutga  (°ma-a>t°), 

as,  m.  the  mango  tree,  Mangifera  Indica.  —  Kdmd- 

tura  (°ma-dt°),  as,  d,  am,  love-sick,  in  love,  affected 
by  love  or  desire.  —  Kdmdtma-td,  f.  passion,  lust; 

wish,  desire.  —  Kdmdtman  (°ma-dt°),  d,  d,  a,  whose 
very  essence  is  desire,  consisting  of  desire,  libidi- 

nous, licentious;  desiring,  wishing  for;  enamoured. 

—  Kdmddhikdra  (°ma-adh°),  as,  m.  the  influence 
of  passion  or  desire,  aspiration ;  that  part  of  a  Sastra 
which  relates  to  human  wishes  or  desires.  —  Kdmd- 

dhishthita  (°ma-adh°),  as,  d,  am,  influenced  or 
overcome  by  love.  —  Kdmdnala  (°ma-an°),  as, 
m.   the    fire   of  love,   passion,  lust,   violent  desire. 

—  Kdmdndha  (°ma-an°),  as,  m.  the  Indian  cuckoo 

(blind  from  love) ;  (a),  f.  musk.  —  Kdmdnnin  (°ma- 
an°),  i,  ini,  i,  having   food   at   will.  —  Kdmdbki- 
kama  (°ma-abh°),  as,  d,  am,  lustful.  —  Kdmdyuilha 
(°ma-dy°),  am,  n.  the  weapon  or  arrow  of  the  god 
of  love  ;  membrum  virile  ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  the 

mango  tree.  —  Kdmat/us  ("ma-dy"),  ns,  m.  a  vul- 
ture;   an  epithet  of  Garuda,  the   bird   of  Vishnu. 

—  Kdmdranya  (°ma-ar9),  am,  n.  a  pleasing  grove 
or  wood.  —  Kamdri  (°ma-ar{),  is,  m.  a  mineral 
substance  used  in  medicine,  a  sort  of  pyrites  (see 

vi/a-mdkehika) ;   an  epithet  of  Siva,  the  foe  or 

conqueror  of  the  god  of  love.  —  Kdmdrta  ("mo-  i 

dr°),  as,  d,  am,  afflicted  by  love  or  passion,  in  love.  ' 
—  Kdmdrthin  (°ma-ar°),  i,  ini,  i,  lascivious, wanton,  , 

amorous.  —  Kdmdrafara  (°ma-av°),  as,  m.  pi.  a 
class  of  deities  (with  Buddhists).  —  Kdmdvatdra 

(°ma-av°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four 
lines  of  six  syllables  each  ;  N.  of  a  work.  —  Kdmd- 

vasdya  (°ma-av°),  as,  m.  suppression  or  mortifi- 
cation of  the  passions,  coldness,  stoicism.  —  Kdmd- 

vasiyi-td,  f.  or  kdmdrasdyi-tva,  am,  n.  the  power 
of  suppressing  desire,  self-denial  or  mortification  (one 
of  the  eight  supernatural  faculties  of  Siva).— Kamd- 
msdyitri,  td,  in,  tri,  who  or  what  suppresses  or 
destroys  passion  or  desire.  —  Kdmdvasdyin,  i,  ini, 
i,  one  who  suppresses  desire,  destructive  of  love  or 

desire.  —  Kdmd^ana  ("ma-as"0),  am,  n.  eating  at 

will,  unrestrained  enjoyment.  —  Kdmas'rama  (°ma- 
af),  as,  m.  or  kdmds'rama-pada,  am,  n.  the  her- 

mitage of  the  god  of  love.  —  Kdmdsakta  (°ma-ds°), 
as,  d,  am,  overcome  with  desire  or  passion,  im- 

passioned, in  love.  —  Kdmdeakti  (°ma-ds°),  is,  f. 
passion,  desire. —  7i"a»ic^>SM  (°ma-ip0),  us,  us,  u, 
striving  to  obtain  the  fulfilment  of  a  desire. —Kdmc- 

ivara  (°ma-is°),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Kuvera. 
—  Kdmodaka  (°ma-ud°),  am,  n.  a  voluntary  obla- 

tion of  water ;  oblation  of  water  to  deceased  friends 

&c.  exclusive  of  those  for  whom  it  is  directed  by  law. 

—  Kdmodd,  f.  a  RSgim,  one  of  the  female  personi- 

fications of  the  musical  notes.  —  Kdmopahata  (°»na- 

up°),  as,  d,  am,  overcome  with  passion  or  desire. 
—  Kdmopahata-dittdnga  (°ma-up°),  as,  d,  am, 
one  whose  mind  and  body  are  overcome  with  love. 

Kdmana,  as,  d,  am,  lustful,  libidinous,  desirous ; 

(a),  f.  desire,  wish. Kdmam,  ind.  (ace.  c.  of  itama),  according  to  wish 
or  .  desire,  according  to  inclination ;  agreeably  to 
desire ;  at  will ;  willingly,  joyfully ;  (as  a  particle  of 
assent)  well,  very  well;  granted;  admitted  that; 
indeed,  really,  surely;  (implying  at  the  same  time 
a  contradiction  to  what  precedes)  but  really,  but. 

Kdmam — na  or  kdmam — na  tu,  rather — than 
(with  pot.  or  impv.  or  fut.  pass,  part.,  e.  g.  kdmam 
a  marandt  tishthed  grihe  kanyd — na  endm  pra- 

yaMhet  tu  guna-hindya,  '  rather  should  a  girl  stay 
at  home  till  her  death,  than  that  he  should  give  her 

to  one  void  of  excellent  qualities')  ;  in  this  sense  the 
negative  sentence  with  na  or  na  tu  may  also  pre- 

cede or  its  place  may  occasionally  be  taken  by  an 
interrogative  sentence  (e.  g.  kdmam  nayatu  mam 

dei'alf  kim  ardhena  dtmnno  hi  me,  '  rather  let  the 
god  take  me,  what  is  the  use  to  me  of  half  my 

existence?').  Kdmam — tu,  or  kdmam — kim  tu, 
or  kdmam — athapi,  or  kdmam — tathdpi,  or  kd- 

mam— jmnar,  well,  indeed,  surely,  granted — how- 
ever, notwithstanding,  nevertheless  (e.  g.  kdmam 

tvayd  parityaktd  gamishydmi — imam  tu  balam 
santyaktum  ndrhast,  '  granted  that  forsaken  by 
thee  I  shall  go — this  child  however  thou  must  not 

forsake ;'  or  the  disjunctive  particles  are  left  out  alto- 
gether).— Kdman-gdmin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  at  will; 

going  or  coming  according  to  one's  inclination  or  of one's  own  accord. 

Kdmayd,  ind.  (inst.  c.  of  an  obsolete  base  kamd), 
only  used  with  bruhi  or  prabruhi  (e.  g.  kdmayd 

me  bruhi  dcva  kas  tvam,  '  for  love  of  me,  say,  O 

god,  who  thou  art'). Kdmayana,  as,  d,  am,  desiring. 

Kamayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  libidinous,  lustful,  desirous. 
Kdmala,  as,  d,  am,  libidinous,  lustful ;  (as),  m. 

spring  ;  dry  and  sterile  soil,  a  desert ;  (as,  d),  m.  f. 
a  form  of  jaundice,  excessive  secretion  or  obstruction 
of  bile;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a 

daughter  of  Renu,  also  called  RenukS. 
Kdmaldyana  or  kdmaldyairi  (a  patronymic  fr. 

kamala),  an  epithet  of  the  Upakosalas. 
Kdmali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  VaiSampSyana. 
Kdmaiin,  i,  ini,  i,  suffering  from  jaundice ;  (inas), 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  derived  from  Kamali(?). 
Kami,  is,  m.  a  libidinous  man,  a  lecher ;  (is),  f. 

an  epithet  of  Rati,  the  wife  of  the  god  of  love. 

Kdmika,  as,  d,  am,  desired,  wished  for,  one 
whose  desires  are  fulfilled  ;  (at  the  end  of  a  compound) 

relating  to  or  connected  with  a  desire  or  wish ;  (as), 
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m.  a  kind  of  aquatic  bird,  a  wild  duck  (kdrandava) ; 
(d),  f.  a  mystical  N.  of  the  letter  <. 

Kamita,  as,  a,  am,  wished,  desired ;  (am),  n.  a 
wish,  desire. 

Kdmin,  i,  irii,  i,  desirous,  cupidinous ;  loving,  fond, 
impassioned,  wanton;  («),  m.  a  lover,  an  uxorious 
husband  ;  N.  of  several  birds,  the  ruddy  goose,  Anas 
Casaca ;  a  pigeon  ;  Ardea  Sibirica ;  a  sparrow ;  an 
epithet  of  Siva ;  the  moon  (?) ;  (ini),  {.  a  loving  or 
affectionate  woman,  a  timid  woman ;  a  woman  in 
general ;  a  climbing  parasitical  plant ;  a  species  o 
Curcuma ;  spirituous  liquor.  —  Kdmi-td,  f.  or  kdmi- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  a  lover,  love,  desire.  —  Kd- 

mim-kdnta,  as  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a 
metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  six  syllables  each 

—  Kdmtriis'a  (°rii-i£a),  as,  m.  the  plant  Hyper- 
anthera  Moringa  (Jobhdnjana). 

Kdmma  or  kdmila,  as,  m.  the  plant  Areca  Tri- 
andra. 

KdmuJsa,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  wishing,  desirous; 

loving;  cupidinous,  lustful,  libidinous;  (as),  m,  a 

lover*  a  sparrow;  the  plant  Jonesia  Asoka;  the 
creeping  plant  Gasrtnera  Racemosa ;  a  bow  (?) ;  (a), 
f.  a  woman  desirous  of  wealth,  food,  &c. ;  (t),  f.  a 
libidinous  or  lustful  woman.  —  Kdmuka-kdntd,  f. 
the  plant  Gsertnera  Racemosa.  —  Kdmuka-tva,  am, 
n.  desire. 

Kdmukdyana,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  kdmuka), 
N.  of  a  teacher. 

I.  kimya,  nom.P.kdmyati  (in  composition  with 

an  object),  to  have  a  desire  for  (e.  g.  putra-kdmyati, 
to  have  a  desire  for  children). 

1,  Icamya,  as,  d,  am,  desirable,  beautiful ;  amiable, 
lovely,  agreeable;  optional,  supererogatory,  performed 
for  some  particular  object  and  opposed  to  the  nitya- 
Icarma  or  fixed  and  indispensable  observance ;  relating 
to  desire,  will,  &c.,  done  through  lust  or  passion ;  per- 

formed through  the  desire  of  some  advantage  (as  a 
religious  ceremony  &c.) ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras, 
a  daughter  of  Kardama.  —  Kdmya-ltarman,  a,  n. 
rites  performed  with  a  view  to  future  fruition.  —  Kd- 

mya-gir,  ir,  f.  a  pleasing  sound,  an  agreeable  speech 
or  song.  —  Kdmya-td,  (.  loveliness,  beauty.  —  Kd- 
mya-tva,  am,  n.  love,  desire ;  supererogation,  will, 
pleasure.  —  Kdmya-ddna,  am,  n.  an  acceptable  or 
desirable  gift,  a  voluntary  gift.  —  Kdmya-marana, 
am,  n.  voluntary  death,  suicide.  —  Kdmya-vrata, 

am,  n.  a  voluntary  vow.  —  Kdmyabhiprdya,  (°ya- 
abh°),  as,  m.  self-interested  motive  or  purpose. 
Kdmyaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  wood  ;  also  of  a  lake. 

Kdmyd,  f.  wish,  desire,  longing  for,  striving  after, 
will,  intention ;  (generally  compounded  with  an  object, 

e.  g.  pwtra-kdmyaya,  through  desire  for  a  son ;  yat- 
kdmyd,  irreg.  inst.  c.  with  which  intention.) 

*i*i«  kdmatha,  as,  z,  am  (fir.   kamatha), 
peculiar  to  the  tortoise. 

Kdmathaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga. 

^ii»t<!Srtq  kumandalava,  am,  n.  (fr.  kaman- 
dalu),  the  business  or  trade  of  a  potter. 

Kdmandaleya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  fr.  kantan- 
daln  or  kamandalU  (a  species  of  quadruped). 

<nm<^r««  kdmandaki,  is,  m.  a  patronymic 
fr.  kamamlaJca;  (?),  f,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  priestess. 

'*  iH  ( irt <*  [  kdmdlikd, {.  a  spirituous  liquor. 
°inileg  kdmdlu,  us,  m.  the  tree  Bauhinia 

Variegata  (  —  rakta-kdii<!ana). 

3ili**trt  kdmpila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country 
believed  to  be  situated  in  the  north  of  India ;  (i),  f. 
the  capital  of  that  region. 
Kdmpilya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  town  of  the  PaMalas 

or  N.  of  a  region ;  N.  of  one  of  the  five  sons  of 

Hary-asva  or  BharmySsva,  called  collectively  PaWalas; 
N.  of  a  plant  [cf.  kampila  and  kdmpila],  a  perfume, 
commonly  called  Sunda  Ro6ml. 

Kdmpilla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  a  perfume  and 
drug  so  called  ;  N.  of  a  country  said  to  be  in  the 
north-west  of  India. 

Kdmpillaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  medicinal  substance  , 

(ikd),  (.  a  drug  and  perfume,  commonly  Sunda 
Recant. 

Kdmpila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  [cf.  the  preced- 
ing] ;  N.  of  a  town  (?)  ;  (as,  i,  am),  derived  from 

this  plant.  —  Kdmpila-vdsin,  i,  irii,  i,  living  in  the 
town  Kamplla. 

Kdmpllaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant. 

^nifc3  kambala,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kambala), 

covered  with  a  woollen  blanket  ;  (as),  m.  a  carriage 
covered  with  a  woollen  doth  or  blanket. 

<tigfc5^i  kdmbalika,  as,  m.  a  sour  dish 

prepared  with  milk,  whey,  and  vinegar  ;  gruel,  barley- 
water,  &c. 

smgficn  kdmbavlka,  as,  m.  (fr.  kambu),  a 
dealer  in  shells,  a  vender  of  shell-ornaments. 

oftltl^M  kambukd,  f.  =  kambnkd,  the  plant 

Physalis  Flexuosa  (  =as~va-gandhd). 
kdmbuva,  as  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n.  (?), 

N.  of  a  region. 

<*ligl*T  kamboja,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kamboja}, 
born  in  or  coming  from  Kamboja  ;  (as),  m.  a  native 
of  Kamboja,  a  foreign  race  who  like  the  Yavanas 
shave  the  whole  head,  (one  of  the  tribes  was  originally 
Kshatriya,  but  degraded  by  omission  of  the  necessary 
rites)  ;  a  prince  of  this  tribe  ;  a  horse  of  the  Kamboja 
breed;  the  plant  Rottleria  Tinctoria,  commonly 
Punnag;  a  kind  of  Mimosa,  the  white  sort  of  this 

plant  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Glycine  Debilis  ; 
a  kind  of  Mimosa,  as  above  ;  the  plant  Abrus  Pre- 
catorius  ;  the  plant  Serratula  Anthelmintica. 

Kdmbojaka,  as,  i,  am,  born  in  or  coming  from Kamboja. 

Kdmboji,  is,  f.  (?)  the  plant  Glycine  Debilis. 

<*iS  kdmla  (kd-amla),  as,  d,  am,  slightly 
acid,  acidulous. 

*T*t  I  .  kdya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  3.  ka),  relating  or 
devoted  to  the  god  Ka  or  Prajapati  ;  (with  hanis) 
clarified  butter  or  any  oblation  to  Brahma  ;  (as),  m. 

scil.  ri^t^or  vivdha,  one  of  the  eight  modes  of 
marriage,  =  Prajapatya  ;  (am),  n.  with  or  without 
tlrtha,  part  of  the  hand  sacred  to  the  creator  PrajS- 
pati,  the  root  of  the  little  finger  or  of  the  last  two 
fingers. 

2.  kdya,  as  or  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  <ti), 

the  body  ;  the  trunk  of  a  tree  ;  the  body  of  a  lute 
(i.  e.  the  whole  lute  except  the  wir»s,  including  the 
gourd,  neck,  and  belly)  ;  assemblage,  collection,  multi- 

tude; principal,  capital;  a  house,  a  habitation;  a 
butt  or  mark,  an  object  to  be  hit  or  attained  ;  natural 

temperament  of  anything  or  any  being.  —  Kdya- 
kdrana-kartri-tva,am,  n.  activity  exhibited  in  bodily 
acts.  —  Kdya-kle$a,  as,  m.  bodily  suffering,  toil  or 
pain.  —  Kdya-dikitsa,  (.  a  department  of  medical 
science,  treatment  of  the  diseases  which  affect  the 

whole  body.  —  Kdya-bandhana,  am,  n.  a  girdle. 

—  Kdya-valana,  am,  n.  armour,  mail.  —  Kdya- 
stha,  as,  m.  the  supreme  being  or.  spirit  ;  a  caste  or 
tribe  or  man  of  that  tribe  ;  the  Kayath  or  writer  caste 
proceeding  from  a  Kshatriya  father  and  Sudra  mother  ; 
(i),  f.  the  wife  of  a  Kayath  or  scribe  ;  (d),  f.  a  woman 
of  this  caste  ;  N.  of  several  plants,  Myrobalanus  Che- 
bula  ;  Emblica  Officinalis  ;  Ocimum  Sanctum  ;  a  drug, 
commonly  Kakol!  ;  cardamoms.  —  Kdya-tthita,  as, 
a,  am,  situated  in  the  body,  corporeal.  —  Kayagni 

(°ya-ag°),  is,  m.  the  digestive  faculty.  —  Kdydro- 
hana  (°ya-dr°)  and  kdydvarohaya  (°ya-av°),  N. of  two  places. 

Kdyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 
the  body  &c.,  bodily,  corporeal  ;  (il;d\  f.  with  vrid- 
dhis,  interest  obtained  from  capital.  —  Kdyikd- 
vridil/ti,  is,  (.  interest  consisting  in  the  use  of  an 
animal  or  any  capital  stock  pawned  or  pledged  ;  ser- 

vice rendered  by  the  body  of  an  animal  (as  a  cow 
&c.)  pledged  and  used  by  the  person  to  whom  it  is 

pledged ;  or  (according  to  some)  interest,  of  which  the 
payment  does  not  affect  the  principal. 

Kdyika,  as,  I,  am,  performed  with  the  body ;  cor- 
poreal, relating  to  the  body ;  belonging  to  an  assem- 

blage or  multitude  (especially  at  end  of  comp.). 

<*iq*(I«1  kdyamdna,  am,  n.  a  hut  made  of 

grass  or  thatch. 
*T*<ai  kdyavya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

'3iR  i.  kdra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  kri),  at 
the  end  of  a  compound = making,  doing,  working; 
who  or  what  does  any  act,  an  agent,  a  maker  or  doer, 
an  author  (e.  g.  kumbha-kdra,  as,  m.  a  potter,  a 
maker  of  earthen  vessels ;  suvarna-kdra,  a  gold- 

smith ;  yajna-kdra,  one  who  performs  a  sacrifice  ; 
vdrttika-kdra,  the  author  of  the  VSrttikas) ;  (as), 

m.  act,  action  (e.  g.  kdma-kdra,  purusha-kdra, 
Sec.) ;  the  term  used  in  designating  a  sound  or  a  word 
which  is  not  inflected  (e.  g.  a-kdra,  the  sound  a; 
ka-kara,  the  sound  k;  eva-kdra,  the  word  em; 
phut-kdra,  the  sound  phut ;  cf.  Parana,  p.  205) ; 

effort,  exertion ;  determination ;  religious  austerity ;  a 
husband,  a  master.a  lord;  (i),  f.,  N. ofaplant,=&a- 
rikd,  kdryd,  Sec.  —  Kdra-kara,  as,  i,  am,  working, 

doing  work,  acting  as  agent.  —  Kdrdvara  (°ra-av°), as,  m.  a  man  of  a  mixed  and  low  caste,  one  born 
from  a  Nishsda  father  and  Vaidehl  mother,  employed 

in  working  in  leather  and  hides. 
I.  kdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  making,  doing,  who  or 

what  does,  makes,  creates,  acts,  &c. ;  an  agent ;  one 
who  effects  or  produces  anything;  (very  often  in 
composition  with  that  which  is  produced  or  done, 

e.  g.  sinka-kdraka,  the  creator  of  a  lion ;  krilsna- 
kdraka,  doing  everything ;  dilpa-kdrikd,  a  female 
mechanic  or  doer  of  a  mechanical  art) ;  intending 

to  act  or  do ;  (ikd),  f.  a  female  dancer ;  a  business ; 
trade ;  concise  explanation  and  development  of  dif- 

ficult rules  by  metrical  lines,  especially  in  philosophy 

and  grammar,  a  memorial  verse  or  collection  of  such 
verses ;  or  sometimes  two  or  three  Varttikas  arranged 
in  verse ;  torment,  torture ;  interest ;  N.  of  a  plant ; 

(ikds),  f.  pi.  Bhartrihari's  memorial  verses  on  grammar ; 
(akam),  n.  the  relation  of  the  noun  to  the  verb  in  a 
sentence,  the  notion  of  a  case  but  not  co-extensive 

with  the  term  case,  (there  are  six  such  relations  ac- 
cording to  Panini;  z.kurnttm,  the  object  or  nearest 

aim  of  an  agent,  the  idea  expressed  by  the  ace.  case ; 
b.  karana,  the  instrument  or  idea  expressed  by  the 
inst.  case ;  c.  kartri,  the  agent  or  doer  of  an  action, 
also  expressed  by  the  inst.  case,  or  if  expressed  by  nom. 

case  not  considered  a  kdraka,  i.  e.  the  agent  and  in- 
strument are  both  expressed  by  the  inst.  when  they 

are  not  implied  in  the  verbal  termination ;  d.  sam- 
praddna,  the  recipient  of  the  object  of  giving  or  of  a 

gift,  hence  the  idea  expressed  by  the  dat.  case ;  e.  apd- 
ddna,  ablation,  i.  e.  departure  or  removal  from  a  fixed 

point,  the  idea  expressed  by  the  abl.  case ;  f.  adhi- 
karana,  location,  or  the  place  of  the  action,  i.  e.  the 

idea  expressed  by  the  loc.  case.  The  idea  of  the  geni- 
tive or  possessive  case  is  not  considered  a  kdruka, 

because  it  expresses  the  relation  of  two  nouns  to  each 
other,  but  not  the  relation  of  a  noun  and  verb.) 

—  Kdraka-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  relating  to  one  who  is 

active  in  anything;  instrumental,  causal.  —  Kdraka- 
vdda,  as,  m.  a  treatise  on  logic  by  Rudra.  —  Kdraka- 
hetu,  us,  m.  the  efficient  or  active  cause. 

Kdraja,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kara-ja),  of  or  relating  to 
the  finger-nail ;  (as),  m.  a  young  elephant  (?). 

I.  kdrana,  am,  n.  cause,  reason  (with  gen.  and 
also  often  with  loc.);  instrument,  means,  motive, 

origin,  principle,  a  cause  (in  phil.),  i.  e.  that  which 
s  invariably  antecedent  to  some  prpduct  and  is  not 
otherwise  constituted,  (cause  in  the  Nyaya  philosophy 
s  of  three  kinds,  according  to  the  distinction  of 

a.  samavdyi,  intimate  or  inherent,  as  threads  are  the 
nherent  cause  of  cloth ;  b.  a-samavdyi,  non-intimate 
or  non-inherent,  as  the  conjunction  of  the  threads  is 
he  non-intimate  cause  of  cloth  ;  and  c.  nimitta,  in- 

itrumeutal,  as  the  weaver's  loom  is  the  instrumental 
cause  of  cloth) ;  an  element,  elementaiy  matter,  the 

3L 
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origin  or  plot  of  a  play  or  poem ;  that  on  which  an 
opinion  or  judgment  is  founded ;  a  sign,  a  mark,  a 
document,  a  proof;  a  legal  instrument ;  an  organ  of 
sense ;  an  action ;  agency,  instrumentality ;  a  father 
(as  the  cause  of  being) ;  a  deity  as  the  remote  or 
proximate  cause  of  creation ;  the  body ;  a  kind  of 
musical  instrument ;  a  sort  of  song ;  a  number  of 
scribes  or  kdyasthas;  (a),  f.  pain,  agony;  casting 
into  hell ;  an  astronomical  period ;  kdra/iat,  abl.  c. 
from  some  cause  or  reason  (e.  g.  kasmdt  k&randt, 

•  from  what  cause,'  often  with  gen.,  e.  g.  mama  ka- 
randt,  'for  my  sake,'  and  at  the  end  of  compounds ; 
according  to  native  grammarians  every  case  ofkarana 
may  be  used  in  this  manner,  but  only  the  inst., 
dat.,  abl.,  and  loc.  occur;  a-karanena,  without  a 
reason;  yena  kdranma,  because;  yasmtn  kd- 
rane,  from  which  motive,  wherefore).— Kdrana- 
Itdraiui,  am,  n.  a  primary  cause,  an  elementary 
cause,  an  atom.  —  Kdrana-gata,  as,  a,  am,  referred 
to  its  cause,  resolved  into  its  principles.  —  Kdratfa- 
guna.as,  m.  a  quality  of  cause ;  an  elementary  or  causal 

property.  —  Kdrariagunodbhava-guna  ("na-ud0), 
as,  m.  a  secondary  or  derivative  property,  as  form, 

taste,  smell,  &c.,  produced  by  combinations  of  ele- 
mentary or  causal  particles.  —  Kdrana-tas,  ind.  from 

a  certain  reason ;  [cf.  kdrya-kdranatas.]  —  Kdrana- 
td,  (.  or  karana-tva,  am,  n.  causality,  causation. 
—  K&rana-dhvansa,  as,  m.  the  obviating  or  re- 

moving a  cause  or  occasion.  —  Kdrana-dhvansaka, 
as,  ika,  am,  or  kdrana-dhvanein,  I,  inl,  i,  obvi- 

ating or  removing  the  cause  or  reason  of  a  thing. 

—  Kdraya-bhtita,  ai,  a,  am,  caused.  —  Kdrana- 
mdld,  f.  a  series  or  chain  of  causes  or  events,  a  term 

for  a  figure  in  rhetoric.  —  Kdrana-vddin,  i,  m.  a 
complainant,  a  plaintiff.  —  Kdrana-vdri,  i,  n.  the 
original  water  which  was  produced  at  the  creation, 
from  which,  as  from  a  reservoir,  the  HindQs  suppose 

all  the  water  in  the  universe  to  be  supplied.  —  Kd- 
rana-vihina,  as,  d,  am,  without  a  cause  or  reason, 
unreasonable.  —  Kdrana-torira,  am,  n.  the  inner 
rudiment  of  the  body  or  causal  frame,  the  seat  of  the 

soul.  —  Kdrandnvita  (°na-an°),  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
cause  or  reason,  following  as  the  effect  from  its  cause. 

—  Kdranabhdva  (°na-abk°),  as,  m.  absence  of 
cause,  —  karanottara,   ("ya-utC),  am,  n.   special 
plea,  denial  of  the  cause  of  complaint,  admission  of 
the  charge  generally,  but  denial  of  the  issue ;  (thus 
with  regard  to  the  demand  of  a  debt,  acknowledg- 

ment that  it  was  incurred,  but  assertion  that  the  loan 
has  been  repaid  &c.) 

Edranalta,  at  the  end  of  compounds *=kdrana, 
cause,  reason. 

Kdraiiika,  as,  a  and  t,  am,  causal,  causative,  in- 
vestigating, ascertaining  the  cause. 

Kdram,  a  kind  of  ind.  part.  fr.  rt.  kri  at  the  end 

of  compounds,  e.  g.  svdhd-ledram,  namas-karam, 
making  obeisance ;  also  with  an  ace.,  e.  g.  faman- 
kdram  akroiati,  he  abuses  a  person  by  calling  him 
a  thief;  svdduirkdram,  making  anything  sweet  &c. 

Kdrayat,  an,  antl,  at,  causing  to  do,  giving  power 
or  authority  to  do  Sec. 

Kdrayamdna,  as,  d,  am,  doing  what  is  appointed, 
carrying  into  effect  what  has  been  ordered. 

Kdrayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  caused  to  be  done, 
to  be  effected,  to  be  made  to  do  anything.  —  Kdra- 
yitavya-daJaiha,  as,  d,  am,  clever  at  performing 
what  has  to  be  done. 

Kdrayttri,  id,  trl,  tri,  causing  or  instigating  to 
act  or  do  anything. 
Kdrayishnu,  us,  us,  u,  causing  to  act  or  perform. 
I.  kdri,  is,   is,   m.  f.  an  artist,  an   artificer,  a 

mechanic ;  (Is),  f.  action,  act,  agency,  work. 
Karita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  be  made  or  done, 

brought  about,  effected;  (a),  (.,sc\\.vriddhi/f,  interest, 
the  amount  of  which  is  fixed  by  the  debtor,  he  being 
forced  to  do  so  by  the  creditor ;  (am),  n.  the  causa 

form  of  a  verb.  —  Kdrita-rat,  an,  alt,  at,  having 

caused  to  be  made  or  done.  —  Kdritdnta  (°ta-an°) 
as,  d,  am,  ending  with  a  causal  affix. 

I.  kdrin,  I,  inl,  i,  doing,  making,  effecting,  produc 
ing,  acting,  an  actor ;  (i),  m.  a  mechanic,  a  tradesman 

Kdru,  Sec.    See  i.  v. 

•SRRz.  kara,  as,  ID.  (fir.  i.  kri,  to  scatter), 
tax,  toll,  royal  revenue,  tribute ;  (a>,  I,  am,  fr.  a. 

fcara),  produced  by  hail ;  (as),  m.  a  heap  of  snow 
or  a  mountain  covered  with  it.  —  K dra-kukihlya, 

at,  m.,  N.  of  the  country  of  king  Salva  on  the  skirts 

of  the  Himalaya  ridge  in  the  north-west  of  Hindustan ; 

(as),  m.  pi.  the  people  of  this  country. 
a.  kdraka,  am,  n.  (fr.  a.  baraka),  scil.  salila, 

water  produced  from  hail. 

^KTT  3.  kara,  as,  m.  (fr.  2.  in,  to  praise), 

Ved.  a  song  or  hymn  of  praise,  a  battle-song. 

a.  itari,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  raising  hymns  of  praise. 

a.  fcarin,  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  rejoicing,  praising. 

^Tt  4.  kara,  as,  m.  (fr.  a.  An,  to  kill), 
killing,  slaughter. 

a.  kdrana,  am,  n.  killing,  injuring. 

4U.y  kdranja,  as,  I,  am,  produced  by  or 

coming  from  the  tree  Karanja. 

41 M^  kdrandava,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  duck ; 

[cf.  karanda.]  -  Kdrandava-vafi.f.,  N.  of  a  river  (?), 
abounding  in  Karandavas. 

eRTUJi*Mi£  kdrandavyuha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Buddha ;  [cf.  karanda-vyiiha.] 

eJTTT*M*l  kdrandhama,  as,  m.  (fr.  karan- 

dhama),  a  patronymic  of  Avikshit ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of 
Ttrtha. 

Kdrandhamin,  i,  m.  a  brazier,  a  worker  in  mixed 
or  white  metal ;  a  mineralogist,  an  assayer. 

karapafava,  as  or  am  (?),  m.  or 

n.  (?),  N.  of  a  region  near  the  YamunS. 
karabha,  as,  t,  am  (fr.   karabha), 

produced  by  or  coming  from  a  camel. 

karamihika,  f.  camphor. 

.. .  -.drambhd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  bearing 

fragrant  seed,  commonly  Priyan-gu ;  [cf.  karambhd.] 

4UJ4  kd-rava,  as,  m.  a  crow ;  [  making 

a  discordant  sound;'  cf.  Lat.  corvus,  comix;  Gr. 
K<!po{,  Kofiiinf,  Germ.  Rabe;  Eng.  crow.} 

kdravalll,  f.  the  plant  Momordica 

Charantia ;  [cf.  kdravella  and  kdndtra.] 

kdram,  f.  the  Asa  Foetida  plant  or 

its  leaf,  =  Hin-guparnI ;  the  plant  Celosia  Cristata ;  a 
kind  of  anise,  Anethum  Sowa ;  another  plant,  Ni- 

gella  Indica ;  a  kind  of  fennel ;  a  kind  of  Cucurbitace- 
ous  plant  or  small  gourd. 

  . ,.  kdravella,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  gourd, 
Momordica  Charantia ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  this  gourd. 

Kdravdlaka,  at,  m.  and  kdravdlikd,  f.  the  same. 

4l<ttJ  karavya.     See  under  2.  iar«. 

^RH<  kdraskara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poisonous 

medicinal  plant;  a  tree  in  general;  (as),  m._pl.,  N. 

of  a  people ;  (a  various  reading  for  kdraskara  and 

at),  f.  a  centipede  or  worm  resembling  it. 

4HJ  kdrd,  f.  (fr.  I.  kri?),  a  prison  ;  bind- 

ing, confinement,  a  fetter ;  the  part  of  a  lute  below 
the  neck,  an  instrument  tor  deadening  the  sound  of 

a  lute ;  pain,  affliction ;  a  female  messenger ;  a  female 

worker  in  gold;  [cf.  Lith.  kaliu,  'I  am  a  captive;' 

icaltny-s,  '  a  captive ;'  kaline, '  a  prison.']  —  Kdrd- 

gdra  (°rd-ag"),  am,  n.  a  gaol  or  place  of  confine- 
ment. —  Kdrd-gupta,  as,  d,am,  captive,  imprisoned, 

confined,  a  prisoner.  —  Kdrd-griha,  am,  n.  a  prison. 

—  Kdrd-pdla,  as,  m.  the  guard  of  a  prison.  —  Kdrd- 
vetman,  a,  n.  a  prison,  a  gaol. 

cRirnpfl1  kdrddhunt,  f.,  Ved.,  (Say.)  a 
musical  instrument,  as  the  conch  shell  and  the  like 

(or '  impelling  the  singer.') 

<4H  l<4  ̂   kardpatha,  as  or  am(J),  m.  or  n.  (?), 
N.  of  a  country. 

qiHlfacni  kardyika,  f.  a  female  crane,  = 
kardyikd. 

*liX<*I  kdrika.  See  under  I.  kara,  p.  221. 

0(1  nDj;  iorira,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  karira),  made 
of  the  shoots  of  reed  ;  connected  with  the  fruit  of  the 

plant  Capparis  Aphylla  (as  a  sacrifice,  in  which  this fruit  is  used), 

Kdrirya,  as,  d,  am,  connected  with  the  fruit  of  the 
plant  Capparis  Aphylla. 

cKTlfat  kdrtsha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  karisha),  pro- 
duced from  or  coming  from  dung  ;  (am),  n.  a  heap 

of  dung,  a  great  quantity  of  dried  cow-dung. 
Kdnshi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (ayas),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  family. 

eRnij  i.  kdru,  us,  ws  or  us,  u  (fr.  i.  An),  a 

maker,  a  doer,  an  agent,  artificer,  artisan,  artist,  a 
mechanic;  terrible,  horrible;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Visva-karman,  the  artist  of  the  gods  ;  an  art,  a  science. 
—  Kdru-taura,  as,  m.  one  who  commits  burglary. 

—  Kdm-ja,  as,  m.  the   product   of  an  artist  or 
mechanic,  a  piece  of  mechanism,  any  product  of 
manufacture  ;  a  young  elephant  ;  an  ant  hill,  a  hillock  ; 
roth,  foam  ;  sesamum  growing  spontaneously  ;  the 
tree  Mesua  Ferrea  ;  red  orpiment.  —  Kdru-ha&ta,  as, 
m.  the  hand  of  an  artisan  or  artificer. 

Kdruka,  as,  d,  m.  f.  an  artisan,  an  artificer. 

«RT?»  2.  kdru,  us,  m.  (fr.  2.  kri),  Ved.  one 

'ho  sings  or  praises,  a  poet.~Kdru-dhdyas,  as,  as, 
as,  Ved.  favouring  or  supporting  the  singer  ;  (Say.) 

arranging  works. 
Karavya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  the  singer, 

epithet  of  certain  verses  (ritas)  of  the  Atharva-veda. 
kdrunika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  karuna), 

compassionate,  tender,  kind.  »  Kdrunika-td,  f.  com- 

passion. 
Kdrunya,  am,  n.  compassion,  tenderness,  kindness. 

kdrundi  or  kdrundikd,  f.  a  leech. 

kdrusha,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the 

Karushas  ;  an  epithet  of  Danta-vakra,  the  son  of 
KSrusha  Vriddhasarman  ;  N.  of  a  country;  (as),  m. 

pl.,N.  of  a  people;  (of),  m.=karusha,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Manu  ;  an  intermediate  caste,  the  son  of  the  de- 

graded or  outcast  Vaiiya  tribe. 
XdTO8AaA-a,as,iJfca,ain,reigningovertheKarushas. 
eftHtiH  kdrenava,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  karenu), 

produced  by  or  coming  from  the  female  elephant  ; 
a  patronymic  of  PalakSpya. 

kdrotara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  filtering 

vessel,  a  cloth  for  purifying  the  liquor  called  surS. 
Kdrottama,  as,  m.  yeast,  barm,  the  froth  of  the 

sura  liquor. 
Kdrottara,  as,  m.  yeast,  barm,  the  froth  which 

rises  on  the  surS  ;  a  well. 

o|iT%T!T  kdrkana,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  krikana), 

caused  by  or  relating  to  a  pheasant. 

<*1  4  »*R  kdrkandhava,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  fcar- 

kandhu),  produced  by  the  plant  Zizyphus  Jujuba. 

kdrkavdkava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  Ari- 
kavdku),  relating  to  a  cock,  produced  by  a  cock  &c. 

•4V4yq  kdrkasya,  am,  n.  (fr.  karkasa), 

roughness,  hardness  ;  sternness,  inflexibility  ;  firmness, 

solidity  ;  rough  labour. 
cRT^T^  kdrkasha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Kdrkafhdyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  the  last. 
eirnsfsir  kdrkika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  karka),  like 

a  white  horse. 
kdrkotaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

karna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  karna),  being  in 
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the  ear,  relating  to  the  ear,  auricular  &c. ;  a  patro- 
nymic from  Kama;  (am),  n.  the  wax  of  the  ear 

an  ear-ring. 

KdrnaMhidraka,  as,  m.  (fr.  karna-dtliidra),  a 
sort  of  well,  similar  to  the  opening  of  the  ear. 

Kdrnaveshtakika,  as,  l,am  (fr.  karna-veshtaka) 
ornamented  with  or  fit  for  ear-rings ;  also  read  kdr 
naveshtanika. 

Kdrnai'ravasa,  am,  n.  (fr.  karnorsravas),  N.  o a  Saman  or  verse  of  the  SSma-veda. 

Kdrnika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  the  ear. 

«Hl<5l««TT^T  karndta-bhdshd,  f.  the  dialec 
of  KarnStaka. 

Kdrndtaka,  as,  m.  a  native  of  KamSta. 

<Hin  kdrta,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  I.  krit),  relating 
to  or  treating  of  the  affixes  called  krit;  (as),  m.  (fr 
krita),  N.  of  a  son  of  Dharma-netra ;  a  patronymic 
occurring  in  the  compound  KSrta-kaujapau. 
Kdrtayaia,  am,  n.  (fr.  krita  +  yaia.  for  yailas) 

N.  of  a  Saman  or  verse  of  the  SSma-veda. 

Kdrtayuga,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  krila-yuga),  relating 
to  the  period  of  time  called  Krita. 

Kdrtamrya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Krita-vlrya 
and  epithet  of  Arjuna,  a  prince  of  the  Haihayas, 
killed  by  Parasu-rama;  N.  of  one  of  the  Jaina 
Cakravartins  or  emperors  of  the  world  in  Bharata. 

Kdrtasvara,  am,  n.  (fr.  krita-nvara),  gold ;  th 
thorn-apple. 
Kdrtdtitika,  as,  m.  (fr.  kritdnta),  an  astrologer 

who  foretels  destinies. 

Kdrti,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Krita. 

Kdrtisinha-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (kdrtisinha 
being  a  patronymic  fr.  kriti-sinha). 

<*il^o|i  karttika,  as,  m.  (fr.  kritlikd,  the 
Pleiades),  scil.  mdsa,  N.  of  the  month  KSrttika  or 
October-November,  when  the  moon  is  full  and  near 
the  Pleiades,  the  twelfth  month  of  the  year ;  a  metro- 

nymic of  Skanda  [cf.  kdrttikeya] ;  N.  of  a  Varsha ; 
N.  of  a  medical  author ;  (t),  {.,  scil.  rdtri,  the  night 
of  full  moon  in  the  month  KSrttika,  the  day  on 
which  the  moon  stands  in  the  constellation  KrittikS. 

—  Kdrttika-mahiman,  d,  m.  '  the  greatness  of  the 
month  Karttika,'  title  of  a  treatise  on  the  festivals  of 
that  month.  —  Kdrttika-md/idtmya,  am,  n.  title  of 
a  section  of  the  Padma-purSna.  —  Kdrttika-idli,  is, 
m.  the  rice  which  ripens  in  the  beginning  of  the 
cold  season  and  forms  the  principal  harvest  in  India. 
—  Kdrttika-siddhdnta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast  on 

the  Mugdhabodha.  —  Kdrttikotsava  (°ka-ut?),  as, 
m.  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month  KSrttika,  a 
festival. 

Kdrttikika,  as,  m.  the  month  KSrttika. 
Kdrttilceya,as,m.,tj.o!  Skanda,  the  god  of  war,  so 

called  because  reared  by  the  six  Krittikas  or  Pleiades ; 
(according  to  one  legend  he  was  son  of  Siva  without 
the  intervention  of  his  wife,  his  generative  energy 
being  cast  into  the  fire  and  then  received  by  the 
Ganges,  whence  he  is  sometimes  described  as  son  of 

Agni  and  Gan-ga  ;  when  bora  he  was  fostered  by  the 
Pleiades,  who  offering  their  six  breasts  the  child  be- 

came six-headed.  In  other  accounts  he  is  described 

as  a  son  of  Siva  and  ParvatI  or  Durga.  Skanda 
may  have  been  called  Karttikeya  because  the  month 
KSrttikS  is  the  best  for  warfare:  he  is  sometimes 

described  as  presiding  over  thieves.)  ~Kdrttikeya- 
prasii,  us,  I.  an  epithet  of  Durga  or  ParvatI,  who, 
according  to  one  legend,  was  the  mother  of  Skanda. 

•=(11  US  kdrtsna,  am,  n.  (fr.  kritsna),  the 
whole,  totality,  all,  entireness ;  (perhaps  a  wrong  form 
for  the  following.) 
Jfdrtsnya,  am,  n.  the  whole,  totality,  all,  entireness. 

—  Kdrtsnyena,  ind.  in  full,  entirely. 

*RJ*f  kardama,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kardama), 
made  of  mud,  muddy,  filled  or  covered  with  it; 
belonging  to  PrajSpati  Kardama. 

Kdrdamika,  as,  i,  am,  =  the  preceding. 

karpata,  as,  m.  (fr.  karpata?),  a 

petitioner,  a  suitor,  one  who  begs  for  employmen 
&c.  ;  lac,  the  animal  dye. 

Kdrpatika,  as,  m.  a  pilgrim,  one  who  spends  his 
life  in  pilgrimage,  or  who  subsists  by  carrying  water 
from  holy  rivers  ;  a  caravan  of  pilgrims  ;  a  parasite 
an  experienced  man. 

kdrpanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  kripana) 
poverty,  indigence  ;  pitiful  circumstances  ;  poorness  o 
spirit,  weakness,  parsimony,  niggardliness,  imbecility 
compassion,  pity. 

^>IMI«U  kdrpana,  am,  n.  (fr.  kripana),  Ved 
combat,  fighting,  battle. 

<*IHlS  kdrpasa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  karpdsa) 
made  of  cotton,  cottony  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  cotton, 
cotton  cloth,  &c.  ;  paper;  (i),  f.  the  cotton  plant, 
Gossypium  Hirsutum.  —  Kdrpdsa-ndsikd,  f.  a  spin- 

dle. —  Kdrpdsdsthi  (°sa-as°),  n.  the  seed  of  the cotton  plant. 

Kdrpdstka,  as,  ?,  am,  made  of  or  from  cotton 
(d),  f.  the  cotton  plant. 

TW  karma,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  karman),  labori- 
ous, industrious,  occupied. 

Karmana,  as,  i,  am,  finishing  a  work,  doing  it 
well  or  completely  ;  (am),  n.  magic,  sorcery,  witch- 

craft; performing  anything  by  means  of  magical 
incantations.  —  Kdrmana-tva,  am,  n.  magic,  fasci- nation. 

Kdrmaneyaka,  as  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of 
a  region. 

Kdrmdra,  as,  m.,  Ved.=iarmara,  an  artist, 
mechanic,  a  smith  ;  a  patronymic  from  Karmara. 

Kdrmdraka,  am,  n.  a  smith's  work. 
Kdrmilca,  as,  I,  am,  engaged  or  employed  in  any 

work,  epithet  of  a  Buddhist  philosophical  school  ; 
manufactured,  made;  worked,  embroidered,  inter- 

mixed with  coloured  thread  (as  cloth  &c.)  ;  any 
variegated  texture. 

Kdrmikya,  am,  n.  activity,  industry. 
I.  kdrmuka,  as,  I,  am,  finishing  a  work,  doing 

it  well  or  completely,  fit  for  or  able  to  do  a  work  ; 

(as),  m.  a  bamboo. 

2-  kdrmuka,  as,  i,  am  (fir.  krimuka), 

consisting  of  the  wood  Krimuka  ;  (am),  n.  a  bow  ; 
an  instrument  shaped  like  a  bow.  —  Kdrmuka-bhrit, 
t,  m.  the  archer  or  Sagittarius  in  the  zodiac;  an 
archer  in  general,  a  soldier. 

Kdrmukdya,  nom.  A.  kdrmukdyate,  -yitum,  to 
form  a  bow. 
Karmukin,  i,  inl,  i,  armed  with  a  bow. 

3tPJ  kdrya,  as,  d,  am  (fut.  pass.  part.  fr. 
I  .  kri),  to  be  made,  to  be  done,  practised,  performed, 
accomplished,  &c.,  feasible;  to  be  imposed  (as  a 
punishment),  to  be  offered  (as  a  libation)  &c.;  what 
ought  to  be  done,  fit,  right  ;  (kdrya-tama,  superl. 
what  ought  chiefly  to  be  done,  i.e.  first  duty);  (am), 
n.  work  or  business  to  be  done,  duty,  af&ir  ;  a  re- 
igious  action  or  performance;  occupation,  matter, 
thing,  enterprise,  emergency,  occurrence,  crisis  ;  con- 

duct, deportment;  business,  occasion,  need  (with 
nst.  case,  e.  g.  trinena  kdryam,  there  is  need  of  a 
straw  ;  na  bhumyd  karyam  asmdkam,  we  have  no 
business  whatever  with  the  earth,  the  earth  is  not  our 

concern);  lawsuit,  dispute;  an  operation  in  grammar 
e.  g.  sthdny-dirayam  kdryam,  an  operation  which 
s  borne  by  or  rests  on  the  primitive  form  as  opposed 
to  the  adeda  or  substitute)  ;  an  effect,  the  necessary 
result  of  a  cause  (in  phil.)  ;  motive,  object,  aim, 
>urpose  (e.  g.  him  Icdryam,  for  what  purpose? 
wherefore  ?)  ;  cause,  origin  ;  the  denouement  of  a 
drama  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  kdri,  kdrikd. 

—  Kdrya-kara,  as,  I,  am,  producing  an  effect, 
fficacious.  —  Kdrya-kartri,  id,  m.  or  kdrya-kd- 

raka,  as,  m.  an  agent,  a  workman.  —  Kdrya-kd- 
ana,  am,  n.  object  and  motive,  cause  and  effect, 

cause  of  a  special  or  incidental  kind,  originating  in 
ome  act  or  occasion.  —  Kdrya-kdranatas,  ind.  from 
ome  special  cause,  with  a  particular  design  or  motive. 

—  Kdrya-kdrana-bhdva,  as,  m.  relation  of  cause 
and  effect.  —  Kdrya-kdrin,  i,  inl,  i,  performing  a 
work.  —  K drya-kdla,  as,  m.  time  for  action,  ap- 

pointed time,  season,  opportunity.  —  Kdrya-kuiala, 
as,  d,  am,  skilful  or  clever  in  work,  doing  it  well  or 
completely.  —  Kdrya-kshama,  at,  d,  am,  competent 
or  fit  for  a  work.  —  Kdrya-gurutd,  f.  or  kdrya- 
gurutva,  am,  n.  necessity  or  importance  of  any  act. 
•  Kdrya-gaurava,  am,  n.  importance  of  an  affair 
or  business.  —  Kdrya-<!intaka,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
takes  care  of  a  business,  the  manager  of  a  business ; 

prudent,   considerate,    cautious.  —  Kdrya-ittntd,    f. 
prudence,  caution,  consideration.  —  Kdrya-fyuta,  as, 

d,  am,  out  of  work,  removed  from  an  office.  —  Kdr- 
ya-tas,  ind.  consequently,  necessarily,  actually.  —  Kdr- 
ya-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  an  effect,  the  relation  or 
condition  of  an  effect  or  of  what  has  been  effected. 

—  Kdrya-dariana,  am,  n.  inspection  of  work,  re- 
vision. —  Kdrya-dartin,  I,  m.  an  inspector  or  super- 

intendent of  affairs.  —  Kdrya-nirnaya,  as,  m.  ascer- 
tainment of  the  fact ;  settlement  or  decision  of  an 

affair.  —  Kdrya-puta,  as,  m.  a  man  who  does  use- 
less things ;  a  madman,  a  crazy  or  hair-brained  man ; 

an  impudent  or  shameless  fellow ;  an  idler,  one  who 
follows  unprofitable  pursuits.  —  Kdrya-pradvesha, 

as,  m.  aversion  from   activity,  idleness.  —  Kdrya- 
preshya,  as,  m.  one  who  is  sent  on  any  business,  a 
messenger.  —  Kdrya-bhdjana  or  kdrya-pdtra,  am, 
n.  any  one  engaged  in  active  life,  one  fit  for  business 
or  the  conduct  of  affairs.  —  Kdrya-bhrashta,  as,  d, 

am,  =  kdrya-fyuta  above.  —  I.   kdrya-vat,   ind. 
actually,  according  to  act  or  motive.  —  a.  kdrya-uat, 
an,  all,  at,  having  business  to  transact,  engaged  in  a 

business ;  having  a  cause  or  motive,  doing  one's  duty. 
—  Kdryavat-td,  f.  or  kdryavat-lva,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  being  engaged  in  a  work,  any  business,  act, 

action.  —  Kdrya-vaSa,  as,  m.  necessary  consequence. 
—  Kdrya-vastu,  u,  n.  anything  that  has  to  be  done, 
an  aim,  object.  —  Kdrya^vipatti,  is,  f.  failure  of  an 
action,  reverse,  misfortune.  —  Kdrya-desha,  as,  m. 
the  remainder  of  a  business ;  completion  of  an  affair. 

—  Kdrya-sandeha,   as,   m.  uncertainty  or   doubt 
about  a  work,  embarrassment,  difficulty.  —  Kdrya- 

sdgara,  as,  m.  '  an  ocean  of  business,'  heavy  or 
weighty  affairs.  —  Kdrya-sddhaka,  as,  d,  am,  effec- 

tive of  any  work,  accomplishing  any  object,  an  agent. 
—  Kdrya-sddhana,  am,  n.  means  of  effecting  any 
object,  instrument,  implement,  aid.  —  Kdrya-siddhi, 
is,  f.  accomplishment  of  a  work,  success,  fulfilment 

of  any  object.  —  Kdrya-sthdna,  am,  n.  a  place  of 
business,  an  office.  —  Kdrya-hantri,  td,  tn,  tri, 
obstructing  or  counteracting  the  work  of  others,  a 

mar-plot.  —  Kdryakarya-mfdra,  as,  m.  delibera- 
tion on  the   arguments  for  and    against  any  act. 

-  Kdrydkshama    (°ya-ak°),    as,    d,  am,  unfit 
for  any  work,  incompetent,  unable.  —  Kdryddhipa 

(°ya-adh°),  as,  m.  the  planet  which  determines  or 
decides  any  inquiry  or  question  in  astrology.  —  Kdr- 

ydnta  (°ya-an°),  as,  m.  the  end  of  a  business, 
:ermination  of  an  aSfxa.  —  Kdrydbdhi  fya-aV),  is, 

m.  an  ocean  of  business.  —  Kdry&rtha  (°ya-ar°),  as, 
m.  the  object  of  a  business  or  enterprise ;  any  object 
or  purpose ;  application  for  employment ;  (am),  ind. 
for  the  sake  of  a  business,  for   the   sake  of  anr 

(articular   object,   to   perform   any   work   or   duty. 
—  Kdrydrtha-siddhi,  is,  f.  the  accomplishment  of 

any  object  or  purpose.  —  Kdrydrthin  (°ya-ar°),  i, 
'nt,  i,  making  a  request,  seeking  for  business,  apply- 
ng   for  employment;    pleading  a   cause   in  court 

going  to  hw.  — Kan/eta  and  kdrye.fvara  (°ya-is°), 
as,  m.  =  kdryddhipa  above.  —  Kdryoddhdra  (°ya- 
ud°),  as,  m.  discharge  of  any  duty,  performance  of 
any  ztA.  —  Kdryodyukta  (°ya-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  en. 
gaged  in  any  business,  intent  upon  any  object. 

—  Kdryodyoga  (°ya-ud°),  as,  m.  active  engage- 
ment in  any  business. 

Kdryika,  as,  t,  am,  having  business,  transacting 
business,  seeking  employment  &c. ;  engaged  in  a  suit 

at  law,  pleading  a  cause  in  court. 
Kdryin,  i,  inl,  i,  one  who  transacts  business, 

active,  assiduous;  seeking  for  employment;  having 
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an  object  ;  a  party  to  a  suit,  either  as  plaintiff  or 
defendant  ;  (in  gram.)  subject  to  the  operation  of  a 
grammatical  rule,  requiring  an  affix  &c.  —  Kdr- 
yekskann  (  ya-ik°),  am,  n.  superintendence  of 
public  atfeirs. 

kdrsakeya,   a   patronymic  from 
Krisaka.  —  Kdr3akeyl-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

<*I3H  kdrsana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  krisana),\ed. 

consisting  of  pearl  or  mother-of-pearl. 

cfcl^ilrH  karsanava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  krisdnu), 
fiery,  hot,  glaring,  relating  to  fire. 

4il$A'O  karsmarl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  Jcar- 
ihmarya,  kdtmarl. 

4i|$M    i.  karsya,   as,   m.,   N.  of  several 
plants,  =  kdrshya  and   karshmarya,  =  kar<!ura  ; 
another  plant,  Artocarpus  Lacucha. 

<*'I3M  2.  karsya,  am,  n.  (fr.  krisa),  emacia- 
tion, thinness,  smallness. 

<BT^  karsha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  rt.  krish),  one  who 
ploughs  a  field,  a  peasant,  a  husbandman. 

Karslinka,  us,  m.  a  husbandman. 

Kdrshi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  drawing,  attracting  ;  plough- 
ing; (is),  m.  fire;  (is),  f.  drawing,  attracting; 

ploughing,  cultivation. 
Kdrshika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  karsha),  deserving  of 

pulling  or  dragging  about  ;  weighing  a  Karsha  ;  (a*), 
m,  a  coin  of  the  weight  of  one  Karsh  i  ;  a  husband- 
man. 

KdrsJiivatfa,  as,  m.  (fr.  Tcdrshi  with  i  lengthened), 
Ved.  one  who  ploughs  a  field,  a  husbandman. 
Karshman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  the  goal  of  a  race-course 

(consisting  of  a  line  like  a  furrow). 

o*l5m«ii  karshapana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (=  kar* 
ikdpana),  a  coin  or  weight  of  different  values,  as 
synonymous  with  Karsha  ;  if  of  gold,  weighing  16 
Mashas,  which  are  variously  calculated,  see  karsha; 
if  of  silver,  it  is  in  value  =  1  6  Panas  of  Kowries,  i.  e, 
1  280  Kowries,  commonly  termed  a  Kalian  ;  if  of 
copper,  it  weighs  80  Raktikas,  or  the  same  as  of  gold, 
about  176  grains  ;  according  to  some  it  is  the  same  as 
a  Pana  of  Kowries,  i.  e.  80  Kowries  ;  at  the  end  of  a 

compound  it  means  '  worth  so  many  Karshapanas  ;' 
(am),  n.  money,  gold  and  silver  ;  (as),  m.  a  husband- 

man (?)  ;  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe  ;  the  chief  of  this  tribe. 
—  Kdrshdpandvara  (°na-av°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
the  value  of  at  least  one  Karshapana  (as  a  fine). 
Kdrshdpanaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  weight  or 

measure  of  different  values,  as  synonymous  with 
Karsha. 

Kdrshdpanika,  as,  »,  am,  worth  one  KarshS- 
pana,  bought  &c.  with  one  Karshapana. 

<*|Ujl  karshna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  krishna), 
coming  from  or  belonging  to  the  black  antelope; 
made  of  the  skin  of  the  black  antelope  ;  belonging 
to  the  god  Krishna  or  Krishna-dvaipayana,  composed 
by  him  &c.  (e.  g.  kdrahnam  vedam,  the  Maha-bha- 
rata)  ;  belonging  to  a  descendant  of  Krishna  ;  black  ; 
(i),  f.  the  plant  Asparagus  Racemosus  ;  (am),  n., 
Ved.  the  skin  of  the  black  antelope  ;  (as),  m.  the 
black  antelope  (?). 
Kdrshndjini,  is,  m.  (fr.  krishnajtna),  a  patro- 

nymic from  Krishnajina  ;  N.  of  a  teacher  ;  N.  of  a 
philosopher  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  law-book. 
Kdrshndyasa,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  krishndyasa),  of 

iron,  made  of  black  iron  ;  (am),  n.  iron. 
Kdrshni,  it,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Krishna  ;  an 

epithet  of  VisVaka  ;  N.  of  a  Devagandharva  ;  an 
epithet  of  the  god  of  love. 

Kdrshnya,  am,  n.  blackness,  black  colour,  darkness. 

*l  •+!  rijcarshman.  See  under  karsha  above. 

qii1*^  karshmarya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  tree 
Gmelina  Arborea.  —  Kdrshmarya-maya,  as,  i,  am 
made  of  this  tree. 

karshya,  as,  m.  the  tree  Shorea 
iobusta.  —  Kdrshya-vana,  am,  n.  a  forest  of  these 
trees. 

°tilc<»  i.  kala,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  leal? ;  for  2. 

kola, '  time,'  see  next  page),  black,  of  a  dark  colour, 
especially  dark-blue  which  is  often  confounded  with 
ilack;  (as),  m.  a  black  or  dark-blue  colour;  the 
>lack  part  of  the  eye ;  the  Indian  cuckoo ;  the  poi- 

sonous serpent,  Coluber  Naga  ( =  kdla-sarpa) ;  the 
>lant  Cassia  Sophora ;  a  plant,  a  red  kind  of  plum- 
jago ;  the  resin  of  the  plant  Shorea  Robusta ;  the 
Janet  Saturn ;  an  epithet  of  S'iva ;  also  of  Rudra ; 
K.  of  a  son  of  Hrada ;  also  of  a  prince ;  also  of  a 
Brother  of  king  Prasena-jit ;  also  of  a  future  Buddha ; 
also  of  a  NSga-raja ;  of  a  Rakshas ;  of  an  enemy  of 
S'iva;  N.  of  a  mountain;  (with  the  Jainas)  N.  of 
one  of  the  nine  treasures ;  a  mystical  name  for  the 
etter  m;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Indigofera 
Tinctoria ;  Piper  Longum  ;  a  plant  nearly  related  to 
[pomcea  Turpethum,  perhaps  Ipomoea  Atropurpurea ; 
Nigella  Indica ;  Rubia  Munjista  ;  Ruellia  Longifolia ; 
Physalis  Flexuosa ;  Bignonia  Suaveolens ;  the  fruit  of 
the  Kali  (?) ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha,  the  mother 
of  the  Kaleyas  or  Kalakeyas  (a  family  of  Asuras) ;  an 

epithet  of  Durga ;  (I),  f.  black  colour,  ink  or  black- 
ing ;  abuse,  censure,  defamation  ;  a  row  or  succession 

of  black  clouds  ;  night ;  a  worm  or  animalcule  gene- 
rated in  the  acetous  fermentation  of  milk,=isAm»- 

kita  and  kshdra-ktta ;  N.  of  several  plants,  =  kd- 
Idnjanl;  another  plant,  Cajanus  Indicus;  Ipomoea 
Turpethum ;  Bignonia  Suaveolens ;  one  of  the  seven 
tongues  or  flames  of  fire ;  a  form  of  DurgS ;  one  of 
the  Matris  or  divine  mothers ;  N.  of  a  female  evil 
spirit,  mother  of  the  Kalakeyas ;  one  of  the  sixteen 
Vidyadevls ;  an  epithet  of  Satyavati,  the  wife  of  king 
Santanu  and  mother  of  VySsa  or  Krishna-dvaipayana, 
but  before  her  marriage.  (After  her  marriage  she 
had  a  son  called  Vifttra-virya,  whose  widows  were 
married  by  Krishna-dvaipayana  and  bore  to  him 
Dhrita-ra.sntra  and  Pandu ;  according  to  other  legends 
Kali  is  the  wife  of  Bhima-sena  and  mother  of  Sarva- 
gata) ;  N.  of  a  river,  otherwise  kala  gangd;  (am), 
n.  a  black  kind  of  Agallochum ;  a  kind  of  perfume 
( =  kakkolaka) ;  iron ;  [cf.  Gr.  m)\fi,  K« \aiv6s ; 

Lat.  caligo,~}  m  Kdla-kadu,  us,  f.  the  plant  Arum 
Colocasia.  —  Kdla-kantaka,  as,  m.  a  gallinule ;  [cf. 
the  next.]  —  Kdla-kantha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several 
birds,  a  peacock ;  a  water  fowl,  a  gallinule  ;  a  wag- 

tail; a  sparrow;  the  plant  Terminalia  Tomentosa, 

=pltaiala  and  pitasdra;  an  epithet  of  S'iva ;  [cf. 
nila-kantJia.~]  —  Kdla-kanthaka,  as,  m.  a  gallinule. 
—  Kdla-kandaJta,  as,  m.  a  water-snake.  ••  Kala- 
karnikd  or  kdla-karni,  f.  misfortune  (predicted  as  the 
consequence  of  having  black  ears).  —  Kala-kaldya, 
as,  m.  dark  pulse,  Phaseolus  Max.  —  Kdla-kasturi,  f. 
the  plant  Hibiscus  Abelmoschus,  the  seeds  smelling  of 
musk  when  rubbed.  —  Kdla-kirti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 
identified  with  the  Asura  Suparna.  —  Kdla-kushtha, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  earth  brought  from  mountains ;   [cf. 
kankuxhfha.]  —  Kdla-koti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  region. 
—  Kdla-klttaka,  am,  n.  the  indigo  plant.  —  Kala- 
khanja,   as,  m.  pi.  =  kdlakanja,   perhaps   only  a 
wrong  reading ;  (am),  n.the  liver.  —  Kala-khanjana, 
am,  n.  the  liver.  —  Kdla-khanda,  am,  n.  the  liver. 
—  Kdla-gangd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  in  Ceylon.  —  Kdla- 
gandikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Kdla-gamlha,  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  Cobra  deCapella,  =kdla-kan daka.  —  Kd- 
la-ghata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman.  —  Kdla-joshalta, 
as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (a  various  reading  has 
kdlajoshika.)  —  Kdla-tdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=  tamdla.  —  Kdla-tinduka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  ebony. 
—  Kdla-ttrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  ••  Kdla- 
toyaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Kdla-dantaka, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga,  a  son  of  VJsuki.—  i.  kdla- 
nara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sabhanara,  a  son  ol 
Anu ;  (for  i.  kdla-ncira  see  under  2.  kdla.)~Kdla- 
ndbha,  as,  m.  (ndbha  —  ndbhi),;  N.  of  an  Asura,  a 
son  of  Hiranyaksha ;  also  of  a  son  of  Hiranya-kasipu 
also  of  a  son  of  Vipra-fitti  and  Sinhika.  —  Kdla- 
nirydsa,  as,  m.  a  fragrant  and  resinous  exudation 

irom  the  plant  Amyris  Agallocha.  —  Kdla-netra,  as, 
d,am,blick-eyed.  —  Kdla-parna,as,  m.,N.ofa  tree 
rearing  dark-coloured  leaves,  Tabernsemontana  Coro- 
naria,  commonly  called  Tagara.  —  Kdla-pamata,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Kdlapatrika,  as,  m.  (fr. 

cdlft-pdtra) ,  a  kind  of  mendicant  whose  alms-dish 
s  painted  black.  —  Kdla-pdlaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of 
earth;  [cf.  kankiishtha,  kala-kuahtha.^  —  Kdla- 
nilulia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree;  see  kupllu.  —  Kala- 
iu(fl\a  or  kdla-puithaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  animal 
iving  in  marshes.  —  Kdla-piwhpa,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
slant ;  see  kaldya.  -•  Kdla-puga,  as,  m.  the  black 
multitude,  i.  e.  the  common  people  (?).  —  Kdla- 
orishtha,  as,  m.  a  species  of  antelope  (with  a  black 
jack) ;  a  heron ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  the  bow  of  Karna ; 
a  bow  in  general.  —  Kdla-pesT,,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant ; 
see  fydmd.  —  Kdla-bhdndikd,  f.  the  plant  Rubia 
Munjista.  —  Kdla-masi,  f.,  N.  of  a  river ;  also  called 
kalamahi.  —  Kdlamdnc  and  kala-mdla,  as,  m.  the 
plant  Ocimum  Sanctum,  a  fragrant  pot-herb.  —  Kdla- 
mukha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  monkey ;  N.  of  a  fabulous 
people ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  female.  ~  Kdla-mushkaka, 
as,  m.  the  plant  Bignonia  Indica ;  see  mushkaka. 
—  Kdla-wtula,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,   commonly 
Rakta-titraka.  —  Kdla-me4ikd  or  kdla-meshika,  I. 
the  plant  Rubia  Munjista;  also  the  plant  Ipomcea 
Atropurpurea  (?).  —  Kdla-wieshi,   f.,  N.   of  several 
plants,  Vernonia  Anthelminthica ;    Rubia  Munjista ; 
and  perhaps  Ipomcea  Atropurpurea.  -•  Kdla-yavana, 
as,  m.,  N,  of  a  prince  of  the  Yavanas ;  a  tyrannical 
Asura,  the  foe  of  Krishna,  destroyed  by  him  by  a 
stratagem.  —  i .  kdla-rdtri,  is  or  I,  f.  a  dark  night ; 
(for  2.  see  under  2.  Jcdla.)  —  Kdla-lavana,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  black  factitious  and  purgative  salt,  commonly 
called  vid-lavana.  —  Kdla-lofana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Daitya.  —  JKdla-lauha,  am,  n.  iron.  —  Kdla-vadana, 
os,m.,N.  of  a  Daitya;  also  called  ddla-vadana.  —  Kd- 
la-vriksha  and  kdla-vrinta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  vetch, 
Dolichos  Biflorus  [cf.  kulaUhu] ;  (/),  f.  the  trumpet 

flower,  Bignonia  Suaveolens.  —  Kdla-^veld,  f.  the  time 
of  Saturn,  a  particular  time  of  the  day  at  which  any 
religious  act  is  improper,  half  a  watch  in  every  day. 
—  Kdla-iambara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava.  —  Kdla- 
s"aka,  am,  n.  the  pot-herb  Ocimum  Sanctum.  —  Kd- 
la-tidli,  is,  m.  a  black  sort  of  rice.  —  Kdla-iim,  is, 

m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kdla-s"aila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mountain.  —  Kdla-sankarshd,  f.  a  girl  nine  years 
old,  who  personates  Durga  at  a  festival  in  honour  of 
this  goddess.  —  Kdla-sarpa,  as,  m.  the  black  and 
most  poisonous  variety  of  the  Cobra,  Coluber  Naga. 
—  Kdla-sdra,  as,  m.  the  black  antelope;  (am),  n. 
a  yellow  sort  of  sandal-wood.  —  Kdla-skandha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  several  plants ;  a  kind  of  ebony  with  a 
dark  trunk,  Diospyros  Embryopteris ;  the  Tamala,  a 
tree  bearing  dark  blossoms,  Xanthochymus  Pictorius ; 
another  plant,  =jivaka  ;  another,  =  dushkhadira; 
the  glomerous  fig  tree,  Ficus  Glomerata.  •*  Kdldguru 

Cla-ag°),  u,  n.  a  black  kind  of  aloe  wood  or  Agallo- 
chum. —  Kaldnga  (cla-an°),  as,  d,  am,  having  a 

dark-blue  body,  as  a  sword  with  a  dark-blue  edge. 

—  Kdldjina  (°la-af),    as,  m.,   N.  of  a  people. 
—  Kdldiijana  (°la-a>i°),  am,  n.  a  black  unguent; 
(I),  f.  a  small  shrub  used  as  a  purgative.  —  Kdldndaja. 
(cla-an°),  as,  m.  the  black  bird,  an  epithet  of  the 
Indian  cuckoo.  —  Kdldnuddrivd,  {.,  N.  of  two  plants, 
=  tagara;    and  stttalijatd,  commonly  tfiulidhop. 
—  Kdldtvusdraka  (°la-an°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  tree, 
=  tagara  ;  yellow  sandal.  —  Kdldnusdri,  is,  m.  or 
kdldnusdrin  (°la-anc),  I,  m.  or  kdlamisdrivd,  f. 
benzoin  or  benjamin.  —  Kdldnusdrya,  as,  d,  am, 
m.  f.  n.  gum  benjamin    or   benzoin ;    (am),   n.    a 

yellow  fragrant  wood  from  which  a  perfume  is  pre- 
pared, sandal-wood  (?);    N.  of  a   tree,  =  tagara; 

(as,  am),  m.  n.  the  tree  Dalbergia  Sissoo.  —  Kdld- 
nusdryaka,   am,    n.   gum   benzoin  or   benjamin. 
—  Kdldmra  (°Ja-an»°),   as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Dvipa. 
—  Kdldyasa  (°la-ayas),  am,  n.  iron.  —  Kdldyasa- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  of  iron,  consisting  of  iron.  —  Kd- 
Idfaka  ("la-af),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  king. 
—  Kdldsuhrid  (°la-as°),  t,  m.  an  enemy  of  Kala, 
epithet  of  Siva.  —  Kdledvara  ("fa-is"0),  as,  m.,  N. 
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of  ̂   mountain.  —  Kalodaka  ("Za-Mo"),  am,  n.,  N 
of  a  dark  piece  of  water ;  N.  of  an  ocean. 

Kdlaka,  as,  a,  am,  dark-blue,  coloured  dark-blue ; 

dark-coloured,  black;  (as),  m.  a  mole,  a  freckle, 
a  mark ;  the  black  part  of  the  eye ;  a  water-snake 
(alagarda) ;  a  kind  of  grain ;  N.  of  a  Rakshas ; 
also  of  an  Asura  ;  N.  of  a  mountain;  (as),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  Danava  family;  (a),  f.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  bird; 
N.  of  a  female  evil  spirit,  mother  of  the  KSIakeyas  ;  a 

"daughter  of  Daksha ;  also  of  Vaisvanara ;  (am),  n.  the 
liver ;  N.  of  3  plant.  —  Kdlaka-wrikshlya,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  szge.  —  Kdlakdlcsha  (°ka-ak°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  an  Asura.  —  Kdlakdiij a  (ka-a>ija?),  as,  rn.  (?), 

Ved.,  N.  of  an  animal  ('black-spotted?');  N.  of  a 
constellation  (?) ;  N.  of  an  Asura. 

Kdlakeya,  as,  m.  (a  melronymic  fr.  kdlakd),  N.  of 
an  Asura;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  DSnava  family;  [cf. 

kdlakanja,  kdlakdiija,  I.  kdleya."] 
I.  kdlika,  as,  m.  a  species  of  heron,  Ardea  Jacu- 

lator  (also  written  kdlika) ;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Nagas ; 
(ikd),  f.  blackness  or  black  colour ;  ink  or  blacking ; 
cloudiness,  a  multitude  or  succession  of  clouds,  a  dark 
cloud  threatening  rain  ;  a  fault  or  flaw  in  gold  ;  the 
liver ;  a  particular  blood-vessel  in  the  ear ;  a  line  of 
hair  extending  from  the  pudenda  to  the  navel ;  a  kind 
of  spirituous  liquor ;  a  female  crow  ;  a  small  singing 
bird  with  black  wings  (Turdus  Macrourus,  commonly 
SyamS);  a  scorpion;  a  small  worm  or  animalcule 
formed  by  the  fermentation  of  milk ;  N.  of  several 
plants,  a  medicinal  plant,  commonly  Vriscikapattra ; 
another  plant,  Valeriana  JatamSnsi ;  a  kind  of  Ter- 
minalia ;  a  branch  of  the  plant  Trichosanthes  Diceca ; 
a  kind  of  fragrant  earth ;  a  N.  or  form  of  Durga ; 
a  girl  of  four  years  old,  who  personates  the  goddess 
DurgS  at  a  festival  held  in  honour  of  that  deity ;  a 
kind  of  YoginI ;  a  species  of  Kinnari ;  an  epithet  of 
Durga;  N.  of  a  female  evil  spirit,  daughter  of  Vai- 
svanara ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  a  kind  of  genius  who 
executes  the  commands  of  the  fourth  Arhat ;  N.  of 

a  river;  (am),  n.  black  sandal-wood.  —  Kdlikd- 
krama,  as,  m.  title  of  a  work.  —  Kdlikd-grantha, 
as,  m.  a  medical  v/ork.  —  Kdlika-purdna,  am,  n. 
the  Purana  of  KaiikS,  i.  e.  of  Durga,  title  of  an  Upa- 
purana.  —  Kdlikd-muk ha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshas. 

—  Kdlikds'rama  ("kd-ds"0),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  hermit- 
age. —  Kdlikopapurdna  (°kd-up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of 

an  Upa-purSna. 
Kdliman,  a,  m.  blackness. 

i.kdliya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  NSga  or  serpent  inhabit- 
ing the  YamunJ,  slain  by  Krishna  (also  written  kdllya, 

see  below).  —  Kdliya-damana,  as,  or  kdliya-jit,  m., 
N.  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu  as  destroyer  of  the  serpent. 
Kdliyaka  —  kdliyaka  below. 
Kali,  f.,  N.  of  Durga,  the  wife  of  the  god  Siva. 

.  —  Kdll-kula-sarvaxva,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Kdll-ta- 

naya,  as,  m.  a  buffalo  ('  son  or  favourite  of  Durga,' 
more  correctly  hansakdll-tanaya).  —  Kdll-pu- 
rdna,  am,  n.  the  PurSna  of  Kali,  title  of  an  Upa- 

purana.  —  Kdli-mdhdtmya,  am,  n.  =  <<andika-ma- 
hdtmya.  —  Kdll-rahasya,  title  of  a  work.  —  Kall- 
iltra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Kalpa-kedSra. 
—  Kdll-liridaya,  title  of  a  work. 
Kdllya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  blackness ;  (am), 

n.  a  dark  kind  of  sandal  or  perhaps  of  Agallochum ; 
N.  of  a  Naga,  see  i .  kdliya  above. 
Kdliyaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  species  of  aloe  wood  ; 

a  kind  of  turmeric  (Curcuma  Xanthorrhiza  ?),  a  kind 
of  fragrant  wood  of  a  yellow  colour;  yellow  sandal; 

a  dark  kind  of  sandal-wood ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  NSga, 
see  I.  kdllya  above. 

I.  kdleya,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  s.  v.),  the  liver; 
saffron ;  a  yellow  fragrant  wood  ;  the  black  sandal- 
wood  ;  (as,  d,  am),  dark-coloured ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  family  of  Daityas  (metronymic  fr.  kdld). 

Kdleyaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Curcuma  Xanthorrhiza, 
see  kdliyaka  above ;  (am),  n.  a  fragrant  wood,  see 
above ;  a  particular  part  of  the  intestines ;  a  disease 

like  jaundice;  (as),  m.  a  dog  (for  kauleyaka). 
Kdlyaka,  as,  m.  zedoary  (Curcuma  Zerumbet).  See 

kdlpaka. 

2.  kdla,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  kal),  &  fixed 

or  right  point  of  time,  a  space  of  lime,  time  in  general, 
(in  the  Rig-veda  this  word  occurs  only  once,  in  the 
Brahmanas  oftener) ;  the  proper  time  or  fit  season  for 

(with  gen.,  dat.,  loc.,  pot.,  &c.,  e.g.  kdlah  pra- 
sthdnasya  or  pra&thdnaya  or  prasthdne,  time  for 

departure ;  kriyd-kdlah,  time  for  action ;  na  ayam 
kdlo  mlambitum,  this  is  not  the  time  to  delay; 
kilo  yad  bhwifita  bhavdn,  it  is  time  for  you  to 
eat) ;  the  weather ;  time  as  leading  to  events,  the 
causes  of  which  are  imperceptible  to  the  mind  of 
man ;  destiny,  fate ;  time  as  destroying  all  things ; 
death,  time  of  death,  often  personified  and  repre- 

sented with  the  attributes  of  Yama,  regent  of  the 
dead,  or  even  identified  with  him,  (hence  kdlam  i 

or  kdlam  kri,  to  die ;  kdla-samdyukta,  dead ;  kdla 
in  this  sense  is  frequently  connected  with  antaka 
and  mrityu,  e.  g.  abhyadhdvata  prajdh  kdla 
ivdntakah,  he  attacked  the  people  like  Time  the 
destroyer,  cf.  kdldntaka  below;  kdla  personified 

is  also  a  Devarshi  in  Indra's  court,  and  a  son  of 
Dhruva) ;  a  period  of  time,  time  of  the  world ; 
measure  of  time,  prosody ;  a  section,  a  part ;  deia- 
kdlau,  the  right  place  and  the  right  time,  place  and 
time ;  kdlam  kri,  to  appoint  or  fix  a  time ;  ubhau 
kdlau,  both  times,  sunrise  and  sunset;  ihashthe 

kale  'hnah,  at  the  sixth  hour  of  the  day,  at  midday ; 
shashthdnna-kdla,  one  who  eats  only  at  the  sixth 
meal-time,  i.  e.  who  passes  five  meals  without  eating 
and  has  no  meal  till  the  evening  of  the  third 

day ;  or  without  anna,  e.  g.  ttaturtha-kdlam,  at  the 
fourth  meal-time,  i.  e.  at  the  evening  of  the  second 
day ;  shashthe  kale,  at  the  evening  of  the  third  day ; 

ritu-kdla,  the  time  of  a  woman's  courses ;  gaffhatd 
kalena,  in  the  course  of  time,  after  some  time ; 

nitya-kdlam,  constantly,  always ;  dirgha-kdlam,  dur- 
ing a  long  time ;  dirghena  kalena,  after  a  long  time ; 

kalena,  in  the  course  of  time ;  dlrghasya  kdlasya, 
after  a  long  time;  kasya6it  kdlasya,  after  some 
time ;  kdldt  or  kdlatas,  in  the  course  of  time  &c. ; 
[cf.  Goth,  hvtila;  Mod.  Germ,  virile;  Gr.  Kcupis, 

&pa  (?) ;  Lat.  hora,  calen-dce :  cf.  also  Gr.  icfip ', 

Hib.  ceal,  '  death  and  everything  terrible.']  —  Kala- 
karana,  am,  a.  appointing  or  fixing  a  time.  —  Kala- 
karman,  a,  n.  death.  —  Kdla-kalpa,  as,  d,  am, 
ike  death,  fatal,  deadly.  —  Kdla-kdra,  as,  I,  am, 
making  or  producing  time.  —  Kdla-kdrita,  as,  d,  am, 
effected  or  brought  about  by  or  in  time.  —  Kdla- 
kuntha,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Yama.  —  Kdla-kuta, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  a  deadly  poison ;  see  s.  v.  —  Kdla-krit, 
t,  m.  the  sun  (producing  the  times,  i.  e.  seasons). 
—  Kdla-krita,  as,  d,  am,  produced  by  time ;  fixed ; 
appointed  (as  to  time) ;  lent  or  deposited  by  a  giver 
or  a  certain  time ;  (as),  m.  the  sun ;  time  (?).  —  Kdla- 
kaumudl,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Kd la-krama,  as,  m. 
apse  of  time ;  kdla-kramena,  in  process  of  time. 
—  Kdla-kriyd,  f.  fixing  a  time ;  title  of  the  second 
chapter  of  the  Surya-SiddhSnta ;    death.  —  Kdla- 

,  as,  m.  allowing  time  to  pass  away,  delay, 

oss  of  time ;  spending  or  passing  the  time ;  akdla- 

•.shepam,  ind.  without  delay.  —  Kdla-yati,  is,  f.  the 
apse  of  time.  —  Kdla-c/ranthi,  is,  m.  'a  joint  of 

ime,"  a  year.  •-  Kdla-ghdtin,  I,  ini,  i,  killing  in  the 
Bourse  of  time,  i.  e.  by  degrees,  slowly  (as  a  poison). 
—  Kdla-dakra,  am,  n.  the  wheel  of  time,  time 
represented  as  a  wheel,  which  always  turns  round  ;  a 
given  revolution  of  time,  a  cycle ;  according  to  the 
Jainas,  the  wheel  of  time  has  twelve  Aras  or  spokes 
and  turns   round   once    in   2000,000,000, 000,000 

SSgaras  of  years  [cf,  ava-sarpinl  and  ut-sarpinl]  ; 
the  wheel  of  fortune,  the  vicissitudes  of  life,  the  wheel 
of  time  or  fate  is  sometimes  regarded  as  a  weapon  ; 
with  Buddhists,  a  Tantra;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
the  sun.  —  Kdla-doditd,  as,  d,  am,  summoned  by 
the  angel  of  death.  —  Kdlafodlta-karman,  d,  a,  a, 
acting  under  the  influence  of  fate.  —  Kdla-jna,  as, 
d,  am,  one  who  knows  the  fixed  times  or  seasons; 

(as),  m.  an  astrologer;  a  cock.  —  Kdla-jndna,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  medical  work ;  N.  of  a  work  by  Malla- 
deva  on  the  symptoms  of  diseases ;  a  medical  work 

by  S'ambhunatlu.  —  Kdla-jadnin,  i,  m.  an  epithet 

of  Siva.  —  Kdla-tattvdrnava  ("va-ar"),  'the  ocean 
of  the  truth  of  time,'  title  of  a  work.  -  Kdla-taranga, 
the  first  part  of  the  Smrity-artha-sagara  by  Nrisinha. 
—  Kdla-td,   f.  seasonableness,  timeliness.  —  Kdla- 
tnlya,  as,  d,  am,  like  death,  deadly.  —  Kdla-traya, 
am,  n.  the  three  times,  i.  e.  past,  present,  and  future. 

—  Kdla-danda,  as,  m.  the  staff  of  death,  death. 
—  Kdla-damam,  I.  an  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Kdla- 
dharma,  as,  m.  or  kdla-dliarman,  d,  m.  the  line 
of  conduct  suitable  to  any  time  or  season  ;  the  law, 

rule  or  operation  of  time,  death,  dying;  influence  of 
time,  seasonableness;  effects  proper  to  the  time  or 

season.  —  Kdla-dhdrand,  f.  prolongation  of  time. 

—  2.  kdla-nara,  as,  m. '  a  time-man,'  i.  e.  in  astro- 

logy the  figure  of  a  man's  body  on  the  various  limbs 
of  which  the  twelve  signs  of  the  zodiac  are  distributed 
for  the  purpose  of  foretelling  future  destinies  ;    [cf. 

kdla-purusha.]  —  Kdla-ndtfia,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Kdla-nidhi,  is,  m.  an   epithet   of  Siva. 
—  Kdla-niyoga,  as,  m.  the  command  of  time,  fate, 
destiny.  —  Kdla-nirupana,    am,   n.   chronology. 

—  Kdla-nirnaya,  as,  m. '  determination  or  fixing  of 
times,'  title  of  a  work,  also  called  kdla-mddhavlya, 
by  MadhavacSrya.  —  Kdla-nirnaya-dipikd,  f.  title 
of  a  metrical  recension  of  the  same  work.  —  Kdla- 

nirnaya-prakds'a,  as,  m.  title  of  a  work  on  juris- 
prudence (t).  —  Kdla-nirvdfia,  as,  m.  providing  for 

daily  wants.  —  Kdla-nemi,  is,  f.  the  felly  or  rim  of 
the  wheel  of  time,  regarded  as  a  terrible  weapon ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura  slain  by  Krishna,   iden- 
tified with  Kama ;   N.  of  a  Rakshas ;   N.  of  a  son 

of  the  Brahman  Yajna-soma.  —  Kdla-nemin,  I,  m., 

N.  of  an  Asura;  [cf.  the  preceding.]  —  Kdlanemi- 
ripu,  us,  m.  or  kdlanemi-han,  d,  m.  or  kdlanemi- 
hara,  as,  m.  or  kdlanemy-ari,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Krishna  or  Vishnu,  the  destroyer  of  the  Asura  Kala- 
nemi.  —  Kdla-pakva,  as,  d,  am,  ripened  by  time, 

i.  e.  spontaneously  (opposed  to  agni-pakva).  —  Kdla- 
patha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  ofVisva-mitra.  —  Kdla- 
parivasa,  as,  m.  standing  for  a  time  (so  as  to  be- 

come stale  or. fermented).  —  Kala-paia,  as,  m.  the 
noose  of  Yama  or  death.  —  Kdla-pdsika,  as,  m.  a 

hangman,  an  executioner,  (one  who  has  the  noose  of 
Yama.)  —  Kdla-puritsha,  as,  m.,  cf.  2.  kdla-nara. 
—  Kdla-prabhdta,  am,  n.  the  dawning  of  the  best 
season,  the  two  months  following  the  rainy  season, 
autumn ;   the  sultry  season.  —  Kdla-prarudha,  as, 

d,  am,  over-blown,  over-ripe.  —  Kdla-bhaksha,  as, 
m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Kdla-bhrit,  t,  m.  the  sun ; 

[cf.  kdla-krit.~\—Kdla-mayukha,  as,  m.  title  of  a 
part  of  Bhaskara.  —  Kdla-mahiman,  a,  m.  or  kdla- 
mdhdtmya,  am,  n.  the  power  or  sway  of  time. 
—  Kdla-mddhava-kdHkd,  f.  title  of  a  work.  —  Kdla- 
murti,  is,  f.  time  personified.  —  Kdla-ydpa,  as,  m. 
allowing  time  to  pass  away,  putting  off,  delaying, 

procrastination.  —  Kdla-ydpana,   am,   n.   passing 
away  time,  putting  off,  delaying.  —  Kdla^yoga,  as, 
m.  connection  with  time,  with  fate  or  destiny ;  fate, 

destiny.  —  Kdla-yogin,  i,  ini,  i,  reigning  over  des- 
tiny, an  epithet  of  Sivz.~-Kdla-yodhin,  i,  ini,  i, 

fighting,  or  one  who  fights  in  season  or  at  the  proper 
time.  ••  2.kdla-rdlri,is  or  i,  f.  the  night  of  all-destroy- 

ing time,  the  night  of  destruction  at  the  end  of  the 
world,  often  personified  or  identified  with  Durga  or 
with  one  of  the  Saktis  of  Durga  ;  a  particular  night 
in  the  life  of  man,  on  the  seventh  day  of  the  seventh 
month  of  the  seventy-seventh  year,  after  which  period 
a  man  is  exempt  from  attention  to  the  usual  ordi- 

nances ;  N.  of  a  Brahman  woman,  familiar  with  magic. 
—  Kdla-rupa-dhrish,  k,  k,  k  (the  last  member  of 
the  compound  being  by  some  referred  to  rt.  dhri  or 

drill),  wearing  the  form  of  Yama  or  death.  —  Kdla- 
vat,  an,  att,  at,  connected  with  time.  —  Kdla-vikra- 
ma,  as,  m.  power  of  time,  death.  —  Kdla-vidhdna, 
am,  n.  title  of  a  work.  —  Kdla-vidhvansana,  as,  m. 
(scil.  rasa)  a  term  for  a  particular  drug  or  medicine. 
—  Kdla-viprakarsha,  as,  m.  prolongation  of  time. 
—  Kdla-riveka,  OK,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Jlmuta- 
vahana.  —  Kdla-vriddhi,  is,  f.  periodical   interest, 
payable  monthly,  &c.  —  Kdla-vega,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Naga,  a  son  of  Vasuki.  —  Kdla-vydpin,  t,  tnt,  i, 
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filling  all  time,  everlasting.  —  Kala-samrodha,  as, 
m.  keeping  back  or  retaining  for  a  long  time ;  lapse 
of  a  long  period  of  time.  —  Kdla-samhitd,  (.,  N.  of 
an  astrological  work.  —  Kala-sadriiia,  as,  I,  am, 
opportune,  seasonable ;  deathlike.  —  Kdla-sampanna, 
at,  a,  am,  effected  by  time,  dated,  bearing  a  date. 
—  Kdla-sdhvaya,  as,  a,  am,  named  after  Ksla. 
—  Kala-iutra  or  kdla-satraka,  am,  n.  the  thread 
of  time  or  death;  N.  of  one  of  the  twenty-one  hells. 
-  Kala-svarujia,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  very  form 
of  death   (applied  to  any  terrific  object).  —  Kala- 
krishta  ("la-dlf),  ae,  a,  am,  led  to  death  or  de- 

struction, drawn  to  or  by  one's  fate;   produced  or 
brought  about  by  time.  —  Kdldltsharika,  as,  m.  (fr. 
kdla  +  akshara),  a  scholar,  a  pupil  who  has  begun 
to  read.  -  Kdldgni  (°la-ag°),  is,  m.  the  fire  that  is 
to  destroy  the  world ;  the  conflagration  at  the  end  of 
lime.-Kdldgnl-rudra,  as,  m.  Rudra  regarded  as 
the  fire  that  is  to  destroy  the  world;  (scil.  rasa)  N. 
of  a  particular  drug  or  medicine.  —  Kalagnirudro- 

paniskad  (°ra-u}?),  t,  f.,  N.  of  several  Upanishads. 
—  KdlSfita  (°la-at°),  as,  a,  am,  elapsed,  passed  by. 
-  Kdldtmaka  (°la-dt°),  at,  ikd,  am,  depending  on 
time  or  destiny.  —  Kdldtyaya  fla-at°),  as,  m.  lapse 
of  time,  loss  or  destruction  by  lapse  of  time.  —  Kd- 

Idtyayopadiihta  (°ya-up°),  as,  d,  am,  taught  or 
rectified  by  the  lapse  of  time ;  term  for  a  vain  argu- 

ment (hetv-dbhdsa),  also  called  atlta-kdla  and  bd- 
dhita.  —  Kdlddarfa  (°la-dd°),  as,  m. '  the  mirror  of 
time,'  title  of  a  work.  —  Kdlddhyaksha  (°la-adk°), 
as,  m.  the  overseer  or  leader  of  time,  an  epithet  of 

the  sun.  —  Kdlanala  (°la-an°),  as,  m.  the  fire  of 
all-destroying   time,   the   universal  conflagration   at 
the  end  of  all  things ;  N.  of  a  son  of  SabhS-nara. 
-Kdldntaka  (°la-an°),  as,  m.  time  regarded  as 
the  god  of  death.  —  Kdldntaka-yama,  as,  m.  all- 
destroying  time  in  the  form  of  Yama.  —  Kdldntara 
(°la-an°),  am,  n.  interval,  intermediate  time ;  period, 
process  of  time ;  a  former  or  another  time.  —  Kdldn- 
tara-kshama,  as,  d,  am,  able  to  bear  an  interval 
of  delay.  — Kdldntara-visha,  as,  d,  am,  poison- 

ous at  certain  times  j  (as),  m.  a  poisonous  animal, 
venomous  only  when  enraged  or  alarmed,  as  a  rat  &c. 

—  Kdldntaravritta  (°ra-dv°),  as,  d,  am,  hidden 
or  concealed  by  time.  —  Kalantardvritti-sublid- 
ivbha  ("bha-as"),  dni,  n.  pi.  good  and  evil  things 
occurring  within  the  revolutions  of  time.  »•  Kdld- 
vadhi  (°la-av°),  is,  m.  a  fixed  or  appointed  time. 
—  Kaldryavdya  (°la-av°),  as,  m.  no  interval  of 
lime.  —  Kdldiuddhi,  is,  m.  or  kdl&s'auCa  (°la-ad°), 
am,  n.  season  of  mourning  or  ceremonial  impurity, 
as  at  the  birth  of  a  child,  the  death  of  a  relation  &c., 
when  it  is  considered  unlawful  to  perform  any  religious 
rites.  —  Kdle-ja,  as,  d,  am,  born  or  produced  at  a 
fixed  time  or  at  due  time.  —  Kdlottara  (°la-ut°),  N. 
of  a  work.  —  Kalotpadlta  (°la-uf),  as,  d,  am,  pro- 

duced in  due  season.  —  Kdlopta  (fla-up°),  as,  d,  am, sown  in  due  season. 

Kdlaya,  nom.  P.  kdJayati,  -yitum,  to  show  or 
announce  the  time. 

t.  Icdlika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  time,  connected 
with  time,  depending  on  time ;  fit  for  any  particular 
season,  seasonable ;  lasting  a  long  time,  of  long 
standing  (often  at  the  end  of  a  compound,  e.  g. 
dsanna-kdlika,  relating  to  a  time  near  at  hand, 
impending ;  mdsa-kdlika,  monthly) ;  a-kdlikam, 
without  delay  ;  (d),  f.  price  of  a  commodity  on  credit, 
or  a  price  to  be  paid  at  a  fixed  period  or  by  instal- 

ments ;  periodical  interest  paid  by  the  month  &c. ; 
change  of  complexion.  —  Kdlika-td,  f.  or  kdlika- 
tva,  am,  n.  time,  dale,  season. 

Kdlint,  f.  '  bringing  death,'  N.  of  the  sixth  lunar mansion. 

2.  kdliya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  time.    See  col.  3. 
Kdllna,  us,  d,  am  (at  the  end  of  comp.),  belonging 

or  relating  to  any  particular  time,  timely,  seasonable. 
».  kdliya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  time,  timely. 
Kdlya,  of,  d,  am,  timely,  seasonable,  fit  for  any 

particular  season  ;  being  in  a  particular  period  ;  plea- 
sant, agreeable,  auspicious  (as  discourse ;  cf.  kalya) ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (d),  f.  a  cow  fit  for  the 

bull  ;  (am),  n.  day-break. 
4lc44y  kalakanja  or  kdlakanjya,  as,  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  a  DSnava  family,  the  children  of  KalakS. 

<*lc»  <*«3f«  kdlakatankata,  as,  m.  an  epi- 
thet of  Siva  ;  (a  various  reading  has  talakatankata)  ; 

[cf.  katankata.] 

«*  I  rt  °*1  rt  kdlakila  or  kdlakilaka,  as,  m.  a 
confused  or  mingled  sound,  a  tumult  ;  [cf.  kaltikala.] 

41  (4  ̂ T  kdlakunda,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu. 

«Mc4'3i?  kdlakuta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  kala- 
kuta),  a  kind  of  poison  contained  in  a  bulbous  root 
or  tuber  ;  a  mortal  or  deadly  poison  ;  a  poison  pro- 

duced at  the  churning  of  the  ocean,  swallowed  by 
Siva  and  causing  the  biueness  of  his  neck  ;  a  poison  in 
general  ;  (an),  m.  myrrh  ;  N.  of  a  country  near  the 
Himalaya  and  the  people  inhabiting  it  ;  an  epithet  of 
Yama  ;  [cf.  kdla-kunlha.] 
Kdlakutaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  kind  of  poison 

contained  in  a  bulbous  root  ;  a  deadly  poison  produced 
at  the  churning  of  the  ocean  ;  a  poison  in  general. 

Kdlaliuti,  is,  m.  a  prince  of  the  Kalakfltas. 

<*lc-i4;rl  kdlankata,  as,  m.  the  plant  Cassia 

Sophora. 
«W(4%H  kdlanjara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain 

in  Bundalkhand  considered  as  sacred,  the  modern 
vallmjer  ;  N.  of  the  adjacent  country  ;  an  assembly 
or  meeting-place  of  religious  mendicants  ;  Kallinjer 
s  one  of  the  places  at  which  such  assemblies  meet, 
jeing  enumerated  amongst  the  Tapasyasthanas  or 
spots  adapted  to  practices  of  austere  devotion;  an 
epithet  of  Siva  ;  (a  or  i),  f.  an  epithet  of  DurgS. 

4lr4*T(4«1  kdlabalana,  am,  n.  armour,  mail; 

[a  wrong  reading  for  kdya-balana  or  kdyarfxtlana.) 
41(4  *)=(  kalabava  or  kalavava,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  man. 
Kdlabavin,  inas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 

41(4  tfl   kalambi,  f.  or  kdlambya,  as  or 
am  (?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  caravansery. 

«l«Tt7^  kdlava,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

't  kalaveya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 

kalaseya,  am,  n.  (fr.  kalasi  =  ka- 
laia),  buttermilk,  produced  in  a  jar  or  pitcher  by 
churning  ;  also  kalaseya. 

4lcim,  kdldnara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

SabhS-nara  ;  [cf.  kdla-nara  and  kdldnala.'] 
dldnunadin,  i,  ra.  =  kald- 

kaliitga,  as,  m.  (fr.  kalinaa),  a 

prince  of  the  Kalin-gas  ;  (pi.)  the  Kalin-gas  ;  an  ele- 
phant ;  a  snake  ;  a  species  of  cucumber,  Cucumis 

Usitatissimus  ;  a  poisonous  plant  ;  a  sort  of  iron  ; 
(i),  f.  a  princess  of  the  Kalingas  ;  a  kind  of  gourd  or 
cucumber;  N.  of  a  river;  (am),  n.  the  water-melon; 
(a«,  i,  aj»\  produced  in  or  belonging  to  the  Ka- lin-ga  country. 

Kdlittgalia,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  Kalin-gas. 
Kdlingikd,  f.  the  planl  Ipomcea  Turpethum. 

nunddin,  a  large  black  bee  ;  a  sparrow,  the  francoline 

partridge. 
41dm  kdldpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  kaldpa),  the 

hair  of  the  head  ;  a  serpent's  hood  ;  a  demon,  an 
imp  or  goblin  ;  a  student  of  the  Kaliipa  grammar 
one  who  knows  or  follows  this  grammar  ;  (fr.  kald- 
pin),  a  pupil  of  Kalapin  ;  epithet  of  Arada,  a  teacher 
of  Sskya-muni. 
Kdldpaka,  an,  ikd,  am,  belonging  to  the  pupils 

of  Kalapin  ;  (am),  n.  an  assemblage  of  pupils  o 
Kalfipin  ;  N.  of  a  grammar. 

cMrtlT    kdldma,    as,   m.    an   epithet    o 
Arada,  the  teacher  of  Sakya-muni  ;  [cf.  kdldpa.] 

cftlrOlio  kdldmukha,  as,  m.  (fr.  kdla- 

mukha  f),  N.  of  a  Saiva  sect. 
4l<4l<4f'1  kdldyani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupi 

of  Bashkali. 

kdldyani,  f.  (fr.  kald],  an  epithe 
of  DurgS. 

•dlfrtqi  kdlika.     See  under  i.  kdla  and  2 

kdla  at  page  224  and  last  col. 

kdlinjara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- 
tain ;   [cf.  kdlanjara.] 

kaliddsa,  as,  m.  (fr.  kali,  the 

;oddess  DurgS,  and  dasa,  a  slave,  the  final  of  l;dli 
jeing  shortened).  N.  of  a  celebrated  poet,  supposed 

o  be  the  author  of  the  SakuntalS,  Vikramorvas"I, 
rtalavikSgnimitra,  the  Megha-duta,  Raghu-vanta, 
>Jalodaya,  and  other  poems  ;  also  of  the  Sruta-bodha  : 
le  was  one  of  the  nine  poets  or  gems  of  Vikra- 
maditya's  court,  and  is  supposed  to  have  flourished 
n  the  century  preceding  the  Christian  era  ;  the  name 
s  however  applied  to  more  persons  than  one,  and 
eems,  in  some  measure,  to  have  been  used  as  an 
lonorary  tide;  the  works  attributed  to  this  author 
are  amongst  the  most  elegant  compositions  in  the 
Sanskrit  language. 

Kdliddsaiia,  as,  m.  =  the  preceding. 
«l!iiVi«fl  kdlim.     See  under  2.  kdla. 

kdlinda,  am,  n.  the  water-melon  ; 
J),  f.  a  sort  of  vessel  ;  N.  of  a  plant  [cf.  kaliityikd]  ; 
^J.  of  a  wife  of  Krishna  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Asita 

and  mother  of  Sagara  ;  an  epithet  of  the  river  Ya- 
munS  ;  (as,  I,  am),  connected  with  the  river  YamunS, 
coming  from  this  river  ;  [cf.  kalinda.]  —  Kdlindi- 
karshana,  cw,  m.  an  epithet  of  Bala-rSma,  this  hero 
naving  diverted  the  stream  YamunS  into  a  new  and 
devious  channel,  marked  out  by  his  ploughshare. 
—  Kalindi-bhedana,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Bala-rama  ; 
cf.  the  preceding.]  —  Kdlindi-su,  us,  m.  the  father 
of  the  YamunS,  an  epithet  of  Surya  ;  (us),  f.  the 
mother  of  Yamuna,  an  epithet  of  one  of  the  wives 
of  Surya.  —  KdUndi-sodara,  as,  m.  the  brother  of 
the  YamunS,  an  epithet  of  Yama. 

Kallndaka,  am,  n.  the  water-melon. 
kdliman.     See  under  i.  kdla. 

<*lirt*n»m  kdlim-manyd,  f.  (kdlim  instead 

of  l-dllin),  thinking  one's  self  to  be  K51I,  regarding 
one's  self  as  Kali. 

3.  kdliya,  as,  m.  (fr.  kali;  for  I. 
and  2.  see  under  r.  and  2.  kdla),  the  present  age, 

commonly  called  the  Kali-yuga. 

«KT?ifaR  kdlika,  as,  m.  a  heron;  [cf.  i. Tidlika.] 

'4M"m  kdttfi,  f.  (fr.  2.  kdla  and  ah{?),  the 
judgment-hall  of  Yama,  regent  or  judge  of  the  dead. 

kdlina.   See  under  2.  kdla,  col.  i. 

i.  kdliya.    See  p.  225  and  col.  i. 

4I(4IM  kdlushya,  am,  n.  (fr.  kalusha),  foul- 
ness, dirtiness,  filth,  turbidness,  opacity  ;  disturbance 

or  interruption  of  harmony,  disagreement. 

kdle-ja.     See  under  2.  kdla. 

2.  kdleya,  am,  n.  (fr.  kali;  for  i.  see 
under  i.  kdla),  the  SSman  of  Kali;  (an,  d,  am), 

belonging  to  Kali,  the  Kali  age  &c. 

41(4*44  kdleyaka.     See  under  i  .  kdla. 

41(4  IK  kdlesvara,  kdlotpddita,  &c.  See 
urfder  I.  and  2.  kdla. 

<*1  rtl;;  I  (*t  «T  kdloddyin  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil 

of  Sskya-muni  ;  (the  right  reading  is  perhaps  halo- day  in.) 
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*I«H  kalpa,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  kalpa),  preceptive, 
ritual  ;  relating  to  a  Kalpa  or  period  so  called  ;  (as), 
m.  the  plant  Curcuma  Zerumbet. 

Kdlpalia,  as,  m.  the  same  plant  ;  [cf.  also  kdl- 
yaka.]  , 
Kdlpanika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kalpana),  existing 

only  in  fancy  ;  fictitious,  invented  ;  counterfeit,  hypo- 
critical, artificial,  fabricated.  —  Kdlpanika-td,  f.  con- 

trivance, hypocrisy,  forgery. 

Kdlpasutra,  ox,  m.  (fr.  kalpa-sutra),  one  who 
is  familiar  with  the  Kalpasutras. 

=KP?T  kdlya.     See  under  2.  kdla. 

«tilCHll*U1«l  kdlydnineya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kal- 
ydni),  sprung  from  a  virtuous  or  fortunate  woman  ; 
(as),  m.  the  son  of  such  a  woman. 

kalvdli-krita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
made  bald  (?)  ;  [cf.  Lat.  calvus.] 

=RT^  kava,  am,  n.  (fr.  kavi),  N.  of  a  Saman. 

eKilP«i«ii  kdvaiika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kavafa), 
relating  to  armour,  armorial  ;  (am),  n.  a  multitude 
of  men  in  armour. 

eRT^y  kdvata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  district  con- 
taining I  oo  Gramas;  [cf.  karvata.] 

Kdvatticd,  f.  a  district  of  200  Gramas. 

«*Tf  «j<*  kavaruka,  as,  i,  am,  fearful  ;  hen- 

pecked ;  (as),  m.  an  owl  ;  (a  wrong  form  for  kdka- 
ruka  or  kdkaruka  ?). 

oSR^  kdvasha,  am,  n.  (fr.  kavasha),  N.  of 
a  Saman. 

Kdvasheya,  CM,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Tura  in  the 
Brahmanas. 

otiiqi<  kdvdra  (kd-dv°),  am,  n.  the  aquatic 
plant  Vallisneria;  (t),  f.  an  umbrella  or  chhattar, 
especially  one  without  a  stick  and  worn  like  a  broad- 
brimmed  hat. 

«RTfTO>^ia-m'ra/,  t,  f.  a  metre  consisting of  9  +  i  a  +  9  syllables. 

<*I<J<*  ka-vrika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  hirds  ; 
a  gallinaceous  fowl  (  =  kvkkutn,  krit;avdku)  ;  the 

ruddy  goose,  Anas  Casaca  (  =  koka)',  a  small  singing 
bird,  Loxia  Philippensis. 

<*l<l«,  kdvera,  am,  n.  saffron,  Crocus  Sa- 
tivus;  (1),  f.  turmeric;  a  courtezan,  a  harlot;  N.  of 
a  river  ia  the  Dekhan  (according  to  a  legend  in  the 
Hari-vanla,  a  daughter  of  Yuvanasva  and  wife  of  Jahnu, 

who  by  her  father's  curse  was  changed  from  one  half 
of  the  Gan-gS  into  the  river  Kaveri,  therefore  also 
called  Ardha-garrgi  or  Ardha-jShnavi). 
Kdveraka,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Rajata-nabhi. 
Kdverikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  river,  =kdverl. 

<*T*»<  kdvya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  kavi),  endowed 
with  the  qualities  of  a  sage  or  poet,  descended  or 
coming  from  a  sage  ;  prophetic,  inspired,  poetical  ;  a 
particular  order  of  manes;  a  patronymic  of  Ulanas  ;  (as), 
m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Kavi  ;  (a),  f.  understanding, 
intelligence  ;  a  female  fiend  [cf.  putand]  ;  (am),  n. 
wisdom,  intelligence  ;  prophetic  inspiration  ;  high 
power  and  art  ;  intellect,  knowledge  (often  used  in 
pi.)  ;  a  poem,  poetical  composition,  a  work  of  poetic 
art  ;  term  for  the  first  tetrastich  in  the  metre  Shat- 

pada  ;  happiness,  welfare.  —  Kdvya-kalpa-latd,  f. 
title  of  a  work  on  artificial  poems.  —  Kdvyakalpa- 

latd-vritti,  is,  f.  a  commentary  by  Amara-c'andra  on 
the  last  work.  —  Kdvyakalpalatdvritti-parimala, 
a  commentary  on  the  preceding  work.  —  Kdvya- 
kdma-dhenu,  us,  f.  title  of  a  commentary  by  Vopa- 
deva  on  his  work  called  Kavi-kalpadruma.  —  Kdvya- 
dandrikd,  {.  title  of  a  work  on  artificial  poems  by 
KavWandra  ;  another  work  on  the  same  subject  by 

NyayavSglla.-.S'dfya-e'aftra,  as,  m.  a  robber  of 
other  poems,  a  plagiarist.  —  Kdrya-td,  f.  or  kdvya- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  condition  of  a  poetical  composition. 

—  Kdvya-devi,  (.,  N,  of  a  princess,  who  erected  a 

statue  of  Siva,  called  Kavyadevilvara.  —  Kdvya-pra- 
kdfa  or  kdvyaspradipa,  as,  m.  title  of  a  work  on 
artificial  poems  by  Mammata.  —  Kdvya-mimdnsaka, 
as,  m.  a  poetaster,  a  rhetorician.  —  Kdvya-rasika, 
as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  a  taste  for  poetical  composi- 

tions. —  Kdvya-rakshasa,  am,  n.  title  of  an  artificial 
poem.  —  Kavya-iaalra,  am,  n.  title  of  a  small  work 
on  poetics.  —  Kdvya-sudhd,  f.  title  of  a  commentary 
on  a  work  on  artificial  poems.  —  Kdvya-hdsya,  am, 

n.  a  farce.  —  Kdvyadaria  (°ya-dd°),  as,  m.  a  work 
on  poetics  by  Dzndm.  —  Kdvydlatikdra-vrttti,  is, 
f.  a  work  on  poetics  by  Vamana.  —  Jfdvydshtaka 

(°ya-ash°),  am,  n.  title  of  a  work  of  Surya. 
kits,  cl.  i.  and  4.  A.  kasate  and 

\  kas"yate,  dakds'e  or  kd4dmasa,  kds'ish- 
yate,  akds'ishta,  kdiitum,  to  be  visible,  appear; 
to  shine,  be  brilliant,  have  an  agreeable  appearance : 

Caus.  kaiayati,  -yitttm :  Desid.  tikds'uhate :  Intens. 
dakaslti  and  tdkds'yate,  to  shine  brightly ;  to  see clearly,  survey ;  [cf.  kds.) 

I .  kdda,  as,  m.  the  becoming  visible,  appearance ; 
splendor ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  species  of  grass,  Saccha- 
rum  Spontaneum,  used  for  mats,  roofs,  &c. ;  also 
personified,  together  with  the  Kusa  grass,  as  one  of 

Yama's  attendants ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  a  son  of 
Sunahotra ;  also  of  another  Sunahotra,  the  father  of 

Kali-raja.  -•  Kato-kritsna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  gram- 
marian ;  also  of  a  philosopher.  —  Kdfakritsni,  is, 

m.  (a  patronymic  from  the  preceding),  N.  of  a 

ieicher.  —  Kds'a-paundra,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  peo- 
ple. —  Kdfa-maya,  as,  t,  am,  consisting  of  the  grass 

Saccharum  Spontaneum. 

Kanaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  grass,  Saccharum 

Spontaneum  ;  N.  of  a  man,  =  /.•/;.«/. 
1.  kddin,  t,  ini,  i,  (at  the  end  of  compounds) 

shining,  appearing,  having   the   semblance  of  any- 

thing, e.  g.  jita-kds'in,  one  who  appears  as  a  con- 
queror or  behaves  like  one ;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  man, 

a  son  of  Brahman  Kavi  (Maha-bh.  XIII.  4150). 

Kabila,  as,  d,  am,  made  of  Kala  grass,  abounding in  it. 

Kdiishnu,  us,  us,  u,  shining,  brilliant. 

*is.i  2.  kdsa,  as,  m.  (wrongly  spelt  for 

kdsa),  cough,  catarrh,  irritation  of  the  throat,  sneez- 
ing. —  Kaia-marda,  as,  m.  wrongly  spelt  for  kasa- 

marda,  q.  v. 

2.  ka&n,  i,  ini,  i  (wrongly  spelt  for  kdsiri),  having 
a  cold  or  cough. 

<*li(IMl3  kasapari,  f.,  N.  of  a  region  (?). 

Katophart,  f.,  N.  of  a   region  (I);    (a  various 
reading  has  kataphdri.) 

^m^  ka-sabda,  as,  m.  the  noise  kd. 

<ni3ll«*ir<4  kd-sdlmali,  is,  f.  a  kind  of  silk- 
cotton  tree,  Bombax  Heptaphyllum. 

<*lfV  kdsi,  is,  m.  the  clenched  hand,  the 
fist ;  a  handful ;  the  sun  (in  this  sense  fr.  rt.  kdi) ; 

(ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  people  of  KsSi ;  N.  of  the  an- 

cestors of  the  kings  of  KaS'i,  of  the  family  of  Bharata ; 
(is),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Suhotra  and  grandfather  of 
Dhanvantari ;  also  N.  of  a  son  of  KSsya  and  grandson 
of  Suhotra;  (ayas),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man; 
(is  cr  I),  f.  a  celebrated  city  and  place  of  pilgrimage,  the 
modern  Benares ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Sudeva 
and  mother  of  Suparsva.  —  Kadi-kanyd,  f.  the  virgin 

of  Kasi,  daughter  of  the  king  of  KSsi.  —  KiM- 

khanda,  a  section  of  the  Slunda-purSna.  —  Kds'i- 
nagara,  am,  n.  the  city  of  the  KSsis,  i.  e.  Benares. 
—  Kaii-natha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  men.  —  Kaii- 
pa,  as,  m.  a  sovereign  of  the  Kalis.  —  Kaii-paH, 
is,  m.  the  ruler  of  the  Kasis,  epithet  of  Divodasa 
Dhanvantari,  a  king  of  Benares,  author  of  certain 
medical  works  and  teacher  of  the  Ayur-veda ;  he  is 
often  confounded  with  his  celestial  namesake,  the 

physician  of  the  gods.  —  Kati-puri,  f.  the  city  of  the 
KSsis,  i.  e.  Benares.  —  Kaii-raja,  as,  m.  a  king  of 
the  Kasis,  identified  with  the  DSnava  DIrghajihva ; 

epithet  of  Divodasa  Dhanvantari ;  also  of  a  grand- 

father of  Dhanvantari.  •-  Kd.<i-ra,jan,  a,  m.  =  the 
preceding.  —  Kdii-rdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  a  commentary  on  the  Tithi-tattva  and  several 
other  works.  —  Kd&-vildsa  or  kds^-vildsa,  as,  m. 
title  of  a  work  written  in  Sanskrit  and  in  one  of  the 

modern  dialects.  —  Kdfi-khanda,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
title  of  a  section  of  the  Skanda-purana,  treating  of 
Benares.  —  Kafi-natha,  as,  m.  '  a  lord  or  master  of 
Benares  ;'  an  epithet  of  S'ira  ;  N.  of  several  men. 

»  Kds^i-indhdtmya,,  am,  n.  a  section  of  the  Brahma- 
vaivarta-purana.  —  Kdfi-rdja,  an,m.  =  kadi-raja,  an 
epithet  of  Divodasa.  —Kdfi-vildsa,  as,  m.  =  kd^i- 

vildsa.  —  Kd&s'a  (°rfi-Itfa),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  S*iva  ; an  epithet  of  Divodasa  or  any  king  of  Benares  ;  (am), 
n.  sulphate  of  iron.  —  Kafiivara  Ciirif),  as,  m.  a 
prince  of  the  Kalis  or  a  sovereign  of  Benares  ;  N.  of 

a  grammarian  ;  Kafifcari,  f.  title  of  a  grammar  com- 
posed by  Kasisvara  (?)  ;  Kd^iifari-gana,  title  of  atrea- 

tise  on  grammar.  —  Kd&-setu,  us,  m.  title  of  a  work. 
Kdiika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (a),  f.,  scil.  puri, 

the  city  of  the  Kalis,  i.  e.  Benares  ;  kds'ika  vrittih 
or  only  kds'ika,  f.  '  the  commentary  composed  or 
used  in  K5li  or  Benares,'  title  of  a  commentary  on 
Panini's  grammar  by  VSmana  JaySditya.  —  Kaiika- 
sukfhma,  am,  n.  fine  cotton  from  Kali.  —  Kdiikd- 
tilaka,  N.  of  a  poem  by  Nila-kantha.  -  Kdsikd- 
priya,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  king  Divodasa,  who 
was  king  of  Benares. 
Kaieija,  a  patronymic  from  KSsi;  (f),  f.  a 

daughter  of  the  king  of  the  Kasis. 
I.  kdfya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  race  or 

tribe  of  the  Kalis,  a  prince  of  KSli  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 

the  father  of  Kalyapa  and  ancestor  of  Kaliraja  Dhan- 
vantari ;  also  of  a  son  of  Suhotra,  and  of  SenS-jit  ; 

(a),  f.  the  daughter  of  a  king  of  Kali. 

Kdfyaka,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  race  or 
tribe  of  the  Kalis. 

dsita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  verse  of  the 
Sama-veda. 

•nisi*!*,  kasukdra,  as,  m.  the  Areca  or 

betel-nut  tree  ;  (perhaps  a  wrong  reading  for  kasu- 

kdra.) 

ctil3.«i<"l  kdsmari,  f.  or  kasmarya,  as,  m. 
the  plant  Gmelina  Arborea,  commonly  called  Gam- 

bhJr!  ;  [cf.  also  kdrimari  and  kdrshmarya."\ 
«Fl3.»fl*.  kdsmlra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kasmira), 

born  in  or  coming  from  KalmTra  ;  (as),  m.  a  king 

of  Kasmira  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  Kalmira  ; 
the  country  Kalmira,  also  in  sing.;  (a),  f.  a  sort 

of  grape  ;  (t),  f.  the  tree  Ficus  Elastica  ;  (am),  n. 
the  tuberous  root  of  the  plant  Costus  Speciosus; 

saffron  ;  (  =  tanka.)  —  Kds'mira-ja,  am,  n.  saffron  ; 
a  sort  of  drug  ;  the  tuberous  root  of  the  plant  Costus 
Speciosus;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Atis  or  Betula, 
=  att-vishd.  —  Kdimira-janman,  a,  n.  saffron. 

Kaimiraka,  as,  i,  am,  bora  or  produced  in 
KalmTra,  relating  to  Kalmira;  (at),  m.  pi.  the 
inhabitants  of  Kalmira. 

Kds'mirika,  as,  i,  am,  born  or  produced  in 
Kalmira  ;  kdimlrika-nivdsa,  as,  m.  the  residence 
of  the  Kalmlras. 

<*13H  2.  kdsya,  am,  n.=ios'yo,  a  spirituous 

liquor. <*l?<4M  kdsyapa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kasyapa), 

belonging  to  Kalyapa,  relating  to  or  connected  with 
him  (e.  g.  kdfyapi  devl  or  only  kaiyapl,  the 
earth);  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  from  Kalyapa;  N.  of 
an  old  grammarian  ;  an  epithet  of  Aruna  ;  a  sort  of 
deer;  a  fish;  (ant),  n.  flesh;  (i),  f.  the  earth; 

(according  to  a  legend  of  the  Puranas,  Paralu-rama, 
after  the  destruction  of  the  Kshatriya  race  and  the 

performance  of  an  Alva-medha  sacrifice,  presented  the 
sovereignty  of  the  world  to  KJlyapa.)  —  Kddyapa- 
nandana,  as,  m.  pi.  the  children  of  Kasyapa, 

epithet  of  the  gods.  —  Kafyapi-bdldkyd-mdihari- 
putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

Kdfyapi,  is,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  kdiyapa),  an 
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epithet  of  Aruna,  the  charioteer  of  the  sun ;  also  of 
Garuda,  the  bird  of  Vishnu. 

Katyapin,  inas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  called  after 
Kisyapa. 

Kaxyaptya,  da,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  school 
called  after  Klisyapa. 

Kdfyapcya,  cu,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  katyapa), 
an  epithet  of  the  twelve  Adityas ;  also  of  the  sun  ; 
and  of  Garuda,  the  bird  of  Vishnu. 

«Brarft'  kasvart,  f.  the  plant  Gmelina  Ar- 
borea,  =kti4mari. 

=Rre  kasha,  as,  m.  (ft1,  rt.  kash),  rubbing ; 
that  against  which  anything  is  rubbed. 

<*mm  kashaya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kashaya), 

red,  dyed  of  a  reddish  colour ;  a  red  cloth  or  garment ; 
(f),  f.  (with  makshikd)  a  sort  of  fly  or  wasp. 
—  Kdihdya-yrahana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Caitya,  q.  v. 
—  KdsJidya-vasana,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  dark  or 
brown  garment.  —  Kdsfidya-vdsika,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  poisonous  insect. 
Kdshdyana,  at,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  kashaya  or 

kdthdya),  N.  of  a  teacher. 
Kdshdyin,  inas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  called 

from  KashSya. 

«irnr  kashtha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kds; 

d.kdshthd  next  col.),N.  of  one  of  Kuvera's  attendants ; 
(am),  n.  a  piece  of  wood  or  timber,  a  stick ;  wood 
or  timber  in  general ;  an  instrument  for  measuring 
lengths ;  a  kind  of  measure ;  (metaphorically)  a  mere 
stick,  a  lanky  thin  man.  At  the  beginning  of  a 
compound  and  before  a  simple  verb  kashllui  may 

express  excellence  or  superiority ;  [cf.  Cambro-Brit. 
coed;  Brit,  coat;  Gt.  £v-\ot>.]<~Kdshtha-kadali, 
f.  the  wild  plantain,  Musa  Sapientum,  (the  fruit  of  this 

plant  being  hard  and  woody.)  — Kdshtha-klta,  as, 
m.  a  small  insect  or  worm  found  in  decayed  wood. 
—  Kdshtha-katta  or  kdshtha-kuta,  as,  m.  a  bird, 

a  sort  of  woodpecker,  Picus  Bengalensis.  —  Kdshtha- 
kvdddla,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  wooden  shovel  or  scraper 
used  for  baling  water  out  of  a  boat,  or  for  scraping 

and  cleaning  its  bottom ;   also  written  ̂ kuddla  or 
°kidddla.  —  Kdtththa-khanda,  am,  n.  a  stick,  a 
spar,  a  piece  of  v/ood.  —  Kdshtha-ghalita,  ae,  d, 
am,  formed  of  wood,  wooden.  —  Kdshtha-jambu, 
us,  f.,  N.  of  a  lTce,^bhumi-jambu.  —  Kdshtha- 
taksh,  t,  m.  or  l-atlitlia-takshuku,  as,  m.  a  carpen- 

ter. —  Kdshlha-tantu,  us,  m.  a  caterpillar  which 
secretes   itself  in   wood   and  there    passes   into    a 

chrysalis ;  a  small  worm  found  in  timber.  —  Kdshtha- 
iluru,  us,  m.  the  tree  Pinus  Deodora.  —  Kashtha- 
dru,  us,  m.  the  tree  Butea  Frondosa.  —  Kdshtha- 
dhdtn-phala,  am,  n.  the  fruit  of  the  plant  Emblica 
Officinaiis.  —  Kashtha-pdtald,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant 
(sita-pdtalikd).—  Kdahtha-pdshdna-vdsas,   dqst, 
n.  pi.  wood,  stone,  and  clothes.  —  Kdshtha-putta- 
likd,  f.  a  wooden  image.  —  Kdshlha-praddna,  am, 
n.  piling  up  wood,  forming  a  funeral  pile.  —  Kd- 
shtha-bhdra,  as,  m.  a  particular  weight  of  wood. 
—  Jidshthalihdrika,  as,  m.  a  wood-carrier ;  a  bearer 
of  wood.— Kdshthorbhuta,  ae,  a,  am,  one  who  has 
become  wood,  or  who  is  like  a  piece  of  wood;  epithet 
of  an  ascetic,  who  stands  without  stirring;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  divine  being.  —  Kdshtha-bhrit,  see  under 
kashtha.  —  Kdshtha-mafhl,  f.  a  funeral  pile.  -•  Kd- 
shtha-maya,  ae,  i,  am,  made  of  wood,  wooden, 
consisting  of  pieces  of  wood.  —  Kashlha-maHu,  as, 
m.  a  bier,  a  plank  &C.  on  which  dead  bodies  are 

carried.  —  Kdshtha-rajju,  us,  m.  or  f.  (?),  a  rope 
for  binding  together  pieces    of  vtooA.  —  Kdshtha- 
lek/iaka,  <u,  m.  a    small  worm  found    in  wood. 

—  Kashtha-lohin,  i,  m.  a  club,  a   short  cudgel, 
especially  if  armed  with  iron.  -  Kdshlha-vat,  an, 
ail,  at,  having  wood  for  fuel  &c. ;  (vat),  ind.  like 
a   piece  of  wood,  like   a    stick  or  stock,  standing 
petrified  with  fear  &c.-  Kdshlha-valUkd,  (.,  N.  of 
a  plant,  =  katukd.  —  Kdshtha-vdta,  as  or  am,  m. 
or  n.  (?),  a  wall  made  of  wood ;  N.  of  a  place  (?). 
—  Kdehlha-rivara,  am,  n.  the  hollow  of  a  tree. 
—  Kdshtha-iariva,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  idrivd. 

ku&yapin. 

—  Kdshtha-stambha,  as,  m.  a  beam  of  wood.  —  Kd 

shthdffdra  (°/Aa-a*7c),  aa  or  am,  m.  or  n.  a  house  of 
wood,  a  wooden  house  or  enclosure.  —  Jidsh(hdml>u- 

vdhini  (°tha-am'),  f.  a  wooden  bucket  or  baling 

vessel;  [cf.  ambu-vihini.'}  —  Kdshthdluka  C(ha- 
dl°),  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  a  species  of  Aluka.  —  A'a- 
ehthekshu  (  t/ia-il;  ),  us,  m.  a  kind  of  sugar-cane. 
Kdshthaka,  am,  a.  aloe  wood  or  Agallochum. 
Kdshthika,  as,  m.  a  bcajer  of  wood ;  (d),  f.  a 

small  piece  of  wood. 
Kdshthin,  i,  i»i,  i,  wooden ;  having  wood. 

=ST?TT  kashtha,  f.  [cf.  kashtha  last  col.],  a 

place  for  running,  a  race-ground,  course ;  the  course, 
path  or  track  of  the  wind  and  clouds  in  the  atmos- 

phere ;  a  quarter  or  region  of  the  world,  a  cardinal 
point,  space,  tract ;  water ;  the  mark,  the  goal ;  limit, 

boundary ;  the  sun ;  a  fixed  place,  place,  site,  espe- 
cially the  situation  of  the  lunar  mansions  ;  a  measure 

Muhurta  ;  the  plant  Curcuma  Xanthorrhiza  ;  N.  of  a 

daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Kas'yapa,  mother  of  the 
solidungulous  quadrupeds  ;  N.  of  a  town.  —  Kdshtha- 
bhrit,  t,  t,  t  (for  kdshthd-bhrit),  Ved.  leading  to  a 
mark  or  aim. 

kashthlla  (kd-ash°),  as,  m.  a  large 
kind  of  Calotropis  ;  (a),  f.  a  plantain,  Musa  Sapientum. 

i.  kds,  cl.  I.  A.  kdsate,  fakdse  or 

\kdsdmdsa,  kdsishyate,  akdsishta,  kdsi- 
tum,  to  cough  ;  to  make  any  disagreeable  sound  or 
one  indicating  disease;  to  shine  (tor  rt.  Aviv,  q.  v.): 

Caus.  kasayati,  -yitum  :  Desid.  tikdtishate  :  Intens. 
Cakdsyate,  ddkdsti;  [cf.  Lith.  kdstit,  kiseti;  Slav. 
kafjljati;  Old  Germ,  huosto;  Scot  coaad.] 

2.  kds,  (.,  Ved.  cough. 

I.  kdsa,  as,  d,  m.  f.  cough,  catarrh.  —  Kdsa-kanda, 
as,  m.  a  species  of  root,  =kdsalu.—  Kdsa-kara, 

as,  i,  am,  producing  cough  or  catarrh.  —  Kasa- 
kuntha,  as,  d,  am,  afflicted  with  cough  ;  (as),  m. 
an  epithet  of  Yama  ;  [cf.  fcdsa.]  —  Kdsa-ghna,  as, 
I,  am,  removing  or  alleviating  cough,  pectoral  ;  (I), 
f.  a  sort  of  prickly  nightshade,  Solanum  Jacquini. 

—  Kdsa-jit,  t,  f.  the   plant  Clerodendrum   Sipho- 
nanthus.  —  KSia-naiini,  f.,  N.  of  a  thorny  plant, 
=  karkata-iringi.  —  Kdsa-marda,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Cassia  Sophora;  a  remedy  against  cough,  an  acid 
preparation,  a  mixture  of  tamarinds  and  mustard  ; 

also  —palala.  —  Kdsa-mardaka,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Cassia  Sophora.  —  Kdsa-mardana,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Trichosanthes   Diceca.  —  Kasa-vat,    an,   atl,    at, 

having  a  cough.  —  Kdsdri  (°sa-ari),  is,  m.  the  plant 
Cassia  Sophora.  —  Kdsdlu  ("ea-alu),  us,  m.  an  escu- 

lent root,  a  sort  of  yam. 
Kdsikd,  (.  cough. 
Kdsin,  I,  irii,  i,  having  a  cough. 
Kdsundivatikd,  f.  a  remedy  against  cough,  an 

acid  preparation,  a  mixture  of  tamarinds  and  mustard; 

(perhaps  a  wrong  reading  for  kdsandt°.) 
chiH  2.  kdsa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (for  kdsa),  a 

species  of  reed  or  long  grass,  Saccharum  Spontaneum  ; 
another  plant,  Hyperanthera  Moringa. 

eSraT  kdsara,  as,  m.  a  buffalo  ;  (fr.  ka, 

water,  and  sara,  going  ?  ;  this  animal  being  partial  to 
marshy  places.) 

<RWtt  kdsdra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  kds),  a  pond,  a  pool. 

kdslrdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man; 

(more  correctly  k&ti-rama  !). 
kdslsa,  am,  n.  green  vitriol,  green 

sulphate  of  iron  ;  [cf.  kafiia.] 

«f  TW  kdsu,  us,  f.  (fr.  rt.  kds  f),  a  sort  of 

spear  or  lance  ;  indistinct  speech  ;  speech  in  general  ; 
light,  lustre  ;  disease  ;  devotion  ;  understanding. 
—  Kdsu-tari,  f.  a  short  spear,  a  javelin. 

ka-sriti,  is,  La  by-way,  a  secret  path  . 

kdstlra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

kinkirin. 

<*l?«lil  kdhakd,  f.  a  kind  of  musical  instru- 
ment ;  [cf.  tdJtali.] 

*l5rt  kdhala,  as,  d,  am,  dry,  withered ; 
large,  excessive;  mischievous ;  (oa),  m.  a  cat;  a 
cock ;  a  sound  in  general ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  musical 
instrument ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  (i),  (.  a  young 

woman ;  (am),  n.  indistinct  speech  ;  a  kind  of  musical 
instrument ;  (as,  a,  am),  m.  f.  n.  a  horn,  either  a  cow- 
horn  or  an  instrument  of  that  shape  ;  a  large  drum  ; 

(am),  ind.  much,  excessively.  —  Kdhald-pushpa, 
aa,  m.  a  thorn-apple,  Datura  Metel,  =  dhiistura. 
Kdhalin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  Kishi. 

kdhali,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

kdhdbdha,am,n,,\ed.  a  rumbling 
noise  in  the  bowels. 

^n^  kdhi,  f.  the  plant  Wrightia  Anti- 
dysenterica ;  [cf.  kulajtt.] 

<*ii|»t)  kahiiji,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  the 
writer  Mahadeva  (author  of  an  astronomical  work). 

f^i  i.  ki,  a  pronominal  base,  like  ka  and 
ku,  in  the  words  Win,  kiyat,  kis,  kidriksha,  kidrii, 
kidrisa,  kivat,  q.  v. 

fa  2.  ki,  a  verbal  root;  [cf.  d  ;  Lat.  scio  ?; 

Hib.  ci, '  see,  behold ;'  ci-thi, '  you  see ;'  citear,  '  it 

seems,  appears.'] 
kimstya,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  fruit  (.'). 

kiki,  is,  m.  a  blue  jay;  the  cocoa 
tree,  NSrikela ;  [cf.  the  following.]  , 
Kikidira,  as,  m.  or  kikidivi,  is,  m.  or  kikiditi, 

is,  m.  a  blue  jay  ;  Ved.  another  kind  of  animal. 
Kikin,  I,  111.  or  kiki,  f.  a  blue  jay. 

Kikidiva,  as,  m.  or  kikidivi  or  kikidivi,  is,  m. 
a  blue  jay. 

0*0*^1  kikira,  ind.,  Ved.  (with  I.  kri)  to 

tear  in  pieces,  to  rend  into  rags  and  tatters. 

ftsf?£5T  kikkita,  ind.,  Ved.  an  onomato- 
poetic  word  used  like  an  interjection  in  invocations. 

f<4if\|!3l  kikkisa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  worm, 
pernicious  to  the  hair,  nails,  and  teeth. 

fiKf^TT^  kikkisdda,  as,  m.  a  species  of 

snake. 
fck«nH  kiknasa,  as,  m.  particles  of  ground 

corn,  bruised  grain,  groats. 

fcflfa  kikhi,  is,  m.  a  monkey,  an  ape ;  (is), 

f.  a  small  jackal,  a  fox. 

ftjTUtft  kinkani,  f .  a  small  bell ;  (a  various 
reading  for  ktitkitii,  q.  v.) 

Pong;*,  kin-kara,  &c.  See  under  kim  below. 

(en  TI;*!!  kinkina,  as,  m.  (an  onomatopoetic 
word),  a  kind  of  musical  instrument;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Bhajamlna. 
Kinkini,  is  or  (,  f.  a  small  bell ;  a  girdle  of  small 

bells,  or  any  tinkling  ornament ;  N.  of  an  acid  sort 

of  grape  (Vikan-kata). 
Kiakitfita,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  small  bell. 

•  KinkitfikSframa  (°ia-drf°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an hermitage. 

Kinkinikin,  i,  ini,  i,  ornamented  or  decorated 
with  small  bells. 

kinkira,  as,  m.  a  horse  ;  the  Indian 

cuckoo,  the  Kokila  or  Koil ;  a  large  black  bee ;  Kama- 
deva,  the  god  of  love ;  (a),  f.  blood ;  (am),  n.  the 
frontal  sinus  of  an  elephant. 

Kiitkirdta,  as,  m.  a  parrot ;  the  Indian  cuckoo 
or  Kokila;  Kama-deva,  the  god  of  love;  the  tree 

Jonesia  As"oka ;  a  species  of  amaranth ;  [cf.  kuran- 
faka,  raktamldna,  pitdmldna.J 

Kiirkirdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, =varvura. 
Kiitkirin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  commonly  Buinchi, 

Flacourtia  Sapida ;  [cf.  rikaitkata.] 
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r kin-kshana.  Seeunderitmnextcol. 

[  kinda,  ind.     See  under  kim  next  col. 

i.  kindana,  as,  m.  a  species  of  the 
PalaSa  or  Butea  Frondosa.  (For  i.  kiA-dana  see 
under  2.  ka  and  kim  below.) 

f<*MH«l>  kinfanaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 
of  the  Nagas. 

fofcfy  r^  kintit,  kihtit-kara,  &c.  See  under 
kim  next  col. 

f<+fWfr'5«ir  kiufdika  or  kihfulaka  or  kihfu- 

luka,  as,  m.  an  earth-worm. 

f<*y  kinja,  am,  n.  the  blossom  of  the 
plant  Mesua  Ferrea  [cf.  Ictnj alka] ;  the  filament  of 
a  lotus. 

KiAjala,  as,  m.  the  filament  qf  a  plant,  especially 
of  a  lotus. 

Kinjalka,  as,  m.  the  filament  of  a  plant,  especially 
the  filament  or  blossom  of  a  lotus;  (am),  n.  the 
flower  of  the  plant  Mesua  Ferrea. 

KinjaViin,  t,  inl,  i,  consisting  of  filaments. 

kit,  cl.  I.  P.  ketati,  fiketa,  ketitum, 

„  to  go  or  approach,  to  alarm  or  terrify ;  to 
dread,  fear. 

(44(414 1*1  kitakitdya  (an  onomatopoetic 

expression),  A.  kitakitdyate,  to  gnash  the  teeth. 

fifift  kit  i,  is,  m.  a  hog ;  [cf.  kira,  kiri.] 

foRfipT  kitibha,  as,  m.  a  bug ;  a  louse,  = 
keia-kita;  (am),  n.  a  species  of  exanthema;  [cf. 
the  next.] 

r<*(Vf<  kitima,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a 
species  of  leprosy. 

f%!$  kitta  or  kittaka,  am,  n.  secretion,  ex- 
cretion, excrement,  dirt.  —  Kitta-varjila,  am,  n. 

semen  virile. 
Kit  tola,  as,  m.  scoria,  rust  of  iron  &c. ;  a  copper 

vessel. 

[  kittima,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  liquid. 

kina,  as,  m.  a  corn,  a  callosity;  a 
scar ;  a  wart,  a  mole ;  an  insect  found  in  wood. 

—  Kina-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  callous.  —  Kindldta  (°na- 
af),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra. 

ftsfijT  kini,  is,  f.  or  kinihi,  f.  the  plant 

Achyranth.es  Aspera ;  [cf.  apdmarga.~\ 
khma,  as,  am,  m.  n.  ferment,  a  drug 

or  seed  used  to  produce  fermentation  in  the  manufac- 
ture of  spirits  from  sugar,  bassia,  &c.  ;  (am),  n.  sin. 

CohftNH  kinvin,  I,  m.  a  horse  ;  [cf.  kin- 
dhin,  kilkln,  and  kilvtn.] 

kit.     See  cit  and  ketaya. 

kita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

f<*rN  kitava,  as,  I,  m.  f.  (perhaps  fr.  Aim 

lava,  '  what  of  you  ?'  i.  e.  what  is  your  stake  ?),  a 
gamester,  a  gambler  ;  a  cheat,  a  fraudulent  man  or 
woman  ;  a  mad  or  crazy  person  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (as), 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  or  race;  (o«),  m.  thorn- 
apple,  Datura  Metel  [cf.  dhurta  and  un-matta]  ;  a 

kind  of  perfume,  commonly  Roc'ana. 
kinata,  am,  n.  the  inner  bark  of  a 

kin-tanu,  &c.     See  under  kim. 

kinduvilva,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

or  according  to  various  readings  kindavilla,  Jcendu- 
mlla,  or  tinduvilla,  N.  of  the  place  where  Jaya-deva 
was  born  or  where  his  family  resided. 

f^ifHnT  kindhin,  i,  m.  a  horse  ;  (a  various 
reading  for  kilkin.) 

|  kin-nu,  ind.     See  under  kim  below. 

for"l  kipya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  worm. 

im,  ind.(originallynom.andacc.  sing, 

n.  of  3.  lea,  q.  v.),  how  1  whence  1  wherefore  1  why  ? 
Kim  is  much  used  as  a  particle  of  interrogation  like 

the  Lat.  num,  an,  sometimes  translateable  by  '  whe- 
ther?' but  oftener  serving  only  like  a  note  of  interro- 
gation to  mark  a  question  (e.  g.  kim  vyadhd  vane 

'smin  santaranti,  do  hunters  roam  about  in  this 
wood?  In  an  interrogation  the  verb  if  uncom- 
pounded  with  a  preposition  generally  retains  its  accent 
after  kim).  To  this  sense  may  be  referred  the  kim 
expressing  blame,  deficiency,  &c.,  at  the  beginning 

of  compounds  (e.  g.  kim-rajan,  what  sort  of  a  king  ? 
i.  e.  a  bad  king) ;  also  the  kim  prefixed  to  verbs 

with  a  similar  meaning  (e.  g.  kim-adhite,  he  reads 

badly).  Kim — uta  or  kim — utavd  or  kim — 
uta — uta  or  kim — athava — uta,  whether— or — 

or ;  [cf.  uta.~\ Kim  is  very  frequently  connected  with  other  parti- 
cles, as  follows :  kim  anga,  wherefore  then  ?  atha 

kim,  how  else?  surely;  kim  api,  somewhat,  to  a 
considerable  extent,  rather,  much  more,  still  further ; 
kim  itt,  why  ?  (see  iti) ;  kimu  or  icimuta,  how 
much  more  ?  how  much  less  ?  kim  kila,  what  a 

pity  I  (expressing  dissatisfaction);  kinda,  moreover, 

further;  kiii-dana  (originally  negative  =  '  in  no  way'), 
to  a  certain  degree,  a  little ;  Tctntit,  somewhat,  a  little ; 
kim  tarhi,  how  then  ?  but,  however ;  kintu,  but, 
however,  nevertheless  (bearing  the  same  relation  to  tu, 
that  ki Ma  bears  to  <?a) ;  kin-nu,  whether  indeed  ?  (a 
stronger  interrogative  than  kim  alone) ;  how  much 
more?  how  much  less?  kin  nukhalu,  how  possibly? 

(a  still  stronger  interrogative);  kim  punar,  how 
much  more?  how  much  less?  kim  vd,  whether? 

or  whether  ?  or,  (often  a  mere  particle  of  interroga- 
tion) ;  ki  m  svit,  whether  ?  how  ?  (a  mere  particle  of 

interrogation  like  the  last). 

Kini-yu,  us,  us,  w,  Ved.  what  wishing  ?  —  Kim- 
rajan,  a,  m.  a  bad  king.  —  Kim-rupa,  as,  d,  am, 
of  what  shape  ?  —  Kim-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  poor,  mean, 
insignificant.  —  Kim^vadanta,  as,  ra.,  N.  of  an  imp 
or  goblin  who  lies  in  wait  for  children.  —  Kim- 
vadanti,  is  or  ?,  f.  (lit.  what  do  they  say  ?),  the 
common  saying  or  rumour,  report,  tradition,  tale. 

—  Ki m-vardtaka,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  says  '  what 
is  a  cowrie  ?'  i.  e.  an  extravagant  careless  man  who 
does  not  value  small  coins.  —  Kinwid,  t,  t,  t,  what 

knowing  ?  —  Kim-mrya,  as,  d,  am,  of  what  power  ? 

—  Kim-vritta,  at,  a,  am,  one  who  says  '  what  is 
behaviour  ?'  i.  e.  one  who  is  not  careful  in  his  man- 

ners. —  Kim-i'ydpdra,  as,  d,  am,  following  what 
occupation?  —  Kim-3dru,  us,  u,  m.  n.  the  beard  of 
corn ;  (us),  m.  an  arrow ;  a  heron.  —  Kim-Sila,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  (land)  having  small  stones  or  gravelly 

particles.  —  Kim-s~ila,  as,  a,  am,  of  what  habits  ?  in 
what  manner  generally  existing  or  living  ?  —  Kim- 
iuka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Butea  Frondosa,  a  tree  bearing 
beautiful  red  blossoms,  and  hence  often  alluded  to 

by  poets ;   (am),  n.  the  blossom  of  this  tree ;    [cf. 

palds"a  and  su-kimi!uka.]  —  Kimilukodaka  (°ka- 
ud°),  am,  n.  a  decoction  made  from  the  blossoms 
of  the  tree  Butea  Frondosa  and  used  for  colouring. 

—  Kbn-.'luluka,  as,  m.  a  variety  of  the  tree  Butea 
Frondosa.  —  Kim4ulukd-giri,  in,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain. —  Kim-sakhi,  a,  m.  a  bad  friend.  —  Kiit-kara, 
as,  m.  a  servant,  a  slave ;  (Ved.)  a  particular  part  of 
a  carriage ;  a  kind  of  Rakshasa  ;  N.  of  a  people ; 

(a),  f.  a  female  servant ;  (i),  f.  the  wife  of  a  servant. 
—  Kinkara-tva,  am,  n.  the  condition  of  a  servant 
or  slave.  —  Kinkarlavya-ta  or  kinkdrya-td,  (.  any 

situation  or  circumstances  in  which  one  asks  one's  self 
what  ought  to  be  done  ?  [cf.  itikartavya-td.]  —  Kin- 
kala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kiie-kdmya,  nom.  P. 
-yati,  to  wish  what  ?  —  Jfiit-kdmyd,  ind.  (old  inst. 
for  -kdmyaya),  Ved.  from  a  desire  for  what  ?  —  Kin- 
kdrana,  as,  d,  am,  having  what  reason  or  cause? 

Kin-kehana,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  says  '  what  is 

moments.  —  Kirt-gotra,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  what 
family  ?  —  i .  kiii-dana,  see  under  2.  ka  and  kim  above. 
—  KiMana-td,  f.  something,  somewhat.  —  KiniXj- 

jiia  (°<Ht-jna),  as,  d,  am,  knowing  a  little,  a  mere smatterer.  —  Kiildit-kara,  as,  i,  am,  doing  anything ; 

(a-kiAHitkara,  one  who   has   not  done    anything 
wrong.)  —  Jfiiidit-kala,  as,  m.  a  little  time,  some  time. 
••  KiniHt-pare, ind. a  little  after.  —  Kinttt-prdna  ,as, 
a,  am,  having  a  little  life  left.  —  Kinfin-matra,  am, 
n.  only  a  little.  —  Kln-flumdas,  as,  as,  as,  conver- 

sant with  which  Veda  ?  (which  Veda  does  he  know  ?) 

—  Kil-japya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  TTrtha.  -  Kin-jyotis, 
it,  is,  is,  having  which  light  ?  —  Kin-tanu,  us,  m. 
an  insect  described  as  having  eight  legs  and  a  very 

slender  body,   a   species   of  spider. ~Kin-lamdm, 
ind.  whether  ?  whether  of  many  ?  —  Kin-tardm,  ind. 
whether  ?  whether  of  two  ?  —  Kintu-ghna,  as,  m.  one 
of  the  eleven  periods  called  Karana  (destroying  every 

•but').  —  Kin-tva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  an  adj.  formed 

from  kim  tvam,  '  what  thou  ?'  to  denote  the  impu- 
dent manner  in  which  a  drunken  man  asks  questions. 

"Kin-data,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sacred  well.  —  Kin- 
dama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Kin-darbha,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  mun.  —  Kin-ddna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

—  Kin-dasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kin-devata, 

as,  d,  am,  having  what  deity  ?  —  Kin-devatya,  as, 

d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  or  devoted  to  what  deity 't —  Kinmara,  as,  m.  (what  sort  of  man  ?),  a  mythical 
being  with  a  human  figure  and  the  head  of  a  horse, 

originally  perhaps  a  kind  of  monkey  [cf.  vd-nara], 
in  later  times  (like  the  Naras)  reckoned  among  the 
Gandharvas  or  celestial  choristers  and  celebrated  as 

musicians ;  also  attached  to  the  service  of  Kuvera ; 

(with  Jainas)  one  of  the  eight  orders  of  the  Vyantaras ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ;  an  epithet  of  Nara,  a  sou 
of  Vibhishana ;  (with  Jainas)  the  N.  of  the  attendant 
of  the  fifteenth  Arhat  of  the  present  AvasarpinT  ;  N. 
of  a  place ;  a  kind  of  musical  instrument ;  (?),  f.  a 

female  Kinnara ;  the  lute  of  the  Candsla.  —  Kinnara- 

varsha,  as,  m.  a  division  of  the  earth  said  to  be 
north  of  the  Himalaya  mountains.  —  Kinnareila  or 

kinnaretvara  l^ra-li0),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Kuvera 
as  lord  of  the  Kinnaras.  —  Kin-ndmadheya,  as,  d, 

am,  or  kin-ndman,  d,  a,  a,  having  what  name  ? 
-  Kin-nimitta,  as,  d,  am,  having  what  cause  or 

reason?     (am),  ind.   from  what   cause?    for   what 
reason?  why?  wherefore ?  —  Kim-artha, as, d, am, 
having  what  motives  or  aim?  (am),  ind.  from  what 
motive?  what  for?  wherefore?  whyf  —  Kim-dkhya, 

as,  d,  am,  having  what  name  ?  —  KimiMhaka,  as, 

d,  am  (fr.  kim  +  iMhd),  what  one  wishes  or  desires, 
anything  desired.  —  Kim-pa(a,  as,  d,  am,  cooking 
what  ?  one  who  cooks  nothing ;  miserly,  avaricious. 

-Kim-pa6dna,  as,  d,   am,   miserly,   niggardly, 

avaricious;  [cf.  mitam-pada.]  —  £im-pardkrama, 

as,  d,  am,  of  what  power  ?  of  what  energy  ?  -  Kim  • 

paryantam,  ind.  to  what  extent?   how  far?  how 

long?-.Kim-£>afca,  as,  d,  am,  unripe;   ignorant; 

stupid;  not  arrived  at  mature  age,  childish;  (as), 

m,  a  Cucurbitaceous  plant,  Trichosanthes  Palmata ; 
also  Cucumis  Colocynthus  (cf.  maha-kala\ ;  (am), 

n.  the  fruit  of  this  plant.  -  Kim-puna,  (.,  N.  of  a 

river.  —  Kim-purasha  or  kim-purasha,  as,  m.  a 

mongrel  being  (according  to  the  Brahmanas  an  evil 

being  similar  to  man),  perhaps  originally  a  kind  of 

monkey ;  in  some  instances  the  word  seems  to  mean 

merely  a  low  and  despicable  man;    in  later  times 

the  word  is  usually  identified  with  kin-nara,  though 

sometimes   applied  to  other  beings,  in  which  the 

figure  of  a  man  and  that  of  an  annual  are  combined, 

(these  beings  are  supposed  to  live  on  Hemakuta,  and 
are  regarded  as  the  attendants  of  Kuvera;  with  Jainas 
the  Kimpurushas,  like  the  Kinnaras,  belong  to  the 
Vyantaras) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  nine  sons  of  Agnidhra, 

having  the  Varsha  Kimpurusha  as  his  hereditary  por- 
tion ;    a  division  of  the  universe,  one  of  the  nine 

Khandas  or  portions  into  which  the  world  is  divided, 
and  described  as  the  country  between  the  Himacala 
and  Hemakuta  mountains,  also  called  kimpurwsha- 

varsha."  Kimpuruslws'tara  (°sAa-irf°),  at,  m.  an 

a  moment?'  'i.e.  a' lazy  fellow  who  does  not  value  j  epithet  of  Kuvera.  -  Kim-prakaram,  ind.  in  what 
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nanatil^Kim-prabhava,  <u,  a,  am,  possessing 
what  power  ?  —  Kim-bala,  at,  a,  am,  possessing 
what  strength  or  power  ?  —  Kim-bJuird  (?),  f.  a  kind 
of  perfume,  commonly  called  Nail.  —  K im-bhiita, 
as,  a,  am,  being  what?  (am),  ind.  how?  in  what 
manner  or  degree  ?v  like  what  ?  —  Kim-maya,  as,  i, 
am,  Ved.  consisting  of  what  ? 
Kimiya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  whom 

or  what? 

PCIIH"!  (5  »^  kimidin,  i,  ini,  m.  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of a  class  of  evil  spirits. 

f<**|f^  kit/at,  an,  att,  at  (fr.  i.  ki),  how 
great  ?  how  large  ?  how  far  ?  how  much?  of  what  extent  ? 
of  what  qualities  ?  (Ved.  loc.  Idyati  with  following 
a,  how  long  ago ?  since  what  time ?  e.  g.  kit/at ;/  a 
l>rnthamah  sarga  asam.howlong  is  it  since  their  first 
creation  ?  kiyaty  adhvani,  at  what  distance  ?  how 
far  off?  kiyad  etad  with  gen.,  of  what  importance 
is  this  to  any  one  ?  tena  kiyan  arthah,  what  profit 
arises  from  that?  kiyad  firena,  in  how  long  a 
time  ?  kiyad  dure,  how  far  ?) ;  little,  small,  unim- 

portant, of  small  value  (often  in  compounds,  e.  g. 
kiyad-vakra,  a  little  bent;  kiyan-matra,  of  little 
importance ;  kiyad  apt,  how  large  or  how  far  soever, 
&c. ;  yarat  kiyaMa,  how  large  or  how  much  soever, 
of  what  qualities  soever ;  (kiyat),  ind.  how  far  ? 
how  much  ?  how  ?  a  little ;  kiyat-kalam,  how  long  ? 
some  little  time  ago.  —  Kiyad-etika  or  kiyad-thika, 
f.  effort,  vigorous  and  persevering  exertions  according 

to  one's  strength.  -•  Kiyad-dura,  ae,  a,  am,  for  a 
short  distance,  a  little  my.  —  Kiyan-mulya,  as,  a, 
am,  of  what  value  ?  of  what  price  ? 

f<*«u9  kiydmbu,  u,  n.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 
aquatic  plant. 

fotmrp  kit/aha,  as,  m.  a  fox,  a  horse  of 
a  red  or  bay  colour. 

f"IRr*JT  kiye-dhd,  as,  as,  am  (fr.  kiyad-dhd  ?), 
Ved.  containing  or  surrounding  much,  epithet  of  Indra. 

fiK^  kira,  as,  m.  (fr.  i.  kfi),  a.  hog. 
Kiraka,  as,  m.  a  scribe. 
Kiratia,  as,  m.  dust,  very  small  dust ;  a  rein  (?) ; 

a  ray  or  beam  of  light,  a  sun  or  moon-beam ;  the 
sun ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Kirana-maya,  as,  I, 
am,  radiant,  bright,  refulgent.  —  Kirana-malin,  t, 
m.  the  sun  (having  a  garland  of  rays).  —  Kirniiai-ali 
(°na-av°),  f.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Udayana ;  a  commen- 

tary by  DSdSbhai  on  the  Surya-Siddhanta.  —  Kira- 

ndvali-prakds'a,  as,  m.  title  of  a  work. 
Kirat,  an,  atl  or  anil,  at,  scattering,  spreading ; 

lighting,  shedding  light. 
Kin,  is,  m.  a  hog,  =  W#. 
Kirika,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  sparkling,  beaming. 
Kiryanl,  f.  a  wild  hog. 

n+Url  kirdta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  degraded 

mountain-tribe,  one  of  the  barbarous  tribes  who  in- 
habit woods  and  mountains  and  live  by  hunting  (the 

Kirrhadse  of  Arrian),  having  become  Sadras  by  their 
neglect  of  all  prescribed  religious  rites  (they  are  also 

regarded  as  Mlecc'has)  ;  a  savage ;  a  pigmy,  a  dwarf; 
a  groom,  a  horseman ;  N.  of  a  plant,  a  kind  of  gen- 

tian [cf.  kirata-tikta] ;  N.  of  Siva,  as  a  moun- 
taineer opposed  to  Arjuna,  the  account  of  which  is 

the  subject  of  the  celebrated  poem  by  Bharavi  called 
Kiratirjunlya;  (J),  f.  a  woman  of  the  Kirata  tribe  ; 
a  woman  who  carries  a  fly-flap  or  anything  to  keep  off 
flies ;  an  epithet  of  the  goddess  DurgS ;  a  bawd,  a 
procuress ;  an  epithet  of  the  river  Gan-g5  ;  the  celes- 

tial Gangs  or  river  of  Svarga.  -  Kirata-tilda,  as, 

poem  by 

ravi,  describing  the  combat  of  Aijuua  with  the  god 
Siva  in  the  form  of  a  wild  mountaineer  or  Kirata, 
(this  combat  and  its  result  is  described  in  the  Vana- 
parva  or  third  book  of  the  Maha-bhirata  1538-1664.) 
—  Kirataiin  fta-ai0),  i,  m.  an  epithet  of  Garuda, 
the  bird  of  Vishnu  ('jwallowing  the  Kir5tas'). 

Kirdtaka,  as,  m.  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  the 
warrior  or  mountain-tribe  of  the  Kirilas  ;  N.  of  a 

plant,  =  kirata-tikta. 
Kiratl,  is,  f.  an  epithet  of  the  river  Gan-gS  ;  [cf. 

kiratl.'] 
Kiratinl,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant,  the  Indian  spikenard  ; 

[cf.  jalamunei.] 

f«HllX  kirdri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  people;  (a 
various  reading  has  viriri.) 

kirikMikd,  f  .  a  kind  of  musi- 
cal instrument. 

f«*r<r<!  kiriti,  n.  the  fruit  of  the  marshy 
date  tree,  Pbxenix  Paludosa. 

f«tt(V^i  kirisa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

f«*0i  kirlta,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (said  to 
be  fr.  rt.  I.  in),  a  diadem,  a  crest,  a  garland  or  any 
ornament  used  as  a  crown,  a  tiara  ;  N.  of  a  metre  of 
four  lines,  each  containing  twenty-four  syllables.  —  Ki- 
rita-dhdrana,  am,  n.  wearing  a  diadem,  assuming 
the  crown.  —  Kirlta-dharin,  i,  ini,  i,  crowned,  hav- 

ing a  tiara;  (I),  m.  a  king.  —  Kirlla-mdlln,  I,  ini, 
i,  ornamented  with  a  diadem. 

Kiritin,  i,  ini,  {,  decorated  with  a  diadem,  crested, 
crowned;  (t),  m.  a  king;  an  epithet  of  Indra;  one 
of  the  attendants  of  Siva  ;  a  N.  of  Arjuna. 

r«H\4ligj  kirodatya,  nom.  P.  kiroddtyati, 
to  cheat. 

fcfifJKiirmtra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  variegated; 
[cf.  kirmira  below  and  karbura.] 

fspff  kirml,  f  .  a  hall,  a  building,  an  apart- 
ment ;  an  image  of  gold,  a  figure  of  iron  ;  the  Palasa 

tree,  Butea  Frondosa. 

f<**fl*.  kirmira,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
I.  krl),  variegated;  (as),  m.  a  variegated  colour; 
the  orange  tree  ;  N.  of  a  Rakshasa  or  goblin  conquered 
by  Bhima-sena;  [cf.  Gr.  Ki(i/Ws.]  —  Kirmlra-jit,  t,  m. 
or  kirmlra-nisiidana,  as,  m.  or  kirmira-bhid,  t, 

m.  orkirmlra-sidana,  as,  m.  oikirmlrari  ("ra-ari), 
is,  m.  an  epithet  of  Bhima-sena,  the  enemy  and  con- 

queror of  the  Rakshasa  Kirmira.  —  Kirmlra-tvat,  k, 
m.  or  f.  (?),  the  orange  tree. 
Kirmlrita,  as,  a,  am,  variegated,  spotted. 

kirydm.     See  under  kira. 
kil,  cl.  6.  P.  kilati,  fikela,  kelitum, 

^,  to  be  or  become  white;  to  freeze;  to 

play  ;  cl.  10.  P.  kelayati,  -yitum,  to  send,  to  throw 
or  cast  ;  [cf.  Hib.  col,  '  a  joke.'] 

I.  kila,  as,  m.  play,  trifling.  —  Kila-kindita,  am, 
n.  amorous  agitation,  weeping,  laughing,  being  angry, 
merry,  &c.,  in  the  society  of  a  lover. 

f=Bt?  2.  kila,  ind.  (a  particle  of  asseveration 
or  emphasis),  indeed,  verily,  assuredly;  (or  of  expla- 

nation) namely;  kila  is  preceded  by  the  word  on 
which  it  lays  stress,  and  occurs  very  rarely  at  the 
beginning  of  a  sentence  or  verse  ;  according  to  native 
lexicographers  kila  may  be  used  in  communicating 

intelligence,  and  may  imply  '  so  said,"  '  so  reported,' 
'probably,'  'possibly,'  'agreement,'  'dislike,'  'false- 

hood,' '  inaccuracy,'  and  '  reason.' 
.  kila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

kilakila,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Siva  ;  N.  of  a  town  ;  (a),  f.  (an  onomatopoetic  word), 
sounds  or  cries  expressing  joy  or  the  expression  of 
pleasure  by  any  sound  or  cry. 

Kilakiliiya,  nom.  P.  kilakilayati,  to  raise  sounds expressing  joy. 

f<*rtT7  kilata,  as,  i,  m.  f.  inspissated  milk, 
coagulated  milk  ;  it  may  also  be  applied  to  cheese. 
KUatin,  i,  m.  a  bamboo. 

(•Mir!  kilata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura;  a dwarf. 

kildsa.  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  leprous; 

(?),  f.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  spotted  deer  described  as  the 
Vehicle  of  the  Maruts ;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  a  white  leprous 
spot ;  a  blotch,  a  scab ;  (in  medic.)  a  species  of  leprosy 
resembling  the  so-called  white  leprosy,  in  which 
disease  the  skin  becomes  spotted  without  producing 
ulcers.  —  Kilasa-ghna,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  gourd,  Mo- 
mordica  Mixta  ('  what  removes  leprosy').  —Kilasa- 
nas'ana,  at,  i,  am,  Ved.  removing  leprosy .  —  K(- 
lisa-bhes/iaja,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  remedy  against  leprosy. 
Kilaiin,  i,  ini,  i,  leprous,  having  blotches. 

fWrt^  kilihfa,  am,  n.  a  thin  plank,  a 
board;  [cf.  the  following.] 

foPo'St  kilinja,  as,  m.  a  mat ;  a  thin 

plank  of  green  wood. 
KiliiijaJia,  as,  m.  a  mat;  a  screen  or  twist  of 

grass  or  straw. r<*rp>ir<*rt  kUinalala,  as  or  am,  m.  or 
n.  ̂ ?),  a  various  reading  for  kilakita  ;  N.  of  a  town  (?). 

fohfrti  kilima,  as,  m.  a  tree,  a  kind  of  fir 
or  pine,  Pinus  Deodar  [cf.  deva-daru]  ;  (am),  n. 
resin,  the  extract  of  the  pine. 

f<*fW»i  kilkin,  i,  m.  a  horse ;  (also  read 

kindhin  and  kilvin.) 

?<*£<?*'*  kilbisha  or  kilvisha,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 
kil?),  fault,  offence,  sin,  guilt;  injustice,  injury; 
disease,  sickness.  —  Jfilvisha-fprit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  re- 

moving or  avoiding  sins  or  offences. 

Silvishin,  i,  t'ni,  »',  one  who  commits  an  offence, wicked,  culpable,  criminal,  sinful,  (often  in  compounds, 

e.  g.  raja-kttviahin,  one  who  as  a  king  commits  an 
offence.) 

f<*  r<?l  «^  kilvin,  t,  m.  ahorse;  [cf.  kilkin."] 
foR^T^  kisala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  sprout,  a 

shoot. 

Kiialaya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  young  shoot.  —  Kiia- 
laya-talpa,  as,  m.  or  ki/Saluya-iayya,  f.  or  kida- 
laya-dayana,  am,  n.  a  bed  of  young  leaves  &c. ; 
see  kisala,  kisalaya,  &c. 

f4?flT  kisora,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr. 
kirn  and  rt.  jfri),  young,  infantine;  (as),  m.  a  colt, 
the  young  of  any  animal ;  the  sun ;  Benjamin  or 
Styrax  benzoin  (  =  taila-parny-oshadki)i  N..of  a 
Danava ;  a  youth,  a  lad,  one  from  his  birth  to  the 
end  of  his  fifteenth  year,  a  minor  in  law  (ajata- 
vyavuhara)  becoming  after  his  fifteenth  year  subject 
to  suits  at  law  (or  jata-vyavahara);  (i),f.  a  maiden, 

a  young  woman. kishk,  cl.  10.  A.  kishkayate,  -yi- 
turn,  to  injure,  kill ;  (a  various  reading 

for  hishk  and  lilkk) ;  [cf.  Hib.  eeasaim, '  I  torment, 

crucify,  vex.'] fodfMiHI  kishkindha,  as,  d  or  i,  m.  f.,  N.  of 
a  mountain  in  the  south  of  India,  in  Odra,  containing 
a  cave,  the  residence  of  the  monkey-prince  Balin. 
—  Kishkindha-parvata,  as,  m.,   N.  of  a  place. 
—  Kislikindhd-kunda,  am,  n.  title  of  the  fourth 
book  of  the  Ramayana. 

Kishkindhaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
KishkimHiya,  as,  d,  m.  f.  (but  generally  f.),  N. 

of  a  mountain  and  of  a  district  =  kithk'uidha  above, 
said  to  be  in  the  peninsula,  in  the  northern  part 
of  Mysore,  near  the  sources  of  the  Pampa  river, 
the  territory  of  Balin  the  monkey-king,  from  whom 
it  was  conquered  by  Rama  and  transferred  to  Su- 
grlva,  the  brother  of  Bali  and  rightful  king.  The 
story  is  told  in  the  fourth  book  of  the  Ramayana. 
The  name  Kiihkindhyi  is  also  applied  to  the  capital 
city  of  the  district,  the  mountain  being  called 
Rishya-mtika.  —  KtshTiindhya-kanda,  as,  m.  title 
of  the  fourth  book  of  the  Ramayana ;  also  of  the 

Adhyatma-ramayana.  —  Kiehkindltytldhipa  (°ya- 
adli°),  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Balin,  a  monkey-king  slain 

by  Rama. 



kishku. 

kishku,  us,  us,  u,  vile,  bad,  con- 
temptible ;  (us),  m.  f.  the  fore-arm,  a  cubit,  a  span ; 

an  instrument  for  measuring  lengths  =  hasta  or  kara 

=  twenty-four  thumbs'  breadths  =  3^  of  a  Nalva. 
—  Ktshku-parvan,  a,  m.,  N.  of  several  kinds  of 
reed,  as  bamboo,  sugar-cane,  Arundo  Tibialis. 

f^T  kis,  ind.,  Ved.  a  particle  of  interro- 

gation, '  whether,  if;'  according  to  native  commen- 
tators = kart ri,  'a  doer;'  [cf.  nakis,  makis.] 

filTH  kisa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  attendant  of 
the  sun. 

f«m<  kisara,  am,  n.  an  article  for' sale (?). 
Kisarika,  as,  I,  am,  selling  Kisara. 

r<*1nrt  kisald  or  kisalaya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a 
sprout  or  shoot,  the  extremity  of  a  branch  bearing 
new  leaves. 

Kisalayita,  as,  a,  am,  furnished  with  leaf-buds 
or  young  shoots ;  [cf.  kliala,.] 

efj"i<*«  kikata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people  not belonging  to  the  Aryan  race ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Rishabha ; 
also  of  San-kata ;  N.  of  a  country,  Behar ;  a  horse 
(originally  perhaps  a  horse  of  the  Kikatas) ;  (as,  j, 
am),  poor,  needy ;  miserly,  avaricious. 

efiloR^  kikara,  as  or  om(?),  m.  or  n.  (?), 
N.  of  a  Grama  in  the  word  kamala-klkara,  q.  v. 

'ofilcfi*!  kikasa,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  ft.  rt. 
kak),  hard,  firm ;  (ds),  f.  pi.,  Ved.  the  breast-bone 
and  the  cartilages  of  the  ribs  connected  with  it, 
cartilagines  costarum ;  (am),  n.  a  bone  in  general ; 
(as),  m.  a  bone,  an  insect.  —  Klkasa-mukha  or 

kikasdsya  (°8a-as°),  as,  m.  a  bird  in  general. 

kiki,  is,  m.  a  blue  jay ;  [cf.  kiki.~\ 
kidaka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

cii),  a  hollow  bamboo  ;  a  bamboo  whistling  or  rattling 
in  the  wind,  Arundo  Karka,  a  reed ;  a  kind  of  tree ; 
N.  of  a  people,  a  tribe  of  the  Kekayas,  (a  Ktfaka  is 
chief  of  the  army  of  king  VirSta,  and  is  conquered 
by  Bhlma-sena) ;  N.  of  a  Daitya  or  demon ;  a  certain 
Rakshasa  or  gob\in.  —  Kifoka-jit,  t,  or  kidaka- 
nisudana,  as,  or  kidaka-bhid,  t,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Bhlma-sena,  conqueror  of  Kicaka.  —  Kitaka-badha, 
as,  m. '  the  killing  of  Kicaka,'  title  of  a  poem. 

cR^ST  klja,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  wonderful. 

^\  j  kit,  cl.  10.  P.  kitayati,  -yitum,  to 
X  tinge  or  colour ;  to  bind. 

CMS  kita,  as,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  a  worm,  an 

insect ;  an  expression  of  contempt,  e.  g.  pakshi-kita, 
a  miserable  bird ;  [cf.  Gr.  K(J.]  —  Kta-ghna,  as,  m. 

sulphur  ('destroying  insects').  —  Ktta-ja,  am,  n. 
silk;  (a),  f.  lac,  an  animal  dye  of  a  red  colour. 

—  Itila^pakshodbhava   (°sha-ucf"),  as,   m.  the 
change  from  the  chrysalis  or  larva  to  the  butterfly. 
—  Kita-padikd,  (.  the  plant  Cissus  Pedata.  —  Kila- 
mani,  is,  m.  a  butterfly.  —  Kifa-maid,  f.  the  plant 
Cissus  Pedata.  —  Kita-fatm,  us,  m.(?)  and  kttdri 
(°ta-ari),  is,  m.  (?)  a  species  of  plant. 
KitaJta,  as,  m.  a  worm,  an  insect ;  a  kind  of  bard 

(magadlui-jaU),  a  panegyrist,  descended  from  a 
Kshatriya  father  and  Vaisya  mother ;  N.  of  a  prince ; 
(as,  a,  am),  hard,  harsh,  unfeeling. 

<*\s< kidera,  as,  m.  the  plant  Amaranthus 
Polygamus. 

^O^Ef  kidriksha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  I.  ki  or  kid 
and  driksha,  rt.  drit,  see  idriksha),  of  what  kind  ? 
of  what  sort  ?  of  what  description?  of  what  qualities? 
who  or  what  like  ? 
KldHi,  k,  k,  /fc,Vcd. »,  of  what  kind  ?  of  what  sort  ? 

&c.,  who  or  what  like?  yddrik-kidrik-da,  of  what- 
soever kind  or  sort.  —  Kldriy-vydparavat,  an,  ati, 

at,  of  what  profession  or  vocation  ? 
Kidrtia,  as,  i,  am,  of  what  kind?  what  like? 

[cf.  Slav,  ko-lik,  Them,  ko-liko;  Gr.  irTj-AfooJ ; 

kukura. 

Mod.  Germ. Goth.  hvS-leiks,  Them.  M-leika; 
we-lcher;  Lat.  qud-lis.] 

kina,  am,  n.  flesh ;  [cf.  ktra.~] 
kindra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  =  iinds'a(?), 

a  cultivator  of  the  soil;  (Say.)  a  vile  man. 

<*"faT3T  kindsa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
klU;  according  to  others  fr.  kim  and  ndfa),  a 
labourer  or  cultivator  of  the  soil ;  the  poverty  of  this 
class  of  men  in  India  was  proverbial,  so  that  klnasa 

meant  sometimes  *  a  very  poor  man ; '  according  to 
native  lexicographers  klnafa  may  be  an  adj.  and  has 
the  following  meanings,  cultivating  the  soil ;  poor ; 
covetous,  niggardly;  small,  little,  killing  animals  or 
killing  secretly;  (ax),  m.  a  kind  of  monkey  [cf. 
kiia] ;  an  epithet  of  Yama ;  a  kind  of  Rakshasa. 

^rtH  Km,  ind.  a  particle  in  akim  and  ma- 
klm,  q.  v. 
3ifa  kira,  as,  m.  a  parrot ;  the  country  and 

(pi.)  the  people  of  KSsmira;  (am),  n.  flesh;  [cf. 

kina.~\  —  Kira-varnaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  perfume 
(sthauneyaka).  —  Kireshta  ("ra-ish"),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  several  plants ;  the  tree  Mangifera  Indica ;  a  species 
of  mountain  PilO  Akhota;  another  plant,  =jala- 
madhuka. 

<*l*.«n  kiraka,  as,  m.  gaining,  obtaining; 
a  Buddha ;  a  kind  of  tree. 

«stft  klri,  is,  m.  (fr.  2.  kri),  Ved.  grateful 
or  laudatory  mention  or  remembrance;  a  poem,  hymn, 
praise ;  one  who  praises,  a  poet.  —  Sjri-dodana,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  exciting  praise,  exciting  the  praiser. 

^faff  kirna,as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I .  kri),  scattered, 
thrown,  cast;  covered,  secret,  hidden;  injured,  hurt; 

full. 
J&rni,  is,  (.  scattering,  throwing ;  covering,  con- cealing. 

Kirya,  as,  a,  am,  what  is  scattered. 
Kiryamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  covered,  bestrewed ; 

being  scattered ;  being  thrown  at. 

<*lrt'i,  ̂ nm1,  &c.     See  under  rt.  lent, 
lrmi,  f.  a  house  for  straw  (?). 

kirsd,  f.,  Ved.  a  species  of  bird. 

jjj  -J '  kit,  cl.  I.  or  10.  P.  kllati,  kilayati, 
^.  -yitum,  to  bind ;  to  fasten ;  to  stake ;  to 

pin. 

Kila,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  sharp  piece  of  wood,  a  stake, 
a  pin,  a  peg,  a  bolt,  a  wedge,  &c. ;  a  lance,  a  pike ; 
a  post,  a  post  in  a  cow-house  to  which  cows  are  fas- 

tened, a  pillar ;  a  weapon ;  the  elbow ;  a  blow  or 
punch  with  the  elbow ;  a  >low,  a  thump ;  a  blow  in 
copulation ;  flame,  lambent  flame ;  a  small  or  minute 
particle ;  a  gnomon ;  a  position  of  the  foetus  impeding 

delivery ;  an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Kila-sainsparta,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  commonly  G5va,  =  Diospyros  GIu- 
tinosa,  a  plant,  the  fruit  of  which  yields  a  substance 
like  turpentine  used  to  cover  the  bottom  of  boats. 

Kllaltii,  as,  m.  a  pin,  a  bolt,  a  wedge ;  a  splint 
for  confining  a  broken  bone ;  a  fence ;  also  =  iivaka, 
a  pillar  for  cows  &c.  to  rub  themselves  against,  or 
one  to  which  they  are  tied. 

Kilika,  f.  the  pin  of  an  axle. 
Kllita,  as,  a,  am,  staked,  impaled ;  set  up  as  a 

stake  or  pole;  pierced,  transfixed;  pinned,  fastened 
by  a  stake  Sec. ;  bound,  tied,  confined. 

onlrtirt  kildla,  as,  m.  a  sweet  beverage ; 
also  a  heavenly  drink  similar  to  Amrita,  the  food  of 

the  gods ;  honey ;  (am),  n.  blood ;  water.  —  Kilala- 
ja,  am,  n.  flesh.  —  Kildla-dhi,  is,  m.  the  ocean. 
—  Kilala-pa,  as,  a,  am,  drinking  blood ;  (as),  m. 
a  RSkshasa,  a  sort  of  goblin  or  imp.  —  Kilala-j>a, 
as,  m.,  Ved.  an  epithet  of  Agni, '  drinking  the  beve- 

rage Kllala ; '  (as),  m.  an  attendant  of  Yama,  or  N. of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Yama.  —  Kilaludhan 

("la-udhan),  a,  ilhrii,  a,  Ved.  carrying  the  beverage 
Kilala  in  one's  udder. 
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kivat,  an,  all,  at  (fr.  i.  ki;  cf.  kiyat), 

Ved.  how  much  ?  how  long  ? 

3ihjl  kisa,  as,  a,  am,  naked  ;  (as,  i),  m.  f.  an 

ape,  a  monkey  ;  a  bird  ;  the  sun.  —  Kiia-parna,  as, 
m.  the  tree  Achyranthes  Aspera  (o^amorja)  ;  [cf. kes"a-par>fi.] 

<*lw  kista,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  praises, 
a  singer,  a  poet  ;  (related  to  kirti  ?). 

^K  i  .  ku,  a  pronominal  base  appearing  in 

kutas,  kutra,  kuvid,  kuha,  kra,  and  as  a  prefix  im- 
plying deterioration,  depreciation,  deficiency,  want, 

diminution,  littleness,  prevention,  hindrance,  reproach, 
contempt,  sin,  guilt  ;  originally  perhaps  ku  signified 
how  (strange  !)  ;  (as  a  separate  word  ku  occurs  in  the 
Vedas  in  the  sense  of  '  where  ?'  ku  (id,  wherever, 
anywhere)  ;  [cf.  kurkatha,  ku-kara,  Sec.] 

^i  2.  ku,  us,  f.  the  earth  j  the  ground  or 
base  of  a  triangle  or  other  plane  figure.  —  Ku-kila, 

as,  m.  a  mountain  ('  a  pin  or  bolt  of  the  earth'). 
»  3-  ku,  cl.  2.  P.  or  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  kauti 
\5  or  kaviti,  karate,  fttkava,  fukvxe,  kotum  or 

learnt  um  (?),  to  sound  ;  to  sound  indistinctly  ;  to  cry, 
moan,  groan  ;  to  cry  as  a  bird,  to  coo,  hum  as  a  bee 
&c.  :  Caus.  kavayati  :  Desid.  fukuehaii,  -te  :  Intens. 
dokwyate  and  kokiiyate,  to  cry  aloud. 

f4.  ku  or  ku,  cl.  6.  A.  kuvate,  fukuve, kutum  or  kuvitum:  Intens.  ilokuyate,to  cry, 
make  a  noise  ;  to  moan  or  groan  ;   [cf.  Hib.  caoi, 

caoidh,  'lamentation,  mourning;'  caoidhim,  *I  la- 
ment, mourn,  grieve.'] 

^jwj  kuris  or  kuns,  cl.  I.  or  10.  P.  kuafati, 
3     \  kun3ayati,oikunsati,kunsayati,-yitum, 

to  speak  ;  to  shine. 

kuk,  cl.  i.  A.  kokate,  fukuke,  kokitum, 
to  take,  accept,  seize:  Desid.  dukoliishate 

or  i'iiku/cin/iiili: 

Kuka,  as,  a,  am,  taking,  accepting. 

ku-katha,  f.  a  bad,  miserable  tale. 

kukabha,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  spirituous 

liquor. 
«<**,  ku-kara,  as,  d,  am  (see  i.  ku),  having 

a  crooked  or  withered  arm  ;  acting  wickedly,  wicked. 

<*4H«^  ku-karman,  a,  n.  (see  i.  ku),  a 
wicked  deed  ;  wickedness,  depravity,  villainy  ;  (a,  a, 

a),  performing  evil  actions,  wicked,  depraved.  —  Ku- 
karma-karin,  i,  ini,  i,  wicked,  depraved. 

Kvrkdrya,  am,  n.  a  bad  action,  sin,  wickedness. 

^offtfl  ku-kirtti,  is,  f.  (see  i.  ku),  ill-re- 
pute, notoriety. 

5*5  kukuta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pot-herb,  = 
sitdvara,  commonly  siif/ujnisdka,  Marsilea  Quadri- fblia. 

ku-kutumbini,  f.  a  bad  house- wife. 

cjicji^  kukuda,  as,  m.  one  who  gives  away 
a  girl  in  marriage  after  decoration  with  fit  ornaments 
and  the  prescribed  ceremonies  ;  also  kukuila,  q.  v. 

^Tdi'^C  kukundara  or  kukundura,  am,  n., 
or  e,  du.  n.  the  cavities  of  the  loins  just  above  the 
hips  [cf.  kakundara]  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 
kukkura-dru,  q.  v. 

oFoF'^f  kukundha,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 
kind  of  evil  spirit. 

•JcpTT  kukubhd,  f.  one  of  the  female  per- 
sonifications of  music  or  RSginis. 

"ir^r^  kukura,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kuk), 

a  dog  ;  N.  of  a  plant  and  perrume,=jrran(At-parne,- 
N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Andhaka;  (as),  m.  pi.  the 
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descendants  of  this  prince  ;  N.  of  a  people,  a  branch 
of  the  Yadu  race  or  YSdavas  ;  the  country  of  this 

people;  [cf.  kukkura  and  kaukura.]  —  Kukura- 
jihva,  f.  a  species  of  fish,  Acheiris  Kookor  Zibha  ; 
the  plant  Leea  Staphylea;  another  plant,  Ixora 
Undulata.  —  Kuktirddhindtha  (°ra-adh°),  as,  m. 
lord  of  the  Yadavas,  an  epithet  of  Krishna. 

W^r^  kukiiti,  f.  the  plant  Salmalia  Mala- 
barica  ;  [cf.  filmoU.] 

gr^TJeir  kukunaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  disease 
of  the  eyes  in  infants. 

cK^TtffT  kukiinana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (an 
onomatopoetic  word),  gargling. 

•*  cj,  t*T  kukurabha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 
evil  spirit. 

"f^fTS  kukula,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  chaff, 
conflagration  of  chaff,  a  fire  made  of  chaff;  (am),  n. 
a  hole  filled  with  stakes  ;  armour,  mail. 

44if(|  ku-kritya,  am,  n.  (see  I.  ku),  an  evil 
deed,  evil,  wickedness. 

4<£lc4  kukola,  am,  n.  the  jujube,  ZizyphuB 

Jujuba  ;  [cf.  ioK.] 

<*SW  kukkuta,  as,  m.  a  cock,  a  wild  cock  ; 

a  whisp  of  lighted  straw  or  grass,  a  firebrand,  a  spark 
of  fire  ;  the  offspring  of  a  Nishida  by  a  Sudra  woman 
or  woman  of  the  fourth  caste  ;  (is  or  I),  f.  hypocrisy, 
interested  observance  of  religious  duties;  (t),  f.  a 
hen;  a  small  house-lizard;  the  silk-cotton  tree, 
Bombaz  Heptaphyllum,  or  the  red  cotton  tree,  Sal- 

malia Malabarica.  —  Kukkuta-kantha,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  tawn.**Kukkuta-dhvani,  is,  m.  the  crowing  of 
a  cock,  the  cackling  of  fowls.  —  Jfukkuta-pakshaka, 
as  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  knife  shaped  like  the 
wing  of  a  cock.  —  Kukkuta-pada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mountain  (cock-foot).  —  Kukkuta-mandapa,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  sanctuary  in  Benares  standing  on  the 
right  side  of  a  statue  of  Siva,  a  place  where  final 
emancipation  may  be  attained  ;  [cf.  muJcti-manda- 
pa.]  —  Kukkuta-mastaka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  pepper, 
Piper  Chaba.  *~  Kukkuta-vrata,  am,  n.  a  religious 
observance  (worship  of  Siva)  on  the  seventh  of  the 
light  fortnight  of  the  month  Bhsdra,  by  women, 
especially  for  the  sake  of  obtaining  offspring.  —  Kuk- 
kuta-s'ikha,  at,  m.  safflower,  Carthamus  Tinctorius 
(cockscomb).  —  Kukkutd-giri,  it,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain. ~  Kukkutdnda  (°ta-an°),  am,  n.  a  fowl's  egg. 
—  Kukkutdndaica,  as  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  a 
species  of  rice.  —  Kukkutabha  (  ta-dbhd),  an,  m.  a 
kind  of  snake  compared  to  a  fowl  (perhaps  from 

having  a  crest  or  comb).  —  Kukkutdrdma  (°ta-dra), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grove  ;  N.  of  a  celebrated  hermitage 

near  Gayi.  —  Kukkutdrma  (°ta-ar°),  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  place.  —  Kukktttdsana.  (°(a-ds°),  am,  n.  a 
particular  posture  of  an  ascetic  in  religious  medita- 

tion. —  Kukkutdtii  (°(a-ahi),  is,  m.  =  kukkutabha 
above.  —  Kukku(i-mata,  am,  n.  a  ceremony  in 
honour  of  Siva  and  DurgS  ;  see  kukkuta-vrata. 
Kukkutaka,  as,  m.  a  cock,  a  wild  cock  ;  a  man  of 

a  mixed  caste,  one  sprung  from  a  Sudra  and  a  Nishada 
woman. 

5lf*  kukkubha,  as,  m.  a  wild  cock,  Pha- 
sianus  Gallus  ;  varnish,  oily  gloss. 

^J^  kukkura,  as,  m.  (a  more  modern  form 
for  kukura),  a  dog  ;  N.  of  a  Muni  ;  also  of  a  prince, 
a  son  of  Andhaka  ;  (an),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (I), 
f.  a  bitch;  (am),  n.  a  vegetable  perfume;  [cf. 
granthi-parna.)  -.  Kukkura-dru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  =  tdm  ra-duda. 

kuksha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kush), 
the  belly. 

Kukshi,  is,  m.  the  belly,  the  cavity  of  the  abdomen 
(in  the  earlier  language  generally  used  in  dual)  ;  the 
interior  of  anything  ;  3ie  womb,  the  part  of  the  belly 
containing  the  foetus  ;  a  cavity  in  general  (e.  g.  adri- 
kukshi,  cavity  of  a  mountain)  ;  the  cavity  of  the 
ocean,  i.e.  a  bay,  a  gulf;  a  cavern;  N.  of  a  son  (f. 
also  of  a  daughter?)  of  Priya-vrata  and  KamyS;  N. 
of  Bali  ;  of  a  king  ;  of  a  son  of  Ikshvaku  and  father 
of  Vikukshi  ;  N.  of  a  region  ;  according  to  a  native 
lexicographer  kukshi  means  also  the  sheath  of  a 
sword,  and  steel;  [cf.  Lat.  coxa,  coxmdix;  Gr. 

X<$»")?  Old  Germ,  bdk;  Mod.  Germ.  Ranch.] 
Kukshim^bhari,  is,  is,  i,  one  who  nourishes  only 

his  belly,  filling  or  pampering  the  belly,  voracious, 
gluttonous.  —  Kukshi-randhra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 

.  —  Kukshi-^ula,  as,  m.  pain  in  the  belly,  belly- 

kMu-va(, k,  m.  (fr.  kukku,  an 
onomatopoetic  word,  and  vdf),  a  kind  of  deer,= 
saranyu-mriga. 

g>  fa  Hi  ku-kriya,  f.  (see   i.  ku),  a  had 
action  ;  (as,  a,  am),  wicked,  sinful. 

ache,  colic. 
Kukshila,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  species  of  evil  spirit. 

^ffaf  rl  f<*  kukshitaki,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

cjjttj^  kuksheyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of RaudrisVa  ;  (according  to  others  kaksheyu.) 

cp«9ifs  kukhati,  is,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
I'haf),  wantonness,  dalliance,  frolic. 

frl  ku-khyati,  is,  f.  (see  i.  ku),  evil 
report,  infamy;  a  bad  reputation,  disrepute,  disgrace. 

,  i,  ini,  i  (fr.  I.  ku+gana), 
belonging  to  an  evil  set  of  people. 

ku-go,  aus,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  miserable 
or  weak  bull. 

ku-graha,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  an  un- 
propitious  planet  ;  (five  are  reckoned  by  some,  viz. 
Man-gala,  Ravi,  Sani,  Rahu,  and  Ketu.) 

*«ii  ku-grama,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  petty 
village  without  a  Rfija,  an  Agnihotrin,  a  physician,  a 
rich  man,  or  a  river. 

^Ijflir  kunkuna,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?),  N. 
of  a  region. 

=fsET  kunkuma,  am,  n.  saffron,  Crocus 
Sativus,  the  plant  and  the  pollen  of  the  flowers  ;  [cf. 
Gr.  Kpdicos  ;  Lat.  crocus  ?J  .  —  Kunkuma-tamra, 
as,  a,  am,  red,  coppery  red.  •-  Runkuma-renu,  us, 
f.  the  dust  or  pollen  of  saffron.  —  Kuitkumdkta 

(°ma*ak°),  as,  a,  am,  dyed  or  stained  with  saffron, 
orange,  yellow.  —  Kunkumanka  (°ma-a»°),  as,  a, 
am,  marked  with  saffron,  dyed  or  stained  of  an 

orange  colour.  -•  Kunkumdruna  (°ma-ar°),  as,  a, 
am,  red,  ruddy. 

«f  3-«ll  kungani,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  maha- 

jyotisJimati. ^  "i  ku6,  cl.  6.  i  .  P.  kufati,  kotati,  6uko6a, 

^S  N^Jtudt'iMm  or  kotitum,  to  sound  high,  to 
utter  a  shrill  cry  (as  a  bird);  to  polish;  to  go;  to 
connect,  mix  ;  to  bend,  make  curved  or  crooked,  to 
be  crooked  ;  to  oppose,  impede  ;  to  mark  with  lines, 
to  delineate,  write  ;  to  contract  or  be  contracted  ;  to 
contend  (?)  ;  [cf.  kuM.] 

Ktu!a,  as,  m.  (generally  du.  kufau),  the  female 
breast,  a  teat,  a  nipple,  a  pap.  —  Kw!a-kmribha,  as, 
m.  the  female  breast.  —  Kuda-tatn,  am,  n.  the 

female  breast.  -•  Kufatatagra  (°ta-ag°),  am,  n.  a 
nipple.  —  Kuda-pkala,  as,  m.  the  pomegranate  (the 
fruit  being  shaped  like  the  female  breast).  —  Kuta- 
mukha,  am,  n.  a  nipple.  —  Kuddgra  (°da-ag°), 
am,  n.  a  nipple. 
Kudita,  as,  a,  am,  closed,  contracted  ;  small,  little. 

o|i'Mf\lj<4il   kudandika,  f.  a  plant,  Aletris 

Hyacinthoides,  =  murva. 
ku-6andana,  am,  n.  (see  i.  ku), 

kuncika. 

wood,  Czsalpina  Sappan  [cf.  pattrdngd] ;  a  legu- 
minous plant,  Adenanthera  Pavonina ;  saffron. 
ku-fara,  as,  a  or  i,  am  (see  i.  ku), 

going  slowly,  creeping ;  following  evil  practices,  low, 
vile,  wicked ;    speaking  ill  of  any  one,   detracting, 
censorious  ;  (as),  m.  a  fixed  star. 
Ku-daryd,  f.  evil  conduct,  wickedness,  impropriety. 

J^lffO  ku-ddrtgerl,  f.  (see  I.  ku),  a  kind 
of  wood  sorrel,  Rumex  Vesicarius?  =  dukrikd. 

kufika,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  kind  of  fish, 

in  shape  like  an  eel,  commonly  Kuniiiya,  Unibran- 
chapertura  Cuchiya,  or  Muraena  Apterygia  Synbrache ; 
the  Hindus  affirm  that  its  bite  is  mortal  to  cows, 
though  perfectly  harmless  to  men;  (also  a  various 
reading  for  ku&ka,  q.  v.) 

ufird,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

•ufumara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  AupanishadSdhikarana. 

ku-(ela,  am,  n.  (see  i.  ku),  a  bad 

garment;  (as,  d,  am),  badly  clothed,  dressed  in 
dirty  or  tattered  garments ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
—  avikarm  or  viddhaparm  ;  (I),  (.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=  ambashthd,  commonly  Akanadi,  Cissampelos 
Hexandra. 

u-Ceshta,  f.  (see  i.  ku),  an  evil  de- 

sign, a  wicked  contrivance. 
kuMha,  am,  n.  the  white  water-lily. 

kuj,  cl.  i.  P.  kojati,  kojititm,  to  steal ; 
xcl.  6.  P.  kujati,  to  be  crooked ;  [cf.  kuiij.] 

ku-ja,  as,  m.  (fr.  2.  ku  and  ri.jan),  a 
tree ;  the  son  of  the  earth,  a  N.  of  the  planet  Mars ; 
N.  of  a  Daitya,  also  called  Naraka,  conquered  by 
Krishna ;  (d),  f.  the  daughter  of  the  earth,  an  epithet 
of  the  goddess  Durga ;  also  of  Sita.  —  Kuja-pan- 
dami,  f.  the  fifth  day  of  the  moon  occurring  on  a 
Tuesday  or  the  day  of  Mars,  by  some  thought  unlucky, 

ku-jana,  as,  m.  (see  i .  ku),  a  bad  or 
wicked  man,  a  low,  mean  or  vulgar  person. 

ej»l«l*ll  ku-janarii,  f.  (see  i.  ku),  a  bad 
mother. 

f^  ku-janman,  a,  d,  a  (see  i.  ku), 
low-born,  of  inferior  origin. 

ojn**T  ku-jambha,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  N.  of 
a  Daitya,  a  younger  brother  of  Jambha  and  son  of 

Prahrada  or  PrahUda,  a  son  of  Hiranya-kas'ipu. 
*1*Hrt  kujambhala,  as,  m.  a  thief  who 

breaks  into  a  house ;  also  kujambhira  and  kujam- 
bkila;  [cf.  Icumlklla,] 

^Tin^i  kujjisa  or  kujjhisa,  as,  m,  a  sort 
of  fish ;  [cf.  kudifa.] 

OHTJ^I<S  kvjjhati,  is  or  i,  or  kujjhatikd,  f.  a 

fog  or  mist. kuht,  cl.  i.  P.  kuncati,  fukunta, 
\  kundititm,  to  make  crooked ;  to  be 

crooked ;  to  bend  or  curve,  to  move  crookedly ;  to 

go ;  to  go  to  or  towards ;  to  be  or  become  small ; 
to  lessen,  to  make  small ;  to  shrink,  to  contract,  to 
draw  together :  Caus.  Jeundayati,  -yitum :  Desid. 
dukundfoliati :  Intens.  dokudyate  ;  [cf.  Hib.  cuach- 
aim,  '  I  fold,  plait ;'  cuach,  '  a  curl ;'  cuachach, 
'  curled,  frizzled.'] 
Kwidana,  am,  n.  curving,  bending,  contracting; 

contraction ;  a  certain  disease  of  the  eyes,  contracting 

the  eyelids. 
Kunda-phala,  f.  a  kind  of  gourd,  =  kmhmdndi ; 

red  saaders,  Pterocarpus  Santalinus;  sappan  or  log- 

(a wrong  reading  for  kuda-phala  f). 
Kundi,  is,  f.  a  measure  of  capacity  equal  to  eight 

handfuls. Kundikd,  f.  a  key ;  a  fish,  commonly  Kun&ya,  in 
shape  like  an  eel  »nd  eaten  as  one,  Unibranchapertura, 
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Cuchiya,  or  the  fish  Muracna  Apterygia,  Synbrache 
[cf.  ku6ika]  ;  a  plant  bearing  a  red  and  black  seed 
used  as  a  weight,  Abras  Precatorius ;   or  anothe 
plant  bearing  a  pungent  seed,  Nigella  Indica ;  a  soi 
of  reed ;  the  branch  or  shoot  of  a  bamboo. 
Kundta,  as,  d,  am,  crooked,  curved,  bent,  con 

traded,  &c. ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Kunditdn 

guli  (°to-a»°),  is,  is,  i,  with  bent  or  curved  ringers. 
kunj,  cl.  i.  P.  kuhjati,  -jitum,  to 

,,  murmur,  =  kuj. 

»5f  kunja,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  place  overrun 
with  plants  or  overgrown  with  creepers,  a  bower,  an 

arbour ;  a  cave ;  the  lower  jaw ;  an  elephant's  tusk 
or  jaw ;  a  tooth ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kuilja 
kutirn,  as,  m.  a  bower,  an  arbour.  —  Kunja-vallari 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  nikunjikdmla. 
Kunjiltd,  f.  another  N.  of  the  plant  Kunja-vallarl 

fennel-flower  setd,  =  kuAdikd,  Nigella  Indica. 

;  kunjara,  as,  m.  (fr.  kunja?),  an  ele- 
phant;  anything  pre-eminent  in  its  kind  (generally 
in  compounds,  e.  g.  puruiha-kunjara,  an  eminent 
man)  ;  the  tree  Ficus  Religiosa  ;  N.  of  a  Naga  ;  N 
of  a  prince  of  the  Sauviraka  race  ;  N.  of  a  mountain 
of  a  region  ;  hair;  (a  and  i),  f.  a  female  elephant; 
(a),  f.  the  plant  Bignonia  Suaveolens  ;  another  plant, 
Grislea  Tomentosa.  —  Kunjam-kara,  as,  m.  an 

elephant's  trunk.  —  Kunjara-kshdra-mula,  am,  n. 
a  kind  of  radish  (mulaka).-Kunjara-graha,  as, 
m.  an  elephant-catcher.  —  Kuiijara-dari,  f.  '  ele- 

phant's cave,"  N.  of  a  place.  —  KuAjara-pippali,  (., 
N.  of  a  plant  described  as  bearing  a  fruit  resembling 
long  pepper;  [cf.  gaja-pippali.]  —  Kunjara-rupin, 
I,  fo.u,  i,  elephant-shaped.  —  Kunjardnika  ("ra-an^), 

. 
am,  n.  the  division  of  an  army  consisting  of  ele- 

phants, an  elephant-corps.  —  Kunjardrdti  (  Jra-ar°), 
is,  m.  a  lion  ;  the  S'arabha,  a  fabulous  animal  with 
eight  legs,  ('  enemy  of  the  elephant.')  —  Kunjara- 
luka,  fra-dl°),  am,  n.  a  species  of  esculent  root,  a 
sort  of  yam.  —  Kunjardfana  (Ora-as"°),  as,  m.  the 
holy  fig  tree,  Ficus  Religiosa. 

gi^rt  kunjala,  am,  n.  sour  gruel;  [cf. 

kdnjikd.'] 
kut,  cl.  6.  P.  kutati,  fukota,  kuti- 
shyati,  akutit,  kutitum,  to  be  or  become 

crooked  or  curved  ;  to  bend,  curve,  curl  ;  to  make 
crooked  ;  to  be  dishonest,  cheat  or  deceive  :  cl.  4.  P. 
kntyati,  or  cl.  10.  A.  kotayate,  -yitum,  to  break 
to  pieces,  tear  asunder,  divide  ;  to  speak  indistinctly  ; 
to  be  warm,  burn  :  Caus.  kotayati  :  Desid.  Cukuti- 

shati  :  Intens.  tokulyale  ;  [cf.  kutt  and  kunt.'] 
Kuta,  as  or  am,  m.  n.  a  water-pot,  a  jar,  pitcher  ; 

(as),  m.  a  fort,  a  stronghold;  a  house  [cf.  kuti, 
kuti,  and  kuta]  ;  a  hammer,  a  mallet  for  breaking 
small  stones  ;  a  tree  ;  a  mountain  ;  N.  of  a  man  ; 
(am),  n.,  Ved.  =  krita,  a  work.  —  Kula-kdrikd,  (. 
a  female  servant  (bringing  the  water-jar).  —  Kuta-ja, 
as,  m.  the  medicinal  tree  Wrightia  Antidysenterica, 
commonly  called  Karaya  ;  the  seeds  are  used  as  a 
vermifuge  [cf.  indra-yata]  ;  a  N.  of  the  sage 
Agastya  ('born  in  a  water-jar');  also  of  Drona, 
q.  v.—Kutaja-malli,  f.  a  kind  of  plant. 
Kutaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain ;  the  post  round  which  the  string  of  the  churning- 
stick  winds  [cf.  kutara  and  kuthara]  ;  (am),  n.  a 
plough  without  a  pole. 
Kuti,  is,  i,  m.  f.  a  curvature,  a  curve  ;  a  hut, 

cottage,  house,  hall,  shop;  (i),  f.  a  vessel  with 
openings  used  for  fumigations  ;  a  bawd,  a  procuress 
or  go-between  ;  a  nosegay,  a  bundle  or  tuft  of  flowers 
or  vegetables  ;  a  kind  of  perfume,  commonly  Mur5  ; 
spirituous  liquor;  (is),  m.  the  body;  a  tree;  [cf. 
Eng.  hut;  Germ.  H  title.}  «•  Kuti-fara,  as,  m.  a 
crocodile  or  porpoise.  —  Kuti-pdrtkiva,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  man.  —  Kuti-krita,  as,  a,  am,  curved,  curled, 
twisted,  frizzled  ;  (am),  n.  anylhing  (as  woollen  cloth) 
curled  or  twisted.  —  Kati-gata,  as,  d,  am,  inside  the 
house.  —  Kuti-gu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kutl- 
faka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  religious  mendicant,  one 

who  lives  at  his  son's  expense ;  (lit. '  delighting  in 
staying  in  the  house.')  -  Kuti-Cara,  as,  m.  an 
ascetic  of  a  particular  order,  one  who  consigns  the 
care  of  his  family  to  his  son  and  remains  at  home  en- 

gaged solely  in  devotion ;  or  one  who  goes  begging 
from  one  house  to  another.  —  Kuti-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
consisting  of  a  house  (?).  —  Kuti-mukha,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Kuvera. 

Kutika,  as,  d,  am,  bent,  crooked ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 
a  river. 

Kattta,  as,  d,  am,  crooked,  bent. 
Kutitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  making  crooked;  acting 

dishonestly ;  being  bent. 
Kutira,  am,  n.  a  hut,  a  cottage. 
Kutila,  as,  d,  am,  bent,  crooked,  curved,  round, 

running  in  curved  lines,  crisped,  curled ;  going 
crookedly,  tortuous;  insincere,  dishonest,  fraudu- 

lent ;  (d),  {.,  N.  of  a  plant  [cf.  tagarapddi] ;  N.  of 
a  river ;  (according  to  some)  N.  of  the  Sarasvati ; 
N.  of  a  metre  containing  four  lines  of  fourteen  sylla- 

bles each ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  plant  [cf.  tagara, 
kuilfita,  vakra] ;  a  kind  of  perfume ;  tin.  —  Kutila- 
gati,  is,  f.  a  species  of  the,  AtijagatI  metre,  =  (an- 
drikd.  —  Kutilu-gdmin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  crookedly, 
tortuous.  —  Kutila-td,  f.  or  kutila-tva,  am,  n. 
crookedness ;  guile,  dishonesty.  —  Kittila-pakshmd, 
as,  d,  am,  having  curved  eyelashes  or  brows. 
—  Kutila-svabhdva,  as,  d,  am,  crooked-minded, 
disingenuous. -Kutilaiaya  (°la-ds°),  as,  d,  am, ill-intentioned,  malevolent. 

Kutilaka,  as,  ika,  am,  bent,  curved,  crooked, 
winding ;  (ika),  f.  crouching,  coming  stealthily  as  a 
hunter  on  his  prey ;  a  peculiar  movement  or  gesture 
(in  theatrical  language);  an  instrument  used  by  a 
blacksmith,  a  blacksmith's  forge. 
Kutikd,  I.  a  small  house. 
Kutiya,  nom.  P.  kutiyati,  -yitum,  to  imagine one's  self  in  a  hut. 

Kutira,  as  or  am,  m.  n.  a  small  house,  a  hut,  a 
lovel;  a  kind  of  plant;  (am),  n.  sexual  intercourse; exclusiveness. 

Kutiraka,  as,  m.  a  hut. 

kutanka,  as,  m.  (connected  with 
euta  above),  a  roof,  a  thatch;  [cf.  kutungaka, 
kudanga,  kundanya,  kutala.] 

kutanga,  N.  of  a  place. 

kutanyaka,as,  m.  an  arbour  formed 

ty  creeping  plants  overrunning  a  tree  ;  a  roof  or 
hatch  ;  a  house,  a  small  house,  a  hut  or  cottage  ; cf.  kutungaka.] 

kutafa,   as,   m.  (for  kuta-ja),  the 
medicinal  tree  Wrightia  Antidysenterica. 

^7»T  kuta-ja.     See  under  kuta  above. 

Ji1**  kutannaka,   am,  n.  the  fragrant 
grass  Cyperus  Rotundus  ;  [cf.  also  the  following.] 

kutannata,  as,  m.  the  tree  Calos- 

nthes  Indica  ;   (am),  n.  the  fragrant  grass  Cyperus <otundus. 

^TT  kutapa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kut), 
measure  of  grain  &c.  (=kndava);  a  saint,  a 

ivine  sage  or  Muni  ;  a  garden  or  grove  near  a  house 
=nishkuta)  ;  (am),  n.  a  lotus. 

kutara,  as,  m.  a  post  round  which 

le  string  passes  that  works  the  churning-stick  [cf. 
utaka  and  kuthara]  ;  N.  of  a  NSga. 

5«tj  kutaru,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  cock  ;  a  tent, 
house  of  cloth  or  canvas. 

^J^jlUT  kutaruna,  f.  a  plant,  commonly 
eori,  Ipomcea  Turpethum. 

35  rt  kutala,  am,  n.  a  roof,  a  thatch  ;  [cf. ulanka.] 

kuti,  kutira.   See  under  rt.  ku(  above. 

<*i  kutikoshtika,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

kutila.     See  under  rt.  kut,  col.  2. 

kutira.     See  under  rt.  kut,  col.  2. 

kutungaka,  as,  m.  an  arbour  or 
bower  formed  of  creeping  plants ;  a  creeper  winding 
round  a  tree ;  a  thatch,  a  roof;  a  hut,  a  cottage ;  a 
granary,  a  store-room  ;  [cf.  kutanka,  kutartgaka, 

kudanga."] J<«{1  kutuni,   f.   a  wrong    reading   for kuttanl,  q.  v. 

cji«*f  kutumba,  am,  n.  a  household,  the 
collective  members  of  a  household,  a  family ;  the  care 
of  a  family,  house-keeping ;  the  care  taken  by  a 
householder  for  the  members  of  his  family,  hence 
metaphorically  care  or  anxiety  about  anything ;  (as, 
am),  m.  n.  name ;  race ;  a  kinsman,  a  relation  by 
descent ;  a  connection,  a  relation  by  marriage  by  the 

mother's  side ;  offspring,  progeny.  —  Kutumba-ka- 
laha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  domestic  dissension,  family 
feud.  —  Kutumba-vydprita,  as,  m.  a  provident  and 

attentive  father  of  a  family.  —  Kutumbdrtham  (°ba- 
ar°),  ind.  for  the  support  or  on  account  of  a  family. 
—  Kutumbaukas  ("ba-oK1),  as,  n.  apartments  &c. 
appropriated  to  the  accommodation  of  relations  &c. 
Kutumbaka,  as,  a,  am,  being  of  one  family; 

(am),  n.  a  household ;  the  duties  and  cares  of  a  house- 
holder ;  a  family,  kindred. 

Kutumbaya,  nom.  A.  -yate,  to  support  a  family. 
Kutumbika,  as,  d,  am,  taking  care  of  a  family  or 

household ;  (as),  m.  the  slave  of  a  house. 
Kutumbin,  i,  m.  a  householder,  a  paterfamilias ; 

one  who  supports  or  takes  care  of  a  family ;  meta- 
phorically one  who  takes  care  of  anylhing  (especially 

at  the  end  of  a  compound) ;  a  member  of  a  family, 
any  one  belonging  to  a  household;  a  peasant,  a 
cultivator  of  the  soil ;  (ini),  f.  the  wife  of  a  house- 

holder and  mother  of  a  family,  a  matron ;  a  large 
household,  a  large  family;  a  small  shrub  used  in 
medicine,  a  kind  of  moon-plant, =&8/«nVii.  —  Ku- 
tumbi-td,  f.  or  kutumbi-tva,  am,  n.  family  con- 

nection or  union,  living  as  one  family. 

«S7^  kutera,  as,  m.  a  hut,  a  cottage ;  [cf. 

kutira.] 

SET  kutt,  cL  io.  P.  kuttayati,  ac-ukuttat, 
3  C  -yitum,  to  cut,  divide ;  to  grind  or  pound  ; 

to  multiply ;  to  censure,  abuse. 

Kutt  a,  as,  I,  am,  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  cut- 
ting, dividing,  making  small ;  grinding,  pounding ; 

(as),  m.  a  multiplier  such  that  a  given  dividend  being 
multiplied  by  it  and  a  given  quantity  added  to  (or 
subtracted  from)  the  product,  the  sum  (or  difference) 

may  be  measured  by  a  given  divisor.  —  Knttapa- 
rdnta  or  kuttipardnta  (°ta-ap°),  as,  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  people.  —  Kutta-pratarana  and  kutta-prd- 
varana,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  two  nations. 
Kuttaka,  as,  d,  am,  what  cuts  or  divides,  what 

pounds  or  grinds ;  (as),  m.  a  grinder  or  pulverizer,  a 
multiplier,  &c.  [cf.  ktttta] ;  a  kingfisher.  —  Kuttaka- 
vyavahdra,  at,  m.  or  kuttakddhydya  fka-adh.0), as,  m.  that  branch  or  chapter  of  arithmetic  which treats  of  the  Jiutta  or  kuttaka. 

Kuttana,  am,  n.  cutting,  dividing;  pounding, 
grinding,  beating,  threshing ;  abusing  ;  (I),  f.  a  bawd, 
a  procuress,  a  go-between. Kuttanti,  f.  a  kind  of  dagger. 

Kuttaka,  -as,  i,  am,  what  cuts  or  divides. 
Kutlita,  as,  d,  am,  cut,  divided ;  pounded,  flat- 

tened ;  (d),  f.,  scil.  sird,  unskilful  opening  of  a  vein, 
the  latter  being  cut  to  pieces  by  repeated  application of  the  knife. 

Kttttin,  i,  ini,  i,  what  cuts  or  pounds ;  (ni),  f.  » 
bawd,  a  procuress. 
Kuttima,  as,  d,  am,  plastered  with  small  stones, 

decorated  with  mosaic;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  an  inlaid  or 

paved  floor,  pavement,  ground  paved  with  mosaic  or 
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small  stones,  ground  smoothed  and  plastered  ;  ground 
prepared  for  the  site  of  a  mansion  ;  a  jewel  mine  ;  a 
hut,  a  cottage  ;  the  pomegranate. 

*gl*irf  kuttamita,  am,  n.  one  of  the  ten 

blandishments  of  women,  affected  repulse  of  a  lover's 
caresses  ;  [cf.  kuttumita.] 

3£K  kuttara,  as,  m.  a  mountain  ;  (am), 
n.  sexual  intercourse  ;  pleasure  ;  a  woollen  cloth  or 

blanket  j  exclusion  ;  oneness  ;  [cf.  kulira  and  kul- 
tlra.] 

K«m  kuttiharikd,  {.  a  female  servant, 

a  slave  ;  [cf.  kuta-/tdrika.] 

JgV  kuttlra,  as,  m.  a  mountain;  [cf. 
kutira  and  kuttara.] 

*gl<=h  kuttiraka,  am,  n.  (?)  a  small  house, 
a  hut  ;  (a  wrong  reading  for  kutiraka  .'). 

<xt(*ttkuttumita,am,n.=kuttamita  above. 

*<mrt  kutmala,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  kut),  opening  or  expanding  as  the  blossom  of  a 
flower,  blossoming;,  (an,  am),  m.  n.  an  opening 
bud  ;  (am),  n.  one  of  the  twenty-one  hells  in  which 
sinners  are  punished  (where  they  are  bound  with 
ropes). 

Kii/mtiUta,  as,  a,  am,  budded. 

«J7  kutha,  as,  m.  a  tree  ;  (generally  written 
kuta.) 

^3T  kuthara,  as,  m.  the  post  round  which 
the  string  of  the  chuniing-stick  winds  ;  [cf.  kutara.] 

»«l«  kuthdku,  us,  m.  a  bird,  the  wood- 

pecker, Picus  Bengaleibis,  commonly  Kaththakro. 

JSI45;  kuthdtanka,  as,  d,  m.  f.  an  axe. 

««K.  kuthara,  as,  I,  m.  f.  an  axe  ;  a  sort 

of  hoe  or  spade  ;  (as),  m.  a  tree  ;  N.  of  a  man. 
Kuthdraka,  as,  m.  an  axe  ;  (ikd),  (.  a  small  axe 

or  adze  ;  also  a  similarly  shaped  instrument  used  in 
surgery  for  scarification  ;  N.  of  a  woman. 
Kutharika,  as,  m.  a  wood-cutter. 

3«JT*5  kutharu,  us,  m.  an  ape,  a  monkey; 
a  tree  ;  an  armourer. 

^fil1  kuthi,  is,  m.  a  tree;  a  mountain; 
[cf.  iit/i.] 

•fa*  kuthika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 
kushtha,  mritpkall,  a  kind  of  Costus,  commonly 

called  Kuth.' 
3$t*i  kuthumi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor, 

author  of  a  law-book  ;  [cf.  kuthumi.] 

«~3T  kut  her  a,  as,  m.  fire  ;  a  kind  of  Basi- 
licum.  —  Kuthera-ja,  as,  m.  awhile  kind  of  Basi- 
licum,  Ocimum  Gratissimum. 
Kutheraka,  at,  m.  a  kind  of  Basilicum,  Ocimum 

Sanctum  ;  a  white  tort  of  the  same,  Ocimum  Gra- 
tiisimum. 

^r?»  kutheru,  us,  m.  the  wind  produced 
by  a  fan  or  chowrie. 

<£?  kiul,  cl.  6.  Plkudati,  fukoda,  kuditum, 
O  N  to  play  or  act  as  a  child,  to  trifle  ;  to  eat  ;  to 

heap  ;  to  plunge  under  water,  be  immersed,  dive  (?). 

^sjf  kudanga,  as,  m.  a  bower,  an  arbour  ; 

[cf.  kutanka,  kufungalta,  kunda»ga.~\ 

'ayq  kudapa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  =  kudava  below. 

*SM  kudava,  as,  m.  a  measure  of  grain, 
wood,  iron,  &C.,  the  fourth  part  of  a  Prastha,  de- 

scribed by  some  as  a  vessel  four  fingers  wide  and  as 
many  deep  and  containing  twelve  Prakritis  or  hand- 
fuls  ;  it  is  also  laid  to  contain  1  3  i  cubic  Angulas  ; 
or  to  be  a  finger  and  a  half  deep,  and.  three  lingers 

each  in  length  and  breadth  ;  in  medicine  it  is  equal 
to  two  Prakritis  or  thirty-two  Tolakas. 

kudi,  is,  m.  the  body  ;  [cf.  kuti.~\ 
kudlkd,  f.  an  earthen  or  wooden 

water-pot  used  by  ascetics  ;  [cf.  kuta,.'] 
*fs^i  kudisa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish,  com- 

commonly  Kurchi,  Cypiinus  Curchius. 

W&  kudi,  f.  a  small  house,  a  hut  ;  (a  wrong 
reading  for  kutif). 

^TTT  kudupa,  as,  m.  the  clasp  or  fastening 
of  a  necklace  or  bracelet. 

3i-^|<3  kudmala,  as,  d,  am,  opening  or  ex- 
panding as  the  blossom  of  a  flower,  blossoming  ;  (as), 

m.  an  opening  bud  ;  (ant),  n.  a  particular  hell  ;  some- 

times also  spelt  kudmala  ;  [cf.  kutmala.']  —  Kud- mala-dantl,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre,  =anukuld;  also 
spelt  kudmala-danfi. 
Kudmalita,  as,  a,  am,  furnished  with  opening 

buds;  budded,  blossomed;  cheerful,  smiling  (as  the 
countenance). 

c££^|  kudya,  am,  d,  n.  f.  a  wall;  plaster- 
ing (a  wall)  ;  eagerness,  curiosity.  —  Kudya-f£hedin, 

I,  m.  a  housebreaker,  a  thief.  —  Kudya-Mhedya,  am, 
n.  an  opening,  a  hole  in  a  wall,  a  breach.  —  Kutlya- 
matsl,  f.  or  kttdya-matsya,  as,  m.  a  house-lizard. 
Kudyaka,  am,  n.  a  wall. 

<T"ITT  kun,  cl.  6.  P.  kunati,  -nitum,  to  sound  ; 
\S  x  to  cherish,  to  support  or  aid  with  gifts  &c.  ; 

to  be  in  pain  (?)  ;  cl.  10.  P.  kunayall,  -yitum,  to 
counsel  or  advise;  to  converse  with,  to  speak  to, 
address;  to  salute;  to  invite;  [cf.  Lat.  cano,eono; 
Lith.  zwanu.] 

eTO  kuna,  as,  m.  in  composition  with 
aivattha  and  other  trees  or  flowers  ;  the  time  when 
a  plant  bears  fruit,  e.  g.  pilu-kuna,  q.  v. 

•^HJcS  kanaka,  as,  m.  a  young  animal  just 
born. 

$*LiyC  kunanjara,  as,  m.  or  kunanjd,  f.  or 
krinanja,  as,  m.  a  species  of  Chenopodium  ;  (com- 

monly VanavetuS.) 

<*<i[<4  kunapa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  he  fr. 

rt.  kvan),  a  dead  body,  a  corpse;  a  carcase;  said 
contemptuously  of  living  persons  ;  (as),  m.  a  spear; 
N.  of  a  people  ;  a  stench,  a  foul  smell  ;  (  I),  f.  a  small 
bird,  a  kind  of  Maina  or  Salik  [cf.  mt-sdril;d)  ; 
(as,  i,  am),  mouldering,  smelling  like  a  dead  body, 
foul  smelling  ;  stinking.  —  Kunapa-gandha,  as,  m. 
the  smell  of  a  dead  body. 

kunara-bddava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

grammarian. 
<*UIHj  kundru,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  a 

distorted  arm  (?)  ;  (SSy.  fr.  rt.  kun)  crying  out. 

<$J!Jlri  kundla,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
kmn),  a  kind  of  bird  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Asoka  ;  N.  of a  country. 

cfiftj  kuni,  is,  is,  i,  a  cripple  with  a  crooked 
or  withered  arm,  or  without  a  hand  or  ringer  ;  (iV), 
in.  a  whitlow;  the  tree  Cedrela  Toona  (tunna)  ;  N. 

of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Jaya  and  father  of  Yugan-dhara  ; 
N.  of  a  Muni  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  Dharma-Sastra. 
—  Kuni-bahu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 

ojfilJrlllV  kunitdhi,  is,  m.,N.  of  the  author 
of  a  Dharma-Sastra. 

cSfVl'H  kunin,  i,  int,  i,  only  in  kuni  kana- 
bhah,  a  kind  of  bug;  [cf.  utkuna,  matkuna.J 

elifuit^  kuninda,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

kun),  sound,  sounding. 
=  kund,  q.v. 

kuntaka,  as,  t,  am,  fat,  corpulent. 

j  MJ  kiinth,  cl.  i.  P.  kunthati,  -thitum, 
\3  \  to  be  lame  or  mutilated,  to  be  blunted  or 

dulled ;  to  be  lazy  or  stupid ;  cl.  10.  P.  kunthayati, 

•yitum,  to  cover,  conceal. 
Jiuntha,  as,  a,  am,  blunt,  dull ;  stupid ;  weak ; 

indolent,  lazy,  slow ;  foolish;  [cf.  «-i'U»Ma.]  —  Kun- 
tha-td,  f.  bluntness,  dulness,  indolence. 

Kunihaka,  as,  d,  am,  stupid,  ignorant,  a  fool ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Luntaka  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. of  a  people. 

Kunthita,  as,  d,  am,  blunted,  dulled ;  mutilated, 

stupid;  grasped,  held,  encircled. **Jiunthitatfri  (°ta* 
a<°),  is,  is,  {,  having  its  edge  or  corners  blunted. 

j  iij  kuud,  cl.  i .  P.  kundati,  to  mutilate ; 

O       Ncl.  I.  A.  kutiiiale,  -i/ilum,  to  burn;   d. 
lo.  P.  kundayati,  -yitum,  to  protect. 

=y<!S  kuiula,  as,  i,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  kun),  a  bowl-shaped  vessel,  a  basin,  bowl,  pitcher, 

jar,  pot,  water-pot ;  (am),  n.  a  particular  measure ; 
a  clump,  e.  g.  darliha-kundam,  a  clump  of  Darbha 
grass ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  round  hole  in  the  ground, 
a  hole  in  the  ground  for  receiving  and  preserving 

water ;  a  hole  in  general  (e.  g.  in  comp.  agni-kunda, 
a  hole  in  the  ground  for  receiving  and  preserving 
consecrated  fire) ;  a  pit,  a  vat ;  a  pool,  a  well,  a  spring 
or  basin  of  water,  especially  consecrated  to  some  holy 

purpose  or  person  ;  (as),  m.  a  son  bom  in  adultery, 
an  adulterine,  the  son  of  a  woman  by  another  man 
than  her  husband,  while  the  husband  is  alive ;  N.  of 

a  NSga ;  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  ; 

(a),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durg3.*»jfvuH(/a-A'^rt,  as,  m. the  son  of  a  woman  of  the  BrShmanical  tribe  born  in 

adultery  with  a  man  of  an  inferior  caste  ;  a  keeper  of 

concubines,  a  maq^ho  has  female  slaves ;  a  follower 
of  the  C'Srvaka  citrine  or  the  tenets  of  those  who 
deny  the  authority  of  the  Vedas.  —  Kunda-kila,  as, 
m.  a  low,  a  vile  man  ;  see  ndgara.  —  Kunda-kau- 
miull  or  kunda-mandapa-kaumudi,  f.  title  of  a 
work  by  VisVanStha.  —  Kunda-rjoln,  as,  m.  and 
kunda-golaka,  omrf.  sour  rice,  gruel ;  see  kdnjika. 

—  Kunda-ja,  as,^^N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra. 
—  Kunda-jafhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  old  sage ;  [cf. 

kundodara.]  —  Kunda-dharn,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

N5ga;    also  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-iashtra.  —  Kunda- 

payin,  I,  irii,  i,  drinking  out  of  pitchers;  kuiida- 
payinam  ayfinam,  a  particular  religious  ceremony 
[cf.  kaundnpayina\.  —  Kunda-payya,  as,  d,  am, 
(sell,  kratu,  &c.),  a  particular  ceremony  or  sacrifice 
at  which  ewers  or  pitchers  are  used  for  drinking; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (?).  —  Kunda-prastha,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  tovm.  —  Kunda-lhedin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Kuiida-mandapa-siddM,  is,  !., 

N.  of  a  work  by  Vitthaladikshita.  —  Kunda-ratna- 

kara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  VisVanStha.  —  K-unda- 
iayln,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rSshtra.  —  Kun- 
dagni  (°da-ag°),  is  or  i  (?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a 

place;  [cf.  kaundaf/naka.']** Kundaiin  ("rfa-as"0), i,  {HI,  i,  one  who  is  supported  by  a  bastard ;  (i),  m. 

a  pander,  a  pimp  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  also 
of  a  Naga ;  also  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Siva. 

—  Kuiidofla  (°da-uda\  as,  m  ,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  Kundodara  (°da-ucT),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  NSga;  a 

son  of  janamejaya  and  brother  of  Dhrita-rashtra ; 
also  a  son  of  Dhrita-rSsrrtra.  —  Kundoddyota-dar- 
iana.  N.  of  a  work  by  San-kara-bhatta.  —  Kundodhnl 

(°da-Sdh°),  f.  a  cow  with  a  full  udder ;  a  woman  with 
a  full  bosom;  [cf.  udhas.^—Kundopadhantyaka, 

as,  a,  am  (fr.  °da  +  upadhdniya),  one  who  uses  a 
pitcher  as  a  pillow  ;  an  epithet  of  Pflrna  ;  according 
to   others  kundopadhana  is  the   N.  of  a   place. 

—  Kuifdoparaiha,  cf.  kaundoparatha. 
Kundaka,  am,  n.  a  pot ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son 

of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  also  of  Kshudraka. 

Kundika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rishtra ; 

(a),  f.  a  pitcher ;  a  student's  water-pot,  the  Kamandalu. 
Kundin,  i,  t'ni,  f,  furnished  with  a  pitcher  or 

water-jar ;  (i),  m.  a.  horse  [cf.  kindhin  &c.] ;  a  bastard. 
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Kundina,  as,  ra.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rSshtra ; 

N.'of  an  author;  (am),  n.  a  city,  the  capital  of  the 
district  Vidarbha,  ruled  over  by  Bhlma,  the  father- 
in-law  of  Nala,  apparently  the  modern  Kondavir  in 
Berar ;  (according  to  some  the  city  is  also  called 
Vidarbha,  or  m.  pi.  Vidarbhas,  but  this  is  rather  the 
name  of  the  territory.) 

^<!Sjj-  kundanga,  as,  m.  a  bower,  an  ar- 
bour ;  (a  wrong  reading  for  kudanga.) 

^tijsco  kundala,  am,  n.  a  ring,  an  ear-ring; 
a  bracelet;  a  fetter,  a  tie,  a  collar;  the  coil  of  a  rope; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  N5ga ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman  ; 
N.  of  a  river;  (»),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  mountain 
ebony,  Bauhinia  Variegata  [cf.  kaA(ana-dru\ ;  an- 

other plant,  Cocculus  Cordifolius  [cf.  gitdufi]  ;  another 
plant,  Mucona  Pruritus  [cf.  kapi-kaCthu] ;  N.  of  two 
other  plants,  commonly  called  Sarpinl-vriksha  and 
Kundall-lalana.  —  Kundala-dharana,  am,  n.  the 
wearing  of  ear-rings.  —  Kundala-dtidrin,  i,  itii,  i, 

wearing  ear-rings.  —  Kundaldkdra  (°la-dk°),  as, 
H,  am,  shaped  like  an  ear-ring  or  bracelet,  circular, 

annular.  —  Kundaloddyotitanana  (°la-uddyotita- 
dn°),  as,  a,  am,  having  his  face  radiant  with  glitter- 

ing pendants. 
Kundaland,  f.  (fr.  kundalaya,  nom.  fr.  kundala), 

encircling  a  word  or  the  circle  round  any  word  which 
is  to  be  left  out  in  a  MS. 

Kundalika,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  in  Prakrit  poetry ; 

[cf.  vdta-kundaUkd.'] 
Kitudalin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  ear-rings  or  decorated 

with  ear-rings  ;  circular,  annular,  spiral,  winding,  coil- 
ing ;  (i),  m.  a  snake;  the  spotted  or  painted  deer ;  a 

peacock ;  an  epithet  of  Varuna,  and  of  Siva ;  (Ini),  f. 

the  plant  Cocculus  Cordifolius  [cf.  gudufi} ;  a  parti- 
cular dish,  curds  boiled  with  ghee  and  spices  ;  a  f?akti 

or  form  of  Durga  worshipped  by  ̂m  Tantrikas. 
Kundall-krita,  as,  a,  am,  forming  a  ring,  formed 

into  a  circle,  coiled,  curled,  moving  in  rings  or  circles. 

Kunduli-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  formed  into  a  ring, 
coiled,  curled. 

cjijjifa;  kundira,  as,  a,  am-  strong,  power- 
ful, able ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  mJf^ 

ejnil^lWl  kundrina6l,  f.,  Ved.  a  species  of 
animal ;  (Say.)  tortuous  progress. 

^ra^  kut  (a  Sautra  root,  or  one  found  in 
grammatical  Sutras  only),  to  spread. 

«F7f  kuta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  eighteen 
attendants  of  the  sun,  identified  with  the  god  of  the 
ocean. 

«nn<4  ku-tanaya,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  de- 
generate son. 

*rt«j  ku-tanu,  us,  vt,  u  (see  i.  ku),  de- 
formed ;  (us),  m.  an  epithet  of  Kuvera  or  Kubera 

(this  deity  being  of  a  monstrous  appearance,  having 
three  legs  and  but  eight  teeth ;  see  kubera). 

^FrtH  ku-tapa,  as,  a,  am  (see  i.  ku),  slightly 
hot,  mild,  tepid ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  sort  of  blanket 
made  of  the  hair  of  the  mountain-goat ;  the  eighth 
Muhflrta  or  portion  of  the  day  from  the  last 
Danda  of  the  second  watch  to  the  first  of  the  third 

or  about  noon ;  an  eligible  time  for  the  performance 
of  sacrifices  to  the  manes ;  a  kind  of  sacrificial  grass, 

Poa  Cynosuroides ;  grain ;  a  daughter's  son ;  a 
sister's  son ;  a  twice-born  man,  one  of  the  first  three 
classes;  a  Brahman;  a  guest;  the  sun;  fire;  an 
ox ;  a  musical  instrument.  —  Kutapa  saptaka,  am, 
n.  a  SVsddha  in  which  seven  constituents  occur,  viz. 

noon,  a  horn  platter,  a  Nepal  blanket,  silver,  sacrificial 
grass,  Sesamum,  and  Kine. 

^fn lifts \ku-tapasvin,  i,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a 
wicked  or  bad  ascetic. 

$rt*  ku-tarka,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  falla- 
cious argument,  sophistry,  fallacy,  sophism.  —  Ku- 

tarka-patha,  as,  m.  the  way  of  sophists,  i.e.  a 
sophistical  method  of  arguing. 

*fl«x  kutas,  ind.  (fr.  I.  ku),  from  where  ? 
whence  ?  from  whence  ?  whereto  ?  where  ?  in  which 

direction?  wherefore?  why?  from  what  cause  or 
motive  ?  because ;  how  ?  in  what  manner  ?  in  which 

way  ?  how  much  less  ?•  much  less.  Kutas  is  used 
sometimes  for  the  abl.  case  of  2.  ka  =  kasmat  (e.  g. 
kutah  kdlat,  since  what  time  ?).  In  a-kutas,  which 
occurs  at  the  beginning  of  some  compounds,  kutas 
has  an  indefinite  sense  (e.  g.  akuto-mrityu,  not 
fearing  death  from  any  quarter ;  cf.  akuto-bhaya) ; 
kutas  is  also  indefinite  when  connected  with  the 

particles  apt,  did,  and  (ana  (e.  g.  kuto  'pi,  from 
any  quarter,  from  any  cause;  kutas'tid,  from  any 
one,  from  anywhere  ;  aku,tas"tid-bhaya,  not  fearing 
danger  from  any  quarter,  not  presenting  danger  on  any 

side  ;  kutas"  (ana,  (in  Ved.)  from  no  side,  to  no  side ; 

yatah  kutas'ttd,  from  any  person  soever).  —  Kutas- 
tardm,  ind.  how?  in  what  manner ?  —  Kuto-ni- 
mitta,  as,  d,  am,  having  what  cause  or  reason  ? 
—  Kuto-mula,  as,  d,  am,  having  what  origin  ? 
Kutastya,  as,  d,  am,  whence  come  ?  how  hap- 

pened ? oynis«  ku-topasa,  as,  1,  m.  f.  (see  i.  ku), 
a  wicked  ascetic. 

«jrn(V(V.  ku-tittiri,  is,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  & 
species  of  bird  resembling  the  partridge. 

ctinlm^  kutlpdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
Rishis  or  poets  of  the  Sama-veda. 

'3TTi"§  ku-firtha,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  bad 
teacher. 

^IpS  kutuka,  am,  n.  eagerness,  vehe- 
mence ;  desire,  inclination ;  curiosity ;  [cf.  kautuka 

and  kutuhala.] 

^Tpl  kutupa,  as,  m.  a  small  leathern  oil- 
bottle  [cf.  kutu\ ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  the  eighth  Mu- 
hurta  or  portion  of  the  day  from  the  last  Danda  of 
the  second  watch  to  the  first  of  the  third  or  about 

noon ;  an  eligible  time  for  the  performance  of  sacri- 
fices to  the  manes ;  [cf.  ku-tapa.] 

Kutii,  us,  f.  a  leathern  oil-bottle. 

*rH!)<*  kutunaka,  as,  m.  weakness  of  the 

eyes,  a  disease  of  the  eyes  in  infants;  [cf.  kuku- 
naka.] 

«jni£rt  kutuhala,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  interroga- 
tive adv.  kutas  and  hala,  calling  cut?),  curiosity, 

interest  in  any  extraordinary  matter;  desire,  in- 
clination ;  eagerness,  vehemence,  impetuosity ;  what 

excites  curiosity  or  interest,  anything  interesting, 

fun ;  (as,  a,  am),  surprising,  wonderful ;  excellent, 

best,  praised,  celebrated ;  [cf.  kautujuila.]  —  Kutii- 
hula-^vat,  an,  att,  at,  curious,  taking  an  interest  in 
anything. 

Kutuhalin,  i,  ini,  i,  curious,  highly  interested  in 
any  extraordinary  matter,  inquisitive ;  eager,  im- 

patient. ctirKU  ku-trina,  am,  n.  (see  i.  ku),  an 

aquatic  plant,  water  house-leek,  Pistia  Stratiotes. 

=fir^I  kuttha,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  the 
fifteenth  Yoga  (in  astronomy). 

^it?  kutra,  ind.  (fr.  i.  ku),  where  ?  where- 
to? in  which  case?  when?  kutra — kva,  where 

(this) — where  (that),  i.  e.  how  distant  or  how  dif- 
ferent is  this  from  that,  how  little  is  this  consistent 

with  that?  Kutra  becomes  indefinite  when  con- 
nected with  the  particles  api,  (id,  (ana,  e.  g. 

kutrdpi,  anywhere,  somewhere,  to  any  place  where- 
soever ;  kvtra  <ttd,  anywhere,  somewhere,  whereso- 
ever, wherever,  to  any  place ;  (sometimes  kutra 

6id  =kaxmin$6id,  e.g.  kutra  did  aranye,  in  a 
certain  wood) ;  na  kutra  (id,  nowhere,  to  no  place 
whatsoever ;  kutra  fid — kutra  (id,  in  one  case — 

in  the  other  case  ;  sometimes  —  sometimes  ;  yatra 

kutra  (a  or  yatra  kutra  (id,  wherever  it  be,  here or  there. 

Kutratya,  as,  a,  am,  where  being?  where  living or  residing  ? 

kuts  (perhaps  related  to  kutas),  cl. 
x  10.  P.  A.  kutsayati,  -te,  -yitum;  rarely 

d.  I.  P.  kutsati,  to  despise,  abuse,  revile,  contemn  ; 

[cf.  Lith.  l;usstnu.~\ Kuteana,  as,  a,  am,  reviling,  abusive,  contemp- 
tuous ;  (am),  n.  abuse,  reviling,  contempt,  reproach; 

reproachful  or  abusive  language  ;  (a),  f.  contemning, 
expression  of  contempt. 

Kutsd,  f.  reproach,  contempt,  censure.  —  Kutsa- 
vadin,  i,  ini,  i,  censorious,  abusive. 

Kuteita,  as,  d,  am,  despised,  contemned,  reviled  ; 
contemptible,  low,  mean,  vile,  hateful  ;  (am),  n.,  N. 

of  a  grass,  Cyperus.  —  Kutsita-tva,  am,  n.  meanness, vileness. 

i.  kutsya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  reproached,  reviled, 
abused  ;  blamable. 

^W  kutsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  with  the 
epithet  Arjuneya,  author  of  several  hymns  of  the 

Rig-veda  (when  attacked  by  the  demon  S'ushna, Indra  defended  him  and  killed  the  demon  ;  but  in 

other  hymns  of  the  Rig-veda,  Kutsa  is  represented  as 

persecuted  by  Indra);  N.  of  a  descendant  of  An-giras, 
author  of  several  other  hymns  of  the  Rig-veda; 

(pi.)  the  descendants  or  the  family  of  Kutsa  ;  light- 
ning, thunderbolt  ;  [cf.  kautsa,  puru-kutsa,  &c.] 

—  Kutta-kus'ikikd,  f.  the  intermarriage  of  the 
Kutsa  and  Kusika  families.  —  Kutia^putra  or  kutsa- 

vatsa,  as,  m.  a  son  of  Kutsa. 
3.  kutfya,  as,  m.  =  kutsa  (?). 

kutsald,  f.  the  indigo  plant  ;  [cf. 

kiith,  cl.  4.  P.  kuthyati,  (ukotha, 
akothit,  kothishyati,  kothitum,  to  stink, 

to  become  putrid  :  Caus.  P.  kothayatt,  -yitum,  to cause  to  putrify. 

'5^1  kutha,  as,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  a  painted  or 

variegated  cloth  or  blanket,  serving  as  an  elephant's 
housings;  (as),  m.  sacrificial  or  Kusa  grass,  Poa 
Cynosuroides;  Sakya-muni  in  one  of  his  former 
thirty-four  births. 

kuthumi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 

,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
kud,  cl.  10.  P.  kodayati,  -yitum,  to 
tell  a  lie  ;  (a  various  reading  for  kundr,  q.  v.) 

ku-danda,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  an  un- 

just punishment. 

efiflrf1  kuddla,  as,  m.  mountain  ebony; [cf.  kuddala] 

«kf^H  ku-dina,  am,  n.  (see  i.  ku),  an  evil 
day  ;  a  rainy  or  cloudy  day. 

c&f^rffe  ku-dishti,  is,  f.  (see  i.  ku),  a  mea- 

sure of  length,  longer  than  a  Dishti,  shorter  than  a 
Vitasti. 

^3fTT  ku-drisya,  as,  d,  am  (see  I.  ku),  ill- favoured,  ugly,  unseemly. 

Ku-drishta,  at,  d,  am,  seen  wrongly  or  indis- 
tinctly. 

Ku-drithti,  is,  is,  i,  having  bad  eyes  ;  (t«),  f. 

weak  sight,  evil  eye  ;  a  heterodox  philosophical  doc- 
trine, as  that  of  the  SSn-khyas  &c. 

*<^5t  ku-des"a,  as,  m.  (see  I.  ku),  a  bad 
country,  where  it  is  difficult  to  obtain  the  necessaries 
of  life  ;  a  country  subject  to  oppression. 

«S^jT  ku-deha,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  bad, 
miserable  body. 
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kuddala,  as,  in.  mountain  ebony; 

[cf. Kudddra,  as,  m.  or  kudddla,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a 
kind  of  spade  or  hoe ;  (as),  m.  mountain  ebony, 
Bauhinia  Variegata. 
Kudddlaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  spade  or 

hoe ;  (am),  n.  a  copper  pitcher.  —  Kudddlaka- 
khdta,  am,  a.,  N.  of  a  region  (?). 

<f  3c4  kudmala,  am,  n.  an  opening  bud 
&c. ;  (a  wrong  spelling  for  kudmaln.) 

^O  kudya,  am,  n.  a  wall ;  (a  wrong  spelling 
for  kudya) 

4i££l  kudranka  or  kudranga,  as,  m.  a 
watch-house;  a  dwelling  raised  on  a  platform  or 
scaffold ;  [cf.  dranka,  dranga,  &c.] 

eS£^  kudrava,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass,  the 

grain  of  which  is  eaten  by  the  poor,  Paspalum  Scro- 
biculatum ;  [cf.  kodrava.] 

jjfij  kudri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (ay as), 
m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man. 

•JMI'M  ku-dhdnya,  am,  n.  (see  i.  AM),  a 
particular  description  of  grain. 

3pft  ku-dhi,  is,  is,  i  (see  i.  AM),  foolish, 
stupid;  wicked  ;  (is),  m.  a  fool. 

^H  ku-dhra,  as,  m.  (fr.  2.  AM,  earth,  and 
rt.  dhrii),  a  mountain. 

kunaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

ku-nakha,  as, i,  am  (see  i .  AM ),  having 
ugly  nails ;  (am),  n.  a  disease  of  the  nails. 
Kunakhin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  bad  or  diseased  nails ; 

(f),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  and  N.  of  a  book  belonging  to 
the  Atharva-veda. 

««15  kunata,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  trumpet 

flower,  Bignonia  (tyondka-prabheda) ',  (i),  f.  a  kind 
of  coriander,  Coriandrum  Sativum ;  red  arsenic. 

gil ("<;<* i  ku-nadikd,  f.  (see  i.  ku),  a  small river. 

^T«1fl*l  ku-nannama,  as,  d,  am  (see  i.  AM 
and  rt.  nam),  Ved.  inflexible. 

giTfc**^  ku-nalin,  i,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  the 
plant  Agati  Grandiflora. 

•JT?  kunaha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people; 
(a  various  reading  for  kunapa. ) 

4HI*T  ku-ndtha,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  bad 
protector ;  (as,  d,  am),  having  a  bad  leader. 

W'li^'liu  ku-nddikd,  f.  (see  i.  ku),  a  small 
river ;  also  ku-nadikd,  q.  v. 

cn«jifa  ku-ndbhi,  is,  m.  (see  i.  AM),  a 
whirlwind ;  the  collective  treasures  of  Kuvera. 

<n«liii  ku-ndman,  d,  d,  a  (see  i.  Aa), 
having  a  bad  name;  having  a  bad  reputation;  (a), 
m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (a),  n.  a  bad  name,  ill  repute. 

JIIM*  ku-nayaka,  as,  d,  am  (see  l.  AM), 
having  a  bad  leader,  unprotected. 

^llrt  kundla,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird  living 

on  the  Himalaya ;  N.  of  a  son  of  king  Asoka,  named 
after  the  eyes  of  this  bird. 

gilfrt*  kundlika,  as,  m.  the  Indian 
cuckoo  or  Kokila  ;  [cf.  the  preceding.] 

Jll^l «f»  ku-ndsaka,  as,  m.  (see  I.  AM),  the 
plant  Alhagi  Maurorum. 

«jf«t  AMHJ,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

^f-nm  ku-nishaAja,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku), 
N.  of  a  son  of  the  tenth  Manu. 

ku-niti,  ii,  f.  (see  I .  AM),  ill  conduct, 

misbehaviour ;  corrupt  administration  or  policy,  mis- 
;overnment ;  a  low  state  of  morals. 

ku-netraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 

kunta,   as,  m.  a  spear,  a  knee,  a 
barbed  dart  [cf.  Lat.  cant  us ;  Gr.  xovrAi] ;  a  small 
animal,  an  insect;  a  species  of  grain,  Coix  Barbata; 
passion ;  N.  of  a  mountain. 

Kimtala,  as,  m.  (fr.  kuntaf ),  the  hair  of  the  head, 
a  lock  of  hair  ;  a  drinking  cup ;  a  plough ;  barley  ; 
a  kind  of  perfume,  =  hrivera  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people  and  country  in  the  north-west  of  the  peninsula ; 

(as),  m.  sing,  the  prince  of  this  people.  —  Kantala- 
vardhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  [cf.  bhrinya- 

y&O *•  Kuntalo&ra  (°la-us^),am,  n.  a  perfume. 
Kuntalikd,  f.  a  butter  knife  or  scoop ;  a  species 

of  plant. 

kuntdpa,  am,  n.,  Ved.,  N.  of  certain 

organs  or  glands  (?),  twenty  in  number,  supposed  to 
be  in  the  belly ;  N.  of  a  section  of  the  Atharva-veda, 
according  to  Sayanacarya,  thirty  verses,  constituting 
seven  Suktas  of  the  twentieth  book  of  this  Veda. 

okfn(  kunti,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ; 

(is),  m.  sing,  the  prince  of  this  people,  also  called 
Kunti-bhoja ;  Kunti  is,  according  to  different  authori- 

ties, a  son  of  either  Dharmanetra,  or  of  Netra  and 

grandson  of  Dharma,  or  of  Kratha,  or  of  Vidarbha 
and  father  of  Dhrishta,  or  of  Suparsva  and  grandson 

of  SampSti  and  great-grandson  of  Garuda ;  (i),  (. 
a  N.  of  Pritha,  the  daughter  of  a  Yadava  prince 

named  S'ura,  who  gave  her  to  his  childless  cousin 
Kunti  or  Kunti-bhoja,  by  whom  she  was  adopted. 
She  afterwards  became  one  of  the  two  wives  of 

PSndu.  (On  one  occasion  before  her  marriage  she 

paid  such  respect  to  the  powerful  sage  Durvasas  that 
he  taught  her  an  incantation  or  charm,  by  virtue  of 
which  she  was  to  have  a  child  by  any  god  she  liked 
to  invoke.  Out  of  curiosity  she  invoked  the  Sun, 

by  whom  she  had  a  child,  cf.  karna;  but  the  Sun 
afterwards  restored  to  her  her  maidenhood.  Soon 

after  his  marriage  Pandu  retired  to  the  woods  to 

indulge  his  passion  for  hunting.  There  he  killed  a 
male  and  female  deer,  who  turned  out  to  be  a  Rishi 
and  his  wife  in  the  form  of  these  animals.  The  sage 
cursed  Pandu  and  predicted  that  he  would  die  in  the 
embrace  of  one  of  his  wives.  Hence  Pandu  lived 

apart  from  Kunti,  but  with  his  approval  she  made 
use  of  her  charm  and  had  three  sons,  Yudhishthira, 
Bhlma,  and  Arjuna,  by  the  three  deities  Dharma, 
Vayu,  and  Indra  respectively ;  cf.  mddri) ;  N.  of  a 
Rakshasi ;  the  wife  of  a  Brahman ;  the  plant  Bos- 

wellia Thurifera;  a  fragrant  resin  (=  guggulu) 
—  Kunti-nandana,  as,  m.  a  son  of  Kunti  (the  final 
being  sometimes  shortened  in  a  comp.),  either  of 
the  three  elder  Pandava  princes.  —  Kunti-bhoja,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Yadava  prince,  king  of  the  Kuntis,  who 

adopted  Kunti.  —  Kunti-suta,  as,  m.  a  son  of  Kunti. 
Kuntika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

j  VM  kunth,  cl.  I.  P.  kunthati,  -thitum, 
\y      =^to  hurt,  injure ;  to  suffer  pain,  want,  &c.; 

to  be  distressed;  cl.  9.  P.  kuthnati,  to  injure;  to 

cling  to ;  to  twine  round  or  be  connected  with,  em 

brace ;  [cf.  Lat  quatio,  per-cutio.'] 
tjirW  kunthu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  the  sixth  Jaina 

Cakravartin  or  emperor  in  Bharata ;  also  of  the 
seventeenth  Arhat  of  the  present  Avasarpinl. 

cF^f  kunda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 

\>  " 

rt.  3.  ku),  a  kind  of  jasmine,  Jasminum  Multiflorum 
or  Pubescens;  (as),  m.  fragrant  oleander,  Nerium 

Odorum  [cf.  karavira~\ ;  Olibanum,  the  resin  of  the 
plant  Boswellia  Thurifera;  a  turner's  lathe;  one  01 
Kuvera's  nine  treasures ;  the  number  '  nine ;'  an  epi- 

thet of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Kunda-kara, 

as,  m.  a  turner.  —  Kunda-kunddc'drya  (°da-d> 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Pancastikayasan-graha- 
sutra.  —  Kunda-mdld,  f.  title  of  a  work.  —  Kunda- 

samdna-danla,  as,  i,  am,  one  whose  teeth  are  like 
the  jasmine. 
Kundaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Boswellia  Thurifera ; 

the  resin  of  this  plant. 

Kundini,  f.  an  assemblage  of  lotus  flowers  or  of 

jasmines. kundama,  as,  m.  a  cat. 

kundara,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  grass ;  an 

epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  [cf.  kandura  and  kunda.] 

<T  kundu,  us,  m.  a  mouse,  a  rat ;  (MS), 

r.  the  resin  of  the  plant  Boswellia  Thurifera ;  gum    - 
olibanum  or  frankincense. 

Kundura,  as,  m.  or  kunduru,  us,  m.  f.  the  resin 
of  the  plant  Boswellia  Thurifera. 

Kunduruka,  as,  i,  m.  f.  the  resin  of  the  plant  Bos- 
wellia Thurifera ;  (i),  f.  the  plant  Boswellia  Thurifera. 

kundr,  cl.  10.  P.  kundrayati,  -yitum, 
to  tell  a  lie ;  [cf.  kud  and  gundr.] 

^M   I.  AMp,  cl.  4.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  kupyati, 
>3  N  -te,  £ukopa,  kopishyati,  akupat,  kopi- 

tum,  to  be  moved,  excited,  agitated,  to  swell,  heave 
or  boil  with  rage  or  emotion,  to  be  angry,  to  be  angry 

with  (with  dat.  or  gen.  or  ace.  or  with  upari  and 
gen.,  e.  g.  tasmai  or  (asya  or  tarn  or  tasyopari 
<!ukopa,  he  was  angry  with  him):  Caus. kopayati, 

-yitum,  to  excite,  agitate,  affect  strongly  with  anger 
&c. ;  to  cause  to  swell  or  heave  with  passion ;  to  stir 

up;  to  provoke,  make  angry;  to  be  angry:  Desid. 
(ukupishati  and  (nkoptshati :  Inters,  dokupyate, 
fokapti;  [cf.  Lat.  cupio;  Eng.  hope;  Germ,  hoffe.] 

Kupa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  beam  or  lever  of  a  pair  of scales. 

Kupana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura. 
Kupaya,  as,  if  am,  Ved.  heaving,  swelling  with 

emotion;  disturlfi ;  (Say.)  to  be  guarded  or  pro- 
tected (as  if  connected  with  rt.  gup). 

Kupita,  as,  d,  am,  provoked,  incensed,  offended, 
angry,  bristling.  —  Kupita-vdyu,  us,  m.  aggravated 

flatulence,  hypochondria.  —  Kupitdntaka  (  ta-an°), 
as,  m.  imminent  or  threatening  death. 

Kupya,  as,  d,  arty,  to  be  excited ;  (am),  n.  a  vile 
metal,  any  metal  but  silver  and  gold,  base  metal, 

copper,  brass,  &c.;  zinc,  lapis  calaminaris,  pewter, 
tutenag  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  [cf.  Lat.  cuprum.] 
—  Kupya-ddld,  f.  a  braziery,  a  foundry,  a   place 
where  metallic  vessels  &c.  are  made  or  sold. 

Kupyaka  at  the  end  of  compounds =kupya. 

Kopa,  as,  m.  passion,  anger.    See  s.  v. 

2.  kup,  cl.  10.  P.  kopayati,  -yitum, 

to  speak,  to  shine ;  [cf.  Hib.  cubhas,  '  a 
word,  a  promise;'  Lat.  cupo  in  nun~cupo;  Goth. 

huf,  '  to  lament.'] 
"ttf^;  ku-panka,  as,  m.  (see  I .  AM),  a  slough, 

a  heap  of  filth  and  mud. 

ctinc  ku-pata,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (see  i. 

ku),  miserable  clothes,  a  miserable  garment;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  Danava  (covered  with  a  miserable  garment). 

cRtnf  kupata,  ind.  excellent. 

cfTtni  ku-patha,  as,  m.  (see  i.  A«),  a  bad 

road,  an  evil  way ;  bad  conduct,  evil  way  of  living, 
immorality,  profligacy ;  heterodox  doctrine  ;  (as,  d, 
am),  walking  in  a  bad  or  wrong  road  ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  an  Asura  or  Danava  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

—  Kupatha-ga,  as,  a,  am,  or  kupathtt-f/dmin,  i, 
ini,  i,  or  kupafha-fara,  as,  d,  am,  going  in  a  bad 
or  wrong  road,  wicked. 
Kupatkya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  bad  way, 

literally  or  figuratively ;  unwholesome  (as  diet,  regi- 

men, &c.),  improper,  counter-indicated. 
*<jfVs!ilrl  ku-parijndta,  as,  d,  am  (see  i. 

ku),  badly  understood,  wrongly  comprehended. 

<*ml<y<*  ku-parikshaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (see 

i .  ku),  making  a  false  estimate,  not  valuing  rightly. 
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Ku-partksMta,  as,  d,  am,  badly  examined  or 
tested. 

I  ku-pdni,  is,  is,  i  (see  I .  ku),  crooked- 
handed,  having  a  deformed  or  maimed  hand. 

'  ku-pdtra,  am,  n.  an  unfit  recipient. 
ku-pinjala,  as,  m.  (see  I.  ku),  N. 

of  a  man ;  [cf.  kaupiiijala.]         , 

'  kupita.     See  under  rt.  kup  above. 
HT  ku-pitri,  id,  m.  (see  I.  ku),  a  bad 

father. 

z,  f.  (ft.Tt.i.kup?),  a  kind  of 

net  for  catching  small  fish,  made  of  bamboos  or  rushes. 
Kupimn,  I,  m.  a  fisherman. 

ojfM^  kupinda,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  i. 
tup),  a  weaver ;  [cf.  kuvinda.] 

Wifrt§  ku-pllu,  us,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  sort 
of  ebony  tree ;  [cf.  kdraskara.] 

«Mfl  ku-putra,  as,  m.  (see  i.  fa),  a  bad 
son ;  a  disobedient  or  wicked  son ;  a  son  of  an  in- 

ferior degree,  as  an  adopted  son  &c. 

effgtjH  ku-purusha,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  & 
low,  vile,  or  miserable  man ;  a  poltroon.  «•  Kupu- 
rusha-janitd,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four 
lines  of  eleven  syllables  each. 

^15  ku-puya,  as,  a,  am  (see  I .  ku),  inferior, 
low,  vile,  contemptible  ;  [cf.  kapuya.] 

^J  H 1 1 MU  ku-pravarana  or  ku-prdvrita,  as, 
a,  am  (see  i.  ku),  badly  or  miserably  dressed. 

gilHM  ku-priya,  as,  a,  am  (see  I.  ku),  dis- 
agreeable, contemptible,  low,  vile,  last,  worst. 

gi^l  ku-plava,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  weak 
or  frail  raft  or  float. 

^^^ku-badhu,  us,  f.  (see  i.  ku),  a  wicked wife. 

<ppW  ku-bandha,  as,  m.  (see  I.  ku),  a  dis- 

graceful stigma ;  [cf.  anka-bandha.'] 

gi«Trt  kubala,  kubala-prastha,  kubaldsva, 
Sec.  See  under  kuvala,  &c. 

^JilJ  ku-buddhi,  is,  is,  i  (see  i.  ku),  a 
person  of  base  or  vile  sentiments ;  stupid,  foolish. 

^^T  kubera,  or  in  later  Sanskrit  kuvera,  as, 
m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kumb  or  fr.  i.  leu  and  vera), 
originally  N.  of  the  chief  of  the  evil  beings  or  spirits 
of  darkness  with  the  epithet  VaiSravana ;  afterwards 
the  god  of  riches  and  treasure,  the  regent  of  the 
northern  quarter  of  the  world,  which  is  hence  called 

Kubera-guptS  dik ;  (Kubera  is  the  son  of  Visravas  by 
IdavidS,  the  chief  of  the  Yakshas,  and  a  friend  of 
Rudra ;  he  is  represented  as  having  three  legs  and 
only  eight  teeth) ;  with  Jainas,  the  attendant  of  the 
nineteenth  Arhat  of  the  present  AvasarpinI;  N.  of  a 
prince  of  Deva-rishtra ;  or  N.  of  the  great-grand- 

father of  VSna-bhatta,  the  author  of  the  Ksdambari; 

or  of  the  author  of  the  Dattaka-c'andrikS ;  the  tree 
Cedrela  Toona ;  (as,  a,  am),  deformed,  monstrous ; 

slow,  lazy;  [cf.  kuvera.']  - Kubera-naUm,  f.,  N.  of 
a  Tlrtha.  —  Jfubera-bdndfiava,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 

Sfiva, '  the  relation  of  Kubera.'  —  Kubera-vana,  am, 
n.  'the  forest  of  Kubera,'  N.  of  a  place. - Kubera- 
vallabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  VaiSya.  —  Kuberdkshl 

(°ra-ak°),  f.  the  plant  Bignonia  Suaveolens.  -  Ku- 
berdfala  (°ra-a<!°),  ax,  m.  'the  mountain  of  Kubera,' 
an  epithet  of  the  KailSsa  mountain.  —  Kuberddri 

(°ra-atP),  it,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  KailSsa  mountain. 
Kuberaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Cedrela  Toona  (tunna) ; 

(ikd),  (.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

3>^fW  kuberina,  as,  m.  (?),  N.  of  a  mixed caste. 

«j°»i  kubja,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  i.ku  and  it.ubj?), 
hump-backed,  crooked  ;  (as),  m.  a  curved  sword,  scy- 
mitar ;  a  sort  of  fish,  Bola  Cuja ;  the  plant  Achyran- 
thes  Aspera,  =  apdmdrga  ;  [cf.  nyubja  and  kanya- 
kubja ;  cf.  also  Lith.  kupra,  kupotas  ;  Gr.  KvQAs, 
Kiiwria;  Lzt.gibbus,gibba,gibber;  Germ. Hooker ?]. 
—  Kubja-kantaka,  an,  m.  a  white  Mimosa.  —  Kub- 
ja-kirdta  or  kubja-vdmana,  am,  n.  a  hump-backed 

person  and  a  dwarf.  —  Kubjdmraka  (°ja-dm°),  as 
or  am(?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Kubjd- 
lidha  Cja-df),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  founder  of  a  sect. 
Kubjaka,  as,  d,  am,  hump-backed,  crooked ;  (as), 

m.  the  aquatic  plant  Trapa  Bispinosa ;  (ikd),  f.  in 

the  word  kubjikd-tantra,  N.  of  a  Tantra ;  according 
to  some  authorities  kubjikd  kumdrl  is  a  girl  eight 
years  old  personating  the  goddess  DurgS  at  a  festival 
of  this  deity. 

Kubjita,  as,  d,  am,  crooked,  curved,  bent. 

W3  kubra,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kumb), 

a  forest ;  a  hole  for  sacrificial  fire ;  a  ring,  an  ear- 
ring ;  a  thread ;  a  can. 

gi«W  ku-brahma,  as,  m.  or  ku-brahman, 
d,  m.  (see  I.  ku),  a  degraded  or  contemptible  Brah- 

man, one  who  officiates  for  Sudras. 

^PJ  kubhanyw,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  desirous of  water. 

^MT  kubhd,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  river  falling 
into  the  Indus,  the  Kabul  river  (?);  [cf.  K^<p-nv.\ 

^T>TT^  ku-bhdrya,  as,  d,  am  (see  I.  ku), 
having  a  bad  wife ;  (a),  f.  a  bad  wife. 

ku-bhukta,  am,n.(seei.ku),  bad  food. 

ku-bhritya,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  bad 
servant. 

,  ind.  an  interjection. 

ku-mati,  is,  f.  (see  i.  ku),  vile  or 

base  sentiment;  slow  or  weak  intellect;  folly;  (is, 

is,  i),  or  ku-manlsha,  as,  d,  am,  or  ku-manwhin, 
i,  ii}l,  i,  of  slow  intellect,  foolish. 

ku-mantra,  as,  m.  bad  advice;  evil 

counsel ;  a  charm  employed  to  secure  success  in  a 
bad  enterprise. 

Kvrmantrin,  i,  m.  a  bad  counsellor. 

^ITC  kumdra,  as,  m.  (fr.  ku  +  mdra,  fr.  rt. 

mri ?  'easily  dying;'  by  native  authorities  derived  fr. 
rt.  a.  feam),a  child,  a  new-born  child  (especially  in  the 
earlier  language) ;  a  boy,  a  youth,  a  son ;  a  prince, 

the  heir-apparent  associated  in  the  kingdom  with  the 
signing  monarch  (especially  in  theatrical  language) ; 
groom ;  a  N.  of  Skanda  the  god  of  war,  who  is 

also  the  reputed  author  of  certain  grammatical  Sutras 
[see  kaldpa);  N.  of  a  son  of  Agni,  who  is  the  author 
of  some  Vedic  hymns ;  an  epithet  of  Agni ;  (with 
Jainas)  N.  of  the  attendant  of  the  twelfth  Arhat  of 
the  present  AvasarpinI ;  N.  of  a  PrajSpati ;  an  epithet 

of  Manju-Srt ;  a  parrot ;  the  tree  Capparis  Trifoliata 

cf.  kumaraka'] ;  an  epithet  of  the  river  Sindhu ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (I),  f.  a  young  girl, 
one  from  ten  to  twelve  years  old,  a  maiden ;  or  (in 
[he  Tantras)  any  virgin  up  to  the  age  of  sixteen,  or 
jefore  menstruation  has  commenced;  a  daughter; 
N.  of  the  wife  of  Bhlma-sena,  the  son  of  Parikshit ; 
or  of  a  daughter  of  Vasu-deva  by  RohinI;  an 
epithet  of  Slta,  the  wife  of  Rama ;  an  epithet  of 
the  goddess  DurgJ ;  the  SySma,  a  bird  so  named ; 
N.  of  several  plants,  Aloe  Perfoliata,  or  the  plant 
Clitoria  Ternatea  [cf.  apardjitd] ;  also  the  plant 
Jasminum  Sambac,  and  a  plant  commonly  called 
BandhyS-karkotakI ;  the  blossom  of  the  plants  Tarum 
and  Modini ;  great  cardamoms ;  the  most  southerly 
of  the  nine  portions  of  the  known  continent,  or  of 

Jambu-dvlpa,  the  southern  extremity  of  the  peninsula, 
whence  the  modern  name  Cape  Comorin  (KumSrI); 
the  central  part  of  the  universe,  according  to  Hindu 

geography,  Jambu-dvlpa  or  India;  N.  of  a  river 
flowing  from  the  mountain  Suktimat;  N.  of  a  metre 
consisting  of  four  lines  of  sixteen  syllables  each ; 
(when  a  name  is  given  to  a  pupil  to  indicate  his 
attachment  to  any  particular  master,  kumdrt  may  be 

prefixed  to  denote  that  the  pupil's  object  is  to  gain 
the  affections  of  the  master's  daughter,  e.  g.  kumdri- 
ddksha);  (am),  n.  pure  gold ;  [Gr.  itilpos,  Kovpos ; 

M«i)oa|,  HfipaKio>>?~\.  —  Kumdm-gupta,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince  ('protected  by  the  god  of  war').  —  Ku- 
mdra-yhdtin,  i,  m.  the  slayer  of  a  child.  —  Ktandra- 
jira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =pulranjivaka.  —  Ku- 
mdra-tva,  am,  n.  boyhood,  youth.  —  Kumdra- 
datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Nidhipati.  —  Kumdra- 
ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  -  Kumdra-devi,  f.,  N.  of 
the  mother  of  Samudra-gupta. — Kumara-deshna, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  granting  perishable  gifts;  (SSy.) 
granting  children.  —  Kumdra-dhdrd,  !.,  N.  of  a 
river.  —  Kumdra-pdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king,  = 

s"dUvahanaC!),  also  N.  of  a  king  of  Guzerat (?). 
—  Kumara-bhatta,  as,  m,,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Ku- 
mdra-bhrityd,  f.  care  of  a  young  child,  care  of  a 
pregnant  or  lying-in  woman,  midwifery.— Kumara- 

lalita,  f.  '  boy's  play,'  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of 
four  lines  of  eight  syllables  each.— Kumdra-vana, 

am,  n.  Kumara's  (i.e.  KSrttikeya's)  grove.  —  Kumdra- 
vdhin,  I,  m.  a  peacock,  ('carrying  the  god  of  war;' 
this  god  being  usually  represented  as  borne  by  a  pea- 

cock.) —  Kumdrorfirata,  am,  n.  a  vow  of  eternal 
chastity.  —  Jfumdra-sambhava,  as,  m.  '  the  birth  of 

the  god  of  war,'  title  of  a  poem  by  KalidSsa.  —  Ku- 
mdra-sii,  us,  m.  the  father  of  the  god  of  war,  an 
epithet  of  Agni ;  (us),  f.  the  mother  of  the  god  of 
war,  an  epithet  of  the  river  Gan-gS,  also  of  the  god- 

dess DurgS.  —  Kumdra-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  minister. 
—  Kumararsvdmin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a 
commentary  on  the  MimSosS-bhSshya.  —  Kumara- 
hdrita,as,m.,  N.  of  a  teacher.  —  Kumdrdbhisheka 

(°ra~abl>.°),  as,  m.  '  the  inauguration  of  Kumara,' 
title  of  the  thirteenth  book  of  the  Kumara-sambhava. 

—  Eumdri-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Ku- 

mdrl-pdla,  as,  m.  the  guardian  of  a  virgin  or  bride. 
— Rumdri-putra,  as,  m.  the  chHd  of  an  unmarried 
woman.  —  Kumdri-pura,   am,    n.   a    gynaeceum. 

—  Kumdri-pujd,  f.  the  worship  of  KumSri  or  DurgS, 
(a  ceremony  performed  at  the  great  DurgS  festival, 
when  a  girl  between  ten  and  twelve  years  old  is 
placed  on  a  pedestal,   as  the  representative  of  the 
goddess,  and  fed  with  offerings  made  to  the  idol.) 

—  Kumdri-svas'ura,  as,  m.  the  father-in-law  of  a 
maiden. 

Kumaraka,  as,  m.  a  child,  a  little  boy,  a  boy,  a 
lad,  a  youth ;  the  pupil  of  the  eye ;  N.  of  a  NSga ; 
the  plant  Capparis  Trifoliata ;  (ika),  (.  a  girl  from 
ten  to  twelve  years  old,  or  generally  a  virgin ;  an 
insect,  Sphex  Asiatica ;  double  jasmine,  Jasminum 

Sambac ;  large  cardamoms ;  N.  of  a  part  of  BhSrata- 
varsha,  a  division  of  the  known  continent.  —  Kumd- 

Tikd-kshelra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  country.  —  Jfumdrikd- 
khantfa,  a  section  of  the  Skanda-purSna. 
Kumaraya,  nom.  P.  kumdrayati,  -yitum,  to 

play,  especially  as  a  child. 
Kumdrayu,  us,  m.  a  prince,  heir-apparent. 
Kumdrika,  as,  i,  am,  furnished  with  girls,  abound- 

ing in  them. 
Kumdrin,  t,  ini,  i,  abounding  in  girls. 
Kumdrila,  as,  m.  or  kumdrila-svamin,  *,  m.,  N. 

of  a  renowned  teacher  of  the  MimSnsa  philosophy. 

Kumdri,  1,  I,  m.  f.  a  man  or  woman  desirous  of 
a  daughter. 

5*1 1  M  ku-mdrga,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  bad 
way,  bad  ways,  (also  used  metaphorically.) 

gi*ilrt<*  kumdlaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people  and  country,  =  kumaraka. 

Kumdlaya,  nom.  P.  kumdlayati,  -yitum,  to 
play,  especially  as  a  child ;  [cf.  kurndraya.] 

jfiiSj  ku-mitra,  am,  n.  (see  I.  ku),  a  bad friend. 

3? 
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ww  Aru-muMa,  as,  m.  (see  I.  ku),  a  hog. 

**^  ku-mud,  t,  t,  t  (see  I.  ku),  unkind, 
unfriendly  ;  avaricious,  niggardly  ;  ((),  n.  the  plant 
Nymphza  Esculenta,  the  esculent  white  water-lily  ; 
the  plant  Nymphza  Rubra,  the  red  lotus.  —  Kumttd- 
i'<it,  an,  ail,  at,  abounding  in  lotuses  ;  (<//;),  f.  an 
assemblage  of  lotuses;  a  place  or  pond  filled  with 
them  ;  the  flexible  stalk  of  a  water-lily  ;  N.  of  a 
plant  bearing  a  poisonous  fruit,VilIarsia  (Menyanthes) 
Indica  ;  N.  of  a  sister  of  the  serpent-king  Kumuda 
and  wife  of  KuSa  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Vimarshana  ; 

N.  of  a  river.  —  Kumudmtifa  (°ti-i^a),  at,  m.  an 
epithet  of  the  moon  ;  [cf.  kumuda-bandhu  and  the 
following.] 

Ku-murla,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  esculent  white  water- 

lily,  Nymphaea  Esculenta  ('  exciting  what  joy!');  red 
lotus,  Nymphsca  Rubra;  (am),  n.  silver;  (as),  m. 
camphor  ;  N.  of  a  N3ga  ;  N.  of  the  elephant  of  the 
south-west  or  southern  quarter  ;  N.  of  a  Daitya  ;  N. 
of  an  attendant  of  Vishnu  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Gada  by 
VrihatI  ;  N.  of  a  confidant  of  king  UnmattSvanti  ;  one 
of  the  monkey-heroes  of  the  RSmSyana  ;  N.  of  a 
poet  ;  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  smaller 
Dvipas;  (a),  f.  several  plants,  Gmelina  Arborea; 
Pistia  Stratiotes;  Desmodium  Gangeticum;  Grislea 
Tomentosa  ;  N.  of  another  plant,  commonly  called 
Katphala  ;  N.  of  a  deity  ;  (t),  f.  a  plant,  commonly 
called  Katphala.  —  Kumuda-khanda,  am,  n.  an 
assemblage  of  Kumudas.  —  Kumuda-ghni,  f.,  N.  of 
a  plant  containing  a  poisonous  milky  juice.  —  Ku- 

muda-paUrabha  (°tra-dbha),  as,  a,  am,  resem- 
bling the  leaves  of  the  white  water-lily.  •»  Kumuda- 

bandhu,  us,  m.  or  kumuda-bdndhava,  as,  m.  the 
moon  ('  friend  of  the  lotus;'  the  white  esculent  lotus 
expanding  its  petals  during  the  night  and  closing 
them  in  the  day  time  ;  hence  other  similar  appella- 

tions of  the  moon,  as  kumuda-priya,  Scc.).  —  Ku- 
muda-vati,  f.  an  assemblage  of  Kumudas,  a  place 
abounding  in  them,  &c.—  Kumuda-suhrid,  t,  m. 

the  moon  ;  [cf.  kumuda-bandhu."]  —  Kumudalcara 
(°da-dk°),  as,  m.  a  number  of  water-lilies  or  place 
abounding  in  them.  —  Kumuddksha  (°da-ak°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Naga  ;  also  of  an  attendant  of  Vishnu. 

—  Kurntuladi  (°da-ddi),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of 
Pathya.  —  Kumuddvdsa  (°da-dv°),  as,  a,  am, 
abounding  or  richly  furnished  with  Kumudas  ;  (as), 
m.  a  pool  abounding  in  them.  —  Kumudefa  (°da- 
•fa),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  moon,  '  lord  of  the 

lotus." 
Kumudika,  as,  i,  am,  abounding,  with  Kumudas  ; 

(ikd),  {.,  N.  of  a  plant,  commonly  called  Katphala  ; 
a  small  tree,  the  seeds  of  which  are  aromatic. 

Kumudini,  f.  an  assemblage  of  Kumudas  or  a 
place  abounding  in  them;  the  mother  of  Raghu- 
deva.  —  Kumudini-ndyaka,  as,  m.  or  kumudini- 
pati,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  moon  ;  [cf.  kumuda- 
bandhu.]—  Kumudini-vanitd,  f.  any  loved  woman 
fancifully  represented  as  an  assemblage  of  lotus flowers. 

^T*W  ku-medhas,  as,  as,  as  (see  I.  ku), 
of  little  intellect,  stupid  ;  malicious. 

^T^  ku-meni,  us,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  the 
southern  hemisphere  or  pole,  the  region  of  the demons  and  Titans. 

^•'k*  kumodaka,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu  ;  [cf.  kaumodaki.] 

'  *»mp,  cl.  10.  P.  kumpayati,  -yitum, another  form  for  kumb,  kumbayati. 
J**f  kumpa,  as,  a,  am,  crooked-armed. 

kumb,   cl.  6.  and   10.  P.  kumbati 
d  kumbayati,  -yitum,  to  cover-   fcf 

kump  and  kumbh.] 

^g  kumba,  as  or  am(>),  m.  or  n.(?),Ved. 
a  kind  of  head-dress  for  women;  the  upper  part or  top  of  a  club  ;  (a),  f.  a  thick  petticoat  ;  an  en- 

closure round  a  place  of  sacrifice  to  prevent  profane 
intrusion. 

giPgo*  kumbika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

«**Ml  kumbyd  or  kumvya,  t.,  Ved.  a  kind 
of  hymn  or  sacred  formula. 

kumbh,  cl.  10.  P.  kumlthayati,  -yi- 
turn,  another  form  for  kumb,  q.  v. 

kumbha,  as,  m.  a  jar,  pitcher,  water- 
pot,  ewer,  a  small  water-jar,  (often  in  compounds, 
e.  g.  dhidra-kumbha,  a  perforated  pitcher ;  amu- 
kumb/M,  a  jar  of  unbaked  clay ;  hema-kumbha,  a 
golden  ewer ;  jala-kumbha,  a  water-pot) ;  an  urn 
in  which  the  bones  of  a  dead  person  are  collected ; 
the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Aquarius ;  a  measure  of  grain 
equal  to  twenty  Dronas,  a  little  more  than  three 
bushels  and  three  gallons  (commonly  called  a  comb, 
some  make  it  two  Dronas  or  sixty-four  Seers) ;  the 
frontal  globe  on  the  upper  part  of  the  forehead  of  an 
elephant  (there  are  two  of  these  projections  which 
swell  in  the  rutting  season) ;  a  religious  exercise,  viz. 
closing  the  nostrils  and  mouth  so  as  to  suspend 
breaming ;  the  root  of  a  plant  used  in  medicine  ; 
the  paramour  of  a  harlot,  a  bully,  a  flash  or  fancy 
man ;  N.  of  a  Muni ;  N.  of  a  DSnava,  son  of 
Prahlsda  and  brother  of  Nikumbha;  also  of  a 
Rakshasa,  a  son  of  Kumbha-karna ;  N.  of  the 
father  of  the  nineteenth  Arhat  of  the  present  Avasar- 
pim ;  N.  of  a  monkey ;  one  of  the  thirty-four  jJtakas 
or  former  births  of  Sikya-muni ;  title  of  a  work  ; 
(i),  f.  a  small  jar  or  pot,  an  earthen  cooking  vessel ; 
a  vessel  for  preserving  grain,  a  measure  of  grain ;  N. 
of  several  plants,  a  small  tree,  the  seeds  of  which  are 
used  in  medicine,  commonly  called  Katphala;  an- 

other plant,  Bignonia  Suaveolens;  another  plant, 
Pistia  Stratiotes ;  another  plant,  commonly  called 
Romasa;  another  plant,  Croton  Polyandrum;  (a), 
f.  a  harlot,  a  whore;  (am),  n.  the  plant  Ipomcea 
Turpethum;  a  flagrant  resin  (guggulu),  or  the 
plant  which  bears  it ;  [cf.  Gr.  Kii^S?) ;  Lat.  cymba.] 
—  Kumbha-karna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasa,  the 
gigantic  brother  of  Rivana,  who  is  described  in  the 
Yuddha-kSnda  of  the  RSmayana  as  sleeping  for  six 
months  at  a  time,  and  then  waking  to  gorge  him- 

self; N.  of  a  Muni ;   an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a 
Danava.  —  Kumbhakarna-vadha,    as,    m.   '  the 
slaughter  of  Kumbhakarna,'  a  section  of  the  Padma- 
purSna.—  Kumbha-kdmald,  f.  a   bilious   affection, 
a   sort    of  jaundice   together  with  swelling   of  the 
joints;   [cf.  kumbha-pdda.]  —  Kumbha-kdra,  as, 
m.  a  potter,  being  according  to  some  authorities  the 
son  of  a  Brahman  by  a  wife  of  the  Kshatriya  caste ; 
a  serpent ;  a  kind  of  wild  fowl ;  (I),  f.  the  wife  of  a 
potter ;  N.  of  a  girl ;  a  mineral  substance  used  as  an 
application  to  strengthen  the  eyes  and  beautify  the 
eyelashes;  red  arsenic.  —  Kumbha-kdraka,  as,  m. 
a  potter;  (ikd),  f.  the  wife  of  a  potter,  a  woman  of 
the  potter  caste;  a  sort  of  collyrium.  —  Kumbha- 
kdra-kukkuta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  chicken,  Phasianus 
Gallus.  —  KumbJia-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Sambara.  —  Kumbha-kona,  as,  m.'  brim  of  a  jar,' 
N.  of  a  town.  —  Kumbha-ghona-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  TlrthsL.  —  Kumbha-janman,  d,  m.  an  epithet 
of  Agastya.  —  Kumbha-tumbi,  [.  a  kind  of  large 
round  gourd.  —  Kumbha-ddsi,  f.  a  bawd,  a  procuress. 
—  Kumbha-dhara,  as,  m.  the  sign  of  the  zodiac 
Aquarius.  —  Kumbha-ndbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Bali.— Kumbha-pdda,  as,  -padi,  am,  a   person 
with  swollen  legs  bulging  like  a  pitcher;  [cf.  kum- 
bha-kdmald.]— Kumbha-balm,  us,   m.,   N.  of  a 
Daitya.  —  Kitmbha-manduka,  as,  m.  a  frog  in  a 
pitcher;  [cf.  kupa-mandiika.]  —  Kumbha-muehka, 
at,  d,  am,  Ved.  an  epithet  of  certain  demons,  '  hav- 

ing ajar-shaped  scrotum.'- Kumbha-murdhan,  d, 
m.  a  fabulous  being  mentioned  in  the  Hari-vans'a. 
—  Kumbha-yoni,  is,  m. '  born  in  a  water-jar,'  an 
epithet  of  the  saint  Agastya ;  of  Vasishtha ;  and  of 
Drona,  the   military   preceptor  of  the  Kurus   and 
PSndus ;   N.  of  a  plant,  commonly  called  Drona- 

pushpT;  (it),  (.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  -  Kumbha-riM, 
is,  m.  the  sign  Aquarius.  —  Kumbha-retas,  n.  semen 
virile  deposited  in  a  Kumbha ;  (as),  m.  a  form  of 
Agni.  —  Kumbha-lagna,  am,  n.  that  time  of  day  in 
which  Aquarius  rises  above  the  horizon.  —  Kumbha- 
vijaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  commonly  called 
RithS-karanja.  —  Kumbha-Jala,  f.  a  pottery,  a  pot- 

ter's kiln.  —  Kumbha-tandhi,  is,  m.  the  hollow  on 
the  top  of  an  elephant's  head,  between  the  frontal 
globes.  —  Ktimbha-samb/Mva,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
the  saint  Agastya;  also  of  Narayana.  —  Kuinbha- 
sarpis,  is,  n.  butter  placed  in  a  jar.  —  Kumbha- 
hanu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasa.  —  Kumbhdiida 

(°ltha-aif),  as,  m.  pi.  (with  Buddhists)  a  class  of 
demons  with  testicles  shaped  like  a  Kumbha ;  N.  of 
a  minister  of  the  Asura  Bina ;  (i),  f.  a  pumpkin 

gourd,  (a  various  reading  for  kushmdntli.)  —  J\um- 
bhl-dltdnya,  as,  m.  grain  stored  in  jars  sufficient 
(according  to  some)  for  six  days,  or  (to  others)  for  one 
year's  consumption.  —  Kumbhi-dhdnyaka,  as,  m.  a 
householder  who  preserves  grain  in  store  for  six  days 
&c.  —  Kumbhi-nasa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  large  venom- 

ous snake ;  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of 
the  wife  of  the  Gandharva  An-gSrapama ;  also  of  a 
RSkshasI,  the  mother  of  Lavana.  —  Kumbhinasi , 
is,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon.  —  Kumbhl-pdka,  as,  m. 
the  contents  of  a  cooking  vessel ;  (as  or  as),  m. 
sing,  or  pi.  a  hell,  in  which  the  wicked  are  baked 
like  potters'  vessels,  or  cooked  like  the  contents  of  a 
cooking  vessel.  —  Kumbhl-vij a,  am,  n.  the  nut  of 

the  croton ;  [cf.  kumbhini-vtja.']  —  Kumbkes'vara- 
tlrtha  (°bha-'ti°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. - Kum- 
bhadara  (°bha-wP),  at,  m.,  N.  of  an  attendant 
of  Siva.  —  Kumbholuka  (°bha-id°),  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  owl. 
Kumbhaka,  as,  m.  the  base  of  a  column  ;  stop- 

ping the  breath  by  shutting  the  mouth  and  closing 
both  nostrils  with  the  fingers  of  the  right  hand ;  a 
religious  exercise. 
Kumbhikd,  f.  a  small  pot  or  pitcher;  N.  of 

several  plants,  Pistia  Stratiotes  ;  another  plant,  Big- 
nonia Suaveolens;  another  plant,  commonly  called 

Drona-pushpl;  a  disease  of  the  eyes,  hordeolum  or  stye. 
Kumbhin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  water-jar ;  shaped  like 

a  jar  &c. ;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  demon  hostile  to  children ; 
an  elephant;  a  crocodile ;  a  fish ;  a  kind  of  poisonous 
insect;  a  sort  of  fragrant  resin  (guggulu,),  or  the 
plant  bearing  this  fragrant  resin.  —  Kumbhi-naraka, 
as  or  am(7),  m.  or  n.(?),  N.  of  a  hell,  =  kumbhi- 

pdka('/).  —  Kumbhinwlja,  am,  n.  the  croton-nut, 
Croton  Jamalgota.  —  Kumbhi-pdkl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
commonly  called  Katphala.  —  Kumbhi-mada,  as,  m. 

the  juice  that  exudes  from  an  elephant's  temples  at certain  seasons. 
Kumbhila,  as,  m.  a  thief  who  breaks  into  a 

house,  a  plagiarist;  a  wife's  brother;  a  child  be- 
gotten at  undue  seasons  or  of  an  imperfect  impregna- 

tion ;  a  kind  of  fish,  the  gilt-head,  Ophiocephalus 
Wrahl. 

KumbhMia,  as,  m.  a  pathic,  a  catamite ;  the  plant 
Rottleria  Tinctoria,  or  the  plant  Pistia  Stratiotes,  a 
plant  the  bark  of  which  furnishes  a  yellow  dye;  (d), 
(.  a  swelling,  especially  of  the  eyelids,  similar  to  a 
seed  or  grain  of  the  Kumbhlka ;  an  affection  of  the 
eyes,  hordeolum  or  stye,  also  kumbhika-pidakd ; 
Ved.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  demon. 

Kitmfihikin  i,  ini,  i,  similar  to  a  seed  or  grain  of 
the  Kumbhlka. 
Kumblnra,  as,  m.  the  crocodile  of  the  Ganges, 

the  long-nosed  alligator ;   N.  of  a  Yaksha.  —  Kum- 
bhlra-makahika,  f.  a  sort  of  fly  or  aquatic  insect. 
Kumbh'iraka,  an,  m.  a  thief. 
Kumbhila,  as,  m.  a  crocodile ;  [cf.  kumbhira.] 

kumbhari,  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga. 

kumbhala,  f.  a  plant  the  flowers 
of  which  are  compared  to  those  of  the  plant  Nauclea 
Cadamba ;  [cf.  munditikd.] 

^ft*T?I  kumbhila,  kumbhira,  &c.  See  un- 
der kumbha  above. 



ku-yajvin. 

ku-yajvin,  i,  m.  (see  I.  ku),  a 
bad  sacrificer. 

<£Mi  ku-yava,  as,  a,  am  (see  i.  /tu),  Ved. 
epithet  of  the  demon  Sushna,  who  was  slain  by  Indra, 

'  causing  a  bad  harvest  ? ;'  (as),  m.F  N.  of  another 
demon ;  (am),  n.  a  bad  harvest. 

**HI*lv  kuya-vat,  k,  m.  (kuya=  l.  ku), 
Ved.  speaking  ill,  abusing ;  or  N.  of  a  demon  who 
was  slain  by  Indra  (?). 

<pftT  ku-yoga,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  an  in- 
auspicious conjunction  of  planets,  signs,  periods,  &c. 

Ku-yogin,  i,  m.  a  false  devotee,  an  impostor,  a 
hypocrite. 

«j>Ml(*i  ku-yoni,  is,  f.  (see  i.  ku),  a  base 
womb,  the  womb  of  a  low  woman. 

kur,  cl.  6.  P.  kurati,  -ritum,  to  utter 
v  a  sound,  to  sound  in  general. 

kuraka,  f.  the  olibanum  tree,  Bos- 
wellia  Thurifera  (=sallakt). 

*<.<j{^  kurankara  or  kurankura,  as,  m.  the 
Indian  crane,  Ardea  Sibirica. 

•Jt^F  kuranaa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  i.  kri), 
a  species  of  antelope,  an  antelope  or  deer  in  general  j 
N.  of  a  mountain;  (t),  f.  a  female  antelope.  —  Ku- 

ranga-nayand,  f.  a  handsome  woman  ('  fawn-eyed '). 
—  Kuranga-ndbM,  is,  m.  musk  (formed  in  a  bag 
attached  to  the  belly  of  the  deer  above  the  navel). 
Kurangaka,  as,  rn.  a  species  of  antelope,  an 

antelope,  a  deer;  (ikd),  f.  a  kind  of  bean  (=mudga- 
panil). 
Kurangama,  as,  m.  a  species  of  antelope  or  deer. 
Kurangdya,  nom.  A.  kurarrgdyate,  -yitum,  to 

become  or  take  the  shape  of  an  antelope. 

eS<.p«ia  kuratilla,  as,  m.  a  crab ;  (a  wrong 
reading  for  kuru-dilla.) 

4i<.6  kurata,  as,  m.  a  shoemaker,  a  leather- 
seller,  a  currier ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

oK^Je!  kuranta,  as,  m.  or  kurantaka,  as,  ika, 
m.  f.  yellow  amaranth  (pltamlana),  and  a  yellow 
kind  of  barleria  (jntajhinii) ;  (am),  n.  the  blossom 
of  this  plant.  Also  kurandalta  and  kuruntaka. 

an. <js  kuranda,  as,  m.  enlargement  of  the 
testicles  or  rather  of  the  scrotum,  including  inguinal 
hernia,  hydrocele,  &c. ;  N.  of  a  plant,  commonly 
called  Sakurunda. 

<*«.<!« <*kurandaka,as,m.  yellow  amaranth; 
a  yellow  kind  of  barleria ;  [cf.  kuranta.] 

cJH^U!)  kuraydna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ; 
[cf.  kauraydna.] 

oKX  kurara,  as,  a,  m.  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
3.  fcu),  an  osprey ;  also  another  species  of  eagle ;  (i),  f. 
a  female  osprey ;  a  sheep,  an  ewe ;  (as),  ra.,  N.  of  a 

mountain.  —  Kurardngkri  (°ra-o»°),  is,  m.  a  kind 
of  mustard  (deva-sarshapa).  —  Kurari-gana,  as, 
m.  a  flight  of  ospreys. 
Kurardva,  am,  n.  a  place  abounding  with  ospreys, 

«pC(3  kurala,  as,  m.  an  osprey  [cf .  kurara] ; 
a  curl,  a  lock  of  hair  upon  the  forehead. 

^T^  ku-rava,  as,  a,  am  (see  I.  ku),  having 

a  bad  voice;'  (as),  m.  a  bad  or  harsh  sound  ;  N.  of  a 
plant, =sitamanddra;  a  red  or  a  yellow  kind  of 
barleria. 
Kuravaka,  as,  m.  a  crimson  species  of  amaranth ; 

a  purple  or  a  yellow  sort  of  Jhinti  or  barleria ;  a 
species  of  rice  or  grain ;  (am),  n.  the  blossom  of  the 
amaranth  or  of  the  barleria. 

"^m  ku-rasa,  as,  a,  am  (see  i.ku),  having 
bad  juice  or  flavour  or  essence ;  (as),  m.  spirituous  or 

vinous  liquor;  (a),  f.  a  wild  creeping  plant,  a  species 

of  hieracium  ;  [cf.  go-jihva.'] 

j^f\ku-rdjan,  a,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a.  bad 
king. 

Ku-rajya,  am,  n.  bad  dominion,  bad  administration. 

$<.!»  kurala,  as,  m.  a  light  bay  horse 
with  black  legs ;  (wrong  reading  for  kuraha,  which 
is  a  various  reading  for  urdha.) 

uri,  f.  a  kind  of  grass  or  corn. 

kurira,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  I.  kri), 

Ved.  a  kind  of  head-dress  for  women ;  copulation. 
Kuririn,  t,  ini,  i,  Ved.  decorated  with  the  head- 

dress called  kurira. 

kuru,  avas,  m.  pi.  (said  to  be  fr.  i.  kri), 
N.  of  a  people  of  India  and  their  country,  situated 
near  the  country  of  the  Pandalas  (hence  often  con- 

nected with  Paniala  or  Pan^ala ;  see  Jtnru-paMdla 
below) ;  the  Kurus  derive  their  origin  from  Kuru  (son 
of  Samvarana  and  TapatT,  daughter  of  the  Sun),  who 
is  the  ancestor  of  both  Pandu  and  Dhrita-rashtra, 
though  the  patronymic  derived  from  his  name  is 
usually  applied  only  to  the  sons  of  the  latter,  the  sons 
and  descendants  of  the  former  being  called  Pandavas ; 
another  Kuru  is  the  son  of  Agnidhra  and  grandson  of 
Priya-vrata.  The  uttara-kuravah  or  uttardh  kura- 
vah  are  the  northern  Kurus,  the  most  northerly  of  the 
four  MahS-dvipas  or  principal  divisions  of  the  known 
world  (distinguished  Maha-bh.  I.  4346.  from  the  dak- 
shindh  kuravah  or  southern  Kurus),  by  other  sys- 

tems regarded  as  one  of  nine  divisions  or  Varshas  of 
the  same ;  it  was  probably  a  country  beyond  the  most 
northern  range  of  the  Himalaya,  often  described 
as  a  country  of  everlasting  happiness,  and  considered 
by  some  to  be  the  ancient  home  of  the  Aryan  race. 
Kuru,  us,  f.  a  princess  of  the  Kuru  race.  According 
to  native  lexicographers  the  word  kuru  has  also  the 
following  meanings :  a  priest ;  boiled  rice ;  the  plant 
Solanum  Jacquini,  =  ian/a7c<m£a  ;  [cf.  kaurava, 
kauravaka,  kauravya,]  —  Kuru-kata,  ds,  m.  pi. 
the  Kurus  and  Katas.  —  Kuru-kandaka,  am,  n. 
horse-radish,  Raphanus  Sativus  (  =  iiuthtkii).  —  Kuru- 
kurukshetra,  am,  n.  the  country  of  the  Kurus  and 
Kurukshetra.  —  Kuru-kshetra,  am,  n.  the  field  of 
the  Kurus,  N.  of  a  region  or  extensive  plain  near 
Delhi,  the  scene  of  the  great  battles  between  the 
Kurus  and  Pandus ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of 
this  country,  renowned  for  their  bravery.  —  Kuru- 
ksketrin,  I,  ini,  i,  with  yoga,  a  solar  day,  in  the 
course  of  which  three  lunar  days,  three  asterisms  and 
three  yogas  occur.  —  Kuru-tilla,  as,  m.  a  crab ;  [cf. 

iuroc'iMa.]  —  Kuru-jdngala,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
country ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  people  inhabiting 
it.— Kuru-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Kurv.- 
nadikd,  f.  according  to  native  authorities,  =  ku-wa- 
dikd.  —  Kuru-nandana,  as,  m.  a  descendant  of 
Kuru  as  Arjuna,  Yudhishthira.  &c.  —  Kwru-panHala, 
as,  m.  pi.  the  Kurus  and  PancSlas.  —  Kurupanfdla- 
trd,  ind.,  Ved.  as  among  the  Kurus  and  PaMilas. 
—  Kuru-patha,  as,   m.,   N.  of  a   man(?);    [cf. 

kaitrupatki.'\  —  Kuru-pungriva,    as,   m.   a  Kuru 
chief.  —  Kuru-rdj,  t,  m.  an  epithet  of  Duryodhana. 
—  Kwu-rdja,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Yudhishthira. 
—  Kurn-rdjya,  am,  n.  the  Kuru  realm.  —  Kuru- 
vatsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Kum-varnaka,  ds, 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  or  perhaps  (as,  a,  am),  be- 

longing to  the  race  of  the  Kurus.  —  Kuru-vas'a,  as, 
m.,  N    of  a  prince.  —  Kuru-vdjapeya,  as,   m.   a 
particular  kind  of  Vajapeya.  —  Kuru-msta,  as,  m.  a 
Pala  of  gold,  a  weight  of  gold  equal  to  about  700 
troy  grains.  —  Kuru-vriddha,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
BhTshma.  ••  Kurti-drawHta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  Kuru-treththa  or  kuru-sattama,  as,  m.  an  epi- 

thet of  Arjuna.  —  Kuru-hdra,  as  or  am(1),  m.  or 

n.(?),  N  of  an  Agra-hSra. 
Kuruka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ;  (a  various  reading 

for  ruruka.) 

Kurukulld,  (.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  deity. 
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kurungaj  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

«<j"4  kuruta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb; 
[cf.  sitdvara.] 

kurutin,  i,  m.  a  horse. 

kurunta,  as,  m.  yellow  amaranth ; 
yellow  barleria ;  (I),  f.  a  doll,  a  puppet  made  of  wood ; 
the  wife  of  a  Brahman  or  teacher. 
Kurunlaka,  as,  m.  yellow  or  white  amaranth ;  a 

yellow  species  of  barleria,  B.  Prionitis. 
Kurunda,  as,  m.=kurunta. 

«tsrtlf«i  kurutavi,  a  particular  high  num- 

ber. 

*{tlf  kurumba,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  orange, 

—Imlapdlaka ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  commonly 
called  Drona-pushpl ;  (i),  f.  another  plant,  commonly 
called  Sainhall. 

Kurumbika,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  commonly  called Drona-pushpl. 

^^^)  kururi,  f.  a  species  of  bird  with  a 
plaintive  note ;  (a  wrong  reading  for  kurart.) 

JE^f3  kurula,  as,  m.  a  curl  or  lock  of  hair, 
especially  on  the  forehead. 

^v^3|f  kuruvaka,  as,  m.  the  crimson 
amaranth ;  a  purple  species  of  barleria ;  also  a  yellow 
kind ;  (am),  n.  the  blossom  of  this  flower ;  [cf. kuravaka.] 

«tj(V»r(  kuruvinda,  as,  m.  (fr.  kuru  and 
vtnda  I),  N.  of  several  plants ;  a  fragrant  grass, 
Cyperus  Rotundus ;  a  kind  of  barley,  see  kalmdsha; 
the  bud  of  a  flower  ? ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  ruby;  (am), 

n.  black  salt;  cinnabar,  or  the  plant  Terminalia Catappa(?). 

Kurwindaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Dolichos  Biflores, a  wild  variety. 

g^r^^fl  kuruviha  or  kuruvilla  (?),  as,  m. 
a  ruby ;  [cf.  kuruvinda.] 
Kuriimlvaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  barley.  See 

kulmdflm  and  kuruvinda. 

^Hffl  kurusuti  or  kurnstuti,  is,  ra.,  N.  of 
a  Vedie  poet. 

,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  =  kiritin  (?). 

ku-riipa,  as,  a,  am  (see  I.  ku),  ill- 
made,  of  an  ugly  shape,  deformed,  ugly ;  (am),  n. 

ugliness.  —  Kurupa-td,  f.  or  kurupa-tva,  am,  n. 

ugliness. Ku-rupin,  t,  ini,  i,  ill-made,  deformed,  ugly, 

frightful. Ku-rupya,  am,  n.  tin,  (lit.  bad  silver.) 
*^s?\  kururu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  species  of 

worm. 

•a^S  kurkuta,  as,  m.  [cf.  kukknta],  a  cock; rubbish,  sweepings  (?). 

<j5,<!l(\!  kurkutdhi,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  serpent ; 

[cf.  kukkutdM  and  kukkutdbha.] 
94T  kurkura,  as,  m.  (an  onomatopoetic 

word),  a  dog  or  bitch ;  [cf.  kulkura.] 

<*fM4iT  kurtika,  f .  the  milky  juice  of  a  bulb- 
ous root ;  a  needle ;  (a  wrong  reading  for  kurfikd.) 

oUJTif  kurnaja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  com- 

monly called  Kulaiijana. 

•3*1  kurd  and  kurdana,  incorrect  forms  for 
k&rd  and  kurdana. 

cSTft  kurpara,  as,  m.  the  knee;  the  elbow; 

[cf.  kurpara.] 
oiiqlM  kurpasa  and  kurpasaka,  as,  m.  a 

$ort  of  bodice  or  jacket  for  women ;  [cf.  kurpdsa.'] 
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^iifiTs  kurvat. 

kurvat,  an,  att,  at  (pres.  part.  fr.  rt. 

1.  kri),  doing,  acting,  &c.;  acting  as  a  servant,  an 

agent,   a  servant.  —  A'wrtirtd-nipo,   am,   n.  cause 
according  to  the  Carvakas. 

Kurtdna,  as,  a,  am,  doing,  making,  &c. 

1  kul,  cl.  I.  P.  kolati,  fukola,  &c., 
kolitum,  to  accumulate,  collect ;  to  be  of 

kin,  to  behave  as  a  kinsman;  to  proceed  continuously 
or  without  interruption ;  to  count. 

^r7  kula,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  kul?),  a  herd,  a 
troop,  a  flock,  an  assemblage,  a  multitude,  a  number 
&c.  (of  quadrupeds,  birds,  insects,  &c.,  or  of  inanimate 

objects,  e.  g.  go-kula,  a  herd  of  cows ;  mriga-kula, 
a  herd  of  deer;  mahi*hi-kula,  a  herd  of  female 
buffaloes;  ali-kula,  a  swarm  of  bees;  alaka-kula, 
a  multitude  of  curls);  a  race,  family,  community, 

tribe,  caste,  association,  set,  company  (e.  g.  brdh- 
maija-kula,  the  caste  of  the  Brihmans) ;  the  resi- 

dence of  a  family,  seat  of  a  community;  (in 
contemptuous  sense)  a  lot,  a  gang  (forming  a  comp. 

with  a  preceding  gen.  sing.,  e.  g.  faurasya-kula, 
a  gang  of  thieves) ;  an  inhabited  country ;  a  house, 
an  abode ;  a  noble  or  eminent  family  or  race ;  high 
station  (often  at  the  beginning  of  a  compound 

chief,  principal ;  see  kula-giri  below) ;  the  body;  the 
front,  fore  part ;  a  blue  stone ;  (as),  m.  the  chief  of 

a  corporation  or  guild ;  [cf.  Hib.  gaol,  '  a  family  or 
kindred/]  Kiili  and  hull,  see  s.v.  —  Kula-lcajjala, 
as,  m.  disgrace  of  the  family.  —  Kula-kantaka,  as, 

m.  '  a  family-thorn,'  any  one  who  is  a  trouble  to  his 
family.  —  Kula-kanyd,  (.  a  girl  of  good  family. 
—  Kula-kara,  as,  I,  am,  founding  a  family,  the 
founder  of  a  family  or  race,  an  ancestor.  —  Kula- 
karkati,  f.   a  kind  of  gourd;   [cf.  findkarkail.] 
—  Kula-kartri,  ta,  m.  the  founder  of  a  family  or 
race,  an  ancestor.  —  Kula-karman,  a,  n.  the  peculiar 
or  proper  duty  of  a  family  or  race,  any  observance  or 
custom  peculiar  to  a  family.  —  Kula-kalanka, as,  m. 

'  a  family-stain,'  any  one  who  disgraces  his  family. 
—  Kvla-kshaya,  as,  m.  decay  or  downfall  of  a  race 
or  family ;  (a),  f.  a  sort  of  cowach,  Mucuna  Pruritus 

(=  tfukaiimbi).  —  Kula-gariman,   a,   m.   family 
pride.  —  Kula-giri,  is,  m.  a  chief  mountain,  any  one 
of  the  seven  principal  mountains  of  BhJrata-varsha ; 
see  kulafnla.  —  Kula-gri/ut,  am,  n.  a  noble  house. 
—  Kula-gopa,   as,   m.,  Ved.   the  protector  of  a 
domicile.  —  Kula-gaurava,  am,  n.  family  import- 

ance. —  Kula-ghna,  as,  a  en  i,  am,  destroying  a 
family.  —  Kula-fandra,  as,  m.,    N.  of  a  scholiast 
on  the  Kstantra  grammar ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the 

DurgSvSkya-prabodha.  —  Kula-dudamani,  title  of  a 
work.  —  Kula-fyuta,  as,  a,  am,  rejected  by  his 
family.  —  Kula-ja  or  kula-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  bom  in 
a  noble  family,  of  a  good  or  noble  family,  well-born, 
of  good  breed ;  ancestral,  hereditary.  —  Kula-jana, 
as,  m.  a  person  belonging  to  a  noble  family,  a  high- 

born or  distinguished  person.  —  Kula-tattva-vid,  t, 
t,  t,  knowing  the  true  state  of  a  family.  —  Kula-tas, 
ind.  by  birth.  —  Kula-tithi,  is,  m.  f.  an  important 
lunar  day,  the  fourth,  eighth,  twelfth,  or  fourteenth 
day  of  the  half-month.  —  Kula-tilaka,  as,  m.  the 
glory  of  a  family,  one  who  does  honour  to  a  family. 

—  Kula-damana,  as,  a,  am,  subduing  a  family, 
holding  it  in   subjection.  —  Kula-dipa  or   kula- 
dipaka,  as,  m.  the  lamp  or  light  or  glory  of  a  race 
or  family ;  (ikd),  f.  title  of  a  work  treating  on  the 
noble  families  of  Bengal.  -  Kula-duhitri,  ta,  f.  the 
daughter  of  a  noble  family;    a  high-bom  maiden. 
—  Kula-devatd,  (.  a  principal  deity ;  an  epithet  of 
the  goddess  Durgi.  -  Kula-daira,  am,  n.  family 
destiny;  a  principal  deity. _ Kula-dharma,  as,  m. 
practice  or  observance  peculiar  to  a  tribe  or  family, 
peculiar  duty  of  carte  or  race.  -  Kitla-dbdraka,  as, 
m. '  upholder  of  the  family,'  a  son.  —  Kula-dhurya, OS,  m.  one  who  is  able  to  support  a  family,  a  grown- 

up son.  —  Kula-naksfuttrti,  am,  n.  any  Nakshatra 
or  lunar  mansion  distinguished  above   others ;    any 
auspicious   asterism.  —  Kula-nandana,  at,  a,  am, 
causing  joy  to  a  family,  doing  honour  to  a  family ;  a 

high-born  virtuous  child.  ~  Kitla-ndyikd,  f.  a  girl 
worshipped  at  the  celebration  of  the  orgies  of  the  left- 

hand  S'aktas.  —  Kula-ndrt,  f.  a  woman  of  good 
family ;  a  high-bred  virtuous  woman.  —  Kula-ndfa, 
as,  m.  a  camel ;  a  reprobate,  an  outcast.  —  Kula- 
nindd,  f.  family  disgrace.  —  Kulan-dhara,  as,  a,  am, 
upholding  a  family.  —  Kula-pa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the 
chief  of  a  family  or  race  or  tribe.  —  Kula-patl,  is, 
m.  the  head  or  chief  of  a  family.  —  Kula-pattra,  as, 

m.  a  plant,  commonly  called  Damanaka.  —  Kula- 
parampard,  f.  the  series  of  generations  comprising 
a  ncK.  —  Kula-panata  or  kula-toila,  as,  m. 
principal  mountain,  any  one  of  seven  mountains  in 

Bharata;  [cf.  lcula-giri."\  —  Kula-pdnsukd,  f.  an 
unchaste  woman.  —  Kula-pdlaka,  as,  ika,  am,  pro- 

tecting a  family,  nourishing  or  providing  for  a  family; 

(am),  n.  a  kind  of  orange,  =kurumba,  commonly 
iiamaldnevu.  —  Kulu-pdU,  is,  f.  or  kula-pdlika, 
f.  or  kula-pali,  f.  a  chaste,  high-bom,  or  noble 
woman.  —  Kula-putra,  as,  m.  a  son  of  a  noble 
family,  a  noble  or  respectable  youth;  (i),  f.  the 

daughter  of  a  good  family,  a  high-bom  or  respectable 
girl ;  [cf.  kula-duhitri.]  —  Kula-putraka,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  plant,  =  kula-pattra  and  muni-pMm. 
*-  Kwlapvtra-jana,  at,  m.  the  son  of  a  good 
family,  a  noble  or  respectable  youth.  —  Kula-pw- 
rusha,  as,  m.  a  man  of  good  family,  a  noble  or 
respectable  man ;  an  ancestor,  any  family  progenitor. 

—  Kula-purvaga,    as,   m.   an   ancestor.  —  Kula- 
prakas'a,  as,  m.  title  of  a  work.  —  Kula-prasuta, 
as,  a,  am,  born  in  a  noble  family.  —  Kula-badhu, 
us,  f.  a  noble,  virtuous,  or  respectable  woman ;  [cf.  ku- 
la-yoshit.]  —  Kula-bdlikd,  f.=kula-pdlikd  above. 
—  K-ula-bhdryd,  f.  a  virtuous,  noble,  or  high-bred 
mte.  —  Kwla-bhubhrit,  t,  m.  a  principal  mountain, 
one  of  the  seven   mountains  in   BhSrata.  —  Kula- 

bhushana,  as,  a,  am,  '  family-adorning,'  a  family 
ornament.  —  Kula-bhrityd,  f.  the  nursing  of  a  preg- 

nant woman ;   a  midwife,  a  nurse  ? ;  [cf.  kwmdra- 

bhrityd.]  —  Kula-bheda-kara,   as,    m.   one   who 
causes  discord  in  a  family.  —  Kula-bhrashta,  as,  a, 
am,  expelled  from  a   family.  —  Kula-maryddd,  f. 
family  honour  or  respectability.  —  Kula-mdrga,  as, 
m.  the  best  or  principal  way,  the  way  of  honesty. 
-•  Kula-mitra,  am,  n.  a  friend  of  the  family.  —  Ku- 
lam-puna,  as,  d,  am,  purifying  a  family ;  (am),  n., 
N.  of  a  Tlrtha;    (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  -Kulam- 
bhara,as,  a,  am,  carrying  or  upholding  a  family; 
(as),  m.  a  wrong  form  for  kujambhala,  a  thief. 
—  Kula-yoshit,  t,  f.  a  woman  of  noble  family;  a 
virtuous  high-born  woman.  —  Kula-rakshaka,  as, 

d,  am,  preserving  a  family.  —  Kula-ratna-mdlikd, 
{.  title   of  a  work.  —  Kula-vat,  an,  att,  at,  be- 

longing to  a  noble  family.  —  Kula-vadhii,  its,  (.  a 
virtuous  wife,   a  respectable  woman,  one    of  good 

family.  —  Kulavad/iu-ld,  f.  virtue  in  a  wife.  —  Kula- 
varna,  K  a  species  of  the  plant  Convolvulus  with 
red  blossoms,  =  rakta-trivrit.  —  Kula-vardhana  or 
kula-vardkaka,  as,  a,  am,  increasing  or  advancing 
or   propagating   a  family .  —  Kula-vdra,  as,  m.   a 
principal  day,   i.  e.  Tuesday   and   Friday .  —  Kula- 
vidyd,   (.    knowledge   handed    down    in    a   family. 
—  Knfa-vipra,   as,   m.   a   family  priest.  —  Kula- 
vriddha,  as,  m.  the  oldest  member  or  head  of  a 

family.  —  Kula-wriddhi,  is,  f.  family  advancement. 
—  Kulasvydpin,  i,  ini,  i,  attaching  or  applicable  to 
:ribe  or  caste.  «•  Kula-vrata,  am,  n.  a  family  vow. 
—  Kula-dila,  as,  am,  m.  n.  character  or  conduct 
lonourable  to  a  family.  —  Kula-fila-samanvita,  as, 

am,  endowed  with  a  noble  character  or  disposi- 
tion. —  Kula-tekhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 

Vlukunda-mSla.  —  K ula-tfreshthin,  i,  ini,  i,  well- 
3orn  ;  of  good  family,  eminent  in  a  family ;  («),  m. 
the  chief  of  a  guild ;  an  artificer  or  artisan  of  eminent 
jirth.  —  Kula-sankhyd,  f.  ranking  or  being  reckoned 
as  a  family,  family  respectability.  —  Kula-sattra,  am, 
n.  a  family  sacrifice.  —  Kula-santati,  is,  f.  propa- 

gation of  a  family,  posterity,  descendants.  —  Kula- 
sannidhi,  {*,  m.  the  presence  of  a  number  of  persons 
or  of  witnesses,  kindred,  relations.  —  Kula-samud- 

°>hav a,  as,  d,  am,  born  in  a  noble  family.  —  Kula- 

kulin. 

sambhava,  at,  a,  am,  sprung  from  a  noble  family; 

(in  compounds)  sprung  from  a  family.  —  Kula-sdra- 
tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Kula-sundari, 
(,,  N.  of  a  deity.  —  Kula-seraka,  as,  m.  an  excellent 
attendant  or  servant.  —  Kula-saurabha,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  a  plant,  —  marmaka.  —  Kula-strl,  f.  a  woman  of 
good  family,  a  respectable  woman,  a  chaste  or  virtuous 
wife.  —  Kula-sthiti,  is,  f.  antiquity  or  prosperity  of 

a  family.  —  Kuldkula  (°la-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  excel- 
lent and  not  excellent,  middling ;  of  mixed  character, 

of  mixed  origin ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava.  —  Kuld- 
knla-tithi,  is,  m.  f.  the  second,  sixth,  and  tenth 
lunar  days  of  a  half-month.  —  Kuldkula-naks/uttra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  the  lunar  mansions  ArdrS,  Mola,  Abhi- 

jit,  and  S'atabhisha  ;  an  asterism  of  mixed  character. 
—Kuldkula-vdra,  as,  m.  Wednesday.  —  Kuldn- 

gand  (°la-an°),  f.  a  woman  of  good  family,  a 
respectable  or  chaste  woman.  —  Kuldngdra  (°la- 
an°),  as,  m.  '  a  family  firebrand,'  metaphorically  a 
man  who  foments  domestic  dissensions  or  ruins  his 

family.  —  Kulafala  (°la-a<!°),  as,  m.  a  principal 
mountain,  one  of  a  class  of  seven  principal  mountains 
which  are  supposed  to  exist  in  each  Varsha  or  division 
of  a  continent ;  those  of  Bharata-varsha  or  India  are 

Mahendra,  Malaya,  Sahya,  S'uktimat,  Riksha,  Vin- 
dhya,  and  Pfuipatra  or  PSriyStra ;  N.  of  a  Danava. 

—  Kuldddra  (°la-ad°),  as,  m.  the  peculiar  or  proper 

duty  of  a  family  or  caste.  —  Kuldddrija  ("la-dd"), as,  m.  a  family  teacher,  a  family  priest ;  a  person 
well  versed  in  the  pedigrees  and  customs  of  different 
families  and  employed  to  contract  marriages  between 

them ;  a  genealogist.  —  Kulddri  (°la-ad°),  is,  m.  a 
principal  mountain;  one  of  seven  principal  mountains; 

see  kulafala  above.  —  Kulddharaka  (°la-ddh°),  as, 

m.  a  son;    [cf.  kula-dhdraka^  —  Kuldnrtia  (°la- 
an°),  as,  d,  am,  sprung  from  a  noble  family.  —  Kidd- 
bhimana  (°la-abh°),  am,  n.  pride  of  birth,  family 
pride.  —  Kuldbhimdnin,  t,  ini,  i,  proud  of  birth  or  of 

family  descent.  —  Kulamrita  (°la-am°),  am,  n.  title 
of  a  work.  —  Kuldrnava  (°la-arj),  as,  m.  title  of  a 
work.  —  Kuldrnava-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra. 

—  Kitldlambin  (°la-dP),  i,  ini,  i,  supporting  or 
maintaining  a  family.  —  Kvle-fara,  as  or  am(1),  m. 
or  n.  (?),  a  kind  of  plant.  —  Kidedvara  (?la-if),  as, 

m.  the  chief  of  a  family  or  race ;  the  lord  KO.T'  i^oxhv, 
an  epithet  of  Siva ;  ( i),  f.  an  epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Ku- 

lotkata  (°la-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  excellent  by  birth,  high- 
born;  (as),  m.  a  horse  of  good   breed. ~Kulot- 

karsha  (°la-ut°),  as,  m.  family  eminence.  —  Kulot- 
panna  (°la-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  sprung  from  a  good 
family,  well-born ;  belonging  to  a  family  (as  property 

8cc.).  —  Kulodgata  (°la-itd"),  as,  d,  am,  sprung 
from  a  noble  family.  —  Kulodbhara,  as,  d,  am, 

or  kulodbhiita  (°la-ud'),  as,  d,  am,  well-born,  of 
good  family;  born  or  produced  in  a  family.  —  Kulod- 

vaha  (°la-tid°),  as,  m.  a  chief,  a  leader,  the  head  of  a 
family.  —  Kulopadeda  (°la-up°) ,  as,  m.  family  name. 
Kulaka,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  a  tribe  or  family,  of 

good  family,  of  eminent  birth ;  (as),  m.  the  chief  of  a 

guild ;  any  artisan  of  eminent  birth ;  an  ant-hill,  a  mole- 
hill ;  a  green  snake  (harita-sarpa);  N.  of  several 

plants,  a  kind  of  ebony,  DiospyrosTomentosa;  another 

species  of  ebony,  commonly  called  Ku-pllu  ;  another 
plant, =maruvaka,  duklapuskpa,  tilaka;  (am), 
n.  a  multitude ;  a  sort  of  gourd,  Trichosanthes 

Diceca ;  a  number  of  stanzas  in  grammatical  con- 
nection, several  verses  in  which  the  government  of 

noun  and  verb  is  carried  throughout,  contrary  to  the 

practice  of  closing  the  sense  with  each  verse ;  a  kind 
of  prose  composition  with  few  compound  words. 

Kuldyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Kulika,  as,  d,  am,  of  a  good  family,  well-born ; 

(as),  m.  a  kinsman ;  the  chief  or  head  man  of  a  tribe 
or  caste  ;  an  artist  or  artificer  of  high  birth  ;  a  thorny 

plant,  Ruellia  Longifolia  or  Asteracantha  (Ruellia) 
Longifolia ;  one  of  the  eight  chiefs  of  the  NSgas  or 
serpent-race,  described  as  having  a  half-moon  on  the 
top  of  his  head  and  being  of  a  dusky-brown  colour. 
—  Kidika-rdd,  f.  certain  portions  of  each  day  on 
which  it  is  improper  to  begin  any  good  business. 

Kulin,  i,  ini,  i,  belonging  to  a  noble  family. 



kulma. 

Kulina,  as,  a,  am  (at  the  end  of  compounds), 
belonging  to  a  family ;  of  high  or  eminent  descent, 
of  a  good  family,  well-born ;  (as),  m.  a  horse  of 
good  breed  ;  a  BrShman  of  the  highest  class  in  Ben- 

gal, i.  e.  a  member  of  one  of  the  eight  principal families  of  the  Varendra  division  or  of  one  of  the 
six  chief  families  of  the  Radha  or  RSrh  division  as 

classified  byBalal  Sen,  Raja  of  Bengal, 'in  the  twelfth century,  (common  names  of  the  latter  families  are 
Mukharji,  Banarji,  Chatoji,  &c.) ;  a  worshipper  of 
Sakti  according  to  the  left-hand  ritual;  (a),  f.  a 
variety  of  the  Arya  metre ;  (am),  n.  a  disease  of 
the  nails.  -Kullna-td,  f.  or  kulina-tva,  am,  n. 
birth,  rank,  family  respectability. 
Kullnaka,  as,  a,  am,  of  good  family ;  (a»),  m. 

a  kind  of  wild  kidney-bean. 

Kuleya,  as,  a,  am  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  = 
kulina. 

I.  kulya,  as,  a,  am,  of  or  relating  to  a  family  or 
race ;  belonging  to  a  congregation  or  corporation ;  of 
good  family,  well-born,  well-descended ;  (as),  m.  a 
respectable  man ;  (d),  f.  a  virtuous  or  decent  woman ; 
custom  or  habit  of  a  family  ?  ;  (am),  n.  friendly  in- 

quiry after  family  affairs  or  domestic  accidents,  con- 
dolence, congratulation,  &c.  (For  a.  3.  see  col.  3.) 

JrtSS  kulakka,  as,  m.  a  cymbal ;  beating 
time  in  music. 

lkulangi,f.  athornyplant;  (a wrong 
form  for  kulingi.) 

*f"5W  kulanja  or  kulanjana,  as,  m.  the 
plant  Alpinia  Galanga,=oan<tta-mMZa. 

^757  kulata,  as,  m.  (fr.  kula  and  rt.  at  ?), 

any  son  except  one's  own  offspring,  an  adopted  son, a  bought  son,  &c. ;  (a),  f.  an  unchaste  woman. 
—Kulatd-pati;  is,  m.  the  husband  of  an  unchaste 
woman,  a  cuckold. 

t  kulati,  f.  red  arsenic,  =  kunati. 

T  kulati,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

^JrtfV  kulattha,  as,  m.  (fr.  kula  ?  cf.  as- 

vattha  and  kapittha),  a  kind  of  pulse,  Dolichos 
Uniflorus ;  (at),  m.  pi,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind 
of  Dolichos ;  a  blue  stone  used  in  medicine  and  ap- 

plied as  a  collyrium  to  the  eyes,  also  as  an  astringent 
to  sores  &c. ;  a  species  of  metre. 

Kiilutt/tika,  f.  a  blue  stone  used  as  a  collyrium 
&c. ;  a  sort  of  vetch,  considered  as  a  wild  sort  of  the 
Dolichos  Unifiorus. 

'arSM  kulabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya; (another  reading  has  svlabha.) 

<*j  tf^lR^i  kulahandaka,  as,  m.  an  eddy, 
= kulahandaka. 

4pJltSJrn  kuldkshutd,  f.  a  bitch. 

r  kulata,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  small  fish. 

f  kulddya,  as,  m.(>),  N.  of  a  country 
or  people. 

«jrtlM  kuldbhi,  is,  m.  a  treasure. 

^ToTTr  kuldya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  kula  ?),  a 
woven  texture,  a  web ;  the  nest  of  a  bird  ;  a  case  or 

investing  integument,  a  receptacle ;  the  body  as  the 

dwelling-place  of  the  soul;  the  kennel  or  resting-place 
of  a  dog  &c. ;  a  place,  a  spot  in  general.  —  Kulaya- 
nildya,  as,  m.  the  act  of  sitting  in  a  nest,  hatching, 
brooding.  —  Kulayanildyi-td,  (.  the  act  or  state  of 
hatching,  8ic.  —  Kuldya-nildyin,  i,  <»!,  i,  sitting  in 
a  nest,  brooding,  hatching.  —  Kuldya-stha,  as,  m. 
'  nest-dweller,'  a  bird. 
Kuldyayat,  an,  and,  at  (fr.  nom.  kuldyaya),Ved. 

building  nests  or  a  resting-place,  hiding  one's  self  in a  nest. 

Kuldyikd,  f.  a  bird-cage,  an  aviary. 
Kuldyin,  t,  irii,  i,  Ved.  forming  a  nest,  shaped  like 

a  nest,  homely ;  («»j),  f,  N.  of  a  liturgical  service. 

kuldla,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
kul),  a  potter;  a  wild  cock,  Phasianus  Callus;  an 
owl;  (i),  f.  the  wife  of  a  potter;  N.  of  a  plant;  a 
species  of  blue  stone  applied  as  a  collyrium  to  the 
eyes  (kulatthikd).  -  Kuldla-cat,  ind.  like  a  potter. 
3«ifrt<*r  kuldlikd,  f.  an  aviary ;  (a  wrong form  for  kuldyikd.) 

3<"»1?  kuldha,  as,  m.  a  horse  of  a  light- brown  colour  with  black  knees. 

«y«l£«fi  kuldhaka,  as,m. alizard,  achame- 
lion ;  N.  of  a  plant,  commonly  Ran-ga  Kulekhada. 

ojrtl^rf  kuldhala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=alambusha,go66hdla,  bhukadamba,  commonly KokaSimS,  Coryza  Terebinthina  or  Celsia  Coroman- 
delina,  (a  plant  which  dogs  are  fond  of  smelling  before they  eject  urine.) 

^rfe  kuli,  is,  m.  the  hand;  (is),  f.,  N.  of 
a  plant,  =  kantakdrt,  a  prickly  nightshade. 

ff<9jf  ku-linga,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  kind 
of  mouse;  a  species  of  bird,  the  fork-tailed  shrike; 
N.  of  a  man ;  (a),  f,  N.  of  a  town ;  (I),  f,  N.  of  a 
plant  [cf.  karkata-^ringi] ;  the  female  of  the  fork- 
tailed  shrike. -Kulingakshi  (°ga-ak°),  f,  N.  of  a 
plant,  =petikd,  kuverdkshi. 

Kulin-gaka,  as,  m.  a  sparrow. 

^H»n  kulija,  as  or  am  (f),  m.  or  n.  (?), 
a  sort  of  measure  (occurring  at  the  end  of  com- 

pounds in  the  forms  kulija,  as,  i,  am;  kulijilta,  as, 
i,  am;  kulijina,  as,  d,  am). 

^f»^  kulinda,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ; 
(as),  m.  sing,  the  prince  of  this  people. 

^Irt*.  kulira,  as,  m.  a  crab ;  also  kulira, 

q.v. 

•jrfo^T  kulis'a,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  i.  ku  and 
Zisa,=risa  fr.  ris),  Ved.  an  axe,  a  hstchet;  the 
thunderbolt  of  Indra ;  a  sort  of  fish ;  the  plant  Helio- 
tropium  Indicum  ;  (i),  f,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  river  supposed 
to  be  in  the  middle  region  of  the  sky.  —  Kuliia- 
ndyaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  coitus.  -  Kulifo-bhrit,  t, 
m.  a  N.  of  Indra,  the  bearer  of  the  thunderbolt. 
-Kuliidnkuia  (°ia-an°),  (.,  N.  of  one  of  the sixteen  Vidya-devTs. 

^fp4$li««T  kuli-tdsana,  as,  m.  (fr.  kulin 
and  tdiana!  or  fr.  kuli  and  iasana,  'one  who 
commands  with  his  hand?'),  an  epithet  of  Sakya- 
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*«5^  ku-lunfo,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  Ved. 
one  who  plucks  out  hairs. 

gxgrl  kuluta,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

^r^B  kulpha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  3.  kal), 
Ved.  the  ancle ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  disease. 

^<j*ic»  kulmala,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
kush),  Ved.  the  part  of  an  arrow  or  spear  by  which 
the  head  is  attached  to  the  shaft;  sin   Kulmala- 
barhisha,  as,  m,  N.  of  a  Vedic  poet. 

^wil  kulmdsha,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  sour 

gruel  prepared  by  the  spontaneous  fermentation  of 
the  juice  of  fruits  or  of  boiled  rice ;  (am),  n.  half- 
ripe  barley ;  forced  rice ;  a  sort  of  Phaseolus,  see 
rdjarmasha;  a  species  of  Dolichos,  D.  Biflorus,  see 
yavaka;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  disease;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a 
river.  —  Kulmashdbhiihwta  (°sha-abh°),  am,  n. sour  gruel. 
Kulmdea  =  kulmdsha. 

3"^  2.  kulya,  am,  n.  (for  i.  kulya  see 
col.  i),  a  bone;  flesh;  a  winnowing  basket;  a measure  of  eight  Dronas. 

<f^TT  i.  kulya,  f.,  Ved.  a  small  river;  a 
river  in  general ;  a  canal,  a  channel  for  irrigation ;  a 
ditch,  a  dyke  or  trench ;  N.  of  a  river. 

3.  kulya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  a  river. 
Kulydya,  nom.  A.  kulydyate,  -yitum,  to  become a  river. 

f^TT  2.  kulya,  f.,  N.  of  a  drug  or  medi- 
cinal plant,  Celtis  Orientalis  (jivantikauehadM) ; 

another  plant,  Solanum  Longum  (sthuldvdrtdka). 

*pj*  kulluka  or  kulluka-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  celebrated  scholiast  on  Manu. 

5<ST  kulva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  bald,  bare 
[Lat.  calvue\  in  ati-kulva,  too  bald. 

fvfiqikulvaka,  am,  n.  fur  upon  the  tongue; 
[cf.  kuvuka.} 

^  kuva,  am,  n.  a  water-lily,  a  lotus ;  [cf. 
kuvala,  kuvalaya,  kuvela.] 

kuvakdlukd,  f.,  N.  of  a  vegeta- 

kuli,  f.  a  wife's  elder  sister;  the 
plant  Solanum  Jacquini  or  Solanum  Lonsmm  (vri- hati). 

kuKkd,  f.,  Ved,  a  kind  of  bird. 

5«I1«  kulinasa,  am,  n.  water. 

girtlnq  kullpaya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  aquatic animal. 

JpPJK  kulira,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
I.  Ten),  a  crab;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Cancer;  [cf. 
kullra.]-  Kullra-Mngi,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant;  [cf. 
Icarkata-Mngl.]  _  Kukrdd  (°ra-ad),  t,  m.  a  young 
crab  (destroying  its  parents  ;  the  old  crab  being  sup- 

posed to  perish  on  producing  young). 
Kttllraica,  as,  m.  a  small  crab. 

~$<*TjI  kuttsa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  Indra's  thun- derbolt ;  [cf.  kuliila.] 

5^J<*  kuluka,  am,  n.  the  fur  or  foulness 
of  the  tongue. 

kulukka-gunjd,  f.  a  firebrand  ; 
(for  ulka-guiija  !). 

?<?»  kulimaa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  antelope 

ble  (gholi-s'dka). 
-vanga,  am,  n.  (see  i.  ku),  lead. 

ku-va£a,  as,  d,am  (see  i.ku),  abusive, 
censorius,  scurrilous,  using  bad  language. 

3"l'ac*  ku-vajraka,  am,  n.  (see  I.  ku), 

crystal,  a  stone  resembling  a  diamond. 

3<*<;  ku-vada,  as,  d,  am  (see  i.  ku),  cen- 

sorious ;  [cf.  ku-vai!a.~\ 
kuvama,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Kas'yapa(?). 
kuvara,  as,  d,  am,  astringent  in  fla- 

vour ;  [cf.  tuvara.J 

»*m  ku-varsha,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  shower 
of  rain,  a  sudden  and  violent  shower. 

^iirti  kuvala  or  kubala,  as,  i,  m.  f.  the 

jujube  tree,  Zizyphus  Jujuba ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of 
this  tree;  the  water-lily;  a  pearl;  (a),  f,  N.  of  a 

pearl.  —  Kuvala-kuna,  as,  m.  the  time  when  the 
tree  Zizyphus  Jujuba  bears  fruits.  —  Kurala-prastha, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tovm.  —  Kuvalds'va  or  Jtubalafvd 
(°la-af),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  with  the  epithet 
Dhundhumira.  —  Kmale-s"aya,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu  ('  resting  on  a  water-lily'). 

J'trtM  kuvalaya,  am,  n.  any  water-lily ; 
the  blue  water-lily;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  the  earth ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  the  horse  of  KuvalayasVa.  —  Kuvalaya- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Kuvalaydditya 
(°ya-ad°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  =  kuvalaydpida. 
—JKuvalaydnanda  (°ya-an°),  as,  m.  title  of  a 

30. 
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work  on  rhetoric  by  Apyadlkshita.  —  Kut'alayapida 

(°ya-dp°),  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya,  who,  changed  to 
an  elephant,  became  the  vehicle  of  Karjsa  ;  N.  of  a 

prince  ;  [cf.  kucnlaydditya.l  —  Kuvalaydvall  (°ya- 
<to°),  f.,  N.  of  a  princess.  —  KuvalaydJva  (°ya-af), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  with  the  epithet  Dhundhu- 
mara  ;  an  epithet  of  the  prince  Pratardana.  —  Kitrala- 
yaivaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  with  the  epithet 

Dhundhumira.  —  Kitvalaydiva-farita,  am,  n.  'the 
adventures  of  Kuvalaylsva,'  title  of  a  Prakrit  poem 
composed  by  Visvanatha  Kaviraja.  —  Kuvatai/airiya, 
am,  n.  the  story  of  KuvalaySsva.  —  Kuvalayeia 

(°ya-lia),  as,  m.  a  ruler  of  the  earth,  a  king.  —  Ku- 
raliii/rsa-ta,  {.  kingdom. 

Kuvalaytia,  as,  a,  am,  decorated  with  water- 
lilies. 

Kuvalayini,  (.  an  assemblage  of  water-lilies,  a 
place  abounding  with  them. 

oiliw  ku-vakya,  am,  n.  or  ku-vac,  k,  f. 

(see  I.  ku),  injurious  or  censorious  language,  speak- 
ing ill  of  any  one. 

kuvata,  as,  m.  the  fold  of  a  door, 
i/o  and  kapata. 

J  '-*!<;  ku-vdda,  as,  a,  am  (see  I.  kit),  de- 
tracting, censorious,  one  who  speaks  ill  of  others. 

iiii€rt  kuvahula,  as,  m.  a  camel. 

Icueika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

kuvid,  ind.  (fr.  I.  ku  and  id),  Ved. 

a  particle  of  interrogation,  '  if,  whether  ;'  or  used  in 
direct  questions  ;  (a  verb  following  this  particle  does 
not  lose  its  accent.)  —  Kuvit-sa,  ae,  m.,  Ved.  any 
one,  an  unknown  person  ;  (Say.)  N.  of  a  man  ('  much 
destroying'). 

cFTin^  kuvinda  or  kuvindaka,  Of,  m.  a 
weaver,  =kupinda. 

jPi^i^  ku-vivdha,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a 
degrading  or  improper  marriage. 

^1<!M  ku-vina,  f.  (see  i  .  ku),  the  lute  of 
the  Candalas. 

yVl«,  kuvira,  as,  m.  or  a,  f.  (?),  N.  of  a 
river. 

kuvritti-krit,  m.  the  plant  Cae- 
salpinia  Bonducella  (=}>utika). 

«q«ui  ku-vena,  f.  (see  r.  ku),  N.  of  a  river  ; 

a  fish-basket;  (various  reading  for  the  following.) 
Ku-rcni,  f.  a  fish-basket  ;  a  badly  braided  tress  of 

hair  ;  a  woman  with  hei  hair  badly  braided. 

.  kuvera,  &c.     See  under  kubera. 

kuvela,  am,  n.  a  water-lily,  =  kuva- 
laya,  q.  v. 

w^w  ku-vaidya,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  bad 
physician. 

^17  kuvra,  am,  n.  a  forest,  a  wood. 

<4>'Jf  kuf,  cl.  4.  P.  kufyati,  to  embrace, 
3     N  enfold  ;  (a  various  reading  for  kus,  q.  v.) 

$?t  kusa,  as,  m.  (used  in  Sutra  works,  but 
the  word  darbha  is  more  common  in  the  Brah- 

manas),  grass,  especially  the  sacred  grass  used  at  certain 
religious  ceremonies  (i.  e.  Poa  Cynosuroides,  a  grass 
with  long  stalks  and  numerous  pointed  leaves);  a 
rope  made  of  Kusa  grass  used  for  connecting  the  yoke 
of  a  plough  with  the  pole  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu  Upa- 
ricara  ;  of  a  son  of  Balakasva,  grandson  of  Balaka, 
father  of  KusSmba  and  Kusanabha;  of  a  son  of  Su- 
hotra  [cf.  kaid]  ;  of  a  son  of  Vidarbha  ;  of  a  son  of 
Rama  ;  of  a  son  of  Lava,  king  of  Kasmtra  ;  one  of  the 
great  Dvlpas  or  divisions  of  the  universe,  surrounded 
by  the  set  of  liquified  butter  ;  (a),  (.  a  plank  for 

covering  anything ;  a  piece  of  wood ;  a  horse's  bridle ; 
N.  of  a  plant,  commonly  called  Madhukarkatiki ; 
(i),  f.  a  sort  of  boat  or  ladle  used  in  making  libations ; 
wrought  iron ;  a  ploughshare ;  a  pod  of  cotton ; 
(am),  n.  water;  (as,  a,  am),  wicked,  depraved; 
mad,  inebriate.  —  Kuda-fira,  am,  n.  a  garment  made 
of  Kusa  grass ;  (as,  a,  am),  covered  with  a  garment 

made  of  Kusa  grass;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Kwia- 
dvipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  large  Dvlpas 
or  divisions  of  the  universe.  —  Ku.ffa-dh.ara,  f.,  N.  of 
a  river.  —  Kusa-dhvaja,  ae,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  a  son 
of  Hrasva-roman  ;  also  a  grandson  of  the  latter ;  N. 
of  a  grandson  of  Vrishadhvaja.  —  Kufa'nayara,  am, 

n.,N.  of  the  town  in  which  S'Skya-muni  died.  —  A'uffa- 
ndbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kusa.  —  Kitfa-netra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya.  —  Ku^a-pushpa,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  a  plant  (=grantM-parna),  a  perfume  so  called. 

—  Kufo-plavana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Kus"a- 
mushti,  it,  is,  i,  having  the  hand  full  of  sacrificial 
grass.  —  Kufa-lava,  an,  m.  du.  the  two   sons   of 
Rama,  called  Kusa  and  Lava.  —  Kufa-vat ,  an,  ati, 
at,  covered  with  Kusa  grass;  (ti),  f.,  N.  of  a  town. 
—  Kuta-vari,  n.  water  in  which  Kusa  grass  has 
been  soaked.  -•  Kuda-vindu,  avas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people.  —  Eiu!a-vlrd,  (.,  N.  of  a  river;   (a  various 

reading  for  Tcuda-drd.)— Kuda-stamba,  as,  m.  a 
heap  of  Kusa  grass ;  N.  of  a  Tirtha ;  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  Kuda-stava,   as,   m.  a  bundle  of  Kula  grass. 

—  Kus"a-sthala,  am,  n.  an  epithet  of  the  town 
KSnyakubja ;  («),  f.  an  epithet  of  the  town  DvSraki. 
—  KuSa-hasta,  as,  a,  am,  having  Kusa  grass  in  the 
hand  or  in  the  paw  (as  applied  to  the  tiger  in  the 

Hitopadesa).—  Kusl&cara  (°^a-dk°),  as,  m.  fire  (the 
sacrificial  fire  being  made  upon  atuft  of  the  Kusa  grass). 

—  Kus'dksha  (°4a-ak°),  as,  m.  a  monkey,  an  ape. 

-  Kuiagra  (°8"a-ag°),  am,  n.  the  sharp  point  of  a 
blade  of  the  Kusa  grass ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  the 
son  of  Brihadratha;    (as,  a,  am),  sharp,  shrewd, 
intelligent.  —  Kuiagra-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  sharp  as 
the  point  of  Kusa  grass,  shrewd,  intelligent ;  (is),  f. 

shrewdness,  subtlety ;  also  similar  compounds,  as  ku$"d- 
gra-dhi,  &c.  —  Kuddgriya,  as,  a,  am,  sharp  as  the 

point  of  Kusa  grass,  subtile,  penetrating.  —  Kus~a- 
griya-mati,  «V,  t»,  t,  of  subtile  intellect,  subtile, 
sharp-sighted,  intelligent,  possessing  mental  acumen ; 
also  other  similar  compounds,  as  kufagnya-dhi, 

kwsagriya-buddhi,  8cc.  —  Ku.santiura  (as"a-an°), as,  m.  a  blade  of  sacrificial  grass.  —  Kuianguriya  or 

kutanguriyaka  (°ia-an°),  am,  n.  a  ring  of  Kusa 
grass  worn  at  religious  ceremonies.  —  Kuiarani  ("Va- 
ar°),  is,  m.  '  one  who  may  be  irritated  by  a  Kusa 
blade,'  epithet  of  the  sage  Durvasas,  famous  for  his 
irascibility.  —  Kufa-vatl,  f.,  N.  of  a  town,  the  resi- 

dence of  Kusa,  son  of  Rama.  —  Kutiavarta  (  £a- 

av°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha,  or  passage  of  the  Gan- 
ges, personified  as  a  son  of  Rishabha.  —  Kuiddva 

(°ia-af),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Kuidsana  (°rfa- 
ds°),  am,  n.  a  small  mat  of  sacrificial   grass  on 
which  a  Brahman  sits  when  performing  his  devo- 

tion. —  Kute-faya,  as,  a,  am,  lying  in  grass  or  in 

water ;  (a*),  m.  a  kind  of  tree,  =  karnikara ;  the 
Indian  crane ;  N.  of  a  mountain  in  Kusa-dvipa ;  (am), 

n. '  lying  in  water,'  a  water-lily,  a  lotus.  —  Kuietaya- 
kara,  as,  m.  the  sun.  —  Kuiottara  (°s!a-ut°),  as, 
d,  am,  covered  with  sacrificial  grass.  —  Kudodaka 

CVa-wrf0),  an*<  n-  "at"  'n  which  Kusa  grass  has 
been  infused ;  (a),  (.,  N.  of  a  deity. 

Kuiayn  or  knfapa,  as,  m.  a  drinking-vessel,  a 
cup,  a  goblet,  a  cistern. 

Kiulita,  as,  d,  am,  mixed  or  combined  with 

water ;  [cf.  kiuhita."] Kuiin,  i,  fei,  i,  furnished  with  Kusa  grass ;  (i), 

m.  an  epithet  of  Valmlki  (so  called  with  reference  to 
Kusa,  the  son  of  Rama).  —  Kiu!i-yramaka,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  village  of  the  Mallas.  —  Kudi-nat/ara,  amor 
F,  n.  or  f.,  N.  of  the  capital  of  the  Mallas. 

^T^I'l  knsaja,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ; 
(a  various  reading  for  kuiala.) 

<*?H|S  kusanda,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

,  a,  m.  a  camel;  (pro- 

bably a  wrong  form  for  Mu-ndman.) 

3<9I1H  kusanara,  a  various  reading  for kufa-dhdrd. 

ku^aya  or  kusapa.     See  last  col. 

ku-sara,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  Ved.  a 
kind  of  reed. 

«j3l<3<itu-*arira,  am,  n.  (see  i.  ku),  a  bad 

body;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 
kusala,  as,  a,  am  (connected  with 

,  right,  proper,  suitable,  good  (e.  g.  kudalam 
man,  to  consider  good,  to  approve),  well,  healthy, 

in  good  condition ;  happy,  prosperous ;  fit  for,  com- 
petent, able,  skilful,  eipert,  clever,  conversant  with 

anything  (with  loc.,  gen.,  inf.,  and  in  compounds,  e.  g. 

udgithe  or  vdgithasya  kus"alah,  clever  in  song ; 

kuialo  vydkhydtum,  competent  to  explain ;  as~va- Icufala,  skilled  in  horses);  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people,  the  inhabitants  of  Kusa-dvipa ;  (as)r  m.  an 
epithet  of  Siva ;  N._of  aprince;  also  of  a  grammarian, 
author  of  the  Paiijikapradipa ;  (o),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman ; 

(1),  f.  a  plant, =arfmantofea;  another  plant,  =  ks  hu- 
drdmlika;  (am),  n.  welfare,  well-being;  a  good  or 
happy  or  prosperous  condition,  happiness ;  virtue, 
virtuous  action ;  cleverness,  competence,  ability ;  fitness ; 

due  order ;  kus"alam  prafh,  to  ask  after  another's 
welfare,  to  say  '  how  do  you  do  ?'  kitdalam  te,  hail 
to  thee  !  (used  as  a  salutation,  especially  in  greeting  a 

Brahman);  kttfalam  or  kusnlcna,  ind.  well,  in  a 
proper  manner,  properly,  rightly;  happily,  cheerfully. 
—  Kufala-kama,  as,  a,  am,  desirous  of  happiness ; 

(as),  m.  desire  for  happiness. «—  Kus'ala-td,  f.  or Ttuiala-tva,  am,  n.  cleverness,  ability,  conversancy, 
experience;  skilfulness.well-being.— £«rfaZa-praAio, 

as,  m.  friendly  enquiry  after  a  person's  health  or 
welfare ;  salutation,  greeting,  saying  '  how  do  you  do?' 
—  Kufala-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  wise,  able,  intelligent. 
—  Ku4ala-sdgara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scribe,  pupil  of 
Lavanyaratna. 

Kutalin,  i,  int,  t,  healthy,  well,  happy,  prosperous  ; 

auspicious,  favourable,  good ;  virtuous ;  clever. 

Kufali-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -Isaroti,  -kartum,  to  make 

right  or  proper,  to  arrange  in  due  order. 
c*3ll«fl  kusadhya  or  kusadhya(?),  as,  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (a  various  reading  for  kulddya; 
cf.  also  kuianda.) 

<*i3lig  kusamba,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Vasu  Uparicara ;  N.  of  a  son  of  KuSa,  who  was  the 
founder  of  the  town  Kausambl. 

KwSambu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kusa,  the 
founder  of  KauSambi. 

cinjIT5*rft;5  ku-salmali,  is,m.  (see  I. tu), the 

plant  Andersonia  Rohitaka. 

^fyiSITT  ku-sinsapa,  f.  a  kind  of  Sisu 

tree,  Dalbergia  Sisu,  =  kapi la-iinJapd. 

*f^(<*  kusika,  as,  d,  am,  squint-eyed ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  VisvS-mitra;  N.  of  the  father  of 
GJthin  or  GSdhi  orGadhin.the  latter  being  sometimes 

identified  with  Indra,  who  is  called  Kauslka  or  Kusi- 

kottama;  (according  to  the  Maha-bhSrata  and  Rama- 
yana,  Visva-mitra  is  son  of  Gidhi  a»d  grandson  of 

Kusika);  (a*),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Kusika;  N.of 

a  people;  (o»),  m.  a  ploughshare  (in  this  sense  more 
properly  n.);  the  sediment  of  oil;  the  plant  Shorea 
Robusta;  also Terminalia  Bellerica  (vibhitaka);  also 

Vatica  Robusta  (aiva-karna).  —  KuiSikan-dhara,  at, 

m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 

kusita,  &c.     See  under  kusa. 
ku-simbi,  is,  m.  or  f.  (?),  (see  I. 

ku),  N.  of  a  plant ;  [cf.  flimba,  timM,  and  kusimbl.] 

<J3l~l(i  kusida,  am,  n.  the  profession  of 

usury ;  red  saunders ;  [cf.  kusidn.'] 
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ku-tlla,  as,  a,  am  (see  I.  ku),  ill 

behaved,  rude,  wicked  ;  evil-disposed  ;  ill-tempered 
—  Kufila-ta,  f.  or  kufila-tm,  am,  n.  misbehaviour 
misconduct  ;  bad  disposition  ;  ill-temper. 

J^firtM  kusllava,  as,  m.  (connected  with 
ku-slla  .'),  a  bard,  herald  ;  an  actor,  dancer,  mime 
a  newsmonger  ;  an  epithet  of  Valmiki  ;  (au),  m.  du 

the  two  sons  of  Rama,  Kus'a  and  Lava,  who  recitec 
the  Ramayana,  (probably  these  names  were  original!] 
formed  from  the  word  Kulilava)  ;  [cf.  kufa-lava.] 

cp^flq^l  kuslvasa,  as,  m.  an  epithet  o: 
Valmiki  ;  [cf.  ku&n  and  kudilava.] 

«f  3'**T  kusumbha,  as,  m.  a  jar  ;  the  water- 

pot  of  an  ascetic;  [cf.  kusumbha.'] 
WTJIW  kustda,  as,  m.  (fr.  i.  leu  and  sula  ?) 

a  granary,  a  cupboard,  a  store-room,  a  place  in  which 
rice  or  other  grain  is  kept  ;  a  conflagration  of  chaff 
—  Kusula-dhdnya,  am,  n.  grain  stored  for  three 
years'  consumption.  —  Kufitla-dhdnyaka,  as,  m.  a 
householder  &c.  who  has  three  years'  grain  in  store 
—  Kutula-puranddhaka  (°^a-ddh°),  ax,  a,  am, 
being  (like  to  mere  empty)  measures  filling  a  granary. 

kuse-saya,  &c.     See  under  kusa. 
kusri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

ku-sruta,  as,  a,  am  (see  I.  ku),  in- 
distinctly heard. 

»w«m  ku-svabhra,  am,  n.  (see  I.  ku),  a 
small  hole. 

kush,  cl.  9.  P.  kushndti,  tukosha, 
\  koshishyati,  akoshit,  koshttum,  to  tear, 

tear  asunder,  to  force  or  draw  out,  to  extract,  to  expel  ; 
to  test,  assay,  examine  ;  to  shine  :  Pass,  kvshyati 
and  kushyate:  Cms.  koshayati:  Desid.  tukoshi- 
thatt  and  fukushishati  :  Intens.  dolcushyate,  (o- 
koshti. 

^yifZ  ku-shanda,  as,  m.  (see  I.  ku),  N.  of 
a  priest. 

giHW  kushala,  as,  a,  am,  clever,  expert, 
&c.  ;  (a  wrong  reading  for  kuxaln.) 

\  kushava,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  RakshasT. 

kushdku,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  kush  ?), 
burning,  scorching,  inflaming;  wicked,  detestable; 

(us),  m.  fire  ;  the  sun  ;  a  monkey  ;  [cf.  fmshahu.'] 
kushdru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

UasAir,  ind.  excellently;  (forkuvit?). 

kushita,  as,  a,  am,  mixed  with  water 

[cf.  kus'ita]  ;  (am),  n.  happy,  well,  right,  fortunate, auspicious,  &c.  (?). 

^•Hiif*  kushitaka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 
bird  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of 
this  man. 

*fi<i 

ku-shida,  as,  a,  am,  indifferent,  apa- 
thetic, inert;  (am),  n.  usury;  (more  correctly  ku- 

stda.) 

in,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

l  kushubhya,  nom.  P.  knshubhyati,  to 
throw  ;  to  abuse  ;  to  despise. 

^J*H  kushumbha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  poison- 
bag  of  an  insect. 

«f17  kushtha,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (fr.  i.  ku 
and  tthafj,  a  sort  of  medicinal  plant  (used  as  a  remedy 
for  the  disease  called  takman,  q.  v.),  Costus  Speciosus 
or  Arabicus  ;  a  sort  of  poison  ;  leprosy,  of  which 
eighteen  varieties  are  enumerated,  seven  severe  and 
eleven  of  minor  importance  ;  (a),  f.  the  mouth  or  open- 

ing of  a  basket.  -  Kuehtha-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

=  bhumydhulya.  —  Kushtha-gandM,  n.  the  fra 
grant  bark  of  the  plant  Feronia  Elephaatum.  —  Kush 
tha-ghna,  at,  I,  am,  curing  leprosy ;  (a*),  m.,  I 
of  a  medicinal  plant,  commonly  called  HiySvall  [ 
htiavalT]  ;  (t),  f.  an  esculent  root,  Solanum  Indicum 
•=kakamafl;  the  opposite  leaved  fig  tree.  —  Kush 
thortikitztia,  am,  n.  the  cure  of  leprosy.  —  Kuehiha 
ndiana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants  which  cur 
leprosy ;  the  root  of  Dioscorea ;  white  pepper  o 
mustard;  another  plant, *=JcsKirifa-vriksha.  —  K 

sh.tha-nds'mi,  f.  a  plant,  commonly  Hakuca,  Psora): 
Corylifolia.  —  Kitshtha-maya,  as,  t,  am,  full 
leprosy,  leprous.  —  Kushfha-roga,  as,  m.  leprosy 
elephantiasis.  —  KusTitha-sudana,  as,  m.  the  Cassi 
tree,  Cassia  Fistula;  [cf.  dragbadha.]—Kushtha 
hantri,  td,  m.  a  kind  of  bulbous  plant,  =hasti 
kanda;  (tri),  f.  another  plant,  generally  callei 
VakucT.  —  KushtKa-hrit,  t,  m.  the  plant  Acaci 
Catechu.  —  Kushihdnga  (°tha-an°),  as,  a,  am 
leprous.  —  Kushthdnvita  (°tha-an),  as,  a,  am 
afflicted  with  leprosy.  -  Kushthdri  (°tha-ari),  is 
m.  Acacia  Catechu;  another  plant,  Acacia  Farnesiana 
(vitkhadira) ;  another  plant,  Trichosanthes  Diceca 
=  patola;  another  plant,  =  dc&itya-pattra  an< 
arka^pattra  ;  sulphur. 
Kushlliita,  as,  a,  am,  or  kushthin,  i,  ml, 

leprous,  a  leper. 

5«rt  ku-shthala,  am,  n.  (fr.  I.  or  2.  ku  anc 
sthala),  a  bad  place  or  spot ;  the  surface  of  the  earth 

!jf«<*t  kushthikd,  as,  f.  pi.  (related  to  kush- 
tha !),  Ved.  a  part  of  the  foot  of  a  sacrificial  animal 

considered  worthless  for  sacrificial  purposes;  (Say.' the  contents  of  the  entrails. 

3"*irt  kushmala,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt 
kusli),  cutting,  dividing ;  a  leaf. 

5"*<H!S  kushmdnda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pump- 
kin-gourd, Benincasa  Cerifera;  false  conception;  a 

state  of  the  womb  in  gestation  (?) ;  a  particular  re- 
ligious formula ;  a  class  of  demons ;  one  of  a  class 

of  demi-gods  attached  to  Siva;  (I),  f.  the  gourd  Bi 
nincasa  Cerifera,  a  drug;    a  religious  ceremony, 
certain  rite,  performed  as  a  penance  or  expiation ;  an 
epithet  of  the  wife  of  Siva. 
Kiishmdndaka,  as,  m.  the  gourd  Benincasa  Ceri- 

fera; N.  of  a  Naga;  N.  of  an  attendant  of  Siva. 

'3JXI  kus,  cl.  4.  P.  kusyati,  to  embrace, 3     N  surround ;  [cf.  kut,] 

^rf^  ku-safiva,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a 
bad  counsellor. 

ku-sarit,  t,  f.  (see  i.  ku),  a  shallow 

kusalam,   ind.  well,  happy,  &c. ; 
(more  correctly  kutala,  q.  v.) 

ku-sahdya,  as,  m,  (see  i.  ku),  & 
jad  companion. 

ku-sdrathi,  is,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a 
Dad  charioteer. 

kusita,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  kus), 
an  inhabited  country ;  N.  of  a  country ;  a  money, 
ender(?),  see  kmlda.  —  Kusitdyl,  f.  the  wife  of  a 
money-lender  (?);  [cf.  the  following.] 

kusiddyl,  f.  the  wife  of  a  Kusida,  of 

a  money-lender  (?),  see  kusiddyl;  a  kind  of  demon  (?). 
kusindha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  trunk. 

kusimK,  f.  —  simbt, 

ku-s'ida,  as,  a,  am  (see  I.  ku),  Ved, 
itting  too  long  in  one  spot(?),  lazy,  slothful,  inert; 
ant),  n.  any  loan  or  thing  lent  to  be  repaid  with 
nterest;    lending  money;    usury,  the  profession  of 
usury;    (as,   a),  m.  f.  a  money-lender,   a  usurer. 

Kusida-patlta,  as,  m.  usury,  usurious  interest, 

any  exceeding  five  per  cent.  -.  Kustda-vriddM,  is, 
f.  interest  on  money. 

JKusiddyi,  f.  the  wife  of  a  usurer. 
Kusidika,  as,  i,  am,  one  who  follows  the  pro- fession of  usury. 

Kitsldin,  i,  m.  a  usurer ;  N.  of  a  descendant  of 
Kanva,  author  of  several  hymns  of  the  Rig-veda. 

*«*(  kusuma,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  kus),  a  flower ;  (am),  n.  fruit ;  the  menstrual  dis- 
charge ;  a  term  for  the  shorter  sections  of  DevesVara's 

Kavi-kalpalata  (the  longer  chapters  being  called 
Stavaka) ;  ophthalmia,  disease  of  the  eyes ;  (o«),  ra. 
a  form  of  fire ;  N.  of  the  attendant  of  the  sixth 
Arhat  of  the  present  Avasarpim.  —  Kusuma-kar- 
muka  or  kusuma-ddpa,  as.  m.  or  kiisuma-dhan- 
van,  d,  m.4  havingflowers  for  his  bow,'  epithet  of  Kama, 
the  god  of  love.  —  Kusuma-ketumandalin,  i,  m., 
N.  of  a  Kinnara.  —  JKusuma-komala,  as,  d,  am, 
tender  as  a  flower.  ••  Kusuma-Cita,  as,  d,  am,  heaped 
with  flowers.  ••  Kusuma-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
author.  —  Kusuma-naga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  Eusuma-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  town  Patali- 
fuv*.  —  Kusuma-madhya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  tree 
bearing  a  large  acid  fruit,  commonly  Calita  gac,  Cor- 
dia  Myxa  or  Dillenia  Indica.  —  Kusuma-maya,  as, 
i,  am,  consisting  of  flowers.  —  Kusuma-latd,  {.  a 
creeper  in  blossom.  —  Kusuma-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  fur- 

nished with  flowers,  flowering,  in  flower ;  (tl),  f.  a 
female  during  menstruation ;  N.  of  the  town  Patali- 
putra.  —  Kusuma-vdna,  as,  m.  the  flower-arrow  of 

the  god  of  love ;  '  flower-arrowed,'  epithet  of  Kama, 
the  god  of  love,  as  having  flowers  for  arrows.  —  JC«- 
suma-viitttrd,  {.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four 
lines  of  twelve  syllables  each.  —  Kusuma-fayana, 
am,  n.  a  couch  of  flowers.  —  Kusuma-iara,,  as,  d, 

am,  '  flower-arrowed,'  epithet  of  the  god  of  love. 
—  Kusumaiara-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  one  who 
has  flowers  for  arrows.  —  Kusuma-s'ekhara-mjaya, 
as,  m.  title  of  a  play.  ••  Kusuma-sandtha,  as,  d, 
am,  possessed  of  flowers,  having  flowers.  —  Kusuma- 
stavaka,  as,  m.  a  bunch  of  flowers,  a  nosegay,  bou- 

quet, a  garland ;   N.  of  a  metre.  —  Kusumakara 
(°ma-dk  ),  as,  m.  a  quantity  of  flowers  or  place 
abounding  with  them,  a  parterre,  a  garden,  a  nosegay ; 

spring,  the  vemal  season.  —  Kusumdnjana  (°ma- 
an°),  am,  n.  the  calx  of  brass,  used  as  a  collyrium. 
™  Kusumdnjali  (°ma-ari°),  is,  f.  '  handful  of  flow- 

ers,' the  title  of  a  philosophical  work  written  to  prove 
the  existence  of  a  Supreme  being,  by  Udayana  Achirya, 
consisting  of  seventy-two  Karikas  divided  into  five 
chapters.  —  Kusumdnjali-makaranda,  as,  m.  title 
of  a  commentary  by  Rucidatta  on  the  preceding  work. 

—  Kusumdtmaka  (fma-af),  am,  n.  saffron.— Ku- 
sumddhipa  (°ma-adh°),  as,  m.  'the  prince  of 
lowers,'  the  champa,  a  tree  which  bears  a  yellow 
fragrant  flower,  Michelia  Champaka.  —  Kitsuma- 

dldrdj  (°ma-adJi°),  t,  m.  the  same  plant.  -*Ku- 

sumayiidha  (°ma-dy°),  as,  m.  '  flower-armed,'  an epithet  of  Kama,  the  god  of  love,  his  arrows  being 

tipped  with  flowers.  —  Kusiandvaidya  (°ma-ax°), 
as,  m. gathering  flowers.  —  Kusumdvatansaka  (°ma- 
av°),  am,  n.  a  chaplet,  a  crown  of  flowers.  —  Kueu- 
mdvalt  (°ma~av°),  f.  title  of  a  medicinal  work. 
—  Kusumdsava  (°ma-ds°),  am,  n.  honey.  —  Ku- 
umastra  (°ma-as°),  as,  m. '  flower-arrowed,'  epi- 
het  of  the  god  of  love,  w  Kusumeshu  (°ma-ishu), 
its,  m.=kusumdstra  above;    (u),  n.  the  bow  of 
Mma.  —  Kutumojjvala  ̂ ma-uf),  ae,  d,  am,  bril- 
iant  with  blossoms. 

Kusumaya,  nom.  P.  l-usiimayati,  -yitum,  to  pro- ,uce  flowers,  cause  to  flower. 

Kusumita,  as,  d,  am,  furnished  with  flowers, 
owered,  budded,  in  flower.  —  Kusumita-latd,  (.  or 

td^velHtd,  f.f  N.  of  a  metre  consisting 
f  four  lines  of  eighteen  syllables  each. 
Kusumya,  nom.  P.  kusumyati,  to  begin  to  flower. 

55*1100  kusumdla,  as,  m.  a  thief  (fr.  ku- 
ima  +  ala,  '  living  among  flowers  ?'). 

kusumbha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 
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fr.  rt.  kits),  safflower,  Carthamus  Tinctorius  ;  saffron, 
Crocus  Sativus;  the  water-pot  of  the  student  and 
SannySsin  ;  (am),  n.  gold  ;  (as),  m.  outward  affec- 

tion, compared  with  the  colour  of  safflower  ;  N.  of  a 
mountain.  —  Kusumbha-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  furnished 
with  a  jar  or  water-pot. 

kusuruvinda  or  kusurubinda,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Uddalaka. 
Kusurnbinilu  or  kuguruvindu,  us,  in.,  N.  of  an 

author  of  several  verses  of  the  VSjasaneyi-samhita. 

^^A-USK,  us,  m.  an  earth-worm. 

*<Jrt  kusiila,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  spiri- 
tual  or  supernatural   being;    a  granary  &c. 

kus"ula. 

See 

ku-sriti,  is,  f.  (see  I.  ku),  evil  con- 
duct, wickedness,  depravity  ;  conjuring,  sleight-of- 

hand,  magic  ;  (is,  is,  i),  going  evil  ways,  wicked. 
kustubha,  as,   m.   an    epithet    of 

35  ' 

Vishnu  (derived  fr.  kaustubha  t), 

kustumbari,  f.  a  pungent  seed 
used  in  condiments,  coriander. 

kustumbaru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  one  of 

Kubera's  attendants. 

ius/umiuru,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr. 
i  .  Ten  and  tuniburu),  the  plant  coriander  ;  (u),  n. 
the  seed  of  this  plant. 

ku-stri,  f.  (see  i.lcu),  a  bad  woman. 

kusmaya  (fr.  ku-smaya),  nom.  A. 
kiismayate,  to  smile  improperly  ;  to  see  mentally, 
guess  ;  to  perceive,  to  imagine. 

cfi*9M  ku-svapna,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a  bad 
dream,  a  nightmare. 

^jW  I  IV  «TN  ku-svamin,  t,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  a 
bad  master. 

kuh,  cl.  10.  A.  kuhayate,  -yitum,  to 
surprise,  astonish;  to  excite  wonder,  to  cheat, 

to  deceive  by  trickery  or  jugglery,  impose  upon 
(related  to  guh  f). 

I.  kuha,  at,  m.  an  epithet  of  Kuvera;  a  rogue,  a 
cheat  (in  a-kuha,  q.  v.). 
Kuhaka,  as,  a,  am,  cheating,  a  cheat,  a  rogue,  a 

juggler  ;  (as),  m.  a  frog  ;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  serpent- 
nee  ;  (am,  a),  n.  f.  juggling,  deception,  sleight-of- 
hand,  legerdemain.  —  Kuhaka-lcdra,  of,  »,  am,  or 
knhaka-kdraka,  as,  ika,  am,  or  knhuka-kdrin, 
>,  irfi,  i,  practising  jugglery  or  conjuring,  cheating. 
—  Kuhaka-fakfta,  as,  a,  am,  afraid  of  a  trick, 
suspicious,  cautious,  wary.  —  Knhaka-fmn,  i,  ini,  i, 
living  by  sleight-of-hand,  a  conjurer,  a  cheat,  &c. 
—  Kuhaka-vritti,  is,  f.  juggling,  conjuring,  sleight- 
of-hand  ;  hypocrisy. 
Kuhana,  as,  a,  am,  envious,  hypocritical  ;  (as), 

m.  a  mouse,  a  rat  ;  a  snake  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (a),  f. 
hypocrisy  ;  assumed  and  false  sanctity  ;  the  interested 
performance  of  religious  austerities  ;  (am),  n.  a  small 
earthen  vessel  ;  a  glass  vessel. 
Knhnnikd,  f.  hypocrisy  &c.  ;  [cf.  the  preceding.] 

^?  2.  kuha,  ind.  (fr.  i.  ku),  Ved.  where? 
kuha  till,  wherever,  anywhere,  somewhere,  to  any 
place.  —  Kuhafid-md,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  being  everywhere. 
Kulutyd,  ind.,  Ved.  where  ?-  Kuhaya-lcriti,  it, 

it,  i,  Ved.  where  active  ? 

kuhaka-svana  or  kuhaka-svara, 
at,  m.  (kuhaka,  being  here  an  onomatopoetic  word), 
a  wild  cock,  Phasianus  Gallus. 

kuhara,  as,  m.  (fr.  kuh  =  guh?),  N. 
of  a  serpent  belonging  to  the  KrodhavaSa  race; 
(own),  n.  a  cavity,  hollow;  a  hole,  rent;  the  ear; 
the  throat  or  larynx  ;  a  guttural  sound  ;  proximity  ; 
copulation. 

kuharita,  am,  n.  noise,  a  sound  in  I  «°  utter  any  sound  in  a  low  and   indistinct  roice ; _     ̂ ,i     _    >.L     -      j_     o   -     /~t         1   -•   _*_•   .      T-*_   -j 

general  ;  especially  the  song  or  cry  of  the  Kokila  or 
Indian  cuckoo  ;  a  sound  uttered  in  copulation. 

huhali,  is,  m.  the  leaf  of  the  Piper 

Betel  (commonly  called  Pan)  with  small  pieces  of 
the  Areca-nut  and  Catechu  and  a  little  lime,  which 
are  chewed  and  eaten  by  the  people  of  the  East  and 
especially  offered  to  the  persons  present  at  a  matri- monial ceremony. 

kuha,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  also  called 
Katukl.—  Kuhd-vati,  (.  an  epithet  of  the  goddess 
DurgS. 

ku-harlta,  as,  m.  (see  i.  ku),  N. 
of  a  man. 

^  kuhu,  us,  f.  the  new  moon ;  N.  of  a 
river ;  the  cry  of  the  Kokila ;  [cf.  /•'</<«.] 

kuhukuhaya  (fr.  kuhu-kuha  for 
kuha-kuha,  where?  where?),  nom.  A.  kuhukuhd- 

yate,  to  show  one's  admiration. 
^|T  kuhu,  us,  f.  (fr.  kuh  =  guh  ?),  the  new 

moon,  personified  as  a  daughter  of  Arrgiras;  the 
first  day  of  the  first  quarter  on  which  the  moon  rises 
invisible ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  rivers  of  Plaksha- 
dvipa;  the  cry  or  song  of  the  Kokila  or  Indian 
cuckoo.  —  Kuhu-kantha  or  kuhuka,  as,  m.  the 
Kokila  or  Indian  cuckoo,  ic6KKv.~Kuhu-pdla,  as, 
m.  the  king  of  turtles,  the  tortoise  supposed  to  up- 

hold the  world.  —  Kuhu-mukha  or  kuhu^rava,  as, 
m.  the  Kokila  or  Indian  cuckoo. 

<*grf  kuhula,am,  n.  a  pit  filled  with  stakes. 
kuhetlikd  or  kuhedl  or  kuhelika,  f. 

a  fog,  a  mist,  haze,  haziness. 

ku-hvdna,  am,  n.  (see  i.  ku),  a  dis- 

agreeable noise. 

3j  i.  ku  or  ku,  cl,  2.  P.  kauti,  kavlti,  or 
Csd.  i.  A.  kavate,  or  cl.  6.  A.  kuvate,  or  cl.  9. 

P.  A.  kundti,  -ntte,  or  kundti,  -mte,  (ukdiia,  &c., 
to  sound,  make  a  noise,  cry  out ;  to  move :  Caus. 
Tidvayati :  Desid.  fiikushati,  -te :  Intens.  fokuyate 
or  kokiiyate,  to  cry  aloud ;  [cf.  Gr.  KUKUW.] 

<R  2.  ku,  us,  f.  a  female  Pisada  or  goblin. 

kukuda,  as,  m.  one  who  gives  a  girl 
in  marriage  with  due  ceremony  and  suitable  decora- tions. 

«fW  kuta,  as,  m.  a  breast;  the  female 

breast,  especially  that  of  a  young  or  unmarried 
woman ;  [cf.  /£U<fa.] 

kufaka,  f.  the  milky  juice   of  a 

bulbous  plant ;  [?  cf.  kurfikd.'] kufakra,  as  or  am  ?  m.  or  n.  ?  (for 

ku-dakra),  Ved.  the  female  breast. 
ku6avara,as, m.(?),  N.of  aregion; 

also  of  a  man. 

«pq«lil  kutika,  f.  a  small  brush  or  hair- 

pencil;  a  key;  [cf.  ku<!i  and  kiir(ikd.~\ 
\  kiifid-arthin,  /,  ini,  i  (for  ku- 

did-ar°),  Ved.  striving  to  get  everywhere;    (SSy.) 
seeking  (oblations)  from  any  quarter. 

kufi,  i.  a  paint  brush,  a  pencil ;  [cf. 

kutikd  and  iiiri'iia.] 

kutthalinaa,  au,  m.  du.  =.  ku- 
kundara,  q.  v. 

kuj,  cl.  i .  P.  kujati,  6ukiija,  kujitum, 
to  make  any  inarticulate  or  monotonous 

sound,  to  utter  a  cry  as  a  bird,  to  coo  as  a  pigeon, 
to  caw  as  a  crow,  to  warble ;  to  moan,  groan,  &c. ; 

to  nil  with  sounds  &c.  :  Caus.  kujayati  :  Desid. 

dukujishati  :  Intens.  tokujyate,  t'ukukti. 
Kuja,  as,  m.  rumbling  (as  of  the  bowels  &c.)  ; 

cooing,  murmuring,  a  warbling  &c. 
Kiijaka,  as,  ika,  am,  cooing,  warbling,  sounding,  &c. 
Knjat,  an,  anil,  at,  cooing,  warbling,  &c. 
Kujana,  am,  n.  rumbling  of  the  bowels;  the 

uttering  of  any  inarticulate  sound,  cooing,  moaning  ; 
the  rattling  of  wheels. 

Kiijita,  as,  a,  am,  uttered  inarticulately,  cooed,  &c.; 
(am),  n.  the  cry  of  a  bird,  cooing,  warbling,  &c. 

Knjin,  i,  inl,  i,  making  a  rumbling  sound  in  the bowels;  warbling. 

kut,  cl.  10.  P.  kiitayati,  to  burn;  to 
give  pain,  be  distressed,  to  call,  invite;  to 

counsel,  advise  ;  A.  kutayate,  to  avoid  or  decline 

giving,  not  to  give  ;  to  render  indistinct  or  unin- 
telligible, to  muddle,  to  render  confused  or  foul  ;  to 

be  distressed  ;  to  despair  ;  [cf.  Eng.  heat,  hot  ;  Old 
Island,  hiti,  heitr;  Germ,  hitze,  heist.] 

"3JZ  kiita,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  bone  of  the 
forehead  with  its  projections  or  prominences,  a  horn  ; 
the  crown  of  the  head  ;  any  prominence  or  projec- 

tion (e.  g.  ansa-kuta,  the  hump  of  a  buffalo  ;  akshi- 
kuta,  the  prominence  of  the  forehead  above  the  eye)  ; 
summit,  the  peak  or  summit  of  a  mountain  ;  summit, 
head,  i.  e.  the  highest,  the  most  excellent,  the  first  ; 
a  heap,  a  multitude  (e.  g.  alhra-kuta,  a  multitude  of 
clouds)  ;  a  kind  of  vessel  or  implement  ;  a  hammer, 
an  iron  mallet  ;  part  of  a  plough,  a  ploughshare,  the 

body  of  a  plough  ;  a  trap  for  catching  deer  ;  a  con- 
cealed weapon  as  a  dagger  in  a  wooden  case,  a  sword- 

stick  &c.  ;  illusion,  fraud,  trick,  deceit;  a  roguish 
scheme  or  plot  ;  a  knotty  point,  a  puzzling  question, 
an  enigma,  an  obscure  passage  ;  untruth,  falsehood, 
(or  attributively)  false,  untrue  ;  vile,  low  ;  uniform 
substance  (as  the  ethereal  element  &c.);  a  water- 
jar  ;  a  kind  of  plant  ;  (as,  t),  m.  f.  a  house,  a 
dwelling  [cf.  kuta  and  kutt];  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Agastya  ;  (as,  a,  am),  Ved.  not  homed  or  cornuted, 
as  an  animal  with  incomplete  continuations  of  the 
bone  of  the  forehead  ;  (as),  m.  an  ox  whose  horns 
are  broken.  —  Kuta-kdra,  at,  m.  a  rogue,  a  cheat,  a 
false  witness.  —  Suta-karaka,  as,  ika,  am,  a  rogue, 
a  cheat,  a  false  witness.  —  Kfita-krit,  t,  t,  t,  cheating, 
committing  a  fraud,  bribing  ;  (t),  m.  a  KSyastha  or 
man  of  the  writer-caste  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Kuta- 
/;/""/;/",  as,  m.  a  hidden  sword,  a  sword-stick. 
—  Kuta-grantha,  title  of  a  work  supposed  to  be 
written  by  VySsa.  —  Kuta-ffhadman,  d,  m.  a  rogue, 
a  cheat.  -•  Kuta-td,  (.  or  Icuta-tva,  am,  n.  falsehood, 
fraud.  —  Kuta-tula,  f.  a  false  pair  of  scales.  —  Kuta- 
dharma,  as,  d,  am,  (a  country  or  house)  where 
falsehood   is   considered   a  duty.  —  Kuta-j  jarra  or 
kuta-purva,  as,  m.  fever  occurring  in  an  elephant 
from  vitiation  of  the  three  humors  ;  (more  correctly 

kuta-purva.)  —  Kiita-pdlaka,  as,  m.  a  bilious  fever  ; 
a  potter's  kiln.  —  Kuta-pd^a,  as,  m.  a  trap.  —  Kuta- 
bandha,  as,  m.   a  trap.  •-  Kuta^mdna,  am,  n.  a 
false  measure  or  weight.  —  Kuta-mudgara,  as,  m. 
a  concealed  weapon  similar  to  a  hammer.  —  Kuta- 
mohana,  at,  m.  an   epithet  of  Skanda.  —  Kuta- 
yantra,  am,  n.  a  trap  or  snare  for  deer,  birds,  &c. 
—  Ku/a-yiiddha,   am,  n.   a  treacherous  or  unfair 
battle  ;  (at,  d,  am),  fighting  treacherously.  —  Kuta- 
yodhin,  I,  ini,  i,  fighting  unfairly  or  treacherously. 
—  Kitta-raSand,  f.  a  laid  trap.  —  Kuta-tfax,  ind.  in 
heaps,  in  multitudes,  by  crowds.  —  Kuta-ddlmali,  is, 
m.  f.  or  ika,  f.  a  fabulous  cotton-plant  with  sharp 
thorns,  with  which  the  wicked  are  tortured  in  the 
world  of  Yama  ;  a  species  of  the  Simul  silk-cotton 
tree.  —  Kuta-ftdnana,  am,  n.  a  forged  or  false  grant 
or  decree.  —  Kuta-daila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  Kuta-sdkshin,  i,  m.  a  false  witness.  —  Kuta-stha, 
at,  a,  am,  standing  at  the  top,  keeping  the  highest 
position  ;  standing  in  a  multitude,  standing  in  the 
midst  ;  (in  phil.)  immovable,  uniform,  unchangeable, 
perpetually  and  universally  the  same,  as  the  soul, 



kutastha-td. 

spirit,  space,  ether,  sound,  &c.  ;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of 
perfume,  a  species  of  dried  shell-fish,  commonly 
Nakhi  ;  the  soul.  —  Kutastha-td,  f.  or  kutastha- 
tva,  am,  n.  unchangeableness,  uniformity.  —  Kuta- 
svarna,  am,  n.  alloyed  or  counterfeit  gold.  —  Kutd- 
ksha  (°ta-ak°),  as,  m.  loaded  or  false  dice.  —  Kiitd- 
gdra  (°ta-dg°),  am,  n.  an  upper  room,  an  apartment 
on  the  top  of  a  house.  —  Kutdrtha  (°(a-ar^),  as, 
m.  ambiguity  of  meaning,  fiction.  —  Kutdrtha-bhd- 
shitd,  (.,  scil.  katha,  a  tale,  a  story,  a  fiction.  —  Ki- 

topdya  (°ta-up°),  as,  m.  trick,  fraud,  stratagem. 
Kutaka,  am,  n.  elevation,  prominence,  projection  ; 

the  body  of  a  plough  (i.  e.  the  wood  without  the 
ploughshare  and  pole)  ;  a  ploughshare  ;  illusion,  fraud, 
untruth,  deceit  ;  (as,  d,  am),  fraudulent,  unfair  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  a  braid  or  tress  of  hair  ;  a 

perfume  ;  see  murd.  —  Kutakdkhydna  (°ka-dkh°), 
am,  n.  an  invented  tale. 

<££'H  kutaja,  as,  m.  the  plant  Wrightia 
Antidysenterica  ;  [cf.  kutaja.'] 

^j  j  kud,  cl.  6.  P.  kudati,  -ditum,  to  eat  ; 
C\\  to  graze  ;  to  become  firm  or  fat  or  solid. 

kudya,  am,  n.  a  wall,  =  kudya. 

k«n,   cl.  10.  P.  A.  kunayati,    -te, 
-yitum,  to  draw  together,  contract,  close. 

Kunita,   as,    d,  am,  contracted,    shut,    closed. 

—  Kunitekshana  ("ta-ik°),  as,  m.  a  hawk. 
kunaku66ha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of 

Siva's  attendants. 

f  kuni,  is,  is,  i,  crooked-armed,  having 
a  curved  or  withered  arm  ;  [cf.  kuni.] 

•*Tiil<*l  kunika,  {.  the  horn  of  any  animal  ; 
the  peg  of  a  lute  ;  [cf.  kalikdJ] 

«K^X  kudara,  as,  m.  the  offspring  of  a 
BrShman  woman  by  a  Rishi,  begotten  during  men- 
struation. 

^  kudi,  f.,  Ved.  a  fetter  for  the  feet. 
—  Kudi-maya,  as,  t,  am,  consisting  of  a  fetter. 

onjeipi  kudddla,  as,  m.  mountain  ebony, 
Bauhinia  Variegata  ;  [cf.  kudddla.] 

kup,  cl.  10.  P.  kiipayati,  -yitum,  to 
be  weak,  to  weaken. 

«M  kupa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  kuj 
according  to  others  perhaps  fr.  I.  ktt  and  ap; 
cf.  antipa,  dvipa),  a  hole,  a  hollow,  a  cave;  a 
well;  a  post  to  which  a  boat  or  ship  is  moored; 
a  mast  (?)  ;  a  tree  or  rock  in  the  midst  of  a  river  ;  a 
leather  oil  vessel  ;  (i),  f.  a  small  well  ;  the  navel  ;  a 
flask,  a  bottle  ;  [cf.  Gr.  Kifan).]  —  Kupa-kaMhapa, 
as,  m.  a  tortoise  in  a  well  ;  (metaphorically)  a  man 
without  experience,  who  has  seen  nothing  of  the 
world.  —  Kupa-kdra,  as,  m.  a  well-digger.  —  Rupa- 
khd,  as,  m.  (rt.  khan},  Ved.  a  well-digger.  —  Kupa- 
ja,  as,  m.  hair.  —  Kupa-jala,  am,  n.  well-water, 
spring-water.  —  Kupa-dardura  or  kupa-manduka, 
as,  m.  a  frog  in  a  well,  applied  to  a  person  of  no  ex- 

perience and  enterprise,  one  who  never  leaves  home. 
—  Kupa-rdjya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  country.  —  Ku- 
pdnka,  or  kupdnga  (°pa-an°),  as,  m.  horripilation, 
erection  of  the  hairs  of  the  body.  —  Kupodaka  (°pa- 
>uf  ),  am,  n.  well-water. 
Kupaka,  as,  m.  a  hole,  a  hollow,  a  cave  ;  the 

hollow  below  the  loins  ;  a  well,  a  temporary  well,  a 
hole  dug  for  water  in  the  dry  bed  of  a  rivulet  ;  a 
stake  &c.  to  which  a  boat  is  moored  ;  the  mast  of 
a  vessel  ;  a  rock  or  tree  in  the  midst  of  a  river  ; 
a  funeral  pile;  a  hole  dug  under  a  funeral  pile;  a 
leather  oil  vessel  ;  (ikd),  (.  a  stone  or  rock  in  the 
middle  of  a  stream. 

Kupya,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  a  hole  or  well. 

^*Tt^  kupada,  as,  m.  =  kiikuda,  q.  v. 

•*MH,  kupdra,  as,  m.  the  ocean,=  akupara. 

^KJK  kiipusha,  am,  n.  the  bladder. 
<*«n,  kubara,  or  in  the  later  language 

generally  kuvara,  as,  i,  am,  m.  f.  n.  the  pole  of  a 
carriage  or  the  wooden  frame  to  which  the  yoke  is 
fixed ;  (t),  f.  a  carriage  covered  with  a  cloth  or  blanket ; 
(as),  m.  a  hump-backed  man ;  (as,  i,  am),  beautiful, 
agreeable,  pleasing. 
Kubarin  or  kuvarin,  i,  m.  a  carriage. 

^?  kuma,  am,  n.  a  lake,  a  pond,  a  pool. 

OMI  *l^  ku-manas,  as,  as,  as  (for  ku-manas, 
see  I .  leu),  Ved.  wicked-minded. 

,  as,  m.  boiled  rice. 

kurkura,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon  who 
persecutes  children  (perhaps  cough  or  some  similar 
disease  personified). 

^^  kurta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  bunch  of  any- 
thing, a  bundle  of  grass  &c.  (often  used  as  a  seat);  a 

handful  of  KuSa  grass  or  peacock's  feathers ;  certain 
parts  of  the  human  body,  as  the  hands,  feet,  neck, 
and  the  membrum  virile ;  the  upper  part  of  the  nose, 
the  part  between  the  eyebrows ;  the  beard ;  the  tip 
of  the  thumb  and  middle  finger  brought  in  contact  so 
as  to  pinch  &c. ;  deceit,  fraud,  circumvention ;  false 

praise,  unmerited  commendation  either  of  one's  self 
or  another  person,  boasting,  flattery;  hypocrisy; 
hardness,  solidity ;  the  mystical  syllable  hum;  (as), 

m.  the  head ;  a  store-room.  —  Kurfa-s'iras,  as,  n.  the 
upper  part  of  the  palm  of  the  hand  and  foot ;  the  heel. 
—  Kurda-firsJia  or  kurta-dirshaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  plant,  a  drug,  commonly  called  Jivaka,  one  of  the 

eight  principal  medicaments.  —  Kurfa-s'ekhara,  as, m.  the  cocoa-nut  tree.  —  Kurdd-mukha,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Rishi. 

Kur6dka,  as,  m.  a  bushel ;  a  brush  for  cleaning 

the  teeth,  a  painter's  brush  &c. ;  certain  parts  of  the 
human  body  [cf.  the  preceding] ;  (ikd),  f.  a  painting 
brush  or  pencil ;  a  key ;  a  needle ;  a  bud,  a  blossom ; 
inspissated  milk;  (am),  n.  in  tri-kurdaka,  scil. 
tattra,  a  three-edged  sword. 
Kurdakin,  t,  ini,  i,  stuffed,  puffy. 

"J^rt  kuri!ala,  as,  m.(?)  an  animal  teething 
for  the  second  time. 

jjg  kiird  and  kurd,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  kurdati, 
c'-x-  -te,  dukiirde,  kurdishyate,   akurdishta, 

kurditum,  to  leap,  jump ;  to  play ;  [cf.  Lat.  ludo?]. 
Kiirda,  as,  m.  a  jump ;  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Kurdana,  am,  n.  leaping ;  playing,  sport,  pastime ; 

(1),  f.  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month  Caitra ;  a 
festival  in  honour  of  K3ma-deva  or  the  god  of  love, 
held  on  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month  Caitra. 

oliM  kurpa,  am,  n.  the  space  between  the 
eyebrows;  [cf.  Jcurda.] 

<£vn.kvrpara,  as,  d,  m.  f.  the  elbow ;  the 
knee. 

cd3l*f  kurpasa,  as,  m.  a  cuirass  or  quilted 
jacket  worn  as  armour. 
Kurpdsaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  bodice,  a  jacket 

with  short  sleeves  worn  next  the  body,  especially  by 
women. 

»w  kurma,  as,  m.  a  tortoise,  a  turtle  ;  the 
earth  considered  as  a  tortoise  swimming  on  the 
waters ;  a  particular  gesticulation  with  the  fingers ; 
one  of  the  outer  winds  of  the  body ;  N.  of  a  serpent 
or  Kadraveya  king ;  the  second  incarnation  of  Vishnu, 
his  descent  in  the  form  of  a  tortoise  to  support  the 
mountain  Mandara  at  the  churning  of  the  ocean  ;  N. 
of  a  son  of  Gritsa-mada,  author  of  several  hymns  of 
the  Rig-veda;  (i),  f.  a  female  tortoise;  [cf.  Gr. 
K\eti.nvs,  xe/Al",  X'**"1"!']  ~  Kiirma-dakra,  am, 
n.  an  astrological  diagram.  —  Kurma-pitta,  am,  n. 
the  bilious  humor  of  a  tortoise.  —  Kurma-purdna, 
am,  n.  the  PurSna  of  the  tortoise  incarnation  (one  of 
the  incarnations  of  Vishnu)  or  the  fifteenth  of  the 
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eighteen  PurSnas.  —  Kurma-prishtha,  am,  n.  the 
back  or  shell  of  a  tortoise ;  (o«),  m.  globe-amaranth, 
Gomphrena  Globosa.  —  KHrma-priMhalia,  am,  n. 
the  cover  of  a  dish,  a  lid.  —  Kurmaprishthdsthi 

(°tha-un°),  as,  d,  am,  raised  or  elevated  like  the 
back  of  a  tortoise.  —  Kurma-rdja,  as,  m.  the  king 
of  turtles,  the  tortoise  supposed  to  uphold  the  world. 

—  Kurmdvatdra  (°ma-av°),  as,   m.  the  tortoise 
incarnation  (of  Vishnu). 

'WTR  kiirmi.     See  tuvi-kurmi. 

i.  kul,  cl.  i.  P.  kulati,  -litum,  to 
x  cover,  hide,  screen,  protect  ;  to  enclose  ; 

to  keep  off,  obstruct  ;  [cf.  Gr.  Ku\tw.] 
Kula,  am,  n.  a  declivity,  slope  ;  a  shore,  a 

bank  ;  a  heap,  a  mound  ;  a  pond  or  pool  ;  the  rear 
of  an  army  ;  N.  of  a  region  ;  [cf.  aja-kuld,  anu- 
kula,  utkula,  &c.;  cf.  also  Hib.  ml,  '  custody, 
guard,  defence,  the  back  part  of  anything  ;'  col,  '  an 
impediment;'  Lat.  colliif].  —  KUlan-kasha,  as,  d, 
am,  carrying  or  tearing  away  the  bank  ;  (as),  m.  the 
ocean,  the  sea;  the  stream  or  current  of  a  river;  (a), 
f.  a  river.  —  Kula-dara,  as,  i,  am,  frequenting  the 
banks  of  rivers,  grazing  there  &c.—Kula-bhu,  us, 
f.  a  bank,  the  land  upon  the  bank  or  shore.  »  Eft- 
lam-udruja,  as,  d,  am,  breaking  down  banks,  as  a 
river  &c.  —  Kulam-udvaha,  as,  a,  am,  carrying  or 
tearing  away  the  bank,  as  a  river  &c.  —  Kula-vat, 
an,  alt,  at,  furnished  with  shores  ;  (ti),  f.  a  river. 
—  Kula-haydaka,  as,  m.  an  eddy. 
Xulaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  a  bank,  shore,  dyke  ; 

a  mound  of  earth,  a  heap,  a  pile  ;  (as),  m.  an  ant- 
hill ;  (am),  n.  the  plant  Trichosanthes  Diceca. 

KiiUn,  I,  im,  i,  furnished  with  banks  or  shores  ; 

(ini),  f.  a  river. Kiilya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  a  bank  or 
shore. 

2-  kul  or  kud,  cl.  IO.  P.,  Ved.  kula- 

x,  yati,  -yitum,  to  burn,  scorch. 
kulika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  ;  (a), 

f.  the  bottom  or  lower  part  of  the  Indian  lute. 

kuvara.     See  kubara. 

kuvara,  as,  m.  the  ocean.  See  ku- 

para and  akupdra. 
tji^HUJi  kushmdnda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 

pumpkin-gourd,  Benincasa  Cerifera  ;  a  kind  of  spirit 
or  imp,  of  which  there  exists  a  Gana  or  class  ;  a  kind 
of  spell  or  magical  formula  ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  plant 
[cf.  oshadhi]  ;  N.  of  the  goddess  DurgS  ;  N.  of 
several  verses  of  the  Yajur-veda. 
Kushmdniiaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pumpkin-gourd, 

Benincasa  Cerifera  Savi  ;  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  at- tendants. 

Kushmdndfnl,  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess  ;  [cf.  kush- 
mdnda.] 

<*^«HI  kiihana,  f.  hypocrisy,  affectation  of 
religious  zeal  or  austerity  ;  [cf.  kuhand.] 

o|T?T  kuha,  f.  a  fog,  a  mist,  =  kujjhatika. 

g-  i  .  kri.  The  conjugational  tenses  are 
t,  formed  in  the  Veda  according  to  four  different 

methods,  as  follows:  I)  According  to  the  rule  for 
cl.  1,  Pres.  2nd  sing.  P.  karehi,  du.  krithas,  pi. 
kritha  ;  A.  kriehe;  Impf.  and  sing.  P.akar,  3rd  akar 
and  akat;  jrd  du.  akartdm;  pi.  altarma,  akarta, 
akran;  A.  akri,  akrithds,  akrita,  akrdtdm, 
akrata  ;  Impv.  P.  kridhi,  krilam,  krita  ;  A.  krishva, 
kridkvam:  Let,  2nd  and  3rd  sing,  kar,  pi.  karma, 
karta  and  kartana,  kran;  A.  3rd  sing,  krita;  3rd 
pi.  kranta:  Pot.  kriyama;  Part.  nom.  pi.  m. 
krantas;  A.  krana.  II)  According  to  the  rule 
for  cl.  i,  Pres.  P.  karasi,  karati,  karathas,  kara- 
tas,  karanti;  A.  karase,  karate,  kardmahe; 
Impf.  akaram,  akaras,  akarat;  Impf.  kara, 
karatam,  karatdm  :  Let,  karam,  kardni,  karas, 
karat,  kardma,  karan;  A.  kardmahai;  Part. 
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karantl.  Ill)  According  to  the  rule  for  cl.  5,  Pres. 
P.  itrinomi,  &c. ;  A.  kriitre,  du.  krinvaite ;  Impf. 

P.  akrinavam,  Sec.,  and  pi.  akrinuta  and  akri no- 
tana;  A.  3rd  sing,  akrinuta ;  Impv.  P.  krinu 
or  krinahi  or  krinutdt,  kHnotu  ;  krinutam, 
krinutam;  krinuta,  or  krinota  or  krinotana ; 
krintantu;  A.  Icrimuhmi,  krinutam,  krinvathdm, 

krinudhvam :  Let,  krinavas,  fcrinarat  and  fcrfoa- 

»o<,  itniini'afa,  Irtyarama,  krinardtha,  krinava- 

tha,  krinavan;  A.  fytnamt*,  krinavase,  krina- 
vate,  krinavmahai,  krinavdmahai,  3rd  pi.  kriiia- 
vanta or krinavante or krinvata:  Pot.A.krinvita; 

Part.  P.  kritirat,  A.  Irtnrona.  IV)  According  to 
the  rule  for  cl.  8,  (this  is  the  usual  formation  in  the 
Brahmanas,  Sutras,  and  in  classical  Sanskrit),  Pres. 
P.  karomi  (ep.  kurmi),  karoshi,  SK.,  kurmas  ;  A. 
kurve;  Impf.  P. akaravam ;  A.  3rd  sing,  akuruta; 
Impv.  P.  kuru,  karotu  (in  the  earlier  language  for 
and  and  3rd  sing,  kumtdt),  kumta  or  kurmtana; 
A.  kurushva,  kurudkvam,  kurvatdm:  Let,  P. 
karavdni,  karavas,  karavdt,  &c. ;  A.  karavai, 
knruthas,  karavdvahai  (ep.  karavdvahe),  kara- 
vaithe,  karavaite,  karavdmahai  (ep.  karavd- 
mahe)'-  Pot.  P.  kurydm,  A.  kurviya;  Part.  P. 
kiir tut,  A.  ifcitrcana :  Perf.  P.  i!akara,  (akartha, 
&c.;  A.  dakre,  Sec.;  Part.  P.  dakrivas  (Ace.  sing. 
Ved.  takrusham);  tt..(akrana;  and  Put.  tarts hyati, 
Let,  and  sing,  karishyds;  1st  Put.  karta;  Free. 
kriydsam;  Aor.  P.,  Ved.  cakaram,  afakriran, 

atakrat ;  A.  krishe ;  Class,  akdnhlt  (poet,  aia- 
raxhlt);  Pass.  Aor.  reflex.  a£<rri  and  akrita;  Inf. 
kartum;  Ved.  kartave,  kartavai,  kartos;  Ind. 
Part,  itrftva,  Ved.  kritm  and  kritvdya;  to  do, 
make,  perform,  accomplish,  cause,  effect,  prepare, 
undertake ;  to  do  anything  for  the  advantage  or  injury 
of  another  (with  gen.  or  loc.  of  the  person) ;  to 
execute,  carry  out  (as  an  order  or  command) ;  to 
manufacture,  prepare,  work  at,  elaborate,  build ;  to 
form,  construct  one  thing  out  of  another  (with  abl. 
or  inst.  of  the  thing) ;  to  compose,  describe ;  to 
cultivate ;  to  make  a  sound,  utter,  pronounce  (often 
in  comp.  with  the  sounds  ptuit,  phut,  bhan,  rashat, 
evadhd,  naha,  him);  to  employ,  use;  to  make 
use  of  (with  inst.) ;  to  accomplish  any  period,  bring 
to  completion,  spend  (e.  g.  rarsham  data  fakruh, 
they  spent  ten  years;  kshanam  kuru,  wait  a  mo- 

ment) ;  to  place,  put,  lay,  bring,  lead,  to  take  hold 
of  (with  ace.  or  loc.  or  inst.,  e.  g.  artUtain  kri,  to 

win  over  to  one's  own  side  or  party;  hastt  or  pdnau, 
kri,  to  take  by  the  hand,  to  marry ;  hridayena  kri, 

to  place  in  one's  heart,  love) ;  to  direct  the  thoughts, 
mind  &c.  (manah  or  matim  or  buddhim  or  bhd- 
vam  Sic.)  towards  any  object,  turn  the  attention  to, 
resolve  upon,  determine  on  (with  loc.,  dat.,  or  inf. 
of  the  object,  e.  g.  ma  ioke  manah  krithdh,  do  not 
turn  your  mind  to  grief;  gamanaya  matim  (akre, 
he  resolved  upon  going ;  aldbum  srasli(um  takre, 
he  resolved  to  create  a  gourd) ;  to  consider,  turn  in 
the  mind,  think ;  to  make,  to  render  (with  two  ace., 
e.  g.  ddityam  kdshthdm  akurratu,  they  made  the 
sun  their  goal);  to  procure  for  another,  bestow, 

grant ;  A.  to  procure  for  one's  self,  appropriate, 
assume;  to  give  aid,  help  any  one  to  perform  an 
action ;  to  make  liable ;  to  injure,  violate  (e.  g. 
kanydm  kri,  to  violate  a  maiden);  to  appoint, 
institute ;  to  give  an  order,  commission  ;  to  cause  to 
get  rid  of,  free  from  (with  abl.) ;  to  begin  (e.  g. 
cdkre  idbhayitum  purim,  he  began  to  adorn  the 
city) ;  to  proceed  with,  put  in  practice ;  to  worship, 
sacrifice ;  (with  numeral  adverbs  ending  in  dhd) 
to  divide,  separate,  or  break  up  into  parts,  e.  g. 
dvi dhd  kri,  to  divide  into  two  parts ;  sahasradhd 
kri,  to  break  into  a  thousand  pieces ;  (with  adverbs 
ending  in  vat)  to  make  like  or  similar,  to  consider 
equivalent,  e.  g.  rajyam  trinavat  kriti-d,  valuing 
the  kingdom  like  a  straw ;  (with  adverbs  ending  in 
tat)  to  reduce  anything  to,  cause  to  become,  make 
snbject,  e.  gr  bhasmasdt  kri,  to  reduce  to  ashes ; 

atmaxat  kri,  to  subject  to  one's  self.  The  above 
senses  of  jfert  may  be  variously  modified  or  almost 
infinitely  extended  according  to  the  noun  with  which 

this  root  is  connected,  as  in  the  following  exam- 
ples :  nakhyam  kri,  to  contract  friendship  with ; 

pujdm  kri,  to  honour ;  rdjyam  kri,  to  reign ; 
sneftam  kri,  to  show  affection ;  ajnam  or  nidedam 
or  ddsanam  or  kdtnain  or  ydfandnt  or  vafah  or 

vafanam  or  vakyam  kri,  to  perform  any  one's 
command  or  wish  or  request  &c. ;  dharmam  kri,  to 

do  one's  duty ;  nakhdni  kri,  to  clean  one's  nails ; 
udakam  or  ealilam  kri,  to  offer  a  libation  to  the 
dead,  to  perform  ablutions  Sec.;  astrdni  kri,  to 
practice  the  use  of  weapons ;  darduram  kri,  to  play 
on  the  flute;  dandam  kri,  to  inflict  punishment  &c.; 

svaram  kri,  to  utter  a  sound ;  s'abdam  kri,  to  make 

a  noise ;  kalam  kri,  to  bring  one's  time  to  an  end, 
i.  e.  to  die ;  tiratn  kri,  to  be  long  in  doing  any- 

thing, to  delay ;  manaei  kri,  to  take  to  heart,  to 
mind,  to  determine,  resolve  upon  ;  manasd  kri,  to 

place  in  one's  mind,  think  of,  meditate;  hridi 
kri,  to  place  in  the  heart,  remember ;  vote  kri,  to 
place  in  subjection,  become  master  of;  dirasd  kri, 

to  place  on  the  head ;  murdhnd  kri,  to  place  on  one's 
head,  to  obey,  to  honour :  Caus.  kdrayati,  -le,  -yi- 

*,  to  cause  to  act  or  do,  to  cause  another  to  perform, 
to  have  anything  made  or  done  by  another  (with  ace. 
or  double  ace.,  e.  g.  sabhdm  kdritavdn,  he  caused 
an  assembly  to  be  made ;  rdja-dartonam  mam 
kdraya,  cause  me  to  have  an  audience  of  the  king ; 

bdnijyam  kdrayed  vaityam,  he  ought  to  cause  the 
Vaisya  to  engage  in  trade ;  or  with  ace.  and  inst., 
e.  g.  na  iakihyami  kiiMt  kdrayttxm  tvayd, 
I  shall  not  be  able  to  have  anything  done  by  thee) ; 
to  cause  to  manufacture  or  form  or  cultivate;  to 

cause  to  place  or  put,  to  have  anything  placed,  put 

upon,  &c.  (e.  g.  tarn  (itra-patam  vdsa-grihe 
bltittdv  akdrayat,  he  had  the  picture  placed  OB  the 
wall  in  his  house).  Sometimes  the  Caus.  of  kri  is 

used  for  the  simple  verb  or  without  a  causal  significa- 
tion (e.  g.  padam  kdrayati,  he  pronounces  a  word 

&c.;  mithyd  kdrayati,  he  pronounces  wrongly; 

Kaikeglm  arm  rdjdnam  kdraya,  treat  or  deal  with 
Kaikeyi  as  the  king  does)  :  Desid.  diklrshati,  -te,  to 
wish  to  make  or  do ;  to  intend  to  do,  to  design, 
intend,  begin,  strive  after;  to  wish  to  sacrifice  or 
worship :  Intens.  tfarkarti,  tarikarti,  farikarti, 
<!arkarlti,  6arikarlti,  darlkanti,  dekrlyate,  Ved. 
3rd  pi.  kartkrati,  to  do  repeatedly;  [cf.  Hib.  caraim, 

'  I  perform,  execute ;'  ceard, '  an  art,  trade,  business, 
function ;'  sucridh,  '  easy ;'  Cambro-Brit.  creu,  '  to 
form;'  Island,  gerdh,  'action;'  Old  Germ,  kara- 
irun,  '  to  prepare ;'  Mod.  Germ,  gar,  '  prepared  (as 
food) ;'  Lat.  creo,  ccermvmia,  are  (for  care) ;  Gr. 
Kpatvw,  tepdvos.] 

I.  krit,  t,  t,  t,  making,  doing,  performing,  accom- 
plishing, effecting,  manufacturing,  acting ;  one  who 

accomplishes  or  performs  anything,  an  author ;  often 

occurring  at  the  end  of  compounds,  see  sii-krit, 
karma-krit,  pdpa-krit,  &c. ;  (t),  m.  an  affix  used 
to  form  nouns  from  roots ;  a  noun  formed  with  this 

affix.  —  Krid-anta,  as,  m.  a  word  ending  with  a 
Krit  affix  (such  a  word  would  be  called  by  Panini 

simply  krit).  —  Kril-lopa,  as,  m.  the  rejection  of  a 
Krit  affix. 

Krita,  as,  a,  am,  done,  made,  accomplished,  per- 
formed ;  prepared,  made  ready ;  obtained,  gained, 

acquired ;  placed  at  hand ;  well  done,  proper,  good. 
The  preceding  senses  are  mostly  found  in  the  Veda ; 
the  numerous  other  senses  found  in  classical  writers 

may  be  inferred  from  the  meanings  of  the  rt.  kri 
above.  The  neuter  of  krita  is  used  with  saha 

or  with  the  inst.  alone  in  the  sense  of  '  done  with,' 
'  away  with,'  '  enough  of,'  '  no  need  of,'  &c.  (e.  g. 
kritam  sandehena,  away  with  doubt ;  kritam 
parihdsena,  enough  of  joking).  Krita  is  often 
found  at  the  end  of  a  compound,  e.  g.  piirva-krita, 

done  formerly;  janmdntara-krita,  done  in  a  former 
state  of  existence ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  ViSva- 
devas ;  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva ;  of  a  son  of  Sannati 

and  pupil  of  Hiranya-nabha ;  of  a  son  of  Krita-ratha 
and  father  of  Vibudha ;  of  a  son  of  Jaya  and  father 
of  Haryavana ;  of  a  son  of  Cyavana  and  father  of 

UparWara;  (am),  n.  deed,  work,  action;  service 

done,  kind  action,  benefit ;  consequence,  result ;  aim, 

object,  design ;  stake  at  a  game ;  prize  or  booty 
gained  in  battle ;  N.  of  the  die  or  of  the  side  of  a  die 
marked  with  four  points;  (according  to  some)  the 
collective  name  of  the  four  dice  in  opposition  to  the 
fifth  die,  called  kali;  N.  of  the  first  of  the  four  ages 

of  the  world  (also  called  xatya  or  '  the  golden  age') 
comprehending  together  with  the  morning  and  even- 

ing dawn  4,800  years  of  men,  according  to  the 
MahS-bhSrata ;  but  according  to  the  Puranas  4,800 
years  of  the  gods,  or  1,718000  years  of  men. 
—  fCrita-kapata,  as,  d,  am,  deceiving,  beguiling, 
fraudulent.  —  Krita-kartavya,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
has   performed   what   was   to   be   done,    who    has 

done  his  duty;   having   done  or   discharged  one's 
duty.  —  Krita-karman,  d,  d,a,  one  who  has  done 
his  work  or  duty ;  skilful,  clever,  able.  —  Krita-kalpa, 
as,  a,  am,  one  who  knows    the   customary    rites. 
—  KHta-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  one   whose  desire   is 
attained   or   fulfilled.  —  Krita-kdrya,   am,   n.   an 
attained  object ;  (a«,  a,  am),  one  who  has  done  his 
work  or  obtained  his  object ;  one  who  has  no  need  of 

another  person's  aid  (with  inst.).  —  Krita-kdla,  as, 
m.  appointed  time ;  (as,  d,  am),  fixed,  settled  as  to 
time ;  sent,  deposited  &c.  for  a  certain  time ;  one 
who  has  accomplished  a  certain  time,  who  has  waited 
a  certain  time.  —  Krita-kiirMhaka,  as,  d,  am,  tied 
up  as  a  small  bundle  or  brush.  —  Krita-kritya,  am, 
n.  what  has  been  done  and  what  is  to  be  done ;  an 

attained   object;    (as,  d,  am),  having   successfully 
accomplished  a  business ;  one  who  has  accomplished 

or  attained  any  object  or  purpose ;  contented,  satis- 
fied; clever.  —  Kritakritya-td,  f.  or  kritakritya- 

tva,  am,  n.  the  full  discharge  of  any  duty  or  realisa- 
tion of  any   object,   accomplishment,   attainment, 

success.  —  Krita-koti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Kasyapa ;  an 
epithet  of  Upavarsha.  —  Krita-kopa,  as,  i,  am, 

angry,   indignant.  —  Kriia-kautuka,    as,    I,   am, 
playful.  —  Krita-kraya,  as,  m.  a  purchaser,  a  buyer. 
—  Krita-kriya,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  finished  or 
accomplished  any  object  in  which  he  is  engaged ; 
one  who  has  attained  his  end  or  object ;  one  who 

has  fulfilled  his  duty  or  performed  a  religious  cere- 
mony. "  Krita-krudha,  as,  d,  am,  angry,  resentful. 

—  Krila-kshana,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  is  waiting 
for  the  exact  moment,  one  who  waits  impatiently  for 

a  person  or  thing,  (with  prati  or  with  the  inf.  or 
at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  krita-kshandham  te 
gamanam  prati,  I  am  waiting  impatiently  for  thy 
going;   te  bhiimim  gantttm  krita-kshandh,  they 
are  waiting  for  the  time  to  proceed  to  the  earth) ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Krita-gJidta-yatna,  as, 
d,  am,  making  efforts  to  slay,  one  who  tries  to  kill. 
—  Krita-gkna,  as,  i,  am,  destroying  past  trans- 

actions or  (benefits)  done,  unmindful  of  (services) 

tendered,  recompensing  evil  for  good,  not  acknow- 
ledging good  offices  or  benefits  received,  ungrateful ; 

defeating  or  rendering  vain  all  previous  measures. 
—  Kritaghna-ta,  f.  or  kritaghtta-tva,  am,  n.  ia- 
gratitude.  —  Krita-iOida,  as,  m.  a  boy  on  whom  the 
ceremony  of  tonsure  has  been  performed.  •»  Krita- 
(etas,di,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman.  —  Knta-tthidra,  f. 
the  plant  Lufla  Acutangula.  —  Krita-janman,  a,  a, a, 

born,  produced,  generated.  —  Krita-jna,  as,  d,  am, 
remembering  past  transactions,  mindful  of  former  aid 
or    favours,    grateful ;    observing   propriety,    correct 

in  conduct;    (as),  m.  a  dog;  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Krilajna-td,  f.  or  kritajna-tva,am,  n.  gratitude. 

—  Kritan-jaya,   as,   m.,   N.   of  the    seventeenth 
Vyasa  ;  also  of  a  prince.  —  Krita-tanutrdiM,  as,  d, 

am,  mailed,  having  covered  one's  self  with  armour. 
—  Krita-lirtka,  ae,  m.  one  who  has  visited  holy 
places  &c.,  one  who  frequents  them ;   a  guide ;  an 
adviser,  one  fertile  in  expedients.  —  Krita-trd,  f.,  N. 
of  a  plant,  =  trdyamand.  —  Krita-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  being  done  or  effected.  —  Krita-ddra,  as,  d, 
am,  married ;   [cf.  ddrakriyd.]  —  Krita-ddsa,  as, 
m.  one  who  offers  himself  as  a  servant  for  a  certain 

time,  a  self-engaged  servant,  a  hired  servant.  —  Krita- 
dyuti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  king  Citraketu. 
—  Krita-dmshta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  angry  with  the 
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doings  of  another  person.  —  Krita-dkanmn,  a,  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Kanaka.  —  Krita-dhi,  is,  is,  i, 
prudent,  considerate ;  learned,  educated.  —  Krita- 
dhvansa,  as,  a,  am,  defeated,  overpowered ;  injured, 

destroyed ;  destroying  past  transactions ;  [cf.  krita- 
ghna.]  —  Krita-dhvaja,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  furnished 
with  banners ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of 
Dharma-dhvaja.  —  Krita-dhvasta,  as,  a,  am,  lost 
after  being  once  possessed  or  acquired.  —  Krita- 
iwkhii,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  cleaned  his  nails. 

—  Krita-nds'aka,  as,  i,  am,  ungrateful ;  [cf.  krita- 
ghna.]  —  Krita-nityakriya,  as,  d,  am,  having  duly 
attended  to  the  daily  religious  observances.  —  Krita- 
nirrtejana,  as,  m.  a  penitent,  one  who  has  per- 

formed penance  or  made  expiation.  —  Krita-niitaya, 
as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  made  a  resolution,  resolved, 

determined ;  confident,  sure,  certain.  -•  Krita^parva, 
am,  n.(?)  the  golden  age  of  the  world.  —  Krita- 
paffdUdpa,  as,  d,  am,  showing  regret  or  penitence. 

—  Krita-punkha,  as,  d,  am,  '  one  who  has  fixed 
the  feathers  of  his  arrows,'  skilled  in  archery.  —  Krita- 
punya,  as,  d,  am,  accomplished  in  virtuous  acts. 

—  Krita-purva,  as,  d,  am,  done  formerly.  —  Kriia- 

pHrmi-nds'ana,  am,  n.  forgetting  past  services,  in- 
gratitude ;    [c&   Tcrita-gJma.  ]  —  Krita-purvin,   i, 

ini,  i,  one  by  whom  anything  was  formerly  done. 

—  Krita-paurusha,  as,  a,  am,  behaving  gallantly. 
—  Krita-prandma,  as,  d,  am,  making  obeisance, 
saluting.  —  Krita-pratikrita,   am,   n.   assault   and 
counter-assault ;    attack   and   resistance ;   retaliation 

for  an  assault.  —  Krita-pratijna,  as,  a,  am,  ful- 
filling a  promise  or  agreement.  —  Krita-prayatna, 

as,  d,  am,  making  effort,  active,  industrious,  per- 
severing. —  Krita-phala,   as,   d,  am,   successful, 

fruitful ;  (am),  n.  result,  consequence  of  an  act ;  a 

poisonous  substance ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  [cf.  kola- 

s'imbi.'}  —  Krita-bandhu,  its,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  Krita-ba.hu,  us,  us,  u,  laying  hands  upon,  touch- 

ing. —  Krita-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  one  who  has  made 
a  resolution,  a  man  of  resolute  or  firm  character ; 

resolved ;    informed  of  one's  duty,  one  who  knows 
how  religious  rites  ought  to  be  conducted ;  learned, 
wise.  —  Krita-brahman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  one  who  has 
performed  his  devotions;  (a  deity)  towards  whom 
devotion  is  made,  (a  sacrifice)  in  which  prayers  are 

duly  offered.  —  Krita-bhaya,  as,  d,  am,  alarmed, 
apprehensive.  —  Krita-bhdva,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose 
mind  is  directed  towards  anything,  determined,  re- 

solved. —  Krita-bhuta-maitra,  as,  i,  am,  friendly 
to  t\\."Krita-blwjana,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has 
dined  or  made   a  meal.  —  Krita-mangala,  as,  a, 
am,  blessed,  consecrated.  —  Krita-mati,  is,  is,  i, 
one  who  has  taken  a  resolution,  one  who  has  resolved 

upon  anything.  —  Krita-manddra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Krita-manyu,  us,  us,  u,  angry,  offended, 
indignant.  —  Krita-mdrga,  as,  d,am,  having  a  road 
or  path  made ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Krita-^ndla, 
as,  m.  a  species  of  animal ;  the  tree  Cassia  Fistula. 

—  Krita-mukha,  as,  i,  am,  skilled,  clever,  conver- 
sant. —  Krita-maitra,  as,  d,  am,  friendly.  —  Krita- 

yajus,  us,  us,  us,  Ved,  one  who  has  uttered  the 
sacrificial  formulas.  —  Krita-yajtia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
ion  of  Cyavana  and  father  of  UpariiSara.  —  Krita- 

yatlas,   as,    m.,    N.   of  a  descendant  of  An-giras. 
~Krita-yuga,  am,  n.  the  first  of  the  four  ages 
of  the  world ;    the  golden  age ;  see  krita  above. 

—  Krita-yogya,  as,  d,  am,  joining   in   combat. 
—  Krita-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grandson  of  Maru. 
•*  Krita-rava,   as,    d,    am,    sounding,    singing. 
—  tirita-nu<,  Ic,  1c,  Jc,  splendid,  brilliant.  —  Krita- 
rusha,   as,   d,   am,   angry,  displeased.  —  Krita- 
lakshana,  as,  d,  am,  marked,  stamped  ;  branded ; 
noted  for  good  qualities,   excellent,  amiable,  &c. ; 
defined,    discriminated ;    (as),   m.,   N.   of  a   man. 

—  Krita-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  making,  having  done  or 
made  anything ;  one  who  holds  the  stake  at  a  game. 
—  Krita-varman,  d,   m.,   N.  of  several   princes, 
especially  of  a  son  of  Hridika,  also  of  Kanaka  or 
Dhanaka ;  N.  of  the  father  of  the  thirteenth  Arhat 

of  the  present  Avasarpinl.  —  Krita-vdpa,  as,  m.  a 
penitent  who  has  shaven  his  head  and  chin.  —  Krita- 

mkdra  or  krita-vikriya,  as,  d,  am,  altered,  changed. 
—  Kr ita-vikrama,  as,  d,  am,  displaying  valour, 
making  vigorous  efforts.  —  Krita~viflya,  as,  d,  am, 
one  who  has   acquired    knowledge,  well  informed, 
scientific,  a  philosopher.  —  Krita-vivdha,  as,  d,  am, 
married.— Krita-vfemaya,  as,  d,  am,  astonished, 
astonishing.  —  Krita-wrya,  as,  d,  am,  being  strong 
or  powerful ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of 
Kanaka  or  Dhanaka  and  father  of  Arjuna.  —  Krita- 

vega,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Krita-vetana,  as,  a, 
am,  one  who  receives  wages,  a  hired  servant  or 
labourer.  —  Krita-vcdin,  I,  ini,  i,  grateful,  observ- 

ant of  propriety,  knowing  what  is  correct ;  see  Icrita- 
jna.  —  Krita-vedhaka  or  krita-vedhana,  as,  m.  a 
plant,  a  sort  of  Ghosha  with  white  flowers.  —  Krita- 
vepathu,  us,  us,  u,  trembling.  —  Krita-veda,  as,  d, 
am,  attired,  ornamented,  decorated.  •«  KHta-vya- 
dhana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  weapons,   aimed. 
—  Krita-vyalika,   as,    d,   am,   annoyed,   vexed, 
irritated.  —  Krita-vrata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of 

Loma-harshana.  —  Krita-s'akti,  is,    is,   i,   putting 
forth   one's   strength   or   courage.  ••  Krita-dastra- 
niffframa,  as,  d,  am,  exercised  in  arms.  —  Krita- 
Mlpa,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  learned  his  art  or  is 
skilled  in  his  own  trade.  —  Krita-idbha,  as,  d,  am, 
splendid,  brilliant;   beautiful,  beautified;  dexterous, 

handy.  —  KHta-s"auda,  as,  d,  am,  purified,  cleansed, 
freed  from  bodily  impurities,  released  from  conven- 

tional defilement  &c.  —  Krita-drama,  as,  d,  am, 
one   who   has   made  great    exertions,   painstaking, 

laborious ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Krita-sam- 
sarga,  as,  d,  am,  brought  into  contact,   united. 
—  Krita-sanskdra,  as,  d,  am,  initiated,  one  who  has 
undergone  all  the  purificatory  ceremonies.  —  Krita- 

sankalpa,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  made  a  resolu- 
tion. —  Krita-sanketa,   as,  d,   am,   making   an 

agreement  or  appointment.  —  Krita-sanjna,  as,  d, 
am,  one  who  never  loses  his  self-consciousness,  one 
who  has  presence  of  mind ;    aroused  ;    restored  to 

consciousness  or  animation ;  distinguished  by  appro- 
priate  marks,    devices,   &c.  —  Krita-sanndha,  as, 

d,  am,  cased  in  armour.  —  Krita-sannidhdna,  as, 
d,  am,  brought  into  contact,  approximated.  —  Krita- 
sambandha,  as,  d,  am,  connected,  allied.  —  Krita- 
sdpatnikd  or  krita-sdpatni  or  krita-sdpatntkd  or 
krita-sdpatnakd  or  krita-sapatnikd,  f.  a  woman 
whose  husband  has  taken  another  wife ;  a  superseded 

wife.  —  Krita-sthiti,  is,  is,  i,  abiding,  staying,  taking 
up  an  abode.  —  Krita-sneha,  as,  d,  am,  showing 
affection,  affectionate.  —  Krita-smara,  as,   m.,  N. 
of  a  mountain.  —  Krita-svastyayana,  as,  d,  am, 
blessed,  commended  to  the  protection  of  gods  pre- 

vious  to    any    journey  or    undertaking.  —  Krita- 

sveMhahdra  ^sva-if(hd-dli°),  as,  d,  am,  feeding 
at  pleasure.  —  Krita-hasta  or  krita-hastaka,  as,  d, 
am,  one  who  has  exercised  his  hands ;  dexterous ; 
skilled  in  archery;  clever,  skilful,  dexterous.  —  Krita- 
hasta-td,  f.  dexterity ;  the  being  skilled  in  archery. 

—  Kritdkrita  fta-ak"),  as,  d,  am,  done  and  not 
done,  done  in  part  but  not  completed,  done  and 
omitted,  prepared  and  not  prepared,  manufactured 
and  not  manufactured  ;  (am),  n.  what  has  been  done 

and  what  has  not  been  done.  —  Kritdgama  (°ta- 
dg°),  as,  d,   am,  one   who  has   made   progress, 
advanced,  proficient.  —  Kritdgas  (°ta-dg°),  as,  as, 
as,  one  who  has  committed  an  offence,  offending, 

criminal,  sinful,  in  fault.  —  Kritdgni  (°ta-ag°),  is, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kanaka  or  Dhanaka.  —  Kritdgni- 
kdrya,  as,  m.  a  Br3hman  who  has  offered  the  usual 

fire-oblation.  —  Krildnka  (°ta-an°),  as,   d,   am, 

marked, branded;  numbered.  —  Kritdnjali  ("ta-an°), 
is,  is,  i,  one  who  joins  the  hands  in  reverence  or  to 
solicit  a  favour  (keeping  the  palms  from  touching  as  if 
to  hold  alms  or  an  offering),  standing  in  a  reverent  or 
respectful  posture ;  (is),  m.  a  shrub  used  in  medicine, 
also  in  magical  potions  &c.  —  Kritdnjaliputa,  as,  d, 
am,  joining  the  palms  of  the  hands  for  obeisance, 

also  for  holding  water  8tc.  —  Kritdtman  (°ta-dt°), 
d,  d,  a,  one  whose  spirit  is  disciplined,  subdued, 

tranquil ;  of  a  self-governed  spirit.  —  Kritdnati  ("to- 
on"), is,  is,  i,  bending,  bowing,  paying  homage  or 

respect.  —  Kritdnukara  fta-an"),  at,  i,  am,  imi- 
tating what  has  been  done  by  another,  following 

another's  example,  subservient,  not  independent. 
—  Kritdnukulya  fta-an°),  as,  d,  am,  compliant, 
kind,  favouring.  —  Kritdnukrita  (°ta-an°),  am,  n. 
that  which  is  done  before  and  after.  —  Kritdnuvyd- 

dha  (°ta-an°),  as,  d,  am,  mixed,  combined,  united. 
—  Kritdnusdra  (°ta-an°),as,m.  established  practice, 

usage,  custom,  rate. — Kritdnta  (°ta-an°),  as,  d, 
am,  causing  an  end,  bringing  to  an  end,  leading  to 
any  decisive  termination ;  whose  end  is  action ;  (as), 

m.  destiny,  fate ;  the  inevitable  result  of  actions  done 
in  a  past  existence;  a  N.  of  Yama,  the  god  of  death, 
(he  is  son  of  Surya  and  regent  of  the  dead) ;  death 
personified ;  a  demonstrated  conclusion,  a  dogma,  a 
proved  or  established  doctrine ;  a  sinful  or  inauspicious 

action ;  Saturday,  *  closing  the  week,'  considered  as  an 
unlucky  day;  (o),  f.  a  kind  of  perfume,  [cf.  renukd.] 
— Kritdnta-janaka,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  the  sun,  as 

father  of  Yama.  —  Kritdrma,  (°ta-an.°),  am,  n.  pre- 
pared or  cooked  food ;  digested  food,  excrement ;  (as, 

a,  am),  eating. —Kritdpakdra  (°ta-ap°),  as,d,am, 
injured,  wronged;  discomfited,  overpowered;  doing 

wrong,  offending.  —  Kritdpakrita  (°ta-ap°),  as,  d, 
am,  done  for  and  against.  —  Kritdpaddna  (ta-ap°), 
as,   d,   am,   completing  a  great   or   noble   work. 
—  Kritdparddha  (°ta-ap°),  as,  a,  dm,  guilty,  cul- 

pable, an  offender.  —  Kritdbhaya  (°ta-abh°),  as,  d, 
am,  saved  from  leai.  —  Kritdbharana  (°ta-a6A°), 
as,  d,  am,  adorned,  decorated.  —  Kritdbhisarana- 
•ees'a  (°ta-alih°),  as,  d,  am,  attired  in  the  dress  of  a 
maiden  who  goes  to  meet  her  lover.  —  Kritdbhtsheka 

(°ta-abh°),  as,  d,  am,  sprinkled,  inaugurated ;  (as), 
m.  a  prince  &c.  who  has  been  inaugurated.  —  Kritd- 

bhydsa  (°ta-abh°),  as,  d,  am,  trained,   exercised, 
practised.  —  Kritdya  (°ta-aya),  as,  m.  the  die  called 
Krita.  —  Kritdydaa  fta-dy°),  as,  d,  am,  labouring, 

suffering.  —  Kritdrgha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
nineteenth  Arhat  of  the  past  Utsarpinl.  —  Kritdr- 

tandda  (°ta-dr°),  as,  d,  am,  making  cries  of  pain. 
—  Kritdrtha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has 
attained  an  end  or  object,  having  accomplished  a 

purpose   or  desire,  successful ;    satisfied,   contented ; 
clever;  (as),  m.  a  various  reading  for  kritdrgha. 
—  Kritdrtha-td,  f.  or  kritdrtha-tva,  am,  n.  ac- 

complishment of  an  object,  success.  —  Eritarthl- 
krita,  as,  d,  am,  rendered  successful.  —  Kri tdrthl- 

bhuta,  as,d,am,  become  successful.  —  Kritdlaka(°ta- 
al°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants.  •«  Krttd- 
laya  (°ta-df),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  taken  up 
his  abode  in  any  place  (often  compounded  with  the 
name  of  a  place  or  country,  e.  g.  svarga-kritdlayah, 

an  inhabitant  of  heaven);  (as),  m.  a  frog.  —  Kritd- 

loka  ("to-af ),  as,  d,  am,  supplied  with  light,  lighted. 
—  Kritdvadhdna  (°ta-av"),   as,  d,  am,  careful, 

cautious,  prudent,  attentive.  —  Kritdvadhi  (°to-au°), 
is,  is,  i,  fixed,  appointed,  agreed  upon;  bounded, 
limited,  -•  KrtidvamarsJia   (°ta-av°),  as,  d,  am, 

effacing  from  recollection;    intolerant.  —  Kritdvas"- 
yaka  (°ta-dv°),  as,  a,  am,  having  done  all  that  is 
necesiary.  —  Kritavasaktliika  (°ta-av°),  as,  d,  am, 
seated  on  the  hams  with  the  knees  tied  together  or  the 

hips  and  knees  surrounded  by  a  cloth.  —  Kritdvastka 

(ta-mi°),   as,  d,   am,  summoned,   called;    made 
present;  fixed,  settled.  —  KrUdvdsa  (°ta-dv°),  as, 

m.  a  lodging;  (as,  d,  am),  lodging.  —  Kritds'ana 
(°to-<ks'°),  at,  d,  am,  feeding  upon.  —  Kritdsana- 

parigraha  (°ta-ds°),  as,  d,  am,  sated.  — Kritds- 
kandana  (°ta-ds°),  as,  d,  am,  assailing,  attacking ; 
effacing  from  recollection.  •-  Kritdstra  (°ta-as°),  as, 
d,  am,  one  who  has  exercised  himself  in  throwing 
arrows  or  other  weapons,  skilled  in  archery ;  armed  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior.  —  Kritdstra-td,  f.  consum- 
mate skill  or  proficiency  in  the  use  of  arms.  -•  Kri- 

t&spada  ('ta-ds°),  as,  d,  am,  governed,  ruled ;  sup- 

porting, resting  on ;  residing  in  or  on,  taking  up  one's abode.  —  Kritdhnka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  krita  +  ahan), 

having  performed  the  daily  ceremonies  or  devotions. 

—  Kritdhdra  or  kritdhdraka  ("ta-dh°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  eaten  food,  having  made  a  meal.  —  Kritdh- 

vdna (°tq-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  summoned,  called,  chal- 
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lenged.  —  Krttershya  (°ta-ir°),  as,  a,  am,  envious, 
jealous.  —  Kritofthais  (°ta-uF),  ind.  raised  on  high. 
—  Kritotfdha  (°ta-nta),  as,  a,  am,  making  effort, 
striving.  —  Kritodaka  (°ta-ud°),  at,  a,  am,  one 
who  has  performed  his  ablutions.  —  Kritodvdha  (°ta- 
ud°),  as,  a,  am,  performing  penance  by  standing 
with  uplifted  hands;  married.  •*  Eritopakdra  (°ta- 
up°),  o»,  d,  am,  assisted,  befriended  ;  friendly,  giving 
aid.  —  Kritopatdra  (°ta-up°),  a»,  a,  am,  served, 
waited  upon.  —  KHtopandyana  ("ta-up°),  as,  m.  a student  who  has  been  invested  with  the  sacrificial 

cord.  —  Kritopabhoga  (°ta-up°),  as,  a,  am,  used, 
enjoyed.  —  Kritaujas  (°ta-oj°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son of  Kanaka  or  Dhanaka. 

Kritaka,  as,  a,  am,  artificial,  factitious,  done  arti- 
ficially, made,  prepared,  not  produced  spontaneously  ; 

$  kritershya. 

Krityaka,  (M,  m.  an  injurer  ?  ;  (a),  f.  an  enchan- 
tress, a  witch,  a  woman  who  is  the  fatal  cause  of  injury 

or  destruction,  the  fatal  destroyer,  the  bane. 
Kritrima,  as,  d,  am,  made  artificially,  factitious, 

artificial,  the  reverse  of  what  is  naturally  or  spon- 
taneously produced;  falsified,  adopted  (as  a  child); 

(as),  m.  incense,  olibanum  ;  an  adopted  son  ;  (am), 
n.  a  kind  of  salt,  the  common  Bit  Noben,  or  Bit 

Lavan,  obtained  by  cooking  ;  a  sort  of  perfume  [cf. 
javddi]  ;  a  kind  of  collyrium  [cf.  rasanjana], 
'—Kritrima-dkupa,  as,  m.  incense,  oblibanum. 
—  Jfritrima-dhupaka,  as,  m.  compound  perfume, 
containing  ten  or  eighteen  ingredients.  —  Kritrima- 
putra,  as,  m.  an  adopted  son  ;  one  of  the  twelve 
kinds  recognised  in  law,  the  son  made.  —  Kritrima- 
putraka,  as,  m.  a  doll.  —  Kritrima-bhumi,  is,  I.  a 

not  natural,  adopted  (as  a  son);  assumed,  simulated,     made  floor.  —  Kritrima-mitra,  as,  m.  an  acquired 
false  ;  (am),  ind.  in  a  simulated  manner  ;  (as),  m 
N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva,  also  of  a  son  of  Cyavana. 

KHtaya,  nom.  P.  kritayati,  -yitum,  to  take  the 
die  called  Krita. 

Kritdnta,  Icritdrtha.     See  under  krita  above. 

I.  kriti,  is,  (.  (for  2.  see  col.  a),  doing,  making,  per- 
forming, manufacturing,  composing  ;  action,  activity  ; 

creation,  work,  literary  work  ;  magic  ;  enchantment  ; 
an  enchantress,  a  witch  ;  a  kind  of  Anushtubh  metre 
consisting  of  two  Padas  of  twelve  syllables  each  and 
a  third  Pada  of  eight  syllables  ;  another  metre,  a 
stanza  of  four  lines  with  twenty  syllables  in  each  ;  a 
square  number  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Samhrada  and 

mother  of  Panca-jana  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  several  persons. 
—  Kriti-sddhya-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  ac- 
complished  by  exertion. 

Kritin,  I,  ini,  i,  expert  ;  clever,  skilful,  knowing, 
w'se>  'earned  ;  good,  virtuous  ;  pure,  pious  ;  following, 

'  cbeying,  doing  what  is  enjoined;  one  who  has  at- tained an  object  or  accomplished  a  purpose,  satisfied  ; 

(i),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Cyavana  and  father  of  Upari- 
iara;  N.  of  a  son  of  Sannatimat. 

Kritf  and  Iiritena,  ind.  (originally  loc.  and  inst. 
fr.  krita),  on  account  of,  for  the  sake  of,  for  (with 

gen.  or  in  comp.,  e.  g.  mama  Jtrite  or  mat-krite,  on 
my  account,  for  me). 

Kriteyuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Raudrasva. 

KritiM,  its,  us,  u,  working  well,  able  to  work, 
powerful  ;  skilful,  clever,  an  artificer  or  mechanic,  an 
artist. 

Kritya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  done  or  performed  ; 
practicable,  feasible  ;  right,  proper  to  be  done  ;  one 
who  may  be  seduced  from  allegiance  or  alliance,  one 
who  may  be  bribed  or  hired  as  an  assassin,  treacherous  ; 

(as),  m.,  scil.  pratyaya,  the  class  of  affixes  forming 
the  fut.  pass.  part.  &c.  (as  tavya,  aniya,  ya,  dima, 
Sec,)  ;  a  kind  of  evil  spirit  or  ghost,  either  with  or 
without  the  addition  of  yaksha,  mdnusha,  asura, 
Sec.  ;  (a),  (.  action,  act,  deed  ;  magic  ;  a  female  deity 
to  whom  sacrifices  are  offered  for  destructive  and 

magical  purposes;  N.  of  a  river;  (am),  n.  what 
ought  to  be  done  ;  duty,  office  ;  purpose,  end,  object  ; 

what  is  proper  or  fit  ;  motive,  cause.  —  Kritya-kalpa- 
taru,  us,  m.  title  of  a  work  on  jurisprudence. 

—  Kritya-kalpa-latd,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  by  VS(!aspati- 

mis'ra.  —  Kritya-tintamani,  i*,  m.  title  of  a  work 
by  Sivarama.  —  Kritya-jna,  as,  d,  am,  who  knows 
what  is  to  be  done,  learned,  vtise.'—Krityd-tdttnt, 

am,  n.  '  the  true  nature  of  duty  or  obligation,'  title  of 
a  work.  —  Kritya-td,  (.  seduction  from  allegiance  or 
alliance.  —  Krilya-ratndkara,  as  or  <m»(?),  m.  or 
n.  (?),  title  of  a  work  on  jurisprudence.  —  Kritya-mt, 
an,  ati,  tit,  having  any  business  or  request  or  object  ; 
busy,  active.  —  Kritya-vartman,  a,  n.  the  right  way, 
the  manner  in  which  any  object  is  to  be  effected. 
—  Kritya-vid,  t,  t,  t,  one  who  knows  what  ought 
to  be  done,  knowing  duty,  learned,  mse.  —  Kritya- 
vidhi,  <«,  m.  the  way  to  do  anything,  a  rule,  a  pre- 

cept. —  hrityd-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  practising  magic  or 
sorcery,  bewitching.  —  Kritya-du*hnna,  as,  I,  am, 
or  krityi-dtishi,  is,  <»,  i,  Ved.  counteracting  magic, 
destroying  its  effect.  —  Krityd-rdrana,  as  or  am  (?), 
m.  or  n.  (?),  title  of  a  work. 

friend,  one  on  whom  benefits  have  been  conferred, 

or  from  whom  they  have  been  received.  —  Krilrima- 
vana,  am,  n.  a  plantation,  a  park.  —  Kritrima- 
iatru,  us,  m.  an  acquired  enemy.  —  Kritrimo- 

ddsina  ("ma-ad0),  as,  m.  an  acquired  neutral. 
JCHtvan,  d,  art,  a,  Ved.  causing,  effecting  ;  active, 

busy  ;  practising  magic  or  sorcery  in  order  to  bewitch. 
Kritvas,  ind.  at  the  end  of  a  numeral  or  numeral 

adjective,  =  fold,  times  (e.g.  dada-krltvas,  ten  times; 
bakurkritvaf,  many  times  ;  panda-kritvas,  five-fold). 
In  the  earlier  language  krilvas  is  used  as  a  separate 
word,  but  native  grammarians  regard  it  only  as  an 
affix,  and  it  is  so  used  in  classical  Sanskrit;  it  was 

perhaps  originally  an  ace.  plur.  fr.  a  noun  kritu, 
formed  by  the  affix  tu,  ft.  the  root  i  .  kri  ;  [cf.  also krit  in  saJtrit.] 

Kritvd,  ind.  having  made  or  done. 

Kritvl,  {.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  S'uka,  wife  of 
Anuha  (Nlpa)  and  mother  of  Brahma-datta. 
Kritiiya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one  who  is  able  to 

perform  anything,  strong,  efficacious  ;  having  accom- 

plished many  deeds,  exerting  one's  power. 
Kriyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  done,  made,  &c. 

•3:  2.  kri,  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  takarti,  akarit, 
t,  Intens.  (arkarti,  to   make   mention  of,  to 

praise,  to  speak  highly  of  (with  gen.)  ;   [cf.  kdru, klri,  kirti.] 

3}  3.  kri,  to  injure  &c.     See  2.  kri. 
3.  krili,  is,  m.  or  f.  (for  I.  see  col.  i),  Ved.  a 

kind  of  weapon,  a  sort  of  knife  or  a  dagger  ;  (is), 

f.  hurt,  hurting,  injuring  ;  waylaying.  —  Kriti-kara, 
as,  m.  epithet  of  Rivana.  —  Kritirmat,  an,  m.  the 
founder  of  a  race,  realm,  &c.  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Yavl- 
nara.  —  Kriti-rdta,  as,  m.,N.of  a  prince;  [cf.  klrttl- 

rdta.]  —  kriti-roman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kritirata. 

^i«S  krika,  as,  m.  the  throat,  the  larynx. 

^clTm  krikana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  partridge, 
commonly  Kaer,  Perdix  Sylvatica  [cf.  krikara  and 
krakara)  ;  a  worm  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  N.  of  a  place. 
Krikaniya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  a 

partridge. 
Krikaneyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Raudrasva. 

*«»<;i5T  krikadasu,  us  or  us,  m.,  Ved.  one 

who  hurts  or  injures. 

efT«K^  krikara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  partridge, 

commonly  Kaer,  Perdix  Sylvatica  [cf.  krikana  and 

krakara];  a  kind  of  pepper,  Piper  Chaba;  the 
fragrant  oleander  tree  [cf.  karavira]  ;  one  of  the 

five  vital  airs,  that  which  assists  in  digestion  ;  an  epi- 
thet of  Siva. 

*<*("JT  krikala,  f  .  long  pepper;  [cf.pippali.~\ 
<*4cM3l  krikaldsa  or  krikaldsa  or  krika- 

lasaka,  as,  m.  a  lizard,  a  chameleon.  —  Krikaldsa- 
dtpikd,  f.  title  of  a  mystical  work. 

4icfi-4  1  «  krikavtiku,  us,  m.  a  cock,  a  gallina- 
ceous fowl  ;  a  peacock  ;  a  lizard,  a  chameleon  ;  [with  the 

kritta. 

first  part  of  this  word  cf.  Hib.  cearc,  'a  hen."]  —  Kri- 
kavdltu-dhvaja,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Karttikeya. 

^«*m  krikasha,  f .  a  kind  of  bird ;  [cf.  kan- Jianahdrikd.] 

^>^>T7  krikata,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  joint  of the  neck. 

Krikdtaka,  am,  n.  the  neck ;  a  part  of  a  column ; 

(»'/;«),  f.  the  back  of  the  neck  ;  the  raised  and  straight 
part  of  the  neck. 

krikdlikd,  f.  a  kind  of  bird. 

krikin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  mythical  king. 

krikuldsa,  as,  m.  a  lizard,  a  cha- 
meleon ;   [cf.  krikaldfo.] 

=**g  kridiShra,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  fr.  rt. 

krish  and  connected  with  kashta),  causing  trouble 

or  pain,  painful,  attended  with  pain  or  labour ;  being 
in  a  difficult  or  painful  situation ;  bad,  miserable, 
evil,  wicked,  sinful ;  (am),  ind.  miserably,  painfully, 

laboriously,  with  difficulty ;  (as  or  am),  m.  n.  diffi- 
culty, trouble,  labour,  hardship,  distress,  calamity, 

pain,  evil,  misery,  danger,  sin,  (often  in  compounds, 

e.  g.  vanavdta-krtti'hra,  the  difficulties  of  living  in 
a  forest;  mutra-krifChra,  ischury ;  artha-kriMhre- 
shu,  in  difficulties,  in  a  miserable  situation ;  prdna- 

krtethra,  danger  of  life) ;  bodily  mortification,  aus- 
terity, penance,  expiation ;  torment,  torture ;  a  par- 
ticular kind  of  religious  penance,  according  to  some 

=  prdjdpatya,  according  to  others  =  sdntapana. 
KriMhrena,  inst.  with  difficulty,  with  great  exertion, 

painfully,  laboriously,  hardly,  scarcely ;  alpa-krid- 
dhrena,  with  little  difficulty,  easily.  ••  KriMkra-kar- 
man,  a,  n.  a  difficult  act,  difficulty,  labour.  —  Kri6- 
dhra-kdla,  as,  m.  a  season  of  difficulty.  —  KriMhra- 

gata,  as,  d,  am,  undergoing  trouble  or  misery,  suf- 
fering pain ;  being  in  difficulties,  distressed.  —  Krif- 

dhra-td,  f.  painful  or  dangerous  state  (especially  in 
disease).  —  KriMhra-prdna,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose 
life  is  in  danger;  breathing  with  difficulty;  hardly 

supporting  life.  —  Kri^dhra-mutra-purisha-tva,am, 
n.  pain  or  difficulty  in  the  evacuations.  —  KriMhra- 
sddhya,  as,  d,  am,  curable  with  difficulty.  —  KriC- 
(hralikritfhra  (°ra-at°),  au,  m.  du.  the  ordinary 
and  extraordinary  penance,  penance ;  (as),  m.  sing,  a 

particular  kind  of  penance,  taking  no  sustenance  but 
water  for  three,  nine,  twelve,  or  twenty-one  days. 
—  KriMhrdiwnukta,  as,  d,  am,  freed  from  trouble 

&c.— KriWhrapta  (°ra-dp°)  or  krUihropanata 

(°ra-up°),  as,  d,  am,  gained  with  difficulty.  —  Krit- 
(hrdri  (°ra-ari),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  a  species  of 
Vilva.  —  Krifdjirdrdha  (°ra-ar°),  as,  m.  an  inferior 
penance  lasting  only  six  days.  —  Kriddhre-itrit,  t,t,t, 
Ved.  undergoing  danger  ;  struggling  with  difficulties. 

Kridfhrdya,  nom.  A.  ItriCthrdyate,  -yitum,  to 
feel  pain  ;  to  have  wicked  designs. 

Kridhrin,  i,  wit,  i,  encompassed  with  difficulties, 
being  in  trouble,  feeling  pain  ;  angry. 

krid,  cl.  6.  P.  kridati,  to  become 
V  thick  or  coarse ;  to  become  fat  or  gross,  to 

become  solid ;  to  eat ;  (another  form  for  iud.) 

ct  411^1  krinanja,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Cheno- 

podium,  =  kunanjara. 
oRTiT  krinu,  us,  m.  a  painter. 

2.  krit,  (for  i.  krit  see  under  rt.  i.  kri 
at  p.  246),  cl.  6.  P.  krintati,  Jakarta, 

kartsyati  and  kartishyati,  akartit,  kartitum, 
to  cut,  cut  in  pieces,  cut  off,  divide;  to  tear 
asunder,  destroy:  Caus.  liartayati,  to  cut,  divide, 
to.:  Desid.  fikartuihati  and  (ikritxati:  Intens. 

farilcrityatc,  darikartti;  [cf. Lith.  kertu,  inf.  Jeirsti, 

'  to  cut ;'  Gr.  Ktlpa,  Kdpffis ;  Slav.  korjA,  '  to  split ;' 
Lat.  curtus,  cutter ;  Hib.  ceartaighim,  '  I  prune, 

trim,  cut ;'  cuirc, '  a  knife.'] Kritta,  as,  d,  am,  cut,  divided  ;  desired,  sought, 

wished  for. 
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Kritti,  is,  (.  skin,  hide  ;  a  garment  made  of  skin  ; 
the  bide  or  skin  on  which  the  religious  student  sits, 
sleeps,  &c.,  usually  the  skin  of  an  antelope;  the  birch 
tree;  the  bark  of  the  birch  tree,  used  for  writing 
upon,  for  making  hooka  pipes,  &c.  ;  one  of  the 
lunar  mansions,  the  Pleiads  ;  a  house  ;  [cf.  Hib. 

cart;  Lat.  cortex..}  —  Kritti-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince.  —  Kritti-vdsa,  as,  m.  or  kritti-vdsas,  as, 
m.  covered  with  a  skin,  an  epithet  of  Rudra-Siva  ; 
(ds),  f.  epithet  of  Durga. 
KriUikd,  as,  (.  pi.,  N.  of  a  constellation,  =  the 

Pleiades,  (originally  the  first,  but  in  later  times  the 
third  lunar  mansion,  having  Agni  as  its  regent  ;  this 

constellation,  containing  six  stars,  is  sometimes  re- 
presented as  a  flame  or  as  a  kind  of  razor  or  knife  ; 

in  mythology  the  six  KrittikSs  are  nymphs  who 
became  the  nurses  of  the  god  of  war,  Karttikeya)  ; 

a  vehicle,  carriage,  cart.  —  Krittikdnji  (°ka-an°),  is, 
is,  i,  having  a  carriage  as  an  emblem  or  sign. 

—  Krittikd-bhara,   a»,   m.   '  being   in   the   lunar 
mansion  KrittikS,'  an  epithet  of  Candra,  the  moon. 
«•  Knttikd-suta,  as,  m.  'son  of  the  Krittikas,'  an 
epithet  of  Skanda  or  KSrttikeya  ;  (the  nymphs  called 

KrittikSs  being  his  foster-mothers.) 
Krintatra,  am,  n.,Ved.  a  section,  a  shred,  chip; 

a  plough. 
Krintana,  am,  n.  cutting,  cutting  off,  dividing. 

3.  krit,  cl.  7.  P.  krinatti,  Jakarta, 
kartishyati,  kartitum,  to  twist  threads,  to 

spin  ;  to  surround,  encompass  ;  attire. 

Kritad-vasu,  us,us,u,  Ved.  distributing  goods  (?). 
Kritd,  (.,  Ved.  an  abyss  (?). 
Kritsa,  am,  n.  water;  entire,  whole;  [cf.  the 

next.] 

Kritsna,  as,  a,  am  (rarely  used  in  pi.),  all,  whole, 
entire;  (am),  n.  water;  the  flank  or  hip;  the  belly. 
—  Kritsna-ta,  (.  totality,  completeness.  —  Kritsna- 
vid,  t,  t,  t,  omniscient,  knowing  all  things.  —  Kritsna- 
Sas,  ind.   wholly,   entirely,   altogether.  —  KrUsna- 
hridaya,  am,  n.  the  whole  heart.  —  Kritsndyata 

(°na-dy"),  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  stretched  out  to  its  full 
length. 
Krittnaka,  as,  a,  am,  all,  every. 

ojimm  kritdnta,  kritartha.     See  p.  247. 

«H^TI  krid-anta.  See  under  I.  krit,  p.  246. 

^f<f^  kridara,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  store-room, 
a  vessel  ;  the  lap  ;  (as),  m.  a  granary,  a  cupboard  &c. 
for  holding  com,  grain,  &c. 

^TV  kridhu,  us,  ns,  u,  or  kridhuka,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  shortened,  mutilated,  small,  deficient.  •-  Kridhit- 
karna,  an,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  short  ears  (as  a  sort 
of  imp)  ;  hearing  badly. 

krintatra.     See  under  2.  krit. 

^TT  I.  krip,  p,  f.,  Ved.  (occurring  only  in 

inst.),  beautiful  appearance,  beauty,  splendor.  —  Kripa- 

nlla  (for  kripd-°),  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one  whose  home  is 
splendor,  dwelling  in  splendor,  epithet  of  Agni;  (Say.) 
the  support  of  sacred  rites. 

j  M   2.  krip  (connected  with  rt.  krap), 
K    xcl.  I.  A.  karpate,  to  have  pity  or  mercy 

on  ;  cl.  10.  P.  kripayati  or  kripdpayati,  -yitum, 
to  be  weak  ;    to  pity  ;    to  mourn,  grieve,  lament  ; 
[cf.  Gr.  i\™.] 

Kripa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  described  in  the  Veda 

as  a  friend  of  Indra  ;  (as),  m.  and  (t),  (.,  N7.  of  the 
son  and  daughter  of  the  sage  Saradvat,  (he  performed 
severe  penance  and  thereby  alarmed  the  jealous  Indra, 
who  sent  a  nymph  to  tempt  him,  but  without 
success  ;  however,  twin  sons  were  born  to  the  sage 
in  a  clump  of  grass  (£ara-stambe},  who  were  found 
by  king  SSntanu  and  out  of  pity  (kripa)  taken  home 
and  reared  as  his  own  ;  the  daughter,  Kripl,  married 
Drona,  and  had  by  him  a  son  called  AsVatthaman  ; 
the  son,  Kripa,  became  one  of  the  privy  council  at 
Hastinapur,  and  is  sometimes  called  Gautama,  some- 

times Saradvata.  According  to  the  Hari-vans'a  and 
Visrmu-PurSna,  Kripa  and  Kripl  were  only  distant 
descendants  of  Sfaradvat.  According  to  others,  Kripa 
=  Vyasa  or  =  a  son  of  Krishna.)  —  Kripi-pati,  is, 
m.  a  N.  of  Drona  as  husband  of  Kripi.  —  Kripi- 

putra  or  kripi-suta,  as,  m.,  a  N.  of  AsVatthSman 
as  son  of  Kripl. 

Kripana,  as,  S  or  I,  am,  inclined  to  grieve; 
pitiable,  miserable,  poor,  wretched,  feeble;  low,  viie; 
miserly,  stingy ;  avaricious ;  arising  from  pity,  caused 
by  pity;  (am),  ind.  miserably;  (as),  m. a  worm;  (am), 
n.  wretchedness,  misery ;  sa-kripanam,  miserably, 
pitiably;  [cf.  kdrpanya.]  —  Kripana-kd.<in,  I,  inl, 
i,  Ved.  looking  suppliantly,  looking  desirous;  ex- 

pressing a  desire  (?).  —  Kripana-tva, am,  n.  misery; 

wretchedness;  miserable  condition.  —  .KHjjawa-a'AI, 
is,  is,  i,  little-minded.  —  Kripana-nindd,  f. '  censure 
of  the  miser,'  title  of  a  chapter  of  the  Slrn-gadhara 
Paddhati.  —  Kripana-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  little-minded. 
—  Kripana-vatsala,as,  a,  am,  kind  to  the  poor. 
Kripandya,    nom.    A.    kripandyate,    to    feel 

miserable. 

Kripanin,  I,  ini,  i,  miserable,  one  who  is  in misery. 

Kripanya,  nom.  P.  kripanyati,  to  wish,  desire, 
be  a  suppliant  for  anything,  pray  for,  obtain  by 
entreaties ;  (in  A.  also  kripanate.) 

Kripnnyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  one  who  pnises. 
Kripa,  f.  pity,  tenderness,  compassion ;  N.  of  a 

river.  —  Kripa-driehti,  'is,  f.  a  look  with  favour,  a 

kind  look.  —  Kripddvaita  (°pd-ad°),  as,  m.  one 
of  the  Buddhas  or  deified  saints  of  the  Buddhists. 

—  Kripdnvita  (°pd-an°),  an,  d,am,or  kripcwnaya, 
as,l,  am,  or  kripSlu,us,ns,  u,  or  kripd-vat,  dn,afi, 
at,  pitiful,  merciful,  compassionate,  tender.  —  Kripa- 

miira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Deva-mis'ra.  —  Kripd- 
hina,  as,  d,  am,  pitiless,  unfeeling,  unkind. 
Kripdya,  nom.  A.  kripdyate,  -yitum,  to  mourn, 

grieve,  lament,  have  pity. 

<Jim<0  kripdna,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
trip  for  rt.  klripl),  a  sword,  a  scymitar,  a  sacrificial 
knife ;  (I),  f.  a  pair  of  shears  or  scissors ;  a  dagger. 
Kripdnaka,  as,  m.  a  sword,  a  scymitar ;  (ikd), 

{.  a  dagger,  a  knife. 

^lls  kripita,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2. 

krip),  underwood,  wood,  forest;  fire-wood,  wood, 
timber;  water;  the  belly.  —  Kripita-pdla,  as,  m. 
a  rudder  or  large  oar  used  as  one ;  the  ocean ;  air, 
wind.  —  Kripita-yani,  is,  m.  fire. 

^TH  krimi,  is,  or  krimi,  is,  m.  (said  to  be 
fr.  rt.  kram;  cf.  kramf),  a  worm,  an  insect  in 
general ;  a  spider ;  an  ant ;  lac,  the  red  dye  caused 
by  insects ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Uslnara ;  N.  of  an  Asura, 
the  brother  of  RSvana  ;  N.  of  a  Naga-raja  ;  (is),  (., 
N.  of  the  wife  of  Uslnara  and  mother  of  Krimi ; 
[cf.  Lith.  liirminis,  kirmele;  Russ.  6ervj ;  Hib. 
cruimJi;  Cambro-Brit.  pryv ;  Goth,  vaurms, 
Them,  vaurmi  for  hvawmi;  Lat.  vermi-s  for 

quermi-s;  perhaps  Gr.  'i\ijui/s  for  (p/j.tvs.]  —  Kri- 
mi-kantaka,  am,  n.  several  plants  efficacious  in 
destroying  worms,  Ficus  Glomerata ;  another  plant, 
=  titrd  or  fltrdnga;  another  plant,  =  ridanga. 
—  Krimi-kara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect. 
—  Krimi-karna  or  krimi-kartial-a,  as,  m,  worms 
or  lice  generated  in  the  external  ear.  —  Krimi-koiia 
or  krimi-kosha,  as,  m.  the  cocoon  of  a  silkworm. 

—  Krimikos'ottha  ("s'a-ut"),  as,  a,  am,  silk,  silken. 
—  Krimi-grantki,  is,  m.  a  disease  of  the  eyes, 
caused  by  insects  generated  at  the  roots  of  the  eye- 

lashes. —  Krimi-gfidlin,  i,  inl,  i,  destroying  worms ; 

(I),  m.  a  medicinal  drug,-i-idanya(t).  —  Krimi- 
ghna,  as,  i,  am,  vermifuge,  anthelmintic ;  (as),  m. 
a  shrub  used  in  medicine  as  a  vermifuge,  commonly 
Bireng.  Erycibe  Paniculata,  see  vidanga  ;  the  onion ; 
the  root  of  the  jujube ;  the  marking  nut  plant ;  (i), 
f.  turmeric.—  Krimi-ja,  as,  d,  ar?-,    produced   by 
worms  ;  (a),  f.  lac,  a  red  dye  produced  by  an  insect, 
commonly  called    Laksha ;    (am),    n.   Agallochum. 

—  Krimi-jagdha,  am,   n.   Agallochum.  —  Krimi- 

jalaja,  as,  m.  a  shell-fish,  an  animal  living  in  a  shell. 
—  Krimi-dantaka,  as,  m.  tooth-ache  with  decay  of 
the   teeth.  —  Krimi-panata,  as,  m.   an  ant-hill. 
—  Krimi-bhakelia,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  hell.  —  Krimi- 
bhojana,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  food  consists  of  worms  ; 
(a«),  m.,  N.  of  a  hell.  —  Krimi-mat,  an,  att,  at, 
affected  or  covered  with  worms.  —  Krimi-ripu,  us,  m. 
an  anthelmintic  plant,  =  vidanga  —  Krimi-roga,  as, 
m.  disease  caused  by  worms.  —  Krimi^vurna,  as  or 

«»«(?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  red  cloth.  —  Krimi-vdriruka, 
as,  m.  a  fish  living  in   a  shell.  —  Krimi-vriksha, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant,  Koshamra.  ••  Krimi-tlankha, 
as,  m.  the  fish  living  in  the  conch,  —  Krimi-iatru, 
us,  m.  an  anthelmintic  plant,  Erythrina  Kulgens,  = 
tjidanga.  -•  Krimi-idtraua,  as,  m.  the  plant  Acacia 
Farnesiana.  —  Krimi-iukti,  is,  f.  a  bivalve  shell,  a 
muscle  ;    the  animal  living  in  a  bivalve  shell  ;    an 
oyster.  —  Krimi-iaila  or  krimi-tfailaka,  as,  m.  an 

ant  or  mole-hill;   [cf.  krimi-panata.]  —  Krimi- 
sardrt,  f.  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect.  —  Itrimi-sena, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vaksha.  ~  Krimi-hantri,  id,  tr'i, 
tri,  or  krimi-kara,  as,  i,  am,  anthelmintic,  vermi- 

fuge. —  Krimi-hd,  f.    an   anthelmintic  plant,  t=vi- 

danga."Krimiia  ("mi-tia),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  hell. 
Krimika,  as,  m.  a  small  worm. 
Knmina,  as,  d,  am,  having  worms. 
Krimin,  «,  ini,  i,  affected  with  worms. 
Krimila,  as,  d,  am,  having  worms,  wormy;  (a), 

f.  a  fruitful  woman,  one  bearing  many  children;  N. 

of  a  town,  called  after  Krimi.  —  Krimildf'va  ("la- 

ai°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  BShyas'va. 
Krimilikd,  f.  linen  cloth  dyed  with  red  colour. 

Krimllaka,  as,  m.  a  while  sort  of  kidney-bean  ; 
[cf.  vana-mudga.] 

^>T3i  krimuka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  tree  ; 
[cf.  kdrmuka  and  kramuka.] 

«R"^  kriv  =  i  .  kri,  cl.  5.  krinoti.   See  p.  246. 

krioi,  is,  m.  (aaid  to  be  fr.  i.  kri),  a 

loom  (?)  ;  [cf.  fcrit'i.] 
kris,  cl.  4.  P.  krisyati,  fakarsa, 

^.kar&shyati,  akriiat,  kars'itum,  to  be- come lean  or  thin,  to  become  emaciated  or  feeble  ; 

to  wane  (as  the  moon)  :  Caus.  kardayati,  -yitum, 
to  make  thin  or  lean,  to  attenuate,  emaciate,  to  keep 
short  of  food  ;  [cf.  perhaps  Lat.  parco,  parcus, 

parum,  parvus,  paucus;  Gr.  iraSpos  ;  Goth. favai;  Eng./ew.] 

Kriia,  as,  d,  am,  lean,  emaciated,  thin,  spare, 
weak,  feeble  ;  small,  little,  minute,  insignificant, 

poor;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  also  of  a  Naga;  N. 
of  a  Rishi,  author  of  a  Rig-veda  hymn  ;  [cf.  Hib. 

creas,  '  narrow,  straight  ;'  caile,  '  narrowness.'] 
~Kris'a-gu,  us,  us,  tt,  Ved.  one  who  has  lean 
cattle.  —  Kris"a-td,  f.  or  kris"a-tva,  am,  n.  leanness, 
thinness.  —  Kriia-s'akha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 

parpata.—KrUdksha  (a4a-ak°),  as,  m.,  a  spider. 
—  Kriildnya  (°s'a-an°'),  as,  i,  am,  emaciate,  spare, 
thin;  (ns),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva;  (i),  f.  a  woman 
with  a  slender  shape  ;  a  particular  plant,  commonly 

called  Priyarhgu.  —  Kris'ds'va  (°tfa-arf°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  several  persons  ;  N.  of  an  author  of  directions  to 

players  and  dancers.  —  Krit'as'l-in,  I,  m.  a  pupil  of 
Krisasva,  a  dancer,  an  actor,  a  tumbler.  —  Kris'o- 
dara  (°s"ti-ud°),  of,  d,  am,  thin-waisted.  ' 

,  f.  the  plant  Salvinia  Cucculata. 

risana,am,  n.,Ved.  a  pearl,  mother- 
of-pearl  ;  gold  ;  form,  shape  ;  (as,  d,  am),  yielding 

or  containing  pearls  ;  [cf.  urdJiva-kritlana  and 

kdrs'ana.^  —  Kris'and-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  deco- 
rated with  pearls. 

Kris"anin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  decorated  with  pearls. 

<*SI*_  krisara,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  dish  composed 
of  milk,  sesamum,  and  rice  ;  rice  and  peas  boiled 

together  with  a  few  spices,  commonly  called  Khi- 
cfhree  ;  [cf.  krisara.] 

krisald,  f.  the  hair  of  the  head. 
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kris'aku,  us,  m.  heating,  grieving ; 
(a  various  reading  for  l;risanu.) 

<*3IM  krisdnu,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  *nV  for 

fcrWt .'),  Ved. '  bending  the  bow,'  an  epithet  applied 
to  a  good  archer,  (generally  connected  with  w-tri, 

'  an  archer,'  though  sometimes  used  alone :  some 

regard  Kris'Jnu  as  a  divine  being,  either  similar  in 
character  to  Rudra  or  this  god  himself;  he  is  armed 

with  the  lightning  and  defends  the  'heavenly'  Soma from  the  hawk,  who  tries  to  steal  and  bear  it  from 
heaven  to  earth);  a  N.  of  Agni  or  fire;  fire  in 

general ;  N.  of  a  plant.  Plumbago  Zeylanica ;  N.  of 
an  archer;  N.  of  a  Gandharva.  —  Kritdnu-retas, 
at,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

Kritanuka,  ax,  i,  am,  containing  the  word  Kri- 
SSnu,  as  an  AnuvSka  or  Adhyaya. 

j  CT  krlsh,  cl.  I.  P.  karshati,  fakarslia, 

J?  XfcorisAya<i  and  krakshyati,  akrikshat, 
akarkih.it  and  akrakshit,  karshtum  and  krash- 

tum,  to  draw,  attract,  draw  to  one's  self,  drag,  pull, 
pull  to  and  fro,  drag  away,  tear ;  to  lead  or  conduct 

(as  an  army) ;  to  bend  (a  bow) ;  to  draw  into  one's 
power,  become  master  of,  overpower ;  to  obtain ;  to 
take  away  anything  from  any  one  (with  two  ace.,  e.  g. 
akarshat  tarn  rdjyam,  he  deprived  him  of  the 
kingdom) ;  cl.  6.  P.  A.  krishati,  -f«*.  to  draw  or 
make  furrows,  to  plough :  Caus.  karshayati,  -yitum, 
to  draw,  to  draw  out,  tear  up,  tear  out ;  extract ;  to 
drag  to  and  fro,  cause  pain,  torture,  torment ;  to 
draw  or  make  furrows,  to  plough :  Desid.  fikrikshati, 

-te:  Intens.  farikrixhyate,  <!arikarsh(i  or  dari- 
kraehti;  [cf.  Lith.  kanzu,  pleezau;  Russ.  deshu; 

Lat.  verro,  vdfa;  Gr.  itipos,  e'Aicai?  Goth./olA.] 
Karsha,  karshana,  &c.     See  s.  v.  at  p.  210. 
Krishaka,  as,  a,  am,  attractive,  drawing,  who  or 

what  draws  furrows  or  ploughs ;  (as),  m.  a  plough- 
man, husbandman,  farmer ;  a  ploughshare ;  an  ox. 

Krishana,  as,  m.  a  ploughman,  a  husbandman. 
Kriihi,  is,  (.  ploughing,  cultivation  of  the  soil ; 

agriculture,  husbandry ;  the  cultivation  of  the  soil 
personified.  —  Kriihi-liarman,  a,  n.  agriculture, 
husbandry.  —  Krishi-jivin,  i,  m.  a  cultivator,  a 
farmer.  —  Krishi-phala,  am,  n.  agricultural  produce 
or  profit.  —  Krishi-ieva,  f.  agriculture. 
Krishika,  as,  m.  a  cultivator  of  the  soil,  a 

husbandman ;  the  ploughshare. 

KHshlvala,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  lives  by  hus- 
bandry or  agriculture ;  (as),  m.  a  husbandman. 

Krifhla,  as,  a,  am,  ploughed  or  tilled,  a  field 
&c.  —  Krishta-ja,  as,  a,  am,  grown  in  cultivated 
ground,  cultivated.  —  Krishta-pafya,  as,  a,  am, 
ripening  in  cultivated  ground,  sown  or  ripening  after 

ploughing,  as  rice  &c.;  cultivated.  —  Kriskta-pdkya, 
as,  a,  am,  ripening  on  cultivated  ground ;  sown  or 

ripening  after  ploughing.  —  Krishla-pliala,  am,  n. 
the  product  of  a  harvest.  —  Krishta-rddhi,  is,  is,  i, 
Ved.  successful  in  agriculture.  —  Krishtopta  C(a- 

up°),  as,  a,  am,  sown  on  cultivated  ground. 
Krishti,  ayai,  f.  pi.,  Ved.  men,  races  of  men, 

sometimes  with  the  epithet  mdnushis;  (originally 
the  word  may  have  meant  cultivated  ground,  then  an 
inhabited  land,  next  its  inhabitants,  and  lastly  any 
race  of  men;  Indra  and  Agni  have  the  N.  raja, 

krishtlndm;  and  panta  kriehtayas,  '  the  five 
races,'  comprehends  the  whole  human  race,  not 
only  the  Aryan  tribes) ;  according  to  native  lexico- 

graphers the  word  means  also  ploughing,  cultivating 
the  soil ;  attracting,  drawing;  and  (is),  m.  a  teacher, 
a  learned  man  or  Pandit.  —  Krit>hti-pra,  as,  as,  am, 
Ved.  pervading  the  human  race.  —  Kruhti-han,  ha, 
ghnt,  ha,  Ved.  subduing  nations.  —  KriMy-ojas, 
as,  as,  as,  Ved.  overpowering  men. 
Krishya,  at,  d,  am,  to  be  ploughed. 
Krashfavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  drawn  or  drawn  out. 

•fMim  krishiinu,  us,  m.  a  N.  of  fire;  (a 
wrong  reading  for  krifdntt.) 

^C^T;  krishkara,   as,  m.  an   epithet   of 
Sin;  [cf.  krikara.] 

'3TH!t  i.  krishna,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  krish),  black,  dark,  dark-blue  (opposed  to  iveta, 
dukla,  rohita,  and  aruna) ;  wicked,  evil ;  (as),  m. 

black,  the  colour,  or  dark-blue,  which  is  often  con- 
founded with  black  by  the  Hindus ;  the  black  ante- 

lope ;  a  kind  of  beast  of  prey  (described  in  the  Veda 
as  feeding  on  carrion  and  dead  corpses) ;  a  crow ;  the 
Indian  cuckoo  or  Kokila ;  the  plant  Carissa  Carandas ; 
the  dark  half  of  the  lunar  month  from  full  to  new 

moon  [cf.  krtihna-)>aksha  below] ;  the  fourth  or 
Kali-yuga;  N.  of  one  of  the  poets  of  the  Rig-veda 
descended  from  An-giras ;  N.  of  a  celebrated  Avatar 
of  the  god  Vishnu,  or  sometimes  identified  with 
Vishnu  himself,  as  distinct  from  his  ten  AvatSrs 

or  incarnations.  (In  the  earlier  legends  he  ap- 
pears as  a  great  hero  and  teacher;  in  the  more 

recent  he  is  deified,  and  is  often  represented  as 

a  young  and  amorous  shepherd  with  flowing  hair 
and  a  flute  in  his  hand.  The  following  are  a  few 

particulars  of  his  birth  and  history  as  related  in  the 
Purinas  &c. :  Vasu-deva,  who  was  a  descendant  of  Yadu 

and  Yayati,  had  two  wives,  Robin!  and  Devaki. 
The  latter  had  eight  sons,  of  whom  the  eighth  was 
Krishna.  Kansa,  king  of  Mathura  and  cousin  of 
Devaki,  was  informed  by  a  prediction  that  one  of 
these  sons  would  kill  him.  He  therefore  kept  Vasu- 
deva  and  his  wife  in  confinement,  and  slew  their  first 
six  children.  The  seventh  was  Bala-rama,  who  was 

saved  by  being  abstracted  from  the  womb  of  Devaki 
'and  transferred  to  that  of  Rohim.  The  eighth  was 
Krishna,  who  was  born  with  black  skin  and  a  peculiar 
mark  on  his  breast.  His  father  Vasu-deva  managed 
to  escape  from  MathurS  with  the  child,  and  favoured 
by  the  gods  found  a  herdsman  named  Nanda,  whose 
wile  YasodS  had  just  been  delivered  of  a  son,  which 
Vasu-deva  conveyed  to  Devaki,  after  substituting  his 
own  in  its  place.  Nanda  with  his  wife  Yaioda  took 
the  infant  Krishna  and  settled  first  in  Gokula  or 

Vraja,  and  afterwards  in  VrindSvana,  where  Krishna 
and  Bala-rSma  grew  up  together,  roaming  in  the 

woods  and  joining  in  the  sports  of  the  herdsmen's sons.  Krishna  as  a  youth  contested  the  sovereignty 
of  Indra,  and  was  victorious  over  that  god,  who 
descended  from  heaven  to  praise  Krishna,  and  made 
him  lord  over  the  cattle.  Krishna  is  described  as 

sporting  constantly  with  the  Gopis  or  shepherdesses, 
of  whom  a  thousand  became  his  wives,  though  only 

eight  are  specified,  Rfidha  being  the  favourite.  Krishna 
built  and  fortified  a  city  called  DvSraka  in  GujarSt, 
and  thither  transported  the  inhabitants  of  Mathuri 

after  killing  Kansa.  Krishna  had  various  wives  be- 
sides the  Gopis,  and  by  Rukminl  had  a  son  Pra- 

dyumna,  who  is  usually  identified  with  Kima-deva ; 
with  Jainas,  Krishna  is  one  of  the  nine  black  Vasu-devas ; 
with  Buddhists  he  is  the  chief  of  the  black  demons, 
who  are  the  enemies  of  Buddha  and  the  white 

demons) ;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Nigas ;  N.  of  an 
Asura  or  demon ;  N.  of  Arjuna,  the  most  renowned 
of  the  PSndu  princes  (so  named  apparently  from  his 
colour  as  a  child,  see  MahS-bh.  VirSta-parva  1589; 
the  dual  krishnau  =  Krishna  and  Arjunal ;  N.  of 
Vyasa ;  of  Krishna  HSrita ;  of  a  son  of  Suka  by 
PIvart,  a  teacher  of  the  Yoga;  N.  of  a  pupil  of 
Bharadvaja ;  of  DasSrha ;  of  a  son  of  Havirdhana ; 
of  a  son  of  Arjuna ;  of  an  adopted  son  of  Asamaiijas ; 
of  a  chief  of  the  Andhras ;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  com- 

mentary on  the  MahS-bharata;  N.ofapoet;  N.of  the 
author  of  a  commentary  on  the  Daya-bhaga ;  N.  of  the 

son  of  Kes'ava'rkaand  grandson  of  JaySditya ;  N.  of  the 
father  of  TJnabhatta  and  uncle  of  RartganStha ;  N. 
of  the  rather  of  Damodara  and  uncle  of  Malhana ;  N. 

of  the  rather  of  Prabhfljika  and  uncle  of  VidySdhara ; 
N.  of  the  father  of  Madana ;  N.  of  the  grammarian 

Rruna-i'andra ;  N.  of  the  son  of  Varunendra  and 
father  of  Lakshmana ;  N.  of  the  father  of  HIrabhatta, 

author  of  the  commentary  called  Caraka-bhashya,  and 
of  the  work  Sihitya-sudhSsamudra ;  N.  of  a  hell ;  (a), 
f.  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect ;  several  plants,  as  Piper 
Longum,  the  Indigo  plant ;  a  grape ;  a  kind  of 
perfume  [cf.  parpati] ;  an  epithet  of  Draupadi ; 

an  epithet  of  DurgS  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  tongues 
of  fire  ;  N.  of  the  river  Kistna  ;  (i),  f.  night  ;  (am),  n. 

blackness,  darkness  ;  the  black  part  of  the  eye  ;  a  kind 
of  demon  or  spirit  of  darkness  ;  black  pepper  ;  black 
Agallochum  ;  iron  ;  lead  ;  antimony  ;  blue  vitriol  ; 

[cf.  kdrshtia,  &c.  ;  cf.  also  Russ.  fernyi,  '  black.'] —  l\!  i*hiia-lcanda,  am,  n.  the  red  lotus,  Nymphaea 
Rubra.  —  Krishna-karkataka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
black  crab.  —  Krishna-karna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  black- 

eared.—  Krithnakarnamrita  ("na-am"),  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  poem  by  Vilva-man-gala.  —  Krith  na-karman, 
a,  n.  making  black  ;  a  peculiar  manner  of  cauterising  ; 

(a,  a,  a),  criminal,  guilty.  —  Kriihna-kdka,  as,  m. 
a  raven.  —  Krishna-kdpoti  ,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ;  [cf. ~ 

am,  n.  a  black  variety  of  Agallochum.  —  Krishna- 
keli,  is,  m.  a  plant,  Mirabilis  Jalapa.  —  AYiViw/- 
kuhala,  as,  m.  a  gamester,  a  gambler.  —  Krishna- 
krldita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  poem  by  KeSavJrka  cele- 

brating the  god  Krishna.  —  Krishna-khanda,  title 
of  the  fourth  book  of  the  Brahmavaivarta-purana. 
—  Krishna-gattgd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  =  Ttrishna, 
krii-li  {in  -ft  mudbhavd,  krishtuivenyd.  —  Krithna- 

gati,  is,  m.  fire  ('whose  way  is  black')  ;  [cf.  krishna- 
ydma,  krishna-vartani,  &c.]  —  Krishna-yandhd, 
f.  the  tree  Hyperanthera  Moringa.  —  Kris/nia-gar- 
bha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (clouds)  having  black  cavities  ; 
(as),  f.  pi.  =  according  to  Say.  the  pregnant  wives  of 
the  Asura  Krishna,  but   according  to  others  =  the 
waters  contained  in  the  black  cavities  of  the  clouds  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.   of  a  plant,  =  katphala.  —  Krishna- 
gin,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  ;   [cf.  krishnafala.] 
~Krifhna-yodhd,  f.  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect. 

—  Krishna-griva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  black-necked. 
—  Krishna-Cantuka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pea  ;  [cf.  (ana- 
ka.]  "  Krishna-dat  urdaifi,  f.  the  fourteenth  day  in  the 
dark  half  of  the  month.  —  Krishna-tanda,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  copyist  who  lived  about  A.  D.  1730,  a  son 

of  RSma-c'andra.  —  Kruhna-fandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince  of  the  eighteenth  century.  —  Krishna/an  dra- 
devadarman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  logician  who  lived 
about  A.  D.   1  736.  —  Kriihna-6ara,    as,  d,  am, 
what  formerly  or  in  a  former  existence  belonged  to 
Krishna.  —  Krishiia-fudd,  f.  the  plant  Caesalpinia 
Pulcherrima.  —  Krishna-fildikd,  f.  the  plant  Abrus 
Precatorius.  —  Krishnn-furna,  am,  n.  rust  of  iron, 
iron  filings.  —  Krishna-tehavi,   is,    m.   fire?   [cf. 
krithnart!i8.]  —  Kris/i,na-janhas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved. 

black-winged  ;  (SSy.)  having  a  black  path.  —  Krithna- 
jatd,  f.  a  plant,  Indian  spikenard;  [cf.  jutdindnsi.] 

—  Krishna-janma-khanda,  N.of  a  part  of  the  Brah- 

mavaivarta-purana. ••  Krishna-janmdshtamt  (°wi«- 
ash'),  f.  the  eighth  day  of  the  second  half  of  the  month 
SrSvana,  the  birthday  of  Krishna.  —  Krishiia-ji,  is, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Knslma-jlralia,  as,  m.  Kalonji, 
a  plant  having  a  small  black  seed,  which  is  used  for 

medical  and  culinary  purposes,  Nigella  Indica.  —  7irz- 
ghna-tanduld,  f.  a  plant  [cf.  karna-tphota].  Piper 

Langam.~Ki-i*hnfi-tarkdta>tkdra  (°ka-al°),  at, 
m.,N.  ofascholiast.  —  Krishna-ta,  f.or  kruhna-tva, 
am,  n.  blackness.  —  KiMma-tamra,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  sandal-wood.  —  Ki  inhna-tdra,  as,  m.  a  deer,  an 

antelope  ('  black-eyed').  —  Krishia-tila,   as,    m. 
black  sesamum.  —  Krishnn-tlrtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
teacher  of  RSma-tirtha.  —  Krishna-tunda,  as,  m.  a 

kind   of  poisonous    insect.  —  Krishna-trirritd,  f., 
N.  of  a   plant,  a   kind  of  Ipomoea,  black  Teori. 
—  Krishna-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a 
work  on  music.  —  Krixhna-danta,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 

ing black  teeth;  (d),  f.  the  tree  Gmelina  Arborea. 
—  Krishnu-dar<ana,  as,   m.,    N.  of  a   pupil   of 

S'an-karac'arya.  —  K  rish.nd-das'ana,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ing black  or  discoloured  teeth.  ̂   Kriskiiit-ddsa,  as, 

m.,  N.of  the  author  of  the  poem  Camatkara-candrika; 

N.  of  the  author  of  the  work  C'aitanya-6arit3mrita; 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  poem  Preta-tattva-nirupana  ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Harsha,  author  of  the  Vimalanatha- 
purina.  —  Krith>id-<lera,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
NarSyana,  author  of  the  Prayoga-s5ra  ;  N.  of  a  copy- 

ist,  son  of  Pandyipurushottama-deva.  —  Krishna- 
deha,  as,  d,  am,  black-bodied;  (as),  m.  a  large 



krishna-daivajna. 

black  bee.  —  Krishna-daivajna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Krishna-dvaipdyana,  as,  m.,  a  N.  of  Vyasa, 
considered  as  the  compiler  of  the  Vedas  and  PurSnas, 

(so  named  because  of  his  dark  complexion  and  be- 
cause he  was  brought  forth  by  Satyavati  on  a  dvipa 

or  island  in  the  Ganges.)  —  Krishna-dhatttira  or 

krishna-dhatturaka,    at,    m.   a   dark   species   of 
Datura  or  thorn-apple,  Datura  Fastuosa.  —  Krishna- 
nagara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  small  district  called  after  a 
town  situated  in  it.  —  Krishna-paksha,  as,  m.  the 
dark  half  of  the  month,  the  fifteen  days  during  which 
the  moon  is  on  the  wane,  the  time  from  full  moon 
to   new   moon ;    one  who  stands   on   the    side  of 

Krishna,  an  epithet  of  Arjuna.  —  Krishna-pakshika, 
as,  m.,   N.  of  a  king  of  the  Nagas.  —  Kriehna- 
pakshlya,  as,  a,  am,  pertaining  to  the  wane  of  the 
moon.  —  Krishna-pandita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 

of  the  Prabodha-c'androdaya ;  also  of  a  scholiast  on 
the  Prakriya-kaumudl.  —  Krishna-padl,  (.  a  female 
with  black  feet.  —  Krishna-parni,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
a  kind  of  Ocimum ;  [cf.  ltdla-tulasl.]  —  Krishna- 
pavi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  black  fellies,  an  epithet 

of  Agni.  —  Krishna-pdlta  or  krishna-pdka-phala, 
as,  m.  a  tree  bearing  a  small  fruit,  which,  when  ripe, 
is  of  a  black  colour,  commonly  Karinda  or  Karonda, 

Carissa  Carandas ;  also  called  Ttrishna-phala,  pdka- 
phala,  pdkakrishna-phala,  &c.  —  Krishna-pdn- 
dnra,  as,  d,am,  greyish  white.  —  Krishna-pingala, 
as,  a,  am,  dark-brown  in  colour;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
man ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man ;  (a), 
f.  an  epithet  of  the   goddess   Durga.  —  Krishna- 
pinditaka,  as,  m.  a  dark  kind  of  MSyana,  Vangueria 

Spinosa  [cf.  vardha] ;  also  called  krishna-pindira. 
—  Krishna-pipplll,  f.  a  kind  of  black  ant. — Krishna- 
pilla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Krishnapurushotta- 

mopanishad  (°ma-up°),  t,  (.  title  of  an  Upanishad 
belonging  to  the  Atharva-veda.  —  Krishiia-pushpa, 
as,  m.  a  black  kind  of  Datura  or  thorn-apple;  (I), 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant  [cf.  priyangu],  —  Kriskna-yrut, 
t,  t,  t,  Ved.  moving  in  darkness ;  (Say.)  taking  or 

imparting  a  black  colour.  —  Krishna-phala,  as,  m. 
a  fruit  tree,  the  Karinda  [cf.  krishna-pdkd] ;  (a), 
f.  the   plant    Vernonia   Anthelmintica.  —  K rishna- 
phala-pdka,  as,  m.=krishna-pdka.'~Krishna- 
balaksha,  as,  a,  am,  black  and  white.  —  Krishna- 
bhakti-dandrikd,  f.    title   of  a   play.  —  Kriihna- 
bhafta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian  ;  N.  of  a  poet. 
—  Krishna-bTiiima,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  black  soil, 
furnished  with  black  earth.  —  Krishna-bhumi,  is,  f. 
a  country  with  a  dark  soil,  or  black  mould,  blue  clay, 

&c.  •»  Krishnabhumi-jd,  f.  a  species  of  grass,  de- 
scribed as  a  nourishing  food  for  cattle  (growing  in  a 

black  soil).  —  Krishna-bhedl  or  a,  f.  a  medicinal 
plant,  =  katu-rohim.  —  Krishna-bhogin,    I,  m.   a 
black  kind  of  snake.  —  Krishna-mandala,  am,  n. 

the  black  part  of  the  eye.  —  Krishna-matsya,  as, 

m.  'black-fish,'  N.  of  a  fish.  —  Krishna-mallikd,  f. 
or  krishna-mdluka,  as,  m.   a   plant,  *=maluka, 
krishndrjalca.  —  K]-uhna-mitra,as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
son  of  Rama-sevaka,  grandson  of  Devldatta,  author 

of  the  Manjushakunc'ika.  —  Krishna-miira,  as,  m. 
the  author  of  the  Prabodha-c'androdaya.  —  Krishna- 
mukha.  as,  I,  am,  having  a  black  mouth,  having 
black  nipples ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura ;  N.  of  a 
seCt.  —  Krishna-mudrfa,  as.   m.    a   sort   of  pulse, 
Phaseolus,   (vasanta,     mddhava,     surdshtraja.) 
—  Krishna-mult,    f.    a    plant,  =  idrivd-viiexha. 
—  Krishna-mrirja,   as,   m.   the   black  antelope. 
—  Krishna-mriitika,    as,  d,  am,   having   black 
soil;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  Gr5ma.  —  Krishna-mrid,  t, 
!.  black  soil ;  a  country  with  soil  of  a  dark  colour. 

—  Krishna-yajurvedn,  as,  m.  the   Black  Yajur- 
veda.  —  Krishna-yftjurvediya,   as,    d,   am,   be- 

longing   to    the    Black    Yajur-veda.  —  Krishna- 
ydma,  as,  a,   am,   Ved.    having   a   black    path; 
an   epithet   of  Agni.  —  Krishna-yom,  is,   is,   i, 
Ved.  =  krishna-garbha,  q.  v.  —  KHshna-rakfa, 
as,   d,   am,   of   a   dark-red   colour.  —  Krithna- 
ruhd,  (.  a  phnt,-jatukd. —  Krithi-a-riipya,  as, 
i,   am,  =  krishna-<!ara,   q.  v.  —  Krishna-latana, 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  black  salt ;  a  factitious  salt,  either 

that  prepared  by  evaporation  from  saline  soil,  or  the 
medicinal  kind,  called  Bit  Loben  or  Bit  Noben,  a 
muriate  of  soda  with  a  portion  of  sulphur  and  iron. 

"Krishna-ltld-taraitginl,  f.  title  of  a  poem  by 
NarSyana-tTrtha.  —  Krishna-loha,  am,  n.  the  load- 

stone. —  Krishna-lohita,  as,  d,  am,  dark-red,  of  a 
purple  colour.  —  Krishna-vaktra,  as,  m.  the  black- 
faced  monkey.  —  Krishna-varna,  as,  a,  am,  of  a 
black  colour,  black  or  dark-blue ;  (am),  n.  the  colour 
black.  —  Krishna-variant,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  a 
black  path,  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Krishna-vartman, 

d,  m.  fire  ('  whose  way  is  black') ;  the  marking  nut 
plant,  Plumbago  Zeylanica ;  an  epithet  of  Rahu  or 
the  personified  ascending  node ;  a  man  of  evil  con- 

duct, a  low  man,  an  outcast,  a  profligate,  a  black- 
guard. —  Krishna-varraraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

Varvara.  —  Krishna-vallikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 
jatukd.  —  Krishna-valll,  f.  a  plant,  a  dark  kind 
of  Basil,  Ocymum  Pilosum ;  a  kind  of  Sariva. 
—  Krishna-vdnara,  as,  m.  a  black  kind  of  monkey. 
—  Krishna-vinnd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Krishna- 
vishdnd,  (.,  Ved.  the  horns  of  the  black  antelope, 
whose   inner   sides    are    covered    with   dark    hair. 

—  Krishna-vlja,  as,  m.  a  red  variety  of  the  Mo- 
ringa  plant,  Rakta-sigru ;  (am),  n.  a  water  melon. 
—  Krishna-^ rintd,  f.  the  trumpet  flower,  Bignonia 
Suaveolens;    a  leguminous  plant,  Glycine  Debilis. 
—  Krishna-vrintikd,  f.  the  tree  Gmelina  Arborea ; 

see  gambhlrd.  —  Krishna-vend  or  I,  f.,  N.  of  a 
river.— Krishna-i'yathis,  is,  is,  is,  Ved.  whose  path 
is   black  (?),  an  epithet  of  Agni.  «•  Krishna-vrlhi, 
is,  m.  a  black  sort  of  rice.  ™  Krishna-dakuni,  is, 
m.  a  crow.  —  Krishria-fyrman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  an 

author.  —  Krishna-s'dra,  as,  m.  =  krinkna-sdra, 
the  spotted  antelope.  —  Krishna-ddli,  is,  m.  a  sort 

of  rice  of  a  dark  colour.  —  Kriehna-s'igru,  us,  m.  a 
kind  of  Moringa;    [cf.  iobhdnjana^]  —  Krishna- 
dimbikd,  (.,  N.   of  a  plant,  =  kdkdndl,  —  mahd- 

jyottshmatl.  —  Krishna-s'imbl,  f.  a  sort  of  bean, 
Dolichus   Virosus.  —  Krishna-s'rittga,    as,   m.    a 
buffalo  with  black  horns.  —  Krishna-irita  or  krish- 

nam-irita,  as,  d,  am,  worshipping  or  devoted  to 
Krishna.  —  Krishna-sakha,  as,  m.  a  friend  or  fol- 

lower of  Krishna,  especially  an  epithet  of  Arjuna ; 

(i),  (.  cummin  seed.  —  Krishna-samudbhavd,  f., 
N.  of  a  river,  =krishnd,  krishna-gangd,  krishna- 
venyd.  ••  Krishiia-saras,  as,   n.,   N.   of  a   lake. 
—  Krishna-sarpa,  as,  m.  a  very  poisonous  snake, 
Cobra  de  Capello,  Colubra  Naga ;  (a),  f.  a  plant,  = 
krishna-kdpotl.  —  Krishaa-sarshapa,as,  m.  black 
mustard.  ••  Krishna-sdra,  as,  a,  am,  spotted  black ; 

(as),  m.  with  and  without  mriga,  the  spotted  ante- 
lope ;  several  plants,  a  kind  of  Euphorbia ;  the  plant 

Dalbergia  Sisoo;    another   plant,    Acacia    Catechu; 
(a),  f.  a  kind  of  Euphorbia ;  the  plant  Dalbergia 
Sisoo.  —  Krishna-sdranga,   as,   d,   am,   spotted 

black;    (as),  m.  the  spotted  antelope.  —  Krishna- 
sdrathi,  is,  m.  having  Krishna  for  a  charioteer,  an 
epithet    of  Arjuna;    the   tree    Terminalia  Arjuna. 
—  Krif hna-sdrvabhauma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 
—  Krishna-sinJia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
workTrepanakriya-katha.  —  Krishna-slta,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  drawing  black  furrows ;  (Say  )  having  a  black 

path  (as  an  epithet  of  fire).  —  Krithna-sundara,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (as),  m-  pi.  the  descendants  of  this 
man.  —  Krishna-skaridha,  as,  m.  a  tree  which  bears 

black  blossoms,  the  Tamala  tree;  [d.kdla-skandha.] 
—  Krishna-masri,  sd,  f.  the   sister   of  Krishna, 

an  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Krishndgata  (°na-dg°),  as, 

a,  am,  devoted  to  Krishna.  ••  Krishndguru  (cna- 
ag°),  w,  n.  a  black  variety  of  Agallochum  or  Aloe 
wood.  —  Krishnddala   (°»ia-a(f)>   «*•  m-  an   eP'~ 
met  of  the  mountain  Raivata,  part  of  the  western 

portion  of  the  Vindhya  chain ;  it  is  also  one  of  the 

nine  principal  mountains  that  separate  the  nine  di- 
visions or  Varshas  of  the  known  world.  —  Krishifd- 

jina  (na-af),  am,  n.,  Ved  the  skin  of  the  black 

antelope;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ('covered  with  the 
skin  of  a  black  antelope');  (<i»\  m.  pi.  the  descend- 

ants of  this  man.  —  Krishndjinin, «,  tni,  «',  covered 
with  the  skin  of  a  black  antelope.  —  Krlshndiij ant, 
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f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  kdldnjanl.  —  Krishndnji  (°na- 
an°),  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  black  marks.  —  Krishnd- 
treya  (  na-af),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Krishnd- 
dhvan  (°na-adh°),  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  having  a  black 
path  (an  epithet  of  Agni).  —  Krishnd-nadl,  (.,  N. 
of  a  river,  probably  the  Kistna  in  the  Dekhan. 
•»  Kriehndnanda  (°na-dn°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
scholiast;  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Tantra-s5ra. 
—  Krishiiabhd  (°na-dbhd),  {.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 
kdldnjanl.  —  Krishndmisha  (°na-dm°),  am,  n. 
iron ;  (probably  only  a  various  reading  for  krishnd- 
yasa.)  —  Krishnayas,  as,  or  krishndyasa  fna-ay°), 
am,  n.  iron,  crude  or  black  iron.  —  KrishndriUs 

(°na-ar°),is,m.{iie;  \cf.krishna-f6havi.~\~ Kri*h- 
ndrjaka  (°na-ar°),  as,  m.  a  black  species  of  Basil, 
Ocimum  Sanctum. »  Krishndlattkdra  (°na-al°),  as, 
m.  title  of  a  commentary.  —  Krishndlu  (°na-dlu), 
us,  m.  a  kind  of  ebony.  —  Krishndvatdra  (°na- 
av°),  as,  m.  an  Avatar  of  Krishna.  —  Krishnd- 
vadata,  as,  d,  am,  black  and  white.  •-  Kjiihna- 
I'dsa  (°na-dv°),  as,  m.  the  holy  fig  tree,  Ficus 

Religiosa,  (the  abode  of  Krishna.)  •- Krishnds'rita 
fna-di  ),  as,  d,  am,  devoted  to  or  the  votary  of 
Krishna.  —  Krishnekshu  (°na-ik°),  us,  m.  a  sort  of 
sugar-cane.  —  Krishnaita  (°na-eta),  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
spotted  black.  —  Krithiiodara  (°na-ud°),  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  snake.  —  Krishnodumbarikd  (°na-ud°),  f. 
Ficus  Oppositifolia ;  [cf.  kdkodumbara.]  —  Krishno- 
paniehad  (°na-up°),  t,  f.  title  of  an  Upanishad  in 
praise  of  the  god  Krishna,  being  a  part  of  the  Gopalo- 

panishad.  ••  Krishnoraga  (°na-ur°),  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  black  snake.  —  Rrishno  'sydkhareshthaka,  as,  d, 
am,  containing  the  words  krishno  'sydkhareshthaff 
(as  an  AdhySya  or  Anuvaka). 

2.  krishn.a,  nom.  P.  krishnati,  to  behave  or  act 
like  Krishna. 
Krishnaka,  as,  d,  am,  black,  blackish ;  (as),  m. 

a  kind  of  plant,  =  kHshna-tatfduld. 
Kruhnala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  black  berry  of  the 

plant  Abrus  Precatorius,  used  as  a  weight  (the  average 

weight  being  between  one  aod  two  grains) ;  a  coin 
of  about  the  same  weight;  (a),  f.  a  shrub  bearing  a 
small  black  and  red  berry,  Abrus  Precatorius. 
Krishnalaka,  as,  m.  the  black  berry  of  the  plant 

Abrus  Precatorius  or  a  coin  of  about  the  same 
weight. 

Krishnata,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  blackish;  (Say.) 
extremely  black. 

Krishndya,  nom.  A.  -yate,  -yitum,  to  make 

black ;  to  behave  like  Krishna ;  [cf.  Russ.  <feny'#.] 
Krishnikd,  (.  black  mustard. 
Krishniman,  a,  m.  blackness. 
Krishniya,  as,  m.,  Ved;,  N.  of  a  man  protected 

by  the  AsVins. 
Krishnl-karana,  am,  a.  blackening,  making 

black.  -  Krishnl-krita,  as,  a,  am,  blackened,  made black. 

Krishnl-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  black. 

Krishneya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

WT  krishya.     See  under  krish. 

<*fK  krisara,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  ft.  rt.  i. 

kri),  a  dish  consisting  of  sesamum  and  grain;  a 
mixture  of  rice  and  peas  with  a  few  spices. 

ft.  kri,  cl.  6.  P.  kirati,  fakara,  karish- yati and  karishyati,  akdrlt,  karitum  and 
karitum,  to  pour  out,  scatter,  throw,  cast,  disperse ; 
to  strew,  pour  over,  fill  with,  cover  with:  Caus. 
kdrayati :  Desid.  <Hkarithati :  Intens.  teklryate, 
iSdkarti;  [cf.  Gr.  Kep&o,  KipAvvvfu,  K/pnj/t'-] 
Klrna,  klrni,  &c.     See  s.  v.  at  p.  231. 

^c  2.  kri  (or  sometimes  written  kri),  cl.  5. 
~?  and  9.  P.  A.  krinoti,  -nute,  krindti,  -nlte, 

dakdra,  (akare  and  fakre,  karishyati,  -te,  aka- 
rlshta,  akarishta,  aklrshta,  karitum,  karitum, 
kartum,  to  hurt,  injure,  kill. 

»  3.  kri,  cl.  10.  A.  kdrayate,  -yitum,  to 
?  know,  inform ;  (an  incorrect  form  for  grl.) 
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•  j  krit,  cl.  10.  P.  (sometimes  A.)  kirta- 

^  S  yati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  aftkritat  or  act- kirtat,  to  mention,  make  mention  of,  tell,  name, 

call,  recite,  repeat,  relate,  declare,  communicate,  com- 
memorate, celebrate,  praise,  glorify;  [cf.  Lat.  celeber.] 

Kirtana,  am,  n.  mentioning,  repeating,  saying, 
telling,  celebrating,  praising;  (a),  f.  fame,  gloryi 

Kirtantya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  mentioned,  to  be 
named  or  repeated,  to  be  celebrated  or  praised. 

Ktrtanya,  as,  d,  am,  deserving  to  be  mentioned, to  be  related. 

Klrtayat,  an,  antt,  at,  mentioning,  relating,  re- 
peating, celebrating,  praising. 

Kirtita,  as,  d,  am,  said,  asserted;  mentioned,  re- 
peated ;  known,  notorious ;  celebrated,  praised. 

Kirtitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  mentioned  or  praised. 

Kirtenya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  deserving  to  be  named 
or  praised. 

Kirtti  or  Jcirti,  is,  f.  mention,  making  mention  of, 

speech,  report;  good  report,  fame,  renown,  glory; 
Fame  personified  as  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of 
Dharma ;  extension,  expansion,  diffusion ;  light, 
lustre ;  favour,  approbation ;  sound  ;  dirt,  mud  ;  one 
of  the  Matrikas  or  personified  divine  energies  of 
Krishna.  —  Klrtti-kara,  as,i,  am,  conferring  fame. 

—  Kirtti-dltara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  copyist.  —  Kirtti- 
pratdpa-bala-sahita,  as,  d,  am,  attended  with 
fame,  majesty,  and  power.  —  Kirtti-bhdj,  k,  k,  k, 
receiving  fame,  celebrated,  famous ;  (k),  m,  an 
epithet  of  Dronicarya,  the  military  preceptor  of  the 
PSndus  and  Kurus.  -i  Kirtti-mat,  an,  att,  at,  praised, 

famous,  celebrated ;  (an),  m.,"  N.  of  one  of  the 
VisVa-devSs ;  a  son  of  Uttana-pida  and  SonritS ;  also 
a  son  of  Vasu-deva  and  DevakI ;  also  a  son  of 

An-giras.  —  Ktrtti-maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting  of 
feme.  —  Kirtti-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  the 
Videhas,  a  son  of  Pratlndhaka ;  also  called  Kritti- 
ratha  as  son  of  Prasiddhaka.  —  Kirtti-rdta,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Videhas,  a  son  of  Mahandhraka. 
—Kirtti-varman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Kirtti- 

vasa.  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Kirtti-s'esha,  as,  m. 
death  (the  leaving  behind  of  nothing  but  fame);  [cf. 

alekhya-s'esha,  ndma-s'esha,  yas'ah-s'esha,] — Kirtti- 
sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  nephew  of  Vasuki,  the  serpent- 
king. 

Kirtya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  praised  or  celebrated. 

klrip,  cl.  I.  A.  (and  in  Put.,  Cohd., 

v  and  Aor.  also  P.)  kalpate,  faldripe,  kalpi- 
shyate  and  kalpsyaH,  akalpishta,  aklripta  and 
aklripat,  kalpitum  and  kalptum,  to  be  well 

ordered  or  regulated,  to  be  well  managed;  to  suc- 
ceed ;  to  bear  suitable  relation  to  anything,  to  cor- 

respond, be  adapted  to,  fit  for,  in  accordance  with, 

suitable  to ;  to  accommodate  one's  self  to ;  to  be  fa- 
vourable to,  to  subserve,  to  effect  or  obtain  for  one's 

self;  to  partake  of,  become  possessed  of;  to  fall  to  the 
share,  be  shared  or  partaken  by  (with  loc.,  e.  g.  yajno 
deveshu  kalpatdm,  let  the  sacrifice  be  shared  by  the 

gods) ;  to  become,  to  be ;  to  happen,  occur  ;  to  de- 
clare as  right,  decide  in  favour  of  (?) ;  to  prepare, 

arrange  ;  to  produce,  cause,  effect,  create  (with  ace.): 
Caus.  P.  A.  kalpayati,  -te,  Aor.  afiMripat,  Ved. 
Sdldripat,  fiklripati,  &c.,  to  set  in  order,  arrange, 
distribute,  dispose ;  to  bring  into  suitable  connection 
with,  to  cause  any  one  (ace.)  to  partake  of  anything 

(inst.)  ;  to  help  any  one  in  obtaining  (dat.)  ;  to  pre- 
pare, arrange,  fit  out,  furnish  with  ;  to  consider  as  fit ; 

to  fix,  settle ;  to  destine  or  design  anything  for ;  to 
declare  as,  consider  as  (with  two  ace.,  e.  g.  mdtaram 
endm  kalpayantu,  let  them  consider  her  as  their 
mother) ;  to  make,  execute,  bring  about ;  to  frame, 
form  ;  to  invent,  compose  (as  a  poem  &c.)  ;  to  per- 

form (as  a  ceremony  &c.) ;  to  pronounce  a  formula 
or  verse  which  contains  the  word  klrip;  to  cut,  pare, 
cut  asunder  (only  in  PrSkrit):  Desid.  tiklripsati 

and  tikalpishate :  Intens.  fair  or  (all"  or  talkalp- 
ynte,  <!alkalpti;  fcf.  Goth,  hilpa;  Eng.  help; 
Germ,  helfe;  Lith.  gelbmi.] 

Klripta,  as,  d,  am,  arranged,  prepared,  ready,  at 

kendra. 

hand,  in  order,  complete,  right,  perfect ;  made,  done  ; 
formed,  framed  ;  caused,  produced,  effected,  invented, 

contrived,  created ;  fixed,  settled,  prescribed,  ap- 
pointed ;  ascertained,  determined ;  cut,  clipt,  pared, 

shorn.  —  Klripta-kila,  f.  title-deed,  lease  of  a  house 

&c.  —  Klripta-kes'a-iiakha-Jmas'rii,  us,  us,  u,  having 
the  hair,  nails,  and  beard  cut  or  clipt  and  arranged. 

—  Klripta-dhupa,  as,  m.  frankincense,  olibanum. 
Klripti,  ii,  (.,  Ved.  accomplishment,  success; 

distributing,  arranging,  making  conformable ;  inven- 
tion, contrivance ;  a  term  for  certain  formulas  or 

verses  containing  the  verb  klrip. 

Jflriptika,  as,  a,  am,  bought,  purchased. 

kekaya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior- 
tribe  ;  (as),  m.  the  chief  of  this  tribe,  a  prince  of 
the  solar  race ;  (i),  f.  a  princess  of  this  tribe,  wife  of 
Dasa-ratha  and  mother  of  Bharata. 

«TToTiT  kekara,  as,  i,  am,  or  kekaraksha  (°ra- 
ak°),  as,  d,  am,  squint-eyed;  [cf.  kedara  and teraka.] 

<*<*{«>  kekala,  as,  m.  a  dancer ;  (perhaps  a 
various  reading  for  kclnka.) 

oh*i  kekd,  f.  the  cry  of  a  peacock. 
Kekdvala  or  kekika,  a«,  m,,  or  kekin,  i,  m.  a 

peacock. 

kekeyi,  f.  one  of  Dasa-ratha's three  wives,  the  mother  of  Bharata ;  (a  wrong  form for  kaikeyi) 

kefuka,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  plant  with 
an  esculent  root,  Colocasia  Antiquorum;  (am),  n. 
the  esculent  root  of  this  plant ;  [cf.  hafu,  kadvi, kemuka.] 

%(«!.[  =ni  kenikd,  f.  a  tent. 

oTrT  keta,  as,  m.  (connected  with  2.  kd  or 
kit  =  tit?),  desire,  wish,  will,  intention;  summons, 
invitation;  a  house,  an  abode;  apparition,  form, 

shape ;  (Say.)  wealth ;  atmosphere,  sky.  —  Keta-pu, 
us,  us,  u,  Ved.  purifying  the  desire  or  will.  —  Keta- 
vedas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  desirous,  wishful ;  (Say.) 
knowing  the  wealth  of  another.  —  Keta-sdp,  p,p,p, 
Ved.  obeying  the  will  (of  another),  obedient ;  (S5y.) 
touching  the  sky. 

Kitnna,  am,  n.  a  summons,  an  invitation ;  a 
house,  an  abode ;  place,  site,  situation ;  the  symbol 
of  a  goddess ;  the  ensign  of  a  warrior,  a  flag  or 

banner  (e.  g.  vdnara-ketana,  one  who  has  a  monkey 
as  his  ensign  or  arms ;  see  also  malcara-ketana,&c.) ; 
a  sign,  a  spot  or  mark  ;  business,  indispensable  act. 

Ketaya,  nom.  P.  ketayati,  -yitum,  to  summon, 
to  call  or  invite;  to  counsel  or  advise;  to  fix  or 

appoint  a  time ;  to  hear. 
Ketita,  as,  d,  am,  called,  summoned ;  dwelt, 

inhabited. 

eTTrToir  ketaka,  as,  i,  m.  f.  the  tree  Pandanus 
Odoratissimus. 

ohrirrtoflfrl  ketali-kirti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the 

author  of  the  work  Megha-mSla. 

%f]J  ketu,  us,  m.  (fr.  ki  for  rt.  2.  A),  bright 
appearance,  clearness,  brightness ;  a  ray  of  light ; 
day-time ;  apparition,  form,  shape ;  sign,  mark,  ensign, 
flag,  banner ;  a  chief,  a  leader,  any  eminent  person ; 
intellect,  judgment,  discernment;  any  unusual  or 
striking  phenomena,  a  comet,  meteor,  falling  star; 

the  dragon's  tail  or  descending  node  considered  in 
astronomy  as  the  ninth  of  the  planets,  and  in 
mythology  as  the  body  of  the  demon  Sairjhikeya, 
son  of  Sinhika,  which  was  severed  from  the  head  or 

RShu  by  Vishnu  at  the  churning  of  the  ocean,  but 
was  rendered  immortal  by  having  tasted  the  Amrita ; 

a  pigmy  race  (see  ketu-gana  below) ;  disease ;  an 
enemy ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Agni,  supposed  to  be  the 
author  of  a  Rig-veda  hymn ;  N.  of  a  Danava ;  N.  of 
a  son  of  Risliabha ;  also  of  a  son  of  the  fourth  Manu ; 
aritnah  Itetavah,  red  apparitions, a  dass  of  superhuman 

spirits  or  demons,  (a  kind  of  sacrificial  fire  U  called 
after  them  a;/nir  driinitl-etukaJi.)  —  Ketu-gana,  as, 
m.  pi.  the  dwarfish  inhabitants  of  Kusa-dvipi,  children 
of  jaimini.  —  Kttu-yraha,  as,  m.  the  descending 
node.  —  Kdortard,  f.  a  comet.  —  Ketii-dharman, 
a,  m.,  N  of  a  man.  —  Keta-bha,  as,  m.  a  cloud. 
—  Ketn-bhiaa,  as,  d,   am,   being   or   become   a 
banner.  —  Ketu-mat,  an,   ati,    at,   endowed   with 
brightness,  clear;    dear  (as  a  sound),   penetrating; 

(an),  m.,  N.  of  a   Danava;   of  a   regent  of  the 
western  part  of  the  world,  a  ton  of  Rajas ;   of  a 
son  of  Kshenia  and  father  of  Suketu ;  of  a  son  of 

Kshema  and  father  of  Varsha-ketu  ;  of  a  warrior ;  of 
a   son   of  Dhanvantari ;    of  Ambaiisha ;    N.   of  a 
mountain ;   N.  of  a  palace  of  Sunanda,  the  wife  of 

Vasu-deva ;  (tl),  {.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  two 
lines  of  twenty-one  syllables  each.  —  Ketu-mdld,  f., 
N.  of  a  Tlrtha;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people;  (am), 

n.  one  of  the  nine  great  divisions  of  the  known  world, 
the   western    portion   or   Varsha   of  Jambu-dvlpa, 
called  after  a  son  of  Agnldhra ;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
boar.  —  Ketumdlin,  i,  or  ketumdli,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Danava.  —  Ketu-yashli,  is,   f.   a  flag-staff.  —  Ketu- 
ratna,  am,  n.  lapis  lazuli.  —  Ketu-vasana,  as,  m. 
a   flag.  —  Ketu-virya,   as,    m.,  N.   of  a   DSnava. 

•triitga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

kedara,  as,  d,  am,  squint-eyed ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  [cf.  kekara  and  teraka.] 

kedara,  as,  m.  a  field,  especially 

one  under  water,  a  meadow,  a  plain ;  a  basin  for 
water  round  the  root  of  a  tree,  a  bed  in  a  garden  or 
field ;  a  mountain ;  a  particular  mountain ;  a  parti- 

cular place,  the  modern  Kedar,  part  of  the  Himalaya 

mountains ;  an  epithet  of  S'iva  as  worshipped  in  the 
Himalayas;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  work  entitled 
Abdhi.  —  Keddra-katukd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  katukd. 
—  Keddra-kalpa,  as,  m.  a  part  of  the  Skanda-purSna. 
—  Keddra-khanda,  am,  n.  a  small  dyke  or  mound, 
earth  raised  to  keep  out  water ;  a  part  of  the  Skanda- 
purana.  —  Keddra-ja,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Ke- 

ddra-ndtha,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  S'iva  as  worshipped 
in  the  Himalayas.  —  Keddra-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
an  author.  •- Keddra-malla,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Madanapala. 

Keddraka,  as,  m.  a  particular  kind  of  rice,= 

shashlika. 

«TT«T  kena,  ind.  (inst.  fr.  2.  ka),  by  what? 
wherefore?  whence? 

kenatl,  f.  an  epithet  of  the  wife  of 
Kama,  the  god  of  love  ;  (a  wrong  form  ?). 

«iil^  kenava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of 

Sakapurnl. 
«h«Ut  kenara,  as,  m.  the  head  ;  a  skull  ; 

the  temples,  the  upper  part  of  the  cheek  ;  a  joint  ;  a 

division  of  hell,  a  hell  compared  to  a  potter's  kiln. 

%f?ni  kenipa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  sage,  a  wise 
man;  [cf.  dkenijia.] 

on  TIM  I  n  kenipdta  or  kenipataka,  as,  m.  the 
helm,  a  rudder,  a  large  oar  used  as  a  rudder. 

;  keneshitopanishad  or  keno- 
panisliad,  t,  f.  title  of  an  Upanishad  beginning  with 
the  word  keneshitam. 

oTT^  kendu,  us,  m.  a  kind  of  ebony. 
Kenduka,  as,  m.  another  variety  of  ebony  yielding 

a  species  of  tar,  Diospyros  Glutinosa. 

cR^  kendra,  am,  n.  (a  word  borrowed  from 
the  Gr.  (cfcrpov),  the  centre  of  a  circle  ;  the  equation 

of  the  centre  ;  the  argument  of  a  circle  ;  the  argu- 
ment of  an  equation  ;  the  distance  of  a  planet  from 

the  first  point  of  its  orbit  in  the  fourth,  seventh,  or 
tenth  degree  ;  it  is  variously  applied  in  composition, 

as  patana-kendram,  argument  of  the  latitude; 
dritiya-kendram,  the  distance  of  the  higher  apsis  of 
a  planet  in  any  point  of  its  orbit  ;  slghra-kendram, 
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commutation,  the  distance  of  the  sun  from  a  superior 

planet  or  of  an  inferior  planet  from  the  sun  ;  manda- 
kendram,  argument  of  anomaly. 

kep,  cl.  i.  A.  kepate,  to  shake  or 
\tremble    [cf.   kamp   and   vep]  ;    to  go, 

move,  approach  [cf.  gep]  . 

^rfVr  kepi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  unclean;  (or  fr.  rt. 
lamp),  trembling,  shaking  (?). 

kemadruma  in  astronomy  =  the 
v 

Gr.  xprttia.Ttffft.os. 

kemuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 

kevarta,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  fisherman, 
^kaivarta,  q.  v. 

ketuka. 

^t  keyura,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  bracelet  worn 

on  the  upper  arm;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  coitus. 
-  Keyura-bala,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  deity. 

Keyiiraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Gandharva. 

Keyurin,  I,  inl,  i,  decorated  with  a  bracelet  on 
the  upper  arm. 

keraka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

kerala,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  inha- 
bitants of  Malabar  ;  (as),  m.  sing,  a  king  of  the 

Keralas  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Akrida,  from  whom  the 

people  of  Kerala  are  derived;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of 
science  ;  astronomical  science  ;  an  astronomical  Sastra 

or  treatise  ;  a  Hora  or  period  of  time  equal  to  about 

one  hour  ;  (ami,  n.,  N.  of  the  country  inhabited  by 

the  Keralas.  -  Keralotpatti  (°la-vt°),  is,  (.,  N.  of a  work. 

KeralaJca,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  inhabitants  of Malabar. 

kel  [cf.  Prakrit  kll  =  krld],  cl.  I.  P. 
kelati,  to  shake ;  to  go  or  move,  move 

about,  be  frolicsome,  sport. 
Kdaka,  as,  m.  a  dancer,  a  tumbler,  one  who  walks 

or  dances  on  the  edge  of  a  sword. 

Keldya,  nom.  P.  kelayati,  -yitum,  to  sport,  play. 

Kelt,  is  or  i,  m.  f.  play,  sport,  amorous  sport, 

pastime,  amusement;  (is), f. the  earth.  —  Jfeli-kald, 
f.  amorous  or  sportive  accents  or  address ;  sportive 

skill,  wantonness ;  the  Vina  or  lute  of  Sarasvati. 

—  Kdl-kila,  as,  m.  the  confidential  companion  of 
the  hero  of  a  drama,  in  general  a  sort  of  buffoon ; 

one  of  Siva's  attendant  demi-gods ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet 
of  Rati  the  wife  of  Kama-deva,  the  god  of  love. 

—  Keli-klrna,  as,  m.  a  camel.  -  Keli-kundikd,  f. 

a  wife's  younger   sister.  —  Keli-kosTta,  as,  m.  an 
actor,  a  dancer  or  tumbler.  —  Keli-grilia  or  kcli- 
niketana,    am,    n.    a    pleasure-house,   a    private 

apartment.  —  Kdi-ndgara,  as,  m.  a  sensualist,  an 

enjoyer  of  worldly  pleasures.  —  Keli-^para,  as,  d, 
am,  wanton,  sportive.  —  Kdi^maiidapa,  as,  am, 
m.  n.  or  keli-mandira,  am,  n.  a  pleasure-house,  a 
play-room.  —  Keli-mukha,  as,  m.   pastime,  sport. 

—  Keli-ranga,  as,  m.  a  pleasure-ground.  —  KM- 
raivataka,  am,  n.  title  of  a  treatise.  —  Keli-vriksha, 
as,  m.  a  species  of  the  Kadamba,  commonly  called 

Kelikadamba  (Nauclea  Cordifolia),  being  abundant  in 

the  scene  of  Krishna's  sports  with  the  Gopis.  —  Keli- 

tayama,  am,  n.  a  pleasure-couch,  a  sofa.  —  Ktti- 
iuihi,  is,  f.  the  earth.  —  Kdi-sadiva,  as,  m.  minister 

of  the  sports,  master  of  the  revels.  —  Kdi-sadana, 

am,  n.  a  pleasure-house,  a  play-room.  —  Keli-sthall, 
f.  a  place  of  pleasure.  —  Kdt-pika,  as,  m.  a  cuckoo 
kept  for  pleasure.  —  KeK-vatu,  f.  a  pleasure-park,  a 
pleasure-grove. 

Kelika,  as,  d,  am,  sporting,  sportive ;  (as),  m. 
the  tree  Jonesia  Asoka. 

^Kf3  kela  or  kelu,  a  particular  number. 

'  kelasa,  as,  m.  crystal. 

kev,    cl.  I.  A.    kevate,    -vitum,   to 
serve,  attend  to. 

kevata,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  cave,  a  hollow. 

kevala,  as,  a  (or  Ved.  i),  am,  ex- 

clusively one's  own  (not  common  to  others)  ;  peculiar  ; 
alone,  only,  mere,  sole,  one,  excluding  others  ;  not 
connected  with  anything  else,  isolated,  abstract,  abso- 

lute ;  simple,  pure,  uncompounded,  unmingled,  perfect 
in  one's  self,  entire,  whole,  all;  selfish,  envious; 
(am),  ind.  only,  merely,  solely,  entirely,  wholly, 
absolutely,  certainly  ;  net  kevalam  —  ajji,  not  only  — 
but  also;  kevalam  —  na  tu,  only  —  but  not  ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Nara  ;  ((),  f.  the  doctrine  of 
the  absolute  unity  of  spirit  ;  N.  of  a  place  ;  (am), 
n.  the  doctrine  of  the  absolute  unity  of  spirit  ;  N.  of 
a  country.  *•  Kevala-jndnin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  the  first 
Arhat  of  the  last  Utsarpim.  —  Kevala-tas,  ind.  only. 
—  Kerala-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  alone. 
—  Keoala-dravya,  am,  n.  black  pepper.  —  Kevala- 
naiydyilta,  as,  m.  a  mere  logician,  not  versed  in 
any  other  science.  •*  Kevala-vaiydkaratia,  as,  m. 
a  mere  grammarian,  one   not  versed  in  any  other 
science.  —  Keualdgha  ("la-ayka),  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
alone  guilty.  —  Kevaldtman  (°la-dt°),  a,  a,  a,  one 
whose  nature  or  essence  is  absolute  unity.  —  Kevala- 

din  (°la-dd°),  I,  inl,  i,  eating  by  one's  self  alone 
or  apart  from  others. 
Kevalin,  i,  inl,  i,  alone,  one,  only  ;  devoted  to 

the  doctrine  of  the  absolute  unity  of  spirit  ;  (i),  m. 

with  Jainas,  an  Arhat. 
kevikd  or  keel,  f.,  N.  of  a  flower, 

=  kavikd,  commonly  kevera. 

^fSf  kesa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  klis), 
the  hair  of  the  head  ;  the  mane  (of  a  horse  or  lion)  ; 
a  kind  of  perfume  [cf.  hrlvera]  ;  an  epithet  of 
Varuna  ;  of  Vishnu  ;  N.  of  a  Daitya  ;  (I),  f.  a  lock 
of  hair  on  the  crown  of  the  head  ;  N.  of  several 
plants,  the  Indigo  plant  ;  another  plant,  Carpopogon 
Pnmens  ;  an  epithet  of  the  goddess  Durga.  —  Keia- 
karman,  a,  n.  dressing  or  arranging  the  air  of  the 
head.  —  Kcda-kalapa,  on,  m.  a  mass  or  quantity  of 
hair,  a  head  of  hair.  »  Keia-kdra,  as,  m.  a  sort  of 

sugar-cane.  -  Keta-kdrin,  I,  im,  i,  dressing  or  ar- 
ranging the  hair  of  the  head.  —  Kefa-kita,  as,  m,  a 

louse  or  other  insect  in  the  hair.  —  Keda-yarbha,  as, 
m.  a  braid  or  tress  of  hair  ;  an  epithet  of  Varuna. 
—  Kefa-garbJwJsa,  as,  m.  a  braid  or  tress  of  hair. 
—Jittfa-grifuta,  as,  a,  am,  pulled  or  seized  by  the 
hair.  —>Ke4a-graha,  as.  m.  or  keia-yrahana,  am, 

n.  pulling  the  hair.  —  Kes"a-ghna,  am,  n.  morbid 
baldness,  falling  of  the  hair  —  Keia-fuda,  as,  d, 
am,  one  who  has  dressed  his  hair  ii,  a  tuft  or  top- 

knot. —  Keta-dhid,  t,  m.  a  hair-dresser,  a  barber. 

—  KeGa-jdha,  am,  n.  the  root  of  the  hair.  —  Kes"a- drinhana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  serving  for  fastening  the 
hair.  —  Keto-dhara,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
—  Kefa-dhrit,  t,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  the  root  of  sweet 
flag.  —  Keia-paksha,  as,  m.  much  or  ornamented 
hair,  a  tuft.  —  Kesa-pankti,  is,  f.  a  row  or  line  of 
hair;  a  quantity  of  hair.  —  Kefa-partil,  (.  the  plant 
Achyranthes  Aspera  ;  also  apdmdrga.  —  Kesa-pd^a, 
as,  m.  much  or  ornamented  hair,  a  tuft  ;  (I),  f.  a 
lock  of  hair  hanging  down  from  the  top  of  the  head. 
—  KeSa-bandha,  as,  m.  a  hair-band.  —  Kexa-bhu, 
its,  m.  the  head.  —  Keia-bhiimi,  is,  f.  any  place  on 
which  hair  grows.  —  Ke4a-mdrja!;a,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?) 
a  comb.  —  Kefa-mdrjana,  am,  n.  a  comb  ;  cleaning 
the  hair.  —  KeJa-mushti,  la,  m.  a  handful  of  hair  ;  N. 

of  two  plants,  (also  visha-mushfi  and  mahd-nimba.) 
—  Kefa-rafana,  f.  arranging  or  dressing  the  hair. 

N.  of  a 
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veshta,  as,  m.  the  parting  of  the  hair.  —  AWa- 
Jtantrl,  f.,  N.  of  a  tree,  =i!ami.  —  Kei!a-hasta,  as, 

m.  much  or  ornamented  hair,  a  tuft.  — A'cs'a-fe'i, 
ind.  hair  to  hair,  head  to  head ;  pulling  each  other's 
hair.  —  Keiagra,  (°ila-ag"),  am,  n.  the  top  of  a  hair. 
—  Ktidnta  (°.<a-an°),  as,  m.  the  tip  or  end  of  a 
hair ;  long  hair  hanging  down,  a  lock  of  hair,  a 
tuft ;  cutting  off  the  hair  finally,  as  a  religious  cere- 

mony performed  upon  Brahmans  at  sixteen  years  of 
age,  Kshatriyas  at  twenty-two,  and  Vaisyas  at  twenty- 
four.  —  Kesdntika,  as,  d,  am,  extending  to  the  end 
of  the  hair  as  far  as  the  forehead ;  relating  to  the 

ceremony  of  final  tonsure.  —  Keidri  (°^a-ari),  is, 
m.  the  plant  Mesua  Ferrea.  —  Ketdruhd  (°ia-dr°), 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =*  saha-devl.  ~ ha  (°ita-ar°), 
{.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  mahdnili  •*  Ketdvamarshana 
(°$a-av°),  am,  n.  pulling  the  hair,  especially  amo- 

rously playing  with  it,  rubbing  it,  &c.  •• 
("rfa-ud"),  as,  m.  much  or  handsome  hair. 
Kedaka,  as,  d,  am,  skilful  in  dressing  hair,  be- 

stowing care  upon  the  hair. 
Keiava,  as,  d,  am,  having  long  or  much  or  hand- 

some hair  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna  ; 
N.  of  the  author  of  a  lexicon  called  Kalpa-dru  ;  the 
author  of  the  Dvaita-parisishta  ;  the  father  of  Govinda 
and  Rucikara  ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Brahma  and  uncle 
of  MahesVara  ;  N.  of  the  son  of  Visvadhara  and 
brother  of  KarinStha  ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Vopadeva  ; 

N.  of  a  p\mt,=pmmdga.  —  Ketova-jdlaka-pad- 

parasitical  plant.  -  KeJa-lunfaka.  as,  d,  am,  pulling 

the  hair.  —  Keia^cat,  an,  at'i,  at,  having  a  fine  head 
of  hair ;  having  long  hair  ;  having  a  mane.  —  Ktia- 

vapanlya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  festival.  —  Kes"a-var- dhana.  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  causing  the  hair  to  grow. 
—  Kesa-rardhint,  i.,  N.  of  a  plant,  a  kind  of  Sida. 

dhaty-uddharana,  am,  n.  a  commentary  by  Vil- 
vanatha  on  the  work  Jataka-paddhati.  —  Kedava-ji- 
nanda-darrnan,  d,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Ke&ava- 
ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  ̂   Kefava-daivajna, 
of,  m.,  N.  of  an  astronomer.  —  Keiara-bhakti,  is, 
f.  devotion  to  Krishna.  —  Ktiava-miira,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  an  author.  —  Ketova-svdmin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a 

grammarian.  —  Kefavayudka  (°iia-dy°),  as,  m.  the 
Mango  tree  ;  any  of  Krishna's  weapons.  —  Kedavdrka 
(°va-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  oif  the  author  of  the  poem 
Krishna-krioita,  a  son  of  Jayaditya  and  grandson  of 

Rjniga  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  work  called  JStaka- 
paddhati  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  work  called  Vivaha- 
vrindavana  —  Ketavalaya  (°va-dr)  or  kesavd- 
vdla  (?)  or  keiavdvdsa  (°va-dv°),  as,  m.  the  holy 
fig  tree,  Ficus  Religiosa. 

Kedi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura.;  [cf.  ke&n.'] 
Kelika,  as,  i,  am,  having,  fine  or  luxuriant  hair, 

relating  to  the  hair;  (o%  f.  the  plant  Asparagus 
Racemosus. 

Kedin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  fine  or  long  hair,  having 

a  mane;  epithet  of  Indra's  and  Agni's  horses; 
epithet  of  Rudra  ;  (i),  m.  a  lion  ;  N.  of  a  race  ;  N. 
of  an  Asura  slain  by  Krishna  ;  an  epithet  of  Krishna  ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva  and  Kausalya  ;  (inl),  i.  the 

plant  Chrysopogon  Aticulatus  ;  another  plant,  Nar- 
dostachys  Jatamarjsi;  an  epithet  of  the  goddess 
DurgS  ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras  ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  the 
king  ofVidarbha,  wife  of  Sagara  and  mother  of 
Asamanja  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Ajamidha  (Suhotra) 
and  mother  of  Jahnu  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  VisVavas 
and  mother  of  Ravana  and  Kumbhakarna  ;  N.  of  a 

Rakshasi;  N.  of  a  servant  of  Damayantl.  —  Keti- 
nisitdana  or  kedi-malluina  or  kedi-sudana,  as,  m. 
or  kvli-han,  d,  m.  &c.  epithet  of  Krishna  the  slayer 
of  the  Asura  Kesin. 

Keiya,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  or  on  the  hair  ;  suit- able to  the  hair  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  ;  (am),  n. 
black  Aloe  wood. 

kesata,  as,  m.  a  goat;  a  bug;  a 

louse  ;  N.  of  a  tree,  commonly  Sonapat,  =  sininhi  ; 
the  parching  arrow  of  Kama-deva,  the  god  of  love  ; 
a  brother  ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 

kesdrukd,    f.  =  kaseruka,    the 
back-bone. 

kesara  or  ketara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (the 

former  form  being  more  usual  in  Vedic  and  the  latter 
in  classical  literature),  the  hair;  the  mane  (of  a 
horse  or  lion)  ;  the  filament  of  a  lotus  or  of  any 

—  Ke/la-vcita,aa,  ra.  a  tress  or  fillet  of  hair.  -  Keia-  I  vegetable;  a  fibre  (as  of  a  Mango  fruit);  (am), 
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the  tail  of  the  Bos  Grunniens,  used  as  a  fan  fo 
driving  away  flies;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  several  plants 
Rottleria  Tinctotia ;  Mimusops  Elengi ;  Mesua  Ferrea 
(am),  n.  the  flower  of  these  plants;  gold;  sulphate 
of  iron ;  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  o 
eighteen  syllables  each ;  (as,  d,  am),  m.  f.  n.  Asa 
Fcetida;  [cf.  Lat.  canaries;  Angl.  Sax.  haer, 

Eng.  hair;  Germ.  Haar.~\  —  Keiara-grdma,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  GrSma.  —  Kesara-prabandhd,  f.,  Ved. 
N.  of  a  woman.  —  Kesara-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having 
a  mane.  —  Kesara-i'ara,  am,  n.  saffron.  —  Kesard- 

fala  ("ra-ot*0),  as,  m. '  the  filament  mountain,'  N.  ol the  mountains  situated  round  Meru,  which  is  called 

'the  seed-vessel  of  the  earth.'  —  Kesardmla  (°ra- 
am°),  at,  m.  the  citron. 
Kesari,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  rather  of  Hanumat. 
Kesarin  and  keiarin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  mane ; 

(i),  m.  a  lion ;  a  horse ;  N.  of  several  plants,  Rottle 
ria  Tinctoria ;  Mesua  Ferrea ;  a  citron  tree ;  a  variety 

of  Moringa  with  red  flowers  ( =  rakta-s'igru) ;  N. 
of  a  man ;  of  a  monkey,  husband  of  the  mother  of 
Hanumat.  —  Kesari-stita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Hanumat. 

F  kehla-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

kai,  cl.   i.  P.  kdyati,  fakau,  kdsyati, 
katiim,  to  sound. 

kaikaya,  as,  m.  the  king  of  the 
Kekayas;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  sons  of  this  king;  (I),  f. 
a  daughter  of  this  king. 
Kaikeya,  as,  m.  a  descendant  of  Kekaya,  who  was 

prince  of  the  Kekayas  ;  a  son  of  Sivi  ;  Drishtaketu, 
king  of  the  Kekayas  and  father  of  the  five  Kaikeyas  ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  Kekayas  ;  (i),  f.  a  daughter  of  the 
prince  of  the  Kekayas,  one  of  the  wives  of  Dasa- 
ratha,  mother  of  Bharata  ;  a  shrew,  a  scold. 

"*g;<4  kainkarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  kin-kara),  the 
office  of  a  servant  or  slave  ;  service,  servitude. 

%7  kaita,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kita),  coming  from 
an  insect. 

kaitaja,  as,  m.  =  kutaja,  the  plant 
Wrightia  Antidysenterica. 

^T?»?  kaitabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura 
slain  by  Vishnu  ;  title  of  a  class  of  writings  ;  (a  and  i), 
f.  an  epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Kal(abha-jit,  t,  m.  or  tot- 
tabha-han,  a,  m.  or  kaitabhdri  (  bha-ari),  is,  m. 
or  kaitabhdrdana  (bha-ar°),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of Vishnu. 

WZ*I  kaitarya,  as,  m.  a  plant  used  in 
medicine,  commonly  Kayaphal  ;  the  Nimb  tree  ; 
Mayana  Vangueria  Spinosa. 
Kaidarya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  plants,  =  katphala 

and  katabhi. 

^in«n  kaitaka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ketakd),  coming 
from  the  plant  Pandanus  Odoratissimus  ;  (am),  n. 
the  flower  of  the  tree  Pandanus  Odoratissimus. 
^ 
^nq  kaitava,  as,  m.  (fr.  kitava),  a  patro- 

nymic of  UlQka;  (am),  n.  the  stake  in  a  game; 
gambling  ;  deceit,  fraud,  cheating,  roguery  ;  the  lapis 
lazuli.  —  Kaitara-prayoga,  as,  m.  a  trick,  a  device. 
—  Knitava-vdda,  as,  m.  falsehood,  evasion. 
Kaitavaka,  am,  n.  gambling. 
Katiaveya  or  kaitavya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of 

UlOka. 
j»v 

*<?It  kaidara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  keddra),  being 
on  or  growing  in  a  field  or  meadow,  especially  one 
under  water  ;  (as),  m.  rice,  com  ;  (am),  n.  a  multi- tude of  fields. 

Kaiddraka  or  Jcaiddrika  or  kaiddrya,  am,  a.  a multitude  of  fields. 

Kaidarya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  field. 

3*3*  kainnara,  as,l,  am  (fr.  kin  nara), 
coming  from  Kinnara. 

<lm«  kaiyata  or  kaiyyata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Jaiyata,  author  of  a  commentary  on  Patan- 
jali's  Maha-bhashya. 

kairaleya,  as,  m.  a  king  of  the 
Keralas. 

^f^  kairava,  as,  m.  a  gambler,  a  cheat, 
a  rogue;  an  enemy;  (am),  n.  the  white  esculent 
water-lily  or  lotus  blossoming  at  night ;  (i),  f.  moon- 

shine, moonlight ;  N.  of  a  plant,  =  methikd.  —  Kai- 
rava-bandfiu,  us,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  moon. 

Kairavin,  i,  m.  the  moon;  (t'ni),  f.  a  place  or 
pond  abounding  in  water-lilies,  an  assemblage  of 
them.  —  Kairavini-khanda,  am,  n.  a  multitude  of 
spots  filled  with  water-lilies. 

^i  *j<s«*  kairataka,   as,  m.  a  species   o 
vegetable  poison,  one  of  the  fixed  kinds. 

4<lfl  kairdta,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kirdta),  relating 
or  belonging  to  the  KirStas;  (as),  m.  a  prince  o 
the  Kiratas ;  a  strong  man ;  N.  of  a  serpent ;  (am) 
n.  the  plant  Agathotes  Chi  ray  ta ;  a  kind  of  sandal wood. 

Kairataka,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  the  KirSta 

people. Kairdtika,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  thi KirStas. 

5  kairdla,  am,  i,  n.  f.,  N.  of  a  plant; 
used  as  a  remedy  for  worms ;  [cf.  vidanga.] 

«fi  (Yj; 31  kairisi,  is,  m.  (fr.  kirisi),  a  patro- 

nymic of  Sutvan. 

efi»ir,<  kairmedura,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  N.  oi 

a  place ;  (as,  i,  am),  coming  from  that  place. 

kokilaka. 

subdivision  of  the  Yadavas,  descended  from  Kaisika, 
who  was  son  of  Vidarbha  and  brother  of  Kratha ;  (  j), 

f.,  scil.  vritti,  one  of  the  four  varieties  of  dramatic  style, 
the  graceful  style,  suited  especially  to  the  passion  of 
love ;  N.  of  a  place  or  river ;  an  epithet  of  Durg3 ; 

i  (am),  n.  a  quantity  of  hair,  a  head  of  hair. 
Kaliina,  as,  I,  am  (ft.  kefin),  connected  with Kesin  DSrbhya. 

A'aisyo,  am,  n.  (fr.  keda),  the  whole  mass  of 
hair,  a  head  of  hair,  much  or  ornamented  hair. 

kaila,  am,  n.  sport,  pleasure. 

kailakila,  an  epithet  of  Yavana. 

kaildvata,ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

kaildsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  mountain 
Caiiasa,  the  fabulous  residence  of  Kuvera  and  paradise 

of  Siva ;  it  is  placed  by  the  Hindus  in  the  Himalaya 
ange,  and  is  regarded  as  one  of  the  loftiest  peaks  to 

the  north  of  the  Manasa  lake.  —  Kaildsa-ndtha,  as, 
m.  the  sovereign  of  the  Kailasa  mountain,  i.  e  the 
;od  Kuvera.  —  Kaildsa-niketana,  as,  m.  an  epithet 
of  Kuvera  or  Siva  —  Kaildsa-pandita,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  copyist.  —  Kaildsaukas  (°sa-ok°),  as,  m.  an  epi 
thet  of  Kuvera. 

kaivarta,  as,    m.    [cf.  kevarla],   a. 
sherman,  born  of  a  prostitute  by  a  Kshatriya  or  of 
n  Ayogava  female  by  a  Nishada  father ;  (i),  f.  the 

wife  of  a  fisherman ;  a  kind  of  grass,  Cyperus  Ro- 
undus ;  [cf.  paripela.]  —  Kaivarta-musta  or  kai- 
arta-mustaka,  am,  n.  the  grass  Cyperus  Rotundus. 
Kaivartaka,  as,  m.  a  fisherman. 
Kaivartikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, =surangd,  laid, 

valli.  dasaruhd,  Sec. 
Kaivarti-mustaka  or  kaivartl-ntustaka,  am, 

n.  a  fragrant  kind  of  grass,  Cyperus  Rotundus. 

<B<(c4  kaivala,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  plant,  used 
as  a  remedy  for  worms,  =  kairdla. 

qiqt*4  kawalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  kevala),  perfect 
isolation,  abstraction,  detachment  from  all  other  con- 

nections, detachment  of  the  soul  from  matter  or  fur- 
ther transmigrations ;  becoming  one  with  the  Supreme ; 

eternal  happiness,  emancipation,  beatitude ;  exclusive- 
ness,  soleness,  individuality,  totality  ;  (as,  d,  ami,  con- 

nected with  this  state  of  mind.  —  Kaivalya-tantra, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  ~  Kaivalya-d'ipika,  (.,  N. of  a  commentary  by  HemSdri.  —  Kaimlydirama 

(°ya-df),  as,  m.  a  pupil  of  Govinda,  author  of  a 
commentary  on  the  poem  Ananda-lahari.  —  Kaiva- 

lyendra  Cya-in°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  instructor  of 
Riyanendra.  —  Kaivalyopanishad  (°ya-up°),  t,  (. 
title  of  an  Upanishad. 

CB^I^  kaisava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kesava),  be- 
longing to  KeSava,  (Krishna  or  Vishnu.) 

en  13141  kaisika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kesa),  hair- 
like,  fine  as  a  hair ;  (as),  m.  love,  passion,  lust ;  N.  of  a 

kaisora,  am,  n.  (fr.  kisora),  youth, 

boyhood,  from  the  age  of  ten  to  that  of  fifteen. 
—  KaiJoraka-vayas,  «s,  n.  the  age  or  life  of  a  youth. 
^rn^T'M  kaishkindha,  as,  i,  am,  coming 

from  Kishkindhi. 

"Si  ko,  a  prefix  in  a  number  of  words,  as 
in  ko-jdgara,  ko-mala,  ko-vida,  &c.,  related  to  i . 
ku;  [cf.  the  prefixes  ka,  kava,  kd,  kim,  ku.] 

^te  koka,  as,  m.  (an  onomatopoetic  word), 
a  wolf;  a  cuckoo;  the  ruddy  goose;  a  frog;  a  small 
lizard  or  chameleon ;  a  kind  of  noxious  parasitical 
animal ;  the  wild  date  tree ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ; 
N.  of  a  man,  a  son  of  Sona ;  N.  of  a  river.  —  Koka- 
dera,  as,  m.  a  pigeon.  —  Koka-nakha,  as,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people.  —  Koka-bandhu,  us,  m.  the  friend 
of  the  CakravSka  or  ruddy  goose,  an  epithet  of  the 
sun.  —  Koka-ydtu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  demon  or  ghost 

in  the  shape  of  a  cuckoo.  —  Koka-vdc"a,  as,  m.  a  sort 
of  animal  living  in  caves,  a  fox  (?).  —  Koka-iastra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  very  indecent  treatise  on  the  art  of 
love,  ascribed  to  a  Pandit  named  Koka.  —  Kokdgra 

(°ka-<tg°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, =samashlhila. 
«BV«irT  kokada,  as,  m.  an  animal  of  a  brown 

colour,  with  a  bushy  tail,  lurking  in  holes,  perhaps  a 
hare  or  fox. 

^  kokanada,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people ;  (am),  n.  the  red  lotus ;  the  red  water-lily. 
—  Kokanada-tthavi,  is,  m.  the  colour  of  the  red 
lotus ;  (is,  is,  t),  of  the  colour  of  the  red  lotus. 

<*\<*<<*ikokaraka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  apeople. 

*t4ifc«J<*  kokalika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

kokali,  (.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
kokdmukha,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

N.  of  a  Tfrtha. 

kokdha,  as,  m.  a  white  horse;  (per- 
laps  a  foreign  word.) 

<*)f<*rt  knkila,  as,  m.  (an  onomatopoetic 
word ;  but  by  some  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kuk),  the 
Kokila  or  Koil,  the  black  or  Indian  cuckoo,  Cuculus 
ndicus ;  a  kind  of  mouse ;  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect ; 

a  firebrand,  a  lighted  coal ;  N.  of  a  poet ;  N.  of  a 
<fi japntia ;  (a),  f.  the  female  of  a  Kokila,  (the  Kokila 

Koil  is  frequently  alluded  to  in  Hindu  poetry,  and 
ts  musical  cry  is  supposed  to  inspire  pleasing  and 
ender  emotions.)  —  Kokila-nayana,  as,  m.  a  plant 
>earing  a  dark  black  flower,  Capparis  Spinosa :  it  is 
also  applied  to  Barleria  Longifolia  ;  [cf.  kokildksha.] 
—  Kokila-maitrdvaruna,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to 
he  duties  or  office  of  the  MaitrSvaruna  priest  at  the 

Caukillshti ;  (am),  n.  title  of  a  treatise.  —  Kokila- 
hotra,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  duties  or  office  of 
the  Hotri  priest  at  the  Kaukillshti ;  (am),  n.  title  of 

a  treatise.  —  Kokildksha  ("la-ak0),  as,  m.  'having 
eyes  like  those  of  the  Koil,'  the  plant  Asteracantha 
xmgifolia  or  Capparis  Spinosa.  —  Kolildkshaka,as, 
m.  the  same  plant.  »•  Kokild-mdltdtmya,  am,  n.  title 

of  a  part  of  the  Skanda-purana.  —  Kokildvdsa  (°la- 
dv°),  as,  m.  the  Mango  tree ;  [cf.  dmra.]  —  Koki- 
ekfhu  (°la-ik°),  us,  m.  the  black  variety  of  sugar- 
ane;  [cf.  krishnekshu.]  —  Kukileshtd  (°la-teh?), 
,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  mahd-jambu.  —  Kokilotsava. 
cla-nt°),  as,  m.  the  Mango  tree. 
Kokilaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n  (?),  N.  of  a  metre 

f  four  lines,  each  containing  seventeen  syllables. 
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'  kokkata  =  konkata,  q.  v. 
i  kokkvoka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 

of  the  Rati-rahasya. 

>  konka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

'  konkata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast  on 
the  Amara-kosha ;  (a  various  reading  has  kokkata.) 

oft  |j  Iff  konkana,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 
on  the  western  shore  of  the  Dekhan ;  (am),  n.  a 

kind  of  weapon ;  (a),  f.  a  female  of  the  Kon-kana 
people.  —  Koitkand-vati,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Kon- 
kand-suta,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  ParaSu-rama,  the 
son  of  Kon-kani. 
Konkandka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  on  the 

western  shore  of  the  Dekhan. 

;  kon-kdra,  as,  m.  the  sound  kom. 

koto,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  kuf),  drying, 

becoming  dry;  (at),  m.  drying  up,  desiccation, 
aridity ;  a  man  of  mixed  caste,  the  offspring  of  a 
fisherman  by  a  female  of  the  butcher  tribe. 

oin^lH'C  ko-jdaara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  festi- 
val, the  night  of  full  moon  in  the  month  Asvina 

(September-October),  celebrated  with  various  games ; 
(according  to  some  authorities  from  Jtah  xadjdgara, 

'  who  is  awake  ?'  the  exclamation  of  LakshmT,  who 
descending  on  this  night,  promised  wealth  to  all  that 
were  awake ;  hence  the  night  is  spent  in  festivity  and 
games  of  chance  in  honour  of  the  goddess.) 

cRty  konja,  as,  m.  =  kauhfa,  N.  of  a 
mountain. 

oStj  kota,  as,  m.  (rt.  kut),  a  fort,  a  strong- 
hold ;  a  shed,  a  hut  [cf.  kula,  ku.fi) ;  crookedness, 

curvature ;  a  beard.  —  Kota-dakra,  am,  n.  a  sort  of 

diagram. 
Kotaka,  as,  «,  am,  who  or  what  curves  or  bends ; 

(at),  m.  a  builder  of  sheds  or  huts,  a  thatcher,  a 
carpenter ;  a  mixed  caste,  the  son  of  a  mason  and  ol 
the  daughter  of  a  potter. 
Kotara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  hollow  of  a  tree ;  a 

cave  in  general ;  (I),  f.  a  naked  woman ;  an  epithet 
of  the  goddess  DurgS.  —  Kotara-vana,  am,  n.  a 
wood  in  which  there  are  hollow  trees. 

Kolavl,  f.  a  naked  woman  ;  a  form  of  the  goddess 
Durgi  (represented  naked). 

Koti,  it  or  i,  f.  the  curved  end  of  a  bow  or  of  claws, 
&c. ;  the  end  or  top  of  anything ;  the  edge  or  point 
of  a  sword ;  the  horns  of  the  moon ;  the  highest 

point,  eminence,  excellence ;  the  highest  number  in 
the  older  system  of  numbers,  viz.  a  Krore  or  ten 

millions ;  the  complement  of  an  arc  to  90° ;  the  side 
of  a  fight-angled  triangle ;  N.  of  a  plant.  Firing  or 

Asparac,  Medicago  Esculenta,  =  koti^varshd.  —  Ko(i- 
karna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.— Koti-jit,  t,  m.  a 
conqueror  of  ten  millions ;  an  epithet  of  the  poe 
Kalidasa  —  Koti-jyd,  f.  the  cosine  of  an  angle  in  a 

right-angled  triangle.  —  Koti-tirtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Tlrtha.  —  Koti-dvaya,  am,  n.  'the  two  ends,'  i  e 
two  alternatives.  —  Koti-pdtra,  am,  n.  a  rudder  o 

large  oar  used  as  one.  —  Ko/i-pdla,  as,  m.  the  guarc 
of  a  stronghold  ?  (a  wrong  reading  for  kotta-pdla  ?} 
—  Koti-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Koli-mat 
an,  ati,  at,  furnished  with  a  point. '—Koti-varsha 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city,  Vanapura  or  Devikote,  on  th 
Coromandel  coast ;   (d),  f.  a  plant  used  medicinally 
either    Medicago    Esculenta    or    Trigonella   Comi 
culata.  —  Koti-vcdltin,  i,  ini,  i,  striking  an  edge  o 
point,  i.  e.    performing    the    most   difficult   things 
—  Koli-^as,  ind.  by  tens  of  millions,  in  innumerabl 
multitudes.  —  Koti-irl,  f.  an  epithet  of  the  goddts 
Durgi.  —  Koti-varsha,   am,    n.,  N.   of  the    town 
Vanapura  on  the  Coromandel  coast ;  (d).  (.  the  plan 
Medicago  Esculenta  or  Trigonella  Comiculata ;  [c 

kott-vareha.'l  —  Kotis'vara  fti-ti°),  as,  m.  the  lor of  ten  millions,  a  millionaire. 

Kolika,  as,  d,  am,  forming  the  highest  poii 
top  or  summit  of  anything,  placed  in  the  highes 

osition,  e.  g.  manutha-kiitika,  a  princess ;  (as), 
a.,  sell,  manduka,  a  frog ;  an  insect,  coccinella  of 
arious  kinds ;  N.  of  the  son  of  a  prince.  —  Koti- 

dsya  (ka-ds°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  king  Suratha. 
Kotira,  at,  m.  the  hair  (collected  on  the  forehead 

i  the  shape  of  a  horn) ;  an  ichneumon,  Viverra 
chneumon ;  an  insect,  coccinella  of  various  kinds 
cf.  kolika] ;  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
Kotira,  as,  m.  a  harrow ;  N.  of  a  NSga. 
Kotira,  as,  m.  long  entangled  hair;  a  crest,  a 
iadem. 

Kotlia,,  as,  m.  a  harrow ;  [cf.  kotifa.] 

«Btf  kotta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  fort,  a  castle,  a 

ronghold ;  [cf.  kota.'] 
c(I)gcfl  kottam,  f.  (fr.  ko-drtava  ?),  a.  naked 

roman ;  an  epithet  of  Durga  ;  the  mother  of  VSna, 

n  Asura;  [<£.itotom,  kautai'i,  kotari.]  — Kottavi- 
ura,  am,  n.j  N.  of  the  town  Vanapura  on  the 
Coromandel  coast;  [cf.  koli-varsha  and  kotl- arsha.] 

ifjTTt  kottdra,  as,  m.  a  fortified  town,  a 

tronghold ;  a  pond ;  the  stairs  of  a  pond ;  a  liber- 
ine ;  [cf.  kotta.] 

fa  kotha,  as,  m.  (fr.  kusktha),  a  species 

)f  leprosy  with  large  round  spots ;  ringworm,  im- 
wtigo. 

oM4*.  kothara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, =a»- 

cota;  [cf.  kotara.]  —  Kothara-pushpl,  f.  the  plant 
Convolvulus  Argenteus. 

fflff  kona,  as,  m.  a  corner,  an  angle 

\  =  airf) ',  an  intermediate  point  of  the  compass ; 
he  quill  or  bow  of  a  lute,  a  fiddle-stick,  &c. ;  a  sort 
of  musical  instrument,  a  stringed  musical  instrument ; 
a  drum-stick ;  the  sharp  edge  of  a  sword ;  a  stick,  a 
staff,  a  club ;  a  N.  of  Man-gala,  the  planet  Mars ;  a 
N.  of  the  planet  Saturn  (in  this  sense  fr.  the  Gr. 

was).  —  Kona-kuna,  as,  m.  a  bug;  [cf.  kola- 
kttna,  utkuna,  matkuna.]  — Kona-vddin,  t,  m.  an 
epithet  of  Siva.  —  Kona-sprig-vritta,  as  or  am,  m. 
or  n.  (?),  a  circle  in  contact  with  the  angles  of  a 

figure ;  an  exterior  circle ;  one  circumscribed.  «•  Ko~ 
nd-koni,  ind.  from  angle  to  angle,  from  one  corner 
to  the  other,  cornerwise,  diagonally ;  athwart. 

Stftff  koni,  is,  is,  i,  having  a  crooked 
arm ;  [cf.  kuni.] 

konera-bhatta,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  a 
son  of  Vishnu  and  father  of  Rudra-bhatta. 

'   konda-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.   of 

grammarian. 
kotha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  kuth),  afflictec 

with  pain,  churned ;  (a«),  m.  putrefaction,  corrup- 
tion ;  a  sore ;  gangrene ;  a  disease  of  the  eyes 

inflammation  and  ulceration  of  the  angles  of  the 
eyelids ;  churning. 

<*ll<is  ko-danda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  bow 

(as),  m.  an  eyebrow  (shaped  like  a  bow);  a  creeping 
plant ;  N.  of  a  country. 

Kodandin,  i,  ini,  i,  armed  with   a  bow ; 

epithet  of  S'iva. <*1<;i«,  koddra,  as,  am,  m.  n.(?),  a  kind  o 

grain. 
dD^cl  kodrava,  as,  m.  a  species  of  grain 

eaten  by  the  poor,  Paspalum  Scrobiculatum. 

4Mlrf«d  kondlaka,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  kind  o 

aquatic  bird. 
'aft'HlfiS  kondli,  is,  m.  or  f.  (?),  a  kind  o 

plant. 

<*\nlr4  kontala,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 

sf\r4  konva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain 
[cf.  kola,  kollaka,  kolagiri,  kolvagireya.] 

••=<  H|K  konvasira,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

egraded  warrior-tribe. 
clffT  kopa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kup),  morbid 
ritation  or  disorder  of  the  humours  of  the  body ; 

assion,  wrath,  anger,  rage,  (sa-kopa,  enraged ;  sa-ko- 
im.angrily.)  —  Jfopa-kdratia,am,  n.  cause  of  anger. 

••  i .  kopa-krama,  as,  m.  one  who  goes  to  anger, 
n  angry  or  passionate  man.  —  Kopa-jvalita,  at,  a, 
m,  inflamed  with  wrath,  enraged.  —  Kopa-tas,  ind. 
irough  anger,  angrily.  —  Kopa-dlpta,  at,  d.  am, 
ncensed  or  inflamed  with  anger.  —  Kopa-pada,  am, 

.  appearance  of  anger,  pretended  wrath.  —  Kopa- 
yarlta,  as,  d,  am,  affected  by  anger.  —  Kopa-lata, 
.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  karna-sphotd.  —  Kopa-vat,  an, 

ati,  at,  angry ;  passionate ;  (tt),  f.,  N.  of  a  metre 
onsisting  of  four  lines  of  fourteen  syllables  each. 
—  Kopa-waia,  as,  m.  subjection  to  anger.  —  Kopa- 
vega,  as,  m.  violence,  impetuosity  of  passion ;  N.  of 

Rishi.  —  Kopa-samanvita,  as,  d,  am,  affected  by 

ger.  —  Jfopdkula  (°pa-dlc°),  at,  d,  am,  furious, 
enraged.  —  Kopd-kopi,  ind.  in  mutual  anger,  in 
eciprocal  wrath.  —  Kopdvishta  (°pa-dv°),  as,  a,  am, affected  with  anger. 

Kopana,  as,  d,  am,  inclined  to  passion,  passionate, 
wrathful,  angry ;  irritating,  causing  morbid  irritation 
or  disorder  of  the  humours ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura ; 

am),  n.  irritating ;  becoming  angry ;  (a),  f.  a  pas- 
sionate woman. 

Kopanaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  perfume ;  [cf.  doraka.] 

JKopayishnu,  us,  us,  u,  intending  to  exasperate, nclined  to  make  angry. 

Kopita,  as,  d,  am,  enraged,  furious. 
Kopin,  I,  ini,  i,  angry,  passionate,  wrathful ;  (at 

the  end  of  a  compound)  irritating,  stirring  up ;  (t), 

m.  a  bird  called  the  water-pigeon  (jala-pdravala). 

2.  kopakrama  (ka-up°),  am,  n. 
BrahrnS's  creation ;  see  3.  ka.  (For  i.  kopa-krama 
see  under  kopa  above.) 

kopajna  (ka-up°),  am,  n.  Brahma's 
oma,  am,  n.=kloma,  q.  v. 

ko-mala,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ko  =  ku  and 

mala  fr.  rt.  mlai,  '  easily  fading  away  ?'),  tender, 

soft  (opposed  to  karkas'a) ;  bland,  sweet,  low ; 
pleasing,  agreeable,  beautiful ;  (a),  {.,  N.  of  a  plant ; 
(am),  n.  water.  —  Komala-glta  or  komala-gitaka, 
am,  n.  a  pleasing  song.  —  Komala-id,  f.  or  komala- 
tva,  am,  n.  softness,  tenderness,  agreeableness. 
—  Komala-svabhdva,  as,  d,  am,  tender-hearted. 

Komalaka,  am,  n.  the  fibres  of  the  stalk  of  a 
lotus. 

cRtatftnirr  komdsikd,  f.  a  budding  fruit ; 
[cf.  jdlika.] 

cR^BBf  komya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  •=  kdmya, 
lovely  (.?). 

cliffs  ko-yashti,  is,  or  koyashtika,  as,  m. 

the  lapwing ;  a  small  white  crane,  commonly  called  a 

paddy-bird. 
ofitt  kora,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  kur),  a 

movable  joint,  as  the  fingers,  the  knee,  &c. ;  amphi- 
arthrosis ;  a  bud  (see  the  next). 

Koraka,  at,  am,  m.  n.  a  bud,  an  unblown  flower ; 
the  fibres  of  the  sta  k  of  a  lotus ;  a  species  of  perfume, 

commonly  Cor  (cora) ;  another  perfume,  a  berry 
containing  a  resinous  and  fragrant  substance;  [cf. 

kakkolaka.'] 
Korakita,  as,  d,  am,  covered  with  buds. 
Korita,  CM,  a,  am,  budded,  sprouted;  ground, 

pounded,  comminuted. 
clTl^gH  koranal,  f.  small  cardamoms ;  [cf. 

da.'] 

cfftt?m  kora-diisha  or  koradushaka.  as,  m. 

a  kind  of  grain  eaten  especially  by  the  poor,  Paspalum 
Scrobiculatum.  See  kodrava. 
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korali  or  korild,  f.,  N.  of  a  town. 

kola,  as,  m.  a  hog ;  a  raft,  a  float, 
a  bo»t ;  a  kind  of  weapon ;  the  breast,  the  haunch, 
tht  hip  or  flank,  the  lap  [cf.  kroda];  an  embrace, 
embracing;  N.  of  a  plant  (  =  titra,  titrated,);  the 
planet  Sani  or  Saturn  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Akrida ;  N.  of 
a  degraded  warrior-tribe ;  an  outcast,  one  of  a  tribe 
degraded  by  Sagara  from  the  military  order ;  a  maa 
of  a  mixed  caste ;  a  barbarian,  a  Kol,  a  tribe  inhabit- 

ing the  hill»  and  forests  in  central  India ;  (a  or  ?),  f. 
the  jujube  tree,  Zizyphus  Jujuba;  (d),  f.  Piper 
Longum,  and  Piper  Chaba  (davya) ;  (am),  n.  the 
fruit  of  the  jujube ;  black  pepper ;  the  weight  of  one 

Tola;  [cf.  Lith.  i-nilys,  kiaule;  Hib.cullach;  Gr. 
Xoipof.}—  Kola-kanda,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  bulbous 
plant,  used  as  a  remedy  for  worms ;  [cf.  krlmi-yhna, 

paiyala,  &c.~\  —  Kula-lcarhatikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=madhu-kharjurikii.  —  Kola-(/iri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mountain.  —  Kola-dala,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  perfume, 
=  nakht.~Kola-ndslka,f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  r««- 

Wni.  —  JfolarjfH^dha,  as,  m.  a  heron.  —  Kola-miila, 
am,  n.  the  root  of  long  pepper.  —  Kola-valll,  f.  the 
plant  Pothos  Officinalis,  a  plant  with  a  pungent  fruit 

resembling  pepper,  =  gaja-pippali ;  another  plant, 
Piper  Chaba  (A»»y«).  —  Kola-Mmibl,  (.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  commonly  called  AlakusI,  Carpopogon  Pruri- 
ens;  [cf.  krita-jihald,  kkafva.  Sec.]  —  Kold-koli , 
ind.  with  mutual  embraces.  —  Kolanta  (°la-aiic),  08, 
m.  a  N.  of  Kalir^ga,  the  Coromandel  coast  from 
Cuttack  to  Madras;  but,  according  to  some,  this 
place  is  in  Gangetic  Hindustan,  with  Kanouj  for  the 
capital.  -•  Kola-pwa,,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

Kolaka,  at,  m.,  N.  of  two  plants,  =  ankotha  and 

\>ahu-vara;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  perfume, =kakko- 
laka ;  black  pepper. 

ofcWn+pJ  kolakila,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?), 
N.  of  a  town;  (also  read  kilakila,  kilinakila, 
kolikila.) 

*VcV**U  kolakuna,  as,  m.  a  bug;  [cf. 
konakuna,  utkuna,  matkuna.] 

«fT>rf%r<*  kolambaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  ko  +  lam- 
ht/ka  ?),  the  body  of  a  lute,  the  whole  of  it  except 
the  strings. 

^ftrtl^'cJ  koKhala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (an 
onomatopoetic  word),  a  loud  and  confused  sound, 
an  uproar,  a  great  and  indistinct  noise  (of  men, 

animals,  &c.)  ;  (<M).  m.,  N.  of  a  personified  moun- 
tain. 

*"tfw  koli,  is,  is  or  «,  m.  f.  the  jujube  tree, 
Zizyphus  Jujuba ;  [cf.  karkandhu.  ]  —  Koli-sarpa, 
at,  m.,  N.  of  a  degraded  warrior-tribe. 

ofcirpjf'ilir'J  kolikila,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
N.  of  a  town(?);  [cf.  kolakila.] 

'Jirtfo'rT  kolita,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Maud- 
galyayana. 

koluha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

koluka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N. 
of  a  country;  also  koluta  and  .<ailuta;  [cf.  ul&ka, 
nluta,  nl  nl n,  kulutu,  kuluta,  kauluta.] 

l  kolya,  f.  Piper  Longum ;  [cf.  kola.] 

i  kollaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  ; 

[cf.  konva,  konva&ra,  kola,  kolagiri,  kolvagi- 
reya.]  —  Kolla-giri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 

««l<sif'l«.M  kolva-gireya,  (is,  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people. 

«*([=«;  ko-vida,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ko  and  rt. 
vid,  to  know),  experienced,  skilled,  learned,  wise 
(with  loc.,  gen.,  and  at  the  end  of  comp.,  e.  g.  afoeshu 
of  aivanim  or  asva-kovida,  skilled  in  horses). 

4T\r<4^rC  kn-pidara,  as,  m.  a  tree,  Bauhinia 

V'ariegata ;  also  one  of  the  trees  of  paradise. 

kosa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  fcus  or 
kush  f,  related  to  kukshi  and  koshtha  ?;  in  the  earlier 
literature  generally  spelt  koto;  later  books  read  both 
koia  and  kasha),  a  cask,  a  vessel  for  holding  liquids ; 

(metaphorically)  a  cloud ;  a  pail ;  a  bucket ;  a  drink- 
ing-vessel,  a  cup,  a  vessel  in  general ;  .1  box,  a  cup- 

board, a  drawer,  a  trunk ;  the  interior  or  inner  part 
of  a  carriage ;  a  sheath,  a  scabbard,  &c. ;  a  case,  a 
covering,  a  cover ;  store-room,  store,  provisions ;  a 
treasury,  the  apartment  where  money  or  plate  is  kept ; 
treasure,  accumulated  wealth,  money ;  gold  or  silver, 
wrought  or  unwrought,  as  plate,  jewellery,  &c. ;  a 
kind  of  bandage  (in  surgery) ;  a  dictionary,  lexicon, 
or  vocabulary ;  a  bud  ;  the  sheath  or  integument  of  a 

plant ;  a  pod  or  any  similar  seed-vessel ;  a  nutmeg, 
a  nut-shell ;  the  inner  part  of  the  fruit  Artocarpus 

Integrifolia ;  the  cocoon  of  a  silk-worm ;  the  vulva, 
the  womb;  the  penis;  a  testicle  or  the  scrotum; 

an  egg;  (in  the  Vedanta  philosophy)  a  term  for 
the  three  sheaths  or  succession  of  cases  which  make 

up  the  various  frames  of  the  body  enveloping  the 

soul,  (these  are,  I.  the  dnaiida-mayah  koiah  or 
'  sheath  of  pleasure,'  forming  the  Icarana-iarira  or 
'  causal  frame ;'  2.  the  vijnana-mayalf  or  buddhi- 
mayah  or  mano-mayah  or  prana-mayah  kofah, 
'  the  sheath  of  intellect  or  will  or  life,'  forming  the 
sukskma-sarira  or  '  subtile  frame ;'  3.  the  anna- 

mayah  koiah, '  the  sheath  of  nourishment,'  forming 
the  sthula-4arira  or  '  gross  frame')  ;  a  ball  or  globe 
(e.  g.  sutra-kosha,  a  ball  of  thread ;  netra-kosha, 
the  eye-ball  &c.) ;  judicial  trial,  ordeal  by  fire,  water, 
poison,  the  balance,  heated  balls  of  iron,  boiling  oil 

&c.,  attesting  a  deity  with  thrice-repeated  drinking 
of  the  water  in  which  some  idol  has  been  washed ; 
the  water  used  at  an  ordeal ;  an  oath ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a 

river ;  (t),  f.  a  bud ;  a  seed-vessel ;  the  beard  of  corn ; 

a  shoe,  a  sandal ;  [cf.  Hib.  gucog,  '  a  bud,  a  sprout ;' 
Gr.  K<fK*oj.]  —  Koia-kdra,  as,  m.  one  who  makes 
scabbards,  cases,  boxes,  &c. ;  the  compiler  of  a  diction- 

ary, a  lexicographer;  the  silk-worm  or  the  insect 
while  in  its  cocoon ;  a  chrysalis  or  pupa  ;  a  variety  of 

sugar-cane  or  sugar-cane  in  general.  —  Kofa-kdraka, 
as,  m.  a  silk-worm.  —  KoGa-krit,  t,  m.  a  kind  of 

sugar-cane.  —  Koia-griha,  am,  n. a  treasury;  a  room 
in  which  valuable  garments,  precious  stones  &c.  are 

kept.  —  Kofa-grakana,  am,  n.  undergoing  an  ordeal. 
—  Koia-dantu,  us,  m.  the  Indian  crane.  —  Kofa- 
ndyaka,  as,  m.  a  chief  over  treasure,  a  treasurer ;  an 
epithet  of  Kuvera.  —  Koda-pala,  as,  m.  the  guardian 
of  a  treasure.  —  Kofo-petaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  chest 

or  strong  box   in  which  treasure  is  kept.  —  Koia- 
phala,as,  m.  a  kind  of  creeping  plant  [cf.ghoshaka] ; 

(a),  f.  a  Cucurbitaceous  plant,  =pita-ghoshd ;   the 
plant  Cucumis  Utilissimus,  =  trapushi;    (am),  n.  a 
kind   of  perfume,  a  berry  containing  a  waxy  and 

fragrant  substance ;  a  nutmeg.  —  Kofa-bhiita,  as,  a, 
am,  treasured,  stored,  accumulated.  —  Koia-vat,  an, 
att,  at,  possessing  treasures,  rich,  wealthy ;  (tl),  (.,  N. 
of  a  kind  of  plant.  —  Koda-vdsin,  t,  irii,  i,  living  in 
a  shell,  wrapped  up  in  a  sheath  or  shell,  incased ;  (t), 

m.  any  animal  so  incased,  a  chrysalis  or  pupa.  —  Kota- 
vriddhi,  is,  f.  swelled  testicle,  enlargement  of  the 
scrotum    from   hernia   or   hydrocelc   &c.  —  Kofa- 
vetiman,  a,  n.  a  treasury.  —  KviSa-iSayika,  f.  a  clasp- 

knife  or  one  lying  in  a  sheath.  —  Koila-s'uddhi,  is, 
(.  purification  by  ordeal.  —  Kotia-skrit,  t,  m.  a  silk- 

worm. —  Koki-itha,  as,  d,  am,  incased,  sheathed, 
enveloped  in  a  sheath  or  shell  &c. ;   (as),  m.  any 
shelled  insect  or  animal,  as  a  snail  &c. ;  a  pupa  or 

chrysalis ;  the  silk-worm  in  its  cocoon.  —  Ko-:a-htna, 
a*,    a,    am,   without    treasure,  deprived    of  riches, 

poor.~Ko4aw!a  (°ia-an°},  at,  m.  part  of  a  trea- 
sure, a  portion   of  any  one's  wealth.  —  Kotagara 

(  da-tig  ),  a*",  am,  m.  n.  a  treasure-house,  store-room, 
treasury.  —  Koiaittja  (  sa-an  ),  as,  m.  a  kind  of 

reed    or    grass,    commonly    Ikada;     [cf.    iitkata."] 
—  Kiwadhipati  (°^u-adh°),  is,  or  Icos'Sahifa  or 
kodddhyaksha  (°ia-adh°\,  as,  m.  a  superintendent 
of  the  treasury,  a  treasurer,  a  paymaster ;  an  epithet 

of  Kuvera.  —  Kosapaharana  (°i!a-ap  ),  am,  n.  car- 
rying off  treasure.  —  Koiamra  (  ia-am°),  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  plant,  =krimi-vri]ctha,  suketaka,  commonly 
Itoiama;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  this  plant,  Vulg. 
keuda  (  =keura  1  Sonneratia  Apetala  ?). 

Kofoka,  at,  m.  an  egg,  a  testicle. 

Kotayi,  I.,  Ved.  a  chest,  a  box  ;  the  interior  of  a 
carriage  (?).  According  to  Say.  =  koia. 

Knxika,  f.  a  drinking-vessel. 

Koiin,  i,  inl,  i,  incased  (ama-koiHn,  having  the 
cavity  of  the  ear  filled  up)  ;  (i),  m.  the  mango  tree  ; [cf.  imra.] 

Kotili,  f.  a  kind  of  bean  [cf.  mudga-parni]  ;  N. 
of  a  river. 

<*l3lc-i   kosala   and   kosala. 
kosala. 

See   under 

kosalika,  am,  n.  a  bribe  ;  (wrong 

reading  for  kaudalika,  q.  v.) 

•*l!)|lrl<*  kosataka  or  koshataka,  as,  m.  (fr. 

koto  ?),  hair  ;  (I),  f.  several  Cucurbitaeeous  plants, 
Trichosanthes  Diceca,  Luffa  Acutangula,  and  LurTa 
Pentandra  ;  th«  fruits  of  these  plants  ;  a  moonlight 

night. 

oRt5[lrlO*«^  kosatakin,  I,  m.  (fr.  the  pre- 

ceding?), trade,  business;  a  trader,  .a  merchant; 
submarine  fire. 

kosya,  au  or  e(?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  du., 

Ved.  two  lumps  of  flesh  near  the  heart  of  a  sacrificial 
horse. 

osha  with  its  compounds,  see  under 

koto,  for  which  kosha  is  only  a  later  form. 

ef)Mr4T  koshala,  wrongly  spelt  for  kosala. 

koshataka  =  kosataka,  q.  v. 

koshtha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kush  ;  probably 

related  to  kukfhi  and  koto),  any  one  of  the  viscera 
of  the  body,  as  the  stomach,  heart,  lungs,  &c.,  but 
particularly  the  stomach  ;  the  belly,  bowels,  abdomen  ; 
an  inner  apartment  ;  a  granary,  a  place  in  which  grain 

is  kept,  a  store-room,  a  treasury;  (am),  n.  a  sur- 
rounding wall  ;  a  kind  of  vessel  ;  the  shell  of  any- 

thing ;  (as,  a,  am\  own.  —  Kushlha-koti,  is,  m., 
N.  of  an  attendant  of  Sivz.  —  Koshtha-pala,  as,  m. 
a  municipal  officer,  a  constable  ;  a  watch,  a  guard, 
the  watch  of  a  city  ;  a  storekeeper,  a  treasurer. 

—  KoMha-vat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  ••  Kosh- 
tha-fuddhi,  is,  f.  dejection  by  stool,  evacuation  of 

the  bowels.  —  Koshthagdra  (°tha-ag°  or  &g°),  at, 
am,   m.   n.    a    store-room,   a    store;    a   treasury. 
—  Koshihdgdrika,  as  or  o  (?),  m.  or  f.  (?),  a  kind 

of  animal,  any  animal  living  in  a  shell.  ••  Koshfhd- 

gdrin,   i,  m.  a  kind  of  poisonous   insect.  —  Kosh- 
Ihdgni  (°tha-ag°),  is,  m.  the  digestive  faculty,  the 
gastric  juice.  —  Koshthi-pradipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work  on  astronomy. 

Koshthaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  granary, 

a  treasury  [cf.  anna-koiht  haka]  ;  a  surrounding 
wall  ;  (am),  n.  a  brick  trough  for  watering  cattle  ; 

N.  of  a  town. 
KiiKhthakl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute, 

-kartuin,  to  surround,  enclose. 
Koshthila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Koshthya,  as,  d,  am,  proceeding  from  the  chest 
or  interior  of  the  body,  emitted  (as  a  sound)  from 
the  centre  of  the  lungs. 

eKlUjI  koshna  (ka-ush°),  as,  a,  am,  mode- 
rately warm,  tepid,  warm  ;  (am),  n.  warmth  ;  [cf. 

l;avni<hna,  hadushna.] 

<*l'flf5  kosala,  as,  in.  (in  later  books  gene- 

rally spelt  hi/tola),  N.  of  a  country  and  the  warrior- 
tribe  inhabiting  it,  descendants  of  MSthava  Videgha  ; 

(a),  f.,  N.  of  the  capital  of  this  country  or  Ayodhya, 
the  modem  Oude.  —  Kosaldtmaja  (°Za-a(°),  f.  the 

•  daughter  of  the  king  of  the  Kosalas,  an  epithet  of  a 
i  wife  of  Dasa-ratha,  the  mother  of  Rama. 
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t(?lj!i  kohada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  [cf. 
Icauhada  and  ifcoAaZa.] 

<*lfrt  kohala,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  io  +  Aa/a  />  cf. 
kutit/iiila),  speaking  indistinctly ;  (UK),  m.  a  kind  of 
musical  instrument ;  a  sort  of  spirituous  liquor ;  N.  of 
a  saint  or  Muni,  the  inventor  or  first  teacher  of  the 
drama,  also  a  writer  on  music. 

Jfohallya,  am,  n.  title  of  Kohala's  work  on  music. 
kohita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

kaukuttaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people ;  (variously  written  kaukuntaka  and  leau- 
kundaka.) 

onion*,  kaukura,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  kukura),  N. 
of  a  people. 

kaukmddi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

kaukiista,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

kaukritya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ku-krita  or 
ku-kritya),  evil  doing,  wickedness ;  repentance. 

cRTUsT  kaukkuta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kukkuta), 
relating  to  a  cock  or  domestic  fowl,  gallinaceous. 
Kaukkutika,  ax,  m.  a  poulterer,  one  who  sells 

fowls ;  a  kind  of  mendicant,  one  who  walks  with  his 

eyes  fixed  on  the  ground  for  fear  of  treading  upon 
insects  &c. ;  a  hypocrite. 
Kaukkuti-kandala,  as,  m.  a  species  of  snake, 

the  Boa  or  Bor. 

<in!f  kauksha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kukshi),  abdo- 
minal, ventral. 

Kauksheya,  as,  i,  am,  being  in  the  belly ;  being 
in  a  sheath. 
Kauksheyaka,  as,  m.  a  sword ;  a  scymitar. 

eST|;  kaunka,  as,  m.  the  country  Kon-ka, 
=  I:nitl-n,  konkana. 
Kaunkana,  as,  m.  pl.p  N.  of  a  people;  the  dis- 

trict of  Kon-kan  in  the  peninsula. 
Kaurtkina,  as,  m.  pi.  =  kaunkana  above. 

ojil^'M  kaunkuma,  as,  %,  am  (fr.  kunkuma), 
relating  to  the  saffron  flower. 

'chMe|l4  kaucavarya,  as,  a,  am,  coming 
from  Kucavara. 

clff^r  kauhta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain, 

part  of  the  Himalaya  range ;  [cf.  kmunda.] 

cfclyi.  kaunjara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kuujara), 
belonging  to  an  elephant ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  race. 

«m^l*l*1  kauiijdyana,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  kunja), 

N.  of  a  mountain-tribe,  descended  from  Kunja ;  (i), 
f.  a  princess  of  this  tribe ;  a  female  descendant  of 
Kunja;  the  wife  of  a  Brahman  or  any  venerable 

personage. 
Kaunjdyanya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  mountain- 

tribe  called  Kaunjayana. 

«BT7  I.  kauta,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  kuti),  living  in 

one's  own  house,  independent,  free;  domestic,  homely, 
home-born,  home-bred ;  (a*),  m.  =  kutaja,  the  plant 
Wrightia  Antidysenterica.  —  Kauta-taksha,  as,  m. 
an  independant  carpenter,  one  who  works  at  home 

on  his  own  account  and  not  for  the  village  or  cor- 
poration. 

^7  2.  kauta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kuta),  snared, 

wired ;  fraudulent,  dishonest ;  (am),  n.  fraud,  false- 
hood. —  Kauta-sakshin,  i,  m.  a  false  witness,  =  kiita- 

xakrhin  —  Kautasaksfiya,  am,  n.  false  evidence. 
Kautakika,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  occupation  is 

to  catch  animals  in  traps,  caves,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a 
vender  of  the  flesh  of  birds  or  beasts,  a  poacher,  a 

butcher,  &c. ;  [cC.  kautika.~]  " 
Kautika,  as,  i,  am,  one  whose  business  is  to  catch 

animals  in  traps  &c. ;  one  who  kills  animals  and  sells 
their  flesh  for  his  own  subsistence,  a  hunter,  a  poacher, 
a  mountaineer,  &c. ;  relating  to  a  snare  or  trap ; 
fraudulent,  dishonest. 

^nTT  kautaja,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kutaja),  coming 
from  the  plant  Wrightia  Antidysenterica  ;  (as),  m. 

the  plant  Wrightia  Antidysenterica.  —  Kautaja-bhd- 
rika,  as,  a,  am,  carrying  or  bearing  a  load  of 
Wrightia  Antidysenterica. 
Kautajika,  as,  i,  am,  carrying  a  load  of  Wrightia 

Antidysenterica. 

«M5»ft  kautabht,  f.  an  epithet  of  the  god- 
dess Durga  ;  [cf.  kaitabhi.] 

«fTi«<«  kautalya,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Canakya;  also  called  VStsySyana  ;  [cf.  kautilya.] 

"•ficil  kautavl,  f.  a  naked  woman;  [cf. kottam.] 

«Rtfirfarai  kautilika,  as,  m.  (fr.  kutilikd), 

a  hunter  ;  a  blacksmith. 

<*}(«<?<  kautilya,  as,  m.  (fr.  kutila),  an 

epithet  of  Canakya  [cf.  kautalya]  ;  N.  of  a  gram- 
marian; (am),  n.  crookedness,  curvature,  curliness 

of  the  hair;  falsehood,  fraudulent  behaviour,  dis- 
honesty, deceit,  insincerity  ;  a  kind  of  horse-radish. 

cw^lt  kautira,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  the 

plant  Kutira,  made  of  it. 

Kautirya,  f.  an  epithet  of  DurgS,  '  living  in  a 

hut  (?).'' 

cJTiJg  kautumba,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kutumba), 

necessary  for  the  household  ;  (am),  n.  family  relation- ship. 

Kautumbika,  as,  J,  am,  belonging  to  a  family, 
constituting  a  family  ;  having  relations  ;  (as),  m.  the 
father  or  master  of  a  family. 

otiisfqc*  kaudavika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kudava), 

sown  with  a  particular  measure  (a  Kudava)  of  grain 
(as  a  field  &c.),  containing  a  Kudava. 

<*i  s\c;  (V.  kaudodari,  is,  m.  (or  kaundodari 
fr.  kundodara  ?),  N.  of  a  man. 

kaudya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

kaunakntsya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Brahman  ;   [cf.  kuna-lciu!flia.] 

qTi<UH  kaunapa,  as,  m.  (fr.  kunapa),  'feed- 
ing upon  corpses,'  a  Rakshasa  or  goblin  ;  N.  of  a  Naga 

(these  beings  are  supposed  to  eat  human  flesh). 

—  Kaunapa-danta,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Bhishma, 

uncle  of  the  PSndus.  —  Kaunapds'ana  (°pa-af),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Naga. 

<*IKU*<^  kauninda,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.of  a  people; 

(as),  ra.  sing,  a  prince  of  this  people. 

cumiM  kauneya,  as,  m.  (fr.  kuni  ?),  Ved.  a 

patronymic  of  Rajana. 

«*!<!«  rt  kaundala,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kundala), 
furnished  with  rings. 

<*i(\!S«<)  kaundinya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni 
or  divine  sage  ;  N.  of  a  grammarian  ;  a  patronymic 

of  the  poet  Jaya-deva. 

«St  ujs  <^4  =»  kaundilyaka,  as,  m.  (or  kaun- 
dinyaka?),  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect. 

kaundoparatha,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr. 

kundoparatha),  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe. 
Kaundoparatluya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  this  tribe. 

0*1  <»4  kaunya,  am,  n.  (fr.  kuni),  distortion  or 
paralysis  of  the  hands  ;  the  being  maimed  or  handless. 

o*l  (j<*  kautuka,  am,  n.  (fr.  kutuka),  curi- 
osity, interest  in  anything,  vehement  desire  for,  wish, 

inclination  ;  eagerness,  vehemence,  impatience  ;  any- 
thing causing  curiosity,  admiration  or  interest,  any 

singular  or  surprising  object,  a  wonder;  festivity, 

gaiety,  a  festival,  a  show,  a  solemn  ceremony,  espe- 
cially the  ceremony  with  the  marriage-thread  or  ring 

preceding  a  marriage  ;  the  marriage-thread  or  ring  ; 

joy,  pleasure,  happiness,  enjoyment  ;  sport,  pastime  ; 
public  diversion  ;  song,  dance,  show  or  spectacle  ; 
season  of  enjoyment  ;  kind  or  friendly  greeting, 

civility,  salutation.  —  Kautuka-kriya,  f.  a  solemn 
ceremony,  a  marriage  ceremony.  —  Kauttika-griha, 
am,  n.  the  house  in  which  a  marriage  takes  place. 
—  Kautuka-torana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  triumphal 
arch  erected  at  certain  festivals.  —  Kautuka-man- 

gala,  am,  n.  a  solemn  ceremony.  —  Kautukagara 
(°ka-ag°  or  Sg°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  room  for  festivity, 
a  room  in  which  a  marriage  ceremony  takes  place. 

Kautukita,  as,  a,  am,  eagerly  interested,  eager. 
Kautukin,  i,  ini,  i,  festive,  gay,  jocose,  a  jester. 

"iilrT^rt  kautuhala,  am,  n.  (fr.  kutuhala), 

curiosity,  interest  in  anything,  vehement  desire  for 
anything,  eagerness,  vehemence  ;  anything  causing 

curiosity,  any  unusual  phenomenon  ;  a  solemn  cere- 
mony. —  Kautuhala-para,  as,  a,  am,  curious,  in- 

quisitive. —  Kantuhaldnvita  (°la-an°),  as,  a,  am, 
eager,  vehement,  curious. 

<m  n  m  fl  kautomata,  am,  n.(fr.  kutas+mata), N.  ofaSukta(?). 

odlW  kautsa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kutsa),  composed 

by  Kutsa  ;  (am),  n.  a  Sukta  or  Saman  composed  by 
Kutsa  ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  from  Kutsa  ;  N.  of  a 

teacher  ;  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Vara-tantu  ;  the  son-in-law 
of  Bhagiratha  ;  a  patronymic  of  Jaimini  ;  N.  of  a 
degraded  family.  —  Jfautsi-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
teacher. 

kauthuma,  as,  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of 
Kuthumin. 

=m<;ir<>>c»  kauddlika  or  kaudaltka,  as,  m. 
(fr.  kudala),  a  man  of  a  mixed  caste,  the  son  of  a 
fisherman  by  a  woman  of  the  washerman  caste. 

^5^0*  kaudravika,  am,  n.  (fr.  kodrava), 
sochal  salt. 

Kaudravina,  as,  a,  am,  sown  with  Kodrava  (as a  fiel  &c.). 

«il«non  kaunakhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ku-nakhin), 
the  condition  of  one  who  has  a  disease  of  the  nails  ; 

ugliness  of  the  nails.  -•  Kaunakhyadika  (°ya-ad°), 
am,  n.  neglect  of  personal  decoration. 

cmfTioii  kauntika,  as,  m.  (fr.  kunta),  a 

spearman,  a  soldier  armed  with  a  spear. 

cfciifl  kaunti,  f.  (fr.  kunta  or  kunti),  a,  sort 
of  perfume,  commonly  renuka. 

qtitiM  kaunteya,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr. 
kunti),  a  N.  of  Yudhishthira,  Bhima-sena,  and  Arjuna  ; 
N.  of  a  tiee=arjuna. 

oh)  Ml  kauntya,  as,  m.  a  king  of  the  Kuntis. 

'Sfin^  kaunda,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kunda),  relating 
to  or  coming  from  jasmine. 

«tni  kaupa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kupa),  coming 
from  a  well  or  cistern  ;  (am),  n.  well-water. 
Kauplna,  am,  n.  the  pudenda  ;  a  privity,  a  privy 

part  ;  a  small  piece  of  cloth  worn  over  the  privities 
by  poor  persons  ;  a  wrong  or  improper  act,  sin. 
—  Kauplna-vat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who  has  only  a 
piece  of  cloth  over  the  privities. 

Kaupya,  as,  a,  am,  coming  from  a  well  or  cistern. 
=wMi<;=(Il  kaupodakl,  f  .  the  mace  of  Krishna, 

=  kaumodaki  ;  [also  kaupadakl  f]  . 

oRr^j^  kaubjya,  am,  n.(fr.  kubja),  crooked- 
ness, hump-backedness. 

«wN  kauma,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  treatise, 
so  named  from  its  author. 

=Rt*TTX  kaumdra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kumdra  or 

kumdrt),  juvenile,  youthful,  girlish,  belonging  to  a 
youth  or  young  girl,  maiden,  maidenly,  virgin,  (kau- 
mdrl  bharyd,  a  virgin  wife,  one  who  has  not  had  a 
husband  previously  ;  kaumdrah  patil),  a  man  who 

3" 
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marries  a  virgin  j  kavmiram  vratam,  a  vow  of 
abstinence)  ;  soft,  tender  ;  relating  to  the  god  of 
war  or  Sanat-kumara,  belonging  or  peculiar  to  them  ; 
(i),  (.  one  of  the  seven  divine  Mitris,  the  divine 
mothers  or  personified  energies  of  the  gods,  the 
energy  or  takti  of  Kumara  or  Kirttikeya  the  god  of 
war;  a  kind  of  bulbous  plant,  =  vdrdhi-kanda  ;  (am), 
n.  childhood,  youth  from  birth  to  the  age  of  five  ; 
maidenhood  to  the  age  of  sixteen.  —  Kaumdra- 
parrata,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Kaumara- 
bhritya,  am,  n.  the  rearing  and  education  of  chil- 

dren, a  department  of  medical  science  ;  [cf.  kumdra- 

bhrityd.]  —  Kaumarardjya,  am,  n.  (I'r.  kumdra- 
rdja  =  rdja-kumdra,  yuva-rdja),  the  position  of 
an  heir-apparent  ;  [cf.  yauvardjya.] 
Kaumdraka,  am,  n.  childhood,  the  juvenile  age. 
Kaumdrika,  at,  i,  am,  endowed  with  girls  ; 

(as),  m.  a  father  of  girls.  —  Kaumdrika-tantra,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra. 

<»i«j<;  kaumuda,  as,  m.  (ft.  kumuda],  the 
month  Karttika,  October-November;  (i),  f.  moon- 

light, moonshine  (from  its  causing  the  Kumudas  to 
blossom)  ;  elucidation,  (the  word  KaumudI  being 
metaphorically  used  like  other  words  of  similar  im- 

port (dandrikd)  at  the  end  of  the  title  of  grammatical 
commentaries  and  other  explanatory  works  to  imply 
that  the  book  so  designated  throws  much  light  on 
the  subject  of  which  it  treats,  e.  g.  padartha-kavr- 
mudt,  prakriyd-lc°,  laghu-k°,  vaisliamyajc°,  sid- 
dhdnta-k°)  ;  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month 
Karttika,  sacred  to  the  god  Karttikeya  ;  the  day  of 
full  moon  in  the  month  AsVina  ;  a  festival  in  honour 
of  Karttikeya  held  on  the  full  moon  of  the  month 
Karttika  ;  a  festival  in  general  ;  N.  of  a  metre  con- 

sisting of  two  lines  of  twenty-four  syllables  each  ;  N. 
of  a  river.  —  Kaitmudi-<!dra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  day 
of  full  moon  in  the  month  Alvina.  —  Kaumudl- 

pati,  it,  m.  the  moon.  —  Kaumttdi-vHksha,  as, 
m.  the  stick  or  stand  of  a  lamp. 
Kaumudika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  a  water-lily, 

abounding  with  them;  (ika),  f.,  N.  of  a  female 
friend  of  Uma.  ' 

kaumodakt,  f.   (fr.  kumodaka), 
N.  of  the  dub  or  mace  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna,  given 
to  him  by  Varuna. 
Kaumodi,  f.  the  club  or  mace  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna. 

^fT*»T  kaumbha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kumbha),  put 
into  a  pot. 
Kaumbhakdraka,  made  by  a  potter  (?). 
KaumbhaJcdri,  it,  m.  or  kaunibhakdrya,  as,  m. 

the  son  of  a  potter. 

^TrT  kanrama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (a 
various  reading  has  kauruma.) 

«•!«.««  I  «U  kauraydna,  as,  m.  (fr.  kuraydna), 
a  patronymic  of  Paka-sthaman. 

<*K"*  kaurava,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kuru),  belong- 
ing to  the  Kurns  &c.  ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  from 

Kuru  ;  a  descendant  of  Kuru  ;  also  kauravaka. 
Kauravdyarii,  is,  or  kauraveya,  Of,  m.  a  patro- 

nymic from  Kuru. 
Kauravya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Kuru;  a 

descendant  of  Kuru  ;  N.  of  a  Naga,  father  of  Ulflpl. 
Kauravydyani,  f.  a  female  descendant  of  Kuru. 

—  Kauravydyanl-patra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 
Kaurukatya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  family 

of  the  Kurus  and  Katas. 

Kaurukullaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  sect. 
Kaurupanfala,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  the  race 

of  the  Kurus  and  PancSlas. 
KaurupatU,  is,  m.  (fr.  kurttyaiha),  N.  of  a teacher. 

kaurpara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kurpara), 
being  at  the  elbow. 

•*'"}  kaurpya,  as,  m.  (a  word  borrowed  from 
the  Gr.  axopTriot),  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Scorpio. 

i  kaurma,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kurma),  belong- 

ing or  relating  to  a  tortoise,  connected  with  a  tortoise, 
acting  as  one  ;  belonging  or  relating  to  the  Avatara 
of  Vishnu  as  a  tortoise;  (a«),  m.,  N.  of  a  Kalpa, 
the  day  of  full  moon  of  Brahma;  (am),  n.,  sell. 

purdnam,  title  of  a  Purana  on  the  subject  of  Vishnu's 
descent  as  a  tortoise.  —  Kaurmopapurdna  (°ma- 
up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-puraTia. 
^Tt9  kaula,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kula),  belonging 

or  relating  to  a  family,  ancestral,  extending  over  a 
whole  family  or  race,  sprung  from  a  noble  family,  of 
a  good  family,  well-born  ;  (as),  m.  a  worshipper  of 
Sakti  according  to  the  left-hand  ritual  ;  (am),  n.  the 
doctrine  and  practices  of  the  left-hand  SfSktas.  —  Kau- 

lopanlshad  ("la-u,p°),  t,  f.  title  of  an  Upanishad. 
Kaulakeya,  as,  i,  am,  sprung  from  a  noble  family, 

of  a  good  family,  well-born  ;  (as),  m.  a  bastard  ; 
(wrong  form  for  kaulateya.) 
Kaulattha,  as,  >,  am  (fr.  kulattha),  made  or 

prepared  with  or  consisting  of  Dolichos  Uniflorus  ; 
(am),  n.  a  drink  prepared  with  Kulattha. 
Kaulatthlna,  as,  d,  am,  sown  with  Dolichos 

Uniflorus  (as  a  field). 

Kaulika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  a  family  or 
race,  customary  in  a  family,  ancestral,  heritable  in 
the  family  ;  (a«),  m.  a  weaver  ;  a  heretic,  an  im- 

postor ;  a  follower  of  the  left-hand  Sakta  ritual. 
Kaulina,  as,  d,  am,  peculiar  or  belonging  to  a 

noble  family  ;  (as),  m.  the  son  of  a  female  beggar  ; 
a  follower  of  the  left-hand  Sskta  ritual;  (am),  n. 
rumour,  report  ;  evil  report,  detraction  ;  family  scan- 

dal ;  combat  of  animals,  of  birds,  snakes,  &c.  ;  cock- 
fighting,  &c.  ;  contention  of  animals  as  a  species  of 
gambling  :  a  privity,  a  privy  part,  the  pudenda  ;  high 
birth,  family  descent  ;  an  improper  act,  a  bad  deed. 

Kn.nl  i  n  ya,  am,  n.  high  birth,  nobility;  family 
honour  ;  family  trouble,  family  scandal. 

Kattleya,  as,  i,  am,  sprung  from  a  noble  family  ; 
of  the  left-hand  S'akta  sect  ;  [cf.  kaula,  kaulika, kaidina.] 

Katileyaka,  as,  i,  am,  sprung  from  a  noble 
family,  of  good  parentage  ;  pertaining  to  a  family  ; 
(as),  m.  a  dog  (a  domestic  animal). 
Kaulya,  as,  d,  am,  sprung  from  a  noble  family, 

of  good  family  or  parentage;  of  the  left-hand 
Sskta  sect. 

«i>i  rt  is  *i  t(  kaulatineya,  as,  i,  m.  f.  (fr. 
kulatd),  the  son  or  daughter  of  a  female  beggar  ;  a 
bastard. 

Kaulateya,  as,  i,  m.f.  the  child  of  a  female  beggar  ; 
a  bastard,  the  child  of  a  disloyal  wife. 
Kaulatera,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  bastard,  son  or  daughter 

of  a  disloyal  wife  ;  the  child  of  a  beggar. 

<*irt=f  kaulava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  third 
Karana  or  astronomical  period. 

<*tp»ip»  kauldla,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  potter,  = 
kulala  ;  the  son  of  a  potter.  —  Kavldla-fakra,  am, 

n.  a  potter's  wheel. Kauldlaka,  as,  i,  am,  made  by  a  potter,  pertaining 
to  a  potter;  (am),  n.  earthenware,  porcelain. 

firtrn.  kaulitara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  epithet 

of  the  demon  S'ambara. 
kaulisika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kulisa), 

resembling  a  thunderbolt. 

kaulika,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 
bird. 

<*lc<jUl  kaullra,  f.  (fr.  kulira),  N.  of  a 

plant,  =  knrkata-inngi. 

<*Mrl  kauluta,  as,  m.  a  king  of  the  Ku- 
IQtas  ;  (a  various  reading  has  kauliibha.) 

f?1?   kaulmalabarhisha,   am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Saman  called  after  Kulmala-barhisha. 

^il  ft  ml  kaulmdshl,  f.  (fr.  kulmasha),  a 
day  of  full  moon  on  which  Kulmasha  is  eaten. 
Kaulmdehina,  ait,  a,  am,  sown  with  or  fit  for 

Kulmasha  (as  a  field). 

kausltakl. 

<*!<(«  kauvala,  am,  n.  =  kuvala,  the  fruit 
of  the  tree  Zizyphus  Jujuba. 

"tifa*.  kauvera,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  kuvera),  relat- 
ing or  belonging  to  Kuvera,  coming  from  him  ;  ((), 

f.,  scil.  dill,  the  region  of  Kuvera,  the  north  quarter ; 
the  ialiii  or  female  energy  of  Kuvera ;  (am),  n.  a 
plant,  a  kind  of  Costus,  Costus  Speciosut. 

^51  i.  kausa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kusa),  made  of 
Kula  grass;  (am),  n.,  scil.  nagara,  the  town  of 
Kusa,  an  epithet  of  Kinyakubja.  —  Kautidmbhas 

("Va-am0),  as,  n.  Kula  grass  boiled  in  water. 
Kausya,  as,  d,  am,  made  of  Kula  grass. 
*i^l  2.  kausa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kosa),  silken, 

silk. 

i .  kauiika,  as,  i,  am,  being  in  a  sheath  or  scab- 
bard, sheathed,  incased ;  silken,  silk ;  (as),  m.  one 

who  is  versed  in  dictionaries;  the  compiler  of  a 
dictionary,  a  lexicographer;  the  fragrant  substance 
bdellium;  marrow;  (a),  f.  a  drinking-vessel. 
Kaudeya  or  kausheya,  as,  t,  am,  silken,  of  silk; 

(am),  n.  silk,  a  silk  cloth,  a  silk  petticoat  or  trowsers, 
a  woman's  lower  garments  of  silk. 

<*l^lc4  kausala,  am,  n.  (fr.  knsala),  well- 
being,  welfare,  good  fortune,  happiness,  prosperity; 
skiltuiness,  cleverness,  experience ;  (i),  f.  friendly 
inquiry,  greeting,  salutation ;  a  respectful  present,  a 
Nazr ;  (a«),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

Kaus'aUka,  f.  a  present,  a  respectful  gift  or  offering. 
Kauialya,  am,  n.  welfare,  well-being,  good  for- 

tune, prosperity;  cleverness,  experience;  (d),  f.  see 
kausalya. 

<*l^lltf  kausdmba,  am,  n.  (fr.  kusdmba), 
N.  of  a  realm ;  (»),  f.,  N.  of  an  ancient  city  on  the 
Ganges  in  the  lower  part  of  the  Doab,  in  the  vicinity 
of  Kurrah ;  also  vatsa-pattana. 

Kaus"dmbeya,as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  KulSmba. 
Kawddmbya,  as,  m.  the  chief  of  KauSambl. 

«*!  31 1  wjT  kausdsvi,  f.,  N.  of  a  town  built 

by  Kusasva. <*l  f^i  <n  2.  kausika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kuifika), 
of  the  family  of  Kulika  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic 
of  VilvS-mitra,  who  was  the  son  or  grandson  of  Ku- 

lika ;  N.  of  a  teacher,  author  of  the  Sutras  of  the 
Atharva-veda ;  a  brother  of  Paippaladi ;  N.  of  a 

grammarian  ;  N.  of  one  of  Jarasandha's  generals  ;  an 
epithet  of  Indra  (as  originally  perhaps  belonging  to  the 
Kusikas  or  friendly  to  them) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu- 
deva ;  N.  of  an  Asura ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of 
the  plant  Vatica  Robusta  [cf.  kuiika  and  aira- 
karnd] ;  an  ichneumon ;  an  owl ;  love,  passion  ;  (t), 
{.,  N.  of  a  river  in  Bahar,  commonly  called  Kosi  or 
Koosa,  created  by  Visva-mitra,  or  identified  with 
Satyavati,  the  sister  of  Visva-mitra ;  an  epithet  of  the 
goddess  Durga;  N.  of  a  Buddhist  female  beggar 
or  pari-vrdjikd ;  (as,  i,  am),  coming  from  an  owl. 
"KnujSikn-priya,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Rama. 
••  Kaitdika-phala,  as,  m.  the  cocoa-nut  tree,  (said 
to  have  been  created  by  the  sage  Visva-mitra  when 
endeavouring  to  form  a  human  being  in  rivalry  of 
Brahma,  the  nut  being  the  rudiment  of  the  head.) 

—  KauMkaitguti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher.  —  Kniixi- 
kdtmaja  (°ka-af),  as,  m.  Indra's  son,  an  epithet  of 
Arjuna.  —  Kauitikdyudha  (°ka-dy°),  am.  n.  the  bow 
of  Indra,  the  rainbow.  —  KauiHkdrdti  (  ka-ar°),  is, 
m.  an  enemy  of  owls,  a  crow ;  also  kaudikdri,  &c. 

—  Kaui!iki-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher.  —  Kau- 
stky-oja  as,  m.  (oja  =  ojas),  N.  of  a  tree,  =  sidkhota. 

Kaus"ikdyani,  is,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  kaiulika). 
N.  of  a  teacher. 
KauMin,  inas,  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  Kaulika. 

kausikdrn,  as,  m.  =  kosa-kdra, 

kausija,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

BT  kausltaki  =:  kauskitaki,  q.  v. 
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kausidhanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  kosl- 
dhdnya),  a  leguminous  plant,  pulse. 

r  kaustlava  or  kausilavya,  am,  n.(fr. 
i),  the  profession  of  an  actor,  a  dancer,  &c. 

T  kauseya.     See  under  2.  kausa. 

•*I3<4  kausya.     See  under  I.  kausa. 

<*i«u«,^  kausharava,  as,  m.  (fr.  iKsAaru), 
a  patronymic  of  Maitreya. 

•*lW)n=ti  kaushltaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  kushitaka), 
a  patronymic  of  Kahoda ;  (I),  f.  a  patronymic  of  the 
wife  of  Agastya ;  N.  of  a  school  derived  from  Kushi- 

taka ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
Kaushitaki,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Kushitaka. 
Kaiuhltakin,  inas,  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  Kaushl- 

taka.  —  Kaushitaki-brahmana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Brahmana. 

Kaushltakeya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  a  Kfisyapa ; 
a  patronymic  of  Kahoda. 

'  kausheya.     See  under  2.  kausa. 
kaushtha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  koshtha),  being 

in  a  store-room,  &c. 
Kaualithya,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  the  stomach  or 

abdomen. 

kaushthila  in  Maha-kaushthila,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  author. 

WT  kaushya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Kosha. 

kausalaka,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  kosala), 

N.  of  a  people  ;  (sometimes  spelt  kausalaka.) 
Kausaleya,  as,  m.  (fr.  kausalya),  a  metronymic 

of  Rama  as  son  of  Kausalya. 
Kausalya,  at,  a,  am  (fr.  kosala),  belonging  to 

the  people  of  the  Kosalas  ;  (as),  m.  a  prince  of  the 
Kosalas;  (a),  f.  the  daughter  of  a  prince  of  the 
Kosalas,  the  wife  of  Puru  and  mother  of  Janamejaya; 
the  wife  of  Satvat  ;  the  wife  of  Dasa-ratha  and  mother 

of  RSma  ;  epithet  of  the  mother  of  Dhrita-rSshtra  ; 
of  the  mother  of  Pandu.  —  Kosalyd-nandana,  as, 
m.  and  kosalyd-mdtri,  ta,  m.  an  epithet  of  Rama. 
Kausalydyani,  is,  m.  a  metronymic  of  Rama. 

WrflHiJ  kausida,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kusida),  relat- 
ing or  belonging  to  or  coming  from  a  Kusida,  q.  v. 

<ST?u<5'  kausida,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  knsida),  con- 
nected with  or  relating  to  a  loan  ;  usurious. 

Kaasidya,  am,  n.  sloth,  indolence  ;  the  practice 
of  usury. 

^n*J*i  kausuma,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kusuma), 
flowery,  flowering;  (am),  n.  the  ashes  of  brass,  used 
as  a  collyrium. 

Kaiisumdyudha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kttsumayudha), 
relating  to  the  god  of  love. 

*i«J«T  kansumbha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kusumbha), 
prepared  with  safflower  ;  dyed  with  safflower,  orange, 
red  ;  (as),  m.  wild  safflower. 

kausurubinda as,  i,  am  (fr. 

kusurubinda),  N.  of  a  Dasa-r5tra. 

<*l«frt*  kausritika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  ku-sriti), 
following  evil  courses,  fraudulent  ;  a  cheat,  a  knave  ; 
(as),  m.  a  juggler,  a  conjurer. 

^, 
*!*!*?  kavstubha,  as,  m.  (fr.  kustubha  ?), 

N.  of  a  celebrated  jewel  obtained  with  thirteen  other 
precious  things  at  the  churning  of  the  ocean  and 
suspended  on  the  breast  of  Krishna;  a  manner  of 

joining  the  fingers  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  oil  (sarsha- 
podbhava).  —  Kri,ustubha-lakKhana,  as,  or  kau- 
stubha-lakshaka,  as,  m.  or  kaustublta-vakshas,  as, 
in.  a  N.  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna. 

kausthalapura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

kauhaliya  or  kauhafiya  (?),  as, 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  called  after  Kohala. 

Ktmhall-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian. 

knans,  cl.  I.  10.  P.  knansati,  knan- 
sayati,  to  speak ;  to  shine ;  [cf.  kuni,  kuns 

knas,  fcranrf.] 

knath,  cl.  I.  P.  knathati,  -thitum,  to 

hurt,  injure ;  to  kill. 

knas,  cl.  4.  P.  knasyati,  -situm,  to 
be  crooked  (in  mind  or  body) ;  to  shine 

Caus.  knasayatt,  -yitum,  to  shine ;  [cf.  kun£,  kuns 
knans,  kranf.] 

fknu  or  knu,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  knunati,  -mte, 
or  knunati,  -mte,  to  sound,  make  a  noise. 

kniiy,    cl.   I.  A.   knuyate,    fakniiye, 

knuyitum,  to  be  wet ;  to  make  a  creaking 
sound ;  to  stink :  Caus.  P.  knopayati,  afuknupat, 

-yitum,  to  make  wet. 
Knuta,  as,  d,  am,  stinking,  noisy,  wet  (?). 

Knuyitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  stinking,  emitting  a  stench. 

'<KTT  kmar,cl.  I .  P.  kmarati,  to  be  crooked 
X  in  person,  to  be  crooked  in  mind,  to  be 

fraudulent  or  crafty ;  [cf.  hvri.] 

TJ  kya,am,n.,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.  fr. 3. 

ka  =  praja-pati),  anything  agreeable  to  Praja-pati. 

krans,  cl.  I.  P.  (?)  krans'ati,  to  illu- 
\  minate ;  [cf.  knans  and  knas.] 

krakaia,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (an  onoma- 

topoetic  word),  a  saw;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Capparis 
Aphylla,  =  karlra  ;  N.  of  a  part  of  hell ;  (a),  f.  the 
tree  Pandanus  Odoratissimus,  =  ketaka;  [cf.  kra- 

kara.~\  —  KrakaiSa-i'thada,  as,  m.  the  tree  Pandanus 
Odoratissimus.  —  Krakata-pattra,  as,  m.  the  teak 
tree.  —  Krakafa-pdd,  t,  m.  a  lizard,  a  chameleon. 
"Krakada-prlshthi,  f.  a  small  fish  with  numerous 
small  spines  in  the  back,  Cojus  Cobojus. 

'awn  krakana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  partridge, 
commonly  Kayar,  Perdix  Sylvatica  ;  [cf.  krikana  and krakara.] 

"tfffiT.  krakara,  as,  m.  (an  onomatopoetic 
word),  a  kind  of  partridge,  Perdix  Sylvatica;  the 
plant  Capparis  Aphylla  (see  karlra) ;  a  saw ;  a  poor 
man ;  disease ;  [cf.  kraka6a.} 

i-aa^  krakutthanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Buddha,  a  predecessor  of  S'Skya-muni. 

krakshamdna,  as,  d,  am  (a  part, 
fr.  an  obsolete  it.  kraksh),  Ved.  roaring,  raving  (?). 

TRJ  kratu,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  i.  kri,  but 
perhaps  rather  fr.  t.  kri),  plan,  design,  intention, 
purpose ;  resolution,  determination ;  desire,  will  (in 
this  sense  often  occurring  in  the  Vedic  inst.  case, 
kratvd,  willingly,  readily);  power,  ability,  adequacy, 
efficiency,  deliberation,  consultation ;  intelligence,  un- 

derstanding (e.  g.  bhadrah  kratith,  right  judgment, 
good  understanding  ;  frequently  found  in  conjunction 
with  the  almost  synonymous  word  rlaksha,  e.  g. 

daksha-kratu  or  kratti-dakshau,  ability  and  in- 
telligence, intelligence  and  power) ;  inspiration  ;  en- 

ightenment;  a  sacrificial  rite  or  ceremony ;  sacrifice, 
offering,  worship;  an  AsVamedha  sacrifice;  (Kratu, 
as  intelligence  personified,  is  a  son  of  Brahma,  and 

one  of  the  Praja-patis  or  ten  principal  Rishis  or  saints 
mentioned  in  Manu  I.  35 ;  he  is  said  to  be  married 
to  Kriya  and  father  of  the  60,000  Valilchilyas.  or 
according  to  other  authorities  the  husband  of  Haya- 
sir3);  N.  of  one  of  the  VisVa-devas ;  also  of  a 
son  of  tjru  and  Agneyl;  N.  of  the  author  of 
a  Dharma-ISstra ;  [cf.  a-kratu,  adbhufa-kratu, 
abhi-kratu,  &c. ;  cf.  also  Gr.  icpoTos.]  —  Krati*- 
karman,  a,  n.  a  sacrificial  ceremony.  —  Kratu- 
((hada,,  as,  m.  one  skilled  (?)  in  sacrifice;  a  Jina; 
in  the  latter  sense  a  wrong  form  fatkraku-Cihanda.) 

—  Kratu-jit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kraiu-tulya, 
an,  a,  am,  equal  to  an  AsVamedha  in  merit  —  Kratu- 
druh,  -dJirult,  m.  an  enemy  of  sacrifices,  an  Asura. 
—  Kratu-dvifh,  t,  m.  hating  sacrifices,  an  Asura,  a 
Daitya  or   demon.  —  Kratu-dhvansin,   I,   at.  an 

epithet  of  ?iva  as  '  destroyer  of  Daksha's  sacrifice.' 
—  Kratu-pati,  it,  m.  the  performer  of  a  sacrifice. 
—  Kratu-pain,  us,  m.  a  sacrificial  animal ;  a  horse, 
especially  one  fit  for  an  AsVamedha.  —  Kratu-pa,  as, 

as,  am,  Ved.  watching  one's  sentiments  or  intentions. 
—  Kratu-punisha,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
—  Kratu-prd,  as,  is,  am,  or  kratu-prdvan,  a,  a, 
a,  Ved.  becoming  inspired  or  enlightened ;    (Say.) 

fulfilling  religious  rites.  —  Kratu-pliala,  am,  n.  the 
reward  of  a  sacrifice,  the  object  for  which  it  is  per- 

formed.— Kratu-bfiuj.  k,  m.  one  who  eats  the  sacri- 
fice, a  god,  a  deity.  —  Kratu-mat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved. 

intelligent,    prudent,    wise;    inspired,    enlightened; 
(Say.)  having  religious  rites ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  VisVi-mitra.  —  Kratu-maya,  as,  I,  am,  endowed 

with  intelligence.  —  Kratu-raj,   t,  iru  the  chief  of 
sacrifices,  the  most  excellent  sacrifice.  —  Kratu-rdja, 
as,  m.  the  chief  of  sacrifices,  the  Rsjasuya  sacrifice, 
performed   by  a  monarch  who   has   made   all   the 
princes  of  the  world  tributary  to  himself.  —  Kratu- 
mkrayin,  i,  Inl,  i,  or  Ttratii-vikrdyaka,  as,  ika, 
am,  one  who  sells  the  possible  benefits  of  a  sacrifice 
performed   by   himself.  —  Kratu-vid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
prudent,  wise ;  causing  inspiration,  inspiring ;  (Say.) 
acquainted  with  religious  rites ;  granting  knowledge  ; 

(t),  m.,  N.  of  a  mzn.  —  Kratu-sankhya,  f.,  N.  of 
the  thirteenth  of  K3ty5yana's  Parisishtas.  —  Kratu,- 

san-graha,  as,  m.  title  of  a  Paris'ishta  of  the  Sama- 
veda.  —  Kratn-siddhi,  is,  f.  completion  of  a  sacri- 

fice, attainment  of  the  object  for  which  it  is  performed. 

—  Kratn-spris',  k,  k,  k,  causing  intelligence  or  in- 
spiration. —  KTotuttama  (°tii-uf),  as,  m.  the  chief 

of  sacrifices,  the  Rajasuya  sacrifice.  —Rratva-magha, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  giving  readily. 
Kratuya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  kratuyati,  */ttum,  to 

exert  the  intellect. 

jk^l   krath,  cl.  I .  P.  krathati,  -thitum,  to 
N.  hurt,  kill;  d.  10.  P.  krdthayali,  -yitum, 

to  hurt,  injure,  kill  (with  gen.  of  the  person) ;    to 
amuse,  to  delight  repeatedly ;  [cf.  knath  and  klath.] 

'aW  kratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  race  belonging 
to  the  Ysdava  people,  derived  from  Kratha,  a  son  of 
Vidarbha  and  brother  of  Kaisika  ;  N.  of  an  Asura  ; 
[cf.  the  next.] 

fR"4«t  krathana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura; 

N.  of  a  N5ga,  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  N.  of  a 
monkey ;  (am),  n.  slaughter,  killing ;  hemorrhage  (?) ; 
snoring,  stertor. 

krathanaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  camel 

in  the  Panca-tantra ;  (am),  n.  a  black  sort  of  Agallo- 
chum. 

krand  or  krad,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  krandati, 

-te,  or  kradate,  tokranda,  dakrade, 
krandishyati,  -te,  akrandlt  (Ved.  Aor.  akran), 
kranditum,  to  neigh  (as  a  horse) ;  to  roar  (meta- 

phorically applied  to  the  clouds  and  to  wind  and 
water)  ;  to  creak  (as  a  wheel);  to  cry  piteously,  to 
weep,  shed  tears ;  to  grieve,  be  confused  with  sorrow ; 
to  call  out  piteoutly  to  any  one  (with  ace.) ;  to  cry 

out  r  Caus.  krandayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  roar  or 
shake ;  to  cause  to  weep  or  lament ;  to  roar,  rave : 
Desid.  ttkrandishati,  -te:  Intens.  (akrandyate, 

'dkranti,  Ved.  kanikranti  (part,  kanikradat, 
kanikradyamdna),  to  neigh,  roar,  rave,  cry  out ;  to 

shake;  to  creak;  [cf.  Goth,  grtta,  '  to  lament'] 
Kranda,  as,m.,  Ved.  neighing ;  a  cry,  calling  out 

Krandad-ishti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  moving  with  a 
;reat  noise  or  roaring,  an  epithet  of  Vayu. 
Krandana,  as.  m.  a  cat ;  (am),  n.  crying  out, 

calling ;  mutual  daring  or  defiance,  challenging ;  weep- 
ing, lamenting,  sobbing. 

Krandanu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  roaring,  shaking. 

Krandas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  battle-cry ;  (asl),  du.  two 
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contending  armies  shouting  defiance ;  (Say.)  heaven 
and  earth. 

Krandita,  as,  a,  am,  wept,  called  or  cried  out ; 

(am),  n.  weeping,  calling ;  mutual  daring. 

Krandya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  neighing. 

TCTj  trap,  cl.  I.  A.  krapate,  6akrape, 

'\krapiskyate,  akrapishta,  krapitum.to 

long  for ;  to  mourn ;  to  lament,  implore ;  to  com- 
passionate, pity ;  to  go ;  [cf.  krip,  &c.] 

•sea  kram,  cl.  I.  P.  A.,  4.  P.  kramati 

\(ep.  also  kramati),  kramate  (ep.  also 
krdmate),  krdmyati  and  kramyati  (?),  Jakrama, 
fakrame,  kramitd,  kramishyati  and  kransyate, 
akramit  and  akransta,  kramitum  (according  to 
some  also  krdntum),  to  step,  walk,  go,  go  towards, 

approach  (with  ace.) ;  to  approach  in  order  to  ask  for 
assistance  (with  loc ,  e.  g.  tasmin  krame,  I  go  to 
him  for  assistance) ;  to  go  across,  go  over ;  to  ascend  ; 
to  have  sexual  intercourse  with;  to  excel;  to  per- 

vade, take  possession  of;  to  fill ;  to  fulfil,  accomplish  ; 
to  undertake,  strive  after ;  A.  to  proceed  well,  to  gain 

a  footing,  to  succeed,  have  effect;  (in  gram.)  to  be 
liable  to  the  peculiar  arrangement  of  a  Vedic  text 
called  Krama ;  to  be  doubled  (as  a  letter  or  word)  in 
connection  with  this  arrangement;  A.  to  read  ac 
cording  to  the  Krama  arrangement  of  a  Vedic  text : 

Caus.  kramayati,-yittim,  to  cause  to  step;  krama- 
yati  or  krdmayati,  to  make  liable  to  the  peculiar 
arrangement  called  Krama;  to  double  (a  letter  or 
word)  in  connection  with  this  arrangement :  Intens. 
tankramyate  or  dankranti,  to  step  to  and  fro,  to 

walk,  wander  about :  Desid.  tikramiihati,  6ikran- 
sate;  [cf.  Lat.  gra-dm,  gra-dior,  gran-dis;  Goth. 

hlaupa,  '  to  run ;'  Old  Germ.  Maitfu,  hloitfu ; 

lavfu,  lou/u.'] 
Krantri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  going,  a  goer,  who  or  what 

goes. 
Krama,  as,  m.  a  step ;  going,  proceeding ;  course 

(e.g.  kdla-kramdt,  in  course  of  time);  passing;  the 
foot;   a  position  taken  (by  an  animal  &c.)  before 
making   a   spring   or   attacking ;    uninterrupted    or 
regular  progress,  order,  series,  regular  arrangement, 
hereditary  descent,  succession  (e.  g.  varna-kramena, 
in  the  order  of  the  tribes  or  castes;  kramena,  in 

regular  course,  by  degrees,  according  to  order,  rank, 
or  series) ;  method,  manner  (e.  g.  yena  kramena, 
in  which  manner;  tad-anutarana-kramena,  in  a 
manner  corresponding   to   that) ;    an   undertaking, 
enterprise,  intention ;  a  peculiar  manner  or  method 

of    reading    and    writing   Vedic    texts,    i.  e.    '  pro- 

gressing step  by  step,'  so  called  because  the  reading 
proceeds  from  the  first  member  (either  word  or  letter) 
to  the  second,  then  the  second  is  repeated  and  con- 

nected with  the  third,  the  third  repeated  and  con- 
nected with  the  fourth,  and  so  on,  (this  manner  of 

reading  or  writing  in  relation  to   words    is    called 

pada-krama;   in  relation  to  conjunct  consonants 
varna-krama) ;   a  term   for  the  words   or  letters 
themselves  when  combined  or  arranged  in  this  man- 

ner; power,  strength.  —  Krama-kdla,  as,  m.  the 
time  of  the  Krama  arrangement.  —  Krama-ja,  as,  a, 
am,  produced  by  the  Krama  arrangement.  —  Krama- 
jit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Krama-jyd,  f.  the  sine 

of  a  planet ;  declination ;  [cf.  krdnfi-jyd.'}  —  Krama- 
tai,  ind.  gradually,  successively,  in  order.  —  Krama- 
trairdiika,  as  or  am,  m.  or   n.  (?),  a  particular 
method  of  applying  the  direct  rule  of  three  (opposed 

to  vyasta°  or  viloma-trairdtika).  —  Krama-pada, 
am,  n.  the  conjunction  of  words  in  the  Krama  reading, 
more  usually  written  pada-krama.  —  Krama-pdtha, 

as,  m.the  Krama  reading,  i.  e.  a  peculiar  '  step  by  step" 
arrangement  of  a  Vedic  text  made  to  secure  it  from  all 

possible  error  by,  as  it  were,  combining  the  SamhitS- 
pitha  and  the  Pada-pStha,  i.  e.  by  giving  the  words 
both  as  connected  and  unconnected  with  following  anc 
preceding  words ;  see  under  krama  above.  —  Krama- 
piiraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree,  =  vaka.  —  Krama 
prdpta,  as,  a,  am,  obtained  by  succession  or  here- 

ditary descent.  —  Krama-bhanga,  as,  m.  interruption 

of  order,  irregularity.  —  Krama-yoga,  as,  m.  succes- 
sion, regular  order,  successive  or  methodical  practice ; 

(ena),  ind.  in  regular  manner.— Krama-vat,  ind.  in  the 
manner  of  the  Krama  arrangement.  —  Krama-varta, 
as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  district  in  Kasmlra. 
-  Krama-iai,  ind.  gradually,  by  degrees ;  regularly, 
seriatim.  —  Krama-iastra,  am,  n.  rules  relating  to 

the  Krama  arrangement.  —  K rama-aamhitd,  f.  a 
collection  of  Vedic  texts  arranged  according  to  the 

Krama  method.  —  Kramasamhitoddharana  (°td- 

twZ0),  am,  n.  an  example  from  a  Krama-samhita. 
—  Krama-sangraha,  title  of  a  treatise;  [cf.  krita- 
oVzsa.]  —  Krama-sandarbJiM-prabhdsa ,  title  of  a 
chapter  (khanda)  in  a  particular  work.  —  Kramagata 

(°ma-dg°),  as,  d,  am,  descended  or  inherited  lineally, 
what  comes  from  one's  ancestors  in  regular  succession, 
arrived  indue  course  or  succession.  —  Kramdgata- 

tva,   am,   n.   hereditary   succession   or    possession. 

—  Kramddltya  (°ma-dd°),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 

king  Skanda-gupta.  —  Kramddhyayana  (°ma-adA°), 
am,  n.  the  Krama  reading  or  arrangement ;  see  kra- 

na-pdtha  above.  —  Kramddhydyin  (°ma-adh°),  i, 
n.  one  who  reads  the  Krama  arrangement  of  a  Vedic 

ext.  —  Kramdnuydyin  (°ma-an°),  i,  ini,  i,  follow- 
ng  the  methodical  order.  —  Kramdnusdra  or  kra- 
mdnvaya   (°ma-a»°),  as,   m.   regular  order,   due 
arrangement.  —  Kramdydta  (°ma-dy°),  as,  d,  am, 
lescended  or  inherited  lineally,  coming  from  one's 
ancestors  in  regular  succession ;  one  who  has  acceded 
to  the  throne  by  succession ;  proceeding  in  regular 

order.  —  Kramdvaadna  (°ma-aif),  am,  n.  the  end 
of  a  word  in  the  Krama  arrangement  of  a  Vedic  text. 

—  Kramokta  (°ma-uk°),  as,  d,  am,  enjoined  for 
the  Krama  arrangement.  —  Kramodvega  (°ma-itd°), 
as,  m.  an  ox. 
Kramaka,  as,  a,  am,  going,  proceeding ;  orderly, 

methodical ;  (as),  m.  a  student  who  goes  through  a 

regular  course  of  study,  one  who  proceeds  methodi- 
cally ;  one  who  reads  or  knows  the  Krama  arrange- 

ment of  a  text. 

Kramana,  as,  m.  a  step ;  the  foot ;  a  horse ;  N. 
of  a  son  of  Bhajamana;  (am),  n.  stepping,  walking, 

going;  transgressing;  proceeding;  approaching  or 
undertaking  anything ;  treatment  of  words  or  letters 
according  to  the  Krama  arrangement,  doubling  letters, 
words,  &c. 

Kramaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  gone  to,  to  be  gone 

beyond. Kramad-Mvara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 

grammar  called  San-kshipta-sara. 
Kramamdtia,  as,  d,  am,  going,  proceeding. 
Kramika,  as,  d,  am,  proceeding  in  a  fixed  order 

or  methodically ;  successive. 
Kramltri,  ta,  tn,  tri,  stepping,  walking,  going, 

who  or  what  goes  &c. 

Kramya,  as,  d,  am,  produced  by  the  Krama 
arrangement,  arising  by  the  Krama. 
Krd,  as,  ds,  am,  (at  the  end  of  some  compounds) 

stepping,  going ;  [cf.  udadhi-krd,  dadhi-krd.] 
Kranta,  as,  d,  am,  gone,  going,  gone  or  going 

over  or  across ;  spread,  extended  ;  attacking,  invading, 

gone  to  or  against ;  overcome,  surpassed ;  (as),  m. 
a  horse ;  (in  astronomy)  declination ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 
a  plant,  a  kind  of  Solanum  [cf.  brihatt] ;  a  species 
of  the  Atyashti  metre  [cf.  kdnta};  (am),  n.  a  step, 

( Vishnoh  krdntam, '  the  step  of  Vishnu,'  N.  of  a 
Soma  ceremony);  a  certain  aspect  in  astronomy 
when  the  moon  is  in  conjunction  with  a  planet. 

Krdnti,  is,  f.  going,  proceeding,  a  step ;  overcom- 
ing, surpassing;  attacking;  declination  of  a  planet; 

the  sun's  course  on  the  globe,  the  ecliptic.  —  Krdnti- 
kaksha,  as,  m.  the  course  of  the  sun,  the  ecliptic. 
—  Krdnti-kshetra,  am,  n.  a  figure  described  by  the 

ecliptic.  —  Krdnti-jyd,  f.  the  sine  of  the  declina- 
tion or  of  the  ecliptic.  —  Krdnti-pdta,  as,  m.  the 

intersection  of  the  ecliptic  and  equinoctial  circles,  the 

equinoctial  points  or  nodes  of  the  ecliptic.  —  Krdnti- 
pdta-gati,  is,  (•  motion  of  the  nodes  of  the  ecliptic, 
precession  of  the  equinox.  —  Krdnti-bhdga,  as,  m. 
the  declination  of  a  point  of  the  ecliptic.  —  Krdnti- 
mandala  or  krdnti-vritta,  am,  n.  the  ecliptic. 

kriya. 

—  Krdnti-valaya,  as,  m.  the  ecliptic;    the  space 
within  the  tropics. 

Krdntu,  us,  m.  a  bird. 
Kramat,  an,  anti,  at,  going,  proceeding  over  or across. 

krami,  is,  m.  =  krimi,  a  worm. 

'aiW  kramu,  us,  m.  the  betel-nut  tree, 
Areca  Faufel  or  Catechu. 

Kramuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  the  Areca 
or  betel-nut  tree,  Areca  Faufel  or  Catechu  ;  the  mul- 

berry tree,  Morus  Indica  ( =  brahma-ddru);  another 
tree,  a  red  sort  of  Lodhra  (pattikd-lodhra) ;  a  kind 

of  fragrant  grass,  Bhadra-mustaka ;  the  fruit  of  the 
cotton  tree  ;  (ds),  m.  pi,  N.  of  a  people ;  (»),  f.  the 
betel-nut  tree,  Areca  Faufel  or  Catechu.  —  Kramuka- 

phala,  am,  n.  the  Areca-nut. kramela  or  kramelaka,  as,  m.  the 

camel  ;  [cf.  Gr.  K^TJ\OS  ;  Lat.  camdus.] 

~tfm  kraya,  &c.     See  under  rt.  kri. 

sfcM  3I~I  ̂  krayasirsha,  am,  n.=  kapi-sirsha, 

the  coping  of  a  wall. 
ravana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  worshipper. 

,  is,  n.,  Ved.  (or  kravi  in  the 

comp.  a-kravi-hasta,  q.  v.),  raw  flesh,  carrion  ;  [cf. 

Gr.  wpt'os  ;  cf.  also  krura.] 
Kravishnu,  us,  its,  u,  desirous  of  raw  flesh. 
Kravya,  am,  n.  flesh,  raw  flesh,  carrion;  [cf. 

Lith.  krauja-s,  'blood;'  Russ.  kroyj;  Hib.  cm; 
Old  Germ,  hreo  ;  Gr.  icpe'as  ;  Lat.  cruor,  cruentus, 
cr&dus,  caro.]  —  Krarya-ghdtana,as,  m.  a  deer,  an 
antelope  ;  (killed  for  its  flesh.)  —  Kravya-bhuj,  k,  k, 
k,  carnivorous,  eating  carrion;  (&),  m.  a  Rakshasa. 

—  Kravya-bhajana,  as,  d,  am,  carnivorous.  —  Kra- 

vya-mukha,  as,  m.(?)  having  flesh  in  one's  mouth, N,  of  a  wolf  in  the  Panda-tantra.  —  Kravya-vdhana, 

as,  I,  am,  Ved.  carrying  corpses,  an  epithet  of  Agni 

(opposed  to  lMrya-vdhana).  —  Kravydd  (°ya-ad), 
t,  t,  t,  consuming  flesh  or  corpses,  epithet  of  the  fire 
of  the  funeral  pile,  or  Agni  in  one  of  his  terrible 

forms  ;  epithet  of  a  Yatu-dh5na  and  other  evil  beings, 
imps,  and  goblins  ;  N.  of  a  Rakshas  ;  a  beast  of  prey, 
a  carnivorous  animal.  —Kravydda  (°ya-ada),as,  d, 
am,  carnivorous,  an  eater  of  flesh;  (a«),  m.  a  goblin, 
a  RSkshasa  ;  a  lion,  a  hawk  ;  the  fire  of  the  funeral 

pile  ;  N.  of  a  people.  •-  Kramjdftn  (°ya-df),  i,  ini, 
i,  carnivorous  ;  (I),  m.  a  demon  ;  an  anthropophagus. 

krasaya  (fr.  krisa),  nom.  P.  krasa- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  emaciate,  make  thin  or  lean. 
Krafita,  as,  d,  am,  emaciated,  made  thin  or  lean. 

Kraii'man,  d,  m.  leanness,  emaciation. 
krashtavya.     See  rt.  krish,  p.  250. 

krakatika,  as,  m.  (fr.  krakafa), 

a  sawyer. 

"fKT^I  kratha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  krath),  killing, 

murder  ;  N.  of  a  prince  ;  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra  ; 
of  a  Naga  ;  of  a  monkey  ;  a  patronymic  from  Kratha  ; 

[cf.  krathana.'}  —  Krathefvara  (tha-if)  or  kro- 
dheilvara  (°dlia-tf),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of 

Apastamba. dnta,  kranti,  &c.    See  under  kram, 

See  under  rt.  kri. krayaka. 
rimi,  is,  m.  a  worm,  an  insect,  &c., 

and  the  words  derived  and  compounded  with  krimi. 

See  under  krimi. 

ftKQ  kriya,  as,  m.  (a  word  borrowed  from 

the  Gr.  Kfils),  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Aries. 

fd<J4HllLl  kriyamana.     See  rt.  I.  kri. 

farm  kriya,  f.  (fr.  rt.  I.  kri),  doing,  per- 

forming, performance  ;  business  ;  an  act,  action,  un- 
dertaking; activity;  work;  labour;  bodily  action, 

exercise  of  the  limbs;  a  literary  work;  medical 
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treatment  or  practice ;  applying  a  remedy,  cure  (e.  g. 

samakriya-tva,  the  being  treated  according  to  one 
and  the  same  system  of  medicine ;  mshamakriya- 
tva,  the  being  treated  according  to  different  methods) ; 
a  religious  rite  or  ceremony,  sacrificial  act,  sacrifice ; 
obsequies,  rites  performed  immediately  after  death; 
purificatory  rites,  as  ablution  &c. ;  (religious  action  is 
sometimes  personified  as  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and 
wife  of  Dharma,  or  a  daughter  of  Kardama  and  wife 
of  Kratu) ;  judicial  investigation  by  human  means,  as 
by  witnesses,  documents,  &c.,  or  by  superhuman  or 
ordeals  of  various  kinds ;  (in  grammar)  action  (as 

the  general  idea  expressed  by  any  verb) ;  a  verb,  (ac- 
cording to  later  grammarians  a  verb  is  of  two  kinds, 

sakarma-kriyd,  active,  and  akarma-kriyd,  intran- 
sitive); a  noun  of  action;  native  lexicographers  give 

also  the  following  meanings  to  kriyd, — atonement ; 
disquisition  ;  study  ;  means,  expedient ;  instrument, 
implement.  —  Kriyd-kara,  as,  m.  one  who  per- 

forms an  action,  a  student.  —  Eriya-kartri,  td,  m. 
the  doer  of  an  action,  an  agent.— Kriyd-kaldpa, 
as,  m.  title  of  a  grammar ;  the  great  body  of  cere- 

monies enjoined  in  the  Hindu  laws,  a  number  of 
actions  of  any  kind ;  all  the  particulars  or  points  of 

any  business.  —  Kriyd-kdra,  as,  i,  am,  one  who 

does  any  act,  an 'agent,  a  performer;  (as),  m.  a 
beginner,  a  novice,  a  tyro,  a  student ;  an  agreement. 

—  Kriyd-kaumudi,  f.  title  of  a  work  by  GovindS- 

nanda.  —  Kriyd-tantra,  am,  n.  *  a  Tantra  of  action," one  of  the  four  classes  of  Tantras  with  Buddhists. 

— Kriyd-dvesUn,  i,  ini,  i,  one  who  is  averse  to 
the  part  of  a  lawsuit  or  judicial  trial  called  kriyd, 
i.  e.  to  witnesses,  documents,  ordeals,  &c. ;  (i),  m. 
one  of  the  five  kinds  of  witnesses,  he  whose  testi- 

mony is  hurtful  to  the  cause.  —  Jfriyd-rhaita,  am, 
n.  efficient  cause,  as  resigning  all  to  God.  —  Kriya- 
nibandha,  title  of  a  work.  — •  Kriyd-nirdeGa,,  09,  m. 

evidence.  —  Kriydnurilpa  (°yd-an°),  ax,  a,  am, 
conformable  to  the  act,  according  to  the  action. 

—  Kriydnrita   (°yd-an°),   as,   a,  am,  practising 
ritual  observances.  —  Kriyd-patu,  UK,  VA,  u,  clever, 
dextrous.  —  Eriyd-patha,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
manner  of  medical  treatment  or  application  of  reme- 

dies. —  Kriyd-pada,  am,  n.  a  verb.  —  Kriyd-para, 
as,  d,  am,  attentive  to  or  diligent  in  the  performance 

of  one's  duties.  —  Kriydpavarga  (°yd-ap°),  as,  m. 
end   of  an  affair,   liberation  from   ceremonial  acts. 

—  Kriyd-pada,  as,  m.  the  third  division  of  a  suit 
at  law,  witnesses,  written  documents  and  other  proofs 
adduced  by  the  complainants,  the  rejoinder  of  the 

plaintiff.  —  Kriyd-prasan-ga,  as,  m.  course  of  pro- 
ceeding. —  Kriyd-phala,  am,  n.   result  or  conse- 

quence of  acts.  —  Kriydbliyupagama  (°yd-abh°), 
as,  m.  special  compact  or  agreement.  —  Eriydm- 

budhi  (°yd-am°),  is,  m.  title  of  a  work  of  Prana- 
krishna.  —  Eriyd-yoga,  as,  m.  the  connection  with 
an  action  or  verb ;  the  employment  of  expedients  or 
instruments ;  the  practical  form  of  the  Yoga  system 
of  philosophy,  devotion  by  due  performance  of  the 

duties  of  every  day  life,  active  devotion.  —  Eriydyoga- 
sdra,  as,  m.  a  section  of  the  Padma-purSna.  —  Kriyd- 
lopa,  as,  m.  discontinuance  or  loss  of  any  of  the 

essential  ceremonies  of  the  Hindu  religion.  —  Eriyd- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  performs  an  action,  active, 
busy,  engaged  in  a  business,  understanding  business, 
fit  for  it,  possessed  of  worldly  knowledge  ;  performing 
ceremonies  in  the  right  manner,  celebrating  religious 

rites.  —  Eriyd-vafa,  as,  d,  am,  subject  to  the  in- 
fluence of  acts ;  (as},  m.  necessity,  necessary  influence 

of  acts  done  or  to  be  done.  —  Eriydvasanna  (°yd- 
av°),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  loses  a  lawsuit  through  the 
statements  of  the  witnesses  &c.  —  Kriyd-vadaka, 
as,  d,  am,  or  kriyd-vddin,  i,  ini,  i,  expressing  an 
action  (as  a  verbal  noun).  —  Kriyd-vddin,  i,  m.  a 
plaintiff;  one  who  states  the  arguments  in  a  lawsuit. 
—  Kriyd-vtdhi,  is,  m.  a  rule  of  action ;  conduct  of 
affairs,  mode  of  performing  any  rite.  —  Eriydi'ulhi- 
jna,  as,  d,  am,  conversant  with  business,   under- 

standing the  ritual  &c.  —  Kriyd-viidla,  am,  a.  title 
of  the  thirteenth  of  the  fourteen  POrvas  or    most 

ancient  Jaina  writings.  —  Kriyd-vis'eshana,  am,  n. 

that  which  defines  an  action  more  closely ;  an  adverb. 

—  Kriyd-s'akti,  is,  f.  capability  to  act ;  the  power 
of  action.  —  Eriyd-samabhihdra,  as,  m.  repetition 
of  any  act,  doing  anything  repeatedly.  —  Kriijd-sdra, 
as,  m.  title  of  a  work.  —  Eriyd-st/idnaka-nddra, 

as,  m.  title  of  a  Jaina  woik.  —  Kriyendriya  (°yd- 
in°),  as,  m.  an  organ  of  action,  as  the  hand,  foot, 
voice,  organ  of  generation  and  that  of  excretion; 
also  called  kannendrtya,  q.  v. 

fafq  krivi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  leather  bag, 

metaphorically  '  a  cloud  ;'  N.  of  an  Asura ;  a  cistern, 
a  well ;  the  original  name  of  the  Pancfilas ;  [cf. 

kruivya."] •;rt  i.  kri,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  krinati,  krinite, 
dikrdya,  dikriye,  kreehyati,  -te,  akraiehit, 

akreehta,  kretum,  to  buy,  purchase  (with  inst.  of 
the  price,  and  abl.  or  gen.  of  the  person  from  which 

anything  is  bought,  e.  g.  ka  imam  Indram  das"a- bkir  dhenubhir  mama  krinati,  who  will  buy  this 
Indra  of  me  for  ten  cows  ?  yam  mdtd-pitror  antikdt 
or  iajidiat  kriniydt,  whom  he  may  buy  from  his 
father  and  mother ;  krinishva  tad  daiabhih  suvar- 

naih,  buy  that  for  ten  suvarnas) ;  to  barter  or  ex- 
change; to  win:  Caus.  krdpayati,  -yitum,  adi- 

krapat :  Desid.  dikrishati,  -te :  Intens.  dekriyate, 

dekrayiti,  dekreli;  [cf.  Hib.  creanaim, '  I  buy,  I  pur- 
chase;' Gr. irptaftai,  irepinj^i;  Lith-prekiStperkutl); 

Lat.  prettum ;  Eng.  hire.]  —  Kry-ddi,  ay  as,  m. 
pi.  the  roots  beginning  with  kri,  i.  e.  those  of  the 
ninth  class. 

Eraya,  as,  m.  buying,  purchase.  —  Kraya-krila, 
as,  d,  am,  bought,  purchased.  —  Eraya-dravya, 
am,  n.  anything  for  which  anything  else  is  bought 
or  exchanged.  —  Kraya-lekhya,  am,  n.  deed  of  sale, 
conveyance,  &c.  ••  Eruya-vikraya,  an,  m.  du.  buy- 

ing and  selling,  trade,  traffic.  —  Erayamkrayika, 
as,  m.  a  trader  or  merchant,  a  dealer.  —  Erayavi- 
krayin,  i,  ini,  i,  one  who  buys  or  sells,  one  who 

strikes  a  bargain.  —  Kraydroha  (°ya-dr°),  as,  m.  a 
market,  a  fair  (where  goods  are  piled  up  for  sale). 

Erayana,  am,  n.  buying,  purchasing. 

Krayaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bought  or  purchased, 

purchasable. 
Eraydnaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  what  is  sold,  fit  to 

be  sold. 

Krayika,  as,  d,  am,  buying,  purchasing;  (as), 
m.  a  trader,  a  dealer,  a  purchaser,  a  buyer. 

Erayin,  i,  ini,  i,  a  buyer,  a  purchaser. 
Kraijya,  as,  d,  am,  exhibited  for  sale,  purchasable. 

Krdyaka,  as,  m.  a  buyer  or  purchaser ;  a  dealer, 
a  trader. 

2.  kri,  is,  is,  i,  (at  the  end  of  some  compounds) 
buying. 

Erita,  as,  a,  am,  bought,  purchased ;  (as),  m.  a 
son,  one  of  the  twelve  kinds  acknowledged  by  the 
ancient  Hindu  law,  viz.  one  purchased  from  his  natural 

parents.  —  Eritdnus"aya  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.  repenting 
a  purchase,  returning  a  purchase  upon  the  seller, 
admissible  in  some  cases  by  law. 

Kritaka,  as,  d,  am,  acquired  by  purchase ;  (as), 
m.  a  son  bought  from  his  natural  parents  and  adopted 
as  male  issue ;  also  krita-putra  (? ), 

Ereni,  it,  m.  and  Jtreni,  f.  buying,  purchasing, 

purchase. Eretatya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bought,  purchasable. 
Eretri,  td,  m.  a  buyer,  purchaser. 

Kreya,  as,  d,  am,  purchasable,  to  be  bought. 
—  Kreya-da,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  exhibits  anything 
for  sale,  a  seller. 

krid,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  kridati, 

dH-rida,kridishyati,akridit,kridilum, 

to  play,  sport,  amuse  one's  self,  frolic,  gambol,  dally, 
(used  of  men,  animals,  the  wind  and  waves,  &c.) ; 
to  jest,  joke  with  (with  inst.  or  with  saha  and  inst., 
e.  g.  Dronena  or  Dronena  saha  kridati,  he  sports 
with  Drona) :  Caus.  kridayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
play,  to  allow  to  play :  Desid.  dikridiehati ;  Intens. 

dekridyate,  (ekritti. 

Erida,  as,  &,  am,  playing,  sporting;  (as,  a), 

m.  f.  sport,  play,  pastime,  pleasure,  amusement  (often 
in  compounds,  e.  g.  kridd-mudah,  f.  pi.  the  pleasures 
of  play,  or  of  amorous  sport ;  Kriehna-kridd,  sport 
with  Krishna ;  jala-ltridd,  playing  about  in  water) ; 
disrespect  shown  by  jest  or  joke.  —  Eridd-kdnana, 

am,  n.  a  pleasure-grove.  —  Kriddkuta  (°dd-dk°), 
am,  n.  sportive  or  wanton  purpose  or  desire. 
—  Erida-kopa,  as,  m.   assumed  anger,  anger  in 
sport.  —  Eridd-kautuka,  am,  n.  wanton  curiosity ; 
sport,  play,  pastime,  enjoyment ;  lasciviousness,  sexual 
intercourse.  —  Kridd-khanda,  title  of  the  second  part 
of  the  Ganesa-PurSna.  —  Eridd-griha,  am,  n.  a 
pleasure-house,  a  house   for   amusement.  —  Kridd- 
dankramana,  am,  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  place.  ••  Kridd- 
dandra,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  metre 
consisting  of  four  lines  of  eighteen  syllables  each;  N. 

of  a  poet.  —  Kridd-ndri,  f.  a  harlot,  a  courtezan. 
—  Eridd^maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  play  or 
sport.  —  Eridd-mayura,  as,  m.  a  peacock  kept  for 
pleasure  or  amusement.  —  Eridd-mriga,  as,  m.  any 

animal  kept  for  pleasure,  a  toy-deer,  a  toy-animal  of 
any  kind.  —  Eridd-ratna,  am,  n.  the  gem  of  sports, 
copulation.  —  Eridd-ratha,  as,  m.  a  cart,  a  carriage 
used  for  amusements.  —  Krtdd-rasatala,  am,  n. 
title  of  a  work  in  the  Sshitya-darpaua.  —  Krida-vat, 

an,  ati,  at,  sportive,  playful.  —  Eridd-vana,  am, 
n.   a    pleasure-garden,   a   park.  —  Kridd-vedman, 
a,  n.   a  pleasure-house,   a   house   for  amusement. 

—  Eridd-s"akunta,  as,  m.  a  bird  kept  for  pleasure 
or  amusement.  —  Eridd-faila,  as,  m.  a  pleasure- 
mountain,  a  pleasure-mound  or  hillock  in  a  garden. 
—  Eridd-saras,  as,  n.  a  pleasure-lake.  —  Kridd- 
sthdna,  am,  n.  or  kridoddes'a  (°dd^tuP),  as,  ra. 
a  play-ground. 
Kridaka,  as,  m.  a  player,  one  who  sports. 

Kridat,  an,  anti,  at,  playing,  sporting,  gamboling. 

Kridana,  am,  n.  playing,  play,  sporting,  &c. 
Kridanaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  playing,  sporting ;  (as, 

am),  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  plaything,  a  toy  for  children. 
—  Kr idanaka-td,  I.  the  state  of  a  plaything ;  krida- 
nakataya,  after  the  manner  of  a  plaything. 
Kridaniya  or  kridaniyaka,  am,  n.  a  plaything, 

toy,  a  doll.  —  Kridaniyaka-sannibha,  as,  d,  am, 
like  a  toy  or  doll. 
Kridamana,  as,  d,  am,  sporting,  playing. 
Kridi  or  krili,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  playing,  sporting  ; 

epithet  of  the  winds. 
Kriditri,  td,  m.  a  player,  one  who  sports. 
Kridin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  playing,  sporting ;  epithet 

of  the  Maruts  or  winds  ;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Kridu  or  irijtt,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  playing,  effer- 
vescing (?);  epithet  of  the  Soma.  —  Kridu-mat,  an, 

ati,  at,  Ved.  playing,  playful ;  epithet  of  flame. 

i.  kruh6,  cl.  I.  P.  kruudati,  -6itum, 
to  curve  or  make  crooked  ;  to  be  or  be- 

come crooked,  to  move  crookedly ;  to  be  or  become 
small,  to  shrink;  to  make  small,  to  lessen;  to  go 
towards,  approach,  arrive  at;  [cf.  Hib.  eruinn, 
'  rotundus.'] 

Kmkta,  as,  d,  am,  crooked,  curved. 
i.  kruiid,  n,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  snipe,  a  curlew. 
Krunda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  snipe,  a  curlew  ;  N.  of 

a  mountain;    (d),  f.  a  female  snipe  or  curlew;   a 
kind  of  Vina  or  lute. 

Kruiidakiyd,  (.,  N.  of  a  place  in  India. 
Kraunda,  as,  m.  a  curlew,  heron,  &c.    See  s.  v. 

krud,   cl.  6.  P.  krudati,  -ditum,  to 
x  sink,  dive ;  to  be  or  become  thick ;  (another 

form  for  bhrid) ;  [cf.  kud  and  krud.] 

i •  krudh,  cl.  4.  P.  (rarely  A.)  krudh- 
\  yati,  -te,  dukrodfta,  krotsyati,  akrudhat, 

kroddhum,  to  become  angry,  to  be  wrathful  or 
angry  with  (with  dat.  or  gen.  or  ace.  or  with  upari  and 

gen.,  e.g.putrdya  orputrasya  orputram  orputra- 
syopari  dukrodha,  he  was  angry  with  his  son :  Caus. 
krodhayati,  -yitum,  to  make  angry,  provoke,  irritate : 
Desid.  dukrutsati;  Intens.  dokrudhyate,  dokroddhi; 
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[cf.  Lith.  rut-tun,  'angry;'  rtu-tyM,  'anger;'  Lat. 
cntdtlls  (?) ;  Gr.  KIJTOS;  Germ,  groll;  Hib.  cor- 

ruiilhe,  '  anger,  wrath,  motion ;'  corruigh,  '  fury, 
resentment.'] 
Kruddha,  as,  a,  am,  irritated,  provoked,  angry, 

wrathful ;  fierce,  cruel ;  (am),  n.  anger. 
l.krtt,dh,t,{.  or  krudhd,  f.  anger,  wrath,  passion. 
Kriuihmin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  wrathtul,  irritable. 

Krudhyat,  an,  anti,  at,  being  angry,  feeling  pro- 
voked. 

Krodha,  as,  m.  anger,  wrath,  passion;  anger 
personified  as  a  child  -of  Lobha  and  Nikriti ;  or  of 
death  ;  or  of  BrahmS  ;  N.  of  a  DSnava ;  (a),  f.,  N. 

of  a  daughter  of  Daksha.  —  Krodha-ja,  as,  d,  am, 
proceeding  from  or  engendered  by  wrath,  (especially 
applicable  to  eight  vices,  hatred,  envy,  oppression, 
violence,  &c.)  —  Krodha-maya,  as,  i,  am,  a  person 
of  angry  disposition ;  passionate,  angry.  —  Krodha- 
murfhita,  an,  d,  am,  overcome  or  infatuated  with 

anger,  passionate,  angry ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  perfume, 
commonly  called  Cor,  =  dora.  —  Krodha-varjtta, 
as,  d,  am,  free  from  wrath,  mild,  calm.  —  Krodha- 
vardhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  DSnava.  —  Krodha-vaia, 
as,  m.  the  power  of  anger;  (as,  a,  am),  over- 

powered by  anger,  passionate,  violent ;  N.  of  several 
kinds  of  evil  spirits ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshas ;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Kasyapa. 

—  Krodhavas'a-ga,  as,  d,  am,  subject  to  anger, 
under  the  influence  of  anger.  —  Krodha-samanvita, 
as,  d,  am,  filled  with  anger.  —  Krodha-hantri,  td, 

m.,  N.  of  an  hsan.  —  Krodhdnmta  (°dha-an°),  as, 
a,  am,  wrathful,  angfy.  —  Krodhdmarsha-jihma- 
tihru  (°dha-am°),  us,  As,  u,  bending  the  brow  with 

anger  and  impatience.  «•  Krodhojjhita  Cdha-uj3), 
as,  d,  am,  free  from  wrath,  composed,  calm. 

Krodhana,  as,  d,  am,  inclined  to  wrath,  passionate, 
angry ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kausika  and  pupil 
of  Garga ;  also  of  a  son  of  Ayuta  and  father  of 
DevStithi ;  (a),  f.  a  passionate  woman,  a  vixen ; 
(am),  n.  the  being  angry,  anger. 
Krodhaniya,  at,  d,  am,  anything  which  may 

produce  anger,  provocative ;  (am),  n.  an  injury. 
Krodhdlu,  us,  us,  u,  passionate,  violent. 
Krodhin,  i,  ini,  i,  passionate,  angry;  (i),  m.  a 

buffalo;  a  dog;  (i»i),  f.  mystical  name  of  the 
letter  r. 

Krodhishlha,  as,  a,  am,  very  irate  or  wrathful. 

krunth,  cl.  9.  P.  kruthnati,  krun- 
^  tMtiim,  to  embrace,  to  cling  or  adhere 

to ;  to  be  distressed,  to  pain,  injure,  kill,  suffer  pain, 
be  distressed ;  (another  form  for  kunth.) 

'3W  krumu,  us,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  river,  a 
tributary  of  the  Indus. 

»«j<*  krumuka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  piece  of 
wood  or  match  used  to  catch  the  sacrificial  fire  when 

kindled  by  friction ;  [cf.  krimuka,  kramuka.] 

krus,  cl.  i.  P.  (rarely  A.)  krofati, 

.  -te,  (ukroia,  krokshyati,  akrukshat, 
kroshtum,  to  cry  out,  shriek,  yell,  bawl,  call  out,  halloo; 
to  exclaim  ;  to  cry,  lament ;  to  weep  ;  to  sound,  make 

a  singing  noise  (as  the  ear) :  Caus.  kroiayati,  -yi- 
tum:  Desid.  dukrukshati :  Intens.  6okruttyate, 

dokrufiti;  [cf.  Lith.  klykiH,'toay;'kryksztauja; 
Hib.  cruitfyh,  '  music,  song ;'  Lat.  crocis,  crocito  ; 
Gr.  Kpdfu,  xpdfa,  Kpo-yy*) ;  Goth,  krukya.] 
Kridmn,  d,  m.  a  jackal ;  [cf.  kroshtu.] 

Krushta,  as,  d,  am,  calling  out,  crying  out, 
scolding;  wept,  cried;  cried  aloud,  bawled;  called 

at,  abused ;  (am),  n.  crying,  weeping,  sobbing ; 
noise,  sound. 

Kroia,  as,  m.  a  cry,  a  yell,  a  shriek,  a  shout,  a  call, 
calling  out.  a  noise  (e.g.  karna-krofa,  a  noise  in 
the  ears) ;  the  range  of  the  voice  in  calling  or  hallooing, 
a  measure  of  distance,  an  Indian  league,  commonly 
called  a  Kos,  =  1000  Dandas,  =  4000  Hastas,  =  J  Yo- 
jana ;  according  to  other  authorities  =  2000  Dandas, 
=  8000  Hastas,  =  J  GavyOti ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Ss- 
man.  —  Kroia-tdla,  as,  m.  a  large  or  double  drum. 

—  Krota-dhvani,  is,  m.  a  large  drum.  —  Kroia- 
mdtra-gata,  at,  d,  am,  gone  the  length  of  a  Krosa. 
—  Kros'a-mdtra-sthita,  as,  a,  am,  standing  at  the 
distance  of  a  Krosa.  —  Krofa-yuga,  am,  n.  a  measure 
of  two   Krosas,  =  4OOO  yards  or  about    3%  miles; 
(this    seems  to  correspond  to  the  modern  Krosa, 
but  the  standard  varies.) 

Kroiat,  an,  anti,  at,  crying,  calling  out. 
Kro/Sana,  as,  d,  am,  who  or  what  cries ;  (am), n.  crying. 

Kroiin,  i,  ini,  i,  crying  out,  calling  out,  weeping 

(e.  g.  ushtra-kros'in,  making  sounds  like  a  camel). 
Kroihta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Kroshtu  (must  form  strong  cases  and  may  form 
weak  cases  from  kroshtri,  Gram.  128.  c),  a 

jackal;  N.  of  a  son  of  Yadu  and  father  of  Vrijinlvat 
(in  this  last  sense  nom.  sing,  kroshtd  or  kroshtus). 
—  Kroshtu-karna,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a 
place.  —  Kroshtu-pdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (as), 

m.   pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man.  —  Kroshtu- 
puiUhikd  orkroshtii-ptitChi,  f.  the  plant  Hemionitis 
Cordifolia;    [cf.  kroshlulta-pufdhikd  or  kroshtu- 
vinnd.]  —  Kroshtu-phala,   as,   m.  the  tree  Ter- 
minalia  Catappa,  =  inguda.  —  Kroshtu-mdna  and 
kroshtu-mdya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  men;  (as),  m. 

pi.  the  descendants  of  these  men.  —  Kroshtu-vinnd, 
(.  a  plant,  either  Chaculiya,  Hemionitis  Cordifolia  (pri- 
(ni-parni),  or  Ramvasac ;  [cf.  drigdla-vinnd.] 
Kroshtuka,  as,  m.  a  jackal ;  N.  of  a  man,  cf. 

kraushtaki;  (i),  f.  a  female  jackal ;  a  daughter  of 
Krodha-va£s  and  mother  of  the  yellow  apes.  —  Kro- 
shtuka-puddhikd,  (.  a  plant,  commonly  Chaculiya, 
Hemionitis  Cordifolia ;  or,  according  to  some,  Ram- 
vSsac ;  [cf.  kroshtu-vinnd.]  —  Kroshtuka-mdna,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kroehtuka-mekhald,  f.  the  plant 
Hemionitis  Cordifolia.  —  Kroshtuka-tiras,  as,  n.  a 
disease  of  the  knee. 

Krushlri,  td,  m.  (not  used  in  the  weakest  cases, 
cf.  kroshtu),  a  jackal;  N.  of  a  son  of  Yadu  and 
father  of  Vrijintvat ;  ((ri),  f.  the  female  of  a  jackal ; 
a  kind  of  Convolvulus ;  N.  of  another  plant,  [cf. 

Idngali.]  —  Kroshlekshu,  us,  m.  (fr.  kroshtd  = 
krosh'ri  and  ikshu?),  a  kind  of  sugar-cane,  = s'vetekshu. 

krud,  cl.  10.  P.  krudayati,  -yitum,  to 
make  thick ;  [cf.  kud,  krud.] 

TgX.  krira,  as,  a,  am  (related  to  kravis,  kra- 
vya),  wounded,  hurt,  sore;  bloody;  raw;  cruel,  fierce, 
ferocious,  hard-hearted  ;  pitiless;  hard,  harsh,  rough  ; 
formidable,  terrible;  inauspicious  (opposed  to  saumya 
and  a-krura,  and  epithet  of  the  first,  third,  fifth, 
seventh,  ninth,  and  eleventh  signs  of  the  zodiac,  which 

are  supposed  to  have  a  malignant  influence);  mis- 
chievous, destructive  ;  hard,  solid  ;  strong  (as  a  bow, 

opposed  to  manda);  hot,  sharp,  disagreeable;  (am), 
ind.  in  a  formidable  manner;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  boiled 

rice ;  (as),  m.  a  hawk ;  a  heron ;  two  plants,  red 
oleander,  =  ra&ta-fearatir  ra.andanother  plant,  =  bhu- 

tankuia;  (a),  f.,  N.of  a  plant,  =  rakta-punarnavd  ; 
(am),  n.  a  wound,  a  sore ;  blood-shedding,  slaughter, 
cruelty,  any  horrible  deed ;  any  frightful  apparition. 
—  Krurakarma-kril,  t,  t,    t,   perpetrating   cruel 
actions;    a  rapacious  animal.  —  Krura-karman,  a, 
n.  a  bloody  or  terrible  deed ;  any  hard  or  difficult 

labour ;  (a,  d,  a),  performing  bloody  or  terrible  deeds, 
fierce,  cruel,  unrelenting  ;  (a),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  ka- 

performing  bloody  or  terrible  deeds,  fierce,  cruel,  un- 
relenting. —  Krura-koshtha,  as,  m.  torpid  or  costive 

bowels  unaffected  by  strong  purgatives ;  (as,  d,  am), 

one  whose  bowels  are  torpid  or  costive.  —  Krura- 
gandha,  as,  m.  sulphur ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  tree,  = 
kanthdri.  —  Kriira-i'arlta,  as,  d,  am,  cruel,  fero- 

cious, addicted  to  cruel  practices.  —  Krura-td,  f.  or 
krura-tra,  am,  n.  cruelty,  fierceness.  —  Krura-danti, 

f.  an  epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Krura-dris',  k,  k,  k,  evil- 
eyed,  of  terrible  aspect,  mischievous,  villainous,  cruel ; 
(k),  m.  an  epithet  of  the  planet  Sani  or  Saturn ;  also 
an  epithet  of  the  planet  Mars.  —  Krura-dhurta,  at, 

m.  a  kind  of  thorn-apple  ;  [cf.  krisKna-dkatturaka.'] —  KrAra-liuddhi,  is,  is,  (,  or  krura-mdnasa,  at, 
a,   am,   cruel-minded.  ••  Kriira-rava,   as,   m.   a 

jackal  (?).  —  Krura-rdvin,  i,  m.  a  raven.  —  AVura- 
lodana,  at,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  planet  Saturn  (of 
an  evil  or  inauspicious  aspect).  —  Krtira-sarpa-vat, 

ind.  like  an  enraged  serpent.  —  KrurdkriK  (°ra-dk°), 
is,  m.  an  epithet  of  KSvana,  the  ruler  of  Lan-kS. 
—  Krurak«lui  (°ra-ak°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  minister 

of  the  owl-king  Ari-mardana.  —  Krfirdt'dra  ("ra- 
nd0), as,  a,  am,  following  cruel  or  savage  practices. 

—  Kriirdtman  ("ra-df),  d,  m.  an  epithet  of  the 
planet  Saturn  ;  [cf.  krura-drid  and  krura-Mana.] 
—  Krurdiaya,  (°ra-arf°),  as,  d,  am,  one   whose 
bowels  are  torpid  or  costive  ;  containing  fierce  animals 
(as  a  river  &c.)  ;  of  a  terrible  or  fierce  disposition. 

—  Kriiropanamhata  ("ra-up"),  as,  d,  am,  con- nected with  cruelty. 

^f  krurfa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  beard  ;  [cf. 

kreni,  kretavya,  &c.     See  rt.  kri. 

fills  «1  kraidina,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  krirlin,  q.  v.), 

Ved.  belonging  to  the  Maruts  or  winds. 
Kraidimya,  f.,  scil.  ishti,  the  Jshti  or  sacrificial 

oblation,  sacred  to  the  Maruts. 

kraivya,  as,  m.  (fr.  krivi),  &  king  of 
the  Krivis. 

jslsa  kronda,  &c.     Cf.  kraunca. 

JK\f7\krothin,  i,  m.(?),  N.  of  a  man. 

"aite  krwla,  as,  am,  a,  m.  n.  f.  (m.  in  the 
earlier  language  ;  n.  in  later  works  ;  also  f.  according 
to  the  lexicographers),  the  breast,  the  chest,  the 
bosom,  (at  the  end  of  compounds  the  fern,  can  only 

end  in  d,  e.  g.  kalydna-krodd,  a  woman  with  a 
well-formed  breast),  the  flank,  the  hollow  above  the 

hip  ;  the  lap  ;  the  interior  of  anything,  the  inner 
part,  a  cavity,  a  hollow  [cf.  udara  and  garbha]; 

(ad),  m.  a  hog  ;  the  esculent  bulb  of  a  kind  of  plant, 
•=vdrdhi-kanda,  [cf.  krotia-kanyd];  N.  of  Sani  or 

the  planet  Saturn;  (d),  f.  a  plant,  =kroda-iudd. 
—  Kroda-kanyd,  (.  the  esculent  bulb  of  a  kind  of 

plant;  [cf.  kroda.]  —  Kroda-(udd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=  mahd-4rdvanikd.  —  Kroda-pattra,  am,  n.   a 

marginal  writing  omitted  in  its  proper  place,  a  post- 
script to  a  letter,  a  supplement,  a  codicil  to  a  will. 

—  Kroda-parnl,  f.  a  prickly  nightshade,  Solanum 
Jacquini,  =  kantakdrikd.  —  Kroda-pdda,  as,  m.  * 

turtle,  a  tortoise.  —  Kroddnka  (  da-att°),  as,  m.  a 
tortoise.  —  Krodditghri  (°da-an°),  is,  m.  a  turtle  or 
tortoise.  —  Krodl-mukha,  as,  m.(?)  a  rhinoceros. 

—  Krodeihta,  (°da-ifk°),  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  =  muttd. 
Krodi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartmn,  to  fold  to 

the    breast,    clasp    to   the    bosom,    clasp,    emb/ace. 

—  Kroifi-karaiia,  am,  n.  folding  to  the  breast,  em- 
bracing. —  Krodi-kriti,  is,  f.  embracing,  embrace. 

Krauda,  as,  i,  am,  fit  for  or  belonging  to  a  hog. 

IJfaraR*!!  kronaka-varna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man. 

krotha,    as,    m.   (fr.  kruth  for    rt. 
krunth .'),  killing,  slaying,  murder;  [cf.  krdtha.] 

rodha,  &c.     See  under  i.  krudh. 

krosa,  kroshtu.     See  under  krus. 

krauiifa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kruni!,  q.v.), 

a  kind  of  curlew  or  heron  (Ardea  Jaculator)  ;  the 
emblem  of  the  fifth  Arhat  of  the  present  AvasarpinI ; 

(f),  f.  the  female  curlew  ;  a  daughter  of  TamrS  and 
mother  of  the  curlews ;  (as),  m.  a  mountain,  part  of 
the  Himalaya  range,  situated  in  the  eastern  part  of  the 
chain  on  the  north  of  Asam ;  one  of  the  Dvlpas  or 

principal  divisions  of  the  world,  surrounded  by  the 
sea  of  curds ;  N.  of  a  Rakshas ;  N.  of  a  pupil  of 

Sika-pOrni ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  asfra,  N.  of  a  mystical 
weapon  ;  N.  of  a  SSman ;  also  of  a  particular  Vedic 
formula.  —  KrauAda-ddrana  or  kraunda-sudana, 
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as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  god  of  war,  Karttikeya,  who 
tore  asunder  the  mountain  KrauiWa.  —  Kmunifa- 

dvipa,as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Dvlpa,  =  krauiida.  —  KrauUa- 

paksha,  as,  d,  am,  an  epithet  of  horses,  '  the  flanks 
of  which  are  similar  to  the  wings  of  a  curlew. 

••  Krawnta-pada,,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  ol 
four  lines  of  twenty-five  syllables  each.  —  Krauiida- 
padl,  f.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Krauiida-pura,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  town.  —  KrauMa-bandha,  as,  m.  a  parti- 

cular kind  of  knot.  —  Krawida-randkra,  am,  n.  the 
Kraunla  pass,  caused  by  the  deity  KSrttikeya  and  by 
Parasu-rama  ;  see  krauntdri  below.  —  KrauMa-vat, 
an,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain,  =kraun<?a.  —  K.raun 

dana  (°da-ad°),  am,  n.  the  fibres  of  the  stalk  of  the 
lotus  (mrindla);  N.  of  several  plants,  =  gheitfull  ; 

another  phnt,  =  <<iii<<otaka;  longpepper;  (i),  f.  the 
seed  of  the  lotus.  —  Kraitnfdranya  (°fa-ar°),  am,n., 
N.  of  a  forest.  —  KrauAtdrdti  (°<!a-ar°),  is,  m.  an 
epithet  of  the  deity  Karttikeya.  —  Kraunddri  (  ia- 
ari),  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  deity  Karttikeya  and 
of  the  hero  and  Avat5ra  Parasu-rama,  who  with  his 
arrows  made  a  pass  or  defile  through  the  Kraunca 
mountain. 

Kraundiki-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

"sKf?  krauda.     See  under  kroda  last  col. 

"STT  kraurya,  am,  n.  (fr.  krvra),  cruelty, 
fierceness,  anger  ;  hard-heartedness  ;  terribleness. 

ail  31  31  In  =ti  krausasatika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  krosa 
+  3ata),  one  who  goes  a  hundred  Krosas  or  leagues  ; 
one  who  deserves  to  be  approached  from  a  distance  of  a 
hundred  Krosas  or  leagues  (as  a  religious  teacher  &c.). 

stJiPs*  kraushtika,  as,  m.  a  wrong  form  for 
Ttraushtuki,  q.  v. 

•^        ̂  

5tii8«nTn'  kraushtukarna,  as,  t,  am,  coming 
from  Kroshtu-karna. 

kraushtuki,  is,  m.  (a  patronymic 

fr.  kroshtuka),  N.  of  a  grammarian;  N.  of  an 

astrologer  ;  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe  belonging  to  the 
Trigarta-shashthSs. 
Kraush/itkiya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  warrior- 

tribe  called  Kraushtuki. 

^if!}  kry-adi,  a  term  of  grammar  to  de- 
note the  roots  of  the  ninth  class  of  which  kr  I  is  the 

first. 

klath,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  klathati,  -thi- 
,  to  turn  round,  revolve,  to  form  into 

clots  or  lumps  ;  to  kill  or  hurt  ;  [cf.  Lat.  dades.~\ 
Klatkana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  turning  round,  forming 

into  clots  or  lumps. 

3i<»fcnr  kladwat,  an,  ait,  at  (rt.  klid?), 
Ved.  wet,  moist  (?). 

'  kland  or  klad  [cf.  rt.  iranrf],  cl.  I. 
P.  klandati,  daklanda,  klandisliyall  , 

klanditum,  to  call;  to  lament;  to  weep;  cl.  I.  A. 
klandate  or  kladate  &c.,  to  be  confounded  or 

troubled  ;  to  grieve  ;  [cf.  Hib.  glaodhaim,  '  I  call, 
bawl,  roar,  shout  ;'  Gr.  K\dfa.] 
Klamla,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  kland  for  krand  ?),  Ved. 

crying,  noisy  (?). 

klap,  cl.  10.  P.  kldpayati,  -yitum,  to 
\speak  barbarously  ;  (another  form  for  ttlap); 

[cf.  Lith.  kalpu,  '  to  speak.'] 
klam  [cf.  rt.  sram,  the  rt.  klam 

X  seems  principally  confined  to  the  later  arti- 
ficial poems],  cl.  i.  4.  P.  klamati,  kldmyati,  (a- 

kldma,  klamishyati,  klnmitum,  to  be  or  become 
fatigued,  to  be  weary  or  tired  or  exhausted  ;  to  be  de- 

pressed ;  [cf.  Gr.  Kdfiva  ;  Lat.  lentus  for  clentus  (?)  ; 

Germ,  lahm  ;  Old  Germ,  lam  ;  Lith.  lumas.~\ 
Klama,  as,  m.  fatigue,  exhaustion,  languor, 

weariness. 

Klamatha,  as,  m.  fatigue,  exhaustion. 
Klamathu,  us,  m.  fatigue,  languor. 

Klamln,  I,  inl,  i,  becoming  tired,  languishing, 
exhausted,  weary.  —  Klami-td,  {.  or  klami-tva,  am, 
n.  exhaustion,  langour,  fatigue. 
Kldnta,  as,  a,  am,  tired,  fatigued,  exhausted, 

languishing;  wearied;  depressed  in  spirits  or  ex- 
hausted ;  dried  up,  withering ;  thin,  emaciated. 

—  Kldnta-manas,  as,  He,  as,  low-spirited,  languid, 
melancholy.  —  Kldnta-vadana,  as,  a,  am,  having  a 
weary  face. 

Klanti,  in,  {.  fatigue,  weariness.  —  Kldnti-tthid, 
t,  t,  t,  relieving  fatigue,  refreshing,  invigorating. 
—  Kldnti-ddheda,  as,  m.  refreshing,  restoring,  re- 

moving fatigue. 

rc^r  kluv,  cl.  I.  A.  klavate,  to  fear,  be 
N  afraid  :  Caus.  klavayati. 

klid,  cl.  4.  P.  klidyati,  tikleda, 
kleduhyati  and  kletsyati,  aklidat, 

kleditum  and  klettum,  to  be  or  become  wet  or 
damp :  Caus.  P.  kledayati,  -yttum,  to  bedew,  wet, 
moisten :  Desid.  dikledishali.  ftklidishati,  diklit- 
sati:  Intern,  feklidyate,  dekletti;  [cf.  Gr.  KA.ti£o>.] 
Klinna,  as,  d,  am,  moistened,  wet ;  running  (as 

an  eye).  —  Klinna-netra.  as,  a,  am,  having  moist 
eyes,  pitiful.  —  Klinna-rartman,  a,  n.  excess  of  the 
lacrymal  discharge,  watering  of  the  eycs.  —  KUnna- 

Jirid,  t,  t,  t,  tender-hearted.  —  Klinndksha  (°na- 
aJc°),  as,  a,  am,  having  moist  eyes,  blear-eyed. 
Kleda,  as,  m.  wetness,  dampness,  moisture ;  run- 

ning, discharge  from  a  sore.  —  Kleda-vat,  an,  atl, 
at,  moist,  flowing. 
Kledaka,  as,  a,  am,  wetting,  moistening,  making 

wet  or  moist;  (as),  m.  phlegm  in  the  stomach, 
excess  of  saliva. 

Kledan,  d,  m.  the  moon. 
JKZedana,  as,  i,  am,  moistening,  making  wet ; 

(as),  m.  phlegm,  the  phlegmatic  or  watery  humor 
[cf.  kapha] ;  a  species  of  phlegm ;  (am),  n.  wet- 

ting, moistening ;  oozing,  trickling. 
Kledu,  us,  m.  the  moon ;  a  morbid  combination 

of  the  three  humors  of  the  body  (sannipdta),  com- 
plication of  disorders. 

Kledya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  moistened,  to  be  wetted. 

Mind,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  klindati,  -te,  to 
lament ;  [cf.  Icrand  and  kland.] 

fsfi«l  klib,  p,  f.  (?),  Ved.  accomplishment 
(fr.  klrip  ?) ;  (Say.)  the  created  world  ;  (a  various 
reading  has  klrib. ) 

Mis,  cl.  9.  P.  klisnati,  tiklesa,  kle- 
N  tishyati  and  klekshyati,  akle&t  and 

aklikshat,  kleditum  and  kleshtum,  to  torment, 
torture,  trouble,  molest ;  to  cause  pain,  afflict,  dis- 

tress ;  to  suffer,  feel  pain,  suffer  distress ;  cl.  4.  A. 

klityate,  diklise,  kletishyate,  akUiishta,  kledi- 
tum, to  be  tormented  or  molested ;  to  be  afflicted, 

feel  pain,  suffer :  Caus.  P.  A.  kleiayati,  -te,  -yitum, 
to  torment,  molest :  Desid.  (iklikshati,  fikliiishati, 
dikletishati,  flklitishate,  dikletishatc :  Intens. 

(cklidyate,  deklenltti ;  [cf.  Cambro-Brit.  glcesi, '  to 
pain,  to  cause  a  pang,  to  suffer  a  pang.'] 
Klidita  or  klishta,  as,  a,  am,  molested,  tor- 

mented, distressed,  afflicted  ;  wearied,  hurt,  injured  ; 
being  in  a  bad  condition,  worn ;  put  to  shame ;  con- 

tradictory, inconsistent ;  connected  with  pain  or 
suffering;  (am),  ind.  in  distress.  —  KllHta-vat,  an, 
atl,  at,  suffering  pain  or  distress.  —  Klishta-vart- 
man,  a,  n.  a  disease  of  the  eyelids ;  [cf.  klinna- 

vartman.~$—Klishta-vritti,  is,  is,  i,  leading  a wretched  life. 

KHiyamdna,  an,  a,  am,  being  distressed. 
Klishii,  is,  (.  affliction,  calamity,  distress ;  service. 
Kleda,  a«,  m.  pain,  affliction,  distress ;  pain  from 

disease,  anguish ;  wrath,  anger ;  worldly  occupation ; 
care,  trouble.  —  KLeia-Ttarin,  I,  inl,  i,  causing  pain, 
afflicting.  —  KleiSa-ltshama,  as,  a,  am,  capable  of 
enduring  pain  and  trouble.  —  Kletfa-da,  as,  a,  am, 
distressing.  —  Klefa-naiana,  as,  a,  am,  destroying 
or  palliating  trouble.  —  Kleia-prahdna,  am,  n.  ter- 

mination of  distress,  especially  of  worldly  cares  and 

passions.  —  ffleda-bkdgin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  trouble. 

••KleiSa-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  having  trouble.  —  KleiSa- 

paha  (°s"a-ap°),  as,  a,  am,  allaying  pain  or  suffer- 
ing, consolatory,  consoling  ;  palliative  ;  (as),  m.  a  son. 

Klefaka,  as,  I,  am,  giving  pain,  troublesome, 
annoying,  afflicting. 

Kldita,  as,  d,  am,  pained,  distressed,  afflicted. 
Kle$in,  i,  int,  i,  connected  with  pain,  causing  pain 

or  suffering  ;  hurting,  injuring. 

Eteshtri,  td,  m.  one  who  causes  pain  or  suffering. 

W^K  klita,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  poisonous insect. 

klitaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  plant  with 

a  poisonous  root,  Glycyrrhiza  Glabra  ?.     (Kdla-kli- 
taka,  am,  n.  the  Indigo  plant.) 

Klilakikd,  f.  the  Indigo  plant,  Indigofera  Indica. 

31  it  n  r|  c(  klltanaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  plant, *=ati-raed. 

kllb  or  Mlv,  cl.  I.  A.  kUbate  or 

N  klivate,  dikllbe,  klibishyate,  klibitum 
(according  to  some  also  klivdyate),  to  be  impotent, 
to  behave  like  one  who  is  impotent  or  like  a  eunuch  ; 
to  be  timorous,  to  be  modest  or  unassuming. 

KTiba  or  kliva,  as,  a,  am,  impotent,  emasculated, 

a  eunuch  ;  unmanly,  timorous,  timid  ;  weak,  weak- 
minded,  base  ;  idle,  slothful  ;  a  coward  ;  of  the 
neuter  gender  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  the  neuter  gender  ; 

[cf.  Hib.  cailltean,  '  eunuch  ;'  caillte,  '  castrated  ;' 
caillim,  '  I  geld,  castrate,  destroy  ;'  cailleadh,  '  emas- 

culation.'] —  Kltba-td,  (.  or  kliba-tva,  am,  n.  impo- 
tence, the  being  neuter.  —  Kltba-rupa,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  similar  to  a  eunuch.  —  Kltba-linga,  am,  n.  the 
neuter  gender.  —  Kliva-vat,  ind.  like  a  base  man, 
like  a  weak-minded,  effeminate  person. 

Klaibya  or  klaivya,  am,  n.  absence  of  virility, 
impotence,  unmanly  behaviour,  unmanliness,  weak- 

ness, timidity,  cowardice  ;  the  neuter  gender. 

klu,  cl.  i.  A.  klavate,  to  move. 

kles,  cl.  I.  A.  klesate,  tiklfse,  klesi- 
turn,  to  speak  articulately  ;  to  impede  or 

obstruct  ;  to  strike,  kill  ;  to  distress. 

Si^T  klesa.    See  under  rt.  klis. 

klaitakika,  am,  n.  a  fermented 

liquor  prepared  from  the  root  of  the  plant  Klltaka 

(klltakilcd  ?),  wine,  spirituous  liquor. 

klaibya  or  klaivya.     See  under  kllba. 

kloma,  am,  n.  or  kloman,  a,  a,  m.  n. 

(in  the  earlier  language  m.  ;  in  the  later  n.  ),  the 
bladder;  the  lungs,  the  right  lung;  bile(?). 

klota,  as,  m.,  Ved.  =  krosa,  calling 
out  to;  (S5y.)  fear. 

kva,  ind.  (fr.  I.  ku;  according  to  Pan. 

V.  3,  12,  VII.  2,  104,  formed  first  fr.  kim  and  then 
fr.  the  substitute  ku  with  affix  at),  where  ?  in  what 
place?  whither?  how?  when?  (rarely)  how  much 
less  !  [cf.  kutas]  ;  connected  with  the  particles  id, 
svid,  nu,  &c.,  in  the  same  manner  as  i.  ka,  q.  v. 

(e.  g.  kva  nu  te  kshatriydh  iiirdh,  where  now  are 
those  Kshatriya  heroes  ?)  ;  kva  appears  to  be  used  as 
a  loc.  of  2.  ka-  in  Manu  X.  66.  (e.  g.  kva  tfreyas- 
tvam,  in  whom  is  the  preference  ?)  ;  kra  with  6A«, 

ox,  or  (/ata,  may  denote,  how  is  it  with  ?  what  has 
become  of?  (e.  g.  kva  aham  bhavani,  what  will 
become  of  me?  leva  galas  tava  mayy  anuragah, 
what  has  become  of  your  affection  for  me  ?),  or  kva 
alone  may  have  the  same  meaning  (e.  g.  kva  mkham, 

where  is  happiness?  i.e.  there  is  no  such  thing  as 

happiness  )  ;  kva  —  kva  or  kutra  —  kva  implies  ex- 
cessive incongruity,  where  is  this  ?  where  is  that  ? 

low  distant  is  this  from  that,  how  little  does  this 

igree  with  that  (e.  g.  kva  furya-prabhavo  vantah 
kva  da  alpa-vishayd  matih,  how  can  my  limited 
intellect  describe  the  solar  race?);  kvdpi  (kva  aft), 
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anywhere,  somewhere,  to  some  place,  to  any  place, 
in  a  certain  place  ;  sometimes  ;  kva  (a,  anywhere, 
somewhere,  at  any  time;  kva  da  na,  anywhere 
(originally  negative)  ;  na  kvadana,  nowhere  ;  kva- 
did,  anywhere,  somewhere,  to  any  place,  in  a  certain 
place  ;  in  a  certain  case,  sometimes  ;  at  some  time, 
once  upon  a  time;  kvadid  —  leva/id,  here  —  there, 
here  and  there,  in  various  places  ;  now  —  then,  now 
and  then  ;  na  kradid,  nowhere,  never,  by  no  means  ; 
yatra  kvdpi  or  yatra  kvada,  wherever,  whereso- 

ever, to  whatsoever  place,  anywhere;  yatra  kva- 
dana,  to  whatsoever  place,  hither  and  thither,  any- 

where ;  whenever,  at  any  time,  when,  in  any  case  or 
matter  whatever  ;  yatra  kva  vdtha  —  tatra  tatrdpi, 
wherever  —  there.  —  Kva-janman,  a,  a,  a,  where 
born  1  —  Kva-nivdta,  as,  a,  am,  where  dwelling  1 
Kvatya,  as,  a,  am,  or  kvatyaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 

of  or  belonging  to  where  or  what  place?  being 
where  1 

Jgjf  kvanyii,  us,  m.  =  kanyu,  a  sort  of 
Panic,  Panicum  Italicum. 

kvan,  cl.  I.  P.  kvanati,  6alcvana, 
\  kvaintum,  to  sound  ;  to  hum  (as  a  bee)  ; 

to  make  any  sound  ;  to  tinkle  :  Caus.  kiianayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  sound,  to  make  sound,  to  twang, 
to  produce  a  sound  with  anything  ;  e.  g.  nupurai/t, 
with  anklet  ornaments  ;  [cf.  Lat.  cano;  Goth,  hana, 
'  a  cock.'] 

Krnna,  as,  m.  the  sound  or  tone  of  any  musical 
instrument  ;  sound  in  general. 
Kvanat,  an,  null,  at,  sounding. 
Kranarta,  am,  n.  sounding,  the  sound  of  any 

musical  instrument  ;  (as),  m.  a  small  earthen  pot  or 
boiler. 

Kvanita,  as,  a,  am,  sounded,  twanged  (as  a 
stringed  instrument)  ;  (am),  n.  sound,  twang. 

Ki-iimi,  as,  m.  the  sound  of  a  musical  instrument  ; 
sound  in  general. 

a.m   kvath,  cl.  I.  P.  kvathati,  dakvatha, 

^\kvathishyati,  akvathit,  kvathitum,  to 
boil,  stew,  decoct,  prepare  by  heat  ;  to  digest  :  Cans. 
Icvathayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  boil,  to  boil,  decoct. 
Kvatha,  as,  m.  a  decoction,  an  extract. 
Kvathana,  am,  n.  boiling,  decocting. 
Kvathita,  at,  a,  am,  boiled,  decocted,  stewed, 

digested. 
Ki'dthti,  as,  m.  a  decoction,  any  solution  or  infusion 

prepared  with  a  continued  or  gentle  heat  ;  the  mixture 
of  the  materials  for  a  decoction  ;  pain,  sorrow,  cala- 

mity, distress.  —  Kvdt/todbhava  (°tka~ud°),  as,  a, 
am,  produced  by  boiling  ;  (am,),  n.  blue  vitriol  used 
as  a  collyrium. 

UJWW  kv-adhah-stha,  as,  a,  am  (ft.  2.  ku- 
adhas-stha),  Ved.  standing  below  on  the  earth. 

kvayi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  bird. 

kvala,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?),  Ved.  a 
substance  used  for  coagulating  other  substances. 

gilfT>li  kvatitka,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  kva-6it), 
met  with  somewhere  or  occasionally;  rare,  un- 
common. 

kvathi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  an  epithet  of 
Agastya. 

kvapi,  ind.  somewhere,  &c.    See  kva. 

kvel,  cl.  I.  P.  kvelati,  to  shake  or 
move  ;  (a  less  correct  form  for  kshvel.) 

*s°>  a  r°ot  forming,  according  to 
native  grammarians,  some  tenses  of  khya 

and  daksh  (e.  g.  the  Fut.  Uatyati;  Inf.  ktdtwn; 
Aor.  akidsit,  akiaata;  Perf.  (akie). 

^f  ksha,  as,  m.  (fr.  4.  kshi),  destruction  ;  loss, 
disappearance  ;  destruction  of  the  world  ;  lightning  ;  a 
field  ;  the  protector  or  cultivator  of  a  field,  a  peasant, 
a  husbandman  ;  a  demon  or  Rakshas  ;  the  fonnh  in- 

carnation of  Vishnu  as  the  man-lion  or  nara-sinha. 

kshaj  or  kshahj,  cl.  I.  A.  kshajate 
or  kshanjate,  dakuhanje,  kfhaiijitum,  to 

go,  approach  ;  to  give  ;  cl.  ro.  P.  kxhaiijayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  live  in  distress  ;  to  live  in  pain  or  want. 

kshan,  kshanana.     See  kshan. 

kshana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  a 
corruption  of  ikshana,  a  glance,  and  not  used  in  the 
earlier  literature  ;  native  lexicographers  make  this 
word  m.  only),  any  instantaneous  point  of  time,  an 
instant,  the  twinkling  of  an  eye,  a  moment  (e.  g. 
kshatiam,  ace.,  or  kshanena,  inst.  for  an  instant,  in 
a  moment  ;  kshaniit,  abl.  after  an  instant,  immedi- 

ately, directly,  at  once  ;  kthaite  kshane,  every  instant, 
every  moment;  tat-kshanam,  that  very  moment, 
in  that  same  moment,  immediately  ;  tat-kshanat, 
immediately  upon  that)  ;  a  moment  regarded  as  a 
measure  of  time,  equal  to  thirty  Kalas  or  four  minutes, 
or  according  to  other  authorities  equal  to  £  or  <j-j 
seconds  ;  a  leisure  moment,  a  vacant  instant,  leisure, 
(kshanam  kri,  to  have  leisure  for,  wait  patiently  for  ; 
cf.  kfita-kshana)  ;  a  fit  or  suitable  moment,  an 
opportunity,  (kshanam  kri  or  da,  to  give  an  oppor- 

tunity) ;  a  festival  ;  a  certain  day  of  the  fortnight,  as 
the  full  moon,  change  of  the  moon,  &c.  ;  dependance, 
servitude  ;  the  centre,  the  middle.  —  Kshana-kshepa, 
as,  m.  a  momentary  delay.  —  Kshana-da,  as,  m.  an 
astrologer  ;  (a),  f.  night  (giving  leisure)  ;  turmeric  ; 
(am),  n.  night-blindness  ;  water.  —  Kshanadd-kara, 
as,  m.  the  moon.  —  Kshanadd-dara,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a 
night-walker,  a  Rakshas,  a  fiend,  a  goblin.  —  Ksha- 

nadandhya  fda-dn0),  am,  n.  night-blindness,  nycta- 
lopsis  ;  [cf.  kshapdndhya,  naktdndhya.]  ~  Kshana- 
drishta,  as,  a,  am,  momentarily  visible,  seen  for 
an  instant.  —  Kshana-dyuti,  is,  f.  momentary  flash, 
lightning;  [cf.  adira-dyuti  and  kshana-prabhd.] 
—  Kshana-ni^vdsa,  as,  m.  a  porpoise,  the  Gangetic 

porpoise.  —  Kshana-prakds'd,  f.  lightning.  —  Ksha- 
na-prabha,  as,  a,  am,  gleaming  or  flashing  for  an 
instant;  (a),  f.  lightning.  —  Itshana-bhangura,  as, 
a,  am,  perishing  in  an  instant,  transient,  frail,  perish- 

able. •-Kshana-bhuta.as,  a,  am,  momentary,  short- 
lived. —  Kshatia-mdtram,  ind.  for  an  instant  merely, 

only  for  a  moment.  —  Kshana-mdtrdnurdgin  (°tra- 
an°),  i,  ini,  i,  one  whose  affection  lasts  only  a  mo- 

ment. —  Kshana-rdmin,  5,  m.  a  pigeon.  —  Kshana- 
vighna,  am,  n.  a  momentary  hindrance.  —  Kshana- 
i-idhvansin,  I,  ini,  i,  collapsing  or  perishing  in  a 
moment  ;  (j),  m.  the  name  of  a  sect  of  atheistic 
philosophers  who  deny  the  continued  identity  of  any 
part  of  nature,  and  maintain  that  the  universe  perishes 
and  undergoes  a  new  creation  every  instant.  —  Ksha- 
ndntara  (°na-an°),  am,  n.  the  interval  of  a  moment  ; 
(e),  ind.  after  a  little  while,  the  next  moment,  there- 

upon. —  Kshandrdha  (°na-ar°),  am,  n.  half  the 
measure  of  time  called  Kshana,  half  a  moment,  a 
small  space  of  time. 
Kskanika,  an,  a,  am,  momentary,  transient  ;  (a), 

f.  lightning.  —  Kshamka-tva,  am,  n.  momentary 
duration. 

Kthanita,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  leisure  moment. 
Kshanin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  leisure  moment; 

momentary,  transient;  (in?),  f.  the  night;  [cf. 
kiliana-dd.] 

Bj*un  kshanatu,  &c.    See  under  rt.  kshan. 

kshattri.     See  under  rt.  kshad. 

kshatra,  am,  as,  n.  m.  (probably  fr. 
rt.  i.  kshi;  the  m.  form  does  not  appear  to  occur), 
dominion,  supremacy,  power,  might  (whether  human 
or  supernatural,  in  the  Veda  especially  applied  to  the 
power  of  Varuna-Mitra  and  Indra  )  ;  government, 
governing  body,  the  military  or  reigning  order  (the 
members  of  which  in  the  earliest  times,  as  represented 
by  the  Vedic  hymns,  were  generally  called  Rajanya, 
not  Kshatriya;  afterwards,  when  the  difference  be- 

tween Brahman  and  Kshatra  or  the  priestly  and  civil 
authorities  became  more  distinct,  the  reigning  or 

military  caste  accepted  the  title  Kshatriya  1 ;  a  man 
of  the  second  or  Kshatriya  caste,  a  warrior,  a  soldier 
(in  this  sense  fancifully  derived  in  Raghu.  II.  53.  ft. 
kshatdt  tra  ft.  rt.  (rot,  i.  e.  a  preserver  from  injury) ; 
(i),  f.  a  woman  of  the  second  caste;  the  rank  of  a 
member  of  the  reigning  or  military  order,  the 
authority  of  the  second  caste ;  wealth ;  water ;  the 
body;  N.  of  a  plant,  =  tai/ara;  [cf.  tuvi-kihatra, 
deva-kehatra,  8cc.~\  —  Kshatra-dharma,  as,  m. 
the  duty  of  a  Kshatriya,  bravery,  military  conduct. 
—  Kshatra-dh<trman,d,d,a,  having  the  duties  of  a 
soldier  or  of  the  second  caste ;  (d),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

—  Kshatradharmdnuga  (°ma-an°),  as,  a,  am, 
following  or  observing  the  duty  of  a  soldier.  —  Ksha- 
tra-dhriti,  is,  f.  the  support  of  supreme  power ;  N. 
of  a    particular   part   of  the   RSja-sQya  ceremony. 
—  K»hatra-pa,  as,  m.  a  governor,  a  Satrap  (a  word 
found  on  coins). *- Kehatra-patt,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the 
possessor  of  dominion.  —  Kshatra-bandhu,  us,  us  or 
us,  u,  one  who  belongs  to  the  military  order  or  second 
caste;  (us),  m.  a  member  of  the  Kshatriya  caste ;  a 
mere  Kshatriya,  i.  e.  a  Kshatriya  by  birth  but  not  by 
his  actions  (a  term  of  abuse).  —  Kxhatrabandhu-rat, 
ind.  like  a  v/znioi.  —  Kshatm-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
one  who  holds  or  confers   dominion.  —  Kshatra- 
yoga,  as,   m.,  Ved.   union  of  the  princely  order. 
—  Kshutra-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  endowed  with  princely 
dignity.  —  Kshatra-rani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  favourable 
to  the  princely  order.  —  Kshatra-vardhana,  as,  i, 
am,  Ved.  promoting  dominion.  ™  Kahatra-viflyd,  f. 
the  knowledge  or  science  possessed  by  the  Kshatriya 
or  military  otder.  —  Eshatra-mksha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  tree,  =  mudukunda.  —  Kshatra-vriddha,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  prince.  —  Kshatra-widdhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  one 
of  the  sons  of  Manu  Rau^ya.  —  Kshatra-vridh,  t, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  =  kshatra-vriddha.  —  Kshatra- 
veda,  as,  m.,  the  Veda  of  the  Kshatriya  or  military 
order.  —  Kshatra-s'ri,    is,   is,    i,  Ved.   possessing 
sovereignty;  (Siy.)  possessed  of  power.  —  Kshatra- 
sava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sacrificial  ceremony.  —  Ksha- 
trdyataniya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  kfhatra  +  ayatana), 
Ved.  based  on  the  Kshatra  or  kingly  power.  —  Ksha- 

tropakshatra  (°ra-up°\  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  KsJiatraujas  (°ra-of),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
Kshatrina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Kshatrin,  i,  m.  a  man  of  the  military  order  or 

second  caste. 
Kshatriya,  as,  a,  am,  governing,  endowed  with 

sovereignty ;  (as),  m.  a  member  of  the  military 
or  reigning  order  which  in  later  time  constituted  the 
second  caste;  (a),  f.  a  woman  of  the  military 
order  or  of  the  second  caste ;  (i),  f.  the  wife  of  a 
man  of  the  second  caste ;  (am),  n.  the  power  or 
rank  of  this  order.  —  Kehatriya-jdti,  is,  f.  the  mili- 

tary tribe  or  caste.  -  Kshatriya-ta,  f.  or  kshatriya- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  order  or  rank  of  a  Kshatriya. 
—  Kshatrii/a-dharma,  as,  m.  the  duty  or  occupa- 

tion  of   the    warrior-tribe,    war,  government,  &c. 
••  Kshatriya-dharman,  d,  d,  a,  having  the  duties 
of  a  soldier  or  of  the  second  caste.  —  Kshatriya- 
prdya,  as,  d,  am,  mostly  consisting  of  the  military 
tribe.  —  Kshatriya-mardana,  as,  d,  am,  destroying 
or  destroyer  of  Kshatriyas.  —  Kshatriya-rdja,  at,  m. 
the  chief  of  Kshatriyas.  —  Kshatriyarshabha  (  ij«- 

rish°),  as,  m.  best  of   Kshatriyas.  —  Kshatriya- 
hana,  as,  m.  one  who  destroys  the  military  caste. 

—  Kshatriyantakara  ("ya-an"),  as,  m.  one  who 
destroys  the  Kshatriyas. 
Kshatriyika  or  iltd,  f.  a  woman  belonging  to  the 

military  or  reigning  order,  a  woman  of  the  second caste.  , 

Kfhatriyani,  f.  a  woman  belonging  to  the  mili- 
tary caste ;  the  wife  of  a  man  of  the  second  caste. 

kshad,  cl.  I.  A.,  Ved.  kshadate, 
dakihade,  to  cut,  dissect,  cut  to  pieces, 

divide ;  to  kill ;  to  carve  (meat),  to  distribute  (food) ; 
to  take  (food),  to  consume,  eat.  (As  a  Sautra  root 

kshad  means  '  to  cover,  protect,  shelter.') 
Kshattri,  td,  m.  one  who  cuts  anything,  one  who 

carves  or  distributes ;  an  attendant ;  a  door-keeper, 



kshadat. 

a  porter ;  a  charioteer,  a  coachman ;  [cf.  anu-kshat- 
tri] ;  one  who  fights  from  a  chariot ;  the  son  of  a 
Sudra  man  and  a  Kshatriya  woman,  or  the  son  of  a 
Kshatriya  man  and  a  SDdra  woman  (called  Ugra 
in  Manu  X.  9),  or  the  son  of  a  Sudra  man  and 
Vaisya  woman  (called  Ayogava  in  Manu  X.  13); 
the  son  of  a  female  slave  ;  (the  proper  employment  of 
a  Kshattri  is  said  to  be  catching  animals  that  live  in 
holes) ;  a  N.  of  Vidura  as  the  son  of  a  female  slave, 

his  father  being  the  celebrated  Vyasa  (see  Maha-bh. 
I.  7381);  an  epithet  of  Brahma ;  a  fish. 
Kshadat,  an,  anti,  at,  carving,  dividing,  tearing ; 

eating. 
Kshadana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  carving,  dividing, 

tearing;  eating. 
Kshadman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  a  carving  knife ;  pieces  of 

food  cut  off  or  carved ;  (according  to  Schol.)  water. 

UJyJ  kshan  or  kshan,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  ksha- 
\  noli,  -nute,  dakshdna,  dakshane,  ksha- 

nishyati,  -te,  akshanlt,  kshanitum,  P.  to  hurt, 
injure,  wound,  break ;  A.  to  hurt  one's  self,  be  injured 
or  wounded:  Caus.  kshdnayati,  -yitum:  Desid. 
dikshanishati,  -te:  Intens.  dartkshanyate,  daitk- 
shanti ;  [cf.  Gr.  Kaivu,  navai ;  KaivvTau=kshanute; 
£aiv fa ',  perhaps  also  fflvofJMt  for  |(i/o^cu.] 
Kshanatu,  us,  m.  a  wound  or  sore. 

Kshanana,  am,  n.  hurting,  injuring;  killing, 
slaughter. 
Kshananu,  us,  m.  a  wound,  a  sore. 

Kshata,  as,  d,  am,  wounded,  hurt,  hit,  injured, 
broken,  torn,  rent,  destroyed,  impaired,  violated ; 
diminished,  trodden  or  broken  down;  (am),  n.  a 

hurt,  wound,  sore,  contusion.  —  Kshata-kdsa,  as,  m. 
a  cough  produced  by  an  injury ;  [cf.  kshata-ja,  &c.] 
—  Kshata-ghna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  commonly 
Kukurason-kha,  Conyza  Lacera ;  (a  or  i),  f.  a  kind 
of  insect ;  lac,  the  animal  dye.  —  Kshata-ja,  as,  d, 
am,  produced  by  a  wound  or  injury  of  any  kind  (e.  g. 
kdia,  a  kind  of  cough) ;  (am),  n.  blood ;  pus,  matter. 
"Kshata-tejas,  as,  as,  as,  dimmed,  obscured  (as 
light  or  power).  —  Knhata-punya-leda,  as,  d,  am, 
having  the  stock  of  merit  exhausted.  —  Kshata-yoni, 
is,  f.  a  woman  who  has  been  violated,  one  no  longer 

a  virgin.  —  Kshata-vikshata,  as,  d,  am,  mangled, 
covered  with  cuts  and  wounds.  —  Kshata-vidhvansin, 

i,   m.   a  sort  of  pot-herb,  Convolvulus  Argenteus. 
—  K*hata-vritti,  is,  f.  destitution,  the  being  without 
the  means  of  support,  living  on  what  one  can  get. 
—  Kshata-vrana,  as,  m.  a  sore  produced  by  an 
injury.  —  Kshttta-vrata,  as,  d,  am,  a  violator  of  a 
vow  or  religious  engagement.  —  Kshata-hara,  am, 

n.  Agallochum  or  Aloe  wood.  —  Kshatdri  ("ta-ari), 
is,  is,  i,  victorious,  triumphant.  —  IZthatottha  (°ta- 
ttf),  as,  d,  am,  produced  by  injury.  —  Kshatodara 

(°to-tta"),  am,  n.  flux,  dysentery.  —  Kshatodbhava 
fta-ud"),  as,  d,  am,  produced  by  injury;  (am), 
n.  (?)  blood ;   [cf.   kthata-ja.]  —  Kshataujas  (°ta- 
oj°),  as,  ds,  as,  weakened,  reduced,  impaired. 

Kshati,  is,  f.  injury,  hurt,  a  wound ;  destruction ; 
damage,  disadvantage. 

uiM  i .  kshap,  cl.  i .  P.  A.  kshapati,  -te,  to 
•  ̂̂   be  abstinent,  to  fast,  to  do  penance :  Caus. 

kshapayati,  -yitum,  to  regret  sorrowfully,  miss. 
I.  Tcthapana,  as,  m.  a  Buddhist  mendicant ;  (as, 

a,  am),  shameless,  impudent?;  (am),  n.  abstinence, 
chastisement  of  the  body,  defilement,  impurity. 
Kshapanaka,  as,  m.  a  mendicant,  especially  a 

Buddhist  mendicant,  who  wears  no  garments ;  also 
a  Jaina  mendicant;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an  author 
supposed  to  have  lived  at  the  court  of  king  Vikra- 
maditya. 

2.  kshap,  cl.  10.  P.  kshapayati,  -yi- 
\  turn,  to  send,  throw,  cast,   direct,  &c. ; 

[cf.  Goth,  ukapa."] 
Kshapayat,  an,  anti,  at,  casting,  sending. 
Jfshapita,  as,  d,  am,  sent,  cast,  directed. 

^TC  3.  kshap.     See  Caus.  of  rt.  4.  kshi, 

'  to  destroy.' 

4.  kshap,  p,  (.,  Ved.  night ;  a  measure  of  time 
equivalent  to  a  whole  day  of  twenty-four  hours; 
darkness ;  water ;  kshapah  or  kshapd,  ind.  at 

night ;  [cf.  Lat.  creptis-culum  ;  Gr.  Kvifyos,  KviQas.] 

—  Kshapotyaya  (°paa-at°),  as,  m.  the  end  of  night. 
a.  kshapana,  as,  d,  am,  destructive,  one  who 

destroys ;  (am),  n.  destroying,  diminishing,  suppress- 

ing, expelling. 
Kfhapd,  f.  night  (Ved.  only  used  in  inst.  pi. 

ks/Mpdbhis) ;  turmeric.  —  Kshapd-kara,  as,  m. 
'making  the  night,'  the  moon.  —  Ksliapa-ghana, 
as,  m.  a  dark  cloud  or  dark  nocturnal  clouds.  —  Ksha- 
pd-dara,  as,  m.  a  night-walker ;  a  fiend,  a  goblin. 

—  Kshapdta  (°pd-ata),  as,  m.  a  night-walker ;  a 
Rakshasa,  an  imp  or  goblin.  —  Kshapd-ndtha,  03, 

m.  the  moon.  —  Kshapdnta  (°j;a-a«°),  as,  m.  dawn, 
day-break.  —  Kshapdndhya  (°pd-dn°),  am,  n.  night- 
blindness,  nyctalopsis;   [cf.  kshanaddndhya,  nak- 

tdndhya.]  —  Kshapd-pati,  is,  m.  the  moon ;  cam- 
phor.— Kshapaha^pd-ahan),  am,  n.  a  dayandnight. 

kshapanl,{.=kshepanl,a:noax,  anet. 

kshapanyu,  us,  m.  an  offence,  a 

transgression. 
HIIJ    i.  ksham,  cl.  I.  A.,  4.  P.  kshamate, 

™  N  kshamyati  (ep.  also  I .  P.  and  Ved.  a.  P. 
Ishamati,  kshamiti),  dakshame,  dakshdma,  ksha- 
mishyate,  -ti,  and  kshansyate,  -ti,  akshamishta, 
akshansta,  akshamat,  kshamitum  and  kshantum, 
tobepatientorcomposed,  to  suppress  anger,  keep  quiet ; 
to  submit  to  (with  dat.)  ;  to  bear  patiently,  endure,  put 
up  with,  suffer ;  to  pardon,  forgive  (with  gen.  or  dat. 
of  the  person,  e.  g.  kshamasva  tad  me,  forgive  me 

that) ;  to  allow,  permit,  suffer ;  to  resist ;  to  be  com- 
petent or  able  to  do  anything  (with  inf. ) :  Caus. 

kshamayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  ask  pardon  for  anything 
(with  double  ace.,  e.  g.  tat  kshamaye  bhavantam, 
I  ask  you  to  pardon  that) ;  to  suffer  or  bear  patiently : 
Desid.  dikshamishate,  -ti,  and  dikshansate,  -ti: 
Intens.  dankshamyate,  dankshanti;  [cf.  Goth. 

hramja (?);  Angl.  Sax.  hremman,  'to  hinder, 

disquiet.1] Kshantavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  borne  or  endured, 
bearable,  to  be  suffered  or  submitted  to  patiently,  to 

be  pardoned  or  forgiven. 
Kshantri,  id,  tri,  tri,  pardoning,  bearing  patiently, 

submissive. 

•2.  ksham,.  f.  (making  kshds  in  the  nom.  case), 
Ved.  the  ground,  the  earth,  -^Qtav ',  [cf.  %a^ai,  &c.] 
—  Ksha-pdvat,   an,  m.,  Ved.  an   earth-protector, 
a  ruler,  a  governor. 
Kshama,  as,  d,  am,  patient ;  enduring,  suffering, 

bearing,  submissive,resisting;  adequate,  competent,  able, 
fit  for  (with  inf.  or  at  the  end  of  a  compound,  vayam 

tyaktum  kshamdh,  we  are  able  to  quit ;  gamana- 
kshama,  able  to  go) ;  friendly ;  favourable ;  bear- 

able, tolerable;  fit,  appropriate,  becoming  suitable, 

proper  for  (with  gen.  of  the  person,  e.  g.  ksha- 
mam  Kauravdndm,  proper  for  the  Kauravas ;  or  with 
inf.,  e.  g.  na  sa  kshamah  kopayitum,  he  is  not  a 

fit  object  for  anger) ;  (as),  m.  a  N.  of  Siva,  '  the 
patient;'  (a),  f.  patience,  forbearance,  indulgence;  per- 

sonified as  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Pulaha ; 
resistance  ;  the  earth ;  an  epithet  of  Durga  ;  N.  of  a 

female  shepherd  ;  the  tree  Acacia  Catechu  (khadira) ', 
N.  of  a  species  of  the  Atijayati  metre  [cf.  utpalini\  ; 

night  (wrong  form  for  kshapd) ;  (am),  n.  propriety, 

fitness ;  [cf.  Hib.  cam, '  strong,  stout,  mighty ;  power, 

might ;'  cama,  '  brave.']  —  Rshama-td,  f.  or  ksha- 
ma-tva,  am,  n.  ability,  fitness,  capability.  —  Ksliama- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  knowing  what  is  proper  or  right. 
—  Kshamd-kalydna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil   of 

Jinalabhasuri,  who  composed   1794  A.  D.  a  com- 
mentary on  the  Jiva-vi6ara.  —  Kshamd-tala,  am,  n. 

the  earth.  —  Kshamd-c/Mns'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree, 

=  £igru.  —  Kshamdnvita  (°md-an°),  as,  d,  am, 
endowed  with  patience,  patient,  enduring,  forgiving. 

—  Kshamd-pati,  is,  m.  lord  of  the  earth,  a  king. 

—  Kshamapanna  (°md-dp°),  as,  d,  am,  forbearing, 
patient.  —  K«hamispara,  as,  d,  am,  very  patient,  for- 
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bearing.  —  Kshamd-T)huj,  k,  k,k,  patient;  (It),  m. 

a  king,  a  prince.  —  Kshamd-yukta,  as,  d,  am,  en- 
dowed with  patience,  patient,  enduring.  —  Kshamd- 

vat,  an,  all,  at,  patient,  enduring,  forbearing ;  (all), 
f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Nidhi-pati. 

Kshamamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  suffered,  to  be 
patiently  borne  ;  to  be  pardoned. 
K»hamd  (inst.  case  of  2.  is/torn),  on  the  earth,  on 

the  floor  (included  by  PSnini  among  the  indeclinables 
with  svar,  diva,  &c.);  [cf.  Gr.  xaA"">  X°M"'Ce> 
xa.fad.efv;  xfia,uaA<fs.]  —  Kshamd-dara,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  being  in  the  ground  or  under  the  earth. 

Knhamdpaya,  nom.  P.  A.  -payati,  -te,  -yttum, 

to  ask  any  one's  (ace.)  pardon,  to  beg  forgiveness. 
Kshamitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  endured,  to  be 

patiently  borne,  to  be  pardoned. 

Kshamitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  patient,  enduring,  for- bearing, indulgent. 

Kshamin,  t,  int,  i,  patient,  enduring,  forbearing, 
indulgent ;  capable,  able. 

Kshamya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  the  earth, terrestrial ;  x86vio$. 

Kshdnta,  as,  d,  am,  borne,  endured;  patient, 

enduring ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  hunter ;  epi- 
thet of  Siva  [cf.  kshamd] ;  (d),  f.  the  earth,  '  the 

patient  one." 
Kshdnli,  is,  f.  patience,  forbearance,  endurance, 

indulgence,  patient  waiting  for  anything.  —  Kshdnti- 
mat,  an,  ail,  at,  patient,  enduring,  indulgent. 
—  Kshdnti-vddin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  Kishi;  N.  of 
Sakya-muni  in  one  of  his  former  births. 
Kshdntu,  us,  us,  u,  patient,  enduring ;  (us),  m. a  father. 

Kshdmya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  borne ;  to  be  pardoned or  overlooked. 

qj  i 

^  s. 

kshamuda,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a 

particular  number. 

uijjj   kshamp,  $\.  i.  or  10.  P.  kshampati 
*^  or  kshampayati,  -yitum,  to  suffer,  bear  ; 

[cf.  i.  ksham.'] T5PT  kshaya.  See  under  rt.  2.  kshi  and  rt. 

4.  Jcshi,  p.  266. 

U|4|VJ  kshayathu,  us,  m.  cough  ;  (a  wrong form  for  kshavathu.) 

kshayad-mra.    See  under  i.  kshi. 
kshar,  cl.  I.  P.  ksharati,  (akshara, 

s.  ksharishyati,  akshdrit,  ksharitum  (ep. 
d.  I.  A.  ksharate,  Ved.  d.  i.  P.  kshariti,  Ved. 
inf.  ksharadhyal),  to  flow,  stream,  glide;  to  flow 
away;  to  stream  forth;  pour  out  (either  in  active 
or  neuter  sense)  ;  to  drop,  distil,  trickle,  ooze, 
run  ;  to  melt  away,  wane,  perish,  be  destroyed  ;  to 
fall  or  slip  from,  to  be  deprived  of  (with  abl.): 
Caus.  kshdrayati,  -yitum:  Desid.  diksharishati  : 
Intens.  tdksharyate,  (dksharti;  [cf.  Lat.  scateo?]. 
Kshara,  as,  d,  am,  melting  away,  perishable; 

(as),  m.  a  cloud  ;  (am),  n.  water  ;  a  body.  —  Kshara- 
jq  or  kshare-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  by  distillation. 
—  Kehara-pattra,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  drona-pushpi. 
—  Kshara-bhdva,  as,  d,  am,  mutable,  dissoluble. 
Ksharaka,  a*,  ikd,  am,  pouring  forth. 
Ksharana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  flowing,  trickling, 

distilling,  dropping  (e.g.  angull-ksliarana,  perspira- tion of  the  fingers). 

Ksharat,  an,  and,  at,  flowing,  running,  trickling, 
oozing. 

Ksharita,  as,  a,  am,  dropped,  liquefied,  oozed, 
trickling,  flowing. 

Ksharin,  I,  inl,  i,  flowing,  dropping,  trickling; 

(i),  m.  the  rainy  season. 
Kshara,  as,  d,  am,  caustic,  biting,  corrosive,  acid, 

pungent,  saline  (according  to  some  in  these  senses  ft. 
rt.  kshat),  anything  converted  to  alkali  or  ashes  by 
distillation  ;  (as),  m.  juice,  essence  ;  treacle,  molasses; 
any  corrosive  or  acid  or  saline  substance,  especially  an 
alkali  such  as  soda  or  potash;  caustic  alkali,  one 

species  of  cautery  ;  glass  ;  a  rogue,  a  cheat  ;  (ant), 
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n.  a  factitious  or  medicinal  salt,  commonly  black 
salt  [cf.  vid-lavana  and  krishna-htrann]  ;   water. 
—  Kshdra-kardama,  (if,  m.  a  pool  of  saline  or  acid 
mud;  N.  of  a  hell.  —  Kfhdra-karman,  a,  n.  apply- 

ing caustic  alkali  (Lapis  Infemalis)  to  proud  flesh  Sec.; 

or  applying  acid   remedies   in   general.  —  Kshdra- 
kritya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  treated  with  caustic  alkali. 
—  Kfhdra-taila,  am,  n.  oil  cooked  with  alkaline 

ingredients.  —  Kshdra-traya  or   kfhdra-tritaya, 
am,  n.  natron,  saltpetre,  and  borax.  —  Kshdra-dald, 
f.  a  kind  of  pot-herb,  ̂ Mlli.  —  Kshara-dru,  us,  m. 
the  tree  Bignonia  Suaveolens  ;   [cf.  ghantd-pdtali.] 
—  Kshara-nadi,  I.  a  river  in  hell,  the  water  of  which 
is  alkaline.  —  Kshdra-pattra,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
or  kshdra-pattralm,  ae,  m.  the  pot-herb  Cheno- 
podium   Album.  —  Knhara-pdla,   at,  m.,   N.  of 
a    Ki-hi.  —  /iW/«/-ii-Wi«»ii,    /*,    f.    a    saline    soil. 
—  kxhdra-madhya,  at,  m.  the  plant  Achyranthes 
Aspera  [cf.  apdmdrga]  ;  its  alkaline  ashes  make  it 
useful   in   washing  clothes.  —  Kshdra-mrittikd,  f. 
saline  soil,  especially  an  impure   sulphate  of  soda. 
—  Kihdra-melaka,  as,  m.  an  alkaline  substance. 
—  Kshdra-meha,  as,  m.  a  morbid  state  of  the  urine, 
in  which  its  smell  and  taste  resemble  that  of  potash. 

—  Kshdra-rasa,  as,  ra.  a  saline  or  alkaline  flavour. 
—  Kshdra-vriktha,  as,  m.  the  tree  Bignonia  Suave- 

olens [cf.  kshdra-dru]  ;  any  tree  yielding  abundant 
potash.  —  Kshdra-ire&htha,  as,  m.  the  tree  Butea 
Frondosa  ;  also  =  kshdra-vriksha  ;  (am),  n.  alkaline 

earth;   [cf.  vajra-kshdra."]  —  Kfhdra-shatka,  am, n.  six  kinds  of  trees  distinguished  by  their  juice,  as 
the  Butea  Frondosa,  Grislea  Tomentosa,  Achyranthes 

Aspera,  Cowach,  Ghanti-patali,  Coraya.  —  Kshdra- 
samudra,  as,  m.  or  kshdra-sindhu,  us,  m.  the  salt 
ocean.  —  Kshdra-sutra,  am,  n.  acid  thread,  applied 

to  fistulas  &c.  —  Kshdrdksha  ("ra-ak"),  ae,  a,  am, 
having  an  artificial  eye  made  of  glass.  —  Keharagada 

(°ra-ag°),  as,  m.  remedy  prepared  by  extracting  the 
alkaline  particles  from  the  ashes  of  plants.  —  Kshd- 

ra(6ha(°ra-a6fha),  am,  n.  sea-salf.  —  Kshdrdtijana 
(°ra-ari°),  am,   n.  an   alkaline   unguent.  —  Ksha- 
rdmbu  (°ra-am°),  u,  n.  or  kshdroda  (°ra-uda),  as, 
m.  or  kshdrodaka  (°ra-iuF),  am,  a.  an  alkaline 
juice  or  fluid.  —  Kshdrdmbudhl  (°ra-am°),  Tcsha- 
rodadhi  (Ora-ua°),  is,  m.  the  salt  ocean. 
Kfharaka,  as,  m.  alkali;  a  juice,  essence;  a 

blossom,  a  new-blown  flower  or  a  young  fruit;  a 
bud  or  a  multitude  of  young  buds  ;  a  cage  or  basket 
or  net  for  birds  or  fish  ;  a  washerman. 

Kshdrana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  accusing  of  unfaithfulness  ; 
(am),  n.  converting  to  alkali  or  ashes  ;  distilling. 

Ktharaya,  nom.  P.  ishdrayati,  -yitum,  to  fur- 
nish or  mix  with  acid  substances  ;  to  torture  a  person 

with  acid  substances  ;  to  speak  ill  of  a  person  ;  to 
abuse,  accuse,  calumniate. 

Kfhdrika,  (.  hunger. 
Kshdrita,  as,  a,  am,  distilled  from  saline  matter, 

strained  through  alkaline  ashes  &c.  ;  calumniated, 
falsely  accused  (especially  of  adultery),  accused  of  a 
crime,  guilty. 

i-  kshal,  cl.  I.  P.  kshalati,  -litum, 
to  flow  ;  to  collect  ;  [cf.  Mar.] 

uj  ft   2.  kshal  (related  to  rt.  kshar),  cl. 
N  10.  P.  kfhdlayati,  afiksftalat,  -yitum, 

to  wash,  wash  off,  purify,  cleanse,  clean,  make  clean  ; 

to  wipe  away;   [cf.  Lith.  tkalauju,  'to  wash  off;' 
stcalbju,  •  to  wash  ;'  Mod.  Germ,  spiile  ?]. 

KttdlMO,  am,  n.  washing,  washing  off,  cleansing 
with  water  ;  sprinkling. 

Kshdlaniya  or  kshalitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be 
washed,  to  be  cleansed  with  water. 

K'hdlayat,  an,  and,  at,  washing,  cleansing, sprinkling. 

Kshdlila,  as,  a,  am,  cleansed,  cleaned,  washed. 
T%3  kshava.     See  under  rt.  i.  kshu. 

TrT  kshali,  is,  f.  (fr.  i*Aat),Ved.  singeing, 
scorching,  heat. 

kshattra,  am,  n.  (fr.  kshattri),  Ved. 
a  community  or  number  of  attendants  or  servants. 

T5JT3  kshdlra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kshatra),  be- 
longing or  relating  to  or  peculiar  to  the  second  or 

military  tribe ;  (am),  n.  the  second  or  military  tribe ; 
the  dignity  of  a  ruler  or  governor. 

Kshdtri,  is,  m.  the  son  of  a  man  of  the  second 
caste  (by  a  woman  of  another  caste  ?). 

kshanta,  &c.     See  under  i.  ksham. 

kshama,  as,  a,  am  (ft.  rt.  kshai), 

scorched,  singed ;  dried  up,  emaciated,  wasted,  fallen 
away,  thin,  slim,  slender;  weak,  debilitated,  infirm, 
slight.  —  Kshdma-td,  f.  or  kshdma-tva,  am,  n. 
emaciation,  thinness,  slendemess ;  debility.  —  l\&ha- 
ma-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  Ved.  scorching,  singeing,  dry- 

ing up ;  epithet  of  Agni ;  (tl),  (.,  scil.  is/iti,  N.  of  a 

particular  sacrificial  ceremony.  — Kshdmdsya  ("ma- 
ds0), am,  n.  any  diet  or  any  state  of  the  body  (as 

menstruation)  incompatible  with  a  particular  medical 
treatment. 

«fw^  kshdman,  a,  n.  (occurring  only  in 
nom., ace., loc.  sing.), Ved. earth,  soil, ground;  [cf.a. ksham.] 

Kji»iin*"q  kshdmd-prastha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

town. 
^TT!  kshara.     See  under  rt.  kshar,  p.  265. 

kshalana,  &c.    See  under  2.  kshal. 

x  kshds,  nom.  case  of  2.  ksham,  q.  v. 

TJCT  i.  kshi,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  kshayati  (only 

™  the  pres.  seems  to  occur),  to  possess,  have 
power  over,  rule,  govern,  be  master  of  (wiih  gen.). 

Kshayat,  an,  anti,  at,  possessing,  ruling,  govern- 
ing. —  Rshayad-vira,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  ruling  or 

governing  men;  an  epithet  of  Indra,  Rudra,  and 
Pushan ;  (Say.  as  if  fr.  2.  kshi),  possessed  of  abiding 
or  of  going  heroes  such  as  sons  &c. 

I.  kshit,  t,  t,  t,  ruling,  a  ruler,  a  governor,  a 
sovereign,  (used  in  comp.,  e.  g.  mahi-kshit,  q.  v.) 

•for  2.  kshi,  cl.  2.  6.  P.,  Ved.  ksheti, 
^  Tcshiyati,  Mkshdya,  ksheshyati,  kshetum, 

to  abide,  stay,  dwell,  reside  (used  especially  of  an 
undisturbed  or  secret  residence) ;  to  inhabit ;  to  re- 

main; to  be  quiet;  to  go,  move,  approach:  Caus. 

ishayayati  or  kghepayati,  -yitum,  to  make  a 
person  live  quietly ;  to  pacify. 

I.  Icshaya,  as,  m.  (for  a.  see  under  rt.  4.  kzhi 
below),  an  abode,  residence,  habitation,  dwelling- 
place,  seat,  house  [cf.  ura-kshaya] ;  family,  race ; 
the  house  of  Yama,  god  of  death ;  dominion  (?). 

—  Kshaya-taru,  us,  m.  the  plant  Bignonia  Suave- olens. 

1.  kshayana,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  habitable  (?);  (as), 
m.  a  place  with  tranquil  water ;  a  bay,  harbour  (?)  ; 

(am),  n.  a  dwelling-place. 
Kshayas,  as,  n.  a  dwelling-place,  habitation. 
3.  kshi,  is,  f.  abode,  residence ;  going,  moving. 

2.  kshit,  t,  t,  t,  dwelling,  an  inhabitant,  (at  the  end 
of  several  compounds,  e.  g.  antariltsha-kshit,  an 
inhabitant  of  the  air  &c.) 

Kabila,  (.  the  earth. 
i.  Icshiti,  is,  f.  (for  a.  see  under  rt.  4.  kshi  below), 

an  abode,  a  dwelling,  habitation,  house,  residence 

[cf.  uru-ksJiiti] ;  the  earth,  the  soil  of  the  earth ; 
(ayats),  f.  pl.f  Ved.  settlements,  colonies,  races  of 
men,  nations,  men  in  general ;  the  families  of  the 

gods.  —  Kihiti-kana,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  particle  of 
earth,  dust.  —  Kshiti-kampa,  as,  m.  an  earthquake. 
—  Kshitt-kshama,  «»,  m.  the  tree  Mimosa  Khayar; 

[cf.  kluidira."]  —  Kshlti-kshit,  t,  m.  a  ruler  of  the 
earth;  a  king,  a  prince.  —  Kt/titi-khanda,  as,  m.  a 
clod  or  lump  of  earth.  —  Kshiti-garbha,  as,m.,  N. 
of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Kshiti-ja,  as,  a,  am,  earth-born, 
produced  of  or  in  the  earth ;  (as),  m.  a  tree ;  a  kind 

of  snail  (  =  bh-u-ndga) ;  an  earth-worm ;  N.  of  the 

planet  Mars;  an  epithet  of  the  demon  Naraka;  (a), 
f.  an  epithet  of  Sits,  the  wife  of  Kama  ;  (am),  n.,  N. 

of  a  circle  of  the  iky.  —  Kshiti-jnnlu,  w>,  m.  a  kind 

of  snail  ( =  bhu-naija) ;  an  earth-worm.  —  Kshiti- 
tala,  am,  n.  the  surface  of  the  earth,  the  region 

below  the  earth.  —  K&hiti-deva,  as,  m.  the  '  earth- 

god,1  an  epithet  of  a  king.  -  Kthiti-devata,  f.  the 
deity  of  the  earth,  epithet  of  a  Brahman.  —  Kshiti- 

dhara,  as,  m.  •  earth-supporter,'  a  mountain. 
—  Kshiti-dhdrin,  i,im,i,  carrying  soil  or  earth. 
—  Kshiti-dhfnu,  us,  f.  the  earth  considered  as  a 
milch-cow.  —  Kshili-nanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

—  Kshiti-nagu,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  snail  ( =  bhu-ndga) 
or  rather  snail-shell ;  an  earth-worm  (?).  —  Kshiti- 

natha,  as,  m.  'lord  of  the  earth,'  a  king.  —  Kshiti- 

pa,  as,   m.  '  earth-protector,'  a  king.  —  Ks/titi- 
pati,  is,  m.  lord  of  the  earth,  a  king,  a  sovereign. 

—  Kshiti-pdla,  as,  m.  '  earth-protector,'  a  king, 
a  prince.  —  Kshiti-pitha,  am,  n.  the  surface  of  the 
earth.  —  Kshiti-putra,  as,  m.  a  son  of  the  earth,  an 
epithet  of  Narakz.  —  Kshiti-pratishtha,  as,  d,  am, 

dwelling  or  abiding  on  the  eznh.  —  Kshiti-bhuj,  It, 
m.  one  who  enjoys   the   earth,  a  king.  —  Kshiti- 

bhrit,  t,  m.  'earth-supporter,'  a  mountain;  a  king. 
—  Kshfti-mandala,  am,  n.  the  earth,  the  globe. 

—  Kshiti-rith,    t,    or    l-shili-ruha,    as,    m.    a 
plant,  a  tree.*-Kshiti-lava-l)huj,  k,  m.  one  who 
possesses  a  small  tract  of  the  earth,  a  petty  prince. 

—  Kshiti-vadarl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  bhii-vadarl. 
—  Kthiti-vardhana,   as,  m.   a  corpse.  —  Kshiti- 
vritti,  is,  f.  (patient)  behaviour  like  that  of  the 
earth.  —  Kshitivritti-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  patient  like 
th6  earth.  —  Kshili-vyudasa,  as,  m.  a  cave  within 
the  earth.  —  Kshili-sttta,  as,  m,  an  epithet  of  the 
demon  Naraka ;  also  of  the  planet  Mars ;  [cf.  Imliiti- 

pulra.]  —  Kshitifa  (°ti-i^a),  as,  m.  a  ruler  of  the 
earth,  a  king.  —  Kshitisa-vans'dvali-tarita,  am,  n. 
'  genealogy  and  history  of  the  kings,'  title  of  a  work 
composed  in  the  last  century,  being  a  family  chronicle 
of  the  viceroys  of  a  part  of  Bengal.  —  Kshitlitiara 

(°ti-if),  as,  m.  a  kmg.  —  Kshity-adili,  is,  f.  the 
Adin'  of  the  earth,  an  epithet  of  DevakI,  the  mother 
of  Krishna. 

Kshitcan,  d,  m.  air,  wind. 

•fin 4-  kshi,  cl.  I.  5.  9.  P.  kshayati,  kshi- 
"**  noti,ksliinati,{il:shdya,ksheshyati,a}:shai- 

shit,  kshetum,  to  destroy,  corrupt,  ruin,  to  make  an 

end  of;  to  kill,  injure  :  Pass,  kshiyate,  to  wane ;  'to 
decrease ;  to  be  diminished,  waste  away,  perish :  Cans. 
kehayayali  or  kshapayati  or  Ved.  kshapayati, 

-yitum,  to  destroy,  ruin,  make  an  end  of,  finish ;  to 
weaken:  Desid.  t'ikehlshati :  Intcns.  teksliiyate, 
6ekshayiti,  feksheti;  [cf.  Gr.  (criVm^i  ?] . 

i.  kshaya,  as,  m.  (for  i.  see  under  a.  kshi  last 
col.),  loss,  waste,  wane,  diminution,  destruction,  decay 
wasting  or  wearing  away ;  fall  (as  of  prices,  opposed  to 
vriddhi,  e.  g.  kshayo  rriddhis  fa  panydndm,  the 
fall  and  rise  in  the  price  of  commodities) ;  removal ; 

end,  termination  (e.  g.  nidrd-kshaya,  the  end  of 
sleep ;  dina-kshaye,  at  the  end  of  day ;  jirita- 
kshaye,  at  the  end  of  life ;  kshayam  yd  or  gam,  to 
become  less,  be  diminished,  go  to  destruction,  come 
to  an  end,  perish) ;  consumption,  pthisis  pulmonalis  ; 
sickness  in  general ;  the  destruction  of  the  universe ; 

(in  algebra)  a  negative  quality,  a  minus.  —  Kfliaya- 
kara,  as,  t,  am,  causing  destruction  or  ruin,  de- 

structive, ruinous,  terminating;  liberating  from  ex- 
istence. —  Kshaya-kdla,  as,  m.  the  end  of  all  things, 

the  period  of  destruction.  —  Kshaya-kufa,  as,  m.  a 
consumptive  or  phthisical  cough.  —  Kihaya-krit,  t, 

t,  t,  or  kshiiyan-kara,  as,  t,  am,  causing  ruin  or 
loss ;  destructive.  —  Kahaya-nasHni,  t.  the  plant 

Celtis  Orientalis,  =»  jtvanti  ('  removing  consump- 
tion').— Kxhaya-paksha,  as,  m.  the  dark  fortnight, 

that  of  the  moon's  wane.  —  Kshaya-ytikti,  is,  f.  or 
ksltaya-yoga,  as,  m.  necessity  or  opportunity  of 
destroying.  —  Knhaya-roga,  as,  m.  consumption. 
—  Ksltayarogi-tva,  am,  n.  or  kshayurogi-td,  f. 
consumption.  —  Kshaya-voyin,  I,  inl,  i,  consumptive. 
—  Kshayorv&yu,  us,  in.  the  wind  that  is  to  blow  at 
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the  end  of  the  world.  —  Kshaya-sampad,  t,  f.  total 
loss,  ruin,  destruction. 

t.  kshayana,  a$,  a,  am,  destroying,  annihilating, 
driving  away,  dispersing;  (often  at  the  end  of  com- 

pounds, e.  g.  asura-kskayana,  pigdCa-kshayana, &c.) 

Kshayathu,  us,  m.  consumption. 
Kshayayitatya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  destroyed. 
Kshayin,  i,  inl,  i,  wasting,  decaying,  fragile; 

consumptive.  —  Kshayi-tva,  am,  n.  fragility. 
Kshayishnu,  us,  us,  u,  destroying,  wasting,  decay- 

ing, perishing ;  perishable,  fragile. 
Kshayya,  as,  a,  am,  perishable,  decaying;  [cf. 

a-kshayya.] 
5.  kshi,  is,  f.  destruction;  waste,  loss. 
Kshita,  as,  a,  am,  wasted,  decayed,  exhausted ; 

weakened ;  poor,  miserable.  —  Kskitdyus  (°ta-dy°), 
us,  us,  us,  Ved.  one  whose  life  goes  to  an  end,  one 
whose  life  is  forfeited. 

2.  kshiti,  is,  (.  (for  I.  see  under  rt.  i.  kshi  above), 
loss,  destruction  ;  wane ;  a  period  of  the  destruction 
of  the  universe,  the  end  of  the  world ;  a  kind  of 

perfume — rofana  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Kshiyd,  f.  loss,  waste,  destruction ;  offence  against 

the  customs. 

Kshina,  as,  a,  am,  diminished,  wasted,  expended, 
worn  away ;  lost,  destroyed  ;  injured,  broken,  torn ; 
subdued,  suppressed  ;  thin,  emaciated,  feeble ;  delicate, 

slender,  poor,  miserable.  —  Kshlna-gati,  ii,  is,  i, 
with  slackened  or  diminished  motion  or  progress. 

—  Kshlna-tamas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vihara.  —  Kshina- 
td,  f.  or  kshina-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  wasting 
away,  diminution,  decay ;    the  state  of  being  worn 
away  or  injured ;  emaciation,  thinness ;  slenderness. 

—  Kshina-dkana,  as,  d,  am,  impoverished.  —  Kshi- 
na-pdpa,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  sins  are  destroyed ; 
one  who  is  purified  after  having  suffered  the  con- 

sequences of  sin.  —  Kshina-punya,  as,  d,  am,  one 
whose  merit  is  lost ;  one  who  has  enjoyed  the  fruits 
of  merit  and  is  doomed  to  labour  for  more  in  another 

birth.  —  Kshina-madhya,  as,  a,  am,  slender-waisted. 
—  Kshina-uat,  dm,  att,  at,  wasted,  decayed.  —  Kshl- 
iia-vdsin,  i,  inl,  i,  inhabiting  a  dilapidated  house ; 
(t),  m.  a  dove  or  pigeon.  —  Kshina-rikrdnta,  as, 
d,  am,  one  who  has  lost  courage,  destitute  of  prowess. 
—  Kshina-vritti,  is,  is,  i,  out  of  employ,  having 
no  means  of  subsistence  or  maintenance.  —  KsTilna- 
dakti,  is,  is,  i,  one  whose  strength  is  wasted,  weak, 

impotent.  —  Kshina-s'arira,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  thin 
or  emaciated  body.  —  Kshlna-sukrita,  as,  d,  am, 

having  one's  stock  of  merit  exhausted.  —  Kshlndnga 
(°na-an°),  as,   d,   am,   having  emaciated   limbs. 
—  Kshindjya-karman  (°na-dj°),  d,  m.  a  Buddhist. 
—  Kshlndshta-karman   (°na-ash),   a,  m.  (with 
Jainas)  an  Arhat  or  inspired  teacher. 

Kshtyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  perishing,  wasting  away, 
decaying. 

Ksheya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  destroyed  or  removed. 

«9>  cl.  5.  P.  A.  kshinoti,  -nute, 
oii,  -nute(t),  to  kill,  to  hurt, =4. 

Mi. 

fsfj  kshidra,  as,  m.  disease ;  the  sun ;  a 
horn. 

I.  kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A.,  4.  P.  kshi- 
pati,  -te,  kshipyati,  fikthepa,  (Hkshipe, 

kshepsyati,  -te,  akshaipsit,  akshijita,  kshept'im, 
to  throw,  cast,  send,  despatch ;  to  put  or  place  any- 

thing on  or  in  (with  loc.),  pour  on,  scatter,  strew ; 
to  fix  or  attach  to ;  to  throw  away,  cast  away,  get 
rid  of;  to  reject,  disdain  ;  to  lay  (the  blame)  on  ;  to 
strike,  hit ;  to  strike  down,  ruin,  destroy ;  to  utter 
abusive  words,  insult,  revile,  abuse,  scold ;  A.  to 
throw  at  each  other,  destroy  one  another :  Caus.  P. 
kshepayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  cast  &c. ;  to  hurt, 
injure:  Desid.  iUkshipsati,  -te :  Intens.  (ekship- 
yate,  dekshepti;  [cf.  Lat.  sipo,  di>sipo,  for  xipo; 

Gr.  ftlirrw  for  Kplirru  ;  Cambro-Brit.  hipiaw,  '  to 
cast  or  dash  suddenly;'  Goth,  vairpa;  Germ. 
vierfe  ?]. 

2.  kship,  p,  i.  (only  used  in  nom.  and  inst.  pi. 
kshipas  and  kshipdbhis),  Ved.  the  fingers. 

Kshipa,  as,  d,  am,  a  thrower,  striking,  hitting ; 
(as),  m.  throwing,  casting,  insulting,  reviling ;  (a), 
f.  sending,  casting,  throwing,  &c. ;  night ;  (a  wrong 
form  for  kshapd.) 

Kshipaka,  as,  m.  an  archer,  a  warrior. 
Kshipana,  am,  n.  sending,  despatching,  throwing, 

casting ;  reviling,  abusing. 
Kshipani,  is,  m.  a  stroke  or  blow  with  a  whip ;  a 

missile  weapon ;  (is  or  i),  f.  an  oar ;  a  kind  of  net. 
Kshipanu,  us,  m.  an  archer ;  a  weapon ;  air,  wind. 
Kshipanyu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  kshlpatia  ?),  fragrant, 

sweet-smelling ;  diffusive,  what  may  be  sent  or  scat- 
tered; (us),  m.  the  body;  spring,  the  season  of 

spring. 
Kshipat,  an,  ati  or  and,  at,  throwing,  casting ; 

abusing,  reproaching. 
Kshipati  or  kshipasti,  i,  du.,  Ved.  the  arms. 
Kshipta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown,  cast;  sent,  despatched, 

dismissed,  &c. ;  (a),  f.  night,  (like  kshipd,  a  wrong 

form  for  kshapd)',  (am),  n.  a  wound  caused  by 
shooting  or  throwing.  —  Kshipta-fltta,  as,  d,  am, 
distracted  in  mind,  absent.  —  Kshiptai!itta-td,  f. 
absence  of  mind.  —  Kshipta-deha,  as,  a,  am,  pros- 

trating the  body,  lying  down.  —  Kshipta-bheshaja, 
as,  t,  am,  Ved.  healing  wounds  caused  by  missile 

weapons.  —  Kshtpta-yoni,  is,  is,  i,  of  despicable 
descent  (?),  such  a  man  is  not  allowed  to  become  a 

Ritvij.  —  Kshipta-laguda,  as,  d,  am,  flinging  the 
staff. 

Kshipti,  is,  f.  throwing;  sending;  solving  a 
riddle ;  explaining  or  understanding  a  hidden  mean- 

ing ;  the  quantity  to  be  added  to  the  square  of  the 
least  root  multiplied  by  the  multiplicator,  to  render 
it  capable  of  yielding  an  exact  square  root ;  (in  the 
latter  sense  also  kfhiptikd.) 

Kshipnu  (or  kshipnu  ?),  us,  us,  u,  throwing, 
casting,  throwing  obstacles  in  the  way ;  obstructive, 
scornful,  or  fond  of  abusing  (?). 

Kshipyat,  an,  anti,  at,  throwing,  sending. 
Kshtpyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  throwing,  tossing; 

casting  aside,  throwing  off;  sending,  directing ;  being 
thrown,  &c. 

Kshipra,  as,  d,  am  (compar.  kshepiyas,  superl. 
kshepishtha),  springing,  flying  back  with  a  spring, 
elastic  (as  a  bow);  quick,  speedy,  swift;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna;  (am),  n.  a  measure  of  time 
equal  to  -J^  Muhurta  or  15  Etarhis  ;  the  part  of  the 
hand  between  the  thumb  and  fore-finger  and  the  cor- 

responding part  of  the  foot;  (am),  ind.  quickly, 
immediately,  directly;  (a*),  ind.  shortly  afterwards, 
thereupon ;  (e),  ind.  directly,  immediately ;  [cf.  Gr. 

KpoiTrpfo.]  ••  Kxhipra-kdrin,  i,  inl,i,  acting  or  work- 
ing quickly,  skilful. — Kshipra-dhanvan,  d,  a,  a.Ved. 

armed  with  an  elastic  bow  or  one  which  flies  back 

with  a  spring.  —  Kshipra-pdkin,  t,  inl,  i,  ripening 
quickly;  (t),  m. the  tree  Hibiscus  Populneoides ;  [cf. 

gardabhdnda.~\  —  Kshipra-tyena,  as,  m.  a  species 
of  bird.  —  Kshipra-mndhi,  is,  m.  a  species  of 
Sandhi  produced  by  changing  the  first  of  two  con- 

current vowels  to  its  semivowel ;  also  the  Svarita 

accent  on  a  syllable  formed  by  this  kind  of  Sandhi; 

[cf.  k»haipra.~\  —  Kshipra-hasta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Rakshas  (swift-handed). 
Kshepa,  as,  m.  throwing,  casting,  tossing;  a 

throw,  cast ;  a  stroke  of  an  oar  &c. ;  sending,  dis- 
missing, striking  down,  depression ;  laying  on  (as 

paint  &c. ),  besmearing ;  transgressing ;  passing  away 

time  ;  delay,  procrastination,  dilatoriness ;  insult,  in- 
vective, abuse,  reviling ;  disrespect,  contempt ;  pride, 

haughtiness ;  a  nosegay,  a  clump  of  flowers ;  (in 
arithmetic)  an  additive  quantity,  addendum. 

Kthepaka,  as,  d,  am,  a  thrower,  sender ;  inserted, 
interpolated;  abusive,  disrespectful;  («.«},  m.  a  spu- 

rious or  interpolated  passage;  an  additive  quantity, 
addendum;  N.  of  a  prince. 

K*h?{>((>ia,  am,  n.  the  act  of  throwing,  casting, 
shooting  off  (of  an  arrow  &c.) ;  sending,  directing ; 
sending  away ;  passing  away  time,  spending  time ; 
omitting;  abusing;  a  sling;  (i),  {.  a  sling  or  any 

instrument  with  which  missiles  are  thrown ;  an  oar ; a  kind  of  net. 

Kthepani,  is,  f.  an  oar ;  a  net,  a  fishing-net. 
Kshepaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  thrown  or  cast ; 

(am),  n.  a  sling,  any  instrument  for  casting  missiles. 
Kshepiman,  d,  m.  great  velocity,  speed. 
Kshepishtha,  as,  d,  am  (see  kshipra),  quickest, 

speediest. 
Kshepiyas,  an,  asl,  as  (see  kshipra),  more 

quick,  speedier. 
Kxltfptavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cast  or  thrown,  to 

be  reviled  or  abused. 

Ksheptri,  td,  trl,  tri,  a  thrower,  caster,  sender. 
Kshepya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  thrown ;  to  be  thrown round  (as  a  garment). 

kshiya.     See  under  rt.  4.  kshi. 

kshillika,  f.,  N.  of  the  grand- 

mother of  king  C'akra-varman. 

TSMeJ  kshiv,  cl.  I.  4.  P.  kshevati,  kshi- 
^    -^vyati,  to  eject  from  the  mouth,  spit,  spit 

out,  vomit;  [cf.  shthiv  and  kshiv.] 

'Eft  kshi,  another  form  for  4.  kshi,  q.  v. 
kshij,   cl.  I.  P.  kshijati,  tikshlja, 

kshljitum,  to  sound  inarticulately,  to  sigh 
or  groan  as  in  distress. 

Kshijana,  am,  n.  the  whistling  of  hollow  reeds  or bamboos. 

kshma.     See  under  4.  kshi  ist  col. 

^  kshlb  and  kshiba.    See  kshw,  kshiva. 

kshlra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (probably  fr. 
kshar,  but  according  to  Unadi  IV.  34.  fr.  r/has), 

milk,  thickenedjpiilk ;  the  milky  juice  or  sap  of 
plants ;  the  resn^|pf  the  plant  Pinus  Longifolia ; 

water;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian  [cf.  kshlra- 
svdmin];  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  [cf.  kdkoli];  (i),  f., 
N.  of  several  plants  containing  a  milky  sap ;  a  small 
shrub,  Asclepia  Rosea,  also  dugdhikd ;  a  species  of 

Mimosa,  M.  Kauki  [cf.  kshirikd] ;  gigantic  swallow- 
wort;  Euphorbia  Scc.  —  Kshtra-kaMuktn,  i,  m.,  N. 

of  a  reed,  Lipeocercis  Serrata  (kshlrls'a).*-  Kshira- 
kantha  or  kshira-kanthaka,  as,  m.  an  infant,  a 

young  child,  '  having  milk  in  its  throat."  —  Kshlra- 
kaiida,  att,  a,  m.  f.  a  kind  of  pot-herb,  black  Bhuin- 
coonra,  Convolvulus  Paniculatus;  [cf.  kshira-vida- 

ri.~\  —  Kehira-kalambha,  see  kihairakalambhi. 
—  Kshira-kdkolikd  or  kshira-kdkoll,  f.  a  drug,  one 

of  the  eight  principal  medicaments  of  the  Hindus ;  it 
is  a  root  from  the  Himalaya  yielding  a  milky  juice ; 

[cf.  kdkoll.]  —  Kxhira-kdndaka,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Tithymalus   Antiquorum    (sntihi),    and    Calotropis 

Gigantea  (arka).  —  Kfkira-kdshlhd,  (.,  N.  of  a 
plant, =ua<!.  —  Kshira-kita,  as,  m.   an   insect   or 
animalcule  generated  by  the  fermentation  of  milk. 
—  Kshira-kshava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  dudglui- 
pdshdna.  —  Kiihira-lsharjura,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
Datura   tree.  —  Kshira-garbha,  as,  m.,   N.   of  a 
certain  Brahman  who  was  born  again  as  a  flamingo. 

—  Kxhira-ghrita,  am,   n.   purified  butter    mixed 
with  milk.  —  Kfhira-ja,  am,   n.  coagulated   milk. 

—  Kshira-taranyini,  f.  title  of  a  grammar  com- 
posed by  Kshlra-svamin.  —  Kshtra-taila,  am,  n. 

a  kind  of  unguent   prepared    with   milk,  oil,  &c. 

—  Kshira-toyadhi,   is,  m.  the   ocean   of   milk. 
—  Kshlra-da,  as,  d,  am,  milk-giving,  what  yields 
milk.  —  Kthlr&dala,  as,  m.  the  plant  Calotropis 

Gigantea  ( =  arka),  the  leaves  &c.  of  which  yield  a 
milky  juice.  —  Kshira-ddtri,  f.  yielding  milk  as  a 
cow.  —  K*hira-druma,  as,  m.  the  tree  Ficus  Re- 

ligiosa ;   [cf.   a£mttha.~]  —  Kxhira-dhara,  as,  m., 
N.   of  a   king.  -•  Kxhira-dhdtri,   f.    a   wet-nurse. 
~  Kshim-dhenu,  us,  f.  a  milch-cow,  symbolically 

represented  by  milk  Sec.  offered  as  a  gift  to  a  Brah- 
man.— Kxhira-ndifa,  as,  m.  the  tree  Trophis  Aspera 

(  =  sdkhota).  —  K>ilura-mdM,  is,  m.  the  ocean  of 
milk.  —  Kfhlra-nira,  am,  n.  milk  and  water ;  em- 

bracing, embrace  (i.  e.  a  union  like  the  mixing  of 



2C8 kshlra-pa. kshudra-buddhi. 

milk  and  water).  —  Kxlnra-pa,  an,  a,  am,  drinking 
milk,  who  or  what  drinks  milk ;  epithet  of  a  class  of 

ascetics  ;  an  infant,  a  young  child.  —  SAtntpOFftn, 
i,  m.  the  plant  Calotropis  Gigantea ;  [cf.  arka  and 

kthlra-(liila.']~Kflniii-/i'iliiiiilii,  ««,  m.  a  kind  of 
onion.  —  Kxhira-jidka,  as,  d,  <n»,  Ved.  cooked  in 
milk.  —  Kxhlra-pana,  if,  m.  pi.  the  milk-drinkers, 

an  epithet  of  the  Us'maras;  (am),  n.  drinking  milk; 
(as,  i,  am),  any  vessel  out  of  which  milk  is  drunk. 
—  Kxhira-pSai,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  physician.  —  Kxli  7m- 
pdyin,  i,  int,  i,  drinking  or  sucking  milk ;  drinking 

or  imbibing  water  repeatedly;   (t'na*),  m.  pi.  the 
milk-drinkers,  an  epithet  of  the  Uslnaras.  —  Kxhlra- 
bhrita,  ai>,  a,   am,  supported  by  milk,  receiving 

wages  in  the  form  of  milk.  —  Kshira-maya,  as,  I, 
am,  composed  of  milk.  —  Kithira-modalca,  an,  m.  a 
kind  of  Moringa,  M.  Hyperanthera ;   [cf.  modaka.] 
—  l\*kira-morata,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  creeping  plant ; 

[cf.  xitiiilru,  mutala,  kshiraka.']  —  Kxlara-yash- tika,  am,  n.  a  dish  of  liquorice  and  milk ;  (perhaps 

a  wrong  form  for  kshira-eliaxhtikafy.  —  Kshlra- 
latd,  (.  the  plant  Batatas  Paniculata;   [cf.  kshlra- 
vidari.]  —  Kxhtra-vat,  in,  ati,  at,  Ved.  furnished 
with  milk;  (tl),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Kshlra^valll, 
f.  the    dark  Bhuincounra,  Convolvulus  Paniculatus. 

—  Kshira-vdri,  is,  m.  the  sea  of  milk;   [cf.  kxhl- 
rooVt.]  —  Kxltlra-vdridhi,  is,  m.  the  sea  of  milk. 
—  Kshlra-mkriti,  is,  (.  inspissated  milk.  —  Kxhlra- 
viddrikd  or  ktliJru-riilarl,  (.  the  plant   Batatas 
Paniculata.  —  Knhira-mshanika,  f.  the  plants  Tragia 
Involucrata     (  =  vri&ikdli)    and     kshlra-Tidkoll. 
—  Kshlra-vHksha,  as,  m.  the  glomerous  fig  tree, 
Ficus  Glomerata  [cf.  udumbara] ;  a  common  N.  for 
the  four  trees  nyagrodha,  udttmbara,  a^vattha, 
and  madhuka.  —  Kshira-vrata,  as,  a,  am,  living 
upon   milk   in   consequence   of  a  vow.  —  Kshtra- 
iara,  as,  m.  cream,  the  surface  or  skim  of  milk, 

curds  j  [cf.  dmikshd.]  —  Ksh.ira-sT.nha,  as,  m.  the 
resin  of  the  plant  Pinus  Longifolia ;   [cf.  jfri-rasa.] 
—  Kshira-.'iiikrd,  {.=kshira-viddri  and   icshira- 

kdkoli.  —  Kshira-s'ukla,  as,  m.  the   plant  Trapa 
Bispinosa    [cf.  jala-kantaka]  ;    another  plant,  = 
rdjddani ;    (a),  (.  the   plant   Batatas   Paniculata. 
—  Kshira-dri,  Is,   is,  i,  Ved.   mixed   with   milk. 
—  Kihira-skashtika,  am,  n.  Shashtika  rice  cooked 
in  milk.— Kshira-santdnikd,  f.  curds  mixed  with 

milk ;  (a  various  reading  has  °santalika.)  —  Kshira- 
samudra,  as,  m.  the  sea  of  milk  in  Sveta-dlpa. 
—  Kshira-sarpis,  is,  n.  clarified  butter  mixed  with 
milk.  —  Kxhira-sdgara,  as,  m.  the  ocean  of  milk; 
also  N.  of  a  place.  —  Kxhlrasagara-suta,  f.  an  epi- 

thet of  Lakshml  as  produced  from  the  ocean  of 

milk.  —  Kshira-sdra,  as,  m.  essence  of  milk,  any 
product    of   milk,    (in    Hindi  pdlajinu),  butter. 
—  K'hira-spkatika,  as,  m.  a  precious  stone,  de- 

scribed as  a  kind  of  milky  crystal  (opal  or  cat's  eye  ?) ; 
[cf.  akaia-ftphatika  and  taila-sphatika.]  —  Kshira- 
xvdmin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian  and  commen- 

tator on  the  Amara-kosha.  —  Kshira-hrada,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  man.  —  Kshtrdda  (°ra-ada),  as,  m.  an 
infant  at  the  breast,  a   sucking   child.  —  Kxhirdn- 

ndda  (°ra-anna-ada),  as,  m.  an  infant  which  is 
both  fed  and  suckled.  —  Kxhirabdhi  (°ra-abdhi), 
is,  m.  the  sea  of  milk,  one  of  the  seven  seas  sur- 

rounding the  seven  divisions  of  the  terrestrial  world. 
—  KxhirSbdhi-ja,  as,  m.  the  moon ;  the  Amrita 
or  any  one  of  the  precious  objects  produced  at  the 
churning  of  the  ocean;    an  epithet  of  Sesha;    an 
epithet  of  Tarkshya ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet  of  Lakshm!  ; 

(am),_n.  sea-salt,  a  pcu\.  —  Kshirdbdhi-tanayd,  f. 
or  knhirdbd/u-mdnushi,  f.  an  epithet  of  Lakshmi  as 
the  daughter  of  the  ocean  of  milk   Kshtrahva  or 

kxhirdhvaya  ("ra-dh"),  as,  m.  the  resin  of  the 
plant  Pinus  Longifolia. - Kshlroda.  (°ro-u»/«i.  <ix, 
a,  am,  containing  milk  instead  of  water;  (as),  m. 
the  sea  of  milk ;  the  sea  in  general.  —  Kxhiroda- 
tanayd,  (.  the  daughter  of  the  sea  of  milk  ;  an  epi- 

thet of  Lakshml.  —  KMroda-tanayd-nati,  in,  m. 
an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Kxhirodadhi  (  ra-ud°),  is, 
m.  the  sea  of  milk.  —  Kskiroda-nandana,  as,  m. 
the  son  of  the  sea  of  milk,  an  epithet  of  the  moon. 

—  Kxhiroda-mathana,  am,  n.  the  churning  of  the 
ocean  of  milk  undertaken  by  the  Devas  and  Asuras 
to  obtain  the  Amrita  Scc.  —  Kxhirormi  fra-ur  ),  is, 
m.  a  wave  of  milk,  a  wave  of  the  sea  of  milk. 

—  Kxliiraudana  (°ra-ocf ),  as,  m.  rice  boiled  with milk. 

Kxhiraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  —  kshira- morata. 

KMraya,  nom.  P.  kshlrayati,  -yitum,  to  have 
the  appearance  of  milk,  look  like  milk. 
Kthirasa,  ax,  m.  =  kxhira-ndra,  q.  v. 
Kslnrasija,  nom.  P.  kshirasyati,  -yitum,  to  long 

for  milk  or  for  the  breast. 

Kxhirdvi  or  Jifhlrdvika,  f.  a  sort  of  Asclepias,  A. 
Rosea,  **dugdhiki. 

KsUrika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  serpent;  a  kind  of 
tree ;  (a),  f.  a  dish  prepared  with  milk ;  a  kind  of 
Datura  tree;  [cf.  ks/iira-kharjara  and  pinda- 

kharjura.'] Kxhirin,  i,  ini,  i,  milky,  yielding  milk,  abounding 
in  milk,  having  plenty  of  milk ;  containing  milky 
juice  or  sap  (as  a  tree) ;  (<),  m.  a  species  of  tree, 
the  Udumbara  (?)  ;  according  to  native  lexicographers 

many  plants  have  this  epithet ;  (mi),  f.  a  tree  bear- 
ing an  edible  fruit,  =  Mimusops  Kauki ;  a  species  of 

the  moon-plant  or  acid  Asclepias  used  in  medicine. 
Kxliiriya,  nom.  P.  k*hiriyati,  -yitum,  to  desire milk. 

Kxhirifa,  as,  m.^Tsshtra-kanfukin. 
Kshireyi,  f.  an  oblation  of  milk,  rice,  and  sugar. 

kshiv,  cl.  1.4.?.  kshivati,  kshevati 
and  kshivyati,  -ritum,  to  spit,  sputter, 

eject  from  the  mouth ;  to  be  drunk  or  intoxicated ; 
[cf.  Icthiv,  kshev,   kshib,  shthtv;    cf.   also   Hib. 
xiubhas,  '  rage,  madness.'] 
Kshiva  or  kshiba,  as,  d,  am,  excited,  drunk, 

intoxicated.  —  Kfhtva-ta,  f.  or  JisKvartva,  am,  n. 
intoxication,  drunkenness. 

TO  i.  kshu,  cl.  3.  P.  kshauti,  tukshava, 
O  leshavishyati,    akshdvlt,    kshavitum,    to 

sneeze,  to  make  any  sound  like  sneezing ;  to  cough : 
CittK.lskdvayati:  Desid.  olCms.dukshdvayishati; 
[cf.  Lith.  czaudmi.] 

Kshava,  as,  m.  sneezing,  cough,  catarrh ;  a  black 
species  of  mustarS,  Sinapis  Dichotoma;  [cf.  rdjikd.] 

—  Kshava-krit,  t,  t,  t,  anything  which  causes  sneez- 
ing ;  making  a  sneeze,  sneezing,  coughing. 

Kshavaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Achyranthes  Aspera, 
=apdmdrga,  black  mustard;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of 
pot-herb ;  (ika),  f.  a  kind  of  Solarium ;  a  species  of 
rice ;  a  woman. 

Kshavathu,  us,  m.  sneezing;  catarrh;  cough; 
irritation  of  the  throat ;  sore  throat. 

Kshut,  t,  f.  a  sneeze,  sneezing.  —  Kshut-Tcarl,  f.,  N. 
of  a  plant,  commonly  kankdlikd,  black  mustard  (?). 
Kshuta,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  sneezed ;  sneezed 

upon;  (as  a  less  correct  form  for  kshnuta),  sharp; 
(a«,  a,  am),  m.  f.  n.  a  sneeze,  sneezing,  cough. 

—  Knhvta-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  sneezing.  —  Knhutd- 
liliijunana  f 'fa-abb"),  as,  m.  black  mustard;  [cf. hdi  ndhdWiijan  ana.] 
Kxhutaka,  as,  m.  black  mustard. 
Kxhuti,  is,  f.  sneezing. 
Kshuvat,  an,  atl,  at,  sneezing,  coughing,  &c. 

'EJ  2.  kshu,  n.   (fr.  ghas?),  Ved.  food. 
—  Kxlui-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  abounding  in  food, 
nourishing,   nutritious;    strong;    powerful,   robust, 
valiant. 

kshuna,  as,  m.  the  soap-berry  plant, 

Sapindus  Sapouaria ;  [cf.  arixhta."] 
T!p!T  kshunna.     See  below  under  kshud. 

kshud,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  and  Ved.  cl.  i.  P. 
k»hunatti,  kxhunte,  kxluxlati,  fukxhoda, 

fukxhude,  kxhotxyati,  -te,  akshudat,  akxhaiitsit, 
akx/iittta,  kshattum,  to  strike  against,  stamp  or 
trample  upon,  pound ;  to  bruise,  crush,  shiver,  shatter, 
reduce  to  powder,  dash  to  pieces,  shake  by  stamping 

on ;  A.  to  move,  to  be  agitated  or  shaken :  Caus.  P. 
ksfiodayati,  -yitum,  to  crush,  pound,  comminute, 
pulverize,  reduce  to  powder,  diminish ;  shake  or 

agitate  by  stamping;  [cf.  Gr.  £va,  {t'a  for  £fi>u, 
fw<rr<(j,  {eoTdj ;  Lith.  nkauxti  ?]. 
Kshunna,  as,  d,  am,  pounded,  bruised,  crushed, 

stamped  or  trampled  upon ;  broken  to  pieces,  pul- 
verized, shattered,  pierced ;  violated  (as  a  vow) ;  ex- 

ercised, practised,  skilful ;  one  versed  in  sacred  science 
but  unable  to  explain  or  teach  it ;  defeated,  overcome. 
-  K'hunna-manas,  as,  as,  as,  contrite  in  heart, 

penitent. Kxhunqdka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  drum  beaten  at  a 
funeral. 

Kxhuda,  as,  m.  flour,  meal. 

Kxltiidra,  as,  d,  am  (compar.  kshodiyas,  super). 
kfhodishtha),  minute,  diminutive,  tiny,  very  small, 
small,  little,  trifling ;  mean,  low,  vile,  niggardly,  base, 
avaricious;  wicked;  cruel;  poor,  indigent ;  (ax),  m. 
a  small  particle  of  rice;  a  bee  or  wasp;  the  plant 
ArtocarpusLacucha  [d.lakudrt  and  ilaflu] ;  (a*),m.pl. 
a  peculiar  class  of  writings,  see  kslaidra-kalpa  ;  (a), 
f.  a  woman  maimed  or  crippled  ;  a  base  or  despicable 
woman  ;  a  whore,  a  harlot ;  a  dancing  girl ;  a  quarrel- 

some woman ;  a  bee,  fly,  gnat ;  several  plants,  Soil- 
mini  Jacquini,  =  rrtta<i;  a\so  =  ddngerikd ;  also  = 
gavedhukd;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  a  particle  of  dust,  flour, 

meal;  [cf.  Lith. l-tLdikis, '  an  infant;'  Pers.  ̂ JbfcJ" 
kudak,  'small,  a  boy.']  —  Eihudra-kanlakdri,  f.  the 
plant  Solatium  Jacquini,  *=agni-damani.  —  Kshttdra- 
kantakl,  i.  a  kind  of  Solanum,  =  brihati.  —  Jixhu- 
draka-mdnasa,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  lake.  —  Kshiulra- 
kambu,  us,  m.  a  small  shell.  —  Kohudra-kalpa,  as, 

m.  •  the  smaller  ritual,'  title  of  a  class  of  works. 
—  Kshudra-karalikd,  f.  (for  tehudra-karalikd  ?), 
and  kshudra-kdravelli,  f.  a  kind  of  Cucurbitaceous 

plant. » Kxhudra-kulisa,  as,  m.  a  precious  stone; 
[cf.  vaikrdnta.]  —  Kshudrakuxhtha,  am,  n.  a  mild 
form  of  leprosy,  (comprising  eleven  varieties,  whereas 
the  makd-kuxtitha  contains  seven  severe  forms  of 

leprosy.)  —  Kshudra-kshura  and  kshudra-gokshu- 
raka,  as,  m.  a  variety  of  the  plant  Asteracantha 

Longifolia.  —  Kshudra-ghanlikd,  f.  a  tinkling  orna- 
ment, a  girdle  of  small  bells.  —  Kshudra-gholl,  f., 

N.  of  a  plant, =(ivillikd.  — Kshudra-tantu,  us,{., 
N.  of  a  plant.  —  Kxhudra-dandana,  am,   n.  red 
sandal-wood.  —  Kshudra-tirbhitd,  {.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

=  gopdla-karkatl.  —  Kshtulra-duda,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  small  bird,  commonly  called  gotalika.  —  Kxhttdra- 
jantu,  us,  m.  any  small  animal ;  a  kind  of  worm, 
Julus  (fata-padi).  ••  Knhudra-jatipkala,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  Myrobalan ;    [cf.  dmalaka.]  —  Kshudra- 
jira,  as,  m.  small  cummin.  —  Kghtulra-jivd,  f.,  N. 
of  a  plant,  =jivanti.  —  Kekudran-<!ara,  as,  I,  am, 
following  small  or  minute  or  trifling  matters.  —  Kshu- 
dra-tandula,  as,  m.  a  grain  of  rice.  —  Kshudra-td, 
(.  or  ksluulra-tva,  am,  n.  minuteness,  smallness ; 
inferiority,    insignificance ;    meanness.  —  Ksliudra- 
tutrtxi,  f.  a  kind  of  Ocimum,=ar/afca.  —  KutiudTa- 
dunsika   or   kshudra-dan&,   {.   a   small   gad-fly. 
—  Kxhiidra-diirdlabhd,  {.,  N.  of  a  thorny  plant 
much  eaten  by  camels.  —  Kxhudra-duhsparid,  f.  the 
plantSolanumJacquini, =agni-damani.  —  Kshudra- 
dhdtri,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  [cf.  Itarkata.]  —  Ks/iudra- 
d/idnya,  am,  n.  shrivelled  grain.  —  Kshudra-ndsika, 
as,  i,  am,  having  a  small  nose.  —  Kshudra-pak- 
shika,  as,  m.  a  small  bird.  —  Kshudra-pattrd,  f.  a 
kind  of  wood-sorrel,  Oxalis  Monadelpha,  =  6dngeri  ; 

(i),  (.,  N.  of  another  plant,  =  vadd.  —  Kshudra-pa- 
na*u,  as,  m.  the  plant  Artocarpus  Lacucha  (lakuto). 
•*  Kshudra-parna,  as,  m.   a  kind  of  Ocimum, 
=  arjaka.  —  Kshudra-pdxltana-Wiedd  or   j,   f., 
N.  of  a  p\vnt,  =  fatuh-pa1trl,  jidrvati,  naga-bhu, 
&c.  — •  K^hudm-pippali,  f.  wild  pepper  ( =  vana- 

pippall).  —  Kshiulra-prixhatt,  f.,  Ved.  covered 
with  small  spots.  —  Kshitdra-potikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  pot- 

herb. —  Kxliudra-phalaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=jlvana,  Celtis Orientalis. -•  Kshudra-phald,  f.,N. 
of  several  plants,  Ardisia  Solanacea,  —  bhumi-jambu, 
and  others.  —  Kxhudra-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  of  little 
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understanding,  simple,  silly,  ignorant  ;  (is),  m.,  N. 
of  a  jackal  in  the  Hitopadesa.  —  KshudrabuililM- 
ndman,  a,  a,  a,  named  Kshudra-buddhi.  —  Kthudra- 
bhantdki,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant,  a  kind  of  Solanum,  = 

brihati;  [cf.  l;?hiulra-kan(akl.]  —  Kfhudra-m~ma, 
as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Kthudra-mustd,  f.  the 
plant  Scirpus  Kysoor;  [cf.  ka*erit,]~K*hudra~ 
rasa,  as,  m.  honey;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Pongamia 

Glabra;  [cf.  Isaranja.']  —  Kshudra-roga,  as,  m.  a minor  disease,  one  of  little  importance  ;  a  name 
applied  to  various  local  diseases,  especially  exanthemas 

of  different  kinds  ;  there  are  forty-four  such  diseases. 
—  Kihudrarogika,  as,  a,  am,  affected  with  such 

a  disease.  —  K.Jttulra-vans'd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Dios- 
coiea,  =  rardha-krdntd.  —  Kshttdra-varvand,  (.  a 

small  gad-fly  ;  [cf.  varatd."]  —  KAudra-valll,  f.,  N. 
of  apot-herb;  [cf.  mula-poti.~\  —  Esfiudra-vdrtdkini, 
f.  a  kind  of  Solanum  with  white  blossoms,  =  s'veta- 
kantakdri.  —  Kishudra-vdrtaki,  f.  a  kind  of  Sola- 

num, =  brihat'i.  —  Ka/iudra-s'ankha,  ax,  m.  a  small 
conch  shell.  —  Kxkudra-s'arkara  or  kfhudra-s'ar- 
karikd,  f.  a  kind  of  sugar-cane,  =  ydvandla-^ar- 

kard.  —  Kshudra-s'drdula,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tiger, 
=  citra-rydghra.  —  Kehiulra-&rslui,   as,   m.   the 
tree  Celosia  Cristata,  =  mayura-sikhd.  —  Kshitdra- 

s"nkti,{s,  m.abivalve  shell,  =jala-i!ukti.  —  Kshudra- 
fydmd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  katabhi.—  Kshudra- 
ilexhmiintaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  bhukarbu- 
ddraka.  —  Kshudra-svdxa,  as,   m.   short   breath. 
—  Kshiulra-svetd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  ;  [cf.  mahd- 

tfvetd.']  —  Kshiulm-saha,  f.  the  plant  Phaseolus  Tri- 
lobus;  the  Coloquintida,  =  {ndra-vdruni  ;  [cf.  ma- 
hd-saltd.]  —  Kshudra-suvarna,  am,  n.  bad  gold, 

prince's  metal.  —  Kshudra-han,  d,  m.  killing  the 
wicked;  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Kthtidra-hinguUkd, 
f.  a  small  species  of  prickly  nightshade,   Solanum 

Jacquini;   [cf.  kantakdri.']  —  Kshudra-Mttgull,  f. 
=  the  preceding.  —  Kshudrdgnimantha  (°ra-agr)), 
as,  m.  the  plant  Premna  Spinosa  used  for  kindling 

fire  ;  [cf.  arani.]  —  Kshudranjana  (°ra-a/i°),  am, 
n.  a  kind  of  unguent  applied  to  the  eyes  in  certain 

diseases.  —  Kshudrdnda  (°ra-an°),    as,    d,  am, 
born   from  minute   eggs.  —  KAudrdnda-matsya- 
sanghdta,    as,    m.    small    fry.  —  Kshudrdntra 

(ara-an°),  am,  n.  the  small  cavity  of  the  heart. 
—  Ks/tiidrdpdmdrga  (°ra-ap°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
plant  Desmochaeta  Atropurpurea  (  =  raktdpdmarga), 

a  biennial   plant.  —  K»hudrdmalaka  (°ra-dm°), 
am,  n.  Myrobalan  (dmalaka).  —  Kshudrdmalaka- 
saiijna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  karkata.  —  Kshu- 

drdmra(°ra-dm°),as,  m.,  N.  ofaplant,  =  Apos:a?»ra. 
—  Kdiudrdmlapanasa  or  l\xhudrdiribu,panasa  (Va- 

am°),  as,  m.  the  plant  Artocarpus  Lacucha  (laleufa). 
—  Knhiidrdmla  (°ra-am°),  f.  wood-sorrel,  Oxalis 
Corniculata  (  =  amlalonikd)  ;   another  plant,  =  s*a- 
s'dnduli.  —  Kxhudrdmlikd  (°ra-am°),  f.  a  kind  of 
wood-sorrel  or  Oxalis,  =  <*ditgeri.  —  Kshwdreitgudi 
(°ra-i»°),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  yavasa.—  Kshtidrer- 
varu  ("ra-ir"),  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  gopala- 
karkatl.  —  K*h/tdi'odumbarikd  (°ra-ud°),  i.  the 
plant  Ficus  Oppositifolia  ;    [cf.  kdkodumbarikd.] 

—  Kxhudropodaka-ndmni  (°ra-up°),  f.,  N.  of  a 
pot-herb  ;  [cf.  miila-poti.]  —  Kshudropodakl  (°ra- 
up°),  {.,  N.  of  a  pot-herb,  =  sukxhma-pattrd  and 
mantapi.  ««•  Kshudroluka  (°ra-ul°),  as,  m.  a  small kind  of  owl. 

Kshudraka,  ax,  ikd,  am,  small,  minute  ;  (as), 
m.  a  species  of  plant  ;  N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of 
Prasenajit  ;  title  of  a  collection  of  Buddhist  works, 

=  vinaya-kshitdrakri-vaj<tu  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people  living  by  warfare,  the  'O^vSpaKot. 
Kshitdrala,  as,  d,  am,  minute,  small,  unimportant 

(applied  especially  to  animals  and  diseases). 
Kshiidrika,  f.  a  kind  of  gad-fly,  =  rfansa;  small 

bells  employed  for  ornament  ;  [cf.  kshtidra-qhan- - 

Kshottri,  ta,  m.  a  pestle,  any  implement  for 
grinding. 
Kshoda,  as,  m.  pounding,  grinding  ;  the  stone  or 

slab  on  which  anything  is  ground  or  powdered,  a 
mortar  &c.,  any  pounded  or  ground  or  pulverized 

substance,  flour,  meal,  dust,  a  particle,  a  small  piece  or 

fragment.  —  Kfhoda-raja,  as,  i,  am,  ground  to  dust. 
Kdtodax,  ox,  n.,Ved.  water  in  agitation,  swell  of 

the  sea,  rushing  or  stream  of  water. 

Kshndita,  as,  d,  am,  pounded,  ground,  com- 
minuted ;  (am),  n.  powder,  dust,  flour,  meal,  any 

substance  pulverized  or  ground. 
KshoiHman,  d,  m.  minuteness,  excessive  smallness 

or  inferiority. 

Kahodixhtha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  of  kshudra), 
finely  pounded,  very  small,  very  minute. 
Kshodtyas,  an,  ait,  as  (compar.  of  kshudra), 

more  minute,  very  fine,  very  minute. 

Kshodya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  stamped  or  trampled 
on  or  pounded. 

I.   kshudh,    c\.    4.    P.   kshudhyati, 

dukshodka,  kskoddkum,  to  feel  hungry ; 

to  be  hungry,  hunger ;   [cf.  Goth.  grldOn,  '  to  be 

hungry.'] 
i.  kshudh,  t,  f.  hunger.  —  Kshut-kshSma,  as,  d, 

am,  emaciated  by  hunger.  —  Kxhut-trit-parita,  as, 

d,  am,  hungry  and  thirsty.  —  Kishut-trid-udbhava, 
as,  d,  am,  beginning  to  feel  hungry  and  thirsty. 

—  Kxhut-trishanvita  (°shd-anr),  as,  d,  am,  suffer- 
ing from  hunger  and  thirst.  —  Kshut-trishnopapidita 

(°nd-up°),  as,  a,  am,  hungry  and  thirsty.  —  Ifskut- 
parlta,  as,  d,  am,  overcome  with  hunger.  —  Kshut- 

pipasd-paris'rdnta,  as,  d,  am,  wearied  by  hunger 
and  thirst.  —  Kshut-pipdsd-paritanga   (°ta-a»°), 
as,  a,  am,  one  whose  body  is  affected  with  hunger 
and  thirst.  —  Kshut-pipdsdrta  (°sd-dr°),  as,  a,  am, 
afflicted  with  hunger  and  thirst.  —  Kshut-pipdnita, 

as,  a,  am,  hungry  and  thirsty.  —  Kshut-pratikdra, 
as,  m.  allaying  hunger,  eating.  —  Kshud-roga,  as, 
m.  pain  of  hunger.  —  Kshud-mt,  an,  ati,  at,  hungry. 
—  Kshun-nivritti,  is,  (.  cessation  of  hunger,  ap- 

peasing of  appetite. 

Kshudhd,  f.  hunger ;  mystical  N.  of  the  letter  y. 

—  Kshudhd-kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  hunger,  in- 
creasing appetite.  —  Knhudha-kuslala,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  tree, = mlvdntara-vriksh  a.  —  Kshiidha-dhvama, 

as,  m.  allaying  hunger.  —  Rshudhdnvita,  (jdhd-an0), 
as,  d,   am,  afflicted   with   hunger.  —  Kshudhd- 
pidita,  as,  a,  am,  hungry,   starving.  —  Kshudhd- 

bkijanana  (  dhd-abk°),  as,  m.  black  mustard ;  [cf. 
kshutdbhijanana.]  —  Kshudhd-mdra,  as,  m.,  Ved. 

death  caused  by   starvation.  —  Kahudhdrta  (°dha- 
dr°)   or  kskudhdrdita   (°dhd-ar°),  as,   d,   am, 
hungry,   hungered.  -  Kshudhdvishta  (°dhd-dv°), 
as,  d,  am,  affected  by  hunger.  —  Kshudhti-ianti, 
is,  f.  allaying  hunger,  satiety,  satisfaction. 
Ksfuidhdlu,  us,  us,  M,  hungry. 

Kshudhita,  as,  d,  am,  hungry,  hungered. 
Kshodhuka,  as,  ikd,  am,  Ved.  hungry. 

^Y*T  kshudhuna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  savage and  barbarous  race. 

T!JTT  kshup,  a  Sautra  root  (i.  e.  one  used  in 
grammatical  Sutras  only),  to  depress,  feel  depressed. 

'STT  kshupa,  as,  m.  [cf.  kshumpa"],  a  bush, 
a  shrub ;  a  small  tree,  one  with  short  branches  and 
roots ;  N.  of  an  old  king,  a  son  of  Prasandhi  and 
father  of  IkshvSku ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna  from 

Satya-bhSmS;  N.  of  a  mountain  westward  from 
Dvaraka.  —  Kshiipa-dodamushti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 

plant.  —  Kshitpdlu  (°pa-dlu),  us,  m.  a  kind  of bulbous  plant,  =pdniydlu. 

Kshupaka,  as,  d,  in.  f.  a  bush,  a  shrub. 

i.  kshubh,  cl.  9.  4.  P.,  I.  A.  kslmbh- 
Nna«,  kshubhyati,  kshobhale,  fuksho- 

bha,  <!uk*hiibhe,  kx/iobhuhyati,  -tc,  akshoblut, 
akfhubhat  and  akshobhith/a,  k*hol>Mtum,  to 
shake,  tremble,  to  be  agitated  or  disturbed ;  to  be 
unsteady;  to  stumble  (literally  or  metaphorically): 

Caus.  kahobhayati,  -yitum,  to  agitate,  cause  to 
shake,  disturb,  stir  up,  excite:  Desid.  fulcshaMii- 
xliati,  -te,  or  dukshobhithati,  -te :  Intens.  tokshu- 

bhyate,  iokshobdhi ;  [cf.  Cambro-Brit.  hwbiau, '  to 

make  a  sudden  push;'  Gr.  Kov<pos;  Mod.  Germ. 
schitbe.} 

KfkMha,  as,  a,  am,  agitated,  shaken,  tossed, 
stirred  up;  agitated  (mentally),  excited,  disturbed; 

(as),  m.  the  churning-stick  ;  a  kind  of  coitus. 
—  Ksliubdha-ta,  f.  agitation.—  Kehubdhdniava 

(°o'Aa-ar°),  as,  m.  a  stormy  ocean. 
2.  kshabh,  p,  (.,  Ved.  a  blow,  a  shake,  a  push. 
Kxhuhhd,  f.  a  kind  of  weapon. 
Kshiibhita,  as,  d,  am,  agitated,  tossed,  set  in 

motion;  agitated  (mentally),  disturbed,  anxious; 
frightened,  alarmed,  afraid  ;  angry,  enraged. 
Kshobha,  as,  m.  shaking,  agitation,  disturbance, 

tossing,  trembling,  emotion. 
Kskubhaka,  as,  a,  am,  shaking,  causing  agitation  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  in  Kamakhya,  a  place 
sacred  to  the  goddess  Durg5. 

Kshobhana,  as,  d,  am,  shaking,  agitating,  dis- 
turbing, causing  emotion  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of 

the  five  arrows  of  the  god  of  love. 

Kshobhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  shaken  or  agitated  or disturbed. 

kshu-mat.     See  under  2.  Icshu. 

T3JHT  kshuma,  f.,  Ved.  an  epithet  of  an 

arrow,  according  to  the  scholiast  'causing  to  tremble1 
(for  kshubhd  ?)  ;  N.  of  several  plants  ;  linseed,  Linum 
Usitatissimum  ;  a  sort  of  flax,  Bengal  San  (sYena)  ; 

the  Indigo  plant  ;  a  sort  of  creeper. 
Kshauma,  Sec.    See  s.  v.,  p.  ifi. 

kshump,  cl.  i.  P.  kshumpati,  to 

kshumpa,  as,  m.  [ef.  kshupa'],  Ved.  a bush,  a  shrub. 
kshur,  cl.  6.  P.  kshurati,  fukshora, 

\.  kshortium,  to  cut,  dig,  scratch ;  to  make lines  or  furrows. 

Eshura,  as,  m.  (connected  with  the  preceding, 
perhaps  related  to  kshar  ?;  cf.  Gr.  $vf6ii),  a  razor ; 
a  razor-like  barb  or  sharp  blade  attached  to  an  airow  ; 
N.  of  several  plants,  Asteracantha  Longifolia ;  also 

Tribulus  Lanuginosus,  see  go-kshura;  also  =  »ioAa- 

pinditalta,  and  Saccharum  Sara  (s"ora) ;  the  hoof  of 
a  cow  &c. ;  a  horse's  hoof;  the  foot  of  a  bedstead 
[cf.  khura]  ;  (i),  f.  a  knife,  a  dagger;  (as,  d,  am), 

Ved.  (Say.)  having  cl&ws.  —  Kshura-karman,  a,  n. 
the  operation  of  shaving.  —  Kfhura-klripta,  as,  d, 
am,  shaved.  —  Kshura-kriyd,  f.  the  operation  of 
shaving,  the  employment  of  a  razor.  —  Ks/iura-  ty 
datushtaya,  am,  n.  four  things  necessary  for  shaving,  j 

—  Kshura-dhdna,  am,  n.  a  razor-case.  —  Kshura- 
dhdra,  as,  d,  am,  razor-edged,  sharp  as  a  razor; 

any  very  sharp  instrument  for  cutting.  —  Kfhura- 
dhdrd,  f.  the  edge  of  a  razor ;  N.  of  a  hell.  —  Kshu- 
radhdrabha  ("ra-dbhd),  as,  d,  am,  sharp  as  a  razor. 
-Kshura-pattra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Saccharum 

Sara  (s"ara).  -  Kshura-pattrikd,  f ,  N.  of  a  pot-herb, 
=palankya.  —  Kshttra-pavi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  sharp- 

angled,  sharp-edged,  very  sharp ;  ()'s),  m.,  N.  of  a 
sacrifice  performed  in  one  day  (ekaha).  —  Kshura-  ll 
pra,  as,  m.  a  razor  shot  as  an  arrow;  a  kind  of  1 1 
arrow,  one  with  a  sharp  horse-shoe-shaped  head ;  alj 
sort   of  hoe   or    weeding   spade.  —  Kx/iura-praga, 

am,  n.  according  to  some  authorities  =  kshnra-pra. 
—  Kxhura-bhdnda,  am,  n.  a  razor-case.  —  Kshiira- 
b/ii-ifli/i,  is,  •/•-',  /,  Ved.  furnished  with  sharp  angles. 
—  Kshura-mardin,  t,  m.  a  barber.  —  Kshurdnya 

(  rii-nit),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  [cf.  go-kshuraka.'] 
—  Kxhurdrjiana  (°ra-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- 
tain. 

Kshuraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  =  Astera- 
cantha Longifolia ;  also  Tribulus  Lanuginosus  [cf. 

i/ii-kxhura']  ;  also  =  tilaka;  also  another  plant, 

=  l>hiitd>tku,s'a. Kshurikd,  f.  a  small  razor ;  a  knife,  a  dagger ;  a 

sort  of  earthen  vessel,  a  kind  of  pot-herb  (  =pdlan- 

kya).  —  K>ili,urikd-paltra,  as,  m.  the  plant  Saccha- 
rum Sara  (s'ara).  —  Kxhimkopanuhad  (°kd-up°),  t, 

f,  title  of  an  Upanishad  belonging  to  the  Atharva-veda. 

3Z 
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Kshurin,  i,  m.  a  barber ;   («ni>,  (.  the  wife  of  a 
barber;  a  kind  of  yam,  see  varaha-krdntd. 
Kshaura,  &c.     See  s.v.,  p.  271. 

KJirt*  kshullka,  as,  m.,  X.  of  a  prince. 

«j=t  kshulla,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  kshudra  ?), 
small,  little,  nAmi\.e.~*K*liiilln-tatn.  a*,  m.  the 

younger  brother  of  a  father.  —  Kshulla-tdtaka, 
a*,  m.  the  brother  of  a  rather. 

K*hullaka,  at,  a,  am,  little,  small ;  low,  vile, 
poor,  indigent ;  wicked,  malicious,  abandoned  ;  hard ; 
young,  youngest ;  pained,  distressed ;  (tw),  m.  a 
small  shell ;  N.  of  a  prince. 

kshurat.     See  under  rt.  i.  kshu. 

sheda,  kshedita,  =  kshveda,  kshvedita. 

kshetra,  am,  n.  (fr.  i.  or  2,  kshi), 

landed  property,  land,  soil,  a  field  (e.  g.  kxhetram 
tri,  to  cultivate  the  soil ;  kfhftranya  pati,  lord  of 
the  soil,  N.  for  a  kind  of  genius  or  tutelary  deity 
regarded  in  the  Veda  as  the  guardian  of  cultivated 

fields) ;  place,  region,  country ;  a  sacred  spot  or  dis- 
trict, a  place  of  pilgrimage,  as  Benares  &c. ;  an 

enclosed  plot  of  ground,  portion  of  space,  superficies, 
circuit,  circumference  ;  fertile  soil ;  the  fertile  womb, 
a  wife ;  place  of  origin ;  department,  sphere  of  action, 
the  body  considered  as  the  field  of  the  indwelling 
and  working  of  the  soul ;  a  sign  of  the  zodiac ;  (in 
geometry)  a  plane  figure,  as  a  triangle,  circle,  &c. 
enclosed  by  lines,  any  figure  considered  as  having 
geometrical  dimensions ;  a  diagram  ;  a  house,  town  ; 

[cf.  anya-kuhetra,  kuru-kshetra,  &c. ;  cf.  also 

Goth,  haithi.  Them,  haithjo;  Germ.  Heide.~\ 
—  Kshetra-kara,  as,  i,  am,  cultivating  a  field ;  a 
husbandman  —  J£*hetra-karkati,  f.  a  kind  of  gourd ; 

[cf.  bdluk'i.]  —  Kshetrakarma-krit,  t,t,t,  one  who 
cultivates  the   soil,  a   husbandman.  —  Kahetra-kar- 

man,  a,  n.  cultivation  of  the  soil.  —  Kshetra-yamta, 
am,  n.  geometry.  —  Kshetra-gata,  as,  a,  am,  geo- 

metrical.— Kshetragatopapatti  (°to-«p°),   is,    f. 
geometrical  proof.  —  Kxhetra-dirbhitd,  I.  a  kind  of 
gourd,  =  firbhitd.  —  Kshetra-ja,  as,  a,  am,  pro- 

duced in  a  field,  as  corn  &c. ;  bora  from  the  body ; 
(as),  m.,  scil.  putra,  a  son,  the  offspring  of  the  wife 
by  a  kinsman  or  person  duly  appointed  to  raise  up 
issue  to  the  husband,  (this  is  one  of  the  twelve  kinds 
of  issue  allowed  by  the  old  Hindu  law) ;  (a),  f.,  N. 
of  several    plants,  =  fceta-kantakari,  fadanduli, 
gamutrikd,  silpiktt,  danilcd.  —  Kshetra-jdta,  an, 
a,  am,  begotten  on  the  wife  of  another.  —  Kthetra- 
jesha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  contest   for   landed   property, 
acquisition   of  land.  —  Kshetra-jtia,  as,    a,   am, 
knowing  localities;  familiar  with  the  cultivation  of 
the  soil,  a  husbandman  &c. ;  clever,  dexterous,  skil- 

ful, cunning ;  (a*),  m.  '  knowing  the  body,'  i.  e.  the 
soul,  the  conscious  principle  in  the  corporeal  frame ; 
a  libertine,  a  whoremonger;    a  form   of  Sava ;    N. 
of  a  prince;    (a),   f.  a  girl  fifteen  years  old  who 
personates  the  goddess  DurgS  at  a  festival  of  this 
deity.  —  Kxhetra-tattva,  am,  n.  a  part  of  the  work 

Smriu'-tattva.  —  K*hetra-tara,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  spot 
very  fit  for  cultivation  or  for  habitation.  —  EJiftra- 
td,  f.  the  state  of  being  a  seat  or  residence,  a  seat, 
a  place  of  residence.  —  Kthetra-diitl,  f.  a  kind  of 
Solanum   (Ma-kantakdri).  —  Kxhetra-decatd,  (. 

'  the  deity  of  the  fields,'  epithet  of  a  serpent  in  the 
Panla-tantra.-.  A'«A««ra-jwti,  is,  m.  the  owner  of  a field,  a  landowner,  a  landlord,  a  farmer ;  [cf.  kshai- 
trapata,  kshaitrapatyi,  p.  271,  and  kshetrasya- 
paH  above.]  -  K»hetra-pada,  am,  n.  a  place 
sacred  to  a  deity.  -  Kshttra-parpafi,  {.,  N.  of 
a  shrub,  Oldenlandia  Biflota  or  another  species. 
—  Kshctru-pdla,  as,  m.  a  man  employed  to  guard 
fields    from    depredation ;    a    deity   protecting   the 
fields;   an  epithet  of  Siva.-  Kthttra-phala,  am, 
n.  (in  geometry)  the  superficial  contents  of  a  figure. 
—  Kxhetra-bhakti ,  in,   !.  the  division  of  a   field. 
—  Knhetra-bhiimi,  is,  (.  cultivated  land.  —  K.-//ilra- 

yamdnikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  va<'d.  —  A'x/i.lrn- 
raksha,  at,  m.  a  man  employed  to  guard  fields 

from  depredation.  —  Kshetra-rdii,  in,  m.  quantity 

represented  by  geometrical  figures.  —  Kshetra-rulid, 
f.  a  kind  of  gourd,  =  bdlul:i.  —  Kifhctra-ra8u<lhd,  f. 
cultivated  land.-  Ktltrtra-cid,  I,  I,  t,  familiar  with 
localities  ;  experienced,  clever,  skilful  ;  (t),  m.  a 
husbandman  ;  a  sage,  one  who  possesses  spiritual 

knowledge;  the  soul.  —  Ks/ietra-vyava/u'i  ra,  «*,  in. 
drawing  a  figure  in  geometry  ;  geometrical  demon- 

stration. —  Kf/ietra-sambhara,  of,  m.,  N.  of  either 
of  the  shrubs  CaiWu  and  BhindS  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of 

gourd,  =  sas'dnduli.  —  Kiih(tra-mmbhuta,  an,  m. 
a  kind  of  grzss,  =  kund(ira.  —  J\xlictra-sdti,  is,  f., 
Ved.  acquisition  of  field  or  land.  —  Kshetra-sadhas, 
at,  at,  as,  Ved.  arriving  at  or  coming  to  a  place. 
—  Knhttra-sima,  f.  the  boundary  of  a  meadow  or 
field   or   holy  place.  —  Kshetra-Ma,  as,  d,  am, 

residing  at  a  sacred  place.  —  Kshetrajiva  ("ra-dj  ), 
as,  a,  am,  one  who  gains  a  livelihood  by  cultivating 
the  soil  ;  a  cultivator,  a  peas  int.  —  K*hetrddhidevatd 

(°ra-adh°),  f.  the  tutelary  deity  of  any  consecrated 
piece  of  ground.  —  Kshetrdd/iipa  (  ra-adh  ),  as, 
m.  =  the  preceding;    the  regent  of  a  sign  of  the 
zodiac.  —  JKshetrdmalakl,  the  plant  Flacourtia  Ca- 
taphracta  ;  [cf.  bhumy-dmalaki.]  —  Kfhetrd-sd,  as, 
da,  am,  Ved.  acquiring  or  gaining  land.  —  Kshetre- 
Tcshu  (°ra-ik°),  us,  m.  a  kind  of  grain,  =  ydvandla. 

—  Kfhetropeksha  Cra-np°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  SVaphalka. 

Kshetrika,  at,  i,  am,  having  a  field,  relating  to  a 
field  &c.,  agrarian  ;  (as),  m.  the  owner  of  a  field,  a 
farmer,  a  cultivator,  a  husband. 

Kshetrin,  I,  inl,  i,  owning  a  field,  cultivating  land, 
agricultural  ;  (I),  m.  an  agriculturist,  a  husbandman, 
a  cultivator  ;  a  husband  ;  the  soul. 

Kshetriya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  a  field,  belonging 
to  land  ;  curable  in  a  future  body,  i.  e.  incurable  in 
the  present  life  ;  (ant),  n.  pi.  the  environs  of  any 
place;  (am),  n.  a  chronic  or  organic  disease,  an 
incurable  one;  meadow  grass,  herbage,  pasturage; 

(o«),  m.  a  medicament,  anything  fit  to  be  adminis- 
tered in  medicine  (?)  ;  an  incurable  disease  ;  one  who 

has  carnal  knowledge  of  other  men's  wives,  an 
adulterer  ;  physicking,  operating.  —  Kshttriya-nd- 
iana,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  removing  a  chronic  disease. 

Kshetriya,  nom.  P.  kshetriyati,  to  desire  another man's  wife. 

^f  ksheda,  as,  m.  (?)  sorrowing,  moan- 

TSJT7  kshepa,  kshepakd,  kshepana,  kshepani, 
&c.  See  under  rt.  Icthip  at  p.  267. 

^T  kshema,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  2.  kshi),  habit- 
able, giving  rest,  giving  ease  or  security  or  comfort  ; 

conferring  happiness  ;  at  ease,  prosperous,  safe,  secure, 
well,  happy,  right  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  (Ved.  always  m.) 
basis,  foundation  ;  residence,  place  of  rest  ;  abiding 
at  ease  ;  safety,  tranquillity,  peace,  rest,  security,  any 

secure,  easy  or  comfortable  state,  well-being,  weal, 
happiness  (e.  g.  kshemena,  at  ease,  in  security, 

safely;  ksheme  —  yoye,  Ved.  both  in  rest  and  exertion 
—  in  enjoying  and  acquiring)  ;  preserving,  protecting, 
keeping  what  is  acquired  ;  final  emancipation,  eternal 
happiness;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  perfume  (  =  <fa;irfa)  ; 
ease  or  prosperity  personified  as  a  son  of  Dharma 

and  S*anti  ;  also  a  son  of  Titiksha  ;  N.  of  a  prince, 
a  son  of  Saii  and  father  of  Suvrata  ;  N.  of  a  son  of 

the  third  Manu  Savarna  ;  N,  of  a  kind  of  college  or 
association  [cf.  ma/ha]  ;  the  proper  term  (according 
to  Manu  II.  127)  of  civil  address  to  a  Vaisya,  asking 
him  whether  his  property  is  secure  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  an 
Apsaras  ;  an  epithet  of  DurgS  ;  N.  of  another  deity  ; 
a  kind  of  perfume  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven 
Varshas  in  Jambu-dvipa.  —  Kshema-kara,  as,  d,  am, 
causing  peace  and  security,  conferring  happiness  or 

good  fortune,  propitious.  —  Knhema-karna,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Mahesa,  who  composed,  A.  D.  1570, 

the  work  RSga-mSla.  —  Kshema-karman,  d,  d,  a, 

one  whose  work  is  peace  and  security,  creating  tran- 
quillity and  security;  (a),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

—  Kshema-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  longing  for  rest. 

—  Kshema-kdra,  as,  i,  am,  granting  peace  and 
security,  conferring  happiness  or  good  fortune,  pro- 

pitious, auspicious.  —  Kxhcm'i-^itttt/nilu,  inn,  n.  title 
of  a  medical  work  of  Kshema-sarman.  —  Kahema- 

kiil,  t,  t,  t,  causing  peace  and  security.  —  K*liema- 

gupta,  as,  m.,  N.of  a  king  of  Kasmlra.  —  Ktikt.ii«iit- 
fatrOi  as,  t,  am,    promoting    well-being,   causing 
peace  and  security ,  propitious,  &c. ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of 
a  king  of  Trigarta  ;  N.  of  a  mythical  Buddha;  N. 
of  a  son  of  Brahma- datta  (Udayana);   (7),  f.  the 
BrahmanI  kite  or  Coromandel  eagle,  considered  as  a 
bird  of  good  omen,  Falco  Ponticerianus ;  a  form  of 
the  goddess  DurgS  ;  N.  of  another  goddess ;  N.  of 
a  sister  of  Kshcman-kara  —  Kehema-jit,  t,  m.,  N. 
of  a   prince.  —  Kehfma-tara,  as,  d,  am,   better, 
happier.  —  A-s/o  nta-ilarittn,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of 
the  Kosalas.  —  A.-//I  nnidnrslya,  as,  d,  am,  relating 
to  this  prince.  —  Kt/temti-dhanvan,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince,  a  son  of  Pundarika.  —  K*ktma-dharman, 
d,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Kshemn-dhurta,  as,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people.  —  Ksln  mn-il/iiirti,   ii,  m.,  N.  of 
a  warrior.  «•  Kshema-dltritvati,  d,   m.,   N.  of  a 

man  with  the    pa'.ronymic  Paundarlka.  —  Kthema- 

phald,  see   kshemd-phald.  —  Ji.-hemu-bht'tmi,  is, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Kihema-murti,  is,  m.,  N.  of 
a  prince.  —  Kshema-yukt am,  ind.  both  quietly  and 
energetically;  in  rest  and  exertion.  —  Kfhinta-rdja, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Kshema-vat,  an,  all,  at, 
accompanied  with  tranquillity  and  security  ;  prosper- 

ous, happy;   (tl),  (,,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Kshema- 
rriddhi,   is,  m.,  N.   of  a  general  of  the  Salvas. 

—  kfhema-s'arman,   d,    m.,    N.   of   an    author. 
—  Kshemdditya  (°ma-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Kshfmddhi  (°ma-ddhi),  is,  m.,  N,  of  a  prince 
of    Milhil.1.  —  Kthemd-phald,    f.    the    tree    Ficus 

Oppositifolia ;  [cf.  ttdumbara.']  —  Kshemdri  (ma- 
ari),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  Mithila,  =  kshemdd/ii. 

—  Kfhemdrdis  (°ma-ar°),  is,   m.  =  l-shema-jit. 
—  Knhemendra(°ma-in°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  a  list  of  regents  of  Ka^mTra;    N.  of  a  lexico- 

grapher;  also  of  the  author  of  a   Buddhist   work. 

—  Kxhemcndra-prakds'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by Kshemendra. 

Kshemaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  perfume,  =  (aura ; 
N.  of  a  NSga ;  N.  of  a  Rakshas ;  N.  of  an  attendant 
of  Siva;  N.  of  an  old  king;  of  a  son  of  Alarka;  of 
the  last  descendant  of  Pailkshit  in  the  Kali-yuga ;  N. 
of  a  son  of  Niramitra. 

Kehemayat,  an,  and,  at,  Ved.  resting ;  granting 
rest  or  an  abode. 

Kshemin,  i,  iiri,  i,  enjoying  peace  and  security, 
safe,  secure,  happy,  well. 

K*hcmya,  as,  d,  am,  resting,  at  leisure,  at  ease; 
habitable,  comfortable ;  healthy,  salubrious ;  lucky, 

prosperous,  thriving ;  giving  peace  and  tranquillity  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  Siva ;  N.  of  several  princes,  a  son  of 

Sunitha  and  father  of  Ketumat ;  of  a  son  of  Ugra1- 
yudha  and  father  of  Suvira ;  of  a  son  of  Suci  and 
father  of  Suvrata;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  resting. 

%T  ksheya.    See  under  rt.  4.  kshi,  p.  266. 

kshev,  cl.  i.  P.  kshevati,  another 

form  for  kshiv  or  ksh'tv,  *  to  spit,'  q.  v. 

TCT  kshai,  cl.  I.  P.  kshayati,  dakshau,  ksha- 
^  fyuti,  ksliiitum,  to  wane  ;  to  waste  away,  dry 

up,  decline,  become  emaciated ;  [cf.  4.  kshi.'] Kthuinn,  as,  d,  am,  wasted,  dried  up.     See  s.v. 

RjUH  ksliainya,  am,  n.(fr.  kshma),  destruc- 
tion, wasting  away;  leanness,  slenderness,  emaciation. 

T5frT  kshaita,  as,  m.  (fr.  I .  kshiti),  Ved.  the 
chief  of  a  race,  a  prince.  —  Kfh(iita-v<it,  an,  all,  at, 
Ved.  princely. 

iifpT  kshaitra,  am,  n.  (fr.  kshetra),  a  mul- 

titude of  fields  &c. 
l\*/«iitrnjityu,  am,  n.  (fr.  kshetra-jit),  Ved. 

acquisition  of  land,  a  victorious  battle. 

Kshaitrajna  or  ke/taitrajiiya,  am,  n.(fr.  kshetra- 
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jna),  spirituality,  the  nature  of  the  soul ;  the  know- 
ledge of  the  soul  &c. 

Kihaitrapatya,  as,  a,  am  (ft.  kshetra-pati), 
Ved.  belonging  to  the  lord  of  the  soil. 

T5flt  kshaipra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kshipra),  a 
term  for  a  kind  of  Sandhi,  produced  by  changing  the 
first  of  two  concurrent  vowels  to  its  semivowel ; 

the  Svarita  accent  on  a  syllable  formed  with  this 

Sandhi ;  (am),  n.  quickness,  speediness.  —  Rsh'tipra- 
yiikta,  as,  a,  am,  joined  by  the  Kshaipra  Sandhi. 

—  Kshaipra-varna,  as,  a,  am,  containing  a  semi- 
vowel. 

«|«.oiiwr«T  kshairakalambhi,  is,  m.  (a  pa- 

tronymic fr.  ksKira-kalambha),  N.  of  a  teacher. 

«j<<4  kshaireya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kshira),  pre- 
pared with  milk,  milky ;  (i),  f.  milk  and  rice  or  any 

preparation  of  or  dish  prepared  with  milk. 

kshot,  cl.  10.  P.  kshotayati,  -yitum, 
to  throw,  cast ;  [cf.  k/wt  and  khod.] 

kshoda,  as,  m.  the  post  to  which  an 

elephant  is  fastened ;  [cf.  a-kshobha.]      ( 

«ft*!f  kshona,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  immovable ; 

or  (an),  m.  a  kind  of  lute ;  (perhaps  the  word  is  re- 
lated to  the  following.) 

TSfWt  kshoni,  f.,  Ved.  the  earth ;  (yau), 
du.  heaven  and  earth ;  (according  to  some  the  sing,  of 
this  word  and  sometimes  the  plur.  may  be  used  col- 

lectively, and  the  original  meaning  may  be  'a  multitude 

of  men'  or  '  the  people'  (as  opposed  to  the  chief) ;  the 
du.  may  then  mean  '  the  two  sets  of  people,'  i.  e.  the 
inhabitants  of  heaven  and  earth ;  sometimes  a  form 

kshoni  occurs);  [cf.  Gr.  xttuv.^  —  Kxhoni-maya, 
as,  I,  am,  containing  the  earth  in  himself,  '  the 

source  of  everything  in  the  earth;'  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu  in  his  fish-incarnation. 

8fl"S  kshottri.     See  under  rt.  kshud. 
kshoda.     See  under  rt.  kshud. 

kshodhuka.  See  under  rt.  I .  kshudh. 

kshobha,  kshobhana,  &c.     See  under 
rt.  i.  kshubh. 

"Efm  kshoma,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  kshu),  a  room  on  the  top  of  a  house ;  (am),  n. 
wove  siik ;  [cf.  Itshauma.] 

S)l*(<*  kshomaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  perfume 
(gatiahdsaka) ;  [cf.  kshema  and  kehaumaka] 

TSprrft  kshaunl,  i  or  is,  f.  the  earth ;  [cf. 
kshoni.]  ~lfxhaunl-tala,  am,  n.  the  surface  of 
the  earth.  —  Kxhauni-pra&ra,  as,  m.  the  ocean. 
—  Kxhauni-bhuj,  k,  m.   earth-possessor,  a  king; 
[cf.  kehiti-bhuj.] 

^, 
TSfij  kshaudra,  as,  m.  (fr.  kshudra  and 

kshudra),  the  tree  Michelia  Champaca  (dampaka) ; 
N.  of  a  mixed  caste,  the  son  of  a  Vaideha  and  a 
Magadhi ;  (am),  n.  smallness,  minuteness ;  N.  of  a 

Sutra  of  the  Sama-veda  ;  honey,  a  species  of  honey ; 
water.  —  Kxhaudra-ja,  am,  n.  wax.  —  Kshaudra- 
dhdtu, »(»,  m.  a  kind  of  mineral  substance ;  [cf.  ma- 
kzhika.]  —  Kshaudra-priya,  as,  m  ,  N.  of  a  tree ; 

[cf.  jalormadhaka.']  —  Kshaudra-meha,  ax,  m. 
the  disease  diabetes  mellaus  —  Kihaudramehin,  », 
ini,  i,  affected  with  this  disease. 

Kshaudreya,  am,  n.  wax. 

^Jij'W  kshaudrakya,  as,  I,  m.  f.  (fr.  kshu- 
draka).  a  prince  or  princess  of  the  Kshudrakas,  a 
man  belonging  to  the  Kshudrakas;  (as,  I,  am), 
small,  minute. 

Kshawlrakamalavi,  i.,  scil.  send,  the  army  of 
Kshudraka  and  Malava. 

tSJTT  kshauma,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kshumd),  made 
of  linen,  linen,  covered  with  linen ;  prepared  from 
linseed  (as  oil);  (am),  n.  linen  doth  or  garment; 

linseed;  (F),  f.  lin  or  flax,  Linum  Usitatissimum ; 
(as,  am),  m.  n.  wove  siik;  an  airy  room  on  the 
top  of  a  house ;  an  apartment  on  the  roof;  the  back 
of  an  edifice ;  a  fortified  place  in  front  of  a  building ; 
a  building  of  a  particular  form  ;  [cf_  kshoma.] 

Knhattinaka,  <is,  i,  am,  linen ;  (at),  m.  a  parti- 
cular perfume ;  [cf.  tora] 

TSJTI;  kshaura,  am,  n.  (fr.  kshura),  shaving 

the  head,  shaving  in  general ;  (7),  f.  a  razor.  —  Kshau- 
ra-karaiia,  am,  n.  the  operation  of  shaving. 
Kshauraparya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  kshiira-pavi}, 

formed  out  of  razors  and  thunderbolts,  very  sharp, 

very  hard. 
Kshaurika,  as,  m.  a  barber,  a  shaver. 

kshnu,  cl.  2.  P.  kshnauti,  tukshnava, 

O   kshnavitum,  to  whet,  sharpen. 
Kshnut,  t,  t,  t,  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  sharp 

(e.  g.  ubhayatah-kshnut,  sharp  on  both  sides). 
Kshnuta,  as,  a,  am,  whetted,  sharpened. 

Kghnotra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  grind-stone,  a  whet-stone. 

T!*n  kshma,  f.  (fr.  rt.  ksham),  the  earth, 

(Ved.  only  inst.  sing,  kshmaya);  [cf.  kshamd.] 

Kshma-ja,  as,  m.  'earth-born,'  the  planet  Mars. 
—  Kshmd-tala,  am,  n.  the  surface  of  the  earth. 
—  Kshma-dhriti,  is,  m.  one  who  has  to  support  the 
earth,  a  king.  ••  Kshmd-pa,  as,  m.  earth-protector, 
a  king.  —  Kshmd-pati,  is,  m.  lord  of  the  earth,  a 
king.  —  Kxhmd-pdla,  as,  m.  earth-protector,  a  king. 
—  Kshma-bhuj,  k,  m.  possessor  of  the  earth,  a  king. 
—  Kshmd-bhrit,  t,  m.  supporter  of  the  earth;   a 

mountain ;  a  king.  •-  Kshma-vrisha,  as,  m.  '  earth- 
bull,'  i.  e.  a  mighty  king. 

tyj  I  M  kshmay,  cl.  I.  A.  kshmayate,  fa- 
X  kshmaye,  kxhmdyitum,  to  shake, 

tremble:  Caus.  kshmdpayati,  -yitum,  adikshma- 
pat,  to  cause  to  shake,  to  make  tremble;  Desid. 
tikihmdyishate :  Intens.  tdkshmayyate,  ddksh- mdti(t). 

Knhmdyita,  as,  a,  am,  shaken,  made  to  tremble, trembling. 

Kshmdyitri,  td,  trt,  tri,  trembling,  shaking. 

uj  jj  -  J  kshmil,  cl.  i.P.  kshmllati,  tiksh- 
\  rnila,  kshmilitam,  to  wink,  to 

twinkle,  to  close  the  eyelids ;  [cf.  mil] 

hraum,  ind.  a  mystical  exclamation. 
kshvinka,  f.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  bird. 

fuj'J  kshvid  or  kshvid,  cl.  I.  P.  kshve- 
•^  dati  or  kshvedati,  -ditum  or  -ditum, 

to  utter  an  inarticulate  sound,  to  hum.  murmur,  growl, 
roar,  hiss,  whiz,  whistle ;  A.  kshvedate  or  kshmdate, 
or  cl.  4.  P.  kshridyati ,  to  be  wet  or  unctuous ;  to 
exude,  discharge  juice,  emit  sap  :  Caus.  kshvedayati 

or  -dayati,  -yitam,  to  sound  inarticulately,  hum,  &c. 
Kxhmina,  as,  a,  am,  sounded  inarticulately ;  soft, unctuous. 

Kshvcda,  as,  a,  am  (in  some  senses  perhaps  con- 
nected with  rt.  kshvel),  curved,  crooked,  bending, 

bent ;  wicked,  depraved  ;  difficult  to  be  approached ; 

(as),  m.  singing  or  buzzing  in  the  ear  from  harden- 
ing of  the  wax  &c. ;  sound,  noise ;  venom,  poison  ; 

a  Cucurbitaceous  plant,  Luffa  Pentandra  or  Acutangula, 
= pltarjhoshd ;  a  mystical  N.  of  the  letter  m;  (am), 
n.  the  flower  of  the  Ghosha  plant ;  the  fruit  of  a  red 
kind  of  swallow-wort ;  (a),  f.  the  roaring  of  a  lion, 
a  war-whoop,  a  battle-cry  ;  a  bamboo  rod  or  stake ; 
a  kind  of  Cucurbitaceous  plant. 

Kghvedana,  am,  n.  murmuring,  hissing,  whistling, 
sibilating ;  a  hissing  pronunciation. 

Kxhredita,  as,  am,  m.  n.  humming,  murmuring, 

growling ;  a  growl,  roar ;  a  battle-ay,  a  war-whoop. 
Kxhvedin,  I,  ini,  i,  humming,  murmuring. 

kshvel,  cl.  I.  P.  kshvelati,  &c., 

to  leap,  jump ;  to  play ;  to  go,  move  ; 
to   shake,  tremble;    [cf.  Old  Germ,  suillu,  sual, 
mall.] 

Kxhvelikd,  f.  or  kshrelita,  as,  am,   m.  n.  or 

kshvelya,  am,  n.  play,  jest,  joke,  trick. 

^T  i.  kha,  the  second  consonant  of  the 

alphabet,  being  the  aspirate  of  the  preceding  conso- 
nant, and  having  the  suund  of  kh  in  inkhorn.  -•  KJia- 

kara,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  kha. 

^  2.  kha,  as,  m.  the  sun. 

^  3.  kha,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  khan),  a  cavity, 

hollow,  cave,  cavern,  aperture ;  an  aperture  of  the 
human  body  (of  which  there  are  nine,  as  the  mouth, 
the  two  ears,  the  two  eyes,  the  two  nostrils,  and  the 
organs  of  excreiion  and  generation) ;  the  glottis  (in 
anatomy) ;  an  organ  of  sense ;  the  hole  made  by 
an  arrow,  a  wound ;  the  hole  in  the  nave  of  a 
wheel  through  which  the  axis  runs ;  vacuity,  empty 

space,  air,  ether,  sky,  heaven ;  the  character  in  arith- 
metic which  expresses  nothing,  a  cypher;  a  dot, 

Anusvara,  represented  by  a  circle  (vindu,) ;  a  city,  a 
field ;  happiness,  pleasure,  auspiciousness  [cf.  sukha 
and  duhkhu) ;  understanding,  knowledge ;  action  ; 

the  tenth  from  any  given  constellation  or  the  sun's entrance  into  it ;  talc ;  Brahma,  the  supreme  spirit ; 

(a),  f.  a  fountain,  a  well ;  [cf.  Gr.  x»os ',  Lat, 
halo.]  —  Kha-kdmini,  (.  the  female  of  the  Falco 
Cheela  ((ilia);  an  epithet  of  Durga  ((artika). 

—  Kha-kuntala,  as,  m.  an  epithet  ot  S"iva.  —  Kha- 
kholka,  as,  m.  '  sky-meteor,'  an  epithet  of  the  sun. 
—  Kha/tholkddilya  ("lea-ad'),  as,  m.  a  form  of 
the  sun.  —  Kha-ga,  ew,  a,  am,  moving  in  the  air ; 
(as),  m.  a  bird;  air,  wind;  the  sun;  a  planet;  a 

grasshopper ;   a  deity ;   an  arrow.  —  Kha-gartgd,  f. 
the  Gan-ga  (Ganges)  of  the  sky.  —  Kha-gana,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Vajra-nabha.  —  Kha-yati, 

is,  f.  flight  in  the  air;  N.  of  a  metre,  [cf.  a:'va- 
gati.]  ~  Khaga-pati,  is,  m.  the  chief  of  the  birds, 
an  epithet  of  Garuda,  the  vehicle  of  Vishnu.  —  Kha- 
gama,  as,  a,  am,  moving  in  the  air,  flying,  an  epi- 

thet of  the  Gandharvas  and  of  missile  weapons ;  (as), 

m.  a  bird ;   N.  of  a  Brahman.  —  Kha-yarbha,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  mythical  person  with  Buddhists  —  Kliaga- 
vaktra,  as,  m.  the  tree  Artocarpus  Lacucha  (lakufa). 

—  Khaga-vati,  (.  the  earth.  —  Khaga-iatrit,  us, 
f.  a  plant,  commonly  called  Chakullya,  Hemionitis 

Cordifolia ;    [cf.  priini-parnl.]  —  Khaga-sfhdna, 

am,  n.  the  hollow  of  a  tree ;  a  bird's  nest.  —  Khayd- 
dhipa  (°ga-adh°),  as,  m.  the  chief  of  the  birds, 
an  epithet  of  Garuda.  —  KJtagantaka  (°ga-an°),  as, 
m.  a  hawk,  a  falcon  (a  destroyer  of  birds).  —  Kha- 

gdbhirdma  (°ga-abh°),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Khagasana  (°ga-as°),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the 
mountain  Udaya,  the  eastern  mountain,  on  which  the 

sun  rises ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ('  sitting  on  a  bird,' 
i.  e.  on  Garuda).  —  Klia-guna,  as,  a,  am,  (in  arith- 

metic or  algebra)   having  a  cypher   as    multiplier. 

—  Kliagendra  (°ffa-in°~),  as,  m.  the  chief  of  the 
birds,  an  epithet  of  Garuda ;  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Kha- 

gendra-dhvaja,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Kha- 
ges'vara  (°ga-is°),  as,  m.  the  chief  of  the  birds, 
epithet  of  Garuda.  —  Kha-gola,  a*,  m.  the  vault  or 
circle  of  the  heaven,  the  celestial  sphere.  —  Ktiagola- 
vidyd,  f.  knowledge  of  the  celestial  sphere,  astronomy. 

—  Wia-famasa,  as,  m.  the  moon  ( '  the  drinking- 
vessel  in  the  sky').  —  Jfha-fara,  as,  i,  am,  moving 
in  the  air,  flying ;  (as),  m.  a  bird ;    a  cloud ;   the 
wind ;    the  sun ;    a  Rakshas   or  demon ;    an  aerial 

spirit ;  N.  of  a  people.  —  Kha-ddrin,  i,  ini,  i,  moving 
in  the  air,  flying,  an  epithet  of  Skanda.  —  K]i.a-jala, 
dm,  n. 'air-water,' i.  e.  dew,  rain,  frost,  hoar-frost. 
—  Kha-jit,  t,  m.  a  Buddha,  one  of  the  seven  teachers 
or  saints  of  the  Buddha  sect.  —  Kha-jyotis,  is,  m.  a 

shining  flying  insect,  a  fire-fly,  &c.  —  Kha-tamdla, 
as,  m.  a  cloud;  smoke.  —  Kha-tilaka,  as,  m.  the 
sun.  —  Kha-<lura-vasim,  (.,  N.  of  one  of  the  female 

deities  or  S'aktis  with  Buddhists.  —  Kha-dyota,  as, 
m.  a  shining  flying  insect,  a  fire-fly,  the  sun ;  (a),  f., 
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scil.  dear,  the  door  which  shines  like  a  shining  insect, 
an  eye.  —  Kha-dyotuka,  an  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?^,  a 
kind  of  plant  with  a  poisonous  fruit.  —  Kha-tlyotana, 
ai,  m.  the  sun.  —  K/in-dhupn,  ax,  m.  a  rocket,  fire- 

work. •»  Kha-pardga,  at,  m,  darkness.  —  Kha- 
l»t*hpat  tun,  n.  a  flower  in  the  sky,  a  term  for  any- 

thing impossible.  —  Kka-bha,  as  or  <i  in  ,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
a  planet.  —  Kha-l>hranti,  is,  (.  a  kind  of  falcon,  a 
kite;  [cf.  filla.]  —  l\/i>t-M<'i.ii,  is,  m.  the  jewel  of 
the  sky,  the  sun.—  Kha-milana,  am,  n.  sleepiness, 
lassitude,  weariness.  —  Kha-murti,  in,  (•  a  celestial 

appearance  or  person.—  Kliamiirii-iiint,  an,  all,  at, 
having  a  divine  or  celestial  person  or  form.  —  Kha- 
miili,  is,  >'/,•«  or  t,  (.  an  aquatic  plant,  Pistia  Stratiotes 
(kumli/iikd).—  Klia-vtilll,  (.,  N.  of  a  parasitic  plant, 
—  dlid^a-i'iiW.  -  Kha-vdri,  i,  n.  rain-water,  dew, 

vapour,  &c.  —  K/ia-vdshpa,  as,  m.  snow,  hoar-frost, 
dew.  —  Kha-iaya,  at,  a,  am,  resting  or  dwelling  in 
the  air.—  Kha-iarlra,  am,  n.  a  celestial  or  immortal 

body.  —  Khaiaririn,  i,  i/ii,  »',  gifted  with  an  etherial 
body,  having  a  heavenly  form.  —  Kha-irata,  as,  m. 
wind,  air.  -*Kha-fam<t,  as,  m.  a  Buddha  or  deified 
Bauddha  saint.  —  Kha-samuttha,as,d,am,  produced 

in  the  sky.  —  Kha-namlthava,  as,  a,  am,  produced 

in  the  sky,  aerial,  etherial  ;  (a),  f.  spikenard,  =  akasa- 
mann.  —  Kha-sarpaiia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha  or 
Bauddha  saint;   (am),  n.  gliding  through  the  air. 
—  Kha-xi  nil/in,  i«,  m.  the  moon.  —  Kha-ftmn,  f. 

the  earth.  —  Kha-sphatika,  am,  n.  aerial  crystal, 
a   N.   for  the   sun   and   moon-gem,  mrya-kanta 
and  dandra-kdnta  ;  [cf.dkdila-sphatika.]  —  Kha- 
ha.ro,  as,  a,  am,  (in  arithmetic)  having  a  cypher 

for  its  denominator  (as  a  fraction).  —  Khdtrnan  (kha- 

df),  a,  a,  a,  having  the  air  as  one's  nature.  ~Khd- 

pagd  (kha-dp"\  f.  a  stream  in  the  air,  an  epithet  of 
the  Ganges.  —  Khe-gamana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  galli- 
wule,  =kdla-kaii(ha.  —  lOie-dara,  as,  i,  am,  moving 

in  the  air,  flying,  aerial  ;  (as),  m.  a  bird  ;  a  Gan- 
dharva  ;  a  Rakshas  ;  a  Vidyadhara  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva; 

a  planet;  quicksilver;  (i),  (.  a  semi-divine  female 
able  to  fly  ;  an  epithet  of  DurgS  ;  (am),  n.  green 
vitriol.  -  Kkefara-tva,  am,  n.  capability  of  flying. 

—  Khe  '(a  (khe-ata),  as,  m.  a  planet  ;  the  ascend- 
ing node  or  Rahu.—  Khe-paribhrama,  as,  a,  am, 

flying  about  in  the  att.  —  Khe-iaya,  as,  a,  am, 
lying  in  the  air.  —  Khalka  (klia-ulkd),  as,  m.  a 
meteor;  a  planet;  [cf.  kha-kholka.]  —  Kholmuka 
(klut-af),  ai,  m.  the  planet  Mars;  [cf.  yaganol- 

khakkk,  cl.  I.  P.  khakkhati,  to 

langh,  to  laugh  at  or  deride  ;  (also  read 

blended,   combined;    inlaid,   set,  studded,  (used  in 

comp.,  e.  g.  maiii-kiiuiUta,  inlaid  with  jewels.) 

khaj,  cl.  I.  P.  khnjati,  (akhaja,  kha- ,  to  churn  or  agitate. 

Jutkh,  q.v.);  [cf.  Goth. 

^5F^T  khakkhata,  as,  a,  am,  hard,  solid  ; 
(also  kakkhala.) 
KsH<R  khakkhara,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

a  beggar's  staff;  [cf.  hikkala.] 
^T  kha-ga.     See  under  3.  kha. 

TS'nfe  khagoda,  as,  m.  Saccharum  Spon- 
taneum,  a  kind  of  reed  (for  khaggadaf). 

73TJTJ  khaggada,  as,  m.  &  kind  of  reed, 
Saccharum  Spontaneum,  commonly  khdydd. 

*T5t  khaitkara  or  khankhara,  as,  m.  a 
curl,  a  lock  of  hair. 

*3^'  khankha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  minister  of 
king  BalSditya. 

«;5«uT  khankhana  (an  onomatopoetic 
word),  the  tinkling  sound  of  a  bell  &c. 

'KJf  khnnga,  as,  m.  (for  khadya?),Ved.  a kind  of  animal. 

TT^T  kliat,  cl.  i.  9.  P.  khafati  and  khat- 
\  ndti,  I'id-liiii'ii,  lihacitttm,  to  come  forth, 

appear  ;  to  be  born  again  ;  to  cause  prosperity  ;  to 

purify;    cl.   IO.  P.   khafayati,   -yitum,   to  fasten, 
bind,  set. 
Khalifa,  as,  a,  am,  fastened,  joined;    mixed, 

ig-stick, 

extended;    churning,    stirring;    killing,    destroying. 

-  Khaja-krit,  t,t,  t,  or  khajan-kara,  as,t,am, 

Ved.  causing  the  tumult  or  din  of  battle.  »• 

Khajaka,  as,  m.  a  churning-stick;  (ikd),  f.  a ladle  or  spoon. 

Klmjapa,  am,  n.  ghee  or  clarified  butter. 

Khujaka,  as,  m.  a  bird;  (d),  f.  a  ladle  or  spoon. 

I.  khanj,  cl.  i.  P.  khanjati,  ta- 

khaiija,  khanjitum,  to  limp,  halt,  walk 

lame;  [cf.  Gr.  atdfa;  Germ.  hinl:e.] 

2.  kkaiij,  khan,  n,  n,  probably  =  khaaja,  limping. 

K/nnija,  as,  d,  am,  limping,  lame,  crippled;  (a), 

f.  a  metre  consisting  of  J  X  28  short  syllables  and 

1  long  and  }O  short  syllables  and  I  long ;  another
 

metre  containing  30  short  syllables  +  1  long  and  28 

short  syllables  +  I  long  ;    another  metre  containing
 

2  X  36  short  syllables  and  I  Amphimacer.  -  Kliaiij
a- 

kheta  or  khanja-khela,  as,  m.  the  wagtail.  -  Khan
- 

ja-ia,  f.  or  khaAja-tva,  am,  n.  limping,  lameness.
 

-  Khuiija^bdhu,,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya. 

Khanjaka,  as,  d,  am,  limping,  lame. 

Khanjana,  as,  m.  a  species  of  wagtail,  Mo
nta- 

cilla  Alba;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  wagtail;  mustard;
 

am),  n.  moving,  going,  going  lamely.  -  Khanjan
a- 

•ata,  am,  n.  the  secret  pleasures  of  the  Yatis,  the 

cohabitation  of  s3.m\s.-KhaAjandkriti  (°na-ak  ), 
is.  f.  a  sort  of  wagtail. 

Khaiijanaka,  as,  m.  a  wagtail,  Montaolla  Alba ; 

(ikd\t.  a  species  of  wagtail. 

Khanjarita  or  khailjaritaka  or  kkanjalek/ia, 
as,  m.  the  wagtail. 

khanjdra  and  khanjdla,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  two  persons. 

khat,  cl.  I.  P.  khatati,  &c.,  to  desire, 

,  wish,  seek  or  inquire. 
Khata,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  khat  above?),  phlegm,  the 

phlegmatic  or  watery  humor  [cf.  kapha] ;  a  blinc 
well;  an  axe,  a  hatchet  [cf.  taitka];  a  plough;  a 

kind  of  blow  or  wound ;  the  closed  or  doubled  fis< 

(as  for  striking  &c.) ;  grass ;  a  coarse  long  grass  o 

several  species  used  to  thatch  houses  [cf.  kata  and 

khada];  a  fragrant  kind  of  grass —  Khata-katahaka 

as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?),  a  spitting-box.  -  KJiata 

as,  m.  (?),  an  eater;  a  glass  vessel;  a 

jackal ;  an  animal ;  a  crow. 

Kltatiika,  as,  m.  a  go-between,  a  man  whos 

business  is  to  negotiate  marriages  [cf.  ghatalm] ;  th< 
half-closed  hand;  the  doubled  fist  of  wrestlers  o 
boxers.  —  Kliataka-mukha,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?) 

a  particular  position  of  the  hand  in  shooting ;  (asj 
m.  a  man  in  the  attitude  of  shooting. 

KhalUia,  as,  m.  the  hand  half-closed,  the  fist 

(d),  f.  chalk  [cf.  kakkhati,  kalhini,  &c.] ;  the  ex 

ternal  opening  of  the  ear ;  the  plant  Andropogor 
Muricatus. 

khatakkika,  f.  a  side  door ;  [cf 

atakhataya  (an  onomatopoeti 

word),  A.  -tdyate,  -yttum,  to  spring  or  issue  fort! 
with  a  noise. 

WfT^tf  khatinl  or  khati,  (.  chalk  ;  (som 

books  read  khatltini)  ;  [cf.  kat/iini,  Miatika.] 

WZ  kliatii(i),  an  ornament  worn  on  th 
wrist  or  ancle. 

khatt,  cl.  10.  P.  khattayatl,  -yitum 
to  cover,  to  screen. 

khattana,  as,  m.  a  dwarf  [cf.  khatte 

ralia]  ;  (as,  d,  am),  dwarfish,  short  of  stature. 
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khattii,  f.  a  bedstead ;  a  kind  of  grass, 

ndropogon  Serratus;  (a  wrong  reading  for  khatva.) 

^JJ5T  khattasa,  as,  m.  the  civet  or  zebet 
it,  Viverra  Zibetha;  (I),  f.  the  same  or  (according 
>  another  authority)  a  different  animal ;  (some  write le  word  khuttdsa.) 

khatti,  is,  i,  m.  f.  a  bier,  the  bed  on 
/hich  the  corpse  is  carried  to  the  pile. 

wfjjcf  khattika,  as,  m.  a  butcher,  a  hunter, 
fowler,  one  who  lives  by  killing  and  selling  game; 
le  cream  on  the  milk  of  a  buffalo-cow;  (a),  f.  a 

mall  bedstead,  a  cot ;  a  bier  or  bed  on  which  the 

orpse  is  carried. 

^g^<*  khatteraka,  as,  d,   am,   dwarfish, 

warf ;  [cf.  khattana.] 
^7T  khatva,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  khat),  a 

jedstead,  a  couch,  a  cot ;  a  swing,  a  hammock ;  a 

dnd  of  bandage  ;  N.  of  a  plant,  =  £u/a4imbi.  —  Kha- 

vdnga  (°vd-an°),  as,  m.  a  club  shaped  like  the  foot 
of  a  bedstead,'  i.  e.  a  club  or  staff  with  a  skull  at  the 
op  considered  as  the  weapon  of  Siva  and  carried  by 
ascetics  and  Yogis ;  wood  from  a  funeral  pile ;  N.  of 
a  king  of  the  solar  line,  =  Dilipa ;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  a 

river.  — K/tatvditga-dhdra,  as,  m.  or  kliatrd/i-;/'!- 
<hrit,  t,  m.  '  staff- bearer,'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
-  Khatvdnya-rana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  forest.  —  Kha- 
tvdngin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  the  staff  described  above ;  (i), 

m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Khatvapluta  (°rd-dp°)  or 
khatvarudha  (°i-d-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  mounted  on  a 
>ed,  lying  on  a  bed :  low,  vile,  abandoned,  iniquitous ; 

erring,  going  wrong ;  silly,  stupid. 

Kliatvilid,  f.  a  small  bedstead. 
khad,  cl.  10.  P.  khddayati,  -yitum, 
to  divide,  tear,  break,  break  off  a  part  or 

piece ;  [cf.  khand.] 

Khada,  as,  m.  breaking,  dividing;  buttermilk boiled  with  acid  vegetables  and  spices;  (as,  am), 

m.  n.  a  kind  of  small  grass,  straw ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

man.  -  Khadonmattd  (°da-u,n°),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

khadakkikd,  f.  a  private  or  back 

door,  a  small  or  Venetian  door  or  window. 

atu,  MS,  m.  a  kind  of  ornament. 

khadikd  or  khadi,  f.  chalk. 

khadu,  us,  or  khadu,  us,  m.  or  f.  a  bier. 

khadga,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  khad 

for  khand),  a  sword,  a  scymitar ;  a  large  sacrificial 

knife ;  the  horn  of  a  rhinoceros  ;  a  rhinoceros  ;  one 

of  the  Buddhas  or  Buddhist  saints,  a  Pratyeka-buddha, 
so  called  because  he  walks  alone  like  a  rhinoceros  [cf. 

eka-fara  and  eka,-tariii\ ;  (am), n.  iron.  —  Kluidga- 

kota,  as,  m.  the  sheath  of  a  sword,  a  scabbard ;  a 

creeping  plant,  Scirpus  Maximus.  —  Kliadga-farma- d/id  I'll,  as,  m.  a  soldier  armed  with  a  sword  and  shield. 

-Kliadija-tlrih,  -dhrik,  k,  k,  grasping  a  scymitar. 

_  NKiili/n-d/iara,  as,  m.  a  swordsman.  —  Khadga- 

dhenu,  -ux,  f.  a  female  rhinoceros ;  a  small  knife  or 

kind  of  creeper,  Scirpus  Maximus  ;  N.  of  a  mythical 
tree  in  hell  bearing  swords  for  leaves ;  (am),  n.  the 

blade  of  a  sword.  —  A'hinlga-pdni,  is,  is,  i,  sword  in 

hund.  —  IOt/idga-pdtm,  am,  n.  a  vessel  formed  of 

buffalo's  horns,  a  large  salver  or  charger  on  which 
the  sacrificial  knife  is  laid.-  Khmli/ii-pidhana  or 

khadyu-piiUuiiidka,  am,  n.  a  scabbard,  the  sheath 
of  a  sword.  —  KJuirlga-putrikd,  (.  a  small  sword,  a 

knife.  —  K/iitil'jii-pralMra,  as,  m.  a  sword-cut. 

- Kha(l<ju-i>hala,am,  n.  a  sword-blade.  - KJtadga- 
m&nta,  at,  m.  buffalo-beef.  —  KJiadga-leklia,  f.  a 

row" of  swotAs.—  Khadga-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  armed 

with  a  sword.  —  Khadgdghata  (°ga-dgh°),  as,  m. 

a  sword-cut.  —  Kliadgdtlhdra  (°na-ddh°),  as,  m.  a 

sheath,  a  scabbard.  —  Kliadgalhihata  (°ga-abh°), 

as,  d,  am,  cut  or  struck  with  a  sword.  -  Khadgd- 
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misha  (°aa-5m°),am,n.  buflalo's  flesh.  —  Khadgdltva 
(°ga-dh°),  as,  m.  a  rhinoceros. 
Khadgata,  as,  m.  a  large  kind  of  reed,  Saccharum 

Spontaneum;  [if.  brihat-kds'a.] 
Khadydrita  or  k/tadydrdta  (?),  as,  m.  a  shield 

or  the  blade  of  a  sword  (?) ;  one  who  observes  a 
particular  religious  penance  peculiar  to  Buddhists, 
viz.  rubbing  the  feet  backwards  and  forwards  on  the 

edge  of  a  sword  made  red  hot ;  [cf.  asi-dhdrd.'] 
Khadgika,  as,  m.  a  swordsman ;  a  butcher,  a 

vender  of  flesh  meat ;  the  cream  of  buffalo's  milk ; 
[cf.  khattika.\ 
Khadgin,  I,  irii,  i,  armed  with  a  sword,  a  swords- 

man ;  (i),  m.  a  rhinoceros ;  N.  of  a  Jina  or  Jaina 

saint.  —  Khadgi-mdra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  creeper, 

Scirpus  Maximus,  =  khadga-kos'a. 
Khadyika,  am,  n.  a  sickle,  a  small  scythe. 

<1<!i«l<![|<4  khanakhanaya  (an  onomato- 

poetic  word),  A.  khanakhandyate,-yitum,  to  utter 
or  give  out  any  peculiar  souud ;  to  tick,  tinkle, 
crack,  &c. 

Khanakhandyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  tinkling,  Sec. 

khand,  cl.  I.  A.,  10.  P.  khandate, 

-ditum,  khandayati,  -yitum,  to  break, 
tear,  break  in  pieces,  crush,  cut,  divide ;  destroy, 
annihilate,  defeat,  conquer;  disappoint,  frustrate, 
interrupt,  disturb,  deceive,  cheat. 
Kkanda,  as,  a,  am,  broken,  torn  asunder,  divided, 

having  chasms,  gaps,  or  breaks ;  deficient,  defective, 
crippled ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  break,  a  gap,  a  chasm, 
a  fissure,  a  fracture  (e.  g.  keddra-khanda,  a  gap  or 
fracture  in  the  embankment  of  a  field) ;  a  piece, 
part,  fragment,  portion ;  a  section  of  a  work,  part, 
chapter ;  a  party,  number,  multitude,  assemblage ;  a 
term  in  an  equation:  (as),  m.  treacle  or  molasses 
partially  dried,  candied  sugar ;  a  flaw  in  a  jewel ;  N. 
of  a  people ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  salt  (rid-lavana), 
black  salt ;  a  sort  of  sugar-cane ;  [cf.  uttara-khanda, 

karka°,  kdla°,  kS3t°.]  —  Khanda-kataka,  '•s  or 
am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  litle  of  an  astronomical  work  com- 

posed by  Brahma-gupta.  —  Khanda-kathd,  (.  a 
fragmentary  tale;  a  tale  or  story  divided  into 
sections  (i).  — K/ianda-karna,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
bulbous  plant ;  sweet  potato.  —  Khanda-kdrya,  am, 
n.  a  fragmentary  poem ;  a  poem  interspersed  with 

prose(?).  —  Khanda-yiri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  Khanda-ja,  as,   m.  a   kind    of  sugar,    treacle, 

molasses,  =  guda,    yavdsa-s'arkard.  —  Kkanda- 
jodbhavaja  (°ja-ud°),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  candied 
sugar  prepared  from  Khandaja.  —  Khanda-ld,  f.  the 
being  divided,  division.  —  Khanda-deva,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  the  author  of  a  commentary  on  Jaimiui's  Nyaya- 
sutras,  called  Bhattadlpika ;  also  of  the  Mimansa- 
Kaustubha.  —  Khat^da-dravya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Khanda-dhdrd,  f.  shears,  scissors ;    a    kind  of 
dance  or  air(?).—  Khanda-pattra,  am,  n.  a  bundle 

of  various   leaves.  —  Khanda-paras"u,  us,  m.  an 
epithet  of  Siva  as  cutting  his  foes  to  pieces  with  his 
axe.  —  Klianda-pardu,   us,  m.   a  N.  of  Siva;    of 
Parasu-rama ;  of  RShu  ;  an  elephant  with  a  broken 
tusk ;  a  spreader  of  unguents  or  fragrant  powders  &c. ; 
a  drug,  commonly  called  Khandamalaki  (see  kltandd- 
malaka).  —  Kknnrfa-pdni,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  Khanda-pdla,  as,  m.  a  confectioner,  seller  of 
sweetmeats  (for  khanda-pdna?).  —  Khanda-pra- 
laya,  an,  m.  a  partial  destruction  of  the  universe  in 
which  all  the  spheres  beneath  Svarga  or  heaven  are 
dissolved  in  one  common  ruin ;  a  quarrel  ;  the  dis- 

solution of  the  bands  of  friendship  or  of  society  ;  (in 
the  latter  sense  more  correctly  khaiida-pranaya.) 
—  Khanda-pra$a*ti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  poem  attributed 
to  Hanumat ;  an  older  N.  for  the  play  Hanuman-na- 
taka.  —  Khaiida-phana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  serpent. 
—  Khaiida-mandala,  am,  n.  a  segment  o.     circle, 
part  of  a  circle,  an  incomplete  sphere  ;  (as,  a,  am), 
gibbous,  not  full  or  round  —  Ktianda-maya,  as,  I, 
am,  consisting  of  pieces.  —  Khanda-modaka,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  sugar,  granulated  or  candied  (yavasa- 
£arkara).  —  Khanda-lavana,am,  n.  a  kind  of  salt 

(vid-lavana),  black   salt.  —  Khayda-farkard,  f. 

candied  sugar  or  sugar  in  pieces.  —  Ehanda-ias,  ind. 
in  pieces,  by  pieces,  bit  by  bit,  piece  by  piece,  piece- 

meal ;  khandas'ah  kri,  to  divide  or  cut  into  pieces  ; 
khandas'o  bhu,  to  be  divided,  to  be  separated  into 
pieces.  —  Khanda-s'dkka,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  mahi- 
&ha-valll.  —  Khanda-s*ild,  f.  a  loose  woman,  an  un- 

chaste wife.  —  A'AaWa-sara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sugar 
(yav5sa-s"arkard),  candied  sugar.  —  KItaifddbhra 
(°da-abh°),  am,  n.  scattered  clouds  ;  a  bite,  the 
impression  of  the  teeih  in  amorous  sport.  —  Khandd- 

rnalaka  (  da-dm°),  am,  n.  myrobalan  cut  up  into 
small  pieces  (to  be  used  as  a  medicine).  —  Khanddll 

(°da-ali),  f.  a  measure  for  oil;  a  pond;  a  woman 
whose  husb  md  has  been  guilty  of  infidelity. 
Khandaka,  as,  a,  am,  breaking  to  pieces,  de- 

stroying, removing,  rendering  ineffectual  ;  (as,  am), 
m.  n.  a  fragment,  a  part,  a  piece  ;  (as),  m.  treacle 
or  molasses  partially  dried,  candied  sugar  ;  one  who 
has  no  nails  ;  pared  or  clipped  finger-nails  (?)  ;  N.  of 
a  metre,  =  drya-giti  ;  a  kind  of  dance  or  tune(?); 
[cf.  khanda-dhdrd^  —  Khandakdlu  or  khanda- 

kdluka  (°ka-alu),  am,  n.  an  esculent  root,  sweet 

potato. Kltandana,  as,  d,  am,  breaking,  dividing,  cutting, 
reducing  to  pieces,  destroying,  annihilating,  removing; 
(am),  n.  the  act  of  breaking  or  cutting  or  dividing, 
hurting,  injuring,  injury  ;  interrupting,  disappointing, 
frustrating  ;  cheating,  deceiving  ;  refuting  (in  argu- 

ment); rebellion,  opposition;  discarding,  dismissal. 
~Khandana-kdra,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Harsha. 
—  Khandana-krit,    t,    m.,    N.    of   an    author. 

—  KJiandana-khandakddya  (ka-dd°),  am,  n.  title 
of  a  work  on  logic  by  Harsha.  —  Khandana-rata,  as, 
d,  am,  skilful  in  cutting  or  destroying,  destructive. 
Khandanlya  or  khanditavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be 

broken  or  divided,  frangible,  fragile,  brittle  ;  destruc- 
tible, refutable,  &c. 

Khandala  or  khandava,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  piece, 
a  part. 
Khandika,  as,  m.  a  sugar-boiler,  a  sugar-baker  (?)  ; 

pease  ;  the  armpit  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (d),  (.  the  pod  of 
pease  ;  a  kind  of  air  or  tune  in  music. 

Khandita,  as,  d,  am,  cut,  torn,  broken  in  pieces, 
scattered,  dispersed,  destroyed  ;  broken  as  allegiance, 
disobeyed  against,  rebelled;  refuted,  controverted; 
disappointed,  betrayed,  abandoned  as  a  lover  ;  (a),  f. 
a  woman  whose  husband  or  lover  has  been  guilty  of 
infidelity.  —  Khandita-vigraha,  as,  d,'am,  maimed, 
mutilated.  —  Khandita-vritta,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose 
manner  of  life  is  dissolute,  an  immoral  man.  —  Khan- 

ditds'ansa  (°ta-df),  as,  d,  am,  disappointed,  foiled, frustrated. 

Khandin,  i,  ini,  i,  consisting  of  pieces,  in  pieces 
or  parts  ;  divided,  comminuted  ;  (i),  m.  a  wild  kind 
of  kidney-bean,  =Vana-mudga;  a  N.  of  Harsha; 
(inl),  f.  the  earth. 
Khandl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 

tum,  to  divide  or  break  into  small  pieces,  to  cut  up, 
tear  to  pieces  &c. 

K/uiiidlra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  kidney-bean,  Pita- mudga. 

KJiandw^Tchanda,  a  kind  of  sugar  (?). 

Khanderdya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

Khandya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  broken  or  divided, 
fragile,  destructible,  &c. 

«9  1!0!  «s  I  khanvakha,  f.  (an  onomatopoetic 
word),  Ved.,  N.  of  a  frog. 

a-tamala,8cc.  See  under  3.  kha. 

khatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astronomer. 

khad,  cl.  i.  P.  khadati,  takhada, 

akhadlt  and  akhddlt,  &c.,  to  be  steady 
or  firm,  to  strike,  hurt,  kill;  to  eat(?);  [cf.  Lat. 

clades.'] 
Khadira,  as,  m.  the  tree  Acacia  Catechu,  having 

very  hard  wood,  the  resin  of  which  is  used  in  medi- 
cine, called  Catechu,  Khayar,  Terra  Japonica  ;  an 

epithet  of  Indra  ;  the  moon  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (I),  f. 
a  sensitive  plant,  Mimosa  Pudica;  (sometimes  also 

khad{rd.)  —  Khadira-kuna,  as,  m.  the  fruit  time 
of  the  Khadira  tree.  ••  Khadira-pattrikd  or  Itha- 
dira-pattri,  f.  a  sensitive  plant,  a  kind  of  Mimosa 
(khadirl).  —  Kliadira-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of 
the  wood  of  Khadira.  —  K/iadira-vaita,  am,  n.  a 
Khadira  forest.  —  Khadira-vunika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  Bhikshu.  —  Khadira-vat,  an,  atl,  at, 
overgrown  wiih  Khadira  ;  (ti),  f,  N.  of  a  region. 
—  Khadira-varman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Kha- 
dira-svamin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast.  —  Kitadiro- 

pama  (°ra-up  ),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  Mimosa  (ka- 

dara). 

Khadiraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 

*sf^e(il  khadika,  as,  f.  pi.  fried  or  parched 

grain. 

«C<,«ti  kfiaditraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man; 

(am),  n.  a  dwarf. 

wg^lUi'ri'  kha-dura-vasirii,  &c.  See under  3.  kha. 

TjT3  khan,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  khanati,  -te,  fa- 
\  khdna.  dakhne,  khanishyati,  -te,  akhd- 

nlt  and  akhantt,  akhanishta,  khanitum,  to  dig, 
dig  up,  delve,  to  turn  up  the  soil,  excavate,  root  up ; 
to  dig  into  the  earth,  bury :  Caus.  khdnayati,  -yi- 

tum. to  cause  to  dig  or  dig  up :  Desid.  dikhanishati, 
-te :  Intens.  iankhanyate,  fdkhdyate,  dankhanti; 
[cf.  Gr.  x<"'"<">,  X""*;  Old  Germ.  gin6m,  gin6m; 
Mod.  Germ,  gahne;  Angl.  Sax.  cina,  cinan;  L»t. 
citniculits,  canalis,] 

Khana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  digging ;  rooting  up. 
Khanaka,  as,  i,  am,  digging,  digging  up,  dividing; 

a  digger,  excavator ;  (as),  m.  a  miner ;  a  house- 
breaker, a  thief;  a  rat ;  N.  of  a  friend  of  Vidura. 

Khanat,  an,  anil,  at,  digging,  digging  up,  ex. 
cavating. 

Khanana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  digging,  excavating ; 

digging  into  the  earth,  burying. 

Khananiya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  digged,  to  be  ex- 
cavated. 

Khani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  digging  or  rooting  up ;  (is 

or  I),  f.  a  mine,  especially  of  precious  stones;  a 
quarry,  a  cave.  —  Khani-netra  or  khanl-netra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince  with  the  epithet  Karandhama. 
Ehanitri,  td,  tn,  tri,  a  digger,  delver,  excavator, 

ditcher. 
Khanitra,  am,  n.  an  instrument  for  digging,  a 

spade,  shovel,  hoe,  pickaxe ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
Khanitraka,  am,  n.  or  khanitrikd,  f.  a  small 

shovel  or  scoop. 

Khanitrima,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  produced  by  digging. 
Khanitvd,  ind.  having  dug. 

Khanya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  digged  or  excavated. 
Khdta,  as,  a,  am,  dug,  dug  up,  excavated ;  torn, 

rent;  (am),  n.  digging  a  hole;  an  excavation;  a 
ditch,  fosse,  moat,  well;  a  cavern;  a  square  or 

oblong  pond;  (d),  f.  an  artificial  pond;  [cf.  deva- 
khata,  Scc.j—Jfhdta-bhii,  us,  (.  a  moat,  ditch. 
—  Khdta-rupa-kdra,  as,  m.  a  potter. 
Khataka,  as,  m.  a  digger,  delver ;  a  debtor  [cf. 

khddaka];  (ika),  f.  aditch;  (am), n. a  moat,  ditch. 
Khdti,  is,  f.  digging,  excavating. 
KJidtra,  am,  n.  a  spade,  shovel,  hoe ;  a  moat,  a 

square  or  oblong  pond  ;  a  wood ;  a  thread ;  horror. 

Khdna,  as,  m.  digging.  —  Khdnodalca  ("na-ud°), 
as,  m.  the  cocoa-nut  tree. Klianaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  one  who  digs,  a  digger. 

Khani,  is,  I,  f.  a  mine. 
Khdnika,  am,  n.  an  opening  or  hole  in  a  wall,  a 

breach. 

Klidnila,  as,  d,  am,  a  house-breaker ;  (sometimes read  khdnina.) 

Khdnya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  digged. 
Kheya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  dug,  to  be  excavated ; 

(am),  n.  a  ditch,  a  moat. khanapana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince, 

a  son  of  An-ga  and  father  of  Divi-ratha. 

1!  kha-paroya.     See  under  3.  kha. 

4A 
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kha  and 

khalyaka. 

kha-pura,  as,  m.  (fr.  3 

Bttraf),  flatulence ;  the  betel-nut  tree,  Areca  Faufel 

or  Catechu;  the  tree  Cyperus  Pertenuis  (bhadra- 

;i,u*ttika);  a  kind  of  perfume,  =  vydla-nakha  ; 

(„,,,)  n  a  city  in  the  sky,  epithet  of  Hiranya-pura, 

the  city  of  the  KSlakeyas ;  also  N.  of  the  city  of 

Harisc'andra ;  a  water-jar. 

kha-pushpa,  Sic.    See  under  3.  kha. 

«D  khamb,  cl.  l.  P.  khambati,  -bitum,  to 

x^go  or  move. 

^t  khara,  as,  a,  am,  hard,  harsh,  rough ; 

sharp,   pungent,  acid  (opposed  to  mridu 
 and  sla- 

kshna);  solid  (opposed  to  dram,  fluid);  dense  
(as 

clouds) ;    sharp,  hot  (as  wind)  ;    hurtful,  injurious  ; 

cutting  (as  a  speech  or  word)  ;  sharp-edged ;  cruel ; 

(as),  m.  a  donkey,  an  ass,  a  male ;   N.  of  several 

birds ;  an  osprey,  a  heron,  a  crow ;  a  thorny  plant, 

a  sort  of  prickly  nightshade  ;  a  quadrangular  mound
 

of  earth  for  receiving  the  sacrificial  vessels ;  a  Daitya 

or  demon  in  general ;  epithet  of  the  Asura  Dhenuka ; 

N.  of  a  Rakshas  slain  by  Rama,  a  younger  brother 

of  Rivana  ;  N.  of  an  attendant  of  the  Sun  (  =  Dhar- 

roa);  N!  of  an  attendant  of  Siva;  N.  of  a  Rudra; 

(a)  f  a  kind  of  grass,  Andropogon  Serratus;  (i),  f. 

a  she-ass.  -  Khara-kdshthikd,  f.  the   plant   Sida 

Cordifolia    (bald).- Khara-kati,   f.   a   stable    for 

asses,  a  donkey-stall  (used  as  an  abusive  epithet) ;  a 

barber's   shop.  —  Khara-ketu,   m,  m.,   N.   of  a 

Rakshas.  —  Khara-kona  or  khara-kvdna,  as,  m. 

the  francoline  partridge.  —  Khara-komala,  as,  m. 

the  month  Jyeshtha  ('  bracing  yet  mild').--KAara- 

gandha-nibhd   or  khara-gandhd,   f._  the    plant 

Hedysarum  Lagopodioides,  =  naga-bala.  —  Khara- 

griha  or  khara-geha,  am,  n.  or  khara-graka,  as, 

m.  a  stable  for  naes.  —  Khara-ghdtana,as,  m.  the 

tree   Mesua  Ferrea,  commonly  NageSar.  -  Khara- 

MKada,   as,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  a  kind  of 

reed  or  grass,  Saccharum  Cylindricum ;  another  kind, 

commonly  Okera ;   [cf.  uluka,  itkata,  kundara.~] 
—  Khara-jru,  us,  m,  n,  Ved.  sharp  or  quick  in 

motion.  —  Khara-nas,  as,  as,  as,  or  khara-nasa, 

as,  a,  am,  sharp-nosed;   (a*),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

-  Khara-tara,  as,  a,  am,  more  sharp,  very  sharp. 

—  Khara-tvaf,  k,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  alambushd. 

-  KJiara-danda,  am,  n.  a  lotus,  Nymphza  Lotus. 

—  Kfiara-dald,  f.  opposite-leaved    fig  tree,   Ficus 

Oppositifolia ;  [cf.  udumbara.]  —  Khara-dushana, 

as,  m.  the  thorn-apple,  Datura  Metel.  —  Khara- 

dhdra,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  harsh  edge  or  one  full 

of  notches  like  that  of  a  saw.  —  Khara-dhvansin,  i, 

m.  destroyer  of  the   demon  Khara,  an  epithet  of 

RSma.  - Khara-nakhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lion. 

_  Khara-nardya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  SatSnanda. 

-Khara-nada,   as,   m.  the  braying   of  an   ass. 

- Khara-nddin,  i,  ini,  i,  braying  like  an  ass;  (i), 

m.,  N.  of  a  man;  also  of  a  Rishi;  (ini),  f.  a  kind 

of  perfume,  =  renuka  ('causing  a  donkey  to  bray?'). 
—  Khara-ndla,  am,  n.  a  lotus.  -  KJiara-pa,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of 

—Khara-roman  or  khara-loman,  a,  m.,N.  of  one 

of  the  chiefs  of  the  Naga  or  serpent-race  inhabiting 

heU.-Khara-vallikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant,  commonly 

Goraksha  Chakuliya,  Hedysarum  Lagopodioides; 

cf.  naga-bala.]  —  Khara-s'abda,  as,  m.  an  osprey; 
the  braying  of  an  ass.  -  Khara-idka,  as,  m.  the  plant 

Clerodendrum  Siphonanthus,  =  bhdrgi.  —  Khurit- 

tala,  as,  d,  am,  born  or  produced  in  a  donkey-stall 
; 

(a),  f.  a  donkey-stable  or  stall.-  Khara-foni.is,  m. 

or  khara-nonda,  as,  m.  or  khara-golla,  as,  m.  an 

iron  vessel.-  Kltara-«kandha.  ax,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree, 

=  priydla;  (a),  f.  Phcenix  Sylvestris,  =  M<ir/<"'<
- 

—  Kltara-svard,  f.  wild  jasmine,  =  vana-mal- 

likd.  -  Khariuitu  (°ra-an°),  us,  m.  the  sun. 

-Khara-gari,  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  Andropogon 

Serratus.  —  Khnrdrfilaka,  (°ra-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of 

one  of  Siva's  attendants.  -  Khardbddnkuraka 

rra-abda-an°),  am,  n.  lapis  lazuli.  -Khardsva 

(°ra-aif"l),  f.  the  plant  Colosia  Cristata,  commonly 

ranayamdni,  =  aja-nandhd,  aja-moda,  karavt. 

-K/Mi-dhrd  (Ora-a7t°).  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  o;o- 

modo.  -  Kharin-dkama  or  kharin-dhaya,  as,  a, 

am  (kharin  =  kharim  for  kharim),  drinking  asss 

milk'.-A7iari-;art<7Aa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (as), 

m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man.  —  Khari-vruha, 
as,  m.  a  jackass. 
Kharikd,  f.  powdered  musk. 

<<R.;*U<!T^i  kharata-kharata-kri,  cl.  8.  P. 

-karoti,  -knrtiim,  to  make  the  sound  kharata. 

WUfV»*  khardlika,  as,  m.  a  barber  (jra- 

mam) ;  a  razor-case ;  an  iron  arrow  (in  this  sense 

also'/fcAaraiaia);  a  pillow. 

13^  kharu,  us,  us  or  us,  u  (said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  khan),  white;  foolish,  idiotic,  a  fool;  harsh, 

cruel ;  desirous  of  improper  or  prohibited  things ; 

(«*),  m.  a  tooth ;  a  horse ;  pride ;  love  or  Kama, 

the  deity  of  love ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  (us),  f.  a  girl 

who  chooses  her  own  husband. 

MClftrf  kharosti,  is,  m. f.(?),  N.  of  a  place ; 

(a  various  reading  has  kftaroshti.) 

jjUJT^  kharkhoda,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

a  kind  of  magic.  —  Kharkhada-vedin,  i,  ini,  i, 
skilled  in  the  Kharkhoda  art,  a  conjurer  (?). 

—  kharj,  cl.  I.  P.  kharjati,  fakharja, 

^kharjitum,    to    creak  (like   a  carriage- 
wheel);  to  worship,  to  treat  with  respect  or  courtesy; 

to  pain,  make  uneasy ;  to  cleanse,  make  clean ;  [cf. 

Hib.  cairtim  or  cartaim,  '  to  cleanse.'] 

KlMrgald,  f.,  Ved.  an  owl  or  any  similar  night-bird. 

KJiarjikd,  f.  a  relish,  anything  to  provoke  drink- 

ing :  [cf.  kharju  and  kharjura.'] Kharju,  us  or  us,  (•  scratching,  itching,  itch, 

scab,  cutaneous  eruption  :  a  worm,  a  kind  of  insect ; 

the  wild  datura  uee.  —  Kharju-ghna,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

Several  plants,  the  thorn-apple  ;  Calotropis  Gigantea, 

Cassia  Alata  or  Tora,  =  fakra-marda. 

Kharjura, am,  n.  silver;  [cf.  kharjdra.]  - Khar- 

ns  man.  — Khara-pattra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several 

plants,  a  kind  of  Ocimum  (talusi)  and  Tectona 
Grandis;  a  kind  of  cane  ;  also  =  haridgarlha  and 

maruvaka  (a  kind  of  Ocimum) ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  two 

plants,  Ekphantopus  Scaber  (yitjihvd)  and  Ficus 

Oppositifolia  (kakodumbarikd).  —  Khara-pattra- 

ka,as,  m.,  N.of  a  plant,  =  tilaka  —Khara-pdlra, 
am,  n.  an  iron  pot  or  vessel.  — Khara-padddltya 

fda-ddh  ),  as,  m.  the  elephant  or  wood-apple, 
Feronia  Elephantum;  [cf.  kapittha]  —  Khara- 
pdla,  as,  m.  a  wooden  vessel ;  [cf.  khara-pdtra.\ 
—  Kh'irii-)>ii*liiMi,    as,    m.   a    plant,   commonly 
Mania,  a  kind  of  Ocimum,  see  maruvaka;  (d  or 

i/.-fl),  f.  a  kind  of  TuUsi,  Ocimum  Gratissimum ; 
also  Varvara-  — •  Khara-*priytt,  as,    m.   a    pigeon. 
—  I\_//<ir<i-i>vijra,   as,    d,    am,   Ved.   one    whose 

strength  is  very  intense.  —  Khara-maiijari,  is  or  i, 
f.  the  plant  Achyranthes  Aspera  ;  [cf.  apdmdrga.] 

—  Khara-ydtia,  am,  n.  a  donkey-cart,  any  vehicle 
drawn   by  asses.  —  Khara-raimi,   if,  m.  the  sun. 

jura-karna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. -,      ,     .,     .  . 

KJiarjdra,  as,  m.  the  tree  Phcenix  Sylvestris,  the 

date  tree  ;  a  scorpion  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (?),  f.  the  tree 

Phcenix  Sylvestris  ;  the  wild  date  tree  ;  (am),  n.  the 

fruit  of  the  tree  Phcenix  Sylvestris  ;  silver  ;  yellow 

orpiment;  (also  khala.)  -  Khar  -jura-rasa,  ax,  m. 

the  juice  or  extract  of  the  wild  date  or  TSdi,  used 
to  leaven  bread,  and  as  an  intoxicating  liquor. 

Kharjuraka,  as,  m.  a  scorpion. 

khard,  cl.  I  .  P.  khardati,  &c.,to  bite, 

to  sting,  to  sting  venomously. 

^TJT  khrirpara,  as,  m.  a  thief;  a  rogue,  a 

cheat;  the  skull;  the  half  of  a  skull;  a  beggar's  bowl 
or  di>h  ;  an  umbrella  or  parasol  ;  (i,  am),  f.  n.  a  kind 

of  collyrium  or  application  to  the  eyes  See  karpara. 

Kharparika,  f.  or  kharparituttha,  am,  n.  or 

kharpar'irasaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  collyrium. 

See  kandardla. kharparala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

kharb,  cl.  I.  P.  kharbati,8tc.,io  go, 

move ;  to  go  towards ;  [cf.  Old  Germ. 

hwarb,  hnarp,  hwirbu.  Sic.;  Goth,  bi-hrairba, 
*  to  go  round.'] 

73Tf  kharma,  am,  n.  virility,  manliness ; 

wove  silk. 

|j-j  khan,  cl.  I .  P.  kharvati,  &c.,  to  he 
N  proud  or  haughty ;  [cf.  ijarv.] 

73^  kharva  or  kharba,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 

l.-lntrl,1},  mutilated,  maimed,  crippled,  injured,  im- 

perfect ;  pressed  down,  low,  dwarfish,  short,  little  in 
size  or  stature;  (o»\  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  nine 
Nidhis  or  treasures  of  Kuvera;  the  plant  Trapa 

Bispinosa  [cf.  kvbjaka] ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  large 
number,  either  10.000,000,000,  or  37  cyphers  pre- 

ceded by  i.  —  Kharra-vdnin,  i,  ini,  i,  being  or 

abiding  in  any  mutilated  object.  —  Kliarra-fdklni, 
as,  d,  am,  dwarfish,  small,  short. 
Khan-aka,  as,  ikd,  am,  Ved.  mutilated,  im- 

perfect, not  full  (as  the  moon). 

~^Z  kharvata,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  capital 
of  a  district  of  four  hundred  villages,  a  market  or 

country  town  ;  a  village  at  the  foot  of  a  mountain  ; 
(a  various  reading  for  karvata.) 

kharvura,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,=  taradi. 

kharvuja,  am,  n.  the  water-melon 

(fr.  the  Pers.  Tj\^*j£*.  kharbiiza). 
khal,  cl  i.  P.  khalati,  takhala,  &c., 
to  move,  shake  ;  to  gather. 

  khala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  threshing-floor, 

a  granary  ;  earth,  mould,  or  soil ;  place,  site  ;  sedi- 
ment, dregs,  the  deposit  of  oil  Sec. ;  a  mill ;  contest, 

battle;  (as,  d),  m.  f.  a  wicked  or  mischievous 

person  ;  low,  base,  inferior,  cruel,  mischief-making ; 

(as),  m.  the  sun ;  the  plant  Xanthochymus  Pictorius, 
see  tamdla;  the  datura  plant,  thorn-apple;  (a),  f. 

N.  of  a  daughter  of  RaudrSsva.  —  Khala-kula,  OS, 
m.  =  kulattha,  Dolichos  Uniflorus.  —  Khala-ja,  as, 

d,  am,  Ved.  produced  on  a  threshing-floor.  —  Khala- 

td,  f.  or  khala-tva  am,  n.  wickedness,  villainy ;  filthi- 

ness.  —  Khala-clhdnya,  am,  n.  a  threshing-floor; 

(also  khaladhdna,  khalcdhanya,  khalddhdna.) 

—  Khala-pu,  us,  iis,  m.  f.  a  sweeper,  a  cleaner,  a 

Mehter  or   Ferash  (originally  'one  who   cleans    a 

threshing-floor'). - Khala-priti,  is,  f.  the  friend- 

ship or  favour  of  wicked  or  low  persons.  —  Khala- 
mdrti,  is.  m.  quicksilver.  —  KJtala-samsarga,  as, 

m.  associating   with  bad  company.  —  Khalddhdrd 

(°la-ddh°),  f.  a  kind  of  cockroach.- Khale-ilhdni 

or  k/nile-bali,  f.  the  post  of  a  threshing-floor  round 

which  the    oxen   pass  which  tread   out   the    grain. 

—  Kliale-bimam,  ind.  at  the  time  when  the  chaff 

is   on  the  threshing-floor,  at   the    threshing-time. 

—  Kltale-yavam,  ind.  at  the  time  when  barley  is 

on  the  threshmg-floor,  at  the  barley  threshing-time. 

-Khale-vdli,  f.  the  post  of  a  threshing-floor;   [cf. 

Uuile-dhdnll-KltaloMi  (°la-uk°),  is,  f.  abuse, low  or  wicked  language. 

Khali,  if,  m.  sediment  of  oil  or  oil-cake. 
Khalin.  i  ini,  i,  having  sediment  &c.;  (i),  m.  an 

epithet  of  Siva;  (inas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  DSna- 
vas  ;  (ini),  1.  a  multitude  of  threshing-floors  ;  the  plant 

Antherirum  Tuberosum,  =  tdla-parni,  =•  tdla-muli. 

K/iiilina,  as,  d,  am,  covered  with  sediment, 

covered  with  oil-dregs  (?) ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  the  bit 

of  a  bridle;  see  khalina ;  [cf.  Gr.  xaXii'cis.] 

Kltall-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,-kartum, 

to  reduce  to  sediment,  to  crush  ;  to  hurt,  injure ;  to 

treat  badly,  scorn.  —  JfJiali-kara,  ax,  m.  or  IchaK- 

kriti,  is,  I.  reducing  to  sediment;  hurting,  injuring; 

mischief,  evil. 
Klttilina,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  bit  of  a  bridle. 

Ji/udi/ii,  ax,  d,  am,  being  on  a  threshing-floor,  fit 
for  one ;  fit  for  oil-cake  &c.;  (a),  f.  a  multitude  of 

threshing  floors ;  N.of  a  woman. 

Kluilyakd,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
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khalati,  is,  is  or  t,  i  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

lihal},  bald-headed,  bald ;  [cf.  kulva,  khallila,  &c.] 
Khalatika,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain;  (am),  n., 

N.  of  the  forest  situated  near  this  mountain. 

tsfrt^l  khalisa,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  kind  of  fish, 
Trichopodus  Colisa ;  or  =  Jcankatrota,  Esox  Kau- 
kila ;  [cf.  khalliiia,  khalefa,  &c.] 

<9rt  khalu,  ind.  (as  a  particle  of  assevera- 
tion or  affirmation),  indeed,  verily,  certainly,  truly, 

yes ;  (as  a  continuative  particle),  now,  now  then,  now 
further ;  (as  a  particle  employed  in  syllogistic  forms 
of  speech),  but  now,  =  the  Latin  atqui.  It  occurs 
only  once  in  the  Rig-veda ;  oftener  in  the  Brahmanas 
and  Buddhist  compositions,  especially  when  combined 
with  other  particles,  thus  atha  khalu,  u  khalu, 
vai  khalu,  and  khalu  vai,=  now  then,  now  further. 
In  later  Sanskrit  khalu  frequently  does  little  more 
than  lay  stress  on  the  word  by  which  it  is  preceded, 
and  is  sometimes  merely  an  expletive.  According 
to  native  lexicographers  khalu  is  also  a  particle  of 
prohibition,  endearment,  conciliation,  and  inquiry. 
JVa  khalu,  by  no  means,  not  at  all,  indeed  not. 

<9rt1^  kha-lvj,  k,  m.  (instead  of  kha-luk 
ft.  land?),  darkness. 

Wrt^T  khaluresha  or  khalureshaka,  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  wild  quadruped. 

«p»(V«S(  khalurikd,  f.  a  parade,  a  place 
for  military  exercise ;  [cf.  khurali.] 

^Irt^l  khalesa  or  khaleSaya,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  fish,  commonly  Trichopodus  Colisa ;  [cf.  khalifa 
and  kha&ta.] 

khall,  cl.  I.  A.  khallate,  &c.,  to 
shake,  be  loose ;  [cf.  khal] 

khalla,  as,  m.  a  little  case  or  cap 
formed  by  rolling  up  paper  &c.  (used  for  holding 
any  small  articles  of  grocery  &c.);  a  mill,  a  stone  or 
vessel  for  grinding  drugs ;  a  kind  of  cloth  or  clothes ; 
leather,  leather  garments ;  a  leather  water-bag ;  a 
canal,  a  cut,  a  creek,  a  trench,  a  deep  hole;  the 
Cataka,  a  kind  of  cuckoo ;  (z),  f.  shooting  pain  in 
the  extremiiies. 

J<M  I  rl  =h  khalldtaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  first 
minister  of  king  Bindusara. 

<.1!rll«n. khallasara,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?), 
the  tenth  Yoga  in  astronomy. 

khallika,  f.  a  frying-pan. 

khallita  or  khallita,  as,  a,  am,  bald- 
headed,  becoming  morbidly  bald  ;  [cf.  khalati.] 

««( 1=1  si  khallisa,  as,  m.  another  form  for 
khalifa,  q.  v. 

«=i<?f  khalva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  grain 
or  leguminous  plant. 

ts^s  khalvata,  as,  m.  a  severe  cough (?). 

<!*<?(  rt  khalvala,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 

<1  <?(  1 6  khalvata,  as,  a,  am,  bald,  bald- 
headed  ;  [cf.  khalati.] 

|jj  Q!    khav,  cl.  ().  P.  khaunati  or  khunatl, 
^\  fakhava,  &c.,  to  cause  prosperity,  produce 

wealth,  to  purify ;  (another  form  for  Tchad.) 

'iqsTI  kha-valli,  &c.     See  under  3.  kha. 

**?!  khasa,  as,  m.  a  mountainous  country 
in  the  north  of  India ;  a  native  of  that  country  con- 

sidered as  a  degraded  Kshatriya;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a 
daughter  of  Daksha,  one  of  the  wives  of  Kas'yapa, 
the  mother  of  the  Yakshas  and  Rakshasas ;  a  kind  of 
perfume,  =  murd.  (The  word  is  sometimes  spelt 
khata.)  — Khasdtma/ja  (°sd-dt°),  an,  m.  a  Rakshas. 

ha-saya.     See  under  3.  kha. 

khasira,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ; 

[cf.  khasira.] 

«=I^IS  khaseta,  as,  m.  the  Khalis'a,  a  kind 
of  fish  ;  [cf.  khalefa  and  khalifa.} 

*?*3TW  kha-s'vasa.     See  under  3.  kha. 

|<4W  khash,  cl.  I.  P.  khashati,  to  hurt, 
T  injure,  kill;  [cf.  toA.] 

t^TT  khashpa,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
khan),  violence,  oppression ;  anger,  passion. 

T^*T  khasa,  as,  m.  itch,  scab,  or  any  similar 
disease  of  the  skin ;  [cf.  also  Ichafa.] 

<I«<*T^  khasakanda  or  khasagandha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  commonly  called  kshlra-kandukl. 

wwfflrt  khasatila,  as,  m.  (kha-sa-tila  ?), 

poppy  (khaskhasa). 
«sti«i  kha-sama,  &c.     See  under  3.  iAa. 

*(« 1 4  khasdka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people; 
(a  various  reading  for  khafira.) 

7?WTTW5T  khasdtmaja.     See  under  khasa. 

kha-sindhu.     See  under  3.  £A<z. 

asika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people, =A'Aosa&a. 

^flf^  khasufi,  an  expression  of  reproach 

at  the  end  of  a  compound,  e.  g.  vaiydkarana- 
khasudi,  one  who  has  forgotten  the  grammar ;  (fr. 

kha  and  sudi  ?,  '  one  who  pierces  a  needle  into  the 

air?'). 
^ffT  khasrima,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya, 

son  of  Viprafttti  and  Sinhika. 

<i«j«?T  khaskhasa,  as,  m.  poppy.  —  Kha- 
skhasa-rasa,  as,  m.  poppy-juice,  opium. 

««'ft  kha-stam.     See  under  3.  kha. 

?3T  khd,  (at  the  end  of  some  compounds) 
digging ;  [  f.  kupa-khd  and  visa-khd.] 

^STtfn  khdgi,  is,  m.  f.  (?),  N.  of  an  Agra- 
hara. 

*=dM<«  khajika,  as,  m.  fried  or  parched 
grain ;  [cf.  khadikd.] 

T3T7  khdt,  ind.  (an  onomatopoetic  word), 
the  sound  made  in  clearing  the  throat ;  [cf.  khdt,] 

^16  khata,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  bier,  a  cot  or 
bedstead  on  which  dead  bodies  are  conveyed  to  the 
pile ;  [cf.  khalli.] 
Khdti,  Is,  f.  a  bier ;  a  scar ;  caprice,  whim. 
Khdlikd,  f.  a  bier;  [cf.  khattikd.] 

*9l4i*tllVo|i  khdtvdbhdrika,  as,  t,  am  (fr. 

khatvd-bhdra),  or  khdlvika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  khalvd), laden  with  bedsteads. 

^TTPTT  khdddyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Khada.  —  Khdddyana-bhakta,  am,  n.  the 
district  inhabited  by  the  KhSdayanas. 

Ifhdddyanin,  inas,  m.  pi.  the  followers  of  Khada- 

yana. 
'^Iff  khadga,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  khadga),  be- 

longing to  a  rhinoceros  (as  armour  made  of 
rhinoceros  hide). 

<snjs  khdnda,  am,  n.  (fr.  khanda),  the 
state  of  having  fractures,  fissures,  or  gaps. 
Khdndava,  as,  m.  (fr.  khandut,  sugar-candy, 

sugar-plums,  sweetmeats ;  N.  of  a  region ;  (am),  n., 
N.  of  a  forest  in  Kuru-kshetra,  sacrtd  to  Indra  and 
burnt  by  the  god  of  fire,  Agni  with  the  assistance 
of  Arjuna  and  Krishna  (see  Maha-bh.  I.  8207). 
••  Khdndava-prastha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  town 
situated  in  the  Khandava  forest,  founded  by  the 
PSndivas, = indra-prastha. 

Jfhdndavdyana,  dx,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family  of 
Brahmans. 

Khdndamka,  as,  m.  a  confectioner ;  sugar-baker. 
Khdydika,  as,  m.  (fr.  khanda,},  a  confectioner, 

a  seller  of  sugar-plums  or  sweetmeats;  (am),  n.  a 
mass  or  multitude  of  peas  (fr.  khandika). 

Khdndihjya,  as,  m.  pi.  the  followers  of  Khandika. 
Khdiidikya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Amita-dhvaja 

or  Mita-dhvaja;  (am),  n.  the  business  of  a  con- 
fectioner (?). 

T?TTW  khat,  ind.  (an  onomatopoetic  word), 
the  sound  made  in  clearing  the  throat ;   [cf.  khdt.] 

^TrT  khata,  khati,  khatra.     See  rt.  khan, 

khatman.     See  under  3.  kha. 

khad,  cl.  I.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  khadati, 

dakhdda,  khddishyati,  akhddit,  khd- 
ditum,  to  chew,  bite,  eat,  devour,  feed,  prey  upon ; 

to  hurt :  Caus.  khddayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  or  make 
to  eat  or  devour ;  to  eat :  Desid.  dikhddishati : 
Intens.  ddkhadyate,  ddkhdtti;  [cf.  Scot,  cuid, 
'  food;'  Hib.  caithim,  '  to  eat.'] 
Khdda,  as,  a,  am,  eating,  devouring,  (at  the  end 

of  compounds,  e.  g.  amitra-khdda,  vritra-khdda, 
q. v.);  (as),  m.  chewing,  eating;  food. 
Jfhddaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  eating,  consuming,  de- 

vouring ;  an  eater ;  a  debtor ;  a  borrower,  one  who 
borrows  or  uses ;  [cf.  khdtaka.] 

Khddata-modatd,  (.  (fr.  the  two  impv.  khddata 
and  modata),  continual  eating  and  being  glad. 
—  Khddata-vdmatd,  f.  (fr.  the  two  impv.  khddata 
and  vdmata),  continual  eating  and  vomiting.  —  Khd- 
datd-damatd  or  khddatd-ddmatd,  f.  continual  eat- 

ing and  washing  the  mouth. 
Khddana,  as,  m.  a  tooth ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  wife 

of  king  Megha-vahana ;  (am),  n.  chewing,  eating ; 
food,  victuals. 

Khddaniya,  as,  d,  am,  eatable,  edible,  to  be  eaten. 
Khddita,  as,  d,  am,  eaten,  devoured.  —  Khddita- 

vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  eaten,  eating,  feeding. 
Khdditavya,,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  eaten,  what  may be  or  must  be  eaten. 

i.  khddin,  I,  inl,  i,  eating.  (For  2.  see  under 
khadi.) 

Khddulca,  as,  I,  am,  mischievous,  injurious,  ma- 

lignant. Khddya,  as,  d,  am,  eatable,  edible,  what  may  or 
must  be  eaten;  (am),  n.  food,  victuals.  —  Khddyd- 

khddhya  (°ya-akh°~),  as,  d,  am,  fit  or  unfit  for  food. 

^nf^  khadi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  brooch,  brace- 
let, ring  (worn  on  the  hands  or  feet  especially  by  the 

Maruts).  —  Khddi-hasta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  the 
hands  ornamented  with  bracelets  or  rings,  epithet  of 
the  Maruts. 

t.  khddin,  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  decorated  with  bracelets 
or  rings  (as  the  Maruts). 

iSlfl;*.  khddira,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  khadira], 
made  of  or  coming  from  the  tree  Acacia  Catechu ; 
(as),  m.  Catechu  extract  prepared  from  the  tree 
Acacia  Catechu.  —  Khddira-grihya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
literary  work.  —  Kliddira-sdra,  as,  m.  Catechu,  the 
resinous  extract  of  the  tree  Acacia  Catechu. 

73T<ft^TO^f   khadoarnas,   as,  as,  as,  Ved. 

tearing  away  the  bank  (as  a  river  1). 

^PJTIT  khadhuya,  f.,  N.  of  an  Agra-hara. 
khdna,  khanila,  khanya.  See  rt.  khan, 

khapagd.     See  under  3.  kha. 

khdra,  as,  or  khari,  is,  t,  m.  f.  a 
Khari,  a  measure  of  grain  =  16  Dronas  or  about 
3  bushels ;  it  is  also  reckoned  at  1 1  Surpa  or 
3  Dronas ;  also  at  46  Gaums  or  4096  Palas,  or  at 
4  Dronas ;  (1),  f.  a  scar.  —  Khdrim-pafa,  as,  a,  am, 
cooking   a    Khari    by  measure;    (a  vessel  &c.)  in 
which  a  Khari  may  be  cooked.  —  Khdrl-vdpa,  as, 
a,  am,  sown  with  a  Khar!  of  grain  (as  a  field  &c.). 
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kheya. 

Kharika  or  kharika,  a*,  a,  am,  equal  to  or  sown 
with  a  Khiri  of  grain  (as  a  field  &c.). 

WT%1T  khdr-kdra,  as,  m.  (khar  an  ono- 
matopoetic  word  and  kara  fr.  I  .  kri),  the  braying 
of  an  ass  ;  [cf.  Mara.] 

Wlj'tffi  khdrgali,  is,  m.  (fr.  khargala  or 
khrigala),  an  epithet  of  Kapi  ;  (a  various  reading 
has  khdrjali.) 

^TT^T  khdrjura,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  kharjiira), 
coming  from  or  made  of  the  tree  Phoenix  Sylvestris. 

^rtl  khdrvd,  f.  (fr.  Marai),  the  Treta 
or  second  Vuga  of  the  world. 

m^d  khdlatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  khalati),  Ved., 

or  khalitya,  am,  n.  morbid  baldness. 

Eflfasti  khdlika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  iAafo),  like 

a  threshing-floor. 

^Trf?I  *Aos'»,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  country  to  the 
east  of  Bengal  ;  the  Cossya  hills  ;  (also  khatika)  ;  [cf. 
khada  and  khashya.] 

«  |  IJH'tf  khasmari,  f.  a  plant,  =  kas'mari. 
WIUJ  khashya  or  (according  to  a  various 

reading)  khoshya,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a 
place  ;  [cf.  khafo  or  ftAarff.] 

«g|flin  khdsatd,  f.,  N.  of  a  place  in  Kas- 
mira. 

<5im"|T  khasira,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ; 
[cf.  kha&ra.] 

fi^fe  khikhi,  is,  f.  a  fox  ;  (a  various  read- 
ing for  kikhi.) 

khinkhira,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  fox  ;  (as), 
m.  the  foot  of  a  bedstead  (  =  Ma<j!a»7a),  one  of 
Siva's  weapons  ;  a  kind  of  perfume,  commonly  Hsla. 

khit,  cl.  i.  P.  khetati,  &c.,  to  be 
N,  terrified  or  frightened,  to  fear,  dread;  to 

terrify,  scare,  startle,  alarm,  surprise. 
Khetita,  at,  a,  am,  terrified,  scared,  startled, 

frightened. 

khid,  cl.  6.  P.  khindati  (Ved.  khi- 
dati),  tikheda,  akhaitslt,  khetsyati, 

khettum,  to  strike,  press,  press  down  ;  cl.  7.  or  4.  A. 
Mdntte  or  khiute  and  khidyate,  to  be  pressed  down 
or  depressed,  to  suffer  pain  or  misery,  to  be  dUtressed, 
to  be  wearied,  to  feel  tired  or  exhausted  :  Caus.  khe- 
dayati,  -yitum,  to  press  down,  molest,  disturb,  make 
tired  or  exhausted  :  Desid.  tikhitsati,-te  :  Intens.  de- 
kMdyate,<!ekhetti;  [cf.  Lith.  zeidziu  ;  Gt.  (t^Sos  ?]. 
Khidira,  as,  m.  an  ascetic,  a  penitent  ;  a  pauper  ; 

the  moon  ;  an  epithet  of  Indra. 

Kltldyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  depressed,  suffer- 
ing pain  or  distress. 

Kliidra,  as,.m.  a  poor  man,  a  pauper;  disease, 
sickness  ;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  a  press  ;  (Say.)  an  instru- 

ment for  splitting  or  dividing. 
Kliidi'im,  a,  art,  a,  Ved.  pressing  upon,  oppressing. 
Khinna,  as,  a,  am,  depressed,  distressed,  suffering 

pain  or  uneasiness  ;  wearied,  exhausted. 
Kheda,  as,  m.  lassitude,  depression  ;  exhaustion  ; 

pain;  poverty;  sorrow,  affliction,  distress;  (a),  f., 
Ved.  a  hammer,  mallet  or  similar  implement  be- 

longing to  Indra.  —  Khedanvita  (°da-an°),  as,  a, am,  distressed,  pained. 
Kfadana,  am,  n.  lassitude,  exhaustion,  pain,  sor- 

row, affliction,  poverty,  distress. 
Kltcilayitiirya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  depressed,  to  be 

made  distressed. 

Khcdita,  as,  a,  am,  disturbed,  annoyed,  harassed  ; 
afflicted,  distressed,  pained. 
Kheditavyn,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  depressed  or  cast 

down,  to  be  troubled. 
l\ln  din,  i,  V/ii,  i,  tiring,  fatiguing,  disturbing; 

(in!),  f.  a  creeper,  a  creeping  plant,  Marsilea  Quadri- 
folia  (at'ana-parnl). 

kliiudiika,  as,  or  khindhi,  is,  m.,  N. 
of  an  Arabic  astronomer,  Alkindi. 

fl«HJV(!"l  khirahittl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  ma- hd-famaitga. 

TO  khila,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  piece  of  waste 
or  uncultivated  land  situated  between  cultivated  fields, 
a  desert,  bare  soil,  a  vacant  space,  a  space  not  filled 
up,  a  gap,  that  which  serves  to  fill  up  a  gap,  a  sup- 

plement (of  a  book  &c.),  an  additional  hymn  appended 
to  the  regular  collection  ;  a  compendium,  a  compi- 
.ation  (especially  of  hymns  and  prayers)  ;  remainder  ; 
emptiness,  vacuity,  vanity,  anything  vain,  empty  or 
fruitless;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Brahma,  and  of  Vishnu. 

K/tili-kri,  d.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kunile,  -kartum, 
to  turn  into  a  desert,  to  devastate,  make  impassable  ; 
:o  make  vain  or  powerless. 

Kli  ili-bhu,  cl.  I  .  P.  -lhavati,  -vitum,  to  become 
a  desert,  become  impassable  or  unfrequented,  to  be 
slocked  up  ;  to  be  frustrated. 

Khllya,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  piece  of  waste  or  uncultivated land  situaled  between  cultivated  fields,  a  desert  ;  a  piece 
of  rock  in  the  earth,  a  mass,  a  heap,  a  lump,  &c. 
Khailika,  as,  *,  am,  supplementary.     See  s.  v. 

^T*Wra,as,am,m.orn.(>),  N.ofaplace. 

khila,  as,  m.,  Ved.  =  kila,  q.  v. 

khu,  cl.  i.  A.  khavate,  &c.,  to  sound. 

khunkhunl,  f.  a  kind  of  lute. 

khungdha,  as,  m.  a  black  horse. 

khvj,  cl.  i.  P.  khojati,  to  steal,  rob  ; 
[cf.  Lith.  wagiu!]. 

khujjaka  or  (according  to  a  various 

reading)  khunjdka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Lipeocercis  Ser- 

[cf.  dera-tadaka.~\ khud,  cl.  10.  P.  khodayati,  -yitum 
(another  form  for  khund  below),  to  break 

in  pieces,  to  divide,  tear,  rend,  &c. 
KToS  khudaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  the 

ankle-joint  ;  [cf.  khulaka.~] ij  it  j    khund,  cl.  i.  A.  khundate,  to  break 

a      N  in  pieces  ;  to  limp,  be  lame  ;  cl.  lo.  P. 
hhundayali,  -yitum,  to  break  in  pieces. 

1^t§  khuttlrya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  foreign 
astronomer. 

khud,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved.  khudati,  to  sport 
wantonly  or  amorously  :   Intens.  3rd  sing. 

Let,  fanlkhvdat;  [cf.  Ichurd.] 
WHHH  khunamusha,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

N.  of  an  Agra-hara. 

X3T  khur,  cl.  6.  P.  khurati,  Bukhara,  kho- 
O  x  ritum,  to  cut,  cut  up,  break  in  pieces  ;  to 

scratch  ;  [cf.  kshur.] 

Kt  khura,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  the  last), 

a  hoof,  a  horse's  hoof,  &c.  ;  a  sort  of  perfume,  com- 
monly called  Nakhi,  apparently  a  dried  shell-fish 

shaped  like  a  hoof  [cf.  kuladala]  :  a  razor  ;  the  foot 

of  a  bedstead  [cf.  kshura~\.  —  Khura-kshepa,  as, 
m.  a  kick  with  a  hoof,  kicking.  —  K/tura-nas,  as, 
as,  as,  or  khura-na-m,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  nose 
like  a  horse's  hoof,  flat-nosed.  —  Khura-padavi,  f. 
a  horse's  foot-marks.  —  Khuraghata  (°ra-agh°)  or 

khurabhighdta  (°ra-abh°),  as,  m.  a  kick,  kicking 
(as  of  a  horse). 

Khuraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,=«»7a;  a  kind of  dance. 

1JTJI  khurapra,  as,  m.  an  arrow  with  a 
semicircular  head  ;  (a  wrong  form  for  ksluirapra.) 

^T?tf  khurali,  f.  military  exercise,  prac- 
tising archery,  &c.  ;  [cf.  khalurika] 

««j<;i«*  khurdka,  as,  m.  an  animal  in  gene- 

ral ;  (perhaps  originally  '  an  animal  with  hoofs," 
khura?). 

khurdlaka,  as,  m.  an  iron  arrow. 

khurdlika,  as,  m.  a  razor-case  ; 
an  iron  arrow  ;  a  pillow  ;  (a  various  reading  for  kha,- 

ra/ika  .) 

<3<J«U'T  khurasdna,  Khurasan. 
khurd,  cl.  I.  A.  khurdate,  to  play, 

to  sport,  =kurd,  gurd,  q.  v. 

khulla,  as,  d,  am,  small,  little,  low, 
mean,  =kshudra  and  kshulla;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of 

perfume,  —  /cAwra.  —  Khulla-tata,  as,  m.  a  father's 

younger  brother  ;  [cf.  kshulla-tdta.~\ Khullaka,  as,  a,  am,  little,  small,  poor,  indigent, 
low,  vile  ;  cruel,  harsh  ;  wicked,  mischievous,  malig- 

khullama,  as,  m.  a.  road. 

khurd  =  khurd,  q.  v. 

khrigala,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  Ved. 

a  staff,  a  crutch  (?)  ;  (SSy.)  a  coat  of  mail. 

^3^T5ir  khekhlraka,  as,  m.  a  hollow  bam- 
boo, a  sounding  reed  or  cane  ;  [cf.  kl£aka.} 

khe-gamana.     See  under  3.  kha. 

khet,  cl.  10.  P.  khetayati,  -yitum,  to 
x  eat,  consume. 

^7  kheta,  as,  m.  a  village,  the  residence 
of  peasants  and  farmers  ;  a  small  town,  half  a  Pura  ; 
phlegm,  the  phlegmatic  or  watery  humor  of  the 
body  ;  a  horse  ;  the  dub  of  Bala-rima  ;  (am),  n. 
grass;  (<w,  am),  m.  n.  hunting,  the  chase  [cf. 
d-k/ieta~]  ;  a  shield  ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  a  weapon  or 
weapons,  armed  ;  vile,  bad,  low  ;  (at  the  end  of  com- 

pounds expressing  defectiveness  or  deterioration,  e.  g. 
itagara-khetam,,  a  miserable  town.)  —  Kheta-pinda, 
ax  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  ball  of  phlegm,  i.  e.  any- 

thing impossible. 
Ntetaka,  as,  m.  a  village,  the  residence  of  agri- 

cultural peasants,  a  small  village  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a 
shield  ;  the  club  of  Bala-rama  (1).  —  Khetaka-yura, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 
Khetin,  i,  m.  a  lecher,  a  libertine  ;  [cf.  nagara fr.  nagara.] 

^fS?  khe  'ta.     See  under  3.  kha. 

wfjBfi  khetika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

khetita.     See  under  rt.  khit. 

khetitdla,  as,  m.  a  minstrel,  a 

family  bard  or  piper,  whose  business  is  to  awaken  the 
master  of  the  house  with  music  and  singing  ;  [cf. 
vaitalika.] 

TO"?  khe<),  cl.  10.  P.  khedayati,  -yitum,  to '\eat;'[cf.  khet.] 

Wfkkeija,  am,  n.  grass  (?),  in  gandhakheda; 
[cf.  khata  and  khcta.] 
wfirllc?  klinlitula,  as,  m.  a  minstrel,  a 

family  bard  or  piper,  £cc.,  =  khetitdla. 

^  kheda.     See  under  rt.  khid. 
khedi,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  Ved.  rays(?). 

khe-paribhrama.  See  under  3. 

kha. 
^nr»li'&  khemakarna,  as,  m.  (for  kshema- 

karna?),  N.  of  a  man. ^JTl  kheya.     See  under  rt.  khan,  p.  273. 
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Mfji  khel,  cl.  I.  P.  khelati,&cc.,  to  shake, 
\  move  to  and  fro,  swing ;  to  tremble : 

Caus.  khdnyati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  move  to  and 
fro,  to  swing,  shake. 
Khela,  as,  a,  am,  moving,  shaking,  trembling, 

swinging;  (as),  m.,  N.  ofa  man;  (a),  f.  sport,  play. 
—  Khela-gati,  is,  is,  i,  or  khela-gamana,  as,  a, 
am,  having  a  stately  walk.  —  Khela-gdmin,  i,  irii, i, 
stately  going. 
Jthelana,  am,  n.  shaking;  quivering  motion  (of 

the  eyts);  play,  pastime,  sport;  (I),  (.  a  piece  or 
man  at  drafts,  chess,  &c. 

Kheldya,  nom.  P.  kheldyati,  -yitum,  to  play, 
sport. 

Kheli,  is,  f.  play,  sport ;  an  animal ;  a  bird ;  the 
sun ;  an  arrow  ;  a  song,  a  hymn. 

Orjf;  khehtda,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a 
particular  high  number ;  [cf.  kalahu.] 

khev,   cl.   i.  A.  khevate,  to  serve, 

wait  upon ;  [cf.  kev  and  see.'] 
khe-saya.     See  under  3.  kha. 

ts«^khesara,as,  m.  amule;  (awrongform 
for  vesara  ?). 

Tj  khai,  cl.  i.  P.  khayati,  (akhau,  khdtum, 
to  make  firm,  be  firm  or  steady ;  to  strike, 

injure,  hurt,  kill;  to  dig;  to  mourn,  to  sorrow. 

44H44I  khaimakha,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  frog ; 

[cf.  khayvakhd.] 

%frf*  khailika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  khila),  sup- 
plementary, additional,  added  afterwards. 

«sljjM?  khongaha,  as,m.  awhite  and  brown 
horse;  [cf.  khungdha.] 

M\J  khot,  cl.  i.  P.  khotati,  to  limp,  to 
X  be  lame  or  lamed  ;  cl.  10.  P.  kho'ayati, 

-yitum,  to  throw ;  [cf.  khod,  khor,  khol,  kehot.] 
Khotana,  am,  n.  limping. 

wf<s  khoti,  is,  f.  a  cunning  or  scheming 
woman ;  (also  read  khori.) 

J^Vz^  khoti,  f.  the  gum  olibanum  tree, 
Boswellia  Thurifera ;  [cf.  pdlanki.] 

Jd^ld  khod,  cl.  i.  P.  khodati,  to  limp;  to 
\  be  or  become  lame ;  cl.  IO.  P.  khodayati, 

•yitum,  to  throw  or  cast. 
Khoda,  as,  a,  am,  limping,  lame. 

^T3*3tTs  khodakasirsha  or  khodakaslr- 
shaka,  am,  n.  the  arched  roof  of  a  house,  the  coping 
of  a  wall  Sec. ;  [cf.  kapi-itrshu  and  kraya-firsha^] 

khor,  cl.  I .  P.  khorati,  to  limp,  to 
be  lame ;  [cf.  khot,  khod,  khol.] 

Khora,  as,  a,  am,  limping,  lame. 

Wl/vV  khol,  cl.  i.  P.  kholati,  to  limp,  to 
1  *  \  be  lame. 

Khola,  as,  a,  am,  limping,  lame;  (am),  n.  a 
helmet ;  [cf.  Gr.  x«&4f .]  —  Khola-iiras,  as,  as,  as, 
furnished  with  a  helmet  or  armour  for  the  head. 

Kfittlaka,  as,  m.  a  helmet,  armour  for  the  head ;  an 

ant-hill ;  a  pot,  a  saucepan ;  the  shell  of  a  betel-nut. 
Kholi,  is,  f.  a  quiver. 

kfiolka,  &c.     See  under  3.  kha. 

khoshya  or  (according  to  a  various 

reading)  khdshya,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a 
place. 

khya,  cl.  2.  P.  and  in  the  non-con- 

jugalional  tenses  P.  A.  khydti,  fakhyau, 
fakhye,  khyaxyati,  -te,  akhyat,  dkhyata,  khyd- 
tum,  (the  original  meaning  of  this  root  seems  to  have 
been  'to  perceive,  look.  view,  see,'  and  it  has  this 
sense  in  the  Veda  when  combined  with  prepositions  ; 
the  simple  verb  occurs  only  in  Pass,  and  Caus.): 
Pass,  khydyate,  to  be  known,  be  named:  Caus. 

khydpayati,  -yitum,  to  make  known,  promulgate, 
proclaim ;  to  relate,  tell,  say,  declare,  betray,  de- 

nounce ;  to  make  well  known  or  renowned,  to  praise : 

Desid.  t^ikhydsati,  -te :  Intens.  I'akhyayate,  <?dkh- 
ydti  and  (dkhyeti;  [cf.  Lat.  in-quum,  Sec.] 
Khydta,  as,  a,  am,  known,  named,  called,  deno- 

nominated :  told  :  well  known,  celebrated,  notorious, 

famous.  —  Khydta-garhana  or  khydta-garhita,  as, 
a,  am.  having  a  bad  name  or  evil  report;  notoriously 
vile,  infamous. 

Kliydtavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  styled  or  called  or 
denominated  ;  to  be  told  ;  to  be  celebrated. 

Khyati,  is,  f.  the^  being  well  known,  renown, 
fame,  glory,  celebrity ;  a  name,  denomination,  title ; 
fame  personified  as  a  daughter  of  Daksha  or  as  a 
daughter  of  Kardama  and  wife  of  Bhrigu ;  the  means 
of  individual  fruition,  or  the  faculty  of  discriminating 

objects  by  appropriate  designations  and  the  like, 
opinion,  knowledge;  (if),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  the 
fourth  Manu.  —  Khydti-kara  or  khydti-janaka,  as, 
a,  am,  causing  renown,  glorious.  —  Khydti-ghna,  as, 
I,  am,  destroying  reputation,  disgraceful.  ~Khydtir 
bodha,  as,  m.  sense  of  honour. «  Khydti-mat,  an, 
all,  at,  renowned. 

Kliyapaka,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  compound) 
making  known,  one  who  tells  or  declares,  declaring ; 
one  who  confesses ;  indicative. 

Kf/ydpana,  am,  n.  declaring,  divulging ;  saying, 
avowing;  confessing,  public  confession  (of  sinsj; 
making  renowned,  celebrating. 

KJtydpya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  told  or  related. 

1 1.  go.,  the  third  consonant  of  the  alpha- 
bet, the  soft  guttural  having  the  sound  of  g  in  give. 

•-  Ga-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  ga. 

*T  2.  ga,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  gam)  at  the  end 
of  compounds,  who  or  what  goes,  going,  moving 

(e.g.  ydna-ga,  going  in  a  carriage;  antarllctha- 
ga,  moving  through  the  air;  glghra-ga,  going 
quickly ;  kama-ga,  going  where  one  lists ;  anyastn- 

ga,  one  who  goes  to  another's  wife)  ,  staying,  being, 
abiding  in  (e.  g.  paridama-ga,  abiding  in  or  keeping 
the  fifth  place) ;  relating  to  or  standing  in  connection 

with  anything ;  [cf.  a-ga,  agra-ga,  agre-ga,  &c."l 
T  3.  ga,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  gai)  at  the  end 

of  compounds,  singing  [cf.  (hando-ga  and  sdma-ga] ; 
(as),  m.  a  Gandharva  or  celestial  musician ;  (d),  f.  a 
song ;  (am),  n.  song,  singing. 

*T  4.  ga,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  deity 
Ganela ;  [cf.  the  other  letters  of  the  alphabet,  each  of 
which  is  supposed  to  denote  a  deity.] 

*T  5-  9a'  (used  in  works  on  prosody  as  an 
abbreviation  of  the  word  guru  to  denote)  a  long 

syllable. 
*T'i*u  gagana,  am,  n.  (often  spelt  gag  ana  ; 

perhaps  fr.  ga-gana,  'containing  troops  of  moving 
beings?'  said  to  be  for  gamana  fr.  rt.  gam,  to  go), 
the  atmosphere,  air ;  the  sky,  heaven,  the  firmament ; 
talc.  •-  Gagana-kumma,  am,  n.,  see  gagana-push- 

pa.  —  Gagana-ganja,  as,  m..  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 
—  Gagana-gati,  is,  is,  i,  moving  in  the  air,  an 
inhabitant  of  the  sky.  —  Gagana-fara,  as,  m.  moving 
in  the  air,  a  bird ;   [cf.  gagai\e-(ara.\  —  Gagana- 
dhraja,  as,  m.  the  sun  ;  a  cloud.  —  Gagana^pitshpa, 
am,  n.  a  flower  in  the  sky,  i.  e.  any  unreal  or  fanciful 

thing,  an  impossibility;    [cf.  kha-punhpa.]  —  Ga- 
gana-prfya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava.  —  Gagana- 
murd/ian,  d,  m.,  N.  ofa  Danava.  —  Gayana-vihd- 
rin,  i,  ini,  i,  moving  or  sporting  in  the  sky;  (*), 
m  a  heavenly  luminary ;  the  sun ;  a  celestial  being 
or  divinity.  —  Gagana-sad,  t,  t,  t,  abiding  in  the  air ; 
(t),  m.  an  inhabitant  of  the  air,  a  celestial  being. 
—  Gagana-stJia  or  gagana-fthita,  as,  d,  am,  situ- 

ated or  be.ng  in  the  sky.  —  Gagana-s;  an' ana,  as, 
m.  touching  the  sky ;  N.  of  one  of  the  eight  -Maruts ; 

air,  wmA.  —  Gaganagra  (°na-ag°),  am,  n.  the 
highest  heavens,  the  summit  or  highest  part  of 

heaven.  —  Gaganangand  (°na-a>t°),  f.,  N.  of  a 
metre,  containing  four  lines  of  twenty-five  syllabic 

instants  each.  —  Gaganddkraga  (°nu-adh  ),  a*,  m. 
the  sun  ;  a  planet  ;  a  celestial  spirit.  —  Gagandmbu 

(°na-am°),  u,  n.  rain-water.  —  Gagane-fara,  as,  d, 
am.  going  in  the  air  ;  (as),  m.  a  bird  ;  a  planet  ; 
a  lunar  mansion;  a  heavenly  spirit;  [cf.  gagana- 

c"aro.]  —  Gaganohnuka  (°na-uP),  as,  m.  the  planet 

Mars. 

^Tn^T  gagana.     See  gagana  above. 

ffa39h,  cl.  i.  P.gayghati,  to  laugh, 
laugh  at  or  deride  ;  [cf.  leakh.} 

*1'»J  gagnu,  a  various  reading  for  vagnn, 

'  speech.' ,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  gam,  to  go), 

the  river  Ganges  ;  the  Ganges  personified  and  con- 
sidered as  the  eldest  daughter  of  Himavat  and  Mena, 

and  wife  of  S'antanu  and  mother  of  Bhlshma.  or  as 
one  of  the  wives  of  Dharma  ;  there  is  also  a  Gan-ga 

in  the  sky  (dlcd^'a-gangd)  and  one  under  the  earth  ; 
N.  of  the  wife  of  Nfla-kantha  and  mother  of  San-kara; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Narayana,  who  was  the 
author  of  a  commentary  on  the  Vrihad-aranyakopa- 
nishad  ;  he  is  also  called  Dviveda-gan-ga.  —  Gaitga- 
datta,  as,  m.  (the  final  d  being  shortened),  N.  of  a 
king  of  the  frogs.  —  Ganga-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Poviya,  called  Jnanananda,  author  ofa  commentary 
on  the  poem  Khanda-prasasti.  —  Ganga-lcshetra,  am, 
n.  the  sacred  district  of  the  Gan-ga,  i.  e.  the  river 
Ganges  and  two  Krosas  on  either  of  its  banks  ;  all 
dying  within  such  limits  go  to  heaven,  whatever 
their  crimes.  —  Gangd-^ampu,  us,  f.  title  of  a  work. 
—  Gangd-filli,  f.  the  black-headed  gull,  Larus  Ridi- 
bundus  ;  (ft.  gangd  and  filli,  a  kite,  considered  by 
the  Hindus  as  a  species  of  that  bird,  the  Gangetic 

kite.)—  Gairgd-ja,  as,  m.  the  son  of  Gan-ga,  an 
epithet  of  Bhlshma  ;  and  also  of  the  deity  Karttikeya. 

—  Ganga-jala,  am.  n.  the  water  of  the  Ganges, 
the  holy  water  by  which  it  is  customary  to  administer 
oaths.  —  Gangdteya,  as,  i,  am,  going  in  the  Ganges  ; 

(as),  m.  a  shrimp  or  prawn  :  also  galdvila.  —  Gangd- 
tlra,  am,  n.  the  bank  of  the  Ganges.  —  Gangd- 
tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Ganga-ddsa,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Chando-manjarl  and  of 
the  Acyuta-farita  ;  N.  of  a  copyist  who  lived  about 

1542  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the  work  Chando-govinda. 

—  Gangdditya  (°gd-dd°),  as,  m.  a  form  of  the 
sun.  —  Gangd-di-dra,  am,  n.  '  the  door  of  the  Gan- 

ges.' the  place  where  the  Ganges  enters  the  plains  ; 
also   called    Haridvar.  —  Gaitgddvdra-mdhdtmya, 

am,  n.  title  ofa  part  of  the  bkanda-Purana.  —  Gangd- 

dhara,  as,  m.  '  Ganges-receiver,  "Ganges-supporter," 
the  ocean  ;  an  epithet  of  S'iva,  (according  to  the  legend, 
the  Ganges  in  its  descent  from  heaven  first  alighted 
on  the  head  of  Siva  and  continued  for  a  long  period 

entangled  in  his  hair)  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  N.  of  a  lexi- 
cographer ;  N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  Sarlraka- 

sutias  ;  N.  of  a  commentator  on  Bhaskara.  —  Gaitgd- 
dhara-pura,  am.  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Gangddhara- 
bhaffa.  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast  —  Gaitgddhara- 
md/Jhava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  Dadabhai. 
—  Gangddkara-rasa,  as,  m.  term  for  a  particular 
prescription  in  medicine.  —  Gfingd-ndgardja,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Niga.  —  Gangd-ndtka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
founder  of  a  sect.  —  Gangd-pattri,  f  ,  N.  ofa  plant, 
=  pattri,  su-gandhd,  gmulhapattrika.  —  Ganga- 
pdra,  am,  n.  the  opposite  bank  of  the  Ganges. 
—  Gangd-putra,  as,  m.  son  of  Gan-gS  ;  an  epithet  of 
Bhlshma  ;  a  man  of  a  mixed  and  vile  caste,  employed 

to  remove  dead  bodies  ;  a  Brahman  who  conducts  pil- 
grims to  the  Ganges,  especially  at  Benares  —  Gartgd- 

bhrit.  t,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  [cf.  yanga-dhara.] 

—  Ganga-madhya,  am,  n.  the  bed  or  stream  of 
the  Ganges.  •-  Ganf/d-mdhdtinya.  am.  n.  a  poem 

or  any  composition  in  praise  of  the  Ganges.  —  Gan- 

gdmbu  (°gd-am"),  M,  n.  or  gangdmbhai  (?ga-am°), 

4B 
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ganga-yamune. >\i\A  gadola. 

as,  n.  pure  rain-water,  such  as  falls  ID  the  month 
Asvina ;  Ganges-water.  —  Gangd-yamune,  du.  f.  the 
Ganges  and  Yamuna  rivers.  —  Ganga-yitra,  f.  pil- 

grimage to  the  Ganges ;  carrying  a  sick  person  to 
the  river  side  to  die  there.  —  (lain/a-rama,  at,  m., 
N.  of  the  father  of  Jaya-rJma  and  uncle  of  RSma- 

candra.  —  Gamjd-laliitri,  (.  title  of  a  work  ('the 
wave  of  the  Ganges').  —  Gattgdeatarana-dampii- 
prabandka,  title  of  a  poem  by  San-kara-dlkshita. 
—  Gaitga-rakyavaK  (°ya-dv°),  (.  title  of  a  work  on 
jurisprudence.  —  (ltiinf(l-r<j*iit,  i,  itit,  i,  dwelling  on 
the  Ganges  —  Gangi-mna,  am.  n.  the  Ganges  and 

the  Sfone.  —  Gnitgadi  'uka  ("go-ash'),  am,  n.  eight 
verses   addressed  to  Gai>g5.  —  Gangd-sdgara,  as, 
m.  the  mouth  of  the  Ganges  where  it  enters  the 

ocean.  —  Ga>fgd-su,ta,  as,  m  son  of  Gai>g5,  epithet 
of  the  deity  Karttikeya ;  also  of  Bhishma.  —  Gattgd- 
etuti,  is,  f  or  gangd-stotra,  am,  n.  the  praise  of 
the  Ganges.  —  Gangd-sndna,  am,  n.  bathing  in  the 
Ganges.  —  Gangd-Jirada,  09,  m.,  N.  of  a  TTrtha. 

—  Gange-'la  (°ga-is"a),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 
the  Tattva-dint Jmaui.  —  Gangetmra  (°gd-lf),  ax, 
m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Gangodaka  (°gd-ud°),  am, 
n.  Ganges-water.  —  Gangodbheda  (°gd-ud°),  as,  m. 
the  source  of  the  Ganges,  a  sacred  place  of  pilgrimage. 
Gangalca  or  gangdkd  or  gartgikd,  f.  the  Ganges. 
Gangin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  N5ga. 
Ganyl-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  (as  sacred  as) 

the  Ganges. 

^rat  gattha,  as,  m.  (rt.  gam),  a  tree ;  the 
period  (number  of  terms)  of  a  progression;  (as),  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (a  various  reading  for  kaMka  and 

kakfJia) ',  [cf.  a-ga,  naga,  a-gadt'ha.] 
Ga6that,  an,  antt,  at,  going,  &c. 

gaj,  cl.  I.  P.  gajatiyjagaja,  gajitum, 
to  sound,  roar ;  to  be  drunk,  to  be  confused 

or  inebriated ;  cl.  10.  P.  gajayati,  -yitum,  to  sound, 
roar. 

Go/a,  as,  m.  an  elephant,  one  of  the  eight  ele- 

phants of  the  quarters  (  —  dig-gaja),  and  thus  a  sym- 
bolical term  for  the  number  8 ;  a  measure  of  length, 

the  Gaz,  a  yard,  a  measure  of  two  cubits,  =  i|  or  a 
Hastas ;  a  place  prepared  for  the  building  of  a  house ; 
a  mound  of  earth  sloping  on  both  sides,  on  which  a 
house  may  be  erected ;  a  small  hole  in  the  ground 
for  a  fire,  over  which  to  prepare  food  or  medicines ; 
N.  of  an  attendant  on  the  sun ;  also  of  an  Asura 

conquered  by  Siva ;  (i),  f.  a  female  elephant.  —  Gaja- 
Teanda,  as,  m.  a  large  esculent  root,  a  sort  of  arum, 

=  luisti-kanda.  —  Gaja-karna,  as,  m.  '  elephant- 

ear,'  N.  of  a  Yaksha.  —  Gaja-kurmds'in  (°ma-df), 
i,  m.  one  who  devours  an  elephant  and  a  tortoise, 
an  epithet  of  Garuda,  the  bird  and  vehicle  of  Vishnu, 
(in  allusion  to  his  swallowing  both  those  animals  whilst 

engaged  in  a  contest  with  each  other.)  —  Gaja-gati, 
is,  f.  a  stately  gait  like  that  of  an  elephant.  —  Gaja- 
gdmint,  f.  a  woman  of  a  stately  elephant-like  walk. 
—  Gaja-Mrbkatd,  f.  a  kind  of  cucumber,  Cucumis  Ma- 
deraspatanus,  =  indra-vdruni.  —  Gaja-dirbhita,  <w, 
m.  the  plant  Cucumis  Maderaspatanus  ;  (a),  f.  another 
kind  of  gourd,  =  mahendra-vdruni.  —  Gaja-tthdya, 
f.  a  portion  of  time  proper  for  a  Sraddha  (as  long  as 
the  shadow  of  an  elephant  rests  on  the  spot  chosen 

for  a  ceremony?).  —  Gaja-dhakkd,  f.  a  kettle-drum 
carried  on  an  elephant.  —  Gaja-ta,  f.  a  multitude  of 
elephants.  —  Gaja-turanga-vilaxita,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  metre ;  [cf.  rishabha-gaja-mlasita.]-'Gaja-tva, 
am,  n.  the  state  of  an  elephant.  —  Gaja-daghna,  as, 
t,  am,  as  high  or  tall  as  an  elephant.  —  Gaja-danta, 

HI,  m.  an  elephant's  tusk ;  ivory ;  a  bracket  or  pin 
projecting  from  a  wall ;  an  epithet  of  Ganesa,  (this 

deity  being  represented  wiih  an   elephant's  head.) 
—  Gajadanta-phala,  f.  a  kind  of  pumpkin,  =  </«»- 
ffari.  —  Gajadanta-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  ivory. 
—  Gaja-ddna,  am,  n.  the  liquor  exuding  from  an 
elephant's  temples.  —  Gujadrayata,  as,  I,  am,  as high  as  an  elephant.  —  Gaja-ndsa,  f.  the  trunk  of 

an  elephant.  —  Giija-pali,  in,  m.  the  lord  or  keeper 
of  elephants ;  a  large  stately  elephant ;  a  title  given 
to  kings;  N.  of  an  old  king  in  the  south  of  Jambu- 

dvlpa.  —  Gaja-pddapa,  as,  m.  the  plant  Bignonia 

Suaveolens,  =  sthal'i.  —  Gaja-pippali,  f.  a  plant  bear- 
ing a  seed  which  resembles  pepper,  Scindapsus  Offici- 

nalis;  [cf.  kari-pippati,  &c.\~Guja-puii;'/<icii, 
as,  m.  a  large  and  excellent  elephant.  —  Gaja-puta, 
as,  m.  a  small  hole  in  the  ground  for  a  fire,  over 
which  to  prepare  food,  medical  decoctions,  extracts, 

&c.  —  Gaja-pura,  am,  n.  the  town  called  after  the 
elephant ;  another  N.  of  Histina-puia ;  [cf.  i/njn- 

sdhvaya,  gajahvaya,  tiraifa-uSmayo-\  —  Gaja- 
pushpi,  f.,  N.  of  a  flower.  —  Gaja-priyd,  f.  the  gum 
olibanum  tree,  Boswellia  Serrata.  —  Gaja-bandhanl, 
am,  f.  n.  a  post  to  which  an  elephant  is  bound. 
—  Giiju-blinkfhnkii,  as,  m.  the  sacred  fig  tree,  Ficus 

Religiosa,  (the  young  branches  of  this  tree  being  the 

elephants'  favourite  iood.)  —  (lnja-bhiit'shd  or  gaja- 
bhakshyd,  f.  the  gum   olibanum  tree ;    [cf.  gaja- 

[>riijd.~}—Gaja-bhujangama,  au,  m.  du.  an  elephant 
and  a  serpent.  —  Gaja-mandana,  am,  n.  the  orna- 

ments with  which  an  elephant  is  decorated,  especially 
the  coloured  lines  on  his  head.  —  Gaja-mandalikd, 
(.  a  ring  or  circle  of  elephants  surrounding  a  car  Sec. 
••  Gaja-malla.  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Karpura  and 
father  of  Kalyana-malla.  —  Gaja-matala,  as,  m.  a 
lion ;  [cf.  kari-ma&ila.]  —  Gaja-mdtra,  as,  I,  am, 
as  tall  as  an  elephant.  —  Gaja-muktd,  f.  or  gaja- 
mauktika,  am,  n.  pearl  supposed  to  be  found  in  the 
projections  (Kumbha)  on  the  forehead  of  an  elephant. 

—  Gaja-mukha,  as,  m.  *  elephant-faced, '  an  epithet 
of  Ganesa.  —  Gaja-motana,  as,  m.  a   lion;    also 

gaja-mofana(>).  —  Gaja-ydna-'v{d.  t,  t,  t,  expert 
in  managing  an  elephant.  —  Gaja-yutha,  as,  m.  a 
herd  of  elephants.  —  Gaja-yodhin,  I,  inl,  i,  fighting 
on  an  elephant.  —  Gaja-rdja,  ox,  m.  a  noble  ele- 

phant. —  Gaja-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  furnished  with  ele- 

phants. —  Gaja-vadana,  as,  m.  '  elephant-faced,'  an 
epithet  of  GaneSa.  —  Gaja.-va.ra.  as,  m.  the  choicest 
or  best  of  elephants.  —  Gaja-vallabhd,  f.  the  gum 
olibanum  tree ;  another  plant,  =  giri-kadali.  —  Gaja- 

vilasitd,  (.  a  sort  of  metre.  —  Gaja-vlthi,  is,  f.  '  the 
course  of  the  elephant,'  or  that  division  of  the  moon's 
course  in  the  heavens  which  contains  the  signs  Robin!, 
Mriga-siras,  and  Ardra,  or  (according  to  others)  the 
signs  Punar-vasu,  Tishya,  and  AsleshS.  —  Gaja-vraja, 
as,  d,  am,  walking  like  an  elephant ;  (am),  n.  the 

pace  of  an  elephant ;  a  troop  of  elephants.  —  Gaja- 
dikshd,  f.  the  knowledge  or  science  of  elephants, 
elephant-lore.  —  Gaja-$iras,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava. 
—  Gaja-firtha,  as,   m.,  N.  of  a  Naga.  —  Gaja- 
sdhvaya,  am,  n.  a  famous  city,  Hastina-pura,  the 
capital   of  the   Kurus ;    [cf.   gaja-pura.]  —  Gaja- 

skandha,  as,  m.  *  having  shoulders  like  an  elephant,' 
N.  of  a  Danava.  —  Gaja-sthdna,  as  or  am,  m.  or 
n.  (?),  N.  of  a  place.  —  Gaja-sndna,  am,  n.  vain  or 
unproductive  efforts,  efforts  which  resemble  the  ab- 

lution of  elephants,  which  after  squirting  water  over 
their  bodies,  end  by  throwing  dust  and  rubbish.  —  Ga- 

jdkhya  (°ja-dkli°),  as,  m.  the  plant  Cassia  Alata  or 
Tota^dakra-marda.  —  Gajdgrani  (°ja-ag°),  ts, 
m.  the  most  excellent  among  the  elephants,  an  epi- 

thet of  Airavata,  the  elephant  of  Indra.  —  (lajdjiva 

(°ja-dj°),  as,  m.  an  elephant-keeper  or  driver,  (ori- 
ginally '  one  who  gets  his  livelihood  by  elephants.') 

"Gajanda  (°ja-an"\  am,  n.  a  kind   of  carrot 
(pinda-mula).  —  Gajddana,  a  various  reading  for 

gujafana,  q.  v.  —  Gajddt-ndmd  (°ja-dd'),  (.,  N. 

of  a   p\mt,=gaja-pip/all.  —  Gajddhipati  Q'a- 
aflh°),  ts.  m.  the  prince  of  elephants,  a  noble  ele- 

phant. —  Gajadhyakelui  (°j:t-<tdh°),  as,  m.  the  mas- 
ter or  superintendent  of  the  elephants.  ••  Gajdnana 

(°ja-dn°),  as,  m.  '  elephant-faced,'  a  N.  of  GaneSa. 
—  (!<ijapasada  (°ja-ap°),  as,  m.  a  common  or  low- 

born elephant.  -•  Gajdyur-veda  (°ja-dyr),  as,  m.  a 
work  on  the  treatment  of  elephants.  —  Gujdri  (°ja- 
ari\  is,  m.  a  lion  (the  enemy  of  elephants) ;  a  par- 

ticular tree.  —  Gajdrudha  ("ja-dr"),  as,  d,  am,  riding 
on  an  elephant.  —  Gajdroha  (°ja-dr°),  as,  m. an  ele- 
phant-diiver.  "Gajdiliina  (°ja-af),  as,  m.  the  reli- 

gious fig  tree,  =  advatl/ia ;  (d),  f.  the  gum  olibanum 
tree,  Boswellia  Serrata;    hemp  (Cannabis  Saliva,  = 

bluinga) ;  the  root  of  a  lotus.  —  Gajasura-dveshin 

\  (°ja-as°),  I,  m.  or  gajasuhrid  (°ja-as°),  t,  m.  the 
enemy  of  the  Asura  Gaja,  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Ga- 

jdsya  (°ja-ds"),  as,  m.  '  elephant-faced,'  an  epithet 
of  Ganesa;  [cf.  gaja-vadana  and  gajdnana.] 

—  Gajdhvu  (°ja-dh°),  am,  n.  a  N.  of  Hastina-pura 
[cf.  gaja-pura]  ;  (d),  (.  another  N.  of  the  plant 
Gaja-pippali.  —  G.ija/irnya  (°ja-dh°),  am,  n.= 

gaja-purti  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  Hastina- 
pura.—  Gajekshana  ("ja-ik"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Da- 

nava. —  Gajendra  (°ja-in"),  as,  m.  a  chief  among 

elephants,  a  large  and  noble  elephant;  Indra's  ele- 
phant. —  Gajenilra-karna,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 

S\va.  —  G(ijcii(lr<!-n(it/i<i,  as,  m.  a  very  princely 

elephant.  —  Gajendra-mokthana,  am,  a.  title  of  a 
section  of  the  VSmana-Purana  ;  also  said  to  be  the 

title  of  a  part  of  the  Maha-bharata.  —  Giijenilra- 
rikrama,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  valour  of  an  excel- 

lent elephant.  —  Gajesh/5  (°ja-inh°},  f.  the  plant 
Bitatas  Paniculata,  =  viddri.  —  Gajodara  (°ja-ud°), 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava.  —  Gajos/utnd  (°ja-uth°), 
{.,  N.  of  the  plant  Gaja-pippall. 

JTnt^l  gajanav't  =  ̂ _J»i\.C. 

J  I  Jfcl  gafij,  cl.  i.P.gaiijuti,  Sec.,  to  sound, 
\  give  out  a  particular  sound. 

Tf^  ganja,  as,  am,  m.  n.  =  *\*,  a 

treasury,  a  jewel  room,  the  place  where  plate  &c. 
is  preserved  ;  (as,  d,  am),  m.  f.  n.  a  mine,  a  jewel 
mine  ;  (as),  m.  a  cowhouse  or  station  of  cowherds  ; 
a  mart,  a  place  where  grain  &c.  is  stored  for  sale  ; 

disrespect,  contempt;  to),  f.  a  tavern,  a  drinking- 
vessel  (especially  one  for  intoxicating  liquors)  ;  a  hut, 
a  hovel,  the  abode  of  low  people  ;  (?  wrong  reading 

for  G-iuijd)  the  plant  Gunja  or  Retti,  Abrus  Preca- 
torius  ;  [cf.  gagana-ganja  and  dharma-ganja.] 
Ganjana,  as,  d,  am,  contemning,  conquering, 

excelling. 

Ganjavara,  as,  m.  a  treasurer,  =  (.^J_J';  a  royal 
treasury  (?).  J<- 

Gaajikd,  f.  a  tavern. 

'lWir<*«fl  ganjiikini,  f.  anything  made  of 

hemp  (?)  ;  perhaps  griiijdkini  (?). 
j  i  J  gad,  cl.  i.  P.  gadati,jagdda,  gaditum, 

x  to  distil  or  drop,  to  run  as  a  liquid  ;  cl.  10. 

P.  gadayati,  -yitum,  to  cover,  hide. 
Gada,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  rish,  the  young  of  the 

Ophiocephalus  Lata  ;  another  species,  Cyprinus  Garra  ; 
a  kind  of  gold-fish  ;  a  screen,  a  covering,  a  fence  ; 
a  moat,  a  ditch  ;  an  impediment,  an  obstacle  ;  a 
country,  part  of  Malwa,  Garha  or  Gara  Mandala. 

—  Gada-des'a-ja,  am,  n.  or  gada-lavatia,  am,  a. 
rock  or  fossil  salt,  especially  that  found  in  the  district 
of  Samvara  (  =  gada)  in  the  province  of  Ajmere. 

—  Gadottka  (°da-ut°),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  salt,  =  the 
preceding. 
Gadaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish,  ̂ gada. 

ISMfl  gadayanta,  as,  m.  or  gadayitnu, 
us,  m.  [cf.  gardayitnu],  a  cloud;  [cf.  gad  and 

gadera.} 
Tis  gadi,  is,  m.  a  young  steer  ;  a  lazy  ox. 

TT|  gadu,  «s,  m.  an  excrescence  on  the 
neck,  goitre  or  bronchocele  ;  a  hump  on  the  back  ; 
a  hump-backed  or  crooked  man  ;  a  javelin,  a  spear  ; 
an  earth-worm  ;  a  water-pot  ;  any  superfluous  ex- 

crescence or  continuation  or  addition  (as  to  a  poem). 

—  Gadu-lmiilha,  as,d,  am,  having  a  goitre.  —  Gadu- 

s'ints,  as,  as,  as,  having  an  excrescence  on  the  head. 
Gaduka,  as,  m.  a  water-pot  ;  a  finger-ring;  N.  of 

a  man  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man. 
Gmlura,  as,  d,  am,  hump-backed,  crooked,  bent. 

Gailula,  us,  i,  am,  hump-backed,  crooked. 

T[Tf.  gadcra,  as,  m.  a  cloud;  [cf.  gada- 

yanta.} TTto  gadola,  as,  m.  (said  to  he  fr.  rt.  gad), 

raw  sugar  ;  a  mouthful. 
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gadddrika,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  with 

a  very  strong  current,  of  which  the  source  and  course 
are  unknown  ;  or  (according  to  others)  a  single  ewe 
going  in  front  of  a  flock  of  sheeep. 

HT5!?  gaMuka  or  gadduka,  as,  m.  a  kind S3 

of  water-jar,  a  golden  vase ;  [cf.  gadu  and  gaduka.] 

j  nj|  i/an,  cl.  10.  P.  ganayati,  -yitum, 
\ajaganat  or  ajiganat.  to  count,  number, 

enumerate,  sum  up,  add  up,  reckon,  calculate,  com- 
pute, take  into  account ;  collect  into  one  series ;  to 

esteem,  think  worth,  value  at  (with  inst.,  e.  g.  na 
ganaydmi  tarn  trinena,  I  do  not  value  him  at  a 
straw);  to  consider,  regard  as,  enumerate  among 
(with  loc.) ;  to  ascribe,  attribute  to  (with  loc.) ;  to 
attend  to,  take  notice  of;  (with  a  negative  panicle), 
not  to  care  about,  leave  unnoticed  (e.  g.  na  ganayati 
mrityum,  he  does  not  care  for  death). 

Gana,  at,  m.  a  flock,  troop,  multitude,  number, 
tribe,  series,  class,  &c.  (of  animate  or  inanimate 
beings),  a  body  of  followers  or  attendants  ;  troops  or 
classes  of  inferior  deities  (see  gaiia-devotd),  especially 

certain  troops  of  demi-gods  considered  as  !?iva's 
attendants  and  under  the  special  superintendence  of 

the  god  Ganesa  (so  called  fr.  gana-ida,  '  lord  of  the 

troops,'  but  the  word  gana  may  also  denote  a  single 
attendant  of  Sival ;  a  N.  of  Ganesa ;  a  company,  any 
assemblage,  society,  or  association  of  men  formed  for 
the  attainment  of  the  same  aims ;  (with  Jainas)  the 
nine  assemblies  of  Rishis  under  the  Arhat  Vlra ;  a 
sect  in  philosophy  or  religion;  a  small  body  of 
troops,  =  3  Gulmas  or  27  chariots  and  as  many 
elephants,  81  horses,  and  135  foot;  a  series  or 
group  of  asterisms  or  lunar  mansions  classed  under 
three  heads  (that  of  the  gods,  that  of  men,  and 
that  of  the  Rikshasas  or  demons);  (in  arithmetic) 
a  number ;  (in  metre)  a  foot  or  four  instants  ;  (in 
grammar)  a  series  of  roots  or  words  belonging  to 
the  same  rule  and  called  after  the  first  word  of  the 

series  (e.  g.  ad-ddi,  the  Gana  ad  Sec.  or  the  whole 
series  of  roots  of  the  2nd  class;  gargddi,  the  Gana 
garga  &c.  or  the  series  of  words  commencing  with 
garga) ;  a  kind  of  perfume,  commonly  Cor  (tjana- 
hdxaka,  6aura,  dunda) ;  N.  of  an  author ;  [cf. 
ahar-yana,  deva-gana,  Sec.]  —  Gana-karman,  a, 

n.  a  rile  common  to  a  whole  class ;  [cf.  gana-yajna.~\ 
—  Gana-kdra,  as,  m.  a  classifier,  one  who  arranges 
into  classes,  one  who  collects  grammatical  Ganas ;  an 

epithet  of  Bhima-sena.  —  Gana-kdri,  is,  m.,  N.  of 
a  man.  —  Gana-kumdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  founder 
of  a  sect  worshipping  Haridra-ganapati.  —  Gana-kri- 
tvas,  ind.  for  a  whole  series  of  times,  for  a  number 

of  times.  —  Gana-gati,   <«,   f.   a   particular   high 
number ;  [cf.  ganand-gati.]  —  Gana-fakraka,  am, 
n.  a  dinner  eaten  in  common  by  a  party  of  virtuous 

men.  —  Gana-ifhanda,  as,  n.  a  metre  measured  by 
feet.  —  Gana-td,  f.  or  gnna-tva,  am,  n.  the  forming 
a  class  or  multitude  or  assemblage,  the  belonging  to 
a  party  or  faction ;  a  cabal ;  collusion  ;  classification  ; 
arithmetic;    the   office    of  an   attendant   of  Siva. 

—  Gana-ddsa,    as,   m.,   N.  of  a   dancing-master. 
—  Gana-tliksfid,  f.  initiation  of  a  number  or  class ; 
performance  of  rites  for  a  number  of  persons  ;  initia- 

tion of  a  particular  kind  in  which  Ganesa  is  especially 
worshipped.  —  Gana-dikMn,   I,   Ini,   i,   one  who 
officiates    for  a  number  of  persons  or  for  various 
castes  and  people  (as  a  priest) ;  one  who  has  been 
initiated  into  the  worship  of  Ganesa.  —  Gana-dera, 
as,  m.,   N.  of  a  poet.  —  Gaiia-devatd,  as,  f.  pi. 
troops  of  deities,  deities  who  generally  appear  in 
classes,    as   the   Adityas,  Visvas,    Vasus,    Tushitas, 
Abhasvaras,  Anilas,  Maharajikas,  Sadhyas,  and  Ru- 
dras.  -•  Gana-dravya,  am,  n.  public  property,  com- 

mon stock;    a   variety  of  articles.  —  Gana-dmpa, 
«.«,  m.  a  group  of  islands  or  the  N.  of  a  particular 
island  (1).  —  Gana-d/iara,  OK,  m.  the  head  of  a  class 

or  number,  the  teacher  of  a  school ;  (with  Jainas)  '' 
the  head  of  an  assemblage  of  Rishis  under  the  Arhat 
Vira.  -  Gana-ndtha,  an,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  the  i 

god  Ganesa.  —  Gana-ndyaka,  as,  m.  the  leader  or 

chief  of  the  attendants  of  any  god  ;  the  chief  of  Siva's 
attendants,  i.  e.  the  god  Ganesa ;  the  head  of  an 
assemblage;  (ikd),  I.  an  epithet  of  the  deity  Durga. 
••  Gana-pa,  as,  m.  =  gatiesa.  —  Gana-pati,  is,  m. 
the  leader  or  chief  of  a  class  or  troop  or  assemblage, 
an  epithet  of  Brihaspati  or  Indra  or  Siva ;  the  god 
Ganesa ;  N.  of  a  king ;  N.  of  a  scholiast  on  the 

C'.iura-paiicasik5 ;  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Ganapati- 
kfuaida,  a$,  am,  m.  n.  title  of  a  section  of  the 
Biahnuvaivarta-Purana.  —  Gattapati-ndtha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  mzn.  —  Ganapati-pujana,  am,  n.  the 
worship  of  Ganesa.  —  Ganapati-bhatta,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  father  of  GovindSnanda.  —  Ganapati- 
stava~rdj(t,  as,  m.  title  of  a  hymn  in  praise  of 
Ganesa.  —  Ganapati-stotra,  am,  n.  prayers  ad- 

dressed to  Ganesz.^Ganapaty-drddhana,  am, 
n.  a  hymn  in  honour  of  Ganesa,  attributed  to 

Kan-kola.  —  Gana-parvata,  as,  m.  the  mountain 
frequented  by  troops  (of  demi-gods,  i.  e.  Kailasa, 

this  mountain  being  the  residence  of  Siva's  attendants 
as  well  as  of  the  Kinnaras  and  Yakshas,  attendants 

of  Kuvera).  —  Gana-pdtha,  as,  m.  a  collection  of  the 
Ganas  or  series  of  words  (in  grammar)  which  fall 
under  the  same  grammatical  rule.  •-  Gana-pithaka, 
am,  n.  the  breast  or  bosom.  —  Gana-puttgava  or 

gana-pramukha,  an,  m.  the  head  of  a  tribe  or 
class ;  also  yana-pujya.  —  Gaiia-purva,  as,  d,  am, 
one  who  can  enumerate  a  series  of  ancestors.  —  Gana- 

bhartri,  td,  m.  lord  of  ihe  troops  of  deities  or  demi- 
gods, epithet  of  Siva.  —  Gatia-bhojana,  am,  n. 

eating  in  common.  —  Gana-mukhya,  as,  m.  the 
chief  of  an  assemblage.  —  Gana-yajila,  as,  m.  a  rite 
common  to  all;  |cf.  gana-karm/iu.]  —  Gana-ydga, 
as,  m.  worship  of  the  troops  or  classes  of  deities. 
—  Gaiia-ratna-kdra,  as,    m.   the   author   of  the 
Pearls  of  Ganas,  i.e.Vardhamana.  —  Gana-ratna-ma- 

hadadhi,  is,  m. '  the  great  ocean  in  which  the  Ganas 
form  the  pearls,'  title  of  a  collection  of  grammatical 
Ganas  by  Vardhamana.  —  Gana-rajya,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
an  empire  in  Dakshinapatha  — •  Gana-rdtra,  as,  am, 
m.  n.  a  series  or  multitude  of  nights.  —  Gana-rupa, 
as,    m.,    N.  of  a   plant,    swallow-wort,  Calotropis 
Gigantea,=  arka.  —  Gana-rupaka,   as,    m.  =  ra- 

jdrka.  —  Gana-rup'm,  I,  m.  swallow-wort,  the  white 
sort.  —  Gana-rat,  an,  all,  at,  consisting  of  a  series 
or  class  &c.;  followed  by  attendants ;  (ti),  f.,  N.  of 
the  mother  of  Divodasa  or  Dhanvamari  —Gana- 

vati-suta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sage  and  physician,  also 
called  Divodasa  or  Dhanvantari  or  Kasiraja.  —  Gnna- 
mitta,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  metre  measured  by  me- 

trical feet.  —  Gana-vydkhydna,  am,  n. '  explanation 

of  the  Ganas,'  title  of  a  literary   work.  —  Gana- 
»'os,    ind.    by   troops    or   classes.  —  Gana-fri,    is, 
Is,  i,  Ved.  associated  in  troops,  associating.  —  Gana- 
hdsa  or  gana-ltasaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  perfume, 

=  tandd  Sec.  —  Gaitdgram  (°na-aga),    is,  m.   a 
N.  of  the    god   Ganesa,    leader  of  the  troops  of 

deities.  —  Gandtala  (°na-ad°),  as,  m.,  a  N.  of  the 
mountain  Kailasa  as  the  residence  of  the  Ganas  or 

troops  of  demi-gods.  —  Gandddrya  (°na-d<!°),  as,  m. 
the  teacher  of  a  multitude,  a  teacher  of  the  people. 

—  Ganddhipa  (°na-adti°),  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Siva; 
also  of  the  god  Ganesa ;    the  chief  of  a  troop  of 
soldiers,  of  a  class  of  disciples,  of  a  body  of  men  or 
animals;  (with  Jainas)  the  chief  of  an  assemblage  of 

Rishis  under  the  Arhat  Vira  —  Ganddhipati  (°na~ 
adh  ),  is,  m.  a  N.  of  Siva ;  also  of  the  god  Ganesa. 

—  Gandnna  (°Ha-a»°),  am,  n.  a  mess,  food  pre- 
pared tor  a  number  of  persons  in  common.  —  Gand- 

bliyantara  (Jna-abh  ),  as,  d,  am,  one  of  a  troop 
or  number;    (as),  m.  a  member  of  any  religious 

association.  —  Ganendra  (~na-in°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Buddha.  —  Ganefa  (°«a-i»'aj,  as,  m.  a  N  of  the  god 
of  wisdom  and  of  obstacles,  son  of  Siva  and  Parvati, 
(or,  according  to  one  legend,  of  Paivatl  alone.  Though 
Ganesa    causes    obstacles   he   also   removes   them ; 
hence  he  is  invoked  at  the  commencement  of  all 

undertakings  and  at  the  opening  of  all  compositions 

with  the  words  namo  Ganeddya  vighnes'varaya, 
Sec.     He  is  represented  as  a  short  fat  man,  with  a 

protuberant  belly,  frequently  riding  on  a  rat  or 
attended  by  one,  and  to  denote  his  sagacity  has  the 
head  of  an  elephant,  which  however  has  only  one  tusk. 

The  appellation  Ganesa,  with  other  similar  com- 
pounds, alludes  to  his  office  as  chief  of  the  various 

classes  of  subordinate  gods,  who  are  regarded  as 

Siva's  attendants.  He  is  said  to  have  wriiten  down 
the  Maha-bharata  as  dictated  by  VySsa) ;  N.  of  Siva; 
of  a  renowned  astronomer  of  the  sixteenth  century  ; 

N.  of  a  son  of  Ramadeva,  author  of  a  commen- 

tary on  the  Nalodaya ;  N.  of  a  son  of  VisVanatha- 
dikshita  and  grandson  of  Bhavarama-krishna.  author 

of  the  commentary  called  Cic'-c'andrika.  —  Gaiiesa- 
kumblia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  rocky  cave  in  Oiissa. 
—  Ganeta-ku&uma,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  oleander  with 

red  flowers.  —  Ganes'a-kkaiida,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the 
third  book  of  the  Brahmavaivarta-Purana ;  title  of  a 
book  of  the  Skanda-Puiana.  —  Ganefa-ptirdna,  am, 

n.  title  of  an  Upa-Purana.  —  Ganesa-pujd,  f.  the 

worship  of  Gmeii.  —  Ganes'a-bhujattga-praydta- 
Ktotra,  am,  n.  a  hymn  in  praise  of  Ganesa,  attributed 
to  San-karac'Srya.  —  Ganetla-bhuehana,  am,  n.  red 
lead.  —  Ganefa-mura,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  copyist  of 
the  last  century.  —  Ganeia-saliasranaman,  a,  n.  a 
part  of  the  Ganesa-Purana.  —  Ganeda-ntava-rdja, 

as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  part  of  the  Bhavishya- 
Purana.  —  Ganefa-stuti,  is,  f.  a  hymn  in  honour  of 

Ganesa  by  Raghava.  —  Ganeddfla  (°wrt-i^°),  as,  m. 
the  god  Ganesa.  —  Ganes'vara  (°na-i/>),  as,  m.  the 
chief  of  a  troop,  leader  of  a  band  &c. ;  N.  of  a 

being  mentioned  in  the  Hari-varj^a  ;  the  chief  of  the 

animals,  i.e.  the  lion.  —  Ganotsdha  (°na-ut°),  as, 
m.  the  rhinoceros  ('avoiding  a^semb'ages?'). 
Ganaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  bought  for  a  large  sum ; 

(o«),  m.  one  who  reckons,  an  arithmetician ;  an 

astrologer,  a  calculator  of  nativities  &c. ;  an  assem- 
blage of  eight  stars ;  (i),  f.  the  wife  of  an  astrologer. 

Ganatitha,as,i,am,(orm\ngatroop  or  assemblage. 

Ganana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  reckoning,  counting,  calcula- 
tion ;  adding,  collecting  under  one  head ;  enumerat- 

ing; considering,  supposing,  believing;  regarding, 
taking  notice  of,  consideration.  —  Ganand-r/ati,  is, 

(.  a  particular  high  number,  =  gatia-gati.  —  Ganana- 
pati,  is,  m.  an  arithmetician  ;  the  master  of  prudent 
calculation,  an  epithet  of  Ganesa.  —  Ganand-mahd- 
mdtra,  as,  m.  a  minister  of  finance. 

Ganamya,  as,  a,  am,  calculable,  to  be  counted or  reckoned,  to  be  classed  ;  numerable. 

Gani,  is,  m.  one  who  is  familiar  with  the  sacred 
writings  and  the  auxiliary  sciences ;  (is),  f.  counting, 

enumerating  —  Gani-pitaka,  am,  n.  the  twelve 
sacred  writings  of  the  Jainas  collectively. 

Ganikd,  f.  a  harlot,  a  courtezan ;  a  female  ele- 
phant ;  N.  of  several  plants,  a  sort  of  jasmine,  Jasmi- 

num  Auriculatum ;  another  plant,  .ffischynomene 

Sesban,  =  ta/i-ar!,-  another  plant,  commonly  called 
Ganikarika  ;  counting,  enumerating ;  apprehension. 
Ganikdrika,  (.,  N.  of  a  small  tree  with  a  very 

fetid  leaf,  commonly  Ganiyari,  or  also  VadaganiySn, 
the  wood  of  which  is  used  in  attrition  for  the  purpose 

of  producing  flame,  Premna  Spinosa ;  [cf.  the  last.] 
Ganikdn,  f.  a  plant  similar  to  the  preceding, 

commonly  called  Ganiyari. 

Ganita,  as,  d,  am,  numbered,  counted,  reckoned, 
calculated;  (am),  n.  reckoning,  calculating,  the 

science  of  computation  (comprising  arithmetic,  alge- 
bra, and  geometry,  severally  called  pdli-ganitam 

or  ryakta-ganitam,  vlja-ganitam,  and  rekha- 
gapitam);  the  astronomical  or  astrological  part  of 
a  Jyotih-sastra,  with  exception  of  the  portion  treating 
of  nativities ;  the  sum  of  a  progression,  a  sum  in 

general.  —  Ganita-kaumiuli,  f.  title  of  a  com- 
mentary on  the  Lilavatl.  —  Ganita-tattva-fintd- 

mani,  is,  m.  title  of  a  commentary  on  Bhaskara's Silrya-Siddhanta.  —  Ganita-malati,  (.  or  ganita- 
sdra,  as,  m.  titles  of  two  mathematical  works. 
—  Ganita-idstra,  am,  n.  the  book  or  science  of 

computation;    see   above.  —  Gunitddhyaya   (fta- 
adh  ),  as,  m.  title  of  a  chapter   in  the  Brahma- 
Siddhanta.  —  Ganitdmrita-sdgarl  (°«a-om°),  f.  title 
of  a  commentary  on  the  Lilavatl. 
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to  be  counted  or  num- Ganttarya,  as,  a,  am, 
bered,  to  be  calculated. 

Gaijitin,  I,  iiu,  !,  one  who  has  made  a  calculation. 

Ganiu,  I,  m.  a  teacher  (•  having  a  class  of  pupils'). 
Gaiil-bhutu,  as,  a,  am,  included  in  any  class  or 

troop,  calculated. 

<;<ineya,  as,  d,  am,  numerable,  calculable,  what 
may  be  reckoned  or  counted. 

(luneru,  us,  m.  the  plant  Pterospermum  Aceri- 
folium  [cf.  kannkdra] ;  (tie),  f.  a  harlot,  a  whore ; 
a  female  elephant. 

Giuiertikd,  f.  a  bawd,  a  procuress,  a  female  servant. 
Ganexa.     See  under  gana,  p.  279. 

Ganya,  as,  a,  am,  calculable,  to  be  counted  or 
calculated ;  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  belonging  to 
a  multitude  or  class  or  troop  &c. 

j  i  iij  ffnnrf(probably fr.ffantfa.the  cheek), 

'^ '  scl.  V.  P.  gaadati  (?),  to  affect  the  cheek, 
be  rough  as  the  cheek  (?). 
Ganda,  as,  m.  the  cheek,  the  whole  side  of  the 

lace  including  the  temple ;  an  elephant's  cheek  or 
temple;  a  bubble,  a  boil,  a  pimple;  a  goitre  and 
other  excrescences  of  the  neck ;  a  joint,  a  bone ;  the 

bladder ;  a  mark,  spot ;  part  of  a  horse's  trappings, 
a  stud  or  button  fixed  as  an  ornament  upon  the 

harness ;  a  rhinoceros  [cf.  gandaka  and  gandanga] ; 
a  hero  [cf.  gandlra] ;  the  abrupt  interchange  of 
question  and  answer,  as  one  of  the  characteristics  of 
the  dramatic  composition,  called  Vlthi ;  the  tenth 

Yoga  or  one  of  the  twenty-seven  portions  of  a  circle 
on  the  plane  of  the  ecliptic  [cf.  yoga] ;  an  astro- 

nomical period ;  a  pledge,  deposit  (?).  In  composi- 
tion ganda  may  imply  chief,  best,  excellent  [cf. 

ganda-grdma  and  ganda-murkha] ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 
the  female  attendant  of  the  seven  sages ;  [cf.  yadu, 

gandi,  gandu,  &c.]  —  Ganda-kandu,  ue,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Yaksha.  —  Ganda-kdri,  (.,  N.  of  two  plants ; 

[cf.  khadiri  and  vard/ta-krdnta.]  —  Ganda-kali,  f., 

N.  of  a  plant;  (cf.  khadiri.'  —  Ganda-Jcusuma, 

am,  n.  the  juire  that  exudes  from  the  elephant's 
temples  during  rut.  —  Ganda-kupa,  an,  m.  the  peak 
or  summit  of  a  mountain.  •~Gunda-giitra,  am,  n. 
the  fruit  of  the  Anona  Reticulata  or  Squamosa,  com- 

monly called  Ata  or  custard  apple.  —  Ganda-grama, 
as,  m.  any  large  or  considerable  village.  —  Ganda- 
durvd,  f.  a  kind  of  DOrva  grass.  —  Ganda-de3a 

or  ganda-prades'a,  as,  m.  the  region  of  the  cheek, 
the  cheek.  —  Ganda-plialaka,  am,  n.  the  cheek 
fancifully  regarded  as  a  seed-vessel.  —  Ganda-bhitti, 
it,  f.  a  dimple  in  the  cheek;  the  openings  in  the 
temples  of  an  elephant,  from  which  a  juice  exudes  in 
the  time  of  rut.  —  Ganda-mdld,  f.  or  according  to 
some  also  ganda-mala,  as,  m.  inflammation  of  the 
glands  of  the  neck  &c.  —  Ganda-malikd,  (.  a  kind 
of  Mimosa  (laj}dlu).—Ganda-mdlin,  i,  ini,  i, 
having  the  glands  of  the  neck  inflamed.  —  Ganda- 
murk/ia,  as,  m.  exceedingly  foolish,  Very  stupid. 

—  < ':nnda-jvyuha,  ax,  m.  title  of  a  Buddhist  Sutra 
woik.  —  Ganda-ilild,  f.  any  large  rock.  —  Ganda- 
faila,  as,  m.  a  huge  rock  or  rocky  fragment  thrown 
down  by  an  earthquake,  storm,  &c. ;  the  forehead. 
—  Ganda-sdhvayd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  =  gandoK  (t). 
—  Ganda-ethala,  am.  i,  n.  f.  the  cheek ;  the  tem- 

ples of  an  elephant.  —  Ganddnga  ( °da-an°),  as,  m. 
a  rhinoceros  ;  |  cf.  gam/a  and  gandakfi.\  —  Gando- 

padhdna  (°da-up  ),  am,  n.  a  pillow. 
<inndaka,  as,  m.  a  rhinoceros  [cf.  ganda  and 

gandaitga  above] ;  an  obstacle  or  impediment ;  dis- 
junction, separation  ;  a  mode  of  reckoning  by  fours, 

a  peculiar  manner  of  counting ;  a  coin  of  the  value  of 
four  cowries ;  a  kind  of  science,  astrological  science 
or  a  part  of  it ;  a  mark,  spot ;  a  kind  of  melre  con- 

taining four  lines  of  twenty  syllables  each  ;  an  epithet 
of  the  Videhas  living  on  the  river  GandakI ;  an 
epithet  of  Kala,  the  brother  of  Prasena-jit;  (I),  {., 
N.  of  the  river  GandakI  in  the  northern  part  of 
India;  (a),  f.  a  lump,  a  ball.  —  Gandaka-vaK,  f. 
another  N.  of  the  river  Gandjki. 

Gandalin,  "i,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

Gaiidari,  is,  m.  the  plant  Bauhinia  Variegata,= 
kuviddra. 

Gandali,  (.  a  bent  grass  with  white  blossoms,  a 
white  sort  of  Dflrva  (slid  diirrd),  Agrostis  Linearis  ; 

also  N.  of  two  other  plants,  =  gantla-diirvd,  sar- 

pdkshi. (In  IK!  i,  /.<,  m.  the  trunk  of  a  tree  from  the  root  to 

the  beginning  of  the  branches  ;  goitre  or  bronchocele. 

Gaijdikd,  f.  anything  advanced  beyond  the  first 
stage  or  commencement  ;  a  kind  of  beverage  (in  this 
sense  also  gandikdkdra!);  a  declivity  (?).  This 
last  sense  appears  probable  in  some  names  of  places 

(e.  g.  in  aiHirii-gaiidika,  purra-purrdnuganilikd, 

Sec.),  hence  anugandlkd  may  be  the  country  border- 
ing on  a  declivity.  • 

Gandinl,  f.  an  epithet  of  Durgl. 

Gaiidlra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb,  described  as 
growing  in  watery  ground,  but  according  to  some  a 
species  of  cucumber  ;  a  hero,  a  champion  [cf  ganda\\ 

(I),  f.  the  plant  Tithymalus  Antiquorum,  =  «oAw»irfay 
[cf.  gindira.] 
Gandu,  us,  us,  m.  f.  a  pillow  [cf.  gandopadhdna]  ; 

(ti,  us),  f.  a  joint  ;  a  knot  ;  a  bone  ;  oil.  —  Gaiidu- 
pada,  as,  m  a  kind  of  worm,  an  earth-worm  ;  (i), 
f.  a  small  or  female  worm.  —  Gandupada-bhava, 
am,  n.  lead. 

Gandula,  as,  d,  am,  bent,  crooked  ;  [cf  gadala."] 
Gandusha,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  mouthful,  a  handful  ;  a 

handful  of  water,  water  &c.  held  in  the  hollowed  palm 
of  the  hand  for  rincing  the  mouth  &c.;  filling  the 

mouth,  rincing  it,  &c.  ;  the  tip  of  an  elephant's 
trunk;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  S'ttra  and  brother of  Vasu-deva. 

Gondola,  as,  am,  m.  n.  raw  sugar  [cf.  gadola 

and  gnda]  ;  (as),  m.  a  mouthful  [cf.  gandushd]. 

*HPl  ijanya.     See  under  rt.  gan. 

t,  gata,  &c.     See  rt.  gam,  p.  282. 

j  i  j  gad,  cl.  i.  P.  gadati,  jagada,  gadish- 
<>  yati,  agddit  or  agadit.  gaditum,  to  speak 

articulately,  speak,  say,  relate,  tell  anything  to  a  person 
(with  two  ace.)  ;  to  enumerate  ;  to  name,  call  ;  cl. 

10.  P.  gadayati,  -yitum,  to  thunder:  Caus.  gdda- 
yati,  -yitum  :  Desid.  jigadishati,  to  intend  or  wish 
to  speak  or  tell  :  Intens.  jdgadyate,  jdgatti  ;  [cf. 
Lith.  gadijos,  zadas,  sodis,  giedmi;  Pol.  gadai; Hib.  gadh,.] 

Gada,  as,  m.  speaking,  speech  ;  a  sentence  ;  N. 
of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva  and  younger  brother  of 
Krishna  ;  disease,  sickness  ;  (am),  n.  poison  ;  [cf. 

a-gada."]  —  Gada-sinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 
—  Gaddkhya  (°da-dkh°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=  kiuihfha.  —  Gaddgada  (°da-ag°),  au,  m  du.  the 
two    AsVins,    physicians   of  Svarga.  —  Gaddgraja 

(°da-ag°),  as,  m.  the  elder  brother  of  Gada,  epithet 
of  Krishna  —  Gaddgrani  (cda-ag°),  is,   m.   the 
chief  of  all   diseases,  consumption.  —  Gaddmbara 

(°(/a-awc),  as,  m.  a  cloud.  —  Gaddrdti  (dn-ur  ), 

is,   m.    a   drug,    a   medicament    ('  the    enemy    of 
diseases').  —  Gadahva   or   gaddhvaya   fda-dh°), 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  Costus,  Costus  Speciosus. 
Gadayitnu,  us,  us,  u.  loquacious,  talkative,  talking 

much  or  idly  ;  libidinous,  desirous,  lustful  ;  (ut)j  m. 
a  bow  ;  a  N.  of  KSma  or  Kandarpa,  the  god  of  love. 

Gadd,  f.  a  mace,  club,  bludgeon  ;  the  plant  Bignonia 
Suaveolens  ;  a  particular  constellation  .  —  Gadagruj  >«n  ! 

Cdd-aff),  is,  is,  i,  having  a  mace  in  the  right  hand. 
—  Giitla-illmra,  as,  d,  am,  bearing  a  club;  (as), 
m  an  epithet  of  Krishna  [cf.  kuumodaki];  N.  of  a 

physician  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the  work  Vishaya- 
vifJSra  ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Mukunda-priya  and  uncle 
of  R5m5nanda  &c  —  Giulddhara-bhaf/a,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  an  author  —  Gadd-parvan,  a,  n.  title  of  a  book 
of  the  Maha-bharata.  —  (!<idd-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  a  club- 
bearer,  one  who  fights  with  a  mace  ;  an  epithet  of 
Krishna.  —  Gadd-yudiiltn,  am,  n.  a  fight  with  clubs 

or  bludgeons.  —  Gaddyadha  (°dd-dy  },  as,  d,  um, 
armed  with  a  club.  —  (laddvasdna  (°dd-av  ),  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  place  near  Mathura  (where  the  mace 

thrown  by  Jarisandha  rested).  —  Gada-hasta,  at, 
d,  am,  armed  with  a  mace,  mace-handed. 

(Itttlita,  as,  d,  am,  spoken,  said,  related;  (am), 
n.  speaking,  speech.  —  Gadita-vat,  an,  atl,  at, 
having  spoken,  speaking. 

Gttdin,  i,  ini,  i,  armed  with  a  club,  a  mace- 
bearer  ;  (i),  m.  an  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Gadi-finha, 
Hi',  in.,  N.  ot  a  grammarian. 

Undgada,  as,  d,  am,  stammering,  stuttering; 

(am;,  n.  stammering;  indistinct  or  convulsive  utter- 
ance, as  sobbing  &c.  —  Gadgada-tm,  am,  n.  stam- 

mering —  Hiutijniln-illii'n  n  i,  />,  m.  low  inarticulate 
expression  of  joy  or  gnet.—  <iiiiii/nil<i-/i(ida,am,  n. 
inarticulate  speech  —  Gadgada-vat!,  k,  f.  inarticulate 
or  convulsive  speech,  interrupted  by  sobbing  &c. 

—  Gadgada-svara,  as,  m.  indistinct  or  stammering 
utterance;  (lit,  d,  am),  uttering  stammering  sounds; 

(as),  m.  a  bufTalo  ;  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 
Huili/adita.  as,  d,  am,  stammered. 

liinlijadya,  nom.  P.  gadgadyati,  to  stammer. 

Gadya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  spoken  or  uttered  ; 
(am),  n.  prose,  composition  not  metrical  yet  framed 
in  accordance  with  harmony,  elaborate  prose  com- 

position. JlfJITJ  gadaya,  nom.  A.,  Ved.  gadayate, 

-yitum,  to  become  lazy  or  idle  ;  [cf.  gadi."] 

(judyunaka  or  gadyanaka  or  ga- 
<lyalu/;a,  am,  n.  a  weight,  =  32  Gunjis  or  berries 
of  the  plant  Abrus  Precatorius,  or  =  64  such  Gunjas 
with  physicians. 

Tnj  gadh,   cl.  4.   P.  gadhyati,  to   be 

X  mixed. 
Gadhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  seized,  to  be 

gained  as  booty. 

J  I  •dm  gantavya,  &c.     See  under  rt.  gam. 

if't^'*!  yandika,  f.,  N.  of  a  place. 

JTJM  gandh,  cl.  10.  A.  gandhayate,  -yi- 
Ntwm,  to  injure,  .hurt,  kill;  to  move,  to 

go  ;  to  ask  or  beg  ;  [cf.  gandhana  and  gandhaya  ; 
cf.  also  Lith.  gandinu.J 

fy  gandha  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

gandh^i,  smell,  odour,  (sometimes  nine  or  ten  kinds are  enumerated,  viz.  ishta,aniihta,  madliura,  katu, 

nirhdrin,  samhata,  snigdha,  ruksha,  vifada, 
amla);  a  fragrant  substance,  fragrance,  scent,  (in 
comp.  =  fragrant,  see  gandhdmbu  Sec.),  a  per- 

fume; sulphur  [cf.  gandhaka];  pounded  sandal- 
wood  ;  myrrh  [cf.  bala\  ;  the  tree  Hyperanthera 
Moringa;  the  mere  smell  of  anything,  a  small 

quantity,  a  little  ;  connection,  relationship  ;  a  neigh- 

bour; pride,  arrogance;  an  epithet  of  S"iva  ;  (d),  f. the  plant  Curcuma  Amhaldi  or  Zcrumbet  ;  the  plant 
Desmodium  Gangeticum,  =  idla-parm  ;  the  bud 
of  the  plant  Michelia  Champaca;  N.  of  a  metre 
consisting  of  four  lines  with  17+18+17+  18  sylla- 

bles; (ami,  n  smell;  black  aloe-  wood.  —  Gandha- 
kandaka,  as.  m.  the  plant  Scirpus  Kysoor,  =  kaiteru. 
—  Gandha-kdrikd,  f.  a  female  servant  whose  busi- 

ness is,  to  prepare  perfumes  ;  a  female  artisan  living 
in  the  house  of  another  woman.  —  Gandhft-kdlikd 

or  gandha-kali,  f.,  N.  of  the  mother  of  the  poet 
VyS»a;    N.    of    au    Apsaras.  —  Ganil/ta-kdshltia, 
am,  n.  a  fragrant  wood,  as  sandal,  aloe-wood,  &c.; 
a    species    of    sandal-wood    (iSambara-dandana). 
—  Gandlia-kntl.  f.  a  kind  of  perfume,  commonly 

Mura;  [cf.  ija>idha-kuti.~\—Gtin<llia-/,-iixumii.  f.  a 
kind  of  plant',  =  ganikdri.  —  G<md/<«-kii/i,  (.  the  hall 
of  fragrances;  (perhaps  (organ(Ui<i-kuti.)  —  (iandha- 

kclikd,  f.  musk  ;   (cf.  gandha-StUka.'  —  Gandha- 
hiki/d,   f.  a  kind   of  ferfume.  —  Gnnd/ia-kheda, 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  fragrant  grass.  Andropogon  Schce- 
nanthus;    also   gandha-khednka  ;     [cf.    gandha- 
trina.  '  —Gandlia-ifa,  ae.  d,  am,  taking  a  scent, 

smelling  ;  redolent.  —  Gandha-gaja,  as,  m.  '  scent- 
elephant,'  an  elephant  of  the  best  kind  ;  [cf.  gamllia- 
,lrii>it.  \-Gandlia-guna,  as,  d,  am,  having   the 

property  of  odour.  —  Gandha-yhrdna,  am,  n.  the 
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smelling  of  any  odour.  —  Gandha-feUkd,  {.  musk. 
—  GandliM-jatild.  (.  the  plant  Acorus  Calamus ;  [cf. 

uac'a.J  —  Gandha-jala,   am,    n.   fragrant    water. 
—  Gandha-jdta,  am,  n.  the   leaf  of  the  Laurus 
Cassia.  —  Gandha-jAd,   f.   the    nose.  —  Gandha- 
tandula,   as,    m.    fragrant   rice.  —  Gandha-tiirya, 
am,  n.  a  musical  instrument,  one  of  a  loud  sound 

used   in   battle   (a   drum  or   trumpet). —  Gand ha- 
triiia,  am,  n.  fragrant  grass,   Andropogon  Schce- 
nanthus.  -•  Gandlta-taila,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  oil  pre- 

pared with  fragrant  substances.  —  Gand/ia-tvad,  k, 
f.  a  kind  of  perlume.  the  fragrant  bark  of  the  tree 

Feronia  Elephan.um  (elandlu,ka).  —  Gandha-dald, 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  aja-modd.  —  Gandha-ddru,  u, 
n.  3i\oe-wood.  —  Gandh(i-drarya,  am,  n.  a  fragrant 
substance.  —  Gandha-dvipa,  as,  m.  an  elephant  of 
the  best  class,  very  much  feared  by  other  elephants 

(supposed   to   emit   a   peculiar   smell).  —  Ganrlha- 
dhdriti,  i,  inl,  i,   bearing  fragrances;   (»),  m.  an 

epithet  of  Siva:    [cf.  gandha-pdlin.]--Gandha- 

d/itlma-ja,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  perfume ;  [cf.  svddu.~] 
—  Gandha-dhiiti,  is,  (.  musk,  the  fragrant  secretion 
of  the  musk  deer.  —  Gandha-nakula,  as,  m.  the 
musk  rat  of  Bengal,  Sorex  Moschatus.  —  Gandha- 
ndktili,    f.,   N.   of  a   plant,    possibly    Ophioxylon 
Serpeminum.  —  Gandha-ndman,  a,  m.  a  fragrant 
kind  of  basil  with  red  flowers;  also  gandha-ndmnl, 

{. ;  [cf.  gandhdhi)d.~]  —  Gandha-ndlihd  or  gandka- 
ndll,  f.  the  nose  —  Gandha-nilayd,  {.  a  kind  of 
jasmine,  J  Zambac  Floribus  Multiplicatis ;  [cf.  nava- 

mullikd.'l  —  Gaiidhanis'd,   f.,   N.   of  a   plant,  = 
gandka-pattrd.  —  Gandha-pa,  as,  a,  am,   '  in- 

haling   the   odour,'    epithet    of  a   class    of  manes. 
—  Gandha-pattra,  as,  m.  several  plants  with  fra- 

grant leaves ;  a  white  sort  of  basil,  Ocimum  Gratissi- 

muin,  =  tveta-pdnd ;    the   plant    J*£gle   Marmelos, 
=  vilva;  the  orange  tree;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  Cur- 

cuma;   (i),  f.,   N.  of  several  plants,  =ambashtha, 

as"va-gandha,  aja^modd  —  Gandha-pattrikd,  f., 
N.  of  two  plants,  =  gandha-pattrd  and  qjo-modd. 
—  Gamlha-parna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  kdka- 
ptishpa  —  Gandhft-paldittkd,  f.  turmeric ;  [cf.  hart* 
drd]  —  Gandha-pald^t,  {.  the  plant  Curcuma  Am- 
haldi  or  Zerumbet,  =  dati.  —  Gandha-pdlin,  I,  inl, 
it  preserving  fragrances  ;  (I),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Gandha-pdshdna,  as,  m.  sulphur.  —  Gandha- 

piitgaid,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman.  •-  Gandha-pis'ddikd, 
f.  the  smoke  of  burned  fragrant  resin,  imp-like,  from 
its  dark  colour  or  cloudy  nature.  •-  Gandha-^pltd, 
{.  a  plant,  =  gandka-pattrd,  a  species  of  Zedoary. 
—  Gdndha-'iushpa,  am,  n  a  fragrant  flower ;  flowers 
and  sandal  presented  together  at  seasons  of  worship  ; 
(as),  m.  several  plants  with  fragrant  flowers,  a  kind 
of  cane,   Calamus    Rotang    [cf.   vetasa] ;   another 

plant,  Alangium  Hexapetaium  [cf.  attkota] ',  Sebes- 
ten,  Cordia    Myxa,  =  bahu-vdra;    (a),    i    several 
plants,  viz.  the  Indigo  plant ;  Pandanus  Odoratissimus 
[cf.  ketaka] ;  the  plant  Premna  Spinosa,  =  gaiiikarl. 
—  Gandha-putand,  f.  a  kind  of  imp  or  goblin. 
—  Gandha-pha/djjhaka,  as,  m  a  kind  of  Ocimum 
with  red  flowers  —  Gandka-phala.  as,  m.  several 
plants  with  fragrant  fruits,  viz.  Feronia  Elephantum, 
=  kapiltha ;   JEg\e   Marmelos,  =  vilva ;   another 
plant,  =  tejah-phala  ;   (a],  f.   several  plants,  =-pri- 
yangit,  methikd,  viddrl,  Sallakl ;  («),  f.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  =  priyattyn ;  the  bud  of  the  plant  Michelia 
Champaca.  —  Gandha-banij,  k,  f.  a  seller  of  per- 

fumes —  Gandha-bandhu,  us,  m.  the  mango  tree ; 

[cf.  dmra.~\  —  Gandha-bahtda,  as,  m.  fragrant  rice ; 
(a),  f,  N.ofa  plant,     gorukshl.  —  Gandha-bhadrd, 
(.  a  creeper,  commonly  G  mdha-bhSdaliyS,  (Pcederia 
Fcetida?).—  Gaudha-bhdnda,  as,  m.  a  tree,  Hibis- 

cus Populneoides ;   [cf.  gardabh&nda.}  —  Gandha- 
mdnsi,  f  a  kind  of  Indian  spikenard,  Valeriana  ;  [cf. 

jald-mdnsi.']  —  Gandlta-rndtri,  td,  f.  the  earth  (the 
qualiiy  of  odour  residing  in  the  earth).  —  Gandha- 
mddii,  as,  m.,  N  of  a  son  of  Svaphalka  ;  a'so  of  a 
monkey  who  was  an  attendant  of  Rama.  —  Gandha- 

mddana,  as,  I,  am,  intoxicating  with  fragrance ; 
(as),  m.  a  large  black  bee ;  sulphur  [cf.  gandha- 
modana]  ;  N.  of  a  particular  mountain,  forming  the 

division  between  115-vrita  and  Bhadrasva  or  to  the 
east  of  Meru,  renowned  for  its  fragrant  forests ;  an 

epithet  of  Ravana,  chief  of  the  Rakshasas ;  N.  of  a 
monkey,  an  attendant  of  Siva;  (5),  f.  spirituous 
liquor;  a  parasitical  plant  (vandaka),  a  kind  of 

perlume,  =  fida  ;  (am),  n.  the  forest  on  the  moun- 
tain Gandha-madana.  —  Gandha-mddin,  I,  inl,  i, 

strong-scented,  of  intoxicating  fragrance  ;  (inl),  (  lac ; 
a  sort  of  perfume  [cf.  pura]  ;  wine  or  spirituous 

liquor;  [cf.  the  preceding.]  —  Gandha-marjdra,  as, 
m.  the  civet  cA.  —  Gundha-mdlatl,  (.  a  kind  of 
perfume.  —  Grmrlha-iniilhu,  f.  a  kind  of  perfume, 
=-murd.--G(i}tfUia-iii(Jli/a,  e,  n.  du.  fragrances  and 
garlands ;  (ani),  n.  pi.  fragrances  and  garlands ; 
fragrant  garlands.  •-•  Gand.hff-munda,  an,  m.  a  kind 
of  creeper,  Hibiscus  Populneoides,  =  gandha-Widn/fa 
or  gardabhdiida.  —  Ga'ndha-mula,  as,  m.  a  plant 
with  a  fragrant  and  tuberous  root,  one  of  the  Scita- 
minea,  Alpinia  Galanga,  =  kulanj ana  ;  (a),  f.  the 

plant  Curcuma  Amhaldi  or  Zerumbet  [cf.  s"ati] ',  the 
olibanum  tree,  =  fallaki  ;  (i),  f.  the  plant  Curcuma 
Amhaldi  or  Zerumbet.  —  Gandha-mfdaka,  as,  m. 
the  plant  Curcuma  Amhaldi  or  Zerumbet ;  ( ika), 

f.  the  same  plant ;  another  plant,  =  mdkandl. 

—  Gandha-mushika,  as,  m.  or  gandha-mmlil,  f. 
the  musk  rat  or  shrew,  Sorex  Moschatus.  -•  Gandha- 
mriga,  as,  m.  the  civet  cat ;  the  name  may  also  be 
applied  to  the   musk   deer.  —  Gandha-maithuna, 
as,  m.  a  bull.  —  Gandha-mojavdha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  Svaphalka,  (incorrect  for  gandha-mdda.) 
—  Gandha-modana,  as,   m.   sulphur.  —  Gandha- 
mohinl,  (.  the  bud  of  the  plant  Michelia  Campaca. 

—  Gandha-yukti,  in,  f.  the  blending  of  fragrant 
substances,   preparation   of  perfumes ;    title  of  the 

seventy-sixth  AdhySya  of  Varahamihira's  Brihaj-ja- 
taka.  -•  Gandha-ynti,  is,  f.  mixture  of  fragrant  sub- 

stances. —  Gandha-raaa,  as,  m.  myrrh.  —  Gandha- 

raiangaka   (Va-a»°),   as,   m.   turpentine,  =  sri- 
veshla.  —  Gattdha-rdja,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  jasmine, 
=  mudgara;  another  plant,  =  kana-guggu!u;  (J), 
f.  a  sort  of  perfume,  commonly  Nakh! ;   (am),  n. 
sandal-wood ;  a  kind  of  perfume ;  a  kind  of  white 
flower.  —  Gandha-lolupa,  f.  a  fly  or  gnat.  —  Gandha- 

i'at,  an,  ati,  at,  smelling,  endowed  with  fragrance ; 
scented,  odoriferous;    (tl),  f.   the  earth   (because  it 
possesses  the  quality  of  smell) ;  a  kind  of  jasmine  [cf. 
nava-mullikd] ;    wine    or    vinous    liquor;    a  kind 
of  perfume,  =  murd ;  an  epithet  of  the  mother  of 
Vyasa,  also  called  Satya-vatI ;  N.  of  a  city  belonging 
to  Varuna;    N.  of  a  river.  —  Gandha-vadhu,   us, 
!.  the  plant  Curcuma  Amhaldi  or  Zerumbet ;  a  kind 
of  perfume,  =  tidd.  —  Gandha-valkala,  am.  n.  the 
cassia  bark,  Laurus  Cassia;  Sarsaparilla.  —  Gandha- 
vallari  or  gandlta-valli,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  saha- 
devi. «—  Gandha-vaha,  as,  d,  am,  bearing  fragrances, 
epithet  of  the  winds ;  (as),  m.  the  wind  ;  (a),  f.  the 
nose.  —  Gandha-vahala,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  Ocimum, 
=sitdrjaka.--'Gandha-vdha,  as,  m.  the  wind;  a 
deer,  the  musk  deer;  (a),  f.  the  aose.  —  Gandha- 

vthvala,  as,  m.  wheat.  —  Gandlta-mj 'd,  f.  a  kind  of 
grass,  =methika.  —  Gandha^)rik*haka,  as,  m.  the 
Sal  tree,  Shorea  Robust*.  — Gandlia-vydkala.  am, 
n.  a  perfume,  a  fragrant  berry,  =  kakknli.  —  Gandha- 
iaii,  f.  the  tree  Curcuma  Amhaldi  or  Zerumbet. 

—  Gandha-s'aka,  am,  n.   a    kind    of   vegetable. 
—  Gandha-iali,  is,   m.  a  sweet-smelling   kind  of 

rice.  —  Gandha-tundirii  or  gandha-s'undim,  f.  the 
musk  rat   or  shrew.  —  Gandha-tfekhara,  as,   m. 
musk.  —  Gandfia-sdra,  ax,   m.  sandal;    a  kind  of 
jasmine,  =  mudgara.  —  Gandha-sarana,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  perfume,  =  vrihan-nakhl.  —  Gandha-sukhl 

or  gandha-silyl,  f.  the  musk  shrew  or  small  musk 
Tzt.  —  Gitndha-soma,  am,  n.  the   white   esculent 
water-lily.  —  Gandlta-ltaxtin,  I,  m.  'the  scent-ele- 

phant ;'  [cf.  gandha-dvipa^]  —  Gandha-harikd,  f. 
a  female  servant  who  bears  perfumes  behind    her 

mistress,  a  female  artisan  working  in  another  person's 

house ;  [cf.  gandha-kdrikd.~\  —  Gandltakhu,  (°<iha- 
dkhu),  us,  m.  the  musk  rzt.  —  Gandltnjlva  ("dha- 
df),  as,  m.  a  vender  of  perfumes  (one  who  makes  a livelihood  by 

as,  a,  am,  rich  in  odour,  fragrant  ;  (as),  m.  the 

orange  tree;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  =  gandha- 
pattrd;  yellow  jasmine,  =  svarua-yiithi  ;  other 
plants,  =  tarunt,  drdma-fitald,  gandlidll;  (am), 
n.  sandal-wood  ;  a  kind  of  perfume  (  =javadi). 

—  Gandltddhika  (°dha-adh°),  am,  n.  a  kind  of 
perfume,  =  tritia-kimkuma.  —  Gandlidpakarshana 

(°dha-ap  ),  am,  u.  removing  smells.  —  Gandhdmbu 
(°dlia-am"),  u,  n.  fragrant  water.  —  Gandltdmld 
(°dAa-am°),  f.  the  wild  lemon  tree.  —  Gandhdld 
(Ldha-dla  =  alayai),  f.,  N.ofa  plant,  commonly 
jiyatl,  Celtis  Orientalis.  —  Gandhd-Jundinl  =  gan- 

dha-dundini.  —  Gandhdisman  (°dha-as'°),  a,  m. 
sulphur.  —  Gandhdshtaka  (°dha-ash°),  am,  n.  a 
mixture  of  eight  fragrant  substances  varying  according 
to  the  deities  to  whom  they  are  offered  (e.  g.  the 
eight  articles,  sandal,  agallochum,  camphor,  saffron, 
valerian,  and  some  fragrant  glasses).  —  Gandhdhva 

(°dlta-dh°),  f.  =  gandha-ndmnl.  —  Gandhendriya 

Cdha-4n°),  am,  n.  the  organ  ot  smell.  —  Gandheblm 
(°dha-ibha),as,  m.'the  scent-elephant;'  [ct.yandlia- ' 

(°dfia-ottt),  us,  m.  the  civet  c»t.  —  Gandhotkatd 
(°dha-vt°),  (.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  damanaka.  —  Gan- 
dhottamd  (°dha-ut°),  f.  spirituous  or  vinous  liquor. 
"Gandhoda  t^dha-uda),  am,  n.  fragrant  water. 
—  Gandhopajivin  (°dha-up'  ),  i,  inl,  i,  one  who 
lives  by  perfumes,  a  seller  of  perfumes,  a  perfumer. 
Gandhaka,  as,  m.  sulphur;  the  Motunga  tree, 

Hypeianthera  Moringa,  =  Jobltdnjana. 
Gandhakiya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  sulphur, 

treating  of  it. 

Gamlhaya,  nom.  P.  gandhayati,  -yitum,  to 
make  redolent  or  odoriferous. 

Gandhdlw,  us,  as,  u,  fragrant,  perfumed. 
Gandhi,  is,  is,  i,  (at  the  end  of  compounds) 

having  the  smell  of,  smelling  of,  perfumed  with  ; 
having  only  the  smell  of,  containing  only  a  very 

small  quantity  ;  (i),  n.  a  kind  of  perfume. 
Gandhika,as,  d,am,  having  the  smell  of,  smelling 

of  [cf.  aja-gandhika,  avi-g",  utpala-g°]  ;  having 
only  the  smell,  having  a  very  little  of  anything 

(  e.  g.  bhrdtri-gandhika,  being  brother  only  by 
name)  ;  (as),  m.  a  seller  of  perfumes  ;  sulphur. 
Gandhin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  a  smell,  smelling, 

odoriferous  ;  (i),  m.  a  bug  ;  also  the  flying  bug  ;  the 

tree  Xanthophyilum  Virens;  (nl),  f.  a  kind  of  per- 
fume, =  murd.  —  Gandhi-parna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

plant,  =  sapta-ddhada. 
*1«*i«t  gandhana,  am,  n.  continued  effort, 

perseverance;  hurting,  injury,  killing;  manifestation, 
information,  intimation,  infoiming  against. 

gandharva  or  sometimes  in  post- 
Vedic  writings  gandharba,  as,  m.  a  Gandharva. 
Though  in  later  times  the  Gandharvas  are  regarded 

as  a  class,  yet  in  the  Rig-veda  rarely  more  than  one 
is  mentioned  ;  he  is  commonly  designated  as  the 

'  heavenly  Gandharva  '  (divyo  Gandharvah),  and 
sometimes  named  Vis\a-vasu  ;  his  habitation  is  the 

sky,  or  the  region  of  the  air  and  the  heavenly  waters; 
his  especial  duty  is  to  guard  the  heavenly  Soma, 
which  the  gods  obtain  through  his  intervention.  It 
is  obtained  for  the  human  race  by  Indra,  who 
conquers  the  Gandharva  and  takes  it  by  force.  The 
heavenly  Gandharva  is  supposed  to  be  a  good  phy- 

sician, because  the  Soma  is  considered  as  the  best 

medicine  ;  possibly,  however,  the  word  Soma  origin- 
ally denoted  not  the  beverage  so  called,  but  the 

moon,  and  the  heavenly  Gandharva  may  have  been 
the  genius  or  tutelary  deity  of  the  moon.  It  is  cer- 

tain that  the  heavtnly  Gandharva  and  the  Soma  are 
sometimes  identified.  He  is  also  regarded  as  one  of 

the  genii  who  regulate  the  course  of  the  Sun's  horses  ; 
he  knows  and  makes  known  the  secrets  of  heaven 

and  divine  truths  generally.  He  is  the  parent  of  the 

'  first  pair  of  human  beings,  Yama  and  YamI,  and  has 
i  a  peculiar  mystical  power  over  women  and  a  right 
to  possess  them.  For  this  reason  he  is  invoked  in 

I  marriage  ceremonies.  Exstatic  states  of  mind  and 
i  possession  by  evil  spirits  are  supposed  to  be  derived 
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from  the  heavenly  Gandharva.  With  Jainas  he  is  an 
attendant  of  the  seventeenth  Arhat  of  the  present 
AvasarpinT.  The  Gandharvas  as  a  class  have  the  same 
characteristic  features  as  the  one  Gandharva ;  they 

live  in  the  sky,  guard  the  Soma,  are  governed  by 
Varuna  (just  as  the  Apsarasas  are  governed  by  Soma), 
know  the  best  medicines,  regulate  the  course  of  the 
astertsms  (in  one  passage  of  the  VSjasaneyi-SamhitS 
twenty  -seven  being  mentioned),  follow  after  women 
and  are  desirous  or  intercourse  with  them.  As  soon 

as  a  girl  becomes  marriageable,  she  belongs  to  Soma, 

the  Gandharvas.  and  Agni.  The  wives  of  the  Gandhar- 
vas are  the  Apsarasas,  and  like  them  the  Gandharvas 

are  invoked  in  gambling  with  dice ;  they  are  also 
feared  as  evil  beings  together  with  the  Rakshasas, 
Kimldins,  PiiSdas,  &c.,  amulets  being  worn  as  a 

protection  against  them.  In  the  S'atapatha-Brah- 
mana  they  are  called  the  preceptors  of  the  Rishis. 

In  epic  poetry  the  Gandharvas  are  the  celestial  mu- 
sicians or  heavenly  singers  who  form  the  orchestra  at 

the  banquets  of  the  gods,  and  they  belong  together 

with  the  Apsarasas  to  Indra's  heaven,  sharing  also  in 
bis  battles.  In  the  more  systematic  mythology  the 
Gandharvas  constitute  one  of  the  classes  into  which 

the  higher  creation  is  divided  (e.  g.  gods,  manes, 
Gandharvas;  or  gods,  Asuras,  Gandharvas,  men,  &c.). 

In  one  passage  of  the  Taittiriya-Aranyaka  eleven 
classes  of  Gandharvas  are  mentioned.  The  chief  or 

leader  of  the  Gandharvas  is  named  Citra-ratha.  They 
are  sometimes  called  the  creatures  of  Prajapati  or 
Brahma.  With  Jainas  the  Gandharvas  constitute  one 
of  the  eight  classes  of  the  Vyantaras.  The  following 

meanings  are  also  given  to  the  word  gandharva — 
a  singer ;  the  Koil  or  black  cuckoo ;  the  soul  after 

death,  and  previous  to  its  being  born  again  (cor- 
responding in  some  respects  to  the  western  notion 

of  a  ghost) ;  a  horse ;  the  sun  ;  a  sage,  a  pious  man ; 
a  kind  of  deer,  according  to  some,  the  mu>k  deer ; 

(?),  f.  GandharvT,  a  daughter  of  Su-rabhi  and  mother 
of  the  race  of  horses ;  [cf.  Gr.  KfWoupoj.]  —  Gan- 
dharva-Jthanda,  one  of  the  nine  divisions  of  BhSrata- 

varsha.  —  Gandharra-grihita,  at,  a.  am,  Ved.  pos- 
sessed by  a  Gandharva.  ••  Gandharva-graha,  as,  m. 

the  being  .possessed  by  a  Gandharva.  —  Gandharva- 
nagara  or  gandhana-pura,  am,  n.  the  city  of 
the  Gandharvas,  an  imaginary  town  in  the  sky,  pro- 

bably the  result  of  the  phenomenon  called  mirage. 

—  Gandharvanagardkdra  (°ra-dk^),  as,  a,  am, 
resembling  the  city  of  the  Gandharvas. «  Gandharva- 
patnl,  (.,  Ved.  the  wife  of  a  Gandharva.  an  Apsaras. 
—  Gantlharva-rdja,  as,  m.  Citra-ratha,  chief  of  the 

Gandharvas.  —  Gandharvartu  (°va-ritu\  us,  m., 
Ved.  the  time  or  season  of  the  Gandharvas.  —  Gun- 

dharra-vidyd,  f.  the  science  of  the  Gandharvas, 
music,  dancing.  —  Gandharva-vivdha,  as,  m.  one 
of  the  forms  of  marriage  described  in  Manu  III.  27, 
&c.,  viz.  the  form  of  the  Gandharvas ;  it  is  described 

as  a  marriage  proceeding  entirely  from  love  or  the 
mutual  inclination  of  a  youth  and  maiden  without  cere- 

monies and  without  consulting  relatives,  and  is  allow- 
able between  persons  of  the  second  or  military  class. 

—  Gandharva-vtda,  at,  m.  the  Gandharva-veda, 
the  science  of  music  considered  as  a  branch  of  the 

Sima-veda.  —  Gandharva-hasla  or  gandharva- 
haxtaka.  at,  m.  the  castor-oil  tree,  Palma  Christi  or 
Ricinus  Communis,  (the  leaves  being  compared  to 
the  foot  of  a  deer.) 

'i*ViT  gandhara,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 
[cf.  gdndhdrf] ;  (t).  f,  N.  of  a  VidyJ-devI ;  (a  various 
reading  has  gdndhdrl.) 

Gandlidri,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

T*VTc3T  gandhall,  f.  a  wasp ;  a  creeping 
plant,  Pcederia  Fceiida,  commonly  gandhall  or  gan- 
dha-bhdddU  ;  [cf.  gandfuill.]  -  Gan'l/idll-gar- 1>ha,  an.  m.  small  cardamoms  (tukahmaila). 

JTSWlfo  gandholi,  is,  f,  the  plant  Curcuma 
Amha'di  or  Zerumbet,  =  tati;  [cf.  gandholi  below.] 

Gatuiholi,  f  [cf.  gandhall  above],  a  wasp ;  the 

plant  I'cederia  F«etida(  =  bhadrd),  Cyperus  Rotuqdus, 

a  fragrant  grass  ;    the  plant  Curcuma  Amhaldi  or 

Zerumbet  ;  dried  ginger,  =  s"unthi. 

*T>T  yabha,  as,  m.  (fr.  gab]i,=gambh,-=. 
jambh  ),  Ved.  a  slit,  anything  split  asunder,  cleft  ; 
the  vulva  ;  [cf.  gabhasti,  gabltlra,  gambhtra.] 

*T*<«rirt  gubhastala,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  hell  ; 

[cf.  gabhaeti-mat.] 
"WreT  gabhusti,  is,  is,  m.  f.  (related  to 

gabha  ;  the  original  meaning  may  have  been  a  fork), 
Ved.  a  particular  pan  of  a  carriage,  the  shaft;  the 

double-edged  thunderbolt  of  Indra(?);  the  fore  part 
of  the  arm,  the  hand  ;  a  ray  of  light,  a  sun-beam,  a 
moon-beam,  i.  e.  the  hands  of  the  tun  or  moon  ; 

(is),  m.  the  sun;  (it),  f.  an  epithet  of  SvihS,  the 
wile  of  Agni.  —  Gabhasti-nemi,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of 

Krishna.  —  Gatihasti-pdni,  ii,  m.  the  sun,  '  having 
rays  for  hands.'  —  Gabhaeti-puta,  at,  a,  am,  Ved. 
purified  with  the  hands.  —  Gaiihasti-mat,  an,  all, 
at,  shining,  brilliant;  (an),  m.  the  sun;  N.  of  one 
of  the  nine  divisions  of  Bharata-varsha  ;  (at),  n.  one 
of  the  seven  divisions  of  PatSla  or  the  region  below 
the  earth.  —  Gabhasti-Kasta,  as,  m.  the  sun  ;  [cf. 

gabhasti-pdni.] 

nfinnF  gabhi-shak,  ind.  (fr.  yabhi,  related 
to  gabha  and  taj  fr.  rt.  tanj),  Ved.  deeply  down, 
far  down  or  within  ;  [cf.  anus/ink.  \ 

»W:faiT  gabhika,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  and  its 
fruit. 

gabhlra  or  gambhlra,  as,  a,  am  (re- 

lated to  gdbha  and  gabhatti,  *  a  deep  cleft  ;'  the  Rig- 
veda  generally  uses  gabhlra  and  only  gambhlra  at 

the  beginning  of  a  Pada  or  quarter-verse  ;  in  post-Vedic 
writings  gambhlra  is  the  more  usual  form,  but 
gabhlra  occurs  occasionally  even  in  the  latest  writers), 
deep  (opposed  logddha  and  dlna)  ;  deep  in  sound, 
deep-sounding,  hollow  in  sound,  hollow-toned  (there- 

fore enumerated  in  the  Nighantu  among  the  synonyms 

of  vdd)  ;  profound,  sagacious,  grave,  serious,  solemn, 
earnest,  secret,  mysterious  ;  dense,  impervious  ;  not 
to  be  penetrated,  not  to  be  investigated  or  explored, 
inscrutable,  difficult  to  be  perceived  or  understood  ; 
inexhaustible,  continuous,  uninterrupted  (as  time  &c.). 

The  deepness  of  a  man's  navel,  of  his  voice,  and  of  his 
character  are  sometimes  praised  together:  when  a 
man  is  said  to  have  a  deep  navel,  voice  and  character, 

he  is  said  to  be  tri-gambhlra/i  ;  (as),  m.  (without 
the  nasal),  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Ayu  ;  (with  the 
nasal  ),  the  lemon  tree  [cf.  jambhlra  and  jamblra]  ; 
a  lotus  ;  a  Mantra  of  the  Rig-veda  ;  (  a  ),  f.  hiccup, 
violent  singulius  ;  N.  of  a  river  ;  gabhlra,  am,  n. 
depth  ;  [cf.  Lith.  gillybe,  gelme,  gyle  ;  gillas  :  Slav. 

gltibok;  gliibina.]  —  Gambhlra-fetas,  as,  as,  as, 
Ved.  of  profound  mind.  —  GamMi>a-(a,  f.  or  gam- 
bhlra-tva,  am,  n  depth  (of  water)  ;  depth  of  sound  ; 
profoundness,  earnestness,  sagacity.  —  Gambhlra- 
dhvani,  is,  m.  a  deep  sound,  low  note  or  tone. 
•-  Gamhhlra-nada  or  gabhlra-fabda,  as,  m.  a 
deep  or  hollow  sound,  thundering,  roaring  —  Gam- 
bhira-nirghosha,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  N5ga.  —  Gam- 
bhlra-i-edin,  I.  inl,  i  lit.  deeply  sagacious,  restive 
(as  an  elephant).  —  Gambhlra-i'tdha,  as,  a,  am, 
very  penetrating.  —  Gambhira-vepas  or  gabhlra- 
vepaa,  as,  as,  at,  Ved.  moved  deeply  or  inwardly, 

deeply  excited.  —  Gambhira-s'ansa,  as,  a,  am.  Ved. 
ruling  secretly  or  in  a  hidden  manner  ;  (Say.)  whose 
praise  is  inexhaustible,  an  epithet  of  Varuna.  ••  Gam- 
bhira-sattva-srara-ndbhi,  is,  is,  {,  having  a  deep 
character,  voice,  and  navel.  —  Gambhlra-svdmin,  I, 
m.  the  inscrutable  lord  ;  N.  of  a  figure  representing 

NarSyana.  —  Gambhlrdrtha  (°ra-ar°),  as,  m.  pro- 
found sense  or  meaning. 

dabhlrikd,  f  a  large  drum  with  a  deep  sound;  a 

gong;  [cf  gambhtraka.J 
Gamhhlraka,  as,  iki,  am,  lying  deep;  (with 

drish'i),  a  particular  disease  of  the  eye,  which 
causes  the  pupil  to  contract  and  the  eye  to  sink  in 
its  socket;  (iki),  {.,  N.  of  a  river. 

gabholika,  as,  m.  a  small  round 
pillow,  =  masura. 

j  i  jj  i.  gam.  The  conjugational  tenses 
v  are  formed  in  the  Veda  according  to  four 

different  methods,  as  follows :  I)  According  to  the  rule 
forcl.  I,  Pres.  P.  gamati;  Pot.  P. garnet;  Impv.  P. 

1st  sing,  gamani,  &c.  11)  According  to  the  rule  for 
d.  2,  Pres.  P.  ganti;  Pot.  P.gamyat;  Impv.  P.  2nd 
sing,  ga/ii,  ̂ rd  gantu  ;  Impf.  P.  2nd  and  Jrd  sing. 
agan,  1st  p].aganmu;  Jrd  pl.agman  :  Pres.  Part. 
<imnt.  Ill)  According  to  the  rule  for  cl.  3, 'Pres.  P. 
jnganti;  Pot.  P.jagamydt;  Impf.  ajagan.  IV) 
According  to  the  rule  for  cl.  I,  with  substitution  of 

gaffh  for  gmn  (this  is  the  only  formation  used  in 
classical  Sanskrit),  Pres.  P.  gaddhati;  Pot.  gaddhet, 
Sec.  (the  A.  is  often  found  in  epic  poetry) ;  Perf. 

jagama  or  jayama,  jagantha  or  j<itt<imitha,ja- 
gdma,  ind  du.  jagmathus,  2nd  pi.  jagma;  Perf. 
Part,  jaganvas  or  jagmivaf,  (.jugmwhl;  2nd  Kut. 
gamieliyati ;  ist  Fut.  gantd ;  Aor.  P.  agamat, 
A.  agansta  and  again,  agammahi  and  ayasmaht; 
Inf.  gantum,Ved.  gantai-e,  gantavai,  gamadhyai; 
Ind.  Part,  tjatvd,  Ved.  gaM,  gatvaya;  to  go, 

move,  go  to  or  towards ;  to  go  away ;  to  set  out ; 
to  come ;  to  go  or  pass  as  time  (e.  g.  kale  gatVhati, 
time  going  on,  in  the  course  of  time) ;  to  go  towards, 
approach  (with  ace.  or  loc.  or  dat.  or  with  pratf), 
arrive  at,  fall  to  the  share  of;  to  go  against  with  hostile 

intentions,  attack ;  to  approach  carnally,  have  inter- 
course with  a  woman  (with  ace.) ;  to  go  to  any 

state  or  condition,  to  become  (e.  g.  mitratdm 

gaddhati,  he  goes  to  friendship,  i.e.  he  becomes 
friendly) ;  to  undergo,  partake  of,  participate  in, 
receive,  obtain ;  pratipam  gam,  to  go  against, 

to  oppose  one's  self  to,  resist  a  person  (with  gen. ) ; 
jdnubhydm  aranim  gam,  to  go  to  the  earth 
wiih  the  knees,  to  kneel  down;  dharanlnt  mur- 
flhnd  gam,  to  go  to  the  earth  with  the  head,  to 

bow,  make  a  bow;  manasd  gam  for  wiihout  ma- 
na-sd),  to  go  with  the  mind,  observe,  perceive; 
understand,  guess ;  doshena  or  doshato  gam,  to 

approach  with  an  accusation,  to  ascribe  guilt  to  a 
person  (ace.) :  Pass,  gamyate,  to  be  gone  &c.,  to  be 
understood,  to  be  meant :  Caus.  gamayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  go  or  come,  lead  or  conduct  towards ;  to 
send  to  (dat.) ;  to  bring  to  a  place  (ace.) ;  to  cause  to 
go  to  any  condition  (ace. ),  cause  to  become ;  to 
spend  time ;  to  impart,  grant ;  to  cause  to  understand, 
to  make  clear  or  intelligible,  explain ;  to  convey  an 
idea  or  meaning,  denote ;  (causal  of  the  causal)  to 
cause  a  person  (ace.)  to  go  by  means  of  another : 
Desid.  P.  A.  jigamifhati,  jigdnsate,  to  wish  to  go, 
to  be  going,  to  strive  to  approach  ;  to  wish  to  bring : 
Intens.  jangamyate,  jangamiti,Ved.  janganti  and 
ganlganti,  to  visit;  [cf.  Goth,  qvam;  Eng.  come; 
Mod.  Germ,  kommen;  Lat.  rente  for  guemio.] 

(tut,  t,t,l,  (at  the  end  ofacompoundj  going;  [cf. adhva-gat.] 

Gala,  as,  a,  am,  gone,  gone  away,  departed,  departed 
from  the  world,  deceased,  dead  ;  past  (as  time),  gone 

by ;  disappeared  ;  come,  come  forth  from,  come  to.  ap- 
proached, arrived  at,  being  in,  situated  in,  contained 

in  (with  ace.  or  loc.  or  with  prati  and  ace.  or  in  a 

compound,  e.g.  sab/idm  gata,  come  to  an  assembly ; 

Kdiiyakubje  gata,  gone  to  Kanya-kubja  ;  writ/am 
prati  gata,  directed  towards  the  deer ;  rathti-gata, 
sitting  or  standing  in  a  carriage;  ailya-gata,turya- 

gita,  antyfi-gata,  taking  the  first,  fourth,  last  place ; 
sarra-gata,  spread  everywhere),  gone  to  any  state 
or  condition,  fallen  into  iwith  ace.  or  Ice.  or  in 

I  compounds,  e.g.  tuliayam  or  kthaye  gata,  gone 
to  destruction ;  dpad-gata,  fallen  iivo  misfortune); 
directed  towards,  belonging  to ;  relating  to,  referring 

to,  connected  wiih  (e.  g.  putra-gutati  snehah,  love 
directed  towards  the  son;  traiJijala,  belonging  to 

thee) ;  frequented,  visited  ;  spread  abroad,  celebrated ; 
known,  understood  ;  (am),  n.  going,  motion,  manner 

\  of  going ;  the  place  where  any  one  has  gone  :  anything 

past  or  done,  an  event;  diffusion,  extmsion.  cele- 
bration ;  manner.  —  Gata-kalmasha,  as,  d,  am,  freed 
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from  crime.  —  Gata-kdla,  as,  m.  past  time.  —  Gata- 
kirtti,  in,  is,i,  deprived  of  reputation.  —  Gata-klama, 
ax,  a,  am,  rested,  refreshed.  —  Gata-Mana.  as,  a, 
am,  deprived  of  sense  or  consciousness,  senseless, 

void  of  understanding,  fainted  away.  —  Gat  t-<*etas, 
as,  at,  as,  bereft  of  sense.  —  Gata-jvara,  as,  a,  am, 
free  from  fever  or  sickness,  convalescent,  recovered. 

—  Gata-'oyada,  as,  a,  am,  cloudless,  cleared  up, 
hii.  —  Gata-trapa,  as.  a,  am,  free  from   fear  or 
shame,  bold.  —  Gata-dina,  am,  n.  or  gata-divasa, 
as,    m.    the    past    day,    yesterday;     (am\    ind. 
yesterday.  —  Gata-ndsika,   as,    a,   am,    noseless. 
—  Gata-nidhana,  am.  n..  N.  of  a  SSman.  —  Gata- 

pdpa,  as,  a,  am,  freed  from  sin  or  guilt.  —  Gala- 
punya,  as,  a,  am.  devoid  of  holiness  or  religious 

meih.  —  Gata-pratydgata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  away 
and     returned ;     come    baric    again    after     having 

gone    away. -• Gata~prahha,    an,   d,    am,    bereft 
of  splendor,  dim,  faded.  —  Gata-prdiia,  as,  d,  am, 
lifeless,  expired,  dead.  —  Gata-prdya,  as,    a,  am, 
almost   gone  or   vanished. «—  Gata-bhartnkd,  f.  a 
widow.  —  Gata-bla,  is,  is,  i,  free  from  fear.  —  Gata- 
mdya,  as,  d,  am,  without  deceit,  reformed,  without 
compassion.  —  Gata-rasa,  as,  d,  am,  anything  which 
has  lost  its  flavour  or  sap,  dried,  withered.  —  Gata- 

ratri,  is,  f.  the  past  night,  last  night.  —  Gata-laltsh- 
mlka,  as,  d,  am,  unfortunate,  suffering  losses  ;  [cf. 

gata-.'irlka^]  —  Gata-vat,  an,  ati,  at.  going,  passing, 
obtaining,  falling  into,  feeling,  entertaining.  —  Gata- 
vayaska,  as,  d,  am,  advanced  in  life.  —  Gata-var- 
sha,  as.  am,  m.  n.  the  past  year.  —  Gata-mtta  or 
gata-nbhava,  as,  a,  am,  bereft  of  wealth,  beggared, 
impoverished.  —  Gata-vaira,  as,  d,  am,  at  peace 
with,   reconciled.  —  Gata-vyatha,   as,   d,  am,  free 
from  pain,  unanxious.  —  Gata-iai  'ava,  as,  d,  am, 
past  infancy,  above  eight  years  of  age.  —  Gata-tri,  ts, 
u,  i,  Ved.  one  who  has  obtained  foriune.  —  Gata- 
i!ril:a,aJt,d,am,  forsaken  by  fortune ;  unlucky.  —  Gata- 
sankalpa,  as,  d,  am,  bereft  of  sense,  foolish.  —  Gata- 
xaitga,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  attachment,  detached 
from,  dissevered ;  adverse  or  indifferent  to  —  Gata- 
sattva,  as,  d,  am,  annihilated,  lifeless,  dead ;  base. 
—  Gata-sanfleha,   as,  d,   am,    free   from   doubt. 
—  Gnta-sannaka,  as,  m.  an  elephant  out  of  rut. 
—  Gata-sddhvam,  as,  d,  am,  afraid.  —  Gata-sau- 
hrida,  as,  d,  am,  bereft  of  friends ;   unkind,  un- 

feeling, indifferent.  —  Gatdksha  (°ta-ak°),  ax,  a.  am, 

sightless,  blind.  —  Gatdgata  (~ta-dg°),  am,  n.  going and  coming,  going  to  and  fro,  reiterated  motion  in 
general ;  the  flight  of  a  bird  backward  and  forward ; 
(in  astron.1  irregular  course  of  the  asterisms.  —  Gatd- 

gati  (*ta-dg  ),  is,  f.  going  back  to  the  place  whence 
one  came.  —  Gatadhi  (°t'i-ddlii),  is,  is,  i,  free  from 
anxiety,  happy.  —  Gatddhvan  ("ta-adh"),  a,  d,  a, 
one  who  has  accomplished  a  journey,  familiar  with 

anything  (loc. ),  conversant;  (a),  f.,  scil.  paurna- 
mdsi,  the  time  immediately  preceding  new  moon, 
when  a  small   streak  of  the  moon  is  still  visible. 

—  Gatanugata  (°ta-an° },  am,  n.  the  following  what 
precedes,  following  custom.  —  Gatdnugatika,  as,  i, 
am,  following  what  precedes,  following  custom  or 
the  conduct  of  others,  imitating,  imitative,  doing  as 

others  do.  —  Gatdnta   (^ta-an0^,  as,  d,  am,  one 
whose  end  has  arrived.  —  Gataydta  (°ta-dy°)fam, 
n.  coming  and  going  —  Gatdyus  (°ta-dy°),  us,  us, 
us,  one  whose  vital   power  has  vanished,  decayed, 
decrepid,    infirm,    very    old ;     dead.  —  Gatdrtavd 

(°ta-dr°),  f.  a  woman  past  her  courses  or  past  child- 
bearing  ;  a  barren  woman.  —  Gatdrtha  (°ta-ar"\  as, 
d,  am,  =  artha-gata,  unmeaning,  nonsensical ;  poor, 
void  of  an  object.  —  GatdWca  Cta-aV),  as,  d,  am, 
real,  true.  —  Gatdsu  (  ta-asit),  us.  us.  it.  one  whose 

breath  has  gone,  expired,  AenA.  —  Gatotsaha  (°ta- 

uf"),  as,  d,  am,  dhpmted.  —  Galodvega  (°ta-ud°), 
as,  d,  am,  comforted,  freed  from  sorrow.  —  Gatatijas 

(°ta-cf ',  as,  as,  as,  bereft  of  strength. 
Gatnlta,  am,  n  going,  motion. 
Gati,  is,  f.  going,  moving,  gait,  carriage,  deport- 

ment, motion  in  general ;  manner  or  power  of  going; 
going  away ;  procession,  march,  passage,  pro  edure, 
progress,  movement,  (e.  gt  astra-gati,  the  going  or 

flying  of  arrows;  param  gatim  gam,  to  go  the 
last  way,  i.  e.  to  die ;  daiva-gati,  the  course  of 
fate,  fate,  fortune ;  kdin/asya  gntih,  the  progress  or 
course  of  a  poem);  coming,  arriving  at,  obtaining; 
path,  way,  course ;  the  course  of  the  asterisms ;  (in 

astron.)  a  certain  division  of  the  moon's  path  and 
the  position  of  a  planet  in  it ;  the  diurnal  motion 
of  a  planet  in  its  oibit ;  issue,  event ;  course  of  events, 
fortune ;  an  issue,  a  running  wound  or  sore  ;  place  of 
issue,  origin,  reason  ;  event,  possibility,  an  expedient, 
means ;  a  means  of  success,  way,  or  art,  method  of 
acting,  stratagem ;  refuge,  resource ;  remedy ;  the 
position  (of  a  child  at  birth);  state,  condition,  situa- 

tion, proportion,  mode  of  existence,  nature ;  a  happy 

issue,  happiness  (e.  g.  an'iltamd  gatih,  the  incom- 
parable course,  the  attainment  of  eternal  bliss),  trans- 

migration, metempsychosis,  the  course  or  migration 
of  the  soul  through  several  bodies,  the  condition  of 

a  person  undergoing  this  migration ;  manner ;  know- 
ledge, wisdom;  (in  gram.)  a  term  for  prepositions 

and  some  other  adverbial  prefixes  (such  as  alam  Sec.) 
when  immediately  connected  with  the  tenses  of  a 

verb  or  with  verbal  derivatives  (see  karma-prava- 
<?<m7yat ;  a  particular  high  number ;  (gati  personified 

is  a  daughter  of  Deva-huti  and  wife  of  Pulaha.)  —  Gati- 
tdlin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  an  attendant  of  Skanda.  —  Gati- 
bhanga,  as,  m,  stoppage,  impediment  to  progress. 
—  Gati-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessed  of  motion,  in 
motion,  moving ;  having  issues  or  sores ;  connected 

with   a  preposition  &c. ;    [cf.  gati]  —  Gati-s'akti, 
is,  f.  the  power  of  motion.  —  Gali-hina,  as,  d,  am, 
forlorn,  without  resource  or  refuge.  —  Gaty-anusdra, 
as,  m.  following  the  way  of  another.  —  Gaty-una,  as, 
d,  am,  impassable,  difficult  of  access,  desert,  helpless. 

GatiTea,  am,  n.  going,  motion ;  course ;  condition ; 
refuge,  asylum.  t 

Gatild,  f.  the  not  being  different  from  one  another, 
mutual  agreement  (?)  ;  N.  of  a  river. 

Gatlka,  as,  d,  am,  passable ;  a-gatika,  impassable. 
Gatvan.    See  purva-gatvan. 
Gatvara,  as,  d,  am,  going,  moving,  movable,  loco- 

motive, perishable. 

Gatvd,  ind.  having  gone,  having  gone  to  or  attained 
Gantavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  gone,  to  be  gone  to 

or  attained ;  to  be  accomplished  (as  a  way) ;  to  be 

approached,  to  be  requested ;  to  be  undergone. 
Gantit,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  way,  a  course ;  a  traveller, 

a  way-farer. 
Gantu-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  wishing  to  go,  on  the 

point  of  departure,  about  to  die. 
Gantri,  td.  tri,  tri,  who  or  what  goes  or  moves, 

going,  coming,  approaching,  arriving  at  (with  ace.  or 
loc.);  going  to  a  woman,  having  intercourse  with 
one  ;  (£ ri\  f.  a  cart  or  car  drawn  by  oxen.  —  Gantri- 
ratha,  as,  m.  a  car  drawn  by  oxen ;  [cf.  mo/Aa.] 

2.  gam  (occurring  only  in  gen.  and  abl.  gmas),  Ved. 
the  earth  ;  [cf  klham :  cf.  also  Gr.  yfi ;  Zend  zem  ; 
Lith  zemie;  Slav,  zemlje;  Russ.  zemlu.] 
Gama,  as,  d,  am.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  going 

(e.  g.  aran-gama,  kdma-gama,  kha-gama,  Sec  , 
q  v.) ;  (as),  m.  going,  moving ;  march,  especially 
the  marcji  of  an  assailant ;  intercourse  with  a  woman ; 

a  road ;  flightiness,  superficiality,  thoughtlessness ; 
acting  inconsiderately,  looking  at  anything  hastily  or 
superficially ;  a  game  played  with  dice  and  men,  as 
backgammon  &c. ;  a  similar  reading  in  two  textsf?), 
hastv  or  careless  perusal,  running  over  a  book(?). 
—  Gamakdri-tva,am,n  inconsiderateness,  rashness. 
Gamaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  leading   to   conviction 

(e.g.  Jietu,.  a  convincing  reason).  —  Gamaka-tva, 
am,  n.  or  gamaka-td,  f.  convincing  proof. 
Gamatha,  as,  m.  a  traveller ;  a  road. 
Gctmana,  am.  n.  going,  manner  of  going,  going 

away,  departure,  going  to  or  approaching ;  march  in 
general  or  the  march  of  an  assailant ;  intercourse  with 
a  woman,  cohabitation ;  undergoing  or  obtaining, 

attaining ;  way,  possibility.  —  Gamana-vat,  an  ati, 
at,  furnished  with  motion,  moving.  —  Gamandrha 

(°na-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sought,  fit,  suitable, 
desirable. 
Gamaniya,  at,  d,  am,  accessible,  approachable, 

passable,  attainable,  what  may  be  gone  to  or  reached  ; 
intelligible,  to  be  understood,  what  ought  to  be  fol- 

lowed, to  be  practised  or  observed  ;  relaiing  to  going 

&c  (e.  g.  gurustri-gamaniya,  relating  to  intercourse 
with  the  wife  of  a  teacher,  or  consisting  in  it,  as  a  sin). 

Gamuyat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  or  making  to  go. 
Gamayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  made  to  go, 

to  be  spent. 

Gamayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  causing  to  arrive  at, leading  to. 

Gamita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  go,  sent,  brought, 
reduced,  driven  to. 

Gamin,  i,  ini,  i,  intending  to  go ;  (i),  m.  a  pas- 
senger. 

Gamiihtha,  as,  d,  am.  most  ready  to  go,  most 
willing  to  come  ;  (a  superlative  fr.  gantri.) 

Gamya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  gone,  to  be  gone  to, 
approachable,  accessible,  passable,  attainable;  accessible 
to  men  (at  a  woman),  fit  for  cohabitation;  a  man 
with  whom  a  woman  may  have  intercourse,  libidi- 

nous, a  voluptuary;  easily  brought  under  the  influ- 
ence of  a  drug  or  medicine,  curable  by  it ;  to  be 

perceived  or  understood,  intelligible,  perceptible ;  in- 
tended, meant ;  desirable,  suitable  fit.  —  Gamya-td, 

f.  or  gantya-tva,  am,  n.  accessibility,  perceptibility, 
the  being  intended  or  meant)  being  capable  of  at- tainment. 

Gamyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  gone  or  gone  to, 

being  understood. 

'111(3  ga-matra,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a 

particular  number. 

j  |U  gamb,  cl.  i.  P.  gambati,  -bitum,  to 
N  go  or  move. 

'I*M«1  gambhan,  a,  n.,  Ved.,  or  gambhara, 

am,  n.,  Ved.  depth  (as  of  water);  water;  [cf.  gah- man  and  gabhira.] 

*V**JH3  gambhari  or  gambharika,  f.  the 
tree  Gmelina  Arborea ;  also  the  flower,  fruit,  and 
root  of  this  tree. 

'l«*fK  gambhira  and  its  compounds.  See 
under  gabhira. 

*ni  gaya,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  gam  or 
gai),  a  house,  household,  family,  goods  and  chattels, 
the  contents  of  a  house,  property,  wealth,  a  species  of 
ox,  the  Gayal  or  Bos  Garxui ;  N.  of  a  Rishi.  son  of 
Plati ;  also  of  a  Rajarshi.  performer  of  a  celebrated 
sacrifice,  (he  was  conquered  by  MSndhStri)  ;  a  son  of 
Amflrta-rajas ;  also  of  Ayus  :  also  of  a  Manu ;  also 
of  Havirdhana  and  Dh.sLana  (Havirdhani) ;  also  of 
t)ru  and  Agneyl;  of  Vitatha;  of  Sudyumna;  of 
Nakta  and  Druti ;  N.  of  the  people  living  round 
GayS  and  the  district  inhabited  by  them  ;  N.  of  an 
Asura,  who  like  the  Rajarshi  Gaya  is  connected  with 
the  town  GayS ;  one  of  the  monkey  followers  of 
Rama;  N.  of  a  mountain  near  Gay  J;  (as),  m. pi., Ved. 

the  vital  airs ;  (a),  f.  Gay5,  the  ci.y  in  BehSr  still  so 
called  and  a  place  of  pilgrimage,  the  residence  of  the 
saint  of  the  same  name;  it  was  sanctified  by  the 
benediction  of  Vishnu  as  a  tribute  to  the  piety  of 

Gaya,  the  RSjaishi,  or  (according  to  another  legend) 
to  Gaya,  the  Asura,  who  was  overwhelmed  here 

with  roiks  by  the  gods ;  the  S'raddha  should  be  per- 
formed once  at  least  in  the  life  of  every  Hindu  to  his 

progenitors  at  Gay5 ;  N.  of  a  river ;  [cf.  datt-gaya 
and  buddha-gayd.]  —  Gaya-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
physician.  —  Gaya-iSdta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
pairiarch.  —  Gaya-siras,  a-,  n.,  N.  of  a  mountain 
near  Gay5,  a  renowned  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Gaya- 
sddliana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  promoting  domestic  wealth 
or  prosperity,  an  epithet  of  Soma.  —  Guya-tphdna, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  increasing  domestic  wealth,  pro- 

moting the  prosperity  of  a  household ;  an  epithet  of 
Soma.  —  Gayd-kdfyapa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of 
Sskya-sinhi.  —  Gaya-da«a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 
—  Giiya-mahdtmya,  am,  n..  N.  of  a  section  of  the 
Vayu-PurSna.  —  Gayd-$il;kara.  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

or  gayd-tiros,  as,  n.  or  gayd-^irslta,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
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a  mountain  near  Gay.l,  a  renowned  place  of  pilgrim- 
age; [cf  gaya-tiras.] 

*TT  #aro,  a*-,  F,  «»«  (fr.  2.  </n),  swallowing ; 
(<if=\  in.  any  drink,  beverage,  fluid;  a  noxious  or 
poisonous  bcvcnge ;  a  factitious  poison ;  an  anti- 

dote ;  sickness,  disease ;  probably  a  peculiar  kind  of 
disease  attended  with  difficulty  of  swallowing (?), 
dysphagia  (?J ;  N.  of  a  son  ol  Usinara  ;  (a?»),  n.  a 
kind  ol  poison ;  the  fifth  of  the  eleven  Karanas ; 
sprinkling,  welling  (?) ;  (a),  f.  swallowing ;  N.  of  a 
plant,  =  devaddli-latd ;  (f),  f.  a  kind  of  grass, 
Andropogon  Serratus.  —  Gara-gir,  IT,  IT,  tr,  or 

gara-ij'irna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one  who  has  swal- 
lowed a  noxious  draught,  poisoned  —Gannj'irnln, 

i,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi.—  Gara-ghna,  as,  i,  am, 
removing  poison  or  the  disease  called  Gara,  an  anti- 

dote;  sanative,  healthy;  (as),  in  a  kind  of  basil, 
Ocimum  Sanctum,  =  krfahndrjiika  ;  another  kind 
of  Ocimuni,  =varvara;  (i).  (  a  kind  offish,  com- 

monly Garai,  the  young  of  the  Ophiocephalus  Lata. 

—  Gara-da,  as,  a,  am,  poisoning,  a  poisoner;  un- 
wholesome, occasioning  sickness ;  (am),  n.  poison. 

—  < 'ara-ddna,   am,    n.    giving   poison.  «•  flant- 
vruta,  as,  m.  a  peacock.  -•  Gara-han,  a,  m.  the 

plant   Ocimuni    Sanctum  —  Gardtmakft  (°ra-dt°), 
am,  n.  the  seed  of  the  plant  Sobhanjana  or  Hyper- 

anthera  Moringa.  —  Garddhikd  (  ra-adh"),  f.    the 
insect  called  Laksha  or  the  red  dye  obtained  from  it. 
Garana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  swallowing ;  wetting, 

sprinkling.  —  Garana-vat,  an,  all,  at,  occupied  in 
swallowing. 
Garala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  poison ;  the  venom  of  a 

snake  or  venom  in  general ;  (am),  n.  a  bundle  of 
grass  or  hay ;  a  measure  in  general.  —  Garaldri 

(°la-ari),  is,  m.  an  emerald;  [cf.  garudditkita, 
garuddtman,  garudoltirna.] 
Garalin,  i,  int.  i,  venomous,  poisonous. 
Garita,  as,  a,  am,  poisoned. 

*TT»T  garabha,  as,  m.  the  foetus  or  embryo, 
•= garbha. 

TTTTT^  garagarl,  f.  a  kind  of  grass, 

Andropogon  Serratus,  =  khard,  gart,  agarl. 

JlU.«l«T  gariman,  d,  m.  (fr.  guru),  heavi- 
ness, weight ;  one  of  the  eight  Siddhis  or  faculties 

of  Siva  (making  himself  heavy  at  will) ;  importance, 
dignity,  ventrableness  ;  worth,  excellence, 
Garishtha,  us,  d,  am  (superl.  fr.  guru),  heaviest, 

excessively  heavy ;  very  venerable ;  worst ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  man  ;  also  of  an  Asura. 

Gariya*,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  fr.  guru),  heavier, 
very  heavy,  heaviest;  weightier,  greater;  more 
precious  or  valuable,  dearer ;  highly  venerable ; 

worse.  -•  Gartyas-tra,  am,  n.  weight,  importance. 
Gam  —  guru  in  agaru,  q.  v. 

T^T garuda,  as,  m.  (safcl  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  art, 

to  swallow,  because  Garuda  was  perhaps  originally 

identified  with  the  all-consuming  fire  of  the  sun's 
rays),  N.  of  a  mythical  bird,  the  chief  of  the 
feathered  race,  the  enemy  of  the  serpent-race,  the 
vehicle  of  Vishnu,  and  the  son  of  Kasyapa  and 
VinatS,  and  elder  brother  of  Atuna ;  (shortly  after 
his  birth  he  frightened  the  gods  by  his  brilliant 
lustre  ;  they  supposed  him  to  be  Agni,  and  requested 
his  protection ;  when  they  discovered  that  he  was 
Garuda,  they  praised  him  as  the  highest  being,  and 
called  him  fire  and  sun  Aruna,  the  charioteer  of  the 
sun  or  the  personified  dawn,  is  said  to  be  the  younger 
brother  of  Garuda.  In  some  legends  Sviha,  the 
wife  of  Agni.  takes  the  shape  of  a  female  GarudT,  = 
»u-parni.  With  Jainas,  Garuda  is  an  attendant  of  the 
sixtcemh  Arh.tof  the  present  Avasarpini);  a  building 
shaped  like  Garudi;  N.  of  a  peculiar  mili.ary  array; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna ;  N.  of  a  Kalpa,  the  fourteenth 
day  of  Brahma.  —  (inrutla-dkvaja,  at,  m.  an  epi- 

thet of  Vishnu  or  Krishna  (wh<*e  symbol  is  Garuda) 
—  Garuda-purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  seventeenth 
Purana;   [cf.  </drmla.]  —  Guriida-rtita,  am,  n.  a 
jpeacs  of  metre,  having  four  lines  to  the  stanza  and 

sixteen  syllables  to  each  line.  —  Gamda-regd,  (.,  N 

of  a  plant.  —  Garuddijraja  (°(la-aij  ),  as,  m.  having 
Garuda  lor  dis  elder  brother,  an  epithet  of  Aruna, 

the  charioteer  of  the  sun.  —  (lurutltiitka  (Oda.-att°), 
a*,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna.  —  Gum- 
iliinkita  (°da~att°),  am,  n  an  emerald;  [cf  tfiir/i- 
ilafiintin,  garuduttir,,a,  ydrudn,  gdrntmata.] 

—  Giiruddrdha  (°du-ar°),  as,  m.  (?),  a  kind  of 
arrow.  —  Garuddsnvtn  (°da-af),  d,  m.  an  emerald. 
—  H'lrudiiHiriHt    (  da-uf),   am,    n.    an   emerald. 

—  Gariidopanixhad   (°da-up°),    t,    (.,  N.  of  an 
Upanishad. 
H^Tif  garut,  t,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  2.  grt), 

the  wing  of  a  bird.  —  Garut-mat,  an,  ail,  at  (in 
the  Veda  only  found  in  connection  with  su-j>arna), 
feathered,  winged ;  swallowing ;  (an),  m.  the  bird 

Garuda ;  a  bird  in  general.  —  Garud-yodhin,  I,  m. 

a  quail. 
nfjTS  garula  =  garuda. 

TM  garga,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  2.  gfi), 

N.  of  an  old  sage,  a  descendant  of  Bharad-vaja  and  of 
An-giras  ;  N.  of  an  astronomer ;  N.  of  a  physician ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  king  Vitatha ;  also  of  a  grandson  of 

this  king;  a  bull;  an  earth-worm;  (as),  m.  pi.  the 
descendants  of  Garga ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman  ;  (i), 

f.,  N.  of  a  woman ;  [cf.  gdrgi  and  gdrgya.~\  —  Garga- 
bhumi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ;  (also  bharga-bhumi.) 
—  Garga-6iras  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Dinava.  •—  Garga- 

srotas,  as,  n.  Garga's  stream,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
Gargiya,  as,  m.  a  descendant  of  Garga  (?). 

'I'K  gargara,  as,  m.  (an  onomatopoetic 
word),  a  whirlpool,  an  eddy  [cf.  Lat.  gurges] ;  a 
kind  of  musical  instrument ;  a  kind  of  fish,  Pime- 
lodus  Gagora ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (as,  i),  m.  f.  a  chum ; 
a  vessel  for  holding  water,  a  guglet. 

Gargaraka,  as,  m,  a  kind  of  fish  [cf.  the  pre- 
ceding] ;  a  kind  of  plant  with  a  poisonous  root. 

Gargdta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish,  Pimelodus  Gagora ; 
[cf.  the  preceding.] 

j  i  ji  gurj,  cl.  i.  10.  P.  garjati,  jagarja, 
\garjishyati,  agarjit,  garjitum,  garja- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  emit  a  deep  or  full  sound,  to  sound 
as  distant  thunder,  to  thunder ;  to  roar,  growl ;  to 
rave  Sec. ;  [cf.  Lat.  garrio,  gurges;  Old  Germ. 
kurran,  krago,  kragil,  krachSn,  gellan,  kallSn, 
kalian;  Mod.  Germ,  quarren,  girren.] 

Garja,  as,  m.  a  (roaring)  elephant ;  (as,  d),  m.  f. 
the  roaring  of  elephants,  the  rumbling  of  clouds  &c. 

-•  Garjd-phala,  as,  m..  N.  of  a  plant,  =  vi-kantaka,. 
Garjaka,  at,  m.  a  kind  of  fish,  =  iala  or  idlaja, 

commonly  gajdda. 

Garjana,  am,  n.  sound,  noise ;  crying,  roaring, 
the  rumbling  of  clouds  &c. ;  a  grumbling  noise,  a 
growl,  a  grunt ;  passion,  wrath  ;  war,  battle,  conflict; 
excessive  indignation,  reproach,  menace. 

Garjaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sounded  or  roared. 

Garjan-meytia,  as,  m  a  thunder-cloud. 
Giirji,  is,  m.  the  muttering  of  clouds  or  distant 

thunder. 

Gurjita,  as,  d,  am,  sounded,  roared,  bellowed; 
«\  m.  a  (roaring)  elephant  in  rut;  (am),  n.  the 

muttering  of  clouds  or  rolling  of  distant  thunder. 

Garjya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  roared  or  sounded. 

*7>R  garjara,  am,  n.  a  carrot,  Daucus 
Carota. 

rt  i.  rjarta,  as,  m.,  VeH.  a  high  seat(?), 

a  throne ;  the  seat  of  a  war-chariot,  a  chariot ;  a 
table  for  playing  at  dice ;  a  house.  —  Garta-sarl.  t, 
t,  t,  Ved.  sitting  on  a  war-chariot.  ̂ Gartdruh  f^ta- 

dr°),  Tc,  Jt,  k,  Ved.  ascending  a  war-chariot ;  (Say.) 
entering  a  hail  of  justice. 

n  2.  garta,  as,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (said  to  be 
fr.  rt  2.  grt,  but  perhaps  a  later  form  for  Itarin), 
a  hollow,  a  hole,  a  cave;  a  grave;  (as),  m.  the 
hollow  of  the  loins ;  a  kind  of  disease ;  N.  of  a 

country,  a  part  of  Trigarta,  in  the  north-west  of 

India.  —  Gartan-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  having  holes 
or  excavations.  —  Gurta-iiiU,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  buried  in 

a  hole  —  Gartdtraya  (°ta-dJ°),  as,  m.  any  animal 
living  in  holes  or  under  ground,  a  mouse,  rat,  &C. 

—  Garteia  (°<<f-is'a),  at,  m.  the  master  of  a  cave. 
—  Hiirtr-shlha,a»tat,am.  being  in  a  hole  or  grave. 

Gartikd,  f.  a  weaver's  workshop  (so  called  because 
a  weaver  sits  at  his  loom  with  his  feet  in  a  hole 
below  the  level  of  the  floor). 

yard,  cl.  I.  10.  P.  gardati,  -ditum, 

gardayati,  -yitum,  to  sound,  to  roar,  emit 

any  sound. Gardabha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  the  last),  an 
ass;  a  kind  of  perfume,  =gandha,  smell,  odour; 

N.  of  a  dynasty  ;  (i),  f.  a  she-ass ;  an  insect,  a  kind 
of  beetle  generated  in  cow-dung;  N.  of  several 
plants,  =  apardjitd,  katabhi,  teeta-kantakdri  ;  a 
disease  of  the  skin,  an  eruption  of  round,  red,  and 

painful  spots;  also  gardabhikd ;  (am),  n.  the  white 
esculent  water-lily,  Nymphau  Esculenta ;  a  kind  of 
plant  used  as  a  vermifuge;  [cf. ridanga].—  Garda- 

bha-gada,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  disease  of  the  skin ;  [cf. 
gardabhikd,  jdla-ijardabhu.  jvdld-gardabhaka, 
pdshdna-gardabha.]  —  Gardabha-nddin,  i,  ini,  i, 
Ved.  braying  like  an  ass.  — (Vu/vlurVui-ruyKi,  ai,  m. 
having  the  form  of  an  ass,  an  epithet  of  VikramSdirya. 

—  Gardabha-fUta,  as,  d  or  i,  m.  f.  the  plant  Cle- 
rodendrum   Siphonamhus.  —  Gardabhaksha  (  bha- 

ak°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Hiranya-kasipu 
and  son  of  Bali.  —  Gardabhdjina  (°bha-af),  am, 
n.  the  skin  or  hide  of  an  ass.  —  Gardabhdrida  (  bha- 

a«°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree,  commonly  Parsplpal, 
Thespesia    Populneoides ;    or   also    the    tree    Ficus 
Infectoria ;  an  Adhyaya  or  AnuvSka,  in  which  the 
word  Gardabhanda  occuis.  —  Gardabhdndaka,  as, 

m.    the   tree   Thespesia    Populneoides.  —  Gurda- 

bhdn'diya,  as,   m.   an  Adhyaya  or  Anuvaka,  in 
which    the   word    Gardabhanda   occurs.  —  Garda- 

bhahraya  (°bha-dh°),  am,  n.  the  white  esculent 

water-lily,    Nymphaea  Esculenta.  —  Gardabhi-mu-' 
kha,as,  m.,  N.of  a  preceptor.  —  Gardabhi-vipita, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Gardabhaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  insect ;  (ikd),  f.  a 

cutaneous  disease,  a  blotch,  an  eruption. 

Gardabhi,  is,  m.,  N,  of  a  man. 

Gardabhin,  i,  m.,  N.of  a  dynasty;  [cf  gardabha.'] 
Jl^r«4<a  gardayitnu,  us,  m.  a  cloud ;  [cf. 

gadayat  and  gadayitnu.'] 

TV  gardh,  another  form  of  rt.  gridh. 

Gardha,  as,  m.  desire,  greediness,  eagerness ;  a  tree, 
commonly  called  Parsplpal ;  [cf.  gardabha  n  da.] 

Gardliana  or  gardhita,  as,  d,  am,  covetous, 

greedy. Gardhin,  i,  ini,  i,  desirous,  greedy,  covetous ; 
pursuing  or  following  with  eagerness. 

TTcT  I-  3ar^>  cl-  I-  ?•  yarbati,  -bitum,  to v  move,  to  go  or  approach,  =  kharb,  (arb, 

gharb,  &c. 
2.  garb.     See  garv  and  garva. ^ 

garbha,  as,  m.  (fr.  grabh  =  gran,  to 
conceive,  said  to  be  fr.  2.  gri),  the  womb,  the  belly, 
the  inside,  the  middle,  the  interior  of  anything ;  an 

inner  apartment,  a  lying-in  chamber;  any  interior 
chamber,  the  adytum  of  a  temple  &c. ;  a  foetus  or 
embryo,  a  child,  the  brood  or  offspring  of  birds ;  the 
fruit  (of  plants);  the  offspring  of  the  sky,  i.  e.  the 

and  vapour  drawn  upwards  by  the  rays  of  the 

sun  during  eight  months  and  sent  down  again  in 
the  rainy  season ;  the  bed  of  a  river  (especially  of  the 
Ganges)  when  fullest,  i.  e.  on  the  fourteenth  day  of 
the  dark  half  of  the  month  Bhadra,  or  in  the  height 
of  the  rains,  (the  Garbha  expends  to  this  point,  after 
which  the  Tlra  or  proper  bank  begins,  and  extends 

"or  150  cubits;  this  space  being  holy  ground); 
oining,  union ;  the  rough  coat  of  the  fruit  of  the 



jrfotc  garbha-kara. 
gala-graha. 
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Jaka ;  the  calyx  of  the  lotus.  (Garbha  is  often  found 
at  the  end  of  compounds  in  the  sense  of  having  in 

the  interior,  containing,  filled  with;  e.  g.jala-gar- 
bha,  as,  a,  am,  filled  with  water ;  agnl-garbha,  as, 
a,  am,  containing  fire) ;  [cf.  amrita-garblta,  ardha- 

<7°,  kris.hna-g",  mudha-g°,  vifva-g°,  hiraiiya-g°: 
cf.  also  Hib.  cilftn,  '  the  belly ;'  Angl.  Sax.  hrtf '; 
Germ.M*(?);  Eng.  calf;  Gr.  SeXcfxis.]  -  Garbha- 
Tcara,  as,  I,  am,  producing  impregnation,  procrea- 
tive,  fecundatory,  impregnatory ;  (as),  m.  the  plant 

Nageia  Putrarijlva.  —  Garbha-karana,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
anything  which  causes  impregnation.  —  Garbha- 
Jcdra,  as,  a,  am,  impregnating,  fecundatory,  pro- 
creative,  producing  impregnation ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of 

a  ceremony.  —  Garbha-kdla,  as,  m.  the  time  of 
impregnation ;  the  lime  when  the  offspring  of  the 
sky,  i.e.  the  vapour  collected  in  the  air  [cf. garbha 
above],  shows  the  first  signs  of  life,  195  days  or  seven 
lunar  months  after  its  first  conception.  —  Garbha- 

Jco.'la  or  garbha-kosha,  as,  m.  the  uterus.  —  Garbha- 

kles"a,  as,  m.  pains  caused  by  the  embryo,  pains  of 
childbirth.  —  Garbha-kshaya,  as,  m.  loss  of  the 
embryo,  miscarriage.  —  Garbha-griha,  am,  n.  an 
Inner  apartment,  an  inner  chamber,  a  lying-in  cham- 

ber; the  sanctuary  or  adytum  of  a  temple;  (in 

compounds)  a  house  containing  anything  (e.g.  .fora- 
garbha-griha,  a  house  containing  arrows).  —  Garblia- 
grahana,  am,  n.  conception,  impregnation.  —  Gar- 
bha-ghdtin,  I,  iril,  i,  killing  the  embryo,  producing 
abortion ;  (in!),  f.  a  poisonous  plant,  Methonica  Su- 
perba.  —  GaMia-?alana,am,  n.  quickening,  the  mo- 

tion of  the  foetus  io  the  uterus.  —  Garbha-fyuta,  as, 
a,  am,  fallen  from  the  womb  (as  a  child) ;  miscarrying. 

—  Garbha-fyuti,  is,  f.  falling  from  the  womb,  birth, 
delivery;  miscarriage.  —  Garbha-td,  f.  or  garbha- 
tva,  am,  n.  impregnation.  —  Garbha-da,  as,  a,  am, 
impregnating,  procreative ;  (as),  m.  the  tree  Nageia 
Putranjrva ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  shrub.  —  Garbha-datri, 
td,  tri,  tri,  impregnating,  procreative;  (I),  f.,  N. of 

a  shrub,  =yarbha-dd,  apatya-dd,  putra-dd,  &c. 
••  Garblia-ddsa,  as,  m.  a  slave  by  birth.  —  Garbha- 
divasa,  as,  m.  pi.  certain  days  on  which  the  vapours 

collected  in  the  air  show  signs  of  life ;  [cf.  garbha- 
kdla.^  —  Garbha-druh,  -dhruk,  Tc,  Tc,  destroying 
the  foetus,  causing  abortion.  —  Garbha-dha,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  procreative,  impregnatory.  —  Garbha- 
dhard,  f.  bearing  a  foetus,  pregnant.  —  Garbha- 
dhdna,  am,  n.  impregnating.  —  Garbha-dhdrana, 
am,  a,  n.  f.  gestation,  impregnation,  conception  in  the 

womb,  pregnancy ;  N.  of  the  twenty-second  AdhySya  in 
VarSha-mihira's  Brihat-samhitS.  —  Garbha-dhdrita, 
as,  a,  am,  contained  in  the  womb,  conceived,  borne. 

-•  Garblta-<lhi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  breeding-place,  a  nest, 
cohabitation.  —  Garbha-dhvansa,  as,  m.  abortion. 

••  Garbha-nddl  or  garbha-ndbhi-nddl,  f.  the 
umbilical  cord.  —  Garbha-nud,  t,  t,  t,  causing  abor- 

tion ;  (t),  m.  the  poisonous  plant  Methonica  Superba. 
••  Garbfia-parisrava,as,  m.  secundines.  —  Garbha- 
pdkin,  i,  m.  rice  ripening  in  sixty  days  (during  the 

latter  period  of  the  sky's  pregnancy).  —  Garbha-pdta, 
OS,  m.  miscarriage  after  the  fourth  month  of  preg- 

nancy. —  Garbha-pdtaka,  as,  t,  am,  causing  mis- 
carriage; (as),  m.  a  red  kind  of  Moringa.  —  Gar- 

l>ha-pdtana,  as,  t,  am,  causing  miscarriage,  pro- 
ducing abortion;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  ritha- 

karatija;  (I),  f.  the  plant  Methonica  Superba;  any 
plant  or  drug  supposed  to  produce  abortion ;  (am), 
n.  producing  abortion.  —  Garbha-pdtin,  I,  inl,  i, 
causing  miscarriage,  producing  abortion  ;  (inl),  f.,  N. 

of  a  plant,=i'ifaZya.—  Garbha-poshana,  am,  n. 
nourishing  a  foetus,  gestation.  —  Garbha-bharman, 
a,  n.  supporting  a  foetus,  gestation.  —  Garbha- 
lihavana,  am,  n.  the  sanctuary  or  adytum  of  a 

temple ;  [cf.  garbha-griha.]  —  Garbha-bhdra,  as, 
m.  the  weight  of  the  foetus.  —  Garbhfi-maiidapa,  as, 
m.  an  inner  apartment,  a  bed-chamber.  —  Garbha- 

mdsa,  as,  m.  month  of  pregnancy.  —  Garbha-mo- 
fana,  am,  n.  delivery,  birth.  —  Garb/ta-yosha,  (.  a 
pregnant  woman,  metaphorically  the  river  Ganges 
overflowing  its  banks.  —  Garblta-rakuhana,  am,  n. 
protecting  the  foetus,  N.  of  a  ceremony  performed 

in  the  fourth  month  of  gestation.  ••  Garbha-randhi, 
in,  f.  complete  cooking  (?).  —  Garbha-vasa,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  endowed  with  impregnating  moisture.  —  Gar- 
bha-rupa  or  garbha-rupaka,  as,  d,  am,  childish, 
juvenile ;  (as),  m.  a  child,  an  infant,  a  youth. 
—  Garbha-lakshana,  as,   d,  am,    observing   the 
signs  of  the  rainy  season ;  (am),  n.  symptom  of  preg- 

nancy ;  N.  of  the  twenty-first  AdhySya  of  Varaha-mi- 

hira's  Brihat-samhita  treating  on  the  marks  or  signs 
of  the  rainy  season.  —  Garbha-lambhana,  am,  n. 
a  ceremony  performed  for  the   sake  of  facilitating 

conception.  —  Garbha-fatl,  f.  a   pregnant   female. 
—  Garbha-^anati,  is,  f.  or  garbha-vasa,  as,  m. 
the  abode  of  the  fcetus,  the  womb.  ••  Garbha-vayu, 
us,  m.  air  in  the  womb.  —  Garbha-vifyuti,  is,  f. 
abortion  in  the  beginning  of  pregnancy.  —  Garb/ia- 
vipatti,  is,  f.  the  death  of  the  fcetus.  —  Garbha- 
vedand,   f.   the   pains   of   childbirth.  —  Garbha- 

ms"man,  a,  n.  the  womb  or  a  lying-in  chamber. 
—  Garblia-vyakarana,  am.,  n.  the  formation  of 

the  embryo,  a  part  of  the  S'arTra  section  in  medical 
works.  ••  Garbha-vydpad,   t,  f.  the   death  of  the 
foetus.  —  Garbha-vyiiha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  battle 
mzy.  —  Garbha-fanltu,  us,  m.  a  kind  of  vectis  or 
instrument  for  extracting  the  dead  fcetus.  ••  Garbha- 

s'ayyd,  f.  the  abode  of  the  fcetus,  the  uterus.  —  Gar- 
bha-sattkramana,    am,   n.   entering   the   womb. 
—  Garbha-samaya,  as,  m.    the   time   when   the 
offspring  of  the  sky,  the  vapour  collected  in  the  air, 
shows  the  first  signs  of  life,  195  days  or  seven  lunar 
months   after  its  conception;    [cf.  garbha-kdla.] 
—  Garbha-sambhava,  as,  m.  or  garbha-sambhuti, 
is,  f.  the  production  of  a  fcetus,  the  becoming  preg- 

nant. —  Garbha-siibhaga  or  garbha-saubhdgya, 
as,  d,  am,  blessing  the  foetus.  —  Garbha-sutra,  am, 
n.  title  of  a  Buddhist  Sutra  work.  —  Garbha-stha, 
as,  a,  am,  situated  in  the  womb ;  centrical,  internal, 
in    the   interior,    within    the    centre    of  anything. 

—  Garbha-srdva,    as,   m.   abortion,    miscarriage. 
—  Garbhasrdmn,  I,  inl,  i,  producing  or  occasion- 

ing abortion;    (1),   m.  the  tree  Phrenix  Paludosa 

(hintdla).-~Garbkdgdra  fbha-dg"),  am,  n.  the 
uterus ;  an  inner  and  private  room,  the  female  apart- 

ments, the  lying-in  chamber;    the   sanctuary  of  a 
temple,  the  chamber  where  the  object  of  worship  or 

the  image  of  a  deity  is  placed ;  [cf.  garbka-griha.J 

—  Garbhdnha  (°bha-an°),  as,  m.  interlude  during 
an   act.  —  Garbhada  (°bha-a<la),  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

consuming  the  fa;tus.  —  Garbkadhdna  (°bha-ddh°), 
am,  a.  impregnation ;  a  ceremony  performed  after 
menstruation   to    ensure    or    facilitate    conception. 

—  Garbhdvakrdnti  (°bha-av°),  is,  f.  descent  of  the 
fcetus.  —  Garbhdifankd  (°oAa-a^°),  f.  suspicion  of 
pregnancy.  —  GarbMiaya  i°bha-df),  as,  m.  the 
womb,  the  uterus.  —  Garbhdshtama  fMa-os7i°),  as, 
m.  the  eighth  month  of  uterine  gestation ;  the  eighth 
year  reckoning  from  conception.  —  Garbhdspandana 

(°bha-asp°),  am,  n.  non-quickening  of  the  fcetus. 
—  Garbhdsrdva  (°bha-ds°),  as,    m.   miscarriage. 
—  Garbhe-tripta,  as,  d,  am,  contented  in  the  womb, 

i.e.  indolent.  —  Garblieivara  (°bha-tf),  as,  m.  a 
sovereign  by  birth.  —  Garbhcs'vara-ta,  f.  sovereignty 
attained  by  inheritance.  —  Garbliolpatti  (°bha-ut°), 
is,   f.  the   formation   of  the   embryo.  —  Garbho- 

paghdta  (°bha^up°),  as,  m.  miscarriage  of  the  em- 
bryo, (applied  also  to  the  sky.)  —  Garbhopaghdtim 

(°bha-up°),  (.  a  cow  (or  female)  miscarrying  from 
unseasonable  gestation.  —  Garbhopanithad  (°bha- 
up°),  t,  f.  title  of  an  Upanishad. 

Garbhalta,  as,  m.  a  chaplet  of  flowers  &c.  worn 
in  the  hair;  (am),  n.  a  period  of  two  nights  with 
the  intermediate  day. 

Garbkita,  as,  d,  am,  pregnant,  full,  filled. 
Garbhin,  i,  inl,  i,  pregnant,  impregnated  with 

(with  ace.  or  inst.) ;  (inl),  f.  pregnant,  a  pregnant 
woman  or  animal ;  compounded  with  names  of 

animals  (e.  g.  go-garbhim,  a  pregnant  cow). 
—  Garbhini-vydkarana,    am,    n.    or    garbhini- 

vydkriti,  is,  f.  '  science   of  the  progress  of  preg- 
nancy,'   a    particular    head    or   subject   in    medical 

works.  —  Garbhiny-avekshana,  am,  n.  midwifery, 

attendance  and  care  of  pregnant  women  and  new- 
born infants. 

garbhanda,  as,  m.  (fr.  garbha  and 

andaf),  enlargement  of  the  navel. 

JT*jf<T3fT  garmutika,  f.  a  species  of  rice  ; 

[cf.  garmudthada."] 
TJ}rCN  garmut,  t,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  gri), 

a  kind  of  bee  [cf.  garmmta]  ;  a  kind  of  grass  ;  a 
creeper  ;  a  kind  of  reed  (nada)  ;  according  to  some 
authorities  the  plant  Vangueria  Spinosa,  commonly 

Mayans  ;  according  to  others  Coix  Barbata,  com- 
monly Gadagada  ;  gold. 

Jl«|«s.<;  garmutthada,  as,  m.  and  garmu- 
tika, f.  a  kind  of  rice,  commonly  MaduyS,  Eleusine 

Coracana  ;  [cf.  garmutikd.] 

Miifiscm  garmotikd,  f.  a  species  of  reed, 
—jaradi. 

j  i  ,-1  garv  or  garb,  cl.  i.  P.,  io.  A.  gar- 
\  vali,  -vitum,  garvayate,  -yitum,  to  be 

or  become  proud  or  haughty;  [cf.  Lith.  garbS, 

'  honour,  glory  ;'  Old  Germ,  gelban,  gelf.'] 
Garva  or  garba,  as,  m.  pride,  arrogance. 
Garvara,  as,  d,  am,  proud,  haughty,  arrogant^ 

Garvdya,  nom.  A.  garvayate,  -yitum,  to  show 
pride  or  arrogance. 

Ganrita,  as,  d,  am,  proud,  haughty  ;  conceited. 

Jl^lff  garvana,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N. of  a  rock. 

garvata,  as,  m.  a  watchman,  a  door- 
keeper, a  sort  of  village  constable,  a  head-borough 

or  beadle. 

JT=T  garh,  cl.  I.  io.  P.  A.  garhati,  -te, 
^  garhayati,  -te,  jagarha,  jagarhe,  gar- 

Jtishyate,  agarhishta,  garhitum,  to  lodge  a  com- 
plaint before  a  person  (dat.),  accuse,  charge  with, 

reproach,  blame,  censure  a  person  (ace.);  to  be  sorry 

for,  repent  of:  Desid.  jigarhisliate,  -ti:  Intens. 

jdgarhyate,  jdgarddhi. Garhana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  censuring,  censure,  blame,, 

reproach  ;  garhandm  yd,  to  meet  with  reproach. 

Garhamya,  as,  d,  am,  censurable,  blamable,  con- 
temptible, vile,  bad. 

Garhd,  f.  abuse,  censure,  reproach. 

Garhita,  as,  d,  am,  blamed,  censured;  con- 
temned, despised;  contemptible,  ignominious,  for- 

bidden, bad,  vile. 

Garhitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  censured,  blamable. 
Garhin,  I,  iiti,  i,  abusing,  reproaching. 

Garhya,  as,  d,  am,  deserving  reproach,  con- 
temptible, low,  vile;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  tree(?). 

—  Garhya-vadin,  I,  inl,  i,  speaking  ill,  speaking 
vilely  or  inaccurately. 

gal,  cl.  i.  P.  galati,  jagdla,  galish- 
yati,  agdllt,  galitum,  to  drip,  drop, 

ooze,  trickle,  distil  ;  to  fall  down  or  off;  to  vanish,. 
perish,  pass  away;  to  eat,  swallow  [cf.  2.  grt]  : 
Caus.  gdlayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  drop,  to  pour 
out  ;  to  filter,  strain  ;  to  fuse,  liquefy,  dissolve,  melt  : 
A.  gdlayate,  to  flow;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  qvall,  quillu, 

qual,  and  guella,  '  a  well.'] Gala,  as,  m.  the  throat,  neck  ;  resin,  especially 
the  resin  of  the  plant  Shorea  Robusta  ;  a  kind  of 
fish,  a  small  kind  of  Cyprinus,  a  subgenus  of  that  class 
or  Cyprinus  Garra  ;  a  kind  of  musical  instrument  ; 
a  reed,  a  large  kind  of  the  Saccharum  Cylindricum  ; 

a  rope  [cf.  galyd~]  ;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  [cf. 
alambwhd;  cf.  also  Lat.  colhtm(1);  Germ.  Juils."] 
—  Gala-kambala,  as,  m.  a  bull's  dewlap.  —  Gala- 
ganda,  au,  m.  du.  neck  and  cheek,  or  neck  and 
Adam's    apple;     (as),    m.    enlargement    of    the 
glands  of  the  neck;  goitre.  —  Galagandin,  I,  inl, 

i,  having  a  goitre.  —  Gala-golin,  I,  inl,  m.  f.  a  kind 
of  serpent.  —  Gala-graha,,  as,  m.  seizing  by  the 

throat,   throttling,   choaking;    compression   of  the 
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throat,  a  kind  of  disease  ;  a  fish-sauce  prepared  with 
salt,  pepper,  ghee,  &c.  ;  N.  of  certain  days  in  the 
dark  fortnight,  viz.  the  fourth,  seventh,  eighth,  ninth, 
thirteenth  and  three  following  days  ;  a  day  on  which 
a  course  of  study  is  commenced,  but  immediately 
preceding  a  day  on  which  study  is  prohibited  ;  begun 
but  immediately  interrupted  study  ;  also  gala-gra- 
Itaaa,  am,  a.  —  Gala-barman,  a,  n.  the  gullet, 
throat.  —  Gala-dvdra,  am,  n.  the  door  of  the  throat, 
the  mouth.  —  Gala-mekhald,  C.  a  string  of  beads  worn 
round  the  neck,  a  necklace.  —  Gala-vdrtta,  ax,  a, 
am,  living  by  eating,  a  parasite.  —  Gala-vidradhi, 
is,  m.  tumor  and  abscess  in  the  throat.  —  GaZo- 
vrata,  as,  m.  a  peacock  ;  [cf.  gara-vrata.]—  Gala- 
siundika,  f.  the  uvula  ;  swelling  of  the  glands  of  the 
neck;  (e),  du.  the  soft  palate.—  Gala-tundt,  f. 
swelling  of  the  glands  of  the  neck.  —  Gala-stani,  f. 
a  she-goat  ;  (a  species  of  the  Bengal  goat  having  small 
fleshy  protuberances,  resembling  nipples,  depending 
from  the  throat)  ;  [cf.  gale~stani,  ajdgala-stana, 
aja-gallikd.J  —  Gala-hasta,  as,  m.  the  hand  at 
the  throat,  seizing  by  the  throat,  collaring,  throttling. 
—  Galahastaya,   nom.    P.    -tayati,    to   throttle, 
strangle.  —  Galu-haxtita,  as,  a,  am,  seized  by  the 
throat.  —  Galdnkura  (°Io-a»°),  as,  m.  a  disease  of 
the  throat,  inflammation  of  the  throat  and  enlarge- 

ment of  the  tonsils.  —  Ifale-ganda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
bird,  the  Adjutant  or  Ardea  Argala;    (the  name 
alludes  to  a  pendulous  fleshy  purse  hanging  from  the 
throat  of  this  bird.)  —  GaU-topaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 
moving  the  neck.  —  Gale-stam,  f.  a  she-goat  ;  [cf. 

gala-stani.~\  —  Galodbkava  fla-ucT),  ax,  m.  the 
tuft  of  hair  on  the  neck  of  a  horse.  —  Galaugha  (°la- 
ogha),  as,  m.  tumor  in  the  throat. 
Galaka,  as,  m.  the  throat,  the  neck  ;  a  kind  of 

fish,  a  small  kind  of  Cyprinus. 
(Mat,  an,  anti,  at,  dropping,  falling,  oozing, 

trickling,  flowing  ;  melting. 
Galana,  as,  a,  am,  dropping,  flowing  ;  (am),  n. 

dropping,  oozing,  trickling  ;  melting,  fusing  ;  falling 
down  or  off;  leaking. 
Galaniya  or  galitavya  or  galya,  as,  a,  am, 

fusible,  soluble,  liquefiable,  to  be  melted  &c. 
Galantikd  or  galanti,  (.  a  small  pitcher  ;  a  small 

water-jar  with  a  hole  in  the  bottom,  from  which  the 
water  drops  upon  a  Lin-ga  or  upon  a  Tulasi  plant 
placed  beneath. 

Galila,  as,  a,  am,  dropped,  fallen;  liquefied, 
melted  ;  distilled,  oozed,  flowing  ;  untied,  loosed  ; 
lost,  deprived;  decayed,  impaired.  —  Galita-kttshtha, 
am,  n.  advanced  and  incurable  leprosy,  when  the 
fingers  and  toes  fall  off.  —  Galita-danta,  as,  a,  am, 
having  the  teeth  decayed,  toothless.  —  Galita-nakha, 
as,  a,  or  i,  am,  having  the  claws  or  nails  fallen  off. 
—  Galita-nakha-danta,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has 
lost  his  claws  and  teeth.  —  Galita-nayana,  as,  a, 
am,  one  who  has  lost  his  eyes,  b\md.  —  (ia!il<i- 
pradipa,  as,  m.  or  galita-pradipikd,  f.  title  of  a 
work,  lit.  '  the  light  of  dropped  words,'  i.  e.  of  certain 
words  in  a  manuscript  which  occur  several  times  and 
are  given  only  once  at  full  length. 
GalUaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  dance,  gesticulation. 
Galya,  f.  a  multitude  of  throats  ;  a  quantity  of  a 

particular  kind  of  grass  or  of  ropes  made  of  it. 

•  i  w  i  MI  rt  galanila,  as,  m.  a  prawn  or 
shrimp;  see  gattgateya;  (also  read  galdnika  and 
galavila.) 

galavala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree. 

gait,  it,  m.  a  strong  but  lazy  bull. 
us,  m.  a  sort  of  gem. 

1H-T  gaKna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  minister. 

'iw^s^  galodya  or  galodya,  as,  m.(?),  N 
of  a  plant;  [cf.  gilodya.'] 
T^  galda,  as,  a,   m.  f.,  Ved.   speech  ; 

straining  ;  that  which  flows  from  a  strainer  (?). 

jr  \j  galbh,  cl.  I.  A.  galbhate,  to  be 
^  x  bold  or  confident;  [cf.  garv;  cf.  also 

Hib.  galblta,  '  rigour,  hardness.'J 
Galbha,  as,  a,  am,  bold,  confident,  audacious; 

proud,  haughty,  (galbha=garbha  in  aj>a-galbha, q.v.) 

*TW  galla,  as,  m.  the  part  of  the  cheek 
near  the  comers  of  the  mouth  ;  the  cheek.  —  Galla- 
ddturt,  f.  a  small  round  pillow  to  put  underneath 
the  cheek. 

•M?I+1  gallakl,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
'l<?»o|i  galvarka,  as,  m.  crystal;  lapis 

lazuli  (?),  sapphire  (?),  emerald  (?)  ;  a  goblet,  a  vessel 
for  drinking  spirituous  liquor. 

ji'"a  galh,  cl.  i.  A.  galhate,  to  blame, ^ to  censure  or  despise  ;  [cf. 

T^  gava  =  go,  a,  cow,  cattle;  used  at  the 
beginning  of  a  compound  before  a  word  beginning 
with  a  vowel,  see  below  ;  also  at  the  end  of  a  com- 

pound (e.  g.  panda-gavam,  five  cows)  ;  (as),  m.  a 
ray  of  the  sun.  —  Gava-rdja,  as,  m.  a  bull.—  Gava- 
kriti  (°va-dk°),  is,  is,  i,  cow-shaped.  —  Gavdksha 
(°0a-afe°),  as,  m.  an  air-hole,  a  loop-hole,  a  round 
window,  a  '  bull's  eye,'  &c.  ;  the  mesh  of  a  shirt  of 
mail;  N.  of  a  warrior;  N.  of  a  monkey-chief 
attached  to  R5ma,  a  son  of  Vaivasvata,  the  leader  of 
the  Go-lin-gulas  ;  N.  of  a  sea  (n.  in  this  sense?);  (!), 
f.  a  sort  of  cucumber,  Cucumis  Maderaspatanus  or 
Coloquintida  ;  the  plant  Trophis  Aspera  (ddkhota)  ; 
the  plant  Clitoria  Ternatea.  •-  Gavdkshaka,  as,  m. 

an  air-hole,  a  loop-hole,  a  round  window,  a  bull's 
eye.  —  Gavdksha-jdla,  am,  n.  a  lattice,  a  window  of 
treUice-work.  —  Gavdkshita,  as,  d,  am,  furnished 
with  windows,  forming  a  lattice.  —  Gavdgra  =  go- 

agra=go'gra,  q.v."Gavddana  (°va-ad°),  am, 
n.  pasture  or  meadow  grass;  (»),  f.  pasture  or  meadow 
grass,  a  hay-rack,  a  manger,  a  trough  for  holding 
grass  &c.  for  feeding  cattle  ;  a  species  of  cucumber, 
Cucumis  Maderaspatanus,  or  (according  to  some) 
Cucumis  Coloquintida  ;  the  plant  Clitoria  Ternatea. 

—  Gavdmrita  (°va-am°),  am,  n.  the  beverage  of 
immortality  or  nectar  consisting  of  rays  of  light. 

—  Gavartham  or  gavdrthe  Cva-ar°),  ind.  for  the 
sake  of  a  cow.  -«  Gavdrha  (  °va-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  of 
the  value  of  a  cow.  —  Gavdvika  (°ra-aB°),  am,  n. 
cattle  and  sheep.  —  Gavdfona  (°va-ad°),  as,  m.  = 
go-bhakshaka,  commonly  muti,  i.  e.  a  worker  in 
leather,  a  shoe-maker  ;  an  outcast.  —  Gavdiira  (°t>a- 
df),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  mixed  with  milk,  as  Soma. 

—  Qavdiva  (°va-ad°),  am,  n.  cattle  and  horses  ;  [cf. 
go-aiva  and  go  Vra.]  —  Gavdhnika  (°va-dfi°),  am, 
n.   the   daily   measure   of   food   given   to   a   cow. 

—  Gavendra  (°va-in°),  as,  m.  an  owner  of  kine. 
—  Gaveia  or  gavetfvara  (°ea-«i°),  as,  m.  an  owner 
of  kine.  ••  Gavaidaka  (°va-ed°),  am  n.  kine  and 
sheep.  —  Gavodgha  (°va-ud°),  as,  m.  an  excellent cow. 

Gavafi,  f.  a  Coloquintida,  =gavdlcskl. 
Gavaya,  as,  m.  a  species  of  ox,  the  Gayal,  Bos 

Gavams,  erroneously  classed  by  Hindu  writers  as  a 

species  of  deer  ;  a  monkey-chief  attached  to  R2ma, 
the  son  of  Vaivasvata  ;  (i),  f.  the  female  Gayal. 

Gavala,  as,  m.  the  wild  buffalo  ;  (am),  n. 
buffalo's  horn. 

Gavdft,  f.  (fr.  go  and  rt.  ant),  a  kind  of  fish, 
commonly  pdnkdlamdda,  Ophidium  Punctatum  or 
Macrognathus  Pankalus. 

Gavdm-aya,  as,  m.  or  garam-ayana,  am,  n. 

'  going  of  cows,"  N.  of  a  solemn  ceremony  ;  [cf.  30.] 
Gavdm-pati,  is,  m.  a  guardian  of  cows,  a  cow- 

herd ;  the  chief  of  cattle,  a  bull  ;  the  lord  of  rays,  an 
epithet  of  the  sun  ;  also  of  Agni  ;  N.  of  a  Buddhist mendicant. 

Gavdluka,  as,  m.  the  Gayal,  Bos  Gavzus  ;  [cf. 

gavaya.'] 

Gavi-jdta,  ast  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Gaw-ptttra, 
as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vaisravana.  —  Gavi-sh(hira,  as, 

ffavini. 
m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  of  Atri's  family ;  [cf.  gdvishlhira and  gdvi»hthirdyana.] 

Gavini,  f.  a  herd  of  cows. 

Gav-i«h,  t,  t,  t,  or  gav-isha,  ai,  d,  am,  Ved. 
wishing  for  cows,  desirous  in  general,  eager,  fervent. 
—  Gav-ishti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  wishing  for  cows  ;  desir- 

ing fervently,  eager,  ardent ;  (is),  f.  desire,  eagerness, 
ardour,  fervour ;  desire  for  fighting,  ardour  of  battle, 
battle.  —  Gav-lia  or  gav-livara,  as,  m.  an  owner 
of  kine. 
Gavishtha,  as,  m.  the  sun  (either  a  superl.  fr.  go, 

'  a  ray,'  or  fr.  gam  +  stha, '  standing  in  water ') ;  N. of  a  DSnava. 

Gavesha  (either  fr.  gava  +  ith,  or  go  +  esh),  nom. 
d.  i.  A.  or  10.  P.  gaiieshate  or  gaveshayati,  -yi- 
tum,  to  desire  ardently  or  fervently,  to  strive  after ; 
to  seek,  hunt  after,  search  or  inquire  for.  ••  Gave- 
shana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  desiring  ardently  or  fervently ; 
desirous  of  combat;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Vrishni;  (d, 
am),   f.  n.    seeking   after,    searching    for,    inquiry, 
philosophical  research.  ~  Gaveshanlya,  as,  d,  am, 
to  be  desired  or  sought  for.  —  Gavenhita,  as,  d,  am, 
eagerly  desired,  sought,  inquired  for.  —  Gaveakiw, », 
inl,  i,  seeking ;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Citraka  and 
brother  of  Prithu. 

Gavcskthin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  Diinava. 
1.  gavya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  garyati,  to  desire  cattle 

or  cows ;  especially  in  the  part,  garyat,  an,  anti, 
at,  wishing  for  or  desirous  of  cattle  or  cows;  ardently 
or  fervently  desiring,  fervent ;  desirous  of  battle. 

2.  gavya,  as,  d,  am,  consisting  of  cattle  or  cows, 
consisting  of  milk ;  coming  from,  of,  or  belonging 
to  a  cow,  as  milk,  curds,  &c.  (e.  g.  panfa-gavya, 
am,  n.  five    things   coming   from   a  cow, — milk, 
cheese,  butter,  urine,  and  dung) ;  proper  or  fit  for 
cattle;   sacred  to  the   cow,  worshipping  the   cow; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  people  in  the  north  of  Madhya- 
deSa ;  (am),  n.  cattle,  a  herd  of  cows ;  pasture  land ; 
the  milk  of  a  cow ;  a  bow-string ;  a  colouring  sub- 

stance,   a   yellow   pigment   or  dye;    (as,  a,  am, 
differing  from  the  preceding   only  by  its  accent), 
belonging  to  cattle,  consisting   of  cattle   or  cows, 
coming  from  cattle  or  cows ;  (a),  f.  a  multitude  or 
herd  of  cows;   a    measure  equal  to  I  Gavydti  or 
2   Krosas ;    a  bow-string ;    a  colouring  substance,  a 

yellow  pigment  or  dye ;  [cf.  go-ro(and.~\  —  Gavya- dridlia,  as    or    am,   m.   or   n.  (?),    a  colouring 
substance,  a  yellow  pigment  or  dye ;  [cf.  the  pre- 

ceding.] 

Gavyaya,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  or  coming 
from  cattle. 

Gavyayu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  desirous  of  cattle. 
Gavya,  f.,  Ved.  desire  for  or  delight  in  cows; 

desire,  fervency ;  desire  for  what  comes  from  a  cow, 
i.  e.  for  milk  ;  desire  of  battle  (generally  used  in  the Ved.  inst.  gavyd). 

Gavyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  delighting  in  cattle  or 
cows ;  desiring  cows  or  milk ;  fervent ;  desirous  of 
battle. 

Gavyiita,  am,  n.  a  measure  of  length  equal  to 
2OOO  Dandas  or  I  Krosa,  or  to  4000  Dandas  or 
2  Krolas ;  [cf.  the  following.] 

Gavyuti,  is,  f.  (fr.  go  and  yuti  ?  or  go  and  uti  ?), 
Ved.  a  pasture,  a  piece  of  pasture  land,  a  district,  place 
of  residence ;  a  measure  of  length  equal  to  4000 
Dandas  or  2  Krosas. 

JT^Jnir  gavalgana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man, 
the  father  of  Sarijaya ;  (also  read  gavalgana) ;  [cf. 

gdvalgani.] 
•H^lfM1*!  gavashika,  f.  the  insect  called 

LakshJ,  and  the  red  dye  prepared  from  it ;  [cf.  gard- dhika.} 

JTTfaplf  gavldhuka,  as,  d,  m.  f.,  Ved.  the 
grass  Coix  Barbara ;  [cf.  gavedliuka.] 

JNl  PH  gdmni,  i,  orgavini,  yau,  orgavinika, 
e,  f.  du.,  Ved.  a  part  of  the  belly  near  the  pudenda ; 
the  groins  (?). 



»ra?  gavedu. 

J  gavedu,  us,  m.  a  cloud;  («*),  f.  or 
gavedukd,  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  Coix  Barbata;  [cf.  the 
following.] 

-* 

'l^geoedhu,  us, f .  the  grass  Coix  Barbata. 
Gavedhuka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  serpent ;  (a),  f.  a 

species  of  grass,  Coix  Barbata ;   according  to  some 
authorities  also  Hedysarum  Lagopodioides  [cf.  gave- 

'  "];  (am),  n.  red  chalk;  [cf. gavidhulta, gavedu, 

.  !  gaveruka,  am,  n.  red  chalk ;  [cf. 
gavedhuka,  n.] 

'iM^idiT  gaves'akd,  f,  the  plant  Hedysarum Lagopodioides. 

gah  (connected  with  gah),  cl.  10.  P. 

-^  gahayati,  -yitum,  to  be  thick  or  imper- vious (?);  to  enter  deeply  into. 

Gaha,  as,  m.  a  cave ;  a  forest  (?) ;  [cf.  dur-gaha.'] 
Gahana,  as,  d,  am,  deep,  dense,  thick,  imper- 

vious, impenetrable,  inexplicable,  hard  to  be  under- 
stood, inaccessible ;  (am),  n.  an  abyss,  a  depth ;  an 

inaccessible  place,  a  hiding-place,  a  thicket,  a  wood, 
impenetrable  darkness;  a  cave;  pain,  distress;  [cf. 
gaihira.~\  —  Gahana-tiia,  am,  n.  density;  imper- viousness,  impenetrability.  —  Gahana-vat,  an,  ati, 
at,  having  hiding-places  or  thickets. 
Gahandya,  nom.  A.  gahandyate,  -yitum,  to  have 

treacherous  intentions  towards  another,  (originally,  to 
lie  hid,  lie  in  wait  for  a  person  in  a  secret  place,  lie in  ambush.) 

Gahiya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  a  cave  or  a  thicket ; 
deep,  difficult  of  access,  impervious. 

Gahman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  depth ;  [cf.  gambhan.'] 
Gahvara,  as,  d  or  i,  am  (related  to  gabhira  and 

gahatia),  deep,  impervious,  impenetrable ;  (am),  n. 
an  abyss,  a  depth ;  water ;  a  hiding-place,  a  thicket ; 
a  wood;  an  impenetrable  secret,  a  riddle;  a  cave, 
cavern ;  hypocrisy ;  weeping ;  a  deep  sigh ;  (t),  an 
abyss,  a  cave,  a  cavern,  a  grotto,  a  recess  in  a  rock 
or  mountain  &c. ;  (as),  m.  an  arbour,  a  bower. 
—  Gahvare-shtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  at  the  bot- 

tom or  lowest  depths,  being  in  the  secret  recesses. 
Gahvarita,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  a  hiding-place, concealed. 

I.  ga,  cl.  i.  or  2.  A.,  3.  P.  gdtejigdti, 
jagau,  agdt,  gdsyati,  gdtum  (Ved.  gdtave), 

(in  classical  Sanskrit  only  the  aorist  of  the  simple 
verb  seems  to  occur),  to  go,  go  towards,  to  come, 
approach;  to  come  into  any  state  or  condition, 
undergo,  obtain :  Pass,  giijate :  Desid.  jigdsati  or 

m.,  N.  ofa  son  of  Krishna  and  Lakshmana ;  (ti),  f., 
N.of  a  daughter  of  Krishna  and  Lakshmana.  -  Gdtra- 

vinda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna'  and  Laksh- mana. -  Gdtra-vainipyatd,  f.  deformity  of  the 
limbs.  —  Gdtra-sankodn,  i,  m.  the  pole-cat,  Viverra 
Putorius,  (which  draws  up  or  contracts  its  body  in 
order  to  spring.)  —  Gatra-samplava,  as,  m.  a  small 
bird,  the  diver,  Pelicanus  Kusicollis ;  [cf.  plava.] 
—  Gdtra-sparia,  as,   m.   contact   of  the   limbs. 
—  Gdtrdnulepani  (°ra-an°),  f.  fragrant  unguents &c.  smeared  upon  the  body,  perfume  for  the  person. 
-Gdtrdvarana  (°ra-dv°),  am,  n.  a  shield.  —  Gd- 
trotsddana  ("ra-ut°),  am,  n.  cleaning  the  person with  perfumes  &c. 
Gdtraka,  am,  n.  the  body. 
Gdtraya,  nom.  A.  gatrayate,  -yitum,  to  be 

loosened,  or  to  loosen. 
I.  gdya,  as,  d,  am,  going,  striding;  (am),  n. 

going,  motion ;  [cf.  uru-gdya.] 

m  3.  gd,  as,  ds,  am  (fr.  rt.  gai),  singing, 
at  the  end  of  a  compound  [cf.  sdma-gd] ;  (d),  f.  a 
song ;  a  verse  or  metrical  composition ;  [cf.  gdtha.} 
'il'ill<4«  gdgandyasa,  am,  n.  (fr.  gagana 

+  ayas),  meteoric  iron  (?). 

•\\Sgdnga,  as, I,  am(fr.pra»^a),beingin  or 
on  the  Ganges,  coming  from  or  belonging  or  relating  to 
the  Ganges ;  (am),  n.,  sal.  ambu,  rain-water  ofa  pecu- 

liar kind  (supposed  to  be  from  the  heavenly  Ganges) ; 
(as),  m.  a  metronymic  of  Skanda  or  Kamikeya; 
also  of  BhTshma;  (i),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga. 
—  Gdnga-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Gdngaugha 
(°ga-ogha),  am,  n.  the  current  of  the  Ganges. 
Gdngdyani,  is,  m.  a  metronymic  of  Bhlshma ; 

, , :  Intern,  jegiy  ate:  [cf.  Gr.   ,,_.,  _„.,_  , 
Old  Germ,  gam,  yd*,  gat,  Sec. ;  Goth,  ga-ti-o;  Eng! 
to  go;  Germ,  gehen;  Lith.  gaju.] 

i.  gd,  ds,  ds,  am,  (at  the  end  of  compounds) 
going ;  [cf.  a-gd,  agre-gd,  puro-gd.  &c.] 

i .  gdtu,  us,  m.  (for  2.  see  col.  3),Ved.  going,  motion, 
unimpeded  motion ;  free  space  for  moving,  place  of 
abode;  the  earth;  a  refuge;  way,  course;  egress, 
access ;  progress,  increase,  welfare ;  [cf.  arishta-gdtu 
and  lura-gdtu.]  -  Gdtu-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  spa- 

cious, commodious.  —  Gdtu-i-id,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  clearing 
the  way  for  unimpeded  motion  or  progress ;  finding 
or  opening  a  way,  promoting  progress  or  welfare. 
Gdtuya  or  gdtuya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  gdtuyati  or 

gdtuyati,  to  desire  unimpeded  motion  or  free  space 
for  moving,  to  wish  to  obtain  free  progress. 

Gdtra,  am,  n.  'the  instrument  of  moving,'  a  limb 
or  member  of  the  body ;  the  body ;  the  fore-quarter 
of  an  elephant  (according  to  some  also  n.  and  f.  in 
this  meaning);  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Va«shtha; 
(«),  f.  earth.  —  Gatra-kartana,  as,  d,  am,  emaciating the  boiy.-Gdtra-gupta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Krishna  and  LakshmanS.  -  Gdtra-bhangd,  f.  a 
kind  _of  cowach,  Mucuna  Pruritus  (  =  Suka-4imbi). 
-Gdtra-mdrjani,  f.  zlovte}.- Gdtra-yaehti,  is m.  a  thin  or  slender  body.  -  Gdtra-ruha,  am,  n. 
the  hairs  on  the  body;  [cf.  anga-ruha^- Gdtra- 
(ata,  f.  a  flexuous  or  tender  body.  -  Gdtra*vat,  an, 

,      ,      . also  of  Skanda  or  Karttikeya;  (Ganga  was  the  first 
wife  of  S'Sntanu,  and  bore  to  him  the  hero  BhTshma, before  his  marriage  with  Satyavati  ;  she  was  also  the 
receiver  of  the  vivifying  principle  of  Siva  first  cast 
into  Agni,  from  which  principle  was  generated  Kartti- 
keya  the  god  of  war)  ;  also  an  epithet  of  Citra. 
Gangeya,  as,  i,  am,  being  in  or  on  the  Ganges  ; 

(as),  m.  a  metronymic  of  Skanda  ;  also  of  Bhishma  ; 
the  Hilsa  or  Illias  fish,  Clupanodon  Ilisha  [cf.  illiia']; the  root  ofa  kind  of  grass  [cf.  Ihadra-musta]  ;  (am), 
n.  the  root  of  Scirpus  Kysoor  or  Cyperus  Hexastachyus 
Communis,=ias'e™. 
Gangya,  as,  a,  am,  being  on  the  Ganges;  a metronymic  from  Gar>g5. 

Ga.ngya.yani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Gan-gya. 
'tlfi&  gdngata  orgditgataka  or  gangateya, 

as,  m.  a  kind  of  prawn  or  shrimp  ;  [cf.  gangdteya.'] 
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gandi,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  from  which 
the  bow  Gandiva  was  made. 

Gdndiva  or  gdndwa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  bow  of 
Arjuna ;  presented  by  Soma  to  Varuna,  by  him  to 

Agni,  and  by  Agni  to  Arjuna,  (also'  said  to  have belonged  to  PrajS-pati,  Brahma,  and  Siva)  ;  a  bow 
in  general.—  Gdndiva-dhanvan,  a,  m.  an  epithet 
of  Arjuna.  —  Gandira-mukta,  as,  d,  am,  discharged from  the  bow  Gandiva. 

Gdndimn,  I,  m.  an  epithet  of  Arjuna ;  the  tree 

Terminalia  Arjuna ;  [cf.  ajjuna.'] 
'll*!SK  gandtra,  as,  I,  am,  coming  from 

the  plant  Gandira. 

gdtavya.     See  under  rt.  gai. 

gdtagatika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  gatd- 

gdngeruki,  f.  the  plant  Uraria 
Lagopodioides;  (am),  n.  the  seed  of  this  plant. 

'\\ffll\gangeshthi,  f.the  shrub  Guilandina Bonducella. 

gdnjikdya,  as,  m.  a  quail. 

^tsW gddava,  as,  m.  a  cloud ;  [cf.  gavedu.'] 
'US  gddha.     See  under  rt.  gdh. 

'i(V.i'[\r^gdnagdri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher; 
[cf.  ganakdri.] 

*ir«m«r  gdnapata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  gana-pati), 
relating  to  the  leader  of  a  troop  or  to  the  god  Ganesa. 
Gdnapatya,  as  (f.  -ti),  am,  relating  to  the  leader  of 

a  troop  or  to  the  god  Ganesa ;  (as),  m.  a  worshipper 
of  Ganesa ;  (am),  n.  worship  of  him,  chieftainship, presidency. 

GdniTca,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  gana),  familiar  with  the Ganas  (in  grammar). 

Gdnikya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ganikd),  an  assemblage  of harlots. 

Odneia,  as,  m.  (fr.  ganes"a),  a  worshipper  of 
GaneSa.  —  Gdncs'opapurdna  (°s"a-up°),  am,  n.,  N. of  an  Upa-Purana. 

gdndiva.  See  under  gandi  next  col. 

gata),  caused  by  going  and  coming. 
Gdtdnugatika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  gatdnugata),  caused 

by  following  or  imitating  what  precedes. 

'llij  2.  gdtu,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  gai),  a  song ;  a 
singer ;  a  Gandharva  or  celestial  chorister ;  the  male 
Koil  or  Indian  cuckoo ;  a  bee ;  N.  of  a  descendant  of 
Atri,  author  ofa  hymn  of  the  Rig-veda;  (us,  us,  u), 
angry,  wrathful.  (For  i.  gdtu  see  under  i.  gd.) 

Gdtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  singer;  angry;  (td),  m.  a 
Gandharva ;  the  male  Koil  or  Indian  cuckoo ;  a  bee. 
Gdtha,  as,  m.  (also  am,  n.  ?),  singing,  a  song ; 

(a),  f.  a  verse ;  (in  the  terminology  of  the  Brahmanas 
and  liturgical  books)  a  verse  which  is  neither  Ric, 
nor  Saman,  nor  Yajus,  a  religious  verse,  but  not  one 
belonging  to  the  Vedas ;  a  stanza ;  a  song,  a  chant  or 
verse  to  be  chanted  or  sung;  (with  Buddhists)  a 
metrical  Sutra ;  N.  of  the  Arya  metre ;  also  of  a 
metre  not  enumerated  in  the  regular  treatises  on 

prosody.  —  Gdtha-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  lord  of  songs. 
••  Gdthd-kdra,  as,  m.  an  author  of  songs,  hymns, 
verses ;  a  singer,  a  reciter.  —  Qdthd-nl,  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 
leading  the  song,  leading  a  choir.  —  Gdthdntara 

(°thd-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Kalpa,  the  fourth  day  in Brahma's  month. 

Gdthaka,  as,  m.  a  singer,  a  musician ;  a  chanter 
of  the  Puranas  or  sacred  poems. 

Gdthika,  as,  m.  one  who  recites  Gathas,  hymns 
or  verses ;  (d),  f.  a  song,  hymn. 

Gathin,  i,  ini,  i,  familiar  with  or  knowing  songs 
or  hymns,  a  singer ;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  KuSika 
and  father  of  VisVa-mitra ;  (inas),  m.  pi.  the  de- 

scendants of  this  man;  (ini),  f.,  N.  of  a  metre, 
containing  12  +  18  +  12  +  20  or  32  +  29  syllabic 

instants ;  [cf.  vind-gdthin."]  —  Gdthi-ja,  as,  m.  the 
son  of  Gathin,  i.  e.  VisVS-mitra. 

Gdthina,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Gathin.      , 

'ir<3  gdtra.    See  col.  i.  under  rt.  i.  gd. 

*TT*I  gdtha.     See  above. 

TretT  gddgadya,  am,  n.  (fr.  gadgada), 
stammering. 

J  I  m  gddh  [cf.  gdh,  to  which  this  root \  is  related],  cl.  I.  A.  gddhate,  jagddhe, 

gddhishyate,agddhishia,gddhitum,  to  stand  tirmly, 
to  stay,  remain ;  to  set  out ;  to  seek,  to  search  or  inquire 
for,  to  desire ;  to  compile,  suing  or  heap  together. 

Gddha,  as,  d,  am,  any  place  offering  firm  standing- 
ground,  fordable  (as  a  river),  not  very  deep,  shallow ; 
(am),  n.  ground  for  standing  on  in  water,  a  shallow 
place,  a  ford  (sometimes  also  m.) ;  bottom,  soundings; 
a  place,  site ;  desire  of  gain,  cupidity,  covetousness. 

mfv  gddhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 
Visva-mitra  and  king  of  Kanyakubja,  also  called 
gddhin;  (ayas),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Gadhi. 

—  Gddhi-ja,  as,  m.  Gadhi's  son,  a  N.  ofVis'va- 
mitra.  Gddhin,  i,  m.  (a  later  form  for  gat/tin, 

q.  v.),  =  gddhi.  —  Gddhi-nngara,  am,  n.  Gadhi's 
city,  an  epithet  of  Kanyakubja.  -  Gddhi-nandana, 
as,  m.  the  son  of  Gadhi,  an  epithet  of  VisVa-mitra ; 

also  gddhi-putra,  as,  m.,  gadhi-lihu,  us,  m.,  gddhi- 
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»unu,  •us,  m.  —  Gadki-pura,  am,  n.  Gadhi's  city, 
an  epithet  of  KSnyakubja ;   [cf.  gddhi-nagara.] 
Gddheya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  VisvS-mitra ; 

(i),  f.  a  patronymic  of  Satyavatl. 

TTflguna,  am,  n.  (ti.gai),  singing,  a  song; 

a  sound;  [cf.  aranya-gdna,  uha-g°,  uhya-g0.] 
—  Gdna-bandhu,  us,  m.  a  friend  of  songs ;  N.  of  a 
man  (?).—  Gdna-vidyd,  (.  the  science  of  vocal  music. 
Gdniya,  as,  «,  am,  musical. 

Tir«l«ll  gdnini,  f.  Orris  root  [cf.  vada],  a 
medicinal  plant  (supposed  to  be  of  use  in  clearing 
the  voice ;  fr.  yana  f). 

•Ml*3  gantu,  us,  m.  (fr.  I.  gam),  one  who 
goes  or  moves,  a  goer,  a  traveller ;  a  singer  (in  this 
sense  a  wrong  form  for  2.  gdtu). 

Gdntri,  (,=gantri,  a  carriage  drawn  by  oxen. 

/llx^  gdn-dama,  as,  m.  (gdn  =  gam,  ace. 
fr.  go),  N.  of  a  man. 

a,  as, i,  am,  born  in  Gandika. 

gundini,  f.,  N.  of  a  princess  of 
Kisi  who  was  the  wife  of  SVaphalka  and  mother  of 
Akrflra  (also  called  gdndt) ;  an  epithet  of  the  river 
Ganges  or  the  goddess  Gan-gS ;  (also  read  gdndhini.) 
••  Gdndini-suta,  as,  m.  a  son  of  GandinI,  epithet 

of  Akrura  and  of  Bhtshma ;  [cf.  gdngeya."] Gdndi.  See  gdndinl. 

TtT'V? gdndharva,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  gandhana), 
belonging  or  relating  to  the  Gandharvas  (especially 
gdndharvo  vivdhah  asvidhih,  the  form  of  marriage 
called  after  the  Gandharvas,  that  which  requires  only 
mutual  agreement ;  see  gandJiarva-tmdha) ;  relat- 

ing to  the  Gandharvas  as  heavenly  choristers  (e.  g. 
gdndharva-kaldh,  song,  music,  &c. ;  gdndharvo 
vedah  or  gdndharva-vedah,  the  Veda  of  music, 
musical  science  considered  as  an  appendix  of  the  Sama- 
veda  and  ascribed  to  Bharata) ;  (as),  m.  a  singer  in 
general ;  N.  of  a  people  in  the  north-east  of  Madhya- 
desa;  (I),  f.  =  raf,  speech,  according  to  the  legend 
that  the  gods  gave  speech  to  the  Gandharvas  and 
received  from  them  the  Soma  in  return ;  an  epithet 
of  the  goddess  Durga ;  (am),  n.  the  art  of  the 
Gandharvas,  song,  music,  dance ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
nine  sections  of  Bharata-varsha ;  [cf.  gandharva- 
khanda.]  —  Ganilharva-6itta,  at,  d,  am,  one  whose 
mind  is  possessed  by  the  Gandharvas ;  [cf.  gandhar- 

ra-grihita.]  —  Gdndharva-s'dld,  f.  music-hall,  a concert-room. 

Gdndkarvilia,  as,  m.  a  singer ;  (also  read  gdn- 
dharvaka.) 

TT**nT.  gdndhdra,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the 
Gfmdharis;  the  third  of  the  seven  primary  notes 
of  music;  minium  or  red  lead;  (?),  f.  a  princess 
of  the  GJndhSris  (especially  the  wife  t>f  Dhrita- 
rishtra)  ;  N.  of  a  Vidya-devI;  N.  of  a  Raginl(?); 
with  Jainas,  a  divine  being  fulfilling  the  commands 
of  the  twenty-first  Arhat  of  the  present  Avasarpim ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  and  their  country, 
commonly  called  Kandahar,  and  lying  between  the 
north  of  India  and  Persia  [cf.  gandhara,  gandhdri, 
gdndkdri] ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants,  Hedysarum 
Alhagi  and  Prickly  Nightshade,  =  yavdsa  and 
dur-dlabhd;  (am),  n.  gum  myrrh;  [cf.  gandha- 
roso.]  —  Gdndhdra-rdja,  as,  m.  the  Icing  of  Gan- 
dhara,  whose  name  was  Su-bala. 

Gdiulharuka,  as,  m.  pi. = gdndhdra,  N.  ofa  people. 
Gdndhdri,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (is),  m. 

a  metronymic  of  Duryodhana ;  [cf.  the  following.] 
Gdndhdreya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  of  Duryodhana, 

the  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra. 

mfivra  gdndhika,  as,  m.  (fr.  gandha),  a 
vender  of  perfumes,  a  perfumer ;  a  scribe,  a  clerk ;  a 
kind  of  worm  having  a  strong  fetid  smell,  commonly 
gdndhipokd,  a  tree-bug;  (am),  n.  fragrant  wares, 
perfumes. 

'  gdndhirii,  f.    See  under  gdndirii. 

adhi-pura. 

garbha. gdmika,  as,  d,  am  (ft.  gam,  used  at 
the  end  of  compounds),  going,  leading  to  (as  a  way). 

Gamin,  i,  ini,  i,  going,  moving  on,  or  in,  or 
towards,  or  in  any  peculiar  manner,  &c. ;  going  to, 
having  intercourse  with  ;  reaching  to,  extending  to ; 
coming  to  one's  share,  due ;  attaining,  obtaining ; 
directed  towards ;  relating  to ;  [cf.  agra-gamin, 

anta-g°,  anya-g°,  d3u-g°,  ritu-g°,  kdma-g°.] 
Gdmuka,  as,  d,  am,  going,  locomotive. 

*TWT§ gambhirya,  as,d,  am  ((T.gambhira), 
Seing  deep  down,  being  in  the  depths ;  (a7ft),  n. 
deepness,  depth  (of  water,  sound,  &c.) ;  depth  or 
profundity  of  character,  earnestness,  sagacity;  the 
deep  sound  of  the  voice  of  a  Jaina  saint,  like  distant 
thunder  or  the  muttering  of  clouds. 

gdm-manya,  as,  d,  am,  thinking 
one's  self  a  cow. 

a.  giya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  gay  a),  relating 
to  Gaya,  coming  from  him,  &c.  (For  I.  gdya  see under  I.  gd.) 

Tfnt  3.  gdya,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  gai),  a  song. 
Gdyaka,  as,  t,  am,  singing,  one  who  sings; 

(as),  m.  a  singer.  —  Gdyaka-fandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  copyist  who  lived  A.  D.  1670. 
Gdyat,  an,  and,  at,  singing;  (anti),  f.,  N.  of 

Gaya's  wife. 
Gdyatra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  song,  hymn ;  (t),  f.  an 

ancient  metre  of  twenty-four  syllables,  variously  ar- 
ranged, but  generally  as  a  triplet  of  three  divisions  of 

:ight  syllables  each ;  a  hymn  composed  in  the  Gayatri 
metre;  the  Gayatrl  (i.  e.  KLig-veda  III.  62,  10,  tat 
savitur  varenyam  bhargo  devasya  dhimahi 
dhiyo  yo  nah  pradodaydt.  This  is  a  very  sacred 
verse  repeated  by  every  BrShman  at  his  morning  and 
evening  devotions.  From  being  addressed  to  Savitri 
or  the  Sun  as  generator,  it  is  also  called  Savitri.  The 
GSyatri  verse  is  personified  as  a  goddess,  the  wife  of 
Brahma  and  mother  of  the  four  Vedas ;  and  is  often 
mentioned  in  connection  with  the  Amrita,  both 
together  constituting  as  it  were  the  essence  and  type 
of  sacred  hymns  in  general.  The  Gayatri  personified 
is  also  considered  as  the  mother  of  the  first  three 
classes,  in  their  capacity  of  twice  bom).  According  to 
the  system  of  the  TSntrikas,  a  number  of  mystical 
verses  are  called  Gayatrls,  and  each  deity  has  one  in 
particular ;  (am),  n.  a  hymn  composed  and  recited 
in  the  metre  Gayatri ;  (as,  J,  am),  consisting  in  the 
GSyatrT,  connected  with  it,  formed  in  accordance  with 
it  (e.  g.  in  accordance  with  the. number  of  syllables  of 
a  Gayatrl  verse  &c.) ;  (I),  f.  the  tree  Acacia  Catechu, 
=  khadira  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Gdyatra- 
kdkubha,  as,  m.  a  PragJtha  beginning  with  a 
Gayatri  and  ending  with  a  Kakubh.  •-  Gdyatra- 
Mhandas,  as,  ds,  as,  Ved.  one  to  whom  the  Gayatrl 
metre  belongs  or  to  whom  it  is  sacred  &c. ;  relating 

to  the  Gayatri  metre.  —>  Gdyatra-^pdrs'va,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Saman.  •-  Gdyatra-bdrhata,  as,  m.  a  Pra- 
gatha  beginning  with  a  GSyatri  and  found  where  the 
Brihati  metre  predominates.  —  Gdyatra-vartani,  is, 
is,i,Ved.  moving  in  Gayatrl  measures.  —  Gdyatra-w- 
pas,  ds,  ds,  as, Ved.  inciting  or  inspiring  to  sing  hymns. 
—  Gdyatri-bhdshya,  am,  n.  title  of  a  commentary 
on  the  GSyatri.  —  Gdyatrl-mantra,  as,  m.  prayers 
connected  with  the  GSyatri.  —  Gayatri-vallabha, 
as,  m.  a  friend  of  the  Gayatri,  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Gdyalrl-sdman,  a,  n.,  N.  of  several  verses  of  the 
SSma-veda,  recited  in  the  Gayatri  raetie.  —  G£yatry- 
dsita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  SSman. 
Gayatri,  is,  f.  =  gdyatri. 
Gdyatrin,  t,  ini,  i,  one  who  sings  hymns ;  (t),  m. 

the  tree  Acacia  Catechu.  —  Gdyatri-sdra,  as,  m. 
Catechu,  Terra  Japonica ;  [cf.  khadira] 

Gdyatrya,  as,  d,  am,  epithet  of  a  kind  of  Soma. 
Gdyana,  as,  i,  am,  singing,  a  singer ;  (as),  m.  a 

singer,  a  talker,  a  gossip;    N.  of  an  attendant  of 
Skanda;  (am),  n.  singing,  song;  professing  or  prac 
tising  singing  as  a  livelihood. 

Gdyantikd,  f.  (fr.  gdyanff),  N.  of  a  place  on  the 
Himalaya  mountains. 

ITC  gdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Saman,  com- 

posed by  Gara. 
JTTfT<? gdritra,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  2.  grt),  rice, 

com,  grain. 
<llt>s  guriula,  as,  t,  am  (fr. garuda),  shaped 

like  the  bird  Garuda,  coming  from  or  relating  to 
Garuda ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  creeper  [cf.  pdtdla-garudT] ; 
(am),  n.  an  emerald ;  gold  ;  a  Mantra  or  charm 
against  poison.  —  Gdruda-pitrdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
the  seventeenth  Purana  relating  the  birth  of  Garuda 
from  VinatS.  It  is  doubtful  whether  a  genuine  G5- 
ruda-Purana  exists. 

Gurudika,  as,  m.  a  charmer,  a  dealer  in  antidotes. 

'lit; run  garutmata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  garut- 
mat),  shaped  like  the  bird  Garuda,  sacred  to  Garuda 
&c. ;  (am),  n.  an  emerald ;  [cf.  garitddit-kita,  &c.] 
—  Gantimata-imttrikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant;    [cf. 
pdfi  and  marakata-paUri.] 

ITT7!  gdrga,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  gdrgya  below, 

which  is  derived  fr.  garga),  coming  from  or  con- 
nected with  GSrgya ;  a  contemptuous  metronymic 

from  Gargi. 
Gdrgaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  belonging  to  Gargya, 

worshipping  Gargya  ;  (an*),  n.  a  multitude  or  assem- 
blage of  the  descendants  of  Garga. 

Gdrgtka,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from  GSrgT,  ex- 
pressing contempt. 

Gdrgikd,  f.  descent  from  Garga,  the  relation  to 
the  school  of  Gargya. 

Gdrgi,  f.  the  wife  of  Gargya ;  an  epithet  of  Durga. 

—  Gdrg'i-putra,  as,  m.  the  son  of  GargT ;  N.  of  a teacher.  —  Gdrgiputrakdyani  or  gdrrjlputrdyani  or 

gdrgiputri,  is,  m.  a  descendant  of  the  son  of  GargT. 
Gdrgi-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  become  a Gargya. 

I.  gdrgiya,  nom.  P.  gdrglyati,  to  act  like  2 

Gargya ;  A.  gdrg'iyate,  to  behave  like  a  GSrgya. 
i.  gargiya,  as,  d,  am,  composed  by  Garga ;  com- 

ing from  GSrgya;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  the 
descendants  of  Garga ;  the  pupils  of  Gargyayana. 

Gdrgeya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from  GargT. 
GSrgya,  as  (f.  gt),  am,  descended  from  Garga,  as 

a  son  or  daughter ;  (a*),  m.,  N.  of  several  teachers  of 
grammar,  of  the  ritual,  &c. ;  according  to  Durga,  a 

Gargya  is  the  author  of  the  Pada-patha  of  the  Sama- 
veda;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Gandharvas;  N.  of  a 

people.  —  Gdrgya-parliishla,  am,  n.  title  of  a  Pari- 
sishta  of  the  Atharva-veda. 
Gargyayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Gargya, 

N.  ofa  teacher;  (£),  {.=gargi. 

GSryydyaniya,  ds,  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  G5rgy5yana. 
'liw»i<;  gdrtsamada,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 

from  Gritsa-mada ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

JffifW  gdrdabha,  as.  J,  am  (fr.  gardabha), 

belonging  to  or  coming  from  or  relating  to  an  ass ; 
asinine. 

GdrdabharatMka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  gardabha- 
ratha),  fit  for  a  donkey-cart. 
TTT3T  gdrddhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  griddha,  rt. 

gridh),  desire,  greediness. Gdrdhra  (or  wrongly  spelt  gdrdha),  as,  i,  am 

(fr.  gridhra),  derived  from  a  vulture,  vulturous,  vul- 
turine ;  rapacious,  greedy  (?) ;  (as),  m.  an  arrow ; 
desire,  greediness,  cupidity  (in  the  latter  sense  the 
word  gdrdhra  is  probably  a  wrong  reading  for 
gdrddhya).  —  Gdrdhra-paksha,  or  gdrdhra-pat-  ( 
tra,  or  gdrdhra-vdjita,  or  gdrdhra-rdjita,  as,  a, 
am  (?),  or  gdrdhra-rdsas,  ds,  ds,  as,  decorated 
with  vulture's  feathers  (especially  an  arrow  so  deco- 

rated) ;  [cf.  gridltra-vdja  and  gridhra-vdjila.] 
TTTH  gdrbha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  garbha),  born 

from  the  womb ;  fetal,  uterine ;  relating  to  or  con- 
nected with  gestation,  also  to  conception  (as  any  act or  ceremony). 
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Garbhika,  as,  I,  am,  fetal,  uterine  ;  relating  to  or 
connected  with  gestation  or  the  foetus  in  the  womb. 
Gdrbhina,  am,  n.  (fr.  garbhini),  a  number  or 

assemblage  of  pregnant  women. 
Gdrbhinya,  am,  n.  an  assemblage  of  pregnant 

women. 

TT\*£ifgarmuta,am,ii.(fr.garmut),honey(?). 

garshteya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  grishti), 
Ved.  born  from  a  heifer. 

'llf  M?T  garhapata,  am,  n.  (fr.  griha-pati), 
the  position  and  dignity  of  a  householder. 
Gdrhapatya,  as,  m.,  scil.  ayni,  a  sacred  fire,  per- 

petually maintained  by  a  householder,  received  from 
his  father  and  transmitted  to  his  descendants,  and 

from  which  fires  for  sacrificial  purposes  are  lighted  ; 
the  place  where  this  sacred  fire  is  kept  ;  (as),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  class  of  manes  ;  (am),  n.  the  government 
of  a  family,  position  of  a  householder,  a  household. 

—  Gdrhapatyagdra  (°ya-ag°),  as,  m.  the  place  in 
which  the  Garhapatya  fire  is  kept. 

Gdrhamedha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  griha-medha),  fit 
or  proper  for  a  householder. 

Gdrhasthya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  griha-stha),  fit  for 
or  incumbent  on  a  householder;  (am],  n.  the  order 
or  estate  of  a  householder,  of  the  father  or  mother  of 
a  family  ;  household,  domestic  affairs,  the  house  with 
its  contents. 

Gdrhya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  griha),  domestic. 

'tlrt  gala,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  gal),  flowing, 
liquefying ;  dropping  ;  a  flux. 
Gdlana,  am,  n.  straining  fluids;  fusing,  lique- 

fying, &c. 
Galava,  as,  m.  the  tree  Symplocos  Racemosa,  the 

bark  of  which  is  used  in  dyeing,  Lodh  ;  a  pale  species 

of  the  same,  =  foeta-lodhra  ;  also  a  kind  of  ebony, 
Diospyros  Glutinosa  [cf.  kenduka] ;  N.  of  an  old 

sage  and  preceptor,  according  to  the  Hari-vanSa  a  son, 
and  according  to  the  Maha-bharata  a  pupil  of  VisvS- 

mitra ;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  Dharma-s'Sstra ;  N.  of  a 
grammarian  ;  (a«),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Galava. 

Gdlavi,  a  patronymic  from  Galava. 
Gdli,  is,  f.  a  curse,   execration  or  imprecation. 

—  Gdli-praddna,  am,  n.  cursing,  reviling,  abusing. 
—  Gdli-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  uttering  curses  or  execra- 
tions. 

Gdlita,  as,  a,  am,  distilled,  strained,  dropped, 
melted,  fused. 

Gdlin,  i,  ini,  i,  distilling,  fusing,  liquefying ;  abus- 
ing, abusive. 

Gdlini,  f.  a  particular  gesticulation  or  position  of 
the  fingers. 

gdlodaya,  A.  -dayate,  -yitum,  to 
examine,  investigate. 

Gdlodita,  am,  n.  examination,  investigation. 

galodya,  am,  n.  the  seed  of  the 

lotus ;  [cf.  ankalodya,  angalodya,  galodya,  gi- 
lodya.] 

t  gavalgani,  is,  m.  (fr.  gavalgana), 
a  patronymic  of  Sanjaya. 

'^gdvishthira  and  gdvishthirayana, 
two  patronymics  from  Gavi-shthira. 

gdh,  cl.  i.  A.  (ep.  also  P.)  gdhate, 

\  -ti,  jagdhe,  gahishyate,  agdhishta,  gd- 
hitum  or  gddhum,  to  dive  into,  bathe  in,  plunge 
into,  penetrate,  enter  deeply  into  ;  roam,  range,  rove ; 

to  be  absorbed  in  (with  ace.)  ;  to  hide  one's  self  in  : 
Caus.  gdhayati,  -yitum,  ajigahat :  Desid.  jigd- 

.  hishate  and  jighdkshate :  Intens.  jdgdhyate  and 
jdgddhi. 

Gddha,  as,  d,  am,  dived  into,  bathed  in,  entered 
into  ;  deeply  entered,  closely  pressed  together,  tightly 
drawn,  closely  fastened,  close,  fast  (opposed  to  .<i- 
thila)  ;  thick,  dense ;  deep  (as  sleep) ;  strong,  vehe- 

TTI? 

ear.  —  Gddha-td,  f.  or  gddJia-tva,  am,  n.  intensity, 
closeness;  firmness,  hardness;  excess.  —  Gddka- 
mushti,  if,  is,  i,  close-fisted,  avaricious,  niggardly, 
miserly  ;  (is),  m.  a  scymitar,  a  large  sacrificial  knife. 

••  Gddha-s'oka-prahdra,  as,  d,  am,  inflicting  the 
keenest  anguish.  —  Gadhangada  ('dJia-an"),  as, 
d,  am,  having  closely  fitting  bracelets.  —  Gddhd- 

liitr/ana  (°dha-af),  am,  n.  a  close  embrace. 
Gddhi-karana,  am,  n.  making  stiff. 
Gdha,  as,  t,  am,  diving  into,  bathing  ;  (as),  m. 

depth,  interior,  innermost  recess. 
Gdltana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  diving  into,  plunging, 

bathing,  penetrating. 

Gd/iantya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  dived  into  or  pene- 
trated. 

Gdhita,  as,  d,  am,  bathed  in,  plunged  into,  im- 
mersed, entered  deeply  into,  penetrated;  shaken, 

agitated,  destroyed. 
Gdhitri,  ta,  tn,  tri,  one  who  plunges  into  water, 

a  bather,  diver  ;  one  who  penetrates  ;  shaking, 
agitating  ;  destroying,  a  destroyer. 

ginduka,  as,  m.  a  ball  for  playing 

with  ;  [cf.  genduka  and  kanditka.] 

fl^  i.  gir,  IT,  IT,  IT  (fr.  i.  gn),  Ved.  ad- 
dressing, invoking,  praising  ;  (ir),  f.  invocation,  ad- 
dressing with  praise,  praise,  verse,  song;  speech, 

speaking,  language,  voice,  words  (e.  g.  mdnushtm 
giram  kri,  to  assume  a  human  voice  ;  girdm  pra- 

bhavishnuA,  '  lord  of  speech  or  words,"  an  epithet  of 
Brihaspati,  regent  of  the  planet  Jupiter)  ;  a  N.  of 
Sarasvati,  the  goddess  of  speech;  fame,  celebrity; 

[cf.  Hib.  gair,  'an  outcry,  a  shout;'  Gr.  yijpvs. " 

giri-kshipa]  ;  (Is),  f.  swallowing;  a  rat,  a  small 
rat,  a  mouse  [cf.  girikd];  (is,  is,  i),  venerable, 
respectable,  worshipful;  [cf.  Zend  gairi;  Slav. 
gora;  Afghan,  ghur  ;  cf.  also  gariyas,  garishtha, 

gariman.]  •-  Giri-kaMhapa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tor- 
toise living  in  mountains.  —  Giri-kantaka,  as,  m. 

Indra's  thunderbolt.  —  Giri-kadamba  or  giri-ka- 
dambaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  the  Kadamba  tree, 
mountain  Kadamba  ;  [cf.  riipa  and  dhdrd-ka- 
damba.]  —  Giri-kadali,  f.  the  mountain  or  wild 
Kadal!.  —  Giri-kandara,  as,  m.  a  cave,  a  cavern. 
—  Giri-karna,  f.  the  plant  Clitoria  Ternatea;  [cf. 

a-pardjita.]  —  Giri-karnikd,  f.  the  earth  ;  the  plant 
Clitoria  Ternatea  ;  a  species  of  Kinihl  with  white 
blossoms.  —  Giri-karni,  f.  the  plant  Clitoria  Ternatea 
[cf.  the  preceding]  ;  another  plant,  Alhagi  Maurorum 

.  yijpvs.] 

pati  ;   [cf. —  I.  gir-is"a,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Brihaspati  ;  [ 
gish-pati.]  —  Gir-vanas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  delighting 
in  invocations,  fond  of  praise,  an  epithet  of  Indra  and 

Agni.  —  Gir-vanasyit,  its,  us,  u,  Ved.  fond  of  hymns 
or  praise,  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Gir-van,  d,  d,  a, 
Ved.  addressed  with  many  invocations,  receiving  much 

praise.  ••  Girva-vdJi,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  bearing  one  who  is 
addressed  with  many  hymns.  —  Gir-vahas,  as,  as, 
as,  Ved.  one  to  whom  invocations  are  addressed, 

praised  in  song,  an  epithet  of  Indra  &c.  —  GIA- 

pati=guh-Jpati.-~Gi-ratka  (gir-ra°),  as,  m.  'the 
vehicle  of  words,'  an  epithet  of  Brihaspati.  —  Glr- 
devi,  (.  the  goddess  of  speech,  Sarasvati.  —  Gir-pati 
=gisk-pati.  —  Gir-latd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  mahd- 
jyotishmati.  —  Gir^oana,  as,  m.  a  god,  a  deity 

('whose  arrow  is  speech;'  or  perhaps  only  a  cor- 
ruption fir.  gir-va7ias.)—Girvdna-kw<uma,  am,  n. 

the  flower  of  the  gods,  cloves.  —  Gish-pati,  is,  m. 
the  lord  of  speech,  a  N.  of  Brihaspati,  the  regent  of 
the  planet  Jupiter  and  preceptor  of  the  gods;  a  Pandit, 
a  learned  man.  —  Gis-tard,  f.  excellent  speech,  a 

good  voice. Gird,  f.  speech,  speaking;  voice.  —  Gird^vridh, 
t,  t,  t,  Ved.  delighting  in  being  praised  ;  (Say.) 
thriving  by  praise  (as  a  god). 

2.  gir  (fr.  2.  gn),  swallowing,  (at  the 

end  of  compounds,  e.g.  in  gara-gir  and  muhw-gir.) 
i  .  gira,  as,  d,  am,  swallowing. 
Girita,  as,  d,  am,  swallowed,  eaten. 

f*R  2.  gira,  at  the  end  of  an  adverbial 
compound  =giri  (e.  g.  anu-yiram,  near  the  moun- 
tain). 

1*1  K  giri,  is,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  gn: 
perhaps  originally  gar  i  or  rfaru,  and  related  to  guru, 
gariman),  a  hill,  a  mountain,  a  rock,  an  elevation, 

a  rising-ground  (in  the  foregoing  senses  often  con- 
nected in  the  Veda  with  parvata,  e.  g.  parvato 

girih,  explained  by  Say.  as  a  mountain  having 
many  parts)  ;  a  cloud  (this  last  sense  is  often  given 
to  giri  by  the  commentators  on  Vedic  works)  ;  a  term 
for  the  number  eight,  because  of  the  eight  mountains 
surrounding  the  mountain  Meru  ;  a  wooden  ball,  with 

which  children  play  [cf.  giriha  and  giri-guda];  a 

Giri-kdna,  as,  m.  a  blind  or  one- 
eyed    man,   one    blind    from   a   particular    disease. 

—  Giri-kdnana,  am,  n.  a  mountain-grove.  —  Giri- 
kuta,  am,  n.  the  summit  of  a  mountain.  —  Giri- 

\  kshit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  living  in  mountains  or  on  high, 
as  Vishnu  ;  (*),  m.,  N.  of  an  AufcSmanyava  ;  [cf. 

gairikshita.]  —  Giri-kshipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
SVaphalka  ;  [cf.  arikshipa  and  giri.]  —  Giri-gangd, 
{.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Gtri-guda,  as,  m.  a  ball  for  play- 

ing with.  —  Giri-guhd,  f.  a  mountain-cave.  «—  Giri- 
gairika-dhdtu,  us,  m.  =  gairika,  red  chalk.  —  Giri- 
gairikadhdtu-vat,  ind.  like  red  chalk.  —  Giri-fara, 
as,  i,  am,  Ved.  living  in  or  inhabiting  mountains. 
—  Giri-tdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  living  in  mountains.  —  Giri- 
ja,  as,  d,  am,  mountain-born,  mountaineer  ;  (as), 
m.  the  Mahwa  tree,  Bassia,  =  madhula  ;  N.  of  a  man 
with  the  patronymic  Bsbhravya  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several 
plants,  viz.  a  kind  of  lemon  tree  ;  a  plant  considered 
as  a  white  species  of  Rasna  [cf.  rasnd]  ;  the  shaddock 

or  pumple-mouse,  Citrus  Decumana  ;   also  =  dveta- 
vuhnd,  kehudra-pdshana,  giri-kadall,  kdrl,  trd- 
yamdnd  ;  a  kind  of  jasmine,  mallikd;  a  N.  of  the 
goddess  Parvati,  as  the  daughter  of  the  personified 
Himalaya  mountain;  (am),  n.  talc;  benzoin  or  gum 
benjamin  ;  it  is  also  confounded  with  another  gum 
resin  called   styrax  ;    red   chalk  ;    bitumen  ;    iron. 

—  Girijd-kiimdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  San-ka- 
.  —  Girijd-pati,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva, 

ment,  firm ;  (am),  ind.  excessively,  much,  very  j  disease  of  the  eyes ;  a  peculiar  defect  in  quicksilver ; 
much,  heavily,  closely,  firmly,  strongly,  &c.  —  Gddha-  a  honorific  title  given  to  one  of  the  ten  orders  of  the 
karna,  as,m.  an  ear  penetrated  by  sound,  an  attentive  Das-namI  Gosaius;  N.  of  a  son  of  SVaphalka  [cf. 

the  husband  of  PSrvati.  —  Girijdmala  (°ja-am°), 
am,  n.  talc.  —  Giri-jala,  am,  n.  a  range  of  moun- 

tains. —  Girijd-suta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  chief  of  a 

sect  worshipping  Ganesa.  —  Giri-jvara,  as,  m.  Indra's 
thunderbolt  ;  [cf.  giri-kantaka.]  —  Giri-naddha  or 
giri-naddha,  as,  d,  am,  enclosed  by  a  mountain. 
—  Giri-n{tambaoigiri-nitamba,as,m.the  declivity 
of  a  mountain.  —  Giri-tra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  ruling  over 

mountains  ;  epithet  of  Rudra-S'iva.  —  Giri-durga, 
as,  d,  am,  or  am,  n.  of  difficult  access  in  consequence 

of  being  surrounded  by  mountains  ;  a  hill-fort  or  any 
stronghold  amongst  mountains.  —  Giri-dvdra,  am, 
n.  a  mountain-pass.  —  Giri-dhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

copyist  of  the  seventeenth  century.  —  Girl-dhatu, 
us,  m.  different  kinds  of  earth  or  minerals  in  the 
interior  of  a  mountain  ;  red  chalk.  —  Giri-d/ivaja, 

as,  m.  Indra's  thunderbolt  ;  [cf.  giri-kanjaka  and 
giri-jvara.]  —  Giri-nagara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town 
in  Dakshina-patha.  —  Giri-nadt  or  giri-nadi,  f.  a 
mountain-torrent.  —  Giri-nandini,  f.  daughter  of  a 
mountain,  a  mountain-stream.  —  Giri-nimnagd,  f.  a 
mountain-torrent.  —  Giri-nimba,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

plant,  =  mahdrishta.  —  Giri-pllu,  us,  m.,  N.  of 
a  fruit  tite,=paruska.  —  Giri-pura,  am,  n.  moun- 

tain-town or  N.  of  a  town.  —  Giri-puehpaka,  am, 

n.  a  fragrant  resin,  benzoin.  —  Giri-pruhtha,  am,  n. 
the  top  of  a  hill.  —  Giri-prapdta,  as,  m.  the  declivity 
of  a  mountain.  —  Giri-prastha,  as,  m.  the  table-land 
of  a  mountain.  —  Giri-priya,  as,  d,  am,  fond  of  or 

frequenting  mountains;  (d),  f.  the  female  of  the 
Bos  Grunniens.  —  Giri-bdndJiava,  as,  m.  a  friend  of 

the  mountains,  an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Giri-budhna, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  resting  on  a  mountain,  produced 
on  a  hill  ;  [cf.  adri-budhna.]  —  Giri-bhid,  t,  t,  t, 
breaking  through  the  mountains,  as  a  river;  (t),  f. 

the  plant  Plectranthus  Scutellarioides.  —  Giri-bhu, 
us,  us,  u,  mountain-bom,  mountaineer  ;  (us),  !.,  N. 
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of  a  plant,  =  kshu<Jra-pdskaiia-lficdd;  a  small 

stone  (?) ;  an  epithet  of  ParvatI,  the  wife  of  Siva. 

-Giri-bkraj,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  breaking  forth  from 

mountains;  (Say.)  falling  from  the  clouds.  —  Giri- 

mallikd,  (.  the  plant  Wrightia  Antidysenterica  ;  [cf. 

kuta-ja.1  —  Giri-mdtra,  an,  a,  am,  having  the  size 

or  dimensions  of  a  mountain.  —  (.'iVi'-mona,  as,  a, 

am,  having  the  extent  or  dimensions  of  a  mountain ; 

(as),  m.  a  large  and  powerful  elephant.  —  Giri-maJa 

and  giri-mdlaka,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree.  — G»X- 

mrli'l,  t,  1.  red  chalk,  mountain  soil ;  [cf.  gairilm.] 
-  Girimrid-bhava,  am,    n.   red   chalk.  -  GiH- 

meda,  as,  m.  a  fetid  Mimosa,  =  nri-merfu.  -  Girt- 

rdj,  t,  m.  the  king  of  the  mountains,  the  Himavat  (?). 

—  Giri-vdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  living  on  or  in  mountains, 

being  or  produced  in  them ;  (i),  rn.  a  kind  of  bulb- 

ous plant,  a  large  kind  of  Arum.  -  Gi ri-vraja,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  the  capital  of  Magadha.  —  Criri-fa,  as,  a, 

am,  or  (as),  m.  inhabiting  or  frequenting  moun- 

tains, an  epithet  of  Rudra-Siva.  —  Giri-s'anta,  as, 
a,  dm,  Ved.  inhabiting  or  frequenting  mountains. 

—  CUri-faya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  inhabiting  mountains. 

—  Girt-ddla,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird.  —  Giri-sdlini, 

(.  the  plant  Clitoria  Ternatea.  —  Giri-iflnga,  as, 
m.  an  epithet  of  Ganela ;  the  peak  of  a  mountain. 

—  Gin-shad,  t,  t,  t,  sitting  on  mountains ;  an  epi- 

thet of  Kudra.  —  Giri-shthd,  as,  as,  am,  or  gn'ri- 
ththa,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  sthd),  inhabiting  or  frequenting 

mountains ;  epithet  ̂ of  the  Maruts  and  of  the  Soma 

plant  which  is  found  in  mountains.  —  Giri-sarpa, 

as,  m.  a  kind  of  snake.  —  Giri-sanu,  u,  n.  table- 
land. —  Giri-sdra,  as,  m.  iron ;  tin ;  an  epithet  of 

the  Malaya  mountains,  situated  in  the  south  of  India. 
—  Girisdra-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of  iron,  iron. 
—  Giri-sutd,  f.  the  daughter  of  the  mountain  Hima- 

vat ;  an  epithet  of  PSrvatl,  the  wife  of  Siva.  —  Giri- 

sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a   man.  —  Giri-srava,  f.  a 
mountain-stream,  a  torrent.  —  Giri-hvd,  f.  another 

N.  of  the  plant  giri-larnika,  Clitoria  Ternatea. 

-  Girindra  (°ri-t»°),  as,  m.  a  prince  among  the 
mountains,  a  high  mountain ;  a  term  for  the  number 

eight ;  [cf.  girt.]  -  a.  otrirfa  (°ri-iia\  as,  m.  the 
prince  of  the  mountains,  a  N.  of  the  Himalaya,  the 
snowy  mountains  on  the  north  of  Hindustan,   or 
the  range  personified  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  a  N.  of  the 
eleventh  Eudra:   (for  t.girUa  see  under  I.  gir.) 

~Giry-ahva,  {.=giri-hva. 
Girika,  as,  m.  the  inhabitant  of  a  mountain  (?); 

a  N.  of  Siva ;  a  ball  for  playing  with  [cf.  gir{  and 

giriyaka] ;  N.  of  a  chief  of  the  Naga  or  serpent- 
race  ;  N.  of  a  certain  weaver  in  a  Buddhist  work ; 
also  called  Sandagirika  ;  (d),  f.  a  mouse,  a  small 
rat ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Vasu,  daughter  of  the  moun- 

tain Kolahala  and  of  the  river  Saktimatl. 

Giriyaka  or  giriydka  or  girtyaka,  as,  m.  a  ball 
for  playing  with ;  [cf.  gin  and  giri-guda.] 

Gin-fa.     See  under  giri  above. 

frrftrT  girita.     See  under  2.  gir. 

flT^^I  i.  2.  girlsa,  &c.  See  under  i.  gir 
and  under  giri  above. 

friTS  gila,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  2.  grt),  who  or 
what  swallows ;  (as),  m.  the  citron  tree,=jambira. 
—  Gila-gila,  as,  a,  am,  swallowing ;  [cf.  timingtta- 
gila.]—Gila-grdha,  as,  m.  a  crocodile,  a  shark. 

Gilat,  an,  afi  or  antl,  at,  swallowing,  devouring 
Gilana,  am,  n.  swallowing ;  also  girana. 
Gildyu,  us,  m.  hard  tumor  in  the  throat. 

'•'///,  i#,  f.  swallowing,  eating. 
lHlita,  as,  d,  am,  eaten,  swallowed. 

Olrtl*^  gilodya,  N.  of  a  plant;  [cf. 
anyalodya,  galoiiya,  gdloiiya.] 

f'lwn  gishnu,  us,  m.  (probably  a  corrupt 
form  of  geihnu;  rt.  gat),  a  professional  singer;  a 
Brahman  versed  in  the  Sama-veda,  a  chanter  of  that 
Veda ;  an  actor. 

Ill  M  fn  (fih-pati,  gish-pati.     See  i.  gir. 

g'tta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  gai),  sung 

chanted,  sounded.  Sec.;  (d),  f.  a  song,  a  sacred 

song  or  poem,  religious  doctrines  declared  in  me- 

trical form  by  an  inspired  sage  [cf.  the  titles  Siva- 

flU,  RSma-gltS,  Bhagavad-glti,  which  last  is  also 
often  called  the  Olti]  ;  N.  of  a  metre  ;  (am),  n. 

singing,  song  either  general  or  particular.  —  Gita- 
katitlika,  f.  a  Parisishta  of  the  Sama-veda.  —  Glta- 

krama,  as,  m.  the  arrangement  of  a  song.  —  (!~ita- 

gangddhara,  title  of  a  poem  by  Kalyana.  -  Gita- 
/!ri'sn,  title  of  a  poem  by  Rama.  —  Glta-gwinda, 
as,  m.  Govinda  (i.e.  Krishna)  celebrated  in  song  ;  title 

of  a  lyrical  drama  by  Jaya-deva,  supposed  to  have 
jeen  written  about  the  twelfth  or  thirteenth  century 

of  our  era  ;  it  is  a  mystical  erotic  poem,  describing 
the  loves  of  Krishna  and  the  Gopls,  especially  of 
Krishna  and  Radha,  who  is  supposed  to  typify  the 

luman  soul.  —  Gita-jna,  as,  d,  am,  versed  in  the  art 

of  singing,  acquainted  with  songs.  —  Gita-priya,  as, 

d,  am,  fond  of  songs;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
Mitris  attending  on  Skanda.  -  Gita-modin,  t,  im, 

i,  gladdening  with  songs;  (I),  m.  a  Kinnara  or 
celestial  chorister.  -  Gtta-vddana,  am,  n.  the  sing- 

ing of  a  song.  —  Gita-s"dstra,  am,  n.  the  science  of 

music.  —  Gltdyana  (°ta~ay°),  am,  n.  a  procession accompanied  with  songs. 
Citato,  am,  n.  a  song. 

Gtti,  is,  (.  song,  singing  ;  a  kind  of  poetical  metre, 

a  form  of  the  AryS  metre,  in  which  the  stanza  con- 
sists of  four  lines  of  twelve  and  eighteen  syllabic 

instants  alternately.  —  Gitt-vitlesha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 

song.  -  Gity-dryd,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  of  four  lines  of 
iixteen  short  syllables  each. 

Gltikd,  {.  a  short  song,  a  small  hymn  ;  N.  of  a 

metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  twenty  syllables  each. 

Gitin,  i,  »»«,  »,  one  who  recites  in  a  singing manner. 
G'tthd,  (.  a  song. 

giratha,  Sec.     See  under  i.  gir. 

i  .  girna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  i  .  gri),  praised. 
I.  girni,  is,  (.  praise,  applause;  fame,  celebrity. 

iffalf  2.  girna,  as,  d,  am,  swallowed. 
a.  girni,  is,  f.  swallowing. 
Ginri,  is,  is,  i,  swallowing,  devouring. 

yi  i.  gu  (related  to  i.  gd),  cl.  i.  A.  ga- \3  vate,  to  go. 

a.  gu,  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  going  ;  [cf.  adhri- 
gu,  mnar-gu  ;  also  priyan-gu  and  idd-gu  (?)  ; 
cf.  gu  in  agre-g&J] 

JT  3.  gu,  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  gavate,  juguve, 

O  goshyate,  agoshta,  gotum,  (this  verb  seems 
only  to  occur  in  the  reduplicated  forms  joguve  and 

joguvdna),  to  speak  articulately,  to  proclaim,  to 
cause  to  sound:  Caus.  gdvayati:  Deiid.jugiishate: 

Intens.  joguyate,  jogoti,  to  shout  with  joy;  [cf. 

JT  4.  gu,  cl.  6.  P.  guvati,  jugdva,  gushyati, 
O  aguskH,  gutum  or  guvitum,  to  void  by  stool, to  void  excrement. 

JJ  5.  gu  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.] 
=  go,  a  cow,  cattle,  earth,  ray,  &c.,  see  go,  (e.g. 

daia-gu,  possessing  ten  cows ;  nahasra-gu,  possess- 

ing 1000  cows ;  Calad-gu,  one  under  whom  the  earth 

trembles,  &c.);  [cf.  anu-gu,  anslita-gu,,  ushna-gu, 
Ttriia-gu,  &c.] 

Trrrp5  yuggula,  as,  m.  or  gvggulu,  u,  us, 
n.  m.  (but  always  m.  in  the  later  language),  a  fragrant 

gum  resin,  bdellium  or  the  exudation  of  the  Amyris 

Agallochum,  a  perfume  and  medicament ;  sometimes 

with  the  epithet  sa'nulhava  or  samudriya,  i.  e. 
'obtained  near  rivers  or  the  sea,'  (perhaps  some 
other  substance  coming  from  rivers  or  the  sea?); 

a  species  of  Morunga  with  red  flowers,  Morunga 

Hyperanthera  ;  («,  us),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 

Gugguluka,  as,  I,  m.  f.  one  who  deals  in  bdellium. 

JT3F  gunytt,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;   (ocas), 

m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man;  (it,  Us),  f.,Ved. 

Say. )  =  <•«/<«,  q.  v. 

*F5S.  guttha,  as,  m.  (assimilated  form  fr. 

gutsa),  a  bundle,  a  bunch,  a  bunch  of  flowers,  a 
cluster  of  blossoms,  a  clump  (of  grass  &c.),  a  bunch 

of  peacock's  feathers,  the  plumage  of  a  peacock ;  a 
jearl  necklace  of  thirty-two  or  (according  to  others) 
of  seventy  strings  [cf.  anllia-ijuf(jM\;  (i),  f.  a 
dnd  of  Bonduc  or  Karanja.  —  Gud'ha-kanisa,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  corn,  =  ragin.  —  Gufi'ha-karanja,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  Karanja ;  [cf.  giMKi.}  —  IliMha- 
dantil:d,  f.  the  plant  Musa  Sapicntum,  =  kudali. 

—  (iufi'lia-pattra,  as,  m.  the  palm  tree ;  [cf.  li/ln.' 
—  Giufdha-pushpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  sapta- 
d'hada;  (1),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants,  Grislea  Tomentosa 

(dliutiiki),  and  another  plant  =  it  mi  iili.  —  Kiin'ha- 
oushpaka,  as,  m.  two  kinds  of  Karanja,  the  Ritha- 
icaranja  and  the  Guicha-karanja.  —  ( 1  iMha-phala, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  —  rlthd-ttaranja;  an- 
other  plant,   Strychnos   Potatorum    [cf.  katakd] ; 

another  plant,  =  rdjddani ;  (d),  (.,  N.  of  several 

plants,  Musa  Sapientum,  =  A'a(iart  or  the  plantain; 
the  vine ;  the  plant  Solanum  Indicum  (kaka-rndfi)  ; 
the  plant  Solanum  Jacquini  (agni-damani) ;  a  kind 

of  leguminous  plant,  =  nishpdvi.  —  G-iM/ia-bacUird, 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  GundSlS.  —  GuMha-mulikd,  (.,  N. 

of  a  phnt,=gunddsirii.  —  GiMh,drdha  (Cc7<a-ar°), 
as,  m.  a  pearl  necklace  of  twenty-four  strings;  a 

species  of  grass,  Andropogon  Schcenanthus.  —  Guffhd- 
hva-kanda  ('(ha-dh0),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  esculent 
root,  =  gulanfa-kanda. 
Guttkaka,  as,  m.  a  bunch,  bundle,  cluster  of 

blossoms,  clump  of  grass,  the  plumage  of  a  peacock, 

a  bunch  of  peacock's  feathers ;  a  pearl  necklace  of 
thirty-two  strings ;  a  kind  of  Karanja,  =  rithd- 
Tcardnja;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  fragrant  plant,  = 

granthi-parna. 
Guddhdla,  as,  m.  a  species  of  grass,  Andropogon 

Schcenanthus. 

•ftt  guj,    cl.   6.  and    i(2).    P.    gvjati 

j  \and  gojati  (?),  jugoja,  gujitum  ;  oftener 

gunj,d.  i.P.gunjati,j>igunja,  guiijitum,to  sound inarticulately;  to  buz,  hum. 

Gunja,  as,  m.  humming;  a  bunch,  a  bundle,  a 
cluster  of  blossoms,  bunch  of  flowers,  nosegay,  = 

guddha;  (d),  f.  humming,  a  low  murmuring  sound; a  kettle-drum;  a  small  shrub,  Abrus  Precatorius, 

bearing  a  red  and  black  berry,  which  forms  the 

smallest  of  the  jeweller's  weights ;  either  the  berry 

which  averages  about  I  ̂   grains  troy  or  the  artificial 
weight  called  by  this  name,  weighing  about  2/5  grains ; 

=  £  Adya-mashaka,  =  ̂ .  Mashaka,  =3  or  3  barley- 
corns, =4  grains  of  rice,  =  3  grains  of  wheat;  (with 

physicians  J  Gunjas  =  I  MSsha,  with  lawyers  7£ 

Gunjis);  a  kind  of  plant  with  a  poisonous  root; 
a  tavern;  reflection,  meditation.  —  Gufija-krit,  t,  m. 

'  making  a  humming,'  a  large  black  bee. 

Gunjat,  an,  antl,  at,  buzzing,  humming,  making a  low  murmuring  sound. 

Gunjana,  am,  n.  sounding  low  and  deep,  as 
buzzing,  murmuring,  &c. 

Gunjikd,  f.  the  seed  of  the  plant  Abrus  Precatorius ; 

[cf.  gunjd.] 

Gunjita,  as,  a,  am,  uttered  in  a  low  tone,  mur- 
mured, &c.;  («m),  n.  sounding,  murmuring,  buzzing. 

Trarft  yt/jjari,  f.  one  of  the  RaginTs;  (for 

gurjarl,  q.  v.) 
TrfccRT  gutikd,  f .  a  pill,  a  bolus,  any  small 

globe  or  ball ;  a  small  pustule  ;  the  cocoon  of  the 
silk-worm;  a  pill;  a  pearl;  [cf.  gudikd,  guUkd, 

gull,  gHda.l-Gutikdiijana  (°kd-a>\°),  am,  
n. 

collyrium  formed  like  a  globe  or  ball.  —  Gutikd- 

mukha,  as,  i,  am,  furnished  with  a  rounded  orifice. 

frxgud,  cl.  6.  P.  gudati,  to  defend,  guard, 
J  xpreserve;   [cf.  i/hud  and  ;/«/»/.] 

Cinla,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  from  the  last),  a  globe 

or  ball ;  a  ball  for  playing  with ;  a  bit,  a  mouthful, 



guda-karl. 
guna-vat. 
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(rice  kneaded  in  the  shape  of  a  ball  ?) ;  sugar  which 
forms  itself  into  lumps,  dry  sugar ;  treacle,  molasses, 
the  first  thickening  of  the  juice  of  the  sugar-cane  by 

boiling ;  an  elephant's  trappings  or  armour  (formed 
of  small  balls  ?) ;  the  cotton  tree ;  the  plant  Tithy- 
malus  Antiquorum  ;  another  plant,  =  kshira-ddru  ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  in  Madhya-dela  ;  (a),  f. 
a  small  ball,  a  pill ;  the  plant  Tithymalus  Antiquorum  ; 

another  plant,  =  uiiri;  (Z),  f.  the  plant  Tithymalus 

Antiquorum ;  [cf.  gula,  gauda,  gaudika."]  —  Gttda- karl,  f.  (perhaps  a  corruption  of  gurjarl  or  ijiyjarl), 
one  of  the  RSginis  or  female  personifications  of  the 

musical  modes.  —  Guda-trina,  am,  n.  sugar-cane. 
—  Guda-tvat,  k,  n.  (?)  the  aromatic  bark  of  the 
Laurus  Cassia. «-  Guda-tva<?a,  am,  n.  the  aromatic 
bark  of  the  Laurus  Cassia ;  mace.  —  Guda-ddru,  us, 

w,  m.  n.  sugar-cane.  —  Guda-dhenu,  us,  f.  a  milch- 
cow  symbolically  represented  by  sugar  &c.  and  offered 

as  a  present  to  Brahmans ;  sugar  piled  up  for  dis- 
tribution at  certain  religious  rites.  —  Guda-pishta, 

am,  n.  a  sort  of  sweetmeat,  flour  or  rice  and  sugar 
ground  and  boiled  together.  —  Guda-pushpa,  as,  m. 
the  plant  Bassia  Latifolia  or  another  species  of  it, 

(the  flowers  being  full  of  saccharine  matter.)  —  Guda- 
phola,  as,  m.  the  tree  Careya  Arborea  or  Salvadora 

Persica ;  jujube  ;  [cf.  gudha-phala.]  —  Gnda-bha,  f. 

a  kind  of  sugar.  —  Guda-mis'ra,  am,  n.  a  sort  of 
cake  or  sweetmeat,  flour  or  rice  and  coarse  sugar 
ground  and  boiled  together.  —  Guda-mula,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  amaranth,  Amaranthus  Polygamus ;  [cf.  alpa- 

mdrisha,']  —  Gudalin-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  a 
sugar-licker.  —Guda-lih,  t,  t,  t,  sugar-licking. —Guda- 

vija,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pease ;  [cf.  masura.']  —  Guda- 
iarkard,  f.  sugar,  refined  sugar.  —  Guda-.<igru,  us, 
m.  a  red  sort  of  Morunga ;  [cf.  dobhaiij ana.]  —  Guda- 

3-ringa,  am,  n.  a  cupola.  —  Guda-harltaki,  f. 
myrobalan  preserved  in  molasses.  —  Guda-keta,  as, 
m.  whose  hair  forms  tufts  or  matted  locks  (resembling 
in  shape  the  leaves  of  the  Euphorbia?),  an  epithet  of 

the  hero  Arjuna ;  also  of  Suva.  —  Guddpupikd  (°da- 
ap°,  scil.  paurnamasi),  f.  a  certain  day  of  full 
moon,  on  which  sweetmeats  are  eaten.  —  Guddfaya 

(^da-d3°),  as,  m.  a  species  of  Pilu  growing  in 
mountains;  [cf.  aksho/a.']  —  Gudodaka  (°da-ud°), 
am,  n.  water  mixed  with  molasses;  (as,  &,  am), 
containing  water  instead  of  molasses.  —  Gudodbhavd 

Cda-ud°),  f.  sugar.  —  Gudaudana  (°da-od°),  am, 
n.  boiled  rice  and  coarse  sugar. 
Gudaka,  as,  m.  a  ball  [cf.  ndbhi-gudaka] ;  a  bit, 

a  mouthful ;  a  kind  of  drug  prepared  with  treacle,  a 
conserve;  (ikd),  f.  a  small  ball,  a  pill;  a  kernel; 
(am),  n.  treacle,  molasses. 
Gudala,  am,  n.  a  spirituous  liquor  distilled  from 

molasses,  a  sort  of  rum. 

Gudera  or  guderaka,  as,  m.  a  bit,  a  mouthful. 

i,  f.  the  shrub  Cocculus  Cordi- 

folius ;  [cf.  gudufi  and  guduft.'] 
gudaka,  f.  sleep ;  sloth. 

guddld,  f.  a  species  of  grass,  = 
gunddld. 

'JS'JsiHt  guduguddyana, as, I, am,  rattling 
in  the  throat  (as  breath). 

^Js'qf  gudufi,  f .  the  shrub  Cocculus  Cordi- 

folius  ;  [cf.  gudafi  and  gududi.~] 
^?  guduha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  in 

Madhya-desa;  (also  read  guruha,  guluha,  and 
gulaha.) 

'£*^iguduti,  {.  the  shrubCocculus  Cordi- 
folius ;  [cf.  gudaM  and  gudufi.] 

^njf  guna,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  grah), 

a  single  thread  or  strand  of  a  cord  or  twine  (e.  g. 

tri-guna,  consisting  of  three  threads  or  strands), 
a  string  or  thread,  a  rope  in  general ;  a  garland ;  a 
bow-string ;  a  sinew ;  the  string  of  a  musical  instru- 

ment, a  chord ;  (at  the  end  of  a  compound  after  a 

numeral)  fold,  times,  &c.  (e.  g.  tri-guna,  three-fold  ; 
dvi-guna,  two-fold,  double ;  fatiir-guna,  four-fold  ; 
eapta  trigundni  dindni,  twenty-one  days ;  mul- 
ydt  paiidaguno  daiidah,  a  fine  five  times  more 

than  the  value ;  duxhto  dfis'agunam,  ten  times 
worse ;  dvigunatvam  i,  to  become  double ;  viiisklo 
dafabhtr  gunaih,  of  ten  times  higher  value)  ;  a 
multiplier,  a  co-efficient  (in  arithmetic) ;  division, 
subdivision,  species,  kind  (e.  g.  gandhasya  gund/i, 
the  different  kinds  of  smell);  a  secondary  element, 
a  subordinate  or  unessential  part  of  any  action,  an 

auxiliary  act  (e.  g.  sarva-gutia,  reaching  to  all  sub- 

ordinate parts,  hence  '  valid  throughout');  a  secondary 
dish  (opposed  to  anna,  i.e.  rice  or  the  chief  dish),  a 

side-dish ;  quality,  the  unessential  part  of  anything 
(opposed  to  the  substance) ;  a  quality,  a  peculiarity, 
an  attribute  or  property  in  general,  an  attribute  of 
the  five  elements,  (each  element  has  its  own  peculiar 
quality  or  qualities  as  well  as  organ  of  sense ;  thus  1 . 
ether  has  iabda  or  sound  for  its  Guna  and  the  ear 

for  its  organ ;  2.  the  air  has  tangibility  and  sound  for 
its  Gunas  and  the  skin  for  its  organ ;  3.  fire  or  light 
has  shape  or  colour,  tangibility,  and  sound  for  its 
Gunas,  and  the  eye  for  its  organ ;  4,  water  has 
flavour,  shape,  tangibility,  and  sound  for  its  Gunas, 
and  the  tongue  for  its  organ  ;  5.  earth  has  the  pre- 

ceding Gunas,  with  the  addition  of  its  own  peculiar 

Guna  of  smell,  and  the  nose  for  its  organ)  ;  an  in- 
gredient or  constituent  of  nature  (according  to  the 

San-khya  philosophy,  which  makes  nature  to  consist 
in  the  equipoise  of  three  Gunas  called  sattva,  rajas, 
and  tamos,  i.  e.  goodness,  passion,  and  darkness,  or 
virtue,  foulness,  and  ignorance) ;  a  term  for  the 
number  three  (taken  from  the  three  qualities  of  the 
Sarrkhya  system) ;  a  property  or  characteristic  of  all 
created  things  (according  to  the  Nyaya  philosophy, 

which  makes  twenty-four  Gunas,  viz.  i .  rupa,  shape, 

colour;  2. rasa, savour;  3. </ano'Aa,odour;4. spar^a, 
tangibility;  5.  tanthyd,  number;  6.  parimana, 
dimension ;  7.  prithaktva,  severally ;  8.  samyoga, 
conjunction ;  9.  vibkdga,  disjunction  ;  10.  paratra, 
remoteness;  II.  aparatva,  proximity;  Il.gurutva, 
weight;  13. dravatva, fluidity;  14.  sneha, viscidity; 

15.  s'abda,  sound;  16.  liuddhi  or  jnana,  under- 
standing or  knowledge;  17.  sukJia,  pleasure;  18. 

duhkha,  pain;  19.  itSdhd,  desire;  20.  dvesTia, 
aversion;  21.  prayatna,  effort ;  22.  dharma,  merit 
or  virtue;  23.  ad/ianna,  demerit;  24.  sanskdra, 
faculty) ;  an  epithet ;  a  good  quality,  virtue,  merit, 
excellence,  eminence,  high  degree,  proper  course 
of  action  in  politics,  (the  six  proper  courses  of 
action  for  a  king  in  foreign  politics  are  peace,  war, 
march,  halt,  stratagem,  and  recourse  to  the  protection 
of  a  mightier  king ;  besides  these  the  four  Upayas, 
or  means  of  conquering  an  enemy,  are  sometimes 
called  Gunas ;  see  updya)  ;  the  peculiar  property  of 
the  letters  which  are  pronounced  with  the  vdhya- 
prayatna  or  external  utterance,  (these  properties 
are  eleven  in  all,  viz.  vivdra,  expansion  of  the 

throat;  samvdra,  contraction;  s"vdsa,  sighing; 
ndda,  sounding ;  ghoslia,  soft  sound  or  low  murmur ; 
a-ghosha,  absence  of  that  murmur;  alpa-firdna, 
slight  aspiration ;  mahd-prdna,  strong  aspiration ; 
and  the  three  accents) ;  a  secondary  or  subordinate 
gradation  of  a  vowel  (in  opposition  to  the  highest 
gradation  or  vriddhi),  the  vowels  a,  e,  o  (with  ar, 

al)  ',  the  merit  of  a  composition  in  rhetoric,  i.  e. 
consistency  of  plan,  elegance  of  expression,  &c. ;  an 
organ  of  sense ;  a  cook ;  an  epithet  of  Bhlma  [cf. 

guna-kdra"];  (d),  f.,  N.of  agrass,  =  o-Kmi;  akind of  perfume,  =  mdnsa-rnhini ;  N.  of  a  princess ;  [cf. 

gauna,  nir-guna,  n-yuna,  za-gwia ;  cf.  also  Hib. 

gaoine,  '  goodness,  honesty.']  —  Gnna-karanda- 
ryuha,  as,  m.  title  of  a  Buddhist  work ;  [cf.  ka- 
randa-ryuha.]  —  Gutia-karman,  a,  n.  an  unessen- 

tial secondary  action ;  (in  grammar)  the  secondary 
or  less  immediate  object  of  an  action.  *~Guna- 
karma-vibhdga,  as,  a,  am,  distinguishing  an  action 
and  an  attribute ;  (as),  m.  separation  of  an  action 
and  an  attribute.  —  Guna-kara,  as,  i,  am,  one  who 
counts  &c.;  productive  of  good  qualities,  profitable; 

(as),  m.  one  who  prepares  side-dishes  or  any  secon- 
dary article  of  food,  such  as  sweetmeats  &c. ;  an 

epithet  of  BhTma-sena,  who  performed  the  duties  of 
a  cook  while  the  Pandava  princes  were  servants  to 

Virata.  —  Guna-kirandvall,  {.,  N.  of  a  literary 
work.  —  Guna-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha. 
—  Guna-ke^i,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  MStali,  who 
was  the  charioteer  of  Indra.  —  Guna-gdna,  am,  n. 
praising  the  virtues  of  another,   panegyric,  praise. 

—  Guna-gridhnu,  us,  us,  u,  desiring  or  possessing 
good  qualities.  —  Guna-grihya,  as,  d,  am,  capable 
of  good  qualities,  admiring  virtue,  attached  to  merit. 
—  Gttna-grahana,  am,  n.  acknowledging  or  appre- 

ciating merit.  —  Guna-grdma,  as,  m.  an  assemblage 
of  virtues  or  merits.  —  Guna-grdhaka,  as,  d,  am, 

or  guna-grdhin,  I,  inl,  i,  capable  of  appreciating 
merit ;    one    who    can    appreciate    good    qualities. 

—  Guna-ghdtin,  i,  ini,  i,  destroying  merit,  a  de- 
tractor, a  calumniator,  envious,  censorious.  —  Guna- 

dandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  N.  of  a  disciple  of 
Deva-suri,  who  was  the   author  of  a  commentary 
called   Tattva-prakasaka-vritti.  —  Guna-jiia,  as,  d, 
am,  one   who  knows   how  to  appreciate  men   or 

things,  knowing  or  judging  of  their  merits.  —  Guna- 
tas,  ind.  according  to  the  three  chief  qualities  of  all 
existing  beings,  from  the  side  of  the  good  qualities 
or  virtues ;  according  to  property  or  quality;  according 
to  desert ;  according  to  the  Gunas  or  properties  of 
the    letters   pronounced   with   the   Vahya-prayatna. 
—  Guna-td,   f.  subordination,  dependence ;  virtue, 
excellence,   the    possession  of  good    qualities ;    the 

possession  of  attributes  or  qualities  in  general ;  mul- 
tiplication. —  Guna-traya  or  guna-tritaya,  am,  n. 

the  three  constituent  properties  of  nature,  or  sattva, 

rajas,  and  tamas.  —  Gunatraydbhdsa  (°ya-dbh°), 
as,  m.  life.  —  Guna-tva,  am,  n.  the  condition  of  a 
rope  or  string ;  subordination  ;  excellence ;  the  pos- 

session  of  qualities;    multiplication.  —  Gmta-deva, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  GunSdhya.  —  Guna-dosha, 
au,    m.  pi.   innocence   and    guilt,   virtue  and  vice. 

—  Guna-dosha-partkshatfa,  am,  n.  test   or   in- 
vestigation of  merits   and   defects.  —  Guna-dharq, 

as,   d,    am,    possessing    good    qualities.  —  Guna- 
dharma,  as,  m.  the  virtue  or  duty  incident  to  the 
possession  of  certain  qualities,   as  clemency  is  the 

virtue  and  dutv  of  royalty  &c.  —  Guna-padi,  f.  hav- 
ing feet  thin  as  cords.  —  Guna-jiuga,  am,  n.  great 

merit.  —  Guna-prakarsha,  as,  m.  great  merit,  ex- 
cellence. —  Guna-prabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 

teacher.  —  Guna-priya,  as,  d,  am,  attached  to  merit, 
fond  of  excellence.  —  Guna-bhadra,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  AtmanusJsana ;  N.  of  a  literary 

work.  —  Gitna-bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  enjoying  or  endowed 
with  qualities.  •>  Guna-bhedatas,  ind.  according  to 
the  difference  of  quality  &c.  —  Gmia-bhoktri,  td, 

tri,  tri,  perceiving  the  properties  of  things.  —  Guna- 
bhranta,  as,  m.  the  loss  of  all  good  qualities  or  me- 

rits. —  Guna-mati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  teacher. 
—  Guna-maya,   as,   i,  am,  consisting   of  single 
threads;    produced  by    or   consisting  of  the   three 
constituent  properties  of  nature  (see  guna),  resting 
on  them,  containing  them,  endowed  with  properties ; 
possessed  of  merit  or  virtues.  —  Guna^mahat,  t,  n. 
great  merit,  superior  qualities.  —  Guna-yukta,  as,  d, 

am,   possessed   of  virtues    or  properties.  —  GIMM- 
ratna,  am,  a.  the  pearl  of  good  qualities,  title  of 
a    short   collection    of  sentences   by    Bhava-bhflti. 
—  GuiMratna-kos'a-stotra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  hymn 
by  Parls'ara-bhatta.  —  Guna-rdga,  as,  m.  delighting 
in   the  good  qualities  of  others.  —  Guiia-rdja-pra- 
bhdsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Guna-rdii,  is, 
m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Gnna- 
laksliaiia,  am,  n.  mark  or  indication  of  internal 

property.  —  Gima-layanikd  or  guna-layani,   f.  a 
tent.  —  Gima-lubilha,  as,  d,  am,  desirous  of  merit ; 

attached  to  excellence ;   patronising  merit.  —  Guna~ 

vatana,  am,  n.  an  attributive ;  an  adjective.  —  Guna- 

vat,  an,  at~i,  at,  endowed  with  qualities ;  endowed 
with  good  qualities,  with  virtues  or  merits  or  excel- 

lences ;  excellent,  perfect ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Gunavati ;  (K),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Su-nSbha,  the 
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wife  of  Samba  and  mother  of  Guna-vat.—  GuiMtat-  I  (°na-ut°),  a*,  m.  excellence  of  merit,  the  being 
tamo,  as,  a,  am,  most  excellent.  —  Gunavat-tara,  \  endowed  wilh  superior  qualities.—  Guaotklrtitiia 

as,  a,  am,  more  excellent,  excellent.  —  <.lu iinntl-ld,  \  (°na-uP),  am,  n.  panegyric,  eulogium.  —  Gunot- 
(.  or  tjiinuml-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  possessing 
qualities,  the  possession  of  good  qualities,  or  of 
virtues;  excellence.  —  Guna-varnana,  am,  n.  the 

describing  the  merits  of  another  person.  —  Guiia- 
vartin,  i,  int,  i,  being  on  the  path  of  virtue. 
—  Guna-varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Giuia- 

n'lruka,  ««,   iV.'a,  am,  denoting  a  quality;    (with 
Jabda)  an  attributive  noun,  an  adjective.  —  Gtnia- 
vdda,  as,  m.  pointing  out  good  qualities  or  merits. 
—  Guiia-ridha,  as,  d,  am,  possessed  of  different 
qualities.  —  Guna-mvefand,  f.  discernment  in  appre- 

ciating the  merils  of  a  person,  a  just  sense  of  merit. 

—  Guna-vis'eiha,  as,  m.  a  different  property.  —  Guna- 
rwAnw,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast.  —  Guna-vistara, 
as,  a,  am,  abounding  in  excellent  qualities.  —  Guna- 
vjiksha  or  gwia-vrikshdka,  as,  m.  a  mast  or  post 
to  which  a  ship  or  boat  is  fastened.  —  Guna-ri  iiti, 
is,  {.  a  secondary  or  essential  condition  or  relation 

(opposed  to  miikhyd  rrittih)  ;  character  or  style  of 

qualities  or  merits.  —  Guna-vaiditrya,  am,  n.  variety 
of  qualities.  —  Guna-vaiieshya,  am,  n.  pre-eminence 
of  merit  or  of  any  property.  —  (luua-iatu,  am,  n.  a 

hundred  excellent  qualities.  —  Guna-s'abda,  as,  m. 
an   adjective.  —  Guna-slla,    as,  a,  am,  virtuous. 
—  Gujia-dldghd,  f.  encomium,  praise.  —  Guna-sait- 
kirtana,  am,  n.  celebration  of  qualities.  —  Guna- 
sankhydna,  am,  n.  the  theory  of  the  three  essential 

properties.  —  Guna-sanga,  as,  m.  association  with 
properties  or  qualities.  —  Guna-sangraha,  as,  m.  a 
collection  of  merits  or  properties  ;  acknowledging  or 

appreciating  of  merit.  —  Guna-samudra,  am,  n.  an 
ocean  of  virtues.  —  Guiia-sampad,  t,  (.  great  merit, 
perfection.—  Gruna-sdgara,    ae,  d,  am,   endowed 
with  all  good  qualities  ;  (as),  m.  an  ocean  of  good 
qualities,  one  endowed  with  all  virtues  ;  an  epithet  of 
Brahma  ;    N.   of  a   Buddha.  —  Guna-stuti,   is,  f. 

panegyric,  encomium.  —  Guna-fthdna-prakarana, 
am,  n.  title  of  a  Buddhist  and  Jaina  work.  —  Guna- 
hina,  as,  d,  am,  void  of  merit,  free  from  properties  ; 

poor  (as  food).  —  Gundlcara  (°na-dk°),  as,  m.  a mine  or  multitude  of  merits,  one  endowed  with  all 

virtues  ;  a  N.  of  Buddha  Sfakya-muni,  the  founder  of 
the  Buddhist  religion  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  a 

poet;  (a»,  d,  am),  possessing  all  excellences.  —  Gu- 

ndkshara(°na  -ok"),  probably  for  yhunakshara,<\.v. 
—  Gundguna-jna  (°na-ag°),  an,  d,  am,  a  judge  of 
merit  and  demerit.  —  Gundgradhara  (°na-ag°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a Guii<idl>yn  (°na-ddh,°),  as,  d, 
am,  rich  in  virtues  or  excellences  ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a 
Brahman,  =  Malyavat  in  a  former  birth.  —  Gunatlta 

Cna-af),  as,  d,  am,  freed  fron^pr  beyond  all 
properties.  —  Gundtman  ("tfa-afTtSft^a,  having 
qualities.  —  Gunddhara  (°na-ad/t°),  as,  m.  a  re- 

ceptacle of  virtues,  i.  e.  a  virtuous  person.  —  Gund- 

dhipa  (°na-adh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Gmta- 
nhuhlhdnalta  fna-adhishthdna),  am,  n.  the  re- 

gion of  the  breast  where  the  girdle  is  fastened  —  Gund- 

nurdya  (°na-<jJt°),  as,  m.  delight  or  pleasure  in 
the  good  qualities  of  others,  approbation.  —  Gund- 

nurodha  (°na-an°),  as,  m.  conformity  or  suitable- 
ness to  good  qualities  &c.  —  Gundntara  ("na-an3), 

am,  n.  a  different  kind  of  merit,  variety  of  property 

or  quality.  —  Gunanvita  (°na-an°),  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ing attributes  or  qualities  ;  excellent,  good,  endowed 

with  virtues.  —  Guadpaudda  (°na-ap°),  as,  m.  de- 
traction. —  Gundbdhi  (°iM-ab°),  is,  m.  a  Buddha; 

[cf.  guna-sdgara.~\  —  Gundbhdsa  (°na-dbh°),  as, 
m.  semblance  of  qualities.  —  Gundyana  (°na-ay°), 
as,  i,  am,  one  who  goes  on  the  path  of  virtue. 

"Gundlaitkrita  ("na-af),  as,  d,  am,  adorned 
with  virtues  or  good  qualities.  —  Gvndldbha  (°na- 
af),  as,  m.  inefficiency.  —  Gunaitraya  (°ua-df), 
as,  d,  am,  virtuous,  excellent,  able,  endowed  with 

good  qualities.  —  Gutfei'a  ("na-lia),  as,  m.  a  lord  of 
the  three  qualities  ;  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Gunafrara 

(°na-\f),  as,  i,  am,  having  good  qualities  &c.  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  according  to  some,  Citra- 
kuta  or  Chatarkot  in  Bundelcund.  —  Gunotlcarsha 

kriMa  ("na-irt"),  a»,  d,  am,  superior  in  merit  or 
in  good  qualities.  —  Gunopeta  (°na~up°),  rt",  d, 
am,  endowed  with  good  qualities,  rich  (as  food). 

—  Gunaus/ha  (°na-o</ha),  am,  n.  superior  or  abun- dant merit. 

Gunaka,  as,  m.  a  calculator,  a  numerator,  a 
reckoner  ;  (in  arithmetic)  the  multiplier  ;  N.  of  a 
maker  of  garlands. 
Gunakarl,  f.  =  goiidakirl,  q.  v. 
(>"/iana,  am,  n.  multiplication;  enumeration; 

describing,  relating  qualities,  pointing  out  merits  or 
virtues  ;  (T),  f.  examining  books,  studying,  collating 
or  correcting  copies  and  determining  the  value  of 
various  readings. 

Gunanlka,  f.  determining  the  value  of  the  various 

readings  or'  a  manuscript  ;  dancing,  the  science  or 
profession  of  dancing,  acting,  See.  ;  the  prologue  or 
introduction  to  a  drama  ;  a  garland,  a  necklace  ;  a 

cipher,  the  character  in  arithmetic  which  expresses nothing. 

Gunanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  advised,  to  be  multi- 
plied, to  be  enumerated  ;  (as),  m.  practice,  practising 

anything,  but  especially  science  or  study  ;  (am),  n. 
the  multiplicand. 

Gunaya,  nom.  P.  gunayati,  -yitum,  to  multiply  ; 
to  advise,  invite. 
Gunala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Bhoja. 
Gunikd,  f.  a  tumor,  a  swelling. 

Gunita,  as,  d,  am,  mutiplied  ;  heaped  together, 
collected. 

Gunin,  i,  ml,  i,  containing  parts,  consisting  of 
parts  ;  possessing  qualities,  an  object,  a  thing,  a  noun 
substantive  (as  possessing  qualities)  ;  endowed  with 
good  qualities  or  merits  ;  auspicious  ;  familiar  with 
the  merits  of  anything;  (T),  m.  a  bow.  —  Gutii-gana, 
as,  m.  a  number  of  virtuous  persons.  —  Guni-td,  f. 
virtuousness,  the  state  of  possessing  virtues  or  merits  or 

good  qualities.  —  Guni-dvaidha,  am,  n.  equality  of 
merit  on  both  sides.  —  Guni-linga,  as,  d,  am, 

taking  the  same  gender  as  a  substantive.  —  Guni- 
sarvasra,  am,  n.  title  of  a  literary  work. 

Gunl-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  made  secondary  or  sub- 
ordinate, deprived  of  the  original  meaning  or  im- 

portance ;  made  or  having  become  a  merit  or  orna- 
ment ;  invested  with  attributes  &c.  ;  varied  according 

to  qualities  ;  having  a  certain  force  or  application  (as a  word  &c.). 

Gunya,  as,  d,  am,  endowed  with  virtues  ;  to  be 
enumerated  ;  to  be  described,  to  be  praised  ;  to  be 

multiplied,  the  multiplicand. 

j  i  ii  j  gunth  (connected  with  gund  and 
O      N  gudli),  cl.  10.  P.  gunthayati,  -yitum, 

to  enclose  or  envelop,  surround,  hide,  conceal  ;  [cf. 

Old  Pruss.  po-kuntu,  to  protect;  kuns-t,  to  guard  : 

perhaps  Lat.  cus-tos  for  cnt-tos  or  cud-tos.~\ 
Gunthana,  am,  n.  concealing,  covering,  en- closing. 

(1/tiithita,  as,  d,  am,  surrounded,  covered  with; 
pounded,  ground,  reduced  to  dust  or  powder  ;  [cf. 

j  i  iij  gund  (connected  with  gunth  and 
C5      x  gudh),  d.  10.  P.  gundayati,  -yitum,  to 

Cover,  hide,  conceal,  protect  ;  to  pound,  comminute. 
I!  anda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fragrant  grass,  Scirpus 

Kysoor  ;  [cf.  kaileru  ;  cf.  also  kdnda-gunda  and 
f/iindika.^  —  Gunda-kanila,  as,  m.  the  root  of  this 

grass.  —  Gunddrofauikd  (°da-ar°  or  dr"),  f.,  N.  of 
a  plant,  =  kampilya. 

Gundakn,  as,  m.  dust,  powder  ;  an  oil  vessel  ;  a 

low  pleasing  tone  ;  dirty  flour  or  meal,  =  m/ilana  = 

mal'ma. 
Gundana,  am,  n.  concealing,  covering,  hiding; 

[cf. 

a,  f.,  N.ofa  plant,  =jalodbhutd,  guftha- 

'bodhrd,  jaldfayd  ;  a  kind  of  grass,  =  gunddsinl. 

Gunddtini,  (.,  N.  of  a  grass;  [cf.  gunddla, 
guildld,  yuddha-mulikd,  (ipitd,  &c.] 

HiuiiUka,  as,  d,  m.f.  flour,  powder,  meal. 

Gundita,  as,  d,  am,  pounded,  ground;  covered with  dust. 

gundUa,  f.,  N.  of  the  place  where 
the  image  of  Purushottama  or  Jagannfith  is  placed 
after  being  carried  about  at  the  Ratha-yatra. 

^T*!"*  yuntha(i),  as,  m.  =  gavedhukd. 
Gunthakafl),  am,  n.=granthi-parna. 

gunya.     See  under  guna  last  col. 

gutsa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  gudh),  a 
bunch,  a  bundle,  a  cluster  of  blossoms,  a  nosegay  ;  a 

clump  of  grass;  a  pearl  necklace  consisting  of  thirty- 
two  strings;  a  plant  or  perfume,  commonly  Gan- 
thiala,  =  grant/ii-parna  ;  [cf.  j/tMtfAa.]  —  Gittsdr- 
dha  (°sa-ar°),  as,  m.  a  necklace  or  garland  of 

twenty-four  strings  ;  [cf.  guM/tdrdha.'] 
Giitfaka,  as,  m.  a  bundle,  a  bunch,  a  nosegay,  a 

cluster  of  blossoms  ;  a  chowri,  a  cow-tail  ;  a  section 

of  a  work  ;  [cf.  guttluj.  and  guMltaka.J  —  Gutsaka- 
pushjM,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  gudHiaka-piushpck 
=saptart!(<hada. 

j  i  v  gud,  cl.  i.  A.godate,  to  play,  sport; 
ON  [cf.  gurd  and  gudli.] 

Guda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (from  the  last  ?),  an  intestine, 
an  entrail,  the  last  of  the  large  intestines,  the  rectum, 

the  anus  ;  (as),  f.  pi.  the  bowels.  —  Guda-kila,  as, 
or  guda-kilaka,  as,  m.  piles.  —  Guda-graka,  as,  m. 
constipation,  flatulence,  &c.  —  Guda-pariytaddha, 
as,m.,  N.ofa  man  ;  Bakanakha-gwlaparinaddhd/i, 
the  descendants  of  Bakanakha  and  Guda-parinaddha. 

—  Guda-pdka,  as,  m.  inflammation  of  the  anus. 
—  Guda-bhrunia,  as,  m.  prolapsus  ani.  —  Guda- 
roga,  as,  m.  a  disease  of  the  last  of  the  large  intes- 

tines; piles  [1).  —  Gnda-vartman,  a,  n.  the  anus. 

—  Guildnl:ura  (°da-an°),  as,  m.  piles.  —  Gudd- 
varta  (°da-dv°),  as,  m.  obstruction  of  the  bowels. 
—  Gudodbhava    (°da-ud°),  as,    m.   piles.  ~Gu- 
daushtha  (°da-osh°),  as,  m.  the  opening  of  the anus. 

gudh,  cl.  4.  P.  gudhyati,  to  wrap  up, 
N  envelop,  cover,  conceal,  clothe  [cf.  gunth]  ; 

cl.  9.  P.  gud/indti,  to  be  angry;  cl.  i.  A.  godliate, 
to  play,  sport;  [cf.  Gr.  KtvVa  ;  Germ,  haut  ;   Old 
Germ,  kfit;  Angl.  Sax.  hyde,  hyd;  Lat.  culis!]. 

Gudhita,  as,  d,  am,  surrounded,  enclosed. 
Gudhera,  as,  d,  am,  protecting,  a  protector,  a 

defender  ;  [cf.  gund.] 

y-^c*  gundala,  as,  m.  the  sound  of  a 
small  oblong  drum. 

Jln^lrt  gundala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird,  a 
sort  of  pheasant  ;  the  bartavelle  ;  see  (akora;  (also 
read  gundrdla.) 

Tf*&  ffundr,  cl.  10.  P.gundrayati,  -yitum, 
O  \  to  lie  ;  (also  read  kundr.) 

gundra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass,  Sac- 
charum  Sara  (Sara);  N.  of  a  plant,  =pataraka, 
atfha,  iringarerdhva,  mulnka;  (d),  f.,  N.  of 

several  plants  and  roots,  =bhadra-mustaka,  the 
root  of  the  grass  Cyperus  Pertcnuis  (also  m.  and  n. 
in  this  sense)  ;  =  mustaka  ;  -  priyangu  ;  =  kaivartl, 

Cyperus  Rotundus  ;  =  erakd  ;  =  gavedhukd,  Coin 
Barbata. 

Gundrdla,  a  kind  of  bird,  a  sort  of  pheasant. 

i.  gup,  cl.  4.  P.  gupyati,  jugopa,  go- 

N  pitum,  to  become  perplexed  or  confused. 

jiii   2.  gup,  jugopa  and  gopayancakdra, 
O   "N  gopsyati.gopishyati,gftpdyi>tkyati,agau- 

ps'it,  agopit,  agopdyit,  gopturn,  gopitum  and  go- 
pdyitum,  to  guard,  defend,  protect,  preserve;    to 
observe:    Caus.  or  cl.   10.  P.  A.  gopayati,  -te, 
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ajugupat,  -yitum,  or  gopayayati,  Sec.,  to  guard,  pre- 
serve, protect,  keep ;  to  hide,  conceal,  keep  secret ;  to 

speak,  to  shine :  Desid.  A.jugupsate  (ep.  also  P.  ),/«- 
gupisliati,  -te,  or  juyopwhati,  -te,  orjugopdyishati, 

-te,  to  seek  to  defend  one's  self  from,  be  on  one's  guard, 
to  beware  of,  to  shun ;  to  avoid,  detest,  spurn,  despise; 

to  feel  offended  or  hurt :  Desid.  of  Desid.  jugupsi- 
shate :  Intens.  jogupyate,  jogopti. 

3.  gup,  p,  p,  p,  defending,  protecting,  (in  dliar- 
ma-gup,  defending  justice,  epithet  of  Vishnu.) 

Gupila,  as,  m.  a  king,  a  protector. 

Gupta  (and  Ved.  gupita),  as,  a,  am,  protected, 
guarded,  preserved ;  hidden,  concealed,  kept  secret, 
secret ;  invisible,  withdrawn  from  sight,  (e.  g.  with 
danda,  a  secret  fine,  a  fine  secretly  imposed) ;  joined, 
combined  ;  (am),  ind.  privately,  secretly ;  (as),  m.  an 
appellation  forming  often  the  last  member  of  the 
name  of  a  Vaisya  or  man  of  the  third  class  ;  a  Vaisya 
with  this  appellation  was  the  founder  of  the  renowned 

Gupta  dynas'y,  in  which  the  names  of  the  sovereigns 
generally  end  in  gupta  [cf.  (andra-gupta,  samwlra- 
gupta,  skanda-gupta] ;  (a),  f.  a  married  woman 
who  withdraws  from  her  lover's  endearments  ;  a  kind 
of  cowach,  Mucuna  Pruritus ;  N.  of  a  woman,  a 

S'ikya  princess.  —  Gupta-kathd,  I.  a  confidential 
communication,  a  secret.  —  Gupta-gati,  is,  m.  a  spy 
or  secret  emissary ;  (is),  f.  going  privately  or  secretly. 
—  Gupta-fora,  as,  i,  am,  who  or  what  goes  secretly; 
(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Bala-rSma.  —  Gupta-ddna, 
am,  n.  a  hidden  gift  or  present.  —  Gttpta-duta,  as, 
m.  a  secret  messenger.  —  Gupta-vesa,  as,  m.  a  dis- 

guise, dress  &c.  used  for  concealment;  (e),  ind.  in 
disguise.  —  Gupta-sarasvatl,   f.  title   of  a   literary 
work.  —  Gupta-ineha,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  love 
is  secret  or  invisible ;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Alangium 
Hexapetalum  (ankota),  the  oil  of  which  is  hidden. 

—  Guptdrma  (°ta-ar°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place. 
Guptaka,  as,  m.  a  preserver ;  N.  of  a  Sauviraka 

prince. 
Gupti,  is,  f.  preserving,  protecting,  protection; 

restraint,  stoppage,  check ;  concealing,  hiding,  con- 
cealment; a  means  of  protection,  fortification,  a 

rampart;  a  prison;  a  hole  in  the  ground,  a  cavern, 
a  sink,  a  cellar,  &c.  (a  place  of  concealment) ;  a  leak 
in  a  ship,  or  the  well  or  lower  deck  of  a  boat  (?) ; 
digging  a  hole  in  the  ground. 

Guptika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Gopana,  am,  n.  guarding,  protecting,  protection, 
preservation ;  hiding,  concealment ;  reviling,  abuse ; 
flurry,  hurry,  alarm ;  light,  lustre ;  the  leaf  of  the 
Laurus  Cassia,  =  tamdla-pattra  ;  (a),  f.  protection. 

Gopamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  preserved  or  pro- 
tected ;  to  be  prevented  ;  to  be  concealed  or  hidden  ; 

secret,  mysterious.  —  Gopanlya-ta,  f.  or  gopaniya- 
tva,  am,  n.  concealableness,  fitness  for  being  kept 
secret. 

Gopayatya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  protected. 
Gopdyaka,  as,  i,  am,  a  preserver,  a  cherisher, 

one  who  guards  or  protects. 
Gopayana,  as,  d,  am,  preserving,  protecting 

(am),  n.  protecting,  preserving,  protection. 

Gopdyita,  as,  a,  am,  preserved,  protected,  che- rished. 

Gopdyitri,  td,  m.  a  preserver,  a  protector. 
Gopin,  i,  ini,  i,  a  protector,  one  who  preserves 

or  protects  ;  (ini),  f,,  N.  of  a  creeping  plant,  Ichno- 

carpus  Frutescens  ;   [cf.  gopl  and  yopikd."] Gopila,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  preserves  or  protects 
Gopwhtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  superl.  ofgoptri. 
Goptavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  protected  or  preserved 
Goptri,  td,  trl,  tri,  a  preserver,  a  protector,  one 

who  defends  or  cherishes;  one  who  conceals  any 
thing. 

Gopya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  protected  or  preserved 
to  be  kept,  to  be  taken  care  of;  to  be  kept  secret  o 
hidden;  to  be  cherished;  (as),  m.  a  servant, 
slave ;  the  son  of  a  female  slave ;  an  assemblage  o 

cowherdesses  (?  n.).  —  Gopyddhi  ('ya-dillu),  is,  m. 
pledge  which  is  not  to  be  used  but  carefully  preserved. 
Gopyaka,  as,  m.  a  slave,  a  servant. 

guph  or  gumph,  cl.  6.  P.  guphati  or  !  religious  teacher.  -  Guru-ddsa,   as,  m.,  N.  of 

gumphati,  jugumpha,  -pJdtum,  to  string      eacher.  -  Guru-dikshd-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.   of ogether,  tie,  string  as  a  garland,  wind  round 
Gumpha,  as,  m.  tying,  stringing  as  a  garland ;  a 

racelet ;  a  whisker,  a  mustachio. 

Gumphana,  am,  n.  winding  (a  garland  &c.). 

Gumphita  or  guphita,  as,  d,  am,  tied,  strung 
ogether ;  arranged,  placed  in  order ;  also  yushfiita. 

JTT  gur  or  gur,  cl.  6.  A.  yurate,  jugure, 

O  V  guritum,  to  make  effort  or  exertion  ;  cl.  lo. 
L  .  gorayate  or  gurayate,  Sec.,  to  make  effort ;  to  eat ; 
1.  4.  A.  guryate,  to  hurt,  go ;  Ved.  also  cl.  6.  P. 
jurati,  (not  used  without  prepositions  except  in  the 

>art.  gurta  and  gurna,=  approved,  welcome,  agree- 
ble  ;  see  under  gur.) 

Gurana,  am,  n.  effort,  perseverance,  great  or 
ontinued  exertion. 

guru,  us,  vi,  u  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  gri, 

ompar.  gariyas,  superl.  garishtha,  in  Maha-bh. 
VII.  5324,  compar.  gariyastara),  heavy,  weighty 
opposed  to  laghu),  heavy  in  the  stomach  (as  food), 

difficult  to  digest ;  great,  large,  extended,  long ;  (in 

•osody)  long  by  nature  or  position  (as  a  long  vowel 
aken  alone  or  a  short  vowel  before  two  consonants ; 

ometimes  a  long  vowel  followed  by  consonants  is 
called  gariyas) ;  high  in  degree,  vehement,  violent, 
excessive,  deep,  much  ;  difficult,  hard  ;  grievous  ;  im- 
jortant,  serious,  momentous ;  valuable,  highly  prized  ; 
lear,  beloved ;  haughty,  proud  (as  a  speech) ;  venerable, 
espectable  ;  best,  excellent ;  (us),  m.  any  venerable 
or  respectable  person,  as  a  father,  mother,  or  any 

•elative  older  man  one's  self;  a  spiritual  parent  or 
treceptor  from  whom  a  youth  receives  the  initiatory 
Vlantra  or  prayer  and  who  conducts  the  necessary 
ceremonies  up  to  the  period  of  investiture  with 
he  sacrificial  thread  or  string ;  this  person  may  be 
the  natural  parent  or  the  religious  preceptor;  a 

religious  teacher,  one  who  explains  the  law  and 
religion  to  his  pupil,  instructs  him  in  the  Sastras  &c. ; 
a  N.  of  Brihaspati  or  the  planet  Jupiter,  who  is  con- 

sidered as  the  Guru  or  preceptor  of  the  gods ;  an 
epithet  of  Drona,  the  teacher  of  the  Pandus ;  N.  of 

a  son  of  San-kriti ;  (m),  f.  pregnant,  a  pregnant 
woman ;  the  wife  of  a  teacher ;  [cf.  Gr.  Qapvs ; 

Lat.  grams ;  Goth,  kauritlts ;  Lith.  gieras.'] 
—  Guru-kdra,  as,  m.  worship,  adoration.  —  Guru- 
kdrya,  am,  n.  a  serious  or  momentous  affair,  the 
business  or  office  of  a  spiritual  teacher.  —  Guru-kula, 
am,  n.  the  family  of  a  spiritual  preceptor  or  parent. 

••  Guru-krita,  as,   d,   am,   worshipped.  —  Guru- 
kopa,  as,  m.  violent  wrath.  —  Guru-krama,  as,  m. 
instruction  handed  down  through  a  series  of  teachers, 
traditionary  instruction.  —  Guru-gata,  as,  a,  am, 

being  with  or  belonging  to  a  spiritual  teacher.  —  Guru- 
gitd,   (.  title   of  a  section   in  the  Skanda-Purana 
relating  to  Gurus  or  spiritual  preceptors.  —  Guru- 
ghna,  as,  i,  am,  destroying  or  killing  a  spiritual 
teacher;  (as),  m.  white  mustard.  —  Guru-jana,  as, 
m.  any  venerable  or  elder  person,  a  father,  mother, 
the  elders   of  a  family  &c.  —  Guru-tama,  as,  d, 
am,  most  important  Sec. ;  (as),  m.  the  best  teacher. 
—  Guru-tara,  as,  d,  am,  heavier,  more  important. 
—  Guru-talpa,  as,  m.  the  bed  of  a  teacher ;  the 

violation  of  a  teacher's  bed  ;  a  violator  of  his  teacher's 
bed.  —  Gurutalpa-ga,   as,   m.   a  violator   of  hi 

teacher's  bed ;  the  violation  of  it  (?).  —  Gurutalpa- 
vrata,  am,  n.  penance  for  intercourse  with  the  wife 

of  a  Gura.  —  Gurutalpdbkigamana    (°pa-al)h°), 
am,  n.  violation  of  a  teacher's  bed.—  Gurutalpin. 
i,  ini,  i,  one  who  has  criminal  intercourse  with  his 

teacher's  wife.  —  Guru-td,  f.  weight,  heaviness,  bur- 
den, trouble ;  dignity ;  importance ;  the  office  of  a 

teacher.  —  Guru-tdpa,as,  m. excessive  heat.  —  Guru 
tiia,   am,   n.  weight,   heaviness;    burden,   trouble 
severity,  hardness ;    greatness,   magnitude ;    respect 
ability,   venerableness,   sacredness ;    the  office  of  a 
teacher.  —  Gurutvaka,  am,  n.  heaviness.  —  Guru- 
dakshind,  f.  a  fee  given  to  a  spiritual  preceptor. 

—  Guru-ddna,  am,  n.  a  Guru's  gift,  a  present  to  a 

Tantra.  —  Guru-duivata,  as,  m.  the  eighth  lunar 
constellation  Pushya,  (of  which  Brihaspati  is  the  ruling 
deity.)  —  Guru-pattrd,  f.  the  Tamarind  tree ;  (am), 
n.  tin.  —  Guru-paripdti,  f.  a  series  of  Jaina  sages. 

Guru-pdka,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  of  digestion. 
—  Guru-pujd,  (.  the    ceremonies    in    propitiation 
of  Brihaspati  when  a  work  is  to  be  performed  or 

undertaken;    the  worship  of  one's  spiritual   guide. 
—  Gitru-pramoda,  as,  m.  happiness,  delight.  -•  Gu- 
•u-prasada,  as,  m.   propitiousness   or  the  favour 
of  one's  Guru ;    the  product  of  a  Guru's  blessing, 

e.  learning  &c.  —  Gitru-priya,  as,  d,  am,  dear 
to  a  preceptor.  —  Guru-bha,  as,  m.  the  constellation 
of    Brihaspati,    i.  e.    the    lunar    mansion    Pushya. 

Guru-rjhdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Garuda. 
—  Guru-bhdva,  as,  m.  the  condition  of  a  spiritual 
preceptor,  importance,  consequence,  weight.  —  Guru- 
')hrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  bearing  heavy  things   (as  the 
earth).  —  Guru-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  containing  a  vowel 
which  is  long  by  nature  or  position.  —  Guru-mardala, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  drum  or  tabor.  —  Guru-ratna,  am, 
n.  a  topaz.  — Gurulaghu-td,  f.  (ft.  guru-laghu), 
heaviness  and  lightness.  —  Guru-laghava,  as,  m.  (?) 
length  and  shortness  of  vowels ;  (am),  n.  great  and 
small    importance,    relative    importance    or    value. 
—  Guru-vat,  ind.  like  a  Guru,  as  a  Guru,  as  if  to  a 
Guru.  —  Guruvad-vritti,  is,  f.  behaving  to  any  one 
with  as  much  respect  as  to  a  sacred  teacher  —  Guru- 

varto-ghna,  as,  m.  the  lime  or  citron,  =  llmpaka. 
—  Guru-varna,  as,  m.aheavy  vowel;  [cf.guru.]—Gu- 
ru-vartin,  i,  ini,  i,  or  guru-vritta,  as,  d,  am,  treat- 

ing parents  or  venerable  persons  with  respect.  —  Guru- 
vdra,  as,  m.  the  day  of  Jupiter,  Thursday.  —  Guru- 
vritti,  is,  is,  i,  long  by  nature.  —  Guru-ryatha,  as, 

d,  am,  heavily  distressed.  —  Guru-s'ins'apd,  f.  the 
tree  Dalbergia  Sisu ;  [cf.  iiniapd.}  —  Guru-s'ikkarin, 
i,  m.  epithet  of  the  Himalaya  (the  venerable  moun- 

tain). —  Guru-dishya-samvada,  as,  m.  a  philoso- 

phical dialogue  by  Carana-dasa.  —  Guru-s'us'rvshd, 
f.  service  of  a  Guru.  —  Guru- Jakarta! a  (°ka-an°\ 
as,  m.  the  fire  of  heavy  sorrow.  —  Guru-sard,  (.,  N. 

of  a  tree,  =Mniapd.  —  Guru-seva,  f.  obsequiousness 
to  a  spiritual  preceptor.  —  Guru-skandha,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  large  mountain.  —  Guru-sthira,  as,  d,  am, 

very  firm.  —  Guru-han,  d,  m.  the  murderer  of  a 
Guru  or  spiritual  parent;  (this  is  the  worst  of  all 
criminals  according  to  the  Hindfls.)  —  Gun-akshara, 

am,  n.  a  long  syllable.  —  Gurv-angand,  f.  the  wife 
of  a  Guru ;   any  woman  entitled  to  great  respect. 

—  Gurv-artha,  as,  m.  a  Guru's  fee  for  instructing 
a  pupil ;  (am),  ind.  for  or  on  account  of  a  Guru ; 
(as,  a,  am),  important.  —  Gurvartha-gahvara,  as, 
d,  am,  deep  in  meaning. 
Guruka,  as,  i,  am,  a  little  heavy ;  (in  prosody) 

long. 

Gurvini,  f.  pregnant,  a  pregnant  woman ;  N.  of  an 
irregular  species  of  the  AryS  metre. 

y^tte*  guruntaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird, 
a  sort  of  peacock.     See  tila-mayura. 

^T^^  guruha,  as,  m.  p].,  N.  of  a  people  in 
Madhya-desa ;  [cf.  gutluha,  guluha,  gulaha.] 

^T>TC  gvrjara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  district, 
Gurjara  or  Guzerat ;  (ds),  m.  pi.  the  people  of  Gu- 
zerat ;  (i),  f.  one  of  the  RSgints  or  female  personi- fications of  music ;  [cf.  gujjari.] 

urd  =  giird,  q.  v. 

7"[^f  gurv,  cl.  I.  P.  gurvati,jugurrja,  Sec., O  ̂^  to  raise  ;  to  endeavour,  to  aim  or  strive. 

^TJ5  gula,  as,  m.  raw  or  unrefined  sugar, 
molasses;  the  glans  penis;  the  clitoris;  (d),  f.  the 
plant  Tithymalus  Antiquorum ;  (i),  f.  a  pill,  a  bolus, 
any  small  globular  substance ;  small  pox ;  [cf.  guild and  </oZa.] 

Gulya,  as,  m.  sweetness,  a  sweet  or  saccharine  taste. 
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294 gulaiitakanda. 
grihjanaka. 

gulahi'akanda,  as,  m.  an  escu- 
lent root  (Kanda),  commonly  Kull  ;  [cf.  giMkakca- 

kandaJ] 

Jlr4^  gulaha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  in 

Madhya-desa  ;  [cf.  guduhti,  guruha,  guliiiia.'] 
JTHrJc*  yulika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  hunter; 

(a),  f.  =  gutiltd,  a  ball;  a  pearl.  —  GuUka-kndd,  f. 
playing  with  a  ball,  bat  and  ball,  golf,  &c. 

ilfei  j;  gulinka,  as,  m.  =  kulinkaka,  & 

sparrow. 

'M-od  guluttha  or  guluMa  or  guluhfha  or 
guhMhalta,  a»,  m.  a  bunch,  a  nosegay,  a  cluster 
of  blossoms  ;  [cf.  guttha,  gutsa,  gtilaiidakanda.] 

I]  (4^  guluha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  in 

Madhya-desa  ;  [cf.  guduha,  guruha,  gulaita.] 

gulgulu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  bdellium  ;  [cf. 

Tf5H  gulpha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  gal), 

the  ancle;  [cf.  vigulpha  and  kulpha.]—  Gulpha- 
jaha,  am,  n.  the  root  of  the  ancle. 

^J5T  gulma,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  cluster  or 
clump  of  trees,  a  thicket,  a  bush,  a  shrub  ;  a  troop 
or  guard  of  soldiers,  a  body  of  troops,  a  division  of 
an  army,  consisting  of  45  foot,  2  1  horse,  9  chariots, 

and  9  elephants;  or  of  135  foot,  81  horse,  27  cha- 
riots, and  27  elephants;  a  fort,  an  intrenchment  ; 

disciplining  an  fcrmy,  keeping  it  in  a  posture  of  de- 
fence ;  the  spleen  ;  a  chronic  enlargement  of  the 

spleen  or  as  variously  situated  any  glandular  enlarge- 
ment in  the  abdomen,  as  that  of  the  mesenteric 

gland  &c.,  so  as  to  be  perceived  externally  ;  a  wharf 
or  stairs,  a  Ghat  ;  (i),  f.  a  cluster  or  clump  of  trees, 
a  multitude  of  thickets  ;  Emblic  Myrobalan  ;  jujube  ; 
small  cardamoms;  a  tent.  •-  Gulma-ketu,  us,  m.  a 
small  sort  of  cane  or  reed,  sorrel.  —  Gulma-keda,  as, 

a,  am,  having  bushy  hair.  —  Gulma-mula,  am,  n. 
fresh  ginger.  —  Gulma-valli,  f.  the  plant  Sarcostemma 
Viminale.  —  Gulma-vdta,  as,  m.  or  gulmodara 

Cma-ud°),  am,  n.  a  disease  of  the  spleen. 
Gulmaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  the  Brahman 

Soma-s'arman. 
Gulmin,  t,  int,  i,  composed  of  different  divisions 

(a  force  &c.)  ;  growing  in  a  dump  or  cluster, 
clustered,  bushy  ;  having  the  spleen,  affected  by  that 
disease  ;  (nl),  (.  a  spreading  creeper  or  any  creeping 

plant. 

^p?T  gulya.     See  under  gula. 

'jqi««  yuvaka,  as,  m.  the  betel-nut  tree, 

Areca  Faufel  or  Catechu  ;  [cf.  guvika.'] 
^1^0  gushplta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  interlaced, 

intwined,  tied  together  &c.  ;  [cf.  guph  and  gumph.] 

J  OH      J  |cj  i.  guh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  guhati,  -te,  jitguha, 
^^juguhe,  guhiihyati  or  ghokxhyati,  -te, 

frn)     aguhit,  aghulakat,   agudha,  aghukfhata,  agu- 
hithi,  aghukxhi,  guh.it  um  or  godhum,  to  cover, 

r£4_    conceal,  hide,  hide  away,  keep  secret  ;  to  cover  with 
dothes:  Caus.  guhayati,  -yitum,  ajuguhat:  Desid. 

f-  ft/**-  jughuJcshati.  -te,  to  wish  to  conceal  or  hide  away  : 
Intens.  joguhyate,  jogulati  or  jogodhi. 

.    tl-^f     *•  (luh,  ghut,  f-,  Ved.  a  hiding-place. 
f  Ouha,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Skanda  or  Karttikeya,  the 

god  of  war  (as  reared  in  a  secret  place)  ;  an  epithet 
of  Siva  ;  of  Vishnu  ;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Nishadas,  a 
friend  of  Rama  ;  a  N.  or  title  proper  to  persons  of 
the  writer-caste  ;  a  horse,  a  swift  horse  ;  (a*),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people  in  the  south  of  India.  -  Guka-r/iij>tu, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Guha-tandra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  merchant.  -Guha-deva,  (US,  m.,  N.  of 
a  teacher.  —  Guha-rdja,  as,  m.  a  peculiar  form  or 
construction  of  a  temple.  —  Guha-fiva,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  king  of  Kalin-ga.  —  Guha-shnththl,  f.  the  s'ixth 
day  in  the  former  half  of  Margas'Irsha.  _  GvJta-sena, as,  m.,  N.  of  a  merchant. 

Guhad-aradya,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  concealing  or 
removing  deficiencies. 

<:  >t  Iftl ",  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

(! it/in,  f.  a  cave,  a  cavern,  a  hiding-place;  a 
pit,  a  hole  in  the  ground ;  the  plant  Hemionitis 
Cordifolia;  another  plant, **4ala-parHi ;  (d),  ind.  in 
a  hiding-place,  in  secret,  secretly  (opposed  to  avis). 
Guhd  dhd  or  guhd  nidha  or  guhd  kri,  Ved.  to 
conceal,  remove.  —  Guhd-griha,  am,  n.  a  cavern. 
—  Giiha-tara,  as,  i,  am,  going  in  secret  or  secretly, 
going  in  the  interior.  —  Guhd-mukha,  as,  I,  am, 
wide-mouthed,  open-mouthed.  —  Guhd-tlaya,  as,  d  or 
i,  am,  lying  in  a  secret  place,  being  in  the  interior  or 
in  the  heart ;  living  in  hiding-places  or  in  caverns  ; 

(us),  m.  a  tiger;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. •• Guhd- 
hita,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  a  secret  or  hidden  place, 
placed  in  the  heart. 

Guhina,  am,  n.  a  wood,  a  thicket. 
Guhila,  am,  n.  wealth,  property ;  a  wood  (?)  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
Gukera,  as,  m.  a  guardian,  a  protector;  a  smith. 
Guhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  covered  or  concealed,  to 

be  hidden,  to  be  kept  hidden  or  secret,  concealable, 
private ;  secret,  solitary,  retired ;  mysterious,  mysti- 

cal; (am),  ind.  secretly,  privately;  (as),  m.  hypo- 
crisy ;  a  tortoise ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  (am),  n.  a 

secret,  a  mystery ;  a  privity,  an  organ  of  generation, 
&c. ;  the  anus.  —  Guhya-kdli,  f.  *  the  mysterious 
Durga,'  title  of  a  poem  in  honour  of  this  deity. 
•- Guhya-guru,  us,  m.  the  mysterious  Guru,  an 
epithet  of  Siva,  this  deity  being  considered  as  the 
especial  teacher  of  the  Tantras  or  Hindu  mystical 

and  magical  works;  [cf.  grihya-gv.ru.~\  —  Guhya- 
tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Guhya-dipaka, 
as,  m.  a  flying  insect  which  gives  out  light ;  the  fire- 

fly. —  Guhya-nishyanda,  as,  m.  urine.  —  Guhya- 
pati,  is,  m.  lord  of  the  mysteries,  an  epithet  of 
Vajra-dhara.  —  Guhya-pidhdna,  am,  n.  a  covering 
over  the  privities.  —  Guhya-pushpa,  as,  m.  the  tree 
with  concealed  blossoms,  Ficus  Religiosa ;  [cf.  aAvat- 
tha .]  —  Guhya-bhdshita,  am,  n.  secret  speech,  a 
Mantra,  a  mystical  prayer  or  incantation ;  a  secret. 
•  Guhya-ntaya,  as,  i,  am,  containing  mysteries. 
—  Guhya-vlja,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass,  =  l>hu-trina. 
—  Guhyetaari  (°ya-i3°),  f.  the  mysterious  deity, 
i.  e.  Prajiia,  the  female  energy  of  the  Adi-buddha. 

Guhyaka,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  a  dass  of  demi-gods  who 
like  the  Yakshas  are  attendants  of  Kuvera  or  the  god 
of  wealth,  and  guardians  of  his  treasures  ;  they  may 
have  received  their  name  from  living  in  mountain 

caverns.  —  Guhyakddhipati  (°ka-adh'),  is,  m.  or 
guhyakddhipa,  as,  m.  or  guhyakeivara  (°ka-i^), 
as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Kuvera,  the  deity  of  wealth. 

GUdha  (or  Ved.  gulha),  as,  d,  am,  covered, 
hidden,  concealed,  invisible,  secret,  private ;  dis- 

guised ;  (am),  n.  a  solitary  or  private  place  ;  a  private 
part ;  a  mystery.  —  Gudha-ftdra,  as,  i,  am,  one 
who  goes  about  secretly  or  unknown ;  (as),  m.  a 
secret  emissary.  —  Gudha-iidrin,  i,  ini,  i,  going 
about  secretly  or  privately ;  (i),  m.  a  secret  emissary, 

a  spy.  —  Gudha-ja,  as,  d,  am,  born  privately;  (as), 
m.  the  son  of  a  concealed  birth,  born  secretly  of  a 
woman  whose  husband  is  absent,  the  real  father 
being  unknown ;  (this  is  one  of  the  twelve  forms 
particularized  in  Hindu  law,  the  child  belonging  to 
the  husband  of  the  disloyal  wife);  [cf.  gudhot- 

panna.~\  —  Gudha-td,  f.  concealment,  secrecy ; 
i/iiilhntaya,  privately,  secrel\y.—  Gudha-tva,  am, 
n.  concealment,  secrecy.  —  (lUtlha-nit/a,  as,  m.  the 
wagtail.  —  Gadha-pattra,  as,  m.  the  plant  Capparis 
Aphylla,  =  karira ;  another  plant,  Alangium  Hexa- 
petalum,  =  ankolha.  —  Gudha-patha,  as,  in.  a 
hidden  path  ;  the  mind,  intellect ;  a  bye-path,  a 

private  way.  ••  Gudha^pdd,  t,  m.  a  snake.  —  Gudha- 
pdda,  as,  d,  am,  having  hidden  feet ;  (as),  m.  a 
snake.  —  Giidha-purusha,  as,  m.  a  spy,  a  secret 
emissary,  a  disguised  igent.  —  Gudha-pushpaka,  as, 
m.the  plant  Mimusops  Elengi,  =vnl;itla.  —  Gudlta- 
phala,  as,  m.  the  jujube,  =  badara.  —  Gudha- 
bhdshita,  am,  n.  secret  intelligence,  private  com- 

munication.  —  Ciiifltn-mdrga,  as,  m.  a  subterranean 
passage,  a  bye-road  or  secret  way;  a  defile.  —  Gudha- 

ithuna,  as,  m.  a  crow  (copulating  in  secret). 
ludh/i-rari'aK,  as,  m.  a  frog.  —  Giidha-ralUhd, 

f.  Alangium  Hexapetalum,  =  unkotha.  —  Gudha- 
nlkf/iiit,  I,  m.  a  concealed  witness,  one  placed  by 
the  plaintiff  so  as  to  overhear  what  has  been  said 
by  the  defendant,  "(rfiilhdijnilha-ta,  f.  or  f/iidhd- 
ijudlui-tva,  am,  n.  (fr.  rjudlui  +  agiid/ia),  conceal- 

ment and  publicity.  —  Gudhdnga  (dha-an"),  as, 
m.  a  tortoise.  —  Glidhdnghri  (°dha-att°),  is,  m.  a 
snake.  —  Gudhdrdi  (°dha-ar^),  is,  is,  i,  of  con- 

cealed %\ory.  —  Gudhdrtha-dipika  (°dka-ar°),  f. 
'  light  for  the  hidden  meaning,'  title  of  a  commen- 

tary. —  Gudhotpanna  (°rfAa-M(°),  as,  a,  am,  bora 
secretly;  (as),  m.  =  guillta-ja,  q. v. 
Guhana,  am,  n.  concealing,  hiding. 
Guhamdna,  as,  d,  am,  hiding,  concealing. 
Guhayitvd,  ind.  having  concealed,  having  hidden 

or  disguised. 
Guhilavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  hidden  or  concealed, 

to  be  kept  secret. 

'i^*-  ffuhera.   See  under  rt.  i .  guh  last  col. 
ft  i.  gu,  cl.  6.  P.  guvati,  to  void  by  stool ; 
,  Cv  (another  form  for  4.  git.) 

Gutha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  feces,  ordure.  —  Gv.th.a- 
lalda,  as,  m.  a  small  bird,  considered  to  be  a  species 

of  the  Mayna,  Turdus  Salica ;  [cf.  sdlvika.'] 
Guna,  as,  d,  am,  voided  (as  ordure). 

^2.  gu  (fr.  rt.  i.gam),  going,  (in  agre-gii, 
q.v.) 

*T<f  giidha.    See  under  rt.  i .  guh  last  col. 

=  9ur>  q- v- 
Gurana,  am,  n.=gurana,  q.  v. 
Guriia  or  gurta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  approved,  wel- 

come, agreeable,  thankful  (Lat.  gratus).~Gurta- 
nianas,  as,  as,  as, Ved.  with  grateful  mind;  (Say.) 

with  prepared  mind.  —  Gurta-va^as,  ds,  ds,  as,  Ved. 

speaking  agreeably.  —  Gurta-s'ravas,  ds,  ds,  as,  Ved. 
of  whom  or  of  what  one  likes  to  hear  or  to  speak. 

—  Gurta-vasu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  possessing  agreeable 

things ;  (S5y.)  bestowing  treasure. 
Gurtl,  is,  {.,  Ved.  approval,  praise,  a  nattering  ex- 

pression. TI7  gurd  or  gurd,  cl.  i.  A.  gurdate  or 
fr>  s;  gurdate,   jugurde,   gurditum,   to    play, 

sport ;  to  jump,  leap ;  d.  JO.  P.  yurtlayati  OTgurda- 
yuti,  -yitum,  to  play,  sport ;  to  dwell,  inhabit ;  [cf. 

fcttro1.] Gurda,  as,  m.  a  jump ;  Prajapater  gurdah  or 

Prajdpateh  kurdah,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

gftrj  gurdh,  cl.  10.  P.,  Ved.  gurdhayati, 
C\N  -yitum,  to  praise. 

JNIcfc  guKaka,  as,  m.=guvaka,  the  betel- nut  tree. 

gushana,  f.  the  eye  in  a  peacock's 

guhana,  &c.     See  under  rt.  yuh. 

JT  gri,  cl.  i.  P.garati,jagara,  garishyati, 
i  agdrshit,  gartum,  to  sprinkle,  moisten,  wet ; 

to  grant :  Caus.  gdrayati :  Desid.  jiglrehati :  In- 
tens. jegriyate,  jargarti. 

g>'ij  °r  fffi'ij  [cf.  rt.  garj],  cl.  I.  P. ijnr/ull,  jagarja,  garjitum  or  grinjati, 

jagriiija,  griiyitum,  to  sound,  roar,  grumble,  &c. 
Griiija,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  griiijana  (?). 
Gritijana,  as,  m.  garlic,  or  a  small  red  variety  of 

it;  a  turnip;  the  tops  of  hemp  chewed  to  produce 
an  inebriating  effect,  the  Ganja;  (am),  n.  the  bulb 
of  a  kind  of  onion  ;  poisoned  flesh,  the  meat  of  an 
animal  destroyed  by  a  poisoned  arrow. 

Grii'ijanaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  garlic. 
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grinjima,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Sura  and  brother  of  Vasu-deva. 

JllUrf  grinat,  grinlshan.    See  l .  gfl,  p.  296. 

Trftli^  grindiva  or  grindiva,  as,  m.  a  kind 

of  jackal. 

TTW  gritsa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  gridh  ?), 
clever,  dexterous ;  judicious,  wise  ;  a  sharp  fellow,  a 
sharper ;  (as),  m.  the  god  of  love,  Kama  or  Kandarpa. 
-•  Gritsa-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the  chief  of  a  number 
of  sharpers.  —  Gritsa-mati,  Is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Su-hotra.  —  Gritxa-mada,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Saunaka,  of  the  family  of  Bhrigu ;  (according  to  a 

legend  he  was  formerly  a  son  of  S'una-hotra,  of  the 
family  of  An-giras,  but  by  Indra's  will  was  transferred 
to  the  Bhrigu  family ;  he  is  the  chief  Rishi  of  the 
second  Mandala  of  the  Rig-veda.) 

TT\I  9r*dh,  cl.  4.  P.  gridkyati,jagardha, 
i.  ̂  gardhishyati,  agridhat,  gardhitum,  to 

endeavour  to  gain ;  to  covet,  desire,  strive  after 
greedily ;  be  desirous  of,  be  eager  for,  long  for  (with 
loc.  or  ace.),  to  be  greedy:  Caus.  P.  gardftayati, 
-yitum,  to  make  desirous,  make  greedy,  to  be  greedy ; 

A.  gardhayate,  to  deceive,  cheat :  Desid.  jigardht- 
shati  :  Intens.  jarigridkyate,  jarigarddhi. 
Griddha,  an,  a,  am,  desirous  of,  eagerly  longing 

for;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  gir,  Mr :  Mod.  Germ,  gier: 
Eng.  greedy  (?):  Goth,  gredags,  gaurs :  Hib. 

greadaim,  '  I  burn ;'  greadhnach,  '  joyful,  glad ;' 
gradh,  '  love,  charity ;  dear ;'  graidhneog,  '  a  be- 

loved female,'  &c. :  Lith.  godus,  geda  :  Slav,  glad, 
'  hunger.'] 
Gridhw,  us,  us,  u,  desirous,  lustful,  libidinous; 

(«a),  m.  the  deity  Kama,  god  of  love. 
Gridhna,  as,  a,  am  (?  a  wrong  form  for  gridhnu), 

desirous  (?). 

Gridfoiu,  us,  us,  u,  eager ;  greedily  desirous  of, 
greedy,  covetous,  cupidinous ;  [cf.  Goth,  galrns, 

gairnja  ;  Lith.  godus.']  —  Gridlmu-ta,  f.  covetous- ness,  greediness,  extreme  desire. 

Gridhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  desired  or  longed  for ; 
(a),  f.  desire,  greediness. 
Gridhra,  as,  a,  am,  desiring  greedily  or  fervently ; 

eager  for,  desirous,  greedy,  covetous ;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 
a  vulture ;  (I),  f.  the  female  vulture ;  a  daughter  of 
Kasyapa  and  Tamra  and  mother  of  the  vultures ;  [cf. 

Old  Germ,  yir ;  Mod.  Germ.  geier.~\  —  Gridfira- 
Jcuta,  a*,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  near  Raja-griha. 
—  Gridhra-dakra,  an,  m.  du.  the  vulture  and  the 
Cakra-vaka.  —  Gridhra-jambuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 

attendant  of  S'iva.  —  Gridhra-nakhi,  f.  the  jujube, 
Zizyphus  Jujuba,  =  koli  ;  another  plant,  Asteracantha 

Longifolia,  =  kulika.  —  Gridlira -pati,    «'.<,    m.    the 
lord  of  the  vultures,  an  epithet  of  jatayu.  —  Gridhra- 
pattra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  attendant  of  Skanda ;  (a), 
f.,    N.    of  a   plant,  =  dhumrd-pattrd.  •-  Gridhra- 
mojdntaka,  as,   m.,   N.  of  a    son   of  SVaphalka. 

—  Gridhra-yiitu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  Yitu  or  demon  in 
the  shape  of  a  vulture.  •—  Gridhra-rdj,  t,  or  gridhra- 
rdja,  as,  m.  the  king  of  the  vultures,  an  epithet  of 
Jatjyu.  —  Gridhra-vata,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?),  N. 
of  a  Tirtha.  —  Griilhra-vaja  or  gridhra-vdjita,  as, 
a,  am,  furnished  with  vulture-feathers,  as  an  arrow ; 

[cf.  gdrdhra-vdjita.]  —  Gridhra-sad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
sitting  on  a  vulture. 
Gridhrdna,  as,  a,  am,  similar  to  a  vulture  in 

greediness  ;  (?),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  gridhra-pattra. 
Gridkrikd,  f.  the  mother  of  the  vultures,  a 

daughter  of  Kasyapa  and  Tamra. 

*P^gridhu,  MS,  m.  air  voided  downwards 
[cf.  apdna] ;  understanding,  intellect,  reason ;  bad, 
wicked  (?). 

7pra^  gridhrasl,  f .  lumbago ;  rheumatism 
affecting  the  loins. 

*pr  0riAA,  p,  f.  (fr.  grah),  Ved.  grasping, 
seizing,  grasp,  hold. 

Gribha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  place  where  anything  is 
seized,  handle,  hold. 

Gribhi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  holding,  containing,  bearing. 

Grilihita,  as,  a,  am, Ved.  grasped,  seized;  im- 
>regnated,  bearing  fruit.  —  Gribkita-tdti,  is,  f.,  Ved. 
he  being  seized  or  grasped. 

TtfB  grishti,  is,  f.  a  cow  which  has  had 

only  one  calf,  a  young  cow ;  (in  compounds  with  the 
lames  of  other  animals)  any  young  female  animal 

(e.  g.  vanitd-griMi,  a  young  female  elephant) ;  a 
iind  of  bulbous  plant,  =  vdi'dlil,  vard/ia-kdnta, 
')adard;  Zizyphus  Jujuba  (?),  Gmelinus  Arborea, 
=  kdsmarl;  (is),  m.  a  boar  (various  reading  for 

ghrishti). 
Grishtikd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant. 

Grishtya,  f.  young  (as  a  cow). 

3T?  grih,ghrit,  t,  t  (fr.  rt.  grah),  at  the  end 
of  compounds,  taking,  holding,  seizing,  taking  away, 
drawing  away. 

Griha,  am  or  as,  n.  or  m.  pi.  (in  Ved.  also  m. 
sing.),  a  house,  a  habitation,  a  mansion ;  (mrinmayo 

jri/iah, '  the  house  of  earth,'  the  grave ;  grihds,  m.  pi. 
a  house  as  containing  several  rooms) ;  the  inhabitants  of 
a  house,  a  family  (pi.) ;  a  wife  (sing,  or  pi. ) ;  a  sign 
of  the  zodiac  (sing.) ;  a  name,  an  appellation  (sing.) ; 

(as},  m.,  Ved.  an  assistant,  servant ;  [cf.  anti-griha, 
devatd-grilia,  bhumi-griJta,  fayyd-griha,  su-gri- 
ha  ;  cf.  also  Germ,  kirche  (?) ;  Old  Germ.  kiHcfta; 

Island,  kyrkia  ;  Angl.  Sax.  ciric  for  circ.]  —  Griha- 
kaftliapa,  as,  m.  a  small  flat  oblong  stone,  used  for 
grinding  condiments  &c.  (shaped  like  a  tortoise) ; 

[cf.  grihas"man.~\  —  GHha-lcanyd,  f.  the  plant Aloe  Perfoliata,  =  ghrita-kumdri ;  [cf.  kanyakd.] 

—  Griha-kapota  or  griha-kapotaka,   as,   m.   a 
pigeon,  a  tame  or  domestic  pigeon  —  Griha-karana, 
am,  n.  household  affairs,  house-building.  —  Griha- 
kartri,  Id,  m.  a  house-builder,  a  kind  of  sparrow. 
—  Gnha-karma-kara  or  grika-karma-ddsa,  as, 
m.  a  domestic  servant.  —  Griha-karman,  a,  n.  a 
domestic  affair;  a  domestic  rite,  a  ceremony  relating 
to  a  house  or  household.  —  Grika-kalaha,  as,  m. 
domestic   dissension,    intestine    broils.  —  Griha-kd- 
raka,  as,  m.  a  house-builder,  a  mason,  a  carpenter, 
thatcher,  Scc.  —  Griha-kdrin,  t,  m.  a  house-builder; 
a  kind  of  wasp,  commonly   Kumiraky5.  —  Grlha- 
kdrya,  am,  n.  household   affairs,   domestic  duties. 
—  Gri/ia-kukkuta,as,  m.adomestic  cock.  —  Griha- 
kttlinga,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird ;   [cf.  kuliitga..] 
—  Griha-kHtya,    am,   n.   household   matters    or 
affairs,  the  affairs    of  a  royal  house,  the  ministry. 

—  Griha-godlid   or   grilm-godhikd,  f.   the  small 
house-lizard ;  [cf.  dgdra-godMkd.]  —  Grihagolaka, 
as,  m.  or  grihagolikd,  f.   the  small  house-lizard. 
—  Griha-6atuka,  as,  m.  a  house-sparrow.  —  Griha- 
fiilli,  f.  two  rooms  contiguous  to  each  other,  but  one 
facing  west,  the  other  east.  —  Grdut-ffhidra,  am, 
n.  a  breach  in  a  house,  private  or  family  dissensions 
or  troubles.  —  Griha-ja  or  griha-jdta,  as,  d,  am, 
born   in  the  house ;    (as),  m.  a  slave  born  in  the 

house.  —  Grlha-jdlikd,  f.  deceit,  disguise.  —  Griha- 
tati,  f.  a  terrace  in  front  of  a  house,  a  threshold. 

—  Griha-ddsa,    as,   i,   m.  f.    a    domestic    slave. 
•-  Griha-ddka,  as,  m.  the  burning  of  a  house,  a 
conflagration,  arson.  —  Griha-dipti,  is,  f.  the  splen- 

dor or  ornament  of  the  house,  a  virtuous  woman. 

—  Gri/ia-devatd  or  grilia-devt,  f.  the  goddess  of  a 
house.  —  GHha-druma,  ax,  m.,  N.  of  the    plant 
Medhra-srin-gl.  —  Griha-dvdra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the 
door  of  a  house.  —  Grilta-dhuma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

plant ;  [cf.  dgdra-dhuma.]  «•  Griha-^iaraka,  am,  n. 
a  hell  of  a  house.  —  Griha-ndiiana,  as,  m.  a  pigeon 
(destroying  the  walls  of  a  house  by  building  in  and 

about  \t).  —  Gr{ha-nida,   as,  m.  'having  its  nest 
in  houses,'  a  sparrow.  —  Griha-pa,  as,   m.,  Ved. 
the  guardian  of  a  house.  —  Griha-pati,  is,  m.  the 
master  of  a  house,  a  householder;  Ved.  often  an 
epithet  of  Agni ;    a  man  of  the   second  class  who 
after   having   finished    his    studies   is   married    and 
settled ;  a  householder  of  peculiar  merit,  giving  alms 

and  performing  all  the  prescribed  ceremonies  &c. ; 
one  who  has  the  precedence  at  a  grand  sacrifice ;  the 
maintenance  of  a  sacred  and  perpetual  fire  ;  the  virtue 

of  a  householder  (i.e.  hospitality  &c.).  —  Gri!ta- 
oatin,  i,  m.  used  in  the  gen.  pi.  (griliapatindm) 

:or  the  preceding.  —  Grika-patnl,  f.,Ved.  the  mistress 
of  a  house,  the  wife  of  the  householder.  —  Griha- 

pdla,  as,  m.  the  guardian  of  a  house,  a  house-dog. 
—  Grihapdldya,  nom.  A.  -pdlayate,  -yltum,  to 
resemble  a  house-dog.  —  Griha-jwtaka,  as,  m.  the 
site  of  a  habitation,  the  ground  on  which  it  stands 

and  which  surrounds  it.  —  Griha-praves'a,  as,  m.  or 
griha-praveiana,  am,  n.  solemn  entrance  into  a 
house  according  to  prescribed  ceremonies.  —  Grilia- 

praveHaniya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  the  solemn entrance  into  a  house.  —  Griha-Tiali,  is,  m.  a  domes- 

tic oblation,  the  offering  of  the  remnants  of  a  meal 
to  all  creatures,  such  as  animals,  supernatural  beings, 

and  especially  household  deities.  — Grihabali-devatd, 
{.  the  deity  to  whom  a  domestic  oblation  is  offered. 
—  Grihahali-priya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  crane,  Ardea 
Nivea.  —  Grih.dbali-bh.vj,  k.  m.  a  sparrow ;  (according 

to  other  authorites),  Ardea  Nivea,  or  a  crow.  —  Griha- 
bhanga,  as,  m.  an  exile,  one  who  is  driven  from 
his  house ;  family  decay ;  destroying  a  house,  break- 

ing into  a  house ;  failure,  breaking  up,  ruin,  destruc- 
tion   (of  a    family,    firm  or   association).  —  Griha- 

bhanjana,  am,  n.  breaking  down  or  destroying  a 
house;    causing   the   ruin   or   decay    of   a    family. 

—  Gnha-'bhartri,  td,  m.  the  master  of  a  house, 
—  Griha-bhitti,  is,  f.  the  wall  of  a  house.  —  Griha- 

b/iumi,  is,  (.  the   site   of  a  habitation.  —  Griha- 
bhedin,    t,   int,  i,    prying   into  domestic   affairs, 
causing  family  quarrels.  —  Griha-bhojin,  i,  ini,  i,  an 
inmate  of  the  same  house.  —  Griha-mani,  is,  m.  a 

\3mf.-GriJM-md6ikd,  f.  a  bat.-Gn'Aa-mMctta- 
dht,  is,  Is,  i,  bewildered  with  domestic  cares.  —  Griha- 
mriga,  as,  m.  a  dog.  —  Griha-megha,  as,  m.  a 
multitude  of  houses.  —  Griha-medha,  as,  m.  a  do- 

mestic sacrifice ;  (as,  a,  am),  one  who  peiforms  the 
domestic  rites  or  is  the  object  of  them ;  connected 
with  domestic  rites  or  the  duties  of  a  householder ; 

an  epithet  of  a  ray  of  the  sun.  —  Grihamedhin,  I, 

ini,  i,  one  who  performs  the  domestic  sacrifices  or 
is  the  object  of  them,  a  religious  man ;  (?),  m.  the 
householder  who  performs  the   domestic   lites,  the 
married  BrShman  who  has  a  household,  the  Brahman 
in  the  second  period  of  his  religious  life ;  (ini),  (.  a 

housewife,  the  wife  of  a  householder,  natural  sense 
or  intelligence.  —  Grihamedhiya  or  grihamedhya, 

as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  Griha-medha  or  Griha- 
medhin. —  Griha-yantra,  am,  n.   an  apparatus  to 

which  on  solemn  occasions  the  flags  of  a  house  are 
fastened.  -  Griha-raksha,  f.  the  guarding  of  a  house. 
—  Griha-randhra,  am,  n.  a  breach  in  the  wall  of 

a  house ;  private  or  family  troubles  or  dissensions  of 

an  unpleasing  nature  ;  [cf.  griha-Mhidra.]  —  Griha- 
rdja,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  lord  of  the  house,  an  epithet 
of  Agni.  -  Griha-vat,    an,   ati,   at,  possessing  a 

house,  the  possessor  of  a  house.  —  Griha-vdtikd  or 
grihti-vdtt,  f.  a  garden    or   grove   near   a   house. 
—  Gfika-vasa,  as,  m.  the  living  in  a  house,  the 
office  of  a  householder.  —  Griha-vdsin,  I,  ini,  i, 

living  in  a  house.  —  Griha-rittheda,  as,   m.  the 
extinction  or  destruction  of  a  family  or  race.  —  Gfiha- 

ritta,  at,  m.  =  grika-pati.  —  Griha-vriksha-vd- 
tikd,  f.  title  of  a  literary  work.  —  Griha-vydpara, 
as.  m.  household  affairs,  domestic  economy.  —  Griha- 
3uka,  as,  m.  a  parrot  kept  in  a  house ;  a  domestic 
poet.  —  Griha-iuddhi,   fc,    f.    ceremonies    for   the 
purification  of  a  house.  -•  Griha~samve.'taka,  as,  m. 
a  house-builder.  —  Griha-stlia,  as,  d,  am.  living  or 

staying   in   a   house;    (as),   m.   a  householder,    a 
Brahman  in  the  second  period  of  his  religious  life,  or 
one  who  after  having  finished  his  studies  and  after 
investiture  with  the  sacred  thread  performs  the  duties 
of  the  master  of  a  house  and  father  of  a  family ;  (d), 

{.  a  housewife.  —  Gri/iastha-dharma,  as,  m.  the 

practice  or  duty  of  a  householder.  —  Gri/iu-xthdna, 

am,  n.  a  temporary  residence.  —  Grihtisthds'rama, 
°),  as,  m.  the  order  of  a  householder. 
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griha-sthuna,. T  go-kiratikd. 

—  GHha-sthuna,  am,   n.   the  pillar   of  t   house. 

—  l',iih«-linn.  a,  f/li nl,  a,  pernicious  to  a  house  or 
its  inmates.  —  Gnhal;.-ha  (  hu-ak°),  at,  m.  a  loop- 

hole, an  eyelet-hole,   a  round  or   oblong  window. 
—  Grihdgata  (°ha-dtj°),  an,  a,  am,  one  who  has 
come  to  a  house  ;  (it*),  rn.  a  guest.  —  Gt'ihddhipa 
(°/ia-adh°),  as,  m.  the  Grihastha  or  householder; 
[cf.  tjriha-stha.]  —  Griltdnitbaddha  (°ha-an°),  an, 
a,  am,    confined   to    the    house.  —  Grihdbhipdlin 

fha-abh°),  i,  ini,  »',  watching  or  taking  care  of  the 
house ;  (i ),  m.  a  watchman.  —  Grihdmla  (°ha-um°), 
am,  n.  sour  gruel  made  from  the  fermentation  of 
rice-water.  —  Grihdyanika  or  grihdyanika,  as,  m. 
(ft.  griha  +  ayana),  a  householder;    [cf.   griha- 
«<Aa.]  —  Grihdrdma  (  ha-ar"),  as,  m.  a  garden, 
a    grove    &c.    near   a   house  and  belonging  to  it. 

—  Grihdrudha-c'ctas  (°ha-dr°),  as,  as,  as,  devoted 
to  home.  —  Grihartha  ("ha-ar3),  as,  m.  household 
affairs,  any  household  matter  or  care.  —  Grihdvagra- 
hani  (  ha-av^),  f.  the  threshold,  raised  ground  or  a 
terrace  in  front  of  the  door.  —  Grihdrasthita  (°ha- 
av5),  as,  dt  a*m,  dwelling  or  living  in  a  house ; 
situated  or  abiding  in  any  dwelling-place.  —  Grihd- 
iaya   (°ha-df),    f.   the   betel   tree,   Piper   Betel. 
—  Grihds'man  (ha-af),  a,  m.  a  flat  oblong  stone 
upon  which  condiments  are  ground.  —  Grihdsrama 

(°ka-af),  ax,  m.  the  order  of  a  householder,  the 
second  stage  in  the   religious   life    of  a  Brahman. 
••  Grihdiramin,  f,  m.  the  Brlhman  as  a  house- 

holder. —  Grihe-jnanin,  i,  ini,  i,  wise  inside  a  house, 
inexperienced,    stupid.  —  Grihe-ruha,  as,   a,   am, 
growing  in  a  house.  —  Grihe-vdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved. 
living  in  a  house.  —  Grihefa  ("ha-ifa),  as,  m.  the 
regent  of  a  sign  of  the  zodiac.  —  Grihes'vara  ("ha- 

ts'*), as,  m.  the  master  of  a  house,  a  householder. 
—  Grihotpdta  (°ha-ut°),  as,  m.  any  domestic  nui- 

sance (as  vermin  &c.).— GHhopakarana  (°ha-up°), 
am,  n.  any  domestic  utensil. 

Grihaydpya  or  grihaydyya,  as,  m.  a  house- 
holder, the  master  of  a  house  or  family. 

Grihaydlu,  us,  us,  u,  disposed  to  seize  or  to  lay 
hold  of. 

Grihala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
GrUidlikd,  (.  a  small  house-lizard;  [cf.  griha- 

gulikd  and  rjriholika.~\ Grihin,  i,  ini,  i,  possessing  a  bouse ;  (i),  m.  the 
master  of  a  house,  a  householder,  the  Brahman  as  a 
householder  [cf.  griha-sOia]  ;  (ini),  f.  the  mistress 
of  a  house,  a  wife. 

Grihi-bhu,  cl.  i .  P.  -bhavati,  -vitum,  to  become 
a  house  or  habitation. 

Griholikd,  (.  a  small  house-lizard;  [cf.  griha- 
godhfkd,  grihdlikd,  &c.] 

i.  grihya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  house, 
domestic ;  N.  of  a  series  of  ceremonies  relating  to 
family  or  domestic  affairs  (such  as  marriages,  births, 
&c.)  and  treated  of  in  a  peculiar  class  of  ritual  works, 
called  Grihya-sfltras  (see  below) ;  domesticated,  tame, 
living  in  houses  (as  animals) ;  situated  outside  of, 

(originally  '  adjoining  the  houses  of  a  town ;'  e.  g. 
grdma-grihyd  send,  an  army  outside  a  village) ; 
(as),  m.  the  inmate  of  a  house,  a  domestic;  a  tame 
or  domesticated  animal ;  (d),  f.  a  suburb,  a  village 
adjoining  to  a  city,  or  a  small  village  attached  to  a 
larger.  —  Grihya-kdrikd,  f.  the  Sutras  of  AsValayana 
in  metrical  form.  —  Grihya-guru,  ue,  m.  an  epithet 
of  Siva;  (a  wrong  reading  for  gnhya-gv.ru f). 
—  Grihya-grantha,  as,  m.  a  treatise  on  domestic 
ceremonies.  —  Gri/iya-pariiishta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Parisishta.  —  Grihya-fongraha,  as,  m.  title    of  a 
work   on    ritual    ascribed   to   ihe   son  of  Gobhila. 

—  i.ri/iya-Kutra,  am,  n.  a  class  of  ritual  works 
containing   directions    for   domestic  rites  and  cere- 

monies,   composed    by   AsvalSyana,    Gobhila,   &c. 

-'Inliydgnt  (°ya-ag°),  is,  m.  a  sacred  fire  which 
it  is  incumbent  on  every  Brahman  to  keep  up. 
GHhyaka,  as,  d,  am,  tame,  domesticated,  do- 

mestic ;  dependent,  docile,  not  following  one's  own 
inclinations ;  (as),  m.  a  tame  or  domesticated  animal, 
whether  a  bird  or  beast. 

J|f!Uft  grihani,  f.  sour  gruel  made  from 
the  fermentation  of  rice-water ;   [cf.  ijrihdmla.] 

'l^lrt  grihlta.     See  under  rt.  grah. 

ipa  1.2.3. gr'hya.  See  last  col.  and  under 
rt.  grah. 

JT  I.  gn,  cl.  9.  P.  A.    grindti,  grinite, 

f  jagdra,  garishyati  and  garishyati,  agdrit, 
garitum  and  garitum,  to  utter  a  sound,  call  out  to, 
invoke ;  to  call ;  to  announce,  proclaim ;  to  pro- 

mulgate, relate ;  to  mention  with  praise,  praise, 
extol;  [cf.  Hib.  goirim ;  Gr.  yripva,  y\iaa<ra;  Old 

Germ,  yuar,  r/uir,  Sec.;  Old  Pruss.  gerbu,  'to 
speak;'  Angl.  Sax.  gale;  Germ,  gal  in  Nackti- 
gal;  Lat.  galluat], 

Ci  inat,  an,  all,  at,  praising,  flattering;  speaking. 
Uriiiiahan,  Ved.  found  only  in  the  loc.  grinlsham, 

=  in  praise,  with  invocation ;  (Say.)  to  be  praised. 

JT  2.  gn,  cl.  6.  P.  girati  and  gilati,  jagdra 

£  and  jagala,  garishyati  and  gallshyati,  or 
garishyati  and  gallshyati,  aydrit  and  agdlit, 
garitnm  and  galitum,  or  garitum  and  galitum, 
to  swallow,  devour,  eat ;  to  emit  or  eject  from  the 
mouth :  Caus.  gdrayati  and  gdlayati :  Desid. 
jigarishati  and  jigalishati :  Intens.  jegilyate, 

jdgarti;  [cf.  Lith.  germ,  '  to  drink  ;'  Lat.  glu-tio, 
gula ;  Slav,  gr-lo ;  Russ.  tclmr«.\ 

JT  3.  gri  or  iri,  cl.  10.  A.  gdrayate,  -yi- 
f.  turn,  to  know,  discern,  make  known,  teach. 

^f 

7R!3  gendu,  us,  m.  or  genduka  or  genduka 
or  genduka,  as,  m.  a  ball  for  playing  with ;  [cf. 

and  ginduka.] 

gep,  cl.   i.  A.  gepate,  to   shake, tremble ;  [cf.  kep.] 

fl  gey  a,  &c.     See  under  gai  next  col. 

"TcS  gela  or  gelu,  a  particular  number. 
j  I  J  gee,  cl.  i.  A.  gevate,  to  serve,  to 

N.  gratify  by  service ;  [cf.  kev,  khee,  see."] 

T\*&  gesh,  cl.  i.  A.  geshate,  to    seek, X  search,  investigate ;  [cf.  gavesh.] 

MTBI  geshna,  &c.     See  under  gai. 

JT?  geha,  am,  n.  (corrupted  fr.  griha),  a 
house,  a  dwelling,  a  habitation.  —  Geha-ddha,  as,  m. 

the  burning  of  a  house,  a' conflagration.  —  Geha-pati, is,  m.  the  master  of  a  house,  a  householder,  husband. 
—  Geha-bhu,  us,  f.  the  site  of  a  house,  the  ground 
on  which  it  is  built.  ••  Gehe-kshvedin,  i,  ini,  i, 
blustering  at  home,  a  house-hero,  a  coward.  —  Gehe- 
ddkin,  i,  ini,  i,  scorching  and  burning  at  home,  a 
house-hero.  —  Gehe-dripta,  as,  d,  am,  overbearing 
at  home.  —  Gehe-dhrish/a,  as,  d,  am,  insolent  at 
home.  —  Gehe-nardin,  i,  ini,  i,  shouting  defiance 
at  home,  a  poltroon,  a  dunghill-cock.  —  Gehe-mehin, 
i,  ini,  i,  making  water  at  home ;  a  lazy,  effeminate 
or  indolent  man.  —  Gche-Vtjitin,  i,  ini,  i,  victorious 
at  home,  a  cowardly  boaster.  ••  Gelie-vydda,  as,  m. 
fierce  at  home,  a  braggart,  a  boaster.  —  Gehe-sura, 
as,  m.  a  house-hero,  a  carpet-knight,  a  boasting 
coward.  —  Gehoparana  (°ha-up°),  am,  n.  a  small forest  near  a  house. 

Gehin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  house,  domestic ;  (f), 
m.  a  householder ;  (ini),  f.  a  housewife,  a  wife. 
Gfhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  domestic,  being  in  a 

house ;  (am),  n.  domestic  affairs ;  wealth. 

JT  gai,  cl.  i.  P.  (rarely  A.)  gdyati,  jngau, 
gdsyati,  agasit,  gdtum,  to  sing,  to  speak  or 

recite  in  a  singing  manner,  (applied  figuratively  to 
the  utterance  of  beings  not  endowed  with  human 
language,  e.  g.  to  gods,  the  earth,  &c.) ;  to  relate  in 
metrical  language,  to  praise  in  song ;  to  sing  before 
(with  ace.) :  Pass,  giyate :  Caus.  P.  gdjiayati,  -i/itam, 
to  cause  to  sing  or  praise  in  song :  Desid.  jiijasati  : 
lnleai.jegiyate,jdgeti,jdgati;  [cf.  Lith.  zaidsiu,.] 

Gdtavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  sung,  what  may  be  sung. 

Gdyaka,  gdyatri,  gita,  Sec.     See  s.  v. 
Geya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sung ;  singing,  a  singer ; 

(am),  n.  song,  singing,  a  song  or  chant.  —  Geya-jna, 
as,  d,  am,  skilful  in  song.  —  Geya-rajan,  d,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Cakra-vanin. 
Geshna,  as,  m.  a  singer,  a  professional  singer,  an 

actor,  a  mime,  a  chanter  of  the  Sama-veda. 
Geshnu,  us,  m.  a  singer,  an  actor,  a  chanter  of  the Sama-veda. 

ifa  gaira,  as,  i,  am  (fi.giri),  coming  from 
mountains,  grown  on  them,  mountain-born,  mountain, 
mountaineer ;  (I),  {.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  [cf.  Iditgaliki.] 
GairdyaiM,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Giri. 
Gairikd,  as,  i,  am,  mountain,  mountain-born  or 

produced ;  (as,  a,  am),  m.  f.  n.  red  chalk,  sometimes 
used  as  a  red  ornament ;  (am),  n.  gold.  —  Gairi- 
kdksha  (%-a-ai3),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant;  [cf.jala- madhuka.] 

Gairikshita,  as,  m.  (fr.  giri-kshit),  a  patronymic 
of  Trasadasyu  ;  also  of  the  Yaskas. 

Gaireya,  as,  i,  am,  mountain-born,  mountain ; 

(am),  n.  bitumen,  red  chalk. 
'Kli'Jrt  gairakamvula  or  gairikamviila, 

N.  of  the  ninth  Yoga. 

*n  go,  gaus,  m.  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.gam), 
an  ox,  a  cow ;  cattle,  kine,  a  herd  of  cattle  (pi.)  ; 
anything  coming  from  or  belonging  to  an  ox  or  cow, 
as  milk  (generally  pi.),  flesh,  skin,  hide,  leather,  a 
strap  of  leather,  a  sinew,  a  bow-string ;  a  particular 
day  of  the  Abhiplara  sacrifice,  =  goshtoma ;  the 
herds  of  the  sky,  i.  e.  the  stars  ;  the  sky ;  (pi.)  rays 

of  light  (regarded  as  the  herds  of  the  sky,  for  which 
Indra  fights  with  Vritra) ;  the  thunderbolt ;  water ; 
the  eye;  an  arrow;  the  hairs  of  the  body;  (the 
following  are  m.  only),  the  sign  Taurus  of  the 

zodiac ;  the  sun ;  the  moon ;  the  sun's  ray,  called 
Sushumna ;  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant,  =  rixhabha  ; 
a  singer ;  a  goer,  a  horse ;  a  billion ;  N.  of  a  Rishi ; 
(the  following  are  f.  only),  a  region  of  the  sky; 
the  earth  (as  the  milch-cow  of  kings) ;  a  mother ; 
speech,  SarasvatI  the  goddess  of  speech ;  N.  of  the 

wife  of  S'uka,  a  daughter  of  the  manes,  called  Sukalas; 
or  N.  of  the  daughter-in-law  of  S'uka ;  or  N.  of  a 
daughter  of  Kakut-stha  and  wife  of  Yayati ;  gavdm 
rratam,  N.  of  a  Saman;  [cf.  Gr.  $ovs;  Lat.  bos; 
Old  Germ,  chuo;  Mod.  Germ,  kuh;  Eng.  cow; 
Lett,  gohw;  cf.  also  Gr.  yata,  77);  Goth,  gavi; 
and  Mod.  Germ,  gau.]  —  Go-agra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
headed  by  cows,  having  cows  or  milk  &c.  as  the 
chief  or  most  excellent  part ;  (am),  n.  a  multitude  of 

cows ;  (according  to  native  grammarians  also  go  'gra 
and  gavagra.)  —  Go-ajana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  any- 

thing (as  a  stick,  goad,  &c.)  used  for  driving 
cattle.  —  Go-argha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  of  the  value  of 
one  cow.  —  Go-arnas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  flowing  or 

streaming  with  milk  (?).  —  Go-as"va,  am,  n.  cattle 
and  horses.  —  Goafoiya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
—  Go-rijika,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  prepared  or  mixed 
with  milk.  —  Go-opaia,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  furnished 
with  a  twist  or  tuft  of  leather  straps.  —  Go-kaksha, 
an,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Go-kanta,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Asteracantha   Longifolia.  —  Go-kantaka,  as,  m.  a 
road  or  spot  trodden  down  by  oxen  or  cows  and  so 

made  difficult  to  be  passed  ;  the  print  of  a  cow's  hoof, 
a  spot  so  marked ;  a  cow's  hoof;  the  plant  Astera- 

cantha. —  Go-knrya,  as,  d,  am,  having  cow's  ears, an  epithet  of  certain  men  and  demons  ;   (as),  m. 

a  cow's  ear ;  a  kind  of  deer,  Antilope  Picta ;  a  mule ; 
a  serpent ;  a  kind  of  arrow ;   a  span  from  the  tip  of 
the  thumb  to  that  of  the  ring  finger  ;  a  place  of  pil- 

grimage on  the  Malabar  coast,  sacrrd  to  Siva ;  Siva 
as  there  worshipped ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of 
Siva ;  of  a  king  of  Kasmlra  who  erected  a  statue  of 
Siva,  called  after  him  GokarnesVara ;  of  a  Muni ;  (d), 
f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attendant  on  Skanda  ;  (i),  f. 
the  plant  Sanseviera  Zeylanica.  —  Go-kdma,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  desirous  of  cattle.  —  Go-hdmyd,  (.  desire  for  cows. 

—  Go-kirdlikd  (°ra-at°!),  f.  a  bird  considered  as 
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one  kind  of  the  common  Maina,  Turdus  Salica  ;  also 

called  Vit-sarika.  •-  Go-kila  or  go-ktla,  as,  m.  a 
plough ;  a  pestle.  —  Go-kula,  am,  n.  a  herd  of  kine, 
a  multitude  of  cattle,  a  cow-house  or  station;  a 
village  or  tract  on  the  Jumna,  the  residence  of  Nanda 
and  of  Krishna  during  his  youth  ;  the  inhabitants  of 
this  station  ;  N.  of  a  certain  sanctuary  or  holy  place. 

—  Gokula-jit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  of  the  seven- 
teenth century.  —  Gokula-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 

author  of  the  work  Padavakya-ratnakara ;  also  of  the 
work  Rasa-maharnava.  —  Gokula-stha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  sect  of  Vishnu.  —  Gokulika,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
gives  help  or  gives  no  help  (?)  to  a  cow  in  the  mud  ; 
squint-eyed  ;  N.  of  a  Buddhist  sect.  —  Goleulodbhavd 

(°la-u(P),  f.  an  epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Go-kri,  cl.  8.  P. 
-karoti,  -kartum,  to  transform  into  a  cow.  —  Go- 

icrita.  am,  n.  cow-dung.  —  Go-kshira,  am,  n.  cow's 
milk.  —  Go-kshura  or  go-kshuralta,  as,  m.  (icshura 
=  khura),  the  plant  Asteracantha  Longifolia;  (am), 

n.  a  cow's  hoof.  —  Go-kshodaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
bird.  —  Go-khttra,  as,  m.  =  go-kshura,  the  plant 
Asteracantha  Longifolia ;  another  plant,  Tribulus 
Lanuginosus;  N.  of  a  Danava.  —  Gokhuri,  is,  m.  = 

go-kshura  =  go-khura,  the  plant  Asteracantha  Longi- 
folia. —  Go-grishti,  is,  f.  a  young  cow  which  has  had 

only  one  ca\t'.  —  Go-goyuga,  am,  n.  a  yoke  of  oxen 
or  cows.  —  Go-gosktha,  am,  n.  a  station  for  cattle ; 
a  stable  for  cows,  a  cattle-shed.  —  Go-granthi,  is,  m. 
dried  cow-dung ;  a  station  for  cows,  a  cow-yard,  cow- 

house, &c. ;  N.  of  a  plant,  =  go-jihvikd.  —  Go-graha, 
as,  m.  spoil,  booty,  capture  of  cattle.  —  Go-grdsa, 
as,  m.  the  ceremony  of  presenting  a  mouthful  of 
grass  to  a  cow  when  performing  an  expiatory  rite ; 

the  feeding  like  a  cow.  —  Go-ghdta,  as,  m.  or  gro- 
ghdtaka,  as,  m.  or  go-ghatin,  »,  m.  a  cow-killer. 
—  Go-ghata,  as,  m.  grass  for  a  cow.  —  Go-yhrita, 
am,  n.  melted  butter  coming  from  a  cow ;  rain  (i.  e. 
the  Ghrita  of  the  sky  or  earth).  —  Go-ghna,  as,  i, 
am,  noxious  to  kine ;  who  or  what  kills  kine  ;  one 

for  whom  a  cow  is  killed,  a  guest.  —  Go-ghnata,  as, 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Go-fandana,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  sandal-wood  [cf.  go-sJrshd]  ;  (a),  f.  a  poisonous  sort 
of  leech.  —  Go-fapald,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Rau- 
drasva  and  Ghritacl.  —  Go-(ara,  as,  a,  am,  ranged  or 
grazed  over  by  cattle;  frequented,  visited,  offering 
range  or  field  or  scope  for  action,  within  the  range 
of,  accessible,  attainable,  within  the  power  of  (e.  g. 
asmad-godara,  within  our  power;  drishfi-yofara, 
perceptible,    cognizable,   worthy   of  observation   or 

adoration;  drishty-agofara,   not  within  range  of 
the   sight,    invisible) ;    ranging,  circulating,  passing 
current,  having  a  particular  meaning,  prevalent ;  (as), 
m.  the  range  of  cattle,  pasturage,  range  in  general, 

field  for  action,  an  abode,   dwelling-plate,   district, 
department,  province ;   the  range  of  the  organs  of 
sense,  an  object  of  sense,  anything  perceptible  by  the 
senses,  especially  the  range  of  the  eye,  the  horizon 

(e.  g.  lofana-gotoram  yd,  to  come  within  range  of 
the  eye,  to  become  visible) ;  the  range  of  the  planets 
from  the  Lagna  or  from  each  other.  —  Gofara-phala 

or  gotarddhydya  (°ra-adh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
lO4th  Adhyaya  of  Varaha-mihira's  Brihat-samhita. 
—  Gofara-pida,   f.  inauspicious    position  of  stars 
within   the   ecliptic.  —  Gofari-kri,   cl.   8.  P.  -ka- 

roti, -kartum,  to    place  within   the    range,  make 
current.  —  Gofan-krita,    as,   d,  am,  within  the 
range  of  observation.  —  Go-barman,   a,  n.  an  ox- 

hide, a  cow's  hide ;  a  particular  measure  of  surface,  a 
place  large  enough  for  the  range  of  100  cows,  one 
bull,  and  their  calves,  (according  to  some  authori- 

ties) 300  feet  long  by  10  broad;  it  is  also  defined 
as  an  extent  of  land  sufficient  to   support  a  man 
for  a  year  ;  (originally  perhaps  a  piece  of  land  large 
enough  to  be  encompassed  by  straps  of  leather  from 

a   cow's   hide.)  —  Go-ddralca,   as,  m.  a   cowherd. 
—  Go-f.drana,  am,  n.  the  tending  or  feeding  of 
cows.  —  Go-Sdrin,  I,  im,  i,  going  after  cows,  epithet 
of  a  class  ofYatis;  [cf.  mnga-tdrin.}  —  Go-jara, 

OK,  m.  an  old  ox  or  bull.  —  Go-jala,  am,  n.  cow's 
urine.  —  Go-jd.  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  produced  by  milk; 
(Say.)  born  amidst  rays ;  (according  to  Mahl-dhara), 

born  in  the  earth,  the  earth  being  identical  with  the 
elements.  —  Go-jdgarika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  prickly 
nightshade  [cf.  kan/a-kdraka]  ;  (am),  n.  (?)  a 
preparer  of  food,  a  baker  [cf.  bkakshya-kdraka]  ; 
happiness,  fortune.  —  Go-jdta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  born 
in  the  starry  sky,  one  whose  home  is  the  starry  sky ; 
(Say.)  born  in  the  middle  region,  an  epithet  of  the 

gods.  —  Gojd-paria,  {.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  dugdha- 
pheiii.  —  Go-jit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  conquering  cattle,  gain- 

ing cattle.  —  Go-jihvd  or  go-jiltvilea,  f.  the  plant 
Phlomis  Esculenta  or  Elephantopus  Scaber;  or  a 
kind  of  Hieracium,  =  ddrvikd,  or  =  yavcdhukd  ;  in 

Bengali  gojid  =  Premna  Esculenta.  —  Go-tarani,  a 
kind  of  flower.  —  Go-tallaja,  as,  m.  an  excellent 
cow.  —  Go-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  TTrtha.  —  Go- 
tlrthaka,  as,  m.,  scil.  dheda,  an  oblique  cut  applied 
to  fistula  of  the  rectum.  —  Go-tra,  am,  n.  (rt.  trai), 
protection  or  shelter  for  cows,  a  cow-pen,  cow-shed, 
a  stable  for  cattle,  a  stable  in  general,  a  hurdle,  an 
enclosure  ;  the  family  enclosed  by  the  hurdle ;  family, 

race,  lineage,  kin,  an  affix  used  for  forming  patro- 
nymics ;  a  name,  an  appellation,  family  name ;  (in 

PSnini's  Sutras),  the  grandson  and  his  descendants 
if  no  older  offspring  of  the  same  ancestor  than  this 
grandson  lives  (e.  g.  A.  B.  C.  representing  father,  son, 
and  grandson,  then  C.  is  called  Gotra,  if  A.  and  B. 
are  dead,  otherwise  he  is  called  Yuvan) ;  a  caste,  a 
tribe,  a  subdivision,  a  caste  according  to  families, 

(in  that  of  the  Brahman  twenty-four  Gotras  are 
reckoned,  supposed  to  be  sprung  from  and  named 
after  celebrated  teachers,  as  SSndilya,  Kasyapa,  Gau- 

tama, Bharad-vaja,  &c.) ;  a  multitude,  increase ;  pos- 
session ;  a  forest ;  a  field ;  a  road ;  a  chattar,  an 

umbrella  or  parasol ;  knowledge  of  futurity,  inspira- 
tion ;  a  genus,  a  class  or  species ;  {as),  m.  a  moun- 

tain; (d),  f.  a  herd  of  kine ;  the  earth;  (a  polysyl- 
labic fern,  in  long  t  shortens  its  final  vowel  before 

gotra,  e.  g.  Brdhmani-gotrd,  a  Brahman  woman 
only  by  name  or  birth?). ^Gotraka,  am,  n.  family, 
family  name.  —  Gotra-kartri,  td,  or  gotra-kdrin,  t, 
m.  the  founder  of  a  family.  —  Gotra-kild,  f.  the 

earth ;  [cf.  afala-klld  and  adri-kild.]  —  Gotra- 
ja,  as,  a,  am,  born  in  the  same  family,  a  relation 

(in  law,  the  term  is  nearly  equivalent  to  the  '  Gentile' 
of  Roman  law,  and  is  applied  to  kindred  of  the  same 
general  family,  who  are  connected  by  offerings  of 
food  and  water ;  hence  it  is  opposed  to  the  Bandhu 
or  cognate  kindred,  who  do  not  partake  in  the  offer- 

ings to  the  common  ancestors).  —  Gotra-pata,  as, 
m.  a  genealogical  table,  pedigree.  —  Gutra-jyravara, 
as,  m.  the  oldest  member  of  a  family,  founder  of  a 
family.  —  Gotrapravara-darpana,  am,  n.  title  of 
a  literary  work.  —  Gotra-bhid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  opening 
the  cow-pens  of  the  sky ;  (Say.)  splitting  the  clouds  or 
mountains  (in  the  battle  with  the  demon  Vritra), 
an  epithet  of  Indra  and  of  the  vehicle  of  Brihaspati ; 

(t),  m.  Indra  (as  splitting  the  mountains  with  his 
thunderbolt  [cf.  adri-1>hid],  and  as  destroying 
families  or  names).  —  Gotra-lJmmi,  is,  f.  (with 

Buddhists)  'family-range,'  one  of  the  periods  in 
the  life  of  a  Sravaka.—  Gotra-riktha,  e,  n.  du.  the 
family  or  family  name  and  its  inheritance ;  (ant),  n. 
family  estate,  patrimony.  —  Gotra-rat,  an,  att,  at, 
belonging  to  a  noble  family.  —  Gotra-vriksha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  [cf.  dhanvana.]  —  Gotrdkhyd 

(°ra-dkh°),  f.  family  name,  patronymic.  —  Gotrdnla 
(°ra-an°),  as,  m.  destruction  of  families  or  of  moun- 

tains ;  (scil.  saftda)  a  patronymic,  i.  e.  a  word  ending 
with  a  Gotra  affix.  —  Gotrika,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to 
a  family;  gotrikam  karma,  the  consciousness  of 
family  descent,  one  of  the  four  pure  Karmans  with 

Jainas.  —  Go-Pea,  am,  n.  the  being  a  cow,  the  state 
of  being  an  ox  or  cow.  —  i .  go-da,  as,  d,  am,  giving 
cattle  or  cows;  (a«),  m.  du.,  N.  of  a  village;  (a), 

f.,  N.  of  a  river,  commonly  GodavarT.  —  Go-datra, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  giving  cattle ;  an  epithet  of  Indra. 

—  Go-danta,  as,  m.  a  cow's  tooth ;  yellow  orpi- 
ment ;  a  white  fossil  substance,  apparently  an  earthy 

salt ;  N.  of  a  Danava ;  (as,  d,  am),  having  cow's 
teeth ;  armed,  armed  with  a  coat  of  mail.  -•  Go-dari, 
is,  is,  i,  Ved.  opening  the  stables  of  the  sky ;  (Say.) 

splitting  the  clouds  or  mountains,  epithet  of  Indra. 

—  1,gu-dd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  presenting  with  catde  or 
kine.  —  i .  go-ddna,  am,  n.  presenting  with  cows, 
the  gift  of  a  cow;  N.  of  the  eastern  continent;  cutting 
(rt.  do)  of  the  hair  (go),  the  ceremony  of  tonsure; 
see  2.  goddna,  s.v.  —  Go-daya,  as,  d,  am,  intending 
to  present  with  cows.  —  Go-ddrana,  am,  n.  a  plough ; 

a  spade  or  hoe.  —  Go-ddvari,  f.'  granting  water  or  kine,' 
N.  of  a  river  in  Dakshina-patha;  [cf.  i.  go-dd,  gold, 

saptagoddvara."]  —  Goddvari-mngama,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  place.  —  Go-dugd/ia,  am,  n.  cow's  milk.  —  Go- 
dugdha-dd,  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  =  fanika.  «•  Go-duh, 
-dhuk,  k,  m.  f.  a  milkman  or  milkmaid  ;  a  cowherd ; 

also  go-duha,  as,  m.  —  Go-doha.  as,  m.  the  milking 
of  cows. «-  Go-dohana,  am,  n.  the  time  when  cows 
are  milked,  or  the  time  necessary  for  milking  a  cow ; 

(j),  f.  a  milk-pail.  —  Go-drava,  am,  n.  cow's  urine. 
—  Go-dhana,  am,  n.  possession  of  cows,  a  herd  of 
cows,  a  multitude  or  number  of  cattle,  especially  if 
considered  as  property,  a  station  of  cows;  (as),  m.  a 
broad-pointed  arrow.  —  Go-dhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king  of  KaSmlra.  —  Go-dharma,  ai,  m.  the  law  of 
cattle,  ordinances  relating  to  cattle.  —  Go-dhas,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  of  the  family  of  An-giras.  —  Godhn- 
sdmun,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Go-dhd,  godhi, 
see  s.  v.  —  Go-dhdyas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  supporting  or 
fostering  cov/s.  —  Go-dhuma  or  go-dhuma,  as,  m. 

(as  it  were  '  the  smoke  of  the  earth,'  but  derived  in  the 
Unadi-sutras  fr.  gudh,  to  surround),  wheat  (generally 
plur.);  the  orange;  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant;  (i), 

f.,  N.  of  a  plant;  [cf.  go-lomikd.']  —  Godhumaka, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  serpent.  —  Godhuma-durna,  am, 
n.  wheat-flour.  —  Godhuma-sambhava,  am,  n.  sour 

gruel  made  from  wheat-flour,   a  sour  paste.  —  Go- 

dliuli,  is,  m.  '  dust  of  the  earth,'  a  period  of  the 
day  in  the  hot  season  when  the  sun  is  half  risen ;  in 
the  cold  and  dewy  seasons,  when  the  sun  is  full  but 
mild ;  and  in  the  three  other  seasons,  sunset  (origin- 

ally a  time  at  which  mist  seems  to  rise  from  the 

earth).  —  Go-dhenu,  us,  f.  a  milch-cow;  [cf.  gaudhe- 

mika.~\  —  Go-dhra,  as,  m.  a  mountain  (bearing  the 
earth).  —  Go-nanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people  in  Dak- 

shina-patha ;  N.  of  an  attendant  of  Siva ;  (d),  f.  an 
epithet  of  the  wife  of  Siva ;  (i),  f.  the  female  of  the 
Ardea  Sibirica  or  Indian  crane ;  [cf.  the  following.] 

—  Go-narda,  as,  d,  am,  bellowing  like  a  bull,  an 
epithet  of  Siva ;  (as),  m.  the  bird  Ardea  Sibirica  or 
Indian  crane ;   N.  of  a  king  of  KaSmTra ;  N.  of  a 

people  in  Dakshina-patha;   N.  of  a  mountain;  a 
various  reading  has  yomanta ;  (aw),  n.  the  fragrant 
grass  Cyperus  Rotundus.  —  Gonardiya,  as,  d,  am, 
relating  to  the  Gonardas ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Patanjali,  the  founder  of  the  Yoga  philosophy ;  N.  of 

a  grammarian  mentioned  by  Pataiijali.  —  Go-nasa, 
as,  m.  a  large  kind  of  snake,  by  some  considered  to 
be  the  same  as  the  Boa  or  Bor ;  a  kind  of  gem ; 

(d),  f.  the  mouth  of  a  cow ;  (i),  (.  a  kind  of  plant  ; 

[cf.  go-ndsa.}  —  Go-ndtha,  as,  m.  a  bull ;  a  herds- 
man. —  Go-ndya,  as,  m.  a  cowherd.  —  Go-ndsa,  as, 

d,  am,  having  a  nose  or  snout  like  that  of  an  ox ; 
(as),  m.  a  kind  of  snake ;    (a),  f.  the  projecting 
snout  of  a  cow  or  ox ;   (am),  n.  a  kind  of  gem, 

vaikrdnta^mani  ;  [cf.  po-»«jsa.]  —  Go-nishyanda, 
as,  n.  cow's  urine.  —  Go-nyoghas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved. 
streaming  or  flowing  among  milk;    (Say.)  having 
quantities  of  fluid  streaming  down.  —  Go-pa,  go-pi, 
see  s.  v.  —  Go-pati,  is,  m.  the  lord  of  a  herd  of  cows, 
a  bull ;  the  leader  of  a  troop,  a  leader,  a  chief;  the 
chief  of  herdsmen,  i.  e.  Krishna  or  Vishnu ;  the  lord 
of  the  heavenly  herds  or  stars  or  rays ;    the  sun ; 
Indra ;  the  lord  of  the  earth,  a  king ;  lord  of  the 
waters,   an   epithet   of  Varuna ;    a  medicinal    plant, 

=  rishabha;  an  epithet  of  Siva;   N.  of  a  Deva- 
gandharva ;  of  a  Danava  slain  by  Krishna  ;  of  a  son 

of  Sivi.  —  Gopati-fdpa,  as,  m.  the  rainbow.  —  Go- 
pa-tva,  am,  n.  the  office  or  order  of  a  herdsman. 
—  Go-patha,  as,  m.  or  gopatha-brdhmana,  am,  n, 

tide  of  a  Brahmana  of  the  Atharva-veda.  —  Go-pas'u, 
us,  m.  a  sacrificial  cow.  ••  Go-paid,  as,  m.  a  cowherd; 
a  protector  of  the  earth,  a  king ;  cowherd  and  king ; 

the  cowherd  KBT"  ̂ |oxVi  '• e'  Krishna ;  an  epithet 
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ffo-vandant. 
of  Sin ;  N.  of  an  attendant  o(  Siva ;  N.  of  a  Nlga ; 
N.  of  a  minister  of  king  Bimbi-sara,  also  of  a  king, 
and  of  a  general  of  king  Klrti-varmin ;  N.  of  a 
scholiast ;  N.  of  several  other  men ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  Mstris  attending  Skanda  ;  N.  of  a  Cin- 
dilT ;  two  plants,  =  gopdla-karkatt  and  go-rakshi. 
—  Go-palaka,  as,  m.  a  cowherd ;   an  epithet  of 
Krishna ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  son  of  king 
Canda-mahS-sena ;  (ika),  (.  the  wife  of  a  cowherd; 
a  kind  of  worm  or  fly  found  on  dung-heaps.  —  Go- 
pdla-kaksha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country  and  (in  plur.) 
the  inhabitants  of  this  country.  — Gopdla-karkali, 
{.  a  kind  of  cucumber  (in  Hindi  goyalakdnkari, 

gurubhd) ;    [cf.  gojm-karkatikd,  &c.]  —  Gopdla- 
kefava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  statue  of  Krishna,  called 

after  Gopala-varman.  —  Gopdla-tdpaniyopanishad 

{°ya-up  ),  t,  (.  title  of  an  Upanishad  in  honour  of 
Krishna.  —  Gopdla-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  physician ; 
N.  of  a  copyist.  —  Gopdla-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
poet.  —  Gopdla-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  called 
after  Gopila-varman.  —  Gopdla-prasdda,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  teacher  of  R2ma-candra.  —  Gopdla-mafha,  as, 
m.,   N.    of  a   college   called    after   GopSla-varman. 

—  Gopala-yogin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Gopala- 
varman,  a,  m.,N.  of  a  king  ofKasmlra.—  Gopala- 
earasvatt,   m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Siva-rama   and 
teacher  of  GovindJnanda.  —  Gopdli,  is,  m.  an  epithet 
of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  man ;    [cf.  go-jidla.}  —  Gopdsh- 

lamt  (°pa-ash°),  f.  the  eighth  lunation  of  the  light 
half  of  Klrttika,  on  which  Krishna  who  had  formerly 
been  a  keeper  of  calves  became  a  cowherd ;  cows 

are  especially  to  be  worshipped  on  this  day.—  Go- 
pitta,  am,  n.  ox-bile  or  the  bile  of  cows  from  which 
the  yellow  orpiment  called  Go-rocanS,  RocanS  or 
Rocanl,    is   supposed   to    be   prepared ;    orpiment. 
—  Go-pita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  four  water 
wagtails,   which   are   regarded   as   birds  of  augury. 

—  Go-pitha,  at,  m.  (rt.  pa,  to  protect),  protecting, 
preserving,  protection;    (am),   n.  a  holy  place,  a 
place  of  pilgrimage ;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  (rt.  pa,  to  drink), 
a  draught  of  milk ;  (S5y.)  drinking  of  any  fluid  or 

juice;  [cf.  soma-pitha.']  — Go-pithy  a,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
protection ;  (Siy.)  protection  of  the  earth.  —  Gopi- 
ndtha,  a»,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Ma- 

dhava.  —  Go-pucVAa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  cow's  tail ;  (as), 
m.  a  sort  of  monkey;  a  sort  of  necklace,  one  of 
two,  or  of  four,  or  of  thirty-four  strings ;  a  kind  of 
drum.  —  Go-putika,  am,  n.  a  temple  or  edifice  con- 

secrated to  Siva's  bull.  —  Go-putra,  as,  m.  a  young 
bull ;  a  son  of  the  sun,  epithet  of  Kama.  —  Go-pura, 
am,  n.  a  town-gate,  a  gate  in  general;  the  orna- 

mented   gateway    of  a   temple;    a  kind   of  grass, 
Cyperus  Rotundus,  =  muilaka  [cf.  go-narda]  ;  (as), 
at.,  N.  of  a  physician.  —  Gopuraka,  as,  m.  the  resin 
of  the  Boswellia  Thurifera ;  [cf.  kunduruka.]—  Go- 
purisha,  am,  n.  cow-dung.  —  Go-posha,  as,  m., 
Ved.  increase  of  herds.  —  Go-prakdnda,  am,  n.  a 
superior  cow,  excellent  cattle.  —  Go-praddra,  as,  m. 
pasturage  for  cows  or  oxen.  —  Go-pratdra,  as,  m. 
ox-ford,  a  ford  for  cattle  ;  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage 
on  the  SaravQ ;  an  epithet  of  Siva,  as  leading  cattle 

safely  across  the  water  (?).  —  Go-praddna,  am,  n. 
gift  of  cattle.  —  Go-pravefa-samaya,  as,  m.  the  time 
when  the  cows  come  home,  the  evening  twilight. 

—  Go-phand,  f.  a  bandage  hollowed  out  so  as  to  fit 
the  chin  or  nose  Sec. ;  a  sling ;    also  gophanikd. 
—  Go-baka,  as,  m.  Ardea  Govina.  —  Go-bad/ta, 
as,  m.  the  killing  of  a  cow.  —  Go-bandhu,  us,  us,  u, 
Ved.  having  a  cow  as  a  relative ;  (S5y.)  having  a  cow 
as  mother,  an  epithet  of  the  Maruts;  [cf.  go-matri 

and  prUni-matri.']  —  Go-bdla,  an,  m.  the  hair  of  a 
cow.  —  Gobdlin,  i,  int,  i,  covered  with  cow's  hair ; 
gobflll  yajas,  a  kind  of  buffalo  (?).  —  Go-brdlanana, 
am,  n.  a  cow  and  a  Brahman.  —  Go-brdhmana- 
mamtshya,   as,    m.    cows,    Brihmans.   and    men. 

—  Go-bhafta,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  -  Go-bhandira, 
a»,  m.  a  kind  of  aquatic  bird.  —  Go-bhdnu,  us,  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Vahni.  —  Go-bhuj,  k,  m.  earth-pos- 

sessor, a  king.  —  Go-bhrit,  t,  m.  earth-supporter,  a 
mountain.  —  Go-matahikd,  f.  a  gad-fly  (dnntfa). 
—  Go-wajjAa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  granting  cattle  or 

cows.  —  Go-mandala,  am,  n.  the  orb  of  the  earth, 

the  globe.  —  Go-mat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing  or  con- 
taining cattle,  cows,  herds,  &c. ;  rich  in  cattle  ;  con- 

sisting of  cattle ;  containing  milk,  mixed  with  milk  ; 
(Ci),  f.,  Ved.  a  place  abounding  in  herds;  N.  of  a 
river  failing  into  the  Indus ;  also  of  one  falling  into  the 
Ganges ;  N.  of  a  Vedic  hymn,  a  prayer  or  formula, 
to  be  repeated  during  expiation  for  killing  a  cow ; 
(t),  n.  possession  of  cattle,  property  consisting  in 
herds.  —  Go-matalUkd,  f.  a  tractable  and  good  cow. 

••  Go-matt,  »«,f.,N.  of  a  river,  =  go-matl.  —  Gomati- 
putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ;  (also  read  gotami- 
putra.)  —  Go-matsya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish  living  in 
rivers.  —  Go-madhya-madhya(?),  as,  a,  am,  slender 
in  the  waist.  —  Gomanta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  ; 

N.  of  a  people  (also  goghnata) ',  an  owner  of  cattle ; 
a  herd  of  cattle;  a  multitude  of  cattle-owners.—  Go- 
manda,  as,  m.=gomanta(1),  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  i.  go-maya,  as,  i,  am,  bovine,  consisting  of  cattle; 
defiled  with  cow-dung ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  cow-dung. 
—  2.  gomaya  (for  gomayaya),  nom.  P.  gomayati, 

-yitum,  to  cover  or  smear  with  (cow-dung). —  Go- 
maya-dHiattra,  am,    n.  a   mushroom,   a  fungus. 
—  Gomaya-ffhattrikd,  f.  a  kind  of  fungus  or  mush- 

room. —  Gomaya-priya,  am,  n.  the  plant  Andro- 
pogon  Schcenanthus.  —  Gomaydya,  nom.  A.   go- 
maydyate,  -yitum,  to  be  similar  to  cow-dung,  to 
taste  like  cow-dung.  —  Gomayotthd  (°ya-ut°),  f.  a 
kind  of  beetle  found  in  cow-dung ;  a  gad-fly.  —  Go- 

mayodbliava  (°ya-ud°),  as,  m.  the  plant  Catharto- 
carpus  Fistula ;  [cf.  dragbadha.]  —  Go-mahisha-dd, 
f.  granting  cattle  and  buffaloes ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
MStris  attending  on   Skanda  or  Karttikeya.  —  Go- 
mdnsa,  am,  n.  the  flesh  of  oxen,  beef.  —  Go-matri, 
td,  m.,  Ved  having  a  cow  for  mother,  coming  from 
a  cow ;  an  epithet  of  the  Maruts ;  [cf.  pridnir-matri.] 
—  Go-miiyu,  us,  us,  u,  making  sounds  like  cattle; 
(us),  m.  a  kind  of  frog ;  a  jackal ;  N.  of  a  jackal ; 
N.  of  a  Gandharva  or  celestial  musician ;  the  bile  or 

bilious  humor  of  a  cow.  —  Gomdyu-bhaksha,  as, 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  (eating  jackals).  —  Go-ml- 
thuna,  am,  n.  a  bull  and  a  cow,  a  yoke  or  pair  of 
cattle.  —  Go-min,  t,  Irii,  i,  rich  in  herds  &c. ;  (i), 
m.  the  owner  of  cattle  or  cows ;  a  jackal ;  a  wor- 

shipper, an  attendant  on  a  Buddha.  —  Go-mina,  as, 
m.  a  sort  of  fish,  the  bull-fish;   [cf.  go-matsya.] 
—  Go-mukha,  as,  m.  a  crocodile,  a  shark ;  N.  of  a 
son  of  Mstali ;  also  of  a  son  of  the  treasurer  of  king 

Vatsa ;  also  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants ;  also  of  an 
attendant  of  the  first  Arhat  of  the  present  AvasarpinI ; 

(am),  n.  a  kind  of  musical  instrument,  (a  sort  of 

horn  or  trumpet  ?) ;  a  house  built  unevenly  or  crook- 
edly, viz.  with  angles  or  projections ;  spreading  un- 

guents, plastering,  smearing;  (as),  m.  a  hole  in  a 
wall  of  a  peculiar  shape  made  by  thieves   &c.,  a 

breach  ;  (am,  i),  n.  f.  a  cloth-bag  containing  a  rosary, 
the  beads  of  which  are  counted  by  the  hand,  thrust 
inside ;  (i),  f.  the  chasm  in  the  Himalaya  mountains, 
through  which  the  Ganges  flows,  erroneously  con- 

ceived to  be  shaped  like  a  cow's  mouth ;  N.  of  a 
river  in  Radha.  —  Gomukhu-vydghra, as,  m.  'cow- 
faced  tiger,'  a  wolf  in  sheep's  clothing.  —  Go-mudha, 
as,  a,  am,  stupid  as  an  ox.  —  Go-mutra,  am,  n. 

cow's  uriue.  —  Gomutraka.  as,  ikd,  am,  similar  to 
the  course  of  cow's  urine ;  (ikd),  f.  a  kind  of  grass, 
described  as  growing    in   corn-fields,   of  a  reddish 
colour  and  eaten  by  cattle,  commonly  called  TSmbadu 

[cf.  krixhta-bhumijd,  ktihetra-jd,  rakta-trina\;  an 
artificial  verse,  the  second  half  of  which  repeats  nearly 
all  the  syllables  of  the  first ;  a  form  of  calculation. 

—  Go-mriga,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  Bos  Gavzus.  —  Go- 
meda,  as,  m   a  gem  or  precious  stone  brought  from 
the  Himalaya  and  the  Indus,  described  as  of  four 

sorts,  white,  pile  yellow,  red,  and  dark-blue  (perhaps 
varieties  of  agate) ;  N.  of  a  plant,  =  kakkola.  —  Go- 
meduka,  as,  m.  a  gem  or  precious  sione  [cf.  the 
preceding]  ;   a  kind  of  poison,  =  kdkola ;  smearing 
the  body  with  unguents  (  =  pattraka).  —  Gomeila- 
sannibha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  duydha-pdshdita  ; 
chalcedony  or  opal.  —  Go-medlia,  as,  m.  the  offering 
or  sacrifice  of  a  cow ;    N.  of  the  attendant  of  the 

I  twenty-second  Arhat  of  the  present  AvasarpinI.  —  Go- 
'mWtos,  as,  n.  (for  go-ambhas),  cow's  urine ;  [cf. 
go-mitra.]  —  Go-yajna,  as,  m.  the  sacrifice  of  a 
cow.  —  Go-ydna,  am,  n.  a  carriage  drawn  by  oxen 
or  cows,  a  cart  in  general.  —  Go-yukta,  as,  d,  am, 
drawn  by  oxen  or  cows.  —  Go-yuga,  am,  n.  a  yoke 
or  pair  of  oxen,  a  pair  of  animals  in  general.  —  Go~ 
yuta,  as,  d,  am,  frequented  by  cattle ;  (am),  n.  a 
cattle-station,  a  hurdle  for  cattle.  —  Go-raksh,  t,t,t,ot 

k,  k,  k,  guarding  or  preserving  cattle.  —  Go-rcik>.ha, 
as,  a,  am,  keeping  or  tending  cattle ;  (as),  m.  a 
cowherd,  a  cowkeeper,  the  tender  of  kine  :  a  Gorkha 
or  inhabitant  of  Nepal ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of 
the  author  of  a  work  entitled  Goraksha-sataka ;  the 
orange;  N.  of  a  medicinal  plant,  =  ristuibha;  (am), 

n.  keeping  or  tending  cattle ;  breeding  cattle ;  the 
life  of  a  herdsman  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  = 

gandha-btihuld,  gopdK,  &c. ;  also  =  goraksha- 
dagdhd  ;  a  kind  of  cucumber,  =kumbha-tumbi. 
—  Go-rakshaka,   as,   ika,  am,    guarding  cattle; 

(as),  m.  a  cowkeeper,  one  who  tends  cattle.  —  Go- 
rakfha-karkati,  (.  a  kind  of  cucumber,  =  (irbhita, 
—  Goraksha-jambu,  us,  f.  wheat ;  the  plant  Uraria 
Lagopodioides ;  the  fruit  of  the  jujube.  —  Go-raksha~ 
na,  am,  n.  tending  or  taking  charge  of  cattle.  —  Go- 
raksha-tanduld,  f.  the  plant  Uraria  Lagopodioides. 
—  Goraksha-tumbi,  f.=kumbha-tumbi,  a  kind  of 
cucumber.  —  Goraksha-dugdhd,  f.  a  small  shrub,  = 
amrild,  go-rakshi,  jiryd,  &c.  —  Gorakshya,  am, 
n.    tending   cattle,   the   life   of  a  herdsman.  —  Go- 
ranku,  us,  m.  (?)  a  water-fowl ;  a  chanter ;  a  pri- 

soner, any  person  or  animal  confined  (?) ;  a  naked  man, 
a  mendicant  &c.  wandering  about  without  clothes. 
—  Go-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain;  of  Siva. 
—  Gorathaka,  as,  m.  a  carriage  drawn  by  cattle. 
—  Go-rabhasa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  strengthened  with 
milk ;  (S5y.)  endowed  with  strength,  strengthening, 
an  epithet  of  the  Soma.  —  Go-rambha,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  man  —  Go-rava,  am,  n.  saffron.  •»  Go-rasa,  as, 
m.  buttermilk ;   curdled  or  coagulated   milk ;   cow- 
milk.  —  Goraea-ja,    am,    n.    buttermilk;    curds. 

"Go-raja,  at,  m.  'king  of  cattle,'  a  bull.  —  Go- 
rd/ikd  or  gordtt  or  gorikd,  f.  =  go-kirdtika,  the 
bird  Turdus  Salica.  —  Go-ruta,  am,  n.  a  measure  of 
distance  equal  to  two  Kro£  or  Koi,  (as  far  as  the 

lowing  of  a  cow  may  be  heard.)  —  Go-ntdha  in 
a-go-rudka,  q.  v.  —  Go-rupa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  cow- 
shaped.  —  Go-rota,  am,  n.  yellow  orpiment.  —  Go- 
Tofand,  f.  a  bright  yellow  pigment  prepared  from 
the  urine  or  bile  of  a  cow,  or  vomited  in  the  shape 
of  scibulae  (?)  by  that  animal ;  or  (according  to  some) 
found  in  the  head   of  a  cow;    it  is   employed  in 

painting    and    dyeing,  and    is    of  especial  use    in 
marking   the    foreheads    of  the    Hindus   with   the 
Tilaka  or  sectarial  mark ;  it  is  also  used  in  medicine 
as  a  sedative,  tonic,  and  anthelmintic  remedy  &c. ; 

[cf.  ro&ina.]  —  Go-lattika,  {.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  animal. 
—  Go-lara>ia,  am,  n.  the  measure  or  quantity  of 

salt  given  to  a  cov/.  —  Go-ldngula,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  monkey  described  as  of  a  black  colour  and  having 
a  tail  like  a  cow ;  also  go-ldngala,  t,  m.  f. ;  (as), 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people (t).~Golditgvla-parkar- 
tana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mounlain  near  Raja-griha. 
—  Go-liha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant;  [cf.  yhanta-pd- 
tali  and  go-lidha.]  —  Goligula,  a  wrong  reading  for 

golditgula-parivartana.  ~  Go-lidha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

plant,  =go-liha.  —  Go-loka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  'cow. 
world,'  a  part  of  heaven,  or  (in  the  later  mythology) 
the  heaven  of  Krishna.  —  Goloka-varnana,  urn,  n., 

N.  of  a  part  of  the  Sada-Siva-samhitS  ;  N.  of  a  part 
of  the  Skanda-PurSna.  —  Go-lomikd,  (.  a  kind  ot 

small  shrub,  =  go-jd,  go-dhumt,  &c. ;  commonly  go- 
dhiitnd  and  pdt/iari.  —  Go-lomi,  (.,  N.  of  several 
plants ;  a  kind  of  bent  grass,  with  white  blossoms ; 
also  fceta-durva;  root  of  sweet  flag;  Orris  root  [cf. 

va6d,  bhula-kes'a,  go-lomikd] ;  an  excellent  woman; 
a  harlot  (?).  —  Go-ratsa,  ax,  m.  a  calf  —  Goratsadin 

(°sa-ad°),  t,  m.  'calf-eater,'  a  wolf.  —  Go-vadha, 
as,  m.  the  killing  of  a  cow ;  [cf.  r/o-badha.]—  Go- 
•vandant,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  bearing  a  fragrant  seed 

[cf.  priyam/u']  ;  another  plant,  =  plta-ptishpa~ 
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dandotpala  or  gandha-valli.  —  Go-vapusha,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  beautiful  as  a  star  or  as  light ;  (Say.) 

shaped  like  a  cow.  —  Go-vardkana,  as,  m.  a  cele- 
brated hill  in  Vrinda-vana  or  the  country  about  Ma- 

thura;  (this  hill  was  lifted  up  and  supported  by 
Krishna  upon  one  finger  for  seven  days,  to  shelter 
the  cowherds  from  a  storm  of  rain  sent  by  Indra  to 

test  Krishna's  divinity) ;  N.  of  a  holy  fig-tree  in  the 
country  of  the  Bahlkas ;  N.  of  a  renowned  author. 

—  Govardhana-dhara,  cw,  m. '  hill-supporter,'  a  N. 
of  Krishna.  —  Govard/iandddrya  (°na-d<?),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  poet.  —  Govardhandnanda  (fna-dn^),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Go-vallava,  as,  m.  a  cow- 

herd. —  Go-raid,  f.  a  barren  cow.  —  Gv-vdta,  as,  m. 
a  hurdle  for  cattle.  —  Go-vdsa,  (is,  m.  the  abode  of 
cows,  a  cow-house,  hurdle  for  cattle ;  (as,  a,  am), 
covered  with  an  ox-hide.  ••  Go-vdsana,  as,  a,  am, 

covered  with  an  ox-hide ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
the  Sivis.  —  Go-mkarta,  as,  or  yo-vikarttri,  to,,  m. 
the  killer  of  a  cow.  —  Go-vld,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  acquiring 
or  procuring  cows.  —  Go-vinata,  as,  m.  (soil,  afoa- 
medlta),  a  form  of  the  AsVa-medha.  —  Go-vinda, 
as,  d,  am,  obtaining  cattle,  finding  cattle  or  cows ; 

(as),   m.   a   cow-keeper,   the   finder   of  cows,    the 
searcher  for  cows,  a  chief-herdsman,  an  epithet  of 
Brihaspati  [cf.  gotra-bhid],  regent  of  Jupiter ;  one 
of  the  most  usual  appellations  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu 
in  that  form ;    N.  of  the  fourth  month ;    N.  of  a 
prince  ;  also  of  several  teachers  and  authors ;  N.  of  a 
mountain.  —  Govinda-kuta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain. —  Govinda-f/ira,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Siva- 
rSma-gira.  —  Gomnda-6anda,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 
of  Pushpavatl.  —  Govinda-<landra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince.  —  Gomnda-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  BrShman. 
—  Govinda-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Govinda- 
dvadafi,  (.  the  twelfth  day  in  the  light  half  of  the 

month  Phslguna.  —  Gooinda-natka,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

the  preceptor  of  SarrkarSc'Srya.  —  Gomnda-bhatta, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. — Govinda-raja,  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  author.  —  Govinda-rdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
scholiast.  —  Govtrula-rdya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lawyer ; 
also  of  a  poet.  —  Gonnda'siiri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Gorinda-sv dmin,  i,  m.,  N.of  a  Brahman.  —  Go- 

vinddnanda  (°da-dn°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast. 
—  Govinddrnava  (°da-ar°),  as,  m.  title  of  a  work. 
—  Govinddshtaka  (°da-ask°),  am,  n.  'the  eight 
verses  of  Govinda,'  title  of  a  literary  work.  ••  Go- 
vindu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  searching  for  cows  or  milk. 

—  Go-vish,  t,  (.  cow-dung.  —  Go-viskdna,  as,  am, 
m.  or  n.(?),  cow-horn.  —  Go-vishanaka,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  musical  instrument,  a  sort  of  trumpet.  —  Go- 
vightkd,  f.  cow-dung.  ••  Go-vi$arga,  as,  m.  =  go- 

sarga,  day-break.  —  Go-mthl,  f.  'cow-path,'  N.  of 
that  portion  of  the  moon's  path  which  contains  the 
asterisms  Bhadra-padS,   Revati,  and  AsvinT,  or  (ac- 

cording to  others)  Hasta,  CitrS,  and  Svatl.—  Go- 
virya,  am,  n.  the  value  or  price  received  for  milk  &c. 

—  Go-i'finda,  am,  n.  property  in  cattle,  possession 
of  flocks  and  herds,  a  herd,  a  drove  of  cattle.  —  Go- 
rrinddraka,  at,  m.  an  excellent  cow.  —  Go-vrisha, 
as,   m.    a   bull ;   an    epithet   of  Siva.  —  Gorrisha- 
dhvaja,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Go-vrisha- 

bha,  as,  m.  a  bull.  —  Govrishabhditka  (°f>?ta-an°), 
as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Go^iaidya,  as,  m. 
a  cow-doctor,  a  quack  doctor.  —  Go-vyaMha,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  one  who  approaches  a  cow  (in  a  bad  sense). 

—  Go^vydyhra,  am,  n.  a  cow  and  a  tiger.  —  Go- 
•vydilhila,  a«,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Go-vraja,  a»,  m. 
a  station  for  cattle,  a  cow-pen ;  N.  of  an  attendant 
of  Skanda ;  also  of  a  Danava.  —  Go-vraia,  as,  d,  am, 
or  govratin,  z,  irii,  i,  one  who  imitates  a  cow  in 

frugality.  —  Go-s'akrit,  t,  n.  cow-dung.  —  Go-iata, 
am,  n.  a  present  of  100  cows  sent  to  a  Brahman. 

—  Go-iaph/i,  as,  m.  a  cow's  hoof.  —  Go-^dla,  am, 
d,  n.  f.  a  cow-sta'.l,  a  cow-house  ;  (as,  a,  am),  born 
in  a  cow-house;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Gauda  prince. 
—  Goidli,  is,  m.  (connected  with  the  preceding?), 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Go-firsha,  as,  d,  am,  shaped  like  a 

cow's  head ;  (at,  am),  m.  n.  a  kind  of  sandal-wood 
described  as  having  the  colour  of  brass  and   very 
fragrant ;  the  head  of  a  covr.—  Go-&rsha!ca,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  plant,  =  drona-puslipi.  —  Go-iringa,  am, 

n.  a  cow's  horn  ;  N.  of  a  Sanian  (in  this  sense  more 
correctly  gausriitga) ;  (ae),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 
vnrvura  ;  N.  of  a  mountain.  •-  Go^riitga-vratin, 
inas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  sect.  —  Go-irlta,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  mixed  with  milk  (as  Soma).  —  Go-^ruti,  is, 

m.,  N.  of  a  man  with  the  patronymic  Vaiyaghra- 

padya.  —  Go  Vtvz  (go-as10),  am,  n.  oxen  and  horses; 

[cf.  gavddva  and  goa$va.~\  —  Go-shakhi  or  go- sakhi,  is,  i»,  i,  Ved.  furnished  with  or  possessing 
cattle;  mixed  with  milk  (as  Soma).  —  Go-shadcjava, 
am,  n.  three  pairs  of  cattle.  —  Go-s/utni  and  go- 
sani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  acquiring  or  presenting  with 
cattle.  "Go-ehan,  d,  d,  a,  or  go-shd,  as,  as,  am, 

Ved.  acquiring  or  bestowing  cattle.  —  Go-skdti, 
is,  f.,  Ved.  acquiring  cattle,  procuring  cattle ;  fight- 

ing for  the  sake  of  cattle  or  booty.  —  Go-skadi, 

(,  (fr.  go-sdda),  Ved.  a  kind  of  bird  ('  settling  on 
cows').  —  Goshu-fara,  as,  i,  am,  walking  among 
cows.  —  Goshu-yudh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  fighting  for  the 
sake  of  cattle  or  booty.  —  Goshuktin,  I,  m.  (fr.  go- 

mkla),  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Go-shedhd  (go-se°),  f.,  Ved. 
a  kind  of  evil  being.  —  Go-shtoma  (go-st°),  as,  m.  a 
sort  of  liturgy,  a  ceremony  lasting  tor  one  day  and 
forming  part  of  the  Abhiplava  which  lasts  six  days. 
—  Go-shtha  (go-stha),  as,  am,  m.  n.  (in  the  later 
language  the  n.  only  occurs),  an  abode  for  cattle,  a 
cow-house,  cow-pen,  a  fold  for  cattle,  any  place  where 
animals  are  kept,  a  stable ;  a  station  of  cowherds ; 

an  epithet  of  Siva  (the  refuge  of  men  ?)  ;  a  purifica- 
tory Sraddha  for  a  family{?)  ;  N.  of  a  Saman  ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  an  author ;  (i),  f.  an  assembly,  a  meeting ; 

society ;  association ;   family  connections,  but  espe- 
cially the  dependant  or  junior  branches ;  conversation, 

discourse,    dialogue,    dispute ;    a    kind    of  dramatic 

composition  or  entertainment  in  one  act.  —  Goshtha- 
ja,  a*,  a,  am,  born  in  a  cow-pen  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  BrShman.  —  Gonhtha-pati,  is,  m.  a  chief-herds- 

man.— Goshfha-vedikd,  f.  a  mound  or  altar  in  a 

cow-pen.  —  Goshtha-s'ra,  as,  m.  (s"ra  fr.  3van),  '  a 
dog  in  a  cow-pen  'which  barks  at  every  one ;  (the 
word  is  applied  especially  to  a  person  who  stays  at 

home  and  slanders  his  neighbours) ;  malignant,  cen- 
sorious, envious ;  (the  word  is  also  derived  by  native 

authorities  from  goshtha  and  adva.)  —  Goshthdgdra 

(°tha-dg°),  a*,  am,  m.  n.  a  house  in  a  cow-pen. 
—  Goshthddhyaksha  (°tha-adh°),  as,  m.  a  chief- 
herdsman.  —  GoMhdna  (go-stha°),  an,  d,  am,  Ved. 
serving    as    an   abode   for  cows ;    [cf.  go-&thdna.~\ 
—  Gosh/hdshtaml  (°tha-ash°),  f.  a  particular  festive 
day ;  [cf.  gopdshtaml.]  —  Goshlhi,  is,  m.  (  =  gosh- 
thl  t),  society,  partnership,  fellowship.  —  Goshfhika, 
as,  a,  am,  relating  to   an   assemblage  or  society. 
—  Goshfhika,  at  the  end  of  a  compound  =goshthi, 
partnership,  fellowship.  —  Goshtht-pati,  is,  m.  the 
chief  person  in  an  assembly,  a  president ;  the  master 
of  a  family.  —  Goshthe-kshvedin,  I,  inl,  i,  bellowing 
in  a  cow-pen,  a  boasting  coward.  —  Gosh/he-patu, 
us,   us,   u,  clever   in   a  cow-pen,  a  vain   boaster. 
—  Goxhthe-patfdita,  as,  d,  am,  learned  in  a  cow- 
pen,  a  vain  boaster.  —  Goshthe-pragalbka,  as,  d, 
am,  enterpiising  in  a  cow-pen,  a  boasting  coward. 
—  Goskthe-vijilin,  t,  ini,  i,  victorious  in  a  cow-pen, 
a   boasting    coward.  —  Goshlke-iaya,   as,   a,   am, 
sleeping  in  a  cow-pen  or  cow-stable.  —  Gosh/he-dura, 
as,   m.  a  hero  in  a  cow-pen,  a   boasting   coward. 
—  Goshthya,  a»,  d,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  a  cow- 

house, being  in  a  cow-pen.  —  Gosh-pada,  am,  n. 

(fr.  gos,  gen.  fr.  go  and  pada),  a  cow's  foot  or  hoof, 
the  mark  or  impression  of  a  cow's  foot  in  the  soil ; 
a  quantity  of  water  sufficient  to  fill  such  an  impres- 

sion, a  small  puddle ;  a  measure,  as  much  as  a  cow's 
footstep  will  hold  ;  a  spot  frequented  by  kine.  —  Go- 
sakhi,  cf.  go-shakhi.  —  Go-sankhya,   as,  m.  one 
who  counts  the  cows,  a  herdsman,  a  cowherd.  —  Go- 

sankhydtri,  td,  m.  '  counter  of  the  cows,'  a  herds- 
man, a  cowherd.  —  Go-sanga,    as,   m.   day-break, 

dawn;  (a  wrong  reading  for  go-sarga.) •—  Go~sattra, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  a  particular  sacrifice.  —  Go-sadrHaha, 
as,  m.  the  Gayal,  Bos  Gavseus.  —  Go-sani  =  go-shani, 
q.  v.  —  Go-sanddya,  as,  d,  am,  presenting  with  a 

cow;  giving  a  cow.  —  Go-sambhava,  as,  d,  am, 
produced  from  or  by  a  cow ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
= dueta-durvd ;  [cf.  golosl.]  —  Go-sarga,  as,  m. 
the  time  at  which  cows  are  usually  let  loose,  day- 

break, dawn.  —  Go-sat'pa,  as,  m.  Lacerta  Godica ; 
[cf.  god/iikd.]  —  Go-sava,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sacrificial 
ceremony  lasting  one  day ;  the  sacrifice  of  a  cow, 
one  of  the  great  sacrifices  of  the  Hindus  in  former 
times,  and  not  permitted  in  the  present  degenerate 

Kali  age ;  see  go-medka.  —  Go-saliasra,  am,  n.  a 
thousand  kine ;  (I),  {.,  N.  of  two  holidays ;  the 
fifteenth  day  in  the  dark  half  of  month  Karttika, 
and  the  fifteenth  day  in  the  dark  half  of  month 
Jyaishtha.  —  Go-mtrikd,  f.  a  rope  fastened  at  both 
ends  having  separate  halters  for  each  ox  or  cow. 
—  Go-sevd,  f.  attendance  on  a  cow.  —  Go-stana,  as, 

m.  the  udder  of  a  cow  ;  a  cluster  of  blossoms,  a  nose- 

gay &c. ;  a  garland  consisting  of  four  or  of  thirty-four 
strings,  a  pearl  necklace  of  four  strings ;  (a),  f.  a  bunch 

of  grape ;  (z),  f.  a  bunch  of  grape ;   N.  of  one  of 
the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda.  —  Go-stoma  =  go- 
stitoma.  —  Go-sthdna  or  go-sthdnaka,  am,  n.  a 
station  for  cattle,  a  cow-stall,  cow-house,  cow-pen,  a 
hurdle  for  cattle ;  [cf.  go-sh/hdna.]  —  Go-sphurana, 
am,  n.  a  twitching  of  any  particular  part  of  the  hide 
of  a  cow,  as  on  being  touched  &c.  —  Go-mdmin,  i, 
m.  the  master  or  possessor  of  cows  or  of  herds ;  a 
religious  mendicant  (commonly  gosain) ;  a  honorary 

title  affixed  to  proper  names  (e.  g.  vopadeva-go~ 
svdmin) ;  one  who  is  master  of  his  organs  of  sense 

(go,  an  organ  ?).  —  Gosvdmi-sthdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
the  peak  of  a  mountain  in  the  middle  of  the  Hima- 

laya. —  Go-liatyd,  f.  the  killing  of  a  cow.  —  Go-han, 

d,  ghrii,  a,  Ved.  killing  cattle,  a  cow-killer.  —  Go- 
hanna,  am,  n.  cow-dung;   (incorrectly  gohalla.) 
—  Go-hara,  as,  m.  or  go-harana,  am,  n.  stealing 
cows;  N.  of  a  section  of  the  fourth  book  of  the 
Maha-bharata.  —  Go-haritdkl,   (.  the    tree    jEgle 

Marmelos ;    [cf.  bilva.]  —  Go-hinsd,   f.  hurting  or 
injuring  a  cow.  •-  Go-Mta,  as,  d,  am,  fit  or  proper 
for  cattle ;  cherishing  or  protecting  kine ;  (as),  m. 
the  tree  -3Jgle  Marmelos ;  N.  of  a  creeping  plant ;  [cf. 

ghosha.]  —  Go-hiranya,  am,  n.  cows  and  gold. 

Gokd,  f.  diminutive  of  go,  a  cow.  —  Gokd-mukha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 

'i li  <8\yokhd,f.&  particular  part  of  thebody. 

goghnata,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
gotchala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

also  called  Alambusha ;  the  palm  of  the  hand  with 
the  fingers  extended  (?) . 

"frsft  gajl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  with  sharp 
leaves ;  (also  goji  if  required  by  the  metre.) 

*TT3 goda,  as,  m.  =  gonda,  a  fleshy  navel; 
a  lump  of  flesh  on  the  navel ;  (also  read  godu. ) 

jf\sP«i  godani,  N.  of  a  country ;  (a  wrong 

reading  for  I.  go-ddna.) 

jftS^f  godumba,  as,  m.  the  water-melon ; 
(a),  f.  a  kind  of  cucumber,  Cucumis  Maderaspatanus ; 

a  coloquintida. Godumbikd,  f.  Cucumis  Maderaspatanus. 

JffolJ  gona,  as,  m.  an  ox  (fr.  the  Pali). 

>ftfi!T«!!  gonika,  a  kind  of  woollen  clot 

(fr.  the  Pali  gonaka). 

Tftltft  goni,  f.  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp. 

goni ),  a  sack ;  the  measure  of  a  Drona ;  torn  or 
ragged  clothes;  [cf.  gaunika.]  —  Gom-tarl,  f.  a 
small  sack. 

*ft?!3  gonda,  as,  m.  a  fleshy  navel ;  a  per- 
son with  a  fleshy  or  prominent  navel ;  a  man  of  a 

low  tribe,  a  mountaineer,  especially  inhabiting  the 
eastern  portion  of  the  Vindhya  range  between  the 
NarbadS  and  Kistna,  giving  name  to  the  province 
of  Gondvana.  —  Gonda-vana,  am,  n.  the  Gonda 
forest,  N.  of  a  country ;  (also  gondavdra.) 
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tt  yondakirl. TIT?  gauda. 

'iV'sf<*0  gondakirl  or  yondakri,  f.,  N.  of 
a  Riginl. 

'\\n»i  gotama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  be- 
longing to  the  family  of  Aihgiras,  with  the  patronymic 

RShOgana,  author  of  several  hymns  of  the  Vedas ; 
N.  of  a  lawyer  ;  N.  of  a  sage,  the  founder  of  the 
Nyiya  philosophy ;  N.  of  the  twentieth  VySsa  in 

the  Vishnu-PutJna ;  of  a  king  of  Potlla,  son  of 
Karnika;  (an),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Gotama. 
"  Gotama-stoma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Eksha  sacrifice. 
—  Gtftftnia-xrartihi,  f,  m.,  N.  of  a  Jaina  saint ;   [cf. 

gautamci-sramin.]—  Gvtamdnvuya  (°ma-an°),  as, 
m.  a  descendant  of  Gorama,  epithet  of  Sakya-muni, 
the    founder   of  the    Buddhist   religion.  —  Gotaml- 
pvtra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ;  (also  gomati-putra.) 

THst  go-tra.     See  under  go,  p.  297. 

mf  3.  goda,  am  or  as,  n.  m.  the  brain; 

[cf.  I.  go-da,  p.  297,  and  gorda.] 
3.  gofldna,  am,  n.  the  part  of  the  head  close  to  the 

right  ear:  (for  i.go-dana  see  under  yo.)  —  Godana- 
t>idhi,is,  m.  or  goddna-mctrtgala,  am,  n.  a  ceremony 
performed  by  anointing  that  part  of  the  head  of  a 
youth  of  sixteen  or  eighteen  years,  when  he  has  attained 
the  age  of  puberty,  and  shortly  before  marriage. 
Goddnika—gauddnika,  q.  v. 

go-davari.    See  undergo,  p.  297. 

go-dha,  f.  (fr.  go  and  rt.  dha),  a 
sinew ;  a  chord ;  a  leathern  fence  wound  round  the 

left  arm  to  prevent  injury  from  the  bow-string;  an 
Iguana,  either  the  Gosamp  or  the  alligator,  commonly 

GosSpa.  —  Go;Jhd-padikd  or  god/ia-padl,  f.  the 
plant  Cissm  Pedata.  —  Godha-vinakd.  f.  a  kind  of 
stringed  instrument.  —  Godha-skandha,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  Mimosa  j  [cf.  vif-khadira.] 
Godhdya,  nom.  P.  godhayati,  -yitum,  to  be 

curved  as  the  leathern  fence  of  archers. 

Godhi,  is,  m.  the  forehead ;  the  Gangetic  alligator ; 
an  Iguana. 
Godhikd,  f.  a  kind  of  lizard  or  alligator,  Lacerta 

Godica;  [cf.  agdra-godhikd  and  griha-g°.]—Go- 
dhikdtmaja  ( '  kd-df),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  lizard ;  [cf. 
gaudhdra,  gaudheya,  gaudhera.] 

Godhini,  f.  a  kind  of  Solanum ;  [cf.  ksharikd.'] 
*''*€?  9°~dhuma,  god/iiimaka.  See  undergo. 

^TTWr  godhera,  as,  m.  a  guardian,  a  pro- 

tector, a  preserver ;  [cf.  guhera.'] 

'U'i\*'\<9gonadika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant; (other  authorities  have  gonadifa.) 

TTTT  go-pa,  as,  m.  (fr.  go  and  rt.  pa),  a 
cowherd,  a  herdsman,  a  milkman,  considered  as  a 

man  of  mixed  caste;  the  chief  of  a  cow-pen  or 
station ;  a  protector,  ,  a  guardian,  a  preserver,  a 
cherisher,  a  helper,  a  friend  or  patron;  the  super- 

intendent of  several  villages,  the  head  of  a  district ; 
a  king;  the  chief  herdsman,  i.e.  Krishna;  N.  of  a 

Gandharva  fcf.  go-pat{] ;  N.  of  a  Buddhist  Arhat ; 
N.  of  a  mountain  ;  myrrh,  =  gopa-rasa ;  (a),  f. 
=  gopi,  the  plant  Ichnocarpus  Frutescens ;  N.  of  one 

of  the  wives  of  S'ikya-muni ;  (i),  f.  the  wife  of  a 
cowherd,  see  below ;  [cf.  go-pd,  ahi-gopa,  indra-g", 
kula-g",  Irvla6a-g° ,  mnndra-g°.}  —  Gopa-kanyd, 
(.  the  daughter  of  a  cowherd ;  a  nymph  of  VrindS- 
vana;  the  plant  Ichnocarpus  Frutescens.  —  Gopa-kar- 
katika,  (.  =  gopala-karkatl.  —  Gopa-ghonfd,  f.,N. 
of  a  plant,  =  haxtikoli,  commonly  srynkuln,  a  wild 
sort  of  jujube,  Zizyphus  Nepeca  or  Zizyphus  Osnoplia. 

—  Gnjia-jlmn,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  mixed  caste.  —  Gopa- 
td,  f.  the  office  of  a  herdsman.  —  Gopa-datta,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  author.  —  Gopa-dala,  as,  m. 
the  betel-nut  or  areca  tree.  —  Gopa-biulhu  or  gopa- 

Tnilliu,ii*,  f.  a  cowherd's  wife ;  the  plant  Ichnocarpus 
Frutescens  (sdrivd) ;     [cf.   yopa-kanyd.]  —  Gopa- 
badhuti,  f.  the  youthful  wife  of  a  cowherd.  —  Gopa- 
bhadra,  am,  n.  the  fibrous   root  of  a  water-lily 
(idluka) ;    (a),  f.  the  plant  Gmelina  Arborca,  [cf. 

kdimart]  ;  also  </o/«(-M«<//  il:n.  —  Gopa-rasa,  at, 

m.  gum  myrrh,  myrrh;  [cf.//o-j>aand  ro«a.]  —  d'oyo- 
rdili/ra,  da,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Go-parmos, 
as.  dx,  us,  Ved.  abundantly  furnished  with  cattle  or 
milk.  —  Gopa-vana,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  of  the 
f.mily  of  Atri. «  Gopa-calli,  f.  the  plant  Ichnocarpuj 
Frutescens  (anantd) ;  Sauseviera  Zeylanica  (murvd). 
—  t  inpn-veta  or  gopa-vesha,  as,  a,  am,  dressed 
as  a  herdsman.  —  Gupdtanka,  '/«,  m.  a  cowherd 

(ft.  gopa,  a  herd,  and  dtavika,  a  forester  ?).  —  Go- 
jiaititya  (°pa-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Kas- 
mlra;  N.  of  a  poct.  —  Gopddhyakska  (°pa-adh'), 
as,  m.  an  overseer  of  herdsmen,  the  chief  of  herds- 

men. —  Gopdnasi  (°pa-an°),  f.  the  wood  of  a 
thatch,  a  curved  beam  which  supports  it ;  the  bam- 

boo frame-work  on  which  it  rests.  —  Gopendra  ("pa- 
in0), as,  m.  the  chief  of  the  herdsmen,  an  epithet 

of  Krishna  or  Vishnu.  —  Gopeta  (°pa-Ha\  as,  m. 
a  chief  herdsman,  the  keeper  or  owner  of  kine ;  an 

epithet  of  Krishna ;  also  of  Nanda,  the  foster-father 
of  Krishna ;  also  of  Sakya-muni. 

Gopaka,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  guards  or  protects ; 
(a*),  m.  the  superintendent  of  a  district;  myrrh; 
(iki),  (.  the  wife  of  a  cowherd,  a  cowherdess;  a 

protectress. 
Go-pa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  herdsman,  a  protector,  a 

guardian ;  [cf.  go-pa,  deva-gopd,  •vata-g0,  vdyu-g°, 
salia-g",  su-rf,  soma-g°.]  —  Gopd-jiftva,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  one  who  has  the  tongue,  i.  e.  the  voice  of  a 

cowherd;  (SSy.)  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Gopa-vat, 
an,  all,  at,  Ved.  granting  protection. 

Gopi,  f.  a  cowherd's  wife  (especially  applied  to 
the  cowherdesses  of  VrindS-vana,  the  companions  of 

Krishna's  juvenile  sports,  who  are  considered  some- 
times as  holy  or  celestial  personages) ;  a  milkmaid ; 

a  protectress;  nature,  elementary  nature;  the  plant 
Ichnocarpus  Frutescens.  —  Gopi-<?andana,  am,  n.  a 
species  of  white  clay  said  to  be  brought  from 

DvSrakS  and  used  by  Vishnu's  worshippers  for 
smearing  their  face.  —  Gopi-fandanopanishad  fna- 

up°),  t,  {.  title  of  an  Upanishad. 

gopana,  Sec.     See  under  rt.  gup. 

gopalava,   as,  m.  pi.,   N.  of  a 
warrior-tribe ;  (for  gopdlaka  ?). 

JflM<JI  goputa,  f.  large  cardamoms;  [cf. 

putika."] 
Tftf»?f5  gobhila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author 

of  certain  Grihya-sutras  and  of  grammatical  Sutras. 
Gdbhiltya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  or  proceeding 

from  Gobhila. 

go-mayu.     See  under  go,  p.  298. 

goyi6andra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
scholiast  of  the  San-kshipta-sara ;  (for  gopl-fandra  ?). 

gorata,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Acacia ;  [cf. 
dushkhadira.] 

gorana,  am,  n.  effort,  exertion,  = 

guraifa. Tuq  gorda  or  gordha,  am,  n.  the  brain ; 
[cf.  goda  and  godhi.] 

jftH  gola,  as,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (connected 

with  guiia,  q.  v.),  a  ball,  a  celestial  or  terrestrial 
globe ;  a  circle,  anything  round  or  globular,  a  sphere, 

=  mandala  [cf.g'u.da'];  (as),  m.  the  tree  Vangueria 
Spinosa;  myrrh;  a  widow's  bastard  [cf.  kitnda]; 
the  conjunction  of  all  the  planets  or  the  presence  of 
several  in  one  sign  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Akrlda ;  (a),  f. 
a  wooden  ball  with  which  children  play;  a  large 

globular  water-jar ;  red  arsenic ;  ink ;  a  woman's female  friend  ;  a  N.  of  the  goddess  Durgi ;  N.  of  a 

river,  =  gold  or  go-ddvarl ;  [cf  galagolin.]  —  Gola- 
grdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  village  situated  on  the 
GodSvart ;  (the  right  reading  may  be  gold-grama.) 
••  Gola-yantra,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  astronomical  in- 

strument. —  Golanka  (gola-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

nan.  —  Goladhyaya  ("la-adh"),  at,  m.  title  of  a 
chapter  of  BhSskara's  Siddhauta-S'ironiani  treating  of the  terrestrial  and  celestial  globes. 

Golaka,  as,  m.  a  ball  or  globe  ;  a  wooden  ball 
fot  playing  with,  anything  globular,  a  sphere  &c.  ;  a 
species  of  pease  ;  gum  myrrh  ;  a  globular  water-jar  ; 
a  widow's  bastard  ;  the  conjunction  of  all  the  planets 
or  the  presence  of  several  in  one  sign  ;  N.  of  a  pupil 

of  Veda-mitra;  (am),  n.=go-loka,  the  heaven  of Krishna. 

golanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

goldsa,  as,  m.  a  mushroom,  a  kind 
of  fungus  springing  from  cow-dung  ;  [cf.  gomaya- 

gova,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a 
country  ;  (also  read  turn.) 

*fN<?  yovaya,  nom.  P.  (a  corruption  fr. 

gopaya),  gwayati,  -yitum,  to  keep  back,  to  pre- vent from  approaching. 

TIN  I  w  ynvala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (per- 
haps a  corruption  fr.  go-pala)  ;  [cf.  also  gobdla.] 

'mq-'i'T;  govicandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince  ;  (the  names  of  the  other  princes  of  the  same 
dynasty  ending  in  Sandra,  this  word  may  be  a  comp. 
fr.  govi  and  Sandra,  govi  being  probably  contracted 
fr.  go  and  avi.) 

go-vinda.     See  under  go,  p.  299, 

gosarya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

gose,  ind.  a  word  belonging  to  one 
of  the  provincial  dialects,  according  to  some  also  a 
Sanskrit  word;  perhaps  =  ̂ ose  (loc.  of  gosa),  at 

day-break. 

'ffr'ToR  goshaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist author. 

gosht,  cl.  i.  A.  goshtate,  to  assem- 
ble,  to  collect,   to  heap  together  ;   (pro- 

bably a  nom.  fr.  goshtha  and  more  correctly  spelt 

goshth.) 
go-shtha.     See  under  go,  p.  299. 

gosa,  as,  m.  gum  myrrh,  myrrh, 
=  goj)0-rasa;  the  last  watch  of  the  night,  early 
morning  or  day-break,  =go-mrga;  [cf.  gate.] 

'{\«'l^  gosa-griha,  am,  n.  (?)  the  inner 
part  of  a  house,  an  inner  or  sleeping-room,  a  bed- chamber. 

TnTT^r^T  gosasasa,  as,  m.  myrrh,  =gopa- 
rasa  ;  [cf.  also  gosa  and  ̂ o^o.] 

'flfac-4  gosila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

jflWrf  gosvalu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of 

Sskalya  ;  [cf.  guhalu  and  gotila.] 

»ft?  goha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  gvh),  Ved.  a 
hiding-place,  a  lair  ;  a  secret  place  for  hiding  refuse or  filth. 

Gohana,  as,  a,  am,  covering,  hiding  ;  [cf.  ava- 
dya-gohana.] 

Gohira,  am,  n.  the  heel  ;  ('  hidden  part  ?'). Guhya,  OK,  d,  am,  to  be  covered  or  concealed  ;  to 
be  kept  secret  ;  [cf.  a-gohya  and  r/nhya.] 

jfr^  gaungava,  am,  n.  (d.gungu),  N.  of 

several  Samans. 
>\\  fy  4  gauiijika,  as,  m.  (fr.  gunja),  a 

goldsmith. 
TITJ  gauda,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  guda),  prepared 

from  sugar  or  molasses;  (l\  f.  rum  or  spirit  distilled 
from  molasses  ;  one  of  the  RSgims,  the  wife  of  the 

R5ga  Megha  ;  a  style  of  poetry,  the  bold  and  spirited 



^r  gauda-de&a. 
style  ;  the  Bengal  dialect  ;  (am),  n.  sweetmeats  ; 
(as),  m.,  soil,  deia,  or  (am),  n.,  scil.  rdshtra, 

the  sugar  country  ;  N.  of  a  country,  '  the  district  of 
Gaur,'  the  central  part  of  Bengal,  extending  from 
Van-ga  to  the  borders  of  Orissa,  (the  ruins  of  its 
capital  called  by  the  same  name  are  still  extensive)  ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  this  country;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  R5ga  ;  N.  of  a  lexicographer.  —  Gauda-deia, 
as,  m.  the  country  Gauda.  —  Gauda-pdda,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  commentator  on  several  Upanishads  and  on 

the  San-khya-kSrika.  —  Gauda-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  town.  —  Gauda-bhritya-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
tovin.  —  Gauddbfiinanda  or  gauddbkinandana 

(°da-abh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 
Gaudaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  living  to  the 

east  of  Madhya-desa.  —  Gaudaka-mriga,  as,  m.  a 
wild  horse  ;  [cf.  gaura-k/iara,] 
Gaudika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  sugar  or  molasses, 

fit  for  the  preparation  of  sugar,  prepared  with  sugar 
or  molasses  ;  (am),  n.  rum. 
Gaudiya,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  Gauda  or  Bengal. 

*I  I  S  *f  gaudana  =  godana,  q.  v. 

TflU!  gauna,as,  i,  am  (tr.guna),  subordinate, 
secondary.unessential  ;  metaphorical,  figurative;  second- 

ary as  applied  to  the  month  reckoned  from  full  moon 
to  full  moon  ;  having  qualities,  attributive,  adjective  ; 
relating  to  multiplication  or  enumeration  ;  gaunam 
karma,  the  less  immediate  object  of  an  action  in  a 

sentence.  —  Gauna-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  an  adjec- 
tive or  subordinate  word.  —  Gauna-paksha,  as,  m. 

the  minor  or  weaker  side  of  an  argument  &c. 
i.  gaitnika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  the  three 

qualities  (of  sattva,  rajas,  and  tamos'),  having 
qualities,  relating  to  or  connected  with  qualities  ; 
subordinate. 

Gaunya,  am,  n.  subordination;  the  state  of  being 
unessential  &c. 

2.  gaunilca,  as,  I,  am  (ft.  goni),  re- 
sembling a  sack. 

•a*, 

*Tl(l*l  gautama,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  gotama),  re- 
lating to  Gotama  (e.  g.  with  pada-stobhdh,  N.  of  a 

Siman);  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Buddha  or  Sakya-muni 
the  founder  of  the  Buddhist  religion  ;  N.  of  a  teacher 
of  ritual  ;  N.  of  a  grammarian  ;  of  a  legislator  ;  a  patro- 

nymic of  Kuiri,  of  Aruna,  of  UddJlaka,  of  Saradvat, 
of  Satananda  ;  the  father  of  Ekata,  Dvita,  and  Trita 

(MahS-bh.  IX.  2073)  ;  N.  of  the  first  pupil  of  the 
last  Jina  ;  a  kind  of  poison,  one  of  the  fixed  kinds  ; 
(i),  {.  a  patronymic  of  Krip!  and  other  women  ;  an 
epithet  of  DurgS  ;  N.  of  a  Rakshas!  or  female  gob- 

lin; N.  of  a  river,  =gomaK;  a  kind  of  yellow  pig- 
ment or  dye,  =go-ro(ana;  turmeric;  (am),  n.,  N. 

of  a  Saman;  fat;  [cf.  medas,  and  bhdradvaja, 

'  bone.']  —  Gautama-samljhavd,  f.  an  epithet  of 
the  river  GodJvarl.  —  Gautama-saras,  as,  n.,  N.of 
a  lake.  —  Gautama-sfdmin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  Jaina 
teacher  ;  [cf.  gotama-svdmin.] 
Gautamaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Nagas. 
Gaulami,  a  patronymic  =  gautama. 
Gautamiya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  Gautama, 

coming  from  him  &c. 

Tn'ttWngautamasa,  as,  i,  am  (tt.go-tamas  ?), epithet  of  two  verses  of  the  S5ma-veda. 

'IT<;[[«1<*  gaudanika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to 
the  ceremony  called  Godana  (q.  v.),  performing  it. 

*v 

^II^K  gaudhara,  as,  m.  (fr.  godhd),  an 
Iguana  (considered  as  the  offspring  of  the  alligator  on 
account  of  its  smaller  size  and  similar  shape)  ;  also 
gaudheya  and  gaud/iera. 

Gaudheraka,  an,  m.  a  kind  of  small  venomous 
animal. 

^
N
 

TrrVH  gaudhuma,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  go-dhuma), 
coming  from  wheat,  made  of  it. 

TWJ  gaudhumra,  a  various  reading  for 
gauktma,  q.  v. 

gaupatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  go-pati),  Ved. 
the  possession  of  cattle. 
Gaupavana,  a  patronymic  from  Gopa-vana;  (am), 

n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Gaupdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Gopa. 

Gaupika,  as,  m.  (fr.  gopikd),  the  son  of  a  herds- man's wife. 

Gaupuddha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  go-puMha),  like  a 
cow's  tail. 
GaupivUhika,  as,  i,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  a 

cow's  tail,  bought  for  a  cow's  tail  &c. 
Gaumata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  go-mati),  being  in  the 

river  GomatI ;  (F),  f.,  N.  of  a  river ;  (the  latter  being 
a  wrong  reading  for  gautami.) 

ITT  gaura,  as,  i,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  gu), 

white,  yellowish,  reddish,  pale  red  ;  shining,  brilliant, 
pure,  clean,  beautiful ;  (as),  m.  white,  yellowish,  &c. 
(the  colour) ;  a  kind  of  buffalo,  the  Bos  Gaurus, 
often  classed  with  the  Gavaya ;  white  mustard,  the 

seed  of  it  used  as  a  weight,  =  3  RSja-sarshapas  [cf. 

gaura-sarshapa'] ;  the  plant  Grislea  Tomentosa 
( =  dhava) ;  the  moon ;  the  planet  Jupiter ;  N. 
of  a  Yoga  teacher,  a  son  of  Suka  and  Plvarl ;  an 
epithet  of  the  saint  Caitanya ;  (f),  f.  the  female  of 

the  Bos  Gauros;  the  Vac1  or  voice  of  the  middle 
region  of  the  air;  turmeric,  =  rajani,  and  N.  of 
several  other  plants,  =priyangu,  maiijishtha,  &c. ; 

a  yellow  pigment  or  Aye,  —  gtM-o6and;  a  girl  eight 
years  old,  any  young  girl  prior  to  menstruation,  a 

maid,  a  virgin;  the  earth;  'the  brilliant  goddess,' 
N.  of  the  goddess  PSrvati  or  daughter  of  Himalaya 
and  wife  of  Siva ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Varuna ;  N.  of 

the  mother  of  Sakya-muni  [cf.  mayo] ',  N.  of  one 
of  the  sixteen  Vidya-devis ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Prasena- 
jit  (or  YuvanSsva),  who  incurring  the  curse  of  her 
husband  was  changed  into  the  river  Bahu-da  ;  N.  of 
the  wife  of  Vi-rajas  and  mother  ofSu-dh5man;  N.of  a 
river ;  N.  of  a  Ragim,  the  wife  of  the  Raga  Malava ; 
N.  of  several  metres,  one  consisting  of  four  lines  of 
twelve  syllables  each ;  another  consisting  of  four  lines 
of  thirteen  syllables  each ;  another  consisting  of  four 
lines  of  twenty-six  long  syllables  each;  (am),  n. 
white  mustard  ;  the  filament  of  a  lotus ;  saffron ; 

gold;  [cf.lat.gilwis;  Lith.  gdtSnas, giele;  Russ. 
schiltyi;  Geim.  gelbf].  —  Gaura-khara,  as,  m. 
a  wild  donkey;  [cf.  gawdaka-mriga.]  —  Gaura- 

griva,  as,  m.  pi,  N.  of  a  people  in  Madhya-des'a. 
—  Gauragrlviya,  as,  I,  am,    belonging   to   this 
people.  —  Gaura-fandra,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the 
saint  Caitanya.  —  Gaura-jiraka,  as,  m.  white  cumin. 

—  Gaura-tittiri,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  partridge.  —  Gaura- 
tvat,   It,  m.  the   plant  Terminalia    Catappa;    [cf. 

inguda.~]  —  Gaura-prishtha,  as,  m,  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  Gaura-mukha,  as,  m,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Samlka, 
a  Purohita  of  king  Ugra-sena.  —  Gaura-mriga,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  the  Bos  Gaurus.  —  Gaura-vdhana,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  prince.  —  Gawra-ddka,  as,  m,  N.  of  a  plant, 

a  kind  of  Madhuka.  —  Gaura-s"iras,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Muni.  —  Gaura-sarshapa,  as,  m.  white  mustard, 
Sinapis  Glauca ;  the  white  mustard  seed  considered 
as  a  measure  of  weight.  —  Gaura-suvarna,  am,  n. 

a   kind  of  vegetable;    [cf.  pattra$aka-vi.s'eska,= 
katu-drinydla  and   gandha-iaka.}  —  Gaurdrtga 
(Dra-a»°),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  saint  Caitanya ; 
[cf.  oaura  and  aaura-AmoYa.]  —  Gaurdjdjt  (°ra- 
aj°),  f.  white  cumin.  -  Gaurdrdraka  (°ra-ar°),  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  poison.  —  Gaurdvaskandin  (°ra-av°), 
i,  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Gaurdsva  ("ra-a-f),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Gaurdtya  (°ra-ds°),  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  black  monkey  with  a  white  face.  —  Gaurd- 

hika  (°ra-alti),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  serpent.  —  Gauri- 
viti,  is,  m.  (for  gauri-if),  N.  of  a  Rishi,  a  descend- 

ant of  Sakti.  —  Gauri-kalpa,  as,  m,  N.  of  a  Kalpa, 

the   thirteenth  day  of  the  dark  half  in  Brahma's 
month.  —  Gauri-kdnta,  as,  m,  N.  of  a  commentator 
on  theTarka-bhasha.  —  Gaurikdnta-sarvabhauma, 

ax,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  called  Ananda-laharl- 
tarl.  —  Gaurl-guru,  us,  m.  the  father  of  Gaurl,  an 
epithet  of  the  Himalaya.  —  Gauri-ja,  as,   m.    an 
epithet  of  Karttikeya ;  (am),  n.  talc.  —  Gaurttidtha, 
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—  Gaun-patta,  as,  m.  the  horizontal  plate  of  the 
Lirrga,  typical  of  the  female  organ.  —  Gauri-pati,  is, 
m.  the  husband  of  Gaurl,  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  N.  of 
the  father  of  the  scholiast  Vatesvara.  —  Gaun-putra, 
as,  m.  son  of  Gaurl,  an  epithet  of  the  deity  KSrtti- 
keya.  —  Gaurl-pushpa,  as,  m.  ,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 

gauri  or  priyangu.  —  Gauri^pujd,  f.  the  adoration 
of  Gaurl,  N.  of  a  festival  on  the  fourth  day  in  the 
last  half  of  month  Magha.  —  Gauri-bhartri,  td,  m. 
the  husband  of  Gaur!,  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Gauri- 

mantra,  as,  m.  a  prayer  to  Gaurl.  —  Gauri-lalita, 
am,  n.  yellow  orpiment.  —  Gaurl-vara,  an,  m.  the 
lover  of  Gaurl,  an  epithet  of  Siva.  -•  Gawtvita, 

am,  n.(fr.  gauri-vlti,  q.v.),  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Gauri- 
I'lvdha,  as,  m.   the  marriage  of  Gauri.  —  Gauri- 
vrata,  am,  n.  the  vow  of  Gauri,  a  kind  of  rite  in 

honour  of  Gauri.  —  Gauriia  (°ri-isa),  ai,  m.  the 
lord  of  Gauri,  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
Gaurika,  as,  m.  white  mustard  ;  a  metronymic 

of  Mandhutri  ;  (a),  f.  a  virgin,  a  young  girl,  one 
eight  years  old  or  in  whom  menstruation  has  not  yet commenced. 

Gaurila,  as,  m.  white  mustard;  iron  or  steel 
filings  or  dust. 

'll<,«<<  gaurakshya,  am,  n.  (fr.  go-ralcsha), 
the  office  of  a  herdsman,  breeding  cattle. 

'ii<«(  gaurava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  guru),  relating 
or  belonging  to  a  Guru  or  teacher  ;  (am),  n.  weight, 
heaviness  ;  length  in  prosody  ;  importance,  high  value 
or  estimation  ;  cumbrousness  ;  gravity,  respectability, 

venerableness  ;  dignity  ;  respect  shown  to  a  person 

(e.  g.  mdtri-gauravdl,  out  of  respect  for  one's mother).  —  Gaurava-wat,  an,  ati,  at,  important. 

—  Gauravasana  (°w-ds°),  am,  n.  a  seat  of  honour. 
—  Gauraverita  (°va-ir°),  as,  a,  am,  praised,  famed, 
celebrated. 

Gauravita,  as,  a,  am,  highly  esteemed  or  valued, 
venerable,  respectable. 

gauri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

3J«S  gaurutalpika,  as,  m.  (fr.  guru- 
talpa),  the  violator  of  the  bed  of  a  Guru  or  religious 

preceptor. *  1  1  rt  8J  Ut)  «h  gaulakshanika,  as,  m.  (fr.  go- 

lakshana),  one  who  knows  the  good  marks  of  a  cow. 
Gaulo-mana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  go-Ionian),  resembling cow's  hair. 

TTtHT  gaula,  f.  =gaura  —  gauri,  N.of  the 
daughter  of  Himalaya  and  wife  of  Siva. 

Jnfrt"=5  gaulika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=gauliha  and  gaultdha. 

nrf^B^B  yaulmika,  as,  m.  (fr.  gulma),  a 

single  soldier  of  a  troop,  one  of  a  body  of  soldiers. 

<M«?I  gaulya,  am,  n.  (fr.  gula  =guda), 

syrup  ;  spirituous  liquor. 

gaus'akatika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  go- 
fakata),  possessing  a  carriage  drawn  by  oxen. 
Gauiatika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  go-s"atam),  possessing 

a  hundred  oxen  or  cows. 

Gaus"rittga,am,n.((r.  go-dringa),  N.  of  a  SSman. 
Gaushukta,  am,  n.  (fr.  goshuktin),  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Gaushukti  (fr.  gaushukta),  N.  of  a  man. 
Gaushthina,  am,  n.  (fr.  gosh/ha),  the  site  of  an 

old  and  abandoned  cow-pen. 
Gausahasrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  go-sahasra),  pos- 

sessing a  thousand  cows. 

frv  gdhi,  is,  f.  (fr.  ghas),  Ved.  eating, 
consuming  ;  [cf.  sagdhi^] 

TT  gnd,  f.  (generally  used  in  plur.,  but 
according  to  some  in  Rig-veda  IV.  9,  4,  the  nom. 
sing,  gnds  occurs  ;  the  word  seems  to  be  derived 

from^'iia  rather  than  fromjan,  and  to  mean  originally 
'  a  wise  female.'  In  the  Nighantavas  it  is  enumerated 

among  the  synonyms  of  vad,  '  the  voice.'  By  Yaska 
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gna-vat. 

ffrah. 

in  Nirukta  III.  21.  it  is  said  to  be  derived  from 

tjitin,  *  to  approach/  and  to  mean  '  a  female  or 
woman'  in  general),  Ved.  a  semi-divine  or  super- 

human female,  a  kind  of  goddess  or  female  genius ; 

a  woman.  —  Gnd-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  (Say.)  ac- 
companied by  women  or  wives.  According  to  some 

the  neut.  maybe  gnd-tas;  but  Say.  in  Rig-veda  II. 
I,  5,  considers  gndi-as  a  nom.  pi.,  and  interprets  it  to 
mean  'words  of  praise.'  •—Gnds-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved. 
the  husband  of  divine  wives,  or  of  a  divine  wife ; 

(perhaps  gnat  is  here  a  shortened  genitive.)  —  Gnds- 
patni,  (.  a  divine  wife,  the  wife  of  a  deity ;  (S5y.) 
a  kind  of  female  genius  protecting  women  ;  (perhaps 
Unit  is  here  the  nominative  in  apposition  to  patni, 
i.  e.  a  divine  female  who  is  a  wife.) 

jjm   i.  grath  or granth,  cl.  9.  and  I.  P. 
s.  gmthnati,  granthati,  jagrantha;  pi. 

jagranthusindgrcthus;granthiihyati,agranthit, 

granthitum;  A.  grathnite,  granthate,  agran- 
thishta;  cl.  I.  P.  A.  also  grathati,  grathate;  to 
fasten,  tie  or  string  together;  to  wind  round;  to 
arrange,  connect  in  a  regular  series ;  to  string  words 
together,  compose,  write  (as  a  literary  work) ;  to  set 
or  strew  with :  Caus.  P.  granthayati  and  grdtha- 
yati,  -yitum;  [cf.  Lat.  glut-en)}. 
Grathana,  am,  n.  coagulation,  thickening,  be- 

coming obstructed  or  clogged  with  knotty  lumps ; 
(a),  f.  tying,  binding,  stringing  together. 

Grathita,,  as,  a,  am,  strung,  tied,  bound,  con- 
nected, tied  together  or  in  order,  wound,  arranged, 

classed,  collected  ;  set  with,  strewn  with ;  artificially 
composed  or  put  together  (as  the  plot  of  a  play)  ; 
difficult  to  be  unravelled,  having  knots,  knotty,  formed 
into  lumps,  coagulated,  thickened,  clogged  ;  hardened ; 
hurt,  injured ;  seized,  taken  possession  of;  overcome  ; 
(am),  n.  a  tumor  with  hard  lumps  or  knots. 
Grathna,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  bunch,  a  tuft ; 

(perhaps  for  grantha.) 
Grantha,  as,  m.  tying,  binding,  stringing  together 

(literally  or  metaphorically)  ;  an  artificial  arrangement 
of  words,  a  verse,  composition,  treatise,  literary  pro- 

duction, a  book  or  composition  in  prose  or  verse, 

a  section  ;  the  book  or  sacred  scriptures  of  the  S'ikhs 
containing  short  moral  poems  by  Nanak  Shah  and 
others ;  a  metre  of  thirty-two  syllables ;  wealth, 

property ;  [cf.  uttara-grantha,  nir-gr°,  shad-gr°.] 
—  Grantha-karana,  am,  n.  composing  books  or 
treatises,  composition.  —  Grantha-kartri,  td,  or 
grantha-kdra,  as,  m.  a  book-maker,  the  author  of 
a  book  or  treatise.  —  Grantha-kuti  or  grantha-kiiti, 
f.  a  library  ;  an  office,  a  study.  —  Grantha-krit,  t, 
m.  the  writer  of  a  book,  author  or  composer  of  a 

treatise.  —  Grantha-vistara,  as,  m.  a  multitude  of 
scientific  treatises.  —  Grantha-vistara,  as,  m.  dif- 
fuseness  of  style,  voluminousness.  —  Grantha-sandhi, 
is,  m.  a  section  or  chapter  of  a  work. 

Granthana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  stringing,  tying  or  con- 
necting together  either  as  a  chaplet  or  a  book,  ar- 
ranging, composing. 

I.  granthi,  is,  m.  a  knot,  a  tie,  the  knot  of  a  cord 
&c.,  a  knot,  bunch  or  protuberance  of  any  kind 

(especially  if  produced  by  tying  several  things  to- 
gether), a  knot  tied  in  the  end  of  a  garment  for 

keeping  money  &c. ;  the  joint  or  knot  of  a  reed  or 
cane  &c.,  a  joint  or  articulation  of  the  body ;  a  com- 

plaint, knotting,  i.  e.  swelling  and  hardening  of  the 
vessels  as  in  varicocele;  a  knot  tied  closely  and 
therefore  difficult  to  be  undone ;  N.  of  several  plants 
and  bulbous  roots,  =  granthi-parna,  hitdvali,  bha- 

dra-miistd,  ptndalu  ;  [cf.  udara-g°,  katti^g", 

kdla-g°,  Sec,']  —  Granthi- fdhedaka,  as,  m.  a  purse- 
cutter,  a  cut-purse,  pickpocket ;  [cf.  granthi-bheda.] 
—  Granthi-tva,  am,  n.  state  of  becoming  knotty  ; 
hardening.  —  Granthi-dnla,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  per- 

fume, =,  furaka ;   (a),  (.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  bulbous 
root.  —  Granthi-dund,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  mald- 
durtd.  —  Gniiiflii-iinllrii,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  perfume, 
=  {oraka.  —  Granthirparna,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  per- 

fume, **doraka;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  =jatuka  ; 

n.  a  kind  of  fragrant  plant.  —  G  rant  h{-p  kola,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  =  Feronia  Elephantum,  =» 

kapittha;  another  plant,  Vanguiera  Spinosa,  =  ?Hrt- 

dana  ;  another  plant,  =s"dkurunda.  —  Granthi- 
bandhana,  am,  n.  tying  a  knot  ;  a  ligament  ;  tying 
together  the  garments  of  the  bride  and  bridegroom 
at  the  marriage  ceremony.  —  Granlh  i-bn  rh  In,  i,  m., 
N.  of  a  plant,  =  granthi-parna,  —  Granthi-bheda, 
as,  m.  a  purse-cutter,  cut-purse  ;  [cf.  granthi-Sdhe- 

daka.~\  —  Granthi-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  tied,  bound  ; 
knotty,  bulbous;  (an),  m.  the  plant  Heliotropium 
Indicum;[cf.os</w-8<Mn/ia>i.]—  Granthlmat-ji/ml:', 
as,  m.  the  plant  Artocarpus  Lacucba  (laliiu'ii). 
—  Grantlti-mula,  am,  n.  gzi\ic,=gririjana;  (a), 

f.  a  kind  of  Durva  grass,  =niala-durva.  —  Granthi- 
motaka,  as,  m.  a  cut-purse,  thief. 

Granthika,  as,  m.  an  astrologer  (one  who  under- 
stands the  joints  or  divisions  of  time,  of  the  year,  &c.  ; 

cf.  kdla-granthi,  *  a  year'),  a  fortune-teller  ;  a  N. 
assumed  by  Nakula,  the  fourth  son  of  Pandu,  when 
he  became  master  of  the  horse  to  king  Virata  ;  a 
kind  of  disease  of  the  outer  ear  ;  (am),  n.  (according 
to  some)  m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Capparis  Aphylla  ;  the 

root  of  long  pepper  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 
granthi-parna;  a  kind  of  resin,  bdellium;  [cf. 

guggulu..'} 

Granthita,  as,  a,  am,  strung,  tied. 
Grdnthin,  I,  irii,  i,  one  who  reads  books,  bookish, 

well-read,  teamed  ;  relating  or  belonging  to  a  book, 
one  who  possesses  many  books. 
Granthila,  as,  a,  am,  knotted,  knotty  ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  several  plants  and  roots,  =  Flacourtia  Sapida  ; 

another  plant,  Capparis  Aphylla  ;  also  •=  tanduliya- 

s"dka  =  hitavali  =pinddltt  =  vi-kantaka;  also  =  £o- 
raka,  a  kind  of  perfume  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants, 
=  ganda-durvd,  mdld-durvd,  bhadra-mustd  ; 
(am),  n.  the  root  of  long  pepper  ;  green  or  undried 

ginger,  =  drdraka.  —  Granthi-hara,  as,  m.  a  coun- 
sellor, a  minister  (one  who  unravels  the  knots  of business). 

Granthika,  am,  n.  the  root  of  long  pepper,  = 

granthika. 

JJ3J  2.  grath  or  granth,  cl.  i.  A.  gra- 
\  thate  and  granthate,  to  be  crooked  (literally 

or  metaphorically),  to  be  wicked  ;  to  curve,  bend  or 
make  crooked. 

Grathin,  I,  inl,  i,  false  ;  (Say.)  talkative,  stringing 

(too  many)  words  together. 
2  .  granthi,  is,  m.  crookedness,  distortion  ;  falsehood. 

*<C^J  graps.     See  glaps. 

See  grah. 

jljj  i.  gras,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  grasati,  -te,ja- 
^^  grdsa,  jagrase,  grasiehyati,  -te,  agraslt, 

agrasishta,  grasitum,  to  seize  with  the  mouth,  take 
into  the  mouth,  swallow,  devour,  eat,  consume  ;  to 
swallow  up,  cause  to  disappear  ;  to  seize  ;  to  eclipse  ; 
to  swallow  or  mouth  or  slur  over  words,  pronounce 

indistinctly  :  Caus.  P.  grdaayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
swallow,  cause  to  devour  ;  to  consume,  swallow,  eat  : 

Desid.  jigrasishate,  -ti  :  Intens.  jdgrasyate,  ja- 

grasti;  [cf.  Lat.  gra-men;  Germ,  gras,  grasen; 

Eng.  grass;  Gr.  -ypatvai.} 
2.  gras,  as,  as,  as,  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  seizing 

with  the  mouth,  devouring,  swallowing  (e.  g.  piiida- 
gras,  devouring  a  mouthful  ;  see  Gram.  164.  6). 

Grasana,  am,  n.  swallowing,  eating  ;  taking,  seiz- 
ing ;  a  kind  of  partial  eclipse  of  the  sun  or  moon. 

Grasamdna,  as,  d,  am,  swallowing,  devouring  ; 
receiving,  listening  to  anything  eagerly. 
Grasiehtha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  swallowing  most, 

devouring  very  much;  (Sty.-bhakxhayitrl-tama.) 
Grasishnu,  us,  us,  u,  accustomed  to  swallow  or 

devour  or  seize. 

Graeta,  as,  a,  am,  swallowed,  eaten  ;  taken, 
seized  ;  involved  in,  affected  by  ;  possessed  by  (e.  g. 

graha-grasta,  seized  or  possessed  by  a  demon; 
daridrya-yrasta,  poverty-stricken);  seized  (as  the 

(i),  f.  a  kind  of  Durva  grass,  =  ganda-durvd  ;  (am),  I  sun  or  moon  by  Rahu) ;  eclipsed  (e.  g.  Jtdltu-grasla, 

q.  v.) ;  inarticulately  pronounced,  ilurred,  uttered  with 

the  omission  of  a  letter  ortyllable.  —  Grastdsta  (°£a- 
as°),  as,  d,  am,  commenced  and  ended  as  an  eclipse ; 
(am),  n.  the  setting  of  the  sun  or  moon  while 
eclipsed.  ••  Grastodaya  fta-uf),  as,  m.  the  rising 
of  the  sun  or  moon  while  eclipsed. 

Grasti,  is,  f.  the  act  of  swallowing  or  devouring. 

Grasya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  swallowed,  eaten  or  seized. 
Grdsa,  as,  m.  a  mouthful  or  a  quantity  of  anything 

equivalent  to  a  mouthful,  a  lump  of  rice  &c.  of  the 

size  of  a  peacock's  egg ;  food,  nourishment ;  the 
erosion,  the  morsel  bitten ;  the  quantity  eclipsed ; 

the  act  of  swallowing;  the  swallowing  of  the  sun 
and  moon  (by  Rahu),  an  eclipse ;  slurring,  uttering 
with  the  omission  of  a  letter  or  syllable,  a  fault  in 
the  pronunciation  of  the  gutturals ;  (in  geom.)  a 

piece  cut  out  by  the  intersection  of  two  circles. 
—  Grdsa-dalya,  am,  n.  any  extraneous  substance 

lodged  in  the  throat.  —  GrdsdMhddana  (°sa-af), 
am,  n.  bare  subsistence,  food  and  clothing. 

Grdst-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum, 
to  swallow,  devour. 

JJ  J  grah  or  grabh  (the  latter  being  the 
xv  more  ancient  form  used  especially  in  the 

Rig-veda),  cl.  9.  P.  A.  grihndti,  grihnite  (Ved. 
gribhnali,  -nite) ;  Impf.  I  st  sing,  agrihndm  (irreg. 
iigri/iiiam),  2nd  sing.  Impv.  P.  grihdna  (Ved. 
gribhndna  and  grihndna,  other  forms  grilindhi  and 
grihnlhi,  Jrd  sing,  grihmtdt),  jagrdha  (Ved.  Perf. 
jagrabha,  1st  p\.jagribhma),jagrihe  (Ved.  Jrd  pi. 

jagribhre),  gralushyatl,  -te,  agrahit,  agrahifhtu 
(Ved.  Aor.  1st  sing,  agrabham,  3rd  sing,  agrabhit, 

3rd  pi.  ngribhran,  agribhishata  ;  also  1st  sing. 
ajagrabham),  grahitam,  to  seize,  take,  receive, 
accept,  take  by  the  hand,  adopt,  catch,  grasp,  Apld, 
lay  hold  of  (e.  g.  paksham  grah,  to  take  a  side,  Bopt 

a  party ;  pdnim  grah,  to  take  by  the  hand  infthe 
marriage  ceremony,  hence  to  many)  ;  to  seize,  arrf st, 

stop ;  to  take  captive,  take  prisoner,  capture,  im- 
prison ;  to  take  possession  of,  gain  over,  captivate ; 

to  seize,  overpower  (especially  said  of  diseases  and 
demons  and  the  punishments  of  Varuna)  ;  to  seize, 

eclipse  (the  sun  and  moon  being  supposed  by  the 
Hindus  to  be  seized  by  Rahu) ;  to  abstract,  take 

away  (by  robbery) ;  to  lay  the  hand  on,  gain,  win, 
obtain,  receive,  accept ;  to  conceive ;  to  acquire  by 
purchase  (with  inst.  of  the  price)  ;  to  choose ;  to 
take  up  (as  a  fluid  with  any  small  vessel),  to  draw 
water ;  to  catch,  intercept ;  pluck,  pick,  gather ;  to 
collect  a  store  of  anything ;  to  use,  put  on  (as  clothes 
&c.);  to  assume  (as  a  shape);  to  place  upon; 

withdraw,  draw  back ;  to  include ;  to  take  on  one's 
self,  undertake,  undergo,  begin  ;  to  receive  hospitably 

(as  a  guest) ;  to  take  back  (as  a  divorced  wife)  ;  to  take 
into  the  mouth,  mention,  name  [cf.  nama-grahana, 

ndma-grdham,  &c.] ;  to  perceive  with  the  organs  of 
sense,  observe,  recognize ;  to  receive  into  the  mind, 
apprehend,understand,learn;  to  accept,  admit, approve; 
to  obey,  follow ;  to  take  for,  consider  as ;  to  take  in 
a  particular  sense  or  meaning:  Pass,  grihyate,  1st 

Put.  grahitd  and  grdhitd,  and  Fut.  grahishyat'i  and 
grdhifhyale,  Aor.  Jrd  sing,  agralii,  3rd  du.  agra- 
tiixlidtam  and  agrdhishdtdm :  Caus.  P.  graha- 

yati,  -yitum,  ajigrahat,  to  cause  to  take  or  seize 
or  lay  hold  of;  to  give  away  a  girl  (ace.)  in  marriage 
to  any  one  (ace. )  ;  to  cause  any  one  to  be  captured  ; 
to  cause  to  take  away ;  to  make  one  take,  to  deliver 

over  to ;  (with  dsanam  and  ace.)  to  cause  to  take  a 
teat,  to  bid  any  one  sit  down  by  the  side  of;  to 
make  any  one  choose ;  to  cause  a  person  to  undertake 
or  be  occupied  with  (inst.) ;  to  make  a  person  leam, 
to  teach,  make  any  one  acquainted  or  familiar  with 

(two  ace.) ;  to  become  familiar  with  :  Desid.  jighri- 
kshati,  -te,  to  be  about  to  seize  or  take;  to  be 
about  to  take  away ;  to  desire  to  take,  to  wish  to 
perceive  (with  the  organs  of  sense),  to  strive  to 
apprehend  or  recognize  :  Intens.  jarigrihyate,  jd- 
gradhi  (Gram.  711):  [cf.  Zend  gerep,  geurv; 

Goth,  greipa;  Germ,  greife;  Lith.  grlbju,  pa- 

grfiyit;  Slav.  graUjH;  Hib.  grabaim, '  I  devour, 
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/   a /  one 
'  ^i 

stop,  interrupt,  disturb ;'  gtbhaim,  '  I  take,  receive, 
conceive ;'  Gr.  •ypfyos,  •ypfiros :  cf.  also  Lat.  gero ; 
Pol.  garnia^.] 

Grih,  griha,  &c.     See  s.  v.  at  p.  295. 
Grihita,  as,  d,  am,  grasped,  taken,  seized,  caught, 

held,  laid  hold  of;  obtained,  acquired,  gained  ;  robbed ; 

received,  accepted,  conceived ;  collected  ;  agreed,  pro- 
mised ;  perceived,  known,  understood,  ascertained, 

learnt,  &c. ;  [cf.  grah  above.]  —  Grihita-khadga- 
t'arman,  a,  d,  a,  grasping  sword  and  shield. 
••  Grihita-garbhd,  f.  one  who  has  conceived  an 
embryo,  a  pregnant  woman.  —  Grihiia-detas,  ds,  ds, 
as,  one  whose  mind  or  heart  is  captivated.  —  Gri- 
hita-did,  k,  k,  k,  running  away,  flying;  flown, 
escaped,  retreated.  —  Grihita-deha,  as,  d,  am,  in- 
carnate.  —  Grihita-ndman,  d,  d,  a,  one  who  has 
received  a  name  (e.  g.  su-yrihita-ndman,  one  who 
has  received  a  good  name,  one  named  in  accordance 

with  the  ordinances).  —  Grihita-vldya,  as,  d,  am, 
one  who  has  acquired  knowledge,  versed  in  science, 
learned,  studied.  —  Grihita-vetana,  as,  d,  am,  one 
who  has  received  his  wages,  paid,  remunerated. 

—  Grihita-s'ara-kdrmuka,   as,   d,   am,  handling 
arrows  and  bows.  —  Grihila-sardvapa,  as,  d,  am, 
taking  a  bow.  —  Grihita-hridaya,  as,  d,  am,  one 
whose  heart  is  taken  possession  of  or  captivated; 

captivating  the  heart.  — •  Grihitdmisha,  (Ota-dm°), 
as,  d,  am,  seizing  pTey.  —  Grihitdrtha  (°ta-ar°), 
OS,  d,  am,  comprehending  the  sense  or  meaning. 

—  Grihitdstra  (°ta-as°),  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has 
taken  up  arms. 

Grihitaitja,  as,  d,  am  (an  incorrect  form  for 

grahitavya),  to  be  seized  or  taken ;  to  be  under- 
stood, meant. 

Grihitin,  i,  ini,  i,  seizing,  one  who  has  grasped. 

Cjljihitri,  td,  tri,  tri  (incorrect  for  grahitri), 
seiflg,  grasping,  disposed  to  seize  or  take. 

tjrihitvd,  ind.  having  taken. 
Qrihu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  receives  alms, 

a  beggar. 
Grihnat,  an,  ad,  at,  taking,  seizing,  accepting. 
2.  grihya,  as,  d,  am  (for  I .  grihya  see  s.  v.  at 

p.  296),  to  be  taken  or  received ;  to  be  seized,  to 

be   observed,  perceptible,    perceivable ;    to   be   ac- 
knowledged or  admitted ;  to  be  adopted  as  faith  or 

belief,  to  be  trusted,  to  be  relied  on,  to  be  honoured ; 
taking  the  side  of,  adopting  or  choosing  as  best  (e.  g. 

Arjuna-grihya,  taking  the  side  or  adhering  to  the 
party  of  Arjuna) ;  dependant,  subservient ;  (as),  m. 
the  anus. 

3.  grihya,  irreg.  ind.  part,  having  taken,  carrying 
ong,  together  with,  with. 
Grabha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  taking  possession  of; 

one  who  lays  hold  of  (?). 
Grabhana,  am,  n.  seizing,  that  by  which  anything 

is  seized  (?).  —  Grabhana-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved. 
anything  furnished  with  a  handle. 
Grabhitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  seizes ;  [cf. 

grahitri.] 
Graha,  as,  d,  am,  seizing,  laying  hold  of,  holding ; 

taking,  collecting,  gathering;  (a«),  m.  one  who 
seizes ;  the  power  that  seizes  and  obscures  the  sun 
and  moon  and  causes  eclipses,  especially  Rahu  or  the 
ascending  node ;  a  planet  (as  seizing  or  influencing 
the  destinies  of  men  in  a  supernatural  manner ; 
sometimes  five  planets  are  enumerated,  viz.  Mars, 
Mercury,  Jupiter,  Venus,  and  Saturn ;  sometimes 
seven,  i.  e.  the  preceding  with  Rahu  and  Ketu  or 
the  ascending  and  descending  nodes;  sometimes 
nine,  i.  e.  the  sun  and  moon  together  with  the 
preceding :  the  planets  are  either  auspicious,  dubha- 
grahds,  sad-grahds  ;  or  inauspicious,  krura-grahds, 
pdpa-grahdn;  in  the  system  of  the  Jainas  the  planets 
constitute  one  of  the  five  classes  of  the  Jyotishka) ; 
the  place  of  a  planet  in  the  fixed  zodiac,  a  N.  for  the 
number  nine ;  N.  of  certain  evil  demons  or  spirits 
who  seize  or  exercise  a  bad  influence  on  the  body  and 
mind  of  man,  (they  cause  insanity  &c. ;  the  Hindus 
consider  that  it  falls  within  the  province  of  medical 
science  to  expel  these  demons  ;  those  which  especially 
seize  children  and  cause  convulsions  &c.  are  divided 

into  nine  classes,  according  to  the  number  of  the  planets, 
cf.  piitand) ;  any  state  of  mind  which  proceeds  from 
magical  influences  and  takes  possession  of  the  whole 
man ;  a  crocodile,  a  shark ;  a  house  ( =  griha,  in  a-gra- 

ha,khara-g°,  gralta-druma,graha-pati);  anything 
seized,  spoil,  booty,  prey ;  as  much  as  can  be  taken 
with  a  ladle,  spoon  &c.  out  of  a  larger  vessel,  a  ladle- 
ful,  spoonful,  &c. ;  any  ladle  or  vessel  employed  for 
taking  up  a  portion  of  fluid  out  of  a  larger  vessel, 
(especially  applied  to  the  vessels  used  for  taking  up 
the  Soma ;  cf.  soma-graha)  ;  the  middle  of  a  bow 
or  that  part  which  is  grasped  when  the  bow  is  used  ; 

grasp,  seizing,  laying  hold  of,  the  drawing  up  or 
taking  up  of  water  &c.  [cf.  nira-graha] ;  seizure 
in  general  (e.  g.  anga-graha,  spasm  of  the  limbs), 
seizure  of  the  sun  or  moon,  eclipse ;  a  movable  point 
in  the  heavens ;  stealing,  robbing ;  taking,  receiving, 

reception,  receipt ;  keeping  back,  obstructing ;  men- 
tion, nomination ;  apprehension,  perception,  intelli- 

gence, understanding;  an  organ  or  instrument  of 
apprehension  (of  which  according  to  the  Upanishads 
there  are  eight,  viz.  Prana,  Va<5,  Jihva,  Cakshus, 
Srotra,  Manas,  Hastau,  and  Tva<!) ;  insisting  upon, 

tenacity,  perseverance,  purpose,  design,  favour,  pa- 
tronage ;  a  N.  of  the  fourth  or  fifth  book  of  the 

S'atapatha-Brahmana ;  [cf.  guda-graha,  3lro-gr°, 
hanu-gr°,  hrid-gr°.]  —  Graha-kallola,  as,  m.  the 
wave  (or  enemy?)  of  the  planets,  an  epithet  of 

Rahu.  —  Graha-gana,  as,  m.  the  whole  number  of 
planets  taken  collectively.  —  Graha-gatiita,  am,  n. 
=ganita,  the  astronomical  part  of  a  Jyotih-sastra. 
—  Graha-dintaka,  as,  m.  an  astrologer.  —  Graha- 
td,  f.  or  graha-tva,  am,  n.  state  of  being  a  planet. 

—  Graha-das'a,  f.  the  aspect  of  the  planets.  -•  Graha- 
dmma,  as,  m.  the  creeper  Gymnema  Sylvestre,  =  .<a- 
ka-vriksha ;  [cf.  griha-druma.]  —  Graha-nayaka, 
as,  m.  the  leader  of  the  planets ;  the  planet  Saturn ; 

the  sun.  —  Graha-nds'a  or  graha-nddana,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  plant  Alstonia  Scholaris,  commonly  dhd- 
tina.  —  Graha-nigraha,  au,  m.   du.   favour   and 
punishment.  —  Graha-nemi,    is,   m.   the   moon. 
—  Graha-pati,  is,  m.  the  chief  of  the  planets,  the 
sun ;    the  plant  Calotropis  Gigantea  [cf.  arka],  = 

griha-pati."Graha-pidana,  am,  n.  or  graha- 
pidd,  i.  the  pain  or  oppression  caused  by  a  planet ;  the 
obscurity  caused  by  Rahu,  an  eclipse  ;  the  influence  of 
an  unpropitious  planet.  —  Graha-pusha,  as,  m.  the 
sun  (cherishing  the  planets  with  his  light).  —  Graha- 
pujd,   (.  worship   of  the   sun    and    other   planets. 
—  Graha-bhakti,   is,   f.   distribution    among   the 
planets,  division  of  countries  &c.  with   respect  to 
the  presiding  planets ;  title  of  the  sixteenth  chapter 
in  Varaha-mihira's  Brihat-sarnhita.  —  Graha-bhiti- 

jit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  perfume  ('  conquering  the  fear 
of  the  demons').  —  Graha-bhojana,  as,  m.  a  horse. 
—  Graha-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  planets. 
—  Graha-mardana,  am,  n.  friction  or  opposition 
between   the   planets.  —  Graha-yajila  or  graha- 
ydga,  as,  m.  worship  or  sacrifice  offered  to  the 
planets.  -•  Grahayajna-tattva,   am,  n.  title  of  a 
part  of  the  Smriti-tattva.  —  Graha-yuti,  is,  m.  con- 

junction of  the  planets.  —  Graha-ytiddha,  am,  n. 
strife  or  opposition   of  the   planets ;    title   of  the 

seventeenth   Adhyaya   of  Varaha-mihira's    Brihat- 
samhitS.  —  Graha-rdja,  as,  m.   the  king   of  the 
planets ;  the  sun  ;  the  moon  ;  the  planet  Jupiter  or 

its  regent.  —  Graha-ldghava,  am,  n.  title  of  an 
astronomical  work  of  the  sixteenth  century.  —  Graha- 

farsha,  as,  m.  a  planetary  year ;  title  of  the  nine- 
teenth Adhyaya  of  Varaha-mihira's  Brihat-sanihitS, 

which  describes  the  good  or  evil  fortune  belonging 
to  certain  days,  months  or  years  ruled  over  by  par- 

ticular planets.  —  Graha-mpra,  as,  m.  an  astrologer. 
—  Graha-mmarda,  as,  m.  friction  of  the  planets, 
opposition, = graha-mardana.  —  Graha-idnti,  is, 
(.  propitiation  of  the  planets  by  sacrifices  &c.  —  Graha- 
triiiyatalca,  am,  n.  triangular  position  of  the  planets 
with  reference  to  each  other ;  title  of  the  twentieth 

Adhyaya  in  Varaha-mihira's  Brihat-sarnhita,  treating 
also  of  many  other  positions  of  the  planets.  •-  Graha- 
iamdgama,  as,  m.  conjunction  of  the  planets ;  also 

in  the  comp.  iaii-gralta-aamagama,  conjunction 
of  the  moon  with  asterisms  or  planets.  —  Grahd- 

dhdra  (°ha-adh°),  as,  m.  the  polar  star  as  the  fixed 
centre  of  the  planets.  —  Grahddhlna  (°ha-adh°),  at, 
d,  am,  subject  to  planetary  influence.  —  Grahamaya 

(°ha-dm°),  as,  m.  epilepsy,  convulsions,  demoniacal 
possession,  which  is  supposed  to  cause  the  complaint. 
—  Grahdrdma-kutuhalaorkara>ia-kutuhala,am, 

n.,  N.  of  an  astronomical  work  by  Bhaskara.  —  Gra- 
hdluiidana  (°ha-dl°),  am,  n.  pouncing  on  prey, 
seizing  and  tearing  it  to  pieces.  —  Grahdvamardana 

(°ha-av°),  am,  n.  friction  of  the  planets,  opposition ; 

[cf.  graha-mardana.]  —  GrahdiSm  (°ha-ds°),  i,  m. 
the  plant  Echites  Scholaris ;  [cf.  graha-ndia^]  —  Gra- 

hds"raya  (°ha-d3°),  as,  m.  the  polar  star ;  [cf.  gra- 
hddhdra.]  —  Grahakvaya  (°ha-dh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  plant ;  [cf.  bhutdnTcus'a.]  —  Grahetfa  (°ha-ts"),  as, m.  the  chief  of  the  planets,  the  sun. 
Grahaka,  as,  m.  a  prisoner ;  [cf.  grdhaka.] 
Grahana,  as,  d,  am,  seizing,  holding ;  (am),  n. 

the  hand ;  an  organ  of  sense ;  a  prisoner,  captive ; 

mentioning,  naming,  mention,  a  word  mentioned 
(e.  g.  vadana-grahana,  the  word  vadana) ;  seizing, 
holding,  taking,  catching,  seizure ;  taking  by  the  hand, 

marrying ;  receiving,  acceptance  ;  taking  captive,  cap- 
tivating, overpowering,  imprisonment ;  seizure  of  the 

sun  or  moon,  eclipse  ;  gaining,  obtaining,  purchasing ; 
choosing ;  taking  or  drawing  up ;  attraction ;  putting 
on ;  containing,  enclosing ;  undertaking,  undergoing ; 
service  ;  mentioning  with  praise,  respect ;  perceiving, 

understanding,  comprehension,  the  taking  or  receiv- 
ing of  instruction,  or  the  acquirement  of  any  science ; 

acceptation,  meaning;  assent,  agreement;  inviting, 
calling,  addressing ;  the  taking  up  of  sound,  echo ; 

an  organ  of  sense;  [cf.  kara-grahai)a,  keiia-g^, 
garbha-g°,  takshur-g  ,  ndma-g\  pdni-g°,  punar- 
9°.]  —  Grahananta  (°na-an°),  am,  n.  close  of  study, 
acquirement  of  science  &c.  —  Grahandntika  (°na- 
an°),  am,  a.  termination  of  holy  study. 
Grahanaka,  am,  n.  containing,  involving. 
Grahant,  is  or  i,  f.  an  imaginary  organ  supposed 

to  lie  between  the  stomach  and  the  intestines ;  the 

small  intestines  or  that  part  of  the  alimentary  canal 
where  the  bile  assists  digestion  and  from  which  vital 
warmth  is  diffused  ;  diarrhoea,  dysentery.  —  Grahani- 
dosha,  as,  m.  a  morbid  affection  of  the  Graham, 
diarrhoea.  —  Grahani-pradosha,  as,  m.  a  morbid 
affection  of  the  Graham.  —  Gralianl-rnj,  k,  f.  or 

grahani-roga,  as,  m.  a  morbid  affection  of  the 
GrahanI,  diarrhoea.  —  Grahanirogin,i,ini,i,  affected 
with  diarrhcea.  —  Grahanl-hara,  am,  n.  cloves, 

GraTiamya,  as,  d,  am,  acceptable,  to  be  taken  or 
received  or  understood.  —  Grahayiya-td,  f.  or  gra- 
haniya-tva,  am,  n.  acceptableness. 
Grahayayya,  another  form  for  grihaydyya, lord  of  a  house,  q.  v. 

Grahaydlu,  us,  us,  u,  for  grlhaydlu,  taking, receiving,  q.  v. 

Grahi,  at  the  end  of  a  compound  inphale-grahi,q.v. 

Grahila,  as,  d,  am,  taking,  accepting,  acknow- 
ledging. 

Grahishnu,  at  the  end  of  a  compound  in^Aato- 
grahishnu,  q.  v. 
Grahitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  taken  or  received, 

acceptable,  to  be  accepted  ;  to  be  taken  up  or  drawn 

(as  a  fluid)-;  to  be  apprehended  or  perceived,  to  be 
learned  or  acquired ;  (am),  n.  the  being  obliged  to 
take  or  receive. 

Grahitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  taker,  seizer,  accepter, 
receiver,  purchaser ;  perceiver,  perceiving,  observant ; 

taking,  disposed  to  take;  [cf.  pdni-grahitri  and 
grilatrij] 
Grahya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  or  fit  for 

a  Graha. 
Grdbha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  seizes,  what  is 

seized ;  grasp,  seizure. 
Graha,  as,  i,  am,  seizing,  holding,  catching, 

taking,  receiving,  acceptance  (e.  g.  riktha-grdha, 
receiving  inherited  property  ;  yoshid-grdha,  taking 

a  wife) ;  [cf.  karna-grdha,  gila-g°,  dhanur-g°, 
pdni-g°,  pdrshni-g°,  &c.] ;  (as),  m.  a  rapacious 
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animal  living  in  fresh  or  sea  water;  a  crocodile,  a 
shark,  a  serpent;  (according  to  some  the  Gangetic 
alligator  or  Lacerta  Gangetica,  according  to  others 
the  water  elephant  or  hippopotamus) ;  any  large 
fish  or  marine  animal ;  (i),  f.  a  female  crocodile ; 
(as),  m.  a  prisoner;  seizure,  grasping,  laying  hold  of; 
morbid  affection,  disease ;  beginning,  undertaking ; 

mentioning ;  [cf.  ndma-yraha;  cf.  also  asad-grdha 
and  svayam-grdhaJ]  —  Grd/ta-rat,  an,  all,  at, 
containing  or  abounding  with  alligators  &c. 

Grdhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  receiving,  accepting,  one 
who  takes  or  seizes ;  a  purchaser,  buyer ;  containing, 

enclosing  ;  perceiving,  observing ;  taking  away,  per- 
suading; (as),  m.  a  police-officer,  a  constable,  a 

bailiff;  a  hawk,  a  falcon  [cf.  Gr.  ypvfy ;  Germ.r/rfi/1]; 
a  kind  of  vegetable, =sitdrara;  N.  of  an  attendant 
of  Siva.  . 

Graham,  ind.  part,  taking,  seizing,  mentioning, 
(often  at  the  end  of  compounds,  e.  g.  jha-grdham, 
taking  alive ;  cf.  also  ndma-grdham.) 
Grdhi,  is,  (.,  Ved.  a  female  spirit  of  evil,  seizing 

men  and  causing  death  and  disease,  (Sleep  is  described 
as  her  son) ;  deprivation  of  sensation,  a  swoon,  faint- 

ing fit.  —  Grdhi-pkala,  am,  n.  the  tree  Feronia 
Elephantum ;  [cf.  kapittha.] 
Grdkita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  take  or  seize. 

Grdhin,  I,  inl,  i,  seizing,  taking,  holding,  laying 
hold  of;  catching,  engaged  in  catching;  picking, 
gathering;  containing,  holding;  drawing,  attracting, 
fascinating,  alluring  ;  gaining,  obtaining,  acquiring  ; 
choosing  ;  searching  through,  scrutinizing ;  perceiv- 

ing, observing ;  accepting,  taking  to  heart ;  astringent; 
obstructing,  binding,  constipating  ;  (I),  m.  the  plant 
Feronia  Elephantum  [cf.  kapittha] ;  (in?),  f.  a  small 
kind  of  YavaSa;  a  kind  of  Hedysamm,  =  kshudra- 
durdlabhd,  tdmra-wiuld. 

Grdhuka,  as,  i,  am,  seizing,  laying  hold  of. 
Grahya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  seized,  taken,  held ;  to 

be  captured  or  imprisoned ;  to  be  carried  away ;  to 
be  picked  or  gathered,  acceptable;  to  be  received, 
accepted,  gained ;  to  be  perceived,  observed  ;  to  be 
taken  in  marriage ;  to  be  received  in  a  friendly  or 
hospitable  manner ;  to  be  insisted  upon ;  to  be 
understood,  perceivable ;  to  be  considered ;  to  be 
understood  in  a  particular  sense,  meant ;  to  be  ac- 

cepted as  a  rule  or  law,  to  be  acknowledged  or 
assented  to,  to  be  attended  to  or  obeyed,  to  be 
admitted  in  evidence ;  acceptable,  agreeable ;  (am), 

n.  a  present;  [cf.  dur-grdhya,  sukha-grdhya, 
tvayam-grdhya.]  —  Grdhya^vdi!,  k,  k,  k,  uttering 
agreeable  speech,  praising. 
Grdhyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  to  be  perceived ;  to  be 

discerned  or  distinguished. 

UTT  grama,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  gras 
or  fr.  graft,),  an  inhabited  place,  a  village,  a  hamlet, 
an  inhabited  and  unfortified  place  in  the  midst  of  fields 
and  cultivated  land,  a  municipal  and  fiscal  division,  a 
township  (opposed  to  oranj/d.and  in  later  Sanskrit  also 
to  pura,  nagara,  and  pattana) ;  the  collective  in- 

habitants of  a  place,  a  community,  race  ;  any  number 

of  men  associated  together,  a  troop,  multitude,  collec- 
tion, especially  a  troop  of  soldiers ;  a  number  of  tunes, 

a  scale  in  music,  a  gamut ;  (at  the  end  of  a  compound) 
a  multitude,  a  class,  a  collection  or  number  in  general ; 

[cf.  arishta-grdma,  mahd-g°,  $u.ra-g°,  sangrdma; 
cf.  also  Lith.  kUma-s;  Hib.  gramaisg,  'the  mob;' 
gramasgar,  'a  flock,  company.']  —  Grdma-kantaka, 
as,  m.  the  village-pest  or  tale-bearer.  —  Grdma- 
kdma,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  wishes  to  take  posses- 

sion of  a  village ;  desirous  of  villages  ;  fond  of  living 
in  villages.—  Grdma-ku.kktt/a,  as,  m.  a  village  cock, 
a  tame  or  domestic  cock.  -  Grdma-kumdra,  as,  m. 
a  village  boy.-Grama-kuldla,  as,  m.  a  village 
potter.— Grdma-ku/a,  a«,  m.  the  noblest  man  in  a 
village,  a  Sttdra  or  man  of  the  fourth  tribe.  —  Grdma- 
ya,  as,  d,  am,  or  grama-gamin,  I,  irii,  i,  who  or 
what  goes  to  a  village,  (Pin.  II.  i,  24.)_GVdma- 
grihya,  as,  a,  am,  being  outside  a  village,  (lit.  ad- 

joining the  houses  of  a  village.)  —  Grdma-geya,  as,  d, 
am, to  be  sung  in  a  village.-  Grdmageya-gdna.am, 

f*h^  gramyadharmin. 
n.  one  of  the  four  books  into  which  the  SSma-veda 

when  arranged  for  chanting  is  distributed.  ••  Grdma- 
go<hih,-dhuk,  m.  the  herdsman  of  a  village.  —  Grdma- 
ghdta,  as,  m.  plundering  a  village.  —  Grdma-ghdtin, 
I,  inl,  i,  devastating  or  plundering  a  village.  —  Grdma- 
ghoshin,  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  sounding  among  men  or 
armies,  as  a  drum.  —  Grdmait-gamin,  I,  inl,  i,  who 

or  what  goes  to  a  village.  —  Grdma-i'aryd,  f.  the 
customs  of  social  life,  social  intercourse.  —  Grdma- 

faitya,  ax,  m.  the  sacred  tree  of  a  village.  —  Grdma- 
ja,  as,  d,  am,  village-bom,  village-produced ;  rustic, 
village,  grown  in  cultivated  ground.  —  Grdmaja- 
nishpdvl,  (.  a  kind  of  pulse.  —  Grdma-jdta,  as,  d, 
am,  rustic,  village-bom,  produced  in  a  village,  grown 
in  cultivated  ground.  —  Grdma-jdla,  am,  n.  a  num- 

ber of  villages,  a  district.  —  Grdmajdlin,  I,  m.  the 
governor  of  a  province.  —  Grama-jit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
conquering  or  gaining  villages ;  conquering  troops ; 

(S5y.)  either  conquering  villages  or  dispersing  mul- 
titudes. —  Grdmana,  as,  t,  am,  coming  from  a 

Gr5ma-nl.  ••  Grdma-nl,  Is,  is,  i  (for  grdma-nl),  the 
leader  or  chief  of  a  village  or  community,  the  lord 
of  the  manor,  the  squire,  the  leader  of  a  troop  or 

army;  a  chief,  a  superintendent ;  best,  pre-eminent, 
excellent;  one  who  only  thinks  of  enjoyment (?), 
the  village  barber  (as  the  chief  person  of  a  village) ; 
a  groom  (?) ;  N.  of  a  Gandharva  chief;  N.  of  one  of 
the  attendants  of  Siva ;  N.  of  certain  beings  who 
together  with  the  Rishis,  Gandharvas,  Apsarasas, 

NSgas,  Yatu-dhSnas,  and  Bslakhilyas  are  by  some 
supposed  to  be  attendant  upon  the  Sun  ;  N.  of  a 

place ;  (U),  f.  a  female  peasant  or  villager ;  a  whore, 
a  harlot ;  the  Indigo  plant.  —  Grdmanl-tva,  am,  n. 
the  position  or  condition  of  a  chief  or  leader  of  a 

village.  —  Grdmanithya,  am,  n.  the  station  of  the 
chief  of  a  village  or  community.  —  Grdmanl-putra, 
as,  m.  the  son  of  a  harlot,  a  bastard.  —  Grdmanlya, 
as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (am),  n.  =  grdmanithya. 
—  Grdmant-sava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Ekaha  sacri- 

fice. —  Grdma-taksha,  as,  m.  a  village  carpenter. 
—  Grdma-tas,  ind.  from  the  village.  —  Grdma-td, 
f.  or  grdma-tva,  am,  n.  a  multitude  of  villages. 

—  Grdma-das'es'a  (°s'a-!sa),  as,  or  grdmadasd- 
dhipati  (°ia-adh°),  is,  m.  the  head  of  ten  villages. 
—  Grdma-devatd,  f.  the  tutelary  deity  of  a  village. 
—  Grdma-druma,  as,  m.  a  single  tree  in  a  village 
held  sacred  by  the  inhabitants.  —  Grdma-dhard,  f. 
supporting   a   village    or   villages,    N.    of  a    rock. 
—  Grdma-dharma,  as,  m.  the  observances  or  cus- 

toms of  a  village.  —  Grdma-ndpita,  as,  m.  the  village 
barber.  —  Grdma-nivdsin,  I,  inl,  i,  living  in  villages, 
tame.  —  Grdma-pdla,  as,  m.   the   guardian  of  a 
village.  —  Grdma-putra,   as,   m.   a  village   boy. 
—  Grdma-preshya,  as,  m.  the  messenger  or  ser- 

vant  of  a  community   or   village.  —  Grdma-bdla- 
jana,  as,  m.  a  young  peasant.  —  Grdma-bhrita, 
as,   m.  a  village  messenger  or  servant.  —  Grdma- 
madgurikd,  f.  a  kind  of  fish,  Silurus  Singio  ( = 
iringl) ;  a  riot,  a  fray,  a  village  tumult ;  [cf.  grdma- 
yuddha.^  —  Grdma-mahishl,    f.   a   tame    buffalo. 
—  Grdma-mukha,  am,  n.  a  market  town,  a  fair, 

a   market.  —  Grdma-mriga,    ox,  m.   '  the   village 

animal,'  a  dog.  —  Grdma-maukhya,  head  of  a  vil- 
lage; (probably  incorrect  for  grdma-saukhya,  see 

grdma-sukha.)  —  Grdma-ynjaka,  as,   ikd,  am, 
offering  sacrifices  for  a  whole  village  or  community ; 

(as),  m.  the  village  priest,  one  who  conducts  the 
ceremonies  for  any  or  all  classes  and  is  consequently 
considered  as  a  degraded  Brahman ;  it  also  applies 
to  the  attendant  of  an  idol.  —  Grdma-ydjin,  i,  inl, 
i,  offering  sacrifices  for  a  whole  village  or  community. 

—  Gramii-yuildha,  am,  n.  a  riot,  a  fray,  a  village 
war.  —  Grdma-riithyd,  f.  a  village  street.  —  Grdma- 
luntana,  am,  n.  plundering  or  pillaging  a  village. 

—  Grama-vat,  an,  aft,  at,  furnished  with  villages. 
—  Grdma-vdsa,  as,  m.  living  in  a  village;  a  villager; 
[cf.  ordn»c-»a«o.]  —  Grdma-vasin,  I,  inl,  i,  living 
in  villages,   tame ;    (inas),   m.  pi.   the  inhabitants 
of  a  village,   the  villagers ;    [cf.  grdme-vdsin  and 
grdmya.]  —  Grdma-vdstarya,  as,  m.  the  inhabitant 
of  a  village.  —  Grdma-videsha,  as,  m.  variety  of  the 

scales  in  music.  —  Grama^tata,  am,  n.  a  hundred 

villages,  a  province.  —  Gramas'ates'a  (°ta-ija),  as, 
m.  or  grdmas'atddhipati  (°ta-adh°),  is,  m.  or  grd- 
mafotddhyaksha  (°ta-adh°),  as,  m.  the  governor 
of  a  province.  —  Grdma-sankara,  as,  m.  the  com- 

mon sewer  or  drain  of  a  village.  —  Grdma-saitgha, 
as,  m.  a  village  corporation,  a  municipality.  —  Grdma- 
sin/ta,  as,  m.  a  dog.  —  Grdma-sukha,  am,  n.  the 
pleasure  of  a  villager;  [cf.grdmya-sukha.]  —  Grdma- 
stha,  as,  a,  am,  being  or  residing  in  a  village,  be- 

longing to  a  village,  rustic,  &c. ;  (on),  m.  a  village. 

—  Grdma-hdsaka,  as,  m.  a  sister's  husband.  —  Grd- 
mdfdra  (°ma-d<?),  as,  m.  village  observances,  cus- 

toms, &c.  —  Grdmddhdna  fma-ddh"),  am,  n.  hunt- 

ing; a  village  (?).  —  Grdmddhikrita  (°ma-adh°),as, 
orgrdmddhipati(°ma-adh°),ig,<xgrdniddhyaksha 
(°ma-adh°),  as,  or  grdmdd/iikdrin  (°ma-adh°), 
I,  m.  superintendent  or  chief  of  a  village.  —  Grd- 
mdnta  (°ma-an°),  as,  m.  the  border  of  a  village ; 
space  near  a  village ;  (e),  ind.  in  the  neighbourhood 

of  a  village.  —  Grdmdntara  (°ma-an°),  am,  n. 
another  village.  —  Grdmdnlika,  am,  n.  the  neigh- 

bourhood of  a  village.  —  Grdmdntlya,  as,  a,  am, 
situated  in  the  neighbourhood  of  a  village  ;  (am),  n. 

space  near  a  village.  —  Grdme-vdsa,  as,  m.  a  village 

abode ;  a  villager ;  [cf.  grdma-vdsa.]  —  Grdme- 
vdsin,  t,  inl,  i,  living  in  a  village,  tame ;  (inas) , 

m.  pi.  the  villagers.  —  Grdmes"a  (°ma-?s'a),  as,  m. 
the  head  man  of  a  village.  —  Grdmeivara  (°ma-is°), 
as,  m.  the  head  man  or  ruler  over  a  village ;  the  lord 

of  the  manor  or  squire.  —  Grdmopddhydya  (°ma- 

up°),  as,  m.  the  village  priest. 
Grdmaka,  as,  m.  a  village  &c.,  see  grama;  the 

collective  department  or  range  of  celestial  pleasures ; 
N.  of  a  town. 

Grdmaya,  nom.  P.  grdmayati,  -yitum,  to  invite. 
Grdmika,  as,  i,  am,  village,  rude,  rustic;  (in 

music)  chromatic;  (as),  m.  the  head  man  of  a 
village ;  a  villager. 

Grdmin,  t,  im,  i,  surrounded  by  a  village  com- 
munity, pertaining  to  a  village,  rustic,  rural,  village ; 

(I),  m.  a  villager,  a  peasant ;  the  head  man  of  a 
village ;  (im),  f.  the  Indigo  plant.  —  Grdmi-putra, 
as,  m.  the  son  of  a  villager. 

Grdmina,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  village ;  pro- 
duced in  or  peculiar  to  a  village ;  vulgar,  rude ;  (in 

music)  chromatic;  a  villager,  a  rustic;  (as),  m.  a 

dog;  a  hog;  a  crow;  (a),  f.  the  Indigo  plant;  a 
kind  of  vegetable ;  [cf.  pdlattkya.] 

Grdmtya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  village  or  to 
the  same  village  community ;  produced  in  or  derived 
from  a  village ;  (as),  m.  a  villager. 
Grdmtyaka,  as,  m.  the  member  of  a  community, 

a  villager. 

Grdmeya,  as,  I, am, village-bom, a  villager,  a  rustic. 
Grdmcyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  belonging  to  a  village, a  villager. 

Grdmya,  as,  a,  ajn,  relating  to  or  used  in  a  village, 
produced  in  a  village ;  living  in  a  village,  a  villager, 
rustic,  homely,  vulgar,  clownish,  rude ;  living  in  a 
village,  i.  e.  among  men,  domesticated,  tame  (as  an 
animal),  cultivated  (as  a  plant,  opposed  to  vanya  or 

aranya,  wild) ;  allowed  in  a  village,  relating  to  the 
sensual  pleasures  of  a  village ;  relating  to  a  musical 
scale;  (as),  m.  a  hog,  a  tame  or  village  hog;  (d), 

f.  the  Indigo  plant,  and  Phaseolus  Radiata  ;  [cf.  nish- 

pdvt] ;  (am),  n.  rustic  or  homely  speech ;  the 
PrSkrit  and  the  other  dialects  of  India  as  contra- 

distinguished from  the  Sanskrit ;  food  prepared  in  a 

village;  sensual  pleasure,  sexual  intercourse. —  Gra- 
mya-kantl<i,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  onion,  =zthala- 
kanda  ;  (perhaps  rather  agrdmya-kamla.)  —  Gra- 
mya-ltarkati,  f.  a  kind  of  pumpkin-gourd,  Benincasa 
Cerifera.  —  Grdmya-karman,  a,  n.  the  occupation 
of  a  villager,  sensual  pleasure  and  sexual  intercourse. 
—  Gramya-kunkuma,  am,  n.  a  yellow  dye,  saf- 
flower,  Carthamus  Tinctorius. — Grdmya-gaja,  as,  m. 
a  village-born  or  tame  elephant.  —  Grdmya-dharma, 
as,  m.  the  right  of  a  villager  or  townsman  (as  opposed 

to  the  right  of  a  recluse),  sexual  intercourse,  copula- 
tion ;  the  duties  of  a  villager.  —  Gramyadharmin, 
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I,  int,  i,  addicted  to  sexual  intercourse,  libidinous. 

—  Grdmya-pas'u,  us,  m.  a  domestic  animal ;  (some- 
times applied  contemptuously  to  a  man.)  —  Grdmya- 

buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  clownish,   ignorant.  —  Grdmya- 
madgurikd,   f.    a  kind   of  fish,   Silurus    Singio,  = 
grdma-madgurikd.  —  Grdmya-mansa,  am,  n.  the 
flesh  of  tame  animals.  •-  Grdmya-mriga,  as,  m.  a 

dog ;  [cf.  grdma-mriga.]  —  Grdmya-ra^i,  is,  m.  a 
N.  of  several  of  the  signs  of  the  zodiac.  -•  Grdmya- 
vallabhd,  f.  a  kind  of  vegetable.  —  Grdmya-vddin, 
I,    m.   the  judge   of  a   village,    a    village    bailiff. 
••  Gramya-tukara,  as,  m.  a  village  hog,  a  tame 

hog,  a  pig.  —  Grdmya-sukha,  am,  n.  the  pleasure 
of  a  villager,  sleeping,  sexual  intercourse.  —  Gt'dmyd- 
ira  fya-af),  as,  m.  an  ass.  —  Grdmyehaparama, 

(°ya-ihd-up°') ,  as,  m.  ceasing  from  sensual  desires. 
iliqVT  gravan,  a,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

grah),  a  stone  for  pressing  out  the  Soma,  (according 
to  the  commentators  on  the  Brahmanas  there  existed 

five  such  stones,  but  in  earlier  times  probably  only 

two  were  used) ;  a  stone  or  rock  in  general ;  a  moun- 
tain ;  a  cloud ;  also  =  grdva-stut  below ;  (a,  a,  a), 

hard,  solid.  —  Grava-grdbka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  person 
who  uses  the  Soma  stones.  —  Grdm^rohaka,  as,  m. 

the  shrub  Physalis  Flexuosa;  [cf.  asva-gandhd.'] 
—  Grdva-stut,   t,   m.    he   who   praises  the   Soma 
stones;   N.    of  one    of  the    sixteen  priests    (called 
after   the   hymn   addressed   to    the   Soma   stones). 

—  Grdva-stotriya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  or  belonging 
to  the  praise  of  the  Soma  stones ;    (am),  n.  the 
duties  of  the  GrSva-stut.  —  Grava-hasta,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  handling  the  Soma  stones. 

?TW  grasa.     See  under  rt.  #ras,  p.  302. 

?IT?  grdha.     See  under  rt.  grah,  p.  303. 

ij\4\griva, f.  (said  to  be  fr.  2.gri),  the  back 
part  of  the  neck,  the  nape,  the  tendon  of  the  trapezium 
muscle,  the  neck  (in  the  earlier  literature  always  pi.), 

the  neck-part  of  the  hide  of  an  animal ;  [cf.  asita- 

griva,  rlksha-g",  Icambu-g",  kalmasha-g°;  cf.  also 
Lith.  galwtl;  Russ.  glava  and  golova!]  —  Grivd- 

ksha  (°vd-ak°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Grivd- 
ghanta,  f.  a  bell  hanging  down  from  the  neck  of  a 
horse.  —  Grivd-blla,  am,  a.  the  hollow  in  the  back 
part  or  nape  of  the  neck. 

Grivdlikd,  f.  the  neck. 

Grivin,  i,  iiii,  i,  long-necked,  handsome-necked ; 
(i),  m.  a  camel. 

Graiva,  as,  i,  am.  being  on  or  belonging  to  the 
neck,  representing  the  neck,  being  on  the  neck ; 
(am),  n.  a  necklace,  a  close  necklace  or  collar;  a 
chain  worn  round  the  neck  of  an  elephant. 

Graiveya,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  the  neck ;  (as, 
am),  m.  n.  a  collar,  a  necklace ;  a  chain  on  the  neck 
of  an  elephant  or  horse. 

Graiveyaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  ornament  of  the 
neck,  a  chain  worn  round  the  neck  of  an  elephant ; 

(as),  m.  pi.  a  class  of  deities  (nine  in  number),  who 
have  their  seat  on  the  neck  of  the  Loka-purusha  or 
who  form  his  necklace. 

Graivya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  the  neck. 

^Tl1*!  grishma,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
gras),  hot,  warm ;  (as),  m.  the  summer,  the  hot 

season,  consisting  of  the  months  S'udi  and  S'ukra  or 
Jyeshtha  and  Ashadha  (from  the  middle  of  May  to 
the  middle  of  July) ;  heat,  warmth ;  N.  of  a  man ; 

(a),  f.,  N.  of  a  tree  [cf.  lodhni] ;  (I),  (.  the  tree 
Jasminum  Sambac ;  [cf.  nava-mallika  ;  cf.  also  Hib. 

gris,  '  fire ;'  grioujaim,  '  I  fry,  boil ;'  griosach, 
'  burning  embers ;'  Lith.  karsztas  and  karsztis,] 
«  Griskma-kdla,  a#,  m.  the  hot  season  (see  above). 
—  Grishmakdllna,  as,  d,  am,  pertaining  to  the  hot 
season.  —  Grinhma-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  by  heat, 
produced  in  the  hot  season ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  fruit- 

tree,  Anona  Reticulata  ;    [cf.   lavanl.~\  —  Grishma- 
dhdnya,  am,  n.  summer  corn.  -•  Grlshma-pushpl, 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  karuni.  —  < 1  rithma-bhava,  as, 
d,  am,  produced  by  heat  or  in  the  hot  season ;  (a), 
f.  Jasminum  Sambac.  —  Grishma-sundaraka,  as, 

m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb,  Erythraea  Centaureoides, 
commonly  called  gimd  ;  also  the  plant  Pharnaceum 

Mollugo.  —  Grishma-hdsa,  as,  m.  the  flocculent 
seeds,  down,  &c.,  blown  about  in  the  air  in  summer 

(compared  from  their  white  colour  to  '  the  smiles  of 
tlie  season').  —  Grishmodbhava  (°ma-wF"),  as,  a, 
am,  produced  by  heat  or  in  the  hot  season  ;  (a),  f. 
double  jasmine,  Jasminum  Sambac. 
Graishma,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  summer,  be- 

longing to  the  hot  weather,  produced  by  heat  or  the 
hot  season,  sown  in  summer;  (i),  f.  Jasminum 
Sambac. 

Graishmaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  sown  in  summer;  to 
be  paid  in  summer  (as  a  debt). 
Gralshmika,  as,  >,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 

summer,  growing  in  summer. 

N.  agrudat  and  agrodit,  grofitum,  to  steal, 
rob ;  to  go ;  [cf.  gluC^] 

*"  graiva.     See  under  grivd  last  col. 

graishma.   See  under  grishma  above. 

*?{glap.     Cf.  glai. 
yd  glapsa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  branch  (?). 

glas,  cl.  i.  A.  glasate,  =  gras,  to eat. 

Glasta,  as,  d,  am,=grasta,  eaten. 

glah,  cl.  i .  A.  gla hate,  jaglahe,  gla- 
hitum  and  glddhum,  to  gamble,  play  with 

dice,  win  by  gambling ;  (  =  rt.  grah)  to  take,  re- 
ceive, accept. 

Glaha,  as,  m.  a  dice-player,  the  stake  in  playing, 
a  wager,  bet ;  the  prize  or  object  fought  for  in  a 
contest,  the  person  aimed  at;  a  die;  a  dice-box; 
cast  of  the  dice,  game  at  dice ;  gaming,  playing 
with  dice ;  contention ;  a  chess-man ;  glaham  div, 

to  play  at  dice. 
Glahana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  playing  at  dice,  casting 

the  dice. 

JTT«T  glana,  glani,  &c.    See  under  rt.  glai. 

glut,  cl.  i.  Y.glo6ati,juglo6a,  aglu- 
tai,  and  aglodit,  glofitum,  to  steal  or  rob ; 

to  go ;   [cf.  gruf  and  glund.] 
Gluduka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

1 1 3^|   glun.6,  cl.  I.  P.  gluhdati,  jugluhfa, 

\3      ̂ aglundat  and  aglunfit,  gluiiditum,  to 

go,  move. j  i  M  glep,  cl.  i.  A.  glepate,  &c.,  to  be 
Co  N  poor  or  miserable ;  to  shake,  tremble ; move. 

glee,  cl.  i.  A.  glevate,  to   serve, 

worship,  gratify  by  service  or  devotedness ; 

[cf.  gev,  khev,  sev.~] 
TTW  glesh,  cl.  i.  A.  gleshate,  to   seek, 
CO    \  investigate ;  [cf.  gesh  and  gatesh^] 

JT  glai,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  glayati,  -te, 
CO  jaglau,  glasyati,  agldsit,  gldtum,  to  feel 

aversion  or  dislike,  to  be  averse  or  reluctant,  be  un- 
willing, disinclined  to  do  anything  (with  inf.,  e.  g. 

glayati  bhoktumt  he  dislikes  to  eat);  to  be  languid 
or  weary,  to  feel  tired,  to  be  exhausted,  to  fade  away, 

lose  one's  strength,  faint,  despond,  wane :  Caus.  P. 
glapayati  or  glapayati  (but  the  latter  form  never 
used  with  prepositions),  to  make  unwilling  or  averse, 
to  exhaust,  tire ;  to  injure  ;  to  cause  to  perish ;  (with 
or  without  manas)  to  make  desponding ;  to  become 
cast  down  or  desponding. 

Glapana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  wearying,  making 
tired,  exhaustion,  relaxation. 

Gldtri,  id,  tri,  tri,  one  who  is  tired  or  exhausted. 

Glana,  as,  d,  am,  wearied,  languid,  feeble,  emaci- 
ated, exhausted  by  fatigue  or  disease ;  sick ;  (am), 

n.  exhaustion,  disease. 

JT^T 
W      x 

Glani,  is,  f.  unwillingness,  displeasure,  depression 
of  mind,  exhaustion,  fatigue  of  body,  lassitude,  lan- 

guor; debility;  sickness. 
Gldnya,  am,  n.  decrease  of  strength,  languor. 
Glayat,  an,  anti,  at,  being  exhausted,  wearied, 

languid,  faint. 

Gldva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (with  the  metronymic 

Maitreya). 

Gldvin,  i,  tni,  i,  displeased,  averse,  inactive. 
Glasnu,  us,  its,  u,  exhausted  by  fatigue  or  disease, 

languid,  wearied  ;  [cf.  Lat.  lassus.] 

Gleya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  wearied  or  exhausted,  ex- haustible. 

^ff  glau,  aus,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  glai), 
Ved.  a  round  lump,  a  wen-like  excrescence  ;  or  (ac- 

cording to  other  authorities)  certain  arteries  or  vessels 
of  the  heart,  or  perhaps  certain  lumps,  parts  of  the  flesh 
of  the  sacrificial  victim  [perhaps  related  to  globus 

and  glomus,  cf.  also  guda  and  gola~]  ;  the  moon  ; 
camphor  ;  the  earth.  Glaurkri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karott, 
-leartum,  to  transform  into  the  moon.  Glau-as, 
cl.  2.  P.  -atti  and  glau-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  bhavati, 
-vitum,  to  become  (like)  the  moon. 

olaufukayanaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 

belonging  to  GlucukSyani  [cf.  glu6uka~\,  a  worship- 
per of  GlucukSyani  ;  [cf.  the  Gr.  rAoi/Kayucoi.] 

T3  gva  (at  the  end  of  a  compound)  in 
atithi-gva,  eta-gva,  data-gva,  nava-gva,  q.  v. 

f*^«T  grin.     Cf.  6ata-gvin. 

Tl  i.  gha,  the  fourth  consonant  of  the 
Sanskrit  alphabet,  being  the  aspirate  of  the  preceding 
letter,  and  having  the  sound  of  gh  in  loghouse. 

—  Gha-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  gha. 

^  2.  gha,  ind.  (a  particle  used  to  lay  stress 
on  a  word),  at  least,  surely,  verily,  indeed,  (cor- 

responding to  the  Gr.  76.)  This  word  occurs  often 
in  the  Rig-veda,  elsewhere  rarely ;  the  final  vowel  is 
generally  lengthened  in  the  Samhita,  but  the  original 
ibrm  given  in  the  Pada-patha  is  always  gJia;  it  is 
connected  with  other  particles  (as  (id,  uta,  id),  and 

appears  often  after  pronouns  at  the  beginning  of  a 
Pada,  after  prepositions,  and  after  the  negative 
particle  na.  Frequently  this  particle  occurs  in  the 
clause  which  depends  on  a  conditional  or  relative 

sentence  (e.  g.  a  gha  gamad  yadi  Cravat,  he  will 
surely  come  when  he  hears). 

^  3.  gha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  han),  striking, 

killing  [cf.  jh-a-gha,  tdda-gha,  pani-gha,  rdja- 
ghd\ ;  (as),  m.  a  rattling,  gurgling,  or  tinkling 
sound ;  a  bell ;  (a),  f.  striking,  killing,  a  stroke ;  a 
tinkling  ornament  worn  by  women  round  the  waist. 

tj  4.  gha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ghri),  wetting, sprinkling  (?). 

ghansh  and  ghans,  cl.  I.  A.  ghay- 

shale,  ghansate,  to  diffuse  lustre  or  splen- 
dor ;  to  flow ;  to  stream. 

ghaggh  and  ghagh,  cl.  i.  P.  gliag- 
ghati  and  ghaghati,  to  laugh ;  laugh  at ; 

deride. 

ghat  or  ghant,  cl.  I.  A.  ghatate,  ja- 

\  ghate,  ghatishyate,  aghatishta,  ghatitum, 
to  be  intently  occupied  about  anything,  to  be  busy 

with,  to  strive  or  endeavour  after,  to  exert  one's  self 
for  (with  loc.,  dat.,  ace.,  or  inf.,  e.  g,  asmdkam 
arthe  ghatate,  he  is  occupied  about  our  business; 

tarn  trdtum  ghalasi-a,  strive  to  rescue  her) ;  to 
reach,  come  to ;  to  happen,  take  place,  be  possible : 

Caus.  ghatayati,  -yitum,  to  join  together,  connect, 
bring  together,  unite;  to  put  on,  place  on,  lay  on 
(with  loc.) ;  to  bring  near,  place  near,  procure ;  to 
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ghat  a. 
ghana-pallava. 

effect,  accomplish,  produce,  make,  form,  fashion ;  to 

impel ;  to  exert  one's  self;  to  rub,  graze,  touch, 
move,  agitate ;  ghdtaijati,  -yitum,  to  hurt,  injure ; 
to  unite  or  put  together  ;  to  speak,  shine. 

Ghata,  ax,  a,  am,  exerting  one's  self,  intently 
occupied  or  busy  with ;  (ait),  m.  a  jar,  pitcher,  jug, 

large  earthen  water-jar,  ewer,  watering-pot ;  an  attri- 
bute of  the  nineteenth  Arhat  of  the  Jainas  (?) ; 

the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Aquarius ;  a  measure  equal  to 
I  Drona,  or  (according  to  other  authorities)  equal  to 
20  Dronas ;  a  part  of  a  column ;  a  peculiar  form  of 

a  temple;  an  elephant's  frontal  sinus;  a  border; 
suspending  the  breath  as  a  religious  exercise  [cf. 

kutribha]  ',  (a),  (.  effort,  endeavour,  an  assembly ;  a 
number,  a  collection,  an  assemblage;  a  troop  of 
elephants  assembled  for  martial  purposes;  (i),  f.  a 
small  water-jar,  a  ewer  (in  this  sense  also  ghati,  is, 
f.);  a  period  of  time  =  24  minutes;  the  Gharl  or 
Indian  clock,  a  plate  of  iron  or  mixed  metal  on 

which  the  hours  are  struck;  [cf.  kumbha  and  dur- 
ghata.]  —  Ghata-karpara,  as,  m.  the  fragments  of 
a  pot;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  highly  artificial  poem, 

which  is  also  called  ghata-karparam,  n.,  (according 
to  other  authorities  the  title  of  the  poem  is  Yamaka- 
kavya) ;  the  poet  Ghata-karpara  appears  among  the 

nine  gems  of  king  VikramSditya.  —  Ghata-kara,as, 
m.  or  ghata-krit,  t,  m.  a  potter.  —  Ghata-graha, 
as,  a,  am,  who  or  what  takes  a  water-pot,  a  water- 
bearer.  —  Ghafa-ddsi,  f.  a  bawd  or  procuress.  —  Gha- 
ta-prakshayana.  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ghata- 
bhava  =  ghatodlihava  (?).  —  Ghata-bhedanaka, 
as  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  an  instrument  used  in 
making  pots.  —  Ghata-yoni,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of 
the  sage  Agastya,  q.  v.  (bom  in  a  water-jar).  —  Ghata- 
rdja,  as,  m.  a  large  water-jar  of  baked  clay.  —  Ghala- 
srinjaya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.—  Ghata- 
sthdpana,  am,  n.  placing  a  water-pot  as  a  type  of 
Durga,  an  essential  part  of  various  Tantrika  cere- 

monies. —  Ghatdtopa  (°ta-dt°),  an,  m.  a  covering 
for  a  carriage  or  any  article  of  furniture.  —  Ghdtdbka 

(°ta-abhd),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya.  —  Ghalin- 
dhama,  as,  a,  am,  (ghatin  —  ghatim  —  ghatim), 
one  who  blows  into  a  jar  or  pot ;  (as),  m.  a  potter. 

—  Ghatin-dhaya,    as,  a,  am,  one   who  drinks 
a     pitcherful.  —  Ghati-kdra,    of,    m.    a    potter. 

—  GhatJ-graha,  as,  a,  am,  who  or  what  takes  a 
small  jar  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a  water-carrier.  —  Ghatl- 
yantra,  am,  n.  (occasionally,  to  suit  the  metre, 

ghati-yantra),  the  rope  and  bucket  of  a  well,  or 
any  machine  for  raising  water  ;  [cf.  ara-ghatta  and 

ara-gluittal:a."\  —  Ghatotkafa  (°ta-uf),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Rakshasa,  son  of  Bhlnia  or  BhTma-sena  and  of  the 
Rakshast  HidirnbS,  slain  by  Kama ;  N.  of  a  Gupta 

king.  —  Ghatotkaddntaka  (°da-an°),  as,  m.  '  the 
slayer   of  Ghatotkaca,'    epithet   of   Kama,    natural 
brother  of  the  Pandavas.  —  Ghatodara  (°ta-ud°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an   attendant  of  Varuna,    also  of  a 
Rakshasa   and   of  a  Daitya;    [cf.  kumHilnxlara.^ 

—  Ghatodbhava  (°(a-uf),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Agastya,  q.  v.  —  Ghatodlini  (°ta-udli°),   f.  a  cow 
with  a  full  udder;    [see  Odhas,  pinodhni,  Sec.; 
Gram.  778.] 

Ghataka,  as,  ikd,  am,  exerting  one's  self;  form- 
ing a  constituent  part,  constituting  a  substantial  part ; 

(as),  m.  a  tree  that  produces  fruit  without  apparent 

flowers;  a  match-maker,  an  agent,  who  ascertains 
or  invents  genealogies  and  negociates  matrimonial 
alliances,  a  genealogist ;  [cf.  ghata-dast.] 

Ghat' 

ing,  mixing,  assembling,  bringing  together,  bringing about. 

Ghatayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  joined  or  united ; to  be  locked. 

Ghatika,  ai,  a,  am,  crossing  a  river  on  a  jar  (?) ; 
(as),  m.  a  waterman ;  (a),  f.  a  water-jar,  a  bucket, 
a  pot;  a  period  of  time  =  24  minutes  [cf.  ghalt]  ; 
(according  to  other  authorities  equal  to  i  MuhOrta, 

5.6.48  minutes, or  =  i  KalJ);  the  ancle  [cf.ghutika]'; (am),  n.  the  hip,  the  posteriors. 

Ghafita,  as,  a,  am,  planned,  devised,  attempted  ; 

happened,  occurred ;  joined,  united,  connected,  con- 
tiguous, in  contact  with  ;  produced,  effected,  exerted  ; 

made,  made  of.  Ghafita-tvdt,  from  the  taking 
place,  because  of  the  occurrence. 

Ghulin,  t,  ID.  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Aquarius. 

*44K,«iiT  ghatarika,  in  ava-ghatarika,  f.  a 
a  kind  of  Vln5  or  Indian  lute;  [cf.  ghdtari.] 

*l!fi«<s  ghatiyhata,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Suva ;  [cf.  ghanta.] 

ghatt,  cl.  I.  A.  and  10.  P.  ghatt  ate, 

ghattayati,  jaghatte,  ghattitum,  to  rub 
(the  hands)  over,  touch,  shake,  cause  to  move ;  to 
slir  round,  stir  about ;  to  press  down,  to  smooth  ;  to 

touch  with  words,  to  speak  of  spitefully  or  malig- 
nantly. 

Ghatta,  as,  m.  a  Ghat,  a  quay  or  landing-place, 

steps  on  the  side  of  a  river  &c.  leading  to  the  water's 
edge,  a  bathing-place;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  metre;  (i), 
f.  a  small  or  inferior  landing-place,  private  stairs  &c. ; 
[cf.  ara-ghatta  and  ara-ghattaJta.]  —  Ghat(a-gd, 
{.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Gliatta-jivin,  i,  m.  a  ferry-man 
(commonly  Patuni,  the  son  of  a  washerman  and  of 

a  Vaisya  woman) ;  an  attendant  at  a  landing-place 
who  takes  care  of  the  clothes  of  the  bathers  &c. 

—  Ghattdnanda  (°ttd-dn°),  as  or  am  (?),  m.  or 
n.  (?),  a  kind  of  metre. 

Ghattana,  am,  d,  a.  f.  pushing,  touching,  rubbing 

or  striking  together,  going,  moving,  practice,  busi- 
ness, means  of  living ;  stirring  round  or  about. 

Ghattitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  exerts  himself, 
(the  sense  of  this  word  connects  it  with  rt.  ghat.) 

M  i|l  ghan,  cl. 8.  P. A.  ghanoti,  -nute,  &c., 
\  to  shine ;  (a  various  reading  for  ghrin.) 

ghant,  cl.  i.  P.  and  10.  P.  ghantati 
N  and  ghantayati,  Sec.,  to  speak ;  shine. 

TJTJe!  ghanta,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  han, 
perhaps  related  to  ghata  above),  a  N.  of  Siva  [cf. 

a-ghanta,  dhatin  or  gha(in(f),  ghantin,  and 
dandika-ghanta],  a  kind  of  dish  [cf.  mateya- 

ghanta~\ ;  a  sort  of  sauce,  vegetables  made  into  a pulp  and  mixed  with  turmeric  and  mustard  seeds  and 
capsicums ;  (d),  f.  a  bell ;  also  a  plate  of  iron  or  mixed 
metal  struck  as  a  clock,  (a  form  ghantl  occurs  in 

kshudra-ghanti,  a  small  bell)  ;  N.  of  several  plants, 
=  ghanta-patali  ;  another  plant,  Sida  Cordifolia 
and  Rhombifolia ;  also  Uraria  Lagopodioides  ;  also 
Achyranthes  Aspera  [cf.  apdmdrga];  (t),  f.  a  N.  of 

DurgS,  as  having  a  clear  voice  (<).  —  Ghanta-plia- 
laka,  as  or  om(?),  m.  or  n.(?),  a  shield  with  a 
ringing  sound,  or  a  shield  furnished  with  small  bells. 

(Ghanta  —  ghanta  /).  —  Ghantd-karna,  as,  m. 
one  who  has  ears  as  broad  as  a  bell,  or  whose  ears 
are  decorated  with  bells ;  N.  of  an  attendant  of 

Skanda ;  also  one  of  Siva's  attendants,  who  is  sup- 
posed to  preside  over  cutaneous  complaints,  and  is 

worshipped  for  exemption  from  them  in  the  month 
Caitra;  N.  of  a  PiSada  attendant  on  Kuvera. 

—  Ghantdgara    (°(d-dg°),    am,    n.    a    belfry. 
—  Ghantd-tdda,  as,  m.  a  bell-man,  one  who  strikes 
a  bell  or  GharT.  —  Ghant  d-tadana,  am,  n.  striking 
a  bell.  —  Ghantd-ndiJa,  of,  m.  the  sound  of  a  bell 
&c.  —  Ghantd-patha,  as,  m.  the  chief  road  through 

a  village,  a  highway,  (i.  e.  the  bell-road,  or  that  by 
which  elephants  &c.,  decorated  with  tinkling  orna- 

ments, proceed) ;  N.  of  Mallinatha's  commentary  on 
the  Kiratarjuniya.  —  Ghantd-pdfali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  commonly  called  Ghantaparali,  a  species  of  the 

trumpet-flower  with  bell-shaped  blossoms,  Bignonia 
Suaveolens.  —  Ghant  Sbha  (°td-abhd),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  Daitya ;  (a  various  reading  for  ghatdbha,  q.  v.) 
—  Ghantd-rava,  as,  m.  the  sound  of  a  bell ;  (a),  f. 

Crotolaria  of  various  species.  —  Ghant  aK  (°td-dll), 
(.,  N.  of  several  cucurbitaceous  plants  ;  [cf.  koitatakl.] 
—  Ghanta-rat,  an,  art,  at,  furnished  with  a  bell  or 
with  bells.  —  Ghantd-vadya,  am,  n.  the  sound  of 
a  dock.*- Ghantd-vija,  am,  u.   the  tree  Croton 

Jamalgota,  commonly  JamalgotJ ;  the  nut'  of  (his tree.  —  Ghant a-ia)>da,  as,  m.  bell-metal,  brass; 
the  sound  of  a  bell.  —  Ghantd-svana,  as,  m.  the 

sound  of  a  bell  or  clock.  —  Gfiantes'vara  (°td-i^°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Man-gala  (Mars)  and  Medha. 
—  Ghantodara  (°ta-ud°),  as,  m  ,  N.  of  an  attend- 

ant of  Varuna  &c. ;  (a  various  reading  for  ghato- 
dara,  q.v.) 

Gliniitdka  or  ghantaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

=  ghant  a-pdUdi. 
Ghanliltd,  f.  a  small  bell  [cf.  kshudra-ghantika] ; 

the  uvula  or  soft  palate. 

Ghantin,  I,  ini,  i,  furnished  with  bells,  sounding 

like  a  bell ;  an  epithet  of  S'iva ;  [cf.  ghattta.~] —  Ghantini-tiija,  am,  n.  the  tree  Croton  Jamalgota ; 

[cf.  yhantd-vtja.] 
Ghantu,  us,  m.  a  string  of  bells  tied  on  an  ele- 

phant's chest  &c.  by  way  of  ornament ;  heat,  light, 

&c. ;  [cf.  nigluintu.'] Ghdiitiha,  ««,  m.  a  bell-ringer,  a  strolling  ballad- 
singer  who  carries  a  bell ;  a  bard  who  sings  in  chorus, 
and  especially  in  honour  of  the  gods,  ringing  a  bell 
in  presence  of  their  images;  the  plant  Datura 
Fastuosa. 

TH!3  ghanda,  as,  m.  a  bee ;  [cf.  ghunda.] 

TTrT«T  ghatana.    See  ghatana  under  ghata. 

T«T  ghana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  han),  who  or 
what  slays  or  strikes  or  crushes  (in  these  senses  Ved.) ; 
compact,  solid,  material,  hard,  firm;  coarse,  gross; 
viscid,  thick,  inspissated ;  full,  densely  packed ;  fol- 

lowing closely  or  in  uninterrupted  series,  uninter- 
rupted, permanent,  eternal ;  impenetrable  ;  dark ; 

deep  (as  sound) ;  taken  in  the  mass,  collective,  com- 
plete, all ;  very,  much ;  auspicious,  fortunate ;  (as),  m. 

slaying ;  an  iron  club,  mace,  weapon  shaped  like  a 
hammer  (in  these  senses  Ved.) ;  any  compact  mass  or 
substance ;  a  cloud ;  talc ;  the  bulbous  root  of  the 

plant  Cyperus  Hexastychus  Communis ;  phlegm  [cf. 

kapha];  the  body;  the  cube  of  a  number  (in 
arithmetic),  a  solid  body  or  cube  (in  geometry) ; 

extension,  diffusion ;  a  collection,  multitude,  as- 
semblage, mass,  quantity ;  a  method  of  reciting  the 

Rig  and  Yajur-veda;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants,  = 
mdsha-parm  and  rudra-jatd;  (am),  n.  a  cymbal, 

a  bell,  a  gong,  &c. ;  any  brazen  or  metallic  instru- 
ment or  plate  which  is  struck  as  a  clock  &c. ; 

iron ;  tin ;  skin,  rind,  bark,  the  fragrant  bark  of 
Laurus  Cassia;  a  mode  of  dancing,  neither  quick 
nor  slow.  —  Ghana-kapha,  as,  m.  hail;  [cf. 

ghanopala.]  -•  Ghana-kdla,  as,  m.  the  rainy  sea- 
son. —  Ghana-ijarjita,  am,  n.  the  roar  of  thunder, 

a  deep  loud  roar.  —  G/tana-golaka,  as,  m.  an  alloy 
of  gold  and  silver.  —  Ghana-ghana,  as,  m.  the  cube 

of  a  cube.  —  G/iana-ghanaugha  (°na-ogh°),  as,  m. 
a  gathering  of  dark  clouds.  —  Ghana~6aya,  as,  m.  a 
collection  of  clouds,  cumulus.  —  Ghana-jdhada,  as, 
d,  am,  involved  in  clouds.  —  Ghana-jambdla,  as, 
m.  a  quantity  of  mire,  a  slough.  —  Ghana-jala,  am, 
n.  a  gathering  of  clouds.  -•  Ghana-jvdld,  f.  lightning, 

a  flash  of  lightning.  —  Ghana-Id,  f.  compactness. 
—  Ghana-tola,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird, =sdranga; 

[cf.  also  gltana-tola.]  —  Ghana-timira,  am,  n.  the 
darkness  of  clouds,  great  darkness.  —  Ghana-toya, 
as,  m.  a  particular  sea  having  thick    water  ;    [cf. 

ghanoda.]  —  Ghana-tola,  as,  m.  the  bird  Cataka. 
—  Ghana-tra,  am,  n.  or  gluimi-td,  f.  compactness, 
firmness ;    thickness,  coarseness,  solidity.  —  Ghana- 
drama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant ;    [cf.  vi-kantaka^] 
—  d/Ktna-dhdtu,  us,  m.  lymph.  —  Ghana-dhvani, 
is,  is,  i,  roaring,  who  or  what  makes  a  roaring  ;  (is), 
m.  a  deep  and  low  tone,  a  roar ;    the  muttering  of 
thunder    clouds.  —  Ghana-nabhi,   is,    m.    smoke 

^being   supposed    to    be   a  principal    ingredient  in 
clouds).  —  Ghana-nihdra,  a#,  m.  thick  hoar-frost  or 
mist.  —  Gliamt-pattra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 
fiir/xir-naGd.  —  GItftna-pada,  am,  n.  the  cube  root. 
—  Ghana-padavi,   f.  the  path  of  the  clouds,   the 

sky.  —  Ghana-payodhara,  as,  m.  a  firm   breast. 
—  Ghana-palluva,  as,   m.   the   plant   Guilandina 
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Moringa ;  [cf.  Mhdiijana^]  —  Ghana-pdshanda, 
as,  m.  a  peacock,  (this  bird  being  supposed  to  de- 

light in  cloudy  and  rainy  weather.)  —  Ghana-phala, 
am,  n.  (in  geom.)  the  solid  or  cubical  contents  of  a 
body  or  of  an  excavation  compared  to  a  cube ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant ;  [cf.  vi-kantaka."]  —  Ghana- 
mala,  am,  n.  deep  (thunder)  and  sin.  —  Ghana- 
mula,  am,  n.  (in  arithm.)  cube  root ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 

a  plant;  [cf.  morata.]  —  Ghana-rara,  as,  m.  the 
roaring  of  clouds,  thunder.  —  Ghana-rasa,  as,  m. 
a  thick  juice  ;  extract,  decoction ;  camphor ;  N.  of 

two  plants,  =  morata  and  piltt-parni ;  (as  or  am), 
m.  n.  the  fluid  of  the  clouds,  water.  —  Ghana-rut, 

k,  k,  k,  shining  like  a  cloud  (with  lightning),  cloud- 
like.  —  Ghana-nic'ira-kaldpa,  as,  m.  (a  peacock) 
having  a  tail  glistening  like  a  cloud.  —  Ghana-vara, 

am,  n.  the  face ;  [cf.  g/tanottama.']  —  Ghana-varga, 
as,  m.  the  square  of  a  cube;  the  sixth  power.  —  Ghana- 
vartman,  a,  n.  the  path  of  the  clouds,  the  sky,  air. 
—  Ghana-vallikd,  f.  lightning ;  (the  creeper  of  the 
clouds.)—  Gltana-valli,  f.  lightning;  N.  of  a  plant, 
=  amrita-savd.  —  Ghana-vdta,  as,  m.  a  thick  op- 

pressive atmosphere  or  air  (constituting  a  kind  of  hell) ; 

one  of  the  regions  of  hell  (?).  —  Ghana-visa,  as,  m.  a 

kind  of  pumpkin-gourd;  [cf.  kwnhmanda."\  —  Ghana- ndhana,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva,  and  also  of  Indra 

(who  rides  on  the  clouds).  —  Ghana-vlthi,  is,  f.  the 
path  of  the  clouds,  the  air ;  a  line  of  clouds.  —  Ghana- 
vyapaya,  as,  m.  the  disappearance  of  the  clouds; 
autumn.  —  Ghana-vyuha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Sutra  work. 
—  Ghana-iSabda,  as,  m.  the  noise  of  clouds,  thun- 

der. —  Ghana-iyama,  as,  a,  am,  deep  black,  dark 
(as  heavy  clouds);  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Rama, 
and  also  of  Krishna ;    N.  of  a  copyist  of  the  last 

century,  with  the  epithet  Tripathin.  —  Ghana-sam- 
vritti,  is,  f.  profound  secrecy.  —  Ghana-satnaya,  as, 
m.  the  rainy  season.  —  Ghana-sdra,  as,  m.  camphor ; 
mercury,  or  some  peculiar  form  of  it  (?) ;  water ;  a 
kind  of  tree.  —  Ghana-skandha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

plant;  [cf.  /tosamra.]  —  Ghana-svana,  as,  m.  low 
thunder,  the  muttering  of  clouds ;  the  plant  Ama- 
ranthus  Polygamus.  —  Ghana-hasta-sankhya,  f.  (in 
geom.)  the  contents  of  an  excavation  ;  or  of  a  solid 

alike  in  figure.  —  Ghandkara  ("na-dk°),  as,  m.the 
rainy  season.  —  Ghandgama  (°na-dy°),  as,  m.  the 
approach  of  the  clouds,  the  rainy  season.  —  Ghana- 
ghana,  as,  d,  am,  fond  of  slaughter,  easily  striking 
down,  fond  of  strife,  mischievous,  cruel ;  even,  uni- 

form, without  spaces  or  interstices,  compact ;  (as), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Indra ;  a  vicious  elephant,  or  one 
in  rut ;  a  thick  or  rainy  cloud  ;  mutual  collision  or 

contact ;  (d),  f.  Solanum  Indicum  ;  [cf.  &<z£a-mac7.] 

—  Ghandjndna  (°na-af),  am,  n.  gross  ignorance. 
— •  Ghandiljant  (°na-a/y°),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga. 
—  Ghandtyaya  (°na-aty°),  as,  m.  the  disappearance 
or  departure  of  the  clouds,   the  season  succeeding 

the  rains,  autumn.  —  Ghandnta  (°na-anta),  as,  m. 
the  end  of  the  rains,  autumn.  —  Ghanamaya  (°«a- 
dm°),  as,  m.  the  date  tree,  Phcenix  Sylvestris ;   [cf. 
Jcharjiira.]  —  Ghandmala  (°na-am°),  as,  m.  a  kind 

of  pot-herb,  Chenopodium  Album;   [cf.  vdstuka.'] 
—  Ghandiiibit  (°na-am°),  n.  rain.  —  Ghandruna 
(°na-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  deep  red.  —  Ghandruddha 
(°na-dr°),  as,  d,  am,  overspread  with  clouds.  —  Gha- 
itdvaruddha  (°na-av°),  as,  a,  am,   '  the   abode 
of  clouds,"  overspread  with  clouds.  —  Gliandiraya 
(°na-a$*),  as,  m.  ether,  the  atmosphere,  the  heavens, 
the  firmament.  —  Ghanottama  (°na-ut°),  am,  n.  the 
face  (the  best  part  of  the  rjhana  or  body)  ;  '  [cf. 

ghana-vara.~\  —  Ghanoda  (°na-iula),  as,  m.  a  par- 
ticular sea  having  thick  or  viscid  water  ;   [cf.  ghana- 

toya.l  —  Ghanodadhi  (°na-iid°),  is,  m.  the  viscid 
sea  (constituting  a  kind  of  hell) ;  a  division  of  hell(?). 

—  Ghanoparudd/ta  (°na-up°),  as,  d,  am,  clouded, 
overcast.  —  Ghanopa la  (°na-up°),  as,  m.  hail;   [cf. 

ghana-kapha.~]  —  Ghanati,ylM  (°na-ogha),  as,  m. a  gathering  of  clouds. 

Ghani-kri,d.  8.  P.  -Icaroti,  -Jcart'im,  to  harden, 
thicken,  solidify,  congeal.  —  Ghant-krita,  as,  d,  am, 
hardened,  compacted,  made  solid  or  firm  ;  congealed, 
thickened,  condensed. 

Ghani-bhdva,,  as,  m.  the  becoming  hardened, 
compact  or  thick,  thickening. -•  Gharii-bhuta,  as, 
d,  am,  become  thick,  thickened,  condensed,  thick, 

congealed,  inspissated,  compact. 

Ghanlya,  nom.  P.  ghaniyati,  -yitum,  to  long  for 
solid  food. 

iju  ghamb,  cl.  I.  A.  yhambate,  &c.,  to \  move,  go. 

•CTT  ghar,  cl.  10.  P.  ghdrayati,  -yitum,  to 
N.  cover. 

Ttf  gharatta,  as,  m.  a  grindstone. 

<4*4«  gharghata,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish, 
Pimelodus  Gagora  or  Tengara ;  [cf.  gargara,  gar- 
ijaraka,  gargdta.] 

T&nhl  gharghara,  as,  a,  am  (an  onomato- 
poetic  word  implying  an  indistinct  sound,  especially 

in'the  throat),  uttered  with  an  indistinct  gurgling  or 
purring  sound ;  (as),  m.  an  indistinct  murmur,  a 
low  murmuring  or  gurgling  sound,  the  crackling  of  fire, 
rattling  of  a  carriage,  creaking,  &c. ;  laughter,  mirth;  an 
owl ;  a  fire  of  straw  or  chaff;  a  door,  gate ;  a  sliding 

or  folding  door  or  curtain  (?) ;  the  pass  of  a  moun- 
tain (?);  the  N.  of  a  river,  the  Gogra  or  Ghogra; 

(a),  f.  a  bell  hanging  on  the  neck  of  a  horse ;  (a,  i), 
f.  a  bell  used  as  an  ornament;  a  girdle  of  small  bells 
or  tinkling  ornaments  worn  by  women ;  a  kind  of 
lute;  (as,  d,  am),  m.  f.  n.  one  of  the  tones  or  notes 
in  music.  —  Gharghara-rava,  as,  m.  a  tinkling 
sound,  the  sound  of  small  bells. 

Ghargharaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  river,=jrftar- 
ghara;  (ikd),  f.  bells  used  as  an  ornament;  a  short 
stick  for  striking  several  kinds  of  musical  instruments ; 
a  kind  of  musical  instrument ;  fried  grain  ;  N.  of  a 
river ;  an  ornament  of  small  bells. 

Ghargharita,  am,  n.  the  grunting  of  a  pig  &c. 

HM«4I  gtiarghurgha,  f.  a  sort  of  insect 
found  in  vioo&,  =  yama-lcita;  [cf.  ghurghura.] 

13^3  gharb,  cl.  I.  P.  gharbati,  -bitum,  to N  move,  to  go. 

^W  gharma,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ghri  or  ghrin), 
heat,  warmth  (of  the  sun  as  well  as  of  fire),  sunshine  ; 
the  hot  season,  internal  heat ;  sweat,  perspiration  ;  a 
cauldron,  a  boiler,  saucepan,  &c.,  especially  the  vessel 
in  which  the  milk-offering  to  the  Asvins  is  boiled ; 
a  cavity  in  the  earth  shaped  like  a  cauldron  or  boiler, 
an  excavation ;  a  crater ;  hot  milk  or  any  other  hot 
beverage  offered  as  an  oblation,  especially  to  the 
ASvins ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Anu  and  father  of  Ghrita ; 

gharma-tanu,  du.,  N.  of  a  SSman ;  [cf.  Gr.  ttpiai ; 
Zend  garlma;  Goth,  varmja;  Germ,  warm.] 
—  Gharma-tartikd,  f.  eruptions  caused  by  heat  and 
suppressed  perspiration.  —  Gharma-Mheda,  as,  m. 
cessation  of  the  heat.  —  Gharma-tapta,  as,  d,  am, 

perspiring.  —  Gharma-diilhiti,  is,  m. '  having  warm 
rays,'  the  sun ;  [cf.  fitdntSu,^]  —  Gharma-diu/ha,  as, 
d,  am,  or  gharma-duh,  -dhuk,  k,  k,  Ved.  giving 
warm  milk  or  the  substance  used  for  the  offering. 

—  Gharma-dyuti,  is,  m.  '  having  warm  radiance,' 
the  sun.  —  Gharma-payas,  as,  n.  perspiration;  warm 
water.  —  Gharma-pdvan,  a,  art,  a,  Ved.  drinking 
hot  milk.  —  Gharma-mdsa,  as,  m.  a  month  of  the 

hot  season.  —  Gharma-ras'mi,  is,  m.  the  sun ;  heat, 
radiance;    [cf.  gharma-dldhiti.]  —  Gharma-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  possessed  of  heat,  an  epithet  of 
Indtn.  —  Gharma-vifard'tkd,  f.  cutaneous  eruptions 
or  pimples  from  heat  and  suppressed  perspiration ;  [cf. 

g/iarma-i'ari!ikd.]  —  Gha  rma-sad,  t,  t,  <,Ved.  sitting 
near  the  fire  or  living  in  the  heat  (of  the  sky),  an 
epithet  of  the  manes.  —  Gharma-sti&li,p,p,  p,Ve&. 

assuaging  the  heat,  an  epithet  of  the  Maruts.  —  Ghar- 
ma-svaras,  d$,  as,  as,  Ved.  breathing  out  heat ; 
(S5y.)  sounding  high  or  shrill  (=dipta-dltvani). 
—  Gharma-sveda,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  perspiring  with 
heat,  or  one  whose  sweat  is  milk;  (Say.)  coming 
with  splendor  or  showering  down  water  or  coming 

to  the  oblation.  —  Gharmdnfit  (°ma-an3u),  us,  m. 

the  sun ;  [cf.  yharma-didhiti.~\  —  Gharmanta  (°ma- 
an°),  as,  m.  the  end  of  the  hot  season,  the  beginning 
of  the  rainy  season.  —  Gharmdnta-kdmuki,  f.  a 

small  white  bird,  a  kind  of'  crane ;  [cf.  valdkd.'] 
—  Gharmdmbu  (°ma-am°),  n.  sweat,  perspiration. 
—  Gharmdmbhas  (°ma-am°),  as,  n.  perspiration. 
—  Gharmdrta  (°ma-dr°),    as,  d,  am,   suffering 
from  heat.  —  Gharmodaka  (°ma-ud°),  am,  n.  warm 
water,  perspiration. 
Gharmin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  one  who  has  prepared  the 

Gharma  offering,  engaged  in  preparing  the  Gharma. 

Gharmya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  the  Gharma or  milk-vessel. 

*nt  yharsha,  gharshana,  &c.  See  under rt.  ghrish,  p.  309. 

ICTTT  ghas  (according  to  Panini  II.  4, 37, 

\  a  defective  verb  only  used  to  supply  certain 
tenses  of  ad,  such  as  the  Aor.  and  Desid. ),  cl.  2.  and 
I.  P.  ghasti  and  ghasati:  Impf.  2nd  sing,  aghas  or 
aghat;  indpl.aghasta:  Pcrf.jaghasa,jaghaiiitha, 

jaghdna ;  Jrd  pi.  jakshus  (Part.  Perf.  jakshivas, 
fern,  jakshushi) ;  aghasat,  ghatsyati,  ghastum,  to 
consume,  devour,  eat :  Desid.  jighaisati,  to  wish  to 
consume  or  devour,  wish  to  eat ;  [cf.  rt.  jaksh  and 
gras ;  cf.  also  Gr.  ya.ar{\p  ;  Lat.  <jnstu$.\ 

Ghasa,  as,  m.  the  eater  or  devourer;  N.  of  a 
kind  of  demon;  also  of  a  R  Jkshasa ;  [cf.  mahd-ghasa 
and  pra-ghasa.] 

Ghasi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  food,  victuals ;  [cf.  ghasi.] 

Ghasmara,  as,  d,  am,  voracious,  gluttonous ; 
(an),  m.,  N.  of  a  deer  (or  a  Brahman  changed  into 
a  deer). 

Ghasra,  as,  d,  am,  hurtful,  injurious,  mischievous, 
=  hinsra;  (as),  m.  a  day  [cf.  ghransa];  (am),  n. 
saffron. 

Ghdsa,  as,  m.  food,  meadow  or  pasture  grass; 

[cf.  asva-ghdsa  and  puti-ghdsa."]  —  Ghdsa-kUta, am,  n.  a  hay-rick.  —  Ghdsa-sthdna,  am,  n.  pasture, 

pasturage,  (ood.  —  Ghdse-ajra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  im- 
pelling to  consume,  i.  e.  inviting  or  exciting  appetite. 

Ghasaka,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  food,  victuals. 

Ghdsit  is,  m.  fire  or  its  deity  (the  all-consuming). 

'm£  ghata,  as,  d,  m.  f.  the  nape  or  back 
of  the  neck,  the  cervical  ligament ;  (as),  m.  a  pitcher, 

a  pot  ( ?  for  ghata) ;  [cf.  kara-ghdta.]  —  Ghdta- 
karkarl,  f.  a  kind  of  lute. 

Ghdtan,  f.  a  kind  of  lute ;  [cf.  ghatarikd.~\ Ghdtika,  as,  m.  =  ghdntika;  (d),  f.  the  nape  or 
back  of  the  neck;  also  incorrectly  used  for  gha- 
tikd,  q.  v. 

Mlilc-i  ghatala,  as,  d,  am  (a  wrong  form 

for  ghantdla),  bell-shaped  (?). 

VIA!**  ghantika.     See  under  ghantd. 

TITrT  ghata,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  han),  killing ; 

(as),  m.  a  blow,  a  bruise,  slaying,  killing,  murdering, 
slaughter ;  striking,  wounding,  hurting,  destruction  ; 
an  arrow ;  the  product  (of  a  sum  in  multiplication) ; 

[cf.  karma-glidta  and  grdma-ghdta.^  —  Ghdta- 
kara,  as,  i,  am,  murderous,  destructive.  «•  Ghata- 
Sandra,  as,  m.  the  moon  when  in  an  inauspicious 
mansion.  —  Ghdta-tithi,  is,  f.  an  inauspicious  lunar 
day.  —  Ghdta-nakshatra,  am,  n.  an  inauspicious 
Nakshatra.  —  Gliata-vdra,  as,  m.  an  inauspicious  day 
of  the  week.  —  Ghdta-nthdna,  am,  n.  a  slaughter- 

house, a  place  of  execution. 
(,'iultaka,  as,  i,  am,  killing,  a  killer,  a  murderer  ; 

destroying,  a  destroyer  (used  at  the  end  of  comp. ; 
cf.  viifvdsa-ghdtaka). 

Ghdtana  or  ghatana,  as,  d,  am,  killing,  a  mur- 
derer, a  killer;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  certain  inhabitants  of 

hell ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  club ;  (am),  n.  striking,  slaying, 

killing,  slaughter,  immolating.  —  Ghdtana-sthana, 
am.  n.  a  place  of  slaughter,  a  slaughter-house. 
Ghdtayat,  an,  and,  at,  striking,  hurting,  killing. 
Ghdtamja,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  killed,  what  may  or 

ought  to  be  killed  &c.,  deserving  death. 
Ghati,  is,  m.  striking,  killing  in  general ;  catching 
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or  killing  birds,  fowling  [ct.ni-ghdti,ghdti-pakshin, 

ghdti-vihaga];  (is),  f.*b«d-nct.-Ghdti-paksliin, 

i,  m.  or  ghdtt-i-ihaga,  as,  m.  a  hawk  or  falcon. 

'  Ghdtin,  1,  ini,  i,  killing,  murderous,  who  or  what 
strikes  or  kills,  a  murderer ;  destroying,  destructive, 

felonious;  [cf.andhaka-g  hdtin,amitra-gh°,ardha- 
ka-gh°,  kiimdra-gh",  &c.] 
Ghdtuka,  as,  i,  am,  killing,  tearing  asunde

r, 

hurting,  hurtful,  mischievous ;  cruel,  savage,  violent, 
ferocious. 

Ghdtya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  killed,  proper  or  fit
  to 

be  killed. 

1HZ.ghara.     See  under  rt.  ghri. 

TTTfrblf  ghartika,  as,  m.  (fr.  ghrita),  pulse 

ground  and  fried  with  clarified  butter,  a  cake  pre- 

pared with  Ghrita  or  clarified  butter. 

Ghdrteya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe;  (as), 

m.  the  prince  of  this  tribe. 

irrf(  yhasa.     See  under  rt.  ghas. 

fvjTCT  ghinn,  cl.  I.  A.  ghinnate,  jighinne, 

X  ghinifitum,  to  take,  grasp ;  [cf.  ghwnn 
and  ghrinn.] 

TT  I-  ghu,  cl.  i.  A.  ghavate,  &c.,  to  utter 

O  a  peculiar  sound,  to  sound. 
,  m.  a  kind  of  sound. 

,-••        i/   

WCT  ghunsh,  cl.  I.  A.  ghvnshate,  &c.,  to 
>j  A  jiffuse  lustre. 

.,.Mt,  cl.  6.  P.  ghutati,  jughota,  ghu- 
,^     ,  f.v..™,  to  strike  again  or  retaliate,  to  resist, 

oppose;  to  protect, preserve;  d.i.fi.gho(ate,jughute, 

ghotiehyate,  aghutat  and  aghotishta,  ghotitum,  to 
come  back,  to  return ;  to  barter,  exchange. 

Ghuta,  as,  m.  or  ghuti,  is,  f.  or  ghuti,  f.  the  ancle. 

Ghutika,  as,  d,  m.  f.  the  ancle. 

Ghunta,  as,  m.  or  ghuntaka,  as,  m.  or  ghunhkd, 
{.  the  ancle. 

~ghud,  cl.  6.  P.  ghudati,  &c.,  to  pre- x  vent,  defend,  protect. 

,  •  ghun  (related  to  ghurn;  cf.  ghol), 
„  N  d.  I.  A.  ghonate,  jughune,  ghonitum, 

&c.,  or  cl.  6.  P.  ghunatijughona,  &c.,  to  move  to  and 
fro,  stagger,  shake. 

Ghuna,  as,  m.  a  peculiar  kind  of  insect  found 

in  timber ;    the  pangolin  or  armadillo.  —  Ghuna- 

kitaka,  as,  m.  =  the  preceding.  —  Ghutia-vallabhd, 

f.,  N.  of  a  plant;  [cf.  ati^vishd.]  —  Ghundkshara 

(°na-ak°),  am,  n.  an  incision  in  wood  or  in  the  leaf 
of  a  book  caused  by  an  insect  or  book-worm  and 

resembling  somewhat  the  form  of  a  letter.  —  Ghuna- 

kshara-nydyena,  ind.  in  a  fortuitous  and  unexpected 
manner,  by  a  happy  chance. 

Ghuni,  is,  is,  i,  worm-eaten  (?). 
Ghunda,  as,  m.  a  large  black  bee. 

IjftRefi  ghuntika,  am,  n.  cow-dung  found 
in  thickets. 

ghunn,  cl.  I.  A.,  ghunnatejughunne, 
^ghunnitum,  to   seize;    [cf.  ghinn  and 

ghrinn.] 

wr1  ghur,  cl.6.P.^AMro<t,&c.,tofrighten 
Ox  with  cries,  to  cry  out  through  fear,  utter 

cries  of  distress ;    to  be  frightful  or  terrible ;    to 
sound  ;  [cf.  ghora.] 
Ghurana,  as,  m.  sound. 

3*-3*'^  ghuraghuraya,  nom.  A.  -ghurd- 
yate,  to  utter  gurgling  sounds,  to  wheeze,  snort  or 
grunt  like  a  hog  ;  [cf.  yharghara  and  the  next.] 

^^ghurghura,  as,  m.  (an  onomatopoetic 
word),  a  kind  of  worm,  burrowing  in  the  skin, 

guinea-worm,  Dracnnculus;  (i),  f.  the  mole-cricket 
[cf.  mrit-kird] ;  (d),  f.  growling,  as  of  a  dog  or  cat. 
Ghurghuraka,  as,  m.  or  (ikd),  f.  a  gurgling  or 

murmuring  sound. 

Ghurghuraya,  nom.  A.  ghurghurdyate,  to  whis- 
tle, murmur,  hum,  &c. 

*1  rt ̂   ci  1 43  ghulaghula-rava,  as,  m.  a  kind 

of  pigeon. 
T&ttghulaMa,  as,  m.  Coix  Barbata;  [cf. 

gavedhukd] 

11  y   i. ghush, c\.i.P.ghoshati,jughosha, 

3   N  ghoshishyati,    aghoshit    and  aghushat, 

ghoshitum,  to  sound,   make  any  sound  or  noise; 
to  cry  or  proclaim  aloud,  call  out,  announce  publicly, 
declare  ;  to  fill  with  cries  ;  (according  to  some)  to  kill : 

Caus.  ghoshayati,  -yitum,  ajughushat,  to  proclaim 
aloud,  call  to,  invite ;  to  cause  to  proclaim  aloud ; 
to  praise:  Desid.  jughiishishati  or  jughoshishati: 
Intens.  joghushyate,  joghoshli. 

Ghttsha,  as,  d,  am,  sounding. 

Ghiishita,  as,d,am,  sounded,  declared,  proclaimed. 

Ghushta,  as,  d,  am,  sounded,  proclaimed.— Ghu- 
shtdnna  (°ta-anna),  am,  n.  food  given  away  by 

proclamation. 
Ghushtra,  am,  a.  a  cart,  a  carriage ;  (fr.  ghush, 

in  the  sense  '  to  creak  ?'). 
Ghushya,  as,  d,  am,  giving  out  sounds ;  to  be 

proclaimed  aloud. 

Ghosha,  as,  m.  indistinct  noise,  tumult ;  the  con- 
fused cries  of  a  multitude,  battle-cry,  cries  of  victory, 

cries  of  woe  or  distress,  any  cry  or  sound ;  an  exclama- 

tion, the  roar  of  animals ;  the  sound  of  a  drum  or 
of  a  conch-shell,  of  the  Soma  stones,  of  a  carriage, 

&c. ;  the  whizzing  or  whir  of  a  bow-string,  crackling 
of  fire,  singing  in  the  ear ;  roaring  of  a  storm,  of 
thunder,  of  water,  &c.;   the  sound  of  the  recital 

of  prayers;   rumour,  report;   a  proclamation;    (in 

grammar)  the  soft  sound  or  low  murmur  heard  in  the articulation  of  the  soft  or  sonant  consonants  g,  gh, 

j,  jh,  d,  dh,  d,  dh,  b,  Ih,  n.  A,  n,  n,  m,  h,  y,  r,  I,  v, 
the  vowels,  and  AnusvSra,  which  with  the  Yamas  of 
the  first  ten  of  the  soft  consonants  make  up  altogether 

forty  sounds,  (the  absence  of  this  soft  sound  or  murmur 
being  called  a-gliosha,  q.  v.,  and  applied  to  k,  kh, 

6,  (h,  t,  th,  t,  th,  p,  ph,  the  sibilants,  Visarga,  the 
Jihv3-moilya,  and  the  Upadhmanlya,  which   with 
the  Yamas  of  the  first  ten  consonants   make  up 

twenty-six  sounds) ;  a  vowel ;  a  station  of  herdsmen ; 
a  herdsman ;  a  gnat,  a  musquito ;  a  creeping  plant 
bearing  white  or  yellow  flowers,  Luffa  Fcetida  or  a 

similar   plant    [cf.   ghoshaka]  ;     brass,    bell-metal, 

tutenag,  &c. ;   N.  of  a  man;   an  epithet  of  S'iva; a  son  of  Lamba,  daughter  of  Daksha,  and  wife  of 
Dharma ;  N.  of  an  Arhat ;  N.  of  a  prince  of  the 

Kanva  dynasty  (for  ghosha-vasu) ;  a  common  N. 
for  a  KSyastha  or  one  of  the  writer-caste,  &c. ;  N. 
of  a  country;  astation  of  herdsmen  in  general;  (z),f. 

a  kind  of  fennel,  Anethum  Sowa,  another  plant  =  kar- 
Jcata-Mngi;  N.  of  a  woman,  said  to  be  a  daughter 

of  KakshTvat ;  [cf.  dtma-ghosha,  indra-gh°,  uddair- 

gh°t  jyd-gli°,  pad-gh°,  madhu-gh",  mahd-gh°.] —  Ghosha-krit,  t,  m.  a  person  making  a  noise. 
-  Ghosha-koti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  the  peak  of  a  mountain. 
-  Ghoiha-biiddha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  made  attentive 
by  the  sound.  —  Ghosha-mati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Ghosha-wat,  an,  all,  at,  sounding,  making  a 

noise ;  (in  grammar)  sonant,  uttered  with  the  soft  arti- 
culation, see  above ;  (van),  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (vati), 

f.  a  lute  (vind) ;  a  peculiar  kind  of  lute  or  N.  of 
a  lute.  —  Ghosha-varna,  as,  m.  a  sonant   letter. 
-  Ghosha-vasu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  the 
KSnva  dynasty. 

Ghofhalca,  as,  m.  a  crier,  a  proclaimer  (e.  g.  in 

pafaha-gh°,  q.v.);  the  creeping  plant  Luffa  Foetida 
or  a  similar  plant.  —  Ghoshal'dkriti  (°ka-dk°),  is, 
m.  a  plant  with  white  blossoms,  similar  to  the  Gho- 
shaka,  and  perhaps  a  species  of  it,  commonly  called 

HStTghosha. 
Ghoshana,  as,  d,  am,  sounding ;  (am,  a),  n.  f. 

speaking  loud,  making  a  great  noise ;  crying,  pro- 
claiming aloud. 

Ghoshanjya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  proclaimed  aloud, 
to  be  publicly  announced. 

Ghoshayitnu,  us,  m.  a  crier,  a  proclaimer,  a 
herald  ;  a  BrShman  ;  the  Koil  or  Indian  cuckoo  ;  a 
captive  (?). 

Ghushi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  either 

'  accompanied  with  noise,'  or  '  to  be  proclaimed 
aloud  ;'  but  ghoshi  might  also  be  considered  as  the 
3rd  pers.  sing,  of  the  Aor.  Pass.  fr.  rt.  ghush. 

Ghoshin,  f,  ini,  i,  sounding,  noisy  ;  (in  grammar) 
having  the  soft  sound  or  articulation,  sonant,  (opposed 

to  a-ghoeha)  ;  [cf.  grdma-ghoshin.'] 
2.  ghush  =  ghrish,  q.  v. 

THnrf  ghusrina,  am,  n.  saffron. 

TJcR  ghuka,  as,  m.  an  owl.  -  Ghukari  (°ka- 
ari),is,  m.  a  crow  (enemy  of  the  owl).  —  (Ihakdvdsa 
(°ka-dv°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree ;  [cf.  ddkhota.] 

tr,  cl.  4.  A.  ghuryate,  &c.,  to  kill, 

^\  hurt,  or  injure ;  to  become  old,  to  decay. 

ghurn,  cl.  6.  P.  or  i.  A.  ghurnati  or 

wx  ̂   ghurnate,8tc.,to moveto and  fro,toshake, 
to  be  agitated,  to  tremble,  roll  about,  cause  to  whirl, 
whirl,  turn  round :  Caus.  P.  ghurnayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  move  to  and  fro  or  shake. 

Ghurna,  as,  d,  am,  shaking,  moving  to  and  fro ; 

(as),  m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb,  Chironia  Centauroides ; 
turning  round,  whirling,  rolling,  &c.  —  Ghurna- 

vdyu,  us,  m.  a  whirlwind. Ghurnana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  shaking,  revolving,  whirl- 

ing, turning  round. Ghurnamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  agitated,  shaking, 

trembling,  revolving,  turning  round. 
Ghurndyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  whirling,  revolving, 

rolling,  tossing. 

Ghurni,  is,  f.  rolling,  revolving,  going  round  or  over. 

Ghurnikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
Ghurnita,  as,  d,  am,  rolling,  turning,  tossing. 

Ghurnyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  agitated,  set  in 

motion,  made  to  go  round. 

•CT  ghri,  cl.  I.  3.  10.  P.  gharati,  jigharti, 

I,  ghdrayati,  jaghdra,  gharishyati,  aghar- 
shit,ghartum,  &c.,  to  sprinkle,  besprinkle,  sprinkle 
over ;  to  wet  or  moisten ;  to  distil ;  cl.  3.  P.,  5.  P.  A. 

jighafti,  ghrinoti,  -nute,  or  gharnoti,  -nute,  to shine ;  to  bum ;  [cf.  ghrin.] 
Ghdra,  as,  m.  sprinkling,  besprinkling,  wetting ; 

(i),  f.  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  four 

syllables  each. Ghrita,  as,  d,  am,  sprinkled ;  illumined ;  (am), 
n.  clarified  butter  or  butter  which  has  been  boiled 

gently  and  allowed  to  cool ;  it  is  then  used  for  culinary 
and  religious  purposes  and  is  highly  esteemed  by  the 
Hindus ;  it  is  now  commonly  called  Ghee  (ghi  or 

ghl) ;  butter,  fat,  fat  as  an  emblem  of  fertility, 

especially  fluid  grease ;  cream ;  rain  or  rather  fertil- 
izing rain,  considered  as  the  fat  which  drops  from 

heaven,  water ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  tree  [cf.  ghrita- 

mandd]  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dharma,  grand- son of  Anu  and  father  of  Duduha.  —  Ghrita-karanja, 

as,  m.  a  kind  of  K.zm\J3,=ghrita-parnaka,  tapa- 

svln,  pra-ktrya,  vi-rodana,  vishdri.  —  Ghrita-ku- 
mdri  or  ghrita-kumdrikd,  f.  the  plant  Aloe  Indica, 

(this  plant  being  supposed  to  resemble  a  virgin  in 
delicacy  and  elegance.)  —  Ghrita-kumbha,  on,  m.  a 
jar  of  ghee.  —  Ghrita-kefa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one 
whose  locks  are  unctuous,  dropping  with  butter. 
—  Ghrita-kauiika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  religious  teacher. 

—  Ghrita-dyuta,  (.,  N.  of  a  river ;  [cf.  yltrita-s'dwt.] —  Ghrita-didhiti,  is,  m.  fire,  the  deity  of  fire  (as 

receiving  the  clarified  butter  offered  in  sacrifice); 
another  reading  has  dhrita-didhiti.  —  Ghrita-duh, 
-dhuk,  k,  k,  Ved.  giving  butter  or  cream.  —  Ghrita- 
dhdrd,  (.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Ghrita-nirnij,  k,  k,  k, 
Ved.  having  a  garment  of  fat,  covered  with  fat;  (SSy.) 

shining  with  butter  mixed  (with  the  Soma).  ••  Ghrita- 
pa,  as,  a,  am,  drinking  Ghrita,  epithet  of  a  class  of 
Rishis.  —  Ghrita-padi,  adj.  f.,  Ved.  (according  to  the 
BrShmanas)  one  whose  path  is  Ghrita ;  or,  perhaps, 

I  one  whose  foot  (pad)  drops  with  GhriU,  an  epithet 
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of  llZ.—Ghrita-parnaJea,  as,m.=yhrita-karanja; 

[cf.  ghrita-pHrndka.]  —  Ghrita-pas'u,  us,  m.  ghee or  clarified  butter  made  into  or  supposed  to  resemble 
an  animal  to  be  offered  at  a  sacrifice,  a  sacrificial 

victim  represented  by  ghee.  —  Ghrita-pdvan,  a,  ari, 
a,  Ved.  drinking  butter  &c.  —  Ghri/a-pita,  as,  a, 
am,=pita-ghrita,  one  who  has  drunk  butter  &c. 
—  Ghrita-pu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  clarifying  butter  &c. 
—  Ghrtia-pura,  as,  m.  a  sweetmeat  composed  of 
flour,  milk,  cocoa-nut,  and  ghee,  &c.  —  Ghrita- 
purnaka,  as,  m,  a  sweetmeat  composed  of  flour, 
milk,  cocoa-nut,  and  ghee,  &c. ;  the  tree  Pongamia 
Glabra;    [cf.  karanja;  cf.  also  ghrita-parnaka.] 
—  Ghrita-pr%6,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  sprinkling  unctuous  or 
fertilizing  fluid ;  (Say.)  accompanied  with  fertilizing 
fluid.  —  Ghrita-prishtha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one  whose 
back  or  surface  consists  of  Ghrita ;  especially  an  epi- 

thet of  Agni  or  his  horses ;  (Say.)  having  a  brilliant 
form  or  shining  body;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Pri- 

ya-vrata  by  Barhishmati,  and  sovereign  of  Kraunc'a- 
dvlpa,  also  a  N.  of  fire.  —  Ghrita-pradka,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  one  whose  form  is  brilliant  with  Ghrita ; 

an  epithet  of  Agni  and  of  Ushas.  —  Ghrita-praya», 
as,  as,  (M,  Ved.  relishing  Ghrita;  (Say.)  receiving 
oblations  of  food  mixed  with  Ghrita.  —  Ghrita-pra- 
satta,  a>,  a,  am,  Ved.   propitiated  with  Ghrita; 

epithet  of  Agni.  —  Ghrita-prds'a,  as,  m.  swallowing 
ghee.  —  Ghrita-prds'ana,  am,  n.  tasting  or  swallow- 

ing ghee.  —  Ghrita-pri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  satisfied  with 
butter,  an  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Ghrita-prwh,  t,  t,  t.Ved. 
sprinkling  fat  &c.,  filling  with  Ghrita,  i.  e.  spreading 
welfare  and  gifts.  —  Ghrita-pluta,  as,  a,  am, sprinkled 
or  smeared  with  ghee.  —  Ghrita-bhrishta,  as,  a,  am, 
baked  or  stewed  in  grease.  —  Ghrita-manda,  as, 
m.  the  scum  of  melted  butter,  the  fattiest  part  of 

grease ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant  {the  scum 

of  its   infusion   resembling  ghee);    [cf.  kdkoli.~\ 
—  Ghrita-mandalika,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =hansa- 

padi.  —  Ghritamandoda  (°da-uda),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  lake  on  the  mountain  Mandara.  —  Ghrita-yoni,  is, 
is,  i,  Ved.  an  epithet  of  Agni,  abiding  or  living  in 
Ghrita  &c. ;  producing  fertilizing  rain  or  welfare  and 
happiness  generally;  (SSy.)  whose  source  is  Ghrita. 
—  Ghrita-raudhiya,  as,  m.  pi.  the  Raudhiyas  who 
are  desirous  of  Ghrita.  —  Ghrita-lekhani,  f.  a  ladle 

for  ghee.  —  Ghrita-lolikrita,  as,  a,  am,  mixed  with 
ghee,  steeped  in  it.  —  Ghrita-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved. 
greasy,  abounding  in  fat ;    mixed  or  smeared  with 
butter ;   an  epithet,  especially  of  Agni  and  Soma ; 
containing  the  word  Ghrita  (as  a  verse) ;  (vat),  ind. 

like  clarified  butter.  —  Ghrita-vara,  as,  m.  a  sweet- 
meat, or  flour  &c.  baked  with   ghee   and   sugar. 

— i  Ghrita-vartani,  is,  is,  t,Ved.  whose  tracks  are  in 
Ghrita  or  sprinkle  Ghrita,  an  epithet  of  the  chariot 
of  the  AsVins.  —  Ghrita-varti,  is,  f.  a  wick  fed  with 
grease.  —  Ghrita-mkrayin,  i,  m.  a  vender  of  ghee. 
—  Ghrita-vriddha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  delighted  with 
Ghrita,    nourished    with   it;    an   epithet   of  Agni. 

—  Ghrita-vrata,  as,  a,  am,  living  only  upon  Ghrita. 

—  Ghrita-s'(!itf,t,  t,t,Ved. sprinkling  ghee.  —  Ghrita- 
8"<!un-nidhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Ghrita- 
ffytit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  distilling  ghee.  —  Ghritas'fyim-ni- 
dhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Ghrita-s'ri,  is, 
is,  i,  Ved.  mixed  with  Ghrita,  mixing  ghee ;   (Say.) 
having  recourse  to  Ghrita.  -•  Ghrita-sad,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  abiding  in  Ghrita.  —  Ghrita-sthala,  (.,  N.  of 
an  Apsaras;    [cf.  rita-slhald  and  kratu-sthald.] 
— Ghrita-snd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  dropping  ht.—Gkrita- 
snu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  bathed  in  Ghrita,  sprinkling  it ; 
epithet  of  Mitra-Varuna,  and  of  heaven  and  earth; 
one  whose  surface  consists  of  Gbrita.  —  Ghrita-sprid, 
k,  k,  fc.who  or  what  touches  Ghrita.  —  Ghriia-hrada, 
as,   a,  am,  Ved.    (a    lake)    consisting   of  Ghrita. 

—  Ghritdkta  (°ta-ak°),  at,  a,  am,  anointed  with 
clarified  butter,  smeared  with  Ghrita.  —  Ghritdi!i, 
ts,  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  (derived  fr.  the  following.) 

—  Ghritdfi  (°ta  -t-  rt.  ac),  adj.  f.  greasy,  abounding 
in  Ghrita ;  filled  with  grease ;  sprinkling  Ghrita  or 
fertilizing    fluid,  shining  with    it,  (often  with    and 
without  juhu,  f.  or  the  sacrificial  ladle  with  which 

the  Ghrita  is  taken  up,  poured  out,  &c.) ;  an  epithet 

of  SarasvatI  Sec. ;  (t),  f.  the  night  (considered  as  moist 
and  dewy)  ;  a  kind  of  serpent  (shining  like  grease) ; 
N.  of  an  Apsaras,  loved  by  Bharad-vSja,  or  Vyasa,  or 
VisVa-mitra ;  wife  of  Pra-mati  and  mother  of  Ruru  ; 
(according  to  other  authorities)  the  wife  of  Raudrasva 

or  Kusa-nSbha.  —  Ghritdt'l-garliha-sambhava,  f. 

large  cardamoms.  —  Ghritdnna  (°ta-an°),  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  eating  grease.  —  Ghritdbhyakta  (°ta-abh°),  as, 
a,  am,  smeared  with  ghee.  —  Ghritdrdis  (°ta-ar°), 
is,  m.  flaring  or  blazing  fire.  —  Ghritdvani  ("ta- 
av°),  is,  f.  the  spot  on  the  sacrificial  post  which 
is  smeared  with  Ghrita.  —  Ghritd-vridh,  t,  t,  t,Ved. 
delighted  with  butter ;  (Say.)  increasing  the  Ghrita. 

—  Ghritdsuti  (°ta-ds°),  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  receiving  the 
Ghrita  oblation,  one  whose  food  is  Ghrita ;  epithet  of 
Mitra-Varuna,  Vishnu,  Indra -Vishnu.  —  Ghritdha- 

vana  ("ta-ah0),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one  to  whom  the 
Ghrita  oblation  belongs ;  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Ghritd- 

huta  (°ta-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one  to  whom 
Ghrita   is   offered.  —  Ghritdhuti  (°ta-dh°),  is,  (. 
the  Ghrita  oblation.  —  Ghritdhva  (°ta-dh°),  as,  m. 

and  ghritdhvaya  (°ta-dha),  as,  m.  the  resin  of 
the  tree  Pinus  Longifolia,  turpentine.  —  Ghritoda 

(°ta-uda),   as,  d,  am,  having  Ghrita  as  water; 

(as],  m.  the  sea  of  Ghrita  surrounding  Kus*a-dvTpa. 
—  Ghritodanka  (°ta-ud°),  as,  m.  a  leather  vessel 
for  holding  ghee.  —  Ghritaudana  (°ta-od°),  am, 
a.  rice  sprinkled  with  Ghrita. 

Ghritin,  i,  ini,  i,  containing  Ghrita. 
Ghriteyu,  us,  m,,  N.  of  a  son  of  Raudra£va  [cf. 

ghritdd] ;  according  to  other  authorities  kriteyit 
or  krikaneyu. 

Ghriteli,  f.  a  cock-roach ;  [cf.  tailapdyika.] 
Ghritya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  consisting  of  Ghrita. 

Y^  i .  ghrin,  ind.  an  onomatopoetic  sound. 
—  Ghrin-karikra,  as,  d,  am,  bleating,  making  the 
cry  of  a  goat. 

y  ̂||  2.  ghrin  (allied  to  rt.  ghri),  cl.  8.  P. 
fc  N  A.  ghanwti,  -nute,  or  ghrinoti,  -nute, 

to  shine,  burn. 

Ghrina,  as,  m.  heat,  ardour,  sunshine ;  (o),  f.  a 
warm  feeling  towards  others,  compassion,  tenderness, 
pity ;  reproach,  blame,  censure,  aversion,  contempt ; 

[cf.  nir-glirina  and  hriniydJ]  —  Ghrindrfis  (°na- 
<zr°),  ts,  m.  fire. 
Ghrindlu,  ua,  us,  u,  compassionate,  pitiful. 
Ghrini,  is,  m.  heat,  ardour,  sunshine;  a  ray  of 

the  sun  or  moon,  the  sun ;  a  wave,  water ;  (is,  is,  i), 

displeasing,  disagreeable.  —  Ghrini-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
Ved.  burning,  shining ;  (an),  m.  a  kind  of  animal. 

Ghrinita,as,d,am,  pitied;  reproached,  abused.hated. 

Ghrlnin,  i,  ini,  i,  merciful,  tender-hearted,  com- 
passionate; censorious,  abusive.  —  Ghrini-tva,  am, 

n.  mercifulness,  compassion,  pity. 

^<uiliH  ghrinavasa,  as,  m.  (probably  for 
ghana-vdsa),  a  kind  of  pumpkin-gourd ;  [cf.  kunlir 

mdnda."] UHI  ghrinn,  cl.  i.  A.  ghrinnate,  to  seize; 

t,    \  [cf.  ghinn  and  ghunn."] 
«{rt«n»i*^  ghritsatamas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

man  (for  grltio-tama  i). 

«w«i<;  ghritsamada,  a  wrong  form  for 

gritsa-mada. 

'UW  i.  ghrish  =  hrish,  to  be  joyful. 
Ghrishu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  lively,  agile,  mirthful, 

sportive. 
I.  gJirisKvl,  is,  is,  t,  Ved.  lively,  gay,  merry,  spor- 

tive ;  (Say.)  crushing,  (as  if  fr.  3 .  ghrish.)  —  Ghrishvi- 
rddhas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  frolicsome  with  joy ;  (Say.) 
whose  gifts  touch  each  other  or  come  closely  together, 

(as  if  fr.  2.  ghrish);  epithet  of  the  Maruts. 

"CTW   2-  ghrish,  cl.  I .  P.  gharshatijaghar- 
t,  \  slia,  gharsltishyati,  gharaliitum,  to  rub, 

grind,  brush,  polish,  furbish ;  crush,  pound ;  Caus,  P. 

yharshayati,  -yitttm,  to  rub,  grind. 

Gharsha,  as,  m.  rubbing,  grinding,  friction,  brushing. 
Gharshaka,as,d,am,  rubbing;  (as),  m.  a  polisher. 
Gharshana,  as,  d,  am,  rubbing,  rubbing  so  as 

to  make  sore  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  grinding  or  rub- 
bing, pounding,  brushing,  friction  ;  (i),  f.  turmeric. 

—  Gharshandla  ("na-dla  =  dlaya),as,  m.  a  wooden 
roller  or  pestle  for  grinding. 

Gharshaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  rubbed  or  cleaned. 
Gharshita,  as,  d,  am,  rubbed,  ground,  brushed. 
Gharshin,  i,  iiii,  i,  grinding,  rubbing. 
Ghrishta,  as,  a,  am,  rubbed,  ground,  pounded  ; 

frayed,  grazed,  rubbed  so  as  to  be  sore. 
Ghrishti.is,  m.ahogfcf.^rtsA/iand  2.ghriahvf]; 

(is),  f.  grinding,  pounding  ;  emulation,  contest  ;  N. 
of  a  plant,  =  vdrdhi,  Lycopodium  Imbricatum  ;  N.  of 
another  plant,  Clitorea  Ternatea;  [cf.  vishnurkrdntd.] 

2.  ghrishvi,  is,  m.  a  hog. 

ufHrtl  ghrishthila,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  re- 
lated to  the  plant  Hemionitis  Cordifolia  ;  [cf.  priini- 

parni.] 
M^rrt«fti  ghenfulikd  or  ghenMi,  f.,  N.  of 

an  esculent  root,  Arum  Oxicense,  =TcrauA6adana. 

TSnif  ghongha,  as,  ra.  intermediate  space. 
tft£  ghola,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ghu(), 

a  horse. 

Ghotaka,  as,  m.  a  horse  ;  (ikd),  f.  a  mare  ;  the 
plant  Cucumis  Utilissimus  (karkati)  ;  [cf.  turattgi.] 
—  Ghotaka-mukha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 

Kanya-samprayuktakadhikarana. 

Vt  i  1  •»fl  TpJ  ̂ghoda(olin,  !,m.,  N.  of  aman. 

ghonasa,  as,  m.  =  go-nasa,  akind  of 
serpent  ;  (other  authorities  have  ghonasa.) 

*4\<H  ghona,  f.  (corrupted  fr.  gkrana?), 
the  nose  ;  the  nose  or  nostrils  of  a  horse. 

Ghonin,  i,  m.  a  hog  (as  having  a  large  snout). 

*!\<jei  ghoTita,  f.  the  jujube,  Zizyphus 

Jujuba,  =  vadara,  vadari;  the  betel-nut  tree,  see 
guvdka;  a  timber  tree,  Schrebera  Swietenoides. 
—  Ghoytd-phala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant. 

tflHH  ghonasa,  as,  m.  a  large  kind  of 
snake;  [cf.  ghonasa.] 

Tffa  ghora,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  han 
with  substitution  of  ghur  for  han),  venerable,  awful, 

sublime  (in  these  senses  Ved)  ;  terrific,  frightful,  terri- 
ble, horrible,  dreadful,  awful,  violent,  vehement  ;  (as), 

m.  the  terrible,  an  epithet  of  S'iva  ;  N.  of  an  An-gi- 
rasa,  a  son  of  An-giras  ;  N.  of  Kutsa  ;  (d),  f.  the  night  ; 
a  kind  of  creeper,  =  deva-ddli  ;  (soil,  gati),  N.  of 
one  of  the  seven  stations  of  the  planet  Mercury; 

(am),n.  venerableness;  awfulness,  horror;  a  horrible 
action,  magic  formulas  and  charms  ;  poison  ;  saffron  ; 

[cf.  dhira  and  gaura.]  —  Ghora-ghushya,  am,  n. 
brass  ;  (a  various  reading  for  ghora-pushpa)  ;  [cf. 

ghosha.]  —  Ghora-dakshas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  of 

frightful  appearance,  having  terrific  eyes.  —  Ghora- 
tara,  as,  a,  am,  more  terrible,  very  awful.  —  Ghora- 
td,  f.  or  ghora-tva,  am,  n.  horribleness,  horror. 
—  Ghwa-dars'ana,  as,  d,  am,  of  horrible  or  fright- 

ful appearance,  terrific;  (as),  m.  an  owl.  —  Ghora- 
pushpa,   am,    n.   brass,    bell-metal  ;    [cf.  ghora- 
ghushya."]  —  Ghora-rdsana,  as,  m.  a  jackal  ;   (a 
wrong  reading  for  ghora^vdfana.)  —  Ghora-rdsin, 

I,  m.  a  jackal  (?  for  ghora-vds'in).  —  Ghora-rupa, 
as,  i,  am,  frightful,  hideous;  (am),  n.  a  hideous 
appearance.  —  Ghora-rupin,  t,  ini,  i,  frightful,  hor- 

rible, hideous.  —  Ghora-rarpas  ,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  of 
frightful  or  hideous  appearance  or  shape  ;  an  epithet 
of  the  Maruts.  —  Ghora-vdsana,  as,  m.  or  ghora- 

vaiin,  i,  m.  a  jackal  ;  [cf.  ijhora-rdsana."]  —  Ghora- 
saitk&ta,  as,  d,  am,  dreadful,  terrible.  —  Ghora- 
mara,  as,  d,  am,  of  dreadful  sound.  —  Ghordkriti 

(°ra-dk3),  is,  is,  i,  frightful,  hideous,  of  terrible 

aspect  or  form. 
Ghoraka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
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ghaura. 

takra. 

Ghaura,  am,  n.  horror,  horribleness ;  (as),  m.  a 
patronymic  from  Ghora. 

ghol  (substituted  in  Prakrit  for 

_  kun  =  ghurn),  d.  10.  P.  gholayati, 
-yitum,  to  mix,  to  stir  together  into  a  semi-fluid 

substance ;  Bengali  ghold'ite. 
Ghola,  am,  n.  buttermilk ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  plant 

or   vegetable;     [cf.    aranya-gholi,    kshudra-gh°, 

Gholi,  ts,  and  gholikd,  (.  =  gholi. 

[ghosha.  See  under  rt.i.ghush,  p.  308. 

'  ghoshataki,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,= 
ilteta-ghoshd;  [cf.  haiti-ghoshdtaki  and  koddtaki.] 

•^tr;  ghaura.     See  above. 
U  ghna,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  rt.  han,  and  used  at 

the  end  of  compounds  to  express)  killing,  striking, 

a  killer,  destructive,  destroying,  removing ;  see  artha- 

ghna,  jvara-ghna,  iatru-ghna,  go-ghna,  danda- 
ghna;  (also  to  express)  multiplied  by ;  see  dvi- 
datur-ghna.  In  a  few  compounds  the  fern,  may 

end  in  d  [cf.  kula-ghna]  \  (am),  n.  killing,  de- 
struction. 

Ghnat,  an,  all,  at  (pres.  part.),  striking,  beating, 
hurting,  killing. 

Ghm  =  ghna,  m.,  in  ahi-ghni  and  foa-ghni. 
Ghnya,  used  in  a  few  compounds,  see  a-ghnya 

and  ati-ghnya. 

ifc^ghrans,  n,  m.,Ved.  the  heat  of  the  sun. 

Ghransa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  heat  of  the  sun,  sun- 
shine, brightness. 

^TT  ghrd,  cl.  i.  P.,  ep.  also  cl.  i.  A.  and 
a.  P.  jighrati,  -te,  ghrdti,  jaghrau,  ghrd- 

syati,  aghrdt  and  aghrdsit,  ghratum,  to  smell, 
perceive  odour,  be  eager  for ;  to  smell  at,  snuffle  at ; 
to  kiss :  Caus.  P.  ghrdpayati,  ajighrapat  and 
ajighripat,  to  cause  to  smell  at :  Desid.  jighrdtati: 
Intens.  jeghriyate,  jdghreti  and  jdghrdti ;  du. 

jdghritas ;  [cf.  Lat.  fra-grare ;  Hib.  gros,  '  a 
snout  (?);'  Germ,  riechen;  Old  Germ,  riu.hu ;  Lith. 
lewepju,  kwapas;  Gr.  Spco^a;  j>ls,  /Siy-ds.] 

Ghrati,  l»,  f.  tie  nose(?). 
Ghrdna,  as,  d,  am,  smelled ;  (as  or  am),  m.  n. 

smell ;  smelling ;  (am),  n. odour ;  (as,  d, am), m. f.n. 

the  nose ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Gkrana-dakahus, 
us,  us,  us,  using  the  nose  for  eyes,  blind.  —  Ghrdna- 
ja,  as,  d,  am,  caused  or  effected  by  the  nose. 
—  Ghrdna-tarpana,  as,  d,  am,  pleasant  to  the 
nose,  fragrant;  (am),  n.  fragrance,  odour;  a  fra- 

grance, a  perfume.  ••  Ghrdna-tluhkha-dd,  f.,  N.  of 
a  plant  which  causes  sneezing  (giving  pain  to  the 

nose).  —  Ghrdna-pdka,  as,  m.  a  disease  of  the  nose, 
=  ndsd-pdka,  q.  v.  —  Ghrdna-travas,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda  ('  using  the  nose 

for  ears '  [cf.  ghrdna-dakshuti]  or  '  renowned  for 
his  nose').  —  Ghrdnendriya  (°na-in°),  am,  n.  the 
organ  or  sense  of  smell. 

Ghrdta,  as,  d,  am,  smelled,  smelled  at. 
Ghrdtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  smelled  or  smelled 

at ;  (am),  n.  odour. 
Ghrdti,  is,  f.  smell ;  smelling,  snuffling  at ;  the 

nose. 

Ghrdtri,  id,  in,  M,  one  who  smells. 
Ghrdtvd,  ind.  having  smelled. 
Ghreya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  smelled,  what  may  be 

smelled  or  snuffled  at ;  (am),  n.  odour,  smell. 

T  i.  na,  the  fifth  consonant  of  the  San- 
skrit alphabet,  and  the  nasal  of  the  first  class.  No 

real  word  in  use  begins  with  this  letter ;  it  is  usually 
found  as  the  first  member  of  a  compound  consonant 

preceded  by  a  vowel ;  the  sound  of  n  corresponds  to 
that  of  ng  in  song.  —  N-a-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  o 
sound  na. 

•  2.  na,  as,  m.  an  object  of  sense  ;  desire, 
wish  for  any  sensual  object  ;   an  epithet  of  Siva  ; Bhairava.) 

f»«,  cl.  i.  A.  navate,  nunurje,  to  sound: Desid.  liu 

^  i .  fa,  the  twentieth  letterof  the  alphabet, 
md  first  of  the  second  or  palatal  class  of  consonants, 

laving  the  simple  sound  of  eh  in  church.  —  Ca-kdra, 
as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  (a, 

2.  6a,  ind.  (a  particle  and  conjunction 
usually  translateable  by)  and,  both,  also,  moreover, 
as  well  as.  This  conjunction,  like  the  Lat.  que  and 

r.  Tf,  is  usually  placed  as  an  enclitic  after  the  word 
which  it  connects  with  what  precedes,  and  when  used 
with  the  personal  pronouns  these  must  appear  in 
their  fuller  accented  forms  (e.  g.  tava  da  mama  da, 

>oth  of  thee  and  of  me,  not  te  (a  me  fa).  It  con- 
nects whole  sentences  as  well  as  parts  of  sentences, 

and  seems  to  have  been  originally  placed  after  both 
the  words  or  clauses  which  it  joins  together,  for  in 

the  Rig-veda  the  double  (a  occurs  much  more  fre- 
quently than  the  single  (e.  g.  aham  (a  tvam  da, 

1  and  thou).  The  double  da  may  also  be  used 
somewhat  redundantly  in  classical  Sanskrit  (e.  g.  kva 

harinakdndm  jivitam  ddtilolam  kva  da  vajra- 
sdrdk  iards  te,  where  is  both  the  frail  existence  of 
fawns  and  where  are  thy  adamantine  arrows  ?).  In  the 
later  literature,  however,  the  first  da  is  more  usually 
omitted  (e.  g.  aham  tvam  da),  and  when  more  than 
two  things  are  enumerated  only  one  da  is  often  found 
(e.  g.  tejasd  yatiasd  lakshmyd  sthityd  da  parayd, 
in  glory,  in  fame,  in  beauty,  and  in  high  condition). 
Elsewhere,  when  more  than  two  things  are  enume- 

rated, da  is  placed  after  some  and  omitted  after  others 
(e.  g.  rina-ddtd  da  vaidyadda  drotriyo  nad-l,  both 
the  payer  of  a  debt  and  a  physician  [and]  a  Brahman 
[and]  a  river).  In  the  Veda  and  even  in  classical 
Sanskrit,  when  the  double  da  would  generally  be 
used,  the  second  may  occasionally  be  omitted  (e.  g, 

Indraida  Somah,  both  Indra  [and]  Soma;  dur- 
lihedyaMa  diu-sandheyah,  both  difficult  to  be 
divided  [and]  quickly  to  be  united).  Rarely  da  may 
imply  a  reference  to  certain  other  words  which  are 
not  expressed  (e.  g.  kamandalau  da  karakah,  the 

word  karaka  has  the  meaning  '  pitcher"  and  other meanings). 

Ca  may  be  used  for  vd  and  is  then  translateable  by 

'  either,' '  or"  (e.  g.  iha  ddmutra  vd,  either  here  or 
hereafter ;  strl  va  pumdn  vd  yadddnyat  sattvam, 
either  a  woman  or  a  man  or  any  other  being) ;  and 

when  a  negative  particle  is  joined  with  da  the 

two  may  then  be  translated  by  '  neither,'  '  nor.' Occasionally  one  da  or  one  na  may  be  omitted  (e.  g. 
na  da  paribhoktum  naiva  iaknomi  hdtum,  I  am 
able  neither  to  enjoy  nor  to  abandon ;  na  purvdhne 

na  da  pardhne,  neither  in  the  forenoon  nor  in  the afternoon). 

Ca  is  often  joined  to  the  adverbs  eva,  api,  tathd 

lathaiva,  &c.,  either  with  or  without  a  negative 
particle  (e.  g.  vairinam  nopaseveta  mhdyarn 
daiva  vairinah,  one  ought  not  to  serve  either  an 
enemy  or  the  ally  of  an  enemy).  See  eva,  api,  &c. 
Ca  sometimes  =  eva,  even,  indeed,  certainly,  just 

&c.  (e.  g.  su-dintitam  daiishadham  na  ndma- 
mdtrena  karoty  a-rogam,  even  a  well-devised 
remedy  does  not  cure  a  disease  by  its  mere  name 
ydvanta  eva  te  tdvdn/!da  sa,  as  great  as  they  [were 
just  so  great  was  he). 

Ca  may  occasionally  be  disjunctive  and  be  trans 

lated  by  '  but,'   '  on  the   contrary,'   '  on  the   othe 
hand,'  '  yet,' '  nevertheless'  (e.g.  varam  ddyau  na 
ddntimaJi,  better   the   two  first  but  not   the  last 
ddntam  idam  dirama-pndam  sphurati  da  bdhuh 
this  hermitage  is  tranquil  yet  my  arm  throbs). 

Ca — da    may    be    used    to   express    immediat 

onnection  between  two  acts  or  their  simultaneous 

xxurrence  (e.  g.  mama  da  muktam  tamasd 

nano  manasijena  dhamishi  iaratda  nii'eiittih, 
o  sooner  is  my  mind  freed  from  darkness  than  a 
laft  is  fixed  on  his  bow  by  the  heart-born  god). 
Ca  rarely  =  det,  if  (e.  g.  jtvitum  deddhaee,  if  thou wishes!  to  live). 

Ca  may  be  used  as  an  expletive  (e.  g.  anyaiila 
ratubhiilda,  and  with  other  sacrifices).    The  native 
ictionaries  assign  to  da  the  following  significations 

>r  forces : — conjunction  (anv~ddaya),  collective  com- 
ination   (sam-dhdra),  mutual  connection   (ilare- 

ara),  and   aggregation   (sam-uddaya).      For  the 
meaning  of  da  after   an    interrogative   see  i.  ka, 
i.  kathd,  Sec. ;  [cf.  Gr.  re ;  Lat.  que,  pe  (in  nempe, 
Sec.);  Goth,  uh;  Zend  ca;  Old  Pen.  da.] 

3.  6a,  as,  d,  am,  seedless;  bad,  vile, 
mischievous;  (as),  m.  a  thief ;  a  tortoise;  the  moon; 

an  epithet  of  Siva. 
•=•3:  6ak,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  cakali,  -te,  fadaka, 

N,  deke,  adaklt  and  addktt,  dakitum,  to  be 
satiated,  to  be  contented,  to  be  satisfied ;  to  repel, 

resist ;  to  shine  [cf.  kan  and  a.  kairi]  :  Caus.  daka- 
jati  and  ddkayati  (?). 

Cakita,  as,  d,  am,  shaking,  trembling ;  fearful, 

timid  ;  startled,  frightened,  afraid  of.  —  Cakita-daki- 
'am,  ind.  with  great  alarm ;  (am),  n.  trembling, 
timidity,  alarm;  sa-dakitam,  tremblingly;  (d),  f.,  N. 
of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  sixteen  syllables 

h.  —  Cakita-hridaya,  as,  d,  am,  faint-hearted. 

dchlH  *•  (?a*°s  [°f-  rt-  *"*']'  d-  2>  P- J\  cakasti,  3rd  pi.  dakdsati,  Impf.  and sing,  adakds  or  adakat,  Jrd  sing,  adakdt,  Impv. 
and  sing,  dakddhi  or  dakdddhi,  Perf.  dakdsdn- 
dakdra,  1st  Put.  dakdsitd,  Aor.adakdslt,  to  shine, 
to  be  bright:  Caus.  daJcdsayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
adldakdsat  or  adadakdmt,  to  cause  to  shine,  make 
bright,  illuminate:  Desid.  didakdsishati. 

2.  dakds,  as,  as,  as,  shining,  brilliant. 
Cakdsayat,  an,  antt,  at,  illuminating,  beautifying. 
Cakdsita,as,a,am,  illuminated,  shining,  splendid, 

beautiful. 

^=(uT  cakora,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  tale, 

to  be  satisfied,  i.e.  with  moon-beams),  the  bartavelle 
or  Greek  partridge,  Perdix  Rufa  or  Tetrao  Rufus, 

(this  bird  is  fabled  to  subsist  upon  moon-beams, 
hence  '  an  eye  drinking  the  nectar  of  a  moon-like 
face '  is  poetically  called  dakshud-dakora  ;  the  eyes 
of  the  Cakora  are  said  to  turn  red  when  it  looks 
on  poisoned  food,  see  Schol.  to  Manu  VII.  a  1 7) ;  N. 

of  a  people ;  also  of  a  prince ;  and  of  a  mountain. 
—  Cakora-drii,  k,  k,  k,  having  eyes  like  those  of  a 

partridge. Cakoraka,  as,  m.  the  Greek  partridge ;  [cf.  the 
preceding.] 

•=•3;  cakk,  cl.  10.  P.  datkayati,  -yitum, 

\,  to  suffer ;  to  give  or  inflict  pain. 

^8i  i-iikka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

"^Skc*  fakkala,  as,  a,  am,  round,  circular. 

t(£iH  (aknasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  knas),  crooked- 
ness, dishonesty. 

^'tH  6akra,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  kram  or  rt.  i.  kri  ? 
reduplicated) ,  the  wheel  of  a  carriage,  the  wheel  of  the 
Sun's  chariot,  or  (metaphorically)  the  wheel  of  Time 

(in  these  senses  sometimes  a«,  m.  in  Ved.);  a  potter's 
wheel ;  a  discus  or  sharp  circular  missile  weapon  (espe- 

cially applied  to  the  favourite  weapon  of  Vishnu) ;  an 
oil-mill ;  a  circle ;  any  circle  or  ring  (e.  g.  kaldpa- 

dakra,  the  circle  of  a  peacock's  tail)  ;  a  form  of 
military  array  (in  a  circle)  ;  circular  flight  (of  a  bird 
&c.);  a  circle  or  depression  of  the  body  for  mystical, 
astrological,  or  chiromantic  purposes,  (six  of  these 
are  enumerated  one  above  the  other,  viz.  I.  muld- 
dhdra,  the  parts  about  the  pubis;  a.  svddhishthdna, 

the  umbilical  region ;  3.  mani-puram,  the  pit  of 
the  stomach  or  epigastrium ;  4.  anahaUnn,  the  root 
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311 of  the  nose ;  5.  vi-iuddham,  the  hollow  between 
the  frontal  sinuses;  6.  djiidkkyam,  the  fontenelle  or 

union  of  the  coronal  and  sagittal  sutures :  various  facul- 
ties and  divinities  are  supposed  to  be  present  in  these 

hollows) ;  a  general  N.  for  a  diagram  of  various  circular 
forms  used  for  astrological  or  astronomical  purposes,  a 

sphere  or  astronomical  circle  in  general  (e.g.  raii- 
dakram,  the  zodiac) ;  a  cycle,  a  cycle  of  years,  the  cycle 
of  the  seasons ;  the  horizon ;  a  particular  constellation 
in  the  form  of  a  hexagon ;  a  troop,  a  multitude  (in 
this  sense  m.  and  n.);  an  army,  a  host;  a  province, 

number  of  villages,  region,  district,  circuit ;  range,  de- 
partment in  general ;  section  of  a  book ;  the  wheel 

of  a  monarch's  chariot  rolling  over  his  dominions, 
sovereignty ;  a  realm ;  a  whirlpool ;  the  winding  of 
a  river ;  the  convolutions  or  spiral  marks  of  the 

Sala-grama  or  ammonite,  a  kind  of  petrified  shell ; 
the  flower  of  the  plant  Tagara ;  N.  of  a  particular 
plant  or  drug;  a  crooked  or  fraudulent  device  [cf. 
(akrika] ;  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of 

fourteen  syllables  each,  =  e"aiTa-pa  to;  the  ruddy  goose 
or  Brahmany  duck,  Anas  Casarca  (in  this  sense  m.) ; 
N.  of  a  people  (m.  pi.) ;  N.  of  a  man  (m.) ;  of  a 
NSga  (m.)  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda 
(m.) ;  N.  of  a  mountain  (m.);  (I),  {,,  Ved.  a  wheel ; 

(a),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants, = karkata-s"riitgt  and 
ndgara-mustd.  At  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  the  f. 

will  end  in  a ;  [cf.  a-dakra,  uddd-d^,  eka-d  \  kdla- 
£°,  ku-d\  danda-(°,  dfiarma-d°,  sa-d°,  &c.;  cf. 
also  Gr.  K<iir\os.]  —  Cakra-kdraka,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  perfume,  apparently  a  dried  shell-fish,  see  nakhi. 
—  Cakra-kulyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  [cf.  ditra-parm] 
said  to  be  a  species  of  fern,  commonly    Cakuliya 

(Hemionites  Cordifolia).  —  Cakra-gaja,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  plant,  =  dakra-marda.  —  Cakra-gandit,  us,  m. 
a  round  pillow.  —  Cakra-gati,  is,  f.  rotation,  revolu- 

tion. —  Cakra-guddha,  as,  m.  the  tree  Jonesia  Asoca ; 
[cf.  atfoio.]  —  Cakra-goptri,  td,  m.  the  protector  of 
a  wheel ;  (tdrau),  m.  du.  two  men  whose  business 
is  to  preserve  the  wheels  of  a  carriage  from  damage  ; 

[cf.  dakra-raksha.]  —  Cakra-grahana,  am,  i,  n. 

f.  (?)  '  an  army-holder,'  a  rampart,  an  intrenchment. 
—  Cakra-dara,  as,  a,  am,  going  in  a  circle,  epithet 
of  a  class  of  superhuman  beings ;  a  juggler,  =  dakrd- 
ta  (?)-•—  Calira-ddrin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  in  a  circle, 

walking  from  one  place  to  another.  —  C'akra-diidd- 
mani,  is,  m.  a  round  jewel  in  a  coronet  or  diadem ; 

a  honorific  title  of  Vopa-deva;  N.  of  a  man.  —  C'akra- 
jivaka,  as,  m.  or  dakra-jivin,  i,  m.  a  potter  (who 

lives  by  his  wheel).  —  Cakra-taldmra  (rtala-dm°), 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  mango  tree.  —  Cakra-tlrtha,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Cakra-taila,  am,  n.  oil  pre- 

pared  from   the    plant   C'akra   {dakra-marda  ? ). 
—  Cakra-danshtra,  as,  m.  a  hog  (having  curved 
tusks).  —  Cakra-datta,   as,   m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

—  Cakra-dantl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant ;    [cf.  danti.'] 
•  —  Cakradand-mja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =jaya- 
pala  and  dantl-mja.  —  Cakra-dipikd,  f.,  N.  of  a 
literary  work.  —  Cakra-dris',  k,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura. 
—  Calcra-deva,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior.  —  Cakra- 
dvdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  •-  Caltra-dhanus, 

us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  C'akra-dhara,  as,  d,  am, 
bearing  a  wheel,  having  a  wheel,  a  wheel-bearer; 
carrying  a  discus ;    driving  in  a  carriage ;    (as),  m.  a 
N.  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna  (as  holding  a  discus  in  one 
hand) ;  a  sovereign,  ruler,  the  governor  of  a  province, 
the  owner  of  many  villages;    a  village  tumbler  or 
juggler ;  a  snake ;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Cakra-dliarman, 

a,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Vidya-dharas.  —  C'akra- 
dhdra=dakra-dhara   above.  —  Cakra-dhdrd,   f. 
the  periphery  of  a  wheel.  —  Cakra-nakha,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  perfume,  =vydghra-nakha.  —  Cakra-nadl 
or  dakra-nadi,  f.,  N.  of  a  met.  —  Cakra-nabhl, 

is,  f.  the  nave  of  a  wheel.  —  ("akra-naman,  d,  m.  a 
pyritic  ore  of  iron,  see  mdlcshika.  —  Cakra-ndyaka, 
as,  m.  the  leader  of  a  troop  ;  a  kind  of  perfume,  = 

dakra^naktia.  —  Cakra^nardyanl-samhitd,  f.,  N. 
of  a  literary  work.  _  Cokra-nemi,  is,  (.,  N.  of  one 

of  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda.  —  ("akra-yad- 
mdta,  as,  m,  N.  of  the  plant  Cassia  Tora,  =  6akra- 

marda.  —  C'akra-parivyddha,   as,   m.   the   plant 

Cathartocarpus  Fistula ;  [cf.  dragbadha."]  "  Cakra- 
parnt,  f.  a  plant,  commonly  Cakuliya,  Hemionites 

Cordifolia ;  [cf.  dakra-kulyd.']  «—  Cakra-pdni,  is, 
m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna  (holding  a  discus 

in  one  hand);  N.  of  an  author ;  (sometimes  dakra- 

pdnin.)  —  C'akrapdni-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author 
of  a  lexicon ;  [cf.  dandrodaya.]  —  Cakra-pdta,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  metre,  =  dakra.  —  Cakra-pdda,  or 
dakra-pddaka,  as,  m.  a  carriage  (having  wheels  for 
feet) ;  an  elephant  (having  circular  feet).  —  Cakra- 
pdla,  as,  m.  the  superintendent  of  a  province ;  one 
who  carries  a  discus  ;  a  circle ;  the  horizon.  —  C'akra- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  built  by  Cakra-mardikS. 

—  C'akra-pushkarinl,  {.,  N.  of  a  sacred  tank  at 
KSsi  or  Benares;    [cf.   dakra-tirtha  and  mani- 
karnikd.]  —  Cokra-pJiala,  am,  n.  a  missile  weapon, 
a  kind  of  discus.  —  Oakra-bdndhava,  as,  m.  the 

sun  ('  friend  of  the  ruddy  goose,'  these  birds  being 
supposed  to  couple  only  in  the  day-time).  •~C'akra- 
bdla  and  dakra-vdla,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  ring,  circle 
[cf.  bdli  and  vdlaka] ;   the  horizon  (usually  n.)  ;  a 
mass,  a  multitude,  a  number,  assemblage ;  (as),  m. 
a  mythical  range  of  mountains  supposed  to  encircle 
the  orb  of  the  earth  like  a  wall  and  to  be  the  limit 

of  light  and  darkness   (perhaps  a  bank  of  clouds 
shaped  like  mountains  on  the  horizon)  ;  [cf.  dakra- 
vdta  and  dakra-vdda.]  —  Cakra-bdladhi,  is,  m.  a 

dog, '  having  a  curved  tail.'  —  Caltra-bhanu,  us,  m., 
N.  of  a  Brahman.  —  Cdkra-bhrit,  t,  m.    'discus- 
bearer,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Cakra-bhedini,  f. 

night   ('dividing  the  ruddy   geese,'  the  male  and 
female  of  these  birds  being  condemned  to  be  sepa- 

rated at  night);  [cf.  dakra-bdndhava^]  —  Cakra- 

bhrami,  is,  m.  f.  (?)  a  grindstone.  —  C'akra-bhrdnti, 
is,  f.  the  whirling  round  of  the  wheels  (of  a  chariot). 
—  Cakra-matha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  college  built  in  a 
circular  form  by  Cakra-varman.  —  fakra-mandaltn, 
I,  m.  a  large  snake,  the  Boa  Constrictor,  (the  body 
of  the   snake  or  its   spots   being   compared  to  a 

wheel.)  —  Cakra-manda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga. 
"Cakra-marda,  as,  m.  the  plant  Cassia  Tora. 
—  Cakra^mardaka,  as,  m.  Cassia  Tora;    (ikd), 

f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  LalitSditya.  —  C'akram-dsaja, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  stopping  the  wheels  (of  the  chariot). 

—  Cakra-mukha,  as,  m.  '  having  a  curved  mouth,' 
a  hog.  —  C'akra-mushala,  as,  d,  am,  (a  battle)  car- 

ried on  with  the  discus  and  club.  —  Cakra-melaka, 
as  or  aw(?),  m.  or  n.,  N.  of  a  place  in  KaSmlra. 

—  Cakra-mauli,  is,  m.,  N.of  a  Rakshasa.  —  Oakra- 
ydna,  am,  n.  any  wheel-carriage.  —  Cakra-yoga, 
as,  m.  applying  a  splint  or  similar  instrument  by 
means  of  pulleys  in  case  of  dislocation  of  the  thigh. 
—  Cakra-raksha,   as,  rn.  =  dakra-goptri,   q.  v. 
—  Cakra-rada,  as,   m.  a  hog,   a  boar  ('  having 

curved  tusks');   [cf.  dakra-mukha.]  —  Cakra-lak- 
shand,  f.  the  plant  Cocculus  Cordifolius,=j!irf«(?i. 
—  Cakra-latdmra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  mango  tree ; 
(another  reading  for  dakra-taldmra.)  —  Cakra-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  furnished  with  wheels,  wheeled ;  armed 
with  a  discus ;  circular,  being  in  the  form  of  a  ring 
or  circle ;  (an),  m,  the  proprietor  of  an  oil-mill  or 
one   in    which    seeds  are    bruised;    an    epithet   of 
Vishnu ;  a  sovereign,  an  emperor ;  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain ;  (vat),  ind.  like  a  wheel,  in  rotation,  going 
round  or  revolving  like  a  wheel.  —  Cakravarti-td,  (. 
or  dakravarti-tva,  am,  n.  the  mark  or  state  of  a 
universal  emperor ;  see  the  next.  —  Cakra-vartin,  t, 
m.  a  ruler  the  wheels  of  whose  chariot  roll  every- 

where without  obstruction  ;  an  emperor,  a  sovereign 

of  the  world,  a  supreme  ruler,  the  ruler  of  a  C'akra 
or  country  described  as  extending  from  sea  to  sea, 
(twelve  princes  beginning  with  Bharata  are  especially 
considered  as  Cakra-variins) ;   (I,  ini,  i),  supreme, 
holding  the  highest  rank ;  (in;),  f.  a  fragrant  plant, 

commonly  Cak5vat  [cf.  janl~\ ;    the  plant  Nardos- 
tachys  Jatamans! ;  another  plant,  =  alaktaka.  —  ("a- 
kra-varman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Kas"mira ;  [cf. 
idkravarmana]  —  Cakra-vdka,  as,  m.  the  ruddy 
goose,  commonly  called  the  Brahmany  duck,  Anas 
Casarca;  (f),  f.  the  female  of  this  bird  ;  [cf.  dakra, 
dakra-sdhvaya,    dakrahva,    dakrdhvaya,    &c.j 

—  Cakravdka-bandJm,  us,  m.  the  sun ;  [cf.  dakra- 

band/iava.]  —  Cakravaka-vatl,  f.  probably  N.  of  a 

river  (abounding  in  Cakra-vSkas).  —  L'akravdki n,  i, 
im,  {,  filled  with  Cakra-vakas.  —  Cakrtmdkopaku- 

jita  (°ka-up°),  as,  d,  am,  made  resonant  with  the 

cooing  or  cry  of  the  C'akra-vaka.  —  Cakra-vata,  as, 
m.  a  limit,  a  boundary;  a  lamp-stand;  engaging  in  an 

action ;  [cf.  dakra-bdla.']  —  Cakra-vdda,  as,  m.  a 
fabulous  range  of  mountains,  see  dakra-bdla;  (am), 
n.  a  circle.  —  Cakra-vata,  as,  m.  a  whirlwind,  a 

hurricane, = dakra-vdla  ;  [cf.  dakra-bdla.]  —  C'akra- vimala,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  plant. 
—  C"akra-vriddhi,    is,   f.   interest  upon   interest; 

wages  for  transporting  goods  in  a  carriage.  —  C'akra- 
vyuha,  as,  m.  any  circular  array  of  troops.  —  Cakra- 
iata-yattra,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  plant. 
—  Cakra-^rem,  (.  =  aja-^ringl,  the  plant  Odina 

Pinnata,  bearing  a  curved  fruit.  —  Cakra-samvara, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha,  =  vajra-tika.  —  (Jakra-sak- 
tha,  as,  d,  am,  having  crooked  thighs,  bow-legged. 
—  C'akra-sanjna,  am,   n.   t\n.  —  C"akra-sdhvaya, 
as,    m.  =  dakra,  =  dakra-vaka,    Anas    Casarca. 

-  Cakra-sma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  son  of  Tara- 
&ndra  and  father  of  Sinha.  —  Cakra-svdmin,  i,  m. 

an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  [cf.  dakra-dhara.]  —  (jakra- 

hasta,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ('discus-handed'). —  Cakra-hrada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lake.  -  Cakrd- 
kdra,  as,  d,  am,  or  dakrdkriti  (°ra-dk°),  is,  is,  i, 
circular,   round.  -  Cakrdkt,  a   various    reading   for 

dakranki,  q.v.  —  Cakrdnkitd  (°ra-an°),  f.  a  kind 
of  plant.  —  C'akrditkl,  f.  a  goose ;  [cf.  dakrdnga.~] 
—  Cakrdnga  (°ra-an"),as,  m.  a  gander  (having  a 

curved  neck);  a  carriage  [cf.  dakra-pdda'] ;  (I),  f. 
a  goose;  N.  of  several  plants,  =  fca/«-roMnf;  N.  of 
another  plant,  =  Enhydra  Heloncha  (Mla-modikd) ; 

another   plant,  =  karkata-s"ringi;    another   plant, 
Cocculus  Tomentosus,  =vrisha-parni  or  su-dar- 
s"and  ;  another  plant,  Rubia  Munjista  (marijishlhd) ; 

(am),  n.  a  parasol.  —  Cakrdta  (°ra-ata),  as,  m.  a 

juggler,  a    snake-catcher,    snake-charmer,  one  who 
exhibits  snakes  and  pretends  to  cure  their  bites ;  a 

knave,  a  cheat,  a  rogue ;  a  gold  coin  or  certain  weight 

of  gold,  a  Dinar.  —  C'akrddhiedsin  (°ra-adh°),  i, 
m.  the  orange-tree.  —  C'akrdyudha  (°ra-dy°),  as,  m. 
an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna  (whose  weapon  is 

the  discus).  —  Cakrdyodhya  ("ra-ay°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince.  —  Cakrdvarta  (°ra-dv°),  as,  m.  turning 

round,  whirling   or   rotatory  motion.  —  C'akrdhva 
Cra-dh"),  as,  m.  =  dakra-vdka,  Anas  Casarca  ;  = 
dakra-marda,  Cassia  Tora ;   (a),  f.  Cocculus  To- 

mentosus;   [cf.   dakrdngd.]—t"akrdhvaya  (°ra- 
dh°),  as,  m.  =  dakrdkva.  Anas  Casarca.  —  Cakrt- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  furnished  with  wheels,  wheeled; 

(an),  m.  an  ass;  N.  of  a  king. - C'akres'vara  (°ra- if),  as,  m.  lord  of  the  discus,  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ; 

(i),  f.  a  female  deity  peculiar  to  the  Jainas,  one  of 
their  Vidya-devis  or  goddesses  of  wisdom,  executing 
the  orders  of  the  first  Arhat. 

C'akraka,  as,  d,  am,  resembling  a  wheel  or  circle, 
wheel-shaped,  circular;  (as),  m.  a  logical  form  or 

proposition,  arguing  in  a  circle  ;  a  kind  of  serpent ; 
N.  of  a  Rishi ;  (d),  I.  a  kind  of  plant  having  great 
curative  properties. 

Cakrald,  f.  a  kind  of  Cyperus,  =  uddatd. 
Cakrika,  as,  m.  a  discus-bearer;  (d),  f.  a  heap, 

a  troop ;  a  crooked  or  fraudulent  device ;  the 

knee  (?). 

Cakrin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  a  wheel  or  wheels, 
wheeled  ;  having  or  holding  a  discus,  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu  or  Krishna ;  driving  in  a  carriage ;  circular ; 

(»),  m.  a  potter;  an  oil-grinder;  a  sovereign  of  the 
world,  an  emperor,  a  Cakra-vartin ;  the  governor  of 

a  province ;  a  kind  of  juggler  or  tumbler  who  ex- 
hibits tricks  with  a  discus  or  a  wheel  (?);  one  who 

offers  sacrifices  for  a  whole  village (?);  an  informer; 

an  ass  ;  the  ruddy  goose,  Anas  Casarca ;  a  crow ;  a 
snake;  the  plant  Cassia  Tora,  =  dakra-marda ; 
another  plant,  Dalbergia  Ougeinensis;  a  kind  of 
perfume ;  [cf.  sa-dakrin,] 

Cakriya,  as,  d,  am,  going  in  a  carriage,  being on  a  journey. 
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Cakri-bri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum, 
to  make  round  or  circular,  to  curve  or  bend  (as  a  bow). 

^4(M<0  (akrdna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  kri), 
having  done,  &c. 

Cakri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  doing,  making,  active,  an 
agent ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Cakru,  us,  m.  a  doer,  a  maker,  an  agent. 

daksh  (perhaps  a  reduplicated  form 
of  kds'  =  ks'd,  which  according  to  some  is 

the  original  root.  According  to  Panini  the  rt. 
daksh  can  only  be  used  in  the  conjugational  tenses 

and  optionally  in  the  Pert".  In  the  non-conjugational 
tenses  and  optionally  in  the  Perf.  the  rt.  khyd  is 
substituted),  cl.  2.  A.  Pres.  dashte,  Perf.  dadakihe. 
Other  forms  are  exceptionally  found,  e.  g.  2nd  sing. 
Pres.  P.  dakshi,  2nd  pi.  Impv.  P.  (with  a)  dakehata, 
Impf.  adaksham,  Aor.  adadaksham,  Inf.  dashtum, 
Ved.  Inf.  dakshe,  to  appear,  become  visible :  to  see, 
look  at,  perceive,  observe;  to  speak,  say,  tell,  in- 

form ;  to  eat,  (a  wrong  form  for  jaksh) :  Pass. 
dakihyate.  The  rt.  daksh  appears  like  khyd,  to 
combine  the  two  distinct  meanings  of  seeing  and 
jpeaking. 
Cakshana,  am,  n.,  Ved.   appearing,   becoming 

visible,  appearance,  aspect ;  speaking,  saying ;  eating 
a  relish  to  promote  drinking,  (a  wrong  form  for  ja~ 
kshana  i) ;  [cf.  vidva-dakshana.] 
Cakshani,  is,  m.,  Ved.  an  illuminator,  irradiating. 
Cakshan,  a,  n.,  Ved.  the  eye,  (du.  dakshani. 

the  eyes.) 
Cakshas,  as,  m.  a  teacher,  a  spiritual  teacher,  an 

instructor  in  sacred  science;  an  epithet  ofBrihaspati, 
the  teacher  of  the  gods ;  (as),  n.  radiance,  clearness ; 
the  act  of  seeing,  being  seen,  (dakshase,  dat. =inf.  to 
see,  to  be  seen);  look,  sight,  the  eye;  [cf.  apdka- 
dakshas,  iya-d°,  updka-d°,  uru-d°,  ghora-f°,  &c.] 
Cakshu,  us  or  u,  m.  or  n.  (?),  Ved.  the  eye ;  (us), 

m.,  N.  of  a  prince ;  N.  of  a  river.  —  Cakshu-pa,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince ;  (a  various  reading  has  ddkshuiha.) 
Cakshus,  us,  us,  us,  seeing ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a 

Marat ;  also  of  a  Rishi  with  the  patronymic  Manava ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Ann ;  (us),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  [cf.  dakshu 
and  su-dakshus];  (us),  n.  light,  clearness;  the  act 
of  seeing,  faculty  of  seeing,  sight,  aspect,  a  look ;  the 
eye ;  often  at  the  end  of  a  compound  (e.  g.  ghrdna- 
dakshus,  one  who  uses  his  nose  for  eyes;   ddra- 
dakskus,  one  who   sees  by  means   of  his   spies; 
dharma-dakshus,  one  who  has  an  eye  for  justice) ; 

[cf.  a-dakshus,  ayhora-d0.  Sec. ;  cf.  also  Zend  das- 
man.]  —  Cakshuh-patha,  as,  m. '  the  path  of  the 
eyes,'  the  horizon,  the  range  of  sight  (e.  g.  dakshuh- 
patham  prdp,  to  become  visible ;  dakshuh-pathdd 
apagam,  to  vanish  from  the  sight).  —  Cakehuh- 
pidd,  f.  pain  of  the  eyes.  —  Cakshuh-iravas,  as,  or 
dakshuh-s'ruti,  is,  m.  a  snake  (using  its  eyes  for 
ears).  —  I'akshnh-sdman,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman  (  = 
prajdpates  saman).  —  Cakshur-indriya,  am,  n.  the 
sense  of  seeing.  ••  Cakshur-godara,  as,  d,  am,  com- 

ing within  range  of  the  eye.  —  Cakshur-grahana, 
am,  n.  morbid  affection  of  the  eyes.  —  Cakshur-dd, 
as,  as,  am,  Ved.  giving  sight.  —  Cakshur-ddna, 
am,  n.  the  ceremony  of  anointing  the  eyes  of  an 
image  at  the  time  of  consecration.  —  Cakshur-bhrit,t. 
t,  t,  promoting  sight.  «•  Cakshiir-mantra,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  bewitching  with  the  eye.  —  Cakshur-maya,  as 
i,  am,  resembling  the  eye.  —  Cakihwr^mala,  am 
n.  the  excretion  of  the  eyes.  —  Cakshur-loka,  as,  d 
am,  seeing  with  the  eyes.  —  Cakshur-vanya,  as,  d 
am,  Ved.  suffering  from  disease  of  the  eyes.  —  Ca- 
kshur-vardhanikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Cakshur 
vahana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  mesha-fringi 
—  Cakshur-vishaya,  as,  m.  the  horizon,  visibility 
presence,  sight,  ken ;  an  object  of  sight,  any  visibl 
object.  —  Cakshiir-han,  d,  -ghni,  a,  killing  with 
look.  —  CakshuJ-dlt,  t,  t,  t,  collecting  the  faculty  o 
sight.  —  Cakshuth-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  wishinj 
for  the  faculty  of  seeing.  —  Cakuhush-t as,  ind.  awa 
from  the  eye.  —  Citkxhu*h-)>riti,  if,  m.  the  lord  of  th 
eyes.  —  Cakshush-pd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  protectin 

the  eye-sight.  —  Cakshush-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  endowed 
with  the  faculty  of  seeing,  seeing,  furnished  with  eyes ; 
representing  the  eye.  —  Cakshushmat-td,  f.   the 
state  of  one  who  sees,  the  faculty  of  seeing.  —  Ca- 
kshu-roga,  as,  m.  disease  of  the  eye,  ophthalmia. 
Cakshnsha,  at  the  end  of  a  compound  =  dakshus, 

eye  (e.  g.  sa-dakshusha,  having  eyes) ;  (<is),  m.,  N. 
of  the  father  of  Manu  Cakihusha ;  (a  wrong  reading 
for  dakshus !). 

Cakshushya,  as,  d,  am,  pleasing  or  agreeable  to 

the  eyes,  agreeable,  pleasing,  good-looking,  beautiful; 

(as),  m.  a  collyrium  or  application  to  the  eyes,  ex- racted  from  the  Amomum  Antorhiza  ;  N.  of  the  plant 
'andanus  Odoratissimus,  =  ketaka  ;  another  plant, 

Hyperanthera  Moringa;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  collyrium, 
the  calx  of  brass  or  a  blue  stone  used  thus ;  a  pleasing 

r  interesting  woman;  the  plant  Pandanus  Odora- 
issimus;  also  of  Glycine  Labialis,  and  of  Odina 

_'innata;  (am),  n.  two  kinds  of  collyrium,  =  khar- 
mritiMha  and  sauvirdnjana  ;  N.  of  a  small  shrub, 

=prapaundarika. 

•^m  tagh,  cl.  5.  P.  6aghnoti,  &c.,  to  smite 
V,  or  slay,  to  kill. 

^PST  fankuna,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fir.  rt. 

!ak),  a  carriage,  a  tree ;  (am),  n.  any  vehicle. 

M^f*HO  (ankramana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens. 

of  rt.  kram),  going  about,  taking  exercise ;  who  or 
what  goes  slowly  or  crookedly ;  (am),  n.  going  about, 
walking,  proceeding,  going  tortuously  or  slowly. 
Cankramd,  f.  going  about,  walking.^  going  tor- 

:uously  or  slowly.  -'Cankramd-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
who  or  what  moves  slowly  or  crookedly. 

^jj  (anga,  as,  a,  am,  handsome,  beautiful; 
dexterous,  clever;  sound,  healthy;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  man. 

H5T  fafenda,  f.,  N.  of  a  fruit-bearing 
creeper,  =  brihat-phala,  •ceima-kula,  sveta-rdji, 
commonly  dididd. 

^•dUi  (a((aputa  or  (according to  another 
authority)  daddatputa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  time  in music. 

(ahf,   cl.   i.  P.  (ah(ati,  6a(an(a, 
danditum,  &c.,  to  leap,  jump;  to  go, 

move;  to  dangle ;  [cf.  Hib.  ceangtha, '  they  go,  travel ;' 
eeangastair,  'walking,  pacing;'  Lat.  cunctari  f]. Canda,  as,  m.  a  basket ;  (a),  f.  anything  made  o 
cane,  a  mat,  a  stool  &c.  made  of  reeds  or  basket- 
work  ;   a  straw-man,  a  doll ;  a  puppet  of  grass  or 
reeds ;  a  contemptuous  epithet  of  a  man. 
Candat,  an,  and,  at,  leaping,  going,  moving 

dangling ;  unsteady,  shaking. 
Candatka,  as,  d,  am,  leaping,  jumping,  trembling moving. 

Candu,  us,  us,  u,  renowned,  celebrated,  known 
clever  [cf.  dandu-td,  dundu,  dana,  and  akshara 
dandu]  ;  (us),  m.  a  deer ;  N.  of  several  plants,  tht 
castor-oil  plant,  Ricinus  Communis  (eranda) ;  alsc 
=  raktatranda  and  kshudra-dandu,=gonddika 
N.  of  a  son  of  Harita ;  (us),  I.  a  beak,  bill ;  a  kind  o 
vegetable,  =dandu,  dandu-pattra,  &c.  —  Candu-td 
(.  celebrity,  cleverness,  activity ;  the  state  of  a  beak 
—  CandU'pattra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable,  = 
dandu,  f.  —  Candu-puta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  bill  o 
a  bird  when  shut.  —  Candu-prahdra,  as,  m.  a  pec 
with  the  beak.  —  Candu-bhrit,  t,m.'  having  a  beak 
a  bird.  —  Candu-mat,  an,  ati,  m.  f.  '  possessed  of 
beak,'  a  bird.  —  Candu-sudi,  is,  m.  the  tailor-birc 
Sylvia  Sutoria ;  also  dandutudika,  as,  m. 
Candukd,  f.  a  beak,  bill. 

i.  dandura,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable, —dandu 
(. ;  [cf.  the  following.] 
Candu,  us,  f.  a  beak,  the  bill  of  a  bird ;  a  kind  o 

vegetable.  See  dandu  above. 
Canduka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  to  the  sout] 

west  of  Madhya-desa. 

(ahtarin,  i,  m.  or  (ahfari,  i. 

andartka,  as,  m.  (fr.  Intens.  of  rt.  far),  a  bee. 
—  CaAdarlkdi-ali  (°ka-dvall),  (.  a  kind  of  metre 
insisting  of  four  lines  of  thirteen  syllables  each. 
2.  dandura,  as,  a,  am,  going  repeatedly,  expert 
,  conversant  with. 

Canduri,  is,  is,  i,  constantly  practising  or  en- 

aged  in. Canduryamdna,  as,  d,  am,  following  evil  practices, 
«having  ill,  addicted  to  wickedness,  wanton. 

fanfala,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens.  of  rt. 
at),  moving  to  and  fro,  movable,  unsteady,  shaking, 
embling;  unsteady,  inconstant,  inconsiderate,  quiver- 
ng,  flickering,  playing,  moving  irregularly;  fickle; 
as),  m.  the  wind;  a  lover,  a  libertine,  a  lecher; 
a),  f.  lightning;  long  pepper;  fortune,  Lakshml  or 
le  goddess  of  fortune ;  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of 
our  lines  of  sixteen  syllables  each.  —  Candala-td,  f. 
r  dandala-tva,  am,  n.  movableness,  unsteadiness, 
nconstancy,  fickleness.  —  Caiidala-hridaya,  as,  d, 

ami,  capricious,  fickle,  false-hearted.  —  Candald- 
shikd  (°la-aksM),  (.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of 
our  lines  of  twelve  syllables  each.  —  Candaldkhya 
°la-dkh°),  as,  m.  incense. 

6ah6u.     See  under  rt.  6ah(. 

.  Seeunderc'anifanddane'arin. 
fanfula,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (a*), 

m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  this  man. 

tat  (fr.  rt.  (at  and  (al  and  uf-fat), 
cl.  I.  P.  datati,  &c.,to  break,  break  off,  fall 

off,  separate ;  to  rain ;  to  cover ;  (in  the  last  two  senses 
a  various  reading  for  kat) :  Caus.  P.  ddtayati,  -yitum, 
o  break,  pierce ;  to  kill,  injure. 
Cataka,  as,  m.  a  sparrow ;  N.  of  a  poet ;  (as), 

m.  pi.  a  nickname  of  the  pupils  of  Vaisampayana 
also  written  carata);  (a),  f.  a  hen-sparrow;  a 

TOung  hen-sparrow;  Turdus  Macrourus,  =  s"ydmd; 
he  root  of  long  pepper,  =  datakd-s'iras;  (ikd),  f. 
a  hen-sparrow ;  the  root  of  long  pepper.  —  Ca(akd- 
stras,  n.  the  root  of  long  pepper.  —  Catikd-iira, 
as,  m.  or  datikd-s'iras,  n.  the  root  of  long  pepper. 
Calana,  am,  n.  cracking,  splitting ;  falling  off  in 

small  pieces. 

Calu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  kind  or  flattering  discourse ;  a 
scream,  screech ;  a  devotional  posture  among  ascetics ; 

[us),  m.  the  belly.  —  Catu-grdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  place.  —  Catu-ldlasa,  as,  d,  am,  pleased  with  or 
desirous  of  flattery. 

Catula,  as,  d,  am,  trembling,  tremulous,  moving, 
movable,  shaking,  unsteady;  kind,  fine,  beautiful; 

(a),  f.  lightning. Catulola  or  datullola,  as,  d,  am  (perhaps  a  cor- 
ruption of  datula-lola),  moving  gracefully ;  tremulous 

and  beautiful,  beautiful  as  a  soft  swimming  eye  &c. 

fatafatd,  ind.  an  onomatopoetic 
word  for  the  clashing  of  weapons,  the  crackling  of 
fire,  rattling  of  violent  rain,  &e. 
Catadatdya,  A.  -yate,  to  crackle,  rattle,  to  make 

any  sharp  sound  rapidly  repeated. 
Catadatdyana,  am,  n.  crackling,  a  rattling  sound. 

i  MI    fan  [cf.  rt.  (an  and  van  and  ran], 
^      X  cl.  I .  P.  danati.  Sec.,  to  sound,  to  give ;  to 

go,  to  injure,  hurt,  kill :  Caus.  danayati  or  ddna- 
yati,  -yitum,  Aor.  adidanai  and  adaddnat. 
'TO  (ana,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  com- 

pound) renowned,  famous  for,  known  [cf.  vidyd- 
dana  and  akshara-dana'] ;  (as),  m.=danaka,  the 
chick-pea.  —  Cana-druma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=  icshudra-gokshura;  (also  written  dani-druma.) 
—  Cana-pattri,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant;  [cf.  rudanti.] 
Canaka,  as,  m.  the  chick-pea  (Cicer  Arietinum) ; 

N.  of  a  Muni,  the  father  of  CSnakya;  (akd),  f. 
Unseed,  LinunvUsitatissimum  (atasi),  [cf.  dandika] ; 

(ikd),  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  =  kshetra-jd,  go-dugdha, 
su-nild,himd.  —  Canakdtmaja  (ka-dt),  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  sage,  also  called  C'Snakya  or  Vatsyayana. 
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-•  CanakamlaJta  (°ka-amla),  am,  n.  =  danaka- 
lavana,  pease  with  salt,  sour  pease.  —  Canakamla- 
vdr,  r,  n.  acid  drops  of  water  on  the  leaves  of  the 
cicer. 

(and,  cl.  I.  and  10.  A.  Mandate  and 

dandayate,  -yitum,  to  be  angry ;  to  be 
wrathful  or  passionate ;  [cf.  Goth,  hata;  Eng.  hate; 
Germ,  hasse;  Lat.  odi?]. 

("anda,  as,  a,  am,  fierce,  violent,  impetuous,  hot, 
warm,  ardent  with  passion,  passionate,  wrathful,  angry, 
cruel ;  active,  quick ;  mischievous,  evil ;  pungent, 
acrid  ;  circumcised  ;  dandam,  ind.  violently,  passion- 

ately, fiercely,  in  anger;  (as},  m.  an  evil  being,  a 
demon,  (dmidasya  naptyali,  the  daughters  of 
Canda,  a  class  of  female  demons) ;  an  epithet  of 
Siva ;  also  of  Skanda ;  N.  of  a  Daitya ;  of  an 
attendant  of  Yama ;  or  of  Siva ;  the  tamarind  tree ; 

(a),  f.  a  N.  of  the  goddess  Durga,  applied  especially 
to  her  incarnation  for  the  purpose  of  destroying  the 
Asura  or  demon  called  Mahisha,  (this  exploit  forms 
the  subject  of  a  section  of  the  Markandeya-Purana, 
and  is  particularly  celebrated  in  Bengal  at  the  Durga- 
puja,  or  festival  held  in  honour  of  the  goddess, 
towards  the  close  of  the  year,  about  Oct.-Nov.) ;  N. 
of  one  of  the  eight  NSyikas  or  Saktis  of  Durga  ;  N. 
of  a  goddess  fulfilling  the  orders  of  the  twelfth  Arhat  of 
the  present  Ava-sarpin! ;  N.  of  a  river  ;  N.  of  several 
prickly  plants,  =  oshadhi,  Andropogon  Aciculatus ; 
Mucuna  Pruritus  (kapi-kaddhu);  Salvinia  Cucculata 
(dkhu-kanii),  =  sreta*durvd  znd  =  lingini;  a  per- 

fume, commonly  Chor ;  (i),  {.  a  N.  of  DurgS ;  a 
passionate  woman,  a  vixen ;  a  term  of  endearment 
applied  to  a  mistress  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Uddalaka ; 
N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  thirteen 
syllables  each ;  (am),  n.  heat,  warmth ;  passion, 

wrath;  [cf.  a-dandl,  ud-danda,  pra-d°,  ddnda."] 
—  (fanda-karman,    a,    m.,    N.   of  a   Rakshasa. 
—  Canda-koldhald,  f.  a  kind  of  musical  instrument. 

—  Canda-kaus'ika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kakshi- 
vat ;  (am),  n.  (?)  title  of  a  drama.  —  Canda-girika, 

an,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  C'anda-ghantd,  f.,  a  N. 
of  Durga.  —  Canda-td,  f.  and  danda-tva,  am,  n. 
warmth,  pungency ;  warmth  of  temper,  passionate- 
ness.  —  Canda-tundaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son   of 

Gzr\idz.  —  C'anda-didMti,  is,  m.  'having  hot  rays,' 
the  sun;    [cf.  danddn.'lu.^  —  C'anda-ndyikd,  f.  an 
epithet  of  the  goddess  Durga ;    N.  of  one  of  the 

eight  Nayikas  or  Saktis  of  Durga.  —  C'anda-bala, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  monkey  followers  of  RSma. 

—  Oanda-bhdnu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Canda- 
bhdrgava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman  of  the  family 

of  Cyavana.  —  ("anda-mahdvira-tantra,  as,  m.  title 
of  a  Buddhist  work,  =  kallavira-tantra.  —  Canda- 

mahdsena.as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Ujjayinl.  —  C'anda- 
mundd,  f.  a  form  of  Durga;    [cf.  darma-munda 
and   ddmundd.]  —  Canda-mriga,  as,   m.  a   wild 
animal ;  epithet  of  a  passionate  man.  —  Canda-rava, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  jackal.  —  ("anda-rudrika,  f.  know- 
ledge of  mystical  nature,  acquired  by  worship  of  the 

Nayikas.  —  C"anda-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  violent,  warm, 
passionate ;  (vati),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga ;  N.  of 
one   of  the    eight   NayikSs   or    Saktis   of  Durga. 

—  Canda-mrman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  (probably 
a  corruption  of  dandra-varman).  —  Canda-vikra- 
ma,  as,  a,  am,  of  impetuous  valour ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince.  —  Candu-vrishti-praydta,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  metre  of  four  lines  of  twenty-seven  syllables 
each.  —  Canda-vega,  as,  a,  am,  having  an  impetuous 
course  or  current,  violent;  (as),  m.,  N.of  a  Gandharva 
chief.  —  ffanda-takti,   in,   m.,    N.   of    a    Daitya. 

—  Uandaniv,  (°da-an°),  us,  m.  the  sun  ('  having 

hot    rays ;'    cf.  'danJa-dldhili ).  -  Canddditya- 
tirtha  (°da-dd°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  -  Candd- 
to\M  (°da-ai°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  also  called 
KSmSsoka,  and  as  a  protector  of  Buddhism,  DharmS- 

soka.  —  Candl-kumma,  as,  m.  red  oleander;  [cf. 

rakta-Tcaravira.~}  —  C'andi-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  a  commentary  called  Kavya-prakSsa-tikS. 
—  Candi-devl-iarman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast. 

—  C'andi-mdhitmya,am,n.=dandikd-mdhdtmya. 

—  Candida  (°di-ls'a)l  as,  m.  the  husband  of  Candl, 
Siva.  —  Candes'vara   Cdd-if),  as,   m.   '  CandS's 
lord,'  an  epithet  of  Siva;  N.  of  a  writer  on  juris- 

prudence ;  also  of  an  astronomer.  —  CaHdogrd  (°</rt- 
ug°),  (.,  N.  of  one  of  the  eight  NSyikas  or  Saktis of  DurgS. 

Condi,  i»,  f.  —  dandi,  a  N.  of  DurgS. 
Candika,  (.  a  N.  of  Durga  ;  a  N.  of  the  DevT- 

mahatmya  ;  Linum  Usitatissimum  ;  [cf.  uma,  devi, 

haimavati,  danakd.^  —  C'andika-ghanta,  as,  m. 
(?  fr.  dandikd  +  ghanta,  q.  v.),  a  N.  of  Siva. 
—  Candikd-mdhdtmya,  am,  n.  a  section  of  the 
MSrkandeya-Purana. 

Cant/in,  I,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  ;  [cf.  ddmunda.] 
Candiman,  d,  m.  passion,  violence,  cruelty  ;  heat. 
Oandila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Rudra  ;  a  barber  ;  a  kind 

of  pot-herb  [cf.  vastuka^;  (a),  (.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Candl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  enrage, 

make  angry  or  violent. 

•<H!5in  dandata,  as,  m.  fragrant  oleander, 
Nerium  Odorum. 

<!andataka,   as,   am,   m.  n.   (fr. 
danda  ?),  a  short  petticoat. 

•«H!Slrt  candala,  as,  m.  (fr.  fanda  ?,  cf. 
ddnddla),  an  outcast,  a  Candala,  the  generic  name 
for  a  man  of  the  lowest  and  most  despised  of  the 
mixed  tribes,  born  from  a  Sudra  father  and  Brahman 
mother.  —  Canddla-kanda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bulbous 
plant.  —  Canddla-ta,  f.  or  danddla-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state  or  condition  of  a  Candala.  —  Canddla-vallakl, 
f.  the  lute  of  the  Candala,  a  common  lute. 
Canddlikd,  f.  the  lute  of  the  Candala,  a  common 

or  vulgar  lute  ;  an  epithet  of  Durga  ;  a  kind  of  plant. 
—  C'anddlikd-bandha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  knot. 

^!f  tandu,  us,  m.  a  rat  ;  a  small  monkey, 
Simia  Erythraa. 

fat,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  fatati,  -te,  occurring 
X  only  in  pres.  part,  and  past  and  fut.  pass. 

part,  (see  below),  Ved.  to  hide  one's  self;  to  go  ;  to 
ask,  beg,  solicit  [cf.  dad]  :  Caus.  P.  A.  ddtayati,  -te, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  hide  ;  to  scare,  frighten  away  ; 

[cf.  Gr.  xarfa,  x<m'fa>.] 
Oatat,  an,  antl,  at,  hiding  one's  self;  (SSy.) 

going,  residing  in,  being  in. 
Catita,  or  Ved.  datta,  as,  d,  am,  hidden,  made 

to  disappear. 

Oatin,  i,  irii,  i,  Ved.  hiding  one's  self;  (Say.) 
destroying  enemies,  frightening  away. 

Catya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  hiden  &c. 
C'dtaka,  as,  m.     See  s.  v. 
C'dtana,  as,  d,  am,  driving  away,  removing  [cf. 

abMs"asti-<?,  amtva-f,  ardya-d°];  (am),  n.,  scil. 
suktam,  certain  verses  of  the  Atharva-veda,  the  object 
of  which  is  to  avert  evil  demons  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
the  supposed  Rishi  of  these  verses  of  the  Atharva- 
veda. 

•^rt^.  datur,  tatvaras  m.  pi.,  tatasras  (.  pi., 
datvdri  n.  pi.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  fat},  four.  In  Vedic 
Sanskrit  the  inst.,  dat.,  abl.,  and  loc.  have  the  accent 
on  the  penultimate  ;  in  the  later  language  either  on 
the  penultimate  or  on  the  last  syllable.  A  Vedic  form 
of  the  gen.  pi.  fern,  datasrindm  for  datasrindm 
occurs  sometimes  in  Epic  poetry;  [cf.  Gr.  reWapes, 

reTTapes;  JEo\.  inVi/pes;  Goth,  fidvor  ;  Cambro- 
Brit.pedwar,  pedal  r;  Lat.  quatuor.;  Liih.ketnri; 
Slav,  ielyrje;  H\b.ceathair,ceteora;  Zend  dathru.] 
—  Catuh-panda,  as,  d,  am,  four  or  five  ;  also  datuh- 
pandan.  —  C'atu.ltpanddia,  as,  I,  am,  the   54th. 
—  Catuh-paridds'at,  t,  f.,  ̂ .  —  Catuhpanddsad- 
adhika-data,   as,   i,   am,   the  154111.  —  Catuh- 
pattri,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  kshudra-pdshdna-bhedi. 
—  C'atuh-parni,  f.  a  kind  of  sorrel  (kfhiujrdmlikd). 
—  Catuh-pdrs'va,  am,  n.  the  four  sides  of  a  square. 
—  Catuh-pundrn,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  shrub,  =  b/tinild. 
—  C'atuh'phald,  f.  Uraria  Lagopodioides  (=ndga- 
bald).  —  Catuh-iata,  am,  n.,  104;  400.  —  C'atuh- 
iata-tama,  as,  i,  am,  the  1041!)  .  —  Catuh-tala,  as, 

a,  am,  having  four  halls ;  built  in  a  square ;  (am, 

d),  n.  f.  or  datuh-idlalia,  am,  n.  a  square  of  four 
houses ;  a  quadrangle  enclosed  by  four  buildings.  —  CVr- 
tuh-iringa,  as,  d,  am,  four-horned ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  mountain.  —  Catuh-grotra,  as,  d,  am,  having 

four  ears.  —  C'atii/tth.ashIa,  as,  i,  am,  the  64th; 
having  64  added.  —  C'atuh-shashti,  is,  f.,  64  ;  a  N. 
for  the  Rig-veda  which  consists  of  64  AdhySyas; 

the  64  arts  [cf.  kald~\.  —  C'atii/tshashti-tama,  as, 
i,  am,  the  64111.  —  CatuA-sana,  as,  d,  am,  con- 
taming  the  four  sons  of  BrahmS,  whose  names  begin 
with  Sana  (tanalca,  sananda,  sandtana,  sanatkn- 
mdra).  —  Catutisaptata,  as,  t,  am,  the  74th. 
—  Catn/i-mptati,  is,  (.,  74.  —  Catuhmptati-tama, 

as,  i,  am,  the  74th.  —  Catuh-sama,  am,  n.  an 
unguent    of  four   ingredients,    sandal,   agallochum, 
saffron,  and  musk ;  (as,  a,  am),  one  whose  body 
has  four  smooth  places.  —  Catuh-sahasra,  am,  n., 

1004;  4000.  —  C'atuh-simd,  f.  a  border  or  boun- 
dary on  all  four  sides.  —  Cattih-srakti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 

quadrangular.  —  Catur-ansa,  as,  m.  a  fourth  part. 
—  Catur-akska,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  four  eyes. 

—  C'atur-akshara,  am,  n.  an  aggregate  or  com- 
bination of  four  syllables  ;  (as,  a,  am),  consisting  of 

four  syllables.  —  Catur-anga,  as,  d,  am,  consisting 
of   four    members,    quadripartite;     (datur-angam 
balam,  an  entire  or  complete   army,  comprising 
elephants,  chariots,  cavalry,  and  infantry) ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  son  of  Loma-pada  or  Roma-pSda ;  the  plant 
Cucumis  Utilissimus    [cf.  ghotiJia];    (d),   {.,  scil. 

fend,  an  entire  army  &c. ;  (am),  n.  an  entire  army 
&c. ;  a  sort  of  chess.  —  Caturanga-bala,  am,  n.  an 
entire  army  &c. ;  [cf.  the  preceding.]  —  Caturanga- 

balddhyakKha  l^la-adh°),  as,  m.  the  commander- 
in-chief  of  a  complete  army.  —  Caturanga-sainya, 

am,  n.  an  entire  army;  [cf. datur-anga.]  —  Catur- 
angin,   i,  ii}i,  i,  having  four  parts  or  members, 
quadripartite  ;  (im),  f.  a  complete  army.  —  Catur- 
angula,  am,  n.  the  four  fingers  of  the  hand  (with- 

out the  thumb);    four  fingers  broad,  four  inches; 

(as),  m.  the  plant  Cathartocarpus  Fistula.  —  Catur- 
adhydyikd,  am,  f.  n.  a  collection  of  four  AdhySyas. 
—  Catur-anika,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  four  faces, 
feeing  the  four  quarters.  —  Catur-anugana,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  SSman.  —  C"atw-anta,  as,  d,  am,  bordered  on  all 

four  sides ;  (a),  f.  the  earth.  —  C'aturantes'a  (°td-ls'a), 
as,  m.  lord  of  the  earth,  a  king.  —  Catur-avatta, 
as,  d,  am  (see  ava-do),   divided  into   four  parts ; 
(am),  n.  division  into  four  parts.  •-  Catur-avattin, 

i,  ini,  i  (see  ava-do],  one  who  is  accustomed  to 
offer  the  havis  in  four  portions.  —  (faturaifita,  as, 

I,  am,  the  84th.  —  Catur-a&ti,  is,  f.,  84.  —  Catur- 
aslti-tama,  as,  i,  am,  the  84th.  —  Catur-adra  or 
datur-asra  or   datur-asraka,  as,    d,  am,   four- 
cornered,  quadrangular ;  regular;  (as),  m. a  quadran- 

gular figure ;    a  square ;  (in  astronomy)  N.  of  the 
fourth  and  eighth  lunar  mansions ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
various  Ketus.  —  Catur-aflva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

—  Catur-asraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  postures  in 

acting;  see  datur~as"ra.  —  (?atur-aha,am,n.  a  period 
of  four  days ;  (as),  m.  a  Soma  sacrifice  lasting  four  days ; 

[cf.  atri-datur-aha.]  —  G'atur-dtman,  d,  d,  a,  re- 

presenting four  persons ;  having  four  faces.  —  C'titur- dnana,  as,  d,  am,  having  four  faces ;  (as),  m.  an 
epithet  of  BrahmS.  —  Catur-dnartana,  am,  n.  a 
dance  by  four,  or  in  four  divisions.  —  ffatur-idas- 

pada-stobka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a   SSman.  -•  C?atur- 
uttara,   as,   a,  am,  increasing  by  four.  —  Catur- 
ushana,  am,  n.  the  four  hot  spices,  black  pepper, 

long  pepper,  dry  ginger,  and  the  root  of  long  pepper ; 
[cf.  try-ushana  and  datur-jdtaka^]  —  Catur-gati, 
is,  m.  a  tortoise  (going  on  four  feet).  —  Catur-gara, 
am,  n.  a  carriage  drawn  by  four  oxen.  —  Oatur- 
guita,  as,  d,  am,  four  times,  four-fold,  quadruple. 
**Catur-grihita,  as,  d,  am,  taken  up  (or  ladled 
out,  as  a  fluid)  four  times ;   (am),  n.  taking  up  (any 

fluid)   four  times.  —  Catur-grdma,  as  or  am(?), 
m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  country.  —  Catur-jdtaka,  am, 
n.  =  daturjdtaka,  =  katu-ddturjdtaka,  q.  v.  —  Oa- 
turnavata,  as,  I,  am,  with  94  added  (e.  g.  datur- 
navatam  tatam  =  194) ;    [cf.    datur-navata.] 
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314 tatur-danshtra. 

—  Catnr-dannji/ra,  as,  m.'  having  four  tusks;'  N.  o 
Vishnu ;  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda ;  of  a 

Danava.  —  Oatur-dat,  an,   anti,  at,  four-toothed 

—  Catnr-danta,  as,  rn.  '  having  four  tusks,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Airavata,  the  elephant  of  Indra  ;  N.  of  an  ele- 

phant mentioned  in  the  Pan<5a-tantra.  ~*Caturda 
«s,i,rtm, the  fourteenth;  consisting  of  fourteen;  (i), 
f.,  sell,  ratri,  the  fourteenth  day  in  a  lunar  fortnight. 
—  Caturdada-d/id,  ind.   fourteen-fold.  —  Catitr- 

doi'an,  a,  pi.  fourteen ;    [cf.  Lat.  quatuordecim ; 

Lith.  kctur6lihi.~]  —  (?aturdas'ama,  as,  i,  am,  the fourteenth.  —  GaturdaJa-mata-rireka,  an,  m.  title 
of  a  work  by  San-kara.  —  Caturdailika,  as  or  am, 
m.  or  n,  (?),  a  feast  on  the  fourteenth  day  of  a  lunar 

fortnight.  —  Gatitr-ddrika,  as  or  am,  rn.  or  n.(?), 
N.  of  the  fifth  Lambaka  in  the  Katha-sarit-sagara. 
—  Gatar-dikshu,  or  totur-diiam,  ind.  towards  the 

four  quarters,  on  all  sides,  all  around.  —  Gatitr-dola, 
an,  am,  m.  n.  a  royal  litter.  —  Gatur-dvipa-i'akra- 
vartin,  i,  rn.  the  sovereign  of  the  four  Dvlpas. 

—  Gatur-dhd,  ind.  in  four  parts,  four-fold  ;  [cf.  Hib. 

ceathardha  ;  Gr.  Tf'rpaxa-]  —  Gaturdhd-bliu,  d.i. 
P.  -bhavati,  -iritum,  to  be  divided  into  four  parts. 
—  Caturdha-tdnti,  is,  f.  a  religious  ceremony  per- 

formed at  the  time  of  making  the  stated  offerings  to 
deceased  ancestors.  —  Gaturnavata,  as,  i,  am,  the 

94th.  —  Gatur-navati,  is,  f.,  94.—  Gaturnavati- 
tama,  as,  i,  am,  the  94th.  —  Gatar-bdhu,  us,  us,  u, 
four-armed ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  and  Siva ;  [cf.  (a- 
tur-bhuja.]  —  Gatur-tihadra,am,n.  the  aggregate  of 
four  objects  of  human  wishes,  viz.  dharma,  virtue ; 
kd  ma,  pleasure ;  art/ta,  wealth ;  and  moks/ia,  final 

beatitude.  —  Gatur-bhdga,  as,  m.  the  fourth  part,  a 
quarter.  —  Gatur-bhuja,  am,  n.  (generally  in  com- 

pounds), four  arms ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  four  arms ; 
quadrangular;    (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or 
Krishna;    a  square;    N.  of  a  Danava;    N.  of  the 
instructor  of  RSmananda ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Siva- 

datta.  —  Gaturtkuja-bha(td<!drya  (°ta-d<!'),  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  author.  —  Gatur-bhuyas,  an,  asi,  as,  con- 

taining four  (syllables)  more.  —  Gatur-mahdrdja,  as, 
m.  pi.  the  four  great  kings  or  gods  of  the  highest  of 
the  six  Buddhist  heavens. — Gaturmahdrdja-kdyika, 
as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  group  of  the  four  great 
kings ;  epithet  of  a  class  of  deities  with  Buddhists ; 

also  (aturmaharajilta.  —  Gatur-mdsa,  am,   n.  a 
period  of  four  months.  —  Gatur-mitkha,  am,  n.  (in 
compounds),  four  faces;   (as,  I,  am),  having  four 
faces ;  (an  arrow)  having  four  points ;  (as),  m.  an 
epithet  of  Brahma,  of  Vishnu,  Siva,  and  of  a  Danava ; 

a  preparation  of  mercury  (t).-Gattirmukha-rasa, 
as,  m.  a  preparation  of  great  curative  power.  —  Ga,- 

tur-yuga,  am,  n.  the  aggregate  of  the  four  Yugas 
or  ages  of  the  world,  a  MahS-yuga  or  4,320,000 
years;   (as,  a,  am),  drawn  by  four  (oxen  &c.); 
comprehending  the  four  Yugas  or  ages  of  the  world. 

—  Gatur-yuj,  k,  k,  k,  drawn  by  four  (oxen  &c.). 

—  Gatttr-vaktra,  as,m.'  four-faced,'  N.  of  Brahm5 ; 
of  a  Danava.  —  Gatur-vaya,  as,  i,am,  Ved.  four-fold. 
—  Gatur-varga,  as,  m.  a  collection  of  four  things, 
the  four  objects  of  human  pursuit  collectively ;  see 

tatur-bhadra.  —  Gaturvarga-dintdmani,  is,  m. 
title  of  a  work.  —  C?atur-rarna,as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
the  four  classes  or  castes  of  Hindus,  viz.  Brahmans, 
Kshatriyas,    Vaisyas,    and    Sodras ;     four    principal 

colours;   four   letters.  —  Caturvarna-mnya,  as,  i, 
am,  consisting  of  the  four  castes.  —  Gaturvariiya, 
am,  n.  the  system  of  the  four  castes.  —  Gatur-var- 
fhiltd,  f.,  scil.  go,  a  cow  four  years  old.  —  Gatur- 
rdhin,  I,  m.,  scil.  ratha,  a  carriage  drawn  by  four 

(horses  &.c.).  —  Gaturmns'a,  of,  i,  am,  the  24th; 
having  24  added  (e.g.  daturvinfam  Mam,  124); 
consisting  of  24;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Stoma;  (am),  n., 
scil.  ahan,  N.  of  an  Eksha.—  Gattir-vin<ati,  is,  (., 
24 ;  the  24th  year  (e.  g.  a-i'aturvinfateh,  to  the 
24th  year) ;   title  of  a  work.  -  CaturrintatHia, 
OS,  i,  am,  consisting  of  i+.  —  Caturvintaii-tama, 
as,  i,  am,  the  24th.  —  Gaturmn'iati-mata,  am,  n. 
'24  sects,'  title  of  a  work.  —  Gaturrins'atimat'i- 
rydkhyd,    f.    a  commentary   by    Bhattoji-dlkshita. 

—  Gaturrinilaty-ai'atdra-daritra,  am,  n.  'history 

of  24  incarnations'  by  Narahara-d3sa.  —  C'aturviiis'a 
ksfuira,  as,  d,  am,  containing  24  syllables.  —  Gatur- 
t'idiiti,<is,  d,  am,  familiar  with  the  four  Vedas ;  (as) 
m.  one  who  has  studied  the  four  Vedas.  ~Gatur- 

vidlia,  as,  a,  am,  four-fold;  of  four  sorts  or  kinds, 
in  four  ways.  —  Gatur-vij u,  am,  n.  the  four  kinds  ol 

seed,  i.  e.  the  seed  of  Kalajsjl,  Candra-Sflra,  Me- 
thika,  and  YavanikS.  —  Gatur-vlra,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  an  epithet  applied  to  a  particular  unguent;  also 
to  a  Soma  sacrifice  which  lasts  four  days.  —  Gatur- 
reda,  as,  m.  pi.,  the  four  Vedas,  viz.  the  Rig-veda, 
Yajur-veda,  SSma-veda,  and  Atharvi-veda ;  (as,  a, 
am),  containing  the  four  Vedas ;  familiar  with  the 

four  Vedas  ;  (ds),  m.  pi.  a  class  of  manes.  —  Gatuar- 
rnlin,  I,  int,  i,  familiar  with  the  four  Vedas. 
—  Gatitr-vyuha,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu;  [cf. 

nava-ryuha.]*~Gatur-hantt,  us,  m.  'having  four 
jaws,'  N.  of  a  Danava.  —  C'atur-haita,  as,  d,  am, 
four-armed.  —  Gatur-Udyana,  as,  i.  am,  four  years 

old;  (?),  f.  a  cow  of  four  years.  •- Gatur-hotri,  td 
or  tdras,  m.  sing,  or  plur.,  N.  of  a  certain  liturgical 
section  of  Vedic  works  intended  for  recitation ;  con- 

taining the  four  chief  priests.  —  Gatur-hotra,  as,  m. 

comprehending  the  four   chief  priests.  —  Gaturho- 
traka,  am,  n.  the  four  chief  priests ;  the  duties  of 
these  priests.  —  GatuiSdatvarinfa,  as,  I,  am,  the  44th ; 

having  44  added ;  containing  44 ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

Stoma.  —  Gatus'-datvarintat,  t,  f.,  44.  —  Gatusk- 
karna,  as,  d,  am,  four-eared;  heard  by  four  ears 
only ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attendant  on 
Skanda.  —  Gatus/ikarna-td,  f.  the   state  of  being 

heard  by  only  four  ears,  a  secret.  —  Gatush-kona,  as, 
d,  am,  square,  quadrangular ;  (as),  m.  a  quadrangular 
figure,  a  square,  a  tetragon.  •»  Gatu-shtoma,  as,  m. 
(fr.  taiur  and  stoma),  a  Stoma  consisting  of  four 
parts;  (as,  d,  am),  connected  with  such  a  Stoma. 
—  Gatush-patha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  place  where  four 
roads  meet,  a  cross-way ;  (as),  m.  a  Brahman  (so 
called  from  the  four  dsramds,  q.v.).  —  Gatushputha- 

niketd  or  datushpatha-ratd,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
Matris  attendant  on  Skanda.  —  Gatuxh-pada,  as, 
d,  am,  having  four  feet ;  consisting  of  four  Padas ; 
(in  arithmetic  or  algebra)  tetranomial;  (as),  m.  an 
animal  with  four  legs,  a  quadruped ;   (in  astron.)  a 

term  for  certain  signs  of  the  zodiac;  N.  of  a  par- 
ticular Karana  ;    a  kind  of  coitus ;   N.  of  a  shrub  ; 

(a),  f.  a  metre  containing  30  +  4  +  4  syllabic  instants ; 

(am),  n.  a  conjunction  of  four  Padas.  ••  Gatushpa- 
dikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  metre  containing  30  +  4  +  4  syllabic 
instants.  —  Gatush-pdtl,   f.  a    river  (winding    four 

ways  ?).  —  Gatueh-pdthi,  f.  a  school  for  Brahmans 
in  which  the  four  Vedas  are  repeated.  —  Gatush-pdni, 
is,  is,  i,  four-handed ;  (is),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
—  Gatush-pdd,  -pat,  -padt,  -pat,  quadruped  ;  hav- 

ing made  four  steps ;    consisting  of  four  members, 
divided    into  four   parts,   consisting  of  four  parts ; 

(-pat),  m.  a  quadruped  ;  anything  which  has  four 
parts  or  members  ;  a  judicial  procedure,  consisting  of 

rour  processes,  plea,  defence,  rejoinder,  and  sentence ; 
(•padi),  f.  a  female  quadruped ;  (-pat),  n.  the  quadru- 

peds collectively,  the  animals.  —  Gatush-pdda,  as, 
I,  am,  quadruped ;  divided  into  four  parts,  consisting 
of  four   parts;    (as),   m.  a  quadrupeS.  —  Gatnxh- 

ndrfra,  am,  n.  the  four  sides  of  anything.  —  C'atu- 
ftana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  (atuh-stana),  having  four 
nipples.  —  Gatuntrinia,  as,  I,  am,  the  34th  ;  having 

34  added ;  containing  34.  —  Gatustrins'aj-jdlaka- 
jna,  as,  m.  a  Buddha.  —  Gatus-trindat,  t,  (.,  34. 
—  Gatus-sama,  see   datuh-sama.  —  Gatu-rdji,  f. 

'fr.  datur  +  rdjan),  the  four  kings;    N.  of  the 
uckiest  or  most  desired  termination  of  the  game 
called  Caturarrga,  by  which  one  king  gains  the  four 
thrones.  —  Gatu-rdtra,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  datur  +  rdtra), 
asting  four  days  (lit.  nights);  (as  or  am),  m.  n.,  N. 
of  a  certain  ceremony. 

I.  datura,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  some  com- 

raunds)  =  datur,   four;    see  a-d°,  upa-d°t  tri-f. 
For  2.  datura  see  next  col.) 
Gaturtha,  as,  i,  am,  fourth,  the  fourth ;  (as),  m. 

:he  fourth  letter  in  every  class  of  consonants,  i.e.gh, 

h,  dh,  dh,  bh;  (i),  f.,  scil.  ratri,  the  fourth  day 

(adlra. 

in  a  lunar  fortnight;  (scil.  vil/hakti),  the  termination 
of  the  fourth  case,  the  fourth  case,  the  dative  case ; 
(as,  d,  am),  constituting  the  fourth  part ;  (am),  n. 
a  quarter;  [cf.  Lith.  keticirlas ;  Slav,  detvertyi, 

detvertaja  ;  Gr.  Te'rapros;  Lat.  quarlus  ;  Goth. 
Jidvorda(/);  Germ. vierter.]  —  Gaturtha-karman, 
a,  n.  the  ceremonies  performed  on  the  fourth  day  of 
a  marriage.  —  Gaturtha-kdlam,  ind.  at  the  fourth 

meal,  at  the  evening  of  every  second  day  of  a  person's 
fasting.  —  Gaturthakdlika,  us,  a,  am,  one  who  passes 
three  meals  without  eating  and  partakes  only  of  the 

fourth. •~Gaiiirtlui-phala,  am,  n.  the  second  in- 
equality or  equation  of  a  planet.  —  Gaturtha-Uiakta, 

am,  n.  consuming  the  fourth  meal  (after  having  passed 
three  without  eating).  —  Giiturtha-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  re- 

ceiving the  fourth  part  as  a  toll  from  one's  subjects  (as 
a  king).  —  Gaturtha-svara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
—  Gaturthdns'a  (ct]ia-<in°),  as,  m.  a  quarter,  a 
fourth  part;  (as,  d,  am),  receiving  a  quarter.  —  Ga- 

turthdxrama  (°tha-ds°),  as,  m.  the  fourth  order 
of  a  Brahman's  life. 
Gaturtltaka,  as,  d,  am,  the  fourth ;  returning  or 

repeated  every  four  days  as  a  fever,  quartan ;  (ikd), 

f.  a  weight  equal  to  four  Karshas  or  one  PSla. 
Caturya,  nom.  P.  daturyati,  to  wish  for  four. 
Gatushka,  as,  d,  am,  four,  consisting  of  four, 

increased  by  four  (e.g.  datushkam  x'lttum  =  104 
or  four  per  cent;  (as;,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (i),  f.  a 

large  four-sided  pond  or  tank;  a  bed  or  musquito- 
cuitain;  (am),  n.  the  number  four;  a  collection  of 
four;  a  cross-way;  a  quadrangular  court-yard  [cf. 
datvara]  ;  a  hall  resting  on  four  columns ;  a  neck- 

lace of  four  strings. 
Gatushkikd,  f.  the  number  four. 
Gatushkin,  i,  iiii,  i,  having  four  (parts  &c.)  of 

anything. 

Gatushtaya,  as,  i,  am,  four-fold,  consisting  of 
four  ;  (am),  n.  the  number  four,  a  collection  of  four, 
an  aggregate  of  four,  a  quaternion;  a  square;  a 
collection  of  Sutras  consisting  of  four  sections ;  the 
first,  fourth,  seventh,  and  tenth  signs  of  the  zodiac ; 
the  centre  of  a  circle.  —  Gatushtaya-samdsa,  ds, 
m.pl.  four  classes  of  compounds,  viz.  Avyayi-bhava, 

Tat-purusha,  Dvandva,  and  Bahu-vrlhi. 
Gatus,  ind.  four  times ;  [cf.  Zend  dathrus.J 

Gatvara,  am,  n.  a  quadrangular  place  or  court- 
yard, a  place  in  which  many  ways  meet ;  a  levelled 

spot  of  ground  prepared  for  a  sacrifice.  —  Gatvara- 
vdsini,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attendant  on 
Skanda. 

Gatvdrins'a,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  the  next),  the  4Oth; 
[laving  40  added  ;  consisting  of  40. 
Gatvdrin^at,  t,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  datvdri,  n.  pi. 

+  dasat,  a  decad),  40;  [cf.  Lat.  guadraginta; 

Gatvdrinfati,  is,  f.  =  the  preceding  (in  dvd-datvd- rinfati). 

2.  datura,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  dat;  for  I.  see  under  datur  above),  swift,  quick  ; 

dexterous,  clever,  skilful,  ingenious  ;  charming,  agree- 
able; visible,  perceptible;  (as),  m.  a  round  pillow, 

one  for  the  cheek  ;  (am),  n.  skilfulness,  cleverness  ; 

an  elephant's  stable;  [cf.  datura. j  —  Gatura-tdt  f. 
cleverness,  skilfulness,  cunningness. 
Gaturaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  jackal;  (ikd),  f.,  N. 

of  a  woman. 

toturtha.     See  col.  2. 
^71(5  fatula,  as,  a,  am,  depositing,  placing, 

nxing. 

tatvarin^at.     See  above. 

tatvala,  as,  m.  a  hole  in  the  ground 

&c.  prepared  for  an  oblation  with  fire,  or  for  the  sacri- 
ficial fire  ;  the  womb ;  KuSa  grass  ;  [cf.  ddtvdla.] 

dad,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  (adati,  -te,  to  ask 

or  beg,  to  solicit ;  [cf.  (at.~\ fadira,  as,  m.  the  moon  ;  camphor ; 

an  elephant;  a  snake;  [cf.  (andira.~\ 



go-roCana] 
Candald,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman ;  [cf.  tandrala.l I andira,  as,  m.  the  moon ;  an  elephant Candra,  as,  a,  am  (originally  Mandra;  cf.  atvc 

i.  dan,  cl.  i.  P.  ta.na.ti,  to  sound, 
v  utter  a  sound ;  cl.  i.  P.  or  Caus.  Sanati  or 

'anayatt,  -yitum,  to  hurt,  injure,  wound,  kill. 

•^J  2.  dan  (related  to  rt.  *sn,only  found xin  the  Ved.  Aor.  2nd  du.  taniihtam),  to 
delight  m  anything,  be  satisfied  with  (with  loc.)|  to 

Canas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  delight,  satisfaction;  (SSy) food  ;  (only  found  connected  with  rt.  dlid  in) ,  fano ilka,  to  delight  in,  be  satisfied  with,  to  find  anything acceptable  or  agreeable  (with  ace.  or  loc.),  to  enjoy; (SSy )  to  grant  food.  -  Cano-dka,  ds,  as,  am,  Ved. satisfied,  gracious;  (according  to  schol.)  giving  food. 

,~?T,  *!'  "• a"- am- Ved-  made  faTOurabl=  or nclmed  to  do  anything,   willing  to  do   anything; (SSy.)  having  food  given  to  one's  self. 
Canasita,  a*,  a,  am  (fr.  fanwiya  below),  Ved delighted  satisfied,  gracious.  -  Canasita-vat,  an. ati,  at,  Ved.  containing  the  word  tanarita;  agree- able (as  speech  or  words). 
Canasya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  tanasuati  to  delight  in      j'  ""Iclc<:"  5y"-Dies  each;  N.  of  a  Daitya,  =  Can- 

be  satisfied  with;  (Say.)  ,o  like;  to  «t  dra-varman,  king  of  the  Kambojas ;  also  of  a  son 
Canishtka,  <M,a,o»i  (superl.  ofrt   2  dan)  Ved   I        Vlsva:fndhl  and  father  of  Yuvanasva;  N.  of  a 

very   favourable,    very   gracious;    very  acceptable;' Say.)  containing  or  granting  much  food. 

fan.  .,_  •     ,      , 
•^"S^r  canara-vansa.  01  ? 

I  .2±fii3  iiXir"1 "  '•""•«  "i  *«••  rr- R  -  -  — ".-«»^™ 
4±r ':  • ~ - — •*«  *  S^M-ssSSS 

-gold)  having  the  brilliancy  or  hue°of  ligh?- «),  m  the  moon  (regarded  as  a  planet),  the  moon persomfied  or  regarded  as  a  deity;  any  eminent  or l,,«r,™,.  „„    (a,  end  of  comp.,e.g.pMrtoV(a- of  men,  an  excellent  or  eminent 
man   the  moon  being  regarded  as  the  most  beautiful of  the  planets);  a  lovely  or  agreeable  phenomenon of  any  kind,  anything  which  gives  pleasure;  a  spot similar  to  the  moon;  the  eye  in  a  peacock's  tail; he  symbol  or  mark  of  the  Visarga;  gold;  a  reddish 
kind  of  pearl;  water;  camphor;  a  particular  plant -kampMa;  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines nineteen  nvllahl,.  each ;  N.  of  a  " 

Daksha,    and    w^ded"  IT&S't  tfrnoo, —•Candra-dera,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  warrio  •   M     f 
a  Brahman   of  Kasyapa's    family;    N.   of  'a   poet -  Candra-dyuti,  is,  m.  sandal-wood ;  [cf.  datula- •ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Sama- 

b/ia,_as,  m.,  N.   of  a  DSnava. 
  „..„,  as,  d,  am,  like  the  moon,  bright handsome.  -Candra-nirnij,  1;  k,  k,  Ved.  one  4o 

has  a  brilliant  garment  or  appearance;  (Say.)  having 
a  shape  like  the  moon  or  whose  form  causes  delight 

^and.ra-pan£anga,am,  n.  the  luni-solar  calendar' 

moo"'!?  ̂ tf!'^'."1-  a  ̂ beam  a  of  the 

of  the  i 

\tana  (originally  for  da+na),  ind.  and 
not,  also  not,  even  not,  not  even;  even,  also,  and. Inis  particle  is  placed  after  the  word  to  which  it 

'  gives  force;  and  in  Vedic  Sanskrit  is  generally,  but not  always,  found  without  any  other  negative  particle whereas  in  the  later  language  another  negative  is usually  added  (e.g.  apai  (ana.  pra  minanti  malam vam,  not  even  the  waters  violate  your  ordinance- na/ia  nvyaCa  prit/iivl  (anainam,  the  earth  even does  not  contain  him).  When  tana  is  added  to  the interrogates  ka,  katara,  katama,  kad  kirn katlmm,  kada,  kutas,  kva,  it  makes  them  in- definite; see  2.  ka,  &c. 

•  tand  (originally  Stand?),  cl.  i.  P 
-  tandati,  to  shine,  to  be  bright;  to  glad- den ;  (only  the  Ved.  part,  of  the  Intern!  tanitdaa seems  to  occur) ;  [cf.  Lat.  candco  and  candela  1 i-anda,  as,  m.  the  moon;   N.  of  the  author  of the  work  Prithivi-rajarSsaka ;   [ 

cf.  also  Hib.  eanu, '  full  moon.'] 

o —  nuci  ui  i  uvanasva ;  rv   of  a 
grammarian  ;  of  a  king;  of  one  of  the  ancestors  of the  Gauda  Brahmans,  and  of  several  other  men;  one >e  eighteen  minor  Dvipas  or  divisions  of  the 

|  I?0,!™  £?E"i  N'  uof  °"e  of  lhe  P"ncipal  branches [  of  the  river  Candra-bhiga;  N.  of  a  mountain ;  (d) f.  a  hall  covered  only  at  the  top;  an  awning,  a canopy;  small  cardamoms;  Cocculus  Cordifolius  = 
gudufl;  (i),  f.  Serratula  Anthelmintica  ̂ vSki^i  • 
(am)  n.  gold;  a  kind  of  sour  rice-gruel,  =  Sukra '• N.  pf  a  Saman;  [cf.  ardha-<!andra.]  -  Candra- 
•ila  f.  a  digit  or  one-sixteenth  of  the  moon's  disc (  Mf*h    Him*     i*.     m—   :c_  i  f  * 

,  [cf.  tandrapura.]  -  Candra-pushpd, 
f.  a  kind  of  solanum;  [cf.  Ma-kantakdrl.] -Candra-prakai-a,  as,  m.  title  of  a  work.-Can- dra-prabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  Arhat  of  the  present Ava-sarpim;  N.  of  a  king;  N.  of  several  ' 

,      ,'  o~-  Bwe^Muu  ui  uic  moons  disc ch  digit  is  personified  as  a  female  divinity,  and worshipped  in  Tantrika  ceremonies);   the  crescent "fore  or  after  the  new  moon;  a  kind  of  fish  = fa  orbatd,  Pimelodus  Vacha;  title  of  a  drama 
Candra-kavi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  -  Candra- 
tuki,  M,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  -  Candra-kdnta,  as a,  am    lovely  as  the  moon;  (as),  m.  a  fabulous em,  he  moon-stone,  supposed  to  be  formed  from  the congelation  of  the  rays  of  the  moon  and  to  dissolve under  the  influence  of  its  light;  a  kind  of  crystal  or may  perhaps  be  meant;  (am,  as),  „.  m.  ,h e  water-lily,  blossoming  during  the  night 

',  as,  d,  am,  pleasing"  joy-inspiring  •  <a*\   I  rhT!         '"^^i  (d)"  f' the  wife  of  the  mo°" 
m.  the  moon,  moonlight ;  a  sSall  silvery  fifh  of  a  f  h      ~  C<"ldra-k°nti>  "•  {-  the  brilliancy  or  lus- 

tn±^^^!7?"*'-  (a---  -ding  I  «:°   -
'      ̂ ,m°?^-^ndra-kdldnala^ 

.  a  ng;  .  of  several  peom 
(a),f  moonlight ;  the  plant  Serratula  Anthelmintica "•««£«  compound  of  various  drugs  used  in jaundice,  piles,  &c.;  N.  of  a  woman,  f  Candra. prabhava,  as  5,  am,  splendid  as  the  moon. 
-^andra-prabhdsi-ara-raja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several Buddhas .-Candra-priya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince -tandra-bala,  f.  large  cardamoms. _ Candm- 
baku,  us,  m  N  of  an  Asura. .  Candra-buMna, 

'  A  ™S  *  bn'Sht  sta"ding-ground 
f/"  °r  OTSe  °f  W  f°  a"  Matures 
***  <",  m.,  N.  of  an  attendant  of ._CWra,W?fl-,  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  the Chenab  one  of  the  five  streams  of  the  Parijab. 

(a  wrong  form  for  tandana-p, 
Candana,  as,  am,  m.n.  sandal" or  Sirium  Mvrti- folmm;  either  the  tree,  the  wood,  or  the  unctuous preparation  of  the  wood  held  in  high  estimation  as perfumes;  anything  which  is  the  r 

its  kind ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  grass, 

Rd/lndal"W°?d ''  ̂'  m"  N' of  a  >divine  being  with ihists;  of  a  prince;  of  an  ape;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of 

a  river ;  (1),  f.t  N.  of  a  river    "  '     ' 

iagram.  - 

«»•  "- 

rirer  in , 
o 

M m"  N'  of  a  man'  also  of 

;  also 

.  m.  title m.  title  of  a 

prince.  —  Candrorgupta,  as, 
N.  of  a  renowned  king,  the 

Ira-bhdsa,  as,  m.  a  sword; 
-Candra-rjhuti,  i,  n.  (Hver.Vchmfra- 

^l;  ?'   m- =J(!andra-kdnta,  the    moon-gem. 

landra-mandala,  am,  n.  the  orb  or  disc  of the  moon;  the  lunar  sphere  ;  a  halo  round  the  moon -Landra-manas,  ds,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  ten horses   of  the  moon.  _  Candm-mas,  ds    m    (fr ndm  +  mas,  derived  fr.  rt.  ma),  the  moon,  the of  the  moon;  a  month. _ Candra-md,  f.,  N. 
iver.  -  Candra-mdld,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  •  N 

ot  a  wv.-Candra-mukha,  a,,  m.  'moon-faced,'' N  of  a  man  ;  (,),  f.  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines often  syllables  each;  a  lovely  woman,Swhose  face  is •r  as   he  moon.-Candra-mau.li,  is,  m.  'moon- crested,  an  epithet  of  S'iva,  (this  deity  being  repre- 
sented  with  a  <~r»c/*A«*  nn  u.-_  r_.._i_ .    ,v    ,-  , 

i,       M       -  . m.  the  Mabya  mountain,  part  of  the  souther, 
range  of  the  Ghats,    where  sandal-wood  is  found 

Z<T  T<9T'l'  a  kind  of  p' 
it^a;    [cf.   ̂ a»a-.]-C-a»rfana.aga,    «8 m.,  N.  of  a  merchant.  -  Candana.-p5.la,  as,  m    N of  a   prince.  -Candana-pushpa,  am,   n.   cloves tena-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of  sandal-wood. 

,'  .-a .  of  a  plant,  a  kind  of  S'Jriva.  _(?« 
'm   thC  m°St  eKellent  "" 

°f  S  ma«-Cnfl 
a»,  m.  or  fandanddrt  (°na-ad')  is  m 

-nd-»aa,  f.,  N  of  a   i'v™.' .  «».  ".  sandal-water. 
"''  "•  m"  an  eP»het  of 

~  ~r"  •*"•  '"»  ui  iiicorceKS.xvno 
supposed  to  have  reigned  at  Patali-putra,  or  the  mo- 

dern Patna^  about  3,5  B.C.,  (he  was  installed  by  the 

and  w?^h  ra"ak,ya  Sfter  CaUsi"g  the  death  of  NL,. and  was  the  founder  of  a  newdynas.y);  N.of  two  king of  the  Gupta  dynasty;  me  registrar  of  Yarna's  court (m  the  latter  sense  a  wrong  form  for  titrayupta). -amrfra- 
,.,.oa 

d,  wola,  as,  m.  the  lunar  orb  or  sphere.  -  Candra- 
gola-ttha.as,  m.  'dwelling  in  the  lunar  sphere,'  a deceased  progenitor,  the  manes.  -  Candrayolikd,  f. moonlight.  -C'andra-graKana,  am,  n.  an  eclipse F  the  moon-  Candm-ta,Vala.  as,  S,  m.  T* small   fish  called   Chanda,  =  tandraka.  -Candra- 
6u.dU,  as  m.  an  epithet  of  S'iva  (whose  diadem  is  a crescent),  [d.tandra-mauli,  fandra-icknara,  &c  1  • N.  of  an  author.  -  Candra-fudama  ui,  is,  m.  title 
of  a   hierary  work.  _  Candra-^ddshtaka    ("da- ash  ),  am  n.,  N.  of  a  hymn.  -  Candra-ja,  as,  m. the  son  of  the  moon,  an  epithet  of  Budha  (Mercury) 
~  ̂ra-tdpana,   as,   m,    N.   of   a    Danava tandra-dakshina,   as,  S,  am,  Ved.   offering 
anything  bright  (as  gold  &c.)  in  sacrifice.  -  Candrl 

- Candra-rat/ia.  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a nlliant  carriage.  -  Candra-raja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
minister  of  king  Harsha.  _  Candra^ekha  f.  a  digit f  the  moon.- Candra-renu,  m,  m.  a  plagiarist  a poetical  thief  (who  has  only  the  dust  of  the  moon). -Candra-leklM,  as,  m,  N.  of  a  Rskshasa;  (a), 
f.  a  digit  of  the  moon;  the  plant  Serratula  Anthel- 
"Wa&J-WlfaKS;  N.  of  a  metre  coasisting  of  four lines  of  thirteen  syllables  each  ;  N.  of  another  metre 
of  four  lines  of  fifteen  syllables  each  ;  N.  of  a  daughter of  the  Naga  Su-sravas ;  also  of  the  wife  of  Kshema- 

Sw«S  i0*',"16  daUgh'er  °f  ki"S  VT«-siDha,  also 
called  S'aii-kalS.-C'a^^.fc^,  Sm,  „.  the  sphere or  heaven  of  the  moon.-Candra-Mana,  as,  m. N.  of  a  DSnava.  -  Oandra-lohaka  or  tandra-lauha 
>r   tandra-lauliaka,   am,    n.    silver.  -  Cu.nd.ra- •oania,,  as,  m.  the  race  of  the  moon,  the  lunar  race >f  kings  or  the  second  great  line  of  Kshatriya  or royal  dynast.es   in  India.     (The  progenitor  of  the lunar  race  of  kings  who  reigned  at  ancient  Delhi  or Sstina-pura  was  Soma  the  Moon,  the  child  of  the gjtbj  Am  and  father  of  Budha.     The  latter  married 

IjS,  daughter  of  the  solar  king  IkshvSku,  and  had  by her  a  son,  Aila  or  Pururavas.     This  last  had  a  son 
by  UrvasX  named  Ayus,  from  whom  came  Nahusha, fjther  of  Vayati.    The  latter  had  two  sons,  Puru  and Yadu  from  whom  proceeded  the  two  branches  of  the lunar  line.  _  In  the  |ine  of  Yadu  was  born  Krishna and  Bala-wma;  m  that  of  Puru  came  Dushyanta, 
the  hero  of  the  S'akuntals  and  father  of  the  great 
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Bharata.  Ninth  from  Bharata  came  Kuru,  and 
fourteenth  from  him  Santanu,  who  had  a  son 

Vicitra-vlrya  and  a  step-son  Vyasa.  The  latter 
married  the  two  widows  of  his  hall-brother,  and  had 
by  them  Dhrita-rashtra  and  Pandu,  the  wars  of 
whose  sons  form  the  subject  of  the  MahS-bhSrata) ; 

[cf.  8«rya-ranva.]-»C"aH<7rav<in^tn,  i,  m.  one  of 
the  lunar  dynasty.  —  C\mdra-raktrd,  {.,  N.  of  a 
town.  —  Candra-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  brilliant, 
golden,  abounding  in  gold  ;  illuminated  by  the  moon ; 

(<t),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Su-nabha  and  wife  of 
Gada ;  N.  of  a  princess ;  the  wife  of  a  potter ;  N.  of 
a  town  or  district.  —  (?andra-vatsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  people.  —  Candra-radana,  as,  a,  am,  moon- 

faced, having  a  face  fair  as  the  moon.  —  C'andra- 
varna,  an,  a,  am,  Ved.  of  brilliant  or  bright  colour. 
—  Candra-vartman,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting 
of  four  lines  of  twelve  syllables   each.— Candra- 
varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  KSmbojas  ;  also 

of  a  prince  conquered  by  Samudra-gupta.  —  Candra- 
vallari,  (.  a  kind  of  Asclepias,  =  soma-vallarl  or 

brahmi-s'dka.  —  C'andra^vatti,    {.,   N.   of  several 
plants,  =  pra-sdmni,   mddhavi,  and   foma.-la.tti. 
—  Candra-vasd,  f.,  N.  of  a  liver.  —  Candra-vindu, 
us,  m.  the  sign  for  the  nasal  *.  —  Candra-vimala, 
at,   m.,    N.  of  a   Samadhi  (pure   as  the  moon). 

—  Candra-mmala-surya-prabkdsa-srl,  Is,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Buddha  (the  beauty  of  whom  is  spotless  like  the 
moon  and  brilliant  as  the  sun).  —  Candra-mhan- 
'/niii'i,    as,    m.   a   kind   of    crane,    Ardea    Nivea. 

—  Candra-vrata,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  vow  or  penance 

[cf.   <Sdndrdyana~\ ;    a   regal   property   or   virtue. 
—  Candra- xarman,  d,m.,  N.of  a  Brahman.  —  Can- 
ilrn-iiala,  f.  an  upper  room,  an  apartment  on  the 
house-top ;  moonlight.  —  Candra-tfaUkd,  f.  a  room 
on  the  top  of  a  house.  —  Candra-dild,  f.  a  kind  of 
gem,  moon-stone  [cf.  dandra-kdntd] ;  N.  of  one  of 

the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda.  —  C'andra-s'ukla, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  eight  Upa-dvipas  in  Jambu- 
dvlpa.  —  Candra-dura,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  fruit,  = 
cartdrika,  kdravi,  &c.,  commonly  halim,  Lepidium 
Sativum.  —  Candra-iekhara,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Siva  [cf.  dandra-mauli] ;    N.  of  a  prince  whose 
minister  was  the  father  of  VisVa-natha,  the  author 
of  the  Sahitya-darpana ;  or  N.  of  that  minister ;  N. 

of  a  commentator  on  Kalidasa's  Sakuntala  (perhaps 
identical  with  the  minister  of  the  same  name) ;  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  play  Madhura-niruddha ;  N.  of  a 

mountain.  —  C'andras'ekiiara-dampu-prabaTidha, 
at,  m.  title  of  a  work.  —  Candra-s"rt,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince.  —  Candra-sanjna,  as,  m. '  having  any  name 
of  the  moon,'  camphor.  —  Catidra-sambhava,  as, 
m.  son  of  the  moon,  i.e.  Budha,  the  planet  Mercury ; 

(a),  f.  small  cardamoms.  —  C'andra-saras,  as,  n. 
'  moon-lake,'  N.of  a  lake.  —  C'andra-sdlokya,am,  n. 
attainment  of  the  lunar  heaven.  —  Candra-sinha,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  king,  son  of  Darpa-narayana.  —  C'andra- 
sitta,  as,  m.=dandra-ja.  —  Candra-surasa,  as, 
m.  the  plant  Vitex  Negundo.  —  Candra-surya,  au, 
m.  du.  moon  and  sun.  ••  Candra-surya-jHnnikara- 
prabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha  (whose  splendor 

obscures  moon  and  sun).  —  Candra-surya-pradlpa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha  (illuminating  moon  and 

sun).  —  Candra-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  son 
of  Samudra-sena.  -•  Oandra-han,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Danava.—  Candra-hanu,  us,  and  dandra-hantri, 
td,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava.  —  Candra-hasa,  a$,  m,  a 

glittering  scimitar  ['  deriding  the  moon ;'  cf.  dandra- 
bhdsa];  the  sword  of  Ravana ;  N.  o£  a  prince ;  (a), 
f.the  plant  Cocculus  Cordifolius  [cf.gududl] ;  (am),  n. 

silver.  —  C.mdrdkara  (°ra-dk°),  as,  m.,  N.of  a  man. 
—  Candrdkriti  (°ra-dk°),  is,  is,  i,  moon-shaped; 
like  the  moon  (in  roundness,  &c.).  —  C'andrdgra  (°ra- 

ay°),  a«,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  brilliant  beginning ; 
(Say.)  having  joy  or  gold  at  the  head  or  as  the  chief 

subject.  —  Candrditgada  (°ra-ait°),as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  king  Indra-sena.  —  Candratapa  (°ra-dl°),  as, 
m.  moonlight ;  an  open  hall,  one  only  furnished  with  a 

roof;  an  awning.  —  t'andrdtmaja  (°ra-dt°),  as,  m. 
the  son  of  the  moon,  the  planet  Mercury.  —  L'andrd- 

nana  (°ra-dnj),  as,  d,  am,  moon-faced  ;  (as),  m. 

an  epithet  of  Skanda.  —  Candrdpida  (~ra-Sp°),  of, m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Janamejaya  ; 

of  a  king  of  Kasmira,  the  brother  of  Tlra-plda  ;  of 
a  son  of  king  Tara-plda.  —  Candrdbha-vuktra 

(°ra-dbh?),  <ix,  d.  nm,  whose  face  is  moon-like. 
•-  C'andrdbhasa  (°ra-dbfi°),  as,  m.  a  false  moon, 
an  appearance  in  the  sky  like  the  real  moon. 

—  Candrarka  (°ra-ar°),  au,  m.du.  moon  and  sun  ; 
(i),  f.  title  of  an  astronomical  work  by  Dina-kara. 
—  Candrdrka-dipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha,  = 

dandra-surya-pradipa.  —  C'arulrdrd/ia  (°ra-ar°), 
as,  m.  a  half-moon.  —  Candrdrdlia-kritui'ekhara, 
as,  m.  an  ascetic  who  imitates  the  appearance  of  Siva. 
—  Candrdrdha-diiddmani,  is,  m.  or  dandrdrdlia- 
mauli,  is,  m.  an  epithet   of  Siva.  —  Candrdloka 

(°ra-dP),  as,  m.  title  of  a  work  on  rhetoric  by 
Jaya-deva.  —  Candravati,    f.,   N.   of  a   place   of 

pilgrimage  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  king  Dharma-sena. 
—  (Sandrdvartd  (°ra-a!'°),  f.   a   metre  consisting 
of  four  lines  of  fifteen  syllables  each.  —  Candrdvall 

(°ra-atf  ),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  Krishna's  female  com- 
panions. ••  Candrdvaloka.  (°ra-ava),  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  prince.  —  Candrdiva,  (°ra-a3°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Dhundhu-mara.  —  Candrdspadd  (°ra-ds°),  {., 
N.  of  a  plant.  —  Candrdhvaya  ("ra-dV),  as,  m. 
camphor.  —  Candreshtd  (°ra-ish°),  f.  an  assemblage 
of  lotuses  blossoming  during  the  night  (lit.  '  loved 
by  the  moon').  —  Candrodaya  (°ra-tuP),  as,  m. 
moon-rise  ;  an  awning,  a  doth  or  sheet  spread  over 
the  large  open  courts  of  Hindu  houses  upon  festive 
occasions  ;  a  mercurial  preparation  used  in  medicine  ; 
N.  of  a  warrior  on  the  side  of  the  Pandavas  ;  (d),  f. 

a  medicine  for  the  eyes.  —  Candronmilana  (°ra- 
un°),  am,  n.  title  of  a  work.  —  Candropala  (°ra- 
up  ),  as,  m.  the  moon-gem  ;  [cf.  dandra-kdnta.] 
C'andraka,  as,  m.  the  moon  (generally  at  the  end 

of  adj.  comp.)  ;  a  spot  similar  to  the  moon;  the  eye 

in  a  peacock's  tail  ;  a  finger-nail  ;  a  fish  called  Chanda; 
N.  of  a  poet;  of  a  minister;  of  an  owl;  (ikd),  f. 

moonlight,  moonshine,  illumination,  elucidation  (used 
at  the  end  of  the  titJe  of  some  commentaries  and 

original  works  to  imply  that  the  work  so  designated 
is  intended  to  elucidate  the  subject  of  which  it 

treats,  e.  g.  alankdra-dandrika,  kdtantra-d°, 
kdvya-d*,  &c.;  cf.  kaumudi,  dipikd,  &c.);  a  kind 
of  &&,  =  dandraka;  large  or  small  cardamoms  ;  N. 
of  several  plants,  =  karna-sphold,  mallikd,  sveta- 
kantakdri,  methika,  dandra-furd  ;  N.  of  a  metre, 
=  utpalinl  ;  N.  of  a  woman  ;  N.  of  a  river,  = 
dandra-bhdgd  ;  (am),  n.  black  pepper.  —  Candra- 
k(t~vat,  an,  m.  a  peacock.  —  Candrikd-drava,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  gem,  the  moon-stone  (melting  in  the 
moonlight).  —  Candrikd-pdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  drinking 
moonlight  or  the  moon-beams;  (t),  m.  the  bird 

Cakora.  —  Candrikdmbitja  (°kd-am°),  am,  n.  the 
white  lotus,  blossoming  in  the  moonlight. 

Candrakita,  as,  d,  am,  furnished  with  brilliant 

spots  similar  to  the  moon. 
Candrakin,  i,  m.  a  peacock. 
Candrata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  physician. 
Candra-mas.     See  under  Sandra  above. 

Oandrald,  {.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
Oandrdya,  nom.  A.  dandrdyate,  to  play  the  part 

of  the  moon,  to  represent  the  moon. 

Candrin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  golden,  possessing  gold  ; 
(i),  m.  the  son  of  the  moon,  the  planet  Mercury. 

Candrimd,  f.  (fr.  fandra  ;  cf.  purnimS),  moon- 

light. 
Candrila,  as,  m.  a  barber  ;  a  N.  of  Siva  ;  a  pot- 

herb, Chenopodium  Album. 

candramaha,  as,  m.  a  dog. 

j  M  (!o/>,  cl.  i.  P.  (apati,  to  caress,  coax, 
\soothe,  or  console;  cl.io.  P.fapayati,  &c., 

to  grind,  pound,  knead  ;  to  cheat. 

••IMS  tapata,  as,  m.  the   palm  with  ex- 
tended fingers  ;  [cf.  dapeta.] 

^Mrt  c'apala,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
fup,  connected  with  rt.  kamp),  moving  to  and  fro, 

shaking,  trembling,  tremulous,  unsteady,  agitated, 

wavering ;  wanton,  fickle,  inconstant,  variable ;  in- 
considerate, careless,  thoughtless,  ill-mannered,  rude, 

impertinent ;  active,  quick,  swift,  agile,  expeditious ; 
momentary,  instantaneous ;  (us),  m.  a  kind  of 

animal  ( =  muskika) ',  a  fish ;  black  mustard  ;  quick- 
silver; a  kind  of  perfume,  =  <<ortika;  a  kind  of 

stone ;  N.  of  a  prince ;  also  of  a  superhuman  being  ; 

(a),  f.  lightning ;  long  pepper ;  ihe  tongue ;  a  dis- 
loyal wife,  a  whore ;  spirituous  liquor,  especially  the 

intoxicating  drink  made  from  hemp;  the  goddess 
Lakshm!  or  fortune  ;  N.  of  two  metres ;  one  of  the 

personifications  of  the  fifth  note  in  music.  —  Capala- 

td,  f.  or  dapala-tva,  am,  n.  trembling ;  fickleness, 

inconstancy,  rudeness.  —  t'apalatdtaya  (°(a-d.<°), 
as,  m.  indigestion,  flatulence.  —  Capaldirga  (°la- 
a»°),  as,  m.  Delphinus  Gangeticus.  —  t'apala-jana, 
as,  m.  a  fickle  or  unsteady  woman  ;  the  goddess  of 

fortune.  —  ("apaldtmaka  (?la-dt°),  as,  d,  am,  of 
a  fickle  or  inconstant  nature. 

Cfapalaka,  as,  d,  am,  wanton,  fickle,  inconsiderate. 

Capaldya,  nom.  A.  fapaldyate,  to  move  to  and 
fro,  tremble,  become  unsteady,  wanton. 

"*lHZ  6apeta,  as,  m.  a  palm  of  the  hand 
with  the  fingers  extended ;  [cf.  dapata  and  darpata.] 

—  Capetdghdta  (°ta-dgli?),  as,  m.  a  blow  or  slap 
with  the  open  hand. 

Capetikd,  f.  a  slap  with  the  open  hand. 

^*tdapya,am,  n.,Ved.  a  kind  of  sacrificial 
vessel. 

6am,  cl.  i.  P.  6amati,  ta6ama,  ada- 
N  mil,  damitum,  Ved.  cl.  5.  P.  damnoti,  to 

sip,  drink ;  to  take  anything  into  the  mouth,  as  food, 

(generally  applied  to  liquids,  but  occasionally  used  of 
solid  food);  to  eat:  Pass.  Aor.  adami  (used  im- 

personally): Caus.  ddmayati:  Desid.  didamishati : 
Intens.  dandamyate  or  dandanti;  [cf.  Hib.  loimhil, 

'  eatings ;'  toimhlim,'  I  eat,  waste,  spend,  consume.'] 
Comoro,  as,  i,  m.  f.  (fr.  rt.  dam,  in  the  sense  of 

eating),  a  kind  of  deer,  or  rather  the  Bos  Gmnniens 
(erroneously  classed  by  the  Hindu  writers  amongst 
deer),  highly  valued  for  its  bushy  tail ;  (as,  am),  m. 
n.  a  chowrie  or  long  brush,  most  usually  made  of  the 
tail  of  the  Yak  or  Bos  Grunniens,  and  employed  to 
whisk  off  insects,  flies,  &c. ;  it  is  also  one  of  the 

insignia  of  royalty  [cf.  ddmara] ;  a  particular  high 
number ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya ;  (i),  f.  a  com- 

pound pedicle.  —  Cfamara^puddha,  am,  n.  the  tail 
of  the  Bos  Gmnniens ;  (a*),  m.  a  small  animal  with 
a  bushy  tail  living  in  hales,  a  squirrel  or  perhaps 
fox  (Icokada). 

Camarika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  ebony,  Bauhinia 
Variegata,  growing  in  dusters  resembling  a  chowrie  ; 

[cf.  koviddra.'] 

Camasa,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  vessel  used  at  sacrifices  for 
drinking  the  juice  of  the  Soma,  a  land  of  flat  dish, 

pan,  or  cup  ;  (according  to  others)  a  kind  of  ladle  or 
spoon,  (according  to  the  Brahmanas  and  Scholiasts 
these  vessels  are  generally  of  a  square  shape,  made  of 
wood  and  furnished  with  a  handle,  but  sometimes 

also  round  or  of  other  shapes) ;  a  cake  made  of 

barley,  rice,  or  lentils,  ground  to  meal ;  a  sweetmeat, 
or  flour,  sesamum,  &c.,  mixed  up  with  sugar  into  a 
kind  of  cake;  a  plant,  commonly  KhetpSpara, 

Mollugo  Pentaphylla ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  also 

of  a  son  of  Kishabha ;  =  damasodtiheda,  q.  v.  —  C"a- 

masddhvaryu  (°sa-nrfA°),  its,  m.,  Ved.  the  priest 
who  manages  the  drinking-vessels.  —  Camasodbheda 
(°sa-ud°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage,  held 
sacred  on  account  of  the  supposed  bursting  forth  of  the 
river  Sarasvat! ;  also  danwsodbhcdana,  am,  n. 

Camasi,  M,  f.  =  damasi,  a  kind  of  cake. 

Camasin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Camu,  us,  (.,  Ved.  (loc.  damu  or  tamvi;  du. 

damvd;  pi.  damvas),  a  vessel,  a  dish,  (applied 
especially  to  the  vessels  or  reservoirs  into  which  the 
Soma  is  poured ;  these  are  generally  two  in  number, 
and  called  damtd,  Ved.  du.),  metaphorically  the  two 

grand  receptacles  of  all  living  beings,  or  heaven  and 
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earth  (damvau,  du.,  Naigh.  III.  30);  a  grave;  an 
army;  a  squadron,  a  division  of  an  army  consisting 
of  129  elephants,  as  many  cars,  2187  horse,  and 
3685  foot.  —  Camu-dara,  an,  m.  a  soldier,  a  warrior. 
—  Camu-ndtha  or  damu-pa,  as,  m.  the  leader  of 

an  army,  a  general.  —  Camu-pati,  is,  m.  a  general 
of  division,  any  general.  —  Camu-shad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
lying  on  a  dish.  —  Camu-hara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  Visve-devSs. 

^PT=S  6amaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

^H  <*«  -Aidamaka-sukta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  several 
Cs 

verses  of  the  Vajasaneyi-samhita,  so  called  because 
the  words  da  me  are  repeated  in  them. 

Cami-kdra,  as,  m.  reciting  the  Camaka-sukta. 
Camt-kri,  cl.  8.  P.,  Ved.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to 

recite  the  verses  containing  the  words  da  me  over 
anything. 

^Wi(tamat,  ind.  an  interjection  of  surprise. 
—  Camat-karana,  am,  n.  admiration  ;  astonishing, 

producing  wonder, causing  surprise;  festival,  spectacle; 

high  poetical  composition.  —  C'amat-kdra,  as,  m. 
admiration,  astonishment,  surprise ;  show,  spectacle ; 
row,    riot,   festive  or  angry  turbulence;    elaborate 
style  or  high  poetical  composition ;  N.  of  the  tree 

Achyranthes   Aspera;    [cf.  apdmdrga.~\  —  Camat- kdra-dandrikd,  f.  title  of  a  grammar ;   title  of  a 

Bengali  poem  by  Krishna-dSsa.  —  Camatkara-dintd- 
mani,  is,  m.  title  of  a  work.  —  Camat-kdrita,  as, 
d,  am,  astonished.  —  Camat-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  aston- 

ishing,  surprising,  unusual.  —  Camat-krita,  as,  d, 
am,  astonished,  surprised.  —  Camat-kriti,  is,  f.  ad- 

miration, astonishment,  surprise,  &c.;  [cf.  damat- 
kdra.] 

i  6am/i-kri.  See  under  tamaka-sukta. 

^6amu.     See  under  tam  above. 

'  (amuru,  us,  m.  a  kind  of  deer ;  [cf. 

samiiru."\ 
i  in    tamp,  cl.  10.  P.  iampayati,  to  go, 

^\ move ;  (a  various  reading  for  dhamp.) 
Camga,  as,  m.  (said  to  come  ft.  the  last  rt.), 

the  plant  Bauhinia  Variegata,  mountain  ebony  [cf. 
koviddra] ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Prithulaksha  and  founder 

of  the  town  Campa  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  town  in  An-ga, 
the  modern  Bhagalpur  or  a  place  in  its  vicinity, 
founded  by  Campa,  and  the  residence  of  Karna ; 
also  of  Brahma-datta.  —  Campa-karambhd,  f.  a 
kind  of  plantain.  —  Campa-kundi,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
fish,  commonly  ddnda-kudd.  —  Campa-kosha,  as, 

m.  the  Jaka  or  bread-fruit  tree.  —  C'ampddhipa  (°pd- 
adh°)  or  damped  (°pd-is~a),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Karna, 
natural  brother  of  the  Pandus.  —  Campd-rati,  f.,N.of 
a  town;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Nidhi-pati.  —  Campopa- 

lakshita  (°pd-up°),  as,  m.  the  district  of  CampS 
or  Bhagalpur ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  it. 
Campaka,  as,  m.  a  tree  bearing  a  yellow  fragranl 

flower,  Michelia  Champaka ;  a  kind  of  perfume ;  a 

variety  of  the  jack  or  bread-fruit  tree  [cf.  dampakdlii] ; 
N.  of  the  father  of  Kalhana ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  N.  of  a 

country ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  town ;  (am),  n.  the  flower 
of  the  Campaka  tree ;  the  fruit  of  a  variety  of  the 

banana  or  plantain ;  commonly  ddmpdkald.  —  Cam- 
paka-gandha,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  incense.  —  Campa- 
ka-daturdafi,  (.,  N.  of  a  festival,  the  fourteenth  day 
in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Jyaishtha.  —  Campaka- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Campaka-prabhu 
us,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  Kalhana.  —  Campaka- 
mdld,  {.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  o 
ten  syllables  each.  —  Campaka-vati,  (.,  N.  of  a 

wood  in  Magadha.  —  Campakdranya  (°ka-ar°) 
am,  n.  the  Campaka  forest ;  N.  of  a  place  of  pil- 

grimage. —  Campakd-vati  or  darnpakdvali  ("ka 
dvc),  f.  =  dampaka-vati.  —  C'ampakoha  (^ka-uP) 
as,  m.  the  J5ka  or  bread-fruit  tree. 

Campakdln,  us,  m.  the  Jaka  or  Indian  bread-frui 
tree,  Artocarpus  Integrifolia ;  [cf.  dampakolva,  dam 
pdlu,  dampaka.] 

C'ampdlu,  us,  m.  the  Jaka  or  bread-fruit  tree. 
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campu,  us,  f.  a  kind  of  elaborate 

nd  highly  artificial  composition  in  which  the  same 
ubject  is  continued  through  alternations  in  prose  and 

erse  (gadya  and  padya) ;  [cf.  gangd-dampu  and 
nala-dampu.] 

~^tJ3  famb,  cl.  i.  P.  6ambati,  &c.,  to  go, 
\  to  move. 

^ftf^  tamrish,  f.,  Ved.  (Say.)  libations 
contained)  in  the  sacrificial  ladles. 

Camrisha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  contained  in  the 
acrificial  ladle. 

^j^T  cay,  cl.  I.  A.  fay  ate,  &c.,  to  go,  go 
N  to  or  towards,  move ;  [cf.  Gr.  K iu,  tttvtu ; 

at.  cieo,  do,  citus ;  Hib.  cai,  '  a  way,  a  road ;' 
Jth.  koja,  '  foot ;'  kettur-kojis,  '  quadruped.'] 

1.  taya.     See  under  i.  ct. 

2.  taya.     See  under  3.  (i. 

far,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  farali,  -te, 

^\  daddra,  dere,  darishyati,  -te,  addrit,  darir 
tum  (ep.  dartum,  Ved.  daradliyai,  daritave,  da- 

rase),  to  move  one's  self,  go,  walk,  move,  stir,  drive 
in  a  carriage  &c.),  roam  about,  walk  about,  wander, 
^in  these  senses  applied  to  men,  animals,  water,  ships, 
stars,  &c.) ;  to  graze  ;  to  spread,  be  diffused ;  to  be 
active ;  move  or  travel  through,  pervade,  go  along, 

rollow ;  to  behave,  conduct  one's  self;  to  live,  be, 
remain  in  any  position,  act ;  to  be  engaged  in, 

occupied  with,  busy  one's  self  with  (with  inst.,  e.  g. 
yajnena  darati,  he  is  engaged  in  a  sacrifice);  to 
undertake,  set  about,  undergo,  observe,  practise,  do 
or  act  in  general  (e.  g.  vratdni  deruh,  they  observed 
vows;  and  in  this  sense  applied  rather  vaguely  to 
express  various  ideas,  e.  g.  vighnam  darati,  he  puts 
a  hindrance ;  bhaiksham  darati,  he  begs ;  mvddam 
darati,  he  is  engaged  in  a  lawsuit ;  mrigaydm 
darati,  he  hunts ;  sambandhdn<  darati,  he  enters 
into  connections ;  mdrgam  daddra  vdnaih,  he 
made  a  way  with  arrows) ;  to  continue  performing 

or  being  (with  a  part,  e.  g.  ardantas'  deruh,  they 
continued  worshipping ;  svdminam  arajtldya  daret, 
he  may  go  on  despising  his  master) ;  to  exercise  the 
body  with  penance,  e.  g.  tapasd  indriyini  daret, 
he  should  exercise  his  organs  with  penance;  (with  or 

without  mithuna)  to  perform  the  act  of  copula- 
tion, to  have  sexual  intercourse  with,  have  to  do 

with ;  to  make  or  render  (with  two  ace.,  e.  g.  na- 
rendram  satya-stham  dardma,  let  us  make  the 
king  keep  his  word) ;  to  act  as  a  spy  ;  to  consume, 
eat  (e.  g.  mdnsam  daret,  let  him  eat  flesh) :  Caus. 

ddrayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  move  or  walk  about ; 
to  pasture ;  to  send,  direct,  turn,  move ;  to  cause  to 

pervade ;  to  drive  away ;  to  cause  to  practise  or  per- 
form ;  to  cause  to  copulate  ;  to  obtain  knowledge  of, 

acquaint  one's  self  with  (with  ace.) ;  to  doubt  [cf. 
v{-dar]  :  Desid.  didarishati,  to  wish  to  act  or  con- 

duct one's  self;  to  be  willing  to  deal  with,  to  have 
intercourse  with:  Intens.  dardariti,  danduryate, 

dai'iduriti,  dandurti,  to  move  quickly  or  repeat 
edly,  to  walk  about,  pervade;  to  act  wantonly  or 
coquettishly ;  [cf.  Lat.  curro,  eurrus  ;  properus  (?) : 

Hib.  cara, '  a  leg  or  haunch ;'  carachadh, '  moving ;' 
carachd, '  motion :'  Gr.  xvpu,  xvpta :  Goth./ara  : 
Germ.fahren :  Old  Germ. hor-xc:  Eng.  horse:  Lith. 
kitlauju,  kielias,  kielione :  Old  Pers.  dartanay.] 

Cara,  as,  i,  am,  moving,  walking,  going ;  loco- 
motive, any  animal  (so  named  as  moving  in  contra- 

distinction to  plants) ;  movable,  trembling,  shaking, 
unsteady ;  (at  the  end  of  comp.)  going,  walking, 

wandering,  being,  living  [cf.  adha^-dara,  anta- 
dara,  ap-d°,  upari-d°,  eka-da,  &c.]  ;  following ; 
performing,  practising  (e.  g.  vrata-dara,  practising 
vows).  Sometimes  dara  is  placed  at  the  end  of  a 

word  as  an  affix  in  the  sense  of '  having  been  formerly, 
e.  g.  ddhya-dara,  one  who  has  been  rich  formerly ; 
devadatta-dara,  having  been  formerly  possessed  by 
Devadatta;  (as),  m.  a  spy,  a  secret  emissary  or 
agent ;  a  wagtail ;  a  kind  of  small  shell,  Cypra; 

Moneta  [cf.  kaparda]  ;  a  game  played  with  dice  and 
men  similar  to  backgammon;  the  planet  Mars;  a 
cowrie ;  the  seventh  Karana  in  astrology ;  the  Karanas 
collectively ;  the  difference  of  time  between  the  rising 

of  a  heavenly  body  at  Lan-ka  or  Ceylon,  over  which 
:he  first  meridian  passes,  and  that  of  its  rising  at  any 
particular  place ;  a  term  for  particular  lunar  mansions 
and  for  a  particular  number  of  the  signs  of  the  zodiac. 

Cara-griha,  am,  n.  a  moving  or  varying  sign  of 
the  zodiac,  i.  e.  the  first,  fourth,  seventh,  and  tenth. 

—  Cara-deva,  as,  m.,N.ofaman.  —  Cara-dravya, 

dni,  n.  pi.  movables,  goods  and  chattels.  —  Cara- 
oushta,  as,  m.  a  mediator  (lit.  '  nourished  by  a 
spy').  —  Cara-bha,  am,  n.  a  moving  or  varying 
sign  of  the  zodiac,  i.  e.  the  first,  fourth,  seventh,  and 

tenth ;  [cf.  dara-griha.']  —  Cara-bhavana,  am,  n. 
a  moving  or  varying  sign  of  the  zodiac ;  [cf.  the 

preceding.]  —  Cara-murti,  is,  f.  an  idol  which  is 

carried  about  in  procession.  —  i.  darddara  (Ora-ac^), 
as,  a,  am,  movable  and  immovable,  locomotive  and 
stationary,  moving  and  fixed  (as  animals  and  plants)  ; 

(am),  n.  the  aggregate  of  all  created  things,  whether 
animate  or  inanimate ;  the  world ;  sky,  atmosphere  ; 

heaven,  paradise ;  (i),  f.  a  young  woman. 
Caraka,  as,  m.  a  wanderer,  a  wandering  religious 

student ;  a  spy  or  secret  emissary ;  N.  of  a  Muni  and 

physician,  (a  legend  relates  that  the  serpent-king 
Sesha,  who  was  himself  the  recipient  of  the  Ayur-veda, 
once  visited  the  earth,  and  finding  it  full  of  sickness  and 
suffering  became  moved  with  pity,  and  determined 
to  devise  a  scheme  for  alleviating  disease ;  hence  he 
became  incarnate  as  the  son  of  a  Muni  and  was  called 

Caraka  because  he  had  visited  the  earth  as  a  kind  of  spy 

01  dara;  he  then  composed  a  new  book  on  medicine, 

based  on  older  works  of  Agni-ves"a  and  other  pupils 
of  Atreya,  which  book  was  called  after  him) ;  a  kind 

of  plant,  cf.  parpata  ;  (am),  n.  the  title  of  the 
treatise  on  medicine  written  by  Caraka ;  (as),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  branch  of  the  Black  Yajur-veda,  the  practices 
and  rites  enjoined  by  which  are  different  in  some 

respects  from  those  in  the  S'atapatha-Brahmana ;  (t), 
f.  a  kind  of  poisonous  fish ;  N.  of  an  evil  spirit. 

—  Caraka-grantha,  as,  m.  Caraka's  book.  —  Ca- 
rdka-tantra-vydkhyd,  f.  title  of  a  commentary  by 
Haricandra.  —  Caraka-bhdshya,  am,  n.  title  of  a 
commentary  by  an  author  named  Krishna. 
Carana,  as,  m.  a  foot  soldier;  (as,  am),  m, n.  a 

foot ;  a  pillar,  a  support,  a  prop  ;  the  root  of  a  tree ; 
a  single  line  of  a  verse,  the  fourth  part  of  a  stanza ; 

(in  prosody)  a  dactyl ;  a  sect,  a  school,  a  branch  of 
the  Vedas ;  a  race,  a  family ;  (am),  n.  moving, 
going  round  or  about,  wandering,  roaming,  grazing ; 

course ;  acting,  dealing,  managing,  conduct,  per- 
formance; fixed  or  instituted  observances  for  any 

class,  age,  or  condition  (as  priesthood,  manhood, 
&c.) ;  behaving,  conduct  of  life,  good  or  moral 
conduct ;  practising,  accomplishing ;  consuming,  eat- 

ing; a  particular  high  number;  [cf.  dvi-darana, 

puras'-darana,  ratha-d";  cf.  also  Gr.  and  Lat. 
irtpva,  perna;  Goth,  fairzna;  Germ.  Ferse; 
Lith.  kulnis;  Hib.  cairine;  Lat.  cr«s?].  —  Cara- 
na-kamala,  or  darana-kitfalaya,  am,  n.  a  lotus- 
foot  (lit.  foot-lotus),  a  beautiful  foot,  the  foot  of  a  lover, 
of  a  deity,  &c.  —  Carana-gata,  as,  d,  am,  fallen 
at  one's  feet,  prostrate.  —  Carana-granthi,  is,  m. 
the  joint  of  the  foot,  the  ancle.  —  Caraiia-ddsa,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Gurusishya-samvada 
and  of  the  poems  entitled  NSfiketflpakhyana. 

—  Carana-nydsa,  as,  m.  the  trace  of  a  foot,  foot- 
step. —  Carana-pa,  as,  m.  atree.  —  Carana-patana, 

am,  n.  falling  at  the  feet,  prostration.  —  farana- 
patita,  as,  d,  am,  fallen   at  the  feet,   prostrate. 
—  Carana-padma,  as  or  am,  m.  n.  a  lotus  (like) 
foot,  the  foot  of  a  deity  or  lover.  —  Carana-parvan, 

a,  n.  'foot-joint,'  the  ancle.  —  Carana-pdta,  as,  m. 
tread,  trampling;  foot-fall.  —  Carana-yiuja,  am,  n. 
both  the  feet;    two  lines  of  a  stanza.  —  Carana- 

vyuha,  as,  m.  title  of  a  treatise. —  Carana-s'iufrushd, 
f.  prostration.  —  Carana-sevd,  f.  service,  devotion. 

—  Carandnamita  (°na-dn°),  as,  d,  am,  bent  or 
bowed  under  the  feet,   trodden   down.  —  Carand- 

4M 
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bkaraiia  (°iia-abA°),  am,  n.  an  ornament  for  the 
feet.  —  Carandmrita  (°na-am°),  am,  n. '  foot-nectar,' 
the  water  in  which  the  feet  of  a  Brahman  or  spiritual 

guide  have  been  washed.  —  Carandyudha  (°tia-dy°), 
at,  a,  am,  having  the  feet  for  weapons ;  (as),  m.  a 

cock.  —  Carandrarinsda  (°na-ar°),  am,  n.  the  lotus 
(like)  foot  (of  a  deity,  lover,  8cc.).  —  Car<tndrdha 

(°na-ar°),  am,  n.  the  half  of  the  foot ;  half  of  the 
fourth  of  a  stanza.  —  Carandfkandana  (°(ia-osc), 
am,  n.  trampling,  treading  down  wilh  the  feet.  —  Ca- 

ranodaka  (°na-ud°),  am,  n.  water  in  which  the 
feet  of  a  venerable  Brihman  or  spiritual  teacher  have 

been  washed.  —  Caranopaga  (°na-«p°),  as,  a,  am, 
in  contact  with  the  feet,  at  the  feet. 

Caraniya,  nom.  A.,  Ved.  daranlyate,  to  follow, 

perform',  be  engaged  in,  carry  on ;  (Say.)  to  desire to  go. 
i.  daranya,  nom.  P.  daranyati,  to  move. 
1.  daranya,  as,  a,  am,  foot-like,  like  a  foot. 
Caranyu,  as,  us,  u,  Ved.  moving,  movable. 

Carat,  on,  and,  at,  going,  moving,  going  on ;  pro- 
ceeding, acting,  practising. 

Caratha,as,  a,  am, Ved.  moving,  living ;  capable  of 

moving,  movable ;  (as,  am),  m.n.  going,  moving,  wan- 
dering; movableness;  liveliness,  life;  agoing,  a  way. 

2.  darddara,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  far  reduplicated;  for 
I.  see  p.  317,  col.  3),  moving,  locomotive,  running; 
trembling,  shaking,  unsteady ;  wished,  desired ;  (am), 

n.,  N.  of  a  small  shell ;  [cf.  kaparda.'] 
Can,  is,  m.  an  animal  in  general. 

Carita,  as,  a,  am,  gone,  gone  to,  attained,  prac- 
tised ;  (am),  n.  going,  moving,  course ;  acting,  doing, 

practice,  behaviour,  acts,  deeds,  practices,  adventures, 

'  res  gestz ;'  story ;  nature ;  fixed  institute,  proper  or 
peculiar  observance ;  [cf.  uttara-rdma-darita,  du4- 

darita,  sad-d",  eaha-d",sit-<l°.^  —  Carita-guiiatva, 
am,  n.  (?)  accompaniment,  assistance ;  meritorious 
conduct.  —  Carita-maya,  as,  i,  am,  (at  the  end  of 

compounds)  containing  or  relating  deeds  or  adven- 
tures, made  up  of  deeds.  —  Carita-vrata,  as,  a, 

am,  performing  an  act  of  devotion.  —  Caritdrtha 

(°ta-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  attaining  one's  object,  success- 
ful in  an  undertaking,  satisfied,  effected,  successful. 

—  Carita rtha-tva,  am,  n.  the  attainment  of  an  aim, 
successfulness,  success.  —  Caritirthaya,  nom.  P.  tari- 
tdrtltayati,  to  cause  a  person  to  attain  his  aim.  —  (7a- 
ritarthin,  i,  tei,  i,  desirous  of  success. 
Caritarya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  gone,  to  be  managed ; 

to  be  followed  or  observed ;  to  be  practised  or  per- 
formed. 

Caritin.  Cf.  dui-daritin. 
Caritra,  am,  n.  a  foot.leg;  going ;  acting,  behaving, 

behaviour,  habit,  practice,  acts,  deeds,  proceedings, 

exploits ;  instituted  and  peculiar  observance  or  con- 
duct ;  adventures,  story,  history  or  account  of  any 

one's  deeds  or  exploits ;  nature,  disposition ;  (d),  f. 
the  tamarind  tree;  [cf.  6ari <ra.]  —  Caritra-ban- 
dhaJia,  as,  m.  a  friendly  pledge,  one  of  unequal 

value  to  the  loan.  •-  Caritra-vat,  an,  art,  at,  expe- 
rienced, familiar  with  customs. 

Carishnu,  us,  us,  u,  capable  of  moving,  movable, 
locomotive,  active,  unsteady,  wandering  about ;  (us), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  SSvarna ;  also  of  a  son  of 

Klrttimat  and  DhenukS.  ••  Carishnu-dhuma,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  having  moving  smoke,  whose  smoke  goes 
everywhere. 

Caritra,  am,  n.  behaviour,  conduct,  practice;  [cf. 

taritra."] 
Cartavya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  practised  &c. ;  [cf. 

taritavya.] 
Can/a,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  gone ;  to  be  practised  or 

performed  &c. ;  (a),  f.  going  about,  wandering,  walk- 
ing about,  driving  or  going  in  a  carriage ;  pervading, 

visiting;  course;  proceeding,  behaviour;  due  and 
regular  observance  of  all  rites  or  customs,  following 
the  rules  of  studentship ;  practising  religious  austeri- 

ties, wandering  about  as  a  mendicant ;  performing, 
practising,  engaging  in,  practice,  conduct  [cf.  ku- 
iarya] ;  behaviour,  deportment,  usage ;  eating ;  (am), 
n.  going  about,  wandering,  driving  in  a  carriage  &c. ; 
proceeding,  behaviour,  conduct ;  [cf.  brahma-farya, 

("ye- 

l>liiksJid-f, Wintk«ltya-(°.']  — 
ar1  X  as,  m.  title  of  a  Buddhist  work. 
Cdra,  as,  m.  a  spy  &c.     See  s.  v. 

TtT  darata,  as,  m.  a  wagtail;  (I),  f.  •= 
daranti,  dirintl,  diranti. 

•M*.«t  darama,  as,  a,  am,  m.  pi.  farame  or 
daramds,  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  car),  last,  hinder,  ultimate, 
final  ;  outermost  ;  western,  west  ;  lowest,  least  ;  imme- 

diately following  ;  (at  or  am),  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  particular 
high  number  ;  (am),  ind.  at  last,  at  the  end  ;  daramd 
kriyd,  the  final  ceremony,  the  funeral  ceremony. 
—  Carama-kdla,  as,  m.  the   last   moments,  the 
hour  of  de&th.i-Carama-kshmdbhrit,  t,  m.  the 
western  mountain  behind  which  the  sun  and  moon 

are  supposed  to  set.  —  Carama-vaiydkarana,  as, 
m.  an  ignorant  grammarian.  —  Carama-fairshika, 
at,  i,  am,  having  the  head  towards  the  west.  —  Ca- 

ramddala  (°ma-ad°),  as,  m.  or  daramddri  (°ma- 
ad°),  it,  m.  =  darama-kshmdbhrit  above.  —  C*ara- 
mdjd  (°ma-ajd),  f,  Ved.  the  last  or  smallest  she-goat. 
—  Caramdvasthd  (°ma-av°),  f.  the  last  state. 
Caramya,  nom.  P.  (aramyati,  to  be  the  last. 

•M<=M  faratya.     See  below  under  <?aru. 

^T$  (fora,  MS,  m.  a  kind  of  vessel  in  which  a 
particular  oblation  is  prepared,  a  saucepan,  pot,  kettle  ; 
a  cloud  ;  an  oblation  of  rice,  barley,  and  pulse,  boiled 
with  butter  and  milk  for  presentation  to  the  gods  or 

manes.  —  Caru-delin,  i,  trii,  i,  having  portions  of 
offerings  on  the  clothes  (?)  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  ; 

(perhaps  a  wrong  form  for  ddrudelin.)  -•  Caru- 
vrana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  cake.  —  Caru-drapana, 
am,  n.  sprinkling  an  oblation  of  milk  and  ghee. 
—  Caru-st/idli,  f.  the  vessel  in  which  an  oblation  is 

prepared,  made  either  of  clay  or  of  udumbara-wood. 
—  Caru-homa,  as,  m.  an  oblation  of  a  meat-offering. 
Caravya,  as,  a,  am,  destined  for  the  Caru  oblation. 

•«i<n<.ln  darkarlta,  am,  n.  (fr.  I.  kri,  to  do), 
a  term  used  by  YSska  and  others  for  the  intensive 
verb  formed  without  the  syllable  ya. 

•q^Crl  iSarkriti,  is,  f.  (fr.  3.  kri),  Ved. 
praising,  mention,  glory,  praise. 

Carkritya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  mentioned  with 
praise,  worthy  of  praise,  renowned. 

forgh,  cl.  i.  P.  farghati,  &c.,  to  go 
or  move. 

fart,  cl.  10.  P.  tarfayati,  to  repeat 

X  (a  word  in  reciting  the  Veda),  to  read, 
recite,  study,  peruse  carefully,  consider  ;  cl.  i.  or  6.  P. 
dardati,  Sec.,  to  speak,  say,  abuse,  reprove,  condemn, 
censure,  menace;  to  injure  or  hurt,  to  inquire. 

Carda,  as,  m.  considering,  deliberation,  i.  e.  re- 
peating over  in  thought  ;  (d),  f.  repetition  of  a  word, 

recitation,  incidental  mention,  popular  talk,  alternate 
recitation  of  a  poem  by  two  persons  ;  reflection,  con- 

sideration ;  the  exercise  of  judgment  or  deliberation, 
inquiry,  investigation  ;  an  epithet  of  the  goddess, 
DurgS  ;  covering  or  cleansing  the  body  with  unguents, 
smearing  with  ointment  ;  bribery  (?). 

CardaJta,  as,  d,  am,  repeating,  the  repeater  (of  a 
word  in  the  recitation  of  the  Veda). 

Cardana,  am,  n.  repeating,  repetition;  covering 
the  body  with  unguents. 

Carddya,  nom.  P.  darddyate,  to  undergo  repe- 
tition, to  be  repeated. 

Card,  is,  f.,  Ved.  repetition  of  words  in  recitation  ; 

(is),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Cardika,  f.  deliberation,  inquiry;  cleaning  the 

person  with  perfumes,  an  epithet  of  the  goddess 
DurgS  or  Csmundi  ;  [cf.  ghanna-dardikd  and  fi- 

dardikd.'] Cardlkya,  am,  n.  anointing  the  body,  an  unguent, 
=  ddrdikya  and  dardd. 
Cardita,  as,  d,  am,  perfumed,  anointed,  smeared 

with  sandal  &c.,  covered  with  anything  ;  inquired 
into  or  after,  investigated  ;  sought,  desired  ;  (am),  n. 
the  being  covered  or  anointed  (with  anything). 

tarfora,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  for),  Ved. 

going  ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  song  ;  striking  the  hands  to 
beat  time;  musical  symphony;  the  recitation  of 
scholars  ;  festive  cries  or  merriment,  festive  sport  ;  a 

festival  ;  flattery,  dishonest  praise  ;  a  kind  of  metre 
consisting  of  four  lines  of  eighteen  syllables  each  ; 
curled  or  woolly  hair. 

Cardarikd,  f.  a  kind  of  gesture,  gesticulation. 
Cardarika,  ax,  m.  a  pot-herb  ;  decoration  or  curling 

of  the  hair  [cf.  dardari]  ;  a  form  of  Siva. 

«• 

^^^  (artas,   as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
nine  treasures  of  Kuvera. 

tartana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  cVi/),  Ved. 

stringing  together  ;  (am),  n.  a  hook,  a  pin. 

Cartya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  strung  or  tied  in  regular 
order  ;  to  be  hurt  or  injured. 

dartavya.     See  col.  I. 

tarpata,  as,  m.  the  open  palm  of  the 
hand  with  fingers  extended  ;  a  kind  of  plant,  Mollugo 

Pentaphylla;  a  quantity  of  bubbles  or  specks  (sphara- 
cipula)  ;  (i),  f.  a  thin  cake  or  biscuit  of  flour  ;  [cf. 

parpati.'] 

^^fs  <!arpati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  author; 
(also  read  darpatin.) 

<; 

Tj  <s|  6arb,  cl.  i.  P.  (arbati,  to  go,  move. 

tarbhata,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  cucumber, 

Cucumis  Utilissimus  [cf.  ervdru;  cf.  also  dirbhafi 

and  dirbhitd]  ;  (F),  f.  =  dardari,  the  noise  of  merri- ment or  festivity,  cries  of  joy. 

^t  darma,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  (far), 

Ved.  a  hide,  a  skin  ;  a  shield.  See  darman  below. 

Carmanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  next),  leather-work. 
Carman,  a,  n.  skin,  leather,  hide,  bark,  parchment, 

&c.  ;  the  hide  of  an  antelope  &c.  used  as  a  seat  or 

bed  by  the  religious  student  ;  a  shield  ;  [cf.  gala-dar- 
man,  dui-darman,  &c.  ;  cf.  also  Lat.  corium,  cal- 

eews(?);  Hib.  eroicionn;  Gr.  ire'Ajna.]  —  Carma- 
karana,  am,  n.  working  in  skins  or  leather,  —  Car- 
ma-kas'd  or  darma-kashd  or  darma-kasd,  f.  '  skin- 

injurer,  '  a  plant,  commonly  called  CarmakashS  or  Car- 
maghas,  Mimosa  Abstergens  ;  a  particular  kind  of  per- 

fume. —  Carma-kdra,  an,  m.  a  shoe-maker,  a  currier  or 
worker  in  leather,  the  offspring  of  a  CandSla  woman 
by  a  man  of  the  fisherman  caste,  or  of  a  Vaideha 
female  by  a  NishSda  ;  (7),  f.  the  wife  of  the  preceding  ; 

N.  of  a  plant,  =  darma-kas'd.  —  Carma-kdraka,  as, 
m.  a  worker  in  leather.  —  C"arma-kdrin,i,Tti.  a  currier, 
skinner,  shoe-maker,  worker  in  hides  or  leather.  —  Car- 

ma-karya,am,  n.  working  in  leather  or  skins.  —  Car- 
ma-l-'ila,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  wart  ;  excrescences  con- 

sidered as  a  kind  of  hemorrhoids.  —  Carma-krU,  t, 
m.  a  shoe-maker.  —  Carma-khdndika,  as,  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  people  ;  (perhaps  for  darma-khandika  ?)  ; 

[cf.  darma-mandalaznA  darma-raitga.']  —  Carma- 
ijrlni,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Siva. 
—  Ciirma-dataka,  as,  d,  m.  f.  or  darma-datikd,  f. 
or  darma-dati,  f.  a  bat.  —  Carma-ditraka,  am,  n. 

white  leprosy  (s'veta-kushtka).  —  Carma-dela,   as 
or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  garment  with  the  hide  turned 
outwards.  —  Carmn-ja,  at,  d,  am,  coming   forth 
from  the  skin,  produced  by  or  from  the  skin  ;  (am), 

n.  the  hairs  of  the  body;  blood.  —  C*arma;ijiia<,  an, 
all,  at,  Ved.  furnished  with  hide,  covered  with  skin 
or  leather  ;  ((i),  (.  the  plantain  tree,  Musa  Sapientum 

[cf.  kadala]  ;  a  river  that  flows  through  Bundelkhand 
into  the  Ganges,  the  modern  Chambal.  —  Carma- 

tammja,  as,  m.  a  wrinkle,  a  fold  of  skin.  —  Carma- 
tila,  as,  a,  am,  covered  with  pimples  resembling 
the  seeds  of  sesamum.  —  Carma-danda,  as,  m.  '  a 
leather  stick,"  a  whip.  —  Carma-dala,  am,  n.  a  form 
of  leprosy  or  cutaneous  disease.  —  Carina-duskilid, 
f.  a  kind  of  leprosy  with  red  spots,  cutaneous  disease. 
—  Carma-druma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree  ;  [cf.  bJturja.J 

~Carma-ndidkd,   f.    *a   leather  thong,'  a  whip. 
—  Carma-pattikd,  (.  a  flat  piece  of  leather  for  play- 
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ing  upon  with  dice,  a  leather  backgammon  board  &c. 

—  Carma-foUrd,  f.   a  bat,  the   small   house-bat. 

—  Carma-pddukd,   f.  a   leather   shoe.  —  Carma- 

prabhedUcd,  f.  a  shoe-maker's  awl.  —  Carma-prase- 
vaka,  at,  ikd,  m.  f.  a  bellows.  —  Carma-bandfta, 
<is,  m.  a  leather  band  or  strap.  —  Carma-mandala, 

as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  C'arma-maya,  as,  i, 
am,  made  of  skin  or  leather,  leathern,  encased  in 
leather.  —  Carma-muiidd,  f,  a  form  of  the  goddess 

DurgS,  commonly  ddmundd   and  danda-mnndd. 
—  Carma-mna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  tanner.  —  Carma- 

yaxkti,  is,  f.  a  whip  ;  [cf.  darma-danda.]  —  Carma- 
ranga,  a»,  m.,  N.  of  a  people  in  the  north-west  of 
Madhya-desa  ;   (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  dvartaki. 
—  Carma-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  covered  with  hides  or 

skins  ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior.  —  CVtrma-fosarea, 
as,  d,  am,  clothed  in  skin  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 

Siva  ;  [cf.  kritti-vasas.]  —  Carma-vadya,  am,  n. 
•  skin-instrument,'  i.  e.  a  drum,  tabour,  &c.  —  Carom- 
vrikslta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree  ;  [cf.  (arming  —  Car- 

ma-sambhavd,  f.  cardamoms.  —  C'arma-sdra,  as, 

m.  lymph,  semm.  —  Carmdddhddita  (°ma-dddh°), 
as,  d,  am,  covered  with  skin.  —  C'armdnta  (°ma- 
an°),  as,  m.  a  piece  or  strap  of  leather.  —  Ca.rma.m- 
bhas  (°ma-am°),  as,  n.  lymph,  serum.  —  Carmdva- 
kartana  (°ma-av°),  am,  n.  working  in  leather  or 
skins.  —  Carmaiiakartin  (°ma-av°),  i,  m.  a  worker 
in  leather  or  skins,  a  shoe-maker,  a  man  of  the  lowest 

caste.  —  C'armdvakarttri  ("ma-av3),  td,  m.  a  shoe- 
maker. —  Carmdvanaddha  (°ma-av°),  as,  d,  am, 

covered  with  skin,  bound  with  leather,  &c.  —  Oarmd- 

vrita  (°ma-dv°),  as,  d,  am,  covered  with  skin  or 
parchment.  —  Carmdsi-mat  (°ma-asi-),  an,  ati, 
at,  possessed  of  shield  and  sword. 
Oarmaru,  lit,  m.  a  shoe-maker,  a  worker  in 

leather;  [cf.  darmdra  and  darma-kdra.'] 
Carmdra,  as,  m.  a  worker  in  leather,  a  shoe-maker. 
Carmika,  ai,  a,  am,  armed  with  a  shield,  a 

shield-bearer. 
Carmin,  i,  iiii,  i,  covered  with  skin  or  parchment, 

having,  a  hide  or  skin  ;  leather,  leathern,  made  of 
leather,  &c.  ;  armed  with  a  shield  ;  (t),  m.  a  soldier 
armed  with  a  shield,  a  shield-bearer  ;  N.  of  a  tree, 
the  bark  of  which  is  used  for  writing  upon,  &c.  [cf. 

l)hurja~\  ;  a  plantain  ;  N.  of  an  attendant  of  Siva. 
darmari,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  with  a 

poisonous  fruit. 

^q  farya.     See  p.  318,  col.  i. 

fan  [cf.  furti],  cl.  I.  10.  P.  darvati, 

darvayati,  &c.,  to  bruise,  crush,  grind  with 
the  teeth,  chew,  champ,  masticate  ;  to  eat  ;  sup  up,  suck  : 

Pass,  darvyate;  [cf.  Hib.  carbad,  '  the  jaw  ;'  carbal, 
'  the  palate  of  the  mouth  ;'  creimim,  '  I  gnaw  ;'  creim, 
'  corrosion  ;'  Lith.  kramtau.] 
Carvana,  as,  d,  am,  chewing  ;  (am),  n.  chewing, 

masticating;  sipping,  tasting;  food  which  must  be 
chewed,  solid  food. 

Carvaifiya,  as,  d,  am,  masticable,  proper  to  be 
chewed. 

Carvita,  as,  d,  am,  chewed,  eaten.  —  Carvita- 
darvana,  am,  n.  chewing  the  chewed  ;  seeking 

happiness  where  others  have  sought  it  in  vain  ;  repe- 
tition of  the  same  act,  tautology,  tedious  reiteration. 

—  Carmta-patra  or  darvita-pdtraka,  am,  n.  a 
spitting-pot, 
Carvya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  chewed,  chewable; 

(am.),  n.  solid  food  requiring  mastication. 

T  daman,  d,  m.  a  b'ow  with  the  flat  of 
the  hand. 

^i  J
 /       \ 

darshani,  is,  is,  i  (said  by  some  to 
be  derived  ft.  krish;  by  other  native  commentators 
connected  with  rt.  fajceh,  to  see,  and  so  probably 
derived  by  Yiska,  who  explains  carshani  by  ddyitri, 
q.  v.  ;  other  scholars  connect  it  with  rt.  tar),  Ved. 
seeing,  observing  ;  discerning,  moving,  movable,  run- 

ning, going  in  a  carriage,  agile,  active,  swift  ;  (ayas), 
f.  pi.  men,  people,  race,  nation  (e.  g.  panda  darslia- 

nayas,  the  five  races  of  men,  the  fire  nations ;  cf. 

krishti,  kshiti,  jana) ;  '  beings  endowed  with  dis- 
cernment,' N.  of  the  children  of  Aryaman  and  Ma- 

trika,  who  are  regarded  in  the  Bhagavata-PurSna  as 
the  progenitors  of  the  human  race ;  (i),  {.  a  disloyal 
wife ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Varuna  and  mother  of 

Bhrigu;  [cf.  vi-d°  and  viiva-<f.'\''Carshani-prd, as,  at,  am,  Ved.  governing  men  or  people  or  races 
of  men,  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Carshani-dhrit,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  supporting  or  protecting  men  or  races  of  men ; 
epithet  of  Indra,  Mitra,  Varuna,  and  the  Visve-devSs. 
—  Carshani-dhrili,  is,  {.,  Ved.  support  or  protection 
of  men  or  races.  —  Canhani-sak,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  ruling 
over   or   overpowering  men ;    (S3y.)  overpowering 
enemies. 

— I -Jl'  M  [cf.  fat  and  far],   cl.  i.   P. 
*  \  (sometimes  A.)  (alati,  -te,  (aiala,  fa- 

lishyati,  addllt,  dalitum,  to  move  one's  self,  be 
moved ;  to  stir,  tremble,  shake,  quiver,  throb,  palpi- 

tate, be  agitated;  totter;  to  move  on  or  forward, 
proceed,  go  away ;  to  start  off,  set  out,  depart ;  to 

walk,  march ;  to  be  moved  from  one's  usual  course, 
to  be  disturbed,  become  confused  or  disordered ;  to 

go  astray ;  to  turn  away  from  the  right  course,  swerve, 
deviate  from  (with  abl.,  e.  g.  dalati  dharmdt,  he 
swerves  from  virtue) ;  fall  off,  leave  off  (with  abl.)  ; 

to  sport  about,  frolic,  play,  wanton :  Caus.  P.  dala- 

yati  or  ddlayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  move,  to 
move,  shake,  jog,  nudge,  push,  agitate,  disturb  ;  to  turn 
off  from,  to  cause  to  deviate,  lead  away  from ;  cause  to 
fall ;  drive  away,  remove  or  expel  from  ;  to  cherish, 
foster,  (wrong  form  for  bal) :  Pass,  of  Caus.  ddlyate, 
to  be  moved :  Desid.  didalishati :  Intens.  dandalyate 

or  dddalyate,  dddalti;  [cf.  Gr.  ice\io,  Kf\\u,  o- 

K(\\ta,  (tf'A7)s ;  Lat.  celer,  pro-cello,  ex-cello,  pro-- 
cello; calm,  calc-s,  calcar;  Hib.  caill,  'a  path;' 

Germ,  falle;  Gr.  TtSAAw,  ire'Aai;  Lat.  petto  J\ 
Cala,  as,  d,  am,  moving,  trembling,  tremulous, 

movable,  shaking,  loose,  unfixed,  unsteady,  fickle, 
fluctuating,  perishable,  disturbed,  confused  ;  (as),  m. 
agitation,  shaking,  trembling  ;  wind  ;  quicksilver ; 
(a),  i.  lightning ;  incense ;  fortune  or  Lakshml  the 
goddess  of  fortune  ;  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four 
lines  of  eighteen  syllables  each ;  [cf.  a-dala,  nl$- 
dala,  ddla.]  —  Cala-karna,  as,  m.  the  true  distance 
of  a  planet  from  the  earth.  —  Cala-kriti,  is,  is,  i, 

unsteady,  wanton.  —  Cala-ketu,  us,  m.  (in  astron.) 
N.  of  a  moving  Ketu.  —  Cala-dandu,  us,  m.,  N.  of 

the  Greek  partridge,  Perdix  Rufa ;  [cf.  ddkora.~\ 
—  Cala-ditta,  as,  d,  am,  fickle-minded,  inconstant ; 
(am),  n.  fickleness,  mutability.  —  Caladitta-ta,  f.  or 
daladitta-lvii,  am,  n.  fickleness  of  mind,  unsteadi- 

ness, inconstancy,  mutability,  frivolity.  —  Cala-td,  f. 
or  dala-tva,  am,  n.  shaking,  trembling,  a  tremulous 
motion,  pulsation.  —  Oala-danta,  as,    m.  a   loose 
tooth.  —  Oala-dala,  as,  m.  the  holy  fig-tree,  Ficus 

Religiosa;    [cf.  as'vattha.]  —  C"ala-pattra,  as,  m. 
the  Ficus  Religiosa ;  [cf.  asvattha.}  —  Cala-aandhi, 
is,  m.  movable  articulation  of  the  bones,  Diarthrosis. 

—  I.  dalddala  (°la-ad°),  as,  a,  am,  movable  and 
immovable,  locomotive  and  stationary.  —  Caldtanka 

(Gla  +  dt°),  as,  m.  rheumatism.  —  Calatman  (cia- 
'dt°),  d,  d,  a,  fickle-minded,  inconstant.  —  Calendriya 
(°la-in°),  as,  d,  am,  having  unsteady  organs,  sensi- 

tive, sensual,  not  having  subdued  senses  or  passions. 

—  Caieshu  (°la-i«ku),  us,  us,  u,  one  whose  arrow wavers  or  flies  unsteadily. 

C?alat,an,anti,at,  going,  moving.— Oalat-padam, 
ind.  moving,  walking.  —  Calat-p&rnimd,  f.  a  small 
fish  called  Chanda,  =  dandra-dandala.  —  Calad- 

anga  or  dalad-anyaka,  as,  m.  a  fish,  a  sort  of  gilt- 
head,  commonly  Cen-ga,  Ophiocephalus  Aurantiacus. 
Calana,  as,  d,  am,  moving,  movable,  trembling, 

tremulous,  shaking;  (as),  m.  a  foot;  a  deer,  an 
antelope ;  (I),  f.  a  short  petticoat  worn  by  common 
women  ;  the  rope  for  tying  an  elephant ;  (am),  n.  a 
shaking  motion,  shaking,  trembling;  walking  about, 
wandering,  roaming ;  turning  off  from,  leaving  off. 
Calanaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  a  short  petticoat 

worn  by  women  of  low  rank ;  (ikd),  f.  silken  fringes. 

Calanii/a,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  moved  or  shaken, 
movable. 

Calamdna,  as,  a,  am,  going,  moving,  proceeding, 
shaking,  &c. 

C'alas,  as,  n.  wood-sorrel. 
2.  dalddala,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  (al  with  reduplica- 

tion), moving  to  and  fro,  movable,  tremulous,  unfixed, 
unsteady,  shaking,  loose  ;  variable  ;  (as),  m.  a  cow. 

Calita,  as,  a,  am,  gone,  departed,  proceeded  (often 
used  like  a  past  tense,  e.g.  sa  dalitah,  he  started  off, 
he  departed)  ;  shaking,  trembling. 

Calitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  gone  away;  to  be 
moved,  movable. 

C'alu,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  dal),  water  hastily 
taken  up  in  the  hollowed  palm  of  the  hand  for  rincing 
the  mouth  &c.  ;  a  handful  or  mouthful  of  water;  [cf. 

gandugha.] 
Caluka,  ai,  m.  =  the  preceding  ;  also  a  small  pot, 

a  gallipot,  &c.  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  [cf.  duluka.] 

daladvisha,  as,  m.  the  Kokila  or 
Indian  cuckoo. 

fali,  is,  m.  a  cover,  a  wrapper,  a 
surtout  ;  [cf.  <!ola.] 

davi,  is,  i,  f.  or  davika,  am,  a,  n.  f.  or 

davyd,  am,  f.  n.  a  species  of  the  pepper  plant,  Piper 

Chaba  ;  Orris  root. 

fasati,  a  wrong  reading  for  va- 
idti,  q.  v. 

dash,  cl.  i .  P.  A.  dashati,  -te,  to  eat ; 

,.  to  kill,  hurt. 
Casliaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  vessel  used  for  drinking 

spirits,  a  wine  glass  &c.,  any  drinking-vessel;  spirituous 
liquor ;  honey. 
Cashati,i»,  m. eating;  killing;  decay,  infirmity. 
Cashala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  wooden  ring  on  the  top 

of  a  sacrificial  post ;  an  iron  ring  at  the  base  of  the 

post ;  (a«),  m.  a  hive.  —  Cashdla-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
Ved.  furnished  with  a  CashSla. 

T?  dashta,  as,  d,  am  (past  passive  part, 
fr.  daksh  ?) ,  spoken,  asked. 

•»IHM   dashtdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince, 
(  =  Tiaorocos  ?). 

fah  [cf.  dap],  cl.  i.  10.  P.  fahati, 
adahit,  dahayati,  -yitum,  to  be  wicked, 

commit  wickedness ;  to  cheat ;  to  be  proud ;  cl.  10. 

P.  dahayali,  to  grind,  pound,  knead ;    [cf.  Hib. 

cagnaim,  '  I  chew,  gnaw.'] 
fakatiffa,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,= 

dveta-vuhna. 

dakra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dakra),  carried 
on  (as  a  battle)  with  the  discus  ;  circular,  belonging 
to  a  wheel  &c.  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Cdkravarmana,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  dakra- 
varman),  N.  of  a  grammarian. 

Cdkravdkeya,  as  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n.  ?  (fr.  dakra- 
vdka),  N.  of  a  place. 

Cakrayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Ushasta. 
Cdkrika,  as,  t,  am,  circular  ;  belonging  to  a  wheel 

or  discus  ;  relating  to  a  company  or  circle  ;  (as),  m. 

a  potter;  an  oil-maker;  a  proclaimer;  a  chorister, 
a  bard  who  chants  in  chorus  the  praises  of  kings, 

heroes,  gods,  &c.  ;  a  coachman,  a  driver  ;  (as),  m. 

pi.  companions,  followers. 

<  "iikrina,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  potter  or  oil-maker. 
C'Skreya,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  a  wheel  or  discus  ; 

(CM,  am),  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  place. 

fakshusha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dakshus), 

consisting  in  sight,  depending  on  or  produced  from 
it  ;  belonging  to  the  eye,  visual,  optical,  perceptible  by 
the  eye,  visible,  seen  ;  relating  to  Manu  Cakshusha  ; 
ddkshuslu  vidyd,  that  magical  science  which  gives 
the  power  of  seeing  anything  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the 
sixth  Manu  who  with  five  other  Manus  is  a  son  of 

Manu  SvSyambhuva,  or  according  to  other  authorities 
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a  son  of  Visva-karman  and  Akriti,  or  a  son  o 
Cakshus;  N.  of  a  son  of  Ripu  and  BrihatT,  (accordm] 
to  some  he  is  called  Cakshusha,  and  is  father  of  Main 
Cakshusha)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Kaksheyu  and  brothe 
of  Sabhanara  ;  also  of  a  son  of  Ann  and  brother  o 

Sabhanara  ;  also  of  a  son  of  Khanitra  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N 
of  a  class  of  deities  in  the  fourteenth  Manvantara 

(am),  n.  knowledge  which  depends  on  vision 
—  Cdkshuiha-jndna,  am,  n.  ocular  evidence.  —  Cd 
kshueha-tca,  am,  n.  perceptibility  by  sight. 

•MHJH  ddkshma,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  I.  ksham),Ved 
forbearing,  gracious. 

*4l%  cdrtga,  as,  m.  (fr.  6anga),  wood-sorrel  : 
whiteness  or  beauty  of  the  teeth. 

Cdngeri,  f.  wood-sorrel,  Oxalis  Pusilla  ;  [cf.  ku- 
ddngeri.] 

^miji  dddaputa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  time  in 

music  ;  [cf.  daddapu/a.] 

^T^fc5  dddali,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  Intens.  of  rt.  dal), 

moving  much  or  repeatedly  ;  [cf.vi-dddali  and  a-vid°. 

*iW*4  ddndalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  6a.h6a.ld), 
tremulousness,  unsteadiness;  transitorincss,  fugitive- 
ness,  fidgetiness. 

^TT7  (fate,  as,  m.  (fr.  fat  =  (at  ?),  a  cheat, 
a  rogue,  a  speculator,  one  who  makes  away  with 
or  embezzles  money  &c.  entrusted  to  him. 

^I54{.  ddtakaira,  as,  m.  (fr.  dataka  or 

dataka),  a  young  sparrow. 

l  ddtalikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  place. 

cdtigrdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place. 

fat  u,  us,  u,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  fat), 

pleasing  or  grateful  words  or  discourse,  flattery, 
flattering,  coaxing  ;  distinct  or  clear  speech  ;  [cf. 
datuJ]  —  Cdtu-kdra,  a»,  i,  am,  speaking  agreeably 
or  kindly,  flattering,  complying  with  a  request, 

humouring,  complaisant  ;  (as),  m.  a  flatterer.  —  Odtu- 

karin,  i,  ini,  ̂ j,  speaking  agreeably,  flattering. 
~(?dtu-patu,  us,  m.  a  jester,  a  buffoon,  one  who 

makes  compliments  (?).  —  Catu-lola,  as,  a,  ay, 
elegantly  tremulous.  —  Cdtu-fiatu,  us,  m.  a  jester  ; 

[cf.  ddtu-patu.]  —  Catu-s'ata,am,  n.  repeated  coax- 
ing, a  hundred  entreaties.  —  C'dtu/ftt  l^tn-ukti),  is, 

f.  agreeable  language,  flattery,  service. 

C'dtuka,  as  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  pleasing  or 
grateful  discourse. 

•*U<U<*"lT  fdnakma,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  fanaka), fit  for  or  sown  with  the  chick-pea  (a  field  &c.). 

•"mu-rt  canakya,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr. 
fanaka,  N.  of  a  Muni),  N.  of  the  sage  Vstsyayana  ; 
N.  of  a  celebrated  Brahman  also  called  Vishnu-gupia, 
the  reputed  author  of  a  work  on  morals  and  the  princi- 

ples of  government.  He  is  said  to  have  destroyed 
the  Nanda  dynasty  and  to  have  made  Candra-gupta 
(q.  v.)  king,  whose  minister  he  became.  From  the 
tone  of  his  advice  to  princes  he  has  been  styled  the 
Machiavelli  of  India  ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  ildstram,  the 

work  of  Canakya,  on  morals  and  polity.  —  C'dnakya- 
mulalta,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  radish  ;  [cf.  kautilya.] 
-•  Cdnakya-tloka,,  an,  m.  pi.  detached  stanzas  on 
morals  and  the  principles  of  government,  supposed 
to  be  written  by  the  Brahman  Canakya  or  compiled 
by  him. 

CdnaJea,as,  i,  am  (an  adj.  formed  fr.  ddnakya), 
relating  to  Canakya. 

•«ilWC  Cunura,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  ;  also 
of  a  wrestler  in  the  service  of  KaQsa,  slain  by  Krishna, 
and  identified  with  the  Daitya  Varaha.  —  C'dnura- 
mdana,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Krishna. 

funiht,  am,  n.  (fr.  danda),  violence. 

if3  cnndala,  as,  m.  =  dandala,  a  name 

of  an  impure  or  degraded  tribe,  a  Candala,  a  Pariah, 

an  outcast ;  (i),  f.  a  woman  of  the  same  tribe ;  N.  of 
a  plant,  =  liitgini. 
Cdnddlikd,  f.  a  vulgar  lute,  the  lute  of  the 

Candala ;  a  N.  of  Durga ;  a  kind  of  herb ;  [cf. 

dandililid.']  —  CdnddUkdirama  (°kd-d4°),  as,  m. N.  of  the  hermitage  of  CSndilika. 

^iti^i  dataka, as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  fat), 

N.  of  the  bird  Cuculus  Melanoleucus,  according  to 

the  legend  living  only  upon  rain-drops ;  [cf.  Lat 

cot-urnix.~\  —  Cdtakdnandana  (°ka-dn°),  as,  m. 
the  rainy  season.  —  C'dtakashtaka  (°ka-ash°),  am, 
n.  the  eight  verses  on  the  Cataka  bird. 

•Mini  ddtana.   See  under  rt.  fatal  p.  313. 

•qirn,  i.  datura,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  fatur),  re- 
lating to  four ;  (a  carriage  &c.)  drawn  by  four ;  (I), 

f.,  N.  of  a  poem  by  Nara-sinha ;  (am),  n.  a  carriage, 
a  cart  holding  four  people. 

Cdtuhsdgarika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  datuh-sdgara), 
belonging  to  the  four  oceans. 

Cdturalisha,  am,  n.  (fr.  datur-aksha),  four  casts 
in  playing  at  dice. 

Cdturartliika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  datur-artlia),  used 
in  four  particular  senses  or  meanings. 
Cfdturddramiltd,  as,  i,  am,  or  ddturddramin, 

i,  ini,  i  (fr.  datur-ds'rama),  being  in  one  of  the 
four  periods  or  orders  [cf.  asVama]  of  life. 
Cdturatramya,  am,  n.  the  four  periods  of  the 

life  of  a  Brahman  collectively ;  the  aggregate  of  the 
four  orders  of  student,  householder,  ascetic,  and 
mendicant. 

C'dturjdtaka,  am,  n.  =  katu-ddtuiydtaka. 
Cdturthaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  quartan,  appearing 

every  fourth  day ;  (as),  m.  a  quartan  ague. 
Cdturthahnika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  daturtha-ahan), 

belonging  to  the  fourth  day. 
Cdturihika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  the  fourth 

or  to  the  fourth  day ;  (as),  m.  a  quartan  ague. 
Cdturdaia,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  daturdasT),  appearing 

on  the  fourteenth  day  of  the  half  month. 

Cdturdatiika,  as,  I,  am,  reading  the  holy  scrip- 
tures on  the  fourteenth  day  of  the  half  month. 

Cqturdaiva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  datur-deva),  sacred  to "our  deities. 

(fdturbhadra,  am,  n.  (fr.  datur-bhadra),  an 
assemblage  of  four  medicinal  plants. 
Odturbhuji,  is,  m.  a  son  of  Catur-bhuja. 
Cdturbhautika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  datur-bhuta), 

consisting  of  four  elements. 

Odturmahdrdjakdyika  or  <*dturmahardjika  = 
daturmahdrdjakayika  ;  also  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
Cdturmdsa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  datar-mdsa),  produced 

in  four  months. 

Cdturmasaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  or  iaturmasin,  i, 
ini,  i,  one  who  performs  the  CaturmSsya  sacrifice. 
Cdturmdsi,  (.,  scil.  paurnamdsi,  the  day  of  full 

moon  at  the  Caturmasya  sacrifices. 

Cdturmdgya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  three  sacrifices  be- 
onging  to  the  subdivision  called  Havir-yajiia  and 
jertormed  (every  four  months)  at  the  beginning  of 

the  three  seasons,  viz.  the  rais'radei'am  on  the  full 
moon  in  Phalguna,  varmut-praghdfah  in  Ashadha, 
and  sdkamedkdh  in  Krittika ;  (as,  a,  am),  belong- 

'ng  to  the  Caturmasya  sacrifice. 
ttturvarnya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  datur-varna),  suited 

.o  the  four  tribes  or  castes,  belonging  to  them  (?) ; 

Ttn),  n.  the  aggregate  of  the  four  original  castes, 
viz.  the  Brahman,  Kshatriya,  Vaisya,  and  Sudra. 

C'dturvintlika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  daturvinda),  be- 
onging  to  the  twenty-fourth  day. 
Cdturvidya,  as,  di,  am  (fr.  datur-vidyd),  familiar 

with  the  four  Vedas ;  (am),  n.  the  four  Vedas. 

C'dturmd/iya,  am,  n.  (fr.  datur-vidlui),  four  kinds collectively. 

Cdturvaidya,  as,  di,  am  (fr.  datur-veda),  versed 
n  or  familiar  with  the  four  Vedas ;  (am),  n.  know- 
edffe  of  the  four  Vedas. 

Cdturhotrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  datur-hotri),  belong- 
ng  to  the  Catur-hotri. 

t'dturltotra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  datur-liotri),  conducted 
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or  performed  by  the  four  chief  priests,  viz.  the  Herri, 
Adhvaryu.Udgatri,  and  Brahman;  (am),  n.  a  sacrifice 
performed  by  four  priests ;  the  office  or  duties  of  the 
four  chief  priests ;  the  four  chief  priests  collectively. 

Caturhotriya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  datur-Jwtri),  a  sacri- 
fice &c.  at  or  in  which  the  four  chief  priests  are 

employed. 

Cdtuxlikandika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  datush-kdnda), 
divided  into  four  parts. 

Cdtiishtaya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  datushtaya),  knowing 
or  familiar  with  the  Catushtaya. 

Cdtushprdfya,  as,  s~i,  am  (fr.  datuft  +  prdfo), 
enough  for  four  persons  to  eat. 

Cdti'drins'a,  am,  n.  (fr.  datvarindat),  title  of  a 
Brahmana  consisting  of  forty  AdhySyas. 

Cdtvdrins'aika,  as,  i,  am,  bought  for  forty. 

•Mlji,  2.  datura,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  2.  datura), 
clever,  able,  ingenious,  shrewd,  sagacious ;  speaking 

well  or  kindly,  flattering ;  perceptible,  visible ;  govern- 

ing, ruling ;  (as),  m.  a  small  round  pillow,  see  below ; 
(i),  f.  dexterity,  ability,  cleverness. 
Cdturaka,  as,  d,  am,  flattering;  perceptible; 

governing ;  (as),  m.  a  small  round  pillow  for  resting 
the  cheek  upon ;  [cf.  galla-ddturi.] 

C'dturika,  as,  m.  a  charioteer,  a  coachman. 
Cdlurya,  am,  n.  dexterity,  cleverness,  ability, 

shrewdness ;  amiableness. 

^Tcf  ddtra,  am,  n.  (sometimes  read  datra), 

a  cylinder  of  catechu-wood  twelve  Arrgulas  long, 
tipped  at  both  ends  with  iron  and  furnished  with  an 
iron  bolt,  (this  and  another  piece  of  wood  called 
Auvll!  are  used  for  producing  the  sacred  fire.) 

^IrNlpi  ddlvala,  as  or  am,  m. or  n.  the  hole 

formed  in  the  ground  by  excavating  the  earth  to  con- 
struct the  Uttara-vedi  or  north  altar;  (as),  m.  a 

hollow  place  dug  in  the  ground  to  receive  a  burnt-offer- 

ing ;  any  hole  in  the  ground  ;  [cf.  datvdla."]  —  Ca- tvdla-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  (a  sacrifice)  at  which  the 
Catvala  is  excavated. 

"«f  I ̂ P«i «n cdndanika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.dandana), 
made  of  or  derived  from  sandal,  perfumed  with  it,  &c. 

PrJ  ddndra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dandra),  lunar, 

relating  to  the  moon,  regulated  by  it,  &c. ;  (as),  m. 
a  month,  a  lunar  month  (called  Gauna,  q.  v.,  if 
reckoned  from  full  moon  to  full  moon,  and  Mukhya 
if  reckoned  from  new  moon  to  new  moon) ;  the 

light  fortnight  or  half  month,  during  which  the  r^iooii 
is  on  the  increase ;  the  Candra-kanta  or  moon-gwa ; 

(ds),  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  the  grammarian  Candra; 
(?),  f.  moonlight ;  a  kind  of  solanum  [cf.  fveta- 
kantakdri] ;  N.  of  a  princess ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  vra- 
tam,  the  CandrJyana  penance,  see  below.  —  Can- 
dra-mdsa,  as,  m.  a  lunar  month ;  [cf.  ddndrtt 

ove.^  —  Cdndra-vatsara,  as,  m.  the  lunar  year. 
Cdndra-sutra,    am,   a.,  N.  of  a  Sutra  work. 

Caudrdkhya  (°ra-dk/i°),  am,  n.  fresh  ginger; 
"cf.  dandraka.J 

Cdndraka,  am,  n.  dried  ginger ;  [cf.  funthi.'} 
Odndrapura,  ds,  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  C'andra- 

pura. 

Cdndrabhdgd  or  i,  {.=dandra-bhdgd,  the  Che- 
nab,  a  river  in  the  PanjSb. 

C'dnaVamasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dandramas),  lunar, 
relating  or  belonging  to  the  moon ;  (1),  {.,  N.  of  the 
wife  of  Brihaspati;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  the  fifth  lunar 
mansion,  the  constellation  Mriga-siras ;  the  stars  in 
Orion.  —  Cdndramasdyana,  as,  or  ddndramasd- 

•/ani,  is,  m.  (fr.  dandramas),  *  descendant  of  the 
moon,'  a  N.  of  Budha,  regent  of  Mercury  and  son  of 
the  moon. 
Cdndravratika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dandra-rrata), 

acting  in  the  manner  of  the  moon,  having  the 
character  of  the  moon. 
Cdndrdyana,  am,  n.,  scil.  rratam,  a  religious 

observance  or  expiatory  penance  regulated  by  the 

moon's  age,  (it  consists  in  diminishing  the  daily  con- 
sumption of  food  every  day  by  one  mouthful  for  the 
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dark  half  of  the  month,  beginning  with  15  at  the 

full  moon  until  the  quantity  is  reduced  to  o  at  the 

new  moon,  and  then  increasing  it  in  like  manner 

during  the  fortnight  of  the  moon's  increase  :  if  this 
penance  begins  with  the  full  moon,  it  is  called 

Pipilika-madhya,  i.e.  having  the  middle  thin  like 

an  ant  ;  if  with  the  new  moon,  beginning  with  o 

and  increasing  to  15,  it  is  called  Yava-madhya  or 

Yava-madhyama,  i.  e'.  having  the  middle  thick  like  a 
barley-corn)  ;  (as\  m.  pi.,  N.  of  various  persons. 

—  Cdndrdyana-bkakta,  am,  n.  the  country  in- 

habited by  the  CandrSyanas.  -  Candrayana^vi- 

dhdna  or  (dndrdyana-vrata,  am,  n.  the  penance 
called  CJndrayana. 

Cdndrdyanika,  as,  i,  am,  performing  or  a  per- 
former of  the  CSndrSyana,  q.  v. 

tandhanayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
ancient  preceptor. 

^TO  cripa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (perhaps  fr.  rt. 

kap^kamp),  a  bow;  (in  geometry)  an  arc  or  por- 
tion of  a  circle  ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Sagittarius  ; 

a  rainbow  [cf.  indra-ddpa  and  4akra-Capa\  ;  N.  of 

a  particular  constellation:  [cf.  dhanus.}  —  Cdpa- 
ddsl,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Cdpa-pata,  as,  m.  the  tree 

Buchanania  Latifolia  (piydla);  [cf.  dhanu  and 

Cdpin,  I,  inl,  i,  armed  with  a  bow  ;  (T),  m.  the 

sign  of  the  Jodiac  Sagittarius. 

vinici  <;apala,  am,  n.  (fr.  fapala),  fickle- 

ness, unsteadiness,  mobility,  quick  movement,  swift- 

ness, transitoriness  ;  agitation,  tremour  ;  inconsiderate 

conduct,  impertinence,  inconsiderateness.  •»  Cdpald- 

iraya  <°la-as°),  am.  n.  (?)  unsteadiness. 

Cdpalya,  am,  n.  fickleness  ;  unsteadiness,  transi- 
toriness; quickness,  agitation,  flurry;  inconsiderate 

conduct,  inconsiderateness. 

•MIMI?;  capala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
Caitya. 

|  tabuka,  f.  a  small  circular  pillow. 

tamara,  am,  a  or  1,  as,  n.  f.  m.  a 

chowrie,  the  bushy  tail  of  the  Bos  Grunniens,  used  as 

a  fly-flap  or  fan,  and  as  one  of  the  insignia  of  royalty  ; 
also  used  for  a  kind  of  streamer  or  plume  on  the 

heads  of  horses  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting 

of  four  lines  of  fifteen  syllables  each.  —  Oamara- 

grdha,  as,  m.  a  person  who  carries  a  Cimara 

—  Cdmara-pushpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants 

Magnifera  Indica  [cf.  dmra]  ;  the  betel-nut  tree 
Areca  Faufel  or  Catechu  [cf.  purja]  ;  the  Pandanus 

Odoratissimus  [cf.  ketaka]  ;  a  kind  of  grass,  Saccha- 

rum  Spontaneum  [cf.  kd^i].-Cdinara-push.paka 

as,  m.  or  ddmara-sdhvaya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass 

Saccharum  Spontaneum  ;  [cf.  kd.'-'a.'] Cdmarika,  as,  m.  a  person  who  carries  a  CSmara 

Cdmarin,  I,  m.  a  horse  (either  from  his  bush) 

tail  which  he  uses  to  whUk  off  flies  or  from  hi 

having  a  CSmara  as  his  crest  ;  see  above). 

^r*fNiT;  t&mlkara,  am,  n.  gold  ;  the  thorn 

apple.  -Cdmlkara-prakhya,  as,  a,  am,  like  gold 

^Tgi!5T  famunda,  f.  a  form  of  Durga  ;  on 

of  the  seven  MStris  ;  (at),  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

campila,  f.  a  river. 

1  dampeya,  as,  m.  (fr.  tampa),  N.  o 

two  trees,  Michelia  Champaka  and  Mesua  Ferrea 

a  stamen  or  filament,  especially  of  the  lotus  flower 

a  prince  of  Campa  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Visva-mitra 
(as,  am),  m.  n.  gold. 

Odmpeyaka,  am,  n.  a  stamen  or  filament. 

J  damya,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  (am),  food. 

tay,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  fayati,  -te,  to  ob 
\serve,  discern,  perceive;  to  worship,  re 

yere  ;  [cf.  4.  c"i.] 
'Cdyamdna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic  of  Abhya rartin. 

Cdyilri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  observing,  seeing. 

Cdyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  showing  respect  or  reverence, onouring. 

TT  far  a,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  £ar\  =  6ara,  a 

jy,  scout,  secret  agent  or  emissary,  messenger; 

oing,  motion,  progression,  course  ;  wandering  about, 

ravelling  ;  proceeding  ;  performing,  practising  ;  bind- 
ng,  a  bond,  fetter  ;  a  prison,  a  house  of  confinement  ; 
he  tree  Buchanania  Latifolia,  =piydla;  (am),  n.  a 

actitious  poison,  (for  vdra);  [cf.  Lat.  career.] 
—  Cdra-kdnda,   am,  n.  ascensional  difference  (in 

stronomy).'—  Cdra-ialcslius,  us,  us,  us,  '  spy-eyed,' .  e.  a  king  or  minister  who  uses  spies  as  his  eyes, 
ne  who  employs  spies  or  agents  and  sees  through 

heir  medium;    (us),   n.   espionage.  —  Cara-Catia, 

as,  d,  am,  graceful  in  gait  or  motion.  —  Odra-dunda, 

us',  us,  u,  graceful  in  walking,  of  graceful  carriage. 
—  Cdra-jya,  f.  the  sine  of  the  ascensional  difference. 

—  Cdra-patlia,  as,  m.  a  place  where  two  roads 
meet.  —  Cdra-bhata,   as,   m.  a  valorous   warrior. 

—  Cdra-vdyu,  us,  m.  summer  air,  zephyr.  —  Cdran- 
tarita  (°ra-an°),  as,  m.  a  secret  emissary  or  spy. 
—  Carekskana.  (°ra-ik°),  as,  m.  a  statesman,  a 
minister  or  king  (who  employs  spies). 

Cdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  acting,  setting  to  work, 
proceeding  ;  composed  by  Caraka  ;  (as),  m.  a  spy, 
a  secret  agent  or  emissary  ;  a  driver,  a  herdsman, 
a  leader  ;  an  associate,  a  companion  ;  a  groom,  a 

lorseman,  a  cavalier  ;  a  wandering  Brahmanical  stu- 

dent ;  a  fetter,  a  bond,  a  prison  ;  the  plant  Bucha- 
nania Latifolia  (  =  <?ara);  N.  of  a  man  ;  (ikd),  f.  a 

Female  attendant;  a  cock-roach.  —  Cdraka-triratra, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  festival. 

Cdrakina,  as,  a,  am,  fit  for  a  wandering  Brah- 
manical student. 

Cdrana,  as,  m.  a  wanderer,  a  pilgrim  ;  a  wandering 
actor  or  singer,  an  actor  of  note,  a  dancer,  a  mime, 
a  bard,  a  herald  ;  a  celestial  singer,  a  panegyrist  of 
the  gods  ;  a  reader  of  scripture  ;  a  spy  ;  N.  of  a 

place.  —  Cdrana-h-a,  am,  n.  dancing  (the  art). 
—  Cdrana-ddrd,  as,  f.  pi.  female  dancers,  actresses, 

&c.  —  Cdrana-vidya  or  ddrana-raidya  or  ddrand- 

vidya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  branch  of  the  Atharva-veda. 
Carat  ha,  a>,  d,  am,  Ved.  going,  wandering  or 

moving  about,  going  in  a  carriage. 
Cdrayitvd,  ind.  having  enjoined  or  prescribed, 

having  caused  to  observe  ;  having  made  to  go  &c. 

Cdrayana,  as,  I,  m.  f.  a  patronymic  from  Cara  ; 

(as),  m.,'N.  of  the  author  of  the  SSdharanadhi- karana. 

Cdrdyanaka,  as,  tied,  am,  derived  from  the 
Carayanas. 

Cdrdyanlya,  as,  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  C'SrSyana. C'drtta,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  go  ;  distilled,  &c. 
Cdritdrthya,  am,  n.  (fr.  (aritartha),  attainmen 

of  an  object. 
Cdritra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Marut;  (a),  f.  the  tama 

rind  tree  ;  (am),  n.  proceeding,  manner  of  acting 
conduct  ;  good  conduct,  behaviour  ;  good  name  or 
character,  reputation  ;  peculiar  observance  or  practice 
peculiarity  of  customs  or  conditions  ;  a  ceremony 
—  Cdritra-kavada,  as,  a,  am,  cased  in  the  armou 
of  chastity.  —  Cdritra-vaii,  f.,  N.  of  a  SamSdhi. 

ffdritrya,  am,  n.  becoming  or  honourable  practices 
moral  conduct,  instituted  observance. 

Cdrin,  I,  inl,  i,  (generally  at  the  end  of  a  comp. 
moving,  walking  or  wandering  about,  living,  bein| 

(e.  g.  pdda-fdrin,  going  on  foot  ;  nimeskdntara 

(drin,  going  in  an  instant,  arriving  after  a  shor 

interval  &c.),  [cf.  ambu-ddrin,  eka-f,  kha-6°,  &c._] 
acting,  proceeding,  doing,  practising  ;  living  on  ;  (I) 
m.  a  foot  soldier  ;  (inl),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =karuni. 

^TCfosi  tdratika,  f.  a  kind  of  perfume =  nail. 

farati,  f.,  N.  of  two  plants,  =  pad 
ma-ddrinl  and  bhumy-dmall. 

'qTOTZ  (arabhata,  as,  m.  a  courageou 
man,  a  hero,  a  chief,  a  warrior  ;  (t),  f.  courage  ;  [cf drabhata.] 

6arwa6,  k,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 

arkata-iringl. 

Caru,  us,  vi,  u  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  far, 

erhaps  connected  with  2.  (an),  agreeable,  welcome, 

pproved,  esteemed,  beloved,  dear  (,with  dat.  or  loc.  of 

he  person,  e.  g.  varundya  or  varnne  (drub,  dear  to 

Varuna),  pleasing,  lovely,  beautiful,  pretty,  elegant; 

us),'  m.  an  epithet  of  Brihaspati ;  N.  of  a  son  of Crishna  and  RukminI ;  of  a  Cakra-varlin ;  (»»),  f.  a 

eautiful  woman;  splendor;  moonlight;  intelligence; 
>4.  of  the  wife  of  Kuvera ;  (u),  n.  a  various  reading 

or  vara.  saffron;  [cf.  Eng.  fair;  Brit,  kaer.] 

-  Cdru-karna,  as,,  d  or  i,  am,  having  beautiful 
<&K.  —  Cdru,-kesard,  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  Cyperus,= 

lagara-musta  ;  a  kind  of  tree,  =  tarunl.  —  (7dm- 

garbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna  and  Ruk- minI. -  Caru-giti,  is,  f.  a  kind  of  metre,  a  sort  of 

GIti,  containing  29  +  32  syllabic  instants.  -  Odrti,- 

gupta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna  and  RukminI. 

—  Odru-ghuna,  as,  d,am,  handsome-nosed.  —  Caru- 

dtra,  as,  m.,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rSshtra.  -  Cdru- 
td,  (.  or  (dru-tva,  am,  n.  loveliness,  beauty.  —  Cdru- 

datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman.  -  Cdrudatta-nd- 
man,  d,  m.  named  Csru-datta.  -  Cdru-danla,  as, 

m.  '  having  beautiful  teeth,'  N.  of  a  merchant's  son. 

-  Cdru-dars'ana,  as,  d,  am,  good-looking.  -  C'dru- 

deva,  as,  m.,  N .  of  a  man.  —  Cdru-deshna,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Gandusha ;  also  of  a  son  of  Krishna  by 

Rukmmi.  —  C'dru-dhdman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant. 

—  Cdru-dhdmd  or  (dru-dhdrd,  f.  an  epithet  of 

Safl,  the  wife  of  Indra.  —  Cdru-dhishnya,  as,  m., 

N.  of  one  of  the  Saptarshayas  in  the  eleventh  Man- 
vantara.  —  Cdru-ndlaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  lotus  with 

red  flowers.  -  Cdru-netra,  as,  a,  am.  having  beautiful 

eyes;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. - Cdru-pada,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Namasyu.  -  Cdru-parnl,  f.,  N. 

of  a  plant,  =  pra-sdranl.  —  C'dru-puta,  as,  m.  a 
particular  time  in  music.  —  Cdru-pratika,  as,  d, 

am,  Ved.  of  lovely  appearance.  -  Cdru-p/uild,  f.  a 

vine,  a  grape.  —  Odru-bdhu,  us,  or  (dru-bhadra, 

as,   m.,   N.   of  a   son   of  Krishna   by    RukminI. 
—  Cant-mat,  dn,  all,  at,  lovely,  beautiful ;  (an), 

m.,  N.  of  a  Cakra-vartin ;  (tl),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter 

of  Krishna  by  RukminI.  -  C'dru-mukha,  as,  i,  am, 
handsome-faced,  fair,  beauteous ;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  a  metre 

consisting  of  four  lines  of  ten  syllables  each.  -  Cara- 

yaias,  as,  m.  '  of  fair  fame,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna 
by  RukminI ;  [cf.  idru.}  -  Cdm-ratha,  as  or  am, 

m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  forest.  -  Cdm-rdvd,  f.  an  epithet 

of  Suti,  the  wife  of  Indra.  —  Cdru-lodana,  as,  a,  am, 

lovely-eyed,  having  beautiful  eyes ;  (as),  m.  a  deer, 

antelope;  (d),f.a  woman  with  fine  eyes.  —  Cdru-vak- 

tra,  us,  m.  '  handsome-faced,'  N.  of  one  of  Skanda's 
attendants.  —  (fdru-vardhand,  f.  a  woman.  —  Cdru- 

vinda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna  by  RukminI. 

-  Cdru-veia,  as,  m. '  well-dressed,'  =  the  preceding. 

-Caru-vrata,  f.  a  female  who  fasts  for  a  whole 

month. -Caru-iSlld,  f.  'beautiful  stone,'  a  jewel,  a 

gem  —Caru-slnha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.-Car«- 

s~ila,  as,  d,  am,  of  a  lovely  nature,  beautiful.  -  Caru-
 

ilmvas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna  by  Rukmin
I. 

-Cdru-sarvdnga-dars'ana  (°va-an°),  as,  d,  am, 

having  a  beauiit'ul  appearance  in  all  the  limbs.  —  Cdrit- 
hdsin,.  I,  inl,  i,  smiling  sweetly ;  (inl),  f.,  N.  of  a 

metre  containing  4X14  syllabic  instants.  —  Carv-
 

angt,(.  a  beautifully  formed  woman.  - C'drv-dghdta 
or  tdrv-dghdta,  as,  d,  am,  destructive  of  beauty. 

Cdruka,  as,  m.  the  seed  of  Saccharum  Saia. 

^ifJN  airtika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  iar(a),  con- 

versant with  the  repetitions  (in  the  recitation  of  the 
Veda). 

CanUkya,  am,  n.  perfuming  the  person,  smearing 

it  with  sandal  &c. ;  unguent ;  [cf.  dariHkya.'] 

^T*J  (forma,  as.'i,  am  (fr.  farman),  made 
of  hide  or  leather,  leathern  ;  covered  with  leather  (as 

a  car  &c.) ;  defended  by  a  hide  or  skin ;  shielded, 

having  a  shield. 
Cdrmana,  as,  i,  am,  covered  with  skin  or  leather ; 

(am),  n.  a  multitude  of  hides  or  of  shields  &c. 

4N 
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CdrmSJca,  as,  I,  am,  leather,  made  of  leather,  be- 
longing to  the  skin  &c. 

C'drmikdyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Camrn. 
Cdrmtna,  am,  n.  a  number  of  men  armed  with 

shields. 

T  ddrya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  despised  caste, 
the  son  of  an  outcast  Vaisya  ;  (perhaps  for  addrya.) 

^pfT^i  t'arvdka,  as,  m.  (fr.  taru  +  vaka), 
N.  of  a  Rakshasa  described  in  the  Mahi-bh.  SSnti- 

parva  1414,  &c.,  as  a  friend  of  Duryodhana  and  an 
enemy  of  the  Pandavas  ;  (having  taken  the  shape  of 
a  mendicant  Brahman,  when  Yudhishthira  entered 

Histina-pura  in  triumph,  he  reviled  him  and  the 
assembled  Brahmans,  but  was  soon  detected  ;  and 
the  real  Brahmans,  filled  with  fury,  killed  him  on  the 
spot)  ;  N.  of  a  sophistical  philosopher  who  probably 
lived  before  the  composition  of  the  Ramayana  ;  see 
javali.  He  was  a  sceptic  in  matters  of  Hindu 
faith,  and  considered  by  the  orthodox  as  an  atheist 
or  materialist;  according  to  some,  the  sceptical 
doctrines  of  the  Indian  materialists  were  handed 

down  to  Carvaka  and  his  followers  by  Vadas-pati 
or  Brihaspati,  and  the  aphorisms  of  Brihaspati 
(BJrhaspatya  sutras)  are  said  to  embody  their 
opinions  ;  (as,  i,  am),  derived  from  or  composed  by 

Carvika.—  Cdrvdka-dars'ana,  am,  n.  the  doctrine of  Cirvaka. 

MTc?  ddla,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  M),  the  thatch 

or  roof  of  a  house  ;  the  blue  jay  ;  shaking,  the  being 
movable. 

Cdlaka,  at,  m.  a  restive  elephant. 
Cdlana,  am,  n.  causing  to  move  or  go,  causing  to 

pass  through  a  sieve,  sifting,  shaking,  moving  to 
and  fro,  wagging  (as  the  tail),  loosening  ;  muscular 
action  ;  (I),  f.  a  sieve,  a  strainer. 
Cdlaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  moved,  capable  of 

being  moved. 
Calya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  moved  ;  to  be  loosened 

or  shaken  or  led  away  from. 

calikya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

ddsha,  as,  m.  the  blue  jay,  Coracias 

Indica  ;  (according  to  some)  a  kingfisher. 

Odea,  ai,  m.  the  blue  jay,  Coracias  Indica  ;  sugar- 
cane. —  Cdsa-raktra,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  face  like 

that  of  a  jay  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of 
Skanda  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  a  class  of  demons  or  evil  spirits. 

l.  6i,  cl.'5.  P.  A.  (inoti,  -nute,  tikdya 
and  diddya,  dikye  and  didye,  feshyati,  -le, 

adaithit,  detuni,  to  arrange  in  order,  place  m  a  line, 
heap  up,  pile  up,  construct  (as  a  sacrificial  altar,  used 
in  P.  if  the  priests  construct  the  altar  for  another,  in 
A.  if  the  sacrificer  builds  it  for  himself)  ;  to  collect, 

gather  together,  accumulate,  gain  for  one's  self;  to 
cover,  inlay,  set  with  (with  hist.,  e.  g  ratnailf,  with 
jewels)  :  Caus.  ddyayatl  or  ddpayati,  or  dayayati 
or  dapayati:  Dead,  dikukati  and  dUisluili,  to 
wish  to  pile  up  :  Caus.  of  the  De--id.  didishayati, 
to  cause  a  person  to  wish  to  arrange  in  order  or 

pile  up:  Intent,  dediyate;  [cf.  Cambro-Brit.  cai, 
'collection;'  Lat.  cumulus;  Pol.  kiipa;  Germ. 
/Am/ert.] 

I  .  fat/a,  as,  m.  stacked  wood  ;  a  mound  of  earth 
raised  to  form  the  foundation  of  a  building  ;  a  ram- 

part or  mound  of  earth  raised  from  the  ditch  of  a 
fort  ;  the  gate  of  a  fort  ;  any  edifice  :  a  seat,  a  stool  ; 

a  cover,  a  covering  ;  a  heap,  pile,  collection,  a  multi- 
tude, an  assemblage,  aggregation  ;  the  amount  or 

augment  by  which  each  term  increases,  the  common 

increase  or  difference  of  the  terms  ;  [cf.  agni-daya  ; 
cf.  also  Cambro-Brit.  cai,  'collection;'  Hib.  scea, 

4  plemy,  abundance."] 
C'uyana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  collecting,  gathering, 

heaping  up,  aggregation  ;  stacking  wood  ;  stacked 

wood  ;  [cf.  aijui-i'injanti.} 
Cayaniyn.  as,  d,  am,  to  be  collected  or  gathered, 

to  be  heaped  up. 
Cidithat,  an,  attii,  at,  wishing  to  gather  or  collect. 

I.  fit,  t,  t,  t,  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  piling  up 

(e.g.  agni-dit,  q. v.);  forming  a  layer  or  stratum, 
piled  up. 

Cita,  as,  d,  am,  piled,  heaped ;  collected,  gathered, 
accumulated ;  covered,  veiled,  concealed ;  (d),  f.  a 
layer,  a  pile  of  wood,  a  funeral  pile,  pyre  ;  a  heap,  an 
assemblage,  a  multitude  ;  (am),  n.  a  building  (e.  g. 

palcveshtaka-dita,  a  building  of  burnt  bricks). — CUa- 
ristara.as,  m.  a  kind  of  ornament.  —  Citayni  (  ta- 

ag'),  is,  m.  the  funeral  fire.  -  Citd-diidaka,  am,  n, 
a  mark  where  a  funeral  pile  has  been,  a  mausojeum, 

a  monument,  &cc.  —  Citaidlia(°ta-edha),as,d,am, 
Ved.  belonging  or  referring  to  a  funeral  pile. 

I.  diti.  is,  f.  a  stratum,  layer  of  wood  or  bricks 

&c.;  a  pile,  a  stack ;  a  funeral  pile ;  an  oblong  with 

quadrangular  sides ;  collecting,  gathering ;  a  heap,  a 

quantity,  a  multitude ;  N.  of  the  eighth  or  tenth 

book  of  the  Satapatha-Brahmai.ia ;  [cf.  amrita-diti.} 
—  Citi-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  a  funeral  pile. 

Citika,  f.  a  stack,  a  pile ;  a  funeral  pile ;  a  small 
chain  worn  as  an  ornament  round  the  loins,  a  kind 

of  girdle. 

Citika  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  after  ̂ a 

numeral)  =  diti,  a  layer  (e.  g.  paiida-ditika,  tri-d°, 

eka-d°). 
Citya,  08,  d,  am,  to  be  arranged  in  order  or  built 

up ;  (scil.  agni,  fire),  placed  or  constructed  upon  a 
foundation  or  basis  (as  of  stones  &c.);  (a),  f.  piling 

up,  building  (an  altar  &c.)  ;  a  funeral  pile ;  (am),  n. 

the  place  at  which  a  corpse  has  been  burnt  and  where 
a  monument  has  been  erected  ;  a  monument  or  any 

mark  of  the  site  of  a  funeral  pile.  -  Cityddliirohana 

(°ya-adh°).  am,  n.  burning  with  a  husband's  corpse. 
—  CUydrohana  (°ya-dr°),  am,  n.  ascending  the Funeral  pile. 

1.  dinval,  an,  ati,  at,  gathering,  collecting. 
Citi,  is,  f.,Ved.  gathering,  collecting^ 

Cetavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  collected  or  gathered, to  be  piled  up. 

Ceya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  piled  up,  to  be  gathered or  collected. 

2.  (i,  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  tiketi,  Impf. 
adiket,  Impv.  2nd  sing,  dikihi,  dikdya;  cl. 

5.  P.  A.  finoti,  dinute  Sec.  like  l.di,  to  observe,  per- 
ceive ;  to  fix  the  gaze  upon ;  to  be  intent  upon ;  to  seek 

for,  investigate ;  to  make  inquiries,  search  through. 

2.  dit,  t,  t,  t,  observing,  knowing  (in  rita-dit). 
2.  dinvat,  an,  ati,  at,  seeking  for,  searching  for. 
I.  detri,  td,  tri,  tri,  an  observer,  guardian. 

f^sr  3.  ti,  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  fay  ate,  to  detest, 

hate ;  to  revenge,  punish,  take  vengeance  on. 
i.  daya,  as,  d,  am,  revenging,  punishing. 

3.  dit,  t,  t,  t,  punishing  (in  rina-dit). 
i.  detri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  a  revenger. 

Cetyd,  (.,  Ved.  revenge,  punishment. 

4.  ti,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  fay  ati,  -te,  to  fear, 
be  afraid  of  (with  ace.);  to  respect,  honour; 

to  observe ;  [cf.  <?ay.] 

fvf+Uq  dikarishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of 

rt.  i.kfi),  desirous  to  cast  or  throw,  wishing  to  pour 
out. 

f*(o|if5M  cikartishu, us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of 

rt.  2.  krit),  desirous  or  intending  to  cut  or  cut  off. 

fsffcTiT  tikit,  tikiti,  &c.   See  p.  323,  col.  i . 

faf«ir«T  dikina,  as,  a,  am,  flat-nosed; 

(am),  n.  flat-nosedness ;  [cf.  dikka  and  dipita.] 

f^ftSt?  cikila,  as,  m.  mud,  mire,  a  slough, 

a  bog ;  [cf.  idikila  and  diklialla.] 

p<4  ohl^  Gfi  fikirshaka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  Desid. 

of  rt.  l.  kri),  desirous  of  doing,  meaning  to  do. 
Cikirsluit,  an,  anti,  at,  wishing  or  purposing  to act  or  do. 

Cikirxhd,  f.  intention  or  desire  to  act,  wish,  will, 

design,  purpose,  desire  of  doing  or  performing  any- 

thing. 

Cikirshlta,  as,d,am,  intended  to  be  done  ;  wished, 

designed,  purposed  ;  (am),  n.  purpose,  design,  in- tention. 

ttkirehu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  act,  desiring  or 
intending  to  do  or  make  or  perform  anything  ; 

wishing  to  practice  ;  desirous  for. 

Cikirshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  wished  to  be  done, 
to  be  designed. 

f^^T  tikura,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  a  redu- 
plicated form  of  rt.  kri  or  of  kar  for  far),  incon- 
siderate, rash,  punishing  or  injuring  others  without 

consideration  ;  (as),  m.  the  hair  of  the  head,  a  lock 
of  hair  ;  a  mountain  ;  a  kind  of  tree  or  plant  ;  a 

snake,  N.  of  a  Naga  ;  a  kind  of  bird  ;  a  musk-rat  ; 
[cf.  dikka  and  dikkira  ;  cf.  also  Gr.  Klnii>vos  ;  Lat. 

rincinniis?].  —  C"ikura-kald]m  or  dikura-pakslia 
or  dikura-pds'a  or  dikum-bhdra,  as,  m.  or  dikura- 

radand,  f.  or  dikura-haeta  or  dilmroddaya  (°ra- 
ud'\  as,  m.  a  mass  of  hair,  a  tuft  of  hair. 

C'ikura,  as,  m.  the  hair,  =  dikura. 
•Pj  j>  tikk,  cl.  10.  P.  dikkayati,  -yitum, 

S.  to  feel   pain  ;    to  give  or  inflict   pain  ; 
[cf.  dakk  and  daklc.] 

f^U  fikka,  as,  d,  am,  flat-nosed  ;  (am), 

n.  flat-nosedness  ;  (as),  m.  the  musk-rat  ;  (according 
to  other  authorities  dika;  cf.  dikura  and  dikkira)  ; 

(d),  f.  a  mouse;  a  betel-nut;  [cf.  diklcana.'] 
f*r%&H  tikkana,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  4.  dit),  smooth,  glossy;  slippery;  bland,  emollient  ; 
unctuous,  greasy  ;  (as),  m.  the  betel-nut  tree  ;  (am, 
d  or  i),  n.  f.  the  betel-nut  ;  (a),  f.  an  excellent 
cow  ;  (other  authorities  have  dikkind.)  —  Cikkana- 
kantha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  ;  [cf.  ditkana-kantlta 
and,  dihana-kantha.]  —  Cikkana-td,  f.  or  dik- 
kana-lva,  am,  n.  smoothness,  oiliness,  greasiness, 
unctuousness. 

6ikkasa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  barley-meal. 
cikkina,  as,  a,  am,  glossy,  shining, 

smooth;  slippery;  bland,  emollient;  unctuous,  greasy; 

(a),  f.  an  excellent  cow. 
faf^  tikkira,  as,  m.  a  small  venomous 

animal  (muehiht)  ;  [cf.  dikura,  dikka,  dldkkara.'] P^*HT  cikransd,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  tram), 

a  wish  to  go,  desire  of  approaching. 

PM»t1fj«»l  (ikrldislin,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt. 
krid),  a  wish  or  desire  to  play. 

faf^  ciklida,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  klid),  the 

moon;  (am),  n.  moisture,  freshness;  [cf.  Tdedu.~] P^^cJ    dikhalla,   as,   m.   mud,   mire,   a 

slough  ;  [cf.  tiikila  and  dikila.'] 
faWlfJj'g  tikhadishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid. 

of  rt.  khdd),  wishing  or  desiring  to  eat. 

(""(#4  tiny  at  a,  as,  i,  m.  f.  or  finaada,  as, 
m.  a  shrimp  or  prawn  ;  [cf.  uddingaia.] 

"f«rr'=rc!3  ctiinda,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  gourd, 

Trichosanthes  Anguina. 
fidikuti   and   dicikudi.      See 

cidishat.     See  under  i  .  ti,  col.  i  . 

tidtitinga,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
venomous  insect  ;  [cf.  udditinga.] 
fqPaArM  tittthitsu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  chid), 

wishing  or  intending  to  cut  off. 
fifthila,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

ci(-6huka.     See  under  5.  tit. 

tih(a,  f.  the  tamarind  tree  or  its 
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fruit.  —  CindSmla  (°da-am°)  of  flndd-sdra,  as,  m. 
an  acid  pot-herb,  Rumex  Vesicatorius. 

f^=3T7cS  fiitddtaka,  as,  m.  a  various  read- 
ing for  diiidotaka. 

fihtinl,  f.,  N.  of  a  town. 

f  lite  I,  f.  the  plant  Abrus  Preca- 
torius ;  [cf.  kdka-dindd.] 

f%^ft7°R  tihcotaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant, 
=a>tkalodya  or  kramidddana. 

tit,  cl.  i.  and  10.  P.  detail  and  feta- 

yati,  &c.,  to  send  out  or  forth  (as  a  mes- 
senger), to  give  orders  to  a  servant ;  to  be  a  servant. 

Ceta,  as,  m.  a  servant,  &c.     See  s.  v. 

i.  2.  3.  tit.   See  under  rt.  i.  2.  3.  fi. 

4.  fit  (=  kit,  which  is  by  some 
S  regarded  as  a  separate  root ;  cf.  keta,  &c. ; 

cf.  also  rt.  dint),  cl.  I.  3.  P.  detati,  diketti,  dideta 

or  diketa,  dilate  or  dekite  or  diifite  (Ved.  3rd  pi.  di- 
kitre  or  dikitrire;  Part,  dikitdna  or  dekitdna  I,  deti- 
shyati,  adetit ;  Let,  dikelati  or  diketat ;  dettum  or 
(?e<itum,  to  perceive,  fix  the  mind  upon,  attend  to, 
be  attentive,  observe,  notice,  take  notice  of  (with 

gen.  or  ace ,  e.  g.  yajnasya  or  yajnam  detail,  he 
takes  notice  of  the  sacrifice) ;  to  aim  at,  intend, 

design  (with  dat.,  e.g.  yudhaye  diketati,  he  intends 
fighting),  to  desire,  long  for  (with  ace.);  to  be  anxious 
about,  to  care  for ;  to  resolve ;  to  understand,  com- 

prehend, know,  make  known ;  to  recover  conscious- 
ness, become  conscious ;  P.  and  A.  to  become  per- 

ceptible, to  appear ;  to  be  regarded  as  :  to  be  known  ; 

Pass.  Aor.  adeti :  Caus.  P.  A.  ditayatiVed.,  and  deta- 
yati,-te, -yititm,  ketayati, -yitam(see  keta,  p.  252), 
to  cause  to  attend,  to  make  attentive,  remind  of;  to 
cause  to  comprehend  or  understand,  instruct,  teach ; 
to  observe,  perceive,  be  intent  upon  ;  to  form  an  idea 
in  the  mind,  be  conscious  of,  understand,  compre- 

hend, think,  reflect  upon ;  to  form  a  conception, 
have  a  right  notion ;  to  appear,  be  conspicuous, 
shine :  Desid.  P.  A.  diditishati,  didetishati,  dikit- 
sati,  -te;  laf.dikitsitam,  to  intend,  have  in  view,  aim 
at,  desire,  long  for ;  to  care  for,  be  anxious  about ; 
to  treat  medically,  heal,  cure,  attend  as  a  physician 
(in  these  senses  the  form  dikitsati  is  usual) ;  to  wish 
to  appear  ;  to  remove,  destroy;  to  keep  down,  press 
down  ;  lo  doubt :  Caus.  of  the  Desid.  dikitsayati, 
to  cure,  to  heal ;  Intens.  dedilyate,  dedetti;  [cf.  Lith. 
ketlu.1 

Cikit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  understanding,  knowing,  ex- 
perienced. 

Cikita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  [cf.  dekita.~] 
Cikitana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  [cf.  daikitdneya 

and  dekitdna.'] 
Cikitdyana,  as,  m.  a  descendant  of  Cikita ;  [cf. 

daikitdyana.] 
Cikiti,  U,  is,  i,  Ved.  knowing,  acquainted  with, 

experienced. 

C'ikilu,  us,  us,  11,  Ved.  understanding,  knowing, 
experienced ;  (us),  f.  understanding,  intellect. 
Cikitvan,  a,  m.,  Ved.  understanding,  intellect. 
Cikitras,  van,  nvhi,  vas,  one  who  has  obsetved, 

observing,  attending  to,  attentive,  knowing,  under- 
standing, experienced,  conversant  with. 

Cikitvit,  ind.,  Ved.  with  intelligence,  intelligently; 
with  deliberation,  deliberately;  (Say.)  making  known 

(=jiidpayantlmmR\g-veda\V.  52,4).  —  CikitKin- 
manas,  ax,  as,  as,Ved.  one  whose  mind  is  attentive; 
coming  from  an  intelligent  mind,  well  considered ; 
(Say.)  one  who  knows  all  hearts. 

Cikihaka,  as,  m.  a  physician,  doctor,  practiser  in 
medicine. 

Cikitsana,  am,  n.  healing,  practising  medicine, 
medical  attendance. 

Cikitsa,  f.  the  practice  or  science  of  medicine, 
healing,  curing,  administering  or  applying  remedies ; 
(in  the  system  of  medicine)  one  of  the  six  sections, 

therapeutics.  —  Cikitsa-kalika,  f.  title  of  a  medical  j 
work  by  Tiia.tai.  —  CilcitsdkalikS-tlkd,  f.  a  com-  i 

mentary  on  the  last  work  by  C'andrata.  —  Cikitsa-  I 
kaumudl,  f.  title  of  a  medical  work  by  Kasi-raja.  ! 
—  Cikitsd-tattva-jndna.  am,  n.  title  of  a  medical  i 
work  by  Dhauvantari.  —  Cikitsd-darpana,  am,  n. 
title  of  a  medical  work  by  Divodasa. 

Cikitsita.  as,  d,  am,  treated  medically,  remedied, 

healed,  physicked,  cured ;  (am),  n.  healing,  reme- 
dying, medical  attendance ;  pi.  the  chapters  of  the 

therapeutical  section  of  medicine ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
man. 

Cikitfti,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  wise,  cunning. 
Cikitsya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  treated  medically,  to 

be  cured,  curable. 

5.  dit,  t,  f.  thought,  intelligence,  intellect,  under- 
standing, mind;  the  soul,  heart.  —  Cid-dandrikd,  f. 

title  of  a  commentary  on  the  Prabodha-candrodaya 

by  Ganes'a.  -  Cid-dhakti  (dit  +  takti),  is,  f.  mental 

power,  intellectual  capacity.  —  Cid-dhuka  (dit-s"u°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast  on  the  Bhagavata-Purina ; 
(I),  f.  or  dit-sukhl,  f.  the  commentary  written  by 
this  scholiast.  —  Cit-p'iti,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the  lord  of 
thought.  —  Cit-pravrilti,  is,  f.  thinking,  reflection. 
—  Cit-svarupa,  am,  n.  pure  intelligence,  an  epithet 

of  the  Supreme.  —  Cid-adiddhakti-yukta   (-adit- 

,<a°),  as,  d,  am,    having  power  over  matter  and 
spirit.  —  Cid-ambara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a 
law-book.  —  Cid-asthi-mdld,  f.  title  of  a  commen- 

tary on  a  grammatical  work.  —  Cid-dtmaka,  am,  n. 
consciousness,  perception.  —  Cid-dtman,  d,  m.  the 

thinking  principle,  pure  intelligence,    spirit.  —  Cid- 
ullasa,  as,  a,  am,  gladdening  the  mind  or  heart. 
—  Cid-gagana-dandrikd,  (.  title  of  a  literary  work. 
—  Cid-rupa,  as,  d,  am,  consisting  of  intelligence ; 
wise,    intelligent,    of    liberal    or    expansive    mind; 

amiable,  good-hearted ;  (am),  n.  pure  intelligence, 
the  Supreme  Being  as  identified  with  intellect  or 

intelligence.  —  Cid-vildsa,  as,  m.  a  pupil  of  S'an- 
karacarya.  —  Cin-maya,  as,  I,  am,   spiritual,  '  all 
intelligence,'  as  an  epithet  of  the  Deity ;  (am),  n. 
pure   intelligence.  —  Cin-mdtra,   am,  n.   pure   in- 
telligence. 

2.  diti,  is,  f.  understanding ;  (is),  m.  the  thinking 
mind. 

Citta,  as,  d,  am,  perceived,  observed,  considered ; 
reflected  upon ;  resolved ;  intended,  aimed  at,  under- 

stood ;  visible,  perceptible ;  (am),  n.  attending,  ob- 
serving ;  thinking,  reflecting,  imagining,  thought ; 

intention,  aim,  wish;  the  heart  considered  as  the 
seat  of  intellect ;  the  mind,  the  reasoning  faculty ; 

intellect,  reason ;  reason  personified  ;  [cf.  a-ditta, 

iha-d°,  dala-d°,  purva-<f,  prdyas"-d°,  &c.]  —  Citta- 
kalita,  as.  d,  am,  anticipated,  expected,  calculated ; 
known.  —  Citta-garbhd,  (.,  Ved.  visibly  pregnant. 
—  Citta-ddrin,  i,  inl,  i,  proceeding  or  acting  accord- 

ing to  the  wish  of  another  (with  gen.).  —  Citta-janman, 
d,  m.  produced  within  the  mind,  love,  the  god  of  love ; 

[cf.   ditta-bhu,  ditta-yoni,   manasi-ja.]  —  Citta- 
jita.,  as,  d,  am,  knowing  the  hearts,  heart-searching. 
—  Cittajiia-td,  {.  knowledge  of  the  heart.  —  Citta- 
wa.va,  as,  m.  loss  of  conscience.  —  Citta-nin'ritti, 

is,   f.    contentment   of  mind,    happiness.  —  C'itta- 
pramdthin,  I,  inl,  i,  moving  or  touching  the  heart, 

exciting  passion  or  love,  afflicting  the  mind.  —  Citta- 
pra^ama,  as,  d,  am,  satisfied  in  mind,  composed, 
complacent,  tranquil,  content.  —  Citta-prasanna-td, 
f.  happiness  of  the  mind,  gaiety,  joy.  —  Citta-pra- 

sddana,  am,  n.  gladdening  of  the  mind.  —  CYWa- 
blutva,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  the  thoughts,  felt,  per- 

ceived. —  Citta-bheda,  as,   m.  inconsistency,  con- 
trariety of  purpose  or  will.  —  Citta-bhii,  us,  m.  love, 

the  god  of  love.  —  Citta  -bhrama-dikitsd,  f. '  medical 
treatment  of  mental  derangement,'  a  chapter  of  the 
medical  work   Vaidya-vallabha.  —  Citta^ino/ta,    as, 
m.  confusion  or  infatuation  of  mind  —Citta-yoni, 
is,  m.  love ;  see  ditta-janman. —  Citla-rdga,  as, 
m.  affection,  passion,   desire.  —  Citta-vat,  an,  all, 
at,  endowed  with  understanding,  reasonable ;  kind- 
hearted,  amiable.  —  Cittavat-kartrika,  as,  a,  am, 

(a  root)  employing  an  intelligent  agent  (e.g.  Deea- 

dattah  padati,  Deva-datta  cooks).  —  Citta-vikdra, 

as,  m.  change  of  thoughts  or  feelings,  disturbance  of- 
mind.  —  Citta-vikdrin,  I,  iiil,  i,  changing  a  person's 
character  or  feeling.  —  Ciita-mndsana,  as,  d,  am, 

destroying  the  conscience.  —  C'itta-viplava,  as,  m. 
disturbance  of  mind,  madness,  insanity.  —  Citta- 
•vibhrama,  as,  m.  derangement  of  mind,  madness. 

—  Citta-vis'lesha,  as,  m.  parting  of  hearts,  breach 
of   friendship.  —  Citta-vritli,   is,   (.   disposition   of 
mind,  feeling;  inward  purpose,  emotion;  thinking, 

imagining.  —  Citta-vedand,    f.    anxiety,    affliction. 
Citta-vaikalya,  am,  n.  bewilderment  of  mind, 

distraction,  perplexity.  —  Citla-samhati,  is,  f.  a 
multitude  of  thoughts  or  emotions,  many  minds. 
—  Citta-sankhya,  as,  d,  am,  pervading  the  heart, 

penetrating  the  soul,  knowing  the  thoughts.  —  Citta- 
samunnati,  is,  (.  pride  of  heart,  arrogance,  hau- 

teur,   haughtiness.  —  Citta-stha    or    ditta-sthita, 
as,  d,  am,  fixed  in  the  mind,  being  in  the  heart ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Samadhi.  —  Citta-hdrin,  I,  Inl,  i, 
stealing  the  heart,  fascinating,  agreeable,  beautiful. 
—  Citta-hrit,  t,  t,  t,  fascinating,  winning.  —  Cittd- 

numrtin  (°ta-an°),  I,  inl,  i,  gratifying  wishes, 
humouring.  —  Cittdpahdraka  (ta-ap°),  as,  ikd, 

am,  or  dittdpahdrin   (ta-ap°j,  I,  inl,  i,  heart- 
stealing,  captivating,  attractive.  —  Cittdbhoga  (°ta- 
dbh"),  as,   m.  full  consciousness,  consciousness  of 
pleasure  or  pain,  the  attention  of  the  mind  to  its 

own   sensations.  —  Cittdsartga   (°ta-ds°),    as,   m.. 
attachment,  affection,  love.  —  Cittaikya  (°ta-aik°\ 
am,  n.  unanimity,  harmony,  agieement.  —  Citton- 
nati  (°ta-un°),  is,  f.  pride  of  heart,  arrogance. 

I .  ditti,  is,  (.  thinking,  thought,  reflection  ;  under- 
standing, wisdom  ;  thoughts,  devotion  (in  pi.);  inten- 

tion ;  a  wise  person ;  thought  personified  as  the  wife 
of  Atharvan  and  mother  of  Dadhyai ;  [cf.  a-ditti, 

purva-ditti,  prdyaiS-ditti."] Cittin,  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  intelligent,  wise. 
Citti-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -Icurute,  -kartwm,  to 

make  anything  an  object  of  thought  or  reflection. 
Cittl-krita,  as,  d,  am,  fixed  in  the  mind. 
Citra,  as,  d,  am,  perceptible,  visible,  conspicuous, 

excellent,  distinguished;  bright,  dear,  bright-coloured; 
variegated,  spotted,  speckled ;  rough,  agitated  (as  the 
sea,  opposed  to  sama);  clear,  loud,  perceptible  (as 
a  sound);  various,  different,  manifold;  strange, 

wonderful,  surprising,  (kim  atra  ditram,  what  is 
there  surprising  in  that  ?  there  is  nothing  strange  in 
that);  containing  the  word  ditra ;  (as),  m.  variety 
of  colour;  N.  of  several  plants,  viz.  Plumbago  Zey- 
lanica,  Ricinus  Communis,  Jonesia  Asoka;  a  form 

of  Yama ;  N.  of  a  king ;  of  a  descendant  of  Gan-ga 
and  of  GauSra  ;  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rSshtra ;  of  a  king 

of  Dravida;  (a),  f.  Spica  Virginis,  a  star  in  the 

virgin's  spike,  a  constellation;  (according  to  the, 
more  ancient  reckoning  the  twelfth,  according  to  the 
new  the  fourteenth  lunar  mansion);  a  kind  of  snake; 

N.  of  several  plants,  viz.  Anthericum  Tuberosum  or 
Salvinia  Cucculata,  Cucumis  Maderaspatanus,  a  kind 
of  cucumber;  a\*o  =  dantl;  Ricinus  Communis ;  the 

Myrobalan  tree  ;  also  =  mrigervaru  and  ganda- 
d&rvd;  Rubia  Munjista ;  N.  of  a  metre,  a  kind  of 
Matrasamaka,  containing  4X16  syllabic  instants; 
another  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  fifteen- 
syllables  each ;  another  metre  consisting  of  four  lines 
of  sixteen  syllables  each  ;  worldly  illusion,  unreality ; 
N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  also  of  a  sister  of  Krishna  and 
wife  of  Arjuna,  =  su-bhadrd;  also  of  a  daughter  of 
Gada,  or  (according  to  a  vaiious  reading)  of  Krishna ; 
also  of  a  river ;  (am),  n.  anything  bright  or  coloured 
which  strikes  the  eyes ;  a  brilliant  ornament,  an. 
ornament ;  a  bright  or  extraordinary  appearance,  a 
wonder ;  the  ether,  sky,  heaven  ;  a  spot ;  a  circular 
ornament,  a  sectarial  mark  on  the  forehead ;  white 

or  spotted  leprosy ;  a  picture,  painting,  sketch,  de- 
lineation; variety  of  colour;  various  modes  of  writing 

or  arranging  verses  in  the  shape  of  mathematical  or 
other  fanciful  figures,  (this  is  done  either  by  leaving, 
out  syllables  which  occur  repeatedly,  or  by  represent- 

ing words  in  a  shortened  form);  playing  upon  words, 

punning  in  the  form  of  question  and  answer,  facetious 
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conversation,  conundrums,  riddles,  &c.;  [cf.  a-fitra, 

danu-i",  vi-f°,  taitra  ;  cf.  also  Lith.  kytras^] 

~Citra-kantha,  as,  m.  '  having  a  speckled  throat,' 
a  pigeon.  —  Citra-kathatapa-sukha  (°tha-di').  as, 
d,  am,  happy  in  telling  chaiming  stories.  —  (*itra- 
kmubala,  as,  m.  a  variegated  carpet ;  a  painted  clolh 

used  as  an  elephant's  housing,  —  tttra-kara,  as,  m. 
a  painter ;  [cf.  <<ttra-kdra  and  ditra-krit.]  —  Citra- 

l:ar»a,as,  m. '  strange-ear,'  N.  of  a  camel.  —  Citra- 
kannan,  a,  n.  anyextraordinary  act,  a  wonderful  deed ; 

magic ;  ornamenting,  decorating ;  painting,  a  paint- 
ing, picture  ;  (a),  m.  working  wonders,  a  magician ; 

a  painter ;  the  tree  Dalbergia  Ougeinensis ;  [cf.  titra- 
krit^  —  Citrakarnm-rid,  t,  m.  skilled  in  the  art  of 

painting;  a  painter,  a  magician.  <~C"itra~k(iya,ax.  m. 
•  having  a  striped  or  speckled  body,'  a  tiger,  a  leopard, 
panther,  —  tttra-kara.  as,  m.  a  painter;  [cf.  fitra- 
kara.]—(?itra-kundala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Dhrita-r5shtra.-.C"ifra.fci</a,a£,m.' wonderful  peak,' 
N.  of  a  hill  and  district,  the  modem  Chitrakote  or 
Chatarcot  (near  Kampta),  situated  on  the  river  Pai- 
suui  (Pi^unl)  about  fifty  miles  S.  E.  of  the  town  of 
Bandah  in  Bundelkhund,  lat.  25.  12,  long.  80.47. 
It  was  the  first  habitation  of  Rama  and  Lakshmana 

in  their  exile  after  leaving  Ayodhya,  and  as  the  holiest 
spot  of  the  worshippers  of  Rama  is  crowded  with 

temples  and  shrines ;  N.  of  a  town.  —  Citra-krit,  t, 
t,  t,  astonishing,  surprising;  (t),  m.  a  painter;  the 
tree  Dalbergia  Ougeinensis;  [cf.  iHtra-karman.] 
—  Citra-ketu,  u»,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Garuda ;  also 
of  Vasishtha ;    also  of  Lakshmana ;    also  of  Deva- 

bhSga ;  also  of  a  king  of  the  Sura-senas.  —  Citra-kola, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  lizard.  ••  Citra-kriyd,  f.  painting. 
—  Citra-kxhatra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one  whose  do- 

minion is  brilliant  (as  Agni)  ;  (SSy.)  having  various 
power  or  one  whose  wealth  is  visible. «-  Oitra-ga, 
as,  a,  am,  represented  in  a  picture,  painted.  —  Citra- 
fiatii,  as,  a,  am,  coloured,  variegated ;  represented 
in  a  picture,  painted,  delineated,  —  tttra-gandha, 
am,  n.  yellow  orpiment.  •.  Citra-gupta,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  one  of  the  beings  recording  the  vices  and  virtues 

of  mankind  in  Yama's  world ;  N,  of  a  mixed  caste,  a 
secretary  or  writer  of  a  man  of  rank ;  a  form  of  Yama ; 
N.  of  the  sixteenth  Arhat  of  the  future  Utsarpim. 

—  Citra-griha,  as,  m.  a  painted   room,  or  one 
ornamented  with  pictures ;  [cf.  <!itra-3ala.]  —  Citra- 
go,  aus,  aus,  u,  having  a  brindled  cow.  —  (?itra- 

griva,  as,  m.  '  speckled-neck,'  N.  of  a  pigeon-king. 
—  Citra-ddpa,   as,   m.,   N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita- 
rashtra.  —  Citra-jalpa,  as,  m.  talking  on  various 
things,  talking  incoherently.  —  Citra-tandula,  am, 
a,  n.  f.  a  medicinal  plant  said  to  possess  anthelmintic 

virtues;   [cf.  md-anga.~\  —  Citra-tala,  as,  d,  am, 
painted  or  variegated  on  the  surface.  —  Citra-ti'at, 

k,m.  '  having  curious  bark,'  the  birch  or  bhOrja  tree. 
—  tttra-dandaka,  as,  m.  the  cotton  plant,  Arum 
Campanulatum ;  [cf.  ola.]  —  Citra-dariana,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  Brahman  changed  into  a  bird  ('  having  varie- 

gated eyes').— Citra-dipa,  as,  m.  title  of  a  philo- 
sophical  work.  —  Citra-dri.'lii-a,   as,  a,  am,  Ved. 

looking  brilliant  or  shining.  —  Citra-deea,  as,  m., 
N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of 
a  plant,  =  mahendra-rdruni.  —  Citra-dharman,  a, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince  identified  with  the  Asura  Viru- 
paksha.  ••  Cttra-dhd,    ind.    in   a    manifold    way. 
—  ttlra-dfimjati,  is,  is,  1,  Ved.  making  a  bright 
line,  an  epithet  of  Agni ;  (S5y.)  having  a  wonderful 
course.  —  tttra-dhvaja,   as,   m.,   N.  of  a   man. 
"Citra-nttrd,    {.  a    small   bird    called    Maina,  = 

tdrikd;  [cf.  (Ura-lofana  and  (itraMii '.]— Cttra- 
ttyaxta,  as,  a,  am,  represented  in  a  picture,  painted. 
—  dtra-pakisha.  as,  a, am,  having  variegated  wings; 
(as),  m.  the  francoline  partridge ;    N.  of  a  demon 
causing  head-ache.—  Citra-pa'a  or  titra-pafta,  as 

or  am,  m  or  n.  (?),  a  painting,  a  picture.— 'Citra- 
}>alla-gata.  as,  d,  am,  'committed  to  a  picture,' 
painted.  -  Citra-pattrik&,    f.,    N.   of  a   plant,  = 
kapitlha-parni  and  drrmn-pitshpi.  —  L'itra-pfittn, 
f.,N.  of  an  aquatic  plant;  [cf.  jala-pippali^-Citra-  • 
padu,  as,  a,  am,  divided  into  various  parts  ;  full  of  , 
graceful  words  or  expressions ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  the  plant 

Cissus  Pedata  [cf.  godhdpadi] ;  N.  of  a  metre  con- 
sisting of  four  lines  of  eight  syllables  each ;  (am), 

n.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  twenty- 
three  syllables  each.  —  Citrapada-kramam,  ind.  at 

a  good  or  brisk  pace.  —  C'itra-parnikd,  f.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  commonly  Cskuliya,  Hemionites  Cordifolia ; 
Bengal  madder,  Rubia  Munjista,  =  a<i-;/uAd,  ghrish- 

thild,  tri-parni,  dirgha-pattrd,  &c.  —  t'itra-parni, 
(.,  N.  of  several  plants,  =  priaii-parnl,  kttnui- 
i)iho!i,jula-irippali,  drona-pushpi ;  also  =  Rubia 
Munjista  —  Citra-patala,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

N.  of  a  plant.  —  Citra-padd,  f.  a  small  bird  com- 
monly called  Maina ;  [cf.  sdrikd.]  —  (XtfOrpt&kalca, 

as,  m.  '  having  a  variegated  tail,'  a  peacock.  —  C'itra- 
punkha,  as,  m.  'having  variegated  feathers,'  an 
arrow.  —  tttra-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Citra- 

pushpi,  f.,  N.  of  a  shrub,  =  ainbashtha.  —  CYtVa- 

priththa,  as,m.'  speckled-back, '  a  sparrow.  —  Citra- 
pratikriti,  is,  f.  a  representation  in  colours,  a  paint- 

ing, a  pictuie.  f  Citra-priya-katha,  as,  d,  am, 
speaking  very  kindly.  —  Citra-phala,  an,  m.  a  kind 
of  fish,  commonly  Chitala,  Mystus  Chitala ;  a  kind  of 
cucumber,  Cucumis  Sativus ;  (a),  (.  a  kind  of  fish, 

commonly  Phalai,  =phalakin,  mahonmada,  rdja- 
griva,  Mystus  Karpirat ;  N.  of  several  plants,  = 
t'irbhita,  mrigervaru,  mahendra-vdruiii,  vdrtdki, 
kantakdri;  (i),  f.  the  above  fish.  —  Citra-pha- 
laica,  am,  n.  a  tablet  for  painting,  a  picture,  a 

painting;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  fish;  see  above. 

—  Citra-barha,  as,  m.  'having  a  varirgated  tail,' 
a  peacock;  N.  of  a  son  of  Gaiuda.  —  Cit ra-barhin, 

i,  ini,  i,  having  a  variegated  tail.  —  Citra-barhis, 
is,  is,  is,  Ved.  having  a  brilliant  or  shining  litter 
(i.  e.  bed  of  stars),  an  epithet  of  Pushan  and  the 
moon;  (Say.)  strewed  with  various  grasses  (as  the 

ground).  —  dtra-bahu,   us,  m.,   N.  of  a  son   of 
Dhrita-rashtra.  —  dtra-bhdnu,  its,  its,  u,  of  varie- 

gated lustre,  shining  with  light ;    epithet  of  Agni, 
Savitri,  the  Alvins,  &c. ;  (us),  m.  a  N.  of  fire ;  of  Siva ; 
the  plant  Plumbago  Zeylanica ;  the  sun ;  N.  of  the 

Calotropis  Gigantea  (  =  arka);  the  first  year  of  the 
first  cycle  of  Jupiter  ;  an  epithet  of  Bhairava,  a  form  of 
Siva  ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Vana-bhatta,  the  author  of 
the  Kadambarl.  —  Citra-lihuta,  as,  d,  am,  made 

into  a  picture,  painted.  —  Citra-bheshajd,  f.  the  tree 

Ficus  Oppositifolia ;    [cf.  kakodumbara.]  —  C'itra- 
mandala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  snake.  —  Citra-mahas, 
as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  extraordinary  abundance ; 
(Say.)  having   conspicuous  brightness  or   splendor. 

—  t'itra-mriga,  as,  m.  the  spotted  antelope.  —  Citra- 
mekhala,  as,  m.  'girdled  with  spots,"  a  peacock. 
—  Cilra-yajiia,  as,  m.  title  of  a  comedy  by  Vaidya- 
nfuha.  —  Cttra-ydna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Cltra- 
yama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  splendid  or  brilliant 
course  (as  Agni).  —Citra-yodhin,  i,  ini,  i,  fighting 
in  a  wonderful  manner  or  in  various  ways ;  (i),  m. 
an  epithet  of  Arjuna ;  the  tree  Terminalia  Arjuna. 

—  Citra-ratha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  bright  or  splen- 

did chariot  (as  Agni) ;  (as),  m.  '  having  a  variegated 
car,'  the  sun  ;  the  king  of  the  Gandharvas ;  N.  of  a 
snake-demon ;  of  a  Vidya-dhara ;  of  a  son  of  Gada 
or  (according  to  a  various  reading)  of  Krishna ;  of  a 

king ;  of  a  king  of  the  An-gas ;  of  a  descendant  of 
An-ga  and  son  of  Dharma-ratha ;  of  a  son  of  Ushadgu ; 
of  Vrishni ;  of  Gaya ;  of  Su-pSrsvaka ;  of  Ukta ;  of 
a  prince  of  Mrittikavall ;  of  a  Suta ;  and  of  others ; 

(d),  f.,  N.  of  a  river;  [cf.  t<aitraratha.}  —  Citra- 
rojfmi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Marut  ('having  variegated 

rays').  —  Oitra-rdli,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  granting  wonderful 
or  excellent  £ifts,  epithet  of  the  Asvins.  *•  Oitra- 
radlius,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  bestowing  excellent  favour; 

(Say.)  having  wonderful  wealth.  —  (fUra-repha,  as, 
m.,  N.  rff  a  son  of  MedhStithi,  king  of  Saka-dvlpa. 

~(*itra-lata,  f.  the  plant  Rubia   Munjista;    [cf. 
titra-paiiii.^  —  Citra-likhana,  am,  n.  'variegated 
drawing, '  painting.  ••  dtra-likhita,  as,  d,  am,  repre- 

sented, delineated  (as  in  a  picture),  painted ;  motion- 
less, dumb  (as  a  picture  or  statue).  —  Citra-ldchaka, 

as,  m.  a  painter.  —  Oitra-lekhanikd,  f.  a  painter's 
brush.  —  Citra-lekhd,  f.  a  picture,  a  portrait;  N.  of 
a  metre  of  four  lines  of  seventeen  syllables  each; 

another  metre  of  the  same  sort ;  N.  of  a  metre  of 

four  lines  of  eighteen  syllables  each  ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras 

born  from  Brahma's  hand,  (she  was  a  friend  of  Cshi 
and  skilful  in  palming) ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Kum- 
bhanda,  minister  of  king  Vana,  also  a  friend  of 

Qshi.  —  C'ilrateklid-dvitlyd,  (.  having  Citralekhl 
as  a  second,  accompanied  by  CitralekhJ.  —  CiVro- 

lotana,  f.  'having  variegated  eyes,'  a  small  bird, 
commonly  called  Maina,  -sdrikd;  [cf.  <<itra-netrd 

and  (itraksK.~\  —  Citra-rat,  an,  all,  at,  decorated 
with  paintings  or  ornaments ;  containing  the  word 
dilra;  (ti),  (.,  N.  of  a  metre  of  four  lines  of  thirteen 
syllables  each  ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Gada  or  (accord- 

ing to  others)  of  Krishna.  —  Cllra-raddla,  as,  m. 

the  sheat-fish,  Silurus  Pclorius,  =  pdthlna.  —  C'itra- 
vana,  am,  n.  '  wonderful  wood,'  N.  of  a  wood 
near  the  Gandaki ;  [cf.  <!itraka.]  —  Citra-rarman, 

d,  m.  '  having  variegated  arrows,'  N.  of  a  son  of 
Dhrita-rashtra ;  also  of  a  king  of  the  Kulutas  ;  N.  of 
a  king  of  Mathura  and  CampSvati.  —  (fiira-varfli  in . 
i,  ini,  i,  raining  in  an  unusual  manner.  —  tttru- 
vallika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sheat-fish,  Silurus  Boalis ; 
[cf.  atra-vaddla.^  —  Citra-valli,  (.,  N.  of  two 
plants,  =  mrigervaru  and  mahcndra-varuni.—C?i- 
tra-vahd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Citra-raja,  as,  d,  am, 
decorated  with  variegated  feathers  ;  possessed  of  ex- 

cellent power;  (SSy.)  making  wonderful  progress  or 
having  wonderful  riches  or  strength  ;  (as),  m.  a  cock. 

—  Citra-vdna,  as,  m.,   N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita- 
rashtra.  —  Citra-vdhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
Mani-pura.  —  Citra-vifitra,  as,  d,  am,  variously 
coloured,  variegated,  multiform.  —  Citra-vidyd,  f.  the 
art  of  painting.  —  Citra-virya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
Ricinus,  =  raktairanilu.  —  Citra-vi itli,  is,  f.   any 

astonishing  act  or  practice.  —  C'itra-vegika,  as,  m. 
'  having  wonderful  velocity,'  N.  of  a  NSga.  —Citra- 
veda,  as,  m.  '  having  a  variegated  dress,'  an  epithet 
of  Siva.  —  Citra-iald,  f.  a  painted  room,  or  one 

decorated  with  pictures  [cf.  £itra-griha~\  ',  N.  of  2 metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  eighteen  syllables 

each.  «—  ffitras'ikhandi-ja  or  titras'ikhandi-pra- 
suta,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Brihaspati  or  the  planet 
Jupiier  (Regarded  as  the  son  of  the  Citrasikhandinas, 
but  more  properly  of  An-giras).  —  Citra-xikltaitdin, 

inas,  m. pi.  'having  bright  crests,'  an  epithet  of  the 
seven  Rishis,  Maridi,  Atri,  An-giras,  Pulastya,  Pulaha, 
Kratu,  and  Vasishtha,  as  represented  in  the  seven 

principal  stars  of  the  Great  Bear.  —  Citra-s'iras,  as, 
in.  '  having  a  variegated  head,'  a  kind  of  venomous 
insect   [cf.  ditra-s'irskaka^  ;    N.  of  a  Gandharva. 
—  Citra-firshaka,  an,  m.  a  kind  of  venomous  insect. 
—  Cilra-iotis,  is,  is,  is,  Ved.  shining  brilliantly; 
epithet  of  Agni.  —  dtra-sravaf!,  as,  as,  as,  Ved. 
uttering  loud  cries,  songs,  &c. ;  worthy  of  loud  praise ; 

(S5y.)    having   wonderful    fame.  — •  C^itra-s'ri,  ig,  f. 
great  beauty,  the  beauty  of  variegated  colours.  —  Oitra- 
saipstha,  as,  d,  am,  represented  in  a  picture,  deli- 
mated,  painted  ;    [cf.  fltra-gata,   (itra-ttha,  &c.] 
^tttra-sanga,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a 

metre  of  four  lines  of  sixteen  syllables  each.  —  C'itra- 
sarpa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  snake,  the  large  speckled 
snake  (Malu-dhana).  —  Citra-sena,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
furnished  with  a  brilliant  spear;    (Say.)  having  a 

bright  weapon;    (its),  m.f  N.  of  a  snake-demon; 
also  of  a  leader  of  the  Gandharvas  who  was  a  son  of 

VisVa-vasu  ;  one  of  the  judges  or  recorders  of  hell ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rJshtra ;  of  a  son  of  Parikshit ; 
of  a  son  of  Sambara ;  of  a  son  of  Narishyanta ;  of  a 
son  of  the  thirteenth  Manu ;  of  a  son  of  Gada ;  N. 

of  an  adversary  of  Krishna ;  of  Jara-sandha's  general who  is    also  called    Dirnbhaka;    (d),  f.,  N.  of  an 

Apsaras;  also  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending  on 

Skanda ;  N.  of  a  river.  —  G'itratcna-bhatta,  Of,  m., 
N.  of  the  author  of  a  commentary  entitled  Pin-gala- 
6hando-gran'.ha-t!ka.  —Cilra-stha,  as,  d, am,  repre- 

sented in  a  picture,  painted ;    [cf.  fitra-ijata  and 
(itra-samstlia^  —  Citra-liasta,  am,  n.  a  particular 

position  of  the  hands  in  fighting.  —  Citrdkrili  (°ra- 
dtf),  is,  f  a  painted  resemblance,  portrait,  picture. 

—  Citrdksha  (°ra-ak°),  as,  m.  'having  variegated 

eyes,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra;    also  of  a 
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descendant  of  Parlkshit  ;  also  of  a  Naga-rSja;  (?), 
f.  a  kind  of  bird,  commonly  called  Maina  ;  [cf.  sd~ 

rikd,  ditra-netra,  ditra-lodand.']  —  Citra-kshupa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  —  drona-pushpi.  —  Citrditya 

(°ra-att°),  as,  a,  am,  having  a  variegated  or  spotted 
body,  striped,  painted  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  snake  ; 
the  plant  Plumbago  Zeylanica  ;  another  plant,  = 
rakta-ditraka  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra;  an 
epithet  of  Arjuna  ;  N.  given  to  various  animals  in 

fables  ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  worm  or  ear-wig,  Julus  Cor- 
nifex  ;  the  plant  Rubia  Munjista  ;  (am),  n.  vermilion  ; 

yellow  orpiment.  —  Citrangada  (°ra-a»°),  as,  a, 
am,  decorated  with  brilliant  or  variegated  bracelets  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  SSntanu  ;  of  a  king  of  the 
Dasarnas  ;  of  a  Vidya-dhara  ;  of  a  Gandharva  or 
chief  of  the  Gandharvas  ;  a  judge  and  recorder  of  the 

deeds  of  men  in  Yama's  kingdom  or  the  lower 
regions  ;  a  secretary  of  a  person  of  rank  (?)  ;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras  ;  a  daughter  of  king  Citra- 
vahana,  wife  of  Arjuna  and  mother  of  Babhru-vShana. 

—  C'itrditgada-su,  us,  f.  the  mother  of  C'itr5n-gada, 
an  epithet  of  SatyavatT,  the  mother  of  Vyasa.  —  Citra- 
tira,  as,  m.  (fr.  ditrd  +  ?),  the  moon  ;  the  forehead 
spotted  with  the  blood  of  a  goat  slain  in  honour  of 

the   demon   Ghanta-karna.  —  Citrdnna  ("ra-an"), 
am,  n.  variegated  rice,  rice  dressed  with  coloured 

condiments.  —  Oitrdpupa  (°ra-ap°),  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  cake  (lit.  speckled  cake,  plum  cake  ?).  —  Citrd- 
magha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  bestowing  brilliant  gifts, 
an  epithet  of  Ushas  ;  (Say.)  having  wonderful  wealth. 

—  Citrdyasa  (°ra-ay°),  am,  n.  steel.  —  Citrdyudha 
(°ra-dy°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra. 
—  Citrdytts  (°ra-dy°),  us,  us,  us,  Ved.  possessed  of 
excellent  vital  power  ;  (S5y.)  making  wonderful  pro- 

gress or  having  excellent  food.  —  dtrdrambha  (°ra- 
dr°),  as,  m.    the  outline  of  a  picture,  a  sketch, 
drawing  ;    (as,  d,  am),  represented    in   a   picture. 

—  Citrdrpita  (°ra-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  committed  to 
a  picture,  painted.  —  Citrd-vasu,   us,  us,  u,  Ved. 
rich  in  brilliant  ornaments;  decorated  with  shining 

stars,  an  epithet  of  the  night.  —  tttrdiva  (°ra-af), 
as,  m.  '  having  painted  horses,'  epithet  of  Satyavat  as 
fond  of  painting  horses.  —  C"ftre&i(°ra-Mfa),as,m.  lord 
ofCitrS,  i.  e.  the  moon.  —  Citrokti(°ra-uk°),  is,  f. 
a  marvellous  voice  or  speech,  a  voice  from  heaven, 
the  voice  of  an  invisible  speaker  ;  a  surprising  tale  ; 

agreeable  or  eloquent  discourse.  —  Citroti  (°ra-uti), 
is,  is,  i,  Ved.  one  who  gives  excellent  proofs  of  his 
love,  one  who  bestows  pleasure  or  happiness  ;  (Say.) 

granting    wonderful    assistance.  —  Citropald   (°ra- 
up°),  (.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  ffitraudana  (°ra-od°), 
am,  n.  boiled  rice  coloured  with  turmeric  &c. 

Citraka,  as,  m.  a  painter  ;  a  tiger,  a  panther,  the 
Chita  or  small  hunting  leopard  ;  a  kind  of  snake  ; 
the  plant  Plumbago  Zeylanica;  also  Ricinus  Com- 
munis  or  the  castor-oil  plant  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vrishni 
or  of  Prisni  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra  ;  also  of 
a  Naga  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (am),  n.  a 
sectarial  mark  on  the  forehead  ;  a  particular  manner 
of  fighting;  the  fruit  of  the  plant  Plumbago  Zeylanica  ; 
N.  of  a  wood  near  the  mountain  Raivataka  ;  [cf. 

Cttraya,  nom.  P.  (itrayati,  to  make  variegated, 
paint  with  various  colours,  decorate  ;  to  regard  as  a 
wonder. 

Citrala,  as,  a,  am,  variegated,  spotted  ;  (as),  m.  a 
variegated  colour;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  go-rafishl. 
CUrika,  as,  m.  =  daitrika,  the  month  Caitra  or 

Cheyt  (March-April). 
Cilrita,  as,  d,  am,  variegated,  spotted,  striped  ; 

painted. 
Citrin,  i,  im,  i,  containing  wonders,  wonderful  ; 

variegated  ;  having  variegated  (black  and  grey)  hair; 
(inyas),  f.  pi.  wonderful  deeds  ;  (im),  f.,  N.  for  a 
woman  endowed  with  various  talents  and  excellencies, 
one  of  the  four  divisions  into  which  women  are 
classed  by  erotic  writers. 

Citriya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  variegated  (?),  epithet  of 
a  species  of  Asvattha  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Citri-karana,  am,  n.  and  ditri-kdra,  as,  m. 
wondering,  wonder,  surprise. 

Citri-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum, 
to  feel  wonder;  to  make  a  picture,  change  into  a 

picture,  paint,  variegate,  embellish. 
Ottri-Jirila,  as,  d,  am,  painted,  variegated,  em- 

bellished.' 

Citriya,  nom.  A.  ditrtyate,  -yitum,  to  wonder, 
be  surprised  ;  to  become  a  wonder  to  any  one  (with 

gen.)  ;  to  cause  surprise. 
C'itriyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  becoming  a  wonder, 

causing  wonder  or  astonishment 
Citrya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  brilliant  ;  (Say.)  to  be 

honoured,  to  be  thought  highly  of. 
Oekita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

Cekitdna,  as,  m.  '  the  intelligent  one,'  an  epithet 
of  S'iva;  N.  of  a  prince  and  ally  of  the  PSndus. 

C'etaka,  as,  i,  am,  causing  to  think,  reminding  ; 
what  thinks  or  feels,  sentient;  (i),  f.  the  yellow 
myrobalan,  =  haritakt,  Terminalia  Chebula;  or= 

jdti-phala,  Jasminum  Grandiflorum. 
Cetana,  as,  i,  am,  visible,  conspicuous,  distin- 

guished, excellent  ;  percipient,  observing,  conscious, 
sentient,  intelligent;  alive,  living,  feeling;  (as),  m. 
a  living  and  sentient  being,  a  man  ;  self,  soul,  mind  ; 

(a),  f.  consciousness,  understanding,  sense,  intelli- 
gence, wisdom,  reflection  ;  (am),  n.  appearance  ; 

the  thinking  principle,  the  mind  ;  [cf.  a-detana, 
nis-d",  vi-d°,  sa-6°,  daitanya.^  —  Cetana-td,  f.  or 
dctana-tva,  am,  n.  consciousness,  the  state  or  con- 

dition of  an  observing  and  conscious  being.  —  C'etand- 
detana  (*na-a<5°),  as,  d,  am,  animate  and  inanimate. 
—  Cetanatat,  an,  aft,  at,  having  consciousness, 
knowing,  understanding,  reasonable. 
Cetanala,  f.  =  detaki. 
Cetanlyd,  f.  a  kind  of  medicinal  herb,  =  riddhi. 
Cetaya,  as,  d,  am,  observing,  conscious,  sentient, 

living. 

C'etayamdna,  as,  a,  am,  sentient,  reflecting, conscious. 

Cetaydna,  as,  d,  am,  understanding,  having  sense, 
sensible,  conscious,  sentient. 

Cetayitarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  observed  or  thought. 
Cetayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  observing,  perceiving, sentient. 

Cetas,  as,  n.  bright  appearance,  Ved.  (Say.  a  re- 
verent mind)  ;  consciousness,  intelligence,  the  sentient 

or  thinking  soul,  heart,  mind,  intellect,  the  faculty 
of  reasoning  or  understanding  ;  will  ;  [cf.  a-detas, 

ddbhra-d°,  dhlra-d°,  ndnd-d°,  latjhu-d',  vi-f,  sa- 
d°,  su-d3.]  —  Ceto-bhava,  as,  m.  or  deto-bhu,  us,  m. 
love,  the  deity  of  love.  —  Ceto-mat,  an,  afi,  at, 
endowed  with  consciousness,  living.  —  Ceto-mkara, 
as,  m.  disturbance  of  mind,  emotion.  —  Oeto-vikdrin, 
i,  itfi,  i,  disturbed  in  mind,  moved. 

Cetasa  at  the  end  of  an  adv.  comp.  =  (etas. 

C'ettri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  an  observer,  a  guardian. 
Cetya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  observable,  perceivable. 
Caitanya,  Sec.    See  s.  v. 

rTrT  6.  fit,  an  interjection.  —  Cit-Tcara,  as, 
m.  or  ditkdra-tobda,  as,  m.  a  cry,  scream,  bray. 
—  Citkdra-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  accompanied  by  cries 

7.  tit,  hid.  a  particle,=  tid  below. 

iHta.     See  p.  322,  col.  2. 

titkana-kantha,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  town  ;  [cf.  dikkana-kantha.] 

a.    See  p.  323,  col.  2. 

2.  titti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  (according  to 
some  commentaries)  crackling,  whizzing  ;  (according 

to  others)  a  sacrificial  act  ;  [cf.  dit-kdra.] 

tityu.     See  p.  322,  col.  2. 

titra.     See  p.  323,  col.  3. 

^  did,  ind.  [cf.  2.  <fa  and  id],  an  enclitic 
particle,  requiring  in  the  Veda  a  preceding  simple 
verb  to  retain  its  accent.     In  the  Pada-patha  did  is 

considered  as  an  independent  word  (hat  did  &c. 
being  always  separated  into  two  words).  In  later 
Sanskrit  it  is  generally  a  particle  affixed  to  interroga- 

tive pronouns  to  render  them  indefinite.  The  use 
of  did  in  Vedic  Sanskrit  is  principally  to  lay  stress  or 
emphasis  on  a  preceding  word  or  to  extend  or  limit 

ths  sense.  Hence  it  is  often  translateable  by  '  even/ 
'indeed,'  'also,'  'at  least,"  'just,'  'merely,'  &c.  (e.g. 
devds  did,  the  gods  indeed ;  ckasya  did,  of  one 
merely) ;  or  when  preceded  by  a  negative  particle  by 

'  not  even'  (e.  g.  na  devds'  did,  not  even  the  gods) : 
but  its  force  may  often  be  expressed  by  merely  laying 
an  emphasis  on  the  word  by  which  it  is  preceded. 
Hence  in  Nirukta  1. 4.  it  is  said  to  be  used  pujdydm, 

i.  e.  for  enhancing  the  force  of  a  word.  It  is  also 
stated  by  Yaska  to  be  a  particle  of  comparison 

(upamdrthe).  The  following  Vedic  uses  of  did 
may  be  noted  ;  yad  did,  yathd  fid,  =  when  indeed, 
as  indeed ;  did — -<Sid  or  did — da  or  did — a,  =  as  well 
as — as ;  both — and. 

Cid  is  often  joined  to  interrogative  pronouns  and 
adverbs  (see  2.  ka,  katama,  katara,  kad,  kim, 
katliam,  kadd,  kutas,  kva,  &c.)  to  render  them 
indefinite ;  especially  in  classical  Sanskrit,  where  the 
only  other  word  after  which  it  is  found  is  jdtu,  q.v. 

P«i^g4.  cid-ambara.     See  5.  tit,  p.  323. 

T^I  _JL  cint,  cl.  10.  P.  tintayati,  -yitum, 
^  (according  to  some  also  cl.  I .  P.  dintati, 

&c.),  to  think,  have  a  thought  or  idea,  reflect,  con- 
sider; to  think  about,  reflect  upon,  direct  the 

thoughts  towards  any  person  or  thing  (with  ace. 
or  dat.  or  loc.,  or  prati  with  ace.,  e.  g.  anyonyam 

dintayatas,  they  think  of  one  another ;  sulebhyas 
or  swteshu  or  sutdn  prati  dintayan,  thinking 

about  one's  sons) ;  to  mind,  take  notice  of,  regard, 
turn  the  attention  to ;  to  find  out,  investigate ;  to 
take  into  consideration,  treat  of,  speak  of;  to  have 
an  opinion  about,  consider  as,  esteem ;  [cf.  Goth. 

thagkja,  '  to  think ;'  Lat.  censeo  f\. 
Cinta,  as,  m.  (?)  thought ;  [cf.  dinta.] 

Cintaka,  as,  d,  am,  thinking  of,  reflecting  on, 
considering,  studying,  conversant,  familiar  with  ; 
(used  at  the  end  of  compounds,  e.g.  daiva-dintaka, 
an  astrologer ;  vansa-dintaka,  a  genealogist  &c.) 
Cintana,  am,  n.  thinking,  thinking  of,  reflecting 

upon,  anxious  thought ;  (purva-dintana,  the  former manner  of  thinking.) 

Cintaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  thought  of  or  con- 
sidered ;  to  be  meditated  on ;  to  be  attended  to ;  to 

be  investigated  or  comprehended. 
Cintayat,  an,  anti,  at,  reflecting,  considering,  &c. 
Cintaydna,  as,  d,  am,  reflecting,  considering, meditating. 

Cintayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  considered,  to  be reflected  on. 

Cintayitvd,  ind.  having  thought  or  considered; 
having  mused  or  reflected. 

Cinta,  f.  thought,  especially  sad  or  sorrowful 

thought,  care,  anxiety ;  reflecting  on,  reflection,  con- 
sideration, attention ;  recollection ;  N.  of  a  woman. 

-  Cintd-karman,  a,  n.  anxiety,  troubled  thoughts. 
—  ttntd-kdrin,  I,  im,  i,  considering,    regarding. 

—  Cintdkula  (°td-dk°),as,d,am,  disturbed  in  thought, 
distracted  by  any  idea.  —  Cintd-para,  as,  d,  am,  lost 
in  thought,  thoughtful,  anxious.  —  Cintd-mani,  is, 
m.  a  fabulous  gem,  supposed  to  yield  its  possessor  all 

desires ;  the  philosopher's  stone ;  a  common  title  of 
various  text-books,  treatises,  and  commentaries  (e.  g. 

dbhidhana-dintdmatii,  upamdna-d",   kritya-d", 
janma-d",  muhurta-d°) ;  N.  of  Brahma ;  N.  of  a 
Buddha;    of  an  author.  —  Cintdmani-sdranikd  or 
tithi-sdranikd,  f.  title  of  a  work  on  astrology  by  Dasa- 
bala.  —  Cintd-maya,  as,  i,am,  consisting  of  thought 

or  intelligence,  produced  by  thoughts.  —  Clnta-vat, 

an,  ati,  at,  thinking,  thoughtful.  —  C'intd^i'es'man, a,  n.  a  council-house,  council-room. 

C'intita,  as,  d,  am,  thought,  considered ;  reflect- 
ng,  considering ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman ;  (am),  n. 

thought,  reflection,  care,  intention. 
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Cintiti,  is,  f.  or  ditdiya,  f.  thinking,  consideration, 
reflection. 

Cintya,  ae,  d,  am,  to  be  considered  or  reflected ; 
to  be  thought  of  or  meditated  upon  ;  to  be  appre- 

hended or  conceived  ;  to  be  deliberated  about ;  un- 
certain, questionable;  (am),  n.  the  necessity  of 

thinking  about  anything.  —  ttntya-ilyota,  «*,  m. 
pi.  a  class  of  deities  (whose  brightness  is  only  to  be 
apprehended  by  the  imagination). 

'  dinti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (?). 

1  tintidi,  f.  the  tamarind  tree ;  (a 
wrong  form  for  tintidl.) 

f^rftf^i  dintokti,  is,  f.  midnight  cry  or 
alarm ;  (a  wrong  form  for  ditrokti.) 

f^5T  dinna,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grain,  Pani- 
cum  Miliaceum ;  [cf.  dina.] 

f  dinmaya.     See  5.  tit,  p.  323. 

at.    See  p.  322,  col.  2. 

dipata,  as,  a,  am,  flat-nosed  ;  (as), 
m.  rice  or  grain  flattened ;  [cf.  dipi/a  and  dipttta.] 
Cipita,  as,  d,  am,  blunted,  flattened,  pressed  flat, 

flat,  flat-nosed ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect ; 
rice  or  grain  flattened  ;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  grass ;  [cf. 
ijunddsini.]— Cipita-griva,ae,  d,  am,  short-necked. 
"Cipita-nasa  or  dipita-ndsika,  as,  d,  am,  flat- 
nosed  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  in  the  north 
of  Madhya-desa. 
Cipitaka,  ae,  m.  flattened  rice. 
Cipitika-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  the  appearance 

of  flattened  grains  of  rice  (?). 
Clpufa,  as,  m.  flattened  rice. 

f'TOf  tippa,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  disease  of 
the  finger-nail ;  [cf.  dipya.] 

(•«]"( « »i*4mis  tippata-jayupiiia,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  king  of  Kasmira,  (dippata  =  dipita  ?). 

fa  f"io»iT  dippika,  f.  a  kind  of  bird(?); 
(a  various  reading  for  dhippikd.) 

f^OT  dipya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  worm  [cf.  ki- 
pya] ;  (am),  n.  a  disease  of  the  finger-nail,  whitlow. 

1  dibuka.     See  tivuka. 

fintiti. tihna-bhuta. 

dimi,  is,  m.  a  parrot  [cf.  tir i] ;  a 
kind  of  plant,  from  the  fibres  of  which  coarse  cloth 
and  ropes  are  made,  =patta-vriksha. 
Cimika,  as,  m.  a  parrot. 

f%T  fira,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.i.di,  or  perhaps 
rather  ft.  rt.  far),  long,  lasting  a  long  time,  existing 
from  ancient  times,  old;  dram  kdlam,  during  a 
long  time ;  dirdt  kdldt,  after  a  long  time ;  (am), 
n.  a  long  time,  delay,  putting  off  for  too  long  a 
time  (e.  g.  gamana-diram,  delay  in  going ;  kirn 
tirena,  wherefore  delay?  kiyad-direna,  for  how 
long  a  time  1  a-dirdt  or  a-diratas,  after  no  long  time, 
soon,  shortly ;  cf.  a-dira).  Any  of  the  oblique  cases 
sing,  of  <Hra  may  be  used  adverbially,  e.  g.  diram 
or  direna  or  dirdya  or  fir  at  or  dirafya  or  (ire,  = 
long,  for  a  long  time,  after  a  long  time,  a  long  while 

ago,  long  since ;  at  last,  finally,  too  late.  C'ira  is 
also  used  adverbially  at  the  beginning  of  comp.  as  in 

some  of  the  following  examples ;  [cf.  Hib.  sir, '  long.'] 
—  Cira-kdra,  ae,  d,  am,  or  dira-kdri,  is,  i»,  i,  or 
t'ira-kdrika,  as,  a,  am,  or  dira-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i, 
working  or  acting  slowly,  dilatory,  delaying.  —  CVra- 
kdri-td,  (.  or  dirakdri-tva,  am,  n.   dilatoriness, 
slowness.  —  Cira-kdla,  as,  m.  a  long  period  ;  6ira- 
lidlam  or  -laya,  for  a  long  time.  —  Cirakala-palita, 
at,  d,  am,  protected  for  a  long  time.  —  Cirakdlika  or 
I'irakdlina,  as,  d,  am,  of  long  standing,  old,  long- 
continued,  chronic.  —  Cirakilopdrjita  fla-up°),  an, 
«,am,accumulated  slowly  or  after  a  longtime.  —  Cira- 
kirtti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  founder  of  a  religious  sect. 
—  Cira-kriya,  a»,  a,  am,  dilatory,  slow,  tedious. 
—  Cira-gata,  of,  d,  am,  long  absent,  long  gone, 
gone  a   long  while   ago.  —  Cira-desht ita,   ae,   d, 

am,  long  sought  for,  of  rare  occurrence.  —  Cira-jdta, 
ae,  d,  am,  bom  long  ago,  old  ;  (traltaii  dirnjd- 
tah  or  l>hav<ita£  dirajdtutarah,  older  than  thou.) 

—  ("Irajamba,  f.,  N.  of  the  mother  of  Rudra-bhatta. 
"Olra-jivaka,  as,  m  ,  N.  of  a  tree,  =jiraka.  —  C"{- 
ra-jivin,  i,  ini,  i,  long-lived  ;  an  epithet  of  Markan- 
deya,   of  Asvatthiman,   of  Bali,  Vyasa,    Hanumat, 
Vibhishana,  Kripa,  and  ParaSu-rSma  ;  (i),  m.  a  N.  of 
Vishnu  ;  a  crow  ;  two  plants,  =jiraka  and  ̂ almali. 

^C'iran-jiva,  as,  d,  am,  long-lived;  an  epithet  of 
Kama-deva  ;  (an),  m.  and  firaiijira-bhattafarya, 
(is,  m.,  N.  of  several  authors.  —  C'irari-jivin,  i,  ini, 
i,  long-lived  ;  (i),  m.  a  N.  of  Vishnu  ;  a  crow  ;  two 
plants,  —jiraka  and  tfdlmali.  —  Cira-td,  f.  long  du- 

ration. —  C'ii'a-dirasam,  ind.  for  a  long  time.  —  CYra- 
nirifhfa,  as,  d,  am,  abiding  long,  anything  which 

has  rested  for  a  long  time.  —  C'ira-pdfo'n,  i,  ini,  i, 
ripening  late  ;  (I),  m.  the  plant  Feronia  Elephantum  ; 

[cf.  Icapittha.']  -•  Cfira-puthpa,  at,  d,  am,  blossom- ing late  ;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Mimusops  Elengi  ;  [cf. 
va/cula.^-'C'ira-prardsiii,  i,  ini,  i,  dwelling  long 
abroad,  a  long  absentee.  —  Cira-mitra,  am,  n.  an 
old  friend  ;  a  crony.  —  Cira-mehin,   I,  m.  an  ass. 
—  Cira-modana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Cira- 
rdtra,  am,  n.  a  period  of  many  nights,  a  long  time, 
a  long  period  ;  dira-rdtram  or  -trdya,  Sec.,  for  a  long 
time,  after  a  long  time,  at  last,  finally,  =  diram  above. 
—  Cirardtroshita  (°ra-ush°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
lodged  for  a  long  time.  —  Cira-roga,  as,  m.  a  chronic 
disease.  —  Cira-labdha,  as,  d,  am,  obtained  after  a 

long  time  (as  a  son  in  old  »ge).~-C'ira-loka-loka, 
as,  d,  am,  whose  world  is  a  long-existing  world  ;  an 
epithet  of  the  manes.  —  ttra-viproshita,  ae,  d,  am, 
long  banished.  —  Cira-vilva,  as,  m.  the  tree  Pon- 

gamia  Glabra;  [cf.  Ttaran}a."\  —  Clra-vritta,  an,  d, 
am,  happened  long  since.  —  dra-eiyta-brno'dlii, is,  is,  i,  one  whose  mind  has  been  asleep  a  long 
time,  long  senseless  or  careless.  —  Cira-stitd  or  fira- 
sutikd,  f.  a  cow  that  has  borne  many  calves.  —  Cira- 
sevaka,  as,  m.  an  old  servant.  —  Cira-stha,  «w,  d, 
am,  or  fira-sthayin,  I,  ini,  i,  or  dira-stkita,  as, 
d,  am,  long  continuing  or  enduring,  lasting,  of  long 
continuance,  left  for  a  long  time.  —  Cirasthdyi-td,  (. 
long  continuance,  durability.  —  Cirdd  (°ra-ad),  t,  t,  t, 
eating  for  a  long  time  ;  (t),  m.  an  epithet  of  Garuda. 
—  Cirdntaka  (°ra-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Garuda.  —  Cirdynslia  (°ra-dy°),  ae,  d,  am,  bestow- 

ing long  life.  —  C'irdyus  (°ra-dy°),  us,  ut,  us,  long- 
lived  ;   (»<),   m.  a  deity,  a  divinity.  —  Cirdrodha 
(°ra-dr°),  as,  m.  a  long  or  protracted  siege;  blockade. 
—  Cirdirita  (°ra-ds""),  as,  d,  am,  long  maintained 
or  protected  ;  an  old  dependant.  —  C'irojjhita  (°ra- 
uj°),  as,  d,  am,  long  since  abandoned  or  left.  —  Ci- 
rottha  (°ra-uf),  as,  d,  am,  existing  a  long  time. 
Ciratna,  as,  i,  am,  old,  ancient,  of  long  standing, 

long-lasting,  long-enduring. 
Cirantana,  as,  i,  am,  old,  ancient,  antiquated, 

of  long  standing. 

Ciraya,  nom.  P.  A.  (irayati,  -te,  to  act  slowly, 
delay,  to  be  absent  a  long  while. 
Ciraya,  nom.  P.  A.  tirdyati,  -te,  to  delay,  be  slow, 

be  absent  for  a  long  time. 

tirantl  or  fir  ant  hi,  f.  a  woman 

married  or  single  who  continues  to  reside  after  ma- 
turity in  her  father's  house  ;  a  young  woman  ;  [cf. 

darali,  faranii,  Cirintl.'] 
diratikta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  gen- 

tian, Gentiana  Cherayta,  =  kirdta-tikta,  (in  Bengali dirdtd.) 

f%T?HT7  cirambhana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
falcon  or  kite  ;  [cf.  dilla.] 

(iralika,  f.  (fr.  tira  ?),  N.  of  a 
plant  with  white  flowers,  a  kind  of  hogweed,  Bcerhavia 
Erecta,  =  dalikd,  commonly  patadi. 

Ofi-lffl'*  ifiratikta,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  gen- 
tian, =  diratlkta. 

i.  (Sri,  is,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  the  sound 

or  imitative  cry  ft),  a  parrot  ;  [cf.kira  and  dimi.]  —  Ci- 
ri-vilra,  as,  m,,  N.  of  a  tree,  (perhaps  =  dira-viha.) 

2,  6'n',  cl.  5.  P.  dirinoti,  &c.,  to 
hurt,  injure,  wound  or  kill  ;  [cf.  jiri.] 

ttrikd,  f.  a  kind  of  weapon,  =  dilikd. 

firinti,  f.  =i  firantl  above. 

tiru,  us,  m.  the  shoulder-joint. 

(irbhata,  as  and  j,  m.  and  f.,  Cucu- 
mis    Utilissimus,  =  karkati  ;    also    its    fruit  ;'fcf. 

(?irl>hila,  am,  d  and  ikd,  n.  f.  a  kind  of  gourd, 
different  from  the  preceding;  [cf.  indra-dirbhiti, 
kshudra-dirbhitd,  kshetra-d",  gaja-d°.] 

til,  cl.  6.  P.  tilati,  &c.,  to  put  on 

clothes;   [cf.  Hib.  ceilim,  '1  conceal, 
hide,  cover;'  cailte,  'a  veil,  a  cowl;'  Lat.  celare; 
Old  Germ,  hilu,  helm,  Iteliu,  hdi;  Goth,  hulja; Lat.  oc-culo.] 

filamilika,  f.  a  kind  of  neck- 
lace ;  a  luminous  flying  insect,  a  fire-fly  ;  lightning. 

r'slojoM  cilika,  f.  a  kind  of  weapon,  = 
dirikd. 

tilitima,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sprat, 
Clupea  Cultrata,  commonly  vdliyd-gadaka  (valiyd, 
Cyprinus  Denticulatus,jrarfafro,akind  of  golden  trout)  ; 
according  to  some  authorities,  a  kind  of  prawn.  Other 
forms  of  this  word  are  dilidimi,  diltdlma,  tiliflmi, 
diliminaka,  dilidima,  dtlidimi,  dilima,  delidlma. 

f«lfrtfor«ici!i  tiliminika  and  tilimililca,  a 
various  reading  for  dilamilika,  q.  v. 

dill,  cl.  I.  P.  dillati,  &c.,to  become 
loose  ;  to  be  slack  or  flaccid  ;  to  play, 

sport,  act  wantonly;  to  indicate  one's  meaning  {?). 

Cilia,  as,  d,  am,  blear-eyed  [cf.  (Ma  and  pilla"\  ; (as),  m.  a  bleared  or  sore  eye;  the  Bengal  kite, 
Falco  Cheela;  (i),  f.,  cf.  tilli;  [cf.  kuru-dilla.] 
—  Cilla-bhaksliyd,  f.  a  kind  of  vegetable  perfume  ; 
see  liaU.a-Tildiini.  —  CiUabJia  (°la-dbhd),  at,  m. 
a  petty  thief,  a  shop-lifter,  a  pickpocket,  &c. 
Clllaka,  as  or  d,  m.  or  f.  a  particular  animal  ; 

(a),  f.  a  cricket,  =  dirikd  andjhillikd. 
Oilli,  is,  m.  a  species  of  bird  of  prey  [cf.  dilla]  ; 

(fe),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  [cf.  dilli]  ;  (i),  (.  a  cricket 

[cf.  tillakd]  ;  a  kind  of  pot-herb. 
Cillikd,  f.  a  kind  of  pot-herb. 
fWfq  dim,  is,  m.  =  divuka,  the  chin. 

fa  fas  divita,  as,  m.  =  tipita,  flattened 

grain,  rice,  &c. 
divillika,  f.,  N.  of  a  small  shrub, 

=kshudra-glioli,  madhu-mdla-paltrikd,  rakta- 

dald. fivuka  or  cibuka,  am,  n.  the  chin 

[cf.  (ubuka  and  thubuka]  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  tree, 
=r>iudakunda;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

f-^^T  disda,  ind.,  Ved.  an  onomatopoetic 
word  for  a  rattling  sound. 

'k'-'y  dihana-kantha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

dihura,  as,  m.  pi.  =  dikura,  the  hair 

of  the  head. 

f^Jc  tihna,  am,  n.  a  mark,  spot,  stain, 
stamp,  sign,  badge,  symbol,  symptom  ;  a  banner,  a 
standard,  insignia  ;  a  sign  of  the  zodiac  ;  aim,  direc- 

tion towards;  [cf.  sa-dihna.^  —  C'i/ina-kdrtn,  i, 
ini,  i,  making  or  leaving  marks,  marking,  spotting  ; 
wounding,  striking,  killing;  exciting  fear,  frightful, 
hideous,  —  tthna-dhara,  as,  m.  bearing  the  signs 
or  insignia  (of  office).  —  Cihna-dhdrini,  f.  the  plant 
Echites  Frutescens,  =  .<yama-fat<i.  —  dlma-bhuta, 
as,  d,  am,  become  a  mark,  formed  into  a  mark. 
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C'ihnaya,  nom.  P.  dihnayati,  -yitum,  to  mark, 
sign,  stamp,  spot. 

C'i/mita,  as,  d,  am,  marked,  signed,  spotted, 
stained,  stamped,  designated  ;  known. 
Cikm-krita,  as,  d,  am,  marked,  delineated. 

elk,  cl.  I.  and  10.  P.  clkati  and 

N  clkciyati,  to  endure,  suffer,  to  be  patient ; 
to  be  impatient ;  to  touch. 

^t^fl  <*T*1    clclkucl,    an    onomatopoetic 
word  for  the  chirping  or  warbling  of  birds. 

'  cldd,  f.  a  kind  of  perfume. 
clna,  as,  m.  pi.  (for  clna),  N.  of  a 

country. 

^ffar^i  clnaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grain; 

[cf.  clna  and  6inaka.~] 
'  citi.     See  under  i.  ci. 

'.  cit-kara,  as,  m.  crying,  a  cry,  the 
braying  of  an  ass,  a  noise.  —  Citkdra-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
accompanied  with  a  noise  or  cry. 

^•T  clna,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people,  the 
inhabitants  of  China,  the  Chinese ;  (as),  m.  a  kind 
of  deer ;  Panicum  Miliaceum ;  a  sort  of  cloth ;  a 
thread ;  (am),  n.  a  banner  (perhaps  made  of  deer 
skin),  a  standard ;  a  kind  of  bandage  for  the  corners 
of  the  eyes ;  lead.  —  Cina-karpura,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  camphor,  also  called  tushdra,  dvipa-karpuraja. 
—  Cina-ja,  am,  n.  steel.  —  Cina,-nl,  is,  m.  a  peach 
tree.  —  Cina-patta,  am,  n.  lead.  —  Cina-pati,  is, 
m.,    N.   of  a   kingdom.  —  Cina-pishta,   am,   n. 
minium  or  red  lead ;  lead.  —  Cinapishta-maya,  as, 
i,  am,   consisting  of  minium    or   representing    it. 
—  Cina-rdja-putra,  as,  m.  a  pear  tree.  —  Clna- 
ranga,  am,  n.  lead  or   more   probably   tutenag. 

—  Cindns'uka  (°na-an°),  am,  n.  China  cloth,  silk, a  silken  cloth. 
Cinaka,  as,  m.  an  inhabitant  of  China,  Chinese ; 

a  kind  of  panic,  Panicum  Miliaceum;  fennel,  = 
kanguni;  ako  —  dina-karpura. 

**!\  1 1  <*  11 3i  cinakarkati,  f.  a  kind  of  cu- 
cumber said  to  be  found  near  Citra-kuta. 

cib  =  cle,  q.  v. 

cibh  (a  various  reading  for  blbh), 
x  d.  i .  A.  dibhate,  Sec.,  to  coax,  commend, 

flatter ;  to  boast,  &c. 

'.j^  ji  cly  (another  form  for  civ),  cl.  i.  P. 
x  A.  dlyati,  -te,  &c.,  to  take,  receive,  wear. 

^fa  i.  cira  =  cira  in  the  adv.  a-clram, 
quick,  soon,  shortly. 

^fa.  2.  cira,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  ii), 
a  strip,  a  long  narrow  piece  of  bark  or  rind ;  a  strip  of 
cloth,  clothes,  a  rag,  tatter,  old  and  torn  cloth ;  the 
dress  of  a  Buddhist  priest ;  a  kind  of  garland,  a 
necklace  of  pearls  consisting  of  four  strings ;  a  stripe, 
stroke,  line ;  a  manner  of  writing  with  strokes  or 
lines ;  lead ;  a  crest.  —  Cira-pattrikd,  f.  a  kind  of 
vegetable,  =  danda-ddka.  —  Cira-parna,  as,  m.  *he 
tree  Shorea  Robusta,  =  sdla-vriksha.  —  Cira-bha- 
vanti,  f.  the  elder  sister  of  a  wife.  —  Cira-vdaas, 
as,  as,  as,  clothed  in  bark,  dressed  in  rags  or 
tatters ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  Yaksha; 
N.  of  a  prince. 
Ciraka,  as,  m.  a  manner  of  writing.   See  above. 
Cirita,  as,  d,  am,  having  strips  or  stripes,  ragged, 

tattered.  —  Clrita-ddhadd,  f.  a  kind  of  vegetable; 
[cf.  palankya.] 
Cirin,  I,  ini,  i,  clothed  in  bark,  clothed  in  rags 

and  tatters. 

^KlW  drolli,  is,  m.  or  f.  (?)  a  kind  of 
large  fish ;  (also  read  dirilli  and  dirilli.) 

*«iMV  diri,  is,  f.  a  veil  or  shade  for  cover- 
ing the  eyes. 

cirl  or  clriku,  f.  a  cricket ;  the  hem 
of  an  under  garment.  •-  Ciri-vdka,  as,  m.  a  cricket. 

^?>3i  clruka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  fruit, 

commonly  demura;  (d),  f.  a  cricket;  [cf.  ctrikd 

and  dirt.'] ^HJ  ctrna,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  (far),  conversant, 
versed,  learned ;  split,  divided ;  (am),  n.  conduct. 
—  Cirna-parna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  trees,  =*  nimba 
and  kharjura. 

'«flfrt<*l  cllika,  f.  a  cricket ;  also  clllakaj 
[cf.  din.] 

hi,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  fieati,  -te,  &c.,  to 
xtake;  to  wear,  cover;  cl.  10.  P.  diva- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  shine ;  to  speak ;  [cf.  Hib.  cib, 
•  the  hand ;'  Cambro-Brit.  cipiaw,  '  to  take  ;'  Gr. 

civara,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  ft.  i.  ci), 
the  dress  of  a  Buddhist  mendicant  or  of  any  mendi- 

cant. —  Clvara-gopaka,  as,  m.  a  wardrobe-keeper, 
(a  particular  officer.)  —  ttvara-nivaeana,  as,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people.  —  Civara-bhajaka,  as,  m.  a  dis- 

tributer of  garments. 

Civaraya,  nom.  A.  -yate,  -yitum,  to  collect  rags, 
put  on  a  tattered  garment. 
Civarin,  t,  m.  a  Buddhist  or  Jaina  mendicant 

•^  =ft  I  *(fa  |J  mkopaijishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid. 
of  Caus.  of  rt.  kup),  wishing  to  make  a  person angry. 

cukk,  cl.  10.  P.  cukkayati,  -yitum, 
x  to  inflict  or  suffer  pain. 

cukkasa,  as,  m. = bukkasa,  a  Candala. 

cuk-kara,  as,  m.  the  roaring  of  a 
lion ;  (a  various  reading  has  bukkara.) 

*«r3i  cukra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  dak),  vinegar  made  by  the  acetous  fermentation 
of  grain  ;  acid  seasoning ;  sourness ;  Indian  sorrel, 
Rumex  Vesicarius;  (1),  (.  =  danger!,  Oxz\k  Pusilla; 

(a),  f.  the  tamarind  tree.  —  C'ukra-phala,  am,  n. 
the  tamarind  fruit.  —  Cukra-vdstiika,  am,  n.  wood- 
sorrel.  —  Cdkra-vedhaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  sour 

rice-gruel.  —  Cttkramla  (°ra-am°),  am,  n.  vinegar 
made  by  the  acetous  fermentation  of  grain ;  (a),  f. 
a  kind  of  wood-sorrel,  *=  amlalonika;  a  tamarind 
tree ;  a  kind  of  sour  rice-gruel. 
Cakraka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  wood-sorrel,  Rumex 

Vesicarius,  commonly  dukdpdlanga  ;  (ikd),  f.  wood- 
sorrel,  =kuddngeri;  a  kind  of  sour  rice-gruel;  [cf. amla-dukrikd.] 

Ciikriman,  a,  m.  sourness. 

^2JT  cuksha,  f.  washing ;  [cf.  6oksha  and dauksha.] 

^ftoftPJ  cukshobhayishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr. 
Desid.  of  Caus.  of  rt.  kshubh),  intending  or  wishing 
to  cause  to  shake. 

'srfa  Mi,  is,  m.  the  female  breast,  bosom. 

^J  cufu,  us,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable. 
Cttddti,  us,  m.  f.  a  kind  of  vegetable,  =  the  preceding. 

°5^^l>  ducuka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the   nipple 
of  the  breast,  see  ducuka;   (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people  in  Dakshina-patha ;  [cf.  dudupa.] 

C'uduka,  am,  n.  a  nipple ;  [cf.  <!u<!uka.] 

•^•MM  tutupa,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ; 
[cf.  fWafco.] 

tufy,  cl.  i.  P.  fucyati,  &c.,  another form  for  tiiidy,  q.  v. 

^5^  Midu,  us,  us,  u  (considered  as  an 
affix  at  the  end  of  certain  comp.),  known,  cele- 

brated, renowned  [cf.  akshara-fandu,  idra-f, 

dandu,  dana]  ;  (us),  m.  the  musk-rat  or  shrew ;  a 
mixed  caste,  born  of  a  Brahman  father  by  a  Vaideha 
female,  whose  business  is  hunting ;  N.  of  a  man. 

^^I*rnr«T  cuncumdyana,  am,  n.  irritation 
or  itching  (of  a  wound). 

'^^  cuhcuri,  f.  a  game,  a  kind  of  hazard 
played  with  tamarind  seeds  instead  of  dice ;  also 
dunditli  and  dtinduli. 

^^aco  cuiicula,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (as), 

m.  pi.  his  descendants. 

^1  j  cut,  cl.  6.  10.  P.  cutati,  cotayati,  &c., 
O  xto  cut  off,  pierce,  divide;   cl.  I.  and  10. 

P.  dotati  and  dotayati,  to  wane,  become  small  or 
low  or  shallow ;  [cf.  dutt,  dual,  dhut.] 

cult,  cl.  10.  P.  cuttayati,  &c.,  to  be- 
come small  or  low  or  shallow  as  a  river  &c. ; 

cud,  cl.  6.  P.  cudati,  &c.,  to  conceal ; 
x  [cf.  bud.] 

fudd,  cl.  I.  P.  cuddati,  &c.,  to  dally, 

\wanton,  coquet,  &c.;  to  hint  one's  mean- ing; to  act(?);  [cf.  dull.] 

J  JM  cun,  el.  6.  P.  cunati,  &c.,  to  cut  off, 

O     X  pierce,   divide ;    [cf.   Hib.   guinim,   '  I 
wound,  prick,  sting;'  -guinneach,  'sharp-pointed;' 

gun-ta, '  wounded.'] cunt  [cf.  rt.  cut  and  6utf\,  cl.  1. 10. 
^  P.  duntati,  duntayati,  &c.,  to  cut  off, 

pierce,  divide;  cl.  I.  P.  duntati,  to  become  small. 
Cuntd  and  i,  f.  a  small  well  or  reservoir  near  a 

well ;  [cf.  dauntya,  dudaka,  dutaka.] 
_i  ii  j  cunth,  cl.  10.  P.  cttnthayati,  &c., 
3  Vx  to  hurt,  kill. 

mud  [cf.  rt.  cut  andc««],  cl.  I.  P. 
X  dundati,  &c.,  to  become  small ;  cl.  10.  P. 

dundayati,  to  cut  off. 
Cuntfhi,  f.  a  small  well.     See  duntd  above. 

i.  6ut,  a  various  reading  for  6yut; 

[cf.  s"dut.] 

^7^2.  cut,  ind.  an  interjection. 
^TT  cuta,  as,  m.  and  Mi,  is,  f.  the  anus ; 

[cf.  duta  and  dyuti.] 

cud,  cl.  i.  P.  A.,  Ved.  codati,  -te, 
^  adodit,  Sec.,  to  impel,  incite,  animate ;  to 

offer  quickly  (as  the  Soma) ;  to  hasten :  Caus.  P. 
(rarely  A.)  dodayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  urge  on,  drive, 
impel,  incite,  send,  cause  to  move  quickly,  hasten, 
accelerate ;  to  inspire,  excite,  animate ;  to  direct  (the 
eye)  towards ;  to  enjoin ;  to  request,  petition,  ask, 
question,  inquire  after ;  to  press  or  importune  with 
a  request ;  to  help  on,  assist  in  the  attainment 
of  (with  dat.,  e.  g.  asmdn  s'riye  dodaya,  help  us  on 
to  fortune)  ;  to  bring  or  offer  quickly ;  to  fix,  settle, 
direct ;  to  be  quick ;  [cf.  Gr.  ffirevSu,  <nrou5a£<»  : 
Lat.  cudo;  re-pudio.] 
Coda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  implement  for  driving 

horses,  a  goad  or  whip ;  (as,  d,  am),  animating, 
inspiring,  promoting.  —  Coda-pravriddha,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  exalted  by  the  inspiring  (draught  of  Soma), 

an  epithet  of  Indra. 
Codaka,  as,  d,  am,  driving ;  (as),  m.  direction, 

invitation;  (in  grammar)  =  pari-graha,  q.v. 
Codana,  as,  d,  am,  driving,  impelling ;  (am),  n. 

the  act  of  driving,  inviting,  invitation,  order,  rule, 

precept ;  (a),  f.  sending,  commanding,  directing ;  cast- 
ing, throwing  ;  enjoining,  ordaining  ;  a  precept,  sacred 

ordinance  or  commandment ;  (i),  {.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

(a  various  reading  for  rodant) ;  [cf.  eka-dodana.] 
—  Codand-guda,  as,  m.  a  ball  for  playing  with. 
Codayat,  an,  and,  at,  impelling,  animating,  in- 

spiring. —  Codayan-mati  (°yat-ma°),  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 
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inspiring,  promoting  piety  or  devotion ;  (Say.)  whos 
mind  is  inspiring. 

Codayitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  driving,  impelling,  ani 
mating,  promoting. 
Coda*,  at,  n.  =  dodana.     See  a-dodas. 
Codita,  as,  d,  am,   impelled,  urged ;    orderec 

directed ;  thrown,  cast ;  appointed ;  informed,  ap- 
prised. 

Codilri,ld,tri,tri,  driving,  impelling,  animating 
promoting. 
Codfshfha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  of  preceding),  Ved 

impelling  or  animating  much. 
Codya,  at,  d,  am,  to  be  driven  or  impelled ;  to  b< 

sent,  thrown  or  directed ;  to  be  mentioned  or  com 

municated ;  (am),  n.  raising  a  question,  objecting 
asking  a  question ;  surprise,  astonishment,  wonder. 
Codyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  urged  or  driven. 

[  funanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bhikshu. 

fund.     Cf.  bund. 

^  t^  funda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Sakya- 
muni ;  (i),  f.  a  procuress,  a  bawd. 

•^pq  i.  fup,  cl.  i.  P.  fopati,  fufopa,  fopi- 
O  -N  shyati,  dopitum,  to  move,  stir ;  to  mov< 

slowly,  creep  or  steal  along ;  [cf.  Lith.  kopu;  Germ 
hiipfen;  Eng.  hop.] 
Copaka.    Cf.  gale-dopaka. 
Copana,  as,  d,  am,  moving,  stirring,  moving 

slowly ;  (am),  n.  moving,  moving  slowly. 

2.  fup  (a  various  reading  for  fhup), 
^  d.  6.  P.  dupatl,  to  touch. 

'  fupa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
fupunika,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  an 

ishtakd  or  sacrificial  brick, 

•gj"*  fubuka,  am,  n.  the  chin ;  [cf.  fibuka 
and  dhubuka.] 

^3  fubra,  am,  n.  (fr.  i.  iumb  ?),  the  face, 
the  mouth. 

^j^JK  fumuri,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  hostile 
demon  whom  Indra,  to  favour  Dabhlti,  sent  to  sleep. 

x|4d  i.  fumb,  cl.  i.  P.  fumbati,  fufumba, 
O  N  dumbishyati,  dumbitum,  to  kiss,  touch 

•with  the  mouth ;  touch  softly  or  lightly,  graze :  Caus. 
P.  dumbayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  kiss ;  [cf.  Goth. 
kukja;  Hib.  pogaim;  Lith.  budwju;  Lett,  sz- 
kupstit.] 

Cumba,  as,  d,  m.  f.  kissing,  a  kiss. 
Cumbaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  a  kisser,  one  who  kisses 

much ;  a  lecher ;  knavish,  roguish,  a  rogue,  a  cheat ; 
one  who  has  read  much,  a  superficial  scholar  who 
knows  parts  in  a  variety  of  books;  (as),  m.  a  load- 

stone ;  the  upper  part  or  middle  of  a  balance. 
Cttmbat,  an,  anti,  at,  kissing. 
Cumbana,  am,  n.  kissing,  a  kiss.— Cumbana- 

ddna,  am,  n.  giving  a  kiss,  kissing. 
Cumbita,  as,  d,  am,  kissed,  touched  softly  or 

lightly.  —  Cumbita-rat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who  has 
kissed ;  kissing. 

Cumbin,  i,  inz,  i,  kissing;  touching  closely  or 
softly,  grazing. 

-JW  2.  fumb,  cl.  10.  P.  fumbayati,  Sec., 
3     xto  hurt,  kill. 

•ar  fur,  cl.  10.  and  (according  to  some) 
OX  I.  P.  dorayati,  adudurat  St.c.,dorati  &c., 

to  steal,  rob ;  [cf.  Gr.  tpupda ;  Lat.  furari ;  Hib. 
coire,  '  trespass,  offence,'  &c.] 
Carana,  am,  n.  stealing,  thieving,  robbing. 
Curanya,  nom.  P.  duranyati,  to  thieve,  steal,  rob. 
Card,  (.  stealing,  theft ;  [cf.  daura.] 
Cora,  as,  m.  a  thief,  a  robber;  N.  of  a  plant,  = 

kri»hna-$a(i ;  a  kind  of  perfume,  =  doraka  ;  N.  of  a 
poet;  (a),  f.,N. ofa  plant,  =dora-pushpi ;  (i),f.a 
female  thief;  [cf.  daura  ;  cf.  also  Gr.  <t>ap.]  —  Cora- 

Itantaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass,  the  seeds  of  which 
stick  in  the  clothes,  commonly  Chorkanta.  —  Cora- 
puskptkd  or  dora-pushpi,  f.  the  plant  Chrysopogon 
Aciculatus.  —  Cora-sndyu,  us,  m.  a  plant,  =kdka- 

ndsd. 
Coraka,  as,  m.  a  thief;  a  kind  of  plant  [cf.  pril;kd 

and  taskara] ;  a  kind  of  perfume. 
Corikd,  !.  =  daurikd,  theft,  robbery. 
<">rita,  am,  n.  stealing,  theft. 
Coritaka,  am,  n.  thieving,  petty  theft  or  larceny ; 

anything  stolen. 
Caura,  an,  i,  m. f.  a  thief,  a  robber,  a  pilferer;  a 

dishonest  or  unfair  dealer,  a  usurper,  any  one  who 
usurps  a  position  or  a  title  dishonestly;  one  who 

steals  or  captivates  the  heart ;  (at  the  end  of  a  oomp.  ' 
anything  bad  of  its  kind;  N.  of  a  plant,  =  dora- 
pushpikd,  used  for  the  preparation  of  a  perfume ;  a 
kind  of  perfume.  —  Caura-karman,  a,  n.  theft, 
thievery.  —  Caura-gata,  as,  d,  am,  stolen,  robbed. 
—  Caura-tas,  ind.  from  robbers,  from  theft.  —  Cau- 
ra-dhvaja-ba<ldhaka,  as,  m.  a  term  applied  to  a 

notorious  thief.  —  Caura-panddsikd,   f.  '  the  fifty 
stanzas  of  Caura,'  title  of  an  erotic  poem  by  a  poet 

named   Sundara.  —  Caura-pushpausluidhi   (°pa- 
osh°),  is,  f.  =  dora-pushpikd.  —  Ca  ura-rupa,  as,  m. 
a  clever  thief.  —  Caura-rupin,  i.inz.f,  having  the  cha- 

racter of  a  thief.  —  Caurasya-kula,  am,  n.  a  gang  ol 
thieves.  —  Caiira-hrita,  as,  d,  am,  taken  by  robbery, 

stolen.  —  Caurdnid  (°ra-an°),  f.,  N.  of  a  metre 
consisting  of  four  lines  of  six  syllables  each.  — •  Caurd- 

pahrita  (°ra-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  carried  off,  stolen. 
Caurddika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dur-ddi),  belonging  to 

the  class  of  roots  beginning  with  dur,  i.  e.  the  tenth 
class. 

Caurilcd,  f.  (fr.  dora  or  daura),  thievery,  theft, robbing. 

Caurikdka,  as,  m. '  a  thief  of  a  crow ;'  (perhaps  a 
wrong  form  for  daura-kdka  1  or  dauri  may  be  = 
dauri  =  daurya  ?). 

Cauri,  {.  stealing,  theft,  =  daurya. 

Cauri-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  become  a 
thief  or  the  prey  of  thieves. 

Caurya,  am,  n.  theft,  robbery,  thievery ;  trickery. 
—  Caurya-rata,  am,  n.  secret  sexual  enjoyment. 
—  Cattrya-vritti,  is,  f.  the  practice  of  theft  or  rob- 

bery. —  Caurydrjita  (°ya-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  acquired 
by  plunder  or  robbery. 
Cauryaka,  am,  n.  theft,  stealing. 

^Tjt  furl,  f.  a  small  well. 

^i  ̂ '  ful,  cl.  10.  P.  folayati,  -yitum,  to 
Q  *  v.  raise,  elevate ;  to  rise,  increase ;  to  dip, dive  into ;  [cf.  but.] 

•*)<••>  1H  fulakd,  {.,  N.  of  a  river ;  (also  read uhtka.) 

^TpB  fuluka,  as,  m.  deep  mud  or  mire ; 
mouthful  of  water,  the  hand  hollowed  to  hold 

water ;  a  small  vessel  or  pot,  a  gallipot  &c.;  N.  of  a 

man;  (d),  l.  =  dulakd;  (am),  n.  water  in  which 
>ulse  has  been  steeped ;  [cf.  daluka.] 

Culukin,  i,  m.  a  porpoise,  sea-hog,  or  similar 
animal ;  [cf.  ulupin,  dullakt,  dulumpin.] 

to  swing,  rock;  to  cut(?),  to  dis- 

ppear,  So  be  lost  (?). 
Culumpa,  as,  m.  fondling  or  nursing  children ; 

d),  f.  a  she-goat. 
Culumpin  or  duluptn,  I,  m.  =  dulukin,  a  Gangetic 

>orpoise,  sea-hog,  or  similar  animal. 

full,  cl.  i.  P.  fullati,  &c.,  to  play, 

sport,    dally,  wanton,   coquet ;    to    con- 
ecture ;  manifest'  one's  meaning  (?). 

^S'  fulla,  as,  a,  am,  blear-eyed ;  (as),  m. 

blear  eye ;  [cf.  d'illa  and  pilla.] 

^5J<*  fullaka,  as,  in.  (for  fuluka),   the 
aim  of  the  hand  h  ollowed  as  if  to  hold  water. 

Cullakt,  f.  a  kiivl  of  water-pot ;  a  porpoise,  sea- 

hog  [cf.  fuliikin] ;  N.  of  a  family ;  a  sort  of  tribe 
or  caste  (?) ;  the  opposite  bank  of  a  river  (?). 

fulli,  is,  f.  a  fire-place,  chimney. 

Culli,  f.  a  fire-place,  chimney ;  a  funeral  pile ;  a 
large  apartment  or  hall  composed  of  three  wings  or 
divisions,  one  looking  north,  another  cast,  and  the third  west. 

!<ra£tT  fuscyusha,  f.  (fr.  iush),  sucking, 
sucking  out. 

•5*!  tusta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  burnt  ex- 
terior of  roast  meat ;  fried  meat ;  chaff;  rind. 

'^}<*  fftduka,  am,  n.  (perhaps  a  redupli- 
cated form  of  rt.  f.ush  or  fr.  tufa,  imitative  noise 

in  sucking  &c.),  the  nipple  of  the  breast ;  (o«,  d, 

am),  stammering,  a  stammerer;  [cf.  diufuka;  cf. 

also  Hib.  dock,  '  the  breast,'  and  Gr.  8n\ri,  rlrSr/, 
Tir86s ;  Germ,  zitze  in  relation  to  rt.  dhe, '  to  drink,' 
and  Lat.  papilla  in  relation  to  rt.  pa.] 

^3f  cuda,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  knob  or  pro- 
tuberance on  a  sacrificial  brick  (Ved.) ;  the  ceremony 

of  tonsure  as  performed  on  a  child  ;  N.  of  a  man  with 

the  patronymic  Bhagavitti ;  (d),  f.  the  hair  on  the 
top  of  the  head,  a  single  lock  or  tuft  of  hair  left  on 
the  crown  of  the  head  after  the  ceremony  of  tonsure, 

a  top-knot ;  the  ceremony  of  tonsure  (see  dudd- 
karana) ;  the  crest  of  a  cock  or  peacock ;  any  crest, 
plume,  diadem,  &c. ;  the  head ;  top,  summit ;  an 
upper  room,  a  room  on  the  top  of  a  house  &c. ;  a 
kind  of  bracelet ;  a  small  well ;  a  kind  of  metre ;  N. 

of  a  woman;  [cf.  6ula,  i'oda,  daula,  wl-duda, 
tdmra-duda,  panda-dudd ;  cf.  also  kuta  and  Hib. 

cuit, '  the  head.']  —  Cudd-karana,  am,  n. '  forming 
the  crest,'  i.  e.  shaving  the  head  all  but  one  lock, 
considered  as  a  religious  and  purificatory  rite ;  it 
should  be  performed  in  the  first  or  third  year ;  [cf. 

daula.]  — Ciidd-karna,  as,  m.,  N.  ofa  mendicant 
—  C'udd-karman,  a,  n.  the  ceremony  of  forming 
the  crest,  the  rite  of  tonsure ;  [cf.  dudd-karana^] 

—  Cudd-paksha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man(?).  —  Ctidd- 
pratigraha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Caitya.  —  Cudd-mayi, 
is,  m.  a  jewel  worn  by  men  and  women  on  the  top 
of  the  head ;  a  jewel  worn  in  a  crest  or  diadem ; 

(often  at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  the  best  or  most  ex- 

cellent of  a  class,  '  the  gem'  (e.  g.  dddrya-dakra- 
duddmani, '  the  best  of  the  whole  circle  of  Adaryas,' 
an   epithet  of  Vopa-deva;  pandita-duddmani,  a 
chief  among  scholars) ;  the  seed  of  the  Abrus  Preca- 
torius  [cf.  gunja] ;   title  of  an  astronomical  work ; 
title  of  a  work  on  music.  —  (fuddmani-dhara,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-demon.  —  Cudd-ratna,  am,  n. 
a  jewel  worn  by  men  and  women  on  the  top  of  the 

head ;  [cf.  dudd-man i.]  —  Cadd-lakshana,  am,  n. 
tonsure.  —  Cudd-vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  a  single 
lock  of  hair  or  tuft  on  the  top  of  the  head,  crested, 

tufted.  —  CTidd-vana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
Ciiddi'alambin  (°dd-av°),  i,  irii,  i,  hanging 

down  or  reclining  on  the  crest  or  summit. 

Cudaka  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  =  fudd,  ton- 
sure ;  (as),  m.  a  well ;  [cf.  dudd,  duntd,  dutaka.] 

Cuddra,  as,  d,  am,  =  diiddla  (?),  having  one  lock 
of  hair  on  the  top  of  the  head. 

Cuddraka,  a*,  m.,  N.  ofa  man ;  (a«),  m.  pi.  his 
descendants. 

Cuddla,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  top-knot  or  single 
ock  of  hair  on  the  crown  of  the  head,  crested  ;  (d), 

:.  a  kind  of  Cyperus,  Kyllinga  Monocephala,  =  ud- 
'ata,  =  ndgara-mmtd  and  iteta-gunja  ;  (am),  n. 
:he  head. 

Ciidika,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  lock  or  tuft  of  hair 
on  the  top  of  the  head ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  metre ;  [cf. 
dulikd.] 

Ciidin,  i,  irii,  i,  having  a  top-knot  or  tuft  of  hair 
on  the  crown  of  the  head,  crested,  tufted.  —  C"«rfi- 
:ald,  f.,  N.  ofa  metre. 

t'iiiKmla,  am,  n.  vinegar  prepared 
from  fruits ;  [cf.  dukrdmla.] 
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tun,  cl.  10.  P.  ciinayati,  -yitum,  to 
\  contract ;  to  close  or  shrink. 

^TT  ffita,  as,  m.  the  mango  tree,  Mangifera 
Indica  ;  the  anus  ;  [cf.  Ma.] 
Cutaka,  as,  m.  the  mango  tree ;  a  small  or  shallow 

well;  [cf.  dudaka.~\ Cuti,  is,  f.  the  anus. 

j  y  dur,  cl.  4.  A.  6uryate,  dudiire,  6uritum, 
C\^  to  burn. 

'  diiri,  f.  (a  various  reading  for  duri),  a small  well. 

Curikd,  f.  =  diiri,  above. 

^^\  duru,  us,  m.  a  kind  of  worm. 

rn  (perhaps  more  properly  re- 
,  garded  as  a  nom.  ft.  durna  below),  cl.  IO. 

P.  durnayati,  -yitum,  to  reduce  to  powder  or  flour, 
to  crumble,  pulverize,  grind,  pound,  knead,  crush, 

bruise,  split,  crumple;  [cf.  Hib.  coirneach,  'a  part;' 
crinim,  '  I  gnaw,  bite.'] 
Curna,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  connected  in  the 

first  instance  with  rt.  darv),  powder,  any  minute 
particle  of  substance ;  flour;  aromatic  powder,  pulvil, 
pounded  sandal;  pounded  camphor;  (as),  m.  chalk, 
lime.  —  Curna-kdra,  as,  m.  a  lime-burner,  maker  of 

lime,  considered  as  a  man  of  mixed  caste.  —  C'urna- 
kuntala,  as,  m.  a  lock  of  hair,  a  curl,  curly  hair. 
—  Curna-khanda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  pebble,  gravel, 
hardened  fragments  of  earth  or  brick;    limestone 
nodule,  commonly  known  in  India  by  the  name  of 

Concar  or  karkara.  —  C'iirna-td,  f. or  durna-tva,am, 
n.  pulverulence,  comminution,  the  state  of  dust  or 

powder.  —  Curna-pada,  am,  n.  a  peculiar  exercise  or 
movement,  walking  backwards  and  forwards  at  various 

paces.  —  C'urna-pdrada,  as,  m.  vermilion.  —  Curna- 
mushti,  is,  f.  a  handful   of  powder  or  perfume. 

—  Curna-yoga,  as,  m.  pi.  a  fragrant  compound,  per- 
fumed powder:  [cf.  vdsa-yoga.^  —  Curna^as,  ind. 

in  powder,  (ground)  to  powder  (e.  g.  turnaiah  kri, 
to  reduce  to  powder).  »•  Curna-^dkdnka  i^ka-an?), 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable ;  [cf.  gaura-suvarna.] 
Curnaka,  as,  m.  grain  fried  and  pounded ;  a  kind 

of  grain  belonging  to  the  class  called  Shashtika; 
(am),  n.  a  fragrant  powder ;  a  kind  of  easy  prose  not 
abounding  in  compound  words ;  expounding  in  prose 
the  purport  of  a  foregoing  verse,  giving  the  order  or 
interpretation  of  the  words ;  [cf.  furnika.] 

Curnana,  am,  n.  rubbing,  pounding,  pulverizing. 
Curni,  is,  f.  (said  by  some  to  come  fr.  rt.  Air),  a 

sum  of  100  kapardas  or  cowries,  i.e.  the  small  shell 
Cypraea  Moneta,  used  as  a  coin ;  (is  or  i),  [.,  N.  of 

Patanjali's  great  commentary  or  Mah5-bhashya,  on  the 
Sutras  of  Panini,  perhaps  so  named  because  Patanjali 

notices  every  minute  point  of  difficulty  in  Panini's 
grammar  [cf.  eka-durni] ;  a  selection  or  picking  out 
of  an  unanswerable  argument ;  (*),  f.,  N.  of  a  river 

near  the  GrSma  Ranaghatta.  —  Curni-krit,  t,  m.  an 
epithet  of  Patanjali,  the  author  of  the  Maha-bhashya ; 
an  annotator,  commentator  in  general. 

Curnikd,  f.  fried  and  pounded  rice,  or  grain  of  any 
kind ;  a  kind  of  cake ;  a  sort  of  metre ;  a  kind  of 

easy  prose ;  [cf.  durnaka."] 
Curnita,  as,  d,  am,  ground,  pulverized,  pounded, 

reduced  to  dust  or  powder ;  bruised,  smashed. 
Ciirnin,  t,  ini,  i,  made  or  mixed  up  with  anything 

powdered  or  pounded,  covered  with  it. 

Curni-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum, 
to  reduce  to  dust  or  powder,  pulverize,  pound,  grind, 
beat  to  pieces,  bruise,  smash.  —  Curnl-krita,  as,  d, 
am,  pulverized,  ground. 

Curni-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavali,  -bhavitum,  to  be- 
come dust  or  powder,  fly  off  into  minute  particles. 

—  CHrm-bTiavat,  an,  anti,  at,  becoming  dust  or 
pulverized,  crumbling. 

durti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  (far),  going. 

fula,  as,  m.  (=  duda,  q.  v.),  N.  of  a 

man ;  (a),  f.  an  upper  room,  a  room  on  the  top  of  a 
house  ;  a  crest,  see  dudd;  the  top  part  or  crest  of  a 
comet;  [cf.  ud-dula;  cf.  also  Gr.  <7/c<JAA.us.] 

Ciilika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (a),  f.  the 

crest  or  comb  of  a  cock ;  the  root  of  an  elephant's 
ear ;  N.  of  a  metre  ;  a  particular  part  or  division  of 
a  drama,  the  body  of  a  drama,  the  inferior  personages 
of  the  drama  collectively ;  title  of  a  Jaina  work  form- 

ing one  of  the  five  parts  of  the  Drishti-vSda ;  (am), 
n.  cakes  of  flour  fried  with  ghee.  —  Culikd-paiiddi, 
(.,  N.  of  a  particular  dialect  in  the  drama.  —  Culiko- 
panishad  (ckd-up°),  t,  f.  title  of  an  Upanishad. 

Colin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  crest  (as  a  bird)  or  an 
ornament  on  the  head ;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  IJishi. 

fash,  cl.  I.  P.  dushati,  diidiisha,  6u- 
\shisliyrtti,  diishitum,  to  suck,  suck  out: 

Pass,  dushyate,  to  be  sucked  up  or  dried  up  (by  in- 
ternal inflammations  &c.):  Caus.  dushfiyati,  -yitum, 

to  suck  up ;  [cf.  Lat.  sugere,  succus  ;  Germ,  saugen; 

Iceland.  siuga.~\ Cushaniya,  as,  d,  am,  capable  of  being  sucked. 
Cushd,  f.  a  leathern  girth;  a  girdle;  sucking (?); 

[cf.  bushd.] 
Cushita,  as,  d,  am,  sucked,  sucked  up. 
Cushya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sucked,  suckable ;  (am), 

n.  anything  that  can  be  sucked. 
Cosha,  as,  m.  sucking,  suction ;  burning  (of  the 

skin),  heat,  inflammation,  dryness;  drying  up. 
C'fishana,  am,  n.  sucking,  suction. 
Coshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sucked  out ;  [cf.  dushya.] 

^i-l  frit,  cl.  6.  P.  dritati,  dadarta,  dartish- 
t,  \2/a(i  or  dartsyati,  dartitum,  to  tie,  con- 
nect together;    to  hurt,  wound,  kill;  cl.  I.  10.  P. 

dartati,  dartayati,  Sec.,  to  light,  kindle ;  (a  various 
reading  for  dhrid.) 

^J  M  drip,  cl.  I.  10.  P.  darpati,  darpayati, 
t,  \&c.,  to  light,  kindle;  (a  various  reading  for 

dhrid.) 

^5  deka,  as  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of a  country. 

dekita,  &c.     See  under  4.  fit. 

dekriya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  Intens.  of  rt. 
i .  kri),  doing  much  or  often,  active,  industrious. 

•Wtt^deddet  (det-det),  ind.  an  interjection; hush  I  be  quiet ! 

^Z  deta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  tit),  a  servant,  a 
slave,  (garbha-deta,  a  slave  by  birth);  (i),  f.  a female  servant  or  slave. 

Cetaka,  as,  m.  a  servant,  a  slave,  a  minister  who 
fulfils  an  appointed  duty;  a  paramour;  (ikd),  (.  a 
female  slave  or  servant,  a  servant  girl,  a  little  maid- servant, 

Ceda,  as,  m.  (for  deta  above),  a  servant ;  (i),  f.  a 
female  servant  or  slave. 

Cedaka,  as,  m.  a  servant;  (ika),  f.  a  female  servant. 

See  ded  below. 

detaka.     See  p.  325,  col.  2. 

detavya.     See  p.  322,  col.  2. 

detas,  &c.     See  p.  325,  col.  2. 

detasaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  place. 

  detishtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (superl.  of 
ditra,  q.  v.),  very  brilliant  Sec.,  especially  an  epithet 
of  Agni. 

^fiT  fetri,  detyd.   See  2.  and  3. 6i,  p.  322. 

^  ded  (originally  2.  da+id),  a  compound 
particle,  never  found  at  the  beginning  of  a  sentence 
or  verse.  In  the  Veda  it  is  sometimes  used  as  a 

conjunction,  like  the  simple  da,  in  the  sense  of  'and,' 
'  also,'  '  even.'  But  in  Vedic  as  well  as  classical 
Sanskrit  the  most  usual  sense  of  ded  is '  if,"  although,' 
'provided  that,'  'when,'  and  in  these  senses  it  may 

be  joined  with  the  present  indicative  (e.  g.  mahyam 
ded  daddti  tat,  if  he  gives  that  to  me) ;  or  with 
the  future  (e.g.  trishndm  del  tyakshyati,  if  he 
shall  abandon  avarice) ;  or  with  the  conditional  (e.  g. 
vrisli  tU  ded  abharishyat,  if  there  should  have  been 
rain) ;  or  with  the  potential  (e.  g.  gaddhed  det,  if 
he  should  go) ;  or  with  the  perfect  (e.  g.  sa  den  ma- 
mara,  when  he  died ) ;  or  with  a  participle  (e.g. 
kartavyam  det  priyam  mahyam,  if  a  kindness  is 
to  be  done  to  me).  It  should  be  observed  that  in 
the  Veda  the  verb  which  depends  on  ded  retains 
its  accent. 

The  negative  particle  na  may  be  prefixed  to  ded 
either  immediately  or  separated  from  it  (e.  g.  na 
ded  vadah  karishyati  or  na  karisltyati  ded  vadah, 
if  he  should  not  make  a  speech) ;  and  frequently  the 
negative  no  is  used  in  connection  with  ded,  the 
verb  being  understood  (e.  g.  duram  apasara  no 

ded  dhantavyo  'si  mayd,  depart  to  a  distance,  if  not, i.  e.  if  thou  departest  not,  thou  art  to  be  killed  by  me). 
Sometimes  no  ded=api  na,  would  that  not !  (e.  g. 
Tio  ded  evam  kurydt,  would  that  he  did  not  so !). 
Rarely  yadi  and  ded  are  joined  together,  when  ded 

may  be  translated  by '  that  is,' '  that  is  to  say,' '  namely' 
(e.  g.  yadi  ded  rdjyam  avdpsyati,  if,  that  is,  he 
shall  obtain  the  kingdom).  In  the  argumentative 
writings  of  native  commentators  ded  preceded  by  iti 
and  followed  by  na  is  often  placed  at  the  end  of  an 

objector's  statement  (e.g.  'Rig-vedam  adhyemi' 
ityddi  vdkyam  pramdnam  iti  den  na,  if  it  be  urged 
that  the  text  '  I  peruse  the  Ftig-veda*  is  a  proof,  no, 
it  is  not  so).  Atha  ded,  but  if;  [cf.  ned.} 

^^1T  deddra,  as,  m.  (a  wrong  reading  for 
vcdaru),  a  lizard,  a  chameleon. 

^f^  dedi,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  who 
lived  in  Bandela-khanda  (Bundelkhand)  and  were  re- 

nowned in  epic  poetry  for  their  attachment  to  ancient 
laws  and  institutions  ;  their  capital  was  SuktimatI,  and 
some  of  their  kings  were  Vasu  UparWara,  Su-bahu, 

Dhrishta-ketu,  Dama-ghosha,  S'isu-pala,  &c. ;  their ancestor  who  was  a  son  of  Kaisika  or  Usika  is  also 
called  Cedi ;  their  country  is  supposed  by  some  to 
be  the  same  as  the  modem  Chandail.  —  Cedi-pa, 
<id,  m.  a  prince  of  the  Cedis.  —  Cedi-pati,  is,  m.  a 

N.  of  Vasu  UparWara ;  a  N.  of  S'isu-pSla.  -  Oedi- 
bhubhrit,  t,  or  dedi-rdja,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  S'isu-pfda, 
a  king  of  the  Cedayas  slain  by  Krishna ;  see  sisti- 

pdla. 

^f^ep  dedika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 

living  in  the  south-east  of  Madhya-deSa. 

^fT  deya.     See  i.fi,  p.  322,  col.  2. 

^t  dera,  N.  of  a  kingdom  in  the  south of  India. 

^^  deru,  us,  us,  u  (rt.  dor),  Ved.  perform- 
ing a  holy  work. 

del,  cl.  i.  P.  delati,  to  shake  or 
tremble ;  to  go  or  move ;  [cf.  dal,  dell, 

kel,  khel,  vel.] 

^tH  dela,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  fill  according  to 
the  scholiasts  also  deli,  f.),  cloth,  clothes,  a  garment, 
raiment ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.  dela,  as,  i,  am, 
expresses)  vile,  wicked,  bad  (e.  g.  bhdryd-dela,  am, 
n.  the  garment  or  the  mere  outward  appearance  of 

a  wife,  a  bad  wife);  [cf.  daila;  cf.  also  caille,  'a  veil 
or  cowl.']—  Cela-yanga,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  CWa- 
prakshdlaka,  as,  m.  a  washerman.  —  Cdaiaka 
(°1a-d,<°),  as,  m.  a  moth. 

Celikd,  (.  a  particular  part  of  a  woman's  dress,  a corset,  a  bodice,  stays. 

^ctt  delaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

•Me<SI«f  deldna,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  cucumber, 
commonly  delana  ;  [cf.  the  following.] 

^c<ilc4  celala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  cucumber, 
Cucumis  Sativus. 

4P 
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felifima  or  fettma  =  filicima,  q.v. 

celuka,  as,  m.  a  Buddhist  novice. 

Ml,   cl.   i.  P.  fellati,  a  various 
reading  for  del,  q.  v. 

(eel,  f.  one  of  the  Ruginis  or  female 
personifications  of  music. 

=ry  fesht,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  feshtati,  -te,  £i- 
X  feshte,  t'eshfishyate,  deshtitum,  to  move 

the  limbs,  to  move,  stir,  make  effort,  exert  one's  self, 
struggle,  strive,  endeavour,  be  active,  be  busy  or  occu- 

pied ;  to  act,  do,  perform,  prepare  ;  to  frequent  :  Caus. 
P.  A.  (eshtayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  move,  set 
in  motion]  move,  impel,  drive;  [cf.  Lat.  quaro; 
Carhbro-Brit.  caw.] 
Ceshta,  am,  n.  moving  the  limbs,  gesture  ;  acting  ; 

(a),  f.  moving  any  member  of  the  body;  gesture, 
action,  activity;  effort,  endeavour,  exertion,  bodily 
effort  ;  doing,  performing,  behaving,  manner  of  exist- 

ence ;  [cf.  karma-<!esh(d,  adesh(a-td.  nit-deskta.] 
—  Ceshfd-ndia,  as,  m.  the  ceasing  of  every  motion 
or  action,  destruction  of  the  world.  —  Ceskfd-niru- 

pana,  am,  n.  observing  a  person's  actions.  —  Ceeh- 
tdrha  ("{a-ar*),  as,  a,  am,  worthy  of  effort.  —  Ceshta- 
vat,  an.att,  at,  having  motion,  full  of  activity,  active. 
Ceshtaka,  as,  a,  am,  making  effort  or  exertion  ; 

(as),  m.  a  kind  of  coitus. 
Ceshfana,  as,  a,  am,  making  effort,  who  or  what 

acts  or  attempts  any  act;  (am),  n.  motion;  per- 
forming, doing  ;  effort,  exertion. 

CesAtamana,as,a,am,moving,stirring,strugg!ing. 
Ceshtayitri,  id,  trl,  tri,  moving,  impelling,  causing 

to  act. 

CesktUa,  as,  d,am,  done  with  effort,  exerted,  done, 
set  in  motion,  &c.  ;  (am),  n.  motion,  gesture,  act, 
function  ;  doing,  action,  behaviour,  manner  of  life, 
Cesh(itavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  acted  ;  to  be  managed. 

*ff<*rl  faikita,  at,  «,  am,  an  adjective  de- 
rived fr.  daikitya. 

Caikitana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Cikitana. 
Cailtitdneya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  the  preced- 

ing, or  from  CekitSna. 
Caikitdyana,  at,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Dalbhya  (fr. 

dikitayana  or  dekita), 
Caikitya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Cekita. 

%«lfHhf  faiklrshata,  as,  i,  am,  =  fikirshat, 
wishing  to  do  &c. 

M<5Hr1  faitayata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  and 
his  descendants.  —  Caitayata-vidha,  am,  n.  the 
district  inhabited  by  the  Caitayatas. 

Oai(ayatayani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Caita- 

yata. 

%iP*I  faitanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  fetand),  intel- 
ligence, mental  perception,  feeling,  consciousness, 

sense,  sensation,  soul,  spirit,  the  deity  considered  as 
the  essence  of  all  being  and  source  of  all  sensation  ; 
(a«),  m.,  N.  of  a  modern  reformer  of  the  Vaishnava 
faith,  who  is  regarded  in  Bengal  as  an  Ava-tara  of 
Krishna;  he  was  born  about  1484  A.  D.,  and  his 
life  is  described  by  Krishna-dasa  in  a  work  named 
Caitanya-iJaranamrita  or  Caitanya-(5aritSmrita.  —  Cat- 

tanya-dandrodaya  (°ra-ud°),  am,  n.  '  the  moon- 
rise  of  Caitanya,'  title  of  a  play.  —  Caitanya-yukta, 
as,  d,  am,  endowed  with  consciousness,  sentient. 

—  Caitanydmrita  (°ya-am'f),  am,  n.  title  of  a 
grammar. 

^nf«o»i  faitasika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  Mas),  re- 
lating to  the  mind  or  heart. 

faitika,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  2.  faitya?), 
N.  of  a  Buddhist  school. 

^ni  I'aitta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ditto),  mental, 
belonging  to  thought  or  intelligence. 

Caittika,  as,  I,  am,  mental,  intellectual,  belonging 
to  thought. 

i.  faitya,  as,  m.  (fr.  5.  6it  or  2.  fiti), 
the  individual  soul. 

§tT  2,  faitya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  tita),  relating 
to  a  funeral  pile  or  grave;  (an,  am),  m.  n.  a 
monument,  a  tombstone,  a  column  &c.  erected  in 
memory  of  some  deceased  person  or  on  the  site  of  a 
funeral  pile  ;  a  pile  of  stones  forming  a  landmark 
or  boundary;  a  sacred  tree,  a  religious  fig-tree  &c. 
growing  in  or  near  a  village  and  held  in  veneration 
by  the  villagers  ;  a  place  of  sacrifice  or  religious 
worship,  an  altar,  a  shed  kept  for  sacrifices  &c.  ;  a 
sacred  building  peculiar  to  the  Jainas,  a  Jaina  temple  ; 
a  Jaina  or  Buddhist  image  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain. —  Caitya-taru,  us,  m.  a  fig-tree  standing  on  a 
sacred  spot.  —  Caitya-dru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  the  Ficus 

Religiosa  [cf.  os'»o«Aa]  ;  a  large  tree  in  a  village. 
—  Caitya-druma,  as,  m.  =  daily  a-taru.  —  Caitya- 
pdla,  as,  m.  the  guardian  of  a  sanctuary.  —  Caitya- 
mukha,  as,  m.   an  hermit's  water-pot.  —  Caitya- 
yajna,  as,  m.  a  sacrificial  ceremony  performed  at 
monuments.  —  Caitya-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  containing 
a  sanctuary.  —Catty  a-vriksha,  as,  m.  a  fig-tree 
standing  on  a  sacred  spot  ;  the  tree  Ficus  Religiosa. 
—  Caltya-iaila,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  school  ; 
[cf.  daitika.]  —  Caitya-sthdna,  am,  n.  a  place  made 
sacred  by  a  monument  or  a  temple. 

Caityaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  five  moun- 
tains surrounding  the  town  Giri-vraja. 

%^  faitra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  fitra  and  fitra), 
made  of  the  tree  called  Citra  or  CitrS  ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  spring  month  or  the  month  in  which  the 
full  moon  stands  in  the  constellation  Citra  (March- 
April)  ;  N.  of  the  sixth  year  in  the  cycle  of  Jupiter  ; 
a  Buddhist  or  Jaina  religious  mendicant  ;  a  common 
N.  for  a  man,  used  like  Deva-datta  as  a  general  desig- 

nation for  any  person  ;  a  metronymic  (from  CitrS)  for 
the  son  of  Budha  and  grandfather  of  Su-ratha  ;  one  of 
the  seven  ranges  of  mountains  dividing  the  continent 
into  divisions  or  Varshas  ;  (i),  f.,  scil.  paurnamdsi, 
the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month  Caitra  and  the 
sacrifice  offered  on  that  day  ;  (am),  n.  a  monument 
erected  to  the  dead,  a  column  or  block  of  wood,  a 

tree  &c.  so  considered;  [cf.  2.  daitya.^  —  Caitra- 
vati,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Caitra-sakJA,  as,  m.  the 
friend  of  the  month  Caitra,  i.  e.  the  god  of  love. 

—  Caitrdvall  (°ra-at>0),  f.  the  day  of  full  moon  in the  month  Caitra. 

Caitraka,  as,  m.  the  month  Caitra;  (a  patronymic fr.  ditrd.) 

Caitrakuti,  f.  (fr.  ditra-Tciita),  title  of  a  com- 
mentary on  a  grammatical  work. 

Caitraratha,  at,  I,  am  (fr.  ilitra-ralha),  '.eating 
of  the  Gandharva  Citra-ratha  ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Citra-ratha;  N.  of  a  Dvyaha  ceremony;  a 
facetious  expression  for  the  pubes  of  a  woman, 

'  Citra-ratha's  wood  ;'  (i),  f.  a  patronymic  of  a 
daughter  of  Sasa-vindu  ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  «ana,  the 
grove  of  the  deity  Kuvera  cultivated  by  the  Gan- 

dharva Citra-ratha. 
Caitrarathi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  SasVvindu. 
Caitrarathya,  am,  n.  the  grove  of  the  deity 

Kuvera  cultivated  by  the  Gandharva  Citra-ratha. 
Caitravdhani,  (.  (fr.  ditra-rdltana),  a  patronymic 

of  Citran-gadS. 
Caitrayana,  a  patronymic  from  Citra;  N.  of  a 

place. 
Caitri,  is,  m.  the  month  Caitra  ;  (a  various  reading 

for  daitrin.) 

CaitHka,  as,  m.  and  (aitrin,  J,  m.  the  month 
Caitra. 

Caidika,  as,  a  or  t,  am  (fr.  Mi),  an 

adjective  derived  fr.  6edl. 
Caidya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  Cedis,  a 

prince  of  the  Cedis  ;  (as),  m.  a  N.  of  Sisu-pala,  son 
of  Dama-ghosha  and  sovereign  of  Cedi  or  Chandail, 
and  adversary  of  Krishna  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  Cedi 

people, 

Cimits. faintita,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from 

daila,  am,  n.  =  6ela,  a  piece  of  cloth, 
clothes,  a  garment;  (as),  m.  a  moth;  (as,  i,  am), 
cloth,  made  of  cloth;  bred  in  clothes  (as  insects, 
lice,  &c.).  —  Caila-dhdva,  as,  m.  a  washerman. 
—  (."uilafatra  ('lards''),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  goblin 
feeding  on  moths  and  lice. 

Cailaka,  as,  m.  a  Buddhist  mendicant  having  only 
a  piece  of  cloth  round  the  middle  of  the  body. 

Cailika,  as,  m.  a  piece  of  cloth. 

tailaki,  is,  m.  (fr.  telaka),  a  patro- 

nymic of  Jivala. 
dokuti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

(oksha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  fukshd?),  pure, 

clean  ;  honest  ;  clever,  dexterous  ;  pleasing,  delight- 
ful, beautiful  ;  sung(?);  sharp,  pungent,  keen;  [cf. ~ 

fo6a,  am,  n.  the  bark  of  Cinnamon 
Albiflorum  or  of  another  kind  of  cinnamon  ;  bark, 
rind  in  general  ;  skin,  hide  ;  the  uneatable  part  of  a 
fruit  ;  the  fruit  of  the  fan-palm  ;  the  cocoa-nut  ;  a 
banana  or  plantain. 

Cotaka,  am,  n.  the  bark  of  Cinnamon  Albiflorum 
or  of  another  kind  of  cinnamon;  bark,  rind  in 

general. fot  i,  f  .  a  petticoat  ;  [cf.  £5(1."] 
toda,  as,  m.=  iKda,  a  sort  of  knob  or 

protuberance  on  a  brick  or  tile  ;  a  bodice  or  jacket  ; 
(as),  m.pl.,  N.  of  a  people  [cf.  tola];  (d),  (.,  N.  of 

a  plant. (oda,  dodya.     See  fud,  p.  327,  col.  3. 

(opaka.     See  i.  6up,  p.  328,  col.  i. 

fora,  &c.     See  rt.  fur,  p.  328,  col.  i. 

fola,as,  i,  m.  f.  a  short  jacket,  a 

'bodice  ;  (us),Jhi.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  in  southern India  on  the  Coromandel  coast,  in  the  province  now 
called  Tinjora  ;  (as),  m.  a  prince  of  the  Colas  ;  the 
ancestor  of  this  people  is  also  called  Cola  and  was 
a  son  of  A-krlda;  (am),  n.  clothes,  a  garment. 
-  Colonduka  (°la-un°),  as,  m.  a  diadem,  a  fillet 
for  the  head,  a  turban  or  tiara. 

Colalca,  as,  m.  a  breastplate,  a  cuirass  ;  N.  of  a 
people,  ••  the  preceding  ;  (am),  n.  bark,  rind. 
Colakin,  i,  m.  a  cuirassier,  a  soldier  armed  with  a 

breastplate;  the  shoot  of  a  bamboo;  the  orange 

tree  ;  the  wrist. 
^fa  fostta,  &c.     See  fush,  p.  329,  col.  2. 

vfly,  foska,  as,  m.  a  horse  peculiar  to  the 
Indus  district  ;  a  horse  of  a  particular  and  good  breed. 

'l3T3p(<!aukrya,am,  n.  (tt.tukra),  sourness, acidity. 

^T!J  fauksha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  fitkshd;  cf.  60- 
ksha),  pure,  dean  ;  honest  (?);  agreeable,  pleasant. 
^f  fauda,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  fiidd),  crested, 

relating  to  a  crest;  relating  to  tonsure;  (am),  n. 
the  ceremony  of  tonsure;  [cf.  (aula^  —  Cauda- 

karman,  a,  n.  the  rite  of  tonsure. 
*4HH  fauna,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  in 

the  west  of  Madhya-deia. 
•ofn!^  fauntya,as,d,  am  ((i.tunti),  coming 

from  a  pond  or  well, 

faundapafarya  (°pa-df°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Arya  who  was  the  author  of  a 

commentary  called  Prayoga-ratna-mila. 

MI<JI*<rH  fauddyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Coda  (?). 



taupayata. 

daupayata,  as,  tya,  m.  f.  a  patro 
nymic  from  Copayat  fr.  rt.  fup  (?).  -  Caupayata 
vidha,  am,  n.  the  district  inhabited  by  the  Caupa 
yatas. 
Caupayatdyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Cau 

payata. 

•"^MIMI  daupayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic from  Cupa. 

;  (aura.     See  p.  328,  col.  2. 

daurola,  as  or  am(?),  m.  or  n.(?), 
N.  of  a  metre. 

daula,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  diila  =  duda),  re- 

lating to  a  crest  or  top-knot  &c. ;  (am),'  11.  ton- sure ;  [cf.  Gr.  O-K((A\US.]  _  Caula-karman,  a,  n. the  ceremony  of  tonsure,  cutting  off  all  the  hair  from 
the  head  of  a  child  three  years  old  except  one  lock 
on  the  crown ;  [cf.  diidd,  &c.] 

^tfg^T  daulukya,  as,  m.  (fr.  duluka),  a 
patronymic  of  Kum5ra-pSla. 
Cauluka,  as,  t,  am,  an  adjective  derived  from  the  last. 

cauhittha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Pandit. 

••*<**  *T  dyavana.     See  below  under  r.  dyu. 
I.  dyu,  cl.  i.  A.  (ep.  also  P.)  ft/ovate, 
-tl,  dudyuve,  dyoshyate,  adyoshta,  dyotum, 

to  move  to  and  fro,  shake  about,  move,  stir,  move 
from  one's  place,  go  away,  retire  from  (with  abl.) ; to  fly  from  (the  hand  or  the  bow-string,  as  a  spear  or 
arrow) ;  to  fall  off  from,  deviate  from,  abandon  (duty 
&c.);  to  be  deprived  of,  lose  (with  abl.,  e.  g.  rdjydd 
dyavate,  he  loses  the  kingdom) ;  to  fall  away,  fade 
away,  disappear,  vanish,  perish,  wane,  fail ;  to  come 
forth  from,  come  out  of,  flow  out,  drop  from,  trickle, 
stream  forth  from  (in  this  sense  cf.  2.  dyut) ;  to  fall 
down,  fall,  slip,  slide ;  to  sink  down,  sink  (literall and  metaphorically)  ;  to  decrease ;  to  cause  to  mov 
or  shake  about ;  to  bring  about,  create,  make ;  tc 
cause  to  go  away,  to  make  forget :  Caus.  P.  dydva 
yati,  (in  the  Pada-patha  dyavayati),  -yitum,  t( 
cause  to  move,  excite,  agitate ;  A.  to  move  one's  sell 
be  shaken  or  moved ;  P.  to  loosen,  to  remove  fron 
a  place,  drive  away,  expel  from,  remove ;  to  deprive 
a  person  of  anything  (with  two  ace.,  e.  g.  devi  na 
dydvayed  rdjdnam  prdndn,  let  not  the  goddess 
deprive  the  king  of  life) ;  'to  cause  to  fall :  Desid.  01 Caus.  didydvayishati  and  dudydvayishati. 
Cyava.    Cf.  bhuvana-dyava. 
Cyavana,  as,  a,  am,  causing  to  move,  moving shaking;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  disease  or  of  the  demon 

causing  it;  N.  of  a  Rishi  who  was  a  son  of  Bhrigu 
and  author  of  several  hymns  [cf.  dyavana,  which  is 
the  original  form] ;    N.  of  an  astronomer ;  also  of 
one  of  the  seven  sages  under  Manu  Svarodisha ;  of  a 
son  of  MitrSyu ;  of  Suhotra ;  of  a  physician ;  (am), 
n.  moving,  motion;   departure  from,  deprivation, 
being  deprived  of;  sinking,  falling,  perishing,  dying; 
trickling,  flowing;  [cf.  dttil-dyavana.]- C'yavana- 
naghusha-samvada,   as,   m.   an   episode  of  the 
thirteenth  book  of  the  Mah5-bharata.  -  Cyarana- 
pras'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  electuary  (ava-leha).—  Cya- ina-samdgama,  as,  m.  a  chapter  of  the  Padma- 
furZni.-.C'yavanopdkhydna  ("na-up"),  am,  n.  the story  of  Cyavana,  a  chapter  of  the  Padma-PurSna. 
Cyavas  in  trlshu-dyavas,  q.v. 
Cyavana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  restored  to  youth 

by  the  AsVins ;  [cf.  dyavana.} 
Cyava  in  dui-dydva,  q.  v. 
Cydvana,  as,  a,  am,  causing  to  move  or  fall; 

(am),  n.  expulsion,  driving  away ;  N.  of  a  Saman  ; 
(as),  m.  a  patronymic  from  Cyavana. 
Cydvayitri,  td,  tri,  tn,  one  who  causes  to  move or  fall. 

Cyamla,  as,  S,  am,  caused  to  fall,  expelled. 
I.  dyut,  t,  t,  t,  (at  the  end  of  compounds)  shaking 
lusmg  to  fall,  removing,  desiroying;  dropping,  dis- 

Wlmg;  [cf.  adyuhi-dyut,  rina-d',  dAanva-d>,  &c.] 

Cyuta,  as,  a,  am,  moved,  shaken ;  deviated  from, 
erred,  strayed;  deprived;  removed,  expelled,  ba- 

nished ;  fallen  from,  fallen  off,  broken,  disordered ; 
lost ;  fallen  (e.  g.  nabhai!-dyuta,  fallen  from  the 
sky),  dropped,  oozed  out ;  (in  RamSyana  II.  91,  64, 
madhu-dyuta  is  probably  a  wrong  form  for  madhu- 
dyut.)  —  C'yuta-kuta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country. 
—  Cytita-pathaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Sakya- 
muni.  —  C'yutaddra  (°ta-dd°),  as,  a,  am,  deviating 
from  duty.-C'yutddhikdra  ("ta-adh"),  as,  d,  am, 
dismissed  from  an  office  &c.,  deprived  of  a  right. 
—  Cyutotsdha,  (ta-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has 
spent  his  energies,  exhausted,  incapable  of  effort. 

Cyuti,  is,  (.  quick  motion ;  falling,  a  fall ;  falling 
from,  deviating  from  (rectitude  &c.) ;  vanishing, 
perishing,  dying ;  coming  or  streaming  forth  from  ; 
falling,  gliding,  dropping,  dripping,  oozing;  the vulva ;  the  anus ;  [cf.  duta,  duti,  ddta.] 
Cyautna,  as,  J,  am,  animating,  inspiring,  pro- 

moting; a  mover,  goer;  oviparous;  abandoned, 
wicked,  void  of  virtue  or  purity;  (am),  n.  shaking, 
concussion;  enterprise,  exertion,  contrivance,  manage- ment, strength. 

2.  dyu  [cf.  A/us],  cl.  10.  P.  fyavayati, 
-yitum,  to  laugh;   to  suffer,  bear(?);   [cf. 

Hib.  tfbhim,  '  I  laugh,  joke,"] 
2' 
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WT*8  dhagana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  dried  cow- 
dung  ;  [cf.  dhagana.] 

'.,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

\  dyotishyati,  adyutat  and  adyotlt,  dyoti- 
um,  to  drop,  sprinkle,  flow,  trickle,  ooze,  exude ;  to 
wet  thoroughly,  moisten ;  to  fall  down ;  to  cause  to 
rop  or  stream  forth ;  [cf.  Hut,  idyut,  and  I.  dyu 
or  i.  dyut;  cf.  also  Hib.  doth, '  a  heavy  shower;' 
lothmhar,  •  showery."] 
Cyota,  am,  n.  sprinkling,  pouring,  dropping,  fall- 
ig,  dripping  (as  any  unctuous  substance),  oozing, rickling,  &c. ;  [cf.  idyota.] 

dyupa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  I.  dyu), the  face,  mouth. 

dyus  [cf.  2.  dyu  above],  cl.  10.  P. 
.  dyosayati,  -yitum,  to  laugh ;  to  bear ;  to leave;  to  loose;  to  hurt,  kill. 

dyiita,  as,  m.  (for  duta),  the  anus. 

dyautna.    See  under  i.  dyu  above. 

5  i.  (ha,  the  seventh  consonant  of  tne 
Sanskrit  alphabet,  being  the  aspirate  of  the  preceding 
letter,  and_  having  the  sound  of  cM  in  church-hill. 
—  Cha-kara,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  dha. 

2.  (ha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  tho),  cutting, dividing;  a  part,  a  fragment. 

3.  dha,  as,  d,  am  (perhaps  connected 
with  dho),  pure,  clean;    trembling,   tremulous,  un- 

steady;   (a),  f.  covering,  concealing  (in  this  sense connected  with  rt.  dhad);   an  infant,  a  child,  any rcung  animal  (?)  ;   [cf.  ̂ d.] 

W1  thaga,  as,  a,  m.  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  dho), 
goat ;  [cf.  dhaga;  cf.  also  Germ.  Bock;  Angl.  Sax. 
lucca;  Old  Germ,  bach,  poch,  pog;  Lat.  caper  • 
hmus(1);  Hib.  gabhar.-] Chagala,  as,  m.  a  goat ;  a  N.  of  Atri ;  of  a 
Muni;  of  a  country;  (d,  t),  f.  a  she-goat;  a  kind  of convolvulus,  see  the  next;  (am),  n.  blue  doth  or 
raiment;  [d.dhdgala.}-Chagaldn<jhri  (°la-an°) 
r  dhagaldntll  ("la-an"),  f.  a  plant,  see  the  next. 
-Chayaldntrikd  or  dhagaldntn  (°la-an°),  f. 
he  plant  Argyreia  Speciosa  or  Argentea;  a  wolf; cf.  ajantri,] 

Oftagalaka,  as,  m.  a  goat. 
Chagalin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor  who  was  him- 

dfapupil  ofKalSpin;  [cf.  dhdyaleyin.] 

dhata,  f.  a  mass,  lump,  assemblage, 
number ;  a  collection  of  rays  of  light,  light,  lustre, 
splendor;  a  straight  or  continuous  line;  [d.jata.'] —  Chatd-phala,  as,  m.  the  betel-nut  tree,  palmyra Uee.-C'hatdbhd  ("td-dbhd),  (.  lightning. 

**<!*<*  Mandaka,  a  wrong  form  for  dhan- daka. 

i.  dhad,  cl.  10.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  dhada- 
yatl,  -te,  -yitum  (also  said  to  form  dhanda- 

yati  and  cl.  i.  P.  dhadati,  but  these  forms  do  not 
seem  to  occur;  in  the  Aitareya-Brahmana  a  form 
dhadayati  is  found),  to  cover,  cover  over,  clothe, 
veil ;  to  use  anything  as  a  cover,  spread  as  a  cover' 
cover  one's  self;  to  hide,  conceal,  keep  secret ;  to' protect :  Desid.  diddhddayishati;  [cf.  Hib.  scailim, 
'  I  shade,  shelter;'  scailein,  'a  fan,  umbrella,'  &c. : Gr.  ffKid,  SKoris:  Goth,  scadus :  Lith.  sky  da : 
Germ.  Schild;  schale:  Goth,  skal-ia-  Lat squama;  spolium.} 

Chattra,  as,  m.  (often  spelt  dhatra),  a  mush- 
room; N.  of  a  kind  of  grass,  =  bhu-tri>,a;  a  bee- hive of  a  conical  or  umbrella  form ;   (a),  f.,  N.  of 

several    plants,   viz.   Anethum   Sowa ;    also  =  ati- 
ddhattra;    coriander;   N.  of  a  plant  supposed  to 
grow  in  Kas"m!ra ;    the  plant  Rubia   Munjista;   a mushroom ;  (am),  n.  a  parasol,  an  umbrella,  called 
Chattar  by  the  natives,  and  regarded  as  an  ensign  of 
royal  or  delegated  power;    N.  of  a  constellation; concealing  the  faults  of  a  teacher  (this  meaning  is invented  for  the  explanation  of  the  word  dhdttra); 
icf.   ati-ddhatra,  dkriti-ddhattra,   gomaya-ddh" .} 
—  C'hattra-guddha,  as,  m.  the  grass  Scirpus  Kysoor (ka^ru),=gunda-trina.  -  Chattra-griha,  am,  n. the  room  in  which  the  parasol  (or  badge  of  royalty) 
is  kept.  -  Chattra-dakra,  am,  n.  an  astrological diagram.  -Chattra-dhdra,  as,  i,  am,  bearing   a parasol  or  umbrella,  having  or  possessing  one ;  (as) 
m.  the   bearer  of  a   parasol.  -  Ohattra-dhdrana, 
am,   n.  carrying  or  using  a   parasol  or  umbreila; 
carrying  one  as  a  type  of  royal  authority.  -  Chattra- 
dhdra-tva,  am,  n.  the  office  of  a  parasol-bearer. -Chattra-dhdrin, t, ivfi, i,  =  dhatra-dhara  above ; 
(t),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Horila-sinha.  -  Chattra- 
pati,  is,  or  sometimes  dhattra-pa,  as,  m.  •  lord  of 
the  umbrella  or  parasol,'  title  of  an  ancient  king  in Jambu-dvipa,  or  of  any  king  over  whom  a  parasol is  carried  as  a  mark  of  dignity,  (whence  the  title 
Satrap  is  probably  derived.)  -  Chattra-pattra,  am 
n.,  N.  of  the  plant  Ketmia  Mutabilis.  -  Chattra- 
pushpaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  tilaka.  —  Chat- 
tra-bhanga,  as,  m.  breaking  or  destruction  of  the 
royal  parasol,  loss  of  dominion  or  empire,  deposition, 
&c. ;  wilfulness,  independence ;  a  forlorn  condition, 
widowhood.  -  Chattra-yukti,  is,  f.  a  chapter  in  king 
Bhoja's  work  called  Yukti-kalpa-taru.  -  Cliattra-iiat, an,  atl,  at,  furnished  with  an  umbrella ;  (ti),  f.,  N. 

of  a  country  or  town.  -  Chattrdtiddhattra  (°ra-a«°),' as,  a,  m.  f.  a  fragrant  grass  described  as  growing in  marshy  ground,  =  dhattraka  and  ati-ddhattrd. 
—  Chattrd-dhdnya,  am,  n.  coriander. 
C'hattraka,  as,  m.  a  temple  in  honour  of  S'iva  of a  spherical  or  umbrella  shape;  a  beehive  of  a  conical 

form ;  the  plant  Asteracantha  Longifolia ;  a  mush- 
room ;  a  kingfisher ;  (ikd),  f.  a  mushroom, 

C'hattraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =jdla-varvu- raJea;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, =rdsnd;  (am),  n.  a mushroom. 

Chaltrilca,  as,  m.  the  bearer  of  a  parasol. 
Chattrina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Chattrin,  i,  ini,  i,  bearing  or  having  a  parasol  or umbrella,  belonging  to  one ;  (i),  m.  a  barber. 
Chattvara,  as,  m.  a  house,  a  dwelling;  a  bower 

an  arbour. 
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Chada,as,  m.  a  cover,  covering  (e.  g.alpa-ddkada, 
scantily  covered  or  dressed ;  ghana-ddhada,  con 
cealed  by  clouds) ;  a  wing ;  a  leaf;  N.  of  two  plants 

=sgrant/ii-/>ar>ia,  and=te>naZa;  [cf.  Hib.  sgiath 

'a  wing.']  —  C'hada-pattra,  an,  m.  the  tree  Sym 
plocos  Raceniosa.  ' 
Chadana,  am,  n.  a  cover,  covering,  a  sheath,  a 

scabbard ;  a  wing ;  a  leaf;  the  leaf  of  Laurus  Cassia. 

<  "knli  =  <!hadu,  the  roof  of  a  carriage ;  a  wing(?). 
Chadis,  is,  n.  (f.?),  Ved.  a  cover,  the  roof  of  a 

carriage,  the  thatch  or  roof  of  a  house. 
Chadman,  a,  n.  the  thatch  or  roof  of  a  house 

external  covering,  a  deceptive  dress,  disguise 
masquerade;  plea,  pretext,  pretence,  trick,  deceit 
fraud,  craft,  dishonesty;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  scenn, 

Germ.  ScJiirm.]  —  Chadma-tdpasa,  as,  m.  a  re 

ligious  hypocrite,  a  false  ascetic.  —  C'hadma-ru- 
pena,  ind.  in  disguise,  incognito.  —  Chadma-ve^a 
as,  m.  a  deceptive  dress,  disguise.  —  Chadma-veiin, 
I,  m.  dressed  in  disguise,  a  player,  a  cheat. 
Ckadmikd,  (.  the  plant  Cocculus  Cordifolius 

[cf.  gududi.] 
Chadmin,  i,  ini,  i,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  dis- 

guised, in  an  assumed  dress  or  garb  (e.  g.  Brahmana- 
ddhadmin,  disguised  as  a  Brahman). 
Channa,  as,  d,  am,  covered,  clad,  concealed, 

secret,  clandestine,  private,  solitary. 
Chdttra,  as,  m.  a  pupil,  scholar,  disciple,  tyro, 

novice,  (as  carrying  his  teacher's  umbrella  or  as  con- 
cealing his  faults  ?) ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  honey. 

—  Chdttra-ganda,  as,  m.  an  indifferent  poetical 
scholar  knowing  only   the  beginnings    of   verses. 

~Chattra-gomin,  t,  ini,  i,  any  one  attendant  on  a 
pupil.  —  Chattra-ta,  f.  condition  of  a  pupil,  pupilage. 
—  Chattra-dariana,  am,  n.  fresh  butter  prepared 

from  milk  one  day  old  ('  looked  at  by  the  pupils'). 
—  CTidttra-vyansaka,  as,  m.  a  knavish  or  roguish 

pupil. 
CTiatfraka,  am,  n.  honey  in  the  comb  or  hive. 

Chdttrikya,  am,  n.  the  office  of  a  parasol-bearer. 
Chdda,  am,  n.  thatch,  a  roof;  (an  incorrect  form.) 

Chddana,  as,  m.  the  plant  Barleria  Cserulea,  = 
tulamldna;  (I),  f.  hide,  skin ;  (am),  n.  covering, 
a  cover,  screen;  hiding,  concealing;  darkening; 
clothes ;  a  leaf. 

Chadayat,an,antl,at,  covering,  veiling,  shrouding. 
Chadita,  as,  a,  am,  covered,  hidden,  concealed ; 

cut,  divided  (?). 

CKadin,  i,  tni,  i,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  hiding, 
covering. 

Chadiiheya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dhadis),  suitable  for 
the  roof  of  a  carriage  or  for  the  thatch  of  a  house. 

Chddmika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dhadman),  fraudulent, 
dishonest;  (as),  m.  a  rogue. 

Chadyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  covered. 

_i -j  3.  (had  or  (hand,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  (hada- 

s;  yati,  -te,  -yitam,  d.  I.  P.  and  10.  P.  A.,Ved. 
dhandati,  d/iandayati,  -te,  daddhanda,  Aor.  ad- 
dhdn,  dhantum,  to  seem,  appear,  be  considered  or 
esteemed  as ;  to  seem  good,  please,  be  pleasant :  A. 
dhandayate,  to  be  pleased  with,  delight  in,  approve 
of  (with  ace.  or  loc.)  ;  (Say.)  to  render  celebrated 
or  honoured:  P.  dhandayati,  to  gratify  a  person 
(ace.  or  sometimes  gen.)  with  anything  (e.  g.  varena, 
with  a  boon),  to  present. 

4.  (had,  t,  t,  t,  (in  compounds)  pleased  with  &c. ; 
[cf.  kavi-ddhad.] 

Chanda,  as,  a,  am,  pleasing,  alluring,  inviting; 
praising,  a  praiser ;  (an),  m.  appearance,  look,  shape ; 
pleasure,  delight,  appetite,  liking,  fondness  for,  fancy, 
whim,  predilection,  desire,  wish,  subjection,  will,  free 
will,  arbitrary  choice;  wilfulness,  wilful  conduct  (e.g. 
ma<!-<!handdt,  according  to  my  wish  or  will,  at  my 
pleasure;  sva-ddhanda,  following  one's  own  will, 
independent;  a-svaddhanda, dependent;  Kva-ddhan- 

dam,  according  to  one's  own  wish ;  sra-Khanddt, 
willingly ;  a-ddharvlena,  against  the  will) ;  mean- 

ing, intention,  purport,  opinion;  poison;  (ena), 
ind.  at  the  will  of,  according  to  wish  or  will,  at  one's 

!  pleasure ;  [cf.  indra-ddhanda,  Jialdpa-d",  deva-d" 
'  vtjaya-d°,   all   meaning   pearl-oniaments  or  neck 
laces  of  various  kinds ;  cf.  also  Lat.  ipunt,  eponte. 

—  Chanda-tas,  ind.  at  will,  at  pleasure,  according  to 

one's  own  wish  or  desire.  —  i'/Mii/laiiumrttn,  1,  ini 
i,  indulging  the  humour,  complying  with  the  wishes 

—  C'k.anddnui'rttta  (°da-an°),  am,  n.  indulgence 
of  whims,  humouring,  compliance. 

C'/wtndalca  in  sarva-dd/umdaka,  epithet  of  Narl 

yana,  'assuming  every  shape  ?;'  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the 
charioteer  of  S'akya-sinha ;  [cf.  d/iaiiduka.]  —  Chan 
daka-nivartana,  *  the  return  of  Chandaka,'  N.  o; 
a  Caitya.  —  t'handuka-pdtiina  or  dhanda-pdtana 
as,  m.  a  hypocrite,  a  pretended  or  false  ascetic. 

("liunilana,  as,  d,  am,  pleasing,  charming. 
Chandas,  as,  n.  desire,  longing  for,  delight 

pleasure,  wish,  will ;  free  will ;  meaning,  intention, 

purport,  object ;  a  sacred  hymn  or  verse  as  distin- 
guished from  the  verses  of  the  four  Vedas,  a  verse 

which  is  neither  Ri<5,  nor  Saman,  nor  Yajus,  nor 
Atharvana,  originally  perhaps  a  hymn  or  verse  usec 
in  incantations;  the  sacred  text  of  the  Vedic  hymns  ; 
metre  in  general,  supposed  to  consist  of  three  or 
seven  typical  forms ;  metrical  science,  prosody. 

—  ChandaA-prakarana,  am,  n.  a  chapter  on  metre. 
—  Chandah-praiasti  or  dhanda-prasasti,  is,  (.  a 

work  by  Harsha.  —  Chandah-s'dstra,  am,  n.  metrical 
science,  a  work  on  metre  by  Pin-gala.  —  Chandah- 
sangraha  and  dhandah-sdra,  ae,  m.  a  work  giving 
a  summary  of  metres.  —  Chandah-siddhi,  is,  f. 
a   chapter   of  the   Kavya-kalpa-lata-vritti-parimala. 
—  Cfiandah-stut,  t,  t,  t,  or  dhandah-stubh,  p,  p, 

p,  Ved.  praising  in  hymns.  —  Chandas"-duddmani, 
is,  m.  a  work  by  Hema-c'andra.  —  C7tandas-k> ita, 
am,  n.  any  metrical  part  of  the  Vedas  or  other  sacred 
compositions.  —  Chandas-paksha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
one  whose  wing  is  sacred  song,  (borne  aloft  on  the 
wings  of  praise  ?).  —  C/iandas-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
Ved.   pleasing,   lovely.  —  Chando-ga,  as,    m.   (rt. 
oaf),   a  reciter   or  singer  in   metre,  a  chanter   of 
the  Sama-veda,  generally  the  same  as  the  Udgatri 
priest.  —  Chandoga-pariiishta,   am,    n.    title   of 

work  by  Katyayana  giving  a  supplement  to 

Gobhila's  Sutras.  —  Chandoga-brdhmana,  am,  n. 
the  Brahmana  of  the  UdgStri  priests  attached  to  the 
Sama-veda.  Some  authorities  give  eight  of  these 
Brahmanas,  the  principal  being  called  Praudha  or 
Pan<5avinsa,  as  consisting  of  twenty-five  sections. 
—  Chandoga-mdhakl,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
—  Ohandoga-ddkhd,  f.  a  branch  of  the  Sama-veda. 
—  Chdndoga-truti,  is,  (.  the  Veda  of  the  Chandogas, 

the  Sama-veda.  —  Chandogdhnika-paddhati  (°ga- 
ah°),  title  of  a  work  by  Rama-krishna.  —  Chando- 
govinda,  title  of  a  work  on  metre  by  Garhga-dasa. 
—  Chando-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  =  mataitga. 
—  Cliando-ndman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  having  the  name 

of  metre,  metrical.  —  Chandanmritta  (°das-an°), 
am,  D.  conforming  to  one's  humour,  humouring, 
indulgence.  —  Chando-lihanga,  as,  m.  violation  of 
the  laws  of  metre.  —  Chando-bhashd,  f.  the  language 

of  the  Vedas  (?).••  Chando-manjari,  is  or  i,  f.  title 

of  a  work   on   metre    by  Gan-g5-dSsa.  —  C'kando- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  consisting  of  or  containing 
sacred  hymns.  —  (7/iando-mdna,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the 
measure  of  metre,  i.  e.  a  syllable  regarded  as  the 
metrical  unit.  —  Ckando-mdrtanda,  as,  m.  title  of 
a  work  on  metre.  —  Ckando-mald,  f.  title  of  a  work 
on  metre.  —  Chando-rut-stoma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Shadaha  rite.  —  Ckando-viditi,  is,  f.  '  examination 
of  metres,'  title  of  a  treatise  on  metre.  —  Chando- 

rivriti,  is,  f.  '  explanation  of  metres,'  title  of  Pin-- 
;ala's  work  on  metre.  —  Chando-i'Htta,  am,  n.  a 
metre  in  general,  any  metre. 

Chandazya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  taking  the  form  of 
lymns,  metrical,  fit  for  hymns,  relating  to  the  Vedic 

lymns ;  made  or  done  according  to  one's  wish. 
Chartdita,  as,  d,  am,  gratified,  pleased. 
Chandti,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  pleasing,  lovely. 
CTiandoma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  eighth,  ninth,  and 

enth  day  in  a  sacrificial  ceremony  which  lasts 

welve  days  (dvadatdha).  —  Chan<loma-triknkud, 

t,  m.,  N.  of  a  Soma  ceremony  lasting  three  days. 

—  Chandoma-dai'd/M,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Dasa-ratra. 
—  C'huiido  ma-vat,  an,  at>,  at,  Ved.  accompanied 

by  a  Chandoma. 

5.  c'had,   cl.  i  .  P.   Madati,  &c.,  to 
nourish,  strengthen. 

6.  <!had,  cl.  i  .  and  10.  P.  thandati  and 
dhandayati,  &c.,  to   kindle  ;    (a  various 

reading  for  dhrid.) 

(hadmat,  ind.  =  fhambat  (?). 

(hadvara,as,  m'.  a  tooth(?)  ;  a  bower; 
[cf.  dhath-ara.] 
e*l«s.«i  thana6chan,  ind.  an  imitative 

sound  expressive  of  the  noise  of  falling  drops,  of 

sobbing  &c.;  (according  to  some  a  reduplicated  fomi of  d/tatiat.) 

~&3  channa.     See  col.  i. 

.A  jj  Sham,  cl.  i.  P.  dhamati,  &c.,  to  eat; 
\  [cf.  dam,  jam,  jham.] 

dhamatihamika-ratna,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 

«t*iTMi(*<rt  chamatthamita,  am,  n.  (an  ono- 

matopoetic  word  with  the  termination  of  the  past 

pass,  part.),  crackling,  rattling. 

st*i<!S   thamanda,   as,  m.  an   orphan,   a 
fatherless  son  ;  a  single  man,  one  who  has  no  kins- 

men ;   [cf.  d/iemanda.] 

J,^M    dhamp,   cl.   i.    10.   P.    dhampati, 
N  dhampayati,  &c.,  to  go,  move. 

sS|p?  dhambat,  ind.,  Ved.  (used  with  rt. 

kri,  especially  in  sacrificial  language),  to  make  a 
failure,  fail  in  obtaining  or  accomplishing. 

J.  J  (hard,  cl.  10.  P.  dhardayati,  -yitum, 
^  to  vomit,  be  sick  ;  [cf.  dhrid;  cf.  also  Hib. 

sceithim,  *  I  vomit,  spew  ;'  Lat.  screo.J 
Charda,  as,  m.  (a  various  reading  for  dhardi), vomiting. 

Chardana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  (  =  alambiwha); 
of  a  Rakshasa;  another  plant,  =  nimba;  the  plant 
Vangueria  Spinosa;  (am),  n.  vomiting,  sickness; 
retching. 

Chardi,  is,  f.  sickness,  vomiting.  —  C7ia,rd{-ghna, 

as,  m.  'anti-emetic,'  N.  of  a  tree,  =nimba. 
Chardikd,  f.  sickness,  vomiting;  a  plant,  = 

risknu-krdnta.  —  C'/tardikd-ripu,  us,  m.  small 

cardamoms  ('  anti-emetic'). 
i  .  dhardis,  is,  f.  n.  vomiting.  (For  2.  dhardis  see 

jelow.) 

C/iardikd,  f.  vomiting,  sickness. 

'SRTPif'Toin  dhardapanika,  f.  a  kind  of  cu- 
cumber, —  Itarkafl  ;  (a  corruption  of  dharddpana- 

2.  dhardis,  is,  n.  (fr.  i.  (had?),  Ved. 

a  fence,  a  secure  place,  secure  residence  ;  a  house  ; 

"cf.  dhadis.]  —  Cltardifsh-pd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  pro- 

ecting  a  house. (hal,  (halayati.     See  under  chain. 

dhala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (probably  fr.  i. 
fraud,  deceit,  deception,  sham,  guise,  dis- 

;uise,  pretence,  pretext,  delusion,  illusion,  semblance, 
ounterfeit  appearance,  fiction,  feint,  circumvention, 

rick,  stratagem  ;  fallacy  (e.  g.  vdk-dhalaih,  with 
allacious  words)  ;  wickedness  ;  design,  device  ;  in- 
ention  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dala  and  descendant 
jf  Kuia  ;  dlmlat,  through  deceit  or  fraud,  deceitfully  ; 
lialena,  deceitfully,  illusively,  under  the  disguise  or 

retext  or  pretence  of;  upadd-dltalena,  under  pre- 
ence  of  gifts  of  honour,  i.  e.  with  ieigned  gifts  ; 

ajas-fludena,  under  the  semblance  of  dust;  [cf. 

,at.  scrf«s.]  —  L'kula-karaka,  as,  d,  am,  or  dUala.-, 
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Tcdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  practising  fraud  or  deceit,  fraudulent. 

—  C'hnln-td,  f.  fraud,  deception,  deceit. 
Chalaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  delusive,  deceptive,  cheating. 
Chalana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  deceiving,  deluding,  trick- 

ing, cheating,  outwitting,  feigning.  —  C'haland-para, 
as,  d,  am,  deceitful,  cunning,  crafty. 
Chalaya,  nom.  P.  dhalayati,  -yitum,  to  deceive, 

cheat,  delude,  circumvent,  outwit,  feign. 
Chalayat,  an,  and,  at,  deceiving,  cheating,  de- 

luding, outwitting. 
CliaUta,  as,  d,  am,  deceived,  cheated,  deluded ; 

feigned.  —  C'haUta-rdma,  as,  m.  'Rama  the  out- 
witted,' title  of  a  play. 

Chalin,  i,  m.  cheating,  a  cheat ;  a  swindler. 

WS*  (halika,  am,  n.  a  song  consisting 
of  four  parts  and  recited  with  certain  gestures  or 
gesticulation ;  [cf.  dhalikya.] 

a  (V) n  =h  chalitaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man, 
the  builder  of  a  sanctuary  which  was  called  after  him  ; 
(am),  o.  =  dhalil;a  above. 

Qlsi  (halli, is,  f.  skin,  bark,  rind,=;(halli ; 
[cf.  dhavi.] 

'S[fg'rT  (hallita  in  asthi-((hallita,  elevation 
of  a  small  portion  of  the  bone. 

"Sraft  (halli,  f.  skin,  bark,  rind  [cf.  (halli 
and  dhavf]  ;  a  spreading  creeper  (virudh) ;  a  kind 
of  flower ;  offspring,  posterity. 

~Sf^  (havi,  is,  or  (havt,  f.  (the  latter  only in  Ved. ;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  d/w),  skin,  hide ;  hue, 
colour  of  the  skin,  colour  in  general ;  beauty,  splen- 

dor, brilliance;  light,  lustre;  [cf.  fcrishua-ddhavi ; 
cf.  also  Old  Germ,  scieri,  '  lucid ;'  Hib.  sceimh, 
'  beauty,  bloom;'  sceimheach, '  handsome.'] 

•gfqciioii^  (havilldkara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
historian  of  Kas'mlra. 

-A'CT  (hash,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  (hashati,  -te,  to 
•  \  hurt,  injure,  kill. 

ha,  as,  m.  a  young  animal ;  [cf .  2 .  (ha.'] 
(haga,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  (ho), 

a  goat ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Aries ;  N.  of  one  of 
the  attendants  of  Siva;  (i),  f.  a  she-goat;  (as,  ?, 
am),  coming  from  or  relating  to  a  goat  or  she- 

goat.  —  Chdga-bhojin,  I,  m.  a  wolf,  ('goat-eater.') 
—  Chdga-maya,  as,  i,  am,  like  a  goat  or  she-goat. 
—  Chdga-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Chaga- 
mitrika,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  relating  to  Chaga-mitra. 
—  Cfhdga-ratha,  as,  m.  Agni  the  god  of  fire  (whose 
vehicle  is  the  goM).  —  Cliaga-lakshana,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a   Parisishta  attributed  to  KatySyana.  —  Chdga- 
vahana,  as,  m.  Agni  the  deity  of  fire. 
Chdgala,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dhagala),  coming  from 

or  relating  to  a  goat  or  to  a  she-goat,  caprigenous ; 

born  in  C'hagala ;  (as),  m.  a  goat ;  a  kind  of  fish, 
=  dhdgala/ia  ;  a  patronymic  from  C'hagala  (when 
a  descendant  of  Atri  is  to  be  designated)  ;  N.  of  a 
mountain.  —  Chdgaldntrikd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  = 
dhagaldntrikd.  —  Chd(/aldntri(°la-an°),  f.  a  wolf; 
also  =  fhagalantri. 
Chdgalal;a,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish. 

Chagall,  is,  m.  a  metronymic  from  C'hagala  and  a 
patronymic  from  C'hagala ;  a  descendant  of  Atri ;  N. of  a  prince. 

Chagaleya,  N.  of  a  place ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
school ;  (at),  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  law-book. 
Chdgaleym,  inas,  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  Chagalin ; 

the  Sutras  of  the  pupils  of  Chagalin. 
Clidgikd,  f.  a  she-goat. 
Chdgeya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 

C'harjyayani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  ChSga. 
WTO  (hdgana,  as,  m.  a  fire  of  dried  cow- 

dung  (dhagana). 

f  (hiigaleya.     See  above. 

*T  (ha(hika,  f.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

(hata,  f.  title  of  a  commentary  on 

the  Mugdha-bodha ;  [cf.  dhatd.'] 
Wit  (hata.     See  p.  334,  col.  3. 

(hattra.     See  p.  332,  col.  I. 

ada.     See  p.  332,  col.  I. 

(hdnda,  as,  i,  am,  adj.  fr.  (handa  or dhandas  (?). 

(hdndada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 

(hdndasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dhandas), 
Vedic,  having  the  sacred  text  of  the  Veda  as  (its) 
subject,  peculiar  to  the  Veda,  relating  or  belonging  to 
the  Vedic  hymns;  studying  the  holy  text  of  the 
Vedic  hymns,  a  priest  familiar  with  it ;  metrical,  re- 

lating to  poetical  metre  ;  (as),  m.  a  priest  conversant 
with  the  Veda  or  sacred  hymns.  —  Chdndasa-tva, 
am,  n.  the  being  Vedic,  the  being  metrical. 
Chdndasaka,  am,  a.  the  being  Vedic  or  metrical. 
Chdndaiiya,  as,  a,  am,  metrical,  familiar  with 

metres,  a  metrical  scholar. 

C'hdndoga,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dhando-ga),  relating  to 
the  Chando-gas.  —  Chdndoga-brdJimana,  see  dhan- 
doga-brdhmana.  —  Chdndoga-sutra,  am,  n.  a  Sutra 
work  of  the  Chando-gas. 

Chamlogya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dhando-ga),  the  doctrine 
of  the  Chando-gas  or  Udgitri  priests  contained  in 
a  Brahmana  of  the  Sama-veda;  see  dhandoga- 
brahmana.  —  C'hdndogya-mantra-bhashya,  am,  n. 
a  commentary  by  Guna-vishnu  on  the  prayers  and  texts 
in  Gobhila's  Grihya-sutras.  —  Chdndogyopanishad 
(°ya-up°),  t,  f.  title  of  the  Upanishad  attached  to 
the  Sama-veda.  —  CTiandogyopanishad-bhdshya, 
am,  n.  a  commentary  on  the  above  Upanishad  by S'aifkarac'arya. 

C'hdndobhdsha,  as,  !,  am  (fr.  dhando-lihdehd), 
relating  to  the  language  of  the  Vedas  (?). 
Chdndoma,  as,  i,am  (fr.  dhandoma),  taken  from 

the  Chandomas. 

C'hdndomdna,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  dhando-mdna),  re- 
lating to  a  syllable  regarded  as  the  measure  of  metre 

or  metrical  unity. 

Ohdndomika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dhandoma),  belong- 
ing to  the  Chandomas. 

WIT  thaya,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  (ho,  to 
cut  off  the  light ;  perhaps  a  corruption  of  dhadyd  fr. 
rt  i.  d/uid),  shade,  shadow,  dark  shadow,  a  shady 
place,  (in  the  Naighantuka  III.  4-  =  a  screened  or 
covered  place,  i.  e.  a  house) ;  a  reflected  image,  re- 

flection ;  a  shadowy  fancy,  hallucination  ;  shading  or 
blending  of  colours,  play  of  light  or  colours,  lustre, 
light,  beauty ;  colour,  the  colour  of  the  face,  com- 

plexion, the  features ;  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of 
four  lines  of  nineteen  syllables  each;  Shadow  personi- 

fied, and  like  Saiijiia  wife  of  the  Sun  and  mother  of  the 
alanet  Saturn ;  the  sun ;  the  shadow  of  a  gnomon  as 
indicating  the  sun's  position;  a  screen,  protection, 
nourishing,  cherishing ;  a  row,  line,  straight  or  con- 
;inuous  line ;  nightmare ;  a  bribe ;  a  N.  of  the  goddess 
Durga ;  (am),  n.  shade,  shadow  (at  the  end  of  a 
Tat-purusha  compound) ;  (as),  m.  one  who  grants 
shade.  —  C'hdyd-Jcara,  as,  I,  am,  causing  shadow, 
shadowing,  shading ;  (as),  m.  a  parasol  or  umbrella- 
bearer  ;  a  species  of  metre.  —  Ohdyd-graha,  as,  m. 
'  receiving  the  shadow  or  image,'  a  mirror,  a  sun- 

dial>(?)  ;  [cf.  dhdijd-yantra.]  -  Ohdydnha  (°yi- 
aft°),  as,  m.  the  moon  (containing  the  image  of  a 
hare  or  deer,  i.  e.  marked  like  a  hare  or  deer) ;  [cf. 
dhdyd-bhrit  and  dhdyd-mriga-dhara.^  —  CTidyd- 
tanaya,  as,  m.  the  son  of  ChSyS,  an  epithet  of 
Saturn.  —  C'hdyd-taru,  us,  m.  a  large  umbrageous  tree, 
(giving  abundant  shade  or  shelter.)  —  CTidydtmaja 

Cyd-af),  as,  m.  the  son  of  C'haya,  an  epithet  of 
Saturn.  -  Ckaydtman  (°yd-dt°),  d,  m.  a  reflected 
image  or  form  (lit.  '  shadow-self/  the  shadow  or  re- 

flected image  of  one's  own  person). »  Chdyd-druma, 
an,  m.an  umbrageous  tree;  scedhdyd-taru.  —  C/idyd- 

dvitlya,  as,  d,  am,  accompanied  by  one's  shadow. 

—  Chdyd-patha,  at,  m.  ether,  the  atmosphere  or 
firmament.  —  C'hdyd-pmusha,  as,   m.  Purusha  in 
the  form  of  a  shadow. •~Chdyd-bhinna,  as,  d,  am, 
divided    in  radiance,    reflecting  light   from   various 
surfaces.  —  Chdyd-bhrit,    t,   m.   the   moon;    [cf. 
(hdydnka.]  —  Chayd-maya,  as,  i,  am,  shadowy, 
casting  a  shadow,  reflected.  —  Chdyd-mdna,  am,  n. 
an   instrument  that  measures  a  shadow.  —  Chdyd- 

mitra,  am,  n.  a  c*hattar  or  parasol  (friend  of  the 
shade).  —  Cfhdyd-mriga-dhara,  as,  m. '  possessing 
the  image  of  a  deer,'  the  moon ;   [cf.  dhdydnkaJ} 

—  Chdyd-yantra,am,  n. '  shadow  instrument,'a  sun- 
dial.— C"hdyd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  shadowy,  possessing 

or   granting   shade.  —  Chdyd-vyavahdra,   as,  m. 
measuring  or  calculating  the  shadow  cast  by  the  sun 

on  the  dial.  —  CJiayd-suta,  as,  m.  the  son  of  C'hSya, an  epithet  of  Saturn. 

C'hayaka,  as,  flea,  am,  Ved.  shadowy  (as  a  demon). 

«ufrt>w  (hdlikya,  am,  n.,  N,  of  a  kind  of 
song ;  [cf.  dhalika.] 

fgf  (hi,  is,  m.  abuse,  reproach. 

ra"S8«T  (hikkana,  am,  n.  (an  onomatopoetic 
word  with  the  affix  of  a  noun  of  action),  sneezing ; 
(i),  f.  the  plant  Artemisia  Sternutatoria. 
Chikka,  f.  sneezing. 

Chikkilca,  as,  d,  am,  sneezing,  sternutatory ;  (a), 
f.  the  plant  Artemisia  Sternutatoria. 

[VssT;  (hikkara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  animal; 
(perhaps  an  incorrect  form.) 

ikkdra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  antelope. 
(hita.     See  rt.  (ho,  p.  334. 

•fe»»  i.  (hid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  (hinatti,  (hintte, 
*^  diddheda,  diddhide,  dhetsyati,-te,  addhi- 

dat  or  addhaitsit,  addhitta,  dhettum,  to  cut,  cut  off, 
amputate,  cut  through,  hew,  chop,  rend,  split,  pierce, 
separate,  divide,  unfasten ;  to  take  away,  remove,  de- 

prive of;  to  interrupt,  disturb ;  to  destroy,  annihilate, 
efface,  blot  out :  Pass,  dhidyate,  to  be  split,  to  be 
cut,  to  break,  be  torn,  &c. :  Caus.  P.  dhedayati, 

-yitum;  Aor.  adiddhidat,  to  cut  off;  to  cause  to 
cut  off  or  through :  Desid.  diddhitiati,  -te:  Intens. 
deddhidyate,  deddhiditi,  deddhetti;  [cf.  Lat.  scindo  : 

fficiSirrinr,  &x<i(a>(1)-  Goth.ste'da:  Germ.scheide: Old  Germ,  schtte;  splitar:  Mod.  Germ,  splitter ; 
Hib.  scaithim,  '  I  cut  off,  lop,'  &c.] 
Chitii,  it,  f.  cutting,  division;  N.  of  a  tree,= karanja. 

Chittvara,  as,  d,  am,  cutting  or  fit  for  cutting  (as 
a  weapon  &c.),  trenchant;  hostile,  inimical,  a  foe; 
roguish,  fraudulent,  knavish,  a  knave;  [cf.  dhat- tvara  and  dhidura.] 

CJiittvd,  ind.  having  cut,  amputated,  divided. 
i.  (hid,  t,t,t,  (at  the  end  of  a  compound)  cutting, 

cutting  through,  tearing  asunder,  splitting,  piercing 
[cf.  uklia-ddhid,  keda-ddhid,  palcsha-ddhid] ;  de- 

stroying, annihilating,  removing  [cf.  duhkJM-ddhid] ; 
(t),  m.  the  divisor,  denominator. 
Chidaka,  am,  n.  Indra's  thunderbolt  or  diamond. Chidd,  f.  cutting,  dividing. 
Chidi ,  is,  is,  i,  cutting  or  tearing  off,  splitting ; 

(is),  (.  an  axe. Chidira,  as,  m.  an  axe ;  a  sword ;  fire ;  a  rope, 
cord. 
Chidura,  as,  d,  am,  cutting,  dividing,  what  cuts 

or  divides ;  easily  breaking ;  hostile,  a  foe ;  roguish, 

a  knave ;  [cf.  dhittvara.'] 
C'hidyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  cut,  cut. 
Chidra,  as,  d,  am,  containing  holes,  pierced; 

(am),  n.  a  hole,  slit,  incision,  cleft,  opening,  fissure, 
crack,  perforation,  vacuity,  interruption,  (dhidram 
dana-kritam,  the  opening  or  hole  made  by  nature, 
the  cartilage  of  the  ear,  the  pupil  of  the  eye,  &c.) ; 
defect,  fault,  blemish,  flaw  (moral  or  physical);  a 
vulnerable  or  weak  point,  weak  side,  foible,  imper- 

fection, infirmity;  (in  astronomy)  N.  of  the  eighth 

40. 
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house;  [cf. a-A'hidra, lcarna-fth°,  krita-<<i'U°,gri- 
ka-tfh°  ,ni£-<Sh° .]—  Chidra-karna,  aa,  i,  am,  having 
the  ears  bored  or  pierced.  —  Chidra-td,  f.  the  slate  of 
being  perforated,  the  quality  of  being  perforated  or 

pervaded  by  everything.  —  C'hidra-darfona,  an,  a, 
am,  exhibiting  faults  or  deficiencies,  (a-tfhidradar- 
.<ana,  faultless) ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  Cakra-vaka  that 
had  been  a  Brahman  in  a  former  birth.  —  Chidru- 
darsin,  i,  ini,  i,  observing  faults  or  deficiencies, 
a  captious  critic;  (0,  m.,  N.  of  a  Cakra-vaka;  see 
above.  —  C/iidra-raiilcki,  (.  the  plant  Scindapsus 

Ofiicinalis,  =  gaja-pippali.  —  Chidrdtman  (°ra- 
dt°),  a,  a,  a,  one  who  exposes  his  weak  points  to 
attack.  —  C'/iitlrdnwtaudhanin,  i,  ini,  i,  or  thidra- 

ntisdrtn  or  fkidrdnvesftia  (°ra-a*°),  i,  tnt,  i,  look- 
ing out  for  faults  or  flaws,  picking  holes,  a  censorious 

or  captious  critic,  —{fhidrantar  (°ra-an°),  ah,  m. 
'  internally  hollow,"  cane  or  reed.—C/iidranveshatja 
(°ra-a»°),  am,  n.  the  searching  for  faults,  picking 
holes;  [cf.  dkidrdmtsandkanin  above.] — •  CMdrd- 
phala,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  fruit;  [cf.  maya- 
phala.] 

Chidraya,  nom.  P.  t'Mdrayati,  -yitum,  to  pierce, 
perforate,  bore,  make  openings  or  holes,  to  perforate 
the  ears  for  rings  &c. 

Chidrdpaya,,  nom.  P.  -payati,  -yitum,  to  pierce, 
perforate. 

Chidrita,  of,  a,  am,  pierced,  perforated,  having 
holes,  orifices  or  openings. 

Ckidrin, »,  ini,  i,  having  holes,  hollow. 

Ohidvara,  as,  a,  am,  =  Chittvara. 
Chindaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  family  or  race. 

Ohinna,  as,  a,  am,  cut,  divided,  torn,  broken,  de- 
stroyed ;  decaying,  declining,  exhausted,  tired  ;  (a),  f. 

a  whore,  a  harlot ;  the  tree  Cocculus  Cordifolius,  = 

qudad.  —  Chinna-karna,  as,  i,  am,  having  the  ears 
cut  off.  —  C/iinna-keia,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  haircut, 
shorn,  shaven. —Chinna-granthinika,  (.  a  kind  of 
bulbous  plant,  =  tri-parnikd.  —  C/iinna-druma,  as, 
m.~a  riven  tree.  —  Chinna-dhanvan,  a,  m.  a  warrior 

whose  bow  has  been  cut  or  broken  by  his  enemy's 
arrow.  —  Chinna-naeika,  as,  a,  am,  having  the 
nose  cut  off,  noseless.  —  Chinna-ndsya,  as,  a,  am, 
having  the  nose-rein  (or  cord  passing  through  the 
nose)  cut  or  broken.  —  Ohiima-paicslia,  as,  a,  am, 
having  the  wings  dipped  or  torn  off.  —  Chinna-pat- 
tri,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  ambashlha.  —  Chinna-ban- 
dhana,  as,  a,  am,  loosed  from  bonds,  liberated. 

—  C/dnua-bkinnu,  as,  a,  am,  pierced  through  and 

through,  cut  up,  destroyed,  scattered.  —  C'/unna-bhu- 
yishl hadliuma,  as,  a,  am,  bursting  through  the  thick 

smoke,  scattering  the  mass  of  smoke.  —  Chinna- 
masta  or  fhinna-mastaka,  as,  a,  am,  decapitated ; 

(a),   t   a    headless    form    of   Durga.  —  C'hinna- 
mula,  as,  a,  am,  cut  up  by  the  root.  —  Chinna- 
mha,    as,   m.,   N.   of  a   tree,  =  tilaka ;    (a),  (., 
N.   of   several    plants,   viz.  Cocculus    Cordifolius; 
incense,  =  sallalti ;  also — gvarna-ketaki.  ••  Chin- 

na-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  cut  or  cut  off.  —  Chinna- 
rniika,  f.  the  plant  Clypea  Hernandifolia,  =  patha. 
—  Chinna-6vdsa,  as,  m.  interrupted  or   irregular 
breathing,  a  kind  of  asthma ;  (as,  a,  am),  breathing 

at  irregular  intervals.  —  C'/tinna-famsaya.as,  a,  am, 
one  whose  doubts  are  dispelled,  freed  from  doubt; 

confirmed,  confident. ~(7fiinnodbhavd  (°na-u^~),  f. 
the  plant  Cocculus  Cordifolius,  =  gududi. 

Chinnaka,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  little  cut  off,  in- 
cised; (Compar.  dhinnaka-tara—dhinnataraka.) 

Chettavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cut,  to  be  cut  off  &c. 
Chettri,  td,  tri.  t?i,  who  or  what  cuts,  a  cutter,  a 

wood-cutter ;  destroying,  removing,  solving,  a  resolver 
of  (doubts  &c.). 

Cheilu,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  comp.)  cutting, 
cutting  off  [cf.  stfidnu-ddluda] ;  (ag),  m.  a  cutting 
or  dividing,  divisor,  the  denominator  of  a  fraction ; 
a  distinguishing  mark  [cf.  bkakti-Sdlutda]  ;  a  cut,  a 
section,  a  piece,  portion,  a  part  cut  oil  or  broken  off; 
an  incision,  cleft,  slit;  cutting,  dividing,  tearing  off; 
solving,  dissipating  (doubt  Sec.);  destruction,  inter- 

ruption, vanishing ;  cessation,  deprivation,  want,  de- 

ficiency.  —  Clieda-kara,  as,  d  and  i,  am,  cutting ; 

(as),  m.  a  wood-cutter. 
Chedaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  cutting  off,  dividing;  the 

denominator  of  a  fraction;  [cf.  granlhi-di'/ieilaka.] 
Chedana,  as,  i,  am,  cutting  asunder,  splitting; 

destroying,  solving,  removing;  (am),  n.  cutting, 
cutting  off,  amputation,  dividing,  tearing  asunder, 

splitting ;  division  ;  a  section,  a  part,  a  portion  ;  de- 
struction, removing. 

Cliedaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  cut  or  divided, 
divisible. 

Chedi,  is,  is,  i,  cutting  off;  breaking ;  (is),  m.  a 
carpenter. 

Chedita,  as,  d,  am,  cut,  divided. 
Cheditanja,as,d,am,  to  be  cut  or  divided,  divisible. 

Chedin,  I,  ini,  »,  cutting  off,  tearing  off  or  asun- 
der ;  destroying,  removing. 

Chedya,  as  d,  am,  to  be  cut  or  divided,  divisible; 
to  be  cut  off  or  amputated,  to  be  split,  to  be  muti- 

lated ;  (am),  n.  amputation,  exdsion ;  [cf.  kudya- 

ddhedya  and  pattra-d°J] 
Chaidika,  as,  m.  a  ratan,  a  cane. 

fiSfiM+l  dhippikd,  f.  a  kind  of  bird  (?) ; 

[cf.  dippikd."] ilihinda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

=patdla-garuda. 

tjx»><^«,  6hu(6hundara,  as,  m.  or  («',  is  or 
f),  f.  the  musk-rat  or  shrew. 

t»^  thutthu,  us,  i.  or  Chutthu-pingala,  f. 
a  kind  of  animal. 

dhut  (a  various  reading  for  cut),  cl. 
6.  10.  P.  <!hittati,  flwtayati,  &c.,  to  cut; 

[cf.  Hib.  xijoth,  '  a  cut ;'  sgothan,  '  a  small  flock.'] 
dhud  (a  various  reading  for  thud), 

•d.  6.  P.  thudati,  &C.,  to  cover. 

'SJ  6hudda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  men; 

(a),  {.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
W£  fhudrn,  am,  n.  retaliation,  counter- 

action, remedying ;  a  ray. 

(hup,    cl.  6.  P.  6hupati, 

<J   X  dhopsyali,  addhaupsit,  dhoptum,  to  touch. 
Chupa,  ax,  m.  touch,  touching ;  a  small  tree,  a 

shrub,  a  bush ;  air,  wind ;  war,  combat. 

tj^c*  dhubuka,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  chin ; 

[cf.  divuka  and  dubuka.'] (hur,  cl.  6.  P.  6hurati,  (titthora, 

dhuritum,  &c.,  to  cut,  engrave,  incise, 
etch :  Caus.  dhurayati  and  dhorayati,  -yitum,  to 
inlay,  veneer,  to  set  with  mosaic  ornaments;  [cf. 

kahur ;  cf.  also  Hib.  scuirim  or  sguirim,  '  I  cease, 
desist,'  cf.  dheda ;  Old  Germ,  scar,  scim,  &c. ; 

Mod.  Germ.  Schere.'] 
Churd,  f.  lime. 
Churikd,  (.  a  knife. 
Churita,  as,  d,  am, cut,  inlaid,  set,  coated,  spread ; 

blended,  intermingled.  —  Churilodara  (°ta-ud°), 
as,  I,  am,  pierced  through  the  belly ;  transfixed. 

Churl,  f.  a  knife,  =  £«/»«)•». 
Churikd,  f.  —  dhurikd  in  dhurikd-pattri,  N.  of  a 

plant,  =  fvetd,  Andropogon  Aciculatus;  the  mouth 
of  a  cow;  (other  readings  have  khurikd,  sphurikd, 
sthurikd,  sthurikd.) 

Churl,  f.  =  dhuri. 
Chorana,  am,  n.  abandoning,  leaving. 

dhrid,  cl.  7.  P.  dhrinatti,  fawharda, 
dhardishyati  or  dhartxyati,  (harditum, 

to  pour  out ;  P.  and  A.  dkrinatti,  d/irintte,  &c.,  to 
play,  shine;  to  vomit;  d.  I.  P.  dharduti,  &c.,  to 
kindle :  Caus.  dhardayati,  to  pour  out ;  to  spit 
out,  eject,  vomit ;  to  cause  to  spit ;  to  kindle  :  Desid. 
didd/utrdishati,  -te,  or  fiddhritsati,  -te:  Iniens. 
dariddhridyate,  dariddhartti ;  [cf.  dhard;  cf. 

also  Lat.   tplendeo;    Lith.  sjiindzhi,    spindalys, 

ukaittiis,  skaiatas  ;  Germ.  gliinzeni~\, 
(hrip  (a  various  reading  for  dhrid), 
cl.  i.  10.  P.  dharpati,  fharpayaH,  &c., 

to  kindle,  inflame. 

a*  cheka,  as,  a,  am,  tame,  domesticated 

(as  a  bird  or  beast)  ;  citizen,  town-bred,  shrewd, 
sharp,  smart,  trained  in  the  acuteness  and  vice  of 

towns  ;  (with  anu-prdta),  a  kind  of  alliteration,  repe- 
tition of  two  or  more  consonants  in  different  words  ; 

(«*),  m.  a  bee.  —  C'liekokti  (°ka-nk°),  is,  f.  indirect 
speech,  insinuation,  double  entendre,  hint. 
Chekdla  or  ihekila,  as,  a,  am,  =  <!heka  above. 

6hettavya.     See  under  i  .  (hid. 

(hemanda,  as,  m.  a  fatherless  child; 

[cf.  (hamanda  and  kadigha.'] 
^T<5  dhelu,   us,   m.  the  plant  Vernonia 

Anthelmiutica. 

t 
thaidika.     See  under  i.  (hid. 

(ho,  cl.  4.  P.  ihyati,  (atthau,  (has- 
yati,  aifhat  or  addlidsit,  dhdtitm,  to  cut, 

divide,  mow,  reap  :  Caus.  P.  dtidyayati. 
Chdta  or  dhita,  as,  a,  am,  cut,  divided,  thin, 

feeble,  emaciated. 

fhoja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

dhotika,  f.  snapping  the  thumb 
and  forefinger  together. 

t^l  f«  «^  chotin,  I,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  6ho), 
a  fisherman. 

«!«,*!.[  (horana.     See  under  rt.  ihur. 

«OrtS'  (holanga,  as,  m.=:  matulu  ga,  a 
citron,  lime  ;  [cf.  ambu-l;c$ara.] 

6hyi,  cl.  i.  A.  thyavate,  &c.,  to  go, 

move,  approach. 

IT  i.j'o,  the  third  letter  of  the  second  or 
palatal  class  of  consonants,  having  the  sound  of  j  in 

jump.**Ja~kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  ja. 

»T  2.  ja,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  jan,  and  used 
at  the  end  of  comp.),  born  from,  descended  from,  a 
son  or  daughter  of,  produced  or  caused  by,  6orn  in, 
produced  in  or  at  or  upon,  growing  in,  living  at, 

being  at  [cf.  atri-drig-ja,  dhritarddi/ra-ja,  dtrna- 
ja,  anila-ja,  kula-ja,  vana-ja,  saraii-ja,  agra-ja, 
arara-ja,  fka-jit,  &c.]  ;  prepared  from,  made  of  or 
wilh  ;  belonging  to,  connected  with,  peculiar  to  [cf. 

anna-ja  and  ilakra-ja~];  (as),  m.  a  father,  pro- 
genitor ;  birth,  production ;  [cf.  jd.] 

»f  3.  ja,  as,  d,  am  (connected  with  the 
preceding  Hy  some  lexicographers,  but  the  meanings 
appear  to  be  artificial),  speedy,  swift ;  victorious, 
triumphant,  conquering ;  eaten ;  (as),  m.  speed  ; 

enjoyment ;  light,  lustre ;  poison  ;  a  Pi^a&  ;  a  N. 

of  Vishnu ;  also  of  S'iva ;  (a),  f.  a  husband's  brother's 
wife. 

_j  II  jays,  cl.  10.  P.jansayati,  -yitum,  to 
^x  protect ;  to  liberate. 

janh,  Ved.  only  in  Intens.  jangahe, 
to  strike  with  the  wings  or  feet,  to  kick ; 

(Say.  who  derives  this  word  from  yrali),  to  hold 

tight,  hold  fast. JarJiati,  an,  n.,  Ved.  flapping  of  the  wings ;  (Say.) 

velodty,  speed  ;  [cf.  krishna-janhas.~\ 
a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 

jakuta,  as,  m.  a  dog ;  the  Malaya 



mountains ;  (am),  n.  a  pair ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  th 
egg-plant,  Solanum  Melongena,  or  its  flower. 

i.  jaksh  (probably  a  reduplicatec 
.  form  of  ghas,  q.  v.),  cl.  2.  P.jakshiti, 

pi.  jakshati  (Gram.  790.  6);  Impf.  ajakshit  an< 
ajakuhat  (Pan.  VII.  3,  g8,  99),  3rd  pi.  ajakshits 
jajakska,  jafcskishyati  ;  Aor.  ajakshit,  3rd  p] 
ajakshishus  ;  jaluhitum  or  jagd/ittm,  (Pres.  part 
nom.  sing.  m.  jakshat,  Pan.  VII.  I,  78),  to  eat 
consume,  destroy ;  to  wish  to  eat :  Caus.  jaksha 
yati,  ajajakshat:  Desid.  jijakshlshati :  Intens 
jdjakehyate,  jdjashti. 

Jakshana,  am,  n.  eating,  consuming. 
Jakshi,  is,  f.  eating,  consuming. 
Jakshivas,  an,  us/it,  at  (perf.  part.  fr.  rt.  ghas] 

one  who  has  eaten. 

Jagdha,  as,  a,  am,  eaten ;  (am),  n.  a  place  where  a 
person  has  eaten.  —  Jagdha-pdpman,  a,  a,  a,Ved.on< 
whose  sin  or  wickedness  is  consumed  or  blotted  out. 

Jagdhl,  is,  (.  eating,  consuming ;  food,  victuals 
[cf.  kalya-jagdhi.] 

_iyj   2.  jaksh  (reduplicated  fr.  rt.  has) 
N  cl.  a.  P.,  Ved.  jakshiti,  &c.,  to  laugh. 

iftfjaksha,  as,  m.  a  Prakrit  form  foryaksha 
Jakshma,  as,   m.  and  jakshman,  a,  m.   two 

Prakrit  forms  for  yakshman. 

*f*n{ja(/at,  at,  atl,  at  (reduplicated  form 
fr.  rt.  gam),  moving,  movable,  locomotive,  transitory 
((),  n.  that  which  moves  or  is  alive,  men  and  animals, 
or  animals  as  opposed  to  men ;  (in  the  later  language; 
the  world,  the  earth,  the  universe;  (tl),  n.  du.  heaven 
and  the  lower  world ;  jaganti,  n.  pi.  the  worlds ; 
(t),  m.  air,  wind ;  (tl),  (.  a  female  animal,  a  cow, 

(metaphorically  '  milk,  water') ;  the  earth;  the  site 
of  a  house ;  people,  mankind ;  the  world,  the  uni- 

verse ;  a  particular  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  ol 
twelve  syllables  each ;  a  general  name  for  any  metre 
containing  4X12  syllables ;  a  sacrificial  brick  named 
after  the  metre  Jagati ;  a  field  planted  with  Jambn. 

—  Jaga6-6akfhus,  us,  m. '  the  eye  of  the  universe,' 
the  s\m.—Jaga(!-<!andrikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  commentary 
by  Bhattotpala  on  the  work  Vrihaj-jataka ;  (this  com- 

mentary is  also  called  Cinta-mani.)  —  Jagad-fhandas, 
as,  as,  as,  one  to  whom  the  metre  Jagati  belongs, 
or  to  whom  it  is  chiefly  addressed  &c.  —  Jagaj-jiva, 
as,  m.  living  in  the  world,  a  living  being.  —  Jagaj- 
jivana-dasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  three 
poems  entitled  Jnana-prakaSa,  Prathama-grantha,  and 
Maha-pralaya.  —  Jagati-dhara,  as,  m. '  supporter  of 
the  world,"  a  mountain  ;  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Ja- 
gati-pati,  is,  m. '  lord  of  the  earth,'  a  king.  —  Ja- 
<iatl-pala,a»,  m. '  earth-protector,' a  king.  —Jagatl- 
bhartri,  td,   m.    *  supporter  of   the    earth,'    king. 
—  Jagati-bhuj,  k,  m.  one  who  enjoys  or  possesses 
the  earth,  a  king.  —  Jagreti-ruha,  as,  m.  '  growing 
on  the  earth,'  a  iree.  —  Jagati-vardka,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  Saman.—  Jagat-kartri,  td,  m.  the  creator  of 
the  world;  Brahma.  —  Jagat-kdrana,  am,  n.  the 
cause  of  the  universe.  —  Jagat-krituna,  am,  n.  the 
whole  world,  the  universe.  —  Jagat-Ttshaya,  an,  m. 
the  destruction  of  the  woM.  —  Jagat-traya,  am,  n. 
the  three  worlds,  or  heaven,  earth,  and  the  lower 

world  (pdtdla).—Jagat-pati,  is,  m.  'lord  of  the 
world,'    an    epithet    of  Siva,    also    of  Vishnu    or 
Krishna ;  a  king.  —  Jagat-prabhu,  its,  m.  '  lord  of 
the  world,'  an  epithet  of  Brahma,  of  Siva,  of  Vishnu; 
an  Arhat  of  the  jainas.  —  Jagat-praaiddha,  as,  a, 
am,  known  throughout  the  world,  notorious.  —  Ja- 
rjat-prdiia,  as,  m.  the  breath  of  the  world,  wind, 
Mi.  —  Jagat-namagm,  am,  n.  the  entire  world,  the 
universe.  —  Jagat-mna,  am,  n.  the  whole  world. 
—  Jagat-takshin,  i,  m.  the  witness  or  spectator  of 
the  world,  the  sun   Tayat-sinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
ion  of  Mfma-sinha  and  father  of  Maha-sinha.  — /«- 
gat-srashtri,   td,    m.   the   creator   of  the   world; 
Brahmi ;  SiVL  —  Jayat-mamln,  i,  m.  lord  of  the 
world,  the  supreme  deity ;    N.  of  an  image  of  the 
sun  in  DvadasaditySsrama ;  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Jagad- 

*. 

anta,  as,  m.  the  end  of  the  world.  -  Jagad-antaka 
as,  m.  the  destroyer  of  the  world.  -  Jagadanta 
kdntaka  (ka-an°),  as,  m.  destroying  the  desiroye of  the  worid.  —  Jagad-ambd,  (.  the  mother  of  th 
world,  a  N.  of  DurgS.  —  Jagad-dtmaka,  as,  a,  am 
whose  self  is  the  world,  identical  wiih  the  world 

—  Jagad-dtman,  d,  m.  the  soul  of  the  world,  th 
supreme  spirit.  —  Jagad-ddi-ja,  as,  m.  the  first-born 
of  the  world,  an  epithet  of  Sivn.  —  Jagad-ddhdra 

as,  m.  'stay  or  supporter  of  the  universe,'  an  epithe 
of  Time ;  also  of  the  Jina  Vira ;  air,  wind.  —  Jagad 
dnanda,  as,  d,  am,  rejoicing  the  world.  —  Jagad 
dyu,  us,  m.  or  jagad-dy us,  us,  m.  the  life-spring  o 
the  world,  an  epithet  of  the  wind.  —  Jagad-lia,  as 
m.  '  lord  of  the  universe,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  o 
Krishna,  also  of  Siva  and  BrahmS ;  N.  of  a  man 
N.  of  the  author  of  a  commentary  entitled  Anumana 
dldhiti-tippani.  —  Jagad-itvara,  as,  m.  the  lord  o 
the  universe;  an  epithet  of  Siva;  a  king;  N.  of  thi 
author  of  the  play  Hasyarnava.  —  Jayad-uddhdra 
as,  m.  the  salvation  or  deliverance  of  the  world 
—  Jagad-ekandtha,   as,    m.    the    sole    monarch 
of  the  world;  an  epithet  of  Raghu.  —  Jagad-eka- 
pdvana,  as,  i,  am,  the  sole  purifier  of  the  world 
—  Jagad-guru,  us,  m.  the  father  of  the  world;  an 
epithet  of  Brahma,  Vishnu,  Siva,  and  Rama  (as  an 
incarnation  of  Vishnu).  —  Jagad-gaurl,  f.  an  epithet 
of  ManasadevI,  the  deified  wife  of  the  sage  Jaratkaru 
and  sister  of  the  Nagas  or  serpent-race.  —  Jagad- 
ghdtin,  t,  ini,  i,  destroying  the  world,  destructive, 
hostile  to  mankind.  —  Jagad-dipa,  as,  m.  'illumi- 

nator of  the  world,'  an  epithet  of  the  sun.  —  Jagad- 
dvipa,  as,  m.  wrong  reading  for  jagad-wija,  q.  v. 
—  Jagad-dhara,  as,  m.  'supporter  or  sustainer  01 
the  world,'  N.  of  the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the 
plays  MSlati-madhava  and  Vem-sarnhara,  a  son  ol 
Ratna-dhara    and   grandson   of  Vidya-dhara.  —  Ja- 
gad-dhdtri,  ta,  m.   '  maintaiuer  of  the  world,'  an 
epithet  of  Brahma  and  of  Vishnu ;  (tri),  f.  '  fosterer 
of  the  world,'  an  epithet  of  Sarasvati  and  DurgS. 
—  Jaoad-bala,  as,  m.  '  the  strength  of  the  world,' 
or  '  surrounding  the  world,'  (fr.  rt.  val),  wind,  air. 
—  Jagad-yoni,  is,  m.  'the  womb  or  place  of  pro- 

duction of  the  world,'  an  epithet  of  Siva,  Vishnu, 

Krishna,  and  Brahma ;    (is),  f.   the  mother  of  'all living  beings,  the  earth.  —  Jagad-vantlya,  as,  m. 
'  to  be  praised  or  adored  by  the  world,'  an  epithet 
of  Krishna.  —Jagad-vahd,  f. 'bearer  of  all  living 
beings,'  the  earth.  —  Jagad-vindis'a,  as,  m.  the  de- 

struction of  the  world,  the  expiration  of  a  Yuga  or 
period  of  the  world's  existence.  —  Jagad-vlja,  am,  n. 
seed  or  first  principle  of  the  world,  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Jagan-ndtha,  as,  m. '  the  lord  of  the  world,'  a  N. 
of  Vishnu  or  Krishna ;  also  of  Rama  and  of  DattStreya 
(both  incarnations  of  Vishnu) ;  N.  of  a  celebrated 
idol ;  also  of  a  temple,  and  the  surrounding  district 
on  the  Coromandel  coast  near  Cuttack  in  Orissa, 
where  Vishnu  is  especially  worshipped  as  Jagan-nath ; 
(pilgrimages  are  made  from  all  parts  of  India  to  the 
idol  of  Jagannatha  there  enshrined  ;  seejaganndtha- 
kshetra  and  purushottama-kshetra);   N.  of  the 
author  of  a  work  .entitled  Rekha-ganita ;  the  author 
of  the  poem  BruminT-vilasa ;   N.  of  a  son  of  Rudra 
who  compiled  at  the  end  of  the  last  century  the  work 
Vivada-bhan-garnava;  (aa>,  m.  du.  epiihet  of  Vishnu 
and  Siva;  (a),  f.  epithet  of  DurgS.  -  Jaganndlha- 
kshetra,  am,  n.  the  shrine  of  Jagannatha  and  sur- 
•ounding  district,  see  above.  —  Ja ganndtka-falla- 
>ha-nataka,am,  n.  title  of  a  play.  —  Jagan-vivdsa, 
as,  m.  the  abode  of  the  world,  an  epiihet  of  VUhnu 
or  Krishna ;  worldly  existence.  —  Jagan-mani,  is, 
m.,  N.  of  a  copyist.  —  Jagun-maya,  as,  I,  am,  con- 
aining  the  whole  world.  —  Jagan-mdtri,  td,  f. 

'  mother  of  the  world,'  epithet  of  Durga  and -akshml. 

Jaganvas,  ran,  gmuslii,  vat  (perf.  part.),  one vho  has  gone. 

Jagmi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  going,  being  in  constant 
motion ;  going  to,  hastening  towards  (with  ace.  or 
oc.)  ;  (is),  m.  the  wind,  air. 
Jagmivas,  van,  mitsM,  vat,  who  or  what  has  gone. 

>f^f  janksh. 
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Jaitgama,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens.  of  rt.  gam), 

moving,  movable,  locomotive,  that  which  has  motion 
as  opposed  to  that  which  is  stationary,  living;  a 
living  being  (=jagat  in  the  earlier  language)  ;  de- 

rived from  living  beings  ;  [cf.  Goth,  gagga;  Germ. 

Gang.]  —  Ja/tgama-kutl,  f.  a  parasol,  a  chattar  or 
umbrella  ('  movable  house  ').  —  Jangama-tva,  am, 
n.  the  state  of  having  motion,  movableness. 

»PT^  jagada,  as,  m.  an  attendant,  a 

guardian. 
*TH^W  jagaddala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of the  Darads. 

Ved. 

__  jaganu  or  jagannu,  us,  m.  a  living 
being,  an  animal ;  an  insect ;  fire  or  its  deity. 

"1'K  jagara,  as,  m.  armour,  mail;  [cf. 

jdgara.] 
^'i&jagala,  as,  d,  am,  fraudulent,  knav- 

ish ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  intoxicating  beverage,  any 
fluid  suitable  for  distillation;  the  plant  Vangueria 

Spinosa,  =  madana-i'riksha  ;  armour,  mail  [cf.  j'a- 
gard]  ;  (am),  n.  cow-dung. 

Pjft  jaguri,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  gam  or  ga), 
\.  leading,  conducting. 

l("l*  jaggika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

WV  jagdha.     See  under  i .  jaksh. 

^''*l  jagmi,jaomivas.   See  under  jagat. 

ill  jaghana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  in  the  later 
language  always  n.  (probably  a  reduplicated  form  of 
rt.  han,  but  by  some  connected  with  janh),  the 
hinder  part,  the  buttock,  the  hip  and  loins,  the 
pudenda,  mons  veneris ;  rear-guard,  reserve  of  an 
army;  [cf.  fattghd.]—Jaghana-kupaka,  aw,  m. 
du.  the  hollow  of  the  loins  of  a  handsome  woman. 

—  Jaghana-gaurava,  am,  n.  the  weight  of  the 
hips.  —  Jaghana-fopald,   f.   a   libidinous   woman 
(moving  the  hips);  a  woman  active  in  dancing;  a 
species   of   the   Arya  metre.  —  Jaghana-tas,    ind. 
behind,  on  the  hinder  part,  after ;  [cf.  agra-tas.] 

—  Jaghandrdlia  (°na-ar°),  as,  m.  the  hinder  part 
[oppo^ed  to  purvdrdha) ;  rear-guard,  reserve  of  an 
army.  —  Jaghane-pltald,  f.  the  opposite-leaved  fig- 
tree,  Ficus  Oppositifolia. 

Jaghanin,  t,  ini,  i,  having  stout  hips  or  large juttocks. 

Jaghanena,  ind.  behind,  (with  gen.  or  ace.)  back- 
wards, away  from. 

Jaghanya,  as,  d,  am,  hindmost,  hinder,  last, 
atest,  lowest,  low,  worst,  vilest,  vile,  base,  shortest, 
east,  least  important ;  of  low  origin  or  rank ;  (as), 
m.  a  Sodra  or  man  of  the  lowest  class ;  N.  of  the 
attendant  of  Malavya.who  was  one  of  the  five  princes 
)orn  under  particular  constellations;  (am),  n.  the 
>enis;  (am  or  e),  ind.  after,  behind,  last ;  jaghanye 

'cri,  to  leave  behind,  turn  the  back  on ;  [cf.  Hib. 
deaghanach, '  last.']  —  Jaghanya-guiia-vritti-st/ia, 
as,  d,  am,  addicted  to  low  pursuits,  chiefly  familiar 
with  the  lowest  of  the  three  Gunas.  —  Jaghanya-da- 
pald,  f.  a  species  of  the  AryS  metre ;  [cf.  jaghana- 
dapald.^Jaghaiiya-ja,  as,d,am,  last  born,  young- 

est ;  low-born  ;  (as),  m.  a  younger  brother ;  a  Sudra. 
—  Jaghanya-tara,  as,  a,  am,  lower,  inferior.  —  Ja- 
7/jan»/a-<(M,ind.behind,atthe  back.after  —Jaghanya- 
!dyin,  i,  ini,  i,  lying  down  last,  going  to  bed  last. 

jaghanvas,  van,  ghnushi,  vat  (fr. 
t.  han),  who  or  what  has  killed. 
Jaghni,  is,  is,  i,  striking,  killing;   (is),   m.  a 

weapon,  offensive  instrument. 
Jaghnivas,  van,  ghnushi,  vat  (perf.  part.),  = 

aghanras  above. Jaghnu,  us,  us,  u,  striking,  beating,  killing. 

'*f?Hjughri,  is,  is,  i  (reduplicated  form  fr. 
t.  0&r»),  Vcd-  pouring  out,  sprinkling  about. 

^3TI?  Janicslt' cl-  *•  P-  jankshati,  &  various Spreading  for  lahaj  or  Jtshaiij. 
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jatu-griha. 

,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

jattgapuga,   as,   m.   wickedness, 

TS'*1  jangama.     See  p.  335,  col.  3. 

*1  g-rt  jaityala,  as,  a,  am,  arid,  sterile, 
desert;  (as),  ni.  a  desert,  waste  or  overgrown  land, 
any  arid  or  sterile  region,  any  wild  or  uninhabited 
country,  a  jungle  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  flesh,  meat  ;  [cf. 
jdngala  zndjangula.] 

Jaitgdla,  as,  m.  a  land-mark,  a  limit,  a  boundary, 
a  ridge  of  earth  running  along  the  edge  of  a  field  for 
collecting  water  and  forming  a  passage  over  it,  a  balk. 
Jangula,  am,  a.  poison,  venom. 

jTf^J  jangifla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant 
which  is  worn  as  an  amulet. 

"*[?{janyha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.jan, or  corrupted  from  jaitgd  fr.  it.  ga,  to  go,  or  fr.  ft. 
janJi;  cf.jaghana),  N.  of  a  Rakshas;  (a),  f.  the 
shank  or  lower  part  of  the  leg  from  the  ankle  to  the 
knee;  (in  the  earlier  language  also)  the  upper  part 
of  the  leg  ;  a  part  of  a  bedstead  ;  [cf.  Old  Germ. 
scinkcl;  Germ.  Schenliel.]  —  Janghd-kara,  as.,  I, 
am,  or  janghd-karika,  qs,  a,  am,  active  with  the 
legs,  running  quickly,  a  runner.  —  jang/id-kdrika, 
as,  m.  a  runner,  a  courier,  an  express.  —  Janghd- 
trdna,  am,  n.  armour  or  protection  for  the  legs, 
cuisses  or  greaves.  —  Janghd-band/iu,  us,  m.,  N.  of 
a  man.  —  Janghd-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (as), 
m.  pi.  his  descendants.—  Jartghdri  Cghd-ari),  it, 
m.;  N.  of  a  man. 
Jaitghdla,  as,  a,  am,  running  swiftly,  quick,  rapid, 

going  quickly  ;  (as),  m.  a  courier  ;  a  deer,  an  antelope. 
JaitgMka,  f.  a  diminutive  fr.  janghd. 
Janghila,  as,  a,  am,  running  swiftly,  quick,  rapid. 

_i  _j  jaj,  cl.  I.  P.  jajati,  Sec.,  to  fight; 

N  [d.janj;  cf.  also  Hib.  figliim,  '  I  fight;' 
Germ,  fechte;  Old  Germ,  vihtu;  Lat.  pugno.] 

Jaja,  as,  m.  a  warrior.  —  Jajaujas  (°jaroj°),  as, 
n.  prowess,  valour  ;  [cf.  jdjin.'] 

~*r*-l  jajja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Jajjala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

iffij  jajni,  is,  is,  i  (reduplicated  form  fr. 
rt.  jan),  germinating,  shooting. 

»T*RVRjft_7<yA/Aa<!,?s,f.  pl.,Ved.(scil.apas), 
dashing,  splashing  or  rushing  waters  ;  (an  onomato- 
poetic  word  formed  like  a  pres.  part,  from  a  supposed 
rt.  jajhjh.) 

janj,  cl.  I.  P.  janjati,  &c.,=jaj, 

to  fight  ;  [cf.  Lith.  zincsiju.'] 
a-bhavat,  an,  antl,  at, 

Ved.  glittering,  flashing. 

1WJ*  janjapuka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens. 
of  rt.  jap),  muttering  prayers  repeatedly,  muttering 
incantations  or  charms  ;  (as),  m.  an  ascetic,  a  devotee, 
one  who  mutters  prayers. 

-jy  jat  (probably  a  rt.  derived  fr.  jata 
^^  below),  cl.  i.P.jatati,  &c.,  to  clot,  to  form 

into  a  concrete  mass,  to  become  twisted  together  or 
entangled  and  matted  as  hair  ;   [d.jliat.] 

-M  jata,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  jan?),  wearing 
twisted  or  entangled  locks  of  hair  ;  (a),  f.  the  hair 
matted  and  twisted  together  as  worn  by  the  god 
Siva  and  by  ascetics  and  persons  in  mourning  ;  the 
long  tresses  of  hair  twisted  or  braided  together,  and 
coiled  in  a  knot  over  the  head  so  as  to  project  like 
a  hom  from  the  forehead,  or  at  other  times  allowed 
to  fall  carelessly  over  the  back  and  shoulders;  a 
fibrous  root,  a  root  in  general  ;  N.  of  several  plants, 
=jatd-mdnsi  ;  Mucuna  Pruritus,  Klacourtia  Cata- 
phracta;  Asparagus  Racemosus  ;  also  =  ntdra-jata 
[cf.  kritJina-jafa]  ;  N.  of  a  Pstha  or  arrangement 
of  the  Vedic  text  so  called  from  a  peculiar  repetition 

and  inversion  of  the  words,  (it  is  a  still  more  artificial 
.rrangement  than  the  Krama-patha,  each  pair  of  words 
being  repeated  three  times  and  one  repetition  being 
in  inverted  order.)  — Jatd-kara,  as,  a,  am,  matting 
the  hair.  —  Jatd-t'lra  or  jatattra,  as,  m.  a  N.  of 
Sin.  —  Jatd-juta,  as,  m.  the  long  tresses  of  hair 
twisted  on  the  top  of  the  head  ;  a  quantity  of  twisted 
hair;  Siva's  hrir.  —  Jatd-jrdla,  as,  m.  'having  a 
flame  like  a  tuft,'  a  lamp.  —  Jat d-tanka,  as,  m.  an 
epithet  of  Siva;  [d.katankata.}  —  Jatd-dhara,  as, 
d,  am,  wearing  twisted  or  matted  hair;  (as),  m. 
any  mendicant  or  ascetic  wearing  the  Jata ;  an  epithet 
of  Siva  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda ;  N. 
of  a  Buddha;  N.  of  a  lexicographer;  (as),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people  in  the  south  of  India.  —  Jafd-dhdrin, 
I,  ini,  i,  wearing  matted  or  braided  hair.  —  Jald- 
pdtlui,  as,  m.  the  Jata  reading  or  arrangement  of 
the  Vedic  text,  see  above.  —  Jatd-bandha,  as,  m. 
the  knot  or  coil  of  matted  hair.  —  Jatd-mandala, 
am,  n.  braided  or  twisted  hair  forming  a  coil  on 
the  top  of  the  head.  —  Jatd-mdnxl,  f.  the  plant 
Nardostachys  Jatamansi.  —Jatd-mdlin,  i,  m.,  N.  of 

a  form  of  Siva, '  garlanded  with  matted  hair."  —  Jatd- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  wearing  the  Jata,  wearing  knotted  or 
dotted  hair;  (ti),l.=jatd-mdnsi.  —  Jatd-valli,f., 
N.  of  two  plants, =rudra-jatd  and  gandha-mdnsl. 
—  Jatasura  (°{d-as°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshas 
killed  by  Bhlma-sena;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 
living  in  the  north-east  of  Madhya-desa.  —  Jate- 
ivara-tlrtha  (°td-l4°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

Jiitdyti,  its,  and  jatdyus,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  fabulous 
bird,  the  king  of  the  vultures  (gridhra-rdja),  son 
of  Aruna  and  Syeni  (or  according  to  the  Ramayana, 
son  of  Garuda),  and  younger  brother  of  Sampati. 
(It  is  related  in  Chap.  XX  of  the  Aranya-kanda  of 
the  Ramayana,  that  whilst  Rama  was  on  his  way  to 
Paiicavatl  he  met  Jatiyus,  who  declared  his  intention 
of  aiding  Rama,  out  of  regard  for  his  father  DaSa- 
ratha.  Accordingly  when  Ravana  carried  off  Sita, 
the  semi-divine  bird  attempted  to  rescue  her,  but 
was  defeated  and  mortally  wounded  by  Ravana; 
Chap.  LVI);  bdellium,  see  yuggulu;  N.  of  a mountain. 

Jatdla,  as,  a,  am,  wearing  a  coil  of  twisted  or 
clotted  hair;  (as),  m.  bdellium;  a  kind  of  Curcuma 
(kardura);  the  plant  Bignonia  Suaveolens;  the  Indian 
fig-tree  or  vata;  (d),  {.  =jata-mdmi. 
Jatdlaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  wearing  knotted  or  matted hair. 

Jati,  in,  f.  clotted  or  twisted  hair,  an  assemblage, 
multitude ;  the  waved-leaf  fig-tree,  Ficus  Venosa  (  = 
plaksha) ;  [cf.  jatl  and  dhurjati.] 

Jatika,  as,  d,  am,  wearing  twisted  or  braided  hair 
(=jatin?). 
Jntin,  i,  ini,  {,  wearing  the  Jata,  having  twisted 

hair ;  (I),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
attendants  of  Skanda ;  an  elephant  sixty  years  old ; 
waved-leaf  fig-tree  ( =plal;sha). 

Jatila,  as,  d,  am,  wearing  the  Jata,  having  clotted 
or  entangled  hair ;  complicated,  twisted  together, 
intermixed,  confused ;  (as),  m.  a  lion ;  a  goat  with 
certain  marks ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman 
with  the  patronymic  Gautam!  said  to  have  had  seven 
husbands,  mother-in-law  of  Radhika ;  N.  of  several 
plants,  =jatd-mdnsl ;  long  pepper;  also =u(6atd  ; 
=  valid,  Acorus  Calamus ;  =  damanaka.  —  Jafila- 
sthala,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place. 

Jatilaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the 
descendants  of  this  man  ;  (ikd),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

Jatili-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kuruie,  -Icar- 
tum,  to  twist  together,  form  into  a  clotted  mass,  to 
braid ;  to  complicate,  interweave,  wrap  round. 
Jatill-bhava,  as,  m.  the  being  twisted  together, 

complication,  confusion. 
Jatl,  (.  the  waved-leaf  fig-tree  [d.jati];  also  = 

jatd^mdnsi. 
*\t\i\<jat<itira.     See  jata-fira. 

»l4rt  jatula,  as,  m.  a  freckle,  a  mark; 
I  [cf.  jadula.] 

>T3T  jathara,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
jan),  hard,  firm  ;  old  ;  bound,  tied  (?) ;  yellowish  (?)  ; 

(««),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  in  the  south-east  of 
Madhya-desa ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  (as, 
am),  m.  n.  the  stomach,  belly,  abdomen,  viscera, 
bowels ;  the  womb ;  a  hole,  cavity  ;  the  interior  of 
anything;  the  bosom;  certain  morbid  affections  of 
the  bowels;  Ved.  course  (?) ;  [cf.  Goth,  grillim, 
Them,  qvithra;  Lat,  venter ?].~ JatJia.ra-ga.da, 
as,  m.  a  morbid  affection  of  the  abdomen  or  bowels, 

dropsy  ̂ i).  —  Ja<hara-jrdld,  f.  belly-ache,  co^jc,  en- 
teritis.— Jathara-nutl,  t,  m.  the  plant  Cathartocar- 

pus  Fistula;  [cf.  dratil>adha.]**Jathara-yantrand 
or  jafhara-ydtand,  f.  pain  endured  by  the  child  in 
the  womb  before  birth.  —  Jat/tara-rnga,  as,  m.  = 
•jatliara-gada  above.  —  Jathara-vyatlid,  f.  stomach- 

ache, CO\K.  —  JatJiarurstha,  as,  a,  am,  orjalhara- 
sthdyin,  »,  ini,  i,  or  jathara-sthita,  as,  d,  am, 
being  in  the  belly,  being  in  the  womb.  —  Jatharagni 

~  i,  is,  m.  the  digestive  fire  of  the  stomach,  the 
gastric  juice  [cf.  agni  and  jdthara]  ;  a  N.  of  Agastya 

in  a  former  birth ;  [cf.  dahrdijni.']  —  Jathardmaya 
(°ra-dm°),  as,  m.  dropsy,  water  in  the  abdomen. 
Jatharin,  t,  ini,  i,  having  a  large  belly ;  abdo- minal, =  udarin,  q.  v. 

Jathari-ktita,  us,  d,  am,  contained  in  the  belly ; 
concealed  in  the  bosom. 

Jatliala,as,am,m.  n.(?),Ved.=jathara;  (Say.) 
the  cavity  or  receptacle  of  waters,  the  ocean. 

da,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  corrupted  fr, 
rt.  jal,cf.jala),  cold,  frigid,  chilly ;  stiff;  stunned,  para- 

lyzed, motionless,  apathetic,  senseless,  stupid,  idiotic, 
irrational,  dumb ;  stunning,  stupefying ;  (as),  m. '  the 
stupid  one,'  an  epithet  of  Su-mati  who,  though  intelli- 

gent, simulated  stupidity ;  cold,  frost,  winter ;  idiocy, 
fatuity,  stupidity;  dulness,  apathy,  sluggishness  of 
mind  or  body ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Mucuna  Pruritus ; 

also  the  plant  Flacourtia  Cataphracta  [cf.  jald"] ; 
(am),  n.  water  [cf.  jala'] ;  lead  ;  [cf.  Hib.  fad, 
/war.]  —  Jada-kriya,  as,  a,  am,  working  slowly  or 
stupidly,  dilatory.  —  Jaiia-td,  f.  orjada-tva,  am,  n. 
coldness,  chilliness,  frigidness,  apathy,  stupidity,  stupe- 

faction, despair.  —  Jaila-dhi,  Is,  is,  i,  stupid,  idiotic. 

—  J<tda-bharata,  as,  m. '  the  stupid  Bharata,"  N.  of 
a  man  simulating  stupidity;  an  idiot  in  general. 
Jadiman,  d,  m.  frigidity,  stupefaction,  insensibility, 

stupidity,  dulness. Jadl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -hartum,  to  stun, 

stupify,  benumb,  congeal.  —Jadl-krita,  as,  d,  am, 
stunned,  rendered  cold  or  torpid  or  insensible,  stupe- 

fied, confounded,  paralyzed. 

Jadl-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhai-ati,  -vitum,  to  become 
insensible  or  stupid  or  frozen  or  rigid.  —  Jadi-khiva, 
as,  m.  frigidity,  coldness,  apathy,  stupidity.  —  Jadl- 
bhula,  as,  d,  am,  become  torpid,  stunned,  stupefied, 

paralyzed,  infatuated. 
jI3(5  jadula,  as,  m.  a  freckle,  a  mark ; 

[cf.  jatula,  and  jatu-mani.] 
iTff  jatu,  u,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  jan),  lac, 

a  red  dye  or  pigment  formed  by  an  insect  analogous 
to  cochineal,  a  kind  of  gum ;  («,  us),  f.  a  bat. 
—  Jatu-kdri,  f.  orjatu-krit,  t,  f.  a  kind  of  fragrant 

tree,  =jatuka,  ('  making  lac,'  the  lac  insect  forming its  nest  in  this  tree.)  —  Jatn-krishnd,  f.  =  parpafi. 
—  Jatu-griha,  am,  n.  a  house  plastered  with  lac, 
resin,  and  other  combustible  substances,  (such  a  house 
was  built  for  the  reception  of  the  Pandava  princes  in 
ViranSvata  by  Puroiana,  at  the  instigation  of  Dur- 
yodhana,  the  object  being  to  burn  them  alive  when 
they  were  asleep  after  a  festival.     Warned,  however, 
by  Vidura,  they  discovered  the  dangerous  character  of 
their  abode,  and  dug  an  underground   passage  by 
which  to  escape  from  the  interior.     Next  having 
invited  an  outcaste  woman  with  her  five  sons  to  a 
feast,  they  first  stupefied  them  with  wine,  and  then 
having  burnt  Puroiana  jn  his  own  house,  set  fire  to 
the  house  of  lac  and,  leaving  the  charred  bodies  of 
the  woman  and  her  sons  inside,  escaped  by  the  under- 

ground passage;   see  Maha-bh.  I.  5864.)  —  Jatu- 
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geka,  am,  n.-jatu-yriha.—Jatu-putraka,  as, 
m.  a  man  at  chess  or  backgammon  &c.  (coloured 

with  lac).  —  Jatu-mani,  is,  m.  a  mole,  a  natural 
mark  on  the  body.  ~Jalu-makha,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  rice.  —  Jatu-rasa,  as,  m.  lac,  the  dye.— Jatu- 

ves'maddha,  as,  m.  the  conflagration  of  the  house 
of  lac.  —  Jatu-r&Sman,  a,  n.=jatu-griha,  q.  v. 
—  Jatu-karna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (a  various 

reading  for  jdttikariia.}  —  Jatv-as"maka,  am,  n.  red 

arsenic ;  [cf.  s'ild-jatu.'] Jatuka,  am,  n.  lac,  see  join;  Asa  Fcetida  [cf. 
jdtaka}  ;  (d),  f.  lac ;  a  kind  of  fragrant  plant  or  tree, 
=jatu-krit,  jatilka,  jani,  &c.;  also=parpaft;  a 

bat;  [cf.  jatuni,  jatilka,  as'ma-jatuka.'] Jatuni,  f.  a  bat. 
Jatukd,  f.  a  kind  of  fragrant  plant ;  a  bat. 

»f^  jatru,  us,  u,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

jan;  in  the  earlier  language  m.  and  pi.  only),  the 
continualions  of  the  vertebrae  ;  (in  later  Sanskrit)  the 
collar-bone,  clavicle;  urdhva-jatru,  the  part  of  the 
body  above  the  collar-bone. 
Jatruka,  am,  n.  the  collar-bone,  the  clavicle. 

jan,  cl.  1 . 3.  P.janati,jajanti,jajana, 
.janishyati,  janitum,  to  generate,  beget, 

(in  these  senses  Ved.);  c\.4.A..jdyate,jajne,janish- 
yate,  ajanishta  and  ajani,  janitum  (Ved.janitos), 
to  be  born  or  produced,  to  come  into  existence ;  to 

grow  (as  plants  &c.) ;  to  be  born  again ;  to  be,  be- 
come, take  place,  happen  ;  to  be  possible,  applicable, 

suitable,  &c. ;  to  be  born  for  or  destined  for  anything 
(with  ace.,  e.  g.  tarn  lokamjdyate,  he  is  born  for  that 

world,  Ved.) :  Caus.^'cmai/ad',  -te,  ajijanat,  jana- 
yitum  (Ved.  janayitavai),  to  generate,  beget, 
bring  forth,  produce,  create,  cause,  occasion;  to 
cause  to  be  born  ;  to  assign,  procure :  Desid.  jijani- 
fhati:  Intens.  jailjanyate  and  jajdyate,janjanti, 

jajdti;  [cf.  Gr.  •ylyvo/tcu;  Lat.  gigno,  genui, 

(g)nascor;  Hib.  genim,  '  I  beget,  generate ;'  Lith. 
gemu;  Goth.kin  in  keina,  kain;  Germ.  Kind,Su:.] 
Jana,  as,  m.  a  created  being,  a  creature,  a  living 

being,  man ;  a  person  or  individual  in  general,  (used 
collectively  in  sing,  as  well  as  in  pi.,  e.  g.  daivyo 
janah  or  divyo  janah,  the  gods  collectively ;  often 
at  the  end  of  a  compound,  e.  g.  preshya-jana,  a 
servant;  svajana-jana,  a  relation;  ddsa-jana,  a 
slave ;  sakhi-jana,  a  female  friend) ;  people,  race, 
tribe,  subjects,  nation  (e.g. pan^a  janah,  the  five  races 
of  men  or  nations ;  cf.  fanhani  and  krishii) ;  the 

person  nearest  to  the  speaker^hence  ayamjanah  = 
this  person,  these  persons,  often  =  I,  I  myself,  we  our- 

selves ;  cf.  hie  homo) ;  a  common  person,  one  of  the 

people  ;  the  world  beyond  the  Mahar-loka,  the  heaven 
of  deified  mortals  or  the  people  living  in  it  [cf.  jana- 

loka]  ',  N.  of  a  man  with  the  patronymic  S'arkar2- 
kshya;  (a),  f.  birth,  production;  [cf.  antahpura- 
jana,  itara-jana,  kula-jana,  guru-jana,  tiro- 
jana,  &c. ;  cf.  also  Hib.  duine,  man  either  male  or 
female ;  Goth,  qvinfi ;  Slav,  schena.]  —  Janam- 
saha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  subduing  all  creatures,  epithet 
of  Indra.  —  Jana-kalpa,  as,  d,  am,  containing  cere- 

monial ordinances  for  mankind,  (janaknlpd  ridah, 

applied  to  several  verses  of  the  Atharva-veda) ; 
similar  to  mankind.  —  Janan-gama,  as,  m.  a 
Candala,  a  man  of  a  low  or  degraded  tribe ;  [cf. 

jalan-gama.]  —  Jana-tajuhus,  us,n.  the  eye  of  all 
creatures,  the  sun;  [cf.jaga^akshus.]  —  Jana-td, 
f.  a  number  of  men,  an  assemblage  of  people,  a 
community  ;  people,  subjects ;  mankind,  manhood  ; 
birth,  generation.  —  Jana-traya,  am,  n.  three  per- 

sons.— Jana-trd,  f.  (for  jala-trd  1),  an  umbrella,  a 
parasol.  —  Jana-deva,  as,  m.  a  king.  —  Janan- 
tapa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Jana-pada,  as, 
m.  a  community,  nation,  people  (sing,  or  pi.) ; 
the  people  (as  opposed  to  the  sovereign) ;  an  empire, 
an  inhabited  country ;  man,  mankind  ;  [cf.  jdna- 

pada.]  —  Janapadddhipa  ("da-adh"),  as,  m.  the 
ruler  of  a  people  or  empire,  a  prince,  a  king.  —  Ja- 

napaddyuta  ("da-dy"),  as,  d,  am,  crowded  with 
people,  populous. —Janapadin,  i,  m,  the  ruler  of  I 

an  empire,  a  prince,  king.  •*  Janapadetfvara  (°da- 
is*°),  as,  m.  the  lord  of  a  country. —Jana-pravdda, 
as,  m.  'the  talk  of  men,'  rumour,  report.  —  Jana- 
priya,  as,  a,  am,  fond  of  mankind ;  philanthropic ; 
(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  coriander-seed ;  the 
tree  Morunga  Hyperanthera,  =  rfo5Aa;yana.—/ana- 
bhaksha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  devouring  men ;  (Say.) 
loving  men  or  to  be  loved  by  men.—Jana-bhrit,  t, 
t,  t,  Ved.  supporting  men.—  Jana-maraka,  as,  m. 

'  men-killer,'  an  epidemic  disease.  —  Jana-maryadd, 
f.  popular  observance,  established  usage.  ~Janam- 

ejaya,  as,  m.  '  causing  men  to  tremble,'  N.  of  a 
celebrated  king  to  whom  Vaisampayana  recited  the 
Maha-bharata,  (he  was  great-grandson  to  Arjuna,  as 
being  son  and  successor  to  Parikshit,  who  was  son  of 
Abhi-manyu,  who  was  son  of  Arjuna) ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Kuru  ;  of  a  son  of  Puru ;  of  Puraii-jaya  ;  of  Soma- 
datta ;  of  Su-mati ;  N.  of  a  Naga.  ••  Jana-mohin, 
i,  ini,  t,  infatuating  men.  —  Jana-yopana, as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  impeding  or  perplexing  men,  causing  them  to 

suffer;  (Say.)  gladdening  men.  —  Jana-ranjana, 
am,  n.  gratifying  the  people,  courting  popular  favour. 
—Jana-rava,  as,  m.  rumour,  report;  calumny, 
scandal. —Jana-rdj,  t,  or  jana-rdjan,  d,  m.,  Ved. 
king  of  men,  ruler  of  men.  —  Jana-loka,  as,  m.  one  of 
the  seven  Lokas  or  divisions  of  the  universe,  the  fifth 
or  next  above  Mahar-loka,  where  the  sons  of  Brahma 

and  other  pious  men  reside ;  [cf.  jamas.']  —  Jana- vallabha,  as,  d,  am,  agreeable  to  men ;  a  favourite 
with  men,  fond  of  men ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 

dveta-rohita.—Jana-vdda,  as,  m.  'the  talk  of 
men,'  news,  rumour,  report,  scandal ;  [cf.  jane-vdda 
and  jano-vdda.]  —  Jana-vadin,  if,  m.,  Ved.  a  talker, 
newsmonger,  gossip,  tattler.  —Jana^vid,  t,  t,  t,  pos- 

sessing men.—Jana-vyavahdra,  as,  m.  popular 

practice  or  usage. —Jana-s'ri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  coming 
or  going  to  men ;  epithet  of  Pushan.— Jana-s'ruta, 
as,  a,  am,  known  among  men ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
man ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Jana-iruti,  is, 
f.  rumour,  news,  tidings,  intelligence.— Jana-sam- 
sad,  t,  (.  an  assembly  of  men,~~Jana-sankshaya, 
as,  m.  destruction  of  men.  —  Jana-sambddha,as,  d, 
am,  densely  crowded  with  people  (a  place).  —  Jana- 
stha,  as,  d,  am,  living  or  abiding  among  men. 

—  Jana-sthdna,  am,  n.  'the  resort  of  demons,'  N. 
of  a  part  of  the  Dandaka  forest  in  the  Dakhin. 

— Janasthdna-ruha,  as,  a,  am,  growing  in  Jana- 

sthana.— Jandkirna  (°na-dk°),  as,  d,  am,  crowded 
with  people. —Jandtdra  (°na-d<!  ),  as,  m.  popular 
usage  or  custom,  propriety,  decorum,  good  conduct. 

—  Jandtiga  (°na-at°),  as,  d,  am,   superhuman, 
superior.  —  Jan ddhindtha  (°na-adh°),  as,  m.  su- 

preme lord  of  men,  a  king ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 

—  J anddhipa^na-adh"),  as,  m.  a  ruler  of  men, 
a  prince,  a  king.— Jandnta  ̂ na-an"),  as,  m.  a 
place  removed  from  men,  an  uninhabited  place;  a 
region ;    personal  proximity ;    an  epithet  of  Yama, 

the  destroyer  of  men.— Jandntika  (°Mi-an°),  am, 
n.  secret  communication,  whispering,  speaking  aside 

to  another ;  (am),  ind.  (as  a  stage-direction)  speak- 
ing aside,  aside. —Jandyana  (°na-ay°),  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  leading  to  men.~Jandrnava  (°na-ar°),  as, 
m.  '  ocean  of  men,'  a  large  concourse  of  people,  a 

caravan.  —  Janartha-s'abda  (°na-ar°),as,  m.  a  family 
appellation,  a  gentile  noun.  —  Jandrdana  (°na-ar°), 
as,  m.  an  4epithet  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna  (exciting 
or  agitating  men);   N.  of  several  men.  —  Jandr- 
dana-^i'ibudlia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  com- 

mentary called  Bhavartha-dTpika.  —  Jandv  (°na-av), 
aus,  m.,  Ved.  a  preserver  or  protector  of  mankind. 

•^Jands'ana  (°na-ai°),  as,  m. '  man-eater,'  a  wolf. 
—Jands'raya  (°na-di°),  as,  m.  an  asylum  or  shelter 
for  men,  an  inn,  caravansary.  —  Jana-shah  (in  some 
forms  jand-sah),  shot,  t,  t,  Ved.  subduing  men. 

—  Janendra  (°na-in°),  as,  m.  the  prince  or  lord  of 
men,  a  king.  —  Jane-vdda,  as,  m.  rumour,  report ; 

[cf.  jana^vdda.]  — Janefa  or  janefvara  (°na-is"°), 
as,  m.  lord  of  men,  a  king.  —  Janeshta  (°na-ish°), 
as,  d,  am,  desired  or  praised  by  mankind ;  (as),  m. 

a  kind  of  jasmine  (mudgara) ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  fra- 
grant plant,  =jatukd  ;  N.  of  a  medicinal  plant,  = 

vHddhi;  turmeric,  =haridra;  the  flower  of  Jas- 
minum  Grandiflorum,  =jdti-puskpa.  —  Janoddha- 

rana  (°na-ud°),  am,  n. '  laudation  of  men,'  glory, 
fame.  —  Janau,  cf.  jandv. — Janaugha  (°na-ogha), 
am,  n.  a  multitude  of  people,  a  crowd,  a  mob. 

Janaka,  as,  ika,  am,  generative,  generating,  be- 
getting, producing,  causing;  (as),  m.  a  father,  a 

progenitor ;  N.  of  two  kings  of  Videha  or  Mithila, 
one  a  son  of  Mithi  and  father  of  Udavasu,  the  other 

a  son  of  Hrasva-roman  and  father  of  Rama's  wife  Sita, 
who  is  therefore  called  Janaka-tanayd,  Janaka- 
nandini,  Janaka-sutd,zndJanakdtmajd;  N.of  a 
disciple  of  Bhagavat  and  of  several  others  ;  (as),  m. 

pi.  the  descendants  of  Janaka ;  (ikd),  f.  a  daughter- 
in-law  [cf.  jani  and  jani];  a  mother,  —  /a naka- 

kdna,  as,  m. '  the  one-eyed  Janaka,'  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Janalta-fandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  persons. 
•«  Janaka-ta,  f.  or  janaka-tva,  am,  n.  generative- 
ness,  productiveness,  paternity.  —  JaiMka-bhadra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.—Janaka-rdja,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  man.  —  Janaka-saptardtra,  as,  m. ,  N.  of  a 
Saptaha.  —  Janaka-sinha,  as,  m.,   N.  of  a  man. 

—  Janakdtmajd  (°ka-dt°),  (.,  see  above.  —  Jana- 
lietvara-ttrtha  (°ka-til°),  am,  n.,  N.of  a  Tirtha. 
Janat,  ind.  a  sacred  exclamation  used  in  religious 

ceremonies  (like  om  Sec.)  without  any  definite 

meaning. 

Janana,  as,  «,  am,  generating,  begetting,  pro- 
ducing, causing ;  (as),  m.  a  parent,  progenitor,  a 

creator ;  (i),  f.  a  mother ;  a  queen-mother ;  a  bat ; 
lac ;  N.  of  several  plants,  =jam,  yuthikd,  kalukd, 
manjiihthd ;  tenderness,  compassion ;  (am),  n. 

birth,  production,  causation,  coming  into  existence, 
life  (e.  g.  purve  janane,  in  a  former  birth,  i.  e.  in  a 
former  life);  race,  lineage,  family;  [cf.  indra-ja- 
nana  and  medhd-jananaJ] 

Janani,  is,  f.  =janani,  a  mother ;  birth ;  N.  of 
a  plant,  ==janl. 
Jananiya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  produced,  produced. 
Janayat,  an,  anil,  at,  begetting,  generating, 

engendering,  producing. 

Janayati,  is,  f.,  Ved.  generation,  engendering, 

production. Janayanta,  as,  d,  am,  generating,  producing. 

Janayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  engendered, 

generated,  produced. 
Janayitri,  id,  trt,  tri,  generating,  begetting, 

producing,  who  or  what  produces ;  (td),  m.  a  pro- 
genitor, a  father ;  (tri),  f.  a  mother. 

Janayishnu,,  us,  m.  a  progenitor. 
Janar.     See  janas  below. 
Janas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  race,  class  of  beings;  (Say.) 

generator,  parent;  (as)  or  janar,  ind.  (before  soft 
letters  generally  janar),  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  worlds 
or  divisions  of  the  universe ;  see  jana  and  jana-loka. 
—  Jano-loka,  as,  m.  the  world  described  above. 
Jani,  is,  oijant,  f.  a  woman,  wife,  mother;  any 

female  animal,  (in  the  Veda  perhaps  metaphorically  = 
the  fingers,  e.g.janibhi/t  samiddha,  kindled  by  the 

fingers) ;  the  wife  of  a  son  or  brother's  son ;  birth, production ;  birthplace ;  a  kind  of  fragrant  plant ;  [cf. 

Hib.  gean, '  a  woman ;'  Goth,  qvens,  qveins;  Eng. 
queen.]  —  Jani-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  wishing  for  a 
wife.—  i.jani-tva  or  jani-lvana,  am,  n.  the  state 
of  a  wife,  wedlock,  conjugal  state.— Jani-da,  as,  as, 
am,  Ved.  giving  a  wife.  —  Jani-nilikd,  f.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  =  ma hd-nili.  —  Jani-mat  or  jam-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  Ved.  having  a  wife,  relating  to  women. 
Janika,  as,  d,  am,  producing,  generating. 

Janita,  as,  d,  am,  engendered,  begotten;  pro- 
duced, occasioned;  occurring.— Janiia-svana,  as, 

d,  am,  making  a  noise,  sounding.  —  Janitodyama 

(°ta-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  making  exertion,  energetic. 
Janitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  born  or  produced. 
Janitri,  td,  m.  a  father,  progenitor;  (triy,  f.  a 

mother;  [cf.  Lat.  genitor;  Gr.  yevi rap,  yivrriip ; 

Hib.  genteoir,  '  a  begetter,  sower,  planter ;'  Lit, 
genltrix;  Gr.  yevfreipa.] 
Janitra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  birthplace,  place  of  ori- 

gin, home ;  origin,  generative  or  procreative  matter ; 
N.  of  a  Saman ;  (ant),  n.  pi.  parents,  relatives. 

4R 
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janitva; jambhya. 

3.  janilra,  <t»,  a,  am,=janitavya,  to  be  born  or 
produced;  (««),  m.  father;  (d),  (•  mother;  (au), 
m.  du.  father  and  mother,  parents. 

Jaiiimaii,  a,  a.  (said  to  be  also  m.),  Ved.  birth, 

generation,  engenderment,  production ;  offspring,  de- 
scendants ;  a  creature,  being;  gender,  sex,  genus,  kind, 

race ;  [cf.  Hib.  geineamhutn, '  birth,  conception.'] 
Janiihlha,  as,  d,  aw,  Ved.  a  superl.  (t.janitri(f). 
Janishya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  born  or  produced. 
Janina,  as,  a,  am,  suitable  for  men. 
Janlyti,  noni.  P.,  Ved.  janiyali  or  janiyali,  to 

wish  for  a  wife. 

Janu,  us,  stndjanu,  us,  (.  birth;  [cf.  janus.~] 
Janus,  us,  n.  (Ved.  Nom.  m.  janue,  Ace.  janu- 

skam,  Inst.  jumulid),  birth,  production,  descent; 
nativity ;  birthplace ;  a  creature,  being ;  creation  ; 
genus,  class,  kind;  janushd,  ind.,  Ved.  by  birth, 
from  birth  (e.  g.  janushdndha,  blind  from  birth), 

by  nature,  naturally,  originally,  essentially,  necessa- 
rily, &c. 

Jantu,  us,  m.  i  creature,  a  living  being,  man, 
person  ;  people,  mankind ;  any  animal,  (usually  beings 
of  the  lowest  organization,  such  as  worms,  insects, 
&e.) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Somaka ;  [cf.  kshiti-jantu, 

luhudra-f,  jala-j°.]—Jautu-kambu,  tt,  n.  any 
animal  living  in  a  shell,  as  a  snail ;  a  snail's  shell. 
—Janiu-gkna,  as,  i,  am,  killing  worms;  N.  of 
several  vermifuge  plants ;  (as),  m.  the  citron ;  («), 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  tidanga;  (ant),  n.=vida»ga; 
Asa  foetid*.  — Jantu-nafana,  as,  i,  am,  destroying 
worms;  (am],  n.  Asa  Fcetida.  —  Jantu-padapa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tret,=kodamra.—Ja.ntUi-phala, 
as,  m.  the  glomerous  fig-tree,  Ficus  Glomerata ;  [cf. 

udumbo,ra.~\—  Jantu-mat,  an,  all,  at,  containing 
worms  or  insects. —Jantu-mdrin,  i,  m.  or  (?),  f. 

'destroying  worms,'  the  citron.  —  Janturhantrl,  (., 
N.  of  a  vermifuge,  =  vidanga. 
Jantuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (at),  m.  pi.  his 

descendants ;  (a),  f.  lac,  gum ;  a  kind  of  Asa  Fcetida ; 
£cf.  jatukd.] 
Jantuld,  f.  the  plant  Saccharum  Spontaneum. 
.In  at  en,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  born  or  produced. 

Janma,  am,  n.  —janman,  birth. 
Janman,  a,  n.  birth,  production,  origin,  (in  comp.) 

born  from  (e.  g.  tudra-janman,  bom  from  a  Sudra) ; 
existence,  life  (e.  g.  drishtadriehta-janman,  pre- 

sent and  future  life)  ;  nativity ;  birthplace,  home ;  a 
progenitor,  father ;  natal  star ;  (in  astrology)  N.  of  the 
first  mansion  or  Nakshatra ;  a  creature,  being ;  people ; 
the  people  of  a  household,  kind,  race  (e.g.  uli/ic 
janmanl  or  vbhayam  janma,  both  races  or  both 

kinds  of  living  beings,  i.  e.  gods  and  men  or  men ' 
and  animals) ;  nature,  quality,  custom,  manner  (e.  g. 
pralnena  janmana,  according  to  ancient  custom); 

—  udaka,  water  (?);  [cf.  janiman,  agra-janman, 
antya-j°,kadmira-f,kdi'mtra-j:',dm-f,8cc.;cf.3:\!io 
Lat.  ger-men  ;  Hib.  geanamkuin,  '  engendering.'] 
—  Janma-kdla,,   as,  m.   time  or  hour  of  birth. 

—  Janma-kila,  as,  m.  '  pillar  or  stay  of  birth,'  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Janma-krii,  t,  m.  a  progenitor, 
a   father.  —  Janma-kshetra,    am,    n.   birthplace. 
—  Janma-fintdmani,  is,  m.  title  of  a  work  on 
nativities.  —  Janma-jyesktlta,  as,  a,  am,  the  eldest 
by  birth,  the  first-born.  —Janma-tithi,  is,  m.  the 
lunar  day  on  which  a  birth  occurs,  birthday.  —  Jan- 

ma-da,  as,  m.  '  a  birth-giver,'  a  father,  progenitor. 
—Janma-dina,  am,  n.  or  janma-divasa,  as,  m. 
a  birthday.  —  Janma-nakshatra,  am,  n.  the  natal 
star,  the  constellation  under  which  a  person  is  born ; 

[cf.  janma-ra.<i  and  janmarkslia..]  —  Jauma-nd- 
man,  a,  n.  the  name  received  at  birth  (i.  e.  on  the 
twelfth  day  after).  —  Janma-pa,  as,  m.  the  regent 
of  a  planet  under  which  a  person  is  born.  —  Janma- 
pattra,  am,  n.  or  janma-pattrika,  (.  a  horoscope, 
the  paper  or  scroll  on  which  are  recorded  the  year, 
lunar  day,  configuration,  and  relative  position  of  the 
planets  &c.,  of  the  birth  of  a  particular  individual,  a 
table  of  his  fortunes  throughout  life.  —  Janma-pa- 
il'iprt,  as,  m.  the  tree  under  which  a  person  is  born, 
a  family-tree.  —  Jartma-pralishtha,  f.  birthplace;  a 
mother.— Jaitina-pradlpa,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  work 

by  Vi-budha.  ••  Janma-prabhnti,  ind.  ever  since 
birth.  —Janma-bJidj,  k,  m.  a  creature,  a  living  being 

(possessing  birth).—  ,/rt/jma-b/ta£/ia,f.  mother-tongue. 
—  Janma-bhumi,  in,  f.  birthplace,  native  country. 
—  Janma-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  possessing  birth,  enjoying 
life.  —  Janma-yoga,  as,  m.  a  horoscope.  —Janma- 
rail,  is,  m.  or  janma-layna,  am,  n.  the  sign  of  the 
zodiac  under  which  a  person  is  born.  —  Janma-rogin, 

t,  im,  i,  sickly  from  birth.—  Janmarknha  (°ma- 
rtjt°),  am,  n.  the  constellation  under  which  a  person 
is  born;  N.  of  the  first  Nakshatra.—  Janma-vat, 
an,  all,  at,  possessing  birth,  born,  mortal,  living. 

—Janma-vartman,  a,  n.  'the  path  of  birth,'  the 
vulva.  —  Janma-vasudhd,  f.  native  country,  home. 

—Janma-vailakslianya,  am,  n.  acting  in  a  manner 

contrary  to  or  unbecoming  one's  birth.  —Janma- 
tayyd,  f.  the  bed  on  which  a  person  is  born.  —Jan- 
mu-s"odhana,  am,  a.   discharging  the  obligations 
derived  from  birth.  —Janma-sdphalya,  am,  n.  at- 

tainment of  the  object  or  end  of  existence.  —  Janma- 
sthdna,  am,  n.  birthplace,  native  land,  home  ;  the 

womb.  —Janmddhipa  (°ma-adh°),  as,  m.  lord  of 
birth,  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  the  regent  of  a  constellation 
under  which  a  person  is  born  ;    [cf.  janma-pa.] 

—  Janmdntara  (°ma-an"),  am,  n.  another  birth, 
another  life;   the   preceding  life;   the  future  life; 

regeneration  ;  the  other  world.  —  Janmdntara-krita, 
as,  d,  a,m,  committed  in  another  birth.  —Janmdn- 
tartya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  or  done  in  another 

life.—  Janmdndha  (°ma-un°),  as,  d,  am,  blind 
from  birth,  bom  blind.—  Janmdsktami  (°ma-asA°), 
f.  the  birthday  of  Krishna,  the  eighth  day  in  the  dark 
half  of  the  month  SrSvana  or  BhSdra,  on  which 

Krishna  was  born.—  Janmdspada  fma-ds°),  am, 

n.  birthplace  ;  [cf.  bhavdspada.]  —janmeia  (°ma- 
is'a),  as,  m.  the  regent  of  a  constellation  under 
which  any  one  is  born  ;  [cf.  janma-pa.J 
Janmin,  >,  m.  a  creature,  a  living  being,  a  man, 

an  animal. 

Janmgaya.     See  janam-ejaya  under  jana. 
Janya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  born  or  produced,  pro- 

ducible ;  bom,  produced  ;  (often  at  the  end  of  a 

comp.)  born  from,  arising  or  produced  from,  occa- 
sioned by  ;  generating  ;  (as),  m.  a  father  ;  (am),  n. 

the  body  ;  a  portent  occurring  at  birth  ;  (as,  d,  am), 
belonging  to  a  race  or  family  ;  national  ;  belonging 
to  the  same  country  ;  vulgar,  common,  belonging  to 
or  relating  to  men  or  to  the  people,  fit  for  men  ; 

(as),  m.  the  friend  •  or  attendant  or  companion 
of  a  bridegroom  ;  a  common  man  ;  (a),  f.  the 
friend  of  a  mother  ;  the  relation  or  companion  of  a 
bride,  a  bridesmaid;  pleasure,  happiness;  affection; 

(am),  n.  people;  a  community,  nation;  fighting, 
war,  combat;  a  market,  a  fair;  rumour,  report; 

censure,  abuse.—  Janya-td,  f.  the  state  of  anything 
that  is  to  be  born  or  produced. 

Janyu,  us,  m.  birth  ;  a  creature,  an  animal,  a  living 
and  sentient  being  ;  fire  ;  an  epithet  of  Brahma  ;  N. 
of  one  of  the  seven  sages  of  the  fourth  Manvantara. 
Jala,  as,  d,  am,  born  &c.    See  p.  344. 

Jdyamdna,  as,  d,am,  being  born,  coming  into  life. 

1  1  °M.  I  janakari,  f.  or  janakdrin,  i,  m. 
a  red  substance  called  lac.  See  alakta. 

janam-ejaya.     See  jana,  p.  337. 

»t  «1  1  Url  <*  janantika.    See  jana,  p.  337. 

tu,  janman.     See  col.  I. 

J  M  jap,  cl.  I.  P.  japati,  jojifa,  japish- 
N  yatl,  ajapit  and  ajdpit,  japitum,  to  utter 

in  a  low  voice  or  under-tone,  to  mutter,  whisper, 

repeat  internally,  talk  to  one's  self;  to  mutter  prayers 
or  incantations,  whisper  magical  spells  or  charms  ; 

to  pray  to  any  one  in  a  low  voice  (e.  g.  S*ivo  japyate, 
Siva  is  addressed  with  muttered  prayers)  ;  to  invoke 
or  call  upon  in  a  low  voice  :  Cans,  jdpayati,  -yitinn, 
ajljapat:  Desid.  jijapiehati  :  Intens.  jarijapyate, 
jarijapiti  ;  [cf.  jalp.J 

Japa,  as,  d,  am,  muttering,  whispering,  uttering 

in  a  tow  voice  [cf.  karae-japa]  ',  (as),  m.  mutter- 

ing prayers,  repeating  in  a  murmuring  tone  passages 
from  scripture,  charms,  names  of  a  deity,  &c. ;  counting 
silently  the  beads  of  a  rosary,  &c. ;  a  muttered  prayer 

or  spell;  [cf.  jdpa.]— Japa-td,  f.  the  state  of  a 
mutterer  or  of  one  who  mutters  prayers.  —  Japa* 

pardyana,as,  a,  am,  devoted  to  repetition  of  prayers, 
engaged  in  muttering  prayers.  —Japa-mdld,  f.  a 
rosary  used  for  counting  muttered  prayers.  —Japa- 

yujiia,  as,  m.  muttering  prayers  as  a  religious  rite  or 
sacrifice.— Japa-homa,  <is,  m.  a  sacrifice  which  con- 

sists in  muttering  prayers. 

Japal,an,a»tl,at,  muttering  prayers  in  a  low  tone. 
Japana,  am,  a.  the  muttering  or  whispering  of 

prayers  or  spelts. 
Japanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  uttered  in  a  low 

voice,  to  be  whispered,  to  be  muttered  or  repeated 

inaudibly,  to  be  meditated  on. 
Japita,  as,  d,  am,  muttered,  whispered. 
Japiti-d,  ind.  having  muttered  or  repeated  in  a 

low  tone. 

Japin,  t,  ini,  i,  uttering  prayers  in  a  low  voice, 
muttering. 

Japtavya,  a»,  a,  am,  to  be  muttered  or  whispered. 
Japtvd,  ind.  having  muttered  or  repeated  inaudibly. 

Japya.,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  repeated  in  an  under- 
tone, to  be  muttered  or  whispered ;  (am,  as),  n.  m. 

a  prayer  to  be  uttered  in  a  low  voice,  a  muttered 

prayer ;  [cf.  jdpya,  HA-japya,  dhydna-japya,.] 

—  Japyesvara-tirtha  (°ya-i^°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a Tlrtha. 

Japyaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
»pn  japa,  f.  the  China  rose,  either  the 

flower  or  plant ;  [cf.  jai'd.] 

ifsrt  jnpila,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N. 

of  a  place. 

ipn^  jabaru,  us,  us,  u  (ft. Java?),  Ved. hastening,  speedy. 

Illrt  jabala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  &  man ;  (a), 

f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
I.  jabh  or  jarnbh,  cl.  I.  A.jabhatf 
or  jambhate,  &c.,  to  snap  at,  seize  with 

the  mouth :  Caus.  P.  jambhayati,  -yitum,  to  crush, 
destroy :  Intens.  janjabhyate,  janjabkiti,  to  open 
the  jaws  wide,  snap  at. 
Jabdhri,  dha,  dhrl,  dhri,  snatching  at,  seizing 

with  the  mouth. 

Jambha,  as,  m.  the  jaws  (generally  used  in  plur.) ; 
the  mouth,  a  tooth,  an  eye-tooth,  tusk;  one  who 
crushes  or  devours,  as  a  demon ;  N.  of  several  demons ; 
a  leader  of  the  demons  in  the  war  against  the  godi 
under  Jndra ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Pra-hr5da ;  of  a  son  of 

Hiranya-kasipu  ;  N.  of  the  father-in-law  of  Hiranya- 
kasipu ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Sunda ;  the  citron  tree, 

=jambhira,  jambhala,  jambira  ;  eating,  food ; 
biting  asunder,  opening  by  biting,  explanation,  inter- 

pretation ;  a  quiver ;  a  part,  a  portion ;  (a),  f.  opening 

of  the  mouth ;  [cf.  antar-jambha,  ku-j°,  tapur-f, 
tigma-p,  trishta-f,  &c. ;  cf.  also  Gr.  -ya^^TjAai.] 
—Jambha-kunda,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  TTrtha.  —  ,7am- 
bha-drigh,  t,  m.  the  enemy  of  Jambha,  an  epithet 
of  Indra. — Jambha-bkediii,  t,  m.  the  destroyer  of 
Jambha,  a  N.  of  Indra. —Jambha-iuta,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  pressed  with  the  jaws,  chewed.  —Janilihari 

(°blta-ari),  is,  m.  '  the  enemy  of  Jambha,'  Indra ; 
Indra's  thunderbolt ;  fire. 
Jambhaka,  as,  d,  am,  crashing,  devouring;  killing, 

destroying ;  biting  asunder ;  explaining,  interpreting ; 
opening,  expanding ;  yawning ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
demon  or  of  a  despised  tribe  of  men ;  N.  of  several 

evil  spirits  supposed  to  reside  in  various  magical 
weapons ;  N.  of  a  verse  addressed  to  them  ;  N.  of  a 
demon  conquered  by  Krishna  ;  N.  of  an  attendant  of 
Siva  ;  a  lime  or  citron ;  (a),  f.  opening  the  mouth. 

Jambhnn  =jambha  in  trinrt-jumbhan,  &c. 
l.jambltana,  as,  t, am, Ved.  crushing,  destroying? 

one  who  crushes. 
Jambliya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  incisor  (tooth)  or  per» 

haps  a  grinder. 
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aftj    2 .  jabh  orjambh,  cl.  I .  Y.jabhati  or 
x  jambkati,  a  various  reading  for  ya&7i,  q.v. 

j.  jambhana,  am,  n.  sexual  intercourse. 

>fwi  jabkya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  species  of 
animal  destructive  to  grain. 

jlJJ    I.  yam,  cl.  I.  P.  jamati,  jajdma, 
•^jamitum,  to  eat,  consume;    to   go(?); 

to  blaze  (?) ;  [cf.  Hib.  dlamanu, '  food,  sustenance ;' 
gion, '  the  mouth:'  Old  Germ,  gouma,  koutna, '  food ;' 
gaumo, '  the  palate  :'  Mod.  Germ.  Gaumcn.] 
Jamat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  blazing.  —  Jamad- 

agni,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  often  mentioned  together 
with  Visva-mitra  as  an  adversary  of  Vasishtha,  and 
according  to  some  a  descendant  of  Bhrigu ;  in  epic 
poetry  a  son  of  Bhargava  Riclka  and  father  of 
Parasu-rama. 
Jamana,  am,  n.  eating ;  food,  victuals. 

»T*T  2.  jam,  Ved.  (used  in  Inst.  jmd  and 
Abl.  Gen.jmas),  the  earth ;  jma,  on  earth ;  [cf.gram 
and  i«Aam.] 

»t«m  jama-ja,  as,  a,  am,  =  yama-ja,  q.  v. 

*t*K^f"T  jamad-agni.     See  jamat  above. 

n**tn\jampati  (fr.  dampatl?,  but  accord- 
ing to  some  jam  is  fr.jdyd;  cf.  Hib.  gamh;  Gr. 
s  ?),  m.  du.  wife  and  husband. 

mbala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  mud,  clay ; 
an  aquatic  plant,  Vallisneria;    (as),  m.  a  fragrant 
plant,  Pandanus  Odoratissimus. 
Jambdlinl,  (.  a  river. 

sify^jambira,  as,  m.-=jambira,  the  citron tree. 

Jambira,  as,  m.  the  citron  tree  or  common 
lime ;  a  plant  called  by  some  a  sort  of  basil  with 
small  leaves,  a  kind  of  Ocimum,  =  mamvaka  or 
prastha-pushpa ;  (am),  n.  a  citron;  [cf.  jam- 
lihtra,  jambha,  jambliala.] 
Jambiraka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Ocimum. 

~*1ffi  jambu,  us,  or  jambu,  us,  f.  (said  to  be 
fr.  it.  I .  jam),  a  fruit  tree,  the  rose  apple,  Eugenia 
Jambolana,  or  another  species  of  Eugenia ;  (us,  u), 
f. n.  its  fruit;  (its,  u),  m. n.,  N.  of  a  Dvlpa  [cf. 
jambu-dvipa] ;  N.  of  a  fabulous  river,  said  to  flow 
from  the  mountain  Meru  and  to  be  formed  by  the 
juice  of  the  fruits  of  an  immense  Jambu  tree  on  that 
mountain ;  [cf.  ddhaka-jambu,  kdkaf,  goraksha- 

f.~\—Jambu-dmpa  or  jambii-dvipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of one  of  the  seven  continents  or  rather  large  islands 
surrounding  the  mountain  Meru ;  it  is  so  named 
either  from  the  Jambu  trees  abounding  in  it,  or  from 
an  enormous  Jambu  tree  on  Mount  Meru  visible  like 
a  standard  to  the  whole  continent,  and  implies 
(according  to  the  PurSnas)  the  central  division  of  the 
world,  or  the  known  world,  including  India ;  with 
Buddhists  it  is  confined  to  India ;  with  Jainas  it  is 
one  of  the  five  divisions  of  India.  —  Jambu-dhvaja, 
as,  m.  another  N.  for  Jambu-dvTpa  ('  having  the 
Jambu  tree  as  its  standard');  N.  of  a  Naga. 
—  Jambu-parvata,  as,  m.  another  N.  for  Jambu- 
dvlpa.  —  Jambu-prastha,  as,  m.,  N.   of  a  town. 
—  Jambu-mat,  an,  m.  a  mountain;    a  monkey; 
(ft),  f.  an  Apsaras  or  heavenly  nymph  ;  [cf.  jdmba- 
vat  and  jambu-vat.]  —  Jambu-mdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  man.  — •  Jambu-mdlin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a   Rakshas. 
—  Jarnbu-rudra,  as,   m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-king. 
—  Jambu-vana-ja,  am,  n.  the  white  flower  of  the 
China  rose.— Jambtt-sara,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  town  in 
Gurjara  (Jumbooseer  between  Cambay  and  Baroch). 
—  Jambu-khanda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  another  N.  for 
Jambu-dvlpa.  —  Jambukhanda-vinirmdtui-parmn, 
a,  n.  the  first  six  Adhyayas  of  the  sixth  book  of 
the  Mah5 -bhSrata.  —  Jambunada-prabha.,  as,  m. , 
N.  of  a  future  Buddha.  —  Jambu-nadl,  (.,  N.  of  one 
of  the  seven  arms  of  the  heavenly  Gan-gS.  —  Jambu- 
mdrga,  as,  am,  m.  n.,  N.  of  a  TTrtha  (the  way 

leading  to  the  sacred  Jambu  on  Meru).  —  Jambu- 
svdmin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  the  last  Arhat  of  the  Jainas. 
—Jambv-oshtha  =jdmbavatishtha,  q.  v. 

'flpl'  jambuka,  as,  m.  a  jackal ;  a  low 
man ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda ;  an 
epithet  of  Varuna ;  the  plant  Eugenia  (commonly 
called  goldpajdma) ;  or  perhaps  a  kind  of  SVonaka ; 
(a),  f.  a  female  jackal;  [cf.  jambuka.^  —  Jambilr 
keivara-tirtlM  (°ka-l^°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 
Jambuka,  as,  m.  a  jackal ;  a  low  man ;  N.  of  one 

of  the  attendants  of  Skanda ;  an  epithet  of  Varuna ; 

(a),  f.  a  kind  of  grape  without  stones,  =  Jcdkall- 
drdkshd;  [cf.  jambuka  and  gridhra-jambuka.] 

y^ft^  jambula,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  disease  of 
the  outer  ear;  the  plant  Eugenia  Jambolana  [cf. 
jambu] ;  another  plant,  Pandanus  Odoratissimus ; 

[cf.  kctaka;  cf.  also  jambula.'] Jambula,  as,  m.  the  plant  Pandanus  Odoratissi- 
mus ;  the  plant  Eugenia  Jambolana  [cf.  jambu]  ; 

(am),  n.  jests  addressed  to  the  bridegroom  by  his 
female  relatives  and  friends;  [cf.  the  following.] 
—Jambiila-mdlikd,  f.  a  garland  of  Jambula  flowers; 
brightness  of  countenance  in  a  bride  and  bridegroom  ; 
jesting  compliments  addressed  to  the  bride  and  bride- 

groom by  the  female  relatives  of  the  bridegroom. 

"ft**1*  jambha.     See  under  i.jabh,  p.  338. 

n**i*(jambhana.  See  under  i.and  2.  jabh. 

WTt  jambhara,  as,  m.  the  lime  or  citron 
tree ;  [cf.  the  following.] 
Jambhala,  as,  m.  the  lime  or  citron  tree  [cf. 

jambira] ;  N.  of  a  Jina  or  deified  Jaina  saint ;  N. 
of  a  man ;  (d),  f.  a  female  RakshasT,  by  meditating 
on  whom  women  become  pregnant.  — Jambhala- 
datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  supposed  author  of  the 
Vetala-pan£a-vin.sati. 
JamWiin,  I,  m.  the  lime  or  citron  tree. 
Jambhtra,  as,  m.  the  lime  or  citron  tree,  appa- 

rently of  more  than  one  species  ;  a  plant  considered 
to  be  a  kind  of  basil  with  small  leaves ;  [cf.  jam- 

blra.~\ 

H**irrtc«i  jambhalika,  f.  a  kind  of  song. 
(Jambhdlikd  appears  to  be  incorrect. ) 

,  as,  m.  mud,  mire. 

,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ji),  conquering, 
winning,  (used  at  the  end  of  comp.;  cf.  kritan-jaya, 
dhananf,  puran-f,  &c.) ;  (as),  m.  conquest,  vic- 

tory, triumph,  winning,  being  victorious  (in  battle,  in 
playing  with  dice  or  in  a  lawsuit ;  indriyandm 
jayah,  victory  over  or  restraint  of  the  senses ;  dtma- 
jaya,  self-restraint ;  prdna-jaya,  victory  over  life, 
i.  e.  resigning  it  willingly ;  rug-jaya,  healing  of  a 
disease);  a  verse  or  formula  causing  victory;  the 
plant  Premna  Spinosa  or  Longi  folia ;  a  yellow  variety 
of  Phaseolus  Mungo ;  N.  of  the  third  year  of  the 
sixth  lustrum  of  the  cycle  of  Jupiter ;  an  epithet  of 
the  sun;  a  class  of  deities  (pi.);  N.  of  a  son  of 
Indra ;  of  an  attendant  of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  a  Naga ; 
of  a  Danava ;  of  a  Rishi  under  the  tenth  Manu  ;  of 
a  son  of  Vatsara  by  Svar-vithi ;  of  a  son  of  VisvS- 
mitra ;  of  a  son  of  Puru-ravas  and  UrvasI ;  N.  of  an 
ancient  king ;  of  the  eleventh  Cakra-vartin  in  BhS- 
rata ;  of  a  hero  on  the  side  of  the  Pandus ;  a  N. 
assumed  by  Yudhi-shthira  at  the  court  of  king  Virata; 
N.  of  several  other  persons ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several 
plants,  viz.  <=jayanti,  Sesbania  jEgyptiaca,  Premna 
Spinosa  or  Longifolia,  Terminalia  Chebula ;  also  = 
nila-flurvd,  sdida,  and  vi-jayd  ;  the  third,  eighth, 
or  thirteenth  lunar  days  of  either  half-month  ;  a  N. 
of  DurgS;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  ;  of  a  wife 
of  S'iva ;  of  a  confidential  female  attendant  of  DurgS 
and  wife  of  Pushpa-danta ;  of  a  Buddhist  deity ;  of 
the  mother  of  the  twelfth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava- 
sarpinT ;  of  one  of  the  seven  kum5rls  on  the  standard 
of  Indra.  —  Jaya-karana,  am,  n.  obtaining  a  victory, 
conquering.  ~Jaya-ltCi)tltxhin,  t,  ini,  i,  desirous  of 
victory.— Jaya-kdrin,  i,iyl,i,  gaining  a. victory, 

victorious.  —  Jaya-krit,  t,  t,  t,  causing  or  granting 
victory.  —  Jaya-koldhala,  as,  m.  a  shout  of  victory ; 
a  kind  of  dice;  [cf.jaya-pufraka^—Jaya-kshetra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place.  —Jaya-gata,  as,  d,  am, 
conquering,  victorious. —Jaya-garva,  as,  m.  pride 
of  conquest,  exultation. — Jaya-yupta,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  poet.—Jaya-ghosha,  as,  m.  or  jaya-yhoshana, 
am  or  a,  n.  f.  a  shouting  to  proclaim  victory,  a  cry 
of  victory.  —Jaya-<!andra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  work  Gosrin-ga-svayambhu-caitya-bhaltarakod- 
desa;  N. ofakingofGauda;  ofakingofKanyakubja. 
~Jaya-taryd,  f.  a  work  on  omens  by  Nara-hari. 
—  Jaya-d hakkd,  f.  a  large  kettle-drum  beaten  as 
a  sign  of  victory.  —Jaya-tirtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
scholiast.  —  Jaya-da,  as,  d,  am,  granting  victory; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  a  tutelary  deity  in  the  family  of  Vama- 
deva.— Jaya-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  son  of  Indra  ; 
of  a  Bodhi-sattva ;  of  a  certain  king ;  of  a  minister 
of  king  JayS-pida;  of  a  physician.— Jaya-deva,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  GIta-govinda ;  also  of 
the  Prasanna-rSghava-nataka ;  also  of  the  grammar 
entitled  Ishat-tantra.  —  Jaya-devaka,  as,  m.  =jaya- 
dfva,  N.  of  a  Muhurta. — Jaya-dharman,  d,  m., 
N.  of  a  hero  on  the  side  of  the  Kurus.  —  Jaya- 
dhvaja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kartavlrya  Arjuna 
and  father  of  Tala-jai>gha.  —  Jaya-dhvani,  is,  m.  a 
shout  or  cry  of  victory. — Jaya-ndrdyana,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  poem  Kasi-khanda.  -•  Jaya- 
nrisinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  deity. — Jaya-pattra,am,  n. 
a  written  account  of  a  victory,  record  of  victory.  —  Ja- 

ya-pdla,  as,  m.  '  guardian  of  victory,'  an  epithet  of Brahma,  also  of  Vishnu ;  a  king ;  N.  of  several 
kings;  the  plant  Croton  Jamalgota.  —  Jaya-putra- 
ka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  dice  ;  [cf.  jaya-kold/uila  and 

jatu-putraka.J'-Jaya-pura,  am,  n.  'town  of 
victory,'  N.  of  a  fortress  in  Kasmlra ;  also  of  a  small 
state  in  Marwur.— Jaya-prasthdna,  am,  n.  march 
to  victory.— Jaya-priya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  hero  on 
the  side  of  the  Pandavas;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
Matris  in  attendance  on  Skanda.  —  Jaya-mangala, 
as,  m.  a  royal  elephant;  a  remedy  for  fever,  a 
febrifuge  ;  N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  Bhatti- 
kavya ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Bhatti- 
kavya  composed  by  Jaya-marrgala ;  (am),  n.  a  cheer 

of  victory ;  [cf.  jaydiis."\  —  Jaya-maU,  is,  m.,  N. of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —Jaya-matl,  f.,  N.  of  several 
women;  [cf.  jaya-vat.]—  Jaya-mddhava,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  poet.  *~Jaya-yajna,  as,  m.  the  AsVa-medha 
or  sacrifice  of  a  horse  as  a  mark  of  dominion.  —  Ja- 

ya-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  men.  —  Jaya-rdta, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior  who  took  the  side  of  the 
Kuru  princes.  —  Ja ya-rdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  the  Nyaya-siddhanta-mlla ;  N.  of  several 
other  men.— Jaya-lakshmi,  u,  f.  victory,  the  god- 

dess of  victory ;  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Jaya-lekha,  as, 
m.  record  of  victory;  [cf. jaya-pattra.]— <faya- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  victorious,  triumphant;  [d.jaya- 
mail  and  jayd-vaK.]—Jaya-vardhana,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  poet.  —  Jaya-varma-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Jaya-vaha,  as,  d,  am,  conferring  victory, 
victorious.  ••  Jaya-vddya,  am,  n.  a  drum  or  other 
instrument  sounded  to  proclaim  victory.—  Jaya- 
vardha-ttrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Jaya^ 
vdhini,  (.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Indra.  —  Jaya-fabda, 
as,  m.  a  shout  or  song  of  victory,  or  the  exclamation 
Jaya,  Jaya  repeated  like  the  7o  of  the  Greeks  as  in 

Jaya-jaya  deva  hare,  Scc.—Jaya-s'arman,  d,  m., N.  of  a  poet. — Jaya-fila,  as,  d,  am,  victorious, 
triumphant.  —  Jaya-^ringa,  am,  n.  a  horn  blown 
to  announce  a  victory.  —  Jaya-frl,  is,  f.  victory, 

glory ;  the  goddess  of  victory.  —  Jaya-sinha,  as,m., 
N.  of  several  men  ;  N.  of  a  king  of  Kasmlra ;  [cf. 

jayd-anha.]—Jaya-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
Magadha ;  also  of  a  son  of  Adma  or  Ahina ;  of  a  son 
of  Sarvabhauma  ;  N.  of  the  father  of  the  Avantyau  ; 
also  of  the  son  of  Mahendra-varman ;  N.  of  a 

Buddhist ;  (a),"  f.,  N.  of  a  female  door-keeper ;  [cf. 
jayat-scna.]  —  Jaya-skandha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
minister  of  king  Yudhi-shthira.  *~Jaya-8tambha, 
as,  m.  a  trophy ;  a  column  erected  to  commemorate 
a  victory.  —  Jaya-svamin,  1,  m.  the  lord  of  victory; 
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an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  scholiast  on  the 
Chandoga-sOtras  and  of  the  author  of  a  commentary 
on  the  AsvalSyana-Brahmana.—  Jayasviimi-ji/ira, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  founded  by  Jushka.— Jayd- 

Icara  (''ya-dk"),  as,  m.  •  a  mine  of  victory,'  N.  of  a 
mm.  —  Jaydditya  (°ya-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king; 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  KSs'ikS-vritti.—  Jayd-deri,  f., 
N.  of  a  Buddhist  deity  [cf.  jaya]  ;  N.  of  a  woman. 

—  Jaydnanda  (°ya-dn°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—Jaydnanda-t'dra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mm.—Jayd- 

nika  (°ya-dn°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior  on  the  side 
of  the  Pandavas.— Jaydntaraya  (°ya-an°),  as,  m. 
an  impediment  or  hindrance  to  victory.  —  Juijaplfla 

(°ya-dp°),   as,   m.,   N.   of  a   king    of    Kasmira. 
—Jayd-bhattdrikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  place.— Jayarara 

(°ya-dr°),  as,  m.  song  of  victory ;  [cf.y<ji/a-.vab<7a.] 
—Jaydtagho»ha(°ya-av°),a8,  m.  proclamation  of 
victory,  cheering.— Jayd-vati,  {.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
Mains  attending  on  Skanda ;    [cf.  jaya-matl  and 

jaya-vat.]—Jaydvaha  (°ya-dv°),  as,  a,  am,  con- 
ferring victory,  victorious ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  Croton ; 

[cf.  bhadra-danti kd.~\  —  Jaydsis  (°ya-df),  ig,  f. a  prayer  for  victory ;  congratulations  after  a  victory ; 

cheer  of  victory.— Jaydiraya  t?ya-ds°),  as,  a,  am, 
'  the  asylum  of  victory,'  favoured  by  victory;  (a),  f. 
a  kind  of  grass;  [cf.  jaradi.]  — Jayddra  (°ya-a3°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  hero  on  the  side  of  the  Pandavas. 

—  Jayd-tinha,  as,  m.,  N.of  a  man.—  Jaydhvd  (°ya- 
dh°),  l.^jaydvahd,  <\.  v.—Jayendra  (°ya-in°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Kalmira;  also  of  another 
person ;  a  vihara  built  by  the  latter  is  called  Ja- 

yendra-vihara.  — Jayesvara  (°ya-U°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  sanctuary  built  by  JayS-devI.  ~Jayoddhura 

Cya-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  exulting  in  victory.  —Jayol- 
Idsa-nidhi  (°ya-uF),  is,  m.  title  of  a  work. 
JayaTta,  as,  d,  am,  victorious;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

man. 

Jayat,  an,  anti,  at,  conquering,  defeating ;  ex- 
celling. "Jayat-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 

Magadha ;  of  a  son  of  SSrvabhauma ;  of  Nadina ;  a 
N.  assumed  by  the  fourth  (?)  son  of  PSndu ;  (d),  f., 
N.  of  one  of  the  Mstris  attending  on  Skanda ;  [cf. 

jaya-sma.]*~Jayad-bala,  as,  m.  a  N.  assumed 
by  one  of  the  youngest  PSndu  princes  at  the  court  of 

king  VirSta. — Jayad-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
the  Sindhus  and  Sauvlras  fighting  on  the  side  of  the 
Kuru  princes ;  a  son  of  Vrihan-manas ;  a  son  of  Vrihat- 
karman ;  of  Vrihat-kSya ;  of  the  tenth  Manu. 
Jay  ana,  am,  n.  conquering,  subduing;  armour 

for  cavalry,  elephants,  &c. ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter 

of  Indra;  [cf.  jayantl.]—Jayana-yuj,  It,  Je,  Te, 
caparisoned  (as  a  war  horse),  victorious. 
Jayanta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Indra ;  an  epithet 

of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  Rudra ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dharma  by 
JVIarutvati  (he  was  a  part  of  VSsudeva  and  =  upendra) ; 
a  class  of  deities  (with  Jainas)  forming  a  subdivision  of 
the  Anuttaras ;  the  moon ;  the  assumed  N.  of  Bhtrr.a 

at  the  court  of  king  VirSta ;  N.  of  a  minister  of 
Dasa-ratha ;  also  of  a  Gandharva,  the  father  of  Vikra- 
maditya ;  of  a  king  of  Gauda ;  of  a  Brahman  of 

Kas'mTra ;  of  an  author  of  a  grammatical  work ;  N. 
of  a  mountain ;  (I),  f.  a  flag,  a  banner ;  the  plant 
Sesbania  /Egyptiaca,  *=jivanti;  blades  of  barley 
planted  at  the  commencement  of  the  DaSahara  and 
gathered  at  its  close;  a  particular  combination  in 
astronomy,  or  the  rising  of  the  asterism  RohinI  at 
midnight,  on  the  eighth  of  the  dark  half  of  Sravana, 
or  in  fact  on  the  birthday  of  Krishna,  which  is  then 
particularly  sacred ;  an  epithet  of  Durgi ;  of  Dak- 
shSyanl  (the  wife  of  Siva)  in  HastinS-pura  ;  N.  of  the 
tutelary  deity  of  Vasfldreka ;  N.  of  the  daughter  of 
Indra ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Rishabha  received  by  him 
from  Indra;  N.  of  a  river;  N.  of  a  country.  -*Ja- 

yanta-pattra,  am,  n. '  leaf  of  victory  or  triumph ;' 
(in  law)  the  sealed  and  written  award  of  the  judge  in 
favour  of  either  party ;  (in  historical  tradition)  the 
label  on  the  forehead  of  a  horse  turned  loose  for 

the  As'va-medha  sacrifice.— Jayanta-pura,  am,  n., N.  of  a  town.  —  Jayanta-si-dmin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  a  small  treatise  on  the  Vedic  accent.  —  Ja- 

yanfi-puri,  (.,  N.  of  a  town. 

Jayitri,  td,  tri,  tri, a  victor,  conqueror,  victorious. 

Jayin,  i,  in?,  »',  conquering,  victorious,  a  con- 
queror ;  gaining  the  victory,  winning  in  a  suit  at 

law ;  granting  victory. 

Jayishnu,  us,us,w,  habitually  victorious,  victorious. 

Jayus,  us,  us,  us,  Ved.  victorious. 
Jayya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  conquered  or  gained, 

conquerable,  vulnerable. 

"*R.jara,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  jfi),  becoming 
old  or  worn  out,  old  ;  wearing  out ;  causing  old  age, 

producing  decay,  consuming ;  (as),  m.  wearing  out, 
wasting ;  (a),  f.  the  becoming  old,  old  age ;  old  age 
personified  as  a  daughter  of  Death ;  decrepitude,  the 
general  debility  consequent  upon  old  age ;  digestion ; 
a  kind  of  date  tree,  =  lislurikd ;  N.  of  a  RakshasI 

worshipped  for  having  united  the  two  halves  into 
which  Jara-sandha  (q.  v.)  was  divided  at  his  birth ; 

[cf.  vi-jara.]*~Jardtura  (°rd-dt°),  as,  d,  am,  in- 
firm, decrepit,  debilitated,  old.  —  Jard-parinata, 

as,  d,  am,  stooping,  bent  down  with,  age  or  infirmity. 
—  Jard-push(a,   as,   m.  =  jard-sandha.  —  Jard- 
bhlru,  us,  m.  love  or  the  deity  Kama  ('  afraid  of 
old  age ').  —  Jara-mrityu,  u,  m.  du.  old  age  and 
death ;    (us,  us,  u),  one  who   dies  from   old  age. 
—  Jard-vat,  an,  att,  at,  aged,  old.— Jardrasthd 

(°rd-av°),  f.  state  of  old  age,  decrepitude.  —  Jard- 
sandha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  celebrated  king  and  warrior, 

sovereign  of  Magadha  and  Cedi,  son  of  Brihad-ratha, 
father-in-law  to  Kansa,  and  enemy  of  Krishna ;  he 
was  slain  in  single  combat  by  Bhima ;  (according  to 

a  legend,  he  was  born  divided  in  two  halves,  which 
were  put  together  by  the  RakshasI  JarS,  q.  v. ;  he  is 
also  identified  with  the  Dinava  Viprafitti,  and  men- 

tioned among  the  hundred  sons  of  Dhrita-rSshtra.) 

—  Jardsandha-jit,  t,  m. '  conqueror  of  Jara-sandha,' 
N.  of  Bhiina-sena,  the  second  of  the  PSndu  princes. 
Jaratha,  as,  a,  am,  old,  decayed,  infirm ;  bent, 

bowed  down,  drooping ;  hard,  solid ;  hard-hearted, 
harsh,  cruel ;  pale,  yellowish-white  (the  colour  of  old 
leaves) ;  (as),  m.  decrepitude,  old  age ;  [cf.  Germ. 
hart;  Goth,  hardus.] 
Jarana,  as,  d,  am,  old,  decayed,  infirm ;  solvent, 

promoting  digestion ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  several  medi- 
cinal plants  or  drugs  used  for  promoting  digestion,  = 

jiraka,  cumin-seed ;  kris/ina-jtraka,  Nigella  Indica ; 

=  kdsa-marda  and  =  kusht'haushadhi ;  Asa  Fce- tida ;  a  sort  of  salt,  Bit-lobon  or  Bit-lavana ;  (d),  f. 
old  age ;  the  plant  Nigella  Indica ;  (am),  n.  old  age, 
becoming  old  and  infirm ;  one  of  the  ten  ways  in 
which  an  eclipse  it  supposed  to  end. — Jarana- 
druma,  as,  m.  the  tree  Vatica  Robusta. 

j.  jarana.     See  under  jarana  above. 
Jaranda,  as,  a,  am,  decayed,  old. 
Jaranyd,  f.,  Ved.  decrepitude. 
Jarat,  an,  antl (or  atl )),  at,  old,  ancient,  advanced 

in  years,  infirm,  decayed ;  (an),  m.  an  old  man ;  (tl), 

f.  an  old  woman ;  [cf.  Gr.  ytpuv ;  Hib.  gearait, '  a 

saint,  a  holy  man;'  Germ.  Arani/].  —  Jarat-kdru, 
us,  us,  m.  f.,  N.  of  an  ancient  Rishi  of  the  family  of 
YSySvara,  and  of  his  wife  who  was  a  sister  of  the  ser- 

pent-prince VSsuki,  both  being  the  parents  of  Astlka ; 
(us),  m.  the  VySsa  of  the  twenty-seventh  Dvapara. 
—  Jaratkdru-prtyd,  f.  the  wife  of  Jarat-kSru  exer- 

cising a  peculiar  power  over  serpents,  see  the  preceding. 
—Jarad-aihti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  reaching  to  a  great 
age,  very  old ;  (is),  f.  longevity.  —  Jarad-gata,  as, 
m.  an  old  bull  or  ox ;  N.  of  a  vulture ;  (I),  f.  an  old 

cow;  [cf.  go-jara.]  —  Jaradgava-vithi,  is,  f.  '  the 
course  of  the  old  bull,'  N.  of  a  part  of  the  moon's  path 
occupied  by  the  constellations  Vi-sakha,  Anu-radhS, 
and  JyeshthS. — Jarad-yoshd,  f.  an  old  woman. — Ja- 
rad-vifh,  t,  (,  £,Ved.  (SSy.)  seizing  on  and  devouring 
dry  (wood  )  or  consuming  water  (applied  to  Agni). 
Jaratikd,  f.  an  old  woman. 
Jaratin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Jaranta,  as,  m.  an  old  man ;  a  buffalo. 
Jarayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  consuming,  devouring. 

Jarayu,  us,  us,  u,  becoming  old ;  [cf.  a-jaruyn .] 
Jaras,  d,  (.  (only  jams  before  vowel-terminations, 

Gram.  1 7 1),  the  becoming  old,  decay,  decrepitude',  old 

age ;  (d),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna  by  Turt ;  N.  of 
the  hunter  who  wounded  Krishna  ;  [cf.  Gr.  77)^09.] 

Jarasa  at  the  end  of  an  adv.  comp.  —jaras  ;  .[cf. d-jnrasum^\ 

Jiirii.-dna,  as,  m.  a  man. 

l.jard,  f.  old  age  &c.   See  under  jara,  col.  2. 
Jardyani,  is,  m.^jard-sandhu. 
Jardyi,  us,  its,  u,  withering,  dying  away;  (u), 

n.  the  slough  or  cast-off'  skin  of  a  serpent ;  the 
membrane  which  envelopes  the  fetus,  the  outer  skin 
of  the  embryo  or  chorion,  (the  inner  or  amnion  is 
called  ulva) ;  after-birth,  secundines ;  (us),  m.,  N. 
of  a  plant,  =  agni-jara  ;  a\io=jatdyu;  (u»},{.,t^. 

of  one  of  the  Main's  attending  on  Skanda ;  [cf. 
jyotir-jardyu  and  nir-jardyu.]  —  Jardyu-ja,  as,  a, 
am,  born  from  the  womb,  viviparous,  bom  alive. 
Jarita,  as,  d,  am,  old,  decayed ;  (d),  (.,  N.  of  a 

SSrn-gikS  (or  kind  of  bird),  the  mother  of  four  sons 
at  once  by  the  Rishi  Manda-pSIa  in  the  form  of  a 
male  Sarrrgaka.  —  Jaritdrl  (  ta-ari),  is,  m.,  N.  of 
the  eldest  son  of  Manda-pSIa  by  JaritS. 
Jarin,  i,  iui,  i,  old,  ancient,  infirm,  decayed ;  (I), 

m.  an  old  man. 

Jariman,  d,  m.,  Ved.  old  age;  decrepitude, death  from  old  age. 

i.jarutha,  am,  n.  skinniness,  flesh  flaccid  with 
old  age ;  flesh. 

Jarjara,  as,  d,  am,  old,  infirm,  decrepit,  decayed ; 
torn  or  broken  in  pieces,  split  up  into  small  particles, 
divided  in  parts  or  pieces,  broken;  perforated, 

wounded,  hurt;  dull,  hollow  (as  the  sound  of  a 

broken  vessel);  (am),  n.  Indra's  banner  or  emblem ; 
^salvala,  an  aquatic  plant. — Jarjara-tva,  am,  n. 

the  being  old  or  decayed  or  perforated  &c.  —Jarja- 

rdnand  (°ra-dn°),  i.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Mstris 
attending  on  Skanda. 

Jarjarita,  as,  a,  am,  torn  in  pieces,  worn  out. 
Jarjarika,  as,  d,  am,  old,  decayed;  ragged, 

perforated,  full  of  holes. 
Jarjari-krita,  as,  d,  am,  wounded,  disabled. 
Jarna,  as,  d,  am,  old,  decayed;  (as),  m.  the 

(waning)  moon ;  a  tree. 
*\l_£\  jaradt,  f.  a  kind  of  grass ;  [cf. 

garmotikd,  jaydiraya,  sunoZa.] 

iR?8T  2.  jarana,  f.  (fr.  3.  jrZ),Ved.  roaring, 

crackling,  sounding ;  (SSy.)  invoking,  praising ;  [cf. 
I.  jarana,  col.  2.] 

Jarani-prd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  moving  on  with 
noise;  (SSy.)  increasing  the  wealth  of  the  praiser. 
Jaraniya,  ai,  d,  am,  to  be  addressed  with  praise or  invoked. 

Jaranyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  invoking  aloud ;  (S3y.) 
desiring  praise. 

Jaramdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
2.  jard,  (.,  Ved.  crackling,  roaring;  invoking, 

greeting;  praise;  [cf.  l.jard  above.]— Jara-bodha, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  attending  to  invocation  or  praise. 
—Jardbodhiya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  several  Samans. 
Jaritri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  an  invoker,  singer,  praiscr, worshipper. 

i.jarutha,  as,  m., Ved.  one  who  roars  or  makes 
a  noise  ;  N.  of  a  demon  conquered  by  Agni ;  (S5y.) 

speaking  harshly  or  to  be  invoked. 

jure,  cl.  i.  6.  P.jardati,  &c.,  to  say, 

speak;    to    reprove,   abuse,    blame;    to 
threaten. 

jarth,  cl.  I.  6.  P.  jartthati,  &c.,  to 

s;  say,  speak ;  to  blame ;  [cf.  tarf.] 

jarj,  cl.  1. 6.  P.jarjati,  &c.,  to  say ; 
X  to  blame,  reprove ;  to  kill  or  hurt  (?). 

Jarjita,  as,  a,  am,  torn  to  pieces,  wounded ; 
(perhaps  a  wrong  form  for  jarjartta.) 

»T^t.  jarjara.     See  above. 

•=nir  jarjh>  cl.  i.  6.  P.jarjhati,  to  say  or 
•s*  speak;  to  blame;  to  threaten; 

"ifnjarta,  as,  m.=.jartu,  q.  v. 
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a,  as,  m.  pi.  =  bahika. 

S  jart  Ha,  as,  m.  wild  sesamum. 

»TW  jartu,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  jan), 
the  vulva  ;  an  elephant. 

j  _jj  jarts,  cl.  I  .  P.  jartsati,  &c.,  to  say, 
\  speak  ;    to    blame,    censure,    abuse  ;    to 

protect. 

~*T$ft.jarbhari,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  6Ari?),Ved. 
supporting  (?).  According  to  S3y.  jarbharl  —  bhar- 
tdrau,  supporters  (epithet  of  the  Asvins). 

Hi  jury  a,  as,  a,  am(h.  Ti.i.jrl),  becoming 

old  ;  [cf.  a-jarya-~\ 
*i<njarvara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  priest  assist- 

ing at  a  sacrifice  by  which  the  serpent-race  overcame 
death. 

jarhila,  as,  m.  wild  sesamum;  [cf. 
jartilaJ] 

_i  ̂ L    jal,  cl.  i.  P.jalati,  &c.,  to  be  rich 
^s  or  wealthy  ;  to  cover,  hide,  or  veil  ;    to 

cover  as  with  a  net,  encompass  ;  to  be  sharp  ;  to  be 

cold,  stiff,  dull,  dumb;  cl.  10.  P.jdlayati,  -yitum, 
to  cover  ;  [cf.  Lat.  galea.] 

i  .  jala,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  the  preceding  rt.  ; 
perhaps  connected  with  gal;  cf.jada),  cold,  stupid, 
apathetic,  idiotic  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  with  the 
patronymic  Jatukarnya;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river; 
(am),  n.  water,  any  fluid  ;  a  kind  of  fragrant  medi- 

cinal plant,  =hrtvera;  the  embryo  or  uterus  of  a 
cow  ;  frigidity  (moral,  mental,  or  physical)  ;  [cf.  Lat. 
gelu;  Goth,  kalds  ;  Lith.  szala,  szattas;  Russ. 

cholodnyi;  Hib.  gil.~\  —  Jala-kantaka,  as,  m.  a 
crocodile  ;  '  water-thorn,'  the  plant  Trapa  Bispinosa. 
—  Jala-kapi,  is,  m.the  Gangetic  porpoise,  Delphinus 

Gangeticus  ('water-monkey').  —  Jala-kapola,  as, 
m.  '  water-pigeon,'  N.  of  a  particular  species  of  bird. 
—  Jala-kara,  as,  f,  am,  making  or  pouring  forth 
water  ;  (as),  m.  rent  or  tax  derived  from  water  for 

fisheries   &c.  —  Jala-karaitka,  as,   m.  a  shell,  a 
conch  ;    a  cocoa-nut  ;    a  cloud  ;   a  wave  ;    a  lotus. 

—  Jala-kalka,  as,  m.  '  water-sediment,'  mud,  mire. 
—  Jala-kalmasha,  as,  m.  the  poison  produced  at  the 
churning  of  the  ocean.  —  Jala-kdka,  as,  m.  '  a  water- 
crow,'  the  diver  bird.  —  Jala-kduksha,  as,  m.  '  de- 

sirous of  water,'  an   elephant  ;    [cf.  jaldkdnksha."] 
—  Jala-kdnkskin,  I,  im,  i,  desirous  of  water,  fond 
of  water;  (1),  m.  an  elephant.  —  Jala-kanta,  as,  m. 

the  wind  ('the  water-lover').  —Jala-kdntdra,  as, 
m.   a  N.  of  Varuna  ('  whose  grove  or  garden  is 

water').  —Jala-kdmuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 
ku(  tanbini.  —  Jala-kirata,  as,  m.  (kirdia  for  ki- 
rdta  ?),   a  shark  or  (according  to  some)   a   large 
alligator.—  Jala-kukkuta,  as,  m.  a  water-fowl  or 
other  water-bird  ;  (T),  f.  the  black-headed  gull  ;  [cf. 
gangd<!illl.]—Jala-kukkubIia,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
aquatic  bird,  —  koyashti.—  Jala-kuntala,   as,   m. 

'  water-hair,'  N.  of  an  aquatic  plant,  Blyxa  Octandra; 

[cf.  jala-keta.']  —  Jala-kultjaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
aquatic   plant,  Trapa  Bispinosa.  —Jala-kiipl,   f.  a 
spring,  well  ;  pond,  pool  ;  whirlpool.  —  Jala-karma, 
as,  m.  the  Gangetic  porpoise.  —  Jala-krit,  t,  t,  t, 
causing  rain.  —  Jala-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular 
comet.  —  Jala-kdi,  is,  is,  m.  f.  playing  or  gambol- 

ing in  water,  splashing   one   another   with   water. 
—  Jalakeli-vanuma,   am,   n.   title   of  the   third 

chapter  of  Hari-natha's   poem   Rama-vilasa-kSvya. 
—  Jala-kefa,  as,  m.  '  water-hair,'  the  plant  Blyxa 
Octandra;    [cf.  jala-kuntala.^—Jala-kriyd,  f.  a 
funeral  ceremony,  offering  libations,  presenting  water 
to  the  manes  of  the  deceased.  —  Jala-kndd,  f.  sport- 

ing or  gamboling  in  water,  bathing  for  pleasure  or 
amusement;  [cf.  jala-keli.]  —  Jala-khaga,  as,  m. 
an  aquatic  bird.  —  Jala-gandha,  as,  a,  am,  making 
the  water  fragrant  (?)  or  turbid  (?).-Jala-gandhe- 

liha,  as,  m.  '  a  scented  elephant  frequenting  water,' 
N.  of  a  species  of  animal.  —Jala-garbha,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  son  of  Jala-vahana,  =  Ananda  in  a  former 
birth.  —  Jala-gitlma,  as,  m.  a  turtle,  tortoise;  a 
quadrangular  tank,  a  piece  of  water ;  a  whirlpool. 

—  Jalan-ga,  as,  d,  am,  aquatic,  frequenting  water, 
going  in  water;   (as),  m.  the  colocynth  (maha- 

kala),  —  Jalan-gama,  as,  m.  a  C'andala,  an  outcast  ; 
(a  various  reading  for  janan-gama.)  —  Jala-da- 
tvara,  am,  n.  a  square  tank.  —  Jala-(ara,  as,  I, 
am,  going  in  water,  aquatic,  amphibious  ;  (as),  m. 

an  aquatic  animal.  —  Jalaiara-jma,  as,  m.  a  fisher- 
man ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  the  east  coast. 

—Jalatordjiva    (°ra-dj°),   as,  m.   a   fisherman. 
"Jala-ddrin,  I,  im,  i,  living  in  or  near  water, 
frequenting  water ;  (f),  m.  an  aquatic  animal,  a  fish. 

—  Jala-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  or  born  in  water, 
living  or  growing  in  water ;  coming  from  or  peculiar 

to  water;  (as),  m.  an  aquatic  animal,  a  fish  ;  sea-salt, 
=  londra,  a  collective  N.  for  several  signs  of  the 
zodiac ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  =  klilaka;  (as,  am), 
m.  n.  a  shell ;  the  conch-shell  used  as  a  trumpet ; 
(am),  n.  a  pearl,  a  shell  or  other  product  of  the  sea ; 
the  lotus  (Nelumbium)  ;  N.  of  several  other  plants, 

=  hijjala,  s'aivala,  vdntra,  kupilu.  —  Jalaja- 
kusuma,  am,  n.  *  water-flower,'  the  lotus.  —  Jalaja- 
kusuma-yoni,  is,  m. '  bora  from  a  lotus-flower,'  a 
N.  of  Brahma.  —  Jalaja-dravya,  am,  n.  a  pearl,  a 
shell  or  other  product  of  the  sea.  -•  Jala-jantu,  us, 
m.  a  fish  or  any  marine  or  aquatic  or  amphibious 
animal.  —  Jala-jantukd,  f.  a  leech.  — Jala-janman, 

a,  n. '  water-born,'  the  lotus  (Nelumbium).  —  Jalajd- 
jiva  (°ja-af),  as,  m.  a  fisherman ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the 

inhabitants  of  the  eastern  coast ;  [cf.  jaladara-jiva,'] 
—  Jalajdsana  (°ja-ds°),  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Brahma 
(sitting  on  the  lotus). —Jala-jihva,  as,  m.  a  croco- 

dile ('having  a  cold  tongue  1").— Jala-jinn,  I,  m. 
a  fisherman.  —  Jala-dimba,  as,  m.  a  bivalve  shell. 
—  Jala-taraitga,  as,  m.  a  wave;  a  metal  cup  filled 
with  water  producing  harmonic  notes  like  a  musical 
glass. — Jala-ta,  f.  the  state  of  water. — Jala-tddana, 
am,  n.  beating  water,  any  fruitless  action.  —  Jala- 
tapika,  as,  m.  the  Hilsa  or  sable  fish,  Clupanodon 
llisha  (also  called  jala-tdpin);  another  kind  offish, 
commonly  Caouchhi,  Cyprinus  Cachius.  —  Jala-tdla, 
as,  m.  the  llisha  or  Hilsa  fish.  —  Jala-tiktika,  f. 
Boswellia  Murifera.— Jala-turaga,  as,  m.  'water- 

horse,' hippopotamus  (?).—  Jala-trd,  f.  'water-guard,' 
an  umbrella.  —  Jala-trdsa,  as,  m.  hydrophobia.  —  Ja- 
la-trdsin,  i,  im,  i,  having  hydrophobia,  hydrophobic. 
—Jala-da,  as,  d,  am,  giving  or  pouring  forth 
water ;  (as),  m.  a  cloud ;  a  fragrant  grass,  Cyperus 
Rotundus  [cf.  mustaka] ;    (as),    m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
school   of  the  Atharva-veda ;    N.  of  a  Varsha  in 

Saka-dvipa. — Jalada-kshaya,   as,   m.   disappear- 
ance   of  the    clouds,    autumn.  —  Jalada-pankti, 

is,  f.  a  line  or  long  succession  of  clouds.— Jala- 
dardura,  as,  m.  a  water-pipe,  a  kind  of  musical 
instrument.  —  Jalada-samhati,  is,  f.  the  gathering 

of  clouds,  cloudiness.— Jaladdgama  (cda-dg°),  as, 
m.  the  arrival  or  approach  of  clouds,  the  rainy  season. 

—  Jala-ddna,  am,  n.  the  giving  of  water.  —  Jala- 

ddbha  (°da-dbha),  as,  a,  am,    cloud-like,   dark, 
black.— Jaladafana   Cda-as°),    as,  m.  the   tree 
Shorea  Robusta,  =  sola.  —  Jala-deva,  am,  n.,  scil. 
bha    or   nakshalra,    the   constellation   Ashadha, 
having  the  water  as  its  deity.— Jala-devatd,  f.  a 
water-goddess,  naiad.  —  Jala-dravya,  am,  n.  a  pearl, 
a  shell  or  other  product  of  the  sea ;    [cf.  jalaja- 

drai-ya.J  —Jala-droni,  f.  a  bucket.— Jala-dvipa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  island.— Jala-dkara,  as,  d,  am, 
holding  or  carrying  or  having  water;    (as),  m.  a 
cloud;  the  ocean;  a  kind  of  grass,   Cyperus  Ro- 

tundus ;  the  plant  Dalbergia  Ougeinensis ;  N.  of  a 

metre  containing  4X32   syllabic   instants.—  Jala- 
dJiara-garjita-ghosha-susvara-nakshatra-rdja- 

sankummitdbhijna  (°ta-abh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Buddha  (having  a  voice  musical  as  the  sound  of  the 
thunder   of  the   clouds   and   conversant   with    the 

appearance  of  the  regents  of  the  Nakshatras).  —  Ja- 
ladhara-mdld,  f.  a  row  of  clouds ;  a  metre  con- 

sisting of  four  lines  of  twelve  syllables  each. — Jala- 
dhdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain ;  N.  of  a  Varsha 

in  Sfaka-dvfpa;  (a),  f.  a  stream  of  water,  — 
dhi,  is,  m.  the  ocean ;  a  large  number,  loo  billions. 

—  Jaladhi-gd,   f.   'going  to   the  ocean,'  a  river, 
—Jaladhi-jd,  f.  '  ocean-born,'  N.  of  the  goddess 
Lakshmi  (as  one  of  the  fourteen  precious  things  re- 

covered at  the  churning  of  the  ocem).  —  Jaladhi- 

rasana,  as,  d,  am,  '  ocean-girt,'  an  epithet  of  the earth.  —  Jaladhi-samlihava,  as,  d,  am,  produced 

from  the  ocean,  marine. —Jala-nakula,  as,  m.  an 

otter.— Jala-^nara,  as,  m. '  water-man,'  merman,  N. 
of  a  particular  animal.  —  Jala-nddi,  f.  a  water-course. 

—  Jala-nidhi,  is,  m.  '  treasure  of  water,'  the  ocean, 
sez.  —  Jala-nirgama,  as,  m.  a  drain,  a  water-course, 
a  pipe  along  a  wall  or  building  for  carrying  off  water, 
a  water-fall,  the  descent  of  a  spring  &c.  into  a  river 
below.  —  Jala-nivalia,  as,  m.  a  quantity  of  water. 
—  Jala-nllikd  or  jala-wili,   f.   the  aquatic  plant 
Blyxa  Octandra.  —  Jalan-dhama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one 
of  the  attendants  of  Skanda;  also  of  a  Danava;  (a), 

f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Krishna  by  Satya-bhama. 

—  Jalan-dhara,  as,   m.  '  water-bearer,'   N.  of  a 
man ;  N.  of  an  Asura  fabled  to  have  been  produced 

by  the  contact  of  a  flash  from  S'iva's  eye  with  the 
ocean  and  adopted  by  the  god  of  the  waters ;  he  is 
so  called  as  having  on  a  particular  occasion  caught 

the  water  which  flowed  from  Brahma's  eye.  —  Ja- 
landhara-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  lovm.—Jalan- 
dhara-vadha,  as,  m.  title  of  a  chapter  of  the  Lin-ga- 
Purana. — Jala-pakshin,  i,  m.  a  water-bird. —Jala- 

patala,  am,  n.  a  sheet  of  water,  a  cloud.  —  Jala- 

pati,  is,  m.  '  lord  of  the  waters,'  i.  e.  Varuna  or  the 
Hindu  Neptune ;  the  ocean.  —  Jala-patha,  as,  m. 

a  sea  voyage.  —  Jala-paddliati,  is,  f.  a  water-course, 
gutter,  drain. — Jala^pdtra,  am,  n.  a  drinking-vessel. 
—Jala-pdda,  as,  m.  (for  jdla-pdda!),  N.  of  a 
frog-king.— Jala-pana,  am,  n.  the   drinking  of 
water;  (in  Bengal  =  refreshment,  luncheon.)  —  Jala- 

par  di'ata,   as,  m.  '  an  aquatic   pigeon,'  N.   of  a 
particular  bird.  —  Jala-pitta,  am,  n.  fire  ('  the  bile 
of  water').  —  Jala-pippall,  f.  an   aquatic   plant, 
Commelina  Salicifolia,  and  another  species.— Jala- 

pippikd,   f.   a  fish.  —  Jala-pwhpa,  am,  n.   an 
aquatic  flower. —Jala-pura,  as,  m.  the  full  bed  or 
stream  of  a  river,  a  full  stream.  —  Jala-prishthajd, 
f.  the   plant  Blyxa  Octandra,  or  Pistia    Stratiotes. 

— Jala-prapdta,  as,  m.  a  water-fall.  —  Jala-pra- 
laya,  as,  m.  destruction  by  water. — Jala-prdnta, 

as,  m.  '  the  water's  edge,'  shore,  bank  of  a  river. 
—  Jala-prdya,  as,  d,  am,  abounding  with  water ; 

(am),  n.  a  country  abounding  with  water.  —  Jala- 
priya  as,  d,  am,  fond  of  water,  frequenting  water ; 
(as),  m.  the  bird  Cataka,  Cuculus  Melanoleucus ;  a 

fish ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet  of  DakshSyani.  —  Jala-plava, 
as,  m.  an  otter.  —  Jala-pldvana,  am,  n.  immersion 
under  water,  an  inundation,  a  deluge.  —  Jala-phala, 

as,  m.  the  water-nut,  Trapa  Bispinosa.  —  Jala-ban- 

dhaka,  as,  m. '  water-barrier,'  a  dam,  a  dike,  rocks 
or  stones  impeding  a  current.  —  Jala-bandhu,  us, 

m.  a  fish  ('friend  of  water').  —  Jala-bdlaka  orjala- 
vdlaka,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  Vindhya  mountains ; 
(ikd),  f.  lightning  (surrounded  by  water,  i.e.  clouds?). 
— Jala-bi'mba,  a  kind  of  plant  (?).  —  Jala-budbuda, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  a  bubble  of  water.  —  Jala-brahmi,  f. 
a  kind  of  pot-herb,  Hingcha  Repens.  —  Jala-b/id- 
jana,  am,  n.  a  vessel  for  water,  water-pot.— Jala- 
bhtti,  is,  f.  hydrophobia.  —  Jala-bhu,  us,  us,  u, 
aquatic,  produced  in  or  by  water ;  (us),  m.  a  cloud  ; 
N.  of  a  plant,  =  kan6ata.  —Jala-bhushana,  as,  m. 

wind  ('decorating  the  water ').  —  Jala-bhrit,  t,  m. 
a  cloud  ('water-bearing').  —Jala-makshikd,  f.  a 
water-insect.  —  Jala-magna,  as,  d,  am,  immersed 

in  water.  —  Jala-madgu,  us,  ra.  a  kingfisher.  —  Ja- 
la-madhuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, =klresh(a, 

kshaudra-priya,  &c.  —  Jala-mandira,  am,  n.  = 
jala-yantra-grilia.  —Jala-maya,  as,  I,  am,  formed 
of  water,  consisting  of  water,  watery.  —  Jala-masi, 

is,  m.  '  water-ink,' a  dark  cloud.— Jala-mdtrena, 
ind.  by  mere  vfatei.—Jala-mdrga,  as,  m.  a  water- 

course, a  drain  or  canal  leading  from  a  pond  &c. 

••  Jala-mdrjdra,  as,   m.    '  water-cat,'   an    otter. 
— Jala-mud,  k,  k,  k,  shedding  water;    (ft),  m. 
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a  cloud.  —  Jala-murti,  is,  m.  Siva,  of  whom  one 
form  is  water,  (implying  his  presence  in  all  matter.) 

—  Jala-murtikd,  f.  hail  (a  form  of  water).  —  Jala- 

moda,  am,  n.   '  delighting  in  water,'  the  fragrant 
root  of  Andropogon  Muricatus,  =  u«7ra.  — Jalam- 
bata  (?),  am,  n.  a  stream ;  collyrium.  —  Jala-yantra, 
am,  n.  a  water-engine,  a  machine  for  raising  water 
&c.,  any  contrivance  connected  with  that  element ; 

a  water-clock,  a  clepsydra.  —  Jala-yantraka,  am,  n. 
a  machine  for  raising  water  &c.—Jalayantra-griha 
or  jalayantra-niketana  or  jalayantra-mandira, 
am,  n.  a  house  or  fabric  erected  in  the  midst  of 
water;    subterranean  apartments  constructed  in  the 
bank  of  a  river  to  serve  as  a  retreat  in  the  hot  season, 

a  summer-house  &c. — Jala-ydtrd,  (.  a  voyage.  —  Ja- 

la-ydna,  am,  n.  'a  water  vehicle,'  a  ship.— Jala- 
ranka,  as,  m.  otjala-ratija,  as,  m.  a  species  of  Vaka 
or  crane  (Ardea  Nivea).—  Ja.la-ra.nlcu,  us,  m.  a 
kind  of  gallinule.  —Jala-randa,  as,  m.  a  whirlpool ; 
a  drop,  drizzle,  thin  sprinkling  of  water ;  a  snake ; 

[cf.  jala-runda.']— Jala-rasa,  as,  m.  sea-salt.  —  Ja- 
la-rdkshasi,  (.  'the  water  RJkshasT,'  also  called 
Su-rasa,  a   female  demon  described  in  RamJyana 
V.  6.  as  the  mother  of  the  NSgas ;  she  placed  herself 
in  the  way  of  Hanumat  in  his  flight  across  the  straits 
between  the  continent  and  Ceylon,  and  in  order  to 
prevent  his  crossing  attempted  to  swallow  him  bodily. 
He  escaped  by  reducing  himself  to  the  size  of  a 
thumb,  darting  through  her  huge  body  and  coming 
out  at  her  right  ta.  —  Jala-rdii,  is,  m.  a  sheet  of 
water,  a  quantity  of  water ;  the  ocean.  —  Jala-runda, 

at,  m.  =jala-randa.—Jala-ruh,  t,  m. '  growing  in 
water,' a  lotus  (Nelumbium). — Jala-ruha,  as,  m. 
an  aquatic  animal ;  (am),  n.  the  lotus  (Nelumbium). 
—Jala-rupa,  as,  m.  the  fish  of  K§ma-deva,= 

makara.— Jala-Tata,  f.  'water-creeper,'  a  wave,  a 
billow.— Jala-lava-mud,  k,  k.  It,  discharging  drops 
of  water.  —  Jala-lohita,  at,  m.  a  Rakshasa  (having 
water  for  blood).— Jala-rat,  an,  att,  at,  abounding 
in  water. — Jala-varanfa,  as,  m.  a  watery  pustule. 
—Jala-valkala,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  aquatic  plant 
Pistia   Stratiotes.  —  Jala-valli,  (.   the   water-nut, 
Trapa  Bispinosa.  —  Jala-vddita,  am,  n.  water-music, 
a  kind  of  music  in  which  water  is  used.  —  Jala- 

vddya,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  musical  instrument  in  which 

water  is  used. — Jala-vdyasa,  as,  m. '  a  water-crow,' 
the   diver   bird.  —  Jala-valaka,   cf.  jala-bdlaka. 
••  Jala-vdsa,  as,  m.  residence  in  water;  (as,  d, 
am),  living  or  residing  in  water ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of 
root,  =vtsh,nu-kanda;  (am),  n.  the  root  of  Andro- 

pogon Muricatus, =us^ra.  —  Jala-vdha,  as,  a,  am, 
carrying  water;    (as),  m.  a  water-bearer,  a  cloud. 
— Jala-vdhaka,  as,  m.  a  water-bearer  or  carrier. 
—Jala-vdliana,  as,  m.  a  water-carrier;  N.  of  a 

physician,  =  Sskya-muni  in  a  former  birth;  (am), 
n.  flowing  of  water ;  (i),  f.  t  water-course,  aqueduct. 
—  Jala-vlddla,  as,  m.  an  otter.  —  Jala-mndu,  us, 
m.  a  drop  of  water;  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.— Jalavindu- 
jd,  f.  a  kind  of  sugar.— Jala-vilra,  an,  m.  the  plant 
Pistia  Stratiotes ;  a  tortoise  ;  a  crab ;  a  quadrangular 
pond. — Jala-vishuva,  am,  n.  the  autumnal  equinox, 

the  moment  of  the  sun's  entering  Libra ;  a  kind  of 
circle  or  cycle.  —  Jala-vihangama,  as,  m.  a  water- 

fowl. —Jala-virya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Bharata. 

—  Jala-vriiiOJea,  as,  m.'  water-scorpion,'  a  prawn 
or  shrimp.  —  Jala-vetasa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  cane,  = 
vdnira.  —  Jala-vyatha.  or  jata-vyadha,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  fish,  Esox  Cancila.  —  Jala-vydla,  as,  m.  a 

water-snake;  a  marine  monster. —Jala-iaya  orja- 

la-s"ayana,  as,  or  jula-iayin,  i,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu,  who  is  supposed  to  sleep,  reposing  on  his 
serpent-conch   above  the  waters,    during    the   four 
months  of  the  periodical  rains ;  also  during  the  inter- 

vals of  the  submersion  of  the  world ;  [cf.  jale-iaya.} 
-  Jalaitdyi-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. —Jala- 
.<ukti,  is,  {.   a  bivalve  shell.- Jala-t!iuli,  is,  is,  i, 
cleansed  by  water,  bathed,  washed — Jala-iuka,  am, 
n.  the  plant  Blyxa  Octandra,  a  green  moss-like  sub- 

stance growing  on  the  surface  of  stagnant  water, 
duckweed.  —  Jala-dukara,  as,  m.  a  crocodile  ('water- 

hog').—  Jala-3oska.,ae,m.  dryingup  of  water,  drought. 

—Jala-samsarga,  as,  m.  mixing  with  water,  dilu- 
tion.— Jala-sandha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  a  son 

of  DhriU-rashtra. — Jala-saniudra,  an,  m.  the  sea 

of  fresh  water.  —  Jala-samparl;a,  as,  m.  mixture  or 

dilution  with  water.  —  Jala-sarpini,  f.  '  water-glider,' 
a  leech.  —Jala-sat,  ind.  to  the  state  of  water  (e.  g. 

jalasat  kri,  to  reduce  to  water ;  jalasat  sampad- 
yate,  it  is  turned  into  water).  —  Jttla-sikta,  as,  a, 
am,  sprinkled  with  water,  wetted.  —  Jala-sufi,  is, 
m.  the  Gangetic  porpoise,  Delphinus  Gangeticus ;  a 
crow ;  a  fish,  a  small  sort  of  pike,  Esox  Cancila ;  a 
leech;  a  water-nut,  Trapa  Bispinosa.— Jala-seka, 
as,  m.  sprinkling  with  water.  —Jala-ttha,  as,  d, 
am,  standing  or  abiding  or  situated  in  water ;  (a),  f. 

a  kind  of  gr3LSs,=ganda-durvd.—Jala-sthdna, 
am,  n.  or  jala-sthaya,  a»,  m.  a  reservoir,  a  pond, 
a  lake.  —  Jala-ha,  am,  n.  a  small  water  (or  summer) 

house;  [c{.jalayantra-griha.]  —  Jala-harana,am, 
n.  a  metre  consisting  of  4  X  32syllabic  instants.— Jala- 
hastin,l,m.a.  water-elephant ;  hippopotamus  (?). — Ja- 
la-hdra,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  water-carrier. — Jala-harinl,  (, 
a  water-course,  drain,  a  channel  for  water.  —  Jala-hdsa 
or  jala-hdsaka,  as,  m.  cuttle-fish  bone,  considered 
as  the  indurated  foam  of  the  sea.  —  Jala-hrada,  as, 

m.,N.  of  a  man. — Jaldkara  f/a-afc0),  as,m.  a  source 
of  water,  a  spring,  a  fountain.  —  Jaldkd,  f.  =jalqiikd, 

a  leech.  —  Jaldkditkiha  (°la-dk°),  as,  m.=jala- 
kdnksha,  an  elephant.  —Jaldkshi  fla-ak0),  f.  an 

aquatic  plant,  Commelina  Salicifolia.  —  Jaldkhu  (°la- 
dkhu),  us,  m. '  water-mole,'  an  otter.  —  Jaldntala 
(°la-an°),am,  n.  a  spring,  well ;  natural  water-course ; 
the  plant  Blyxa  Octandra.  —  Jaldiijali  (°la-aii°), 
is,  f.  a  handful  of  water,  or  water  held  in  the  palms 
of  the  hand,  as  presented  to  the  manes  of  a  dead 

person  Scc.—Jaldtana  (°la-a(°),  as,  m.  'water- 
goer,'  a  heron;  (i),  f.  a  leech. —Jalddhya  (°la- 
adh°),  as,  d,  am,  watery,  marshy.  —  Jaldnuka 
(°la-an°),  am,  n.  the  fry  of  fish.  —  Jaldnfaka,  as, 
m.  a  shark  or  (according  to  some)  a  large  alligator 

Scc.  —  JaldndaJta  (°la-an°),  am,  n.  the  fry  of  fish. 
—  Jaldtmikd  (°la-df),  f.  a  leech;  a  well  (in  the 
latter  sense  a  various  reading  forjaldmbikd).  —  Ja- 

Idtyaya  (°la-at°),  as,  m.  the  passing  away  of  the 
water  (or  clouds),  autumn. —Jalddaria  (°la-dd°), 
as,  m.  a  watery  mirror,  water  reflecting  any  object 

like  a  mirror.  —  Jalddhdra  (°la-ddk°),  as,  m.  a 
pond,  a  lake,  a  reservoir,  any  receptacle  of  water. 

—  Jalddhtdaivafa  (°la-adh°),  am,  n.,  scil.  bha  or 
nakshatra,  the  constellation  Ashadha  (having  the 
water  as  its  deity ;  cf.  jala-deva) ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet 

of  Varuna  (?).  —  Jalddhipa  (°la-adh°),  as,  or  jald- 

dMpati  Cla-adh°),  is,  or  jalddhyakiha  (°la-adli°), 
as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Varuna,  lord  of  the  waters. 

—Jaldnusdra  (°la-an°),  as,  m.  going  or  acting 
like  water.— Jdldntaka  (°la-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Krishna  by  Satya-bhama  ;  (as,  a,  am),  having 
water   in  the   interior   (anta) ;    containing  water. 

—  Jaldpaspars'ana  (°la-ap°),   am,   n.   touching 
water,  use  of  water.— Jaldbhisheka  fla-abh0),  as, 
m.  sprinkling  with  water.  —  Ja Idmbara  (°la-am°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  =•  Rshala-bhadra  in  a  former 

birth.  —  Jaldmbikd  (°la-am°),  f.  a  well ;  [cf.  jaldt- 
mikd.]  —  Jaldmbu-garbhd  (°la-am°),  f.,  N.  of  a 
woman,  =  Gopi  in  a  former  birth.  —  Jaldyukd  (°Za- 
dyu)  or  i.  jalalukd  or  jaldlokd  or  jaldvukd  or 
jaldsukd,  f.  a  leech  (living  in  water). —Jaldrka 

(°la-ar°),  as,  m.  the  sun  reflected  in  water.— Jaldr- 
nava  (°la-ar°),  as,  m.  the  rainy  season ;  the  sea  of 
fresh  water.  —  Jaldrthin  (°la-ar°),  t,  ini,  i,  desirous 
of  water,  thirsty. —Jaldrdra  (°la-dr°),'as,  d,  am, 
wet,  charged  with  aqueous  moisture;  (as,  d),  m.  f. 

wet  cloth  or  clothes.  —  Jaldlu,  (°la-dlu),  us,  m.  a 
kind  of  bulbous  plant.  —  Jaldvatdra  (°la-av°),  as, 

in.  a  landing-place  at  a  river's  side.  —  Jalavarta  (°la- 
dv°),  as,  m. '  the  turning  round  of  water,'  an  eddy,  a 
whirlpool.  —  Jaldvila  (°la-dv°),  as,  d,  am,  stained 
or  soiled  with  water.  —Ja.laSa.ya  (°la-dil°),  as,  d, 
am,  resting  or  lying  in  water  ;  stupid,  dull,  apathetic, 
cold ;  (as),  m.  a  pond,  a  tank,  a  lake,  a  reservoir  or 
any  piece  of  water ;    a  fish ;  the  water-nut,  Trapa 
Bispinosa ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  =gunddld;  (am), 

n.  the  root  of  Andropogon  Muricatus. -•  Jalafayin- 

tara  ("ya-an"),  am,  n.  another  lake.  —  Jaldsayot- 
sarga-tattva  (°ya-ut°),  am,  n.  a  part  of  the  Smriti- 
tattva.  —Jaldiayotsarga-vidhi,  is,  m. title  of  a  work 
by  Kamalakara-bhatta.  —Jaldiayin  (°la-d^),t,inl, 
i,  lying  or  sleeping  in  water  as  a  penance.— Jald.'Sraya 

fla-ai°),  as,  m.  a  piece  of  water,  a  pond,  a  lake ;  a 
water-house ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  crane  ;  a  kind  of  grass. 
—Jala-shah  orjald-sah,-shdt,  t,t,  subduing  water. 

—  JalaihlKila  (°la-asha)  or  i,  f.  a  large  square  pond. 
—  Jala-sdha,  as,  d,  am,  =jald-shah.  —  Jaldsukd, 

f.,  seejaldj/ukd.—Jaldhvaya  (°la-dh°),  am,  n.  a 
lotus  (Nelumbium).  —  Jale-tara,  as,  ~t,  am,  living 
or  going  in  water;  (as),  m.  an  aquatic  animal.;  a 
fish ;  any  kind  of  water-fowl.  —  Jaleffhayd,  f.  the 
plant    Heliotropium    Indicum ;     [cf.    hasti-iundd^ 

—Jah-jdta,  am,  n.  a  lotus  (Nelumbium).  —  Jalen- 

dra  (°la-in°),  as,  m. '  chief  of  waters,'  the  sea ;  the 
ocean  of  fresh  water;  Varuna,  the  regent  of  the 
waters;  N.  of  a  Jina  or  Jaina  saint.— Jalmdhana 

(°la-in°),  am,  n.  submarine  fire.  —  Jalebha  (°la- 

ibha),  as,  m.  a  water-elephant;  [cf.  jala-hastin.'] —Jale-ruha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Orissa;  (d), 

f.,  N.  of  a  plant, =kufumbini.—Jalc-vdha,  as, 

m.  a  diver  (by  caste  or  business).—  Jaleda  (°la- 
Js'a),  as,  m.  the  sea,  ocean ;  lord  of  the  waters,  i.  e. 
Varuna.— Jale-faya,  as,  d,  am,  resting  or  abiding 
in  water;   (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu;  a  fish. 

—Jalefvara  (°la-is"°),  as,  m.  'lord  of  waters,"  the 
sea,  the  ocean  ;  the  deity  of  the  waters,  i.  e.  Varuna ; 
N.  of  a  sanctuary.  —  Jaloka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 

ofKasmira;  (a),  f.  a  leech;  seejalaulias.—Jalo- 

kikd,  f.  a  leech;  seejalaukas.  —  JaloMhvdsa  (°la- 
ui!°),  as,  m.  a  drain  or  channel  made  for  carrying 
off  an  excess  of  water,  or  a  similar  channel  made 
naturally  by  the  overflow  of  a  river  Scc.—Jalodara 

(°la-ud°),  am,  n.  'water-belly,'  dropsy.  —Jalod- 
dhata-gati  (°la-ud°),  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting 
of  four  lines  of  twelve  syllables  ezch.—Jalodbhava 

(°la-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  born  or  produced  iu  water, 

aquatic,  marine;  (a«),  m.  'origin  of  the  waters,'  N. 
of  a  place  ;  an  aquatic  animal ;  N.  of  a  water-demon 
slain  by  Kalyapa ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  laghu- 
brdhml,  benzoin.  —  Jalodbhuta  (°la-uf),  as,  d, 
am,  bom  in  or  produced  from  water ;  (d),  {.,  N.  of 

a  phat,  =  gunddld.  —  Jalonndda  (°la-un°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Siva.  —  Jaloragt 
("la-ur1),  f.  'water-snake,'  a  leech.  —Jalauka,  as, 
m.  a  leech;  (a),  f.  a  leech;  [cf.  the  next.]—  Ja- 

laukas  (°la-ok°'),  as,  as,  as,  living  in  water,  an 
inhabitant  of  the  water,  an  aquatic  animal ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  king  of  Kasmira ;  (as),  f.  a  leech  (said  to 
be  used  in  plur.  only).  —Jalaukasa,  as,  d,  am,  m. 

f.  n.  a  leech.  —Jalaugha  (°la-ogha),  as,  m.  a 

quantity  of  water. 
2.  Jala,  nom.  P.,Ved.jala(i,  to  become  water. 
Jalaka,  am,  n.  a  conch,  a  shell. 

Jaldya,  nom.  A.  -yate,  -yitum,  to  become  water, 

appear  as  water. i.jaldluha,  am,  n.  a  lotus  root;  [cf.  jaldyukd.] 
Jalikd  or  jalukd  or  jalukd,  f.  a  leech. 

Jaleyu,  m,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  RaudrSsVa. 
Jaleld,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Mstris  attending  on 

Skanda ;  (or  perhaps  for  two  words  jald  ild.) 

«trtlc«)<;:Ml5<*c<«.*i!i5  m.=jalalu  'ddin 
akbar  shah. 
*\&\Hjalasha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  mitigating, 

pacifying,  appeasing,  healing,  comforting ;  (am),  n. 
water ;  happiness,  comfort.— Jalasha-bheshaja,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  possessed  of  healing  medicines,  an 

epithet  of  Rudra. 

^1^41  jalp  [cf.  jap  and  lap],  cl.  I.  P. *  S  (ep.  also  A.)  jalpati,  -te,  jajalpa, 

jalpishyati,  jalpitum,  to  speak  inarticulately,  mur- 
mur; chatjer,  prattle,  babble,  wrangle;  to  speak, 

say ;  to  address  a  person,  speak  with ;  to  speak  of 
or  about  (with  ace.) ;  to  praise  :  Caus.  P.  jalpayati, 

-yitum,  to  cause  to  speak ;  [cf.  Lith.  kalbu,  '  to 
speak;'  kalba,  'speech:'  Hib.  gaill,  'speech.'] 
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Jalpa,  as,  m.  talk,  speech  ;  prate,  babble,  gossip, 
chatter,  discourse  ;  debate,  disputation,  wrangling  dis- 

cussion, an  argument  in  which  a  disputant  tries  to 
assert  his  own  opinion  and  to  refute  that  of  his  ad- 

versary by  overbearing  reply  or  wrangling  rejoinder ; 

[cf.  titra-jaipa.'] 
Jalpaka,  as,  ika,  am,  a  talker,  chatterer,  talka- 

tive, one  who  talks  much  or  idly,  garrulous. 
Jalpana,  as,  d,  am,  speaking,  saying,  talking; 

(am),  n.  talking,  saying ;  chattering,  prattling, 
garrulity. 
Jalpaka,  as,  i,  am,  a  chatterer,  talking  much  and 

foolishly,  or  improperly ;  [cf.  jalpaka. ~\ 
Jalpi,  if,  (.,  Ved.  inarticulate  speech,  murmuring ; 

speaking  in  a  low  voice. 
Jalpita,  as,  d,  am,  said,  told,  spoken ;  (am),  n. 

talk,  babbling,  gossip ;  talking. 
Jalpitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  or  jalpin,  i,  ini,  i,  a  talker, 

speaker,  chatterer ;  saying,  speaking. 

^jalldladindra,  as,  m.  =  jaldlu 
'ddin. 

«Too«j  jalhu,  us,  us,  u  (related  to  jada  ?), 
Ved.  deprived  of  splendor  or  without  sacrificial  fire. 

>R  Java,  as,  m.  (fr.  ri.ju  or  ju),  speed, 
quickness,  velocity,  rapidity,  swiftness ;  (as,  a,  am), 
swift,  expeditious;  (a),  f.  the  China  rose,  Hibiscus 
Rosa  Sinensis ;  [cf.japd.]  —Java-yukta,  as,  a,  am, 
possessed  of  fleetness.— Java-vat,  an,  att,  at,  quick, 
swift,  fleet. — Javddhika  (°va-adh°),  as,  d,  am,  very 
quick,  extremely  swift;  (as),  m.  a  fleet  horse,  a 

courser.  —  Javdnila  (°va-an°),  as,  m.  a  strong 
wind,  gale,  hurricane.  —  Java-pushpa,  as,  m.  the 
China  rose,  the  plant  or  its  flower. 
I.javana,  as,  I,  am,  causing  to  hasten;  quick, 

swift,  fleet;  (as),  m.  a  courser,  a  fleet  horse ;  a  kind 
of  deer ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda  ;  (t), 
f.  a  screen  surrounding  a  tent,  a  Kanat ;  N.  of  a 
plant ;  (am),  n.  speed,  velocity ;  [cf.  dhi-javana.] 
Javanikd,  f.  a  wall  or  screen  of  cloth  surrounding 

a  tent,  an  outer  tent,  &c.;  a  curtain,  a  screen  in 
general ;  the  sail  of  a  boat ;  [cf.  yavanikd.] 
Javaniman,  d,  m.  quickness,  speed,  velocity. 
Javas,  at,  a,  Ved.  quickness,  velocity ;  [cf.  a- 

javas."] Jamil,  t,  ini,  i,  quick,  fleet,  expeditious ;  (i),  m. 
a  horse,  a  camel. 
Javina,  as,  d,  am,  rapid,  quick;  (as),  m.=ito- 

Tcada. 
Jatiishtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  quickest,  fleetest ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava. 
Javiyas,  an,  asl,  as,  Ved.  quicker,  speedier. 

*T^«1  2.  javana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people 
whose  country  is  by  some  thought  to  be  identical 
with  Ionia  or  Greece, =yavana,  q.  v. 

n=(1i«  javanala,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  grain, 
Andropogon  Bicolor ;  [cf.  yavandlaJ] 
HM«  javasa,  as,  m.  meadow  or  pasture 

grass ;  [cf.  yavasa.^ 

n^lfe;  javadi,  i,  n.  a  kind  of  perfume,  = 
kritrima,  gandha-rdja. 
*[m&javala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

>i  [<*  M  o»  i  ja-vipula,  f.  a  kind  of  metre. 

'ojtW  jash,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  jashati,  -te,  &c., 
x  to  kill,  wound,  hurt,  injure ;  [cf.  Hib.  gut, 

»Fl  jasha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  aquatic 

animal;  [cf. jhasha.~] 
s,  cl.  i.  A.  P.,  cl.  4.  P.,  Ved.  ja- 

^.  sate,  -ti,  jasyati,  jajdsa,  jasitum,  to  be 
exhausted  or  tired ;  cl.  4.  P.  to  set  free,  release, 
liberate,  let  loose :  Caus.  P.  jdsayati,  -yitum,  aji- 
jasat,  to  exhaust,  weaken,  cause  to  expire ;  cl.  10. 1. 
P.  jdaayati,  jasati,  &c.,  to  hurt,  injure ;  to  strike, 

punish  with  blows;  to  slight  or  disregard,  trea 
irreverently. 

Jasu,  us,  (.,  Ved.  exhaustion,  weakness ;  a  hiding 
place,  cover  (?). 
Jasuri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  exhausted,  weak ;  (is),  m 

Indra's  thunderbolt. 
Jasra,  am,  n.  exhaustion,  fatigue. 
Jasvan,  d,  ari,  a,  Ved.  needy,  poor,  hungry 

(Say.)  causing  to  waste  away,  destroying;  [cf.  a 

jasra."] 

»l  **(*,(  >»  jassa-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

1^<*  jahaka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  hd),  aban 
doning,  one  who  leaves  or  abandons ;  (as),  m.  time 
a  child ;  the  slough  of  a  snake ;  (d),  f.  a  kind  o 
weasel  or  polecat. 
Jahat,  at,  ati,  at,  leaving,  quitting,  foregoing 

"Jahat-svdrthd,  f.,  scil.  lajcshand,  a  particular 
figure  of  speech,  a  word  losing  its  original  meanin] 
and  taking  a  different  sense ;  irony.  —  Jahal- 
lakshana,  f.  —  the  preceding. 

"*{%ljahd,  f.  a  plant,  commonly  MundirT 
also  kadamiba-pushpi,  &c. 

*\%\mijahdnaka,  as,  m.  the  period  of  the 

total  destruction  of  the  world ;  [cf.  jihdnaka."] 

1  (15 nt?  jahi-joda, as, a, am  (jahi  impv.  fr, 
rt.  han  and  joda),  one  who  is  in  the  habit  of  hitting 
his  chin. 

Jahi-stambha,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  is  constantly 
striking  against  a  post. 

»T e  jahu,  us,  m.  a  young  animal;  N.  of  a 
son  of  Pushpa-vat  and  descendant  of  Rishabha. 

sTj;  jahnu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  king 

and  sage  who  adopted  the  Gan-g5  as  his  daughter, 
(the  river  Ganges,  when  brought  down  from  heaven 
by  the  austerities  of  Bhagiratha,  was  forced  to  flow 
over  the  earth  and  to  follow  him  to  the  ocean,  and 
thence  to  the  lower  regions,  for  the  purpose  of 

watering  the  ashes  of  Sagara's  sons.  In  its  course  it 
inundated  the  sacrificial  ground  of  Jahnu,  who  there- 

fore drank  up  its  waters,  but  consented  at  the  prayer 
of  Bhagiratha  to  discharge  them  from  his  ears. 
Hence  the  river  is  regarded  as  his  daughter,  and  is 
called  Jahnavl)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Aja-mldha,  of  a  son 
of  Su-hotra,  of  Kuru,  and  of  Hotraka;  N.  of  an 
ancestor  of  the  Kusikas ;  a  N.  of  Vishnu ;  (afos), 
m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Jahnu. —Jahnu-kanyd,  I. 

or  jahnurtanayd,  {.  or  jahrm-sutd,  f.  '  daughter 
of  Jahnu,'  N.  of  Gan-ga  or  the  Ganges. 
Jahndvi,  f.,  Ved.  the  family  of  Jahnu. 

*W*\jahman,  a,  n.  water  (?). 

*{%jahla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

»TT  jd,  as,  as,  am  (fr.  rt.  jan,  and  used  in 
Ved.  for  2.  ja,  which  appears  rarely  in  the  Veda), 
5orn,  produced,  &c.  [cf.  agni-jd,  agra-jd,  adriyd, 
indra-jd,  go-jd,  &c.] ,  see  a.  ja;  (as),  m. f.,  Ved. 
offspring,  descendants;  (d),  f.  a  race,  tribe.  —  Jds- 
pati,  is,  m.(jds  gen.  ft.jd  ?),  the  father  or  head  of 
a  family  or  house.  —  Jdspatya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  state 
or  condition  of  the  father  of  a  family. 

1 1 5 H I  (V.  jdnhagiri,  is,  m.  =  jahdngiri. 

*1l'in  jdgata,  as,  i,  am,  composed  in  the 
Jagati  metre,  consisting  of  it,  conforming  to  it; 
chiefly  praised  in  the  Jagati  metre  (each  deity  having 
his  own  peculiar  metre);  (am),  n.  the  Jagati  metre. 

>TPJ?  jaguda,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  their  country,  renowned  for  its 
saffron ;  (am),  n.  saffron. 

jdgri,  cl.  2.  P.  jdgarti,  jajdgdra  or 
jdgard>i-<!akdra,  jdgarisftyati,  jagari- 

tum,  to  be  awake,  to  watch,  be  watchful,  attentive, 
intent ;  to  foresee,  provide ;  to  sit  up  during  the 
night :  Cias.jdgaraT/ati,  Aor.Ved.  and  and  3rd  sing. 

aj'igar,  and  du.jigritam,  and  fl.jigrita,  to  awaken : 
Desid.jijdgarishati;  [cf.  Gr.  tyiipa;  Lat.  vigil, 
vigllo;  Old  Genn.wachar,wacheni;  Goth.wa&a.] 
Jdgara,  as,  d,  m.f.  waking,  wakefulness,  vigilance ; 

(as,  d,  am),  waking,  awake ;  (as),  m.  a  vision  in  a 
waking  state ;  <=jagara,  mail,  armour. 
Jdgaralca,  as,  m.  waking,  awake. 
Jdgarana,  as,  d,  am,  waking,  remaining  awake ; 

(am),  n.  waking,  watchfulness ;  keeping  watch,  sit- 
ting up  at  night  as  part  of  a  religious  ceremony. 

Jdgarita,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  been  long  awake 
or  is  exhausted  with  sleeplessness ;  (am),  n.  waking. 
Jdgaritri,  td,  tri,  tri,  wakeful,  awake,  vigilant. 
Jdgarin,  I,  ini,  i,  wakeful,  awake. 
Jdgarishnu,  us,  us,  u,  very  wakeful  or  sleepless. 
Jdgaruka,  as,  d,  am,  wakeful,  waking,  sleepless, watchful. 

Jdgartavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  awake  or  awaked. 
Jdgarti,  is,  f.  waking,  vigilance ;  keeping  watch, watchfulness. 

Jdgaryd,  (.  wakefulness,  waking,  watching. 

Jdgrttavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  awake.  See  ja- 
gartavya. 

Jdgrivi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  watchful,  attentive ;  awake ; 
not  extinguished,  clear,  bright  (as  fire) ;  active,  ani- 

mating, exciting ;  (is),  m.  fire  or  its  deity ;  a  king. 

Jdgrat,  at,  ati,  at,  watching,  being  awake.  —  Jd- 
grat-svapna,  au,  m.  du.  a  state  of  waking  and  sleep ; 
(as),  m.  Ved.  dreaming  in  a  waking  state,  day-dream, 
hallucination ;  (as,  d,  am),  occurring  in  a  state  of 
waking  and  sleep  (?).  —  Jdgrad-arasthd  or  jdgrad- 
dafd,  f.  a  state  of  wakefulness.  ~Jdgrad-duhshvap- 
nya,  am,  D.,  Ved.  a  disagreeable  dream  or  vision while  in  a  waking  state. 

Jdgriyd,  f.  waking,  watching,  wakefulness. 

jdghani,  f.  (fr.  jaghana),  a  tail; the  thigh,  leg. 

jdngala,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  jangald), 
arid  ;  sparingly  grown  with  trees  &c.  but  nevertheless 
fertile ;  rural,  picturesque,  diversified  with  hill,  vale, 
wood,  and  water ;  found  or  existing  in  such  a  district ; 
desert,  covered  with  jungle ;  wild,  not  tame  (as  an 
animal  &c.) ;  savage,  barbarous ;  (as),  m.  the  franco- 
line  partridge ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people ;  (i),  f.  the  plant  Mucuna  Pruritus ;  (am),  n. 
flesh ;  game,  the  flesh  of  deer  &c. 

Jdngali,  is,  m.  a  snake-catcher ;   [cf.  jdnguli.") 
Jdngalika,  as,  m.  a  snake-charmer,  =jangulika. 
Jdngula,am,  n.  poison,  venom,  *=>jangula;  the 

fruit  of  the  JalinI,  a  kind  of  cucumber;  (i),  f. 

knowledge  of  poisons,  the  possession  of  charms  or 
drugs  and  employment  of  them  as  antidotes ;  a  pot- 
jerb,  Lufla  Acutangula ;  an  epithet  of  Durga. 

Jdnguli,  is,  m.  a  snake-catcher,  a  dealer  in  anti- dotes, a  conjuror. 

Jdngulika,  as,  m.  a  snake-catcher,  a  snake-doctor, 
one  who  pretends  by  charms  to  cure  the  bite  of  snakes 
or  other  venomous  animals,  a  dealer  in  antidotes  &c. 

*\\%*{\jdnghani,  f. (fi.janghd),  the  thigh ; 
perhaps  a  wrong  form  for  jdghani.) 
Jdnghdprahatika  or  jdnghdprahritika,  as,  I, 

am  (fr.  janghd-prahata  or  -prahrita),  produced 
>y  a  blow  with  the  leg. 
Jdnghdldyana,as,  m.(fr.janghala),N.o{iL  man. 
Jdtighi,  a  patronymic  from  Jartgha  or  metronymic 

rom  Jan-gha. 
Jdnghika,  as,  i,  am  (ff.jartgha),  swift  of  foot, 
courier ;  relating  to  or  belonging  to  the  leg ;  (as), 

•n.  a  courier,  a  running  footman,  an  express ;  a 

camel ;  a  kind  of  antelope ;  [cf.  kapi-jdnghikd."] 
jdjandga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
djamat,  at,  ati,  at  (fr.  Intens.  of 

.  jam,  p.  339),  excessively  or  repeatedly  devouring. 
*il>1rt  jdjala,  as,  and  jajalin,  inas,  m.  pi., 
.  of  a  school  of  the  Atharva-veda. 

jajali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
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jTTTTUTT  jatudhana. 

[cf.yo/ 

jajin,i,  m.  a  warrior,  a  combatant; 
djo/a.] 

jdjvalyamdna,  as,  a,  am  (fr. 
Intens.  of  rt.  jval),  shining,  flaming,  blazing,  re- 

splendent, effulgent,  dazzling. 

Mr<Zff5  jdtali,  is,  i,  m.  f.  the  plant  Big- 
nonia  Suaveolens  ;  (other  readings  have  pdtali  and 
jhatali.) 

jatdlika,  f.  (fr.  jatala  or  jata- 
laJca),  N.  of  one  of  the  MStris  attending  on  Skanda. 

*i  I  P<J  <*  |  *H  jdtikdyana,  as,  m.  (fr.jatika), 

N.  of  the  author  of  a  hymn  of  the  Atharva-veda. 

*\\H.  jdthara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  jathara), 
stomachic,  abdominal,  visceral,  being  in  the  stomach 
or  belly,  relating  to  it,  relating  to  the  womb,  e.  g. 

jdtharo  'gnih,  the  fire  in  the  stomach,  the  digestive 
faculty,  gastric  juice,  hunger;  (as),  m.  'offspring  of 
the  womb,'  a  child  ;  N.  of  an  attendant  of  Skanda. 
Jdtharya,  am,  n.  morbid  affection  of  the  abdomen. 

ill^l  jddya,  am,  n.  (fr.  jada),  coldness, 

frigidity  ;  stiffness,  inactivity,  apathy,  sluggishness,  in- 
sensibility ;  absence  of  feeling  in  the  tongue,  taste- 

lessness  ;  dulness  or  coldness  of  intellect,  stupidity, 

fo\\y.—Jddydri  (°j/o-art),  is,  m.  'enemy  of  cold- 
ness,' the  citron  tree. 

»TTrT  jdta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  jan),  born, 
brought  into  existence,  brought  forth,  engendered 

(e.g.  mdsa-jdta,  born  a  month  ago,  one  month 
old  ;  putro  jatah,  a  son  only  by  birth,  not  by  quali- 

ties) ;  grown,  produced,  arisen,  caused,  occasioned, 
appearing,  appeared,  apparent,  manifest  ;  happened  ; 
become,  present  ;  ready  at  hand,  collected,  stored  up, 
possessed,  felt,  experienced,  inspired  with,  affected 
by,(often  at  the  beginning  of  an  adjective  compound, 
see  examples  below  ;  also  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g. 

putra-jdta,  having  a  son  born;  s'mai'ru-jdta,  having 
a  beard  ;  danta-jdta,  having  teeth  just  growing)  ; 
(as),  m.  male  issue,  a  son  ;  a  living  being  (used  of 
men  and  gods,  but  especially  of  the  former)  ;  (as), 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race  of  the  Haihayas  ;  (a),  f.  female 
offspring,  a  daughter  ;  jdte,  O  daughter  !  (am),  n. 
a  living  being,  a  creature  ;  birth,  production,  origin  ; 

race,  kind,  sort,  class,  species  ;  a  multitude  or  collec- 
tion of  things  forming  a  class  (e.  g.  karma-jdtam, 

the  whole  aggregate  of  actions;  sukha-jatam, 
everything  included  under  the  name  pleasure)  ;  in- 

dividuality, specific  condition  ;  [cf.  Gr.  -yeros  ;  Germ. 
Kind;  Lith.  gentis.]  —  Jdta-karman,  a,  n.  a 
ceremony  at  the  birth  of  a  child  when  the  navel 

string  is  divided,  (it  consists  in  touching  the  infant's 
tongue  thrice  with  ghee  after  appropriate  prayers)  ; 

delivery  of  a  new-born  infant.—  Jdta-kaldpa,  as, 
a,  am,  having  a  tail  (as  a  peacock).—  Jdta-kdma, 
as,  d,  am,  fallen  in  love.  —  Jdta-kopa  or  jata-kro- 
dha,  as,  d,  am,  ennged.  —  Jdta-kavtuka,  as,  d, 
am,  delighted.  —  Jdta-kautShala,  as,  d,  am,  being 
eagerly  desirous.  —  Jdta-kshobha,  as,  d,  am,  agitated 
—  Jdta-danta,  as,  I,  am,  (a  child)  that  has  a  tooth 
or  teeth  growing;  having  teeth.  —  Jdta-paksha,  as, 
d,  am,  whose  wings  have  grown,  possessing  wings, 
—  Jdta-pdda,  as,  d,  am,  having  fetters,   fettered, 
~Jdta-putrd,  f.  a  woman  who  has  borne  a  son  or 
sons.  —  Jdta-pratyaya,  as,   d,  am,  inspired  with 
confidence,  confiding,  believing.  —  Jdta-bala,  as,  d 
am,  possessing  strength,  strong.  —  Jdta-bhi,  is,  f 

'  fearful,"  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Jdta-manmatfta,  as,  d 
am,  being  in  love.fallen  in  love,  loving.  —  Jdta-mdtra 
as,  d,  am,  just  born,  merely  born  ;  (am),  n.  as  soon 
as  bom,  the  instant  of  birth.—  Jdta-rajas,  as,  as 
as,  having  the  catamenia.  —  Jdta-rasa,  as,  d,  am 
having  taste  or  flavour.  —Jdta-rUpa,  as,  d,  am 
embodied,  having  assumed  a  shape  or  form,  beautiful 
brilliant,  golden  (?)  ;  (am),  n.  the  form  in  which  a 
person  is  born,  nakedness  ;  gold  ;  the  thorn-apple 
—  Jdtarupa-dhara,  as,  d,  am,  quite  naked.—  Jd 

tarupa-2>arishkrita,  as,  d,  am,  adorned  with  gold 

—Jdtarupa-maya,  as,  i,  am,  golden.  —  Jitarupa- 

iila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  golden  mountain.  —  Jita-rat, 

an,  at'i,  at,  containing  the  word  jdta  or  any  other 
brm  derived  from  jam.  —  Jdta-vdsa-griha,  am,  n. 
be  room  in  which  a  child  is  born,  the  room  of  a 

ying-in  woman.  —  Jata-ndya,  f.,  Ved.  a  know- 
edge  of  what  exists  or  of  the  origin  and  nature  of 
"  things.  —  Jdta-vibltrama,  as,  d,  am,  flurried, 
jrecipitate.  —  Jdta-visrdna,  ad,  a,  am,  having  the 
-onfidence  excited.  —  Jdla-vedas,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an 

epithet  of  Agni ;  (the  meaning  is  explained  in  five 

ways  :  I.  '  knowing  all  created  beings ;'  2.  '  possess- 
ng  all  creatures  or  everything  existent ;'  3.  '  known 

by  created  beings;'  4.  'possessing  i-edas  =  riches ;' 
5.  '  possessing  vedas  =  wisdom  :'  other  derivations 
and  explanations  are  found  in  the  Brahmanas,  but  the 
exact  sense  of  this  word  seems  to  have  been  very 

.rly  lost,  and  of  the  five  explanations  given  above 
only  the  first  two  would  seem  to  be  admissible  for 
the  Vedic  texts ;  in  one  passage  a  form  jdta-veda 
seems  to  occur.)  —  Jdtavedasa,  as,  t,am,  relating  to 

Jata-vedas;  («),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Jdtaveda- 

siya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  Jata-vedas. 
—  Jdta-vepathu,  its,  us,  w,  affected  with  tremor. 

—  Jdta-i-cs'man,  a,  n.  the  room  in  which  a  child  is 

jom,  the  room  of  a  lying-in  woman. —Jata-s'mairu,, 

us,  us,  u,  one  whose  beard  has  grown.  —  Jdta-s'rama, as,  d,am,  wearied,  exhausted.  —  Jdta-samrridrlha, 
as,  d,  am,  bom  and  grown  up.—Jdta-sankalpa, 
as,  d,  am,  feeling  a  desire  or  passion  for.  —  Jdta- 
sddhvasa,  as,  d,  am,  zSm&.—Jdta-sena,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Jdtasenya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  the  last.— Jdta-sneha,  as,  d,  am,  enamoured, 

feeling  love  or  affection  for.  —  Jdta-spriha,  as,  d, 
am,   desirous,  wishing  fot.  —  Jdta-harsha,  as,  d, 
am,  rejoiced,  glad.  —Jdta-hdrda,  as,  i,  am,  feeling 

affection,  becoming  attached.— Jdtdgae  (0<a-a</0), 
as,  as,  as,  offending,  sinning,  committing  fault ;  also 

jdtdparddha,  jdta-dosha,  &c.—Jdtdpatyd  (°ta- 
ap°),  f-  a  mother,  a  woman  who  has  borne  a  child. 
—  Jdtdmarsha  (°te-am°),  as,  d,  am,  having  the 
anger   roused,  vexed,    enraged,    put   in   a   passion. 

—  Jdtdfru  (°ta-a4°),  us,  us,  u,  weeping,  shedding 
tears.— Jdteshti  (°ta-ish°),  is,  f.  rites  or  sacrifice 

performed  at  the  birth  of  a  child.  —  JdtoksJui  (°ta- 
uk°),  as,  m.  a  young  bullock,  an  ox. 

Jdtalta,  as,  d,  am,  born,  produced ;  (as),  rn.  a 
new-born  child ;  a  mendicant ;  (am),  n.  =  jdta- 
karman,  a  ceremony  performed  after  the  birth  of  a 
child ;  nativity,  astrological  calculation  of  a  nativity ; 

(with  Buddhists)  a  former  birth  of  Sakya-muni  and 
its  history ;  an  aggregate  or  a  collection  of  similar 

things;  [cf.  <?atur-jdtaka.~\—Jdtaka-dhvani,  is, m.  a  leech.  —Jdtaka-paddhati,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work 
on  nativities  by  Ananta ;  another  work  by  KeSava. 

—Jdtaka-muktdvali,  f.  title  of  an  astrological 

work  by  Siva-d&s&.  —  Jdtakdmbhonidfii  (°ka-am°), 
is,  m.  title  of  an  astrological  work  by  Bhadra-bahu. 
Jatdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Jata. 
Jdti,  is,  f.  birth,  production;  the  form  of  existence, 

whether  as  a  man  or  animal,  which  is  fixed  by  birth ; 
position  assigned  by  birth ;  rank ;  family,  race,  lineage ; 

kind,  sort,  genus,  species,  class,  tribe,  caste ;  the  cha- 
racter or  peculiarities  of  a  species,  the  genuine  or 

true  state  of  anything ;  reduction  of  fractions  to  a 
common  denominator ;  false  generalization ;  a  futile 
answer,  a  self-confuting  reply ;  a  particular  figure  o: 
speech  in  rhetoric ;  a  class  of  metres ;  a  manner  o: 

singing;  a  fire-place;  N.  of  several  plants,  =  Jas- 
minum  Grandiflorum  ;  Emblica  Officinalis ;  mace 

nutmeg ;  [cf.  antya-jdti,  cka-jdti,  ilri-jdti ;  cf.  also 

Lat.  yens;  Lith.  pri-<jenti8.~]  —  Jdti-kof!a  or  jdti- 
TcosJia  or  jdti-kofa,  am,  n.  a  nutmeg ;  (?),  f.  the 
outer  skin  of  the  nutmeg.  —  Jati-tra,  am,  n.  or 
jdti-td,  f.  distinction  or  nature  of  caste  or  tribe 
special  or  generic  property.  —  Jdli-dharma,  as,  m 
the  duty  of  caste,  the  law  or  usage  of  caste  (e.  g 

sacred  study  is  the  caste-duty  of  the  Brahman,  fight- 
ing of  the  Kshatriya,  &c.)  ;  generic  or  specifi' 

property.— Jdti-dlivansa,  as,  m.  the  loss  of  casti 
or  its  privileges.— Jdtin-dhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

>hysician,  =  Suddhodana  in  a  former  birth.  —  Jdti- 
Mttrl  or  jdti-pattri,  f.  the  outer  skin  of  the  nut- 

meg.— Jdti-pkala  01  jdti-pkala, am,  n.  a  nutmeg; 

"cf.  kfhudrajdtJ-phala.~\  —  Jdti-l>rdkmatja,a8,  m. 
i  Brahman  by  birth  but  not  by  knowledge.  —  Jdti- 
jhrantfa,  as,  m.  loss  of  rank  or  caste.  —  Jdli- 

)hrans'a-l;ara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  loss  of  caste  ; 
"orbidden,  improper ;  (am),  n.  doing  an  act  pro- 
libited  to  a  particular  czste.  —  Jdli-bhrashta,  as,  d, 
am,  fallen  from  caste,  outcast. — Jdli-mat,  an,  ati,  at, 

of  high  rank,  obtaining  a  high  position.  —  Juti-itutlta, 
as,  m.  birthday-festival.  —  Jdti-mdtra,  am,  n.  mere 
jirth,  position  in  life  obtained  by  mere  birth  ;  caste 
only,  but  not  the  performance  of  the  especial  duties  ; 

species,  genus.  —  Jdtimdtropajivin  (°ra-up"~),  I, inl,  i,  or  jdtimdtra-jirin,  I,  inl,  i,  (a  Brahman) 
who  lives  only  by  his  caste  (without  any  sacerdotal 

acts).  —  Jati-mdld,  f.  'garland  of  the  castes,'  title 
of  a  work  treating  of  the  different  castes.  —  Jdti- 

am,  n.  specific  or  generic  distinction, 
characteristic,  mark  of  tribe  or  caste.  —  J dti-vatona, 

am,  n.  the  idea  of  species  or  genus.  —  Jdti-vadaka, 
as,  ihd,  am,  expressing  genus,  generic  (as  a  name). 
—  Jdti-rii'eka,  as,  m.   title   of  a   literary  woik. 
—  Jdti-vaira,  am,  n.  natural  enmity,   innate   or 
instinctive   hostility.  — Jati-vailal;sltanya,  am,  n. 
inconsistency,  incompatibility,  conduct  or  quality  at 
variance  with  birth  or  tribe.  —  Jdti-3abda,  as,  m.  a 

word  expressing  the  idea  of  species  or  genus.  —  Jdti- 
sampanna,  as,  d,  am,  sprung  from  a  good  family, 

belonging  to  a   noble  family.  —  Jati-sdra,  as,  m. 
nutmeg.  —Jdti-smara,  as,  d,  am,  recollecting  a 

former  existence,  remembering  one's  condition  in  a 
former  life;  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Jdti-smara>ia,  am, 

recollection  of  a   former   existence.  —  Jdti-eva- 

bhdvci,  as,  m.  specific  or  generic  character  or  nature. 
—  Jdti-hina,  as,  d,  am,  of  low  birth  or  descent, 

void  of  caste,  outcast,  having  a  low  position.  —  Jatl- 
rasa,  as,  m.  gum  myrrh.  —  Jdty-andha,  as,  d,  am, 
blind  from  birth,  born  blind. 

Jdtiya,  as,  d,  am  (used  at  the  end  of  a  compound 
and  by  native  grammarians  considered  as  an  affix), 
relating  or  belonging  to  any  species,  genus,  tribe, 
order,  family,  race,  &c.  (e.  g.  asttt-jdtiya,  belonging 
to  the  horse-kind;  vriksha-jatiya,  belonging  to 

trees) ;  [cf.  vi-ja£iya.~\ Jdtiyaka,  as,  d,  am,  =jdtiya ;  (e.  g.  evam-jdti- 
yakff,  of  such  a  kind,  of  such  a  tribe  or  race.) 

Jdtya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  family  or  caste  ; 
of  the  same  family,  related ;  sprung  from  a  noble 

family,  noble  ;  well-born,  legitimate,  born  of  parents 
of  the  same  caste,  genuine  (ynjmos) ;  best,  excellent; 
pleasing,  beautiful ;  (in  mathematics)  rectangular. 

aTTrT*h tf  jata-rupa.     See  col.  I. 

*nfjf  jali.     See  col.  2. 

"SfTHjatu,  ind.  (tr.jan  ?;  cf.janushd  under 
janus),  at  all,  ever ;  possibly,  perhaps ;  sometimes, 
some  day,  once,  once  upon  a  time  (e.  g.  1dm  tena 

jdtu  jdtena,  what  is  the  use  at  all  of  him  born  ?). 
Jdtu  is  said  to  be  used  in  connection  with  the 

potential  in  the  sense  of  'not  allowing*  (e.g.jdtu 
rrishalam  ydjayen  mi  marshaydmi,  I  suffer  not 
that  he  should  cause  an  outcast  to  sacrifice),  or  with 
a  present  indicative  to  express  censure  (e.  g.  jdtu 

yajayati  vri&halam,  ought  he  to  cause  an  outcast 
to  sacrifice?).  In  the  Veda  when  jdtu  stands  at  the 

beginning  of  a  sentence  the  verb  which  follows  re- 
tains its  accent.  Najdttt,,  not  at  all,  by  no  means, 

never;  api  jdtu,  perhaps,  possibly;  jdtu-tit,  at 
some  time  or  other,  some  day,  one  day.  —  Jdtu- 
fltlhira,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  eminently  strong;  (Say.) 

always  strong ;  or  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

>nrT«S  jdtuka,  the  plant  from  which  the 
Asa  Foetida  is  obtained ;  (am),  n.  Asa  Foetida ;  [cf. 

jatuka.] >1inVl«1  jatudhana,  as,  m.  =  yatu-dhana, 

a  Rakshasa,  an  imp,  ogre  or  goblin. 



'TTTTtf  jdtusha,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  jatu),  made  o 
lac  or  gum,  covered  with  lac  or  with  any  artificia 
form  or  condition  of  it ;  sticky,  adhesive. 

*ffi^  jatu,  Ved.  (Say.)  =  asani,  a  thunder- 
bolt.— Jdtu-bharman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  (Say.)  armei 

with  the  thunderbolt  or  nourishing  created  beings 
[cf.  jdtu  and  jdta.] 

ztfTffifS  jdtiikarna,  as,  m.  (tr.jatu-karna?), 
N.  of  an  ancient  preceptor ;  N.  of  a  physician ;  anc 
of  the  author  of  a  law-book;  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
Jdtukarnya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  preceptors  anc 

grammarians ;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  law-book. 

HT'T./ana,  am,  n.  (fr.  it.  jan),  Ved.  pro- 
duction, birth,  origin,  birthplace ;  (as),  m.  a  patro- 

nymic of  Vrisa. 
Jdnaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  janaka),  a  patronymic  of 

Kratu-vid  ;  also  of  Aya-sthuna ;  (I),  f.  a  patronymic 
of  Sits,  the  wife  of  Rama ;  N.  of  a  metre  consisting 
of  four  lines  of  twenty-four  syllables  each.  —  Jdnaki- 

ndtha  or  jdnakis'a  (°kl-ls"a),  as,  m.  the  husband 
of  SKa,  i.e.  Rama.  ~Jdnaklndtha-s'annai),  d,  m., 
N.  of  a  man.  —  J  dnakl-raghava,  am,  n.  title  of  a 
play. 
Jdnald,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Kratu-jit ;  also  of 

Aya-sthuna. 
Jdnantapi,  is,  m.  (fr.jana»-tapa),  a  patronymic 

of  Aty-arSti. 
Jdnapada,  as,  m.  (fr.jana-pada),  one  who  be- 

longs to  a  country,  a  subject ;  (as,  I,  am),  living  in 
the  country,  an  inhabitant  of  the  country  (opposed 
to  paura,  inhabiting  a  town) ;  a  peasant,  rustic,  be- 

longing to  or  suited  for  the  inhabitants  of  the 
country ;  (a),  f.  a  popular  expression ;  N.  of  a  place ; 
N.  of  an  Apsaras. 
Jdnapadika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  a  country  or 

to  the  subjects  of  a  country. 
Jdnardjya,  am,  n.  (fr.  jana-rajan),  Ved.  sove- 

reignty, supremacy. 
Jdnavddika  or  jdnevddika  or  jdnovddika,  as, 

i,  am  (fr.  jana-vdda,  jane-vdda,  and  jano-i-dda), 
knowing  the  popular  report. 

Jdnas"ruti,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Jana-sruta. 
Janas'ruteya,  as,  m.  (fr.  jana-s"rutd  or  jdna- 

irnti),  a  patronymic  of  Aupavi. 
Jdndyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Jana. 
Jdndrdana,as,m.(fi.jandrdana),  a  patronymic 

of  Pra-dyumna. 
1 .  jdnuka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  jan),  bringing  forth. 

(For  2.  jdnuka  see  under  jdnu  below.) 

jTrTrT  jdnat,  an,  ail,  at  (fr.  rt.  I.  jna), 
knowing,  understanding,  Sec. 
Jdnanti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Jdndna,  as,  d,  am,  knowing,  understanding. 

«1lf»Tja»i  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  = 
jani  or  jana  foijdyd),  a  wife  (e.g.  ananya-jdni, 
having  no  other  wife) ;  [cf.  a-jdni,  arundhatl-j" , 
dvi-j°,  &c.;  cf.  also  Goth.  qvSns.] 

»n»J  jdnu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.jan?),  the 
knee ;  jdnulihydm  avanlm  gam,to  fall  to  the  ground 

on  one's  knees  ;  [cf.  Lat.  genu;  Gr.  ydm;  Goth. 
knitt;  Getm.jfnie;  Hib.  gltm(t);  Slav,  koljeno; 
Lith.  Jtittit.]  —  Jdnu-jattgha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
~Jdnu-daghna,  as,  I,  am,  up  to  the  knees. —Jd- 
nuprahritika,  as,  I,  am,  produced  by  a  blow  with 

the  knee;  [cf.  jdit-r/hdftrahritika.~\—Jdnu-pka- laka  or  jdnu-mandala,  am,  n.  the  knee-pan  or 
patella.  —  Jdnu-vijdnu,  u,  n.  contracting  and  ex- 

tending the  knees,  a  peculiar  position  in  fighting. 
—  Jdnu-sandhi,  is,  m.  the  knee-joint. 

2.  jdnuka,  as,  d,  am,  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp. 
=janu,  the  knee  (e.  g.  urdhva-jdnuka,  having  the 
knees  raised). 

v      ~. 

See  Jdnavddika. s*  jdnevddika. 

jandhita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  jana  and 

dhita  =  hita  ?),Ved. '  agreed  upon  by  men,"  custom- ary, usual. 

jdnya,  as,  m.  (fr.  jani .?),  N.  of  an 
ancient  sage. 

jTTT  jdpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  it.  jap),  muttering, 
whispering,  muttering  prayers  or  telling  beads,  reciting 
passages  of  the  Vedas  &c.  inaudibly;  a  prayer  uttered 
in  this  manner ;  [cf.  karna-jdpa.] 
Jdpaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  muttering  prayers,  one  who 

mutters  prayers ;  relating  to  a  muttered  prayer ; 
(am),  n.  a  kind  of  fragrant  wood ;  (a  various  reading 
hasjdyaka.) 

Jdpin,  I,  int,  i,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  re- 
citing in  a  low  voice. 

Jdpya,  an,  d,  am,  to  be  muttered,  to  be  repeat! 
in  a  low  voice ;  (am),  n.  a  prayer  to  be  mutterec 
inaudibly,  the  muttering  of  prayers  &c. 

>1IH«1  jdpana,  am,  n.  (a  Prakrit  form  fo 
ydpana),  declining,  rejection,  dissent ;  dismissing 
sending  away ;  completing,  finishing. 

»1 1  =1 1  rt  i.  jabala,  as,  m.  (fr.  jabdld), 

metronymic  of  Maha-s'ala ;  also  of  Satya-kama  ;  th 
author  of  a  law-book ;  also  of  a  medicinal  work 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of  the  Yajur-veda.  —  Jd 
bdlopanisftad  (°la-u,p°),  t,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upanisha 
belonging  to  the  Atharva-veda. 
Jdbdldyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Jdbdli,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  sage ;  also  of  th 

author  of  a  law-book ;  N.  of  an  infidel  Brahman  wh 
was  one  of  the  priests  of  king  Dasa-ratha  and  afte 
lis  death  tried  ineffectually  to  shake  the  resolution 
of  Rama  and  induce  him  to  take  the  throne  offeree 
to  him  by  his  dutiful  younger  brother  Bharata ;  (hi 
speech,  which  is  given  in  Ramayana  II.  108,  con 
ains  doctrines  very  similar  to  those  of  the  Carvakas 
or  materialists.) 

Jdbdlin,  inas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 

*li«nrt  2.  jabala,  as,  m.  (a  corruption  o: 

ajd-pdla),  a  goat-herd. 
»ll»l<;'«T  jdmadagna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  jamad- 

agni),  derived  from  or  produced  by  Jamad-agni 
a*),  m.,  N.  of  a  Catur-aha  ceremony. 
Jdmadagniya  and  jdmadagneya,  a  patronymic 

Vom  Jamad-agni. 
Jdmadagnya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  Jamad- 

gni  or  to  his  sonjamadagnya;  a  patronymic;  (as), 
n.,  N.  of  a  Catur-aha  ceremony. 

11*1*1  jdmarya,  as,  d,  am, Ved.  (Say.)  from 
a-amarya,  making  creatures  immortal;  but  per- 
laps  connected  with  a  it.  jam  for  tarn  and  used  as 
n  epithet  of  milk. 

lit  rt  jdmala  =  ydmala  in  krishna-jdmala &c. 

*TTTT  jama,  f.  (fr.  it.  jan),  a  daughter- in-law. 

Jd-mdtri,  td,  m.  ('  the  maker  of  [new]  offspring,' 
or  perhaps  related  to  jdmi  below),  a  daughter's 
husband,  a  son-in-law ;  a  husband,  a  lord  or  master ; 
a  friend ;  the  sunflower,  Heliantus  Annuus ;  [cf. 
ydmdlri;  cf.  also  Lat.  general);  Gr.  ydnfipot,] 
—  Jdmdtri-tva,  am,  n.  the  relationship  of  a 
daughter's  husband. 
Jdmdtrika,  as,  d,  am,  coming  from  or  belonging 

to  a  daughter's  husband;  (as),  m.  a  daughter's husband. 

Jdmi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  related  by  blood,  con- 
sanguineous, (rarely  applied  to  a  brother  but  often  to 

a  sister  either  with  or  without  the  word  svasrff ;  re- 
lated like  brother  and  sister ;  (in  Vedic  language  the 

fingers  are  sometimes  called  jdmayah  or  '  the  sisters ;' 
the  sapta  jdmayah  or  '  seven  sisters '  are  the  seven 
Dhltayas  or  acts  of  devotion  in  the  Soma  wor- 

ship) ;  related  in  general,  belonging  to,  peculiar 
to,  customary,  usual ;  (is),  f.  a  sister,  a  virtuous  and 
respectable  woman ;  (more  properly)  a  female  rela- 

tive of  the  head  of  a  family,  a  daughter-in-law ;  N. 
of  a  deity;  N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  (i),  n.  blood-relation- 

ship, consanguinity,  the  relation  of  brother  and  sister, 
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relation  in  general,  descent ;  (in  grammar  and  in  the 
sacrificial  language)  tautology,  repetition;  water; 
[cf.  a-jdmi  and  deva-j'^-Jdmi-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
creating  relationship.  —  Jdml-tva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  con- 

sanguinity, relationship.  —  Jdmi-vat,  ind.,  Ved.  like 
a  sister  or  brother.  —  Jdmi-iansa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the 
curse  pronounced  by  a  brother  or  relation. 

Jdmeya,  as,  m.  a  sister's  son. 

*TTWefy'a»«fra,  am,  n.(fr.  the  Gr.  c* in  astronomy)  the  seventh  lunar  mansion. 

"1191  jdmbava,  as,  I,  am,  coming  from  or belonging  to  the  Jamba  tree ;  (as),  m.  =jdmbarat, 
q.v.;  (;),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  ndga-damanl ;  (am), 
n.  the  fruit  of  the  Jamba  tree,  the  rose-apple ;  gold ; 
N.  of  a  tov/n.  —  Jdmbavaus/ttha  (°va-osh°),  am,  n. 
a  cauterizing  needle  or  probe;  also  jdmbavoshtha, 
jamboshlha,  jdmbaushtha,  and  jambv-oshtha. 
Jdmbavaka,  as  or  am  (?),  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a 

place. 
Jdmbavat,  an,  m.  (for  jdmbava-rat  ?),  N.  of  the 

chief  of  the  bears  who,  with  the  monkeys,  was  an  ally 
of  Rama  and  therefore  sometimes  called  a  monkey ; 
he  was  a  son  of  Pitamaha  and  father  of  Jambavatl 
who  was  wife  of  Krishna  and  mother  of  Samba ;  (tl), 
f.,  N.  of  the  daughter  of  JSmbavat,  wife  of  Krishna 
and  mother  of  Samba ;  N.  of  a  plant,  =jambu. 
Jdmbuvat,  an,  m.  =jdmbai:at ;  (tl),  f.  = jamba- 

rati. 

citron. jamKra,  am,  n.  (fr.  jambira),  a 

jdmblla,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  knee- 
bone,  knee-pan  ;  (said  by  some  to  be  so  called  from 
its  similarity  to  a  citron,  by  others  considered  as 
a  corruption  fr.  jdnu  and  bila.) 

jdmbuka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  jambuka), 
coming  from  or  belonging  to  a  jackal  ;  jdmbukam 

vadas,  a  jackal's  cry. 
jdmbunada,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  jambu- 

nadi),  coming  from  or  belonging  to  the  river 
JambO,  epithet  of  a  kind  of  gold  ;  made  of  the 
gold  called  Jambunada,  golden  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  Janam-^ijaya  ;  N.  of  a  mountain;  (j), 
f.,  N.  of  a  river;  (am),  n.  gold  from  the  Jamba 
river,  any  gold,  a  golden  ornament  ;  N.  of  a  lake  ; 
the  thorn-apple.  —  Jdmbunada-maya,  as,  I,  am, 
made  of  the  gold  called  JambOnada,  golden. 

jdmbha,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 

Jambha. 
jdyaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  yellow 

ragrant  wood  ;  \<f.japaka,  and  jashaJca.~\ 
jdyadratha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  jayad- 

ratha),  belonging  to  Jayad-ratha. 
Jdyantl-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Jdyanteya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from  Jayantl. 
»l  i  v*i  1  1  jdyamdna.     See  p.  338,  col.  2. 

nmr  jay  a,  f.  (fr.  rt.  jan,  to  bring  forth  ; 
f.  Manu  IX.  8),  a  wife,   one  wedded  lawfully  or 

according  to  the  ritual,  a  consort  ;  (in  astronomy)  N. 
if  the  seventh  mansion.  —Jdyd-ghna,  as,  i,  am, 
wife-murderer;  (as),  m.  a  mole  or  mark  on  the 
ody  indicative  of  the  death  of  a  wife.  «—  Jdydjwa 

°ya-dj°),  as,  m.  a  dancer,  an  actor  (who  gets  a  liveli- 
ood  by  his  wife).'—  Jdya-lva,  am,  n.  the  character 
r  attributes  of  a  wik,**Jdydnujivin  (°yd-an°),  i, 
<\.  an  actor,  a  dancer,  a  mime  ;  the  husband  of  a 
arlot  ;  a  needy  man,  a  pauper  ;  a  kind  of  crane, 
le  Vaka  or  Ardea  Nivea.  —  Jdyd-pati,  i,  m.  du. 
usband  and  wife. 

m^l^  jdydnya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 

^sease;  [d.  jdyenya.~\ 
'TTft'^joyin,  i,  ini,  i  (fr.  rt.  l.ji),  conquer- 
g,  subduing  ;  (  i  ),  m.  a  stanza  repeated,  the  burden 
"  a  song  ;  [cf.  dhruvaka.] 

4T 
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Jdyu,  «s,  MS,  u,  victorious,  striving  to  conquer  or 
gain ;  (us),  m.  a  medicine,  medicament ;  a  physician. 

»|  !*!•*)  jdyenya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 
disease ;  [cf.  jdydnya.] 

"*{Ttjdra,jaraka,  &c.     See  p.  350,  col.  3. 

"SfT^fajarudhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
^ll^vfl  jaruthl,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  (?) ;  [cf. 

jarutha.] 

»<!^ltM  jaruthya  or  jaruthya.  This  word 
is  generally  found  connected  with  adva-medha,  the 
horse  sacrifice,  but  the  meaning  is  doubtful. 
Jdruttha,  as,  m.  (is  said  to  mean)  a  sacrifice  in 

which  three  offerings  are  made,  or  in  which  the  sun 
is  thrice  worshipped  in  his  southern  declination  (?). 

*\  I  PS  <*  jdrtika,  as,  in.  pi.  a  various  read- 
ing (oijartika. 

»Tni  jdrya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (according  to 

SSy.)  'tJ  be  praised'  (as  if  fr.  3.  jri);  but  perhaps 
rather  (am),  n.  familiarity,  intimacy,  (ii.jdra.) 

«llM<*./aryaia,  as,  m.  a  particular  animal. 

m&jdla,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.^'aZand  connected with  I.  Jala),  a  net  (for  catching  birds  &c.) ;  a  web,  a 

spider's  web,  cobweb,  net-work,  any  reticulated  or 
woven  texture,  a  wire  net,  reticulated  or  chain-armour, 
a  coat  of  mail,  a  helmet  made  of  wire ;  a  lattice,  an 
eyelet  or  loophole,  a  window  ;  a  collection,  multitudt, 
assemblage ;  the  membrane  which  unites  the  toes  of 
many  water-birds ;  the  membrane  between  the  fingers 
and  toes  of  divine  beings  and  godlike  or  heroic  per- 

sonages ;  a  disease  of  the  eyes  in  which  the  blood- 
vessels are  filled  with  blood  and  look  like  net-work ; 

an  unblown  flower ;  magic ;  conjuring,  illusion,  de- 
ception; pride,  arrogance;  (wrong  reading  for  jdta), 

kind ;  (as),  m.  the  tree  Nauclea  Cadamba,  the  young 
fruit  of  a  gourd  or  cucumber ;  (t),  f.  a  small  cucumber, 
Trichosanthes  Diceca,  any  medicament  or  drug. 
—  Jdla-karman,  a,  n.  the  occupation  of  catching 
fish,  fishing. — Jala-kdraka,  as,  m.  a  web-maker, 
a  spider,  a  net-maker.— Jdla-kita,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
an  Udidya-grSma.  —Jala-kshirya,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  plant  containing  a  poisonous  juice. —Jala-gar- 
dabha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pimple  or  boil ;  [cf.  gar- 
dabha-gada,  &c.]  —  Jdla-gonHcd,  f.   a   kind   of 
chuming-vessel.  —  Jdla-danda,   as,  m.,  Ved.  the 
pole  of  a  net. — Jdla-padl,  f.,  N.  of  a  place. — Jdla- 

pdd,t,  m.  a  goose  ('web-foot').— Jdla-pdda,  as, 
>,  am,  having  a  web-like  membrane  between  the 
toes,  web-footed;  (as1),  m.  a  web-footed  bird;   N. 
of  a  frog ;  of  a  magician.  —  Jala-pray  d,  f.  armour, 
iron  net-work,  chain-armour.  —  Jala-baddlta,  as, 
a,  am,  caught  in  a  net,  snared.  —Jdla-bhuja,  as, 
a,  am,  having  the  rudiments  of  a  web-like  membrane 
between  the  fingers.  —  Jala-rat,  an,  art,  at,  fur- 

nished with  a  net  or  net-like  texture,  reticulated ; 
covered  with  iron  net-work  or  retiform  armour ;  (ac- 

cording to  some)  cunning,  deceptive.  —  Jala-var- 
vuraJca,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  a  kind  of  VarvOra. 

—  Jalaksha  (°la-ak°),  am,  n.  (?)  a  loophole,  eye- lethole,  window. 

Jdlaka,  am,  n.  a  net,  woven  texture,  web ;  mul- 
titude, assemblage  ;  a  lattice ;  an  eyelet  or  loophole ; 

a  nest;  a  collection  or  bundle  of  buds,  a  germ,  an 
unblown  flower ;  a  plantain,  the  fruit ;  illusion ;  pride ; 
(as),  m.  a  window,  a  lattice,  a  loop  or  eyelethole ; 
N.  of  a  tree ;  (ikd),  f.  a  net  (for  catching  birds  &c.) ; 
chain-armour,  armour ;  a  spider ;  a  leech  ;  a  kind  of 
cloth  or  raiment,  woollen  cloth  ;  plantain  ;  iron ;  a 
widow,  (perhaps  so  called  from  the  net  or  braid  worn 
by  widows.)-  Jdlaka-mdlin,  1,  ini,  i,  veiled. 
Jdldya,  nom.  A.  jdlayate,  to  be  like  a  net,  to form  a  net-like  enclosure. 
Jdlika,  as,  i,  am,  one  who  uses  nets  to  gain  a 

livelihood,  a  fisherman,  a  fowler,  birdcatcher,  any 
hunter  using  nets ;  (as),  m.  a  spider ;  the  president 
of  a  district,  governor  of  a  province ;  a  cheat,  a 
rogue,  a  vagabond,  a  conjurer  or  juggler. 

jitendriya. 

Jdlin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  net ;  retiform ;  having  a 
window;  illusory,  deceptive;  (ini),  f.,  scil.  jiiilnka, 
a  term  applied  to  certain  boils  or  pustules  which 
make  their  appearance  in  the  disease  called  Pra-meha ; 
a  painted  room  or  one  ornamented  with  pictures ;  = 
3veta~ghot-hd,  ghoshdtaki,  kosdtaki,  a  species  of 
melon  or  gourd  (the  rind  of  which  is  reticulated  like a  net). 

Jdlya,  as,  a,  am,  liable  to  be  caught  in  a  net 

>TTc7ftR  jdlaki,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  sub- 
division of  the  Trigarla  people. 

Jdlaktya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  above  people. 

»t  I  rt  r«*«il  jdlakinl,  f.  a  sheep,  an  ewe, 

»Tr?r*VT  jalandhara,  as,  m.  (fr.  jalan- 
dhara),  N.  of  a  country  situated  in  the  north-west 
of  India,  apparently  part  of  Lahore,  and  perhaps  the 
modern  Jallindhar  or  Julinder ;  (as),  m.  pi.  its  inha- 

bitants. —JdlandharopdkhydrM  (°ra-up°),  am,  n. 
title  of  an  episode  of  the  Padma-Purana. 
Jdlandhardyaiia,  a  patronymic  from  Jalan-dhara. 
Jdlandhardyanaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  inhabited  by 

the  Julandharayanas. 
Jdlandhari,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  physician. 
Jdlahrada,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Jala-hrada. 

»1lrt»iir'i  jdlamdni,  is,  m.  a  patronymic ; 
(ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  subdivision  of  the  Trigarta 

people. Jdlamdniya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  above  people. 

llrt^lrt  jalavala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish, 
=  ruilaln. 

HlO\H  jdlasha,  am,  n.  (fr.  jalasha),  Ved. 
a  particular  drug  or  anodyne  with  soothing  qualities. 

,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Agra-hara. 
,  as,  i,  am,  cruel,  harsh,  severe ; 

inconsiderate,  rash,  acting  without  thinking ;  (as,  i), 
m.  f.  a  despised  or  contemptible  person,  a  rogue ;  a 
wretch,  a  miscreant,  a  low  man,  one  of  a  degraded 
tribe  or  occupation ;  one  who  reads  or  recites  badly 

(Pan.  VI.  2,  158);  [cf.  Hib.  galmha,  'hardness, 
hardihood,  rigour,  valour.'] 
Jdlmaka,  as,  iltd,  am,  base,  despised,  contempti- 

ble, low. 
Jtiis  javada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  [cf. 

bhdvaiia.] 

*\\li{jd-vat,  an,  att,  at,  Ved.  possessing 
offspring,  granting  offspring ;  (S5y.)  received  by 
praiseworthy  persons  (epithet  of  the  Soma). 

T|  1 1  «<i  javanya,  am,  n.  (fr.javuna),  quick- 
ness, swiftness,  rapidity. 

*\mt\&jdvdli.     Seejdbdli. 

»IIH=»  jdshaka,  am,  n.  (a  various  reading 
(oijiyaka),  a  kind  of  yellow  fragrant  wood. 

»ti'"i»*i<;  jdshkamada,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  par- 
ticular species  of  animal. 

ta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

jas-pati,  jdspatya.     See  under jo,  at  p.  343. 

»TT?  jdha,  am,  n.  (used  at  the  end  of  a 
comp.  and  considered  as  an  affix),  the  root  or  point 
of  issue  of  certain  parts  of  the  body  (e.  g.  oshiha- 

jdha,  the  point  of  issue  of  the  lips;  cf.  akshi-j°, 
karna-f,  kes~a-j°,  nakha-f.) 
irnr^i  jahaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  animal; 

a  polecat,  a  cat ;  Lemur  Tardigradus ;  a  leech ;  a 
bed,  a  cot. 

*TTipr  jnhusha,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man 
protected  by  the  Asvins. 

*{\JC3  jtihnava,  as,  m.  (fr.jahnu),  a  patro- 
nymic of  Vis'vJ-mitra ;  also  of  Su-ratha ;  N.  of  a 

Catur-aha  ceremony ;  (1),  (.  the  daughter  of  Jahnu, 
an  epithet  of  the  river  Gan-gJ  or  Ganges.  —  Jdhnavi- 
phena-lek/id,  f.  a  streak  of  the  foam  of  the  Ganges. 

Jdlmav'iya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to the  river  Gan-gS. 

i.ji,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  jayati,  -te,jlgdya, 

jigye,  jeshyati,  -te,  njaiihtt,  ajes/tla,  je- 
tum  (Ved.  luf.jetave  zndjixhe),  to  win  or  acquire 
by  conquest  (or  in  gambling),  to  conquer,  defeat, 
vanquish,  overcome ;  excel,  surpass ;  to  vanquish  in 
a  game  or  in  a  suit  at  law ;  to  convict ;  to  conquer 
the  passions ;  overcome  a  disease  Sec. ;  to  expel  from 
(with  abl.) ;  to  be  victorious,  to  gain  the  upper  hand  : 
Pass,  jiyate :  Caus.  jdpayati,  -yitum ;  Aor.  aji- 
japat,  to  cause  to  conquer  or  win :  Pass,  of  Caus. 
jdpyate,  to  be  made  to  conquer :  Desid.  jiijishati, 
to  wish  to  win,  obtain,  conquer,  vanquish  or  excel 
&c.,  to  vie  with,  emulate ;  to  seek  for  prey :  Intens. 
jcjiyat e,  jejayiti,  jejcti ;  [cf.  Lith.  galu,yalyM; 
Hib.  gar,  '  profit,  advantage,  gain,  good.'] 
Jaya,  as,  d,  am,  conquering ;  (as),  m.  conquest, see  s.y.  at  p.  339. 

a.  ji,  is,  is,  i,  victorious,  conquering,  a  victor; 
(is),  m.  a  PisSda,  a  demon. 
Jigishat,  an,  anti,  at,  wishing  or  striving  to 

overcome,  emulous,  ambitious,  a  warrior. 
Jif/ishamdna,  as,  d,  am,  striving  to  win. 
Jigishd,  f.  desire  of  gaining  or  obtaining ;  desire 

of  conquering  or  vanquishing  or  overpowering ; 
military  ardour ;  wish  to  excel,  emulation,  rivalry  ; 
eminence ;  usage,  profession  or  habit  of  life. 

Jigisftu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  gain  or  obtain, 
seeking  for ;  striving  to  conquer  or  overcome,  or  to 
excel,  vying  or  contending  with;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a 
man.  —Jiglshu-td,  f.  desire  of  conquering,  emulation. 

Jigyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  victorious,  triumphant. 
Jit,  t,  t,  t,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  winning,  van- 

quishing, conquering,  removing  (e.  g.  datru-jit,  van- 

quishing enemies) ;  [cf.  ananta-jit,  abltimdti-j', 
a&va-f,  ugra-f.]—i.jit-tama,  as,  d,  am,  (at  end 
of  comp.)  most  victorious,  first  of  conquerors;  [cf.  2. 

jittama.~\ 

Jita,  as,  d,  am,  conquered,  vanquished,  subdued ; 
surpassed,  overcome,  subject  to,  enslaved  by  (e.  g. 
kdma-jita,  under  the  dominion  of  lust);  won, 
gained,  obtained ;  (as),  m.  one  of  the  attendants 
upon  a  Jina  or  Jaina  saint ;  (a  wrong  form  for  a-jita.) 
—  Jita-kati,  is,  m.  the  fist  doubled. —Jita-kadin, 
i,  ini,  i,  appearing  victorious.  —  Jita-kopa  or  jita- 
krodha,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  subdued  anger, 
imperturbable,   not  to  be  roused  to  wrath.  —  Jita- 
klama,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  overcome  fatigue. 
•~Jtia-nemi,  is,  m.  a  staff  made  of  the  wood  of  the 
religious  fig-tree  (carried  during  the  performance  of 
certain  vows).  —  Jita-manyu,  us,  us,  u,  one  who 
has  subdued   his  wrath ;    (a*),   m.  an   epithet   of 
Vishnu.  —  Jita-loka,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  con- 

quered heaven,  epithet  of  a  class  of  manes.  —  Jita- 
vati,  {.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  USlnara.— Jita-^rrata, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Havir-dhSna. — Jita-iatru, 
us,  us,  u,  one  whose  enemies  are  conquered,  con- 

quering foes,  victorious,  triumphant ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of 
a  Buddha ;  the  father  of  A-jita,  the  second  Arhat  of 
the  present  Ava-sarpini. — Jita-srama,  as,  m.  one 
who  has  conquered  toil,  free  from  worldly  cares,  a 
stoic.  —  Jita-svarga,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  con- 

quered or  won  heaven.  —  Jitdkslt a ra  (°ta-ak°),  as, 
d,  am,  'one  who  has  mastered  the  letters,'  reading 
well  or  readily.  —  Jitatman  (°ta-at°),  a,  a,  a,  self- 
subdued,  void  of  passion;  (a),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
Visve-devas.  —  Jitdmitra  ("fa-am"),  as,  a,  am,  one 
who  has  conquered  an  enemy,  triumphant,  victorious ; 

(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Jitdri  (°ta-ari), 
is,  is,  i,  triumphant  over  an  enemy ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  Avikshit ;  a  Buddha ;  N.  of  the  father  of 
Sam-bhava,  the  third  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpini. 
—  Jitdhava  (°ta-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has 
won   a   battle,    victorious,    triumphant.  —  Jitdltdra 

(°ta-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  by  abstraction  is  able 
to  do  without  food.  —  Jitendriya  (°ta-i n°),  as,  d, 
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am,  one  who  has  conquered  his  passions  or  subdued 
the  senses,  calm,  impassive,  unmoved ;  (as),  m.  an 

ascetic,  a  sage ;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Jitendriya-tva,  am, 
n.  subjugation  of  the  senses  or  passions.  —  Jitendri- 

yahva*  (°ya-ahj),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  —  kama- vriddhi. 

Jiti,  is,  (.  gaining,  obtaining,  a  victory,  conquest. 
Jilt/a,  as,  a,  am,  conquerable,  vincible ;  («),  f. 

victory,  acquisition,  gain;  a  ploughshare;  (as),  m. 
a  harrow. 

Jitvan,  a,  art,  a,  victorious ;  (a),  m.,  N.  of  a 
man. 

Jitvara,  as,  i,  am,  victorious,  triumphant ;  (I), 

f.  •  Victrix,'  N.  of  the  city  Benares. 
Jitvd,  ind.  having  conquered  or  excelled. 
Jetavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  conquered  or  overcome, 

conquerable,  vincible  ;  to  be  surpassed. 

Jeya,  as,  a,  am,  =jetavya  above. 

l  jikana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lawyer. 

jigatnu,  us,  us,  u  (reduplicated 
form  fr.  rt.  gam),  going  quickly,  fleet;  (us),  m. 
breath,  life. 

Jigamishat,  an,  and,  at  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  gam), 
wishing  or  endeavouring  to  go. 
Jigamishd,  f.  wish  to  go  or  move,  intention  to  go. 
Jigamishu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  go,  intending 

or  purposing  to  go. 

fsf^ftTJ  jiffarishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of 
rt.  2.  gr>),  wishing  to  swallow  or  devour,  desirous  of 
seizing. 
Jigarti,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  swallower,  devourer; 

swallowing.  , 

See  p.  346,  col.  3. 

hatnu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  Aon),  Ved. 
endeavouring  to  hurt. 
Jighdnsaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  han), 

wishing  or  endeavouring  to  kill,  revengeful. 
Jighdnsd,  (.  wish  or  intention  to  strike,  slay,  or 

destroy ;  malice,  revenge. 
Jighdnsin,  I,  ini,  i,  intending  to  kill. 
Jighdnsiyas,  an,  ail,  as  (compar.  of  the  last), 

more  intent  on  slaughter,  very  desirous  of  killing. 
Jighdnsu,  us,  us,  u,  intending  or  seeking  to  kill 

or  slay,  desirous  of  destroying,  malicious,  murderous, 
revengeful ;  (us),  m.  an  unrelenting  foe,  an  enemy. 

r*mt«i{jighatsat,  an,  anii,  at  (fr.  Desid. 
of  rt.  ghas),  wishing  to  eat,  hungry. 

Jii/hatsd,  f.  desire  of  eating,  hunger,  voracity. 
Jighatsu,  us,  us,  u,  hungry,  voracious;  (us),  f. 

an  epithet  of  evil  demons. 

fir^SfrT  jighrikshat,  an,  anti,  at,  or  ji- 
ghrikshamdna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  grah), 
wishing  or  intending  to  take  or  seize,  greedy, 
avaricious. 

Jighrikshd,  f.  wish  or  intention  to  take  or  seize, 
greediness,  covetousness. 
Jiglirikshu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  or  intending  to 

take  or  seize,  covetous,  avaricious ;  wishing  to  rob  or 
deprive  of;  wishing  to  take  up  (a  fluid)  ;  wishing  to 
gather ;  wishing  to  learn. 

f^Vjighra,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ghra),  smell- 
ing, a  smeller ;  observing,  conjecturing. 

Jighrat,  an,  anti,  at,  smelling,  smelling  at. 

ll H'^l^  jinyasalya,  as,  m.  the  tree  Mi- 

mosa Catechu;  [cf.  jihma-s'alya.'] 

t*tffer{\  jingini,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =jhin- 
ginl,  jhingi,  pra-modini,  sunirydsd. 

(Vjj-1  jingi,  f.  the  plant  Rubia  Munjista. 
finlfW  jifivisha,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt. 

fin),  desire  to  live. 

Jijivishu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  live,  desirous  of life. 

fl  si  I  nfv$jijnapayishu,us,  us,u(fr.  Desid. 
of  Caus.  ofi.jnd),  wishing  to  make  known,  seeking 
to  inform,  communicative. 
JijAdsaka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Desid.  of  I.  jna), 

wishing  to  know,  =jijAdsu. 
JijAdsana,  am,  n.  desire  of  knowing  or  becoming 

acquainted  with,  examining. 

JijAdsaniya,  as,  d,  am,  =jijndsya  below. 
JijAdsamdna,  as,  d,  am,  desirous  of  knowing, 

inquiring,  testing,  investigating,  proving. 

JijAasd,  {.  desire  of  knowing  or  becoming  ac- 
quainted with,  inquiring  ;  inquisitiveness  ;  search, 

investigation,  examination,  test. 
Jijndsita,  as,  a,  am,  investigated,  asked,  inquired, 

sought. 
JijAasu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  knowing,  wishing 

to  become  acquainted  with,  inquiring,  inquisitive, 
curious,  examining. 

Jijhdsya,  as,  d,  am,  deserving  of  being  inquired 
into,  desirable  to  be  known,  worthy  of  being  in- 

vestigated ;  an  object  for  inquiry,  to  be  investigated 
or  examined. 

Jijnu,  us,  us,  u,  =jijnasu  (?). 

PJISII  jidadhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Faramananda. 

ita,  &c.     See  under  rt.  i.ji. 

Hn?i»i  2.  jittama  or  jituma  or  jitma,  as, 

m.  (a  word  borrowed  fr.  the  Gr.  5i'5u/ioi),  the  sign of  the  zodiac  Gemini. 

P>1  1  jina,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.ji),  victorious, 

triumphant;  (as),  m.  'the  overcomer  of  all  things,' 
a  generic  term  appli«d  to  a  Buddha  or  chief  saint  of 
the  Bauddha  sect  in  the  same  manner  as  to  a  Jaina 
saint  ;  a  N.  applied  to  an  Arhat  who  is  a  kind  of 
sovereign  pontiff  or  saint  of  the  Jainas  and  regarded 
by  them  as  superior  to  the  gods  of  other  sects  ; 

(twenty-four  Jinas  are  supposed  to  flourish  in  each 
of  the  three  Ava-sarpinls  or  Jaina  ages,  past,  present, 
and  to  come,  making  seventy-two  in  all  ;  they  are 
all  born  in  ArySvarta)  ;  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva  ;  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  any  very  old  man  ;  [cf.  jina  and 
jirna.]  —  Jtna-trdla  oijina-datta  01  jina-putra, 
as,  or  jina-bandku,  us,  m.,  N.  of  various  persons 
mentioned  in  Buddhist  writings.—  Jina-dharma, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Jaina  work.—  Jina-Wiakti-suri,  is, 
m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor  of  Jina-Iabha-suri.—  /ina- 
mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  translators  of  the 
Lalita-vistara.  —  Jina-ldliha-suri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 

pupil  of  Jina-bhakti-suri  and  preceptor  of  Kshaml- 
kalyana.  —  Jina-vaktra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha. 

—  Jina-fri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.—  Jina-sadman, 
a,  n.  a  Jaina  temple  or  monastery.  —  Jina-sena,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  work  Trishashti-lakshana- 

mahSpurana-san-graha.—  Jindnkwra  ("na-an"),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  -Jinddhdra  (°na-ddh°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.—  Jinendra  (°na-in), 
as,  m.  a  Jaina  saint,  a  Buddha;  N.  of  a  grammarian. 

—Jincndra-nydsa,  as,  m.  title  o'f  the  work  of 
Jinendra-buddhi.  —  Jincndra-luddlii  or  jinendra- 
bttiiti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  writer  on  grammar.  •-Jinc- 

ivara  (°na-i3°),  as,  m.  an  Arhat  of  the  Jainas  ;  N. 
of  the  twentieth  Arhat  of  the  past  Ut-sarpim.  —  Ji- 

nottama  (°na-ut°),  as,  m.  an  Arhat  of  the  Jainas. 
—  Jinorasa  (°«a-«r°),   as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi- sattva. 

f  1  1  *il  lr|  jina-yoni,  is,  m.  (for  ajina-yoni, 

q.  v.),  a  deer. 

f»i  »<jt!  >r  jindu-raja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

•Ha^g"  jinv  (connected  with  jii)  and/«  ?), 
N  cl.  I.  P.,  Ved.  jinrati,  jijinva,  jinvi- 

sltyati,  jinritum,  to  move  one's  self,  be  active  or 
lively  ;  to  urge  on,  cause  to  move  quickly,  impel,  in- 

cite, excite  ;  to  refresh,  animate  ;  to  promote,  help, 
favour;  to  help  any  one  (ace.)  to  anything  (dat.), 
cause  to  obtain,  grant,  confer;  to  please,  satisfy, 
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gladden,  gratify,  make  happy  or  contented ;  to  re- 
ceive favourably  (a  request  &c. ) :   cl.  10.  P.  jinva- 

ydti,  a  various  reading  for  junt. 
Jinra,  as,  d,  am,  in  dhiyan-jinva,  q.  v. 

jim  [cf.  tliam,  jam,  jham],  cl.  i.  P. 

^jemati,  &c.,  to  eat. 
Jemana,  am,  n.  eating ;  food,  victuals. 

f*Wjimbha,  perhaps  for  jrimbha  injim- 
Iha-jihva-ta,  swelling  of  the  tongue. 

On*.*!)  jirana,  as,   m.  =  jarana,  jlraka, 

jirana,  cumin. 
jiri,  cl.  5.  P.  jirinoti,  &c.,  to  hurt, 

injure,  wound,  kill ;   [cf.  tin ;  cf.  also 

Hib.  gearaim,  '  I  sharpen,  whet,  cut,  bite.'] 

fit  (51  on  jillika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

f H 1 1 Ui q  jivajiva,  as,  m.  a  pheasant;  [cf. 
jivan-jiva.] 

\*\ttt  jivri,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  l.jri),  Ved.  old, 

worn  out,  decayed,  decrepit ;  (is),  m.  time ;  a  bird. 

PJ  u   jish,   cl.   I.  P.   jeshati,   Sec.,   to 
N  sprinkle ;  [cf.  vish  and  misA.] 

f»i  wi  jishnu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  i.ji),  vic- 

torious, triumphant,  gaining,  winning  ;  (with  ace.  or 
at  end  of  comp.)  vanquishing, conquering,  excelling; 

(us),  m.  the  sun ;  an  epithet  of  Indra,  of  Vishnu, 
and  of  Arjuna ;  N.  of  a  Vasu ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu 
Bhautya,  N.  of  the  father  of  Brahma-gupta ;  [cf. 

pard-jishnu."] 
Hnf  II  jihana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  hd,  jihite), 

going,  going  to,  attaining,  obtaining. 
Jilidnaka,  as,  m.  the  destruction  of  the  world ; 

[cf.  jahdnaka.~\ f*(%Tinjihdsd,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  hd,  ja- 
hdti),  desire  of  abandoning  or  giving  up. 

Jihdsu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  abandoning  or 

giving  up. 

Tal^l'tT  jihirshd,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  hri), 
desire  of  seizing,  taking,  or  robbing ;  wish  to  take 

away  or  remove. 
JihirsfiU,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  seize,  desirous  of 

taking  or  carrying  or  removing,  wishing  to  rob  or 

appropriate. 
Jihirshya,  as,  d,  am,  desirable  to  be  taken  away 

or  brought  near. 

PJISI  jihma,  as,  d,  am  (perhaps  related  to 
rt.  hvri;  but  said  to  be  ft.  rt.  hd,  jahdti,  and  to 

denote  originally  quitting  the  upright  direction  or 
leaning  out  of  the  perpendicular),  sloping,  oblique, 
transverse,  diagonal,  athwart,  squinting  (as  the  eye), 
crooked,  awry,  not  straight  (opposed  to  riju), 
tortuous,  going  irregularly ;  (jiltmam  i  or  gam, 
to  go  crookedly,  turn  off  from  the  right  way) ; 
curved,  bent;  morally  crooked,  deceitful,  deceptive, 
illusory,  false,  untrue,  unfair,  dishonest ;  slow,  lazy ; 

(am),  n.  falsehood,  dishonesty;  the  plant  Tabernae- 
montana  Coronaria  (tagara) ;  [cf.  Hib.  giomh,  '  a 
lock  of  hair,  a  fault.']  —Jihma-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going 
tortuously  or  crookedly,  moving  slowly;  (as),  m.  a 

snake.  —Jihma-gati,is,is,  i,  going  tortuously.— Jih- 
ma-td,  f.  or  jikma-tva,  am,  n.  crookedness,  curva- 

ture; dishonesty,  falsehood.  <-Jihma-bara,as,d,am, 
Ved.  having  an  aperture  on  one  side ;  (Say.)  having 

an  opening  below;  -having  its  door  closed.  —  Jihma- 
mina,  as,  m.  appearing  in  the  deceptive  shape  of  a 
fish.  ~  J Huna-mohana,  as,  m.  a  frog.—e/iATna- 
yodhin,  i,  ini,  i,  fighting  unfairly ;  (i),  m.  epithet 
of  Bhlma,  who  in  his  great  battle  with  Dur-yodhana 
struck  him  an  unfair  blow  with  his  club  on  the 

thighs;  (see  Salya-parva  3345.)  —  Jihma-ialya, 
as,  m.  the  tree  Acacia  Catechu ;  [cf.  khadira.] 

•~Ji/tmar&,  is,  it>,  i,  Ved.  lying  crookedly  or 
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diagonally  (on  the  ground  &c.).  —  Jihmdkulia  (°ma- 
ak°),  as,  t,  am,  aooked-cyed,  squinting.  —  JtA- 
rnddin  (°ma-df),  >,  m.  '  eating  crookedly,'  N.  of  a 
man  ;  (perhaps  a  wrong  reading  ior  jittrdiin.) 
Jifimaya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  -yati,  -yitum,  to  go 

crookedly  or  in  crooked  ways. 
Jihmita,  ae,  a,  am,  bent,  bowed,  curved  ;  turned 

away. 

Jihmt-lcn,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make 
crooked,  bend.  —  Ji/imi-kara,  cu>,  a,  am,  making 
crooked  or  oblique,  causing  to  bend  ;  (metaphori- 

cally) obscuring.  —  Jilimt-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made 
crooked,  bent,  bowed  down  (with  fear  &c.). 

ftigf/iApa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  ji,  per- 
haps fr.  rt.  hve;  cf.  i.juhu),  the  tongue  ;  (a),  f.  the 

tongue  ;  the  tongue  or  tongues  of  Agni,  i.  e.  various 
forms  of  flame,  (sometimes  three  are  mentioned, 
sometimes  seven,  the  names  of  which  are  given  as  fol- 

lows :  kali,  kardli,  m(tno-javd,su-lohitd,  sudhumra- 
rarnd,  sphulingini,  nfva-riipi;  or  are  identified 
with  the  seven  winds,  pra-vaha,  d-vaha,  ud-raha, 
tarn-mho,,  n'-raAa,  pari-vaha,  and  ni-vaha.  The 
horses  of  Agni  or  vahnayah  are  said  to  be  sapta- 
jihvdh,  having  seven  tongues);  the  root  of  the  plant 
TabernaemontanaCoronaria;  [cf.jihma;  cf.alsoLat. 
lingua  f;  Goth.  tuygS;  Germ.Zunge;  Hib.  teanya  ?]. 
~*Jihvd-kdtya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  the  voracious 
Kityn.—Jihvdgra  (°vd-ag°),  am,  n.  the  tip  of  the 
tongue.  —  Jihvd-tala,  am,  n.  the  surface  of  the 
tongue.—  Jihvd-nirlelthana  and  jihvd-nirlelfha- 
nihti,  am,  n.  scraping  the  tongue  ;  a  tongue-scraper  ; 
[cf.jihvollekhana.]^Jihvd-pa,  as,  m.  ('drinking 
with  the  tongue'),  a  dog;  a  cat;  a  tiger;  a  panther, 
the  hunting  leopard  ;  a  bear.  —  Jihvd-prathana, 
am,  n.  expansion  or  too  great  flattening  of  the 
tongue  (a  defect  in  pronunciation).  —  Jihvd-mala, 
am,  n.  the  fur  of  the  tongue.  —  jihvd-mula,  am, 
n.the  root  of  the  tongue.  —  Jihvdmultya,as,d,am, 
belonging  to  or  uttered  from  the  root  of  the  tongue, 
a  term  applied  to  the  vowels  rt,  Iri,  theVisarga  be- 

fore k,  kh,  and  the  guttural  class  of  consonants,  but 
especially  to  theVisarga  before  k,  kh.  —  Jihvd-rada, 
as,  m.  '  having  a  tongue-like  beak,'  a  bird.»-/iAtia- 
lih,  t,  m.  '  licking  with  the  tongue,'  a  dog.  —  Jihvd- 
laulya,  am,  n.  greediness.  —  Jikvd-vat,  an,  m.,  N. 
of  a  preceptor.  •>  Jihvd-tata,  am,  n.  a  hundred 

tongues.  *•  Jihvd-s'alya,  a«,m.  =jihma-4alya,  q.v. 
—  Jihvd-iodkana,  am,  n.  cleaning  of  the  tongue. 
—  Jihvdsvdda  (°vd-ds°),  as,  m.  '  tasting  with  the 
tongue,"    licking,    lapping.  **  Jihvolldchana    (°vd- 
•uF),  am,  n.  scraping  the  tongue  ;  (i  and  ikd),  f.  a 
tongue-scraper  made  of  a  thin  piece  of  wood  of  the 
Mimusops  Kauki  or  other  trees. 

Jilivaka  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  in  a-jih- 
vahd,  f.  tongueless. 
Jihtala,  as,  d,  am,  voracious,  greedy. 
Jihvikd,  f.  a  diminutive  fr.  jikvd;  [cf.  adho- 

jihrikd,  ali-j°,  upa-f,  prati-f.] 

1  jihvu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
»ft  ji,  in  krishna-ji  and  ke^ava-jt-nanda- 

(forman,=the  Bengali  ji  (fr.jlva,  life,  soul?),  sir, 
master,  madam,  attached  to  names  and  titles  as  a 
mark  of  endearment  or  respect 

*\  I  IT  j'tta,  &c.     See  rt.  i.jya,  p.  352. JUi,  is,  f.  fading  away.     See  a-jiti. 
Jlna,  as,  d,  am,  old,  aged  ;  a  leather  bag. 

»fhnT  jlmuta,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i. 
ji),  a  cloud  ;  a  mountain  ;  N.  of  the  sun  ;  N.  of 
Indra;  a  nouiisher,  a  sustainer;  the  plant  Lipeo- 
ccrcis  Serrata  ;  also  Luffa  Fcetida  or  a  similar  plant  ; 
a  kind  of  Cyperus  ;  a  kind  of  metre  ;  N.  of  an 
ancient  sage  ;  of  a  certain  wrestler  ;  of  a  son  of 
Vyoman.—  Jimuta-kuta,  an,  m.  a  small  hill  near 
a  mountain.  —  Jimuta-ketu,  us,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Siva  ;  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Vidya-dharas.  —  Jlmuta- 
mula,  am,  n.  Curcuma  Amhaldi  or  Zerumbet. 
—  Jimuta-vahana,a8,  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra;  N. 

of  a  son  of  king  Sali-vlhana ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Jlmflta- 
ketu ;  N.  of  a  lawyer,  author  of  the  Daya-bhaga. 
—  Jimula-vdftin,  i,  m.  smoke.  —  Jimuta-svana- 
sannibha,  as,  d,  am,  like  the  sound  of  a  cloud. 
—Jtmutdsh/ami  ("ta-ash"),  (.,  N.  of  a  festival  in 
honour  of  JlmOta-vahana,   son  of  S'ali-vahana,  on 
the  eighth  day  in  the  dark  half  of  month  AsVina. 
Jimutaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Lipeocercis  Serrata. 

ff\X.jira,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  Tt.jlnt), 
Ved.  quick,  speedy,  lively,  active,  busy;  driving, 
exciting  ;  go-jlra,  exciting  (the  milk  of)  the  cows  ; 
(as),  m.  quick  motion  or  movement  (especially  of 
the  Soma  stones);  a  sword,  a  scymitar,  a  sacrificial 
knife ;  Panicum  Miliaceum  ;  cumin-seed,  (in  this 
latter  sense  said  to  be  fr.  it.juoi  i.jri.)—Jira- 
ddnu,  u>,  us,  u,  Ved.  dropping,  trickling,  drizzling, 
sprinkling  or  scattering  in  small  drops;  causing  to 

flow  abundantly ;  (Say. )  '  granting  a  victorious  dis- 
position' (as  if  fr.  rt.  l.ji).  —  Jirddfivara  (°ra-adlt°), 

as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  animated  or  vigorous  rites ; 

(SSy.)  free  from  injury  or  molestation.  —Jirds'ta 
(°ra-arf'),  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  lively  or  fleet horses. 

Jlraka  or  jirana,  as,  m.  cumin-seed. 
Jiri,  is,  m.  f.,  Ved.  quick  or  flowing  water. 
Jirikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =jirna-pattrikd. 

jirna.     See  under  rt.  I.  jn. 

jirvi,  is,  m.  (said  to  be  fr,  rt.  i./ri), 

an  axe  ;  a  cart ;  the  body ;  an  aninjal.  ' 
jlv,  cl.  i.  P.  (poet,  also  A.)  fivati, 

\  -te,  jijiva,  jivishyati,  jlvitum,  to  live, 
be  alive ;  to  revive,  return  to  life ;  to  make  a  liveli- 

hood, live  by  (with  inst.) ;  Caus.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 

jivayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  make  alive,  restore  to  life, 
vivify ;  to  support  life,  to  keep  alive ;  to  nourish, 
nurture,  bring  up;  (a  Causal  form  jlvdpayati 

occasionally  occurs,  meaning  '  to  restore  to  lite ') : 
Desid.  jijivishati  (Ved.  jujyiishati  or  jijyusliati), 
to  wish  to  live,  to  seek  a  livelihood,  wish  to  live  by 

(with  inst.) ;  [cf.  Lith.  gywfnu,  '  to  live ;'  gywas, 
'  alive:'  Slav,  schwfi,'  to  live:'  Goth.qvivs :  Old  Germ. 
qveh :  Angl.  Sax.  eric :  Eng.  quick :  Lat  rim] 
Jim,  as,  d,  am,  living,  existing,  a  living  being ; 

causing  to  live,  vivifying ;  (ax),  m.  the  principle  of 
life;  the  vital  breath,  the  living  or  personal  soul  in- 

corporated in  the  body  and  imparting  to  it  life,  motion, 
and  sensation,  (hence  also  called  jivdtman ;  it  U 
distinguished  from  the  paramdtman  or  supreme 
soul,  q.v.);  livelihood,  profession,  specific  occupa- 

tion ;  a  kind  of  plant ;  an  epithet  of  Brihaspati  as 
regent  of  the  planet  Jupiter ;  or  as  regent  of  the 
Nakshatra  Tishya  or  Pushya ;  the  third  lustrum  in 
the  cycle  of  Jupiter  which  lasts  sixty  years ;  N.  of 
one  of  the  eight  Maruts ;  an  epithet  of  Karna ;  (as, 

am),  m.  n.  life,  existence ;  (a),  f.  the  living  or  life- 
giving  element,  i.  e.  water ;  the  earth ;  a  bow-string ; 
(in  geometry)  the  chord  of  an  arc,  the  sine  of  an 
arc ;  the  tinkling  of  metallic  ornaments  ;  N.  of  two 

plants,  =  ji i-anti  and  tufa  ;  [cf.  Lith.  gytcas, '  alive ;' 
Goth,  qrivs;  Lat.  vivas;  Gr.  /3ior ;  Hib.  beo, 

'living,  alive."]  —  Jlva-gribh,  -gliri/i,  p,  p,  Ved. 
taking  alive,  seizing  beings  alive.  —  Jlra-graha,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  filling  (a  cup)  with  the  living  Soma,  i.e. 
with  the  plant  in  its  unpressed  slate.  —  Jlva-nrfihit, 
as,  m.  a  prisoner,  one  taken  alive ;  jivu-grdhum 
graii,  to  capture  alive.  —  Jiia-ghosJia-svdmin,  i, 
m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian,  fjira-ja,  as,  a,  am,  born 
alive,  w  Jiva-jna  or  jim-jiraka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
bird;  see  the  next.  —  Jivan-jiva,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
bird  supposed  to  be  a  pheasant;  the  Chakor  or 
Greek  partridge;  a  kind  of  tree.  —  Jiva-tokd,  f.  a 
woman  whose  children  are  living.  —  Jim-tra,  am, 
n.  the  state  of  life  or  existence.—  i.jira-dit,  as,  d, 

am  (rt.  dd),  'life-giving,'  who  or  what  gives  life; 
(an),  m.  a  physician,  a  practitioner  of  medicine.  —  2. 
jtra'da,  as,  m.  (rt.  do), '  cutting  off  life,'  an  enemy. 
—  Jira^das'd,  f.  mortal  existence.  —  Jna-ddtri,  f. 
'life-giver,'   a   kind    of  medicinal   plant,  =  rtWrf/ti. 

—  Jlm-ddnn,  am,  n.  'giving  life,'  'rescuing  from 
sickness,'  title  of  a  manual  of  medicine  composed  by 
Cjavana.  —  Jira-diinu,   us,  us,  u,  Ved.  a  wrong 
furm  for  jlra-flanii,  q.  v.  —  Jim-daman,  d,  m.,  N. 

ofaprince.  —  Jh-u-dti?/al;a,  n«,  a,  am,  'life-giving.' 
—  Jiva-dhana,  am,  n.  '  living  wealth,'  properly  in 
living   creatures,   live  stock,  wealth  in  flocks  and 
herds.  —  Jlva-dhanyti,  f/s,  d,  am, '  supporting  living 

beings ;'  (Say.)  '  satiating  living  beings,'  an  epithet  of 
Soma,  and  of  Praja-pati.  —  Jiva-dham,  f.  '  receptacle 
of  living  beings,'  an  epithet  of  the  earth.  —  Jna-nnx, 
k,  k,  k,  or  t,  t,  t,  (a  sacrifice  &c. )  where  living  beings 
are  killed.  —  Jiva-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  writer  on 
astronomy;  N.  of  a  physician.  —  Jiva-ndya  or  jira- 

ndi/aka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Jim-nds'am,  ind. 
with  ?iatf,   to  lose  one's  life,   die,   perish.  —  Jlra- 
nikdya,  as,  m.  a  being  endowed  with  life.  —  Jira- 
netri,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  ra/n/mZi.  —  Jira-pati,  in,  * 
m.  a  living  husband.  —  Jira-i>attra,am,n.  a  fresh  leaf. 
—  Jmtpatlra-prafdyilid,  f.  gathering  fresh  leaves, 
a  sort  of  game.  —  Jiva-patni,  f.  a  woman  whose  hus- 

band is  alive.  —  Jiva-pitri,  ia,  tri,  tri,  or  jita- 
pitrika,  as,  d,  am,  a  son  or  daughter  whose  father 
is   still   alive.  —  Jita-pita-sarga,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
one  whose  rays  are  drunk  by  living  beings;  (Say.) 
one  whose  creation  is  enjoyed  by  all.  —  Jira-putra, 
as,  d  or  I,  am,  one  whose  sons  or  children  are  living ; 
(as),  m.  a  kind  of  plant.  —  Jiva-putraka,  as,  m. 
a   tree,   commonly  Ingua ;    another    plant   bearing 
seeds  used  in  rosaries,  commonly  Jiyaputa,  Nageia 

Putranjiva.  —  Jli-aputt'a-pra/dyikd,  f.  the  gathering 
of  the  above  plant,  a  sort  of  game.  —  Jim-pura, 
f.,  Ved.  the  abode  of  living  beings  or  men.  —  Jita- 

puehpa,  am,   n.   'flower  of  life,'  N.  of  a  plant and    metaphorically   applied  to    the    head ;    N.  of 
two  plants,  =  damanaka  and  phanijjliaka;  (d),  f., 
N.  of  a  plant,  =  brihaj-jtvanti.  ̂ Jlva-priyd,  f.  the 
tree  Terminalia  Chebula,  =  haritaki.  —  Jiva-t>at//ta, 

as,  m.  destruction  of  living  beings.  —  Jita-lwrlt  /'-•. is,  is,  is,  Ved.  having  a  living,   i.e.  fresh  bed  of 
sacrificial  grass.  —  Jtra-bliadrd,  f  a  kind  of  plant, 
=jivantt ;  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant,  =  vriddhi. 
—  Jiva-lihiita,  as,  d,  am,  become  alive,  endowed 
with  life.  —  Jiva-bhojana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  giving 
enjoyment  to  living  beings ;  (am),  n.  the  pleasure  or 
enjoyment  of  living  beings.  —  Jiva-mandira,  <nn, 
n.   'the  mansion   of  the   soul,'  the  body.  —  Jira- 
maya,  an,   i,  am,  animated,  endowed  with   life. 
~  Jiva-midra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Jira- 
ydja,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  sacrifice  of  living   beings. 
—  Jiva-yoni,  is,  is,  i,  enclosing  a  soul  (as  a  body 
or  a  sentient  being).  —  Jlva-rakta,  am,  n.  living 
blood,  menstrual  blood.  —  Jira-rahita,  as,  d,  am, 
lifeless.  —Jlra-loka,  as,  m.  the  world  or  habitation 
of  living  beings  (opposed  to  the  world  of  deceased 

ancestors),  living  beings,  mankind.  —  Jwa-lai'ki/.-n, 
as,  d,  am,  peculiar  to  the  world  of  living  beings  or 
to  men.  —  Jita-rat,  an,  all,  at,  animated,  living. 

—  Jlva-vallt,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Jlrn-rtt'ura,  as, 
m.  title  of  a  Jaina  vioik.  —  Jiratii'ara  prukar<ni<t, 
am,  n.  title  of  a  Jaina  work  by  Santi-suri .  —  Jira- 
vritti,  in,  f.  breeding  or  keeping  cattle.  —Jira- 
ilansa,  an,  m.,  Ved.  rule  over  living  beings:  (Say.) 

to  be  praised  by  living  beings  —Jh'tt-s'aniKtn,  d, 
m.,  N.  of  an  astronomer.  —  Jlra-sdka,  a«,  in.  a 
kind  of  pot-herb  growing  in  Malava  —Jim-sid'la, 
f.  a  kind  of  plant,  —  ,1'ira-si. «/»;,  as,  d,  am,  one  to 
whom  only  life  is  left  or  who  has  escaped  wilh  his 
life  and  nothing  moTe.—Jn'a-*n>.>it'r,  <nn,  n.  living, 
i.e.  healthy  blood.— Jna-HreithtliS,  f.  a  kind  of 
medicinal  plant.  —  Jiva-sdttkramana,  am.  n.  me- 

tempsychosis. —  Jiva-saiijria,  (in,  m.,  N.  of  a  shrub, 
=  kdma-rriddhi.  —Jira-sddhana,  am,  n. '  means 
of  subsistence, 'rice,  grain.  —Jira-»dphuli/a,  am,  n. 
'  fmitfulness  of  life,'  realisation  of  a  life's  wishes. 
—  Jh'd-xtitd,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  children  are  all 
alive.  —  Jira-sii,  its,  f.  the  mother  of  living  offspring. 
—  Jjnt-*tti(liift,  (tui,   n.    a   joint,   an    articulation. 

—  JU'ilftfddhdra  ("ra-ajira-adh"),  (if,  m  the  world 
of  organic  beings  and  of  inorganic  matter.  —  Jtra- 
jivadhdra-kihetra,  am,  n.  the  material  wor  d,  the 
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receptacle  of  inorganic  beings  and  inorganic  substances. 

—  Jivdtman  (°va-dt°),  a,  m.  the  living  or  individual 
soul  enshrined  in  the  human  body  (distinguished  from 
the  paramatman  or  supreme  soul),  the  vital  principle 
or  spirit,  that  principle  of  life  which  renders  the  body 

capable  of  motion  or  sensation ;  [cf.  jiva.~\  —  Jiva- 
dana  (°va-dd'),  am,  n.  abstracting  living  or  healthy 
blood,  bleeding.  —  Jivddhdna  (°va-ddh°),  am,  n. 
preservation  of  life.  —Jlvdntaka  (°va-an°),  as,  m.  a 
fowler,  a  birdcatcher ;  a  destroyer  of  life,  a  slayer,  a 

murderer.  —  Jivdbkigama-siitra  (°ro-oWi.°),  am,  n. 

title  of  a  Jaina  work.  —  Jtvds'a  (°va-ds"a),  a-t,  a,  am, 
hoping  for  life ;  (d),  f.  hope  of  living.  —  Jlvdstikdya 

(°va-a$°).  an,  m.  (with  Jainas)  the  category  of  '  soul." 
—  Jlvendhana  ("va-in"),  am,  n.  glowing  fire-wood, 

burning  wood.  —  Jlrotsarga  (°va-ut~~),  as,  m.  aban- 
donment of  life,  voluntary  death.  —  Jlvornd  (°va- 

ur°),  f.  the  wool  of  a  living  animal. 
Jlvaka,  as,  d,  ant,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  living, 

living  by,  making  a  livelihood  by,  causing  to  live, 
generating ;  one  who  lives  a  long  time  or  for  whom 

a  long  life  is  desired  [cf.  ayuth-mat] ;  (as),  m.  a  living 
being ;  a  servant,  slave,  one  who  makes  a  livelihood 
by  service ;  a  mendicant,  one  who  lives  by  begging ; 
an  usurer,  one  who  lives  by  lending  money  at  high 
interest;  a  snake-catcher,  one  whose  business  is  to 
catch  snakes  and  cure  their  bites  &c. ;  a  tree ;  N.  of 

several  plants,  =  Terminalia  Tomentosa,  Coccinia 
Grandis,  a  cucurbitaceous  plant ;  a  medicinal  plant, 
commonly  called  by  the  same  name  Jlvaka  and  con- 

sidered as  one  of  the  eight  principal  drugs  classed 

together  under  the  name  Ashta-varga ;  N.  of  a  man ; 
(ikd),  f.  the  living  or  life-giving  element  (i.  e.  water) ; 
living,  means  of  living,  livelihood ;  N.  of  a  plant, 

=jlvanti;  [cf.  aja-jlvaka.~\ Jivat,  an,  and,  at,  living,  alive ;  jivann  eva, 

during  life.  —  Jwat-tokd,  f.  a  woman  whose  children 
are  living.  —  Jlvat-pati,  is,  or  jivat-patnl,  f.  a  wife 
whose  husband  is  alive.  —  Jivat-pitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  or 
jivat-pitrika,  as,  d,  am,  a  son  or  daughter  whose 

father  is  alive ;  [cf.  jma-pitri.~]  —  Jivatpitrika- 
nirnaya,  an,  m.  title  of  a  work  by  Rima-krishna. 
•mjlvan-mukta,as,m.zm^n  purified  by  knowledge  of 
Brahma  and  exonerated  whilst  living  from  future  birth 
and  all  ritual  ceremonies.  —  Jlcan-mukti,  is,  f.  libera- 

tion in  the  present  state  of  life.  In  the  VedSnta  system 
a  secondary  sort  of  liberation  which  conducts  the  soul 
after  death  to  live  with  Brahma,  not  however  divested 

of  asubtile  corporeal  frame.  —  Jivanmukti-viveka,  as, 
m.  title  of  a  philosophical  treatise.  —  Jlrau-w.nta,  as, 
d,  am,  at  once  alive  and  dead,  dead  while  alive,  (said 
of  one  whose  character  is  lost  or  of  a  madman  &c.) 

Jlvatha,  as,  d,  am,  long-lived ;  virtuous,  pious ; 
(as),  m.  life,  existence,  breath ;  a  tortoise  ;  a  pea- 

cock ;  a  cloud ;  virtue,  piety. 
Jivana,  as,  I,  am,  enlivening,  vivifying,  giving 

life ;  (as),  m.  a  living  being,  an  animal ;  wind ;  a 
son  ;  a  kind  of  drug,  =jivaka  ;  N.  of  a  plant,  = 
kshudra-phalaka ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the  work 
Mlnasa-nayana ;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant ; 
(I),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants  and  drugs,  =jivanti, 
kdkoli,  a  kind  of  jasmine  &c. ;  (am),  n.  life,  existence, 
living,  livelihood,  profession  (often  at  the  end  of  a 

comp.,  e.  g.  mriga-jlvana,  living  by  hunting) ;  en- 
livening, making  alive;  the  life-giving  elemerit(water); 

butter  made  from  new  milk  or  milk  one  day  old ;  mar- 
row. — Jivana-ta,  f.  life,  mode  of  life.  —  Jtianci-yoni, 

is,  m.  source  of  life.  —  Jlmna-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessed 
of  or  relating  to  life.  —  Jivana-mdambana,  am,  n. 
disappointment  in  life,  living  in  vsan.—Jlmna-hetu, 
us,  m.  object  of  life,  cause  of  living.  —  Jivana- 

ghata  (°nrt-dyh°),  am,  n.  'that  which  destroys  life,' 
poison.  —  Jivandii ta  (°na-an°),  as,  m.  end  of  life, 
death.  —  Jivanavdsa  ("na-dv"),  as,  m.  Varuna,  the 
regent  of  water.  —  Jivanopdya  (°«a-i(p°),  as,  m. 
livelihood,  means  of  subsistence.  —  Jivanaushadha 

(°na-aush°),  am,  n.  an  invigorating  or  life-giving 
medicine,  a  drug  for  reviving  the  dead;  elixir  vitae. 
Jivanalca,  as,  ikd,  am,  enlivening;  (am),  n. 

food;  (ikd),  f.  the  tree  Terminalia  Chebula, 
haritaki. 

Jivanasyd,  (.,  Ved.  desire  of  life. 
Jlvanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  lived ;  supporting  life, 

N.  of  a  particular  class  of  drugs ;  (d),  (.  a  kind  of 

plant,  —jtvanli ;  (ant),  n.  a  form  of  milk,  milk 
tesh  from  the  cow  ;  water. 

Jlvanta,  as,  I,  am,  living,  existent,  long-lived ; 
(as),  m.  life,  existence ;  a  medicament,  a  drug ;  a 

kind  of  pot-herb  (jiva-s'aka);  N.  of  a  man;  (>),  f. 
a  kind  of  medicinal  plant,  also  eaten  as  a  vegetable, 

=  Pxderia  Fcetida  (?) ;  also  =  giidm'i,  Cocculus  Cor- 
difolius  and  =  vandd,  a  parasitical  plant. 
Jlvantika,  as,  m.  a  fowler,  a  birdcatcher ;  see 

fivdntaka;  (ikd),  f.  a  parasitical  plant,  Epidendron 
Tesseloides,  and  other  species ;  a  plant  Menispermum 

Glabrum  ;  a  kind  of  pot-herb. 
Jmamdna,  as,  d,  am,  living,  alive. 
Jlrala,  as,  d,  am,  full  of  life,  animating ;  (as),  m. 

a  kind  of  plant ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  plant. 

Jivdtu,  us,  f.  life,  existence ;  (us,u),  m.  n.  victuals, 
food,  boiled  rice ;  a  medicine  for  restoring  life  ;  [cf. 

Lat.  victus.^  —  Jlvdtu-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  animated, living. 

Jlvikd,  see  under  jivakct,  —Jivikdpanna  (°kd- 
dp°),  as,  a,  am,  having  obtained  subsistence.  —  Jivi- 
kd-prdpta,  as,  d,  am,  having  obtained  a  livelihood. 

Jivita,  as,  d,  am,  lived,  lived  through  (as  a  period 
of  time),  living,  alive,  existent ;  revivified,  returned 
to  life ;  animated,  enlivened  ;  (am),  n.  a  living  being ; 

living,  life,  existence ;  duration  of  life ;  livelihood, 
means  of  existence ;  [cf.  Lith.  gywata  ;  Slav,  schi- 

vot ;  Lat.  vita  for  vivtta."]  —  Jlvita-kdla,  as,  m. 
life-time,  period  or  duration  of  life,  a  life.  —  Jivita- 
jnd,  f.  an  artery,  a  vessel  of  the  body.  —  Jlvitci- 

ndtlui,  as,  m.  'lord  of  life,'  a  husband.  —  Jivita- 
yopana,  as,  d,  am,  oppressing  or  molesting  living 
beings.  —  Jirita-vyaya,  as,  m.  casting  away  life, 
sacrifice  of  life.  —  Jivita-samilaya,  as,  m.  risk 
of  life,  fear  of  death.  —  Jlvita-hdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  de- 

stroying life.  —  Jlritdnta  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.  end  of 
life,  death.  —  Jivltdntaka  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.  putting 

an  end  to  life,  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Jlvitaia  (°ta-ds'd), 
[.  hope  of  life ;  love  of  life.  —  Jlvitepsu  (°ta-tp°),  us, 

us,  u,  seeking  to  save  (one's)  life.  —  Jivites'a  (°ta- 
lia),  as,  d,  am,  presiding  over  life ;  (as),  m.  '  the 
lord  or  master  of  existence,'  a  lover,  a  husband ;  an 
epithet  of  Yama  the  regent  of  death ;  the  sun ;  the 

moon;  a  drug  to  revive  the  dead.  —  Jlvites"vara 
(°ta-is'°),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  life,"  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
Jlmtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  lived,  to  be  kept 

alive;  (am),  n.  the  possibility  of  living;  possible 
return  to  life. 

Jlvin,  i,  ini,  i,  living,  alive,  animate ;  living  upon 

or  by;  (i),  m.  a  living  being.  —  Jivl-tva,  am,  n. 
life,  existence. 

Jivya,  am,  n.  life;  (a), f. several  plants,  =jivantl, 
gokshtira-d  w^d/ta/Terniinalia  Chebula,  =  harttaki. 

—Jivyopaya  (°ya-up°),  as,  m.  means  of  existence, subsistence,  livelihood. 

fju,  see  I./M.    The  form  of  this  root 
given  in  the  Dhatu-pStha  is  ju,  but  the  deri- 
vatives from  it  have  the  vowel  long. 

>J<j£  jukuta,  as,  m.  a  dog  [cf.  kukkuta]; 
the  Malaya  range  of  mountains ;  (am),  n.  the  egg- 

plant, Solanum  Melongena ;  [cf.  jakuta.'] 

^T3  *ni  jugupishu,  us,  ns,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of it.  yup),  intending  or  wishing  to  protect. 

Jttgupsana,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  dislike,  detesting ; 
(am),  n.  censure,  abuse,  reproach,  reviling,  dislike, 
horror. 

Jugupsd,  f.  censure ;  dislike,  aversion,  abhorrence, 
disgust. 

Jttgupsita,  as,  a,  am,  reviled,  blamed,  censured, abused. 

Jugupsu,  us,  us,  u,  having  a  dislike  or  disgust. 

H'l^fiff  juyurvani,  is,  is,  i  (reduplicated 
form  fr.  rt.  i.  grl),  Ved.  fond  of  praise,  wishing  to 

praise  ;  (SSy.)  favouring  the  praiser. 

_j  _i,  Jung,  el.  I.  P.jungati,  &c.,  to  quit, 
O  ̂N  abandon ;  to  except,  exclude ;  [cf.  yuttg 

and  vititg.} 

Junga,  as,  d,  m.  f.  orjuttgaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 

plant,  Argyreia  Speciosa  or  Argentea. 
Juii-gita,  cis,  d,  am,  deserted,  injured,  abandoned, 

outcast;  (as),  m.  a  man  of  a  degraded  caste,  a 
C'andala  &c. 

JiJ  /««<?(?),  cl.  1. 10.  P.juh6ati,juMa- 
O     N  yati,  &c.,  to  speak. 

jut,  cl.  6.  P.  jutati,  &c.,  a  various 
reading  for  jud,  to  bind;  [cf.jW.] 

Jutaka,  am,  n.  [cf.  jatd  and  jutaka],  a  braid  of 
hair,  any  knot  or  fillet  of  hair ;  (ikd),  f.  =  6udd,  a 
tuft  of  hair  on  the  top  of  the  head ;  the  matted  hair 
of  Siva  or  of  ascetics. 

_l  J  jud,  cl.  6.  P.  judati,  &c.,  to  bind,  to 
O  \  join  together ;  cl.  10.  P.  jodayati,  &c.,  to 

send,  cast  or  throw,  direct ;  to  grind  or  pound. 

jut,  cl.  i.  A.  jotate,  to  shine;  [cf. 

jyut,  dyut,  yut.'] jutuma  and  juthuma,  two  incorrect 
readings  for  jituma,  q.  v. 

jun,  cl.  6.  P.  junati,  Sec.,  to  go  ;  (a 
N  various  reading  has  jud.} 

'.,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian. 

^JtH1  jumbaka,  as,  m.,Ved.,  N.of  Varuna. 
i .  jur  (related  to  i .  jri),  cl.  6. 4.  P., 
Ved.  jurati,  juryati,  jujora  (?),  &c.,  to 

decay,  become  old  or  decrepit,  to  grow  old,  perish ; 
also  jur,  cl.  4.  A.  juryate,  to  grow  old. 

2.  jur,  ur,  m.  an  old  man ;  [cf.  i.jft.] 

Jurya,  as,  d,  am,  becoming  old;  [cf.  a-jwrya 
and  jurya.] 

Jurna,  as,  d,  am,  decayed,  o\A.  —  Jurndkhyu 
(°na-dkh°),  as,  m.  the  plant  Saccharum  Cylindricum, 
commonly  Ulu.  —  Jiirndhvaya  (°na-dh°),  as,  m. 
the  plant  Andropogon  Saccharatus. 

Jurm,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  snake. 

Jurya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  becoming  old,  aged, 
weak,  an  old  man. 

jura.    Seejtirv. 

jul,  cl.  10.  P.jolayati,  Sic.,  to  re- 
to  powder,  grind. 

See  under  rt.  ju. ..j     i 

\3     V 

UM   I  .jush,  cl.  6.  A.  (ep.  also  P.)jushate, 

O  v  -U,  jwjushe,  joshishyate,  ajoshishta,  jo- 
shitum,  to  be  pleased  or  satisfied,  to  be  propitiated 
or  propitious  ;  to  be  favourable  ;  to  like,  be  fond  of, 
to  have  pleasure  in,  delight  in  (with  ace.  or  gen.)  ; 

to  enjoy  ;  to  show  one's  self  favourable  towards 
(with  ace.)  ;  to  have  pleasure  in  granting  (with  loc.  of 

the  person)  ;  to  devote  one's  self  to.  practise,  undergo, 
suffer  ;  to  delight  in  visiting,  frequent,  visit,  inhabit, 
enter  ;  happen  to  ;  to  have  pleasure  in  performing 
(with  dat.,  e.  g.  jushate  karmane,  he  likes  to  engage 
in  any  act)  ;  to  choose  ;  to  give  pleasure  to  (with  loc. 
of  the  person)  :  Cans,  joshayati,  -te,  -yittim,  to 
like,  be  fond  of,  love,  behave  kindly  towards  (with 
ace.)  ;  fondle,  cherish  ;  to  delight  in,  approve  of, 
choose  :  Desid.  jttjiishishate  oijujoshishate:  Intens. 

jojus/iyate,  jojoshti;  [cf.  Zend  zaoska,  'will,  de- 
sire ;'  Hib.  gus,  'a  desire,  inclination  ;'  Goth,  kus,  'to 

choose,'  kiusu,  kaus,  kusum;  Germ,  kiese;  Lat. 

gus-tus;  Gi.yevu,  ytvop.ai.'] t.jush,  t,  t,  t,  liking,  fond  of,  devoted  to  (with 
ace.)  ;  visiting,  approaching  ;  [cf.  sa-jush.] 

Jiishdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sacrificial  formula  con- 
taining the  word  jtwhdna,  pres.  part,  of  rt,  i.jusfi. 

Jushta,  as,  a,  am,  gratified,  pleased,  propitiated, 
propitious,  favourable  ;  liked,  wished  loved,  agreeable, 
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usual;  frequented,  visited;  served,  obliged,  worshipped, 

gratified  by  service  ;  practised  ;  furnished  with,  pos- 
sessed of;  (am),  n.  the  crumbs  or  remnants  of  a 

meal  or  its  leavings. 
Jushti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  love,  service,  favour,  satisfaction. 
Jtushya,  ox,  a,  am,  to  be  served  or  worshipped. 
Josha,  joshana,  &c.     See  p.  35  1,  col.  i. 

jiy  3.  jush,  c\.  I.  10.  P.  joshati,  josha- 
O    \  yati,  Sec.,  to  reason,  think,  conceive,  ima- 

gine, investigate,  examine  ;  to  injure,  hurt,  kill. 

ia,  as,  m.,  X.  of  one  of  the  three 

Turushka  kings  in  Kasmlra.—  Jushka-pura,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  town  founded  by  Jushka. 

a,  as,  m.=  yiisha,  the  water 

of  boiled  pulse,  pease-soup,  porridge,  &c. 

=  2.  juhu  below. 

juhurana,  as,  m.  (a  corrupt  form, 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  hurth  ;  or  fr.  rt.  hvri),  the  moon  ; 

[cf.  juhurana  below.] 

^J  ?  =t  I  <ll  juhucana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  hu  ;  a  cor- 
rupt form),  fire,  (also  spelt  juhuvdtia)  ;  a  sacrificing 

priest. 
Juhuvdna,  as,  m.  (perf.  part.  fr.  rt.  hu),  fire  ; 

a  tree  ;  a  hard-hearted  man. 

Juhurana,  as,  m.  (a  corrupt  form),  fire  ;  a  sacri- 
ficing priest  ;  the  moon. 

^?  i.  juhu,  us,  f.  (fr.  rt.  Jive),  a  tongue; 
especially  the  tongue  or  tongues  of  Agni,  the  flames  ; 
saptajuhvafi,  the  seven  tongues  of  Agni  ;  seejihvd. 
Juhu  personified  is  the  wife  of  Brahma  and  goddess 

of  speech;  [cf.  sarasvatl."]  —  Juhu-vat,  an,  m.  fire 
or  its  deity  Agni.  —  Juhv-dsya,  at,  a,  am,  Ved. 
tongue-mouthed,  whose  mouth  consists  of  tongues 
or  is  full  of  them,  an  epithet  of  Agni. 

>J|[  2.  juhu,  us,  f.  (fr.  rt.  hu),  a  wooden 
ladle  or  vessel  of  the  shape  of  a  semicircle  or  crescent, 

used  for  pouring  the  sacrificial  butter  into  the  fire  ; 
that  part  of  the  frame  enshrining  the  supreme  spirit 
which  faces  the  east. 

juhoti,  is,  tn.  (fr.  rt.  AM), 
name  for  those  sacrificial  ceremonies  to  which  the 

verb  juhoti  and  not  yajati  is  applied.  —  Jithoty-adi, 
ayas,  m.pl.  the  roots  beginning  with  hu,  to  sacrifice, 
i.  e.  the  roots  of  the  third  class. 

Juhvat,  at,  atl,  at,  sacrificing,  offering  oblations. 

i.ju  (or  according  to  the  Dhatu-patha 
ju),  cl.  I  .  P.  A.,  9.  P.  javati,  -te,jundti,  &c., 

to  press  forwards,  hurry  on,  move  on  quickly,  be 
quick  ;  to  impel  quickly,  urge  or  drive  on,  incite  ;  to 
excite,  promote,  animate,  inspire. 

Juvas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  quickness,  speed,  liveliness. 

2.  ju,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  quick,  speedy  ;  (according 
to  Say.  juh  may  also  be  the  Norn.  c.  of  jur,  old)  ;  in- 

citing, pressing,  driving  ;  (MS),  f.  speed,  expedition, 
velocity,  going,  motion  ;  the  atmosphere  ;  a  female 
demon  or  goblin  ;  an  epithet  of  the  goddess  Sarasvat!  ; 
a  spot  or  mark  on  the  forehead  of  horses  and  oxen  ; 

[cf.  kado-ju  and  mano-ju.] 
Juta,  as,  a,  am,  moved  quickly,  impelled,  urged, 

pressed,  (at  the  end  of  comp.  in  adri-juta,  indra-f, 

<leva-j°,  Sec.,  q.  v.) 
Juti,  M,  f.  going  on,  proceeding,  moving;  quick- 

ness, speed,  velocity  ;  flowing  without  obstruction  or 
interruption  ;  impulse,  incitement,  instigation,  anima- 

tion ;  inclination,  impulse,  energy.  —  Juti-mat,  an, 
atl,  (it,  Ved.  impetuous,  speedy. 

*£3i  juka  (a  word  borrowed  fr.  the  Gr. 
(vyiv),  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Libra. 

jJZ  jiita,  as,  m.  the  matted  hair  of  SWa, 
the  twisted  or  clotted  hair  of  an  ascetic  ;  [cf.  jata 
and  <<«</a.] 

Juluka,  am,  n.  twisted  or  braided  hair  ;  [cf.jatd.] 

Ijiitika,  f.  a  kind  of  camphor. 

l«^«i  jiimara-nandin,  i,  m.,  X.  of 

the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the  grammar  entitled 
Saivkshipta-sara. 

J  r  jiir,  cl.  4.  A.  juryate,  &c.,  to  hurt, 
C\N  injure,  wound,  kill  ;  to  be  angry  with  (with 

dat.)  ;  to  grow  old.     See  rt.  I.  jur,  p.  349. 

»TT9  jiirna,  jtirya.     See  rt.  I.  jur,  p.  349. 

i.jurni,  is,  is,  i  (fr.jur=gur),Ved. 
skilfully  praising,  invoking. 

Jure  (connected  with  rt.  jvar),  cl.  i. 

P.,Ved.jurvat{,  &c.,  to  consume  by  heat, 

singe,  burn  ;  to  hurt,  kill  ;  [cf.  Hib.  gearbaim,  '  I 

grieve,  hurt,  wound  ;'  cf.  also  rt.  jval.~] I.jurni,  is,  f.,  Ved.  glowing  fire,  a  blaze,  a  fiery 
weapon  ;  anger  [cf.  jur]  ;  speed  (perhaps  for  jiiti}  ; 
fever  [cf.  jvard]  ;  disease,  sickness  ;  the  body  ;  the 
sun  ;  BrahmS. 
Jurnin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  surrounded  by  glowing 

fire,  glowing. 
Jurti,  is,  (.  fever  ;  feverish  or  morbid  heat  ;  [cf. 

Hib.  gitrt,  '  pain,  trouble,  fierceness.'] 

'-i  y  jush  (&  various  reading  for  yiish),  cl. 
<k  N  I.  P.jushati,  &c.,  to  kill,  hurt. 

Jusha,  am,  n.  the  water  of  boiled  pulse,  pease- 

soup,  porridge,  &c. 
Jushana,  am,  a.  the  plant  Grislea  Tomentosa, 

commonly  Dhaiphula. 

jri,  cl.  i.  P.  jarati,  &c.,  to  surpass, 
excel  ;    make  low,  depress,  humiliate  ;    [cf. 

Germ.  Imn;  Scot,  gearr,  goirid,  '  short.'] 

jringi,  ayas,  oijrinyin,  inas,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  particular  race  or  people. 

jribh  orjrimbh,  cl.  I.  A.  (poet,  also 

\P.)jrimbhate,-ti,oTJarbhate,jajrimblie, 
jrimbhishyate,jrimbhitum,toopenthemoutb,y!Lvin, 
gape;  to  gape  open,  open  (as  a  flower),  burst  open;  fly 
back  or  recoil  (as  a  bow)  ;  to  unfold,  spread,  extend, 
expand,  occupy  a  larger  circuit  ;  to  spread  (as  sound)  ; 
to  feel  at  ease  :  Caus.  jrimbhayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  gape  or  yawn,  cause  to  expand  or  unfold  ; 

[cf.  Old  Germ,  chliupit,  'to  split;'  Germ,  klaffe, 
kluft;  Goth,  graba;  Germ,  grabs;  Gr.  ypa.q>ia  ; 

Hib.  qrdbhaim,  grafain,  grafan;  cf.  also  i  .  jal>h.~] Jrtmbha,  at,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  gaping,  yawning  ; 
bursting  open  ;  blossoming,  swelling,  blowing,  being 
puffed  up;  expansion,  stretching,  expanding;  (as), 
m.  a  particular  animal.  —  Jrimbhd-rat,  an,  ati,  at, 
yawning,  gaping. 
Jrlmbhaka,  as,  m.  a  yawner,  a  sort  of  demon  or 

spirit  ;  N.  of  certain  magical  formularies  for  exorcising 
the  evil  spirits  supposed  to  possess  weapons  ;  (ikd), 

{.  gaping,  yawning  ;  (am),  n.  swelling. 
J/imbhaiM,  of,  a,  am,  causing  to  gape  or  yawn  ; 

(am),  n.  gaping,  yawning;  stretching  the  limbs; 
bursting  or  gaping  open,  blossoming,  blooming. 
Jrimbhamdna,  as,  a,  inn,  gaping,  yawning; 

opening,  blossoming,  blowing. 
Jrimbltita,  as,  a,  am,  opened,  expanded  ;  opened  (as 

a  flower),  blown  ;  enlarged,  increased  ;  done,  exerted  ; 

(a  m),n.  gaping,yawning  ;  bursting,  opening,  expansion, 
unfolding  ;  developing,  coming  into  view,  swelling  ; 
exertion  ;  wish,  active  search  for  ;  a  kind  of  coitus. 

Jrimbhin,  i,  ini,  i,  yawning,  gaping;  expanding, 
blossoming;  (int),  f.  the  plant  Mimosa  Octandra, 
=  cl(rparttj. 

^f  I.  jri,  01.4.9.  l.F-f"~yati,jrinnti,jara- 
£  ti,jajdra,jariihyatianAjarit<hyati,  ajdrit 

and  ajarat,  jaritum  and  jaritum,  to  grow  old, 
become  decrepit,  decay,  wear  out,  wither;  to  be 
consumed,  perish  ;  to  break  up  or  fall  to  pieces  ;  to 

be  dissolved  or  digested  ;  (cl.  I.  P.)  to  make  old  or  de- 
crepit ;  to  cause  to  grow  old;  cl.  10.  P.  jarayati, 

-yituni,  to  become  old  ;  Caus.  P.jarayaH,  -yitum, 

to  make  old,  wear  out,  consume,  cause  to  be  con- 
sumed ;  to  cause  to  be  digested  ;  to  digest  :  Desid. 

jijaruhali,  jijarhhati,  jijirshatl  :  Intens.  jejir- 

yate,  jdjarti  ;  [cf.  Hib.  crionaim,  'I  dry,  wither;' criona,  '  old,  ancient  ;'  Gr.  ytpuv,  y(pai6$,  y  pairs, 
yr/pas  :  Lat.  grdnitm  for  garnum  :  Goth,  kaurn  : 

Germ.  Korn  '  Lith.  yirna.'] 
Jura,  jarathn,  janiMt,  jams.  Sec.    Seep.  340. 
Jdra,  <wt,  a,  am,  Ved.  becoming  old  ;  (ax),  m.  a 

paramour,  gallant,  lover,  (in  the  Veda  applied  to  Agni 
or  to  the  Sun  as  the  paramour  of  the  dawn)  ;  a 

confidential  friend  ;  (I),  f.  a  particular  herb  or  medi- 
cament; a  N.  of  Durga;  [cf.  Goth.  Ii6rs  ;  Germ. 

Hure^]-*Jdra-garbha,  as,  d,  am,  pregnant  by  a 
paramour.  —  Jdra-ja,  as,  a,  am,  a  bastard,  the  child 
of  a  woman  by  her  paramour.  —  Jdra-jdta  or  jdra- 
jdtaka,  as,  d,  am,  a  bastard  ;  (as),  m.  a  plagiarist. 
"Jdra-ld,  f.  an  intrigue,  love-affair.  —  Jdra-dvaya, 
am,  n.  a  couple  of  gallants.  —  J  dra-bhard,  i.  an adulteress. 

Jdraka,  as,  a,  am,  causing  to  decay  ;  promoting 

digestion,  digestive. 
Jdrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  decay  ;  pro- 

moting digestion  ;  calcining  or  oxidizing  metals  ;  a 
condiment,  a  digester;  (i),  (.  a  kind  of  cumin-seed. 
Jdratineya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from  Jarati  ;  a 

patronymic  from  Jaratin. 
J  dratkdraiia,  ax,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Jarat- karu. 

Jdradgaxa,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  jarad-gava),  scil. 
vlt/ii,  the  path  of  the  old  ox,  (according  to  Varaha- 

mihira  the  portion  of  the  moon's  path  occupied  by 

the  constellations  SVavana,  Dhanishtha,  and  S'ata- 
bhishaj,  or  according  to  other  authorities  that  occupied 
by  Vi-s5khS,  Anu-radha,  and  Jyeshtha.) 
Jdraminya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  JaramSna. 
Jdrdnandhi,  is,  m.  (fr.  jard-sand/ia),  a  patro- 

nymic of  Saha-deva. Jdrini,  f.,  Ved.  a  woman  who  has  a  paramour, 
enamoured. 

Jiiiitja,  as,  d,  am,=jarayu-ja. 
Jirna,  as,  d,  am,  old,  ancient  ;  worn  out,  wasted, 

withered,  decayed,  ruined,  in  ruins  ;  digested  ;  (ox), 

m.  an  old  man  ;  a  tree  ;  cumin-seed  ;  (d),  f.  large 

cumin-seed  ;  (am),  n.  decrepitude,  old  age  ;  benja- 
min. —  Jlrna-jvara  or  jlrnumaya-jvurii,  as,  m.  a 

lingering  fever  with  diminishing  intensity.  —  Jtrna- 
jrarin,  F,  ini,  i,  affected  with  the  above  fever. 

—  Jirna-tikd,  f.  'the  ancient  commentary,'  title  of 
an  astronomical  work.  —  Jn-na-ta,  f.  or  jirna-tva, 

am,  n.  old  age;  infirmity,  decay.  —Jirna-ddru, 
u*,  m.  the  plant  Convolvulus  Argenteus.  —  Jirna- 

pattrikd,  f.  '  having  withered  leaves,'  N.  of  a  plant, 
=  ranxa-]>attrl.  —  Jlrna-parna,  as,  am,  m.  n. 

'  having  withered  leaves,'  the  plant  Nauclea  Cadamba. ~ 

as,  m.  a  kind  of  Lodhra.  —  Jirtfa-biuihnaku,  am, 
n.  a  kind  of  Cyperus.  —  Jinia-vujra,  tun,  n.  a  gem, 
said  to  be  a  sort  of  diamond.  —  Jirna-vat,  an,  <ifi. 

at,  old,  decayed.  —  Jirna-mstra,  am,  n.  old,  worn 
or  tattered  raiment  ;  (ax,  a,  am),  wearing  old  clothes. 

—  Jlrna-i'dtikd.  f.  a  ruined  house.  —  Jinia-n-aiVi- 
/in/.'it,  as,  m.  a  fragrant  grass,  Cyperus  Rotundus. 
—  Jirijui/il/iiim  (°nu-ml  ),  ax,  m.  the  repairing  of 
what  is  worn  out,  renewal,  repairs.  —  Jirnodilltritu 

(°ita-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  rescued  from  decay,  repaired. 
—  Jirnvdydna  (°na-ud°  j,am,  n.  a  neglected  garden. 
Jirnalia,  as,  d,  am,  almost  dried  up  or  withered. 
Jirni,  is,  is,  i,  decrepit  with  age  ;  (is),  (.  old  age, 

infirmity,  decay;  digestion. 

^=r  2.  jri,  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  jarate,  &c.,  to 

£  move,  approach,  come  near. 

af  3-Jf1'  cl-  *•  A-i  Vfid.  jarate,  to  crackle £  (as  fire);  to  roar;   to  call  out  to,  address,  in- 

voke, praise. Jarand,  iaritri,  jarutha.  Sec.     See  s.  v. 

Tpf^i  jetavya.     See  p.  347,  col.  i. 

Wifjetri,  ta,  tri,  tri  (fr.  rt.  l.ji),  victorious, 



jeta-vana. 
triumphant;  surpassing,  excelling;  gaining;  ((a) 
m.  a  victor,  conqueror  ;  N.  of  a  Vedic  poet  who  was 

son  of  Madhu-c'c'handas ;  N.  of  a  prince  who  had 
garden  near  SrSvast!  in  which  Sakya-muni-  pro- 

mulgated his  doctrines.  —  Jfta-vana,  am,  n.  (for 
jetri  +  vana),  the  wood  of  Jetri,  N.  of  a  grove  or 

garden  near  S'ravastt  where  Sakya-muni  or  Buddha 
promulgated  his  doctrines.  —  Jetavaniya,  as,  m.pl. 
N.  of  a  Buddhist  school.  —  Jeta-sdhvaya,  as,  d,  am, 
called  after  Jetri.  —  Jetdrdma,  as,  m.  (for  jetri  + 
dr),=  jeta-vana. 
Jetva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  gained  or  conquered. 
Jeman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  surpassing,  excelling ;  (a), 

m.  excellence. 

Jesha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  winning,  gaining,  obtaining. 

Jltll1*  jentdka,  as,  m.  a  dry  hot  bath  or 
heated  chamber  for  inducing  perspiration  in  rheuma 
tism,  &c. 

jenya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  jana),  Ved.  of 

noble  origin  (ytvvaios)  ;  genoine,  \rne.-Jenyd- 
r<t*u,us,  us,  M,  Ved.  having  genuine  or  true  wealth, 
an  epithet  of  the  AsVins  ;  also  of  Indra  and  Agni  ; 
(Say.)  having  acquired  wealth. 

•s 

nil  jemana.     See  under  rt.  jim,  p.  347. 

-s 

*Tfjeya.     See  p.  347,  col.  I. 

»1rt«*  jelaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

jesh,  cl.  I.  \.jeshate,  &c.,  to  move, 

jesha.     See  above. 

jeh  (related  to  I.  ja/th  and  jribh), 

cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  jehate,  jljehe,  jehishyate, 

jehitum,  to  open  the  mouth,  breathe  heavily,  gasp, 
gape,  open  wide,  yawn  ;  (Say.)  to  reach,  go  towards, 
strive  after  :  Caus.  jeliayati,  ajijehat. 
Jekamdna,  as,  a,  am,  gaping,  opening  wide; 

(Say.)  going  towards. 

5f  ,/ai,  cl.  I.  P.jdyati,  jajau,  jdsyati,  ja- 
tum,  to  wane,  decline,  fade  away,  perish;  [cf. 

I  jaigishavya,  as,  m.  (fr.  jiaishu), 
N.  of  an  ancient  Rishi  often  named  in  connection 

with  Asita  Devala.  —  Jaiyishavyedvara  (°ya-i^°), 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga  in  Varanasi. 

zfitjaitra,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  rt. i.ji),  victorious, 
triumphant,  leading  to  victory,  overcoming,  surpass- 

ing, superior ;  (as),  m.  a  conqueror,  victor ;  N.  of  a 
son  of  Dhrita-rashtra;  (i),  f.  the  plant  Sesbania 

j*Egyptiaca ;  (am),  n.  victory,  triumph,  superiority. 
—Jaitra-ratha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  triumphant 
car;  (as),  m.  a  victor,  a  conqueror,  a  hero;  a 
triumphant  car. 

Jaitrdyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Jaitra. 

%"T  jaina,  as,  i,  am  (fr.jina),  relating  to 
the  Jinas ;  (as),  m.  a  Jaina,  a  teacher  of  heterodox 
notions,  the  chief  of  which  are  the  supremacy  of 
certain  Jinas  or  great  saints  over  the  gods  of  the 
Hindus,  a  denial  of  the  divine  authority  of  the  Vedas, 
and  a  disregard  of  the  distinction  of  castes;  N.  of  a 
prince  of  KasmTra.  —  Jfdna-tarangint,  f.  a  history 

of  KaSmTra  by  Srivzm.  —  Jainds'mma  (°na-ds'°), 
as,  m.  a  Jaina  monastery. —Jainendra  (°na-in°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian. 

Jainya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  Jainas  (?). 

"flirt  jaipdla,  as,  m.  (—jayu-pala),  a 
plant,  Croton  Tiglium. 

^•TO  jaiman ta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Jaimantdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Jai- 

jaimini,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  celebrated 
saint  and  philosopher,  the  pupil  of  Vyasa  and  founder 
of  the  Purva  (or  Karma)  MimSnsS  school.  He  is  said 

to  have  acted  as  Udgatri  at  the  sacrifice  of  Janam- 
ejaya  (Mah5-bh.  I.  2046),  and  to  have  received 
the  S5ma-veda  from  Vyasa. 
Jaiminiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  Jaimini ;  (ds), 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of  the  Sama-veda. 

i(ftHjaimuta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.jimuta),  relating 
to  Jimuta. 

5TTJ  jaiyata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 
Kaiyat^;  (sometimes  spelt  jaigata.) 

Jaiyyafa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  physician. 

5T=I  jaiva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.jiva*),  relating  to 

Jupiter. 
Jaivantdyana,  as,  m.  or  jaivantdyani,  is,  m. 

or  /idftr/iti,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Jivanta. 

Jaivali,  is,  m.  (fr.  jlvala),  a  patronymic  of  Pra- vahana. 

Jaivdtrika,  as,  i,  am,  long-lived,  one  for  whom 
long  life  is  desired  ;  thin,  lean  ;  (as),  m.  the  moon ; 
camphor  (as  a  synonym  of  the  moon) ;  a  peasant ;  a 

drug,  medicament ;  a  son ;  [cf.  jivdtu,.'] Jam,  is,  m.  or  jaiveya,  ox,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Jiva. 

1  «!i  =(  jaishnava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.jlshnu),  re- 
lating to  a  conqueror,  relating  to  Arjuna. 

«1SM  jaihmya,  am,  n.  (ir.jihma),  crooked- 
ness (moral  or  physical),  deceit,  falsehood. 

'SfStjaihva,  as,  i,  am  (h.jihvd),  belonging 
or  relating  to  the  tongue,  lying  on  the  tongue. 

Jaihvakata,  as,  i,  am,  an  adj.  derived  fr.jlhvd- 
kdtya. 

Jaihvya,  am,  n.  the  pleasure  of  taste  (derived 
from  the  tongue),  pleasure. 

»n*JJo(/u,  MS,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.#«),Ved.  praising. 

WTjfjonga  orjonyaka,  am,  n.  aloe  wood, 

Agallochum. 

joitgata,  as,  m.  longing,  earnest 
wish,  eager  desire,  the  longing  of  a  pregnant  woman. 

'  jotinya,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  S'iva ; 
a  devotee,  an  ascetic  who  subjects  himself  to  the 
severest  penances ;  the  sacrificial  cord  (?). 

»fte  joda,  the  chin ;  [cf.  jahi-joda.] 

I1 1 U 1  jona-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  Raja-taran-ginT. 

"I  jonndld,  f.  =  yavauala,  the  plant 
Andropogon  Saccharatus;  also  jontdld. 

jola,  N.  of  a  mixed  caste. 

josha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.jusk),  satisfac- 
tion,approval,  pleasure,  enjoyment,  felicity,  happiness ; 

(josham  d,  Ved.  to  one's  satisfaction,  abundantly ; 
anu  josham,  according  to  one's  pleasure,  willingly) ; 
[am)t  ind.  according  to  one's  wish  or  liking,  happily, 
with  ease,  without  effort ;  well ;  silently ;  josham 
ds,  to  remain  quiet  or  silent ;  josham  dssva,  be 

thou  quiet,  keep  thou  silent;  [cf.  a-josha.']  —  Josha- 
rdka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  unintelligible  words,  chattering 
nonsense;  (Say.)  words  which  ought  to  please  but 
do  not. 

Joshana,  am,  n.  liking;  satisfaction,  approval; 
choosing;  (d),  f.  the  expression  of  satisfaction  by  the 
word  jush, 

Jos/uiyitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  made  dear  or 
agreeable,  to  be  reflected  upon  or  thought  about, 
obscure,  unintelligible  (in  words). 

Joshayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  or  joshtri,  id,  tri,  tri, 
oving,  cherishing,  fostering,  taking  care  of;  (Say.) ierving. 

Joshax  in  vi-joslias,  sa-joshas,  q.  v. 
Joshija,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  delightful,  agreeable,  wel- 

come, satisfactory. 

>Tt'trf  joshd,  f.  =  yosha,  a  woman. 
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joshika,  f.  =  jalika,  a  cluster  of 

young  buds,  a  bud,  a  germ. 

»f  MMd  joshit   or  joshita,   f.  =;  yoshit,    a 

johutra,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  live),  Ved. 

making  a  loud  noise,  neighing ;  calling  out,  challeng- 
ing to  battle,  neighing  (as  a  horse). 

'sfWTl  jaumara,  am,  n.,  scil.  vyd-karana, 
the  grammar  composed  by  Jumara. 

inictwwxijauldyana-bhakta,  am,  n.  the 
district  inhabited  by  the  JaulSyanas. 

iTI^IWlf^i  jauhotyddika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

julioty-ddi),  belonging  to  the  class  of  roots  begin- 
ning with  ha,  i.  e.  to  the  third  class. 

sj  i.  jna  =jnu=jdmt,  the  knee,  in  itr- 
dhva-jila.  (For  2.  jna  see  below.) 

•=rr  i.  jna,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  jdndti,  jamte,  ja- 
•  jiiau,  jajiie,  jndsyatl,  -te,  ajndsit,  ajndsta, 

jndtum,  [irreg.  forms,  jdnatha  for  jdnitha  Maha- 
bh.  II.  843,  jdnata,  for  jdnlta  II.  13,9"] ,  jijdhi  for 
jdjiidhi=jdnihi,know  thou,  XIII.  4495,  abliy-anu- 
jdnithdsfoTalhy-anv-ajdnithdsXlV.  1641,  jdna- 
mdna  pres.  part.],  to  know,  have  knowledge,  become 
acquainted  with ;  to  perceive,  apprehend,  understand, 

experience ;  to  recognise ;  to  ascertain,  investigate ; 
to  know  as,  know  or  perceive  that,  regard  or  consider 
as  (with  ace.  of  the  object  and  predicate,  e.  g.  tasya 
main  tanaydm  jdnita,  know  me  to  be  his  daughter) ; 
to  be  conversant  or  familiar  with  ;  to  visit  as  a  friend 

(Ved.);  to  acknowledge,  approve,  allow,  permit ;  to 

recognise  as  one's  own,  take  possession  of;  to  act,  en- 
gage in  (with  gen.  of  the  instrument,  e.g.  sarpitho  for 

sarpislid  jdnite,  he  engages  in  sacrifice  with  clarified 
butter):  Cms.jndpayati  orjnapayati, -yitum,  Aor. 
ajijnapat,  to  make  known,  teach,  make  acquainted 
with,  inform,  announce,  notify ;  to  give  information ; 
A.  to  request,  ask:  Desid.  A.jijndsate  (ep. also  P.), 
to  wish  to  know,  &c. ;  to  investigate,  examine,  wish 
to  learn  ;  to  conjecture,  suppose :  Desid.  of  Caus. 

jjjndpayiahati  and  jijnapaytshati  andjiiipeati,  to 
wish  to  make  known  or  inform :  Pass,  of  Desid.  of 

Caus.  jnipsyate,  to  be  wished  or  intended  to  be  in- 
formed: Intens.  jdjiidyate,  jajnati,  jdjAeti;  [cf. 

Lat.  gnu,  gno,  in  gndrns,  (y)nosco,  cognosce, 
ignore;  perhaps  gloria  for  gnoria:  Gr.  yvu  in 

yv&Qi,  %yvo}v,  yvtaais ',  (y)vofw,  (~y)vovs ;  ytyvw- 
(TKu :  Old  Germ,  chna,  chnata,  chnat :  Eng.  knoii': 
Goth,  kaun:  Old  Germ,  chan :  Germ,  kann, 

kenne :  Lith.  zinnad,  '  I  know ;'  zinne,  sazinne  : 
Slav,  (najti, :  Hib.  ynia,' knowledge;'  gnic;  gno, 
1  ingenious ;'  (jnas,  *  custom,  use.'] 

2.  jna,  as,  d,  am,  who  or  what  knows,  a  knower, 
knowing,  familiar  with  (often  in  comp.,  e.g.  dharma- 
jfia,  familiar  with  the  law ;  sana-jna,  knowing 
everything);  intelligent,  wise;  (as),  m.  a  wise  and 
learned  man,  especially  one  possessed  of  sacred  learn- 

ing or  religious  knowledge  ;  the  sentient  soul ;  Budha 
who  was  first  of  the  lunar  line  and  regent  of  the  planet 
Mercury ;  the  planet  Mars  or  its  regent ;  an  epithet 

of  Brahma  ;  [cf.  Lat.  beni-f/nus,  muli-gnus.']  —  Jna- td,  f.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  knowledge  of,  familiarity 
with ;  intelligence.  —  Jnammanya,  as,  d,  am,  think- 

ing one's  self  wise. Jhalta,  as,  akd  or  i/td,  m.f.  a  diminutive  fr.  2.  jna. 

Jnapita,  as,  d,  am,  made  known,  informed, 

taught,  expounded. Jiiapta,  as,  d,  am,  made  known,  =juapita. 
Jnapti,  is,  f.  understanding,  apprehension,  the 

exercise  of  the  intellectual  faculty ;  promulgating, 

making  known. 
.  jAa,  ds,  as,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  know- 

ing, familiar  with  [cf.  rita-jnd,  pada-jnd,  and  2. 

jna] ;  (a),  (.  in  epic  poetry  sometimes  a  shortened 
form  of  d-jnd,  the  initial  vowel  of  the  latter  being 
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irregularly  elided  after  a  preceding  final  c  and  0  (e.  g. 

it-  'ji'iui/d,  by  thy  order,  Maha-bh.  I.  3168). 
•India,  at,  a,  am,  known,  ascertained,  compre- 

hended, perceived,  understood  ;  am  jndtam,  Ah  ! 

I  know  (lit.  it  is  known).  —  JAdta-nund" 
m.  an  epithet  of  VIra,  the  twenty-fourth  Arhat  of  the 
present  Ava-sarpim.  —  Jnata-mdtre,  ind.  on  its  being 
ascertained  meiely.  —  JAdta-siddhdnla,  as,  m.  a 
man  completely  versed  in  any  science  or  Sastra. 

—  JAdldi!/i(ii-inii-l:allid   Cta-adh°  or  °td-dha° 
(.  title  of  one  of  the  twelve  sacred  books  of  the 

Jainas.  — . I  Autiin mint  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.  'of  known 
lineage,'  a  name  of  Vardhamana,  the  last  Jina  or 
Jaina  pontiff. 
JAdtuka,  us,  a,  am,  known,  &c.     Seejndta. 
JAdtala,  a»,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
JAdtaleya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  the  last. 
Jndtarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  known  or  understood, 

to  be  investigated  or  inquired  after ;  perceptible,  con- 
ceivable ;  to  be  considered  as. 

Jilati,  is,  m.  a  paternal  relation,  a  kinsman  in  ge- 
neral, a  father,  a  brother ;  a  distant  kinsman,  one 

who  does  not  participate  in  the  oblations  offered  to  de- 
ceased ancestors ;  (M),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman ;  (according 

to  the  Schol.  jndti  is  a  paternal,  and  sam-bandkin  a 
maternal  relation  ;  the  original  meaning  of  j fiat i  may 

be  '  intimately  acquainted ;'  cf.  Gr.  fvoniis,  yvaa-h  ; 
Goth.  kn6di.)"JAdti-karman,  a,  n.  or  jAdti- 
kdrya,  am,  n.  the  act  or  duty  of  a  kinsman.  —  Jiiati- 
tva,  am,  n.  relationship,  consanguinity.  —Jndti- 
dravya-vinakrita,  as,  d,  am,  deprived  of  relations 
and  wealth.  -*Jnalirj>vira,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a 

relative;  an  epithet  of  PQrna.  —  JAdti-bhdva,  as, 
m.  the  condition  of  a  kinsman,  relationship,  kin. 

—JAdti-bheda,  as,  m.  dissension  among  relatives. 
—JAdti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  near  rela- 

tions. —  JAdti-mukha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  the 

appearance  or  character  of  a  relative. —Jndti-vid,  t, 
I,  t,  one  who  has  or  makes  near  relations. 
JAatri,  id,  trt,  tri,  knowing,  wise,  intelligent, 

a  knower;  (ta),  m.  an  acquaintance;  a  bail,  a 

surety;  [cf.  Gr.  yi>uaT'fip.]*-JAdtri-tva,  am,  n.  or 
jnatri-ta,  f.  knowledge,  information. 

Jndteya,  am,  n.  relationship,  affinity. 
JAdtra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  faculty  of  perception, 

intelligence,  knowledge. 
JAatvd,  ind.  having  known,  having  ascertained,  &c. 
,ffidna,am,  n.  knowing,  understanding,  becoming 

acquainted  with,  knowledge;  sacred  or  religious 
knowledge,  especially  that  which  is  derived  from 
meditation  on  the  higher  truths  of  religion  and 
philosophy  and  which  teaches  man  his  own  nature 
and  how  he  may  be  reunited  to  the  supreme  spirit ; 
knowledge  about  anything,  cognizance,  consciousness 

(e.g.  tasya  jndndt, with  his  knowledge ;  a-jndndt 
tasya,  without  his  knowledge  or  cognizance ;  jna- 
ndd  a-jndndd  rd,  knowingly  or  ignorantly ;  vigata- 
jndna,  one  who  has  lost  consciousness) ;  conscience ; 

organ  of  intelligence,  sense.  —  Jndna-karula,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  pupil  of  San-karSiarya. — Jndna-kdnda,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  that  inner  or  esoteric  portion  of  the  Veda 
which  relates  to  true  spiritual  knowledge  or  the 
knowledge  of  the  supreme  spirit  as  distinguished 

from  the  knowledge  of  ceremonies ;  [cf.  karma- 
kanda.]~Jndna-k>rtti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
preceptor.  —  JAdna-ketu,  us,  m.  a  mark  of  intelli- 

gence; (us,  us,  u),  furnished  with  marks  of  in- 
telligence. —JAdnalietu-dhvaja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

divine  being.  —  JAdna-khanda,  title  of  a  part  of  the 
Siva-PurSua.  —  J  iiana-gamya,  as,  d,  am,  attainable 
by  the  understanding.  -JAdna-garbha,  an,  m. '  filled 
with  knowledge,'  N.  of  a  scholar;  also  of  a  Bodhi- 
sattva.  -  JAdna-Salisluis,  us,  n.the  eye  of  intelligence, 
inner  eye,  mind's  eye,  intellectual  vision.  —  Jndna- 
ttittra,  am,  n.  true  knowledge,  knowledge  of  God. 
—  JASna-tapax,  a*,  n.  penance  consisting  in  the  cul- tivation of  true  knowledge.  —  JAina-tat,  ind.  know- 

ingly, intuitively,  designedly ;  jASnato  'jnanato  ra, knowingly  or  unknowingly.  —  JAann-da,  as,  m.  an 
imparter  of  knowledge.  -  JAdna-dalta,  a»,m.'  given 

by  knowledge,'  N.  of  a  scholar.— Jndna-darpana, 

a*,  m.  '  mirror  of  true  knowledge,'  a  N.  of  Manju- 
*T].—,liiaii<i-in/:ii,as,  m.  the  lamp  of  knowledge, 

knowledge.  —  Jnami-thirbala,  as,  d,  am,  de- 

ficient in  knowledge,  ignorant.  —  JAana-ni^'mjn, 
as,  m.  soundness  of  knowledge,  certainty,  ascertain- 

ment. —  J  Adna-nialitha,  an,  d,  am,  engaged  in 
cultivating  true  knowledge.  —  Jnanapata,  as,  ?,  am, 
an  adj.  derived  from  the  next.  —  Jndna-pati ,  is,  m. 
the  lord  of  knowledge.  —  JAana-para,  at,  d,  am, 

versed  in  spiritual  wisdom.  —  J/'idna-pdvana,  as,  d, 
am,  purifying  knowledge,  refining  the  understanding  ; 
(am),  n.,N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  JAdiia-purva,  as,  d,  am, 
preceded  by  knowledge  or  wisdom.  —  JAdna-pra- 
kds'a,  as,  m.  title  of  a  poem  by  JagajjTvana-dasa. 
—  JiiUna-pradipa,  as,  m.  title  of  the  second  book 
of  the  Yoga-sSra-san-graha.  —  J  ndna-prabha,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  man;  also  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  JAdna-pra- 
vdda,  am,  n.  title  of  one  of  the  fourteen  Pflrvas  or 
older  writings  of  the  Jainas.  —  Jndna-prasthdna, 

am,  n. '  system  or  method  of  knowledge,'  title  of  a 
Buddhist  work.  —  Jndna-bodhiin,  f.  '  awakening 
knowledge,'  title  of  a  philosophical  treatise  composed 
by  San-kara. — Jndna-bhdskara,  as,  m.  'sun  of 

knowledge,' title  of  a  medical  compilation.  —  JAdna- 
mandapa,  as,  am,  m.  n. '  temple  of  knowledge,'  N. 
of  a  temple.  —jAdna-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting 

of  knowledge,  containing  knowledge.  —  JAdna- 

in  a  let  avail,  f.  '  necklace  of  knowledge,'  title  of  an 
astronomical  work.  —  JAdna-mudra,  as,  d,  am, 

having  the  impress  of  wisdom,  wise.  —  JAdna-mula, 
as,  a,  am,  founded  on  spiritual  knowledge.  —  Jndna- 
meru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  JAdna-ratndvali,  f. 
title  of  a  book. — Jndna-rdja,  as,  m. '  king  of  know- 

ledge,' N.  of  the  author  of  the  Siddhanta-sundara. 
—Jndnarshi-bhdskard('drya  (°na-risn°,  °ra-d<!°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  JAdna-lakshana,  am,  d, 
n.  f.  indication,  sign,  means  of  knowing  or  inferring ; 

(in  logic)  sign  or  proof  or  characteristic  of  knowledge ; 
subsequent  derived  from  antecedent  knowledge. 

—JAdna-vajra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  author. 
—Jndna-vat,  dn,atl,at,  endowed  with  knowledge 
or  science,  knowing,  familiar  with,  intelligent,  wise, 
learned,  having  spiritual  knowledge ;  (dn),  m.,  N,  of 
a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  JAdna-varman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a 

poet.  —  JAdna-vdpl,  (. '  pool  of  divine  knowledge,' 
N.  of  a  Tirtha. —Jndna-vijndna,am,  n.  sacred  and 
miscellaneous  knowledge ;  the  Vedas  with  the  sup- 

plementary branches  of  knowledge,  medicine,  arms, 

&c.—JAdna-vibhuti-garbha,  as,  m.  'filled  with 
superhuman  knowledge/  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 
—JAdna-vildsa-kdvya,  am,  n.  title  of  a  poem. 
—  Jndna-slakti,  is,  f.  capacity  of  knowing.  —  JAd- 

na-iastra,    am,    n.    '  the    science    of   knowing 
the  future,'  a  manual  of  fortune-telling. —JAdna- 
ireshtha,  as,  d,  am,  pre-eminent  in  wisdom.  —  JAa- 
na-hasttka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  JAdndkara 

(°na-dk°),  as,  m.  '  mine  of  knowledge,'  N.  of  a 
son  of  Buddha   Mahabhijnajnan3bhibhu  ;   N.  of  a 

Buddha.  —  JAdndtman  (°na-dl°),  d,  a,  a,  all-wise. 
—JAdndnanda  (°na-dna),  (is,  m.  '  joy  of  know- 

ledge,' N.  of  an  author.  —  Jiidndnutpdda  (°na-an°), 
as,  m.  non-production  of  knowledge,  folly,  ignorance. 

—  JAdndmrita    (°na-am°),   am,  n.    '  nectar   of 
knowledge,'  title  of  a  grammar.  —  JAdndrnava  (°na- 
ar°),  as,  m.  'ocean  of  knowledge,"  title  of  a  manual 
of  medicine   composed    by  Yama-rSja;    title  of  a 

prayer-book.  —  JAdndvaranlya  (°na-dv°),    as,  d, 
am,  to  be  covered  or  obstructed  by  knowledge,  (an 
act  which  is  considered)  to  be  impeded  by  knowledge; 

also  written  jnanavaraniya.  —  Ji'idndnalokdlan-kd- 
ra  (^na-avaloka-aP),  as,  m.  title  of  a  Buddhist  work. 
—  JAdndvasthita  (°na-av°),  as,il,  am,  engaged  in 
cultivating   wisdom.  —  JAdnendra-xarasvatl   (°na-- 
in°),  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast  on  the  Siddhanta-kaumudl. 
—  Jndnendriya  (fna-in^),  am,  n.  an  organ  of  per- 

ception or  sensation,  of  which  there  are  five,   viz. 
the  skin,  tongue,  eye,  ear,  and  nose ;  see  indriya. 

—  JAdnoda-tirtha  (°na-«a"),   am,   n.,   N.   of  a 
Tirtha ;   '  the  Tiitha  of  the  waters  of  knowledge.' 
—JAdnollcd    (°na-ul°),  f.  '  the  meteor  of  know- 

ledge/ N.  of  a  SamSdhi. 

JAanita,  as,  a,  am,  at  the  end  of  comp.  =jndna. 
JAdnin,  i,  ini,  i,  endowed  with  knowledge  or 

intelligence,  intelligent,  wise,  a  knower ;  (i),  f.  an 

astrologer,  a  fortune-teller,  a  man  prescient  of  future 
events;  a  sage,  one  possessing  religious  wisdom. 
—  JAdni-Ira,  am,  n.  prescience,  fortune-telling. 

Jndmya,  nom.  P.  jAdmyati,  -yitum,  to  wish  for knowledge. 

Jnapaka,  as,  d,  am,  making  or  causing  to  know, 
teaching,  designing,  informing ;  («*),  in.  a  teacher, 
an  instructor ;  a  commander,  a  master ;  a  master  of 
requests,  an  officer  of  the  court  of  a  Hindu  prince ; 

(am),  n.  a  significant  expression  or  one  which  gives 
some  particular  information,  a  precept,  a  rule,  a  name 

given  to  those  rules  of  PSnini  which  imply  or  indi- 
cate some  other  grammatical  laws  than  those  which 

would  follow  from  the  mere  words  of  the  Jnapaka 
rules  themselves.  —  JAdpaka-samwSdaya,  as,  m. 

a  work  by  Purushottama-deva  giving  a  collection  of 

the  Jnapaka  rules  contained  in  Pimm's  grammar. 
Jndpana,  am,  n.  making  known,  announcing, 

apprizing,  informing,  teaching,  notification. 
JAdpaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  made  known  or announced. 

JAdpita,  as,  d,  am,  made  known,  informed. 
JAdpti,  is,  f.  making  known,  apprizing,  informing. 

JAdfiya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  made  known  or  in- formed, to  be  told. 

JAds,  m.,  Ved.  a  near  relative;  [cf.  jAdti.'] 
Jnipsyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  intended  to  be informed. 

Jneya,  as,  d,  am,  cognizable,  to  be  ascertained  or 
investigated,  to  be  learned  or  understood,  to  be  per- 

ceived or  inquired  about ;  to  be  regarded  as.  —  Jneya- 

jAa,  as,  d,  am,  understanding  what  is  to  be  under- 
stood; the  mind. — JAeya-td,  f.  or  jAcya-tva,  am, 

n.  perceptibility,  intelligibleness. 

sf  jau  =janu,  the  knee,  in  abhi-jnu,  ur- 
dhi-a-jAu,  &c.  —JAu-bddh,  -bhdt,  t,  t,  Ved.  bending 
the  knees  ;  [cf.  Gr.  irprf^yu.] 

WT^'man  (fr.  jam  =gam),  only  occurrinir 
in  the  Ved.  loc.  jman,  in  (his)  course  or  way; 

(SSy.)  in  the  sky ;  on  the  earth ;  [cf.  uru-jman  and 
prithtt-jman.]  —  Jma-yd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  going 
on  or  following  a  course ;  (Say.)  on  the  earth  (as  if 

jmayd). 
Jmdyat,  an,  anti,  at  (pres.  part,  of  a  nom.  fr. 

jman),  Ved.  making  a  way  or  course ;  (Say.)  going 
on  or  reaching  the  earth. 

i.  jya,  cl.  9.  P.,  4.  A.  j  indti,  fly  ate, 

jijyau,  jijye,  jyasyati,  -te,  ajydsit,  jyd- tum,  to  overpower,  oppress,  to  deprive  of  property, 
&c.,  (in  the  Veda  often  connected  with  rt.  han,  e.  g. 

jtyate  hand,  'he  oppresses  and  kills;'  and  in  the 
Brahmanas  applied  to  the  oppressions  of  the  BrShmans 
and  Vaisyas  by  the  Kshatriyas) ;  (d.  4.  A.)  to  be  e 

oppressed,  treated  badly,  deprived  of  property,  &c. ; 
(cl.  9.  P.)  to  become  old  :  Caus.  jydpayati,  see 

jydpaya  below  :  Desid.  P.jijydsati,  to  wish  to  over- power or  oppress:  Intens.  jejiyate,  jdjydti;  [cf. Gr.  Quit*},] 

Jita  or  jina,  as,  d,  am,  oppressed,  overpowered ; 
become  old.  See  also  under  jlta,  p.  348,  col.  I. 

Jya,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  oppressing. 
2.  jyd,  f.  overpowering  force  or  strength  (jB/a,  cf. 

parama-jyd) ;  excessive  demand,  importunity. 
Jydna,  am,  n.,  Ved.  oppression,  tyrannizing  over. 
Jydni,  is,  f.  oppression  ;  deprivation,  loss ;  decay, 

infirmity,  old  age;  quitting,  abandoning;  a  river, 
a  stream. 

Jydpaya,  nom.  P.jt/dpayati,  -yitum,  to  make 
old,  to  call  a  person  old,  (supposed  to  be  a  nom.  fr. 

jya  substituted  for  vriddha. ) 

Jyayas,  dn,  a»i,  as  (considered  by  grammarians  to 
be  a  compar.  of  pra-dasya  and  vriddha,  for  which 
jya  is  substituted),  superior,  more  excellent,  greater, 
larger,  stronger ;  elder,  senior,  elder  born  (opposed 
toltaniyas  and  antyas);  a  master;  most  excellent ; 

(in  law)  one  who  is  of  age  and  answerable  for  his 
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own  conduct.  —  Jyayas-rat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  having 
or  acknowledging  a  senior  or  superior. 

Jyayasa,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  greater  in  number  (op- 
posed to  kdniyasd). 

Jydyishtha,  as,  a,  am  (irreg.  superl.),  the  most 
excellent ;  noblest,  first,  best. 

Jyeya,  as,  a,  ant,  to  be  oppressed,  to  be  deprived 
of  (property  &c.) ;  the  most  excellent,  first,  best. 
Jyeshtha,  as,  a,  am,  the  most  excellent,  noblest, 

pre-eminent ;  first,  chief;  best,  greatest ;  eldest,  very 
old,  elder,  senior,  elder  born ;  an  elder  brother ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  month,  for  jyaishtha,  q.  v. ;  N.  of  a 
man ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  sixteenth  or  (according  to 
more  modern  reckoning)  eighteenth  lunar  mansion 
sacred  to  Indra;  the  eighth  year  of  a  Jupiter 
cycle  of  twelve  years ;  the  middle  finger ;  a  small 

house-lizard ;  an  epithet  of  the  Gan-gi ;  a  kind  of 
heroine ;  misfortune  personified  as  a  goddess  and  the 

elder  sister  of  Lakshmi ;  (i),  f.  a  small  house-lizard ; 
(am),  n.  the  most  excellent,  the  first,  the  head ;  tin ; 

(am),  ind.  most,  extremely;  [cf.  Hib.  gaat, '  an  old 
woman ;'  giostaire,  '  an  active  old  man ;'  giostai- 
reas,  'old  age.']  —  Jyeshtha-ghnt,  (.,  Vti.—jye- 
ihtha,  the  sixteenth  lunar  mansion.  —  Jyeshtha- 
tama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  best  of  all ;  first  of  all ;  oldest 
of  aK.—Jyeshtha-tara,  as,  a,  am,  elder,  an  elder 
one.  —  Jyeshtha-tas,  ind.,  Ved.  according  to  seniority, 
(reckoning)  from  the  eldest. —Jijeshtha-td,  f.  or 
jyeshtha-tva,  am,  n.  superiority;  primogeniture, 

seniority.  —  Jyeshtha-tata,  as,  m.  a  father's  elder 
brother.  —  Jyeshtka-tdti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  superiority; 
saperinr.—JyesJitha-pdla,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—Jyeshtha-pushkara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  renowned 
place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Jyeshtha-bala,  f.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  a  kind  of  Bala,=ma/ia-6a?«,  saha-devl. 

—  Jyeshtha-bhdnjS,  f.  an  elder  brother's  wife,  the 
elder,  senior  or  chief  wife.  —  Jyeshttta-rdj,  t,  m.,Ved. 
a  sovereign.  —  Jyeshtha-laUtd,  f.  a  particular  vow  to 
be   observed   in   the   month  Jyeshtha  (Jyaishtha). 

—  Jyeshtha-varna,  as,  m.  one  of  the  first  caste,  a 
Brahman.  —  Jyeshtha-vritti,  is,  is,  i,  behaving  like 
the  first-born  or  eldest  brother ;  (is),  f.  the  duties  of 

seniority.  — Jyeshtka-s'vas'ru,  us,  (.  a  wife's  elder 
sister.  —  Jyeahtha-sdman,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  SSman ; 
(a,  a,  a),  a  chanter  of  the  Jyeshtha-Saman.—  Jye- 
Mhatamika,  as,  a,  am,  an  adj.  derived  from  the 
\ast.-Jyeshtha~itoma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Kkaha 
ceremony.  —  Jyesh/ha-sthdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place 

of  pilgrimage. —Jyeshthdnda  (°tha-an°),  as,  m. 
the  eldest  brother's  share ;  the  right  of  primogeniture 
or  the  right  of  the  eldest  son  to  a  larger  portion  of 

the  patrimonial  property  than  his  brothers, — a  right 
formerly  recognized  but  now  obsolete ;  the  best  share. 

—  Jyeththa-mula  or  jyexhtha-muliya,,  as,  m.  the 

month  Jyaishtha.  —  Jyexhthdmby,  (°tha-am°),  us, 
m.  the  scum  of  boiled  rice  or  water  in  which  grain 

has  been  washed.  —  Jyeshthdirama  (°/ha-d^°),  as, 
m.  the  most  excellent  order  or  period  in  the  religious 
life  of  a  Brahman,  viz.  that  of  a  householder ;  (as, 

a,  am),  being  in  that  period. —Jyeahthds'ramin,  t, 
m.  a  Brahman  in  the  order  of  a  householder.  —  Jye- 

shtheivara  (°tha-l^°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga  in VJrinasI. 

Jyeshthild,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

Jyaiihtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  month  (May-June), 
the  month  in  which  the  full  moon  stands  in  the 

constellation  Jyeshtha ;  (i),  f.  the  full  moon  in  the 
month  Jyaishtha ;  a  small  house-lizard.  —  Jyaixhtha- 
sdman,  a  wrong  form  for  jyeshtha-ndman,  q.  v. 
Jyaishthineya,  as,i,  am,  born  from  the  elder  or 

principal  wife ;  jyaishthineyo  jyeshthah,  the  eldest 
son  and  at  the  same  time  the  son  of  the  father's 
first  wife. 

Jyaiihthya,am,  n.  pre-eminence,  sovereignty ;  pre- 
cedence, priority  of  birth,  primogeniture,  seniority. 

i*4l  3-  jya,  f.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  i.jyd),  the 
string  of  a  bow,  a  bow-string ;  the  chord  of  an  arc,  a 
sine  in  geometry;  [cf.  adhi-jya,  vj-jya,  Sec. ;  cf. 
also  Gr.  0i6s.}—  Jyd-kara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who 

makes  bow-strings.— Jyd-ghosha,  as,  m.  the  twang 

of  a  bow.—Jyd-pds'a,  as,  m.  a  bow-string. —Jyd- 
pinda  or  jya-pindalsa,  a  sine  expressed  in  figures. 
—  Jyd~maf/ha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  Vi- 

darbha.  —Jydrdha  (jyd-ar°),  as,  m.  the  sine  of  an 
<ac.  —  Jyardha-pinda,  a  sine  expressed  in  figures,  I 
—Jyd-vaja,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  the  elasticity 
of  a  bow-string;  (S3y.)  a  stout  or  strong  bow  (as  if 
a  substantive).  —  Jyd-vdneya,  as,  m.  pi..  N.  of  a 
warrior-tribe  ;  (as),  m.  a  prince  of  this  tribe.  —  Jya- 
hroda,  as,  m.  a  peculiar  kind  of  bow;  (au),  m. 
du.,  N.  of  a  SaTnan.  —  Jyotpatti  (jyd-uf),  is,  f. 

'  the  calculation  of  the  length  of  a  chord,'  derivation 
of  (semi)-chords. 
Jyaka,  f.  a  bow-string;  the  chord  of  an  arc  in 

geometry. 
Jyakd,  f.,  Ved.  a  bow-string. 
Jyaya,  nom.  A.  jyayate,  to  represent  a  bow- string. 

tTT  4.jyd,  f.  the  earth ;  a  mother. 

jyu,  cl.  i.  A.  jyavate,  &c.,  to  go, 

approach. 
^u  .j  jyut  (toidyut),  cl.  I.  A.  P.jyotate, 
O  N  -ti,  to  shine :  Caus.  P.jyotayaH,  -yitum, 

to  shine  upon,  illuminate. 

Jyuti,  is,  f.  (for  dyuti),  light.— Jyuti-mat,  an, 
atl,  at,  shining,  full  of  light. 

Jyota,  (.,  Ved.  '  the  brilliant  or  shining  one,"  one 
of  the  mystical  names  of  the  cow. 

Jyotisha,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  jyotis),  relating  to  the 
heavenly  bodies,  astronomical,  astrological ;  (as),  m. 
an  astronomer,  astrologer;  N.  of  certain  magical 
formularies  for  exorcising  the  evil  spirits  supposed  to 
possess  weapons ;  (am),  n.  astronomy,  astrology,  the 
science  of  the  course  of  the  heavenly  bodies  and  divi- 

sions of  time  resting  thereon ;  N.  of  one  of  the  six 

VedSn-gas  or  of  a  short  tract  which  gives  only 
such  a  knowledge  of  the  heavenly  bodies  as  was 
required  for  fixing  the  days  and  hours  of  the  Vedic 
sacrifices;  (f),  f.  a  star,  a  planet,  an  asterism.—  Jyo- 
tuha-tattva,  am,  n.  or  jyotisha-ratnamdld,  1.,  N. 
of  two  works  on  astronomy. —Jyotisha-ridyd,f.  astro- 

nomical science.  —  Jyotisha-sangraha,  as,  m.  the 
whole  science  of  astronomy.  —  Jyotishl-mat,  an,  atl, 
at,  Ved.  shining,  brilliant;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  par- 

ticular sun  or  form  of  the  sun. 

Jyoiixhilia,  a  wrong  form  for  jyautishika,  q.  v. 
Jyoti*hl;a,  as,  m.  a  luminary,  a  heavenly  body  ; 

the  luminaries  regarded  by  the  Jainas  as  a  class  of  deities 
arranged  under  five  heads,  viz.  sun,  moon,  the  planets, 
fixed  stars,  and  lunar  mansions ;  the  plant  Premna 
Spinosa ;  the  plant  Plumbago  Zeylanica  ;  the  seed  of 
Trigonella  Fcenum  Grsecum ;  N.  of  a  NSga ;  N.  of 
a  man;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =jyotishmatl ;  (am), 
n.,  N.  of  a  luminous  weapon  with  which  Arjuna 
destroyed  Tamas  or  darkness  personified  (see  Mah5- 
bh.  Drona-parva  1325);  N.  of  the  shining  peak  of 
the  Meru. 

Jyotis,  is,  n.  light  in  various  forms  and  under  various 
aspects,  as  the  light  of  the  sun,  of  dawn,  of  fire,  of 
lightning,  &c. ;  brightness  or  clearness  of  the  sky, 
daylight  (opposed  to  Tamas)  ;  lightning ;  light  ap- 

pearing in  three  forms,  viz.  fire  on  the  earth,  ether 
or  air  in  the  intermediate  region,  and  sun  in  the  sky  ; 
a  glance  of  the  eye,  the  faculty  of  seeing,  the  eye ; 
the  heavenly  bodies,  the  planets  and  stars  (in  this 
sense  pi.,  e.  g.jyotixham  ayanam,  the  course  of  the 
heavenly  bodies) ;  sun  and  moon  (in  this  sense  du., 
e.  g.  jyotishor  npasargah,  eclipses  &c.  of  the  sun 
and  moon) ;  the  light  of  heaven,  the  celestial  world  ; 
light  as  the  divine  principle  of  life  or  as  the  source 
of  intelligence,  intelligence;  light  as  a  type  of 
freedom,  of  bliss  and  of  victory,  [cf.  Lat.  lux  and  Gr. 
<t>dos,  <t>us]  ;  N.  of  the  Jyotishtoma  as  applied  to 
the  first  and  sixth  days  of  the  Abhi-plava  ceremony 
which  lasts  six  days ;  N.  of  certain  formularies  containing 
the  word  jyotis;  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of  thirty- 
two  short  and  sixteen  long  syllables ;  the  science  of 
the  course  of  the  heavenly  bodies,  &c.,  see  jyotisha  ; 
a  mystical  term  for  the  letter  T;  (is),  m.  fire;  the 

sun ;  N.  of  the  plant  Trigonella  Fcenum  Graecum ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Svarofisha ;  also  of  Marut ; 

[cf.  titra-jyotix  and  dak*hind-j°.]  —  Jyotitt-s'a8tra, am,  n.  the  science  of  astronomy ;  a  work  upon 

astronomy.  —  Jyotih-xdman,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
—Jyotih-siddhdnta,as,  m.  title  of  an  astronomical 
woik.—Jyotir-agra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  preceded  by 
light  or  life.  —  Jyotirathyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river ;  (a  wrong 
form  for  jyoti~rathd.)  —  Jyotir-<tnlka,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  having  a  shining  face  or  appearance.  —Jyotir- 

inga  or  jyotir-irtgana,  as,  m. '  moving  light,'  a  fire- 
fly. —Jyotir-lfa  or  jyotir-ifvara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 

author  of  the  Dhurta-sam5gama.  —  /j/o!«V-5raHa,  as, 
m.  the  heavenly  bodies  collectively.  —Jyotir-jardyu, 
us,  its,  u,  Ved.  surrounded  by  a  brilliant  covering ; 
(S5y.)  brilliant  (among  the  clouds)  like  an  embryo. 

—  Jyotir-jna,  as,  m.  '  star-knower,'  an  astrologer, 
one  versed  in  astronomy.  ••  Jyotir-jvalanardi-itrt- 

garbha  (°na-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 
—Jyotir-dhdman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven 
sages  in  the  Manv-aptara  of  TSmasa.  —  Jyotir-bhdsa- 
tnani,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  gem.—Jyotir-bhdsin,  I, 
im,i,  brilliant  with  light.  —  Jyotir-mandala,  am, 
n.  the  stellar  sphere.  —  Jyotir-maya,  as,  i,  am,  con- 

sisting of  light,  brilliant,  abounding  with  stars,  starry. 

—  Jyotirmilin,   i,   m.  (for  -mdlin  ?),   a  fire-fly. 
—  Jyotir-muJtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  monkey- 
followers  of  Rama.  —  Jyoti r-linga,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
several   Lin-ga   temples.  — Jyottr-lekhdvalayin,    t, 
ini,  i,  studded  with  rows  of  stars. — Jyotir-loka,  as, 
m.  the  world  of  light. —Jyotir-rid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing 
the  stars,  an  astronomer;    creating   light   (in  this 

sense   rt.  3.  vid,  to  find).  —  Jyotir-vidyd,  f.  the 
science  of  astronomy,  astrology.  —  Jyotir-vija,  am, 

n.  '  seed  of  light,"  a  fire-fly.  —  Jyotir-hastd,  f.  an 

epithet  of  Durga.  —  Jyotis"-<!akra,  am,  n.  'circle  of 
the  luminaries,'  the  zodiac.  •-  Jyotish-kana,  as,  m. 

a  spark  of  fne.  —  Jyotish-kara,  as,  m. '  light-causer,' 
a  kind  of  flower.  —  Jyotish-kalpa,  as,  d,  am,  like 
flame  or  fire,  blazing,  radiant.  —  Jyotishltalpa-latd, 
f.  title  of  an  astrological  v/ork.  —  Jyotish-kri,  cl.  8. 
P.   -karotl,   -kartum,   to    make    light,   illumine. 

—  Jyotish-icrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  creating  light.  —  Jyotieh- 
tama,  a»,  d,  am,  diffusing  the  most  brilliant  light. 

—Jyotishtoma,  as,  m.  (fr.  jyolis-stoma'),  a  Soma ceremony  considered  as  the  typical  form  of  a  whole 
class  of  ceremonies ;  it  consists  of  either  four  or  seven 

subdivisions,  viz.  the  Agni-shtoma,  Ukthya,  Shoda- 
sMn,  Ati-ratra,  or  in  addition  to  these  the  Atyagni- 
shtoma,  Vsja-peya,  and  Aptor-yama.  —  Jyotish-tra, 
am,  n.  luminousness,  illumination ;  the  condition  of 

light.— Jyotish-paltsJut,  as,  d,  am,  having  brilliant 

wings. — Jyotish-prabha,  as,  m. '  brilliant  with  light,' N.  of  a  kind  of  flower ;  N.  of  a  Buddha  ;  also  of  a 

Bodhi-sattva. —Jyotish-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  luminous, 
brilliant,  shining,  belonging  to  the  world  of  light, 
heavenly,  celestial ;  jyotishmafi  trisJttup,  a  form  of 
the  Trishtubh  metre,  containing  three  PSdas  of  twelve 
syllables  each  and  one  P5da  of  eight  syllables ;  (dn), 
m.  the  sun ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  suns  appearing 
at  the  destruction  of  the  world  ;  N.  of  the  third  foot 
of  BrahmS ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  SvSyambhuva ; 
also  of  Manu  Savarna ;  N.  of  a  king  of  KusVdvipa  ; 

also  of  a  son  of  Priya-vrata  :  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  (tTt, 
f.  the  night  (as  illumined  by  the  stars),  heart-pea, 
Cardiospermum   Halicacabum.  —  Jyotis-sdt,  ind.  to 
flame,  to  fire   or  light;    jt/otissat    kri,  to   light, 
illumine,  set  on  fire.  —  Jyoti-rata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
serpent-demon.  —Jyoll-ratha,   as,  a,  am,  whose 
chariot  is  light ;  (Say.)  bearing  fire  or  the  oblation 
like  a  chariot ;  (as),  m.  the  pole-star  or  in  mythology 
Dhruva,  son  of  UttSna-pSda ;    a  kind  of  serpent; 

(a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  which  joins  the  S'ona  or  Sonc. 
—  Jyoti-raxa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  gem.  —  Jyoti-rupa- 
svayambku,  Us,    m.  Svayambhu  (Brahma)  in  the 

form  of  light.  —  Jyoti-rupes'vara  ("pa-its'0),  am,  n., N.  of  a  Lin-ga. 

Jyotsna,  f.  a  moonlight  night ;  moonlight ;  light, 
splendor  in  general ;    N.  of  one  of  the  bodies  of 
BrahmS  ;    N.   of  one  of  the  sixteen  KalSs  of  the 

moon  ;  an  epithet  of  Durga ;  N.  of  two  plants,  = 
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jyotmt  and  ghoshatakt.—Jyotsnd-kdri,  {.,  N.  of  a 
daughter  of  the  moon  and  wife  of  Pushkan  who  was 

a  son  of  Varuna.  —  Jyotsnd-priya,  ae,  m. '  a  friend  of 

the  moonlight,'  the  bird  Chakora  or  Greek  partridge. 
~Jyotsnd-vat,  an,  oil,  at,  illuminated  by  the  moon, 
shining,  brilliant.—  Jyotsnd-vriksha,  as,  m.  the 
tree  or  tripod  of  a  lamp,  a  lamp-stand,  candlestick. 

—  Jyoisn&Sa  (°nd-Ua),  as,  m. '  lord  or  husband  of 
the  moonlight,"  the  moon. 
Jyotmikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  koshdtaki. 
Jyotsni,  (.  a  moonlight  night ;  a  small  cucumber, 

Trichosanthes  Diceca ;  a  kind  of  perfume,  =  renukd; 
(a  wrong  form  for  jyautmi.) 
Jyautisha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Jyautishika,  as,  m.  one  who  knows  the  Jyotisha, 

an  astronomer,  astrologer. 
Jyautsna,  ae,  i,  am,  luminous  especially  with 

moonlight;  (as),  m.  the  time  of  moonlight,  the 
light  half  of  a  month  ;  (i),  f.  a  full  moon  night ;  N. 
of  a  plant,  =patolikd. 
Jyautsnikd,  f.  a  moonlight  night;  (perhaps  an 

incorrect  form  for  jyotsnikd.) 

jyo,  cl.  i.A.jyavate,  &c.,  to  advise, 

instruct,  order ;  observe  a  vow  or  any  reli- 
gious obligation. 

s«ii fyyok,  ind.  long,  for  a  long  time,  for 
a  long  while ;  jyoktamdm,  superl.  ind.  for  the  longest 

time,  longest.  —Jyog-jivdtu,  us,  f.  long  life;  jyolc 
kri,  to  be  long  about  anything,  delay. 

iti\fejyodi,  in  names  of  plants.  Cf.  kara- 

jyodi  and  ha&ta-j3, 
it|in*)»iil<*  jyotayamanaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 

Ved.  shinfcg  (?). 

jtflfnon  jyolika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga; 
(perhaps  a  wrong  reading  (or  jyotis/tka.) 

tis,  &c.     See  p.  353,  col.  2. 

u,  aus,  m.  (a  word  borrowed  fr.  the 
Gr.  Zeiij),  the  planet  Jupiter. 

i.jri,  cl.  i.  P.jrayati,  &c.,  to  over- 
power, conquer ;  to  go. 

Jraya.    Cf.  prithu-jraya. 
Jrayas,  as,  n.F  Ved.  a  plain,  expanse,  space ;  (SSy.) 

speed ;  splendor ;  overpowering ;  [cf.  Zend  amy'o.] Jrayasdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  spreading,  expanding, 
occupying  space ;  (Say.)  going. 

2.jri,  {s,  is,  i,  in  uruyri,  q.  v. 

3-  j"  orjri  [cf.  rt.  i.  jrt],  cl.  i.  10. 
9.  P.  jrayati,  jrayayaU,  jrindti,  &c.,  to 

grow  old,  to  be  or  become  old  or  decayed. 

jvar,  cl.  i.  P.jvarati,jajvara,jvari- 
shyati,  ajvdrlt,  jmritum,  to  be  feverish, 

to  be  hot  with  fever  or  passion,  to  be  diseased  &c. : 
Czus.P.jvarayati,  -yitum,  to  make  feverish:  Desid. 
j ijvarishati :  Intens.  jajvaryate,  jdjurti ;  [cf.  Lat. 

(t-ger;  Hib.  gurt, '  pain,  trouble,  fierceness ;'  Germ. 
schwer;  Old  Germ.stvar,swari;  Germ,  gudfen.']. 
Jurna,  as,  a,  am.    See  rt.  I .  jur,  p.  349,  col.  3. 
Jvara,  as,  m.  fever  of  different  kinds  (called  after 

the  different  doshas  or  humors  of  the  body  which 
are  supposed  to  be  affected  by  them ;  fever  is  called 
the  leader  and  king  of  all  diseases);  fever  of  the 
soul,  mental  pain,  affliction,  grief,  trouble,  sorrow, 
distress ;  (a),  (.  fever ;  (as,  a,  am),  heated,  raging 
(with  fever,  passion,  &c.),  excited,  inflamed.  -  Jvara- 
g/ma,  as,  I,  am,  febrifuge,  anti-febrile,  dispelling 
fever  or  ague ;  (as),  m.  or  according  to  some  (I),  f. 
the  plant  Cocculus  Cordifolius,  =  gtidudi;  the  plant 
Chenopodium  Album,  =  vdstuka.  -  Jvara-fUcttM, 
f.  medical  treatment  of  fever.  -Jrara-ndialta,  as, 
a,  am,  febrifuge.— J  tara-nirnaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  medical  work.  —  Jvara-prafikara,  as,  m.  cure 
of  fcver.  —  Jvara-hantri,  la,  trl,  trl,  febrifuge; 
(<n),  f.  the  plant  Rubia  Munjista.— Ji-ardgni  (°ra- 
ag°),  is,  m.  feverish  heat,  the  hot  paroxysm  in 

(°ra-an°),  as,  m.  a  febrifuge; 

ftjyotsna-kdli. 
the  plant  Andropogon  Jvarancusa ;  title  of  a  work 

on  medicine.  —  Jvardttgi  (°ra-art°),  f.,  N.  of  a 

as,  d,  am,  febrifuge,  dispelling  fever;  (a*),  m. 
the  plant  Cathartocarpus  Fistula ;  a  kind  of  Nimba 

growing  in  Nepal. — Jvardnvita  (°ra~an°),  as,  a,  am, 
suffering  from  fever  or  ague. — Jvardpaka  (ara-ap°), 
as,  d,  am,  febrifuge ;  (d),  f.  a  febrifuge,  the  plant 
Medicago  Esculenta,  =  villa-pattri  (?). 

Jvarita,  a»,  d,  am,  otjvarin,  i,  ini,  i,  febrile, 
feverish,  affected  with  fever. 

Jvara.     See  nava-jvdra. 

jval,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  jvalati, 

•te,  jajvdla,jvaluhyati,  ajvdlit,  jvali- 
tum,  to  burn  brightly,  blaze,  flame,  glow,  shine ;  to 
bum  (as  a  wound) ;  to  be  ardent :  Caus.  P.  jvdla- 
yati  and  jvalayati,  -yitum,  to  set  on  fire,  light, 
kindle,  make  radiant,  illuminate:  Desid.  jijrali- 

shati :  Intens.  jdjvalyate,  jdjralti,  to  flame  vio- 
lently, shine  strongly,  be  brilliant ;  [cf.  Hib.  gual- 

laim,  '  I  blacken,  bum ;'  gual,  '  coal,  coals,  fire :' 
Germ.  Kohle :  Old  Germ,  colo :  Eng.  coal :  Lith. 
swelu :  Old  Germ,  wallu,  walm,  icali.] 

Jvala,  as,  d,  am,  flaming,  blazing,  shining,  bril- 
liant ;  (as),  m.  flame,  blaze,  light.  —  Jvala-mukhi, 

(.,  N.  of  a  tutelary  deity  in  the  family  of  Lomas'a ; 
[cf.  jvali-mukhi.']—  Jvaldnana  (°la-dn°),  as,  d, 
am,  having  the  face  flaming.— Jvald-rdsabhakd- 
maya,  as,  m.  =jdla-gardabha. 
Jvalakd,  f.  a  large  flame  or  blaze. 
Jvalat,  an,  anti,  at,  burning,  blazing ;  shining, 

radiant,  brilliant.  —  Jvalan-mani,  is,  is,  i,  blazing 
with  jewels ;  (is),  m.  a  brilliant  gem. 
Jralana,  as,  a,  am,  inflammable,  combustible, 

flaming,  shining;  (as),  m.  fire;  a  N. of  the  numeral  3 ; 
corrosive  alkali ;  the  plant  Plumbago  Zeylanica;  (d),f., 
N.of  a  daughter  of  Takshaka  and  wife  of  Riceyu  [cf. 

jvdld] ;  (am),  n.  burning,  blazing.  —  Jvalandiman 
(°na-ad°),  d,  m.  the  sun-stone ;  [cf.  surya-kdnta^] 
Jvalaniya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  to  be  burnt,  combustible. 

Jvalayat,  an,  anti,  at,  kindling,  burning,  illu- 
mining, blazing,  radiant. 

Jvalita,  as,  d,  am,  kindled,  burnt,  blazing,  flam- 
ing ;  (trinesltu  jvalitam  tvayd,  you  have  lighted  a 

fire  in  the  grass,  i.e.  you  have  had  easy  work.) 

—  Jvalita-nayana,  as,  a,  am,  fiery-eyed,  looking 
angrily  or  fiercely;    also  jvalita-Cakshus,  jvalita- 
netra,  &c.  —  Jralitdnana  (°ta-dn°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  the  face  flaming. 
Jvalin,  i,  ini,  i,  burning,  flaming,  shining  ;  (ini), 

(.  the  plant  Sanseviera  Zeylanica,  =  mured. 
Jvala,  an,  i,  am,  burning,  blazing ;  (as),  m.  light, 

flame,  a  torch  ;  (a),  f.  a  blaze,  flame,  illumination  ; 
burnt  rice ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Takshaka  and  wife 

ofRiksha;  [cf.  Hib.  gual,  'coz\.']—Jvdld-khara- 
gada  and  jvdld-gardabhaka,  as,  m.=jdla-garda- 

bha.  —  Jvdldgni  (°la-ag°),  is,  m.  blazing  fire,  flame. 
—  Jvdld-jihva,  as,  m.  'flame-tongued,'  N.  of  fire; 
N.  of  an  attendant  of  Skanda  ;  of  S'iva  ;  of  a  Danava. 

—Jvdld-dhvaja,  as,  m. '  flame-marked,'  fire.  —  Jvd- 
Id-mukha,  as,  m.  'flame-mouthed, 'a  class  of  demons ; 
(i),  f.  a  volcano ;  any  place  where  subterranean  fire 
or  inflammable  gas  breaks  forth,  such  places  being 
held  sacred  by  the  Hindus  as  indicating  the  presence 

of  a  form  of  Durga ;  (a  celebrated  Jvala-mukhl  exists 
in  the  hills  north-east  of  the  Panjab  to  which  pilgrim- 

ages are  made;    the  soil  abounds  with  carburetted 

hydrogen  gas  which  takes  fire  upon  coming  in  con- 
tact with  the  external  air.    According  to  the  legend, 

the  flame  proceeds  from  the  fire  which  the  wife  of 

S'iva  created  and  in  which  she  burned  herself.     S'iva 
finding  that  this  flame  was  about  to  consume  the 
world,   buried  it  in  the  hollow  of  the  mountain. 
According  to  another  legend,  the  tongue  of  PSrvatt 
fell  at  this  place.    There  is  a  similar  volcanic  region 
in  Chinese  Tartary  where  fire  is  produced  by  digging 

into  the  e2ilh.)  —  Jvdld-li>tga,am,  n. '  flame-lin-ga,' 
N.  of  a  temple  of  S'iva.  —  Jvdtd-vaktra,as,  m.'  flame- 
mouthed,'  N.  of  an  attendant  of  S'iva.  —  Jvaleivara 
(°la-i(°),  N.  ofaTlrtha. 

Jvdlin,  i, ini, i,  flaming,  blazing ;  (MII),  f.  mystical 
name  of  the  letter  v. 

^  i.  jha,  the  ninth  consonant  of  the 
Sanskrit  alphabet  and  the  aspirate  of  the  preceding 

letter.  —  J/ta-kdra,  at,  m.  the  letter  or  sounds'/I. 
TJ  2.  jha,  as,  a,  am,  asleep,  sleeping  ;  lost, 

destroyed  ;  (an),  m.  a  peculiar  sound  ;  playing  a  tune, 
beating  time;  a  sound  like  the  splashing  of  water  or 
the  clashing  of  symbols,  jingling,  clanking,  &c. ; 
wind  accompanied  by  rain ;  a  stray,  a  thing  lost  or 
mislaid ;  a  N.  of  a  chief  of  the  Daityas  or  demons ; 
an  epithet  of  Brihaspati,  the  preceptor  of  the  gods ; 

(a),  f.  the  descent  of  a  cascade,  a  water-fall. 

J^' I H' I  mjhagajhagaya,  nom.  A.jhagajha- 

gdyate,  to  sparkle,  flash. 
immjhan-kara,  as,  m.  oijhan-karita,  am, 

n.  (fr.  the  imitative  word  jham),  a  low  murmuring 
sound,  as  the  buzzing  or  humming  of  bees  &c. 

if^ljhanjfiana,  am,  n.  (onomatopoetic), 
an  indistinct  noise  like  the  jingling  and  clanking  of 
metal  ornaments,  any  ringing  or  rattling  sound. 

Jhanjha,  (.  the  noise  of  the  wind  or  of  falling 
rain ;  wind,  wind  and  rain,  a  hurricane,  a  gale ;  a 
dang  or  sharp  clanking  sound,  jingling ;  raining  in 
large  drops;  a  stray,  anything  \ost.-JhaAjhanila 

(°jhd-an°),  as,  m.  wind  with  rain,  a  high  wind  in 
the  rainy  season,  a  typhoon  or  the  sort  of  tempest 

frequent  during  the  south-west  monsoon.  —  Jhaiijhd- 
i-dta,  as,  m.  wind  with  rain,  a  storm,  a  squall. 

jhat,  cl.  i.  P.jhatati,  &c.,  to  become 
N  matted  together  or  entangled  (as  hair),  to 

become  confused  or  intermixed. 

Jhata,  f.  the  plant  Flacourtia  Cataphracta. 
Jhati,  is,  m.  a  small  tree,  a  shrub,  a  bush. 
Jhdta,  as,  m.  an  arbour,  bower,  place  overgrown 

with  creepers ;  a  wood,  a  thicket ;  cleaning  sores  or 

wounds ;  (d  or  i),  (.  jasmine,  Jasminum  Auriculatum. 
Jlidtala,  as,  m.  the  tree  Bignonia  Suaveolens. 
Jhd/ikd  or  jhdtikd,  f.  =jhdtd  above. 

T^fcfrl  jhatiti,  ind.  (tr.jhat,  an  onomato- 
poetic word  with  iti;  cf.  patiti),  quickly,  speedily, 

instantly ;  at  once ;  on  the  spot. 

J^<U  ̂ <u  jhanojhana  or  jhanajhand  (an  ono- 
matopoetic word),  the  jingling  or  tinkling  of  orna- 

ments; [cf.flianatfhanm&jhalajjhald.]—  Jhana- 
jhani-Wiuta,  as,  a,  am,  rattling. 
Jhanajhandya,  nom.  A.  -yate,  &c.,  to  jingle, 

tinkle. 
J hanajhanayita,  am,  n.  jingling,  tinkling. 

J^*ur*l<  jhanat-kara  or  jhanat-kdra,  as, 
m.  (fr.  the  imitative  sound  j/ianat  and  kdra),  the 

jingling,  tinkling,  or  clinking  of  metallic  ornimenls. 

Tjft'rJj'fljhanajjhana,  flapping  noise. 

•i  jj  jham,  cl.  i.  P.  jhamati,  &c.=  fham *•  N  and  jam,  to  eat,  consume. 

Ttpxj  jhampa,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  spring,  a  jump, 

jumping,  springing,  plunging. —Jhampaiin  (°pa- 
dfj,  i,  m.  a  kingfisher. Jhampaka,  as,  m.  or  jhampdru,  us,  m.  a 
monkey,  an  ape. 

Jltampin,  i,  m.  '  a  leaper,'  an  ape,  a  monkey. 

T^T  jliara,  as,  d  or  i,  m.  f.  a  cascade,  a 

water-fall ;  (I),  f.  a  river ;  [cf.  nir-jhara.'} Jharat,  an,  antl,  at,  flowing  or  falling  down; 

[cf.  kshar.] 
L  _i  jhar6,  cl.  6.  P.  jhartati,  or  jharch, 

"     vcl.  6.  P.  jharthali,  or  jharjh,  cl.  6.  P. 
jliarjhati,  to  speak;  to  blame,  menace;  injure. 

jharjhara,  as,  i,  m.  f.  (said  to  be  fr. 



the  last),  a  sort  of  drum;  (as),  m.  the  Kali-yuga, 
the  present  Yuga  or  age  of  the  world ;  N.  of  a 
Daitya,  a  son  of  HiranySksha ;  N.  of  a  river ;  (a), 
f.  a  whore  [cf.  rlMIiard]  ;  (am),  n.  a  sound  as  of 
splashing  or  dropping. 
Jharjharaka,  as,  m.  the  fourth  or  present  age  of 

the  world,  the  Kali-yuga. 
Jharjharin,  i,  ini,  i,  furnished  with  a  drum ;  epi- 

thet of  Siva. 

region, 

jharjharika,  as,  m.  the  body;  a 
a  country  ;  a  picture. 

kkd,  f.  a  large  flame. 

pJI  jhalajjhala,  f.  an  onomatopoetic 
word  for  the  noise  of  falling  drops,  the  flapping  of 

an  elephant's  ears,  or  of  flaccid  breasts,  &c. 

T^<3T5  jhalari,  f.  =jharjhara,  a,  sort  of 
drum  ;  a  curl  ;  [cf.  jhallari.] 

J^pJT  jhald,  f.  a  girl,  a  daughter  ;  sun- 
shine, splendor,  brilliant  or  glittering  light  ;  a  cricket  ; 

[cf.  jhilli;  cf.  also  rt.  jtial;  Hib.  gal,  'heat;' 
ijalla,  '  fairness,  brightness,  beauty  ;'  gallad,  '  a  lass, 
a  young  girl.'] 

T)?&jhali,  is,  f.  the  areca-nut. 

T^jhalla,  as,  m.  a  prize-fighter,  a  cudgel- 
player,  a  man  of  a  tribe  following  the  profession  of 
a  Jhalla  ;  a  designation  of  one  of  the  degraded  classes 
sprung  from  an  outcast  Kshatriya;  (i),  f.  a  kind 
of  drum. 

TfTJI&i  jhallaka,  am,  n.  (fi.jhalla,  imitative 
sound),  cymbals;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  drum. 

J^sJs+ilW  jhallakantha,  as,  m.  a  pigeon; 

[cf.  jhilli-kanlha] 
JjsJHr  jhalland,  f.  a  particular  Prakrit 

metre. 

Jj=Hl  jhallari,  f.  (ft1,  jhalla,  imitative 
sound  ;  cf.  jhalari),  a  kind  of  musical  instrument, 
a  sort  of  drum  or  cymbal  ;  a  curl,  a  lock  of  hair  ; 
moisture  ;  purity  ;  a  ball  &c.  of  perfumed  substances 
used  for  cleaning  the  hair  ;  [cf.  jhalari  and  jhillari] 

•J^*!  jhallikd,  f.  a  rag  or  cloth  used  for 
applying  colour  or  perfumes  ;  dirt  rubbed  off  the  body 
by  the  application  of  perfumes  ;  light,  splendor,  lustre  ; 
[cf.  jhillika.] 

J^eflM*  jhallishaka,  a  sort  of  musical 
instrument. 

tt&\<4jhallola,  as,  m.  a  ball  or  protuber- 
ance at  the  lower  end  of  a  spindle. 

TW  jhash,  el.  i.  P.  A..jhashati,  -te,  &c., 
*•  x  to  take  ;  to  put  on,  wear,  cover  ;  (only  P.) to  hurt  or  kill. 

Jhasha,  as,  m.  a  large  fish,  a  fish  in  general  ;  the 
sign  of  the  zodiac  Pisces;  a  forest,  a  thicket;  a 
forest  overgrown  with  grass  ;  heat,  warmth  ;  (a),  f. 
the  plant  Uraria  Lagopodioides  ;  (am),  n.  a  desert. 
—Jhasha-ketana  or  jhasha-dhvaja,  as,  m.  a  N. 
of  Kandarpa  or  the  god  of  love  ;  love.—Jhashanka 

(°sha-an°),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Aniruddha  or  the 
son  of  Kama.  —  Jhashdiana  (°sha-a^),  as,  m.  the 
Gangetic  porpoise,  Delphinus  Gangeticus.  —  J/taeho- 
dari  Cutta-mF),  f.  an  epithet  of  Satyavati,  the  wife 
of  Santanu  and  mother  of  VyJsa. 

dn-krita,  am,  n.  (fr.jham,  imita- 

jharjharaka. 
jhdbuka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Tamarix 

Indica  (?) ;  [cf.  jhdvuka.] 

H\*\<*jhdmaka,  am,  n.  a  burnt  or  vitrified 
brick. 

J^i*i<  jhdmara,  as,  m.  a  small  whetstone, 
used  chiefly  by  housewives  for  sharpening  their  spin- 

dles, needles,  &c. 

i^\^t,jhdrjhara  or  jharjharika,  as,  m.  (fr. 

jharjhara),  a  tabor-player,  a  drummer. 

^irt^t  jhalari  [cL  jhalari],  a  kind  of  drum 
or  tabor. 

jhald,  f.  =  jhald,  q.  v. 

Hi,  is,  f.  a  sort  of  sour  or  unripe 

mango  fried  with  salt,  mustard,  and  Asa  Fcetida. 

T^J  jhdrju,  us,  m.  the  tree  Tamarix  In- 

dica; aisojhavuka,  as,  m.  and^'AdVu,  us,  m. 

r^jyi«»  jhingdka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  cucum- 
ber, Luffa  Acutangula. 

f^fg'tft  jhingini,  f.  a  sort  of  cucumber, 
Luffa  Acutangula ;  a  torch,  a  firebrand. 
Jhirtgi,  f.  a  sort  of  cucumber,  Luffa  Acutangula. 

jhijji,  f.  =  jhilli,  a  cricket ;    [cf. 

tive  sound,  and  rt.  i  .  kri),  a  tinkling  ornament  worn 
round  the  toes  or  feet. 

See  under  rt.jhat. 

dtamala,  f.  —  jhdtd,  Jasminum 
Auriculatum  ;  (according  to  others  two  separate  words, 
jhdtd  and  amald.) 

^icitpC*  jhatastraka,  as,  m.  the  water 
melon. 
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l)\r<A4ijhaulika,  a  small  bag  for  betel  &c. 

jhyu,  cl.  J .  P.  jhyavati,  Sec.,  to  go 

jhihjhima,  as,  m.  a  forest  on  fire. 

jhinjhird  &ndjhinjhirishtd,  f.,  N. 
of  a  shrub. 

jhinjhi,  f.  =jhilli,  a  cricket. 

jhinti,  f.  a  shrub,  Barleria  Cristata; 
nild  jhinti,  Barleria  Cxrulea. 

f^(V=w  jhirikd  or  j hiri  or  jhirika  or  jhi- 
rujcd,  f.  a  cricket. 

jhillari,  f.  =  jhallari,  q.  v. 

jhilli,  is,  f.  a  cricket;  a  kind  of 
musical  instrument ;  membrane  or  parchment ;  [cf. 
jhilli;  cf.  also  Lat.  gryllus;  Germ.  Grille.] 

Jhillika,  f.  a  cricket ;  a  cricket's  cry ;  the  light  of 
sunshine,  strong  light,  splendor;  tie  dirt  which 
comes  from  the  body  in  nibbing  it  with  perfumes  ; 
a  cloth  or  rag  used  for  applying  colour,  unguents, 
&c. ;  a  kind  of  skin  or  membrane,  parchment. 
— Jhillika-gana-nadita,  as,  a,  am,  resounding 
with  a  multitude  of  crickets. 

Jhilli,  f.  a  cricket ;  the  wick  of  a  lamp ;  a  cloth 
or  rag  for  applying  unguents,  colour,  &c. ;  sunshine, 
light,  lustre ;  rice  burnt  by  cooking  in  a  saucepan,  &c. ; 
a  musical  instrument,  cymbals ;  parchment.  —  Jhilli- 
kantha,  as,  m.  a  domestic  pigeon. 

Jhillika,  as,  m.  a  cricket ;  (a),  f.  a  cricket ;  sun- 
shine ;  dirt  taken  off  the  body  in  rubbing  it  with 

perfumes. Jhirikd  and  jhirukd,  (.  a  cricket. 

f^fs!  f^jhillin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vrishni. 
T  jhu,  cl.  i.  A.  jhavate,  &c.,  to  go  or 
O    move. 

TjX&jhunta,  as,  m.  a  shrub,  a  bush. 

TJl  K.  j humari  or  jhumeri,  is,  f .  one  of  the 

Raginls  or  modes  of  music  personified. 

^fiff  jhuni,  is,  f.  a  kind  of  betel-nut;  a 
voice  or  communication  from  heaven  boding  ill-luck, 
evil  omen;  a  thicket  &c.  (<=ka(hina.) 

jhush,  cl.  I.  P.  jhushati,  to  hurt, 
kill ;  (a  various  reading  for  yush.) 

•j-  jhn  (another  form  of  rt.  l.jri),  cl-4. 9. 
£*-  P.  jhiryati,  jhrinati,  &c.,  to  become  old. 

as,  m.  the  betel-nut  tree. 

i .  ha,  the  nasal  belonging  to  the  palatal 
class  of  letters.  It  only  really  occurs  in  conjunction 
with  palatal  consonants ;  and  when  preceding  d,  (Ti, 
has  much  the  sound  of  n  in  inch;  when  preceding 

;',  jh,  much  the  sound  of  n  in  singe. — Na-kdra,  as, m.  the  letter  or  sound  n. 

>T  2.  na,  as,  m.  a  singer;  any  jingling  or 
inarticulate  sound ;  a  heretic,  an  apostate ;  an  ox ;  a 

N.  of  Sukra,  regent  of  the  planet  Venus. 

Z  i.  ta,  the  eleventh  consonant  of  the  San- 
skrit alphabet  and  first  of  the  third  class  or  cerebrali  ; 

it  has  much  the  sound  of  t  in  true,  but  properly  pro- 

nounced by  keeping  back  the  tip  of  the  tongue  and 

slightly  turning  it  upwards.  —  fa-kara,  as,  m.  the 
letter  or  sound  t.  —  Ta-varga,  as,  m.  the  cerebral 
consonants  collectively.  —  Tavargiya,  as,  d,  am, 

belonging  to  the  cerebral  class  of  consonants. 

"Z  2.  (a,  as,  m.  sound  or  an  imitative 
sound  like  the  twang  of  a  bow-string  &c.  ;  a  dwarf; 

a  quarter,  a  fourth  ;  (a),  f.  the  earth  ;  an  oath,  con- 
firming an  assertion  by  ordeal  &c  ;  (am),  n.  a  hol- 

lowed cocoa-nut. 

7$X$I  takka-desa,  as,  m.  the  country  of the  Takkas  ;  [cf.  iakva.] 

Takliadetiya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb,  Cheno- podium  Album  ;  [cf.  vdstuka^] 

ZW^  (akkara,  as,  m.  the  clapping  of  cym- 
bals or  a  dmm(?),  a  blow,  knock,  rap(?). 

?f{M-d  takkibuddha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

TIfi  takva,  as,  m.  pi.  =  bdhika  ;  [cf.  takka- 

7Ht:  takvara,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

ta.ga.ra,  as,  a,  am,  squint-eyed  [cf. 
kekara  and  teraka] ;  (as),  m.  borax ;  wanton  play 

or  sport;  wandering  of  the  mind,  confusion,  per- 
plexity ;  an  object  of  sense. 

tank,  cl.  10.  i.  P.  tankayati,  tankati, 
to  bind,  tie ;  cover. 

Tanka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (according  to  some  only 

m.';  said  to  be  fr.  the  preceding),  a  spade,  hoe, 

hatchet,  stone-cutter's  chisel  or  similar  instrument; 

a  sword,  scimitar,  sacrificial  hatchet  or  knife ;  a  scab- 
bard, the  sheath  of  a  sword  (orily  m.) ;  a  peak  or 

crag  shaped  like  the  edge  of  a  hatchet,  the  edge  or 

declivity  of  a  hill,  slope ;  a  chasm,  cleft ;  anger,  wrath  ; 

pride,  arrogance ;  a  weight  (of  silver)  equal  to  four 
Mishas  or  twenty-four  RaktikSs;  the  wood-apple 

or  Feronia  E\ephmtum,  =  nila-kapittha;  the  fruit 

of  the  wood-apple  (n.  only) ;  borax ;  a  stamped  coin ; 

(as,  d,  am),  m.  f.  n.  the  leg.  -  Tanka-tika,  as,  m. 
an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Tanka-pati,  is,  m.  the  master 
of  the  mint.  —  Tankd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  crags 

or  declivities.- ' Tanka-tdld,  f.  a  mint. 
Tankaka,  as,  m.  a  stamped  coin  especially  of 

silver,  silver  money.  —  Tankaka-pati,  is,  m.  the 
master  of  a  mint  or  superintendent  of  the  silver  coin. 
—  Tankaka-idld,  f.  a  mint. 

Zip"'!!  tankana,  as,  m.  borax;  (as),  m.pl., 

N.  of  a  people  in  the  north-east  of  Madhya-des'a  ; 
(am),  n.  binding,  tying.  —  Tankana-kshara,  at, m.  borax. 
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tankdnaka,  as,  m.  the  mulberry, 
Moms  Indica. 

tan-kara,  as,  m.  (fr.  tarn,  imita- 
tive sound,  and  I.  tdra),  howling,  a  howl,  a  cry,  a 

sound,  a  clang,  the  twang  of  a  bow-string  &c.  ;  fame, 
notoriety;  surprise,  wonder,  [cf.  tdir-kara]  ;  (i),  (., 
N.  of  a  shrub,  commonly  called  TekSri. 

Tankarita,  am,  n.  humming  ;  (a  various  reading 
for  jhankdrita.) 

ZJf  (attga,  as.  am,  m.  n.  (another  form  of 
tanka  above),  a  spade,  a  hoe  ;  a  sword,  a  peculiar 
kind  of  sword  ;  a  leg  ;  (as),  m.  borax  ;  a  weight  of 
four  MSsli.ls. 

53'*li  tangana.  as,  am,  m.  n.  borax;  [cf. 
taukana.] 

Zf%>f\  tanyini,  f.  the  plant  Clypea  Her- 
nandifolia,  commonly  Akanadi. 

Zj!«fl  tattani,  f.  a  small  house-lizard. 

ZgO  tattari,  f.  a  kind  of  musical  instru- 
ment ;  a  kettle-drum  ;  a  joke,  a  jest  ;  a  lie. 

Ztt  tattura,  as,  m.  the  sound  of  a  drum  ; 

(a  various  reading  for  dardura.) 

(andana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

J-JL  ta 
^^  be  confused,  to  be  disturbed  by  fear  or 

anxiety  Sec. 

Tola  or  tola,  as,  m.  perturbation,  confusion  (?). 
Talana,  am,  n.  anxiety,  perturbation. 

7T1U  tanka,  am,  n.  a  spirituous  liquor  pre- 
pared from  the  fruit  of  the  Feronia  Elephantum  or  a 

similar  tree. 

7T5JT  tdnkara,  as,  m.  a  blackguard,  a 
lecher,  a  libertine  ;  [cf.  tdra.} 

4ig;i<.  tdn-kdra,as,  m.  or  tdn-krita,  am,  n. 

(fir.  /am,  imitative  sound,  and  rt.  i.  /;n°),  a  sound,  a 
clang,  a  twang,  Sec.  ;  [cf.  /an-iaro  and  ddn-kriti.] 

TIT  <ara,  as,  m.  a  horse  ;  a  catamite. 

A,  cl.  i.  A.  tekate,  &c.,  to  go  or 

.  move  ;  [cf.  ftk,  'tik,  tik.] 
fZWttikd'msvarga-grdma-tikd-vilunthana, the  spoils  of  the  poor  villages  of  heaven  (?). 

f73i  tikka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

(i  fiM"*  titibhaka,  as,  m.  a  bird,=  {ittibha. 

fifirf  /t/i/a,  am,  n.  a  large  number,= 
IOO  Naga-balas. 

fsfg*?  (ittibha,  «.?,  m.  a  kind  of  bird,  Parra 
Jacana  or  Gcensis  ;  N.  of  a  Daitya  ;  also  of  a  DSnava 
who  was  an  enemy  of  Indra  in  the  thirteenth  Manv- 
antara;  (i),  f.  the  female  of  the  bird  Parra  Jacana. 

Tittibhokn,  as,  m.  the  bird  Parra  Jacana  or  Gcensis. 

r  tintini,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

tintinika  or  tintinika,  f.,  N.  of 
a  plant. 

findisa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant, 
tindtia,  Sec. 

tip,  cl.  10.  P.  tepayati,  &c.,  to  direct, 
x  send,  throw,  cast  ;  (a  various  reading  for  dip.) 

Tepana,  am,  n.  sending,  throwing. 

ft«Prt  tippanl,  f.  (also  spelt  tippani),  a 
gloss,  a  comment,  commentary. 

tiritird,   f.   (an   onomatopoetic 
word),  whispering. 

(Ik  [cf.  tik],  cl.  I.  A.  tlkate,  &c.,  to 
S  go  or  more;  cl.  10.  P.  (ikayati,  &c.,  to 

explain,  make  clear. 

Til-d,  (.  any  commenlary,  but  especially  a  com- 
mentary on  another  commentary  (e.g.  the  com- 

mentary by  Ananda-giri  on  San4ura's  Upanishad- 
bhSshya  is  called  bhdehya-ttkd. 

<T  tu,  us,  m.  gold  ;  one  who  changes  his 

shape  at  will,  a  proteus  ;  K5ma  or  the  god  of  love. 

HT5R  tuntuka,  as,  d,  am,  small,  little,  low, 

vile;  cruel,  harsh;  (as),  m.  the  tree  Colosanthes 
Indica;  the  bird  Sylvia  Sutoria;  (a),  f.  a  plant, 
commonly  Aknidhi  ;  [cf.  tangint.] 

tundkd,  f.   the   plant   Curculigo 
Orchioides. 

7&  tulla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

TTT  tepana.     See  rt.  tip,  last  col. 

TC  (era,  as,  d,  am,  squinting.  —  Terdksha 
(°ra-ak°),  as,  I,  am,  squint-eyed. 
Terdka,  as,  d,  am,  squinting. 

7fc«S  totaka,  a  kind  of  metre  consisting 
of  four  lines  of  twelve  syllables  each. 

TteUWI^frt  todara-kshmdpati,  is,  m.  or 
todaramalla  or  todarendra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
minister  of  Akbar  ShSh  and  author  of  the  TodarS- 
nanda. 

totald,  f.,  N.  of  a  deity. 
todala-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

Tantra. 

tauk,  cl.  i.  A.  taukate,  &c.,  to  go, 
approach  ;  (various  reading  for  dhauk.) 
(val,  cl.  i.  P.  tvalati,  &c.,  to  be 
disturbed  or  confused. 

Z  i.  tha,  the  twelfth  consonant  and  aspi- 
rate of  the  preceding  letter.  —  Tha-lcSra,  as,  m. 

the  letter  or  sound  th.—  Thattaraya,  (fr.  the  last), 
nom.  P.  thaltdrayati :  Desid.  tithakdrayishati. 

Z  2.  (ha,  as,  m.  a  loud  noise ;  an  imitative 
sound  as  of  a  golden  pitcher  rolling  down  steps ;  the 
disk  of  the  sun  or  moon,  a  circle,  a  globe ;  a  cypher ; 
a  place  frequented  or  held  sacred  by  all ;  an  object  of 
sense ;  an  idol,  a  deity ;  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

45i1  thakkana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ; 
(various  readings  have  dhakkana  and  tJtakkana.) 

ZlSt.  thakkura,  as,  m.  an  idol,  a  deity,  an 

object  of  reverence  or  worship;  an  honorific  title 
after  the  name  of  a  distinguished  person;  (sometimes 
written  ThSkur  or  popularly  Tagore.) 

73*T  fhatham,  ind.  an  imitative  sound. 
See  2.  (ha. 

Tit  thdra,  as,  m.  rime,  hoar-frost. 

Ttf?J«ft  thdlim,  f.  a  girdle. 

IJ4I4I  (hinthd,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

3  i .  da,  the  third  letter  of  the  cerebral 

class  of  consonants,  having  much  the  sound  of  d  in 
drum,  but  properly  pronounced  by  keeping  back  the 
tip  of  the  tongue  and  slightly  turning  it  upwards.  In 
Bengal  d  is  often  confounded  in  pronunciation  with  a 
hard  r.  —  Da-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  d. 

"3  2.  da,  as,  m.  a  sound ;  a  kind  of  drum 
or  tabor ;  fear ;  submarine  fire  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ; 
(a),  f.  a  Dfikim,  i.e.  a  kind  of  female  imp  or  goblin ; 
a  basket  &c.  carried  by  means  of  a  sling. 

dahuka. 

Sgj'1.1  dakkari,  f.the  lute  of  the  Camlalas. 

TJfT  dangara,  as,  m.  =  d'utrjara,  throwing, casting ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  gourd ;  (also  daitgari,  Sec. ) 

•j  M  dap,  cl.  10.  A.  dapayate,  &c.,  to  col- 

'jjj 

\  t 

\  lect,  accumulate,  heap  together. 

dam,  cl.  i.  P.  damati,  &c.,  to  sound. ' 

TR  dama,  as,  m.  a  despised  mixed  caste 
(commonly  Dom),  the  son  of  a  Cindill  and  a  Leta, 
employed  to  clear  away  filth  &c. 

TTT  damara,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  riot,  tumult. 
affray,  a  conflict  without  weapons  ;  terrifying  an 
enemy  by  shouts  and  gestures  ;  petty  or  predatory 
warfare  carried  on  by  detachments  or  betweeiv 
villages  and  not  kings  ;  (am),  n.  flight,  rout,  running 
away  through  fear  ;  [cf.  damara.] 

s»i(V«^damarin,  i,  m.  (?)  a  sort  of  drum, =  the  next. 

Damaru,  us,  m.  a  musical  instrument,  a  sort  of 
small  drum  shaped  like  an  hour-glass  and  held  in  one 
hand  ;  anything  surprising,  any  strange  occurrence  &c. 

Damaruka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  drum. 

damp,  cl.  10.  A.  dampayate,  &c.  (a 
various  reading  for  dap),  to  heap  together. 

damb,  cl.  10.  P.  dambayati,  See.,  to 

throw,  cast,  send  ;  order. 

sgt.  dambara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
attendants   of  Skanda;    an  assemblage,   collection, 

mass  ;  (as,  d,  am),  famous,  renowned. 
dambh,  cl.  10.  A.  dambhayate,  &c. 

(various  reading  for  dap),  to  collect. 
SMI  day  ana.     See  rt.  dl,  p.  357,  col.  i. 

s  cO  en  dalaka  or  dallaka,  am,  n.  a  sling,  a 

basket,  a  Dull  carried  on  men's  shoulders  by  means 
of  a  stick  and  ropes  like  the  beam  and  strings  of  a 

balance,  (presents  of  fruit,  sweetmeats,  &c.,  are  usu- 
ally sent  in  this  manner);  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

3TT«T  dalana  or  dallana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
scholiast  on  the  medical  work  of  Su-Sruta. 

'?fV?«I  davittha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  a 

wooden  antelope  (?);  [cf.  dittha.'] 
T?  dahu,  us,  or  u,  us,  m.  the  plant  Arto- 

carpus  Lacucha. 

ilf<*rfl  dakirii,  f.  a  kind  of  female  imp  or 

evil  being  attending  Kali  and  feeding  on  human 

flesh;  N.  of  a  place;  [cf.  fakini.']**J)£kinl-tru, am,  n.  the  condition  of  a  female  demon. 

TTlffil  diin-kriti,  is,  f.  (fr.  dam,  imitative 

sound,  and  I.  kriti),  a  sound,  the  clang  of  a  bell, 

ding-dong,  &c.  ;  [cf.  tdn-kdra.] 

Slg-«!i  ddnyarl,  f  .  =  daitgari,  q.  v. 

TTTC  ddmara,  as,  m.  affray,  riot,  conflict 
without  weapons  &c.  [cf.  damara]  ;  rout,  uproar, 
the  bustle  and  confusion  of  festivity  or  strife  ;  any 

surprising  thing,  sight,  or  occurrence  ;  a  N.  common 

to  six  Tantras,  viz.  the  Yoga-d5mara,  Siva-d0,  DurgS- 
d°,  Slrasvata-d0,  Brahma-d0,  and  Gandhaiva-d0  ;  N. 
of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  a  race  or 

mixed  caste;  (a«,a,  am),  riotous  ;  [cf.  urf-rfdmara.] 
—  Ddmara-lva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  one  who  excites 
awe. 

ilfriH  ddlima,  as,  m.=  dddima,  a  pome- 

granate. 

il*M  ddhala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people  and 
their  country. 

dl^cfc  dahuka,  as,  m.  a  gallinule  ;  [cf. ddtyuha.] 
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dikkari,  f.  a  young  woman  ;  (wrong 
form  for  dikkari.) 

fsjf*.  dingara,  as,  m.  a  servant,  a  slave; 
a  rogue,  a  cheat  ;  a  low  or  depraved  man  ;  a  fat 
man;  throwing,  flinging;  invective,  insult  (?). 

fss<*l  didakd,  f.  perhaps  a  wrong  form 
for  dimbhakd. 

fsfs*)  didima  or  didimanaka,  a  kind  of 

bird  ;  [cf.  iittfbha.'] 
fsUjsoti  dindika,  as,  m.,  X.  of  a  mouse 

whoie  story  istold  in  the  Maha-bh.Udyoga-parva  5440. 

fsf<!S*i  dindima,  as,  m.  a  musical  instru- 
ment, a  kind  of  small  drum  or  tabor  ;  a  plant  bearing 

a  small  fruit,  Carissa  Carandas.  —  Dindimesvara- 

iirtha  (°ma-i#°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

fsfiist.  dindira,  as,  m.  cuttle-fish  bone 
considered  to  be  the  foam  of  the  sea  ;  [cf.  hindira 

and  dindira.]  —  Dindira-modaka,  am,  n.  garlic. 

i  dindisa,  as,  m.  =  tindisa  =  tindisa. 

dindira,  as,  m.  cuttle-fish   bone 
held  to  be  the  foam  of  the  sea  ;  [cf.  dindira.] 

ftrT  dittha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  a  wooden 

elephant  ;  a  good-looking  dark-coloured  young  man 
who  is  conversant  with  every  branch  of  learning  ; 

[cf.  davittha.'] 
dip  or  dimp  or  dimbh,  cl.  10.  A.  de- 

X  payate  or  dimpayate  or  dimbhayate,  to 
collect,  heap  together  ;  dip,  cl.  4.  6.  10.  P.  dipyati, 
dipati,  depayati,  to  throw,  cast,  send  or  order  ;  to 

direct;  also  dimt,d.  10.  A.  dimbayate;  [cf.rt.fip.] 

'f-i  I  1  dim  (a  Sautra  root  or  one  not  occur- 
>v  ring  in  the  DhStu-patha),  to  hurt,  injure. 

f&dima,  as,  m.  a  dramatic  entertainment, 
dramatic  exhibition  of  battle  or  siege,  such  as  the 
Tripura-daha,  in  which  the  destruction  of  the  three 
cities  of  Tripura  by  Siva  is  dramatised  ;  a  kind  of 
mixed  caste. 

fsTEf  dimba,  as,  m.  affray,  riot,  conflict 
without  weapons,  mutual  defiance,  petty  and  predatory 
war,  &c.  [cf.  damara]  ;  sound  or  noise  occasioned 
by  terror  ;  an  egg  ;  a  chrysalis  ;  the  embryo  in  the 

first  stage  of  its  existence  ;  a  new-born  child,  any  young 
animal  ;  the  bladder,  the  spleen,  the  lungs  ;  the 
uterus  ;  a  globe  or  ball.  —  Dimba-yuddha,  am,  n. 

or  dimbdhava  (°ba-dh°'),  as,  m.  petty  warfare, 
affray,  skirmish,  riot,  &c. 

rsigiin  dimbikd,  f.  a  libidinous  woman  ; 

a  bubble  ;  a  kind  of  water-fly  ;  =  fonaka,  Calosanthes 
Indies. 

T5T)^  dimbh  or  dimb.    See  rt.  dip  above. 

dimbha,  as,  m.  a  new-born  child, 
any  young  animal  ;  a  fool,  an  idiot,  a  blockhead  ; 
(a),  f.  an  Infant.  —  IKniblia-tdkra,  am,  n.  a  mystical 
circle  ;  a  diagram  for  telling  fortunes. 

Dimbhalca,  as,  ikd,  m.  f.  a  new-born  child,  young 
animal  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  general  of  Jara-sandha, 
younger  brother  of  Hansa  and  son  of  Brahma-datta. 

jft  dl,  cl.  I.  4.  A.  day  ate,  dlyate,  didye, 
dayishyate,  adayishta,  dayitum,  to  fly,  pass 

through  the  air  ;  to  go  :  Caus.  P.  ddyayati,  -yitum, 
adidayat:  Desid.  didayishate  :  Intens.  dedlyatc, 
dedaylti  or  dedeti. 
Dayana,  am,  n.  flying  in  the  air,  the  flight  of  a 

bird  ;  a  car  or  litter  carried  upon  men's  shoulders, 
a  palanquin,  a  Dull. 

Dayamdna,  as,  d,  am,  flying,  passing  through the  air. 

Ditara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  following  one  another 
quickly. 

,  as,  a,  am,  flown,  flying  ;  (am),  n.  flying, 

the  flight  of  a  bird.  —  fiiiia-dlnaka,  as,  m.  flying 

reiteratedly.  —  Dmdvadlna  (°na-av°),  am,  n.  flying 
up  and  down ;  flying  badly. 

T3H  dudubha  or  duduma,  as,  m.  or  dundu, 

us,  (.  or  dundubha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  snake  (Am- 

phisbaena)  or  lizard. 
jDaundubha,  as,  I,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  an 

Amphisbsena. 

s^co  dundula,  as,  m.  a  small  owl. 

J»?«B  dunduka,  as,  m.  a  gallinule,=rfa  huka. 

Tfi?  dull,  is,  f.  a  small  turtle,  a  female 

turtle,  =  duli,  kamathi. 

sTfJ<*l  dulika,  f.  a  kind  of  wagtail. 

T?ft  dull,  f.  a  kind  of  pot-herb,  •=.dlH. 
si  si  dodi,  f.  a  sort  of  shrub, =jivantl, 

jivanl,  &c. ;  [cf.  kshupadoda^mushti.'] 
STR  doma,  as,  m.  a  man  of  low  caste,  a 

Dom ;  [cf.  dama,  dmiiba ;  cf.  also  the  N.  for  the 
Gypsies,  .Rom.] 

Ttlf  domba,  as,  m.  a  man  of  low  caste 
obtaining  a  livelihood  by  singing  and  music  &c. ;  N. 
of  a  man. 

Trt  dora  or  doraka,  am,  n.  a  fillet  of 
thread  or  cord  tied  round  the  arm  or  wrist;  the 

string  for  tying  a  packet  or  parcel. 

s"Ksl  doradt,  f.  a  kind  of  Solanum,= rrihati. 

3HJSJT  daundubha  (scil.  rvpa),  the  form  of 
an  Amphisbsna.  See  under  dudubha. 

dval,  Caus.  P.  dvalayati,  &c.,  to 
mix ;  [cf.  rt.  tval.] 

"Z  I.  dha,  the  aspirate  of  the  preceding 
letter ;  its  use  as  an  initial  letter  is  very  limited,  and 
several  of  the  words  in  which  it  occurs  can  scarcely 
be  regarded  as  pure  Sanskrit.  —  Dlia-kara,  as,  m. 
the  letter  or  sound  dh. 

<?  2.  dha,  as,  m.  an  imitative  sound;  a 

large  drum ;  a  dog's  tail ;  a  dog ;  a  serpent ;  void  of qualities  (?). 

<T8i  dhakka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  city  or  district 
(commonly  dhdkd  or  dhakka  ;  the  word  is  said  also 
to  signify  a  large  sacred  building) ;  (a),  f.  a  large  or 
double  drum,  a  Dhak ;  coveting ;  disappearance. 

<SSRI  dhakkana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man; 
(also  written  takkana,  dhakkama,  thaklcana.) 

C^RK!)  dhakkarl,  f.  an  epithet  of  the  god- 
dess TSrini  or  Tara,  a  Tantrika  form  of  DurgS. 

3T3;  dhanka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 

<S4i«l  dhanthl,  is,  f.  =  vakya-vis'esha. 
dhdmard,  f.  a  goose. 

dhala,  am,  n.  a  shield. 

Dhalin,  I,  m.  a  warrior  armed  with  a  shield,  a 
shield-bearer. 

7>  JlfJ  dhundh,  dhnndhati  (properly  a 

O  \  Sautra  root  not  occurring  in  the  DhStu- 
patha),  to  search,  seek. 

Dhundhana,  am,  n.  seeking,  investigating. 

nhundhf,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  Ganesa.  —  Dhundhi- 
rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  who  was  the  father 

of  Bala-Krishna  and  uncle  of  S'an-kara-dTkshita. 
Dhundhita,  as,  d,  am,  sought,  inquired. 

<2"5;  dhenka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird. 
dhola,  as,  m.  a  large  drum  or  tabor. 

dhauk,  cl.  I.  A.  dhaukate,  du- 
S.  dhauke,  dhaukishyate,  adhaitkislita, 

dhaukitum,  to  go,  move,  approach :  Caus.  dhau- 
kayati,  -yitum,  adudhaukat,  to  bring  near,  cause 
to  approach,  offer :  Desid.  dudhaukishate :  Intens. 
dodhaukyate. 
Dhaukana,  am,  n.  offering ;  a  present,  a  bribe. 

TO  I.  na,  the  nasal  n  belonging  to  the 
third  or  cerebral  class  of  consonants.  —  Na-kara,  as, 
m.  the  letter  or  sound  n. 

TJ  2.  na,  as,  m.  knowledge;  certainty, 
ascertainment ;  ornament ;  a  water  or  summer-house ; 
a  bad  man ;  a  N.  of  Vindu-deva,  said  to  be  a  Jaina 
deity ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  the  sound  of  negation ; 

gift,  giving. 

J(|.i  nad,nam,nas',$cc.  Many  roots  which ^  really  begin  with  the  dental  n  are  written  in 
native  grammars  and  the  Dhatu-patha  with  the  cerebral 
n  to  show  that  the  nasal  is  liable  to  be  cerebralized 

when  preceded  by  prepositions  like  pra,  pari,  Sec. 
These  roots  will  be  found  in  the  present  Dictionary 
under  the  dental  n.  See  nad,  nam,  nod,  &c. 

*Pt  nya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ocean  in  Brahma- 
loka. 

cT  i.  ta,  the  first  consonant  of  the  fourth 

or  dental  class,  the  sound  of  which  is  more  dental 

than  the  English  t.—  Ta-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or 
sound  t.  —  Ta-varga,  as,  m.  the  dental  class  of  letters. 

—  Tavarglya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  dental  class. 

W  2.  ta,  the  base  of  the  third  personal 
pronoun  in  al!  the  cases  except  the  nom.  sing.  masc. 
and  fern.  See  tad,  p.  360. 

If  3.  ta,  as,  m.  a  tail ;  any  tail  except  that 
of  the  Bos  Gaurus ;  the  tail  of  a  jackal ;  the  breast ; 
the  womb;  the  hip  or  flank;  a  warrior;  a  thief;  a 
wicked  man ;  an  outcast,  a  barbarian  or  Mle&ha ;  a 
Buddha ;  a  jewel ;  nectar,  the  food  of  the  immortals ; 

id,  am),  (.  n.  passing,  crossing;   virtue,  sanctity; 
d),  f.,N.  ofLakshml. 
-111  tans,  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  tansate,  tatasre, 

\  &c.,  to  shake,  move  to  and  fro ;  to  pour 
out  (metaphorically  a  wish);  to  request:  Caus.  P. 

tansayali,  -yitum,  to  move  to  and  fro,  shake ;  cl. 
I.  10.  P.  tansati,  tansayati,  to  decorate;  [cf.  Old 

Pruss.  teisint, '  to  honour ;'  teisi,  '  honour.1] 

Tfaj  tansu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  the 
lunar  race,  a  son  of  Matinara  (or  Rantinara) ;  in 

some  places  he  is  called  Tansu-rodha. 

•prar  tak,  cl.  i.  2.  P.,  Ved.  takati,  takti, 
x  tatdka,  takiihyati,  ataktt  and  atdklt, 

takitum,  to  fly  (as  an  arrow  or  bird),  fly  at,  rush  or 
pounce  upon  ;  to  laugh  at  or  deride ;  to  bear. 
Takavana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  rushing,  darting  along, 

moving  quickly;  (Say.)  shaking,  moving  with  dif- 

ficulty. 

Taku,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  rushing,  moving  quickly ; 

(Say.)  approaching. Takta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  rushing  or  darting  along. 

i.  takman,  d,  m.,  Ved.  (especially  in  the  Atharva- 
veda),  a  kind  of  disease,  or  probably  a  whole  class  of 
diseases,  accompanied  by  eruptions  of  the  skin. 
—  Takma-ndtona,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  removing  the 
disease  called  Takman. 

Takya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  borne  or  endured  ; 
laughable,  ridiculous. 

Takva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  quick  (?). 
Takvan,  d,  an,  a,  Ved.  rushing,  darting,  pouncing 

on ;  (a),  m.  a  bird,  especially  a  bird  of  prey ;  (Say.) 
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a  fleet  horse;  a  thief.  —  TaJira-m,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a 
bird,  bird  of  prey,  or  a  particular  bird.  —  Takraviya, 
a*,  m.,  Ved.  rapid  flight,  rush. 

TT"S  taka,  as,  a,  at  (fr.  tad  with  ak  inserted 
after  /),  that. 

Ttwfi  takari,  f.,  Ved.  ft  particular  part  of 
the  pudenda  of  a  woman. 

«("<*{«»  takila,  as,  a,  am,  fraudulent,  crafty, a  rogue  or  cheat;  (a),  f.  a  medicament,  drug;  a 
kind  of  plant. 

ri&lr*  takkola,  the  tree  Pimenta  Acris, 

commonly  called  Kan-kola. 
r1>WH  2.  takman,  a,  n.=tokman=apatya, 

offspring,  a  child;  [cf.  Gr.  TtKvov;  cf.  also  I.  tak- 
man under  rt.  tafc,  p.  357,  col.  3.] 

tTSi  takra,am,  n.(fr.  rt.  I  .  tahf),  buttermilk 
which  is  half  water  ;  (according  to  others)  with  a 
fourth  or  three  parts  of  water.  —  Takra-kurtikd,  f. 
inspissated  buttermilk.  —  Takra-bhid,  t,  n.  (?)  the 
fruit  of  Feronia  Elephantum.  —  Takra-mdnsa,  am, 
n.  meat  fried  with  ghee,  turmeric,  Asa  Foetida,  &c., 
and  eaten  with  buttermilk.  —  Takra-sara,  am,  n. 
fresh  butter.  —  Takrita  fra-ata),  as,  m.  a 

churning-stick  ;  [cf.  dadhi-tara.~\ 
-IP!  i  .  taksh,  cl.  i.  5.  P.  (sometimes  A.) 

x  takshati,  -te,  takshnoti,  -tfute,  tataltsha, 
-the,  takshuhyati  or  takshyati,  -te,  atakshlt, 
takshitum  or  t<i*/tlum,  to  form  by  cutting,  plane, 
chisel,  pare,  chip,  chop,  slice,  split  ;  to  cut,  wound  ; 
to  make  thin  ;  to  fashion,  form  (out  of  wood  &c.), 
to  make,  create  in  general  ;  to  form  in  the  mind,  in- 

vent ;  to  make  one's  own,  appropriate  ;  to  cover  ;  to 
skin,  peel  :  Caus.  takihayati,  -yitum,  atatakshat  : 
Desid.  titakeTiiehatl  or  titakthati(>):  Intens.  tdta- 
kehyate,  tdtashti  ;  [cf.  Lith.  taszau  :  Russ.  tcsatj  : 

Pol.  (ieila  :  lot.  tignum  :  Old  Pruss.  tikint,  '  to 
make  ;'  tikinnimai,  teikusna  :  Gr.  TIKTU,  tiicvof, ~ 

3.  t'lkslt,  t,  t,  t,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  paring, 
cutting,  forming  by  cutting,  working  ;  [cf.  kdehtha- 
talish.} 

Taksha,  (a,  a,  am,  cutting  off,  cutting  through  ; 

(as),  m.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  =  taksJian,  a  car- 
penter [cf.  kaufa-taksha  and  grama-f]  ;  N.  of  a 

serpent-Jemon  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Bharata  ;  N.  of  a 
son  of  Vrika. 

Takshaka,  at,  m.  a  cutter,  one  who  cuts  off,  a 
wood-cutter,  a  carpenter;  the  divine  architect  or 
artist  VisVa-karman  ;  the  Sfltra-dhSra  or  manager 
and  chief  actor  in  the  prelude  of  a  drama  ;  one  of  the 
principal  Nagas  or  serpents  of  Patala  ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  Prasena-jit  and  father  of  Brihad-bala  ;  N.  of  a 
particular  tree. 
Takshakiyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  place. 
Takshana.am,  n.  cutting,  paring,  peeling,  planing  ; 

(t),  f.  a  carpenter's  adze  or  similar  instrument  for 
cutting,  an  *M  Sec  ;  (as),  m.  a  cutter,  an  abrader  ; 

(in  mathem.)  the  divisor  employed  in  certain  com- 
putations. 

Takshan,  a,  m.  (Ved.  ace.  taJcihanam  or  takslia- 
nam),  a  wood-cutter,  a  carpenter  ;  N.  of  a  preceptor  ; 

[cf.  Gr.  TeVraiv.]  —  Takiha-s'ild,  (.,  N.  of  a  city  of 
the  GandhSras,  the  T<S£i\o  of  Ptolemy  in  the  Panj  ab  ; 
(at),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  this  city.  —  Tak*ha- 

Vild-mCi,  f.,  N.  of  a  district.  -  Takthdyaekdr  a 

(~sha-ay°),  am,  n.  a  carpenter  and  a  blacksmith. 
Takshitfi,  td,  trt,  tri,  one  who  cuts,  pares,  &c.  ; a  cutter. 

Takuhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  formed  or  fashioned. 

tagada-vaUl,  f.  (taga<la=tagara), the  shrub  Cassia  Auriculata. 

tagara,  am,  n.  the  shrub  Tabemse- 

montana  Coronaria  and  a  fragrn  t  powder  prepared 
from  it  ;  N.  of  a  town  ;  (a«),  m.  a  thorny  shrub, 
Vangueria  Spinosa  ;  another  plant,  commonly  Taga- 

ra-mula ;  [cf.  kalu-parna,  katu-^ifJiada,  madana- 
vriksha.}  —  Tagara-padilsa,  am,  f.  n.  or  tagara- 
pdili,  f.  the  plant  Tabernsemontana  Coronaria  and 
its  powder.  —  Tagara-tiikhin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Tagarika,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  seller  of  Tagara  powder. 

51 J.  tank,  cl.  i.  P.  tankati,  tatanka, 

^  tankitum,  to  live  in  distress,  be  in  poverty 

or  pain ;  to  go  (?) ;  [cf.  Hib.  ttidieamh,  '  a  going, 
passage ;'  tochamhlaim,  '  I  march ;'  tochar,  '  a 
causeway,  pavement ;'  toickim,  '  going,  departing :' 
Lith.  teku,  '  I  run ;'  tdkax,  '  a  path ;'  tek-iinas,  '  a 
runner :'  Slav,  tahu, '  I  run.'] 

I .  tanka,  as,  m.  grief  produced  by  separation  from  a 
beloved  object ;  fear.terror;  [c{.d-tanka,tapas-tanka.] 

TT^f  2.  tanka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (for  tanka),  an 

axe,  a  stone-cutter's  chisel. 

7T75  tang,  cl.  I.  P.  tangati,  &c.,  to  go, 
"I^  move ;  to  stumble ;  to  shake,  tremble ;  [cf. 

Hib.  tagaidh, '  advance ;'  tigim, '  I  come,  go. '] 
ng-<ff  tangana,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 

in  the  upper  part  of  the  valley  of  the  Sarayu. 

rljj-fsJ  tangalva,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  an 
evil  spirit. 

tatthila.  See  tad,  p.  360,  col.  i. 

taj-ja,  taj-jaya,  &c.  See  tad,  p.  360. 

tajvl,  f.=  hingu-pattri. 

1.  tah6  or  tahj,  cl.  7.  P.  tanakti, 
tataMa,  tankekyati  and  taniHshyati, 

atdnkshit  and  atantit,  tanktum  and  tantitum,  to 
contract,  shrink :  Caus.  taMayati,  -yttum  :  Desid. 
titankshati  or  titandishati :  Intens.  tdtafyate, 
tdtankti. 

2.  taiif,  cl.  i.  P.  tahtati,  &c.,  to  go. 

tahj,  a  various  reading  for  t .  tahf: above. 

"STy  tat,  cl.  i.  P.  tatati,  &c.,  to  rumble, 
N.  groan ;  to  be  raised  or  elevated,  rise  ;  cl.  10. 

P.  tdtayati,  to  beat,  strike ;  (a  various  reading  for 

tad) ;  [cf.  Lith.  tesiu, '  to  raise.'] Tata,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  slope,  an  acclivity,  declivity, 
precipice ;  the  sky  or  horizon  (as  appearing  to  slope) ; 

(as,  d  or  t,  am),  m.  f.  n.  a  shore  or  bank;  a  term 
applied  to  certain  parts  of  the  human  body  which 

have,  as  it  were,  sloping  sides  (e.  g.  £roni-tata, 
ftana-tata,q.v.);  (am),  n.  a  field;  [cf.  a-ta/it, 
ut-tata,  purO'tati.]  —  Tata-stha,  as,  d,  am,  situ- 

ated on  a  declivity,  or  on  a  bank  or  shore ;  standing 
near;  indifferent,  not  partaking  of  or  engaging  in, 
alien,  neuter;  (o«),  m.  an  indifferent  person,  one 
neither  a  friend  nor  a  foe ;  (am),  n.  that  property 
which  is  distinct  from  the  nature  of  anything  and  yet 
is  the  faculty  by  which  it  is  known,  spiritual  essence 
unconnected  with  bodily  wants  or  passions. 

Tataka,  am,  n.  a  shore  or  bank. 
Tatdka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  pond  deep  enough  for 

the  lotus  and  other  aquatic  flowers. 

Tatint,  f.  a  river  (as  having  a  bank).  —  Tattrii- 

pati,  is,  m.  '  the  lord  of  the  rivers,'  the  ocean. 
Tafya,  as,  a,  am,  living  on  hills  or  slopes, 

epithet  of  Siva. 

tatatata  (an  onomatopoetic  word  to 

express  a  particular  noise),  rumbling,  thundering,  &c. 

tad,  cl.  10.  P.  tadayati,  -yitum,  atl- 
tadat  (redupl.  perf.  tatada),  to  beat,  strike, 

hit,  knock ;  to  strike  with  arrows,  wound,  punish  ;  to 
strike  a  musical  instrument ;  (in  astronomy)  to  strike 

against,  touch,  partially  obscure  or  eclipse ;  (in  arith- 
metic) to  multiply ;  to  speak  ;  to  shine ;  [cf.  Hib. 

tatkaim, '  I  kill,  destroy ;'  tathog, '  a  clash,  a  slap.'] 
Tadit,  t,  {.,  Ved.  (in  Rig-veda  ta\it),  lightning ; 

talit  or  talitas,  ind.  closely,  near,  (as  it  were 
striking  against.)  ~  Tadit-kumdra,  as,  m.  pi.  (with 

Jainas)  N.  of  a  class  of  deities  belonging  to  the 
Bhavana-patis.—  Tttdit-prabhd,  (.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  Matris  attendant  on  Skanda.  —  Tadit-tat, 
an,  ail,  at,  having  lightning,  emitting  lightning, 
flashing;  (an),  m.  a  cloud,  a  kind  of  Cyperus,  = 

mustaka.  —  Tadid-yarbha,  a»,  m.  a  cloud,  '  con- 
taining lightning.'  —  Tadin-wiaya,  as,  i,  am,  con- 

sisting of  lightning,  flashing  like  lightning.  —  Tadin- 

mdldvalambin  (  ld-av°),  t,  inl,  i,  having  garlands 
of  lightning  hanging  down.  —  Tadil-latd,  f.  forked 

lightning.  —  7Y(rfi'We/i-/ia,f.alineorstreakoflightning. 
7T3T  tadaga,  as,  m.=tadaga,  a  pool,  lake. 

nsi<*  tadaka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr. rt.  tad), 

=  taddga,  a  pond  or  pool  deep  enough  for  the  lotus ; 
(a),  f.  a  blow  ;  a  bank,  a  shore ;  splendor,  lightning  (V) ; 

[cf.  tatdka."} 

Taddkin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  pools  or  lakes. 
Taddga,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  pond  or  pool  deep  enough 

for  the  growth  of  the  lotus  &c. ;  a  tank ;  a  trap  for 

catching  deer.  —  Tadaga-rat,  an,  atl,  at,  having 
pools  or  lakes ;  (an),  m.,  scil.  de&t,  a  district. 

nsiMin  tadaghnta,  as,  m.  a  blow  from  an 

elephant's  uplifted  trunk;  probably  a  wrong  form 
for  tdddghdta  (tdda-aghata). 

JffST^tadit.     See  tad,  col.  2. 

-|JM  tand  (connected  with  tad),  cl.  i.  A. 
*•  \tandate,  &c.,  to  beat. 

7TCI5  tanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

rH!S<*  tandaka,  as, am,  m.  n.  complete  per- 
formance or  preparation ;  decoration ;  the  upright 

post  of  a  house  ;  composition  abounding  in  compound 

words ;  (as),  m.  a  juggler,  a  cheat ;  the  trunk  of  a 
tree ;  froth,  foam ;  a  wagtail ;  [cf.  tdndaka.] 

nfiis  tandi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  also  of 

a  Rishi  in  the  Krita-yuga  who  saw  and  praised  Siva. 

flf~<!S«^  tandin,  t,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 
a  work  on  prosody  quoted  by  Pin-gala. 

tHO?  tandu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Suva's 
door-keepers  and  one  of  the  original  teachers  of  the 
arts  of  dancing  and  mimicry. 

'rTCiJliir  tandnrina,  as,  m.  one  not  a  citizen, 
a  barbarian ;  a  fool,  a  blockhead ;  the  water  in  which 
rice  has  been  soaked  or  steeped. 

rHKco  tandula,  as,  am,  m.n.  (said  to  be 

fr.  lad,  cf.  tand),  grain  after  threshing  and  winnowing, 
especially  rice ;  rice  used  as  a  weight ;  (am,  d),  m.  f.  a 
vermifuge  plant  or  its  seed  [cf.  tandulu,  vidanga]  ; 

(as),  m.  a  pot-herb,  a  sort  of  amaranth,  =  tandullya; 
(d),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  =  orfarmAi'aya,  odanika, 
mahd-samangd ;  a  sort  of  Sida;  (i),  {.,  N.  of 
several  plants,  =  yava-tiktd,  iai&ntfuK,  tanduliya. 

-•  Tandula-kana,as,  m.a  grain  of  rice.  —  Tandula- 

dera,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  of  Kas"m!ra.  —  Tandidn- 
phala,  (.  long  pepper.—  TundulamJm  (cJa-am°), 
u,  n.  rice-water  or  gruel.  — Tandulottha  (°/o.-w£°), 
am,  n.  or  tandiitodaka  (°la-iid'),  am,  n.  water  in 
which  rice  has  been  boiled,  rice-gruel.  —  Tatidu- 

laugha  (cla-ogha),  as,  m.  a  prickly  sort  of  bamboo, 
Bambusa  Spinosa  ;  a  heap  of  grain. 

Tandullka,  as,  m.a  kind  of  pot-herb,  Amaranthus 

Polygonoides. Tandutiya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb,  Amaranthus 
Polygonoides ;  a  vermifuge  plant  [cf.  vidanga] ;  a 
mineral,  iron  pyrites. 
Tanduliyaka,  as,  m.  Amaranthus  Polygonoides ; 

a  vermifuge  seed ;  [cf.  vidaitga."] Tanduln,  us,  m.  a  plant  the  seeds  of  which  are 

used  as  a  vermifuge  ;  [cf.  rt'rfam/u.] 
Taiidulera,  as,  m.  Amaranthus  Polygonoides. 

oiTPSTT  tamlulikasrorna  (°ka-as°),  as^ 
m.,  N.  of  a  hermitage,  Mah5-bh.Vana-f  arva  4084. 
TTK  i.  tat  for  tad,  that.    See  tad,  p.  360. 
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rTrT  2.  tat,  2.  tata.     See  rt.  3.  tan,  p.  361. 

TTiTi.<ata,<zs,m.(connectedwith  tata,  said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  ta«),  Ved.  father  (a  familiar  expression 
corresponding  to  nund,  mother).  —  Tata-tata,  Of, 
m.  father  of  fathers.  —  Tatd-maha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a 
grandfather ;  [cf.  pra-tatdmaha.] 

fitiM  tatatva,  am,  n.  slow  time  in  music  j 
[cf.  ta«ra.] 

rtrt^JTl?  tatanushti,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  3.  tan?), 
Ved.  fond  of  ornaments. 

TTTnT  tatama,  as,  a,  at  (fr.  fat/),  that  one 
(of  many). 

Tatara,  as,  a,  at,  that  one  (of  two). 

TTS^(tatas,  ind.  (fr.  the  pronom.  base  2.  ta; 
correlative  of  yatas,  and  often  used  for  the  abl.  cases 
tasmdt,  tasydh,  &c.,  of  the  pronoun  tad,  but  oftener 
as  an  adverb),  from  that  place,  thence ;  in  that  place, 
there,  thither  (e.  g.  tata  d-ydhi,  come  from  that 
place)  ;  thereupon,  then,  after  that,  afterwards  (e.  g. 
tatah  Icim,  what  happened  then?);  from  that,  in 
consequence  of  that ;  for  that  reason,  therefore,  conse- 

quently ;  beyond  that,  besides  that,  further,  moreover. 
Tatas-tatas,  from  that  and  that  place,  here  and  there, 
hither  and  thither,  from  all  sides,  to  every  place,  every- 

where. Tatas  tatas,  (in  dramatic  poetry)  what  then? 
what  took  place  after  that?  yato-yatax — tatas-tatas, 
from  whatever  place — to  that  place ;  wherever — -there ; 
itas-tatas,  from  this  place  and  that,  here  and  there, 
hither  and  thither,  see  s.  v. ;  yatas-tatas,  from  which 
place  soever,  from  any  one  whatever;  tatah  kshandt, 
immediately  afterwards ;  tatah  param,  thereupon, 
afterwards;  tatah  paiidt,  after  that;  tatah-pra- 
bhriti,  thenceforth,  thenceforward,  from  that  time 

forward ;  tato  'nyatat,  to  some  other  place,  i.  e. 
to  another  place  than  that ;  [cf.  Gr.  -rht,  rAOcr ; 
Slav.  ot-tfaW,.}  —  Tato-bhavat,  an,  m.  His  Highness 
from  there.  His  Highness  there,  Your  Honour  there ; 

[cf.  tatra-bhavat  and  atra-bhavat.] 
Tatastya,  as,  a,  am,  coming  from  that,  proceeding 

thence;  of  or  belonging  to  that,  &c. 

rrfrT  i.  tati  (fr.  the  pronom.  base  2.  ta),  pi. 
(in  nom.  and  ace.  without  termination),  so  many. 
(For  2.  tati  see  p.  361,  col.  2.) 

Tatitha,  as,  5,  am  (correlative  of  yatitha),  so 
maniest,  that  one  of  a  number ;  e.  g.  tatitht  Kama, 
that  year  (out  of  a  number  of  years). 
Tatidhd,  ind.,  Ved.  in  so  many  parts,  of  such  a 

number. 

flrtfi.  taturi,is,is,i  (fr.  rt.  tri),  preserving, 

cherishing,  conquering ;  an  epithet  of  Agni  and  Indra. 

rtrtftl  tatripi  for  tdtripi,  q.  v. 

rIr=H  tat-kara,  tat-kdla,  tat-kriya,  &e. 
These  and  other  similar  compounds  will  be  found 
under  tad,  p.  360,  col.  i. 

7H3  tattva,  am,  n.  (fr.  tad),  the  state  of 
being  that,  true  state,  real  state,  truth,  reality,  opposed 
to  what  is  illusory  or  fallacious ;  essential  nature ;  the 
real  nature  of  the  human  soul  as  being  one  and  the 
same  with  the  supreme  spirit  pervading  the  universe ; 
(in  philosophy)  truth,  reality,  a  true  principle,  first 
principle,  (the  number  of  these  first  principles  varies 
according  to  the  different  systems ;  the  San-khya 
phil.  has  twenty-five  Tattvas,  viz.  A-vyakta  or  '  the 
undiscrete ;'  Buddhi,  '  intellect ;'  Aharvkara,  '  indi- 

viduality ;'  the  five  Tan-matras  or '  subtile  elements ;' 
the  five  Maha-bhOtas  or  '  gross  elements ;'  the  eleven 
organs,  including  Manas  or '  mind ;'  and, lastly,  Purusha 
or  '  soul :'  hence  tattva  is  sometimes  a  term  for 
'  twenty-five.'  The  Mahesvaras  admit  only  five 
Tattvas,  viz.  the  five  elements.  In  the  Vedanta  phil. 
tattva  is  regarded  as  made  up  of  tad  and  team, 

'  this — thou,'  and  called  mahd-vdkya,  '  the  great 
word,'  by  which  the  identity  of  the  whole  world  with 
the  one  eternal  Brahma  is  expressed)  ;  an  element 
or  elementary  property ;  the  essence  or  substance  of 

anything,  sum  and  substance ;  slow  time  in  music,  a 
musical  instrument ;  (ena},  ind.  according  to  the  true 
state  or  -nature  of  anything,  in  truth,  truly,  really, 
accurately.  —  Tattva-kaumudl,  f.  'moonlight  of  the 
Tattvas,'  or  edrtkhya-tatlvakaumudt,  title  of  a 
commentary  on  the  San-khya-karika.  —  Tattva- 
dandra,  as,  m.  '  the  moon  of  truth,'  title  of  a 
commentary  on  the  grammar  Prakriya-kaumndi. 
••  Tattva-tintdmani,  is,  m.  title  of  a  philosophical 
work  by  Gan-gesa.  —  Tattva-jna,  as,  a,  am,  or 
tattra-jndnin,  i,  inl,  i,  knowing  the  truth  or  true 
nature  of  anything ;  acquainted  with  the  true  princi- 

ples of  philosophy,  understanding  the  principles  of  a 
science  thoroughly;  (as},  m.  a  Brahman.  —  Tattva- 
jiidna,  am,  n.  knowledge  of  the  truth ;  a  thorough 
knowledge  of  the  principles  of  a  science,  insight  into 
the  true  principles  of  philosophy.  —  Tattva-tas,  ind. 
truly,  really,  actually,  accurately,  according  to  the  truth, 

fully.  —  Tattva-td,  f.  truth,  reality.  —  Tattra-dars"a, 
as,  m.  'perceiving  truth,'  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  Rishis 
under  Manu  Deva-sSvarni.  —  Trtft»a-d«rf»'jj,  I,  m. 
'  perceiving  truth,'  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Manu 
Raivata ;  N.  of  a  Brahman.  —  Tattva-dipana,  am, 

n. '  light  of  the  Tattvas,'  title  of  a  work.  —  Tattva- 
nikasha-grdvan,  d,  m.  the  touchstone  of  principle. 
—  Tattva-nydsa,  as,  m. '  the  imposition  of  truth  or 
of  the  true  principles,'  N.  of  a  ceremony  performed 
in  honour  of  Vishnu  ;  it  consists  in  the  application  of 
mystical  letters  and  other  marks   to   the   different 
parts  of  the  body  while  certain  prayers  are  recited. 

—  Tattva-prakds'a,  as,  m. '  light  of  the  true  princi- 
ples,' title  of  a  philosophical  commentary.  —  Tattca- 

bodhinl,  f.  '  revealing  truth,'  title  of  a  commentary 
on  the  Siddhanta-kaumudl  by  Jrianendra-sarasvati. 
—  Tattva-bhdva,   as,   m.   true   being   or   nature. 
—  Tattva-vat,  an,  att,  at,  possessing  truth  or  the 
reality  of  things.  —  Tattra-vid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  the 
truth  or  first  principles,  knowing  things  as  they  are. 
—  Tattva-vindit,  us,  m. '  drop  of  truth,"  title  of  a 
philosophical  treatise.  —  Tattmi-mmtfd,  f.  desire  of 
knowing  the  truth  or  God.  —  Tattva-viveka,  as,  m. 
or  siddhdnta-tattvanveka,  '  sifting  of  established 
truths,'  title  of  an  astronomical  work.  —  Tattvavi- 
veka-dipana,  am,  n.  '  light  of  the  investigation  of 
truth,'   title   of  a  philosophical   work.  —  Tattva- 
sanfaya,  as,  m.  'collection  of  truths,'  tide  of  a 
Buddhist  work.  -  Taltva-satya-ddstra,  am,  n.  title 
of  a  work  by  Guna-prabha.  —  Tattva-samdsa,  as, 

m.  '  compendium  of  the  Tattvas  or  principles,'  the 
title   of    the   SSrtkhya-sOtras    ascribed    to   Kapila. 
—  Tattvdbhiyoga   (°va-abK"),  as,   m.   a  positive 
charge  or  dedaration.  —  Tattvdrtha  (°va-ar°),  as, 
m.   the  exact   truth,   reality,  truth.  —  Tattvdrtha- 
kaumudl  (ara-ar°),  f.  the  title  of  a  commentary  by 
GovindJnanda  on  the  Prayasc'itta-viveka.  —  Tattvdr- 
tha-md,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  the  exact  truth,  knowing 
the  reality.  — Tattvdrtha-sutra  l?va-ar°),  am,  n. 
title  of  a  Jaina  work.  —  Tattvdvabodha  (°m-a»°), 
as,  m.  perception  of  truth. 

rra1  tatra,  ind.  (fr.  the  pronom.  base  2.  ta; 
correlative  ofyatra,  and  often  used  for  the  loc.  cases 
tasmin,  tasydm,  &c.,of  the  pronoun  tad,  but  oftener 
as  an  adverb),  in  that  place,  there,  yonder,  thither, 
to  that  place ;  in  that,  therein  ;  on  that  occasion,  in 
that  case,  under  those  circumstances,  then  ;  therefore  ; 
tatra  tatra,  in  that  and  that  place,  here  and  there, 
hither  and  thither,  to  every  place;  yalra  tatra, 
indiscriminately;  [cf.  Goth.  thathrO.]  —  Tatra- 

bhavat,  an,  atl,  at, '  Your  Honour  there,'  venera- 
ble, respectable,  reverend  ;  a  respectful  title  given 

in  dramatic  language  to  absent  persons ;  [cf.  atra- 
lihavat.]  —  Tatra-itha,  as,  d,  am,  there  standing, 
dwelling  there,  situated  there,  belonging  to  that  place, 

a  by-stander.  —  Tatrdpi  (°tra-api),  ind.  there  also, even  there,  nevertheless. 

Tatratya,  as,  d,  am,  produced  there  or  in  that 
place,  relating  to  that  place,  of  that  place,  being  there. 

Tff=r  tatva,  a.  less  correct  form  for  tattva. 

tathd,  ind.  (fr.  the  pronom.  base  2.  ta 

and  correlative  of  yathd),  in  that  manner,  so,  thus, 
(the  correlative  standing  in  the  preceding  clause,  e.  g. 

yathd  priyam  tathd  'stit,  as  is  agreeable  so  let  it be  ;  or  in  the  subsequent  clause,  e.  g.  tathd  prayat- 
nam  dtishthed  yathd  na  pidayed  dtmdnam,  he 
should  so  make  effort  as  that  he  may  not  injure  him- 

self.) Yathd-tathd,  in  whatever  way,  in  any  way  ; 
by  all  means.  Yatha-yatha — tathd-tathd,  in  what- 

ever manner — in  that  manner;  in  whatever  degree — 
in  that  degree ;  the  more — the  more,  (yathd  yathd 
purushah  fidstram  samadhi-f/aMhati  tathd  tathd 
vi-jdndti,  the  more  a  man  studies  a  book  the  more he  understands  it.) 

Tathd  followed  by  iti  is  also  used  as  a  particle  of 

assent,  agreement,  or  promise,  to  express  '  so  be  it,' 
'yes,'  'so  it  shall  be,'&c.(e.g.  tathety  uktvd,  having 
said, '  so  be  it'  or  '  yes ;'  tatheti  prati-jnaya,  having 
promised,  '  so  it  shall  be')  ;  also  in  forms  of  adjura- 

tion (e.  g.  yathd  'ham  anyam  na  iintaye  tathd 
'yam  patatdm  kshudrah  pardsuh,  as  surely  as  I 
do  not  think  on  any  other  man,  so  surely  let  this wretch  fall  dead). 

Tathd  is  frequently  used  as  a  conjunction  to  ex- 
press 'so  also,'  'in  like  manner,'  'and  also'  (e.g. 

sukham  feved  duhkham  tathd,  let  him  make  use  of 
prosperity  and  also  adversity).  Tathd  hi,  for  so, 
for  thus  (it  has  been  said),  for  instance ;  tathd  (a, 
and  likewise ;  and  so  it  has  been  said ;  (this  and  the 
preceding  are  often  used  in  introducing  quotations.) 

Tathdpi  (tathd-api),  even  thus,  even  so,  neverthe- 
less, yet,  still,  notwithstanding ;  yadyapi — tathdpi, 

even  if — yet;  although — nevertheless.  Tathaiva(ta- 
thd-ei-a\  even  so,  even  thus,  exactly  so,  in  like  man- 

ner. —  Tathd-kHta,  as,  d,  am,  thus  done  or  made. 
—  Tathd-kratu,  us,  us,  u,  so   intending,  having 
such  an  aim.  ••  Tathd-f/ata,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  such 
a  state  or  condition ;   of  such  a  quality  or  nature ; 

(as),  m.  a  Buddha;  a  Jina;  N.  of  a  prince. —  Ta- 

thdgata-kupa,  as,  m.  '  the  well  of  the  Tatha-gata,' N.  of  a  well.  —  Tathdgata-garbha,  as,  m.  title  of 
a  Buddhist  Sutra  work ;  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Ta~ 
thdgata-guna-jndnd<!intya-mshaydvatara^nir- 
des'a  (°na-a£mtya-vishaya-av°),  as,  m.  title  of  a 
Buddhist  Sutra  work;  direction  (nir-dcs'a)  how  to 
attain  (ava-tdra)  to  the  inconceivable  subject  (adin- 
iya-mshaya)  of  the  qualities  (guna)  and  to  the 
knowledge  (jtidna)  of  a  Tatha-gata.  —  Tathdgata- 
gupta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  N.  of  a  king.  —  Ta- 
thdgata-giihyaka,  am,  n. '  the  mystery  of  a  Tatha- 
gata,'  title  of  one  of  the  nine  works  highly  revered 
by  the  Buddhists  of  Nepal.  •- Tathdgata-bhadra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Nagarjuna.  —  Tathd-guna, 
as,  d,  am,  endowed  with  such  qualities.  -•  Tathd-td, 
f.  or  tathd-tva,  am,  n.  such  a  state  of  things,  such  a 
condition ;    true  state  of  things,  true   nature ;    the 
being  so ;  the  case  or  circumstances  being  admitted 
to   be   as   stated.  —  Tathd-prabhdva,  as,  d,  am, 
having  such  power.  —  Tatha-bhavin,  i,  int,  i,  of 
such  a  nature ;  about  to  be  so  or  of  such  a  kind. 
—  Tathd-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  of  such  qualities,  of 
such  a  kind  or  nature.—  Tathd-mukha,  as,  I,  am, 

'  so-facing,'  turning  the  face  in  the  same  direction. 

—  Tathdyata  (°thd-dy°\  as,  d,  am,  '  so-directed,' turned  towards  the  same  point.  -•  Tathd-rdja,  as,  m. 
a  Buddha  or  Jina ;  [cf.  tathd-gata.]  —  Tathd-rupa, 
as,  d,  am,  or  tathd-rupin,  I,  inl,  i,  of  such  a 
form,  thus  shaped,  so  formed,  looking  thus.  —  Ta- 
thd-vddin,  t,  inl,  i,  professing  to  be  so  and  so. 
—  Tathd-vidha,  as,  d,  am,  of  such  a  sort  or  kind, 
being  in  such  a  condition  or  state,  of  such  qualities  ; 
(am),  ind.  thus,  in  this  manner  ;   likewise,  equally. 
••  Tathd-vidheya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  such  a  sort 
or  kind,  being  of  such  a  kind  or  nature.  «•  Tathd- 
vrata,  as,  d,  am,  observing  such  conduct  or  practices, 
so  acting.  —  Tathd-sila,  as,  d,  am,  behaving  or  con- 

ducting one's  self  thus.  —  Tathdstu  (°thd-af),  ind. 
so  be  it.  —  Tathd-xvara,  as,  d,  am,  uttered  with 
the  same  accent.  —  Tatheti,  see  tathd  followed  by 

Hi  above.  —  Tathaiva  (°tkd-eva),  ind.,  see  tathS, 
above.  —  Tathotsaha  ("thd-iit"),  as,  d,  am,  making 
so  great  efforts. 
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Tathya,  Of,  a,  am,  'being  really  so,"  tnie,  real, 
genuine;  (urn),  n.  truth,  reality;  tathyena  or  ttith- 
yatas,  ind.  according  to  truth. —  Tathya-vadin,  i, 
ini,  i,  speaking  the  truth. 

TT&J  tathya.     See  above. 

IT?  tad,  sas,  sa,  tad  or  tat,  (the  actual 
base  of  this  pronoun  in  all  the  cases  except  the  nom. 
sing.  m.  and  f.  is  ta,  but  the  neut.  tail  represents 
the  base  in  compounds  and  in  the  derivative  tadiya. 
In  the  Veda  the  nom.  and  ace.  du.  m.  may  be  la  as 
well  as  ton,  the  nom.  plur.  n.  ta  as  well  as  tdni,  and 
the  inst.  plur.  m.  or  n.  tebhii  as  well  as  tais),  he, 
she,  it,  that,  this,  (often  occurring  as  a  correlative  of 

the  relative  pronoun  ya,  '  who,  which,'  the  relative 
generally  standing  in  the  preceding  clause,  e.  g.  yasya 
liuddkih  sa  balavin,  of  whom  there  is  intellect  he 
is  strong,  see  Gram.  799.) 

Tad  is  sometimes  used,  for  the  sake  of  emphasis,  in 
connection  with  the  first  and  second  personal  pronouns, 
with  other  demonstratives  and  with  relatives  like  the 

Lat.  ille  (e.  g.  so  'ham,  I  that  very  person,  I  myself; 
te  rayam,  we  those  very  persons ;  tdv  intau,  those 
very  two ;  tad  etad,  that  v«ry  thing ;  yat  .tat  kd- 
ranam,  that  very  reason  which ;  yd  sa  frih,  that 
very  fortune  which). 

Tad  is  repeated  in  the  sense  of 'this  and  that,' 
'this  or  that,'  'various,'  'different'  (e.g.  torn  tan 
defam  jagdma,  he  went  to  this  and  that  place ; 

tdfu  tdsu  yonMu,  in  different  or  various  birth- 
places). 
Tad  is  used  in  connection  with  a  relative  pronoun 

in  the  sense  of ' whosoever,'  'whichsoever,'  'every' 
(e.  g.  yaimins  tannin  kale,  in  any  family  whatever). 
Sometimes  both  the  demonstrative  and  the  relative 

are  repeated  (e.  g.  yadyat  karma  para-vaiam  tat- 
tad  varjayet,  whatever  action  depends  on  another, 
that  he  should  avoid). 

Tad,  n.,  may  be  used  to  signify  '  this  world '  [cf. 
i'lant] ;  also  to  denote '  the  supreme  spirit  or  Brahma' 
(opposed  to  tram). 

Tad,  ind.  there,  thither,  in  that  place,  to  that  spot 
(e.  g.  tamansi  yatra  gaMhanti  tat  kravyddo 
ajigamam,  where  dark  shades  prevail  there  I  caused 

the  flesh-eaters  to  go) ;  then,  at  that  time,  in  that 
case  (e.  g.  yadi  mam  na  vihdtum  iddhasi  tat 

kim-artham  panthdh  samupa-difyate,  if  thou  dost 
not  wish  to  leave  me  why  is  the  road  pointed  out  ?) ; 
thus,  in  this  manner,  with  regard  to  that,  in  connec- 

tion with  that  (often  so  used  in  the  BcShmanas,  e.  g. 
tad  etau  slokau  bhavatah,  with  reference  to  that 
there  are  these  two  verses);  on  that  account,  for 
that  reason,  therefore,  consequently  (in  this  sense 
commonly  used  in  classical  Sanskrit,  e.  g.  yad — tad 
or  yena — tad,  because — therefore);  now,  so  also, 
equally,  in  like  manner  (often  connecting  two  sen- 

tences or  clauses  in  the  Brahmanas).  Tad  api,  and 
also,  and  equally;  nevertheless,  notwithstanding 

(yady  api—^tad  api,  even  if — nevertheless);  tad 
yatha,  in  such  a  manner  as  follows,  as  here  follows, 

namely;  ta£(dpi,  and  also,  and  likewise;  [cf. 

Lith.  tan,  ta,  'this;'  Goth,  tha  (the  base  of 
the  article),  masc.  sa,  fern.  s6;  Gr.  6.  Jj,  TO; 

Slav,  f,  ta,  to;  Lat. .is-te,  is-ta,  is-tud,  tarn,  turn, 

tune;  Hib.  so  'this,'  se  'he,'  ei  'she.'J—  Tat- 
fhila  (tad-ff),  at,  a,  am,  having  an  inclination  for 
that,  accustomed  to  that;  [cf.  tatdiilika  and  taf- 

(hllya.^  —  Taj-ja  (tad-jo),  as,  a,  am,  'produced 
at  that  moment,'  immediate,  instantaneous.  —  Taj- 
yoya  (tad-ja°),  as,  m.  the  conquest  of  that,—  Taj- 
ja-lan  (tad-ja-la-an),  n,  n,  n,  produced,  absorbed, 
and  breathing  in  that.  -  Taj-jna  (tad-jna),as,  a, 
am,  knowing  that,  knowing,  experienced  in  or  fami- 

liar with;  (as),  m.  a  knowing  or  intelligent  man, (in  this  and  other  compounds  tad  often  loses  its 
meaning  and  becomes  redundant;  cf.  tot-para  tad- 
bUm,  &c.)-Tat-Jcara,  a*,  d,  am,  performing  a particular  work  or  service,  serving,  obeying,  a  servant. 
—  Tat-karlavya,  as,  d,  am,  proper  or  necessary  to 
be  done  with  reference  to  present  circumstances ;  [cf. 

iti-kartavya.]  —  Tat-kdla,  as,  m.  that  time'(op^ 

posed  to  etat-kala,  this  time);  present  time,  time 
being,  the  time  referred  to  or  spoken  of,  the  same 
time,  the  time  when  an  act  occurs ;  (am),  ind.  at 
that  time,  at  a  certain  time;  directly,  immediately; 

(/'•-•,  Q,  am},  happening  at  the  same  time  or  imme- 

diately; [cf.  tdtkdlika.~\  —  Tatkdla-tl/ii,  is,  is,  i, wise  or  intelligent  for  the  time  being,  having  presence 
of  mind,  Scc.^Tathdla-larana,  am,  n.  a  kind  of 
salt  prepared  artificially,  =  md-lam>ta.—  Tatkdlot- 

panna-dlit  (°la-uC),  is,  is,  i,  possessed  of  presence 
of  mind.  —  Tnt-kulina,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to 
that  family  or  caste.  —  Tat-kriya,  as,  d,  am,  per- 

forming a  particular  work  or  service ;  working  without 
hire  or  wages.  —  Tat-kshana,  an,  m.  time  present, 
time  being ;  the  same  moment ;  a  measure  of  time, 
=  120  Kshanas,  =  ̂   Lava;  (am  or  at),  ind.  at 
the  same  moment,  immediately,  directly.  —  Tatkiha- 
na-bhangura,  as,  d,  am,  vanishing  immediately, 
transient..—  Tiit-tritiya,  as,  a,  am,  doing  that  for 
the  third  time.  —  Tat-pada,  am,  n.  the  place  or 
position  of  that ;  the  word  tad;  (as),  m.  the  tree 

Ficus  Religiosa.  •*  Tat-para,  as,  d,  am,  following 
that  or  thereupon,  coming  after,  inferior ;  having  that 

as  one's  highest  object  or  aim,  totally  devoted  or 
addicted  to  anything,  attending  to  anything  closely, 
eagerly  engaged  in  (with  loc.  or  in  composition); 
diligent ;  (as),  m.  the  thirtieth  part  of  the  twinkling 
of  the  eye ;  (with  reference  to  the  redundant  use  of 
tad  cf.  taj-jna,  tad-gata,  tad-bhava,  tdtparya.) 

—  Tatpara-td,  f.  or  tatpara-ti'a,  am,  n.  entire  de- 
votion or  addiction  to ;  the  state  of  following  after  or 

behind,  inferiority.  —  Tat-pardyana,  as,  d,  am,  at- 
tached or  addicted  to  any  particular  thing  or  person. 

—  Tat-purusha,  as,  m.  the  original  or  supreme 
spirit ;  the  servant  or  attendant  of  him ;  a  class  of 
compounds  in  which  the  last  member  is  defined  or 

qualified  by  the  first  without  losing  its  original  inde- 
pendance,  i.  e.  continues  the  principal  member  of  the 

compound  and  preserves  its  original  grammatical  charac- 
ter whether  as  a  noun,  adjective,  or  participle,  whereas 

in  a  Bahu-vrihi  compound  the  last  member  loses  its 
iudependance  as  well  as  its  original  grammatical  cha- 

racter and  serves  together  with  the  first  member 

only  to  qualify  or  define  another  ward;  the  Karma- 
dharaya  and   Dvigu   compounds  are  considered  as 
subdivisions  of  the  Tat-purusha  class.     The  word 

tat-purusha,  '  his  servant,'  is  itself  an  example  of 
this  class  of  compounds.      The  stock  example  is 

divya-kusumam,  '  heavenly  flower,'  which  belongs 
to  the  Karma-dhSraya  subdivision.  —  Tat-puna,  as, 
a,  am,  occurring  or  happening  for  the  first  time; 
prior,  former.  —  Tatpurra-sartga,  as,  d,  am,  then 
first  restrained.—  Tat-prakdra,  as,  a,  am,  of  that 
kind,  of  that  sort.  —  Tat-prathama,  as,  a,  am, 
doing  that  for  the  first  time.  —  Tat-prabhdte,  ind. 
early  on  the  next  morning.  —  Tat-phala,  at,  d,  am, 
having  that  as  a  fruit  or  reward ;  having  as  a  result 
or  consequence ;   (as),  m.  the  white  water-lily ;  a 
kind  of  medicinal  plant  (kushfha) ;  a  kind  of  per- 

fume (=&iura).—  Tat-samanantaram,  ind.  im- 
mediately upon  that  or  afterwards ;  [cf.  tad-anan- 

taram.]  —  Tat-sddhu-kdrin,  i,ini,  i,  accomplishing 

or  performing  that.  —  Tat-st/M,  as,  d,  am,  being  on 
or  in  that,  connected  with  that ;  (as),  m.  a  particular 
mode  of  multiplication.—  Tad-atipdta,  as,  d,  am, 

transgressing  that,  going  beyond  the  bounds.  —  Tad- 
anantara,  as,  d,  am,  nearest  or  next  to  that ;  (am), 
ind.  immediately  upon  that,  thereupon,  then  (prdk — 
tad-anantaram,  first — afterwards;  prathamam — 
— tad-anantarnm — tritiyam — atah  param,  first 
— afterwards — thirdly — further;  [cf.  tnt-saman/m- 
taram.]  —  Tad-anu,   ind.   after  that,    afterwards. 
—  Tad-anusarana-kramena,  ind.   in   a   manner 

conformably  to  that,  subsequently  to  that.  —  Tad- 

anta",  ̂ as,  a,  am,  coming  to  an  end  or  perishing  in 
that,- ending  thus,  thus  terminating.—  Tad-anna, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  accustomed  to  that  food.  —  Tad- 
am/at,   ind.   other  than  that,   different  from   that. 

—  Tad-apas,  at,  as,  as,  Ved.  doing  that  work, 
having  that  occupation,  accustomed  to  do  that ;  (as), 
ind.  in  the  usual  way.  —  Tad-artha,  as,  a,  am,  des- 

tined or  intended  for  that,  on  that  account,  with  that 

object ;  having  that  meaning ;  (am),  ind.  on  that 
account,  with  that  object,  for  that  end,  therefore; 

[cf.  tadarthya."]  —  Tad-arthiya,  as,  d,  am,  destined 
or  intended  for  that,  undertaken  for  that  end.  —  Tad- 
arpana,  am,  n.  delivery  of  that,  delivering  or  returning 
any  article.  —  Tad-arha,  as,  a,  am,  meriting  that. 

—  Tad-avadlii,  {*,  m.  that  limit,  that  period  ;  (»'), 
ind.  so  far,  up  to  that  period ;  from  that  time.—  Tad- 
atwutito,  as,  a,  am,  so  situated,  thus  circumstanced, 
in  that  condition.  —  Tad-dkdra,  as,  a,  am,  having  that 
appearance  or  aspect.  —  Tad-dmukha,  am,  n.  com- 

mencement, beginning.—  Tad-id-artlia,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  intent  on  that  particular  object.  —  Tad-ekatitta, 

as,  a,  am,  having  all  the  thoughts  fixed  on  that 

(person  or  thing).—  Tadn'opanishad(tad-eva-tip°), 
t,  (.  title  of  an  Upanishad  beginning  with  the  words 
tad  eva.  —  Tad-okas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  rejoicing  or 
delighting  in  that,  at  home  in  it;  (Say.)  having  that 

as  one's  dwelling-place.  —  Tad-ojas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved. 
endowed  with  such  strength.  —  Tad-gata,  as,  d,  am, 

gone  to  that,  directed  towards  that,  devoted  to,  intent 

on ;  (as),  m.(?)  the  continued  multiplication  of  four 
or  more  like  quantities ;  [cf.  taj-jna,  tat-para,  tad- 

bhdva.'l  —  Tad-guna,  as,  m.  the  quality  of  that 
(person  or  thing),  quality  or  virtue  of  anything ;  (as, 
d,  am),  possessing  these  qualities ;  (as),  m.  a  figure 
of  speech  in  rhetoric,  transferring  the  qualities  of  one 
thing  to  another.  —  Tadguna-samvijndna,  as,  d, 

am,  a  term  applied  to  those  Bahu-vrthi  compounds 
in  which  the  qualities  implied  in  the  name  are  per- 

ceived along  with  the  thing  itself  (e.  g.  Dirgha-kar- 

nam   a-naya,   bring   Dirgha-karna,    'long-ear,' 
where  the  long  ears  accompany  and  mark  the  indi- 

vidual.   An  example  of  the  a-tadguna-samvijndna 
would  be  drishta-sdgaram  a-naya,  bring  the  man 
who  has  seen  the  ocean).  *-Tad-dina,  am,  n.  that 
day ;  (am),  ind.  during  the  day,  every  day,  day  by 
day,  on  a  certain  fay.  —  Tad-auhkha,  am,  n.  that 

grief,  grief  for  that  or  of  that.  —  Tad-dmliya,  as,  a,' 
am,  doing  that  for  the  second  time.  —  Tad-dhana, 
as,  ii,  am,  miserly,  niggardly.  —  Tad-dkarman,  a, 
d,  a,  having  that  business,  accomplishing  that  business ; 

[cf.  tdddharmya.~]  —  Tad-dharmin,  i,  ini,  i,  obey- 
ing the  laws  of  him  or  that.  —  Tad-dhita,  as,  d, 

am  (ft.  tad-hita),  good  for  that,  salutary;  (am),  n. 
the  welfare  of  any  one ;  (as),  m. ,  scil.  pratyayali, 
an  affix  which  forms  nouns  from  other  nouns,  (whereas 
a  Krit  affix  forms  nouns  from  roots) ;  a  noun  formed 

by  a  Taddhita  affix,  a  derivative  noun.  —  Tad-bala, 
as,  d,  TO.  f.  a  kind  of  arrow.  —  Tad-bhava,  as,  m. 
the   becoming    that,   becoming   (in    general),  e.  g. 

abhuta-tadohava,  the  becoming  what  one  was  not 
formerly.  —  Tad-bhinna,  as,  a,  am,  different  or 
distinct  from  that.  —  Tad-rasa,  as,  m.   the   spirit 

thereof.  —  Tad-raja,  as,  m.,scil.^>ra<ya3raA,  an  affix 
added  to  a  proper  name  to  form  from  it  the  name  of 

a  king  or  chief  (e.  g.  fr.  anga  is  formed  dnga, '  king 
of  the  An-gas,'  by  the  Tad-raja  affix  an).—  Tad- 
rupa,  as,  d,  am,  thus  shaped,  so  formed.  —  Tadryanf, 
an,  ilriiH,  ak  (fr.  tad,  with  adri  substituted  for  ad, 
and  rt.a.H<5),  extending  thither ;  [ct.devadryant!,  &c/| 

—  Tad^vadah-pratita,  as,  d,  am,  believing  his  words. 
—  Tad-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  or  containing  that, 
possessed  of  that ;  (vat),  ind.  like  that,  in  that  manner, 
thus;  in  like  manner.equally.likewise,  also ;  (yadvai — 

tadvat  or  yatha — tadvat,  as — so.)  —  Tadvat-td,  f. 
conformity,  agreement.  —  Tad-rasa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
longing  for  or  desiring  that.  —  Tad-vadaka,  as,  ikd, 
am,  signifying  that.  —  Tad-vid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  that, 
familiar  with  that;  knowing  the  truth,  a  knowing 

man.  —  Tad-vidya,as,  a,am,  possessing  a  knowledge 
of  that.  —  Tad-vidha,  as,  d,  am,  of  that  kind,  cor- 

responding to  that,  conformableto  that.  —  Tadvidha- 
tva,  am,  n.  correspondence  or  conformity  with  that. 
—  Tad-rishaya  or  tad-vishayaka,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 

ing that  for  its  object,  attending  to  that  business, 
relating  to  that.  —  Tan-na,  ind.  not  that,  not  so. 
—  Tan-naia,  as,  m.  destruction  of  that.  —  Tan-ma- 
dhya-stha,  as,  d,  am,  situated  in  the  midst  of  that. 
—  Tan-wadhydt,   ind.   from   the    midst   thereof, 
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from  amongst  them.  —  Tan-maya,  nx,  t,  am,  made 
up  of  that,  having  the  nature  of  that,  absorbed  or 
contained  in  or  identical  with  that,  become  one 

with.  —  Tanmaya-td,  f.  or  tanmaya-tra,  am.  n. 
the  being  contained  in  or  identical  with  that.  —  Tan- 
marana,am,  n.  his  death.  —  Tan-mdtra,as, a, am, 
only  so  much  or  so  little ;  consisting  of  rudimentary 
atoms  or  elementary  matter;  (am),  n.  merely  that, 
only  a  trifle  ;  that  in  which  its  own  peculiar  property 
resides  without  any  change  or  variety,  i.  e.  a  subtile 
dement  or  a  rudiment  of  elementary  matter,  (of 

these  there  are  five,  viz.  dabda-t°,  sparia-i°,  rupa- 
f,  rasa-t",  and  gandha-f,  from  which  the  five 
Maha-bhutas  or  grosser  elements  are  produced.  In 
this  sense  also  according  to  some  tan-mdtra,  f.) 
—  Tanmdtra-td,  f.  or  tanmdtra-tm,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  a  TanmStra.  —  Tanmdtra-sarga,  as,  m.  (in 

the  SSrrkhya  phil.)  the  rudimental  creation.  —  Tan- 
mitrika,  as,  a,  am,  consisting  of  rudimentary  atoms 

or  elementary  matter.  —  Tan-mdnin,  lt  irii,  i,  im- 
plying the  doing  of  that  which  the  base  indicates  (?), 

(e.  g.  the   nominal  agJiaya,  to  act  wickedly,  is  a 

tan-mdnin.)  —  Tal-lakshana  (tad-la°),  am,  n.the 
mark  of  him,  a  particular  high  number. 

Tadd,  ind.  at  that  time,  then  ;  in  that  case ;  (some- 
times used  rather  redundantly  in  epic  poetry,  e.  g. 

tato  'ntarikshago  rddam  ryd-jahdra  Nalam 
tadd,  upon  that  the  bird  addressed  words  to  Nala 
then) ;  yadd  tadd,  at  any  time  whatsoever ;  tadd 

prabhriti,  from  that  time  forward  ;  yad — tadd  or 
yatra — tadd  or  yadd — tadd  or  yadi — tadd,  when 
— then ;  if — then,  &c. ;  yatas — tada,  from  the  time 
when — then,  i.e.  ever  since ;  yarfiy  era — tadaira, 
at  what  time — at  that  very  time,  i.  e.  at  the  very 

time  when.  —  Tada-tva,  am,  n. '  the  state  of  then,' 
that  time,  present  time,  time  being,  present  state  or 
circumstances,  (usually  in  connection  with  dyati, 
future  time.) 
Taddnim,  ind.  at  that  time,  then  [cf.  iddntm] ; 

yadd — taddriim,  when. — then.  —  Taddnm-tana, 
as,  I,  am,  of  that  time,  belonging  to  that  time. 
—  Tadantn-dugdha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  milked  at  that 
time  or  at  the  time  spoken  of,  just  milked. 

Tadlya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  him  or  her  or 
that  or  them ;  his,  hers,  its,  theirs  ;  such  (e.  g.  dintayd 

tadiyayd,  with  a  thought  such  as  that).  —  Tadiya- 
xnnna,  as,  m.  meeting  with  her,  union  with  her. 

1.  tan  (=stan),  cl.  4.  P.,  Ved.  tan- 
x  yati,  to  resound,  sound  aloud,  roar ;  [cf.  Gr. 

-rdvos:  Lat.  tonare;  Angl.  Sax.  thunor;  Eng. 
thunder.] 
Tanayitnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  roaring,  thundering ; 

[cf.  stanayitnu,  tanyatd,  tanyatu,  tanyu.~\ 
2.  tan,  cl.  i.  and  10.  P.  tanati  and 

\  tdnayati,  &c.,  to  confide,  believe  or  have 
faith  in  ;  to  aid,  assist ;  to  be  harmless ;  to  pain  or 

afflict  with  disease  (?);  [cf.  rt.  I.  (an  and  •can.'] 
3'  tan,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  tanoti,  tanute,  ta- 
tdna  (2nd  sing,  tatantha  or  tenitlia), 

tene,  tanixhyati,  -te,  atdnit  and  atanit,  atata  and 
atanighla,  tanitum,  to  extend,  stretch,  spread,  be 
diffused  over,  shine  (as  light),  extend  towards,  reach 
to ;  protract,  prolong,  lengthen  out,  augment ;  to 
lengthen,  be  lengthened  out,  be  protracted,  continue, 
endure,  last ;  to  stretch  (a  cord),  extend  or  bend  (a 
bow),  spread  or  spin  out,  weave ;  to  emboss,  chase  ; 

to  prepare  (a  way  for) ;  direct  one's  way  towards ;  to 
propagate,  be  propagated  ;  to  accomplish,  perform  (as 
a  ceremony),  to  sacrifice ;  to  compose  (a  literary  work) ; 
to  bestow,  grant,  cause,  prepare :  Pass,  lanyatc  or 
Inyiite,  to  be  extended  ;  to  increase,  &c. :  Caus.  tdna- 

ya.ti,^jitum,at'it((nat:Dei\d.tifaiik/,ui;,/:/arisati, 
titdnsati :  Intens.  tantanyate,  tantanlti,  tantanti; 
[cf.  Gr.  T^vvfucu,  rdna:  Lat.  iendo,  tennis,  tener: 
Goth,  lhanja :  Russ.  tonju :  Lith.  tempju  :  Hib. 

tana,  '  thin,  slender,  lean  ;'  tanaig/tim,  '  I  make 
thin.'J  —  Tan-ddi,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  scil.  dlidtavas,  the 
roots  beginning  with  tan,  i.  e.  the  eighth  class  of roots. 

2.  tat,  t,  t,  t,  at  the  end  of  a  comp. ;  [cf.  par't- 
tat.]  (For  I.  tat  see  p.  358,  col.  3.) 

1.  tata,  as,  a,  am  (for  i.  see  p.  359),  extended, 
stretched,  spread,  diffused,  expanded;  spreading  or 
reaching  over,  extending  to  ;  covered  over,  concealed  ; 
protracted, continued;  bent  (as  a  bow) ;  spreading,  wide, 
&c.;  (as),  m.  wind,  air;  (am),  n.  any  stringed  musical 
instrument ;  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of  four  lines 
of  twelve  syllables  each.—  Tata-dilma,  as,  d,  am, 
having  marks  drawn  along,  distinctly  marked.  —  Ta- 
ta-pattri,  f.  the  plantain  tree,   Musa  Sapientum; 

[cf.  kadala.] 
2.  tali,  is,  (.  (for  I.  see  p.  359,  col.  i),  a  series, 

a  line,  a  row  or  range ;  a  number,  a  crowd,  a  troop ; 
a  sacrificial  act,  a  ceremony  ;  [cf.  tanti.] 

4.  tan  (probably  f.,  but  occurring  only  in  dat.,  inst., 
and  abl.),  Ved.  continuation,  diffusion,  propagation, 
offspring,  posterity.descendants ;  (tame  tone  (a,  for 

one's  own  person  and  one's  children) ;  tana  (inst. 
used  as  an  adv.),  in  uninterrupted  succession  or  series, 
one  after  another,  continually. 
Tana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  descendant ;  (a,  am),  f.  n. 

offspring,  a  descendant,  posterity. 

Tanaya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  propagating  or  extend- 

ing a  family,  belonging  to  one's  own  family ;  (to- 
kam  tanayam,  a  child  which  propagates  the  family) ; 
(as),  m.  a  male  descendant,  a  son ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
seven  sages  in  the  eleventh  Manv-antara  with  the 
patronymic  Visishtha ;  (in  astrology)  N.  of  the  fifth 
lunar  mansion  ;  (au),  m.  du.  a  son  and  a  daughter  ; 

(d},  f.  a  daughter;  N.  of  a  plant,  =  dakra-kulyd ; 
(am),  n.  posterity,  family,  race,  offspring,  child, 
descendant ;  (according  to  the  scholiasts  tanaya  is  a 
grandchild  and  toka  a  child);  (ds),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people.  —  Tanaya-bhamna,  as,  m.  (in  astrology) 
N.  of  the  fifth  lunar  mansion. 

Tanayi-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  a  son. 
Tanas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  offspring,  posterity. 

Taniman,  d,  m.  (ft.  tanu  below),  thinness,  slen- 
derness,  minuteness ;  (a),  n.  the  liver. 

Tanishtha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  of  tanu),  thinnest, 
very  thin,  smallest,  least ;  very  minute  or  delicate. 

Taniyas,  an,  as't,  as  (compar.  of  tanu),  thinner, more  minute,  smaller,  less,  very  thin,  Sec. 
Tanu,  us,  us  or  vi  or  us,  u,  thin,  slender,  slim, 

attenuated,  emaciated,  small,  minute ;  delicate,  fine, 

having  minute  interstices  (as  a  web) ;  little,  un- 
important;  shallow  (as  a  river);  spare;  (us),  m., 

N.  of  a  certain  Rishi  with  a  very  emaciated  body 

[cf.  tdnavya]  ;  (us  or  tanu,  us),  f.  (the  latter  form 
only  being  used  in  the  earlier  language),  the  body, 

the  person  (applied  also  to  gods) ;  one's  own  person, 
self  (often  used  in  the  Veda  like  a  reflexive  pronoun, 

e.g.  yajasva  tanvam,  worship  thy  o'-vn  person  or 
thyself ;  cf.  diman) ;  outward  form  or  manifestation  ; 
nature,  form,  or  character  of  anything ;  appearance ;  (us), 
f.  the  skin ;  N.  of  the  first  lunar  mansion ;  (vl),  f.  a 
delicate  or  slender  or  graceful  woman ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
wives  of  Krishna ;  a  kind  of  plant  [cf.  6dla~parni\ ; 
a  stanza  of  four  lines  and  twenty-four  syllables  in 
each ;  [cf.  Gr.  raw ;  Lat.  tenuis ;  Old  Germ. 
dunnl;  Germ,  diinn;  Hib.  tana;  Eng.  thin.] 

—  Tanu-kiipa,  as,  m.  a  pore  of  the  skin,  (lit.  well 
of  the  skin.)  —  Tanu-kshtra,  as,  m.  the  tree  Spon- 

dias   Magnifera;    [cf.  dmrdfaka.~\~Tanu-grilia, 
am,  n.  (in  astrology)  N.  of  the  first  lunar  mansion. 
—  Tanui-ffhad,  t,  t,  t,  or  tanu-ddhada,  as,  a,  am, 
covering  the  body,  protecting,  clothing;  (t),  f.  or 
(</«*),  m.  armour,  attire.  —  Tanu-ddkdya,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  Acacia,  =jdla-varvuraka.  —  Tanu-ja,  as, 

m.  a  son ;  (a),  f.  a  daughter ;  [cf.  tanu-ja  and  dt'ma- 
ja,]  —  Tanuja-tva,  am,  n.  sonship.  —  Tanu-tara, 

as,  d,  am,  thinner,  more  minute ;   [cf.  laniyas.~] 
—  Tanti-td,  f.  thinness,  tenuity,  extenuation,  little- 

ness, diminutiveness.  —  Tanu-tyaj,  k,  k,  k,  giving 

up  one's  person,  dying;    risking  one's  life,  facing 
death  wilh  courage ;  [cf.  tanu-tyaj.]  —  Tanu-tyaga, 

as,  m,  giving  up  one's  own  self,  risking  one's  life ; 
(as,  d,  am),  giving  scantily,  spending  little,  nig- 

gardly, sparing.  —  Tanu-tra,  am,  n.  armour,  mail 

('protecting  the  body').  —  Tanutra-vat,  an,  att, 

at,  having  armour,  defended.  —  Tanu-trdna,  am,  n. 

('protection  for  the  body'), armour,  mail.  —  Tanu-lrii, 
am,  n.  thinness.  —  Tanu-tvad,  k,  n.(?)  the  cinna- 

mon tree  ;  the  plant  Cassia  Senna.  —  Tanu-tvadd,  f. 
the  plant  Premna  Spinosa;  [cf.  ksJtudragni-man- 

tha.]  —  Tann-pattra,  as,  m.  the  tree  Terminalia 

Catappa  [cf.  inguda],  commonly  Hin-ganabeta : 
leafy  orpiment.  —  Tanu-bhava,  as,  m.  a  son ;  [cf. 
tanu-ja  and  tanudbhava.]  —  Tanu-bhastrd,  f.  the 
nose  ('  the  bellows  of  the  body').—  Tanu-bhava,  as, 
m.  thinness.  —  Tanu-bhumi,  is,  f. '  the  stage  of  per- 

sonality,' one  of  the  periods  in  the  life  of  a  Buddhist 
S'rSvaka.  —  Tanu-blirit,  t,  m.  any  being  furnished 
with  a  body,  especially  a  human  being.  —  Tanu-mat, 
an,  ati,  at,  embodied,  corporeal.—  Tan u-madhya, 
as,  a,  am,  having  a  slender  or  elegant  waist ;  (d),  f., 
N.  of  a  metre  of  four  lines,  each  consisting  of  two 
short  syllables  between  four  long  ones  ( —  w  u  — ) ; 

[cf.  tanu-s'iras.]  •»  Tanu-madhyama,  as,  d,  am, 
slender-waisted.  —  Tanu-rasa,  as,  m.  perspiration, 
sweat.  —  Tanu-ruh,  (,  or  tanu-ru7ia,  am,  n.  the 

hair  or  down  of  the  body ;  [cf.  tanii^ruha.]  —  Tanu- 
vdta,  as,  m.  a  very  thin  or  rarefied  atmosphere  (con- 

stituting a  kind  of  hell ;  opposed  to  ghana-vdta,  q.  v.) ; 

according  to  others,  a  peculiar  division  of  hell.  —  Ta- 
nu-vdra,  am,  n.  (fr.  tanu  and  vara  fr.  rt.  vri,  to 
cover,  protect),  armour,  mail.  —  Tanuvdra-bliasa, 
as,  m.  (?)  a  man  in  armour,  a  warrior.  —  Tanu-vija, 
as,  m.  the  .jujube ;  [cf.  rdja-badara^]  —  Tanu- 
vrana,  as,  m.  a  pimple,  a  pustule,  a  boil,  elephanti- 

asis. —  Tanu-s"arira,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  delicate 
body,  delicately  formed.  —  Tanu-tfiras,  ds,  ds,  as, 

'  having  a  small  head,'  N.  of  a  subdivision  of  the 
Ushnih  metre,  consisting  of  three  Padas  of  eleven, 

eleven,  and  six  syllables ;  [cf.  tanu-madhyd.]  —  Ta- 
nu-sanddrini,  f.  a  young  woman,  a  girl,  one  ten 

years  old  ('  moving  the  body  coquettishly  ?').  —  Tanu- 
hrada,  as,  m.  the  anus,  the  rectum ;  [cf.  tanu- 
hrada^]  —  Tanu-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  or  born  on 
or  from  the  body ;  belonging  to  the  person ;  (as), 

m.  a  son ;  N.  of  a  Sadhya ;  (d),  f.  a  daughter  ;  [cf. 

tanit-ja.]— Tanu-jani,  is,  m.  a  son.  —  T anu-jan- 

man,  d,  m.  a  son.  —  Ta.imja.nga,  (°ja-an°),  am,  n. 
a  wing,  the  feathers  ('  member  produced  on  the 
body ') ;  [cf.  tanu-ruha.]  —  Tanu-tala,  as,  m.  a 
measure  of  length  equal  to  the  arms  extended,  a 

fathom.  —  Tanu-tyaj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  giving  up  one's 
person,  risking  one's  life,  rash,  foolhardy.  •-  Tanii- 

duahi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  destroying  the  person.  —  7'anM- devatd,  f.  a  form  of  fire  deified.  —  Tanu-de^a,  as,  m.  a 

region  or  part  of  the  body.  —  TanudbJutva  ("nu-ud°), 
as,  m.  a  son ;  [cf.  tanu-bhava.]  —  Tanuna  (°nu- 
una),  as,  m.  '  the  bodiless  one,'  the  wind.  —  Tanii- 
napa,  am,  n.  clarified  butter,  ghee  ;  (this  word 
owes  its  existence  to  a  wrong  derivation  of  the 

following  word  from  tanunapa-ad,  'eating  the 
clarified  butter.')  •-  Tanu-wapdt,  t,  m.  one  of  the 
sacred  names  of  Fire, '  the  son  or  descendant  of  him- 

self,' so  called  because  fire  need  not  necessarily  be 
derived  from  other  fire,  but  is  sometimes  self-gene- 

rated as  in  the  lightning  or  by  the  attrition  of  the 

Aranis,  q.  v. ;  (for  a  fanciful  derivation  see  the  pre- 
ceding. Agni  appears  chiefly  as  Tanu-napat  in  some 

verses  of  the  AprI  hymns ;  see  d-pri) ;  the  plant 

Plumbago  Zeylanica.  —  Tanunapdt-vat,  an,  at'i,  at, 
containing  the  word  tanu-napdt.  —  Tanu-naptri, 
ta,  m.,  Ved.  =  tanu-napdt ;  [cf.  tanuna/)tra.] 
—  T<mii-pd,  ds,  ds,  am,  Ved.  protecting  the  person, 
preserving  the  life.  —  Tani-pdna,  as,  i,  am,  Ved. 
protecting  the  person  or  life ;  (am),  n.  protection  of 
the  person.  —  Tanit-pdvan,  d,  ari,  a,  Ved.  protect- 

ing the  person  or  life.—  Tanu-prishtha,as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Soma  sacrifice.  —  Tanu-bala,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the 

strength  of  the  body,  one's  own  strength.  —  Tanu- 
rtti!,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  brilliant  in  person  (as  Agni) ; 
brilliant  with  arms(?).  —  Tanu-ruha,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
the  hair  of  the  body ;  the  wing  or  feathers  of  a  bird  ; 

(as),  m.  a  son ;  [cf.  fanu-ruha,  tanu-ja,  tarm- 

jdn-ga.']  —  Taniirja  (°nu-ur°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
the  third  Manu.—  Tanu-vaiHn,  i,  ini,  i.Ved.  having 

power  over  the  body,  an  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Tanu- 
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xubhra,  as.  a,  am,  Ved.  decorating  the  person, 
adorning  the  body.  —  Tanfi-havis,  if,  n.,  N.  of 
three  oblations  offered  to  the  three  tanus  or  forms 

(of  Agni).  —  Tanu-hrada,  as,  m.  the  anus,  the 
rectum;  [cf.  iiinu-lirtida.]  —  Tanv-fiitga,  a*,  a, 
,im,  having  slender  limbs,  delicate,  slim;  (i),  f.  a 
delicate  or  slender  woman;  (as),  m.,N.  of  a  man. 

Tanuka,  of,  a,  am,  thin,  small;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 

several  plants,  Grislea  Tomentosa,  Terminalia  Bel- 
lerica  ;  the  cinnamon  tree  ;  (a),  f.  the  tree  Diospyros 
Embryopteris. 

Tanula,  as,  a,  am,  spread,  expanded. 
Tanus,  us,  n.  the  body. 
Tanu,  us,  f.  the  body.     See  tann,  p.  361,  col.  2. 
Tanu-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum, 

to  make  thin  or  fine,  to  attenuate,  diminish,  emaciate  ; 

to  pare.  —  Tanu-karana,  am,  n.  making  thin,  at- 
tenuation, diminishing,  weakening.—  Tanu-krit,  t, 

I,  t,  Ved.  shaping  or  forming  the  person,  preserving 
the  life  ;  (Say.)  forming  offspring,  granting  children. 
—  Tanu-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made  delicate  or  thin, 
pared.  —  Tanu-kritfta,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  Ved. 
preservation  of  the  person  ;  (Say.)  on  account  of  his 
son  (in  loc.  case). 

Tanti,  is,  f.  a  thread,  cord,  line,  string  ;  a  series, 
a  Hoe,  row  ;  expansion,  extension  ;  N.  of  a  woman  ; 

(is),  m.  a  weaver.  —  Tanti-pala  or  tanti-palaka, 

as,  m.  '  a  guardian  of  the  rows  (of  calves),'  a  N. 
assumed  by  Saha-deva  when  living  with  king  Virata  ; 
(also  applied  to  Nakula.) 

Tamil,  (.  a  leading  cow  (i.  e.  one  going  at  the  head 
of  the  Tantayas  or  lines  of  calves). 
Tantu,  us,  m.  a  thread,  cord,  wire,  string,  line, 

the  warp  of  a  web  ;  N.  of  the  Supreme  Being  ;  a  cob- 
web ;  a  filament,  fibre,  sprig  ;  a  line  of  descendants, 

propagation  of  offspring,  issue,  race  ;  a  shark  [cf.  tan- 
tuna  and  tantit-naga];  N.  of  a  man  ;  [cf.kdshtha- 
/untu,  vara-C, ]  —  Tantu-kdsht!ta,  am, 
n.  a  piece  of  fibrous  wood,  or  a  brush  used  by  weavers 

for  cleaning  the  threads  of  the  woof;  [cf.  lantra- 
kdshtha.]  —  Tantu-klla,  as,  m.  a  silk-worm.  —  Tan- 
tu^ndga,  as,  m.  a  shark.  —  Tantu-nirydsa,  as,  m. 
the  palmyra  tree  [cf.  tdUl]  ;  (fr.  tantu,  a  thread, 
and  nir-ydsa,  exudation,  alluding  to  the  stringy  or 
adhesive  nature  of  this  tree.)  —  Tantu-parvan,  a, 

n.  *  the  festival  of  the  thread,'  the  anniversary  of  the 
day  of  full  moon  in  the  month  SVavana,  when 
Krishna  was  invested  with  the  Brahmanical  cord. 

—  Tajitu-bha,  as,  m.  mustard-seed,  Sinapis  Dicho- 
toma,  also  tantuka;  a  a\(.  —  Tanlu-mat,  an,  m. 

an  epithet  of  Agni,  perhaps  '  uninterrupted  like  a 
thread ;'    (tl),   {.,   N.   of  the   mother  of  Murari. 
—  Tuntu-vardhana,  as,  m. '  increasing  a  race,'  a  N. 
of  Vishnu ;  also  of  S'iva.  —  Tantu^vddya,  am,  n.  a 
stringed  musical   instrument   in   general.  —  Tantu- 
vdna,  am,  n.  weaving.  —  Tantu-vdpa,  as,  m.  a 
weaver;  a  loom;  weaving.  —  Tantu-vaya,  as,  m.  a 

weaver ;    a    spider ;    weaving ;     [cf.  tantra-vdija.'] 
—  Tanturdya-danda,   as,    m.   a   loom. "Tant u- 
vigrahd, !.  the  banana  or  plantain,  Musa  Sapientum. 

—  Tantu-tidld,  f.  a  weaver's  shop.  —  Tantu-santitla, 
as,  d,  am,  woven,   sewn;   (am),  n.  wove  cloth. 
—  Taatu-santati,  is,  f.  or  tant u-xant ana,  as,  m. 
sewing,  weaving.  —  Tantu-sdra  or  tant  u-sdraka,as, 
m.  the  areca  or  betel-nut  tree  (as  having  a  fibrous 
pith).—  Tantv-agra,  am,  n.  the  end  of  a  thread. 
Tantuka,  as,  m.  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.),  a 

thread,  a  rope;  a  kind  of  serpent;  mustard-seed, 
Sinapis  Dichotoma,=tan/it-bAa;  (i),  f.  a  vein  or 
any  tubular  vessel. 

Tantuna,  as,  m.  a  shark. 
Tantura  or  tantula,  am,  n.  the  filaments  or 

fibrous  root  of  a  lotus;  (as),  m.^timdula. 
Tuntra,  am,  n.  an  implement  of  weaving,  a  loom ; 

a  thread ;  the  warp  or  threads  extended  lengthwise 
ill  a  loom;  an  uninterrupted  series  (e.  g.  deha-tantra, 
assuming  a  series  of  bodies) ;  posterity ;  the  leading or  principal  action  of  a  ceremony,  characteristic  or 
prevalent  features,  the  regular  order  of  ceremonies  or 
rites,  system,  framework,  ritual ;  chief  or  essential  part, 
main  point ;  principal  doctrine,  rule,  theory ;  model, 

typical  form,  science ;  a  scientific  work  ;  any  scientific 
chapter  of  a  work  (especially  the  first  section  of  a 
Jyotih-sastra  or  treatise  on  astronomy);  a  religious 
treatise  teaching  magical  and  mystical  formularies 
for  the  worship  of  the  deities,  or  the  attainment 
of  superhuman  power ;  it  is  mostly  in  the  form  of 
a  dialogue  between  Sin  and  DurgS,  who  are  the 
peculiar  gods  of  the  Tantrikas,  (these  works  are  very 
numerous,  and  their  authority,  in  many  parts  of 
India,  seems  to  have  superseded  that  of  the  Vedas : 
they  are  said  to  comprise  five  subjects,  viz.  I.  the 
creation,  2.  the  destruction  of  the  world,  3.  the 
worship  of  the  gods,  4.  the  attainment  of  all  objects, 
especially  of  six  superhuman  faculties,  5.  the  four 
modes  of  union  with  the  supreme  spirit  by  medita- 

tion ;  a  variety  of  subjects  are,  however,  introduced 
into  many  of  them,  whilst  some  are  limited  to  a 
single  topic,  as  the  mode  of  breathing  in  certain  rites, 
the  language  of  birds,  beasts,  &c.) ;  a  cause  which 
leads  to  two  or  more  results ;  the  cause  of  more  than 
one  effect ;  a  medicament,  a  drug ;  a  chief  remedy 

or  '  charm'  considered  as  producing  medicinal  effects ; 
a  spell;  oath  or  ordeal;  raiment,  vesture;  sup- 

porting a  family ;  necessary  or  indispensable  act  or 
provision ;  the  right  way  of  doing  anything ;  royal 
retinue,  a  court,  train ;  an  army ;  providing  for  the 

security  and  prosperity  cf  a  kingdom ;  a  realm,  a 

country;  subservience,  service,  dependance;  decora- 
tion, hanging  with  trophies,  garlands,  &c. ;  heap, 

multitude ;  wealth  ;  a  house ;  happiness,  felicity  ;  (as), 

m.  a  weaver  (?);  (tantrl.  Is  or  t),  f.  any  string, 
cord,  or  rope ;  a  bow-string ;  the  wire  or  string  of 
a  lute;  (metaphorically)  the  strings  of  the  heart; 
any  tubular  vessel  of  the  body,  a  sinew ;  a  tail ;  the 

plant  Cocculus  Cordifolius  [cf.  tantrikd  and  tan- 
trakd\  ;  a  young  woman  or  girl  with  peculiar  quali- 

ties ;  N.  of  a  river.  Tantrena,  ind.  in  such  a  way 

as  to  hold  good  or  remain.  —  Tantra-kdshtha,  am, 
n.  a  fibrous  stick  or  brush  used  by  weavers  for  clean- 

ing the  threads  of  the  woof;  [cf.  tantu-lcdshtha."] 
—Tantra-kaumudl,  f.,tantra-gandharra,  tantra- 
garbha,  tantra-iudamam,  titles  of  different  Tantra 
works.  —  Tant ra-td,  i.  or  tantra-tva,  am,  n.  ar- 

ranging into  a  system  ;  dependance,  subservience  ; 
the  quality  or  character  of  a  Tantra ;  comprehending 
several  rites  in  one,  performance  of  one  ceremony, 

or  penance  in  lieu  of  a  number.  —  Tantra-prakdsa, 
as,  m.  title  of  a  literary  work.  -•  Tant  ra-pradlpa, 
as,  m.  title  of  a  commentary  on  the  Dhatu-patha. 
—  Tantra-bheda,  title  of  a  Tantra.  —  Tantra-ratna, 

am,  n.  title  of  a  work  by  Partha-sarathi.  —  Tantra- 

rdja,  as,  m.  title  of  a  work.  —  Tantra-i-dpa,  as, 
m.  a  weaver;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  loom,  weaving; 

[cf.  the  next.]  —  Tantra-vdya,  of,  m.  a  weaver ;  a 

spider;     [cf.    tantu-vdya."]  —  Tantra-vdrttika  = mlmdnsd-tantra-vdrttika.  —  Tantra-sdra,  as,  m. 

'the  essence  of  the  Tantras,'  title  of  a  compilation. 
—  Tant ra-hridaya,  am,  n.  title  of  a  Tantra  work. 
••  Tantrl-mukha,  as,  m.  a  peculiar  position  of  the 
hand. 

Tantraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  new  and  unbleached  (as 
cloth),  recently  from  the  loom;  (at  the  end  of  a 

comp.)  =  lantra  ;  (ikd),  f.  the  plant  Cocculus  Cor- 

difolius ;  [cf.  tantrl''] Tantrana,  am,  n.  (fr.  tantraya),  maintenance  of 
order,  discipline. 

Tantraya  (fr.  tantra),  nom.  P.  tantrayati,  to 

perform  or  go  through  in  order ;  to  maintain  by  disci- 
pline, keep  in  order;  A.  tanlrayate,  to  support  a family. 

Tantrdyin,  t,  ini,  {,  Ved.  drawing  out  a  thread ; 
going  continuously  (as  the  sun). 

Tantrin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  threads,  made  of  threads, 
spun,  wove ;  chorded,  having  chords  or  wires  (as  an 
instrument) ;  having  a  Tantra,  following  one;  (I),  m. 
a  musician  ;  a  soldier. 

i.  tandra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  series,  a  row. 

Tanmt,  an,  oil,  at,  stretching,  extending. 

n«l<*  tanaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  re- 
ward; (perhaps  a  wrong  reading  for  rctanaka.) 

n  1  «)  I  rt   tanabala, 

people  ;  [cf.  tdlavana.] 

in.  pi.,   N.   of  a 

tanayitaii.     See  I.  tan,  p.  361. 

rl>j  tanu.     See  p.  361,  col.  2. 

tanonu,  a  kind  of  rice  (=shashti)ia). 

tantasya,  nom.  P.   tantasyati,  to 

grieve,  be  distressed  ;  to  afflict  ;  [cf.  rt.  tant.'] 
Tff'rT  tanti,  tantu,  tantra,  Sic.     See  col.  I. 

rt««(  tantra,  f.  a  wrong  form  for  tandra. 

Trfc?T  tantri,is,  f.  another  form  for  tantn, 

see  col.  2  ;  (also  a  wrong  form  for  tandri.)  —  Tan- 
iri-pdlulta,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Jayad-ratha. 

rtf««ii  tantrija,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Kanavaka  ;  (another  reading  has  tandrija.) 

tantrita,  tantri-ta,  wrong  forms  for 

tandrita,  tandri-td. 
tantripala,  as,  in.  a  N.  assumed 

by  Saha-deva  [cf.  tanti-pdla]  ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Kauavaka;  (another  reading  has  tandripdla.) 

Hf  ««?!'*  tantrillaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

rt««l  tantrl.     See  col.  2. 

tantv-agra.     See  tantu,  col.  i. 
tand,  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  tandate,  &c., 

X.  to  relax,  give  away,  become  relaxed,  to 

grow  fatigued  ;  (Say.)  to  make  languid  or  fatigued. 
2.  tandra,  Of,  d,  am,  tired,  fatigued  ;  lazy  ;  (a),  f. 

lassitude,  exhaustion,  weariness,  syncope  ;  sleepiness, 

sluggishness.  (For  i.  tandra  see  col.  2.) 

Tandraya  (fr.  the  preceding),  nom.  A.  tandra- 

yatf,  to  grow  fatigued. 
Tandrayu,  us,  as,  a,  Ved.  fatigued,  lazy. 
Tandraya,  another  form  for  tnndraya. 
Tandrdlu,  us,  us,  it,  tired,  wearied,  sleepy,  over- 

come with  sleep  or  fatigue,  slothful,  sluggish. 
Tandri,  is  (?)  and  i.  Is  or  7,  m.  (?),  f.  sleepiness, 

drowsiness,  fatigue,  lassitude  ;  fainting,  exhaustion. 
—  Tandri-ja  or  tandri-pdla,  ax,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Kanavaka  ;  [cf.  tantri-pdla.] 
Tandrika,  (.  sloth,  sleepiness. 

Tandrita,  only  in  a-fandrita,  rm,  a,  am,  indefa- 
tigable, unremitting  ;  [cf.  a-tanda  and  tantrita.] 

Tandrin,  I,  inl,  i,  weary,  lazy.  —  Tandri-td,  f. 
lassitude,  exhaustion,  weariness,  sleepiness. 

tandr  (a  Sautra  root),  to  be  dis- 
turbed   in  mind,   become  bewildered,  be 

exhausted  or  fatigued. 

WrJ'i.and  2.  tandra.  See  above  and  col.  2. 

tandravaya,  a  wrong  form   for 
tantra-vdya,  q.  v. 

tanni,  f.  or  tanni,  «'«(?),  f.  the  plant 
Hemionitis  Cordifolia. 

tTSPTT  tan-maya.     See  p.  361,  col.  i. 

tan-mdtra.     See  p.  361,  col.  i. 

l  tanyatd,  f.,  Ved.  or  tanyatu,  us,  m., 

Ved.  (fr.  rt.  I.  tan),  roaring,  thundering,  thunder; 
wind  ;  night  ;  a  musical  instrument  (?). 

Tanyw,  us,  ««,  «,  Ved.  making  a  roaring  sound, 

epithet  of  the  winds. 
rl«-cV)'sB  tanl1k<t(>),  an  areca  seller,  a  desig- 

nation of  one  of  the  inferior  castes  of  Hindus. 

tanva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;    [cf. 

tunr-tiii-ga.     See  col.  I. 

tanvat.     See  col.  2. 

tanvin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu 
TJmasa. 

tdnva.} 
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^Sfn  i.  taj»  [cf-  2-,p«0>  cl-4-  A-  tupyate, 
\&c.,  to  rule,  govern. 

_i  n  2.  (a/),  cl.  i.  P.  (rarely  A.)  tapali, 

X  -'e,  ta/dpa,  tapsyati  (ep.  also  tapishyati), 
aidpsit,  taptum,  to  give  out  heat,  be  hot;  to 
shine ;  to  heat,  make  hot  or  warm  ;  to  shine  upon  ; 
to  be  burnt ;  to  burn,  to  consume  or  destroy  by 
heat ;  to  suffer  pain ;  to  cause  pain  or  distress ;  to 

injure,  hurt,  damage,  spoil;  to  torment  one's  self, 
mortify  the  body,  undergo  penance,  (often  with 
tapas,  e.  g.  tapas  tatdpa,  he  performed  penance)  ; 

cl.  4.  P.  tajtyati  (rarely  used),  to  warm  one's  self, 
become  hot :  Pass,  tapyate,  to  be  heated,  to  suffer 
or  feel  pain ;  to  be  injured  or  hurt ;  to  suffer  pain 
voluntarily,  undergo  severe  penances,  (often  with 
tapas,  e.  g.  tapas  tapydmahe,  we  undergo  penance) : 
Caus.  P.  A.  tdpayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  make  warm 
or  hot;  to  burn,  consume  by  heat,  cause  pain, 

trouble,  distress ;  to  torment  one's  self,  undergo 
penance :  Desid.  titapsati,  -te :  Intens.  tdtapyate, 
tdtapti,  to  feel  violent  pain,  suffer  torment,  be  in 
great  anxiety  or  distress ;  [cf.  Lat.  tepeo  :  Gr.  Tttppa, 

it.  ra<f>,  BdirTia :  Russ.  tepl,  '  warm ;'  teplota, 
'  warmth  :'  Hib.  tebkot,  '  intense  heat :'  Old  Germ. 
damf :  Lat.  tempusf]. 

3.  tap,p,  p,  p,  warming  one's  self;  [cf.  agnt-tap."] 
Tapa,  as,  a,  am,  warming ;  burning,  consuming 

by  heat  [cf.  latdlan-tapa] ;  causing  pain  or  trouble, 
distressing  [cf.  janan-tapa  and paran-tapa];  (as), 
m.  heat,  warmth,  fire  [cf.  d-tapa^  ;  the  sun ;  the 
hot  season;  religious  austerity,  penance,  mortifica- 

tion ( =  tapas} ',  a  peculiar  form  of  fire  which 
generated  the  seven  mothers  of  Skanda ;  N.  of  one 
of  the  attendants  of  Siva ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the 

eight  deities  of  the  Bodhi-druma ;  [cf.  a-tapa  and 

tapa.~]  —  Tapa-ruj,  Ic,  f.  the  pain  of  penance.  —  Ta- 
pdtmaka  (°pa-dt°),  as,  ikd,  am,  practising  austeri- 

ties. —  Tapatyaya  (°pa-at°),  as,  m.  the  end  of  the 
heat,  the  beginning  of  the  rainy  season.  —  Tapdnta 

(°pa-an°),  ax,  m.  the  end  of  the  heat,  the  beginning 
of  the  rainy  season. 

Tapat,  an,  anti,  at,  heating  or  warming ;  per- 

forming penance  Scc.  —  Tapaldm-pati,  in,  m.  'the 
chief  of  burners,'  the  sun. 

Tapatl,  f.  '  the  warming  one,'  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  the  Sun  and  of  his  wife  Chaya,  married  to  Sarn- 
varana  and  mother  of  Kuru ;  N.  of  a  river,  commonly 

called  Taptl ;  [cf.  tdpatya."] 
Tapana,  as,  d,  am,  warming,  burning,  shining, 

an  epithet  of  the  sun ;  causing  pain  or  distress ;  (as), 
in.  the  sun ;  N.  of  a  divine  being  (perhaps  the  sun) 
who  fights  with  Garuda ;  N.  of  one  of  the  five  fires  in 
the  Svaha-kara ;  N.  of  a  Rakshas ;  a  N.  of  Agastya ; 
heat,  burning,  the  hot  season ;  N.  of  a  burning  hell ; 
N.  of  several  plants,  viz.  Semecarpus  Anacardium 

[cf.  arush-kara] ;  Calotropis  Gigantea  (arka),  the 
white  variety  of  it;  Premna  Spinosa  (Icshu- 
drdf/ni-mantha) ;  Cassia  Senna;  the  sun-stone  [cf. 

tBrya-kdnta,  tapana-mani,  tapanopala~] ;  (i),  f. heat ;  the  root  of  Bignonia  Suaveolcns ;  N.  of  a 

river,  =  tapi  and  lapandtntajd,  according  to  some 
authorities  =  goddvarl ;  (am),  n.  the  being  hot, 
burning;  pining,  grieving,  mental  distress;  [cf.  rdma- 

fapana, '  the  distress  of  Rama,'  N.  of  an  Upanishad ; 
lripurd-t°,  gopdla-l°;  cf.  also  tdpana.]  —  Tapana- 
kara,  as,  m.  a  ray,  a  sunbeam.  •—  Tapana-tfliada, 
as,  m.  the  sunflower,  =  dditya-pattm.  —  Tapa.no.- 

tanaya,  as,  m. '  the  son  of  the  Sun,'  a  N.  of  Kama  ; 
(d),  f. '  the  daughter  of  the  Sun,'  the  Yamuna  river ; 
the  Taptl  river  [cf.  tapandtmajd] ;  N.  of  a  tree ; 
[cf.  rfam?.]  —  Tapana-mani,  is,  m.  the  sun-stone ; 

[cf.  surya-kdnta.)  —  Tupananfa  (°na-an°),  us, 
m.  a  ray  of  the  sun,  a  sunbeam.  —  Tupanatmajd 

Cna-dtma-jd),  (.  '  the  daughter  of  the  Sun,'  N.  of  a 
river,  =  tapani  and  td/tt,  according  to  some  authori- 

ties =  ijwldxarl  [cf.  tnpaiu  and  tapana],  and 

yamund.  —  Tapanes7t./a  ("na-ish°),  am,  n.  copper 
('  loved  by  the  rays  of  the  sun,'  i.e.  easily  heated  or 
coloured  by  them).  —  Tapanopala  (°na-up°),  as, 
m.  the  sun-stone ;  [cf.  surya-kdnta.] 

Tapan'tya,  an,  d,  am,  to  be  heated ;  to  be  suffered 
or  practised  as  penance ;  (am),  n.  gold  purified  with 

fire,  gold  in  general ;  a  sort  of  rice.  —  Tapanlya- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  purified  gold,  golden. 

Tapantyaka,  am,  n.  gold. 
Tapantaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Tapae,  as,  n.  warmth,  heat,  fire,  (panda  tapdnsi, 

the  five  fires  to  which  an  ascetic  is  exposed  in  the 
hot  season,  viz.  four  fires  lighted  in  the  several 
quarters  and  the  sun  burning  from  above);  pain,, 

suffering ;  religious  austerity,  penance,  mortification, 
the  practice  of  mental  or  personal  self-denial  or  the 
infliction  of  bodily  tortures ;  the  meditation  connected 
with  such  a  practice;  moral  virlue,  merit;  special 

observance  or  duty  of  any  particular  caste  (e.  g.  the 
Tapas  of  a  Brahman  is  sacred  lelrning  ;  of  a  Ksha- 
triya,  the  protection  of  subjects  ;|of  a  Vaisya,  giving 
alms  to  BrShmans ;  of  a  Sudra]  service ;  and  of  a 

Rishi  or  saint,  feeding  upon  herbs  and  roots) ;  a 
particular  month  of  the  cold/ season  intervening 
between  winter  and  spring  ( =*Magha  or  January- 
February,  the  month  of  religiots  austerities  ;  cf.  ta- 

pasya) ;  one  of  the  seven  worlds,  the  region  above 
the  Jana-loka,  inhabited  by  saints  or  devotees  after 

death  [cf.  tapo-loka]  ;  (in  astrology)  the  ninth  lunar 
mansion,  =  dharma  ;  N.  of  a 

Kalpa;  (as,  as),  m.  n.  the  co 
Hiira) ;  the  winter  (  =  kima 
—  Tapah-kara,  as,  d,  am, 
austerities  or  penance  &c. ;  (o  i),  m.  a  kind  of  fish, 
Polynemus  Risua  or  Paradist  is,    (this  fish  is   also 
called  Tapasya-matsya)  ;  [cf.  t 

krisa,  as,  d,  am  emaciated  b; 

ong  period  of  time,  a 
d  or  dewy  season  (  = 

tti) ',  the  hot  season, 
undergoing  religious 

\pas-mn.]  —  Tapah- 
austerities.  —  Tapah- 

kles"a-saha,  as,  d,  am,  patient  <jf  austerities,  enduring 
the  pain  of  penance.  —  Tapah-yrahhdva,  as,  m.  the 
efficacy  of  devotion.  —  TapaljvTda,,  as,  d,  am,  in- 

clined to  religious  austerities.  — iTapaft-samddhi,  is, 
m.  the  practice  of  penance.  —  Tttpah-sddhya,  as,  d, 
am,to  be  accomplished  by  penanie.  —  Tapa'i-siddfia, 
as,  d,  am,  accomplished  by  penamce.  —  Tapah-sthall, 

f.  '  the  seat  of  religious  austerity  or  piety,'  a  N.  of 
Benares.  —  Tapats-farami,  am,  In.  or  tapa^aryd, 

f.  the  practice  of  penance.  —  Taphs'-fit,  t,t,t,  accu- 
mulating religious  merit  by  austelities;  (to),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  class  of  deities ;  tapa^Atam  ayanam,  N. 
of  a  religious  ceremony  which  lasts  several  days. 

—  Tapaso-murti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  lone  of  the  seven 
sages  in  the  twelfth  Manv-antara ;  [cf.  tapo^murti.] 

—  Tapas-taksha,    as,    m.   '  destroying    religious 

penance,'  "an    epithet    of  Indra   as  disturbing    the 
austerities  of  ascetics  lest  they   should  acquire  too 

great  power;    (other  authorities  explain  the  word 

'  emaciating  himself  by  his  devotions ;'  and  others 
read  tapas-taifka, '  afraid  of  austerities '  or  '  the  axe 
of  austerities.')  —  Tapas-tirtJia,  am,   n.,  N.  of  a 
place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Tapas-pati,  is,  m.  the  lord 

of  penance.  —  Tapas-vat,  an,  at'i,  at,  Ved.  burning, 
hot ;  ascetic,  devout ;  [cf.  tapo-vat.]  —  Tapasvi-td, 
f.  devout  austerity,  religious  penance,  bodily  mortifica- 

tion. —  Tapas-nn,  I,  inl,  i,  distressed,  wretched, 
poor,  miserable,  pitiable ;    practising  austerities,  de- 

vout; a  mendicant,  a  pauper;  an  ascetic,  a  religious 
man  engaged  in  the  practice  of  rigorous  and  devout 
penance ;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Cakshusha 
and  Nadvala ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  sages  of  the 
twelfth   Manv-antara;   an  epithet  of  Narada;    the 
mango  fish,  Polynemus  Risua  [cf.  tap(th-k(tra] ;  N. 

of  a  tree,  a   kind   of  Karai'ija  (gkrita-karaiija); 
(inl),  (.  a  female  devotee,  a  woman  leading  a  re- 

ligious life ;    a  poor  wretched    woman ;    spikenard, 
Valeriana  Jatamansi ;  another  plant,  Helleborus  Niger, 

=  kafu-roltini;  also  =  ma/td-trdvamkd.  —  Tapa- 
sri-/iattra,as,m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  —  damanaka;  [cf. 
tapo-dhana.]—Ta/>o-ja,ds,ds,am,Ved.  born  from 
heat ;  one  who  practises  religious  austerities.  —  Tapo- 
da,  as,  a,  am,  granting  piety ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tirtha  in  Magadha.  —  Tapo-ddna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
TTrtha.  —  Tapo-dhana,  as,  d,  am,  rich  in  religious 

penance ;  ascetic,  pious ;  a  very  treasure  of  mortifica- 
tions and  austerities,  a  devotee,  an  ascetic,  performing 

religious  penance ;  consisting  in  religious  penance ; 

granting  religious  merit  or  piety  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Manu  Tsmasa;  N.  of  a  plant,  =  damanaka, 
commonly  davand,  Artemisia  [cf.  tapasvi-pattra] ; 

(d),  f.  the  plant  Sphseranthus  Mollis,  =  mundlri, 
commonly  mundi.'—Tapo-dharma,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  the  thirteenth  Manu.  —  Tapo-dhdman,  a, 

n. '  the  abode  of  penance/  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage. 
—  Tapo-dhriti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  sages 
of  the  twelfth  Manv-antara.  —  Tapo-nitya,  as,  d,  am, 

devoting  one's  self  uninterruptedly  to  religious  auste- 
rities or  penance ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  with  the 

patronymic   Paurus'ishti.  —  Tapo-nidhi,   is,    m.    a 
treasury  of  religious  austerities  and  penance,  a  very 
treasure  of  merit  derived  from  self-mortification,  an 
eminently  pious  man.  -•  Tapo-nishtha,  as,  d,  am, 

performing  penance,   practising  austerities.  —  Tapo- 
'nn.hhava  (°pas-an°),  as,  m.  the  influence  of  re- 

ligious  penance.  —  Tapo-bala,  am,  n.  the   power 
acquired   by   religious  austerities.  •-  Tapo-bhanga, 
as,  m.   interruption  of  religious  penance.  —  Tapo- 
bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  undergoing  penance,  ascetic,  pious ;  an 
ascetic,  a  pious  man.  —  Tapo-maya,  as,  i,  am,  con- 

sisting in  religious  penance,  containing  it ;  practising 

austerities,  devout.  —  Tapo-murti,  is,  f.  an  incarna- 
tion of  religious  austerity  or  penance ;   an  ascetic ; 

(is),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  sages  of  the  twelfth 
Manv-antara ;    [cf.  tapaso-murti.^  —  Tapo-mula, 
as,  d,  am,  founded  on  religious  austerity  or  penance  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Tamasa.  —  Tapo- 
yvicta,  as,  d,  am,  employed  in  penitential  exercises, 

ascetic,  pious.  —  7 'apo~rati,  is,  is,  i,  rejoicing  in  re- 
ligious austerity ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu 

Tamasa.  —  Tapo-ravi,  is,  m. '  the  sun  of  the  ascetics,' 
N.  of  one  of  the  seven  sages  in  the  twelfth  Manv- 

antara.  —  Tapo-rdja,  as,  m.  'king  of  penance,'  the 
moon.  —  Tapo-ratt,  is,   m.   'a  heap    of  religious 
austerities;'  an  ascetic.  —  Tapo-loka,  as,  m.  one  of 
the  seven  worlds,  that  which  is  situated  above  the 

Jana-loka ;  [cf.  tapas.~\  —  Tapo-vata,  as,  m. '  en- 
closure or  district  of  religious  penance,'  a  N.  applied 

to  Brahmavarta,  i.  e.  the  holy  land  situated  in  central 
India.  —  Tapo-vat,  an,  att,  at,  ascetic,  pious;  [cf. 

tapas-vat.\"Tapo-vana,  as,  m.  'penance-grove,' 
a  sacred  grove  in  which  ascetics  perform  their  re- 

ligious austerities.  —  Tapo-vdsa,  as,  m.  a  place  of 

religious  austerity.  —  Tapo-vis'esha,  as,  m.  excellence 
of  devotion.  —  Tapo-rriddha,  as,  d,  am,  rich  in 
religious  austerity  or  penance,  very  ascetic  or  pious. 

—  Tapowrdta,  as,  m.   a  multitude   of  penances. 

—  Tapo-'iana  (°pas-af),  as,  d,  am,  one  whose 
food  is  religious  austerity ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of 

the  seven  sages  of  the  twelfth  Manv-antara  ;  also  of 
a  son  of  Manu  Tamasa. 

Tapasivan,  d,  art,  a,  causing  pain  (?). 

I .  tapasya,  nom.  P.  tapasyati,  to  undergo  reli- 
gious austerities,  do  penance. 

t.  tapasya,  as,  d,  am,  produced  by  heat;  (as), 
m.  the  month  Phalguna  (February-March),  the 
second  month  of  the  season  intervening  between 

winter  and  spring;  a  N.  of  Arjuna;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Manu  Tamasa;  (d),  f.  devout  austerity,  religious 

penance ;  (am),  n.  devout  austerity,  mortification, 
religious  penance ;  the  flower  of  Jasminum  Multi- 
florum  or  Pubescens  (kunda-pushpa).  —  Tapasyd- 

mntsi/'i,  the  mango  fish ;  [cf.  under  tapah-kara.] 
Tit]iita,  as,  d,  am,  heated,  burnt,  refined. 
'I'apishtha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  2.  tap  with  the  super!, 

affix),  Ved.  extremely  hot,  burning ;  [cf.  taplyas.~\ 
Tapis/ma,  us,  us,  u,  warming,  heating,  burning. 
Tapiyas,  an,  asi,  as  (fr.  a.  tap  with  the  compar. 

affix),  extremely  ascetic,  most  devoted  to  religious 
austerities. 

Tapu,  us,  iis,  u.  Ved_.  burning  hot. 
Tapuehi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  burning. 
Tapushl,  f.  the  heat  of  anger  or  wrath. 
Tapus,  us,  us,  us,  Ved.  burning  hot ;  (us),  m. 

fire  ;  the  sun  ;  an  enemy  (who  causes  pain) ;  (MS), 

n.  heat,  pain.  —  Tapur-agra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
a  burning  point  or  extremity  (as  a  spear).  —  Tapur- 
jamblta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  iiaving  burning  jaws,  an 
epithet  of  Agni.  —  Tapur-murdhan,  d,  d,  a,  Ved. 
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having  a  burning  head,  an  epithet  of  Agni  ;  (a),  m., 
N.  of  an  author  of  a  hymn  of  the  Rig-veda  who  was 
a  son  of  Brihaspati.  —  Tapui'~/-'nl/tir.  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  having  burning  weapons.  —  Ta/ninli-pa,  as,  as, 
am,  Ved.  (Sly.)  protecting  from  pain  ;  (perhaps 
rather)  drinking  warm  (beverages). 

liijitu,  fM,  a,  <tm,  heated,  inflamed,  burnt;  hot; 
red-hot  ;  fused,  melted,  molten  ;  burnished  ;  scorched 
by  pain  or  sorrow,  distressed,  afflicted  ;  inflamed  with 
anger,  incensed  ;  undergone  or  performed  (as  penance). 

—  Tapta-kumblui,  an,  m.  a  heated  or  red-hot  jar  ; 
N.  of  a  particular  hell  ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  hot  jars. 

—  Tapta-kupa,  '  hot-well,"  N.  of  a  hell  ;  (perhaps  a 
wrong  reading  for  the  preceding.  )  —  Tapta-kr!Mtra, 
'(•'.  ftm,  m.  n.  a  sort  of  penance  which  consists  in 
drinking  hot  water,  milk,  and  ghee  for  three  days 

each,  and  inhaling  hot  air  for  three  days.  —  Tapla- 
tapas,  as,  m.  one  who  has  performed  penance,  an 

ascetic.  —  Tapta-pashana-kunda,  am,  n.   '  a   pit 

filled  with  burning  stones,'  N.  of  a  hell.—  Ttiptu- 
lia/itkn,  as,  a,  am,  having  hot  or  burning  gravel  ; 

(o«),  m.,   N.  of  a  hell.  —  Tapta-rupa  or   tapta- 

rupaka,   am,  n.   silver.  —  Tapta-lomas'a,   green 
vitriol.  "Tapfa-lofui,  am,  n.  'glowing  iron,'  N.  of 
a  hell.  —  Tapta-durmi  or  tapta-surmi,  is,  f.  '  a  red- 
hot  iron  statue,'  N.  of  a  hell  in  which  the  wicked  are 
made  to  embrace   red-hot  images.  —  Taptailirml- 
kunda,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  hell.  —  Tapta-surd-kunda, 

as,  m.  '  a  jar  or  hole  filled  with  burning  spirituous 

liquor,'  N.  of  a  hell.  —  Tapta-hema-maya,  a»,  i,am, 
like  or  consisting  of  melted  gold.  —  Taptdnna.  (°ta- 

an°),  am,  n.  hot  food,  hot  r>cc.~*Taptayana  (°ta- 
ay°),  as,  i,  ant,  Ved.  serving  as  a  dwelling-place  for 
the  distressed  (as  the  earth). 

Taptavya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  performed  as  a  reli- 
gious penance. 

Taptri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  making  warm  or  hot,  heating, 
a  heater. 

Taptva,  ind.  having  heated,  having  performed 
penance. 
Tapya,  as,  a,  am,  performing  religious  austerity, 

doing  penance. 
Tapyati,  is,  (.,  Ved.  heat. 
Tapyatu,,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  hot,  glowing. 
Tapsyat,  an,  ati  or  anil,  at,  practising  or  intend- 

ing to  practise  austerities. 

tapasa,  as,  m.  the  moon  ;  [cf.  the 
following.] 

rTITT  tapasa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  2.  tap), 
the  moon  ;  a  bird  ;  [cf.  the  preceding.] 

nip»i<yfrT  tabaldkriti,  is,  f.  (fr.  tabala? 
and  dkriti),  N.  of  a  kind  of  creeping  plant. 

^fj  tarn,  cl.  4.  P.  (rarely  A.)  tdmyati, 
\tdmyafe,  tatama,  tamitum,  to  gasp  for 

breath  (as  one  suffocating),  choke,  be  suffocated, 
breathe  with  difficulty  ;  to  faint  away;  to  be  exhausted, 
perish;  to  be  distressed  in  body  or  mind;  to  be 
disturbed  or  perplexed  ;  to  stop,  become  immovable 
or  stiff;  to  wish,  desire  :  Caus.  tamayati,  -yitum, 
to  suffocate,  deprive  of  breath  ;  [cf.  Lat.  lam  r<  , 
taboo  (?)  ;  Old  Germ,  damf;  Russ.  tomlju.} 

i.  tama,  as,  m.  darkness  &c.,  =  tamos  in  its 
various  meanings;  also  =  tamafa  ,•  (a),  f.  night,  = 
tamala,  Phyllanthus  Emblica  ;  (am),  n.  darkness, 
gloom  ;  the  point  of  the  foot.-Tamalivaya  (°ma- 

J'  a  killd  of  Plant>  =  talUa-pattra. 
Tamaka,  as,  m.  oppression  (of  the  chest),  a  kind 

of  asthma;  [cf.pra-tama/ra.] 

m.'  {,;  =  t"mS<  tamdlakd,  °kl,  tamdll,  ta- malim,  Phyllanthus  Emblica. 
Tamata,  as   a,  am,  desirous,  cupidinous,  longing ,       or  hankering  after ;  wished,  desired 
Tamana.  am,  n.  the  becoming  breathless. 

h  '       *  «"«»  ° hell,  hell  itself  or  a  peculiar  division  of  hell  •  the obscuration  of  the  sun  or  moon  in  eclipses  darkness personified  as  Rlhu  or  the  ascending  node  ;  memal 
darkness,  illusion,  error  (constituting  one  of  the  five 

forms  of  a-nidya  in  the  Slitkhya  phil.),  sin,  sorrow; 
(in  the  SSn-khya  phil.)  darkness  or  ignorance  as  one 
of  the  three  qualities  or  constituents  of  everything  in 
creation,  the  other  two  being  yurYro  and  rajas,  see 
t/int<t  ;  as  an  inherent  quality  of  nature  tamos  is 
heivy  and  obstructive,  and  predominates  in  earth 
and  water,  whence  they  fall  and  tend  downwards  ; 
in  living  beings  it  is  the  cause  of  ignorance,  illusion, 
lust,  anger,  pride,  sorrow,  dulness,  and  stolidity; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Gritsa-mada,  a  son 
of  S*ravas  and  father  of  Pra-kasa ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Prithu-sravas  and  father  of  Usanas ;  [cf.  Lith.  ttmixn, 

'  darkness ;'  tamsiis,  'obscure :'  Russ.  temnyi,  'dark ;' 
Innnn-ta,  'darkness:'  Hib.  telm,  'dark,  obscure;' 
feimlieti,  'darkness;'  teimheul,  'an  eclipse,  dark- 

ness :'  Old  Germ,  demar :  Old  Sax.  thim :  Angl. 
Sax.  dim :  Lat.  tenebra-  ?].  —  Tamah-prabha  or 
tamti-prdl>hd,  f.,  or  tama-pmlha  or  tamah- 
/iriilthH,  as,  m.  a  hell,  one  of  the  lowermost  di- 

visions of  the  infernal  regions.  —  Tamah-pravesa, 
as,  m.  groping  in  the  dark  ;  mental  perplexity  or 

aberration.—  Tamah-stMta,  am,  n.  'situated  in 
darkness,'  N.  of  a  hell,  one  of  the  lowest  divisions 
of  hell.  —  Tamasa-krita,  as,  a,  am,  or  tamos- 
hil/iu,  as,  a,  am,  like  darkness,  black,  gloomy. 
—  Tamas-kanda,  ax,  m.  or  tamas-tati,  is,  I.  great 
or  spreading  darkness.  ••  Tamos-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  hav- 

ing darkness,  dark,  gloomy ;  (ti),  f.  night.  —  Tamai- 
ria,  i,  itil,  -i,  dark,  gloomy ;  (»i)>  f-  nigh* ;  turmeric. 
—  Tamo-gd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  roaming  in  the  dark- 

ness, concealing  himself  in  darkness,  an  epithet  of 

S'ushna.  •«  Tamo-gu,  us,  m.  an  epithet  of  Rfihu,  the 
personified  ascending  node,  the  causer  of  darkness. 

••  Tamo-guna,  as,   m.  the  quality  of  darkness  or 
ignorance ;  see  above  under  tamas.  —  Tamogunin, 
i,  ini,  i,  having  the  quality  of  tamos  predominant 
in  the  temperament,  irascible,  ignorant,  proud,  &c. 

—  Tamo-ghna,   as,  i,  am,   destroying  darkness; 
(a*),  m.  the  sun ;  the  moon ;  fire ;  an  epithet,  of 
Vishnu  ;    an  epithet  of  Siva ;    a  Buddha.  —  Tamo- 

jyotis,  in,  m.  '  light  in  darkness,'  a  fire-fly.  —  Tamo- 
dartfana,  bilious  fever.  —  Tamo-nud,  t,  t,  t,  dis- 

persing darkness ;  (t),  m.  a  shining  body ;  the  sun ; 
the  moon ;  fire ;  a  lamp ;  light.  —  Tamo-nuda,  as,  a, 
am,  dispersing  darkness;  (as),  m.  the  sun ;  the  moon. 

—  Tamo-' ntak HI  ("mas-an"),  t,  t,  t,  making  an  end 
of  darkness ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants 

of  Skanda.  —  Tamo-'ntya  (°mas-«»°),  as,  m.  one 
of  the  ten  ways  in  which  an  eclipse  may  happen. 

—  Tamo-'palta  (°mas-ap°),  as,  a,  am,  removing 
darkness  physical  or  moral,  illumining,  enlightening ; 

(as),    m.  the   sun;    the    moon;    fire;    a  Buddha. 
—•Tamo-bhul,  t,  f,  t,  dispersing  darkness;   (t),  m. 

a  fire-fly.  —  Tamo-bkuta,  as,  a,  am, '  become  dark- 

ness,' dark,  covered  with  darkness ;   ignorant.  —  Ta- 
mo-mani,  is,  m.  '  the  jewel  of  darkness,'  a  kind  of 
gem ;  a  fire-fly.  —  Tamo-maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting 
or  composed  of  darkness,  derived  from  it,  covered 
with  it ;  (as),  m.  the  mind  enveloped  with  darkness, 
vexation,  anger,  one  of  the  five  forms  of  a-vidyd  in 

the  Sarrkhya  phil.  —  Tamo- 'ri  (°mas-ari),  is,  m. 
the  enemy  of  darkness,  the  sun.  —  Tamo-vat,  an, 

ali,  at,  dark,  gloomy ;    [cf.  tamas-vat.]  —  Tamo- 

vikai'a,  as,  m.  disease,  sickness,  (as  a  modification 
of  the   Guna   tamos.)  —  Tamo-vrita,  as,  a,  am, 
obscured,  clouded  ;  overcome  with  or  influenced  by 
rage,  fear,  &c.,  or  any  of  the  effects  of  the  property 
of  darkness.  —  Tamo-vridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  rejoicing  or 
delighting  in  darkness ;  (Say.)  growing  in  the  dark- 

ness,  increasing  by  the  darkness.  —  Tamo-Jtan,  a, 

-ghni,  a,  Ved.  striking  down  or  dispersing  darkness. 
—  Tamo-hara,  as,  a,  am,  removing  darkness,  illu- 

minating ;  (as),  m.  the  moon. 
Tamasa,  as,  I,  am,  dark-coloured ;  (as),  m. 

darkness;  a  well;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  the  Tamasa 
or  Tonse,  falling  into  the  Ganges  below  Pratishthana ; 

(am),  n.  darkness  (at  end  of  comp.,  cf.  andha-l°, 
nrn-l\  ri-t°,  san-t°);  a  city. 
Tamaska,  as,  a,  am,  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp. 

=  tamos;  [cf.  «is-/anjasifca.] 

Tamala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree  with  a  very  dark  bark 

(but  white  blossoms),  Xanthochymus  Pictorius  ;  N. 
of  various  other  plants,  «raruna  and  l;ri*lina-klut- 

dira;  (as),  m.  tht  sect-trial  mark  made  with  sandal 
(or  perhaps  the  juice  of  the  Tamila  fruit)  upon  the 
forehead  ;  a  sword,  a  scymitar  or  large  sacrificial 

knife;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  =  tamrti-vaUl  ; 
Phyllanthus  Emblica  ;  also  =  j)anwm;  (as,  am),  m. 
n.  the  bark  of  the  bamboo  ;  (am),  n.  the  leaf  of 

the  Laurus  Cassia,  =  /lalti-'ika  —  taiualu-i>attra. 
—  T<imri/'i-)>attra,  am,  n.  the  leaf  of  the  Xantho- 

chymus Pictorius  ;  the  leaf  of  the  Laurus  Cassia,  Mala- 
bathron  ;  a  sectarial  mark  on  the  forehead  ;  the  tree 

Xanthochymus  Pictotius.  —  Tumdlapattra-fanda- 
it(i-fjundha,as,m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha. 
Tamalaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  tree  Xanthochymus 

Pictorius  ;  the  bark  of  a  bamboo  ;  (ika),  {.,  N.  of  two 

plants,  =  tamra-valli  and  bhiimy-amali,  Phyllanthus 
Emblica  ;  N.  of  a  place,  =  tamtt-lipta  [cf.  tnmalint]  ; 
N.  of  a  woman  ;  (am),  n.  the  leaf  of  the  Laurus 

Cassia  ;  a  sort  of  pot-herb,  Marsilea  Dentata. 
Tamalinl,  (.  a  place  overgrown  with  TamSla  trees  ; 

N.  of  a  country,  =  tama-li/ita;  N.  of  a  plant,  = 

bhumy-dmali,  Phyllanthus  Emblica. 
Tamisra,  am,  n.  darkness,  a  dark  night  ;  darkness 

of  mind,  illusion  ;  anger,  wrath;  (a),  f.  a  dark  night, 
or  one  during  the  wane  of  the  moon  ;  great  or  ex- 

tensive darkness,  the  night  of  new  moon,  any  night  ; 

(as),  m.  the  dark  half  of  the  month,  from  the  full 
to  the  change;  [cf.  su-tamisra,  tamisra,  tnmi- 

•A5&]  —  Ta-misra-paksha,  w*,  m.  the  fortnight  of 
the  moon's  wane,  the  time  from  full  moon  to  new moon. 

./rama  (for  i.  see  under  rt,.tam,  col.  i), 

a  Taddhita  affix,  the  termination  of  the  superlative 

degree,  used  also  as  an  independent  word  in  the 
sense  of  ishta-tama,  most  desired,  and  sometimes 
added  adverbially  in  the  form  tamdm;  [cf.  tara- tamya.] 

TTT^  tamanga,  as,  m.  a  platform,  stage. 

Tamangaka,  as,  m.  the  flat  and  projecting  roof 
of  a  house,  a  sort  of  balcony  or  terrace. 

'rWT;  tamara,  am,  n.  tin  ;  lead  (?). 

TTTTT3T  tamaraja,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sugar. 

nil  CO  tamala.     See  col.  2. 

WTISfl  tamahvaya.     See  i.  tama,  col.  i. 

rTfa  tami,  is,  or  tami,  f.  the  night  ;  tur- 
meric; [cf.  i.  tama  and  ramos.] 

?rfin<rl'f%  tamishici,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  tarn?), 
Ved.  oppressing,  stunning,  afflicting,  confusing,  dis- 

turbing ;  (Say.)  powerful,  strong. 
tamisra.     See  above. 

tamushtuhiya,  as,  a,  am,  N.  of  a 

Sukta  beginning  with  the  words  tarn  u  shtuhi. 

ft*iirrtnl   tamolipti,  f.,  N.  of  a  country, 
the  district   of  Tumlook  in  Bengal,  =  tima-liptn, 
commonly  called  tamoluka. 

1TTT  tampa,  f.  a  cow  ;  [cf.  tambaJ] 

lamb,  cl.  i.  P.  fambati,  &c.,  to  go. 

lambd,  f.  a  cow  ;   [cf.  tampa.] 

tambira   or   tamvira,  in  astrology 

=  v^fcj-i,  the  fourteenth  Yoga. 

TfJ  tamra,  as,  a,   am  (fr.  rt.  tarn),  Ved. 

oppressing,  darkening  ;  (S5y.)  causing  to  languish. 

•jrjj  tay,  cl.  i.  A.  lay  ate,  teye,  layitum, S  to  go,  move  ;  to  guard,  preserve. 

Traya,  as,  a,  am,  who  or  what  protects  ;  (as),  m, 

protection. 
TIT  i.  tara,  a  Taddhita  affix,  the  termina- 
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tion  of  the  comparative  degree,  sometimes  added  ad- 

verbially in  the  form  taram  ;  [cf.  kaslita-tara,  &c.] 

HT  2.  'ara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  rt.  tri),  who  or 

what  passes  over  or  beyond,  crossing;  surpassing; 

conquering,  overpowering  ;  excelling  ;  to  be  crossed, 

to  be  overcome  [cf.  dus-tara  and  dush-tara] ;  (as), 
m.  passing  over,  crossing,  passage ;  freight ;  a  road  (!) ; 
a  ferry-boat,  raft  (?) ;  a  tree  (?) ;  a  sort  of  magical  spell 

against  the  evil  spirits  supposed  to  possess  certain  wea- 
pons ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (for  tan  see  tan  next  col.) 

—  Tara-panya,  am,  n.  ferriage,  freight,  the  price 
or  fare  paid  at  a  ferry.  —  Tara-panyika,  as,  m.  one 
who  receives  the  ferriage  or  freight.  —  Tara->thana, 
am,  n.  a  landing-place,  a  wharf  or  stairs. 

i.taraitga,  as,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  taram  -t-oa),  a 
wave ;  a  name  given  to  sections  of  certain  literary 
works  (especially  when  the  title  contains  such  a  word 

as  '  sea,'  'river,'  &c.,  e.  g.  of  the  Katha-sarit-sagara 
and  RSja-tararrginl) ;  a  jumping  motion,  a  leap,  a 
jump,  the  gallop  of  a  horse,  waving,  moving  to  and 
fro;  cloth  or  clothes;  [cf.  ut-taranga  and  Ainno- 
laranga .]  —  Taranga-Wiiru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 

of  the  fourteenth  Manu.  —  Tarangdpatrasla  (°ga- 
ap°),as,  d,  am,  a  little  afraid  of  waves  (Pan.  II.  I,  38). 

2.  taranga,  nom.  P.  turangati,  -gitum,  to  move 
like  a  billow,  wave,  move  to  and  fro. 

Tamngaka,  as,  m.awave  j  [cf. ndri-tarangaka.] 
Tarangita,  as,  a,  am,  wavy,  billowy,  tossing  with 

waves;  overflowing;  (am),  n.  waving,  moving  to 
and  fro. 

Tarangin,  i,  ini,  i,  wavy,  moving  like  a  billow, 
moving  restlessly  to  and  fro,  unsteady;  (ini),  f.  a 
river ;  (sometimes  at  the  end  of  the  title  of  a  literary 

work,  e.  g.  kshira-tarangini,  raja-t°.) 
Taratia,  as,  m.  a  raft,  a  boat ;  Svarga  or  paradise 

(the  final  landing-place)  ;  (am),  n.  crossing  over, 
passing,  going  across,  carrying  over,  transporting ; 
conquering,  overcoming;  an  oar;  (for  tarani  see 
under  tarani  below ;  cf.  also  su-tarana.) 

Tarani,  is,  it  or  i,  i,  Ved.  passing  through,  per- 
vading (space  &c.,  said  of  the  sun)  ;  moving  forwards, 

quick,  untired,  energetic ;  bringing  or  carrying  over, 
saving,  helping,  benevolent;  (is),  m.  the  sun;  the 
plant  Calotropis  Gigantea  [cf.  arka] ;  a  ray  of  light 
(is  or  1),  (.  a  float,  a  raft,  a  boat,  ferry-boat;  the 
plant  Aloe  Perfoliata  or  Hibiscus  Mutabilis ;  (accord- 

ing to  others  =  taranwalli),  a  kind  of  rose,  Rosa 
Glandulifera ;  [cf.  go-tarani.]  —  Tarani-tva,  am 
n.,  Ved.  quickness,  eagerness,  zed.—Tarani-d/ianya 

an,  m.  an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Tarani-petaka,  as,  m 
an  oval  bowl  or  bason  of  wood  for  baling  a  boat 

—  Taranfoatna,  am,  n.  a  ruby  ('  a  sun-jewel ') 
—  Tarani-valli,  f.  a  kind  of  rose,  Rosa  Glandu 
lifera. 

Taraniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  crossed  or  passed  over. 
Taranda,  as,  a  or  I,  am,  m.  f.  n.  a  boat,  a  vessel 

(.as,  am),  m.  n.  a  raft  or  float  made  of  bamboos  &c 
tied  together  and  sometimes  floated  upon  jars  o 
hollow  gourds  inverted ;  the  float  of  a  fishing  line 
an  oar;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  country;  [cf.  the  following. 
—  Tarantja-pddd,  f.  a  boat,  a  ship. 
Tarandaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
Taranya  (fr.  tarana),  nom.  P.  taranyati,  &c 

to  cross  over. 

.  Tarat,  an,  anti,  at,  crossing,  passing  over.  —  Ta 
rail-dveshas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  conquering  or  over 
powering  enemies,  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
Taratsamandlya,  am,  n.,  scil.  suktam,  the  Sokta 

beginning  with  the  words  tarat  sa  mandi. 
Tarad,  t,  f.  a  raft,  a  float ;  a  kind  of  duck. 
Taranta,  as,  m.  the  ocean;   a  hard  shower, 

torrent  of  rain  ;  a  frog ;  N.  of  a  man  with  the  patro 
nymic  VaidadaSvi ;  («),  f.  a  boat,  ship. 
Tarantuka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha;  [cf.  ta 

randatca.] 

Tarala,  as,  a,  am,  moving  to  and  fro,  trembli^ 
tremulous ;  fickle,  splendid,  glittering,  sparkling,  lu 
minous ;  unsteady,  vain  ;  liquid,  liquefied  ;  libidinou 
lecherous,  wanton ;  hollow ;  {as),  m.  the  centi 
gem  of  a  necklace ;  a  necklace ;  iron ;  a  level  sur 

ce  ( =  tola) ;  bottom,  depth,  lower  or  under  part ; 
le  thorn-apple ;  N.  of  a  poet ;  (a),  f.  rice-gruel ; 
ine,  vinous  or  spirituous  liquor;  a  bee;  (as),  m. 

..,  N.  of  a  race. — Tarala-td,  f.  or  tarala-tva, 
TO,  n.  tremulousness,  unsteadiness,  sprightliness. 
—  Tarala-nayani,  f.  a  woman  having  tremulous  or 
oiling  eyes ;  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of 
welve  short  syllables  each.  —  Tarala-lekhd,  f.,  N.  of 
woman.  —  Tarala-lodana,  f.  a  woman  with  tremu- 
lus  eyes. 

Taralaya,  nom.  P.  taralayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
o  tremble,  impart  a  tremulous  motion;  to  wave, 
utter,  move  to  and  fro. 
Taralaya,  nom.  A.  taralayate,  &c.,  to  tremble, 

move  to  and  fro. 

Taraldyita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  tremble,  made 
emulous,  agitated,  waving  to  and  fro,  undulating ; 
as),  m.  a  large  wave,  surf;  (as  or  am),  m.  or  n.  (?), 
;ckleness. 

Taralikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
Taralita,  as,  a,  am,  shaking,  dangling,  moving 

o  and  fro,  undulating,  trembling,  tremulous.  —  Ta- 
ralita-hdra,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  tremulous  garland. 
Taras,  as,  n.  rapid  progress,  speed,  velocity; 

trength,  energy,  efficacy ;  a  bank ;  a  float,  a  raft ; 
a  ferry,  a  place  of  crossing ;  a  symbolical  N.  of 

"itoma;  (as,  as,  as),  Ved.  pervading,  quick,  ener- 
jetic;  tarasa,  ind.  speedily,  quickly,  directly, 
energetically.  —  Taras-mat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
the  fourteenth  Manu.  —  Taras-vat,  an,  ati,  at, Ved, 

quick,  swift  (e.  g.  taras-vatyas,  '  the  swift  ones,' .  e.  the  rivers) ;  valiant,  energetic,  an  epithet  of 
Indra.  —  Taras-vin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  quick,  swilt, 
strong,  violent,  energetic,  courageous,  bold;  (i),  m. 
a  courier,  an  express,  a  runner ;  a  hero ;  air,  wind  ; 
an  epithet  of  Garuda,  the  bird  of  Vishnu. 

Tarasa,  am,  a.  meat,  flesh.  —  Tarasa-maya,  as, 
i,  am,  consisting  of  meat. 
Tarasdna,  as,  m.  a  boat. 

Tarandhu  or  tardlu,  its,  m.  a  large  fiat-bottomed 
boat. 

Tari,  is,  f.  a  boat,  ship ;  a  clothes-basket ;  the 
end  of  a  doth ;  (?,  ?«  or  i),  f.  a  boat ;  a  clothes- 
basket;  the  hem  of  a  garment;  a  small  wooden 
baling-vessel ;  a  club  ;  smoke.  —  Tari-ratha,  as,  m. 
an  oar,  a  paddle. 

Tarika,  as,  m.  a  ferry-man;   a  float,  a  raft,  a 
boat;  (a),  f.  a  boat;  cream. 

Tarikin,  i,  m.  a  ferry-man. 
Taritavya  or  taritavya  or  tartavya,  as,  d,  am 

to  be  crossed  or  passed  over,  to  be  carried  over  or 
across. 

TaritH  or  taritri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  who  or  wha 
crosses,  passes  or  carries  over ;  (tri),  {.  a  boat,  a  raft. 

Taritra,  am,  n.  a  boat,  a  ship. 

Turin,  i,  ini,  i,  who  or  what  crosses ;  crossing 

(ini),  f.  a  boat. Tartyas,  an,  asi,  as,  Ved.  easily  passing  througl 
or  pervading ;  (SSy.)  easy  to  be  passed  through. 

Tarisha,  as,  m.  a  raft,  a  float,  a  boat ;  the  ocean 
a  fit  or  competent  person  ;  a  fine  shape  or  form  ;  deco 
rating,  ornamenting;  practice,  business,  profession 
heaven  or  paradise ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Indra. 
Tartshan  (occurring  only  as  a  loc.  or  Vedic  ini 

tarishani),  Ved.  passing  through,  going  across. 
I .  tarn,  us,  us,  u,  =  (orani,  Ved.  passing  through 

(Say.)  rapid  motion,  velocity ;  a  wooden  ladle  fo 
taking  up  the  Soma;  [cf.  2.  taru  next  col.] 

Tarutri,  id,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  overcoming,  conquer 
ing,  a  conqueror ;  impelling,  causing  to  be  quick 
[cf.  taritri.} 
Tarutra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  carrying  across;  over 

coming,  conquering. 

Tarusha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  conqueror,  overcomcr 

(i),  f.  victory. 
Tarushya  (fr.  the  next),  nom.  P.  tarushyat 

Sec.,  Ved.  to  attack,  overcome,  conquer. 

Tarus,  us,  n.,  Ved.  battle;  superiority;  (Say 
overcoming. 

Tarushas,  Si,  as,  as,  Ved.  (SSy.)  overcominj 
conquering,  saving,  protecting;  (a*),  n.  rescue .(?), 

taraksha,  as,  m.  or  tarakshu,  us,  m. 

r  tarakshuka,  as,  m.  a  hyena,  or  perhaps  a 

ger(?). 
taranga.     See  col.  i. 
tarata,  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant, 

ommonly  tdmkald;  [cf.  taradi.] 

taratsala,  as,  in.  conflagration  of 

naff';  (perhaps  a  wrong  reading.) 

cTT^t  farad;,  f.,  N.  of  a  thorny  plant 
=  tdradi,  tivrd,  kharvurd,  rakta-vijakd  ;  some 
ead  also  tarati  and  iaTO<i). 

rKf)o|i  tarantuka.     See  col.  I, 

rl  W I fc«J«liT  tarabalikd,  f.  a  kind  of  sword, 

karabdlikd;  [cf.  larauort.] 

rH.9»T  tarambuja,  am,  n.  a  water-melon, 
most  probably  borrowed  from  the  Persian  j^J); 

cf.  also  kharvuja.~\ tarala.     See  col.  i. 

taravata,  the  plant  Cassia  Auri- 
culata. 

Tffit  taravdri,  is,  m.  a  sword,  a  scyrai- 

tar ;  [cf.  taraldlikd.~] iat  taravi,  in  astrology  =  A^A/.  quadra- 

ture. 
Tff^taras,  tarasa,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

TOPrft  tarasanfi,  f.  (fr.  rt.  tras),  Ved.  the 
female  of  a  deer. 

ftTH?  taram,  an  adverbial  form  of  i .  tara. 

Wfcn  taritd,  f.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  M),  the 

fore-finger ;  garlic,  or  perhaps  hemp ;  a  form  of 

DurgS  ;  [cf.  tdrini.]  —  Tarild-dhdrand-yantra 
and  tarita-pvjd-yantra,  am,  n.  mystic  diagrams 

given  in  the  Tantra-sSra. 
2.  tara,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  tri; 

for  i.  taru  see  col.  2),  a  tree ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu 

Cakshusha ;  (taru  in  the  sense  of '  tree'  does  not 
appear  to  occur  in  the  Veda  or  Manu ;  it  is  perhaps 
a  modern  derivation  fr.  dru;  but  according  to  S5y. 

it  is  used  in  Rig-veda  V.  44,  5,  in  the  sense  of 
'  wooden  ladle ;'  cf.  i .  taru,  col.  a) ;  [cf.  Lat.  termes. ] 
—  Taru-kkanda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  assemblage  of 

trees;    (also  iaru-shanda.)  —  Taru-<!<lhdyd,  f.  the 
shade  of  a  tree.  —  Taru-ja,  as,  d,  am,,  produced  by 

a  tree  (as  a  flower,  fruit,  &c.).  —  Tarii-jivana,  am, 
n.  the  root  of  a  tree,   i.e.  the  vital  organ  of  a 
tree.  -  Taru-tala,   as,   m.   the    part    under   the 

branches  of  a  tree,  the  ground  about  its  root,  the 
foot  of  a  tree.  -  Taru-td,  (.  the  state  of  a  tree,  the 

being  a  tree.  —  Taru-tiilikd  or  (according  to  another 

reading)  taru-dulikd,  (.  the  flying  fox  (suspended 
like  a  balance  from  the  branches  of  a  tree) ;  [cf.  va- 

tuli.~]  —  Taru-nakha,  as,  m.  a  thorn,  ('  a  tree-nail.') 
—  Taru-pankti,  is,  f.  a  row  of  trees,  an  avenue. 
—  Taru-blmj,  k,  m.  a  kind  of  parasitical  plant,  Vanda 

Roxburghii;   [cf.  taru-ruhd,  taru-rohini,  taru- 
sfha.]  —  Taru-mahiman,  d,  m.  a  section   in  the 
VrikshSyur-veda  which  treats  of  the  future  rewards 

of  those  who  plant  trees.  —  Taru-mriga,  as,  m.  '  a 
tree-animal,'  a  monkey,  an  ape.  —  Taru-rdga,  as  or 

am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  sprout ;  a  bud,  a  blossom.  —  Taru- 
rdja,   as,  m.    'the   king  of  trees,'  the    palmyra- 
tree;  [cf.  trina-rdja.]  —  Taru-rdjan,  d,  m.  'the 
king   of    the   trees,'   an    epithet    of  the    ParijSta. 
—  Taru-ruhd,    f.    and    taru-roliini,   (.   '  growing 

on  trees,'  a   parasitical  plant,  =  taru-bhuj.  —  Taru- 
vara,  as,  m.  an  excellent  tree,  the  best  of  trees,  an 

epithet  of  the  Parijata.  —  Taru-valli,  (.  a  kind  of 

plant ;    [cf.  parpati.']  —  Taru-vilapa,    as,  m.  a 
branch  or  sprout.  —  Taru-sayin,  t,  m.  a  bird  ( '  sleep- 

ing on  trees')  —Taru-trexlltha,  as,  m.  the  best  of 
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trees.  —  Taru-shanda,   as,  m.    a    group   of  trees. 

—  Taru-sdra,  as,  m.  '  essence  of  trees,'  camphor. 
—  Taru-ftha,  at,  a,  am,  staying  or  being  in  a  tree ; 
(a),  f.  a  parasitical  plant. 

Taruda,  as,  a,  am,  abounding  in  trees. 

«i^«*f<U  larukuni,  is,  m.  a  sort  of  bird, 
=  eayguda. 

fl*j»S|  laruksha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  j  [cf. 
t<iruk*ltdytnii,  taraliffiya,  taluksha.] 

IH»«!I  taruna,  as,  i,  am  (said  to  be  ft.  rt. 

(ft),  young,  tender,  juvenile;  new,  fresh;  a  young 
man,  one  of  the  virile  age ;  fresh,  lively,  vivid  ; 
risen  only  a  short  time  ago  (as  the  sun),  not  yet 

high  in  the  sky;  (o»),  m.  the  castor-oil  plant,  Ricinus 
Communis  ;  large  cumin  xed,  —  ktil>ja-pushpa,  the 
blossom  of  Achyranthes  Aspera ;  N.  of  one  of  the 

Saptarshayas  in  the  eleventh  Manv-antara ;  N.  of  a 
Gandharva  ;  N.  of  a  particular  section  in  a  mystical 
Tantra  work  treating  of  various  stages  in  the  life  of  the 
Tantrika ;  (t),  f.  a  young  woman,  a  girl  from  about 
sixteen  years  of  age ;  N.  of  several  plants ;  a  kind  of 

pot-herb,  Aloe  Perfoliata ;  also  «=  larani,  Rosa  Glan- 
dulifera;  >iso  =  danti,  a  kind  of  flower,  =  saha, 

kumdri,  gandhddltyd,  tdru-ketard,  &c. ;  a  kind 
of  perfume,  commonly  tida;  (am),  n.  cartilage  [cf. 
larundethi  below]  ;  a  sprout ;  [cf.  taluna  ;  cf.  also 

Gr.  rrpriv,  rtpfiva ;  Old  Germ,  diorna,  '  maiden  ;' 

Old  Island,  therna."]  —  Taruna-jrara,  at,  m.  a  fever 
that  lasts  a  week.  —  Tnruna-dadhi,  1,  n.  coagulated 
milk  five  days  old.  —  Taruna-pitikd,  (.  red  arsenic. 

—  Tarundbhdsa  (°na-dbh°),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  cu- 
cumber. —  Tarundsthi  ("tia-as0),  »,  n.  •  soft-bone ;' 

cartilage,  gristle.  —  Taruni-katdksha-mala,  an,  in.. 
N.  of  a  plant,  =  tilaha.  —  Turuiii-gana,  as,  m.  a 
number  of  young  women.  —  Taruni-jana,  as,  m.  a 
young  woman. 

Tttriinakn,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-demon ;  (am), 
n.  a  sprout. 

Tarundya,  nom.  P.  -yati,  See.,  to  bring  forth ;  A.  ta- 
rundyate,  &c.,  to  become  or  remain  young  or  fresh. 
Turuinman,  a,  m.  youth,  juvenility. 

taruta,  as,  m.  the  root  of  the  lotus. 

T  tarunaka,  am,  n.  (probably  a  wrong 
reading  for  tarunaka),  Ved.  a  sprout. 

j  j^  lark,  cl.  10.  P.  (ep.  also \.)tarkayati, 

•^  -te,  tarkaydmasa,  tarkayitum,  to  sup- 
pose, conjecture,  gue»s,  suspect,  make  a  guess,  infer, 

express  an  opinion,  try  to  discover  or  ascertain, 
reason,  speculate  about ;  to  consider  or  regard  as 
( with  two  ace.)  ;  to  reflect,  think  of,  recollect,  have 

in  one's  mind,  intend ;  to  ascertain ;  to  shine,  to 
speak ;  [cf.  Lat.  torqueo,  torque*,  torcular,  torvue  ; 
Goth,  threihan;  Angl.  Sax.  thrinyan;  Old  Germ. 
drat/an;  Mod.  Germ,  drehen;  Goth,  thagkyan; 
Lith.  tikiu!]. 

Tarka,  as,  m.  supposition,  conjecture ;  reasoning, 
speculation,  inquiry,  meditation,  discussion  ;  doubt ; 
the  science  of  logic,  logic ;  a  system  of  doctrine 
founded  on  speculation  or  free  thinking,  a  philoso- 

phical system  (especially  one  of  the  six,  viz.  Purva- 
nrfmSnsS,  Uttara-mlmSnsS,  NySya,  VaiSeshika,  San- 
khya,  and  Voga) ;  a  name  of  the  number  six ;  (in 
logic)  confutation,  reduction  to  absurdity,  a  conclusion 
opposed  to  or  disproving  the  premises ;  wish,  desire ; 
supplying  an  ellipsis ;  cause,  motive ;  (a),  f.  specu- 

lation, reasoning.  -  Tarka-kdrikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  work 
setting  forth  the  principles  of  the  VaiSeshika  phil. 
by  JIva-raja  Dikshita.-  Tarka-kaumwli,  (.,  N.  of 
an  elementary  work  on  the  Vaiseshika  system. 
—  Tarka-grantha,  a*,  m.  a  treatise  on  reasoning, manual  of  logic.  -  Tarka-tandrika.  f.,  N.  of  an  ele- 

mentary exposition  of  the  Nyaya  philosophy.  -  Tarka- 
jvald,  (.  '  the  flame  of  speculation,'  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
work.  -  Tarka-dlpikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary 
on  the  Tarka-san-graha.  -  Tarka-prukdia,  at,  m. 
=  turka-'ihdshd-prakdia.  —  Tarka-pradipa,'  as, m.,  N.  of  a  manual  of  Vaiseshika  principles  by 

Konda-bhatta.  —  Tarka-bhdshd  or  tarkdnubhdsha 

(°ka-an°)  or  tarka-paribhdshd,  (.,  N.  of  a  manual 
of  the  NySya  phil.  —  Tarkabhttfhd-prakdiia,  an,  m. 
or  tarkabhdshd-prakdsikd,  f.  or  tarkubhdfhd- 
bhdra,  as,  m.  or  tarkab/idikd-sdra-manjari,  (., 
N.  of  certain  commentaries  on  this  work.  —  Tarka- 

manjari,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Tarka- 
karika  by  the  author  of  the  original  work.  —  Tarka- 
mudrd,  f.  a  particular  position  of  the  hand.  —  Tn  rkti- 
yukta,  as,  d,  am,  conjectured,  suspected.  —  Tarka- 
ratna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Vaiseshika  disquisition 
by  Konda-bhatta.  —  Tarka-vatj-i4a,  as,  m,  N.  of 
several  writers  on  the  Ny3ya  phil.  —  Tarku-ridyd, 
f.  the  science  of  reasoning  or  logic,  a  logical  treatise. 

—  Tarka-s"dstra,  am,  n.  the  science  of  reasoning, 
logic ;  a  philosophical  work.  —  Tarka-sangraha,  ae, 
m.,  N.  of  a  manual  of  the  Vaiseshika  branch  of  the 

Ny3ya  phil.  by  Annam-bhatta.  —  Tarkasaitgraha- 
dipikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  preceding 

by  the  same  author.  —  Tarkdbhdsa  (°ka-abh"),  as, 
m.  apparent  reasoning,  fallacy  in  drawing  conclusions, 
incompatibility  of  conclusion  and  premises.  —  Tarka- 

mrita  (°ka-am°),  am,  n.,   N.  of  an  elementary 
work  on  the  Vaiseshika  doctrine  by  Jagad-Isa  Tar- 
kalairkara  lihattacarya.  —  Tarkamrita-dashaka,  N. 
of  a  commentary  on  the  preceding  work  by  Gan- 
garama  Jadl.  —  Tarkdmrita-taraityini,   f.,   N.  of 
a   commentary  on  the   Tarkamrita   by  Mukunda 
Bhatta  Gadegila. 

Tarkaka,  as,  d,  am,  inquiring,  inquisitive,  investi- 
gating ;  (as),  m.  a  suppliant,  a  petitioner,  an  asker, 

an  inquirer ;  a  logician. 

Tarkana,  am,  n.  conjecturing,  reasoning,  specu- 
lating. 

Tarkaniya,  ae,  d,  am,  to  be  suspected,  to  be  an 
object  of  the  suspicion  of  others  (with  gen.) ;  causing 
suspicion. 
Tarkayat,  an,  and,  at,  conjecturing,  expecting, 

anticipating,  doubting,  &c. 

Tarkdri,  (.  the  tree  Sesbania  jEgyptiaca,  a  kind  of 

gourd. 
Tarkina  or  tarkila,  as,  m.  the  tree  Cassia  Tora, 

=  dakra-marda. 

Tarkita,  as,  d,  am,  investigated,  examined,  doubted, 
discussed,  &c. ;  (am),  n.  conjecture,  supposition. 

Tarkin,  i,  ini,  i,  conjecturing,  supposing ;  reason- 
ing, skilled  in  speculation  or  philosophy ;  (i),  m.  a 

logician,  disputant,  reasoner. 

Tarkuka,  as,  m.  a  suppliant,  beggar ;  [cf.  tarkaJcaJ] 

Tarkya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  imagined  or  supposed, 
capable  of  investigation  or  reasoning. 

Trap  tarku,  us,  us,  m. f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  krit, 

with  transposition  of  the  consonants),  a  spindle,  an 
iron  pin  upon  which  the  cotton  is  first  drawn  out  and 
which  serves  as  the  distaff,  the  cotton  being  next 
transferred  from  it  to  the  wheel ;  [cf.  Gr.  &-TPOKTOS.] 
—  Tarkurpinda,  ae,  m.  a  ball  of  clay  &c.  at  the 
lower  end  of  a  spindle  to  assist  in  giving  it  a  rotatory 

motion.  —  Tarku-pitha,  ae,  i,  m.  f.  or  tarku-pdthi, 
f.  a  ball  at  the  lower  end  of  a  spindle.  —  Tarku- 
idsaka,  as,  m.  a  concave  shell  or  saucer  which  serves 
to  hold  the  lower  end  of  the  spindle  when  whirled 
round.  —  Tarku-idna,  ae,  m.  a  small  whetstone  for 
sharpening  spindles,  &c. 

Tarltula,  am,  n.  drawing  out  the  cotton  upon  the 
distaff  or  upon  the  wheel ;  spinning ;  (i),  f.  a  spindle, 
a  distaff. 

tarkshu,  us,  m.—larakshu,  a  hyena. 

tarkshya,  as,  m.  nitre,  saltpetre. 

_|  j  tarj,  cl.  I.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  tarjati, 
\  -te,  tatarja,  tarjitum,  to  threaten,  me- 

nace ;  to  blame,  censure,  reprove  ;  Caus.  P.  (ep.  also 

A.)  tarjayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  threaten ;  to  scold, 
censure ;  to  frighten,  terrify  ;  to  deride,  mock  ;  [cf. 

Old  Germ,  trug,  druk,  trlmju,  ilriu.hu. '  to  cheat :' 
Angl.  Sax.  threagan,  '  to  chide ;'  thracian,  thraec: 
Old  Germ,  dravyan:  Mod.  Germ,  drohen.] 

Tarjana,  am,  n.  threatening,  blaming,  censuring ; 

pointing  at  in  ridicule  or  contempt  ;  putting  to  shame, 

surpassing  ;  wtath,  anger  ;  (d),  f.  threatening,  censur- 
ing ;  (I),  f.  the  fore-finger  (as  used  for  threatening). 

Tarjanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  threatened,  repie- hensibie. 

Tarjita,  as,  d,  am,  threatened,  blamed,  reviled  ; 
shamed,  disgraced  ;  (am),  n.  threatening,  menace. 

nf»lo«  tarjika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  country 

or  people,  perhaps  to  the  north-west  of  India  or 
Bokhara,  the  country  of  the  Tajiks  ;  (also  tayika or  tdjilca.) 

rUff  tarna  or  tarnaka,  as,  m.  (perhaps  cor- 
rupted fr.  taruna),  a  calf. 

tarni,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  trl),  a  float,  a 
raft  ;  the  sun. 

tartarlka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  Intens.  of 
rt.  (rt),  being  in  the  habit  of  passing  or  dossing  over, 
a  passenger;  (am),  n.  a  boat,  a  raft,  a  vessel. 

Tartarya,  as,  a,  am.  See  taritarya,  p.  365,  col.  2. 

ftP  tard  (connected  with  rt.  trid),  cl.  i. 
s;  P.  tardatl,  &c.,  to  kill,  injure,  hurt  ;  cut 

through  ;  [cf.  rt.  trid.] 
Tarda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  species  of  bird  ;  [cf.  Lat 

Tai-dd,  us,  m.  f.  ?  (fr.  rt.  trid,  but  said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  tri),  a  wooden  ladle. 

n,  a,  n.,  Ved.  a  hole,  an  opening,  a  deft. 

tarpana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  trip),  satis- 
fying, satiating,  pleasing,  refreshing  [cf.  yhrdiia- 

tarpand];  (at,  am),  m.  n.  a  kind  of  plant;  (i),  f., 
N.  of  a  plant,  =  guru-skandlta,  sleihmand;  (am}, 

n.  the  becoming  satisfied  or  satiated,  the  act  of  sati- 
ating, refreshing,  pleasing  ;  satisfaction  given  or  re- 
ceived ;  the  state  of  being  pleased  ;  satiety,  fulness  ; 

pleasure;  a  religious  rite,  libation,  presenting  libations 
of  water  to  the  manes  of  the  deceased  or  to  the 

Pitris  collectively,  also  to  the  gods,  either  generally  or 
individually;  gladdening;  satiating  the  eyes,  i.e.  filling 
them  with  oil  &c.  ;  food  ;  fuel  used  on  sacrificial 
occasions  or  for  lighting  a  sacrificial  fire  ;  a  kind  of 

sweetmeat  (?).  —  Tarpana-ridhi,  is,  m.  a  chapter  of 
the  Smnty-artha-sSra  by  Srldhara-svamin  on  funeral 
ceremonies  Sec.  —  TarpaneMhu  (na-if),  us,  us, 
u,  desirous  of  satisfaction  or  of  receiving  after  death 
the  presentation  of  water  called  Tarpana  ;  (us),  m. 

an  epithet  of  Bhishma. 

Tarpantya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  satiated  or  satisfied. 

Tarpayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  satiated  or  re- freshed. 

Tarpayitvd,  ind.  having  satisfied. 
Tarpita,  as,  d,  am,  pleased,  gratified,  satisfied. 
Tarpin,  t,  ini,  i,  gratifying,  giving  pleasure  or 

satisfaction  ;  offering  oblations  to  the  manes,  one 

who  does  so  ;  (ini),  f.  the  plant  Hibiscus  Mutabilis 

(padma-ddrint). 
rlfiJiH  tarphitri,  id,  tri,  tri  (fr.  rt.  triph], 

a  killer,  injurer. 

tarb,  cl.  i.  P.  tarbati,  &c.,  to  go or  move. 

tarbata,  as,  m.  a  year;   the  plant 
Cassia  Tora,  •=  dakra-marda. 

rT*N  tarman,  a,  n.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  tri), 

the  top  or  end  of  the  sacrificial  post  ;  [cf.  tu-iarinn  n  ; 
cf.  also  Gr.  Tc'p/ta;  Lat.  terminus.] 

tarya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  tri),  Ved.  (Say.) 

N.  of  a  man. 
I.  tar  f  ha,  as,  m.  a  raft  or  float  ;  the  ocean  ;  the 

sun  ;  [cf.  tarani  .] 

2.  tarsha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  trish),  thirst; 

wish,  desire  ;  Desire  personified  as  a  son  of  Arka 

(the  sun)  and  Vasana. Tarshana,  am,  a.  thirsting,  thirst  ;  desiring,  wish, 
desire. 
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Tanhant,  ind.  thirsting,  being  thirsty. 

Tarshita,  as,  a,  am,  thirsting,  athirst,  thirsty; 

desiring,  wishing  for;  [cf.  triihita."] 
Tarsliula,  as,  a,  am,  wishing,  desiring ;  in  a-tar- 

shula,  without  desire. 

Tarsltyd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  thirsty. 

TTtnil  tarhana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  trih),  Ved. 

injuring,  crushing,  bruising;  [cf.  dasyit-tarliana.~\ 

"iff^tarhi,  ind.  (fr.  the  pronom.  basea.to), 
at  that  time,  then,  at  that  moment,  in  that  case ;  in 
the  mean  time;  (this  word  occurs  in  the  Veda,  but 

is  rarely  found  in  the  earlier  epic  poetry) ;  yada — 

tarhi,  when — then  ;  yadi — for/it',  yatra — tarhi, 
<!ed — tarhi,  if — then ;  [cf.  etar/u,  karhi,  yarhi.] 

J  _,!'  tal,  cl.  1. 10.  P.  talati,  tdlayati,  &c., 
X  to  be  full  or  complete ;  to  fix,  found ;  to 

establish ;  to  be  fixed ;  to  accomplish  a  vow ;  (ac- 
cording to  others  a  Sautia  root.) 

rT3  tola,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (perhaps  fr.  rt. 
ftri),  surface,  a  level  surface,  the  flat  roof  of  a  house  ; 

(often  used  in  composition  with  only  a  slight  altera- 
tion of  the  sense  of  the  word  to  which  it  is  added, 

but  explained  by  lexicographers  to  mean  'essential 

nature,'  e.  g.  multi-tola,  the  very  earth,  the  surface 
of  the  eanh,  earth  itself;  nabhas-tala,  the  sky, 
heaven) ;  the  inner  side  or  palm  of  the  hand  with 

extended  fingers  (in  pdni-tala,  &c.) ;  the  sole  of  the 
foot  (in  pdda-lala) ;  the  fore-arm  ;  a  span  :  a  slap  or 
clap  with  the  hand,  (amjonyasya  taldu  daduh,  they 
slapped  each  other  with  the  palms  of  the  hands) ; 
depth,  lowness,  inferiority  of  position,  the  under 
[-art,  the  part  underneath,  lower  part,  base,  bottom ; 
a  hole,  a  pit,  a  chasm ;  tale,  ind.  at  the  bottom, 
under,  beneath ;  (am,  d),  n.  f.  a  leathern  fence  worn 

by  archers  on  the  left  arm  [cf.  tala-tra  and  tala- 
trand] ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  [cf.  tala  and 
a-tala];  the  palmyra-tree,  —  tola;  the  hilt  or  haft 
or  handle  of  a  sword  &c. ;  pressing  the  strings  of  a 
lute  with  the  left  hand ;  a  division  of  hell ;  (am),  n. 
a  wood ;  a  pond  ;  cause,  origin,  motive,  the  root  or 

seed  of  events ;  [cf.  a-tala,  jihvd-f,  dharam-t°, 
ni-C,  pra-t°,  mahd-t°,  raid-C,  vi-f,  su-t";  cf.  also 

Hib.  talamh, '  the  world,  earth ;'  Lat.  tMus."]  —  Ta- 
la-f/hdta,  at,  m.  a  slap  with  the  palm  of  the  hand. 
—  Tola-las,  ind.  from  the  bottom.  —  Tala-tdla,  as, 
m.  clapping  the  hands;  [cf.  tdla-^abda.]  —  Tala- 
tra  or  tala-trdna,  am,  n.  (hand  or  arm-guard),  the 
leathern  glove  of  an  archer.  —  Talalra-vat,  an,  alt, 
at,  wearing  a  leathern  glove  (as  an  archer).  —  Tala- 
prahara,  as,  m.  a  slap  or  blow  with  the  palm  of 
the  hand  or  with  a  claw.  —  Tala-mukha-hasta,  as, 
in.  a  particular  position  of  the  hand  with  the  palm 
expanded.  —  Tala-yuhla,  as,  d,  am,  furnished  with  a 
handle  or  haft.  —  Tala-yuddha,  am,  n.  a  fight  carried 
on  with  the  palms  of  the  hands,  a  fight.  —  Tala- 
loka,  as,  m.  the  lower  regions,  nether  world ;  [cf. 
taldtala,  ratdtala,  a-tala.}  —  Tala-sdraka,  am, 
n.  a  martingale,  a  strap  passing  between  the  fore- 

legs of  a  horse ;   a  kind  of  trough  or  vessel  from 
which  horses  are  fed  (1).  —  Tala-ntfia  or  tala-tthita, 
as,   d,  am,   remaining   beneath.  —  Tala-ltridaya, 
am,  n.  the  centre  of  the  sole  of  the  foot.  —  Taldn- 

tjidi  (°la-ater'),  is,  {.  a  toe.  —  Taldfi,  f.  (fr.  tala 
and  rt.  ani),  a  mat,  one  made  of  reeds  or  bamboos. 

—  Taldtala  (°la-at°),  am,  n.  the  fourth  of  the 
seven  divisions  of  the  infernal  regions  ;   [cf.  a-tala, 
maha-f,  rasd-t°,  vi-t°,  su,-?,]  —  Talekshana  ('  la- 

ik°),  as,  m.  a  hog  ('looking  downwards').  —  Ta- 
lottama  (°la-ut°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  cover,  site  (?). 
"Talodara  (la-ud^),  as,  d  or  i,  am,  having  a protuberant  belly  or  one  that  hangs  down(?);  (i), 
f.  a  mistress  or  wife.  —  Taloda  (°la-ud),  f.  a  river 
('  whose  water  flows  downwards'). 
Talaka,  am,  n.  a  large  pond ;  [cf.  talla.] 
Talakola,  a  kind  of  plant 
Talikd,  (.  a  martingale ;  [cf.  tala-sdraka.] 
I .  talita,  a>,  d,  am,  fixed,  placed,  having  a  bo'.tom ; 

[cf.  2.  talita  next  col.] 

Talin,  i,  irii,  i,  wearing  the  leathern  fence  called 
Tala  (as  an  archer). 

nrtill  tala-mma,  a  various  reading  for 
nala-mina,  q.  v. 

rT(9^  talava,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  musician. 

—  Talava-kdra,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of  the 
Sama-veda.  —  Talavakdropania/iad  (°ra-up°),  t,  f. 
=  kenopanisltad. 

rTf>1l*.<!i  talacarana,  am,  n.  a  sword  ;  [cf. 

taravdri;  Beng.  talvdr;  Hind.jlj-lj.] 

rtrtlj.ll  talds'd,  f.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  tree. 
rrfWrT  2.  talita,  am,  n.  fried  meat.  (For 

I.  talita  see  col.  I,  under  tala.) 

rTfrt'T  talina,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
tal),  thin,  spare,  meagre,  delicate;  small,  little; 
clear,  clean  ;  separate,  having  spaces  or  interstices  ; 
below,  situated  under  or  beneath  [cf.  tala]  ;  (am), 

n.  a  bed,  a  couch  or  cot  ;  (a  various  reading  for  ta- lima.) 

nlrtfl  talima,  am,  n.  ground  prepared  for 
the  site  of  a  dwelling  &c.  (kuitima)  ;  a  bed,  a  couch 
or  cot  [cf.  talina  and  talpa]  ;  an  awning  ;  a  scymitar, 
a  large  sacrificial  sword  or  knife. 

rTpS^^f  talldya,  Ved.  a  particular  part  of the  body. 

ing'Bf  taluksha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  [cf. taruksha.] 

npJT  taluna,  as,  i,  am  (for  taruna,  q.  v.), 

young  ;  (as),  m.  a  youth  ;  air,  wind  ;  (I),  f.  a  girl, 
a  young  woman. 

n-^ft  talka,  am,  n.  a  wood,  a  forest  ;  [cf. 
tala.] 

n  W  talpa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (in  the  earlier 
language  m.,  in  the  later  n.  ;  perhaps  fr.  rt.  stri,  but 
according  to  others  fr.  rt.  tal  or  fr.  rt.  trip),  a  couch, 
bed,  sofa  ;  a  wife  ;  the  seat  of  a  carriage  ;  an  upper 
story,  a  room  on  the  top  of  a  house,  a  turret,  a  tower  or 
keep  ;  (in  the  Atharva-vedaXIlI.  1,17,  talpa  occurs.) 

—  Talpa-klta,  as,  m.  '  a  bed-insect,'  a  bug.  —  Talpa- 
ga,  see  under  guru.—  Tulpa-giri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mountain.  —  Talpa-ja,  as,  d,  am,  brought  forth  in 
or  on  a  marriage-bed  ;  born  of  a  wife  (as  a  son  by 
an  appointed  substitute).  —  Talpa-sivan,  d,  art,  a, 

or  talpe-saya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  resting  on  a  couch. 
Talpaha,  as,  m.  a  maker  of  beds  or  sofas. 

Talpana,  am,  n.  (fr.  a  nom.  formed  fr.  talpa), 

an  elephant's  back,  the  exterior  muscles  of  the  back. 
Talpl-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  into  a  bed  or  couch. 

Talpya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  a  bed; 
worthy  of  a  couch  or  sofa  ;  born  in  a  marriage-bed. 

rtt-f  talla,  as,  m.  a  reservoir,  a  large  pond, 
a  tank  or  Talao  ;  (i),  f.  a  young  woman  ;  N.  of  the 
wife  of  Varuna  ;  a  boat  ;  (am),  n.  a  pit,  a  hole  ;  [cf. tala  and  talalca.] 

TT&TSpUtal-lakshana.  See  under  tad,  p.  361  . 

n  a  1  tallaja,  as,  m.  excellence,  happiness; 
(also  attributively)  excellent,  happy;  used  in  apposition 
as  an  epithet  (e.  g.  ktimdrl-tallaja,  an  excellent 

ijo-tallaja,  the  best  of  cows.) 

tallaha(>),  as,  m.  a  dog. 

tallika,  f  .  a  key  ;  [cf.  tall."] 
talva,  am,  n.  scent  arising  from  the 

rubbing  of  fragrant  substances. 

TfcRi  tavaka,  as,  a,  am,  thine;  (perhaps  an 
incorrect  form  for  tdvaka.) 

rT^THffa  tavakshira  (a  corruption  of  tvak- 
ksldra),  am,  n.  manna  of  bamboo  (commonly  Ta- 
bashlr)  ;  a  N.  applied  to  a  kind  of  extract  of  wheat, 
barley,  rice,  &*.,  (or,  according  to  lomc,  a  kind 

maiden; 

of  milk  and  water),  =  payah-kshlra,  yava-ja, 
yavajodbhara  (commonly  Toshakshlra)  ;  (?),  f.  a 
kind  of  Curcuma  (yandha-pattra).  —  Tavakshiry- 
vkapattrikd,  the  single-leaved  Tavakshln,  turmeric, 
Curcuma  Zedoaria. 

n<*<  tavara,  a  particular  high  number. 

TTm.il  tavaraja,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  sugar 

prepared  from  a  species  of  Hedysarum  (yavdsa- 

darkard).  —  Tavardjodbhava-kliaiida  (°ja-ud°), 
as,  m.  a  sort  of  hard  sugar  prepared  from  the  pre- 

ceding. 

KaR^  tavas,  as,  as,  as  (fr.  rt.  2.  tu),  Ved. 
strong,  powerful,  courageous,  efficacious,  energetic  ; 
an  epithet  of  Rudra,  the  Maruts,  Indra,  Parjanya, 
Agni,  Pushan  ;  (fls),  m.  power,  strength,  courage; 
[cf.  pra-tavas.]  —  Tanas-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved. 
powerful,  strong,  an  epithet  of  Soma. 
Tavasya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  strength,  efficacy  ;  courage  ; 

(Say.)  an  oblation  which  increases  the  strength. 
Tavagd  (fr.  tava,  a  derivative  of  rt.  2.  tu,  and  go  ?), 

an  epithet  of  a  bull  ;  (but  in  the  Pada-patha  this 
word  is  not  considered  as  a  compound,  and  by  Say. 
it  is  said  to  mean)  of  great  strength. 

Tavifha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  powerful,  strong,  ener- 
getic, efficacious  ;  courageous  ;  (as),  m.  the  ocean, 

sea  ;  heaven,  paradise  ;  (i),  f.  power,  strength,  violence, 
courage,  (inst.  plur.  tavishlbliis,  powerfully,  violently)  ; 
the  earth  ;  a  river  ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Indra  ;  (ani), 

n.  power,  strength.  —  Tavishi-mat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved. 
powerful,  violent,  epithet  of  the  winds.  —  Tavislu- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  powerful,  strong,  an  epithet of  Indra. 

Tavishiya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  tamshiyati.  Sic.,  to  be 
strong  or  violent  or  courageous,  to  make  effort; 
(Say.)  to  wish  for  power  or  strength  ;  [cf.  tavishya.] 
Tamshtyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  spirited  (as  a  horse); 

violent,  epithet  of  the  Maruts  ;  (Say.)  evincing 
strength. 

Tavishya,  nom.  A.,  Ved.  tavishyate,  &c.,  to  be 
strong  or  violent,  have  courage. 

Tainshyd,  f.,  Ved.  violence,  force. 

Taviyas  or  tavyat,  an,  asl,  as  (compar.  of  ta- 
vas), stronger,  very  strong,  powerful,  rich  ;  (generally 

found  in  the  phrase  tavasas  tavlyan,  stronger  than 
the  strong.) 

Tavisha,  as,  m.  the  ocean  ;  heaven  ;  gold  ;  (I), 

f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Indra  ;  [cf.  taviska.] 
I.  tavya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  powerful,  strong,  grown 

strong.  (For  2.  tavya  see  below.) 

n<iiK.tii*!.i  tavarisdna,  ?\T.  of  a  place. 

ta-vipuld,  f.  a  particular  metre. 

TRT  2.  tavya,  a  lent  affix  by  means  of  which 
the  future  passive  participle  is  formed  from  roots. 

Tngft  tasll,  f.  in  astron.,  trigon.  =  C*^iiJ. 
rT?  tashta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  taksh],  pared, 

hewn,  cut,  chiseled,  split,  made  thin  ;  fashioned. 
Tashtri,  id,  m.  a  carpenter,  a  builder,  a  builder 

of  chariots  ;  a  N.  of  Visva-karman,  the  architect  of 
the  gods  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  twelve  Adityas  ;  [cf, tvanh(ri.] 

-ill   tas,  cl.  4.  P.  tasyati,  &c.,  to  fade 
X  away,   become   exhausted,    perish,    wane  ; 

to  throw  down  ;  to  cast  upwards,  reject,  cast  ;   [cf. 
rt.  tans  and  Eng.  <o«8.] 

TTTTT  tasara,  am,  as,  n.  m.(?),  (fr.  rt. 

tans  ?),  Ved.  a  shuttle. 

tas'ira,  in  astron.=<as!ro,=(r^-~-J. 
taskara,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  derived 

fr.  atas  and  rt.  kri;  according  to  others  fr.  tad  and 
rt.  kri),  a  thief,  a  robber  ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 

anything  bad  or  contemptible  [cf.  (fae*ra];  (in  astron.) 
N.  of  certain  Ketus  ;  a  kind  of  pot-herb,  Trigonella 
Corniculata  ;  a  tree,  Vangueria  Spinosa  [cf.  madana]  ; 

the  ear  ;  (I),  f.  a  passionate  woman  ;  N.  of  several 
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plants,  a  sort  of  Mimosa,  =  taskara-sndyu,  Leea 
Hirta,&c.  —  Tattkara-ta,  f.  or  taskara-ita,  am,  n. 
thievishness,  thieving,  theft;  catching  by  means  of 

the  ear,  hearing.  —  Tatkara-vat,  ind.  like  a  thief. 
—  Tiukara-sndyu,  us,  m.  the  plant  Leea  Hirta. 

WW^  tastuva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  an  antidote 

*3 

against  poison  (i). 

7TC3J  tasthu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  weakest 
cases  of  tasthivas,  perf.  part,  of  rt.  etha),  stationary, 
immovable,  motionless. 

H>^1  tasdl,  in  astron.,  hexagon,  r=  (j-JAii). 
TfWTH  tasmat,  ind.  (abl.  of  the  pronom. 

base  2.  <o),  from  that,  on  that  account,  therefore, 
(correlative  to  yasmdt  and  yad.) 

rtiaj<*  takshaka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  takshaklyd), 
relating  or  belonging  to  TakshakTya. 
Tdkshanya,  an,  m.  (fr.  takihan},  the  son  of  a 

woodcutter  or  carpenter. 
Tdksltaiila,  as,  i,  am,  coming  or  produced  from 

Takshalili. 

Tdkshna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  takshan),  fit  for  a  car- 
penter ;  (as),  m.  the  son  of  a  carpenter. 

rl]T>i*tl  tdMhabdya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ta66habda 

[tad  +  tabda\.  having  that  name  or  the  name  of  that), 
the  being  called  or  named  after  that. 

7TT53n"fe=R  tdifhllika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ta(- 
(hila  or  td66Kilya),  a  N.  given  to  an  affix  when^  it 

denotes  '  having  a  particular  inclination  or  custom.' 
TaMhilya,  am,  a.  the  being  accustomed  to  that, 

doing  anything  regularly,  consuetude. 

tajat.     See  tajat. 

tajaka  and  tajika,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
certain  astronomical  books  translated  from  the  Arabic 

and  Persian  (e.g.  tdjika-jyotir-mani,  tajaka-pad- 
dhati,  tdjaka-idstra,  tajaka-sdra~su,dhd-nidhi, 
vii'vandtha-tajaka,  &c.). 

TTfift^tajat  or  sometimes  tajak,  ind., Ved. 

suddenly,  abruptly,  (opposed  to  t<iram.)  —  Tdjad- 
bhanga,  as,  m  ,Ved.  a  species  of  very  fragile  wood ; 

[cf.  Icovidara.'] 
tajika  or  tajika,  N.  of  a  district ; 

,  q.  v. 
tdtanka,  as,  m.  an  ornament  for 

the  ear,  a  large  sort  of  ear-ring ;  [cf.  tadanka.] 

rt  1 4*1*1  tatasthya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tata-stha,  a 

by-stander),  proximity ;  indifference,  disregard,  ex- 
emption from  attachment  or  aversion,  neutrality. 

WT;.  tada,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  tad),  beating, 

striking;  (as),  m.  a  blow,  thump,  knock,  beating, 
whipping,  chastisement ;  sound,  noise  ;  a  handful  of 
grass,  corn,  &c.,  a  sheaf;  a  mountain  ;  a  kind  of  grass, 
Andropogon  Serratus,  =  devatdda;  [cf.fadtnext  col.] 
—  Tdda-gha,  as,  a,  am,  beating  with  a  whip  or 
strokes    of  any  kind ;    (as),   m.  a   blacksmith  (?). 
—  Tdda-ghdta,  as,  m.  an  artificer  who  beats  or 
hammers,  a  smith.  —  Tada-vakra,  N.  of  a  district. 
Tddakd,  f.,  N.  of  a  YakshinI  or  female  fiend, 

daughter  of  Su-ketu,  wife  of  Sunda,  and  mother  of 

Mirtc'a,  (she  was  changed  into  a  RakshasT  by  Agastya, whose  devotions  she  had  disturbed,  and  was  afterwards 

killed  by  Rama,  see  RamSyana  I.  28) ;  the  large 

daik-green  pumpkin.—  Tddakd-phala,  am,  n.  large cardamoms. 

Tddakdyana,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi. 

Tddana,  as,  d,  am,  beating,  whipping,  striking, 

.  -  -  .     .  («),  f.  striking 
(i),  f.  a  whip. 

Tddaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  beaten,  punishable. 

Tddayitri,  td,  tn,  tri,  a  striker,  beater,  thumper, 
who  or  what  beats  or  strikes. 

Tiiil/njiti'd,  ind.  having  beaten  or  struck. 
Tdtlita,  as,  d,  am,  struck,  beaten,  chastised. 
Tddula,  as,  d,  am,  beating,  who  or  what  beats 

or  strikes,  punishing  with  blows. 
Tddya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  beaten  or  chastised  or 

junished,  punishable. 

Tddyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  beaten  or  struck ; 
suffering  blows,  undergoing  a  beating ;  (as),  m.  a 

usical  instrument  which  is  struck  (as  a  drum  &c.). 

rTlijj;  tddanka,  as,  m.  or  tddapattra,  am, 
n.  a  kind  of  ear-ring  or  ornament  of  the  ear ;  [ct. tatanka.] 

Tl-Jlt  tdtjdga,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  tadaga),  being 
in  tanks,  coming  from  ponds  (as  water  &c.). 

TTfs  tddi,  is  or  i,  f.  (for  tali),  a  kind  of 

palm,  Corypha  Taliera ;  (I),  f.  a  kind  of  ornament. 

Kii  tdnda,  as,  m.  (fr.  tanda  or  tanda), 

N.  of  an  old  sage ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Brahmana. 
Tdndaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Brahmana. 

rfKli5)  tdndava,  as,  am,  m.  n.  dancing, 

especially  with  violent  gesticulation,  and  particularly 
applied  to  the  frantic  dance  of  the  god  Siva  and  his 
votaries ;  (in  prosody)  a  tribrach  or  foot  of  three 
short  syllables ;  a  sort  of  grass,  Saccharum  Procerum. 
—  Tdndava-talika,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Nandin 

the  door-keeper  of  Siva.  —  Tdndava-priya,  as,  m. 

an  epithet  of  Siva  ('  fond  of  the  Tandava  dance'). —  Tdndava-brdhmana,  perhaps  a  wrong  reading 
for  tdndaka-brdhmana. 

Tdydavita,  as,  d,  am,  moving  round  in  a  wild 
dance  ;  dancing ;  fluttering  ;  frowning. 

Tdndi,  i,  n.,  N.  of  a  manual  of  the  art  of  dancing ; 
the  science  of  dancing. 

Tdndin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  writer  on  prosody ;  (inas), 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  school  founded  by  a  pupil  of 
VaiiampSyana.  —  Tdndi-brdhmana,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  Brahmana  belonging  to  this  school. 
Tandya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor ;  (am),  n.,  N. 

of  a  Brahmana  belonging  to  the  Sama-veda,  to  which 
there  is  a  commentary  by  Sayana. 

Tdndydyani,  (.  a  patronymic  from  TSndya. 

Tffi^  tat,  ind.  (an  obsolete  abl.  fr.  the 
pronom.  base  2.  ta),Ved.  thus,  in  this  way. 

TrTrT  tata,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  tan), 
venerable,  reverend,  respectable,  dear ;  (as),  m.  a 
father ;  a  term  of  affection  or  endearment  addressed 

to  any  person,  but  especially  to  a  junior  or  inferior, 
as  to  a  child  or  pupil  (e.  g.  he  tata,  O  child  1) ;  any 

person  for  whom  one  feels  pity ;  [cf.  Lat.  (ofa :  Gr. 

T€TTO  :  Boh.  tata,  '  father :'  Lith.  tfta,  titit, 
'daddy;'  teta,  'aunt:'  Old  Germ,  toto :  Low 
Germ,  teite,  'daddy,  dad.']  —  Tdta-gu,  us,  tis,  «, 
agreeable  to  a  father,  paternal,  fatherly,  relating  or 
belonging  to  a  father;  (us),  m.  a  paternal  uncle. 
—  Tdta-janayilri,  tryau,  f.  du.  father  and  mother, 
parents.  —  Tdta.-tv.lya,  as,   d,  am,  like  a  father, 

paternal ;   (as),  m.  a  paternal  uncle  or  the  most 

respectable  of  a  man's  male  relations. 
Tdtala,  as,  m.  a  fatherly  relative,  one  who  miy 

be  considered  as  a  father ;  an  iron  club  or  spike ; 

sickness,  disease ;  cooking  or  maturing ;  heat,  physical 
or  morbid ;  (as,  d,  am),  hot. 

Tdti,  is,  m.  offspring,  a  son. 
Tdtya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  paternal,  fatherly. 

iTTrT^T  tdtana,  as,  m.  a  wagtail. 

rTTTTfa  tdtripi,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  Intens.  of  rt. 

<ry> ),  Ved.  satisfying,  delighting  much. 

rflrJMUII  tdtrishdna,  as,  d,  am  (perf.  part, 
fr.  rt.  I.  trish),  Ved.  thirsting,  very  thirsty. 

rUr>M-M  tdtkarmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tat-karman), 
sameness  of  occupation. 

TTTrFTfeoir  tdtkdlika,  as,  d  or  I,  am  (fr. 

tat-kdla),  '  lasting  that  time,'  lasting  equally  long, 
happening  at  that  time,  simultaneous,  contemporary, 

instantly  appearing ;  happening  immediately  or  with- 
out delay ;  relating  to  any  particular  moment  of  time. 

Tatkdlya,  am,  n.  simultancousncss. 

tdttali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
tdttvika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tattva), 

accordant  with  reality,  real,  true,  essential. 

fa*f  tatparya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tat-para), 
aim,  reference  to  any  object  (with  loc.),  object, 
purpose,  intent,  design ;  meaning,  scope,  purport ; 
explanation;  tdtparyatas  or  tdtparyena,  ind.  with 
this  intention,  with  this  aim  or  ob)ecl.  —  Talpnrtja- 

pariduddhi,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Udayana. 
—  Tdtparya-bodhini,  (.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on 
a  philosophical  work  called  Citra-dlpa.  ••  Tdtpar- 

ydrtka  (  ya-ar"),  o«,  m.  the  meaning  or  purpose of  a  sentence. 

Tdtparyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  aiming  at,  intending, 
meaning. 

tatya.     See  under  tata,  col.  2. 

tdtstomya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tat-stoma). 
sameness  of  praise. 

TfM^M  tntsthya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tat-stha),  the 

•esiding  in  that,  the  being  contained  in. 

rll^fTPQ  tdthdbhdvya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  tatliii- 
bhdt-a),  a  N.  for  the  Svarita  accent  at  the  end  of  the 
first  member  ofa  compound  when  an  Udatta  syllable 
immediately  follows,  (the  low-sounding  vowel  in  such 
a  position  cannot  strictly  be  called  either  Svarita  or 
Anudatta-tara,  and  a  new  name  is  therefore  given 

to  it;  this  may  often  happen  in  the  case  of  two 

separate  words,  but  the  vowel  is  then  called  An- udatta-tara.) 

'rTl^rvj'*  tddarthika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tad-ar- 
tha  or  tddarthya),  destined  or  intended  for  that. 
Tddarthya,  am,  n.  the  being  destined  or  intended 

for  that,  the  having  that  or  the  same  object,  identity 

of  aim,  object ;  relation  to ;  sameness  or  precision  of 
meaning. 

Htr(l(**J  tdddtmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tad-dtman), 
sameness  of  nature  or  character,  identity,  unity. 

rl  1^1(^1  tudltnd,  ind.  (fr.  tadi±=tadi,  a  cor- 
relative of  yadi,  and  affix  tna  ?),  Ved.  at  that  time. 

taduri,  f.,  Ved.  epithet  of  a  frog 

(explained  by  Durga  as  either  tarana-s"tt<i,  able  to swim,  or  tdvad  udaram,  consisting  only  of  a  belly ; 

perhaps  a  wrong  reading  for  taduri,  as  if  fr.  rt.  tad ; 

cf.  also  dardura,  '  a  frog'). 

TTT^  td-driksha,  as, «,  am  (fr.  the  pronom. 
base  2.  la  and  drikiha  fr.  rt.  drif),  such  like,  such 
a  one,  like  that,  like  him,  &c. 

Ti-drit,  k,  k,  k  (Ved.  nom.  m.  f.  tddrin),  like 
that,  such  like,  like  him  or  it,  &c. ;  (k),  ind.  in 
such  a  manner.  —  Tadrig-guna,  as,  a,  am,  of  such 

qualities.  —  Tadrig-r&pa,  as,  d,  am,  of  such  a  shape 
or  form.  —  Tddrig-ndlia,  as,  d,  am,  of  such  a 

kind,  of  such  qualities,  being  in  this  situation. 
Td-drisa,  as,  i,  am,  such  like,  such  a  one ;  ya- 

drisas  tadriias,  anybody  whosoever;  [cf.  Prak. 
tarisa;  Gr.  T7jA(<cos;  Dor.  roAficos ;  Slav,  tolik; Lat.  talis.] 

rlldW)  tdddharmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tad-dhar- 
man),  sameness  of  law,  analogy. 

KT%rT  tdddhita,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tad-dhita), 

formed  with  a  Taddhita  affix. 

•fTT^T  tddriipya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tad-rupa), 
oneness  or  sameness  of  form,  figure,  &c. 

TTR  tana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  tan),  a  thread, 

a  fibre ;  a  tone,  a  protracted  tone,  the  key-note  (in 
music) ;  a  monotonous  tone  (in  reciting,  also  called 
Eka-Sruti) ;  (am),  n.  expanse,  extension ;  an  object 
of  sense ;  [cf.  Gr.  T<(COS.]  -  Tdna-karman,  a,  n. 
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tuning  the  voice  previously  to  singing  ;  running  over 
the  notes  to  catch  the  key. 

TTT«T^  tanava,  am,  n.  (fr.  tanu),  thinness, 

sparcness,  meagreness,  sniallness.  —  Tdnava-krit,  t, 
t,  t,  diminishing,  causing  thinness. 

Tdnarya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Tanu ;  (the 
fern,  is  tdnavydyani.) 

TTIH^ITrT  tdniinapdta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tanu- 

napat),  relating  to  Tanu-napat,  addressed  to  that 
form  of  Agni. 

Tdniinaptra,  am,  n.  (fr.  tauu-naptri),  a  cere- 
mony in  which  Tanu-napat  is  invoked  and  the 

oblation  touched  by  the  sacrificer  and  the  priests  as 
a  form  of  adjuration ;  (as,  *,  am],  used  or  employed 
in  this  ceremony,  (as  clarified  butter  &c.) 

r11«K  tdnura, 'as,  m.  a  whirlpool;  [cf. talura.] 

•fTTfT  tdnta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  tarn),  wearied, 
fatigued,  distressed;  languid,  languishing;  faded, 
withered,  blighted ;  a  mystical  N.  of  the  letter  d. 
—  Tdnta-nayana,  as,  a,  am,  having  languid  or 
languishing  eyes. 

WffT^  tdntava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tantu),  made 

of  thread ;  (am),  n.  spinning,  weaving ;  a  web ;  a 
woven  cloth. 

Tdntavya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Tantu ;  (the 
fern,  is  tdntarydyani.) 

Tdntumyya,  as,  m.  (fr.  tantu-vaya),  the  son  of 
a  weaver. 

fTT^  tantra,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  tantra:  rt.  3. 

tan),  stringed,  having  wires  or  strings  (as  a  musical 
instrument);  relating  to  the  Tantras  &c. ;  (am),  n. 
the  music  of  a  stringed  instrument. 

Tdntrika,  as,  i,  am,  completely  versed  in  any 
science  or  system,  a  scholar ;  a  philosopher ;  relating 

to  the  Tantras,  taught  or  contained  in  them,  fol- 
lowing them,  &c. ;  tdntrikl  sanjnd,  a  technical 

name ;  (as),  m.  a  follower  of  the  Tantra  doctrine 
or  mystical  system  of  the  Tantras. 

tandana(>),  as,  m.  wind. 

tanva,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  tann),  Ved.  be- 

longing to  one's  own  body  or  person,  personal ; 
(as),  m.  a  patronymic  from  Tanva;  (am),  n.,  N.  of 
a  SSman  called  after  Tanva ;  (as,  a,  am),  forming 
the  warp  of  a  web,  woven,  spun  ;  (Say.)  a  cloth  for 
filtering  the  Soma;  (perhaps  for  tanva  by  a  metrical 
lengthening  of  the  first  syllable.) 

Tdnvanga,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Tanv-an-ga. 

TTR  tdpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  tap),  heat, 

glow,  burning,  torment,  pain  (mental  or  physical) ; 
fever ;  sorrow,  affliction,  distress ;  (i),  {.,  N.  of  the 

Tapt!  or  Surat  river ;  N.  of  the  Yamuna  or  Jumna 

river ;  [cf.  pa$£dt-tdpa^\  —  Tdpa-hara,  as,  I,  am, 
removing  heat ;  cooling ;  consoling,  alleviating  distress ; 
(i),  f.  a  dish,  a  sort  of  soup  of  pulse  and  grain,  first 
fried  with  ghee  and  turmeric  and  afterwards  boiled 

with  salt  and  sugar.  —  Tapl-ja  or  tapl-samudbhava, 
as,  a,  am,  produced  near  or  occurring  near  the 
river  Tapti;  pyrites  or  another  kind  of  mineral 
substance;  a  kind  of  gem.  —  Tapetvara-tlrtka 

("pa-is"0),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Ttrtha. -  Tdpy-uttha- 
sanjtiaka,  am,  n.=  idpya  below. 

Tapaka,  as,  a,  am,  heating,  burning,  inflaming ; 
(as),  m.  lever,  morbid  heat. 

Tdpatya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  TapatI  (q.  v.), 
treating  of  her ;  a  metronymic  from  Tapati,  epithet 
of  Kuru,  also  of  Arjuna. 

Tdpana,  as,  i,  am,  burning,  inflaming,  heating, 

distressing  [cf.  indra-t"  and  cVmdra-*0]  ;  (a*),  m. 
the  sun ;  the  hot  season ;  the  sun-stone  [cf.  surya- 
kdnta]  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  arrows  of  the  god  of 
love ;  (am),  n.  burning ;  distressing,  chastising ;  a 
division  of  hell ;  gold;  [cf.  fapawa.] 

Tdpantya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  tapariiya),  golden 

made  of  gold  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of  the 
VSjasaneyi-samhita  or  White  Yajur-veda.  —  Tdpani- 

yofianisliad  (°ya-u.p°),t,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 
Tdpaydna,  as,  d,  am,  warming,  burning,  illu- minating. 

Tdpayishnu,  «s,  us,  u,  Ved.  heating,  burning, 
causing  pain. 

Tdpaifita,  am,  n.  (fr.  tapas'-tit),  N.  of  a  sacri- ficial ceremony  of  long  continuance  ;  (as,  i,  am),  an 

epithet  of  the  sacrificial  fire  used  at  this  ceremony. 

Tdpasa,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  tapas),  performing  pe- 
ince,  a  practiser  of  austerities  ;  devout  I  a  hermit  ; 

a  devotee,  an  ascetic;  relating  to  religious  penance 

or  to  an  ascetic  ;  (a«),  m.,  N.  or  epithet  of  a  Hotri  ; 
a  kind  of  crane,  Ardea  Nivea,  =  vaka  ;  a  kind  of 
sugar-cane;  a  kind  of  plant,  =  damanaka;  (i),  f.,  N. 
of  two  plants,  viz.  Curcuma  Zedoaria  and  Jatamansi  ; 

(am),  n.  the  leaf  of  the  Laurus  Cassia,  =  tamala- 
pattra;  [cf.  tdpasa-ja.]  —  Tdpasa-ja,  am,  n.  the 
leaf  of  the  Laurus  Cassia.  —  Tdpasa-taru,  us,  m.  or 
tdpasa-druma,  as,  m.  the  tree  of  the  ascetics, 

Terminalia  Catappa  [cf.  iitguda']  or  Putranjiva 
Roxburgh!!.—  Tapasadmma-sannibhd,  f.  a  kind 
of  plant,  =garbha-ddtri.  —  Tdpa?a-patlri,  f.  the 
plant  Artemisia  Indica.  —  Tdpasa-priya,  as,  d,  am, 

dear  to  ascetics  ;  (at),  m.  the  tree  Buchanania  Lati- 
folia,  =priydla;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  sugar-cane;  a 
grape  ;  Ganitrus  Sphaerica  ;  Chironia  Sapida,  =  rudrd- 
ksha.  —  Tdpasa-vriksha,  as,  m.  =  tdpasa-taru. 

—  TdpasddhyusMta  (Vt-adA0),  a*,  a,  am,  in- 
habited by  hermits.  —  Tdpasdranya  (°sa-ar°),  am, 

n.  a  wood  of  hermits.  —  Tdpaseshta  ("m-ish"),  as, m.  the  tree  Buchanania  Latifolia. 

Tdpasya,  am,  n.  asceticism,  the  condition  of  a 
devotee,  penance. 

Tdpdyana,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of  the 
Vajasaneyi-samhita  or  White  Yajur-veda. 

Tdpika  in  jala-tdpika,  q.  v. 
Tdpita,  as,  d,  am,  heated,  inflamed,  distressed, 

pained. Tdpin,  I,  inl,  i,  oppressed  by  heat,  morbid,  suf- 
fering from  disease  (moral  or  physical)  ;  anything 

heated  or  glowing;  (?),  m.  one  of  the  deified  saints' of  the  Buddhists;  (inl),  f.  a  N.  of  the  letters; 

[cf.  jala-tdpika.] 
Tdpya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  or  tdpyaka,  am,  n.  a 

mineral  substance,  sulphuret  of  iron. 

infVlflS  tapti&ia  or  tdpincha,  as,  m.  the 

plant  Xanthochymus  Pictorius  ;  [cf.  tamdla.~] 
Tdpinja,  as,  m.  the  plant  Xanthochymus  Pictorius  ; 

(am),  n.  =  tdpija,  tdpya,  sulphuret  of  iron. 

TnfUrli  tapitata  or  tapltafa  or  tapitata- 
des"a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country. 

tapi-mdhdtmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  part  of  the  Skanda-Purana. 

tdbarisdnu,  N.  of  a  country. 

tdbuva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  an  antidote 

against  poison. 
7JTT  tama,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  tarn),  an  object  of 

terror  ;  fault,  defect,  vice  ;  anxiety,  distress,  desire. 

in*K  tdmara,   am,   n.    water;    ghee   or 
oiled  butter. 

ni«i«.*i  tiimarasa,  am,  n.  a  red-coloured 

lotus  ;  gold  ;  copper  [cf.  tdmra"]  ;  a  metre  consisting of  four  lines  of  twelve  syllables  each  ;  (as),  m.  a 
kind  of  crane,  Ardea  Sibirica;  (I),  f.  a  lotus  pond. 

rllHc4«fl  tamalakl,  f.  the  tree  Flacourtia 
Cataphracta. 

filHfrtH   tdmalipta,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people  in  the  south  of  Bengal  ;  (am,  1),  n.  f.,  N.  of 
the  city  and  district  inhabited  by  this  people,  the 
modern  Tumlook  or  Tamoluk  in  the  district  of 

Midnapore  ;  (also  called  tamolipd,  tdmralipta,  dd- 
malipta;  cf.  also  tamdlikd  and  tamilini.) 

rt  i*i*l  tdmasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tamas),  dark, 

of  or  belonging  to  darkness ;  affected  by  or  apper- 
taining to  the  third  quality  or  that  of  darkness  (vice, 

ignorance,  &c.) ;  ignorant,  vicious, malignant;  relating 
to  Manu  TSmasa;  (as),  m.  a  malignant  or  mis- 

chievous person,  a  villain,  an  incendiary ;  a  snake ; 
an  owl ;  N.  of  the  fourth  Manu ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
attendants  of  Siva ;  (t),  f.  night ;  sleep ;  an  epithet 

of  Durga  ;  N.  of  a  river,  =jatdmdnsi  (in  this  sense 
a  wrong  reading  for  tapasi);  (am),  n.  dalkness 

[cf.  andha-tdmasa] ;  tdmasl  tanus,  the  form  as- 
sumed by  the  Deity  for  the  destruction  of  the  world  ; 

tdmasi  s'aktis,  the  faculty  of  Tamas.  —  Tamasa- 
kilaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  certain  astronomical  Ketus. 
—  Tdrnasa-guna,  as,  m.  the  quality  of  darkness ; 
see  guna.  —  Tdmasa-lina,  as,  d,  am,  (in  the 
SSn-khya  phil.)  one  of  the  forms  of  a-tushti,  dissatis- 

faction. —  Tdmasa-vana,  am,  n. 'the  dark  wood,' N.  of  a  forest. 

Tdmasika,  as,  t,  am,  dark,  obscure,  of  or  be- 
longing to  the  quality  of  darkness,  derived  from  it, 

teaching  lessons  so  characterized,  &c. 

rtifil  tdmi,  is  or  I,  f.  (fr.  rt.  tarn),  restrain- 

ing or  keeping  in  the  breath  until  it  produces  ex- 
haustion ;  (also  said  to  =  tam»,  night.) 

rlllHtl  tamisra  (fr.  tamisra),  sell,  paksha, 

the  dark  half  of  the  month,  the  time  from  full  moon 
to  new  moon ;  (as),  m.  a  Rakshasa  (as  going  about 
in  the  dark) ;  indignation  at  being  disappointed  or 

slighted,  anger,  one  of  the  five  forms  of  Avidya  in 
the  SSn-khya  system ;  a  division  of  hell,  that  of 

deep  gloom. 

fTTJ  tamu,us,  m.,Ved.  apraiser;  (a various 
reading  has  stdmu.) 

rl  I  goo!  tamball,  f.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  plant. 

rliyrf  tdmbiila,  am,  i,  n.  f.  (said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  tarn),  betel,  Piper  Betel,  or  rather  its  pungent 
and  aromatic  leaf,  which  together  with  the  areca-nut 
and  catechu  and  sometimes  caustic  lime  and  spices 

is  eaten  or  chewed  very  generally  by  the  natives  of 
the  east,  acting  as  a  carminative  and  antacid  tonic, 

It  is  called  Pan  (fr.  parna,  'a  leaf,'  the  name 
betel  being  connected  with  vitika,  q.  v.),  and  is  pre- 

sented to  guests  and  visitors,  and  sometimes  sent  to 
relations  and  friends  at  family  festivals,  inclosed  in 

gold  or  silver  paper ;  (am),  n.  the  areca-nut ;  (as), 
m.  Bengal  Sana  or  Crotolaria  Juncea.  —  Tdmbula- 
karanka,  as,  m.  the  PSn-d$n  or  betel-box,  (this  box 

generally  resembling  a  Karan-ka  or  hollowed  cocoa- 
nut.)—  Tdmbula-da  or  tambiila-ddyaka  or  tdm- 
bula-dhara,  as,  m.  the  betel-bearer  (who  attended 
on  kings  and  great  men).  —  Tdmb&la-pattra,  am, 
n.  betel-leaf;  (as),  m.  the  Dioscorea  Globosa;  [cf. 

pinddlu.]  -  Tamlula-petikd,  (.  a  betel-box.  -  1am- 
buld-'bhakshana,  am,  n.  the  eating  of  betel-leaf. 
—  Tdmbula-rdga,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pulse,  Ervum 
lens.  —  Tdmbula-vallikd  or  tdmbiila-valli,  f.  the 
betel  plant  (Piper  Betel)  bearing  a  pungent  leaf; 
see  above.  —  Tambula-vdhaka,  as,  m.  or  tdmbula- 

vdhin,  i,  m.  a  betel-bearer,  a  servant  attached  to 
men  of  rank  to  prepare  the  Pan  and  carry  the  betel- 
box.  —  Tdmbuldkta  (°la-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  smeared 
with  the  juice  of  chewed  betel.  —  Tdmbuladhikdra 

("la-ad/t"),  as,  m.  the  office  of  carrying  the  betel- 
box  for  persons  of  rank. 

Tdmbulika,  as,  m.  a  seller  of  betel. 
TdmbuUn,  i,  iiii,  i,  relating  or  belonging  to  betel, 

having  betel,  giving  it,  Sec. ;  (t),  m.  the  Pin-bearer, 
a  servant  who  prepares  and  furnishes  the  Pan;  a 
seller  of  betel. 

r)|J-t|  tdmya,  am,  n.(?)  =  kloman. 

rllJ-MrT  tdmyat,  an,  anti,  at  (fr.  rt.  tarn), 

distressing,  afflicting,  annoying. 

rTPJ  tdmra,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

torn),  of  a  copperv  red  colour,  (tdmra  tva(,  the 
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fourth  of  the  seven  skins  or  membranes  with  which  an 

embryo  is  covered) ;  (of),  TO.  a  kind  of  leprosy  with 
large  red  spots ;  N.  of  a  man  [cf.  tamrdyana] ;  N. 
of  an  island  [cf.  tdmra-dvlpa]  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  several 
plants,  t\z.=manjishtha,  Rubia  Munjista,  =  rulit<i- 
ijunjd,  Abrus  Precatorius,  =  sainhali ;  N.  of  a 

daughter  of  Daksha,  one  of  the  wives  of  Kas*yapa, and  mother  of  various  birds ;  N.  Of  a  river ;  (am), 

n,  a  dark  or  coppery  red  ;  copper  ;  a  kind  of  sandal, 
represented  as  of  a  dark -red  colour  and  smelling  like 
a  lotus ;  Ved.  form,  figure ;  (as,  i,  am),  made  of 
copper;  (i),  f.  a  copper  or  metallic  cup  of  prescribed 
capacity  and  perforated  by  a  smill  hole  at  the  bottom, 
(when  placed  in  a  vessel  of  water  it  answers  the 
purpose  of  a  clepsydra,  and  the  water  gradually  filling 
it  marks  the  time  that  has  elapsed) ;  [cf.  Hib.  umha, 

'  copper.']  —  Tdmra-kantaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
a  kind  of  Acacia.  —  Tamra-lcarifi,  f.,  N.  of  the 
female  of  one  of  the  elephants  of  the  quarters  called 

Anjana ;  also  of  the  elephant  Sesha.  —  Tdmra-kdra, 
a«,  m.  a  brazier,  a  copper-smith.  —  Tdmra-ki/i,  is, 
m.  a  small  worm  of  a  red  colour ;  [cf.  tdmra-krimi .] 
—  Timra-kutta,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  brazier  or  copper- 

smith. —  Tdmra-kuttaka,  o»,m.  =  the  last; ;  tobacco  (?). 
—  Tdmra-kunda,  am,  n.  a  copper  bason  or  other 
vessel ;  probably  N.  of  a  place.  —  Tdmra-kuia,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  a  kind  of  plant,  tobacco  (I).  — Tdmra- 
krimi,  is,  m.  the  lady-bird;   cochineal.  —  Tdmra- 
garbha,  am,  n.  blue  vitriol  or  sulphate  of  copper. 

—  'Eamra-fakilim,    us,   m.   a  kind  of   pigeon. 
—  Tdmra-diida,   as,    a,   am,   red-crested ;    (as), 
m.  a  cock  [cf.  tamra-tikhin] ;   a  kind  of  plant 
(kukkura-dru) ;  a  particular  position  of  the  hand 
[cf.  tdmratfddaka] ;   N.  of  a  Pari-vr3jaka ;   (a), 
f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  MStris  attending  on  Skanda. 

—  Tdmradtidaka,  as,  m.  (scil.  Itasta),  a  kind  of 
theatrical    gesticulation   or    motion   of    the    hands. 
—  Tdmratuda-bhairava,  as,  m.  a  peculiar  form  of 

Bhairava.  —  TdmradUdddi-kathana  (°da-dd°),  am, 

n.    '  explanation   of  the   Ta'mra-c'uda   gesticulation 
&c.,'  N.  of  a  section  of  the  Mantra-mahodadhi  by 
Mahl-dhara  —  Tdmrajdksha  (°ja-ak"),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  son  of  Krishna  and  Satya-bhSmS.  —  Tdmra- 
trtnit,  us,  us,  u,  having  a  ruddy  or  fair  complexion, 
copper-coloured.  —  Tdmra-tunda,  as,  m.  a  sort  of 
monkey.  —  Tdmra-trapuja,   brass.  —  Tdmra-tva, 
am,  n.  dark-red  or  copper  colour,  redness.  —  Tdmra- 
dtigdhd,  {.  a  species  of  p\mt,=goraksha-dugdhd. 
—  Tamra-dru,  us,  m.  red  sandal-wood.  —  Tamra- 
detpa,  as,  m.  the  island  Ceylon.  —  Tdmra-dhatu, 
•us,  m.  red  chalk.—  Tamra-dhfimra,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  dark-red,  coppery  Ted.  —  Tdmra-dhvaja,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Tdmra-netra,  as,  d,  am,  red- 

eyed.  —  Tdmra-paksJid,  {.,   N.   of  a   daughter   of 
Krishna.  —  Tdmra-paksMn,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Krishna.  —  Tdmra-patta,  as,  m.  a  copper  plate  on 
which  Hindu  grants  of  land  &c.  are  frequently  in- 

scribed;     [cf.    tdmra-£dsana.~\  —  Tdmra-pattra, 
am,  n.  a  copper  plate ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb, 
—jlra-^dka  —  Tdmra-paUraka,  N.  of  the  two 
plants  Bauhinia  Tomentosa    and  Capparis  Aphylla. 

—  Tdmra-parna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  district  renowned 
for  a  temple  of  Siva,  the  ancient  Taprobane ;  Ceylon ; 
(i),  f.  the   plant  Rubia   Munjista   (manjishtha); 
a  kind  of  pond  or  lake ;    N.  of  a  river  rising  in 
Malaya  and  of  the  district  in  its  vicinity,  (the  river  is 
celebrated  for  its  pearls)  ;  N.  of  a  town  in  Ceylon, 
after   which   the  whole    island    is   by  some   called 

Tamra-parnl;    [cf.  tamra-dvlpa.']  —  Tdmrapar- 
niya.  as,  m.  (fr.  the  last),  an  inhabitant  of  Ceylon, 
especially  a  Buddhist.-  Tdmra-pallara,  as,  m.  the 
Asoka  tree.  -  Tdmra-pdkin,  i,  m.  the  tree  Thes- 
pesia  Populneoides  and  Hibiscus  Populneoides.  —  Td- 
mra-pdtra,  am,  n.  a  copper  vessel.  -  Tdmm-pddi, 
f.  a  kind  of  plant  related  to  the  Mimosa  Pudica, 
=  hansa-padi.  —  Tdmra-pushfia,  am,  n.  a  copper- 
coloured  or  red  flower ;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Bauhinia 
Variegata  or  a  kind  of  ebony  (rakta-Tta&tama); 
another   plant,  Kaempferia   Rotunda  (Mumt-eam- 
paka);    (i),    f.,    N.  of  several  plants  having  rec 
flowers,  viz.  Bignonia  Suaveolem,  Grislea  Tomentosa 

Ipomoja  Turpethum  (tri-vrit) ;  [cf.  tdmra-push- 

Dt'fca.]  —  Tdmra-puxlipaka,  as,  m.  Bauhinia  Varie- 
>ata  or  a  kind  of  ebony;  (ikd),  (.,  N.  of  several 
plants,  viz.  =  Bignonia  Suaveolens,  Grislea  Tomentosa, 
a!so  =  MarathI  rakta-nidottard.  —  Tdmra-phala, 
as,  m.  the  tree  Alangium  Hexapetalum.  —  Tdmra- 
nhalaka,  am,  n.  a  copper  plate.  —  Tdmra-maya, 
as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  copper,  coppery.  —  Tdmra- 
mdrana,  am,  n.  the  decomposition  of  copper  and 
its  application  as  a  remedy.  —  Tdmra-mukha,  as,  I, 
am,  copper-faced,  fair-complexioned ;  (as),  m.  a 
European.  —  Tdmra-muld  and  i,  f.,  N.  of  several 
plants,  Rubia  Munjista,  Alhagi  Maurorum,  Mimosa 

Pudica.  —  Tdmra-mriga,  as,  m.  the  red  deer. 
—  Tdmra-rasdyam,  f.  a  species  of  plant  with  a 
milky  juice,  =  tdmra-dugdha.  —  Tdmra-lipta,  as, 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  near  the  western  mouth  of 
the  Ganges ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi ;  (d  or  i),  f, 

N.  of  the  capital  of  the  Tamra-liptas ;  [cf.  Idma- 
liptl.]  —  Tdmraliptaka,  ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 
near  the  western  mouth  of  the  Ganges ;  (Ma),  f, 

N.  of  the  capital   of  this   people,  =  tdmra-liptd. 
—  Tdmra-varna,  as,  I,  am,  copper-coloured,  dark- 
red  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  grass,  =pallivdha ;  N.  of 
one  of  the  nine  divisions  of  BhSrata-varsha ;  (d),  f. 
the  China  rose;   (?),  f.  the  blossom  of  sesamum. 
—  Tdmm-rarnaka,  as,  m.  =  tdmra-varna.  —  Td- 

mra-valli,  f.  the  plant  Rubia  Munjista ;   a  medi- 
cinal  plant  used  as  an  emollient  in  affections  of 

the  mouth  and  fauces:   also  called  tamall,  tali, 

sukshma-ralli,  &c.  —  Tdmra-mja,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  vetch,  Dolichos  Uniflorus  (kulattlia).  —  Tdmra- 
vrikslia,  as,  m.  the  plant  Dolichos  Unifloius ;  a  red 
sort  of  sandal-wood.  —  Tdmra-rrinta,  os,m.  the  plant 
Dolichos  Uniflorus ;  (d),  (.  another  kind  of  Dolichos. 

—  Tdmra-idllya,  ds,  m.  pi.  '  having  red  vestments,' 
N.  of  a  Buddhist  school.—  Tdmra-tdsana,  am,  n. 
an  edict  or  grant  &c.  inscribed  on  copper ;  [cf.  tdmra- 

pa.'/a.]  —  Tdmra-iikhin,  I,  m. '  having  a  red  crest,' 
a  cock ;  [cf.  tdmra-f&da.]  —  Tdmra-sdgara,  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  ocean.  —  Tdmra-sdra,  am,  n.  a  red  kind 
of  sandal,   Pterospermum   Santolinum.  —  Tdmra- 
fdraka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  Khadira  with  red  flowers ; 

(ami,  n.  red  sandal-wood.  —  Tdmra-sena,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  king.  —  Tdmrdksha  (°ra-ak°),  as,  »,  am, 
red-eyed;   (as},  m.  a  crow;   the  Indian   cuckoo. 

—  Tdmrdlthya  (°ra-dkh°),  as,  d,  am,  N.  of  a  kind 
of  pearl,  so  called  either  because  reddish  in  colour  or 
because  found  in  the  river  TSmra-parm.  —  Tdmrabka 

(°ra-dbh°),  am,  n.  red  saunders.  —  Tdm.ra.ri  (°ra- 
ari),  is,  m.  '  the  copper-coloured  enemy,'  N.  of  a 
hostile  people.  —  Tdmrdruna  (°ra-ar°),  as,  m.  a 
coppery  red  dawn ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river ;  (am) ,  n., 

N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Tdmrdrdha  (°ra-ar°),  am,  n. 
mixed  or  bell-metal.  —  Tdmrd-vatl,   (.,  N.  of  a 

river.  —  Tdmropajlmn  (°ra-up"),  i,  m.  a  copper- 
smith. —  Tamroihtlta and  tdmraushlha  (°ra-osh), 

ait,  m.  du.  red  lips ;  (as,  d,  am),  having  red  lips ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  ofaYaksha. 
Tamraka,  am,  n.  copper;  (ikd),  f.^tamri,  the 

plant  Abrus  Precatorius,  =  guiijd. 
Tamrdyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Ysjnavalkya ; 

(also  read  Idmrdyani.) 

Tdmrika,  as,  i,  am,  coppery,  made  of  copper, 

&c. ;  (as),  m.  a  brazier,  a  copper-smith ;  (for  td- 
mrikd  see  tdmraka.) 

Tdmriman,  d,  m.  redness,  dark-red,  copper  colour, 
the  colour  of  copper. 

Tdmri-kri,  el.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -lar- 
tnm,  to  die  red  or  a  dark-red  or  coppery. 

Tdmrya,  am,  n.  a  dark-red  colour,  redness. 

ffl^I  J  trimraku,  us,  m.,  N.  of  an  Upa- dvlpa. 

jrrn  t«y  [cf-  rt.  3.  tan,  trai,  tay],  c\.  I. 
X  A.  tdyate,  tatdyc,  tayishyatc,  atdyi 

and  atdyish'a,  tdyitum,  to  spread,  extend,  proceed 
in  a  continuous  stream  or  line ;  to  cherish,  protect. 
Tdyana,  am,  n.  proceeding  or  succeeding  well; 

increase,  growth. 

taya,  ';  in  Gana  to  Pan.  VI.  I,  203. 

aa'ara,  ?  Atharva-veda VI.  72, 2. 

tayika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  country ; 

the  inhabitants  of  this  country,  =  tarjika. 

mq  tiiyu,  us,  m.   [cf.  stayu ;  Gr.  TTJTOO)], 
Ved.  a  thief. 

fTR  tara,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  M,  or  in  the 

senses  'shining,'  'star,'  &c.,  for  stdra  fr.  rt.  niri, 
to  scatter  rays  of  light,  or  according  to  others  fr.  rt. 

2.  at,  cf.  astro),  all-pervading,  all-conquering,  a 
protector ;  an  epithet  of  Rudra  and  Vishnu ;  high 
(as  a  note  in  music],  soprano;  loud,  shrill;  a  loud 
or  shrill  note,  a  high  tone  or  note  (in  music) ;  shin- 

ing, radiant,  radiating ;  clean,  clear ;  good,  excellent, 
well  flavoured,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  descent  to  a  river,  a 

bank  [cf.  t'ira  and  tirtlia] ;  crossing,  passing  over, 
&c. ;  the  clearness  or  transparency  of  a  pearl,  a  clear 
or  beautiful  pearl ;  the  (saving)  mystical  syllable  om 

(pranava)',  a  mystical  monosyllable  in  the  Tantras ; 
N.  of  a  Daitya  slain  by  Vishnu  ;  N.  of  one  of  Rama's 
monkey  generals,  who  was  a  son  of  Brihas-pati,  and 
whose  wife  is  called  T5r5 ;  N.  of  Mani-r5ma,  a 
commentator  on  the  Bhaminl-vil5sa ;  (as,  a,  am), 

m.  f.  n.  a  star  in  general,  a  fixed  star,  asterism,  &c. 

[cf.  tri  and  stri] ;  (d),  (.  a  star,  planet,  a  kind  of  meteor, 
perhaps  a  falling  star ;  the  pupil  of  the  eye,  (according 
to  some  also  m.  and  n.) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  eight 
Siddhis  in  the  SSrrkhya  phil. ;  a  kind  of  perfume ; 

N.  of  the  wife  of  Brihas-pati  who  was  carried  off  by 
Soma ;  of  a  form  of  DikshSyam  worshipped  on  the 

mountain  Kishkindha,  protectress  of  theGritsa-madas; 
of  the  wife  of  Buddha  Amogha-siddha ;  of  one 
of  the  Jaina  STaktis ;  of  a  female  monkey  in  the 

RSmayana,  daughter  of  Su-shena,  wife  of  Baiin  and 
mother  of  Aifgada ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Tara ;  (am), 
n.  silver;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  camphor;  (am,  a), 
n.  f.  a  pearl ;  [cf.  Zend  ftdrS ;  Gr.  atrrfip.  tarpon  ; 

Goth,  stairno;  Lat.  osto1,  astrum,  Stella  for  ste- 
rula.]  —  Tdra-ja,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  kind  of 
mineral  substance.  —  Tdra-tandula,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 

Sorghum  (dhai'ala-yarandla).  —  Tdra-tama,  as  d, 
am,  very  loud.  —  Tdra-tdra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
eight  Siddhis  in  the  S5n-khya  phil. ;  [cf.  tara  and 

IdrdJ]  —  Tdra-ndtha,  as,  m.  (for  tdrd-n°),  N.  of  a renowned  Tibetian  who  lived  in  the  beginning  of  the 

seventeenth  century  and  wrote  a  history  of  Buddhism. 
—  Tdra-ndda,  as,  m.  a  loud  or  shrill  sound  or  cry. 
—  Tdra-patana,  am,  n.  the  falling  of  a  meteor,  a 
falling  star.  —  Tdra-pdJa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lexico- 

grapher. —  Tdra-pushpa,  as,  m.  jasmine.  —  Tdra- 
mdkshilia,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  mineral  substance,  = 
tdra-ja.  —  TCtra-mula  and  tdra^mulaka,  am,  n., 

N.  of  a  place.  —  Tara-vimald,  f.  a  sort  of  mineral 
said  to  be  of  the  colour  of  silver.  —  Tara-iutldh  i- 

kara,  am,  n.  ('what  refines  silver'),  lead.  —  'I'dra- 
sdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad.—  Tara-srum, 
as,  d,  am,  having  a  loud  or  shrill  sound.—  Tdrd- 
katafn,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  Tanlra-s5ra 
by  Krishnananda;  see  kavata.  —  Tdrd-kdrunya, 

am,  n.  '  the  compassion  of  T5r3,'  N.  of  a  chapter  in 
the  R5m5yana.  —  TdraksJia  (°rd-ak°),  as,l,'am, 
star-eyed,  one  whose  eyes  are  stars ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 

a  Daitya,  =  tarakdkflia,  uncle  of  Dhumraksha  and 

king  of  the  Nishadhas.—  Tdrd-graha,  '  star-planet,' i.  e.  one  of  the  five  lesser  planets  exclusive  of  the 
sun  and   moon.  —  Tard-fakra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

mystical   circle.  —  Tdrd-^ttndra,   as,  m.,   N.  of  a 
scholiast  and  of  a  king.  —  Tdrd-ddhdya,  as,  d,  am, 

reflecting  the  stars.  —  Tdrddhipa,  as,  m.  or  tdrd- 

dhipati  (°rd-adh°),  is,  m.   'ruler   of  the   stars,' 
the  moon.  —  Tdrddh~>6a  (°rd-adh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a   prince.  —  Tdrd-pajjhatikd,   f.,  N.  of  a  hymn 

written  by  S'aifkarScarya.  •-  Tdra-paU,  is,  m.  'lord 
of  the  stars,'  the  moon ;   a  N.  of  Brihas-pati  as 
husband  of  T5r5  ;  N.  of  S'iva;  of  the  monkey  BSlin; 
of  a  prince.  —  Tdrd-patha,  as,  m.  the  path  of  the 
stars,   the   atmosphere,  the  firmament,  heaven  or 

sky ;  N.  of  a  country.  —  Tdrdpa/tarana  (°rd-ap°), 



am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  Brahmavaivarta- 

PurSna.  —  Tarapida  (°rd-dp'1),  as,  m.  the  moon 
('having  a  chaplet  of  stars');  N.  of  several  princes. 
—  Tard-pramana,    am,    n.     sidereal     measure, 

sidereal  time.  —  Tdrabha  (°ra  or  'rd-abha),  as, 
m.  quicksilver,  ('looking  like  silver  or  bright  as  the 
stars.')  —  Tdrd-bkusha,  f.  '  decorated  with  stars,'  an 
epithet  of  the  night.  —  Tardbhra  (°rd-abh°),  as, 
m.  camphor.  —  Tdrd-mandala,  am,  n.  the  starry 
region,  the  sphere  of  the  stars,   the  zodiac;    the 

pupil  of  the  eye ;  (as),  m.  a  Siva  temple  of  a  par- 
ticular  form   or   decorated    in   a   peculiar   manner. 

—  Tdrd-mantra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the 
Mantra-mahodadhi.  — •  Tdrd-maya,  as,  i,  am,  con- 

sisting of  stars.  —  Tdrd-mriga,  as,  m.  the   star- 
antelope,  the  Nakshatra  Mriga-sirsha.  —  Tdrdri  (Vo- 

ttit'),  is,  m.  a  pyritic  ore  of  iron ;  see  rid-mdk&hika. 
—  Tdrd-rupa,  as,  a,  am,   star-shaped,   star-like. 
—  Tdrd-vatt,   f.,   N.  of  a  form  of  Durga ;    of  a 
daughter  of  Kakut-stha  and  Mano-mathinT,  wife  of 
king  Candra-Sekhara ;  of  the  wife  of  Dharma-dhvaji, 

who  was  a  king  of  Kanc'ana-pura.  —  Tdrd-varsha, 
am,  n.  '  star-rain,'  falling  stars.  —  Tdrdvali  (°rd- 
dv°),  {.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  the  Yaksha    prince 
Mani-bhadra.  —  Tdrd-vdkya,  am,  n.  '  the  speech  of 
TlrS,'  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  fourth  book  of  the 
Ramayana.  —  Tdrd-mtdpa,  as,  m. '  the  lamentation 
of  Tara,'  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  fourth  book  of  the 
Ramayana.  —  Tdrd-sthdna,  am,  n.  the  place  in  the 
gamut  for  the  treble   notes,  those  of  the   higher 

octave.  —  Tdrendra  (°rd-in°),  as,  m.  '  the  prince 
of  the  stars,'  N.  of  an  author. 
Taraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  one  who  causes  or  enables 

to  pass  or  go  over,  carrying  over;  rescuing;  one 

who  helps  another  through  a  difficulty  &c.  ;  a  pro- 
tector, a  preserver  (e.  g.  tdrakam  brahma,  '  the 

saving  prayer,'  N.  of  a  pirticular  prayer  which  saves 
or  liberates) ;  belonging  to  the  stars  ;  (as),  m.  a  pilot, 
a  helmsman  or  steersman ;  a  N.  of  Siva ;  N.  of 
a  Daitya  conquered  by  Indra  with  the  assistance  of 
Karttikeya  or  Skanda ;  (Taraka  is  also  enumerated 
among  the  nine  enemies  of  Vishnu) ;  N.  of  a  friend 
of  Simanta ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  children  of  TSraka;  (as, 
dm),  m.  n.  a  float,  a  raft ;  (akd),  f.  a  star ;  a  meteor, 
a  falling  star,  &c.,  (with  Jainas  constituting  one  of 
the  five  divisions  of  the  Jyoiishkas) ;  a  sort  of  colo- 
quintida ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Sunda  ;  of  the  wife  of 

Brihas-pati,  usually  called  Tara  ;  also  =  lagh  u-vrin- 
ddrana;  (ika),  f.  the  juice  of  palms,  =  tdla-rasa, 
commonly  tddl;  (d,  am),  f.  n.  the  pupil  of  the 
eye ;  the  eye ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  metre  of  four  lines 

of  thirteen  syllables  each.  —  Tdraka-jaya,  as,  m. 

'  conquest  of  Taraka,'  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  Padma- 
Purina.  —  Tdraka-jit,  t,  m.  '  conqueror  of  Taraka,' 
epithet  of  Skanda.  —  Taraka-lirttta,  am,  n.,  N.  of 

a  Tlrtha.—  Tdraka-vadha,  as,  m.  'the  killing  of 
TSraka,'  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  Siva-Purana.  —  Td- 
rakakfka  ("kd-ak°),  as,  i,  am,  having  stars  for 
eyes ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya,  a  son  of  Taraka. 

—  Tdmkdkhya  (°ka-dkh°),  as,  m. ,  N.  of  a  Daitya, 
a  son  of  TZrai&.  —  Tdrakdntaka  (°ka-an°),  as,  m. 
'  destroying  Taraka,'  an  epithet  of  Skanda.  —  Td- 
rakd-maya,  as,  I,  am  (tdrakd  =  tdrd),  on  account 
of  TSra,  by  reason  of  TSr5,  (generally  used  as  an 

epithet  of  cither  San-grama  or  Yuddha  or  Samara, 
i.  e.  the  war  waged  by  gods  and  demons  for  the 
rescue  of  TarS,  the  wife  of  Brihas-pati,  who  had 
been  carried  off  by  Soma)  ;  a  N.  of  Siva,  as  taking 
part  in  that  fight.  —  Tdrakd-mdna,  am,  n.  sidereal 
measure,  sidereal  time.  —  Tdrakdri  (7/a-ari),  is, 

m.  '  the  enemy  of  Taraka,'  an  epithet  of  Skanda. 
—  Tdrakopanishad  (°ka-up°),  t,  f.  '  the  saving  or 
liberating  Upanishad,'  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 
Tdrakdynna,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Taraka. 
Tiirakita,  as,  a,  am,  starry,  star-spangled,     , 
Tdrakin,  i,  ini,  i,  starry ;  (in?),  f.  night. 
Tdrana,  an,  t,  am,  who  or  what  causes  or  enables 

to  cross ;  helping  over  a  difficulty  &c. ;  liberating, 
saving;  (as),  m.  a  N.  of  Siva  and  of  Vishnu;  a 
raft,  a  float ;  (am),  n.  crossing,  reaching  the  opposite 
shore,  safe  passage;  conquering;  carrying  or  con- 

tarapida. 

veying  across,  the  act  of  saving  or  liberating ;  a  sort 
of  sacrificial  vessel  (?) ;  N.  of  a  Saman ;  N.  of  the 
third  year  of  the  fourth  Jupiter  cycle. 
Tdrani,  is,  (.  =  iaranl,  a  boat,  ship. 
Tdraneya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Yaja  and 

Upa-yaja. 
Tarayilri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  liberator,  promoter, 

promoting,  liberating. 
Tardyana,  as,  m.  the  tree  of  salvation,  the  holy 

fig-tree. 
Tdrika,  am,  n.  fare,  freight,  toll  for  passage. 
Tdrikd,  f.     See  under  tdraka,  col.  I. 
Tdrita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  cross,  conveyed 

across,  saved. 

Tarin,  i,  ini,  i,  enabling  or  causing  to  get  over 
or  across,  saving ;  (ini),  f.  a  form  of  DurgS,  = 

dvitiyd  s'aktih;  N.  of  a  kind  of  goddess  wiih 
Buddhists.  •»  Tdrini-taritra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  section 
of  the  Sak:i-ratnakara. 

Tdreya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  of  the  monkey 
An-gada ;  [cf.  tdrd.] 

Tdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  crossed,  passable,  to  be 
carried  across,  to  be  ferried  over,  to  be  conquered  or 
defeated ;  (am),  n.  fare,  freight,  toll. 

HUB! Tel  tdrakshatt,  tdraksliiti,  and  tiri- 

kshati,  N.  of  a  district  to  the  west  of  Madhya-de^a. 

ni<-n*-M  tdratamya,  am,  n.  (an  abstract 
noun  from  tara  +  tama,  the  affixes  of  the  compara- 

tive and  superlative  degrees),  gradation,  proportion, 
the  state  or  condition  of  more  or  less ;  dependance 
of  larger  numbers  on  smaller  in  a  progressive  series ; 
(ena),  hid.  in  different  degrees,  in  various  gradations. 

1114.3}  tdradi,  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  =  taradi; 
also  read  tarati  (tarati). 

clKrt  tdrala,  as,  i,  am  (=tarala),  un- 
steady ;  libidinous,  dissipated,  a  lecher. 

Tdralya,  am,  n.  tremulousness,  unsteadiness,  libi- 
dinousness,  wantonness. 

td-rdj,  t,  f.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  Viraj 

drika,  tdrin.  See  under  tara  above. 

tdrisha,  an  incorrect  form  for  td- 
visha,  q.  v. 

nnjBjl<4(*u   tdrukshdyani,  a  patronymic 
from  Taruksha. 

Tdrukshya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Taruksha ; 
(the  fem.  is  tdrukshydyam.) 

TVUjCj  turuna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  taruna),  youth- 

ful, young,  adolescent. 
Tdrunya,  am,  n.  youth,  youthfulness. 

fll«n^  tdrkava,  as, i,  am  (fr.  tarku),  spun, 

woven,  made  with  a  spindle,  belonging  to  a  spindle. 

rnf'i'Sr  tdrkika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tarka),  re- 
lated or  belonging  to  the  science  of  reasoning  or 

logic,  belonging  to  philosophy ;  (as),  m.  a  dialecti- 
cian, a  logician,  a  philosopher,  a  sophist,  a  follower 

of  one  of  the  six  schools  of  Hindu  philosophy. 

'rTTSf  tdrksha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird;  a 
kind  of  plant ;  a  N.  of  Kasyapa ;  a  wrong  reading 
for  tdrkshya,  i.  e.  Garuda ;  (i),  f.  a  sort  of  creeping 

plant,  =pdtdla-yarudi.  —  Tarkslia-jn  =  teirksliya- 
ja,  i-v.  —  Tdrksha-putra  or  Idrksha-suta,  as,  m. 
'  the  son  of  Tarksha  or  KaSyapa,'  i.  e.  Garuda. 

Tdrlifhdka,  a  patronymic  from  Trikshaka. 
Tdrkshya,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  triksha},  N. 

of  a  mythical  being,  described  either  as  a  horse  or 
bird,  and  originally  one  of  the  personifications  of  the 
sun,  which  was  represented  under  these  forms ;  (the 
most  ancient  representation  seems  to  have  been  that 
of  the  horse:  in  MahS-bh.  I.  2548,  Tarkshya, 
Arishta-nemi,  Garuda,  Aruna,  and  A  run!  are  described 
as  children  of  Kasyapa  and  Vinata  ;  Tarkshya  is  also 

called  GarudSgra-ja,  the  elder  brother  of  Garuda :  in 
Maha-bh.  III.  ]26<5o,  mention  is  made  of  a  Muni 

tala. 
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called  Arishta-nemi  Tarkshya,  but  in  the  epic  and 
later  literature  Tarkshya  is  generally  identified  with 
Garuda,  the  bird  and  vehicle  of  Vishnu  and  destroyer 
of  the  race  of  snakes) ;  a  N.  of  Garuda ;  a  N.  of 
Siva ;  a  Vedic  hymn  supposed  to  be  composed  by 
Arishta-nemi  Tarkshya ;  a  horse  in  general ;  a  car, 
a  chariot ;  a  bird  in  general ;  N.  of  a  race ;  a  snake  ; 
the  tree  Vatica  Robusta  [cf.  tdrkshya-prasava] ;  a 
sort  of  antidote;  gold;  (i),  f.  a  wild  creeper;  (am), 

n.  a  kind  of  drug ;  a  sort  of  collyrium.  —  Tdrkshya- 

jd  and  tdrksha-ja,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  collyrium. 
—  Tdrkahya-dhmja,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu 
(whose  symbol  is  Garuda).  —  TdrksJiya-ndyaka, 

as,  m.  '  the  leader  or  chief  of  the  birds,'  an  epithet 
of  Garuda.  —  Tdrkshya-ndfaka,  as,  m.  '  destroyer 
of  birds,'  the  bird  Falco  Calidus.  —  Tdrkihya-pra- 
sara,  as,  m.  the  tree  Vatica  Robusta ;  [cf.  aiva- 

karna  and  tdrkshya.'}  —  Tdrkshya-iaila,  am,  n. 
a  substance  prepared  from  the  calx  of  brass  or  from 
the  Amomum  Anthorrhiza.  and  used  as  a  medical 

application  to  the  eyes;  [cf.  rasdrijana.']  —  Tdr- 
Itshya-sdman,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

TdrksTiyayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  TSr- 
kshya.  —  Tdrkshydyana-bhakta,  am,  n.  the  district 
inhabited  by  the  Tarkshyayanas. 

(TRET  tdrna,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  trina),  made  of 
grass ;  levied  from  grass  (as  a  tax) ;  (as,  i),  m.  f.  a 

patronymic  from  Trina. 
Tdrnaka,  as,  i,  am,  an  adjective  derived  from Trinaklya. 

Taniakarna,  a  patronymic  from  Trina-karna. 
Tdrnavindamya,  as,  a,  am,  sacred  to  Trina- vindu. 

Tdrndyana,  a  patronymic  from  Trina. 

n  irtTll  tardy  a,  as,  d  or  i  (?),  am  (fr.  tritiya), 

belonging  to  the  third  ;  the  third  ;  (am),  n.  a  third 
part.  —  Tartiyasarana  or  tdrtiyasavanika,  as,  i, 

am  (fr.  tr-itlya-savana'),  belonging  to  the  third 
Savana ;  [cf.  tri-shavana.]  —  Tdrtiydlmika,  as,  t, 
am  (fr.  tritiya  +  ahau),  belonging  to  the  third  day. 

Tartiyaka,  belonging  to  the  third,  third. 
Tdrtiyika,  as,  d,  am,  the  third. 

TrnT  tdrpya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  garment  made 
of  a  particular  vegetable  substance;  (according  to 
Sly.  derived  fr.  tripd,  a  kind  of  plant.) 

ini  tdrya.     See  col.  2. 
TnHTq  tdrshtagha,  as,  m.  (fr.  trishtdgha?}, 

a  kind  of  tree ;  (as,  t,  a»i),  coming  from  or  be- 
longing to  this  tree. 

7n<5  tdla,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  tad  or  tal),  the 

palmyra-tree  or  fan-palm,  Borassus  Flabelliformis, 
from  the  juice  of  which  a  sort  of  sugar  or  by  fer- 

mentation a  spirituous  liquor  is  prepared  ;  a  measure 
of  height  (i.  e.  the  palm-tree  so  considered,  e.  g. 
prdsddo  liahu-tdla-iamutsedliah,  a  palace  many 
palm-trees  in  height)  ;  a  banner  formed  of  the  palm 

[cf.  tdla-ketu,  tdla-dhraja,  tdla-bhrit,  tdla-laksh- 
man,  tdlditka] ;  slapping  or  clapping  the  hands 
together  or  against  the  opposite  arm ;  clapping  or 

flapping  in  general ;  the  flapping  of  the  ears  of  an 
elephant;  beating  time  in  music,  musical  time  or 
measure  ;  a  musical  instrument  of  bell-metal  or  brass, 
a  sort  of  cymbal  played  with  a  stick ;  (in  prosody)  a 

trochee ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  [cf.  tala']  ;  a  short  span, one  measured  by  the  thumb  and  middle  finger ;  the 
open  hand  with  the  fingers  extended,  the  palm ;  the 
hilt  of  a  sword  or  sacrificial  knife ;  a  lock,  a  bolt ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  [cf.  apara-tdla  and 
tdla-vana] ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  division  of  hell  [cf. 
talii]  ;  =  haritdla,  yellow  orpiment ;  (i),  (.  the  tree 

Corypha  Taliera ;  a  species  of  the  mountain-palm ; 
Corypha  Umbraculifera ;  Flacourtia  Cataphracta ;  Cur- 
culigo  Orchioides ;  the  spirituous  juice  of  the  palm, 
the  common  toddy;  a  fragrant  earth,  =  turari;  a 
sort  of  key  or  instrument  for  opening  a  door,  = 

prati-tdli  ;  a  sort  of  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of 
three  long  syllables  each ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  or  nut  of 
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the  palmyra-paim  ;  orpiment ;  the  throne  of  DurgS 

[c£.  manas-tala] ;  (as,  I,  am),  made  of  the  palmyra- 

tree  or  of  the  palm-wood;  [cf.  uMti-fiila,  >it-t  ,  <  k<i-t ' , 
karii-t\l:ama-t\krosa-t'3,8cc.]—Tdla-ketti,iif,ni. 
•  having  the  palm-tree  as  a  banner,'  an  epithet  of 
Bhishma ;  N.  of  an  adversary  of  Krishna,  slain  by  the 
latter  ;  N.  of  a  Dinava  who  was  a  younger  brother  of 
Pitala-ketu.  —  Tdla-kfhlra,  am,  n.  an  extract,  = 
tiicukehlra.  —  Tdla-kskiraka,  am,  n.  the  exuda- 

tion of  the  palm.  —  Tdla-garbhct,  as  or  am,  m. 
or  n.  (?),  the  fermented  exudation  of  the  palm-tree. 
-•  Tala-fara,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race.  —  Tdla- 
janglui,  as,  a,  am,  having  legs  as  long  as  a  palm- 
tree  ;  (at),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe ;  (as),  m. 
the  prince  of  this  tribe  j  N.  of  the  ancestor  of  the 

Tila-jan-ghas  who  was  a  descendant  of  SWyati ;  N. 
of  a  son  of  Jaya-dhvaja ;  of  a  Rakshas ;  of  a 
Daitya.  —  Tala-jata,  f.  the  fibres  of  the  palm-tree 
under  the  outer  bark.  —  Tdla-dhvaja,  at,  m.  '  hav- 

ing the  palm-tree  as  a  banner,'  a  N.  of  Bala-rama 
[cf.  tdla-bhrit,  tdla-lakshman,  tdldnka] ;  N.  of  a 
mountain ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  town ;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  a 

river.  •«  Tdla-navanil,  f.  the  ninth  day  of  the  light 
half  of  the  month  Bhadra,  sacred  to  Durga.  —  Tdla- 
pattra,  am,  n.  the  palm-leaf,  an  oblong  piece  of 
the  leaf  used  to  write  on  with  an  iron  stile ;  Trigonella 
Fcenum  Grsecum ;  a  hollow  cylinder  of  gold  (or  a 
palm-leaf  used  as  a  substitute)  with  or  without  a  ring 
attached  and  thrust  through  the  lobe  of  the  ear  as 
an  ornament ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  =  randa, 
Salvinia  Cucullala  ;  Anethum  Graveolens ;  Curculigo 

Orchioides.  —  Tdla-parna,  am,  I,  n.  f.  a  kind  of 
vegetable  perfume,  see  murd  ;  (i),  f.  a  sort  of  anise, 

Anethum  Graveolens  (madhurikd).'—Tdla-push- 
paka,  am,  n.  a  medicinal  application  to  the  eyes 

(=j>ra-paundanka).'^Tdla-pralamba,  am,  n. 
the  fibres  growing  on  the  cocoa-nut  and  other  palms 
under  the  outer  rind,  and  from  which  a  sort  of 

cordage  called  coir  is  prepared,  =  tala-jatd.  —  Tdla- 

baddha  or  tdla-s"uddha,  as,  a,  am,  measured, 
rhythmical,  regulated  by  measure  or  musical  time. 
—  Tdla-bhata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior.  —  Tdla- 

bhrit,   t,  m.    'bearer  of  the  palm-tree,'  a  N.  of 

Bala-rama ;    [cf.  tdla-dhvaja."]  —  Tala-maya,  as, 
i,  am,  made  of  the  palm.  —  Tdla-mardaka,  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  musical  instrument.  —  Tdla-mardala,  as, 
m.  a  cymbal.  —  Tdla-mdtra,  as,  d,  am,  of  the 
measure  of  a  palm-tree,  as  big  as  a  palm  ;  (am),  ind. 
only  a  moment,  i.e.  one  beat.  —  Tdla-mitlikd  or 

tdia-mull,  f.  Curculigo  Orchioides.  —  Tdla-yantra, 
am,  n.  a  particular  surgical  instrument,  a  small  pair  of 
pincers ;  a  lock,  a  lock  and  key.  —  Tdla-redanaka, 
as,  m.  a  dancer,  actor ;  (a  various  reading  has  tdla- 
vefanaka.)  —  Tala-laltshman,  d,  m.  a  N.  of  Bala- 
rama;  [cf.  tdla-dhvaja.]  —  Tdla-vana,  am,  n.  a 
grove  of  palmyra-trees ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race. 
—  Tdla-vrinta,  am,  n.  a  palm-leaf  used  as  a  fan, 
a  fan  in  general ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  Soma  plant. 

—  Tdla-vrintaka,  am,  n.  a  fan.  —  Tdlai •/  /».'</- 
nivdsin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholiast.—  Tdla-vedanaka, 
see  tdla-re6anaka.  —  T5la-i!abda,  as,  m.  the  noise 
caused  by  the  falling  of  the  fruit  of  the  palm ;  clap- 

ping the  hands ;  [cf.  tala-tdla.]  —  Tdldkhyd  (°la- 
dkh°),  (.  =  tdla-parnl,  a  sort  of  vegetable  perfume 
(mura).  —  Tdld>tka   (°la-an°),   as,  m.  a   N.  of 
Bala-rama  [cf.  tdla-dhvaja] ;    a  N.  of  Siva  [cf. 
talin] ;  a  man  marked  with  every  fortunate  spot  or 
sign  &c. ;  the  leaf  of  a  palm  used  for  writing,  the 
leaf  of  a  book ;  a  book  ;  a  saw ;  a  sort  of  vegetable. 

—  Talddhyaya  (°la-adh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  sixth 
book  of  the  San-glta-darpana,  treating  of  musical  in- 

struments. —  Tdldvatara  (°la-av°),  as,  m.  a  dancer, 
an  actor ;  (also  read  tdldvataraiia  and,  less  correctly, 
tdldrdha-tarana.)  —  Tdll-pattra,am,  n.  =  taliia- 
pattra.  —  Taliia  (°ll-lia),  am,  n.  or  tdlifa-paitra, am,  n.  the  tree  Flacourtia  Cataphracta,  the  leaves  of 
which  are  used  in  medicine. 

Tdlaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect ;  N.  of 

a  teacher ;  of  a  prince ;  (ika),  i.  the  open  palm  of 

the  hand  [cf.  tdlika']  ;  N.  of  two  plants,  =  tdla- 
mftll  and  tdmra-valli ;  (i),  f.  toddy  or  the  fer- 

mented exudation  of  the  palm;  (am),  n.=ldla, 

hiui-lilla,  yellow  orpiment;  a  flagrant  earth;  a 
bolt,  a  latch,  a  kind  of  lock  for  fastening  a  door  ; 

a  kind  of  ornament.  —  Talakdbha  (°ka-db/i°),  as, 

d,  am,  (Mike  orpiment'),  green;  (as),  m.  green, the  colour. 

Tali,  is,  f.  Corypha  Taliera;  Flacourtia  Cata- 
phracta; [cf.  tddi,  and  tall  under  tdla,  p.  37'-] 

Tdlika,  as,  m.  the  open  palm  of  the  hand  ;  clap- 
ping the  hands  ;  a  tie,  seal,  string  or  cover  for  binding 

a  letter,  or  parcel  of  papers,  cr  the  leaves  of  a  manu- 
script ;  N.  of  a  preceptor  ;  [cf.  tdlihd  under  tdlaka] 

Tdlita,  am,  n.  dyed  or  coloured  cloth  ;  a  string, 
a  tie  ;  any  musical  instrument.  —  Tdlila-haijara, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

Talin,  I,  inl,  i,  'furnished  with  cymbals,"  an  epithet 
of  Siva  ;  (inas),  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  Tala. 

Tall,  compounded  as  a  gati  (q.  v.)  with  the  roots 
as,  bhu,  and  kri;  see  also  tall  under  tdla,  p.  371. 

Tdllyaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  cymbal. 

Tn'cMii?  tdlakata  or  talikata  or  tdldkata, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country. 

TTIf^l  tdlavya.     See  under  talu  below. 
nifV>ri  tallta.     See  above. 

tdlisa,  as,  m.  a  mountain. 
rl  I  col  31  tdlisa,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  tree  or  its 

leaf.  —  Tdllita-pattra,  am,  n.  the  leaf  of  this  tiee; 
Flacourtia  Cataphracta. 

fTTtJ  talu,  u,  n.  (rarely  used  as  masc.  ;  said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  tfi),  the  palate.  —  Tdlu-kantaka,  as, 
or  am,  m.  or  n.(?),  a  disease  of  the  palate  with 
children.  —  Tdlu-jihva,  as,  m.  a  crocodile  ;  the 
uvula.  —  Tdlu-pdka,  as,  m.  suppuration  or  abscess 
in  the  palate.  —  Tdlu-pdta  or  tdlu-pidaka,  as,  m. 
a  particular  disease  of  the  palate  with  children. 

—  Tdlu-pupputa,  of,  m.  an  indolent  swelling  of 
the  palate.  —  Tdlu-mula,  am,  n.  the  root  or  back 

part  of  the  palate.  —  Tdlu-vis'oshana,  am,  n.  the 
drying  of  the  palate  (through   much  talking  &c.). 

—  Tdlu-s"osha,  as,  m.  morbid  dryness  of  the  palate. 
—  Tdlu-sthdna,  as,  d,  am,  palatal. 
Tdlavya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  palate,  palatal  ; 

(the  palatal  letters  are  formed  by  the  contact  of  the 
tongue  and  the  palate  ;  they  are  i,  e,  at,  t,  (%,  j, 

jh,  n,  y,  and  rf.)  —  Tdlavya-varna,  as,  m.  a  palatal letter. 

Tdluka,  am,  n?the  palate  ;  a  disease  of  the  palate  ; 
tdlukd,  e,  (.  du.  the  two  arteries  of  the  palate. 

Tdlukin.     See  kdka-tdlukin. 
Tdlushaka  =  talu,  the  palate. 

filf}«*(  tdlukshya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Taluksha;  (the  fern,  is  /dlukshydyanl.) 

taluna,  adj.  formed  fr.  taluna. 

tdlura,  as,  m.  a  whirlpool,  an  eddy; 

(also  written  talura;  cf.  tanura.') 
tllcH  tdlpa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  talpa),  =  talpya, 

offspring  of  the  marriage-bed. 
mq<n  tdvaka  (fr.  tava),  as,  I,  am,  thy,  thine. 
Tdvaklna,  as,  a  or  ?(?),  am,  thine. 

ni^tf  tacat,  an,  ati,  at  (fr.  the  pronom. 

base  2.  /rt;  correlative  of  ydrat),  so  great,  so  large, 
so  much,  so  far,  so  long,  so  many,  such  (e.  g.  td- 
vantas  tanduldh,  so  many  rice-grains  ;  ydvatd 
kfhanena  tdvatd,  after  what  time,  in  that  time; 

ydvanti  taxya  dvlpasya  vastiini  tdvanty  upanc- 
tarydni,  whatever  are  the  commodities  of  that 
island,  so  many  are  to  be  brought)  ;  tdvatd,  ind.  in 
the  mean  time,  during  that  time  ;  to  that  extent  ; 
(aval,  ind.  so  much,  so  greatly,  to  such  an  extent, 
in  such  a  number,  so  far,  so  long,  in  that  time 

(correlatively  to  ydvat,  e.  g.  ydi-at  —  lavat,  as  long 
as  —  so  long  ;  when  —  then  ;  ydvat  trayas  tejlveyus 
tdvan  ndnyam  samd^aret,  as  long  as  those  three 

live,  so  long  he  must  perform  no  other  duty),  mean- 

tigma. while,  in  the  mean  time,  (often  connected  with  yd- 
vat and  a  negative,  e.  g.  tdvad  dhobate  mur&ia 

ydvat  kiAdin  na  bhdshute,  so  long  a  fool  shines  as 
long  as  he  says  nothing ;  or  wiih  omission  of  the 

negative,  e.g.  s'oshtiyisliydmy  dtmdnam  tdvad 
ydvan  me  prd/itum,  brdlunanyam,  so  long  I  will 
emaciate  myself  as  long  as,  i.  e.  until  I  have  obtained 
the  state  of  a  Brahman) ;  at  once,  now,  just,  (often 

connected  rather  redundantly  with  an  imperative  or 
with  a  potential  or  the  verb  ar/i,  e.  g.  gaMta  Ideal 

or  ga&'hcs  tdrat,  go  now;  tat  tdvad  vdkyant 
ksJuintum  arhaxi,  deign  now  to  pardon  that  speech) ; 
indeed,  really,  truly,  well,  (as  an  emphatic  particle, 
or  to  express  assent,  e.  g.  dridhas  td-cad  bandhah, 
the  knot  is  tight  I  must  admit ;  tjatd  tdvat,  she 

is  indeed  gone ;  sometimes  connected  in  this  sense 
with  the  particle  era,  e.  g.  vikrayas  tdvad  eva  sab, 

it  is  rtally  a  sale.)  A"a  tdvat,  not  at  all;  not  yet 
(e.  g.  na  tdvad  drifyate  suryah,  the  sun  is  not 
yet  visible) ;  Has  tdrat,  away  then  I  just  come  hither; 

md  tdvat,  by  no  means,  God  forbid  !  yarut — i/nV 
tdvat,  as  long — twice  so  long.  According  to  the 
lexicographers  tdi'at  may  imply  measure,  limitation, 
totality,  restriction,  surprise,  emphasis,  &c. ;  [cf.  Lat. 

tantui  fr.  tarantus;  Gr.  T<J<TOJ,  rij^os.]  —  Turaf- 

dhata  (°ra(-^a°),  as,  I,  am,  a  measure  containing 
so  many  hundreds.  —  Tdvad-dhas  (tdvat-:'as'),  ind., 
Ved.  in  so  many  ways,  so  manifoldly.  ••  Tdrat-kdlam, 
ind.  for  so  long  a  period,  for  such  a  time.  —  Tdvat- 
kritvas,  ind.  so  many  times.  —  Tdmt-pltala,  as,  d, 
am,  having  such  results.  —  Tdvad-r/una,  as,  d,  am, 
having  so  many  qualities.  —  Tdrad-dvayasa,  as,  t, 
am,  measuring  so  much,  so  long,  &c.  —  Tdvad-dhd, 
ind.  in  that  number,  in  such  a  number ;  so  many 
times,  so  often.  —  Tdvad-var&ha,  as,  d,  am,  so 

many  years  old.  —  Tdrad-vyakta,  (in  alg.)  a  known 
number  annexed  to  an  unknown  quantity.  —  Tdvan- 
mdtra,  as,  I,  am,  just  so  much,  just  so  many. 
—  Tdvan-mdna,  as,  d,  am,  measuring  so  much. 
Tavatika,  as,  d,  am,  bought  for  so  much,  worth 

so  much,  of  so  great  value;  [cf.  tdvatka.] 

Tdvatitha,  as,  t,  am,  the  so  manieth,  such  a  one 
(of  a  number). 
Tdvatka,  as,  d,  am,  bought  for  so  much,  worth 

so  much,  of  so  much  value,  &c. ;  [cf.  tdratika.] 

tdvara,  am,  n.  a  bow-string. 
tavisha,  as,  i,  m.  f.  the   ocean; 

heaven  or  paradise;  gold;  [cf.  tavisha.] 

Tdvisha,  as,  m.  the  ocean  ;  heaven  or  paradise ; 

gold;  (I),  (.  a  river;  the  earth;  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  Indra ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  the  moon  (?) ;  [cf. tavisha.] 

TTT^ft  tavuri,  is,  m.  (borrowed  fr,  the 
Gr.  raCpos),  the  sign  of  the  Zodiac  Taurus. 

tdslra  =  taslra,  q.  v. 

tdskarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  taskara), 
theft,  robbery,  larceny. 

TTIWlT;  tdsyandra  or  tdsvindra,  am,  n., 

N.  of  a  Saman. 

fir  ti  =  iti  in  the  S'atapatha-Brahmana. 

move  [cf.  rt.  tlk] ;  cl.  5.  P.  tiknoti.  Sec., 

to  go  or  move ;  to  assail,  assault ;  to  wound ;  to  seek  to 
injure  or  kill ;  to  challenge ;  [cf.  rt.  tig  and  stirjh.] 

frHB  tlka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Tika- 
kilara,  as,  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Tika  and 
Kitava. 

Tiklya,  as,  d,  am,  an  adj.  derived  from  Tika. 
fif^i  tiktn.     See  rt.  tij,  p.  373,  col.  i. 

fii  j  i  tin,  cl.  5.  P.  tignoti,  &c.,  to  go  or 
X  move;    to   assail,   assault;    to   seek   to 

injure  or  kill ;  [cf.  rt.  lik.] 

fffloi  tigala  (?),  a*,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
fin*?  tigma.     See  next  page,  col.  2. 



fir^  tlgh. 
tintidlka. 

tlgh,   cl.  5.   P.   tighnoti,  &c.,   to 
strike  ;  to  hurt  or  kill. 

tinyuda,  as,  m.  (a  wrong  reading 

for  tinduka),  N.  of  a  plant. 

tij,  cl.  I.  P.  A.,  Ved.  tejati,  -te, 
.  Ved.  Inf.  tcjase,  to  be  or  become  sharp  ; 

to  sharpen:  Caus.  P.  tejayuti,  -yilum,  to  sharpen, 
whet  ;  to  stir  up,  excite,  incite,  urge  on  :  Desid.  A. 
t  Itikshate,  to  desire  to  become  sharp  or  firm,  to 

resist,  oppose,  to  bear  with  firmness,  suffer  with 

courage  or  patience,  endure,  bear:  Intens.  Ved. 

tetikle;  [cf.  Zend  tigh-m,  'pointed,  peaked;' 
tlgh-rl,  '  an  arrow  :'  Gr.  arlf-a,  arty-na,  any-ny, 
nriic-T<(-s:  Lat.  di-sting-u-o  (Sia-nrifai),  in-stinc- 

tu-s,  in-stit/a-re,  stl-mulu-s  for  stig-mulu-s,  stl- 

lu-s  for  stig-ln-s:  Goth,  us-ftiggan,  'to  sting;' 
teka,  '  to  touch  ;'  stiggqvan,  stik-s,  stak-s  :  Old 

Germ,  sting-u,  stihhu,  'I  sting;'  stachila,  'a 

prickle;'  st'ihhil,  'a  stile:'  Angl.  Sax.  stician, 
•  to  sting  :'  Lith.  tiikinu,  '  I  whet  ;'  tekelis,  '  a  large 
whetstone  :'  Russ.  Mil,  '  I  whet  :'  tofilo,  '  a  whet- 

stone :'  Cambro-Brit.  teg,  '  clear,  fair,  beautiful,  pretty, 

bland.'] 
Tikta,  as,  a,  am,  bitter  (as  sharpening  the  appe- 

tite), pungent  ;   fragrant  ;   (as),  m.  a  bitter  taste  ; 
one  of  the  six  modifications  of  flavour  (rasa)  ;  bit- 

terness, pungency  ;  fragrance,  perfume  ;  N.  of  several 

plants,   viz.  Wrightia  Antidysenteiica  (  =  kutaja); 
Capparis  Trifoliata  (  =  varu.no)  ;  Agathotes  Chirayta 
(  =  kirdta-tiktfi)  ;    Melia  Azadiiachta;   Terminalia 
Catappa  (  =  ingitdt);    a  bitter  sort  of  cucumber, 
Trichosanthes  Cucumerina  (?)  ;  a  kind  of  salt  ;  (a), 

(.,  N.  of  several  plants,  viz.  Helleborus  Niger  (  = 
ka'u-rohinl)  ;   Clypea   Hernandifolia   (  =pdtlid)  ; 
Artemisia  Sternutatoria  ;  (am),  n.  a  medicinal  plant, 

Mollugo  Pcntaphylla.-7'ttta-7ra>KfcA-<(,  f.  Curcuma 
Zedoaria.  —  Tikta-gandhd  or  tikta-gandhikd,  f. 
mustard,  Lycopodium    Imbricatum.  —  Tikta-gunjd, 
{.  Pongamia  Glabra,  =  karanja.  —  Tiktu-f/hrita,am, 
n.  a  mixture  of  Ghrita  with  bitter  herbs  &c.  —  Tikta- 

tanduld,  f.  long  pepper.  —  Tikta-tundi,  f.=katu- 

tund't.  —  Tikta-tumbi,    (.=katu-titmbi,   a  bitter 
'^dmd.  —  Tikta-dugdhd,  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  = 

kihirlni,    aja*3ri>ii/i,     srartta-kshiri.  —  Tikta- 
dhdtu,  us,  m.  bile.—  Tikta-paitra,  as,  m.  a  cu- 
curbitaceous  plant,  Momordica  Mixta.  ••  Tikta-par- 

van,  a,  (.,  N.  of  several  plants,  viz.  Cocculus  Cor- 
difolius;  Hingcha  (  =  /ttfamo(?Z)  Repens  ;  Panicum 

Dactylon,  =  madhw-yashli  ;     liquorice.  -•  Tikla- 

pus/ipd,  f.  Clypea  Hernandifolia  ;  Bignonia  Suaveo- 
\ens.-Tikta-pltala,  as,  m.  Strychnos  Potatorum 

[cf.  kataka]  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  =  yava- 
tiktd,   vdrtdki,   shad-bhuja.  —  Tikta-bhadraka 
an,  m.  a  kind  of  cucumber,  Trichosanthes  Dioica 
—  Tikta-marifa,  as,  m.  Strychnos  Potatorum  ;  [cf 

kata,ka.~]  —  Tikta-yava,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  saa- khirii.  —  Tikta-rohinikd  or  tikta-rohini,  f.  a  medi 

cinal  plant,  =ka(u-ruhiM.  —  Tikta-valll,  f.  trje  plan 
Sanseviera  Roxburghiana.  —  Tikta-vljd,  f.  a  kind  o 
cucumber,  =  ka>u-tumbl.  —  Tikta-ifika,   o«,   m 

'  bitter  herbs  or  greens,'  N.  of  several  plants,  viz. 
Capparis  Trifoliata  ;  Acacia  Catechu,  a  kind  of  Mi- 

mosa [cf.  khadira];=pattm-sundara.—  Tikta- 
sdra,  tin,  m.  the  plant  Acacia  Catechu  ;  (am),  n.  a 

kind  of  fragrant  gnsi.~Tiktakhya  (°ta-akh°),  f. 
the  plant  Tikta-tundi.  —  Tiktdngd  (°ta-ati°),  f.  a 
kind   of    creeper,  ̂ patdla-garudi.—  Tiktdmritd 

(°ta-atn>),  f.  Menispermum  Glabrum.  —  Tiktayana 
("ta-ay"),  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  possessing  the  heat  or radiance  of  fire. 

Tiktaka,  ai,  a,  am,  bitter;  anything  having  a 
bitter  flavour;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  viz. 
Trichosanthes  Dioica;  Agathotes  Chirayta;  a  sort 
of  Acacia  Catechu  ;  Terminalia  Catappa  [cf.  kirata- 
tiktakii];  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  gourd  (katu-tumbi}  ; 
Cardiospermum  Halicacabum,  =  karaiija-valli  ; 

(iJcd),  f.  a  kind  of  gourd  (katii-lttmbi);  [ci.jala- 
tiktikd.] 

Tigita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sharp,  pointed. 

Tigma,  as,  d,  am,  sharp,  pointed  (as  a  weapon 
or  as  flame  or  a  ray  of  light) ;  violent ;  hot ; 
jungent,  acrid ;  scorching ;  fiery,  passionate,  hasty ; 

vas),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  ;  (am),  n.  heat ;  a  pungent 
or  hot  flavour,  the  heat  of  spices,  pungency; 

cf.  tikshna;  cf.  also  Hib.  time,  'heat,  warmth.'] 
—  Tigma-kara,  as,  m.  '  hot-rayed,'  the  sun ;,  [cf. 

tigma-didhiti,   tigma-ras'mi,  tigmdns'u.]  —  Tig- 
ma-kitu,  MX,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Svar-vithi  and 
Vatsara.  •  Tigma-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  or  flying 
sviiftiy.—  Tigma-jambha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 

sharp  teeth,  an  epithet  of  Agni.  ••  Tiyma-td,  f.  or 
tigma-tva,    am,   n.    sharpness,    pungency ;    heat ; 
passion,  petulance.  —  Tigma-tejas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved. 
sharp-edged,  sharp-pointed  :  penetrating,  pervading ; 
of  a  violent  character.  —  Tigma-didhiti,  is,  m.  the 

sun ;  [cf.  t4gma-kam,]  —  Tigma-bhrishti,  is,  is,  i, 
Ved.  sharp-pointed,  a  N.  of  Agni.  —  Tigma-ydtand, 
f.  acute  pain,  agony,  torment.  —  Tigma-ratmi,  ii, 
m.  the  sun ;  [cf.  tigma-kara.]  —  Tigma-ru6,  k.  k,  k, 

shining  brightly,  hot;   (k),  m.  the  sun.  —  Tigma- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  containing  the  word  tigma. 
—  Tigma-triitga,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  sharp 
horns.—  Tigma-iotis,  is,  is,  is,  Ved.  having  sharp 
rays,  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Tigma-heti,  if,  it,  i,  Ved. 
having  sharp  weapons  (or  flames) ;  forming  a  sharp 

weapon  (as  the  horns  of  Agni).  —  Tigmanfu,  (°ma- 
an  ),  us,  us,  u,  having  sharp  rays  or  warm  beams ; 

(us),  m.  the  sun ;  fire ;  an  epithet  of  Sivi.—  Tigmd- 
tman  (°ma-df),  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  son  of  Urva. 
—  Tigmdnlka  (°ma-an°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sharp- 
pointed  ;    (Say.)    sharp-mouthed.  —  Tigmayudha 

Cma-dy"),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  or  casting  or 
forming   sharp   weapons.  —  Tigmeshu  (°ma-ishu), 
us,  UK,  n,  Ved.  having  sharp  arrows. 

Titiksha,  as,  m.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  tij),  N.  of  a  man ; 
(d),  f.  endurance,  patience,  resignation,  suffering, 
forbearance;  Patience  personified  as  a  daughter  of 
Daksha  and  wife  of  Dharma  and  mother  of  Kshema. 

Titikshita,  as,  d,  am,  borne^  endured,  suffered. 
Titikshu,  us,  us,  u,  bearing,  enduring  patiently, 

patient,  resigned,  forbearing;  (its),  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Maha-manas  and  descendant  of  Janam-ejaya. 

fiffin?  tijila,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt, 
tij),  the  moon  ;  a  Rakshas. 

titibha,  a  particular  high  number ; 
(also  read  titilambha.) 

tinisa,  as,  m.  =  tinisa,  q.  v. 

fruie)  tinti,  f.  a  plant,  commonly  Teori, 
Convolvulus  Turpethum  (=tri-vrit). 

finr?  tita-u,  us,  u,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

3.  tan  by  a  kind  of  reduplication,  cf.  -malvw ;  but 
perhaps  fr.  rt.  fans),  a  sieve,  a  cribble ;  a  parasol ;  [cf. 
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tittiri,  is,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  trl, 
but  perhaps   an   onomatopoetic  word    fr.    the   cry 
titti),  the  francoline  partiidge  ;  N.  of  a  Muni,  pupil 
of  YSska,  and  said  to  be  the  first  teacher  of  the 

aittiriya   or   Black   Yajur-veda  ;    (according    to   a 

gend   the   pupils    of   Vaisampayana  became  par- 
idges  in  order   to  pick   up  the  Veda  which  was 
omited  forth  in  a  tangible  shape  by  YSjnavalkya  ; 
f.  tailtirlya);   N.  of  a  Naga;    [cf.  Gr.  rcrp^, 

(Tpa£,  Tt-rpaiav,  Tfrpdfa  ;  Old  Island,  thid-r,  '  a 
ind  of  hen  ;'  Lith.  tctirva,  '  black  grouse  ;'  Boh. 

'trev.~\ 
Titfirika,  as,  m.  the  francoline  partridge. 
Tittinka,  as,  d,  am,  variegated  like  a  partridge 

tittiri)  or  made  of  Croton  Tiglium  (tittiri-phala). 

TUtiri-pluda  (tittiri  =  tittiri  ?),  Croton  Tiglium. 

frTSJ  titha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  tij), 

re  ;  love  ;  time  ;  autumn. 

frt  n  (*t M  titanishu,  us,  us,  u  (ft.  Desid.  of 

rt.  3.  tan),  desirous  of  extending  or  enlarging. 

titiksha.     See  above, 

titibha,  as,  m.  an  insect,  cochineal, 

frtfrrft.  titiri,  is,  m.=  tittiri,  a  partridge. 

filfrTc?  titila,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  sweetmea 
made  of  sesamum  ground  and  baked  with  sugar ;  om 
of  the  seven  Karanas  or  astronomical  periods ;    a 
bowl  or  bucket,  =  nandaka. 

ffrfft^T  titirsha,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  tri) 

desire  of  crossing  over,  wish  to  pass,  wish  to  be  freei 
from  mundane  existence,  desire  of  final  emancipation 

Titirshu,  us,  us,  n,  desirous  of  crossing ;  wishin 
to  attain  ;  desirous  of  emancipation  from  existence. 

tittida  and  tittifika,  incorrect  form 
tor  tintitla  and  tintidlka. 

tlttira,  as,  m.  =  tittiri,  col.  3  ;  (as 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race. 

tithi,  is,  i,  m.f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  at), 

lunar  day,  the  thirtieth  part  of  a  whole  lunation, 
the  auspicious  Tithis  are  Nanda,  Bhadra,  Vi-jaya, 
3OrnS)  ;  the  number  1  5  ;  [cf.  janma-tilhi.]  —  Ti- 
hi-kishaya,  as,  m.  the  day  of  new  moon;  the 
ay  or  space  in  which  a  Tithi  begins  or  ends  without 
ne  sunrising  ;  the  difference  between  the  solar  and 
unar  days  in  a  Yuga.  —  Tithi-lattra,  am,  a.,  N.  of 
he  seventh  section  of  the  Smnti-tatlva,  treating  of 

unar  holidays,  by  Raghu-nandana.  —  Titkitattva- 
ikd,  f.,  N.  of  the  commentary  on  the  preceding 
work  by  Ka^I-rama.  —  TitM-ddna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

hapter  of  the  second  part  of  the  Bhavishya-Purana, 
reating  of  the  observance  of  various  ceremonies. 
—  Tithi-dvaita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 

'urana-sarva-sva  by   Halayudha.  —  I'ithi-niyama, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Tantra-sara,  or  corn- 
>endium   of   Tantra    doctrine,    by   Krishnananda. 
—  Tithi-nirnaya    and    titMnirnaya-sankshepa, 

as,  m.,  N.of  two  astronomical  works.  ~Tithi-pafi, 
s,  m.  =  tithls'a.  —  Tithi-pattri,  f.  an   almanack. 
—  Tithi-pdiana,  am,  n.   observance  of  the  rites 

appointed  for  the  several  lunar  days.  —  Tithi-pra- 
~:arana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Cinta-manih 
liranika  or  Tithi-saranikS,  treating  of  astronomical 
>eriods  and  constellations,  by  Dasa-bala  ;  N.  of  a 

:hapter  of  the  Jyotisha-ratna-malS,  an  astronomical 
work  by  S'rI-pati.  —  Tithi-prani,  is,  m.  '  the  leader  of 

the  lunar  days,"  the  moon  ;  [cf.din&prai.ii."]**  Tithi' 
vdra-yoga,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  PurSna- sarva-sva.—  Tithi-mveka,  as,  m.,  N.of  a  chapter  of 
the  Samskara-tattva  by  Raghu-nandana,  treating  of 
the  Indian  sacraments.  —  Tithi-vriddhi,  is,  f.  that 

day  or  space  in  which  a  Tithi  commences  before  or 
with  one  sunrise  and  ends  after  or  at  the  next,  thus 

completed  under  two  suns.  —  TitKifa  (°thi-Ma),  as, 

m.  the  regent  of  a  lunar  fay.  —  Tithy-anta-wir- 

naya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Smrity-artha- sara  by  Srl-dhara-svamin,  treating  of  the  Indian 
ceremonies.  —  Tithy-ardha,  at,  am,  m.  n.  half  a 

tinasaka,  as,  m.  a,  tree,  =  tinisa. 
ffrf»T5|iT  tinika,  f.  Holcus  Sorghum. 

frtfiTSr  tinisa,  as,  m.  the  tree  Dalbergia 

Ougeinensis  ;  [cf.  tinisa  and  timis'a."] ftffftTS  tintida,  as,  m.  the  tamarind  tree, 

Tamarindus  Indica  ;  acid  seasoning,  sour  sauce. 

especially  a  sauce  made  of  the  fruit  of  the  tamarind 
tree  ;  an  inauspicious  period,  the  evil  aspect  of 

planets  (?);  (i),  f.  the  Indian  tamarind  tree;  a  sour 
sauce,  especially,  one  made  of  the  fruit  of  the  tamarind 
tree;  Emblic  Myrobalan.  —  Tintidi-dyuta,  am,  ti. 
a  kind  of  game,  a  sort  of  odd  or  even  played  with 
tamarind  seeds. 

Tintidikd,  f.  the  tamarind  tree. 
Tintidlka,  as,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  the  tamarind  tree  ; 

(am),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  tamarind  ;  a  sour  sauce, 
especially  one  made  of  the  fruit  of  the  tamarind tree. 

5C 
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Tintili  01  tintilikd  or  Untilika,  (.  the  tamarind 
tree. 

fTrf5?£3T  tindisa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant, 
=  tindisa. 

ftRJ  tiudu,  us,  m.  a  species  of  ebony, 
from  the  fruit  of  which  is  obtained  a  kind  of  resin 
used  in  India  as  pitch  for  caulking  vessels  &c., 

Diospyros  Glutinosa  ;  also  Strychnos  Nux  Voinica. 

Tinduka,  at,  m.  the  tree  Diospyros  Embryoptcris 

or  Diospyros  Glutinosa;  (t),  f.  the  resinous  fruit 

of  this  tree  ;  (aw),  n.  the  fruit  of  this  tree  ;  a 
Karsha,  a  kind  of  measure  or  weight  (  =  the  weight 
of  the  Tinduka  fruit). 

Tindiiki,  is,  f.  or  tfudulo,  a>,  m.  the  tree  Dios- 

pyros Embryopteris. 

'  Tindiikint,  f.  the  senna  plant,  =  Smrtakl. 
fff«tl.r«l«(|  tinduvilva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the 

birthplace  of  the  Lyric  poet  Jaya-deva. 

tip,  cl.  i.  P.  tepati,  &c.,  to  sprinkle, 
to  distil  or  drop,  to  ooze  or  leak. 

tlm,  cl.  4.  P.  timyati,  titema,  &c., 
x.  to  be  or  become  wet  or  damp  &c.  ;  to 

become  pacified  or  quiet:  Intens.  tetimyate;  [cf. 
rt.  tlm  and  elim.] 

Timita,  as,  a,  am,  moistened,  moist,  wet,  damp  ; 

quiet  ;  unmoved,  unshaken  ;  steady,  fixed. 

firftT  timi,  is,  or  sometimes  tima,  as,  m. 

(said  to  be  ft.  rt.  tarn),  a  kind  of  whale  or  fabulous 
fish  of  an  enormous  size,  said  to  be  100  Yojanas 

long  ;  a  fish  in  general  ;  the  figure  of  a  fish  produced 
by  drawing  two  lines,  one  intersecting  the  other  at 

right  angles  ;  the  ocean  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Durva  and 
father  of  Brihad-ratha  ;  (it,  f),  f.  a  fish  j  N.  of  a 

daughter  of  Daksha  who  was  the  wife  of  KaSyapa 
and  mother  of  the  sea-monsters.  —  Timi-kosha  or 

timi-koshaka,  as,  m.  the  ocean  ('the  receptacle  of 

great  fish').  —  Timin-gila,  as,  m.  '  swallowing  evtfn 
the  Timi,'  a  large  fabulous  fish  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people  in-  DakshinS-patha  ;  (at),  m.  a  prince  of 
this  people.  —  Timingila-gila,  as,  m.  a  large 

fabulous  fish  ('swallowing  even  the  Timin-gila'). 
—  Timi-ja,  as,  a,  am,  coming  or  derived  from  the 
Timi,  a  sort  of  pearl.  —  Timi-timiit-gila,  as,  m. 
a  large  fabulous  fish.  —  Timi-dlivaja,  as,  a,  am, 

'  having  a  Timi  depicted  in  his  banner,'  epithet  of 
the  Asura  Sambara,  prince  of  Vaijayanta  ;  (at),  m., 
N.  of  a  man. 

See  under  rt.  tint  above. 

tintill. 
tiryak-srotas. 

timita. 

timira,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

tim,  but  rather  related  to  tamas  fr.  rt.  tam),  dark, 

gloomy  ;  (am),  n.  darkness  ;  darkness  of  the  eyes, 
blindness  ;  a  class  of  morbid  affections  of  the  eyes 
seated  in  the  palala  or  coats  of  the  eye  ;  gutta 
serena,  total  blindness  from  affection  of  the  optic 
nerve  ;  iron-rust  ;  a  sort  of  aquatic  plant  [cf.  timira 
and  timisha];  (am,  a),  n.  f.,  N.  of  two  towns. 
—  Timira-wud,  t,  t,  t,  dispelling  darkness  ;  (t),  m. 
the  sun  ;  the  moon.  —  Timira-pratishedha,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Uttara-tantra  or  sixth  book 
of  the   AshtSn-ga-hridaya-samhitS   by   Vag-bhata, 
treating  of  medicine.  —  Timira-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
consisting  of  darkness  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Rshu 
(who  creates  darkness),  or  an  eclipse  in  general. 

—  Timira-rlpu,  UK,  m.  '  the  enemy  of  darkness/  the 
sun.  —  Tl  mirdri  l^ra-ari),  in,  m.  'the  enemy  of 

darkness,'  the  sm.  —  Timirodgluila  (°ra-ud°),  N. of  a   treatise   in    verse  connected    with  the    Saiva 

dogmas. 
7  imiraya,  nom.  P.  timirayati,  -yilttm,  to  ob- 

scure, darken,  eclipse. 

Timiraya,  nom.  A.  tiinirayate,  &c.,  to  appear 
dark,  to  darken. 

Tiinirln,  I,  m.  the  cochineal  insect. 

frTftfft  timiri,  a  kind  of  fish  (not  the 
timi). 

timirgha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  with 
the  patronymic  DaurcsVuta. 

frlfasi  timisa,  probably  a  wrong  reading 

for  tini-'n. 
timisha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pumpkin- 

gourd,  Beniucasa  Cerifera ;  a  water-melon  (nd- 
(dmra). 

frT*i"K  timira,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree ;  [cf. timira.] 

tiraya.     See  next  col. 

tirast,  &c.     See  under  tiryahf. 

tiras,  ind.  (fr.  rt.  trl,  the  ns  being 

probably  the  ablative  termination),  through  (with  ace. 
in  Ved.,  e,  g.  tirah  pavitram,  through  the  strainer ; 

tiras  tamdnsi  dars'atafi,  discernible  through  the 
darkness) ;  across,  beyond,  over  (e.  g.  nadim  tiras, 
across  the  river ;  rajdnsi  tiras,  over  the  world ;  te 
mm  tiro  vi^vdni  duritd  nayanti,  they  lead  us 
over  all  difficulties) ;  without  (i.  e.  in  such  a  manner 
as  to  pass  by  or  leave  on  one  side) ;  apart  from,  on 

one  side  of,  aside,  secretly  from,  *  clam'  (with  ace., 
e.g.  tirai  tittdni,  without  the  knowledge;  tiro 
radam,  against  the  will;  or  sometimes  with  abl., 
e.  g.  maninhydihyas  tiras,  on  one  side  of  the  men) ; 
crookedly,  obliquely,  awry ;  transversely,  indirectly, 
badly,  secretly,  covertly ;    [cf.  Lat.  trans :    Goth. 

t/tairh  :  Germ,  durch  :    Hib.  tar,  tair,  '  beyond, 

over,   across,   through ;    bad ;'   tri,  '  through,  by :' 
Lith.  titi :  Zend  taro.']  —  Tiras-kara,  as,  I,  am, 
leaving  on  one  side,  passing  by,  surpassing,  excelling. 
—  Tiras-karin,  I,  inl,  m.  f.   a  curtain,  veil ;    an 
outer  tent,  kanSt,  wall,  or  screen  of  cloth  surrounding 
the  principal  tent ;  a  kind  of  magical  veil  rendering 
the  wearer  invisible.  —  Tiras-kdra,  as,  m.  placing 
aside,  concealment,  disappearance ;  disrespect,  abuse, 

reproach,  censure,  disgrace,  disdain.  —  Tiras-kdrini, 

f.  a  curtain, =<ira«-ian'yi.  —  Tiras-kndya  or  H- 
ras-prdkdra,  as,  d,  am,  looking  through  a  wall. 
—  Tiras-kri  or  tirah  kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum, 
to  put  on  one  side,  set  aside,  remove,  cover,  conceal ; 

to  pass  by,  surpass,  excel,  conquer ;   to  blame,  re- 
proach, abuse,  treat  disrespectfully,  contemn,  despise ; 

[according  to  PSnini  I.  IV.  71,  72,  tiras  must  be 

a  gati  (q.v.),  in  the  sense  of 'covering,'  'concealing,' 
but  an  option  is   allowed  in  its   connection   with 

rt.  I.  kri.']  —  Tiras-krita,  as,  d,  am,  concealed, 
hidden,  veiled,  vanished,  disappeared ;  censured,  re- 

viled, abused,  reproached,  scorned.  —  Tiras-kritya 

(or  tirah  kritvd),  ind.  having  concealed.—  Tiras- 
kriyd,   (.  concealment,   disappearance;    disrespect, 

reproach,    contempt.  —  Tiro-ahnya  or  tiro-'hnya, 
as,  d,  am  (the  former  form  occurring  in  the  Veda, 
the  latter  in  the  Brahmanas  and  later  writings),  more 
than  one  day  old,  prepared  the  day  before  yesterday. 

—  Tiro-gata,  as,  d,  am,  disappeared,  vanished,  out 
of  sight.  —  Tiro-janam,  ind.,  Ved.  apart  from  men. 
—  i.  tiro-dhd  or  tiro  dlid,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  dadhdti, 
dhatte,  dhdtum,  to  place  on  one  side,  set  aside, 
remove  out  of  the  way,  cover,  conceal,  hide;  to 

hide  one's  self  from  (with  abl. ),  disappear ;  to  over- 
power, conquer :  Pass,  tiro-dhiyate  or  tiro  dhiyate, 

to  be  hidden,  to  vanish,  disappear.  —  2.  tiro-dhd,  f., 
Ved.  concealment,  seaecy.  —  Tiro-dhatarya,  (is,  d, 
aiti,  to   be  covered  or  concealed,   to   be   closed. 
—  Tiro-dhdna,  am,  n.  disappearance,  vanishing,  the 
being  hidden  or  the  act  of  hiding,  concealing,  &c.;  a 
covering,  a  sheath,  a  veil,  a  cloth  or  cloak,  anything 
which  conceals  from  sight.  —  Tiro-bhavit  ri,  td,  trl, 

tri,  disappearing.  —  Tiro-bhdta,  as,  m.  disappear- 
ance, (opposed  to  dvir-bttdra  and  pradnr-bhdca.) 

—  Tiro-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  tiro-bhavati,  -vtliim,  to  be 

set  on  one  side,  disappear,  vanish,  hide  one's  self: 
Caus.  tiro-bhdvayati  or  tiro  b/tdvayati,-yitum,  to 
cause  to  disappear,  dispel.-«  Tiro-varshti,  as,  ii,  am, 
protected  from  rain.  —  Tiro-hita,  as,  d,  am,  covered, 
concealed,    hidden,    removed   or   withdrawn   from 

sight.  —  Tirohita-ta,  f.  disappearance,  the  becoming 
invisible ;  tirohilatam  yam,  to  disappear. 

Tiraya,  nom.  P.  tirayall,  -i/ilum,  to  keep 
hidden  or  concealed,  to  prevent  from  appearing, 

hinder,  stop,  restrain  ;  to  conquer. 

Tirasya,  nom.  P.  tirufyati,  &c.,  to  disappear. 

Tirohaya,  nom.  P.  tiroluiyati,  -yilum,  to  hide, 
conceal. 

Tiro-'hnya.     See  tiro-ahnya,  col.  2. 

fn<.t3i<  tiras-kara,  tiras-kri,  &c.  See 
under  tiras,  col.  2. 

rii[Vriin$<*  tirijihvika,  as  or  am,  in.-  or 

n.(?),  Erythrina  Crista  Galli  (?). 

frl Wz  tiriti,  is,  or  tirita,  as(i),  m.  the 

joint  of  the  sugar-cane. 
IiJ  tirinlkanta  =  tirijihvika. 

tirindira,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a man. 

frfftjT  tirima  or  tiriya,  as,  m.  a  sort  of 
rice ;  [cf.  tirya.] 

frlO<5  tirita,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  tri, 

perhaps  for  tirl-tra,  or  a  wrong  form  for  kirlta), 
a  kind  of  head-dress,  a  tiara,  a  diadem  ;  gold  ;  (a«), 

m.  the  tree  Symplocos  Racemosa. 

Tiritaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird. 

Tiritin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  furnished  with,  a  head- dress. 

f?P&  tiro  for  tiras.     See  under  tiras. 

tiro-hita.     See  under  tiras. 

tirpirika,  am,  n.  =  tilpilika. 

tirpili,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

f?ni  lirya,  as,  a,  am,  =  lilya,Ved.  prepared 

from  the  seeds  of  sesamum  (?) ;  [cf.  tirii/a.'] 

tiryaga  for  tiryag-ga.     See  tiryanc. 
tiryaht  or  liryat,  an,  tirasfi,  or 

according  to  Vopa-deva  also  tiryanfi,  a7i  (fr.  tiras  and 
rt.  anf),  going  or  lying  crosswise  or  transversely  or 
obliquely,  oblique,  transverse  (opposed  to  anv-anfy, 
horizontal  (opposed  to  iirdltva,  vertical) ;  going 
across ;  crossing  over,  traversing ;  moving  tortuously, 

going  crookedly  or  awry ;  curved,  crooked ;  mean- 
dering; lying  in  the  middle  or  between ;  (ait,  ak), 

m.  n.  an  animal  (going  horizontally,  as  opposed  to 
man  who  walks  erect),  a  brute,  an  amphibious 

animal;  a  bird;  (with  Jainas)  plants,  the  organic 

world ;  (tira^i  or  tiryanfi),  f.  the  female  of  an 
animal  or  of  any  beast  or  bird  ;  (ak),  ind.,  Ved.  ac'oss, 

obliquely, tnnsversely.horizontally.sideways;  tiras't'd, ind.  across,  obliquely.  —  TirasW-raji,  is,ii,i(tira(fi 

loc.  case  of  tiryaiid),  Ved.  striped  across  (as  a  ser- 
pent).— Tiryitk-kdram  ortiryak-kritya,  ind.  having 

laid  aside  (after  the  completion  of  any  work),  having 
placed  on  one  side.—  Tiryak-kshipta,  an,  a,  am, 

placed  obliquely  or  across;  a  form  of  dislocation 
when  a  part  of  the  joint  is  forced  outwards.  —  Tir- 
yak-td,  (.  or  tiryak-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  going 
across  or  obliquely ;  the  state  of  a  beast  or  animal, 
animal  nature ;  measurement  across,  breadth.  —  Tir- 

yak-pdtana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Ananda- 
kanda,  treating  of  medicine.  —  Tiryak-jiramdija, 
am,  n.  measurement  across,  breadth ;  purastdt' 

tinjtikpramdna,  breadth  in  front ;  j>a.<(!aM°,breadth behind.  —  Tiryak-prckshana,  as,  a,  am,  looking 
obliquely  or  askance ;  (am),  n.  a  squint,  oblique 
glance,  side  look.  —  Tiryak-jmkshin,  i,  inl,  i, 
looking  obliquely  or  sideways.  —  Tiryak-sutra,  am, 
n.  a  cross-line.  —  Tiryak-srotas,  as,  n. '  the  hori- 

zontal stream  of  life,'  the  animal  creation ;  (as),  m. 

'  hurrying  the  stream  of  life  horizontal,'  i.  e.  the 
animal  world;  an  animal,  a  beast  or  bird;  [cf. 



tiryag-antara. 
tikshna. 

arvdk-srotas,  avdk-srotas,  urdhva-srotas.]  —  Tir 
yag-antara,  am.  n.  intermediate  space  measured 
across,  breadth.  —  Tiryag-ayana,  dm,  n.  the  hori- 

zontal course,  the  annual  revolution  of  the  sun, 
(opposed  to  its  diurnal  revolution,  in  which  it  rises 
and  sets  vertically.)  —  Tiryag-dfjata,  as,  d,  am,  lying 
across  (a  particular  position  of  the  child  at  birth). 
—  Tiryay-tksha,  as,  a,  am,  looking  obliquely  ;  [cf. 

tiryak-preks/iaiia.^  —  Tiryug-is'a,  as,  rn.  '  the  lord 
of  the  animals,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Tiryag-ga 
(or  sometimes  tirya-ga),  as,  d,  am,  going  obliquely, 
going  across  or  horizontally  [cf.  pratipa-ga,  adlio- 
mukha,  urdhva-ya]  ;  an  animal  ;  going  towards  the 
north  or   south,  (opposed    to    purva-miikhi   and 

pa*i'dn-niitkhi.)—Tiryay-yata,  as,  d,  am,  going horizontally,    (opposed  to  man   who  walks  erect.) 
—  Tiryag-gati,  is,  f.  the  course  of  an  animal,  trans- 

migration of  animals.  —  Tiryay-yama,  as,  d,  am, 
going  sideways  or  obliquely.  —  Tiryag-gamana,am, 
n.  motion  sideways  or  across,  (opposed  to  urdftva-g° 
and  adho-g°.)'-Tirya</-gunana,  am,  n.  oblique 
multiplication.  —  Tiryag-ja,  as,  d,  am,  born  from 
an  animal,  having  an  animal  as  father  or  mother. 
—  Tiryag-jana,as,  m.  an  animal.  —  Tiryag-jati, 
/-•••,  is,  i,  belonging  to  the  race  of  animals  or  to  the 
brute  creation,  born  as  an  animal  ;  (is),  f.  the  brute 
kmd.  —  Tiryag-ji/a,  f.  an  oblique  chord.  —  Tiryay- 

dis1,  k,  f.  the  region  or  part  of  the  universe  which 
lies  horizontally,  (opposed  to  urdhva  and  atUtas.) 
—  Tiryay-dhdra,  as,  a,  am,  having  curved  or  oblique 
edges.  —  Tiryag-ndsa  or  tiryart-ndsa,  as,  d,  am, 
crooked-nosed,  wry-nosed.  —  Tiryag-yavodara  (°va- 
ttd°),  am,  n.  a  barleycorn.  ••  Tiryay~yana,  as,  m. 
'  going  crookedly,'  a  crab.  —  Tiryay-yona,  a*,  m.  an 
animal  (as  a  bird  &c.)  ;  [cf.  tairyagyona.]  —  Tiryag- 
yoni,  is,  is,  i,  born  of  or  as  an  animal  ;  (is),  f.  the 
womb  of  an  animal,  the  animal  creation  or  race,  organic 
nature   (iaduding    plants).  —  Tiryftyyony-anvaya, 
ax,  a,  am,  of  the  animal  race  ;  (as),  m.  the  race  of 
animals,  birds,  Stc.  —  Tiryag-viddha,  as,  d,  am, 
pierced  obliquely  (as  a  vein  in  bleeding  by  an  unskilful 
operator).—  Tiryan-niraya,  as,  m.  the  hell  of  animals 
or  animal  nature  as  a  punishment  for  evil  deeds. 

Tiraifa,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  cross-board  of  a  bed- 

stead. —  TiraMdngirasa  (°<!a-die°),  as,  m.  the 
An-girasa  Tirasia  ;  [cf.  ttrafti.] 
Tira^datd,  ind.,  Ved.  across,  transversely,  through. 
Tirattathd,  ind.,  Ved.  aside,  secretly. 
Tiraifi,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  Rishi,  descendant  of 

Arhgiras.  —  Tiraifi-n\Ali.aua,  am,  n.,  N.ofa  SSman. 

Tiras'fina,,  as,  d,  am,  lying  across,  oblique,  trans- 
verse, sideways,  awry,  horizontal;  irregular;  a-tira- 

stinatn,  a  little  across.  —  Tirn&'&na-nidhana,  am, 
n.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  Slmm..  —  Tiras'fina-priini,  is, 
is,  {,  Ved.  spotted  across.  —  Tiraitina-vanfa,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  a  bee-hive. 

i.  til,  cl.  i.  P.  telati,  &c.,  to  go 
Normove;   [cf.  it.  till.] 

fjj  _J'  2.  til  (probably  an  artificial  rt.  fr. 
\  tita  below),  cl.  6.  10.  P.  tilall,  telayatl, 

&c.,  to  be  unctuous  or  greasy  ;  to  oil  or  anoint. 
Tila,  as,  m.  the  sesamum  plant  (Sesamum  Indi- 

cum)  which  bears  an  oily  seed  ;  the  seed  of  this 
plant  (much  used  in  Oriental  cookery)  ;  a  mole  or 
spot  compared  to  a  seed  of  sesamum  ;  a  small  particle 
or  portion  as  much  as  a  sesamum-seed  [cf.  Itrishna- 
ttla  and  fanna-tila]  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.ofa  chapter 
ofthePurana-satva-sva.  —  Ti7a-tafa,aH«,n.thefarina 
of  sesamum.  —  Tila-kalka,  as,  m.  dough  made  of 
ground  sesamum.  —  Tilakalka-ja,  as  or  am,  rn.  or 
n.  (?),  oil-cake  made  of  the  sediment  of  ground 
sesamum.  ~  Tila-kalaka,  as,  m.  a  mole,  a  dark  spot 
under  the  skin  ;  a  disease  of  the  penis  in  which  the 
fleshy  parts  become  black  and  die  off;  (as,  d,  am), 
having  a  mole  or  mark.  -  Tila-kitta,  am,  n.  the 
caky  sediment  of  sesamum  after  the  oil  is  pressed  out. 
—  Tila-khali,  is  or  f,  f.  oil-cake  made  from  sesa- 

mum. —  Tila-ganji-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place 
mentioned  in  the  Rasika-ramana  by  Raghu-nUtha. 

—  Tila-grama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Grama  or  township 
«•  Tila-^itra-pattraka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bulbou 
plant.  —  Tila-iiirna,  am,  n.  sesamum  ground  am 
pounded,  —  Tila-tandulaka,  am,  n.  an  embrao 
(as  agreeable  as  rice  mixed  with  sesamum).—  Tila 
tejd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant.  —  Tila-faita,  am,  n.  sesa 
mum-oil.  —  Tilades'vara-ftrtha   (^da-if),  am,  n. 
N.  of  a  Tirtha ;   [cf.  tilakes'vara-tirtlM.}  —  Tila 
dvddafi,  f.  a  festival  occurring  on  the  twelfth  day  o 
a  particular  month.  —  Tila-dhen'.i,  us,  f.  sesamum 
made  up  in  the  shape  of  a  cow  for  the  purpose  o 
being  presented   to   Brahmans   &c.  —  Tiladhenu- 
ddna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  VSraha- 
Purana.  —  Titan-tiula,  as,  d,  am,  bruising  sesamum- 
secd,  a  scsamum-grinder,  one  who  extracts  oil  out  o: 
sesamum-seed ;  [cf.  tila-pida.]  —  Tila-parna,as,  m 
turpentine ;  (i),  f.  the  sandal  tree,  Pterocarpus  Santa- 
linus;  frankincense;  turpentine;  (am),  n.  the  leaf  ol 
theTila  tree ;  sandal-wood.  —  Tila-pariiikd, f.  or tila- 
parnika  or  tila-parnaka,  am,n.  red  sanders,  sandal- 
wood.  —  Tila-pWafa,  am,  n.  (pMala  =pishlaka), 
a  sort  of  sweetmeat  made  chiefly  of  ground  sesamum. 
—  Tila-piiija,  as,  m.  barren  sesamum,  bearing  no 
blossom  or  yielding  a  seed  which  gives  no  oil ;  white 

sesamum ;    [cf.   tila-peja,  tilpinja,  taila-pinja.~\ —  Tila-pida,   as,   m.  =  Ulan-lada ;    [cf.   taila- 
piila-l  —  Tila-pmhpaka,  Terminalia  Bellerica  (vi- 
bhltaka).  —  Tila-pcja,    as,    m.  barren   sesamum ; 
[cf.  tila-pinja.]  —  Tila-bhdra,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
race.  —  Tila-bhdvint,  f.  jasmine.  —  Tila-bhrishta, 
am,  n.  fried  sesamum-seed.  —  Tila-maya,  as,  I,  am, 
made  of  or  prepared  from  sesamum,  abounding  with 
sesamum.  —  Tila-mayura,  as,  m.  a  species  of  pea- 

cock. —  Tila-miira,as,  a,  am,  mixed  with  sesamum. 
—  Tila-rasa,  as,  m.  sesamum-oil.  —  Tila-vatsa,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  having  sesamum-seed  (as  it  were)  for 
children.  —  Tila-vratin,  i,  inl,  i,  eating  only  sesa- 
mum-seeds  in  consequence  of  a  vow.  —  Tila-tfas,  ind. 
in   pieces  as  small  as  sesamum-seeds.  —  TUa-sam- 
baddha,,  as,  d,  am,  mixed  with  sesamum-oil.  —  Tila- 
sne/ia,  as,  m.  oil,  especially  of  sesamum.  —  Tila- 
horna,  am,  n.  burnt-offering  of  sesamum.  —  Tildn- 
kita-dala  (°la-ait°),  as,   m,  a  kind    of  bulbous 

nt,=-taila-kanda.  —  Tild(fhaka  ?  l?la.-adh°),  N. 
of  a  monastery;  (also  read  tilataka,  tiladhdka, 

tila-iakya,. )  —  Tilanna  (°la-an°),  am,  a.  rice  with 
sesamum-seeds.  —  Tildpatyd  (°la-ap°),  f.  a  plant 
bearing  a  small  pungent  seed,  Nigella  Indica. 
—  Tttdmbu,  (°la-<im°),  u,  n.  water  with  sesamum. 
-Tilottamd  (°la-uC),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras;   a 
form  of  Dakshayani ;  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Tilodaka 

(°la*ud°),  am,  n.  sesamum-seeds  and  water  (as  an 
oblation).  —  Tilaudana  ("la-od'),  am,  n.  a  dish  of 
milk,  rice,  and  sesamum. 

Tilaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree  with  beautiful 
flowers,  (so  called  either  because  it  is  similar  in  some 
way  to  the  sesamum  plant,  or  because  it  is  used  as  an 
ornament  like  the  mark  on  the  forehead) ;  a  plant 
growing  near  water ;  a  freckle,  a  natural  mark  under 
the  skin  (compared  to  a  seed  of  sesamum) ;  a  kind  of 
eruption  of  the  skin ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  mark  or  marks 
made  with  coloured  earths,  sandal-wood,  or  unguents, 
upon  the  forehead  and  between  the  eyebrows,  either  as 
an  ornament  or  a  sectarial  distinction  ;  trje  ornament 
of  anything  (used  in  comp.  to  express  greatness  or 
distinction,  e.  g.  trailokya-tilaka,  the  ornament  of 
the  three  worlds,  i.  e.  a  distinguished  personage) ; 

(n«),  m.  the  burden  of  a  song,  =  dhruvaka;  a 
species  of  horse ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Pra-dyota  ;  N.  of  a 
prince  of  KampanS ;  (d),  (.  a  kind  of  necklace ; 
[am),  n.  the  bladder ;  the  lungs ;  black  sochal  salt, 
a  factitious  salt  containing  sulphur  and  iron  &c. ;  a 
disease,  the  appearance  of  dark  spots  on  the  skin, 
unattended  with  inflammation  ;  alliteration  ;  a  kind 

of  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  six  syllables  each ; 

cf.  urdhva-tilakin ,  ena-tilaka,  kha-t°,v<tsanta- 
'°.]  —  Tilalia-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  «•  Tilaka- 
vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  second  part 
of  the  Bhavishya-PurSna,  treating  of  ceremonies. 
—  TilaJta-sinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Tilaka- 

iraya  (°ka-dd°),  as,  m.  the  forehead  ('  the  receptacle 

of  the  Tilaka').  -  TilakuSvara-tlrtha  (cka-lf),  a. 
n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha;  [cf.  tiladcsvara-tlrtha.] 

Tilakaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Tilakdya,  nom.  A.  lilakayate.  Sec.,  to  form  the 

Tilaka  mark  on  the  forehead,  to  ornament. 

Tilakita,  as,  d,  am,  marked  with  the  Tilaka,  or- 
namented ;  freckled,  spotted. 

Tlla1un,i,inl,i,  marked  with  the  Tilaka  ;  freckled, 

spotted. 
Tilu,  an  adj.  derived  by  Say.  fr.  Ma,  and  meaning 

'  fertile,'  '  rich  ;'  [cf.  tilvila  below.] 

Tilpinja,  as,  m.,Ved.  =  tila-pinja,  q.  v. 
Tilya,  as,  d,  an,  suited  for  the  cultivation  of 

sesamum,  grown  with  sesamum  ;  (am),  n.  a  field  of 
sesamum. 

Tilra  or  tilvaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Symplocus 

Racemosa,  =  {it-gudi,  Terminalia  Catappa. 
Tilvila,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a  fertile  soil, 

prolific,  rich  ;  [cf.  ibhya-tilvila  and  dftdnya-t3.] 
Tilcildya,  nom.  A.  tilvildyate,  &c.,  Ved.  to  be 

fertile  or  rich,  to  cause  fertility  of  soil. 

frirt=*r«iif  tilakanija,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a race. 

ftOTTf  t 

tilinya,  N.  of  a  place  mentioned 
in  the  Kaka-rudra-samvada. 

TTTT75Tff?5  tilingila,  its,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people;  (also  timitfgila,  tilengala.) 

ffffrtW  tililsa  or  tilittha,  as,  m.  a  large 

snake ;  (according  to  some  =  Gokhura ;  according 
to  others  =  the  Boa  or  Boa  Constrictor.) 

tilpilika,  am,  n.=  tirpirika. 

till,  cl.  i.  P.  tillati,  &c.,  to  go  or 

;  (a  various  reading  for  I .  til. ) 

tivya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 

tishthat,  an,  anil,  at  (pies.  part.  fr. 

rt.  sthd),  staying,  remaining,  abiding,  standing, 
being,  &c.  —  Tishthad-gu,  ind.  (gu  fr.  go),  at 
milking-time  (when  the  cows  stand  to  be  milked), 
after  sunset.  —  Tishtltad-dhoma  (°at-ho°),  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  (a  sacrifice)  at  which  the  oblation  is  offered 
standing,  (opposed  to  upavishta-homa.) 

frr«t  tishya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mythical 

being  who  like  Kris'Snu  is  a  kind  of  heavenly archer;  an  asteiism  regarded  as  shaped  like  an 
arrow  and  containing  three  stars,  of  which  5  Cancri 
is  one,  (it  is  the  sixth  Nakshatra  of  the  old  or  eighth 
of  the  new  order,  and  is  also  called  Pushya  and 
Sidhya) ;  the  month  Pausha  (December-January); 
a  common  N.  of  men,  '  born  under  the  asterism 

Tishya'  [cf.  upa-tishya] ;  (a),  f.  Terminalia  To- mentosa ;  Emblica  Officinalis ;  Emblic  Myrobalan ; 

(as,  am),  m.  n.  the  Kali-yuga,  the  fourth  or  present 
age;  (as,  d,  am),  auspicious,  fortunate,  lucky (?). 
—  Tishya-keta,  us,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Tishya- 
ounarvasiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  asterisms 
Tishya  and  Punar-vasu.  —  Tishya-pushpd,  f.  Emblic 
Myrobalan  (dmalakl).  —  Tishya-phala,  (.  Emblic 
Vlyrobalan.  —  Tishya-rakshitd,  f.,  N.  of  the  first 
wife  of  Asoka. 

Tishyaka,  as,  m.  the  month  Pausha. 
finT  tisri,  tisras,  f.  pi.  three;  see  tri. 

"Tisri-dhanva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  bow  with  three 
arrows. 

Tisrikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  Grima. 
Tisrd,  f.  the  grass  Andropogon  Aciculatus. 

Trf?""T  tihan,  a,  m.  sickness ;  a  good  dis- 
josition ;  rice ;  a  bow. 

•yfl"=e  tlk,  cl.  i.  A.  tikate,  &c.,  to  go  or 
X  move;  [cf.  rt.  tik.} 

ill  ts.ll  tikshna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  tij ;  cf. 
he  similar  word  tigma,  which  is  more  used  than 
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tiks/tiia  in  the  older  literature),  sharp  (in  all  senses), 

hot,  pungent,  warm,  fiery;  acid  (  —  khara-ushna)', 
virulent,  harsh,  rough,  rude,  cross;  injurious,  noxious, 

unfriendly,  unpropitious,  inauspicious  (e.  g.  tikth- 
niiiii  nakshatrdni,  the  inauspicious  Nakshatras, 

viz.  Mula,  Ardra,  JyeshthS,  A-slesh3) ;  sharp,  keen  ; 
intelligent ;  zealous,  vehement,  active,  eager,  energetic, 

i[uick;  devoted,  self-abandoning ;  devout,  ascetic,  a  de- 
votee, zealot ;  (<w),  m.  nitre ;  the  icsin  of  Boswellia 

Thurifera,  =  s'veta-kusa  or  s'veta-darbha ;  long 
pepper ;  black  pepper ;  black  mustard ;  Moringa 
Pterygosperma,  horse-radish  tree ;  Dalbergia  Sissoo 
(sinsapa),  marjoram  ;  Asa  Fcetida  ;  Galmei ;  N.  of 
a  N5ga;  N.  of  a  man;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants, 

=  vafd,  =  Karpa-kaitkdlikd  (wrongly  translated 

*  the  cast  skin  of  a  snake') ;  Mucuna  Pruritus,  = 
mahd-jyotishmali,  =  atyamla-parni ;  Cardiosper- 
inuin  Halicacabum  ;  black  mustard ;  a  mystical  name 
of  the  letter  p ;  (am),  n.  iron;  steel;  any  weapon; 

anything  sharp  (as  sharp  language,  Sec.) ;  heat,  pun- 

gency ;  haste ;  sea-salt,  nitre  ;  poison,  =  musltkal.'d  ; 
the  tree  Bignonia  Suaveolens  or  (according  to  others) 
the  scrotum  or  testicles  ;  Piper  Chaba  ;  war,  battle ; 
plague,  pestilence,  epidemic  destruction :  death,  dying ; 

[cf.  a-tikshna  and  su-tikshtia^]  —  Tlkshna-kan- 
(oka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  viz.  thorn-apple ; 
Capparis  Aphylla ;  Terminalia  Catappa ;  Acacia  Ara- 

bics; Euphorbia  Tortilis;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  = 

kanthdrl.  —  Tikshna-kajida,  as,  m. '  pungent  root,' 
the  onion.  —  Tilakna-karmu-krit,  t,  t,  t,  acting 
ill  a  sharp  or  clever  manner,  active,  energetic. 

—  Tikshna-karman,  a,  a,  a, '  sharp  in  action,'  active, 
energetic,  zealous,  brisk;    (a),    n.  a   clever   work. 
—  Tikshna-lcalka,   as,  m.  coriander.  —  Tlkshiia- 
kdntd,  f.  a  form  of  Candika.  —  Tikshna-gandha, 
(is,  m.  '  having  a  pungent  smell,'  N.  of  two  plants, 
=  fdbhanjana  and  phanijjhaka  ;  the  resin  of  the 
Boswellia  Thurifera  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  = 

x'obhdnjana,  rajijta,  vadd,  s'veta-vadd,  kant/idri, 
jivanti;  small  cardamoms.  —  Tlkihna-gandhaka, 

an,  m.=s'6bhanjana.  —  Tiksh>>a-taiidula,  f.  long 
pepper.  —  Tlks/ina-tara,  as,  a,  am,  sharper,  &c. 
—  Tlks/tita-td,  f.  or  tikshna-tva,  am,  n.  warmth, 
heat,  sharpness,  pungency.  —  Tikslma-tunda,  as,  a, 
am,  having  a  sharp  beak  (as  a  bird).  —  Tlkshna- 

taila,  am,  n.  '  pungent  oil,'  the  resin  of  the  Shorea 
Robusta  ;  the  milky  juice  of  the  Euphorbia  Lactea ; 
spirituous   or  vinous   liquor.  —  Tlkshiia-danshlra, 
as,  a,  am,  having  sharp  teeth  or  tusks ;  (as),  m. 
a  tiger.  —  Tikshna-danshtraka,  as,  m.  a  leopard. 
~Tikshna-dlidra,u8,a,  am,  sharp-edged,  sharp;  (as), 
m.  a  sword.  —  Tlkehtja-pattra,  as,  m.  'having  pun- 

gent leaves,' coriander ;  the  plant  Terminalia  Catappa; 
a  species   of  sugar-cane.  —  Tlks/ina-pitshpa,  am, 

n. '  pungent  flower,'  cloves ;  (a),  f.  Pandanus  Odora- 
titsimus  ;  the  clove  tree.  —  Tlkshna-priya  =  tlksh- 

iiii-xiikii,  \sai\ty.  — Tikshiia-pkala,  as,  m.  'having 
pungent  fruit,' coriander ;  black  mustard.  —  Tllmhna- 
buddfti,  is,  is,  i,  sharp-witted,  sagacious,  acute.  —  Ti- 
kihn'i-ma>ijari,{.  the  betel  plant.— Tlkshna-muk/ta, 
as,  i,  am,  sharp-mouthed.  —  Tikshna-mula,  as, 

m. '  having  a  pungent  root,'  Moringa  Pterygosperma ; 
Alpinia  Galanga.  —  Tikdina^ras'mi,  is,  is,  i,  having 
hot  rays  (as  the  sun).  —  Tikshna-rasa,  as,  m.  •  pun- 

gent liquid,' saltpetre.  —  Tlkehna-loha,  as,  m. '  sharp 
iron,"  steel.  —  Tlkshna-msiM,  as,   a,  am,   having 
virulent  poison.  —  Tikxhna-vrislutna,  tit,  m.'  having 

strong  testicles,'  N.  of  a  bull.  —  Tlkshna-vega, «.-,  a, 
am,  possessing  great  velocity ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rak- 

shas.  —  Tikshna-suka,  an,  m.  'having  sharp  awns,' 
barley.  —  Ttkali  tia-Sriti/ja,  of,  a  or  I,  am,  having 
sharp   horns.  —  Tikshna-sira,    as,   m.    Dalbergia 
S4S00  (  =  *'»*»P«);  Bassia  Latifolia;  iron. - Tiksh- 
iiansii,  (°«a-an°),  us,  us,  u,  having  hot  rays  ;  (UK), 
m.  the  sun  ;  (m.-Tlkshnans'u-tanaya.  as,  m. '  the 
so"  of  the  sun,'  the    planet  Saturn. -Tikshnagni 
(°iia-aif),   in,   ra.   'acid  gastric  juice,'  heartburn, 
dyspepsia.  -  Tikstutagra   (°na-ag°),   at,  a.   am, 
sharp-pointed  ;  (os),m.  Zingiber  Zerumbet.  -  Tlkxh- 

ndyaia   (°na  +  ayasa   for   ayas,  q.v.),  am,    n. 
•sharp  iron,'  steel;   (as,  t,  am),  made  of  steel, 

sharp.—  Tlkshnenhu  (°iia-i«Au),  us,  us,  u,  having 
sharp  arrows.  —  TikskiMpdya  (na-up°),  U-,  m. 
forcible  means,  a  strong  measure. 

7  iktihiiaka,  as,  m.  =  innxhknka,  Bignonia  Suave- 
olens or  (according  to  others)  the  scrotum  or  testicles  ; 

black  mustard  ;  long  pepper. 

Tikshnishtha,  as,  a,  am,  sharpest,  &c. 
Tlkshniyas,  an.  Oil,  as,  sharper,  &c. 

\  wet  or  moist  ;  [cf.  rt.  tiin^] 

_Tj  r   fir,  cl.  IO.P.,  to  accomplish,  (better 
x,  regarded  as  a  nominal  verb  ;    see  under 

tiro,  below.) 

rt  l<  fira,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  trl),  a  shore,  a 

bank  ;  margin,  brink,  edge  ;  the  brim  of  a  vessel  ; 

a  sort  of  arrow  [cf.  the  Pers.  ,—  -)]  ;  (as),  m.  tin 

[cf.  tivra"]  ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  arrow,  three-fourths  of which  consists  of  reed  and  a  fourth  part  of  iron. 

—  Tira-gralia,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race.  —  Tira- 
ja,  as,  a,  am,  growing  or  standing  near  a  shore  ; 
(a*),  m.  a  tree  near  a  shore.  ••  Tira-bhiildi,  is,  m., 
N.  of  a  country,  the  modern  Tirhut,  a  province  in 
the  east  of  central  Hindustan,  lying  to  the  north  of 
Bahar  (fr.  rira,  a  bank,  and  bhukti,  here  signifying 
a  limit  ;  being  bounded  on  the  east  by  Bhaugulpore, 
on  the  west  by  Sarum,  on  the  south  by  the  Ganges, 

and  on  the  north  by  the  skirts  of  the  Hima- 
laya mountains);  [cf.  tri-bhukli.]  —  Tira-ruha, 

as,  a,  am,  growing  on  a  bank  ;  (an),  m.  a  tree 
growing  on  a  bank.  —  Tira-et/ia,  as,  d,  am,  situated 

on  a  bank  or  shore.  —  Tirdntara  (°ra-aif),  am, 
n.  the  opposite  bank  or  shore. 

Tiraya,  nom.  P.  tirayati,  -yitum,  to  get  through, 
cross  over,  to  finish,  accomplish,  complete  success- 

folly. 

Tirita,  as,  a,  am,  finished,  settled,  completed, 
adjudged,  decided  according  to  evidence  ;  (am),  n. 
completion  of  any  act  or  arrair  ;  corrupt  or  improper 
non-infliction  of  a  sentence. 

tirana,  a  kind  of  plant,  =  karanjikd. 

tirata,  as,  m.  =  tinta,  Symplocos 
Racemosa. 

lltiru. 
tiru,  perhaps  a  wrong  reading  for 

tirna,  as,  a,  am.     See  under  rt.  trl. 

tlrtea,  ind.     See  under  rt.  trl. 

tlrlha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  trl,  the 
masc.  is  only  exceptionally  used  in  epic  poetry),  a 

passage,  way,  road,  ford  ;  especially  a  Gh5t  or  the 
stairs  of  a  landing-place,  a  descent  into  a  river,  a 
bathing-place,  a  holy  place,  a  shrine  or  sacred  place 
of  pilgrimage,  as  Benares  &c.,  especially  particular 
spots  along  the  course  of  sacred  streams,  as  the 
Ganges  &c.,  or  in  the  vicinity  of  sacred  springs; 
any  piece  of  water  ;  (in  sacrificial  language)  the  path 
to  the  altar  between  the  C5tv5la  and  Utkara  ;  a 
channel,  a  canal,  watercourse;  the  usual  way,  the 
usual  or  right  manner  (e.  g.  tirthma  or  tirthatas, 

in  right  order,  in  the  usual  way  ;  a-tlrthcna,  in  a 
wrong  way)  ;  the  right  place,  the  right  moment  ; 
a  sacred  place,  a  sacred  moment,  opportunity;  a 
sacrifice  ;  advice,  instruction,  counsel  ;  a  counsellor, 

an  adviser  ;  a  sacred  preceptor,  a  Guru  ;  an  oppor-  | 
tunity,  a  means,  an  expedient  ;  certain  lines  or  parts  I 
of  the  hand  sacred  to  the  deities  &c.  (as  the  root  | 
of  the  two  smaller  fingers,  to  PrajSpati  ;  the  tops  of 
the  fingers,  to  the  gods  ;  the  space  between  the 
thumb  and  finger,  to  the  manes;  the  root  of  the 

thumb,  to  Brahma  or  to  the  Veda  ;  saumyan  tir- 
t/tam  =  the  middle  of  the  hand);  an  object  of 
veneration,  a  sacred  object;  a  worthy  object  or 
person,  a  fit  recipient,  (sometimes  at  the  end  of 
names,  e.  g.  dnanda-tirt/ta,  jnya-f,  &c.)  ;  a  BrSh- 
m»n;  a  minister;  a  N.  given  to  certain  officers 

|  (eighteen  or  fifteen  in  number)  who  are  in  close 
i  attendance  on  a  king  :  pudendum  muliebre ;  menstrual 
courses  of  a  woman  ;  a  school  of  philosophy  (  =  dar- 

|  s'u«a),  a  sect ;  ascertainment  of  disease  ;  fire.  —  77r- 
tha-kamuiidalu,  ui,  u,  m.  n.  a  pot  with  water 
from  a  sacred  bathing-place.  —  Ttrtha-kara,  as,  d  or 

t,  am, '  crcaiing  a  passage  (through  life,  or  through  the 
cirmit  of  life) ;'  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  one 
of  the  synonyms  of  an  Arhat  or  sanctified  teacher  of 

the  Jaina  sect ;  (with  Buddhists)  an  ascetic  ('  bathing 
in  holy  waters').  —  Tlrtha-kaka,  as,  m.  a  crow  at 
a  sacred  bathing-place,  i.  e.  one  not  in  his  own 

proper  place.—  'l"trt/ia-kdsikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  by 
Gaifga-dhara.  —  Tiriha-klrHi,  is,  is,  i,  one  whose 
mere  fame  makes  holy.  —  Tirtha-krit,  t,  m.  = 
tirtha-kara,  a  Jaina  Arhat.  —  Ttrtha-gopdla,  aw, 
n.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Tlrthun-kara, 
as,  m.  =  ltrt/ia-kara,  a  Jaina  Arhat.  —  7 Irtha- 
rinta-manl,  i--,  m.  f.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 

I  Swnskira-tattva  by  Raghu-nandana,  treating  of  the 

'  Indian  sacraments.  —  TlrUui-tama,  am,  n.  (fr.  t'tr- 
tha  with  the  affix  of  the  superl.),  a  more  sacred 

place  of  pilgrimage  ;  an  object  of  the  highest  sanctity. 
—  Tlrtha-deva,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Tlr- 

j  tha-dfifd/ikfilia,  as,  m.  'a  crow  at  a  place  of  pil- 
grimage,' a  contemptuous  epithet ;  [cf.  llrtka-kakn.] 

—  Tirtha-pati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  chief  of  a  sect. 

—  Tirt/M-pdil,  put,padi,pat,  'one  whose  feet  are 
sacred  or  sanctify,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Tirtha- 
pddlya,  as,  m.  an  adherent  of  Krishna.—  Tirtlm- 
liliula,  as,  d,  am,  rendered  holy,  sacred.  —  Tirt/u:- 
maha-hrada,  aft,  m.,  N.  of  a  shrine  or  place  of 

pilgrimage.  —  Tirtha-mahiman,   d,  m.,   N.  of  a 
chapter  of  the  Sudra-dharma-tattva,  treating  of  the 

duties  of  the  S'udras.  —  Ttrt/ia-mahutmya,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana-sarva-sva  by  Hala- 
yudha.  —  Ttrtha-ydtrd,   f.    a    visit   to   any    sacred 
shrine    or    bathing-place,    a    pilgrimage ;    N.  of  a 
chapter  of  the  Siva-Puraua.  —  Jlrthayatra-tattcfi, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Smriti-tattva  by  Raghu- 
nandana.  —  'Jlrthaydtrd-parvait,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  sec- 

tion of  the  third  book  of  th?  Maha-bharata  (ch.  80- 
i$6).  —  Tirtha-yiiMn,  i,  ini,  i,  going  to  a  place  of 

pilgrimage.  —  Tlrtha-rdji,  f. '  a  1  ine  of  sacred  bathing- 
places,'  epithet  of  Benares.  —  Tirtha-vat,  an,  ati, 
at,  having   descents  to  the  water,   abounding   in 
sacred  bathing-places ;  (ati),  f,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Tir- 
tha-vdka,  as,  m.  the  hair  of  the  head.  —  Tirt/ia- 
vdyasu,  an,  m.  a  crow  at  a  Tirtha;  see  tirtlta- 
kaka.^Ttrtha-vasin;  I,  -t'ltt,  i,  dwelling  at  a  place 

of  pilgrimage.  —  Tirtha-ridhi,  is,  m.  the  rites  ob- 
served at  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Ttrtha-^iid,  f.  the 

stone   steps   leading  to  a  bathing-place.  —  Tirtlm- 
tfOKUt  as,  as,  as,  one  whose  mere  fame  is  sacred 
or  swtf\&es.  —  Tirtha-$'raddha-prayoga,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Sraddha-cinta-mani  by  Siva- 
rama,    treating   of  funeral   ceremonies.  —  Tirtha- 

seni,  is,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Main's  attending  on Skanda.  —  Tirtha-sev-tn,   I,  ini,  i,  visiting  shrines, 

a  pilgrim ;   (i),  m.  a  kind  of  crane,  Ardca  Nivea. 
—  Tirtha-saukhya,  am,  n.  title  of  a  particular  work 
or  of  a  part  of  a  work. 

Tirl/iaka,  as,  d,  am,  holy,  sacred,  venerable; 
(a*),  m.  an  ascetic  Brahman  ;  N.  of  a  N5ga. 

Tirtlilka,  as,  m.  an  ascetic  Brahman  (visiting 
holy  shrines  or  bathing-places),  a  pilgrim. 

Tirlhl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -liar- 
turn,  to  make  sacred.  —  Tirtlti-kuruua,  am,  n.  the 
act  of  rendering  sacred ;  (as,  I,  am),  sanctifying. 

Tirthi-lhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  sacred. 

'Ilrthya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  a  ford  or  to  a 
sacred  bathing-place,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  an  ascetic ;  [cf. 
tairthya.] 

lie,    cl.  i.  P.  tlcati,  &.c.,  to    be 

x  large  or  strong,  to  be  fat  or  corpulent; 

[cf.  rt.  MID.] 

TlfaX  tirara,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  tir), 
the  ocean ;  a  hunter,  the  adulterine  offspring  of  a 

Rajaputr!  by  a  Kshatriya ;  one  who  lives  by  killing 
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and  selling  game  ;  a  fisherman  (?)  ;  (t),  f.  the  wife 
of  a  hunter  or  of  a  fisherman. 

tftn  tlvra,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  <y  ; 

probably  connected  with  rt.  tiv  and  rt.  2.  <u),  strong, 
severe,  violent,  intense,  fierce,  ardent,  impetuous, 

sharp,  keen,  acute,  poignant,  pungent,  sour;  hot, 
warm;  flashing,  pervading;  much,  exceeding,  ex- 

cessive, endless,  unbounded,  unlimited  ;  horrible, 
dreadful  ;  (as),  m.  sharpness,  &c.  ;  a  hunter  (?)  ;  an 
epithet  of  Siva;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  viz. 
Helleborus  Niger  ;  black  mustard  ;  a  sort  of  DurvS 
or  bent  grass,  =  ganda-durvd  ;  basil,  =  taradt,  = 
mahd-jyotishmatl  ;  N.  of  a  river,  the  Padma-vati, 
in  the  east  of  Bengal  ;  (am),  n.  heat,  pungency  ;  a 
shore  [cf.  Krai]  ;  tin  [cf.  tiro]  ;  iron,  steel  [cf. 

tikshna]  ',  (am),  ind.  violently,  impetuously,  sharply, 
fiercely;  much,  excessively.  —  Tivra-Ttanda  or  (ac- 

cording to  a  various  reading)  tivra-kantha,  as,  m. 
a  pungent  kind  of  Arum.  —  Tivra-yati,  is,  is,  i, 
moving  rapidly,  quick,  swift.  —  Tivra-gandhd,  f. 
cumin-seed  or  Ptychotis  Ajowan.  —  Tivra-jvdld,  f. 
Grislea  Tomentosa;  [cf.  agni-jvdld  and  vahni- 

s'ikhd.'}  —  Tlvra-td,  f.  violence,  sharpness,  heat, 
pungency.  —  Tiwa-ddru,  us,  m.  a  species  of  tree. 
«  Tivra-^aumska,  am,  n.  daring  heroism,  such  as 
the  storming  of  a  fortress.—  Tivra-rosha-samdiixh  ta, 
as,  a,  am,  filled  wilh  fierce  anger.  —  Tivra-vedana, 
f.  excessive  pain,  agony,  the  pain  of  damnation. 
—  Tivra-toka-mmdvishta,  as,  a,  am,  filled  with 

excessive  sorrow.  —  Tivra-iokarta  (°ka-dr°),  as,  a, 
am,  afflicted  with  poignant  grief.  —  Tivra-sava^ 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  EkSha  sacrifice.  —  Tivra-sut,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  pressed  out  of  a  sour  or  fermenting  substance  ; 

(SSy.  tlvra-suta,  as,  a,  am),  whose  expressed  juice 
is  sharp  or  pungent;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  an  Ekaha  sacri- 

fice. —  Tlvrdnanda  (°ra-dn  ),  as,  m.  '  having  intense 

joy,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Tivranta  (°ra-an"),  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  becoming  strong  or  sharp  at  the  dose 
(i.  e.  by  a  process  of  fermentation)  ;  having  a  sure  or 
excessive  result. 

Tivraya,  nom.  P.  -yati,  -yitum,  to  make  sharp, 
strengthen. 

N.  of  a  writer  on tisata,  as,  m., 
medicine. 

TJ  i.  tu,  the  base  of  some  of  the  cases  of 
the  2nd  personal  pronoun  ;  [cf.  Cm.] 

•sr  2.  tu,  cl.  2.  P.,  Ved.  taviti  and  tauti, 
O  tiitdva,  totum  and  tavitum,  to  have  authority 

or  power,  to  be  strong  ;  to  attain  ;  to  thrive  or  increase, 
to  fill,  become  full  ;  to  go  or  move  ;  to  injure,  hurt, 
kill:  Caus.,  Ved.  (only  used  in  aor.  tutot),  to  make 
strong  or  efficient,  make  valid,  accomplish  ;  [cf.  Zend 

tav,  'to  be  able;'  tavan,  'powerful  -.'Pers.^jjituvdn, 
'  power  ;'  vUS  tuvanam,  '  I  can  :'  Gr.  TUA.OS,  TuAr;, 
Tti\<JiD,  THUS:  Lat.  tumor,  tumere,  tumidus,  tu- 
mirfus(?),  tuber,  tueri,  totus:  Umbr.  Osc.  tanta, 

tola,  touta,  '  town  ;'  tut-icus,  '  townish  :'  Goth. 
thiiida,  thiuth,  thiuthyan:  Angl.  Sax.  thu-ma, 
'  the  thumb  ;'  theod,  '  people  :'  Old  Germ,  da-mo, 
'  the  thumb  :'  Slav,  ty-ti,  '  to  grow  fat  ;'  tu-ku,  '  fat  :' 
Lith.  tau-ka-i,  '  fat  ;'  tunk-u,  '  I  become  fat  :'  Old 
Pruss.  tau-ta,  '  land,  country  :'  Cambro-Brit.  tyv-u, 
'to  increase.'] 

7f  3.  tu,  ind.  (a  particle,  perhaps  connected 

with  the  pronom.  base  2.  ta,  or  with  the  Vedic  pro- 
noun tva  ;  never  found  at  the  beginning  of  a  sentence 

or  verse,  and  causing  the  verb  with  which  it  is  con- 
structed to  retain  its  accent).  As  a  particle  implying 

*  earnest  entreaty  '  or  '  urgent  request'  it  is  often  used  in 
the  Veda,  like  Lat.  dum,  with  an  imperative,  and  may 

be  translated  by  '  pray  !'  '  I  beg,'  '  do'  (e.  g.  a  treta, 
come  here,  do)  ;  or  it  may  be  rendered  by  *  well,' 
'  now  then,'  '  now,'  '  just.'  As  an  adversative  particle 
it  is  equivalent  to  '  but,'  '  on  the  contrary,'  '  on  the 
other  hand'  (e.g.  na  tfMnati  janayati  tu,  he 
does  not  destroy  but  he  produces).  The  sense  '  but  ' is  most  common  in  later  Sanskrit, 

Tu  is  sometimes,  however,  used  for  fa,  'and' 
(e.  g.  d  samudrdt  purvdd  d  samudrdt  t't  paid- 
mat,  to  the  eastern  sea  and  to  the  western  sea)  ;  and 

even  for  vd,  'or'  (e.g.  ushfra-ydnam  samdruhya 
khara-ydnam  tu,  having  ascended  a  camel-carriage 
or  one  drawn  by  donkeys).  Sometimes  it  appears  to 
be  incorrectly  written  for  nu  (e.  g.  kin  tu  for  kin 
nu).  Occasionally  it  seems  to  be  used  for  tadd  after 
(et  (e.  g.  tdm  fed  na  ditseyam  pramathyaindm 
hareyus  tu,  if  I  were  not  willing  to  give  her  then 
they  would  take  her  by  force).  Not  unfrequently  tu 
is  used  as  an  expletive  to  fill  out  a  verse  or  prevent 
the  blending  of  vowels  (e.g.  irshyi  ghrini  tv 
a-santushta/i,  Sec.,  an  envious  man,  one  over-com- 

passionate, a  discontented  man,  &c.).  Tu — tu, 
although — yet;  api-tu,  moreover;  kin  tu,  but, 
nevertheless,  notwithstanding;  paran  tu,  more- 

over, but,  nevertheless ;  na  tv  eva  tu,  but  by  no 
means.  According  to  lexicographers  tu  implies  dis- 

junction, mutual  opposition,  alternative,  asseveration, 
emphasis,  conjunction,  &c. 

'rTt^TT  tu/tkhiira,  as,  m.  pi.  (probably  = 
twlJidra),  N.  of  a  race  of  people;  (as),  m.  a  man 
of  this  race. 

{T^  tuk.     See  i.  tut  below. 

1^  tuka-jyotir-vid,  t,  m.,  N.  of an  astronomer. 

TnKTSjM^  tukakshirl,  f.  =  tuaakshir~t,  the manna  of  bamboos. 

Fpi  tukka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

TH3TC  tukhara,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  non- 
Hindu  people  to  the  north-west  of  Madhya-desa; 
(often  written  tushdra) ;  [cf.  tnl/khara.] 

TTHT  tugd,  f.  the  so-called  Tabashir  (fr. 
tvak-lishird),  a  white  secretion  found  sometimes  in 
the  joints  of  bamboos,  the  manna  of  bamboos.  —  Tu- 
gd-kihin,  f.  a  peculiar  kind  of  bamboo  manna ;  [cf. 

tukd-Tishirl."\ 
TftJ  tugra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 

Bhujyu  who  was  protected  by  the  Asvins ;  N.  of  an 
enemy  of  Indra,  conquered  by  the  latter. 
Tugriya,  Ved.  =  tugrya. 
Tugrya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic  of  Bhujyu ;  N. 

of  a  man  or  of  a  race;  (a),  f.  water.  —  Tugryd- 
vridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  delighting  in  the  Tugryas ;  epi- 

thet of  Indra  and  of  Soma ;  (Say.)  increasing  water, 
increasing  with  water. 

jf*^ «^ tugvan,  a,  n.,  Ved.  =  tlrtha,  q.  v. 
7T]f  tunga.     See  under  rt.  2.  tuj  next  col. 

Tf^  i.  tu6  or  i.  tuj,  k,  f.,  Ved.  offspring, 

children,  propagation ;  [cf.  toka  and  tokman.] 
Tuji,  is,  f.,  Ved.  propagation,  begetting  children ; 

(t'x),  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man  protected  by  Indra. 

W^  2.  tut  in  a-tu6  (q.  v.),  growing  dusk 

H'flS  tuMia,  as,  a,  am  (probably  for  tusha), 

empty,  void,  vain,  light ;  small,  little,  trifling ;  aban- 
doned, deserted;  low,  mean,  insignificant,  contemptible ; 

miserable,  poor;  worthless;  (o),  f.  the  Indigo  plant, 
=  tutthd;  (am),  n.  chaff;  [cf.  Lith.  tuszdtas, 

'  empty.']  —  Tuffhortva,  am,  n.  emptiness,  mean- 
ness, inanity,  vanity.  —  TiMlia-dru,  us,  m.  ('the 

sapless  tree'),  the  castor-oil  tree,  Ricinus  Communis. 
—  TuMha-dhdnya  or  tuMha-dhdnyaka,  am,  n. 
straw,  chaff. 

Tudfhaka,  as,  d,  am,  void,  empty,  &c.,  =  tutflia. 
TuMhaya,  nom.  P.  tu^fkayati,  &c.,  to  make 

empty  or  poor. 
Tuffhi-kri,  cl.  8. P.  \.-karoti,  -Jcurute,  -kartum, 

to  consider  as  vain  or  idle,  to  despise,  contemn. 

TwSfhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  void,  empty,  vain. 

HIT  i.  tuj.    See  i..tut  above. 

2.  tuj  or  tunj,  cl.  i.  6.  P.,  Ved.  to- 
\  jati,  tujati,  tutoja,  tojitum,  or  cl.  I.  P. 

utijati,  tutunja,  tuiijttmn,  Ved.  Inf.  tiijase,  to 
strike,  hit ;  impel,  push ;  to  press  out,  emit ;  to  stir 

up,  urge  on,  instigate,  incite ;  wave  to  and  fro ;  to 
lasten ;  Ved.  reach,  extend,  project ;  to  kill  or  hurt ; 

to  guard,  protect,  to  be  strong ;  to  clothe ;  to  live : 
?ass.  tujyate,  &c.,  to  be  struck,  to  be  vexed,  &c. :  Caus. 
tujayati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  promote,  instigate;  to 
move  quickly,  spring,  run  [cf.  tutujdna]  ;  tunjayati 

or  tojayati,  -yitum,  to  hurt,  to  injure  or  kill ;  to  be 
strong  or  vigorous ;  to  give  or  take ;  to  dwell,  abide ; 
to  shine,  speak ;  [cf.  tutuji.] 

Tunga,  as,  d,  am,  high,  elevated,  prominent,  erect, 
lofty;  long;  vaulted;  chief, principal;  strong, passionate 

cf.  ut-tunga] ;  (as),  m.  an  elevation,  height,  culmina- 
tion, altitude ;  a  mountain ;  top,  highest  point,  peak, 

vertex;  the  superior  apsis  or  aphelion  ofaplanet;  (meta- 
phorically) a  throne ;  a  wise  man ;  a  rhinoceros ;  the 

planet  Mercury ;  the  tree  Rottleria  Tinctoria ;  the 
cocoa-nut ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (o),  f.,  N.  of  a  tree  [cf. 

s'ami] ;  a\so  =  tugd,  bamboo  manna;  N.  of  a  metre 
consisting  of  four  lines  of  eight  syllables  each ;  N.  of 
a  river  in  the  Mysore  territory;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of 
Ocimum  (canard) ;  turmeric ;  night ;  (am),  n. 
the  stamina  of  the  lotus  blossom ;  [cf.  Lith.  tunkH, 

'  to  grow  fat :'  Russ.  tutnyl,  '  fat :'  Hib.  tonngo, '  a 

billowy  sea;'  tonnghail,  tonnta,'  waved.']  —  Tunga- 
kuta,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?),  N.  of  a  place  of 

pilgrimage.  —  Tunga-td,  f.  or  tunga-tva,  am,  n. 
altitude,  loftiness,  height,  passionateness.  —  Tunga- 
dhanvan,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Suhma.  —  Turtga- 
nabha,  as,  m.  a  particular  species  of  poisonous 
insect.  —  Tuttga-nasikd  or  i,  f.  a  woman  having  a 
prominent  nose.  —  Tunga-prastha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mountain.  —  Tunga-bala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior. 
—  Tunga-bha,  am,  n.  the  lunar  mansion  in  which 
a   planet   reaches   its   apsis,  the  apsis  of  a  planet. 
—  Tmtga-bhadra,  as,  m.  a  restive  elephant  or  one 
in  rut;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  in  the  Mysore  territory, 
commonly  called  Tumbudra,  formed  by  the  junction 
of  the  Tun-ga  and  Bhadra  rivers.  —  Tunga-mukha, 

as,  m.  a  rhinoceros,  ('  having  a  prominent  snout.') 
—  Tunga-vija,  as  or   am,   m.  or   n.  (?),  quick- 

silver, ('  forming  longseed-like  balls.')  —  Tunga-vend, 
f.,  N.  of  a  river  in  the  Dekhan.  —  Tunga-iekliara, 
as,  m.  the  top  of  a  mountain.  —  Tunga-faila,  as, 

m.  '  the  high  mountain,'  N.  of  a  mountain  with  a 
temple  of  Siva.  —  Tungi-ndsa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
poisonous  insect.  —  Tungi-pati,  is,  m.  the  moon, 

('lord  of  night.')  —  Tungts~a  ("gl-is'a),  as,  m.  the 
moon ;  the  sun ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  Krishna. 

—  Tungeivara    (°ga->f),   as,    m.    '  lord   of  the 
mountains,'  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  a  temple  of  Siva ; 

[cf.  girito  and  ot'ris'a.] Tungaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Rottleria  Tinctoria; 

(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  forest. 
Tungin,  i,  irii,  i,  high,  lofty ;  (»),  m.  a  planet 

at  the  apex  of  its  orbit  or  of  its  position  with  regard 
to  others  considered  astrologically ;  (irii),  f.,  N.  of  a 

plant,  =  mahd-s'atdvari. 
3.  tuj,  k(f),  f.,  Ved.  shock,  impulse;  pressure; 

assault ;  (k,  fc,  k),  pressing,  urging  on,  impelling. 
Tujya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  struck  or  pushed,  to 

be  impelled. 
Tunja,  as,  m.,  Ved.  shock,  assault ;  a  Daitya,  a 

demon  ;  a  thunderbolt ;  giving ;  (as,  d,  am),  noxious, 

mischievous. 

tuji.     See  under  i.  tu(,  col.  2. 

tuhjina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  kings 

of  KaSmlra. 
tut,  cl.  6.  P.  tutati,  tutota,  tutitum, 

to  dispute,   quarrel,    wrangle;    to  hurt  or 
injure :  Caus.  P.  totayati,  See.,  a  wrong  reading  for 
trotayati. 

rt!«rj<s  tutituta,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  S'iva. 
tutuma,  as,  m.  a  mouse  or  rat. 
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^ra  tud,  cl.  I.  6.  P.  todati,  tudati,  tutoda, 
"  N  toditum  or  tuditum,  to  tear,  split,  break, 

cut,  pull  to  pieces ;  to  push ;  to  injure,  hurt  or  kill ; 
to  bring  near. 

•a-j  tudd,  cl.  i.  P.  tuddati,  &c.,  to  dis- 
O%  respect,   disregard,  contemn;    [cf.  rt.  titd 

and  tod.] 

•St  HI   tun,  cl.  6.  P.  tunati,  tutona,  toni- 

\5     \  turn,  to  curve,  bend  or  make  crooked  ;  to 
be  crooked  or  curved ;  to  act  fraudulently. 

fjftrj  tuni,  is,  m.  =  kuni  =  tunna,  the  tree 
Cedula  Toona. 

ijftrra  tunika  (tunika  ?),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
tree,  =  nandi-vriksha. 

turaga-daitya. 

Tunda,  am,  n.  (according  to  some  also  as,  m.) 
a  beak,  snout  (of  a  hog  Sec.),  trunk  (of  an  elephant) 
mouth,  face ;  the  point  of  an  instrument ;  (as),  m 

a  N.  of  Siva ;  of  a  Rakshas  or  demon ;  [cf.  asthi-t° 
kanka-f,  kdka-f,  &c.]  —  Tunda-deva,  as,  m. 
N,  of  a  race  or  of  a  particular  class  of  men.  —  Tunda- 
ileva-bhakta,  am,  n.  the  district  inhabited  by  the 
Tunda -devas. 
Tundaka-tunda  above. 
Tundakerikd,  f.=*tundikeri,  the  cotton  plant. 
Tundakeri,  f.  a  cucurbitaceous  plant,  Momordica 

Monadelpha. 
Tundi,  it,  m.  a  beak,  the  mouth,  the  face ;  (is), 

f.  the  navel,  a  prominent  navel  [cf.  tundi] ;  em- 
physema or  distention  of  the  navel  (in  infants) ;  a 

kind  of  gourd  or  cucumber,  =  indru,  kushmdnda; 

[cf.  tundi  in  katu-tundi,  tikta-t°.] 
Tundika,  as,  d,  am,  furnished  with  a  trunk  or 

snout;  (d),  f.  the  navel  [cf.  tundikd];  the  plant 
Momordica  Monadelpha;  [cf.  katu-tundikd  and 

kdka-t°.'] Tundikera,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race ;  (as),  m.  the 

prince  of  this  race ;  (i),  f.  the  cotton  plant ;  a  kind 
of  cucumber,  Momordica  Monadelpha ;  a  large  boil 
or  swelling  on  the  palate. 

Tundikerikd,  (.  Momordica  Monadelpha. 
Tundikerin,  i,  m.  a  species  of  poisonous  insect 

Taydikefi,  f.  a  sort  of  gourd,  Momordica  Mona- 
delpha. 

Tundifcla,  am,  n.  a  particular  kind  of  costly 

garment. 
Tundibha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  prominent  or 

elevated  navel ;  [cf.  lundibha.] 

Tundila,  as,  d,  am,  talkative ;  speaking  harshlj 
or  severely ;  loquacious ;  having  a  prominent  o 

elevated  navel ;  [cf.  tundila.'] 
f  tundela,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  kinc 

of  evil  spirit  or  goblin. 

•jpTTrf  tutdta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  founder  o 
a  philosophical  system ;  [cf.  tautdtika.] 

rlrHftiJ  tuturvani,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  i.  tur} 
Ved.  striving  to  bring  near  or  obtain  ;  (SSy.)  actin 
with  alacrity,  acting  speedily ;  [cf.  jugurvanl  an 

TfrU  tuttha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i .  tudf 

fire ;  (d),  f.  the  Indigo  plant ;  small  cardamoms 
(am),  n.  blue  vitriol,  sulphate  of  copper,  especial! 
considered  as  an  ointment  or  medical  application  t 
the  eyes ;  a  collyrium  extracted  from  the  Amomum 
Zanthorrhiza ;  a  stone,  a  rock.  —  Tutthdnjan 

('  f/ta-ari3),  am,  n.  blue  vitriol  as  an  ointment  o 
medicinal  application  to  the  eyes. 

Tntthaka,  am,  n.  blue  vitriol. 

Tutthai/a  (originally  '  to  cover  with  blue  vitriol  ?' 
nom.  P.  tultliayati,  -yitum,  to  screen,  veil,  cover 
to  spread. 

ITU    tutha,  Ved.    occurring    in    csrtai 

rmularies,  (explained  in  commentaries  by  brah  ma- 

~ipa,  '  having  the  shape  or  form  of  Brahma.') 

I.  tud,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  tudati,  -te,  tutoda, 
,  tutude,   tottyati,   -te,   alautslt,    atutta, 

Hum,  to  strike,  hit,  push;   to  goad,  prick;    to 
ruise ;    to  pain,  wound,   sting,  vex,  harass,  tease, 
orture,  torment:  Caus.  todayati,  -yitum,  aiutu- 

at,  to  push  &c. :   Desid.  tututsati,  -te :  Intens. 

rtudyate,  tototti;   [cf.  rt.   tund,  toltra,   toda; 
Gr.  TvS-fv-s,   TuS-a-s,  TvfS-dprf-s,  TwS-apeo-j, 
'wS-dpiv-s,  TwSip-ixo-s !  Lat.  tund-o,  tud-es, 

ud-i-tare,  dea  Pertunda,  tussis;   Goth,  staut- 

n;    Old  Germ,  stoz-an;  Mod.  Germ,  etoss-en; 

Vngl.  Sax.  a-stintan,  '  to  blunt :'   the  initial  »  is 
•iginal,  and  dropped  in  Sanskrit.] 
i.  turl,  t,  t,  t,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  striking, 
ricking,  goading. 

Tuda,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  striking, 

ricking,  stinging,  paining,  tormenting  [cf.  tilan- 
uda  and  arun-tuda,  'striking  a  wound'];  (as), 

N.  of  a  man.  -  Tud-ddi,  the  grammatical 

esignation  of  the  sixth  class  of  roots  or  those  of •hich  tud  is  the  first. 

Tunna,  as,  d,  am,  struck,  hit ;  pricked ;  goaded, 

ormented,  hurt,  vexed,  injured ;  cut,  broken,  cut 

own  &c. ;  (as),  m.  the  Toon  or  Tuna  tree,  the 
rood  of  which  bears  some  resemblance  to  mahogany 

nd  is  used  for  furniture  &c. ;  Cedrela  Toona. 

—  Tunna-vdya,  as,  m.  a  tailor.  —  Tunna-sevani, 
.  the  suture  of  a  wound  (in  surgery) ;  a  suture  of 
he  skull. 

•fPT  tuna,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (r),  Ved.  a  various 
eading  (in  the  Sima-veda)  for  tana,  posterity. 

tund,  cl.  i.  P.  tundati,  &c.,  to  be 
busy,   active;    to  search,   seek;    [cf.   rt. 

rand.] 

•jp^  tunda,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I .  tud), 
i  protuberant  belly,  the  belly,  abdomen ;  (as,  I),  m.  f. 
the  navel.  —  Tunda-kupikd  or  tunda-kupi,  f.  the 
cavity  of  the  navel.  —  Tunda-parimdrja,  as,  d,  am, 
one  who  is  in  the  habit  of  stroking  his  belly  (in  the 
iteral  sense).  —  Tunda-parimrija,  as,  d,  am,  one 
who  is  in  the  habit  of  rubbing  his  belly  (meta- 

phorically), a  lazy  man,  a  sloth,  a  sluggard.  —  Tunda- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  corpulent,  fat. 
Tundi,  is,  i,  f.  n.  the  belly ;  (is),  f.  the  navel ; 

(is),  m.,  N.  of  a  Gandharva. Tundika,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  large  or  prominent 
navel  or  belly,  fat,  corpulent ;  (a),  f.  the  navel. 
Tundikara,  as,  m.  the  navel. 
Tundita,  as,  d,  am,  or  tundln,  i,  ini,  i,  or 

tundibha  or  tundila,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  large  or 
prominent   belly  or   navel ;    gorbellied,   corpulent. 
-  Tundila-pJiald,  i.  Cucumis  Utilissimus. 
WW  tunna.     See  under  rt.  i.  tud  above. 

tumura,  as,  am,  m.  n.  mingled  com- 
bat ;  [cf.  tumula.] 

Tpjc^  tumula,  as,  a,  am,  tumultuous, 
noisy;  excited,  perplexed,  confused  ;  (an,  am),  m.  n. 
uproar,  tumult,  tumultuous  sound,  clang,  clatter, 
tumultuous  or  confused  combat,  melee,  confusion  ; 

(as),  m.  Beleric  Myrobalan,  Terminalia  Bellerica  ; 
(sometimes  read  tumala  and  tumfda)  ;  [cf.  Lat. 

tumultus.]-Tumula-yuddlia,am,n.  a  tumultuous 

conflict. 

f1  t-M   tump  and  tumph.     See  rt.  tup. 

•SITS   tumb,  cl.  I.  P.    tumbati,    &c.,   to 
\3     \  distress,  trouble,  torment  ;    to  hurt,  kill  ; 

cl.  10.  P.  tumbayati,  &c.,  to  trouble;  or  (according 
to  a  various  reading)  to  be  invisible. 
irg  tumba,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  long  gourd, 

Lagenaria  Vulgaris;  (a),  f.  Lagenaria  Vulgaris; - 

*'JP  or  '"•?*  or  tumP  or 
6.  P.  topati,  tupali,  tophati,  tuphati, 

lumpati,  tumpkaU,  &c.,  (in  the  last  two  the  form 
in  cl.  I.  will  only  differ  from  that  in  cl.  6.  by  the 

accent),  to  injure,  hurt,  wound  ;  kill;  tump,  cl.  10. 
P.  tumpayati,  &c.,  a  various  reading  for  tumb,  q.  v. ; 
[cf.  Gr.  ivir-T-u,  riiro-s,  TUIT^,  TUJU-M«>  T«ir<{(5)s, 
rvnir-avo-v ;  Lat.  stupeo;  Old  Germ,  stumpf, 

itumb-alon,  stumph;  Old  Island.  *r«/-r.] 

ri«J'0  tubari,  f.=  tumbari,  coriander;   a 
bitch. 

tubh,  cl.  I.  A.,  4.  9.  P.  tobhate, 
tubhyati,  tubhnati,  tutobha,  tutubhe, 

tobhitum,  to  push,  to  kill,  hurt,  injure  in  any  man- 
ner; [cf.  stubh;  Goth,  tlaubt ;  Angl.Sax.  theof.] 

HH  tubha,  as,  m.  =  stubha,  a  goat. 

HHc5  tumala,  a  various  reading  for  tu- 
mula,  q.  v. 

tumiiija,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  roan. 

tumb'i,  lumbha-t°, as  or  am,  m.  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  country.  —  Tumba- 

•cina,  as,  m.  '  having  a  Tumba  or  gourd  for  a  lute,'  a 
N.  of  Siva.  —  Tumbi-pushpa,  am,  n.  the  flower  of 
the  Lagenaria  Vulgaris. 
Tumbaka,  as,  m.  the  gourd  Lagenaria  Vulgaris  ; 

(am),  n.  the  fruit  of  this  gourd. TumU,  is,  or  tumbikd,  (.  a  long  white  gourd, 

Lagenaria  Vulgaris. 
Tarn/it  ni,  f.  =  katu-tumbi. 
Tumbuka,  as,  m.  the  plant,  and  (am),  n.  the 

fruit,  of  Lagenaria  Vulgaris. 

WffT  tumbara,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a 

kind  of  plant;  (f),  f.  =  tuvari,  a  sort  of  earth,  = 

tubari,  a  bitch. 

ljg^\  tumbaru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Gandharva  ; 
(perhaps  a  wrong  reading  for  tumburu.) 

"ZW*  tumbuma,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race  or 

people  ;  [cf.  tumbura.] 
?Ht  tvmbura,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race  ; 

(i),  f.  coriander  ;  a  bitch  ;  [cf.  tumbari.] 

•jrg^  tumburu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of 
Kalapin  ;  N.  of  a  Gandharva  ;  N.  of  the  attendant 
of  the  fifth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpinI  ;  («),  n. 
the  fruit  of  Diospyros  Embryopteris  ;  coriander; 
(according  to  others  us,  u),  m.  n.  the  plant  and  seed 
of  Diospyros  Embryopteris. 
TPJ  tumra,  as,  a,  am  [cf.  tumura  above], 

Ved.  big,  strong,  powerful  ;  wild  ;  (SSy.)  energetic  (  = 
preraka)  ;  destroying  or  defeating  adversaries  ;  see 
tiiluma;  [cf.  Lat.  tumidus.] 

i.  tur  (connected  with  rts.  tri,  tnar, 

\  and  tur),  cl.  6.  P.  A.,  Ved.  turati,-te,  See., 
to  hurry,  hasten,  press  forwards,  run  ;  overcome  ;  in- 

jure ;  cl.  3.  P.,  Ved.  tutor!  i  :  Caus.  turayati,  -yitum, 
to  run  :  "Desid.,  Ved.  tuturiltati  :  Intens.  A.,  Ved. 
in  the  part,  tarlurdna,  running  forwards  ;  [cf.  rt. 
trar;   Gr.   Tup-07),   ivp-fta,   Tup/3afto,  rupQaala, 

Tvp-p-lti<u;Lzt.  turba,  turbare,  furb-idu-s,turma; 

Angl.  Sax.  thrym,  '  multitude,  mass,  troop  ;'  Goth. 
Ihanrp;   Old  Germ,  dorf,  'conference,  assembly, 
meeting  ;'  Old  Island,  thyrpaz,  '  to  congregate.'] 

3.  tur,  tur,  tur,  tur,  Ved.  running  a  race,  hasten- 
ing, fighting,  conquering,  a  warrior  ;    [cf.  ap-tur, 

dji-tur,  &c.] 
i.  tura,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.3.  tura  see  p.  379,  col.  I  ), 

Ved.  furthering,  promoting,  a  promoter  ;  quick,  will- 

ing, prompt  ;  (am),  ind.  quickly.  —  Tura-ga,  ax,  m. 
'  going  quickly,'  a  horse  ;  the  mind,  thought  ;  (?),  f. 
a  mare,  =  ativa-gandltd,  the  plant  Physalis  Flexuosa  ; 

[cf.  turan-ya  and  turatt-yama.]  —  Turaga-ganflha, 
f.  =  tura-</i,PhysalisFlexuosa;[cf.rura»(7a-(7andA<J.] 

«  Turaya-danava  or  turaga-dailya,  as,  m.'  horse- 



titan'  or '  DSnava  in  the  shape  of  a  horse,"  an  epithet 

of  Kes'in.  —  Turaga-mla-tdla,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
gesture  with  the  hand.  —  Turaga-priya,  as  or  am, 

ID.  or  n.  (?),  barley, '  liked  by  horses ;'  [cf.  turanga- 
priya.]  —  Turaga-brakma-faryalia,  am,  n.  the 
sexual  restraint  of  horses,  i.  e.  compulsory  celibacy, 
leading  a  life  of  continence,  in  consequence  merely 
of  being  without  female  society.  —  Turaga-medha, 
as,  m.  a  horse-sacrifice,  =  awa-medka.  —  Titraga- 

rakska,  as,  m. '  horse-guardian,'  a  groom,  an  equery. 
—  Turaga-lilaka,  as,  m.  a  particular  time  in  music. 

—  Turaga^radana  or  turagdnana  (°ga-dn°),  as, 
m.  pi.  '  horse-faced,'  N.  of  a  race  in  the  north  of 
Madhya-desa.  —  Tura-gatu,  us,  ux,  «,  Ved.  going 

quickly.  —  Turagdroha  (°ga-dr°),   as,  m.  '  one 
mounted  on  a  horse,'  a  horseman.  —  Turagin,  I, 
ini,  i,  equestrian,  riding,  mounted  or  carried  on  a 
horse;  (f),  m.  a  horseman,  a  cavalier.  —  Turayiya, 

an  adj.  derived  ft.  tura-ga  in  khara-turagiya-sam- 
parka,    as,   m.   sexual    intercourse   between   asses 

and  horses.  —  Turagopa(dra1:a  (°ga-up°),  as,  m. 
*  attending  to  horses,'  a  groom,  an  equery.  —  Twran- 
ga,  as,  m.  '  going  quickly,'  a  horse ;  a  N.  of  the 
number  seven  (because  of  the  seven  horses  of  the 
sun) ;  the  mind  considered  as  the  seat  of  feeling  as 
well  as  of  intellect,  the  heart;   (t),  f.  a  mare,  = 

lura-gl,  Physalis  Flexuosa,  =  ghotika,  Cucumis  Uti- 
lissimus ;  [cf.  tura-ga  and  turan-gama.]  —  Turan- 
gal;a,  as,  m.  the  plant  Luffa  Fcetida;  (ikd),  f.  a 
kind  of  cucurbitaceous  plant,  =  deva-dali,  the  large 
dark-green  pumpkin.  —  Turanga-gandhd,  (.  —  tu- 
raga-gandhd.  —  Ttiranga-dvi/shaift,  f.  (for  -dre- 
shani),  a  she-buffalo.  —  Turattga-ndtha,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  chief  of  a  sect.  —  Turanga-priya,  as,  m. 
=  turaga-priya,  b^ey.  — Turan-gama,  as,  m.  a 

horse ;  (1),  f.  a  mare  ;   [cf.  tura-ya  and  turan-ga.'] 
—  Turangama-4dla,  f.  a  horse-stable.  —  Turanga- 
medha,  as,  m.  a  horse-sacrifice,  =  a^va-medlia. 

—  Turanga-yayin,  I,  ini,  {,  going  on  horseback. 
—  Turanga-vaktra  or  turartga-vadana,  as,  m. 
'  horse-faced,'  a  Kinnara  or  chorister  of  Indra's  heaven. 
—  Twranga-sddin,  I,  m.  a  horseman,  a  horse-soldier. 

—  Turattga-skandha,  as,  m.  a  troop  of  horses. 
—  Turanga-sthdna,  am,  n.  a  horse-stable.  —  Tu- 

rangdri  (°ga-ari),  is,  m.  'enemy  of  the  horse,'  a 
buffalo ;  fragrant  oleander  (karamra).  —  Turaitga- 

rudha  (°ga-dr°),  as,  d,  am,  mounted  on  horseback ; 
(o«),  m.  a  horseman.  —  Turangin,  i,  m.  a  horse- 

man, a  rider,  a  groom ;  [cf.  turagin.J  —  Tura-ya, 
as,  ax,  am,  Ved.  going  quickly. 
Turana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  quick,  swift,  energetic; 

(am),  n.  haste. 

Turanya,  nom.  P.,  Ved.  turanyati,  Sec.,  to  be 
quick  or  swift ;  to  make  haste,  to  accelerate. 

Turanya-sad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  dwelling  among  the 
quick  or  active. 

Turanya,,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  quick,  swift,  energetic, 
zealous. 

2Vas-pc)/a,am,n.,Ved. anything  drunk  quickly  (?). 
I.  turi,  f.,  Ved.  overpowering  strength,  superior 

power.  (For  2.  turi  see  col.  2.) 

Turyd,  f.,  Ved.  overpowering  or  superior  strength. 

TJt2.  tura,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.tu;  ton.  tura 

see  p.  378,  co!.  3),  Ved.  strong,  powerful,  excelling, 
surpassing,  overpowering ;  an  epithet  of  Indra,  of  the 
Maruts,  Adityas,  &c. ;  possessed  of  property  ;  rich  ; 
abundant,  abounding;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor 
and  priest  with  the  patronymic  Kavasheya.  —  Tura- 
shdh,  -shut,  t,  t,  overpowering  the  mighty  or  over- 

powering quickly,  epithet  of  Indra  and  of  Vishnu ; 
(0.  m.  a  N.  of  Indra. 

Turdyana,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  ?.  tura),  N. 
of  a  man ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  sacrifice  or 
vow,  =  pawnamdsa-vihara,  a  modification  of  the 
full  moon  sacrifice ;  N.  of  a  Sattra ;  (as,  d,  am),  m. 
f.  n.  attachment  to  any  object  or  pursuit ;  attached 

to  any  object  or  pursuit  (?) ;  [cf.  pardyaiia.'] 
5^  3- tur",  a*, «,  am,  Ved.  hurt,  wounded  ; 

(according  to  S5y.  =  a-tura,  q.  v.) 

turaga-nlla-tala. 

turakin,  t,   ini,  i,  Turkish ;    [cf. 

,  N.  of  a  people,  'the  Turks;' 

tula-vlja. 

Ivruthka,] 

[cf.  turwhka."] TH7T  tura-ya,  turanya.    See  I.  tura,  p.  3/8. 

WTT^i  turashka,  N.  of  a  country  and  people 

mentioned  in  the  Srl-shaviyana  or  part  of  the  Ro- 
maka-siddhanta. 

TTTTRT5?  tura-shah.     See  2.  tura,  col.  I. 

fpft  2.  turi,  f.  (or  turi,  is,  in  the  first 

sense  ;  cf.  tuli),  the  fibrous  stick  used  by  weavers  to 

clean  and  separate  the  threads  of  the  woof;  a  painter's 
brush  ;  a  shuttle  ;  N.  of  a  wife  of  Krishna  (or  Vasu- 
deva)  and  mother  of  Jaras.  (For  1.  turi  see  col.  I.) 

nOt  turipa,  am,  n.,  Ved.  seminal  fluid; 

(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Tvashtri,  '  spermatic.' 
fjOfl  I.  turtya,  P.,  Ved.  tttriyati,  &c.,  to 

go  or  move  ;  [cf.  rt.  I.  tur  ahd  titranya.] 

gOfl  2.  tunya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  fourth,  a 
fourth  ;  consisting  of  four  parts  ;  whose  power  ex- 

tends on  all  four  sides,  mighty;  (am),  n.  the  fourth 
state  of  the  soul  (according  to  the  Vedanta  phil.), 
that  state  in  which  it  has  become  one  with  Brahma 

or  the  universal  spirit;  (as,  d,  am),  (with  a  different 
accent),  a  fourth,  constituting  the  fourth  part  ;  (am), 
n.  a  fourth  part,  a  quarter  ;  [cf.  turya  and  tfaturtlia.] 
—  Turiya-bhdga,  as,  m.  a  fourth  part  or  share. 
—  Turiya-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  a   sharer   of  a   fourth. 
—  Turiya-varna,  as,   d,  am,  belonging   to   the 
fourth  caste  ;  (as),  m.  the  fourth  caste  or  tribe,  a 

Sudra.  —  Turlyans'a  (°ya-an°),  as,   m.  a  fourth 
part  or  share,  a  quarter.  —  Turlydtita  (°ya-at°),  N. 
of  an  Upanishad.  —  Turiydrdha  (°ya-ar°),  am,  n. 
one  half  of  a  fourth,  an  eighth  part. 

Turlyaka,  as,  d,  am,  a  fourth  (part). 

Turya,  as,  d,  am,  =  2.  tunya,  fourth,  a  fourth  ; 
(am),  n.  the  fourth  state  of  the  soul,  in  which  it  be- 

comes one  with  Brahma,  a  quarter  ;  (as,  d,  am),  being 

in  the  above  state  ;  the  fourth  (part).  —  Turya-vah  or 
-vdh,  t,  f.  t  uryauhl,  Ved.  an  ox  or  cow  four  years  old. 

nfv"*  turushka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race, 

the  Indo-Scythian  race  or  Turks  ;  (as),  m.  the  country 
of  this  race,  Turan  or  Turkestan  ;  a  prince  of  this 
race;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  olibanum,  Indian  incense, 
the  resin  of  the  Boswellia  Serrata  ;  the  resin  of  the 
Pinus  Longifolia  ;  [cf.  j/auana.] 

fj^ft.  turphari,\ed.  (ir.ii.lriph),  accord- 

ing to  YSska  =  kfhipra-hantri,  striking  quickly  ;  (ac- 
cording to  S5y.,  turphari,  du.  =  killers  of  the  enemy.) 

Turpharltu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  according  to  Yiska 

=  liantri,  striking  ;  (according  to  Say.,  turpftar'itu, 
du.  =  tarphitdrau  =  fatrundm  hantdratt.  ) 

turya.     See  above  under  2.  tunya. 

turya,  f.     See  col.  i. 

turn  [cf.  rt.  i  .  tur],  cl.  I  .  P.,Ved.  tiir- 
vati,  tv.tu.rva,  tunitum,  to  overpower, 

overcome,  excel  ;  to  cause  to  overpower  or  conquer, 
help  to  victory;  to  save;    to  strike,  to  hurt,  kill, 
injure  ;  [cf.  tdrvaydna  and  turvl.] 

Turvani,ig,is,i  (fr.  rt.  i.tur),  Ved.  overpowering, 
excelling,  victorious  ;  (Say.)  acting  quickly,  serving 

quickly,  moving    quickly;    injuring   or    destroying enemies. 

Turvan,  a,  n.,  Ved.  (only  used  in  the  dat.  tur- 
vane),  conquering,  defeating,  injuring. 

TjM3[  turvasa,  as,  m.  (also  written  lurvasii), 
Ved.,  N.  of  a  hero  and  ancestor  of  the  Aryan  race, 
often  mentioned  in  the  Rig-veda  and  probably  re- 

lated to  the  Kanvas  ;  he  is  generally  mentioned 
together  with  his  brother  Yadu  ;  N.  of  a  whole 

race;  [cf.  turvasu  and  Jaurra'a.] 

du. 
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turvasu,  us,  m.  (a   later  form   of 

turmsa),  N.  of  a  son  of  Yayiti  and  DevaySni  and 
brother  of  Yadu. 

turviti,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man 
or  of  a  race. 

tul  [cf.rt.  tuf],  cl.  10.  P.  A.(accord- 
ing  to  Vopa-deva  also  cl.  I  .  P.)  tolayati  or 

tulayati,  -te,  (the  form  tolayati  is  rarely  used  in 
the  metaphorical  sense),  tolati,  atutulat,  -yitum,  to 
lift  up,  raise  ;  to  determine  the  weight  of  anything  by 
lifting  it  ;  to  weigh,  poise,  measure  ;  to  compare  by 
weighing  and  examining  ;  to  ponder,  weigh  in  the 
mind,  consider  ;  to  examine  with  distrust,  suspect  ; 
to  make  equal  in  weight,  to  equal,  compare  one 
thing  with  another  (with  inst.,  e.  g.  na  brd/tmanai« 

tulaije  lihutam  anyat,  I  do  not  compare  any  other 
being  with  Brahmans);  to  counterpoise,  counter- 

balance, outweigh,  weigh  against,  equal  in  weight, 
match,  be  equal  to  (with  ace.)  ;  to  possess  in  the  same 
degree,  to  attain,  reach  ;  [cf.  rt.  did:  Old  Lat.  tul-o, 
te-tul-i:  Lat.  tul-i,  Idtus  (for  tldtun),  tollere,  toll-o, 

tolleno,  tolerare,  tolutim:  Gr.  T\^-cat,  TaAo-s, 
woAii-TAa-y,  ra\a-6-s,  T\-fi-^uv,  T<i\~aVTO-v,  a-ra- 
\avro-s,  TaX-apo-y,  Tf\a-fjnav,  T6\-^ut,  ToA^4(£-a', 

Tc£f-ra\o-j  :  Goth,  thul-an,  '  to  tolerate  ;'  us- 
thul-ain-s,  'patience:'  Angl.  Sax.  tholian,  thyl- 
dian,  athylgian:  Old  Germ,  dol-an:  Germ. 

duld-en:  Slav,  tul-u,  'a  quiver.'] 
Tulana,  am,  n.  lifting,  raising  ;  weighing,  mea- 

suring; rating,  assessing,  taxing;  a  particular  high 
number. 

Tulayiti-d,  ind.  having  weighed,  having  counter- 
poised, having  made  equal  or  like,  &c. 

Tula,  f.  a  balance,  especially  a  fine  balance,  the 

beam  of  a  balance,  goldsmith's  or  assay  scales;  a 
measure,  a  weight,  (lulayd  dhri,  to  hold  in  a 

balance,  to  weigh)  ;  the  balance  as  an  ordeal  ;  weigh- 
ing ;  resemblance,  likeness,  equality,  similarity  ;  the 

sign  of  the  zodiac  Libra  ;  the  seventh  sign  in  a  circle 
divided  like  a  zodiac  ;  a  measure  or  weight  of  gold 
and  silver  =  100  Palas  or  about  145  ounces  troy  ;  a 
kind  of  vessel  ;  sloping  beams  or  timbers  in  the  roof 

of  a  house  ;  [cf.  bhdra-tuld  and  tulopatuld.]  —  Tuld- 
koti,  is,  !,  m.  f.  an  ornament  on  the  feet  or  toes 
of  women  ;  a  particular  weight  ;  a  hundred  millions, 
=  arbuda.  —  Tula-koto  or  tula-kosha,  as,  m.  a 
place  where  a  balance  or  pair  of  scales  is  kept  ;  ordeal 

by  weighing;  see  tuld-pariltshd.  —  Tuldkos'a-ra- hanya,  am,  n.  a  mystical  rite  which  consists  in 
weighing  seeds  and  thence  calculating  the  fertility 
of  the  soil.  —  Tuld-ddna,  am,  n.  the  gift  to  a 
BrShman  of  as  much  gold,  silver,  &c.,  as  equals  the 

weight  of  the  body.  —  Tuld-dhata,  as,  m.  the  scale 
or  cup  of  a  balance;  an  oar,  a  paddle.  —  Tuld- 

dhara,  as,  m.  '  holding  a  pair  of  scales,'  the  sign  of the  zodiac  Libra,  the  sun.  —  Tuld-dhdra,  as,  d,  am, 

'  holding  a  pair  of  scales  ;'  trading,  trafficking,  a 
trader,  a  dealer  ;  (as),  m.  the  string  of  a  balance  ; 
the  beam  ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Libra  ;  N.  of  a 
merchant.  —  Tuld-paddhati,  N.  of  a  book  by  Ka- 
malSkara-bhatta.  —  Tuld-parikshd,  (.  ordeal  by  the 
balance,  (the  weight  of  the  accused  being  first  taken, 
certain  prayers  and  ceremonies  are  performed,  after 
which  he  is  weighed  again  ;  if  lighter,  he  is  innocent  ;  if 
heavier,  or  as  at  first,  guilty.)  —  Tula-punislia,  as,  m. 

'  a  weighed  man,'  or  gold,  jewels,  and  other  ornaments 
equal  to  a  man's  weight,  an  offering  of  such  extent 
constituting  one  of  the  sixteen  pious  gifts  ;  a  kind 
of  penance.  —  Tuldpurusha-ddna,  am,  n.  gift  of 
gold  or  valuables  to  an  amount  equivalent  to  the 

weight  of  the  donor.  —  Tuld-pragraha  or  tuld- 

pragrdha,  as,  m.  the  string  of  a  balance.  —  Tulii- 
mdna,  am,  n.  measure  by  weight.  —  Tuld-yashti, 
is,  m.  or  f.  (?),  the  beam  of  a  balance.  —  Tula-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  furnished  with  or  possessed  of  a  balance. 
—  Tuld-vija,  am,  n.  the  GunjS  or  berry  of  the 

Abrus  Precatorius,  from  which  the  goldsmith's  or 
jeweller's  weight  in  India  is  taken  ;  the  berry  weighs 
about  lT5ff  grain  troy,  the  factitious  weight  about  2-^. 
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—  Ttdd-stttra,   am,   n.   the   string  of  a   balance. 

—  Talopatuld  (°ld-up°),  f.  a  supporting  beam  or 
prop  in  the  roof  of  a  house  (?). 

Tulita,  as,  a,  am,  made  equal  or  like,  equalled, 

compared  (with  iust.,  e.  g.  tatawktnui  tu/ita,  com- 
pared with  the  moon)  ;  weighed,  counterpoised. 

Tulya,  an,  a,  am,  equal  to,  of  the  same  kind  or 

class,  well  matched,  similar,  comparable,  equally 
valuable  or  precious,  like,  resembling  (with  gen.  or 
inst.,  e.g.  tulya  etasya,  equal  to  him;  praifaii 

tulya,  a  woman  as  dear  as  life  ;  or  with  the  crude  form 

in  comp.,  e.  g.  amrita-tulya,  similar  to  the  immor- 
tals or  to  nectar  ;  ctat-tulya,  equal  to  this  man)  ;  fit 

for  (with  inst.)  ;  even,  same  ;  indifferent  ;  (am),  ind. 

equally,  similarly,  in  like  manner  ;  (a*),  m.,  N.  of 
a  Gandharva.-'Titfya-Ja,  f.  or  tulya-tm,  am,  n. 
.equality,  likeness,  sameness,  resemblance  (with  inst., 

e.  g.  vayasd  tulyatd,  equality  in  age)  ;  equality  of 

place,  conjunction  (in  astronomy)  ;  drik-tutyatd, 
conformity  with  any  observed  place.  —  Tulya-tfjas, 
as,  as,  as,  equal  in  splendor.  —  Tu/ya-dardana, 
as,  a,  am,  regarding  with  equal  or  indifferent  eyes. 

—  Tulya-pa»a,  am,  n.  drinking  together,  compota- 
tion.  -  Tulya-balo,,  as,  d,a  m,  of  equal  strength.  —  Tu- 
lya-bhmand,  f.  (in  arithm.  or  algebra)  combination  of 
like  or  analogous  sets  of  magnitude.  —  Tulya-mulya, 

as,  a,  am,  of  equal  value.  —  ZVj/a-yooiVa,  f.  'com- 
bination of  equal  actions  or  qualities,"  a  figure  in 

rhetoric.  ~Tulya-rupa,  ai,  a  or  I,  am,  of  like  or 

equal  form;  like,  similar,  analogous.  —  Tulya-lak- 
shand,  f.  a  particular  figure  in  rhetoric.  —  Tulya- 

ran'ia,  as,  a,  am,  equal  in  race,  of  equal  race.  —  Tu- 
lya-mkrama,  as,  a,  am,  of  equal  prowess.  —  Tulya- 
•nirya,  as,  a,  am,  of  equal  strength.—  Tulya-rritti, 
it,  is,  i,  following  the  same  or  similar  occupation. 

—  Tulya-tfas,  ind.  in  equal  parts.  —  Tulya-iuddhi, 
is,  f.  equal  subtraction,  transposition  (in  arithmetic). 
—  Tvlya-todhana,  am,  n.  reducing  an  equation  by 
removing  the  like  magnitudes  on  both  sides.  —  Tu- 
lydkriti  (°ya-dk°),  is,  is,  i,  of  the  same  form, 
alike.  —  Tulydtulya,  as,  d,  am,  similar  and  dis- 

similar, like  and  unlike.  —  Tulydnumdna  Cya-an°), 
am,  n.  like  inference,  a  parallel  ase.  —  Tulyodyoya 

(°ya-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  equal  in  labours  or  exertions. 
tulakufi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

tulabha,  at,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior- 
tribe. 

Tulabhiya,  at,  m.  a  prince  of  the  above  tribe. 

[Tjlrft  tulasdrini,  f.  =  tuna,  a  quiver. 

tulast  or  tulasikd,  f.  holy  basil,  a 
small  shrub  said  to  have  been  produced  from  the 
hair  of  the  goddess  TulasI  and  held  in  veneration  by 
the  worshippers  of  Vishnu  (Ocymum  Sanctum) ;  N. 
of  a  deity.  —  Tulasi-dveshd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  = 
varvari.  —  Tulati-pattra,  am,  n.  a  TulasI  leaf, 
hence  a  very  small  gift.  —  Tulasi-wivdha,  as,  m. 
the  marriage  of  an  image  of  Vishnu  with  the  holy 
basil,  a  festival  on  the  twelfth  day  in  the  first  half  of 
the  month  KSrttika.  —  Tulasi-vrindavana,  as,  m. 
a  small  altar,  a  square  pedestal  before  the  gate  of  a 
Hindu  house  on  which  the  sacred  basil  is  planted. 

tuli,  it,  or  Mi,  f.  a  fibrous  stick  or 
brush  used  by  weavers  for  cleaning  the  threads  ol 

the  woof;  a  painter's  brush  used  for  that  purpose ;  [cf. 
tuli,  tuli,  tulikd,  turi.]  —  Tuli-phald,  f.  the  Simul 
or  silk-cotton  tree ;  [cf.  tuli-pkald.] 

Tulini  (xtuHni),   f.  the  Simul   or  silk-cotton tree. 

tulikd,  f.  a  small  bird  said  to  re- 
semble the  wagtail. 

fT<^  tulya.     See  above. 

turara,  as,  a,  am,  astringent  ;  beard- 
less ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  an  astringent  taste  ;  (as), 

m.  a  sort  of  grain,  =  tmjara-ydvandla  ;  (i),  f.  = 
ddhaki,  a  kind  of  lentil,  Cajanus  Indicus  ;  a  fragrant 

  th;   alum;    [cf.  tucara.]  —  Tuvara-ydmndla, 
as,  m.  a  sort  of  grain,  =kashdya-ydnandla.  Sec. 
<—  Tutarl-dimba,  a*,  m.  a  kind  of  plant,  Cassia 
Tora,  =  dakra-mardaka. 

Titvaraka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  grain  (?) ;  N.  of  a  tree 
D  -owing  in  the  countries  bordering  on  the  western 
ocean;  (Hid),  f.  Cajanus  Indicus;  a  sort  of  earth; ;lum. 

•gft  tuvi  (fr.  rt  .  2  .  tu),  =  bahu,  much,  many, 
reat,  strong,  excessive,  very,  (only  used  in  the  Ved. 
:ompounds  enumerated  below);  (is),  (.  =  luntbi,  a 

ong  gourd.  —  Tuvi-kurmi,  is,  is,  i,  or  tuvi-kiirmin, 
i,  jni,  »,  Ved.  powerful  in  working,  efficacious  ;  (SJy.) 

doing  many  and  various  deeds  ;  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Tu- 
ti-kratit,iu,ut,  tt.Ved.  of  a  strong  will  ;  (Say.)  doing 
any  deeds  ;  having  much  knowledge  ;  epithet  of 

dra.  -  Tuvi-ksha,  as,S,  am,  Ved.  epithet  of  Indra  's 
Indra. 

x>w,  (according  to  Say.  and  the  Nirukta  =  lahu-vi- 

kfhepa  or  malid-vil:*htpa), '  throwing  far,'  perhaps 
'  very  destructive,'  (ksha  being  then  fr.  rt.  4.  kshi.) 
-Tuvi-kshatra,as,d,am,Ved.  ruling  powerfully, 

(according  to  Mahi-dharat  preserving  from  many  inju- 
ries, epithet  of  Aditi.  —  Tuci-gra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

swallowing  much;  (Say.)  sounding  loudly;  going 
quickly.  —  Tnvi-grdbha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  seizing 
powerfully.  —  Tum-yri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  swallowing 
much  or  greedily ;  (Say.)  having  a  full  throat  or  to 
he  praised  by  many.  —  Tuvi-yriva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
having  a  powerful  or  firm  or  erect  neck,  having 
many  throats,  swallowing  or  consuming  much,  all- 
embracing.  —  Tuvi-jdta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  of  strong 
or  powerful  nature,  powerful;  bom  for  many, 
born  for  the  protection  of  many;  (Say.)  born 
with  many  (qualities),  from  whom  many  are 
born ;  epithet  of  the  gods  Indra,  Varuna,  Varuna- 
Mitra,  &c.  —  Tum-deshna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  granting 
excellent  gifts,  epithet  of  Indra;  (SSy.)  giving  much. 
—  Tuvi-dyumna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  very  glorious, 
powerful,  wealthy;   epithet  of  Indra,  and   of  the 
Maruts.  —  Tun-nrimna,   as,  a,  am,  Ved.   very 
manly  or  valiant  or  courageous;  epithet  of  Indra. 
—  Tuvi-prati,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  (Say.)  visiting  many, 
approaching  many;    withstanding   many,    (perhaps 
rather)  resisting  powerfully;  [cf.  a-prati.]—  Tuvi- 
Iddha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.   killing   many.  -  Turi- 
Irahman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  very  devoted  or   pious. 
—  Tuvi-manyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  very  zealous,  very 
furious.  —  Ttn-i-mdtra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  making  or 
creating  much,  very  efficacious,  measuring  many  (?). 
—  Turi-mraksha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  injuring  greatly, 

destructive ;  (Say.)  destroying  much  (timber).  —  Tuvi- 
rddhas,  as,  da,  as,  Ved.  granting  in  abundance ; 
(Say.)  opulent,  having  great  wealth.  —  Tuvi-vdja, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.   having  much  food  or  strength, 
strengthening,  abounding  with  food.  —  Tuvi-fagma, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  able  to  do  much ;   (Say.)  having 

much  enjoyment  or  pleasure.  —  Tuvi-s'ushma,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  high-spirited ;   (S5y.)  of  great  power, 
very  strong,  epithet  of  Indra  and  of  Indra-Varuna. 
—  Tuvi-iravas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  highly  renowned, 
having  great  fame.  —  Tuvi3rava#-tama,  as,  d,  am, 
having  very  great  fame,  an  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Tuvish- 
tama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  strongest,   most  powerful, 
most  valid.  —  Tuvish-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  power- 

ful,  mighty,   efficacious.  —  Tuvi-shvanas  (°vi-sv^), 
di,  ds,  us,  or  tuvi-shvani,  is,  is,  i,  or  tuvi-shvan, 
d,  d,  a,  Ved.  loud-sounding,  roaring.  —  Tuvi-magha, 
as,  d,  ani,  Ved.  giving  abundantly ;   (Say.)  having 
great  riches,  epithet  of  Indra,  and  of  the  Maruts. 
—  Tuvi-rava,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  making  a  terrible 
noise  (in  battle  &c.).  —  Turi-ravat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved. 
making  a  great  noise  (?);  (Say.)  possessed  of  many 
praisers,  (either  for  turirara-vat,  or  ravdn  may  be 
an  irregular  nom.  case  of  the  part,  ravat.)  —  Tuvy- 
ojas,  ds,  ds,  as,  Ved.  very  strong  or  powerful. 

l.<«/,cl.i.A.,Ved.<osate,&c.,todrip, 

N  trickle;  sprinkle;  (Say.)  to  be  struck;  to 
be  pressed  out  or  extracted ;  to  be  drunk  ;  [cf.  Ma and  toias.] 

rr^j  2.  lus  (for  tush  ?),  cl.  i.  A.,  Ved.  to- \J     N  sale,  &c.,  to  quiet,  pacify,  appease,  satisfy. 

tush  [cf.  rt.  i.jush],  cl.  4.  P.  (ep. 
also  A.)  tushyati,  -te,  tutosha,  tokshyati, 

atushat,  toshtum,  to  become  tranquil  or  calm  or 
quiet ;  to  be  contented  or  satisfied,  to  be  pleased  or 
delighted  with  anything  or  any  person  (with  inst., 
;en.,  loc.  or  prati  after  the  ace.,  e.  g.  dattena 
\itfliijnti,  he  is  satisfied  with  the  gift;  tasya  or 
tena  or  lasmin  or  tarn  prati  tufhydmi,  I  am 
pleased  with  him);  to  satisfy,  please  (with  ace., 
e.g.  sd  patim  na  tutosha,  she  did  not  please  her 
lusband):  Caus.  P.  toshayati,  -yitum,  to  make 
satisfied,  satisfy,  please,  gratify,  gladden,  quiet,  calm, 
appease,  pacify;  to  gratify  any  one  with  anything 
(with  ace.  of  the  person  and  inst.  of  the  thing, 
e.  g.  toshaya  llaram  tapasd,  gratify  Siva  whh 
penance ;  dtmdnam  toshayati,  he  satisfies  himself, 
he  becomes  satisfied):  Desid.  tutukihati :  Intens. 
fotiishyate,  tutofhti;  [cf.  tutjtnimj  cf.  also  Lith. 
tlsziju, '  to  recreate,  to  refresh ;'  Lat.  taceo  ;  Goth. 
thahan] 

Tushita,  ds,  m.  pi.  a  class  of  subordinate  deities, 
thirty-sii  in  number  (sometimes  reckoned  as  twelve 
in  number  and  identified  with  the  twelve  Adityas) ; 
N.  of  twelve  sons  of  Bhaga-vat;  (as),  m.  a  N.  ol 
Vishnu  (one  of  the  Adityas) ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the 
wife  of  Veda-liras  and  mother  of  the  god  Vibhu. 
—  Tushita-kdyika,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the 
body  or  class  of  the  Tushitas. 
Tushta,  as,  d,  am,  satisfied,  contented,  pleased, 

glad,  &c.  -  Tushta-dhi,  dhis,  dhis,  dhi,  pleased  in 
mind,  satisfied. 

Tushli,  is,  f.  satisfaction,  gratification,  content- 
ment, pleasure  ;  acquiescence,  indifference  to  every- 

thing but  that  possessed,  (the  Sarrkhya  phil.  reckons 
nine  kinds  of  Tushti) ;  Contentment  personified  as 
a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  mother  of  Santosha  or 
Muda;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  KaSyapa;  of  a  deity 
sprung  from  the  Kalis  of  Prakriti  and  wife  of 
Ananta ;  of  a  Mitriki ;  of  one  of  the  Kalis  of  the 
moon.  —  Tushti-kara,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  causing  satis- 

faction, pleasing,  gratifying,  satisfying.  —  Tush/i-ya  - 
nana,  as,  i,  am,  or  tushti-da,  as,  d,  am,  giving 
or  producing  satisfaction,  affording  pleasure,  gratify- 

ing.- Tushti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  pleased,  gratified; 

(an),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Ugra-sena. 
Tushfvd,  ind.  having  pleased  or  satisfied. 
TusJiya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  satisfied  or  gratified, 

easily  satisfied ;  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
Tosha,  toshita,  Sec.    See  s.  v. 

TTO  tusha,  as,  m.  (perhaps  connected  with 
tvaf),  the  husk  or  chaff  of  grain,  of  corn,  rice,  &c. 

[cf.  a-tusha,  nt-titsha,  nis-tusha,  tuti'ha] ;  Beleric 
Myrobalan,  Terminalia  Bellerica.  —  Tusha-graha, 

as,  m.  Agni  or  fire  ('  seizing  the  husk').  —  Tuslia- 
ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  from  husk  or  chaft. 
—  Tushaja-ka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Sudra.  —  Tusha- 
dltdnya,  am,  n.  a  leguminous  plant ;  N.  of  a  place. 
—  Tusha-vana,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a 

place;  (a  various  reading  has  lumva-rana.)  —  Tu- 
sha-sdra,  as,  m.  (  =  tusha-yraha},  Agni  or  fire. 

—  Tushdgni  (°sha-ag°),  is,  m.  or  tushdnala  (°sha- 
an"),  as,  m.  a  conflagration  of  chaff  or  of  the  husk 
of  corn;    a  capital    punishment    which  consists    in 
twisting  dry  straw  &c.  round  the  limbs  of  a  criminal 
and  setting  it  on  fire.  —  Tushdmbu  (°sha-am°),  n, 
n.  sour  rice  or  barley-gruel.  —  Tiishottha  (°sha-ut°), 
as,  m.  or  tusltodaka  (°sha-ud°),  am,  n.  sour  rice- 

gruel  or  barley-gruel,  ('  made  from  husk.') 
'  tushaspa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

WrTT  tushdra,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

tush),  cold,  frigid,  frosty,  dewy;  (as),  m.  frost, 
cold ;  ice,  snow,  mist,  dew,  thin  rain ;  N.  of  a  place 
mentioned  in  the  Sn-shavayana  or  part  of  the 
Romaka-siddhanta ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race ;  [cf. 
tuhina;  cf.  also  Angl.  Sax.  thystre,  thystrian, 

theoetre,  theosterlic.]- Tushdra-kana,  as,  m.  a 
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dew-drop,  an  icicle,  hoar  frost.  —  Tushara-kala,  as, 
m.  winter,  the  cold  season.  —  Tushdra-kirana,  as, 

m.  the  moon  ('  having  cold  rays  ').  —  Tushara-gin, 
is,  m.  the  snowy  mountain,  the  Himalaya.  —  Tushd- 
ra-gaura,  as,  i,  am,  white  as  snow,  white  with 
snow  ;  camphor.  —  Tushdra-raimi,  is,  m.  the  moon  ; 

[cf.  tushira-kiraya.]  —  Tusharddri  (°ra-ad°),  is, 
m.  or  tushdra-parvala  or  tushara-t'aila,  as,  m. 
the  Himalaya  mountain. 

wfarf  tushita,  tushti,  &c.  See  under  rt.  tush. 

TTB  tushtu,  us,  m.  a  jewel  worn  in  the  ears. 

tus,  cl.  i.  P.  tosati,  &c.,  to  sound. 

7TH  tusa,  as,  m.  the  husk  of  corn  or  rice, 

=  tusha,  q.  v. 

THirT  tusta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  dust  ;  husk  ;  (a 

various  reading  for  busta)',  [cf.  tusta;  Angl.  Sax. 
and  Eng.  dust.] 

1  tuh,  cl.  i.  P.  tohati,  &c.,  to  hurt, 
•     i  ••• 

pain,  kill. 

tultara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one   of  the 

attendants  of  Skanda  ;  (also  written  tuhdra.) 

tuhina,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  he  fr.  rt. 

tuh),  cold,  frigid,  frosty  ;  (am),  n.  mist,  dew,  snow, 
frost,  cold  ;  moonlight,  moonshine  ;  camphor  ;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  a  tree,  =  duka-ndsa  ;  [cf.  tushdra;  Hib. 

deigJi,  '  ice.']  —  Tuhina-kana,  as,  m.  a  dew-drop; 
snow-flake.  —  Tuhina-liirana,  as,  m.  'cold-rayed,' 
the  moon.  —  Tuhinakiraiia-putra,  as,  m.  the  son 
of  the  moon,  the  planet  Mercury.  —  Tuhina-gu,  us, 

m.  'having  cold  rays,"  the  moon.  —  Tuhina-dyuti, 
is,  m.  or  tuhina-ras'mi,  is,  m.  '  cold-rayed,'  the 
moon.  —  Tuhina-farhard,  f.  a  piece  of  ice,  ice. 
—  T  tt,hina-3aila,  as,  m.  a  snowy  mountain,  a  snowy 

peak,  the  Himalaya.  —  Tithindniu  (°na-a>f),  us, 
m.  'cold-rayed,  'the  moon;  camphor.  —  Tuhindniu- 
taila,  am,  n.  oil  of  camphor.  —  Tuhinddala  (°na- 
a<f),  as,  m.  or  tuhinadri  (°«a-ao"),  is,  m.  a  snow 
mountain,  a  snowy  peak,  the  Himalaya. 

K?^3  tuhunda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava  ; 
of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra. 

THf  tukha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

tud  (=tud),  cl.  i.  P.  tidati,  &c.,  to 

\  split  ;  to  slight,  disrespect. 

_j  IN  tun  [cf.  kitn  and  <&»],  cl.  10.  P. 

Cv  %.  tunayati,  -yitum,to  shrink,  contract,  close 
as  the  eyelids,  wink;  A.  tunayate,  to  fill,  fill  up. 

iUB  tuna,  as,  i,  m.  f.  (this  word  appears 

to  be  connected  with  the  preceding  root,  which  may 
perhaps  be  formed  from  it),  a  quiver  ;  (i),  f.  an  in- 

ternal disease  by  which  the  anus  and  the  bladder 
become  painfully  affected;  the  Indigo  plant;  [cf. 

Slav,  tul,  'quiver.']  —  Tuna-dhdra,  as,  m.  a  quiver- 
bearer  (a  kind  of  officer).  —  Tuna-mukha,  am,  n. 
the  mouth  or  opening  of  a  quiver.  —-Tuna-rat,  an, 
all,  at,  furnished  with  a  quiver. 

Tuni,  is,  m.  a  quiver  [cf.  tuna  and  tuni]  ;  N.  of 
a  prince,  father  of  Yugan-dhara. 
Tunika  or  tunlka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree,= 

nandi-vriksha. 

Tunin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  a  quiver,  quivered  ;  (T), 
m.,  N.  of  a  tree,  =nandi-vriksha. 

Tuntra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  quiver.  —  Tunira-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  provided  with  a  quiver. 

"JU<*  tunaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  metre 
consisting  of  four  lines  of  fifteen  syllables  each. 

TjTIR  tunava,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  wind  instru- 

ment, a  flute  (?).  -  Tunava-dhma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a 
flute-player  (?). 

tunika,  tiitnka.     See  above. 

nn*  tutaka,  am,  n.  =  tuttha,  blue  vitriol. 

tiitujana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  tuj), 

Ved.  hastening,  quick,  eager,  ardent. 

Tutuji,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  quick,  swift;  (a  various 
reading  has  lutujit.) 

TJ5*T  liituma,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.   granting 
much  (?)  ;  (Say.)  quick,  active  ;  [cf.  t  umra.] 

TTjf  tiida,  as,  m.  =  tula-vriksha,  the  cotton 

tree  ;   also  =  ̂ j>,   the   mulberry  tree  ;    Thespesia 
Populneoides  ;  (i),  {.,  N.  of  a  district. 

TTTC  tiipara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  hornless, 

(often  applied  to  a  goat,  and  sometimes  used  alone 

to  denote  '  a  hornless  goat.') 

~iT3T.tubara,  see  tuvara;  lubarikd,  tubari, 
and  liibarilcd,  f.  =  tubarikd,  a  kind  of  earth. 

7HI  tuya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  tu),  Ved.  strong, 

powerful;  (SSy.)  quick,  not  delaying;  (am),  n. 
water  ;  (am),  ind.  quickly,  swiftly. 

r»T  i.  tur  [cf.rt.  i.tur  and  /car],  cl-4.A. 

Cvx  turyate,  Sec.,  to  go  quickly,  make  haste  ; 
to  kill,  hurt,  injure. 

i^T.  2.  tur,  r,  r,  r  (fr.  tvar),  hastening;  a 

courier  ;  (r),  f.  speed,  swift  motion,  swiftness  ;  [cf. 
2.  tur] 

HJC  tura,  am,  n.  =  I.  tfrya,  any  musical  in- 
strument ;  (i),  f.  a  thorn-apple  ;  [cf.  ardha-tura.] 

ljif  turghna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  northern 

part  of  Kuru-kshetra. 

TT^  turna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  tun  and  tvar), 

quick,  expeditious  ;  fleet  ;  (am),  n.  rapidity,  quickness  ; 
(am),  ind.  quick,  swift,  quickly,  speedily,  in  haste; 

[cf.  Hib.  tonn,  '  quick.']  —  Turna-vani,  quickly 
honouring  or  serving,  (a  word  made  by  YSska  to 
explain  the  etymology  of  turvani,  q.  v.)  —  Turno- 

dita  (°na-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  spoken  quickly,  uttered 
rapidly. 

Turnalta,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  sort  of  rice 
which  ripens  quickly. 

Turnl,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  quick,  swift,  expeditious  ; 

clever,  zealous  ;  (is),  m.  f.  speed,  velocity,  expedi- 

tion ;  (is),  m.  the  mind  ;  a  S*loka  ;  dirt,  excrement. 
—  Turny-artha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  pursuing  an  object 
with  zeal,  eager  to  accomplish  a  purpose;  (SSy.) 

going  quickly. 
Turta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  quick,  speedy. 

TTW^T  tiirndsa,  am,   n.,  Ved.  water;    a waterfall  (?). 

'rT^T  i.  turya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  an  abstract  noun 
of  2.  tur,  occurring  at  the  end  of  comp.  [cf.  ap- 
tiirya  under  apta,  Sec.]  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  musical 
instrument,  of  which  four  kinds  are  sometimes 

reckoned,  (wind  instruments,  stringed  instruments, 

&c.)  ;  sa-turya,  accompanied  by  music;  sa-tiiryam, 

with  music  ;  [cf.  mangala-f,  mrityu-f,  ydma-t°, 
taurya.]  —  Turya-khanda,  as,  m.  a  musical  instru- 

ment, a  sort  of  tabor.—  Turya-maya,  as,  F,  am, 

representing  music,  musical.—  Turyaugha  (°ya- 
oglta),  as,  m.  a  band  of  instruments. 

TTij  2.  turya,  as,  a,  am  (for  turya),  a  fourth, 

a  quarter. 

rt^MKtl  turvayana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  tura), 
Ved.  overpowering  ;  (SSy.)  going  quickly,  having  a 
rapid  course  (as  if  tuna-yana)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a man. 

Turrit  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  excelling,  superior;  (S5y.) 

quick,  rapid. 

[cf.tul],  cl.  i.  P.  and  according 
Mo  some  cl.  10.  P.  A.  ttilati,  tulayati, 

•te,  &c.,  to  ascertain  quantity  or  weight ;  to  weigh, 
measure;  to  fill;   [cf.  it.  tmi.] 

Wt5  tula,  am,  n.  a  tuft  of  grass  or  reeds 
&c. ;  the  panicle  of  a  flower  or  plant ;  (as,  am), 

m.  n.  cotton ;  (am),  n.  the  mulberry,  Moms  Indica ; 
the  thorn-apple;  the  sky,  air,  atmosphere;  (a),  f. 
the  cotton  tree ;  the  wick  of  a  lamp,  cotton  twisted 
into  that  form  for  applying  unguents  &c. ;  (i),  f. 

cotton ;  the  wick  of  a  lamp ;  a  weaver's  fibrous  stick 
or  brush,  a  painter's  brush  &c. ;  the  Indigo  plant ; 
[cf.  indm-tula  &c.]  —  Tula-kdrmulca  or  tula- 

fapa,  am,  n.  or  tula-dhanus,  us,  n.  '  cotton-bow,' i.  e.  a  bow  or  similarly  shaped  instrument  used  for 
cleaning  cotton.  —  Tula-nail  or  tula-nalika,  f. 
'  cotton-tube,"  i.  e.  a  thick  roll  of  cotton  which  is 
drawn  out  in  spinning.  —  Tula-pidu,  us,  m.  =  tula 
or  piiiu,  cotton.  —  Tula-mula,  N.  of  a  district  on 
the  Candra-bhagJ.  —  Tula-vriksha,  as,  m.  the 
cotton  tree.  —  Tula-forkard,  f.  a  pod  or  seed  of 
the  cotton  plant,  any  seed  yielding  a  similar  sub- 

stance. —  Tula-sefana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  spinning 

('  sprinkling  or  moistening  the  cotton'). 
Tulaka,  am,  n.  cotton. 

Tuli,  is,  f.  a  painter's  brush  or  pencil  or  a  fibrous 
stick  so  used  and  for  other  purposes ;  [cf.  lull  under 

tula.]  —  Tuli-phald,  f.  the  silk-cotton  tree. 

Tiilika,  f.  a  pencil,  a  brush,  a  painter's  brush  or stick  with  a  fibrous  extremity  used  as  one ;  a  wick 
or  twist  of  cotton  either  for  a  lamp  or  for  applying 

unguents,  a  whisk  of  any  soft  substance,  &c. ;  a  kind 
of  probing-rod  ;  a  mattress  or  quilt  filled  with  cotton, 
a  bed,  a  down  or  cotton  bed ;  an  ingot  mould. 

Tulini,  f.  the  silk-cotton  tree ;  a  kind  of  bulbous 

plant,  =  laJishmana-Jianda. 

rt^K.  tuvara,  as,  d,  am,=  tuvara,  astrin- 
gent ;  (as),  m.  an  astringent  taste ;  a  bull  without 

horns  [cf.  tupara]  though  of  an  age  to  have  them ; 
a  beardless  man ;  a  eunuch ;  (?),  f.  a  fragrant  earth, =  tuvari , 

Tmmraka,  as,  a,  am,  unmanly;  a  eunuch ;  (used 
as  a  taunt  or  abusive  epithet.) 

Tmarika,  f.  —  lurarikd,  a  kind  of  earth. 

tush  (=tush),  cl.  i.  P.  tushati,  &c., 
to  be  satisfied  or  pleased ;  to  satisfy. 

i^R  tusha,  as,  am,  m.  n.,  Ved.  a  lappet, 
the  border  or  fringe  of  a  garment. 

nwfl*^  tushnim,  ind.  (fr.  rt.  tush  with  the 
termination  tarn,  as  in  idariim,  taddnim,  &c. ;  cf. 

josham  fr.  rt.  i.  jusli),  silent,  in  silence,  silently, 

quietly,  still,  softly,  without  speaking,  without  noise. 
«•  Tushnim-dansa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  silent  recitation, 
certain  formulas  or  verses  to  be  recited ;  [cf.  Russ. 

t/ifMna, '  silence,  tranquillity  :'  Lith.  tyla,  'silence;' 
tylti,  '  to  be  silent :'  Hib.  tosd,  '  silence,  taciturnity;' 
tosdadh, '  silencing,  confutation.']  —  Tushnim-tfila, 
as,  a,  am,  silent,  taciturn.  —  Tushnin-gangam,  ind. 

(a  place)  where  the  Ganges  flows  silently.  —  Tushntm- 
b/idva,  as,  m.  the  being  silent,  silence,  taciturnity ; 
(rarely  spelt  tushm-bhdva.J  —  Tushnim-bhuta,  as, 
a,  am,  being  silent,  silent.  —  Tmhnim-bhuya,  as, 
a,  am,  become  silent.  —  Tiishni-fila  =  tushnim- 
&Ia,  (perhaps  a  wrong  reading.) 

Tmhnika,  as,  a,  am,  silent,  taciturn;  (am  or 
am),  ind.  silently,  quickly. 

ITST  tusta,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  tits), 

a  braid  of  hair,  matted  or  clotted  hair ;  dust ;  sin ; 
an  atom,  any  very  minute  or  delicate  substance. 

TT  tri,  td,  m.  (for  stri),  Ved.  a  star;  [cf. 

faro.] 

• 
trinh.     See  rt.  trih,  p.  383,  col.  2. 

Trinhana,  am,  n.  crushing,  bruising,  hurting, 

killing. 

Trinhaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  crushed,  killed,  &c. 
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382 tridha. tridila. 

ITS  tridha. 

Tridha,  as,  d,  am,  crushed,  bruised,  hurt,  injured, 
&c.  See  under  rt.  trilt,  p.  383. 

trail  trikvan,  a,  m.,  Ved.  a  thief;  (also 
read  trikvan  and  rikvan.) 

rflJI  '«***»  el-  i-  P-  trikshati,  &c.,  to 
A^\  go,  move  or  approach  ;  [cf.  rt.  striksh  : 

Gr.  rpfx®  •  Goth,  thragjan,  *  to  run ;'  treihan, '  to 
urge :'  Hib.  teilg,  '  to  go ;'  teilgin,  '  a  shock.'] 
Wgf  triksha,  as,  m.  or  trikshas,  as,  n.,  Ved. 

strength  (?),  [cf.  tvakshas] ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of 
tree  (?) ;  N.  of  a  man. 

i  trikshaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

f  trikshi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  with  the 

patronymic  Trlsadasyava. 

If^l  trikha,  am,  n.  nutmeg. 

7TT  trifa  or  triia,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  tri- 

ri<!},  a  strophe  consisting  of  three  verses ;  [cf.  try- 

n'd]  —  Trifa-klripta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  arranged  in strophes  of  three  verses  each. 
See  above. 

trin  (according  to  some,  a  rt. 

'"x  formed  from  the  conjugational  base  of  rt 
trid),  d.  8.  P.  A.  trinoti,  -nute,  or  tarnati,  -nute, 

Sec.,  to  eat  (especially  grass),  to  graze;  [cf.  trina.'] 

T^S  trina,  am,  n.  (according  to  the  lexi- 
cographers also  as,  m. ;  perhaps  connected  with  the 

preceding  rt.  or  fr.  rt.  stri,  to  spread,  or  rt.  tri,  to 
pierce,  cf.  taru ;  but  according  to  native  authorities 
ft.  rt.  trih;  according  to  the  conjecture  of  others, 
trina  is  for  trinna  fr.  rt.  trid),  grass,  a  herb  or 
any  gramineous  plant,  a  blade  of  grass,  a  bamboo, 

a  reed,  (often  a  symbol  of  minuteness  and  worthless- 
ness)  ;  straw,  grass  or  reeds  for  roofing  a  house  [cf. 
rt.  jval]  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  N.  of  a  prince, 
a  son  of  USinara ;  [cf.  Golh.  thaurnus ;  Angl.  Sax. 

thorn;  Germ,  dorn;  Russ.  tern,  'thorn;'  Hib. 
dreas,  dris,  '  a  briar,  bramble."]  —  Trina-karna, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (d#),  m.  pi.  the  descendants 
of  this  man.  —  Trina-kdnda,  am,  n.  a  heap  or 
quantity  of  grass.  —  trina-kitnkuma,  am,  n.  a  sort 
of  perfume.  —  Trina-kuti,  f.  or  trina-kutiraka, 
am,  n.  a  hut  of  grass  or  straw.  —  Trina-kuta,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  a  heap  of  grass.  —  Triiia-kurma,  as,  m. 

a  long  gourd,  Cucurbita  Lagenaria  (  =  tumb't). 
-  Trina-ketak't,  f.  a  kind  of  Tabashlr  (tavakshira). 
—  Trina-ketu,  us,  or  trina-ketuka,  as,  m.  a  bam- 

boo ;  [cf.  triua-dhvaja.]  —  Trina-gada,  as,  m.  a 
sort  of  sea  crab,  =  u<!-<!ingata.  —  Triiia-gandhd,  f. 
Batatas  Paniculata,  =  viddrt  ;    [cf.  ikshu-gandhd.] 
—  Trina-godhd,  f.  a  kind  of  newt,  a  chameleon, 
a  worm,  =  <0tra-kola   and   krikaldsa.  —  Trina- 
gaitra,    am,    n.    a    sort    of   perfume,  =  trina- 

Kunkuma.  —  Tj-ina-granthi,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

=*6varna-j~minti.  —  Trina-grdhin,  i,  m.  sapphire, 
•*nila-mani;  another  gem,  commonly  kdphura- 
tldnd.    amber,    &c.,    or    any    gem    which    being 
rubbed    becomes    electrically   attractive.  —  Trina- 
<!ara,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  kind  of  gem,  = 

go-mtda.  —  Trina-jambhan,  d,  d,  a,  grass-toothed, 
having  teeth  like  grass,  &c.,  graminivorous,  feeding 
on  grass.  —  Trina-jaldyukd  or  trina-jalukd,  (. 
a   caterpillar.  —  Trina-jdti,    is,   m.    the   vegetable 
kingdom.  —  Triiia-jyotis,    a    particular    kind    of 
shining  plant.  —  i .  trina-td,  f.  or  triiM-tra,  am,  n. 
the  aggregate  properties  of  grass  or  herbage,  the 
state  or  condition  of  grass,   gramineousness ;    (for 
2.  Irinatd  see  col.  3.)-Tri(ia-duh,  -dhuk,  m.= 
badavagni.  —  Trina-druma,  as,  m.  a  palm-tree, 
any  of  the  various  species,  as  the  palmyra,  cocoa-nut, 
date,  &c.;    [cf.  Mncwriksha.]-Trina-dhdnya, 
am,  n.  grain  growing  wild  or  without  cultivation , 
[cf.  trininna.]  -  Trina-dhvaja,  as,  m.  a  bamboo ; 
[cf.  trina-ketu.']  —  Trina-mmba,  as,  m.  a  kind  ol Nimba  growing  in  Nepal  (nepdla-nimba) ;  Aga- 
thotes  Chirayta  (kirata-tikta).  —  Trina-pa,  as  m. 

W.  of  a  Gandharva.  —  Trtna-pan<5a-mula,  am,  n. 
in  aggregate  of  five  roots  of  gramineous  plants,  viz. 
of  rice,  sugar-cane,  Darbha,  Scirpus  Kysoor  (ka- 
sVru),  and  a  cane  similar  to  Saccharum  Sara  (  = 

s'ara).  —  Trina-pattrikd,  f.  a  kind  of  sugar-cane 
(ikshu-darlihdl.-Trina-paUri,  f.  a  kind  of  grass, 

=  gu(ulds"iul.—  Triiia-padi,  f.  having  legs  as  thin 
as  blades  of  grass.  —  Trina-pani,  it,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Rishi.  —  Trina-plda,  am,  n.  pressing  as  close  as 

grass,  hand  to  hand  fighting,  close  quarters.  —  Trina- 

nushpa,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  perfume,  =  trina-kuti- 
kuma;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  =  sindura-pushpi. 
—  -  =  rn-uli'l.  -  Trina->i<li 

f.   a  mat,  a  seat  made  of  reeds  or  basket-work. 

—  Trina-prdya,  as,  d,  am,  worth  a  straw,  worth- 
less. —  Trina-mani,  is,  m.  'straw-attracting  gem," 

a  sort  of  gem,  apparently  amber ;   [cf.  trina-gra- 

hin.~]  —  Trina-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  or  made 
of  grass,  grassy.  —  Trina-mushti,  is,  f.  a  handful  of 

grass.—  Trina-rdj.  t,  m.  '  the  king  of  the  grasses,' 
the  vine-palm.  —  Trina-rdja,  as,  m. '  the  king  of 

the  grasses,'  the  palm  or  the  palmyra-tree,  Borassus 
Flabelliformis  ;  the  cocoa-nut  tree  ;  bamboo ;  sugar- 

cane. —  Trina-rdjan,  d,  m. '  the  king  of  the  grasses,' 
the  vine-palm.  —  Triija-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  abounding 

in  grass,  grassy;  —  Trina-valva-ja,  as  or  am,  m.  or 
n.(?),  Saccharum  Cylindricum;  (a),  f.  =  ralva-jd. 
—  Trina-vindu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  sage  and 

prince ;  [cf.  tdrtfavindavtya.]  —  Trinavindn-saras, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lake.  —  Trina-vietara,  as,  m.  a 
heap  of  grass.  —  Triaa-vija  or  triya-vijaJca  or  tri- 
natijottama  (°ja-ut°),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grain,  = 
jamdka.  —  Trina-vnksha,  as,  m.  the  fan-palm ; 
the  date  tree;  the  cocoa-nut  tree;  the  areca-nut 

tree ;  Pandanus  Odoratissimus ;  [cf.  trina-druma.~\ 
—  Trina-iita,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  fragrant  grass,  An- 
dropogon  Serratus ;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  aquatic  plant, 

=jala-pippali.  —  Trina-funya,   as,   m.   Jasmi- 
num  Sambac ;  the  fruit  of  Pandanus  Odoratissimus. 

—  Tritfa-suli,  1.  a  kind  of  plant.  —  Trina-ionita, 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  perfume,  =  trina-kunkuma;  [cf. 

trindsrij.]  —  Trina-s'oshaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  ser- 
pent. —  Trlna-s'autulikd,  f.  a  kind  of  Achyranthes. 

—  Trina-shatpada,  as,  m.  a  wasp  ('  an  insect  with 
six  feet  infesting  grass').  —  Trina-sdrd,  (.  the  plan- 

tain or  banana,  Musa  Sapientum. — THna-sinlta, 

as,  m.  an  axe  ('  a  reed  lion").  —  Triiia-somditgiras 
(°ma-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  sacrificial 
priests  of  Yama.  —  Trina-skanda,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N. 
of  a  man ;    (S5y. )  trembling  or  fading  away  like 
grass.  —  Trina-harmya,  as,  m.  a  house  or  upper 

room  of  grass  or  straw.  —  Trindnhripa  ("na-an0), 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass,  =  manthdnaka-t riim ;  (also 

read  trindnghripa.)'-Trindgni  (°na-ag°),  is,  m. 
a  grass  fire,  i.  e.  one  quickly  extinguished ;  confla- 

gration of  straw  or  chaff;  burning  a  criminal  wrapped 

up  in  straw.  —  Trindiijana  (°)ta-rtri°),   as,   m.  a 
chameleon,   a   lizard.  —  Trindtavi  (°na-a(°),  f.  a 

forest  abounding  in  grass.  —  Trinddhya  (°na-ddh°), 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass, =parvata-trina  ;  [cf.  pat- 

trdtlhya.]"  Trindmta  (°na-a»°),  am,  n.  rice  grow- 

ing wild;    [cf.  trina-dhdnya.~\  —  Trindmla  ("no- 
am"),   am,  n.   a   kind   of  grass,  =  lavana-trina. 
••  Trindri  (cna-ari),  fa,  m.  a  kind  of  Mollugo,  (a 
common  weed.)—  Trindvarta  (°na-av°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Trinavarta-vadha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  chapter  of  the  Ganes'a-khanda  or  third  part  of  the 
Brahmavaivarta-Pur3na.  —  Trind-vaUi-tlrtha,    N. 
of  a   place   mentioned    in   the    Rasika-ramana    by 

Kaghu-nitha.  —  Trindsr ij  (°na-as°),  k,  n.  a  kind 
of  perfume, =triiia-kuttkuma,  trina-s'oiiita.  —  Tri- 
nekshu  i^aa-ik°),  its,  m.   a  kind  of  long  grass, 
Saccharum  Cylindricum.  —  Trinendra  (°na-in°),  as, 
m.  'prince  of  the  grasses,"  the  palmyra-palm  ( 

trila);    [cf.  trina-raja.}*-Trinottama  (°na-ut°), 
(is.  m. '  best  of  grasses,"  a  kind  of  Andropogon  ( ukhar- 

vala).  —  TrinoUha,  (°Ha-ut°),   an,  m.   a  kind  of 
perfume,  =  trina-kunkuma.  —  Trinodaka  (°na- 
ud°),  am,  n.  grass  and  water.  —  Triitodbhnra  (°na- 
HI/°),  as,  m.  rice  &c.  growing  wild  or  without  culti- 

vation ;  a  kind  of  perfume,  =  trinattha.  —  Trinolapa 

(°na-ul°),  am,  n.  grass  and  shrubs.  ~Tfinolka 
(°na-«Z°),  f.  a  torch  of  hay;  a  fire-brand  made  of  a 
wisp  of  straw.  —  Trinaukas  (°na-ok°),  as,  n.  a  hut, 
a  house  of  straw  or  mats.  —  Trinaushadha  (°na- 

osh"),  am,  n.  the  fragrant  bark  of  Feronia  Elephian- tum  (  =  elavdluka). 

Trinaka,  am,  n.  grass,  a  worthless  blade  of  grass ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. Trinakiyd,  f.  a  grassy  place. 

Trinata,  as,  d,  am,  grassy,  abounding  in  grass,  &c. 
Trini-kri,d.  8.  P.  -karot{,-kartum,lo  make  straw 

of,  to  make  light  of.  —  Trini-kritya,  having  esteemed 

as  lightly  as  straw. 
Trinlya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  grass  (?). 
Trinyd,  f.  a  heap  or  quantity  of  grass  or  straw. 

TO1IT  2.  trinata,  f.  (for  i.  see  under  trina, 

col.  I ),  a  bow,  =  trinata. 

rJ^LIH  p=|<!)  trinamatkrina  or  trinamatkuna, 
as,  m.  a  bail  or  surety,  security,  warranty ;  (the  right 
reading  may  be  rinamatkuna.) 

ff*UlS  trinanku,  us,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient 
sage. 

rJJllIHsl  trinamalla,  N.  of  a  temple  ;  (also 
read  trinamalla  and  trimalla  and  trindvalli- tlrtha.) 

"rTO  trinna.     See  under  rt.  trid  below. 
T(Jt  trita—trita,  q.  v. 

Tpffal  trifiya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  tri),  the  third  ; 
forming  or  constituting  the  third  part;  (as),  m., 

scil.  vat'iifi,  the  third  consonant  of  a  Varga  (i.e. 

g,  j,  d,  d,  b) ;  (d),  {.,  scil.  tithi,  the  third  day  in 
a  half  month ;  scil.  vibhakti,  the  terminations  of 
the  third  case,  the  third  case,  the  instrumental; 

(am),  n.  a  third  part ;  (am  or  ma),  ind.  at  or 
for  the  third  time,  thirdly;  [cf.  Zend  thri-tya; 

Lith.  tr£-<?"ia-s  oftretias ;  Lat.  ter-titts  ;  Gr.  rpiros  ', 
Goth,  thri-dya;  Slav,  tre-til;  Scot,  tri-tcamh; 

Hib.  tr iugha.]  —  Tritiya-td,  f.  '  thirdness, '  the  con- 
dition of  the  third  consonant  of  a  Varga.  «•  Tritiya- 

prakriti,  is,  f.  ('the  third  nature"),  a  eunuch;  the 
neuter  gender.  —  Tritlya-savana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the 
third  Soma  offering  (in  the  evening).  —  Tritlya- 
savaniya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  third  Soma 
offering.  —  Tritiya-svara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
—  Tritiyania  (°ya-an°),  as,  m.  a  third  part;  (as, 

a,  am\  receiving  a  third  as  one's  share.  —  Tritiya- 
prakriti,  is,  f.  a  eunuch;  a  hermaphrodite;  the 

neuter  gender,  =  tritiya-prakriti.  —  Tritiya-ia- 
mdsa,  as,  m.  a  compound  word  (Tat-purusha),  the 
former  member  of  which  would  stand  in  the  instru- 

mental case,  if  separated  from  the  latter. 

Tritiyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  recurring  every  third  day, 
tertian  (as  fever  &c.) ;  occurring  for  the  third  time ; 
the  third  ;  (ikd),  f.  =  tritlyd,  the  third  day  in  a  half 
month.  —  Tritiyaka-jvara,  as,  m.  tertian  ague. 

Tritiyd-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurutc,  -kar- 

tum,  to  plough  for  the  third  time.  —  TrU'iyd-lcrita, as,  d,  am,  thrice  ploughed  (as  a  field). 
Tritiyin,  i,  irii,  i,  holding  the  third  place  or 

rank ;  having  or  receiving  a  third  as  one's  share. 

IpW  tritsu,  us,  m.,  avas,  m.  pi.,  Ved.,  N.  of 
a  Vedic  race  or  family ;  (Say.)  injurious,  an  enemy. 

trid  [cf.  rt.  tard~\,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  tri- nalti,  trintte  or  trinte,  tatarda,  talride, 

tardishyati,  -te,  and  tarlsyati,  -te,  atridut  and 
atardlt,  atritta,  tardilum,  to  cleave;  to  split 
open ;  to  pierce,  cut  through ;  to  let  out,  set  free ; 
to  kill,  destroy,  injure ;  to  disregard  ;  to  eat  (?)  ;  to 

give;  cl.  I.  P.  tardati,  to  kill,  injure:  Caus.  lar- 
dayati,  -yitum,  alatardat  and  attlridat:  Desid. 
Hlardishati,  -te,  and  tltritsati,  -te:  Intens.  tari- 

tridyate,  taritartti. Trinna,  as,  d,  am,  split,  pierced,  cut,  injured,  &c. 
Tridila,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  holes,  porous ; 

(SSy.)  splitting,  cleaving. 



i(trip. 

i.  trip,  cl.  4.  5.  6.  P.  tripyati,  trip- 
_  .  noti  (Ved.  tripnoti),  tripati  or  trimpati, 

tatarpa;  tarpishyaii,tarpsyati,trapsyati;  atrir 
pat,  atarplt,  atdrpslt,  atrdpsit;  tarptum,  trap- 
turn,  tarpitwn;  to  satisfy  one's  self,  to  become 
satiated  or  satisfied,  to  be  pleased  or  satisfied  or  con- 

tented (with  gen.,  inst.,  or  loc.,  e.  g.  ndgnis  trip- 
yati kashthdndm,  fire  is  not  satisfied  with  wood ; 

tripyati  phalaih,  he  is  satisfied  with  fruits) ;  to 
enjoy;  to  satisfy,  satiate,  please;  cl.  I.  P.  tarpati, 
&c.,  to  light  up,  kindle  (i.  e.  satiate  a  fire  with  fuel) : 
Caus.  P.  A.  tarpayati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  atttripat 
and  atatarpat,  to  gladden,  exhilarate ;  to  satiate, 
refresh,  satisfy ;  A.  to  become  satiated  or  satisfied ; 
P.  to  light,  kindle :  Desid.  titripsati,  titarpi&hati, 
to  wish  to  satiate  one's  self,  to  desire  to  satisfy: 
Desid.  of  the  Caus.  titarpayishaii,  to  wish  to 
satiate  or  refresh  or  satisfy :  Intens.  tarltripyate,  ta- 
ritarpti  and  taritrapti;  [cf.  trimp,  triph, trimph : 
Gr.  repira,  rpfipa  (?) :  Old  Pruss.  en-terpo,  '  to  be 
useful:'  Lith.  tarpstu,  'to  increase,  to  prosper;' 
tarpa,  '  increase  :'  Goth,  tharf,  '  to  satisfy,  to  be 
useful:'  Old  Germ,  trostyan:  Angl.  Sax.  thearf: 
Hib.  tropadh, '  heavy,  grave ;'  tromaighim  =  tar- 
pay  ami;  tormach, '  increase,  augmentation;'  torp, 
'  bulk ;'  tormad, '  pregnant,  big.'] 

2.  trip,  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  in  a-sutrip  and 
paiu-trip. 

Tripa.     See  a-tripa. 
Tripat,  ind.,  Ved.  with  pleasure  or  enjoyment,  to 

one's  satisfaction ;  (t),  m.  a  parasol ;  the  moon. 
Tripala,  as,  d,  am  (said  by  some  to  be  fr.  rt. 

trap),  Ved.  quick,  restless,  hasty,  anxious;  pleased, 
glad;  (d),  f.  a  creeper  or  creeping  plant;  [cf. 
tripra.]  —  Tripala-prabliarman,  d,  a,  a,  Ved. 
pressing  quickly  forwards,  acting  quickly. 

Tripd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant ;  [cf.  tarpya.] 
Tripdya  (fr.  tripat),  nom.  A.  tripdyate,  &c. 

Tripta,  as,  a,  am,  satiated,  satisfied,  contented ; 
(am),  n.  the  becoming  satiated,  satisfaction.  —  Trip- 
tdnsu  (°ta-a»°),  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  well  nou- 

rished shoots  or  members,  epithet  of  the  Soma 

plant.  —  Triptdtman  (°ta-dP),  a,  d,  a,  having  a 
contented  mind,  contented,  satisfied,  tranquil. 

Triptdya,  nom.  A.  triptdijate,  &c.,  to  be  or 
become  satiated  or  satisfied. 

Tripti,  is,  f.  satisfaction,  contentment;  satiety, 
disgust ;  hilarity,  pleasure,  gratification  ;  Ved.  water ; 
[cf.  ati-lripti.]  —  Tripti-da,  as,  d,  am,  giving  satis- 

faction, pleasing.  —  Tripti-dlpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Tripti-mat,  an,  all,  at,  satisfied,  feeling 
satisfaction. 

Triptin,  I,  ini,  i,  satiated,  satisfied. 
Tripra,  as,  d,  am,  restless,  hasty,  anxious ;  pleased, 

contented,  (compar.  trapiyas,  superl.  trapishtha) ; 
(at),  m.  an  oblation  of  ghee  or  boiled  butter. 
—  Tripra-dansin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  biting  hastily. 
Triprdlu,  us,  us,  u,  having  ghee,  but  not  liking 

it  or  not  blending  with  it. 

7TTJ  tripu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  thief;  [cf.  tripu.] 

triph,  cl.  6.  P.  triphati,  &c.,  =  I .  trip, 
.  to  satisfy,  gratify,  please ;  to  be  contented 

or  pleased ;  to  kill,  hurt.     See  tarphitri. 

'rpKWT  triphald,  f.  =  tri-phald,  the  three 
myrobalans. 

IT^i  triphii,  us,  f.  a  serpent  in  general, 
the  serpent  race. 

trimadandikaCi),  as,  m.,  N.  of 

fffm    ̂ mP  or  <rl'mM>  c^-  6-  P-  trimpati 
e. "  ~\  or  trimphati,  Sec.,  =  I .  trip,  to  be  pleased or  satisfied ;  to  content,  please. 

Trimphana,  am,  n.  pleasing. 
Trimphaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  pleased,  &c. 

i.  <rtsA,  cl.  4.  P.  trishyati,  tatarsha 
(Ved.  3rd  pi.  tdtrishus,  part,  tdtrishdna), 

atarshat,  tarsliitum,  to  be  thirsty,  to  thirst;  to 
thirst  for  (metaphorically),  desire,  long  for:  Caus. 

tarthayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  thirst ;  [cf.  Zend 

tarshna,  '  thirst :'  Goth,  thars,  '  to  become  dry ;' 
thairsa,  thars,  thaursum;  thatirsus,  'dry;'  thaurs- 
tei,  '  thirst ;'  thaursyan,  '  to  thirst ;'  ga-thams- 
an-f,  'dry:'  Angl.  Sax.  thnnt,  thyrr:  Old  Germ. 
darran,'  to  become  dry :'  Germ,  durst :  Gr.rtpff- 
o-p.a.i,  Tfpffaivw,  raptrds,  rapff-id,  rpao'-iti  :  Lat. 
torreo  for  torseo,  tos-tum  from  tors-turn,  (orris, 

torrens:  Lith.  trokiztu,  'to  thirst;'  trdszkulii, 
'  thirst :'  Hib.  tart  (tar-t), '  thirst,  drought ;'  tart- 
mhar,  '  thirsty,  dry.'] 

2.  tn's/i,  <,  f.  thirst ;  thirst  after  (metaphorically), 
wish,  strong  desire ;  Desire  personified  as  a  daughter 
of  the  god  of  Love  (Kama). 

Trisha,  f.  thirst ;  strong  desire  or  wish ;  Desire 
personified  as  a  daughter  of  Kama;  a  poisonous 
plant,  Methonica  Superba  (langalikl).  —  TjlsTia- 
Ihu,  us,  f.  the  bladder  (whence  thirst  exists  or 

arises).  —  Trixhd-roya,  as,  rn.  'morbid  thirst,'  N.  of 
a  particular  disease.  —  Trishdrta  (°shd-dr°),  as,  d, 
am,  suffering  from  thirst,  thirsty ;  affected  by  desire. 
—  Tiishd-ha,  am,  n.  water  (destroying  or  quenching 
thirst);  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  anise,  =  madhurikd. 

Trishdna,  as,  a,  am,  (Ved.  part.)  being  thirsty. 
Trishita,  as,  d,  am,  thirsty,  thirsting  (physically 

or  metaphorically) ;  (am),  n.  thirst,  desire.  —  Tri- 
shitottard  (°ta-ut°),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  aiana- 

parni. Trishitvd  or  tarshitvd,  ind.  having  become  thirsty. 

Trishu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  greedy,  libidinous,  thirst- 
ing for,  eagerly  desirous ;  rushing  violently,  quick. 

—  Trishu-dyavas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  moving  rapidly 
or   quickly.  —  Trishu-fyut,   t,    t,   t,  Ved.   quickly 
issuing,  rapidly  moving. 

Trishnaka,  as,  d,  am,  said  to  =  trishtfaj. 

Tfishnaj,  It,  k,  k,  thirsty  (physically  or  meta- 
phorically), desiring,  longing  for,  cupidinous ;  [cf. 

a-tfishnqj.'] Trishna,  f.  (in  the  Veda  the  accent  is  on  the  first 
syllable,  in  later  Sanskrit  on  the  last),  thirst,  strong 
wish,  desire,  avidity ;  (Trishna  and  Lobha  are  some- 

times personified  as  the  parents  of  Dambha;  or 
Trishna  is  variously  regarded  as  a  daughter  of  Death, 
or  of  PapTyas,  or  as  generated  by  Vedani  and  gene- 

rating UpadSna);  [cf.  ati-trishna.]  —  Trishnd- 
kshaya,  as,  m.  cessation  of  desire,  tranquillity  of 
mind, resignation,  patience,  content.  —  Triihiia-gTma, 
as,  i,  am,  quenching  the  thirst.  -•  Trishndmaya 
("nd-dm"),  as,  d,  am,  ill  with  thirsi.  —  Trishnd- 
mdra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  dying  of  thirst.  —  Trishndri 
("nd-ari),  is,  m. '  enemy  of  thirst,'  a  kind  of  plant 
(=parpata). 

Trinhndlu,  us,  us,  u,  thirsting  much,  very  thirsty. 
Trishyat,  an,  and,  at,  thirsting,  athirst ;  desiring, 
Trishya.f.,  Ved.  thirst.  —  Trishyd-vat,  dm,  aft, 

at,  Ved.  thirsty ;  [cf.  lanhyd-vat.] 

THW  trishama  =  trishama,  q.  v. 

WTT  irishta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  rough,  harsh ; 

pungent;  rugged;  hoarse.  —  Trishta-jambha,  as, 
a,  am, Ved.  having  rough  or  uneven  teeth.  —  Trishta- 
dandman,  a,  d,  a,  Ved.  biting  roughly.  —  Trishfa- 
dkuma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  pungent  breath, 
epithet  of  a  snake.  —  Trishta-vandana,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  one  whose  praise  is  distasteful.  —  Trishtdmd 

Cta-am"),  f.,Ved.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Trishtilid,  f.,  Ved.  rough,  disagreeable,  epithet  of 

a  woman. 

trih  or  trinh,  cl.  6.  7.  P.  trihati  or 
.  trinhati,  trinetfki,  tatarha,  tarhishyati 

and  tarkthyati,  atarhit  and  atrikskat,  tarhitum 
and  tardhum,  to  dash  to  pieces,  crush,  bruise ;  to 
hurt,  injure,  strike,  kill:  Caus.  tarhayatl:  Desid. 
titarhiahati,  titrikshati,  titHnhishati :  Intens. 
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taritrihyate,  tar'itardhi:  [cf.  perhaps  Goth,  thrat- 
can;  Angl.  Sax.  therscan  old  desid.] 

Tridha,  as,  d,  am  (Ved.  trilha),  crushed,  bruised, 

hurt,  injured,  wounded,  killed. 
Tridhvd  or  tarhitva,  ind.  having  killed,  &c. 

•sr  in,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.,  Ved.  also 
>  d.  6.)  tarati,  -te,  tatdra  (2nd  sing,  teritha, 

3rd  du.  teratus,  3rd  pi.  terus),  tarishyati  or  ta- 
rishyati,  atdrit,  taritum  or  taritum  or  tartum; 

[the  following  are  Vedic  forms,  some  of  them 
occurring  also  in  epic  poetry ;  tirati  when  preceded 

by  prep.;  titarti,  part,  titrat;  tiryati,  -te;  titrydt, 
tutarydt;  Aor.  tdrishat,  atdrima,  tarit;  taru- ehema  in  rlig-veda  VII.  48,  2,  Pan.  III.  I,  85, 
tarushanta,  tarushante;  titirus,  part,  titirvas; 
gen.  tatarushas;  inf.  taradhyai] ;  to  pass  across 
or  over,  cross  over  (a  river),  sail  across,  navigate ;  to 
float,  swim ;  to  move  on  rapidly ;  to  get  through, 
attain  an  end  or  aim ;  to  pervade ;  to  come  to  the 
end  of;  to  live  through  (a  definite  period) ;  to  fulfil, 

accomplish,  perform ;  to  surpass,  overcome,  over- 
power, subdue,  destroy,  become  master  of;  to  ac- 

quire, gain ;  to  escape  (with  ace.)  ;  to  be  saved  or 
rescued;  to  escape  from  a  danger  (with  abl.);  to 
carry  through  or  over,  transport,  save,  liberate  from  ; 
to  strive  or  contend  together,  to  compete :  Caus.  P. 

tdrayati,  -yitum,  to  carry  or  lead  over  or  across ; 
to  cause  to  arrive  at ;  to  rescue,  save,  liberate  [cf.  rt. 
trai]:  Desid.  titlrshati,  titarishati,  titarishati, 
to  wish  to  cross :  Intens.  tetiryate,  tdtariti  or  td- 
tarti  (Ved.  pres.  part,  taritrat),  to  pass  completely 
through,  make  awaythrough,  pervade ;  [cf.  I  .tur,  tul, 

turv;  tara  at  p.  365:  Zend  fare,  'over:'  Gr.  rtp- €-»,  Tfp-e-rpo-v,  Tfp-Qpo-v,  Tip-pa,  TepptfV,  Tfpp.- 
lo-s,  Tcpfu6-fi-s,  rdp-ta,  rpv-ta,  Tpi-&a>,  rpv-x-u, 
Ttp-7)if,  rt-rpd-ca,  Ti-Tpaiv-a,  rep-a-s,  Top-o-s,  rop- 
o-s,  rdp-vo-s,  TOp-lScr;,  Top-eu'-w,  Tpu-yua,  rpu-fta, 
rpri-pa,  re'Aor,  TJ\\a  ('to  rise'),  TT)p«u  (caus.), 
Tpvrdyr) ;  perhaps  also  Tdpas,  Tpo-la,  Tpotffiv, 
T«\€OJ,  T€\eios,  rf \fvr-fi,  TaAis,  Qpav-w,  rpoJJ-^o, 
e\d-ta,  0\ifl-u :  Lat.  ter-mo,  ter-men,  ter-minu-s, 
ter-o,  ter*e(t)-s,  ter-e-lra,  trib-ula,  tribulare,  tri- 
ti-cu-m,  in-tra-re,  peni-tra-rc,  ex-tra-re,  trans  : 
Umbr.  termnu,  traf=  trans:  Osc.  teremenniu  : 
Sabin.  terentum,  Terentiits,  tur-unda,  tru-a, 
'a ladle;'  trdme(t)-s,  Tras-im-enu-s, '  the  opposite, 
ulterior :'  Goth,  thair-ko,  '  a  hole ;'  thairh  :  Old 
Germ,  durh :  Eng.  through :  Old  Island,  thro-m, 
'  margin :'  Old  Germ,  dra-m, '  limit,  border :'  Angl. 
Sax.  thrd-v-an:  Old  Germ,  drd-y-an,  'to  turn, 
whirl;'  thearl,  thearm,  thirel,  thirlian,  thole, 
tholian,  thaelian,  for-thyldian :  Slav,  tre-ti,  try- 
ti,  'to  rub:'  Lith.  trln-ti,  'to  rub,  file,  polish, 

bore;'  til-tas,  'a  bridge;'  tolus,  'long,  distant:' 

tarthadoir, '  a  saviour.'] 
Tarutri^tarutH,  at  p.  365,  by  Pan.  VII.  2,  34'. 
Tirtia,  as,  a,  am,  crossed,  passed  over ;  spread, 

expanded  ;  surpassed,  excelled  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  metre 
consisting  of  four  lines  of  four  long  syllables  each. 
-  Tirna-padl,  f.  a  species  of  plant,  =  tala-mull. 
Tirtvd,  ind.  having  passed,  crossed  over,  &c. 

TTT  tet/a,  as,  m.,  Ved.  only  occurring  in 
Vajasaneyi-samhita  XXV.  I,  where  the  sense  is 
doubtful. 

tej  (probably  connected  with  rt. 
tif),  d.  i.  P.  tejati,  &c.,  to  guard,  cherish, 

defend,  protect. 
TT3T  teja,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  tij),  sharpness, 

pungency ;  sharpness  (of  a  weapon) ;  brilliancy ; 
spirit;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Teja-pattra,  as,  m.  the  leaf 
of  Laurus  Cassia.  —  Teja-mt,  an,  all,  at,  sharp, 

&c. ;  see  tejo-vat.  —  Teja-sinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king,  a  descendant  of  Paramara,  mentioned  in  the 
Raja-taraifgini  by  Kalhana. 

Tejana,  am,  n. sharpening;  kindling,  inflammation ; 
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enlightening,  rendering  bright,  miking  splendid  or 
polished;  whelting  ;  a  point,  the  point  of  an  arrow; 
a  reed,  a  bamboo,  the  shaft  of  an  arrow  ;  the  reed 
Saccharum  Sara;  (i),  f.  a  number  of  reeds,  straw, 
&c.,  twisted  or  matted  together,  a  mat  ;  a  tuft  ;  a 
tuft  of  hair  on  the  head  (of  a  horse)  ;  N.  of  a  plant, 

=  »i«)Ta,  Sanseviera  Roxburghiam  ;  also  =jyotish- 
mati,  Cardiospermum  Halicacabum. 

Tejanaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  reed,  Saccharum  Sara 

Tfjala,  as,  m.  the  francoline  partridge  (  =  ka- 
piajala). 

Tejas,  as,  n.  sharpness;  the  sharp  edge  (of  a 
knife  &c.)  ;  the  point  or  top  of  a  flame  or  of  a  ray 
&c.  ;  glow,  glare,  fierce  or  scorching  heat,  radiance, 
splendor,  brilliance,  lustre,  light,  fire  ;  clearness  of 
the  eyes;  the  clear  or  bright  appearance  of  the 
human  body  (in  health),  beauty  ;  the  heating  and 
strengthening  faculty  of  the  human  frame  seated  in 
the  pitta  ;  the  bile  ;  bilious  humor  &c.  ;  fiery 
energy,  ardour,  power,  might,  spirit,  strength, 
efficacy,  male  energy,  semen  virile,  vital  power; 
the  brain  ;  marrow  ;  the  essential  nature  or  value 

of  anything,  essence  ;  violence,  mettle,  fierceness, 
severity,  energetic  opposition  ;  impatience,  inability 
to  bear  or  put  up  with  ;  spiritual  or  moral  or  magical 
power;  virtue;  influence,  effect,  consequence,  ma- 

jesty, fame,  dignity,  glory,  authority  ;  a  brave  man  ; 
a  venerable  or  dignified  person,  a  splendid  object,  a 
renowned  person,  a  person  of  consequence  ;  fresh 

butter;  gold;  [cf.  a-tejas,  agni-t°,  ugra-t°,  ttgma- 
t°,  &c.  ;  cf.  also  Hib.  teas,  '  warmth,  fervour.'] 
—  Tejah-prabha,  as,  a,  am,  gleaming  with  lustre, 
flashing  with  brilliance  (as  a  weapon).  —  Tqah-pliala, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant,  =  baltu-phala,  &c.—  Tejah- 
sambhava,  as,  m.  =  rasa,  lymph  ;  [cf.  agni-sam- 
6/wzm.]  —  Tejah-sinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astronomer. 
—  Tejah-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Tejai-ka,  as, 
a,  am,  splendid,  radiant,  glorious,  famous.  »•  Tejas- 
kara,  as,  a  or  t,  am,  irradiating,  illuminating,  granting 
strength  or  vital  power.  ~Tejas-kdma,  as,  a,  am, 
longing  for  manly  strength  or  vital  power,  desiring 

influence  or  authority  or  dignity.  —  Tejas-timira,  e, 
n.  du.    light   and   darkness.  —  Tejas-tejas,  as,  m. 
whose  essence  is  light,  who  is  light  of  lights.  —  Te- 
jas-tca,  am,  n.  the   nature   or   essence   of  light, 
brightness,  &c.  —  Tejas-vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  a 
sharp  edge  (as  a  weapon)  ;  sharp,  pungent  ;  splendid, 
bright;  energetic,  spirited  ;  (ti),  (.,  N.  of  a  princess; 

[cf.  tejo-vat]  •-  Tejasvi-td,  (.  or  tejasvi-tva,  am, 
n.  energetic  behaviour  or  nature,  energy,  brilliancy, 
splendor.  —  Tejas-vin,  i,  ini,  t,  brilliant,  splendid, 
bright  ;  powerful,  energetic,  strong,  sound,  inspiring 
respect,  dignified,  noble;    famous,   glorious,  illustri- 

ous, celebrated  ;  violent  ;  lawful  ;  haughty  ;  granting 
strength  &c.  ;  (I),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Jndra  ;  (ini), 
f.  —  jyotish-mati,    Cardiospermum    Halicacabum. 

-•  Tejasvi-pras'ansd,  f.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  S'am-ga- 
dhara's    anthology    called     Simga-dhara-paddhati. 
—  Tejo-ndtha-tirtha,  am,  n.  the  Tirtha   of  the 

lord  of  light  (the  Son?).-Tejo-nidhi,  is,  is,  i,  'a 

treasury  of  glory,"  abounding  in  glory.  —  Tejo-bala- 
samanvita  or   tejo-bala-samdyukta,  as,  a,  am, 
endowed  with  spirit  and  strength.  —  Tejo-bhanga, 
at,  m.  destruction  of  dignity,  disgrace.  —  Tejo-man- 
daJa,  am,  n.  a  disk  or  halo  of  light.  —  Tejo-mantha, 
as,  m.  the  tree  Premna  Spinosa,  (the  friction  of  the 

wood    engendering   flame)  j     [cf.    agni-manllta.] 
—  Tejo-maya,  a*,  i,  am,  consisting  of  splendor  or 
light,  shining,  brilliant,  luminous,  glorious  ;  full  of 
energy  or  ardour.  —  Tejo-murti,  is.  is,    i,   whose 
form  is  light,  consisting  totally  of  light.  —  Tejo-rdii, 
is,  m.  a  heap  or  mass  of  splendor,  i.  e.  all  splendor. 

—  Tejo-rupa,  as,  a,  am,  whose  form  is  light,  con- 
sisting wholly  of  splendor;  (am),  n.  Brahma,  the 

supreme  spirit  ;  the  nature  of  light.  —  Tejo-vat,  an, 

medicinal  root,  commonly  called  Tejo-bala;  N.  of  a 
princess ;    [cf.  tejas-vat.]  -  Tejo-vid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 

possessing  splendor  or  light.  —  Tcjo-tindupanisliad 

^du-up°),  t,  f.  '  a  drop  or  particle  of  light,'  N.  of 
an  Upanishad.  —  Tejo-vija,  am,  n.  mairow.  —  Tejo- 
rrikelia,  as,  m.=  ksliudragni-mantha.—  Tejo- 
vritta,  am,  n.  noble  or  dignified  behaviour  ;  superior 
brilliancy  or  power.  «•  Tejo-vriddJil,  is,  f.  increase 
of  glory  or  dignity.  —  Te  jo-Tirana,  as,  m.  loss  of 

dignity  or  lustre.  —  Tejoln-d  (°jas-dh°  ?),  f.  =  tejas- 
vinl,  =  ttjirii. 

Tejasa,  am,  n.  =  tcjus,  power  &c.  (at  the  end  of  a compound). 

Tejasya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  splendid,  conspicuous. 
Tejtia,  as,  a,  am,  sharpened,  whetted,  polished, 

burnished  ;  excited,  invigorated,  stimulated. 
Tejinl,  f.  a  sort  of  medicinal  plant,  commonly 

called  Tejo-bala  ;  Sanseviera  Zeylanica. 
Tejishtha,  as,  a,  am  (super!,  of  tigma  or 

fiksltiia),  Ved.  very  sharp  or  pointed,  very  bright, 

splendid,  shining  ;  vigorous,  powerful,  violent. 

Tejiyas,  an,  asi,  as,  Ved.  very  bright,  radiant, 
splendid  ;  very  powerful  or  vigorous  ;  a  man  of  high 
dignity  or  influence. 

Tejeyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Raudrisva. 

tejiiiira,  N.  of  a  place  mentioned 
in  the  poem  Rasika-ramana  by  Raghu-natha. 

TT^ft  tedam.f.,  Ved.  blood  or  clotted 
blood. 

TTT  i.  tena,  as,  m.  a  note  or  cadence  in- 
troductory to  a  song  &c. 

rr»T  2.  tena,  ind.(Inst.  sing,  of  the  pronom. 
base  a.  fa),  in  that  direction,  there  (correlative  to 

yena,  in  which  direction,  where)  ;  in  that  manner, 
thus,  so  (correlative  to  yena,  in  what  manner)  ;  on 
that  account,  for  that  reason,  therefore,  in  conse- 

quence of;  so  with  regard  to  (with  ace.)  ;  tena  hi, 
therefore,  now  then. 

7TTI  teP>  c^  1-  ̂-  *ePate>  &c-»  *°  sprinkle, 
X  distil,  ooze,  drop  ;  to  shake,  tremble  ;  to 

shine. 

7TH  tema,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  tim),  the  becoming 

wet,  wet,  damp,  moisture  ;  [cf.  sterna.] 

Temana,  am,  n.  wetting,  moistening,  moisture  ; 

a  sauce,  condiment  ;  (i),  f.  a  sort  of  chimney,  a  fire- 

place. 
TTt  tera  (?),  am,  n.  the  mouth. 

TT?5  tela,  as,  m.  a  particular  high  number. 
rfc?  telu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  race. 

TT3  tev,  cl.  i.  A.  tevate,  &c.,  to  play, 

\  sport  ;  to  weep,  lament  ;  [cf.  div  and  oVt'.] 
Tevana,  am,  n.  play,  sport,  pastime  ;  a  garden,  a 

pleasure-garden  or  play-ground. 

n<*l<4«l  taikayana,  as,  m.  and  taikayani, 
is,  m.  two  patronymics  from  Tika. 

Taikdyaniya,  as,  m.  a  descendant  or  a  pupil  of 
Taikayani. 

j^ 

nt^uiMl  taikshnayana,  as,  m.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Tlkshna. 

HiyW  taikshnya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tlkshna),  sharp- 
ness (of  a  knife  &c.),  acuteness,  heat,  pungency, 

acerbity,  fierceness,  severity,  vehemence,  violence, cruelty. 

riJHJ  taigmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tigma),  sharp- 
ness, pungency,  &c. 

Tflf«irt|^N  taijanitvat,  k,  f.  (?),  a  sort  of Vina. 

nn«  taijasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  fejas),  bright, 

luminous,  brilliant,  consisting  of  light  or  fire,  fiery, 
splendid  ;  consisting  of  any  shining  substance  such 
as  metal,  metallic  ;  the  gastric  juice  as  coloured  by 

digested  food  ;  passionate,  energetic,  vigorous,  power- 

ful, intense  ;  (as),  m.  '  the  bright  one,'  i.  e.  the  highly refined  or  subtle  essence  (in  the  Vedanta  phil.)  ;  (i), 

f.  Scindapsus  Officinalis  ;  (am),  n.  any  metal  ;  ghee 
or  oiled  butter  ;  intensity  ;  vigour,  energy  ;  N.  of  a 

Tirtha.  —  Taijasdvartani  or  taijasdmrtini  (°sa- 
dv°),  f.  a  crucible. 

taitala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Taitaldyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Taitala. 

rnrTEJ  taitiksha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  titiksha), 

patient;  (this  word  is  also  an  adj.  fr.  taitiks/i>/a.) 

Taitikshava,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Titi- kshu. 

Taitikshya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Titiksha. 

TrmfT  taitira,  as,  m.  =  tittiri,  a  partridge  ; 

(probably  a  wrong  reading  for  taittira.) 

TrfrTc?  taitila,  as,  m.  a  rhinoceros  ;  a  god  ; 

=  kalirtga  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  the  fourth  astronomical 

period  called  Karanas. 
Taitili,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

taittira,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  tittiri),  pro- 
duced or  coming  from  a  partridge  ;  sprung  from  the 

sage  Tittiri  ;  (as),  m.  =  tittiri,  a  partridge  ;  a  rhino- 
ceros ;  (am),  n.  a  flock  of  partridges. 

Taitliri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  sage  who  was 
an  elder  brother  of  Vaisampayana  ;  N.  of  a  son  of 

Kapota-roman  and  father  of  Punar-vasu. 
Taittirika,  as,  m.  one  who  catches  partridges. 
Taittiriya,  as,  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  Tittiri,  the 

followers  of  the  Taittiriya  school  of  the  Yajur-veda  ; 
or  the  Yajur-veda  itself,  according  to  the  version  of 
this  school  ;  see  taittiriya-samhitd.  —  Taittiriya- 
faraiia,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  school  or  sect  of  the 
Taittirlyas.  —  Taittiriya-prdtisalchya,  am,  n.  the 
Pratisakhya  of  the  Taittirlyas.  —  Taittiriya-brdit- 
mana,  am,  n.  a  Brahmana  of  the  Taittiriya  Yajur- 

veda.  —  Tuilliriya-s'ikslid,  f.  the  pronunciation  of 
letters,  accents,  &c.,  according  to  the  Taittirlyas. 

"Taittiriya-samhitd,  f.  the  collection  of  the 
hymns  &c.  of  the  dark  or  black  Yajur-veda  ;  (this, 
the  more  ancient  version  of  the  Yajur-veda,  was 
called  Taittiriya,  as  handed  down  by  Tittiri,  the 

pupil  of  YSska,  the  pupil  of  Vaisampayana;  the  more 
modern  or  bright  Yajur-veda  being  attributed  to 
YSjnavalkya,  of  the  family  of  the  Vajasaneyins  :  the 
legend  relates  that  the  Yajus  in  its  original  form 
was  first  taught  by  the  sage  VaiSampayana  to  twenty- 
seven  pupils,  Yajiiavalkya  being  deputed  by  him  to 
teach  it  to  others  ;  subsequently  the  sage  being 
offended  with  Yajiiavalkya,  bade  him  relinquish  the 
Veda  committed  to  him,  which  he  instantly  disgorged 

in  a  tangible  form  ;  whereupon  the  other  disciples  of 
Vaisampayana  receiving  his  command  to  pick  it  up, 
assumed  the  form  of  partridges  for  that  purpose,  and 
swallowed  the  texts,  which  were  soiled,  and  hence 

named  'black,'  the  other  name  taittiriya  having 
reference  to  the  partridges.  Yajiiavalkya  then  had 
recourse  to  the  Sun,  and  from  that  deity  received  a 
new  revelation  of  the  Yajus,  which  is  sometimes 

called  '  white,'  and  sometimes  from  the  patronymic 
of  Yajiiavalkya,  Vajasaneyin.)  —  Taittiriydranyaka 

(°ya-ar°),  am,  n.  the  Aranyaka  of  the  Taittirlyas. 
—  Taittiriyopamshad  (°ya-up°),  t,  f.  the  Upani- 

shad of  the  Taittirlyas. 

Taittirtyaka,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  Taitti- 
riya version  of  the  Yajur-veda;  (as),  m.  p\.  =  taitti- 

riyds,  i.  e.  the  followers  of  the  Taitliriya  school  of 

the  Yajur-veda.  —  Taittiriyakopanuhad  (°ka-np°), 
t,  f.  the  Upanishad  of  the  Taittirlyas  mentioned  in 

the  Sarva-dars*ana-saihgraha. 
Ff^fTTfa  taintidlka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tintidika), 

prepared  with  a  sour  sauce  of  tamarinds. 

'ff't^S  tainduka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tinduka), 
derived  from  or  belonging  to  the  tree  Diospyros 

Embryopteris. 
TfH  taibha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 



taimata. 

taimdta,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 
serpent. 

TTHTC  taimha,  as,  m.  (fr.  timira),  scil. 

i'oga,  darkness  or  dimness  of  the  eyes,  a  disease  of 

the  eyes ;  [cf.  timira."] Taimirika,  as,  t,  am,  affected  by  this  disease. 

'rTX  taira,  as,  m.  or  tairana,  as,  m.  or 
/ii! rani,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  ku-nili,  rdga-da. 

rTT*T3i  tairabhukta,  as,  i,  am,  derived  from 
or  a  native  of  Tlra-bhukti. 

WC^Sf  tairasda,  as,  i,  am,  derived  from  or 
composed  by  Tirascfl  (as  a  SSman  or  Sukta). 

Tairaifya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  SSman. 

flMi<(t.l»t  tairovirama,  as,  m.  (fr.  tiras  + 

I'ii'dma),  '  extending  beyond  a  pause'  or  'having  a 
pause  between,'  i.  e.  the  dependent  Svarita  in  a  com- 

pound when  the  UdStta  upon  which  it  depends 
stands  on  the  last  syllable  of  the  first  member  of  the 
compound. 

tlCic*4^1  tairovyahjana,  as,  m.  (fr.  tiras 

+  vy°),  '  extending  beyond  the  consonant'  or 
'  having  a  consonant  between,'  the  dependent  Sva- 

rita when  separated  from  the  Udatta  syllable  of 
the  same  word  by  one  or  more  consonants,  i.  e.  a 
circumflex  accent  between  which  and  the  preceding 
acute  vowel  one  or  more  consonants  intervene. 

rTCtSJET  tairo  'hnya  =  tiro-'hnya,  q.  v. 
TTM  tairtha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tirtha),  relating 

to  a  sacred  bathing-place  or  shrine,  coming  from 
it,  &c. 
Tairthaka,  as,  &c.,  an  adj.  fr.  tirtha. 
Tairthika,  as,  I,  am,  coming  or  derived  from  a 

holy  place  of  pilgrimage ;  visiting  the  holy  shrines  or 

bathing-places;  sacred,  holy;  (am),  n.  water  from 
a  sacred  bathing-place,  holy  water;  (as),  m.  an 
ascetic ;  [cf.  tirthika.] 

Tairthya,  am,  n.  abstract  noun  fr.  tirtha. 

rfq'i<4Mo)r  tairyagayanika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 
tlryag-ayana),  measured  by  the  revolution  of  the 
sun,  as  a  year,  (opposed  to  sdvanah  samvat- 
sarah.) 

flM'*U«T  tairyagyona,  as,  t,  am,  or  tair- 
yagyoni,  is,  is,  i,  or  tairyagyonya,  as,  a,  am  (fr. 
tiryag-yoni),  of  animal  origin,  relating  to  the 
animals,  an  animal,  &c. 

nc7  taila,  am,  n.  (fr.  tila),  oil  expressed 
from  sesamum,  mustard,  &c. ;  oil  in  general,  (often 
compounded  with  the  name  of  the  plant  from  which 
the  oil  is  extracted) ;  storax,  gum  benzoin,  incense ; 

[cf.  tlkshna-taila.^  —  Taila-kanda,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  bulbous  plant.  —  Taila-katka-ja,as,  m.  oil-cake; 
[cf.  tilakalka-ja.]—Taila-kalpand,  {.,  N.  of  a 
chapter  in  the  Sarrrga-dhara-samhita  or  medical 

work  by  S'arrrga-dhara,  son  of  DSmodara.  —  Taila- 
kdra,  as,  m.  an  oil  manufacturer.  —  Taila-kitta, 
am,  n.  oil-cake,  a  cake  made  of  oily  seed ;  [cf.  tila- 
kitta.]  —  Taila-kita,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  insect,  = 
tailinl,  danlru-nasini,  &c.**Taila-fourikd,  f. 

a  cock-roach  ('stealing  oil').  —  Taila-tva,  am,  n. 
oiliness,  oily  state  —  Tatta-droni,  f.  a  tub  or  bath 
filled  with  oi\.  —  Tatt(i-paka,  as,  m.  (paka  fr.  pa, 

drinking),  a  kind  of  bird  ;  an  'oil-drinking'  beetle, 
a  cock-roach;  [cf. taila-pd.]  —  Taila-parnaka, am, 
n.  a  kind  of  fragrant  grass,  =  granthi-parna  ;  sandal- 
wood.  —  Tailapaniika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sandal- 
wood.  —  Taila-parnl,  f.  sandal ;  turpentine  ;  incense  ; 

[cf.  tila-parna  and  tila-fia.rni.]  —  Taila-pd  or 
taila-pdyikd,  (.  a  kind  of  beetle  or  cock-roach  ;  [cf. 

taila-paka.~\  —  Taila-payin,  I,  m.  a  kind  of  cock- 
roach ;  a  sword  ('  drinking  oil,'  i.  e.  anointed  with 

oil  ?) ;  (in?),  f.  a  kind  of  cock-roach.  —  Taila-pinja 

=  tila-pinja,  white  sesamum.  —  Taila-pipilika,  f. 
the  small  red  ant.  —  Ta ila-pita,  as,  d,  am,=pita- 

taila,  one  who  has  drunk  oil.  —  Taila-phala,  as, 
m.  the  sesamum  plant ;  Terminalia  Catappa  ( = 

ingudt)  ;  Terminalia  Bellerica.  —  Taila-bhdvini,  f. 
—  tila-blidvini,  jasmine.  — Taila-mdli,  f.  a  wick, 
the  cotton  of  a  lamp.  —  Tailam-pdtd,  f.  the  pouring 

of  sesamum-seeds    into    fire    [cf.    fyainam-pata] ', 
oblation  to  fire ;  (as,  a,  am),  mixed  with  oil  &c. 

—  Taila-yantra,  am,  n.  an  oil-mill.  —  Tatla-ialli, 
(.  a  kind  of  plant,  =  laghu-iatdvarl   (Asparagus). 
—  Taila-rija,    Semecarpus    Anacardium.  ••  Taila- 
nadhana,  am,  n.  a  fragrant  substance  or  perfume, 
civet?  (  =  kakkolaka).~»Taila-spandd,  f.,  N.  of 
several  plants,  =  iveta-gokarni ;  Ttakoli;  Cucurbita 
Pepo.  —  Taila-spha/ika,  as,  m.   a  sort  of  gem, 

amber(?).-7'at75i-am  (°la-dk°),  as,  m.  seeds  &c. 
from  which  oil  is  expressed.  —  Tailaguru  fla-ag°), 
u,  n.  a  sort  of  Agallochum. •«  Taildti  (^la-ati),  f. 

a  v/zsp.  —  Taildbhyanga  (°la-abh°),  as,  m.  anoint- 
ing the  body  with  oil.  —  Taildmbukd  (°la-am°),  f. 

=  taila-pdyikd,  a  sort  of  cock-roach. 
Tailaka,  am,  n.  a  small  quantity  of  oil. 

Tailika,  as,  m.  an  oilman,  an  oil  manufacturer. 
Tailin,  i,  ini,  i,  relating  or  belonging  to  oil,  oily, 

&c. ;  (?),  m.  an  oilman,  an  oil-grinder  or  preparer ; 
(ini),  f.  the  wick  or  cotton  of  a  lamp ;  a  kind  of 
insect  found  in  oil  ( =  taila-kita).  —  Taili-^dld,  f. 
an  oil-mill. 

Tailina,  as,  d,  am,  grown  with  sesamum ;  (am), 
n.  a  field  of  sesamum. 

TTcO<»M  tailakya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tilaka),  putting 
the  Tilaka-mark  on  the  forehead  (?). 

Tr^jf  tailanga,  as,  m.  the  country  along 
the  coast  south  of  Orissa  as  far  as  Madras,  the 
modern  Carnatic. 

Hrt*(«fi  tailavaka,  as,  &c.,  inhabited  by 
the  Telus. 

n<?(<*  taihaka,  as,  &c.  (fr.  tilvaka),  com- 
ing from  or  made  of  the  Tilvaka  tree,  the  plant 

Symplocos  Racemosa. 

nsf*  taivraka,  as,  Sec.,  inhabited  by  the 
Tlvras. 
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nis«l  todana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  tud),  split- 
ting (?). 

taivradarava,  as,  i,  am,  made  of 
or  coming  from  the  tree  TTvra-daru. 

** 
ITR  taisha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tishya),  relating 

to  the  asterism  Tishya ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  month 

(December-January),  the  month  in  which  the  full 
moon  stands  in  the  asterism  Tishya,  =pausha  and 
mliasya;  (I),  (.,  icil.  tithi  or  ratri,  the  day  of  full 
moon  in  mbnth  Taisha. 

rft^i  toka,  am,  n.  (connected  with  I .  tud  and 
I.  tuj,  and  said  by  some  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  /u), offspring, 
children,  race,  male  or  female  offspring,  a  child, 
(in  the  Rig-veda  toka  is  never  used  in  pi. ;  it  is 
often  joined  with  tanaya) ;  a  new-born  child ;  the 

offspring  of  any  animal  (in  comp1.,  e.  g.  mraha- 
toka,  a  young  boar) ;  [cf.  tvaksh,  atoka,  taksh;  Gr. 
rtnvoc,  TtKTu,  fTtKov,  TOKOS  ;  Angl.  Sax.  thegn, 

tKegen;  Old  Germ,  degan, '  servant.']  —  Toka-vat, 
an,  all,  at,  Ved.  connected  with  offspring,  having 
children.  —  Toka-sdti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  the  acquisition  of offspring. 

Tokma,  as,  m.  and  (in  the  earlier  language)  toll- 
man, a,  n.  a  young  green  blade  of  corn,  especially 

of  barley,  green  or  unripe  barley ;  (as),  m.  green 
colour ;  (am),  n.  the  wax  of  the  ear ;  a  cloud. 

nl5<*  totaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  poisonous 

insect ;  N.  of  a  pupil  of  San-karSc'arya ;  (am),  n.  a 
particular  metre  (each  line  of  the  stanza  containing 
twelve  syllables) ;  according  to  some  also  a  kind  of 
drama,  (probably  a  Prakrit  form  for  trotaka.) 

tod,  cl.  i.  A.  todate,  &c.,  to  treat 
with  disrespect ;   to  despise ;    [cf.  tiulfj, 

tiid,  rauii.] 

todala-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tantra. 

nltici  totala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  writer  on 

medicine  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess  ;  [cf.  trotala."\ 
rf\n«^  totas,  ind.,  Ved.  (according  to 

Mahl-dhara),  a  wife;  or=tvayi. 

niriitii  tottayana,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
branch  of  the  Atharva-veda,  (also  read  toUayanlya, 
tauta,  and  tauttdyana.) 

rft^1  tottra  or  totra,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  tud), 
a  stick  or  bamboo  with  a  sharp  iron  head  used  for 
guiding  an  elephant;  a  goad  or  pike  for  driving 
cattle.  —  Totra-vetra,  am,  n.  a  rod  or  wand  borne 

by  Vishnu. 
Toda',  as,  m.  guiding  or  driving  (horses  &c.)  ; 

'  the  instigator  and  exciter  '  (of  all  nature),  an  epi- 
thet of  the  Sun  ;  sharp,  shooting  or  pricking  pain  ; 

pain,  anguish,  vexation,  torture,  disease,  uneasiness 
either  of  body  or  mind  ;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  a  sacrificer  ; 

gotamasya  todah,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Toda-parni, 
(.  '  prick-leaf,'  N.  of  a  plant  enumerated  among  the Ku-dh5nyas. 

Todana,  am,  n.  a  stick  used  for  guiding  or  driving 
cattle  &c.,  a  goad  ;  stinging  ;  pain,  affliction  from 
disease  &c.  ;  (as,  am),  m.n.,  N.  of  a  tree  and  its 
fruit,  (in  MarSthl  laghukdnkada.) 

nr»n;  tomara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  iron  club 

or  crow  ;  a  lance,  a  javelin  ;  a  kind  of  metre  con- 
sisting of  four  lines  of  nine  syllables  each  ;  N.  of  a 

man;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  nce.  —  Tomara-graha, 
as,  m.  a  warrior  armed  with  a  club  or  lance  ;  throw- 

ing a  lance.  —  Tomara-dhara,  as,  m.  a  warrior 
armed  with  a  dub  or  lance  ;  fire. 

lfi»l<l«u  tomarana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ; 
[cf.  toramdna.] 

fffaftcRT  tomarika,  f.  =  tuvarika,  a  fra- 

grant earth. 
TTtT  toya,  am,  n.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  2.  tu),' water  ;  the  regent  of  the  Nakshatra  AshSdhS  ; 

(toyam  kri,  to  make  an  offering  of  water  to  a 
deceased  person,  with  gen.)  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  ; 

[cf.  Slav,  tayatt,  '  to  melt.']  —  Toya-karman,  a,  n. 
a  religious  ceremony  performed  with  water,  ablutions 
of  various  parts  of  the  body,  oblations  of  water 
offered  to  a  deceased  person.  —  Toya-lidina,  as,  d, 
am,  fond  of  water  ;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of  cane  growing 
in  or  near  water,  Calamus  Fasciculatus.  —  Toya- 
kumbha,  Blyxa  Saivala.  —  Toya-krMlira,  as,  am, 
m.  n.  a  sort  of  penance,  drinking  nothing  but  water 
for  a  fixed  period.  —  Toya-krit,  t,  t,  t,  causing  water 

or  rain.  —  Toya-kndd,  f.  sport  or  pastime  in  water, 
splashing  about  in  water  or  besprinkling  one  another  ; 

[cf.  jala-knda."]  —  Toya-garbha,  the  cocoa-nut 
('containing  water').  —  Toyardara,  as,  d,  am, 
moving  in  water;  (as),  m.  an  aquatic  animal. 
—  Toya-ja,  as  d,  am,  born  or  living  in  water. 
—  Toya-dimba  or  -dimbha  or  -dimbhaka,  as,  m. 
hail.  —  Toya-da,  as,  d,  am,  giving  water;  (as),  m. 
a  cloud;    a  kind  of  Cyperus,  =  mustaka;  (am),  n. 

ghee  or  oiled  butter.  —  Toyaddtyaya  ("da-at°),  as, 
m.  the  departure  of  the  clouds,  the  autumn.  —  Toya- 
ddna,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  gesticulation  mentioned  in 
the  PurSna-sarva-sva  by  HalSyudha.  —  Toya-dhara, 
as,  d  or  I,  am,  bearing  or  containing  water  ;  (as),  m. 
a  cloud  ;  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant,  —  su-nishanna  ; 
a  kind  of  Cyperus,  =  mustd.  —  Toya-dhdra,  as,  d, 
am,  bearing  or  containing  water  ;  (as),  m.  a  stream 

of  water.  —  Toya-dhi,  in,   m.   '  the   receptacle   of 
waters,'  the  octm.-*Toyadhi-prtya,am,  n.  cloves, 
('  fond   of  the    sea,'    i.  e.    produced    in    maritime 
countries.)  —  Toya-nidhi,  is,  m.  '  a  treasure-house 
of  water,'  the  ocean.  ••  Toya-riiw,  f.   '  girdled  by 
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the  ocean,'  an  epithet  of  the  earth.  —  Toya-jidfkdna- 
ja-mala,  a>n,  n.  calamine,  oxide  of  zinc.  —  Toya- 
pippall,  f.  the  plant  Jussiza  Repens.—  Toya- 
fntshjii  or  toya-pratfhtJid,  (.  trumpet-flower,  Big- 
nonia  Suaveolens.  —  Toya-prasddana,  as,  a,  am, 
purifying  water ;  (am),  n.  the  tree  or  the  nut  of  the 
tree  Strychnos  Potatorum,  the  clearing-nut,  (this  nut 
being  rubbed  upon  the  inside  of  a  water-jar  occasions 
the  precipitation  of  the  impurities  of  the  water 
poured  into  it.)  —  Toyapraaddana-phala,  am,  n. 
the  nut  of  the  tree  Strychnos  Potatorum  ;  [cf.  the 

preceding.]  —  Toya-phald,  f.  Cucumis  Utilissimus 
(  =  «Tdr»).  —  Toya-maya,  at,  t,  am,  formed  or 
consisting  of  water.  —  Tuya-mala,  am,  n.  sea  foam. 

—  Toya-mud,  k,  m.  a  cloud  ('discharging  water'). 
—  Toya-yantra,  am,  n.  a  water-clock,  a  clepsydra ; 
[cf.  jala-ynntra.}  —  Toya-rasa,   at,   m.   water, 
moisture.  —  Toya-rdj,  t,  m. '  the  king  of  the  waters,' 
an  epithet  of  the  ocsun.  —  Toya-rSH,  is,  m.  'a  heap 
of  water,'  a  pond,  a  lake.  —  Toya-vat,  an,  att,  at, 
•  having  water,'  surrounded  by  water;  (att),  f.,  N. 
of  a   plant,  =  amrita-valll,  Cocculus   Cordifolius. 
—  Toya-wallikd,  f.  Cocculus  Cordifolius.  —  Toya- 
ralli,  {.  a  kind  of  gourd,  Momordica  Charantia ;  [cf. 

kdravella.']  —  Toya-vrSctha,  an,  m.  the  plant  Blyxa 
Saivala.  —  Toya-vritti  =  toydpdmdrga.  —  Toya- 
veld,  {.  the  margin  of  the  water,  the  water's  edge, 
the  shore.  —  Toya-vyatikara,  as,  m.  blending  or 
union  of  the  waters  (of  two  rivers).  —  Toya-tuktika, 
f.  a  bivalve  shell,  an  oyster.  —  Toya-iuka,  Blyxa  Sai- 

vala. —  Toya-sarplkd,  f.  a  frog.  —  Toya-su(aka,  as, 

m.  a  frog.  -  Toyadhdra  (°ya-ddh°),  an,  m.  a  water 
reservoir,  a  lake.  —  Toyadhi-tasim  (°ya-adh°),  f. 
trumpet-flower,   Bignonia    Suaveolens;    [cf.  ambu- 
raeini  and  ambit-vast.]  —  Toydpdmdrga  (°ya-op°), 
of,  m.  Ach yranthes  Aquatica.  —  Toyalaya  (°ya-df), 
as,  m.  ocean,  sea ;  N.  of  a  constellation.  —  Toyalaya 

^ya-dt°),  as,  m.  a  water  reservoir,  a  cistern,  a  lake, 
a  river.  —  Toyotsarga  (°ya-ut')t  at,  m.  the  pouring 
out  or  discharge  of  water,  raining.  —  Toyotearga- 
stanilu-mukhara,  at,  a,  am,  noisy  with  rain  and 

thunder.  —  Toyodbkava  (°ya-ud°),  f.  Achyranthes 
Aquatica. 

nV«u  torana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (perhaps  fr. 
rt.  I.  tur,  to  press  forwards,  i.  e.  through  a  passage), 
an  arch,  a  gate,  an  arched  doorway,  a  portal,  the 
ornamented  arch  of  a  door  or  gateway ;  any  tempo- 

rary and  ornamental  arch ;  decoration  of  the  gate-post 
(with  boughs  of  trees,  garlands,  &c.) ;  an  outer  door ; 
a  mound  or  elevated  place  near  a  bathing-place ;  a 
triangle  supporting  a  large  balance;  (am),  n.  the 
neck,  the  throat;  (a*),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Torana-m&la,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a 
place    of   pilgrimage.  —  Tarana-vat,   an,   att,   at, 
arched,  having  ornamental  arches. 

nV«ii«u  foramina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ; 
[cf.  tomarana.] 

tnTW^R^  tora-sravas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Rishi  with  the  patronymic  An-girasa;  [cf.  taura- 
sravata.] 

rft<?  tola,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  tul),  poising 

one's  self,  e.  g.  ghana-tola,  (a  bird)  poising  itself  in 
the  clouds;  (an,  am),  m. n.  weighing,  weight  or 
quantity  measured  by  the  balance  ;  a  Tola,  a  weight 
of  gold  or  silver,  (reckoned  in  books  at  16  MSshas 
or  5  Rettis  or  6|  grains  each,  and  weighing  there- 

fore 105  grains  troy:  in  practice  it  is  calculated  at 

12  MSshas,  jeweller's  weight,  and  weighs  nearly 
double  or  210  grains;  but  actually  it  is  of  the  same 
weight  as  the  Sicca  or  1 79  J  grains.) 

T<ilal:a,  a*,  am,  m.  n.  a  kind  of  weight,  =  tola. 
Tolana,  am,  n.  raising,  lifting  up,  weighing. 
Tolayitcd,  ind.  having  lifted  up,  having  weighed. 
Tolya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  raised,  to  be  weighed. 

fTTJI  tosa,  as,  a,  am,  or  tosas,  as,  as,  as 
(fr.  rt.  I.  titi),  Ved.  distilling,  trickling,  granting. 

rffa  tosha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt,  tush),  satisfaction, 

gratification,  contentment,  pleasure,  joy,  happiness  ; 
Contentment  personified  as  a  son  of  Bhaga-vat  and one  of  the  twelve  Tushitas. 

Toshaka,  as,  tied,  am,  gratifying,  causing  pleasure 
or  happiness. 

TofJtaiui,  af,  t,  am,  satisfying,  gratifying,  making 
contented,  appeasing,  pleasing;  (am),  n.  the  act 
of  satisfying,  satisfaction,  gratification,  pleasing,  de- 

lighting ;  (t),  f.  an  epithet  of  DurgS. 
Tofhaniya  or  toshayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be 

satisfied  or  gratified  or  made  contented,  to  be 

pleased. Toshiia,  an,  a,  am,  pleased,  satisfied,  gratified, 

appeased. Toshin,  t,  im,  i,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  satisfied 
or  contented  with,  pleased  with,  liking  ;  gladdening, 
satisfying,  making  contented. 

Totkya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made  satisfied  or  con- 
tented, to  be  pleased  or  delighted. 

ioshala  or  tosala,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of a  race(?). 

taultshayana,  adj.  from  Tuksha. 

taukshika,  as,  m.  (a  word  borrowed 

fr.  the  Gr.  ro£<iT7)s),  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Sagit- 
tarius. 

taugrya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  son  of 
Tugra,  a  patronymic  of  Bhujyu. 

t?T«3n  tautihya,  am,  n.  (abstract  noun  fr. 
tuddha),  emptiness,  meanness,  worthlessness. 

flilijsin.  taundikera,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
race;  [cf.  tundikera.] 

rUtf  tauta,  another  form  for  tottayana. 

ntrrtfrl'*  tautatika,  as,  i,  am,  composed 

by  Tutsta,  (according  to  a  scholiast)  =  KaumSrilam 
S'astram. 

TJTTinii  tautika,  as,  m.  the  pearl-oyster; 

(am),  n.  a  pearl. 
niriiMI  tauttayana,  another  form  for 

tolldyana. 

tTIr^  tauda,  am,  n.  (fr.  tuda  or  toda),  N.  of 
a  SSman  ;  (i),  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  plant  (?). 

ni<;i(<;«li  taudddika,  as,l,am  (fr.  tud+adi), 
belonging  to  the  class  of  roots  which  begins  with 
tad,  i.  e.  to  the  sixth  class. 

I  .  tandeya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Tuda. 

taudiya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 

2.  taudeya,  as,  i,  am,  produced  in  or 
coming  from  the  district  called  TQdl,  q.  v. 

HTW^ftf'T  taumburavin,  inas,  m.  pi.  the 

pupils  of  Tumburu. 
HIT  taura,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  Tura; 

(am),  n.,  scil.  ayana,  N.  of  a  Sat-tra  ceremony. 

m<«<i*!j  taurayana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  = 
turnaydna,  hastening. 

fiY«,wi«i  taurasravasa,  am,  n.  (fr.  tora- 

iravas),  N.  of  two  Samans. 

rTKI««r«!l«li  taurayanika,  as,  I,  am,  per- 
forming the  sacrifice  or  vow  Turayana. 

tlTO  taurya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tiirya),  the  sound 
of  musical  instruments,  music,  harmony,  &c.  —  Taur- 
ya-trika,  am,  n.  triple  symphony  or  harmony,  i.  e. 
union  of  song,  dance,  and  instrumental  music. 

fTl^I  taunasa,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  turvasa), 
epithet  of  a  peculiar  species  of  horse. 

rTTc?  laula,  am,  n.  a  balance,  =  tula. 

i  .  taulika  in  rlufa-taulika,  having  the  weight  of 
10  Tulis. 
Taiilin,  i,  m.  (fr.  tula),  one  who  holds  a  balance, 

a  weigher  ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Libra. 
Taulya,  am,  n.  weight  ;  equality,  similarity, likeness. 

2.  taulika,  as,   m.  (fr.  tlilika),  a 
painter  ;  [cf.  the  next.] 

'I'linlikika,  as,  m.  a  painter. 

cn^iVj  taulvali,  is,  m.  (fr.  tuhala?),  N. 

of  a  preceptor;  ajd-taulvali,  Taulvali  fond  of 

goats. 

Taulvalayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Taulvali. 

tTT=n.oii  tauvaraka,  as,  i,  am,  derived  or 

coming  from  the  plant  Tuvaraka. 
rflf^f(9«irT  tauvilika,  f.,  Ved.  a  kind  of animal  (?). 

m^tT  taushara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  tushara), 

snowy,  dewy  ;  (am),  n.  snow,  cold. 
fff«T  tman,  a,  m.  =  iitman  (ace.  Imanam 

and  tmdnam,  dat.  tmane,  loc.  tmani;  the  initial 
a  is  also  rarely  dropped  in  epic  poetry  after  e 

or  o),  Ved.  the  vital  breath  ;  one's  own  person,  self. Tman  is  also  used  in  Ved.  for  tmand  at  the  end  of 
a  Pida. 

Tmand,  ind.,  Ved.  Although  according  to  the 
unanimous  interpretation  of  the  native  scholiasts 
and  grammarians  (cf.  Pin.  VI.  4,  141)  this  word 

stands  for  atmand,  '  by  itself,  myself,  himself,  one's 
self,'  &c.,  yet  it  has  evidently  in  many  cases  lost  its 
original  meaning  and  is  used  as  an  emphatic  particle 
in  the  same  way  as  the  Greek  piv  and  /t^f  ;  it  may 

then  be  translated  by  '  yet,'  '  really,'  '  indeed,'  '  even,' '  at  least,'  '  certainly,'  '  also  ;'  (tmand  usually  lays 
stress  on  a  preceding  and  more  rarely  on  a  following 

word)  ;  uta  tmand,  tmand  <fa,  and  also,  and  cer- 
tainly; ica  tmand  or  ni  tmand,  just  as;  adha 

tmand,  then  certainly,  even. 
Tmanya,  ind.,  Ved.  (in  certain  Apr!  hymns)  = 

tmand. 

TJJTT  tmiita,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  for  tyuta  fr. 
rt.  fir),  Ved.  soaked  with  fat. 

7T  tya.     See  tyad. 

nj'lrf  tyaaala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author; 
(also  read  tiyala.) 

W«ilfa  tyagnayi,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

.^1  -i  i.  tyaj,  cl.  I.  P.  tyajati,  tatyaja 
•^  (Ved.  titydja),  tyakthyati  (rarely  tyaji- 

shyati),  atydkshit,  tyaktum,  to  leave,  abandon, 
quit  ;  to  leave  a  place,  go  away  from  ;  to  let  go,  dis- 

miss, discharge  ;  to  shoot  off;  to  give  up,  surrender, 
resign,  part  from,  renounce  (e.g.  titnum  or  tltlinni 
or  kalccaram  tyaj,  to  abandon  the  body,  die  ;  )>rd- 
ndn  or  fcagam  or  jh'itam  tyaj,  to  give  up  breath  or 
life,  die,  risk  one's  life)  ;  to  shun,  avoid  ;  to  get  rid 
of,  free  one's  self  from,  lose  ;  to  distribute,  give  away, 
give,  offer  (as  a  sacrifice  or  oblation  to  a  deity); 
to  set  aside,  leave  unnoticed,  disregard  ;  to  except  : 

Pass,  tyajyate,  to  be  abandoned  by,  to  become 

deprived  of,  lose,  get  rid  of  (with  inst.,  e.g.  o"Ao- 
nena  tyajyate,  he  loses  his  riches)  :  Caus.  tyaja- 
yati,  -yititm,  Aor.  atiiyajat,  to  cause  to  leave  or 
abandon  or  quit,  to  deprive  a  person  of  anything 
(with  two  ace.,  e.  g.  tydjayati  mdm  griham,  he 
causes  me  to  quit  the  house  ;  or  with  ace.  and  inst., 
e.  g.  atityajat  tarn  prdnalh,  he  caused  him  to  lose  his 
life)  ;  to  expel,  turn  out  ;  to  quit  ;  to  cause  anything 
not  to  be  noticed  :  Desid.  Htyakshati  :  Intens. 

tdtyajyate,  tdtijakti;  [cf.  Hib.  treigim,  '  I  leave, 
forsake;'  treigtne,  '  forsaken,'  =  tyakta  ;  trdgean, 
'  leaving,  forsaking,  abandonment,'  =  tyajana  ; 
treigtheoir,  '  a  deserter,  forsaker,'  =  tynktfi.] 
Tyakta,  ac,  a,  am,  left,  resigned,  forsaken,  aban- 

doned, deserted,  left  alone,  &c.  —  Tyakta-jivita  oj 
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tyakta-prana.,  as,  a,  am,  ready  to  abandon  life; 
willing  to  run  ail  hazards,  having  relinquished  all 
expectation  of  life  as  men  on  the  forlorn  hope. 

—  Tyakta-lajja,  as,  a,  am,   abandoning   shame, 
shameless.  —  Tyakta-rat,  an,  att,  at,  having  left, 
leaving,  abandoning,  &c.  —  Tyakta-ridhi,  is,  is,  i, 
transgressing  rules.  -•  Tyakta-^rt,  In,  is,  i,  abandoned 

by  fortune.  —  Tydktdgni  (°ta-ag°),  'if,  m.  a  Brah- 
man who  has  given  up  his  household  fire,  one  who 

neglects  essential  ceremonies. 
Tyaktavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  left  or  abandoned  or 

released,  to  be  left  to  one's  fate ;  to  be  removed  or 
kept  back ;  to  be  given  up  or  sacrificed. 

Tyaktu-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  wishing  to  leave. 
Tydktri,  td,  tri,  tri,  resigning,  leaving,  abandon- 

ing, giving  up,  sacrificing ;  an  abandoner,  forsaker. 
Tyaktva,  ind.  having  left,  abandoned,  surrendered, 

&c. ;  leaving  aside,  disregarding,  with  exception  of. 
2.  tgaj,  k,  k,  k,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  leaving, 

abandoning,  giving  up,  dying,  risking  one's  life ;  [cf. 
<anu-t°.] 
Tyajana,  am,  n.  leaving,  quitting,  abandoning ; 

giving ;  excepting,  exclusion. 
Tyajaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  left  or  abandoned,  to 

be  avoided,  to  be  excepted,  &c. 
Tyajas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  abandonment ;  difficulty, 

danger;  alienation,  estrangement,  dislike,  anger, 
aversion,  envy ;  (Say.)  a  weapon  or  instrument 
causing  abandonment ;  (as,  as,  as),  m.  f.  n.,  Ved. 
offspring,  a  descendant. 

Tyaga,  as,  m.  leaving,  letting  go,  abandoning, 

forsaking,  parting  from,  deserting,  renouncing,  separa- 
tion ;  discharging ;  dismissing ;  giving  up,  resigning ; 

gift,  donation,  distribution;  sacrificing  one's  life; 
liberality,  generosity,  prodigality;  secretion, excretion ; 
a  sage,  one  who  separates  himself  from  the  world ; 

[cf.  dtma-f,  tanu-t',  deha-f.~\  —  Tydga-pattra, 
am,  n.  a  bill  of  divorcement.  •«  Tydga-maya,  as,  i, 
am,  consisting  only  in  giving  or  in  donation. 

—  Tydga-yuta,  as,  d,  am,  liberal.  —  Tydga-fala, 
as,  d,  am,  disposed  to  give  away,  generous,  liberal. 

—  Tydgafila-td,    f.   or  tydgafila-tra,  am,    n. 
generosity. 
Tydgin,  i,  int,  i,  leaving,  abandoning,  renouncing ; 

giving  up,  resigning ;  sacrificing ;  liberal ;  (7),  m.  an 
abandoner,  (often  applied  to  the  religious  ascetic  who 
abandons  terrestrial  objects,  thoughts,  &c.) ;  a  giver, 

a  donor ;  a  hero.  —  Tydgi-td,  f.  or  tydgi-tva,  am, 
n.  liberality,  generosity. 
Tyagima,  an,  d,  am,  left,  abandoned. 
Tydjaka,  as,  il-d,  am,  one  who  leaves,  abandons, 

expels ;  leaving,  abandoning,  &c. 
Tydjita,  at,  d,  am,  made  to  quit  or  abandon  ; 

caused  to  be  disregarded. 
Tydjya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  left  or  abandoned  or 

quitted,  to  be  avoided  or  shunned,  to  be  expelled,  to 
be  removed ;  to  be  given  up  or  relinquished  or 
abstained  from  ;  to  be  sacrificed  ;  to  be  excepted  ; 

(am),  n.  part  of  an  asterism  or  its  duration  con- 
sidered as  unlucky. 

W^  tyad,  si/as,  syd,  tyad  (a  pronoun  com- 
posed of  the  base  of  the  demonstrative  pron.  ta  and 

the  relative  ya,  and  not  found  in  the  later  language), 
Ved.  that,  that  person  or  thing,  (often  used  like  the 
article  in  other  languages,  e.  g.  tyad  vasu  Panmdm 
vidae,  thou  didst  find  that  wealth,  i.  e.  the  wealth  of 

the  Panis);  it  is  sometimes  strengthened  by  A'rfand often  occurs  in  connection  with  other  demonstratives  ; 

(tyad),  ind.,  Ved.  indeed,  namely,  as  it  is  known, 
(always  preceded  by  the  particle  ha,  e.  g.  tvam  ha 
tyad  Indra  Kutsam  dvas,  thou  indeed,  O  Indra, 
didst  help  Kutsa) ;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  der  fr.  diar,  f.  diu, 
ace.  dia  =  tydm,  nom.  pi.  m.  die  =  lye,  f.  dio  =  (yds, 
n.  diu  =  tydni  :  to  tya  belongs  Old  Germ,  siu,  ace. 
xia :  Lith.  and  Slav,  nzis,  sy,  —  fyas;  8zi,si,  —  syd.] 
Tyatra,  ind.,  Ved.  at  that  place,  there. 
Tyatratya,  an,  d,  am,  Ved.  existing  or  being  there. 
Tyada,  as,  m.  a  son  of  that  person ;  (am),  ind. 

(at  the  end  of  an  adv.  comp.)  =  tyad. 
Tyaddyani,  it,  m.  a  son  of  that  person. 

Tyd-dH/l,  k,  k,  k,  and  tyd-driia,  as,  i,  am,  such 
a  one  as  that. 

cf  i.  tra,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  trai),  protecting 

(in  comp.;  see  ansa-t°,  anguli-C,  dtapa-f,  kati- e,  sec.). 
«?  2.  tra  =  tri,  three,  in  dvi-tra,  q.  v. 

=TT  trans,  cl.  I.  10.  P.  trajtsati,  transa- 

x  yati,  Sec.,  to  speak  or  shine. 
trakh,  cl.   I.  P.  trakhati,  &c.,  to 

go,  move. j  trank,  cl.  i.  A.  trankate,  &c.,  to 

go,  move. trankh  or  trana,  cl.  i.P.  trankhati 
or  trangati,  Sec.,  to  go  or  move,  (a  various 

reading  for  tvang)  ;  [cf.  Hib.  tairgim,  '  I  escape  ;' 
tairgeadh,  'going,  passing.'] 

t(Jf  tranga,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  kind  of  town 

or  N.  of  a  town  ;  the  city  of  Hari-s'candra  supposed  to be  suspended  in  the  air  ;  [cf.  dranka,  dranga,  &c.] 

cfi^  trada,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  trid),  Ved.  split- 
ting, one  who  cleaves  or  opens  ;  a  creator  ;  (S5y.)  = 

tardayitri,  a  killer  or  injurer  (of  enemies). 

-Ji*i  trand,  cl.  i.  P.  trandati,  &c.,  to 
X  act,   perform   functions  ;    to    endeavour, 

strive  ;  to  be  busy. 

trap,  cl.  i.  A.  trapate,  trepe,  tra- 
pishyate  and  trapsyate,  atraplshta  and 

atrapta,  trapitum  and  traptum,  to  become  per- 
plexed or  embarrassed,  to  be  ashamed,  be  modest  : 

Caus.  trapayati  and  trdpayati,  -yitum,  to  make 
perplexed  or  ashamed  :  Desid.  tilrapishate  and  ti- 
trapsate  :  Intens.  tdtrapyale,  tatrapli;  [cf.  Gr. 
fpfita,  Iv-Tpe-rui;  Lat.  turpis,  probably  also  trepi- 
dus,  =  Ved.  tripra,  '  hastening  ;'  Lith.  tr6piyu,  '  to 
throw  ;'  Slav,  trepet,  '  trembling  ;'  probably  Goth. 
dreiban;  Angl.  Sax.  drif-an,  dref-an.] 
Trapa,  as,  d,  m.  f.  (more  commonly  a,  f.),  per- 

plexity, embarrassment,  bashfulness,  shame,  modesty  ; 
(d),  f.  an  unchaste  woman  (a  shame  to  her  family)  ; 

family,  race  ;  fame,  celebrity  ;  [cf.  Gr.  eV-rpoir!;.] 
—  Trapd-nirasta,  as,  d,  am,  shameless,  impudent. 
—  Trapdnvita  (°pd-an°),  as,  d,  am,  modest,  bash- 

ful, ashamed.  —  Trapd-bhara,  as,  d,  am,  overcome 
with  shame.  —  Trapd-yukla,  as,  d,  am,  bashful, 
modest.  —  Trapd-randd,  f.  a  harlot.  —  Trapd-vat, 

an,  at'i,  at,  modest,  ashamed.  —  Trapd-htna,  as,  a, am,  shameless,  immodest,  impudent. 
Trapamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  ashamed. 
Trapita,  as,  d,  am,  modest,  bashful,  ashamed. 
Trapn,  u,  n.  tin  ;  lead  ;  (tin  is  said  to  be  called 

trapu  from  its  contracting  just  before  melting  ;  cf. 
lajjdlu,  as  a  N.  of  the  sensitive  plant.)  —  Trapu- 
karkatt,  f.  a  kind  of  cucumber,  =  trapusi.  —  Trapu- 
kartfin,  I,  int,  i,  having  tin  ear-ornaments  ;  (I), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Bhava-nandin. 
Trapula,  am,  n.  tin,  lead. 
Trapusha,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  merchant  ;  a  cucumber 

or  melon;  (I),  f.  =  trapmi  ;  (am),  n.  cucumber, 
the  fruit  of  the  Trapusht  ;  tin. 

Trapus,  us,  n.  tin  ;  [cf.  trdpu*ha.] 
Trapusa,  am,  n.  cucumber,  the  fruit  of  the 

Trapusi;  tin;  (I),  {.  coloquintida  and  other  sorts 
of  cucumber,  =mahendra-vdi>iini,  karkati,  pita- 

pmhpd. <SMl*  trapdha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  barbarous 
tribe. 

trapishtha,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  of  tri- 
pra), highly  satisfied,  much  pleased  or  contented. 

Traptyas,  an,  fist,  at  (compar.  of  tripra},  more 
satisfied,  highly  pleased. 

traputi,  f.  small  cardamoms  ;  [cf. 

also  tri-puta  and  tri-putt.'] 
us.     See  under  rt.  trap  above. 

3"H  trapra,  am,  n.  (a  various  reading  for 
rapra),  lead.  ; 

3H*|  trupsya,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
tj-ip),  thin  or  diluted  curds ;  (according  to  some authorities  written  drapnja  and  drapsa.) 

«ni  traya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tri),  triple,  three- 
fold, consisting  of  three,  divided  into  three  parti,  of 

three  kinds,  treble ;  (t),  f.,  scil.  vidyd,  the  threefold 
knowledge,  the  triple  science  (i.  e.  sacred  revelation 
in  its  threefold  form  of  hymn,  sacrificial  formula, 
and  song,  afterwards  represented  by  the  Rig,  Yajur, 
and  SSma  Vedas),  the  three  Vedas  collectively 

(omitting  the  Atharvan,  which  is  not  of  equal  au- 
thority) ;  a  triad,  three  collectively,  a  triplet,  three, 

(e.g.  data-trayi,  300) ;  a  matron,  a  married  woman 
whose  husband  and  children  are  living ;  intellect, 
understanding ;  N.  of  a  plant  (Conyza  Serratula),  = 

soma-rdjin;  (am),  n.  a  triad,  three  collectively, 
three,  rpidif.  —  Trayl-tanu,  us,  m.  an  epithet  of 
the  Sun  (having  the  three  Vedas  for  a  body,  either  as 
celebrated  in  the  Vedas  or  because  the  Sama-veda 

and  portions  of  the  other  Vedas  are  said  to  have 

proceeded  from  the  Sun) ;  an  epithet  of  S"iva. 
—  Trayl-dharma,  as,  m.  the  duty  enjoined  by  the 
Vedas  (i.  e.  the  forms  of  sacrifice  &c.  prescribed  by 

them).  —  Trayl-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  the 
three  Vedas,  containing  them,  resting  on  them,  Sec. 

—  Trayi-mukha,  as,  m.  a  Brahman  ('  having  the 
three  Vedas  in  his  mouth').  —  Trayl-vida,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  knowing  the  triple  science;    [cf.  trayt  and traivida.] 

Trayas,  nom.  pi.  of  tri,  three,  (used  in  comp.  with 
a  following  decad,  except  asiti  which  takes  tri.  The 
other  decads,  except  ten,  twenty,  and  thirty,  may  also 

take  tri  for  -t-  3.)  —  Trayah-panfafat,  t,  f.  fifty- 

three;  [cf.  tri-pah<<dt'at.'\  —  Trayah-&hashli,  is,  (. 
sixty-three ;  [cf.  tri-shashli.]  —  Trayah-saptati,  is, 

f.  seventy-three;  [cf.  tri-saptati.]-*Trayas'-<!atvd- 
rin-<a,  at,  I,  am,  the  forty-third.  —  Trayai-6aiva- 
rinfat,  t,  (.  forty-three;  [cf.  tri-tatvarindat.] 
—  Trayas-trinfa,  as,  i,  am,  the  thirty-third ;  joined 

with  thirty-three  (e.  g.  trayaetrins'am  iatam,  133) ; 
consisting  of  thirty-three ;  celebrated  with  the  Stoma 
which  consists  of  thirty-three  parts  or  syllables,  con- 

taining that  Stoma,  &c.  —  Trayai-triniat,  t,  f.  thirty- 
three.  —  Trayan-trinfati,  is,  f.,  Ved.   thirty-three. 

—  Trayafstrins'a-pati,  is,  m.  the  chief  of  the  thirty- 

three  gods,  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Trayastrins'a- 

stoma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  containing  the  Trayastrirjs'a- stoma.  —  Trayas-trintin,  i,  int,  i,  containing  thirty- 

three.—  Trayo-das'a,a8,l,  am,  the  thirteenth ;  joined 
with  thirteen  or  having  thirteen  added  (e.  g.  tra- 
yodaiam  iatam,  113);  consisting  of  thirteen ;  (i), 
f.  the  thirteenth  day  of  the  lunar  fortnight ;  a  kind 

of  gesticulation  mentioned  in  the  Purana-sarva-sva. 
—  Trayodafaka,  consisting  of  thirteen ;  (am),  n.the 
number  thirteen.  —  Trayodada-dhd,  ind.  into  or  in 

thirteen  parts.  —  Trayo-das"an, a,  m.  f.  n.  pi.  thirteen ; 
[Gr.  rpts-Kai-Seica  for  rpeis-0;  cf.  Lat.  tredecim  for 
tres-decem;   Lith.  trylika  fr.  trydika.^  —  Trayo- 

dafama,  as,  t,  am,  the  thirteenth.  —  Trayodada- 
ridha,  as,   d,  am,   of  thirteen   kinds.  —  Trayo- 
dadika,   happening  on  the  thirteenth  day  of  the 
half-moon.  —  Trayo-daMv,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  containing 
thirteen.  —  Trayo-navati,  is,  f.  ninety-three;  [cf. 

tri-navati.]  —  TrayovMa,  as,  t,  am,  the  twenty- 
third  ;  consisting  of  twenty-three.  -•  Trayo-viniati, 
is,  f.   twenty- three.  —  Trayo-vindatika,    as,   i, 

am,  consisting  of  twenty-three.  •-  Trayovintiati- 
tama,  as,  i,  am,  the  twenty-third.  —  Trayovintati- 
dha,  ind.  in  twenty-three  parts,   in  twenty-three 
ways,  &c. 

0<4<4l«il  trayaydyya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (ac- 

cording to  Sfy.)=trdtavya,  to  be  protected. 

trayo-dasan.   See  trayas  above. 

trayyaruna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince,  a  son  of  Tri-dhanvan  ;  a  son  of  Uru-kshaya ; 
N.  of  the  Vyasa  in  the  fifteenth  Dvapara. 
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travadi-laghu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  the 
father  of  Mahl-dhara. 

i.  tras,  cL  10.  P.  trcisayati,  -yitum, 

x  to  take,  seize;  to  hold;  to  oppose,  pre- 
vent, forbid. 

=TT  2.  tras,  cl.  I.  and  4.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 

N,  trasati,  )i-it.*>>itl!,  t.itrdsa  (3rd  pi.  ta- 
Imxits  and  tresns),  irasishyali,  atrditlt  and  atra- 
xit,  traaitum,  to  tremble,  quiver,  quake,  or  start 
with  fear ;  to  be  agitated,  be  afraid  of;  to  fear,  dread 
(with  abl.  or  gen.  and  more  rarely  with  inst.,  e.  g. 
tasmdt  or  iasga  trasyati,  he  fears  that  or  is  afraid 
of  him) ;  to  run  away,  run  :  Caus.  trasayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  .tremble,  terrify,  to  frighten,  scare, 
agitate,  set  in  motion :  Desid.  titrasuhatt :  Intens. 

tdtrofyate,  tatrasti;  [cf.  Zend  tares',  tars-ti :  Gr. 
Tpe'w  for  rptffiyta,  raprapifa,  rpfyw  for  Tpfff- 
puv,  rpe-fjtu,  rdpjSor,  Tapettrcrw,  flctAafffra,  Q-rprjp6s, 
o-rpa\(os :  Lat.  tristls  =  tra.sta;  tremo  ;  terreo  fr. 
terteo  for  treeeo  =  Caus.  trdsayami :  Golh.thlahs- 

yan :  Russ.  tryasu,  '  to  shake ;'  tryastirsy,  '  I 
tremble :'  Lett.  trisseU,  '  to  tremble :'  Hib.  tor, 
'  fear,  dread.'] 
Trasa,  as,  a,  am,  movable,  moving,  locomotive ; 

(am),  n.  the  collective  body  of  moving  or  living 
beings;  animals;  animals  and  men,  (opposed  to 
xthavara,  cf.  jagat;  under  trana  are  sometimes 
reckoned  gods,  men,  and  the  inhabitants  of  the 

lower  regions) ;  (as),  m.  the  heart  ('  the  quivering 
one ') ;  (am),  n.  a  forest,  a  wood.  —  Trasa-dasyu, 
us,  m.  (  before  whom  evil  beings  tremble,'  N.  of  a 
prince,  (celebrated  for  his  liberality  and  favoured  by  the 

gods  ;  he  bears  the  patronymic  Paurukutsya  or  Pauru- 
kutsi  or  Paurukutsa,  and  is  supposed  to  be  the  author 

of  certain  Rig-veda  hymns ;  in  the  Bhagavata-PurSna 
Trasad'diasyii,  which  is  probably  the  original  form, 
is  identified  with  MSm-dhStri  and  regarded  as  the 
father  of  Puru-kutsa ;  the  meaning  of  the  name  may 

be '  frightening  evil  beings ;'  cf.  jamad-agni,  tarad- 
dveshas,  bharad-vdja,  Sic.)  —  Trasa-renu,  us,  m.f. 
an  at«m,  the  mote  or  atom  of  dust  which  is  seen 

moving  in  a  sun-beam,  especially  considered  as  an 
ideal  weight  either  of  the  lowest  denomination  or 
equal  to  three  or  (according  to  some)  thirty  invisible 
atoms ;  ( us),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  wives  of  the  Sun. 
Trauma,  am,  n.  in  hasti-tmsandni,  the  moving 

ornaments  of  an  elephant  (1). 

Tmsara,  as,  m.  a  shuttle ;  weaving ;  =  tasara. 
TVaswa,  a*,  a,  am,  trembling,  timid,  fearful. 
Trasla,  as,  a,  am,  frighted,  alarmed ;  timid, 

trembling,  fearful ;  quick.  —  Trasta-rupa,,  as,  a,  am, 
terrified,  fearful. 

Trastiv,  us,  us,  u,  fearful,  timid,  timorous. 

Trasyat,  an,  mill,  at,  fearing,  apprehending. 
Trasa,  as,  a,  am,  moving,  movable,  locomotive ; 

frightening ;  (as),  m.  fear,  terror,  anxiety ;  terrifying, 
frightening,  causing  alarm,  (often  in  comp.,  e.g. 
trdsdrtham,  ind.  in  order  to  frighten) ;  a  flaw  or 
defect  in  a  jewel.  —  Trd.*a-kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing 
fear,  fearful,  alarming.  —  Trdsa-ddyin,  i,  ini,  i, 
causing  alarm,  fear-exciting. 
Trdsadasyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Tra- 

sad-dasyu ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Trdsana,  as,  i,  am,  terrifying,  alarming,  frighten- 

ing (with  gen.),  making  anxious ;  (as),  m.  epithet  ol 
Siva ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  frightening  or  alarming ;  a 
means  of  frightening,  cause  of  alarm,  fright. 
Trdsaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  dreaded,  frightened,  &c 
Trdsita,  as,  d,  am,  frightened,  scared,  alarmed. 
Trdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  fearful,  timid,  afraid. 

•5TT  I.  tra  (by  native  authorities  written 
trai,  q.v.X  cl.  I.  A.  trdyate,  &c.,  to  pro- 

tect, &c.  See  rt.  trai,  p.  394. 
2.  tra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  protector,  a  defender;  [cf 

I .  tra.] 

Trana,  as,  a,  am,  preserved,  saved,  guarded,  pro 
tected  ;  (am),  n.  protecting,  preserving ;  protection 
a  preservative,  defence ;  shelter,  help,  (often  ii 

comp.,  e.  g.  drta-tratfdya,  for  the  protection  of  tb 

distressed;  itma-trana,  self-defence);  protection  for 
the  body,  armour;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  trdya- 

mdnd;  [cf.  Hib.  tnriat/i,  'a  helmet.']  —  Trana- 
kartri,  td,  or  tt'dna-kdrin,  i,  m.  a  preserver,  pro- 

tector, saviour,  deliverer. 
Trdta,  as,  a,  am,  preserved,  rescued,  guarded, 

protected ;  (ax),  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (am),  n.  pre- 
serving, protection. 

Tritarya,  a*,  a,  am,  to  be  guarded  or  protected. 
Trdtri,  ta,  in,  tri,  a  protector,  saviour,  guardian, 

defender;  protecting,  defending. 
Trdtra,  am,  n.  defence,  protection. 

Trdtvd,  ind.  having  preserved  or  rescued. 

Trdman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  protection ;  [cf.  su-trdman.] 

Trdyat,  an,  anti,  at,  preserving,  defending,  pro- 
tecting ;  (anti),  (.  a  protectress ;  a  medicinal  plant ; "cf.  trdyamdnd.] 

Trdyantikd,  f.  a  medicinal  plant. 

Trdyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  preserving,  defending,  a 
preserver;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  medicinal  plant;  also 

trdyamdnikd,  f. ;  [cf.  krila-trd.J 
Trdhi  (2nd  sing.  impv.  of  rt.  trai),  save !  deliver ! 

to  the  rescue ! 

lJW  trapusha,  as,  I,  am  (ft.  trapu),  made 
of  tin  [cf.  jatusha] ;  silver  (produced  from  tin). 

ltJJti  trapusa,  as,  i,  am,  sprung  or  coming 
from  the  plant  TrapusT. 

rnftr^I  trayodasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  trayo- 
dasT),  relating  &c.  to  the  thirteenth  day  of  a  half- 20011.  , 

f<jl  tri,  trayas  m.  pi.,  tisras  f.  pi.,  tr'tni 
n.  pi.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  tri;  in  Ved.  tri  occurs  for 
tri/ii  and  trindm  for  trayandm),  three ;  [cf.  Gr. 

rpeTr,  rpi-ct,  rpi-To-s,  rpl-s,  rpiffffi-s  :  Zend  thri, 
thri-tya,  thris:  Lat.  tres,  tri-a,  ter-tiu-s,  ter : 
Goth,  threis,  thriya,  thri-dya:  Angl.  Sax.  threo, 

thry,  thri :  Slav,  triye,  tre-tii,  '  third :'  Lith.  trys, 
'  three ;'  tr£-4za-s,  '  third :'  to  tisras  belong  Old 
Hib.  teora,  Cambro-Brit.  f.  fair,  Armor.  Mr.] 
—  Tri-kakud,  t,  t,  t,  having  three  peaks  or  points 
or  horns  &c. ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  in  the 
Himalaya  [cf.  tri-kula  and  su-vela] ;  an  epithet  of 
Krishna  or  Vishnu ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Sufi  and  father 
of  Dharma-sarathi ;  a  kind  of  ritual  observance  ;  the 

highest,  chief.  —  Tri-kakuda,  as,  d,  am,  having 
three  peaks  or  humps  &c.  —  Tri-kakubh,  p,  p,p, 
Ved.  having  three  peaks  or  points  ;  an  epithet  of 
Indra's  thunderbolt  or  of  Indra  himself;  (p),  m.,  N. 
of  a  mountain ;  a  kind  of  ritual  observance  ;  [cf.  tri- 
kakud.]— Tri-kata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  (Ruellia 

Longifolia),  =  go-kthuraka ;  [cf.  tri-kanta.]  —  Tri- 
katu,  u,  n.  or  tri-katuka,  am,  n.  the  aggregate  of 
three  spices,  viz.  black  and  long  pepper  and  dry 

ginger ;  [cf.  kattt-traya.]  —  Tri-kanta,  am,  n.  tb 
three  thorny  plants,  a  collective  N.  of  three  kinds  of 

Solanum,  viz.  brihatl,  agni-damani,  and  duh- 
iparia;  (as,  d,  am),  having  three  thorns;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  qo~kshuraka  or  pattra-gupta ; 
a  kind  of  fiih.-'TH-kanlaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

plant,  =  (/o-A'*7tura/ia;  a  kind  of  poisonous  insect; 
a  kind  of  fish  (Silurus) ;  a  kind  of  weapon.  —  Tri- 
kadruka,  as,  m.  pi.,  Ved.  probably  a  N.  of  three 
peculiar  Soma-vessels  [cf.  Jiadrii],  or  perhaps  a  N. 
of  an  oblation  consisting  of  three  offerings  of  the 

Soma  (which  is  of  a  dark-brown  colour) ;  the  firs' 
three  days  of  the  Abhi-plava  festival  which  lasts  six 
days,  (respectively  called  Jyotis,  Go,  and  Ayus. 
—  Trikadrukiya,  as,  a,  am,  containing  the  wore 
tri-kadruka.  —  Tri-karna,  as,  i,  am,  having 
three  ears.—  Tri-karman,  (at  the  beginning  of  a 

comp.)  the  three  chief  duties  of  a  BrShman,  viz 
sacrifice,  study  of  the  Vedas,  and  liberality  (e.  g.  tr{ 
karma-krit,  performing  these  three  duties) ;  (a,  a 

a),  engaging  in  these  three  actions.  —  Tri-Tsarsha 
am,  n.  =  trl-kdrshilca.  —  Tri-kala,  (.,  N.  of  a  female 
deity  produced  by  the   union    of  three    gods    for 
the  destruction  of  Andhaka.  —  Tri-kdnda,  as,  d, 

am,  consisting  of  three  parts  or  divisions;   forty- 
eight  cubits  long ;  (as  or  am),  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  work 
onsisling  of  three  parts,  especially  the  dictionary  of 
Amara-sirjha,  also  called  Amara-kosha.  —  Trikdnda- 
'•intd-nwni,  {*,  m.  or  frikdnda-viveka,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  commentaiies  on  this  work.  —  Trikdnda-man- 
lana,  N.  of  a  work.—  Trlkdni!a-i!enha,  as,  m.  a 
vocabulary  in  three  chapters  supplementary  to  the 
Amara-kosha  by  Purushortama.  —  Tri-kaya,  as,  a, 

am,  having  three  bodies ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Buddha  or  of 
.Buddha.—  rH-iars/((Y«j,am,n.thethreecontracting 
kdrshika  fr.  rt.  krish)  substances,  dry  ginger,  Ati- 
isha.and  Musts  ;  [cf.  tri-kariha,  danta-karshana.] 
—  Tri-kdla,  am,   n.   the  three  times,  viz.  past, 
uresent,    and    future   time ;    morning,    noon,    and 

evening ;  the  present,  past,  and  future  tenses  of  a 
verb ;  (am),  ind.  three  times,  thrice ;  (as,  a,  am), 
connected  with  or  relating  to  the  three  times  (past, 

present,   and   future).—  Trikdla-jiia,    as,  d,  am, 
snowing  the  three  times,  omniscient ;  (as),  m.  a 

divine  sage  ;  a  deity  ;  a  N.  of  Buddha,  the  founder  of 
the  Buddhist  religion.  —  Trikdla-dartin ,  i,  ini,  i,  see- 

ng  (or  knowing)  the  past,  present,  and  future,  omni- 
scient; (i),  m.  a  Rishi  or  divine  sage;  N.  of  Buddha. 

—  Trikala-vid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  the  three  times ;  (t\ 

m.  a  Buddha  ;  (with  Jainas)  an  Arhat.  —  Tri-kitmli- 
inara  (°da-lft),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Tri- 
kuta,  as,  d,  am,  having  three  peaks  or  humps  or 
elevations  &c. ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  several  mountains. 
=  tri-kakud  and  svncela ;  a  mountain  in  Ceylon 
on  the  top  of  which  LarrkS,  the  capital  of  Ravana, 

was  situated ;  (am),  n.  sea-salt  prepared  by  evapo- 
ration. —  Trikuta-larana,  am,  n.  a  peculiar  kind 

of  salt  (  =  droni-lavana).  —  Trikula-vat,  an,  m.,  N. 
of  a  mountain.  —  Tri-kurtaka,  am,  n.  a  sort  of 

knife  with  three  edges.  —  Trikaika(°ka-eka),  Ved., 
N.  of  an  EkSha ;  [cf.  eka-trika.]  —  Tri-kona,  as,  d, 
am  (borrowed  fr.   the  Gr.  rpiyuvov),  triangular, 
forming  a  triangle  ;  (as,  a),  m.  f.  Trapa  Bispinosa ; 

(am),  n.  (in  astron.)  N.  of  the  fifth  and  ninth 
mansion  [cf.  tri-kona-bhavana  and  tri-trikona] ; 

the  vulva;    [cf.  tri-bhuj.]  —  Trikona-kunda,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  mystical  vessel  in  the  form  of  a  diagram. 

—  Trikona-phala,  am,  n.  Trapa  Bispinosa.  —  TW- 
Icona-bhavana,  am,  n.  (in  astron.)  N.  of  the  fifth 
and  ninth  mansion.—  Tri-krama, as,  m.  (according 

to  the  PralilSkhyas)  a  Krama  word  composed  of  three 
words  or  members,  the  middle  one  of  which  is  a  single 

vowel.  —  Tri-ksliara,  am,  n.  the  three  burning  or 
acrid  substances,  viz.  natron,  saltpetre,  and   borax. 

—  Trl-kshura,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  kokilaksha.—Tri- 

kha,  am,  n.  a  cucumber  ('having  three  cavities'). —  Tri-lihatva,  am,  i,  n.  f.  three  beds  collectively. 
—  Tri-khanda,  the  earth  as  divided  into  three  por- 

tions.— Tri-kh(trva,  as,  m.  pi., Ved.,  N.ofa  particu- 
lar school  of  theologians.  —  Tri-ganga,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  a  Tlrtha;   [cf.  sapta-ganga.~\  —  Tri-gana,  as, 
m.  the  aggregate  of  the  three  objects  of  existence, 

viz.  virtue  (dharma),  pleasure  or  the '  dulce '  (A-ama), 
and  wealth  or  the  'utile'  (artha) ;  [cf.  tri-rarga.] 
—  Tri-gata,  as,  a,  am,  tripled ;  gone  or  done  in  three 
ways;  (am),  n.the  expression  of  different  senses  by  the 
same  word.  —  Tri-yandhaka,  am,  n.=:tri-jdtaJ;a, 
—  Tri-tjambhira,  see  under  gdbhira.—  Tri-garta, 
as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  inhabiting  the  modern 

Lahore;  (as),  m.  a  prince  of  the  Tri-gartas ;  the 
country  of  the  Tri-gartas ;    a  particular  method  of 
calculation  ;  (a),  f.  a  lascivious  woman,  a  wanton ; 
a  woman  in  general ;  a  kind  of  cricket  (=ghur- 
gurl,  ijhuryurika) ;   a  pearl.  —  Trigartaka,  as, 
m.  pi.  =  tri-garta.  ••  Trigarta-rdja,  as,  and  tri- 

garta-rdjan,  d,  m.  king  of  Tri-garta.  —  Tri-gar- 
tika,  as,  m.  the  country  of  the  Tri-g«rtas.  —  Tri- 
fjuna,  dx,  m.  pi.  the  three  qualities  or  constituents 
of  nature  and   every  existing  thing,  i.  e.   sat-tra, 
rajas,  and  tamos;  (as,  a,  am),  consisting  of  three 
threads  or  strings ;  threefold,  three  times  repeated, 
thrice,  triple,  treble  (e.  g.  sapta  trignnani  dindni, 
three  times  seven  days)  ;  containing  the  three  Gunas 
or  properties ;  (am),  ind.  in  three  ways,  three  times, 
thrice.  —  Triginid-kartja,   as,  i,  am,  whose   ears 
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have  two  slits  dividing  them  into  three  parts  (as  a 

mark  of  distinction).  —  Triguna-lcrita,  as,  a,  am, 
thrice  ploughed  (a  field  &c.).  —  Tri-grdmi,  f.  an 
assemblage  of  three  villages,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Tri- 
grdhin,  I,  fit?,  i,  extending  to  the  length  of  three 

(padyas).  —  Tri-t?aksfius,  us,  m.  '  triocular,' '  three- 
eyed/  an  epithet  of  Krishna  (more  properly  of  Siva). 

—  Tri-datuh-karna,  the  third   and  fourth   hypo- 
tenuses. —  Tri-^atura,   as,  d&,  dni,  pi.  three   or 

four.  —  Tri-datwdas'a,   au,  &c.,   du.   the   thir- 
teenth and  fourteenth.  —  Tridatvdrins'a,  a.*,  I,  am 

(fr.  the  next),  the  forty-third.  —  Tri-datvdriniat, 
t,  (.  forty-three.  —  TH-faritra  (?),  am,  n.  three 
kinds  of  characters,  (perhaps  a  wrong  reading  for 

strl-faritra ;  cf.  tri-guflka.)~-Tri-<!it,  I,  t,  t,  con- 
sisting of  three  layers  or  seats  of  sacrificial  grass. 

•-  Tri-tli'ara,  am,  n.  the  three  vestments  of  the 
Buddhist  ascetic.  —  Trijagaj-jananl,  f.  the  mother  of 
the  three  worlds,  an  epithet  of  PSrvati.  —  Tri-jayat, 
t,  n.  or  tri-jagatl,  f.  the  triple  world,  i.  e.  heaven, 
the  intermediate  region,  and  earth,  or  heaven,  earth, 

andthelowerworld. »  Trijagaiwnokini,  f.confound- 
ing  the  minds  of  the  (inhabitants  of  the)  three  worlds, 
a  form  of  Durga  (?).  —  Tri-jata,  as,  a,  am,  wearing 
three  braids  of  hair ;  (as},  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ; 
N.  of  a  Brahman ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  RakshasI  who 

was  friendly  to  Slta ;  N.  of  a  tree,  =  tt'Zra,  /Egle 
Marmelos.  —  Trijatd-svapna-dars'ana,  am,  n. '  the 
dream  of  Tri-jatS,'  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  fifth  book 
of  the  Rimayana.  —  Tri-jata  or  tri-jdtaka,  am,  n. 
three  spices  collectively,  viz.  mace,  cardamoms,  and 

Laurus  Cassia  (cinnamon).  —  Tri-jivd,  (.  the  sine 

of  three  signs  or  ninety  degrees,  a  radius.  —  Ti'i- 
jyd,  f.  =  the  preceding.  —  Tri-nata,  as,  a,  am  (fr. 
tri-nata\  bent  in  three  places,  epithet  of  a  bow ; 

(a),  f.  a  bow;  [cf.  trinatd.'j  —  Tri-nayana,  as,  m. 
[cf.  tri-nayana], '  three-eyed,'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
— Tri-navan  mtri-nava  (fr.  tri  +  navari),  consisting 
of  three  times  nine  or  twenty-seven  parts,  connected 
with  the  Tri-nava  Stoma ;  three  times  nine,i.e.  twenty- 
seven;  trinava-sahasra,  twenty-seven  thousand ;  [cf. 
tri-saptan.]  —  Tri-nadiketa,  as,  a,  am,  one  who 
has  thrice  kindled  the  fire  called  Naftketa;  (as), 
m.  an  epithet  of  NSrayana  (perhaps  as  worshipped 
with  this  fire)  ;    (according  to  Kulluka  Bhatta  on 

Manu  III.  185,  tri-nddiketa  means  either  'a  part 
of  the  Adhvaryu  or  Yajur-veda,'  or  '  a  vow  connected 
with  it,'  or  '  one  who  performs  this  vow.')  —  Tri- 
ndinan,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  having  three  names,  epithet 
of  a  deity,  perhaps  of  Agni.  —  Tri-mtd,  f.  a  wife, 

('  thrice  married,"  according  to  the  belief  that  a  girl 
belongs  to  Soma,  Gandharva  and  Agni,  before  she 
obtains  a  human  husband.)  —  Tri-taksha,  am,  t,  n.  f. 
(fr.  tri-takshan),  an  association  of  three  carpenters. 
—  Tri-tas,  ind.  on  three  sides,  from  every  side.  —  Tri- 
ta,  f.  or  tri-tva,  am,  n.  a  triad,  a  trinity,  an  assemblage 
of  three.  —  Tri-trikona,  am,  n.  (in  astronomy)  N.  of 
the  ninth  mansion ;  [cf.  tri-kona  and  trikona-bha- 
rana.]  —  Tri-danda,  am,  n.  the  three  staves  of  a 
mendicant  Brahman  who  has  resigned  the  world, 
(these  staves  are  tied  together  so  as  to  form  one) ; 
triple  subjection  of  words,  thoughts,  and  acts ;  the 
state  of  a  religious  ascetic;  (i),  {.,  N.  of  a  literary 
work.  —  Tri-dandaka,  am,  n.  the  three  staves  of  a 
mendicant  Brahman  described  above.  —  Tridanda- 

dhdrana,  am,  n.  carrying  three  staves  tied  together. 
~*Tri-dandin,  I,  m.  a  wandering  mendicant  or 
devotee  who  has  resigned  worldly  pursuits  and  carries 
three  long  bamboo  staves  tied  together  in  his  right 

hand;' the  religious  man  who  has  obtained  a  com- 
mand over  his  words,  thoughts,  and  actions,  or  mind, 

body,  and  speech ;  [cf.  eka-dandin.']  —  Tri-dat,  an, 
atl,  at,  having  three  teeth.  —  Tri-dala,  f.  a  creeping 
plant,  Cissus  Pcdata.  —  Tri-dalika  or  (according  to 
some)  tri-dalika,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, = Marina-kasha. 
—  Tri-data,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  tri-daian),  three  times 
ten,  i.  e.  thirty ;    the   three    times    ten    or   thirty 
deities,  i.  e.  in  round  numbers  a  N.  for  the  thirty- 
three  deities,  not  including  Brahma,  Vishnu,  and 
Siva,  viz.  the  twelve  Adityas,  eight  Vasus,  eleven 
Rudras,  and  two  AsVins ;  (as,  a,  am),  divine ;  (as), 

m.   a  god,  a  deity,   an  immortal;    (am),   n.  the 
residence   of  the.  thirty-three  deities,  i.  e.  heaven. 

—  Tridaia-guru,  us,  m. '  the  preceptor  of  the  gods,' 
i.  e.  Brihas-pati,  regent  of  the  planet  Jupiter.  —  Tri- 
dafa-r/opa  or  tridaia-gopaka,  as,  m.  a  fire-fly,  = 
indra-gopa,  <\.v.  —  Tridata-tva,  am,  n.  the  state 
or  condition  of  a  god,  divinity,  divine  nature.  —  Tri- 

daia-dirghika,  f.  '  the  heavenly  lake,'  epithet  of 
the  Gan-ga.  —  Tridaia-nadi,  f.  the  heavenly  river, 

the  Gan-ga.  —  Tridas'a-pati,  is,  m.  the  chief  of 
the   gods,    Indra.  —  Tridafapati-s'astra,  am,   n. 
Indra's  weapon,  the  thunderbolt.  —  Tridas'a-prati- 
paksha,  as,  m.  an  adversary  of  the  gods.  —  Tridafa- 
maiijari,  f.  =  tulast,  basil.  —  Tridatfa-vadhu,  us, 

f.  or  tndaJa-vanita,  I.  a  nymph  of  Indra's  heaven, 
an  Apsaras,  a  goddess.  —  Tridaia-s'reshtha,  as,  m. 
'  the  best  of  the  thirty-three  deities,'  a  N.  of  Agni ;  of 
Brahma.  —  Tridafa-sarshapa,  as,  m.  =  deva-sar- 

shapa.  -•  Tridadditkus'a  (Va-atf0),   as,   m.  the 
thunderbolt  ('divine  gozd").  —  Ti'idasac!drya  (Va- 
ai  ),  as,  m.  =  tridaia-guru  above.  —  Tridaiddhi- 

pati  (°^a-adK"),  is,  m.   'lord  of  the  thirty-three 
deities,'  a  N.  of  Siva.  —  Tridaidya.ua  (°s~a-ay°), 
as,  m.  '  the  refuge  of  the  deities,'  i.  e.  to  whom  the 
deities  resort,  an  epithet  of  NarJyana;  [cf.  brahmd- 

yana  and  lokdyana.]  —  Tridas'dyudha  (^4a-dy°), 
am,  n.  '  the  divine  bow,'  the  rainbow ;  a  thunder- 

bolt. —  Tridas'ari  (°s"a-ari),  is,  m.  '  enemy  of  the 

gods,'  an  Asura,  a  demon,  a  Titan.  —  Tridas'ari- 
rajan,  d,  m.  'king  of  the  demons,'  a  N.  of  RSvana. 
—  Tridas~dlaya  (°$"a-dl°),  as,  m.  the  residence  of 
the  gods,  Svarga,  Indra's  heaven  or  paradise,  the 
mountain  Su-meru  ;  an  inhabitant  of  the  divine  world, 

a  god.  —  Tridas'avdsa  lf^a-dv°),  as,  m.  the  resi- 
dence of  the  gods,  heaven.  —  Tridatdhdra  (°^a- 

dh°),  as,  m.  the  food  of  the  gods,  i.  e.  Amrita  or 
ambrosia.  —  Tridafi-bhuta,   as,   d,  am,  become 

divine  or  immortal.  —  Tridaimdra  (°s"a-in°)  or 
tridasefa  (°s'a-is0),  as,  m. '  the  chief  of  the  thirty- 
three  deities, '  epithet  of  Indra  ;  of  Siva ;  of  Brahma, 
&c.  —  Tridas'es'a-dvish,  t,  m.  epithet   of  Rivana 

or   any   demon.  —  Tridates'vara  (?4a-ii°)  =  tri- 

daimdra;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  Durga.  -  Tridas'es'vara- 
dvish  =  tridas'es'a-dvish.  —  Tri-ddlikd,  f.  for  tri- 
dalikd,  q.  v.  —  Tri-dina,  am,  n.  three  days  col- 

lectively. —  Tridina-spris',  k,  m.  conjunction  or  con- 
currence of  three  lunations  with   one   solar   day. 

—  Tri-diva,  am,  n.  the  space  within  the  third  sky, 
i.  e.  the  innermost  or  most  sacred  part  of  the  sky, 
heaven;  the  sky,  atmosphere;  paradise;  (a),  (.,  N. 

of  a  river ;  cardamoms.  —  Tridiv dahlia  (°va-adh°) 
or  iri&im$a  (°i'a-i^°)  or  tridii-esvara  (°va-U°), 
as,  m. '  the  lord  of  Tri-diva  or  heaven,'  an  epithet  of 

Indra;  a  god,  a  deity.  —  Tridivodbhavd  (°va-ud°), 
f.  small  cardamoms.  —  Tridivaukas  (°va-ok°),  as, 
m.  an  inhabitant  of  Tri-diva,  a  celestial,  a  god.  —  Tri- 

dris',  k,  m.  '  triocular,'  '  three-eyed,'  an  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Tri-dosha,  am,  n.  disorder  of  the   three 
humors  of  the  body,  vitiation  of  the  bile,  blood, 

and  phlegm.  —  Tridosha-ghna ,  as,  i,  am,  correcting 
the  vitiated  state  of  the  three  humors.  —  Tridosha- 

ja,  as,  m,  disease  &c.  proceeding  from  disorder  of 
the  three  humors  of  the  body.  —  Tri-dhanvan,  d, 

m.,  N.  of  a  prince  or  father  of  Trayyaruna.  —  Tri- 
dhd,  ind.  adv.  in  three  ways,  in  three  parts,  in  three 

places,  triply,  trebly;    trldhd-kri,  to  do  in  three 
ways,  to  make  threefold.  —  Tri-dhdtu,  us,  us,  u, 
consisting  of  three  elements  or  ingredients,  triple, 
threefold,  thrice  repeated  (used  like  triples;  in  Lat. 
to  denote  excessive),  tripartite;   (Say.)  causing  the 
well-being  of  the  three  humors ;  (us),  m.  a  N.  of 
GaneSa ;  (u),  n.  the  aggregate  of  three  minerals  or 
of  the  three  humors ;  the  triple  world.  —  Tridhdtu- 
Mnrja,  as,  m.,Ved.  having  a  tripartite  horn,  having 
horns  or  flames  of  three  colours,  red,  white,  and 

black  (with  smoke),  an  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Tridhd- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  threefold  or  in  three 
parts,  tripartition.  —  Tri-dhdniim,  a,  n.  probably  = 
tri-diva;  (d,  d,  a),  belonging  or  relating  to  the 
three  worlds  or  regions ;    having  three  residences, 
&c. ;  (d),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  VySsa 

(=  Vishnu)  in  the  tenth  Dvapara;  an  epithet  of 

Siva ;  Agni  or  fire ;  death.  —  Tridhd-murti,  is,  f.  a 
girl  three  years  of  age  representing  the  deity  Durga 

at  her  festivals.  —  Tri-dharaka,  as,  m. '  having  three 

edges,'  the  plants  Scirpus  Kysoor  and  Euphorbia 
Antiquorum.  —  Tri-dhdra-snuhl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=  dhard-snuhi,  try-aira.  —  Tri-nagart,  f.  the  three 
cities.  —  Tri-nayana,  as,  d,  am,  triocular,  three- 
eyed  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Rudra-Siva ;  (a),  f. 
epithet  of  Durgi ;  [cf.  tri-nayana.]  —  Tri-narata, 

as,  i,  am  (fr.  tri-navati),  the  ninety-third.  —  Tri- 
navati,  is,  i.  ninety-three.  —  Trinavati-tama,  as, 
t,  am,  the  ninety-third.  —  Tri-ndka,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
=  tri-diva.  —  Tri-ndbha,  as,  d,  am,  having  three 
navels  or  centres  or  central  points;  whose  navel  sup- 

ports the  three  worlds.  —  Tri-ndbhi,  is,  is,  t,  = 
tri-nabha.  —  Tri~nidhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  SSman 
(generally  in  connection  with  the  names  dgneyam, 

dyasyam,  and  tvdshtri-sdma).  —  Tri-nishka,  as, 
d,  am,  =  tri-naishhika,  worth  three  Nishkas.  —  Tri- 
netra,  as,  i,  am,  triocular ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Rudra-Siva;  N.  of  a  prince;  (J),  f.=vdrdhl- 

kanda,  the  root  of  Yam  (Dioscorea).  —  Trinetra- 

^udd-mani,  is,  m.  '  the  crest  of  the  three-eyed,' 
i.  e.  the  moon  (worn  by  Siva  as  his  crest).  —  Tri- 
paksha,  am,  n.  a  period  of  three  fortnights  or  six 
weeks.  —  Tri-paMhas,  ind.  adv.  (tri  +pad  +  das), 

by  three  Padas.  —  TripaniSds'a,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  tri- 
'panids'aC),  the  fifty-third ;  containing  or  consisting 
of  fifty-three. - Tri-paMdiat,  t,  f.  fifty-three;  [cf. 

trayah-pandds'at  under  trayas.]  —  Tripantds'at- 
tama,  as,  I,  am,  the  fifty-third.  —  Tri-patu,  u,  n. 
the  three  saline  substances,  stone-salt  ( =  saindhava), 
Vid-lavana,  and  black  salt  ( =  kdda).  —  Tri-patdka, 

as,  a,  am,  (with  hnxta)  the  hand  with  three  fingers 
stretched  out  or  erect ;  (with  laldta)  the  forehead 
marked  naturally  with  three  horizontal  lines  or 
wrinkles.  —  Tri-pati,  f.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage. 
—  Tri-pattra,  as,  m.  three-leaved,  trifoliate,  the 

plant  ./Egle  Marmelos  (  =  n'Zra);   (am),  n.  =  <?an- 
ddla-kanda,  a  kind  of  bulbous  plant.  —  Tri-pat- 
traka,  as,  m.  the  Kinsuka  tree,  Butea  Frondosa. 
—  Tri-patha,  am,  n.  the  three  paths  or  ways,  viz. 
the  sky,  atmosphere,  and  earth,  or  the  sky,  earth, 
and  lower  world ;  a  place  where  three  roads  meet ; 

(a),  f.  epithet  of  Mathuri.  —  Tripatha-gd  or  trl- 
2)atha-gdmini,  f. '  flowing  through  heaven,  earth, 
and  the  lower  regions,'  an  epithet  of  the  Gan-ga. 
—  Tri-pad  or  tri-pdd,  -pat,  -pat  or  -padi,  -pat, 

Ved.  '  three-footed,' '  tripod,'  epithet  of  Vishnu  (as 
pacing  the  universe  in  three  steps ;  cf.  tri-vikrama) ; 
epithet   of  Fever  personified  as   a  demon   or  evil 
spirit   and   represented  with  three  feet   and  three 

hands,   (probably  symbolizing  the   cold,   hot,   and 
sweating  stages  of  fever) ;  having  three  steps ;  con- 

taining three  Padas ;    trinomial ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  a 

Daitya ;  (-padi),  f.  the  girth  of  an  elephant ;  the 
plant  Cissus  Pedata  ( =  godhd-padla) ;  a  kind  of 
metre  in  Prakrit;  (according  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  9,  the 

f.  must  be  tri-padd  when  agreeing  with  rid,  e.  g. 

tripadd  rik,  a  verse  containing  three  Padas,  cf.  the 
next.)  —  Tri-pada,  as,  d,  am,  three-footed ;  having 
three  divisions  (as  a  stanza) ;  containing  a  measure 
of  three  feet ;  containing  three  words ;  (d),  f. ,  N,  of 

a  plant,  =  hansa-padi ;   (am),  n.  a  tripod;  three 
words.  —  Tri-padikd,  f.  a  stand  with  three  feet. 
—  Tri-panna,  an,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  ten  horses 
of  the  moon.  —  Tri-parlkrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  one 
who  walks  thrice  round  the  sacred  fire  or  who  cir- 

cumambulates the  three  sacred  fires.  —  Tri-parna, 
as,  t,  am,  three-leaved,  trefoil ;   (as),  m.   Butea 
Frondosa ;  (a),  f.  wild  hemp ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  several 
plants,  Desmodium  Gangeticum,  =  ddla-parni,  wild 
cotton,  wild  hemp,  =priini-parni-l>heda  and  vana- 
karpdsi,  Sanseviera  Ceylanica;  a  kind  of  bulbous 

plant,  =  tri-parnikd.  —  Tri-parnikd,    f.,   N.   of 
several  plants,  a  kind  of  bulbous  plant  (  =  brihat- 

pattrd,  &c.) ;  Carpopogon  Pruriens ;  Alhagi  Mau- 
romm.  —  Tri-parydya,    as,   d,  am,  Ved.   having 
three  folds  or  plaits.  —  Tri-patu,  us,  us,  u,  having 

three  victims. ••  Tri-pastya,  af,  m.,  Ved.  'having 
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three  dwellings,'  an  epithet  of  Agni.  ••  Tri-pdjasya, 
<a,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  three  flanks  or  sides ;  (SSy.) 

having  three  breasts  (or  seasons).  —  Tri-pdfa,  as, 
m.  intersection  of  a  prolonged  side  and  perpendicular 
(in  a  quadrangular  figure) ;  the  figure  formed  by  such 

intersection.  —  Tripdtliin,  i,  irii,  i  (fr.  tri-pdtha), 
familiar  with  the  three  PSthas,  (probably  with  the 

mmhild,  pada,  and  krama-pdtha,  q.  v.)  —  Tri- 
pana,  at,  i,  am  (probably  a  Prakrit  form  for  tri- 
parna  or  traipania),  made  of  the  plant  Tri-parm. 
—  Tri-pdd,  see  tri-pad.  —  Tri-pdda,  as,  m.  a 
constellation  or  asterism  of  which  three-fourths  are 
included  under  one  sign  of  the  zodiac;  a  stand  with 
three  feet  ?;(?),  f.  a  kind  of  Mimosa.  —  Tri-padaka, 
as,  ika,  am,  three-footed;  (ikd),  (.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=  hansa-padt,  a  kind  of  Mimosa.  —  Tri-pitaka, 
am,  n.  the  three  baskets  or  collections  of  writings, 
a  collective  N.  for  the  three  classes  of  Buddhist 

writings,  viz.  SQtra-pitaka,  Vinaya-pitaka,  and  Abhi- 
dharma-pitaka.  —  Tri-pind i,  f.  the  three  sacrificial 
cakes  (mentioned  in  Manu  HI.  215).—  Tri-fiba, 
as,  a,  am,  drinking  with  three  members  of  the  body 
(as  with  the  two  pendent  ears  and  tongue) ;  (as},  m. 

a  long-eared  goat.  —  Tri-pishtapa,  am,  n. = tri-diva, 

the  residence  of  the  thirty-three  gods,  Indra's  heaven ; 
paradise  ;  the  sky,  ether ;  [cf.  tri-viehtapa.]  —  Tri- 
pishtapa-iad,  t,  m.  an  inhabitant  of  heaven,  a 
deity.  —  Tri-puta,  as,  i,  am,  triangular;  (a«),  m. 
pulse,  pease  of  three  kinds ;  a  kind  of  vetch,  Cicer 
Arietinum ;  the  palm  of  the  hand ;  a  measure,  = 
hasta-bheda,  a  cubit ;  a  bank  or  shore ;  (n),  f. 
Convolvulus  Turpethum  ;  Arabian  jasmine ;  small 
cardamoms ;  a  form  of  DurgS ;  (i),  f.  Convolvulus 

Turpethum ;  small  cardamoms  j  [cf.  Icarala-tri- 

putd.~\  —  Triputaka,  as,  a,  am,  triangular;  (as), 
m.  a  triangle  ;  a  species  of  pulse.  —  Triputd-pujd- 
yantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  mystical  diagram 
described  in  the  Tantra-sSra  by  Krishnananda.  —  Tri- 
puta-mantra,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Tan- 
tra-sara.—  Triputd-ttotra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter 
of  the  Tantra-sSra.  —  Triputin,  i,  m.  or  triputl- 
phala,  as,  m.  the  castor-oil  plant,  Ricinus  Com- 
munis.  —  Tri-pundra  or  fri-pundhra  or  tri- 
pundraka,  am,  n.  a  marlf  consisting  of  three  lines 
on  the  forehead,  the  back,  heart,  and  shoulders,  or 
three  curved  horizontal  marks  made  across  the  fore- 

head with  cow-dung,  ashes,  &c.,  which  are  worn 
especially  by  the  followers  of  Siva  or  Sakli,  and  are 
indispensable  in  proceeding  to  worship  the  former ; 

(of,  a,  am),  having  three  horizontal  marks.  —  Trl- 
pur,  f.  (in  pi.  tri-puras)  =  tri-pura .  —  Tri-pura, 
am,  n.  three  strong  cities  collectively,  a  triple  forti- 

fication ;  (in  epic  poetry)  three  strong  cities  of  gold, 
silver,  and  iron,  in  the  sky,  air,  and  earth,  built  by 
Maya  for  a  celebrated  Asura  or  demon,  and  burnt  by 
Siva ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  above  Asura  and  king  of 

Tri-pura ;  a  form  of  Siva ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  town ;  a 
form  of  DurgS  ( =  iri-puta  t) ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  town, 
=  (edi-nagari ;  N.  of  a  country  to  the  south-east 
of  Madhya-desa,  the  modern  Tipparah  ;  (a  or  I  f), 
N.  of  an  Upanishad.  —  Tripura-kumdra,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  pupil  of  San-karSc'arya  mentioned  in  the 
Sarrkara-vijaya  by  Anantananda-giri.  —  Tripura- 
i/hna,  as,  or  tripura-jit,  t,  or  triptira-dahana,  or 
tripura-ddha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva  as  destroyer 
of  Tri-pura.  —  Tripura-ddha,  as,  m.  *  burning  of 

Tri-pura,'  N.  of  the  3rd  chapter  of  the  PStSla- 
khanda  of  the  Padma-PurSna.  —  Tripura-bhairavi, 
f.aform  of  DurgS.  —  Tripura-mallika,  f.  a  medicinal 
plant,  apparently  a  kind  of  jasmine  ;  [cf.  tri-putd.] 

—  Tripiira-radlin,  as,  m.  'slaughter  of  Tri-pura,' 
N.  of  the  7th  chapter  of  the  Uttara-khaiida  of  the 

S'iva-PurSna.  —  Tri/mra-vijaya,  as,  m.  'conquest 
of  Tri-pura,'  N.  of  the  ;oth  chapter  of  the  Lin-ga- 
Purana.—  Tripunt-hara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  ;ist 
chapter  of  the  Lin-ga-PurSna.  -  Tripurddhdrana- 

yantra  (°na-adh°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mystical  dia- 
gram given  in  the  Tantra-sSra. -7>i>«raa'Atpa«t 

(Va-aa7i0).  in,  m.,  N.  of  Maya,  builder  of  the  city  of 
Tri-pura.— TYi/iuranfaiA-a  or  tripuranta-kara  ('  ra- 
an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva  as  destroyer  of  Tri-pura. 

,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Tantra-sJra.  —  Tripurd-bhairavi,  f.  a  form  of 

.—  Tripurdbhairari-pujd-yctntra,  am,  n., 

N.  of  a  mystical  diagram  given  in  the  Tantra-sSra. 

—  Tripurdri  (°ra-ar°),  is,  m.  '  the  enemy  of  Tri- 
pura,'  a  N.  of  Siva.  —  Tripurarnara  (°ra-ar°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  literary  work.  —  Tri/mrdrdana  (  ra-ar°), 

as,    m.  =  tripurdntaka.  —  Tripur'i-prakarana, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work,  probably  by  San-kara,  con- 

taining  the  elements   of  the  VedSnta  phil.  —  Tri- 
purusha,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  length  of  three 
men ;   having  three  assistants ;   (am],  ind.  through 
three  males,  i.  e.  through  three  generations  of  men, 

or  father,  grandfather,  and  great-grandfather.  —  Tri- 

purushdgata  (°sha-d(f),as, d.am, inherited  through 
three   generations.  —  Tripitreia  (°ra-if),  as,  m. 
'  lord  of  Tri-pura,'  N.  of  Siva.  —  Trlpureiddri  (°t'a- 

ad°),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Tripures'vara 
fra-ls10),  N.  of  a  town  or  district,  or  of  a  sacred 

place.  —  Tripuropdkhydna  (°rd-up°),  am,  n. '  the 
story  of  Tri-pura,'  N.  of  the  5  2-54th  chapters  of  the 
JnSna-khanda  or  second  part  of  the  Siva-PurSna. 
—  Tri-pushd,  f.  Convolvulus  Turpethum,  =  krishna- 
tri-mt ;  [cf.  tri-putd.}  —  Tri-pushkara,  as,  m.  pi. 
'  the  three  lakes,'  N.  of  certain  holy  bathing-places ; 
(as,  d,  am),  decorated  with  three  lotus  flowers.  —  Tri- 
prwhtha,  as,  m.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  the  first  of  the 
black  V5su-devas  ;  a  N.  of  Vishnu,  as  '  living  above 
the  three  worlds,'  or  as '  existing  independently  of  the 

three  qualities  of  nature ;'  epithet  of  the  Soma,  as  hav- 
ingthree  elevations  or  suffices,  found  in  three  places  (?), 

having  three  hymns  (?),  having  three  vessels  (?),  hav- 
ing three  waters  (used  in  its  preparation?),  having 

three  oblations  (?),  having  three  filtering  cloths  (?), 
or  press,  filter,  and  vessel  for  holding  the  Soma  (?). 
(The  above  are  the  conjectures  of  various  scholars,  but 

according  to  Say.  the  word  means)   '  mixed  with 
cream,  thickened  with  milk,'  &c. ;    (am),  n.  the 
highest  part  of  the  three  heavens,  the  highest  heaven. 

—  Tri-paurusha,   as,    t,  am,  extending   or   be- 
longing to  three  persons    or  three  generations   of 

men ;  offered  to  three  (as  the  funeral  cake  &c.), 

inherited  from  three  (as  an  estate  Sec.) ;  [cf.  trai- 
purusha.]  —  Tri-prasruta,  as,  a,  am,  epithet  of  a 
rutting  elephant,  i.  e.  '  having  three  streams  of  fluid 
flowing  from  the  forehead.'  —  Tri-plaks/ia,  as,  m. 
pi.  '  the  three  fig-trees,'  a  place  near  the  YamunS  in 
the  neighbourhood  of  which  the  Drishad-vatl  dis- 

appears. —  Tri-phala,  as,  a,  am,  having  three  fruits ; 
(a),  f.  the  three  myrobalans,  the  fruits  of  Terminalia 
Chebula,  T.   Bellerica,  and  Phyllanthus  Emblica; 

the  three  fragrant   fruits,   nutmeg,   areca-nut,  and 
cloves ;  the  three  sweet  fruits,  grape,  pomegranate, 

and  date.  —  Triphalddi-varga   (°la-dd°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Sabda-<!andrikS  or  medical 
lexicon  by  Cakra-pSni-datta.  —  Tri-band/iana,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  son  of  Aruna  and  father  of  Tri-sarcku. 
—  Tri-bandhu,  us,  m.  the   friend   of  the   three 
worlds  or  regions  ;  (SSy.)  binding  together  or  sup- 

porting the  three   worlds,  (said   of  Indra.)  —  Tri- 
bandhura,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  three  uneven 
poles  or  seats,  (said  of  the  chariot  of  the  Asvins.) 
—  Tri-barkis,  is,  is,  is,  Ved.  having  three  seats  of 
sacrificial  grass.  —  Tri-ball,  i.  three  folds  of  skin  or 
corrugations   over  the    navel   (of  a   woman ;    this 
peculiarity   is   regarded   as    a    beauty);    the    anus. 

—  Tri-balika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  RSma,  '  having  three 
folds  in  the  neck ;'  (am),  n.  the  anus.  —  Tri-bdhu, 
us,  us,  u,  'three-armed,'  epithet   of  a   kind   of 
spirit   or   demon ;    {us),   m.   a  technical   term    in 
fighting.  —  Tri-bulika,  am,  n.  the  anus.  —  Tri-bha, 
am,  n.  three  signs  of  the  zodiac,  the  quadrant  of  a 
circle,  ninety  degrees;  (as,  d,  am),  containing  three 
signs   of  the   zodiac.  —  Tri-lihanga,   as,  a,  am, 
having  three  curves  or  bends  (as  have  many  images 
of  Krishna)  ;    (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of 

4x33  syllabic  instants.  —  Tribha-jh-d,  f.  and  tri- 
b/iit-ji/d,   f.  =  tri-jh-d   and    tri-jya.  —  Tri-b/mndl, 
f.  Convolvulus  Turpethum.  —  Tri-bhadra,  am,  n. 

copulation,  cohabitation.  —  Tribha-'initumkd,  f.  = 
tri-jyd.'-Tri-bhdga,  as,  m.  the  third  part;  the 

third  part  of  a  sign  of  the  zodiac.  —  Tri-bhanu,  us, 
m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  YaySti  and  father  of 
Karan-dhama.  —  Tri-bhdehya-ratna,  am,  n.,  N.  of 

a  commentary  on  the  TaittirTya-PratisSkhya.  —  Tri- 
Mi  =  tlra-bhukti(?).-Tri-bkuj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved. 

threefold.  —  Tri-bhuja,  as,  d,  am,  hiving  three  arms, 
triangular  ;  (as),  m.  a  triangle.  —  Tri-bhurana,  am, 
n.  the  three  worlds,  i.  e.  sky,  atmosphere,  and  earth, 
or  heaven,  earth,  and  the  lower  region ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  prince.  —  Tribhuvana-yuru,  us,  m. '  master 
of  the  three  worlds,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Tribhuva- 

na-pati,  is,  m. 'lord  of  the  three  worlds,'  epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —  Tribhiivanes'vara  (°na-!s"°),  as,  m. '  lord 
of  the  three  worlds,'  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Tribhu- 
vanetivara-littga,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga  temple. 

—  Tribhona-lagna  (c6Aa-«»°),  am,  n.  that  part  of 
the  ecliptic  which  does  not  reach  the  eastern  point 
by  three  signs  or  ninety  degrees,  i.  e.  the  highest 

point   of  the    ecliptic    above   ihe   horizon.  —  Tri- 
mandald,  f.,  scil.  lutd,  a  kind  of  poisonous  spider. 

—  Tri-mada,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?)  the  three  narcotic 
plants,  MustS,  Citraka.Vidarrga ;  the  threefold  illusion. 
—  Tri-madhu,  u,   n.  the  three  sweet  substances, 

sugar,  honey,  and  ghee ;  (us),  m.  one  who  knows  or 
recites  the  three  verses  of  Rig-veda  I.  90,  6-8,  which 
begin  with  madhu.  •-  Tri-mnilhura,  am,  n.  the 
three   sweet   substances,    sugar,    honey,   and   ghee. 

—  Tri-malla,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Tri- 

mdtri,  td,  m.,Ved. '  having  three  mothers ;'  (SSy.)  the 
maker  or  creator  of  the  three  worlds.  —  Tri-mdrya, 
(at  the  beginning  of  a  comp.)   the    three    paths ; 
(5),  f.  three  ways  or  paths ;  the  meeting  of  three 
roads;    [cf.  tri-patha.]  —  Trimdrga-ga,  f.  flowing 
by  -three  ways ;   [cf.  tripatha-gd.]  —  Tri-muktita, 
as,  m.  a   mountain  with  three  peaks ;   N.  of  a 
mountain,  =  tri-kuta.  —  Tri-mukha,   as,  I,  am, 

three-faced,  having  three  faces,  having  three  mouths ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  the  third  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava- 
sarpinl ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet  of  M5yS  or  the  mother  of 
Sskya-muni.  —  Tri-muni,   ind.   produced   by  the 
three  Munis  or  sages,  (as  the  grammar  of  PSnini, 
Katyayana,  and  Patarijali.)—  Tri-murti,  is,  is,  i, 
having  or  assuming  three  forms  or  shapes,  (as  BrahmS, 
Vishnu,  and  Siva)  ;  (is),  m.  a  Buddha,  a  Jina;  (is), 

f.  (?)  the  Hindu  triad,  the  united  form  of  the  above 
three  gods.  —  Tri-murdha,  as,  d,  am,  three-headed. 

—  Trfanurdhan,  d,  m.  '  three-headed,'  N.  of  a 
Rakshasa.  —  Triy-ambaka,  as,  m.  =  try-ambaka, 
'  triocular," '  three-eyed,'  N.  of  Siva.  —  Tri-yava,as,  d, 
am,  containing  or  weighing  three  barleycorns ;  (am), 

n.  a  retti  ( =  raktika)  or  weight  of  three  barley- 
corns, =  ftrifhnala.  —  Triy-ari  =  try-avl.  —  Tr  i- 

yashti,  is,  m.  a  species  of  plant,  =  Ishetra-parpafi. 
—  Tri-ydna,  am,  n.  (with  Buddhists)  the  three 
vehicles  (leading  to  welfare).  —  Tri-ydma,  as,  d,  am, 

containing  (as  the  night)  three  Yamas  or  watches, 
i.e.  about  nine  hours;  (a),  f.  night,  (ahas-triya- 
mam,  day  and  night);  turmeric;  a  convolvulus  with 
dark  flowers ;  the  Indigo  plant ;  the  river  Yamuna. 

—  Tri-ydmaka,  am,  n.  sin  ('  the  impeder  of  the 
three  objects  of  life?').  —  Tri-yuga,  am,  n.  a  space 
of  time  containing  three  periods  or  ages ;  (as),  m. 

'  appearing  in  the  three  Yugas,'  epithet  of  Krishna. 
—  Tri-yoni,  is,  f.  a  lawsuit   in  which  a   person 
engages   from   anger,   covetousness,   or   infatuation, 
•-  Triyyrita  =  try-rifa  =  trite,  a  strophe  consist- 

ing of  three  verses.  —  Tri-rat na,  am,  n.  the  three 
gems,  viz.  Buddha,  the  law,  and  the  congregation. 

—  Tri-rasaka,  am,  n.  a  spirituous  liquor  ('  having 
a  triple  flavour').  —  Tri-rdtra,  am,  n.  three  nights 
collectively,  or  the  duration  of  three  nights  or  days ; 

(am),  ind.  for  three  nights  or  days,  during  three 
days;  (at  or  ena),  ind.  after  three  days;  (as,  a,  am), 

lasting  three  days;    (as),  m.  a  festival  which  lasts 
three  days ;  [cf.  try-aha.]  —  Tri-rddi-pa,  as,  d,  am, 
governing  three  signs   of  the  zodiac.  —  Tri-riipa, 
as,  d,  am,  of  three  colours.  —  Tri-rekha,  as,  m. 
'  having  three  lines,'  a  conch,  a  muscle-shell,  a  shell 
marked  with  three  lines.  —  Tri-lavana,  am,  n.  the 
three  salts,  =•  tri-patu,  q.  v.  —  Tri-linga,  us,  a,  am, 

1  possessing  the  three  Gunas ;  having  three  genders, 



(often  =  •  an  adjective') ;  the  Sanskrit  form  for  Telinga (called  so  fr.  three  Lin-gas).  -  Tri-Kngaka,  as,  &c having   three   genders,  an    adjective.  _  Tri-linm 
f.  the  three  grammatical  genders.  -  Tri-loka,  am,  n! the  three  worlds,  i.  e.  sky,  atmosphere,  and  earth  or 
heaven,  earth,  and  the  lower  region;  (as),  m.  an inhabitant  of  the  three  worlds;  (i),  f.  the  universe 
the  aggregate  of  the  three  worlds.  -  Triloka-ndtha 
T'A  m'  VS?  ,°f  the  'hree  worlds,'  an  epithet  of Indra.  -Tnloka-rakshin,   I,   m.   gimrdian  of  the three :  worlds. -TnlokStman  (°ka-dt°),  d,  m.  '<oul 

the  three   worlds,'  epithet  of  Sin.-Tnlokl- 
natha_,as,  m.  an^epithet  of  Vishnu. 
(  ka-ii  ),  as,  m.   '  lord  of  the  three 

tri-lingaka. 

I            -    ,  •  '    *  |««i   vi    me    cieVcntJ hymn  of  the  ninth  Manda'a  of  the  Rig-veda  are  sune 
together    thon  .!,„  ,   j  T,M_  '.   °     ?"*-•**  SUnS 
together,  then  the  second  Riks,  and  lastly  the  third 
hpnrv*    thic    Qt^mn   .•_._        r-    _  •*  "in -a , 

3   or  9  verses) ; 
connected  with  the  Trivrit-stoma ;  W,  rn. 
cord   conS,sting   of  three  strings;    a  girdle three  strings;    an  amulet  of  three  strings; pant  of  valuable    purgative   properties called   Teon,   and  distinguished   into  two 

m.  -  Tri-lodana.  as,  d  or  f,  am, '  tri- 
ocular,    three-eyed,'  epithet  of  Siva ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of a  poet ;  of  a  grammarian ;  of  a  prince  &c  •  (a)   f 
a  disloyal  wife,  unchaste  woman  ;   (with  Buddhists) N.  of  a  deity;  (?),  f.  an  epithet  of  DurgS  -Tri- 
loiana-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  _  Trilodana- zsa,  as,  m.    N.  of  a  grammarian.  _  Trilocane- 
s-uara-Mha  (-na-H°).  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. •  i  n-ln/iaka,  am,  n.  the  three  metals,  i.  e.  eold 
dm.  and  copper.  -  Tri-lauha,  as,  I,  am,  made  of 
the  above  three  metals.  -  Tri-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  con- taming  the  word  tri.-TH-vatsa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved 
three  years  old  (as  an  ox  or  cow).  _  Tri-vandhura, 
see  tri-bandhura.-Tri.mnja,  as,  m.  an  aggregate of  three  thing,  or  substances  Sec.;  the  threl  objects 
or  pursuits  of  life,  viz.  religion  or  virtue  (dharma) pleasure  (kama),  and  wealth  (artha);  the  three condition,  of  a  king  or  kingdomi  vjz 
(vnddM),  remaining  stationary  (sthdna),  and  de- 

cline (kshaya) ;  the  three  qualities  of  nature  viz 
sat-tva,  rajas,  and  tamos,  see  under  auna  '•  the three  higher  castes  or  tribes  ;  the  three  myrobalans  • 
the  three  spices  &c.;    propriety,  good    behaviour.' -  Tnrarga-fmtana,  am.  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of the  Purana-sarva-sva.  -  Trivarga-pdrlna,  as    & am,  having  passed  through  the  three  conditions  or 
attained  the  three  objects  of  life.  _  Tri-varna,  am,  n 

y  .       urs ''   W  <*•  <"»)•  three-coloured  (Ved.). -Tn-varnaka.  am,  n.  a  kind  of  plant,  =go-kshu- 
raka  ;  the  three  myrobalans  [cf.  tri-phald] ;  the  three spices;  [cf.  tri-katu^-Trivarna-krit,  t,  m    the 

*a™!'e.0n;~rl'~rta'  us<  ««•'«.  Ved.  threefold; a,  f. '  flowing  by  three 

bining   three   things;    (am),    n.    making bmation  of  three  things;    combining  earth    water 
fire,  in  the  proportion  of  half  of  one'  with  a quarter  of  each  of  the  others.  —  ~ 

truth  (?) ;   [cf.  try-akshara,."]  — N-  °f  «  pot-herb,  Hincha  Repens;   [cf. 
~«,  m.  (?)  the  plant  Butea 
f.  the  plant  Ipomcea  Turpethum 
m.,  N.  of  a  Muni ;  frf.  the  next.1 

a  particular  part  of  a  carriage;  (us 
epijhet  of  a  carriage,  (according  to  1^) with  three  banners.  -  TY^  (at  the  beg,of 
a  comp.)  the   three  Vedas,  viz.   Rig,   Yaju"    fnd 

" 
"-'  *»)>.** 

-*       »      ,         , 

,  as,  a,  am,  consisting  of  three  halls  or 
rooms;  (am),  n.  a  house  with  three  halls  -Tri 
tot/M,  as,  d,  am,  three-crested,  three-headed,  havine the  shape  of  a  trident;  (a,),  m.  ,he  plant  JEglf Marmelos;  the  son  of  Ravana,  a  demon  with  three 
heads ;  N.  of  Indra  in  the  Manv-antara  of  TSmasa  • 
('),  (.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad ;  (am),  n.  a  trident  a three-pronged  spear;  a  crest,  a  tiara  with  three points.  -  Tn-^ikhara,  as,  a,  am,  having  three  tons 

Of  £evV'A8)',ra'  (with  iaila^  N"  of  *  mountain'. 
-Tntokhi-dald,  {.  a  kind  of  bulbous  plant  -Tri- 
iikhm,  i,  ini,  i,  three-crested,  three-headed.  -  Tri- WV,aa,  a,  am,  having  three  points;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  Rakshasa;  (a),  f.  the  root  of  Bignonia  Suave- >Iens.-rn-Aras,  as,  ds,  as,  three-headed,  having 
three  points  or  tops;  (a*),  m.  epithet  of  Tvashtrf Visva-rupa;  Fever  personified  as  a  demon  with  three 

kilfrf  l°f'  ̂ ad  and  triK>^'   N-  °f  »  Asura 
k-led   by  Vishnu;    N.  of  a    Rskshasa    killed    by Rama;  an  epithet  of  Kuvera. _ Tn-firsha,  as  d 
am,    three-headed,'  an  epithet  of  Siva  -Tri  £ir ihaka,  as,  a,  am,  three-headed;   (am),  n.  a  tri- 

dent a  three-pointed  or  three,pronged  spear  -Tri- 
flrshan,  a,  d,  a,  Ved.  three-headed.  -Tri-iatra 
as  a,_  am, Ved.  white  or  bright  in  three  places.  _  Tri- 

,  ;'T?'  f '  "'  am>Ved-  ""Ply  illuminated. -Tri- 
ne,  k,  k,  *,Ved.  triply  shining  or  splendid,  shining  ir. three  ways.  -  Tri-iula,  am,  n.  a  trident,  a  thfee- 
pomted  pike  or  spear,  especially  the  weapon  of  Sm '  ' 

•*  •      j  "•  ""«•«*  j/"')  •«    iiuwint'  Dy  inree 
paths,  an  epithet  of  the  Gan-gS;  [cf.  tripatha-ga.l -  ZVj-mrtman   n,  a,  n.  three  paths;  (a,  d,  a),  going 
by  three  paths  (Ved.).  -  Tri^arsha,  am,  n.  a  period of  three  _years ;  (as,  a,  am),  three  years  old  -  Tri- 
vanhika,  f.  a  three-year-old  heifer.  -  Tri-rarshiua 
as,  a,  am,  triennial,  lasting  for  three  years,  used  for 
three  years.  -Tri-vali,  I,  n.  f.  the  three  folds  or 
wrinkles   across    the    belly;     [cf.  tri-ball.]  - Tri- 
vara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Garuda;  (am),  ind. three   times,   thrice.  _  Tri-vikrama,   am,   n.   the 
three  steps   (of  Vishnu),   three  strides;    (as)    m 
one  who  makes  three  steps  or  strides,'  an  epithei .f  Vishnu,   who  paced  the   three  worlds  in  three 

steps  in  his  Vamana  or  dwarf  Avatar,  see  lali  •  N 
of  a  Brahman;  of  an  astronomer;  of  a  jurist;  'of  a medical  author .-  Trivikrama-ttrtha,  am,  n.,  N imhi.-lnvikrama-dera,  as,  m.   N.  of  an 
mtoot.-Tririkrama-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  the  Damayantl-katha.  -  Trimkramdtdrya 
(  ma-af),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astronomer  -  Tri- 
'<aya,as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva,  -familiar  wilh  or containing  the  three  Vedas;'  (a),  f.  three  branches of  knowledge,  especially  that  of  the  three  Vedas 
•J-n-ndha,  as,  d,  am,  of  three  kinds,  threefold t"ple,  m  three  ways.  -  Tri-vidfta,  ind.  (?),  in  three 

part,    triply  (?).  -  TH-vinata,  as,  d,  am,  bowing i  the  presence  of  three,  viz.  gods,  Brahmans,  and preceptors;    bent  in  three  places,   curved  in  three 
parts  of  the  body  (?).  _  Tri-vishtapa,  am,  „.  =  «- 
pishtapa,  the  world  of  Indra,  i.e.  heaven  or  paradise  • 

^f'^-^^-^t,  m.M  in-' 

was  a  pious  prince  who  aspired ^"ce'lebrate^a' 

mortelTod       heefiby  '°  tO  heave"  '"  h''s 

apDlied1o1hf°r   hi-mK   bUt    be'"g   '^  ̂ cn 
applied  to  the  sage's  hundred  sons    bv  whom  hp 
cursed  ""^  J-   J->  •     -• 

head  towards  the  earth,  formin nstella 

-san-ku,    epithet  of  Vi^vJ-mitra.  - 
"3,  3oo;   („.  f>  (m)>  the 

°f 

Assembly ;  (as 

three  kinds  of 
and  ma.dhu.rd; 

F.  the 

300 

_,  the 

.the  Law,  and  the 
m.  a  Buddha.  —  Tri-3arkard    { 

,  viz.  gudotpannd, 

.    ...         ,  ,  mamnnaa,  i,  m.  an  m- 
hab,tant  of  heaven,  a  deity.  -  Tri-vista,  as,  d,  am,  ,  ...j,,,,,.- ; 

sfafts!  %°^^  I  sSSrssSfeSSHSs 

»nH       ,7*      -    r  ,  c, 

m  ,h  rTa/  fcf'^«'a"-] -r«WaZa-,f.,N.0fthe 
mother  of  the  twenty-fourth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava sarpml.-  Tntalakdyurutha-tarit a,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  WOrlc    hv   H«m-,   A   t            m    •     .  .      *        '"*•*" 

-        x         \  —  -•"•j  U4>_  >>trt^uti  ui  oiya  • (as,  a,  am),  '  bearing  the  trident,'  epithet  of  Siva  ; 

of  a  Tirtha,  ('digged  with  the  trident'1) "^Tritula- ganga  (.,  N.  of  a  wer.-JVMBlflwfe,  (°la-an°).  Q,. m.' trident-marked,' a  N.  of  Siva;  of  a  teacher  -Tri- 
Mm,  ,,  ini,  ,',  'armed  with  the  trident-'  (?)  m epithet  of  Siva;  (ini),  (.  epithet  of  Dnrga.-JH. 
tnnga,  as,  d,  am,  having  three  horns  or  peaks  • 
(at),  m.  a  hill  with  three  peaks ;  N.  of  a  mountain  : 

triangle .-Trisringin,   i,   Cm,  i,  having   three' 
!    (»),   m.  a  sort   of  fish,  commonly  Rohi Cypnnus  Rohita.  -  Tri-ioka,  as,  d    am    Ved  = 

tn-{!u<<(1);  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi.  -  Tri-sham- 
yukta,  as,  a,  am  (for  tri-sam°),  triply  connected -ln-shamvatsara,   as,  d,  am  (for  tri-sam°) lasting  three  years.  -  Tri-shatya,  as,  d,  am  (for  tri- satya),Ved.  trebly  true  (in  thought,  word,  and  deed) 

In-shadhastha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  three ices.  -  Tn-shandM,  is,  is,  i  (for  tri-san")  Ved 
composed  of  three  parts  or  members;  (is),  m.,  N' fa  demon  m  the  Atharva-veda,  generally  associated 
with  Arbud, ;  (»),  „.,  N.  of  a  Saman_  _  Tri.shapfa 

tn-sapta  (fr.  tri  +  saptan),  Ved.  three  times >ven,   twenty-one;    an   indefinite   number. -Tri- 
shaphya,  as,  m.  adj.,  N.  of  the  first  verse  of  the Atharva-veda,  beginning   with   the   words  ye  tri- 
shaptas,  Sec.  —  TH^havana  or  tri-savana,  as,  d am,  containing  three  oblations ;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  an 
ancient  sage ;  tri-shavanam  or  trishavana-sndnam 

e  three  ablutions  to  be  performed  daily,  'i.  e  at  dawn noon,  and  sunset.  -  Trishavana-snayin,  I    m    a man  performing  regularly  the  prescribed  ablutions morning,  noon,  and  evening.  -  Tnshashta,  as  i 
am,  the :    sixty-third.  -  rri-stoWi,   is,   m.  sixty- 
three;    [cf.    trayah-,hashti.-]-frishashti-tama as,  ,,  am    the  sixty-third.  -  Trishash/i-dkd,  ind in  sixty-three  parts,  sixty-three-fold. -Trishashti- ialakapurusha-darita,  am,  n.,   N.   of  a   work 

mette!T!!"h~<*h"rf''S'  •"*'  *"'  °*'  Ved'  having  th^ 
come  fr.  stubh,  to  stop,  because  the  voice  is  obliged to  pause  three  times;  according  to  Yaska,  the  prefix 
M  may  be  fr  rt.  tri,  to  denote  the  rapidity  of the  metre,  ct.}agaK;  or  fr.  tri,  three,  +  stM,  to praise,  because  the  metre  is  in  praise  of  the  vajra or  thunderbolt,  which  has  three  edges);  N  of  a Vedic  metre  consisting  of  four  Padas  of  eleven 
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syllables  each ;  (in  the  later  metrical  system)  N.  ol 
every  metre  consisting  of  four  times  eleven  syllables 
(e.  g.  the  Indra-vajrS  and  Upendra-vajra  metres);  [cf 
traisktubha.^  —  Tri-shtoma,  as,  a,  am  (for  tri- 
<(oma),Ved.  containing  three  Stomas;  (as),  m.,N.o: 

an  Ekaha.  —  Tri-$htha,  as,  a,  am  (for£n'-*'£Aa),Ved 
standing  on  three  (wheels),  situated  in  three  places ; 

( as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  —  Tri-ghthin,  I,  irii,  i  (for  Iri- 
stkiri),Ved.  standing  on  triply  divided  ground.  —  Tri- 
samvatsara,  see  under  tri-shamralsara.  —  Tri- 
tatya,  see  under  tri-shatya,  —  Tn-fandhi,is,  is,  t, 
see  tri-shandhi;  (is),  f.  a  kind  of  mallow.  —  Tri- 
sandhika,  as,  a,  am,  occurring  or  happening  at  the 
three  periods  or  divisions  of  the  day,  (probably  a 

wrong  reading  for  trisandhyika.)  —  Tri-sandhya, 
am,  n.  the  three  periods  or  divisions  of  the  day,  viz. 
dawn,  noon,  and  Averting  or  sunset ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a 
goddess;  a  form  of  Durga ;  a  kind  of  mallow;  (a 
or  i),  f.  the  three  periods  of  the  day ;  (am),  ind. 
at  the  time  of  the  three  SandhySs ;  (as,  a,  am), 
relating  to  the  three  periods  of  the  day.  —  Tri- 
sandhya-kueumd,  f.  a  kind  of  mallow.  •-  Tri- 
saptata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  the  following),  the  seventy- 
third.  —  Tri-saptati,  is,  f.  seventy-three ;  [cf.  trayah- 
taptati.  1  —  Trisaptati-tama,  as,  I,  am,  the  seventy- 
third.  —  Tri-saptan  or  tri-sapta,  three  times  seven, 
twenty-one  [cf.  tri-sfiapta] ;  trisapta-kritvas, 
ind.  twenty-one  times.  —  Tri-gama,  as,  a,  am, 
(in  geom.)  having  three  equal  sides;  (am),  n.  an 
aggregate  of  equal  parts  of  three  substances,  viz. 
yellow  myrobalan,  ginger,  and  molasses ;  trisama- 
Saturadrfi,  am,  n.  a  quadrangle  having  three  equal 
sides.  —  Tri-sara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  dish  of 
sesamum,  rice,  &c.,  =  krifara  or  krisara.  —  Tri- 
sarga,  as,  m.  the  triple  product  of  the  three 
qualities  of  nature.  —  Tri-savana  =•  tri-shavana,  q.v. 
—  Tri-sddhana,  as,  a,  am,  triply  composed,  having 
three  component  parts.  —  Tri-idman,  a,  a,  a,  sing- 

ing three  Samans  or  the  Saman  called  Trih-samau. 
—  Tri-sdmd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Trirsdmya,  am,  n. 
equilibrium  of  the  three  (qualities).  —  Tri-sahasra, 
as, I, am.Ved. consisting  of  3000.  —  Tri-titd, (.  =  tri- 
farkara,  three  kinds  of  white  sugar,  viz.  gudot- 
pannd,  madhu-jd,  and  himotthd.  —  Tri-sitya,  an, 
d,  am,  thrice  ploughed   (as  a  field   &c.).  —  Tn- 
sugandhi  or  tri-sugandhika,  am,  n.  =  tri-jata,  the 
three  fragrant  substances  or  spices.  —  Tri-suparna,  as, 
m.  a  N.  of  certain  hymns  of  the  Rig  and  Yajur 

Vedas ;  (as,  a,  am),  or  tri-suparnaka,  as,  ikd, 
am,  familiar  or  conversant  with  the  above  hymns  of 

the  Veda ;    [cf.  tri-sauparna.]  —  Tri-suvar<!aka, 
as,  a,  am,  having  a  threefold  excellent  splendor. 

—  Tri-saugandhya,  am,  n.  =  tri-sugandhi.  —  Tri- 
sauparna,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  part  of  the 

Vedas  called  Tri-suparna ;  N.  of  a  particular  religious 
vow  or  observance.  —  Tri-iauvarna,  am,  n.  perhaps 
a  wrong  reading  for  tri-suparna.  ••  Tri-tbmdhaJn, 
N.  of  a  Sutra  work.  —  Tri-stana,  ax,  dort,am,  milked 
from  three  nipples  (Ved.) ;  having  three  breasts.  —  Tri- 
stobha-yuJcta,  at,  a,  am,  having  three  pauses  or 
three  rhythms  or  three  divisions(?).  —  Tri-sthall,  f. 
the  three  (sacred)  places.  —  Tristhall-setu,  N.  of  a 
work.  ••  Tri-sthdna,  am,  n.  a  sacred  spot  celebrated 
for  a  junction  of  three  streams  of  the  Ganges ;  (as, 
d,  am),  reaching  through  the  three  worlds.  —  Tri- 
srotas,  as,  as,  as,  having  three  streams ;  (as),  f.  an 

epithet  of  the  Ganges  [cf.  tri-patJia-gd,  tri-mdrga- 
gd,  tri-vartma-ga] ;    N.  of  another  river.  —  Tri- 
srotast,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Tri-halya,  as,  d,  am, 
thrice  ploughed  (as  a  field  8tc.).~Tri-hdyana,  an, 
i,  am,  three  years  old ;  appearing  in  three  ages  of 
the  world  ;  (i),  f.  a  three-year-old  heifer.  —  Trlshu 

(tri-ish°),  us,  us,  a,  or  trishuka,  as,  d,  am,  fur- 
nished with  three  arrows.  -  Trishtaka  (tri-ish°), 

as,  a,  om.Vcd.  furnished  with  three  IsbtakSs  or  sacri- 

ficial bricks.  —  Try-ania,  as,  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  three 
shares  or  portions,  three-fourths ;  a  third  part,  the  third 
part  of  a  sign  of  the  zodiac  (  =  drikkdna,  q.  v.). 
—  Tryanda-ndtha,  as,  m.  the  regent  of  a  Drikkana. 
—  Try-aksha,  as,  t,  am,  triocular ;  (as),  m.  an 
epithet  of  Rudra-Siva ;  also  of  a  Daitya  or  Danava. 

—  Tryakshaka,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Try- 
akfhan,  d,  d,  a,  triocular ;  (a),  m.  epithet  of  Rudra. 

—  Tryaksha-patni,  f.  an  epithet  of  Parvati.  —  Try- 
akshara,  as,  a,  am,  consisting  of  three  sounds  or 
letters  or  syllables,  triliteral ;    (ant),  n.  a  word  or 
song  consisting  of  three  letters  or  syllables  (e.g. 
satyam  or  sa  +  ti  +  am) ;  (as),  m.  a  genealogist; 
the  Ghataka  or   matchmaker;    [cf.  ghataka  and 

khataka.~\  —  Try-ankata,  am,  n.  or  try-mtf/afa, 
as,  m.  a  sling  or  three  strings  like  those  of  a  balance 
suspended  to  either  end  of  a  pole  for  carrying  bur- 

dens :  a  sort  of  collyrium ;  (as),  m.  a  N.  of  S'iva. 
—  Try-a>iga,  dni,  n.  pi.,  Ved.  three  portions  of  the 
sacrificial  victim  supposed  to  belong  to  the  Sv-ishta- 
krit,  q.v.,  viz.  the  upper  part  of  the  right  fore-foot, 
a  part  of  the  left  thigh,  and  a  part  of  the  bowels. 

—  Try-angula,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  three  fingers  long 
or  broad  or  deep  &c.  —  Tryattgya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 

belonging  to  the  Try-an-gas.  —  Try-anjana,  am,  n. 
the  three  kinds  of  collyrium,  or  KSlaiijana,  Push- 
panjana,  and  Rasanjana.  — Try-a/ya/a,  am,  n.  and 
try-aiijali,  {,  n.  three    handfuls.  —  Try-adhipati, 

is,  m. '  the  lord  of  the  three  qualities,'  (i.  e.  sat-tva, 
rajas,  and  tamos  ;  cf.  guna),  an  epithet  of  Krishna 
or  Vishnu.  —  Try-adhishtltdiia,  as,  a,  am,  having 

three  stations,  situated  in  three  places.  —  Try-adhis'a, 
as,  m.  =  try-adhipati,  q.  v.  —  Try-adhva-ga,  f.  a 
N.  of  the  Ganges,  '  going  or  flowing  through  the 
three  worlds.'  —  Try-anika,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
three  faces,  followed  by  three  hosts ;  (Say.)  having 

the  three  properties  of  heat,  rain,  and  cold.  —  Try- 
anta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Try-abda,  am,  n. 
a  period  of  three  years;   (am),  ind.  during  three 

years ;  (as,  a,  am),  three  years  old.  —  Try-ambaka, 

as,  m.  a  N.  of  S'iva  (Rudra)  as  triocular  or  uttering 
the  three  (Vedas)  or  uttering  the  three   mystical 
letters  (?),  or  as  having  three  wives  or  sisters  (as 
if  fr.  tri  +  ambd) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  eleven  Rudras ; 
the  sacrificial  ceremony  in  which  the  Try-ambakas 
or  cakes  sacred  to  Rudra  Try-ambaka  are  offered  ; 
N.  of  a  mountain;  (d),  f.  an  epithet  of  Parvati; 

(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga.  —  Tryambaka-mdhdtmya, 
am,  n. '  the  glory  of  Try-ambaka,'  N.  of  a  part  of 
the   Padma-Purana.—  Tryambaka-sakha,  as,  m. 

'  the  friend  of  Try-ambaka,'  an  epithet  of  Kuvera, 
the  god  of  wealth.  —  Try-aruna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man  with  the  patronymic  Traivrishna.  —  Try-arusha, 
as,  i,  am,  Ved.  marked  red  in  three  places.  —  Try- 

ai-ara,  as,  d,  am,  having  three  who  are  inferior, 
three  at  the  least ;   (am),  ind.  at  least  three  times, 

(see  Manu  XI.  80.)  -  Try-am,  is,  I,  m.f.,  Ved.  a 
calf  eighteen  months  old.  —  Tryafita,  as,  i,  am 

((t.try-aftt{),the  eighty-third.  —  Try-a&tl,  is,  f. 
eighty-three.  —  Tryaslti-tama,    as,  i,  am,    the 
eighty-third.  —  Try-aira,  as,  a,  am,  triangular ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  *=  tridhdra-snuhi ;  (am),  n.  a 
triangle.  —  Tryatra-kunda,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mystical 
diagram.  —  Try-afhtaka,  as,  d,  am,  containing  three 
Ashtakas;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  vessel.  —  Try-ashtan 
or  try-ashfa,  three  times  eight,  twenty-four;  try- 
ashta-varsha,  twenty-four  years  old.  —  Try-a»ra, 
see   try-ailra.  —  Try-alia,    am,   n.   a    period   of 
three  days ;  try-aham,  ind.  during  three  days ;  try- 
ahdt  or  try-ahena,  ind.  after  three  days;  (as,  d, 
am),  lasting  three  days ;  (as),  m.,Ved.  a  festival  lasting 

three  days.  —  Trya/ia-8pars"a,  as,  m.  or  tryaha- 
spriia,  am,  n.  the  meeting  of  part  of  three  lunar 
days  in  one  solar  day,  (the  first  lunar  day  ending  just 
after  midnight  and  the  third  beginning  a  little  before 
the  next  midnight.)  -» Tryahina,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  last- 

ing three  days.  ••  Tryahaihika  (~'ha-aih°),as,  t,am, 
having  provision  sufficient  for  three  days,  providing 
for  three  days.  —  Try-alma,  as,  a,  am,  happening 
or  occurring  after  three  days.—  Trydkshdyana,  as, 

m.  (fr.  try-aksha),  a  worshipper  of  Siva(?).  —  Tryd- 
kshdyana-bhakta,  am,  n.  a  district  inhabited  by 
worshippers  of  Sm.~Tri/-dyu8/ia,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
threefold  vital  power  or  period  of  life  ;  (according  to 
Mahl-dhara)  the  threefold  period  of  life,  consisting  of 
childhood,  youth,  and  old  age.  —  Trydruni,  is,  m. 

(fr.  try-aruna),  N.  of  the  Vylsa  in  the  fifteenth 

DvSpara;  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Try-drsheya,  as,  i, 
am,  containing  three  lines  or  families  of  RUhis; 

(as),  m.pl.  an  aggregate  of  three  persons,  viz.  blind, 
deaf,  and  dumb.  —  lry-dlik/iita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
scratched  or  marked  in  three  places.—  TryalikJiitit- 
rat,  an,  all,  at,  consisting  of  bricks  marked  in 
three  places.  —  Try-afrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  carried  on  in 
three  periods,  consisting  of  three  series.  —  Try-dtir, 
jr,  m.,  Ved.  mixed  with  three  products  of  milk ; 
(according  to  Say.)  mixed  with  Dadhi,  Saktu,  and 
Payas,  (said  of  the  Somz.)  —  Tryahil;n,  as,  i,  am 

(fr.  try-aha),  produced  or  performed  &c.  in  three 
days ;  tertian  ;  returning  after  the  third  day,  quartan 

(as  a  fever) ;  having  provisions  for  three  days. 
"Try-uttart-bhdta,  as,  m.  progression  by  three. 
—  Try-udaya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  threefold  going  to 
the  altar,  i.  e.  in  the  three  daily  oblations ;  (Say.) 

having  three  goings  to  the  altar    (as   the    Soma). 
—  Try-udhan,  a,  m.,  Ved.  three-uddered,  (according 
to  Say.)  said  of  the  year  as  having  three  seasons. 
—  Try-ushana  or  try-ushana,  am,  n.  the  three 
spices  collectively,  i.e.  black  pepper,  long  pepper, 

and    dry  ginger.  —  Try-rifa,    am,    n.  =  trifa,  a 
strophe  consisting  of  three  verses.  —  Try-eta,  as,  m., 
irye.nl  or  tryml,  f.,  am,  n.,  Ved.  variegated  or 
spotted  in  three  places. 

Trins'a,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  triniat),  the  thirtieth,  con- 
stituting the  thirtieth  part ;  joined  with  thirty  (e.  g. 

Iriniam  satam,  130);  consisting  of  thirty  (as  a 

Stoma) ;  connected  with  the  Trinsa-stoma ;  ̂  of 

a  sign  of  the  zodiac,  a  degree.  —  Trinidns'a  or 
trins'dns'aka  (°fa-an°),  as,  m.  a  thirtieth  part, 
^  of  a  sign  of  the  zodiac,  a  degree. 

Trins'aka,  as,  d,  am,  —  trinia,  consisting  of  thirty 
parts,  divided  into  thirty ;  bought  for  thirty,  worth 

thirty;  (am),  n.  a  collection  or  aggregate  of  thirty. 

TrMat,  t,  f.  (fr.  tri  and  tat  =  da-'!at'),  thirty, the  number  thirty.—  Trinfad-dhata,  am,  n.,  130. 
Trintoti,  is,  (.  =  triniat,  thirty;  [cf.  trayaf- 

trinfati,  paA(a-t°,  sapta-t°.~\ Trins"atka,  am,  n.  an  aggregate  or  collection  of 

thirty. 

Trins'at-tama,  as,  I,  am,  the  thirtieth. 
Trinfot-pattra,  am,  n.  the  white  esculent  water- 

lily,  Nymphsa  Esculenia. 
Trins'ad-vinfa,  as,  m.  pi.  about  twenty  or  thirty, 

between  twenty  and  thirty. 

Triniin,  i,  inl,  i,  containing  thirty,  consisting  of 

thirty. 

Trika,  as,  d,  am,  triple,  threefold  ;  trine,  forming 
a  triad  ;  trebly  repeated,  happening  the  third  time ; 
(with  or  without  iota)  three  out  of  every  hundred, 

three  per  cent;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  two  plants,  =go- 
kshuraka  and  Trapa  Bispinosa  [cf.  tri-kantaka] ; 
(d),  f.  a  triangular  frame  or  bar  across  the  mouth  of 
a  well  over  which  passes  the  rope  of  the  bucket ;  a 
wooden  frame  at  the  mouth  of  a  well,  or  the  upper 

part  of  the  well ;  a  frame  at  the  bottom  of  a  well  on 
which  the  masonry  rests ;  the  cover  or  lid  of  a  well ; 

(am),  n.  the  aggregate  of  three,  a  triad  [cf.  taurya- 
trika] ;  a  place  where  three  roads  meet ;  the  lower 
part  of  the  spine  or  regio  sacra ;  the  part  about  the 

hips ;  the  part  between  the  shoulder-blades ;  the 
three  mystical  words  pronounced  before  the  Gayatr! 

[cf.  vydhriti] ;  the  three  spices,  three  myrobalans 
&c.  collectively.  —  Trika-sthdna,  am,  n.  the  region 
at  the  lower  part  of  the  spine.  —  Trikdgni-kala 

(°ka-ag°),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Rudra. 
Trita,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (in  the  Atharva-veda  also 

frita),  N.  of  a  Vedic  deity ;  (he  is  generally  asso- 
ciated with  the  Maruts,  VSyu,  and  Indra  ;  and  fights 

like  the  latter  with  Tvashtra,  Vritra,  and  other 
demons:  he  is  also  called  Aptya,  q.v.,  either  as 

produced  in  water  by  Agni,  whence  he  is  sometimes 
called  '  a  son  of  the  water,'  or  as  son  of  the  Rishi 
Apta.  In  some  passages  of  the  Taittirlya-SamhitS  he 
is  regarded  as  bestowing  long  life ;  while  elsewhere 
he  is  supposed  to  reside  in  the  remotest  regions  of 
the  world,  whence  the  idea  of  wishing  to  remove 
calamity  to  Trita  or  to  the  remotest  place  possible ; 

cf.  RigJveda  VIII.  47, 14.  In  some  passages  of  the 
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Veda,  Indian  commentators  explain  Trita  by  tri- 
sthdna,  '  reaching  through  the  triple  world/  as  an 
epithet  of  Indra  or  Vayu.  In  later  myths  Trita  is 
described  as  a  Rishi,  by  whom  several  hymns  of  the 

Rig-veda  were  composed.  Sayana  in  his  introduction 
to  Rig-veda  1.  1  05,  relates  that  there  were  three  Rishis, 
named  Ekata,  Dvita,  and  Trita,  who  lived  in  a  desert 
country;  being  parched  with  thirst,  they  looked 
about  for  a  well,  and  having  found  one,  Trita  entered 
it  to  draw  water,  when  the  other  two,  desirous  of 

obtaining  his  property,  threw  him  into  the  well  and 
closed  up  the  mouth  with  a  wheel  ;  shut  up  in  the 
well,  Trita  composed  a  hymn  to  the  gods,  and 
managed,  in  a  marvellous  manner,  to  perform  the 
Soma  sacrifice,  that  he  might  drink  the  Soma  himself 
before  death,  or  offer  it  to  the  deities  in  the  hope  of 
being  extricated  by  them  :  his  preparation  of  the 

Soma  is  described  in  the  MahS-bh.  Salya-parva  2095, 
and  he  is  elsewhere  celebrated  as  an  offerer  of  the 

Soma.  In  various  other  epic  legends,  Ekata,  Dvita, 
and  Trita  are  described  as  three  brothers,  sons  of 

Gautama  or  of  Praja-pati,  =  Brahma.  According  to 
the  Bhagavata-Purana,  Trita  is  one  of  the  twelve 
sons  of  Manu  and  Nadvala.  Some  identify  the  Vedic 
Trita  with  the  Vedic  Traitana,  and  with  Tkraetana 
the  Zend  form  of  Feridun.  His  connection  with 

water  points  to  a  comparison  with  the  Gr.  Tplrwv, 

TpiTo-Jyej>7)j,TpiTtt>pi'j,TpiTO-ir(iTopfs,&c.)  (Trita 
seems  also  to  mean)f  a  class  of  deities,  '  the  third 
ones,'  i.  e.  those  who  live  in  the  sky  (?)  ;  the  priest 
who  prepares  the  Soma. 
Tritaya,  as,  a,  am,  consisting  of  three  parts  ; 

(am),  n.  a  collection  of  three,  rpids. 
Tris,  ind.  thrice,  three  times,  at  three  places; 

(followed  by  gutturals  and  palatals  there  may  be  the 
optional  substitution  of  sh  for  Visarga,  e.  g.  trish 

karoti  or  trih  karoti,  he  does  thrice.)  —  Trih- 
plaksha  =  tri-plaksha,  q.v.  —  Trih-sdman,  a,  n., 
N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Tri/t-sndna,  am,  n.  bathing 
thrice  every  day.  —  Trir-ain,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having 

three  edges,  three-cornered.  —  Tris-tdvd,  f.  (fr.  tris- 
tdvat),  three  times  the  usual  size,  (only  used  with 
vedi  .  ) 

f&Jld  trlgudha,  am,  n.  the  dancing  or 
acting  of  a  man  in  female  attire,  (evidently  a  wrong 

form  for  strl-giidha)  ;  [cf.  tri-taritraJ] 

trinkh,  cl.  I.  P.  trinkhati,  &c.,  to 

go,  move. 
tritaritra,  a  wrong  reading  for 

stri-faritra  ;  [cf.  trigudka.~\ 
Mjnff  trina,  am,  n.  =  trina,  grass. 

fd*Ul<*  tri-naka  =  tri-naka,  p.  389,  col.  3. 

tripu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  thief. 

hukti(>)  for  tira-bhukti,  q.v. 

triyiiha,  as,  m.  (probably  a  foreign 

word),  a  chesnut-coloured  horse;  [cf.  ukanaha, 

urdha,  Iciya/ia,  kokaha,  Sec.'] 
fi^etcii  trillaka  and  trillasena,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  two  men. 

trlshama,  Ved.  =  hrasva,  short  (?). 

tris.     See  above. 

trmi,  n.  pi.  three.     See  tri. 

trisata,  as,  m.  [cf.  tlsatd],  N.  of 
the  author  of  a  medical  work. 

_J  j  trut,  cl.  6.  4.  P.  trutati,  trutyati, 

>J  x  lutrota,  trufitum,  to  be  torn  or  split,  to 
tear,  break,  burst,  snap,  fall  asunder:  Caus.  P.  A. 

trotayali,  -te,  -yitum,  to  tear,  break,  cut,  divide. 
Truli,  is,  f.  (or  truti,  {.?),  cutting,  breaking, 

a  tear,  split  ;  a  small  part,  an  atom  or  a  visible  atom 
composed  of  three  subtler  elementary  particles  ;  a 
very  minute  space  of  time,  a  moment,  equal  to  % 

^  Kal5,= 
N5liks.=-5oW  MuhOrta,  (or  =  ̂   Vedha,  - 

irk  Lava.  =  T5OT  Nimesha,  =  ̂ f^  Kshana,  =  ̂ ^ 

K^M^sT^nrff  Laghu,  =  ̂ ^r^  Nsdika,= 
a  a  ;;  a  a  a  Muhurta)  ;  small  cardamoms  (  Alpinia  Car- 
damomum),  cardamoms  from  Guzerat;  a  sort  of 
tree  ;  doubt,  uncertainty  ;  breaking  (a  promise)  ;  loss, 
destruction  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  Mitris  attending  on 
Skanda.  —  Trutwija,  as,  m.  Arum  Colocasia  (  = 

A-a<?«),  an  esculent  root.  —  Truti-das,  ind.  in  short 
spaces  of  time.  —  Truty-avayava,  as,  m.  one  half 
of  a  Truti. 

Trutita,  as,  a,  am,  cut,  broken,  divided,  hurt, 
wounded,  chapped,  chafed.  —  Trutita-vat,  an,  all,  at, 
having  cut  or  broken,  &c. 

Troti,  is,  t.  the  beak  or  bill  of  a  bird  ;  the  mouth 

of  a  fish  ;  a  kind  of  bird  ;  a  kind  of  pike  (Esox 
Kankila)  ;  a  medicinal  plant.  —  Troti-liasta,  as,  m.  a 

bird  ('  having  a  beak  for  hands'). 

_|  M   trup  or  truph  or  trump  or  trumph,  cl. 
O    N  I-  P.  tropali  or  trophati  or  trumpati  or 

trumphati,  &c.,  to  hurt,  injure,  kill  ;  [cf.  Gr.  Opvirra, 

rp6<t>os  :  Lith.  truppu,  '  to  be  worn  away  by  friction;' 
trumpas,  '  short  ;'  trumpinu,  '  to  shorten.'] 
iSru  treia,  f.  (fr.  traya,  which  is  fr.  tri, 

p.  388),  a  triad,  a  collection  or  assemblage  of  three, 
a  triplet  ;  the  three  sacred  fires  collectively  (i.  e.  the 
southern,  household,  and  sacrificial  fires  ;  often  called 

agni-trctd,  see  agni-traya)  ;  trey,  i.  e.  a  throw  at 
dice  or  the  side  of  a  die  marked  with  three  spots  or 
points  ;  (with  or  without  yuga)  the  second  Yuga  or 
silver  age  of  the  Hindus  which  consists  of  1,296,000 

years.  —  JVe(<5</ni  (°td-ag°),  is,  m.  one  who  has 
preserved  the  three  sacred  fires;  the  three  fires 
collectively  (  =  agnt-tretd). 

Tretini,  (.,  Ved.  the  threefold  flame  of  the  three 
fires  of  the  altar. 

Tre-dhd,  m&.=tri-dha,  triply,  in  three  parts,  in 
three  ways,  in  three  places.  —  Tredhd-vihita,  divided 
into  three  parts.  —  Tredhd-sthita,  as,  d,  am,  existing 
in  three  states. 

Trainfa,  am,  n.  (fr.  trtniat),  scil.  brdhmana,  the 
Brahmana  consisting  of  thirty  Adhyayas. 

Traintiika,  as,  d,  am,  consisting  of  thirty. 

Traikakuda,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  coming  from  the 
mountain  Tri-kakud. 

Traikaktibha,  am,  n.  (fr.  tri-kakubh),  N.  of  a SSman. 

Traikaritaka,  as,  I,  am,  coming  from  or  made 
of  the  plant  Tri-kantaka. 
Traikala-jna,  probably  a  wrong  reading  for  trai- 

kalya-jna  ;  [cf.  tri-kala-jAa.~\ Traikdlika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tri-kdla),  relating  to 
the  three  times,  i.e.  past,  present,  and  future. 
Traikdlya,  am,  n.  the  three  times  ;  past,  present, 

and  future  time  ;  sunrise,  noon,  and  sunset  ;  tripar- 
tition  ;  an  aggregate  of  three,  a  triad. 

Traikunlaka,  am,  n.  ?  (fr.  tri-kunta),  a  kind  of ornament. 

Traigarta,  as,  t,  am,  belonging  to  the  Trigartas  ; 
(as),  m.  a  prince  of  the  Trigartas  ;  (i),  f.  a  princess 
of  the  Trigartas  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  Trigartas. 
Traiyartaka,  belonging  to  the  Trigartas. 

Tratgunika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tri-guna},  relating  or 
belonging  to  three  qualities,  repeated  three  times, 
triple,  relating  to  thrice,  threefold,  &c. 

Ti'aigunya,  am,  n.  the  state  of  consisting  of 
three  threads,  qualities,  &c.  ;  triplicity,  tripleness, 
a  triad,  the  triad  of  qualities,  the  three  Gunas  or 

properties  collectively  (i.e.  Sat-tva,  Rajas,  and  Tamas; cf.  gvna). 

Trail!  tvarika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tri-flvara),  possessing 
three  mendicant  garments. 

Traita,  am,  n.  (fr.  tretd),  Ved.  a  triad,  a  collec- 
tion of  three,  the  aggregate  of  three,  triplicity  ;  (fr. 

trita),  N.  of  a  Saman. 

Traitana,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  deity  or 
supernatural  being,  thought  by  some  to  be  connected 
with  Trita,  q.v.;  (according  to  S5y.)  N.  of  a  D5sa. 

Traidadika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ti-idaia),  relating  to 
the  thirty-three  gods ;  sacred  to  the  gods,  belonging 
to  them,  divine;  (am),  n.  the  part  of  the  hand 
sacred  to  the  gods. 

Traidha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  trirdhd  or  tre-dhd),  three- 
fold, triple ;  (am),  ind.  =  tri-dha  or  tre-dhd,  triply, 

in  a  triple  manner,  in  three  ways. 
Traidhatavl,  f.  (scil.  ishti),  N.  of  a  particular 

closing  ceremony,  (fr.  tri-dhdtu.) 
Traidhdtaviya,  am,  n.  (scil.  karman),  N.  of  a 

particular  closing  rite. 
Traidh-atuka,  am,  n.  the  three  worlds. 

Traidhdtva,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Try-aruna. 
Trainiahkika,  as,  i,  am,  three  Nishkas  worth. 
Traipatha,  am,  n.  (fr.  tri-patha),  a  peculiar 

manner  of  sitting  (generally  with  dsana). 

Traipada,  am,  n.  (fr.  tri-pada),  three  quarters 
(of  a  Yojana). 

TraipdrdyaniTta,  as,  t,  am,  performing  the 
Parayana  three  times. 

Traipishtapa,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  Tri-pish- 
tapa,  q.  v. 
Traipura,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  Tti-pura ;  (as), 

m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  the  three  cities  of  the  Asura 

named  Tti-pura,  q.  v. ;  the  inhabitants  of  Tri-pur3  or 
Tri-puri  or  the  Cedis ;  (as),  m.  a  prince  of  Tri-pura. 

Traipwriya,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 
Traipurusha,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  tri-purusha),  ex- 

tending through  three  male  generations,  or  father, 

grandfather,  and  great-grandfather. 
Traiphala,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  tri-phald),  coming  from 

or  belonging  to  the  three  myrobalans  &c. 
TraibaU,  Is,  m.  (fr.  tri-lali  or  M-laK),  N.  of 

a  man. 

Traibhdvya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tri-bhdva),  threefold 
nature  or  manner. 

Traimdtura,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  tri-mdtji),  having 
three  mothers. 

Traimdsika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  tri-mdsa),  three 
months  old,  lasting  three  months,  occurring  every 
three  months,  quarterly. 

Traimasya,  am,  n.  a  period  of  three  months. 
Traiyambalca,  as,  t,  am,  relating  or  belonging 

to  Try-ambaka  (e.  g.  apupa,  cake  sacred  to  Try- 
ambaka).  —  Traiyambaka-mantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
the  twenty-third  chapter  of  the  S5rad3-tilaka  by 
Lakshmana. 

Trafyaruna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 
Tralrds'ika,  as,  a  or  i,  am  (fr.  tri-rdtfi),  relating 

to  three  numbers  or  to  the  three  signs  of  the  zodiac ; 

trairadikam  or  trairddika-ganitam,  the  rule  of 
three  in  arithmetic,  (this  is  of  two  kinds,  viz.  krama- 
trairddika,  rule  of  three  direct ;  vyasla-  or  viloma- 
trairddika,  rule  of  three  inverse.) 

Trairupya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tri-rupa),  tripleness  of 
form,  threefold  change  of  form ;  three  forms  or  ways. 

Traildla  (fr.  tri-ldta  ?),  a  sort  of  horse-fly. 
Trailinga,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  tri-linga),  having  three 

genders. 
Trailoka,  as,  m.  (fr.  tri-loka),  '  the  ruler  of  the 

three  worlds,'  epithet  of  Indra. 
Trailokya,  am,  n.  the  three  worlds,  see  tri- 

loka;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Trailokya-kartri, 
id,  m.  '  creator  of  the  three  worlds,'  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Trailokya-dambara,   N.   of  a   medical   work. 
—  Trailokya-dipfkd,  {.,  N.  of  a  Jaina  work.  —  Trai- 
lokya-dem,  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  king  Yasas-kara. 
—  Trailokya-ndtha,  as,  m.   '  lord   of  the  three 
worlds,'  epithet  of  Rama  as  an  incarnation  of  Vishnu. 
••  Trailokya-prakds'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astrono- 

mical work.  —  Trailokya-prabhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
Vishnu.  —  Trailokya-Wiaya-kdraka,  as,    d,   am, 

causing  fear  to  the  three  worlds.  —  Trailokya-rdja, 

as,  m. '  king  of  the  three  worlds,'  N.  of  a  powerful 
man.  —  Trailokya-rdjya,  am,  n.  the  sovereignty 
of  the  three  worlds.  —  TrailvTtya-vikramin,  i,  m., 
N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva  (striding  through  the  three 
worlds).  —  Trailokya-vijaya,  f.  a  sort  of  hemp  from 
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which   an    intoxicating    infusion   &c.   is   prepared. 

—  Trailokya-sdgara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Trai- 

lokya-tdra,  am,  a.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Trai 'ofana, 
as,  I,  am  (fr.  tri-Mana],  relating  to  Siva. 

Traivani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

Trairargika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  tri-varga),  relating 
to  the  three  objects  of  life  [cf.  tri-varga],  directed 
towards  or  devoted  to  them. 

Traivargya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  Tri- 
varga.  See  traiiwgika  above. 

Traivarnlka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  tri-varna),  relating 

or  belonging  to  the  first  three  castes;  (as),  m.  a 
member  of  the  first  three  castes. 

Traimrshika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  tri-varsha),  tri- 
ennial, three  years  old,  lasting  three  years,  &c. 

Traivdrshika,  as,  i,  am,  sufficient  for  three 

years,  lasting  three  years. 

Trairikrama,  as,  &c.  (fr.  tri-vikrama),  be- 

longing to  Vishnu ;  (am),  n.  the  three  strides  or 

stef  s  (of  Vishnu). 
Traimda,  a  various  reading  for  trayi-vtda,  q.  v. 
Traividya,  am,  n.  (ft.  tri-vidyd  and  tri-vidya), 

the  three  sciences ;  the  three  Vedas  (Rig,  Yajus,  and 

SSman) ;  study  or  knowledge  of  the  three  Vedas ; 
the  three  duties  of  teaching  the  Veda,  sacrificing,  and 
donation  ;  a  particular  Vrata  or  religious  observance  ; 
a  collection  or  assembly  of  Brihmans  who  are 
familiar  with  the  three  Vedas ;  (as,  d,  am),  familiar 
with  the  three  Vedas. 

Traividliya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tri-vidha),  the  state  of 

being  of  three  kinds,  threefoldness,  triplicity,  triple- 
ness,  three  ways  or  kinds. 

Traivishtapa  or  traivishtapeya,  as,  m.  an  inha- 
bitant of  Tri-vishtapa,  a  god. 

Tratvrita,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  trtwrif),  coming  from 
the  plant  Ipomoea  Turpethum. 

Traiwishna,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Try-aruna. 
Traivedika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  tri-veda),  relating  to 

the  three  Vedas. 

Traiiankava,  as,  m.  (fr.  tri-fanku,),  a  patro- 
nymic of  Hari-scandra. 

Tratidna,  as,  i,  am,  =  triidna,  worth  three  S?5nas. 

TraUdmba,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  Karan- 
dhama ;  (various  readings  have  tribhdnu,  triidnu, 
triidri,  traisdmt.) 

Traifirsha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  tri-firslian),  relating 
to  the  three-headed  VisVa-rupa. 
Traiioka,  am,  n.  (fr.  tri-ioka),  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Traisktuiha,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  or  written 

in  the  metre  Tri-shtubh ;   (am),  n.  the  Tri-shtubh 
stanza  or  metre;   (SSy.)  the  atmosphere  or  inter- 

mediate region  consisting  of  rain,  clouds,  and  light- 
ning.    (In  the  Brihmanas  the  three  chief  metres 

GayatrT,  Tri-shtubh,  and  Jagat!  are  often  identified 
with  the  sky,  atmosphere,  and  earth.) 

Trals&nu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  the  rather  of  Karan- dhama. 

Traisrotasa,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  tri-srotas),  belonging 
to  the  Ganges. 
Traisvarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  M-svara),  the  three 

accents  collectively. 

Traffidyana,  am,  n.  (fr.  tri-hdyana),  Ved.  a 
period  or  age  of  three  years. 

=•  trai  (by  some  modern  scholars  written 
trd,  q.  v.),  d.  I .  A.  trdyate  (3rd  sing.  Pres.  ep 

trdti;  2nd  sing.  Impv.  Ved.  trdsva,ep.trdhi,trdtu) 
tatre,  trdsyate  (ep.  trdsyati),  atrdsta,  trdtitm,  to 
protect,  preserve,  cherish,  defend,  rescue  from,  (in 
the  earlier  language  with  abl.  and  gen.,  in  the  late: 
only  with  abl.) 

Trdna,  trdta,  &c.  For  these  and  other  deriva 
rives  of  the  rt.  trai  see  I.  trd,  p.  388,  col.  I. 

traigunya,  am,  n .    See  p.  393,  col.  2 

trotaka,  as,  m.  [cf.  totaka],  a  kim 

of  poisonous  insect;  N.  of  a  pupil  of  San-kara65rya 
(i),  f.  a  Rigini  or  one  of  the  female  personification 
of  music;  (am),  n.  a  minor  drama,  such  as  th 

Vikramorvas'I ;  angry  speech. 

trailokya-sagara.  5^8  tvakka. 

troti.     See  p.  393,  col.  2. 

trotala,  am,  n.  f.,  N.  of  a  Tantra. 

Trotalottara  (°la-ut°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra. 

t3  trotra,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  trai 
bove),  a  weapon,  a  goad ;  a  kind  of  disease. 

OTgj  trauk,  cl.  i.  A.  traukate,  &c.,  to 

\  go,  move. ^T5I  try-ansa.    For  compounds  with  try 
or  tri  see  under  tri. 

i.  tva,  base  of  some  cases  of  the  second 
ersonal  pronoun  (in  some  of  th Nom.  sing. 

cases  the  base  is 

tvam,   Ace.  tva  and  tvdm,  Abl. 
or   tvad;    in  Ved.   tva    occurs   for   tvayd, 

ubhya  for  tulhyam,  tve  for  tvayi;  at  the  be- 
jinning  of  a  compound  tvat  or  tvad,  and  in  the 
Vedas  tvd  is  used),  thou,  you;  [cf.  Lat.  tu;  Lith. 
u;  Hib.  tu;  Goth,  thu;  Slav,  ty;  Gr.roiV,  tb, 

o-ii.]  -  Ti-an-kdra,  as,  m.  the   expression  '  thou,' 
ddressing  with  '  thou'  (disrespectfully).  —  Trait-kri, 
1.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  address  with 

thou.'  —  Tvat-ka,  as,  d,  am  (a  familiar  diminu- 
ive),  thine,  youi.  —  Tvat-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made 

or  composed  by  thee  ;  made  like  you.  —  Tvat-tana, 

your  sphere  or  department,'  you.  —  Tvat-sangama, 
as,  m.  union  with  thee.  —  Tvad-anya,  as,  d,  at, 
other   than  ihee.  —  Tvad-artliam  or   tvad-arthe, 
nd.  on  thy  account,    about  thee,  respecting  thee. 

—  Tvad-yrika,  am,   n.  thy   house.  —  Tvad-bka- 
ia,  am,  n.  dread  of  thee.  —  Tvad-bhu,  cl.  I.  P. 
bhavati,  -i-itum,  to  become  thou,  to  become  like 

ou.  —  Tvad-yoni,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  produced  or  pro- 
ceeding from  thee.  —  Tvad-vidha,  as,  d,  am,  similar 

to  thee,  like  thee,  of  thy  kind.  —  Tvad-myoga,  as, 
m.  separation  from  thee.  —  Tvan-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
produced  from  thee,  consisting  of  thee.  —  Tva-yata, 

is,  d,  am,  Ved.  given  by  thee.  —  Tvdn-kdma,  as, 

d,  am,  Ved.  longing  for  thee.  —  Tvd-datta  or  tva- 
ddta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  given  by  thee;  (Say.  tvd- 
data,  purified  by  thee.)  —  Tva-duta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
laving  thee  as  a  messenger.  —  Tvd-drl$,  k,  k,  k,  or 

tvd-dris'a,  as,  i,  am,  similar  to  thee,  one  of  thy  kind. 
—  Tvd-nid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  blaming  thee.  —  Tvd-vat, 
an,  att,  at,  Ved.  similar  to  thee  ;  as  rich,  mighty, 

great,  &c.,  as  you  ;  worthy  of  thee.  —  Tvd-vasu,  us, 
us,  u,  Ved.  having  thee  as  a   possession  ;    (Say.) 

having  thee  as  a  pervading  attribute.  —  Tvd-vridlta, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  thee  as  patron,  favoured  by 
thee.  —  Tvesiuta,  as,  d,  am  (tva  or  tvd  +  ishita), 
Ved.  sent  by  thee.  —  Tvota,  as,  d,  am  (tva  or  tvd 

+  uta),  Ved.  helped  or  protected  or  loved  by  thee. 
—  Tvoti,  is,  is,  i  (tva  or  tvd  +  uti),  Ved.  enjoying 

thy  protection  or  help  or  love. 
2.  tva,  as,  d,  m.  f.  thy,  your,  yours. 
Tvakat,  a  familiar  diminutive  from  tvad,  e.  g.  in 

tvakat-pitrika;  [cf.  tvat-ka  above.] 
Tvadiya,  as,  d,  am,  thine,  your,  yours. 
Tvadrfk,  ind.  towards  thee,  directed  towards  thee  ; 

(SSy.  =tvad-abhimukha.) 

Tvayat,  an,  anti,  at  (part.  fr.  a  nom.  derived  fr.  I 
hia),  Ved.  longing  for  thee,  seeking  thee,  loving  thee. 
Tvdyd  (fr.  the  same  nom.  ;  used  as  an  inst),  Ved., 

out  of  love  towards  thee,  for  thee. 

r  Tvdyu,  us,us,u,  Ved.  longing  for  thee,  loving  thee 

V9  3.  tva,  as,  a,  at,  Ved.  pron.  one,  several. 
other,  different  ;  tva—lva,  one—  the  other  ;  tvad 
ind.  partly  ;  tvad  —  tvad,  partly  —  partly. 

tvaksh,  cl.  I.  P.  tvakshati,  tatva- 
kslia,  tvakshitum  and  tvashtum,  to 

create,  produce,  generate,  effect,  to  work  (Ved.)  ;  to 

pare,  make  thin,  peel,  skin  ;  to  cover  ;  [cf.  rt.  taksh 

takman,  toka  :  Zend  thwakhsh,  tosh,  '  to  cut  ; 
tasliM,  '  a  hatchet  ;'  tas-ta,  '  a  cup,  bowl  ;'  lu(,  '  t 

produce,  create  :'  Gr.  TI-K,  H-TfK-ov,  TIK-T-W,  TDK- 
fil-s,  r<i<c-os,  TtK-jmp,  -rexfi'lip-to-r,  TfK/ir)(rira 
r6^o-y,  TcJo-irau, 

TtK-T-uv,    TVK, 

TVK-O-S,  TtvK-po-s :  Lat.  tig-nu-m,  te-lu-m,  tS-mo, 
ex-o,  tex-tor,  textura,  te-la:   Goth,  theik-an, 
to  thrive :'  Old  Sax.  thigg-yu  :  Old  Germ,  dig-yu, 
I   obtain ;'   deh-s-a,  '  a  mattock,    trowel ;'    deh- 
en,  '  to  break  flax ;'  dihsel,  '  a  shaft :'  Lith.  telc- 
7-s, '  a  ram ;'  tenk-u, '  to  fall  to  one's  share ;'  titilc-u, 
to  be  fit ;'  tinka-s,  '  it  happens ;'  tik-ra-s,  '  right, 
irderly ;'  tlky-ti,  '  to  take  aim ;'   taszy-ti,  '  to  cut 

imber ;'  taisy-ti, '  to  prepare :'  Slav,  tuk-iia-ti, '  to 
fix ;'  t&l-a-ti, '  to  weave ;'  tcs-a-ti,  '  to  cut ;'   lez- 
a-ti,  '  to  obtain:'  Boh.  tesar,  'a  smith.'] 
Tvakehoa,  as,  n.,  Ved.  efficiency,  energy,  vigour; 

SSy.)  foe-destroying  might. 
Tvakshiyas,  an,  aai,  as,  Ved.  very  vigorous,  very 

nvigorating ;  [cf.  Zend  thwakluihista^] 
TtasJila,  as,  a,  am,  pared,  peeled,  made  thin. 
Tvashti,  it,    f.  carpentry,   the  profession  of  a 

rpenter. Tvashtri,  id,  m.  a  carpenter,  builder,  workman, 

maker  of  carriages,  &c.  [cf.  tathtri]  ',  N.  of  a  god, 

ometimes    identified    with    the    later   deity  Vis'va- 
;arman,  (he  is  the  builder  and  architect  KO.T'  fJoxV and  the  Vulcan  of  the  Hindus ;  hence  in  the  Veda  he 

las  the  epithets  nu-pani,  su~gabhasti,  sv-apas,  su- 

krit,  vis"va-rupa,  puru-rupa,  Sec. :  he  makes  the 
'arious    implements    of    the    gods,    especially   the 
hunderbolt  of  Indra,  and  is  said  to  have  taught  the 
iibhus  who  are  also  skilful  workmen:  he  is  some- 
imes  regarded  as  the  creator  himself,  and  as  forming 
;he  bodies  of  men  and  animals  is  invoked  for  the 

sake  of  offspring,   especially  in  the    Aprl   hymns ; 
elsewhere  he  is  associated  with  other  similar  deities, 

Dhatri,    Savitri,   Praj5-pati,  and   Pushan;    as 
Indra  is  accompanied  by  the  Vasus,  Rudra  by  the 
Rudras,  so   Tvashtri  is  surrounded  by  the   divine 
females  called  Gnas,  Janayas,  Devanam  Patnyah,  who 

may  be  regarded  as  the  recipients  of  his  generative 

energy;    he  has    a  son  Visva-rupa  or  Tri-siras,  a 
daughter  Saranyu  (or  Surenu,  Svarenu,  SanjiiS),  wife 
of  Vivasvat,  the  children  of  whom  are  the  Asvins, 

and  VSyu  is  called  his  son-in-law :  Indra  overpowers 
Tvashtri  and  recovers  the  Soma,  which,  according  to 
the  Brahmanas,  was  concealed  by  the  latter  because 

Indra  had  killed  his  son  Visva-rupa :    Tvashtri   is 
the  deity  of  the  Nakshatra  Citra.  regent  of  the  fifth 
Yuga  or  of  the  fifth  cycle  of  Jupiter  ;  and  is  also  a 
form  of  the  sun,  the  N.  being  derived  by  Yaska  in 

Nirukta  VIII.  13.  fr.  the  rt.  tvish, '  to  shine,'  and 
being   applied   in   Rig-veda  I.  84,  15,  to  one  of 

the    Adityas ;    it   is    also   in   the   sense    '  shining,' 
'  brilliant,'  applied  to  Agri  and  to  Vayu  as  well  as  to 
the  Rudras) ;   N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Manasyu 
(Bhauvana) . — Tvashiri-mat  or  tvashti-mat,  dn,ati, 
at,  Ved.  connected  with  or  accompanied  by  Tvashtri. 

Tvdshti,  f.  (?  for  tvashlri),  N.  of  Durga. 
Tvdshtra,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  or  coming 

from  Tvashtri ;  (with  yuga)  the  fifth  Jupiter  cycle, 
the  regent  of  which  is  Tvashtri ;  (with  putra^  the 
son  of  Tvashtri ;  (as),  m-  the  son  of  Tvashtri,  i.  e. 
Visva-rupa  (also  identified  with  Vritra),  and  Abhuti ; 

(?),   f.    the    daughter   of  Tvashtri,    patronymic   of 
Saranyu  (or  Surenu,  Svarenu,  Sarijna),  who  was  wife 

of  Vivasvat ;  the  asterism  C'itrS,  the  regent  of  which 
is  Tvashtri ;   a  small  car ;    tvdshtryas,  f.  pi.  the 

daughters  of  Tvashtri,  certain  divine  female  beings ; 

(am),  n-  the  power  or  energy  of  Tvashtri,  creative 

power;    (with   bha  or  iiakshatra)  the   asterism 
Citra  [cf.  tvashtri] ;  a  kind  of  eclipse. 

i^JT<3  tvagela,  am,  n.  probably  =  elavalu, 

the  bark  of  Feronia  Elephantum. 

^  -i;  tvang,  cl.  I.  P.  tvangati,  &c.,  to 
*«x  go,  move,  tremble,  wave  ;  to  jump,  leap, 

gallop. 

i.  tvat,  cl.  6.  P.  tvatati,  &c.,  to 

cover,  (a  root  artificially  formed  to  furnish 
an  etymology  for  i.tvat);  [cf.Lat.  tojo;  Old  Germ. 
delciu, '  to  cover ;'  Lith.  dengiuJ] 
Tvakka  at  end  of  adj.  comp.,  e.g.  sdndra-tvakka, 

covered  with  thick  armour-like  skin. 
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2.  trad,  k,  f.  skin  (as  of  men,  serpents,  &c.) ;  hide 

(as  of  a  goat,  cow,  &c.) ;  a  cow's  hide  (used  in 
pressing  out  the  Soma) ;  bark,  rind,  peel ;  any 
surface  or  covering  (as  turf  of  the  earth);  a  cover, 
horse-cloth  ;  (Ved.)  the  black  cover,  =  darkness ;  a 
protecting  cover  or  guard,  mail,  a  shield ;  a  leather 
bag;  Cassia  bark;  cinnamon,  the  cinnamon  tree; 

mystical  N.  of  the  letter  ya.  —  Tvak-kandura,  as, 
m.  skin-wound,  a  sore.  —  Tvak-kshird,  I,  f.  manna 
of  bamboo  (commonly  TabSshlr) ;  [cf.  tavakshira.] 
••  Tvak-dhada,  as,  m.  the  grass  Lipeocercis  Serrata. 
—  Trak-tHieda,  as,  m.  a  skin-wound,  flesh-wound, 
cut,  scratch ;  circumcision.  —  T-cak-thedana,  am,  n. 
cutting  the  skin ;  see  tvak-dheda.  —  Ti-ak-taran- 

gaka,  as,  m.  '  skin-wave,"  a  wrinkle.  —  Tcak-tra, 
am,  n.  '  protection  for  the  skin,'  armour.  —  Tvak- 
pattra,  am,  n.  Cassia  (the  plant  and  bark)  ;  (i),  f.  = 
kdravl,  hingu-pattri,  the  leaf  of  the  Asa  Fcetida  (?), 
=tamdla-pattra,  the  leaf  of  the  Laurus  Cassia, 
Malabathron.  —  Tvak-pariputana,  am,  n.  peeling 
of  the  skin,  desquamation.  —  Tvak-paka,  as,  m. 
inflammation  of  the  skin,  N.  of  a  particular  disease. 

—  Tvak-pdrushya,  am,  n.  roughness  of  the  skin. 

••  Tvak-pushpa,  am,  n.  *  skin-sprout,'  erection  of 
the  hairs  of  the  skin,  horripilation ;  (am,  i),  n.  f. 
blotch,  scab,  cutaneous  eruption,  &c.  —  Tvak-push- 
pikd,   (.   scab,   blotch.  —  Trak-sara,  ax,    a,  am, 
having  an  excellent   or   sound  skin;    (as),    m.   a 
bamboo ;  Cassia  (the  plant  and  the  bark)  ;  Bignonia 

Indica ;  (a) ,  f.  TabSshlr ;  [cf.  tvak-kshird.]  —  Tvak- 
sdra-lhedini,  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  =  kshudra-tSandu. 

••  Tvak-sugandha,   as,   m.   an   orange  ('  having 

fragrant  peel');    (a),  f.  the  fragrant  bark  of  Fe- 
rooia  Elephantum  (  =  elavdluka).  —  Tvak-svddvi, 

f.   a    kind   of   cinnamon    ('having    sweet    bark'). 
"Tvag-anTtura,    as,    m.  =  tvak-pushpa    above. 
—  Tvag-asthi-mdtra-denha,  as,  a,  am,  with  mere 
skin  and  bone  left,  reduced  to  a  skeleton.  —  Tvagd- 
kshiri,  f.  =  turjU-leshlrl,  =  tvak-kshird,  i.  —  Tvag- 
indriya,  am,  n.  the   sense  or   organ   of  touch. 
—  Tvag-gandha,  as,   m.  an   orange ;    [cf.  tvak- 
sugandha.]  —  Tvag-ja,  as,  a,  am,  produced  on  or 
issuing  from  the  skin ;  (am),  n.  the  hairs  on  the 

body;  blood.  —  Trag-dosha,  as,  m.  disease  of  the 

skin,    leprosy.  —  Tvag-doshdpahd    (°sha-apand), 
f.  Vernonia  Anthelminthica  ('destroying  leprosy'). 
—  Tvag-doshdri    (asha-ari),   is,    m.   a   kind   of 
bulbous  plant  ('the   enemy  of  leprosy"),  =  hasti- 
kanda.  —  Tvagdoshm,  i,  inl,  i,  affected  with  skin 
disease    or    with    leprosy.  —  Tvag-bheda,   as,    m. 

'  breaking  of  the  skin,'  a  flesh-wound,   a    scratch. 
—  Tvag-bhedaka,  as,  m.  one  who  cuts  the  skin,  a 
stabber,  scratcher,  one  who  draws  blood  from  the 

skin.  —  Tvag-roga,  as,  m.  any  cutaneous  disease ; 
leprosy  &c.  —  Tvag-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  furnished  with 
skin  or  bark.  —  Tvan-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of 
bark  or  skin.  —  Tvan-mala,  am,  n.  the  hairs  of  the 

body.  —  Trati-sdra,  as,  m.  (tvadi  loc.  of  2.  h'af),  = 
tmk-sara,  a  bamboo.  —  Tvati-sugandlM,  (.  small 
cardamoms. 

Tvaia,  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  =  2.  tva6;  cf.  sa-f, 
surya-f,  hiranya-f  ;  (am),  n.  skin ;  bark,  rind ; 
cinnamon,  the  cinnamon  tree,  Cassia  bark ;  (a),  f. 

skin ;  [cf.  guda-tvata  and  tanu-tva6d.]  ••  Tvadd- 
paltra,  am,  n.  =  tvak-pattra,  Cassia  bark. 

Tiiaiana,  am,  n.  covering  with  a  skin  or  hide ; 
skinning. 

Tvafaya,  nom.  P.  tvafayati,  &c.,  to  cover  with  a 
skin  or  hide  ;  to  tear  off  the  skin,  to  skin. 

Tvadaeya,  ax,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  the  skin. 

TvaiSwhtha,  as,  a,  am  (super!,  oftvag-rat,  Pan. 
V-  3,  65),  having  the  best  skin,  having  an  excellent 
skin ;  bark  &c. 

Tvati-sara.    See  under  2.  tva/!  above. 

Tvafiyai,  an,  ail,  as  (compar.  o(lvag-vat,  P5n. 
V.  3i  65),  having  a  more  excellent  or  an  excellent 

skin ;  bark  &c. ;  [cf.  tvatOshfha.'] 
Tvafya,  as,  d,  am,  conducive  to  the  healthiness 

of  the  skin. 

Tvada,  as,  i,  am,  cuticular,  relating  to  the  skin, 

contagious,   derived   from  touch.  —  Tvada-^ratya- 
Icska,  am,  n.  ascertainment  of  objects  by  contact. 

tvah6=tahC,  cl.  i.  P.  tvah6ati,  &c., 

X  to  go,  move  ;  d.  7.  P.  tvanakti,  &c.,  to 
contract. 

J31(^tvat  or  (according  to  the  proper  form 
of  the  base)  tvad.  See  I.  tva,  p.  394. 

_  I'j1  tvar,  cl.  i.  A.  tvarate  (ep.  also  P. 
\ttarati),  tatvare,tvaritum,to  hurry,  make 

haste,  go  or  move  with  speed,  do  anything  quickly  or 

precipitately  :  Caus.  tvarayati,-yitum,  Aor.  atatva- 
rat,  to  cause  to  hasten,  quicken,  urge  forward, 
accelerate  :  Desid.  Htrarishati  :  Intens.  tatmryate, 
toturti  ;  [cf.  t  ur,  trl  :  Gr.  B^pvv^t,  Boupos,  BpvffKta  ; 

perhaps  a-Svpa,  Tvpfir),  06pv/ios  :  Lat.  ttirba  :  per- 

haps Angl.  Sax.  a-thwerian,  '  to  move,  shake  :'  Hib. 
tuairim,  'to  go  round,  move  in  a  circle."] 

Tur>ia  =  tvarita.     See  p.  381,  col.  2. 
Tvarana,  as,  d,  am,  making  haste  ;  (am),  n. 

making  haste,  speed,  velocity. 

Tva.ran.lya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  hastened  or  acce- lerated. 

Tvard,  f.  haste,  speed,  velocity.  —  Tvardnvita 

(°rd-an°),us,d,am,  possessed  of  haste,  swift,  quick. 
—  Tvard-yukta,  an.  a,  am,  hasty,  impetuous,  quick, 

expeditious.  ••  Tvardi'oha  (°ra-ar°),  as,  m.  a  pigeon 
('ascending  quickly').  —  1  'vardvat,  an,  ati,  at, 
quick,  expeditious. 
Tvardyasya,  nom.  P.  tvardyaayati,  Sec.,  to  make 

haste. 
Tvari,  is,  f.  haste,  speed. 
Tvarita,  as,  a,  am,  hastening,  quick,  swift, 

speedy,  expeditious;  (am),  n.  despatch,  haste; 
(am),  ind.  quickly,  swiftly;  hastily,  in  haste,  fast, 
speedily  ;  (a),  f.  a  form  of  Durga  ;  a  magical  formula 
called  after  her.  —  Tvarita-gati,  is,  (.  swift  motion  ; 
a  species  of  the  Pan-kti  metre.  —  Tvarita-prayoga, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Tantra-sara.  —  Tvarita- 

mantra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  S'arada- 
tilaka.  —  Tvaritd-yantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mystical 

diagram.  —  Tvaritodita  (°ta-ud'),  as,  d,  am,  spoken 
quickly,  uttered  rapidly,  hurried. 
Tvaritaka,  ai,  a,  m.  f.  a  sort  of  rice  ripening 

before  the  usual  time. 

tvaruyana,  as,  d,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (a 

various  reading  for  pardyana),  adherence,  attach- 
ment; (according  to  some  only  am,  n.) 

rte  tvashta,  tvashtri,  &c.  See  under  rt. 
tmksh,  p.  394. 

tvata.     See  col.  i. 

Ts  tva-dris.     See  I.  tva,  p.  394. 

tvayat.     See  under  I.  tva,  p.  394. 

i.  tvish,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  tveshati,  -te, 

~^.titvesha,  titvishe  (part,  titvishdna), 
trekshyati,  -te,  atvikt,hat,  atvikshata  (Ved.  forms 
atmshut,  atvithanta,  atltrishanta),  tveshtum, 
Ved.  inf.  ttithe,  to  be  violently  agitated  or  moved  ; 
to  be  excited  ;  to  be  troubled  or  perplexed  ;  to  ex- 

cite, instigate;  to  shine,  glitter,  sparkle;  to  be 
brilliant,  to  blaze  :  Caus.  tveshayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
atitvishat  :  Desid.  titvUahati,  -te  :  Intens.  tetvi- 
shyate,  tetveahti. 

2.  tvi&h,  /,  f.  violent  agitation  or  quivering  motion 
of  any  kind,  vehemence,  violence,  fury,  perplexity  ; 
light,  brilliance,  glitter,  any  shining  colour,  splendor, 
beauty  ;  authority,  weight,  consideration  ;  speech  ; 

wish,  desire  ;  custom,  practice,  usage  ;  [cf.  afala-t° 

and  vdta-f.'] T'vishd,  f.  light,  splendor  ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
Kasyapa.  —  Tvisham-ifa,  as,  or  tms/idm-pati,  is, 

m.  '  the  lord  of  rays,"  the  sun. 
TvisM,  {»,  [.,  Ved.  vehemence,  impetuousity, 

energy,  internal  power;  (Say.)  splendor,  light,  ray, 
brilliancy,  beauty.  —  Tvishi-mat  and  (Ved.)  tvishi- 
mat,  an,  ati,  at,  vehemently  excited,  vehement, 
energetic  ;  brilliant,  beautiful,  N.  of  Rudra. 

Tvaha,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  vehement,  impetuous  ; 
inspiring  awe,  causing  fear,  awful;  (Say.)  brilliant, 

bright,  glittering,  epithet  of  Rudra  and  the  Maruts, 
shining.  —  Tiiesha-dyumna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
vehement  energy,  impetuous  ;  (SSy.)  possessed  of 
brilliant  reputation.  —  Tresha-nrimna,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  having  impetuous  energy  or  courage;  (S5y.) 

of  brilliant  power.  —  Tvesha-pratika,as,  d,  ai/i,Ved. 
having  a  brilliant  appearance,  having  an  awful  aspect, 
having  the  aspect  of  great  power;  (Say.)  bright- 
pointed  (as  a  shaft).  —  Tvesha-ydma,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  impetuous  in  course,  rushing  impetuously; 

(Say.)  '  having  a  brilliant  course,'  epithet  of  the 
Maruts.  —  Tvesha-rat/ia,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
rushing  chariots  ;  (Say.)  having  brilliant  chariots. 
—  Tvesha-sandriil,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  of  a  splendid 

aspect,  similar  to  flame  ;  '  looking  awful,'  epithet  of the  Maruts,  of  India,  &c. 

TveshatJia,  as,  m.,  Ved.  fury,  violence;  (Say.) radiance. 

Tveshas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  force,  energy,  impulse; 
(Say.)  brilliant  energy. 

Tveshya,  as,  d,  am,  agitating,  terrifying,  awful, 
inspiring  awe,  any  terrible  object;  (Say.)  shining, 
brilliant,  epithet  of  Rudra. 

Tvatihlrathf,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Kusika. 
tvota,  tvoti.     See  i.  tva,  p.  394. 

tsar,  cl.  i.  P.  tsarati,  tatsdra,  tsari- 
shyati,  atsdnt  and  atsdr,  tsaritum,Ved. 

to  go  or  approach  stealthily,  to  creep,  crawl,  creep 
on,  steal  upon,  sneak,  to  obtain  by  sneaking  ;  to 
proceed  crookedly  or  fraudulently. 

Tsaru,  us,  m.  any  creeping  or  crawling  animal  or 
a  particular  animal  of  this  kind  ;  the  stalk  of  a  leaf 
&c.  ;  the  hilt  or  handle  of  a  sword  and  similar 

weapons.  —  Tsaru-marga,  as,  m.  sword-exercise, 
sword-fight. 

Tsdrin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  creeping,  sneaking,  ap- 
proaching stealthily  or  secretly;  crooked;  (SSy.) 

very  fearful,  very  much  alarmed. 
Tsdruka,  as,  d,  am,  skilful  in  handling  a  sword, 

skilled  in  sword-exercise. 

*I  i.  tha,  the  second  consonant  of  the 
dental  class  and  the  aspirate  of  the  preceding  letter, 

having  much  the  sound  of  th  in  ant-hill,  but  more 
dental.  —  Tha-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  th. 

2.  tha,  as,  m.  a  mountain ;  a  protector,  preserver ; 
a  sign  of  danger ;  a  kind  of  disease ;  eating ;  (am), 

n.  preserving,  preservation ;  fear,  terror ;  auspicious- 
ness  ;  a  prayer  for  the  welfare  of  another. 

T^pr  thakkana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ; 
(also  read  dhakkana  and  dhakkama.) 

thakkiyaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.^ 
thakriya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

m  ,4  than  (said  to  be  =  rt.  <far),  cl.  i.  P. 
S  thanati,  &c.,  to  go,  move. 

'sn?ffrt=B  thalyoraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  village. 

yj  j  thud,  cl.  6.  P.  thudati,  &c.,  to  cover, 
o  \  screen  ;  to  clothe ;  to  hide ;  [cf.  rt.  nt/iud.] 
Thodana,  am,  n.  covering,  clothing,  wrapping  up. 

^FRTTL  thut-kara,  as,  m.  the  making  of 
the  sound  tltut,  the  sound  made  in  spitting. 

^r^  thutthu  (an  onomatopoetic  word), 
the  sound  heard  in  eating. 

Thuthu-krit,  t,  m.  the  making  the  imitative 
sound  thuthu  ;  a  kind  of  bird  (  =  Marathi  Kola). 

^1  d   thun,  cl.  i.  P.  thurvati,  tuthurva, 
O    \  &c.,  to  hurt,  injure ;  [cf.  rt.  Jurf.] 

thut-kara,  as,  ra.  the  making  of 
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the  sound  thut,  the  sound  made  in  spitting;  [cf. 

thut-kdra.']  —  Tliut-krita,  am,  n.  the  sound  thut made  in  spitting. 

"qp^thuthii,  imitative  sound  of  spitting; 
(according  to  others  thuthu.) 

^T*T  thaithai,  imitative  sound  of  a  musical 
instrument. 

^  i.  da,  the  eighteenth  consonant  of  the 
alphabet  and  the  third  letter  of  the  fourth  or  dental 
class,  the  sound  of  which  is  more  dental  than  the 
English  d.  —  Da-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  d. 

<J  2.  da,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  da,  to  give), 
giving,  a  giver,  donor;  presenting,  favouring  with, 
granting,  a  granter;  causing,  (often  at  the  end  of 
comp,  e.g.  vdri-da,  giving  water;  anna-da, 
granting  food  &c. ;  exceptionally  compounded  with 
the  receiver  of  the  gift,  e.  g.  pitri-da,  giving  to  the 
father) ;  (as),  m.  a  gift,  anything  given ;  (am,  a), 
n.  f.  a  gift,  donation. 

^  3.  da,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  da  for  do,  to 
cut),  cutting  off,  destroying,  breaking,  &c.,  (generally 
at  the  end  of  comp.) ;  (as,  a),  m.  f.  the  act  of  cutting 
off,  dividing. 

^  4.  da,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  4.  da,  to  hind), 
binding,  (generally  at  the  end  of  comp. ;  cf.  risya- da.) 

^  5.  da,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  7.  da,  to  purify), 
cleaning,  cleansing. 

^  6.  da,  as,  m.  a  mountain;  (d),  f.  heat, 
pain,  repentance ;  (am),  n.  a  wife ;  [cf.  dam-patt.] 

1.  danj,  cl.  1. 10.  P.  dansati,  dagsa- 
N  yati,  &c.,  to  speak  or  shine. 

2.  dans,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  da- 
x  fati,  -te,  dadanto,  danksJtyaii  (ep.  also 

dandishyati),  additkshil,  danshtum,  to  bite,  sting ; 
to  see  [?  cf.  rt.  dans] :  Caus.  P.  dandayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  adadankshat,  to  cause  to  bite ;  to  bite :  Desid. 
didankshati :  Intens.  dandafyate,  dandanskli, 
dandashti:  Caus.  of  Intens.  dandaiayati,  to  cause 
to  bite  violently ;  [cf.  Gr.  SO.KVOI,  Sdicos,  oSaypis, 

oSdfa,  oSaitTdfa,  o5o|f'a>,  &c.,  Sdispv,  Lat.  la- 
cruma,  perhaps  lacero;  Goth,  tahyan, '  dilacerate,' 
tagr;  Angl.  &a.taeher,  tux,  tusk,  tang;  Old  Germ. 

zanga,  zangar;  Cambro-Brit.  danhezu,  'to  bite;' 
Hib.  dan-t, '  a  morsel,  portion,  share ;'  Russ.  desna, 
'  ginger.'] 
JDania,  as,  m.  biting,  stinging ;  cutting,  dividing, 

tearing ;  the  sting  of  a  snake ;  a  bite,  the  spot  bitten ; 
pungency ;  fault,  defect  (in  a  jewel  &c.) ;  a  tooth ;  a 
gad-fly ;  armour,  a  coat  of  mail ;  a  joint,  limb ;  N.  of 
auAsura;  (?),f.asmall gad-fly;  [cf.kshama-dfsmdrri- 

sha-d°.~]  —  Danja-natini,  f.  ('  healing  irritation  of  the 
skin  ?'),  a  kind  of  insect,  =  taila-kita  ;  [cf.  dardru- 
nds'tm.l  —  Danta-lihiru,  us,  m.  or  danHa-bhiruka, 
as,  m.  'afraid  of  the  gad-fly, 'a  buffalo.  —  Danfa-mula, 
as,  m. '  having  a  pungent  root, '  the  plant  Hyperanthera 
Moringa  or  a  sort  of  horse-radish, = tiyru.  —  Danta- 
tadana,  as,  m.  '  having  a  sharp  beak,'  a  heron. 
DaniaTta,  as,  a  or  ikd,  am,  biting,  stinging ; 

(as),  m.  a  dog;  gad-fly,  common  fly;  N.  of  a 
prince  of  Kampana ;  (ika),  f.  a  kind  of  gad-fly. 
Dandana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  biting,  stinging ; 

armour,  mail. 

DaniSita,  as,  a,  am,  bitten,  stung;  (fr.  danfa), 
armed,  mailed ;  protected ;  fitting  closely  (like  armour), 
standing  closely  together,  crowded  ;  (am),  n.  a  bite  ; 
[cf.  pari-dam'ifii.\ 
Dantin,  i,  mi,  i,  biting,  stinging  [cf.  tripra- 

daniin\ ;  (I),  m.  a  dog  ;  a  gad-fly,  a  wasp. 
Danduka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  biting,  stinging. 
Daniera,  as,  a,  am  (more  correctly  daiera, 

q.  v.),  biting,  mordacious ;  noxious,  mischievous. 

I)an£man,  a,  n.,  Ved.  a  bite  ;  the  place  bitten. 
Danshtri,  (a,  tr>,  tr{,Ved.  a  biter,  biting,  stinging. 
Danehtra,  as,  a,  m.  f.  (in  the  later  language 

usually  f.),  a  large  tooth,  tusk,  fang,  (often  at  the 

end  of  comp. ;  cf.  ayo-d°,  ashta-d°,  tlkshna-d°, 
&c.)  —  Dansktrd-kardla,  as,  d,  am,  having  terrible 
tusks.  —  Danshtrd-nivdsin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  Yakshas. 

—  Danshtrdyudha  (°rd-dy°),  as,  d,  am,    using 
tusks  as  weapons ;  (as),  m.  a  wild  boar.  —  Dansh- 
trd-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  scholar. 
Damhtrala,  as,  a,  am,  tusked,  having  large 

tusks ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  RSkshasa. 
Danshtrika,  as,  d,  am,  tusked,  having  tusks ; 

(a),  f~.  =  dd(ihikd,  a  beard  (?) ;  a  kind  of  plant ;  [cf. nakidesJitd.] 

Danshtrin,  t,  ini,  i,  tusked,  having  tusks  or 
large  teeth ;  biting  or  wounding  with  the  teeth ; 
carnivorous ;  (i),  m.  any  animal  with  tusks ;  a  wild 
boar ;  a  hyena ;  a  snake. 
Danshtvd,  ind.  having  bitten. 
Dashta,  as,  d,  am,  bitten,  &c.    See  p.  406,  col.  I. 

.ill    dans  (connected  with  rt.  das,  q.v. ; 

^>  N  perhaps  only  a  various  reading  for  rt.  I .  and 
2.  dans',  col.  i,  or  a  Prakrit  form  of  rt.  i.dris'),  cl. 
I.  P.  10.  A.  dansati,  dansayate  or  ddsayate,  Sec., 
to  bite ;  to  destroy,  overpower ;  to  see,  (damati  ?) ; 
cl.  10.  P.  dansayati,  &c.,  to  speak  or  to  shine. 
Dansana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  (Ved.  inst.  dansana), 

a  surprising  or  wonderful  deed  or  operation,  mar- 
vellous power ;  an  action,  work,  deed ;  armour, 

mail,  (in  the  latter  meaning  only  a  various  reading 
for  danfana);  [cf.  dasma  and  dosra.]  —  Dan- 
sand-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  having  wonderful  power ; 
(SSy.)  abounding  in  marvellous  deeds. 
Dansayitri,  td,  m.  a  destroyer,  (a  word  formed 

to  explain  daera.) 

Kansas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  =  dansana,  a  surprising 
action  or  deed  (applied  especially  to  the  wonderful 
actions  of  the  AsVins,  by  which  these  deities  pro- 

tected their  human  friends) ;  [cf.parM-d°ands«-a*>.] 
Dansi,  is,  m.  f.  (?),  Ved.  =  karman,  act,  deed. 
Dansishtha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  of  dansu  or  da- 

era),  Ved.  of  very  wonderful  strength,  performing 
marvellous  deeds,  eminent  in  action,  epithet  of  the 
AsVins  and  of  Indra. 
Dansu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  of  wonderful  strength ; 

(according  to  SSy.,  loc.  of  dam  =  daneeshu  or  Tear- 
ma-vatsu) ;  (u),  ind.  in  a  wonderful  way,  wonder- 

fully. ~Danfu-juta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  wonderfully 
quick ;  (Say.)  borne  along  by  well-trained  horses  (as 
if  fr.  rt.  I.  dam).  —  Dansu-patnl,  f.,  Ved.  having  a 
powerful  lord  or  master ;  (S5y.)  having  the  Asuras 
as  good  masters  (as  if  fr.  dam  +  su  +  patnt,  su  = 
sushlfm);  in  Rig-veda  VI.  3,  7,  dam  is  regarded 
as  a  separate  word. 

danh,  cl.  10.  P.  danhayati,  &c.,  to 

shine,  burn ;  [cf.  rt.  I .  daJi.~\ 
^=5  daka,  am,  n.  =  udaka  (the  initial  vowel 

being  dropped),  water.  —  Daka-ldvanika,  as,  I,  am 
(fr.  daka  +  larana),  prepared  with  water  and  salt. 

—  Dakodara  (°ka-ud°),  am,  n.  (instead  of  uda- 
kodara,  cf.  udakodarin),  a  watery  or  dropsical  belly. 

daksh,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  dakshati,  -te, 
dadaksha,  dakshitum,  Ved.  to  act  to  the 

satisfaction  of  another  (with  dat.  in  P.)  ;  to  be 
competent,  be  able,  be  strong  or  powerful  (A.) ;  to 
grow,  \  increase ;  to  do  or  act  quickly,  go,  move ; 
to  hurt,  kill :  Caus.  P.  dakfhayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
adadakshat,  to  make  able  or  strong. 
Daksha,  as,  d,  am,  able,  fit,  competent,  suitable, 

adroit,  expert,  clever,  judicious,  dexterous  [cf.  Gr. 
8e|«Js] ;  intelligent,  upright,  honest;  (as),  m.  epi- 

thet of  Soma  (as  heightening  or  strengthening  the 
intellectual  faculties;  according  to  S5y.  =  vriddha) ; 
epithet  of  Siva  ;  epithet  of  the  Ganges  (as  satisfying 
or  suiting  all) ;  ability,  power,  fitness ;  capacity, 
intellectual  ability,  mental  power,  talent ;  strength  of 

will,  energy,  will,  disposition ;  (in  the  Veda  daksha 
and  kratu,  i.  e.  energy  and  intelligence,  are  often 
joined  together  as  the  chief  two  faculties  of  the 
mind,  cf.  kratu) ;  bad  disposition,  evil  design ;  N. 
of  an  Aditya ;  a  creative  power  associated  with 
Adifi,  and  therefore  sometimes  identified  with  PrajS- 
pati ;  (his  daughter  is  called  KrittikJ  :  in  the  Post- 
vedic  literature  Daksha  is  the  subject  of  numerous 
legends,  which  relate  his  history  differently;  he  is 
there  generally  called  the  son  of  BrahmS,  and  placed 

among  the  PrajS-patis  or  at  their  head  as  '  the  lord 
of  all  creatures,'  being  born  from  Brahma's  right 
thumb,  as  his  wife  was  from  the  left,  see  Manu  IX. 
138  :  in  other  legends  he  is  said  to  be  the  son  of 
the  ten  Pra-c"etasas  or  of  Pra-c"etas  alone,  whence  his 
patronymic  PrSdetasa ;  he  is  variously  stated  to  have 
had  fifty,  sixty,  forty-four,  and  a  less  number  of 
daughters,  of  whom  twenty-seven  became  the  wives 
of  the  Moon,  forming  the  lunar  asterisms,  and  thir- 

teen or,  according  to  others,  seventeen  or  only  eight 
the  wives  of  Kasyapa,  becoming  by  this  latter  the 
mothers  of  gods,  demons,  men,  and  inimals :  Daksha 
on  one  occasion  celebrated  a  great  sacrifice  to  obtain 
a  son,  but  omitted  to  invite  Siva  who,  according  to 

one  legend,  was  his  son-in-law,  (Siva's  wife  being  SatT, 
a  form  of  Durga,  daughter  of  Daksha) ;  this  irritated 
the  god,  who  interrupted  the  sacrifice  and  decapitated 
his  father-in-law,  see  dakshddhvara-dhi'anfa-krit  : 
Daksha  is  sometimes  regarded  as  an  AvatSr  of 
BrahmS  himself,  and  is  even  in  one  legend  identified 
with  Vishnu);  N.  of  a  son  of  Garuda;  N.  of  a  man 
with  the  patronymic  PSrvati ;  of  a  Muni  and  legis- 

lator ;  of  a  prince  or  a  son  of  UsTnara ;  of  one  of  the 
five  BrShmans  of  Kanya-kubja,  from  whom  the 
Brahmans  of  Bengal  are  said  to  have  sprung ;  (ac- 

cording to  the  lexicographers  also)  the  bull  of  Siva ; 
a  cock ;  a  kind  of  plant ;  a  name  of  Agni  or  fire ; 
a  general  lover,  one  attached  to  many  mistresses ;  (a), 

f.  the  earth ;  [cf. aturta-daksha,dtna-d°,8tc. :  cf.  also 
dakshina  ;  Gr.  Sefrds,  Sefcrcpds ;  Lat.  dex-ter,  dex- 
timus;  Goth,  taihfvs;  Angl.  Sax.  teso;  Old  Germ. 

zeso;  Hib.  deas,  *right,  southern.']  —  Daksha-kanyd, 
f. '  daughter  of  Daksha,'  (especially)  epithet  of  Durga, 
the  wife  of  Sivz.-*Daksha-kratu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved. 
having  a  strong  will  or  intelligence,  having  a  clear 

understanding.  —  Daksha-jd,  f. '  daughter  of  Daksha,' 

the  goddess  Durga  ;  a  lunar  asterism  ;  [cf.  dakstut.~\ 
—  Dakshajd-pati,   is,   m.   '  the   husband   of  the 
daughters  of  Daksha,'  an  epithet  of  the  Moon  ;  also 
of  Siva.  —  Daksha-td,  (.  or  daksha-tva,  am,  n. 
dexterity,  cleverness,  ability.  ••  Daksha-tdti,  is,  f., 
Ved.  mental  power  or  capacity.  —  Daksha-nidJtana, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Daksha-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved. 
lord  of  the  faculties,  lord  of  power  or  might ;  pro- 

tector of  the  sacrifice.  —  Daksha-pitri,  td,  trl,  M, 
Ved.  having  Daksha  as  father  or  progenitor,  (the  m. 

pi.  may  be  either  daksha-pitaras  or  -pitaras) ;  pre- 
serving, possessing  or  granting  abilities.  —  Daksha- 

makha-mathana,  am,  n.  '  destruction  of  Daksha's 
sacrifice,'  N.  of  the  ninety-seventh  and  ninety-eighth 
chapters  of  the  Lin-ga-Pur5na.  —  Daksha-yajtia,  as, 
m.  the  sacrifice  celebrated  by  Daksha.  —  Daksha- 

yajna-ljJtanga,  as,  m.  the  interruption  of  Daksha's 
sacrifice.  —  Dakehayajria-vidhransa,  as,  m.  'de- 

struction of  Daksha's  sacrifice,'  N.  of  the  fifteenth 
chapter  of  the  Kurma-PurSna.  —  Dakshayajria-vi- 
dhransana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  fifth  chapter  of  the 
Srishti-khanda  of  the  Padma-PurSna.  —  Dakfhaya- 

jna-vinasini,  f. '  destroyer  of  the  sacrifice  of  Daksha,' 
an  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Daksha-vihild,  f.  (scil.  gd- 
tha),  a  hymn  or  song  arranged  by  Daksha.  ••  Da- 
ksha-vriri/i,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.    rejoicing   in   power  or 

energy  &c.**Daks?tM-s'dpa,  as,  m. 'the  curse  of 
Daksha,'   N.   of    the   thirty-third    chapter  of   the 
Svarga-khanda  or  third  part  of  the  Padma-Pur5na. 
—  fiaksha-sadhana,  as,    d,   am,  Ved.   effective 
of  energy,   inspiring   courage.  —  Vakslta-sdvartti, 
is,  in.,  N.  of  the   ninth    Manu.  —  Daksha-sula, 
as,  m.  the  son  of  Daksha  (?) ;  (a),  f.  a  daughter 
of  Daksha,  a  lunar   asterism  or  one  of  the  wives 

of    the    Moon.  —  JJaltshadhvara-dhvans'a-krit 
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(%-sAa-ad/i3),  t,  m.  'disturber  of  the  sacrifice  of 
Daksha,'  a  N.  of  Siva ;  (Daksha  having  instituted 
a  sacrifice  to  which  he  invited  all  the  gods  except 
his  son-in-law  Siva  and  his  wife  Sat!,  the  latter  went 
unhid,  and  being  received  contemptuously,  threw 
herself  into  the  fire ;  upon  which  an  emanation  or 
incarnation  of  Siva  was  produced,  named  Vira-bha- 
dra,  who  attacked  Daksha,  and  a  general  affray 
ensued  in  which  the  gods  and  Rishis  took  the  part 
of  Daksha,  but  were  wounded  and  dispersed :  Daksha 
himself  was  decapitated,  but  was  restored  to  life  by 
Siva  at  the  prayer  of  the  gods ;  the  decapitated  head, 
however,  was  not  to  be  found,  and  the  head  of  a  ram 

had  therefore  to  be  substituted  for  the  one  lost.)  —  Da- 

kshes'vara-liitya  (°ksha-t^°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga. 
Dakshas,  ay,  ds,  a&,  Ved.  =  daksha,  able,  strong, 

dexterous,  &c. 

Dakshdyya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  satisfied  or 
pleased;  (SSy.)  increaser  of  all;  to  be  honoured,  to 
be  augmented  (by  oblations) ;  (a*),  m.  a  vulture ; 
an  epithet  of  Garuda  or  the  bird  of  Vishnu. 
Dakshina,  as,  a,  am  (according  to  PSn.  I.  I, 

34,  and  VII.    I,    16,    can   only  be  declined  as  a 
pronominal  when  it  denotes  relative  position,  i.  e. 

'situated  on  the    right   hand*  or  'southern,'  and 
even  in  this  sense  can  be  optionally  declined  like 
si va,  in  abl.  loc.  sing.  m.  n.  and  nom.  voc.  pi.  m.  ; 

but  dakshindydm  diii,  for  the  loc.  f.  in  Hari-vansa 
12390,  is  against  the  rule),  able,  competent,  clever, 
skilful,   dexterous   [cf.  daksha] ;    right  (not  left; 
probably  applied  to  the  right  hand,  foot,  &c.,  as  the 
cleverest  or  most  skilful),  situated  on  the  right  side, 
(opposed  to  savya,  vdma;   dakAinam  part,  to 
walk  round   a  person  with  the  right  side  towards 
him ;  dakshinant  kri,  to  place  on  the  right  side, 
to  turn  the  right  side  towards  a  person  as  a  mark  of 
respect) ;  south,  southern  (as  being  on  the  right  side 
of  a  person   looking  towards  the  east),  situated  to 
the  south,  turned  or  directed  southward,  (dakshina 
dix,  the  south,  the  southern  quarter  or  point  of  the 

compass ;    dakshinasydm   dis'i,    in   the   southern 
quarter ;  dakshina  dmndyas,  the  southern  sacred 
text,  one  of  the  holy  texts  of  the  TSntrikas) ;  straight- 

forward, candid,  sincere,  upright,  honest,  impartial ; 
pleasing,  amiable,  compliant ;  submissive,  dependent, 
subject ;    (an),   m.    the   right  (hand  or  arm) ;  the 
right  hand  horse,  the  horse  on  the  right  side  of  the 
pole  of  a  carriage ;   an  epithet  of  Siva ;  (as,  am), 
m.  n.  the  right  side ;  savyam  dakshinam  em  (a, 
to  the  left  and  to  the  right ;  the  south,  the  country 
of  the  south,  the  Dekhan  ;  (a),  f.,  scil.  go,  a  prolific 

cow,  '  able  to  calve  and  give  milk,'  a  good  milch- 
cow  ;  a  present  to  BrShmans  or  young  virgins  (con- 

sisting originally  of  a  cow,  and  given  upon  solemn 
or  sacrificial  occasions);    property  so  acquired  [cf. 
Manu  VIII.  349] ;  Donation  to  BrShmans  personified 
as   a  goddess,  (generally  mentioned  together  with 
Brahmanas-pati,  Soma,  Indra,  &c.,  and  said  to  be 
the  authoress  of  Rig-veda  X.  107  ;    sometimes  re- 

garded as  a  daughter  of  Praja-pati,  or  as  the  wife  of 

Sacrifice  personified,  or  as  born  from  Krishna's  right 
side,  or  as  the  wife  of  Ruc*i) ;  wages  or  remunera- 

tion in  general ;    a  fee,  gift,  donation  (e.  g.  prdna- 
dakshind,  the  gift  of  life) ;    offering,  oblation  in 

general ;  completion  of  any  rite,  fixing  or  establish- 
ing any  act  or  place ;    scil.  dif,   the  south ;    the 

southern  quarter,  the  southern  point  of  the  compass, 
the  Dekhan ;  a  form  or  figure  of  DurgS,  in  which 
the  right  side  is  said  to  be  advanced ;  (am),  n.  the 

right  hand  or  highest  doctrine  of  the  S'aktas ;  da- 
kshina or  dakfihinena,  ind.  on  the  right,  on  the 

right  side  of  (with  ace.  and  gen.) ;  on  the  south, 
southward  ;  dakshinena  kri,  to  place  on  the  right, 
to   leave   on  the   right;    daksfiindt,  ind.  on  the 
right,  from  the  south,  southward ;  dakshine,  ind. 
on  the  right,  on  the  south,  southward  ;   [cf.  Lith. 

d£szin$,  f. '  the  right  hand, '  =  perhaps  Russ.  yog, 

'  south ;'  yushnyl, '  southern.']  —  Dakshina-kdlikd, 
1.  a  form  of  DurgS  worshipped  by  the  Tantrikas. 

—  J)akMna-tas,  ind.  from  the  right,  to  the  right 
hand ;   from  the  south,  southward,  southerly ;  da- 

kshinatah  kri,  to  turn  the  right  side  towards  a 
person  (as  a  mark  of  respect) ;  to  stand  on  the 
right  side  of  any  one  and  so  assist  him  ;  dakfhitia 

tab  purastdt  or  dftkshinatah  purah,  to  the  south- 
east, on  the  south-east.  —  Dakshinatas-kaparda  or 

dakshind-kaparda,  as,  m.  pi.,  Ved.  '  wearing  the 
hair  knotted  or  braided  on  the  right  side  of  the 

head,'  epithet  of  the  Vasishthas.  —  Dakshina-trd, 
ind.,  Ved.  on  the  right  side.  —  Dakshina-tva,  am, 
n.  uprightness,  honesty.  —  Dakshina-dhurlna,  as, 
a,  am,  harnessed  on  the  right  side  of  the  pole  of  a 

carriage.  —  Dakshina-patha,  a  wrong  reading  for 
dakshina-patha,  q.  v.  —  Dakehina-paMat,  ind.  to 
the  south-west,  on  the  south-west.  —  Dakshina- 

pa&drdha  (Va-ar°),  a*,  m.  the  south-western  side. 
—  Dakshi na-pas'tHma,  as,  a,  am,  south-western. 
••  Dakshina-pdiiddlaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  relating  to 

the  southern  Paiic'Slas.  —  ]>akshina-purva,  as,  a, 
am,  south-eastern ;   (d),  f.,  scil.  rfi.s',  the  south-east 
quarter;  (eiia),  ind.  to  the  south-east  of  (with  ace.). 
—  Dakshina-prdnf,  an,  ddt,  dk,  south-eastern ;  da- 
kshina-prdtfi,  f.  the  south-east  quarter.  •«  Dakshina- 
bhdga,  as,  m.  the  southern  hemisphere.  —  Dakshi- 
na-mdnasa,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Dakshi- 
na-mdruta,  as,  m.  the  south  wind.  —  Dakshina- 
sad  or  dakshiiid-sad,  I,  t,  t,  sitting  or  remaining 
seated  on  the  right  or  southern  side.  •*  Dakshina- 
stha,  as,  d,  am,  standing  upon  the  right,  to  the 
south,  &c. ;    (as),    m.  a    charioteer  (as    standing 
on   the    right    of  his   master;    cf.   savye-shtha). 
—  Dakshind-kaparda,  see  dakshinatas-kaparda. 
—  JJakshind-kdla,  as,  m.  the  time  of  (receiving) 
the  sacrificial  gift  or  fee.  —  Dakshindgni  (°na-ag°), 
is,  m.  the  southern  fire  of  the  altar,   a  sacred  fire 
placed  towards  the  south,  (in  the  Brahmanas  generally 

called    AnvShSrya-pacana.)  —  Dakshindgra    (°na- 
agra),  as,  d,  am,  pointing  to  the  south,  having 
the  head  or  point  turned  towards  the  south.  —  Da- 

kshindfala  ("na-ac""),  as,  m.  the  southern  moun- 
tain, the  Malaya  range.  —  Dakshindddra  ("na-drf3), 

as,   d,   am,  honest  or    upright    in   conduct,   well- 
behaved  ;   a  worshipper  of  Sakti  according  to  the 
purer  or  right  hand  ritual.  —  Dak.fhindddrin,  I,  im, 
i,  a  worshipper  of  Sakti  according  to  the  purer  or 
right  hand  ritual ;    a   follower   of  the   right  hand 
Sakta  system.  —  Dakshind-jyotix,  is,  is,  is,  Ved. 

brilliant  by  the  sacrificial  gift.  —  Dakshindnt  (°na- 
aiid),  an,  5(1,  dk,  turned  to  the  south,  southward. 

—  Dakshindtyaya   ("na-at"),   as,   m.   one   who 
goes   beyond   the   south,  a  dweller  in  the   south. 
••  Dakshiud-dvdra,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  door 

on  the   south.  —  Dakshindntikd   ("na-an°),  f.   a 
kind  of  metre.  —  Dakshiiid-patha,  as,  m.  the  path 
or  road  of  the  Dakshina,  i.  e.  of  the  cow  constituting 
the  sacrificial  fee  (situated  between  the  Ssla  and  the 
Sadas) ;    the  southern  region  or  country,  the  De- 

khan. —  Dakshindpatha-gdmin,  I,  int,i,  going  to 
the  south,  living  in  the  south.  —  Dakshinapatha-janr 
man,  d,  m.  born  in  the  south,  a  southern;  (-janmd- 
nas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  Andhakas.Guhas,  Pulindas,  Sava- 

ras,  C'uc'ukas,  and  Madrapas,  all  outcast  or  barbarous 
tribes.  — I)akshind-pathika,  as,  d,  am,  belonging 

to  the  southern  region.  —  Dakshindpara  (°na-ap°), 
as,  a,  am,  south-western.  —  Dakshina-pravana, 
as,  d,  am,  shelving  or  inclining  to  the  south.  —  Da- 
l;xhtiia-praihtl,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the  horse  harnessed  on 
the  right  side  of  the  yoke-horses  (yugya) ;  [cf.  Gr. 

5e|«io-eipos.]  —  Dakshina-bandha,  as,  m.  (in  the 
SSivkhyaphil.)N.of  one  of  the  three  states  of  bondage, 
the  bondage  of  ritual  observance  ;  [cf.  ddkshina  and 

ddkshinika.}  —  Dakshmdbhimukha  ('nd-abh0), 
as,  d,  am,  facing  southwards,  directed  southwards, 
flowing  southwards.  —  Dakshindbhimukha-sthita, 

a.s,  d,  am,  standing  with  the  face  southwards.  —  Da- 
ks/iind-mukha,  as,  I,  am,  turning  the  face  to  the 
right  or  to  the  south,   facing  south.  —  Dakshind- 
murti,  is,  m.  one  of  the  forms  of  Siva  with  the 
TSntrikas ;    N.   of  an  author.  —  Dakshindmurti- 

prayoga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Tantra- 
sJra.  —  Dakshiiidmurti-mantra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
chapter  of  the  Saradatilaka  by  Lakshmana.  —  Da- 

ksMnamurti-samkitd,  f.  ,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Tantra-sSra.  —  Dakshindmurty-upanishad,  t,  (.,  N. 

of  an  Upanishad.  —  Dakshindyana  (°t:a-ay°),  am, 
n.  the  sun's  progress  south  of  the  equator,  the  winter's 
solstice,  the  half-year  in  which  the  sun  moves  from 
north  to  south  ;  dakshindyanam  anuya,  to  follow 

the  southward  way,  to  go  to  Varna's  quarter,  i.  e.  to 

die  ;  (as,  d,  am),  situated  in  the  sun's  course  from north  to   south  (said  of  certain   asterisms).«Da- 

kshiitd-yugya,  o»,  m.  the  right  yoke-horse.  —  Da- 
kshindranya  fna-ar0),  am,  n.  the  southern  forest, 
N.  of  a  particular  forest  (probably  in  the  Dekhan). 

—  Dakshindrus  ("na-ar"),  us,  us,  us,  wounded  on 
the  right  side.  —  Dakshindrdha  (°na-ara),  as,  m. 
the  right  side,  the  southern  side.  —  Dakshindrdhya, 
as,  d,  am  (ft.  the  preceding),  Ved.  situated  on  the 
right,  being  on  the  southern  side.  —  Dakshindrha 

(°no-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  deserving  a  fee,  meriting  a 
reward,  worthy  of  a  gift.  —  Dakshiyd-vat,  an,  att, 
at  (ft.  dakshina  with  lengthening  of  the  final),  Ved. 
able,  competent,  strong,  fit,  effective;  (fr.  dakshi- 

na), giving  sacrificial  presents,  offering  large  remu- 
neration, abounding  in  presents,  possessed  of  a  gift, 

having  ample  rewards,  piously  disposed.  —  Dakshind- 
•varta  (°nd-dv°),  as,  d,  am,  turning  to  the  right, 
turned  towards  the  south  ;  dakshindvarta  ddityas, 
the  sun  in  his  course  from  the  north  to  the  south  ; 

(as),  m.  the  southern  country,  the  Dekhan,  a  conch- 
shell  with  the  valve  opening  to  the  right.  —  Dakslii- 

ndrartaka  (°nd-dv°),  ax,  ikd,  am,  turning  to  the 
right,  turned  towards  the  south  ;  (akl),  f.,  N.  of  a 

plant   or  shrub  (  =  rris'<!i-kdli)  ;    a   line   of  bees. 
Dakshind-vah,  -vdt,Ved.  '  being  borne  to  the  right 

or  to  the  south  of  the  (Ahavanlya)  fire,'  epithet  of  the 
sacrificial  ladle.  —  Dakskindmtifnd-dv°),  t,t,t,Ved. 
turned  towards  the  right,  going  round  on  the  right. 

Dakshinds"d  (°na-ds"d),  f.  the  southern  quarter, 

the  stMth.  —  Daksiunas'd-pati,  is,  m.  'the  lord  of 
the  south,'  epithet  of  Yama.  —  DalisMnds'd-rati,  is, 
m.  (?  rati  for  pati),  an  epithet  of  Agastya.  ••  Da- 
kshina-sad,   see   dakshtna-sad.  —  Dakshinetara 

,  different  from  the  right,  other  than  the 

right,  the  left.  —  Dakshinerman  ("na-lrman  =  2. 

'rma),  d,  d,  a,  wounded  on  the  right  side  or  right  fore 
eg  (as  a  deer).     (In  any  other  sense  this  compound 
akes  the  form  dakshinerma,  as,  d,  am,  e.  g.  da- 

'•shinermam  s"akatam,  a  cart  broken  on  the  right 
side.)  —  Dakshinottara  (°na-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  situ- 
ited  on  the  right  and  left,  lying  to  the  south  and 
north,  turned  to  the  south  and  north.  —  Dakshi- 
wttara-vritta,  the  meridian  line.  —  Dakshinotta- 

rin  (°?ia-«<°),  i,  im,  i,  Ved.  being  above  on  the 
right  side,  overhanging  on  the  right  side. 
Dakshina,  dakshinena,  dakshine.  See  col.  I, under  dakshina. 

Dakshindhi,  ind.  far  on  the  right,  far  in  the south  (with  abl.). 

Dakshinit,  t,  ind.,  Ved.  on  the  right  hand,  to  the 
right  ;  [cf.  pra-dakshinit.} 

DaksMni-kri,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -kareti,  -kurutc,  -kar- 
tum,  to  place  on  the  right  hand,  to  turn  the  right 
side  towards  any  one  (ace.),  to  walk  round  a  person 
with  the  right  side  turned  towards  him  (as  a  mark 
of  respect).  —  Dakshini-kritya,  ind.  having  walked 
round  in  the  above  manner. 

Dakshiniya,  as,  d,  am,  worthy  of  the  sacrificial 
fee,  meriting  a  reward,  fit  for  a  sacrificial  donation, 
worthy  to  be  honoured  with  presents  ;  [cf.  d-dakshi- niya  and  dakshinya.] 

Jtakihinya,  as,  d,am,Ved.  =  dakshiniya,  merit- 
ing a  sacrificial  reward  &c.  ;  [cf.  ddkshinya.] 

<^THJ  dakshi  or  dakshin  (fr.  I.  dah),Ved. 

burning,  blazing;  (according  to  Say.  =  dhakshi), 
thou  burnest.  (In  Rig-veda  I.  141,  8,  dakshi  = 
dahati.) 

dakshina.     See  col.  i  . 

dayargala,  am,  n.  (fr.  da  =  uda  -f- 
2.  ga+  argala),  examining  the  soil  in  searching  for 
wells  or  rules  for  doing  so. 

51 
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danda-ydtra. 

<^J  dagu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  [cf.  daga- 
fi/dyuni.] 

^V  dagdha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.dah),  burnt, 

scorched,  consumed  by  fire  ;  (metaphorically  )  tor- 
mented, tortured,  pained,  consumed  by  giief,  dis- 

tressed ;  burnt  by  the  fire  of  the  gastric  juice  (as  the 
stomach  ;  cf.  jatkaragni),  famished  ;  dry  ;  tasteless, 
insipid;  inauspicious;  cunning  (  =  vi-(JUtgdhd);  (a), 
f.  the  quarter  where  the  sun  remains  overhead  (?)  ; 
a  lunar  day  or  Tithi  oa  which  it  is  unlucky  to  do 
anything  and  religious  rites  are  prohibited  ;  a  species 

of  plant,  =  dagdhika,  dagdha-rtthd  ;  (am),  n. 
burning,  cauterizing  (e.  g.  agnt-daydha,  actual  cau- 

tery ;  kshdra-dagdha,  potential  cautery,  in  surgery  ; 
tvag-dagdha,  cauterizing  of  the  skin)  ;  a  species  of 
fragrant  grass,  =  rohisha.  —  Dagdlta-kdka,  as,  m. 

'  a  black  or  inauspicious  crow,'  a  raven,  or  perhaps 
the  carrion  crow.  —  Daydlia-tithi,  N.  of  a  chapter 
of  the  Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Dagdiia-mandira-sdra, 
as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  burned  the  best  of  mansions. 

—  Dagdha-marana,  as,  m.,    N.   of  an   author. 
—  Dagdha-yoni,  is,  U,  i,  having   its   source  or 
origin  destroyed.  —  Dagdha-ratha,  as,  m.  =  ditra- 
ratha,  N.  of  the  chief  of  the  Gandharvas.  —  Daydha- 

/•«/<«,  os,  m.  '  growing  in  ashes,'  N.  of  a  tree,  = 
tilaka  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  dagdha,  dagdhika, 

bhasma-rohd,  &c.  —  Bagdha-varnaka,    '  black- 
coloured  (?),'  a  species  of  grass,  =  dagdlia,  rohisha. 
—  Dagdhdkihara  (°dha-ak^),  N.  of  certain  letters 
regarded  as  inauspicious  in  poems.  —  Daydltefhfakd 

(°dha-ish°),  f.  a  burnt  or  vitrified  brick.  —  Dagdho- 
dara  (°dJia-ud^),  as,  d,  am,  'having  a  burnt  or 

starving  stomach,'  starving;  (aw),  n.'  a  burnt  stomach,' 
i.  e.  an  empty  or  craving  stomach. 
Dagdhavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  burnt  or  consumed 

by  fire,  inflammable. 

Dagdhika,  (.  scorched  rice  ;  N.  of  a  plant,  = 
dagdha. 
Dagdhri,  dha,  dhrt,  dhri,  a  burner,  consuming 

by  fire,  one  who  burns,  a  consumer. 
Dagdhvd,  ind.  having  burnt,  having  consumed. 

dagh,  cl.  4.  P.  daghyati,  &c.,  Ved. 
^  to  move,  go,  flow,  reach,  attain  ;  to  go 

away  ;  (with  pa&a  or  paMat)  to  lag  behind,  fall 

short  of  [cf.  a-pai<!a-daghran~\  ;  cl.  5.  P.  dagh- 
noii,  &c.,  to  hurt,  kill  ;  to  go,  to  leap  ;  to  protect  ; 
[cf.  rt.  daitgh  below  ;  cf.  also  Gr.  ra^us,  Se^o/iai  ; 

Goth,  tekan,  '  to  take  ;'  Angl.  Sax.  taengan,  '  to 

hasten;'  Lat.  tango."] 
Daghna,  as,  i,  am  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.  ;  re- 

garded by  native  grammarians  as  an  affix),  reaching 

to,  as  high  as;  [cf.  a-daghna,  upaxtha-daghna, 
ftrii-daghna,  jdmirdaghna,  &c.] 
Dagh-ran  in  apaddd-daghvan,  q.  v. 

<;«sur  dankshnu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  2.  dans), 
Ved.  biting,  mordaceous. 

dangh,  cl.  I.  P.  danghali,  &c.,  to 

quit,  abandon  ;  to  cherish,  protect  ;  [cf.  rt. 
dugh  above.] 

da6-6hada. See  under  dot,  p.  399. 

dand,  cl.  10.  P.  dantlayati,  -yitum, 
to  punish,  &c.  (rather  to  be  regarded  as 

a  nom.  fr.  danda  below). 

T)anda,  as,  am,  m.n.  (fr.  rt.  i  .  dam,  but  connected 
with  the  preceding;  the  neut.  is  rare),  a  stick,  staff,  rod, 
pole,  cudgel,  mace,  club  or  club-shaped  weapon  ;  a 
sceptre  ;  a  blow  with  a  stick,  &c.  ;  the  staff  given  to  a 
twice-born  man  at  initiation  or  at  investiture  with  the 
sacred  thread,  (this  staff  was  of  different  lengths,  the 
longest  belonging  to  the  Brahmans,  see  Manu  II. 

45-47);  tne  penis;  the  trunk  of  an  elephant;  an 
arm  or  leg  (generally  in  comp.  with  a  word  signifying 

'  arm,'  &c.  ;  see  dor-dtinifa,  bahu-danda)  ;  a  stalk, 
the  stem  of  a  tree  [cf.  ud-d°  and  khara-d?]  ; 
the  handle  of  anything  (as  of  a  ladle,  sauce-pan,  fly- 
flap,  parasol,  &c.),  the  staff  or  pole  of  a  banner  or  of 
a  tent  ;  the  beam  of  a  plough  ;  the  oar  of  a  boat  ;  the 

cross-bar  or  bridge  of  a  lute  or  other  stringed  instrument 
which  holds  the  strings ;  a  churning-stick  (said  to  be 

neut.  only,  cf.  dandd/tata) ',  a  pole  as  a  measure  of 
length,  =  4  Hastas,  =  96  finger-breadths ;  a  particular 
measure  of  time,  =  60  Vi-kalas,  =  36o  breaths,  =  ̂  
part  of  the  day  and  night,  =  24  minutes  [cf.  nddikd] ; 
the  stick  with  which  an  instrument  is  played;  a 

particular  appearance  in  the  sky  similar  to  a  staff  or 

rod ;  a  particular  planet,  =  graha-bhcda  ;  a  particular 
constellation ;  a  form  of  military  array,  a  long  line 

or  column  of  troops  [cf.  dai/tja-vyuha,~\;  an  uninter- 
rupted row  or  series,  a  line  [cf.  danda-pdta  and 

dandaka]  ;  a  staff  or  sceptre  as  a  symbol  of  power 
and  sovereignty ;  application  of  power  or  physical 
force  (e.  g.  raja  nityam  udyata-dandah  sydt,  a  king 
should  always  hold  his  sceptre  erect,  i.  e.  prepared  to 
use  his  power;  dandodyama,  raising  the  sceptre, 
exertion  of  power ;  nyasta-danda,  laying  aside  the 
sceptre,  resigning  power);  assault,  attack,  violence, 
(in  this  sense  danda  is  one  of  the  four  Upayas ; 

saffian,  'negotiation,'  ddna,  'bribery,'  and  bhedtt, 
'sowing  dissension,'  constituting  the  other  three, 
see  updya) ;  power  over,  control,  restraint  (e.  g. 

mano-dj,  rdg-d°,  kdya~d?,  restraint  of  thoughts, 
words,  and  bodily  actions,  see  Manu  XII.  10;  cf.  tri- 

dandin} ',  power  or  physical  force  embodied,  an 
army  (e.  g.  kosha-dandau,  du.  treasure  and  army) ; 
the  rod  as  a  symbol  of  judicial  authority  and  punish- 

ment ;  punishment  in  general ;  corporal  chastisement ; 
fine,  mulct,  amercement ;  imprisonment ;  capital 

punishment,  putting  to  death ;  reprimand  ;  (Punish- 
ment personified  is  a  son  of  Dharma  and  Kriya  ; 

sometimes  =  Yama  or  =  Siva) ;  standing  upright  or 
erect ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  the  sun ;  N. 
of  a  man  ;  N.  of  a  prince  slain  by  Arjuna  (brother  of 
Danda-dhara  and  identified  with  the  Asura  Krodha- 
hantri);  N.  of  a  son  of  Ikshvaku;  (according  to 
lexicographers  danda  also  means)  pride  ;  a  horse,  a 

corner,  an  angle  (?) ;  (a),  f.  Hedysarum  Lagopodi- 

oides,  =  ndga-bald ;  [cf.  (arma-d°,  jdla-tf,  &c.] 
—  Danda-kandaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  bulbous 
plant,  =  dharanl-kanda.  —  Danda-l:artri,  td,  m.  a 

punisher,  chastiser.  —  Danda-karman,  a,  n. '  appli- 

cation of  the  rod,'  infliction  of  punishment,  cli.istix-- 
ment.  —  Danda-kala,  a  kind  of  metre.  —  Danda- 
kdka,  as,  m.  a  raven  ;  (perhaps  for  dagdha-kdka, 
q.  v.)  —  Danda-kdshtha,  am,  n.  a  wooden  staff  or 
pole.  —  Danda-kuto,  as,  m.  pi.  a  various  reading  for 
the  next.  —  Danda-kula,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
—  Danda-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Danda- 
guitri,  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Danda-grahana, 

am,  n.  assumption  of  the  (pilgrim's)  staff,  becoming 
a  mendicant  or  ascetic.  —  IJanda-grdha,  as,  m.  a 
staff-bearer,  (probably)  N.  of  a  man.  —  Danda-ghna, 
as,  i,  am,  striking  with  a  stick,  one  who  commits 

an  assault.  —  Vanda-dakra,  as,  m.  'the  discus  of 

punishment,"  N.  of  a  mythical  weapon  ;  a  division  of 

an   army;    [cf.  danddnika.~\  —  Vanda-Cihadana, am,  n.  a  room  in  which  utensils  of  various  kinds  are 

kept.  —  Danda-jita,  as,  d,  am,  subdued  by  punish- 
ment. —  Danda-dhakkd,  f.  a  sort  of  kettle-drum, 

upon  which  the  hours  are  struck.  —  Danda-tdmri, 
{.=  tdmri,  p.  370,  col.  i.  —  Dantla-tca,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  a  staff,  stick,  &c.  —  Danda-ddsu,  as,  m. 

'  a  slave  from  a  fine  not  paid,'  i.  e.  one  who  has  be- 
come a  slave  from  non-payment  of  a  debt.  —  Danda- 

deva-kida,  am,  n.  '  temple  of  punishment,'  a  court 
of  justice.  —  JJanda-dhara,   as,    d,   am,  a  staff- 
bearer,  having  or  carrying  a  staff  or  sceptre,  hav- 

ing  oars    (as    a   ship) ;    exercising  judicial   power, 
chastising,  punishing,  having  authority  to  punish ; 
(as),  m.  a  king ;  a  magistrate,  judge,  the  supreme 
judge  ;  a  N.  of  Yama;  a  mendicant  carrying  a  staff; 

a  potter.  —  Uandadharddhipa  (°ra-adh),  as,  m. 
1  the  prince  of  sceptre-bearers,'  a  plenipotentiary,  a 
king.  —  Itanda-dlidra,  as,  d,  am,  bearing  the 
sceptre,  exercising  judicial  power  ;  (as),  m.  a  king  ; 

a  judge  ;  an  epithet  of  Yama  ;  N.  of  a  prince  slain 
by  Arjuna  (brother  of  Danda  and  identified  with  the 
Asura  Krodha-vardhana,  enumerated  among  the  sons 
of  Dhrita-rashtra  in  Maha-bh.  I.  2738);  (as),  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  a  barbarous  people.  —  Tlanda-dharana , 

am,  n.  the  carrying  a  staff  (as  by  the  Brahma-c'arin) ; following  the  order  of  a  mendicant ;  chastising, 
punishment.  —  JJanda-dliarin,  i,  tin,  i,  carrying 

the  rod,  chastening,  punishing.  —  Ihinda-dhrish, 
k,  k,  k,  carrying  the  staff  or  rod,  exercising  authority. 
—  Danda-ndyaka,  as,  m.  '  one  who  applies  the 

rod,'  a  judge,  magistrate,  a  head  police-officer ;  a 
leader  of  a  column,  leader  of  an  army,  general,  com- 
mander-in-chief ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  the 
sun.  —  Danilandyaka-purusha,  an,  m.  a  policeman, 
police-officer,  constable,  beadle. ~]>antla-nipdtana, 
am,  n.  applying  the  rod,  chastising,  punishing ;   [cf. 

danda-pdtana.'] « lianda-niti,  is,  f.  application  of the  rod,  administration    of  justice,  judicature,   the 

doctrine  of  the  right  administration  of  justice  ;   the 
rule  of  inflicting  punishment,  the  system  of  civil  and 

military  administration  taught  by  C'anakya  and  others, 
polity,    ethics,   system   of  morals ;    an   epithet   of 
Durgi.  —  TJundaniti-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  familiar  with 
the  administration  of  justice.  •*  Danda-nftri,  td,  m. 

'  one  who  applies  the  rod,'  a  punisher,  an  inflicter  of 
punishment,  a  judge ;  adhi-dandanctn,  the  supreme 
chastiser,  i.  e.   Yama.  —  DandanetH-tva,    am,    n. 
the   office   of    a  judge,  administration    of  justice. 

—  Danda-pa,  as,  m.,  N.   of  a   man.  —  Danda- 
pakshaka,  as,  m.  a  particular  gesture  or  motion  of 
the  hands.  ••  Danda-pdnsula  (?),  as,  m.  a  porter,  a 
warder   or  door-keeper.  —  l>nuijit-/idiji,  is,  is,  i, 
staff-handed,  bearing  a  staff  or   rod;    (is),  m.  an 

epithet  of  Yama;   N.  of  a  leader  of  two  of  the 
troops  of  the   god   Siva  in  Kasl   (identified   with 
the  Yaksha  Hari-kesa) ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Go-pa, 
the  wife  of  Sakya-muni ;   N.  of  a  prince,  grand- 

father of  Kshemaka;  [cf.  Tchanda-pdni."\  —  Danda- 
pdtfi-mra-pradana,   am,    n.,   N.   of  the   forty- 
fourth  chapter  of  the  Jnana-khanda  or  second  part 

of  the  Skanda-Purana.  —  1  taiida-pdta,  as,  m.  'the 

falling  of  the  stick'  [cf.  ddnda-pCttd']  ;  dropping  one 
line  in  a  manuscript.  —  Danda-pdtana,  am,  n.  ap- 

plying the  rod,  punishing,  punishment ;  [cf.  dandfi- 

nipdtana.]  —  Danda-pdtin,  I,  ini,  i, '  letting  fall  the 
stick  or  rod,'  punishing,  chastising,  fining,  mulcting. 

—  Daiida-i>drushya,  am,  n.  '  stick-assault,'  actual 
violence,  assault  and  battery  (as  a  title  of  jurispru- 

dence); cruel  or  harsh  infliction  of  punishment,  (one 

of  the  seven  vices  of  kings  and  rulers.)  —  Danda- 

pdla  or  datjda-pdlaka,  as,  m. '  superintendent  of 
punishment  or  of  the  administration  of  justice,'  a 
head  magistrate  or  judge  ;  a  door-keeper,  a  porter ; 
a  kind  of  fish  ( =  ardha-iaphara,  dakula ;  com- 

monly ddndikd).  —  Jiandapdla-td,  f.  the  adminis- 

tration of  justice.  —  1/anda-pds'alia  or  danda-pd- 
3ika,  as,  m.  '  holding  the  fetters  or  noose  of  punish- 

ment,' a  head  police-officer,  policeman  ;  a  hangman, 
an   executioner.  —  Danda-pasika  (?)  =  paurika, 

c\.v.  —  Vaiida-i'iit'j<i]iil-<i,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people 
to  the  north  of  Madhya-deSa.  —  Jtaiidit-poiia,  am, 

n.  (pona  =  pavaim),  a  strainer  or  filtering  machine 
with  a  handle.  —  Danda-pranayana,  am,  n.  'in- 

fliction   of  punishment,'  N.  of  a   chapter   of  the 
Purana-sarva-sva  by  Halayudha.— flanda-prandma, 
as,  m.  a   stiff  bow,  bowing  without  bending  the 

body  like  a  stick.  —  Itanda-badlia,  UK,  m.  'death 

by  punishment,'  capital  punishment.  —  Danda-bd- 
ladhi,  is,  m.  an  elephant  ('having  a  tail   like  a 

stick').  —  l)anda-ba/iu,   us,    us,   u,   'stick-armed,' 
carrying  a  slick  or  staff;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
attendants    of  Skanda.  —  ])(in(]a~ltltaitga,   as,   m. 

'  omission  of  punishment,'  non-execution  of  a  sen- 
tence, reprieve,  escape.  —  })aiida-hka>/d,  am,  n.  fear 

of  the  iod.  —  I)a>>(la-bhiti,  is,  f.  dread  of  punish- 
ment. —  Danda-bhrit,  I,  I,  t,  carrying  a  staff  or 

stick  ;  (/),  m.  a  potter.  —  Ihiiidtt-mdiiava  or  danda- 

mdiuiru,  as,  m.  '  a  staff-man,'  a  staff-bearer,  an 
ascetic,  one  who  bears  a  staff;    a  chief  or  leader. 
—  llnijrla-malanga,    Tabernsemontana   Coronaria 

(     i>inda~ttiffar(i}.  —  Danda-mitkha,   as,   m.  the 
leader  of  an  army,  a  general,  a  commander-in-chief ; 
[cf.  tltiiidu-nCiyukti.]  —  Datida-ydtrd,  f.  a  solemn 
or   festive    procession,   moving    in    state    or  with 
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attendants,  especially  a  bridal  procession ;  warlike 
expedition,  subjection  or  conquest  of  a  region  or 

quarter  ( =  dig-vijaya).  —  Danda-yama,  as,  m.  a 
day ;  an  epithet  of  Yama ;  of  Agastya  ;  (also  written 

danda-yama.)  —  Danda-yoga,  as,  m.  infliction  of 
punishment.  —  Danda-leia,  am,  n.  a  small  fine. 
—  I .  daiida-vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  a  stick,  carrying 
a  staff;   furnished  with  a  handle;   having  a  large 

army.  —  2.danda-vat,  ind.  like  a  stick,  erect  or  up- 
right as  a  stick ;  prostrate,  falling  or  lying  prostrate  ; 

danda-i'at  praitamya,  bowing  like  a  stick ;  [cf. 
ditnda-prandma^]  —  Danda-vddin,  i,  ini,  t,  utter- 

ing a  reprimand,  rebuking,  censuring,  threatening 
with   punishment  or  castigation ;    (t),  m.  a  door- 

keeper,  warder;     [cf.    daiida-vdsin.^  —  Daiida- 
vdrksha,  am,  n.  a  particular  posture,  a  mode  of 

sitting.  —  Danda-vdsika,   as,   m.    a   door-keeper. 
—  Danda-vasin,    i,    m.    a    door-keeper,    warder, 
chamberlain ;  the  magistrate  or  head  of  a  village. 
—  Danda-vdhin,  I,  m.  a  police-officer.  —  Danda- 

vikalpa,  as,  m.  *  alternative  of  punishment,'  discre- 
tionary punishment  or  fine.  —  llanda-vldlti,  is,  m. 

criminal  law ;  rule  or  mode  of  punishment.  —  Danda- 
videsha,  as,   m.   kind  or  degree  of  punishment. 
—  Danda-vishkambha,  as,  m.  a  post  or  a  stake  to 
which  is  fastened  the  string  that  works  the  churning- 
stick.  —  Danda-virya,  as,   m.,   N.  of  a   prince. 
—  Danda-vrikshaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Tithymalus 

Antiquorum    (  =  snuhi).  —  Danda-i-yuha,   as,    m. 
drawing  up  or  arraying  an  army  in  long  lines  or 
columns.  —  Daiida-vrata-dhara,  as,  a,  am,  exer- 

cising judicial  power,  decreeing  punishment,  punish- 
ing. —  Danda-sarman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ;  (also 

read  datta-s'arman.)  —  Danda-s'dftra,  am,  n.  the 
criminal  law.  —  Danda-saitkhyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  chapter 
of  the  Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Danda-sena,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince,  son  of  Vishvak-sena.  —  Danda-hasta, 

as,   m.  '  staff-handed,'   '  a  staff-bearer ;'   epithet  of 
the  god  of  death  ;   a  door-keeper,  warder ;   (as,  a 
or  1),  m.  f.  the  plant  Tabernzmontana  Coronaria ; 
(am),  n.  the  flower  of  this  plant.  —  Dandakhya 

(°da-dkh°),  as,  a,  am,  called  after  a  staff;  having 
the  name  Danda ;  (am),  a.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrim- 

age ;   a   hall  with  two  wings,  one  of  which  faces 
towards   the    north,    the   other    towards   the    east. 

—  Danddghdta  (°da-dgli°),  as,  m.  a  blow  with  a 
stick  or  staff.  —  Dandajina  (°da-aj°),  am,  n. '  staff 
and  skin'  (as  mere  outer  signs  of  devotion) ;  hypo- 

crisy, deceit,  fraud,  cheating,  roguery ;  [cf.  dandd- 

jinika.~\  —  Danddjnd  (°</a-a/°),  f.  judicial  sentence. 
—  Dandd-dundi,  ind.  '  stick  against  stick'  in  fight- 

ing, single-stick,  cudgelling,  fighting  with  sticks  and 

staves.  —  Dandddhipa,  as,  or  dandddhipati  (°rfa- 
adk°),  is,  m.  a  superior  judge,  supreme  magistrate. 
—  Danddnlka  (°da-an°),  am,  n.  a  division  of  an 
army,  a  detachment ;  [cf.  danda-dakra.]  —  Dandd- 

patanaka  (°da-ap"),  as,    m.    tetanus,   lock-jaw, 
spasm.  —  Danddmitrd  (°da-am°),  f.,  N.  of  a  place  ; 
[cf.  dattdmitra  or  dattdmitra.]  —  Danda-yama 
—  danda-yama.  — Danddrla  (°da-dr°),  N.  of  a 
sacred  bathing-place.  —Dandarha  (ada-ar°),  as,  a, 
am,  deserving  punishment.  —  Danddlasikd  (°da- 
al'),  f.  the  cholera.  —  Dandds'rama(0da-a8'°),  as, m. 
the  order  of  the  staff,condition  of  a  pilgrim.  —  Ihnida- 

iramln  (°da-d^°),  i,  m.  assuming  the  pilgrim's  staff, 
a  devotee.  —  Danddsana  (°da-as°  or  -as0),  am,  n.  a 
sort  of  arrow.—  I  tan  (I/Infra  (°da-as°),  am,  n.  the 
stick-weapon  or  '  the  weapon  of  punishment,'  N.  of 
a  fabulous  weapon.  —  Daiiddhata  (°da-dk°),  am, 
n.    'struck   with    the    churning-stick,'    buttermilk, 
—  Dandotpala  (°da-ut°),  am,  n.  a  species  of  plant 
(commonly  Danipola  and  DSnakuni)  with  yellow, 
red,  and  white  flowers ;  (according  to  some,  the  one 
with  white  flowers  is  called  DandotpalS.) 
Dandaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  stick,  staff,  handle, 

staff  of  a  banner  &c.,  see  danda;  a  species  of 
plant ;  a  line,  row,  uninterrupted  series ;  a  sort  of 
metre  the  stanza  of  which  may  extend  from  27  x  4 
to  999  x  4  syllables;  N.  of  a  work;  (as,  d,  am), 
m.  f.  n.,  N.  of  a  district  in  the  Dekhan  between  the 
NermadS  and  Godavarl  rivers,  which  in  the  time  of 

RSma-candra  was  a  forest  and  celebrated  as  a  place 

of  pilgrimage  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  above  district  and  its 
inhabitants;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  who  was  son 
of  Ikshvaku  and  connected  with  the  Dandaka 

district;  N.  of  a  man;  (ika),  f.  a  stick,  a  staff;  a 
row,  line,  series  ;  a  rope  ;  a  string  of  pearls  ;  [cf. 

fhti.]  —  Dandakdranya  (°ka-ar°),  am,  n.  the 
Dandaka  forest,  see  above  ;  N.  of  a  part  of  the 

Skanda-Purana.  —  Dandakaranya-prasthdna,  am, 

n.  ,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Abhirama-mani-nataka.  —  Dan- 

dakdlasaka  (°ka-al°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Dandana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  cane?;  (am),  n. 

beating,  punishing,  chastising,  inflicting  punishment 

(e.  g.  adharma-duiidana,  unjust  punishment). 
Dandaniya,  as,  a,  am,  punishable,  to  be  chas- 

tised, deserving  punishment,  liable  to  a  fine. 

Dandaya,  nom.  P.dandayati,-yitum,  to  punish, 
chastise,  to  fine,  amerce  (with  ace.  of  the  person 
and  of  the  punishment  inflicted). 

Dandaya,  nom.  A.  danddyate,  Sec.,  (common  in 
Bengali  for)  to  stand  erect. 
Danddyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  (common  in  Bengali 

for)  standing  erect. 
Dandika,  as,  d,  am,  carrying  a  stick,  punishing, 

one  who  chastises;  (as),  m.  a  staff-bearer,  mace- 
bearer  [cf.  dandika]  ;  a  fish,  Cyprinus  Dankena, 
commonly  called  Danikana  Mica;  (a),  f.,  see 
dandaka. 

Dandita,  as,  a,  am,  punished,  chastised,  amerced, 
sentenced,  mulcted,  fined. 

Dandin,  t,  ini,  i,  having  or  bearing  a  staff  or 
stick  [elf.  tri-dandin]  ;  (I),  m.  a  Brahman  of  the 
fourth  order  or  in  the  fourth  stage  of  his  life  ;  a 

religious  mendicant  or  Bhikshu  carrying  a  staff;  N. 
of  a  particular  order  of  mendicants  deriving  their 

origin  from  Sarfkaracarya  ;  a  Jaina  ascetic;  a  door- 
keeper, warder,  porter  ;  an  oarsman,  boatman  ;  a  N.  of 

Yama;  of  Manju-srI;  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra  ;  of  the 
author  of  the  KSvyadarsa  ;  of  the  author  of  the  Dasa- 
kumara-carita  ;  a  species  of  plant  ;  [cf.  damanaka.] 

—  Dandi-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  staff-bearers, 
having  club-bearers.  —  Dandi-munda,  as,  m.  '  carry- 

ing a  staff  and  having  the  head  shaved,'  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Dandimundis'vara  (?  for  dandirnunde- 
tfvara),  a  form  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  a  Muni. 
Dandiman,  d,  m,  (abstract  noun  fr.  danda),  the 

state  or  condition  of  a  staff,  rod,  &c. 

Dandya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  punished,  punishable, 
deserving  punishment,  to  be  fined  (with  ace.  of 
the  punishment  inflicted,  or  in  comp.,  e.  g.  sania- 

svd-daiidya,  to  be  fined  in  all  one's  property). 

dandari,  f.  =  danyari,  a.  species  of 
cucumber. 

mssn.  dandara,  as,  m.  a  carriage,  vehicle  ; 

a  raft,  boat  ;  a  potter's  wheel  ;  a  bow  or  any  other 
instrument  for  shooting  arrows  or  darts  ;  an  elephant 
in  rut,  a  furious,  or  intoxicated  elephant. 

tfT^dat  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  ad,  to  eat,  the  initial 

being  dropped,  as  in  iAaatana,atooth,fr.  rt.  AAadand 
<t>aj6ixs  fr.  <S>ay  ;  or  according  to  others  fr.  rt.  3.  da, 
to  cut),  optionally  substituted  for  danta,  a  tooth,  in 
the  ace.  pi.  and  remaining  weak  and  middle  cases  (P5n. 

VI.  I,  63  ;  Vopa-deva  III.  39)  ;  the  form  dat  occurs 
frequently  at  the  end  of  compounds,  the  nom.  case 

ending  in  an  as  in  pres.  participles  ;  [cf.  ub/ia- 
yato-dat,  su-dat,  a-dat,  &c.]  —  DaMhada,  as, 
m.  '  the  covering  of  the  teeth,'  the  lip,  (chiefly  in 
comp.,  see  dashta-daMhada)  ;  [cf.  danki-Mhada.] 
—  Dot-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  furnished  with  teeth, 

biting;  dat-vati  rajju.li,  'a  rope  with  teeth,'  =  a 
serpent  or  snake. 
Datka  in  adatka,  q.  v. 

<f5  i  .  datta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I  .  da,  to  give  ; 

cf.  I.  dad),  given,  granted,  presented,  made  over, 
assigned  ;  placed,  extended,  stretched  forth  ;  (as), 
m.  a  given  son,  i.  e.  a  son  given  away  by  his  natural 
parents  to  persons  engaging  to  adopt  him  [cf.  dattaka 
and  tlatrimtt]  ;  a  common  N.  or  title  of  a  man  of 

the  Vaisya  or  third  tribe,  (generally  in  comp.  with  a 

preceding  word,  e.  g.  vasu-datta,  dera-datta,  Sec., 
but  datta  sometimes  stands  alone,  at  present  the 
title  is  common  to  the  KJyastha  or  writer  class) ; 

N.  of  a  man,  brother  of  Dur-vasas ;  of  a  son  of  Atri, 

=  dattdtreya ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  a  son  of  Agni- 
sinha  and  the  seventh  black  Vasu-deva  ;  of  a  son  of 
Rsjsdhideya  Sura;  one  of  the  seven  sages  in  the 
second  Manv-antara ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several  women  ; 

(am),  n.  a  gift,  a  donation.  —  Datta-tlrtha-krit,  t, 
m.,  N.  of  the  eighth  Arhat  of  the  past  Ut-sarpinl. 

—  Datta-nrityopahara  (°ya-up°),  as,  d,  am,  com- 
plimented with  a  dance.  —  Datta-prana,  as,  d,  am, 

one  who  has  given  up  or  sacrificed  life.  •-  Datta- 
bhujangu-stotra,  am,  n.  and  datta-mahiman,  d, 
m.,  N.  of  two  works  of  San-karadarya.  —  Datta- 
mdrga,  as,  a,  am,  given  way  to,  having  the  road 
ceded.  —  Dutta-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  given. 
•-  Datta-vara,  as,  d,  am,  allowed  to  choose  a  boon ; 
granted  as  a  boon.  —  Datta-fatm,  us,  or  datta- 
iarman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Rajadhideya  Sura. 
—  Datta-julka,  f.  a  bride  for  whom  a  sum  of  money 
or  dowry  has  been  paid.  —  Datta-hasta,  as,  d,  am, 

having  a  hand  given  for  support,  supported.  —  Dattd- 

tman  (cta-dt°),  d,  d,  a,  one  who  has  given  himself, 
self-given ;  (with  putra)  an  orphan  or  a  son  deserted 
by  his  parents  who  gives  himself  to  persons  disposed 
to  adopt  him  as  their  child ;  (a),  m.,  N.  of  one  of 

the  Visve  DevSs.  —  Dattdtreya  (°ta-df),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  sage,  son  of  Atri  and  Anasuya,  who  favoured 
Arjuna  Kartavlrya,  (see  Maha-bh.  Santi-parva  1751 ; 
according  to  one  legend,  Atri  performed  a  very  severe 
penance  by  which  the  three  gods  Brahma,  Vishnu, 
and  Siva  were  propitiated  and  became  in  portions 
of  themselves  severally  his  sons  Soma,  Datta,  and 

Dur-vasas) ;    N.   of  an   author   mentioned   in  the 
Ananda-laharl    or    Saundarya-lahari    by    San-kara. 

—  Dattalreydshtottara-s'ata-ndma-sMra,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Brahmanda-Purana.  —  Dattd- 
treyiya,  am,  n.  the  story  of  Dattatreya.  —  Datta- 
datta  (°ta-dd°),  as,  d,  am,  given  and  received. 
—  Dattddara  (°ta-dd°),  as,  d,  am,  showing  re- 

spect, respectful ;  treated  with  respect.  —  Dattanapa- 
karman  (°ta-an°),  a,  n.  non-resumption  of  gifts. 
—  Dattapahrita  ("ta-ap"),  as,  d,  am,  given  and 
taken  again.  —  Dattdpradanika(°ta-a-pr°),  as,  d, 
am,  relating  to  the  non-delivery  of  a  gift;  (am), 

n.  non-delivery  or  resumption  of  gifts,  one  of  the 

eighteen  titles  of  law.  —  Dattdmitra  (°ta-am°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Sauvlras;  (as,  d),  m.  f., 

N.  of  a   district;    [cf.  danddmitra.^  —  Dattdra- 
dhdna  (°ta-av°),  as,  d,  am,  attentive.  —  Dattd- 
sana  (°ta-at°),  as,  d,  am,  having  a  seat  given, 

requested  to  sit.  —  Dattairanda-pallaka  (°ta-er°), N.  of  a  district  in  the  Dekhan.  —  Dattopanishad 

(°ta-up°),  t,  {.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad ;  (also  written tfrimad-dattopanishad,  q.v.) 

Dattaka,  as,  m.  (scil.^u(ra),  a  son  given  away  by 
his  natural  parents  to  persons  engaging  to  adopt  him  ; 
one  of  the  twelve  heirs  acknowledged  by  the  old 
Hindu  law ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Magha  ;  N.  of  the 
author  of  the  Vaisiksdhikarana ;  a  familiar  diminu- 

tive of  the  names  of  persons  ending  with  datta. 
—  Dattaka-dandnka  and  dattaka-mlmdnsd,  f., 
N.  of  two  legal  works. 

Datti,  is,  f.  a  gift,  donation,  offering. 
Dattika,  dattiya,  and  dattila,  as,  m.  familiar 

diminutives  of  the  names  of  persons  ending  in 

datta. Datteya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Indra. 
<f^  2.  datta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  5.  da),  pre- 

served, guarded,  protected. 

^^tf?5  dattoli,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Pulastya,  one  of  the  seven  sages  in  the  second 
Manv-antara. 

<^ff  datra.     See  below  under  rt.  i.  dad. 

i. aW,areduplicatedform substituted 

- S;for  rt.  I.  da,  to  give,  before  certain  affixes  and 
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«^r  dan. terminations  (Pan.  VI.  4,  1  26  ;  VII.  4,  46  ;  VIII.  2, 
38),  and  by  some  grammarians  given  as  a  separate 
it.:  cl.  I.  A.  dadate,  &c.,  to  give,  (see  tt.  i.  da.) 

Hi'tra,  am,  n.  (perhaps  more  correctly  dattra), 
Ved.  gift,  donation  ;  [cf.  a-datrayd  and  gotldtni.] 
—  Datra-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  rich  in  gifts,  giving 
abundantly. 

Datrima,  as,  a,  am,  received  by  gift,  produced 

or  effected  by  gifts  ;  (as),  m.  a  slave  or  a  son  re- 
ceived by  gift;  (see  Manu  VIII.  415  ;  IX.  141.) 

1.  dad,  giving,  in  dyur-dad. 

Dada,  a*,  a,  am,  giving;  [cf.  abhayan-<1a<la.~] Dadat,  at,  atl,  at  (pres.  part,  of  rt.  i.  da), 
giving,  presenting. 

Dadaiia,  am,  n.  gift,  giving,  donation. 
Dadi,  is,  it,  i,  Ved.  giving,  bestowing,  distributing 

(with  ace.);  [cf.  Pan.  II.  3,  69.] 
Daditri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  a  giver,  giving; 

(according  to  others)  a  preserver,  preserving;  a 
possessor;  [cf.  5.  da.] 
Dadivas,  van,  dushi,  tas,  who  or  what  has 

given. 
^^  dadada,  an  onomatopoetic  word  for 

the  roaring  of  thunder. 

<^(X  dadari,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Dadari- 

sangama,  N.  of  a  place  mentioned  in  the  Rasika- 
ramana  by  Raghu-nitha. 

<^|ty^  dadasvas,  van,  ushl,  vas  (perf.  part. 
fr.  rt.  I.  dat),  worshipping,  serving  the  gods,  giving, 
having  given  or  bestowed. 

^dHjlW  dadrikshenya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I. 

tins'),  Ved.  worth  seeing,  worthy  to  be  seen,  (Pan. 
III.  4,  14  ;  according  to  some  didrikiheijya,  q.  v., 
is  the  only  correct  form.) 

DadrUana-pavi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  having  the  track 
of  the  wheels  visible  ;  epithet  of  A  gni;  (Say.)  having 
a  thunderbolt  or  weapon  visible. 
Dadriiivas  or  dadriivag,  tan,  ushl,  vas,  having 

seen,  having  looked  at. 

^'ti^dadrit,  t,  t,  t  (reduplicated  form  fr. 
rt.  dri),  tearing,  splitting,  bursting  out. 
Dadru,  us,  or  u,  us,  m.  f.  [cf.  dardru],  a  cuta- 

neous eruption  or  rash,  herpes  ;  a  kind  of  leprosy, 
(or  according  to  others)  a  ringworm  ;  a  tortoise. 

~Dadru-ghna  or  dadru-ghna,  as,  i,  am,  de- 
stroying or  removing  cutaneous  eruptions  ;  (as),  m. 

ringworm-shrub,  Cassia  Tora  or  Alata  ;  Psoralea 
Corylifolia,  (commonly  Hsku6;  the  seeds  are  used 
at  a  remedy  for  cutaneous  diseases.) 
Dadruka,  as,  m.  cutaneous  eruption  or  scab, 

leprosy. 
Dadruna  or  dadruna,  as,  d,  am,  or  dadru- 

rogin,  i,  int,  i,  herpetic,  afflicted  with  cutaneous 

diseases  or  ringworm  ;  [cf.  dardru-rogin.] 

»*  W  dadh  (reduplicated  form  substituted 
^  s,  for  rt.  I.  dhd  before  certain  affixes  and  ter- 

minations; also  given  as  a  distinct  rt.),  cl.  I.  A. 
dadhate,  Sec.,  to  hold,  possess,  retain;  to  give, 
present,  assign,  make  over  ;  (see  rt.  I.  dhd.) 
Dadha,  as,  d,  am,  holding,  having,  possessing, 

giving  ;  [cf.  ild-d".] 
Dadhat,  at,  atl,  at  (pres.  part,  of  rt.  i.  dhd), 

having,  holding,  possessing. 

Dadhdna,  as,  d,  am  (pres.  part.),  having,  hold- 
ing, possessing. 

I  .  dadhi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  presenting,  giving  ;  pre- 
serving, keeping  (with  ace.)  ;  holding,  having,  pos- 

sessing, bearing;  (i),  n.  a  house,  an  abode. 

dadhan,    substituted   for  2.  dadhi 

below,  in  the  weakest  cases  (e.  g.  inst.  dadhna,  dat. 
dadhnc,  abl.  gen.  dadhnas,  loc.  dadhni  or  da- 

dhanf).  —  Dadhan-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  containing 
coagulated  milk. 

<ffv  2.  dadhi,  i,  n.  (perhaps  a  reduplicated 
form  fr.  rt.  dhe,  to  drink;  cf.  dadhan  above), 
milk  thickened  or  coagulated  spontaneously  by  heat, 

thick  sour  milk,  commonly  called  dahi,  (it  is  a 
general  article  of  food  in  high  estimation  among  the 
Hindus,  and  regarded  as  a  remedy  or  preventive  of 
many  disorders ;  it  differs  from  curds  in  not  having 
the  whey  separated  from  it) ;  turpentine,  the  resin 

of  the  Shorea  Robusta ;  [cf.  Goth,  dad/lyan,  '  to 
suckle.']  —  Dadhi-karna,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga ; 
N.  of  a  cat  in  the  Panca-tantra.  —  Dadhi-knlyd,  f. 

a  stream  of  coagulated  milk.  —  Dadhl-kur<"ikd,  f.  a 
mixture  of  boiled  and  coagulated  milk ;  see  kurdaka. 

—  Dadhi-kra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  [cf.  the  fol- 
lowing.] —  Dadhi-krd,    as,    m.,   Ved. ,    N.   of  a 

mythical  being  often  mentioned  in  the  Veda,  and 
the    actual    subject    of   Rig-veda   IV.  38,  39,  40 ; 

VII.  44 ;  (he  is  described  as  a  kind  of  divine  horse, 
and  probably,  like  TSrkshya,  is  a  personification  of 
the  morning  Sun  ;   sometimes  he  is  considered  as  a 
creation  of  heaven  and  earth,  sometimes  of  Mitra- 
Varuna,  and  is  invoked  in  the  morning,  together 

with  Agni,  Ushas,  and  the  Asvins ;  the  N.  is  pro- 
bably derived  fr.  2.  dadhi  and  rt.  I.  ATI,  to  scatter, 

in  allusion  to  the  rising  sun  spreading  dew  and  hoar 
frost  like  milk,  but  Mahi-dhara  and  Yaska  explain  it 
as  if  fr.  i .  dadhi  and  rt.  kram,  i.  e.  one  who  bears 

his  rider  and  advances,  see  Nirukta  II.  27  :  in  Nigh. 

1.14,  dadhi-krd  is  given  as  one  of  the  synonyms 
of  a<m,  a  horse.)  —  Dadhi-krdvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  = 
dadhi-krd.  —  Dadhi-gharma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  warm 

beverage  made  of  inspissated  milk.  —  Dadhi-ddra, 
as,  m.  the  churning-stick.  —  Dadhi-ja,  as,  d,  am, 
produced  from  thickened  or  coagulated  milk ;  (am), 
n.  fresh  butter.  —  Dadhi-drapsa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a 

drop  or  globule  of  thickened  milk.  —  Dadhi-dhenu, 
«s,  f.  a  quantity  of  thickened  milk  representing  or 
equivalent  to  a  cow  given  as  an  offering  to  the  priests 
at   a    sacrifice;    N.  of  the   iO5th  chapter  of  the 
Varaha-Purana.  —  Dadhidhenu-vidM,  is,  m.,  N. 
of  the   i68th  chapter  of  the  second  part  of  the 

Bhavishya-PurSna.  —  Dadhi-nadl,    f.,   N.   of   a 
river.  —  Dadhi-parna,   as,    m.,    N.   of   a    saint. 
—  Dadhi~pud<!ha,    as,    m.,    N.    of   a    jackal. 
—  Dadhi-pmhpikd,  f.  the  plant  Clitoria  Ternatea, 
=apardjita.—  Dadhi-pushpi,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=  koladimbi.  —  Dadhi-purana,  of,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Naga.  —  Dadhi-purva-mukha,   as,   m.  =  dadhi- 

mulcha,  N.  of  a  monkey,  ('  in  whose  name  the 
word  mukha  is   preceded   by   dadhi.')  —  Dadhi- 
phala,  as,  m.  the  elephant  or  wood-apple,  Feronia 
Elephantum,  (the   fruit    having   the   acid   taste    of 
coagulated  milk.)  —  Dadhi-bhdnda,  am,  n.  a  vessel 
for  holding  coagulated  milk,  a  pail.  —  Dadhi-manda, 
as,  m.  the  liquid  part  of  curdled  milk,  whey.  —  Da- 
dhi-jmandoda  (°da-uda),  as,  m.  the  sea  of  whey. 
—  Dadhi-manthana,  am,  n.  the  churning  of  co- 

agulated milk.  —  Dadhi-mukha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
serpent,  N.  of  a  Naga ;  N.  of  a  monkey,  brother- 
in-law  of  Su-griva ;  N.  of  a  Yaska.  —  Dadhimukha- 
drdva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  fifty-seventh  chapter  of 
the   Sundara-kSnda   of  the    Ramayana.  —  Vadhi- 

vaktra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  monkey,  brother-in-law 
of  Su-grtva.  —  Dadhi-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  hav- 

ing   coagulated    milk,    prepared    with   thick    sour 
milk.—  Daillti-rarga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  in 
the  medical  work  called  Bhava-prakSsa.  —  Dadhi- 
vdmana-jwayoya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Tantra-sara.  —  Dadhivdmana-mantra,  as,  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Tantra-sara.  —  Dadhi-vdri, 
is,  is,  i,  containing  coagulated  milk  for  water  (as 
a  sea).  —  Dadhi-vdhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince, 
son   of  An-ga  and  father  of  Divi-ratha.  —  Dadhi- 
vidarliha,  at,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people;    (various 

reading  for  dwli-vidarbha.)  —  ])adhi-$'ona,  as,  m. 
a  monkey.  —  Dadhi-saktu,  avas,  m.  pi.  barley- 
meal  mixed  with   thickened   milk.  —  Dadhi-sam- 

bhara,  as,  a,  am,  prepared  or  produced  from  thickened 
milk.  —  Dadhi-sara,  as,  m.  the  skim  of  coagulated 
milk.—  Dadhi-sdra,  as,  m.  fresh  butter.  —  Dadhi- 

skanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Dadhi-sneha, 
as,  m.  the  oily  skim  of  coagulated  milk.  —  Dad/ii- 
sveda,  as,  m.  buttermilk.  —  Dadhy-and,  an-,  m. 
(ace.  dadhyanfam,  inst.  dadhidd,  &c.),  Ved.,  N. 

of  a  Rishi  or  of  a  mythical  being,  called  in  Rig-veda 
I.  80,  16,  and  117,  22,  son  of  Atharvan  ;  (the  N. 

properly  denotes  '  sprinkling  or  bestowing  thick 
milk'  [cf.  ghritatl]  ;  and  the  legends  concerning 
him  were  probably  originally  connected  with  those 
of  Dadhi-kra ;  he  is  described  as  having  the  head 
of  a  horse  given  to  him  by  the  Asvins,  with  which  he 
taught  them  the  Madhu-vidya  and  revealed  to  them 
where  the  Soma  of  Tvashtri  was  concealed  ;  accord- 

ing to  Rig-veda  I.  84,  13,  Indra  slew  ninety  times 
nine  Vritras  with  his  bones  converted  into  a  thunder- 

bolt ;  a  portion  of  the  latter  part  of  the  Yajur-veda 
is  ascribed  to  Dadhy-anc,  and  he  and  his  father  are 
regarded  as  the  first  founders  of  sacrifice. )  —  Dadhy- 
a  n  n  a,  am,  n.  rice  prepared  with  dadhi.—  1  >• 
ilhnrii,  as,  m.  the  sea  of  inspissated  milk.  —  Dadhy- 
aiir,  ic,  ir,  ir,  Ved.  mixed  with  coagulated  milk 
(as  Soma).  —  Dadhy-dhva  or  dud/iy-ahvaya,  ax, 
m.  the  resin  of  the  Pinus  Longifolia.  —  Dadliy- 
uttara  or  dadhyuttamka,  am,  n.  the  skim  of 
curdled  miik,  v/hey.  —  Dadhy-uda,  as,  d,  am,= 
dadhl-vdri  above.  —  T)a/lliy-odana,  as,  m.  boiled 
rice  mixed  with  coagulated  milk. 

Dadhika  (at  the  end  of  adj.  comp.)  =  dadhi. 

Dadhiltha,  as,  m.  the  wood-apple,  Feronia  Ele- 
phantum, the  wood  of  which  is  not  allowed  to  be 

used  in  sacrifices;  [cf.  dadhi-phala,  Itapittha, 

dadiltha.]  —  Dadhlttha-rasa,  as,  m.  or  tlatlhittha- 

khya  (°tha-dkh°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  resin  of  the above  tree. 

Dadhishdyya,  as,  m.  clarified  butter ;  [cf.  didhi- 

shayya.~\ 
Dadhisya,  nom.  P.  dadhinyati,  &c.,  to  wish  for 

thick  milk ;  [cf.  dadhiya  and  dadhyasija  below.] 

DadhiSa,  as,  m.  (a  later  and  corrupt  form  of 

dadhy-a>i<?,  col.  2),  the  N.  of  a  Rishi  or  sage  cele- 
brated for  having  devoted  himself  to  death  that  the 

gods  might  be  armed  with  his  bones,  (his  story  is 
told  in  Maha-bh.  III.  8695  ;  the  gods  being  op- 

pressed by  the  KSlakeya  Asuras,  solicited  from  the 
sage  his  bones,  and  with  them  Tvashtri  fabricated 
the  thunderbolt  with  which  Indra  slew  Vritra  and 

routed  the  Asuras ;  the  Saras-vati  receives  his  gene- 

rative energy,  from  which  springs  Saras-vata  )  —  I)a- 
il/i'u'fi-kxhupa-samvdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  thirty- 
fifth  .chapter  of  the  Lin-ga-PurSna. 

Dadlin'i,  i*,  m.  =dadJiifa.  —  Dadhtfy-asthi, 
n.  Dadhiffs  bones,  the  thunderbolt ;  the  diamond, 

(the  latter  being  regarded  as  similar  in  nature  to the  thunderbolt.) 

Dadhiya,  nom.  P.  dadhlyati,  &c.,  to  like  sour curds. 

Dadhyasyn,  nom.  P.  dadhyasyati,  &c.,  to  long 
for  thick  or  coagulated  milk;  [cf.  dadltisya  and 
dadhiya.] 

Dadhyanl,  (.,  N.  of  a  medicinal  plant,  =  s«- 
darfand. 

^W^dadhrislt,  k,  k,  k,  m.f.  n.  (reduplicated 
form  of  rt.  dhrish),  Ved.  firm,  strong,  bold.  —  Da- 
dhrik,  ind.  firmly,  strongly,  boldly ;  (according  to 
some,  this  word  is  to  be  referred  to  rt.  di  iijh.) 

Dadhrisha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  courageous,  bold, 

fighting  bravely. 
Dadhrishvani,  if,  is,  i,  =  dadhrisha. 

^Tl  dadhna,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Y'ama. 
^VC^dadhy-un/!,  &c.  See  bottom  of  col.  2. 

<pT  i.  dan,  Ved.,  explained  by  Sayana  as 

a  participle  fr.  rt.  I.  da^dadat  or  ddtri,  giving, 

bestowing ;  modern  scholars  connect  this  word  with 

paii  and  explain  patir-dam  as  a  transposition  of 
dam-pati,  q.  v. 

^•T  2.  dan,  considered  by  some  as  a  Vedic 
root,  from  which  they  derive  the  Desid.  dlddnsate 
(referred  by  Pan.  III.  I,  6,  to  rt.  dan,  q.  v.)  and 
other  forms ;  the  meaning  is  said  to  be  straight,  to 
straighten ;  to  correct.  (In  Rig-veda  I.  1 74,  2> 



(Jonas  is  said  by  Yiska  to  =  ddna-manasas,  liberal- 
minded,  disposed  to  give,  see  Nirukta  VI.  31 ;  but 
according  to  S5y.,  danas  =  adamayas,  thou  hast 
humbled,  or  by  transposition  of  the  letters  ana- 
dag.) 

^«1(u«  danayus,  us,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
daughters  of  Daksha,  married  to  Kasyapa;  (us), 
m.  (?),  N.  of  the  supposed  father  (?)  of  the  Danavas ; 
[cf.  danu.} 

^r||lciH  danidhvansa,  an  adj.  formed  fr. 
Intens.  of  rt.  dhvans. 

<^7J  danu,  us,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  daughters 
of  Daksha,  wife  of  Kasyapa,  and  mother  of  the 
demons  called  DSnavas,  the  Titans  of  Hindu  mytho- 

logy ;  the  number  of  these  DSnavas  is  stated  to  be 
40  in  Maha-bh.  I.  252,  but  100  &c.  are  reckoned 
in  other  places ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sri,  also 
called  Danava ;  (he  was  originally  very  handsome, 
but  having  offended  Indra,  was  changed  by  him  into 

a  deformed  monster;  see  kabandha.)  — Danu-ja, 
as,  or  danu-sambhava,  as,  or  danu-sunu,  us,  m. 
a  son  of  Danu,  a  Danava.  —  Danuja-dvish,  t,  or 

danujari  (°ja-ari),  is,  m.  an  enemy  of  the  Danavas, 
a  god,  a  deity. 
Danusha,  as,  m.  (?)  a  Rakshasa. 

<frT  danta,  as,  m.  (for  etym.  see  dat,  p.  399, 

col.  2),  a  tooth,  tusk,  fang ;  an  elephant's  tusk,  ivory ; 
the  point  of  an  arrow ;  the  peak  of  a  mountain,  the 
side  or  ridge  of  a  mountain ;  (i),  f.  a  medicinal  plant 
yielding  a  pungent  oil,  commonly  Danti,  Croton 
Polyandrum  or  Croton  Tiglium  [cf.  danta-mulikd 
and  dantinT] ;  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  the  fem. 

of  danta  may  end  in  a  or  1;  [cf.  ibha-dantd, 
Tcudmala-danti,  krura-danti,  &c. :  cf.  also  Zend 

dant-an,  '  tooth ;'  Gr.  o-Sovs,  o-Sovr,  JEol.  pi. 
fSovres;  Lit.  dens;  Lith.  dant-i-s ;  Goth,  tunth- 
u-s;  Angl.  Sax.  todh ;  Old  Germ,  zant,  zand,  zan; 

Cambro-Brit.  dant;  Hib.  d&ad.~]  —  Danta-kar- 
shana,  as,  I,  am,  contracting  the  teeth,  i.  e.  setting 
them  on  edge ;  (as),  m.  the  common  lime,  Citrus 
Acida.  —  Danta-kdra,  as,  m.  an  artist  who  works 
in  ivory.  —  Danta-kdshtha,  am,  n.  a  piece  of  stick 
or  small  twig  of  particular  trees  used  as  a  tooth-brush 
or  chewed  to  cleanse  the  teeth ;  cleaning  the  teeth 
in  this  manner ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  various  trees,  the 
wood  of  which  is  used  for  cleaning  the  teeth  ;  Fla- 

courtia  Sapida  (  =  vi-kankata,') ;  Asclepias  Gigantea ; 
Ficus  Indica  (  =  vata) ;  Acacia  Catechu ;  Pongamia 
Glabra ;  Terminalia  Alata ;  [cf.  danta-dhdvana.] 
—  Danta-kdshthaka,  as,  m.  the  shrub  Tabernae- 

montana  Coronaria  (  =  dhulya).  —  D*antakd8hthd- 
bhakshana  (°tha-a-bh°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  I28th 
chapter  of  the  VSrSha-Purana.  —  Danta-kumdra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Danta-kruram,  ind.  cruelly 
or  fearfully  on  the  teeth,  fearfully  with  or  by  the 
teeth  (e.  g.  to  seize  or  strike  a  person  in  this  man- 

ner). —  Dantagrdhi-td,  f.  the  state  of  causing  injury 
to  the  teeth.  —  Danta-grdhin,  i,  ini,  i,  injuring 
the  teeth,  causing  them  to  decay  &c.  —  Danfa- 
gharxha,  as,  m.  chattering  or  grinding  of  the  teeth ; 
[cf.  danta-sangharshaanddanta-harsha.]  —  Dan- 
ta-ghdta,  as,  m.  '  a  blow  with  the  teeth,'  a  bite 
[cf.  danta-vighdta] ;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Danta-ddla, 
as,  m.  looseness  of  the  teeth.  —  Danfa-tfhada, 

as,  m.  '  the  covering  of  the  teeth,'  a  lip  [cf.  dat- 
t'hada,  and  dafona-Mhada] ;  (d),  f.  Momordica 
Monadelpha.  —  Dantaidiadnpama  Cda-up"),  f. 
Momordica  Monadelpha,  (to  the  red  fruit  of  which 
the  lips  are  often  compared.)—  Danta-jdla=jdta- 

danta,  as,  d,  am,  'having  teeth,' a  child  who  is  teeth- 
ing or  whose  teeth  are  just  appearing ;  (a-dantajdta, 

having  no  leelh.)-.Danla-jdlia,  am,  n.  the  root 
of  a  tooth.  —  Danta-danlana,  am,  n.  showing  the 
teeth  (as  a  dog  does).  —  Danta-dhdvana,  am,  n. 
cleaning  or  washing  the  teeth;  a  tooth-brush  or 
fibrous  stick  for  cleaning  the  teeth,  or  a  piece  of 
wood  chewed  for  that  purpose  [cf.  danta-kdshtha] ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  various  trees,  the  wood  of  which  is 

danayus.  ^M«^<  dantakura. 

used  for  cleaning  the  teeth,  Acacia  Catechu,  Mimu- 

sops  Elengi  (  =  vakula)',  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Purana-sarva-sva  by  Halayudha.  —  Dantadhdva- 
naka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree.  —  Dantadhdvana- 
prakarana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  ParS- 
sara-smriti-vyakhya  by  Madhava.—  Dantadhdvana- 
vidhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Smriti-kau- 
mudi.  —  Danta-paltra,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  ear-ring. 
—  Danta-pattraka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  jasmine  (  = 
kunda),  Jasminum  Pubescens,  (the  petals  or  leaves 
of  the  flower  resembling  teeth  in  colour  and  shape, 

and  are  often  so  compared  in  poetry.)  —  Danta- 
pavana,  am,  n.  a  dentifrice,  or  a  small  piece  of 
wood  taken  to  clean  the  teeth ;  [cf.  danta-kdshtha 
and  danta-dhdvana.]  —  Danta^pdta,  as,  m.  the 
falling  out  of  the  teeth.  — •  Danta-pdli,  f.  the  gum, 
—  Danta-pupputa  or  danta-pupputaka,  as,  m. 

gum-boil.  —  Danta-pura,  am,  n. '  the  town  of  Bud- 
dha's tooth,'  N.   of  the  capital  of  the  Kalin-gas. 

—  Danta-pushpa,  as,  m.  the  plant  Strychnos  Po- 
tatorum,  the  flower  of  which  is  compared  to  a  tooth  ; 

(am),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  above  plant.  •-  Danta- 
prakshdlana,  am,  n.  cleaning  the  teeth ;  any  in- 

strument or  means  for  cleaning  the  teeth ;  [cf.  dan- 
ta-kdshtha,   danta-dhdvana,    danta-pavana.] 

—  Danta-phala,  as,  m.  Feronia   Elephantum,  = 
kapittha  [cf.  dadhi-phala] ;  (d),  f.  long  pepper ; 

(am),  n.  =  danta-pushpa,  q.  v.  —  Dania-bhanga, 
as,  m.  fracture  of  the  teeth.  —  Danta-bhdga,  as, 

m.  the  fore  part  of  an  elephant's  head  (where  the 
tusks  appear) ;  part  of  a  tooth.  —  Danta^maya,  as, 
i,  am,  made  of  ivory.  —  Danta-mala,  am,  n.  the 
tartar   of.  the   teeth,  any   impurity   of  the   teeth. 

—  Danta-mdnsa,  am,   n.  the   gums.  —  Danta- 
mula,  am,  n.  the  root  of  a  tooth,  the  gums ;  a  gum- 

boil. -  Danta-mulikd,  l.^danti,  Croton  Polyan- 
drum or  Croton  Tiglium.  —  Dantamuliya,  as,  d, 

am,  belonging  to  the  root  of  the  teeth,  as  the  dental 

letters ;  dantamuliyas  ta-kdra-rargas,  the  class  of 
letters  beginning  with  ta  which  are  uttered  from  the 
root  of  the  teeth.  —  Danta-rajas,  as,  n.  the  tartar  of 
the  teeth,  impurity  of  the  teeth.  —  Danta-roga,  as, 
m.  disease  of  the  teeth,  tooth-ache.  —  Dantarogin, 
i,  ini,  i,  affected  with  tooth-ache  —  Danta-lekha- 
ka,  as,  m.  one  who  makes  a  livelihood  by  painting 
or  marking  the  teeth.  —  Danta-loka,  of,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mountain  in  GandhSra.  —  Danta-vaklra,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince  of  the  Karflshas  (described  as  a  DSnava  or 
Asura ;  more  correctly  danta-vakra).  —  Danta-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  having  teeth,  toothed.  —  Danta-valka, 
am,  n.  the  enamel  of  the  teeth.  —  Danta-vastra, 

am,  n.  (according  to  some  also  as,  m.),  'teeth- 
covering,'  i.  e.  the  lip.  —  Danta-vdsas,  as (?),  as, m.(?) 
n.  the  lip;  see  the  preceding.  —  Danta-vighdta, 
as,  m.  =  danla-ghdta,  a  bite.  —  Danta-vija,  as, 
d,  m.  f.  and  danta-vijaka,  as,  m.  pomegranate ; 
(a),  f.  a  kind  of  cucumber.  —  Danta-vind,  f.  'a 

tooth-guitar,'  a  kind  of  jew's-harp ;  (danta-mndm 
vddnyat,  playing  this  instrument ;  in  Panca-tantra 

94, 4,  =  making  a  chattering  with  the  teeth.)  —  Dan- 
ta-mshta,  as,  m.  the  gums;   (att),  m.  du.  the 
gums  of  the  upper  and  lower  jaw ;    a  ring  round 
the  tusk  of  an  elephant  (?)  ;  tumor  of  the  gums ; 
see  the  next.  —  Danta-veshtaka,  as,  m.  tumor  of 
the  gums  (internal  abscess  accompanied  with  loosening 
of  the  teeth),  gum-boil.  —  Danta-vaidarbha,  as,  m. 
loosening   of    the   teeth   through   external   injury. 

—  Danta-ryasana,  am,  a.  fracture  or  decay  of  the 
teeth  or  of  a  tusk.  —  Danta-fanku,  u,  n.  a  pair  of 
forceps  or  pincers  for  drawing  teeth.  —  Danta-iata, 
as,  m.  a  wrong  form  for  danta-fatha.  —  Danla- 

iatha,  as,  d,  am,  '  bad  for  the  teeth,'  acid ;  (as), 
m.  sourness,  acidity;  N.  of  several  trees  with  acid 
fruits;    common  lime  (Citrus  Acida),  elephant  or 

wood-apple,  Feronia  Elephantum,  Averrhoa  Caratn- 
bola  (Acida),  Citrus  Aurantium  ;  (a),  f.  wood-sorrel, 
Oxalis  Pasi\h,  =  kshudrdmMkd;  (am),  n.  the  fruits 
of  the  above  trees.  —  Danfa-ttarkard,  f.  tartar  or 
concretion  of  the  teeth.  —  Danta-idna,  am,  n.  a 
dentifrice  composed  chiefly  of  the  powdered  fruit  of 
the  myrobalan  and  green  sulphate  of  iron.  —  Danta- 
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iira,  f.  a  back  or  double  tooth  ( =  mddlil) ;  the 

gum.  —  Danta-iuddhi,  is,  f.  cleaning   the   teeth. 
—  Danta-iula,  as,  am,  m.  n.  tooth-ache.  —  Danta- 

iodhani,  f. '  tooth-cleanser,'  a  tooth-pick.  —  Danta- 
tfopha,  as,  m.  swelling  of  the  gum.  —  Danta-ili- 
shta  or  danta-sakta,  as,  d,  am,  entangled  in  or 
between  the  teeth.  —  Danta-sangharsha,  as,  m. 
rubbing  the    teeth   together,   gnashing  the   teeth ; 

[cf.  danta-gharsha  and  danta-harsha.~\  —  Danta- harsha,  as,  m.  morbid  sensitiveness  of  the  teeth, 

intolerance  of  any  rough  or  acid  substances ;  chat- 
tering of  the  teeth ;  [cf.  danta-ghanha  and  danta- 

sangharsha.]  —  Danta-harshaka  or  danta-har- 
shana,  as,  m.  '  making  the  teeth  sensitive,  setting 

them  on  edge,'  the  lime  tree,  Citrus  Acida.  —  Danta- 

Jiina,  as,  d,  am,  toothless.  —  Danldgra  ('  ta-oo°), 
am,  a.  the  top  or  point  of  a  tooth.  —  Dantdghdta 

(°ta-dgh°),  as,  m.  'tooth-blow'  or  'tooth-wound,' a  bite ;  the  citron  or  lime  tree.  —  Dantdghdtin,  i, 
int,  i,  struck  with  the    teeth,   bitten,   remaining 

between  the  teeth.  —  Dantdda  ('ta-ad°),  as,  d, 
am,  corroding  the  teeth.  —  Dantd-danti,  ind.  tooth 
against  tooth,  i.e.  biting  one  another.  —  Dantdntara 

(°ta-an°),  am,  n.  the   space  between  the  teeth. 
—  Dantdntarddhishthita  (°ra-adk°'),  as.  d,  am, 

sticking   between  the   teeth.  —  Dantdyudha  (°ta- 
dy°),  as,  m.  a  wild  boar,  a  hog  ('  having  tusks  for 
weapons').  —  Dantdrbuda  (°ta-ar°),  as,  am,  m.  n. 
gum-boil,  ulceration  of  the  gums.  —  Dantalaya  (ta- 

dP),  as,  m.  '  the   abode   of  the  teeth,"  i.  e.  the 
mouth.  •-  Dantdliki  or  dantali  (°ta-a,f),  f.  a 

horse's    bridle   or   bit;    [cf.  I.   ali.~]  —  Dantot- 
(Hiishta  (°ta-ud°),  am,  n.  the   remains   of  food 
lodged  between  the  teeth.  —  Dantodbheda  i?ta-ud°), 
as,  m.  appearance  of  the  teeth,  dentition. «—  Danto- 

lukhalika,  as,  d,  am,  or  dantolukhalin  (°ta-uf), 
I,  ini,  i,  '  one  who  uses  his  teeth  as  a  mortar,'  one 
who  grinds  his  grain  between  the  teeth,  i.  e.  eats  it 
before  being  ground,  an  anchorite.  —  Dantoshthaka. 

fta-osh"),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  attends  to  or  takes care  of  his  teeth  and  lips. 

Dantaka  =  danta,  a  tooth  &c.  (at  the  end  of  a 

comp.,  cf.  a-dantaka,  krimi-d',  s'ya»a-d°) ;  (as), 
m.  a  jagged  peak  or  projection  in  a  rock  or  moun- 

tain ;  a  bracket,  a  pin  or  shelf  projecting  from  a 

wall ;  (as,  a,  am),  paying  attention  to  one's  teeth. Dantdvala  or  dantdbala,  as,  m.  an  elephant 
(?  for  danta-vala  =  dantin). 

Danti,  is,  m.  (probably)  an  epithet  of  GaneSa ; 
[cf.  eka-danta^] 

Dantikdor  dantijd=dantibe\ov;  [cf. guttha- 

dantika.~] 
Dantin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  teeth,  toothed,  tusked ; 

(i),  m.  an  elephant;  a  mountain;  (ini),  f.  =  danti 

below.  —  Danti-danta,  as,  m.  an  elephant's  tusk, 
\\ory.-Dantidanta-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of 
ivory.  —  Danti-mada,  as,  m.  the  juice  flowing  from 
the  temples  of  a  rutting  elephant. 

Dantila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Danti,  f.  the  plant  Croton  Polyandrum ;  see  above 

under  danta  ;  [cf.  dantikd  and  dantijd.]  —  Danfi- 
mja,  am,  n.  a  strongly  purgative  nut,  the  fruit  of the  Croton. 

Dantura,  as,  d,  am,  having  long  or  projecting 
teeth ;  jagged,  notched,  serrated,  uneven ;  waving, 

undulatory;  rising  (as  hair),  bristling.  —  Dantura- 

Mhada,  as,  m.  the  lime  tree  ('  having  prickly  leaves'). 
Danturaka,  as,  d,  am,  having  prominent  teeth  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  living  to  the  east  of 
Madhya-desa. 

Danturita,  as,  d,  am,  having  prominent  teeth, 
toothed,  notched,  bristling. 

Dantiila,  as,  d,  am,  having  teeth,  furnished  with teeth. 

Dantya,  as,  d,  am,  dental,  of  or  belonging  to 
the  teeth,  produced  on  the  teeth ;  suitable  to  the 

teeth;  [cf.  a-d°.]  —  Dantyoshthya  or  dantyati- 

shthya  (°ya-osh?),  as,  d,  am,  denti-labial. 
dantakura,  N.  of  a  place. 
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dandasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  Intens.  of  rt. 
3.  danf),  a  tooth. 
Dandaiuka,  as,  a,  am,  mordacious,  biting,  mis- 

chievous, malignant,  venomous;  (as),  m.  a  snake, 
serpent ;  a  particular  kind  of  serpent ;  N.  of  a  hell 
infested  by  serpents ;  a  Rakshasa,  a  demon  or  goblin. 

<^%«i  dandrama,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens.  of 
rt.  dram),  going  tortuously  or  slowly  (?). 

Dandramana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  tortu- 
ously ;  (as,  d,  am),  who  or  what  goes  tortuously. 

danv,  cl.  i.  P.  danvati,  &c.,  to  go 
or   move;    [cf.    I.  du,  dhanv,  dhav; 

Gr.  Sovia  =  Caus.  danvaydmi."] 
T3i  dapharabdhllka,  N.  of  a  place 

mentioned  in  the  Romaka-siddhSnta. 

dabh  (connected  with  rt.  dambJi, 

.  q.  v.),  d.  I.  5.  P.  dabhati,  dabhnoti, 
<Scc.,  to  hurt,  injure,  destroy;  to  go;  cl.  10.  P. 
dabhayati  or  dambhayati,  &c.,  to  send,  impel,  order, 
command  ;  [cf.  Gr.  (Wjuflos,  fracpoi',  riSirira. ;  Old 
Germ,  tepyan  or  depyanJ] 

DaJbdM,  is,  (.,  Ved.  injury,  hurt,  damage. 
Dabha,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  injuring,  hurting ;  (as), 

m.  deception,  deceiving,  (only  occurring  in  dat.  case, 
dabhdya  used  for  inf.;  cf.  a-dabha,  dambha, 
dudabha.) 

Dabhitl,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  injuring,  an  enemy ; 
(is),  m.,  N.  of  a  being  protected  by  the  Asvins 
and  especially  by  Indra. 

Dabhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  hurt  or  injured, 
to  be  deceived. 

Dabhra,  as,  d,  am,  little,  small,  deficient ;  (as),  m. 

the  sea,  ocean;  (am),  ind.  a  little,  slightly.  —  Da- 
bhra-fetas,  as,  as,  as,  or  ddbhra-buddhi,  is,  is, 
i,  little-minded,  weak-minded. 

I.  dam,  cl.  4.  P.  damyati,  dadama, 
.  '/"in  it  a  in.  to  be  tamed  or  subdued ;  to  be 

tranquillized ;  to  tame,  subdue,  conquer,  subject,  con- 
trol, restrain ;  to  quiet,  pacify :  Pass,  damyate  (Aor. 

adami) :  Caus.  P.  A.  damayati,  -te,  &c.,  to  subdue, 
overpower,  conquer ;  [cf.  Gr.  5£^r7j/ui,  5a/u'oa>,  5a/u- 
i-dfai,  Jaft-ap,  SaMaAi)-?,  S/ubs,  SoMa<»=Caus.  da- 
maydmi;  Lat.  domare,  damnum,damnare;  Goth. 

tamyan, 'to  tame,'<7a-<»maa;  Angl.Sax.  tarn,  tarn- 
yam;  Old  Germ,  -.ami,  zam;  Mod.  Germ,  zahm, 
ziemen.] 

2.  dam  (in  comp.)=rfama,  a  house.  —  Dam- 
pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the  master  or  lord  of  the  house, 

a  master  or  lord  in  general ;  (I),  du.  wife  and  hus- 
band;  (in  this  case  the  compound  is  by  modern, 

scholars  explained  as  = '  the  two  masters ;'  but  accord- 
ing to  Say.  and  others  dam  is  here  =jdya,  a  wife ; 

cf.  Gr.  SeoTr<(T7)f.) 

Dama,  as,  am,  m.  n.,  Ved.  house,  home,  (pro- 

perly '  domain,'  the  place  of  the  husband's  do- 
minion) ;  .the  inmates  of  a  house  [cf.  Gr.  8<{juor, 

fiflta;  Lat.  domtis;  Goth,  timryan;  Angl.  Sax. 

timber,  timbrian]  ;  (as,  d,  am),  (at  the  end  of 
comp.)  taming,  subduing,  see  arin-dama  ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  several  men  ;  of  a  Maharshi ;  of  one  of  the 

three  sons  of  Bhlma,  king  of  Vidarbha;  taming, 
subduing;  self-command,  self-restraint,  self-control, 
endurance  of  painful  austerities,  temperance,  sub- 

duing the  passions  ;  punishing,  punishment,  chastise- 
ment, fine,  mulct,  i  N.  of  PrajS-pati  (?) ;  mud, 

mire(?).  —  Dama-kartri,  td,  m.  a  ruler.  —  Dama- 
r/hotha,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  lunar  race,  king  of 
Cedi,  father  of  SisVpSla.  —  Damaghosha-suta,  an, 
m.,  N.  of  Sisu-pala,  the  enemy  of  Krishna.—  Dama- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  self-control.  —  Dama- 
matri,  d,  (. '  the  sister  of  Dama,'  a  N.  of  Dama- 
yantl. 
Damaka,  as,  d,  am,  taming,  a  tamer,  subduer. 

Damatha,  at,  am,  m.  n.  self-restraint,  self-con- 
trol, taming,  subduing,  endurance  of  rigorous  aus- 

terities, subduing  the  senses,  suppressing  the  passions ; 
punishment,  punishing,  chastising. 

Damathit,  us,  m.  self-restraint,  self-subjugation; 
self-denial,  subjection ;  punishment,  punishing. 

Damana,  as,  I,  am,  taming,  subduing,  over- 
powering, (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  satru-<f) ; 

tranquil,  passionless,  a  philosopher;  (as),  m.  a  sub- 
duer, a  tamer  of  horses,  a  charioteer ;  N.  of  a  son 

of  Vasu-deva  and  RohinI ;  of  a  Brahmarshi ;  of  a 

son  of  Bharad-vSja ;  of  an  old  king ;  of  a  son  of 
Bhlma,  king  of  Vidarbha;  the  flower  Artemisia 
Indica,  commonly  called  Dona ;  (J),  f.,  N.  of  a 
plant,  =  agni-damani,  Solanum  Jacquini ;  (am),  n. 
taming,  subduing,  subjugation,  restraining,  chastising, 
punishing,  self-restraint. 
Damanaka,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  N.  of  » 

jackal ;  Artemisia  Indica,  =  damana;  N.  of  a  metre 
consisting  of  four  lines  of  six  short  syllables  each ; 
N.  of  another  metre  of  four  lines  of  ten  short  sylla- 

bles and  one  long. 

Damaniya,  at,  d,  am,  tamable,  to  be  restrained 
or  subdued. 

Damanya,  Nom.  P.  damanyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 
subdue,  overpower,  conquer. 

Damayat,  an,  antl,  at,  subduing,  taming,  re- straining, chastising. 

Damayantikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

Damayantt,  f.  ('  subduing  men'),  N.  of  a  beauti- ful woman  who  was  the  daughter  of  BhTma,  king  of 
Vidarbha,  and  wife  of  Nala,  whose  story  forms  the 

subject  of  a  celebrated  episode  of  the  MahJ-bharata ; 
(according  to  some)  =  Sskya-muni  in  a  former  birth  ; 
a  kind  of  cucumber,  see  bhadra-mallikd.  —  Dama- 

yantl-kathd,  f.  '  the  story  of  DamayantI,'  N.  of  a 
song.—  Damayanti-kavya,  am,  n.  'poem  of  Da- 

mayantt,'N.  of  a  work. 
Damayitri,  td,  trt,  tri,  a  tamer,  subduer,  sub- 

duing ;  a  punisher,  chastiser  ;  epithet  of  Vishnu  and 
of  Siva. 

Damaya,  Nom.P.  damayati,  &c.,Ved.  to  restrain 
or  control  one's  self;  to  subdue,  overpower. 
Damita,  as,  d,  am  (or  danta,  q.  v.),  tamed, 

subdued,  patient  of  every  suffering  or  exaction  or 

privation. Damitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  a  tamer,  subduer. 
Damitvd  or  ddntvd,  ind.  having  subdued  or tamed. 

Damin,  I,  int,  i,  tamed,  subdued,  subduing  the 
passions ;  taming,  subduing,  a  tamer ;  (i),  n.,  N.  of 
a  Tirtha. 

Damwnas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Agni,  the  god  of  fire. 
Damunat,  as,  as,  as,  Vedi  belonging  to  the 

house  or  family,  devoted  to  the  house  or  family; 
a  friend  of  the  house ;  epithet  of  Agni,  Savitri,  Indra, 

&c. ;  (SSy.)  of  subdued  mind,  docile.  In  Rig-veda 
V.  42,  12,  the  pi.  is  regarded  by  Siy.  as  an  epithet 
of  the  Ribhus. 

I.  damya,  as,  d,  am  (fat.  pass,  part.),  to  be 
tamed,  tamable,  to  be  subjected  or  controlled ;  to  be 

punished,  punishable ;  (as),  m.  a  young  bullock ;  a 
steer  that  has  to  be  tamed.  —  Damya-sdratki,  is, 

m.  '  the  guide  of  those  who  have  to  be  restrained," 
an  epithet  of  Buddha. 

3.  damya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  dama),  Ved.  being  in 
a  house,  being  at  home,  homely. 

rj  damavandu,  N.  of  a  place  men- 

tioned in  the  Romaka-siddhanta. 

^**f  fir  dam-pati.   See  under  2 .  dam,  col.  i . 

rrj^j  dambh  (connected  with  rt.  dabh, 
^-  s,  q.  v.),  cl.  I.  5.  P.  dabhati,  dabhnoti, 

dadambha  or  dadabha  or  debha  (pi.  dadamlihus 
ordebhiu),dambhithyat{,adambhit,damlhitum, 
Ved.  inf.  a-dabhe,  to  seek  to  injure,  to  hurt,  injure, 

cause  damage  ;  to  act  deceitfully,  cheat,  impose  upon, 
trick,  deceive :  Caus.  P.  A.  dambhayati,  -te,  -yitum, 
Aor.  adadambhai,  to  destroy,  strike  down ;  A.  to 

collect,  gather,  arrange,  string :  Desid.  didambhi- 
ihati,  dhipsati,  dhlptati,Ved.  dipsati  or  dipmti, 
to  wish  to  hurt  or  injure,  desire  to  destroy ;  to  have 

the  power  to  deceive  or  destroy :  Intens.  dddabh- 

yatt,  dadambdhi. 

Dambha,  as,  m.  deceit,  fraud,  cheating,  trickery, 

feigning  hypocrisy,  sanctimony;  arrogance,  osten- 
tation, pride ;  sin,  wickedness ;  Deceit  personified 

as  a  son  of  A-dharma  and  Mrisha  ;  an  epithet  of 

Siva ;  Indra's  thunderbolt.  —  Dambha-taryd,  (.  de- 

ceit, hypocrisy.  ••  Dambhodbhara  ("bha-'ud"),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king  whose  story  is  told  in  Maha-bh. 

Udyoga-parva  3473,  (he  fought  with  two  hermits but  was  worsted.) 

Dambhaka,  as,  Oca,  am,  (at  the  end  of  comp.) 

cheating,  deceiving,  deluding;  [cf.  kama-d°.] 
Dambhana,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  comp.) 

injuring,  damaging,  subduing  [cf.  amitra-ilam- 

bhana,  »apatna-d"~\  ;  (as),  m.  cheating,  deceiving, deceit. 

Dambhin,  i,  int,  i,  acting  deceitfully,  hypocritical, 

wicked,  proud ;  (i),  m.  a  hypocrite,  a  deceiver,  an 
impostor. 

Dambholi,  is,  m.  Indra's  thunderbolt. 
damya.     See  col.  2. 

day  [cf.  rt.  3.  da],  cl.  i.  A.  dayate, 
dayaii-fdkre,  dayitum,  to  divide,  impart, 

allot,  grant,  give,  (according  to  Pan.  II.  3,  52,  re- 
quiring the  gen.  case);  to  partake,  possess;  to  divide 

asunder,  destroy,  kill,  hurt ;  to  take  part  in,  be  in- 
terested in,  sympathise  with,  have  pity  on,  love, 

protect  (with  ace.  or  gen.) ;  to  repent ;  to  go,  move : 

Intens.  dandayyate  and  dadayyale;  [cf.  Gr.  Jaio- 

H<u,  9ati>viu,  Scus :  Hib.  deidh,  (. '  desire,  longing  ;' 
deidk,  m.  'a  protector,  defender;'  deide,  'obedi- 

ence, submission.'] Dayamana,  as,  a,  am,  dividing,  having  pity  on, 
preserving,  protecting. 

Dayd,  (.  taking  interest  in,  sympathy,  compas- 
sion, pity,  mercy,  tenderness,  love,  clemency,  pity 

for  (with  loc.  or  gen.,  e.g.  mayi  or  mama  fa- 
yam  karu,  take  pity  on  me) ;  Pity  personified  as  a 
daughter  of  Daksha,  wife  of  Dharma,  and  mother 
of  Abhaya.  (According  to  some,  the  form  daya, 
as,  m.  occurs ;  and  according  to  others,  daya  may 

be  used  as  an  adj.  meaning  'compassionate;'  cf. 
a-daya,  nir-d°,  »a-d°.)  —  Daya-lta,ra,  at,  a  or 
i,  am,  showing  pity  or  compassion,  sympathis- 

ing, kind;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Sivi.  —  Daya- 
kiirfa,  as,  m.  a  Buddha  or  a  form  of  Buddha, 
the  founder  of  the  Buddhist  religion.  —  Dayd- 

kiit,  t,  t,  t,  pitiful,  compassionate.  —  Daya-nidhi, 
it,  m.  a  treasure  of  mercy,  a  very  compassion- 

ate person.  —  Dayanvita  (°ya-an°)  or  diii/d- 
yukta,  at,  a,  am,  full  of  pity,  pitiful,  compassionate, 
benevolent.  —  Daya-rama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several 
men. •-  Daya-vat,  an,  all,  at,  pitiful,  merciful, 
tender,  compassionate,  taking  pity  on  (with  loc.  or 

gen.).  —  Dayd-vira,  as,  m.  a  hero  in  compassion, 
a  very  merciful  man.**Daya-3ankara,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  mm.  —  Dayd-s~ila,  as,  d,  am,  tender-hearted, 
compassionate.  —  Dayormi  (°yd-ur°),  is,  is,  i,  having 
compassion  for  (its)  waves. 

Daydlu,  us,  us,  u,  or  dayaluka,  as,  a,  am, 
pitiful,  merciful,  compassionate,  kind,  tender,  taking 

pity  on  (with  loc.).  —  Dayalu-ta,  f.  or  daydlu-tva, 
am,  n.  pitifulness,  tenderness,  compassionateness, 

pity  for  (with  loc.). 
Dayita,  as,  d,  am,  desired,  cherished,  beloved, 

dear  ;  (an),  m.  '  the  loved  one,'  a  husband,  a  lover ; 
(d),  f.  a  wife  or  mistress,  a  woman.  —  Dayitadhina 

(°td-adh°),  as,  d,  am,  subject  to  a  wife,  hen-pecked. 

Dayitnu,  ue,  us,  u,  Ved.  pitiful,  compassionate. 

"^tdara,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  drl;  at  the  end 
of  comp.)  cleaving,  rending,  splitting,  cutting  open, 

opening,  breaking  [cf.  puran-rf°] ;  (as,  am),  m. 
f.  n.  a  hole  in  the  ground,  a  cave,  cavity ;  a  conch- 
shell  ;  (i),  f.  a  natural  or  artificial  excavation  in  a 
mountain,  a  cave,  a  cavern,  a  grotto,  &c. ;  a  valley ; 

(as),  m.  a  stream  [cf.  asrig-dJ] ;  fear,  terror,  dread, 
despair;  (as,  d,  am),  iittle,  small;  (am),  ind.  a 
little.  —  Dara-kan/ikd,  f.  the  plant  Asparagus  Race- 
mosa  (  =  iatdvarl).  —  Dara-timira,  am,  n.  the 
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darkness  of  fear.  •- Dara-manthara,  as,  d,  am,  a 
little  slow.  —  Dara-mukulita,  as,  a,  am,  a  little 
budded  —  Dara-vidalita,  as,  a,  am,  slightly  burst 
or  opened.  —  Dara-vridd,  f.  slight  shame.  —  Dara- 
fflatha,  as,  a,  am,  a  little  loose.  —  Dari-bhu,  us,  f. 

a  cavern,  a  hollow.  -•  Dari-bhrit,  t ,  m.  '  having 
caves,'  a  mountain.  —  Dari-mukha,  am,  n.  a  mouth 
like  a  cave ;  a  cave  like  a  mouth ;  the  opening  of 
a  cave ;  {as,  i,  am),  having  a  mouth  as  large  as  a 
cave;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  monkey.  —  Dari-vat,  an, 
(lit,  at,  containing  caves,  cavernous,  abounding  in 

caves.  —  Darendra  fra-in0),  as,  m.  Vishnu's  conch. 
Darana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  cleaving,  rending, 

splitting,  tearing,  breaking;  breaking  off,  falling 
away. 

Darani,  is,  is,  m.  f.  breaking ;  an  eddy ;  a  cur- 
rent ;  breakers,  surf. 

Daratha,  as,  m.  a  cavity,  cave ;  running  away, 

'    taking  flight ;  spreading  over  the  country  for  forage. 
Darad,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (t),  f.  the  heart ; 

a  bank,  mound ;  a  mountain  ;  a  precipice ;  terror, 
fear. 

Darada,  as,  m.  pi.  a  country  bordering  on 
KaSmlr,  the  mountains  about  Kasmu  and  above 

Peshawar;  the  inhabitants  of  this  country;  (as),  m. 
the  king  or  chief  of  the  Daradas ;  (as),  m.  fear, 
terror ;  (am),  n.  red  lead. 

Dari,  is,  is,  i,  splitting,  rending,  opening  [cf. 

<7<wJ°]  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga ;  (is),  f.  a  cave. 
(For  dan  see  under  dara.) 

Darita,  as,  a,  am,  frightened,  terrified,  timid; 
torn,  rent,  divided. 

Dartri,  td,  tri,  tri,  or  dartnti,  us,  «s,  «,  Ved. 
a  breaker,  render,  splitting,  breaking,  one  who  splits, 
breaks,  or  opens. 

Dardara,  as,  a,  am,  cracked,  broken,  burst, 

flawed,  slightly  broken  ;  (as),  m.  a  mountain  ('  con- 

taining caves') ;  N.  of  a  mountain  (also  dardura) ', 
a  kind  of  drum.  —  Dardaramra  (°ra-dm°),  as,  m. 
a  sort  of  sauce  or  condiment  ( =  mindmrina). 
Dardarika,  as,  m.  a  frog ;  a  cloud ;  a  kind  of 

musical  instrument:  (am),  n,  any  musical  instru- 
ment ;  [cf.  darvarika.] 

Dardura,  as,  m.  (perhaps  an  onomatopoetic 

word),  a  frog  [cf.  darilura  and  dardurikd] ',  a  sort 
of  musical  instrument,  a  pipe  or  flute ;  the  sound  of 
a  drum  ;  a  cloud ;  a  sort  of  rice ;  a  mountain  ;  N. 

of  a  mountain  in  the  south  (sometimes  associated  with 
the  mountain  Malaya)  ;  N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  gamester ; 
(a  or  I),  f.  a  N.  of  DurgS;  (am),  n.  an  assem- 

blage of  villages,  a  district,  a  province.  —  Dardua-a- 
Mhadd,  f.  or  dardura-parni,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  = 
brdhmi.  —  Dardura-puta,  as,  m.  the  mouth  or 
extremity  of  a  pipe. 

Darduraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  gamester ;  [cf.  da- 
roflara  and  durodara.] 
Dardu,  us,  or  dardrn,  UK,  or  dardru,  us,  m. 

(according  to  some  fr.  daridrd),=  d'idru,  cutaneous 
and  herpetic  eruptions,  especially  a  kind  of  leprosy. 

—  Dardru-ghna,  as,  m.  =  dadrti-<jJina,  the  shrub 

Cassia  Tora;  Psoralea  Corylifolia.  —  Dardru-nds'ini, 
(.  a  kind  of  insect,  =  tailini.  —  Dardru-royin  or 
dardrurf-ogin,  i,  im,  i,  afflicted  with  cutaneous 
eruptions,  herpetic. 

Dardruna  or  dardruna,  as,  a,  am,  having  cu- 
taneous eruptions,  herpetic. 

7'|J  Hi  daridra  (reduplicated  form  of 
^       ̂      rt.  I.  drd ;  according  to  some,  an  old 

Intens.  form;  perhaps  connected  with  rt.  dt'i),  cl.  2. 
P.  daridrdti  (daridrivas,  daridritas,  3rd  pi.  da- 

.    ridrati),  daridrdii-ttakdra  or  dadaridrau,  dari- 
drishyati,  adaridnt  and  adaridrdeit,  daridri- 
tum,  to  be  poor  or  needy,  to  be  in  distress. 

Daridra,  as,  a,  am,  poor,  needy,  indigent,  dis- 
tressed, a  poor  person,  beggar;  (Ved.)  unsteady, 

roving,  strolling.  -  Dar<dra-td,  f.  or  daridra-tva, 
am,  n.  poverty,  indigence,  penury.  •-  Daridra- 
nindd,  f.,  N.  of  the  twenty-fifth  chapter  of  the 
Ssmgadhara-paddhati. 

Daridrdna,  am,  n.  the   state   of  being  poor, 

poverty. 
Daridrdyaka,  as,  a  or  ikd,  am,  poor,  needy. 
Daridrita,  as,  a,  am,  impoverished,  distressed. 
Daridritri,  td,  tri,  tri,  poor,  distressed,  needy. 

darodara,  as,  m.  =  durodara,  a 
gamester  [cf.  dardura  and  darduraica]  ;  a  stake 
at  play;  (am),  n.  gambling,  playing  at  dice;  a 
die,  dice. 

<5?^  dardara,*  dardarlka,  dardnra.  See 
last  col. 

<?H  darpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  drip  or  2.  drip; 
according  to  some,  also  am,  n.),  pride,  arrogance, 
haughtiness,  insolence,  rashness,  temerity;  vanity,  con- 

ceit ;  sullenness,  sulkiness  ;  Pride  &c.  personified  as  a 

son  of  Sri,  or  of  A-dharma  and  Sri,  or  of  Dhatma  and 

Lakshm!,  or  of  Unnati  ;  heat  ;  musk  ;  [cf.  ati-d° 
and  sa-d°.~\  —  Darpa-Mid,  t,  t,  t,  destroying  pride, 
humbling.  —  Darpa-da,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva.  —  Dar- 
pa-dhmdta,  as,  d,  am,  puffed  up  or  swelling  with 
pride.  ~  Darpa-ndrdyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Darpa-pattraka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass  ;  [cf.  dar- 
bha-pattra.]  —  Darpa-purna,  as,  d,  am,  full  of 
pride.  —  Darpa-sdra,  as,  m  ,  N.  of  a  man  •»  Dar- 
pa-ha  or  darpa-hara,  as,  a,  am,  pride-destroying, 
humbling,  humiliating.  —  Darpa-han,  d,  m.,  N.  of 

S'wa.  —  Darpdrambha  (°pa-dr°),  as,  m.  beginning 
of  pride,  incipient  pride,  conceit.  —  Darpopaddnti 

(°pa-up°),  is,  {.  allaying  pride,  conciliating  or  sub- duing arrogance. 

Darpaka,  as,  d,  am,  making  proud,  inflaming, 
exciting,  an  inflamer  ;  (as),  m.  a  N.  of  K5ma-deva, 

god  of  love. 
Dnrpana,  as,  m.  'causing  vanity  or  pride,'  a 

looking-glass,  mirror,  (sometimes  occurring  at  the 
end  of  comp.  or  titles  of  books,  e.  g.  karna-d?, 

jnana-f,  sahitya-d0,  q.  v.)  ;  a  N.  of  Siva  [cf. 
darpa-da]  ;  N.  of  a  mountain  inhabited  by  Kuvera 
and  of  a  river  rising  there;  (am),  n.  the  eye; 
kindling,  inflaming. 

Darpita,  as,  d,  am,  made  proud,  arrogant  ;  in- 
flamed. —  Darpita-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

Darpin,  i,  im,  i,  proud,  arrogant,  insolent. 

<JH  darbha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  dribh;  said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  dri},  a  bundle  of  grass,  tuft  or  bunch 
of  grass  ;  N.  of  various  kinds  of  grass  used  at  sacri- 

ficial ceremonies,  especially  of  the  Kus'a  grass,  Poa 
Cynosuroides  ;  Saccharum  Spontaneum  ;  Saccharum 

Cylindricum  ;  (the  first  kind  or  Kus'a  grass  was  held 
very  sacred  ;  it  was  used  to  strew  the  ground  in 
preparing  for  a  sacrifice,  the  officiating  BrShmans 
being  purified  by  sitting  on  it  ;  under  the  name  Darbha 
it  was  even  addressed  as  a  deity  ;  its  various  sancti- 

fying qualities  are  described  in  Manu  II.  43,  III. 

208,  IV.  36,  &c.  ;  cf.  kuf!a,  kds"a,  murija,  vaha-ja, 
sara)  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  zurba,  zwft  ; 
Mod.  Germ,  for/;  Eng.  turf.]  —  Darblia-kusuma, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  insect  (  =  darbha-pusJipa).  —  Dar- 

bha-flra,  am,  n.  a  dress  of  Kus'a  grass.  —  l)arbha-ta- 
runaka,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  young  shoot  of  Kusa  grass. 

—  Darbhn-pattra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass,  Saccha- 
rum  Spontaneum  (  =  kaila).  —  Darbha-punjila  •= 

darbha-pinjula,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  bunch  or  bundle 

of  Kus'a  grass.  —  Darbha-pushpa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
serpent  ;  a  kind  of  insect,  '  similar  to  the  Darbha 

flower;'    [cf.  darb  ha-kumma.]  —  Darbha-maya, 

as,  i,  am,  made  of  Kus'a  or  Darbha  grass.  —  Darbha- 
mushti,  is,  m.  f.  a  handful  of  Kus'a  grass.  —  Darbha- 
mnittnra,  as,  m.  a  bed  of  Darbha  grass.  —  Darbha- 
stamba,  as,  m.  a  cluster  or  bunch  of  Kusa  grass. 

—  Darbhdhvaya  (°blia-dh°),  as,  m.  a  kind   of 
grass  ;  [cf.  munja.] 

Darbhara,  as,  m.  (?),  a  kind  of  bird,  =  lava, Perdix  Chinensis. 

Darbhi,  is,  m.  or  darbhin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

darbhata,  am,  n.  a  private  apartment 
or  house,  a  retired  room  ;  [cf.  ddrvata.] 

Darvata,  as,  m.  a  door-keeper,  warder,  village 

constable,  police  officer ;  [cf.  garvdla."] 
<JH  darma,  as,  or  darman,  a,  m.  (fr.  rt. 

dri),  Ved.  a  destroyer,  demolisher ;  a  tearer. 

^^T=S  daryaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

^qf  darva,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  dri),  a 

ladle,  spoon  (atthe  end  of  comp.,  e.g.pMrna-d°,q.v.) ; 
the  hood  of  a  snake  [cf.  darci  below]  ;  a  Rakshasa, 

an  imp,  goblin ;  a  mischievous  man,  a  rapacious 
animal,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  [cf.  ddna] ; 

(d),  {.,  N.  of  a  wife  of  Usmara ;  (sometimes  written darbd;  cf.  darvan.) 

Darvi  or  darbi,  is,  f.  (in  later  Sanskrit  also  darvi 
or  darbi,  (. ;  ace.  in  Ved.  danyam  or  darvim),  a 
ladle,  spoon ;  the  expanded  hood  of  a  snake ;  (i), 

f.,  N.  of  a  country.  —  Darvi-homa  or  dami-hama, 
as,  m.  an  oblation  made  with  a  ladle ;  [cf.  ddrvi- 
haumika.]  —  Darvihomin,  relating  to  the  preceding 
oblation.  —  Darvi-kara,  as,  m.  (scil.  sarpa),  a  class 
of  snakes  with  expanded  hoods,  of  which  twenty-six 
species  are  enumerated,  -r  Darvi-saifkramana,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 
Dareika  or  darbika,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  ladle,  a  spoon ; 

(d),  f.  a  pot-herb ;  a  kind  of  collyrium ;  [cf.  ddr- 

vikd.~] 

darvata.     See  above. 

darvarlka,  as.m.a, kind  of  musical 
instrument ;  air,  wind ;  an  epithet  of  Indra ;  [cf. 

dardarlka.'] «^fo  darvi  or  darvi.     See  above. 

<JT^T  darvida,  f.,  Ved.  a  species  of  bird, 

(according  to  Mahl-dhara)  =  kdshtha-kufta,  a  sort 
of  woodpecker ;  (perhaps  corrupted  fr.  ddru-vidha  ; cf.  ddrvdghdta.) 

^tdarsa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  dris),  looking 
at,  viewing,  seeing,  perceiving,  showing,  having  a 

view,  (generally  at  the  end  of  comp.,  see  avasdna- 
d°,  ddinava-d°,  dtma-d°,  tattva-d°);  (as),  m. 
sight,  view,  seeing,  appearance,  (generally  at  the 

end  of  comp.,  see  priya-d°,  dur-d°) ;  the  moon 
when  only  just  becoming  visible,  the  new  moon; 
day  of  new  moon  ;  the  festival  of  new  moon  ;  half 
monthly  sacrifice  (performed  at  the  change  of  the 
moon  by  persons  maintaining  a  perpetual  fire) ;  New 
Moon  or  Day  of  New  Moon,  personified  as  a  son 

of  Dhstri  and  Sinivall.  —  Dars"a-pa,  as,  d,  am, 
drinking  the  new  moon  oblation.  —  Darda-purna- 
mdeau,  m.  du.  new  and  full  moon,  the  days  and  the 

ceremonies  which  precede  all  other  ceremonies.  —  Dar- 
da-ydga,  as,  m.  a  sacrifice  or  ceremony  on  the  day 
of  new  moon.  —  Darfo-yamini,  f.  the  night  of  new 
moon  on  which  it  rises  hardly  visible.  —  Daria* 

vipad,  t,  m.  the  moon  ('  as  having  the  misfortune  to 
be  hardly  visible  when  new'). 
DartSaka,  as,  d  or  ika,  am,  seeing,  looking  at, 

a  spectator;  examining,  searching;  who  or  what 
shows  or  displays  or  explains  or  makes  clear ;  (as), 

m.  a  door-keeper,  a  warder;  a  shower,  exhibiter, 
discoverer,  one  who  points  out ;  a  skilful  man,  one 
conversant  with  any  science  or  art ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  people. 

Danfata,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  visible,  striking  the 
eye,  beautiful ;  conspicuous  ;  (as),  m.  the  sun  ;  the 

moon.  «•  Dar$"ata-4ri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  of  conspicuous 
beauty. 

Darfana,  as,  d,  am,  seeing,  looking,  (at  the  end  of 

comp.,  e.  g.  tulya-d°,  deva-d°,  dharma-d°) ;  show- 
ing, exhibiting,  demonstrating,  teaching;  (I),  f.  epithet 

of  Durga,  '  as  showing  the  way  or  leading ;'  (am), 
n.  seeing,  observing,  looking ;  sight,  vision,  observa- 

tion ;  inspection,  examination ;  perception ;  the  being 
or  becoming  visible ;  the  act  of  showing  [cf.  dan- 
ta-d  ]  ;  exhibition;  appearance,  aspect,  semblance, 
colour ;  visiting,  visiting  a  sacred  shrine,  worshipping 

in  the  presence  of  an  image  ;  going  into  the  presence 

of  (e.  g.  dars'anam  kri,  to  visit,  to  go  into  any 
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one's  presence;  cf.  punya-dariana) ;  a  view  or 
theory  prescribed  in  a  system  or  book  (e.  g.  Sdstra- 
dariandt,  in  the  manner  prescribed  in  the  Sistras)  ; 
experiencing ;  seeing  in  the  mind,  mental  or  spiritual 
vision,  foreseeing,  divining;  contemplating;  a  vision, 
a  dream ;  apprehension,  judgment ;  discernment, 
understanding,  intellect ;  knowledge,  religious  know- 

ledge ;  opinion  ;  intention  ;  doctrine,  demonstration, 
a  sistra,  a  N.  applied  to  the  six  recognized  systems 

of  philosophy  (viz.  r.  POrva-mimSnsS,  usually  called 
MlmSnsS  by  jaimini ;  2.  Uttara-mlminsa,  usually 
called  Vedinta  by  VyJsa  or  BidarSyana ;  3.  NySya 

by  Gotama  ;  4.  Vaiseshika  by  Kanaka ;  5,  SSn-khya 
by  Kapila ;  6.  Yoga  by  Patanjali ;  cf.  tarka) ;  virtue, 

moral  merit ;  the  eye ;  a  mirror  [cf.  d-d°] ;  a  sacri- 

fice, oblation  [cf.  danta-d°~\ ;  (I),  f.  a  kind  of  insect 
( =  taila-ktta).  —  Dariana-patka,  as,  m. '  the  path 
of  the  fight,"  the  range  of  sight  or  view,  horizon. 
—  Dardana-pdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Dar- 
dana'pratiltku,  us,  m.  bail  or  surety  for  appearance. 
—  Dariana-prdtibhdvya,  am,  n.  surety  for  appear- 

ance, bail.  —  Dardana-bhumi,  is,  f.  the  region  or 
range  of  perception ;   (with  Buddhists)  one  of  the 
periods  in  the  life  of  a  SrSvaka.  —  Dardana-lalasa, 
as,  a,  am,  longing  to  see,  ardently  desirous  of 

beholding.  —  Darianepsu  (°na-lp°),  us,   us,  «, 
anxious  to  see.  —  Darfanojjvala  (°na-uj?),  f.  'of 
brilliant  aspect,'  great  white  jasmine.  —  Darfon&pa- 
nishad  (°na-up°),  t,  f,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 

JJardariiya,  as,  a,  a  m,  visible,  to  be  seen ;  observable, 

perceptible,  conspicuous ;  worthy  of  being  seen,  good- 
looking,  beautiful,  agreeable,  handsome ;  to  be  made 
to  appear  before  a  court  of  justice,  to  be  produced 

in  court ;  (as),  m.  Asclepias  Gigantea.  —  Daria- 
nlya-tama,  as,  a,  am,  most  worthy  of  being  seen, 
very  beautiful.  —  Darianlya-mdnin,  (,  ini,  f ,  think- 

ing one's  self  good-looking,  vain,  conceited. 
Dariayitu-kama,  as,  a,  am,  wishing  to  show. 
Dariayitri,  td,  trt,  tri,  showing,  exhibiting,  dis- 

playing, a  shower,  exhibiter,  director,  instructor,  show- 
man, guide ;  (id),  m.  a  warder,  usher,  door-keeper. 

Danlayitvd,  ind.  having  shown  or  exhibited,  hav- 
ing made  manifest. 

li'ifmyiishyat,  an,  antl,  at,  intending  or  pro- 
posing to  show  or  explain. 

Danlita,  as,  a,  am,  shown,  displayed,  exhibited, 
exposed  to  view ;  explained  ;  seen,  understood  ; 

visible,  apparent.  —  Dariita^cat,  an,  all,  at,  having 
shown  or  explained  or  taught. 
Dardin,  I,  ini,  i,  (at  the  end  of  comp.)  seeing, 

a  spectator,  looking,  looking  at,  inspecting,  observ- 
ing, examining,  perceiving,  apprehending ;  knowing, 

understanding ;  seeing  or  knowing  (the  hymns  of 
the  Veda) ;  experiencing,  looking,  appearing,  having 

an  aspect ;  causing  to  see,  showing,  exhibiting,  teach- 
ing, causing  to  experience  or  suffer ;  [cf.  anidi-cf, 

amogha-cT,  kshema-d0,  pdpa-d°,  &c.]  —  Dars'i- 
tva,  am,  a.  the  state  of  seeing  &c. 

Dariivas,  an,  m.  (perf.  part.  fr.  rt.  i.  drii  without 
reduplication  ;  always  at  the  end  of  comp.,  and  usually 
at  the  end  of  a  verse),  a  seer,  one  who  has  seen,  one 

who  sees  or  knows  or  understands  (e.  g.  Arjuita- 
dartivdn,  one  who  has  seen  Arjuna ;  cf.  dlrgha-f.) 
Dariya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  worthy  of  being  shown 

or  exhibited ;  worthy  of  being  seen,  conspicuous. 

dal  (connected  with  rt.  drt),  cl.  I. 

N  P.  dalati,  daddla,  adallt,  dalitum,  to 
burst  open,  split,  crack,  to  be  divided,  to  fly  open, 
open  in  chinks,  open  (as  a  bud  or  blossom),  expand, 
blossom  :  Caus.  dalayati  and  ddlayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  burst,  to  split  or  tear  or  open,  tear  asunder ;  to 
cut,  divide,  split,  pierce  ;  to  wither  ;  [cf.  Lith.  dalis, 

'  a  part ;'  dallykas,  '  a  fragment ;'  daliyu,  '  to 
divide:1  Goth,  daile,  'a  part:'  Old  Germ,  tail, 
tail;  tilon,  tiliyon^Ciui.  dalaydmi:  Lat.  dolo: 
Hib.  dail,  '  a  share ;'  dailim,  '  I  deal  out ;'  duil, 
'  partition  ;'  duillean,  '  a  spear.'] 
Data,  am,  a.  (according  to  lexicographers  also 

as,  m.),  a  piece  torn  or  split  off;  a  part,  a  portion, 
a  fragment,  a  rent,  side  [cf.  ashta-dala] ;  a  degree ; 

a  half,  the  half  (e.  g.  akar-dala,  mid-day) ;  a  sheath, 
scabbard  ;  a  small  shoot,  blade,  petal,  leaf  (i.  e.  what 
unfolds  itself;  often  occurring  at  the  end  of  names 

of  plants,  the  fem.  being  dald;  cf.  udumbara-<P, 

karkaJti-tI',kdma-kha(tga-d">,kshdra-<F');lhebhde 
of  anything  (as  of  a  knife  &c.)  ;  a  clump,  lump,  heap, 
quantity ;  a  detachment,  body  of  men ;  dividing, 
tearing,  cutting,  splitting,  &c. ;  an  adulteration  or 
alloy;  (o*\  m.,  N.  of  a  prince;  (f),  f.,  see  dali 

below ;  [cf.  Hib.  duille, '  a  leaf.']  —  Dala-kapd/a,  as, 
m.  a  folded  petal  or  leaf.  —  Dala-komala  =  kamala, 

the  lotus  (Nelumbium).  —  Dala-kosha,  as,  m. '  hav- 

ing young  shoots  incased  in  sheaths, '  a  sort  of  jasmine 
(J.  Pubescens).  —  Dala-ja,  am,  n.  'produced  by 
small  bees'  or  '  produced  from  young  shoots,'  a  kind 
of  honey;  [cf.  data.}  —  Dala-taru,  us,  m.^tddi, 
a  kind  of  palm,  Corypha  Taliera  —  Dala-nirmoka, 

as,  m.  a  kind  of  birch  (lit.  'leaf-shedding'),  the 
bark  of  which  is  used  for  hookahs  &c.  (  =  bhurja- 

pattra).  —  Dala-pati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Dala- 
pushpd,  i,  f.  a  fragrant  plant,  the  leaves  of  which 
surround  the  flower,  Pandanus  Odoratissimus  (  =  Tte- 

taki).  —  Dala-mdlint,  f.  a  kind  of  cabbage.  —  Dala- 
faf,  ind.  in  pieces  or  fragments  (e.  g.  dalaio  ya,  to 

go  or  fall  to  pieces).  —  Dala-s"alini,  f.  a  species  of 
pot-herb  (=kaiUuka-itdka).  —  Vala-sdyasi (?),  f. 
white  basil.  —  Dala-sdmnl,  f.—kemuka,  a  species 

of  pot-herb,  (probably )  =  dala-ddlini.  —  DaJa-su<-<i, 
is,  m.  a  thorn.  —  Dala-snafd,  f.  the  fibre  or  vtin  of  a 

\ea(.-Ualdkhya  (°la-dkh°),  ai,  m.,  N.  of  a  parti- 
cular constellation  (subdivisions  of  which  are  Ahi  and 

MS15).—  Daldgra-lohitn,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

a  sort  of  spinage.  —  Dalddhaka  (°la-ddh°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  several  plants,  Pistia  Stratiotes  (=prif!ni)', 
a  kind  of  jasmine  ( =  kunda) ;  wild  sesamum ; 
Mesua  Ferrea  (commonly  Nagesar) ;  Acacia  Sirissa 

(  —  ̂ insha);  red  chalk  (=gaurika);  foam  (= 

phena) ;  cuttle-fish  bone ;  a  moat,  a  ditch ;  a  S*Qdra ; the  head  man  of  a  village  (?),  the  driver  of  an  ele- 

phant (?) ;  an  elephant's  ear ;  a  hurricane,  a  high 
wind.  —  Dalddhya  (°la-ddh°),  as,  m.  mud,  espe- 

cially on  the  banks  of  a  river;  [cf.  dalddhaka.] 

—  Daldmala  (cla-am°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  several 
plants,  =  damanaka  and  marumka ;  Vangueria 

Spinosa  and  Artemisia.  —  Daldmla  (°la-am*),  am, 
n.  sorrel.  —  Dall-krita,  as,  d,  am,  divided,  bisected, 

halved.  —  Dale-gandhi,  is,  m.  ('  fragrance  in  the 
leaf),  N.  of  a  plant,  Echites  Scholaris;  [cf.  sapta- 

parna.]— Dalodbhava  (cla-ud°),  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  honey ;  [cf.  dala-ja  and  ddja.] 
Dalat,  an,  antl,  at,  splitting,  bursting  open, 

rending ;  being  torn  or  cut.  —  Dalad-dhridaya,  as, 

d,  am  (dalat  +•  hridaya),  broken-hearted,  cut  to  the 
heart,  &c. 

Dalana,  as,  ~i,  am,  splitting,  tearing  asunder  or in  two,  breaking  to  pieces,  cutting,  dividing ;  (I),  f. 

a  clod  of  earth  [cf.  dali] ;  (am),  a.  bursting ;  tear- 
ing, rending,  breaking,  crushing,  cutting  to  pieces, 

grinding. 
Dalanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  broken  or  destroyed 

or  trodden  down. 

Dali,  is,  f.  (according  to  some  also  dalT),  a  clod 
of  clay  or  earth ;  [cf.  dalani  and  dalana.] 
Dalika,  am,  n.  timber,  a  piece  of  wood. 
Dalita,  as,  d,  am,  burst,  split,  broken,  torn, 

rent ;  torn  asunder,  cut  to  pieces,  wounded  ;  opened, 
unfolded,  expanded,  blown,  full  blown;  divided  in 

two,  bisected,  halved ;  divided  into  degrees,  distri- 
buted ;  driven  asunder,  scattered ;  trodden  down ; 

crushed  ;  destroyed  ;  manifested. 
Dalin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  pieces,  leaves,  &c. 

Dalmi,  is,  m.  Indra's  thunderbolt ;  an  epithet  of 

Indra ;  [cf.  darma,  darmin,  ddlmi.~\  —  Dalmi- mat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  a  thunderbolt. 

i^rtu  dalapa,  as,  m.  a  weapon ;  a  sacred 
or  religious  book  (  =  iaitra  for  Ai«rra) ;  gold. 

^5>T  dalbha,  as,  m.  a  wheel ;  fraud,  dis- 
honesty, sin;  N.  of  a  Rishi;  [cf.  Hib.  dalbh, 

'  falsehood.'] 
Dalbhya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  preceptor. 

^  data,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  du),  fire,  burn- 

ing, heat  ;  ftver,  pain  ;  a  wood  on  fire,  a  forest  con- 
flagration; a  wood,  a  forest;  [cf.  ddva;  cf.  also 

Cambro-Brit.  dair,  '  burning.']  —  Dava-dagd/uika, 
as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  kind  of  grass  (  =  ro- 
AfcAa).  ••  Dava-dahana,  as,  m.  the  fire  in  a 

burning  forest.  —  Davdgni  (°ra-ag°),  is,  or  davd- 
nala  (°va-ari"),  as,  m.  a  wood  on  fire,  a  forest 
conflagration  ;  [cf.  ddvdgni.] 

Davalhu,  us,  m.  fire,  heat  ;  pain,  anxiety,  vex- 
ation, distress  ;  inflammation  of  the  eye. 

<f=T*f  davaya  (fr.  dava,  substituted  for  dura 
in  the  same  manner  as  in  davlyas,  damshlha),  Norn. 

P.  davayatt,  -yitum,  to  make  distant,  remove. 
Davayat,  an,  antl,  at,  removing,  making  distant, 

distancing,  placing  at  a  distance. 
Davishtha,  ax,  d,  am  (superl.  ft.  dura),  very 

remote,  very  distant. 
Davlyas,  an,  asl,  as  (compar.  fr.  dura),  more 

or  very  remote,  more  distant. 

das.     See  2.  dans,  p.  396,  col.  r. 

on,  a,  m.  f  .  n.  pi.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2  . 

danf),  ten  ;  [cf.  Gr.  St'/ca  ;  Lat.  iltrem  ;  Golh.taihim for  tihun  ;  Armor,  dek;  Hlb.diagh,  drich;  Lith. 

dessimtis,  deszim-ts,  deszim-t;  Slav.  denya-ty.~\ —  Dafa-kant  ha  or  da^a-kandhara,  as,  d,  am, 

ten-necked  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  RSvana.  —  Dasa- 

kanlka-jit,  t,  m.  or  dadakan'tidri  (°tha-ari),  is, 
m.  an  epithet  of  Rima.  —  Daia-lcanya-tirtha,,  am, 

n.  '  the  Tirtha  of  the  ten  virgins,'  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
~Das"a-karman,  dni,  n.  pi.  the  ten  ceremonies 
prescribed  to  the  three  twice-born  classes.  —  J)a.<a- 
karma-padflhati,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  on  the  ten  cere- 

monies. —  Da.<a-kdma-ja-vyasana,  am,  n.  ten  vices 

(see  Manu  VII.  47)  arising  from  love  of  pleasure,  viz. 

hunting,  gambling,  sleeping  by  day,  fault-finding,  lust, 
drunkenness,  dancing,  singing,  playing,  and  useless 

travel.  —  Dafa-kumara-darita,,  am,  n.  'the  adven- 

tures of  the  ten  princes,'  N.  of  a  book  of  stories  by 
Dandin.  —  Dada-kshiti-garbha,  as  or  am,  m.  or 

n.  (?),  N.  of  a  Buddhist  Sutra  work.—  Das'a-kshlra, as,  d,  am,  mixed  with  ten  parts  of  milk  ;  (am),  n.  a 
compound  of  ten  parts  of  milk  mixed  with  one  part 
of  some  other  substance.  —  Daia-ganl,  f.  ten  classes 

collectively.  —  Dato-gltika,  (.,  N.  of  an  astronomical 

work,  i.  e.  '  the  ten  poems  of  Arya-bhatta.'  —  Daia- 
guna,  as,  d,  am,  ten-fold,  ten  times  larger,  ten 

times  more;  (am),  ind.  ten  times,  ten-fold.  —  Da''a- grama,  am,  n.  a  district  or  collection  of  ten  villages. 

—  Das"agrdma-pati,  is,  m.  a  magistrate  or  chief  of 
ten  villages.  —  DaiSagrdmin,  I,  m.  the  head  man  of 
ten  villages.  —  llfttfa-grdml,  f.  a  collection  of  ten 
villages  ;  a  municipality  or  corporation  of  ten  villages. 

—  Daf'a-grlra,  as,  d,  am,  ten-necked  ;  (as),  m., 
N.of  a  demon  ;  of  an  enemy  of  Vrisha,who  is  the  Indra 
of  the  eleventh  Manv-antata  ;  an  epithet  of  RSvana  ; 

N.of  a  son  of  Dama-ghosha.  —  I)as"a-gra,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  going  in  ten  ways,  one  who  observes  a  ten- 
days  rite  or  conducts  sacrifices  for  ten  months  ;  going 
to  completion  in  ten  months  ;  a  N.  applied  to  the 

Maruts  ;  also  to  the  family  of  the  Aitgirasas.  —  Data- 
grin,  I,  ini,   i,  ten-fold,   going  ten  ways;    (Say.) 

going  for  ten   (leagues).  —  Dafo-jyoti  and   dada- 
jyotis,is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Su-bhrSj.  —  DasSa-daiin 
or  tlailan-daitin  or  daild-dadin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  con- 

sisting of  repeated  decads  —  Dada-dis",  k,  f.  the  ten 
quarters  of  the  heavens  (including  that  overhead  and 
underneath).  —  Dato-dyu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  (according 
to  Say.)  N.  of  a  person.  —  Dato-dhanus,  us,  m., 

N.  of  one  of  the  ancestors  of  S'Skya-muni.  —  Daia- 
dha,  ind.  in  ten  parts,  into  ten  parts,  ten-fold,  in 
ten  ways.  —  Daia-pa,  as,  m.  a  chief  of  ten  villages  ; 

[cf.  das'agrdma-pati.]  —  Dafa-padu,   us,   u»,  u, 
Ved.  prepared  or  intended  for  ten  oxen.  —  Dada- 
pdfll,  f.,  N.  of  a  grammatical  work.  —  Daia-pdra- 
mlta-d/iara,  as,  d,  am,  possessing  the  ten  P5ra- 
mitSs  or  perfections  ;  (as),  m.  a  Buddha  or  Buddhist 
saint.  —  Dafa-pdrdva,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
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—  Dafa-pinda-irddillia,  am,  n.  a  funereal  cere- 
mony m  which  a  Pinda  or  ball  of  rice  is  offered 

by  the  next  of  kin  to  a  person  deceased,  increasing 
the  number  daily  for  ten  successive  days  until  they 

amount  to  ten.  —  Das'a-pura,  am,  n.  a  district  or 
part  of  Malwa  or  Bandelkhand ;  (perhaps)  N.  of  a 
town,  Decapolis;  a  fragrant  grass,  a  species  of  Cyperus 
Rotundus.  —  Daia-purusham,  ind.  for  ten  persons 
or  male  progenitors,  i.  e.  through  a  series  of  ten 

ancestors.  —  Dcufapuriuham-rajya,  am,  n,  a  king- 
dom   inherited    through    a    series    of    ten    ances- 

tors. —  Dada-pura,  am,  n.  a  fragrant  grass  (  =  da- 
fa-pura).  —  Dada-purusham  —  dasa-purusham 
above.  —  Dafa-purva-ratha,  as,  m.  a  periphrasis 

for  the  name  Dasa-ratha  {'  ratlia  preceded  by  das"a '). 
—  Dafa-purvin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  seven  saints  of  the 

Jainas.  —  Dada-peya,  an,  m.,  Ved. '  to  be  quaffed  by 
ten,'  N.  of  a  Soma  oblation  forming  part  of  the 
Raja-suya.  —  Dasa-pramati,  is,  is,  i  (?),  Ved.  re- 

ceiving excessive  honour  in  the  ten  regions  or  spread- 
ing over  the  ten  regions.  —  Dafa-bandha,  at,  m.  a 

tenth   part,  a   fine    equivalent    to   the   tenth   part. 

—  Dasa-bala,  as,  a,  am,  possessing  ten  powers ; 

(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Buddha.  —  Das'abala-kas'- 
yapa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  first  five  pupils  of 

S'akya-muni.  —  Dada-bdhu,  us,  us,  u,  ten-armed ; 
(us),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Da^abhakti-panfa- 
stuti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  collection  of  Jaina  prayers. 

—  Das'a-bhujd,  f. '  the  ten-armed,'  a  form  of  Durga. 
—  Daia-bhumi-ga,  as,  a,  am,  traversing  the  ten 
worlds ;  (as),  m.  Buddha,  the  founder  of  the  Bud- 

dhist religion,  a  Buddha  or  the  generic  name  of 

the  sanctified  teachers  of  that  religion.  —  Dasa-bhu- 

rriiia  (°mi-tsa),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  the  ten  worlds,'  a 
N.  of  Buddha  or  a  Buddha.  —  Da4abhiimi4vara(°mi- 
if),  N.  of  a  Buddhist  Sutra  work.  —  Data-mahd- 

mdyd,  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga  ('  possessing  the  ten 
great  sciences').  —  Dada-mdla,  am,  I,  n.  f.  a  collec- 

tion of  ten  garlands.  —  Vaia-mdlika,  as,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a   people.  —  Dada-nidsya,  as,  a,  am,  ten 
months  old,  as  the  child  in  the  womb  just  before 

birth ;  (with  as"va),  a  horse  let  loose  for  ten  months. 
—  Das"a-muliha,  dni,  n.  pi.  ten  mouths  or  faces ; 
(as,  i,  am),  having  ten  faces ;  (o«),  m.  an  epithet  of  Ra- 

vana. —•  Das"amukha-ripu,  us,  or  dadamukhdn- 
taka  (°kha-an°),  as,  m.  '  the  enemy  of  Ravana,' 
an  epithet  of  Rama.  —  Dada-mutraka,  am,  n.  the 
urine  of  ten  (i.  e.  of  the  elephant,  buffalo,  camel, 
cow,  goat,  sheep,  horse,  donkey,  man,  and  woman). 
—  Dafa-mtila,  am,  n.  a  tonic  medicine  prepared 
from  the  roots  of  ten  plants,  viz.  Tii-kantaka,  the 
two  Vrihatls,  Prithak-parm,  Vidari-gandha,   Vilva, 
Agni-mantha,  Tuntuka,  Patali,  and  Kasmarl ;  [cf. 
dvipanto-mula.}  —  Dafa-ycyana-vistirna,  as,  a, 
am,  ten  Yojanas  broad.  —  Dasa-ratha,  as,  a,  am, 
having  ten  chariots ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  several  princes, 
among  whom  the  most  renowned  is  the  father  of 

Rama,  (he  was  a  descendant  of  Ikshvaku  and  sove- 
reign of  Ayodhya  or  Oude)  ;  N.  of  an  older  Dasa- 

ratha,  son  of  Mulaka,  and  ancestor  of  the  above, 

(also  written  s"ata-ratha) ;   N.  of  a  son  of  Nava- 
ratha  and  father  of  Sakuni :  N.  of  a  son  of  Su-yas'as 
and  father  of  San-gata  ;  N.  of  an  ancestor  of  Buddha  ; 
(am),  n.  the  body  (?).  —  Datoratha-tattva,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Da^aratha-yajndrambha  (°ria- 
dr°),  as,  m.,N.  of  the  fourteenth  chapter  of  the  PStala- 
khanda  or  fourth  part  of  the  Padma-Purana.  —  Datfa- 
ratha-mjayd,  as,  m.,N.of  the  twelfth  chapter  of  the 
Pstala-khanda  of  the  Padma-Purana.  —  Dasa-ras'mi- 

s~ata,  as,  m.  '  possessed  of  a  thousand  rays,'  an  epi- 

thet of  the  sun ;    [cf.  da.iaiata-raimi.~\  —  T)aia- rdtra,  as,  m.  a  period  of  ten  days  and  nights  ;  (as, 
d,  am),  Ved.  lasting  ten  days;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  any 
ceremony  that  lasts  ten  days ;  a  particular  ceremony 

lasting  ten  days  (forming  the  chief  part  of  the  Dva- 
dasaha).  —  Dasaratra-jMrvan,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

—  Das'a-rupaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  rhetorical  work. 
—  Datlarupaka-tilcd,  (.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on 
the  preceding  work  by  Pani.—  Datfa-rupa-bltrit,  t, 
t,  t,  taking  ten  forms,  appearing  in  ten  shapes ;  (£), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  (with  reference  to  his  ten 

Avataras).  —  Dafarfa  (°s'a-ri<!a),  as,  m.,  Ved.  a 
strophe  of  ten  verses.  —  Dadarshabha  (0s"a-risA0), 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  consisting  of  ten  bulls.  —  Das'a- 
lakshana,  am,  n.  ten  marks  or  attributes.  —  Daila- 
lakshanaka,  as,  ika,  am,  having  ten  forms  or 

characteristics,  ten-fold.  —  Das~a-val:tra,  as,  d,  am, 
having  ten  mouths;  (as),  m.  a  particular  magical 
formula  against  the  evil  spirits  supposed  to  possess 

certain  weapons.  •»  Da&a-vadana,  as,  m.  *  the  ten- 
faced,'  an  epithet  of  Ravana.  —  Daia-varman,  a,  m., 
N.  of  a  prince.  —  Dada-varsha,  as,  d,  am,  ten 

years  old.  —  Das'a-i'djin,  I,  m.  the  moon  'whose 
car  is  drawn  by  ten  horses.'  —  Vaia-vdrshilca,  as,  i, 
am,  happening  after  ten  years.  —  DaSa^oidha,  as, 
d,  am,  of  ten  kinds,  ten-fold.  —  Dada-vlra,  as,  d, 

am,  Ved.  granting  ten  men.  —  Das'a-vriksha,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  a  species  of  tree.  —  Da^a-vraja,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  man.  —  Data-data,  am,  n.  ten  hundred,  a 
thousand  ;  one  hundred  and  ten ;  (i),  f.  a  thousand  ; 

(as,  i,  am),  Ved.  containing  ten  hundred.  —  Das"a- 
s"ata-kara-dhdrin,  i,  m. '  having  a  thousand  rays,' 
the  sun.  —  Dafas'ata-tama,  as,  t,  am,  the  one 
hundred  and  tenth.  —  Das'as'ata-nayana,  as,  d  or !, 
am,  having  a  thousand  eyes;  (as),  m.  an  epithet 

of  Indra.  —  Das'asata-ras'mi,  is,  is,  i,  having  a 

thousand  rays ;  (is),  m.  the  sun ;  [cf.  das'a-ras'mi- 
fataJ]  —  Dafofataksha  (°ta-ak°),  as,  I,  am,  having 
a  thousand  eyes ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra. 

—  DaiaiatanijJiri  (°ta-an°),  is,  is,  i,  having  a 
thousand  feet ;  (is),  f.  a  species  of  plant,  =  Satavari. 

—  Das"a-s"lpra,   as,   m.,   N.   of  a   man.  —  Dada- 
diras,  as,  as,  as,  ten-headed;  (d-s),  m.  an  epithet 

of  Ravana;  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Das'a-dirsha,  as, 
d,  am,  ten-headed;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Ravana; 
a  kind  of  magical  formula  against  the  evil  spirits 

supposed  to  possess  weapons.  —  Data-tlokf,  f. '  a  col- 
lection often  Slokas,'  N.  of  a  summary  of  the  Vedanta 

system  by  S'an-karac'arya ;   also  of  another   similar 
summary  by  Nimbarka.  —  Daia-saptd,  (.,  Ved.,  N. 
of  a  Vishtuti  of  the  Saptadasa-stoma  (in  which  the 
verses  of  a  Trida  are  repeated  in  the  following  order, 

11123,  12223,  1222333).  —  Das'a-sdhasra,  am, 
n.,  10,000 ;  (o»,  t,  am),  consisting  of  10,000,  form- 

ing 10,000.  —  Dafa-sdhasrika,  as,  t,  am,  consisting 

of  10,000.  —  Das"a-stobha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
—  Dafa-hard,  f.  an  epithet  of  Gan-gS  or  the  Ganges, 

'  as  taking  away  ten  sins ;'  a  festival  in  honour  of 
Gan-ga  (vulgarly  called  Dusrah)  on  the  tenth  day  of 
the  month  Jyaishtha,  but  now  held  in  honour  of  Durga 

in  the  month  Asvin.  —  Das'a- hotri,  id,  m.,  Ved.  a 
particular  Mantra  in  which  the  ten  sacrificial  vessels  are 
mentioned ;  (id,  tri,  tri),  connected  with  the  Mantra 

Dasa-hotri.  —  Daianfa  (°s"a-arasa),  as  or  am,  m. 
or  n.  (?),  ten  parts,  the  tenth  part,  ten-fold  amount 

of  anything  (?).—  Daildksha  ("da-ale0),  as,  i,  am, 
ten-eyed ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  magical  formula  against 
the  evil  spirits  supposed  to  possess  weapons.  —  Da- 

s~dkshara  (°^a-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  containing  ten 
syllables.  —  Dasdngula  (°sa-a»°).   as,  &c.,   ten 
fingers  long;  (am),  n.  a  water-melon.  —  Daiddhi- 

pati  (^s'a-adh0),  is,  m.  a  decurion  or  commander 
of  ten   men.  —  Daddnana  (°s~a-dn°),  as,  d  or  i, 
am,  ten-faced  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Ravana.  —  Da- 

iunugdna  ("tfa-an"),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Da- 
iardha  (°s'a-ar°),  as,  as,  ani,  pi.  half  of  ten,  five. 
—  Das"drdha-sankhya,  as,  d,  am,  five  in  number. 
—  DaiSdrha  (Va-ar°),  as,  m. '  worthy  often  (?),'  an 
epithet  applied  to  a  Buddha ;  an  epithet  of  Krishna ; 

(as),  or  daidrhaltds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe 
descended  from  Dasarha  of  the  family  of  Yadu ;  (t), 

f.  a  princess  of  the  Dasarhas.  —  Dafdvatdra(°4a-av°), 
as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  (the  deity,  of  whom  there 
are  ten  descents  from  heaven) ;  N.  of  the  fifty-sixth 
chapter  of  the  Bhavishya-Purana.  —  Dasdvara  (Va- 

av°),  as,  a,  am,  consisting  of  ten  at  least ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  an  evil  spirit.  —  DatSaiva  (°ia-af),  as,  d,  am, 
possessing  ten  horses,  driving  ten  horses ;  (as),  m.the 

moon ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Ikshvaku.  —  Das'as'vamedha 
(°s"a-as~),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha,  the  TIrtha  of  the 
ten  horse-sacrifices.  —  Daddsya  CVa-as0),  as,  d,  am, 
having  ten  mouths,  ten-faced ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet 

of  Ravana.  —  Datdsya-jit,  t,  m.  'conqueror  of  the 
ten-faced,'  an  epithet  of  Rama.  —  Da$dha  l^ia-aha), 
as,  d,  am,  lasting  ten  days ;  (as),  m.  a  period  of  tea 

days  ;  a  kind  of  ceremonial  observance ;  [cf.  das'a- 
ratra,~]  —  Dafmdra  ("do-in"),  as,  &c.,  having  the 
ten  Indrams  as  a  deity  (schol.  to  Pan.  I.  2, 49).  —  Da- 

tfendriya  (°sa-in°),  dm,  n.  pi.  the  ten  organs  of  per- 
ception and  action,  viz.  the  skin,  eye,  tongue,  nose,  ear, 

larynx,  hand,  foot,  anus,  and  pudendum  ;  see  indriya. 

—  Das'es'a  CYa-is"),  as,  m.  a  superintendent  of  ten 

villages.  —  Datfaikddas'ika  (°s"a-ek°),  as,  I,  am,  one 
who  lends  ten  and  receives  eleven  in  return,  i.  e.  one 

who  lends  money  for  ten  per  cent.  —  Das"oni  (°s"o- oni),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  person  protected  by  Indra ; 
of  an  Asura ;  (Say.)  offering  many  oblations ;  (ac- 

cording to  some)  an  oblation  giving  ten-fold  reward. 
—  Dadonya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Dadopanishad- 

bhdshya  (°sa-up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary 
by  Ananda  Tlrtha. 

.Das'a  (at  the  end  of  comp.)  =  daitan  above ;  [cf. 

tri-dasa,  dvi-dafy,  nir-daiSa.]  Das'a  (at  the  end 
of  comp.)  may  also  stand  for  das~d,  p.  406,  col.  I . 

Das'aka,  as,  d,  am,  consisting  of  ten,  having  ten, 

having  ten  parts,  ten-fold  ;  (with  s"ato),  ten  in  a  hun- dred, ten  from  a  hundred,  ten  per  cent ;  (am),  n. 

an  aggregate  of  ten,  a  decad.  —  Da^aka^mdsika, 
as,  d,  am,  hired  for  ten  months. 

Das'at,  t,  f.  a  collection  or  aggregate  of  ten,  a 
decad ;  (m.  f.  n.?),  consisting  of  ten,  divided  into  ten 
parts ;  [cf.  ddsat  and  pantat.  ] 

Daiataya,  as,  t,  am,  consisting  of  ten  parts, 

ten-fold ;  (yyas),  f.  pi.,  scil.  tfdkhds  or  ridas,  the 
texts  of  the  ten-fold  Rig-veda,  i.  e.  of  the  Rig-veda 
divided  into  ten  Mandalas ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  commen- 

tary ;  [cf.  dds'ataya.} 
DaJati,  is,  f.  (probably  for  original  dafoti),  a 

collection  or  aggregate  of  ten,  a  decad ;  N.  of  the 
subdivisions  of  a  Prapathaka  of  the  first  part  Of  the 

Sama-veda,  usually  containing  ten  verses,  (in  this 
sense  the  crude  form  datfati  without  Visarga  is  used, 

probably  as  a  weakened  form  of  daiatl) ;  =  a  hun- 

dred in  connection  with  daian  (e.  g.  daialir  das"a in  Maha-bh.  I.  1.081). 

Dafama,  as,  I,  am,  the  tenth,  the  tenth  part, 
the  tenth  day,  N.  of  an  Ekaha,  the  last  day  of  the 
DaSa-ratra  belonging  to  the  DvSdasaha ;  (?),  f.,  scil. 
tithi,  the  tenth  day  of  the  half  moon ;  the  tenth 
decad  or  last  stage  of  human  life,  the  last  ten  years 

of  a  century ;  (am),  n.  a  tenth  part ;  (am),  ind.  at  or 
for  the  tenth  time ;  [cf.  Lat.  decimus ;  Scot,  dei- 

cheamh;  Hib.  deachmad.]  —  Das'ama-bhd'va,  as, 
m.  the  culminating  point,  or  that  point  in  which 
the  meridian  crosses  a  given  circle.  —  Datomln-gata 
or  daisami-stha,  as,  a,  am,  arrived  at  the  tenth 
decad  of  life,  above  ninety  years  old. 

Da.<amin,  I,  inl,  i,  between  ninety  and  one  hun- 
dred years,  very  old  or  aged. 

Dostjt,  i,  irii,  i,  having  ten,  divided  into  ten  parts  ; 

(int),  (.  a  decad ;  (I),  m.  a  superintendent  of  ten villages. 

?^T«T  dasana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  das  or 

2.  dans'),  a  tooth;  biting;  (as),  m.  the  peak  of  a 

mountain;  (am),  n.  armour,  mail;  [cf.  dans"ana.~\ 
—  Datiana-ttkada,  as,  m.  'teeth-covering,'  the 
lip.  —  Das"ana-pada,  am,  n.  'teeth-mark,'  a  bite. 
—  Dafona-vdsas,  as,  n.  'the  covering  of  the  teeth,' 
the  lip.  —  Daiana-vlja,  am,  n.(?)  the  pomegranate. 

—  DaiananHu,  ("na-an"),  us,  m.  whiteness  or  bright- 
ness of  the  teeth.  —  Das~andnka  (°na-an°),  as,  m. 

'  teeth-mark,'  a  bite.  —  Dasanddhyd  (°na-ddh°),  f. 
a  kind  of  sorrel  (  =  (ukrikd).  —  Daiano(6hishta 

(°na-u<? ),  as,  m. '  remainder  or  leavings  of  the  teeth,' a  kiss ;  a  sigh ;  a  Up. 

Daiera,  as,  d,  am,  biting,  mordacious,  injuring ; 
hurtful,  attacking  or  killing  any  one  when  asleep; 

(as),  m.  a  mischievous  or  venomous  animal,  a  beast 
of  prey,  &c. 

Das'eraka  or  daseraka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people,  =  man/,;  a  young  camel;  [cf.  ddtera,  da- 

seraka, ddsera,  daseraka.] 
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Dashta,  at,  a,  am,  bitten,  stung ;  pressed  together. 
-  liiuhta-datthada,  as,  a,  am,  biting  the  lips. 

<J3I*1I1  dasamana  or  dasamanika,  as,  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (also  written  d&Samanika.) 

<iJI4-H  da^asya  (fr.  dasas,  probably  an  old 
form  for  ya.'fas,  -  Lat.  decus  ;  cf.  rt.  I .  das') ,  Nom.  P. 
datiasyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  render  service,  serve,  wor- 

ship, favour,  oblige,  aid  (with  ace. ) ;  to  do  service 
or  favour  to  any  one  (with  dat.)  ;  to  grant,  accord ; 
[cf.  namasya;  ddfaspatya.] 
Dadasyd,  f.  occurring  only  in  Ved.  inst.  da<asyd, 

at  the  pleasure  of,  according  to  the  liking,  in  order  to 
please ;  (SSy.)  by  desire  of  giving  or  granting. 

T^n  dasil,f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  daiwci.  dans), 
the  threads  or  fringe  projecting  at  the  end  of  a  piece 
of  woven  cloth,  the  fringe  of  a  garment  (e.  g.  apa- 
daiam  vdxas,  a  fringeless  garment),  the  loose  ends 
of  any  piece  of  cloth  or  garment,  the  skirt  or  edge 
or  hem  of  a  garment,  (according  to  some  in  these 
senses  also  m.  pi.,  but  in  most  passages  where  the  pi. 
daiat  occurs  the  gender  may  be  f.) ;  the  wick  of  a 

lamp  ;  '  the  wick  of  life,'  state  or  condition  of  life  ; 
age,  period  or  time  of  life  (as  youth,  manhood,  &c.) ; 
period  in  general ;  state,  condition,  circumstances ; 
state  or  condition  of  mind ;  the  result  of  actions, 
fate;  (in  astrology)  the  aspect  or  position  of  the 
planets  (at  birth  &c.),  the  fate  of  men  as  depending 
on  the  position  of  the  planets ;  the  mind,  under- 

standing. —  Da$dkarsha,  at,  or  dattakarshin  (°rfa- 
ak°  or  °id-ka°),  ?,  m. '  wick-drawing,"  a  lamp.  —  Da- 
••fdnta  (°&z-an°),  as,  m.  the  end  of  a  wick,  the  end 
of  life.  —  Das"dpanna  (°.s'a-dp°),  as,  a,  am,  being  in 
a  particular  state  or  condition.  —  Daid-pavitra,  am, 
n.  a  fringed  filtering  cloth  for  straining  the  Soma. 
—  Daid-pdka,  as,  m.  the  fulfilment  of  fate.  —  Da:!a- 
phala,  am,  n.  result  of  circumstances  or  of  condition 

of  life.  —  DaiSdrtthd  (°3d-dr°),  f ,  N.  of  a  particular 
species  of  plant,  =  kafvartikd,  (probably  so  called 
as  sticking  or  attaching  itself  to  clothes.)  —  Daild- 
lakshana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana- 
sarva-sva.  —  Dada-viiiesha,  as,  m.  any  particular 
state  or  condition,  existing  circumstances.  —  Da^en- 
dhana  (Vd-»V),  as,  m.  •  wick-kindling,'  a  lamp. 

fj^llCio*  dasanika,  as,m.=  danli,  Croton 
Polyandrum  or  Croton  Tiglium. 

<^3TWT  da&maya,  as,  m.  (fr.  dasa  or  da- 
6(em  +  dmaya?),  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

<;^li<u  dasarna,  as,  m.  pi.  (said  to  be  fr. 

dafan -f  rina,  'having  ten  forts'),  N.  of  a  people 
living  south-east  of  Madhya-dela  in  the  centre  of 

Hindustan ;  (ad),  m.  the  king  of  the  Das'Srnas ;  the region  of  the  Dalarnas ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  rising 
in  the  Vindhya  hills,  the  ancient  Dosarene  (?). 

Dadarnaka,  a  wrong  form  for  daidniaka,  q.  v. 
Daddrneyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Raudrasva. 

«3n6  dasarha.     See  p.  405,  col.  2. 

^f)f=i<;«l  daslvidarbha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people ;  [cf.  dadM-vidarbha.] 

<^jft  dafera.     See  da£ana,  p.  405,  col.  3. 

<^M«lft«  das"onasi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of serpent 

cJT?  dashta.     See  above  at  top  of  this  col. 

JJJ  das  (connected  with  rt.dans,  p.  396, 
^\  col.  a),  cl.  4.  P.  dasyati,  daddsa,  &c., 

Ved.  to  suffer  want,  to  waste  away,  perish,  become  ex- 
hausted, to  be  ruined  ;  to  throw  up,  toss  [cf.  rt.  tas; 

Eng. toss];  cl.  i. lo.P. dantati, dansayati, &c. (see 
rt.  dans),  to  bite,  destroy,  overpower ;  to  see ;  to 
shine:  Caus.  P.  dasajfati,  ddsayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  waste  away,  exhaust. 

Dasa,  as,  m. ,  Ved.  =  dasyu,  q.  v. 
Dasana,  am,  n.  wasting,  perishing,  destroying ; 

throwing,  tossing;  dismissing. 

Dasamana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  wasting  away,  be- 
coming exhausted. 

Dasta,  as,  a,  am,  wasted,  lost,  destroyed ;  thrown, 
tossed ;  sent  away,  dismissed. 

Dasma,  as,  a,  am,  destroying,  destructive,  over- 
coming enemies,  worthy  to  be  seen,  beautiful,  ac- 

complishing wonderful  deeds,  wonderful,  extraordi- 
nary ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Agni ;  of  Indra ;  of 

Pflshan;  of  Varuna;  (an),  m.  pi.  an  epithet  of  the 
Maruts ;  of  the  horses  of  Agni.  According  to  the 

lexicographers  danma,  as,  m.,  may  also  mean  '  a 
sacrificed  or  '  institutor  of  a  sacrifice;'  '  fire;'  '  a  thief,' 
'  a  rogue ;'  [cf.  dansana.]  —  Dasma-varfas,  as,  as, 
as,  Ved.  of  wonderful  appearance;  (Say.)  whose 
glory  is  worthy  of  being  seen  or  whose  power  is 
destructive ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra ;  of  POshan ; 
(asas),  m.  pi.  an  epithet  of  the  Maruts. 
Dasmat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  wonderful,  extraordi- 

nary ;  (SSy.)  worthy  of  being  seen,  desirable,  accept- 
able. According  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  74,  4,  the 

form  dasmat  is  for  dasmam. 

Dasmya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  wonderful,  extraordi- 
nary ;  (SSy.)  beautiful. 

Dasyu,  us,  m.  (probably  connected  with  dasa), 
'  destroyer  (of  the  good),'  N.  of  a  class  of  evil  beings 
or  demons,  enemies  of  god  and  men,  and  especially 
of  Indra  and  Agni ;  (many  of  the  demons  defeated 
by  Indra  have  the  general  name  Dasyu,  e.  g.  Vritra, 
Sambara,  Sushna,  Cumuri,  &c. ;  and  these  Dasyus 
are  not  only  spirits  of  darkness  like  the  RJkshasas, 
but  have  other  characteristics  which  bring  them  into 
closer  relationship  to  men  living  in  the  world  :  some- 

times a  general  distinction  is  drawn  between  man, 
i.  e.  manu,  dyu,  nri,  and  the  Dasyus,  the  latter 
being  called  a-mdnusha,  or  the  Dasyu  is  contrasted 
as  an  an-drya  with  the  pious  and  respectable  man 

or  arya;  or  rarely  dasyu  means  'a  barbarian  or 
savage,'  as  contrasted  with  '  a  civilized  man') ;  any cruel  or  mischievous  man,  an  enemy,  thief,  robber, 
oppressor,  bandit,  ruffian,  violator,  perpetrator  of  in- 

justice ;  (according  to  Manu)  a  barbarian,  an  out- 
cast or  a  HindO  who  has  become  so  by  neglect  of 

the  essential  rites.  —  Dasyu-jivin,  i,  inl,  i,  living 
the  life  of  a  robber  or  batbarian.  —  Dasyti-jita,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  instigated  by  Dasyus  or  by  wicked  men. 
••  Dasyu-tarhana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  crushing  the 
Dasyus;  killing  or  injuring  the  Dasyns.  —  Dasyu- 
sdt,  ind.  into  the  hands  of  the  Dasyus,  a  prey  to 
robbers.  —  Dasyw-hatya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  fight  with 
the  Dasyus  or  with  wicked  men.  —  Dagyu-han,  d, 
ghni,  a,  Ved.  destroying  the  Dasyus  or  the  wicked  ; 
(d),  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra ;  of  Agni ;  of  Manyu. 
—  Dasyuhan-tama,  as,  m.  (super!,  of  the  preced- 

ing), an  epithet  of  Budha,  who  was  son  of  T5rS 
and  Soma. 

Dasra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  destroying,  destructive, 
overcoming  enemies,  accomplishing  wonderful  deeds, 
giving  marvellous  aid ;  worthy  to  be  seen,  handsome, 
beautiful ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  POshan ;  N.  of  one  of 
the  two  Asvins  (the  other  being  called  NSsatya) ;  an 
ass ;  a  robber,  thief,  &c.,  see  dasyu  ;  (an,  Ved.  d),  m. 
du.,  N.  or  epithet  of  the  AsVins,  said  to  be  so  called 

as  '  destroying  diseases  or  enemies,'  (occurring  usually 
in  the  nom.  and  voc.)  ;  a  N.  of  Indra-Vishnu  ;  the 
numeral  two  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  an  epithet  of  the  Maruts ; 
(am),  n.  the  cold  season,  hoar  frost.  In  SQrya-sid- 
dhJnta  VIII.  9,  dasrddlndm  must  be  translated  '  of 
the  Nakshatra  Asvini,  &c.,'  see  dasra-devatd;  [cf. 
dansana,  damas,  danxa,  dansiththa.]  —  Dasra- 
devatd,  f.  the  lunar  constellation  AsvinI.  —  Dasra- 
su,  us,  f.  '  the  mother  of  the  AsVins,'  N.  of  SanjnS or  the  wife  of  the  Sun. 

Ddsita,  as,  d,  am,  =  dost  a  above. 

<^«i<j*i  dasdrama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

j  j   i .  dah  (the  original  form  of  this  rt. 
^  x  was  probably  dagh),  cl.  I.  P.  dahati  (ep. 

daJiate),  daddha,  d/takshyati  (ep.  dahishyati), 
dhakshyate,  dagdhum  (Ved.  inf.  dagdhos;  other 
Vedic  forms  are  datshi,  adhdk,  dlidk;  part,  dha- 
kthat  or  dakshat),  to  burn,  consume  by  fire,  scorch, 

da. 
roast;  (in  surgery)  to  cauterize;  to  consume,  de- 

stroy completely ;  to  torment,  torture,  pain,  distress, 
disturb,  grieve :  Pass,  duhyate  (ep.  also  dahyatt), 
to  be  burnt,  to  burn,  to  be  in  flames ;  to  be  consumed 
by  fire ;  to  be  inflamed ;  to  be  consumed  by  internal 
heat  or  by  grief,  to  suffer  pain,  be  distressed,  be 
vexed ;  to  be  destroyed  &c. ;  (also  transitive)  to 
bum :  Caus.  ddhayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  adidahat,  to 
cause  to  bum  or  to  be  burned  &c. ;  to  cause  to 
roast  or  to  be  cooked :  Desid.  didhakshati  (ep.  -te), 
to  wish  to  burn,  to  be  about  to  consume  or  destroy, 
&c.  [cf.  did/iakshd  and  didhakshu] :  Caus.  of 
Desid.  didhakifhayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  desire 
to  burn  or  to  be  about  to  burn  :  Intens.  dandahiti, 
dandahyate,  dandagdhi  (also  2nd  sing,  impv.), 
to  bum  completely,  destroy  completely ;  (A.)  to  be 
burnt  completely,  be  entirely  consumed  by  fire  or 

grief;  [cf.  Hib. daghaim;  daighim, daghte, '  burnt,' 
=  dagdha;  dmghir,  'flame:'  Lith.  degd, '  I  am 
hot ;'  deginu,  '  I  bum :'  Old  Germ,  tdh-t  or  ddh-t, 
'  a  wick,'  fr.  Caus. :  Goth,  dag-s,  '  the  day :'  Angl. 
Sax.  daeg:  Mod.  Germ,  tag:  Eng.  day:  perhaps 
Gr.  r-fryav ov :  Lat.  lig-nu-m  for  dig-nu-m.] 

2.  dah,  dhak,  k,  k,  burning  (at  the  end  of  comp. ; 
cf.  iuSa-dhak). 

Dahat,  an,  and,  at,  burning,  scorching. 
Dahati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  on 

Skanda. 

Dahadahd,  {.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Mains  attending 
on  Skanda. 
Dahana,  as,  i,  am,  burning,  consuming  by  fire, 

scorching,  destroying  [cf.  tripura-d°] ;  destructive, 
injurious,  mischievous ;  (at),  m.  fire,  a  N.  of  Agni 
the  god  of  fire  ;  the  numeral  three;  one  of  the  five 
forms  of  fire  in  the  SvahS-kara ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
eleven  Rudras ;  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda ; 

a  bad  man ;  a  pigeon ;  lead-wort,  Plumbago  Zeyla- 
nica  (<=fitraka);  the  marking-nut,  Anacardium 
Officinarum  (  =  bhalldtaka);  (i),  f.  fire;  (am),  n. 
burning,  cauterizing,  consuming  by  fire ;  sour  gruel. 

—  Dahana-ketana,  as,  m.  'the  mark  of  burning,' 
smoke.  —  Duhana-jmyd,  f.  '  the  beloved  of  fire,' 
N.  of  SvahS  or  the  wife  of  Agni.  —  Dahanarkshd 

(°na-rikiha),  am,  n.  'the  burning  constellation,' 
the  constellation  KrittikS.  —  J)ahandguru  ("na-ag°), 
us,  m.,  N.  of  a  species  of  the  plant  Agallochum. 

—  Dahandrdti  (°na-nr°),  is,  m.  'enemy  of  fire,' 
water.  —  Dalianopakarana  (°na-up°),  am,  n.  the 
means  for  cauterizing.  —  Dahanopala  (°na^up°), 
as,  m. '  fire-stone,'  the  sun-gem,  a  crystal  lens :  (also 
read   dahanopama;    cf.   silrya-kdnta.)  —  Dalia- 
nolkd  (°na-ul°),  f.  a  firebrand. 
Dahaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  burnt,  burnable, 

combustible. ~ Dahaniya-ta,  f.  or  dahaniya-h'a, 
am,  n.  combustibility. 
Dahyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  burnt. 

<;^*_  dahara,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
I .  dah,  probably  another  form  of  dahra,  which  is 
for  dabhra;  see  dahra  below),  small,  fine,  thin, 
subtile,  short ;  young  in  age,  (opposed  to  vriddha) ; 
the  cavity  of  the  heart,  the  heart ;  (as),  m.  a  child, 
infant ;  a  younger  brother ;  a  young  animal ;  a  rat, 
mouse.  —  Dahara-prishtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  section 

of  the  Taittiriya-samhitS ;  [cf.  mahd-prinhtha.']  ' —  Dahara-sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  SQtra 
work. 

Daharala  =  dahara  above. 
Dahra,  as,  d,  am,  small,  fine,  thin ;  the  cavity  of 

the  heart;  the  heart  itself;  (as),  m.  fire;  a  forest 
conflagration,  a  wood  on  fire.  —  Dahra-tatt,  ind.  from 
the  cavity  of  the  heart.  —  Da hrdgni  l^ra-ag^),  u, 
m.,  N.  of  Agastya  in  a  former  birth. 

<jf^l|<+  dahiyaka,  as,  m.(;),  N.  of  a  par- 

ticular kind  of  bird. 

«fj[  dahra.     See  above  under  dahara. 

^TT  i.  da  (many  of  the  forms  of  this  rt. ^  are  to  be  referred  to  the  base  dad,  which  is 
sometimes  regarded  as  a  separate  rt.;  cf.  1. dad),  cl.  3. 
P.  A.  daddti,  datte,  1st  pi.  dadmas,  and  pi.  dattha, 



da. 
dayaka. 
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3rd  pi.  dadati  (jrd  pi.  A.  datlate) ;  Impf.  adaddt, 
ttdatta  (3rd  du.  adattdm,  3rd  pi.  adadtis,  A. 

adadata) ;  Pot.  dadydt,  dadlta  ( i  st  pi.  A.  dadi- 
mahi,  3rd  pi.  dadiran) ;  Impv.  daddtu,  dattdm 
(2nd  sing.  de&i,  A.  datsva,  3rd  du.  dattdm,  2nd 
pi.  datta,  3rd  pi.  dottou) ;  Perf.  dadatt,  dade 
(2nd  sing,  daditha  or  dadatJia,  2nd  du.  dadathus, 
2nd  pi.  dada,  3rd  pi.  dadus,  ,^td  du.  A.  daddte, 
part,  dadfwts,  gen.  dadushas);  Fut.  daYa,  ddsyati, 
-te ;  Aor.  add<,  adita  (3rd  pi.  P.  ad«s,  1st  sing.  A. 
adiihi,  3rd  pi.  adishata);  Prec.  deydt,  ddsishfa; 

(Ved.  forms  are  Pres.  3rd  sing.  dd7/,  1st  pi.  dad- 
masi;  Impf.  2nd  pi.  adadata,  adattana,  2nd  sing. 
dadds,  3rd  sing,  dad/it,  2nd  pi.  daddta;  Impv. 
da<«,  2nd  sing,  daddhi ;  Perf.  3rd  pi.  A.  with 
pro,  dadrire,  part,  daddvat,  dadrat ;  Aor.  doY, 
3rd  du.  il iil a  in,  2nd  pi.  data,  3rd  pi.  dwc,  3rd  sing. 
A.  adadishta,  adedishta,  2nd  sing.  Let  dadas. 
Ep.  forms  ft.  I.  dad  are  1st  sing.  Pres.  dadmi,  3rd 

sing,  dadati,  -te,  3rd  pi.  dadanti,  -te;  Impf.  3rd 
sing,  adadat;  Impv.  2nd  sing,  dada,  A.  dadasva ; 
Perf.  3rd  sing,  dadade,  3rd  du.  dadaddte,  3rd  pi. 

dadadlre) ;  datum,  Ved.  inf.  ddlave,  ddlavai,  da- 
ta*, dai  in  pard-dai ;  to  give,  bestow,  grant, 

yield,  impart,  present,  offer  (usually  with  ace.  of  the 
thing  and  dat.  gen.  or  loc.  of  the  person,  e.  g.  tat 
taemai  or  tasya  or  tasmin  dehi,  give  that  to  him) ; 
to  deliver  over,  hand  over;  to  give  back,  restore, 
return ;  to  pay  (e.  g.  rinam  dd,  to  pay  a  debt ; 
dandam  dd,  to  pay  a  fine) ;  to  give  away,  give  up, 
cede,  sacrifice,  devote,  surrender  (e.  g.  prdndn  or 

jimlam  dd,  to  give  one's  life;  dtmdnam  dd,  to 
sacrifice  one's  self ;  dtmdnam  kkeddya  dd,  to  give 
one's  self  up  to  grief) ;  to  give  in  marriage  (with  or 
without  bkdrydm,  e,  g.  dadau  kanydm  tasmai 
bkdrydm,  he  gave  the  maiden  to  him  as  wife ; 
yasmai  pita  tarn  dadydt,  to  whomsoever  a  father 
may  marry  her);  to  communicate  knowledge  or 

advice,  to  teach  (e.  g.  mdydm  dd,  to  impart  know- 
ledge) ;  to  sell  (with  inst.  of  the  price,  e.  g.  gavdm 

sahasrena  dd,  to  sell  for  a  thousand  cows);  to 

permit,  allow  (e.g.  vdshpo  na  dadati  tarn  drash- 
turn,  tears  do  not  allow  her  to  see)  ;  to  place,  put, 

apply  (e.  g.  padam  bhasma-iaye  dadau,  he  placed 
his  foot  on  a  heap  of  ashes).  The  root  dd  may 

sometimes  yield  senses  equivalent  to  '  to  do,' '  make,' 
'cause,'  'perform,'  'bring  about,'  'accomplish;'  and 
the  meanings  of  this  root  may  be  variously  modified 
according  to  the  nouns  with  which  it  is  connected, 
as  in  the  following  examples :  doham  dd,  tc  cause 
grief;  vratam  da, to  accomplish  a  vow;  drddrlham 

dd,  to  perform  the  S*raddha  ;  sanjridm  dd,  to  make 
a  sign ;  pantlianam  or  mdrgam  dd,  to  give  up 
the  road,  stand  out  of  the  way,  allow  to  pass ;  ava- 
kddam  dd,  to  give  room  or  space,  allow  to  enter ; 
yuddham  or  sangrdmam  dd,  to  give  battle,  fight 
with ;  djndm  or  ddedam  dd,  to  give  an  order,  to 
command ;  sandexam  dd,  to  give  information ; 
varam  dd,  to  grant  a  boon ;  dtfisho  dd,  to  grant 
or  utter  blessings ;  prati-radas  or  prati-va£anam 
or  praty-uttaram  dd,  to  give  an  answer ;  iabdam 
dd,  to  make  a  noise,  call  out ;  vddam  dd  (with 
dat.),  to  address  a  speech  to ;  satyam  vaio  dd,  to 

speak  the  truth  ;  samayam  dd,  to  propose  an  agree- 
ment ;  ddpam  dd,  to  utter  a  curse  or  oath  ;  dlinga- 

nam  dd,  to  embrace;  jhampam  dd,  to  give  a 
spring,  to  jump ;  anuydtrdm  dd,  to  accompany ; 
talam  or  taldn  dd,  to  slap  with  the  palms  of  the 
hands,  to  shake  hands ;  tala-prahdram  da,  to  strike 
with  the  palm  &c. ;  talam  <ld,  to  beat  time  with 

the  hands ;  eaitkttajcam  dd,  to  make  an  appoint- 
ment with  any  one ;  prayoyam  dd,  to  give  a  dramatic 

representation ;  vrilim  dd,  to  inclose  or  fence  in ; 

dardanam  or  drisktiin  dd,  to  show  one's  self,  be- 
come visible,  appear ;  drishiim  or  dridam  or  al(»hi 

or  dakshur  dd  (with  loc.),  to  fix  the  eyes  on,  look 
at ;  nigaddni  dd,  to  put  on  fetters ;  pdvakam  da,  to 
set  on  fire ;  idram  da,  to  move  a  chess-man ;  ar- 
galam  dd,  to  draw  a  bolt,  to  bar ;  padam  da,  to 
direct  the  steps ;  karnam  dd,  to  give  ear,  listen ; 
mano  do,  to  direct  the  mind  to  anything,  think 

upon.  In  some  passages  of  the  Veda  the  base  dad 

(A.  dadate}  yields  senses  equivalent  to  '  to  receive,' 
'  carry,'  'convey,'  '  bear,'  '  hold,'  '  keep,' '  preserve,' 
to  which  some  refer  the  part,  datta,  preserved  ;  [cf. 

5.  da.]  Caus.  P.  ddpayati,  -yltum,  adidapat, 
to  cause  to  give  or  to  be  given,  to  cause  to  bestow, 
present,  &c.  (with  two  ace.) ;  to  cause  to  be  offered  ; 
to  oblige  to  pay,  make  pay ;  to  force  to  restore  or 
return,  to  make  surrender  or  deliver;  to  procure; 
to  cause  to  do  or  perform  or  accomplish ;  to  cause  to 
put  or  apply,  cause  to  be  put  on ;  to  cause  to  speak 
or  utter  :  Desid.  P.  A.  ditsali,  -te,  (Ved.)  diddsati, 
to  wish  to  give  &c.,  to  be  ready  to  bestow  &c. : 
Intens.  dedlyate,  ddddti ;  [cf.  its.  dds,  rd,  Id : 

Zend  da, '  to  give ;'  dd-tar,dd-ta, ' giver ;'  d<Z-«a,  da- 
tlira,  '  present :'  Gr.  5l5w/u  =  daddmi,  So-rfo,  Sta- 
T$1P,  fiu-n-s,  Sd-ri-s,  Su-po-v,  Saros,  baiT&VTi  from 
the  Caus.  ddpayati :  Lat.  da-re,  da-tor,  do-s,  do- 

nu-m:  Slav,  da-mi  =  dad-mi ;  da-rU,  'present;' 
da-ril, '  tax :'  Lith.  dti-mi  =  dad-mi,  du-ti-s,  du,- 

ni-s, '  a  gift :'  Hib.  daighim  or  dailtin  fr.  daidim, 
4 1  give :'  Cambro-Brit.  dodi,  '  to  give ;'  Angl.  Sax. tidhe,  tidhianJ] 

2.  da,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  giver  ;  (at  the  end  of  comp.) 

giving,  granting ;  [cf.  an-atea-dd,  afoa-dd,  dyur- dd,  &c.] 

Ddka,  as,  m.  a  giver,  donor,  one  who  makes 
presents,  especially  to  Brahmans ;  the  institutor  of 
a  sacrifice  who  employs  and  pays  the  officiating 

priests. I.  data,  Ved.,  said  by  some  to  =  datta, '  given,"  in 
tvd-ddta,  q.  v. ;  but  the  form  data  according  to 
native  authorities  can  only  belong  to  3.  da  or  7.  da. 

Ddtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  given  or  bestowed ; 
to  be  paid,  payable ;  to  be  restored  or  returned  ;  to 
be  communicated  or  taught ;  to  be  given  in  marriage ; 
to  be  placed  upon  or  applied. 

I.  dati,  is,  (.  giving.  See  ddti-vdra  under  2. 
ddti,  p.  408,  col.  I. 

Vdtiir-kdma,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  datum  inf.  of  i.'dd 
+  kdma),  wishing  to  bestow,  desirous  of  giving. 

I.  ddtri,  td,  trl,  tri,  giving,  bestowing,  imparting, 
communicating,  liberal;  a  giver,  donor, •  imparter, 
lender,  creditor,  payer ;  teacher ;  [cf.  kanyd-d?, 

l>rahma-d',  rina-d°;  Gr.  Sur/ip,  Sorfy;  Lat. 

dator.~\  —  T>dtri-ta,  f.  or  ddtri-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  being  a  giver,  liberality.  —  Ddtri-nirupana, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana-sarva-sva. 
—  Ddtri-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 
Vdtva,  as,  m.  a  giver,  donor ;  (am),  n.  a  sacri- 

ficial ceremony ;  the  performance  of  a  sacrifice. 
Dada,  as,  m.  (fr.  base  dad),  a  gift,  donation, 

oblation,  giving.  —  Ddda-da,  as,  m.  a  donor,  giver 
of  a  gift. 

Dddin,  1,  int,  i,  giving,  a  giver. 
I.  ddna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  giver,  giving ;  an  offering, 

(according  to  S5y.  =  dcrfte  or  deya-liJiuta,  but 
thought  by  modem  scholars  to  be  the  epithet  of  a 
horse);  (am),  n.  giving,  presenting;  giving  in 

marriage  (e.g.  ka/nyd-d",  q. v.);  giving  up,  sacri- 
ficing (e.  %.prdna-<l',  q.  v.) ;  delivering,  distributing ; 

communicating,  imparting,  teaching,  giving  instruc- 

tion (e.  g.  brahma-d",  q.v.) ;  a  gift,  present,  donation 
(e.  g.  ddnani  dd,  to  offer  a  gift ;  cf.  Lat.  donum) ; 

special  gift,  oblation  (e.  g.  •udaka-d",  q.  v.) ;  adding, 
addition ;  liberality ;  bribery  (one  of  the  four  means 
by  which  a  king  overpowers  his  enemies  ;  cf.  updya) ; 
the  fragrant  fluid  that  flows  from  the  temples  of  an 
elephant  in  rut  (more  probably  connected  with  rt.  3.  day 
see  2.  ddna,  p.  408,  col.  i)  ;  a  kind  of  honey,  (per- 

haps for  ddla.)  —  Ddna-kalp/t-taru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work  mentioned  in  the  Samskara-tattva  by  Raghu- 
nandana.  —  Ddna-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  fond  of 

giving,  liberal.  —  Ddna-kulyd,  f.the  flow  of  fluid  from 

an  elephant's  temples.  —  Ddna-Tcufumdnjali  (°ma- 
an°\  N.  of  a  poem.  —  Ddna-kaumudl,  f.,  N.  of  the 
second  part  of  the  Kriya-kaumudi.  —  Ddna-fyuta,O8, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Dana-tea,  ind.  through  gifts,  by 

liberality.  —  Ddna-darpana,  N.  of  a  work  mentioned 
in  the  Samskara-tattva.  •-  l)dna-dharma,O8,  m.  alms- 

giving, charitable  acts,  charity;  the  rules  or  practice 

of  alms-giving.  —  Danadharma-ridhi,  is,  m.  •  the 

rules  for  alms-giving  &c.,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Skanda-PurSna.  —  Ddna-pati,  is,  m. '  a  master  of 

liberality,'  an  exceedingly  liberal  or  munificent  man  ; 
an  epithet  of  A-krura,  who  was  kinsman  of  Krishna ; 
N.  of  a  Daitya.  —  Vdna-pattra,  am,  n.  a  deed  of 
gift  or  conveyance.  —  JJdna-paddhatt,  is,  (.,  N.  of 
a  work  on  the  sixteen  chief  oblations.  —  Ddna-pdtra, 

am,  n.  'an  object  of  charity,  one  who  deserves  a  gift," 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Itdna- 
pratibhdvya,  am,  n.  security  for  payment  of  a  debt 
&c.  —  Dana-bhinna,  as,  d,  am,  divided  or  made 
hostile  by  bribes.  —  Dana-yogya,  as,  d,  am,  worthy 
of  a  gift,  meriting  a  donation.  —  Ddna-vajra,  as, 

&c.,  'whose  thunderbolt  is  liberality,'  an  epithet  of 
the  Vaisyas  or  men  of  the  third  tribe.  —  Ddna-vat, 
an,  atl,  at,  having  gifts,  presenting  gifts,  liberal. 
—  Ddna-mdhi,  is,   m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Skanda-PurSna.  —  Dana-mra,  as,  m.  'a   hero   in 

liberality,"  an  exceedingly  liberal  man.  —  Ddna-vya- 
tydsa,  as,  m.  '  perversion  of  gifts,'  gift  under  error, 
giving  to  the  wrong  person.  —  Ddna-vrata,  as,  d, 
am,  devoted  to  liberality  or  benevolence ;  (as),  m. 

pi.  the  inhabitants  of  S'ska-dvlpa.  —  Ddna-iTda,  ai, 
d,  am,  liberally  disposed,  liberal,  generous,  charitable, 
munificent ;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  translator! 
of  the  Lalita-vistara  in  Tibetian.  —  Dana-dura,  as, 

m. '  a  hero  in  liberality,'  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva  ( = 
S'Skya-muni  in  a  former  birth ;  cf.  ddna-vira).  —  Dd- 

na-3aunda,  as,  i,  am, '  intoxicated  with  giving,'  ex- 
ceedingly liberal.  —  Ddna-sdgara,  as,  m. '  the  ocean 

of  gifts,'  N.  of  a  work  by  Malamasa  mentioned 
in  the  Samskara-tattva  by  Raghu-nandana.  —  Dd- 

na-stuti,  is,  (.  'praise  of  liberality,'  N.  of  a  kind  of 
hymn.  —  Ddna-hina,  as,  d,  am,  deprived  of  gifts. 

—•  Ddna-hemddrl  ("ma-ad"),  N.  of  a  work  on 
oblations  written  under  the  patronage  of  Hemadri. 

—  Ddnadltikdra  (°na-adh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  short 
Buddhist  work  on  alms-giving. 

Ddnaka,  am,  n.  a  mean,  paltry,  or  miserable  gift. 
Ddnika,  (at  the  end  of  comp.)  relating  or  referring 

to  a  gift,  liberality,  giving  instruction,  &c.  (e.  g. 

adhyayana-d°,  consisting  in  the  giving  of  instruction 
or  in  reading;  cf.  raro-d'  and  udaka-d°). 
Ddnin,  z,  ini,  i,  giving,  liberal,  benevolent ;  hav- 

ing gifts ;  [cf.  ogrra-d0.] Ddniya,  as,  d,  am,  due,  bestowable,  worthy  or 
fit  to  be  given ;  receiving  gifts  or  oblations ;  (am), 

n.  a  thing  to  be  given,  gift,  donation. 
I.  ddnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  liberal ;  a  donor,  giver ; 

prosperity,  contentment ;  air,  wind. 
Dapana,  am,  n-  (fr.  the  Caus.),  forcing  or  obliging 

to  give  or  pay,  causing  to  restore. 
Ddpaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  made  to  give  or  pay, 

liable  to  be  amerced,  subject  to  the  payment  of  a 

fine  (with  ace.  of  the  sum  paid) ;  to  be  caused  to 

be  given. 
Ddpayltavya,  ae,  d,  am,  to  be  forced  or  obliged to  give  or  pay. 

Ddpayitvd,  ind.  having  caused  or  compelled  to 

give  or  pay,  having  fined. 
I.  ddpita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  be  given,  con- 

demned to  pay,  fined ;  adjudged,  to  be  paid  by  way 
of  fine;  assigned,  awarded,  entitled  to  receive  a  fine, 
any  one  to  whom  a  fine  is  to  be  paid. 

Ddpya,  as,  d,  am,  =  ddpantya  above. 
i.  daman,  d,  m.  (for  2.  and  3.  daman  see 

p.  408,  col.  2),  Ved.  a  giver,  donor;  (a),  n.  giving, 

a  gift;  [cf.  a-d°  and  -su-d0.]  —  I.  daman-vat,  an, 
all,  at,  furnished  with  gifts;  [cf.  z.  ddman-vat 
under  3.  daman,  p.  408,  col.  2.] 

i .  ddya,  as,  d,  am  [cf.  i.flaya,  p.  408,  cot.  2],  giv- 

ing, presenting  [cf.  rfata-d0] ;  (as),  m.  a  gift,  present, 
donation ;  a  special  gift,  a  nuptial  present,  that  which 
a  bride  and  bridegroom  receive  on  their  marriage ; 
alms  to  a  student  at  his  initiation  &c. ;  delivering, 
delivery,  handing  over ;  (for  other  meanings  given  by 
some  under  I.  ddya  see  2.  ddya,  p.  408,  col.  2.) 

j.  ddyaka,  as,  ika,  am,  giving,  bestowing,  pre- 
senting, granting ;  effecting ;  a  giver,  donor  (e.  g. 

vlsha-d",  uttara-d°,  m.anoratha-d° ,  Icdnti-d  , 
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duyaka-ta. 

dakshi. 

,   ',  q-v.) ;  placing  upon,  arranging.  —  Ddyaka- 
td,  (.  the  state  of  a  giver,  giving. 
Ddyita,  as,  d,  am,  probably  a  wrong  reading  for 

ddpUa,  q.  v, 
i.ddyitri, incorrect  form  for  i .  ddtri,  p.  407, col.  2. 
Ddyin,  i,  ini,  i,  (at  the  end  of  comp.)  giving, 

presenting,  granting,  paying,  owing;  communicat- 

ing ;  causing,  effecting ;  [cf.  a-d",  udaka-da,  ri- 

rjr ^- 

i.ddru,  us,  us,  u  (for  2.  ddru  see  p.  410,  col.  i), 

liberal,  munificent,  giving,  communicating,  compas- 
sionate ;  a  giver,  donor ;  an  artist  (in  this  sense 

perhaps  to  be  referred  to  rt.  dri). 
Ddvan,  Ved.,  occurring  only  in  dat.  ddvane,  for 

the  giving,  in  order  to  give  or  present ;  in  order  to 
receive ;  (a,  a,  a),  giving,  granting,  (usually  at  the 

end  of  comp. ;  cf.  aiva-d°  and  3ata-d°.) 

3.  dd,  cl.  2.  4.  P.  dati,  dyati,  datum,  to 
cut,  divide ;  [according  to  native  authorities  the 

proper  form  of  this  rt.  is  do,  q.  v. ;  cf.  rts.  day,  dal  : 

Stti-yv-fjn,  $al-w-fjiai,  $ai-Tu-fjuaift  Sat^a1,  5aT€-o- 
nai,  8a-<r-ju<i-s,  S&TTTV  (Caus.),  Stiirvov :  Lat.  daps : 

Cambro-Brit.  de,  '  to  part ;'  dead,  '  a  parting.'] 
3.  data,  as,  d,  am,  cut,  divided ;  reaped ;  (see 

PSn.VIII.  4,  46.) 
2.  dati,  is,  f.  cutting,  destroying;    distribution. 

—  Ddti-vdra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (Say.)  splitting  the 
clouds  or  yielding  water  or  giving  strength  or  giving 
riches,  (as  if  fr.  I.  dd;  see  i.  dati,  p.  407,  col.  2.) 

I liit a,  u,  n.,  Ved.  a  part,  division,  allotted  portion 

or  task ;  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  after  a  nume- 
ral =  fold,  e.g.  sahasra-ddtu,  thousand-fold.) 

2.  datri,  td,  tri,  tri  (for  I. datri  see  p.4o7,  col.  2), 
Ved.  cutting  off,  mowing ;  cropping  (grass) ;  a  cutter. 
Ddtra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  anything  allotted  or  fallen 

to  one's  share,  share,  possession ;  an  instrument  for 
cutting  or  chopping  wood  &c.,  a  sort  of  sickle  or 
large  knife,  a  bill-hook  or  hatchet  with  a  curved 
point,  commonly  called  a  Da. 

2.  ddna,  as,  m.  (for  I.  ildna  see  p.  407,  col.  2), 

Ved.  distribution  (especially  of  food) ;  a  meal ;  a  sacri- 
ficial meal ;  distributing,  communicating,  liberality ; 

part,  share,  possession ;  a  distributer ;  (am),  n.  cut- 
ting off,  dividing ;  pasture ;  the  fluid  flowing  from 

an  elephant's  temples  when  in  rut;  [cf.  I.  ddna.] 
—  Ddndpnas  (°na-ap°),  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having 
abundant  shares  (or  gifts,  fr.  I .  dana).  —  Ddnaukas 

fna-ok"),  as,  m.,  Ved.  delighting  in  the  sacrificial 
meal ;  (SJy.)  '  the  abode  of  liberality,  munificent,' 

"epithet  of  Indra,  (as  if  fr.  I.  ddna.) 
Ddnava,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  class  of  demons,  a  giant, 

a  Titan  ;  (according  to  a  later  conception  the  DSnavas, 
who  are  implacable  enemies  of  the  Devas,  are  children 
of  Danu  and  KaSyapa,  see  danu,  p.  401 ;  the  Daityas 
and  DSnavas  are  often  identified,  and  both  of  them 

are  called  Asuras) ;  (as,  i,  am),  belonging  to  the 
Danavas,  peculiar  to  the  DSnavas,  &c.  —  Ddnava- 

guru,  us,  m.  '  the  preceptor  of  the  DSnavas,'  N.  of 
the  regent  of  the  planet  Venus.  —  Ddnava-pati,  is, 
m.  the  king  of  the  DSnavas.  «•  Ddnava-pujita,  as, 
a,  am,  worshipped  by  the  DSnavas ;  (as),  m.  the 

regent  of  the  planet  Venus.  —  Ddnava-prlyd,  f.  the 
betel  plant.  —  Ddnava-sudana,  as,  d,  am,  destroy- 

ing the  DSnavas.  —  Ddnavdri  (°va-ari),  is,  m.  an 
enemy  of  the  DSnavas ;  an  epithet  of  Indra ;  of 

Siva;  (ayas),  m.  pi.  the  gods.  —  Ddnavendra  ('va- 
in"), as,  m.  the  chief  of  the  DSnavas. 

Ddnaveya,  as,  m.  a  DSnava  or  demon. 

i.  danu,  us,  us,  u  (for  i .  see  p.  407,  col.  3),  valiant; 
a  victor,  conqueror,  destroyer ;  (us),  m.  a  class  of 

demons ;  (u),  n.  a  fluid,  a  drop,  dew ;  [cf.  drdra-d", 
jira-il°.]  —  Ddnu-<?ilra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  shining 
with  dew,  brilliant  with  moisture;  (Say.)  wonderfully 
destructive,  wonde;fully  liberal,  marvellous  by  gifts, 

(as  if  fr.  i.  /M.)*  n^^j/j  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  giving 
drops,  trickling.  — Da»«?!a8.j,a(j(  m  du>  ̂ fr_  me 
gen.  sing,  of  2.  danu),  Ved. '  the  i,..^,  of  jeWj>  epithet 
of  Mitra-varuna  and  of  the  AsVins;  (^v.)  lords  of 
munificence,  (as  if  fr.  I.  dd.)-Ddnu-pftwaf 

Sec.,  Ved.  swelling  with  drops.  —  Ddnu-mat,  an, 
ati,  at,  Ved.  having  many  oblations ;  liquid,  fluid, 
trickling  ;  (SSy.)  malignant,  injurious ;  having  gifts, 
liberal,  suited  to  a  giver,  (as  if  fr.  I.  da.) 

2.  daman,  d,  d,  m.  f.  (for  i.  daman  see  p.  407, 

col.  3 ;  for  3.  daman  see  below),  an  allotment,  share. 
2.  ddya,  as,  m.  [cf.  I.  daija,  p.  407,  col.  3],  share, 

portion,  separate  property,  inheritance,  patrimony 

(e.  g.  ddydd  updgnta,  fallen  to  one's  share  by  in- 
heritance) ;  a  part  (in  s"a(a-d°,  q.  v.)  ;  distributing, 

dividing,  breaking  ;  loss,  destruction  ;  irony  ;  place, 
site,  (some  of  the  meanings  here  given  as  connected 
with  rt.  3.  da  may  perhaps  be  referred  to  rt.  I.  da; 

cf.  I.  ddya.)  —  Ddya-kdla,  as,  m.  the  time  of 
dividing  an  inheritance.  —  Ddya-krama-sangralia, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  on  the  law  of  inheritance. 

—  Ddya-tattva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Smriti- 
tattva.  —  Ddyataftfa-krit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  an  author 
mentioned  in  the  Mitrodaya  by  Mitra-misra.  —  Ddya- 

bandhu,  ws,  m.  '  a  friend  or  partner  in  the  inherit- 
ance,' a  brother.  —  Ddya-bhdga,  as,  m.  partition  or 

portioning  of  inheritance,  division  of  property  among 
heirs,  apportioning,  inheritance;  N.  of  a  work  on 
the  law  of  inheritance.  ••  Ddyabhdga-ttkd,  f.,  N.  of 
a  commentary   on   the   DSya-bhaga    by   Krishna. 
—  Ddyabhdga-tattva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  by 
Raghu-nandana.  —  Ddya-vibhdga,  as,  m.  portion- 

ing of  inheritance,  division  of  property  amongst 

heirs,  portion.  —  Ddydda  (°ya-dda),  as,  m.  'the 
receiver  of  a  portion  or  heritage,'  an  heir,  claimant, 
candidate,  pretender  (with  gen.  or  loc.  of  thing) ;  a 
son,  a  kinsman  near  or  remote,  a  distant  descendant ; 

(d,  i),(.  an  heiress,  daughter.  —  Ddydda-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  having  an  heir.  —  Dayadya,  am,  n.  inherit- 

ance. —  Ddyddya-td,  f.  the  state  of  being  an  inheritor 
or  near  relation,  near  relationship,  affinity.  —  Ddyd- 

pavartana  (°ya-ap°\  am,  n.  forfeiture  of  property, 
privation.  —  Ddydrha  (°ya~ar°),  as,  d,  am,  claim- 

able or  claiming  inheritance. 

2.  ddyaka,  as,  m.  a  heir,  inheritor,  kinsman. 
Ddyddava,  as,  m.  an  inheritor,  heir,  kinsman  (?). 
I .  dita,  as,  d,  am,  cut,  torn,  divided. 
I.  dina,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  dina  see  p.  412,  col-3), 

cut,  split,  destroyed. 

yr  4.  dd,  cl.  4.  P.  dyati,  datum,  to  bind  ; 
^  (this  root  does  not  occur  separately,  and  is 

not  given  in  the  DhStu-pStha) ;  [cf.  Gr.  $t-ui,  Si- 

Sax,  ti-an,  '  to  tie.'] 
Ddma  (at  the  end  of  comp.) =3.  daman  below; 

[cf.  udrd°  and  srag-d°.] 
3.  daman,  a,  n.  (said  to  be  also  d,  f.),  a  string, 

cord,  thread,  rope,  fetter,  fillet ;  a  girdle ;  a  chaplet, 
wreath  or  garland  for  the  forehead  ;  a  large  bandage  ; 
a  particular  constellation.     The  word  daman  may 

be  used  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.,  e.  g.  wit- 
daman,  having  a  large  garland ;  and  according  to 
PSnini  IV.  i,  27,  when  a  numeral  precedes,  the  fem. 

must  end  in  i,  e.  g.  dvi-ddmni,  having  two  cords : 
it  also  occurs  at  the  end  of  proper  names,  e.g. 

did-d",   q.  v. ;    [cf.    Gr.   Kp^-Stytiw.]  —  Ddma- 
kantha,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  having  a  rope  round  the 
neck;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man;   (as),  m.  pi.  the 
descendants  of  this  man.  —  Ddma-granthi,  is,  jn.  a 

name  assumed  by  Nakula ;  [cf.  r/ranthika.]  —*Dd- 
ma-fandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ddma-jdta- 
Sri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  (occurring  only  on  coins). 
—  2.ddman-vat,  are,  ati,  at  (for  I .  see  p.  407,  col.  3), 
furnished  with  cords  &c.  —  Ddma-sinha,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  prince.  —  DamSMana  ( °ma-ari°),  am,  n.  a  foot- 
rope  for  horses  &c. ;  (also  ddmdndala,  am,  n.)  —  Dd- 

mady-updkhydna  ("ma-ad"),  am,  n.,  N.  of  the 
fourteenth  chapter  of  the  VSsishtha-rSmSyana,  com- 

monly called  Yoga-vSsishtha.  —  Ddmodara   (°ma- 
ud°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu  ('having  a 
cord   round  the  belly,'  YaSodS   his  foster-mother 
having  in  vain  passed  a  rope  round  his  body,  whilst 
a  child,  to  keep  him  in  confinement) ;  N.  of  the 
twelfth  month;   of  the   ninth  Arhat  of  the   past 

Ut-sarpinI ;   of  two  kings  of  Kasmira ;   of  a  poet 

in  the  Bhoja-prabandha  by  Ballala  ;  of  the  editor  of 
the  drama  called  Maha-nJtaka  ;  of  the  author  of  a 
medical  work;  of  the  father  of  Malhana  and  of 
several  other  men  ;  of  a  river.  —  Ddmodara-gupta, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Ddmo<lara-datta,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  father  of  Padma-nSiha-datta.  —  Damoilara- 

deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Ddmoilara-pad- 
ihatl,  is,  (.,  N.  of  an  astronomical  work.  —  Vdrno- 

dardranya  (°ra-ar°),  am,  n.  '  Krishna's  wood,'  N. 
of  a  forest.  —  Ddmosltnlsha  (°ma-ush°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  an  old  sage  ;  (also  read  ddmof-hnira  and  ddmoxh- 

.)  —  I)dmoshnifhi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
DSmoshmsha.  —  Ddmoshnishya,  as,  m.  a  patro- 

nymic from  DSmoshnlshi. 
Ddrnani,  (.  [cf.  ddmana,  p.  409,  col.  3],  a  mul- 

titude of  ropes  or  strings  for  tying  cattle  (especially 
calves). 

Vdmanika,  as,  d,  am,  at  the  end  of  an  adj. 

comp.  =  (ldmani  above. 
Ddmd,  f.  a  string,  cord,  &c.,  =  3-  daman,  col.  2. 

2.  dita,  as,  d,  am,  bound  ;   [cf.  sam-dita.] 

5TT  5.  dd,  cl.  i.  A.  day  ate,  datum,  to  pro- 
N     tect,    defend,    guard;    (according   to   native 

authorities  the  proper  form  of  this  rt.  is  dc,  q.  v.) 

Datta,  as,  d,  am,  protected,  defended. 
6.  da,  as,  f.  protection,  defence. 

;pT  7.   da,   cl.    i.  P.  dayati,  datum,  to 
^     clean,  purify  ;  (according  to  native  authori- 

ties the  proper  form  of  this  rt.  is  dai,  q.  v.) 
8.  dd,  ds,  f.  cleansing,  purifying. 

3.  data,  as,d,am  [cf.  ava-ddta],  cleansed,  cleaned, 
washed,  purified;  (see  PSn.  VII.  4,  46.) 

'3.  ddna,  am,  n.  purification  ;  [cf.  i.  ava-ddna.] 
daka.     See  under,  rt.  i.  dd. 

<fn>f  diiksha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  daksha),  relat- 
ing to  Daksha  ;  relating  to  Dskshi  ;  (as),  m.  or 

(am),  n.  the  south;  ddkshasydyanam  (°ya-ay°) 
*=dakshindyanam,the  progress  of  the  sun  towards 
the  south  ;  the  winter  solstice  ;  the  sacrifice  per- 

formed at  this  time;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  disciples 
of  a  particular  school. 
Dakshaka,  as,  &c.,  inhabited  by  the  Dakshis  ; 

(am),  n.  a  multitude  of  the  descendants  of  Daksha. 
Ddkshdyana,  as,  i,  am,  coming  from  the 

Daksha  family,  of  or  relating  to  Daksha  ;  (as),  m. 
a  son  or  distant  descendant  of  Daksha  ;  a  particular 
kind  of  sacrifice  [cf.  ddkshdyana-yajna]  ;  (»),  f.,  N.  of 

any  of  the  daughters  of  Daksha  ;  of  Adili  ;  of  Dili  ;  of 
Kadru  ;  of  Vi-natS  ;  of  the  nymph  and  asterism 
Rohin!  ;  of  Su-rasS,  mother  of  the  NSgas  ;  of  Jaya 

and  Vi-jay5  ;  of  Svadha  ;  of  DurgJ,  wife  of  S'iva  ;  of 
the  wife  of  Dharma,  mentioned  in  the  Vamana- 
Purana;  N.  of  the  plant  Croton  Polyandrum,= 

danti;  (nyas),  f.  pi.  the  twenty-seven  lunar  man- sions considered  mythologically  as  the  daughters  of 
Daksha  and  wives  of  the  Moon;  (am),  n.  the  pos- 

terity of  Daksha  ;  gold  or  a  gold  ornament  (as  an 

ear-ring  Sec.)  ;  =  <takthasydyanam,  the  winter  sol- 
stice; the  sacrifice  performed  at  this  time.  —  Vd- 

ksJidyana-li/iakta,  am,  n.  the  district  inhabited  by 
the  Dakshas.  —  Dakthdyana-yajna,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  kind  of  sacrifice  said  to  be  a  modification  of  the 

DarsapaurnamSsa  (extending  through  fifteen  instead 
of  thirty  years).  —  Ddkshdi/anayajnika.  as,  d,  am. 
or  ddkshdyanayajnin,  i,  ini,  i,  belonging  to  the 
Dakshayana  sacrifice.  —  Dikshdyani-pa,  of,  or  dd- 

kshdyani-pati,  is,  m.  '  husband  of  DSkshayan!,' 
epithet  of  the  Moon  ;  of  S'iva.  -•  Ddlixhayani-ra- 
mana,  at,  m.  '  delighting  in  Dskshsyanl,"  epithet 
of  the  Moon.  —  DSkshayany-agni-prares'a,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  tenth  chapter  of  the  Uttara-khanda  of  the 
Siva-PurSna. 

Dakskdyanin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  gold,  wearing 

golden  ornaments  ;  (i),  m.  a  Brahman  student  wear- 

ing golden  ear-rings. 
Dakshdyatjya,  as,  m.  the  son  of  the  Dskshi 

yam  Aditi,  the  sun. 
Ddkshdyini,  f.  wrong  form  for  ddkfhdyani  above. 
Ddkshi,  is,  m.  a  son  of  Daksha  ;  (i),  f.  a  daughter 
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of  Daksha.  —  Dalcshi-kantha,  f.,  N.  of  a  village  in 
the  north  of  India  in  the  country  of  the  Vshlikas 
or  Balkh.  —  Ddkshikanthiya,  as,  a,  am,  produced 
or  born  in  DSkshi-kanthS,  relating  to  Dakshi-kantha. 
—  Ddkshi-karsha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  village.  —  Dd- 
kshikdrshuka,  as,  i,  am,  coming  from  or  relating 
to  Dakshi-karsha.  —  Ddkshi-kiila,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

village.  —  Dakshi-grdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  village. 
—  Ddkskigrdmiya,  as,  a,  am,  coming  from  or 
relating  to  Dakshi-grama.  —  DdksM-nagam,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  tovm.  —  Ddkshi-palada  and  ddkshi- 
prastha,  ax,  m.,  N.  of  places.  ••  Ddkshi-hrada, 
an,  m.,  N.  of  a  \ake.  —  Ddki<hihradiya,  as,  a,  am, 
relating  to  the  above  lake.  "Ddkshl-putra,  as,  m. 
'  the  son  of  DakshT,'  Panini. 
Ddkeheya,  as,  m.  '  the  son  of  Dakshl,'  a  metro- 

nymic of  Panini ;  (?),  f. '  the  daughter  of  Dakshl  (?).' 
Ddkshya,  am,  n.  cleverness,  dexterity,  skill,  abi- 

lity, capability,  fitness ;  probity,  integrity. 

iJ,  IK!  I  AM  ddkshdyya,  as,  m.  a  vulture ;  [cf. 
dakxhdyya.^ 

<^IIBJ«!.I  dakshina,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dakshina), 

belonging  or  relating  to  a  sacrificial  gift  or  to  a  gift 
in  general ;  relating  or  belonging  to  the  south ; 
(am),  n.  a  collection  of  sacrificial  gifts :  (dni),  n. 
pi.,  N.  of  a  KSnda  in  the  Taittiriya-samhita.  —  Da- 
hshinaidla,  as,  &c.  (ft.  dakshina  +  gala),  relating 
to  a  hall  or  room  situated  to  the  south. 

Ddkshindtya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  dakshina,  ind.), 
southerly,  southern,  belonging  to  or  produced  in 
the  south;  belonging  to  or  living  in  the  Dekhan, 

situated  in  the  Dekhan ;  ddkshindtyd  "bhdshd,  the 
language  spoken  in  the  south ;  (as],  m.,  N.  of  a 
preceptor  mentioned  in  the  Ananda-laharl ;  the  cocoa- 
nut  ;  (as,  am),  m.  or  n.  (?),  the  south  ;  (as),  m.  pi. 
the  inhabitants  of  the  Dekhan  ;  N.  of  several  precep- 

tors mentioned  in  the  Kama-siltra  by  VStsyayana. 
Ddkskinika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dakshina),  connected 

with  a  sacrificial  gift. 

Ddkshiniya  —  dakshintya. 
I.  ddkshinya,  as,  &c.  (fr.  dakshind),  belonging 

or  relating  to  a  sacrificial  gift ;  meriting  a  sacrificial 
gift  or  reward. 

2.ddkshinya,am,n.  (fr. dakshina),  civility, cour- 
tesy, politeness,  conciliatory  conduct,  propitiation, 

kindness,  obsequiousness,  concord,  harmony,  agree- 
ment ;  honesty,  sincerity,  candour ;  cleverness,  talent ; 

(probably)  the  ritual  of  the  right-hand  Saktas(?); 
N.  of  a  Tantra. 

Sl'i'msl'i  ddgavydyani,  a  patronymic 
from  Dagu. 

<5T3«a  dddaka,  as,  m.  a  tooth,  tusk ;  [cf. 
dddhd.] 

<;rPs«l  dadima,  as,  i,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (said  to 
be  fr.  rt.  dal),  the  pomegranate  tree,  (according  to 
some  the  m.  f.  applies  to  the  tree,  and  the  n.  to  the 
fruit) ;  small  cardamoms ;  (as,  I,  am),  being  on  the 

pomegranate  tice.  —  Dddima-pattraka,  as,  m.  or 
dadima-piuihpa  or  dddima-pusftpaka,  as,  m.  the 
plant  Soymida  Febrifuga  or  Amoora  Rohitaka  ( = 

rohitaka).  —  Dddima-priya,  as,  m.  'fond  of 
pomegranates,'  a  parrot.  —  Dddima-bhakrhana,  as, 
m.  'eating  pomegranates,'  a  parrot.  —  Dddimi-vat, 
an,  all,  at,  planted  with  pomegranate  trees.  —  Dd- 
dimi-sdra,  as,  m.  =  dadima,  the  pomegranate  tree. 
J)ad{mba,as,m.  =  dadima,  the  pomegranate  tree. 

<fTft  dddi,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  and  its  fruit ; 
[cf.  dodi  and  ddli.] 

<?l«l  dadhd,  f.  =  danshtra,  a  large  tooth, 
tusk ;  wish,  desire  ;  a  number,  multitude. 

DddMkd,  f.  =  danshtrikd,  the  beard, the  whiskers; 
(Manu  VIII.  283.) 

<;i*!S  ddnda,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  a  stick 
or  staff,  relating  to  punishment,  &c. ;  (a),  f.  a  par- 

ticular game  with  sticks.  —  Ddndagrahika,  as,  m. 
a  patronymic  from  Danda-graha.  —  Dandapdtd,  f. 

I 

(fr.  danda-pata),  scil.  tithi,  a  particular  festival, 
the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month  Phalguna,  on 
which  sticks  are  thrown  ;  [cf.  tailampdtd  and  iyai- 
nampdtd.]  —  Dandapayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
fiom  Danda-pa.  —  Ddndamdthika,  as,  I,  am  (fr. 
daiida-mdtha),  churning  with  a  straight  stick  or 
s&S.  —  Ddnddjinika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  danddjina), 
carrying  a  staff  and  hide  as  mere  outward  signs  of 
religion  ;  (as),  m.  a  cheat,  rogue,  an  hypocrite. 
Dandaki,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Dandaka; 

(ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race  belonging  to  the 
Tri-gartas. 
Dandakiya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  Dandakis. 
Ddnddyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Danda(?). 

—  Danddyanasthalaka,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to 
or  coming  from  Dandayana-sthali.  —  Ddnddyana- 
stliali,  (.,  N.  of  a  village. 
Ddndika,  as,  I,  am,  inflicting  punishment, 

punishing;  (as),  m.  a  chastiser,  punisher. 
Dandikya,  am,  n.  punishing,  the  state  of  being 

a  punisher  (?). 

Ddndin,  inas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  disciples  of  the 
school  of  Danda. 

Ddndindyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Dandin. 

<fTrT  data,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of  the 
Atharva-veda. 

atri.    See  p.  407,  col.  2  ;  p.  408,  col.  I. 

M  ddttdmitriya,  as,  a,  am,  relat- 
ing to  or  coming  from  Dattamitra  or  Dattamitra. 

Ddtteya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from  Datta,  q.  v. 

(fTT^  ddtyuha,  as,  m.  a  gallinule  ;  the 
Cataka,  a  sort  of  cuckoo,  Cuculus  Melanoleucus  ; 
a  cloud  (the  water  of  which  the  Cataka  is  said  to drink). 

Datyuhalca,  as,  m.  a  familiar  diminutive  of  dd- 

tyuha, a  little  gallinule. 
Ddtyauha,  as,  m.  (according  to  Pan.  VII.  3,  I,  fr. 

ditya-vdh),  a  gallinule  ;  (as,  i,  am),  relating  to  or 
produced  in  the  vehicle  of  a  demon  (?). 

<^T^  ddda,  dddin,  &c.     See  p.  407,  col.  2. 

^I^IMI^  ddddbhd'i,  N.  of  the  author  of 
the  Kiranavall  (a  commentary  on  the  Indian  astro- 

nomical work  Surya-siddhSnta). 

<;ir*j<*  dddhika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  dadhi),  made 
of  or  from  Dadhi  or  coagulated  milk  ;  mixed  with 

it,  sprinkled  with  it  ;  carrying  about  or  selling  coagu- 
lated milk  ;  eating  anything  with  coagulated  milk  ; 

(am),  n.  a  kind  of  broth  or  gruel  made  of  coagu- 
lated milk  mixed  with  other  substances. 

Dddhikra,  at,  I,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  Dadhi-krS. 

^rfvr^  dddhittha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dadhittha), 

coming  from  or  belonging  to  the  Feronia  Elephan- 
tum  ;  (am),  n.  the  resin  of  this  tree. 

<nvfa  dddhlca,  as,  m.  (fr.  dadhyahf], 
Ved.  a  patronymic  of  Cyavana. 

fnjft  dddhrivi,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  dhri],  Ved. 
holding,  bearing. 

<fPjfo  dddhrishl,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  the  Intens. 
of  rt.  dhrish),  Ved.  courageous,  bold  ;  overbearing, 
overpowering. 

J'l  ja  dan,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  or  cl.  10.  P.  ddna- 
^      N  yati,  Sec.,  to  cut  off:  Desid.  P.  A.  didan- 

sati,  -te,  to  straighten,  make  straight  ;  to  be  straight  ; 
(this  verb  is  by  some  regarded  as  a  nominal  fr.  2. 
ddna;  cf.  2.  dan.) 

,  &c.    See  under  rts.  I.  and  3.^0. 

ddnava.     See  elamt.    (7<*»K. 

i.  ddnta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  dam), 

tamed,  broken  in,  subdued,  daunted,  bridled,  re- 
strained ;  tame,  mild  ;  patient  of  privations  or  aus- 

terity, &c.  ;.•  resigned;  liberal  (fr.  rt.  i.di!)l  (as), 

m.  a  tamed  ox  or  steer  ;  a  donor,  giver  (fr.  rt.  i  .  da)  ', 
N.  of  a  plant,  =  damanaka,  =  vada,  =  vata,  Ficus 

Indica ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Bhlma,  king  of  Vidarbha ; 

(dx),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of  the  Atharva-veda; 

(a),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 
Ddnti,  is,  f.  self-restraint ;  the  patient  endurance 

of  religious  austerities  or  privations ;  subjection,  hu- 
miliation. 

Ddntvd,  ind.  having  subdued,  tamed,  &c. 

<fRf  2.  ddnta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  danta),  dental, 

made  of  ivory  ;  '  completed  by  Danta  (?),'  epithet  of  a well  situated  on  the  northern  or  souihern  bank  of  the 

river  VipSsS  ;  (see  Pan.  IV.  2,  74,  Schol.) 

Ddntika,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  ivory. 

^TKt  ddbhi,  f.  (fr.  rt.  dabh?),  Ved.  hurt- ing, injuring  (?). 

Ddbhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  disturbed  or  obstructed ; 

to  be  governed  or  ruled. 

^THMKn  ddma-darita  or  Sm-dama-i'arita 
or  -iaritra,  am,  n.  'the  adventures  of  Sri-daman' 
(or  Srl-dama  ?),  N.  of  a  drama  in  five  acts. 

^TTT  damana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  damana),  re- 

lating to  the  Dona  or  Artemisia  flower.  —  Ddmana- 
panan,  a,  n.  the  fourteenth  of  the  light  half  of  the 
month  Caitra,  a  festival  on  which  Artemisia  flowers 

are  gathered. 
Ddmani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Damana ; 

(ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe. Ddmanlya,  as,  m.  (fr.  ddmani),  a  prince  of  the 
Damanis. 

<?T*<(V>n  ddmalipta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town 
or  country,  the  modern  district  of  Tumlook,  = 
tdmalipta;  [cf.  tdmralipta.] 

<ffn<J  ddmoda,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school 

of  the  Atharva-veda. 

<Jf«-Mi<<  ddmpatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dam-patl), 

matrimony,  the  marriage-state,  the  matrimonial  or 

conjugal  relation. 
^lf**T«fr  ddmbhika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dambha, 

q.  v.),  deceitful,  hypocritical ;  proud,  imperious,  os- 
tentatious ;  sanctimonious ;  (as),  m.  a  cheat ;  a 

hypocrite  ;  a  kind  of  crane,  Ardea  Nivea. 

day  (a  form  of  rt.  I.  dd,  given  by 

some    grammarians ;    cf.    d-ddyamdna 
under  I.  d-dd),  cl.  I.  A.  ddyate,  &c.,  to  give. 

<Jfl  ddya.  See  under  rts.  i.  dd  at  p.  407, 

col.  3,  and  3.  dd  at  p.  408,  col.  2. 

5fR  ddra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  drf),  a  rent,  cleft, 

gap,  hole ;  a  ploughed  field  ;  a  wife,  (usually  occurring 
in  the  m.  pi.  as  or  in  comp. :  an  exceptional  form  ddrd, 

(.  sing.,  occurs  in  one  or  two  passages ;  and  in  Pancfa- 
tantra  I.  450,  the  neut.  pi.  ilardni) ;  ddrdn  kri,  to 

take  a  wife,  marry ;  [cf.  krita-d'.]  —  Ddra-kar- 
man,  a,  n.  or  ddra-kriya,  f.  taking  a  wife,  marry- 

ing, marriage ;  [cf.  ddra-parifjraka.]  ••  Ddra- 
gavti,  am,  n.  wife  and  cows.  —  Ddra-grahana,  am, 
n.  Making  a  wife,'  mamage.*—Ddra-parigraha; 
as,  m.  '  taking  a  wife, '  marriage.  —  Ddraparigra- 
hin,  i,  inl,  i,  '  taking  a  wife,'  marrying.  —  Ddra- 
fakshana,  am,  n.  a  characteristic  sign  or  decisive 
mark  of  wife-hood.— Ddra-sangraha,  as,  m.  'taking 
a  wife,'  marrying,  maniage.  —  Ddranukramana 
(°ra-an°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana- 
sarva-sva.  —  Ddrddlitna  ("ra-aflh"),  as,  d,  am, 
dependent  on  a  wife,  in  the  power  of  a  wife.  —  Dd- 

ropasangraha  (°ra-up°),  as,  m.  '  taking  a  wife,' marrying,  marriage. 
Ddraita,  as,  ikd,  am,  breaking,  tearing,  splitting; 

(as),  m.  a  boy,  son,  child,  infant ;  a  young  animal ; 
a  village  hog ;  the  charioteer  of  Krishna  ;  (ikd),  (.  a 
rent,  cleft,  gap,  chap ;  a  daughter ;  a  harlot ;  (an ),  m. 

du.  a  boy  and  a  girl.  —  Ddrakdddrya  (°lca-a6^),  as, 
m.  '  a  preceptor  of  boys,'  a  schoolmaster.  —  Ddrikd- 
dana,  am,  n.  the  gift  of  a  daughter  in  marriage. 
Ddrana,  a*,  i,  am,  tearing,  splitting,  tearing 

asunder;  (»),  f.  an  epithet  of  DurgS ;  (am),  n.  the 
art  of  tearing,  rending,  dividing ;  opening,  bursting, 

5  M 
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flying  open  ;  a  means  of  opening ;  the  clearing-nut 
plant,  Strychnos  Poutorum ;  [cf.  kataka.] 
Ddrara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  2.  ddru  below),  wooden, 

made  of  wood,  coming  from  or  relating  to  wood. 
Ddri,  is,  is,  i,  tearing,  causing  to  burst,  splitting 

[cf.  renu-d"] ;  (is),  f.  cutting,  tearing,  dividing. 
Ddrita,  as,  a,  am,  torn,  rent,  divided. 
Darin,  i,  int,  i,  tearing,  splitting ;  (i),  m.  (fr. 

ddra),  a  husband ;  a  polygamist. 
Ddri,  f.  a  cleft,  gap ;  a  chap. 
2.  ddru,  us,  ut  or  vi,  u  (for  i.  darn  see  p.  408, 

col.  i),  tearing,  rending ;  a  fearer,  breaker,  destroyer ; 

(us),  m.,  Ved.  '  the  destroyer  of  cities,'  an  epithet  of 
Indra;  (us,  u),  m.  n.  (usually  n.),  a  piece  of  wood, 
wood,  timber;  a  block;  a  lever;  a  bolt;  (it),  n.  a 
sort  of  pine,  Pinus  DevadSru ;    ore,  metal  in  its 

natural  state  ;  [cf.  taru,  dru;  Zend  danru,  '  wood  ;' 

Gr.  &Apv,  Sovpara  for  Sdpfara,  Koprj'ios,  8oup-eio-y, 
Soupar-co-s ;    Goth,  trill,   *  tree  ;*   Old    Sax.   trio, 
'timber;'   Eng.  tree;    Slav,  drlvo,  'tree;'   Russ. 
cttrevo,    drova;    Lith.    derva;    Hib.    doireach, 

'  woody.']  —  Ddru-kaMha,  a*,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  N.  of 
a  district.  —  Darttka/tthaka,  relating  to  the  above 
district.  —  Ddru-kailali,  f.  a  wild  uneatable  plantain 

(  =  vana-kadall).  —  Ddru-karnin,  i,  m.  'having 
wooden  ear-rings,'  a  N.  of  Bhavila.  —  Daru-gandhd, 
f.  a  kind  of  perfume  (commonly  dida).  —  Daru- 
garbhd,  f.  a  wooden  puppet,  a  doll.  —  Ddru-ja,  as, 
a,  am,  produced  from  wood,  made  of  wood,  wooden ; 

(as),  m.  a  kind  of  drum.  —  Ddru-tlrtlia,  am,  a., 
N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Ddru-nidd,  f.  Curcuma  Zanthor- 

rhizon   ( =  ddrvl).  —  Ddru-paltrl,    f.    a   plant,  = 
hingu-pattri.  —  Ddru-pdtra,  am,   n.   a   wooden 
vessel.  —  Ddru-pitd,  f.   a    plant,  =  ddrvl.  —  Ddru- 
futrikd  or  ddru-putn,  f.  a  wooden  doll  or  puppet. 
-'Ddru-phala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  Pistachio  (tree 
and  nut).  —  Ddru-maya,  as,  i,  am,  wooden,  made 
of  wood  (e.  g.  ddru-mayl  yoskd  or  strt  or  ndri, 

'  a  wooden  woman,'  a  doll).  —  Ddru-mukhydlivayd 
or  ddru-mukhydhvd  (~ya-dh°),f.  a  lizard.  —  Ddru- 
yantra,  am,  n.  a  wooden  puppet  moved  by  strings. 
•—  Ddrurvarman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ddru- 
vaha,  as,  d,  am,  bearing  or  carrying  timber.  —  Ddrtt- 
sitd,  f.  cinnamon  in  sticks.  —  Ddru-stri,  f.  a  wooden 

doll ;  [cf.  ddru-maya.]  —  Ddru-haridrd,  f.  a  species 
of  Curcuma,  =  ddrvl.  —  Ddru-hastaka,   as,  m.   a 
wooden  spoon  or  ladle.  —  Ddrv-dghdta,  as,  m.  or 
ddrv-dghdta,   as,   m.   the   woodpecker.  —  Ddrv- 
dfidra,  as,  m.  a  collector  of  wood. 

Ddruka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Krishna's  charioteer,  who 
was  son  of  Saryaka ;  N.  of  an  incarnation  of  Siva ; 
(a),  f.  a  wooden  figure ;  a  doll,  puppet ;  (am),  n. 
a  sort  of  pine,  Pinus  Devadaru,  —  T)druka~vana, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  wood  containing  a  famous  Lirrga. 

"Ddrukeivara-tlrtha  (°ka  or  °kd-ls"),  am,  n., N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

Ddruki,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Pra-dyumna's  charioteer, who  was  son  of  Daruka. 

Ddruna,  as,  d  or  rarely  I,  am  (perhaps  not 
directly  fr.  rt.  drt,  but  rather  fr.  2.  ddru,  above), 
hard,  harsh  (opposed  to  mritlu).  rough,  sharp, 
severe  (as  speech ) ;  cruel,  pitiless,  heart-rending ;  ter- 

rible, terrific,  frightful,  dreadful,  fearful,  grievous ; 
shocking,  atrocious,  dire ;  agonising,  painful ;  intense, 
violent,  severe,  great ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  harshness, 
severity,  hard-heartedness,  cruelty,  horror,  horrible- 
ness;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  plant  Plumbago  Zeylanica 
( =  ditraka).  Ddruna  at  the  beginning  of  comp. 
or  before  a  verb  expresses  excellence  or  superiority ; 
[cf.  kaththa  and  see  darunddhydpalM  below.] 
-•  ndruna-karman.  a,  n.  violent  treatment  (as  of 
diseases).  —  J)druna-td,  f.  harshness,  roughness, 
frightfulness,  direness,  severity,  intensity.  —  Ddruna- 
vapm,  ut,  us.  us,  of  frightful  shape.  -  Vdrund- 

kriti  (~na-ai°),  it,  is,  i,  of  terrible  or  dreadful 
form.  —  Ddrundtman  ("na-df),  d,  d,  a,  hard- 

hearted, cruel.  —  Ddrunadhydpaka  fna-adh°), 
an,  m.  an  energetic  or  indefatigable  teacher;  [cf. 
ddruna  above.] 

Ddrupaka,  am,  n.  '  harshness,'  N.  of  a  particular 
disease  affecting  the  roots  of  the  hair. 

Ddrutidya,  Nom.  A.  ddrunayate,  &c.,  to  act 
harshly  or  cruelly,  to  be  unmerciful. 
Darunya,  am,  n.  harshness  (as  of  a  sound  &c.) ; 

cruelty,  dreadfulness,  direness,  severity,  &c. 
Ddrva,  as,  i,  am,  wooden,  made  of  wood  ;  (as), 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  to  the  north-east  of  Madhya- 
desa,  generally  associated  with  the  Abhi-saras ;  (<), 
f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  =  ddru-liaridra,  iluru- 
niid.  Curcuma  Aromatica  or  Curcuma  Xanthorrhiza  ; 

a  particular  species  of  collyrium  extracted  from  an 
infusion  of  the  Curcuma  Xanthorrhiza;  a  species 

of  pine,  =  deva-ddru;  turmerick;  a  species  of  pot- 
herb, Go-jihva.  —  Ddrvi-pattrikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

—  go-jUtvd.  —  Ddrvl-kvdthoilbhava  ("tlta-utF), 
n  m,  n.  a  particular  kind  of  collyrium  prepared  from 
an  infusion  of  Curcuma  Aromatica  or  Curcuma 
Xanthorrhiza. 

Ddrvaka,  as,  5,  am,  relating  to  or  coming  from D5rva. 

DfrtObi,  f.  a  sort  of  collyrium  prepared  from 
an  infusion  of  Curcuma  Aromatica ;  N.  of  a  plant,  = 

go-jihvd. ,ddrana,&c.  See  p.  409,  col.  3. 

darada,  as,  i,  am,  coming  from 

the  country  of  the  Darads,  (a  various  reading  has 
darada) ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people,  (probably 
only  a  wrong  form  for  darada)  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of 
poison  brought  from  the  above  country ;  quicksilver ; 
the  ocean ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  vermilion. 

<5 1 <"=! irt^J*^ ddra-bali-bhuj,  incorrect  form 
for  dvdra-bali-bkuj,  q.  v. 

^TftjT  ddrita,  &c.     See  col.  i. 

^nt^ddridra,  am,  n.  (fr.  darirfra),]>overty, 

indigence,  (perhaps  a  wrong  form  for  ddridrya 
below.) 

Ddridrya,  am,  n.  poverty,  indigence. 

<;!*>  ddru.    See  col.  i.  and  p.  408,  col.  i. 

^TTjTT  ddruna.     See  col.  i. 

<;iCl<;<.  darodara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  darodara), 
connected  with  gambling. 

<?l«i«a  ddrahasattra,  as,  i,  am  (ft. dlrgha- 
lattra),  connected  with  a  long  continued  sacrifice, 
performing  such  a  sacrifice. 

^iS'ajiT  ddrdhafyuta,  as,  m.  (fr.  dridha- 
fyuta),  a  patronymic,  (also  read  daurydtyuta); 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

<rP3T  ddrdhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dridha),  hard- 
ness, fixedness,  tightness,  stability;  strength,  energy; 

confirmation,  corroboration. 

^TTTt  ddrteya,  as,  i,  am,  leathern,  made 

of  leather ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  from  Drtti,  q.  v. 

^T?T  dardura,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dardura),  re- 

lating to  a  cloud,  frog,  &c. ;  (am),  n.  a  conch-shell 
or  muscle,  the  valve  of  which  opens  to  the  right ; 
lac ;  water. 

Ddrdurika,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  frog,  &c. 

c- 

•TW  darbha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  darbha),  made 
of  Darbha  grass. 

Ddrbhdyana,  ax,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Darbha ; 

(see  Pan.  IV.' 1,102.) Ddrbhi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Darbha ;  (see 
Pan.  IV.  i,  102.) 

DdrWtya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic  from  Darbha, 
applied  to  Syavasva ;  [cf.  ddlbhya.] 

<f[^  ddrva.     See  above. 

<TT^Z  ddrvata,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Pers.  .1?. j), 
a  court  or  council-house ;  [cf.  darlhata.] 

<;iM4!S  ddrvanda,  as,  m.  a  peacock. 

<;  i  =1  «^  ddrvan,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  UsI- 

nara ;  [cf.  darvd.'] 

ddrv-dghdta.    See  2.  ddru,  col.  i. 

Ri  ddrvlhaumika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

darvl-homa),  relating  to  an  oblation  made  with a  ladle. 

<JT5T  darsa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  darfa),  relating 
to  the  new  moon  or  the  new  moon  sacrifice ;  (o»), 

m.,  scil.  yajna,  the  new  moon  sacrifice. 

Ddrfaitika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dars'una),  seeing  far; 
familiar  with  the  Darsanas  or  philosophical  systems. 

Ddrfapauruamdisika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dars"a- 
purna-mdsa),  belonging  to  the  Darsa-pOrna-mSsa sacrifice. 

Ddrtika,  as,  I,  am,  or  ddriya,  as,  d,  am,  relat- 
ing to  the  new  moon  or  the  new  moon  sacrifice. 

<JTtJ^'  ddrshada,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  drishad), 
ground  on  a  flat  stone  (as  meal  &c.);  stony,  of 
stone,  mineral. 

<<lM"g'ff  ddrshadvata,  ant,  n.  (fr.  drishad- 

vatl),  N.  of  a  Sartra. 
^I«ITI  ddrshtdnta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  drishtdnta), 

explained  by  an  example  or  simile  or  case  in  point ; 
illustrated  by  metaphor  or  figure. 
Ddrshfdntika,  as,  I,  am,  explained  by  an  illus- 

tration or  simile  ;  illustrated,  any  thing  which  is  the 
subject  of  an  illustration  or  simile ;  suitable  to  be 
used  in  illustration;  one  who  uses  an  example  or 
simile  as  a  proof. 

<fra  ddla,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  wild  or  unpre- 
pared honey,  (according  to  some  produced  by  a  pecu- 

liar kind  of  small  bee  ;  see  dala-ja) ;  (d),  f.  —  ddlikd, 

deva-ddlikd,  colocynth ;  (t),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  = 
deva-ddli;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of  grain,  =  Paspalum 
Frumentaceum. 

<firtf<*  ddlaki,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of 
S'aka-purni. 

<JTc3«T  dulana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  dal),  crum- 

bling or  decay  (of  the  teeth),  tooth-ache. 

^Tc^^l  ddlabhya,  a  wrong  form  for  Dal- 

bhya, q.  v. 
ddlava,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  poison. 

ddlikd,   f.  =  ddld,'  deva-ddlikd, colocynth. 

ddlima,  as,  m.  the  pomegranate ; 
[cf.  dddima.] 

<JT9*  dalbha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dalbhya  below), 

relating  to  or  coming  from  Dalbhya. 

Ddlbhi,  is,  m.  (fr.  dalbha).  a  patronymic  of  Vaka. 
Dalbhya.  as,  m.  (fr.  dalbha),  a  patronymic  of 

Kesin  ;  of  C'aikitayana ;  N.  of  a  grammarian.  —  Ddl- 
bhya-ghoshu,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  sage.  —  T)al- 
Uii/n-/mriii{slita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  poetical  work. 

Dalbhyal.-n,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  sage. 
^T^RTTfijT  ddlmayani,  probably  a  wrong 

form  for  ddlbhdyani  or  ddrlkayani. 

tTffsT  ddlmi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Indra;  [cf. 

dalmi.^ 

<fT3T  ddva,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  du),  a  forest 
conflagration,  a  forest  on  fire ;  fire  in  general,  heat ; 

a  forest ;  [cf.  anfar-d^  and  daea.]  —  Dava-duhana- 
jvdld-kaldpa,  the  mass  or  sheet  of  flame  arising  from 
the  conflagration  of  a  forest.  ~  Ddvadahanajvdld- 

kalapdya,  Nom.  A.  -yale,  &c.,  to  resemble  the 
sheet  of  flame  of  a  burning  forest.  •-  Ddva-pa, 
as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  keeps  watch  over  a  forest  on 
fire.  —  Ddva-latd,  f.  a  creeper  in  a  burning  wood. 
—  Ddra-vivarjita,   ax,    d,    am,    free   from   fire. 
—  Ddva-su,  us,  m.,  N.  of  an  An-girasa.  —  Ddvasu- 

niilhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Ddvdgni  (°va- 
ag°),  is,  or  ddrdnala  (°va-an°),  as,  m.  a  forest  on fire,  a  forest   conflagration,  fire   in   a   wood;    [cf. 
dai'dgnl.} 
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r  ddvika,  as,  &c.  (fr.  devika),  coming 

from  the  river  Devika  ;  (Pan.  VII.  3,  i.) 

Davikakiila((r.  rfeci/sa-fcu/o),  seePSn.VII.  3, 1. 

•rref   I.  das  (apparently  occurring  only 
X'  x  in  Rig-veda),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  ddfati,  -te, 

(rarely  cl.  2.  5.  P.)  ddsh/i,  datinoti,  (according  to 

Vopa-deva  also)  cl.  10.  A.  ddfayate,  dadas'a,  (Ved. 
forms  are  dadds'ati,  daddiiat,  part,  ddiivas  and 
dateas,  dat.  sing,  daiushe  or  iladds'u.ihe'),  ddilitum, 
Ved.  to  honour  or  serve  a  god  (dat.  or  ace.)  with 
any  offering  (inst.) ;  to  offer  any  thing  (ace.),  make 
an  oblation ;  to  grant,  give,  bestow  [cf.  rt.  dds]  ; 
cl.  5.  ddxnoti,  &c.,  to  hurt,  injure,  kill  [cf.  rts. 
das  and  das] :  Caus.  P.  ddsayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 

adadasat,  to  offer :  Desid.  didds'ishatl,  -te:  Intens. 
ddddfyate,  ddddshti. 

2.  d*d3,  worshipping,  making  oblations  (?) ;  [cf. 
du-dai.] 

Dds"a,  as,  m.  [cf.  ddsa  with  which  dado,  is  inter- 
changed], Ved.  presenting  oblations,  honouring  the 

gods  with  offerings  [cf.  puro-ddia]  ;  a  fisherman, 
ferryman,  boatman,  mariner  ;  the  son  of  a  Nishada  by 
a  woman  of  the  Ayogava  caste  ;  a  servant,  =  I .  ddsa, 
col.  2  ;  (i),  f.  a  fislierwoman ;  a  female  slave.  —  7)a- 

ta-nandinl  or  ddsa-nandini,  (.  'the  fisherman's 

daughter,'  epithet  of  Satya-vatI,  who  was  the  mother 
of  the  poet  Vyasa. 
Ddfaka,  (probably)  a  fisherman,  (occurring  only 

in  dds"aka-putra.) 

Dds~u,  us,  its,  u,  giving,  &c. ;  see  a-d°.  —  Dds~v- 
adhvara,  Ved.  presenting  oblations,  honouring  the 
gods  with  sacrifices ;  (Say.)  the  oblation  of  the 
giver  of  the  sacrifice. 
Ddduri,  is,  is,  i,Ved.  making  oblations  or  offerings. 
Ddteya  or  ddseya,  as,  m.  (fr.  dasi),  the  son  of 

a  fisherman's  wife  ;  ((),  f.  '  the  daughter  of  a  fisher- 
man's wife,'  epithet  of  Satya-vatT,  mother  of  Vyasa. 

Ddilera,  as,  m.  a  fisherman ;  a  camel. 
DdderaJea,  as,  m.  a  fisherman ;  {as},  m.  pi.,  N. 

of  a  people,  =  maru-bhii;  [cf.  datferaka.] 
Ddilva,  as,  a,  am  (corrupted  fr.  ddtoas),  liberal, 

giving,  a  giver,  donor. 

Das'vas  (rarely  dd&ras)*,  ran,  ushl,  vas,  Ved. 
honouring  or  serving  the  gods  with  offerings,  bestow- 

ing, offering,  giving,  granting  (with  ace.  or  compounded 
with  the  thing  given).  In  the  Rig-veda  daivas  is 
often  a  general  expression  for  a  faithful  worshipper 
of  the  gods  or  a  religious  and  pious  man,  especially 
when  connected  with  marta,  martya,  mdjana. 

Slid  ft  dasat,  wrong  form  for  dasat. 

$l%in<4  ddsataya,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  dafataya], 
belonging  to  the  Rig-veda  which  consists  of  ten 
divisions  or  Mandalas. 

<^I^IJj*.  dasapura,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dasa-pura), 
coming  from  Dasa-pura;  (am),  n.  a  fragrant  grass 
related  to  the  Cyperus  Rotundus ;  (also  dd/iapura.) 
Daiaphali,  f.  (fr.  daia-phala),  N.  of  a  plant. 
Difaratha,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  dafo-ratha),  belonging 

to  Dasa-ratha,  coming  from  Dasa-ratha,  a  descendant 
of  Dasa-ratha ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  of  Rama. 

Dafamthi,  i*,  m.  '  descendant  of  DaSa-ratha,'  a 
patronymic  of  Rama ;  of  Lakshmana,  the  younger 
brother  of  Rama ;  of  Catur-an-ga  ;  (with  Jainas)  N. 
of  the  eighth  Black  Vasu-deva ;  (I),  m.  du.  Rama 
and  Lakshmana. 

Ddfardjiia,  am,  n.  (fr.  dasan  +  rajan),  Ved. 

'  the  fight  with  ten  kings,'  a  famous  battle  fought  by Su-das. 

Daiarupya  (fr.  daiian  +  rupa),  N.  of  a  Grama. 
Ddiavdja,  am,  n.  (fr.  daitan  +  vdja) ;  in  kaut- 

sam  ddsavajam,  N.  of  a  Saman  ;  [cf.  pdMavdja.] 
Ddfaf!iras,  n.  (perhaps  for  daiaiUmsa  fr.  dasa- 

iirai),  N.  of  a  Saman. 

Ddfidrna,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  datfarnu),  containing 

the  word  Das"Srna,  treating  of  it  (as  an  aniwaka 
or  arlhydya) ;  (as),  m.  a  prince  of  the  DasSrnas ; 

(as),  m.  pi.  =;  das'drna,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Dd- 

tfdrna-rdja,  as,  m.  or  daidrneia  ("tia-ls'a),  as, 
m.  a  king  of  the  Das'arnas. 
Dadarndka,  as,  iJ;d,  am,  coming  from  or  relat- 

ing to  or  belonging  to  the  Dasarnas. 

Jliisdrha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  das'drha,  q.  v.),  contain- 
ing the  word  Dasarha,  treating  of  it  (as  an  adhydya 

or  anu-vdka) ;  belonging  to  Dasarha,  i.e.  to  Krishna; 
(as),  m.  a  prince  of  the  DaSarhas ;  an  epithet  of 
Krishna ;  a  Dasarha  king  of  Mathura ;  (I),  f.  a 

princess  of  the  Dasarhas;  (as),  m.  pi.  =  the  Da- sarhas. 

Ddidrhdka,  as,  m.  fl.  =  da>Sdr}ids  above. 
DdiSdiivamedha,  as,  m.  pi.  (perhaps  a  wrong 

reading  for  das"as'vamedhds),  ten  horse-sacrifices. 
Dds'audanika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dafan  +  odana),  N. 

of  a  particular  sacrificial  rite ;  (i),  f.  the  offering  made 
to  the  priests  at  this  rite ;  [cf.  paiidaudanika.] 

dasameya.     See  dasameya. 

ddsarma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

ddsaspatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dasas  or 

lds"as?+pati;  cf.  dafasya  and  rt.  i.  ddi),  N.  of 
a  Saman,  (perhaps  '  the  lord  of  pious  oblations.') 

ddsivas,  dasvas.     See  col.  I . 

ddsura  or  ddsiira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man. 

(fr^TT  ddseya,  ddsera.     See  col.  I. 

•JTJT  dds  (generally  occurring  in  con- 
^  s  nection  with  the  prep,  abhi,  connected 

with  rts.  I.  das',  das,  dans',  dans),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
ddsati,  -te,  daddsa,  -se,  ddsita,  &c.,  to  give ;  cl. 
5.  P.  ddsnoti,  &c.,  Ved.  to  hurt,  injure,  wound, 

kill ;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr.  ATjt?;,  \-rtis,  \tt£ofj.ai,  \ijiffT-fis, 
the  d  being  changed  into  I,  as  in  rt.  Id  fr.  rt.  dd ; 

probably  also  Gr.  \a-Tpo-v,  \a-rpis ;  Lat.  la-tro^] 
I.  iliifa,  as,  m.  a  general  N.  applied  in  the  Veda 

to  certain  evil  beings  or  demons,  hostile  to  the 
human  race  and  to  Indra,  (those  defeated  by  Indra 
have  also  special  names,  e.g.  Namuci,  Pipru,  Sambara, 
Varcin,  &c.)  ;  a  savage,  a  barbarian,  (opposed  in  the 
Veda  to  drya,  &c. ;  cf.  dasyu) ;  a  slave,  servant,  (in 
this  sense  occurring  at  the  end  of  the  names  of 
Sudras  and  Kaya-sthas ;  cf.  also  kdli-ddsa)  ;  one  to 
whom  gifts  may  be  made;  =  darfa,  a  fisherman, 
boatman ;  (I),  f.  a  female  servant  or  slave,  servant- 
maid;  whore,  harlot,  (in  this  sense  having  the 
accent  on  the  first  syllable) ;  N.  of  a  plant,  = 
nildjhinti,  =kdka-janghd,  =  nildmldna;  an  altar; 
N.  of  a  river;  (as,  I,  am),  belonging  to  the 
Dasas,  i.  e.  to  demons,  barbarians,  &c. ;  consisting 
of  the  DSsas,  &c. ;  [cf.  Gr.  Sov\os  derived  in  a 

similar  manner  from  Soup, '  to  give  or  serve.']  —  Dd- 
sa-jana,  as,  m.  a  slave ;  =  data,  a  female  servant. 

—  Dasa-jlvana,  am,  n.  '  slave-life,'  the  work  or 
business  of  a  slave.  —  Ddsa-td,  f.  or  ddea-tva,  am, 
n.  the  condition  of  a  slave,  slavery,  servitude.  -•  Dd- 
sa-ddsl,   f.  the  female  slave   of  a  slave.  —  Ddsa- 

nandini  =  dd^a-nandinl.,  q.  v.  —  Ddsa-patni,  f., 
Ved.  having  the  demons  as  masters,  being  in  the 
power  of  the  demons ;  (Say.)  having  Dasa,  i.  e.  the 
destroyer,  or  Vritra  as  husband  ;  [cf.  Gr.  SeViruiva.] 

—  Ddsa-prararga,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (according  to 
Say.)  having  a  multitude  of  servants,  having  a  large 
number  of  slaves ;  [cf.  pra-varga]  —  Ddfa-bharya, 
am,  n.  servants  and  wives.  —  Ddsa-bhdva,  as,  m. 
the  condition  of  a  slave,  slavery,  servitude.  —  Ddsa- 

mitra,  as,  m.  'friend  of  a  slave,'  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Ddsamitrdyana,  as,  or  ddtamitri,  is,  m.  a 
patronymic   from    DSsa-mitra.  —  Ddsamitrayana- 
Wuihia  or  ddsamitri-bhakta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the 
district  inhabited  by  the  Dasamitrayanas  or  Dasa- 
mitris.  —  Datamitrilta,  as,  d  or  I,  am.  relating  to 
or  coming  from  Dasa-mitra.  —  Ddsa-mithima,  am, 
n.,  Ved.  a  couple  of  slaves  or  servants.  ••  Ddsa-varga, 
as,  m.  the  whole  collection  of  slaves,  all  the  servants. 

—  Ddsa-veila,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  the 
destruction  of  the  demons.  —  l)dsa-xarman,  d,  m., 

N.  of  a  scholiast  on  the  Srauta-sutras  of  San-khayana. 

DasaKya-kula,  am,  n.  (see  Pan.  VI.  3,  •zi),  the 
common  people,  low  people,  the  mob.  —  Ddsanu- 
dasa  (°sa-an'  ),  as,  m.  a  slave  of  a  slave,  a  servant 
of  servants  ;  (sometimes  applied  by  a  humble  speaker 
to  himself.)  —  Ddsi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute, 
-kartum,  to  make  any  one  a  slave  or  a  female  slave  ; 
to  enslave.  —  Ddsi-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  a  slave. 
—  Ddsi-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  a  female  slave. 
—  Ddsi-ddna-rid/i  i,  is,  m.  'the   rules  for  giving 
female    slaves,'  N.    of  the    1461!!   chapter    of  the 
Bhavishyottara-Purana  or  second  part  ot  the  Bha- 
vishya-Purana.  —  Ddsi-ddea,   am,  n.  female  slaves 
and    slaves,   female    servants   and    sen-ants.  —  Ddsi- 

putra,  as,  m.  '  the  son  of  a  female  slave'  (used  as an  abusive  expression),  =  a  low  wretch,  a  miscreant. 
—  fidsl-mdnaraka,  am,  n.  female  slaves  and  boys. 
—  Ddsl-srotriya,   as,  m.  a  Brahman  (conversant 
with  the  Vedas)  who  goes  after  a  female  slave.  ••  J)a- 
si-sabha,  am,  n.  an  assembly  of  female  slaves  or 
servants.  —  Ddsi-suta,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  female 
slave.  —  Ddsydh-putra,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  female 
slave  ;   (t),  f.  the  daughter  of  a  female  slave  ;    [cf. 
ddsl-putra.]  —  Ddxyah-sadrisi,  f.  behaving  like  a 
female  slave.  —  Ddsydh-suta,as,m.  =  ddsl-sula,q.v. 
Ddsaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  of  a  son  of  Bha- 

jamana. 
Ddsalidyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Dasaka. 
Ddsanu,  its,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  semi-divine  being 

associated  with  Krisanu. 

Ddsdya,  Nom.  P.  A.  dasayati,  -te,  &c.,  to  be- come a  slave. 

Ddsdyana,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  slave  or  of  a  man 
called  Dasa. 
Ddsikd,  f.  a  female  slave  or  servant. 
Ddsi,  f.    See  under  i.  ddsa,  col.  2. 

Ddslka  for  ddst,  at  the  end  of  comp.  (e.  g.  trin- 
dad-ddsika,  having  thirty  female  slaves). 

i.  ddseya,  as,  m.  (fr.  ddsi),  the  son  of  a  female 
slave,  a  slave,  servant,  =  dd&ya,  q.  v.  ;  (as,  I,  am), 
born  of  a  slave. 

Danera,  as,  m.  (fr.  ddsT),  the  son  of  a  female 
slave,  a  slave,  servant,  =  ddsera,  q.  v. 
Ddseraka,  as,  m.  =  ddsera;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 

a  people  to  the  north  of  Madhya-desa,  =  dade- raka,  q.  v. 

Dasya,am,n.  servitude,  slavery,  service.  ̂   Dasya- 
yoga,  as,  m.  servitude,  slavery.  —  Ddsya-vritti,  is, (.  the  business  of  a  slave  or  servant. 

Ddsvat,  dm,  ad,  at,  Ved.  disposed  to  give,  giv- 

ing, liberal. 
<?TO  2.  ddsa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  dans, 

q.  v.),  a  knowing  man  ;  a  knower  of  the  universal 

spirit. .  ddsa,  as,m.  =  dd^a,  a  fisherman,  &c. 

ddsaniya  for  ddsamlya,  q.  v. 

dasapura,  am,  n.  =  dasapura,  q.v. 

ddsamlya,   as,   m.  pi.,  N.   of  a 

people  ;  [cf.  ddsameya.~\ <»TWnT  dasameya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people  to  the  north  of  Madhya-desa  ;  (also  written 
ddfameya;  cf.  ddsamlya.) 

tZTfW&^dasasaras,  as,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman  ; 

(also  read  ddtfadiras.') <frftr?T  ddsita.     See  under  rt.  das. 

<f!1T  ddha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  dah),  burning, 
combustion,  conflagration  ;  glowing  redness  (as  of 
the  sky  ;  cf.  dig-ddha)  ;  cauterizing,  cautery  (in 
surgery)  ;  the  sensation  of  burning,  internal  heat  ;  the 
heat  of  a  fever,  feverish  or  morbid  heat  [cf  antar-tl", 
griha-d',  gcha-d°^  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people; 
(a  various  reading  for  vaidehfi,  q.  v.)  —  Ddha- 
itashlha,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  Agallochum  used  as  a 

perfume  ;  [cf.  ddhdf/ura."]  —  Ddha-jvara,  as,  m. inflammatory  fever.  —  Ddha-maya,  as,  t,  am,  con- 
sisting in  burning  or  heat.  —  Ddhamaya-tva,  am, 
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n.  the  state  of  consisting  in  burning,  &c.  —  Daha- 

vat,  an,  all,  at,  burning,  heated,  on  fire.  —  Ddtia- 
nara,  in,  m.  or  ddha-saras,  as,  n.  or  daha-sthala, 

am,  n.  a  place  where  dead  bodies  are  burnt.  —  Ddha- 
harana,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  removing  heat  ;  (am),  n. 
the  root  of  Andropogon  Muricatus,  (a  fragrant  grass, 
the  root  of  which  when  woven  into  screens  and  kept 

wet  tempers  the  hot  winds,  ̂ mrana^mula-  )  —  i*a- 
hdgitru  (cha-ag°),  «,  n.  =  ddha-kdshtha,  q.  v. 
—  Ddhdtmaka  (°ka-dt°),  as,  ikd,  am,  of  an  in- 

flammable nature,  easily  kindled  or  burning,  com- 

bustible. -  Ddhddhikara  (°ha-adh°),  as,  m.,  N.of 
a  chapter  of  a  medical  work  by  Vrinda  on  cauter- 

izing, &c. 
Ddhaka,  as,  ika,  am,  burning,  kindling,  setting 

on  fire;  causing  heat  or  combustion;  incendiary, 
inflammatory;  cauterizing,  caustic;  (as),  m.  the 

plant  Plumbago  Zeylanica  (  =  ditraka=rakta-fl- 
traka). 

Dahana,  am,  n.  (ft.  the  Caus.),  causing  to  burn, 

burning,  inflaming,  reducing  to  ashes;  cauterizing. 
—  Ddhandguru  for  dahanaguru,  q.  v. 
Ddhaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  burnt,  combustible. 
Ddhin,  i,  ini,  i,  burning,  setting  on  fire,  burning 

hot;  tormenting,  paining;  [cf.  gehe-d°.'] Dahuka,  as,  d,  am,  burning,  inflaming. 

Ddhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  burnt,  inflammable, 
combustible. 

dikam,  ind.  given  by  some  as  an 
indeclinable  under  the  Gana  dddi. 

f?f3fi  dikka,  as,  tti.  =  karabha,  a  young 
elephant  1  ;  (also  read  dhikka  and  vikka.) 

fifSJpTT  dik-kanyd,  2.  dik-kara,  dik-karikd, 
dik-karin,  &c.  See  under  the  compounds  of  2.  dii. 

f^gj'L  i.  dikkara,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  p.  414, 
col.  3),  a  youth  ;  (t),  f.  a  young  woman  ;  [cf.  dikkari.] 

f^'I-d  dig-anta,  dig-antara,  dig-ambara. 
See  under  the  compounds  of  2.  dii, 

f^^v  digdha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  dih), 
smeared,  anointed,  plastered  ;  soiled,  polluted,  defiled  ; 
(as),  m.  oil,  ointment,  unguent,  oily  substance  ;  a 
name  of  fire  ;  a  poisoned  arrow  ;  a  tale  true  or  false. 
—  Digdha-saha-faya,  as,  a,  am,  lying  in  the 
midst  of  mud  (?).  —  Digdha-hasta,  as,  a,  am,  having 
the  hands  smeared  or  soiled.  —  Digdhanga  (°dha~ 
an°),  as,  i,  am,  having  the  limbs  anointed. 
f^U  dinka,  as,  m.  a  nit,  the  egg  of  a 

louse  or  bug  (  =  utkuna-dtmbha). 

fijIpTT  din-ndga,  din-mandala,  din-md- 
tanga.  See  under  the  compounds  of  i.  did. 

f^flli  dindi,  is,  m.  or  dimian,  a,  m.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda  ;  [cf.  dhundhi.] 

dimliya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

dindira,  as,  m.  cuttle-fish  bone 
held  to  be  indurated  sea-foam  ;  (also  read  hindira; 
cf.  dindira.) 

fifrT  dita.  See  under  rt.  3.  da  at  p.  408, 
col.  2,  and  4.  dd  at  p.  408,  col.  3. 

fijfrl  dtti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  3.  dd  or  do),  cut- 
ting, splitting,  dividing  ;  distributing,  liberality,  (in 

this  sense  also  fr.  rt.  I  .  dd)  ;  Liberality  personified  ; 
(is),  f.,  N.  of  a  divine  female,  (probably  a  N.  formed 
to  answer  to  A-diti,  as  Sura  to  A-sura,  and  without 
any  distinct  character:  in  epic  poetry  Dili  is 
daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Kasyapa  ;  the  race 
of  Daityas  or  implacable  enemies  of  the  gods  are 
described  as  her  progeny  or  deiived  from  her  through 
her  son  Hiranya-kasipu  ;  but  the  Vishnu-PurSna  I. 
II,  describes  ludra  as  dividing  the  embryo  in  the 
womb  of  Dili,  through  fear  of  his  future  enemies, 
and  forming  the  forty-nine  Maruts  from  the  divided 
pieces);  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  king;  a  king.  —  Diti-ja, 

as,  m.  '  a  son  of  Dili,'  a  Daitya,  an  enemy  of  the 
gods.  —  Ditijdrdti  ("ja-ar"),  is,  m.  'the  enemy  of 

the  Daityas,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Diti-tanaya 
iliti-nandana  or  diti-suta,  as,  m.  'a  son  of 

Dili,'  a  Daitya.  —  Dili-rupa-rdkshasi-radha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  twenty-first  chapter  of  the  Krlda- 
shanda  or  second  part  of  the  Ganesa-PurSna.  —  Diti- 

a-praitama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  sixth  chapter  of 
the  BhOmi-khanda  or  second  part  of  the  Padma- 
PurSna.  —  D iti -sambod harm,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the 
ninth  chapter  of  the  BhOmi-khanda. 

Ditya,  as,  m. '  a  son  of  Dili,'  a  Daitya ;  (a  wrong form  for  daitya.) 

^TH?  ditya-vah  or  ditya-i-dh,  -vat,  m. 
(inst.  dityauhd),  dityauhi,  f.  (ditya  probably  a 
corruption  of  dvillya),  Ved.  a  two-year-old  steer  or 
cow ;  [cf.  turya-vali  and  ddtyauha.] 

Dityauhi.     See  above  under  ditya-i'oh. 
f^FTT  ditsd,  f.  (fr.  the  Desid.  of  rt.  i.  dd), 

desire  or  intention  of  giving. 

Diteu,  us,  us,  u,  ready  or  wishing  to  give,  willing 

to  grant  (with  ace.)  ;  ready  to  perform  (e.  g.  trad- 
dlmm,  the  funeral  ceremony ;  cf.  a-ditsu). 

Ditsya,  as,  d,  am,  what  one  is  willing  to  give  or 
ready  to  grant. 
Diditsu,  us,  us,  tt,=*ditsu,  ready  or  wishing  to 

give  away ;  (an  irregular  form  with  double  redupli- 
cation.) 

f<^(W«f  didambhishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the 

Desid.  of  rt.  dambh),  intending  or  wishing  to  de- 
ceive ;  [cf.  dhipsu  and  dipsw.] 

fr^f<;fq  didivi,  is,  i,  m.  n.  heaven,  the  sky. 
See  didiri. 

ft[(^f%  didivi,  is,  TO.  boiled  rice. 

[f,  tf  BjllTJI  didrikshamdna,  as,  d,  am  (fr. 
the  Desid.  of  rt.  I.  drii),  wishing  to  see. 
Didrikshd,  f.  desire  of  seeing,  wish  to  see.  —  Di- 

drikshd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  a  desire  to  see. 
Didrikshu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  seeing  (with 

ace.)  ;  wishing  or  desiring  to  examine,  desirous  of inspecting. 

Didrikshenya  or  didriksheya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
what  one  likes  or  wishes  to  see,  conspicuous,  at- tracting. 

(^<{r<4MHx  didevishat,  an,  antl,  at  (fr.  the 
Desid.  of  rt.  2.  div),  wishing  to  play  or  sport. 

f^^T  diddd,  f.,  N.  of  a  princess  of  Kas- 
mTra.  —  Diddd-kshema,  as,  m. '  having  affection  for 
Didda,'  an  epithet  of  Kshema-gupta.  —  Diddd-pdla, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Diddd-pura,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  town  built  by  Didda.  —  Diddd-svdmin,  i,  m., 
N.  of  a  temple  built  by  Didda. 

f^I  didyu,  us,  m.  (fr.  2.  div  or  2.  dl  or 
I.  dyii?),  Ved.  a  missile  weapon,  arrow;  (Say.)  a 
shining  weapon  ;  the  sky,  heaven. 
Didyut,  t,  f.,  Ved.  an  arrow,  a  missile  (especially 

the  missiles  of  the  gods  and  the  thunderbolt  of  Indra) ; 
N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  (t,  t,  t),  shining,  blazing,  bright, 
(in  this  last  sense  derived  by  some  fr.  rt.  3.  dyut.) 

r^alfnlj  didyotishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the 
Desid.  of  rt.  3.  dyut),  wishing  to  shine. 

fipm  didhaksh,  k,  k,  k  (fr.  the  Desid.  of 
rt.  I.  daht,  wishing  or  intending  to  burn. 
Dulhakshamdna,  as,  d,  am,  wishing  to  burn. 
Didhakshayat,  an,  antl,  at,  desiring  to  burn. 
Didhakshd,  (.  desire  or  wish  to  burn  or  consume 

by  fire. Didhakshu,  us,  us,  u,  intending  to  burn  or 
destroy,  desirous  of  burning. 

fjfftj  didhi,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  l.dliS),  firmness, 
stability,  fixed  state  of  mind  or  being ;  (probably  a 
wrong  form.) 

f^fvs  didhiksh,  k,  k,  k  (fr.  the  Desid.  of 
rt.  i.  dih),  intending  to  smear. 

didhishdyya,  as,  m.  (fr.  the 

Desid.  of  rt.  I.  dha),  'to  be  tried  to  be  gained,'  an 
epithet  of  Agni;  (Sly.)  a  supporter;  (as),  m.  a 
pretended  friend  (?)  ;  [cf.  tladhifhayaa,  which  is 
by  some  considered  as  another  reading.] 

Didhishu,  its,  us,  «,  Ved.  wishing  or  trying  to 
gain  or  obtain;  (us],  m.  a  suitor;  a  husband;  the 
second  husband  of  a  woman  twice  married  ;  (us  or 

didhinhu,  us),  f.  a  virgin  widow  remarried  ;  an 
elder  sister  unmarried  having  a  younger  married 

sister;  [cf.  agre-d'  and  edidhisktih-pati.^'-Di- 
dhishu-pati,  is,  m.  the  husband  of  a  woman  re- 
married. 

J)idlushu,  f. 

i  .  dina.     See  rt.  3.  dd,  p.  408,  col.  2. 

2.  dina,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (probably  for 

divana  and  related  to  3.  div  fr.  rt.  1.  div,  said  to 

be  fr.  rt.  do),  a  day  ;  [cf.  dur-d°,  puru-d°,  madh- 
yan-<P,  BUr<l°  ;  cf.  also  Lith.  diena,  (.  'a  day;' 
Slav,  deny,  '  a  day  ;'  Lat.  peren-dintis,  peren-dina- 

tio,  peren=para;  perhaps  Goth,  sin-teins,  'daily,' sin  =  sum.]  —  Dina-kara,  as,  I,  am,  making  day 

or  light  ;  (t),  f.,  scil.  tlka,  N.  of  a  commentary  on 
the  Bhasha-pariccheda  ;  (as),  m.  the  sun  ;  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  work  Candrarkl.  —  Dinakara- 

tanaya,  as,  m.  'the  son  of  the  Sun,'  the  planet Saturn.  —  Dinakara-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 

—  Dinakardtmajd  (°ra-dt°),  f.  '  the  daughter  of 
the  Sun,'  an  epithet  of  the  Yamuna  or  Jumna  river. 
—  Dina-kartri,  id,  m.  or  dina-krit,  t,  m.  'the 

day-maker,'  the  sun.  —  Vina-keiara  or  dina-Jcesara 
or  dina-kefova,  as,  m.  '  the  hair  of  the  day,'  the 
darkness.  —  Dina-kshaya,  as,  m.  'the  decline  of 
day,'  the  evening,  =  tU.hi-k»haya;  N.  of  a  chapter 
in  the  Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Dina-jyotis,  is,  n.  '  day- 

light,' sunshine.  —  Dina-duhkhita,  as,  d,  am,  af- 
flicted by  day,  sorrowing  by  day  ;  (as),  m.  the  bird 

Cakra-vaka,  the  ruddy  goose.  —  Dina-nakta,  am, 

n.  day  and  night.  —  Dina-pali,  is,  m.  '  the  lord  of 
the  day,'  the  sun.  —  Dina-frani,  is,m.  'the  bringer 

of  day,'  the  sun;    [cf.  tithi-prani.^  —  Dina-ban- 
dhu,  us,  m.  '  the  friend  of  the  day,'  the  sun.  —  Dina- 
bala,  as,  m.  'the  strength  of  the  day,'  N.  of  the 
fifth,   sixth,  seventh,  eighth,  eleventh,  and  twelfth 
signs  of  the  zodiac  collectively.  —  Dina-mani,  is, 
m.'  the  jewel  of  day,  'the  sun  —  Dina-mala,  am,  n. 
'day-refuse  (?),'  a  month.  —  Dina-^murdhan,  d,  m. 
'  the  head  of  the  day,'  the  eastern  mountain  behind 
which  the  sun  is  supposed  to  rise;    [cf.  udaya.] 

—  Dina-ratna,  am,  n.  '  the  jewel  of  the  day,'  the 
sun.  —  Dina-rd^i,   is,    m.  'the   sum   or  collective 
amount  of  days,'   i.  e.  the   number  of  solar  days 
which  have  elapsed  from  one  given  point  of  time  to 

another.  —  Dina-rydsa-dala,  am,  n.  'half-diameter 
or  radius  of  the  sky,'  i.  e.  the  radius  of  a  circle  made 
by  an  asterism  in  its  daily  revolution.  —  Dinantfa 

(°na-ania),  as,  m.  'any  portion  of  a  day,"  i.e.  a 
watch,  an  hour,  morning,  forenoon,  afternoon,  &c. 

—  Dindgama  (°na-dg"),  as,  m.  day-break.  —  Di- 
ndnda  (°na-anda?),  am,  n.  'day-egg,'  i.e.  dark- 

ness, (the  egg  or  embryo  whence  day  proceeds.) 

—  Dindtyaya  (°na-at°),  as,  m.  '  the   decline  of 
day,'  evening.  —  Dinddi  (°na-adi),  is,  m.  'day- 

break,'  dawn.  —  D'mddhisia  (°na-adh"),  as,   m. 

'the  lord  of  day,'  the  sun.  —  Dindn  ta  (°na-an°), 
as,  m.  '  end  of  day,'  sun-set,  evening.  —  Dindntaka 

(°na-an°),  as,  m.  'day-destroyer,'  darkness.  —  Di- 
ndrambha  (°na-dr°),  as,  m.  'day-break,'  morning. 
—  Dindrdha  (°na-ar°),  as,  m.  'the  half  of  the 

day,'  noon.  —  Dindvasdna  (°na-av°),  am,  n.'  close 
of  day,'  evening.  —  Dinastra  (°na-as°),  am,  n. 
'day-missile,'  N.  of  a  magical  formula.  —  Dini-kri, 
cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  reduce 

to  days.  —  Dineita  ("na-Is'a),  as,  m.  'the  lord  of 
day,'  the  sun  ;  the  regent  of  a  day.  —  Dinetidtmaja 
("ia-dt"),  ax,  m.  'the  son  of  the  Sun,'  the  planet 
Mercury.  •—  Dineivara  (°na-id0),  as,  m.  'the  lord 
of  the  day,'  the  sun.  —  Dinaika  (°na-eka),  as,  m. 
one  day. 



Dim/to,  f.  a  day's  wages,  hire  for  a  day  or  by 
the  day. 

f^vtlillT  dinna-grama,   as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
village  of  the  Khasakas. 

dinv,  cl.  I.  P.  dinvati,  &c.,  to  be 
d,  to  gladden ;  to  please,  to  be  pleased ; 

[cf.  dhinv  and  jinn.'] 
dip,  cl.  i.  A.  depute,  &c.,  to  drop; 
(various  reading  for  tip.) 

dipsu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  Desid.  of  rt. 
dabh),  Ved.  intending  to  hurt  or  injure ;  [cf.  dhipsu 

and  didambhishu.'] 
dimp,  cl.  10.  A.  dimpayate,  &c., 
to  accumulate,  order,  direct ;  [cf.  dip.] 

dimbh,  cl.  10.  A.  dimbhayate,  &c., 
to  accumulate ;  P.  dimbhayati,  &c.,  to 

order,  command,  direct ;  to  incite. 

f^J  diya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  given, 
deserving  of  a  gift,  (according  to  Durga  on  Nirukta 
III.  i$=deya  or  danarha.) 

f^T  dir  (fr.  rt.  dn),  a  fracture'  in  ka- 
laia-dir,  q.v. 

fi*fXi|e|i  diripaka,  as,  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
a  ball  for  playing  with. 

f^ciT1!  dlli-pa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  dill, 
a  name  for  the  ancient  HSstina-pura  or  modern 
Delhi,  +pa,  a  protector),  N.  of  a  king  and  ancestor 

of  Rama,  son  of  Ans'u-mat  and  father  of  Bhagi- 
ratha ;  [cf.  daillpi.]  —  Dillpa-farita,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  the  fifth  chapter  of  the  Patala-khanda  or  fourth 
part  of  the  Padma-Purana.  —  Dillpa-rdj,  t,  m.  the 
king  of  Dillpa.  —  Dilipa-vara-ldbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  sixth  chapter  of  the  Pltala-khanda. 

f?T<5fc  dil'ira,  as,  ra.=:siKnd/iraka,  a mushroom. 

R|^  dilha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  [cf. 

dihld.'] 
1.  div,  cl.  i.  P.  deeati,  cl.  10.  P. 

devayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  lament,  to 
pain,  vex ;  to  ask,  beseech,  beg ;  A.  (-te),  to  suffer 
pain,  lament,  wail,  mourn  audibly. 

2.  div,   cl.   4.  P.  dlvyati,  dideva 
(snd  sing,  didevitha,  part,  didivas,  or 

according  to  Vopa-deva  dwlyuvai),  devishyati,  ade- 
vit,  devitum  (Ind.  part,  dei'itvd  or  dydti'd),  to  shine 
(perhaps  originally  to  shoot  forth  as  a  ray  of  light), 
to  be  bright  or  splendid  [cf.  3.  div,  1.  di,  dip,  dev, 
I.  dyut] ;  to  cast,  throw ;  to  cast  dice,  play  with 
dice,  gamble  (with  inst.,  e.  g.  akshair  dlvyati, 
he  plays  with  dice:  but  with  gen.  of  the  stake 
played  for,  e.  g.  iatasya  dlvyati,  he  plays  for  a 
hundred ;  or  sometimes  with  inst.,  e.  g.  tena  dka- 
nena  dlvydmi  tvayi,  I  will  play  with  thee  for  this 
money ;  or  even  with  dat.  or  in  the  Brahmanas  with 
ace.,  e.  g.  gam  divyeyus,  they  may  play  for  a  cow) ; 
to  lay  a  wager,  make  a  bet  (with  dat.  of  the  thing 
betted  upon) ;  to  play,  sport,  joke ;  to  trifle  with, 
make  sport  of,  play  upon,  rally  (with  ace.)  ;  to  play 
with,  squander,  make  light  of  (as  property  &c.  with 
gen.) ;  to  sell ;  to  buy  (?) ;  to  have  free  play  or 
scope ;  to  praise  (e.  g.  Jirdhmanam  dlvyatt,  he 
praises  the  Brahman ;  cf.  panate,  he  bets ;  pand- 
ynti,  he  praises) ;  to  be  glad,  rejoice ;  to  be  mad  or 
drunk  with  pride,  passion,  &c. ;  to  be  sleepy ;  to 
wish  for,  desire  to  gain;  to  go;  [cf.  rt.  I.  dyw]  : 
Cms.  devayati,  -yitum,  adldivat,  to  cause  to  play 
with  dice :  Desid.  didevis/Mti  and  dudyushati  : 
Caus.  of  the  Desid.  dudyiishayati,  &c.,  to  cause 
any  one  to  wish  to  play :  Intens.  derliviti,  delicti, 

dedivyate;  [cf.  dyiita,  'play:'  probably  Lat.  ludo, 
jocus ;  Jupiter,  Jams,  for  Dyupiter,  Dyovis :  Lith. 

yukas,  'joke ;'  yukoyu, '  I  joke :'  perhaps  also  Lith. 
zibu,  '  I  shine.'] 

dinika.  f%3  diva. 

3.  div,  dyaus,  m.  f.  (in  the  Veda  usually  m., 
rarely  f,  but  in  later  Sanskrit  only  f.  In  the  Veda 
the  ace.  sing,  is  dydm  and  divdm;  inst.  diva;  dat. 
dyare,  MahS-bh.  I.  3934,  and  dive;  abl.  and  gen. 
dyos  and  divas;  loc.  dyavi  and  divi:  nom.,  ace., 

'  voc.  du.  dyavd,  and  in  Rig-veda  IV.  56,  5,  dyavi,  cf. 
dtjdvd-prithiul,  heaven  and  earth :  nom.  pi.  dydvas  ; 
ace.  dyun  ;  inst.  dyubhis.  According  to  native  gram- 

marians the  base  of  this  noun  is  both  div  and  dyo,  the 
nom.  and  voc.  sing,  being  formed  from  dyo  as  gaus 
fr.  go,  the  base  div  remaining  before  vowel  termina- 

tions, and  the  form  dyu  being  used  before  termina- 
tions beginning  with  consonants  and  at  the  beginning 

of  a  comp.,  see  3.  dyu,;  Vopa-deva  gives  the  ace. 
dydm  as  well  as  divam.  In  Maha-bh.  VIII.  4658, 
the  base  dyo  occurs  in  the  comp.  dyo-saliles/iu  ; 
cf.  dyo) ;  heaven,  the  sky,  air,  atmosphere  (e.  g. 
dyaur  bhumir  dpa&a,  air,  earth,  and  water) ;  the 
place  where  the  Soma  is  produced  (apparently  used 
in  this  sense  in  the  Sama-veda);  day,  the  day 
(generally  in  pi.,  see  3.  dyu,  except  in  such  forms 
as  diva,  by  day;  dive  dive,  dyavi  dyavi,  daily, 
every  day ;  ahar-dive,  &c.) ;  daylight,  light,  bright- 

ness, brilliancy,  glow  (generally  in  inst.  pi.,  e.g. 
pari-bhushati  dyubhis,  he  adorns  with  splendor) ; 

fire,  the  glow  of  fire ;  [in  the  Veda  '  the  Sky '  is 
generally  regarded  as  a  masculine  deity,  being  called 
in  certain  passages  dyaush-pitri  or  the  universal 

father,  the  Earth  being  regarded  as  '  the  mother ;' 
while  the  daughter  of  '  the  Sky '  is  Ushas  or  the 
dawn.  In  Vedic  cosmology  there  are  three  Skies, 
an  upper,  a  middle,  and  a  lower.  As  a  feminine 
personification,  Dyaus  is  the  daughter  of  Praja-pati. 

The  inst.  c.  diva, '  by  day,' '  the  day,'  is  often  used  in 
comp.  or  as  a  subst. ;  so  also  divam  ace.,  divas  gen., 
and  divi  loc.  are  used  in  comp.  as  in  the  examples 
given  below ;  cf.  eka-dyu;  cf.also  dyo,  di-na,  a-dya, 
deva :  Zend  div,  '  to  shine ;'  daUva,  '  demon :'  Gr. 
Zeiij  =  dyaus  ;  Aiis  =  divas  ;  lf-St-o-s,  eu-8i'-a, 

tfSi),  Se-a-ro,  So-d-trtra-To :  Lat.  Diov-i-s,  Jams, 
Ju-piter,  deu-s,  dlvu-s,  sub-dio,  Diana,  die-s, 
bi-du-u-m,  nti-diu-s,  inter-diu,  nun-dina,  jam, 

dum,  ditdum :  Old  Iceland,  tlvar,  '  gods,  heroes :' 
Old  Germ.  Zio :  Lith.  deva-s,  '  god ;'  dena, '  day :' 
Slav,  dj-rea, '  day.']  —  Divah-iyenl,  f.  epithet  of  par- 

ticular sacrifices  or  oblations.  —  Divan-gama,  as,  d, 
am,  going  or  rising  or  leading  to  heaven.  —  Divas- 
pati,  is,  m.  'the  lord  of  heaven,'  epithet  of 
Indra  ;  also  of  Nahusha  and  of  Vishnu  ;  N.  of  the 
Indra  of  the  thirteenth  Manv-antara.  —  Divd-kara, 

as,  m.  '  the  day-maker,'  the  sun ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
sons  of  Garuda,  (often  mentioned  with  Nisa-kara,  who 
is  another  son  of  Garuda) ;  a  crow  [cf.  divdtana] ; 
a  flower,  the  sun-flower,  Calotropis  Gigantea  [cf. 
arka] ;  N.  of  a  prince,  (also  read  divdrka) ;  of  the 
founder  of  the  Surya-bhakta  sect ;  of  a  poet ;  of  a 
pupil  of  SfatfkarScarya,  and  of  several  other  men. 
••  Divdkara-vatsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 
the  Kakshya-stotra  hymn.  —  Divakara-suta,  as,  m. 
'  the  son  of  the  Sun,'  the  planet  Saturn  ;  (d),  f. '  the 
daughter  of  the  Sun,'  an  epithet  of  the  river  Yamuna. 
—  Divd-kirtti,  is,  m.  a  man  of  low  or  impure 

caste,  a  C'andala  ;  a  barber ;  an  owl ;  (the  barber  not 
being  allowed  to  operate  at  night;    or  divdklrtti 

may  be  fr.  diva  +  aklrtti,  the  C'andala  and  owl 
only  coming  abroad  by  night.)  —  Divd-lclrtya,  as, 
d,  am,  to  be  recited  or  pronounced  at  day-time ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  certain  recitations  and  songs ;  fur- 

nished with  a  recitation  which  must  be  performed  at 
day-time ;  (as),  m.  a  CandSla ;  [cf.  the  preceding.] 
—  Divd-krita,  as,  d,  am,  done  by  day.  —  Divd- 
dara,  as,  d,  am,  or  divd-ddrin,  I,  inl,  i,  going 

about  by  day  (as  certain  animals).  —  Divdtana(°vd- 
at°),  as,  a,  am,  wandering  about  by  day;  (as),  m. 
a  crow.  —  Diva-tana,  as,  I,  am,  or  divd-tara,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  daily,  diurnal,  of  or  belonging  to  the  day. 

—  Divd-nis'am,  ind.  day  and  night.  —  Divdndha 
(°vd-an°),  as,  d,  am,  blind  by  day;  (as),  m.  an 
owl;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  bird  (  =  i'alguld). •- Divdn- 
dhakl,  (.  the  musk-rat.  —  Dind^pushta,  as,  m.  the 
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sun  ('nourished  by  the  day,'  appearing  in  its  full 
splendor  in  day-time).  —  Dird-pradipa,  as,  m.  'a 
lamp  by  day,' i.  e.  an  obscure  mzn.  —  Divd-bkita, 
as,  d,  am,  timid  by  day ;  (as),  m.  an  owl ;  a  thief 
or  house-breaker;  the  white  lotus,  or  perhaps  any 
such  flower  (the  petals  of  which  open  at  night  and 
close  in  the  day-time).  —  Divd-bhlti,  is,  m.  'having 
fear  by  day,'  an  ow\.  —  Divd-bkuta,  as,  d,  am, 
turned  into  day,  become  bright  as  the  day.  —  Diva- 

mani,  is,  m.  'the  jewel  of  the  day,'  the  sun. 
—  Divd-mad/tya,  am,  n.  midday,  noon.  —  D{rd- 

manya,  an,  d,  am,  thinking  one's  self  the  day. —  Divd-maitk  unin,  t,  inl,  i,  cohabiting  by  day. 
—  Divd-rdtram,  ind.  day  and  night.  —  Divd-rdtri, 

is,  f.  day  or  night.  —  Divarka  (°vd-ar°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  prince.  —  Dirdi-asdna  (°va-av°),  am,  n. 
the   end  of  day,  close    of  toy.  —  Divd-vasu,   its, 
us,  u,  Ved.  eminent  or  excellent  by  day ;    (Say.) 
having  splendid  oblations.  —  Divd-3aya,  as,  d,  am, 

sleeping  byday.  —  Divds'aya-td,f.  sleeping  in  the 
day-time.  —  Dwa-sanfara,  as,  d,  am,  =  divd-dara, 
walking  about  by  day.  —  Uiva-supta,  as,  d,  am, 
asleep  by  day.  —  Divd-svapana,  am,  n.  sleeping 
by  day.  —  Diva-srapna,  as,  m.  sleep  by  day  (con- 

sidered  as   noxious).  —  Divd-svdpa,   as,  m.  sleep 
by  day;   (as,  d,  am),  sleeping  by  day;    (a),  f. 
a  kind  of  bird  (  =  valgula)."Divi-kshaya,  as,  d, 
am,  living  in  the  sky.  —  Divi-ksMt,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
living  in  the  sky  or  in  heaven.  ••  Divi-gata,  as,  d, 
am,  being  in  the  sky  or  in  heaven.  —  Divi-fara,  as, 
d,  am,  or  divi-ddrin,  F,  inl,  i,  moving  in  the  sky, 
celestial,  an  inhabitant  of  the  sky.  —  Diri-ja,  at,  d, 
am,  born  in  heaven,  of  heavenly  origin,  heavenly, 

celestial;    (as),  m.  'an  inhabitant  of  the  sky,'  a 
deity,  a  god.  —  Divi-jd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  born  or 
produced  in  the  sky.  «•  Divi-jdta,  as,  d,  am,  born 
or  produced  in  the  sky  or  heaven ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  Puru-ravas.  —  Div-it,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  going  to 
the  sky.  —  Divit-mat,  dn,  ati,  at,  Ved.  going  in 
or  to  the  sky,  heavenly ;  (Say.)  =  dipti-mat,  shining ; 

(-matd),  ind.  turned  towards  heaven ;  [cf.  it-van.~] 
—  Divi-yaj,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  offering  oblation  or  wor- 

ship to  heaven.  —  Divi-yoni,  is,  is,  i,  born  in  the 
sky,  Ved.  having  origin  in  heaven.  —  Divi-ratha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Bhumanyu ;  also  of  Dadhi- 
vahana ;  also  of  Khanapana  (who  like  Dadhi-vahana 
is  the  grandfather  of  Dharma-ratha ;  cf.  diva-ratha). 

-* Dim-tint,  t,  t,  t.(n.  s"n),  Ved.  taking  up  one's 
abode  in  heaven.  —  Diri-shad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  living  in 
the  sky ;  (t),  m.  an  inhabitant  of  the  sky,  a  deity. 
—  Divi-shtambha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  resting  on  the 
sky.  —  Div-is7iti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  'eagerness  or  ardour 
for  heaven,'  devotion,  practising  devotion,  any  reli- 

gious rite,  sacrifice ;   [cf.  gavishtt.]  —  Divi-shtha, 
as,  d,  am,  situated  or  dwelling  in  heaven,  heavenly, 
celestial.  -Divi-sad  and  divi-stha,  see  divi-sJiad  and 
divi-shtha.  —  Divi-sprid,  k,  k,  k,  or  diri-sprMat, 
an,  ati  or  antl,  at,  touching  or  reaching  the  sky  or 

heaven,  pervading  the  sky ;  [cf.  dira-tpris'.']  —  Divo- 
jd,  as,  as,  am,  produced  in  heaven.  —  Dii'o-ddsa,  as, 
m.  '  slave  of  heaven,'  N.  of  a  man  with  the  surname 
Bharad-vaja    (celebrated    in    the    Rig-veda   for   his 
liberality,   and  the  assistance   rendered  to  him  by 

Indra  and  the  Asvins  against  S'ambara ;  his  father  is 
called  in  the  Veda  VadhryasVa,  but  in  the  later  lite- 

rature Bhadhrasva  or  BadhryasVa  or  Bahvasva  &c., 
and  his  son  is  Mitrayu  or  Mitrayu);  N.  of  the  father 

of  Su-das ;  N.  of  a  king  of  Kas"i  or  Benares  with the  surname  Dhanvantari,   founder   of  the   Indian 
school  of  medicine  &c. ;  N.  of  several  other  men ; 

[cf.  daivoddsi^]  —  Divoddsesvara-littga  (°sa-zs^), 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga  mentioned  in  the  Skanda- 
Purana.  •- Diroddsopdlchydna  (°sa-wp°),  am,  n. 
'  the  episode  of  Divo-dasa,'  N.  of  the  twenty-third 
chapter  of  the  Svarga-khanda  or  third  part  of  the 
Padma-Purana.  —  Diro-duh,  dhuli,  k,  k,  Ved.  milk- 

ing from  the  sky.  —  Di vo-rud,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  shining 
from  heaven. 

Diva,  am,  n.  =  3.  div,  heaven,  sky,  atmosphere ; 
paradise ;    a  day ;    a  wood,  thicket ;    (often  at  the 

end  of  comp. ;  cf.  ahar-d",  tri-d?,  naktan-d?;  cf. 
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414 diva-kshas. dik^ula-lakshand. 

also  Lat.  dirum,  sub-diro.)  —  Dira-kshas,  as,  is, 
as  (kshas  fr.  rt.  2.  kthi),  Ved.  living  in  heaven, 

heavenly  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Indra  ;  [cf.  dyu-kslia.~\ 
—  l>ir<i-ilttriii,  i'tf,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of  the 
Atharva-veda.  —  Dica-rutha,  wrong  reading  for  dltil- 
ratha,  q.v.—  Ifif<i*-]ti'ifliir>/in(,  f.  du.  heaven  and 
earth.—  l>ini-»/iri>!,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  touching  or  reach- 

ing the  sky,  pervading  the  sky ;  (it),  m.  ail  epithet  of 
Krishna.  —  Dirokas,  as,  m.  an  inhabitant  of  heaven, 

a  deity;    the  Cstaka;    [cf.  divaukai.]  —  Divod- 

li/inm  ("va-ud"),  as,  a,  am,  born  or  produced  in 
heaven  or  the  sky,  of  heavenly  origin ;  (a),  f.  car- 

damoms.— IHrolka  (cra-«/"),  f.  'firebrand  in  the 
sky,' a  meteor;  [cf.  divyolkd.]  —  Divaukas  (cva- 
ok°),  as,  m.  an  inhabitant  of  heaven,  a  deity  ;  the 
Cataka,  Cuculus  Melanoleucus ;  a  deer ;  a  bee  ;  an 

elephant;  [cf.  divokas.]  —  IHraukasa,  as,  m.  an 
inhabitant  of  heaven,  a  deity. 

hi  run,  a,  m.  a  day;  [cf.  prati-d?.'] Jticasa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  sky,  heaven ;  a  day 

(generally  as,  m.);    [cf.  Lat.   dies;    Old  Germ. 
:it»-tac;  Angl.  Sax.  tiwcs-daeg ;  Eng.  tues-day; 

perhaps  also  Cambro-Brit.  diev  and  Hib.  dia, '  day.'] 
—  Dirasa-kara,  as,  m.  or  dirasa-krit,  t,  m. '  the 

day-maker,'  the   sun. « Dirasa-fara,  as,  d,  am, 
going  about  in  the  day-time,  (opposed  to  niiSa-tara.) 

"  Divasa-ndtha,  as,  m. '  the  lord  of  day,'  the  sun. 
—  Divasa-lhartri,  td,m.'  the  supporter  of  day,'  the 
sun.  —  Dirasa-muklta,  am,  n.  'the  beginning  of 

day,"  day-break,  dawn.  —  Divaea-mudra,  f.  'day's 
coin,'  a  day's  wages.  —  Divasa-rigama,  as,  m.  the 
departure  of  Azy.  —  Dirasdtyaya  ("sa-at"),  as,  m. 
'the  passing  away  of  day,'  evening.  —  Divasdntara 
(°sa-an°),  as,  d,  am,  only  one  day  old.  —  Diva- 
ndrasdna  (°sa-av°),  am,  n.  '  the  dose  of  day,' 
evening.  —  Divaseivara  (°sa-if),  as,  m.  '  the  lord 
of  day,'  the  sun. 

Diva,  ind.  by  day,  see  3.  dill,  p.  413,  col.  2 ; 
a-divd,  not  by  day. 
DM,  is,  m.  the  blue  jay,  =  kikidiri. 
Dim,  (.  a  species  of  insect,  =  npa-jihvd,  upadikd. 
i.divya,  Nom.  P.  divyati,  &c.,  to  long  for  heaven. 

1.  dii'ya,  as,  d,  am,  divine,  heavenly,  celestial,  (op- 

posed topdrthiva,  kshamya,  bkauma.  Sec.) ;  super- 
natural, wonderful,  brilliant  (as  heaven) ;  charming, 

beautiful,  agreeable ;  (as),  m.  barley ;  a  fragrant 

resin,  bdellium ;  a  kind  of  animal  (  =  dhant'ina) ; 
N.  of  a  prince  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Emblica 
Officinalis  (  =  fiaritaki),  Terminalia  Chebula,  Aspara- 

gus Racemosus  (=s'atdrari);  cumin-seed  (  =  maha- 
medd,  brdhmi,  sthula-jlraka) ;  a  kind  of  perfume 
( =  iteta-durva,  sura);  N.  of  an  Apsaras;  (am), 
n.  divine  or  celestial  nature,  divinity ;  the  celestial 
regions,  the  sky,  heaven ;  an  ordeal,  (of  which  ten 

kinds  are  enumerated,  viz.  i.  Tula,  cf.  tuld-pari- 

kahd;  1.  Agni,  '  touching  fire  ;'  3.  Jala,  '  immersion 
in  water;'  4.  Visha,  'poison;'  5.  Kosa,  q.  v. ; 
6.  Tandula,  '  chewing  rice-grains  and  ejecting  them,' 
if  they  appear  dry  or  blood-stained,  they  are  a  proof  of 

guilt ;  7.  Tapta-masha,  '  taking  a  Masha  weight  of 

gold  out  of  heated  oil ;'  8.  Phala,  '  holding  a  hot 
plough-share;'  9.  Dharmadharma,  'drawing  con- 

cealed images  of  Virtue  and  Vice  out  of  a  vessel 

filled  with  earth ;'  10.  TulasT,  'holding  the  leaves  of 
holy  basil  and  after  repeating  a  form  of  oath  swallow- 

ing them') ;  an  oath,  adjuration,  solemn  declaration 
or  promise ;  cloves ;  a  sort  of  sandal ;  N.  of  a 

grammar.  —  Dirya-kata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

—  Divya-kdnana-dars'ana,  as,  d,  am,  in  aspect 
like  to  a  celestial  grove.  —  Dirya-kdrin,  I,  m.  under- 

going an  ordeal,  taking  an  oath.  —  Dii-t/a-kunda, 

am,  n.  '  the  heavenly  lake,"  N.  of  a  lake  on  the 
mountain  Kshobhaka  in  Kama-rupa.  —  Dirya-gan- 
tlhn,  at,  a,  am,  having  a  divine  odour;  (as),  m. 
sulphur ;  (a),  f.  large  cardamoms ;  a  kind  of  vege- 

table, =  matia-<!an<<u;    (am),  n.  cloves. - Itirya- 
gfiyana,  as,  m.  a  divine  songster,  a  Gandharva  or 
heavenly  minstrel.  —  Jtivya-SaksJius,  «*,  n.  a  divine 
eye,  prophetic  or  supernatural  vision,  the  faculty  of 
seeing  what  is  invisible  by  the  human  eye  ;  (us,  us, 
««), having  divine  or  prophetic  visions,  heavenly-ey^d  • 

blind,  i.  e.  using  the  mental  instead  of  the  physical  eye ; 

(«,-•).  m-  a  monkey;  a  kind  of  perfume. —  7 '/"/•<- 
jiidiui,  am,  n.  supernatural  knowledge.  —  Dirya- 
tnttni,  am,  n.  'heavenly  truth,'  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Divya-td,(.  heavenliness,  heavenly  or  divine  nature. 

••  Divya-tfjas,  as,  f.  '  having  heavenly  splendor,' 
a  kind  of  plant;  [cf.  brdliml.]  —  IHrya-darsana- 
riiiriita,  as,  d,  am,  renowned  for  a  divine  aspect. 

—  Dirya-darfin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  divine  vision. 

—  Dirya-'liiti,  k,  k,  k,  'seeing  heavenly  things,' 
observing  heavenly  phenomena ;  (k),  m.  an  astrologer. 

—  Dirya-deha,  as,  m.  a  celestial  body.  —  Dii-ya- 

dohada,  am,  n.  divine  desire,  the  object  of  a  deity's 
desire ;  (as,  d,  am),  fit  for  an  offering  or  oblation. 

—  Ifi  ri/a-dltftriitln,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  divine  nature. 
—  Dirya-nadi,   f.    a   heavenly   stream.  —  ]>irya- 

ndr'i,  f.  a  divine   female,   an   Apsaras.  —  Dirya- 
pandamrita  ("da-am"),  am,  n.  'the  five  divine 
ambrosias,'  viz.  ghee,  milk,  coagulated  milk,  honey, 
and  sugar.  —  Dirya-pdtala,  '  having   a   heavenly 
pale-red  colour,' a  kind  of  plant.  —  Dirya-puslipa, 
as,  m.   fragrant  oleander,  =  kararira ;    (d),  f.  a 
kind  of  plant  (  =  maha-droiia).  —  Dmyapushpika, 

f.    a    kind    of    Calotropis    ( =  lohita-rarndrka- 
vriksha).  —  Dirya-prabhdra,  as,  d,  am,  having 

celestial    power.  —  Divya-pras'na.,    as,   m.    inquiry 
into  celestial  phenomena,  augury.  —  Divya-mdna, 
as,  m.  measuring  the  time  according  to  the  days 
and  years  of  the  gods.  —  Divy a-mdnusha,  as,  m. 
a  demi-god,  a  being  half  divine  and  half  human,  a 
semi-divine  being ;  (an,  d,  am),  divine  and  human. 

—  Dii-ya-yamund,  f.  '  the  heavenly  JumnS,'  N.  of 
a  river  in  Kama-rOpa.  —  Dirya-ratna,  am,  n.  '  the 

heavenly  gem,"  thefabulous  gem  Cinta-mani.— i/tcj/a- 
ratha,  as,  m.  '  a  heavenly  car,"  the  car  or  vehicle 
of  any  deity.  —  Dirya-rasa,  as,  m. '  the  divine  fluid,' 
quicksilver.  —  Divya-latd,  1.  'the  divine  creeper,' 
N.  of  the  plant  Sanseviera  Zeylanica  (  =  mured). 

—  Divya-vastra,  as,  d,  am,  '  having  heavenly 
clothes,'  clothed  in  celestial  raiment,  divinely  dressed  ; 
(as),  m.  a  plant,  commonly  Surya-sobha,  a  sort  of 
sun-flower.— Dirya-vdkya,  am,  n.  a  celestial  voice. 

••  Divya.-s"rotra,  am,  n.  '  a  heavenly  ear,'  an  ear 
which  hears  everything.  —  Dirya-sdnw,  us,  m. 
'  divine  eminence,'  N.  of  one  of  the  Visve-Devas. 

—  Divya-sdra,  as,  m. '  having  divine  juice  or  resin,' 
N.  of  the  tree  Shorea  Robusta.  —  Dirya-stri,  f.  a 

divine  female,  an  Apsaras.  —  Divy  arts' u  (°ya-an:fu), 
us,   m.  the  sun,   '  having  heavenly  rays.'  —  Div- 
ydngand  (°ya-an°),  f.  a  divine  woman.  —  JJiryd- 
divya  (°ya-a-div°),  as,  d,  am,  divine  and  not  divine, 
partly  human,  partly  divine ;  (a),  f.  a  demi-goddess 
(as  Sits,  heroine  of  the  RSmayana).  —  Dirydvaddna 

(°ya-av°),  am,  n. '  heavenly  achievements,'  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  collection  of  legends.  —  Divyodaka  (°ya- 
ud°),  am,  n.  'heavenly  water,'  rain-water,  dew,  &c. 
—  Divyopapaduka  (°ya-up°),  as,  i,  am,  divinely 
bom,  of  heavenly  birth  or  origin,  celestial,  divine. 

—  Diryaugha  (°ya-ogha),  as,  m.  'having  divine 
energy,'  N.  of  particular  forms  of  S'iva  (worshipped 
by  the  Tantrikas). 
Divyaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  serpent;  another 

species  of  animal,  =  dkanvina;  [cf.  i.  dirya.'] 
liiryelaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  serpent  (—divyaka?). 
Div  (ace.  dyuvam,  dat.  dire  and  dyure),  Ved. 

gambling,  gaming,  playing  with  dice. 
Divana,  am,  n.  gambling,  playing  with  dice ; 

[cf.  o/frana.] 
l>iri,  is,  m.  the  blue  jay;   [cf.  divi,  col.  I.] 
I>iri/at,  an,  anti,  at,  playing,  sporting,  gambling. 
Jliryamdna,  as,  d,  am,  playing,  sporting ;  throw- 

ing, darting,  shooting. 

fifii*.  divira,    as,   m.,   N.   of    a    man. 

—  Dirira-kis'ora,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 

cf  i.  dis,  cl.  3.  and  in  later  Sanskrit 
N  cl.  6.  P.  (rarely  A.)  didesh/i,  diiati,  -te, 

ditleia,  aidiie,  dekshyati,  -te,  adikthat,  adik- 
f /in in  (Ved.  adiihta),tleshhim,  to  point  out,  show, 
exhibit,  produce,  bring  forward  (as  a  witness  in  a 
court  of  justice) ;  to  assign ;  to  bestow  upon  (with 

gen.) ;  giant,  give,  deliver ;  to  pay  (tribute) ;  to 
direct,  order,  command  (with  inf.);  to  point  to, 
denote:  Pass,  diiyate:  Caus.  deifayati,  -yitum, 

ndiilisat,  to  show,  point  out,  assign  ;  to  teach,  com- 
municate, tell,  inform ;  to  direct,  order,  command, 

govern  ;  to  confer  :  Desid.  ilidiks/iati,  -te,  to  wish 
to  show,  &c. :  Intern,  daliiiyate,  dedethti,  (A.) 

to  exhibit  exceedingly,  show,  show  one's  self,  &c. ; 
(P.)  to  order  or  direct  urgently;  [cf.  Zend  did; 

Gr.  SfiK-vv-fii,  Sei'/ceA-os,  &ei£-ts,  5€?y/ia,  S/K-TJ, 
SiK-ffv,  8/KTVov,  SttSitTKofjiai,  SiffKos  ;  Lat.  in-dic- 
are,ju-dex,  causi-dic-us,  dic-ere;  Goth,  teih-an, 
talkns,  taiknyan;  Angl.  Sax.  ti/iian,  ti/iliun, 

taecan,  tdcn,  tdcen,  tier  for  tiliher,  tiid,  t'nl ;  Old 
Germ,  idg-un,  zlt  for  zig-ti,  zeinyan;  probably  also 

Lith.  zenldas,  '  a  sign.'] 
2.  d»V,  k,  {.  direction  pointed  at,  point  of  the 

compass,  quarter  of  the  sky,  cardinal  point,  quarter, 

region,  place,  space,  part  (e.  g.  diii  difi,  in  all  direc- 
tions, in  every  quarter;  diybhyas,  from  all  regions 

or  quarters ;  ditodis'as,  hither  and  thither :  the  four 
chief  quarters  or  cardinal  points  are  prafi,  east ; 

dakshind,  south ;  pratifi,  west ;  and  udi6l,  north  : 
sometimes  five  are  enumerated,  i.  e.  the  preceding 

four  with  dhrurd,  q.  v. :  sometimes  six  or  seven  are 

given,  but  oftener  eight,  i.  e.  the  four  cardinal  and  the 
four  intermediate  quarters,S.E.,S.W.,N.W.,andN.E., 

cf.  upa-dis':  or  sometimes  ten,  viz.  the  preceding 
eight  with  tiryak,  horizontally,  and  urdttvam, 

perpendicularly,  or  adhas,  underneath,  and  urdh- 

ram,  overhead  :  dis"o  da&a,  towards  the  ten  quarters, 
i.  e.  in  all  directions ;  diidm  patis, '  the  lord  of  the 
quarters,'  is  a  N.  of  Soma  and  Rudra  in  the  Veda, 
cf.  dlk-pati  below ;  in  Vishnu-Purai.ia  I.  VIII.  the 

collective  didas,  '  the  regions  or  quarters,'  is  men- 
tioned as  one  of  the  wives  of  the  eight  manifestations 

of  Rudra) ;  the  numeral  ten ;  side,  party,  people ; 

a  foreign  or  distant  quarter  or  region,  cf.  dig- 
dgata  ;  a  hint,  reference ;  precept,  order,  manner ; 

manner  of  thinking,  point  of  view,  method  of  con- 
sidering a  subject ;  the  mark  of  a  bite ;  N.  of  a 

river.  —  Dik-kanyd,  f.  a  region  of  the  sky  con- 
sidered as  a  virgin  or  mistress.  —  2.  dik-kara,  as,  m. 

=  arrow,  q.  v. =iambhu,  q.  v. ;  (as,  i,  am),  juve- 

nile, youthful ;  [cf.  i .  dikkara  at  p.  412,  col .  I .]  —  Dik- 
kara-vdsini,  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess ;  [cf.  dilc-iamitu 
and  dik-sundari.]  —  Dikkarika,  f.  (fr.  the  next), 

N.  of  a  river.  —  Dik-karin,  i,  m.  '  elephant  of  the 

quarter,'  an  elephant  of  one  of  the  eight  quarters  or 
points,  i.  e.  a  mythical  elephant  standing  in  one  of  the 
four  or  eight  regions  of  the  sky  and  supporting  with 
the  others  the  earth ;  [cf.  dig-ibha,  dig-gaja,  dig- 

dantin,  dig-vdrana,  diit-naga,  diit-mataitga, 

di$d-gaja.~\  —  Dik-kdntd,  f.  or  dik-kdmini,  f.  = 
dik-kanyd.  —  Dik-kumdra,  as,  m.  pi.  the  youths 

of  the  quarters ;  (with  Jainas)  a  class  of  deities  be- 
longing to  the  Bhavanadhlsas.  —  Dik-<lakra,  am,  n. 

the  circuit  of  the  quarters  of  the  compass,  the  horizon  ; 

the  compass,  the  whole  world ;  [cf.  din-mandalaJ] 
—  ])ik-tata,  as,  m.  the  horizon,  the  line  of  the 
horizon.  —  Dik-tas,  ind.  from  the  regions  of  the 
&y.  —  ])ik-pati,  is,  or  dik-pdla,  as,  m.  the  regent 
or  guardian  of  a  quarter  of  the  world,  (the  guardian 
of  the  eight  points  are  Indra  of  the  east,  Agni  of  the 
south-east,  Yama  of  the  south,  Nirriti  of  the  south- 

west, Varuna  of  the  west,  Vayu  or  Marut  of  the 

north-west,  Kuvera  of  the  north,  Isana  or  S'iva  of  the 
north-east ;  these  are  generally  regarded  as  identical 

with  the  regents  of  the  quarters,  but  other  lists  sub- 

stitute Surya '  the  sun'  and  C'andra  or  Soma '  the  moon* for  Nirriti  and  Isana,  and  others  again  give  the  sun 
and  moon  and  the  six  planets ;  cf.  Manu  V.  96,  VII. 

303.)  —  Dik-patlta,  as,  m. '  the  path  of  the  horizon,' 
the  surrounding  region  or  quarter.  ••  Dik-pravi- 
Ihdga,  as,  m.  a  point,  direction,  quarter ;  [cf.  dig- 
bhdya  and  dig-vilthdga.}  —  ]>ik-sula,  am,  n. 
'  stake  of  the  sky,'  any  inauspicious  planetary  con- 

junction as  for  the  sun  and  Venus  to  be  in  the  west, 
&c. ;  N.  of  particular  days  on  which  it  is  not 
allowed  to  travel  in  certain  directions.  —  Dikdula- 

lakshana,  dni,  n.  pi.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
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PurSna-sarva-sva.  —  Dik-sama,  ax,  a,  am,  having 
the  same  direction.  —  Uik-sttndari,  (.  =  dik- 

kanyd.  —  Dik-srakti,  ix,  j»v  i,  having  the  angles 
or  corners  towards  the  four  cardinal  points.  —  Dik- 
irvdmm,  i,  m.  =  dik-pati.  — Dig-anta,  an,  m.  the 
end  of  the  horizon  or  of  space,  remote  distance  ;  (as, 
a,  am),  being  at  the  end  of  the  horizon  or  in 

the  remote  distance.  —  Dig-antara,  am,  n.  another 
region,  a  distant  quarter,  a  foreign  country ;  space, 

the  atmosphere.  —  Dig-ambara,  as,  a,  am,  '  sky- 
clothed/  having  only  the  sky  or  atmosphere  for 

raiment,  dad  by  the  regions  of  space,  unclad,  un- 
clothed, stark  naked;  (as),  m.  a  naked  mendicant 

(especially  of  the  Jaina  or  Bauddha  sect ;  cf.  I .  ksha- 
pana) ;  a  mendicant  or  ascetic  in  general ;  an  epithet 

of  S'iva ;  also  of  Skanda ;  darkness ;  (i),  f.  an  epithet 

of  Durga ;  [cf.  dig-vastra  and  dig-vdsas.']  —  Dig- ambaraka,  as,  m.  a  naked  mendicant  (especially  of 

the  Jaina  sect).  —  Digambara-tva,  am,  n.  entire 
nakedness.  —  Uig-agata,  as,  a,  am,  come  from  a 
distant  region  or  country.  —  Dig-ibha,  as,  m.=dik- 

karin,  q.  v.  —  Diy-is'vara,  as,  m.  =  dik-pati,  q.  v. 
—  Itiy-gaja,  as,  m.=  dik-karin,  q.v.—Dig-gra- 
hana,  am,  n.  observation  of  and  fixing  the  quarters 

of  the  compass.  —  Dig-jaya,  as,  m.  the  conquest  of 
various  countries  in  all  directions ;  [cf.  dig-vijayct^] 
—  Vig-dantin,   i,   m.  =  dik-karin,    q.  v.  —  I)ig- 
dardana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  looking  to  every  side,  a 

general    survey.  —  Dig-dardin,   i,   ini,   i,    looking 
round  on  all  sides,  taking  a  general  view.  —  Dig- 
ddha,  ax,  m.  preternatural  redness  of  the  horizon, 

as  if  on  fire ;  (also  called  disdiit  ddhas.)  —  Dig-de- 
vatd,  f.   the  deity  of  a  quarter,  =  dik-pati,  q.  v. 
—  Vig-deia,  as,  m.  the  country  in  various  direc- 

tions, various  regions,  distant  countries.  —  Dig-dai- 
vata,  am,  n.  =  dig-devata,  q.  v.  —  Big-ndga,  see 
din-ndrja.  —  Dig-b/idga,  as,  m.  a  point,  direction, 
quarter;    dig-bhdgeshu,  loc.  pi.  in  all  directions; 
[cf.   dik-prambhdga   and   dig-vibhdga.]  —  Dig- 
bhrama,  as,  m.  or  dig-bhramana,  am,  n.  a  wan- 

dering about  in  every  direction.  —  Dig-mandala, 
see  diit-mandala.  —  Dig-ldbha,  as,  m.  profit  or 
gain  in  a  distant  region.— Dig-vastra,  as,  a,  am, 
or  dig-vasas,   as,   as,  as,^dig-ambara.  —  Dig- 
vdrana,  as,  m.  =  dik-karin.  —  Dig-vijaya,  as,  m. 

*  the  subjugation  of  various  countries  in  all  directions,' 
N.  of  a  part  of  the  MahS-bhSrata  (SabhS-parva  983, 
describing  the  victories  of  the  four  younger  Pandavas 
and  the  subjugation  of  all  the  neighbouring  princes 
of  India   under  their  eldest  brother  Yudhi-shthira, 

which   led   to   his   performance   of  the   RSja-suya 
sacrifice) ;  N.  of  a  work  by  SarrkarScarya  showing 
the  superiority  of  the  Vedanta  over  the  other  systems 

of  philosophy.  —  Digrijaya-krama,  as,  m.  invasion 
of  various    countries,   going  forth  to   conquer  the 

whole  world.  —  Dig-vidik-stha,  as,  a,  am,  situated 
towards  the  cardinal  and  intermediate  points,  encom- 

passing. —  Dig-vidhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of 
the   Tantra-sara.  —  Diy-vibhdga,  as,    m.  =  dig- 
bhdga,  q.  v.  —  Dig-vibhdi'ita,  as,  d,  am,  celebrated 
or  known  in  all  quarters.  —  Dig-vilokana,  am,  n. 
looking  vacantly  towards  the  sky,  gazing  vacantly 

in  the  air.  —  Dig-vydpin,  i,  inl,  i,  spreading  through 
all  space  or  every  quarter.  —  Dirc-ndga,  as,  m.  = 
<lik-karin;  N.  of  a  Buddhist  author;   (also  read 
dig-ndga.)  —  Din-mandala,  am,  a.  the  circle  of 
the  quarters  of  the  compass,  the  horizon,  the  com- 

pass, all  regions  or  quarters;  [cf.  dik-takra ;  also 

read  dig-m°.]  —  IHn-mdtanga,  as,  m.  =  dik-karin, 
q.  v.  —  JHtt^mdrgft,  as,  m.  a  country  road,  a  road  to 
a  distant  country.  •-  l>i>e-mukha,  as,  i,  am,  facing 

any  point  or  quarter;  (am),  n.  'face  of  the  sky,' 
any  quarter  or  part  of  the  heavens,  (diit-mukheshu, 
loc.  pi.  in  all  regions) ;  a  place.  —  Ditt-mudha,  an, 
o,  am,  confused  about  the  quarters  of  the  compass, 
not  able  to  find  out  the  bearings  of  any  place ;  any- 

thing or  place  about  the  direction  of  which  one  is 

doubtful.  —  Din-moha,  as,  m.  perplexity  about  the 
quarters  of  the  compass  or  the  exact  situation  and 
bearings  of  any  place,  mistaking  the  way  or  direction. 

—  DUo-danda,  as,  m.  (diio  for  diias,  gen.  case), 

'  the  staff  of  a  quarter  of  the  sky,'  a  particular  appear- 

ance in  the  sky;  [cf.  danda.]  —  Dis'o-b/i,dga,as,d, 
am,  one  who  runs  away  or  takes  to  his  heels, 

Diia,  am,  ind.  =  2.  dii,  at  the  end  of  adv.  comp. 
(PSn.V.  4,  107). 

Diias,  as,  f.  a  region,  quarter,  &c.  ;  [cf.  ?.  dit.~\ Di/la,  f.  direction,  region,  quarter  or  point  of  the 

compass  ;  N.  of  a  wife  of  Rudra  ;  [cf.  antara-d? 

and  avantara-d°.~\  —  Dis"d-gaja,  as,  m.  —  dik-ka- 
rin, q.  v.  —  Diia-<!akshus,  us,  m.  '  sky-vision,' 

N.  of  a  son  of  Garuda.  —  Disd-pdla,  as,  m.  '  the 
guardian  of  a  quarter,'  the  elephant  of  a  quarter  ; 
[cf.  ilil;-pala  and  dik-karin.] 
Du'ya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  the 

quarters  of  the  sky  or  to  the  horizon  ;  situated  towards 
any  particular  point,  lying  in  a  particular  tract  or 
quarter,  bearing  in  a  particular  direction  or  towards  a 

particular  point  of  the  compass  [cf.  pitrva-d0^  ;  N,  of  a 
particular  kind  of  brick  used  in  constructing  an  altar. 

Dis/ita,  as,  d,  am,  shown,  pointed  out,  appointed, 

assigned  (e.  g.  dishtd  gatis,  '  the  assigned  way,'  i.  e. 
death)  ;  delineated,  described,  referred  to  ;  directed, 
ordered,  prescribed,  advised,  enjoined;  fixed,  settled; 
resigned  to  destiny  or  fate  ;  (am),  n.  allotment, 
assignment,  appointment,  decree  ;  assigned  place  or 
portion,  fate,  destiny,  good  or  ill  luck  ;  direction, 
order,  command,  aim,  object  ;  (as),  m.  time  ;  a 

sort  of  Curcuma  [cf.  ddru-haridra]  ;  N.  of  one  of 

the  sons  of  Manu  Vaivasvaia.  •-  DisTitdnta  (°ta-an°), 
as,  m.  '  the  appointed  end'  or  '  the  end  of  one's 
appointed  life,'  death,  dying. 
Dlshti,  is,  {.  pointing  out,  assigning,  allotting, 

prescribing,  assignment,  direction,  injunction,  instruc- 
tion, precept,  order,  command  ;  auspicious  juncture, 

good  fortune,  happiness  ;  a  sort  of  measure  of  length  ; 
(tya),  ind.  an  expression  of  joy  or  congratulation, 
thank  heaven  !  how  fortunate  !  mayest  thou  be 
fortunate  !  hail  !  I  congratulate  you  !  bravo  !  auspi- 

ciously, fortunately,  luckily  ;  [cf.  £u-cZ°.] 

f^W  dishnu,  us,  us,  u  (for  deshnu  fr.  rt. 

i  .  dd),  giving,  one  who  gives,  a  giver,  donor. 

i.  dih,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  degdhi,  digdhe, 

,  dideha,  didihe,  dhekshyati,  -te,  adhik- 
shat,  adhikshata,  adigd/ia,  degdhum,  to  anoint, 
smear,  plaster,  spread  over  ;  to  soil  ;  pollute,  defile  ; 
to  increase,  augment,  accumulate  :  Caus.  dehayati, 
-yitum,  Aor.  adidihat:  Desid.  didUkshati,  -te, 
Ved.  dhiltshaie,  to  wish  to  anoint  or  to  anoint  one's 
self:  Intens.  dedihyate,  derlegdhi:  [cf.  Gr.  reixos, 
TOIXOS,  Siyydfu  ;  Lat.  tingere,  probably  fingere, 
fyulus;  Goth,  deigan,  ga-dikis,  daigs;  Angl. 
Sax.  die,  dcag,  tiyel,  tigul;  Old  Germ,  ziagal, 
zehom  =  Caus.  dehaydmi.] 

2.  dih,  dJdk,  f.  smearing,  anointing,  soiling,  pol- 
lution. 

dihla,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman  ;    [cf. 

i.  di  [cf.  rt.  rfi],  cl.  4.  P.  dlyati,  &c., 

Ved.  to  poise  one's  self  in  the  air,  soar,  fly, 
(also  used  of  the  motions  oftdeities,  especially  of  the 
AsVins  and  their  vehicle)  :   Intens.  dcdiyale,  Ved. 
inf.  of  Intens.  dedlyitavai,  to  hasten  or  fly  away  ; 
[cf.  Gr.  5iV?),  Stfcu  ;  perhaps  8/tu,  Sit/uu.] 

^rV  2.  di  (an  anomalous  reduplicated  rt. 
>  sometimes  given  in  the  form  dlill  or  didi; 

cf.  rt.  i.  dlti  and  dtdht),  d.  3.  P.  3rd  pi.  dldyati, 
adldet,  2nd  impv.  didilii  or  didlki,  didiyus, 
diddya,  didayati,  iJiilayat,  Ved.  to  shine,  be 
bright  (especially  used  of  fire),  to  shine  forth,  excel  ; 
to  shine  upon,  bestow  by  shining;  to  seem  or  appear 
good  or  eminent,  to  please,  be  admired  ;  [cf.  l.div, 
dip  :  Gr.  Searoi,  Searo  ;  perhaps  SfjAos.] 

Diti,  is,  f.  splendor,  brightness  ;   [cf.  su-o10.] 
Didi,  is,  is,  i,  or  iliilt,  is,  Is,  i,  shining.  —  Didy- 

agni,  m.  du.,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  '  having 
bright  fires,'  '  bright  with  sacrificial  fires,'  epithet  of the  Asvins. 

Diditi  ,  is,  f.  splendor,  brightness  ;  [cf.  su-d°.] 

Didiri,  is,  is,  i  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  tliv),  shining; 
risen,  ascended  (as  a  star) ;  (is),  m,  epithet  of  Agni ; 

of  Brihas-pati,  the  planet  Jupiter ;  heaven  [cf.  d i- 

divi] ;  (ia,  i),  m.  n.  or  (is,  is),  m.  f.  boiled  rice, 
food ;  final  emancipation. 

3.  di,  cl.  4.  A.  dtyate,  didiye,  ddsyate, 
addsta,  datum,  to  decay,  waste  away,  be 

ruined;  to  waste,  diminish:  Caus.  ddpayati,  -yitum: 
Desid.  lUdishate,  diddsate. 

4.  di,  is,  f.  decay,  ruin,  wasting,  destruction.  —  Dl- 
da,  as,  d,  am,  causing  destruction,  destroying. 
Dina,  as,  d,  am,  scarce,  scanty  (Ved.) ;  poor, 

indigent,  needy,  afflicted,  distressed,  ruined,  mise- 
rable, wretched,  dejected,  downcast,  melancholy ; 

frightened,  afraid,  timid  [cf.  pari-d°] ;  (am),  n. 
distress,  wretchedness  [cf.  dainya] ;  the  plant  Ta- 

beniiemontana  Coronaria  ;  (am),  ind. •' miserably  J 
(a),  f.  the  female  of  a  mouse  or  shrew.  —  Vlna- 

Mana,  as,  d,  am, '  distressed  or  dejected  in  mind," 
distressed,  dejected.  —  Dina-td,  f.  scarcity,  rarity 

(Ved.);  wretchedness,  distress,  weakness.  —  Dina- 
daksha,  as,  a,  am,  of  weak  understanding.  —  Dina- 

ddsa,  as,  m.  a  name  applied  to  a  S'Odra.  —  Dina- 
dhi,  is,  is,  i,  '  having  melancholy  thoughts,'  de- 

jected, helpless.  —  Dina-manas,  as,  as,  as,  or  dina- 

mdnasa,  as,  d,  am, '  afflicted  in  mind,'  distressed, 
dejected,  downcast.  —  Dina-mukha,  as,  i,  am,  'hav- 

ing a  dejected  countenance,'  of  melancholy  aspect. 
—  Dma-lo<!ana,  as,  m.  a  cat.  —  Dina-vatsala,  as,  d, 
am.kind  to  the  poor. — Dina-vadana = dina-m  ukha. 

—  Dina-varna,  as,  a,  am, '  having  a  bad  colour,' 
discoloured.  —  Dlndnultampana  (°na-an°),  as,  a, 

am,  '  compassionating  the  poor,'  kind  to  the  poor. 
Dinaka,  as,  d,  am,  wretched,  distressed ;  (am), 

ind.  in  a  wretched  manner,  miserably. 

diksh  (a  rt.  formed  fr.  the  Desid. 
of  rt.  daksh,  and  signifying  originally 

'to  wish  to  make  one's  self  fit  or  competent'),  d.  i. 
A.  dikshate,  didikshe,  dlkshishyate,  dlkshitum, 

to  prepare  or  consecrate  one's  self  for  the  perform- 
ance of  a  sacred  rite,  especially  of  the  Soma  offering ; 

to  dedicate  one's  self;  to  sacrifice,  perform  a  sacrifice ; 
to  shave  one's  head,  to  be  shaved ;  to  introduce  or 
initiate  a  pupil,  invest  with  the  sacred  thread;  to 

instruct  in  the  rules  or  principles  of  religious  observ- 
ances; to  practise  self-restraint,  to  announce  the 

performance  of  a  vow :  Caus.  dikshayaii  or  dikshd- 
payatl.  Sec.,  to  prepare,  make  ready,  consecrate, 
initiate ;  to  determine :  Desid.  didlkshishate. 

Dikskaka,  as,  m.  a  priest,  a  spiritual  guide. 

Dikshana,  am,  n.  preparing  or  consecrating  one's 
self,  consecration ;  initiating ;  causing  one's  self  to  be consecrated. 

Dikshaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  consecrated  or 
initiated ;  (fr.  dikshana)  relating  or  belonging  to 
Dikshana  or  initiation,  &c. ;  (a),  f.  a  particular  rite 

or  sacrifice,  that  preceded  by  the  Diksha ;  [cf.  dik- 

shantyeshti  and  adhvara-dikihaniyd.]— Ltiksha- 

myeshti  (°ya-ish°),  is,  f.  the  sacrifice  of  consecration or  initiation,  =  dikskaniyd. 

Dlkshayitri,  la,  in,  tri,  consecrating,  a  conse- 
crator,  one  who  initiates. 

Inksha,  f.  preparation  or  consecration  for  a  reli- 
gious ceremony ;  a  ceremony  preliminary  to  a  sacrifice, 

initiation,  dedication ;  receiving  the  initiatory  Mantra ; 
undertaking  religious  observances  for  the  attainment 
of  a  certain  object,  religious  rites  for  a  special  purpose ; 

sacrificing,  offering  oblations,  dedicating  one's  self  to 
a  particular  object  (as  to  battle)  or  to  a  person  (as  to 

a  god),  self-devotion ;  Initiation  personified  as  the 
wife  of  Soma  or  of  Rudra  Ugra  (one  of  the  eight 
manifestations  of  Rudra)  or  of  Rudra  VSma-deva. 
—  Dikshd-krama-ratna,  am,  n.  'the  jewel  of  the 

regular  order  of  initiation,'  N.  of  a  work  treating  of 
initiation.  —  Dikshd-tattva,  am,  n. '  the  essence  of 
initiation,'  N.  of  another  work  on  consecration  or 

initiation.  —  Dikshdnta  (°»hd-an°),  as,  m.  '  the  end 
of  a  DlkshZ,'  =  ava-bhritha,  a  supplementary  sacri- 

fice made  to  atone  for  any  defects  in  a  preceding 

one.  —  Vikshd-pati,  w,    m.,  Ved.   '  the   lord   of 
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consecration,'  i.e.  the  Soma.  —  Dlkskd-pdla,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  '  guardian  of  initiation,'  epithet  of  Agni 
and  Vishnu.  —  DlTtshd-phala,  am,  n.  '  the  fruit  of 
initiation,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Pur5na-sarva-sva. 
—  1  nkshd-maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting  in  initiation. 

Dikshita,  as,  a,  am,  initiated,  consecrated;  pre- 
pared for  a  sacrifice  ;  one  who  has  received  initiation 

or  by  whom  the  preparatory  ceremonies  have  been 
observed  ;  performed  (as  the  Dlksha  ceremony)  ; 
prepared  for,  made  ready  for,  ready,  &c.  ;  dikshitani 
hri,  to  initiate  a  person,  instruct  any  one  in  rules  or 
principles  ;  (as),  m.  a  priest  engaged  in  a  DikshS  or 
in  a  particular  sacrifice  ;  a  pupil,  (often  at  the  end  of 
a  name,  especially  of  a  Brahman,  after  the  name  of 
another  person,  to  denote  his  initiation  by  that  person 

or  his  being  a  pupil  of  that  person,  e.  g.  Wiattoji-<10, 
bhdnujl-d°,  apyaya-d?,  &c.,  and  the  preceding 
name  is  sometimes  omitted,  leaving  Dikshita  to 

stand  alone.)  —  Dikshita-vasana,  am,  n.,Ved.  the 
garment  of  an  initiated  person.  —  Dlkshita-vimita, 
am,  n.  a  temporary  dwelling  erected  for  a  person  about 

to  be  initiated;  [cf.  prdSina-vans'a.]  —  Dikshit  a- 
vrata,  am,  n.  the  vow  of  an  initiated  person. 

Dikshitdyani,  {.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Dikshita 
Yajria-datta. 
Dlkshitri,  ta,  m.  a  consecrator,  a  spiritual  father, 

one  who  initiates,  the  communicator  of  the  initiatory 
Mantra  or  prayer. 

Dlkshin,  I,  int,  i,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  being 

initiated,  one  who  has  been  initiated  ;  [cf.  yana-d°.] 

dldi  or  dldi.    See  rt.  2.  dt,  p.  415. 

1.  didhl  (connected  with  rt.  2. 

dl),  cl.  2.  A.  didhite  (yd  pi.  dWiyate), 
&c.,  Caus.  dldhayati,  &c.,  to  shine,  to  be  bright,  to 
seem,  appear. 

1.  didhiti,  is,  f.   brightness,  splendor,  light;   a 

ray  [cf.  amrita-d'J  ;  a  ringer,  (connected  by  Vedic 
commentators  with  rt.  i.  dha  or  3.  dhi);   N.  of 

a  commentary  on  the  Tattva-c'inta'-mani  by  S'iro- 
mani   treating  of  the  Nyaya  doctrines.  —  D'tdhiti- 
mat,  an,  aft,  at,  having  splendor,  shining,  brilliant  ; 
(an),  m.  the  sun. 
Didhydna,  as,  a,  am,  shining,  brilliant. 

2.  didhi  (a  reduplicated  form  of 
i.  dhl  and  connected  with  rt.  dhyai), 

cl.  2.  A.  didhite,  &c.,  to  perceive,  think,  reflect  upon, 
be  intent  upon  ;  wish,  desire. 

2.  didhiti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  religious  reflection,  devo- 
tion;   divine    inspiration;   prayer;    religious    rites; 

(Say.)  a  son-in-law  (=  dhartri,  jdmdtri,  connected 
with  i.  tlha). 

dlna,  os,  a,  am.     See  p.  415,  col.  3. 

<;1ll<.  dinara,  as,  m.  (fr.  the  Gr.  fyvdpiov, 

=  denarius,  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  di),  a  coin,  a 
gold  coin  ;  a  weight  of  gold  (variously  stated  as  2 
KSshthas,  I  Pala  of  33  Rettis  or  the  large  Pala  of 

108  Su-varnas)  ;  a  gold  ornament  ;  a  seal. 

-Tl  Q  dip,  cl.  4.  A.  (ep.  also  P.)  dipyate, 

^  X  -ti,  ditlipe,  dipishyate,  adipi  or  adi- 
pishta,  dipitum,  to  blaze,  burn  with  a  bright  flame, 

shine,  be  bright  or  luminous  ;  to  burn,  glow,  be  in- 
flamed or  excited  (as  with  anger)  ;  to  be  illustrious  : 

Caus.  dipayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  adiilipat  or  adl- 
dipat,  to  kindle,  set  on  fire,  inflame  ;  illuminate, 
irradiate,  make  bright,  make  illustrious  ;  excite,  raise  : 
Desid.  didipishate:  Intens.  dedipyate,  tlaJi/ili,  to 
be  very  bright,  to  shine  intensely  ;  to  blaze  fiercely, 
be  all  on  fire  or  in  flames;  [cf.  tap,  dh;  2.  dl,  i. 

diil/i  i  ;  Lith  .  iibbu,  '  to  shine  ;'  Lat.  limpidus  ?]. 
Dipa,  as,  m.  a  light,  lamp,  lantern  ;  [cf.jagad-iF.] 

—  Dipa-Td(la,  am,  n.  '  the  sediment  of  a  lamp,' 
lamp-black,  soot.  -  Dtpo-fcupt,  (.  'lamp-well,'  the 
wick  of  a  lamp.  —  Dtpa-kkafvi,  {.  a  bedstead  upon 
which  the  ;un  shines,  (perhaps  for  dl/ita-kh".)  —  Dipa- 
khari,  t.  the  wick  of  a  lamp.  —  Dipan-kara,  as, 

m.  Might-maker,"  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Dipankara- 

jndna,  as,  m.  '  having  the  knowledge  of  a  Buddha,' 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Dipa-ddna,  am,  n.  'giving  light,' 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Ifipa- 
ddna-ridhi,  in,  m.,  N.  of  the  H5th  chapter  of  the 
Bhavishyottara-PurJna  or  second  part  of  the  Bha- 

vishya-PnrSna.  —  ])Ipa-tltn'(tja,  as,  uitt,  m.  n.'  lamp- 
sign,'  lamp-black,  the  condensed  smoke  or  soot  of  a 
lamp.  —  Dlpa-nirrdna-gandha,  as,  m.  the  smell  of 

an  extinguished  lamp.  —  Dipa-pddapa,  as,  m.  '  a 
lamp-tree,'  a  candlestick,  lamp-stand;  [cf.  dtpa- 

vriksha.]  —  Dipa-pushpa,  as,  m.  'lamp-flower,'  N. of  the  plant  Michelia  Champaka  ( =  tampalca). 

—  Dipa-bhdjana,  am,  n. '  vessel  of  light,'  a  lamp. 
—•  Dipa-inala,  f.  a  row  of  lamps ;  an  illumination  ; 
[cf.    ilipali  and   diparali.]  —  Dipamdlikoteava 

(°ka-ut°),  as,  m.  *  the  feast  of  illumination,'  N.  of 
the    12.5th  chapter  of  the  Bhavishyottara-PurJna; 

[cf.  dipali.'}  —  Dipa-mdhdtmya,  am,  n.  '  the  glory 
of  the  Dipa,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Bhavishya- 
PurSna.—  Dipa-vat,  an,  ati,  at, '  containing  lights,' 
illuminating,  making  bright ;  (ati),  f.,  N.  of  a  river 

in  KSmSkhya.  —  Dipa-vriksha,  as,  m. '  lamp-tree,' 
the  stand  or  stem  of  a  lamp,  a  candlestick ;  a  light ; 

a  lantern ;   Pinus  Longifolia  or  Deodora  ( =  deva- 

ddrn).  —  Dipa-iatru,    ue,   m.  'the   enemy   of  a 
lamp,'  a  moth.  —  Dipa-dikhd,  f.  the  flame  of  a 
lamp ;  lamp-black  (especially  as  used  for  darkening 

the  eyelashes,  &c.).  —  Dipa-s"rinkhald,  f.  a  row  or 
string  of  lamps.  —  Dipdnvita  (°pa-an°),  d,  f.,  scil. 
tithi,   '  furnished  with    lamps,'  N.   of  the   DtwSlI 
festival ;  (see  the  next.)  —  Dipdrddhana  (°pa-dr°), 
am,  n.  worshipping  an  idol  by  waving  a  light  before 

it.  —  Dipdli  (apa-dli),  f.  'a  row  of  lamps,'  the  day of  new  moon  in  the   month  Asvina  or  Karttika 

(September-October),  on  which  day  there  is  a  fes- 
tival   with    nocturnal    illuminations    in    honour   of 

Kirttikeya ;  (this  festival  or  feast  of  lights  is  com- 

monly called  DiwSH. )  —  Dipdrali  (°pa-av°),  is,  f. 
•  a    row  of  lamps,'   a   nocturnal    illumination,    the 
Dlwall  festival;   (see  the  preceding.)  —  Dipotsava 

(°pa-ut°),  as,  m.  the  festival  of  lights;  (see  the preceding.) 

Dipaka,  as,  a  or  ikd,  am,  kindling,  inflaming ; 
illuminating,  making  bright  or  luminous,  illustrating, 
beautifying,  making  illustrious;  exciting,  rendering 
intense  (as  a  feeling  &c.) ;  stimulating,  tonic,  exciting 
appetite,  digestive ;  skilful  in  managing  a  lamp ;  (as), 

m.  a  light,  lamp ;  N.  of  two  plants  promoting  diges- 
tion, Ptychotis  Ajowan  (  =  yavdm)  and  Celosia 

Cristata  [cf.  dlpi/a] ;  a  bird  of  prey,  falcon ;  N.  of  a 

Raga ;  an  epithet  of  Kama  ('  the  inflamer') ;  N.  of 
a  son  of  Garuda ;  of  a  man ;  of  a  poet ;  (ika),  f. 

a  light,  lamp,  lantern ;  moonlight ;  the  plant  Pty- 
chotis Ajowan ;  the  root  of  Calmus ;  N.  of  one  of 

the  RJginis  or  female  personifications  of  the  musical 

modes ;  '  the  illustrator,'  in  which  sense  often  at  the 
end  of  the  titles  of  books,  see  gudhdrtka-d° ,  trai- 
lokya-d" ;  (am),  n.  saffron;  a  figure  of  rhetoric 
(dilating  upon  an  idea  or  accumulating  expressions 
to  strengthen  it ;  various  kinds  of  this  figure  are 
given,  as  kdraka-dipaka,  mdld-dipaka,  &c.) ;  a 
kind  of  metre  containing  4  x  ro  syllabic  instants. 

—  Dipikd-taila,  am,  n.  the  oil  of  the  plant  Pty- 

chotis  Ajowan.  —  Dipikd-prakds'a,  as,  m.   (also 
called  NUa-kanthl),  '  the  illuminator  of  the  illustra- 

tor,' N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Tarka-dlpikS  by 
Nlla-kantha.  —  Dipikd-iivarana,  am,  n.  'explana- 

tion of  the  DlpikS,'  N.  of  a  lost  commentary  on  the 
Purva-mlmansartha-san-graha  by  Nri-sinha. 
Dipana,  as,  I,  am,  kindling,  inflaming,  setting  on 

fire,  burning,  causing  light  or  heat ;  digestive,  tonic, 

stimulating  [cf.  agni-d°  and  ana?a-<i°] ;  N.  of 
several  plants  with  digestive  properties,  =  maydra- 

dikhd,  =  idlinta-s'dka  ;  Cassia  Sophora  (=kdsa- 
marda) ;  an  onion;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  = 
Ptychotis  Ajowan, =pdthd,  =  methikd ;  N.  of  a 
chapter  of  the  Tantra-s3ra  or  of  a  mystical  formula 
therein  described ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  kindling  or 
setting  on  fire,  inflaming ;  lighting,  illuminating, 

making  bright  [cf.  tattm-d"] ;  kindling  the  digestive 

fire,  promoting  digestion ;  a  digestive,  stimulant, 
tonic ;  saffron ;  the  root  of  the  plant  Tabernaemontaiu Coronaria. 

JDlpaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  lighted  or  set  on 
fire ;  inflammable  ;  to  be  excited  or  stimulated  ;  relat- 

ing to  tonic  medicines,  serving  to  promote  digestion ; 
(as),  m.  an  aromatic  seed,  Ptychotis  Ajowan ;  (am), 
n.  a  stimulating  drug,  a  digestive. 

Dipayat,  an,  anil,  at,  setting  on  fire,  inflaming; illuminating. 

Dipita,  a«,  a,  am,  set  on  fire,  inflamed ;  excited ; 
illuminated,  irradiated ;  manifested. 

Dlpitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  an  illuminator,  enlightener ; irradiating,  shining. 

]jjf>!n,  7,  itii,  i,  kindling,  setting  on  fire,  inflam- 
ing ;  illuminating,  shining. 

Dlfita,  as,  a,  am,  blazing,  flaming,  being  in 
flames,  flashing,  radiant,  illuminated,  luminous,  bright, 

glittering ;  glowing,  hot ;  burning,  burnt ;  (as  a  term 
of  augury)  irradiated  by  the  sun,  exposed  to  the 
glare  of  sunshine,  (this  is  considered  inauspicious,  the 
opposite  expression  being  $anta,  q.  v.) ;  situated  on 
the  inauspicious  side,  inauspicious  in  general ;  clear, 
shrill  ?  (opposed  to  piirna,  q.  v.,  as  a  term  of  augury)  ; 

(as),  m.  a  lion  (from  its  bright  colour) ;  a  lime,  a 
citron  tree  (from  its  golden  colour)  ;  a  particular 
disease,  inflammation  of  the  nose;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 

several  plants  with  bright  red  flowers,  Methonica 
Superba,  Cardiospermum  Halicacabum  (—jyotish- 
mati),  =  $atald;  red  arsenic;  (am),  n.  Asa  Fcetida ; 
go\d.  —  Jnpta-L~irana,  as,  d,  am,  'having  glowing 

rays,'  epithet  of  the  Sun.  —  Dipta-kirtti,  is,  m.  '  of 
splendid  renown,'  epithet  of  Skanda.  —  Dipta-ketu, 
us,  m.  '  bright-bannered,'  N.  of  a  king ;  of  a  son 
of  Manu  Dakshasavarni.  ~  Dlpta-jihvd,  f.  '  red- 
tongued,'  a  (ox.  —  Dipta-tapas,  as,  as,  as,  fervent 
in  devotion,  of  glowing  piety.  —  Dlpta-tejaf,  as,  as, 
as,  brilliant  or  radiant  with  glory.  —  Dipta-pingala, 

as,  m.  'bright  and  yellowish,'  a  lion. •- l)ipta- 
pushpd,  f. '  having  bright  flowers,'  the  plant  Tragia 
Involucrata  (the  flowers  of  which  are  of  a  bright 

greenish  colour).  —  Dipta-rasa,  as,  m.  'having  a 
yellow  liquid,'  an  earth-worm.  —  Dipta-roman,  d, 
m.  '  red-haired,"  N.  of  one  of  the  Visve-DevSs. 

—  Dipta-lodana,  as,   m.   '  bright-eyed,"    '  having 
glittering  eyes,'  a  cat.  —  Dipta-loha,  as,  m.  '  the 
shining   metal,'   brass,   bell-metal.  —  Dipta-rarna, 
as,  m.  'red-coloured,'  epithet  of  Skanda.  —  Dipta- 
f"al;ti,  is,  m.  '  having  a  glittering  spear,"  epithet  of 
Skanda.  —  Kptdn^u  (°te-a»°),  MS,  us,  u,  having 

burning  rays ;  (MS),  m.  the  sun.  —  Diptdksha  (°to- 
ak°),  as,  i,  am,  having  glittering  eyes,  bright-eyed ; 
(as),  m.  a  cat ;  a  peacock ;  N.  of  a  minister  of  the 
king  of  the  owls,  Ari-mardana ;  (ds),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 

a  people.  —  Diptagni  (°to-ajr°),  is,  m.  blazing  fire ; 
(is,  is,  i),  set  on  fire,  kindled  (as  fire) ;  having  the 
gastric  fire  well  kindled,  i.  e.  digesting  well ;  (is), 
m.   an   epithet  of  Agastya;    [cf.   dahragni  and 

satydgni.]  —  Diptdgni-td,  f.  goodness  of  digestion ; 

[cf.  the  preceding.]  —Diptdnga  (°ta-a>t°),  as,  m. 
'  having  a  brilliant  body,'  a  peacock.  —  Diptdtman 

(°ta-dt  ),  d,  d,  a,  having  a  flaming  or  fiery  nature. 
—  Il'iptanala-dyuti  (°ta-an°),  it,  is,  i,  having  the 

brilliancy  of  glowing  fire.  —  Dlptoda  ("ta-uda),  am, 
n.  '  having  brilliant  water,'  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  ]>lptn- 

pala  (°ta-up"),  as,  m. '  the  flaming  stone,'  the  sun 
gem  ( =  surya-kdnta) ;    a  crystalline  lens.  —  Dlp- 
taujas  (°te-oj°),  ds,  ds,  as,  glowing  with  energy. 
Dtptaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  disease  of  the  nose 

[cf.  dipta] ;  (am),  n.  gold. \>l\iii,  is,  f.  brightness,  brilliancy,  splendor,  light, 
glow,  lustre ;  clearness,  brilliancy  of  beauty  (in  a 

woman),  extreme  loveliness ;  the  flash-like  flight  of  an 
arrow;  lac;  brass,  bell-metal;  (is),  m.  (?),  N.  of  one 
of  the  Visve-Devas.  ••  Dlpti-kara,  as,  d  or  I ,  am, 
irradiating,  illuminating.  —  Dipti-mat,  an,  ati,  at, 
having  brightness,  splendid,  brilliant,  lustrous,  radiant, 
shining,  blazing,  flaming ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Krishna. 
Diptika,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant ;  [cf.  dugdha- 

pashdna.]  —  Diptikctoara-tirtha  (°ka  or  "Icd-lf), 
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am,  n.  '  the  Tirtha  of  the  lord  of  Diptika  or  Dlpti- 

ka  (?),'  N.  of  a  Tirtha  mentioned  in  the  S'iva-Purana. 
Dipya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  kindled  or  inflamed, 

inflammable ;  to  be  stimulated ;  promoting  digestion, 

digestive ;  (as),  m.  the  plants  Celosia  Cristata,  Pty- 
chotis  Ajowan ;  cumin-seed  j  (am),  n.  white  cumin- 
seed. 

Dipyaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  N.  of  several  plants, 
cumin,  Ptychotis  Ajowan,  Celosia  Cristata,  Apium 
Involucratum ;  (as),  m.  a  figure  of  rhetoric;  [cf. 

dtpaka.'] Dipyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  shining,  blazing,  glow- 
ing, radiant. 

D'tpra,  as,  a,  am,  shining,  brilliant,  radiant, 
luminous,  irradiating;  (as),  m.  fire.  —  Diprdstra- 

dkara  (°ra-as°),  as,  d,  am,  armed  with  shining 
weapons,  well  accoutred. 

^"Hl  dirgha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  drih,  origin- 
ally dargh ;  compar.  drdghiyas  or  dirgha-tara; 

superl.  drdghiehtha  or  dirgha-tama),  long  (as 
space  or  time),  reaching  far,  lasting  long ;  long  (as 
the  quantity  of  a  vowel) ;  lofty,  high,  tall ;  deep ; 
(as),  m.  a  long  vowel ;  a  camel ;  N.  of  several  plants, 
=Saccharum  Sara  (  =  tfara)  or  a  similar  kind  of 

grass  ( =  utkata),  =  rdma-tfara  ;  Shorea  Robusta 

(  =  lald-s"dla) ;  the  fifth,  sixth,  seventh,  and  eighth 
sign  of  the  zodiac ;  a  mystical  N.  of  the  letter  a ; 
N.  of  a  prince  of  Magadha  ;  (a),  f.  a  long  lake  or 
oblong  tank  [cf.  dirghikd]  ;  a  plant  related  to  the 

Hemionitis  Cordifolia  (  =  dlrgJia-pattrd) ;  a  mystical 
N.  of  the  letter  n;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman ;  (am), 
ind.  for  a  long  time,  long ;  far ;  deeply ;  [cf.  Zend 

darSgha :  Gr.  5oMx<fs,  *^9^*xKi  '•  Russ.  dolog, 
•long;'  dolga^dlrgJid:  Lith.  ilga-s,  d  being 
dropped ;  isz-<lrykens,  isz-dryk&lix,  '  grown  long :' 

perhaps  Lat.  lonijus;  Germ,  lang."]  —  Dtrgha-kand, 
(.  white  cumin.  —  Dirgha-kantaka  or  dirgha- 

kanta,  as,  m.  'long-thorned,'  N.  of  a  plant  (  = 
varvura).  —  Dirgha-kantJta,  as, m.  'long-necked,' 
N.  of  a  Danava;  (variously  read  dlrgha-bdhu.) 

—  Dlrgkakanthaka,  as,  m. '  long-necked,'  a  sort 
of  crane,  the  Vaka,  Ardea  Nivea.  —  Dirgha-kan- 

daku,  am,  n.  '  having  long  bulbs,'  a  kind  of  radish 
(  =  mulaka);   (ikd),  f.  Curculigo  Orchioides  (  = 

mushali).  —  Dlryka-kandhara,   as,    m.    'long- 
necked,'  a  sort  of  crane,  Ardea  Nivea.— Dirgka- 
kartta,  as,  m.  'long-ear,'  N.  of  a  cat.  —  Dlrgha- 
kdnda,  as,  m.  'having  long  joints/  N.  of  a  kind  of 
grass,  Scirpus  Kysoor  (  —  kaierii);   (a),  f.  a  para- 

sitical   plant   ( —pdtdla-garudl).  —  DlrgTia-kdya, 
as,  d,  am,  having  a  long  body,  tall.  —  Dlrgha-kdla, 
am,  n.  a  long  time,  a  long  period.  —  DirgJiakdla- 
jlvin,  i,  ini,  i,  long-lived.  —  Dirgha-kdshtha,  am, 
n.  a  long  piece  of  timber,  a  spar,  a  beam.  —  Dirgha- 

Iclla,  as,  m.  or  dlryhakilaka,  as,  m.  '  having  a 

long  stem,'  the  tree  Alangium   Hexapctalum   (  = 
ankota).  —  Dlrgha-kuraka,  am,  n.  '  long  rice,"  a 
kind  of  rice  (  =  ra}dnna).  —  Dlrgha-kes'a,  as,  d, 
am,  long-haired;  (as),  m.  a  bear;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a   people   to   the   north-east   of  Madhya-desa. 

••  Dlrgha-kos'a  or  dlrgha-koshl  or  dlryha-koshikd 
or  dlrglia-ko&kd,  f.  a  kind  of  muscle  shell,  a  cockle. 

"Dlrgha-gati,  is,  m.  'making  long  journeys,'  a 
camel.  —  IHrgha-gdmin,  I,  ini,  i,  going  far,  flying 

far  (as  an  arrow).  —  Dlrgha-granthi,  is,  m.  '  having 
long  knots  or  joints,'  Scindapsus  Officinalis  (  =  gaja- 
pippali).  —  DirgJta-grlva,  as,  d,  am,  long-necked ; 
(as),  m.  a  camel ;  a  kind  of  curlew  ( =  nlla-kraunfa) ; 
(at),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  in  the  north-east  of 

Madhya-desa.  —  DlrgTia-ghdtilta,   as,   m.    'long- 

necked,'  a  camel.  —  Dirgha-<!ani!u,  m,  m.  'long- 
beaked,'    a    kind    of    bird,  =  MarathI    rukhaudd; 

[cf.  dirgha-s'ira.]  —  Dlrgha-faiuraira,  as,  a,  am, 
shaped    like   an   oblong    square   or   parallelogram. 

—  Dlryha-Mhada,  as,  d,  am,  long-leaved;  (as), 
m.  the  tree  Tectona  Grandis ;  sugar-cane.  —  THrgha- 
jangala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish  (commonly  bhan- 
gdna).  —  Dirgha-jartgha,  as,  d,  am,  long-legged, 
spindle-shanked ;  (as),  m.  a  camel ;  a  crane,  Ardea 
Nivea;  N.  of  a  Yzksha.  —  DlrglM-jdnuka,  as,  m. 

'  long-kneed,"  Ardea  Sibirica.  —  Dlrgha-jihva,  as, 
d,  am,  long-tongued ;  (as),  m.  a  snake ;  N.  of  a 
Danava;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  RakshasT;  one  of  the 
MJtris  attending  on  Skanda;  (i),  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  an 

evil  spirit.  —  Dirgha-jihvya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  long- 
tongued.—  Dirgha-jlra,  as,  m.  long  life.  —  Dir- 
ghajivi-td,  f.  longevity.  —  Dirgha-jlvin,  I,  ini,  i, 
long-lived,  living  long.  —  Dlrgha-tanu,  us,  ri,  u, 

'  having  a  long  body,'  tall,  long ;  (vl),  f.  '  long  and 
narrow,'  N.  of  a  plant.  —  I)lrglia-tantu,  us,  its,  u, 
Ved.  forming  a  long  thread  or  row.  —  Dirghatapa- 

dkhydna,  am,  n. '  the  story  of  the  long  penance,'  N. 
of  a  chapter  of  the  S'iva-Purana.  —  Dlrghatapah- 
svarga-gamana,  am,  n. '  going  to  heaven  by  long 

penance,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  S'iva-Purana.  ••  Dlr- 
gha-lapas,  as,  as,  as,  performing  long  penances; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  KSsya  and  grandfather  or 
father  of  Dhanvantari ;  also  of  a  Muni  in  Kampilya, 

epithet  of  the  sage  Gautama.  —  DirgJia-tama,  as,  d, 
am,  the  longest,  farthest ;  (am),  ind.  for  the  longest 
time.  —  Dlrgha-tamas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  with 
the  patronymic  Aucathya  and  metronymic  M5ma- 
teya,  author  of  some  hymns  of  the  Rig-veda ;  (he 
was  the  father  of  Kakshi-vat,  and  was  born  blind 
through  a  curse  pronounced  on  him  by  Brihas-pati ; 
in  some  PurSnas  he  is  described  as  the  father  of 

Dhanvantari,  and  has  by  Su-deshnS,  wife  of  Bali,  five 

sons,  viz.  An-ga,  Ban-ga,  Kalin-ga,  Pundra,  and 

Suhma) ;  dirgltatamaso  'rkah  or  vratam,  N.  of  a 
Saman ;  (osas),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Drrgha- 
tamas;  [cf.  dlrgha-tapas  and  dairghatamasa.] 
—  Dirgha-tara,  as,  d,um,  longer,  farther.  —Dirgka- 

laru,  as,  m. '  the  high  tree,'  the  Tal  or  palm  tree. 
—  Dirgha-td,  f.   or   dlrgha-tva,  am,  n.   length, 
longness.  —  Dirgha-timishd,  f.  a  kind  of  cucumber, 
Cucumis   Utilissimus;    [cf.   timisha.]  —  Dirgha- 

tundd,  f.  'long-snouted/  the  musk-rat.  —  Dlrgha- 
trina,  as,  m.  '  long  grass,'  a  species  of  grass  ( = 
pallivdha).  —  Dlrgha-danda,  as,  m. '  having  a  long 
stem,'  the  palm  tree ;  the  castor-oil  tree,  Ricinus  Com- 
munis  ;  (1),  f.  a  kind  of  small  shrub  (  =  go^rakshl). 
—  Dlrghadandaka,  as,  m.  =  dlrgka-danda,  Ri- 

cinus Communis.  —  Dlrghadars'i-td,  f.  or  dlrgha- 
dars'i-tva,  am,  n.  the  faculty  of  seeing  far,  long- 

sightedness,  far-sightedness,   providence.  —  Dlrgha- 
darim,  I,  ini,  i,  far-seeing,  long-sighted,  fore-cast- 

ing, provident,  sagacious,  wise ;  (I),  m.  a  bear ;  a 
vulture;    N.   of  a   monkey;    [cf.   dura-daritin.] 

—  Dirghadars'i-vas,  van,  m.  a  far-seeing  man,  one 
who  is   long-sighted.  —  Dirgha-dris/iti,  is,  is,  i, 
far-seeing,  far-sighted,  provident,  shrewd,  deep ;  (is), 
m.  a  sagacious  or  penetrating  man.  —  Dlrgha-dru, 

us,  m.  'the  high  tree,'  the  palm  tree.  —  Dirgha- 
druma,  as,  ra.  '  lofty-tree,'  Bombax  Heptaphyllum 

(  =  s"dlmali).  —  Dlrgha-dveshin,  I,  ini,  i,  cherish- 
ing long  hatred  or  an  old  grudge,  implacable.  —  Dlr- 

gha-nakha,  as,  d,  am,  having  long  nails;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  the  tree  Diospyros 

Embryopteris.  —  Diryha-ndda,  as,  d,  am,  'long- 

sounding,'  sounding  or  crying  to  a  long   distance, 
making  a  long-continued  noise;    (as),  m.  a  dog; 

a  cock ;  a  conch-shell.  —  Dlrgha-ndla,  as,  m. '  hav- 

ing a  long  stalk,'  N.  of  several  kinds  of  grass,  = 
mitta-gunda  and  ydvandla;  (am),  n.  =  dlrgUa- 
roltishaka.  —  Dtrgha-nidrd,  f.  long  sleep;  death. 
—  Dirgha-ni&vasya,  ind.  sighing  or  having  sighed 
deeply,  having  fetched  a  long  drawn  breath.  —  Dlr- 

gha-nis'vdsa,  as,  m.  a  long  or  deep  drawn  breath, 
a   s\gh.~I)lrgha-mtha,   as,  m.,  N.  of  a   man. 

—  Dlrgka-paksha,  as,  m. '  long-winged,"  the  fork- 
tailed  shrike.  —  Dlrghaspatolikd,  f.  a  kind  of  cucur- 

bitaceous   plant  ('having  a  long  fruit').  —  Dirgha- 
pattra,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  long-leaved ;  (as),  m.  a  kind 
of  sugar-cane ;   the  palm  tree,  =  raja-paldndu,  = 
vishnu-kamla,  =  Jiari-darbha,  =  kundara,  =  ku- 

pllu;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  related  to  the  Hemio- 
nitis Cordifolia,  =  hraeva-jambu,,  =  gandha-pattrd; 

Pandanus    Odoratissimus,  =  dodl ;     (I),    f.=palds~t, 
=  maha-tanfu.  —  Dlrghapattralca,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
several  plants,  =  a  kind  of  sugar-cane,  a  kind  of  garlic 

( =  rakta-las-una) ;  Ricinus  Comraunis,  Barringtonia 

Acutangula  (  =  hijjala)  ;  a  kind  of  reed  (  =  mtasa), 
karlra,  Capparis  Aphylla,  =  jalaja-madhulca  ; 

(ikd),  f.  Desmodium  Gangeticum  (  =  4dla-parnl); 
Aloe  Indica  ( =  ghrita-kumdri),  —falafl.  —  flir- 

yha-pad  or  dlryha~pdd,  -pdt,  -padl,  -pat,  long- 
footed,  long-legged ;  (t),  m.  a  heron.  —  Vlrgha-parna, 
as,  a  oil, am,  long-leaved;  (I),  f.  a  species  of  plant  re- 

lated to  the  Hemionitis  Cordifolia.  —  Dlrgha-parvan, 

d,  m. '  having  long  knots  or  joints,'  sugar-cane.  —  Dlr- 
gha-pallava,  ae,  d  or  i,  am,  having  long  shoots 

or  tendrils;  (as),  m.  Crotolaria  Juncea  (  =  s"ana). 
—  Dirgha-pavana,  as,  d,  am,  long-winded;  (as), 

m.  an  elephant ;   [cf.  dlrglia-mdruta."]  —  Dirgha- 
patha,  as,  m. '  the  long  reading,'  a  peculiar  manner 
of  reading  or  writing  the  Vajasaneyi-samhita  in  which 
the  letters  are  often  doubled.  —  Dlrgha-pdda,  as,  d, 
am,  long-footed,  long-legged ;  (as),  m.  a  heron ;  [cf. 

dlrgha-pad.^  —  Dirgha-pddapa,  as,  m. '  the  lofty 
tree,'  the  cocoa-nut  tree ;  the  areca-nut  tree.  —  Dlr- 
gha-prishtha,  as,  d,  am,  long-backed;  (as),  m. 
a   snake.  —  Dirglia-praj/ia,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 

far-seeing  mind;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Dirgha- 

prayajyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  persevering  in  offerings 
and  sacrifices ;  (M),  m.  du.  epithet  of  Vishnu-Varuna 
as  receiving  constant  offerings. —  Dirgha-prayatna, 
as,  m.  persevering  effort.  —  Dlrgha-prasadman,  d, 
d,  a,  Ved.  inhabiting  an  extensive  district;  (Say.) 
having  extensive  sacrificial  halls,  epithet  of  the  earth. 

—  Dlrgha-phala,  as,  d,  am,  having  long  fruit; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Cathartocarpus  (Cassia) 
Fistula;  Butea  Frondosa;  Asclepias  Gigantea;  (d), 

(,=jatuicd,  a  vine  with  reddish  grapes,  =  mesha- 

s"ringl,  a   kind   of  cucumber.  —  Dlrghaphalaka, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  aoostya.  —  jDlrgha-bdld, 
f.  '  long-tailed,'  the  bos  grunniens ;  [cf.  (amara  and 
Samara.]  —  Dlrgha-bahu,  us,  us,  u,  long-armed ; 

(MS),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  on  S'iva;  of  a 
Danava,  (also  read  dlrgha-kantha) ;  of  a  son  of 
Dhrita-rashtra ;   of  a  son  of  Dilipa  and  father  of 

Raghu ;  of  a  grandson  of  Dilipa.  —  Diryha-bdhu- 
garvita,  as,  d,  am,  proud  of  having  long  arms; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  demon.  —  Dlrgha-bhuja,  as,  d, 

am,  long-armed;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  attend- 
ants on  S'iva.  —  Dlrgjia-maruta,  as,  I,  am,  long- 

winded  ;   (as),   m.   an   elephant ;   [cf.  dlrgha-pa- 
maa.]  —  Dlrgha-mukha,  as,  I,  am,  long-mouthed, 
long-beaked,  long-faced ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Yaksha  (?) ; 

(I),  f.  the  musk-rat.  —  Dlrgha-miila,  am,  n.  '  long- 
root,'  the  root  of  Andropogon  Muricatus ;   (as,  d, 
am),  having  long  roots;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  several 
plants,  =  morata,   a  kind  of  Vilva  tree;    (d),  f. 
Desmodium  Gangeticum ;  Ichnocarpus  Frutescens ; 

(1),  f.  Alhagi  Maurorum;    Leea  Hirta;    Solanum 
Indicum.  —  Dlrghamulaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  radish ; 

(ikd),  f.  Desmodium  Gangeticum.  —  Dlrgha-yajna, 
as,  d,  am,  performing  a  long  sacrifice;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  king  of  Ayodhyi.  —  DlrgJia-yafos,  as,  as, 
as,  Ved.  renowned  far  and  wide ;  having  abundant 
food.  —  Dlrgha-ydtha,   as,    m.  (?),  Ved.   a   long 
course   or  journey ;    (as,  d,  am),  having  a  long 
course.  —  Dlrgha-ydma,  as,  d,  am,  having  long 

watches  (as  the  night).  —  DlrgJui-raitgd,  f.  '  having 
a  lasting  colour,'  turmeric.  —  Dlrgha-rata,  as,  m. 
'  long  in  copulation,'  a  dog ;  [cf.  dtro/io-surato.] 

—  IKrgha-rada,   as,  m.   'long-tusked,'   a   hog. 
—  Dlrgha-rasana,as,m.  'long-tongued,' a  serpent. 
•«  J)irgha-rdgd,  f.  =  dirgha-raityd.  —  Dirgha- 
rdtram,  ind.  (rdtra  for  rdtri,  see  Gram.  77^)> 

for  a  long    night,   for   a   long  time   or   period. 

—  Diryha^rdva,  as,  I,  am,  making  a  long-con- 
tinued   noise,   yelling,   howling,  =  dirgka-ndda  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  jackal.  —  Dlrgha-rupa,  as,  d, 
am,  having  a  long  form,  having  the  form  of  a  long 
vowel.  —  Dlryha-rogin,  i,  ini,  i,  long  ill,  long  sick. 

—  Dlrgha-roma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita- 
rashtra.  —  Dlrgha-roman,   d,  d,   a,   long-haired; 

(a),  m.  a  bear ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  on  S'iva. —  Dlrgha-rohiskaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  fragrant 
grass.  —  Dlrgha-Mana,  as,  d,  am,  long-eyed ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Dlrgha-loldta- 

yashtikd,  f. '  having  a  long  red  stem,'  red  sugar-cane. 
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'S&t  duhkhya. 

—  Dirgha-vans'a,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  long  reed ; 
having  a  long  lineage,  being  of  an  ancient  family ; 

(as),  m.  a  kind  of  sugar-cane ;  [cf.  na/a.]  —  Dir- 

gha-vaktra,  as,  m. '  long-faced,'  an  elephant.  —  Vir- 
gha-vadfhika  or  dirgha-varfliika,  f.  (vaCfliika 
probably  =»  vat*a,   »  young   animal),  an  alligator, 
a   kind   of  crocodile.  -  Dirgha-vat,   ind.    like   a 
long  vowel.  —  Dirgha-varna,  as,  m.  a  long  vowel. 
—  Dirgha-vartman,  a,  n.   a  long  road,  a  long 
journey.  —  Dirgha-varshdbhu,  us,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, 
=  foeta-punar-navd.  —  Dlrylta-vriksha,   as,    m. 

'  the  lofty  tree,' the  palm  tKe.  —  Dirgha-vrinta,as, 
m.  '  long-stalked,'  the  tree  Calosanthes  Indica ;  (d), 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  indra-firbhitl.  —  Dlrgha-vrin- 

taka,  as,  m.  'long-stalked,'  Calosanthes  Indica;  a 
variety  of  it ;  (ikd),  f.  Mimosa  Octandra.  —  Dlrgha- 

rfara,  as,  m.  *  having  a  long  reed,1  Andropogon 
Bicolor.  —  Dirgha-s'akha,  as,  a,  am,  having  long 
branches ;  (as),  m.  Shorea  Robusta ;  a  sort  of  hemp. 

—  Dtrghas'dkhikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  shrub, =nildmli. 
—  Dirgha-timbika,  as,  m.  '  having  a  long  pod,'  a 
kind   of  plant,  =  kshava.  —  Dlrgha-s'ira,   as,  m. 
(tira  =  tiros),  'having  a  long  head  or  beak,'  a 
kind  of  bird,  =  Marathl  rukhauda;   [cf.  dirgha- 

(farirfw.]  —  Dirgha-tiikaka,  am,  n.   '  having   long 
awns  or  beards,"  a  sort  of  rice.  —  Dtrgha-s'mas'ru, 
us,  us,  u,  Ved.  long-bearded.  —  Dirgha-sravas,  as, 
as,  as,  Ved.  renowned  far  and  wide ;  (as),  m.,  N. 

of  a  son  of  DIrgha-tamas ;  of  another  man.  —  Dirgha- 

irut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  '  long-hearing,'  hearing  from  afar  ; 
audible  or  perceptible  from  afar  or  at  a  long  dis- 

tance ;  renowned  far  and  wide,  heard  of  everywhere. 

—  Dirgkairut-tama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  audible 
at  a  long  distance.  —  Dlrgha-saktha,  as,  d,  am 
(saktha  for  saktJii;  see  Gram.  778),  long-thighed, 

spindle-legged.  —  Dlrgha-sattra,  am,n. '  a  long-con- 
tinued Soma  sacrifice,'  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage. 

—  Dlrghasattrin,  I,  ini,  i,  occupied  with  a  long- 
continued   Soma  tite.  —  Dirgha-sandhya,  as,  d, 
am,  performing  long  prayers  or  rites  at  the  different 

twilights.  —  Dirghasandhya-tva,  am,  n.  long-con- 
tinued observance  of  the  twilight  rites,  the  continued 

repetition  of  the  twilight  prayer.  —  Dirgha-sasya, 

as,   m.   'having  long   fruits,'   the   tree   Diospyros 
Embryopteris.  —  Dirgha-surata,  as,  m.^dirgha- 

rata.  —  Dirgha-sutra,  as,  a,  am,  '  spinning  a  long 
yarn,'  working  slowly,  procrastinating,  slow,  dilatory, 
tedious.  —  Dirghasutra-td,  f.  or  dirghasutra-tva, 
am,   n.    procrastination,    dilatoriness,    irresolution, 

tediousness.  —  Dirghastitrin,    i,  ini,  i,  =  dirgha- 
sutra,  dilatory,  irresolute,  procrastinating.  —  Dirgka- 

skandha,  as,  m.  'long-stemmed,'  the  palm  tree. 
—  Dirgha-svara,  as,  m.  a  long  vowel ;  a  long  note, 

a  minim  or  semibreve.  —  Diryhdkdra  (°gha-ak°), 
as,   a,  am,    long-formed,  oblong.  —  Dirghdgama 

(°gha-dg°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work.  —  Dlr- 
ghdnghri  (°ffha-an°),  is,  m.  'having  long  roots,' 
Desmodium  Gangeticum.  —  Dirgha-dhi,  is,  it,  f, 
Ved.  having  a  far-seeing  mind ;  (Say.)  making  long 

prayers  or  oblations.  —  Dirghddhva  (°gha-adh°), 
as,  m.  (?),  a  long  way,  a  long  journey.  —  Dirghd- 
dhva-ga,  as,  a,  am,  going  long  journeys ;  (as), 
m.  a  camel;   a  letter-carrier,  messenger,  courier  or 

express.  —  Dirghdpdnga  (°g}ia-ap°),  at,  d,  am, 
having  long  outer  corners  (of  the  eyes).  —  Dirghd- 

pfkshin  (°gha-ap^),  i,  ini,  i,  regarding  from  afar, 
very  regardful  or  considerate.  —  Dirghdpsas  (°gha- 
ap°),  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  long-shaped,  having  a  long 
fore   part   (as   a   waggon).  —  Dirghdmaya  (°gha- 
am°),  at,  a,  am,  long  ill,  long  sick,  affected  with 
a   chronic   disease.  —  Dirghayu,    (°gha-dy°),   us, 
•us,  u,  long-lived,  wished  to  be  long-lived.  —Dir- 
ghdyu-tva,    am,  n.  long-livedness ;    [cf.   dirgha- 
yush-h-a-l-Dirghayudha  (°</ha-dy°),  as,  m.(?), 
a   long  weapon,   spear,  a  javelin;    (as,  a,  am), 
having   long   weapons ;    (UK),   m.   a    hog.  -  Dir- 
gKdytiriotHs,   is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having   a   long-lived 
splendor,  i.  e.  one  which  lasts  through  a  long  life. 
—  DirgTidyush-tfa,  am,  n.  long-livedness,  a  long 

life;    [cf.    dirghdyu-lra.']  —  Dirghayushya,   as, m.,  N.  of  a  tree,  =  fveta-manddraka ;   (am),  n. 

long-livedness.  —  Diryhdyits  (°gha-ay°),  us,  us, 
us,  long-lived  [cf.  dyusk-mat]  ;  (us),  m.  a  crow  ; 
N.  of  two  trees,  =jivaka  and  ialmali,  Bombax 

Heptaphyllum  ;  an  epithet  of  Markandeya  ;  [cf.  dir- 

glidyu.~\  —  Dirghdranya  (°gha-ar°),  am,  n.,Ved. 
a  long  tract  of  wild  or  desert  country.  —  Dirgha- 

larka  (°gha-al°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree,  =  tfrcra- 
mandiiraka.  —  Dirghatya  (°gha-iis°),  as,  a,  am, 
long-faced  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  people  to  the  north- 

east of  Madhya-des"a.  —  Diryhtihan  (*gha-<ih0),  a, 
hni,  a,  having  long  foys.  —  Dirghi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A. 
-karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  lengthen,  prolong; 
to  lead  away  to  a  distant  place.  —  Dirghi-bhdra,as, 
m.  the  becoming  long,  the  lengthening  (of  a  vowel). 

—  Dirghi-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  Sec.,  to  become 
long,  lengthen.  ~  Dirghi-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  become 

long,  lengthened.  —  Dirghercaru  (°gha-ir°),us,  m. 
a  kind  of  cucumber  (  =  daitgari).  —  Virghodfhvasa 

(°gha-uf),  am,  n.  '  having  a  long  breath,'  epithet of  the  body. 

Dirghika,  f.  a  long  or  oblong  lake  or  pond  ;  [cf. 
tridafa-iP.] 

dirna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  dri),  torn, 

rent,  sundered  ;  frightened,  afraid. 

<ffa  din,  dwi,  divyat,  &c.  See  under  rt. 
2.  div  at  p.  414,  col.  2. 

^r  i.  du  (the  original  form  of  this  rt. 
\4  was  probably  du),  cl.  I.  P.  darati,  dudava 

(and  sing,  dudavitha,  1st  du.  duduviva),  data, 
doshyati,  adilvit,  adausklt,  datum,  to  go,  move  : 
Caus.  davayati,  &c.,  to  cause  to  go  ;  [cf.  rt.  I  .  dr«.] 
Data,    See  p.  426,  col.  3. 

I  .  iluna,  as,  a,  am,  gone  ;  going,  moving.  —  Duna- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  gone. 

^r  2.  du  (also  written  du,  see  i.  du),  cl. 
vi  5.  P.  4.  A.  dunoti,  duyate  (ep.  also  duyati), 

dudava,  doshyati,  adaushit,  datum,  to  be  burnt, 
be  consumed  with  internal  heat,  be  consumed  by 

pain  or  sorrow,  to  be  agitated  or  disturbed,  to  be 
distressed;  (cl.  5.  P.)  to  burn,  consume  with  fire; 
to  cause  pain  by  internal  heat  or  fever;  to  cause 
anxiety  or  sorrow  or  distress  ;  to  afflict  :  Caus.  P. 

davayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  adudavat,  to  burn,  cause 
pain:  Desid.  dudushati:  Intern.  doduyate,  dodoti  ; 

[cf.  Lith.  dowyu,  'I  vex,'  =  Caus.  ddvayaml; 
Gr.  o-Svvrj,  o-Svvdiw,  Satita,  StSavnevos,  Sav\6s, 
probably  Sirfi;  Lat.  doleo  fr.  doveo;  Angl.  Sax. 

tynan;  Hib.  leirim,  'I  pain,'  probably  =  Caus. ddvayami.] 

Dut,  t,  f.  pain,  anxiety,  uneasiness.  —  Dud-da,  as, 
a,  am,  or  dud-dddin,  i,  ini,  i,  giving  or  causing 
pain,  cruel,  wicked. 
Duta,  at,  a,  am(?),  pained,  afflicted. 
Dnnvat,  an,  ati,  at,  afflicting,  causing  pain  or 

sorrow,  injuring. 
2.  diinu.     See  under  I.  du,  p.  436,  col.  I. 

5Ti  duh,  euphonically  substituted  for  dus 

in  dulikha  (see  the  next)  and  in  comps.  like  duh- 
prcijna,  duh-^ansa,  &c.  See  under  dus  at  p.  424. 

<g&(duJikha,  am,  n.  (more  properly  written 
diish-kha,  and  said  to  be  fr.  dus  +  liha,  q.  v.  ;  cf. 
duh  above  and  su-kha;  the  word  duhkha  does 
not  occur  in  the  earliest  literature),  uneasiness, 
unhappiness,  pain,  sorrow,  affliction,  distress,  misery, 

anguish,  agony  ;  difficulty,  trouble  ;  (as),  m.  Unhap- 
piness or  Pain  personified  as  son.  of  Naraka  and 

Vedana  ;  (as,  a,  am),  painful,  disagreeable,  unpleasant, 
uncomfortable,  uneasy,  difficult  ;  (am),  ind.  difficultly, 

scarcely,  hardly;  (ena),  ind.  with  difficulty;  diffi- 
cultly; (at),  ind.  with  difficulty,  hardly;  [cf.  Hib. 

diuic,  '  pain,  sorrow,  grief;'  perhaps  doilgke,  '  sore, 
hard  ;'  doilgheas,  '  sorrow.']  —  Duhkha-kara,  as, 
i,  am,  causing  pain;  afflicting,  occasioning  sorrow 
or  trouble.  —  Duhkha-t'arin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  with 
pain,  distressed.  ~*I)uMtka-t(Mitna,  at,  n,  am,  cut 
with  difficulty,  tough,  hard  ;  pierced  by  sorrow, 
pained,  distressed.  —  Duhkha-tihedya,  at,  a,  am,  to 

be  cut  with  difficulty,  hard  to  be  divided,  tough,  hard ; 
to  be  conquered  or  overcome  with  difficulty ;  to  be 

pierced  or  pained  by  affliction,  &c.  —  Duhkha-jata, 
as,  a,  am,  suffering  pain,  feeling  pain,  distressed. 
—  Duhkha-jivin,  i,  ini,  i,  living  in  pain  or  distress. 
—  Dufikha-lara,   am,  n.  greater  pain,  a  greater 
evil ;  a  very  great  evil ;  (as,  a,  am),  more  painful 

or  disagreeable ;  (nm),  ind.  more  painfully  or  disa- 
greeably. —  Duhkha-ta,  f.  unhappiness,  misery,  pain, 

discomfort,  painful  state.  —  Duhkha-dagdha,  as,  a, 
am,  burnt  or  tormented  by  affliction,  pained,  dis- 

tressed. —  Duhkha-duhkliena,  ind.  with  great  diffi- 
culty.— Duhkhn-dohya,  f.  (a  cow)  difficult  to  be 

milked.  —  Duhkha-niraha,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  to 

be  borne.  —  Duhkha-pantditga  (°ta-an°),  as,  a, 
am,  whose  limbs  are  surrounded  or  filled  with  pain. 

—  Duhkha-paritatman  ('ta-a t°),  a,  a,  a,  whose  soul 
is  affected  with  anguish.  —  Duhkha-praya  or  duh- 
kha-bahula,  as,  a,  am,  full  of  trouble,  suffering 
excessively,  abounding  with  distress  or  trouble,  &c. 

—  Duftkha-bhagin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  pain  as  one's 
portion,  suffering  pain,  unhappy.  —  ])u!ikha-maya, 
as,  i,  am,  consisting  in  suffering,  one  whose  nature 
is  made  up  of  suffering.  —  Duhkhamaya-tva,  am, 
n.  a  condition   made  up  of  suffering.  —  Duhkha- 

moksha,  as,  m.  deliverance  from  pain.  —  Duhkha- 
yoga,  as,  m.  occurrence  or  presence  of  trouble  or 

pain,   &c.  —  Duhkha-laldhika,    f.    '  gained  with 
difficulty,'  N.  of  a  princess.  —Duhkha-laTihya,  as, 
a,  am,  to  be  obtained  or  effected  with  difficulty, 

hardly  procurable.  —  Duhkha-loka,    as,    m.  '  the 
world  of  pain,'=8a»/«aro  or  the  world  as  a  scene  of 
constant   suffering  and  transmigration. » Duhkka- 
ryabkdshita,  as,  a,  am,  pronounced  with  difficulty. 

—  Duttkha-s~ila,  as,  ft,  am,  of  a  difficult  temper,  i.  e. 
hard  to  manage,  bad-tempered,  irritable.  —  Duhkha- 
&la-tva,  am,  n.  irritability  of  temper.  —  Duhkha- 

s"oka-samanmta,  as,  a,  am,  filled  with  pain  and 
sorrow.  —  Duttkha-samyoga,  as,  m.  occurrence  or 
presence  of  pain,  distress,  &c.  —  Duhkha-samrar- 
dhita,  as,  a,  am,  reared  with  difficulty.  —  Du/ikha- 
samsthiti,  is,  is,  i,  in  a  wretched  condition,  poor, 

miserable.  —  Duhkha-mmspars'a,  as,   a,   am,= 
du,hkha-spars'a.~Du,>ikha-8an<!dra,   as,  a,  am, 
passing  unhappily  (as  time).  —  Du/tkha-samayukta, 
as,   a,  am,  accompanied   with  pain,   affected   by 

anguish. -•  Duhkha-sagara,  as,  m.  'an   ocean  of 

trouble  or  pain,'  great  sorrow ;  the  world.  —  Duhkha- 
spar^a,  as,  a,  am,  unpleasant  or  hard  to  the  touch. 
—  Duhkha-han,  d,  ghni,  a,  removing  pain.  —  Duh- 

kha-kara, as,  a  or  i,  am,  causing  pain,  afflicting. 
—  Duhkha-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  cause 

pain  to  any  one  (with  ace.);  to  distress.  —  Dulikka- 

ddra  (°kha-Tnf),  as,  a,  am,  of  a  difficult  temper  or 
disposition;  hard  to  manage.  —  Duhkhatita  (°kha- 
at°),  as,  «,  am,  freed  or  escaped  from  pain.  —  Duh- 
Ithanta  (°kha-an°),  as,  m.  '  the  end  of  pain  or 
trouble'  (with  the  MShesvaras),  final  emancipation  or 
the  acquisition  of  superhuman  powers  and  freedom 
of  will.  —  Duhklianvita  (°kha-an°),  as,  a,  am, 
accompanied  with  pain,  filled  with  grief,   pained, 

afflicted,  distressed.  —  Duhkhdrta  (°kha-dr°),  as,  a, 
am,  afflicted  by  pain,  pained,  distressed.  —  Duhkha- 
lidha  (°kha-al°),  as,  a,  am,  consumed  with  grief. 
—  Duhkhopeta  (°kha-up°),  as,  a,  am,  affected  by 
pain,  suffering  distress,  &c. 
Duftkhaya,  Nom.  P.  duhkhayatl,  -yitum,  to 

pain,  cause  pain,  afflict,  distress  ;  (also  given  as  a  rt. 
of  the  loth  cl.  and  even  cl.  i.  duhkhati,  &c.) 

Du/ikhaya,  Nom.  A.  duhkhayate,  &c.,  to  feel 

pain,  be  distressed. Duhkhita,  as,  a,  am,  pained,  suffering  pain, 
distressed,  afflicted,  unhappy,  poor,  indigent ;  (am), 

n.  pain,  distress,  trouble.  —  Du/ikhita-^itta,  as, 
d,  am,  afflicted  at  heart,  grieved  in  mind. 

Duhkhin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  pain,  pained,  sorrow- 
ing, afflicted,  grieved  ;  difficult,  painful. 

Duhkhiya,  Nom.  P.  du/tkhiyati,  &c.,  to  feel  pain, 
be  distressed. 

Duhkhya,  Nom,  P.  duMihyati,  &c.,  to  cause 

pain. 
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<r:H°  dufi-pa°,  duh-pra°,  duh-pra°,  duk- 
pre",  &c.  See  the  comp.  under  dus  at  p.  424. 

5:MilfVy*r*l  dutiphalikuttha  (a  word  said 
to  be  borrowed  fr.  the  Arabic),  N.  of  the  twelfth 
Yoga  (in  astrology). 

<*:3I0  duh-sa°,  duh-sha°,  duh-sa°.  See  the 
comp.  under  dus  at  p.  424. 

See  I.  dur,  col.  3. 

dukula,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2. 

du),  a  species  of  plant  ;  (am),  n.  woven  silk,  very 
fine  cloth  or  raiment  made  of  the  inner  bark  of  this 

plant,  (opposed  to  valkala;  also  read  dugula.) 

<Tnj  duydha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  dull), 

milked  ;  milked  out,  extracted,  sucked  out  so  as  to 
be  impoverished  ;  milked  together,  collected,  filled, 
full  ;  (am),  n.  milk,  the  milky  juice  of  plants,  sap 

[cf.  go-ralcsha-(F]  ;  milking,  (in  dugdha-bandha- 
ka)  ;  (i),  f.  a  medicinal  plant,  a  kind  of  Asdepias, 

=kshlrdvikd,  =  dugdha-pdshdna.  —  Dugdha-ku- 
pijfd,  f.  a  sort  of  cake  made  of  ground  rice  and 

mixed  with  milk  &c.  ('having  a  milk-well?'). 
—  Vugdha-td,  f.  or  dugdha-tva,  am,  n.  milkiness, 
milky  nature.  —  Dugdha-tdliya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dugdha 
and  tala  ?),  the  froth  of  milk,  syllabub  ;  the  skim  of 
milk  or  cream  ;    milk  and  mangoes,  mango  fool. 

—  Dugdha-dd,  f.  giving  milk,   milk-giver,  milch. 
—  Dugdha-pddana,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  salt  (  =  vaj- 
raka);  a  vessel  for  boiling  milk.  —  Dugdha-pdtra, 
am,  n.  a  milk-pan.  —  Dugdha-pdyin,  i,  ini,  i, 
drinking  milk.—  Dugdha-pashana,  as,  m.  a  species 
of  plant,  =  duydha-pdshdnaka,  dugdhadman,  dug- 
dhi;  kshlrln,  icshira-kahava,  gomedha-sannibha, 
diptika,  vajrdbha.  —  Dugdha-puttlii,  f.  a  kind  of 
plant,  =  »uYa,  bhangd,  sevakdlu,  commonly  dug- 
dha-peyd.  —  Dugdha-poshya,  as,  it,  am,  a  suckling, 
a  child  &c.  living  on  its  mother's  milk.  —  Dugdha- 
phena,  as,  m.  the  froth  or  skim  of  milk,  syllabub, 
cream  ;  (1),  f.  a  small  medicinal  shrub,  =goja-parni, 
payah-phenl,  payasvini,  phena-dugdha,  lutdri. 
—  Dugdha-bandhaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  the 
post  to  which  a  cow  is  fastened  before  being  milked. 

—  Dugdha-vati,  f.  giving  milk.  —  Dugdha-vljd,  f. 
rice  mixed  with  milk.  —  Dugdha-samudra,  as,  m. 

the  sea  of  milk.  —  Dugdhdksha  (°dha-ale°),  as,  m. 
•  having  milk-white  eyes,'  a  particular  kind  of  precious 
stone  (opal  ?).  —  Dugdhdgra  (°a7ia-a<7°),  a%*,'n.  the 
upper  part,  surface  or  skim  of  milk,  cream.  —  T)ng- 

dhdbdhi  (°dha-db°),  is,  m.  the  sea  of  milk.  —  Dug- 

dhdbdhi-tanayd,  f.  '  the  daughter  of  the  sea  of  milk,' 
epithet  of  the  goddess  Lakshmi.  —  Dugdhdmbudhi 

Cdha-am"),  is,  m.  the  sea  of  milk.  —  Dugdhamra 

(°dha-am°)  =  dugdha-tdliya,  q.v.  —  Dugdhds'mcin 
(°dha-ai°),  d,m.=*  dugdha-pdshdna,  q.v. 
Dugdhika,  f.  a  sort  of  Asclepias,  A.  Rosea,  = 

kshirav~t,  =  uttamd;  (the  Hindi  derivative  Dadhi  is 
also  applied  to  Euphorbia  Hirta  and  Thymifolia.) 

Dugdhin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  milk,  milky,  milch. 

Dugdhinfkd,  f.  a  species  of  plant,  =  raktdpd- 
mdrga  or  a  red  kind  of  Achyranthes  Aspera. 

Dugdhvd,  ind.  having  milked  ;  having  pressed  or 
squeezed  out. 

Dugha,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  milk- 
ing; yielding,  granting;  (d),  f.  a  milch-cow;  [cf. 

kdma-d",  gharma-d",  drona-d°.] 

i  duMhaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  perfume, 

dutthuna,  f.  (fr.  dus+suna?),  Ved. 

misfortune,  calamity  ;  injury,  evil,  often  personified  as 
a  malicious  being  or  evil  spirit  ;  [cf.  a-du66huna^] 

Du£ihuruiya,'Nom.  A.  duMhuniiyate,  &c.,  Ved. 
to  wish  to  injure  or  hurt,  to  be  evil  disposed. 

<jfl  dudi,  is,  f.  =  dull,  a  small  tortoise  ;  a 
female  tortoise. 

dunduka,   as,   a,  am,  fraudulent, 
dishonest,  bad-hearted. 

5^!f**  dundubha,  as,  a,  am,  =  dundubha,  a 
kind  of  lizard  without  feet ;  a  kind  of  snake  described 

as  not  venomous,  =  rdjila;  [cf.  dundiibha.] 
Dundubhi,  is,  m.  f.  a  species  of  venomous  animal ; 

a  kind  of  snake ;  [cf.  dundiibhika.'] 
<Tr1<Ur'H^=fl^  dutthotthadavira,  (in  astro- 

logy) N.  of  the  thirteenth  Yoga. 

5^  duda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 

55?  duduha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  duh  ?),  N. 
of  a  prince,  father  of  Pra-ifetas. 

5^  dud-da.     See  dut,  rt.  2.  du,  p.  418. 

503  dudyushu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  Desid.  of 
rt.  2.  dii>),  wishing  to  play,  wishing  to  brandish. 

<T5*T  dudruma,  as,  ra.  (said  to  be  fr.  du=. 

dus  +  druma),  a  green  onion ;  [cf.  dur-druma.'] 
(jftl  dudhi,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  i.  dhu?),  Ved. 

violent,  impetuous,  injurious;  [cf.  dudhita  and dudhra.] 

Dudhita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  troubled,  perplexed, 
turbid. 

Dudhushat,  an,  atl,  at  (fr.  the  Desid. ),  trying, 
wishing  or  endeavouring  to  shake. 

Dudhra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.=dudhi,  powerful, 
violent,  impetuous,  terrible ;  (S3y.)  restraining  wicked 
enemies.  —  Dudhra-kril,  t,t,t,  Ved.  doing  dreadful 
acts,  rendering  excited,  exciting,  impetuous,  boisterous ; 

(as),  m.  pi.  epithet  of  the  Maruts.  —  Dud/tra-vdi!, 
k,  k,  k,  Ved.  speaking  in  an  excited  or  uncontrolled manner. 

HV8J  dudhukshu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  Desid. 

of  rt.  2.  diiK),  wishing  or  intending  to  milk. 

5*^H  dundama,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  drum,= 
dundubhi  below. 

H«5  dundu,  us,  m.  (an  onomatopoetic 
word),  a  sort  of  drum ;  an  epithet  of  Vasu-deva  who 

was  the  father  of  Krishna ;  [cf.  dnaka-d°,] 

<p<W  dundubha,  as,  m.  a  species  of  water- 
snake  described  as  not  venomous  [cf.  dundubha  and 
dundubhi];  an  epithet  of  Siva;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  Vedic  school,  =  dundubhi,  a  kind  of  drum 

(occurring  in  the  comp.  anaka-d°). 

(ftlm  dundubhi,  is,  m.  (fr.  dundu,  imita- 

tive sound),  a  sort  of  large  kettle-drum ;  a  sort  of 
poison ;  N.  of  the  fifty-sixth  year  in  the  Jupiter  cycle 
of  sixty  years ;  an  epithet  of  Varuna ;  Krishna ;  N.  of 
an  Asura ;  of  a  Rakshas ;  of  a  son  of  Andhaka  and 

grandson  of  Anu ;  of  a  man  considered  as  a  son  of 
Siva ;  (is),  f.  a  drum  ;  a  particular  throw  of  the  dice 
in  gambling ;  twice  three  dots  or  spots  on  a  die  or 

a  pair  of  dice  with  three  spots  on  each ;  (i),  f.  '  a 
kettle-drum,'  N.  of  a  Gandharv! ;  [cf.  karna-d'.] 
—  Dundttbhi-griva,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  neck  like 
a  kettle-drum  (an  ox).— Dundubhi-nirhrdda,  as, 

m.  '  having  the  sound  of  a  kettle-drum,'  N.  of  a 
DSnava.  —  Dundubhi-vadha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 

eighty-ninth  chapter  of  the  GanesVPurana.  —  Dun- 
dubhi-svana,  as,  m. '  emitting  the  sound  of  a  kettle- 

drum,' a  kind  of  magical  formula  or  spell  against  the 
evil  spirits  supposed  to  possess  weapons.  —  Dundubhi- 

svara,  as,  m.  '  sounding  like  a  kettle-drum,'  N.  of 
a  man.  —  Dundubhisvara-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several 

Buddhas.  —  Dumlubhis'vara,  (°bhi-ls''),  as,  m.,  N. of  a  Buddha. 

Dundubhika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  venomous  insect. 

Dundubhya,  only  in  the  comp.  dakra-dundu- 
bhya  (sell,  mantra),  Ved. '  relating  to  Cakra  and 

Dundubhi.' 

._...  dunduma,  f.  (an  onomatopoetic 

word),  a  particular  sound,  sound  in  general. 
Dundumdya,  Nom.  A.  dundumayate,  -yitum, to  sound. 

Dundumdyita,  as,  a,  am,  sounded ;  (am),  n.  a 
particular  sound,  sound. 

^'Cil*.  dundumara,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  red 

worm ;  the  smoke  of  a  house  ;  a  cat,  =  dhundku- mdra. 

See  rt.  2.  du,  p.  418,  col.  2. 

duphdra,  N.  of  a  place  mentioned 
in  the  Romaka-siddhSnta. 

dumela,  am,  n.   a  particular  high 
number. 

£m^H|<*  dummadumdka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a Grama. 

J^  i.  dur,  f.,  Ved.  (occurring  only  in 
nom.  and  ace.  pi.  duras),*=dvdr,  a  door;  (at  the 
end  of  a  comp.  the  form  dura  is  used,  see  2.  dura.) 

—  Duh-sadhin,  I,  m.  a  door-keeper. 

5^  2.  dur,  ind.  a  prefix  substituted  for 
dus,  q.  v.,  at  the  beginning  of  a  compound  before 
vowels  and  soft  consonants  ;  (for  the  comps.  begin- 

ning duh,  dus",  dush,  dm,  see  under  dus.)  —  Dur- 
aksha,  as,  m.  (fr.  2.  aksha),  a  loaded  or  fraudulent 
die  or  dice  ;  (as,  i,  am),  (fr.  4.  aksha),  weak-eyed. 
—  Dur-atikrama,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  sur- 

passed or  overcome,  difficult  to  be  conquered,  uncon- 
querable;   difficult  of  performance  or  accomplish- 

ment, insurmountable  ;  difficult  to  be  escaped  from, 

inevitable  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman  regarded  as 
a  son  of  Sivz.  —  Dur-atyaya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 
to  be  passed  or  surpassed,  hard  to  be  overcome  ; 
difficult  to  be  escaped  from  ;  difficult  to  be  attained  ; 

difficult  to  be  passed  through  or  fathomed.  —  Dur- 

atyaydnukramana  (°ya-an°),  as,  a,  am,  whose 
ways  are  past  finding  out  (God).  —  Dur-atyetu,  us, 
us,   u,  Ved.  difficult   to   be   overcome   &c.,  =  the 
preceding.  —  Dur-adri»hta,  am,  n.  bad  luck,  ill 
fate,   misfortune.  —  Dur-admant,  f.,  Ved.  bad   or 
noxious  food.  —  Dur-adhiga,  as,  a,  am,  difficult 
to  be  attained  &c.,  see  the  next.  —  Dur-adhigama, 

as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  attained  or  reached,  unat- 
tainable, hard  to  be  traversed  ;  not  to  be  overcome, 

insurmountable  ;  difficult  to  be  read  through  or  stu- 
died. —  Dw-adhishthita,  as,  d,  am,  badly  managed 

or  executed  ;  (am),  n.  improper  residence  at  a  place. 
—  Dur-adhita,  as,  d,  am,  badly  read  or  learnt, 
studied  with  difficulty.  —Dur-adhyaya,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  of  attainment  ;  difficult  of  perusal,  hard  to 
be  studied.  —  Dttr-adhyayana,  am,  n.  reading  or 

studying  badly  or  with  difficulty.  —  Dur-adhyava- 
sdya,  as,  m.  a  bad  or  foolish  undertaking  ;  (wrongly 
read  durddhyavasdya.)  —  Dtir-adhva,  as,  m.  a 
bad  road.  —  Dur-anupdlana,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  to 
be  kept  or  preserved.  —  Dur-anubodha,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  be  recollected.  —  Dur-anushthita,  as,  d, 

am,  badly  done  or  performed.  —  Dur-anushtheya, 
as,d,am,  difficult  to  be  accomplished.  —  Dur-anta, 
as,  n,  am,  whose  end  is  difficult  to  be  reached, 
having  no  end,  infinite  ;  ending  ill,  ending  in  misery, 

having  a  bad  end,  miserable,  unhappy.  —  Dur-an- 
taka  =  the  preceding  ;    (as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Duranta-krit,  t,  t,  t,  doing  what   is   endless, 

(perhaps)  suffering  endless  pains.  —  Duranta-moha, 
as,  d,  am,  whose  infatuation  has  a  bad  ending  or 
has  no  end.  —  Duranta-mrya,  as,  d,  am,  possessed 
of  endless  energy.  —  Duranta-iakti,  is,  is,  i,  having 
endless  power.  —  Dur-anraya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 
to  be  passed  along  (as  a  road  &c.),  difficult  to  be 
followed  ;   difficult  to  be  carried   out,   hard  to  be 

comprehended  or  attained  ;  (as),  m.  a  false  concord 

(in  gram.);  a  consequence  wrongly  deduced  from 
given  premises.  —  Dur-anveshya,  as,  a,  am,  difficult 
to  be  searched.  —  Dw-apa(ara,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 
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to  be  displeased  or  offended.  —  Dur-abhiyraha,  as, 

a,  am,  difficult  to  be  laid  hold  of;  (as),  m.  Achy- 
ranthes  Aspera  [cf.  apdmdrga] ;  (d),  f.  Mucuna 
Pruritus;  Alhagi  Maurorum.  —  ttur-abhiindiiin,  i, 
till,  i,  badly  or  disagreeably  proud.  —  Dur-avagama, 

<«,  ~i,  am,  difficult  to  be  understood,  incomprehen- 
sible. —  Dur-avagraha,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  to  be 

kept  back  or  restrained;  disagreeable.  —  Durava- 
graka-vddin,  I,  ini,  i,  speaking  disagreeably.  —  Dur- 
aragrdhya,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  to  be  apprehended 
or  reached.  —  Dur-arabodha,  as,  a,  am,  difficult 
to  be  understood,  unintelligible. "-Durataboilhu-tii, 
f.  unintelligibleness.  ••  l)ur~avaroha,  as,  a,  am, 
difficult  to  be  descended.  —  Dur-avavada,  am, 
adj.  u.  difficult  to  be  spoken  against  or  censured. 
—  Dur-avasita,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  con- 

ceived (?).  —  Dur-avastha,  as,  a,  am,  badly  situated, 
poorly  circumstanced ;  (a),  f.  bad  situation,  miserable 

condition,  evil  case.  —  Dur-ardpa,  as,  d,  am,  dif- 
ficult to  be  reached,  gained,  attained  or  obtained ; 

difficult    to   be   acquired ;    difficult  to   be  fulfilled. 
—  Dur-arekshita,  am,  n.  an  improper  look,  a  for- 

bidden glance.  —  Dur-ahna,  as,  m.  a  bad  day ;  [cf. 
dur-dina.]  —  Dur-dkriti,  is,  is,  i,  badly  formed ; 
deformed,  disfigured,  misshapen.  —  Dur-dkranda, 

am,    ind.    crying    miserably;     [cf.   dur-akroda.] 
—  Dur-dkrama,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  ascended 
or  passed ;  hard  to  be  approached,  attacked  or  assailed ; 
invincible.  —  Dur-dkramaiia,  am,  n.  unfair  attack ; 
difficult  approach.  —  Dur-dkrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  un- 

justly attacked ;  difficult  of  access.  —  Dur-dkros"a,  as, 
m.  a  miserable  cry ;   (am),  ind.  crying  miserably ; 

[cf.  dur-dkranda.]  —  Dur-dgata,  as,  d,  am,  badly 
come,  arrived  with  difficulty,  unhappily  arrived ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Dur-dgama,  as,  m.  bad  income, 
improper  gain,  illegal  accession  (of  property  &c.). 
—  Dur-dgraha,  as,  d,  am,  obstinate  retention  of  an 
opinion,   wicked   or    foolish    obstinacy,  pertinacity, 

head-strongness.  —  Dur-dtara,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 
to  be  practised,  hard  to  be  performed ;  difficult  to 
be  treated  or  cured,  incurable.  —  Dur-dianta,  am, 
n.  bad  practice  or  performance,  bad  treatment.  —  Dur- 
difdra,  as,  m.  bad  behaviour,  ill  conduct,  bad  man- 

ners,  wickedness;    (as,  d,   am),  difficult   to    be 
practised  or  managed ;  ill-conducted,  badly  behaved  ; 
addicted  to  evil  practices,  wicked,  depraved,  profligate. 

—  Dur-ddhya,  as,  d,  am,  not  rich  or  opulent,  not 
abounding.  —  Dur-ddhyanJcara,  as,  J,  am,  difficult 
to  be  made  rich.  —  Dur-ddhyambhava,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  become  rich;   (am),  n.  becoming  rich 
with  difficulty.  —  Durdtma-td,  (.  (fr.  the  following), 
mean-spiritedness,    baseness,  wickedness.  —  Dur-dt- 
man,  d,  d,a,  bad-hearted,  evil-natured,  mean-spirited, 
ill-conditioned,  low,  vile,  wicked,  bad;   (d),  m.  a 
rascal,   scoundrel,  villain,  wretch.  —  Durdtma-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  =  the  preceding.  —  Dur-dddna,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  difficult  to  be  laid  hold  of  or  apprehended. 

—  Dur-ddeya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  taken 
away  or  seized.  —  Dur-ddhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one 
of  the   100  sons   of  Dhrita-rishtra ;    (probably   a 
wrong  form  for  dur-ddhara.)  —  Dur-ddhara,  as, 
d,  am,  difficult  to  be  withstood,  not  to  be  restrained, 
irresistible ;  difficult  to  be  subdued  or  overpowered ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  100  sons  of  Dhrita- 
rSshtra;   [cf.  the  preceding.]  —  Dur-ddharsha,  as, 
d,  am,  difficult  to  be  attacked,  not  to  be  assailed, 
unassailable,  hard  to  be  approached  or  attacked ;  not 
to  be  assaulted  or  molested  with  impunity,  dangerous ; 
intractable,  haughty;  (as),  m.  white  mustard;  (ri), 
f.  a  kind  of  plant  (=kutumUni) ;  [cf.  dur-dharsha 

and  dush-pradharsha.]  —  Dur-ddhdra,  as,  m. '  not 
to  be  confined,  illimitable,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Dur- 
atllii,  it,  is,  »,  painful,  distressing.  —  Dur-ddhi,  is, 
is,  i  (rt.  dhyai),  Ved.  intending  or  meditating  evil, 
malignant.  —  Dur-dnama,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 
bent,  hard  to  bend  (as  a  bow) —  Dur-dpa,  as,  a,  am, 
difficult  to  be  obtained,  difficult  of  attainment ;  diffi- 

cult to  be  approached ;  hard  to  be  overcome ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  DSnava.—  Dur-dpana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
difficult  to  be  attained,  difficult  to  be    overtaken. 

—  Dur-dpddana,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  accom- 

plished, hard  to  be  brought  about.  —  Ditr-dpura,  as, 
d,  am,  difficult  to  be  filled  or  fulfilled  or  satisfied. 
—  Dur-dbddtta,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  molested,  not 
to  be  assaulted  with  impunity ;  (as),  in.  epithet  of 

S'iva.  —  Dur-dmn~tya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 
handed  down.  —  Dur-ayya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  difficult 
to  be  attained;    (probably  for  dur-dpya.)  —  Dur- 
drdkshya,  as,  d,  am,   difficult  to  be  piotected ; 

[cf.  d-rakshya.]  —  Dur-dradhya,  as,  d,  a  m,  difficult 
to  be  won  over  or  propitiated,  hard  to  be  conciliated, 
difficult  to  be  worshipped.  —  Dur-dri-han,  d,  m.  (fr. 

dur-ari-han),  '  killing  wicked  enemies,'  epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —  Dur-druha,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 
ascended  or  mounted ;    (as),  m.  a  cocoa-nut  tree ; 
jEgle  Marmelos  ( =  vilva) ;  (d),  f.  Phoenix  Sylvestris 
(  =  kharjurl).  —  Dur-drudha,  as,  d,  am,  ascended 
with  difficulty.  —  Dur-droha,   as,   d,   am,   diffi- 

cult of  ascent;   (as),  m.  the  palm  tree,  the  date 

tree ;   (d),  {.  the  silk-cotton  tree  ( =  Gdlmali ;  = 
tfri-valli).—  Dur-drohaniya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to 
be  ascended.  —  Dur-dlakshya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 

to  be  observed  or  perceived;   [cf.  I.  d-laksJiya."] 
—  Durdlakshya-tama,  as,  d,  am,  most  difficult 
to  be  perceived.  —  Dur-dlabha  or  dur-dlamba,  as, 
d,  am,  difficult  to  be  laid  hold  of  or  handled,  unfit 
to  be  touched;  difficult  of  attainment;  (d),  f.  the 

prickly  Alhagi  Maurorum ;  [cf.  kshudra-d°.]  —  Dur- 
nlapa,  as,  m.  a  curse;  imprecation;   abuse,  scur- 

rilous or  abusive  language.  —  Dur-dloka,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to   be   perceived ;    not  to    be   looked   at, 

painfully  bright,  dazzling ;  (as),  m.  dazzling  splendor. 
—  Dur-dvarta,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  turned 
(from  an  opinion  &c.).  —  Dur-dvaha,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  be  brought,  difficult  to  be  led  towards. 

—  Dur-dvdra,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  covered  or 
surrounded ;  difficult  to  be  shut  in  or  kept  together ; 
hard  to  be  filled  up;   difficult  to  be  restrained  or 

stopped   or  kept  back.  —  Dur-dvya,  as,  d,  am 
(perhaps    for    dur-arya   fr.    rt.    av),   Ved.    dis- 

pleasing.-* i.  dur-ds"a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  EkSha; 
[cf.  dur-ifas'a,  du-nas"a,  du-ndia,"]  —  i.  dur-dia, as,  d,  am,  having  bad  expectations;   (a),  f.  bad 
hope  or  expectation.  —  Dw-dfaya,  as,  m.  a  bad 
resting-place  or  asylum ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  a  bad 
place  of  rest  or  refuge,  having  a  difficult  shelter  or 
asylum ;  having  evil  thoughts  or  designs,  evil-minded, 

malicious.  ̂ Dur-ds'ir,  ir,  ir,  Ir,  Ved.  badly  mixed 
(as  Soma).  —  Dur-dsa,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 
driven  out  or  expelled.  —•  Dur-dsada,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  of  access  or  attainment,  difficult  to  be  ap- 

proached ;  difficult  to  be  met  with  or  found ;  hard 
to   be  borne ;   unequaled,   unparalleled,  unrivaled ; 

(as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva ;  mystical  N.  of  a  sword. 
—  Durdsada-jaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  forty-second 
chapter  of  the  KrldS-khanda  or  second  part  of  the 

Ganesa-PurSna.  —  Dnrdsadopdkhydna   (°da-up°), 
am,  n.,  N.   of  the  fortieth  chapter  of  the  KrldS- 
khanda  or  second  part  of  the  GanesVPurSna.  —  Dur- 
dsaha,  as,   d,  am,  difficult  to  be  accomplished. 
—  Dur-dsita,  am,  n.  bad  or  unbecoming  manner 
of  sitting. —  7)«r-aArt,  ind.  (opposed  to  and  formed 
like sv-dhd), Ved.  ill  luck,  misfortune.  —  Dur-i,  cl.  I. 
A.  dur-ayate  or  dul-ayate,  &c.,  to  go  badly,  to 
go  wrong  ?  (this  verb  is  given  by  grammarians,  but 
seems  only  to  occur  in  its  derivatives).  —  Dur-ita, 
am,  a.  bad  course,  difficulty,  danger,  damage ;  evil 
ways,  evil,  sin,  Evil  or  Sin  personified ;  (as,  d,  am), 

difficult,  bad ;    sinful,  wicked ;    [cf.  dur-iti,  dur- 

gata,  dur-gati.]  —  Durita-k$haya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Maha-vtrya  and  father  of  Trayyaruni.  •-  Dur- 

ita-damani,  (.,  N.  of  a  tree.  —  Duritdri  (°ta-ari), 
is,  f.  '  the  enemy  of  sin,'  N.  of  a  female  deity  of 
the  Jainas  (accompanying  the  third  Arhat   of  the 
present  Ava-sarpinI).~7^Mr-i7t,   is,   f.,  Ved.    bad 
course ;  difficulty,  distress,  trouble ;  [cf.  dur-ita  and 
dur-gati.J  —  I.  dnr-ishla,  am,  n.  (ishta  fr.  rt.  3. 

ish), '  bad  wish,'  curse,  malediction,  imprecation,  a  spell 

for  the  injury  of  another  person ;  [cf.  diir-'uhana.'] —  3.  dur^ishta,   on,   d,  am  (iahta  fr.  rt.  yaj), 
badly  sacrificed,  defective  in  a  sacrifice,  (opposed  to 
tv-ishta.)  —  Durishta-krit,  t,  t,  t,  performing  a 

magic  spell  to  injure  another.  —  Dur-ishti,  is,  f., 
Ved.  defect  or  failure  in  a  sacrifice.  —  Durishtha, 

as,  d,  am  (superl.  fr.  i,  dur),  very  bad,  very  wicked ; 

(inn),  n.  great  crime,  extreme  wickedness.  —  Dur- 
Ua,  as,  m.  a  bad  master.  —  Dur-ishana,  f.  (ishand 

being  a  wrong  form  for  esltand),  '  bad  wish,'  curse, 
cursing,  imprecation ;  an  evil  eye ;  [cf.  I .  <lur-ishta.} 
—  Ditr-ukta,  as,  d,  am,  badly   spoken,  uttered 
wrongly,  harshly  or  injuriously  spoken,  harshly  address- 

ed ;  (am),  n.  injurious  speech,  reproach,  hard  or  harsh 
words,  rough  or  offensive  words.  —  Dur-ukti,  is,  f. 
harsh  or  injurious  speech,  offensive  speech  ;  personi- 

fied as  a  daughter  of  Krodha  and  HinsS  and  sister  and 
wife  of  Kali,  (their  children  are  Bhaya  and  Mrityu.) 

—  Dur-udt'hcda,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  extir- 
pated or  destroyed.  —  i.  dur-uttara,  as,  d,  am  (see 

I.  ut-tara,  p.  149),  unanswerable.—  3.  dur-uttara, 
as,  d,  am  (see  ut-tri,  p.  150),  difficult  to  be  crossed, 
hard  to  pass,  difficult  to  be  come  out  of  or  escaped 
from.  —  Dur-utsalia  or  dur-utsdha,  as,  d,  am, 

difficult  to  be  borne;   difficult  to  be  resisted,  irre- 
sistible. —  Dur-udaya,  as,  d,  am,  rising  into  view 

or  appealing  with  difficulty,  not  easily  manifested. 
"Dur-uddhara,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  articu- 

lated or  pronounced.  —  Dur-udvalia,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  be  borne  or  suffered  ;  unbearable,  burthen- 

some.  —  Dur-upakrama,  as,  d,  am,  difficult   of 
access  or  approach;   difficult  of  cure.  —  Dur-upa- 
tdra,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  of  approach ;  unmanage- 

able;  difficult  of  cure.  —  Ditr-upalaksha,  as,  d, 
am,  difficult  to  be  perceived.—  Dur-upasarpin,  i, 

ini,  i,  approaching  incautiously.  —  Dur-upasthdna, 
m,  d,   am,  difficult  of  approach,  unapproachable, 
unattainable.  —  Dur-updya,  as,  m.  a  bad  expedient. 
—  Dur-uha,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  inferred  or 
perceived  or  understood;  abstruse.  —  Duruha-td,  (. 
abstruseness.  —  Dur-eva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  evil-affected, 
ill-disposed,  malignant ;  (Sly.)  going  badly,  having 
evil  ways ;  difficult  to  be  approached,  unassailable ; 

(as),  m.  a  wicked  person,  a  criminal.  —  Dur-okam, 
ind.,  Ved.  unwillingly,  reluctantly.  —  Dur-osha,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  slow,  lazy  [cf.  os/iam]  ;   (Say.)  diffi- 

cult to  be  burnt ;   dwelling  in  houses ;   [cf.  Zend 

durao*lia.~\  —  Dur'Oska8,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.   slow, 
lazy ;    whose    anger   is   difficult   to  be   overcome. 
—  Dur-ga,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  of  access  or  approach, 
almost  impassable  or  inaccessible,  impervious,  imper- 

meable ;  difficult  of  attainment,  unattainable ;  difficult 

to  be  understood ;    (as),  m.  bdellium ;    N.  of  an 
Asura  (supposed  to  have  been  slain  by  the  goddess 
DurgS,  according  to  some  she  received  her  name 
from  him) ;   N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  grammarian  and 

lexicographer  and  commentator  on  Yaska's  Nirukta ; 
an   abridged   form   for  durgdddsa,  durga-gupta, 

durga-sinha,  &c. ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  two  rivers ;  '  the 
inaccessible  goddess,'  N.  of  the  daughter  of  Hima-vat 
and  wife  of  S'iva,  (also  called  UmJ,  PSrvatI,  &c., 
and  mother  of  K3rttikeya  and  Ganesa ;  in  her  cha- 

racter of  DurgS  she  is  a  goddess  of  terrific  form 
and  irascible  temper,  particularly  worshipped  at  the 

DurgS-pfijS  held  in  Bengal  in  the  month  of  A^vin 
or  about  October) ;  N.  of  a  princess ;   the  indigo 
plant ;  a  creeping  shrub,  Clitoria  Ternatea  ;  a  singing 

bird,  =  fydind  ;  (am),  n.  a  difficult  or  narrow  passage 
over  a  stream  or  a  mountain  or  through  a  wood 
&c.,  a  defile,  narrow  pass,  gorge ;  a  place  difficult  of 
access,  a  citadel,  fort,  fortress,  stronghold,  castle,  crag, 

Droog  or  hill-fort,  (in  the  sense  of  '  an  inaccessible 
place'  often  at  the  end  of  a  compound  after  a  word 
indicating  that  by  which   the   difficulty  is  caused, 

see  giri-d',  dhanva-d°,  vtiri-d°) ;   rough  ground, 
roughness;     difficulty,    adversity,    distress,    danger. 

—  Durga-karman,    a,    n.    fortification ;    difficult 
v/ork.  —  Durga-kdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  building  a 
fort ;  making  difficult  or  impassable ;  (as),  m.  the 

Bhojpatra   or  birch  tree.  —  Durga-gupta,  as,  m. 

(for  durgd-g°),  N.  of  a  grammarian.  —  Durga- 
ghdta,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  fort.  —  I>ur- 
ga-ghnd,    f.   'remover  of  difficulties,'  epithet  of 
DurgS.  —  Dwrga-likd,  f.  '  Durga's  commentary '  on 
YSska's  Nirukta  &c. ;  (according  to  some  authorities 
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Durga  =  Durga-gupta ;  according  to  others  =  Durga- 

sinha.)  —  Dur-gata,  ttst  d,  am,  'one  whose  affairs 
go  badly/  unfortunate,  in  bad  circumstances,  poor, 
indigent,  in  trouble ;  distressed ;  suffering  pain  or 

affliction;  [cf.  dur-ita.^  —  Durgata-td,  f.  ill  luck, 
bad  circumstances, distress,  poverty,  misery.  —  Durga- 

taranl,  f.  'conveying  over  difficulties,'  an  epithet  of 
Savitri.  —  Darga-td,  f.  impassableness,  difficulty  of 
being  crossed.  —  Dur-gaH,  is,  f.  bad  circumstances, 
misfortune,  poverty,  straits,  indigence,  want ;  a  dif- 

ficult path  or  situation;  hell.  —  Durgati-nds'ini,  f. 
'  removing  distress,'  an  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Durga- 
nii'dsin,  i,  inl,  i,  dwelling  in  a  fortress  or  strong- 

hold. —  Dur-yandha,  as,  m.  a  bad  smell,  bad  odour, 
stink ;  (as,  a,  am),  ill-smelling,  ill-scented ;  (as), 
m.  any  ill-smelling  substance ;  the  mango  tree  ( — 
amra),  an  onion;  (am),  n.  sochal-salt.  —  Durgan- 
dfta-td,  [.  badness  of  smell,  stink.  —  Durgandhi,  is, 
is,  i,  or  durgandhin,  i,  inl,  i,  ill-smelling,  stinking. 
—  Durga-pati,  is,  rn.  or  darga-pdla,  as,  m.  the 
commandant  or  governor  of  a  fortress.  —  Durf/a- 
pura,  am,  n.  a  fortified  town,  citadel.  —  Durga- 
pushpl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  (commonly  keda-pushtd). 
—  Dur-gama,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  to  be  traversed 
or  travelled   over,  difficult   of  access  or  approach, 
impassable,    inaccessible,    impervious,    unattainable, 
difficult  of  attainment,  difficult  to  be  understood; 

(as,  am),  m.  n.  a  difficult  situation ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  Vasu-deva  and  PauravT ;    also  of  Dhrita, 

—  Dur-gamanlya,as,  a,  am,  difficult  to  be  traversed, 
hard  to  be  passed,  impassable.  —  Durga-mdrga,  as, 
m.  a  difficult  pass  or  way,  a  defile.  —  Durgamd- 

du-bodliim  (°ma-df),  {,,  N.  of  a  commentary  by 
Malan-ka  on  the  Malatt-madhava.  •oDur-gala,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Durga-langliana,  as,  i,  am, 

making  one's  way  through  difficult  places,  surmount- 
ing or  overcoming  difficulties-;   (as),  m.  a  camel. 

—  Durga-vdkya^prabodha,  as,  m.  '  knowledge  of 
difficult  words,'  N.  of  a  grammatical  work.  ••  Dttrga- 
vyasana,  am,  n.  defect  in  a  fortress  (e.  g.  its  being 

ill-guarded 8cc.).  —  Durga-s'aila,  as,  m. 'an  inacces- 
sible mountain,'  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Durga-saA- 

6ara  or  durga'Sani'flra,  as,  m.  difficult  passage, 
defile  passing  through  an  almost  impervious  or  inacces- 

sible place  ;  a  bridge,  pontoon,  or  contrivance  for  pass- 
ing a  river,  defile,  &c.  —  Durga-eampad,  t,  f.  ex- 

cellence or  perfection  of  a  fortress.  ~  Durga-sin/ta, 

as,  m.  (for  durgd-s°),  N.  of  a  king ;  of  a  gram- 
marian ;  of  an  astronomer ;  (1),  f,,  N,  of  Durga-sinha's 

commentary   on    the   Katantra;    [cf.   ditrgat'ikd.] 
—  Durga-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Dnr- 
gaha,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  gdli),  Ved.  difficult  to  be 
entered  or  passed  through  or  fathomed ;  (dni),  n.  pi. 
impassable   or   dangerous    places,    intolerable   evils, 

dangers;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  [cf.  daurgaha."] 
—  Durgakramana  (°ga-dk°) ,  am,  n.  the  taking  of  a 
fort. —  Dur-gddha,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  fathomed 
or  investigated  ;  [cf.  dur-gddha  and  dur-gdhya.] 
—  Durga-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
Vritta-muktavali  (a  modern  work  on  Prakrit  prosody). 
—  Durgd-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  on 
the  grammar  and  collection  of  roots  by  Vopa-deva 
(this  commentary  is  called  the  Dhatu-dlpika) ;  N.  of 
a  physician ;  of  a  prince.  —  Dur-gddha,  as,  a,  am, 

unfathomable.  —  DargrarfAii-arat  Cga-adh°),  i,  m. 
or  durgdd/iyaksha  (°ga-adh°),  as,  m.  the  governor 
of  a  fortress. "  Durgd-navarnl,  f.  the  ninth  day  of 
the  light  half  of  the   month   Karttika  (sacred  to 
Durga  and  the  first  day  of  the  Treta-yuga).  —  Durgdn- 

tardtithi  (°ra-at°),  is,  is,  i,  guest  of  the  interior 
of  a  stronghold,  a  prisoner.— 'Durgd-pujd,  f.  the 
festival  in  honour  of  the  goddess  Durga,  held  in 
Bengal  in  the  month  Asvin  or  about  October ;  N.  of 

a  chapter   of  the  Purana-sarva-sva,  f—  Durgdpujd- 
prakaraya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana- 

sarva-sva.  —  Durgd-prayoga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter 
of  the  Tantra-sara.  —  Durgd-bhakti-taranginl,  (., 
N.  of  a  work  on  the  worship  of  Durga.  —  Durgd- 
manu,  ut,  m.,  N.  of  the  eleventh  chapter  of  the 
Saradatilaka   by  Lakshmana.  —  Durgd-mahattva, 

am,  a.  '  the  greatness  of  Durga,'  N.  of  a  work. 

—  Ditrgd-mdhdtmya,  am,  n.  =  devi-mdhdtmya. 
—  Durgd-yantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mystical  diagram 
in  the  Tantra-s5ra.  —  Durgdrddhana-mdhdtmya 

(°gd-dr°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  fourteenth  chapter  of  the 
Sakti-ratnakara  treating  of  the  mystical  worship  of 

Durga.  **Durgdrohana  (°ga-dr°'),  as,  a,  am,  diffi- 
cult to  be  ascended.  —  Durgdvarodha  (°ga-av°),  as, 

m.  investing  or  besieging  a  fortress.  »•  Durgd-vakya, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  the  I  l8th  chapter  of  the  Krlda-khanda 
or  second  part  of  the  Ganesa-Purana.  -» Dtirgdw- 

Idsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poem.  i-  Durgds'rayana  (°ga- 
df),  am,  n.  taking  refuge  in  a  fortress.  —  Vttrga- 

stut{,  is,  f.  '  praise  of  Durga,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Ditrgd-stolra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the 
sixty-third  chapter  of  the  Prakriti-khanda  or  second 
part  of  the  Brahma-vaivarta-Purana.  —  Dur-gdhya, 
as,d,  am,  difficult  to  be  fathomed  or  forded, unfathom- 

able;  [cf.  dur-gddha.]  —  Durgdhya-tva,  am,   n. 

unfathomableness.  —  Durgdhva  (°ga-dh°),  as,  m. 
bdellium.  —  ])urgi,  is,  f.  =  durgd.  —  Dur-gribhi,  is, 
is,  i,  Ved.  difficult  to  be  seized  or  laid  hold  of.  —  Dur- 

gribhl-s'van,  d,  m.  (Say.)  whose  pervasion  of  space 
is  difficult  to  be  apprehended.  —  Durgribhlya  (fr. 
the  preceding),  Nom.  A.  durgrilAlyate,  &c.,  Ved. 
to  be  difficult  to  seize  or  lay  hold  of.  —  Durgot- 

sava  (°gd-ut°),  as,  m.  '  festival  of  Durga,'  N.  of 
a   treatise;    N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Tithi-tattva- 
flka  by  Kasl-rama.  —  Durgotsava-tattra,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  work  by  Raghu-nandana.  —  Dur-goshihi, 
f.  evil  association,  secret  alliance,  conspiracy.  —  Dur- 
graha,  as,  m.  seizing  badly ;    a  spasm,  cramp ; 
an  evil  demon  (causing  diseases) ;    (as,  d,  am), 
difficult  to   be   conquered   or  gained;   difficult  to 
be  obtained  or  accomplished;  hard  to  be  understood. 

—  Dur-grdhya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  seized, 
hard  to  be  caught  or  laid  hold  of;  difficult  to  be 
imprisoned ;  difficult  to  be  gained  or  obtained ;  diffi- 

cult to  be  understood  or  investigated.  —  Durgrdhya- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  difficult  to  be  seized, 
Sfc.  •»  Durgrdhya-hridaya,  as,  d,  am,  whose  heart 
is  difficult  to  be  gained.  —  Dur-ghata,  as,  a,  am, 
difficult  to  be   accomplished,   difficult,   impossible, 
unattainable;   (as  or  am),  m.  or  n. (?),  N.  of  3 

work.  —  DurgJtata-ghdtana, '  removing  difficulties,' 
N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  San-kshipta-sfua.  —  Dur- 
ghata-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  difficult  to  be 
accomplished.  —  Durghata-vriUi,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a 
commentary.  —  Dur-ghana,  as,  d,  am,  too  crowded 
or  closely  packed.  —  Dur-ghosha,  as,  d,  am,  uttering 
a  harsh  or  disagreeable  sound,  harsh-sounding,  roar- 

ing, bellowing;   (as),  m.  a  harsh  or  disagreeable 
cry;   a'  bear.  —  Dur-jana,  as,  m.  a  bad  man,  a 
wicked  wretch,  a  mischievous  person,  a  scoundrel,  a 
villain;  (as,  a,  am),  bad,  wicked,  vile;  malicious, 

mischief-making.  —  Durjana-ta,  f.  or  durjana-tra, 
am,  n.  wickedness,  villainy.  —  Durjana-dushita- 
manas,  as,  as,  as,  having  a  mind  corrupted  by  the 

wicked.  —  Durjana-nindd,  f. '  censure  of  the  wicked,' 
N.  of  the  twenty-second  chapter  of  the  Sarn-gadhara- 
paddhati.  —  Durjana-muklia-fapetikd,  f.  '  a  box 
on  the  ear  for  perverse  men,'  N,  of  a  controversial 
v/oik.  —  Dia-jandya,  Nom.  A.  durjandyate,  &c., 
to  become  a  wicked  man,  to  become  wicked.  —  Dur- 
jaya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  subdued  or  overcome, 
hard  to  win  or  conquer,  invincible;  difficult  to  be 
obtained;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava;  of  an  assem- 

blage of  Danavas;  of  a  Rakshas ;  of  several  heroes; 

(d),  f.,  N.  of  a  phce.  —  Dur-jayanta,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  mountain.  —  Dur-jara,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to 
be  made  old,  ever  youthful ;  difficult  of  digestion, 
indigestible,  hard;  difficult  to  be  enjoyed;  (as  or 
am),  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  phce.  —  Durydta,  as, 
d,  am,  badly  or  inauspiciously  born  or  produced, 
wretched,  unhappy ;  bad-natured,  bad ;  of  a  bad  kind ; 
not  genuine,  false;  (am),  n.  misfortune,  calamity; 

disparity,  impropriety.  —  Dur-jdti,  is,  f.  misfortune ; 
ill  condition ;  (is,  is,  i),  bad-natured,  vile,  wicked ; 
low,  outcast.  i-Dur-jdtlya,  as,  d,  am,  bad-natured, 
vile.  —  Dur-jiva,    as,    d,    am,    difficult   to   live ; 
(am),  n.  a  difficult  life.  —  Dur-jiidna,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  be  known.  —  Durjiidiia-tva,  am,  n.  the 

state  of  being  difficult  to  be  known.  —  Dur-jneya, 
as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  known  or  understood,  hard 
to  be  discovered;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Dur^naya,   as,    m.   bad  conduct,   impropriety, 

impolicy,  &c.  (see  dtir-naya) .  —  Dur-nas"a,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  unattainable,  inaccessible;    [cf.  du-nas'a 
and  du-i)dia.~\  —  Dur-ifashta,  as,  d,  am,  unattained. 
—  Durndma-ddtana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  driving  away 

or  averting  the  demons  called  Dur-naman.  —  Dur- 
rtdman,  a,  mni,  a,  having  a  bad  name ;  (a),  m.,  N. 
of  certain  demons  hostile  to  man  and  causing  diseases 
&c. ;  (according  to  a  scholiast)  N.  of  a  worm  ;  [cf. 
dur-ndman,]  ~  Durndma-han,  d,  ghni,  a,  Ved. 

destroying  the  demons  called  Dur-naman.  —  Dui'- 
nihitaia/iin  (°ta-esh°),  t,  inl,  i,  tracing  out  what 
is  badly  kept.  —  J)ur-nita,  as,  d,  am,  ill-behaved, 
ill-governed ;  impolitic ;  untoward,  froward ;  (am), 

n.  misconduct,   impolicy;    [cf.  dur-nita.^  —  Dur- 
niti,  is,  {.  bad  policy,  misconduct,  injustice,  mal- 

administration; [cf.  dur-ntti.~\  —  Dur-datta,  as,  a, 
am,  badly  given.  —  Dttr-dama,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 
to  be  subdued ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva 

and  RohinI ;  of  a  prince,  son  of  Bhadra-s"renya ;  of a  Brahman.  —  Dur-damana,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to 

be  subdued ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  son  of  SatS- 
nlka.  —  Dur-damya,  as,  d,am,  difficult  to  be  sub- 

dued,  untamable,    indomitable,   obstinate.  —  Dur- 

dars~a,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  seen ;  disagreeable 

or  painful  to  the  sight,  dazzling;  [cf.  dur-dris'a.'l —  Durdari!a-td,  f.  the  state  of  being  disagreeable 
to    the    sight,    loathsomeness.  —  J)urdariatdya, 

Nom.  A.  durdarfatdyate,  &c.,  to  have  a  bad  or 

disgusting  appearance.  —  Dur-dars~ana,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  be  seen ;  disagreeable  to  the  sight,  looking 

badly.  —  Dur-daid,  f.  a  bad  situation,  misfortune, 
calamity.  —  Dur-ddnta,  as,  d,  am,  badly  tamed, 
untamable,  intractable,  difficult  or  hard  to  be  re- 

strained  or  disciplined;    (as),  m.  a   calf;    strife, 
quarrel.  —  Dur-dina,  am,  n.  a  rainy  or  cloudy  day, 
a  wet  day,  bad  weather,  rainy  weather,  a  cloud,  a 

shower ;  (as,  d,  am),  cloudy,  rainy,  clouded,  over- 
cast, lowering,  dark.  ̂   Durdina-grasta-bhdskara, 

as,  d,  am,  having  the  sun  obscured  by  dark  clouds. 
—  Durdinaya,  Nom.  A.   durdindyate,  &c.,  to 
become  covered  with  clouds,  to  be  cloudy.  —  Dur- 
divasa,  as,  m.  a  dark  or  rainy  day;    [cf.  dur- 
dina.]  —  Dur-duka,  (.  difficult  to  be  milked  (a  cow). 

—  Diir-dris",  k,  k,  k,  seeing  badly.  —  Dur-driia, 
as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  seen  or  looked  at  or  met 
with;    disagreeable  to  the   sight,  disgusting;    [cf. 

dur-dars'a.]  —  Dur-drifika,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
a  bad  aspect,  looking  bad  or  ill.  —  Dar-drishta,  as, 
a,  am,  ill-seen  (literally  or  figuratively),  ill-examined, 
imperfectly  investigated  ;  looked  at  with  an  evil  eye. 
<*Dur-daiva,  am,  n.  hard  fate,  bad  luck,  unlucky 
destiny,  misfortune.  —  Ditrdaiva-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
unlucky,  pursued  or  overtaken  by  misfortune,  unhappy. 

—  Diir-dyuta,  am,  n.  a  bad  or  unfair  game.  —  Dur- 
dyuta-demn,  i,  mi,  i,  playing  a  bad  or  unfair  game. 
—  Dur-druma,  as,  m.  a  green  onion.  —  Dur-dhara, 
as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  carried,  borne,  or  suffered ; 
irresistible,  hard  to  be  obstructed  or  restrained  ;  dif- 

ficult to  be  accomplished  [cf.  a»i'«s"a-d°]  ;  difficult 
to  be  kept  in  mind  or  recollected ;  (as),  m.  quick- 

silver; N.  of  two  plants,  =  rishabha  and  bhalld- 
laka;    a  kind  of  hell;    N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita- 

rSshtra  [cf.  dur-dharska] ;   of  one  of  Sambara's generals ;  N.  of  Mahisha.  —  Durdliard-yogddhydya 

(°ga-adh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Mma-raja- 
jstaka,  an  astrological  work  attributed  to  Yavane- 
sVara.  —  Dur-dliaritu  or  dur-dharlu,  us,  us,  u, 
Ved.  irresistible,  unrestrainable.  —  Dur-dharma,  as, 

d,  am,  having  or  obeying  bad  laws.  •  Dur-dharsha, 
as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  laid  hold  of  or  assaulted, 
secure  from  assault,  not  to  be  touched  or  violated, 
inviolable,  difficult  of  attainment  or  approach,  diffi- 

cult to  be  mastered  or  overpowered;    inaccessible; 

dangerous ;  haughty,  distant ;  fearful,  dreadful,  awful ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra  [cf.  dur- 
dhara] ;  of  a  mountain  in  Kusa-dvlpa ;  (d),  f.,  N. 

of  two  plants,'  =  ndga-damani,  =  kanthari;  [cf. 
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diir-adharsha  and  duth-pradanha.]  —  Durdhar- 
sha-kumira-bhuta,  at,  m.  'who  has  become  a 

youth  of  inviolable  (sanctity),'  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 
—  Dur-dtiars/iana  =>  dur-dhursha,  q.  v.  -•  Dur- 
dharsha-ta,  f.  or  durdkarsha-lva,  am,  n.  difficulty 
of  being  touched  or  of  being  conquered,  intangibility, 
inviolability.  —  Dur-dhd,  as,  (.  bad  order,  derange- 

ment ;  [cf.  dur-dJdta.]  —  Dur-dhdrya,  as,  a,  am, 
difficult  to  be  borne  or  suffered;  (with  manasa,  diffi- 

cult to  be  kept  in  mind  or  recollection.)  —  Dur- 
dhita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  badly  placed  or  arranged, 
loosely  arranged,  not  in  order,  untidy.  —  Dur-dhl, 

<s,  it,  i,  weak-minded,  stupid,  silly ;   [cf.  dudki.\ 
—  Dur-dhur,  iir,  ur,  ur,  Ved.  unfitted  for  drawing 
vehicles;    (Say.)  difficult  to  be  restrained.  —  Dur- 

•naya,  as,  m.  bad  conduct,  imprudent  or  impolitic 
behaviour,  injustice ;   (often  incorrectly  written  ilur- 
ifaya,  but  cf.  dur-ndman  and  durnikitaishin.) 

—  Dur-ndmalia,  am,  n.   '  having  a  bad  name,' 
hemorrhoids,  piles.  —  Dur-ndman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Yaksha ;  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Brahma-PurSna ; 
(a  and  mni),  f.  a  cockle,  scollop,  kind  of  muscle ; 

(a),  n.  piles   or   hemorrhoids;    [cf.  dur-ndman.] 

—  Durnamari  (°ma-ari),  i,  n.  '  enemy  of  hemor- 
rhoids, i.e.  destroying  them,"  the  bulbous  root  of 

Amorphophallus  Campanulatus.  —  Dur-niyraha,  as, 
a,  am,  difficult  of  restraint,  irrepressible,  ungovern- 

able. —  Dur-nimita,  as,  a,  am,  badly  or  carelessly 
put  to  the  ground  (as  the  fett).  —  Dur-nimilta, 
am,  n.  a  bad  omen ;  a  bad  pretext.  —  Dur-niyantu, 
us,  us,  u,  Ved.  difficult  to  be  checked  or  held  back ; 

(Sly.  in  one  passage)  bad  restrainer  (as  if  gen.  c.  of 
niyantrf).  —  Dur-niriksha,  ai,  a,  am,  difficult  to 

be  looked  at  or  sten.  —  Dur-nir'iksliya,  as,  a,  am, 
difficult  or  hard  to  be  looked  at,  scarcely  visible. 

—  Dur-nivartya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  turned 

back  (as  a  flying  army).  —  Dur-ni i-dra  or  dur- 
nii'drya,  as,  a,  am,  unrestrainable,  difficult  to  be 
kept  back,  stopped,  checked,  hindered  or  contra- 

dicted, difficult  to  suppress,  irrepressible  ;  invincible, 

unconquerable.  ~  Durnivara-tva,  am,  n.  irrepressi- 
bleness,  unrestrainableness.— Dur-nivrilta,  as,  a,  am, 
difficult  to  be  returned  from.  —  Du.r-ni$}tkramana 

or  dur-nishprapatana  or  dur-nihsarana,  am,  n. 
coming   out  or   escaping  with    difficulty,   difficult 

escape.  —  Dur-nita,  as,  a,  am,  badly  managed,  ill- 
conducted,  ill-governed,  improperly  or  unjustly  de- 

cided, wrong;    (am),  n.   a   bad   act,   misconduct, 
imprudent  conduct,  impolicy;   ill  luck;    [cf.  dur- 
naya  and  dush-pmnj to.]  —  Durnita-bhdva,  as, 
m.  bad  behaviour,  misconduct,  imprudent  conduct. 

—  Dur-nitf,  is,  (.  maladministration,  impolicy,  &c. ; 
see  dur-ntti.  —  Dur-nripa,  as,  m.   a  bad   king. 
—  Dur-baddha,  as,  a,  am,  badly  fastened.  —  Dur- 
tnil«,  as,  d,  am,  of  little  strength,  weak,  feeble, 
thin,  emaciated,  impotent,  scanty ;  (as),  m.  circum- 

cised, having  the  glans  penis  void  of  prepuce,  (also 

written   dur-vala) ;    a  kind   of  bird,  =  bhdndika, 
(also  written  dttr-vala;  cf.  durbalika) ;  (a),  f.  a 
species  of  plant  ( =ambu-3irishikd).  —  Durbala-td, 

f.  weakness,  feebleness,  thinness.  —  Durbaldgni  (°la- 
ag'),  is,  is,  i,  having  a  weak  digestion.  —  Durbaldg- 
ni-td,  f.  weakness  of  digestion.  —  Durbaldydsa  t?la- 

dy°),  as,  a,  am, '  weak  of  effort,'  ineffective.  —  Dur- 
b<dil;a  or  durvalika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird,  = 

dur-bala.  —  Durballyas,    an,    asl,   as,   weaker, 

feeble.  —  Durbalendrlya  (°la-in°),   as,   a,  am, 
having  feeble  (i.  e.  unrestrained)  organs  of  sense. 
•-Dur-bala,  as,  (i,  am,  bald-headed,  red-haired; 
void   of  prepuce;   (various  reading  for  dur-bala.) 
—  Dur-birina,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  bristly,  rough  (as  a 
beard).  —  Dur-bufldhi,    is,    f.    weak-mindedness, 
silliness;    (is,  is,  i),  weak-minded,   silly,   foolish; 
perverse,    evil-minded,    badly    disposed ;     ignorant. 
—  Dur-budha,  as,  «,  am,   little-minded,   weak- 
minded,  silly.  —  Dur-bodha,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  to 
be  understood,  unintelligible,  unfathomable.  —  Dur- 
brdhmana,  as,  m.  a  bad  Brahman.  —  Dur-bhaksha 

or  dur-bhakshya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  eaten  with 
difficulty.  —  Dur-bltaga,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  to  be 
gained  or  obtained ;  unfortunate,  unlucky ;  (a),  f.  a 

wife  disliked  by  her  husband ;  a  bad  or  ill-tempered 
woman,  a  shrew  ;  (personified)  =  Old  Age,  daughter 
of  Time;  [cf.  daurbhdgya  and  daurbhagineya.] 

—  ]>urbhaga-tva,  am,  n.  the  being   unlucky  or 
unfortunate,  ill  luck,  ill  fortune.  —  Dur-bhagna,  as, 
fi,  am,  badly  broken.  —  Dur-bhanga,  as,  a,  am, 
difficult  to  be  broken,  difficult  to  be  loosened.  —  Dur- 

bhara,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  borne,  insupport- 
able, burdensome,  troublesome;  hard  to  be  main- 

tained  or   supported. ••  Dur-bkdgya,  as,   d,    am, 

unfortunate,  unlucky;  (am),  n.  ill  luck.  —  Dur-bhd- 
vand,  f.  an  evil  thought;  bad  inclination.  —  Dar- 
bltdrya,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  to  be   kept   in  the 
memory  or  to  be  imagined.  —  Dur-bhd«hita,  as,  d, 

am,  badly  spoken  or  uttered.  —  Dur-bhdshin,  i,  in't, 
i,  speaking   ill,  abusing,  insulting.  —  Dur-bMkslia, 
am,  n.  scarcity  of  provisions,  dearth,  famine;  want  in 

general ;  (also  wrongly  read  du,r-bhikshya.)  —  Dur- 
bhiksha-tva,  am,  n.  a  state  of  famine,  scarcity  of 
food.  —  Durbhiksha-vyasana,  am,  n.  the  horrors  of 
famine.  —Durbhikshavyasanin,  «,  tni,  i,  afflicted 

by  famine.  —  Dur-bhida,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 
broken  or  torn  asunder  or  destroyed.  —  Dur-bhisha- 

jya,  am,  n.,Ved.  difficult  cure.  —  Dur-bhuta,  am,  n., 
Ved.  ill  luck,  bad  fortune ;  damage.  —  Dur-bhriti,  is, 
f.,  Ved.  scanty  maintenance  or  subsistence.  —  Dur- 
bhcda  or  dur-bhedya,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  to  be 
broken  or  divided  or  torn  asunder,  not  easily  dis- 

united or  separated,  firm.  —  Dur-bhrdtri,  Id,  m.  a 

bad   brother;    [cf.   daurbhrdtra.] — Dur-makha, 
see   a-durmakha.  —  Dur-mangala,  as,    d,   am, 

inauspicious.  —Dur-mati,  if,  f.,  Ved.  bad  disposi- 
tion of  mind,  evil  intention,  envy,  hatred  ;  (it,  is,  i), 

weak-minded,  silly,  ignorant,  simple ;  a  blockhead ; 
evil-minded,  malicious,  wicked ;   (is),  m.,  N.  of  a 

demon ;   N.  of  the  fifty-fifth  year  of  the  cycle  of 
Jupiter  which   lasts  sixty  years.  -•  Durmati-krita, 
as,  d,  am,  done  unadvisedly  or  through  bad  advice. 
—  Dur-mada,  as,  m.  a  mad  conception  or  imagin- 

ation or   illusion;    (as,  d,  am),  drunken,  fierce, 
ferocious,  seized  by  a  mad  illusion,  infatuated ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  100  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra; 
of  a  son  of  Dhrita  and  father  of  Pra-<ietas  ;  of  a  son 
of  Bhadra-sena  and  father  of  Dhanaka ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Vasu-deva  and  Rohim  or  Pauravi.  —  Durmada-vlra- 

mdnin,  «,  ml,  i,  fancying  (one's  self)  a  hero  in 
(one's)  foolish   pride.  —  Durmadandlut  frfa-an0), 
as,   a,   am,   'blinded  by  mad   illusion,'  besotted. 
•—Dur-manas,  as,  n.  bad  disposition  or  perversity 
of  mind,  evil  intention ;  (as,  as,  as),  distressed  or 
troubled  in  mind,  depressed  in  spirit,  discouraged, 
sad,  melancholy,  meditating  sorrowfully;  [cf.  Zend 

dus-mananh;    Gr.    Sw-ptvftt.']  —  Durmandya, 
Nom.  A.  durmandyate,  &c.,  to  be  or  become 
troubled  in  mind  or  sad,  to  meditate  sorrowfully. 

—  Dur-manmhya,  as,  m.  a  wicked  man,  a  bad  or 
mischievous   man.  —  Dur-mantu,  ns,  us,  «,  Ved. 
difficult  to  be  understood.  —  Dur-mantra,  as,  m.  or 
dur-mantrand,  f.  bad  advice,  evil  or  bad  counsel. 
—  Dur-manlrita,  as,  d,  am,  imprudently  advised; 
(am),  n.  an  imprudent  advice.  —  Dur^mantrin,  i, 
m.  an  evil  adviser,  a  bad  counsellor  or  minister ;  an 

unlucky  minister  ;  (i,  iiii,  i),  having  bad  counsellors 
or  ministers.  —  Dttr-manman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  badly 
disposed,  evil-minded.  —  Dur-mara,  as,  d,  am,  not 
easily  dying,  dying  hardly,  tenacious  of  life;  (am), 
n.   difficult    death,    dying   with    difficulty,    a   hard 

death ;   (a),  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  =  durvd,  =  ilveta- 
iliirra.  —  Dur-marana,  am,  n.  any  violent  or  un- 

natural death.  —  Durmara-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of 
dying  with  difficulty,  a  hard  death.  —  Dur-mardyu, 
us,  us,  u,  Ved.  not  to  be  killed  or  made  to  die 
easily,  not  easy  to  be  destroyed.  —  Dur-marydda, 
as,  d,  am,  having  evil  ways  or  courses,  wicked. 
—  Durmarydda-td,    f.    misconduct,     wickedness. 
—  Dur-marsha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unbearable,  insup- 

portable, not  to  be  suffered ;  not  to  be  forgotten ; 
obstinate,  angry,  hostile ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  the 
Asura  Bali.  —  Dur-marshana,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to 
be  endured  or  borne,  hard  to  be  managed ;  (as), 

m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  one  of  the  100  sons 

of  Dhrita-rJshtra ;  of  a  son  of  Srinjaya.  —  Dur- 
marfhita,  as,  d,  am,  instigated  to  enmity,  made 
hostile,  stirred  up.  —  Dur-mallikd  or  dur-mattl,  f.  a 
minor  drama,  a  comedy,  a  farce.  —  Dur-mdtsarya, 

am,  n.  evil  emy.  —  Dur-mdyln,  i,  ini,  i,  or  dur- 
mdyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  using  bad  arts ;  (Say.)  using 
bad  weapons. "  Dur-mitra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  un- 

friendly ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an  author  of  a  Rig-veda 
hymn ;  of  a  prince ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Dur- 
mitriya,  as,  it.  am,  Ved.  unfriendly.  —  Dur-mild, 
{.,  N.  of  two  kinds  of  metre,  one  consisting  of  4  x  31 

syllabic  instants,  the  other  consisting  of  4  x  8  anapests. 
—  Durmilikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of  4  x  3  2 
syllabic  instants.  —  Dur-mukha,  as,  i,  am,  having 
a  bad  countenance  or  an  ugly  face,  hideous ;   foul- 
mouthed,  abusive,  scurrilous ;  (as),  m.  a  horse ;  N. 
of  a  prince  of  the  Pancalas ;  of  one  of  the  loo  sons 
of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  of  an  astronomer;  of  an  ascetic;  of 
a  Rakshas ;  of  one  of  the  principal  NSgas  or  serpents ; 
N.  of  a  Yaksha;  of  a  monkey;  of  a  general  of  the 
Asura  Mahisha ;  N.  of  the  twenty-ninth  year  of  the 
cycle  of  Jupiter  which  consists  of  sixty  years  ;   [cf. 

daurmukhi.]  —  Dw-muhurta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an 
inauspicious  hour  or  moment.  —  Dur-mUlya,  as,  d, 

am,  high-priced,  dear;  (am),  n.  anything  of  high 
price  or  value.  —  Dur-medlia,  as,  d,  am,  or  more 

correctly  dur-medhas,  us,  as,  as,  dull-witted,  simple- 

minded,  silly,  stupid,  ignorant,  uninformed.  —  Dur- 
medha-tra,  am,  n.  dulness  or  weakness  of  intellect, 
foolishness,   stupidity.  —  Dur-medhdvin,  i,  inl,  i, 
=  dur-medha  above.  —  Dur-maitra,  as,  Sec.,  un- 

friendly, hostile,  an  enemy.  —  Dur-mo(a,  as,  a,  am, 
hard  to  unloose.  —Vur-moha,  as  or  a,  m.  or  f., 
N.  of  a  tree,  =  k<ika-tundi.  —  Dur-yavana,  am, 
ind.  the  bad  Yavanas.  —  Dur-yaisas,  as,  n.  ill  repute, 

dishonour,  disgrace.  —  Dur-yaman,  d,   m.  '  going 

badly,"  N.  of  a  prince;'  (also  read  dur-dama.)  •*  Dwr- 
yuj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  difficult  to  be  yoked. —  Dur- 
yoga,  as,  m.  bad  contrivance,  clumsy  artifice,  bad  or 
inauspicious  conjunction.  —  Ditr-yodha,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  be  conquered.  —  Dur-yodhana,  as,  d, 
am,  difficult  to  be  conquered,  invincible ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  the  eldest  of  the  Kuru  princes  and  leader  in 

the  war  against  his  cousins  the  Pandavas  and  Krishna, 
described  in  the  Mah3-bharata ;    N.  of  a  son  of 

Su-durjaya;   [cf.  su-yodhana.]  —  Duryodhana-td, 
f.  the  state  of  being  difficult  to  be  conquered,  invin- 

cibility, difficulty  of  being  attacked.  —  Duryodluma- 

mrya-jndna-mudrd,  f. '  the  mark  of  the  knowledge 
of  invincible  heroism,'  a  peculiar   position  of  the 
hands.  —  Dur-yoni,  is,  is,  i,  of  low   or   impure 
origin.  —  Dur-lakshana,  as,  d,  am,  badly  marked. 
—  Dur-lakshya,  a»,  <»,  am,  difficult  to  be  observed, 
hardly  visible.  —  Dur-langhana  or  diir-laitghya, 
as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  surmounted  or  transgressed, 
insurmountable,  not   to   be   overcome.  —  Viirlart- 

yhana-iiakti,  is,  f.  of  insurmountable  power.  —  Dur- 
labha,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  obtained,  hard  to 
be  attained,  difficult  of  attainment  or  accomplish- 

ment, difficult  to  be  found  or  met  with,  scarce,  rare ; 
excellent,  eminent :  dear,  beloved ;  difficult  (with  an 

inf.,  e.  g.  ratho  duiiabhaft  samurodhum,  a  chariot 
difficult   to   be    mounted);    (as),   m.   a    kind   of 

plant,  —  Curcuma  Amhaldi  or  Zerumbet,  =  karbura, 
l;:r:'::liv,ra;  N.  of  a  man;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants, 
=  4veta-kanta-kdrl  and  dur-dlalihn.  —  Dur-la- 
bhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Kasmira,  also  called 
PratSpiditya.  —  Durlabhtt-tara,as,d,  am,  extremely 
difficult  of  attainment,  morehard  to  be  obtained.— Dur- 
Inbliit-tra,  am,  n.  difficulty  of  attainment,  scarceness, 
rarity.  —  Durlab/ia-rnr/lhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 
of  KaSmlra.  —  Durlabha-srdmin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a 

temple  built  by  Durlabha-vardhana.  —  Dur-lalita  or 
(lurlalitaka,  as,  d,  am,  ill-bred,  ill-mannered,  un- 

civil ;  spoilt,  wayward,  naughty ;  (am),  n.  ill-breed- 
ing, waywardness,   rudeness.  —  Dur-lasita,   as,   a, 

am,  ill-mannered ;  (various  reading  for  dwr-lalita ; 
cf.  dur-rilasita.)  —  Dur-ldblia,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 
to  be   obtained,  =  dur-labha.  —  Dur-lekhya,  am, 
n.  a  false  or  forged  document.  "JJur-vafa,  as,  a, 
am,  difficult  to  be  uttered,  hard  to  be  spoken,  difficult 
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to  be  explained,  not  to  be  spoken  about ;  anything 
about  which  it  is  difficult  or  disagreeable  to  speak ; 
speaking  ill  or  improperly,  abusing  ;  (am),  n.  abuse, 
censure ;  evil  or  unlucky  speech.  —  Dur-va<!ana, 
am,  n.  a  harsh  expression,  abusive  language.  —  Dur- 
radas,  ae,  n.  evil  speech,  bad  language,  insult, 
abuse ;  (as,  as,  as),  using  bad  or  abusive  language  ; 
difficult  to  be  explained  or  answered;  [cf.  dur- 
va(a.]—Duna(as-tva,  am,  n.  bad  or  abusive 
language;  difficulty  of  being  answered.  —  Dur-va- 
daka,  as,  ft,  am,  speaking  or  uttering  badly  or 
indistinctly,  uttering  incoherently,  stammering.— Dur- 
raraha,  ae,  m.,  Ved.  a  wild  hog  (?).  —  Dur-varna, 
as,  d,  am,  of  a  bad  or  inferior  colour,  bad-coloured ; 
of  a  bad  or  low  species  or  class ;  (am),  n.  silver, 

(opposed  to  su-varna,  gold) ;  the  fragrant  bark  of 
Feronia  Elephantum  (commonly  Elabaluka).—  Dur- 
rarnaka,  am,  n.  silver.  —  Dur-vartu,  us,  us,  u, 
Ved.  difficult  to  be  kept  back  or  restrained,  irre- 

sistible. —  Dur-rala,  see  dur-bala.  —  Dur-vasa, 
as,  a,  am,  difficult  to  be  inhabited  or  resided  in ; 

difficult  to  be  passed  or  spent  (as  time).  —  Dur- 
vasali,  is,  f.  a  difficult  dwelling,  painful  residence. 
—  Dur-vaha,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  to  be  borne  or 

supported.  —  Dur-vdtya,  am,  n.  harsh  or  abusive 
language.  —  f)urvdg-bhava,  as,  m.  the  being  abusive, 
abusiveness,  the  use  of  bad  language.  —  Dur-va6,  A% 
f.  evil  speech,  bad  words,  abuse ;  inelegant  language 
or  utterance ;  (k,  fc,  k),  having  a  bad  voice,  speaking 

ill,  using  bad  language.  —  Dur-vaHya,  ae,  a,  am, 
difficult  to  be  uttered  or  spoken ;  abusive,  harsh  (aS 
words) ;  (dm),  n.  any  harsh  or  bad  or  ill-omened 
speech,    inauspicious  news;    censure,  abuse.  —  Dur- 
vdda,  as,  m.  calumnious  report,  slander,  defamation, 
calumny;    (as,  d,  am),  one  who  speaks  badly  or 
incorrectly    or    ungrammatically,    one    who    utters 

abusive   or   unbecoming    language.  —  Ditr-vdnta, 
as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  vomited  badly  or  on  whom 
an  emetic  has  not  had  the  desired  effect.  —  Dur- 

•vara  or   dur-vdrana  or   dar-vdraniya,   as,   a, 
am,  difficult   to    be    restrained    or    stopped,   not 
to   be   repressed  or  checked,  irresistible.  —  Durva- 
ra-tva,  am,  n.  irrepressibleness,  unrestrainableness. 
—  Dur-vdrita,   as,   a,   am,   badly   restrained  or 
obstructed.  —  Dur-vdrttd,  f.  bad  news,  sad  intelli- 

gence. —  Dur-vdrya  =  dur-vdra  above.  —  Durvar- 
ya-ta,  f.  unrestrainableness,  irrepressibleness.  —  Dur- 
vdsand,  f.  bad  inclination,  evil  propensity;  a  chimera. 

—  Dur-vdias,  as,  as,  as,  badly  clad,   ill-dressed, 
unclothed,  denuded,  naked ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi 

or  saint  (who  was  a  sop  of  Atri  by  Anasuya"  and  an 
incarnation  of  a  portion  of  SWa ;  he  became  notorious 

for   his   irascible   temperament).  —  Durvases'i-ara- 
linga  (°sa-z.<°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Lirtga;  N.  of  the 
eighty-fifth    chapter    of    the   KSS'I-khanda   of    the 
Skanda-Purana.  —  Durvdso-darpa-bhanga,  as,  m. 

1  the  humbling  of  the   pride  of  Dur-v5sas,'  N.  of 
the  fiftieth  chapter  of  the  Krishna-khanda  of  the 
Brahma-vaivarta-Purana.  —  DtmdsopanCshad  fsa- 

up°),  t,  f.  'the  mystical  doctrine  of  Dur-vSsa(?),'N.  of 
the  thirty-fourth  to  the  forty-first  chapters  of  the 
JnJna-khanda  of  the  Siva-Parana.  —  Durvaso-rnata- 
tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  mentioned  in  the 

commentary  to    the   Ananda-lahari    or   '  wave    of 

pleasure'  by  GaurT-kSnta-sSrva-bhauma.  —  Dmvaso- 
vakya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  ninety-ninth  chapter  of 
the  Uttara-kanda   of  the    Ramayana.  —  Durvdso- 

s~dpa-kathann,  am,  n.  '  the  tale  of  the  curse  of 
Dur-vasas,'  N,  of  the  thirty-eighth  chapter  of  the 
Uttara-khanda  or  fifth  part  of  the  Padma-Purana. 
—  Dur-vdkita,  am,  n.  a  heavy  load  or  burden. 
—  Dur-vikatthana,  as,  d,  am,  boasting   in   an 
arrogant  or  offensive  manner.  —  Dur-mgdlta,  as,  d, 
am,  difficult  to  be  fathomed  or  penetrated  or  reached, 
unfathomable;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  IOO  sons 

of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Dur-vigahya,  as,  d,  am,  =  dnr- 
rigdha  above.  —  D«r-ri<?fafya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 
to  be  imagined,    inconceivable,  inscrutable.  —  Dar- 
vtfeskfa,  as,  d,  am,  behaving  badly,  ill-behaved,  mis- 

conducted. —  Dnr-vijndna,  am,  n.  comprehending 
or  understanding  with  difficulty ;  (as,  d,  am),  difficult 

to  be  understood  or  comprehended ;  having  an  evil 
mind.  —  Dur-rijneya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 

understood  or  perceived,  unintelligible.  —  Dui'- 
tarka  or  dttrvilarkya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 
reasoned  about  or  discussed,  difficult  to  be  under- 

stood. ~Dur-vida,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  known 

or  discovered.  —  Dur-i-idagdha,  as,  d,  am,  'badly 

burned,' i.e.  imperfectlyskilled,  unskilled,  raw,  scantily 
versed,  stupid,  silly ;  wholly  ignorant ;  foolishly  puffed 

up.  —  Dur-vidatra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  ill-disposed, 
envious,  ungracious.  —  Dur-vidya,  as,  d,  am,  unin- 

formed, uneducated.  —  Dur-ridvas,  ran,  dushi, 

vas,  Ved.  evil-minded,  ill-disposed,  malignant.  —  Dur- 

vidha,  as,  a,  am  ('  acting  badly,' '  of  a  bad  nature'), 
mean,  low,  base;  wicked,  malevolent;  poor,  badly 
circumstanced,  pauper,  indigent ;  stupid,  foolish,  silly, 

(?for  dur-vidya.)  —  Dtir-vidfii,  is,  m.  'bad  fate,' 
bad  luck,  misfortune.  —  Dur-vinaya,  as,  m.  impru- 

dent conduct,  bad  behaviour.  —  Dur-vinita,  as,  d, 

am,  ill-conducted,  badly  behaved,  badly  educated, 
ill-mannered,  unrefined,  mean,  wicked ;  stubborn, 
obstinate,  restive  (as  a  horse);  (as),  m.  a  wicked 
wretch,  reprobate,  ruffian ;  N.  of  a  sage  (associated 
with  Dur-vasas,  Kanva,  Katyayana).  —  Durvinitafia 
=  dur-vinita.  —  I)ur-mpdka,  as,  m.  a  bad  end  or 
result,  evil  consequences  of  acts  done  either  in  this  or 

a  former  birth.  —  Dur-ribkdga,  as,  m.  pi.  'difficult 

to  be  disunited,'  N.  of  a  people.  *•  Dur-vibhdvya, 
a«,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  conceived,  incomprehensible, 
inconceivable.  —  Dur-vibkdsha,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 
to  be  pronounced  or  uttered;  (am),  n.  harsh  or 
offensive  words,  abuse.  —  Dur-vimotana,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  be  set  free  or  liberated ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  100  sons  of  Dhrita-rSshtra.  —  Ditwiro- 

Cana,  as,  m.  '  shining  badly  (?),'  N.  of  one  of  the 
loo  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra.—  Dur-vtiasita,  am,  n. 
a  rude  or  ill-mannered  trick,  rudeness,  naughtiness, 

a  wayward  act;  [cf.  dur-lasita.~]  —  Dur-vivaJdri, 
id,  trl,  tri,  declaring  badly,  answering  wrongly. 

»-  Dur-vivdha,  as,  m.  a  bad  marriage,  mesalliance. 
—  Dm-viia,  as,  d,  am,  hard  to  be  entered,  difficult 
to  be  trod  or  walked  upon.  —  Dur-visha,  as,  d, 
am,  bad-tempered  (?) ;  ill-natured,  malignant ;  (as), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Dur-vishaha,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  be  borne  or  supported,  intolerable,  in- 

supportable, difficult  to  be  subdued  or  overcome, 
irresistible ;  difficult  to  be  performed ;  (as),  m.  an 
epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  one  of  the  IOO  sons  of  Dhrita- 

rSshtra;   (also  read  dur-visaka;    cf.  duh-ekaha, 
duh-saha,  dush-prasaka.)  —  I)ur-vishahya,   as, 
d,am,=dur-vishaha.  —  Dti,r-vritta,  am,  n.  bad 
conduct,  misconduct,  ill-behaviour,  mean  practices; 
(as,   d,  am),  behaving   badly,   misbehaved,   vile, 
wicked,  criminal,  leading  a  low  or   infamous   life, 
following   disreputable  habits  or  business,  cheating, 
roguish,  a  cheat,  rogue,  blackguard.  —  Dur-vrilti, 
is,  f.  bad  circumstances,  distress,  misery,  want,  indi- 

gence;  disreputable  conduct,  bad  practices;    fraud. 
—  Dur-vrtshti,    is,   f.    insufficient   rain,    drought, 
dryness,  aridity.  —  I.  dur-veda,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  I.  vid), 
having  bad  or  little  knowledge,  unlearned ;  difficult 
to  be  known. —  2.  dur-veda,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  3.  vid), 
difficult  to  be  found.  —  J)ur-ryavasthdpaka,  as,  d, 
am,  deciding  badly,  giving  a  bad  or  unfavourable 
judgment.  —  Dur-vyavahdra,  as,  m.  a-  wrong  judg- 

ment (in  law).  —  Dur-vydhrita,  as,  d,  am,  spoken 
badly  or  ill;   (am),  n.  a  bad  or  unfit  expression. 
—  Dur-vrajita,  as,  m.  a  bad  pr  improper  gait,  bad 
manner  of  going.  —  Dur-vrata,  as,  d,  am,  disobe- 

dient, not  conforming  to  rules ;  [cf.  daurvratya.] 
—  Dur-hana  or  dur-hana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  difficult 
to  be  killed,  difficult  to  be  destroyed  or  overcome, 
hard  to  be  overpowered,  irresistible ;  (nd),  f.,  Ved. 
ill  luck,  misfortune.  —  Durhandyat,  an,  antl,  tit, 
or  durhandyu,  its,  us,  u,  Ved.  seeking  to  destroy, 

intending  injury,  meditating  evil  or  damage.  —  Dur- 
hand-vat,  an,  att,  at,  Ved.  fatal,  pernicious.  —  Dur- 
hanu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  deformed  jaws.  —  Dur- 
hana,  see  dur-hana.  —  Dur-hdrd,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  ill- 

disposed;   [cf.  dur-hrid  and  daurhd rda."\  —  Dur- hita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  unfriendly,  hostile,  trouble- 

some.— Dur-huta,  am,  n.  a  badly  offered  sacrifice. 
—  Dur-hrindyat,  an,  anti,  at,  or  durhrindyu, 

us,  us,  u,  Ved.  whose  fury  is  difficult  to  restrain  or 
be  borne.  —  Dur-hrid,  t,  t,  t,  bad-hearted,  hard- 

hearted, ill-disposed,  inimical  ;  (t),  m.  an  enemy  ; 

[cf.  dur-hdrd  and  daurhdrda.]  —  Dur-hridaya, 

as,  a,  am,  evil-minded,  bad-hearted  ;  [cf.  daur- 
hridaya.]  —  Uur-hrishika,  as,  d,  am,  having 
defective  organs  of  sense,  badly  restraining  the 

senses  ;  [cf.  durbalendriya  and  dur-bala.'] Durasya  (probably  connected  with  2.  dur),  Nom. 
P.  durasyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  wish  to  hurt,  desire  to 

injure. 
Durasyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  wishing  to  do  harm, desirous  of  inflicting  injury. 

<JT  i.  dura,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (according  to 

S3y.  fr.  rt.  i.  da),  a  giver,  granter  ;  (perhaps  rather  to 
be  derived  fr.  rt.  dri,  one  who  opens,  unlocks.) 

jjt  2.  dura=i.  dur  (occurring  only  in 
iota-dura,  q.  v.).  —  Dura-dabhna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
deceiving  or  illuding  doors,  i.  e.  not  to  be  kept  in 
or  restrained  by  bolts  and  bars. 

Durona,  am,  n.,  Ved.  residence,  dwelling,  home. 

«•  Durona-sad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  residing  in  a  house. 
Duronayu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  fond  of  the  house  ; 

(Say.)  frequenting  the  sacrificial  hall. 
Durya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  the  door 

or  house  ;  (as),  m.  or  f.  pi.  a  residence  ;  (perhaps 
'the  posts  of  the  door;'  cf.  Lat.  fores.) 

Duryona,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  residence,  dwelling-place, 
=  durona  (?)  ;  Say.  =  sangrdma,  battle,  or  (dus  + 
yoni)  =  Duryoni,  N.  of  a  king. 

g^ra  duraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  barbarous tribe. 

<T?5  duru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 

^^fB  duruhplia,  (in  astrology)  N.  of  the 
fifteenth  Yoga  ;  (also  read  durapha  and  durupha.) 

e^rvtj  durudhara,  f.  (a  word  borrowed 
fr.  the  Gr.  SopvQopta),  a  peculiar  position  of  the 

durodara,  as,  m.  (probably  for 

darodara,  q.  v.,  and  connected  with  rt.  dri;  accord- 
ing to  others  perhaps  fr.  duras,  ace.  pi.  of  I.  dur, 

q.  v,,  +  dara,  piercing  or  breaking  the  doors;  cf. 
dura-dablma  under  2.  dura),  one  who  plays  at 
dice,  a  gamester;  a  dice-box;  a  stake;  (am),  n. 
(according  to  a  commentator  also  as,  m.),  playing, 

gaming,  a  game  at  dice. 
Durdara,  as,  d,  am  (probably  for  dardara,  q.v.), 

tearing;  distressing;  a  kind  of  d:vg,=ris}iabha; 

[cf.  daridra  and  dur-dhara.~\ 
dur-ga,  dur-ga,  &c.    See  p.  420,  col.  3  . 

durgi  =  dur-ga,  q.v. 

urduruta  or  durduruta,  as,  m.  (said 

to  be  fr.  2.  dur,  '  vile,'  repeated),  an  expression  of 
reproach;  an  atheist,  =  £ara<a. 
Durdhuruta  or  durdhuruta,  as,  m.  a  pupil 

who  does  not  obey  his  teacher  without  exercising 
bis  own  judgment. 

TTT  durdrita,  f.  a  kind   of  creeping 

plant. 

3  durv,  cl.  i.  P.  durvati,  &c.,  to  hurt, 
injure,  kill  ;  [cf.  rt.  rfftum.] 

durvari,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  tribe 
of  the  Kambojas. 

dur-vasas.     See  col.  i. 

dul,  cl.   10.  P.  dolayati,  &c.,  to 
swing,  heave  upwardi,  raise,  throw  up, 

whirl,  shake  to  and  fro,  cause  to  oscillate  or  vibrate, 

excite  ;  [cf.  till,  dola,  doldya.'] 
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du's-tara. 

a,  f.,  Ved.  'shaking,'  N.  of  an  Ishtaka  or sacrificial  brick. 

r.rmn  dul-ayate  =  dur-ayate.  Seedur-t, 
p.  420,  col.  t. 
ijf?5  dull,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni  or  saint ; 

(is,  1),  f.  a  small  or  female  tortoise ;  [cf.  dauleya.J 
(ffrfrfS  duliduha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ; ^       o 

of  a  son  of  An-amitra  and  father  of  Dillpa. 

eqt*(  duvanya  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  i.  du),  Ved. 

worshipping.  —  Duvanya-sad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  (Say.) 
dwelling  among  worshippers,  abiding  with  the  de- 

vout ;  [cf.  dittos  below.] 
Duvas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  worship,  honour,  reverence ; 

(Say.)  wealth;  (as,  as,  as),  active,  moving  rest- 
lessly. —  Duvas-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karott,  -kurute, 

-kartum,  to  worship.  —  Duvas-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved. 
worshipping;  enjoying  or  receiving  worship.  —  Da- 
vo-dhd,  d.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhdti,  -dhatte,  -dhatum,  to 
worship. 

Duvasana,  as,  a,  am,  active,  moving;  (SSy.) 
adorable,  worthy  of  worship. 

I.  duvasya,  Nom.  P.  duvasyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 
honour,  worship,  celebrate,  acknowledge,  reward ; 
to  present  with,  give  as  a  reward. 

3.  durasya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (according  to  SSy.) 
worthy  of  worship  or  honour. 
Duvasyu,  us,  Ui,  u,  Ved.  honouring,  worshipping, 

respectful. 

Duvoyd,  (.,  Ved.  worship ;  (only  occurring  ia  inst. 
duvoyd,  in  worship.) 
Duvoyu,  us,  tis,  u,  Ved.  honouring,  worshipping ; 

(M),  ind.  reverently;  out  of  acknowledgment. 

<J3^  dus,  euphonically  substituted  for  dus 
in  comp.  like  du^-dakshas.  See  bottom  of  col.  3. 

eHaiM  dustikya,  am,  fn.  (in  astrology)  N. 
of  the  third  lunar  mansion. 

«T^i.  dush,  euphonically  substituted  for 
dus  in  dush-kara  &c.  See  p.  425,  col.  I. 

jy  2,  dush,  cl.  4.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  dush- 
\i  X  yati,  -te,  dudotha,  dokshyati,  adushat 

(according  to  Vopa-deva  also  adukshat),  doshtum, 
to  become  bad  or  corrupted,  to  be  ruined,  to  perish, 
suffer  damage,  to  be  soiled;  to  be  or  become 
depraved  or  defiled  or  impure,  to  be  violated  (as  a 
woman),  to  be  contaminated  by  a  crime,  to  sin,  to 
commit  a  mistake,  to  be  wrong ;  to  be  faithless  or 
unchaste  (as  a  wife):  Caus.  dushayati  (ep.  also 

-te),  -yitum,  to  corrupt,  spoil,  make  bad,  cause  to 
perish,  hurt,  destroy,  lay  waste,  to  make  unclean  or 
impure,  to  soil,  defile,  contaminate,  vitiate,  taint ;  to 
dishonour  or  violate  (as  a  girl  or  the  wife  of  another) ; 
to  cause  evil  or  misfortune  (in  astrology) ;  to  corrupt 
the  morals,  deprave,  demoralize ;  to  adulterate ;  to 
falsify ;  to  rescind,  abrogate,  annul,  retract ;  to  object, 
refute,  disprove ;  to  find  fault  with,  speak  ill  of, 
accuse,  blame,  abuse,  contemn ;  (it  is  to  be  observed 
that  dushyate,  Pass,  of  the  Caus.,  may  often  more  cor- 

rectly be  read  where  dushyate  is  given  in  the  printed 
editions  of  epic  poems,  the  sense  of  dushyate  being 
the  same ;  according  to  Pan.  VI.  4,  91,  another  form 
of  the  Caus.,  viz.  doshayati,  &c.,  is  optionally  used  in 
speaking  of  moral  corruption,  e.  g.  kdmo  dusltayati 
or  doshayati  dittam,  lust  corrupts  the  mind.) 
Dushta,  at,  d,  am,  become  bad,  spoiled,  cor- 

rupted, reduced  to  a  bad  state,  injured,  damaged, 
ruined,  spoiled,  vitiated,  contaminated,  diseased, 
tainted,  infected,  degraded;  depraved;  violated; 
corrupt,  vicious,  wicked ;  bad,  evil ;  faulty,  guilty, 
convicted,  culpable ;  having  evil  intentions,  ill-affected ; 
roguish,  low,  vile ;  worthless ;  painful ;  (d),  f.  a  bad 
woman,  a  harlot,  an  unchaste  woman ;  (am),  n.  sin, 
an  offence,  crime,  guilt ;  a  kind  of  Costus,  Costus 
Speciosus,  =  kushtha.  —  Dushta-gaja,  as,  m.  a 
vicious  elephant.  —  Dushta-daritra,  at,  d,  am,  i\\- 
conducted.  —  Dushta-tdrin,  i,  iiii,  i,  practising  evil 
deeds,  wicked,  criminal,  —  Dushta-detas,  as,  as,  as, 

evil-minded,  malevolent,  bad-hearted.  —  Dushta-td, 
f.  or  dushta-tva,  am,  n.  badness,  wickedness ;  per- 

versity, falsehood  ;  contamination,  defilement,  viola- 
tion.— Ditshta-dhi,  is,  is,  t,  or  dushta-buddhi, 

is,  is,  i,  having  bad  thoughts,  evil-minded,  evil- 
affected.—  Dushtorbhdva,  as,  d,  am,  evil-natured,  of 
a  wicked  or  depraved  nature,  innately  bad  or  wicked. 
—  Dushtabhdva-td,  f.  wickedness,  innate  depravity. 

—  Dushta-mati,  is,  is,  i,  evil-minded,   wicked, 
depraved.  —  Dttshta-mdnasa,as,  t,  am,  evil-minded, 

depraved  in  mind.'- Dushta-rdf,  k,  k,  k,  speaking evil,  uttering  bad  language.  —  Dushta-rrisha,  as, 
m.  a  bad  or  vicious  ox,  a  strong  but  stubborn  ox 
which  refuses  to  draw.  —  Dushta-vrana,  as,  m.  a 
dull   boil   or   sore,   an   obstinate  tumor;    a   sinus. 

—  Dushtdtman  (°ta-dt°),  d,  d,  a,  of  a  bad  nature, 
evil-minded,  wicked.  —  DuManvita  (°ta-an°),  as, 
d,  am,  defiled,  rendered  impure. 
Dushli,  is,  f.  corruption,  corruptness,  depravity. 

Dushtiya,  Nom.  P.  dushtlyati,  &c.,  to  become 
bad  or  corrupted  (?). 

rTS  dushta.     See  col.  I. 

<n|  dushthu.     See  p.  425,  col.  2. 
ri«M«rl  dushyanta.     See  p.  425,  col.  3. 

<T^  dus,  ind.  (related  to  rt.  2.  dush,  and 
reckoned  by  Panini  among  the  Upa-sargas),  a  particle 
and  prefix  to  nouns  and  rarely  to  verbs,  implying 
evil,  bad,  badly,  wicked,  wickedly,  difficult,  hard,  with 

difficulty,  slight,  inferior,  &c.,  and  sometimes  equiva- 
lent to  the  English  prefix  in-  or  un-;  [cf.  rt.  2.  dush; 

rt.  I.  dvish;  Zend  dush,  dus-mananh,  dush-i-ti: 
Gr.  5us,  e.  g.  Sv<r-p.erf)i :  Goth,  tus  in  tiK-reryan : 

Old  Germ,  zur- :  Hib.  do,  do-dhail,  '  bad  lock ;' 
do-dhuine,  '  a  bad  roan ;'  do-dheanta, '  hard  to  be 
done ;'  do-bhasuighte,  '  immortal.']  Dus  becomes 
dur,  q.  v.,  before  vowels  and  soft  consonants ;  becomes 
du,  q.  v.,  before  r;  remains  unchanged  before  t,  th 
(not  however  in  the  earlier  language  where  s  becomes 
sh  and  the  following  t,  th  are  changed  to  /,  th) ; 

becomes  dush  and  rarely  duh  before  k,  kh  [cf.  duh- 

kha],2>,ph;  becomes  duh  and  rarely  dus,  dus~,  duth 
before  s,  sf,  and  sh.  Those  compounds  in  which  dus 
becomes  dur  and  du  will  be  found  under  dur  and 

du  respectively.  The  other  compounds  formed  with 

dus  are  as  follow.  —  D uh-pafa,  duh^patana,  duh- 
pattra,duh-prajna,  &c.,  see  dush-pa<!a,  Sec. ,  p.  42  5 , 

col.  2.  —  Duh-s'ansa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  wishing  evil, 
malevolent,  malicious,  wicked.  —  Duh-s'aka  or  duh- 

Jakta,  as,  d,  am,  or  duh-s'akti,  is,  is,  i,  having  no 
power,  possessed  of  little  power,  powerless.  — •  Dith- 
iala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  100  sons  of  Dhrita- 

rashtra  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  the  only  daughter  of  Dhrita- 
rashtra,  (she  was  the  wife  of  king  Jayad-ratha.) 
—  Duff-fasta,  as,  d,avi,  badly  recited;  (am),  n. 
a  bad  recitation.  —  Duh-Sdka,  am,  ind.  the  luckless 

S'akas  (see  Pan.  II.  i,  6).  —  Duh-^dsa,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  be  controlled.  —  Duh-s'tisana,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  be  governed,  intractable,  difficult  to  be 
managed ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  loo  sons  of 

Dhnta-rashtra.  —  Duh-s"dsu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  wishing 

evil,  malevolent.  —  Duti-s'ima,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.= 
dush-prdpa,  difficult  to  be  attained ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  man  t ;  [cf.  s«-s7ma.]  —  Duh-fila,  as,  d,  am, 
badly  disposed,   ill-behaved,  reprobate,   abandoned. 
—  Duhtila-ta,  f.  bad  behaviour,  badness  of  disposi- 

tion. —  Duh-tringl,  f.  a  disloyal  wife.  —  Duh-deva, 

as,  d,  am,  Ved.  '  badly  propitious,'  envious ;  (Say.) 
difficult  to  serve  (as  if  seva);    delighting  in  evil. 
—  Duh-sodha,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  cleaned. 
—  Duh-iosha,  as,   d,   am,   difficult  to  be  dried. 

—  Duh-s'ruta,  as,  d,  am,  badly  or  wrongly  heard. 
—  Duh-shanta,    as,   m.,  N,   of   the   father   of 

Bharata;  [cf.  dauhshanti ;  later  forms  are  o"«s7(- 
manta,    dusliyanta,    dushranta,    duhshranta.~] —  Duh-shama,  as,  d,  am,  unlike,  uneven ;  adverse, 
unlucky,  unfortunate ;  wrong ;  (am),  ind.  unevenly, 
improperly ;  at  a  wrong  time ;  (d),  f.  (with  Jainas) 
N.  of  two  spokes  in  the  wheel  of  time,  viz.  the  fifth 

in  the  Ava-sarpinI,  and  the  second  in  the  Ut-sarpinI ; 

[cf.  duh-samaJ]  —  Duhthama-sushamd,  f.  'both 
unfortunate  and  fortunate '  (but  with  a  preponderance 
of  misfortune),  N.  of  two  spokes  in  the  Jaina  wheel 
of  time,  viz.  the  fourth  in  the  Ava-sarpinI,  and  the 
third  in  the  Ut-sarpinI.  —  Duh-shaha,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  difficult  to  be  borne,  irresistible ;  [cf.  duA-saha.] 
—  Duh-shupta,  as,  d,  am,  sleeping  badly,  having 
bad  dreams.  —  Duh-shtiita  and  duh-Midi,  see  du- 

shtuta,  du-shtuti,  p.  425,  col.  2.  —  ]>uh-shvapnya, 

am,  n.,  Ved.  '  causing  bad  dreams,'  evil  dream,  pain  ; 

(Say.)  poverty ;    [cf.  jdgra-d°,  svapna-d?,  dauti- shvapnya,  duh-svapna.]  —  J)ufwamlakshya,  as, 
d,  am,  difficult  to  be  observed  or  recognised.  —  Duh- 
samskdra,  as,  m.  a  bad  custom  or  practice.  —  Duh- 
saktha,  as,  d,  am,  or  duh-sakthi,  is,  is,  i,  having 
deformed  thighs. —  Duh-sanga,  as,  m.  bad  inclina- 

tion, evil  attachment.  ~Diih-sa>\6dra,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  be  passed.  —  Dutf-sandintya,  as,  d,  am, 
difficult  to  be  conceived  or  imagined.  —  Duh-sattm, 
am,  n.  an  evil  being,   noxious  creature,  ferocious 
animal.  —  Du/fsattva-i'at,  an,  afi,  at,  filled  with  or 
infested  by  £vil  beings  or  ferocious  animals.  —  Diif;- 
santnslita,   as,   d,  am,   unsatisfied,   discontented. 
—  Dith-sandhdna  or  dufi-sandheya,  as,  d,  am, 

difficult  to  be  joined  together  or  united  or  reconciled. 
—  Duh-sama,  as,  a,  am,  unequal,  uneven,  unlucky, 

unfit,  improper,  evil,  bad,  unseasonable;   [cf.  duh- 
shama.]  — Dufi-samatikrama,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 
to  be   surmounted,   insurmountable.  —  Duh-sami- 

kahya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  observed  or  per- 
ceived.— Dith-sampdda  or  duh-sampddya,  as,  d, 

am,  difficult  to   be   reached   or   attained.  —  TJuh- 
saha,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  borne,  unbearable, 
irresistible;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  loo  sons  of 
Dhrita-rJshtra ;  of  a  son  of  Puru-kutsa  and  father 
of  Sam-bhuti ;  of  an  evil  demon ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet 

of  S'rl ;  N.  of  a  shrub  (=ndga-damanl) ;  [cf.  ilntt- 
shaha,   duwishaha,   dush-prasaha,]  —  Dufi-sa- 

hdya,  as,  a,  am,  having  evil  companions  or  asso- 
ciates.  —  Du/f-sdkshin,  t,  m.  a  false  witness.  —  Dnh- 
sddhya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  accomplished ; 
difficult  to  be  managed ;  difficult  to  be  cured  ;  diffi- 

cult to  be  conquered.  —  Duh-sevya,  as,  a,  am,  diffi- 
cult to  be  used  or  dealt  with,  hard  to  be  managed, 

intractable.  —  Duh-stri,   f.    a   bad    woman.  —  Duh- 

stha,   as,  d,  am,   'standing  badly,'   badly   fixed, 
unsteady,  disquieted ;  badly  circumstanced,  suffering 
pain  or  affliction,  distressed,  unhappy;    unwell,  ill, 

badly  situated,  ill-conditioned,  poor,  miserable  ;  igno- 
rant, unwise,  a  fool ;  (am),  ind.  badly,  ill,  unwell ; 

in  bad  circumstances.— Duh-tthita,  as,  d,  am,= 

duh-stha  above;    (am),  n.  an  improper  manner 
of  standing.  —  D-uft-ethiti,  is,  f.  instability,  unsteadi- 

ness; ill  condition,  bad  fortune,  unhappiness.  —  Duh- 
etheya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  stood ;  (am),  n. 
difficult  standing  or  position.  —  Duh-snaiia,  am,  n. 
defective  or  inauspicious  ablution.  —  Duh-fparia,  OS, 
a,  am,  difficult  or  unfit  to  be  touched  or  laid  hold 
of,  unpleasant  to  the  touch;  (as),  m.  the  prickly 

plant  Alhagi  Maurorum  ( =  lata-kararija) ;  (d),  f., 
N.  of  several  plants,  Solanum  Jacquini  [cf.  kfhudra- 

d°]  ;   Alhagi  Maurorum,  Mucuna  Pruritus,  Cassyta 
Filiformis.  —  J)uh-spriia,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 

touched;  [cf.  duh-spars"a.~]  —  nuh-spris/tta  or  du- sprish/a,  am,  n.  slight  contact,  the  slight  action  of 
the  tongue  which  produces  the  sounds  y,  r,  I,  v; 

(as),  m.  a  sound  produced  by  this  slight  motion  of 

the  tongue.  —  Duh-sphota,  as,  m.  'difficult  to  be 
burst,'  a  sort  of  weapon.  ••  Duh-srana,  as,  d,  am, 
sounding  badly, cacophonous.  —  Duh-tvapna,  as,  m.  a 

bad  dream.  —  Duhsvapna-dars'ana,as, d,am, seeing 
a  bad  dream.  —  Dufisvapna-nds'a,  as,  m.  the  removal 
of  bad  dreams.  —  Duhsvapna-natiana,  as,  d,  am, 

removing  bad  dreams.  —  Dutisvapna-pralibodhana, 
as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  awakened  from  sleep. 

—  Duhsrapnopaidnti  (°na-up°),  is,  f.  the  cessa- 
tion of  a  bad  dream.  —  Dus'-faTcshas,  as,  as,  as, 

Ved.    evil-eyed.  —  Dus'-dar,    cl.    I.    P.    -darati. 
-ritum,   to   act   wrongly   or   badly   towards   (with 
ace.  of  person),  to  behave  badly,  —  DuMara,  as. 
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o,  am,  difficult  to  be  gone  to  or  approached, 
unattainable,  inaccessible,  difficult  to  be  passed  or 

spent  (as  time) ;  difficult  to  be  performed  or  accom- 
plished ;  going  with  trouble  or  difficulty  ;  acting  ill, 

behaving  wickedly ;  (as),  m.  a  bear  (as  moving 
slowly) ;  a  bivalve  shell.  —  Duifaxa-ddrin,  I,  ini,  i, 

practising  very  difficult  penance.  —  Du&'ara-tva,  am, 
n.  inaccessibility,  difficulty  of  being  approached  or 
practised.  —  Dui-darita,  as,  a,  am,  misbehaving, 
wicked,  abandoned ;  (am),  n.  misbehaviour,  misdoing, 

ill-conduct,  wickedness  ;  (dni),  n.  pi.  (with  Buddhists) 
the  ten  chief  sins,  viz.  murder,  theft,  adultery,  lying, 
calumny,  lewdness,  evil  speech,  covetousness,  envy, 
heresy.  —  Duidaritin,  i,  ini,  i,  performing  wicked 
actions.  —  Dui-darman,  a,  a,  a,  affected  with 
disease  of  the  skin,  leprous ;  a  circumcised  man, 
one  whose  prepuce  is  naturally  or  artificially  wanting ; 

[cf.  daus"t.'armya.]  —  Dud-ddritra,  as,  a,  am,  or 
das-ddrin,  >,  ini,  i,  badly  conducted,  misbehaving. 
—  Dus-dikitsa,  o-«,  a,  am,  difficult  to  be  cured, 
incurable.  —  Du3-dikitsd,    f.    (in    medic.)   wrong 

treatment.  —  Du$"-dikitsita  or  dutf-dikitsya,  as,  a, 
am,  difficult  to  be  cured.  —  Duddikitsya-tama,  as, 
d,  am,  most  difficult  to  be  cured.  —  Duddikitsya- 
tva,  am,  n.  difficulty  of  being  cured,  incurablentss. 
—  Dus-dit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  thinking  evil.  —  Dui-tiniya, 
as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  thought  about  or  under- 

stood. —  Du3-deshtita,   as,  a,  am,   misbehaving, 
doing  or  designing  evil ;   (am),  n.  evil  purpose  or 

action,  misconduct,  mor.  —  Dus'-dyai'ana  or  dits- 
dydva  or  dutf-fydvana,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 
felled  or  brought  to  the  ground,  unshaken,  unmov- 
able;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra;  (another  etymo- 

logy for  the  latter  meaning  is  based  upon  the  legend, 
that  Indra  having  raised  his  arm  to  hurl  his  thunder- 

bolt at  C'yavana,  had  it  fixed  in  that  position  by  the 
curse   of  the  saint.)  —  J)u.3-dhada,  as,   d,   am, 

'  covering  badly,'  forming  a  bad  garment ;  difficult 
to  be  clothed,  hardly  covered,  tattered.  —  Duf-dhid, 
t,   t,  t,   difficult  to  be  cut  or  destroyed.  ••  Dutf- 
dkinna,  as,  d,  am,  badly  cut  or  separated,  badly 
extracted.  —  Dush-kara,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  difficult 
or  hard  to  be  done  or  performed  or  accomplished ; 
difficult  to  be  reached  or  attained  ;  difficult,  arduous 
(with    inf.,    e.  g.   dushkaram    kartum,   difficult 
to  perform);    difficult  to  be  borne  or  supported; 
doing  badly  or  with  difficulty,  acting  badly,  wicked, 
bad ;    (am),  n.  difficult  or  painful  act,  a  difficult 
task,  a  difficulty;   atmosphere,  ether;  the  tree  of 
plenty?;  (am),  ind.  hardly,  scarcely  (with  following 

yadi).  —  Dushkarakdri-td,  f.  the  state  of  experi- 
encing difficulties.  —  Dushkara-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  ex- 

periencing  difficulties,    suffering   what   is   hard   to 

be  borne.  —  Dushkara-daryd,  f.  'the  performance 
of  difficulties,'  N.  of  the  seventeenth  chapter  of  the 
Lalita-vistara   which   describes  S"5kya-muni   as  the 
performer  of  difficult  tasks.  —  Dush-karana,  am,  n. 
anything  difficult  to  be  done  or  performed,  a  diffi- 

cult task.  —  Dush-karna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
100  sons  of  Dhrita-rSshtra ;  (also  read  du/t-karna.) 
—  Dush-karman,  a,  n.  evil  act,  crime,  wickedness, 
sin;  any  difficult  or  painful  act;  (d,  d,  a),  acting 
wickedly,  wicked,  criminal.  —  I)ush-kalevara,  as, 

am,  m.  n.  '  the  bad  or  miserable  body,'  i.  e.  the 
body  considered  as  the  seat  of  diseases  Scc.  —  Dush- 
kayastha-kula,  am,  n.  the  miserable  writer-caste. 

—  Dush-kdla,  as,  m.  '  bad  or  alt-destroying  time,' 
an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Dush-kirtti,   if,  is,  i,  dis- 
honourable.  —  Dush-kula,  am,  n.  a  low  family  or 
race ;  (as,  a,  am),  of  a  low  family,  low-born ;  [cf. 
daushkula,  daushkuleya,  daushkulya.^  —  Dusk- 
kula-td,  f.  lowness  of  origin,  meanness  of  birth  or 
family.  —  Duehkuli na,  at,  d,  am,  of  a   low  or 
degraded  family  or  race,  low-born  ;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of 
perfume,  commonly  called  Chora.  —  Dtush-krit,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  an  evil-doer,  offender,  wicked,  criminal.  —  Dush- 
krita,  as,  d,  am,  done  wrongly  or  wickedly,  done 
with  difficulty  or  pain,  badly  organized,  badly  applied 
(e.  g.  dushkritd  pujd,    badly   applied   worship) ; 
(am),  n.  evil   action,   misdeed,   sin,   crime,  guilt. 

—  Dushkrita-karman,  d,  d,  a,  acting  wickedly, 

wicked,  reprobate,  a  criminal ;  (a),  n.  a  wicked  deed, 
wickedness.  —  Dushkrita-vuhishlcrita,  as,  d,  am, 

free  from  sin.  —  Dushkritdtman  (°ta-dt°),  a,  d,  a, 
evil-minded,  wicked,  base.  —  Dunk-krUi,  is,  is,  i, 

or  duehkritin,  i,  ini,  i,  acting  wickedly,  an  evil- 
doer. —  Dush-krishta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  badly 

ploughed,  ill-cultivated.  —  Dush-krama,  as,  d,  ant, 
difficult  of  access ;  going  ill ;  ill-arranged,  unme- 

thodical.— Dash-kriyd,  f.  evil  act,  a  misdemeanour. 
Dush-knta,  as,  d,  am,  badly  purchased,  bought 

too  dearly.  —  Dusfi-klia,  see  dultkha  at  p.  418, 
col.  z.  —  Dush'kkadira,  as,  m.  a  tree  related  to 
the  Acacia  Catechu  ( =  khadira).  —  Ditsh-tanu,  us, 
vt,  u,  Ved.  having  an  ugly  body,  having  an  odious 

m.  —  Dush-tara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  difficult  to  be 
crossed  or  passed,  hard  to  be  overcome,  unconquer- 

able, invincible,  irresistible ;  not  to  be  subdued ;  not 
to  be  surpassed  or  excelled  ;  difficult  to  be  endured  ; 

[cf.  the  later  form  dus-tara,~\  —  Dush-taritu,  us, 
us,  u,  Ved.  =  dush-tara  ;  (MS),  m.  epithet  of  Indra ; 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Du-shtula,  am,  n.  (for  duh-shtuta), 
Ved.  faulty  recitation  of  the  Stotra.  —  Du-shtuti,  is, 
{.  (for  dtih-shfuti),  Ved.  a  faulty  or  bad  hymn. 

—  Dushthu,  us,  us,  u  (for  duh-stku),  'standing 
badly,'   ill-behaved,    depraved ;    (u),   ind.  ill,  bad ; 
improperly,  incorrectly ;  [cf.  dausht/iava  and  su- 

shthu.~]  —  Duxh-pada,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 
digested.  •-  Dush-patana,  am,  n.  falling   badly, 
(formed  to  explain  apa-bhrania.)<—Dush-pattra, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  perfume,  commonly  called  Chora ; 
(also  read  duh-pattra.)  —  Dush-pada,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  (according  to  Say.  =  dush-prapadana),  not 
to  be  reached  or  overtaken.  —  Dush-pardjaya,  as, 
d,  am,  difficult  to   be   conquered ;   (as),  m.,  N. 
of  one  of  the  loo  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Dush- 

parigraha,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  seized  or  kept. 
—  Dush-parindma,   as,   d,   am,  difficult  to   be 
finished  or  ended.  —  Dttsh-parihantu,  us,  us,  u, 
Ved.  difficult  to  be  destroyed  or  disturbed.  —  Dush- 
parikshyft,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  investigated  or 

examined.  —  Dwhpars'a,  see  duh-spars'a.  —  Diish- 
pdna,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  drunk.  —  Dush- 
pdra,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  crossed  or  passed 
over;    difficult  to  be  accomplished   or  performed. 

—  Dush-pdrshnigraha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  dan- 
gerous enemy  in  the  rear ;  (also  read  duh-pdrshni- 

yrdha.)  —  Dush-plta,   as,   d,  am,   badly  drunk. 
—  Dush-putra,  as,  m.  a  bad  son.  —  Dush-pwrusha, 
as,  m.  a  bad  man;  (also  read  duh-jmritsha ;.  cf. 
daushpurushya)  —  Ditsh-pura,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 
to  be  filled  or  satiated  or  satisfied.  —  Dush-prakampa 
or  dush-prakampya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 
shaken  or  agitated,  immovable.  —  Dush-prakdfa, 

as,  d,  am,  'lighting  badly,'  obscure,  dark.  —  Dush- 
prakriti,   is,   is,   i,    evil-natured,    bad-tempered. 
—  Dush-prajas,  as,  as,  as  (prajas  =prajd),  hav- 

ing  bad   offspring.  —  Dush-prajna,    as,    d,    am, 
having  a  weak  intellect,  weak-minded,  stupid ;   [cf. 
dutfprajila.]  —  Dushprajna-tva,  am,  n.  stupidity. 
—  Dmh-prajndna,  am,  n.  want  of  understanding, 
weak  intellect ;  (as,  d,  am),  Ved.  weak  in  intellect, 
stupid.  —  Dmh-pramla,  as,  d,  am,  badly  led,  badly 
conducted  or  trained,   ill-managed;    (am),  n.  im- 

prudent or  impolitic  conduct ;  ill  luck,  evil  fortune ; 

[cf.  dur^nita."\  —  Dush-pratara,  as,  d,  am,  diffi- 
cult to  be  passed  over  or  crossed.  —  Dush-praligraka, 

as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  taken  or  laid  hold  of. 

—  Dush-prativdrana,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 
warded  off  or  averted.  —  Dusk-prativikshaniya  or 

dush-prativikshya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  looked 
at,   one  whose  glance   is  unbearable.  —  Dush-pra- 
dharsha,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  assailed  or  meddled 
with ;  difficult  to  be  attacked ;  secure  from  assaults, 
intangible,  not  to  be  touched ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one 
of  the  100  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 
two   prickly   plants    which   cannot   be   touched,  = 

kharjiirl,  Phcenix  Sylvestris  ;  =  dur-dlabhd,  Alhagi 
Maurorum ;  [cf.  dttr-ddharsha  and  dur-dharslut.] 
—  TJush-pradharskaiia,  as,  I,  am,  =  dush-pra- 
dharslia;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  100  sons  of 

Dhrita-rashtra;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  the  plant  Melongena 

Incurva;  [cf.  vdrtaki.~]-~l)usJi-pradharshini,  f. 
(wrong  form  for  dush-pradltarshani,  according  to 
some)  =  kanlakdri,  =  brihafi.  —  Dush-pradhri- 

shya,  as,  d,  am,  =  dush-pradharsha.  —  Dush-pra- 
padana,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  overtaken  or 
attained.  —  Dush-pramaya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to 
be  measured,  immeasurable.  —  Dush-pralambJia, 
as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  deceived  ;  (according  to 
others)  difficult  of  attainment.  —  Dwsh-pravdrla,  as, 

m.  calumnious  report,  slander,  defamation.  —  Dush- 

pravritti,  is,  f.  bad  news,  sad  intelligence.  —  Dush- 
praveda,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  entered  ;  (d),  f. 
a  kind  of  tree,  =kanthdri.  —  Dush-prasaha,  as, 
d,  am,  difficult  to  be  borne  or  supported  or  suffered, 
hard  to  endure  or  resist,  irresistible  ;  terrible,  frightful  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Jaina  teacher  ;  [cf.  dush-prasd- 
ha,  dur-vishaha,  duh-saJia,  duh-shaha.]  —  Dush- 
prasdda  or  dush-prasddana,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 
to  be  propitiated  or  conciliated  or  appeased.  —  Dush- 

prasddftana  (perhaps  wrongly  read  for  dush-pra- 
sddana) or  dush-prasddhya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult 

to  be  managed  or  dealt  with  (as  a  bad-tempered 
ma\\).  —  Dush-prasdha,  as,  d,  am,  =  duah-pra- 

saha.  —  Dush-pra  karsha,  as,  m.  'bad  rejoicing,' 
N.  of  one  of  the  100  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Dush- 

prdpa  or  dush-prdpana  or  dush-prdpya,  as,  d, 
am,  difficult  of  attainment,  hard  to  attain,  difficult 
to  be  reached,  unattainable,  remote.  —Ditsh-prdvi, 
is,  is,  i,  Ved.  difficult  of  access,  unfavourable,  un- 

friendly. —  Dush-priti,  is,  f.  displeasure.  —  Dush- 
preksha  or  dush-prekshamya  or  dtish-prekshya, 
as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  looked  at,  disagreeable  to 

the  sight.  —  Dushmanta,  as,  m.  another  form  for 
dusfiyanta  bejow  ;  [cf.  daitshmanfa,  daushmanti, 

sushmanta.]  —  Dushyanta,  as,  m.  (a  later  form 
for  duh-shanta,  q.  v.),  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  lunar 
line  or  descendant  of  Puru,  husband  of  SakuntalS 

and  father  of  Bharata  ;  [cf.  daushyanta  and  daush- 

yanti."]  —  Dushvanta,  as,  m.  another  form  for 
dushyanta,  q.v.  ;  [cf.  daushvanti  andduh-shvanta.] 
—  Dushvapnya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  =  duh-shvapnya, 
q.  v.  —  Dus-tapa,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  endured 

(as  a  penance).  —  Dits-tara,  as,  d,  am,  or  O'MS- 
larana,  as,  i,  am,  or  dus-taramya,  or  dus-tara, 
as,  d,  am,  or  dus-tirna,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be 
crossed  or  passed  over,  hard  to  be  traversed,  impassa- 

ble, hard  to  be  subdued,  invincible;   [cf.  the  older 

form  dusli-tara.]  —  Dus-tarka,as,  m.  false  reason- 
ing, bad  reasoning,  wrong  argument.  —  Duetarka- 

mula,  as,  d,  am,  founded  on  false  or  wrong  reason- 
ing. —  Dus-larkya,  as,  d,  am,  difficult  to  be  sup- 

posed or  reasoned  about.  —  Dus-tosha,  as,  a,  am, 
difficult  to  be  satisfied.  —  Dus-tyaja  or  dui-tyajya, 

as,  a,  am,  difficult  to  be  relinquished  or  quitted. 

—  Dustha,  dasthita,  dusprishta,  see  duh-stha, 
duh-sprishia. 

dussatha,  as,  m.  a  cock;    a  dog; 

(perhaps  for  duh-saktha.) 

dussani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

i.  dn/i  (connected  with  rt.  tuh),  cl. 
1.  P.  dohati,  dudoha,  aduliat,  and  luluhit, 

to  hurt,  pain,  give  pain,  distress,  torment. 

2.  duh  (the  original  form  of  this  rt. 
was  probably  dugh,  cf.  dugha),  cl.  a.  P.  A. 

dogdhi,dugdhe  (2ndsing.dhokshi,dhukshe);  Impf. 
P.  adhuli  (ist  du.  aduhea);  Impv.  P.  dogdhu 
(2nd  sing,  dugdhi,  A.  dhukshva),  dudoha,  du.dv.he 
(3rd  pi.  P.  ditduhus;  BhSg.-PurSna  V.  15,  9,  du- 
duhits),  dhokshyati,  -te,  adlutkshat,  adhitkshata, 
and  adugdha  :  (Vedic  and  irregular  forms  are,  dog- 
dhe;  dhuksliasva  ;  dnhdm  ;  3rd  sing,  duhe;  3rd  pi. 
duhre,  duhate,  and  duhrate;  aduhran;  dohat; 
duhus;  dhukshan,  dhukshata;  duhiyat;  part. 
duhdna  and  dughdna)  ;  Inf.  dogdhum,  Ved.  dog- 
dhos,  doftuse,  to  milk  ;  to  rnilk  out,  squeeze  out  ;  to 
extract  (as  the  juice  of  the  Soma)  ;  to  draw  anything 
out  of  another  thing  (with  two  ace.,  e.  g.  prdndn 
duhann  ivdtmdnam,  as  it  were  drawing  the  life  out 

SO. 
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of  himself) ;  to  make  a  profit  or  extract  gain  out  of 
anything  (with  ace.) ;  to  enjoy ;  to  give  milk  (A.,  in 
this  sense  also  cl.  4.  duhyaii,  -te);  to  yield  milk  or 
any  desired  object  (A.),  to  grant  desires  (A.) :  Pass. 

duhyate,  Aor.  ouloki,  to  be  milked,  to  be  drawn 
or  extracted  from  :  Caus.  P.  dohayati  (rarely  -te), 
-yitum,  Aor.  adadultat,  to  cause  to  milk  or  to  be 
milked,  to  cause  to  yield  milk  or  any  desired  object ; 
to  milk,  milk  out  from, extract :  Desid.  dudkukskati, 
-te,  to  wish  to  milk,  to  wish  to  milk  out  or  enjoy 
[cf.  diidhiikshu] :  Intens.  dodtihyate,  dodogdhi ; 
[cf.  Goth,  tiuhan;  Them,  tah,  tluha,  tank, 

tuhum,  'to  draw:'  Angl.  Sax.  titcian,  teon,  teoge: 

Old  Germ,  ziuhan,  zituj  (yaz'tug),  zaugyan :  Mod. 
Germ,  ziehen :  Lat.  duc-ere :  Hib.  diugaim,  '  I 
drink  off;'  diughailfainn,  '  sucking :'  Scot,  deog- 
Jiail,  '  to  suckle.'] 

3.  duh,  dkuk,  k,  k,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  milking, 

yielding  milk ;  yielding,  granting  (e.  g.  kdma-d°, 
go-d°,  gharma-d?,  ghrtia-d?,  q.  v.). 

Dufia,  as-,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  milking ; 

yielding,  granting  (e.  g.  kuma-d°,  go-d°;  cf.  dtir- dukd). 

Duhat,  an,  ati,  at,  milking ;  yielding,  granting, 
parting  with. 
Duhitri,  id,  (.  a  daughter  (either  as  drawing  milk 

from  the  mother  or  as  milking  the  cows,  '  the 
milk-maid  of  the  family');  [cf.  Zend  dugh-dkar  ; 
Gr.  Svy-d-Trjp;  Goth,  dauk-tar  ;  Old  Germ,  toh- 
tar;  Slav,  dush-ti;  Lith.  duk-te  for  dukter;  the 

original  form  must  have  been  dhugh-atar.^  —  Dit- 

hituh-pati,  is,  m.  a  daughter's  husband,  son-in-law. 
—  Duhitri-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  a  daughter, 

the  condition  of  a  daughter.  —  Duhitri-pati,  u,  m. 

a  daughter's  husband.  —  Duhitri-mat,  an,  afi,  at, 
having  a  daughter,  possessing  a  daughter. 

Duhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  milked,  milkable. 

<J?I  duhyu,  a  wrong  form  for  druhyu. 

rr  i .  du,  generally  written  du.  See  2.  du, 
e\p.  418,  col.  2. 

J)u,us,us,u,  burning  with  eagerness  (?)  in  a-du  ; 
(MS),  f.  pain,  distress.  —  Du-da,  as,  a,  am,  giving 
pain,  afflicting,  harassing. 

I.  dutaka,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Agni  in  the  form  of 

a  forest  conflagration ;  [cf.  dava  and  dava.'] 
a.  duna,  ai,  a,  am  (for  i.  duna  see  under  rt.  i. 

du  at  p.  418),  burnt,  inflamed;  pained,  afflicted, 

distressed,  fatigued ;  agitated.  —  Duna-mdnasa,  as, 
a,  am,  distressed  in  mind. 

•a  2.  dii  at  the  beginning  of  some  comps. 
C\  —  dur  for  dtis,  as  in  the  following  examples. 

—  Du-dabha  or  du-labha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  dur  for 
due  +  labha),  difficult  to  be   deceived,  not  to  be 

deceived.  —  Du-dd$,  t,  t,  t  (fr.  dur  for  dits  +  da/!), 
not  offering  oblations,  not  worshipping.  —  Du-ddda, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  =  the  preceding.  —  Du-dhi,  In,  is, 
i  (fr.  dur  for  dus  +  dhi),  Ved.  of  an  evil  disposition. 
—  Du-dhya,  as,  a,  am,   incorrect   form    for   the 
preceding.  —  Du-na$a,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  dits  +  nod), 

Ved.  unattainable,  inaccessible ;  [cf.  dur-ds"a,  dur- 
nas"a,  du-ndt$a.]  —  Diwiada,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  dits 
+  ndda,    attainment),  Ved.    unattainable,    inacces- 

sible [cf.  dur-nas'a] ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an  Ekaha ; 
(as,  d,  am),  (fr.  ndda,  destruction),  imperishable,  not 
to  be  destroyed,  not  ceasing,  perpetual.  —  Dii-rakta, 

as,  a,  am,  badly  coloured  or  dyed.  —  7)«-rafc,S'A?/tt, 
as,  A,  am,  difficult  to  be   guarded  or  preserved. 
—  Du-radha,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  to    be    accom- 

plished. ••  I)w-rudha,  as,  a.  am,  badly  grown ;  badly 
or  imperfectly  cicatrized.  —  Durudha-tva,  am,  n. 
the  state  of  being  badly  grown ;  bad  or  imperfect 
cicatrization.  —  Du-roha,  a*,  a,  am,  ascending  or 
climbing  with  difficulty.  —  Dii-rohana,  an,  a,  am, 
difficult  to  be  ascended ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  difficult 
ritual  recitation  in  which  a  verse  is  recited  in  seven 
ways,  (first  only  one  PSda,  then  one  half  'of  the  verse, 
then  three  Padas ,  then  the  whole  verse,  then  three 
Padas  again,  then  one  half  of  the  verse,  and  then 

one  Pada  again.)  —  Durohauiya,  as,  a,  am,  recited 
or  recitable  in  the  manner  described  above. 

jrT  data,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt.  I .  du,  to  go; 
cf.  d&ra),  a  messenger,  carrier  of  intelligence,  envoy, 

ambassador,  go-between,  negotiator,  cf.  agni-d^,  tvd- 
d°,  yama-d1;  (»  or  duti,  i*),  f.  a  female  messenger, 

confidante,  procuress,  go-between,  Sec.  [cf.  kdma-<l°] ; 
a  kind  of  bird ;  [cf.  sdrikd.']  —  Duta-karman,  a,  n. 
business  or  duty  of  a  messenger.  —  Duta-ghni,  f. '  the 
killer  of  messengers,'  a  plant  resembling  the  Kadamba, 
=  kadamba-pu&hpi.  —  Duta-tra,  am,  n.  the  office 
of  an  ambassador,  condition  of  an  envoy.  —  Duta- 

mukha,  as,  I,  am, '  having  an  ambassador  as  mouth,' 
speaking  by  an  ambassador.  —  Dtita-mot'ana,  am, 
n.  '  the  liberating  of  a  messenger,'  N.  of  the  fifty- 
sixth  chapter  of  the  KrTda-khanda  or  second  part  of 
the  GaneSa-Purana.  —  Duta-lakshana,  am,  n.  '  the 

characteristic  mark  of  a  messenger,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of 
the  Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Dutdngada  (°t o-a»°),  am, 
n.  '  Artgada  as  messenger,'  N.  of  a  play.  —  Dutl-tva, 
am,  n>  the  office  of  a  confidante,  condition  or  func- 

tion of  a  procuress.  —  Duti-lakskana,  am,  n.  'the 
characteristic  of  go-betweens,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of 
the  Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Duty-itpahasa,  as,  m. '  the 

joking  of  go-betweens,'  N.  of  the  logth  chapter  of 
the  Samgadhara-paddhati. 

2.  dutaka,  as,  m.  (for  I.  see  col.  I.  under  rt.  I. 

du),  a  messenger,  ambassador  [cf.  deva-d°~\ ;  (ikd), f.  a  female  messenger,  go-between,  &c. ;  a  gadding, 

gossiping,  mischief-making  woman  ;  [cf.  kdma-d°.] 
Dutikd,  {.  =  dutikd  under  2.  dutaka  above. 
Dutya,  am,  n.  the  rank  or  employment  or  office 

of  an  ambassador;  an  embassy,  a  message;  [cf. 

dautya.~\ 
<T«T  dma.  See  col.  i.  and  rt.  i.  du  at 

p.  418. FJI  dupra,  as,  a,  am,  strong. 

<JT  dur,  N.  of  the  Prana  or  vital  breath 

Cv\ 

regarded  as  a  deity. 

<gC  dura,  as,  a,  am  (probably  connected 
with  duta  and  rt.  i .  du,  but  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i  with 

prefix  dur  and  affix  ra,  the  rt.  being  then  dropped, 
see  Un.-sut.  II.  20 ;  compar.  davlyas,  superl.  da- 
mshtha,  q.  v.),  distant,  far  from  (with  abl.  or  gen.)  ; 
remote,  long  (e.  g.  gatvd  duram  adhvanam,  having 
gone  a  long  journey),  a  long  way  off;  (am),n.  distance, 
farness,  remoteness,  a  long  way,  a  long  distance.  The 
various  cases  of  dura  are  used  adverbially,  as  follow : 

(am),  ind.  far,  to  a  distance,  far  away,  far  or  distant  from 
(with  abl.  or  gen.,  e.  g.  gramdt  or  grdmasya  du- 

ram, far  from  the  village),  to  a  great  height,  aloft, 
high  above;  to  a  great  depth  below,  far  below, 

deeply ;  highly,  in  a  high  degree ;  duram  kri.  to 
make  distant,  distance,  surpass,  exceed ;  (ena),  ind. 
far,  in  a  distant  place,  from  afar,  by  far,  by  a  long 
way ;  (dt),  ind.  from  a  distance,  from  afar,  far  from 
(with  abl.,  e.  g.  diirdd  dvasathdt,  far  from  the 

fire-temple),  afar,  in  a  remote  degree ;  a  long  way 
back,  from  a  remote  period ;  (e),  ind.  in  a  distant 

place,  far,  far  away.  —  Dura-oats',  k,  k,  It  (for  dure- 
ddis"),  Ved.  announcing  or  proclaiming  to  a  distance. 
—  Dura-ddhi,    is,  is,  i  (for   diire-ddhi),  whose 
thoughts  are  in  the  distance  or  far  away.  —  Dura- 

upabdas  (for  dure-up0),  Ved.  sounding  to  a  dis- 
tance ;  (perhaps  ind. )  —  Dura-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going 

far  or  to  a  distance,  receding,  being  far,  remote. 

—  Dura-gata,  as,  d,  am,  gone  far  away.  —  Dura- 
gamin,   i,  ini,  i,  going   far ;    (i),   m.   an   arrow. 
—  Dura-griha,  as,  d.,  am,  whose  house  is  distant. 
—  l>ii,ra-yrahana,   am,   n.  seizing   or   perceiving 
objects  from  afar  (a  supernatural  faculty).  —  Dura-it- 
karana,  as,  i,  am,  making  far,  making  distant, 
removing.  —  Duran-qata,  as,  d,  am,  gone  to   a 
distance,  far  removed,  distant.  —  Diiran-gama,  as, 
d,  am,  going  far  away  or  to  a  distance ;  (a),  (.,  scil. 

bkumi,  one  of  the  ten  stages  in  the  life  of  a  Sri- 
vaka.  -•  Dura-faira,  as,  d,  am,  going  to  a  distance, 

walking  far  oR.  —  Dura-ja,  as,  d,  am,  born  in  a 
distant  place,  a  native  of  a  distant  place.  —  Dura- 
tara,  as,  d,  am,  farther;  (e),  ind.  at  some  distance 
from,  far  from  (with  abl.).  —  Uura-tas,  ind.  from 
afar,  from  a  distance,  at  a  distance  from,  aloof  from, 

far  off,  afar,  far,  at  a  distance ;  [cf.  n-o70.]  —  Dura- 
td,  f.  or  dura-tva,  am,  n.  remoteness,  distance, 
farness.  —  Dura-dar3ana,  at,  d,  am,  far-seeing; 
to  be  seen  only  from  afar;  (am),  n.  long-sight- 

edness ;  foresight ;  (as),  m.  a  vulture.  —  Diira-dar- 
6in,  \,  inl,  i,  far-seeing,  long-sighted;  (i),  m.  a 
vulture,  N.  of  a  vulture  who  was  prime-minister  of 
Citra-varna ;  a  Pandit,  learned  man,  doctor,  teacher ;  a 

prophet,  seer,  sage;  [cf.  dlrgha-d°.]  —  J)ura-dris',k, k,  I:,  far-seeing,  long-sighted ;  (k),  m.  a  vulture ;  a 
learned  mm.  —  Dura-driiihli,  is,  f.  far-sightedness, 

long-sightedness;  foresight,  discernment.  —  Diira- 
pdtfi,  as,  m.  a  long  flight ;  falling  from  a  great 
height ;  (as,  d,  am),  shooting  from  afar,  discharging 

(missiles)  from  a  distance ;  [cf.  du,rdp°.~\  ••  Dara- pdtana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  shooting  to  a  distance, 

discharging  (missiles)  from  afar.  -•  Diirapdti-ld,  f. 
or  diirapdti-tva,  am,  n.  state  or  property  of  taking 
a  long  flight.  —  Dura-pdtin,  i,  inl,  i,  flying  far, 
having  a  long  flight,  flying  a  long  way ;  one  whose 
(arrows)  fly  far,  discharging  (missiles)  to  a  distance ;  [cf. 

durdp°  and  durcshu-p°.]  —  Diira-pdtra,  as,  d, am, 
having  a  wide  channel  or  bed  (as  a  river).  —  Dura- 

para,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  opposite  shore  far  off 
(as  a  river);  very  broad  ;  difficult  to  be  crossed,  hard 

of  attainment ;  (as),  m.  a  broad  river  which  is  diffi- 
cult to  be  crossed ;  (d),  (.  epithet  of  the  Ganges ; 

[cf.  dush^pdra."]  —  Dura-bandhu,  us,  us,  u,  having 
one's  kinsmen  distant,  banished  from  wife  and 
kindred.  —  Dura-bltdj,  k,  k,  k,  possessing  distance, 
distant.  —Dilra-bhdva,  as,  m.  farness,  remoteness, 
distance.  —  Dura-bhinna,  as,  d,  am,  struck  or 

wounded  from  a  distance  ;  wounded  deeply.  —  Dura- 

bheda,as,  m.  striking  from  a  distance.  —  Dura-mfda, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass,  Saccharum  Munjia  ( =  mnnja). 

—  Duram-bhavishnu,  us,  us,  u,  and  diiram-bha- 
vnlca,  as,  d,  am,  being  far  away,  proceeding  to  a 
distance.  —  Dura-ydyin,  i,  ini,i,  going  far.  —  Dura- 
vartin,  i,  ini,  i,  being  in  the  distance,  far  removed. 
—  Dura-vastraka,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  clothes 
removed,  naked.  —  Dura-vdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  residing 
in  a  distant  land,  outlandish.  —  Dura-viddritdnana 

(^ta-dn°),  as,  d,  am,  having  the  mouth  stretched 
widely  open.  —  Dura-vibJdnna,  as,  d,  am,  '  far- 

separated,'  unconnected  by  the  ties  of  nature.  —  DM- 
ra-rilambin,  I,  ini,  i,  hanging  far  down.  —  Diira- 
vedhin,  i,  ini,  i,  piercing  or  striking  from  afar, 

missile,  projectile  (as  weapons  8cc.).  —  Dura-sam- 
stha,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  the  distance,  remote,  dis- 

tant. —  Dura-samsthdna,  am,  n. residing  or  residence 
at  a  distance.  —  Dura-surya,  as,  d,  am,  having  the 
sun   distant.  —  Dura-stha,  as,  d,  am,  or  diira- 
stli  ita,  as,  d,  am,  or  dura-stkdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  situ- 

ated at  a  distance,  standing  afar  off,  remote,  far  off. 

—  Durastha-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  remote. 
—  Dura-svarga,  as,  d,  am,  having  heaven  distant. 
—  Iliirful-dgata,  Of,  d,  am,  come  from  a  distance. 
—  Durdntara  (°ra-an°),  am,  n.  a  wide  space,  a 
long  interval.  —  Durdntarita  (°ra-an°),  as,  d,  am, 

separated  by  a  wide  space.  —  Durdpdta  (°ra-ap°),as, 
m.  shooting  from  afar,  discharging  from  a  distance ; 

[cf.  dv,ra-pr>.~\  —  Durdpdtin  (°ra-dp°),  i,  ini,  i, 
shooting  or  discharging  (missiles)  from  afar;    [cf. 

dura-p°.~\  —  Durdpldva   (°ra-dp°),   as,  d,   am, 

jumping  or  leaping  far.  —  Durdrudha   (°ra-dr°), 
as,  d,  am,  mounted  high,  advanced  or  reaching  far, 

intense.  —  Durdrtha  (°ra-ar°),  as,  m.  remote  or 
recondite  object.  —  Duriivasfhita  (°ra-av°),  as,  d, 
am,  standing  or  being  afar  off.  —  Duri-karaiia,  am, 
n.  the  act  of  making  distant,  removing,  placing  at  a 
distance.  —  Duri-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute, 
•kartiim,  to   make  distant,  remove  to  a   distance, 
expel,  banish,  distance,  exceed,  excel.  —  Duri-krtta, 
as,  d,  am,  made  distant,  removed,  placed  to  a  dis- 

tance or  afar  off,  — Duri-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavatl, 
•lihimturn,  to  become  distant,  move  away,  retire, 
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go  back.  —  Duri-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  become  distant, 
removed,  remote,  far  off.  —  Dure-anta,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  ending  in  the  remote  distance,  boundless ;  (e), 
f.  du.  epithet  of  heaven  and  earth.  —  Dure-amitra, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  whose  enemies  are  far  away. 
—  Dure-artha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  whose  aim  is  far 
off;    (SSy.)  going  far  or  widely  sought.  —  Dure- 
gavyuti,  is,   is,   i,  Ved.   whose    range  or   sphere 
reaches  to  a  distance  or  is  in  the  distance.  —  Dure- 

<fai-a,  as,  a,  am,  going  or  travelling  far,  being  far 
away,  distant,  remote.  —  Dure-tya,  as,  a,  am  (fr. 

dure  with  affix  tya,  PSn.  IV.  2.  104),  being  far  oft", 
being  distant,  come  from  afar.  —  Dure-drii,  k,  k, 
%,  Ved.  visible  in  remote  places,  far-seeing.  —  Dure- 

~bhd,  (is,  as,  am,  Ved.  shining  to  a  distance.  —  Dure- 
yama,  as,  a,  am,  one  from  whom  Yama  the  god  of 
death  is  distant,  one  from  whom  he  is  far  removed. 

—  DureriteksJiana  (°ra-irita-iksJi°),   as,  a,  am, 
'one  who  sends  his  glances  far  apart,'  squinting, 
squint-eyed.  —  Dure-vadha,  as,   a,  am,  Ved.   far- 

striking,  hitting  at  a  distance.  ~  Dure-s"ravas,  as, 
IK,  as,  far-renowned ;  (as),  m.,  see  rfaures'ravasa. 
—  Dure-$ruta,  see   daitretfruta.  —  Dureshupatin 

(°ra-ish°),  i,  irii,  i,  discharging  or  shooting  arrows 
to  a  distance;  [cf.  dura-pdtin.]  —  Dure-heti,  is,  is, 
i,  whose  arrows  or  missile  weapons  fly  to  a  distance. 

—  Duronnivmita  (°ra-un°),  as,  a,  am,  raised  aloft, stretched  far  out. 

Duraka,  as,  d,  am,  remote,  distant,  &c.,  =  (?«;•«. 

TT^i  dii-rakta,  du-rakshya,  du-roha,  &c. 
See  2.  du,  p.  426,  col.  I. 

<nj  diirya,  am,  n.  feces,  ordure;  a  kind 
of  Curcuma  (  =  tfatl). 

<?%  diirva,  as,  m,,  N.  of  a  prince  who  was 
son  of  Nripan-jaya  and  father  of  Timi. 

5%  diired,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  dure}, 

bent  grass,  panic  grass,  commonly  Panicum  Dactylon ; 

[cf.  ali-d°,  yandd-d?,  f/ranthi-ff '.]  •-  Durvd-kdnda, 
am,  n.  a  quantity  or  heap  of  DDrvS  grass.  —  Durva- 
TtsKi  (Vt-o/Ot f-. N-  of  me  wife  of  Vrika.  -  Duna- 
•vana  or  duri'd-vana,  am,  n.  a  thicket  of  DurvS 
grass.  —  Durvd-vat,  an,  all,  at,  intertwined  or 

joined  with  DurvS  grass.  —  Durvdsktamt  (°vd-ash°), 
{.,  N.  of  a  festival  on  the  eighth  day  of  the  light 
half  of  the  month  BhSdra  on  which  the  Durva  is 

•worshipped  as  a  deity.  —  Duma-soma,  as,  m.  a 

species  of  Soma  plant.  —  Diirveshtakd  (°vd~ish°),  f. 
DurvS  grass  used  like  bricks  in  erecting  an  altar. 

<£$!  dvrsa,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  woven 
cloth  or  vesture ;  [cf.  dufya  and  ddshya.] 

dulasa,  as,  m.(?),  a  bow. 

diilikd   and   dull,  f.  the   indigo 

plant ;  [cf.  lull,  dold,  taru-dulikd.] 

^pl  diisya,  am,  n.  =  dushya,  a  tent. 

ifR  dusha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.  of  rt. 

2.  dush),  defiling,  polluting,  contaminating,  corrupt- 
ing, (generally  at  the  end  of  comp. ;  cf.  kora-d?  and 

pattkli-d0.) 
Dushaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  making  bad,  corrupting, 

polluting,  contaminating,  vitiating,  spoiling,  violating, 
dishonouring,  disgracing,  seducing,  making  mischief, 

hurting  [cf.  torma-diuthika] ;  committing  an  offence 
against,  offending,  trespassing;  disfiguring;  acting 
against  a  command  or  precept ;  an  offender,  a  seducer, 
corrupter,  any  infamous  or  wicked  person ;  sinful, 
wicked  (as  an  action) ;  Veddndm  dushakas,  one 
who  vitiates  or  is  a  disparager  of  the  Vedas ;  ( ikd), 
f.  a  pencil  or  paint-brush ;  impurity  or  secretion  of 
the  eyes,  rheum  of  the  eyes  [cf.  dushlka]  ;  a  kind 
of  rice. 

Dushana,  as,  i,  am,  corrupting,  spoiling,  ruining, 
destroying,  vitiating,  contaminating,  dishonouring, 

violating ;  offending  against ;  counteracting  [cf.  ard- 

ti-d°,  krityd-df,  khara-d0,  visha-d^\ ;  (as),  m.,  N. 

of  a  Rakshas  or  Rakshasa  who  was  one  of  the 

generals  of  Ravana;  of  a  Daitya  slain  by  Siva;  («), 
f.,  N.  of  a  deity,  the  wife  of  Bhauvana  and  mother  of 
Tvashtri ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  spoiling  or  corrupting, 
ruining,  vitiating,  contaminating,  hurting ;  violating 
(a  contract),  breaking  (an  agreement),  dishonouring 
or  violating  a  woman  ;  slighting,  speaking  ill  of  any 
one,  abusing,  finding  fault,  censuring,  disparaging, 
blaming,  detracting,  throwing  doubts  upon,  criticising, 
objecting,  refuting,  rendering  suspected;  objection, 
adverse  argument ;  fault,  defect,  offence,  guilt,  sin, 

blame ;  [cf.  artha-d"  and  dosha.]  —  Dushandri 
(°na-ari),  is,  m.  '  the  enemy  of  Dushana,"  epithet 
of  Rama.  —  Diishandvaha  (°na-dv°),  as,  a,  am, 
occasioning  guilt. 

l^ushantya,  as,  d,  am,  corruptible,  liable  to  be 
vitiated,  &c., =d«sAya. 

Dushayat,  an,  and,  at,  making  bad,  corrupting, 
defiling,  &c. 

DuOhaydna,  as,  d,  am,  vitiating,  defiling,  spoiling. 
Dushayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  or  dushayitnu,  us,  us, 

u,  a  corrupter,  one  who  dishonours  or  deflowers  or 
violates  (a  girl). 

Dushi,  is,  ts,  i,  (at  the  end  of  comp.)  corrupting, 

ruining,  destroying  [cf.  ardti-d°,  dtma-d",  krityd- 
rf°] ;  (is),  f.,  Ved.  a  poisonous  substance ;  (is,  I), 
f.  =  dusMhd,  dushikd,  the  rheum  of  the  eyes. 
—  Dushi-visha,  am,  n.  a  vegetable   poison  that 
ceases  to  act  because  it  has  become  old  or  decomposed 

(dushita).  ••  DushivisJidri  (°sha-ari),  is,  m.  a 
kind  of  antidote.  —  Dushy-udara,  am,  n.  a  disease 
of  the   abdomen   caused  by  poisonous  substances. 
—  Dushyudarin,  i,  ini,  i,  affected  with  the  above 
disease. 

Dushlta,  as,  d,  am,  corrupted,  spoiled,  conta- 
minated ;  violated,  hurt,  injured ;  demoralized ; 

disgraced;  blamed,  censured;  calumniated,  falsely 

accused,  often  at  the  end  of  comp.,  see  manyu-d°, 

fatrupajdpa-d0;  (d),  f.  a  girl  who  has  been  violated or  deflowered. 

Dushin,  ?,  ini,  i,  corrupting,  contaminating, violating. 

Dushikd,  f.  the  secretion  or  rheum  of  the  eyes ; 

[cf.  dushika  under  diishaka,  dusU.~\ 
Dushya,  as,  a,  am,  corruptible,  liable  to  be 

corrupted  or  defiled  or  contaminated ;  liable  to  be 
ruined,  to  be  seduced  or  dishonoured,  deserving 
censure,  condemnable;  reprehensible,  culpable,  con- 

temptible, vile,  bad ;  (as),  m.  a  wicked  man ;  (am), 
n.  matter,  pus,  poison ;  (am),  n.  clothes  or  a  kind 
of  cloth ;  cotton,  calico ;  a  tent  (in  this  sense  perhaps 

for  dus"ya;  cf.  dMa) ;  (d),  f.  an  elephant's  leathern 
girth ;  [cf.  fusJid  and  kakshyd.]  —  Dutshya-yukta, 
as,  d,  am,  associated  with  a  vile  rascal. 

Dushyat,  an,  antt,  at,  offending,  insulting  (for 
dushayat  ?). 

7W  diisa,  am,  n.  (considered  as  an  affix), 
milk,  (occurring  in  avi-dusa,  q.  v.) 

^r  dri,  cl.  6.  A.  driyate,  &c.,  to  honour, 
C-  worship,  (only  occurring  with  prep,  d;  cf. 

d-dri  at  p.  1 2o,  col.  I .) 

Urtta,  respected,  honoured ;  (d),  f.  cumin. 

drinh  (connected  and  sometimes 
identified  with  rt.  drill), cl.  I.  P.  drinhati, 

<lnilrinlia,drinhitum,to  make  firm,  fix,  strengthen, 
confirm;  to  make  fast,  fasten;  to  fortify;  cl.  I.  A. 
drin/iate,  to  be  firm  or  fixed ;  to  grow,  increase : 
Caus.  drinhayati,  -yitum :  Desid.  didrinliishati : 
Intens.  daridrinhyate. 

r>rinha  in  lihumi-drinha,  q.  v. 

Dnnhana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  making  firm  or  fast, 
strengthening,  fastening,  fortifying;  means  of  strength- 

ening; [cf.  fe&z-o".] 
Itrlnhila,  as,  d,  am,  made  firm  or  fast,  fixed, 

strengthened,  fortified  ;  grown,  increased. 
Drinhitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  makes  firm, 

a  strengthened 

Dridha  or  Ved.  drilJta,  as,  d,  am,  fixed,  firm, 
hard,  strong,  solid,  massive;  firmly  fastened,  shut 

fast ;  tough;  difficult  to  be  bent  (as  a  bow),  compact; 
tight,  close,  dense,  without  interstices,  (opposed 
to  bhinna) ;  durable ;  confirmed,  established ;  not 
giving  way,  stubborn;  certain,  sure,  not  subject  to 
vacillations ;  secure  ;  reliable ;  steady,  persevering ; 
great,  intense,  excessive,  severe,  violent,  mighty, 

powerful,  important ;  (in  mathematics)  reduced  to 
the  last  term  or  smallest  number  by  a  common 

divisor;  (as),  m.  a  term  in  music;  N.  of  a  son  of 
the  thirteenth  Manu^  of  one  of- the  sons  of  Dhrita- 

rashtra;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  goddess,  'the 
goddess  of  the  earth ;'  (am),  n.  anything  fixed  or firm  or  solid;  a  stronghold,  fortress;  iron;  (am), 

ind.  firmly,  fast,  much,  in  a  high  degree,  excessively ; 

thoroughly,  very  well.  —  Dridha-kantaka,  as,  m. 

'having  hard  thorns,'  a  kind  of  plant,  =  kshudra- 
pJialaka,  commonly  dhaldnlcadu;  (d),  (.  the  wild 
date  tree,  Phcenix  Sylvestris.  —  Dridha-kdnda,  as, 

m.  '  having  a  strong  stem,'  a  bamboo ;  (a),  f.  a  kind 
of  creeping  plant,  =pdtdla-garudl;  (am),n.  a  kind 
of  fragrant  grass  (=dirgha-roJiishaka).~Dridha- 
karin,  I,  ini,  i, '  acting  firmly, '  resolute,  persevering, 
determined.  —  Dridha-krodka,  as,  d,  am,  having 

violent  anger.  —  Dridha-kshatra,  as,  m.  '  having 

strong  prowess,'  N.  of  one  of  the  IOO  sons  of 
Dhrita-rashtra.  —  •  Dridha-kshurd,  f.  'having  hard 

blades,"  a  kind  of  grass,  =  valva-jd.  —  Dridha-gd- 
trikd,  f.  '  having  hard  particles,'  granulated  sugar. 

—  Dridha-granthi,  is,  m.  'having  hard  knots,' a 
bamboo.  —  Dridha-grdhin,  i,  ini,  i,  seizing  firmly, 
i.  e.  pursuing  an  object  with  untiring  energy.  —  Drf- 

dha-Mhada,  as,  m.  '  having  hard  leaves,'  a  kind 
of  fragrant  grass,  =  dlryha-rohishalta.  —  Dridha- 
dyuta  or  drilha-dyula  or  (Iridhdfyuta,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Agastya  or  author  of  a  hymn  of  the 

Rig-veda ;  [cf.  ddrdha-tyuta.~\  —  Dridna-jndna,  am, 
n.  certain  knowledge,  firm  conviction.  —  Dridha-tara, 
as,  a,  am,  firmer,  harder.  —  Dridha-taru,  «s,  m. 
'the  strong  tree,'  Grislea  Tomentosa  (=dhava). 
—  Dridha-td,  f.  or  dridlia-tva,  am,  n.  firmness, 
hardness,  solidity,  strength ;  steadiness,  perseverarlce. 

~  Dridha-trina,  as,  m. '  the  strong  grass,"  a  kind 
of  grass,  Saccharum  Munjia ;  (n),  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  = 
valva-jd.  —  Dridka-torandrgala,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 

ing the  bars  of  the  gates  firmly  fastened.  —  DridJia- 

tvad,  k,  m.  '  having  tough  bark,'  a  kind  of  reed,  = 
ydvandlas'ara.  —  Dridha-dans'aka,  as,  m. '  having 
strong  teeth  or  a  hard  biter,'  a  shark.  —  Dridha- 
dasyu,  us,   m.,  N.   of  an  old   sage,  also  named 
Idhma-vaha,  (son  of  Dridha-cyuta ;  cf.  dridkasyu.) 
—  Dridha-dvara,  as,  a,  am,  having  strong  gates, 

having   the   gates  well-secured.  —  Dridha-dJiana, 

as,  m. '  having  secure  wealth,"  an  epithet  of  Sakya- 
muni.  —  Dridha-dhanus,  us,  m.  •  having  a  strong 

bow,'  N.  of  a  prince  who  was  an  ancestor  of  S'akya- 
muni ;  (also  read  dridh.a-hanu,dridka$'va.)—Dri- dka-dhanvan,  d,  d,  a,  having  a  strong  bow;  (d), 

m.  a  good  archer ;  (perhaps)  N.  of  a  man.  —  Dridha- 
dhanvin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  strong  bow,  a  strong 
or   sure   archer;    (perhaps)   furnished  with   strong 
archers.  —  Dridha-dhur,  ur,  ur,  wr,  having  a  strong 
pole   or    beam ;    able  to  bear  a  weight   or   load. 
—  Dridka-ndbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  spell  or  for- 

mula for   restraining   magical  weapons.  —  Dridha- 

nMaya,  as,  d,  am,  '  having  a  fixed  determination,' certain,  confirmed,  corroborated,  undoubted.  —  Dri- 

dha-nlra,  as,  m.  'having  strong  juice, "the  cocoa- 
nut  tree.  —  Dridha^netra,  as,  m.   '  strong-eyed,' 
N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Visv5-mitra.  —  Dridfia- 

nemi,  is,  m.  '  having  a  strong  circle  or  wheel  (?),' 
N.  of  a  prince  who  was  a  son  of  Satya-dhriti.  —  Dri- 

dka*pattra,  as,  m. '  having  strong  leaves, 'a  bamboo; 
(i),  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  =  valva-jd.  —  DHdlia-pdda, 
as,  m.  '  firm  on  the  feet,"  epithet  of  BrahmS  ;  (a), 
f.  a  kind  of  plant,  =  yava-tiktd ;  (i),  f.  Flacourtia 
Cataphracta.  —  Dridha-prattjiia,  as,  d,  am,  keep- 

ing a  promise,  firm  to  a  promise,  faithful  to  an 
agreement.  —  T>rid]ia-pralyaya,  as,  m.  firm  coa&- 
dence.  —  J)ri(tha  praroha,  as,  m.  'growing  strongly," 
the  holy  fig-tree  ( —  plakxha).  —  Dridhaftrahdri-td, 
{.  hard  striking  &c.  —  Dridha-prahdrin,  i,  ini,  i, 
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striking  hard,  hitting  strongly  or  firmly,  shooting 

surely.  ~  Dridhu-f'li<t l<i,  a*,  m.  'having  a  hard  fruit,' 
the  cocca-naL  —  Driifha-bculdlia,  ae,  a,  am,  firmly 
bound,  tied  tightly.  —  Dridha-bandhana-baddha, 
as,  a,  am,  caught  fast  in  a  smre.  —  Dridha-ban- 

dhhri,  f.  '  winding  closely  round  a  tree  or  stem,'  a 
kind  of  creeper,  Echites  Frutescens  ( =  fyaitia). 
—  Dridha-balu,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  medical  author. 

—  Dridha-bhakti,  is,  is,  i, '  firm  in  devotion,'  faith- 
ful, devoted.  —  Drid/ia-mati,  ii,  is,  i,  firm-minded, 

strong-willed,  firm,  devoted.  —  Dridha-manyn,  us, 
us,  u,  violent  in  anger  or  grief.  •- Dridha-muthti, 

is,  is,  i,  '  having  a  hard  fist,'  close-fisted,  one  whose 
hand  is  difficult  to  be  opened ;  one  who  does  not 

open  his  hand,  miserly,  niggardly ;  (w),  m.  a  sword, 
any  weapon  furnished  with  a  hilt  or  handle;    [cf. 

giidha-niiishti.]  —  Dridhamushli-td,  f.  firmness  or 

tightness  of  grasp.  —  Dridha-mula,  as,  m.  '  having 
a  hard  root,'  the  cocoa-nut ;  a  kind  of  grass,  Saccha- 
rum  Munjia  ( =  murija) ;  .another  kind  of  grass  ( = 

manthanaka).  —  Dridha-ranga,  f.  'having  a  fast 

colour,'  a  sort  of  white  substance,  —  aphati,  com- 
monly  phatkirl  (sulphate  of  alumine?).  —  Dridha- 

ratha,  as,  m.  '  having  a  strong  chariot,'  N.  of  one 
of  the  100  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra ;    of  a  son  of 

Jayad-ratha  and  rather  of  Visva-jit ;    (with  Jainas) 
N.  of  the  father  of  the  tenth  Arhat  of  the  present 

Ava-sarpim.  —  Dridharathas'raya  (^tha-af),  as, 
m.    '  having   a   firm   chariot-seat,'   N.   of  one   of 
the  100  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Dridha-ru6i, 

'of  great  glory,'  N.  of  a  Varsha.  —  Dridha-lata, f. 
'  having  strong  branches,"  a  kind  of  plant,  =patdla- 
garudi.  —  Dridha-loman,  a,  a,  a,  coarse-haired, 
having  coarse  bristles;  (o),  m.  a  wild  hog;  coarse 

hair,  bristles.  —  Dridha-vajra,  as,  m.  '  having  a 

strong  thunderbolt,'  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Asuras. 
—  Dridha-varman,  a,  m.  '  having  strong  armour,' 
N.    of  one   of   the    100   sons   of  Dhrita-rashtra. 

—  Dridha-valkala,  as,  m.  'having  a  hard  bark,' 
Artocarpus  Locucha  (  =  lakiu!a);    the  areca-palm 

(±puga).  —  Dridha-valka,    f.    'hard-barked,'   a 
kind  of  phnt,=amba-shtha.  —  Dridha-i"ikmma, 
as,  a,  am,  having  great  fortitude.  —  Dridha-vija, 
as,  m.  'having  hard  seeds/  Cassia  Tora  (=i'akra- 
marda);   Zizyphus  Jujuba,=»ar»«ra,  a  kind  of 

plant.  —  Dridhorvriksfia,  at,  m.  'the  firm  tree,' 
the  cocoa-nut.  —  Dridha-vedhana,  am,  n.  piercing 
strongly,  striking  firmly.  —  Dridha-vairin,  I,  m.  a 

relentless  foe.  —  Dridha-wrata,  as,  a,  am, '  having 

firm  vows,'  strictly  observing  religious  vows  or  obli- 
gations, firm  in  religious  austerity,  having  a  firm 

resolution,  persevering,  persistent,  strict,  firm,  faithful, 

(sometimes  used  in  comp.,  e.  g.  bhartri-dridha- 
vratH,   q.  v.)  —  Dridha-i!aktika,  as,   a,  am,    of 
great  power  or  great  strength  of  will.  —  Dridha- 

tandha,  as,  m. '  firm  or  faithful  to  engagements,'  N. 
of  one  of  the  loo  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Dridha- 
eandhi,  is,  is,  i,  firmly  united,  closely  joined  or 

allied;  strong-knit,  thick-set;  close,  compact,  with- 
out  interstices,   well   fixed.  —  DHdha-sutrika,   f. 

'  having  strong  fibres,'  a  plant  from  the  fibres  of 
which  bow-strings  are  made,  Sanseviera  Zeylanica ; 

[cf.  murro.]  —  I)ridtia-iena,  as,  m.  'possessing  a 
strong  army,'  N.  of  a  priace.  —  Dridha-sau/irida, 
as,  t,  ami  firm  in  friendship,  constant.  -•  Dridha- 

skandha,  as,  m.  '  strong-stemmed,'  a  plant,  a  sort 
of  Mimusops  ( =  kihirikd).  —  Drid/ta-st/iuna,  as,  a, 
am,  having  firm  posts  or  columns.  —  Dridha-hanu, 

us,  m.  'possessing    strong  jaws,'  N.  of  a  prince; 
[cf.   dridlw.-dlw.nm.']  —  Dridha-hasta,    as,    m. 
'  strong -handed,'  N.  of  one   of  the  100   sons  of 
Dhrita-rashtra.  -  Dridhakslui  ("dhn-ak"),  as,  m. 
'  strong-eyed,'  N.  of  a  prince.  -  Dridhaitga  (°dtta- 
a»°),  at,  a,  am,  firm-bodied,  hard-limbed,  stout, 
stalwart;    (a»i),  n.    a  diamond.  —  Uridhanutapa, 
ai,  a,  am,  deeply  penitent.  —  Drulhdyu  or  dri- 

dhiiym  ("dAa-ay"),  us,  m.  -having  a  firm  life,' 
N.  of  a  prince ;  of  a  son  of  PurO-ravas  and  Urvas! ; 
N.  of  one  of  the  seven  sages  of  the  south  ;  of  a  son 

of  the  third  Manu  Savarna.  —  flrul/niymlhu  (at//ui- 

aj°),  as,  a,  am,  having  strong  weapons ;  (as),  m. 

epithet  of  Siva;  N.  of  one  of  the  100  sons  of 

Dhrita-rashtra.  -Dridharti  (°dha-ar°),  is,  f.  the 
strong  end  of  a  bow;  great  pzin.  —  Dridliailva 

(adha-af),  as,  m.  '  having  a  strong  horse,'  N.  of  a 
son  of  Dhundhu-mSra ;  of  a  son  of  KSsya.  —  l>ri- 
dla-kurana,  am,  n.  or  dridhi-kara,  as,  m.  making 

strong  or  firm,  fixing  firmly,  corroboration,  confir- 
mation. —  Dridhi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  ~karoii,  -kiintte, 

-kartum,  to  make  firm  or  fast;  to  fix,  fasten, 
make  strong,  strengthen ;  to  fasten  tightly  together ; 
to  corroborate,  confirm.  -•  Dridhi-bhu,  cl.  I.  P. 

-bhavati,  -bhavitum,  to  become  strong  or  fixed. 

—  Dridheshndhi  (°dha-ieh°],  is,  m.  'having  a 

strong  quiver,'  N.  of  a  prince. 
Dridhaya,  Nom.  P.  dridhayaii,  -yitum,  to 

make  firm,  to  fasten,  confirm,  strengthen,  fortify, 
intensify ;  [cf.  dradhaya.] 

Dridhavya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi ;  (a  wrong 
form  for  dridhayu,  q.  v.) 

Ihidhasyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  sage,  also 
called  Idhma-vaha ;  [cf.  dridka-dasyu.] 

Dridheyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  one  'of  the  seven  sages of  the  west. 

^3i  drika,  am,  n.  a  hole,  opening. 

£<*|<U  drikana  or  drikkana  or  drekkdna  or 
dreshkdna,  as,  m.  (fr.  the  Gr.  StKavos),  the  third 
part  of  a  sign  of  the  zodiac  or  a  demi-god  presiding 
over  it. 

esR<5  drik-karna,  drik-karma,  &c.  See 

under  2.  dris",  p.  429,  col.  I. 

"^TSJ1  driksha,  as,  i,  am,  looking,  appearing, 
having  any  aspect  or  appearance;  (occurring  in 

comp.  with  certain  pronominal  bases,  see  amu-d0, 
l-d°,  lci-f,  ta-d°;  cf.  2.  dY^and  drifa.) 

£'im?Sf  drig-adhyaksha.  See  under  2. 
djii,  p.  439,  col.  i. 

'5T>|.  driybhu,  us,  f.  a  thunderbolt ;  the 
sun,  a  serpent;  [cf.  drinbhu,  drimbhu,  drinphu, drimphu.] 

^jj-"l<jt  drin-riiraja,  drin-mandala.  See under  2.  drif,  p.  429,  col.  I. 

cslcfc  dridaka,  as,  m.  a  fire-place  or  hole 
made  in  the  ground  for  cooking  (?). 

~<£&  dridha.    See  under  rt.  driyh  at  p.  427. 

'ijfrT  driti,  is,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  drl; 
cf.  kritti  fr.  rt.  2.  krit),  a  skin  of  leather,  a  leather 
bag  for  holding  water  and  other  fluids;  a  cloud 
(Ved.)  ;  skin,  hide ;  a  pair  of  bellows ;  a  fish ;  N. 
of  a  man  with  the  patronymic  Aindroti  or  Aindrota ; 

[cf.  darteya ;  cf.  also  rt.  dr> ;  Gr.  Stp-u,  Sflp-u, 

Stp-lia ;  Angl.  Sax.  tdd,  '  a  tent ;'  Old  Germ,  gi- 
zelt  =  Mod.  Germ,  zelt, '  a  tent.']  —  Driti-dhdraka, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant,  —  dnandl,  commonly  dka- 
napatd.  —  Driti-harl,  is,  is,  i,  carrying  a  leather 
skin  or  leather  bags  (as  cattle) ;  (is),  m.  a  dog. 

—  Driti-hara,  as,  a,  am,  carrying  a  leather  skin 
or  bag ;  (as),  m.  a  carrier  of  skins  or  bags,  a  water- 
carrier,  &c. 

•^11  dridhra,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  dhri),  Ved. 
seizing  or  fastening  tightly. 

7£f[  drin,  ind.  an  interjection ;  (probably 
an  artificial  word  made  to  explain  drinbhu,  q.  v.) 

"HVS  drinphu  or  drinbhu,  us,  m.  (said  to 
be  fr.  rt.  drimph,  or  drimp,  q.  v.),  a  thunderbolt ; 

the  sun  ;  f.  a  snake  in  general ;  a  wheel ;  [cf.  drig- 
bhu,  drimphu,  drimbhu,  and  see  Gram.  126.  c.] 

i.  drip  or  driph  (connected  with  rt. 

drimpaextco\.),d.6.'P.dripati,driphati, 
drimphati,  &c.,  to  pain,  inflict  pain,  torture. 

j  M    2.  drip,  cl.  I.  10.  P.  darpati  and 

C  N  darpa'yati,  Sec.,  to  light,  kindle,  inflame. 

driL 
y  H  3.  drip,  cl.  4.  P.  dripyati,  dadarpa, 

tf  ̂ darpitd.darpta,  drapt  d,drapsyati,ailii- 
pat,  adrapsit  or  adarpstt,  adurpit,  darpitinn, 
darptum  and  dmptum,  to  be  mad;  to  be  foolish; 
to  be  extravagant  or  wild  ;  to  be  arrogant  or  insolent  ; 
to  be  vain  or  proud  ;  to  be  wildly  delighted  ;  Caus. 

darpayati,  -yitum,  to  make  mad  or  proud  or  arro- 
gant; [cf.  it.  trip;  Gr.  8(ipiros.] 

Dripta,  as,  a,  ajn,  mad,  wild,  proud,  arrogant. 
—  Dripta-bdlaki,  ii,  tn.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man  with 
the  patronymic  GSrgya. 

Dripyat,  an,  antl,  at,  being  proud  or  arrogant. 
Dripra,  as,  a,  am,  proud,  arrogant;  strong, 

powerful, 1.  dri/ih,  cl.  6.  I.  10.  P.  dribhati, 
"^  darbhtiti,  darbhayati,  dadarbha,  Sic., 

to  string  together,  arrange,  tie,  fasten. 
Darbha,  as,  m.     See  p.  403,  col.  2. 
1.  dribdha,  as,  a,  am,  strung,  tied,  connected. 
Dribdhl,  is,  f.  stringing  together,  arranging. 

2.  drib/i,  cl.  I.  10.  P.  darbhati  and 

darbJiayati,  &c.,  to  fear,  be  afraid. 
2.  dribdha,  as,  a,  am,  afraid,  frightened. 

7>Tfa<  dribhika,  as,  m.  (fancifully  derived 

by  Sayana  fr.  rt.  drt  with  2.  bhi,  '  fear,'  and  I.  kri), 
Ved.,  N.  of  a  demon  slain  by  Indra. 

drimifandesvara,   N.    of    a 

Lin-ga;   (said  to  be  a  various  reading  for  Terimi- 
fandefoara.) 

,HfJI  drimp  or  drimph  or  drinph,  cl.  6.  P. 
g-  N  drimpati  or  drimphati,  to  pain,  inflict 

pain,  torture. Drimphtl  or  drimbhu,  is,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  the 
preceding  rt.),  a  snake  in  general;  [cf.  drinphu, 
drinbhu,  drir/bhu.] 

drilha.     See  dridha,  p.  427,  col.  2. 

drivan,  a,  &c.,  or  as,  a,  am  (accord- 

ing to  Mahl-dh.  fr.  rt.  oYZ),  Ved.  piercing  (as  an 
arrow). 

I.  dris  (this  rt.  forms  the  Pres., 

X  Impf.,  Pot.,  and  Impv.  fr.  a  rt.  pad,  said 

to  be  a  weakened  form  of  rt.  spas'),  cl.  I.  P.  pa4- 
yati,  dadar.<a  (rarely  dadriie,  2nd  sing.  P.  dadar- 
xitlm  or  dadrashtha,  Ved.  dadrikshe,  part,  dadri- 
jftios  or  dadrUiva*  or  dariivas,  q.  v.),  drashtd, 

drakshyati,  adariat,  adrdkihlt  (Vedic  forms 
adrak,  adrikshata,  adriiram),  drashtum,  Ved. 
inf.  driie,  dridaye,  to  see,  look  at,  view,  behold, 
be  a  spectator  ;  regard,  consider  ;  to  perceive  ;  visit, 
wait  upon  ;  to  see  with  the  mind,  leam,  know, 
understand  ;  to  notice,  inspect  ;  to  discover,  examine, 

search,  investigate,  decide  ;  to  see  by  divine  intuition 

(as  the  hymns  of  the  Veda,  which  were  said  to  be  '  seen' by  the  Rishis)  ;  to  look  on  while  anything  occurs  which 
cannot  be  prevented:  Pass,  drifyatc  (rarely  with 

P.  terminations  drifyali),  to  be  seen,  to  become 
visible,  appear  in  sight,  be  manifested  ;  to  appear 
like,  look  like,  look  ;  to  be  found,  to  occur  (as  in  a 

book)  ;  to  be  regarded  or  considered  :  Caus.  P.  A. 

dardayati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  adidridat,  adatlar- 
iat,  to  cause  any  one  (ace.  or  gen.  or  dat.  or  also 
according  to  grammarians  inst.)  to  see  anything  (ace.); 

to  show  ;  to  point  out,  prove,  demonstrate  ;  to  make 
visible  ;  to  produce  (as  in  a  court  of  justice)  ;  to 

pay  ;  (A.)  to  show  one's  self,  appear,  show  one's self  to  any  one  (ace.  or  gen.  or  inst.),  show  any- 

thing belonging  to  one's  self:  Desid.  A.  didrikshate, 
&c.,  to  wish  to  see,  desire  to  see  :  Intens.  dan- 

driiyate,  dardarshti;  [cf.  Gr.  SfpK-w,  f-$paK-o-v, 
Se-SopK-a,  5(iaKos,  6W-8po{,  vwo-Spa,  Zfixav: 
Goth,  ga-tarh-yan  :  Angl.  Sax.  tor/it:  Old  Germ. 

zvrhl-yan,  '  to  manifest  :'  Hib.  dearcaim,  '  I  see  ;' 
dreach,  '  form,  looking-glass  :'  Lith.  zerkolas,  '  a 
mirror:'  Russ.  serkolo:  Old  Pruss.  en-deirit,  'to 

consider.'] 2.  dris",  k,  k,  k,  (at  the  end  of  comp.)  one  who 



drik-karna. 

sees  or  views ;  seeing,  viewing ;  a  seer,  overseer,  super- 
intendent ;  seeing  with  the  mind,  discerning,  knowing, 

looking  like  [cf.  1-cC,  td-d°,  ki-d?~\ ;  (k),  (.  seeing, viewing,  perceiving;  sight,  view,  the  eye;  the 
aspect  of  a  planet,  the  place  in  which  a  planet  is 

observed ;  [cf.  driihli,  a-d?,  ahar-d°,  tri-cf,  &c.] 
—  Drik-karna,  as,  m.  'whose  eyes  are  his  ears,' 
a  snake,  (in  the  opinion  of  the  Hindus  the  snake  has 

no  visible  external  ear) ;    [cf.  dHk-fruti.~\  —  Drik- karman,  a,  n.  an  operation  by  which  any  planet  of 
a  certain  latitude  (vi-kshepa)  is  referred  to  a  point 
on  the  ecliptic,  the  operation  for  apparent  longitude. 
—  Drik-krodka,   as,  m.  the  wrathfulness  of  the 

aspect  (of  a  planet  &c.).  —  Drik-ks/iaya,  as,  m. 
decay  of  sight,  growing  dim-sighted.  —  Drik-kshepa, 
as,  m.  the  sine  of  the  zenith-distance  of  the  highest 
or  central   point  of  the   ecliptic  at  a  given  time. 

'-Drik-tulya,  as,  a,  am,  according  or  coincident  with 
an  observed  spot  (in  astron.).  —  Dri]ctulya-td,  f.  coin- 

cidence or  accordance  (of  a  planet)  with  its  observed 

place.  —  Drik-patha,  as,  m.  'the  path  of  the  sight,' 
the  range  of  the  sight ;  drik-patham  i,  to  appear, 
become  visible.  —  Drik-pdta,  as,  m.  the  letting  fall 
a  glance,   a   look ;    a  downward  glance.  —  Drik- 
prasddd,  f.  a  blue  stone  used  for  a  collyrium  and 
the  collyrium  prepared  from  it  (  =  kulatthd,  kttlat- 

thdnjana).'-Drik-priyd,  f.  'delight  of  the  sight,' 
beauty,  splendor.  —  Drik-s'akti,  is,  f.  the  power  of 
sight,  the  faculty  of  perception  (comprehending,  ac- 

cording  to   the   Mahesvaras,   dariana,  sravana, 

manana,  m-jndna,  and  sarva-jna-tra).  —  Drik- 

fruti,   is,  m.   'hearing  with  the    eyes,'   a   snake. 
—  Drig-adhyaksha,  as,  m.  'ruler  of  the  sight,' 
the  sun.  —  Driy-gati,  is,  or  driggati-jyd  or  drig- 
gati-jlvd,  f.  the  cosine  of  the  zenith-distance  or  the 
sine  of  the  highest  or  central  point  of  the  ecliptic 

at  a  given  time.  —  Drig-rjofara,  as,  m.  the  range 
of  sight.  —  Drig-gola,   as,    m.  —  drin-mandala. 

—  D 'rig-jala,  am,  n.   'eye-water/  tears.  —  Drig- 
jya,  f.  the  sine  of  the  zenith-distance  or  the  cosine 
of  the  altitude.  —  Drig-bhakti,  is,  f.  a  look  of  love, 
an  amorous  glance.  —  Drig-rvj,  k,  f.  disease  of  the 
eye.  —  Drig-lairibana,   am,   n.    vertical   parallax. 
—  Drig-visha,  as,  a,  am,  having  poison  in  the 
eyes,  poisoning  by  the  mere  look ;  {as},  m.  a  Naga 

or   serpent;    [cf.  drishti-risha,~]  —  Drig-vritta, 
am,  n.  a  vertical  circle.  —  Drin-nlraja,  as,  d,  am, 
one  whose  eyes  are  like  the  lotus.  —  Drin-mandala, 
am,  n.  a  small  circle  on  the  axis  of  the  earth  within 

the  greater  circles  of  the  armillary  sphere,  accom- 
panying each  planetary  circle  or  orbit. 

Drisa,  as,  m.  seeing,  looking  [cf.  l-d° ,  ki-d°,  td- 
tP,  &c.]  ;  (a),  f.  the  eye ;  (am),  ind.  =  2.  drii,  at  the 

end  of  adv.  comp.  —  Dris'dkdttkshya  (°^d-dk°),  am, 
n.  '  the  desire  of  the  eye,'  a  lotus,  a  species  of  Nelum- 
bium.  —  Drifypama  (°s'd-up°),  am,  n.  'resembling 
the  eye,'  the  white  lotus,  Nelumbium  Speciosum. 

Dritiati,  is,  f.,  Ved.  looking. 

Dri'tdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  seeing;  (as),  m.  a 
ruler,  a  Loka-pala  or  protector  of  the  world,  a  god 
presiding  over  one  of  the  quarters ;  N.  of  a  Rishi 
with  the  patronymic  Bhargava ;  a  spiritual  teacher ; 
a  Brahman ;  N.  of  a  demon,  also  called  Vi-rocana ; 
(am),  n.  light,  brightness. 

Driidlu  (?),  us,  m.  the  sun. 
Drisi,  is,  f.  seeing,  viewing ;  (the  dat.  dri&aye 

being  used  in  the  Veda  as  an  infinitive  ;  cf.  I .  drif) ; 
(is,  i),  f.  the  eye ;  a  S>5stra. 

Drix'ika,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  worthy  of  regard,  con- 
spicuous; (am),  n.  the  becoming  manifest,  appear- 

ance; (a),  f.  appearance;  [cf.  fitm-f  and  dur-d?.~\- DriGetiya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  visible,  conspicuous. 
I.  dritlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  seen,  visible;  to  be 

looked  at;  to  be  looked  at  with  pleasure,  beautiful, 
pleasing ;  (as),  m.  (in  arithmetic)  a  given  or  known 

quantity  or  number ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  town ;  [cf.  a-d'.] 
—  Drisya-td,(.ordris'ya-tva,am,n.vMb\\hy,vKion, 
sight.  —  Urifsa-pnra,N.  of  a  town,  =  i .  drifya,  q.  v. 

—  Drix'ya-slhdpita,  as,  d,  am,  anything  placed  so  as 
to  be  visible.  -  Driiyadrls'ya  (°ya-adj),  as,  d,  am, 
visible  and  invisible;  (a),  f.  an  epithet  of  Simbali. 

2.  drifya,  ind.  (ep.  for  driehtvd),  having  seen. 
Drifvan,  d,  van,  a,  (at  the  end  of  comp.)  seeing, 

a  seer  ;  conversant  with. 

Drishta,  as,  d,  am,  seen,  looked  at,  beheld, 
perceived,  viewed,  observed,  noticed  ;  visible,  appa- 

rent, observable;  considered,  regarded;  treated  of; 
appearing,  manifested  ;  occurring,  found  ;  experienced, 
suffered,  endured ;  seen  in  the  mind,  devised,  ima- 

gined, learned,  known ;  understood  ;  foreseen  ;  allot- 
ted, destined;  declared,  fixed,  determined,  decided, 

approved  of,  acknowledged,  valid ;  drishtam  bha~ 
yam,  a  really  seen  or  obvious  danger  or  calamity ; 

(am),  n.  perception,  observation.—  Drishta-kar- 
man,  d,  d,  a,  one  whose  actions  are  seen  or  proved, 

tried  by  practice.  —  IMshta-kashta,  as,  d,  am,  one 
who  has  experienced  calamity  or  suffered  misery. 

—  Drishta-kuta,  am,    n.   a   riddle,   an   enigma. 
—  Driahta-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  having  been 

looked  at  or  examined  or  read  (e.  g.  S'dstra-flrishta- 
trdt,   because   the    Sastras    have    been    examined). 
—  Drishta-ditftkha,  as,   d,  am,  having  seen  or 
experienced  misfortune.  —  Drishta-dosha,  as,   d, 
am,  found  out  or  detected   in  a  fault,  one  whose 
faults  are  apparent  or  manifest,  regarded  as  guilty ; 

found  out,  exposed,  detected.  —  Druhta-naeh/a,  as, 
d,  am,  seen  and  (immediately  afterwards)  lost  to 
view,  appeared  and   disappeared.  —  Drishta-purva, 
as,  d,  am,  seen  before.  —  Drishta-pratyaya,  as, 
d,  am,   having  confidence  manifested.  —  Drishta- 
bhakti,  is,  is,  i,  whose  service  has  been  beheld. 
—  Drixfita-rajas,  as,  f.  a  girl  arrived  at  puberty 

('  who  has  experienced  the  menstrual  discharges ;'  cf. 
rajas).  —  Drivhia~vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  seen  or 
beheld.  —  Drishta-virya  or  drish/a-edra,  as,  d, 
am,  one  whose  strength  has  been  proved  or  experi- 

enced. —  Drishta-vyatikara,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
has    seen    or   experienced   a   misfortune,   one  who 

foresees  evil.  —  Drishtddrishta  (°ta-aif),   as,  d, 
am,  one  who  has  seen  what  has  not  been  seen,  seen 
for  the  first  time  ;  seen  and  not  seen.  —  Drishtdnta 

(°ta-an°\  as,  am,  m.  n.  'the  end  or  aim  of  what 
is  seen,'  or  '  of  what  is  in  view,'  an  example,  com- 

parison, illustration,  parable,  allegory,  type ;  a  SJstra ; 
science ;   a  particular  high  number ;   death,  dying ; 

[cf.  dishtdnta."]  —  Driehtdnta-iataka,   am,  n.  a 
hundred  examples.  —  Drishtdntita,  as,  d,  am  (fr. 
drishtdnta),  adduced  as  an  example  or  comparison, 

chosen  as  an  illustration.  —  Drtshtdrtha  (°la-ar°), 
as,  d,  am,  having  the  aim  or  object  apparent,  having 
the  scope  or   meaning  obvious,  practical,  (opposed 

to  a-drishtdrtha,  '  speculative,'  and  applied  to  the 
Upa-vedas  which  are  practical  sciences);    one  who 
discerns  the  meaning  of  anything  or  has  a  clear  idea 
about  it ;  one  who  sees  the  state  of  the  case.  •»  Drish- 

tdrtha-tattva-jria,  as,  d,  am,  knowing  the  true 
state  or  circumstances  of  a  case. 

Drishti,  is,  f.  seeing,  viewing;  seeing  with  the 
mental  eye ;  knowing ;  sight,  the  faculty  of  seeing ; 
the  eye,  look,  the  sight  of  the  eye,  the  pupil ;  (in 

astral.)  aspect  of  the  stars  (e.g.  s"ubha-d°,  q.  v.); 
the  mind's  eye,  intellect,  wisdom,  knowledge ;  con- 

sideration, regard ;  view,  notion ;  (with  Buddhists 

generally)  '  a  wrong  view.'  —  Drishti-krit,  t,  or 
ilrishti-lcrita,  am,  n.  'suitable  to  the  faculty  of 

seeing,'  the  plant  Hibiscus  Mutabilis.  —  Dris/tti- 
ksliepa,  as,  m. '  throwing  the  sight,'  a  glance,  look. 
—  Drighti-guna,  am,  n.  'an  object  for  the  sight,' 
a  mark  for  archers  &c.,  a  target,  butt.  —  Drishti- 

guru,  ns,  m.  'the  lord  or  master  of  sight,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Siva.  —  Drishti-yodara,  as,  m.  the  range 

or  compass  of  the  sight;   (as,  a,  am),  within  the 

range  of  sight,  in  sight,  visible.  —  Drishti-nipata, 

as,  m.  'falling  of  the  sight,'  looking  at  or  on,  a 
look,  a  glance.  —  Drishti-pa,  as,  d,  am,  drinking 
with  the  eyes.  —  Drishli-patha,   as,  or  drishti- 
puthin,  -panthds,  m.  the  path  or  range  of  sight. 

—  Drishti-pdta,  as,  m.  '  falling  of  the  sight,'  a 
look,  a  ghnce.  —  Drishti-puta,  as,  d,  am,  purified 
or  kept  pure  by  the  sight,  i.e.  watched  that  no 
impropriety  is  committed   or    impurity  contracted. 

—  Drishti-praidda,  as,  m.  the  favour  of  a  look. 
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—  Drish/i-phala,  am,  n.  '  the   results  or  conse- 
quences of  the  aspect  of  the  planets,'  N.  of  the 

seventeenth  or  eighteenth  Adhyaya  in  Varaha-mihi- 
ra's  Brihat-samhita.  —  Drishti-bandlm,  us,  m.  'the 
friend  of  sight,'  a  SiK-&y.  —  Drishti-mandala,  am, 
n.  the  circle  or  circuit  of  the  sight.  —  Drishti-mat, 

an,  ati,  at,  having  eyes  or  intellect,  wise,  a  con- 
naisseur.  —  Drixhti-vdna,   as,   rn.   '  eye-arrow,'   a 
glance,  leer.  —  Drishli-vdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  last 
of  the  twelve  sacred  writings  of  the  Jainas.  —  Drishti- 

vikshepa;  as,  m.  '  casting  the   eye  obliquely,'  an 
oblique  look,  a  side  glance,  \eer.-Drishti-vidyd, 
f.  the  science  of  vision,  optics.  —  Drishti-vibhrama, 

as,  m.  'the  wandering  of  the  eye,'  a  coquettish  or 
amorous  glance.  —  Drishti-viska,  as,  d,  am,  '  hav- 

ing poison  in  the  eyes,'  poisoning  by  the  mere  look ; 

(as%  m.  a  snake. Drishtin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  an  insight  into  or 
familiar  with  anything ;  having  the  looks  or  thoughts 
directed  upon  anything. 

Dnshtvd,  ind.  having  seen,  having  beheld. 

"^5T^  drisad,  drisad-vatl,  =  drishad,  dri- ehad-vati  below. 

"3^<^  drishad,  t,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  dn), 
a  rock,  large  stone,  mill-stone,  flat  stone  for  grinding 
condiments  upon,  the  lower  mill-stone  on  which  the 
upper  or  UpalS  rests  [cf.  upala] ;  a  sacrificial  vessel. 
—  Drishadl-mdaJiaka,  as,  m.   (with  the  eastern 

people)  a  tax  raised  from   mill-stones.  —  Drishad- 
upala,  am,  n.  a  grindstone  for  grinding  condiments. 
—  Drishad-vat,  dn,  ati,  at,  having  stones  or  rocks, 

stony,  rocky;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  Vararrgi 
who  was  the  wife  of  Sarnyati ;    (ati\  f.,  N.  of  a 

river  which  flows  into  the   Saras-vati,  forming  the 
eastern  boundary  of  the  Aryavarta  or  holy  land  of  the 
Hindus,  and  running  to  the  north-east  of  Delhi,  (also 
read  driiad-tati) ;  N.  of  several  women,-(also  written 
driffad-vati)  ;  the  mother  of  Ashtaka  and  wife  of 
VisvS-mitra;themotherofPratardanaandwifeofDivo- 

d5sa ;  the  mother  of  S'ivi  AusTnara  and  wife  of  Nripa ; 
the  mother  of  Prasena-jit  with  the  epithet  Haimavat! 
(probably  as  N.  of  a  river)  ;  an  epithet  of  DurgS. 
Drishada  =  drishad  in  comp.  (as  in  drishadolu- 

khala  (°da-«F),  Hari-v.  6509). 
Drixhadya,  Nom.  A.  drishadyate,  drishadyitd, 

drishaditd,  to  be  stony  (?),  Schol.  to  Pan.  VI.  4, 50. 

drishkana  (?)  =  drikana. 

drishta.     See  col.  2. 

drishyd,  f.  =  dushya,  the   girdle  of an  elephant. 

j_j   drih  (connected  with  rt.  drinh),  cl. 

fc^  i.  P.  darhati,  drinhati,  dadarha,  dar- 
hishyati,  darhitum,  to  fix,  fasten,  make  firm  or 
strong,  make  immovable  ;  (A.)  to  be  fixed  or  fastened; 
to  be  firm  ;  to  grow,  increase,  prosper  :  Caus.  drin- 
hayati,  Sec.,  to  make  firm,  to  fix;  to  keep,  hold 
fast ;  to  become  fixed  or  strong,  be  firm. 
Drihita  or  drinhita,  as,  d,  am,  grown,  increased. 

^r  dfi,  cl.  9.  P.  drinati,  dadara  (yrd  du. 
<?•  dadaratus  or  dadrafus,  yd  pi.  dadaruv 

or  dadrus),  darta,  darithyati  and  dartehyati, 
addrit,  daritum  or  daritmn,  to  burst,  break  or 
burst  asunder,  split  open  ;  to  cause  to  burst,  tear, 
rend,  divide,  sunder,  pull  to  pieces :  Pass,  diryate 

(ep.  also  diryati),  to  be  split,  burst,  break  open ; 
to  separate,  be  dispersed  or  scattered  (as  soldiers  in 
a  battle) ;  to  be  afraid,  to  fear :  Caus.  P.  darayati, 
-yitum,  to  split,  tear,  pull  to  pieces,  break  open  ;  (in 
the  later  language)  darayati,  -te,  &c.,  to  tear  asunder, 
divide  by  splitting  or  digging  ;  cause  to  run  away,  dis- 

perse, scatter:  Desid. didirshali, didaris/iati, diila- 
rishaii :  Intens.  dediryate,  dardarlti  ( I  st  sing,  dar- 
darimi,? nd dardarshi),  2nd  sing.  Impv.  P.  dardrihi 
(according  to  Say.  also  dddrihi),  yd  sing,  dardartu  ; 
2nd  sing.  Aor.  adardar,  dardar,  dard,  2nd  du. 

adardrilam,  yd  pi.  adardirus,  to  rend  or  tear  in 

pieces,  split,  &c. 
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^  de  [cf.   rt.  %.   da],  cl.  I.  A.   dayate, 
^  dijye,  ddsyate,  adita,  datum,  to  preserve, 

protect ;  to  cherish,  take  compassion  on :  Pass,  dlyate : 
Caus.  ddpayiiti,  &c. :  Desid.  ditsalc:  Intens.  dedl- 

'  deuliya,  N.  of  a  Grama. 

i  dcnya-pala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

(^  i  "4*111  deilipyamana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the 
Intens.  of  rt.  dip),  shining  intensely,  glowing,  blazing. 

«^t  deya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  da),  to  be 

given  or  presented,  to  be  granted  or  allowed ;  fit  or 
proper  for  a  gift;  to  be  shown;  to  be  given  in 
matrimony ;  to  be  delivered  ;  to  be  returned ;  to  be 
paid  (as  a  debt,  wages,  taxes,  &c.);  to  be  placed, 
put,  applied,  laid  ;  (am),  n.  a  gift,  oblation  ;  water  (?); 

[cf.  a-d^  and  fea/a-o*0.]  —  Deya-dharma,  as,  m. 
'  the  duty  of  giving/  charity,  beneficence. 

pr^r  dev  (related  to  rt.  I.'  din),  cl.  I.  A. >  N  derate,  dideve,  devitum,  to  throw,  cast ; 
to  sport,  play,  gamble ;  to  lament ;  to  shine. 

I.  devana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  above  rt.  or  fr.  rt.  i. 

div),  lamentation,  wailing,  grief,  sorrow.  (For  2. 
devana  see  p.  433,  col.  3.) 

<f^  deva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  div),  divine, 
celestial,  heavenly,  (applied  in  the  Veda  to  devotion, 
prayer,  the  human  mind,  &c.,  as  standing  in  some 
relationship  to  the  supernatural  world  or  as  being 
of  high  excellence,  but  in  the  later  language  occurring 
rarely  as  an  adjective) ;  (as),  m.  an  inhabitant  of 
heaven,  a  deity,  god,  (sometimes  applied  even  to 
evil  beings  if  superhuman ;  the  gods  are  often  reckoned 
as  thirty-three  in  number,  or  eleven  for  each  of  the 
three  worlds,  cf.  tri-das'a;  in  the  Brahmanas  they 
are  distributed  under  three  heads,  viz.  eight  Vasus, 
eleven  Rudras,  and  twelve  Adityas,  to  which  the 
two  Asvins  must  be  added  to  make  up  the  number 

thirty-three ;  the  expression  vifve  devds,  which  meant 

originally  'all  the  gods/  became  the  name  of  a 
peculiar  class  of  deities,  to  which  the  third  oblation 
had  to  be  offered ;  the  Jainas  divide  the  gods  into 
four  classes,  viz.  Bhavanadhlsa,  Vyantara,  Jyotishka, 
and  Vaiman&a) ;  a  N.  of  Indra,  the  giver  of  rain ;  a 
cloud ;  the  twenty-second  Arhat  of  the  future  Jaina 
Ut-sarpinl ;  one  occupied  with  divine  things,  a  god 
on  the  earth,  a  divine  man,  a  Brahman,  a  priest ;  a 

god  among  men,  a  king,  prince  [cf.  kshiti-deva]  ; 
a  title  of  honour,  '  His  Majesty,'  '  His  Honour,'  &c. ; 
a  husband's  brother,  cf.  derri  and  derara;  a  fami- 

liar abbreviation  of  the  name  Deva-datta.  Dei'a  is 
often  found  at  the  end  of  names  of  Brahmans,  and 

at  the  end  of  a  comp.  it  may  mean  '  having  as  one's 
deity '  (e.  g.  Purushottama-deva,  having  Vishnu  as 
one's  deity ) ;  at  the  beginning  of  a  comp.  it  may 
mean  '  divine.'  According  to  some  lexicographers, 
deva  is  said  to  have  the  following  additional  meanings, 

— a  fool,  a  dolt ;  a  child  ;  a  man  following  any  par- 
ticular line  or  business;  a  spear-man,  a  lancer; 

emulation,  wish  to  excel  or  overcome  ;  sport,  play ; 

(a),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants.  Hibiscus  Mutabilis  ( = 

pa/lma-tdrini)  and  Marsilea  Quadrifolia  (  =  os'on<i- 
parifl) ;  (T),  f.  a  female  deity,  goddess ;  a  N.  of 

Sarasvatl ;  of  Durga  [cf.  mahd-deva^] ',  of  Savitrl ;  of 
Ushas ;  of  the  nymph  Urvas! ;  of  a  nymph  beloved 
by  the  Sun ;  of  the  mother  of  the  eighteenth  Arhat 
of  the  present  Ava-sarpinl ;  a  queen,  one  who  has 
been  consecrated  as  well  as  the  king  (in  theatrical 
language  chiefly) ;  the  daughter  of  a  king,  a  princess ; 
a  respectful  epithet  or  title  applied  to  a  lady  of 
the  first  rank ;  a  kind  of  bird  [cf.  fydma] ;  N.  of 
several  plants,  Sanseviera  Roxburghiana,  Medicago 
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tail,  =  aiasl ;  (am),  n.  an  organ  of  sense;  [cf.  Old 
Pruss.  driicas;  Lith.  ditiras, '  a  god ;'  Lat.  deue;  Gr. 
6f6i;  Hib.diVi,'  a  god.']—  Deva-rithdbha,  as,  m.  'a 
bull  among  the  gods,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Dharma  and 

lilnr.u.  —  Dera-rMi,  /«,  m. '  a  Rishi  among  the  gods, 

a  divine  saint,'  an  epithet  of  Narada;  [cf.  devarshi 

and  <lcm-bmhman.~\  —  Dcva-kanyaka  or  il,-m- 
kanyd,  f.  a  celestial  or  divine  maiden,  a  nymph. 

—  Deva-kard.anui,  as,  m.  'divine  paste,'  a  fragrant 
paste  of  sandal,  agallochum,  camphor,  and  safflower. 
—  Devakarma-krit,  t,  t,  t,  doing  religious  acts, 

offering  oblations  or  worship  to  the  gods.  —  Deva- 
karman,  a,  n.  a  religious  act  or  rite  or  oblation  to 
the  gods,  worship  of  the  gods  ;  [cf.  dcva-kdrya  and 
dfra-kritya.]  —  Deva-kalaj!a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
••  Dera-kavada,  as,  am,  m.  n.  divine   armour. 

—  Deva-kdnfona,  as,  m. (?),  'divine  gold,'  the  tree 
Bauhinia   Purpurea.  —  Dcvakdtmajd   (°ka-df),   f. 

'  the  daughter  of  Devaka,'  i .  e.  the  mother  of  Krishna. 
—  Deva-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  loving  the  gods, 

pious.  —  Deva-kdrya,  am,n.  =  deva-karman,  wor- 
ship of  or  oblation  to  the  gods,  a  religious  rite  in 

general,   anything  relating  to  or  coming  from  the 
gods,  a  divine  command.  —  Deva-kashtha,  am,  n. 

'  divine  wood,"  a  kind  of  pine,  Pinus  Devadaru.  —  De- 
ra-kiri,  f.  (fr.  rt.  1.  kri),  N.  of  a  RaginI  regarded 
as  wife  of  Megha-raga;  [cf.  deva-yiri,  deia-kari, 

gania-kiri."\  —  Dera-kilvinha,   as,  m.,   Ved.   an 
offence  against  the  gods.  —  Deva-kirlti,  is,  m.,  N. 

of  an  astronomer.  —  Deva-kufa,  am,  n.  '  the  house 

of  the  gods,'  a  temple.  —  Deva-kimda,  am,  n.  a 
natural  spring.  —  Dera-kiiru,  anas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people  and  the  district  inhabited  by  them,  (usually  asso- 

ciated with  the  name  Uttara-kuru.)  —  Dcva-kurumbd, 
(.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  mahd-drond.  —  Deva-kula,  am, 
n.=prdsdda,  a  temple;  [cf.  danda-cF.^  —  Deva- 

kulya,  (.  '  the  river  of  the  gods,'  personified  as  a 
daughter  of  Purniman  and  grand-daughter  of  Marldi ; 
N.  of  the  wife  of  Ud-gltha.  —  Deva-kusuma,  am, 

n.  '  the  flower  of  the  gods,'  cloves.  —  Deva-kiita, 
'  the  divine  peak,'  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  N.  of  Adam's 
Peak.  —  flei'ti-krita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  made  or  done 
or  performed  by  the  gods.  —  Deva-kr{tya,  am,  n.  a 
religious  act  directed  to  the  gods ;  anything  relating 

to  the  gods,  a  divine  command.  —  Deea-kofa,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  divine  cask  or  receptacle.  —  Dera-Juhatra, 
am,  n.  divine  dominion ;  (as,  d,  am),  Ved.  under 
the  dominion  of  the  gods ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince 
who  was  a  son  of  Deva-rata.  —  Deva-kshetra,  am, 
n.,  Ved.  the  domain  of  the  gods.  —  Deva-kthema, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Vijn5iia-k5ya ;  [cf. 

deva-^arman.']  —  Deva-thata,   at,   a,  am,  'dug 
by  the  gods,'  i.  e.  hollow  by  nature ;   (am),  n.  a 
cave  or  natural  hollow  among  mountains ;  a  natural 
pond  or  leseivoh.  —  Devakhdtaka,  am,  n.  a  natural 
pond  or  one  in  front  of  a  temple ;  a  natural  cavern, 

a  grotto.  —  Devakhdta-mla,  am,  n. '  a  chasm  dug 

by  the  gods,'  a  cavern,  a  chasm,  a  natural  receptacle 
of  water  or  reservoir.  —  Dcva-gana,  as,  m.  a  troop 
or  class  of  gods.  —  Devagana-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

poet.  —  J)na-gaxikd,  f.  'a  divine  courtezan/  an  Ap- 
saras.  •-  Deeaganesvara  (°na-is"),  as,  m.  '  lord  of 
the  troop  of  gods,'  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Dcva- 
rjunilluma,   as,   m.   pi.   the    divine    Gandharvas 
(superior  to  the  human  Gandharvas  ;  cf.  mamishya- 
yawlharva) ;  (as),  m.an  epithet  of  Narada;  (am), 
n.  a  mode  of  singing;    [cf.  dhdlikya  and  deva- 

tjandhara.~\  —  Deva-yandhd,   f.    'having    divine 
fragrance,'  a  kind  of  fragrant  medicinal  plant  (  = 
mahd-modd).  —  Deva-garjana,  am,  n.   'celestial 
roaring,'  thunder.  —  Deva-garlha,  as,  m.  a  divine 

child,  the  offspring  of  a  god  [cf.  deva-s'is'ti] ;  (d), 
(.,  N.  of  a  river  in  Kusa-dvipa.  —  Deva-gdtuthara, 
as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  a  peculiar  mode  of  singing,  a 
kind  of  song    [cf.  fhalik>jii\ :    (1),  f.   one  of  the 
RSginls  or  female  personifications  of  the  modes  of 
music,  who  was  wife  of  Srl-r5ga.  —  Daa-ydyana, 

as,  m.  'a  songster  of  the  gods,'  a  celestial  chorister, 
a  Gandharva.  —  fieva-giri,  is,  m. '  the  divine  hill,'  N. 
of  a  mountain,  (pcriphrastically  expressed  in  Megha- 
duta  43.  as  deva-purvo  giris,  and   according  to 
a  commentator  so  called  because  thought  to  be  the 

domicile  of  KSrttikeya) ;    N.  of  the  town  Daulat- 
abSd  which  is  situated  between  mountains.  —  Deva- 

girl,  (.  (ylri  fr.  rt.  I.  yri),  N.  of  a   R3ginl  or 

3ft  devaldnukramanl. 

one  of  the  female  personifications  of  the  modes  of 

music;  (according  to  some) the  wife  of  Vasanta-r5ga ; 
(according  to  others)  the  wife  of  NSga-dhvani  who 
was  a  son  of  Hindola-r5ga ;  (according  to  others) 
the  wife  of  Nata-kaly5na  ;  [cf.  dera-kiri.]  —  Deva- 
gupta,  as,  a,  am,  guarded  or  protected  by  a  god  or 

by  gods;  (o»),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Dem-guru,  us, 
m.  *  the  father  of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  Kasyapa  ; 

'  the  preceptor  of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  Brihas-pati. 
—  Drea-guhi,  (•,  N.  of  a  place  on  the  river  Saras- 
vati.  —  Deta-yuhya,  am,  n.  a  secret  only  known  by 

the  gods;  [cf.  <?tT«-ra/<ct.'H/rt.]  —  T)evci-<j>  iha,  am, 
n. '  the  house  of  the  gods,'  a  celestial  or  planetary 
sphere ;  a  temple,  chapel,  oratory  ;  the  palace  of  a  king. 

—  Deva-gopd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  '  having  the  gods 
for  guardians,'  guarded  by  the  gods ;  (a),  f.  a  divine 
protectress.  —  Deva-t/rahfL,  as,  m.  a  class  of  demons 
who  cause  harmless  madness.  —  Dei'an-gama,  as,  d, 

am,  Ved.  going  to  the  gods.  —  Dei'a.~<5akra,  as,  m. 
a  divine  wheel,  a  circle  of  the  gods ;  a  peculiar  kind 

of  magical  circle.  —  Deua-tarita,  am,  n.  the  course 
of  action  or  practices  of  the  gods.  —  Dtva-faryii,  f. 
worship  or  service  of  the  gods.  —  Demfaryopado- 

Ihita,  Cyd-up°),  of,  d,  am,  beautified  by  the  service 
of  the  gods  (as  an  hermitage).  «•  Deva-dikitsaka, 
as,  m.  a  divine  physician;   (a«),  m.  du.  the  two 
Asvins   or   sons   of  AsvinI   who   were    considered 

physicians  of  heaven ;  see  a/fain.  —  Deva-t(handa, 
as,  m.  a  garland  or  necklace  of  pearls  &c.  (composed 
of  ,100  or  103  or  81   or  108  strings).  —  Dn'a- 
tihanda-prdsdda,  as,  m.  a  temple  consecrated  to  a 
god.  —  Deva-tthandas,  as,  n.  or  deva-Mhandasa, 
am,  n.  a  divine  metre.  —  Dera-ja,  as,  a,  am,  god- 
born,  born  or  produced  by  gods  [cf.  deva-ja] ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince  who  was  a  son  of  Samyama. 
—  Dera-jagdiia  or  dtvajagdhaka,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  fragrant  grass,  =  kat-trina.  —  Dcra-jana,  as,  m., 
Ved.  the  gods  collectively,  a  troop  or  collection  of 
deities,  any  collection  of  superhuman  beings  fas  of 

serpents;  cf.  dnirajuna  and  itara-jana).  —  Deva- 
jd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  born  or  produced  by  gods ;  [cf. 

deva-ja.l  —  neva-jdta,  as,  d,  am,Ved.  =  deva-jd; 
(am),  n.  a  class  or  race  of  gods.  —  Deva-jdmi,  is, 
is,  i,  Ved.  peculiar  to  the  gods ;  (&),  f.  a  sister  of 
the  gods.  —  Deva-juthta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  agreeable 
to  the  gods.  —  Dera-jiita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  incited 

by  the  gods,  inspired ;  gained  by  the  gods.  —  Dera- 
tara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a   man;    [cf.  deva-taras.] 
—  Deva-taratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher.  —  Deva- 
taras,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  (with  the  patronymic 

Savasayana);  [cf.  o'ai'rafarosa.]  —  Deva-taru,  us, 
m.  '  the  tree  of  the  gods,'  the  divine  tree,  the  holy 
fig-tree;    one  of  the  trees  of  Svarga  or  paradise, 
the  tree  of  plenty,  (a  general  N.  for  the  five  trees 

manddra,  pdrijdtaka,  santdna,  Italpa-vrtkitha, 
and  liari-tandana) ;  the  old  tree  of  a  village,  held 

sacred  by  the  villagers  and  usually  the  place  of  their 

assembling;  [cf.  2.  daitya  and  dyu-tarn.]  —  Deva- 
td,  f.  the  state  or  nature  of  a  deity,  divine  dignity 
or  power,  divinity ;  a  deity  or  divine  being,  a  god  ; 
the  image  of  a  deity ;  an  idol ;  an  organ  of  sense ; 

(a),  ind.,  Ved.  in  the  nature   of  a  god;   among 

the  gods,  to  the  gods;    [cf.  a-o°  and  ariha-d°^ 
—  Devatagdra  Ctd-dg°)  or  dcvatd-yrifia,  am,  n. 
'  the  house  of  the  gods,'  a  temple,  chapel.  —  Derata- 

jit,  t,  m.  '  the  conqueror  of  a  deity,'  N.  of  a  son  of 
Sumati  and  grandson  of  Bharata.  —  ])eva-tdda,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  grass,  Lipeocercis  Serrata,  (also  deva- 
tdifi,  {.  and  dmt-tadaka,  as,   m.) ;    (as),   m.= 
i/hosfuika,  LufTa  Foetida  or  a  similar  plant;  fire; 
•an  epithet  of  Rahu ;    [cf.  tada  and  dem-dali.] 
—  llcra-tiil,  f.  (occurring  only  in  dat.  and  loc.),  Ved. 
divine  service.  —  Dera-tdtl,  is,  (.,  Ved.  =  deva-tdt, 
divine  service  ;  divinity,  the  gods  collectively.  —  Deva- 
tdtmd  ("td-af),  f.  the  mother  of  the  gods;    [cf. 

dei'dtmd.]  —  l>i  mfiiil/i  ipa  (°td-adh°),  as,  m.  '  the 
ruler  or  chief  of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
—  Demtddhyaya  ("td-atlh."),  am,  n.,  scil.  brdh- 
mana,  N.  of  a  Brahmana.  —  Devatanukrama  ftd- 
an°),  as,  m.  or  devaldnukramaiii,  f.  an  index  of 
the  deities  to  which  the  hymns  of  the  Vedas  are 



addressed.- Devata-pratima,  f.  the  image  of  a 
god,  an  idol-Dcvatdb/iyardaiui.  (°td-abh°)  am 
n.  the  act  of  worshipping  an  idol,  worship  of  a  deity' -  Deratabhyan'ana-pam,  as,  d,  am,  devoted  to the  worship  of  a  deity. -Devata-maya,  as,  I  am 
containing  all  the  gods,  made  up  of  ail  the  deities' -Deiata-mithuna,   am,   n.  the   cohabitation   of 
deit.es.  -Dmatayatana  ("td-dy"),  am,  n.  or  deva- talaya  (  ta-al  ),  as,  m.  or  detatd-vttman  a  n 
the  dwelling  or  sanctuary  of  a  god,  a  temple,  chapel. -  Vevata-snana,  am,  n.  the  ablution  of  an  idol 
-  Deva-tirtha,  am,  n.  'the  Tlrtha  of  the  gods '  N  of 
a  bathing-place  ;  the  right  moment  for  the  (worship of  the)  gods;   the  part  of  the  hands  sacred  to  the 
gods  i.  e.  the  tips  of  the  fingers.  -  Deva-tta,  as,  d, 
am  (tta~datta.  Gram.  533.  a),  Ved.  given  by  the 
gods.-.Pena-r.ra-,  ind,  Ved.  among  the  gods,  to  the gods.  -  Veva-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  a  deity  divinity 
the  abstract  attribute  of  divine  being,  divine  dignity  '• identification  with  a  deity,  deification.  _  Dera-datta 
as,  a,  am,  given  by  the  gods,  god-given,  granted  by the  gods ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  conch-shell  of  Ariuna  • 
one  of  the  vital  airs,  that  which  is  exhaled  in  yawning  • 

.a  common  N.  for  men,  (often  used  in  grammatical 
and  other  examples  and  then  equivalent  to  '  any  one  ' 
•a  certain  person,  Sec.') ;  N.  of  a  cousin  of  Sskya- mum  ;  of  a  son  of  Uru-sravas  and  father  of  Agni- 
vesya  ;  of  a  son  of  the  Brahman  Govinda-datta  •  of 
a  son  of  Hari-datta ;  of  a  son  of  the  king  Jaya-datta  • 
t  the  author  of  a  commentary ;  of  a  NJga  •  of  a Grama  of  the  Bahikas;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  mother  of 

Deva-datU  who  was  the  cousin  of  Sakya-muni. 
-  JJevcu/attaka,  ds,  m.  pi.  the  band  led  by  Deva- 

dztto.  -  Vevadattdyraja   (°ta-ag°\  as,   m.  -the 
elder  brother  of  Deva-datta,'  an  epithet  of  Sakya- 
^m.-Vera.dattlya,    d,,   m.   pi.  the  pupils  of Deva-datta.  -  Deva-dantin,  i,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  ? (see  KathS-sarit-s.  III.  5).  _  Dem-darta,  at,  m. N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Atharva-veda.  -  Dem-dar- 
sana,  as,  a,  am,  seeing  the  gods,  visiting  them familiar  with  them  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Narada. 
-  Daa-dariin,  t,  inl,  i,  seeing  the  gods,  having intercourse  with   them ;   (hutt\  m.   pi      N    of  a 
school  of  the  Atharva-veda.  -  Dcva-ddnt,  f.  a  species of  creeper, = yhoshakdkriti.  -  Deva-ddru,  tis  m  a 
species  of  pine,  Pinus  Deodora  or  Deodar  •  (in  Beneal 
it  is  usually  applied  to  the  Uvaria  Longifolia   and  in 
the  peninsula  to  another  tree,  Erythrosylon  Sideroxy- Mei.)-Deraddru-maya,   as,  I,  am,  made   of the  wood  of  the  Deva-darn  tree.  -  Deva-dSli/cd  or 
(leva-dali,  f.  a  kind  of  cucurbitaceous  plant  •    fcf 
ddlika  and  mahd-kdla.-]  -  JJeva-ddsa,  a*  'm    a 
servant  of  a  god  or  of  the  gods  (especially  slaves 'or servants  who  serve  in  a  temple  or  Buddhist  monas- 

tery);   N.  of  the  son  of  a  merchant  who  was  the 
brother  of  Sarn-ga-dhara's  mother ;  N.  of  the  son  of  a 

ali-dasa  ;  (,),  f.  a  courtezan  (especially  one  employed as  a  dancer  &c.  in  a  temple);  the  wild  citron  tree 
=  vaiia-mja-puraka;  cf.  deva-duti).  -  Dera- 

da<a-deva  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet,  (perhaps  the brother  of  Samga-dhara's  mother.)  -  Deva-dlpa 
as,  m.  -the  lamp  of  the  gods,'  •  the  divine  light,'  the eye;  [tf.  aaiva-dipa  and  deha-dlpa.]  -  Deva- 
dutul,Mi,  is,  m.  a  divine  or  celestial  drum ;  holy basil  with  red  flowers  ;  an  epithet  of  Indra.  -  Deva- 
tato  or  deva-ditaka,  m,  m.  a  messenger  of  the °ds,  a  divine  envoy,  an  angel;  (j),  f.  a  female messenger  of  the  gods,  the  wild  citron  tree.  -  Dem- 

<fe« ,  as  m  (•  the  god  of  the  gods'),  •  the  chief  of e  gods,  epithet  of  B,ahmS ;  of  Rudra  or  Siva  ;  of 

of  tt'V         " "  !  °f  Gapes'a  ;  (ds}"  m-  P'-  ePithet 
?  he^o  H  manST7>W"faKa  f^n.  W  m. he  ord  among  the  chiefs  of  the  gods,'  epithet  of Siva;  [cf.  dei-e.4a.]-Dei-a-dy,imna,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
-Dn,  I  e-a'rjit  "d  fa'her  of  Paramelhthin. 

w^th  dok  7"''-  f',,an  U01  Procession-  a  P««*on 

cf  rf  -l!  n(°r'f>'     ̂   perhaps ' lhe  ablution  of  idols  i' 
an  dr!^~^adryaM  ̂ '  dmi  and  rt-  «>*), 
eod's^  af      '       P"*1  tOWards  or  Waning  the 
flrio,    H0?8  "  de"y-Deva-dharma,  «*,  m.  a rehgious  duty  or  office. - Deva-dkani,  f.  'the  resi- 

devatd-pratimd. 

dence  of  the  gods,'  N.  of  Indra's  city  on  the  Mana- sottara  to  the  east  of  Mem.-  Deva-dhd,,ya,  am, 
n.  gods  gram,'  a  sort  of  grain  cultivated  in  many parts  of  Hindustan,  Andropogon  Saccharatus,  Andro- 
pogon  or  Holcus  Sorghum  (commonly  ded/idnjo-dr). -Veva-<l/iupa,  as,  m.  a  fragrant  resin  or  bdellium used  for  incense.  -  Dcva-naks/iatra,  as  m  N  of 
a  prince  (a  various  reading  for  deva-kshatra)  ;  (am) n.,  N.  of  the  first  fourteen  Nakshatras  on  the  southern 
quarter,  (opposed  to  the  Yama-nakshatras  on  the 
northern.)  -  Deva-nadi,  f.  'the  divine  river,'  epithet of  several  sacred  rivers.  -  Deva-nandin,  i  m  N  of 
one  of  Indra's  door-keepers.  -  Dera-nala,  as,  m.  a kind  of  reed,  Arundo  Bengalensis  ;  [cf.  dcva-nala.} 
-Uera-nagan,  f.  'the  divine  city  writing,'  N  of 
the  charac,er  ;„  which  Sansk,.it  js  usua||  swrit( (probably  from  its  having  originated  in  some  city.) 
-IMva-natha,  an,  m.  'the  lord  of  the  gods  '  an epithet  of  Siva.  -  Deva-nabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man 
-Deva-nama,  a,  n.  the  N.  of  a  god  -Dei-a- 
naman,  a,  m.  'having  divine  names,'  N.  of  the seven  Varshas  in  KusVdvIpa.  _  Devawyaka,  as, 
m.,  N.  rf  a  man  -  Deva-ndla,  as,  m.  =  deva-nala, 
q.  v  -ueva-mkaya,  as,  a,  am,  living  with  the gods  or  in  heaven;  (as),  m.  the  residence  of  a divinity,  a  paradise,  heaven.  _  Dera-nid,  t  t  t 
Ved.  hating  the  gods,  a  god-hater.  -  Deva-nindaka, as  m.  a  reviler  of  the  gods,  a  heretic,  an  unbeliever 
atheism.  -Deva-ninda,  f.  reviling  the  gods,  infidelity, 
heresy  atheism.  -  Deva-nirmtta,  as,  a,  am,  'god- made,  god-created,  natural.  _  Deva-n  Ma,  as,  m.  a ormula  consisting  of  seventeen  Padas.  -  Dma-pan- 
faratra.  as,  m.  N  of  a  Pancaha.-/)«,a^a4,  it, m.  the  lord  of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  Indra 

deva-yaj. 

prattka,  as,  m,  N.  of  the  city  of  Sena-vindu 
-Dei-a-prii/a,  as,  d,  am,  'dear  to  the  gods  '  an epithet  of  Siva;  (a»),  m.,  N.  of  two  plants,  =pita- 
Wu-mya-rdj_a  and  vaka-pushpa.-Dera-psaras- lama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  very  pleasing  to  the  gods  or propitiatory  of  the  gods.  -  Dera-badhu,  is  f.  the wife  of  a  god.-I>eva-bandhii,  us,  us,  u  Ved 
related  to  the  gods;  («,).  m,  N.  of  a  Rishi! •uma-bala,  f.  'having  divine  strength/  N  of 
a  plant,  a  kind  of  Ball,  =  mahS-bald,  jyeshtha- lala,  saha-devL-ncra-bali,  is,  m.  an  oblation  to 
the  gods  ;  (also  read  dmi-vali,  q.  v.)  _  Deva-bdhu 
m  m.  the  arm  of  the  gods,'  N.  of  an  ancient  Rishij 
of  a  son  of  Hntite.  -  Deva-bod/ta,  as,  m.  'having commentato? 

,          epte    o      nra 
(aijas),  m.  pi.  the  most  excellent  of  the  gods  -  De 
vapah-manlrin,  ',,  m.  •  Indra's  counsellor,'  an  epi- thet of  Bnhas-pati,  the  planet  Jupiter.  -  D  cva- 
patni,  {.  havmg  a  god  as  husband;  (i),  f.  the  wife 
of  a  deity  ;  sweet  potato  (  =  madkr-aluka).-  Deva- •atha,  as,  m.  the  way  of  the  gods,  the  celestial path  or  way,  heaven,  the  firmament;  N.  of  a  place 
of  ̂̂ e.-Devapatha-tlrtha,  am,  n.  'the Tirtha  of  the  way  to  heaven,'  N.  of  a  particular rtha.-I>erapa<%a,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  or 
com,ng_from  Deva-patha  above.  -  Deva-pada  or deva-pada,  am,  n.  the  foot  of  a  god  or  king  the royal  presence,  a  honorific  term  for  a  king  l^ " 

ties.  -  Dei-a-parna,  am,  n.  '  the  divine  leaf,'  N of  a  medicinal  plan,  ( -sura-parna).  -  Deva^alll- pat(ana,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  place 
ra-pas-u,  m,  m.  any  animal  consecrated  to  a dtiy.-Deva-palra,  am,  n.  'cup  of  the  gods '  a 

divme  drink.  -  Deva-pdda,Seedela-pa<la.  -De'va- ^^'^V^^^g^y^f^ .  of  several  princes ;  N.  of  a 

N  of,,  ----Pttito,  M,  m.  'god-protected,' or'  rf« *™D--Da">-l»y",  w>,  us,  u,  Ved.  reviling >r  despising  the  gods.  -  Deva-putra,  as  m  «he 

the  residence  of  Indra 

,  am,  n.  'the  city  of  the  gods,'  the residence  of  Indra  (^ara-va^.-Dela-p^d, 
.,  Ved.  a  divme  fortress,  a  stronghold  of  the  gods -  nera- _.  "-«,  a.  sinjiignuia  or  me  fods. 
-  IJei-a-pujaka,  as,  m.  a  worshipper  of  the  gods. -ueva-puja,  f.  worship   of  the   gods.  -  De-ea- 

nja,  as,  m.     to  be  honoured  by  the  eods '  an 

Ta««ri«  ̂.•'has'pati'  lhe  P'anet  Jupiter. 
-7>em- 

a  deity,  an  idol. -  Deva-pratishtha-tattrafam* n., N.  of  a  wofr-Deva-prayaga,  as,  m.  'the  divine 
Place  of  sacrifice,'  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place -IJeva-prcvSna,  as,  m.  enquiring  of  the  gods! consulting  the  deities,  fortune-tellingT  astrology ;  [cf! 
aaiva,-pras-na.]-Dcva-prasdda,  as,  m.  'having the  d_,v,ne  favour,'  N.  of  a  m^.-Dera-pr^ta 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  produced  by  the  gods.  -  7Ja-<z- 

n  ,v  '«--(//  xi/t/rtim,  a.  m.    a Brahman  among  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  Narada  • 
[cf    oVm-nsM.]  -  Deui-brahmana,  as    m     a Brahman  esteemed  by  the  gods,  a  venerable  Brahman 
-  JJcvabra/imana-nindaka,  as,  m.  a  despiser  of the  gods  and  Brahmans.  -  Deva-bhaTcta,  a*,  a,  am Ved.  distributed  by  the  gods.  -  Deva-bhakti,  is,  f. 
the  service  of  the  gods,  religion,  piety.  -  Deva-bha- 
vana,  am,  n.  'the  residence  of  the  gods,'  heaven paradise;  a  temple;  the  holy  fig-tree  (  =  atvattha}. -Ueva-bhaga,  as,  m.  'the  portion  or  allotment  of 
the   gods,    the  northern  hemisphere,   (opposed    to atura-bhaga,  the  southern  hemisphere);    N    of  a 
teacher  with  the  epithet  S'rauta  or  SVautarsha  j  N.  of 
a  son  of  Sura  and  brother  of  Vasu-deva  -Dei-a- bhiti,  is,  {.  fear  of  the  gods.  -  Deca-bhu,  us,  m  a 
divme  being,  a  god,  a  deity;    Svarga  or  paradise. 

JJei-a-b/iuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  a  god  -  Deva- 
bhuti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  last  prince  of  the  SWga 
dynasty;    (is),  f.  the  Gan-ga  of  the  sky  -Dcva- 
bhumi,  is,  m.  'having  a  divine  domain,'  =  deva- bhuti.-Dei-a-bhuya,  am,  n.  divinity,  godhead- 
inferior   deification   or   identification  with  a   deity' -Veva-bhojya,  am,  n.  'the  food  of  the  gods' Ampta  nectar. -Deva-bbrdj,  t,  m.  -shining  like  a 
god,  N.  of  a  son  of  Mahya,  son  of  Vivas-vat  (i.  e. of  the  Sun).-_Dera-man/ara,  am,  n.  the  jewel  of Vishnu  or  Krishna  suspended  on  his  breast;    [cf kaitslul>ka.]-Deva-inani,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  divine 
amulet;  the  jewel  on  Krishna's  breast;  a  twist  of 
hair  on  a  horse's  neck;  N.  of  a  drug  belonging  to the  Ashta-varga   (  =  mahd-medd);    an  epithet  of 

p.va-.~^CTa'mate'  <".  m.  'god-approved,'  N.  of  a Kisni;  [cf.  daivamati.]-Deva-maya,  as,  ?,  am, 
containing  the  gods,   made   up  of  all  the   gods 
-  Ueva-malimhti,  k,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura.  -  Deva- 
mata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.-Deva-mdtri,  id,  (. 
•the  mother  of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  Aditi  (  = dakshayant).-Dera-mdtri!ca,  as.d.am,  fostered 
or  watered  by  the  clouds  (or  by  Indra,  the  giver  of 
ram),  as  corn,  land,  Sec.,  deprived  of  every  other 
kind  of  water  ('having  the  clouds  as  foster-mother-' cf.  nadi-mdtrika.)-Dera-mdd<ma,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  'gladdening  or  inspiring  the  gods,' an  epiihet of  Soma.-_DcTO-m«na,  am,  n.  the  residence  of 
the  gods,  dwelling  of  the  gods.- Deva-mdnaka, as,  Tn.=deva-mam.-Dcm-mayd,  (.  an   illusion 
created  by  a  god  or  gods.-Deva-mdrga,  as   m 
'  the  way  of  the  gods,'  (according  to  commentators a  facetious  expression  for  the  penis  or  anus  )  -  Deva- 
mdm,  as,  m.  '  the  divine  month  or  month  of  the gods,  the  eighth  month  of  pregnancy.  -  Dem-mil ra 
as,  a,  am,  having  the  gods  as  friends ;  (as)  m    N 
of  an  ancient  preceptor  with  the  epithet  S'akalya'-  of !  father  of  Vishnu-putra  of  the  family  of  Vatsa 

arten*r0oTsk       ̂   *""  N'  °-  "^  °    *'  Ma'rU cohabitation  of  the  gods.-D™a-mt™a°™  m^' 

"SrJwISS^J''^  N- of  a'Yadava' 

tner  of  Vasu-deva ;  of  a  descendant  of  Nimi  and 

,         —IJeva-midhmha,  as,  m.  the  grandfather of  Vasu-deva  —  Dntn  m,mj   .'. ,.  .  yu  IHUHI,  is,  m.  a  heavenly  or divme  Mum;  N.  of  a  son  of  Irammada  and  author 
of  a  hymn  of  the  Rig-vcda.-jDct-a^a;',  k,  /.-,  I; 



432 deva-yajana. deva-svdmin. 

or  /,  /,  /  (?),  making  oblations  or  sacrifices  to 

the  gods,  a  worshipper  of  the  gods.  —  Dera-ya- 
jana,  an,  i,  am,  Ved.  worshipping  the  gods,  making 
oblations  to  them ;  serving  for  an  oblation  or  con- 

stituting an  oblation  to  the  gods;  (am),  n.  the  place 
where  a  sacrifice  is  performed.  —  Dem-yaji,  is,  is, 

i,  worshipping  the  gods,  making  oblations  or  sacri- 
ficing to  them ;  (if),  m.  a  worshipper  of  the  gods ; 

a  Muni.  —  Deva-yajna,  as,  m.  a  sacrifice  to  the 
superior  gods  performed  by  oblations  to  Fire  or 
through  Fire  to  the  other  gods;  the  Homa  or 

burnt  sacrifice  (one  of  the  five  great  sacrifices  men- 
tioned in  Manu  III.  84,85);  N.  of  a  man.— Dera- 

yajya,  am,  n.  or  dna-yajya,  t.  (inst.  -yajyd),  Ved. 
worshipping  the  gods,  a  sacrifice.  —  Deca-yd,  as, 
as,  am,  Ved.  going  to  the  gods,  desirous  of  them, 
honouring  them.  —  I)eva-yajm,  i,  inl,  i,  making 
sacrifices  to  the  gods ;  (I),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
attendants  of  Skanda;  N.  of  a  Dinava.  —  Deva- 

ydjnika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author,  =  ydjiiika-deva. 

—  Deva-ydtu,  us,  m.  '  a  heavenly  YStu,'  N.  of  a 
class  of  Ystus;  (also  read  dcva-ydta;  cf.  daiea- 
ydtaka  and  daivaydtavaka.)—Deva-ydtrd,  f.  an 
idol  procession,  any  sacred  festival  when  the  images 

of  gods  are  carried  in  procession.  —  Devaydtrin,  i, 
m.,  N.  of  a  DSnava ;    [cf.  deva-ydjin.]  —  Deva- 
ydna,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  going  to  the  gods,  following 
them ;    serving   as  a  way  to  the    gods    (especially 
applied  to  the  paths  by  which  the  gods  descend 
from  heaven,  and  sacrifices  ascend  to  them),  the 

ways  leading  to  the  gods ;  (am),  n.  the  car  or  vehicle 
of  a  god ;   (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Usanas  or 
wife  of  Yayati  and  mother  of  Yadu  and  Turvasu. 

—  Deva-ydvan,  a,  vari,  a,  Ved.  going  to  the  gods. 
—  Deva-yukta,  a*,  a,  am,  Ved.  yoked  by  the  gods 

(as  horses).  —  Deva-yuga,  am,  n.  'the  age  of  the 

gods,'  the  first  age  of  the  world ;  any  age  or  period 
of  the  gods  comprising  the  four  ages  of  mankind, 
(two  of  these  ages  or  Yugas  form  a  day  and  night 
of  Brahma ;    cf.    krila-yuga.)  —  Dcva-yoni,    is, 
m.  f.  the  place  of  origin  of  a  god,  a  divine  birth- 

place ;  epithet  of  the  wood  used  for  kindling  fire ; 

(i'x,  is,  i),  of  divine  origin ;  (is),  m.  a  being  of 
divine  origin ;  a  superhuman  being,  a  demi-god  or 
demon  —  Deva-yothd,  f.  the  wife  of  a  god.  —  Dera- 
rakfhita,  ax,  a,  am,  guarded  by  a  god  or  by  the 
gods ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Devaka ;  of  a  prince 
of  the  Kosalas ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Devaka 
and  one  of  the  wives  of  Vasu-deva.  —  Deca-rata,  as, 

a,  am,  Ved.  delighting  in  the  gods,  pious.  —  Deva- 
ratlia,  as,  m.  the  car  or  vehicle  of  a  deity,  a  car 
for  carrying  the  images  of  the  gods  in  a  procession 
[cf.  daivaratha] ;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Derarathdhnya, 

am,  n.  a  day's  journey  for  the  chariot  of  a  god  (of 
the  Sun).  —  Deva-rahasya,  am,  n.  a  secret  of  the 
gods,  divine  mystery ;  [cf.  dera-guhya.]  —  Deua-rdj, 

f,  m.  '  the  king  of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  Indra ; 
of  Najiusha.—  Deca-rdja,  as,  m.  a  divine  ruler; 
king  of  the  gods ;  an  epithet  of  Indra ;  of  a  king ; 
of  a  Rishi ;  of  a  Buddha ;  of  a  commentator  on  the 

Naighantuka ;  (the  full  name  is  devardja-yajean, 
q.  v. ;  cf.  daivardjaka  and  daioardjika.)  —  Deva- 
rdjan,  a,  m.  a  prince  of  a   Brahmanical  family. 
—  Devardja-yajran,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator 
on  the  three  chapters  of  Vedic   synonyms,  usually 
called  the  Naighantuka  poition  of  the   Nighantus, 
incompletely  explained  by  Yaska ;  N.  of  the  grand- 

father  of   this   commentator.  —  Deuardja-sama- 
.  it,  is,  i,  equal  in  glory  to  the  king  of  the 

gods.  —  Deva-rdjya,  am,  n.  sovereignty  over  the 

gods ;  [cf.  daivarajya.']  —  Deva-rdta,  a*,  d,  am, 
'  god-given ;'  (as),  m.  the  N.  given  to  Sunah-sepha 
after  being  received  into  the  family  of  Visva-mitra ; 
(d»),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Sunah-sepha ;  N.  of  a 
king  who  was  the  son  of  Su-ketu  and  descendant  of 
Nimi ;  N.  of  a  king  who  was  the  son  of  Karambhi  ; 
an  epithet  of  Parikshit  [cf.  dairarati] ;  a  sort  of 
crane.  —  Dem-rdshtra,  am,  n.  the  empire  of  the 
gods;  N.  of  an  empire  in  the  Dekhan.  —  l>,,-,i- 

rupin,  1,  ini,  i  (fr.  dem-ri'ipn),  of  divine  form, 
godlike.  —  Devarshi  (deva-ritlti),  is,  m.  a  Rishi, 

a  saint  of  the  celestial  class,  as  NSrada,  Atri,  Marie"!, 
Bharad-vSja,  Pulastya,  Pulaha,  Kratu,  Bhrigu,  Vasish- 

tha,  Pra-c°etas,  Bharata,  Kanada,  and  others.  —  J)e- 
rarslti-tra,  am,  n.  state  or  rank  of  a  divine  Rishi. 

—  Devarshi-varya,  as,  m.  chief  of  sages.  —  Deva- 
latd,  f.  double  jasmine  (  =  nava-mallikd).  —  De- 
ra-Id>tgulikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  plant;   [cf.  vfUKkiRJ] 
—  Deva-linga,  am,  n.  the  image  or  statue  of  a 
deity.  —  Deva-lekhd,  (.,  N.  of  a  princess.  —  Deea- 
lo/L-a,  as,  m.  the  particular  sphere  or  heaven  of  any 
divinity ;  heaven  or  paradise  ;  any  one  of  the  seven 
superior  worlds  (from  the  earth  to  the  highest  or 

Satya-loka,  in  opposition  to  those  below  the  earth ; 
deva-lohe  gnta,  gone  to  the  world  of  the  gods,  one 
who  has  died).  —  Dera-eaktra,  nm,  n.  'the  mouth 
of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  fire  or  its  deity  Agni  (as 
eating  or  consuming  the  oblations  made  to  the  gods). 

—  I.  deva-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  guarded  by  the  gods, 

surrounded  by  them,  (also  read  dei'd-vat)',  (an),  m., 
N.  of  the  grandfather  of  Su-dSs ;  of  a  son  of  A-kruta ; 
of  Devaka  who  was  a  son  of  Ahuka ;  of  the  twelfth 

Manu;  [cf.  deea- rdyu.~\  —  2.  dera-rat,  ind.  like  a 
god.  —  ])era-vadha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  weapon  of  the 
gods.  —  Deva-radhu,  as,   f.  the  wife  of  a   god. 
—  Deva-vanda,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  praising  the  gods. 
—  Deva-vara,  as,  m.  a  superior  or  supreme  deity; 

(am),  n.  a  divine  boon  or  blessing.  —  Deva-rart- 

man,  a,  n.  'the  path  of  the  gods,'  the  atmosphere. 
—  Dera-rardhal;!,  is,  m.  'the  builder  or  architect 

of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  Visva-karman  or  of  Tvash- 
tri  the  carpenter  of  the  gods.  —  Dera-rardhana,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Devaka.  —  Deea-rarman,  a, 
n.  the  armour  of  the  gods,  divine  armour.  —  Deva- 
varska,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  Varsha  in 

the  Dvlpa  S'almala.  —  Deva-vallabha,  as,  m.  the 
tree  Rottkra  Tinctoria.  —  Deva-vdm,  f.  a  divine 
voice,  a  voice  from  heaven.  —  Deva-vdta,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  agreeable  to  the   gods;   (as),  m.,  N.   of  a 

Bharata;    [cf.  dairavdta.]—Deva-vayn,  us,  m., 
N.  of  the  son  of  the  twelfth  Manu ;  [cf.  i .  deva-vat.] 
—  Deva-vdhana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  carrying  the  gods 
(as  a  horse).  —  Deva-rid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  the  gods. 
—  DeKa-ritlyd,  f.  the  doctrine  or  science  of  the 
gods,  divine  science  ;  (according  to  a  commentator  = 
nirukta,  q.  v.)  —  Deva-vibhdga,  as,  m.  the  division 
or  quarter  of  the  gods,  the  northern  hemisphere ; 

[cf.  deva-bhdga.]  —  Deva-vis",  t,  or  dei'a-ridd,  f., 
Ved.  a  divine  person,  a  deity,  the  gods  collectively. 

—  Deva-vi,    is,    is,  i,  Ved.    gratifying   the   gods. 
—  Devavi-tama,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  very  much  liked 
by  the  gods.— Deca-viti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  a  feast  or  meal 
or  enjoyment  prepared  for  the  gods ;  N.  of  one  of 
the  nine  daughters  of  Meru  and  wife  of  one  of  the 

nine  sons  of  Agnidhra.  —  Dei'a-vriksha ,  a«,  m.  'the 
divine    tree,'  a  common    N.  of  the  Mandara  and 
other  fabulous  trees  of  heaven  or  paradise ;  the  tree 
Alstonia  Scholaris ;  a  plant  yielding  a  fragrant  resin, 

bdellium   (=gutj<jnlu).  —  J)era-ririttl,   is,   m.  the 
commentary  of  Deva  (  =  Purushottama-dem)  on 
the  Unadi-sutras.  —  Deva-ryatas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved. 
affording  space  for  the  gods,  receiving  the   gods. 
—  Deva-rrata,am,  n.  a  religious  observance;  any 
religious  obligation  or  vow ;  the  favourite  food  of  the 
gods ;  (as,  d,  am),  devoted  to  the  gods,  religious ; 
(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Bhlshma ;    of  Karttikeya. 
—  1><  ra-rratin,  i,  ini,  i,  obeying  the  divine  com- 

mands, serving  the  gods.  —  l>i  ,-u  xu/.ii,  is,  m. '  having 

the  power  of  a  god,'  '  having  divine  strength,"  N.  of 
a  king.  —  Demiluta-bhdshya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work 
mentioned  in  the  Sudra-dharma-tattva  by  KamalS- 

kara.  —  Deva-s'atru,  us,  m.  an  enemy  of  the  gods ; 
an  Asura ;  a  Rakshas ;  (us,  us,  u),  Ved.  having 

the  gods  as  enemies.  ••  Deva-darman,  d,  m.,  N.  of 
several  persons;  of  an  old  sage;  of  a  Buddhist 

author,  (wrongly  written  dera-sarman) ',  of  a  minister 
of  JaySpIda  who  was  king  of  KasmTra;  [cf.  tlnira- 

s'armi.]  —  r>era-ilas,  ind.,  Ved.  deity  after  deity. 
— •  Deva-tfilpin,  i,  m.  'the  artist  of  the  gods,'  an 
epithet  of  Tvashtri.  —  Drm-sitii,  ux,  m.  the  child 

of  a  god ;  [cf.  dena-garbha.']  —  Deva-iifhla,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  taught  or  directed  by  the  gods.  —  Deva- 

{uni,  f.,  Ved.  'the  divine  female  dog,'  an  epithet  of 
Sarama.  —  Veea-iura,  as,  m.  '  the  divine  hero,'  N. 
of  a  man.  —  ])era-^el;hara,  as,  m.  'the  diadem  of 

the  gods,'  a  kind  of  plant,  =  damanaka.  —  Dera- 
itejiha,  am,  n.  the  remnants  of  a  sacrifice  offered  to 
the  gods.  —  Deva-dravas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bharata; 
of  a  son  of  Yaina  and  author  of  hymns  of  the  Rig- 
veda.  —  l)ci-a-sn,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  approaching  the 

gods,  worshipping.  —  Dei'a\ri-rjfii'l>ltft,  a.«,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Deca-irut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  audible 

to  the  gods,  heard  by  the  gods.  —  ])eva-iiruta,  as, 
m.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  the  sixth  Arhat  of  the  future 

Ut-sarpim;  a  god  (  =  is"vara);  N.  of  NSrada  ;  a 
sacred  treatise  or  branch  of  scripture.  —  Dcca-tfrii, 

ils,  us,  u,  Ved.  known  to  the  gods.  —  Dera-s'reni,  f. 
the  plant  Sanseviera  Zeylanica  (  =  murra).  —  Deva- 
ilreefttha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  the  twelfth  Manu. 
—  Dera  sakha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  friend  or  companion 

of  the  gods.  —  Dei-a-sattnita-yonin,  i,  ini,  i,  '  fur- 
nishing sources  of  amusement  or  entertainment  to  the 

gods,'  N.  of  the  NSradas  who  appear  as  messengers. 
—  Dera-sattra,  am,  n.  a  festival  or  sacrifice  of  long 
continuance  in  honour  of  the  gods.  —  Drni-xttttri.t, 
as,  d,  am,  having  the   nature  of  a  god,  godlike. 
—  Deca-sad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  living  among  the  gods. 
—  Deca-sadana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  serving  as  a  seat 
or  residence  for  the  gods.  —  Dera-nadman,  a,  n.  the 
seat  or  residence  of  a  god.  —  Deva-sand/ia,  as,  d, 

am,  connected  with  the  gods,  divine.  —  Dtva-san- 
nidlii,  is,  m.  presence  of  the  gods.  —  Vera-sahhd, 
f.  an  assembly  of  the  gods  ;  a  gambling-house ;   [cf. 
the  next.]  —  Deeasabhya,  as,  m.  the  keeper  of  a 

gambling-house  ;  a  gambler  ;  a  frequenter  of  gambling- 
houses  or  dubs ;  an  attendant  on  a  deity.  —  Itera- 

xarasa,  am,  n.  'the  pool  of  the  gods,"  N.  of  a 
place.  —  Ltera-sarshapa,  as,  m.  'divine  mustard,' 
a  kind   of  mustard.  —  Deea-saha,    as,   m.   'the 
strength  of  the  gods,'  N.  of  a  mountain ;  (a),  f.  a 
kind  of  plant,  =  snha-d en,  dandotpald,  =  bhikshd- 
sutra  (or  bhiksku-sutra?).  — Dera-sdt,  ind.  to  a 
god  or  gods,  to  the  nature  of  a  deity ;  demsdd-b/iu, 
to  become  changed  into  a  god.  —  Deva-sdyiijya, 
am,  n.  conjunction  with  the  gods,  reception  among 

the  gods,  absorption  into  or  identification  with  a 
deity ;  inferior  deification,  the  state  or  being  of  the 
inferior  gods.  —  De ea-sararni,  is,   m.,  N.  of  the 

thirteenth  Manu.  —  Deva-sinha,  as,  m.  'the  lion 

of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.—  Ili-ra-fint/ia,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  lake.  —  Deva-mmati,  is,  f.  the  favour 

of  the  gods.  —  Uera-sumanas,  'divine  flower,'  a 
species  of  flower.  —  Deoa-sushi,  is,  m.  a  tube  or 
cavity  which  leads  to  the  gods ;  (the  heart  has  five, 

viz.  pi-ana,  rydna,  apdna,  samdna,  and  uddna.) 
—  Deva-su,  ?7s,  its,  u,  Ved.  an  epithet  applied  to 

eight  deities,  viz.  Agni  griha-pati,  Soma  vanas-pati, 

Savitri    satya-prasava,    Rudra   pas'u-pati,    Brihas-pati 
vacas-pati,  Indra  jyeshtha,  Mitra  satya,  and  Varuna 
dharma-pati.  —  Deva-suda,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  village. 

—  Deea-suri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Deva- 
srishta,  as,  d,  am,  let  go  or  discharged  by  a  god ; 
caused  or  created  by  the  gods ;  (a),  f.  an  intoxicating 

drink,  a  kind  of  spirituous  liquor.  —  Dei'a-scna,  ox, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Sravasti ;  of  Paundra-vardhana ; 
of  a  Buddhist  Arhat;    (a),  f.  an  army  or  host  of 

celestials ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Praja-pati  or  niece 
of  Indra  and  wife  of  Skanda  who  is  the  leader  of 
the  hosts  of  heaven,  (she  is  worshipped  by  the  race 

of  JatukSrnya) ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Indra.  —  Dei-a- 
send-pati,  is,  m.  '  the  commander  of  the  hosts  ot 
heaven/  an  epithet  of  Skanda.  — /)erowH«-/>m/a, 

as,  m. '  the  beloved  of  Deva-sena,'  epithet  of  Skanda. 
—  Hi  ra-stiit,    t,   i,    t,  Ved.    praising   the    gods. 
—  Ueva-stri,  f.  the  wife  of  a  deity.  —  Jhra-xthdna, 
rif,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  Rishi  [cf.  daivastltani] ; 

(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Devasyatmka,  as,  a, 
am,   containing   the   words    derasya   tvd    (as   an 

Adhyaya   or  Anu-vaka).  —  Dena-sra,   am,   n.  the 
property  of  the  gods,  property  applicable  to  religious 
purposes  or  endowments  &<:.  —  l>ei'a!-rdpaharana 
(°eva-ap°),  am,  n.  '  plunder   of  sacred  property,' 
sacrilege.  —  Dem-svamin,  ?,  m.  'the  lord  of  the 
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gods,"  N.  of  several  Brahmans ;  N.  of  an  astrologer ; 
of  a  commentator  on  the  Apastamba.  —  Deva-lia  vis, 
is,  a.,  Ved.  an  oblation  to  the  gods.  —  Deva-ltai'ya, 
am,  n.  an  oblation  to  the  gods ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an 
ancient  Rishi.  —  Deta-Jtinsaka,  as,  m.  an  enemy 

of  the  gods.  —  Deva-hita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  arranged 

or  appointed  or  settled  by  the  gods.  —  Deva-hiti.  /--', 
f.,  Ved.  divine  ordinance  or  arrangement.  —  Dem-hu, 
us,  us,  u,  Ved.  invoking  the  gods,  devoted  to  the 

gods;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (us),  f.,  scil.  driir, 
N.  of  the  northern  aperture  of  the  human  body,  i.  e. 
of  the  left  ear  (which  is  turned  northwards  if  the  face 

is  directed  towards  the  east;  cf.  2>it>i-hii).-'Dem- 
hu-tama,  as,  a,  am,  most  devoted  to  the  gods; 
very  pious.  —  Dera-huti,  is  or  F,  f.,  Ved.  invocation 
of  the  gods ;  N.  of  a  magical  formula  with  which 
the  gods  are  invoked ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Manu 

Svayam-bhu  and  wife  of  Kardama.  —  Deca-kuya,am, 
n. ,  Ved.  =  deva-hifti,  invocation  of  the  gods.  —  De- 
rn-hedana  or  deva-helana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  disre- 

garding the  gods,  an  offence  against  them.  —  Dem- 
It  eti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  the  weapon  of  a  god,  a  divine 

weapon.  —  Dem-hotra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 
Yogesvara,  a  partial  incarnation  (an.va)  of  Hari. 

—  Deva-hrada,  am,  n.  'the  divine  lake,'  N.  of  a 
sacred  ba'hing-place.  —  Devanfa  (°va-an°),  am,  n. 
a  portion  of  a  god,  a  partial  incarnation  of  a  god. 

—  Derdkrida  ("'ea-dk°),  as,  m.  the  playing-piace 
or  pleasure-grove  of  the  gods.  —  Devdgdra  (°va-ag° 
or  -drj°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  '  the  dwelling  of  a  god,'  a 
temple.  —  Devdnga  (°ea-a»°),   as,   m.,   N.  of  an 
emanation  from  the  body  of  the  god  Sadasiva,  (said 

to  be  the  inventor  of  the  art  of  weaving.)  —  Devdmja- 

(aritra,  am,  n. '  the  adventures  or  story  of  Devan-ga,' 
N.  of  a  book.  —  Deuaitgand  (°va-an°),  (.  a  divine 
female,  courtezan  of  Svarga.  —  Decdjiva,  as,  m.  or 

dfvajlvln  (°ra-5j°),  I,  m.  an  attendant  upon  an 
idol,  a  low  Brahman,  subsisting  by  attendance  upon 

an  image  and  upon  the  offerings  made  to  it.  —  ])c- 

•i"dA6  (°va-ail<!),  an,  afi,  dk,  Ved.  approaching  the 
gods ;   directed  towards  them ;    wor.-hipping  them. 

—  Devaiijana  (°va-a>i°),  am,  n.,  Ved.  divine  un- 
guent or  ointment.  —  Devdta  (°va-a(aor  -afa),  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place;  [cf.  patnydta.~\ 
—  Decatithi  (°va-at°),  is,  m.   '  the  guest  of  the 
gods,'  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Kanva  and  author  of 
a  hymn  of  the  Rig-veda ;   of  a  prince  or  son  of 
A-krodhana  or  Krodhana  by  Karambha ;  (also  read 

(h-i'n-tithi.)  —  Jhi'ati'lfi'a  (°ra-a£°)»  as,  m.,  a  god 
surpassing  or  excelling  all   other  gods ;    epithet  of 

Vishnu ;  of  Sakya-muni.  —  Derdtman  (°va-at°),  a, 
m.  the  divine  soul ;  the  holy  fig-tree  or  Ficus  Reli- 
giosa ;  (a,  d,  a),  being  of  divine  nature,  containing 
a  divinity ;    one   with  or  identified  with  a  deity ; 

belonging  to  a  deity,  consecrated,  sacred.  —  Devdtma- 

.•'([/, 7i',  i»,  f.  the  power  of  the  divine  soul.  —  Devdtmd 
(°va-df),  {.  the  mother  of  the  gods ;    [cf.  deva- 
tdtmd.]  —  Decddhidem  (°va-adX"),  as,  m.  a  god 
over  all  other  gods,  an  Artiat  of  the  jainas.  —  Deva- 

dhi^i  ("va-adh0),  as,  m.  'the  king  of  the  god>,' 
an  epithet  of  Indra  ;  N.  of  a  king  identified  with  the 

Asura  Nikumbha.  —  Devdndm-priya,as,  a,a?«,'the 

beloved  of  the  gods,'  simple,  foolish  ;  (as),  m.  a  fool, 
an  idiot;  a  goat;  an  ascetic,  one  who  relinquishes 
or  abandons  the  world ;    [cf.  the  Prakrit  N.  of  a 

Buddhist  king,  Det'dnam-piyatissa^]  —  Derdnika 
(°va-an°),  am,  n.  an  army  of  celestials;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  prince  who  was  the  son  of  Kshema-dhanvan  ; 
of  a  son  of  the  eleventh  Manu ;   of  a  mountain. 

—  Devdnukrama,  as,  m.  '  the  series  of  the  gods, 
enumeration  of  the  gods  in  order,"  N.  of  a  work 
supposed  to  be  written  by  Saunaka,  (serving  as  an 
index  to  the  deities  to  whom  hymns  are  addressed.) 

—  Devdnufara,  as,  or  devdnnydyin  (°va-an°),  i, 
m.   a  follower  or  attendant  of  a  god.  —  Devdnta 

(°va-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Hridika.  —  De- 
vdntaka  (°va-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshas;  of 
a  Daitya.  —  Devdntaka-vadha,  as,  m.  'the  destruc- 

tion of  DevSntaka,'  N.  of  the  seventy-first  chapter  of 
the  Krida-khanda  or  second  part  of  the  Ganela- 

PurSna.  —  Dcvdndltas   (°va-ari"),  as,   n.   divine 

food,  ambrosia.  —  Devi-ana  ("  va-an°),  am,  n. 
divine  food,  ambrosia;  rice  or  food  that  has  been 

first  presented  to  an  idol.  —  Dn'Ctjii  (va-dpi),  is, 
m.  '  the  friend  of  the  gods,'  N.  of  a  Rishi  who  was 
son  of  Rishti-shena;  (according  to  a  later  legend  he 
is  a  son  of  king  Pratlpa,  resigns  his  kingdom,  retires 
to  the  woods,  becomes  a  Brahman,  and  is  supposed 
to  be  still  alive  near  the  Su-meru  mountain  ;  cf. 

<Tuirdpa.)'-VevdbJiishia  (°ra-al>h°),  as,  d,  am, 
desired  by  the  gods,  sacred  or  dedicated  to  a  deity ; 

(a),  f.  betel,  piper  betel  (  =  tdnibiili').  —  Devdya- 
tana  (°ca-dif1,  am,  n.  '  the  dwelling  of  a  god,'  a 
temple;  [cf.  devatdyatana.^—Devdyitdlia  (°vo- 
dy°),  am,  n. '  the  weapon  of  a  god,'  a  divine  weapon, 
Indra's  bow,  the  rainbow.  —  Demyusha  (°va-dy°), 
am,  n.  the  life-time  of  a  god.  —  itecaranya,  (°ra- 
ar° ),  am,  n.  a  divine  grove,  the  forest  of  the  gods. 
— •  Devdrddhana  CVa-ar"),  am,  n.  or  devdrd- 
dhand,  f.  worship  of  the  gods.  —  Devdri  (°va-ari), 
is,  m. '  an  enemy  of  the  gods,'  an  Asura.  —  Devdrdaka 
(  r<?-f/r°),  a.*,  m.  a  worshipper  of  the  gods.  —  De- 
vdrdana  (°va-ar°),  am,  n,  or  devdri!ana,  f.  the 
worship  of  the  gods ;  idolatry.  —  Devdrpaiia  (°va- 
ar°),  as,  d,  am,  received  among  the  gods,  considered 
as  a  god.  —  Decdrya  (°va-dra),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
last  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpim.  —  Dci'drha, 

(°va-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  worthy  of  the  gods,  divine ; 
(as),  m.  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant;  (d),  f.  a  species 
of  plant,  =  deva-bala,  =  saha-devi.  —  Devdlaya 

(°va-dP),  as,  m.  '  the  residence  of  the  gods,' 
heaven ;  a  temple.  —  Devd-vat,  an,  all,  at,  =  dem- 

vat,  q.  v.  —  Devdvatdra  (cva-av°),  as,  m.  '  the 
place  of  descent  of  a  god  (?),'  N.  of  a  place.  —  Devd- 
rasntlut  (°ra-dv°),  as,  m.  '  the  habitation  of  a 
deity,'  a  temple.  —  Devdcdsa  (°va-av°),  as,  m.  'the 
residence  of  a  god  or  gods,'  a  temple ;  an  epithet  of 
the  tree  Ficus  Religiosa.  —  Decdrl  ('ra-ai'i),  ts,  is, 
i,  Ved.  gladdening  or  satisfying  the  gods,  agreeable 
to  the  gods.  —  Derd-vridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  gladdening 
or  satisfying  the  gods ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain ; 
(also  read  de vd-vrid/ia.)  —  Devd-vridha,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  prince  who  was  father  of  Babhru  [cf.  daivd- 

vrldha\ ;  of  a  mountain ;  [cf.  deca-vridh.]  —  De- 

rfl.sTti  (va-as0),  as,  m.  the  horse  of  a  god,  a  divine 
horse ;  Indra's  horse  Uciaih-sravas.  —  Decdsura  (°va- 
as°),  as,  m.  pi.  the  gods  and  the  Asuras ;  [cf.  dai- 
caSMra.]  —  Dfi-asura-guru,  us,  m.  '  the  preceptor 

of  the  gods  and  Asuras,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  ftevdsura.- 
namaskriia,  as,  m.  '  worshipped  by  the  gods  and 
Asuras,'  epithet  of  Swz.  —  Decdmra-malidmdira, 
as,  m. '  the  chief  of  the  gods  and  Asuras,'  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Devdiura-mahddraya  (°hd-aj"),  as,  m. 
'  the  great  refuge  of  the  gods  and  Asuras,'  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Devasura-mahetmra  (V/u-irf0),  as,  m. 
'  the  great  lord  of  the  gods  and  Asuras,'  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Devasiira-yudtl/ia,  am,  n.  the  battle  between 
the  gods  and  Asuras.  —  Devasura-vara-prada,  as, 

m.  'conferring  boons  on  the  gods  and  Asuras,'  epithet 
of  Sivi.~Dei'asura-sattgrdma,  as,  m.  the  war 

between  the  gods  and  Asuras.  — •  Dcvdsures'i'ara 
(  fi-is"),  ax,  m.  '  the  lord  of  the  gods  and  Asuras,' 
epithet  of  Siva.  —  Devahara  (°va^dk°),  as,  m. '  food 
of  the  gods,'  divine  food,  ambrosia.  —  Devdhvaya 
(°va-dh"),  as,  m.  'called  Deva,'  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  DeH-ildsa,  as,  m.  (for  devl-tl°),  'the  slave  of 
the  goddess,'  N.  of  a  man  ;  N.  of  a  commentator  on 
the  Mugdha-bodha.  —  I)evi-kota,  as,  m.  =  :Sonita- 
pura,  N.  of  a  town  (the  city  of  Vina,  probably 
Devicotta  on  the  Coromandel  coast).  —  T)evl-garWia- 

griha,  as,  m.  '  a  house  containing  an  image  of  the 
goddess    DurgS,'  a   shrine   of  the   goddess  Durga. 
—  Dem-gfiha,  am,  n.  a   temple   of  the   goddess 
(Durgfi) ;  the  apartment  of  a  queen.  —  Devi-tanlra, 

am,  n.  'the  Tantra  of  the  goddess  (Durga),'  N.  of 
a  Tantra.  —  Devi-tea,  am,  n.  'the  state  of  being  a 

goddess,"  the  rank  of  a  goddess ;  the  rank  of  a  queen. 
—  Deci-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  Rama- 
sevaka  and  grandfather  of  Krishna-mitra.  —  Dcvin- 
dhiyaka,  as,  d,  am,  containing  the  words  devim 
flhiyd  (as  an  Anu-vaka  or  Adhyaya).  —  Devi-pdda- 

dvaya,  am,  n.  '  the  two  feet  of  the  goddess,  i.  e.  of 

Durga,'  N.  of  a  holy  ba'.hing-place.  —  Deri-purana, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-Purana.  —  Devi-bhavana,  am, 
n.  the  temple  of  the  goddess  (Durga).  —  Devi-blia- 

gavata-purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Purana.  —  Devi- 
mahddera,  am,  n  ,  N.  of  a  play.  —  Deri-ma/cimttu, 
d,  m.,  N.  of  a  woik,  (perhaps  =  the  following.) 

—  Devl-mahatmt/a,  am,  n. '  the  majesty  of  Durga,' 
N.of  a  section  of  the  Markandeya-Purana.  —  Devir- 
dpasaka,  as,  d,  am,  containing  the  words  dcrlr 
dpa/i  (as  an  Anu-vaka  or  Adhyaya).  —  Devi-sukta, 

am,  n.  'the  hymn  of  the  goddess,"  N.  of  a  hymn  to 
Durga.  —  Decej  (°va-ij),  f,  f,  t,  sacrificing  to  the 
gods,   worshipping  them.  —  Dcrejya   (va-ij°),   as, 
m.  '  the  preceptor  of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  Brihas- 
pati,  the  planet  Jupiter.  —  Dereldha  (°va-iddha), 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  kindled  by  the  gods.  ••  Devendra 

(°ra-in°),  as,  m.  'the  chief  of  the  gods,'  an  epithet 
of  Indra;  of  Siva;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Devendra-btid- 

dhi,  is,  m.  '  having  the  intellect  of  the  chief  of  the 
gods,'  N.   of  a  learned  Buddhist.—  Decendra-sa- 
maya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work;  of  a  part  of 

the  Suvarna-prabhasa.  —  Deceb'a  ("ra-Zj'a),  as,  m. 
'  the  chief  of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  BrahmS  ;  of 
Vishnu ;  of  Siva  ;  of  Indra ;  (I),  f.  '  the  queen  of  the 

gods,'  epithet  of  Durga  ;  of  DevakI  who  was  mother 
of  Krishna.  —  Deveia-tirtha,  am,  n.  'the  Tlrtha  of 

the  chief  of  the  gods,'  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Dete-iaya, 

as,  d,  am,  '  resting  or  reposing  on  a  god,'  epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —  Deccsvara  (°va-i£°),  as,  m. '  the  sovereign 
of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  an  author. 
—  Deresvara-patfdita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  De- 

veihita  (°ra-{tfi°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sent  or  impelled 
by  the   gods.  —  Decesh!a   (°fa-ish°),  as,  a,  am, 
wished  by  the  gods,  acceptable  to  the  gcds ;  (as,  a), 

m.  f.  a  sort  of  drug  (reckoned  among  the  Ashta- 
varga,  =inahd-'niedd) ;   bdellium;    (a),  f.  the  wild 

lime  tree  ( =  vana-vjjapuraka).  —  Devainasa  (°va- 
en°),  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  curse  of  the  gods.  —  Devod- 
ydna  (°va-ud°),  am,  n.  '  the  grove  of  the  gods,"  a 
sacred  grove,  a  garden  near  a  temple  or  consecrated 

to   a   deity.  —  DevopdsaJca   (°vu-up°),  as,  m.   a 
worshipper  of  the  gods.  —  Devaukas  (°wa-olA),  as, 
n.  '  the  residence  of  the  gods,'  the  mountain  Meru. 

—  Decy-dgama,  as,  m.  '  the  arrival  of  the  goddess,' 
N.  of  a  work.  —  Devy-upanishad,  t,  (.,  N.  of  an 

Upanishad. Deraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  who  or  what  sports  or 
plays ;  divine,  celestial,  godlike,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a 
god,  duty,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.);  N.  of  a 
man ;  of  a  Gandharva ;  of  a  prince,  son  of  Ahuka 
and  father  of  DevakT  who  was  mother  of  Krishna ; 

of  a  son  of  Yudhi-shthira  and  Yaudheyl  or  Pauravl 

[cf.  decika] ;  a  familiar  diminutive  for  Deva-datta, 
q.  v. ;  (da),  m.  p!.,  N.  of  the  inhabitants  of  a  Varsha 
in  Kraunda-dvTpa ;  (ikd),  f.  a  diminutive  of  Devi ; 
N.  of  a  class  of  goddesses  of  an  inferior  order ;  (as), 

f.  pi.  the  oWations  made  to  the  aforesaid  goddesses 
(viz.  to  Anu-matI,  Raka,  Sinlvall,  KuhO,  and  to 
Dhatri) ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Yudhi-shthira  and  mother 
of  Yaudheya ;  of  a  river ;  of  a  country  [?  cf.  ddrika] ; 

the  thorn-apple  (  =  dhusturd) ;  (aka),  (.  a  familiar 
diminutive  for  Deva-datta,  q.  v. ;  (akj),  {.,  N.  of  a 

daughter  of  Devaka,  (she  was  the  wife  of  Vasu-deva 
and  mother  of  Krishna) ;  N.  of  Aditi ;  of  DakshSyam. 
—  Devaki-nandana  ordevaki-nandana  or  demki- 

putra,  as,  m.  or  dei'akl-sunn,  us,  m.  'the  son  of 
DevakT,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Deraki-mdtri,  td, 
f.  the  mother  of  DevakT. 

JJevaklya,  as,  d,  am,  divine,  godlike,  belonging 
or  relating  to  a  divinity ;  [cf.  devakya.] 

Devakya,  as,  d,  am,  divine,  godlike ;  correspond- 
ing to  the  number  of  the  gods;  (a),  f.  epithet  of  the 

metre  Anushtubh  ;  [cf.  devaklya.] 

Dcvatija,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.) 

having  as  one's  deity ;  sacred  to  a  deity  [cf.  eka-d?, 
kiitt-d',  daivatya~\ ;  (d),  f.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  N.  of  a 
particular  species  of  animal. 

Devan,  d,  m.  a  husband's  brother;  [cf.  dei-ri."] 2.  devana,  as,  m.  (for  i.  see  rt.  dev,  p.  430, 

col.  i),  a  die,  dice  for  gambling ;  (o),  f.  sport,  wanton 
sport  or  pastime ;  service ;  (am),  n.  shining,  splendor, 
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lustre,  beauty ;  gaming,  gambling,  a  game  at  dice ; 

sport,  play,  pastime ;  a  play  or  pleasure-ground,  a 
garden ;  a  lotus ;  praise ;  emulation,  desire  to  excel 
or  overcome;  affair,  business,  profession;  going, 
motion. 

Derayat,  an,  anfi,  at  (from  a  Nom.  dei-aya), 
Ved.  following  the  gods,  serving  the  gods,  religious ; 

desirous  of  divinity  (?)  ;  shining  (?);  [cf.  a-<f  and 

ilevayat.'] 
Dcrayu,  us,  it,  u,  Ved.  loving  the  gods,  devoted 

to  the  gods,  pious,  virtuous,  righteous ;  frequenting 
sacred  festivals;  (us),  m.  a  deity;  [cf.  a->f.] 

Derara  or  deraraka,  as,  m.  a  husband's  brother, 
especially  his  younger  brother ;  a  beloved  person  ;  a 
husband;  [cf.  Lith.  dlufris;  Gr.  Sorijp;  Lat.  lirlr 
for  ilerir;  Slav,  tlner;  Angl.  Sax.  tacur,  taeor; 
Old  Germ,  zeihur.] 
Deeala,  as,  m.  an  attendant  upon  an  idol ;  a 

Brahman  of  an  inferior  order  who  subsists  upon  the 
offerings  made  to  the  idols  he  attends,  and  who 
conducts  various  ceremonies  for  hire ;  a  holy  or 
virtuous  man ;  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Kasyapa,  author 

of  the  hvmns  of  the  ninth  Mandala  of  the  Rig-veda  ; 
an  epithet  of  Asita,  (according  to  other  authorities 
a  son  of  Asita) ;  N.  of  an  astronomer ;  of  a  legislator ; 
of  the  son  of  Pratyflsha ;  of  the  elder  brother  of 

Dhaumya;  of  the  husband  of  Eka-parnS;  of  the 
father  of  Sannati  who  was  wife  of  Brahma-datta ;  of 

the  grandfather  of  Panini ;  of  a  son  of  Kris'Ssva  by 
DhishanS,  wrongly  identified  with  NSrada,  with 
whom  Asita  Devala  is  sometimes  associated. 

DevalaHa,  as,  m.  the  attendant  on  an  idol.  See 
the  preceding. 

Devayat  =  derayat  above. 
Devoid,  f.  one  of  the  female  personifications  of 

music. 

li'i'ilca,  as,  i,  am,  appertaining  to  or  derived 
from  a  deity,  divine ;  (<M),  m.  a  familiar  diminutive 

of  Deva-datta ;  (a),  f.,  see  under  deraka. 
Devitri,  tS,  m.  a  dice-player,  gamester,  dicer. 
Dtmtrd,  ind.  having  played. 
Dcrin,  i,  ini,  i,  gambling,  a  gambler,  gamester. 
Deviya,  as,  m.  a  familiar  diminutive  of  Deva- 

datta. 

Deeila,  as,  a,  am,  appertaining  to  a  deity,  divine; 
virtuous,  pious,  just;  (as),  m.  a  familiar  diminutive 
of  Deva-datta. 

Devika  for  devt,  a  queen  Sec.  (at  the  end  of  an 

adj.  comp. ;  cf.  sa-rI°.)  —  Deeika-va<?a,  am,  n.  'the 
prayer  of  DurgJ,'  N.  of  a  mystical  book  treating  of 
the  worship  of  DurgS. 

Devri,  a,  m.  a  husband's  brother,  especially  his 
younger  brother  ;  the  husband  of  a  woman  previously 
married.  —  Devri-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  loving  the 
brother  of  one's  husband. 
Devya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  divine  dignity  or  power, 

rank,  godhead. 

(^l<*s  decakada,  as  or  am,  m.  orn.  (?),  N. 
of  a  Grama. 

<!f3f7  devata,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  dev, 
q.  v.),  an  artist,  artisan. 

<;igl  dnatti,  f.  a  sort  of  gull,  Larus 
Ridibundus  (^yan-gdfillt). 
^51  desa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  dis),  any  place 

or  spot  shown  or  pointed  out ;  place  or  spot  in 

general,  region,  country  (whether  inhabited  or  unin- 
habited, e.g.  d  >r  nirl\',  to  settle  in  a  place; 

atmlya-ttcta,  one's  own  country) ;  a  province,  part, 
department,  side,  portion ;  an  institute,  ordinance ;  dftla 

occurs  at  the  end  of  some  cotnps.,  the  fern,  ending  in 

a;  [cf.  a-<f,  fka-if,  ri-d',  &c.]-De.<a-kdla,  au, 
m.  du.  place  and  time.  -  De.<a-kdlajna,  as,  a,  am, 
knowing  the  (proper)  place  and  time.  _  />..<«- 
kdla-riil,  I.  t,  I,  knowing  place  and  time.  —  De'a- 
tala-rihhdr/a,  an.  m.  apportioning  of  place  and  time. 
—  DeJarUua-tytHiaiGtUa,  at,  5,  am,  regulated  by 
place  and  time.  —  De$a-ja  or  defa-jdta,  as,  d,  am, 
'  country-born,'  native,  indigenous ;  born  in  the  right place ;  produced  in  the  right  country  (as  a  horse,  ele- 

s devayat. 
dehesvara. 

phant,  &c.) ;  of  genuine  descent ;  genuine ;  [cf.  flt&ja .] 

—  Deda-jna,  at,  a,  am,  knowing  the  district,  familiar 

with  places.  —  Des'a-drishta,  at,  a,  am,  seen  or 
experienced  in  a  country ;  customary  in  a  country ; 
considered  locally.judgedas  to  place.  —  Dffa-dharmn, 
as,  m.  local  law,  local  rights  or  customs,  the  law  or 

usage    of  any   country.  —  J '  >eia-nirnaya,   as,    m. 
'  description  of  countries,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  De3a- 
b/idshd,  f.  the  dialect  of  a  country.  —  Deia-bhra- 
mana,  am,  n.  wandering  about,  peregrination,  tour. 
—  DaSa-rdja-farita,   am,  n.  '  history   of  native 

princes,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  J)c.<a-rupa,  am,  n.  'the 
being  in  the  right  place,'  conformity  with  place,  pro- 

priety, fitness.  —  Deifa-rdsln,  i,  ini,  i,  residing  in  a 
country.  —  Dcfa-rritta,  am,  n.  a  circle  depending 
upon  its  relative  position  with   regard  to  the  spot 
from  which  it  is  observed.  —  Defta-ryavafidra,  a*, 
m.  local  usage,  custom  of  the  country.  —  Deia-stlia, 

as,  d,  am,  situated  or  living  in  a  country.  —  Veild- 
6ara  (°^a-«<f3).  as,  m.  local  usage  or  custom.  —  De- 
lidtithi  (".s'a-o*0),  is,  m.  '  a  guest  in  a  country,'  a 
foreigner.  —  Dex'dntara  (°s"a-an°),  am,  n.  another 
country,  abroad,  foreign  parts ;  longitude  or  difference 
of  longitude  ;  the  distance  from  the  chief  meridian. 

—  Deifdntara-phala,  am,  n.  the  equation  for  dif- 
ference of  meridian.  —  De.<dntara-bhd»ddnayana 

fda-dn°),  am,  n.  importing  wares  from  foreign  coun- 
tries. —  Dex'dntaHn,  i.  ini,  i,  belonging  to  another 

country,  foreign,  a  foreigner.  —  De<dpeksha  (°sa- 
apc\  at,  d,  am,  spying  or  inspecting  a  land. 

Defalia,  as,  ikd,  am,  who  or  what  shows,  points 

out,  describes,  directs,  teaches,  &c. ;  a  shower,  indi- 
cator ;  (as),  m.  a  ruler,  governor  J  a  guide,  instructor. 

Demand,  f.  direction, command,  instruction,  doctrine. 
Dedika,  as,  d,  am,  familiar  with  a  place,  a  guide ; 

(as),  m.  a  Guru  or  spiritual  teacher ;  a  traveller, 
stranger,  sojoumer ;  [cf.  daidika.] 

Dedita,  as,  d,  am,  directed,  commanded ;  shown, 
pointed  out ;  advised,  instructed. 

Defin,  i,  ini,  i,  showing,  pointing  out,  instructing, 
guiding ;  of  or  belonging  to  a  country ;  (ini),  (.  the 
index  or  fore-finger. 
Desl,  (.,  scil.  bhashd,  the  dialect  of  a  country ;  N. 

of  a  RaginI,  (according  to  Hanu-mat)  wife  of  the 
Raga  Dlpaka.  —  Des^-kosha,  as,  m.  a  vocabulary  of 
the  dialect  of  a  country. 

Deslya,  as,  d,  am,  peculiar  or  belonging  to  a 
country  or  province,  provincial,  native ;  (at  the  end 
of  a  comp.)  inhabiting  any  country  (e.  g.  Mdgadlia- 
desiyas,  an  inhabitant  of  MSgadha) ;  bordering  upon, 
contiguous,  not  very  distant  from,  almost  (in  this 
sense  regarded  by  Indian  grammarians  as  an  affix, 

see  paitfa-rarshaka-d?,  patu-tl°,  &c.).  —  De/Sya- 
bhdshd,  (.  the  dialect  of  a  country,  native  dialect. 

—  Deilya-vurddl,  N.  of  a  Raga  ? ;  (also  read  ilrsl- varddi.) 

Deiya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  pointed  out,  to  be  ordered 
or  proved  ;  being  in  a  place  or  on  the  spot,  present 
at  any  transaction  (and  so  witnessing  it) ;  belonging 
to  or  being  in  a  country,  local,  provincial,  inhabiting 
or  coming  from  a  country,  (often  at  the  end  of  a  comp., 

e.  g.  ndnd-iC, coming  from  various  countries;  tad-d*, 
inhabiting  the  same  country) ;  bom  in  or  belonging 

to  one's  own  country,  native ;  born  at  the  light  place 
or  in  the  right  country,  of  genuine  descent ;  genuine 

[cf.  deia-ja];  contiguous,  not  far  from,  almost  [cf. 

ites~iya  above,  and  see  ritasti-ff,  £ii!u*J°,  pa'u-f, 
&c.]  ;  (as),  m.  an  eye-witness  of  anything,  one  who 
was  on  the  spot;  the  inhabitant  of  a  country;  (am), 
n.  the  proposition,  the  statement  or  exhibition  of  a 
question  or  argument ;  the  fact  or  thing  to  be  proved 

or  substantiated ;  [cf.  a-rf°.]  —  Defya'b/tikshu,  -us, 
m.  a  native  mendicant. 

Hi  </<  larya,  at,  d,  am,  to  be  pointed  out  or  shown 
or  declared. 

Dethtri,  (d,  tri,  tri,  one  who  shows  or  directs  or 
points  out,  an  indicator;  (tri),  (.,  N.  of  a  divine 
female  (  =  ilharmarfy-iipadeita-kartri). 
Deshtra,  am,  n.,Ved.  direction,  order;  promise. 

des'akdri,  {.,  N.  of  a  RaginI  or 

musical  mode,  (according  to  Hanu-mat)  the  wife  of 

the  Raga  Megha  ;  [cf.  deva-kiri.] 

desiikha  and  desaga,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  Raga  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  Raginl. 

if?  deshtJia,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  fr.  I.  da), 

Ved.  giving  the  most,  most  liberal,  greatest  giver. 

Deshna,  am,  n.,  Ved.  giving,  a  gift;  [cf.  ku- 

mdra-rl',  ifdru-d?,  turn-it'.'] i.  deshnu,  us,  us,  it,  liberal,  giving,  a  donor. 

(J'EBJ  2.  deshnu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  3.  da  or  4.  da  ?}, 
difficult  of  subjection,  intractable,  ungovernable. 

?fHg  3.  deshnu,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  7.  da),  a washerman. 

<^T  deha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  I.  dih,  be- 
cause it  defiles  or  perhaps  rather  because  it  envelopes 

the  soul),  the  body  ;  (i),  f.  a  mound,  bank,  rampart, 

surrounding  wall  ;  [cf.  Goth,  leik,  '  dead  body  ;'  Old 
Germ,  lih;  Mod.  Germ.  lf,icke.~\  —  Deha-kara,  as, 
m.  '  the  former  of  the  body,'  a  father.  —  Dehn- 
kartri,  id,  m.  '  creating  the  bodies,  i.  e.  body  and 
life,'  an  epithet  of  the  Sun  ;  a  father.  —  Deha-krit,  i, 
t,  t,  forming  the  body  ;  (t),  m.  a  father  ;  epithet  of 
S\vi.  —  Deha-ko*ha,  as,  m.  the  covering  of  the 
body;  skin,  epidermis;  a  feather,  wing;  [cf.  deha-dhi.] 
—  Deha-kthaya,  as,  m.  decay  of  the  body,  sickness, 

disease.  —  Dfha-gata,  as,  a,  am,  '  gone  into  a  body,' 
incarnate.  —  Delui-grahana,  am,  n.  assuming  a  body 
or  visible  form.  —  Deha-Syuta,  as,  d,  am,  separated 
or  detached  from  the  body  (as  excrement  or  the  spirit). 

•—  Deha-ja,  as,  m.'born  of  the  body,'  a  son.  —  Iff  !<n- 
tantra,  as,  a,  am,  see  tantra,  p.  362,  col.  i.  —  fieha- 
tydga,  as,  m.  resigning  or  relinquishing  the  body, 

dying  ;  death  in  general,  voluntary  death.  —  Deha-da, 
as,  m.  'what  gives  a  body  or  !ife(?),'  quicksilver 
(=pdra-da).  —  Deha-<rtpa,  as,  m.  'lamp  of  the 
body,'  the  eye.  —  Deha-d/iarma,  as,  m.  the  function 
or  law  of  the  body.  —  I)eka-dhdral;<i,  am,  n.  'sup- 

porter of  the  body,'  a  bone.  —  Delia-dhdrana,  am,  n. 
'  supporting  the  body,'  living,  life  (e.  g.  purrafiui  n 
deha-dhdrane,  in  a  former  life  or  existence).  —  Deha- 

dhi,  is,   m.  'sustaining  the  body,'  a  wing;    [cf. 
deha-koeha^}  —  Deha-dhrish,  It,  m.  '  carrying   or 
sustaining  the  body,'  air,  wind  ;  (dhrilc  is  by  some 
derived  fr.  rt.  dhri  or  drih.)  —  Dcha-bhdj,  k.  k,  k, 
possessed  of  a  body,  corporeal;    (t),  m.  a  being 

possessed  of  a  body  or  of  life,  especially  a  man. 

—  Deha-bhuj,  k,  m.  '  possessed  of  a  body,'  an  epithet 
of  Sivz.  —  L>t<ha-b/irit,  t,  t,  f,  'carrying  a  body,' 
embodied,  corporeal  ;  (t),  m.  a  living  being,  especially 

a  man  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  life,  vitality.  —  Deha- 
mdtrdran'shita  (°tra-av°),  ax,  a,  am,  desiimie  of 
all  except  the  body,  having  merely  the  body  left. 
—  Dfha-mdnin,  i,  ini,  i,  proud  of  the  body.  —  De- 
ham-bltara,  an,   d,   am,   intent    upon  nourishing 

the  body,  minding  only  one's  own  body,  an   epi- 
cure, gluttonous.  —  Deha-yatrd,  f.  '  departure  of  the 

body,'  dying,  death  ;  nourishment,  food,  prolonging 
bodily  K(e.  —  J)eha-lalisliana,  am,  n.  a  mole,  spot 
or  mark  upon  the  body.  —  T)e  ha-rat,  an,  ati,  at, 
furnished  with  a  body,  embodied  ;  (an),  m.  a  living 

being,  a  man  ;  the  soul.  —  ]>elia-eHyu,  us,  m.  an  air 
of  the  body,  a  vital  air;  [cf.  apdna,  uddna,  prdna, 

rydna,samdna.]  —  Deha-visarjava,  am,  n.  quitting 
the  body,  death.  —  Deha-fanku,  u.t,  m.  (according 
to  a    commentator)   a  column  or  pillar   of  stone. 
—  Deha-fitiii'~"'ii>i.  (•  a  daughter.  —  Deha-sdra,  as, 

m.  '  essence  of  the  body,'  marrow.  —  Deita-smbftdva, 
as,  m.  bodily  temperament.  —  Dehdtma-riiila,  tf. 
m.  materialism  ;    see  the  next.  —  Dehdtma-i'ddin 

(°ha-dt°),  i,  ini,  i,  one  who  asserts  that  the  body 
and  soul  are  one,  a  materialist,  a  Carvaka.  —  Deltan- 

tara   (°ha-an°),  am,   n.   another   body,   another 
embodied  state  (in  the  doctrine  of  metempsychosis). 

—  Dehdntai'tt-prfijtti,  is,  f.  '  obtaining  another  body,* 
transmigration.  —  Dehavarana  (°ha-dv"),  am,  n. 
'  screen  for  the  body,'  armour  ;  dress.  —  Deheicara 

(°ha-if),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  the  body,'  the  soul.  —  Dehod- 



dehald. 

Uava  or  ilehodbhuta  (°ka-iuF),  as,  a,  am,  born in  the  body,  innate. 
Dehald,  f.  spirituous  liquor. 
Dehali,  is,  or  dehali,  (.  the  threshold  of  a  door,  the 

sill  or  lower  part  of  the  wooden  frame  of  a  door  or  a 
raised  terrace  in  front  of  it.  -  Dehali-mukta-pusltpa, 
am,  n.  a  flower  dropped  on  the  threshold. 
Dehikd,  f.  a  sort  of  ant  or  insect  which  throws 

up  the  earth ;  [cf.  ud-dehikd.] 
Dehin,  I,  iril,  i,  having  a  body,  corporeal,  em- 

bodied ;  (I),  m.  living,  a  living  being,  especially  a 
man ;  the  spirit,  soul  (enveloped  in  the  body) ;  lint), f.  the  earth. 

daivavata. 

">  dai,  cl.  i.  P.  dayati,  &c.,  to  purify, ^  cleanse;  to  protect;   [cf.  its.  5.  dd  and  rfe.] 
tfBf  daiksha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  diksha),  relating 

to  initiation,  inauguration,  &c. 

?W*t  daiteya,  as,  m.  (fr.  dili),  a  son  of 
Dili,  an  Asura,  an  enemy  of  the  gods,  (especially) 
epithet  of  Rahu ;  (as,  i,  am),  proceeding  from  or 
belonging  to  the  Daiteyas. 
Daitya,  OK,  m.  a  son  of  Dili,  a  demon ;  (as,  d, 

am),  belonging  or  relating  to  the  Daityas ;  (a),  f.  a 
kind  of  fragrant  plant  (  =  murd);  a  perfume;  a  drug 
(  =  tondaushad/ii);  spirituous  liquor.  —  Daitya- 
gitru,  us,  m.  'the  preceptor  of  the  Daityas,'  an 
epithet  of  Sukra,  the  regent  of  the  planet  Venus. 
—  Daitya-danava-mardana,  as,  m.  'subduer  or 
crusher  of  Daityas  and  Danavas,'  a  title  of  Indra. 
—  Daitya-deva,  as,  m.  '  the  god  of  the  Daityas,' an  epithet  of  Varuna,  deity  of  the  waters ;  Air  01  Wind 
personified.  —  Daitya-dvipa,  as,  m.  'refuge  or  pro- 

tector of  the  Daityas  (?),'  N.  of  a  son  of  Garuda. 
—  Daitya-nisudana,  as,  m.  'the  destroyer  of  the 
Daityas,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  -  T)aitya-pa,  as,  or 
'/iiityn-pati,  is,  m. '  the  prince  of  the  Daityas,'  epi- 

thet of  Bali.  —  Daityn-purodttas,  as,  otdaitya-pu- 
rohita,  or  daitya-pujyn,  as,  m. '  family  priest  of  the 
Daityas,  to  be  honoured  by  them,'  epithet  of  Sukra, regent  of  Venaf.-Daitya-mdtri,  td,  (.  'mother 

of  the  Daityas,'  epithet  of  D\ti.-Daitya-meda- 
ja,  as,  m.  '  produced  from  the  marrow  of  a  Daitya,' 
a  kind  of  bdellium  (-bhumija-guggul/t);  (d),  f. the  earth  (supposed  to  be  produced  from  the  Meda 
or  marrow  of  the  Daityas  Madhu  and  Kaitabha). 
-  Daitya-yuga,  am,   n.  an  age  of  the  demons 
(consisting  of  1 2000  divine  years  or  the  sum  of  the 
four  Yugas  or  ages  of  man).- Daifya-fend,  f.,  N. 
of  a  daughter  of  Praja-pati  and  sister  of  Deva-sena. 
-  Daityari   (°ya-ari),  is,    m.   '  enemy   of   the 
Daityas,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  a  god  in  general. -  Daitydhordtra  (°ya-ah°),  as,  m.  a  day  and night  of  the  demons  (being  a  year  of  mortals). 
-Daityejya  Cya-if),  as,  m.  'preceptor  of  the 
Daityas,'  an  epithet  of  Sukra  who  is  the  regent  of Venus ;  [cf.  daitya-gwru.]-  Daityendra  fya-in"), 
as,  m.  '  a  prince  of  the  Daityas,'  an  epithet  of Patala-ketu.  -  Daityendra-pitjya,  as,  m.  Mo  be 
honoured  by  the  chief  of  the  Daityas,'  an  epithet of  Sukra,  regent  of  Venus. 

?ftnrei  dtddhishavya,  as,  m.  (fr.  didhishu), 
the^son  of  a  woman  by  her  second  husband  (?). 
^T  i.  daina,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dina),  relating 

to  a  day,  diurnal,  daily. 
Dainawlina,  a»,  i,  am,  happening  daily,  diurnal, 

quotidian.  -  Dainandina-pralaya,  at,  n.  destruc- 
tion of  the  world  after  the  lapse  of  fifteen  years  of Brahma's  age. 

Dainika,  as,  ?,  am,  diurnal,  relating  daily  to  a 
day  ;  (i),  f.  a  day's  hire  or  wages. 

^T  2.  daina  or  dainya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dina), 
wretchedness,  feebleness,  weakness,  affliction,  sorrow, nef,  depression,  low-spiritedness;  poverty,  humble- 

ness, a  poor  and  pitiable  state,  miserable  state ;  mean- ness, covetousness. 

ainara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ttinard),  bought with  a  Dinar,  of  the  value  of  a  Dinar. 

^1  daipa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  d'tpa),  relating  or  I belonging  :o  a  lamp. 

^•HiHllii  daiyampati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  patro- nymic from  Dyampata,  q.  v. 

|^  dairgha,  am,  n.  (fr.  dirgha),  length. 
-  Dairghatama,  as,  m.  (fr.  dirnha-lama)  a 
patronymic  of  Dnanvantari.-l>au-?/tatamasa,  as, 
f ,  am,  relaiing  to  Dirgha-tamas ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Dirghz-temzs.-Dairghavaratra,  as,  m.  (fr. 
dtrgha-varatrd),  scil.Mpa,  a  well  in  which  a  long 
rope  is  used.  -  Dairr/ha-b'ravasa,  as,  i,  am,  relating 
to  Dirgha-sravas. 
Dairyhya,am,n.  length,  longness.  -  Dairghya- 

samyuta,  as,  d,  am,  possessing  length,  lengthy. 

^rtTnl  dailipi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from Dillpa,  q.  v. 

<j^  daiva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  deva;  only  the  fern. 
daivl  occurs  in  the  Rig-veda),  of  or  belonging  to  a 
deity  or  divinity,  coming  from  the  gods,  divine, 
celestial ;  royal ;  (as),  m.  (with  or  without  vivdka), 
one  of  the  forms  of  marriage,  the  gift  of  a  daughter 
at  a  sacrifice  to  the  officiating  priest ;  a  patronymic  of 

Atharvan  ;  (am),  n.  a  deity  [cf.  kula-d'J] ;  a  religious offering  or  rite,  an  oblation  to  the  gods;  divine 
power,  destiny,  fortune,  chance,  fate,  accident  (e.  g. 
daii-dt,  ind.  by  chance,  accidentally);  the  part  of the  hands  sacred  to  the  gods,  i.  e.  the  tips  of  the 
fingers  [cf.  tlrtha]  ;  (i),  f.  a  division  of  medicine, 
the  medical  use  of  charms,  prayers,  &c. ;  [cf.  a-d°.l 
—  Da  iva-karman,  a,  n.  offering  oblations  to  the 
gods,  worship  of  the  gods,  a  religious  rite.  —  Datia- 
krita,  ax,  d,  am,  caused  by  destiny,  fated ;  formed 
by  nature,  natural.  -  Daiva-kovida,   as,  d,  am 
acquainted  with  the  destinies  of  men;  (as,  a),  m.  f. 

a  fatalist,  astrologer,  fortune-teller.  —  Da iva-g'ati,  is, 
f;  course  of  destiny,  fortune.  -  Daiva-iUntaka,  as', a,  am,  '  reflecting  on  fate  or  the  destiny  of  men,'  an epithet  of  Siva;  (as),  m.  an  astrologer,  a  fatalist. 
-Daiva-<<intana,am,Ti.  or  daiva-dintd,(.  fatalism, reliance  on  fate;    foretelling  fate   by  astrology (?). 
-Daim-jiia,    as,  d,  am,  acquainted   with   fate knowing  the  destinies  of  men,  foretelling,  prophetic ; 
(as),  m.  an  astrologer;  (d),  f.  a  female  fortune-teller. 
—  Daicajiia-tva,  am,  n.  fatalism,  astrology  —  Dai- 
vaj,\a-mlasa,as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  -  Daivajna-mn- mum,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  astrologer.  -  Daiva-tantra 
as,  a,  am,  subject  to  fate.  -  Daii'a-tas,  ind.  by  fate 
or  destiny,  through  fortune,  by  chance. -i.  daiva- 
datta,  as,   d,  am,  granted  by  fate   or   fortune- 
(for  2    see  col.  3.)  _  Daiva-dipa,  as,  m.  '  the 
heavenly  lamp,'  the  eye;  [cf.  deva-dipa  and  deha- ilipa.\  —  Daiva-dur-vipaka,  as,  m.  'the  hard  or 
cruel  ripening  of  destiny,' hardness  of  fortune,  unpro- pmousness  of  fate.  -  Daiva-<}osha,  as,  m.  the  fault 
or  evil  result  of  destiny;  badness  of  fate. - Daiva- 
para,  as,  a,  am,  trusting  to  fate,  believing  in  pre- 

destination, a   fatalist;    fated,    willed,    predestined 
-  Uaiva-prama,  as,  m.  inquiring  of  fate,  fortune- telling,  astrology;  (according  to  the  lexicographers) 
a  supernatural  and  prophetic  voice  heard  at  night- 
[cf.  upa-fruti  and  deva-praxna.]  -  Daim-yuya 
as,   m.  an   age    of  the   gods  or   immortals;    [cf. 
aaitya-yitga.]  —  Daiva-yoga,  as,  m.  a  fortuitous nbmation,  the  occurrence  of  any  unforeseen  event 
the  intervention  of  destiny,  fortune,  chance ;  (ena) 
or  (at),  ind.  through  the  influence  of  fortune,  by chance,  xadtatoUy.-DatwtraJciMta,  as,  d,  am, 
guarded  by  destiny.  -  Dalm-ratha, as,  m.  a  divine 
chariot ;  (perhaps  wrongly  for  dcra-ratka.)  -  Daioa- 
rdjya,  am,  n.  dominion  over  the  gods ;  [cf.  deva- 
rdjya.]  —  Daiva-lckhaka,  as,  m.  a  fortune-teller, an  astrologer.  -  Daiva-laukika,  of,  t,  am,  celestial 
and  worldly.  -Daira-va.-Sa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  will 
or  power  of  destiny ;  daiva-vaitdt,  by  chance,  by accident,  fatally.  _  Daiva-vdni,  f.  a  voice  from 
heaven.  -  Daim-fid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  the  destiny 
of  man,  acquainted  with  astrology,  an  astrologer. 
—  Daiva-sampanna,  as,  d,  am,  favoured  by  destiny. 
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-  Daicasampanna-td,  f.  the  state  of  being  favoured 
by  destiny.  —  Daiva-hata,  as,  d,  am,  stricken  by destiny,  fate-stricken.  _  Daiva-hataka,  as,  d,  am, 
beaten  or  struck  by  destiny;  (am),  n.  a  blow  of 
destiny ;  [cf.  daivopahataka.]  —  Daivdtyaya  (°va- 
at"),  as,  m.  danger  or  evil  resulting  from  unusual natural  phenomena.  -  DairddMna  (°va-adh°),  as, 
d,  am,  depending  on  fate,  subject  to  fate.  -  Daiva- 
nurodhin  (°va-an°),  i,  ini,  i,  subject  or  obedient 
to  the  gods.-Daivdyatta  (°va-ay°),  as,  d,  am, 
dependant  upon  destiny.  -  Daivdhordtra  (°va-ah°), 
as,  m.  a  day  of  the  gods,  the  human  year ;  [cf. 
daitydlwrdtra.']  —  Daimdhd  (°va-udhd),  f.  a woman  married  according  to  the  Daiva  ritual ;  [cf. 
above.] -Daivodyana  (°va-ud°),  am,  n.  a  divine 
grove,  a  grove  or  garden  of  the  gods.  -  Daivopa~ 
hala  or  daivopahataka  (°va-up°),  as,  d,  am, struck  by  fate,  ill-fated,  unfortunate,  unlucky. 
Daivaka  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.^o'ate 

a  deity,  &c. ;  (f),  f.  =  dndkl,  N.  of  the  mother  of 
Krishna.  —  Daivak'i-nandana,  as,  m.  'the  son  of 
Daivaki '  or  '  Devaki's  joy,'  epithet  of  Krishna ;  (also read  dei-aki-nandana.) 

Dah-ata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  devoid),  of  or  re'ating  to 
a  god  or  to  the  gods,  especially  relating  to  the peculiar  deity  honoured  by  any  religious  rite  or  a 
hymn  &c.,  belonging  to  such  a  deity,  divine ;  (as, 
am),  m.  n.  (usually  n.),  a  god,  a  deity,  (often  col- 

lectively) the  deities,  especially  as  celebrated  in  any 
hymn,  a  number  of  gods ;  an  idol ;  (at  the  end  of 
an  adj.  comp.)  having  as  one's  deity,  worshipping  as 
one's  deity.  —  Daivata-kdnda  or  daimta,  am  n. 
that  part  (books  7-12)  of  Yaska's  Nirukta  in  which the  names  or  epithets  of  deities  collected  in  the  fifth 
Adhyaya  of  the  Nighantus  are  explained.  -  Daivata- 
pati,  is,  m.  '  the  prince  of  the  gods,'  an  epithet  of Indra.  —  Daivata-para,  as,  a,  am,  a  worshipper  of  the 
gods.  —  Daivata-pratimd,  f.  the  image  of  a  deity. 
Daieatya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  deratd),  having  as  one's deity,  addressed  to  some  deity,  sacred  to  a  deity ; [cf.  devatya.] 

Daivalalca,  as,  m.  the  servant  or  worshipper  of 
an  evil  spirit,  an  attendant  on  an  idol(?);  fcf 
devalaka.] 

Daivdt,  ind.  by  chance,  by  accident,  fatally.  See 
daiva. 

Daivdtitha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  devdtithi),  retain" to  Devatithi. 

Daivika,  as,  i,  am,  peculiar  to  the  gods,  relating 
to  the  deities,  divine,  deific;  performed  in  honour 
of  the  gods;  (am),  n.  an  inevitable  accident. 
Dah-in,  i,  m.  an  astrologer. 
Dairya,  as,  ri  or  vyd,  am,  divine;  (am),  n. divine  power  or  effect ;  fortune,  fate. 

^^Jtrf  daivajana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  deva-jana), 
Ved.  belonging  to  the  gods  collectively. 

,,,. 

for  I.  see  under  daiva,  col.  2),  being  in  the  village 
Deva-datta ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  disciples  of  Deva-datta. 
Daiva dattika,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  relating  to  Deva- datta. 

[•T  daivadarsanin,  inas,  m.  pi.  the 

adherents  or  disciples  of  Deva-dars"ana. 
<?H<^T*.=T  daivaddrava,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  deva- 

ddrti),  made  of  the  tree  Deva-daru,  being  upon  it. 

^l4lrt«ti  dawayataka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  deva- 
ydta),  inhabited  by  the  Deva-yStas. 
<^=i«nni<*  daivayatavaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

dera-ydtu),  inhabited  by  the  Deva-yatus. 
•^  •«. "1^1*1  «*  daivayaneya,  as,  m.  (fr.  deva- 

ydni),  a  patronymic  from  Deva-y5m. 

^""Hjfir  daivarati,  is,  m.  (fr.  deva-rata),  a descendant  of  Deva-rata;  a  patronymic  of  Janaka  • a  N.  of  Yajnavalkya. 

^\ 

^TTfT  duivavata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  deva-vata), 
relating  to  Deva-vata ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Srinjaya. 
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daiptikari,  is,  m.  (fr.  divakara), 

'  the  son  of  the  Sun,'  a  patronymic  of  Yama  and  S'ani 
or  the  planet  Saturn  ;  (I),  f.  '  the  daughter  of  the  Sun,' 
an  epithet  of  Yamuna  or  the  river  Jumna. 

*^tf^«S  daivadika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  div-adi], 
belonging  to  the  class  of  roots  which  begins  with 
die,  i.  e.  to  the  fourth  class. 

^T^V  dawavriJl/a,  as,  m.  (fr.  deva-vri- 
dha),  a  patronymic  of  Babhru. 

^[^daivdsitra,  as,i,am  (fr.  deva-asura), 
relating  to  the  gods  and  Asuras  ;  (with  raira)  the 
natural  enmity  perpetually  subsisting  between  the 
gods  and  Asuras;  containing  the  word  devdmra 

(as  an  Adhyaya  or  Anu-v5ka  ;  cf.  devasura). 

1^<il<$m  daivodasa,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to 

Divo-dasa;  (as),  rn.  a  patronymic  from  Divo-dasa. 
—  Daivoddsi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Pratardana, 
and  of  Parucihepa. 

^fifI=B  daisika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  oWa),  belong- 
ing or  relating  to  a  place,  local,  provincial  ;  relating 

or  having  reference  to  space  ;  belonging  to  a  country, 
national  ;  produced  in  any  place  or  country  ;  acquainted 

with  any  place  or  country  ;  teaching,  directing,  show- 
ing, pointing  out  [cf.  deiika  and  detya]  ;  (as),  m. 

a  guide  ;  a  teacher. 

^fy^tidaishtika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dishta),  fated, 
predestined  ;  (as),  m.  a  predestinarian,  a  fatalist. 
—Daishtika-td,  f.  or  daishtika-ti'a,  am,  n.  fatalism, 
predestinarianism. 

^f^«F  daihika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  deha),  cor- 
poreal, bodily. 

Daihya,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  the  body  ;  (as),  m. 
the  soul  (enclosed  by  the  body). 

do  (sometimes  written  da,  see  3.  da, 

p.  408,  col.  i),  cl.  4.  2.  P.  dyati,  ddti, 
dadau,  ddsyati,  addait  and  addt,  datum,  to  cut, 
divide  ;  to  reap,  mow  ;  to  untie,  loosen  :  Pass,  diyate 
and  diyate,  Aor.  3rd  sing,  addyi:  Desid.  ditsati 
and  diddeati  :  Intens.  dediyate  and  dddayate. 

<ftT  doga,  as,  m.  a  bull(?). 

r;l'M<«4  doffdhavya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  duh), 
to  be  milked. 

Dogdhu-kdma,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  inf.  doydhum 
+  kdma),  wishing  to  milk. 
Dogdhri,  dkd,  dhrl,  dhri,  a  milker,  who  or  what 

milks  ;  one  who  performs  anything  from  interested 
motives  or  who  makes  profit  out  of  (with  ace.); 
yielding  milk  or  desirable  objects  of  any  kind  ; 
(dhd),  m.  a  cowherd  ;  a  calf;  a  poet,  panegyrist,  one 
who  writes  verses  for  hire  or  reward  ;  (dhri),  f.  a  cow 

which  yields  milk  ;  a  wet-nurse  who  has  much  milk  j 
a  female  who  yields  or  grants  anything  (with  ace.). 
Dogha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  milking  ;  (as),  m.  milking. 

"ft^t  dodi,  f.  a  species  of  plant  and  its 
fruit  ;  [cf.  dodi  and  rfarfi.] 

r"\r.  r*4*t[r)  dodulyamana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the 
Intens.  of  it.dul),  swinging  backwards  and  forwards, 
being  swung  repeatedly  or  violently. 

<fhl  dodha,  as,  m.  (fr.  dogdhri?),  a  calf. 

^Iv*  dodhaka  or  dodhaka-vritta,  am,  n.  a 

kind  of  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  eleven 
syllables  each. 

^IMMtiM  dodhuyamiina,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the 

Intens.  of  rt.  i.d/iu),  shaking  or  trembling  violently. 

V*"i;  doman,  a,  n.  (fr.  rt.  2.  du),  pain, 
inconvenience,  (occurring  only  in  a-doma-da,  q.v.) 
<ffT3>  doraka,  as,  ikd,  m.  f.  a  string  for 

fastening  the  wires  of  a  lute. 

dola,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  dul),  swinging, 
rocking,  oscillating  ;  a  festival  on  the  fourteenth  of 

the  month  Phalguna  (February -March)  when  figures  1 

of  the  juvenile  Krishna  are  swung  in  an  ornamental  ' swing ;  a  swing,  litter ;  a  peculiar  position  of  the 
closed  hand ;  (a),  f.  a  litter,  a  swinging  cradle  or  cot 
or  hammock,  a  dooly,  palanquin,  sedan,  a  swing, 
swinging ;  fluctuation,  incertitude,  doubt ;  the  indigo 

phnt.  —  ])oldkitla-<l/i.i  (°la-dk°),  is,  is,  i,  or  dola- 
Sala-dittarritH,  is,  {*,  i,  whose  mind  is  agitated  like 

a  swing.  —  Dolddhirudha  ('ld-adli°),  ax,  d,  am, 
mounted,  on  a  swing;  restless,  disquieted.  —  Dold- 

ydtrd,  f.  'the  swing  festival,'  N.  of  a  festival  in 
honour  of  Krishna  when  figures  of  him  and  his 
consort  Radha  are  carried  about  in  a  litter  or  swung 
in  an  ornamental  swing. 

Doldyti,  Norn.  A.  dotdyalf,  &c.,  to  swing,  rock 
about  like  a  swing,  shake,  toss,  move  to  and  fro, 
fluctuate,  oscillate,  be  unsteady. 

Doldyamana,  as,  d,  am,  oscillating,  swinging, 

rocking,  tossing,  being  swung  backwards  and  for- 
wards; vacillating,  wavering;  perplexed,  doubting. 

—  Doldyamdna-mati,  if,  it,  i,  wavering  in  mind, 
with  a  wavering  mind. 

Ihilayita,  as,  d,  am,  swinging  about,  oscillating, 

moving  to  and  fro,  rocking.  —  Dolayitn-drarnna- 
kiindala,  as,  a,  am,  whose  ear-rings  swing  to  and  fio. 
Doliki,  (.  a  litter,  swing ;  a  cradle. 

Dolita,  as,  d,  am,  swung,  shaken,  rocked,  tossed 
backwards  and  forwards. 

^l  dosha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  dusli),  fault, 

vice,  defect,  deficiency,  want,  blemish,  blame,  accu- 
sation, reproach  (with  rt.  gam,  to  accuse,  e.  g.  do- 

shena  •mam  ga&hati,  he  accuses  me);  a  bad  or 
noxious  quality;  badnes?,  wickedness,  sinfulness; 
offence,  transgression,  sin,  guilt,  crime ;  damage, 
harm,  detriment ;  bad  consequence,  detrimental  effect 

(e.  g.  matri-doshat,  q.  v.) ;  morbid  affection,  morbid 
element,  disease ;  disorder  of  the  three  humors  of 

the  human  body,  defect  in  the  functions  of  rdyit. 
or  wind,  piita  or  bile,  and  tfeshman  or  phlegm 

(e.  g.  tridosha-krit,  causing  disorder  of  the  three 
humors) ;  a  N.  applied  to  the  three  fluid  elements  or 
humors  themselves  (as  causing  diseases  when  in  a  state 
of  derangement) ;  evening,  dusk,  darkness,  Evening 
personified  as  one  of  the  eight  Vasus  and  husband  of 
Night;  refutation;  a  calf;  (I.  dozhd),  f.  evening, 
darkness,  night;  Night  personified  (regarded  with 
Prabha  as  wife  of  Pushparna  and  mother  of  Pra- 
dosha  or  Evening,  Nisitha  or  Midnight,  and  Vyushta 
or  Day-break) ;  doshdm,  ind.  in  the  evening ; 
doxhd,  old  inst.  in  the  evening,  at  dusli,  at  night ; 

[cf.  anna-d',  tvag-dy,  dothas,  pra-dosha,  prati- 
dotham.]  —  Dosha-kara,  as,!,  am,  or  dosha-kdrin, 
i,  ini,  {,  or  dosha-krit,  t,  t,  t,  causing  evil  or  harm, 
hurtful.  —  Dosha-kalpana,  am,  n.  attributing  blame, 
reprehending.condemning.— Dosha-fjrasta,as,d,ctm, 
involved  in  guilt, convicted,  guilty.  —  Dofha-grdhin,  1, 
ini,i,  fault-rinding,  censorious,  vituperative,  malicious, 

malignant;  [cf.  <in>ia-grdliin.~]  —  l)oslia-yhna,  as, 
i,  am,  removing  vitiation  or  disease  of  the  humors. 
—  Thsha-jiia,  as,  a,  am,  acquainted  with  what  is 
noxious  or  dangerous,  discerning  sins,  understanding 
diseases,  knowing  faults,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a  physician  ; 

a    Pandit,  teacher,   discerning   man.  —  Doslta-tas, 
ind.  from  a  fault  or  defect ;  dothato  brii,  to  accuse 

of  a  {m\t.  —  l)oslta-lntya,  am,  n.  vitiation  of  the 
three  humors,  or  wind,  bile,  and  phlegm ;  any  com- 

bination of  three  defects.  —  Doxhatraya-hara,  as, 
d,  am,  removing  vitiation  of  the  three    humors. 
—  Doslia-lva,  am,  n.  faultiness.  deficiency.  —  Jhalm- 
drishti,is,  f.  looking  at  faults,  fault-finding.  —  Dosha- 
prasanga,  as,  m.  attaching  blame,  attribution   of 
blame,  censure,  condemnation.  —  Dosha-bala-pra- 
rritta,  as,  d,  am,  proceeding  from  the  influence 
of  bad  humors  (a  disease). ~Dosfta-ljlidj,  k,  k,  /;. 
possessing  faults,  wrong,  faulty,  doing  wrong,  being 
defective  or  to  blame. "  Dotlta-bhiti,  is,  f.  fear  of 
offence.  —  Dosha-bhetla,  as,  m.  a  peculiar  modifi- 

cation of  disease  of  the  three  humors.  —  Doslia-val, 
an,  ati,  at,  having  faults,  faulty,  defective,  blemished, 

deficient;    guilty  of  an  offence;   detrimental,  con- 

nected with  crime  or  guilt,  sinful,  wicked ;  noxious, 
dangerous.  —  Dnt/ia-.-iiunnna,  us,  d.  am,  allaying 
disorder  of  the  humors.—  Dotka-tthdna,am,  n.the 
seat  of  disorder  of  the  humors.  ••  l)otka~hara,  as,  d, 

am,  removing  disease  of  the  humors.  —  Doshakaru 

(°ska-dkJ),  an,  d  or  I,  am,  '  a  mine  of  faults,'  full  of 

defects,  foully  ;  (°sftd-ka"),  as,  m. '  the  night-maker,' 
epithet  of  the  Moon.  —  Doihd-kleifi,  f.  'fading  in 

the  evening,'  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  rana-varearika\ 
—  Doshaktliara  (°sha-ak°),  as,  m.  'a  word  of 
blame,'  accusation,  censure.  —  J)o*h(J-taii(t,   as,   i, 
am  (fr.  doslid,  ind.),  nocturnal,  at  evening,  nightly. 

~Dosha-tihika,    as.    m.   'the    ornament   of  the 

night,'  a  lamp.  —  Doshdn mada  (°c7(«-anj),  as,  m. 
talking  over  faults,  tile-bearing.  ~l)oxkd-lihuUt,  a*. 
d,  am,  having  become  night,  turned  into  night. 

•—  Dostta-manya,  as,  d,  am,  considering  one's  self 
as  night,  regarding  as  night ;    [cf.  divd-manya.] 

—  DofhdrojM  (°sAa-dr°),  ax,  m.  imputing  Lull, 
accusation.  —  Do$Itd~raxti  i,  tfi,  m.  (generally  occur- 

ring in  loc.  donha-tastar),  Ved.  'illuminating  the 
darkness  or  shining  in  the  evening,'  an  epithet  of 

Agni ;  (Say.)  by  night  and  day.  —  l)oshd$ya  (°shd- 
oV),  a*,  m.  '  the  face  of  the  night,'  a  lamp.  —  Do- 
shaikarlrii!  (°ska-ek°),  k,  k,  k,  seeing  only  defects, 

fault-finding.censorious,  malevolent.  —  lioalmci'/irfiya 
(°sha-u<!'),  or  doshopaSaya  (°sfta-up°),  of,  m.  the 
rise  or  undue  accumulation  of  vitiated  humors. 

Doshaka,  as,  m.  a  calf. 
Doshana,  am,  n.  imputation  of  a  crime,  accu- 

sation. 
Doshala,  as,  d,  am,  of  a  faulty  nature,  defective, 

corrurrt. 

Doshas,  as,  n.  evening,  darkness. 
Doshika,  as,  i,  am,  faulty,  defective,  bad;  (as), 

m.  sickness,  disease. 

Doshin,  1,  inl,  i,  becoming  defiled  or  impure  or 
contaminated;  faulty,  defective;  criminal,  wicked,  bad. 

<ffa»^aWtfln,m.n. (defective;  substituted 
for  dos,  q.v.,  in  certain  cases),  the  fore-arm,  the 
lower  part  of  the  fore-foot  of  an  animal,  the  arm  in 

general.  —  Doihani-s'riih,  t,  /,  t,  leaning  or  hanging 
on  the  arm. 

Doshamja,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  the  arm, 
seated  in  the  arm  (as  a  disease). 

2.  doshd,  f.  the  arm.    (For  i.  doslid  see  col.  2.) 

Dos,  s,  m.  n.  (nom.  sing,  dos,  du.  m.  dosltau,  n. 
doshi,  ace.  pi.  doshas  or  doshnas,  inst.  sing,  doshd 
or  doshnd,  du.  dorbhydm,  loc.  pi.  do/ishu,  Gram. 

166.  d),  the  fore-arm,  the  arm  ;  the  fart  of  an  arc  de- 
fining its  sine ;  the  side  of  atriangle  or  square,  [cf.  bull  n 

and  Wiuja.~\  —  Doh~saIiasra-t>hHt,  t,  m. '  thousand- 
armed,'  N.  of  a  king  also  called  KartaVIrya.  —  Dor- 
dndolana,  am,  n.  swinging  the  arm.—  llnr-gtttltt, 
us,  u*,  n,  having  a  crippled  arm,  crooked-armed. 

—  Dor-graha,  as,  d,  am,  'seizing  with  the  arms," 
strong,  powerful;  (as),  m.  pain  in  the  arm.  —  Dor- 
jyd,  i.  the  sine  of  the  base.  —  Dor-danda,  as,  m.  the 

arm;  [cf. datida.~\  —  Dor-nikartana,  am,  n.  ampu- 
tation of  the  arm.  —  I>or-mad!iya,  am,  n.  the  middle 

of  the  arm.  —  Dor-m ula,  am,  n.  'the  root  of  the 
arm,'  the  armpit.  —  Dos/t-mat,  dn,  ati,  at,  having 
arms.  —  Do-stha   (for   doh-stha},   placed    on    the 

arm  ;   (as),  m.  '  standing  near  the  arm,'  a  servant 
[cf.  pdi'^va-stha"]  ;  service  ;  a  player,  one  who  plays 
or  sports ;  play,  sport. 

(JY^  doha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  duh),  milking; 

milk ;  a  milk-pail ;  making  profit  out  of  anything, 
satisfacton,  success.—  Dolia-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

desirous  of  being  milked.  —  Dohn-ja,  am,  a.  'pro- 
duced by  milking,"  milk.  —  Dohitdolilyn,  am,  n. 

(fr.  doha-doha),  N.  of  a  Saman.—  Do/idpanaya 

(°ha-ap°),  an,  m.  milk. Dohana,  ai,d,am,  milking,  a  milker;  giving  or 
yielding  milk  or  other  desirable  objects ;  (i),  f.  a 
milk-vessel,  milk-pail ;  (am),  n.  milking,  the  result 

of  milking ;  a  milk-pail ;  [cf.  jo-O™.] 
Dohamya,  as,  d,  am,  proper  to  be  milked. 
Dohas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  milking;  (the  dat.  do/tase  is 

used  as  an  inf.  of  rt.  2. 



Dohita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  yield  milk,  milked. 

Dohin,  I,  ini,  {,  milking  ;  giving  milk,  granting  en- 
yielding  desirable  objects  ;  a  milker. 

Dohtyas,  an,  ail,  as,  giving  much  milk,  yielding 
abundance  of  milk. 

Dohya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  milked,  milkable  ;  (as), 

m.  (?)  a  cow;  [cf.  duhya,  duhkha-d°,  sukka-d°.] 

^^fi<*'I  dohadika,  f.  a  kind  of  Prakrit 
metre  consisting  of  thirty-five  syllables,  (commonly 
called  dohd.) 

<-!5q  dohada,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (a  Prakrit 
form  for  daurhrida  ;  cf.  dauhrida),  the  longing 
of  a  pregnant  woman,  that  craving  after  particular 
objects  which  is  regarded  as  a  sign  of  impregnation  ; 
(sometimes)  the  desired  object  itself;  pregnancy; 
the  desire  of  plants  at  budding  time  to  be  touched 
by  the  foot  of  a  beautiful  girl,  (poetically  imagined 
to  cause  the  production  of  blossoms);  violent  or 
morbid  desire,  desire  in  general,  wish  ;  a  kind  of 
incense  used  as  a  manure.  —  Dohada-lakshana,  am, 

n.  '  having  longing  desire  as  its  mark,'  the  fetus, 
the  embryo,  (sometimes  confounded  with  the  womb 
itself)  ;  the  period  of  passing  from  one  season  of  life 
to  another  (as  from  childhood  to  youth,  from  youth 
to  manhood).  —  Dohada-vatl,  f.  or  dohaddnvitd 

(°da-mf),  f.  '  possessing  the  desire  of  a  pregnant 
woman,'  a  pregnant  woman  longing  for  anything  ; 
[cf.  dohala  and  dieya-dohada.] 
Dohadin,  i,  inl,  i,  eagerly  longing  for,  desirous 

of,  craving  after. 
Dohala,  as,  m.  =  dohada,  longing,  wish,  desire, 

craving  after  ;  (I),  f.  the  Asoka  tree.  —  Dohala-vatl 
=dohada-i'atl. 

dohita.  ?J  dyu 

Daurgya,  am,  n.  difficulty,  inaccessibility. 

^mW  dauraatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dur-gata), 
misfortune,  bad  circumstances,  want,  wretchedness, 

dauhsaleya,  as,  m.  probably  a 

metronymic  from  Duh-s'al5. 

<ft:^tnrf«T  dauhsasani,  is,  m.  (fr.  duh-sd- 

sana),  a  patronymic  from  Duh-sa'sana. 
^t^flc*)  dauhsllya,  am,  n.  (fr.  duti-tila), 

bad  inclination  or  custom,  bad  character,  badness  of 

disposition,  wickedness. 

^TJ'E^cai  dauhshvapnya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dusJi- 
nvapna),  Ved.  evil  dreams  ;  [cf.  duh-shtapnya.] 

<ft:*T[fV«l>  dauhsiidhika,  as,  m.  (Ihe  first 
syllable  fr.  dvdr?),  a  door-keeper,  a  warder,  a 
porter  ;  a  beadle  ;  the  superintendent  of  a  village  ; 
[cf.  duh-sadhin.] 

i^Tt^jjf  dauhstra,  am,  n.  (fr.  duh-strl),  dis- 
cord or  wrangling  contention  between  women. 

<^fc9  daukula  or  daukulaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 
dukula),  covered  with  fine  silk,  see  dukula;  (am), 
n.  cloth  made  of  Dukula,  silk  cloth. 
Daug  SI  a  =  daukula  above. 

<^TiT  dautya,  am,  n.  (fr.  data),  the  state  of 
a  messenger,  an  embassy  or  message,  mission  ;  the 
office  of  a  messenger  ;  function  of  an  ambassador. 

<^Kifm  daurdtmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dur-dtman), 
evil-mindedness,  badness  of  soul,  wickedness,  depravity, 
mischievousness. 

danrita,  am,  n.  (fr.  dur-ita),  mischief. 

daurudhara,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to 
the  lunar  mansion  called  Durudhara,  q.  v. 

•Rs-S 

^K'SiM*!  dauresravasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  diire- 
iravai),  a  patronymic  of  the  priest  of  the  serpents 
called  Prithu-iravas. 

Dauretruta,  as,  m.  (fr.  dure-$ruta),  a  patro- 
nymic of  the  serpent-priest  Timirgha. 

<ff*T  daurr/a,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dur-ga),  relating 
to  Durga  or  Durga. 
Dauryasinha,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  or  com- 

posed by  Durga-sinha. 
Daurgdyana,  ae,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Durga. 

distress. 

(fnrf^y  daurgandhi,  is,  m.  or  dauryandhya, 
am,  n.  (fi.dur-gandha),  bad  or  disagreeable  smell, 
badness  of  smell,  fetor. 

<fT3T«T  daurjana,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dur-jana), 
consisting  of  wicked  men. 
Daurjanya,  am,  n.  wickedness,  maliciousness, 

depravity,  vileness. 

daurjlvitya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dur-jl- 
vita),  a  miserable  life,  a  wretched  state  of  existence. 

^PH?  daurbala  or  daurbalya,  am,  n.  (fr. 
dur-bala),  impotency,  feebleness,  weakness,  debility. 

^t>nfl<3J*<  daurbhagineya,  as,  m.  (fr.  dur- 
bhagd),  the  son  of  a  woman  disliked  by  her  husband; 
(I),  f.  the  daughter  of  such  a  woman. 
Daurbhdgya,  am,  n.  ill  luck,  misfortune,  bad 

condition  ;  the  unhappiness  of  a  woman  resulting 
from  the  dislike  of  her  husband. 

<^T*JlcT  daurbhrdtra,  am,  n.  (fr.  dur-bhra- 
tri),  a  bad  understanding  between  brothers. 

daurmadya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dur-mada), 
a  drunken  brawl,  a  fight,  battle. 

<;i«i«1t«f  daurmanasya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dur- 
manas),  evil-mindedness,  evil  disposition  ;  mental 
pain,  discomposure  of  mind,  affliction,  distress; 
despair. 

^s,c 

<{  1*1*31  daurmantrya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dur- 
mantra),  bad  consultation  or  counsel,  evil  advice. 

^ifafcJ  daurmitri,  is,  f.  a  metronymic 
from  Dur-mitra,  q.  v. 

<fl«jfa  daurmnkhi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Dur-mukha. 

^    -
VA 

^TmV»T  dauryodhana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dur-yo- 
dhana),  belonging  or  relating  to  Dur-yodhana  &c. 
Dauryodhani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Dur- 

yodhana,  q.  v. 

<ffc7*t  daurlabhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dur-labha), 
difficulty  of  attainment,  rarity,  scarceness. 

daurvafasya,  am,   n.   (fr.  dur- 
vaCas),  evil  speech,  bad  language. 

<^l^l*i  daurvasa  or  daurvasasa,  as,  i,  am 

(fr.  dur-vdeas).  belonging  to  or  composed  by  Dur-va- 
sas  ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  purdyam,  N.  of  an  Upa-PurSna. 

<?ilT*jr  daurvina,  am,  n.  (fr.  diinia),  the 
sap  or  juice  of  bent  grass  ;  a  clean  leaf. 

^ifa  daurvratya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dur-vrata), 
Ved.  disobedience,  ill  conduct. 

^T?T^  daurkarda,  am,  n.  (fr.  dur-hrid), 
badness  of  heart;  hard-heartedness  ;  evil  disposition 
of  mind,  enmity. 

Daurhrida,  am,  n.  evil  disposition  of  mind, 
enmity;  the  longing  of  pregnant  women,  (perhaps 
originally  the  disgust  felt  by  pregnant  women  for 
certain  things);  longing,  desire. 

Daurhfidaya,  am,  n.  evil  disposition  of  mind, enmity. 

dauleya,  as,  m.  (fr.  duli),  a  turtle 
or  tortoise. 

iftf<3T  daulmi,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra  ; 

[cf.  dalmi  and  dalmi."] 
<f  i  ̂  i  Top  dauvarika,  as,  m.  (fr.  dvar  or 

dvdra),  a  door-keeper,  warder,  porter;  the  door- 
keeper of  paradise  (?). 

people. 
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davealiku,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

dausoarmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dus'-dar- man),  a  disease  of  the  skin,  a  defect  in  the  gene- 
rative organs  (supposed  to  be  a  disease  of  the 

prepuce  or  paraphimosis). 

^l^Jfl  dausfarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dus-cara), 
acting  wickedly,  evil  conduct,  wickedness  ;  a  bad  deed. 

<;ib*  daushka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dos),  one  who 
swims  or  crosses  a  stream  by  the  help  of  his  arms. 

^ 
(JT'^W  dausJiknla  or  daushkuleya,  as,  i, 

am  (fr.  dush-kula),  sprung  from  a  bad  or  low  or 
contemptible  family  or  race. 
Daushkulya,  as,  a,  am,  sprung  from  a  bad  or  low 

family  ;  (am),  n.  lowness  of  origin,  low  extraction. 

^[^7(daushkritya,am,  n.  (fr.  dush-krita), 
bad  conduct,  badness  of  conduct,  wickedness. 

<fn?T  danshtya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dushta),  de- 

pravity, badness,  wickedness. 

^nr^1  daushthava,  am,  n.  (fr.  du-shthu), 
badness,  wickedness. 

<?T'*lft  dauslimanta,  as,  or  davshmanti,  is, 

m.  (fr.  dufh-manta),'  the  son  of  Dush-manta,'  a  patro- 
nymic of  Bharata,  the  first  sole  monarch  of  India. 

Daushyanta,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  Dushyanta. 
Daushyanti  or  daushvanti  or  dauhshanti,  is, 

m.  a  patronymic  of  Bharata. 

^TTffoI'  dauhitra,  as,  m.  (fr.  duhitri),  a. 
daughter's  son  ;  a  term  applied  to  a  rhinoceros  ;  (z), 
f.  a  daughter's  daughter  ;  (am),  n.  sesamum-seed  ; 
ghee  from  a  brownish  cow  (?).  —  Dauhitra-vat,  an, 

ait,  at,  having  or  possessing  a  daughter's  son. 
DauhitraJia,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  a  daughter's 

son. 
DauMtrdyana,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  daughter's  son. 
<£T^  dauhrida,  am,  n.  (see  daurhrida), 

the  longing  or  desire  of  pregnant  women  for  certain 

things,  pregnancy  ;  [cf.  dohada,~\ Dauhridinl,  f.  a  woman  who  has  the  longing 
which  attends  pregnancy,  a  pregnant  woman. 

?T  dya.     See  a-dya. 

?J^  dyas.     See  sa-dyas. 
Of  dya,  f.=jya,  the  sinew  of  a  bow,  a 

bow-string  ;  (in  Satapatha-Br.  XIV.  6,  8,  2,  u-dya 

«ii«-Mi'rT  dyampata,  as,  m.  (fr.  dydm,  ace. 
sing,  ofdyo,  +pdta),  N.  of  a  man;  [cf.  dayampati,] 

WlMl  dydva  (according  to  Say.,  Rig-veda 

VII.  65,  2)  =  dyavd-prithivi,  du.  heaven  and  earth. 
—  •  Dydvd-kshame  or  dydvd-kshdmd  or  dydvd- 

prithivl  or  dydva-pritMryaw  or  dydvd-bhumi  or 
dydvd-bhumyau,  f.  du.  (the  comp.  consisting  of 
two  Vedic  duals  which  may  even  be  separated  by 

intermediate  words),  heaven  and  earth.  —  Dydva- 

prithivi-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  connected  with 
heaven  and  earth. 
Dyavdprithimya  or  dyavtiprithivya,  as,  a,  am, 

relating  to  heaven  and  earth,  sacred  to  them. 

I.  dyu,  cl.  2.  P.  dyauti,  dudydva, 

dyoshyati,  adyaushit,  dyotum,  to  advance 
towards  or  against,  approach,  assail,  attack;  [cf. 

diilyu,  rt.  2.  div,~\ i.  dyut,  t,  t,  t,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  advancing 
against,  assaulting. 

IT  2.  dyu,  sharpness,  in  a-dyu,  q.v. 

^  3.  dyu,  us,  m.  (connected  with  3.  div, 
q.v.),  a  N.  of  Agni  or  fire;  (u),  n.  a  day,  bright- 

ness ;  heaven,  sky,  ether,  paradise  ;  dyu  is  the  form 
of  3.  div,  used  before  terminations  beginning  with 

5T 
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dyu-ksha. 

dyai. 
consonants  and  in  comp.,  see  3.  rft'r;  dyubhis  = 
upa-dynbhis,\n  the  course  of  days,  in  the  course  of 

time ;  [cf.  Lat.  nu-diu-s;  Hib.  an-diu,  '  to-day.'] 
"Dyu-lslut,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  dyu  and  ks!<a  =  3. 
kshi!),  Ved.  heavenly,  celestial ;  light,  brilliant ;  (as), 
m.  epithet  of  Varuna ;  of  Aryaman ;  of  Indra ;  of 

Agni ;  of  Soma.  —  Dyul;sha-va<?as,  as,  as,  as,  Ved. 

uttering  heavenly  words.  —  fiyu-ya,  as,  m.  '  going 

in  the  sky,'  a  bird;  [cf.  khe-tam.~\  —  Dyu-gana, 
as,  m.  a  given  term  of  days  (as  a  month  &c.). 
—  Dyu-gat,  ind.  (gat  fr.  rt.  gam),  Ved.  pervading 
the   sky,  going  through   the  sky;    (according   to 
Naigh.  II.  15),  quickly.  —  Dyu-Sara,  as,  a,  am, 

'  going  or  moving  in  heaven,'  an  inhabitant  of  heaven. 
"Dyu-jaya,  as,  m.  conquering  or  gaining  heaven ; 
attainment  of  heaven.  —  j)yit-taru,  us,  m.  the  tree 

of  heaven ;  [cf.  deva-taru.]  —  Dyu-dala,  as  or  am, 

m.  or  n.  (?),  '  dividing  of  the  sky,"  noon.  —  Dyu- 
ilhuni,  is,  f.  'the  river  of  heaven,"  the  Ganges. 
—  Dyu-nadl,  f.  '  the  river  of  heaven,'  the  Ganges. 
—  Dyunadi-sangama,  as,  m.  '  the  confluence  of 
the  river  of  the  sky,'  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage 
mentioned  in  the  Rasika-ramana  by  Raghu-natha. 

—  Dyu-nirdsa,  as,  m.  'heavenly  abode,'  heaven; 
an  inhabitant  of  heaven,   a  deity.  —  Dyunivaea- 
bhuya,  am,  n.  the  becoming  a  deity.  —  l)yu-nivd- 

sin,  i,  m.  'an  inhabitant  of  heaven,"  a  deity;   a 
pious  person.  —  Dyu-wis',  an,  f.  du.  or  dyn-nifa, 
am,  n.  or  dyu-niie,  n.  du.  day  and  night;  dyu- 
nifam  or  dyu-ni^i,  for  a  day  and  night,  by  day 

and  night.  —  Dyu-pati,  is,  m. '  the  lord  of  heaven,' 
the  sun ;  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Dyu-patha,  as,  m. 

'  the  path  of  heaven,'  the  upper  part  of  the  sky. 
—  Dyu-mani,  is,  m.  '  the  jewel  of  the  sky,'  the 
sun;  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Dyu-mat,  an,  all,  at, 
Ved.  bright,  light,  brilliant ;  clear,  loud,  heard  from 
afar;    serene;    brisk,   energetic,  strong;    excellent, 
conspicuous ;  (an),  m,  an  epithet  of  Agni ;  of  Soma ; 
of  BrahmS ;  of  the  chariot  of  the  gods ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  Vasishtha;  of  Divo-dasa  ( =  Pra-tardana) ;  of  Manu 

SvSroc'isha;  (at),  ind.  clearly,  brightly.  —  Dyumat- 
sena,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  Salva,  father  of  Satya- 
vat.  —  Dyumad-gaman,  a,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  sings 
distinctly  (rt.  gai)  or  one  who  walks  (rt.  0am)  within 
the  sacred  enclosure.  —  Dyu-maya,  as,  i,  am,  light, 
clear  ;  (i ),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Tvashtri  and  wife 
of  the  Sun.  —  Dyu-wiarga,  as,  m.  the  path  of  the 

sky  or  SUT. —  Dyu-yosh.it,  t,  f. '  a  heavenly  woman ,' 
an  Apsaras.  —  Dyu-loka,  as,  m.  the  heavenly  world ; 

[cf.  prithm-ldka,  antarilisJia-loka,  dyaur-loka.~\ 
—  Dyu-shad,  t,  m.  (fr.  dyu-sad),  an  inhabitant  of 
heaven,  a  god,  deity;  a  planet.  —  Dyu-sad  = dyu- 

shatl.  —  Dytt-sadman,   a,  m.  '  an   inhabitant  of 
heaven,'  a  god.  —  Dy u-saras,  n.  the  lake  of  heaven. 
—  Dyu-sarit,  t,  f.  or  dyu-sindhu,  us,  f.  'the  river 
of  heaven,"  the  Ganges. 
Dyumna,  am,  n.  splendor,  glory,  majesty ;  clear- 

ness or  serenity  of  mind,  enthusiasm,  inspiration  ; 
energy,  ability,  strength,  power ;  wealth,  property, 
substance  ;  N.  of  a  Saman  ;  (SSy.)  sacrificial  offering, 

oblation ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an  author  of  a  Rig-veda 
hymn;  of  asonof  Manu  andNadvala;  [cf.  abhishfi- 

d^,  indra-d?,  fita-d?,  tuvi-d?.]  —  Dyumna-vat,  an, 
atl,  at,  Ved.  inspired,  sounding  clearly ;  having 
wealth,  rich,  powerful ;  (Say.)  accompanied  by  obla- 

tions.— Vymnna-rardhan  a,  ax,  a,  am,  Ved.  in- 
creasing strength.  —  Dyiimna-travas,  as,  as,  as, 

Ved.  producing  a  strong  or  clear  sound  ;  (SSy.)  having 
splendid  food  or  offerings.  —  Dyutnna-sah  or  ilytnu- 

na-sah,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  bearing  or  bringing  strength ; 
(Say.)  carrying  off  or  taking  away  wealth.  —  Dyumna- 
edli,  is,  f.,  Ved.  receiving  inspiration  or  power; 
(Say.)  obtaining  food  or  glory.  —  Dyumna-lmli,  in, 

f.,  Ved.  inspired  invocation ;  (Say.)'  invocation  cha- racterized by  oblations  or  accompanied  by  offerings. 
—  l>ynm,iodd,  as,  ds,  am  (ft.  dytimnas  =  dyum- 
nal  and  da),  Ved.  granting  splendor. 
Dyumnin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  majestic ;  strong,  spiritual ; 

inspired,  courageous;  (Say.)  having  wealth,  having food  or  oblations ;  (f),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasishtha 
and  author  of  a  hymn  of  the  Rig-veda. 

Dyui-an,  a,  m.  the  sun;  heaven. 
Dyus,  a  contraction  of  divas,  the  gen.  sing,  of  3 .  dii\ 

day ;  [cf.  adhare<lyus,  anyalarc-d°,  opare-rf0.] 
Dyo,  aus,  f.  (considered  by  native  grammarians  as 

another  form  of  the  base  3.  div,  forming  in  the 

nom.  dyaus,  as  yaus  fr.  go,  and  used  in  a  few 
comp.),  the  sky,  heaven,  paradise,  &c. ;  see  3.  div. 

—  I>i/o-kdra,  as,  m.  'a  maker  of  brightness,"  a 
goldsmith  (?),  a  N.  applied  to  some  sort  of  handicraft. 

—  Dyo-lhumi,  is,  m. '  moving  between  heaven  and 

earth (?),'  a  bird;    (t),   f.  <)u.  heaven  and  earth. 
—  Dyo-shad,  t,   m.  (fr.   dyo  +  sad),   'sitting  in 
heaven,'  a  deity,  a  celestial.  —  Dyaur-dd,  as,  as,  am 
(dyaur  for  rlyaus,  nom.  of  dyo),  giving  heaven. 
—  Dyaur-loka,  as,  m.  (dyaur  for  dyaits,  nom.  of 
dyo),  the  heavenly  world.  —  Dyau-mmiiia,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  impelled  or  incited  by  heaven. 

?pir  dyuka,  as,  m.  an  owl.  —  Dyukari  (°ka- 
ari),  is,  m. '  the  owl's  enemy,'  a  crow ;  (wrong  forms 
for  dytd'a  and  dyukdri.) 

-u-i   i .  dyut,  occurring  in  the  Atharva- 
O   N  veda,  and  said  to  mean  '  to  be  broken,  to 

break;'  it  occurs  IV.  12,  2,  XII.  3,  22,  in  the  past 
part,  dyutta,  as,  a,  am,  broken :  Caus.  dyotayati, 

-yitum,  to  break. 

2.  dyut,  cl.  i.  A.  dyotate,  didyute 

(Pan.  VII.  4, 67 ;  part,  didyutdna),  dyo- 
tishyate,  adyotishta  and  adyutat  (Ved.  adyaut, 
niUityntat),  dyotittim,  to  shine,  to  b«  bright 
or  brilliant :  Caus.  P.  dyotayati,  &c.,  Aor.  adi- 

dytttat,  to  make  bright  or  brilliant,  illuminate,  irra- 
diate ;  to  cause  to  appear  or  become  manifest,  to 

enlighten,  cause  to  understand ;  to  express,  mean : 

Desid.  didyutishate  and  didyotishate :  Intens.  de- 

dyutyate,  dedyotti,  Ved.  Intens.  davidyotti,  davi- 
dyot,  3rd  pi.  davidyutati,  part,  damdyutat ;  [cf. 
rt.  jyut,  which  is  probably  derived  fr.  dyut  with 

change  of  d  to  j.~\ 3. dyut,  t,  f.,  Ved.  shining,  splendor,  a  ray  of  light. 

DyiUad-ydman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  having  a  shining 
or  brilliant  path. 

Dyutana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  with  the  patro- 
nymic Maruta  or  MSruti,  who  is  author  of  a  hymn 

of  the  Rig-veda ;  N.  of  the  hymn  ascribed  to  him. 
Dyuti,  is,  f.  splendor,  brightness,  brilliancy,  lustre, 

beauty;  light,  a  ray  of  light;  majesty,  dignity; 
Splendor  personified  as  a  deity ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  one 

of  the  Saptarshis  under  the  reign  of  Manu  Meru- 
sSvarna  IV ;  of  a  son  of  Manu  Tamasa.  —  Dyuti- 
Icara,  as,  t,  am,  producing  splendor,  illuminating, 
shining,  handsome ;  (as),  m.  the  polar  star  or  (in 

mythology)  the  divine  sage  Dhruva.  —  Dyuti-mat, 
an,  ail,  at,  resplendent,  bright,  brilliant ;  majestic, 
dignified ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Madras 
and  father-in-law  of  Saha-deva ;  of  a  prince  of  the 

S'alvas  and  father  of  Riclka ;  of  a  son  of  MadirasVa 
and  father  of  Su-vTra ;  of  a  son  of  Priya-vrata  and 
king  of  Kraunda-dvipa ;  of  a  son  of  Prana  (or  P3ndu) ; 
of  one  of  the  seven  sages  under  the  first  Manu 
Meru-s3vama  or  under  Manu  Dakshasfivarni ;  N.  of 

a  son  of  Manu  Svayam-bhuva ;  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  })yuti~mati,  is,  is,  i,  of  brilliant  understanding, 
clear-minded. 

Dyutlta,  as,  a,  am,  illuminated,  enlightened, 
shining ;  [cf.  dyotita.] 
Dyutitrd  or  dyotitvd,  ind.  (Pan.  I.  2, 26),  having 

become  bright  or  brilliant. 
Dyiilild,  f.  the  plant  Heir.ionitis  Cordifolia. 
Dyota,  as,  m.  light,  lustre,  brilliance ;  sunshine ; 

heat ;  [cf.  kha-tf  and  (intya-d°.~\ Vyotaka,  as,  d,  am,  shining;  illuminating  [cf. 

l;ha-<!°] ;  making  clear,  explaining ;  meaning,  signifi- 
cant, expressing,  expressive  of.  —  Dyotaka-l  m,  am, 

n.  the  power  or  faculty  of  expressing,  expressiveness. 

Dyotana,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  shining,  bright,  bril- 

liant ;  illuminating,  enlightening  [cf.  kha-d"]  ',  ex- 
plaining, meaning ;  (as),  m.  a  lamp ;  N.  of  a  prince ; 

(am),  n.  shining;  illumination;  nuking  manifest, 
explaining,  showing ;  sight,  seeing. 

Dyotana'ka,  as,  ika,  am,  making  manifest,  'ex- 
plaining; (flea),  f.  explanation. 

Dyotani,  is,  f.,  Ved.  splendor,  brightness. 
Dyotamdna,  as,  d,  am,  shining,  being  bright, 

brilliant. 

Dyotayamdna,  ae,  d,  am,  illuminating,  enlighten- 
ing, irradiating. 

Dyotita,  as,  a,  am,  shone  upon,  illustrated,  illu- 
minated, &c.,=dyutita,  q.  v.  —  Dyotita-prabha, 

as,  d,  am,  resplendent. 
Dyotin,  i,  ini,  {,  shining,  brilliant,  splendid. 

Dyotii,  is,  n.  light,  brightness ;  a  star.  —  Dyotir- 
ingana,  as,  m.  a  shining  insect,  fire-fly.  —  I)yotish- 

patha,  as,  m.  '  the  path  of  the  stars,'  the  upper 
part  of  the  sky;  (also  read  jyotlih-pat/ia.) 
Dyotya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  made  clear  or  expressed 

or  explained. 

Dyauta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Dyautdna,  am,  n.  (fr.  dyutdna),  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Dyauttra,  am,  n.  light,  splendor ;  forked  lightning. 

?TrT  dyuta,  am,  n.  (in  astrology)  N.  of  the 
seventh  mansion ;  (also  read  dyuna  or  dyuna,  q.  v.) 

a«f  dyuna  =  dyuta  and  2  dyuna. 

^  dyu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  2.  div),  playing, 

sporting  with,  delighting  in,  (used  at  the  end  of  a 

comp.,  see  aksha-d',  eka~d°,  Tcama-d°);  going 
after,  (explained  by  some  native  commentators  as derived  fr.  i.dyu.) 

Dyuta,  as,  am  (past  part.  pass,  of  i.  div),  gam- 
bled ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  play,  gaming,  gambling, 

playing  with  dice  or  any  inanimate  object ;  (figura- 
tively) a  battle  or  fight  (the  end  of  a  battle  being  as 

uncertain  as  that  of  a  game);  the  prize  won,  that 

which  is  gained  in  battle;  [cf.  aksha-tF.^  —  Dyuta- 
kara,  as,  m.  a  gambler.  —  Dyuta-kdra  or  dyiita- 
A'ufuka,  as,  m.  the  keeper  of  a  gaming-house.;  a 
gambler.  —  Dyuta-krit,  t,  m.  a  gambler.  —  Dyiita- 
knild,  {.  playing  at  dice,  gambling.  —  Dyuta-td,  f. 

gambling,  gaming,  playing  with  dice.  —  Dyuta-par- 
van,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the  Sabha-parva  of 
the  Maha-bhSrata,  comprising  AdhySyas  45-69. 

—  Dyuta-purnimd,  f.  or  dyuta-paurnami  (or  more 
correctly  -paurnimi),  f.  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the 
month  Karttika  (October-November),  the  night  of 
which  is  spent  in  games  of  chance  in  honour  of 

Lakshmi,  goddess  of  fortune.  —  Dyuta-pratipail ',  t, 
f.  the  first  day  of  the  bright  half  of  the  month 
KSrttika  kept  as  a  festival  and  celebrated  by  gambling. 

—  Ttyuta-priya,   as,   d,  am,  fond   of  gambling. 
—  Dyuta-bhiimi,  is,  f.  gambling-ground,  playing- 

place.  ••  Dyiita-vis'esha,  as,  m.  pi.  '  the  different 
sorts  of  play,"  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  Kama-sutra  by 
Vatsyayana.  —  Dyuta-vija,  am,  n.  a  cowrie,  a  small 
shell  used  as  a  coin  and  in  playing.  —  Dyiita-vritti, 
is,  m.  a  gambler  by  profession  or  the  keeper  of  a 
gaming-house.  —  Dyuta-vaitansika,  as,  m.  one  who 
lives  by  exhibiting  fights  between  animals  (?).  —  Dyit- 
ta-sabhd,  f.  a  gaming-house,  assembly  of  gamblers. 
-•  I>yiita-samdja,  as,  m.  an  assembly  of  gamblers, 
a  gaming-house.  —  Di/uta-samdhvaya-prakuraiia, 
am,  n.  '  a  treatise  on   the   lawsuits   arising   from 

gambling,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  legal  work  Su-bo- 
dhinl  by  Visves\-ara.  —  Dyiitdiihikdrin  fta-adh0), 
t,  m.  the  keeper  of  a  gaming-house. 
Dyulvd,  ind.  having  played  or  gambled. 

B^T  I.  dyuna,  as,  a,  am  (past  part.  pass, 

of  i.  <7i»  or  of  2.  div,  but  not  in  the  sense  'to 
gamble'),  lamenting,  sorrowful;  playing  (but  not 

with  dice) ;  [cf.  pari-<1yuna.~\ 
JJ»f  2.  dyuna,  am,  n.  the  seventh  mansion 

or  sign  of  the  zodiac  reckoning  from  that  which  the 
sun  enters ;  [also  dyunaka  in  comp. ;  cf.  dyuta 
and  dyuna.] 

3f  i.  dyai,  cl.  I.  P.  dyayati,  dadyau,  &c., 
to  despise,  reprove,  treat  with  contempt ;  to 

disfigure. 
2.  dyai,  ind.  fie !  for  shame  1 
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?ft  dyo.     See  p.  438,  col.  2. 

Ofrifdyota,dyotita,&c.  See  p.  438, cols.  2, 3. 

dyaush-pitri.     See  3.  <&'»,  p.  413. 
drakata  or  dragada,  as,m.  a  kettle- 

drum with  which  sleepers  are  awakened. 

'^pST  drankshana,  am,  n.  a  measure  or weight,  =  toldka. 

"5"^  dranga,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  town,  city; 
[cf.  wlraitga  and  tranga.~\ 

£<Ji)  dradhaya  (fr.  drulha),  Nom.  P.  oVa- 
dhayati,  -yitum,  to  make  firm,  fasten,  tighten; 

confirm,  corroborate,  affirm,  assert ;  [cf.  dridhaya.~\ 
Dradhika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Dradhiman,  a,  m.  firmness,  hardness ;  heaviness ; 

affirmation,  assertion. 

Dradhishtha,  as,  a,  am,  (superl.)  very  hard, 
hardest,  firmest,  tightest. 

DradKiyas,  an,  asl,  as,  (compar.)  harder,  firmer, 
hardest. 

'5*1^  dradhas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  a  garment(?). 

"$^t  drapsa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  dm  or  rt. 
2.  drd?),  dripping,  falling  in  drops,  flowing  as 
liquid  ;  (as),  m.  (according  to  some  only  used  as  a 
subst.),  a  drop  (as  of  Soma  &c.) ;  a  drop  of  fire,  i.  e. 
a  spark,  (the  moon  is  considered  in  the  Veda  as  a 
bright  drop;  cf.  indu);  diluted  sour  milk,  thin 
coagulated  milk,  diluted  curds ;  [cf.  trapsya  ;  Angl. 

Sax.  dropa;  Old  Germ,  trofo,  trauf,  traufi.~\ 
—  Drapsa-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  sprinkled  with 
drops,  besprinkled. 

Drapsin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  dripping,  falling  in  drops, 
flowing  thickly;  distilling;  gushing  (as  rain  &c.). 

Drapsya,  am,  n.  thin  coagulated  milk,  diluted 
sour  milk,  diluted  curds. 

Tj^nj  drabuddha,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a 
particular  high  number. 

fijj   dram,  cl.  I.  P.  dramati,  dadrdma, 
^*-    N  d  ramisfiyati,   dramitum,   to   run,    go, 

move,  run  about :  Caus.  dramayati,  -yitum :  Desid. 
didramishati :  Intens.  dandramyate  or  dandran- 
ti,  to  run  to  and  fro;  [cf.  rt.  ̂ .  dru;  Gr.  Spffi-x, 
t'bpafi-o-v,  Sf-5po/j.-a,  SptJ/tos.] 

"5fiTJ  dramita  or  dramita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
serpent-king. 

^(•irt  dramila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country; 
of  a  lexicographer  [cf.  drimila] ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  school. 

^W  dramma  (fr.  Gr.  Spa^ur]),  a  drachma. 

"5^  drava,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  dru),  run- 
ning (as  a  horse)  ;  flowing,  fluid ;  dropping,  dripping, 

distilling,  oozing ;  liquid ;  fused,  liquefied,  melted ; 
(as),  m.  going,  motion,  quick  motion,  walking 
about ;  flight,  retreat ;  play,  sport,  amusement ;  the 
act  of  dropping,  distilling,  trickling,  exudation ; 
fusion,  fluid  condition  of  a  substance,  liquefaction, 
fluidity;  a  liquid  substance;  juice,  essence;  decoction. 

—  Dra-ca-ja,  as,  m.  a  treacle.  —  Drava-ta,  f.  or 
drava-tra,  or  draratvdka,  am,  n.  fluidity,  fusibility, 
fusion,  natural  or  artificial  fluid  condition  of  a  sub- 

stance,  wetness,   distillation ;    ductility.  —  Drara- 
dravya,  am,  n.  a  fluid  substance.  —  Drava-rasa, 

f.  *  having  fluid  essence/  lac ;  gum ;  extract.  —  Dra- 
vddhdra  (°va-ddh°),  an,  m.  '  fluid-holder,'  a  small 
vessel  or  receiver.  —  Dram-karana,  am,  n.  lique- 

fying, melting.  -  Dravi-M,  cl.  8.  P.  -Tcaroti,  -kar- 
tum,  to  liquefy,  dissolve,  melt.  —  Dravi-krita,  as,  a, 
am,  liquefied,  melted.  —  Drari-lhii,  cl.  I.  P.  -liha- 
vati,  -Ihavitum,  to  become  fluid.  —  Dmri-bhuta, 
as,  a,  am,  become  fluid,  liquefied,  melted,  fused. 

—  Dmvetara  (°va-it°),  as,  a,  am,  other  than  fluid, 
hard,  solid,  congealed.  —  Dravottara  (°va-uf),  as, 
a,  am,  chiefly  fluid,  very  fluid. 

Dravaka,  at,  a,  am,  running. 
Dravatia,  as,  a,  am,  running,  going;  flowing, 

dropping,  exuding ;  heat. 
Drarat,  an,  and,  at,  running,  flowing,  going; 

trickling,  oozing ;  (anti),  f.  a  river  in  general ;  the 
plant  Anthericum  Tuberosum ;  (at),  ind.  quickly, 

speedily.  —  Dravad-dakra,  as,  a,  am  (for  dravat- 
dakra),  having  rapid  wheels.  —  Drarat-pattri,  f.  a 
kind  of  plant  (  =  timridi).  —  Drarat-pdni,  ayas, 

m.  pi.,  Ved.  'swift  of  foot,'  epithet  of  tie  horses  of 
the  Asvins ;  («),  m.  du.  '  possessed  of  quick-footed 
horses,'  (S5y.)  (  having  nimble  hands  (to  seize  the 
oblation),'  epithet  of  the  Asvins.  —  Dravad-aiva,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  drawn  by  swift  horses  (as  a  carriage). 
Draratya,  Nom.  P.  dravatyati,  Sec.,  to  become 

fluid. 

Dravamdna,  as,  d,  am,  flowing,  fluid,  melted. 
Dravara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  running  quickly. 

Drai'asya  (fr.  an  unused  dravas),  Nom.  P.  dra- 

vasyati,  -yitum,  to  harass  one's  self,  take  great 
pains ;  to  attend  upon  or  serve  any  person. 

Dravi,  is,  m. ,  Ved.  a  smelter,  one  who  melts  metal. 

Dramna,  am,  n.  (thought  by  some  to  be  con- 
nected with  4.  dru),  any  valuable  possession,  property, 

substance,  goods,  wealth,  gold,  money ;  thing,  matter, 
material ;  that  of  which  anything  consists ;  substan- 

tiality ;  strength,  power ;  N.  of  a  Saman ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu  Dhara  (or  Dhava) ;  of  a  son  of 
Prithu;  of  a  mountain;  (as),  m.  pi.  wealth  (in 

Bhag.-PurSna  V.  14,  12);  the  inhabitants  of  a 
Varsha  in  Kraunca-dvTpa.  —  Dravina-nddana,  as, 

m.  '  destroying  vigour,'  the  plant  Hyperanthera  Mo- 
ringa  (  =  sobhdrijana).  —  Dravina-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
possessing  goods  or  property,  rich ;  strong,  powerful. 

—  Drannddhipati  (°na-adk°),is,  m.  or  dravi- 
ncivara  (°na-is'°),  as,  m.  'lord  of  wealth,'  an 
epithet  of  Kuvera. 
Dravinaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu  Agni ; 

[cf.  dravina.] 

Dravinas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  property,  possession,  goods, 
substance ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Prithu ;  (according 
to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  III.  7,  10,  dravinas  is  for 

dravina,  and  means  '  moving,  ever  moving,'  as 
applied  to  Agni.)  —  Dravinas-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved. 
possessed  of  goods  or  wealth,  procuring  wealth. 
—  Dramno-da,  as,  d,  am,  or  dravino-dd,  as,  as, 
am,  or  dravino-das,  granting  wealth  or  any  desired 
good ;  (as  or  as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Agni ;  of  Tvashtri. 
—  Dravino-vid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  =  dranno-da. 
Dramnasyu,  us,  us,  it,  Ved.  desiring  goods  or 

wealth  ;  (Say.)  desiring  sacrificial  offerings ;  (MS), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Agni. 

Dravitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  a  runner,  running. 
Dravitnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  running,  making  haste. 

i.  dram/a,  am,  n.  (thought  by  some  to  be  con- 
nected with  4.  dru),  a  substance,  thing,  object;  the 

ingredients  or  materials  of  anything ;  medicinal  sub- 
stance or  drug ;  the  receptacle  or  substratum  of  pro- 

perties &c.,  elementary  substance  (nine  kinds  of 
which  are  reckoned  in  the  Nyaya  philosophy,  viz. 

prithivi,  earth ;  op,  water ;  tejas,  fire ;  I'dyu,  air ; 
dkdsla,  ether;  kdla,  time;  dii,  space;  dtman, 
soul ;  and  manas,  mind :  the  Jainas  recognize  only 
six,  viz.  jiva,  dharma,  a-dharma,  pudyala,  kdla, 
and  dkada) ;  an  object  possessed,  a  possession,  wealth, 
property,  goods,  wares,  chattels,  money ;  a  fit  object  ; 
(according  to  lexicographers  dravya  may  also  mean) 
bell-metal,  brass ;  ointment ;  anointing,  plastering ; 
spirituous  liquor ;  modesty,  propriety ;  a  stake,  wager. 

—  Uravya-gana,  as,  m.  a  class  of  similar  substances 
(in  medicine  &c.).  —  Dravya-guna,  as,  m.  '  the 
quality  of  medicinal  substances,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of 
the  Purana-sarva-sva  by  HalSyudha.  —  J)rarya-tas, 

ind.  in  substance,  according  to  substance,  &c.  —  Dra- 
vya-tva,  am,  n.  substantiality,  substance.  —  Dravya- 
dvaita,  am,  n.  duality  of  substance,  instrumental 

cause (7).  —  Dravya-niMaya,  as,  m.  'enquiry  into 
the   (elementary)  substances,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of 
Bhattotpala's  commentary  to  Varaha-mihira's  Brihat- 
samhits.  —  Dravya-parigraha,  as,  m.  the  possession 

of  property  or  wealth.  —  Dravya-pujd,  f.  '  adoration 

of  substance,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Puiana-sarva-sva. 
—  Dravya-prakarsha,  as,  m.  the  excellence  of  a 
matter.  —  Dratya-prakriti,  is,  f.  the  nature  of  a 
matter.  —  Dravya-prayojana,  am,  n.  use  or  employ- 

ment of  any  article.  —  Dravya-maya,  as,  I,  am, 
material,  substantial  ;  having  or  holding  any  substance  ; 

consisting  of  wealth.  —  Dmvya-yajiia,  as,  m.  offer- 
ing oblations,  material  sacrifice,  &c.  —  Dratya-vat, 

an,  all,  at,  having  property,  possessed  of  substance, 
rich,  wealthy  ;  inherent  in  the  substance.  —  Dravya- 

vardhana,  as,  m.  '  wealth-increaser,'  N.  of  an  author 
of  a  work  on  augury.  —  Dravya-vdfoka  ,  a  substan- 

tive. —  Dravya-vriddhi,  is,  f.  increase  of  wealth. 

—  Drarya-iuddhi,  is,  f.  cleansing  of  soiled  or  de- 
filed articles,  purification  of  inanimate  objects  ;  N.  of 

a  vioik.  —  Draijyaiuddhi-dipikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  com- 
mentary on  the  Dravya-suddhi  by  Purushottama. 

—  Dravya-samskdra,  as,  m.  consecration  of  articles 
for  sacrifice,  purification  or  cleansing  of  soiled  or  defiled 
articles.  —  Dratrya-san&iya,  as,  m.  accumulation  of 

property,  a  store  of  worldly  goods.  —  Dravya-sara- 
saii-graha,  as,  m.  '  collection  of  the  essence  of  sub- 

stances,' N.  of  a  philosophical  work.  —  Dravya- 
siddhi,  is,  f.  acquirement  of  property  or  wealth  ; 

effecting  an  object  by  means  of  wealth.  —  Dravya- 
hasta,  as,  d,  am,  holding  anything  in  the  hand. 

—  Dravydtmaka  (°ya-df),  as,  d,  am,  substantial, 
containing  a  substance.  —  Dravydtma-kdryasiddhi, 

is,  f.  effecting  one's  object  by  means  of  wealth. 
—  Drarydntara  (°ya-an°),  am,  n.  another  thing. 
—  Dravydrjana  (°ya-ar°),  am,  n.  acquiring  property, 

gain  or  acquisition  of  wealth.  —  Dravyaugha  (°ya- 
og!ia),as,m.  a  stream  of  wealth,  abundance  of  property. 

Dravyaka,  as,  m.  =  dravya-vdhaka,  a  carrier  or taker  of  anything. 

jpqs  dravida,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people  and 
district  on  the  cast  coast  of  the  Dekhan,  (the  people 

are  regarded  as  degraded  Kshatriyas  ;  the  name  is  said 
to  be  derived  from  Dravida  son  of  Vrishabha-svimin); 

(I),  f.,  N.  ofaRaginl. 

"57>l  2.  dravya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  4.  dru), 
derived  from  or  relating  to  a  tree  ;  (am),  n.  lac, 
the  animal  dye;  extract,  gum,  resin.  (For  I.  dravya see  col.  ̂ .) 

^yM  drashtavya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  dris), 

to  be  seen,  visible,  apparent  ;  to  be  perceived  or  recog- 
nized, perceptible  ;  to  be  understood  ;  to  be  examined 

or  investigated  ;  to  be  regarded  or  considered  as. 
Draehtu-kdma,  as,  d,  am  (drashtu  for  drashtum, 

inf.  of  rt.  I.  oVis"),  wishing  to  see,  desirous  of  seeing. 
Drashtu-manas,  as,  as,  as,  having  a  mind  to 

see,  wishing  to  see. 

DraMu-s'aTsya,  as,  d,  am,  able  to  be  seen. 
DrasJttri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  seer,  spectator  ;  one  who 

examines  or  investigates  or  decides  in  a  court  of  law, 

a  judge  ;  appearing,  any  person  or  thing  that  appears. 
—  Drashtri-ti-a,  am,  n.  the  faculty  of  seeing. 

•5^  draha,  as,  m.  a  deep  lake. 

•J^nf  drahyat  (fr.  rt.  dfih),  ind.,  Ved. firmly,  strongly. 

^p"r  I.  drd  or  drai,  q.  v.,  cl.  4.  2.  P.  dra- ^*>     yati,  drdti,  &c.,  to  sleep. 

2.  dra  (connected  with  rts.  2.  dru  and 
dram),  cl.  i.  P.  drdti,  dadrau,  drdsyati, 

drdtum,  to  run,  make  haste  ;  run  away,  fly  ;  to  be 
ashamed  or  spoiled  :  Caus.  P.  drdpayati,  -yitum, 
adidrapat,  to  cause  to  run:  Intens.  dddrdyate, 
dadrati,  dddrctij  Old  Intens.  daridrdti,  see  da- 

ridrd;  [cf.  rt.  3.  dru,  rt.  dram:  Gr.  airo-tifa-vai, 
Si-Spd-ffK-w,  Spa-ff-^iJ-s,  &-$pa-<r-To-s  ;  Spa-Tr-eTTj-s 
fr.  Caus.  drd-p-aya-ti.  ] 
Drdk,  ind.  (fr.  rt.  2.  drd  +  and),  quickly,  speedily, 

instantly,  immediately,  shortly,  soon.  —  Drdy-bhri- 
laka,  am,  n.  water  just  drawn  from  the  well. 
Drdna,  as,  i,  am,  flown,  run  away. 

draksha,  f.  a  vine,  grape;   (a*,  i, 

•3TJ 
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am),  made  of  grapes;  [cf.  Hib.  dearc,  'a  berry;' 
perhaps  Old  Germ.  driibo;  Mod.  Gemi.  traube; 

Lat.  raccmus  with  dropped  d  .]  —  Drdkshd-prastha, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Drakaha-mat,  an,  at't,  at, 
furnished  with  grapes.  —  Drdkfha-msa,  ai,  m.  grape- 
juice,  wine.  —  JJrdkskd-latd,  f.  a  vine,  vine-tendril. 

driikh,  cl.  I.  P.  drakhati,  &c.,  to 

become  dry  or  arid  ;  to  be  able  or  com- 
petent or  sufficient  ;  to  adorn  ;  to  prohibit  or  pre- 

vent; [cf.  rts.  dhrdkh  and   I.  trisk;   Old  Germ. 

truk-an;  Angl.  Sax.  drig,  dryg,  dri;  Old  Iceland. 

tlturka,  'to  dry.'] 

dragh,  cl.  I.  A.  draghate,  &c.  (pro- 
bably  a  Nom.  fr.  dirgka,  but  regarded  as 

a  separate  rt.),  to  be-  able  or  competent;  to  stretch, 

lengthen  ;  to  exert  one's  self;  to  be  tired  or  fatigued  ; 
to  tire,  vex,  torment  ;  to  roam  about,  stroll. 

Draghaya  (fr.  dirgha),  Nom.  P.  drdgkayati, 
Sec.,  to  lengthen,  extend,  stretch  ;  to  terry,  delay,  to 
be  slow  or  dilatory. 
Drdghlta,  as,  a,  am,  lengthened,  made  long. 
Drdghiman,  a,  m.  length  ;  a  degree  of  longitude. 

—  Drdgltima-vat,  an,  all,  at,  long,  lengthy. 
Drdghishtha,  at,  a,  am  (super!,  fr.  dirglia), 

longest,  very  long. 
Draykiyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  fr.  dirgka), 

longer,  very  or  exceedingly  long. 

Drdghman,  a,  ta.,Vtd.=drdghiman. 

dranksh,  cl.  I.  P.  drankshati,  See., 
to  utter  a  discordant  sound  ;  to  croak,  to 

caw  &c.  (as  a  bird)  ;  to  desire,  wish,  long  for  ;  [cf. 

dkrdnksk.~\ 

JiS'^'f  drdngavadha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
J  I  J   drad,   cl.   I.  A.   dradate,  &c.,   to 

**•    N  divide,  split,  pierce,  pull  to  pieces,  &c.  ;  to 
go  to  pieces  ;  [cf.  dhrad.] 

'5TT  drdpa,  as,  m.  mud,  mire  ;  heaven,  sky  ; 
a  fool,  blockhead,  an  idiot  ;  a  N.  of  Siva  with  his  hair 
twisted  or  matted  ;  a  small  shell,  Cypraca  Moneta. 

5  1  fa  i.  drapi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  mantle, 
garment. 

'5Tf<l  2.  drapi,  is,  m.  (according  to  Mahl- 
dhara  fr.  the  Caus.  of  rt.  2.  drd),  Ved.  '  one  who 
causes  to  run,'  epithet  of  Rudra. 

Jit^irt  dramila,  as,  m.  (fr.  dramila),  '  born 
in  Dramila,'N.of  the  MuniCanakya;  (also  dromina.) 
515*1  drayudha(>),  a  peculiar  species  of horse. 

drava,  as,  m.  (fr.  2.  dru),  flight, 

retreat;  speed,  going  quickly;  running,  flowing; 
fusing,  liquefaction;  heat.  —  Drdva-kara,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  borax,  a  flux. 

Drdvaka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to 
run;  solvent;  captivating,  enchanting;  cunning; 
(as),  m.  a  flux  to  assist  the  fusion  of  metals  ;  a  kind 

of  stone,  a  loadstone  ;  a  thief;  a  wit,  wag,  sharp  or 
clever  man  ;  a  libertine,  a  lecher  ;  a  kind  of  Rasa  or 

sentiment;  (ikd),  f.  saliva  (as  'flowing');  (am), 
n.  bee's  wax  (as  '  melting')  ;  a  drug  employed  in 
diseases  of  the  spleen.  —  Drdraka-kanda,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  bulbous  plant  (  =  taila-kaitda). 
Drdrana,  as,  a,  am,  putting  to  flight,  causing  to 

run  or  retreat  ;  fusing  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  causing  to 
fly  or  retreat,  putting  to  flight  ;  fusing,  distilling  ; 
the  fruit  of  Strychnos  Potatorum,  used  for  purifying 
water  ;  the  clearing-nut. 
Drarayat-sakha,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  causing  a  com- 

panion to  go  quickly  ;  carrying  a  rider  quickly  away. 
Drmayana,  as,  a,  am  (part.  fr.  the  Caus.),  put- 

ting to  flight,  causing  to  run. 

llnn-ayitnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  causing  to  run  or  to make  haste. 

Drdvita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  run  or  fly,  put  to 
flight,  chased,  driven  away  ;  melted,  liquefied  ;  softened. 
Dravya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  made  to  run,  to  be  set 

in  motion,  to  be  put  to  flight  ;  fusible,  liquefiable,  to 
be  made  fluid. 

dravida,  as,  i,  am,  Dravidian,  be- 

longing to  the  Dravidas,  a  Dravida  ;  (ax'),  m.  pi.  the 
Dravida  people  and  their  country  (properly  the  coast 
of  Coromandel  from  Madras  to  Cape  Comorin,  or  the 
country  in  which  Tamul  is  spoken)  ;  (as),  m.  a  Brahman 
of  Dravida  or  rather  of  the  south,  (the  name  is  applied 
to  a  class  of  BrShmanical  tribes  called  the  five  DrSvida 

Brahmans,  comprehending  all  those  of  the  peninsula, 
i.  e.  Dravida,  KarnJta,  Gujerata,  Maharashtra  or 
MarStha,  and  Telinga)  ;  a  patronymic  from  Dravida  ; 
N.  of  a  scholiast  of  the  Amara-kosha  ;  a  particular 
number;  Curcuma  Zedoaria  (=vcdiia-muichya,= 

kart'iira)  ;  (I),  f.  cardamoms. 
Urdvidaka,  as,  m.  zedoary,  Curcuma  Zedoaria  ; 

(am),  n.  black  salt  (=vid-lavana).  —  Drdvida- 
bhutika,  as,  m.  Curcuma  Zedoaria. 

jlTmin^*)  dravinodasa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dra- 
rino-das),  Ved.  coming  from  or  belonging  to  those 
who  present  gifts,  i.  e.  from  sacrificers  ;  relating  to 
Dravino-das,  i.  e.  Agni. 

ravita.     See  under  drava,  col.  I. 

drdh,  cl.  i.  A.oVaAate,&c.,towake; 

to  deposit,  pledge,  put  or  cast  down. 

drahyayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
author  of  certain  Kalpa-sutras.  —  Drdhydyana-sutra, 
am,  n.  the  Sutras  of  Drahyayana.  —  Drahyayana- 

siih'a-bkdshya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
preceding  work  by  Dhanvin. 

Drdhyayanaka,  am,  n.  the  Sutras  of  Drahyayana. 

Drdhydyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Drah- 

yayana. 
JJrdhydyaniya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  Drahya- 

yana, composed  by  him. 

rjfort  drimila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lexicogra- 
pher ;  (various  reading  for  dramila,  q.  v.) 

•»  i.  dru,  cl.  5.  P.  drunoti,  Sic.,  to  hurt, 
3  injure,  wound  or  kill  ;  to  repent  ;  to  go  ;  [cf. 

Old  Germ,  drug,  ga-driuzit,  ar-driuzit.] 

2.  dru  (connected  with  rts.  i.  dra  and 

dram),  cl.  I.  P.  (in  the  poetry  of  the  later 
language  also  A.)  dravati,  -te,  dudrdva,  dmlruve, 
droshyatl,  -te,  adtidruvat  (Ved.  adudrot,  dudra- 
vat),  drotum,  to  run,  make  haste,  run  away,  retreat, 
fly  ;  to  run  up  to,  rush,  attack,  assault  quickly  (with 
ace.)  ;  to  move,  go  ;  to  become  fluid,  dissolve,  melt  ; 
to  distil  or  ooze  ;  to  drop  :  Caus.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  drd- 

vayati  (-te),  Aor.  adudravat  or  adidravat,  &c.,  to 
cause  to  run  or  flow  ;  to  cause  to  run  away,  put  to 
flight  ;  to  make  fluid,  melt  ;  Ved.  A.  dravayate,  Sec., 
to  run,  flow  :  Desid.  dudrushati  ;  Desid.  of  Caus.  du- 
drdrayiehati  or  didrdrayishati  :  Intens.  dodru- 

yate,  dodroti;  [cf.  Goth,  drib,  '  to  drive,'  fr.  drd- 
vayati:  Angl.  Sax.  driopan,  dropa:  Old  Germ. 

trofo,  trauf,  traufi,  triufan:  Lith.  drebo,  '  I  trem- 
ble ;'  drimba,  '  it  drops  ;'  pa-drlbba,  '  running  of  the 

eyes  :'  Hib.  driogaim,  '  I  trickle  ;'  drabh,  '  a  chariot  :' 
probably  Germ,  tan,  '  dew,'  from  original  frail,  '  the 
river  Drau  :'  probably  also  Lat.  grucre  in  in-yruere 

and  ruere.~\ 3.  dru,  us,  us,  u,  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  mita- 

<P,  raghu-d0,  iata-d°;  (m),  f.  going,  motion. 
Jlruta,  as,  a,  am,  quick,  speedy,  swift  ;  quickly 

pronounced  and  therefore  indistinct  ;  flown,  escaped, 
run  or  running  away  ;  scattered,  diffused  ;  liquid, 
dissolved,  melted,  fluid  ;  (as),  m.  a  scorpion  ;  a  tree 

[cf.  druna  and  druma']  ;  (am),  ind.  quickly,  rapidly, 
instantly,  immediately,  without  delay.  —  Druta-tara, 
as,  d,  am,  quicker,  swifter  ;  (am),  ind.  very  quickly, 
as  quickly  as  possible.  —  Drutatara-gati,  is,  is,  i, 
having  a  very  swiftcourse,  quicker  in  motion.  —  Druta- 
tva,am,n.  melting,  fusion.—  Druta-pada,  as,  a,  am, 
quick  of  step,  going  quickly  ;  (am),  ind.  a  quick  pace 
or  step,  quickly  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  metre  consisting 
of  four  lines  of  twelve  syllables  each.  —  Druta-bodha, 

at,  m.  'quick  understanding,'  N.  of  a  grammar. 
^Drutabodhika,  f.,  N.  of  a  modern  commentary 

on  the  Raghu-vansa.  —  Druta-madhya,  f.  'quick 

in  the  middle,'  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of  two 
lines  of  twenty-three  syllables  each.  —  Drula-vardha- 
kula,  am,  n.  a  herd  of  flying  boars.  —  Druta- 
riki-nina,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  quick  step.  —  Druta- 
rilambita,  as,  d,  am,  quick  and  slow  alternately ; 

(am),  n.  or  drtita-vilambitaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of 
metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  twelve  syllables  each. 

Druti,  is,  f,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Nakta  and  mother of  Gaya. 

"^  4.  dru,  us,  u,  m.  n.  =  daru  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  drt),  wood,  any  implement  made  of  wood,  as  a 
cup  or  an  oar ;  (in),  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  dru,  to 
go  or  grow),  a  tree;  a  branch;  [cf.  2.  darn;  Zend 

3ru,  tl'iufu,  'wood,  spear;'  Gr.  Spv-s,  SpC-/ia',  Spv- 
f*6-s,  5pv-T<Vto-s,  $fv-$pt-o-v,  5pia,  So'pu,  Sovpeios, 
Soupdr-fo-s,  SpuTTj,  Spoirrj ;  Goth,  trlti,  triv-ein-8, 
'wooden;'  Old  Sax.  trio,  'wood,  tree;'  Eng.  tree; 

Slav,  drevo,  '  tree ;'  Lith.  derca.~\  —  Drn-kilima, 
am,  n.  a  tree,  a  sort  of  pine,  Pinus  Deva-daru ;  [cf. 

fa'iima.]  —  Dru-yhana  or  dru-ghana,  as,  m.  a 
wooden  mace,  mallet,  hammer;  an  iron  weapon 

made  like  a  carpenter's  hammer ;  an  axe,  a  hatchet ; 

a  kind  of  plant  [cf.  \>humi-(ampaka~\ ;  an  epithet 
of  Brahma.  —  Dru-ghni,  f.  a  hatchet  for  cutting 

wood.  —  Dru-nasa,  ax,  i,  am,  '  having  a  nose  like 
a  tree,'  large-nosed.  —  Dru-naha  or  dru-naha,  as, 
m.  a  scabbard,  the  sheath  of  a  sword.  —  Dru-pada, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  a  pillar  or  post  of  wood,  a  pillar  in 

general;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Pancalas,  he 
was  the  son  of  Prishata  and  was  father  of  Dhri- 

shta-dyumna,  of  S'ikhandin,  of  S'ikhandini,  and  of 
Krishna  the  wife  of  the  Pandu  princes,  hence  called 

DraupadI ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  Rii ;  (i),  f.  having  large 

(eel.-*I)rupadatmajd  (°da-dt°),  f.  'daughter  of 
Dru-pada,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna  or  DraupadI,  some- 

times identified  with  Uma.  —  Drttpaddditya  (°da- 
dd°),as,  m.  a  form  of  the  Sun.  —  Bru~padi,  (.  a  splay- 

footed female.  —  Dru-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  furnished 
with  vtood.  —  Dru-shad,  t,  t,  t,  or  dru-shadiian, 

d,  ran,  a  (fr.  dru-sad),  Ved.  sitting  in  or  on  a 
piece  of  wood  or  a  tree.  —  Dru-sallaka,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  tree.  —  Drv-anna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one 
whose  food  is  wood. 

Druma,  as,  m.  (said  by  some  to  be  for  dritkma 
fr.  rt.  drill),  a  tree  in  general ;  a  tree  of  Svarga  or 

paradise ;  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Kim-purushas ;  a 
prince  of  the  Yakshas ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Dru- 
ma-kinnara-prabha,  as,  m. ,  N.  of  a  prince  of  the 
Gandharvas.  —  l)ruma-kinnara-rdja,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  Druma  who  was  king  of  the  Kin-naras.  —  Driima- 

l;innararaja-paripri(fhd,  f.  '  the  questioning  of 

Druma,  king  of  the  Kin-naras,'  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
work.  —  Jh'ii/iia-nakka,  as,  m.  'tree-nail,'  a  thorn. 
—  Druma-maya,   as,   ?,   am,   made    of   wood, 

wooden.  —  Druma-ratna-s'alihd-prabha,  as,   m., 
N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Kin-naras.  —  Druma-vat,  an, 

a/i,  tit,  overgrown  with  trees,  woody.  —  Druma- 
ralka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  the  bark  of  a  tree. 

—  Druma-i-yddlu,  is,  m.  '  tree-disease,'  lac,  resin. 
—  Driima-s~irsha,  am,  n.  'tree-head,'  a  sort   of 
decoration  on  the  upper  part  of  a  building  or  wall. 

—  Druma-s'rciiltlha,  a«,  m.  'the  best  of  trees,"  epi- 
thet of  the  palm  tree  (  =  (a/a).  —  Itnima-thanda, 

am,  n.  an  assemblage  of  trees ;  [cf.  tai'u-sftanda 
and  taru-k/ianda.^  —  ]>ruma-scna,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  king  (identified  with  the  Asura  Gavishtha).  —  Dru- 

mdmaya  (°ma-dm°),  as,  m.  'tree-disease,'  lac,  the 

animal  dye,  resin ;  [cf.  dntma-vyddhi.']  —  Drumdri 
(°ma-nri),  is,  m. '  the  enemy  of  trees,'  an  epithet  of 
the  elephant.  —  Drnmdlaya  ("ma-iiT),  as,  m.  a  place 
of  shelter  or  dwelling  in  trees.  —  Drumdinnja  ("ma- 

tt f),  as,  d,  am,  seeking  shelter  or  dwelling  in  trees ; 

(as),  m.  a  lizard,  chameleon.  —  Drumesvara  ("ma- 
ts"'), as,  m.  'the  king  of  trees,'  an  epithet  of  the 

Parijsta;   the  palm  tree;  an  epithet  of  the  Moon. 

—  IJrumoti>iila  (°ma-ut"),  ai,  m.  the  tree  Pteros- 
pcrmuni  Acerifolium  (  =  karin-kdra). 
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Drumara,  as,  m.  a  thorn. 
Drumdya,  Norn.  A.  dmmdyate,  &c.,  to  pass  or 

be  counted  or  considered  as  a  tree. 

Druminl,  f.  .(fr.  drurnin  derived  fr.  druma),  an 
assemblage  of  trees,  a  forest. 
Drumila,  as,  ra.,  N.  of  a  DSnava  who  was  prince 

of  Saubha  &c. ;  [cf.  dramila  and  drimila.] 
Druvaya,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  wooden  vessel,  the  wooden 

part  of  a  drum ;  (as,  am},  m.  n.  a  measure. 

drud,  cl.  I.  and  6.  P.  drodati  and 
drudati,  &c.,  to  sink,  perish ;  [cf.  rt.  drud.] 

drum,  cl.  6.  P.  drunati,  &c.,  to  make 

x  crooked  or  curved,  to  bend;  to  go,  move, 
approach  ;  to  hurt,  injure,  kill. 
Druna,  as,  m.  a  scorpion ;  a  bee ;  a  rogue,  cheat ; 

(J),  f.  a  small  or  female  tortoise ;  an  oval  vessel  or 
basin  of  wood  &c.  (shaped  like  a  boat  and  used  for 
pouring  or  baling  out  water ;  cf.  drona  and  droni) ; 

a  bucket,  a  basket ;  a  centipede  ;  (a),  f.  a  bow-string ; 
(am),  n.  a  bow ;  a  sword,  scimitar ;  [cf.  dru-naha.] 
Druni,  is,  f.  =  druni,  dronz,  an  oval  water-basin 

of  wood  or  stone  &c. ;  a  bucket,  basket. 

-j  [  1 1    drumm,  cl.  I.  P.  drummati,  &c., 
gjX  Ved.  to  go. 

I.  druh,  cl.  4.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  druh- 
yati,diulroha,drohisliyati,dhrokshyati, 

adrultat,  drohitum,  drogdhum  and  drodhum,  to 
hurt,  seek  to  hurt  or  injure  or  grieve,  seek  to  do 
harm,  to  plot  revengefully  or  maliciously,  to  contrive, 
machinate  or  meditate  mischief  (with  dat.,  but  also 
with  gen.,  loc.,  ace.) ;  to  bear  malice  or  hatred  :  Caus. 

drohayati,  -yitum :  Desid.  dudrohishati,  dmlru- 
hishati,  dudhrukshati ;  [cf.  it. I. dru:  Goth.driu- 
ijan,  iluJgs:  Angl.  Sax.  trucyan:  Old  Germ,  triu- 

gan,  drawyan :  Lett,  draudeht, '  to  menace :'  Lat. 
trux,  atrox:  Hib.  driucli, '  anger ;'  droch,  '  evil.'] 
Dnifjdka,  as,  a,  am,  injured,  plotted  against ;  an 

injurer ;  (am),  n.  offence,  injury. 
i.druh,  dhruk,  or  (according  to  the  grammarians) 

dhrnt,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  injuring,  having  injured, 
hurting,  acting  as  an  enemy  against ;  (in  the  older 
language  often  also  in  its  uncompounded  state)  one 
who  hurts  or  injures,  an  evil  or  hostile  being  or 
spirit ;  (k),  f.  injury,  damage.  —  Vrnhan-tara,  as,  a, 
a?/t,Ved.  conquering  one  who  injures  or  an  evil  spirit. 
Druhd,  f.,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.  inst.  sing,  of  2. 

druh),  injury,  damage. 
Druhu,  us,  us,  M, Ved.  =  3.  druh,  injuring,  hurting. 
Druhya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (as),  m.  pi.  his 

descendants. 

Druhyat,  an,  anti,  at,  injuring,  hurting,  attacking, 
assailing,  defying ;  tyrannizing  over,  oppressing. 
Drukyu,  avas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (in  epic 

poetry  Druhyu  is  with  Yadu  a  son  of  Yayati,  some- 
times wrongly  written  dithyu.) 

Druhvan,  a,  iiari,  a,  Ved.  hurting,  injuring; 

[cf.  a-d°.] 
Drogdkai-ya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  injured  or  hurt. 
Drogdhri,  dhd,  dhrl,  dhri,  an  injurer,  one  who 

seeks  to  hurt,  malevolent. 

Droyha,  as,   m.    injury,    damage;    [cf.   a-d°.] 
—  Drogha-mitra,  an,  m.,  Ved.  a  mischievous  friend. 
—  Drogha-vafaf,  as,  as,  as,  or  denglm-rat,  I;  k, 
k,  Ved.  using  injurious  or  malicious  words ;  [cf.  a-''.] 
Droha,  as,  m.  injury,  insidious  wounding,  hostile 

action,  mischief,  malice,  perfidy,  treachery,  trespass; 

wrong,  offence;  rebellion;  [cf.  a-d°.~]-Droha- 
clntana,  am,  n.  injurious  design,  malice  prepense  ; 
the  wish  or  thought  or  attempt  to  injure.  —  llroha- 
buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  maliciously  minded,  malevolent, 
one  whose  mind  is  set  on  mischief.  — Drohn-rrit/i, 
is,  is,  i,  malicious,  wicked ;  [cf.  a-cP.]  —  JJrohata 

(°ha-ata  or  -a/a),  as,  m.  a  false  man ;  a  religious 
impostor,  an  impostor;  a  hunter,  deer-killer;  a  sort 
of  metre,  the  Doha  or  stanza  of  Hindi  poetry. 

Drohita,  as,  a,  am  (adj.  fr.  droha  above),  hostile, 
maliciously  inclined. 

Drohin,  I,  im,  i,  hurting,  harming,  injuring,  en- 
deavouring to  hurt,  malignant,  malicious ;  rebellious. 

'51-  druha,  as,  m.  a  son;  a  lake  [of.  draha] ; 
(T),  (.  a  daughter. 

~^%*S  druhana  or  druhina,  as,  ra.  (said  to 
be  cither  fr.  rt.  I.  druh  or  —  dru-gkana),  an  epithet 

of  Brahma ;  of  S'iva. 
i.  dru,  cl.  9.  P.  drunati,  &c.,  to  raise 
the  arm  or  hand  in  order  to  strike,  &c. ;  cl.  5. 

P.  drunoti,  &c.,  to  hurt,  injure,  wound,  kill;   to 

go,  move. 7£  2.  dru,  us,  m.  f.  ?  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2. 

dru),  gold ',  taking  any  shape  at  will. 

'jMttf  dru-ffhana,  as,  m.  =  dru-ghana,  a 
sort  of  hatchet,  an  iron  club ;  an  epithet  of  Brahma. 

"5TT  druna,  as,  m.  =  druna,  a  scorpion; 

(am),  n.  a  bow. drud  or  dral,  cl.  I.  P.  drtilati,  &c., 
Ved.  to  go ;  [cf.  rt.  drud.] 

drek  [cf.  rt.  dhrek],  cl.  I.  A.  drekate, 
&c.,  to   sound;    to   manifest  joy  or  high 

spirits  by  noise ;  to  grow,  increase. 

'JUS  drekka  or  drekkdna  or  dreshkana= 
drikdna,  q.  v.  —  Dreshkdnddhydya  (°na-adh°), 
as,  m. '  the  chapter  on  the  Drikanas, '  N.  of  a  chapter 
of  the  Brihaj-jJtaka  by  VarSha-mihira. 

"3HR  dresya,  as,  a,  am  (probably  fr.  a  form 
drii  for  rt.  I.  dfis),  visible,  =  drisya. 

"»  drai,  cl.  I.  P.  drayati,  &c.,  to  sleep; 
*•  [cf.  I.  dta;  cf.  also  Gr.  SapS-dv-u,  e-5pa6-o-i> ; 

Lat.  dor-mi-o ;   Slav,  drl-m-a-ti,  '  to  sleep ;'  Old 

Sax.  drom;  Eng.  dream;  Mod.  Germ.  traum.~\ 
'^ft'ST  drona,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2. 

dru),  a  wooden  vessel  or  cup,  a  bucket,  a  tub  ;  a 
trough ;  a  Soma  vessel ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  measure  of 
capacity,  =  4  Adhakas,  =  1 6  Pushkalas,  =  128  Kundis, 
=  IO24Mushtis,or=2ooPalas,  =  ̂ jf  Kumbha,  or  = 

-Jj  Kharf,  =  4  Adhakas,  or  =  2  Adhakas,  =  £  S'urpa, 
=  64  S'eras,  or  =  32  S'eras;  a  measure  for  measuring fields,  as  much  land  as  is  sown  with  a  drona  of  corn ; 

(as),  m.  a  lake  or  large  piece  of  water  of  400  poles 
length ;  a  cloud  abounding  in  water ;  a  peculiar  kind 
of  cloud  (from  which  the  rain  streams  forth  as  from 

a  bucket)  ;  a  raven,  or  perhaps  the  carrion-crow  [cf. 

drona-kdka] ;  a  scorpion  [cf.  druna'] ;  a  small  tree 
bearing  white  flowers,  commonly  Ghalaghasiya  and 
Halakasiyl ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  N.  of  a  Brahman  said  to 

have  been  generated  by  Bharad-vaja  in  a  bucket  or 
wooden  vessel,  (he  was  called  Dronacarya  as  military 
preceptor  of  both  the  Kuru  and  PSndu  princes ;  after- 

wards he  became  king  of  a  part  of  Pandala  and 
general  of  the  Kurus  against  the  PSndu  princes ;  he 
was  husband  of  Kripl  and  father  of  Asvatthaman) ; 
N.  of  one  of  the  four  sons  of  Manda-pala  and  Jarita 
(who  were  bom  as  birds) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  eight 
Vasus  (whose  children  by  Abhi-mati  were  Marsha, 
Soka,  and  Bhaya);  N.  of  a  BrShman;  N.  of  a 

mountain;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  shrub  [cf.  drona- 
pttslipt] ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Sinha-hanu ;  (i),  C. 
any  oval  vessel  made  of  wood  &c.  (shaped  like  a 
boat  and  used  for  holding  or  pourim;  out  water,  as  a 

bathing-tub,  a  baling-vessel,  a  basin,  bucket,  a  water- 

ing-pot, &c.) ;  a  trough  or  trough-like  rack  for 
feeding  cattle ;  a  measure  of  capacity,  =  2  S'urpas,  = 
128  S'eras ;  the  hollow  of  two  mountains,  the  valley 
or  chasm  between  them ;  N.  of  two  plants,  the 

indigo  plant  and  a  sort  of  coloquintida  (  =  indi'a~ 
cirbhitl) ;  N.  of  a  country ;  of  a  river ;  a  kind  of 
salt  brought  from  Droni ;  [cf.  drom-lavatia,  dro- 
ntja,  droneya;  cf.  also  Zend  draona.]  —  Drona- 

kalas"a,  as,  m.  a  large  wooden  vessel  for  the  Soma. 
—  J)rona-kaka  or  drona-l;akala,  as,  m.  a  raven  ; 

[cf.  dro»a."]  —  Drnna-l;shird,  f.  a  cow  yielding  a 
drona  of  mSk.  —  Drona-ganJhiha,  f.  a  kind  of 
plant.  —  Drona-ghd,  f.  (corrupted  fr.  drona-duglid), 

=  drona-du.ghd,  a  cow  yielding  a  drona  of  milk. 
—  Drona-iHl,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  arranged  in  the  form  of 
a  drona.  —  Brona-dugdhd  or  drona-dttgkd,  f.  a 

cow  yielding  a  drona,  i.e.  much  milk.  —  Drona-padi, 
f.  having  feet  like  a  drona  (oval-shaped  ?).  —  Drona- 
parm,  f.  the  tree  Musa  Sapientum.  —  Drona-par- 

van,  a,  n.  '  the  Drona  section,"  N.  of  the  seventh 
book  of  the  Maha-bharata.  —  Drona-pushpi,  f.  a 
kind  of  small  shrub  (  =  kunibha-yont,  kurumba, 

kurumWid,  kharra-pattrd,  (itra-patirika,  (U- 
rakshupa,  su-pushpd,  commonly  guma)  ;  another 
plant  (  =f/o-s7?>7(rt/L'/,  commonly  ghalayhaslyd). 

—  Drona-maya,  as,  i,  am,  full  of  dronas,  consisting 
only  of  a  drona.  —  Drona-mdna,  i.  =  drona-dug- 
dhd,  q.  v.  —  Drona-muliha,  am,  n.  the  capital  ot  a 
district,  the  chief  of  400  villages;    the  end  of  a 

valley;  (also  read  drom-mukha.)  —  Drona-megha, 
as,  m.  a  peculiar  kind  of  cloud  from  which  the  rain 
streams  forth  as  from  a  watering-pot  ;   [cf.  drona.] 

—  Droiiam-pada,  as,  a,  am,  'one  who  cooks  a 
drona,'  i.  e.  liberal  in  entertaining.  —  Drona-vrishti, 
is,  f.  a  peculiar  kind  of  rain  streaming  forth  from  a 
cloud  as  from  a  drona;    [cf.  drona  and  drona- 
megha.]  —  Drona-iarma-pada,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tirtha.  —  Drona-sdf,  k,  It,  It,  Ved.  fixed   on  or 

belonging  to  a  drona.  —  Drona-sinha,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince  of  the  Vallabhl  dynasty.  —  Drona-stupa, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Stupa  (said  to  be  so  called  as  con- 

taining a  drona  holding  certain  relics  of  S*akya-muni). 
—  J)rona(!arya  ("na-dc"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Drona, 
son  of  Bharad-vaja,  as  A<?arya  or  teacher  of  the 

Kuru  and  Pandu  princes.  —  Drondsa  (°na-dsa),  as, 
m.  'whose  mouth  is  shaped  like  a  drona  (?),'  N. 
of  a  demon  who  causes  diseases;   (dsa  =  dsan?, 

perhaps  =  dirgha-ndsa  ;  cf.  dru-nasa.)  —  Drond- 
hdva  (°na-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  using  the  box  of 
a  chariot  for  a  drona.  —  Dronl-ja,  am,  n.  =  droni- 
lamna.  —  Droni-dala,  as,  m.  Pandanus  Odoratis- 
simus.  —  Dronl-padl,  f.  =  drona-padl.  —  Droni- 
mukha,  as,  m.  =  drona-mukha.  —  Droni-lavana, 

am,  n.  a  kind  of  salt  coming  from  Droni.  —  Drono- 

dana  (°na-od°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sinha-hanu 
and  uncle  of  S'akya-muni.  ••  Drony-aiva,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  having  clouds  (droni)  for  horses  ;  (S5y.)  quickly 

pervading.  —  Drony-dmaya,  as,  m.  a  disease  of  the 
interior  of  the  body,  (the  body  being  compared  to  a hollow  droni.) 

Dronaka,  as,  m.  pi.  '  the  inhabitants  of  a  valley,' N.  of  a  people. 

Droni,  is,  f.  [cf.  droni  under  drona  above],  any 
oval  vessel  made  of  wood  &c.  in  the  shape  of  a 

boat  and  used  for  holding  and  pouring  out  water,  as 

a  tub,  bucket,  baling-vessel,  watering-pot,  &c.  ;  N. of  a  country. 

Dronika,  f.  a  tub,  bucket,  trough,  Sec.  ;  (meta- 
phorically) the  tongue  bent  in  the  form  of  a  drona 

(by  which  the  sound  sh  is  produced)  ;  the  indigo 

plant. 

Droncya,  am,  n.=dronl-lavana. 
Tlronya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  a  bucket, 

tub,  trough,  rack,  &c. 

Drauna,  as,  I,  am,  containing  a  drona. 
Draunayana,  as,  m.  or  draundyani,  is,  m.  a 

patronymic  of  Asvatthaman  son  of  Drona. 
Drauyii,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Asvatthaman  ;  of 

Vyasa  in  a  future  Dvapara. 
Draunika,  as,  I,  am,  containing  a  drona  ;  sown 

with  a  drona  of  grain  (as  a  field)  ;  (i),  f.  a  vessel 
holding  a  drona  by  measure. 
Drawnt,  f.  (a  wrong  form  for  droni),  a  trough, 

tub,  &c.' 

dromina,  as,  m.  =  dramila,  q.  v. 

TJIWU  draughaiia,  as,  i,  am,  an  adj.  formed 
fr.  dru-ghana,  q.  v. 

'jt'R  draupada,  as,  m.  (fr.  dru-pada),  in 
draupaddditya,  a  form  of  the  Sun  ;  (i),  f.  a  patro- 

nymic of  Krishna,  wife  of  the  Pandu  princes.  —  Drau- 

padi-ja,  as,  m.  (for  dravpadl-ja),  a  son  of  DraupadT. 
Dnuipadl-pramitha,  ax,  m.the  forcible  abduc- 

5U 
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tion  ofDraupadl;  [cf.  draupmri-harana.}  —  Drau- 

padi-rastrdharana  (°ra-dh°),  am,  n.  '  the  seizure 
of  DraupadT's  garments,  'N.  of  a  poem  by  an  unknown 
author  on  the  story  told  in  Sabha-p.  2186.  —  lifiin- 

,  nvl'i-lutrana,  am,  n.  '  forcible  abduction  of  Draupadi,' 
N.  of  a  section  of  the  Mah3-bh.  Vana-p.  15492. 
Draupaileya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  any  of  the 

five  sons  of  the  five  Pandu  princes,  viz.  of  Prati- 
vindhya,  son  of  Yudhi-shthira;  of  Suta-soma,  son  of 
BhTma  ;  of  S'ruta-kirtti  or  Sruta-karman,  son  of 
Arjuna  ;  of  SfatSnlka,  son  of  Nakula  ;  and  of  Sfruta- 
sena,  son  of  Saha-deva. 

drauhya,  as,  m.  (fr.  druhya),  a  patro- 
nymic from  Druhya. 

Drauhyava,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Druhyu. 

"3  dva.     See  dva  and  dvi. 
Dvaka,  an,  du.  (fern,  dvalte  or  dvike),  Ved.  two 

and  two,  two  by  two. 

^•5  dvanda,  am,  n.  (fir.  dvandva},  a  pair, 
a  couple;  (as),  m.  a  clock  or  plate  on  which  the 
hours  are  struck. 

3^-f  dvandva,  am,  n.  (a  reduplicated  form 
fr.  a>a),  a  pair,  brace,  couple  ;  a  couple  of  animals 
of  different  sexes,  male  and  female  ;  any  two  things 
taken  together,  any  pair  of  qualities  or  conditions 
which  are  the  opposite  of  one  another  (e.  g.  heat  and 
cold,  happiness  and  misery,  &c.)  ;  strife,  contention, 
bickering,  dispute,  quarrel,  contest,  fight;  a  fight 
between  two  persons,  a  duel  ;  doubt,  uncertainty  ; 
a  stronghold,  fortress;  a  secret;  using  sacrificial 
vessels?  ;  (as),  m.  (rarely  n.)  a  form  of  compound  or 
grammatical  combination  (samdsa)  uniting  two  or 
more  words  which  if  uncompounded  would  be  in  the 

same  case  and  connected  by  the  conjunction  '  and,' 
(this  form  of  compound  was  called  dcandva  as 
originally  combining  couples  or  pairs  of  things, 
e.  g.  Jtdma-lakshmanau,  Rama  and  Lakshmaiu  ; 
pdni-pddam,  hand  and  foot)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
several  Ekahas  ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Gemini  ;  a 
species  of  disease,  a  complication  of  two  disorders,  a 

compound  affection  of  two  humors  [cf.  wzr-a"]  ; 
(am  or  ena),  ind.  two  by  two.—  Dvandva-dara, 
as,  a,  am,  going  about  or  living  in  couples  ;  (as), 
m.  the  ruddy  goose,  Anas  Casarca.  —  Dvandva-da- 
rin,  I,  ini,  i,  living  in  couples  ;  (i),  m.  the  ruddy 
goose.  —  Dtandva-ja,  at,  a,  am,  produced  or  pro- 

ceeding from  morbid  affection  of  two  humors  ;  pro- 
ceeding from  a  pair  &c.  ;  arising  from  a  quarrel, 

occasioned  by  a  dispute.  «—  Dvandva-duhkha,  am, 
n.  pain  arising  from  alternations  (as  of  heat  and  cold, 
pleasure  and  pain,  &c.).  —  Dvandva-bhdra,  as,  m. 
antagonism,  discord.  —  Dvandva-bhinna,  am,  n. 
separation  of  the  sexes.  —  Drandva-bhuta,  as,  d,am, 
become  doubtful,  hesitating,  irresolute.  —  Dvandva- 
moha,  as,  m.  trouble  excited  by  doubt.  —  Dvarulva- 
yiiddha,  am,  n.  a  duel,  single  combat  -•  Dvan- 
dvayuddlta-varnana,  am,  n.  '  description  of  the 
single  combat,'  N.  of  the  forty-first  chapter  of  the 
Krida-khanda  or  second  part  of  the  Ganesa-Purani. 
—  Dcandea-yodliin,  i,  inl,  i,  fighting  in  couples 
or  by  single  combat.  —  Uxandi-a-ias,  ind.  two  by 
two,  in  couples.  —  Dtandm-sahishnu-tra,  am,  n. 
ability  of  supporting  opposites  (as  happiness  and 

misery  &c.).  —  J)mndvatita  (°va-at°),  as,  a,  am, 
gone  beyond  or  freed  from  pairs  of  opposite  worldly 
affections.  —  Dvandci-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  engaged  in 
single  combat  or  close  fighting. 
Dvandvin,  i,  inl,  i,  forming  a  couple  ;  opposed  to 

one  another  ;  contradictory,  quarrelsome,  antagonistic. 

^l  draya,  at,  I,  am  (fr.  dva;  in  S'isupSla-b. 
II.  57-  'Ivaye  nom.  pi.  m.  occurs),  twofold,  double, 

of  two  kinds  or  sorts  ;  (i),  f.  a  pair  ;  (am),  n.  a  pair, couple,  two  things,  both,  a  brace  (chiefly  used  at  end 
of  comps.,  e.  g.  go-tlvayam,  a  couple  of  oxen)  ;  the masc.  and  fern,  gender  (in  grammar);  twofold  nature, 
untruthrulness.  —  Jlraya-radin,  i,  ini,  t,  double- 
tongued,  insincere.-  thaya-hnw,  «»,  'a,  dm,  desti- tute of  both  (masc.  and  fem.)  genders,  i.  c.  neuter. 

—  Drayoyni  (°ya-ng°),  i',  m.  a  kind  of  tree,= 
jiathin,  hrasragni,  commonly  rani'itd,  Plumbago 
Zeylanica.  —  Dvaydtiga  (°ya-at°),  as,  a,  am,  one 
who  has  passed  beyond  or  overcome  the  two  bad 
qualities,  passion  and   ignorance,  or  who  has   sur- 

mounted the  several  pairs  of  affection  which  disturb 
the  mind ;  (as),  m.  a  saint,  a  holy  or  virtuous  man. 
—  Dmydtmaka  (°ya-at°),  as,  a,  am,  having  a 
twofold  nature,  appearing  in  a  twofold  manner. 

Drayat,  dvayas.     See  a-d". Drayarln,  I,  i»>,  i,  Ved.  false,  dishonest. 

Vrayti,  ut,  us,  u,  Ved.  false,  dishonest ;  [cf.  a-d°.] 
IT  dvara,  as,  a,  am,  or  dvari,  is,  is,  i,  or 

drarin,  I,  ini,  i  (fr.  rt.  dvri),  Ved.  obstructing. 

'g'T  rfco,  old  nom.  du.  m.  fr.  dva  =  dvi, 
two  (in  comp.  before  other  numerals  and  before  ja 
and  para).  —  Di-afalvarin3a,  as,  i,  am,  the  42nd. 

—  Drd-fatcarinsat,  t,  or  dvd-tatvarins'ati,  i«,  (., 
42.—  Dvd-ja,  as,  m.  a  son  of  two  fathers,  (formed 
to  explain  one  derivation  of  bhara-dvdja,  which  is 
however  more  properly  deduced  from  bharat  and 

vaja.)  —  Dvatrins'ci,  as,  i,  am,  the  32nd;  consist- 
ing of  zt.~Dva-triniat,  t,  (.,  32.  —  DvatrinJad- 

alahartn,  I,  m.  a  book  or  composition  written  in 

Slokas  (consisting  of  32  syllables).  —  Dvatrins'ad- rdtra,  am,  n.,  scil.  sattram,  a  sacrifice  lasting  32 

Axys.  —  Dvdtrins'al-lakshanopeta  (°na-up°),  as,  d, 
am,  'having  32  auspicious  marks  or  spots  upon  the 
body,'  illustrious,  great.  —  Drdtrins'ika,  f.  occurring 
in  the  compound  Bharataka-dvdtriniUkd,  q.  v. 
—  Drddafa,  as,  i,  am,  the  isth  (e.g.  dvadaio 
bhdyah,  the  1 2th  part);  consisting  of  12,  divided 
into  1 3  parts  ;  accompanied  by  or  increased  by  1 2  ; 
(1),  f.,  scil.  ratri  or  tithi,  the  I2th  day  of  the  half 
month ;  (am),  n.  a  collection  or  aggregate  of  1 2  ; 
[cf.  Gr.  5u-5eica;  Lat.  duo-decim;  Hib.  da-deug; 
Hindust.  bd-rah  through  change  of  d  into  r;  Lith. 
dicy-lika  through  change  of  d  into  I;  Goth,  tra-lif 
through  change  of  the  guttural  into  the  labial :  Eng. 

twelve;  Mod.  Germ,  zwij-lf.']  —  Drddas'aka,  as,  i, am,  the   1 2th;   containing   12,  consisting  of  12, 
amounting  to  12  ;    (am),  n.  the  aggregate  of  12. 
—  Dmdaia-Tcapdla,  as,  i,  am,  having  1 2  skulls. 
—  Dvddas'a-kara,   as,  a,  am,  possessed   of  12 
hands  or  rays ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Karttikeya ;  of 

Brihas-pati.  —  Dvddas'a-gava,  as,  i,  am,  having  1 2 
oxen  or  covis.  —  Dvddas'a-ld,  f.  or  dvadada-tva, 

am,  n.  the  aggregate  of  12,  —  Dvddas'a-dhd,  ind. 
into  or  in   12   parts  or  ways,   twelvefold.  «•  Dvd- 

dadan,  a,  m.  f.  n.  pi.,  ii.  —  Dvddas'a-pattraka, 
am,  n. ,  N.  of  a  Yoga  or  particular  religions  observ- 

ance in  which  the  12  syllables  om  namo  bhagavate 
rfisitdfeaya  are  connected  with  the  12  signs  of  the 
zodiac  and  with  the  1 2  months.  —  Di'ddada-bhuja, 
OK,  a,  am,  having  12  arms;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of 
Skanda's  attendants.  —  Ih-adaiSama,  as,  i,  am,  the 

1 2th;    [cf.  dvddas'ct.]  —  Dvddaia-mahd-rill: ^a- 
rirarana,  am,  n. '  the  explanation  of  the  1 2  great 
words,"  N.  of  a  philosophical  work  by  Vaikuntha-puri. 
—  Dradaia-mula,  as,  m.  'having   12   roots  or 
sources  (?),'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Jh'iidnia-ratra, 
am,  n.  a  period  of  1 2  nights  (or  days) ;  (as,  d,  am), 

lasting  12   nights  (or  days).  —  Ih-ddaiar/ia  (°da- 
yic'a),   OK,   d,   am,   containing   12   verses   (Ri<!s). 
••  ])vadas'a-litfgodlikava  (°ga-ttd?),  am,  n.  'the 
origin  of  the  1 2  Lin-gas,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Vrata-prakSsa  by  Visva-natha.  —  DvadaAi-Wana, 
as,  d,  am,  twelve-eyed;   (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Karttikeya.  —  Dvadas'a-rarMlia,    a*,    ~>,  am,   12 
years  old  or  lasting  12  years.  —  DvdddS'it rarsMka- 
vrata,  am,  n.   a  vow  for   12  years.  —  Ih-Sda/Sa- 
ridha,  a*,   d,  am,  twelvefold.  —  Dvadaxu-xnt". 
am,  n.,  ii2.  —  T>vadai!a!!ata-tama,  as,  i,  am,  the 
1 1 2th.  —  Drddafa-sahaxra,  as,  i,  am,  consisting 

of  12000  (years).  —  Dradas'dns'u  (°xa-an°),  UK,  us, 
u,  having  12  rays;  (us),  m.  an  epithet  of  Brihas- 
pati  ;    the   planet   Jupiter   over   which    Brihas-pati 
presides;    [cf.  dradai!a-kara  and  drd-das'drfis.] 
—  DvadaiSakriti   ("Va-ai"),  is,  is,  i,  having  I? 
shapes.  —  Uvadaiakilia  (°Ai-afc°),  as,  i,  om,  twelve- 

eyed  ;   (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  KSrttikeya  ;   N.  of 
one  of  the  attendants  of  Karttikeya  ;  a  Buddha  ;  [cf. '  -'0 

dvddaffdkhya.']  -•  Dvddatfdkshara 
as,  a,  am,  containing  \^  syllables;  [cf.  dvddasa- 
]>iittmka.~\  —  J)vadai!dkskara-mantra,  am,  n.  a 
prayer  of  1  2  syllables  addressed  to  Vishnu  (viz.  om 
namo  bhagarate  vdsudcvaya).  —  Dvddasakhya 
(cVa-aA-A°),  as,  m.  a  Buddha;  [cf.  dvdda^dk'/M.] 
—  DvddaiSditgi  (0#a-a»0),  f.  the  collective  sacred 
writings  of  the  Jainas  (consisting  of  1  2  parts).  —  Ttva- 
daddttgula  (°^(t-ait°),  as,  m.  a  measure   of   i  a 
fingers.  —  Dcadas'dtman  (°»'a-a(°),  d,  d,  a,  appear- 

ing in   1  1  forms  ;  (d),  m.  or  drddas'dtmaka,  as, 
m.  the  sun  (as  identified  with  the  12  Adityas  or  the 
sun  in  each  month  of  the  y4K).~Dvidafadttya- 

tirtha  ("fa-dd0),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing- 
place.  —  Dvddas'adityasrama  ("s'a-dditya-af),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  sacred  hermitage.  —  Dvadadddhydyl 

(°s"a-adh°),  f.,  N.  of  Jaimini's  MlmansS  consisting 
of  1  2  Adhyayas.  —  Dvddatdnyilia  (°sSa-an°),  as,  d, 
am,  one  who  has   made  12  mistakes  in  reading. 

—  I)mdaj!dyiis  (°i!a-dy°),  us,  m.  '  whose  life  lasts 
12  years,'adog.—  Dvdda^dra(°sa-ara),  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  having  1  2  spokes  (as  the  wheel  or  cycle  of  the 
year).  —  ]h'ddas'dratni  (°^a-ar°),  is,  is,  i,  being 
1  1  cubits  long.  -•  Di'ddaJdrdis  (°s~a-ar~),  is,  is,  is, 
containing  12  rays;  (is),  m.  an  epithet  of  Brihas- 
pati  or  the  planet  Jupiter  ;  [cf.  drddafta-kara  and 
drddas'dnsu.']  —  Dvdda4d4ra  or   (less  correctly) 
dvddas'dsra,  am,  n.  or  dvadaidsn,  ii,  f.  or  dvd- 
dasaxrl  ('fa-as"),  f.  a  dodecagon,  a  dodecagonal 
figure.  —  Dvddas'aha  (°fa-aha),  as,  m.  a  period 
of  12  days;  (as,  a,  am),  lasting   12  days;   (as), 
m.    a   particular   ceremony    lasting    1  2    days  ;    [cf. 

bharata-<F.]  —  Dvddas'dhika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  di'd- 
da^an  -f  ahan),   relating   to   or  coming   from   a 
period  of   12  days.  —  DvadatiluL,   taking   place 
or   happening  on   the    1  2th  day  or   on  the   1  2th 
day  of  a  half  month.  —  Dvddaiin,  i,  ini,  i,  consist- 

ing of  12,  divided  into  12.  —  Dvdtla&-tirtha,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place  mentioned  iu  the 
Sfiva-Purana.  —  Vvddas'i-vrata,  am,  n.  a   peculiar 
religious  observance  on  the  1  2th  day  of  a  half  month. 
—  Dvanarata,  as,  i,  am,  the  gznd.  —  Dva-navati, 
is,!.  =  dvi-narali,gi,  —  Di-dpantdia,  as,  i,  am, 
the  52nd;    accompanied  by  52,  increased   by  52. 

—  Drd-pandds'at,  t,  f.,  f,2.  —  l)iidpara,  as,  am, 
m.  n.  that  die  or  side  of  a  die  which  is  marked  with 

two  spots  or  points  ;  the  Die  personified  ;  '  the  age 
with  the  number  two,"  N.  of  the  third  of  the  four 
Yus;as  or  ages  of  the  world,  comprising  2400  years, 
(the  Yuga  itself  =  2000,  each  twilight  =  200  years)  ; 
the  Age  personified  as  a  god  ;  doubt,  uncertainty. 
—  Dvdmnfa,  as,  i,  am,  the  22nd;  consisting  of 

22.  —  I>ra-rinsati,  is,  (.,  22.  —  Drdvins'ati-tuma, 
as,  i,  am,  the  22nd.  —  Dvdrinifati-dlia,  in  12  parts 

or  ways,  twenty-two-fold.  —  ]Jfav!>ixali-s'ata,am,  n., 
122.™  Dvdvitis'atis'ata-tama,  as,  I,  am,  the  12  2nd. 
—  Dvdfhashta,  as,  i,  am,  the  &2nd;  accompanied 

by  or  joined  with  62;   [cf.  dri-shaghti.]  —  Ded- 
thathfr,  is,  f.,  (ii.  —  Di'dshashti-tama,  as,  i,  am, 
the   6?nd.  —  T)vdsaptata,   as,  i,  am,  the   72nd. 

—  Drdsaptati,  is,  (.,  72;  [cf.  «Yi-s°.] 
dca-dasan.     See  <fc«,  col.  2. 

oYar,  r,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  dvri), 
Ved.  a  gate,  door,  entrance  ;  access,  way  ;  expedient, 

means,  opportunity  ;  ih'drii,  inst.  c.,  at  the  end  of  a 
comp.  =  by  means  of,  by  ;  [cf.  I.dur,  2.  dura;  Zend 
drara-m,  '  gate,  palace  ;'  Gr.  6vpa,  Ovp-f-rpo-v, 
6vpaffi,  Bupi-s,  9up-f6-s,  0aip<f-s  ;  Lat.  for-i'-s,  foris, 
foras;  Umbr.  rero,  'gate,'  for  drero;  perhaps  also 
TruATj  and  porta,  d  being  dropped  and  r  changed 

into  p,  as  in  Zend  axpa  ='tiriros  from  Sanskrit  aA'a  ; Goth,  dattr;  Angl.  Sax.  duru,  dyr;  Old  Germ. 

tor;  Slav,  drerl,  '  gate,  door  ;'  Lith.  dur-yi,  '  door  ;' 
Hib.  dor,  doras,  '  a  door,  gate.']  —  Dvdh-stha  or ilrd-stha  or  dvaft-sthita  or  dvd-sthita,  as,  d,  am, 
standing  at  the  gate  or  door  ;  (as),  m.  a  door-keeper, 

porter,  warder.  —  Vvdr-rat,  an,  at'i,  at,  having  many 
doors;  (atT),  f.  =  dvdra-vati,  q.  v. 
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Dvdra,  am,  n.  a  door,  gate,  gateway,  passage, 
entrance,  opening  (cf.  vaktra-dvdra  and  snhasra- 

d°;  the  body  is  sometimes  called  nam-di-uram 
puram,  a  city  with  nine  gates  or  openings) ;  a 
way,  means,  medium,  vehicle,  (the  M3hesVaras  hold 
that  there  are  six  DvSras  or  means  of  obtaining 

a  wished-for  object) ;  (cna),  ind.  by  means  of, 
by;  with  regard  to,  according  to;  (I),  (.  a  door; 

[cf.  a-rP.]  —  Dcdra-kantaka,  as,  m.  '  door- 
thorn,'  the  bolt  of  a  door;  a  door,  gate.  —  Dva- 
ra-kapdta,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  the  leaf  or 
fold  of  a  door,  the  panel  of  a  doot.  —  Dvara-td, 
(.  a  gate,  door,  an  entrance,  way,  access.  —  Dvara- 

dantin,  I,  m.  '  watching  the  door,'  a  door-keeper. 
—  Dvdra-datii  (?),  us,  m.  a  species  of  tree,  =  raro- 

ddlu,  Wiumi-saha.  —  Dvara-ddru,  us,  m.  (?), '  hav- 
ing wood  fit  for  a  door,'  the  tree  Tectona  Grandis, 

teak.  —  flcdra-nayaka,  as,  m.  or  dvdra-pa,  as,  m. 
a  door-keeper,  porter,  warder.  —  Dudra-patta,  as, 
m.  the  panel  or  surface  of  a  door;  the  curtain  of  a 

door. —  Dvdra-paii,  in,  m.  a  door-keeper,  warder ; 
N.  of  a  kingdom  (?).—  Dvdra-pdla,  as,  m.  a  door- 

keeper, warder ;  an  epithet  of  various  Yakshas  and 

of  sacred  places  connected  with  them.  —  Dudra-pd- 
Jaka,  as,  m.  a  door-keeper ;  (ikd),  f.  a  metronymic 
from  Dvara-pali.  —  Dvdra-pifdi,  f.  the  threshold  of 

a  dooT.  —  Dvdra-pidhdna  or  dvdrdpidhdna  (°ra- 
ap°),  as,  m.  the  bolt  of  a  door.  —  Dvdra-bali-bhuj,k, 
m. '  eating  the  offering  (of  food)  scattered  before  the 
door,'  the  bird  Ardea  Nivea ;  a  crow ;   a  sparrow. 
—  Dvara-bdhti,  us,  m.  'door-arm,'adoor-post,  jamb. 
—  Dvdra-mahima-rarnana,  am,  n.  'description 

of  the  glory  of  the  dvara,'  N.  of  the  1 2  7th  chapter 
of  the  KridS-khanda  or  second  part  of  the  Ganesa- 

Purana.  —  Dvira-yantra,  am,  n.  '  door-implement 
or  door-restrainer,'  a  lock,  bolt.  —  Dvdra-vat,  an, 
all,  at,  having  many  doors;   (ati),  f.,  N.  of  the 

capital  of  Krishna;  [cf.  dvdrakd  and  dvdr-vatl^] 
—  Dvdravati-nirmdna,  am,  n. '  the  construction  of 

Dvara-vatl,'  N.  of  the  I  l6th  AdhySya  of  the  Vai.iha- 
Purana.  —  Dvdra-vartman,  a,  n.  a  gateway.  —  Dr d- 
ra-vritta,  am,  n.  black  pepper.  —  Dvdra-i<dk/td,{. 
the  leaf  of  a  door,  division  of  a  door.  —  Dvdra-stam- 

bha,  as,  m.  a  door-post.  —  Di-dra-stha,  as,  a,  am, 
standing  at  the  door  ;  (as),  m.  a  door-keeper,  porter. 

—  Drdrddhipa  or  drdrddhyaksha  ('ra-ad/f),  as, 
m. '  superintendent  of  the  door,'  a  door-keeper,  porter, 
warder,  chamberlain.  —  Dvdrdbhimdnin  (^ra-abff), 
i,  ini,  i,  assuming  the  character  of  the  (sacrificial) 
doors.  •- Dvdrd-rati,  l.  =  dvdra-vati,  q.  v. 

Dvaraka  =  di:dra  above ;  (d  or  ika),  f. '  the  city 
with  many  gates,'  N.  of  the  capital  of  Krishna  (on 
the  western  point  of  Guzerat,  supposed  to  have  been 
submerged  by  the  sei).  —  Dvdrakd-ddsa,  as,  m. 

'  slave  of  Dvaraka,'  N.  of  a  man.  —  ItvdraTcii-pra- 
veia,  as,  m.  '  the  entrance  into  Dvaraka,'  N.  of  the 
iO3rd  chapter  of  the  Krishna-khanda  or  fourth  part 
of  the  Brahma-vaivarta-Purana.  —  Dvdrakd-mdhdt- 

mya,  am,  n.  '  the  glory  of  DvSraka,'  N.  of  a  part 
of  the  Skanda-PurSna.  —  Drdrakdrambha  (°kd-dr°), 
as,  m.  '  the  commencement  of  Dvaraka,'  N.  of  the 
IO2nd  chapter  of  the  Krishna-khanda  of  the  Brahma- 

vaivarta-Purana.  -  IJmrake.'sa  fkii-i^a),  as,  m. '  the 

lord  of  DvarakS,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna. 
Dvdrika,  as,  m.  a  door-keeper,  warder;  N.  of 

one  of  the  eighteen  attendants  of  the  Sun  ;  (Hid),  (., 
see  rhdraka. 

Dvdrin,  i,  m.  a  door-keeper,  porter,  warder. 
Dvdrya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  door,  being  at 

a  door ;  (d),  f.,  scil.  sthund,  a  door-post. 

tif  dvi,  dvau,  m.  du.,  dve,  f.  n.  du.  (the 

old  dual  form  is  fled,  q.  v.,  from  the  original  base 

dva),  two,  both.  In  native  lexicons  dvayos  = '  in 

two  genders,'  i.  e.  in  the  masc.  and  fem.  gender ; 
[the  original  form  was  dva,  as  shown  in  nom.  du. 

ilrau :  Zend  dva, '  two ;'  bi-  in  comp.,  e.  g.  bi-tya, 
the  second :'  Gr.  5i5o,  S'/ia,  Swims,  Sotoi,  O'I-TV\OS, 

Sis  for  Sfis, '  twice ;'  Stv-rtpo-s  from  dva-tara-s; 
Soi-fi, '  doubt ;'  Sl-a,  Sifu,  SiaWs, '  double ;'  Scu-5f  *a  : 
Lat.  duo,  bislordris;  bi-  in  comp.,  e.g.  M-farius; 

re-  in  comp.,  e.g.  vS-samts;  dis-'m  comp.,  e.g.  dis- 
plicere;  li-ni,  du-plex,  du-b-ius,  du-dlum,  be-l- 
lum:  Umbr.  du-r,  'two:'  Goth,  tvai,  tvos,  f., 
tea,  n.,  tweiflyan,  tvl-standan,  dis-dailyan :  Angl. 
Sax.  tica,  twi,  ticeogcm :  Old  Germ,  zer  or  zar  in 

comp. :  Slav,  dam :  Lith.  du,  dvi,  (.  '  two  :'  Hib. 
da,  do,  di.^  —  Dei-ka,  as,  d,  am,  having  two  /;s 

in  one's  name ;  (as),  m.  a  crow  (  =  kdka) ;  the  ruddy 
goose,  Anas  Casarca  (  =  koka,  dakra-vdku).  — Tlri- 
kakdra,  as,  m.  the  bird  with  the  two  ks  in  its  name, 
the  crow  (  =  kdka).  —  Dvi-kakud,  t,  or  drika- 

prishtha,  as,  m.  the  camel  ('  two-humped,'  '  two- 
backed').—  Dri-kara,  as, a  or  I,  am,  doingtwo  things, 
making  two  or  twofold.  —  Drt-kdntfa,  as,  I,  am, 
consisting  of  two  parts,  (but  the  fem.  is  in  d  if 
measure  is  denoted,  Pan.  IV.  I,  2^.)  —  Dvi-kdrshd 

pana  or  dvi-kdrshdpanika,  as,  I,  am,  worth  two 
Karshapanas.  —  Dvi-kubja,  as,  d,  am,  having  two 
humps.  —  Dvi-khandikd,  f.  a  couplet.  —  Dvi-khd- 
rlka,  as,  d,  am,  worth  two  Kharts.  —  Dvi-khura,  as, 
d,  am,  cloven-hoofed,  cloven-footed.  —  Dvi-gat,  t,  m., 
N.  of  a  BhSrgava.  —  Dvi-gu,  us,  m.,  scil.  samdsa,  a 
compound  word  in  which  the  first  member  of  the 

compound  is  a  numeral ;  (the  word  dei-yu, '  having 
two  cows  or  worth  two  cows,'  is  itself  an  example 
of  this  class  of  compounds,  a  single  example  often 
serving  in  native  grammatical  terminology  as  the 
name  for  the  whole  class.  )—Dvi-gui}a,  as,  a,  am, 
double,  twofold,  of  two  kinds,  twice  as  much  or  as 

large ;  multiplied  by  two,  doubled.  —  Dviguna-tva, 
am,  n.  the  stale  of  being  twofold,  duplication. 

—  Dvigund-karna,  as,  d,  am,  having  an  ear  divided 
into  two  parts  by  a  slit  (as  a  mark  to  distinguish 
cM\e).  —  Dviyund-kfi,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kuriitc, 
-kartum,  to  plough  twice.  —  Dmguna-krita,  as, 
a,  am,  twice  ploughed ;  (also  read  dvigunl-krita.) 
—  1  >  rigunita,  as,  d,  am,  doubled,  double,  multi- 

plied by  two;   folded,  invested,  enveloped.  —  Dvi- 
yn.nl-kritfi,  as,  d,  am,  doubled,  increased,  —  Dvi- 
yum-bh&ta,  as,  a,  am,  doubled,  augmented.  —  Dvi- 
dakra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava.  —  Dci-dattiras'raka 
or  -asrdka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  gesture  or 
posture.  —  Um-datur-ghna,  as,  i,  am,  multiplied  by 

two  and  four.  —  Dvidatvdrins'a,  as,  I,  am,  the  42nd. 

—  Dfi-fatvarinfat,  t,  f.,  42 ;  [cf.  dva.-tatvdrins'at.'} 
—  Hcifalvdrinsika,    as,  &c.,  consisting   of  42. 
—  l)ri-darana,  as,  d,  am,  two-legged,  having  two 
legs,  bipedal.  —  Dvi-ddhinna,  as,  d,  am,  cut  into  two, 
bisected.  —  Dvi-ja,  as,  d,  am,  twice-born ;   (as), 
m.   a  man  of  any  one  of  the  first  three  classes,  a 
Brahman,  Kshatriya,   or  Vaisya  (whose  investiture 
with  the  Yajnopavlta  or  sacrificial  cord  at  the  age  of 
puberty  constitutes  religiously  and  metaphorically  their 
second   birth,  see  upa-riaya,  p.  164,  col.  3);    a 
Brahman ;  any  oviparous  animal  (as  a  bird,  a  snake, 
a  fish.  &c.,  born  first  in  the  shell  and  next  produced 
from  it) ;  a  tooth  (which  falls  out  and  grows  again) ; 
coriander  seed  (  =  tumburu) ;   (d),  (.  a   kind   of 
fragrant  plant,  =  renukd;  Clerodendrum  Siphonan- 
thus  ( =  b/idryl) ;  kundur    or    gum    olibanum  (  = 

palanJd);    [cf.  di-i-ja.]  -  Dnja-kutsita,  as,  m. 
'  the  tree  despised  by  the  Brahmans/Cordia  Latifolia 
and  Myxa  (  =  .tieshmdntakd).  -  Dvija-Tcdu,,  us, 
m.  a  kind  of  citron.  — De!ja-ddhattra,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  place.  —  Dvija-jetri,  td,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 

~Dt:ija-lva,  am,  n.  'the  state  of  being  twice- 
born,'  the  condition  or  rank  of  a  Brahman.  —  Dnjii- 
ditsa,  as,  m. '  the  slave  of  the  twice-born,'  a  servant 
of  the  first  three  classes,  a  Sudra.  —  Vvija-deva,  as, 

m.   '  a   god    among   the   twice-born,'  a   Br5hman. 
—  I>i:!jadeva-dcva,   as,   m.    '  a   god   among   the 

Brahmans,'   a   very   pious    or    excellent    Brahman. 
—  Drija-nishevitu,  as,  d,  am,  inhabited  by  birds. 
—  Dvi-janman,  d,  a,  a,  having  a  double  birth  or 
birthplace,  having  two  natures ;  regenerate ;  ovipa- 

rous ;  (a),  m.  a  member  of  the  first  three  classes, 

especially  a  Brahman  ;  a  bird,  an}1  oviparous  animal ; 

a  tooth;  [cf.  dri-ja  and  dvi-jdti.~\  —  Dvija-pati, 
i-;,  m.  '  lord  of  the  twice-born'  (i.  e.  according  to 
some  '  lord  of  the  Brahmans;'  but  according  to  others 
the  moon  is  said  to  be  '  the  chief  of  the  twice-born,' 

as  produced  in  the  first  instance  from  the  eye  of 
Atri  and  again  from  the  ocean  of  milk  at  its  churning 

by  the  gods  and  demons) ;  the  moon ;  [cf.  dvija- 

rdja,  deijesa,  dmjeirara.~\  —  Dvija-prapa,  f.  the trench  round  the  foot  of  a  tree  into  which  water  is 

poured ;  a  trough  near  a  well  for  watering  birds, 
cattle,  &c.  —  Drya-priya,  as,  d,  am,  dear  to  a  man 
of  the  first  three  classes,  especially  to  a  BrShman ; 

(«),  f.  the  Soma  plant,  Asclepias  Acida.  —  Dvija-ban- 
dhu,  us,  m. '  a  mere  twice-born  man,'  i.  e.  a  member of  the  first  three  classes  not  invested  with  the  sacred 

string,  or  one  merely  called  a  Dvi-ja,  but  not  so  in 

fact;  [cf.  k«hatra-bandku.~\  —  Drija-bruca,  as, 
m.  '  merely  called  twice-born,'  i.  e.  a  Brahman 
merely  by  name  or  by  birth  and  not  by  observance 
of  spiritual  duties.  —  Dvija-mallct,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

man.  —  Dvija-mukhya,  as,  m. '  the  most  excellent 
among  the  twice-born,'  a  Brahman.  —  Dvija-raja, 
as,  m.  '  the  king  of  the  twice-born,'  the  moon  [cf. 

dvija-patf]  ;  '  the  king  of  the  birds,'  an  epithet  of 
Garuda ;  '  the  king  of  the  serpents,'  an  epithet  of 
Ananta  (as  a  synonym  of  the  moon) ;  camphor. 

—  Dvijarshabha  (°ja-rish°),   as,   m.    'the   bull 
among  the  twice-born,'  i.  e.  the  best  of  the  twice- 
born,  a  Brahman.  —  Drt'j a-lingin,  i,  ini,  i,  wearing 
the  insignia  of  a  Brahman ;   (I),  m.  a  Kshatriya  or 
man  of  the  military  tribe ;  an  impostor,  a  pretended 
Brahman  who  wears  the  distinguishing  badge  of  that 

tribe  without  belonging  to  it.  —  Drtja-vara,  as,  m. 

'  the  best  among  the  twice-born,'  a  Brahman.— Dvija- 
farya,as,m.  an  excellent  orsuperior  BrShman.— Z) v»- 
}a-i'dhana,as,m.1  whose  vehicle  isihe  bird  (Garuda),' 
epithet  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu.  —  Drija-vrana,  as,  m. 

gum-boil,   tooth-ache   (=dantdrbuda).  —  Dvija- 

iapta,  as,  m.  '  the  pulse  cursed  by  the  Brahmans,' i.  e.  prohibited  on  some  occasions,  Dolichos  Catjang 

( =  raja-mdsha) ;  (also  read  dvija-sapta.)  —  Dvija- 
s'us'rushd,f.  seivice  of  the  twice-born,  service  done  to 
the  first  three  classes,  especially  to  the  Brahmans  by 

the  fourth  or  Sudras.  —  Dvija-i!reshlha  or  dvija- 

sattama,  as,  m.  '  the  best  of  the  twice-born,'  a 
Brahman.  —  Dvija-sevaka,  as,  m.  '  a.  servant  of  the 
twice-born,'  a   servant  of  the  first  three  classes,  a 
Sudra  or  man  of  the  fourth  and  servile  class;  [cf. 

dvijopdsaka.]  —  Drija-sevd,  f.  'the  service  of  the 
twice-born,' service  of  the  first  three  classes,  especially 

of  the  Brahmans  by  the  fourth  or  S'udras.  *»l}vija- 
sneha,  as,  m.  '  the  favourite  of  Brahmans,'  N.  of 
the  Butea  Frondosa.  —  Dvi-jd,  as,  as,   am,  Ved. 

twice-born,  doubly  born ;  [cf.  dvi-ja."]  —  Dnjdgrya, 
(°ja-ay°),  as,  m.  'chief  of  the  twice-born,'  a  Brah- 

man. —  Dvijangita  and  drijdngi  ("ja-an°\  f.  a 
kind  of  medicinal  phnt,  =  /tatukd.  —  Dvi-jdti,  is, 

is,  i,  twice-born ;  (is),  m.  a  man  of  either  of  the 
first  three  classes,  especially  a  Brahman  ;  any  oviparous 

animal  (as  a  bird,  snake,  &c.) ;  [cf.  dvi~j(t  and  dw- 
janman.]  —  Dmjatl-jana-vatmla,    as,   d,    am, 
friendly  to  the  Brahman  race.  —  Dvijdti-mukJtya, 

as,  m. '  the  chief  among  the  twice-born,'  a  Brahman. 
Dvijdti-sdt,   ind.  as    a   present  for  Brahmans. 
Drijdtiya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  the  first  three 

or  twice-born  classes ;  of  twofold  nature,  of  mixed 

origin  or  breed,  mongrel;  (as),  m.  a  mule.—  ])ri- 
jani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  two  wives.  —  Dvijdnu- 
loma  (°ja-an°),  am,  n.  the  regular  order  or  series 
of  the  first  three  twice-born  c]asse$.  —  Drijdyani,  f. 
the  thread  or  cord  worn  over  the  shoulder  and 

maiking  the  first  three  twice-born  classes.  —  Dvijd- 

laya  (°ja-dF),  as,  m.  '  the  residence  of  birds,'  the hollow  trunk  of  a  tree ;  the  residence  of  Brahmans. 

—  Hri-jikva,  as,  d,  am,  two-tongued,  double- 
tongued  (literally  or  figuratively),  insincere ;  (as), 
m.  a  peculiar  disease  of  the  tongue ;  a  snake ;  an 
informer,  a  rogue,  scoundrel,  bad  man ;  a  thief;  N. 
of  a  Rakshas ;  (also  read  dri-jiklm.)  —  Dvijihra-ta, 

f.  'the  state  of  having  two  tongues,'  insincerity, 

dishonesty.  —  Dvyendrata  (°ja-in°),  as,  m.  =  drija- 

ketu,  q.  v.  —  Dvijcs'a  (?ja-i$'°),  as,  m. '  lord  of  the 
twice-born,'  the  moon ;  [cf.  dmja-pati,  drija-rdja, 

drijei'vara.]—  Drijeieara  O«-i.v°),  as,  m.  '  the 
ord  of  the  twice-born,'  epithet  of  the  Moon,  see 
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drija-pati;  of  Siv^.  —  Di-ljoltama  (°ja-nf),  at, 
m.  '  servant  of  the  twice-born,'  best  of  the  twice- 

born,  a  Brahman.  —  Dvijopasaka  (°ja-up°),  ai,  m. 
'servant  of  the  twice-born,'  a  servant  of  the  first 

three  classes,  a  Sodra;  [cf.  drija-sc  raka.~\  —  Dri- 
jyd,  f.  the  sine  or  chord  of  an  arc.  —  Ilrijyd-ni'ti'ijit, 
am,  n.  a  horizontal  line.  —  Dri-tha,  as,  m.,N.  of  the 
symbol  Visarga  (as  having  two  points)  ;  N.  of  Svaha, 
wife  of  Agni.  —  i.  dri-td,  f.  =  ilri-tca  below;  [cf. 
p.  445,  col.  3.]  —  Dvi-tra,  He,  as,  Uni,  pi.  two  or 
three.  —  Dvi-tri-i!atura,  as,  &c.,  happening  two  or 
three  or  four  times  ;  (am),  ind.  twice  or  thrice  or  four 
times.  —  Dri-tva,  am,  n.  doubleness,  the  number  two, 
a  pair,  couple;  duality;  the  dual;  reduplication  (of  a 

letter  or  word).  -*Di~idandi,  ind.  (fr.  dvi-danda), 
with  two  sticks,  stick  against  stick,  single-stick, 

quarter-staff.  —  Dridandin,  i,  m.  'carrying  two 
staves,'  a  kind  of  mendicant.  —  Dri-dat,  an,  <tti,  at, 
having  two  teeth  (as  a  mark  of  age)  ;  [cf.  Lat. 

6  i-dens,]  —  Dvi-danta,  as,  I,  am,  having  two  teeth. 

—  Dri-dala,  as,  a,  am,  '  having  two  parts,'  split  in 
two,  two-leafed;  (a),  f.  Bauhinia  Tomentosa.—  Di-i- 

da$"a,  as,  m.  pi.  twenty,  two  tens.  —  Dvi-damni,  f. 
(a  cow)  tied  with  two  ropes.  —  Dm-diva,  as,  a,  am, 
lasting  two  days  ;  (as),  m.  a  ceremony  or  festival  that 

lasts  two  days.  —  Dvi-derata,  as,  a,  am,  belonging 
to  or  sacred  to  two  deities  ;  (am),  n.  the  constellation 

VisSkhS  ;  (also  read  dei-daivatyd.)  —  Dvi-deeatya, 
at,  a,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  two  deities. 

—  Dvi-deha,  as,  m.  'two-bodied,  double-bodied,' 
epithet  of  the  god  Ganela  (having  the  head  of  an  ele- 

phant with  the  figure  of  a  man  ;  cf.  dvi-farira  and 
dvi-d/iatu).  —  Dvi-daivatyd,    f.  the   constellation 

Vis"5kh3  (Indra  and  Agni  jointly  presiding  over  this 
asterism;  cf.  dpi-derata).  —  Dci-dha,  as,  d,  am, 
divided  in  two,  split  asunder.  —  Dvi-dfui,  ind.  in  a 
twofold  manner,  in  two  parts,  of  two  kinds  or  sorts, 
in  two  ways,  in  two  directions,  divided  ;    [cf.  Gr. 

8iX°>  S'x"">  S'ffffAs.']  —  Dridltd-karana,  am,  n. the  act  of  making  twofold,  dividing  into  two  parts, 
splitting,  arranging  in  two  ways,  Stc.  —  Dcld/tdkara 

(°dha-dk°),as,  a,  am,  of  a  twofold  form,  in  a  two- 
fold manner.  —  Dvidhd-gati,  is,  m.  '  going  in  two 

ways  or  by  water  and  land,'  a  crab  ;   a  crocodile. 
—  Dvi-dhdtti,  its,  us,  u,  having  two  natures  or  two 
roots  &c.  ;    (as),  m.  an  epithet   of  GaneSa  ;    [cf. 

dvt-deha.]—Dvidhdtmalia  (°dhd-dt°),  am,  n.  a 
nutmeg  (as  being  of  two  kinds?).  —  Dvidlia-lekhya, 
as,  a,  am,  to  be  written  in  two  ways;  \as),  m.  the 
tree  Phoenix  Paludosa  (  =  hintdla),  the  marshy  date 
tiee.  —  Dri-nagnaka,  as,  m.  a  circumcised  man, 
one  having  no  prepuce.  —  Dvinavata,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 
the  following),  the  g2nd.  —  Dvi-navati,  is,  f.,  92. 
—  Dmnavati-tama,  an,  i,  am,  the  gjnd.  —  Dvi- 
niiman,  d,  mni,  a,  having  two  names.  —  Dvi-ni- 
dhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Dvi-nishka,  as,  ii, 
am,  or  drinaisltkika,  as,  i,  am,  bought  &c.  with 

two    Nishkas.  —  T)ci-pa,  as,  m.   'drinking  twice,' 
an  elephant,  (the  elephant  imbibing  fluids  by  his 
trunk  and  thence  conveying  them  into  his  mouth)  ; 

the  tree  Mesua  Ferrea;    [cf.  gandha~d°  and  di'i- 
payira.]  —  fivipantomull,    f.  =  dafo-mula,   q.  v. 
—  lMpaft(A4a,  OK,  i,  am  (fr.  dm-pandafat),  the 

52nd.  ~  Dri-panfai'at,   t,  f.,  ̂ .  —  DvipaAfatat- 
tama,  an,  i,  am,  the  52nd.  —  Dei-panya,  as,  a, 
am,  worth  two  Panas.  —  l)ri-i>nttr«ka,  as  or  am, 

m.  or  n.  (?),  a  kind  of  bulbous  plant  (  =  (<a«(/«/a- 
Tcanda).  —  Dvl-pal}ta,  am,  n.  a  cross-way,  a  place 
where  two  roads  meet;    (a),  f.  a  kind  of  metre. 
—  Url-pad  or  dri-pad,  -pat,  -pat  or  -pailt,  -pat, 

two-footed,  bipedal;    (put),  m.   a  biped,    a'  man  ; 
a  god;   a  demon;    a  bird;   (pat),  n.  men  collec- 

tively;  (t,  t,  t),  consisting  of  two   Padas  ;    m.  a 
metre  of  two  Padas  ;  (pridl),  f.  a  kind  of  Prakrit 
metre;  [cf.  Lat.  l>i-pc»  ;  Gr.  SI'-TOI/S.]     (According 
to  Pan.  IV.  i,  9,  the  fern,  must  be  dvi-padil  when 
agreeing  with  rtV,  e.  g.  dri-padd  rik,  •  a  verse  con- 

taining two  Padas,'  but  c/rt'-podi  slri,  '  a  woman  with 
'  - 

two  feet.')  —  /M-pado,  as,  a,  an,  two-footed,  bi- pedal ;  containing  two  Padas  ;  (a.<),  m.  a  biped,  (con- 
temptuously) a  man  ;  (a),  (.,  scil.  rid,  a  verse  con- 

sisting of  two  Padas ;  a  kind  of  Prakrit  metre ;  (in 

mathem.)  binomial ;  containing  two  words ;  a  pecu- 
liar sign  of  the  zodiac;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  jasmine  [cf. 

tli'l-pitti] ;  (am),  n.  a  combination  of  two  words. 
—  Dripinln-iinti,  in,  m.'the  lord  of  bipeds,' a  king, 
prince.  •- Dripada-rdiSi,  is,  f.  any  one  of  the  signs 

Gemini,  Libra,  Aquarius,  Virgo,  and  half  of  Sagitta- 

rius. —  Dt-ipaddntara  or  dripaddbhydsa  (°J<j-a»°, 
°da-abh°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Dci-padikd,  f. 
double  amount  (?) ;  a  kind  of  Prakrit  metre  ( =  del- 
paill) ;   a  peculiar  manner  of  singing.  —  Dvipa- 

mctda,  as,  m.  the  juice  exuding  from  the  elephant's 
temples. —  Dvi-jiarna,  as,  i,  am,  two-leaved,  oppo- 

site-leaved; (i),  f.  wild  Jew's  thorn  (  =  runa-koli). 
—  Dcipdt-tva,  am,  n.  or  dripat-ta,  f.  two-footed- 
ness,  the  state  of  a  biped ;  bipartiteness.  —  Dei-patra, 
am,  n.  a  couple  of  vessels.  —  Dvi-pdd,  see  dii-ptid. 
~Dri-pdda,  as,  i,  am,  two-footed,  bipedal,  a  biped. 
—  Dri-pddya,  as,  a,  am,  worth  double;  bought 
&c.  with  two  quarters,  double ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a 
double  penalty,  an  amercement  of  twice  the  common 

»moant.  —  Dci-pdyin,  i,  m.  'drinking  twice,'  an 
elephant;  [cf.  dvi-pa.]  —  Dvipdsya  (~pa-ds°),  as, 
m.  '  having  the  face  of  an  elephant,'  an  epithet  of 
Ganesa.  —  Dci-puia,  as,  i,  am,  folded  double,  having 
two  folds;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  jasmine.  —  Dvi-purtisha, 
as,  a,  or  I,  am,  having  the  length  of  two  men; 
(as,   a,  am),  worth  two  men,  Pan.  IV.  i,  24; 

(am),  ind.  through  two  generations.  —  Dvi-prishtha, 
as,   m.  (with  Jainas)  the  second  black  Vasu-deva. 

—  llripendra  (apa-4n°),  as,  m. '  prince  of  elephants,' 
a   large   elephant.  —  D  cipendra-dana.    am,  n.  or 
di'tpcndra-mada,  as,  m.  the  liquor  flowing  from 
the  temples  of  a  large  elephant  in  tut.  —  Dvi-pra- 
tika,  as,  i,  am,  bought  &c.  with  two  Karshapanas. 

—  Dci-bandhu,,   us,   m.  'having    two   friends (?),' 
Ved.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Dvi-barha-jman,  a,  m.,  Ved. 
having  a   double   course;    (Say.)   whose  course  is 

spread  through  two.  — J90£-6arAas,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
doubly  close  or  thick,  strong ;  doubled  (as  opposed  to 

single)  ;  (Say.)  mighty  in  two  places,  mightily  ex- 
panded in  the  two  worlds;  (the  form  dri-barhds 

appears  also  as  neut.  and  as  an  adverb.)  —  Dvi-bdhu, 

us,  us,  u,  two-armed.  —  Dvi-bdhuka,  as,  m.  '  the 

two-armed  one,'  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  S'iva. 
~Dvi-bhuja,a8,d,am,  two-armed;  (as),  m.  an  angle. 
—  Dvi-bhuma,  as,  a,  am,  having  two  floors.  —  Dvv- 
maya,  as,  >,  am,  made  or  consisting  of  two  (parts). 

—  Di'i-mdtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  having  two  mothers ; 
(Say.)  the  measurer  of  the  two  worlds.  —  Dnmiltri- 
ja,  as,  d,  am,  having  two  mothers,  born  from  two 
mothers,  bom  in  two  ways,  having  different  mothers 
(thus  Ganesa  was  the  son  of  PSrvati,  but  according 
to  one  legend  was  formed  of  the  scurf  and  impurities 

of  her  body;   cf.  dcaimdtura).  —  Dri-matra  or 

dvimalrika,  as,  d,  am,  containing  two  syllabic  in- 
stants (as  a  long  vowel).  —  Dvi-manjl,  (.  a  cross-way, 

a  place  where  two  roads  meet.  —  Di'i-mashya,  as,  d, 
am,  worth  two  Mashas.  —  l)ri-midha,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  son  of  Hastin  (Brihat)  and  grandson  of  Su-hotra. 
—  I>ri-muliha,  as,  d,  am,  two-faced,  having  two 
mouths ;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of  snake ;  (as),  m.  a  kind 
of  serpent,  Amphisbcena,  a  kind  of  worm  (  =  kriitil) ; 

(d),  (.  a  leech ;  a  small  water-jar  with  two  mouths 

(—]car!cari).  —  Di-imukhdhi  (°kha-ahi),  is,  m.'a 
snake  with  two  mouths,'  a  peculiar  kind  of  serpent 
(=ahimni).  —  ])i;imiikhoraga  (°kha-ur°),  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  serpent;    see  above.  —  Dei-muni,   ind. 

produced  by  two  sages;  [cf.  tri-mimi.'}  —  Dri-nin- tali  or  dri-iniifhuli,  ind.  with  two  clubs  or  maces, 
club  against  club  (in  fighting).  —  Dcwnurd/ta.  "-, 
i,  am,  two-headed.  —  Dei-miirilhan,  a,  a,  a,  two- 

headed,  bicipital;  (a),  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura.—  llrl- 
i/aniiiniim,  ind.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Dei-yodlia,  as, 

m.  '  fighting  with  two,'  epithet  of  the  charioteer  of 
Krishna ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of  four 
lines  of  six  syllables  each. ~Dvi-ra,  as,  m.  a  bee; 
[cf.   dci-repha.]  —  Dri-radu,    IK,    d,    am,    two- 

toothed,  two-tusked ;  (a*i),  m.  an  elephant.  —  TJn'ra- 
ilii-i'nragra  (°ra-ag°),  am,  n.  the  tip  of  an  elephant's 

trunk.  —  Di-irtiddtttaka  Cda-an'),  as,  m.  'destroyer 

of  the  elephant,'  the  lion.  —  Dnraddr'ili  (°da-ar"), 
i#,  m.  '  enemy  of  the  elephant,'  N.  of  the  fabulous 
animal  S'arabha.  —  Driradax'ana  (°da-af),  as,  m. 
'  food  of  the  elephant,'  epithet  of  the  Ficus  Rcligiosa. 
—  Dri-rafiuiu,  its.  ~i,  c.m,  double-tongued,  having  a 
forked  tongue;  (as),  m.  a  snake  in  general.  —  7>f»- 
r~i jti,  tun,  n.,  Ved.  the  battle  between  the  two  kings. 
—  Jlri-rittra,  an,  u,  am,  lasting  two  nights;  (as), 

m.  a  period  of  two  nights  or  days. ^l^nratnna, 

as,  a,  am,  lasting  two  nights ;  to  be  accomplished 
in  two  nights.  —  Dci-rlipa,  (if,  a,  am,  biform,  of 
two  forms,  twofold ;  bicolour ;   bipartite ;   having  a 
different   shape ;    spelt   or   written    in    two   ways ; 

(as),  m.   variety  of  interpretation    or   reading ;    a 
word    that   may  be   correctly  spelt   in   two    ways. 

—  /  ii'iriipa-kottka,  '  the  treasury  of  words  written  in 

two  ways,'  a  dictionary  of  words  spelt  in  two  ways. 
—  ]>rifupn-iri,  (.  doubleness  of  form,  a  double  form 
or  manner  of  expression.  —  Dvi-retas,  as,  as,  as, 

doubly  impregnating  (as  the  male  ass  which  impreg- 
nates the  she-ass  and  mare) ;  receiving  double  im- 

pregnation (as  a  mare  which  is  impregnated  by  the 
horse  and  male  ass).  —  DH-rcpha,  as,  m.  the  insect 
wilhtwors  in  its  name  (  —  bkramara),  a  large  black 

bee.  —  DcirepUa-gana-sammita,  f.  'resembling  a 
multitude  of  bees,'  a  kind  of  rose.  —  DcirepJia-mala, 
f.  or  ih-irepha-i'rinda,  as,  m.  a  flight  or  swarm  of 
bees.  —  DMalishana,  as,  d,  am,  twofold,  of  two 

kinds.  —  Dri-laya,  'double-time  (?),'  a  term  in  music. 
—Dvi-vaktra,  as,  d,  am,  having  two  mouths,  two- 
faced;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  DSnava.  —  Dri-raCana, 
am,  n.  or  dci-vataa,  as,  n.  the  dual,  the  termina- 

tions of  the  dual.  —  Dvivafananta  Cna-ari),  as, 
m.  a  dual  termination.  —  Dvi-vajraka,  as,  m.  a 
column  with  sixteen  angles  or  sides.  —  Dci-rartta, 

as,  a,  am,  two-coloured,  bicolour ;  (awi),  n.  dou- 
bling of  a  consonant.  —  Dfimrna-ratha,  as,  m. 

'  having  a  bicolour  chariot,'  N.  of  one  of  the  ances- 
tors of  Sakya-muni.  —  Dri-rarsha,  as,  d,  am,  two 

years  old  &c. ;  (d),  f.  a  cow  two  years  old.  —  Dvi- 
varsfiaka,  its,  ikd,  am,  or  drirarshtna,  or  dri- 
rriff/iika,  as,  i,  am,  biennial,  two  years  old,  of  two 

years  standing.  —•Dvi-rdhikti,  f.  a  swing,  a  swinging 
cot,  a  litter.  —  ]>e!-r!>ix'itikiita,  as,  a,  am,  worth 
twice  twenty.  —  DiV-nWa,  (f*,  m.,  N.  of  a  monkey 
(slain  by  Vishnu,  or  Vishnu  in  the  form  of  Krishna 
or  of  Bala-rama ;  but  according  to  other  legends  an 
ally  of  R3ma  and,  like  Mainda,  a  son  of  the  Asvins). 

—  Dciriddri  (°da-ari),  is,  m.  '  the  enemy  of  Dvi- 
vida,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  •-  Dci-ridha,  as,  a,  am, 
of  two  sorts,  biform,  of  two  kinds  or  ways,  bipartite. 

—  ]>ri-rindu,  us,  m.  'consisting  of  two  points,'  the 
symbol  Visarga.  —  Dci-cista,  as,  d,  am,  or  rfri- 
I'nixtika,  as,  i,  am,  worth  two  Vistas. "Dm-veda, 
an,   a,  am,  or  drifi-din,  i,  ini,  i,  studying  two 
Vedas,  familiar  \vith  two  Vcdas.  —  Jlt'ii'eda-yaitga, 

ax,  in.,  N.  of  a  commentator.  —  7)n'-/v/ara,  f.  a 
kind  of  light  carriage  drawn  by  mules.  •~Dri-s'ata, 
am,  n.,  200;  102;  (as,  I,  am),  the  2OOth;  con- 

sisting of  200,  containing  toO.—Dvi4ataJeOi  worth 
200,  bought  for  zoo.'-Dvisata-tama,  as,  i,  am, 
the  2OOth.  —  Dri-iSatika,  f.  an  aggregate  or  amount 

of  200.  —  Jtvis'atya,  as,  d,  am,  =  delxntaka.  —  I>ri- 
Kiifli'i,  os, «,  am,  cloven-footed,  bisulcous  ;  (as),  m. 

any  cloven-footed  animal.  —  Dri-$"arira,  as,  m. '  two- 
bodied,  double-bodied,'  epithet  of  Gai.iesa;  [cf.  ilri- 
dchaJ]  —  J)vi-^avas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  twofold 

strength.  —  Dn'-sas,  ind.  two  by  two,  in  couples,  by 
pairs.  —  Dvi-dana  or  dri-fidtn/n,  as,  d,  am,  worth 

two  Sanas ;  [cf.  <lraii'<iiia.~\  —  Dri-xdfci,  as,  d,  am, 
containing  two  rooms  (as  a  house).  —J)ri-sirtha  or 

//(*/.•'(,  as,  d,  am,  two-headed,  bicipital;  (as), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Dri-durpa  or  drifaurpika, 

Of,  i,  am,  worth  two  S'urpas  or  winnowing  baskets. —  Hi-i-xriit'ilkd,    f.,   N.   of  a   plant,  =  medhra- 

valll.  —  /'<•< '  .xi i;njii, •,  ',  tin,  i,  two-horned;  (i),  f. 
a  sort  of  fish,  commonly  called  Marmaka.  —  Dvi- 

s/iO'iiltita,  as,  d,am  (fr.  dvi  +  samh"),  twice  folded 
(as  a  skin).  —  ]>r!-.*/ntnd/ti  or  di'i-sand/ii,  is,  is,  i, 

admitting  a  twofold  Sandhi.-7M'-s/iasA,  t,m.[.a.  pi. 
twice  six,  twelve.  —  D ri-shashta,  as,  i,am,  the  6ind. 
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—  Dm-iHiasliti,  is,  f.,  6a  ;  [cf.  dra-sJiaskti."]  —  Dvi- 
shashti-tama,  as,  »,  am,  the  62nd.  —  Jhi-shask- 
tiha,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  62  ;  worth  62,  &c. 
••  Dvi-shdhasra,  as,  I,  am,  Ved,  =  dvi-sdha^ra, 
q.  v.  —  Dti-shukla,  as,  a,  am,  having  two  Suktas. 
—  Dvi-shlha,  as,  a,  am,  staying   in  two  places. 
—  Dvishtha-td,  f.  the  state  of  staying  in  two  places. 
—  Dvi-iandM ,  see  dvi-sha  ndh  i.—U  ritaptata,  as, 
i,  am,  the  72nd.  —  Dvi-saptati,  is,  (.,  "Ji;    [cf. 
ilvd-saptatiJ\  —  Drisaptati-tama,  as,  i,  am,  the 
72nd.  —  J)visapta-dh(i,  ind.  into  or  in  14  parts,  in 
14  ways.  —  Dvisaptdha  (°la-aha),  as,  m.  a  fort- 

night. —  Dvi-sama,  as,  a,  am,  consisting  of  two 
equal  portions,  having  two  equal  sides.  —  Dvizama- 
tribhuja,  as,  m.  an  isosceles  triangle.  —  Dvi-saha- 
sra,  am,  n.,  2000;  (as,  Sec.),  worth  2000.  —  Drisa- 
A«.-r<i/;s/iB  (°ra-ak  ),  as,  i,  am,  having  2000  eyes; 
(as),  m. '  the  two-thousand-eyed  one,'  the  great  serpent 
Sesha  who  is  regarded  as  sovereign  of  the  serpent- 
race  and  who  formed  the  couch  of  Vishnu.  —  Dv i- 
sdmvatsarika,  as,  »,  am,  lasting  two  years  or  in- 

tended for  two  years.  — Dvisdptatika,  as,  i,  am, 
having  the  value  of  *]i.*-J)m-saluisra  or  dvi-shd- 
ha»ra,  as,  I,  am,  having  the  value  of  2000,  con- 

sisting of   2000.  —  Dci-sitya,   as,  a,   am,  twice 
furrowed,  twice  ploughed  (first  lengthways  and  then 
across).  —  Dvi-surarna  or  dvhawvarmka,  as,  &c., 
worth  two  Su-varnas.  —  DW-s£a«a,  as,  d,  am,  two- 
breasted,  two-uddered.  —  Dri-smbknra,  as,  a,  am, 
having  a  double  nature,  of  two  characters.  —  Dri-han, 
a,  m.  '  striking  twice  or  with  tusks  and  teeth,'  an 
elephant.  —  Dvi-halya,  as,  d,  am,  twice  ploughed ; 
[cf.  dvi-xitya.]  — Dvi-hayana,  as,  i,  am,  two  years 
old;  (i),  f.  a  cow  two  years  old.  —  Dvi-hi>tkara, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  SSman.  —  Dvi-hina,  as,  d,  am, 
destitute  of  both  genders  (i.e.   of  the  masc.  and 
fern.),  neuter;  (am),  n.  the  neuter  gender.  —  ]>ri- 
hridaya,    a,  f.  'having   two   hearts,'   a    pregnant 
woman.  —  Dvi-hoti'i,  til,  m.  'a  double  Hotri,'  epithet 
of  Agni.  —  Dvlda  (dvi-ida),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Ssman. 
—  Drmdriya  (dri-in°),  am,   n.  two   organs   of 
sense;    (as,  a,  am),  having  two  organs  of  sense 
(touch  and  taste).  —  Dvlnd  riya-yrdkya,  as,  d,  am, 
perceptible  by  two  senses  (by  sight  and  touch  &c.). 
—  Dvipa,  see  col.  3.  —  Dvy-an/la,  as  or  am,  m.  or 
n.  (?),  two  parts.  —  Dry-aksha,  as,  i,  am,  two- 
eyed,  binocular.  —  Dvy-aishara,  as,  a,  am,  two- 
syllabled,  dissyllabic ;  (am),  n.  a  dissyllable,  a  word 
of  two  syllables.  —  Dvy-agra,  as,  d,  am,  two-pointed, 
ending  in  two  extremities.  —  Dry-angula,  am,  n. 
two  fingers'  length;    (as,  a,  am),  measuring  two 
fingers.  —  Dvy-arijala,  am,  n.  or  dvy-anjaH,  n.  two 
Anjalis  or  handfuls ;  (as,  i,  am),  measuring  &c.  two 
Aujalis  or  handfuls.  —  Dry-a»uka,  am,  n.  the  aggre- 

gation or  combination  of  two  atoms,  (the  first  step  in 
the  formation  of  substances  when  they  become  per- 

ceptible.)— Dvy-anya,  as,  d,am,  accompanied  &c. 
by  two  others ;   (am),  n.  two  others  collectively. 
—  Dvy-artha,  as,  a,  am,   having  two  senses  or 
interpretations,  ambiguous,    equivocal ;    having  two 
objects ;  (as),  m.  double  meaning,  double  entendre. 
—  It ry-atfita,  as,  i,  am,  the  82nd.  —  Dvy-a&ti, 
is,  f.,  Sz.—Dryaslti-tama,  as,  i,  am,  the  82nd. 
—  ltry-a*lita,  am,n.  copper.  —  Dvyashfa-saltasra, 
am,  n.,  16000.  —  Dry-aha,  as,  m.  a  period  of  two 
days  (loc.  dcy-ahni);  (as,  d,  nm),  lasting  two  days; 
(<i*),  m.  a  ceremony  or  festival   lasting  two  days, 
—  Dvyahlna,  as,  a,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  two 
days,  relating  to  a  ceremony  which  lasts  two  days. 
—  Dvy-dtmaka,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  double  nature, 
comprising  two,  being  two ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  signs 
of  the  zodiac  Gemini,  Virgo,  Sagittarius,  and  Pisces. 
—  Dvy-dmuxhyriyana,  as,  m.  descended  from  two 
persons,  standing  in  the  relationship  of  an  Amushya- 
yana  to  two  people ;  a  son  of  two  fathers,  a  boy 
who  remains  heir  to  his  father  though  adopted  by 
another.  —  Dvy-dyusha,  am,  n.  a  double  life,  two 
lives.  —  DvyaaOta,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  dey-aha),  returning 
the  third  day,  produced  &c.  in  two  days.  —  Dry- 
udMta,  as,  d,  am,  doubly  accented ;    (am),  n.  a 
word  so  accented.  -  Di-y-rita,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  strophe 

consisting  of  two  verses.  —  Dry-ckdntara  (°lia-an°), 
as,  d,  am,  having  two  or  one  between,  separated  by 
one  or  two,  one  or  two  off.  ••  Dvyoga,  as,  d,  am 
(for  dvi-yoga),  drawn  by  two  pairs  (as  a  carriage). 
—  Dry-opas'a,  as,  d,  am,  having  two  superfluous 
(syllables  &c.) ;  having  two  appendages. 
Dvika,  as,  a,  am,  consisting  of  two,  twofold,  a 

pair ;  the  second ;  happening  the  second  time ;  in- 
creased by  two  (e.  g.  dvikam  satam,  102,  i.e.  two 

per  cent). 
Ihita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Aptya  (supposed  to  be 

the  author  of  a  Rig-veda  hymn;  in  epic  poetry, 
Ekata,  Dvita,  and  Trita  are  children  of  Gautama  or 
of  Brahma  or  Praja-pati);  N.  of  a  descendant  of 

Atri;  [cf.  trlta.']  —  Dvita-vana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a man ;  [cf.  dvaitavana.] 
Dvitaya,  as,  d,  am,  consisting  of  two,  divided 

into  two  parts,  twofold,  double ;  dvitaye  or  dvita- 
yds,  m.  pi.  two,  both  (e.  g.  te  dvitaye,  these  two 
or  these  two  classes  of  things) ;  (am),  n.  a  pair, 
two. 
Dvitiya,  as,  a,  am,  second,  the  second ;  form- 

ing the  half  or  second  part  of  anything;  (as), 
m.  the  second  person,  the  second  in  a  family,  i.  e. 
a  son;  a  companion,  fellow,  partner  (e.g.  Krixhna- 

dritiya,  accompanied  by  Krishna ;  cf.  a-dv°,  dha- 
nur-dv°,  <?hdyd-dv°) ',  the  second  letter  (in  a  class), 
the  hard  or  aspirated  consonant  in  each  of  the  five 

classes ;  (d),  f.  a  female  companion,  a  wife  ('  a  second 
self)  ;  the  second  day  of  a  half  month ;  (scil.  vi- 
bhakti}  the  second  case,  the  accusative,  the  termina- 

tions of  this  case,  a  word  standing  in  this  case ; 
(with  lihiiga)  the  second  half;  (am),  n.  the  half; 
(am),  ind.  for  the  second  time,  a  second  time,  again. 
—  Jh-{fiya-td,  f.  or  dvittya-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of 
being  second,  the  condition  or  quality  or  rank  of  a 
second.  —  Dvitlya-tripkald,  f.  thesecond  set  of  three 
fruits,  viz.  the  grape,  the  date,andthegambhan.  —  Dvi- 
tlya-vat,  dn,  ati,  at,  having  as  a  second  or  companion. 
—  Dvit tya-i-ayas,  ds,  ds,  as,  having  arrived  at  the 
second  period  of  life.  —  Dritiya-svara,  am,  n.,  N, 
of  a  Simm.  —  Dvitiyd-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti, 
-kurute,  -kartum,  to  plough  twice.  —  Drittya-krita, 
as,  d,  am,  twice  ploughed  (as  a  field).  —  Dvitiyd- 
bhd  (°ya-dbh,d),  f.  a  scitamineous  plant,  Curcuma 
Xanthorrhiza  (  =  ddru-ltaridrd). 

Dcitiyal-a,  as,  d  or  ikd  (?),  am,  the  second, 
happening  the  second  time ;  returning  every  second 
day ;  [cf.  dvaitiyaka.] 
Dvitiyika,  as,  d,  am,  second. 

Di'ifiyin,  i,  ini,  i,  standing  in  the  second  place 

or  rank ;  [cf.  tritiyin.~\ 
DvU,  ind.  twice ;  [cf.  Gr.  Si's ;  Zend  Us ;  Lat. 

bis,  dis-  in  dis-cedo  &c. ;  probably  also  Goth, 
prefix  mis-  and  missa-  in  miasa-deths,  missa- 
/fi/v.'.]  —  Dvih-svara,  as,  d,  am,  doubly  accented. 
—  DHr-ansaka,  as,  d,  am,  having  two  shoulders. 
—  Uvir-abhyasta,  as,d,am,  twice  repeated.  —  J  irir- 
alhydadlcupdra  (°sa-dk0),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
—  l)nr-aiana,  am,  n.  eating  twice  a  day.  —  Dvir- 
wjamana,  am,  n.  '  twice  coming,'  the  ceremony  of 
the  second  entrance  or  approach  of  the  bride  to  her 
husband's  house  after  a  visit  to  that  of  her  father. 
—  Drir-dpfi,  as,  m. '  drinking  twice,  i.  e.  with  trunk 

and  mouth,'  the  elephant ;  [cf. dvipa.']  —  Drir-d  vritti, 
is,  f.  repetition  of  an  act.  —  Dvir-aihadha,  as,  m.  an 
intercalary  Ashadha  month.  —  Dvir-lda,  as,  d,  am, 
containing  the  word  Ida  tvtke.  —  Dmr-iikta,  as,  d, 
am,  twice  spoken,  twice   said,   repeated,   doubled, 
reduplicated ;  said  or  told  in  two  ways ;  (am),  n. 
repetition.  —  Dvtr-ukti,  is,  f.  saying   twice,    repe- 

tition, tautology;    (in    grammar)   repetition    of  a 
syllable ;   twofold  way  of  expression  or  of  spelling 
a  word ;    variety  of  narration,   telling  anything  in 
two  ways.  —  Dvirukti-prajcriya,  f.,  N.  of  a  chapter 
of  the  Madhya-siddhanta-kaumudi  by  Varada-raja. 
—  Dvir-uddtta,  as,  5,  am,  doubly  accented.  —  Dnr- 
udhd,  f.  a  woman  who  has  been  twice   married. 
—  J)vir-bhdva,   as,    m.    doubling,    reduplication. 
—  Dvir-vafona,  am.  n.  repetition,  reduplication. 
—  Dws-tdvd,  f.  (fr.  dmt  +  tdvat),  exceeding  twice 

the"usual  measure;  (only  used  with  vedi;  cf.trii- 

tdvd. ) 

Dre-dltd  (fr.  dnaya;  cf.  tre-dhd)  =  dvi-dha,  in 
two  parts,  into  two  parts,  in  a  twofold  way,  twice ; 
[cf.  dcaidlui  and  draidham.] 

TgTn'  2.  dvita,  ind.  (a  particle  of  affirma- 
tion or  emphasis  =  the  Greek  STJ,  SJJTO,  and  occurring 

only  in  the  Rig-veda),  Ved.  indeed,  certainly,  ex- 
actly, really,  precisely,  surely,  especially;  (native 

commentators  derive  the  word  from  dri  and  trans- 

late it  'in  two  ways,  twofold,'  &c.;  cf.  I.  d-ci-ta, 

p.  444,  col.  i.) 
i .  dvish,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  dveshti,  dvishte, 

\.  didresha,  dcekshyati,  dveshtum  (Ved. 
,  to  hate,  show  hatred  against  (with  ace.,  dat., 

or  gen.),  to  dislike,  be  hostile  or  unfriendly:  Pass,  dvish- 
yate :  Caus.  dreahayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  adidrishat : 
Desid. didvikshati,  -te:  Intens.  dedvishyate,  dedve- 
shti,  dedvishiti ;  [cf.  rt.  2.  dush,  due;  dins,  im- 

plying division :  Zend  dbish,  '  to  hate ;'  Gr.  base o5us,  o5-^5v(T-Tat,  u$vff-a.-f4T]v,  oSvacrd-ftevo-s,  wtiv- 

aiit,  'OSixr-ed-s ;  perhaps  also  fuaeai  —  Caus.  dve- 
sTiaydmi,  d  being  dropped  and  v  changed  to  m.] 

2.  dvish,  t,  t,  t,  hostile,  hating,  disliking;  (t),  m. 
an  enemy,  a  foe;  (t),  f.,  Ved.  hostility,  dislike, 
hatred.  —  Dvit-sevd,  f.  service  of  a  foe,  secret  agree- 

ment with  an  enemy  ;  treachery.  —  Dvitsevin,  i, 

tni,  i,  serving  an  enemy,  having  a  secret  under- 
standing with  an  enemy,  traitor. 

Dvisha,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 

hostile,  hating ;  (as),  m.  an  enemy ;  [cf.  anrita-d1, 
rishi-d°,  brahma-d?.^  —  Dvisha-td,  f.  hostility, 
enmity,  hostile  behaviour,  hating.  —  Drishan-tapa, 

as,  d,  am,  punishing  or  harassing  an  enemy,  reveng- 
ing, retaliating. 

Dvishat,  an,  atl,  at,  hating  or  detesting,  hostile, 
inimical,  unfriendly ;  (an),  m.  an  enemy,  foe.  —  Dvi- 
shati-tdpa,  as,  a,  am  (?),  vexing  or  harassing  an 

enemy. 

I.  dvishla,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  below),  hated, 
disliked,  odious ;  hostile. 
Dvesha,  as,  m.  (opposed  to  rdga,  kdma,  iMha), 

hatred,  hate,  dislike,  abhorrence ;  repugnance  ;  malig- 

nity, enmity ;  [cf.  a-o"  and  tulast-d°.] Dveshana,  as,  d,  am,  hating,  disliking,  inimical, 
hostile ;  (as),  m.  an  enemy ;  (am),  n.  hate,  hatred 
against  (with  gen.),  enmity,  dislike. 
Dveshaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  hated. 
Dveshas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  dislike,  hatred,  hostility ;  a 

mischievous  man,  an  enemy ;  [cf.  a-d°,  tarad-d^, 
rakshas.]  —  Dresho-yut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  removing  hos- 

tility, remover  of  sin  ;  (Say.)  filled  with  hatred. 

Dveshin, «,  ini,  i,  hating,  disliking,  hostile,  inimi- 
cal ;  (I),  m.  a  hater,  foe,  an  enemy ;  [cf.  kriyd-d? 

and  gajdsura-d^.^  —  Dveshi-dvesha-para,  as,  d, 
am,  filled  with  hatred  towards  enemies. 

DvesJitri,  id,  tri,  tri,  one  who  hates,  a  hater, 
disliking,  hating,  inimical,  an  enemy,  foe.  —  Dmsh- 
tri-tva,  am,  n.  hatred,  hostility. 

Dveshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  hated ;  disagreeable, 
hateful,  odious,  detestable;  (as),  m.  an  enemy,  a 
foe.  —  Dveskya-td,  f.  aversion,  dislike,  disfavour; 
odiousness,  detestableness. 

fg'Mfiji'*  dcishandika,  as,  m.  a  garment 
which  protects  from  wind  and  cold ;  (the  right 

reading  is  perhaps  dvikliandika  fr.  dvl-khanda.) 
dvishada,  f.  Polianthes  Tuberosa. 

dvisha,  f.  cardamoms. 

2.  dvishta,  am,  n.  (for   dvy-ashta), 

copper.    (For  I.  dvishta  see  above.) 
sftl  dvipa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  dvi+ap, 

water),  an  island,  peninsula,  any  land  surrounded  by 
water,  a  sandbank ;  a  place  of  refuge,  shelter,  protec- 

tion, a  protector ;  a  division  of  the  terrestrial  world 
(of  which  according  to  different  authorities  there  are 
seven  or  four  or  nine  or  thirteen  and  which  are 
situated  round  the  mountain  Meru  like  the  leaves 
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encircling  a  lotus  flower ;  each  Dvipa  is  separated  from 
the  next  by  a  distinct  circumambient  ocean :  the  seven 
Dvlpas,  reckoning  from  the  central  one,  are  Jambu, 
Plaksha  or  Go-medaka,  Sjlmall,  Kusa,  Kraunca, 

S'ika,  and  Pushkara:  according  to  MahS-bharata, 
Bhishma-parva  208,  there  are  four  Dvlpas,  viz. 
Bhadrasva,  Ketu-mala,  Jambu-dvtpa,  and  Uttarah 
kuravas.  In  Vishnu-PurSna  II.  3.  nine  DvTpas  are 
enumerated,  which  are  sometimes  joined  with  the 
above-named  four,  so  as  to  make  thirteen  in  all) ; 

a  tiger's  skin  ? ;  (according  to  some)  cubebs ;  [cf. 
dripa-xaml)hava.~\  —  Dripa-karpuraka  or  dripa- 
karpuraja  (?),  as,  m.  camphor  from  China.  —  Dvl- 
pa-kumdra,  as,  m.  pi.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  a  class 
of  deities  belonging  to  the  Bhavana-patis.  —  Dvipa- 
khaiyura  or  dvipa-ja,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  fruit  tree, 
=  maha-pdreeata.  —  J)npa-<!hand{ra,  N.  of  a  place 
mentioned  in  the  Tarka-bhfisha-prakfisika  by  Cinna- 
bhatta.  —  Dvipa-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  abounding  in 
islands ;  (an),  m.  the  ocean ;  a  river ;  (ti),  f.  a  river  j 
the  earth.  —  Dvipa-iatru,  us,  m.  Asparagus  Race- 
mosus  ( =  fatdvarl ;  cf.  the  right  form  dvipl-t'atru 
and  dvipikd). "Dvipa-s"reshtha,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
best  of  islands.  —  Dcipa-sambhava,  as,  m.  the 
largest  sort  of  raisin  [cf.  dvipya] ;  Vernonia  Anthel- 
minthica ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  date. 
Dvipikd,  f.  Asparagus  Raccmosus ;  [cf.  dvlpa- 

iatru,  and  dvipya.] 
Dvlpin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  islands ;  having  spots 

like  islands;  (»),  m.  a  tiger,  an  ounce  or  panther, 
leopard;  (ini),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  =vata-pattii. 
—  Dripi-karni,  is,  m.  '  having  the  ear  of  a  tiger,' 
N.  of  a  king ;  [cf.  manda-karni .]  —  Dvipi-nakha, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  perfume ;  [cf.  vydyhra-wakha  and 

vyala-na.kha.']  —  Dvipi-tfatru,  us,  m.  the  plant Asparagus  Racemosus. 
Dvipya,  as,  a,  am,  living  on  an  island,  an  islander ; 

cm),  m.  the  largest  sort  of  raisin,  cubebs ;  a  sort  of 
crow  ;  N.  of  VySsa  [cf.  dvaipnyana] ;  (a),  f.  Aspa- 

ragus Racemosus ;  [cf.  dvipikd  and  dvlpi-fatru.] 
dvri,  cl.  I.  P.  dvarati,  &c.,  to  obstruct; 
to  cover ;  to  disregard  ;  to  appropriate. 

dte-dha.     See  p.  445,  col.  3. 

dvesha.     See  p.  445,  col.  3. 

dvesata,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  same 
length  above  and  below  the  navel ;  (als6  read  dva- 
yasata.) 

SHW  dvaigata,  am,  n.  (fr.  dvi-gat),  Ved., 
N.  of  a  Saman. 

dvaigunika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dvi- 
gtina),  one  who  requires  the  double  or  cent  per  cent 
interest;  (as),  m.  an  usurer,  money-lender. 

hrniijv.nya,  am,  n.  the  double,  double  amount, 
double  value  or  measure,  double  the  amount ;  duality ; 
doubling;  the  possession  of  two  out  of  the  three 
qualities. 

?*TrrT  dvaijata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dci-juti),  be- 
longing to  the  twice-born,  consisting  of  twice-born 

men,  belonging  to  one  of  the  three  higher  classes. 

^rT  dvaita,  am,  n.  (fr.  i.  dvi-ta),  duality, 
the  state  of  being  doubled,  duplicity,  dualism  in  philo- 

sophy, the  assertion  of  two  principles  (as  of  spirit 
and  matter,  God  and  the  universe,  &c.);  doubt. 
—  Ih-iiila^niriiaya,  a>,  m.  '  the  decision  or  discus- 

sion of  duality,'  N.  of  a  philosophical  work  by  Vacac- 
pati-mUra.  -  Dvaita-parisiihta,  am,  n.  '  the  re- 

mainder of  discussions  on  duality,'  N.  of  a  work  by 
Kcsava.  —  Dnnln-l,!,,  !t,,,  fa,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  philo- 

sophical school.  —  Draita-vatUn,  I,  m.  'an  assertor 
of  dualism,'  a  philosopher  who  asserts  the  two  prin- ciples or  the  existence  of  the  soul  as  separate  from 
the  Supreme  Being.- 7>/-«/'/«-,-,V, /,-,<.  „.,,  m.  'dis- 

crimination of  duality,'  N.  of  a  part  of  the  PaMa- 
daii  by  Bharatl-tTrtha.  -  Draita-vaitatliyopan{sha<l 
(><-«p°),  t,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 
Deaitavano,  at,  m.  (fr.  ttit'te-rana),  Ved.  a 

who  performs  the  PirSyana  twice. 

S»TRI  dvaibhavya,  am,  n.  double  nature, 
division  or  separation  into  two. 

S*lig^  dvaimatura,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dvi- 
matri),  having  two  mothers,  i.  e.  a  natural  mother 
and  a  step-mother ;  having  another  mother,  having 
two  different  mothers  (as  two  brothers) ;  (as),  m. 
an  epithet  of  Ganesa  [cf.  d/etmitfi-ja]  ;  of  Jara- 
sandha. 
Draimiitrika,  as,  f,  am,  nourished  by  rain  and 

rivers  (as  a  country;  cf.  demmatrika  and  nadl- matrika). 

Irfirr^  dvaimitrl,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  dvi-mitra), 
born  of  two  friends. 

dvaiyahnika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rfri- 
ahtm),  of  or  belonging  to  two  days. 

-karpiiraJca.  \RTT  dhan. •*  x 

patronymic  of  the  king  Dhvasan ;  (as,  i,  am),  be- 
longing or  relating  to  Dhvasan  Dvaitarana. 

Dvaitiyaka,  as,  i,  am,  returning  every  second 
day,  second  ;  [cf.  dvitiyaka.] 

IfVI  dvaidha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dci-dhd),  two- 
fold, double ;  (am),  n.  duality,  duplicity,  double  exist- 
ence or  nature,  twofold  form  or  state ,  a  double  re- 

source, secondary  array  or  reserve ;  division  or  sepa- 
ration into  two  parts ;  disunion,  diversity,  difference, 

variance,  contest,  conflict,  a  duel ;  doubt,  uncertainty ; 
a  dilemma;  contradiction,  dispute;  (am),  ind.  in 
two  parts,  into  two  portions ;  in  two  ways,  doubly. 
—  Dvaidhd-karana,am,n.  making  into  two,  sepa- 

rating into  two  parts,  disuniting.  —  Dvaidhi-kri ta, 
as,  d,  urn,  separated,  made  twofold,  divided   into 
two,  sundered ;  brought  into  a  dilemma.  —  Drnidhi- 
bhdva,  fts,  m.  twofold  form  or  state,  a  double  state, 
duality,  duplicity,  double  nature,  the  nature  or  pro- 

perty of  being  two  or  distinct ;  separation  into  two, 
difference ;  contest,  dispute,  doubt,  dilemma,  uncer- 

tainty ;  sowing  dissension  or  causing  the  separation 
of  allies,  dividing  an  army  into  two  detachments, 
making  peace  with  one  and  waging  war  with  another 
(one  of  the  six  kinds  of  military  tactics) ;  falsehood. 
—  Dcauihi-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavitum,  to 
become  separated  or  divided  into  two  parts,  to  be 
disunited.  —  Dvaidhl-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  separated 
into  two,  divided,  disunited. 

Dvatdhya,  am,  n.  '  the  state  of  being  twofold,' 
double  nature,  duplicity ;  diversity,  variance,  discre- 

pancy; falsehood. 

^T  dvaipa,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  dcipa),  being  or 
living  on  an  island,  an  islander ;  occurring  on  an 
island;  (fr.  dvipin),  belonging  to  a  tiger  or  panther, 

made  of  a  tiger's  skin,  covered  with  it ;  (a*1),  m.  a 
car  covered  or  hung  with  a  tiger's  skin. 
Dvaipaka,  as,  i,  am,  living  on  an  island,  an 

islander. 

Dvaipayana,  as,  m.  (fr.  dvipa),  '  the  island- 
born,'  N.  of  Vyasa,  author  or  compiler  of  the  Vedas 
and  PurSnas,  (the  place  of  his  nativity  being  a  small 
island  in  the  Ganges) ;  (as,  i,  am),  relating  to 
Dvaipayana. 
Dvaipya,  at,  a  or  -pi,  am  (fr.  dvipa),  of  or 

relating  to  an  island  or  peninsula,  the  inhabitant  of 
an  island  or  of  the  coast,  an  islander. 

5ief  dtaipaksha,  am,  n.  (fr.  dvi-paksha), 
two  factions  or  parties. 

ITT^  dvaipada,  as,  m.  (fr.  dvi-pada),  a 
combination  or  compound  of  two  words.  —  Dvai- 
pada-das,  ind.  in  a  compound  or  combination  of 
two  words. 

]>raipudika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  dvi-pada),  familiar 
with  the  Dvi-padS. 

IhTCraf  dvaipardka,  as,  m.  (fr.  dri-pariika), 
N.  of  a  Tri-r5tra. 
Jk.  ^ 

Kl^i  dvaiparayaniku,  as,  I,  aw,  one 

dvaiyogya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dm-yoga), 
a  combination  of  two. 

ITT^I  dvairatlia,  am,  n.  (fr.  dvi-ratha), 
'  chariot-duel,'  a  single  combat  in  chariots,  single 
combat  in  general ;  (as,  i,  am),  relating  to  a  single 
combat  in  chariots ;  (as),  m.  an  adversary. 

S<ji«4  dvairajya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dvi-rajan),  a 
dominion  divided  between  two  princes. 

sTCff^S  dvairatrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dvi- 
ratra),  of  or  belonging  to  a  period  of  two  nighis. 

'g^ftfaT  doaivarshika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dvi- 
varsha),  biennial,  happening  after  two  years. 

fff^Tfl  dvaivldhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dvi-vidha), 
the  state  of  being  twofold,  duality,  twofold  manner 
or  character,  duplicity,  diversity,  variance. 

dvaisana,   as,  i,  am,  worth  two 

[cf.  doi-tana  and  ttfUAgye."] 
dvaishaniya, f.  (fr.  dveshaniya),  a 

sort  of  betel  pepper. 

gtlfocli  dvaisamika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dvi-sama), 

two  years  old. 

gj!|iH  dvaihayana,  am,  n.  (fr.  dvi-ha- 
yatia),  the  age  of  two  years,  the  state  of  being  two 

years  old. 3^1  dvy-ansa,  for  this  and  other  comps. 
beginning  with  dry  see  under  dvi,  p.  445,  col.  I. 

V  i  .  dha,  the  nineteenth  consonant  of  the 
alphabet  and  the  fourth  of  the  fourth  or  dental  class, 
being  the  aspirate  of  d  and  pronounced  like  dh  in 
madhouse.—  Dha-kdra,  as,  m.the  letter  or  sound  dh. 
V  2.  dha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  dha),  placing, 

putting;  holding,  containing,  possessing,  having  ;  caus- 
ing, &c.  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  BrahmS  ;  epithet 

of  Kuvera  ;  virtue,  moral  merit  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the 
residence  of  Krishna  ;  (am),  n.  wealth,  property. 

V°R  i.  dhak,  ind.  (probably  fr.  rt.  i.  dah), 
an  exclamation  of  wrath. 

V«!f  2.  dhak,  see  usa-dhak;  cf.  2.  dah. 
in.  =   hk,  q.  v. 

dhakk,  cl.  10.  P.  dhakkayati,  &c., 
s  to  destroy  or  annihilate. 

V7  dhata,  as,  m.  (probably  a  Prakrit  form 
of  dhartri,  derived  from  the  noni.  sing,  dhartd  and 
rt.  dliri,  like  bhat,  bhata,  bhafaka,  bhati  fr.  rt. 
Ihri;  cf.  tuld-dhata  and  tulaya  ilhri  under  tula), 
a  balance,  the  scale  of  a  balance,  a  pair  of  scales; 
the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Libra  ;  ordeal  by  the  balance  ; 
(i),  f.  old  cloth  or  raiment;  a  piece  of  cloth  worn 
over  the  privities.  —  D/uiti-dana,  am,  n.  giving  old 
cloth  to  a  woman  after  impregnation. 

V7«!f  d/iataka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  weight 

equal  to  14  Vallas  or  42  RaktikJs. 

vftTrf  dhatin,  t,  m.  an  epithet  of  S'iva, 
(perhaps  a  wrong  reading  for  ghatin;  cf.  ghanta, 
'jlniiifin,  iiliiiliihnla);  (ini),  f.  a  cotton  cloth  or 
string  fastened  round  the  loins;  [cf.  dhati  under 
dhata.} 

V<f)r=IH  dhntotkada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ; 

(probably  for  yhatolkada.) 
adi,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
dhan,   cl.   I.    P.  dhanati,   &c.,  to 

sound  ;  [cf.  rt.  i.  dhan,  dhvan,  2.  d/imn, 
dhran.] 
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dhattura,  as,  m.  or  dhatturaka,  as, 

a,  m.  f.  the  white  thorn-apple,  Datura  Alba;  [cf. 
dhuetura.] 

\Tft   i.  dhan,  cl.  I.  P.  dhanati,  &c.,  to 
X  sound;  [cf.  rt.  i.dhvan  and  <?Aan.] 

2.  dhan  (related  to  rt.  dJianv),  cl. 
3.  P.  dadhanti,  &c.,  Ved.  to  cause  to 

move  or  run,   to  put  in  motion ;    to    bear  fruit, 
produce  crops  of  grain,  &c. :  Caus.  P.  A.  dhana- 
yatt,  -te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  move  or  ran,  to  put  in 
motion ;  to  move,  run. 
Dhana,  am,  n.  (connected  with  2,  dhan,  but  said  to 

be  fr.  rt.  I .  dha),  the  reward  given  to  a  victor  in  a  com- 
bat, spoil  taken  from  an  enemy,  booty,  prey ;  a  gift ; 

the  prize  or  thing  won  in  a  game,  (dlianam  bhri,  to 
carry  off  the  prize,  to  carry  off  booty)  ;  a  contest  or 
struggle  for  any  prize,  a  match  ;  anything  valuable ; 
property  of  any  description,  wealth,  treasure,  riches, 
money,  gold,  chattels,  wealth  in  cattle  or  herds,  abound- 

ing in  anything,  possessions  in  general  [cf.  strl- 
dh°,  dhanya-dh°,  vidyd-dh"] ;  a  valued  object,  an 
object  of  affection  or  endearment,  capital  (opposed 
to  vridtlhi,  interest) ;  surplus,  residue,  the  affirma- 

tive quantity  or  plus  (in  arithmetic,  opposed  to 
rina,  kshaya,  vyaya,  hdni) ;  (in  astrology)  N.  of 
the  second  mansion;  [cf.  probably  Gr.  ev-Qeirfis.] 
—  Dhana-kdma  or  dhana-kdmya,   as,   a,  am, 
desirous  of  money,  avaricious,  covetous.  —  Dhana- 
keli,  it,  ii,  i,  sporting  with  riches  or  treasures  ;  (as), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Kuvera.  —  Dhana-krlti  (according 
to  some  also  dhana-kritd),  f.  a  woman  bought  with 
money.  —  Dhana-kshaya,  as,  m.  loss  of  money  or 

property ;   '  one  who  has  lost  his  money,'  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Dhana-gana,  as,  m.  '  one  who  has  pride 
in  riches,  purse-proud,'  N.  of  a  man.  —  Dhana-yar- 
vita,   ax,   a,  am,   proud   of   riches,   purse-proud. 
—  Dhana-gupta,  as,  a,  am  (for  gupta-dhana), 
one  who  guards  his  property  carefully ;  (as),  m.,  N. 

of  a  merchant's  son.  —  Dhanagupta-td,  f.  careful 
guarding  of  property.  —  Dkana-ddhu,  us,  m.  the 
i  mmidian  crane  (said  to  =  karetavya,  but  the  name 
suggests  an  analogy  to  the  Dhanesa  of  the  spoken 
dialects  or  the  Indian  Buceros).  —  DKana-fyuta,  as, 
a,  am,  fallen  from  affluence,  reduced  to  poverty, 
poor.  —  Dhana-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  arising  from  wealth, 
produced  by  wealth ;  (dni),  n.  pi.  all  kinds  of  valu- 

able objects  or  possessions.  —  Dhana-jit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
conquering  booty,  victorious  in  a  fight;  acquiring 
treasures;    (t),   m.,   N.   of  an  Ekaha.  —  Dhanan- 
jaya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  conquering  booty,  victorious 
in  battle;  wealth-acquiring;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Soma ;  a  N.  of  fire ;  a  particular  vital  air  which  is 
supposed  to  nourish  the  body ;  the  plant  Plumbago 
Zeylanica ;  N.  of  a  Brahman  ;  an  epithet  of  Arjuna, 
third  son  of  P5ndu ;  the  plant  Terminalia  Arjuna  ; 
N.  of  a  serpent-demon ;  of  a  Vyasa ;  of  a  king  of 
Kalin-ga ;  of  a  king  of  Kausthala-pura  ;  of  a  merchant ; 
of  a  lexicographer ;  of  the  author  of  the  Dharma- 
pradipa;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  the  Brahman 

Dhanan-jaya.  —  Dhananjaya-nighantu,  us,  m. '  the 
vocabulary  of  Dhanan-jaya, '  N.  of  a  dictionary  men- 

tioned in  the  commentary  Praudha-manorarnS  by 
Bhattoji-dlkshita.  —  Dhananjaya-vijaya,   as,   m. 
*  the  victory  of  Dhanan-jaya  (or  Arjuna)/  N.  of  a 
drama.  — DlMnarijaya-sangraJia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work  mentioned  in  the  SamskSra-tattva  by  Raghu- 
nandana.  —  Vhana-tama,  am,  n.,m\.ddyam,  an 
exceedingly   rich   donation.  —   Dhana-trishnd,    f. 
thirst  for  riches, covetousness.  —  Dhana-tyaj,  k,k,k, 
resigning  wealth.  —  Dhana-da,  as,  a,  am,  giving 
money  or  property.grantingwealth.munificent,  wealth- 
yielding,  liberal,  tributary;   (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Kuvera,  god  of  riches ;  N.  of  a  Guhyaka  or  a  being 
attending  on  Kuvera ;  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  :he  plant 
Barringtonia  Acutangula  (  =  hijjala);  (a),  f.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  MJtris  attending  on  Skanda ;  of  a  Tantra 

deity;    [cf.  dhana-dd."]  —  Dliana-dayda,  as,  m. fine,  amercement.  —  Dhanada-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  Tlrtha  mentioned  in  the  Rev3-m5hatmya.  -  Dha- 

na-datta,  as,  m.  '  wealth-given,'  N.  of  several 
persons.  —  Dhanada-deva,  as,  m.  =  dltana-deva, 
N.  of  a  poet.  —  Dhana-darpa,  as,  m.  pride  of 
wealth.  —  Dhanada-stotra,  am,  n.  'praise  of  the 
liberal,'  N.  of  a  small  work.  —  Dkana-dd,  as,  as, 
am,  Ved.  giving  rewards,  granting  spoil ;  granting 

riches  or  treasures ;  [cf.  dhana-da.~\  —  DhanaddksJil 
(°da-akshi),  f.  a  kind  of  tKe,  =  kuverakshi,  latd- 
karanja.  — Dhanaddnnja  ("da-an°),  as,  m.  the 
younger  brother  of  Kuvera,  an  epithet  of  R5vana. 
—  Dhanada-pujd-yantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mystical 
diagram  given  in  the  Tantra-s5ra.  «••  Dhanadd-man- 
tra,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  particular  prayer  mentioned 
in  the  Tantra-sara.  —  Dhana-ddyin,  i,  tni,  i,  grant- 

ing treasures;   (I),  m.  an  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Dha- 
naddndsa  (°da-dif),  as,  m.  the  residence  of  Kuvera, 
epithet  of  the  mountain  Kailasa.  —  Dhana-deva,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  mzn,  =  dhanada-deva,  N.  of  a  poet. 

—  Dhanades'vara  t^da-ii"),  as,  m. '  lord  of  wealth- 
givers,"  an  epithet  of  Kuvera.  —  Dhaiiades'vara-tir- 
tlia,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Dhana- 
dhdnl,  f.  a  receptacle  for  valuable  articles,  a  treasury, 
storehouse.  —  Dhana-d/idnya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  spell 
for  restraining  certain  magical  weapons.— Dhanadhd- 

nyddhika  (°ya-adh°),  as,  a,  am,  rich  in  money  and 
grain.  —  Dhanan-dadd,  f.  '  granting  treasures,'  one 
of  the  Saktis  or  female  personifications  of  divine 
power  peculiar  to  the  Buddhas.  —  Dhana-pati,  is, 
m. '  the  lord  of  riches  or  treasures,'  epithet  of  Indra, 
and  especially  of  Kuvera.  —  D/tana-pdla,  as,  m., 
Ved.  a  guardian  of  treasure,  a  treasurer;   N.  of  a 
merchant ;  of  a  poet ;  of  a  lexicographer.  —  Dhana- 
piid/!ikd  or  dhana-piiaft,   f.    avarice,   thirst   for 
wealth.  —  Dhana-priya,  as,  a,  am,  fond  of  wealth ; 
(a),  f.  the  plant  Ardisia  Solanacea  (  =  kdka-jambu). 
—  Dhana-bkaksha,  as,  m.,Ved.  enjoying  a  reward, 
enjoyment  of  booty  or  wealth;    (S5y.)  desirous  of 
distributing  wealth  or  possessing  wealth  (in  cattle  &c.). 
—  Dhaiw-mada,  as,  a,  am,  proud,  inflated  with 
the  pride  of  wealth,  purse-proud;  (as),  m.  pride  or 
intoxication  of  wealth.  —  Dhana-mitra,  as,  m. '  hav- 

ing wealth  as  a  friend,'  N.  of  a  merchant.  —  Dhana- 
mula,  am,  n.  principal,  capital ;  (as,  a,  am),  pro- 

ceeding from  wealth,  founded  on  wealth.  —  Dhana- 

mohana,  as,  m.,N.  of  a  merchant's  son.  —  Dhanarda 
(°na-ri<!a  ?),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  perhaps  incorrectly  for 
dhanarja  (°na-rija),  striving  after  a  reward  (?). 
—  Dhanarna    (°na-rina),  am,   n.   positive   and 
negative  quantities  (in  mathematics).  —  Dhana-lub- 
dha,  as,  d,  am,  or  dhana-lobhin,  I,  inl,  i, '  greedy 
of  wealth,'  avaricious,  covetous,  miserly,  mercenary. 
—  Dhana-lobha,  as,  m.  'desire  of  wealth,'  covet- 

ousness, avarice.  —  Dhaiia-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  wealthy, 
opulent,  rich ;  (atl),  f.  the  constellation  DhanishthS  ; 

N.  of  a  merchant's  daughter;    [cf.  probably  Lat. 
dives.]  —  Dhana-vibhdga,   as,  m.  distribution   of 
property.  —  Dhana-vriddhi,  is,  f.  increase  of  pro- 

perty. —  Dhana-vyaya,  as,  m.   '  the  spending  of 
money,'   expenditure,    extravagance.  —  Vhana-san- 
taya,  as,  m.  collection  of  riches.  —  Dhanasantayin, 
I,  ini,  i,  rich ;  one  who  has  amassed  wealth  ;  (j), 
m.  a  rich  man.  —  Dhana-sani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  grant- 

ing a  reward,  giving  riches.  —  Dhana-sampatti,  is, 
f.  accumulation  of  wealth.  —  Vhana-sd,  as,  as,  am, 
Ved.  granting  a  reward,  distributing  gifts  or  treasures ; 
acquiring  or  conquering  booty.  —  Dhana-sdti,  is,  f., 
Ved.  acquisition  of  wealth  or  treasure.  —  Dhana-su, 

us,  m.   'producing  wealth,'  the  fork-tailed  shrike. 
—  Dhana-stha,   as,    a,    am,    '  living   in   wealth,' 
rich,  wealthy.  —  Dhana-sthdna,  am,  n.  a  recepta- 

cle for  riches,  a  treasury.  —  Dlianasthdnddhikdrin 

(°na-adh°),  i,  m.  the  superintendant  of  a  treasury, 
a  treasurer.  —  Dhana-sprit,  t,  m.,  Ved.  carrying  away 
or  conquering  booty;  (Say.)  gratifying  with  wealth  ; 
epithet  of  Agni ;  of  Indra.  —  Dluma-hara,  as,  d  or 
I,  am,  carrying  off  wealth,  stealing  property,  a  thief; 
receiving  property,  inheriting,  an  heir ;  (i),  f.  a  kind 
of  perfume  commonly  called  Chora.  —  Dhana-harin 
or  dhana-hatin,  »,  inl,  i,  stealing  property,  a  thief; 
inheriting  property,  an  heir.  —  Dhana-hina,  as,  a, 
am,  deprived  of  wealth ;  reduced  to  poverty,  poor. 

—  Dhana-krit,  t,  t,  t,  a  stealer  of  property,  a  thief; 
(t),  m.  f.  n.  (?),  a  kind  of  bulbous  plant  (  =  6anddla- 
kanda).  —  Dhandgama  (°na-dg°),  as,  m.  accession 
of  wealth,  gain.  —  Dhandithya  (°«a-arf7»°),  as,  d, 
am,  opulent,  wealthy.  —  Dhandddna   ("mo-ad0), 
am,  n.  acceptance  of  money.  —  Dhanddhana-ni- 
bandhana  (°na-adh°),  as,  d,  am,  contingent  on 
the  possession  or  non-possession  of  wealth.  —  Dhand- 
dhdra  (°na-ddh°),  as,  m.  a  treasury,  storehouse. 
—  Dhanddhikdra  (°na-adh°),  as,  m.  title  or  right 
to  property.  —  Dhanddhikdrin  (°na-adh°),  I,  ini, 
m.  f.  an  heir,  an  heiress,  one  who  has  a  right  or  title 

io  property;  (i),  m.  a  treasurer;  a  collector.  —  Dha- 
nddhikrita  (°na-adh"),  as,   m.  '  any  one  placed 
over  treasures,"  a  treasurer.  —  Dhanddhigoptri  (°na- 
adh°),  td,  m.  '  the  guardian  of  treasure,"  an  epithet 
of  Kuvera.  —  Dhanddhipa,  as,  or  dhanddl/ipati 

("na-adh°),  is,  m. '  the  lord  of  treasure,'  an  epithet  of 
Kuvera;  a  treasurer.  —  Dhanddhipatya  Cna-adh"), 
am,    n.    the    dominion    or    superintendance    over 

treasure.  —  Dhanddhyaksha  (°na-adh°),  as,  m.  an 
overseer   of  treasure,    a   treasurer ;    an   epithet   of 
Kuvera;    of  Siva;    [cf.   koshddhyaksha.]  —  Dha- 
ndndha  (°na-an°),  as,  d,  am,  blinded  by  riches. 
—  Dhandpahdra  (°na-ap°),  as,  m. '  taking  away 
of  property,'  fine,  amercement ;   plunder.  —  Dha- 
ndyus  (°nardy°),  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  DridhSyus. 
—  Dhandrgha  (°na-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  deserving 
a  reward,  worthy  of  wealth.  —  Dhandr6ita   (°«a- 
ar°),  as,  d,  am,  wealthy,  opulent.  —  Dhandrjana 
(°na-ar°),  am,  n.  acquisition  of  property  or  of  wealth. 
—  Dhandrthin  (°na-ar°),i,  im,i,  desiring  wealth, 
wealth-seeking,  a  seeker  of  riches,  covetous,  miserly. 

—  Dhands"d  (°na-ds"d),  f.  longing  after  wealth,  de- 
sire of  riches.  —  Dhaneda  (°«a-z.<a),  as,  m.  the  lord 

of  treasure,  a  rich  man ;  an  epithet  of  Kuvera ;  N. 

of  the  teacher  of  Vopa-deva.  —  Dhaneivara  (°na- 
ztf°),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  treasure,'  an  epithet  of  Kuvera  ; 
N.  of  a  Brahman  ;  of  a  teacher  of  Vopa-deva ;  (i), 
f.  a  female  possessor  of  riches ;  the  wife  of  Kuvera. 

—  Dhanaiivarya  (°na-aijT),  am,  n.  the  dominion 
over  treasure.  —  Dhanaishtn  (°na-e»h°),  i,  ini,  i, 
longing  for  riches,  wishing  or  claiming  property; 

(i),  m.  a  creditor  who  claims  his  money.  —  Dhano- 
pafaya  (°na-up°),  as,  m.  accumulation  of  wealth. 
—  Dhanoshman  (°na-ush°  or  -ush°),  d,  m.  burning desire  for  wealth  or  treasure. 

Dhanaka,  at,  m.  avarice,  covetousness,  desire  for 
riches ;  N.  of  a  Ysdava,  son  of  Dur-dama  or  Dur- 
mada ;  of  another  man. 

Dhanaya,  Nom.  P.  dhandyati,  &c.,  to  wish  for 
wealth,  long  for  riches,  be  desirous  of  anything 
(with  gen.). 

Dhandyd,  f.  the  desire  of  obtaining  riches,  covet- ousness. 

Dhanika,  as,  d,  am,  rich,  wealthy,  opulent; 
pious,  virtuous,  excellent ;  (as),  m.  a  wealthy  man ; 
a  money-lender,  a  creditor,  owner ;  a  husband  ; 
coriander;  N.  of  a  poet;  (flea),  f.  a  virtuous  or 
excellent  woman;  a  wife,  young  woman;  a  tree, see  priyangu. 

Dhanin,l,  ini,  i,  possessing  wealth  or  treasures, 
opulent,  wealthy,  rich,  well  off;  (t),  m.  a  rich  man ; 
a  creditor;  the  possessor  of  anything;  N.  of  a 

messenger  of  the  Kapas,  Mah5-bh.  Anus5sana-p. 

7333- 

Dhanishtlia,  as,  d,  am,  very  rich;  (superl.  of 
2.  dhan),  Ved.  very  swift ;  (d),  f.  the  more  modern 
N.  of  the  Nakshatra  SVavishthi  or  twenty-third 
lunar  mansion,  (it  comprises  four  stars,  apparently 
a,  0,  7,  and  5  Delphini,  and  is  figured  by  a  drum or  tabor.) 

Dhantkd,  f.  =  dhanikd,  f.  a  young  woman. 
Dhanlya,  Nom.  P.  d/ianiyati,  &c.,  to  wish  for riches. 

Dhaniyaka  or  dhaneyaka,  am,  n.  coriander 
seed,  =  dhanydka. 

i.  dhanu,  us,  m.  a  store  of  grain.  (For  2.  dhanu 
see  p.  4-1 8,  col.  I.) 

Dhancyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  RaudrasVa. 
Dhanya,  as,  a,  am,  bringing  wealth,  bestowing 
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opulence  (Ved.)  ;  opulent,  wealthy,  rich  ;  fortunate, 
happy,  blest,  lucky,  auspicious  ;  good  ;  virtuous  ; 
(a*),  m.  a  fortunate  or  virtuous  man  ;  an  infidel, 
atheist  ;  N.  of  a  spell  for  using  or  restraining  magi- 

cal weapons  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (a),  f.  a  nurse  ;  Emblic 
Myiobalan  ;  coriander  ;  (am),  n.  treasure,  wealth  ; 

coriander.  <—Dhany(i-tfi,  f.  or  dhanya-tva,  am,  n. 
good  fortune,  fortunate  condition,  good  luck  ;  opu- 

lence. —  Dhanyam-manya,  as,  a,  am,  considering 

one's  self  happy,  thinking  one's  self  fortunate. 
—  Dhanya-rada,  as,  m.  thanksgiving,  thankful- 

ness, thanks,  praise,  applause.  —  Dhanya-stotra,  am, 

n.  '  the  praise  of  the  blessed,'  N.  of  a  short  philo- 
sophical poem  ascribed  to  San-karacarya. 

Dhanyaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Dhanydka,  am,  n.  a  plant  bearing  a  small  pun- 
gent seed  used  by  the  Hindus  as  a  condiment, 

Coriandrum  Salivum. 

dhanasyaka,   as,   m.    the    plant 

Asteracantha  Longifolia  (  =  go-kshura). 

VTT^ft  dhanasri,  «(?),  f.,  N.  of  a  RaginT  ; 

(according  to  Hanu-mat,  the  third  wife  of  Sri-raga.) 

V«J  dhanu,  us,  m.  or  2.  dhanu,  us,  f.  (fr. 
dhan  =  it.  Kan,  to  kill,  or  according  to  some  fr. 
rt.  tan,  to  stretch  ;  the  full  form  is  dhanus  below), 
a  bow;  a  measure  of  four  Hastas  or  cubits;  the 

sign  of  the  zodiac  Sagittarius;  a  kind  of  tree,  = 
piyala,  Semecarpus  Anacardium;  (us),  f.  a  dry 
sandbank,  a  sandy  shore;  [cf.  dhanu*,  dhanvan; 

Gr.  flij,  9aiAsJ\  —  Dhamt-ketakl,  f.  a  kind  of  flower. 
—  Dhanu-gupta.  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree.  —  Dhamt- 
Taja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  ancestors  of  Sakya- 
muni.  —  I.  dhanv-antara,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  under 
dhanran,  col.  2),  an  extent  or  distance  of  a  Dhanu 
or  four  Hastas. 

Dhanusha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Kisiii. 
Dhanushka  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.^ 

dhanus,  a  bow  [cf.  sa-dh"~\  ;  (am),  n.  a  small  bow. llhaiiitt,  us,  m.  n.  (generally  n.),  a  bow  ;  a  measure 
of  length  equal  to  four  Hastas  or  —  I^QO  Gavyuti; 
(us),  n.  an  arc  or  part  of  a  circle  ;  an  arc  or 
quadrant  for  obtaining  by  observation  the  altitude 
of  the  sun  and  the  zenith-distance  ;  the  sign  of 
the  zodiac  Sagittarius;  a  kind  of  tree,=  piyala;  a 
desert,  arid  land  ;  (us,  us,  us),  armed  with  a  bow  ; 

(uf),  m.  a  N.  of  Siva.  —  Dhanuh-kandat  am,  a.  a 
bow  and  arrow.  —  Dhanuh-khanila,  am,  n.  a  portion 
of  a  bow  ;  the  stick  or  any  other  part  of  a  bow. 

—  Dhanuh-pata,  as,  m.  the  Piyal  tree,  Bucha- 
nania  Latifolia;  (also  read  dhanush-pata.)  —  Dha- 
iinh-sata,  am,  n.,  100  Dhanus  or  400  Hastas  or 

cubits.  —  Dhanuh-i-'akha,  f.  =  dhanitr-yuna,  q.  v. 
••  Dhanuh-iala,  f.  the  place  where  bows  are  kept, 
bow-room.  —  Dhanuh-irem,  f.,  N.  of  two  plants,  = 
(Ihamtr-guna.   or    dhanu-irenl   and   maliendra- 
varuni.  —  Dhanuh'StambJia,  as,  m.  (?),  a  kind  of 
spasmodic  contraction  of  the  body.  —  Dhanur-nkiim, 
at,  a,  am,  or  dhanur-akriti,  is,  is,  i,  bow-shaped, 
formed  like  a  bow,  curved,  bent.  —  Dhanur-r/nifa, 
as,  m.  a  bow-string  ;  (a),  f.  a  plant  from  the  leaves 
of  which  a  tough  thread  is  extracted  of  which  bow- 

strings were  formerly  made;    Sanseviera  Zeylanica, 

S.   Roxburghiana.  —  Dhanur-graha,   as,  a,  am, 
bearing  a  bow,  an  archer  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  100  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra  [cf.  ilhanur-ilhara]  ; 
the  art  of  managing  a  bow.  —  Dhanur-graha,  as, 

n,  am,  '  bearing  a  bow,'  an  archer.  —  Dhanur-jya,  f. 
a  bow-string.  —  Dhanurjya-tala-s'abda,  as,  m.  the 
mere  twanging  noise  of  the  bow-string.  —  Dkan  ur- 
durc/a  =  dhanva-durga  under  dhanvan,  col.   3. 
—  Dhanur-drtima,  as,  m.  the  bamboo  used  for 
bows  —  Dhanii,-,lr;t,<j,,,  a»,  a,  am,  furnished  with 
a  bow.  —  Uhanur-dhara,  as,  a.,  am,  bearing  a  bow, 
armed  with  a  bow,  an  archer,  a  bowyer  ;  (as),  m. 
the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Sagittarius  ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
100  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Il/intnir-dhiiriii,  i, 
m.  or  dhanur-bhrit,  I,  m.  an  archer,  a  bowyer. 
—  Dhanur-maslhya,  am,  n.  the  middle  part  of  a 
bow  (=lastaka).  —  Dhanur-maha,  as,  m.  a  fes- 

tival or  ceremony  performed  at  the  consecration  of 

a  bow ;    (a  various  reading  has  dhanur-makha.) 
—  ]>hif)iur-inarga,  as,  m.  a  line  curved  like  a  bow, 
a  curve.  —  D/utnur-miilii,  f.  a  plant  from  the  leaves 
of  which  bow-strings  were  made ;  [cf.  dhanur-gunii.] 
—  DAoMM^flMi  is,  m.  the  plant  Hedysarum  Alhagi 

( =  tOtanvayita).  —  Dhanur-latii,  (.  the  moon-plant 
(  =  soma-valli).~  Dhanur-vak'tra.  (t*,  m.,  N.  of 
one  of  Skanda's  attendants ;  (probably  a  wrong  form 
for  dhanur-rakra.)  —  Dhanur-vata,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  disease.  —  ])hau  w-nVi/d,  f.  the  science  of  archery, 
skill  in  archery.  —  Dhanur-rriksha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
several  plants  used  for  making  bows,  as  the  bam- 

boo, Ficus  Religiosa,   Semecarpus   Anacardium;    a 

measure  of  four  cubits ;  an  arc,  a  portion  of  the  cir- 

cumference of  a  circle;    [cf.  dhan  it  and  dhamttt."] 
—  Dhanur-veda,  as,  m.  '  knowledge  of  archery, 

the  science  of  archery,'  N.  of  a  treatise  on  archery 
(regarded  as  an  Upa-veda  connected  with  the  Yajur- 
veda  and  ascribed  toVisVa-mitra  or  according  to  others 
to  Bhrigu).  —  Dhanurvcda-para  or  dhaimrveda- 
pariiyana,  as,  a,  am,  devoted  to  the  science  of 
archery.  —  Dhftnui'~vedin>  I,  ini,  i,  versed  in  the 
Dhanur-veda ;  (i),  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Dhanur- 
hasta,  as,  5.,  am,  bow  in  hand,  bearing  a  bow. 

—  Dhanuihaksha  (°shti-ak°),  as,  m.  (dhanusha 
probably  inst.  c.  of  dhanus),  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Dha- 
nush-kara,  as,   m.  a  bow-maker;    (as,  a,  am), 
carrying  a  bow  in  the  hand,  armed  with  a  bow,  an 
archer,  bowyer ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  plant ;  (also  read 
dhdnush-kari.)  —  Dhanush-kura,  as,  or  dhanush- 
Icrit,  t,  m.  a  bow-maker.  —  Dhanush-pata,  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  tree,  =piyala.  —  Dhanush-paia,  is,  is,  i, 
'  bow-handed,'  armed  with  a  bow,  an  archer.  —  Dha- 
nush-mat,  tin,  atl,  at,  furnished  or  armed  with  a  bow, 
bearing  a  bow,  an  archer,  bowman,  bowyer;  (an), 

m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  to  the  north  of  Madhya-des'a  ; 
(ati),  f.,  N.  of  the  tutelary  deity  in  the  family  of 

Vyaghra-pad.  —  Dhanushmat-tii,  f.  archery. 

VST  dhanya.     See  p.  447,  col.  3. 

dhanv,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  (allied  to  rts. 
dhav  and  dhav and  2.  dhan),  Ved.  dhan- 

vati,  -te,  dadhanve,  &c.,  to  run ;  to  flow ;  to  cause 
to  run  or  flow. 

Dhanvtri,  ti,  iri,  iri  (fr.  rt.  dhanv  or  2.  dhan), 

Ved.  running,  flowing,  flowing  quickly;  (Say.)  en- 
riching by  crops  of  grain ;  causing  to  flow, 

V*?  dhanva,  am,  n.  (a  curtailed  form  of 
dhanvan  below ;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  dhanv),  a  bow, 
(in  the  classical  language  almost  always  at  the  end 

of  an  adj.  comp. ;  cf.  priya-dh°) ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  man.  —  Dhanva-dhi,  is,  m.  a  bow-case,  anything 
in  which  a  bow  is  kept. 

Dhanvan,  a,  n.  a  bow,  (in  the  later  language 

generally  at  the  end  of  a  comp. ;  cf.  amtata-dhc ', 
asthl-dh°,  urjra-dh°,  krita-<lh°,  kshipra-dh°, 
l;she>na-dh°,  &c.) ;  (a,  a),  m.  n.  (in  the  earlier 
language  n.  only),  a  dry  soil,  a  country  scantily  sup- 

plied with  water,  a  desert,  a  waste  ;  a  firm  spot,  land, 
ground,  shore ;  the  plant  Alhagi  Maurorum  which 
grows  in  a  dry  soil ;  (Say.)  the  sky,  rain-water ;  [cf. 
Gr.  Bfvap:  Old  Germ.  ten~ar:  Angl.  Sax.  denit, 

'valley:'  Mod.  Germ,  tome,  'thrashing-floor;'  duene, 
'  down.']  —  Dhanm-<!ara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  going 
in  a  desert  land;  (SSy.)  going  like  an  archer  or 
warrior  armed  with  a  bow.  —  Dhanva-tyut,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  agitating  or  moving  the  soil ;  (Say.)  flowing 

with  rain-water.  —  Dhanva-ja,  as,  a,  am,  growing 
on  dry  soil,  produced  on  waste  or  barren  land. 
—  Dhanva-taru,   us,  at.  a  kind  of  Soma  plant. 
—•  Dhanva-fl ttrga,  am,  n.  inaccessible  by  reason 
of  a  surrounding  desert.  —  2.  dhanran-tara,  as, 
m.  (for  i.  see   col.  i)  =  dhanvan-tari,  a  N.  of 

S'iva.  —  Dhanvan-tari,   is,    m.   (for    dhanmni- 
tari),  'moving  in  a  curve,'  N.  of  a  form  of  the 
Sun ;  of  a  deity  to  whom  oblations  were  offered  in 

the  north-east  quarter,  (the  deity  Dhanvantari  was 
honoured  with  morning  and  evening  oblations  along 
with    Soma,    Vanas-pati,    Agni-Soma,    Indra-Agni, 

Heaven  and  Earth,  Indrr,  the  Visve-devas,  and 
Brahma)  ;  the  physician  of  the  gods  (who  was  pro- 

duced at  the  churning  of  the  ocean,  holding  a  cup 
of  Amrita  in  his  hands  ;  author  of  the  Ayur-veda)  ; 
a  celebrated  physician  also  called  Divo-disa,  king  of 
Kasi,  (said  to  be  the  same  as  the  preceding  in 
another  existence,  and  considered  to  be  the  founder 

of  the  Hindu  school  of  medicine  ;  also  read  dhan- 
vantari)  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  medical  dictionary 
(perhaps  the  same  as  the  Dhanvantari  mentioned 
among  the  nine  gems  of  the  court  of  Vikramaditya). 

—  Dhanranturi-grastd,    f.  '  the   plant    eaten    by 
Dhanvantari,'  Helleborus  Niger,  a  medicinal  plant; 
[cf.  kafukl.]  —  Dhanrantari-darpa-bhanga,   as, 

m.  '  the  breaking  of  Dhanvantari's  pride,'  N.  of  the 
fifty-second  chapter  of  the  Krishna-khanda  of  the 
Brahma-vaivarta-Purana.—  Dhanrantari-nighantu, 

us,  m.  the  vocabulary  of  Dhanvantari.  —  Dhanvan- 
tan-ijojita,  as,   m.   the    sacrifice   of  Dhanvantari. 

—  Dhanvantar'iya,  as,  S,  am,  composed  by  Dhan- 
vantari;   (also   read   dhanvantariya.)  —  Dhanva- 

yavasa  or  dhanvayaeasaka  or  dhanva-yata,  as, 
m.  Alhagi  Maurorum.  —  I)hanra-8ah  or  dhanva- 
sah,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  skilled  in  archery. 

Dhanvanya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  in  dry  soil  or barren  land. 

Dhanmyana,  bearing  bows  (?),  in  bhjma-dhan- 
rayanl.  See  Wnma-dhanvayana. 

Dhani'ayin  or  dhanvavin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  carrying 
or  bearing  a  bow. 

Dhani'in,  1,  irii,  i,  armed  with  a  bow,  an  archer, 

a  bowman,  (at  the  end  of  comp.,  e.g.  ishu-dh", 
furnished  with  arrow  and  bow)  ;  cunning,  shrewd,  a 

wag,  wit,  sharp  or  shrewd  fellow;  (?),  m.  the  sign  of 

the  zodiac  Sagittarius  ;  an  epithet  of  S'iva  ;  of  Vishnu  ; 
of  Arjuua;  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Tamasa;  N.  of  a 

commentator  on  the  DrShySyana-sulras  ;  several 
plants,  Terminalia  Arjuna,  Mimusops  Elengi  (  = 

tial;ula)  ;  Alhagi  Maurorum.  —  Dhanvi-bhdshya, 
am,  n.  the  commentary  of  Dhanvin. 

V^Jf  dhanvanga  or  dhanvana,  as,  m.  a 
fruit  tree  called  in  the  modem  languages  of  India 

'  Dhamani,  Dhamana,  Dhaminl,  and  Dhunin  ;'  (am), 
n.  the  fruit  of  this  ine.  —  Dhanvana-fiHifida,  as, 
m.  the  tree  Grewia  Asiatica;  (also  read  dhanvaga; 
cf.  iU»liu'ana.) 

V'l  ti  fi.  dhanvan-tari.     See  col.  2. 

dhanvina,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  animal. 

VT  dhama,  as,  a  or  t,  am  (fr.  rt.  dhma), 

blowing  (fire,  a  trumpet,  tube,  &c.)  ;  smelting,  fusing, 

melting,  (generally  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  ;  cf.  Iwran- 
dh°,jalan-flh°,n1ialin-<lh°);  (as),  m.  the  moon; 
an  epithet  of  Krishna  ;  of  Yama  ;  of  Brahma,  th« 

supreme  spirit. 
Dhamnka,  us,  m.  '  a  blower,'  a  blacksmith  (as blowing  the  forge). 

Dhamadhama,  a»,  m.  (fr.  dhmii  with  redupli- 
cation), 'the  blower,'  N.  of  a  demon  that  causes 

disease  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Siva  ;  (a),  f.  , 
N.  of  one  of  the  Malris  attending  on  Skanda  ;  (a), 

ind.  blowing  repeatedly  or  the  sort  of  sound  made  by 
blowing  with  a  bellows  or  a  trumpet. 
Dhamana,  as,  a,  am,  blowing  (a  bellows  or  wind 

instrument,  trumpet,  &c.)  ;  cruel  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind 
of  reed,  Arundo  Tibialis  or  Karka  (=nada,  nala)  ; 

a  particular  high  number. 
Dhamani,  is,  and  in  the  later  language  also  dha- 

mani, f.  a  reed,  a  pipe,  (perhaps  also)  the  act  of 
blowing  (a  wind  instrument)  ;  a  tube  or  canal  of  the 
human  body  ;  any  tubular  vessel,  as  a  vein,  nerve,  &c., 

(in  the  Hindu  medical  system  there  are  twenty-four 
chief  tubular  vessels,  which  starting  from  the  heart 
carry  the  roea  or  chyle  through  the  body  ;  according 
to  another  system  the  starting-point  of  these  vessels 
is  the  navel,  whence  they  branch  out  and  perform 
various  functions);  the  throat,  neck;  (71.  f.  a  sort 

of  perfume  (=^Jiatta-t'ilasi-nl  and  nalikd)  ;  tur- 
meric (  =  haridrd)  ;  another  plant,  =  priini-parni  ; 
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(is),  (.,  N.  of  the  mother  of  Vatapi  and  Ilvala,  and 
wife  of  Hrada. 

Dhamanila,  as,  a,  am,  full-veined,  large-veined, 
having  prominent  veins. 
Dhamara  or  dhamdtra  (also  read  dhemdtra), 

a  particular  high  number. 
Dhami,  is,  is,  i,  blowing,  puffing;  (is),  f.  the 

act  of  blowing. 
Dhamita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  blown,  kindled. 
Dhumyat,  an,  antl,  at,  or  dhamyamdna,  as,  a, 

am,  being  blown ;  being  melted. 

dhammata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

dhammala,  as,  m.  the  breast  orna- 

mented with  gold  or  jewels ;  [cf.  dJiammilla.'] 
vforoRT  dhammika,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

VI*HOI  dhamrnilla,  as,  m.  the  braided  and 
ornamented  hair  of  a  woman  tied  round  the  head 

and  intermixed  with  flowers,  pearls,  &c. 

Dhammillaka  =  dhamrnilla  at  end  of  comp. 

(e.  g.  srasta-dhammillakd  vadhiis,  a  woman  with 
loosened  braided  hair). 

V*T  dhaya,  as,  a  or  I,  am  (fr.  rt.  dhe), 
drinking,  sipping,  sucking,  (often  at  the  end  of  a 

comp.,  e.  g.  dsyan-dhaya,  yhaHn-dh°,  stanan-dh°, 
&c.)  ;  (a),  f.  a  little  girl  (?). 

Vt.  dhara,  as,  a  or  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  dhri), 

holding,  bearing,  carrying ;  wearing ;  possessing,  hav- 
ing, possessed  of,  containing,  keeping,  sustaining, 

preserving,  observing,  (often  compounded  with  its 

object ;  cf.  ans'u-dh°,  aksha-dh°,  asnili-dk",  asrig- 
dh°,  Tsaksha-dh",  &c.) ;  (as),  m.  a  mountain  [cf. 
Jcshiti-dA",  bhu-dh",  inahi-dh°] ;  a  flock  of  cotton ; 
a  frivolous  or  dissolute  man  (  —  vita),  N.  of  one  of 
the  Vasus  ;  of  a  hero  on  the  side  of  the  Pandavas  ; 

of  the  king  of  the  tortoises ;  of  the  father  of  Padma- 
prabha,  the  sixth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpinI ; 

(a),  (.  '  the  bearer,  supporter,'  the  earth,  the  ground  ; 
the  uterus  or  womb ;  a  vein  or  tubular  vessel  of  the 

body  ;  marrow ;  a  mass  of  gold  or  heap  of  valuables 
(representing  the  earth  and  given  to  BrShmans)  ;  N. 
of  one  of  the  wives  of  Kasyapa,  mother  of  the  land  and 

water-birds,  (probably  =  the  Earth.)  —  Dhara-yatta 
or  dhara-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Ballabhi 
or  Vallabhl  dynasty.  —  Dhara-sanistha,  as,  a,  am, 
equal  to  a  mountain,  huge  as  a  mountain,  &c.  —  Dha~ 
rd-kadamba,  as,  m.  the  Kadamba  tree,  Nauclea 
Cadamba;  [cf.  dhdrd-kadamba.]  —  Dhardtmaja 

(Va-a£°),  a-s,  m.  'son  of  the  earth,'  the  planet  Mars 
or  its  regent.  —  Dhard-dhara,  as,  d,  am,  '  bearing 

or  sustaining  the  earth,  prop  of  the  earth,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Vishnu  or  Krishna ;  (as),  m.  a  mountain. 

—  Dharadhdrd  (°rd-ddh1),  f.  the  earth.  —  Dha- 
rddJiipa  (°rd-adh°),  as,m.'  sovereign  of  the  earth,' 
a  king.  —  I)hardntara-<!ara,  as,  d,  am,  walking 
in  the  interior  of  the  earth  ;  (probably  a  wrong  read- 

ing for  dhdrdntara-fara,  q.  v.)  —  I)hard-pati,  is, 
m. '  lord  of  the  earth,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Dka- 

rd-putra,  as,  m.  '  son  of  the  earth,'  the  planet 
Mars.  —  Dha rd-bJiuj,  k,  m.  'enjoying  or  possessing 
the  earth,'  a  king.  —  Dhard-bhrit,  t,  m.  'sustaining 
the  earth,'  a  mountain.  —  Dhardmara  (°rd-am°), 
Of,  m. '  a  god  or  immortal  on  the  earth,'  a  BrShman. 
—  Dhard-tlaya,  as,  I,  am,  sleeping  on  the  earth, 

lying  on  the  ground.  —  Dhard-sunu,  us,  m. '  son  of 
the  earth,'  the  planet  Mars.  —  Dharoddhdra  (°rd- 
ud°),  as,  m.  deliverance  of  the  world.  —  Dkaro- 

pastha  (°rd-ttp°),  as,  m.  surface  of  the  earth. 
Dharana,  as,  I,  am,  bearing,  holding;  preserving ; 

(as),  m.  a  dike,  a  bank,  a  ridge  of  land  answering 
the  purpose  of  a  bridge  &c.,  the  side  of  a  mountain  , 
the  world ;  the  sun ;  the  female  breast ;  rice,  corn  , 

the  Himalaya  considered  as  king  of  mountains ;  N. 
of  a  king  of  the  NSgas ;  (I  or  dliarani,  is),  f.  the 
earth,  the  soil,  the  ground,  the  Earth  personified  as 
the  wife  of  Dhruva ;  a  tubular  vessel  of  the  body,  a 
vein ;  a  kind  of  bulbous  plant,  an  esculent  root,  = 
dhdranlya,  dhira-pattri,  kanddlu,  kandddhya, 

danda-kandaka,  vana-kanda,  su-kandaka;  the 
silk-cotton  tree,  =  idlmali;  a  beam  or  rafter  for  a 
roof;  N.  of  a  dictionary  (generally  called  dliarani 
or  dharani-koila) ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  holding, 
seizing,  possessing,  keeping,  bearing,  supporting,  sup- 

port; bringing,  procuring;  a  support,  fastening, 
prop,  stay;  security;  a  sort  of  weight  variously 
reckoned  as  =  IO  Palas,  —  16  silver  M5shakas,  = 

I  silver  Purana,  =  -^  SatamSna,  =  19  Nishpavas,  = 
Karsha,  =  ̂   Pala,  =  24  Kaktikas ;  a  particular 

high  number.  —  Dharana-priyd,  {.,  N.  of  the 
goddess  executing  the  commands  of  the  nineteenth 
Arhat.  —  Dhwrani-goniga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

—  Dharani-ja,  as,  m.  'the  son  of  the  earth,'  an 
epithet  of  Aivgiras  or  the  planet  Mars.  —  Dharani- 

dhara,  as,  m.  '  the  bearer  of  the  earth,'  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu ;    [cf.   dJtaram-dhara.]  —  Dharani- 
manda,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Dharani-stha,  as,  d,  am, 

being  or  staying  on  earth.  —  Dharani-kanda,  as, 
m.  an  esculent  root  or  bulb  ( =  dharant).  —  Dha- 
ranl-kilaka,  as,  m.  a  mountain.  —  Dharani-tala, 

am,  n.  the  surface  of  the  earth.  —  Dharani-talas'ri, 
Is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Kin-naras.  —  Dharani- 

dltara,  as,  i,  ant, '  bearing  or  sustaining  the  earth,' 
epithet  of  the  mythical  elephants  which  are  fabled 
to  support  the  earth ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Sesha ;  of 
Vishnu  or  Krishna ;  of  Siva ;  a  mountain ;   a  tor- 

toise ;  a  king  ;  N.  of  several  persons ;  of  a  man  of 
the  family  of  Maunin  and  son  of  MahesVara  ;  of  the 
father  of  Sasi-dhara ;  of  the  father  of  Vasu-deva  and 

grandfather  of  the  author  Hari-natha ;  of  the  father 
of  Daya-San-kara ;    of  a  scholiast  on  Manu;   of  a 
Bodhi-sattva ;  (sometimes  read  dharani-dhara  or 

<lliarinnn-clhara.)  —  Dharani-dhrit,  t,  m.  '  sup- 

porting the  earth,'  an  epithet  of  S'esha.  —  Dharanl- 
pati,  is,  m. '  lord  of  the  earth,'  a  king.  •-  Dharani- 
pura,  as,  m.  the  ocean  (as  '  surrounding  the  earth'). 
—  Dharanl-plava,  as,  m.  the  ocean  ('in  which 
the  earth  floats').  —  Dharani-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  bearing  or 
supporting  the  earth ;  (t),  m.  a  mountain ;  a  king ; 
(also  read  dharani-bhrit.)  —  Dharaiu-mandala, 

am,  n. '  the  sphere  of  the  earth,'  the  globe.  —  Dha- 
ranl-ruha,  as,  m.  '  growing  on  the  earth,'  a  tree ; 

!cf.  kslMi-ruh  and  Icshiti-ruha.']  —  Dharanis'vara 
°ni-is'°),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  the  earth,'  an  epithet  of 

Siva.  —  Dharaniilvara-rdja,  as,  m.  '  king  of  the 
lords  of  the  earth,'  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Dha- 
rani-suta,  as,  m.  '  son  of  the  earth,'  an  epithet  of 
Aihgiras  or  the  planet  Mars ;  (a),  (.  '  the  daughter 
of  the  earth,'  an  epithet  of  Sita,  wife  of  Rama  (as 
produced  from  the  soil  by  Janaka  when  he  was 
ploughing  a  spot  to  prepare  it  for  a  sacrifice). 

Dliarani,  is.    See  above  under  dharana. 

Dharanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  held  or  kept,  to  be 
borne  or  carried ;  supportable. 

Dharini,  is,  m.  (?),  N.  of  an  Agastya. 
Dharitri,  f.  a  female  bearer,  supporter ;  the  earth. 
Dhariman,  a,  m.  a  balance,  a  pair  of  scales,  a 

weight ;  form,  figure,  semblance ;  [cf.  dAariman.] 

—  Dharima-meya,  as,  d,  am,  measurable  by  weight. 
Dhariman  =  dharman  (only  occurring  in  the 

loc.  dharimani),  Ved.  according  to  custom  or  law 
or  precept;  (S5y.)  containing  the  essence  of  the 
earth  (as  an  altar) ;  a  vessel  for  holding  anything. 

I .  d/uiruna.as, d,am  (for  2.  see  p.  45 1 , col.  3),Ved. 
carrying,  holding,  supporting,  one  who  supports  or 
keeps ;  (as),  m.  the  supposed  author  of  a  hymn  of  the 
Rig-veda  ;  an  epithet  of  Brahma ;  heaven,  paradise ; 
water ;  opinion,  conception  ;  (as,  I,  am),  containing 

in  one's  self,  spacious;  a  place  where  anything  is 
preserved  or  kept ;  (am),  n.  a  basis,  foundation, 

support,  prop,  stay ;  the  firm  soil  of  the  earth  ;  any- 
thing that  is  undermost  or  innermost ;  a  receptacle, 

reservoir;  water.  ~*  Dharuna-hvara,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  trembling  in  its  innermost  foundations  ?;  (Say.) 
obstructing  the  flow  of  waters. 
Dharnasa,  as,  d,  am,  or  dharnasi  or  dharni, 

•is,  is,  i,  Ved.  bearing,  supporting,  sustaining;  a 
supporter ;  strong,  energetic,  powerful,  able ;  full  ol 
spirit  (as  Soma) ;  firm,  durable ;  (dharnasi  in  Naigh. 
II.  9.  is  one  of  the  synonyms  of  bala,  strength.) 

Dhartavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  upheld  or  supported ; 
:o  be  held,  had  or  possessed ;  to  be  placed  or  fixed. 
Dhartri,  td,  trl,  tri,  holding,  bearing,  supporting ; 

'td),  m.  a  bearer,  supporter,  preserver. 
Dhartra,  am,  n.  a  prop,  a  stay ;  a  house ;  a  sacri- 

ice ;  virtue,  moral  merit. 
I.  dharma,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (rarely  n. ;  the  older 

form  which  occurs  in  the  Rig-veda  is  dharman,  q.v.; 

7or  2.  dharma  see  p.  451,  col.  3),  that  which  is  to  be 
ield  fast  or  kept,  ordinance,  statute,  law.usage,  practice, 
custom,  the  customary  observances  of  caste,  sect,  &c. ; 

religion,  piety ;  prescribed  course  of  conduct,  duty, 

(thus '  giving  alms'  &c.  is  the  dharma  of  the  house- 
holder, 'administering  justice'  of  a  king,  '  piety*  of  a 

Brahman,  'courage'  of  a  Kshatriya)  ;  right,  justice, 

equity,  anything  right,  proper,  or  just ;  virtue,  mora- 
lity, morals,  merit,  good  works;  nature,  character, 

the  peculiar  state  or  condition  of  anything ;  an 
essential  or  characteristic  quality,  mark,  peculiarity ; 

manner,  resemblance ;  any  sacrifice ;  a  peculiar  kind 
of  sacrifice ;  an  Upanishad ;  religious  abstraction, 

devotion  ( =  yoga)  ;  associating  with  the  virtuous ; 
a  bow;  a  drinker  of  Soma  juice;  Right,  Justice, 

Law,  or  Virtue  personified  (as  born  from  the  right 
breast  of  BrahmS,  and  having  f?ama,  Kama,  and 
Harsha  as  his  offspring) ;  or  personified  as  a  Bull ; 
or  personified  as  a  Dove ;  a  N.  of  Yama  (the  Hindu 
Pluto,  ruler  of  the  lower  regions,  god  of  justice,  and 

judge  of  the  dead) ;  one  of  the  attendants  of  the  god 
of  the  Sun ;  Justice  or  Virtue  identified  with  Vishnu  ; 

also  identified  with  Praj5-pati,  and  said  to  be  son-in- 
law  of  Daksha ;  N.  of  the  fifteenth  Arhat  of  the 

present  Ava-sarpini,  descended  from  Ikshvaku,  son  of 
lihanu  and  Su-vrata ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Anu  and  father 
of  Ghrita ;  of  a  son  of  GSndhSra  and  father  of 

Dhrita ;  of  a  son  of  Haihaya  and  father  of  Netra  ; 

of  a  son  of  Frithu-s'ravas  and  father  of  USanas  ;  of  a 
son  of  Su-vrata ;  of  a  son  of  Dlrgha-tapas ;  of  a 

prince  of  Kas'mira ;  of  a  lexicographer ;  (in  astrology) 
N.  of  the  ninth  mansion;  dharmdt  or  dharmena, 

ind.  according  to  right,  rightly,  justly,  according  to 

rule,  according  to  the  nature  of  anything.  —  Dhar- 
ma-kathaha,  as,  m.  a  propounder  of  the  law. 
—  Dharma-kathd,   f.  a  discourse  upon   law,  &c. 
—  Dharma-karman,  a,  n.  a  work  of  duty  or  piety ; 
any  virtuous  or  pious  action.  —  Dharma-kdma,  as, 
d,  am,  loving  justice,  observing  right  or  duty ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  the  demon  Papiyas ;  of  a  god  of 
the  Bodhi  tree.  —  Dharma-kdmdrtha-sambaddha 

(°ma-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  joined  with  or  containing 
virtue,  pleasure,  and  wealth.  —  Dharma-kdya,  as,  m. 

'  the  body  of  law  or  of  abstract  existence,'  epithet  of  one 
of  the  three  bodies  of  a  Buddha  ;  (as),  m.  a  Buddha ; 

a  Jina  or  Jaina  saint ;  an  epithet  of  Avalokites'vara. —  Dltarma-kdra,  as,  m.  a  doer  or  observer  of  the 
law ;  N.  of  a  person.  —  Dhanna-kdrana,  am,  n. 

cause  of  virtue.  —  Dharma-karya,  am,  n.  any  act  of 

duty  or  religion  (as  digging  a  well,  building  a  temple, 

&c.) ;  pious  act,  good  work,  virtuous  conduct.  —  Dhar- 
ma-kirtti,  is,  m. '  glory  of  religion,'  N.  of  a  poet ;  of 
a  logician ;  of  a  king  mentioned  in  the  twenty-first 
chapter  of  the  Vrihan-naradlya-PurSna.  —  Dharma- 
kila,  as,  m.  royal    edict  or  order,  decree,  grant. 
—  Dharma-kilaka,   as,  m.   the   command  of  a 

BrShman.  -•  Dharma-kdpa,  as,  m. '  the  holy  well,' 
N.  of  a  Tlrtha. —  i.  dharma-krit,  t,  t,  t  (for  i. 
see  under  dharman),  fulfilling  duty,  one  who  acts 

justly  or  practises  virtue.  —  Dharma-kritya,  am,  n. 
fulfilment  of  duty,  virtue ;    any  moral  or  religious 

observance.  —  Dharma-ketu,  us,  m.  'having  justice 

for  a  banner  or  symbol,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Su-ketu  and 
father  of  Satya-ketu ;  N.  of  a  Buddha ;  of  a  Jaina 
deified  saint.  —  Dharma-koia  ordliarma-lcosha,as, 
m.  the  treasury  of  law  or  duties  ;  the  collective  body 

of  laws  or  duties.  —  Dharmakoda-vydkhyd,  f.  'the 

explanation  of  the  treasury  of  law,'  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
v/oTk.  —  Dharma-kriyd,  f.   observance   of  duties, 

acting  according  to  law,  righteous  conduct,  any  reli- 
gious act  or  pious  work.  —  Dharma-kshetra,  am,  n. 

the  department  or  province  of  the  law ;  a  plain  in 
the  north-west  of  India  near  Delhi  (the  scene  of  the 
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great  battle  between  the  Kurus  and  Pandus,  com- 
monly called  Kuru-kshetra) ;  (as),  m.  a  man  of  piety 

and  virtue.  —  Dharma-ganja,  as,  m. '  treasury  of 

law  or  religion,'  N.  of  a  library.  —  Dharma-gavesha, 
as,  m.  '  seeking  virtue  &c.,'  N.  of  a  man.  —  Dhar- 
ma-f/ahandbhyudgata-rdja  (°na-abh°),  as,  m. 
'a  prince  who  has  threaded  the  labyrinth  of  the 

law,'  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Dharma-giipta,  as,  m. 
'  protected  by  the  law,'  N.  of  several  persons ;  (as),  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  school.  —  Dkarmagupta-mis'ra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  mentioned  in  the  San-kshepa- 
san-kara-jaya  by  Madhava.  —  Dharma-grantha,  as, 
m.  book  of  the  law.sacred  scriptures.  —  Dharma-gra- 
hana,  am,  n.  observance  of  moral  or  religious  precepts, 

accepting  or  following  the  law.  —  Dharma-ghata,a$, 
m.  a  jar  of  fragrant  water  offered  daily  in  the  month 

VaisJkha.  —  Dharma-ghna,  as,  i,  am,  'destroying 

law  or  right,'  contrary  to  law  or  duty,  immoral, 
unlawful ;  (as),  m.  (?),  the  plant  Terminalia  Belle- 
rica  (so  called  because  the  seeds  are  used  as  dice). 

—  Dharma-takra,  am,  n.  'the  wheel  or  circle  of 

religion  or  law,"  (an  expression  used  to  denote  the 
vast  range  of  Dharma)  ;  a  kind  of  mythical  weapon ; 

(as),  m.  '  having  the  wheel  of  Dharma,'  a  Buddha. 
—  Dharmatokra-bhrit,  t,  m.  '  holding  the  wheel 
of  Dharma,'  a  Buddha  or  Jaina.  —  Dharma-tarana, 
am,  n.  or  dharma-daryd,  f.  observance  of  the  law, 
performance  of  duty.  —  Dharma-iSdrin,  i,  im,  i, 

observing  the  law,  fulfilling  one's  duties,  practising 
virtue,  virtuous,  dutiful,  moral ;   (i),  m.,  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  deity ;  epithet  of  Siva ;  (ini),  f.  a  female 
helpmate   in  the  fulfilment  of  dudes,  especially  a 
wife,  an  honest  wife,  a  virtuous  woman.  —  Dharma- 
tintaka,  as,  a,  am,  reflecting  on  the  law,  studying 
duty,  familiar  with  it.  —  Dharma-(!intana,  am,  n. 
or  dkarma-iUnta,  (.  pondering  on  the  law  or  duty, 
study  of  virtue,  consideration  of  moral  duties,  virtuous 

reflection.  —  Dharma-tinti,  is,  is,  i,  reflecting  on 
the  law  or  duty ;  an  epithet  of  Sakya-muni ;  (perhaps 
wrongly  for  dharma-tintin.)  —  Dharma-ja,  as,  a, 

am,  produced  by  a  sense  of  duty;  (as),  m.  'son 
of  Dharma,  judge  of  the  dead,'  an  epithet  of  Yudhi- 
shthira.  —  Dharma-jijndsd,  f. '  inquiry  into  the  law," 
N.  of  a  PariSishta  ascribed  to  Katyayana.  —  Dharma- 
jtvana,  as,  a,  am,  living  by  fulfilment  of  prescribed 
duties,  a  Brahman  who  lives  according  to  the  rules 
of  his  class,  one  who  practises  the  outward  acts  of  the 

law.  —  Dharma-jna,  as,  a,  am,  knowing  the  law 

or  what  is  right,  knowing  one's  duty,  conversant  with 
virtue.  —  Dharma-jAdna,  am,  n.   knowledge   of 
moral,  legal,  and  religious  duty.  —  Dkarma-lattra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Mlmansa  work  by  Kamalakara. 

—  Dharmatattva-vid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  the  truths 
of  law  or  religion.  —  Dharma-tas,  ind.  according  to 
law  or  to  rule,  rightly,  justly,  religiously,  righteously, 
virtuously ;  from  a  virtuous  motive.  —  Dharma-tir- 

tha,  am,  n.  '  the  holy  Tirtha,'  N.  of  a  sacred  place 
of  pilgrimage.  —  Dharma-tydga,  as,  m.  abandon- 

ment of  religion,  apostacy.  —  Dharma-trata,  as,  m. 

'  protected  by  the  law,'  N.  of  a  Buddhist  author. 
—  Dharma-tva,  am,  n.  religion,  virtue,  righteous- 

ness, morality,  piety ;  inherent  nature,  peculiar  pro- 

perty. —  Dharma-da,  at,  a,  am,  giving  or  granting 
virtue ;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of 

Skanda.  —  Dharma-datta,  as,  m. '  given  by  religion,' 
N.  of  a  writer  on  rhetoric.  —  Dharma-darilana, 
am,  n.  seeing  or  knowing  duty  or  the  law.  —  Dhar- 
ma-ddna,  am,  n.  a  gift  made  from  a  sense  of  duty 
(without  regard  to  self-interest).  —  Dharma-ddra, 

as,   m.  pi.  a    lawful   wife;     [cf.  dharma-jmtni.'] 
—  Dharma-ddsa,  as,  m. '  the  slave  of  duty,'  N.  of 
a   poet,  author   of  the   Vidagdha-mukha-raandana. 
—  Dharma-dinnd,  (.  '  given  by  religion,'  (dinna 
in  Pali=,Za«a),  N.  of  a  female.  _  Dharma-dipikd, 
{.,  N.  of  a   work.  -  l)h,,rm,,-dugha,   (.   a   cow milked  for  the  fulfilment  of  religious  dutv.  -  Dhnr- „  .1   '  n  ..t  i   i           ..i      »i  .    J  _  _ 

.  — Dharma-drohin,  i,  inl,  t,  violating  the 

law  or  right;  (I),  m.  a  Rakshasa.  —  Dharma-dve- 
sMn,  i,  m.  the  plant  Terminalia  Bellerica ;  see 

dharma-ghna.  —  Dharma-dhara,  as,  m.  '  sup- 
porter of  the  law,'  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Kin-naras. 

—  Dharma-dhdtu,  us,  m.  '  the  element  of  law  or 

of  existence,'  one  of  the  eighteen   Dhatus  of  the 

Buddhists ;  a  Buddha  ('  whose  Dhatu  is  Dharma'). 
—  Dharmad/iatu-vay-ifoara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  deity. 
—  Dharma-dhrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  observing  the  law. 
—  Dharma-dhrish,  k,  m.  (dhrik  is  also  referred  to 
rt.  dhri  or  to  rt.  drih),  '  supporter  of  the  law  or 
right,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Sva-phalka ;  [cf.  dharma-bhrit.] 
—  Dharma-dhvaja,  as,  a,  am,  'whose  banner  is 
virtue,'  one  who  hangs  out  the  flag  of  religion  for 
selfish    purposes,  one  who  makes  a  livelihood   by 
assumed  devotion,  a  religious  hypocrite  or  impostor ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  the  Sun ;  of  a  king  of  Mithila,  son 
of   Kusa-dhvaja   and   father  of  Amita-dhvaja   and 
Krita-dhvaja ;  N.  of  a  brother  of  Kusa-dhvaja ;  of  a 

king  of  KSnOkana-pura.  —  Dharma-dhvajin,  i,  in'i, 
i, '  hoisting  the  flag  or  colours  of  religion,'  a  religious 
hypocrite  or  impostor,  one  who  makes  a  livelihood 
by  assumed  devotion.  —  Dharma-nada,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  a  sacred  lake ;  (according  to  a  legend,  a  meta- 
morphosis of  the   god  Dharma.)  —  Dharma-nan- 

dana,  <w,  m.  '  Dharma's  joy,  a  son  of  the  god 
Dharma,'  properly  an  epithet  of  Yudhi-shthira,  but 
applied  in  BhSg.-Purana  I.  9,  iz,  to  all  the  sons  of 
PSndu ;  [cf.  dharma-ja,  dharma-putra,  dharma- 
sttta.]  —  Dharma-nandin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
who  translated  certain  sacred  writings  into  Chinese. 

—Dharma-ndtha,  as,  m.  legal  protector,  rightful 
lord.  —  Dharma-ndbha,  as,  m.  '  the  centre  of  the 

law,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  a  king.  —  Dhar- 
ma-nibandha,  as,  m.  attachment  to  virtue  or  re- 

ligion, piety,  virtue.  —  Dharma-nibandhin,  j,  fni, 
i,  pious,   attached   to  virtue,  engaged  in  religious 
duties,   holy.  —  Dharma-niretfa,  as,  m.  religious 
devotion.  —  Dharma-nishpatti,  is,  f.  fulfilment  or 
discharge  of  duty,  moral  or   religious   observance. 

—  Dharma-netra,  as,  m. '  law-eyed,'  N.  of  a  grand- 
son of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  of  a  son  of  Tansu  and  father 

of  Dush-manta  (Dushyanta).  —  Dharma-patta,  as, 
m.  the  band  of  law  or  duty.  —  D/iarma-pati,  is,  m., 
Ved,  the  lord  or  guardian  of  order  and  law.  —  Dhar- 

ma-pattana,  am,  n.  '  the  city  of  the  law,'  epithet 
of  the   city  of  SrSvanti   [cf.  dharrna-jtattana] ; 

peppei.  —  Dharma-pattra,  am,  n.  the  plant  Ficus 
Glomerata.  —  Dharma-patni,  f.  a  lawful  wife,  a 
man's  first  wife,  a  wife  of  the  same  caste  with  her 
husband  and  married  conformably  to  the  established 

law.  —  Dharma-patha,  as,  m.  the  way  of  duty  or 
virtue,  virtuous  course  ;  N.  of  a  merchant.  —  Dhar- 

ma-pathin,  -panthas,  m.  the  way  of  duty  or  virtue. 
—  Dharma-^para,   as,  a,  am,   intent  on  virtue, 
devoted  to  duty;   pious,  righteous.  —  Dharma-pd- 
thaJta,  as,  m.  a  teacher  of  law,  a  lawyer.  —  D/iarma- 

pala,  as,  m.   'protector  or  guardian  of  the  law,' 
metaphorical  expression  for  '  punishment'  or  for  '  a 
sword  ;'  N.  of  a  minister  of  king  Dasa-ratha  ;  of  a 
learned  Buddhist ;  of  a  prince.  —  Dkarma-pdlaka, 

as,  ikd,  am,  observing  the  law,  dutiful.  —  Dharma- 

paia,  as,  m.  'the  noose  of  the  god  of  justice,'  N.  of 
a  mythical  weapon.  •- Dharma-pithri,  '  the  seat  of 
law,'  N.  of  a  place  in  Varanasi.  —  D/tarma-pidd,  f. 
an  offence  against  the  law,  transgressing  the  law  or 

right.  —  Dharma-putra,  as,  m.  a  lawful  son,  a  son 
begot  from  a  sense  of  duty  (not  from  sensual  pleasure); 

'  son  of  the  god  Dharma,'  epithet  of  Yudhi-shthira ; 
(au),  m.  du.  epithet  of  the  Rishis  Nara  and  NarS- 
yana.  »  Dharma-^pura,  am,  n.  '  the  city  of  the 
law,'  N.  of  a  town  situated  on  the  Narmada  river. 

-•  Dhftrma-pttrdna,  am,  n.  '  the  Purana  of  law,' 
N.  of  a  v/ork.  —  Dharma-prai'dra,  as,  m.  'the 

course  of  law  or  right,'  metaphorical  expression  for 
'  a  sword.'  —  D//arma-j)radii>a,  ax,  m. '  light  of  the 
law,'   N.    of  a   work   composed    by    Dhanan-jaya. 
—  Ijharmapradipa-rydkhydnfi,  am,  n.  '  the  ex- 

planation of  the  lamp  of  law,'  N.  of  a  commentary 
to  the  preceding  wotk.  —  l)harma-prailhdna,  as, 
a,  am,  eminent  in  piety.  —  Dhurma-prabhdm,  as, 

m. '  illuminator  of  the  law,"  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Dhar- 
ma-pravaktri,  ta,  m.  a  teacher  or  expounder  of 
the  law.  —  Dharma-pravadana,  am,  n.  enuncia- 

tion of  the  law,  the  act  of  propounding  the  law. 

—  Dharma-prastha,  as,  m.  '  the  table-land  of  the 
god  Dharma,'  N.  of  a  place.  —  Dharma-priya,  as, 
m.  '  a  friend  of  the  law,'  N.  of  a  Buddhist  scholar. 

—  Dharma-bala,  as,  m.  '  the  strength  of  law,'  N.  of 
a  man.  ••  Dharma-bdnijika,  as,  m.  one  who  tries 
to  make  a  profit  out  of  his  virtue  like  a  merchant. 

—  Dharma-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  virtuously-minded, 

virtuous ;   (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Dharma-bha- 
gini,  (.  a  lawful  sister,  a  female  that  has  the  rights  of 

a  sister ;  '  a  sister  in  respect  of  religion,'  i.  e.  as  be- 
longing to  the  same  religion ;  [cf.  dharma-bhrdtri.] 

•~  Dharma-bhdgin,  i,  inl,  i,  possessed  of  religion 

or  virtue ;  (inl),  f.  a  virtuous  wife.  —  Dharma-lihd- 

naka,  as,  m.  '  an  expounder  of  the  law ;'  a  lecturer, 
a  public  reader  of  the  Maha-bhSrata  and  other  sacred 
works  which  are  read  aloud  and  explained  to  large 

assemblies  of  Hindus  at  particular  seasons.  —  Dlwr- 
ma-bhiksJmka,  as,  m.  a  mendicant  from  virtuous 
motives.  —  Dharma-bhlruka,  as,  a,  am,  tremblingly 

alive  to  duty.  —  Dharma-bhrit,  t,  m.  'a  supporter 
of  law,  a  maintainer  of  justice,'  (often  an  epithet  of 
a  king) ;  a  virtuous  person ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Sva-phalka. 
—  Dharma-bhrita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons 
of  the  thirteenth    Mann.  —  Dharma-bhrdtn,   id, 

m. '  a  brother  in  respect  of  religion,'  a  fellow  religious 
student,  any  one  regarded  as  a  brother  from  discharg- 

ing the  same  religious  duties ;  [cf.  dharma-bhaginl.] 
—  Dharma-mati,  is,  m.  *  virtuous-minded/  N.  of  a 

prince ;  of  a  god ;  of  the  Bodhi  tree.  —  Dharma- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  law  or  virtue,  made 

up  or  replete  with  virtue,  moral,  righteous.  "-7Ma)'- 
tna-mahamatra,  as,  m.  a  minister  in  matters  of 
religion.  —  Dharma-mdtra,  as,  d,  am,  depending 
only  on  custom.  —  Dharma-marga,  as,  m.  the  path 
of  virtue.  —  Dharma-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bud- 

dhist. —  Dharma-mimdnsd-sattgraka,  as,  m.  'an 

abridgment  of  the  inquiry  into  Dharma,'  N.  of  a 
MImansi  work  by  Krishna-deva.  —  Vharma-mula, 
am,  n.  the  foundation  of  Hindu  law  and  religion ; 

the  Vedas.  —  Dharma-mei/hd,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
ten  Bhumis  with  Buddhists.  —  Dkarma-yuga,  am, 

n. '  the  age  of  religion,'  the  Krita-yuga.  —  Dim 

yuj,  k,  k,  k,  righteous,  pious,  just.  —  Dharma-rak- 
shitd,  (.,  N.  of  a  female.  —  Dharma-ratt,  is,  is,  i, 

'  delighting  in  justice  or  virtue,'  N.  of  one  of  the  sons 
of  the  demon  PapTyas.  —  Dkarma-ratna,  am,  n. 

'  gem  of  the  law,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Dharma-ratka,  as, 
m. '  whose  chariot  is  dharma,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Sagara ; 
of  Divi-ratha.  —  Dharma-rdj,  t,  m.  '  the  king  of 

justice,'  epithet  of  Yama ;    of  Yudhi-shthira ;    cf  a 
king  of  the  herons,  son  of  KaSyapa  and  an  Apsaras. 

—  Dharma-rdja,  as,  m.  '  king  of  justice,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Yama  ;  an  epithet  of  Yudhi-shthira  ;  a  king 

in  general ;  a  Buddha.  —  Dharmardja-td,  (.  the  rank 
or  title  of  Dharma-raja.  —  Dharmardja-dikshfta, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Vedanta-paribhashS. 

—  Dharma-rdjan,  d.  m. '  king  of  justice,'  epithet of  Yudhi-shthira.  —  Dfiarmardja-purogama,  as, 

d,  am,  having  Yudhi-shthira  lor  a  leader;  headed 
by  Yudhi-shthira.  —  Dharma-rdjikd,  f.  a   Stupa. 
—  Dluirma-rtuH,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  god  of  the  Bodhi 
tree;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Dhanna-rodhin,  I,  inl,  i, 

opposed  to  law  or  virtue,  illegal,  immoral.  —  Dhar- 
ma-fakshana,  fim,  n.  an  essential  mark  or  character- 

istic of  ethics  or  law,  as  place,  time,  &c.  —  Dharma- 
lopa,  as,  m.  irreligion.  —  Dharma-mt,  an,  all,  at, 
endowed  with  virtue,  virtuous,  pious,  upright,  just, 

lawful ;  accompanied  by  Dharma ;  (a/()i  f-.  N.  of  a 
MudrS  ;  N.  of  a  queen.  •- Dharma-rtitsala,  as,  d, 
am,  tenderly  alive  to  duty,  loving  piety.  —  Dhar- 

ma-vartin,  i,  inl,  i,  '  abiding  in  duty,'  righteous. 
—  Dkarma-i'ftrdhana,  as,  d,  am, '  increasing  right 

or  virtue,'  an  epithet  of  Siva;  (a*),  m.,  N.  of  a 
king  of  SrSvasti ;  of  a  poet ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

—  Dharma-varman,  a,  n. '  shield  or  armour  of  jus- 
tice or  virtue,'  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Dharma-vdda, 

an,  m.  discussion  or  argument  about  law  or  duty. 
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—  Dharma-vadin,  i,  inl,  i,  discussing  the  law  or 

duty.  —  Dharma-vdsara,  as,  m.  '  day  of  religious 
duties,"  the  day  of  full  moon,  peculiar  sacrifices  being 
performed  on  this  dzy.—Dharma-vdhana,  as,  m. 
'  whose  vehicle  is  the  bull,  considered  as  a  personi- 

fication of  virtue,'  an  epithet  of  Sin.  —  Dharma- 

vdhya,  as,  a,  am,  'outside  the  law,'  contrary  to 
what  is  right.  —  Dharma-Mdra-sangraha,  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  abridgment  of  the  Mlmansa-sutras  by  the 
Muni  Jaimini.  —  Dharma-vid,  t,t,t,  acquainted  with 
the   law,   duty-knowing,   endued   with   a    sense   of 
justice,  virtuous,  pious,  moid.  —  Dharma-vidya,  f. 
knowledge  of  the  law  or  right ;  [cf.  dhdrmavidya^] 
—  Dharma-mdhi,  is,  m.  legal  precept  or  injunction. 

—  Dharma-viplava,  as,  m.  'confusion  or  violation 
of  duty,'  immorality,  wickedness.  — Dharma~vivaT- 
dhana,  as,  m.  '  promoter  of  law  or  right,"  epithet 
of  a  son  of  Moka,  =  kimdla.  —  Dharma-viveka, 

as,  m.  investigation  of  right  or  virtue.  —  Dharma- 
viveka-vikya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  short  poem  ascribed 
to  Halayudha.  —  J)Jiarma~vivefana,  am,  n.  judicial 

investigation.  —  Dharma-vritti,  is,  f.  'explanation 
of  the  law,"  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Sfamgadhara- 
paddhati.  —  Dharma-vriddha,   as,  m.  '  advanced 
in  virtue,'  N.  of  a  son  of  SVa-phalka ;  [cf.  dharma- 
dhrish  and  dharma-bhrit.^—Dharma-^vaitansika, 
as,  m.  one  who  gives  away  money  unlawfully  ac- 

quired in  the  hope  of  appearing  generous.  —  Dhar- 

ma-vyddha,  as,  m.  '  the  hunter  versed  in  law,'  N. 
of  a  Brihman  changed  into  a  hunter  in  consequence 

of  a  curse ;  of  a  Brahman-killer  (born  as  a  hunter 

from  the  body  of  Vasu,  king  of  Kas*mTra).  ••  Dharma- 
tarira,  am,  n.  '  religious  or  sacred  relic,'  a  term 
applied  to  certain  small  Buddhist  Stupas.  —  Dharma- 

iarman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Dharma-s'dld, 
f.  a  court  of  justice,  a  tribunal ;   a  charitable  insti- 

tution, a  hospital.  -•  Dharma-s'dsana  or  dharma- 
ildstra,  am,  n.  '  a  law-book,"  a  code  of  laws,  the 
body  or  code  of  Hindu  law,  jurisprudence,  any  work 
on  the  subject.  —  Dkarma-dlla,  as,  d,  am,  of  a 
virtuous  disposition,  virtuous,  just,  pious ;  (a),  f.,  N. 

of  a  (erode.  — Dharma-s'reshthin,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  Arhat.  —  Dharma-sams'rita,  as,  d,  am, 
'  following  or  seeking  virtue,"  virtuous,  just,  pious. 
—  Dharma-sarnhitd,  f.  a  code  or  collection  of  law, 
especially  the  work  of  some  saint  or  divine  person 

(as  Manu,  Yajnavalkya,   &c.).  —  Dharma-sanga, 
as,   m.  addiction  to  justice  or  virtue ;    hypocrisy. 

—  Dharma-sangiti,  is,  f.  a  discussion  about  the 
law ;    (with  Buddhists)  a  council ;   N.  of  a  work. 

—  Dharma-sangraha,  as,  m.  '  collection  of  laws, 
legal  compilation,"  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work  on  law. 
—  Dharma-santdna-su,  us,  us,  u,  producing  vir- 

tuous offspring  or  actions.  —  Dharma-sabhd,  f.  a 
court  of  justice,   tribunal.  —  Dkarma-sahdya,  as, 
m.  a  companion  in  the  fulfilment  of  religious  duties. 

—  Dharma-sddhana,  am,  n. '  means  of  performing 

duty,"  any  act  or  virtue  essential  to  a  system  of 
duties.  —  Dharma-sdrathi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Tri-kakud.  —  Dharma-sdvarni,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the 
eleventh  Manu.  —  Dharma-sinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

man.  —  Dharma-stita,  as,  m.  '  the  son  of  the  god 
Dharma,'  an  epithet  of  Yudhi-shthira.  —  D/iarma- 
#u,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  promoting  order  or  justice ;  (us), 
m.  the  fork-tailed  shrike.  —  Dharma-sutra,  am,  n. 
a  SOtra  work  treating  on  law  and  custom  ;  (as},  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Su-vrata.—  Dharma-setu,  us,  m. 

'  barrier  of  justice,"  epithet  of  Siva;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Aryaka.  —  Dliarma-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

—  Dharma-skandha,  as,  m.  '  collection  of  laws," 
N.  of  a  work  by  Siriputra   and   Maudgalyayana. 

—  Dharma-stha,  as,  m.  '  abiding  in  the  law,"  a 
judge.  —  Dkarma-sthala,  am,  n.   '  the  place   of 

justice,"  N.  of  a  town.  —  Dharma-sthavira,  as,  m. 
'firm  in  law,'  N.  of  a  m»n.  —  Dharma-sv dmin,  I, 
m.  '  the  lord  of  law  and  right,'  epithet  of  Buddha ; 
N.  of  a  sanctuary  built  by  Dharma,  king  of  Kas- 
mlra.  —  Dharma-hantri,  td,   tn,  tri,  transgress- 

ing the  law  or  justice.  -  Dharmdkara  (°ma-dk°), 
as,  m.  '  mine  of  virtue  or  law,"  N.  of  a  disciple  of 
Buddha  Lokesvara-raja ;  of  the  ninety-ninth  Buddha ; 

of  a  Buddhist  translator.  —  Dkarmdgama  (°ma-dg°), 
as,  m.  a  law-book.  —  Dharmdngada  (°mo-a»°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  prince,  son  of  Priyan-kara. 

—  Dharmdngd  (°ma-an°),  f.  a  heron.  —  Dharmd- 
ddrya  (°ma-d6  ),  as,  m.  a  teacher  of  law  or  of 
customs.  —  Dharmdtdrya-stuti,  is,  f.  '  praise  of  the 
teacher  of  the  law,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Dharmdtmoja 

(°ma-dt°),  as,  m.  '  the  son  of  Dharma,'  an  epithet 
of  Yudhi-shthira.  —  Dharmdtma-td,  f.  pious-minded- 

ness,  justice,  virtue.  —  Dharmdtman  (°ma-dt°),  d, 
d,  a,  just,  virtuous,  pious-minded,  virtuously-minded, 
of  a  virtuous   disposition,    pious,   fulfilling   duties ; 

(d),  m.    a  saint,  a  pious   or  virtuous  person;    an 

epithet  of  Kumara-pala.  —  Dharmdditya  (°ma-dd°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  king.  —  Dharmddharma 

(°ma-adh°),  au,  m.  du.  right  and  wrong,  justice 
and   injustice.  —  Dharmddharma-parikshd,  I.  or 

-parikshana,  am,  n.  'test  of  right  and  wrong,"  a  kind 
of  ordeal  by  drawing  lots  or  slips  of  black  and  white 

paper.  —  Dharmddharma-send-Jumana,   am,  n., 
N.  of  the  I  aoth  chapter  of  the  KridS-khanda  of  the 

Ganesa-PurSna.  —  Dharmddhikarana  (°ma-adh°), 
am,  n.  administration  of  the  laws ;  a  court  of  justice  ; 

(as),  m.  a  judge,  magistrate.  —  Dharmddhi/carana- 
sthdna,  am,  n.  a  court  of  justice.  —  Dharmddhika- 

ranika,  as,  m.  or  dharmddhikaranin,  I,  m.  'pre- 
siding over  justice,"  a  judge,  an  administrator  of  the 

law.  —  Dharmddhikdra  (°ma-adh°),  as,  m.  admin- 
istration of  justice,  the  office  of  a  judge ;  N.  of  a 

work.  —  Dharmddhikdrin,  i,  m.  or  dharmddhi- 
krita,  as,  m.  a  chief  officer  of  justice,  an  adminis- 

trator of  the   law,  lord-chief-justice,  magistrate,  a 

judge.  —  Dharmddhishthana  (°ma-adh°),  am,  n. 
a  court  of  justice.  —  D  harmddhyaksha  fma-adh"), 
as,  m.  '  overseer  of  justice,"  minister  of  justice,  a 

magistrate,  a  judge.  —  Dharmddhvan  (°ma-adh°), 
d,  m.  the  way  of  justice  or  virtue.  —  Dharmdmish- 

thdna  (°ma-an°),  am,  n.  virtuous  or  moral  conduct, 
acting  according  to  law.  »•  Dharmdnusdra  (°ma- 
an°),  as,  m.  conformity  to  law  or  virtue,  course  or 
practice  of  dnty.  —  Dharmdnusmrity-upasthdna, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  Agama.  —  Dharmdndhu 

(°ma-an°),  us,  m. '  the  well  of  Dharma,  the  holy 
well,'  N.  of  a  Ttrtha.  -  Dharmapeta  (°ma-ap°), 
as,  d,  am,  departing  from  virtue,  wicked,  immoral, 
unrighteous ;   (am),  n.   injustice,  immorality,  vice. 

—  Dharmabhi ma-nas  (°ma-afeA°),  as,  da,  as,  di- 
recting the   mind  to  virtue  or   religion,   virtuous. 

—  Dharmabhishtka-Jcriyd  (°ma-abh°),  f.  any  ab- 
lution prescribed  as  a  religious  duty.  —  Dharmdm- 

bhodhi  (°ma-am°),  is,  m.  '  the  ocean  of  laws,"  N. 
of  a  work.  —  Dharmdyatana  (°ma-dy°},  am,  n. 
knowledge  of  dharma  by  means  of  manasCi). 

—  DJiarmdranya  (°ma-ar°),  am,  n.  '  grove  of 
religion,"  a  sacred  grove,  a  wood  inhabited  by  her- 

mits or  ascetics ;  N.  of  a  sacred  forest  in  Madhya- 
deSa,  into  which  Dharma  is  said  to  have  retired ;  N. 

of  a  town  founded  by  Amurta-rajas.  —  Dharmdrtha- 

kdma-moks/ia,  (°ma-ar°),  as,  m.  pi.  religious  merit, 
wealth,  pleasure,  and  final  emancipation,  (the  four 
ends  or  objects  of  existence.)  —  Dharmdrtha-dar- 

6in,  ?,  in~t,  i,  having  an  eye  to  duty  and  interest 
or  to   religion  and  wealth.  —  Dharmdrtha-prati- 
baddha-td,  f.  attachment  to  duty  and  interest  or  to 
religion  and  wealth.  —  DharmdrtJiam,  ind.  for  reli- 

gious purposes ;  according  to  right  or  duty,  in  a  just 
manner,  according  to  prescript.  —  Dharmdrthiya, 

as,  d,  am  (ft.  dharma-artha),  relating  to  law  or 

duty.  —  Dharmdllka  (°ma-al°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
a  false  character.  —  Dharmilloka-mukha  (°ma-dl°), 
am,  n.  introduction  to  the  understanding  of  the 

ilharma  of  Slkya-muni.  —  DAarma^oia  (°ma-ai°), 
as,  m.  the  Asoka  of  justice,'  epithet  of  king  ASoka, 
grandson  of  Candra-gupta,  (after  he  had  adopted  the 

Buddhist  faith.)  —  Dhannas'rita  (°ma-di '  ),  as,  a, 
am,  seeking  virtue,  just,  virtuous.  —  Dkarmdsana 

(°ma-as°),  am,  n.  the  throne  of  justice,  judgment- 
seat,  the  bench.  —  Dharmdsana-gata,  as,  d,  am, 
seated   on   the  judgment-seat.  — •  Dharmdstikdya 

(°ma-a£°),  as,  m.   (with  Jainas)  the  category  or 
predicament  of  virtue.  ••  Dharmendra  (°ma-in°), 

as,  m.  '  lord  of  justice,"  epithet  of  Yama.  —  Dhar- 
mepsu  (°ma-ip°),  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  acquire 
religious  merit.  —  Dharmeta  (°ma-iia),  as,  m. 
'lord  of  justice,"  epithet  of  Y*tnz.  —  Dharme4vara 
(°ma-is'°),as,  m.  'lord  of  justice,"  epithet  of  Yama; 
N.  of  a  Buddhist  deity  ;  of  a  commentator  on  YSjna- 

valkya.  —  Dharmes'vara-tirtha,  am,  n.  '  the  Tntha 
of  the  lord  of  justice,"  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage. 
—  Dharmeivara-linga,  am,  n.  '  the  Lin-ga  of  the 
lord  of  justice,"  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Dhar- 

mottaya  (°ma-ut!°),  as,  m.  '  collection  of  law,"  N. 
of  a  place  (in  which  Sakya-muni  is  said  to  have 
instructed  the  deities  called  Tushitas).  —  Dharmot- 

tara  (°ma-ut°),  as,  m.  'chiefly  characterized  by 
virtue,"  N.  of  a  Buddhist  teacher.  —  Dharmottarlya, 
as,  m.  pi.  the  disciples  of  Dharmottara.  —  Dharmo- 

padeda  (°ma-up°),  as,  m.  instruction  in  law  or  duty, 
a  discourse  on  religion,  moral  or  religious  instruction  ; 
the  laws,  the  collective  body  of  laws.  —  Dharmopa- 

defaka  (°ma-np°),  as,  m.  a  teacher  of  the  law,  a 
Guru  or  spiritual  preceptor.  —  Dharmopades'ana 
(°ma-up°),  f.  instruction  in  the  law,  advice  relating 
to  it.  —  Dharmopadha  (°ma-up°),  as,  d,  am, 
making  a  pretence  of  religion,  hypocritical.  —  Dhar- 

mopeta  ("ma-up0),  as,  d,  am,  endowed  with  vir- 
tues, virtuous,  moral. 

2.  dharma,  Nom.  P.  dharmati,  &c.,  to  become 
law.  (For  I.  dharma  see  p.  449,  col.  3.) 

Dharmaka  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  = 
i.  dharma;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Dharman,  a,  m.,  Ved.  bearer,  maintainer,  sup- 
porter, arranger  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Brihad-rSja  and 

father  of  Kritan-jaya  ;  (a),  n.  (the  older  form  for  the 
later  dharma  ;  and  even  in  the  later  language  used 
as  a  substitute  for  dharma  at  the  end  of  adj. 

comps.),  support,  prop  ;  (Say.)  religious  rite  (Ved.)  ; 
law,  order,  custom  ;  religion,  duty  ;  mode,  manner  ; 

quality,  characteristic  mark,  natural  order  [cf.  ksha- 
tra-dh°,  kshema-dh°,jaya-dh°,  &c.]  ;  dharmand, 
inst.  sing,  or  dharmabhis,  inst.  pi.,  Ved.  in  order, 

according  to  rule,  regularly,  naturally.  •*  2.  dharma- 

krit,  t,  m.,  Ved.  '  a  maintainer  of  order  or  a  per- 
former of  religious  rites,"  epithet  of  Indra  ;  (for  I  . see  p.  449,  col.  3.) 

Dharmayu,  us,  us,  u,  righteous,  virtuous. 
Dharmdya,  Nom.  P.  A.  dkarmdyati,  -te,  &c., 

to  become  law. 

Dharmin,  I,  inl,  i,  virtuous,  religious,  pious,  just  ; 

obeying  the  law,  knowing  one's  duties,  having  duties  ; 
endowed  with  any  peculiar  property  or  faculty  ;  (often 
at  the  end  of  comp.)  subject  to  particular  laws  (e.  g. 

vinaia-dh°,  q.  v.)  ;  having  the  peculiar  qualities  or 
properties  or  nature  of  anything,  having  anything  as 

a  characteristic  mark  [cf.  fka-dh°~]  ',  following  the 
habits  of  any  person  ;  (I),  m.,  N.  of  the  fourteenth 

Vyasa  ;  (inl),  f.  a  kind  of  perfume  ;  [cf.  dhdrmi- 
nej/a.]  —  Dharmi-tva,  am,  n.  virtuousness,  justice, 
devotion  to  one's  duties,  virtue. 
Dharmishtha,  as,  d,  am  (super!,  of  dharmin), 

very  pious  or  virtuous  ;  completely  according  to  law, 
completely  harmonizing  or  agreeing  with  law  or 
virtue,  lawful.  —  Dharmishtha-td,  f.  great  virtuous- 
ness,  righteousness. 
Dharmiijas,  an,  ait,  as  (compar.  of  dharmin), 

more  virtuous  &c.  ;  very  pious  or  moral  &c. 

Dharmeyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Raudrasva. 
Dharmya,  as,  d,  am,  lawful,  legal,  conformable 

to  justice  or  law  or  custom  or  morality,  consistent 
with  duty;  usual;  just,  righteous;  legitimate;  en- 

dowed with  particular  qualities  (e.  g.  tad-dharmya, 
endowed  with  those  qualities)  ;  suitable  to  any  person 

or  thing  (with  gen.).  —  Dharmya-vivdha,  as,  m. 
legal  marriage  (of  which  there  are  various  kinds 
described  in  Manu  III.  22). 

2.  dharuna,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  dhe?}, 
Ved.  a  sucking  calf;  (for  I.  dharuna  see  p.  449, 
col.  2  ;  cf.  dhdru.) 

V^T7  dharkata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 
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dharbaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

AjJta-satru. 

ma.  Seep. 449,001.3^.451, col.3- 

f  dharmana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  snake  ; 
a  kind  of  tree. 

V*iTq^  dharm'iputra,  as,  m.  an  actor,  a 
x> 

player ;  (also  read  d/idtri-putra.) 

V§  dharsha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  dhrish),  bold- 
ness, insolence,  overbearing  conduct,  daringness,  im- 

pudence, licentiousness,  pride,  arrogance ;  impatience ; 

violation  (of  a  woman) ;  injury,  wrong,  insult ;  re- 
straint ;  a  eunuch ;  [cf.  dharsha-vara.]  —  DharsiM- 

kiirini,  f.  a  violated  virgin.  —  Dharsha-rara,  as, 

m.  a  eunuch  superintending  the  women's  apartments ; 
(probably  wrong  reading  for  vanha-dhara.) 
Dharshaka,  as,  d,  am,  attacking,  assailing,  assault- 

ing, violating,  overbearing ;  seducing ;  (as),  m.  a  se- 
ducer, adulterer ;  a  dancer,  actor ;  mime,  mummer. 

Dharshana,  as,  a,  am,  offending,  hurting,  injur- 
ing, assaulting ;  (am,  a),  n.  f.  assault,  affront,  insult, 

outrage ;  offence ;  violation,  rape,  seduction ;  bad 
treatment;  overbearingness ;  contempt,  disrespect, 
contumely,  abuse ;  arrogance ;  copulation  ;  (i),  f.  or 
(is),  (.  a  wanton  or  unchaste  woman,  a  harlot. 
Dharshaniya,  as,  d,  am,  liable  to  be  attacked  or 

assaulted,  easily  assailable  or  conquerable,  violable. 
Dharshita,  as,  d,  am,  violated;  overpowered, 

overcome,  smitten,  ill-treated ;  (am),  n.  contumely, 
pride,  insolence ;  copulation,  cohabitation ;  (d),  f.  an 
unchaste  woman. 

Dharshin,  i,  itit,  i,  attacking,  assaulting,  ill-treat- 
ing, treating  badly ;  audacious,  overbearing ;  proud, 

arrogant;  cohabiting;  (t'nt),  f.  a  disloyal  or  unchaste woman,  a  harlot ;  [cf.  dhanhanij] 

V|o44jj  dhalanda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  small 

thorny  tree,  commonly  called  Dhala-In-kads. 

vfcirt  dhalila,  N.  of  a  valley  in  which 
the  capital  of  Udyana  is  said  to  have  been  situated. 

\T3  dhav  (connected  with  rts.  i.  dhav 
X.  and  dhanv),  d.  I.  A.  dhavate,  &c.,  Ved. 

to  run,  flow;   [cf.  Gr.  9e-u,  Sivyoptu,  6o6s,  j8o?j- 

V^  i.  dhava,  as,  m.  the  plant  Grislea 
Tomentosa  (=madhura-tvai!d). 

V^  2.  dhava,  as,  m.  (said  by  some  to  be 
fr.  rt.  i.  dhii?),  a  man;  a  husband  [cf.  sa-dhavd 
and  vi-dhava] ;  a  possessor,  master,  lord ;  a  rogue, 
a  cheat;  N.  of  a  Vasu  (probably  incorrect  for 
dhara). 

VTWft  dhavatii,  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  Desmo- 
dium  Gangeticum  or  a  similar  species. 

V^C  dhavara,  am,  n.  a  particular  high 
number. 

V^«5  dhavala,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

2.  dhdv),  white,  dazzling  white,  of  a  shining  white 
colour ;  handsome,  beautiful ;  (««),  m.  white  (the 
colour) ;  an  old  bull,  an  excellent  ox ;  a  kind  of 

camphor  (*=<Tma-karpura);  the  plant  Grislea  To- 
mentosa ( =  dhava) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  elephants  of 

the  quarters;  N.  of  a  Raga  or  mode  of  music, 
(according  to  Bharata,  the  eighth  son  of  Hindola- 
rSga) ;  (a  or  i),  f.  a  white  cow ;  ( i),  f.  a  kind  of 
disease  (perhaps  only  whiteness  of  the  hair)  ;  N.  of 
a  river ;  (am),  n.  white  pepper ;  a  kind  of  metre 
consisting  of  4  x  18  short  syllables  and  I  long  (  = 
dhavaldnka ;  cf.  wlaya-dh°).  —  Dhavala-giri, 
is,  m.  '  the  white  or  snowy  mountain'  (commonly 
dhoula-giri  or  dola-gir),  N.  of  one  of  the  highest 
peaks  of  the  great  snowy  range  of  the  Himalayas, 
lat.  29.  II,  long.  82.  59.  -  Dhavala-yriha,  am,  n. 
a  house  whitened  with  chunam  or  stucco,  a  palace. 
—  Dharala-tva,  am,  n.  whiteness.  —  Dhavala- 

pakiha,  at,  m.  '  white-winged,'  a  goose ;  the  light 

«T 

half  of  the  month,  the  fortnight  of  the  moon's  in- 
crease.— Dharala-purdna-samiMaya,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  work.  —  Dharala-mrittikd,  (.  '  white  earth,' 
chalk.  —  Dhavala-ydvandla,  as,  m.  white  Y5van31a. 

—  Dhavaldnka  (°la-a>t°),  am,  n.  =  dhavala,  a 
species  of  the  Ati-dhriti  metre.  —  Dhavali-krita,  an, 
d,  am,  made  white,  whitened,  whited.  —  Dhavali- 
bhiita,  as,  d,  am,  become  white.  —  Dhavalotpala 

(°la-ut?),  am,  n.  the  white  esculent  water-lily. 
Dhavalita,  as,  d,  am,  made  dazzling  white, 

whitened,  white. 

Dhavaliman,  d,  m.  whiteness,  white  colour,  white. 

V=H<H=R  dhavanaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  dhu), 
air,  wind. 
Dhavitavya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  fanned. 
Dhavitra,  am,  n.  a  ParrkhS  or  fan  (made  of  ante- 

lope's skin  or  leather,  and  used  especially  for  blowing 
a  sacrificial  fire). 

I.  dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  dadhati,  dhatte 

(1st  pi.  dadhmas,  2nd  dhattha,  yd  da- 
dhati; ist  sing.  A.  dadhe,  2nd  dhatse,  yd  dhatte, 

2nd  du.  dadhdthe,  yd  du.  dadhdte,  yd  pi.  dadha- 

te);  Impf.  adadhdt,  adJiatta  (2nd  du.  P.  adhat- 
tam,  2nd  pi.  adhatta,  yd  pi.  adadhus;  2nd  sing. 
A.  adhaUhai,  yd  pi.  adadhata) ;  Pot.  dadhydt, 
dadhita;  Impv.  dadhatu,  dhattam  (2nd  sing. 
dhehi,  2nd  du.  dhattam,  yd  du.  dhattam,  2nd  pi. 
dhatta,  yd  pi.  dadhatu;  2nd  sing.  A.  dhatsva, 
2nd  pi.  dhaddhvam,  yd  pi.  dadhatdm) ;  Perf. 
dadhau,  dadhe  (2nd  sing.  dadJtitha  or  dadhdtha, 
ist  pi.  dadhima,  2nd  pi.  dadha,  yd  pi.  dadhus; 

yd  pi.  A.  dadhire) ;  Put.  dhdtd;  dhdsyati,  -te; 
Aor.  adhdt,  adhita  (yd  pi.  A.  adhishata) ;  Free. 
dheydt,  dhdiishta;  (Ved.  forms  are,  Pres.  1st  pi. 

P.  dadhmasi,  yd  pi.  dadhanti,  2nd  sing.  A.  da- 
dhase,  yd  sing,  dadhe  or  dadhate,  yd  du.  dadhete, 
2nd  pi.  dadhidhne;  Impf.  2nd  sing.  P.  dadhas, 
yd  sing,  dadhat,  dadhdt,  1st  pi.  dadhdma,  yd 
pi.  dadhan;  Let,  Impf.  2nd  du.  P.  dadhathas; 
Pot.  Ist  sing,  dheydm,  2nd  sing,  dhdyis,  ist  pi. 
dhema,  2nd  pi.  dhetana;  Impv.  3rd  sing,  dhdtu, 
2nd  pi.  dhdta,  dhattana,  dadhdta,  dadhdtana, 
yd  pi.  dhdntu,  dadhantu,  2nd  sing.  A.  dhishva; 
Perf.  2nd  sing.  A.  dhishe,  yd  pi.  dadhre,  dhire; 
Aor.  ist  sing.  P.  dham,  2nd  sing,  dhds,  yd  sing. 
dltiit,  with  prati  also  iltiut,  yd  pi.  dhus;  Ist  pi. 
A.  adhimahi,  dhimahi,  see  under  I.  dhl;  Let, 
Aor.  3rd  sing.  P.  dhdti,  2nd  du.  P.  dhdsalhas,  A. 
dhethe,  dhaithe,  1st  pi.  A.  dhdmahe,  2nd  pi.  P. 
dttdsatha,  yd  pi.  dhdsits);  dhdtum  (Ved.  inf. 
dhdtave,  dhdtavai,  dhdtos,  dhai  in  vayo-dhai, 
dhdm  in  prati-dhdm,  dhiyadhyai),  to  put,  place, 
set,  lay;  put  in,  lay  on  or  upon  (with  loc.,  e.  g. 
teshu  dandam  dadhati,  he  lays  the  stick  on  them, 

i.  e.  punishes  them);  to  place  in  any  state  or  con- 
dition; to  bring,  convey,  lead  towards  (Ved.);  to 

cause  to  obtain,  cause  (Ved.) ;  to  fix  upon,  direct 
towards  (with  dat.  or  loc.),  fix  or  direct  the  mind 
(manas  or  matim),  fix  the  thoughts  or  attention 
(famailhim)  on  (dat.  or  loc.),  make  up  the  mind 
to  do  anything  (dat. ,  loc.,  or  inf.),  to  resolve  upon  ;  to 
bestow  anything  (ace.)  upon  a  person  (loc.,  dat.,  gen.), 
grant,  confer,  present,  give ;  to  put  in  possession ;  to 
appoint,  fix,  constitute ;  to  make,  render,  produce, 

generate ;  to  cause,  create ;  to  perform,  do,  under- 
take; to  hold,  take  hold  of,  seize;  to  keep,  pre- 

serve ;  to  bear,  wear,  put  on  (clothes) ;  to  sustain, 
support,  maintain ;  to  accept,  take,  receive,  obtain, 
get ;  to  conceive  (in  the  womb) ;  to  take  possession 
of,  assume,  have,  possess ;  to  show,  exhibit  (A.) ;  to 
incur,  undergo :  Pass,  dhiyate,  to  be  put  or  placed 
or  laid ;  to  be  arranged  ;  to  be  contained  in ;  to  be 
fixed  (as  the  thoughts),  to  resolve  (e.g.  me  dhiyate 

matis,  my  opinion  or  resolution  is)  :  Caus.  dhdpa- 

yati,  -yitum,  Aor.  adidhipat,  generally  with  pre- 
positions [cf.  antar-dhd,  api-dhd,  aohi-dhd,  ava- 

dhd,  &c.]  :  Desid.  dhilsati,  -te  (Ved.  didhishati), 
to  wish  to  give  or  present  (Ved.)  ;  to  wish  to  place 
or  put ;  to  wish  to  obtain,  strive  to  gain,  &c. : 

Intens.  dedhiyate,  dddhdti;  [cf.  Zend  da,  'to 

put,  make ;'  dd-ta-m,  '  law ;'  da-man,  '  creature  :' 
Gr.  Ti'-flij-^i,  8c-/*a,  flt-tri-s,  0i-a-/*6-s,  94-fu-s, 
0t/*os,  Qf-ft.t-\u>-v,  $t-/j.f-ff\o-v,  Ofit,  ftijaaa,  617- 

xri,  BUKOS,  flS/coj :  Lat.  famulus,  familia,  -do  in 

ab-do,  con-do,  per-do,  veti-do,  pe*sum-do,  cre-do 
=  irad-dadhdmi :  Osc.  faa-ma, '  house  (?),'  fam- 

el  =  familia :  Goth.  ga-d(d-«,  dS-tlts,  'deed,'  in 
misxa-dMhs,  '  a  crime  ;'  dQm-s, '  judgment :'  Angl. 
Sax.  don,  '  to  do ;'  denia,  '  a  judge ;'  dom,  '  judg- 

ment :'  Old  Sax.  do-m,  '  I  do,'  =  dadhdmi :  Old 

Germ,  to-m, '  I  do :'  Old  Eng.  -de  in  ask-e-de  = '  ask- 
did:'  Mod.  Germ,  -te  in  such-te:  Lith.  de-mi,  de- 

du,  '  I  put :'  Slav,  de-yun,  'I  do ;'  de-la, '  work :' 
Hib.  deanaim,  '  I  do ;'  dan, '  work.'] 

2.  dhd,  as,  as,  am,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.) 
placing ;  holding ;  containing,  having ;  causing,  &c., 
see  kiye-dhd,  tano-dltd,  dhdma-dhd,  dhiyan-dhd, 

&c. ;  (as),  m.  a  placer ;  a  holder,  container,  possessor, 
&c. ;  a  N.  of  BrahmS  ;  of  Brihas-pati ;  (as),  f.  the 
act  of  placing  or  holding,  &c.,  (at  the  end  of  comp., 
cf.  tiro-dha  and  dur-dha.)  The  affix  dhd  after 
numerals  is  thought  by  some  to  be  an  old  inst.  from 
this  dha;  [cf.  the  use  of  I.  dhdtu  after  numerals.] 
Dhaka,  as,  m.  an  ox ;  a  receptacle,  reservoir  (  = 

a-dhara  or  according  to  another  reading  d-hdra) ; 
food,  boiled  rice  ;  a  post. 

I.  dhdtu,  us,  m.  (for  2.  dhdtu  see  p.  453, col.  3), 
that  which  is  placed  or  laid,  a  deposit,  layer  (Ved.) ; 
a  constituent  or  essential  part,  an  ingredient,  (thus 

guiia,  string,  is  the  dhdtu  of  a  rope  made  of  several 
strings) ;  part,  portion,  (sometimes  used  at  the  end  of 

an  adj.  comp.  like  the  English  '  fold,'  see  tri-dhdtu, 
sapta-dh°);  an  element,  primary  or  elementary 
substance,  primitive  matter  (of  which  five  are  usually 
reckoned  or  with  Brahma  six,  thus  enumerated  by 

Ysjiiavalkya  III.  145 :  i.Brahma,  the  eternal  spirit ; 
2.  klia  or  dkds'a,  ether;  3.  anila,  air;  4.  tejai, 
fire ;  5.  Jala,  water ;  6.  bhu,  earth  :  the  Buddhists 
substitute  Vijaana  for  Brahma :  the  eighteen  ele- 

ments or  dhdtu-lokas  of  the  southern  Buddhists  are 

the  five  organs  of  sense  with  manas,  the  six  qualities 
observed  by  these,  and  six  ideas  produced  by  these 

six  qualities) ;  constituent  element  or  essential  ingre- 
dient of  the  body,  primary  or  essential  fluid  or  juice, 

a  secretion,  (the  number  of  which  is  variously  given 
as  seven  or  ten ;  these  Dhstus  are  distinct  from  the 
five  elements  of  which  the  body  also  consists,  and 

are  sometimes  regarded  as  Rasas,  i.  e.  secretions  or 
fluids ;  they  are  chyle,  blood,  flesh,  fat,  bone,  marrow, 
and  semen,  to  which  must  be  added  hair,  skin,  and 
sinews,  if  ten  are  reckoned) ;  a  humor  or  affection  of 

the  body  (viz.  phlegm,  wind,  and  bile);  a  bone; 
(according  to  some)  any  one  of  the  five  organs  of 
sense ;  any  one  of  the  five  properties  or  qualities  of 
the  elements  observed  by  the  organs  of  sense  (viz. 

sound,  tangibility,  colour,  flavour,  smell,  see  under 

fjuna) ',  a  primary  element  of  the  earth  or  of  moun- 
tains, a  mineral,  fossil,  metal,  ore;  a  fluid  mineral 

of  a  red  colour ;  the  primary  element  of  words,  a 

verbal  root;  [cf.  upa-dh°,  kdma-dh',  giri-dh", 
dec.]  — Dhdtu-kdya,  as,  m. '  body  of  elements,'  N. 
of  a  Buddhist  work  by  Purna.  —  Dhdtu-lcdfiia  or 
dhatu-kdstsa,  am,  n.  red  sulphate  of  iron.  —  Dhdtu- 
kutala,  as,  d,  am,  skilled  in  metals,  a  metallurgist, 

mineralogist.  —  Dhatu-kriyS,  f.  metallurgy,  minera- 
logy. —  Dhdtu-kshaya,  as,  m.  waste  of  the  bodily 

humors,  any  mortal  disease.  —  Dhdtukshaya-Ttdsa, 
as,  m.  a  consumptive  cough.  ~  Dhdtu-garbha,  as, 
m.  a  receptacle  for  Buddhist  relics,  a  dagop,  (according 

to  some  da-gop  =  dhdtu-r/opa.)  —  Dhdtii-yrdhin, 
i,  m.  calamine.  —  Dhdlw-ghosha,  f.,  N.  of  a  work 
on  the  verbal  roots.  —  Dhdtu-ghna,  am,  n.  sour 

gruel  prepared  from  the  fermentation  of  rice-water. 
—  Dhdtu-dandrikd,  f.  '  elucidation  of  roots,'  N.  of 
a  grammatical  work  by  Kavi-candra.  —  Dhdta-ja  = 
<1  hat iika,  bitumen.  —  Dhdtu-dtpikd,  (.  '  elucidation 
of  roots,'  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Durgi-disa  on 
Vopa-deva's  collection  of  roots. —  Dhdtu-drdmk-i, 

'  dissolving  metals,'  borax,  tinkal.  —  Dhdtu-nas'ana, 
am,  n.  '  destroying  the  humors,'  sour  gruel ;  [cf. 
dhatu-ghna.]  —  Dhdtu-nyaya-manjushd,  (.,  N.  of 
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a  work  on  the  radicals.  —  Dhatu-pa,  as,  m.  the 
alimentary  juice  or  chyle,  the  chief  of  the  seven 

elementary  ingredients  of  the  body.  —  Dhdtu-pd- 

iha,  as,  m. '  recital  of  roots,'  a  list  or  collection  of 
roots  compiled  and  arranged  according  to  PSnini's 
system,  (the  most  important  and  well-known  DhStu- 
patha  is  ascribed  to  Panini  himself.)  —  Dhdtu-pdrd- 
yana  or  dhdtu-pdrdyaniya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work 
on  verbal  roots.  —  Dhdtu-pmhti,  is,  f.  nutrition  of 
the  bodily  humors.  —  Dhdtu-pushpl  and  dhatu-pu- 
shpikd,  f.  a  fhnl,  =  dhdtri-pushpi.  —  Dhdlu-pra- 
dlpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Maitreya- 
rakshita  on  the  Dhatu-patha.  —  Dhdttipradipa-di- 
pikd  or  dhdtupradlpa-tikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  commentary 
on  the  preceding  work.  —  Dhdtit-bhrit,  t,  m. '  bear- 

ing metals,'  a  mountain ;  (t,  t,  t),  promoting  the 
elementary  juices  or  secretions,  robust.  —  Dhdtu- 
manjarl,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Kasi-nStha  on 
the  Dhatu-patha.  —  Dhditi-mat,  dn,  ati,  at,  con- 

taining or  possessing  elements  or  elementary  sub- 
stances, abounding  in  minerals  or  metals.  —  Dhdtu- 

mat-td,  f.  richness  in  metals  &c.  —  Dhdtu-maya, 
as,  I,  am,  consisting  of  or  abounding  in  metals, 
metallic.  —  Dhdtu-wiala,  ant,  n.  impure  excretion 
from  the  essential  fluids  of  the  body ;  lead  (the  most 

impure  of  metals).  -•  Dhdtu-mdkshika,  am,  n.  a 
mineral  substance,  sulphuret  of  iron.  —  Dhdtu-mdrin, 

5,  m.  '  dissolving  metals,'  sulphur ;  (inl),  f.  borax. 
—  Dhdtu-ratna-mdld,  f.,  N.  of  a  medical  work  by 
Deva-datta.  —  Dhdtu-ratndvali,  f.  'a  necklace  or 

string  of  roots,'  N.  of  a  metrical  collection  of  roots 
by  Radha-krishna.  —  Dhdtu-rdjaka,  am,  n.  'the 
chief  of  the  essential  fluids  of  the  body,'  semen,  the 
seminal  fluid. —  Dhdtu-lakshana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

work.  —  Dhdtu-vallabha,  am,  n. '  friend  of  metals,' 
borax  (used  as  a  flux).— Dhdtiii-vdda,  as,  m.  metal- 

lurgy, mineralogy.  —  Dhdtutddin,  f,  m.  an  assayer, 
miner,  mineralogist,  metallurgist.  —  Dhdtu-vikdra, 
aSfKi.  —  dhdtu-kshaya.—Dhdtu-vish,  t,  f.  =  dhdtu~ 
mala,  lead.  —  Dhdtu-vritti,  is,  (.  a  commentary  on 

the  roots.  —  Dhdtu-vairtn,  i,  m. '  enemy  of  metals,' 
sulphur.  —  Dhdtu-iehhara,  am,  n.  'chief  of  mine- 

rals,' green  sulphate  of  iron  or  green  vitriol.  —  Dhdtu- 
dodhana,  or  dhdtu-sambhava,  lead.  —  ZMdiM-sa- 
mya,  am,  n.  equilibrium  of  the  bodily  humors,  good 

health.  —  Dhdtu-han,  '  killing  metals,'  sulphur. 
«•  Dhdtupala  (°tu-up°),  as,  m. '  the  stone  among 
metals/  chalk.  —  Dhdtv-artha,  as,  m.  'having  the 
sense  of  a  root,'  i.  e.  a  verb. 
Dhdtuka  (at  the  end  of  comp.)  =  dhatu, ;  bitumen. 
Dkdtri,  td,  m.  one  who  places  or  lays,  a  founder 

[cf.  Lat.  con-ditor],  maker,  creator,  originator, 
author ;  orderer,  arranger ;  bearer,  supporter,  main- 
tainer,  preserver ;  N.  of  a  divine  being  who  is  the 
creator,  arranger,  maintainer,  and  manager  of  all 
things,  (strictly  perhaps  without  any  distinct  and 
definite  place  in  the  Hindu  mythological  system,  but 
rather  tie  personification  of  the  various  ideas  and 
functions  inherent  in  the  rt.  I.  dhd;  he  is  not 

mentioned  in  the  older  hymns  of  the  Rig-veda,  but 
is  invoked  in  the  tenth  Mandala,  and  agrees  in  many 
points  with  Tvashtri  and  Praja-pati ;  he  is  described 
as  promoting  generation,  presiding  over  matri- 

mony and  domestic  life,  preserving  health,  curing 
diseases  and  broken  limbs,  granting  riches,  ordering 
times  and  seasons,  &c. ;  not  only  is  he  associated 
with  Tvashtri  and  PrajJ-pati,  but  with  Savitri  and 
Brihas-pati;  sometimes  with  Mitra,  Vishnu,  and 
Aryaman,  and  occasionally  identified  with  PrajS-pati : 
in  one  BrShmana  DhStri  and  Aryaman  are  declared 
to  be  the  first-born  children  of  Aditi :  in  epic  poetry 
Dhatri  is  one  of  the  twelve  Adityas,  and  in  post-vedic 
mythology  the  name  DhStri  is  applicable  to  Praja-pati 
and  to  Brahma  as  '  creator  and  maintainer  of  the 

world ;'  in  the  Bhagavad-glti  it  is  applied  to  Krishna 
in  the  same  sense ;  elsewhere  Dhatri  and  VidhStri 

are  associated  as  sons  of  BrahmS,  the  goddess 
Likshmi  being  then  their  sister,  and  in  another 
place  as  children  of  Bhrigu  and  Khyati)  ;  one  of  the 
seven  sages  of  the  fourth  Manv-antara ;  one  of  the 

forty-nine  winds ;  the  paramour  of  a  married  woman, 

an  adulterer ;  N.  of  the  forty-fourth  year  in  the  cycle 

of  Jupiter.  —  Dhdtri-putra,  as,  m.  '  Brahma's  son," 
especially  an  epithet  of  Sanat-kumara.  —  Dhdtri- 
pushpikd  or  dhdtri-pushpi,  f.  Grislea  Tomentosa. 
-•J)A dtri-bhavana,  am,  n.  Brahma's  heaven. 
Dhdtra,  am,  n.  a  vessel  for  holding  anything,  a 

receptacle ;  (as,  i,  am),  belonging  to  Dhatri. 
Dkdtri,  f.     See  under  2.  dhdtu,  col.  3. 

Dhdna,  as,  d,  am  (at  the  end  of  comp.),  con- 

taining [cf.  nda-dh0] ;  (am),  n.  a  receptacle,  reser- 
voir, seat,  (at  the  end  of  comp.,  see  agni-dh",  alla- 

dh°.  Sec.) ;  (?),  f.  a  receptacle,  anything  which  holds 
or  contains,  a  place  where  anything  is  kept,  seat,  (at 

the  end  of  comp.,  see  angdra-dh°,  khale-dh", 
jiva-dh0,  matsya-dh°,  &c.) ;  the  site  of  a  habit- 

ation, N.  of  a  tree  ( =pilu) ;  coriander ;  N.  of  a 
river ;  (as),  f.  pi.  corn,  grain ;  fried  barley  or  rice ; 
grain  fried  and  reduced  to  powder ;  coriander,  Cori- 
andrum  Sativum  ( =  dhanydka) ;  a  bud,  shoot. 
•-  Dhdnd-durna,  am,  n.  the  meal  or  flour  of  fried 

barley  or  rice  &c.  —  Dhdndntaruat  (°nd-an°),  dn, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Gandharva.  —  Dhdnd-pupa,  as,  m.  a 
cake  of  fried  barley  &c.  —  Dfidnd-bharjana,  am,  n. 
the  frying  or  parching  of  grain.  —  Dhdnd-mushti, 
is,  f.  a  handful  of  grain.  —  DJtdnd-vat,  dn,  ati,  at, 
Ved.  accompanied  by  grain  (as  the  Soma).  —  Dhdnd- 
soma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  Soma  with  grain. 
Dhanaka,  am,  n.  =  dhanydka,  coriander. 
Dhdndkd,  as,  f.  pi.  grain,  corn ;  fried  barley  or 

parched  rice ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Dhdni,  f.    See  under  dhdna  above. 

Dhdneya  or  dhdncyaka,  am,  n.  =  dhanyaka, 
dhanydka,  coriander ;  Coriandrum  Sativum. 
Dltdnya,  as,  d,  am,  consisting  of  grain  or  corn, 

made  of  grain,  &c. ;  (am),  n.  grain,  com  in  general, 
rice  (Oryza  Sativa) ;  a  measure  equal  to  four  sesamum- 
seeds;  coriander;  Cyperus  Rotundus  (= paripela) ; 

(a),  f.  coriander.  — Dhdnya-kartana,  am,  n.  '  the 
cutting  of  corn,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  PurSna- 
sarva-sva.  —  Dhanya-kalka,  am,  n.  bran ;  chaff;  straw. 
—  i)Aan!/a-iosAa,as,m.agranary,storehouseofcom 
or  rice.  —  Dhdnya-koshfhaka,  am,  n.  a  granary,  a 
basket  or  cupboard  or  small  shed  of  matting  &c.  for 
keeping  rice,   &c.  —  Dhdnya-Jcshetra,  am,  n.  a 
corn-field,  rice-field.  —  Vhdnya-damasa,  as,  m.  rice 
flattened  by  threshing  after  it  has  been  steeped  and 
fried  in  the  husk.  —  Dhdnya-tilvila,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  abounding  in  corn.  —  Dhdnya-tvad,  Tc,  f.  the 
husk  of  com  or  rice.  —  Dhanya-da,  as,  a,  am, 
giving  or  distributing  rice.  —  Dhdnya-dhana,  am, 
n.  property  in  grain ;  dhdnya-dhanatas,  on  account 
of  possessing  grain  &c.  —  Dhanya-dhenu,  us,  f.  a 
heap  of  rice  (like  a  cow)  to  be  presented  to  Brlh- 

mans.  —  Dhdnya-parvata-dana-vidhi,  is,  m. '  rules 

for  giving  heaps  of  grain,'  N.  of  the  156th  chapter 
of  the  Bhavishyottara-Purana.  —  Dhdnya-maya,  as, 
i,  am,  abounding  with  rice,  made  of  grain.  —  D/idnya- 
mdtri,  td,  m.  a  measurer  of  corn.  —  Dhdnya-mdya, 
as,  m.  a  corn-chandler,  corn-dealer,  &c.  —  Dhdnya- 

rdja,  as,  m.  'the  prince  of  grains,'  barley.  —  Dha- 
nya-ropana,  am,  n.  '  the  planting  of  com  or  rice,' 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Dhdnya- 
vat,  dn,  ati,  at,  abounding  io  grain,  rich  in  corn. 
—  Dhanya-vani(t),  a  heap  of  grain.  —  Dhdnya- 

vapana,  am,  n.  '  the  sowing  of  corn  or  rice,'  N.  of 
a  chapter  of  the  Pur5na-sarva-sva.  —  Dhdnya-rar- 
dhana,  am,  n.  lending  grain  at  interest,  usury  with 
grain,  receiving  an  usurious  return  for  a  load  of  seed- 
corn  supplied  to  peasants. — Dhanya-vija,  am,  n. 

coriander.  —  Dhdnya-vira,   as,   m.  'the   chief  of 

grain,'  a  sort  of  pulse,  Phaseolus  Max.  (  =  mdsha). 
—  Dhdnya-firshaka,  am,  n.   the  ear  or  spike  of 

corn.  —  Dhdnya-s'uka,  am,  n.  the  awn  or  beard  of 
corn.  —  Dhdnya-daila-dana,  am,  n. '  the  giving  of 

a  heap  of  com  or  rice,'  N.  of  the  eighty-second 
chapter  of  the  Matsya-Purana.  —  Dhanya-sangraha, 
as,  m.  a  store  or  magazine  of  grain.  —  Dhdnya-sdra, 

as,  m. '  the  essence  of  grain,'  threshed  corn,  ••  Dhd- 
nya-krit,  t,  I,  t,  Ved.  preparing  corn ;  (Say.)  a  culti- 

vator of  grain.  —  Dhdnyddala  (°ya-a<!°),  as,  m.  a 
pile  of  grain  for  presentation  to  Brahmans.  —  Dhd- 

nydda  (°ya-ada),  as,  d,  am,  eating  corn,  feeding  on 
cora.  —  Dhdnydmla  (°ya-am°),  am,  n.  sour  gruel 
made  of  the  fermentation  of  rice-water.  —  Dhdnydri 

(°ya-ari),  is,  rn.  '  enemy  of  corn,'  a  mouse,  rat. 
—  Dhdnydrtha  (°ya-ar°),  as,  m.  wealth  in  rice  or 
grain.  —  Dhdnydsthi  (°ya-as°),  i,  n. '  the  kernel  of 
grain,'  threshed  corn.  —  Dhdnyottama  ("ya-uf), 
as,  m.  the  best  of  grain,  rice. 
Dhdnyaka  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  for  dha- 

nya),  grain,  corn ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (am),  n. 
=  dhanya,  dhanydka,  dhanyaka,  coriander. 
Dhanydka,  am,  n.  =  dhanyaka,  coriander. 
Dkdma,  am,  n.  =  dhdman,  abode,  &c. ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  class  of  superhuman  beings. 

Dhdman,  a,  n.  a  dwelling-place,  house,  abode, 
home,  residence ;  domain  ;  site,  especially  the  site  of 
the  sacred  fire  and  the  Soma ;  (in  the  sacrificial 
formulas  and  in  the  Brahmanas  generally  with  priya, 

e.g.  priyam  dhdma,  favourite  residence,  also  =  any 
favourite  thing  or  person) ;  the  inmates  of  a  house, 
the  members  of  a  family,  domestics ;  a  class ;  a  troop, 

host,  race ;  the  body ;  law,  rule  (Ved.)  ;  state  or  con- 
dition ;  manner,  fashion,  mode,  form,  tone  (Ved.); 

effect,  power,  strength,  ability,  faculty ;  majesty, 

dignity,  glory,  light,  splendor,  radiance,  brilliancy 
[cf.  dhydman] ;  (S5y.)  property,  wealth ;  a  band, 

fetter,  (wrong  reading  for  3.  a"ama») ;  (a),  m.,  N. 
of  one  of  the  Saptarshis  in  the  fourth  Manv-antara ; 

[cf.  Gr.  8«'-|Ua;  Lat.  do-mu-s;  Osc.faa-ma;  Hib. 
dai-m, '  a  house,  church,  people ;'  Old  Germ,  do-m  ; 
Angl.  Sax.  and  Eng.  dom  =  Mod.  Germ,  thum  as 
affix  of  abstract  nouns;  Slav.  oVmJZ.]  —  Dhdma- 

kedin,  i,  ini,  i,  'having  rays  for  hair,'  epithet  of  the 
Sun.  —  Dhdma-<!(!had,  t,  m.,  Ved.  'covering  his 

residence  or  changing  his  abode,'  epithet  of  Agni  as 
giver  of  rain,  (also  applied  to  the  Vashat-kara);  N. 
of  a  verse  in  the  Vajasaneyi-samhitS  containing  the 
word  dhdma-tfhad  (18.  j6).  —  Dhdma-dha,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  the  causer  of  order,  a  creator;  (Say.)  a 

bearer,  supporter.  —  Dhdma-nidhi,  is,  m.  '  treasure 
of  splendor,'  the  sun.  —  Dhdma-bhaj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved. 
possessing  sites  or  seats.  —  Dhdma-vat,  dn,  all, 
at,  splendid,  luminous,  eminent,  exalted,  illustrious, 
heroic.  —  Dhdma-^as,  ind.,  Ved.  according  to  (their) 
several  abodes,  in  (their)  several  places,  according  to 
order.  —  Dhdma-sad,  k,  k,  k,  attached  to  or  keeping  a 

particular  place ;  (SSy.)  possessing  splendor  or  riches. 
Dhdya,  as,  d,  am,  or  dhdyaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 

having,  possessing,  holding,  &c. 
i.  dhdyas,  as,  n.  sustaining,  supporting,  bearing. 

(For  2.  dhayas  see  p.  454,  col.  I.) 
i .  dhdyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  liberal ;  (S5y.)  possessing 

power,  supporting.  (For  2.  dhdyu  see  p.  454,  col.  I .) 

Dhdyya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  Puro-hita  or  family 
priest  ? ;  (a),  f.,  scil.  rid,  an  additional  verse  inserted in  certain  hymns. 

I.  d/idsi,  is,  f.,  Ved.  a  dwelling-place,  seat,  home; 
(Say.)  a  holder,  bearer,  maintainer ;  food. 

Vlft  dhati,  f.  assault,  assaulting  or  con- fronting an  enemy. 

VH!I<*  dhanaka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

I.  dha),  a  weight  of  gold,  a  gold  coin,  part  of  a 
DinSra  [cf.  dhanaka] ;  (ikd),  f.,  Ved.  pudendum 
muliebre(?). 

Vrnfeii  dhdtaki,  is,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
two  sons  of  Vltihotra  Praiyavrata,  king  of  a  Varsha  of 
Pushkara-dvTpa ;  (I),  f.  the  plant  Grislea  Tomentosa. 

VT5J  2.  dhatu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  dhe;  for  I. 
dhdtu  see  p.  452,  col.  3),  Ved.  to  be  drunk  or 
sucked  in?;  (Say.)  sustainer,  supporter,  (fr.  rt.  I. 

dhd) ;  (us),  m.  anything  to  be  drunk  or  sucked, 
milk,  &c. ;  (us),  f.  a  milch  cow. 
Dhdtrikd,  f.  the  plant  Emblica  Officinalis. 
Dhdtrt,  f.  a  wet-nurse,  foster-mother,  nurse, 

mother;  the  earth;  Emblica  Myrobalan,  Emblica 
Officinalis.  —  Dhdtrt-putra,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a 
nurse,  a  foster-brother ;  an  actor ;  (a  various  reading 
for  dharmi-putra.)  —  Dhatri-phala,  am,  n.  the 
fruit  of  the  Emblic  Myrobalan. 
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Dhdtreyikd,  (.  a  foster-sister,  (sometimes  employed 
as  a  sort  of  confidante)  ;  a  nurse,  foster-mother,  wet- 
nurse  (according  to  some). 
Dhdtrcyl,  f.  the  daughter  of  a  nurse,  a  foster- 

sister,  (sometimes  employed  as  a  sort  of  confidante)  ; 
a  wet-nurse  (according  to  some). 

2.  dhdyas,  as,  at,  as  (for  I.  dhdyas  see  p.  453, 
col.  3),Ved.  nourishing,  fostering,  sustaining,  (often  in 

comp.,  e.  g.  ari-dh",  kdru-dh°,  go-dh",  bkuri-dh°, 
&c.)  ;  drinking,  sipping  ;  the  act  of  fostering,  nourish- 

ing, satiating,  (used  only  in  dat.  dhdyase  in  the  sense 
of  an  infinitive.) 

2.  dhdyu,  us,  us,  u  (for  I.  dhdyu  see  p.  453, 
col.  3),  Ved.  feeding,  eating,  fond  of  eating  ;  (S5y.) 
holding,  supporting,  (as  if  fr.  rt.  i.  dhii.) 
Dhdru,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  drinking,  sucking,  a 

drinker,  sucker. 
2.  ilhdsi,  is,  m.  (for  I.  dhdsi  see  p.  453,  col.  3),Ved. 

a  milk-beverage,  a  drink  ;  nourishment  in  general. 
Dhdsyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  desirous  of  drinking  or 

of  eating. 

VTrJ  dhdtri.     See  p.  453,  col.  I. 

VTcft  dhdtri.    See  2.  dhdtu,  p.  453,  col.  3. 

VI  •14  dhanaka,  a  copper  coin  worth  about 
twopence. 

\JMeJ  dhdnada,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dhana-da), 

relating  to  Dhana-da,  i.  e.  Kuvera,  '  giver  of  riches." 

Vl^nijicf  dhdnurdandika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 
dhanus  and  danda),  living  by  bow  and  club. 

VT^JMi  dhdnushka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dhanus), 
armed  with  a  bow,  one  who  carries  a  bow,  a  bowyer, 
bowman,  archer  ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Achyranthes  Aspera 
(  =  apdmdrga). 
Dhdnushkari,  N.  of  a  plant  ;  (probably  a  wrong 

reading  for  dhanushkarl.) 

Dhdnushya,  as,  m.  '  suitable  for  bows,'  a  bamboo. 
VTJfT  dhanta  (or  dhvanta?),  a  mystical 

name  of  the  letter  n. 

hdndhd,  f.  small  cardamoms. 

hdnva,  «s,m.  (probably  fr.  dhanvan), 
a  patronymic  of  Asita,  chief  of  the  Asuras  ;  (also  read 
dhanvana.) 

V||««H  i.  dhanvana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dhan- 
van), situated  in  a  desert. 

V!«*H  2.  dhanvana,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  dhan- 
vana), made  of  the  wood  of  the  tree  Dhanvana 

(as  bows). 

Vl'^iK,  dhdnvantara,  as,  I,  am,  or  dhdn- 
tantarlya,  or  dhdnvantarya,  &c.  (fr.  dhanvan- 
larf),  relating  to  or  proceeding  from  Dhanvantari  ; 
sacred  to  the  sun. 

VMMrl  dhanvapata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  dhanva- 
fiati),  relating  to  or  proceeding  from  Dhanva-pati. 

\JIH<*  dhamaka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  weight 
(=mashaka). 

an.     See  p.  453,  col.  3. 

l  dhdmanikd,  f.  (fr.  dhamanl),  the 
plant  Solanum  Jacquini. 

>«i«i«l1  dhdmanl,  f.  the  plant  Hemionitis 
Cordifolia;  any  tubular  vessel  of  the  body;  [cf. 
dhamanl.) 

VTTRfa  dhdmargava,  as,  m.  a  sort  of 
plant  (  =ghoshaka)  with  white  flowers,  Luffa  Fcetida 
or  a  similar  plant  ;  Achyranthes  Aspera. 

VTt  dkdra,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  dhri,  but  in 
.  some  of  its  senses  apparently  connected  with  rt.  I 
dhav),  holding,  bearing,  supporting,  containing,  (at. 
the  end  of  a  comp.,  see  asrig-dh°,  kania-dh°, 
jttla-dh°,  tttla-dh0)  ;  continuing,  streaming  down  ir 
a  continuous  line,  raining  hard,  flowing,  dripping,  (iu 

these  senses  said  to  be  connected  with  rt.  1 .  dhav) ; 

as),  m.  '  a  supporter,  holder,'  epithet  of  Vishnu ; a  sudden  and  violent  shower  of  rain ;  snow,  hail ; 
rost  (?)  ;  a  deep  place,  depth  ;  debt ;  a  boundary, 
imit,  line ;  a  sort  of  stone ;  (a),  f.  the  flowing  or 
dropping  of  any  fluid,  (said  to  be  connected  with  rt. 
I .  dhav)  ;  a  stream  or  current  of  water,  a  line  of 
descending  fluid ;  a  water-course,  a  torrent,  a  flood,  a 
lard  shower  falling  in  large  drops  or  in  hail,  a  shower, 
he  dripping  of  any  liquid,  a  drop,  (often  at  the  end 
of  a  comp.,  cf.  asrig-dh°);  a  leak,  a  hole  in  a 
pitcher  &c.  letting  out  the  water;  the  pace  of  a 
tiorse  (of  which  five  are  enumerated,  cf.  dkorita, 

valgila,  pluta,  ut-tejita,  ut-terita);  the  margin 
or  border  of  anything,  the  sharp  edge  of  a  sword  or 
any  cutting  instrument,  the  edge  of  anything,  (often 

at  the  end  of  a  comp.;  cf.  ardha-dk°,  asi-dh,0, 
kshura-dk°,  khanda-dh",  kkara-dh°) ;  the  edge  of 
a  mountain  or  precipice ;  the  circumference  or  peri- 

phery of  a  wheel ;  a  garden-wall,  fence,  hedge ;  any 
continuous  line  or  series,  the  line  of  a  family ;  the 
van  or  front  line  of  an  army  [cf.  dhdrdnkura] ; 

the  tip  of  the  ear,  ear-lap ;  the  highest  point,  excel- 
lence, pre-eminence ;  a  multitude ;  fame ;  night ;  tur- 
meric ;  likeness ;  custom,  usage  (?) ;  N.  of  a  town ; 

of  a  sacred  bathing-place;  (am),  n.  rain-water (?). 
—  Dhdra-puta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  purified  with  streams 
of  water;  clear  as  water (t).-Dhdra-vdka,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.   (S5y.)   sustaining    or    reciting    praises. 
—  Dhdrd-kadamba  or  dhdrd-kadambaka,  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  Kadamba  tree ;  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Dhard- 
griha,  am,  n.  a  bath-room  with  flowing  water,  shower- 
bath.  —  Dhdragra  (°rd-ag°),  am,  n.  the  broad- 
edged  head  of  an  arrow.  —  Dhardnkura  (°rd-an°), as,  m.  a  drop  of  rain ;  hail ;  advancing  before  the 
line  of  an  army  to  defy  the  enemy.  —  Dhdrdnga  frd- 
an°),  as,  m.  a  sacred  bathing-place ;  a  sword,  scimitar. 
—  J)hdrdta  (°ra-ata),  as,  m.  the  Citaka  bird;  a 
horse;   a  cloud;    a  furious  elephant  or  one  in  rut 
(when  juice  exudes  from  his  temples).  —  Dhdrd- 
dhara,  as,  m.  'containing  showers,'  a  cloud;  *  hav- 

ing an  edge,'  a   sword.  —  Dhdrddhirudha  (°ra- 
adh°),  as,  a,  am,  elevated  to  the  highest  point, 
raised  to  the  highest  pitch.  —  Dhdrd-dhvani,  is,  m. 
the  sound  of  falling  rain  or  flowing  water.  —  Dhdrd- 
nipata  or  dhdra-pata,  as,  m.  a  fall  of  rain,  pelting 
shower;  a  stream  of  water.  —  Dharantara-t!ara(°rd- 
an°),  as,  a,  am,  moving  among  the  showers ;  flying 
amid  the  clouds  (as  the  Cstakabird).  •»  Dhara-phala, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree  with  prickly  fruits  ( =  inadana). 
—  Dhara-yantra,  am,  n.  '  machine  for  sprinkling 
water,'  a  fountain ;  a  watering<an,  a  sprinkling  vase 
or  ewer,  a  sort  of  censer.  —  Dhdrd-i-at,  an,  all,  at, 
having  an  edge,  edged;   (ait),  f.,  N.  of  a  town. 
—  Dhdra-vani,  is,  m.  wind,  air.  —  Dhdrd-vara, 

as,  m.  pi.  '  fond  of  showers,'  epithet  of  the  Maruts ; 
(S5y.)  covering  (the  sky)  with  showers  or  preventing 
the  stability  of  stationary  objects,  i.  e.  moving  them. 
—  Dhardrtjarsha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  stream  or  torrent 
of  rain,  a  hard  shower.  —  Dhdra-visha,  as,  m. 

'  having  a  poisoned  edge,'  a  crooked  sword,  a  scimitar, 
sabre.  —  Dharaim  (°rd-arf°),  u,  n.  a  flood  of  tears. 
—  Dhdrd-sampata,  as,  m.  a  hard  shower,  a  heavy 
fall  of  rain.  —  Dhardsara  (°ra-os°),  as,  m.  a  heavy 
downfall  of  rain,  a  hard  shower.  —  Dhara-snuhl,  f., 
N.  of  a  plant  (  =  tridhdra-snuhl)."Dharoshna 
(°ra-ush°),  as,  a,  am,  warm  from  the  cow  (as  milk). 
Dharalea,  as,  d,  am,  holding,  containing,  pos- 

sessing, bearing,  carrying,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp., 
see  kula-dh°,  deha-dh  ,  nama-dh°) ;  (as),  m.  a 
receptacle  or  vessel  of  any  kind,  a  trunk  or  box  (for 
holding  clothes  &c.),  a  water-pot ;  (a),  f.  the  vulva 
of  a  female. 
Dhdrana,  as,  I,  am,  holding,  bearing,  carrying, 

keeping,  sustaining,  preserving,  maintaining,  protect- 
ing; possessing,  having,  assuming;  keeping  in  re- 

membrance ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kasyapa ;  of 
a  prince  of  the  Candra-vatsas ;  (au),  m.  du.  the  two 
female  breasts ;  (a),  f.  the  act  of  holding,  supporting, 
bearing,  maintaining,  preserving,  keeping,  holding 
fast,  keeping  back ;  keeping  in  remembrance,  retain 

ing  in  the  mind,  a  good  memory ;  memory ;  keeping 
the  mind  collected,  holding  the  breath  suspended 
and  all  the  natural  wants  restrained ;  steady  or  im- 

movable abstraction  of  mind ;  fortitude,  firmness, 
steadiness,  resolution ;  continuance  in  rectitude,  keep- 

ing in  the  right  way  ;  fixed  precept  or  injunction,  a 
settled  rule,  certainty,  conclusion ;  understanding,  in- 

tellect; conviction;  (as),  f.  pi.  the  four  days  fol- 
.owing  the  eighth  day  in  the  light  half  of  month 
Jyaishtha  ;  (I),  f.  any  tubular  vessel  of  the  body  ;  a 
mystical  verse  or  charm  or  collection  of  such  verses 
among  the  Buddhists ;  a  row  or  line,  (wrong  reading 
for  dhorant) ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  SvadhJ  [cf.  dlid- 
rini\ ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  holding,  bearing,  uphold- 

ing, supporting,  sustaining;  possessing,  possession; 
containing;  keeping,  maintaining;  observing,  hold- 

ing fast ;  keeping  in  the  memory ;  immovable  ab- 
straction of  the  mind  ;  restraining ;  (in  grammar) 

keeping  back,  i.e.  pronouncing  imperfectly;  [cf. 

anka-dh°,  asu-dh°,  garbha-dh°,  <!hattra-dh°, 
danda-dh",  deha-dh°,  Sec.]  —  Dhdrana-pdtra, 
am,  n.  a  receptacle  for  the  sieve  (?)  of  a  Buddhist 
mendicant ;  a  vessel  for  holding  anything.  —  Dhd- 
rana-yantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  certain  amulets.  —  Dha- 
rand-maya,  as,  i,  am,  depending  on  or  connected 
with  abstraction  of  the  mind.  —  Dhdrand-yoga,  as, 
m.  deep  devotion.  —  Dhdrand-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  pos- 

sessing memory,  connected  with  memory.  —  Dha- 
rani-mali,  is,  m.(?),  N.  of  a  SamSdhi.  —  Dhdrani- 
muklta-  sana  -jagat-pranidhi  •  sandhdrana-gar- 
bha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Dhdranl- 
raja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work. Dhdranaka, as, d, am,  holding,  containing;  (a«), 
m.  a  debtor. 
Dhdranlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  held  or  retained, 

to  be  maintained,  borne,  sustained,  possessed,  &c. ; 
to  be  adhered  to ;  (a),  f.  =  dharanl-kanda,  q.  T. 
Dhdraya,  as,  d,  am,  holding,  possessing,  having, 

keeping. 

Vharayat,  an,  anti,  at,  having,  possessing ;  hold- 
ing as  doctrine,  believing,  maintaining,  asserting,  pro- 

fessing; acquainted  with,  versed  in.  —  Dhdrayat- 
kavi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  supporting  or  cherishing  sages ; 

(SSy.)  supporting  or  bearing  water.  —  Dharayat- 
kshiti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  bearing  or  sustaining  creatures ; 
(SSy.)  one  who  has  prepared  ground  (for  an  altar). 
—  Dhdray ad-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved. '  possessing  the 
quality  of  sustaining  or  supporting,'  an  epithet  of the  Adityas. 

Dhdraydna,  as,  d,  am,  bearing,  holding,  sup- 

porting, containing,  &c. 
Dhdrayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  borne,  to  be 

kept  or  retained ;  to  be  perceived  or  understood. 
Dhdrayitri,  td,  trt,  tri,  a  holder,  bearer ;  holding, 

keeping,  keeping  back,  restraining;  (1),  f.  =  d?iari- 

trl,  the  earth. Dhdrayishnu,  us,  us,  n,  capable  of  holding, 
bearing,  maintaining,  sustaining.  —  Dharayishnu-td, 
f.  capability  of  bearing  or  supporting,  patience. 
Dhdrayu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  flowing,  streaming, dropping. 

Dhdrd.f.    See  under  dhdra,  col.  I. 
Dhdri,  is,  is,  i,  holding,  maintaining,  carrying, bearing. 

Dhdrikd,  f.  a  division  of  time,  =  6  Kshanas,  = 

\  Muhurta. 
Dhdrita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  borne,  sup- 

ported, maintained ;  (am),  n.  a  horse's  trot ;  (wrong 
reading  for  dhorita,  dhatiritaka.) 
Dhdrin,  I,  inl,  i,  carrying,  bearing,  wearing,  hav- 

ing, holding,  keeping,  possessing ;  sustaining,  main- 

taining, preserving,  keeping  in  one's  memory,  ob- 
serving [cf.  jatd-dh°,  danda-dh°,  dhanur-dh1^; having  an  edge,  edged ;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  tree  [cf. 

pllti] ;  (inl),  f.  the  earth ;  Bombax  Heptaphyllum 
( =  idlmalT) ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  SvadhS  [cf.  dhd- 
roni];  (inyai),  (.  pi.  a  collective  N.  of  the  seventy-four 
wives  of  the  gods ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  a  deity  who 
executes  the  commands  of  the  eighteenth  Arhat  of  the 
present  Ava-sarpini ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Agni-mitra. 
D/idrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  held  or  maintained, 



dhdrya-tva. 

to  be  borne  or  carried,  bearable ;  to  be  imposed  (as 
a  punishment)  ;  to  be  worn  ;  to  be  suffered,  support- 

able ;  to  be  upheld  or  preserved ;  to  be  contained ; 
to  be  kept  or  detained  ;  to  be  kept  in  the  memory  ; 
to  be  directed  steadily  towards ;  to  be  kept  back  or 
restrained  [cf.  a-dharya  and  dur-dh"] ;  (as  or  am), 
m.  or  n.  (?),  Ved.  water ;  (am),  n.  clothes,  garments. 
—  Dhdrya-tca,  am,  n.  the  being  held  or  borne  or 
worn  ;  capability  or  fitness  for  the  same. 
Dhdryamdna,  ae,  5,  am,  being  held,  borne, 

maintained,  &c.  —  Dhdryamdna-tva,  am,  n.  pos- 
sessions, property. 

*i I rt M g  dhartarashtra,  as,i,  am,  belonging 
to  Dhrita-rashtra ;  (as),  m.  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra, 
especially  a  patronymic  of  Dur-yodhana  who  was  his 
eldest  son ;  a  kind  of  snake  [cf.  dhrita-rashira] ; 
(fr.  dhrita-rdshtri),  a  sort  of  goose  with  black  legs 
and  bill.  —  Dhdrtardshtra-padi,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant. 
Dhdrtardehtri,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Dhrita- 

rashtra. 

VlflM  dhdrteya,  as,  m.  pi.  (perhaps  fr. 
dhrila),  N.  of  a  warlike  tribe ;  (ae),  m.  a  prince  of this  tribe. 

VT&  dharma,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  dharma),  relat- 
ing to  justice  or  virtue,  belonging  to  Dharma  or  the 

god  of  justice. 
Dhdrmapata,  as,  t,  am,  relating  to  Dharma-pati. 
Dhdrmapattana,  am,  n.  (fr.  dharma-pattana), black  pepper. 
Dharmavidya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  dharma-vidyd), 

knowing  the  law,  familiar  with  it,  a  lawyer,  a  jurist. 
Dhdrmika,  of,  I,  am,  righteous,  just,  fulfilling 

or  performing  duties,  virtuous,  religious,  pious  ;  rest- 
ing on  right,  conformable  to  justice.  —  Dhdrmika-td, 

f.  or  dhdrmtka-tva  or  dhdrmikya,  am,  n.  righteous- ness, justice,  virtuousness. 

Dhdrmina,  am,  n.  an  assemblage  of  virtuous  men. 
Dhdrmineya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from  Dhar- 

minl. 

DAamjwyana.as.m.apatronymicfromDharmya. 

Vrt  dharshta,  as,  i,  am,  or  dharshtika,  as, 
t,  am  (fr.  dhrishla,  rt.  dhrish),  proceeding  or descended  from  Dhrishta. 
Dhdrshtadyumna,  as,  m.  or  dhdrshtadyumni, 

is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Dhrishta-dyumna. 
Dhdrshtya,  am,  n.  violence,  boldness,  daringness, 

audacity,  arrogance,  impudence,  rudeness. 
Dhdrshnaka,  ae,  t,  am  (fr.dhrishnu),  descended 

from  Dhrishrm;  (the  more  correct  form  would  be 
dharshnava.) 

Ifl"^1  i.  dkdv  (connected  with  rts.  dhav 
_  \  and  dhanv),  cl.  I.  P.  and  sometimes 

A.  dhdvati,  -te,  dadhdva,  -e,  dhdrishyati,  -te, 
adharit,  adhdvishta,  dhdvitum,  to  flow,  stream  or 
flow  forth,  flow  towards  ;  to  give  milk  (as  a  cow)  ; 
to  run,  proceed  quickly,  advance,  run  away,  run 
towards,  advance  against;  to  rush  against,  assault; 
run  a  race;  run  away,  flee;  to  go,  move,  glide: 
Caus.  dhdvayati,  &c.,  Aor.  adldhavat,  to  cause  to 
run,  make  run,  drive,  impel,  push  on ;  dhdrayati 
rathena,  he  drives  in  a  chariot:  Desid.  didhdm- 
shati,  -te:  Intens.  dadhdvyate:  [cf.  Gr.  Be-ta,  6iv- 
o-o,uai,eo-<!-s,  eodf-ta,$oTt-e6-os;  Hib.deijir,'  haste.'] 

I.  dhdraka,  as,  d,  am,  running,  flowing,  going 
quickly,  running  in  advance,  expeditious ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  an  author  in  the  pay  of  king  Sri-harsha;  (also 
readShdsnka;  he  is  said  to  have  composed  the 
Ratnavali  for  Sri-harsha.) 
Dhdvat,  an,  antl,  at,  running,  going  quickly, running  away. 
i .  dhdvana,  am,  n.  running,  galloping,  flowing, 

moving ;  attack,  assault ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  spell  for 
using  or  restraining  magical  weapons. 
Dhdvamana,  as,  d,  am,  running,  going  quickly. 
I.  dhdmta,  as,  d,  am,  running,  running  off  or 

away ;_  running  towards,,  advanced  against. 
Dfidfitri,  td,  m.  a  runner ;  running. 

Dhdmn,  i,  inl,  i,  running,  going  quickly. 

\JT«r  2-  <**«»,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  dhdvati,  -te, \  dadhdva,  -e,  dhdvishyati,  -te,  adhdmt, 
adhdrishta,  dhdvitum,  to  rub,  rub  off,  cleanse, 
clean,  wash,  purify,  polish,  brighten,  make  pure  or 
bright ;  A.  to  rub  one's  self  with  anything,  to  rub  into 
one's  person:  Caus.  dhdvayati,  &c.,  Aor.  adl- dhavat, to  cleanse,  wash :  Desid.  didhdrishati,  -te  : 
Intens.  dddhdvyate;  [cf.  probably  Goth,  daupya 
=  Old  Sax.  dapyu  =  Mod.  Germ,  taufe, '  I  baptize,' =  Caus.  dhdvayami.] 

Dhdva,  as,  at  am,  cleansing,  washing,  making 
bright,  polishing,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp. ;  cf. 
daila-dh°  and  asi-dh0.) 
Dhdmka,  ae,  d,  am,  washing,  cleansing;  (as), 

m.  a  washerman,  a  dhobl. 
2 .  dhdeana,  am,  n.  rubbing  off,  washing  off,  cleans- 

ing, purifying;  rubbing  with  anything,  (in  comp., 
e.  g.  mina-dhdvana-toya,  manahMld-fandana- dh",  q.  v.) 

Dhdvani,  is,  i,  {.  a  sort  of  creeping  plant,  Hedy- sarum  Lagopodioides. 
Dhdvanikd,  f.  a  kind  of  prickly  nightshade,  = kanfa-tmti. 
2.  dhdvita,  as,  d,  am,  purified,  cleansed,  clean. 
Dhauta,  as,  d,  am,  cleansed,  &c.     See  p  460 col.  2. 
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Dhitsya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  wished  to  be  placed, &c. ;  desirable  to  be  given  or  created,  &c. 
tVrT  i.  and  2.  dhita.     See  col.  2. 

TM>«|    dhinv.     See  rt.  3.  dhi,  col.  2. 

dhdvalya,   am,   n.   (fr.  dhavala), 
whiteness,  white  (the  colour). 

'.asas,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  mountain, 
i.  dhi  (allied  to  rt.  i.  dhd),  cl.  6.  P. 
dhiyati,  didhdya,  dheshyati,  adhaishit, 

dhetum,  to  have,  hold,  keep,  possess. 
2.  dhi,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  dhd),  what  holds,  con- 

tains or  preserves ;  any  receptacle,  (only  at  the  end 
of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  ambu-dhi,  ambho-dhi,  ishu-dhi, 
utsa-dhi,  uda-dhi,  jala-dhi,  &c.) 

I.  dhita,  as,  d,  am  (earlier  form  of  hita  fr.  rt. 
I.  dhd),  put,  placed,  arranged,  given,  caused;  re- 

solved; [cf.  dur-dh°  and  nema-dh°.~\ Dhitdvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  abounding  in  gifts  (?). 
(According  to  Sjy.  Rig-veda  III.  27,  2,  dhitava- 
nam=dhita-vanam=nihita-dhanam,  laying  up 
or  granting  wealth;  III.  40,  3,  =  nihita-havishkam, 
[a  sacrifice]  in  which  oblations  are  offered.) 
Shiti  in  nema-dh°,  mitra-dh°,  &c.,  q.v. 

jy  3.  dhi  or  dhinv,  cl.  5.  P.  dhinoti,  di- dhinva,  dhinvitum,  to  satisfy  (Ved.) ;  to 
delight,  please. 

2.  dhita,  as,  d,  am,  satisfied,  pleased. 

TV  4.  dhi  sometimes  =  2.  adhi,  as  pi=  api and  ra=aua. 

TV^  dhik,  ind.  (said  to  be  connected  with 
rt.  I.  dih),  an  interjection  of  reproach,  menace  or 
displeasure,  =  fie!  shame!  out  upon  !  what  a  pity! 
&c. ;  (generally  followed  by  the  ace.,  sometimes  by 
the  nom.  or  voc.,  and  rarely  by  the  gen.,  e.g.  dhik 
tvdm,  shame  upon  thee!  dhiff  {yam  daridratd, 
shame  upon  this  poverty !)-  DhUc-pdrushya,  am, 
n.  abuse,  reproach,  excessive  reviling.  -  Dhig-danda, 
as,  m.  reprimand,  censure. 
Dhik-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -Jcaroti,  -barium,  to  reproach, 

censure,  reprimand,  curse  (with  ace.).  -  Dhik-kdra, 
as,  m.  or  dhik-lcriyd,  f.  reproach,  contempt,  cen- 

sure, disrespect.  -  Dhik-krita,  as,  d,  am,  reproached, 
reviled,  censured,  condemned,  cursed;  (am),  n.  a reproach,  contempt,  curse. 

J^J-^J   dhiksh  (perhaps  a  Desid.  form  of \rt.  i.  dah,  cf.  rt.  dhukeh),  cl.   i.  A. 
dhil-shate,  &c.,  to  kindle ;  to  live ;  to  be  weary  or harassed. 

dhigvana,  as,  m.  (perhaps  a  Pra- 
krit form  of  dhile-varna),  a  man  of  a  low  or  mixed 

caste,  sprung  from  a  BrShman  and  a  female  of  the 
tribe  called  Ayogava. 

dhipsu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt. 
dambh),  wishing  to  trick  or  deceive,  deceptive. 

dhiyan-jinva,   dhiyaya,   dhiya- 

See  p.  456,  col.  i. 
i.  dhish  (thought  by  some  to  be 
an  abbreviated  form  of  a  Vedic  Desid. 

didhish  derived  fr.  rt.  i.  dhd;  connected  with  rt.  I. 
dhi),  cl.  3.  P.  didheshti,  &c.,  to  sound,  emit  a 
sound  ;  to  praise,  celebrate  by  hymns  (?). 

2.  dhish,  f.  (only  occurring  in  inst.  dhishd  and 
probably  connected  with  rt.  i.dhT),  fixing  the  mind, 
attention  (?),  intelligence  (?),  devotion  ;  (Say.)  =  dhi- 
shana,  knowledge,  understanding  ;  action  ;  praise, 

hymn. 
Dhishana,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  dhiih  substi- 

tuted for  rt.  dhrish),  'the  intelligent  one,'  N.  of 
Brihas-pati,  preceptor  of  the  gods  and  regent  of  the 
planet  Jupiter,  the  planet  Jupiter  itself  [cf.  dhisha- 
nddhipa  and  dhi-mat]  ;  any  Guru  or  spiritual  pre- 

ceptor ;  epithet  of  a  NSrayana  ;  N.  of  an  astronomer  ; 
of  an  evil  spirit  or  demon  ;  (d),  f.  a  sort  of  Soma- 
vessel,  a  cup,  goblet,  bowl  ;  a  Soma  press  ;  (accord- 

ing to  some  commentators)  the  Soma  juice  itself  and 
its  effects  ;  (metaphorically  dhishane,  (.  du.  the  two 
cups  or  bowls,  i.  e.  the  two  worlds  or  heaven  and 
earth  ;   and  dhhhanas,  I.  pi.  the  three  worlds  or 
heaven,  earth,  and  the  intermediate  atmosphere)  ;  a 
female  divinity  presiding  over  prosperity  and  gain, 
(sometimes  reckoned  among  the  wives  of  the  gods)  ; 
=  vaf,  speech,  praise,  hymn;  =  2.  dht,  intelligence, 
intellect,  understanding,  knowledge  ;  N.  of  the  wife 
of  Havir-dhSna,  daughter  of  Agni;  of  the  wife  of 
Kris'Ss'va  and  mother  of  Veda-s'ira,  Devala,  Vayuna, 
and  Manu  ;  (am),  n.  a  dwelling-place,  abode,  seat, 
site,  resting-place  [cf.  dhishnya]  ;    understanding, 
intellect.  —  Dhishanddhipa,  as,  m.   'lord   of  the 

planet  Jupiter,'  epithet  of  Brihas-pati. 
Dhislianya,  an  adj.  formed  by  YSska  (Nir.  VIII. 

$)  to  explain  dMshnya. 
Dhishanyat,  an,  antl,  at  (fr.  a  Nom.  dhishanya 

which  only  occurs  in  the  part.),  attentive,  devout  (?)  ; 
(S5y.)  desiring  to  praise. 
Dhishlya,  as,  d,  am,  placed  on  a  fire-altar  (?)  ; (wrong  reading  for  dhishnya,  q.v.) 

Dhishthya,  am,  n.  site,  seat,  place,  (wrong  reading 
for   dhishnya,   q.  v.)  ;    (as),   m.  fire  ;    the   planet 
Venas(?).  —  Dhishthya-pa,  as,  m.  world-protector. Dhishniya  for  dhishnya,  q.  v. 

Dhishmya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.   intended   for  or 
belonging  to  the  Dhishnyas,  i.  e.  certain  receptacles 
or  places  for  fire. 
Dhishnya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  only  perceptible  by 

the  mind  ;  (Say.  =  dhdrshtya-yukta),  endowed  with 
fortitude  ;  intelligent,  thoughtful,  devout,  pious  ; 
(SSy.)  to  be  praised  or  meditated  upon  ;  worthy  of  a 
high  station  ;  placed  upon  the  heaps  of  earth  used 
for  side-altars  ;  see  below.  In  Rig-veda  III.  22,  3, 
S5y.  explains  dhishnya  by  prdnds  =  the  divinities 
presiding  over  the  vital  airs;  (as),  m.  a  place  for 
the  sacrificial  fire,  a  sort  of  inferior  or  side-altar, 
(generally  a  heap  of  earth  covered  with  sand  on  which 
the  fire  is  placed,  and  of  which  eight  are  enumerated, 
cf.  dgnidhnija,  mdrjdliya,  Sec.)  ;  an  epithet  of 
USanas,  the  planet  Venus  ;  power,  strength  ;  (am), 
n.  a  site,  seat,  place,  abode,  spot,  region,  house  ;  a 
star,  asterism,  (looking  like  the  fire  on  the  side-altars)  ; 
a  meteor. 

i.  dhi  (sometimes  given  in  the  redu- 
plicated form  dldh'ij  the  later  forms  of  dhi 

are  I.  dha,  dhyd,  dhyai,  q.v.,  with  which  such 
Vedic  forms  as  dhlmahi  are  connected  by  native 
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dhurtya. 

commentators),  cl.  2.  A.  didhite,  Sec.,  to  shine, 
appear  (see  didhi)  ;  cl.  I  .  P.  (fr.  rt.  dhyai),  dhyd- 
yati,  &c.  (see  dhyai),  to  perceive,  think,  reflect; 
to  wish,  desire.  (A  root  dhi,  cl.  4.  A.  dhiyate, 
&c.,  which  is  properly  Pass,  of  rt.  i.  dha,  is  given 
in  the  DhStu-pJtha  and  is  said  to  have  the  following 
senses,  —  to  contain,  hold  ;  to  slight,  disregard  ;  to 
accomplish  ;  to  propitiate.) 
Dhiyasdna,  at,  a,  am,  reflecting,  meditating 

upon,  fixing  the  mind  upon. 
flhiydya.  (fr.  2.  dhi),  Nom.  A.  dhiydyate,  Sec., 

Ved.  to  fix  the  mind  upon  ;  to  be  devout,  practise 
devotion  ;  (Siy.)  to  wish  for  praise. 
Dhiydyu,  us,  its,  u  (fr.  the  preceding),  Ved.  reflect- 

ing, devout,  pious  ;  (SSy.)  wishing  to  understand. 
2.  dhi,  is,  (.  thought,  idea,  notion,  intention; 

understanding,  wisdom,  intellect,  intelligence,  inteV 
lectual  power,  mind  ;  knowledge,  science-,  art  ;  reli- 

gious reflection,  devotion,  prayer;  a  religious  rite, 
sacrifice  ;  Intelligence  personified  (as  the  wife  of  Rudra 
in  the  form  Manyu)  ;  (in  astrology)  the  fifth  house 
from  the  Lagna  ;  (iyas),  (.  pi.  Holy  Thoughts  per- 

sonified; fcf.  itihd-dhi,  uddra-dhi,  dur-dhi,  du- 
dhi,  su-dhi,  &c.]  —  DhiyaA-jinva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
exciting  pious  reflection  or  promoting  devotion  ; 
(Siy.)  to  be  propitiated  by  pious  rites  ;  (a),  m.  du. 
epithet  of  the  Aivins.  —  Dhiyan-dha,  as,  as,  am, 
Ved.  reflecting,  devout,  pious,  wise  ;  (Say.)  celebrating 
sacred  rites.  —  Dhiyi-jur,  ur,  ur,  ur,  Ved.  worn 
out  or  grown  old  in  the  performance  of  religious 

duties.  —  Dhiydm-pati,  is,  m.  '  lord  of  the  thoughts,' 
the  soul;  an  epithet  of  Manju-ghosha.  —  Dhiya- 
vasu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  abounding  in  devotion,  very 
devout  ;  (Siy.)  recompensing  religious  rites  by  wealth. 
•*  Dhi-javana,  as,  a,  am,  or  dhi-ju,  us,  us,  u, 
Ved.  infusing  spirit,  inspiring  ;  (SSy.)  rapid  as  thought. 
—  Dhindriya  (dhi-in"),  as,  m.  an  organ  of  per- 

ception (  =  buddhindriya  and  opposed  to  karmen- 
driya,  see  indriya).—  Dhi-mat,  an,  art,  at,  pos- 

sessed of  understanding,  endowed  with  intelligence, 
intellectual,  intelligent,  wise,  learned,  sensible  ;  (aw), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Brihas-pati,  preceptor  of  the  gods  ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Viraj  ;  of  a  son  of  PurO-ravas.  —  Dhi- 
mantrin,  i,  m.  a  minister  for  counsel  (as  distinguished 
fr.  Icarma-mantrin,  a  minister  for  action).  —  Dhi- 
marana,  as,  m.  (with  preceding  miira},  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Dhi-rana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  delighting  in 
devotion;  (SSy.)  whose  speech  is  with  praise,  a 
devout  worshipper.  —  Dhi-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  attendants  of  Siva.  —  Dhi-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved. 
intelligent,  pious,  religious.  —  Dhi-iakti,  is,  f.  power 
of  the  mind,  mental  or  intellectual  faculty  (as  atten- 

tion, comprehension,  &c.).  —  Dhi-sakha,  as,  m.  a 
wise  counsellor,  an  adviser,  mentor,  minister  ;  a  tutor 
or  friendly  adviser.  —  Dhl-saittva,  as,  m.  a  minister 
for  counsel,  a  counsellor,  minister  ;  a  wise  or  prudent 
adviser.  —  Dhi-hard,  f.  a  kind  of  sweet  gourd. 

I.  dhita,  as,  a,  am,  reflected  on,  thought  about. 
I.  dhiti,  is,  (.  (for  2.  dhiti  see  col.  a),  Ved. 

thought,  notion,  reflection,  idea;  devotion,  prayer; 
(ayas),  f.  pi.  understanding,  wisdom;  (Sly.)  the 
fingers. 
Dhitika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  patriarch. 

I.  dhida,  f.  (for  2.  dhida  see  col.  2),  understand- 
ing, intellect. 

Dhivan,  a,  van,  a,  Ved.  clever,  skilful  ;  (a), 
m.  an  artizan,  artificer,  a  worker  in  brass  ;  a  fisher- 

man ;  [cf.  the  next.] 
Dhivara,  as,  m.  a  fisherman,  fisher;  (i),  f.  a 

fisherman's  wife  ;  a  sort  of  harpoon  for  catching  fish  ; 
a  receptacle  for  fish,  a  fish-basket;  (am),  n.  iron; 

(cf.  ttvra.'] 
Dhivardka,  as,  m.  a  fisherman,  fisher. 

dhlksh  (perhaps  Desid.  of  rt.  I. 
s  dih),  cl.  I.  A.  dhikshate,  &c.,  Ved.  to 

wish  to  anoint 

2.  dhita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  dhe),  drunk, 
sucked,  sucked  in,  sucked  out.  —  Dhlta-rasa,  ax,  a, 
am,  having  the  juice  sucked  out  or  extracted. 

2.  dhiti,  is,  f.  (for  I.  dhiti  see  col.  i),  drink- 
ing ;  (according  to  the  commentators),  thirst. 

2.  dhida,  f.  (probably  a  Prakrit  form 
for  duhitd),  a  daughter,  a  virgin,  a  maiden.  (For 
I.  dhida  see  col.  I.) 

Vt«T  dhina,  am,  n.  iron(?). 

>fa  dhira,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  dhri,  but  said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  dha  and  certainly  connected  with 
this  latter  rt.),  steady,  holding  firmly,  steadfast,  en- 

during, durable,  lasting,  constant,  continual  ;  firm, 
determined,  resolute,  persevering,  persistent  ;  strong, 
energetic,  courageous  ;  brave,  bold,  daring,  head- 

strong, self-controlled,  strong-minded,  self-possessed, 
composed,  calm,  collected  ;  sedate,  grave,  solemn, 
sober;  deep,  grave,  hollow,  low,  dull  (as  sound); 
emitting  a  long  or  prolonged  sound;  lazy,  dull, 
slow  ;  gentle,  soft  (as  a  breeze)  ;  well-conducted, 
well-behaved,  well-bred;  (fr.  I.  dhd=l.  dhi),  in- 

telligent, wise,  prudent;  sensible,  learned,  skilful, 

clever,  shrewd  ;  (as),  m.  the  ocean,  sea  ;  '  the  wise 
one,'  epithet  of  a  Buddha  ;  of  Bali  ;  of  several  men  ; 
a  species  of  medicinal  plant,  =  rishabha  ;  (a),  f.  a 
woman  who,  although  jealous  of  a  husband  or  lover, 
suppresses  all  expression  of  resentment  in  his  pre- 

sence ;  an  intoxicating  beverage  ;  N.  of  several  medi- 
cinal plants,  =  kdkoli,  =  mahd-jyotishmati,  •*  kshi- 

ra-kdkoli,  Sveta-vata,  medd,  Rosa  Glandulifera  ; 
(am),  n.  saffron  ;  (am),  ind.  firmly,  steadily, 
resolutely,  steadfastly.  —  Dhira-gomnda-torman, 
d,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  modern  work  Athar- 
vana-rahasya.  —  Dhira-tetas,  as,  as,  as,  strong- 
minded,  self-possessed,  courageous.  —  Dhira-td,  f.  or 
dhira-tva,am,  n.  firmness,  fortitude,  energy,  courage  ; 
suppression;  the  female  property  of  suppressing 
violent  expression  of  jealousy  ;  refusal.  —  Dhira- 
dhvani,  is,  m.  a  deep  sound.  —  Dhira-pattri,  (.  a 
kind  of  bulbous  plant  (  =  dharani-kanda).  —  Dhira- 

pratonsd,  f.  '  the  praise  of  the  firm  or  of  the  wise,' 
N.  of  the  thirteenth  chapter  of  the  Samgadhara- 

paddhati.  —  Dhira-pras'anta,  as,  m.  the  hero  of  a 
poem  or  play  who  is  both  brave  and  calm  or  mild  (?). 
•-  Dhira-lalita,  as,  m.  the  hero  of  a  poem  or  play 
who  is  firm  and  brave  but  reckless  and  sportive  at 
the  same  time  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of 
four  lines  of  sixteen  syllables  each.  —  Dhira-skan- 

dha,  as,  m.  '  strong-shouldered,'  a  buffalo.  —  Dhird- 
dhird  (°ra-adh°),  (.  a  mistress  or  wife  who  having 
cause  for  jealousy  pursues  a  middle  course  between 
suppression  and  expression  of  resentment,  a  jealous 
woman  who  alternately  expresses  and  conceals  her 

jealousy.  —  Dhirei'a-mis'ra  (°ra-iia-m°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  man.  —  Dhires"vara  (°ra-id°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
father  of  Jyotir-Is'vara,  author  of  the  Dhurta-sami- 
gama.  —  Dhiroddtta  (°ra-ud°),  as,  m.  the  hero  of 
a  poem  or  play  who  is  brave  and  noble-minded. 
—  Dhiroddhata  (°ra-ud°),  ai,  m.  the  hero  of  a 
poem  or  play  who  is  brave  but  haughty.  —  Dhirosh- 
nin  (°ra-ush°),  i,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  VisVe-devas. 
Dhiram,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  (  =pitas'ins'apd). 
Dhirya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  i.  dhd  =  i.  dhi),  Ved. 

intelligent,  wise,  clever  ;  (am),  n.  intelligence,  pru- 
dence. 

dhilati,   f.   (probably  a   Prakrit 
form  for  duhitri),  a  daughter. 

ra.     See  col.  i. 

\J  i.  dhu  =  tt.  i.  dhu,  to  shake,  q.  v. 

2.  dhu,  us,  f.  shaking,  trembling. 
Dhuta,  as,  a,  am,  shaken,  agitated,  moved 

quickly  to  and  fro;  abandoned,  deserted,  left. 
—  Dhuta-pdpa,  as,  d,  am,  purified  from  sin. 
Dhuna,  as,  d,  am,  shaking.     See  col.  3. 
Dhunana,  am,  n.  shaking,  agitation. 
Dhundna,  as,  d,  am,  shaking,  agitating. 
Dhuni,  is,  is,  i.     See  col.  3. 
Dhunvat,  an,  art,  at,  shaking,  agitating. 
Dhunvana,  as,  d,  am,  shaking,  agitating. 

Dhuvana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  fire;  (am),  n.  shaking, 
agitation  ;  place  of  execution. 
Dhuvitra,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  fan  (made  of  deer-skin 

and  especially  used  to  kindle  or  excite  a  sacrificial 
fire)  ;  [cf.  dhavitra.] 

V3R  dhuka,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  kind  of  plant 

(commonly  Bhuyabora  or  Ranabora,  iora  =  liadara). 
dhuksh,  cl.  i.  A.  dhukshate,  &c.,to 
kindle  ;  to  be  weary  ;  to  live. 

dhunksha,  {.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  bird. 

V«T  dhuna,  as,  a,  am  (variously  derived  fr. 
rt.  2.  dhvan  or  rt.  I.  dhu),  Ved.  sounding,  roaring  ; 

shaking,  agitating,  (only  in  comp.)  —  Dhuneti  (°na- 
iti),  is,  is,  i,  having  a  roaring  or  blustering  course  ; 
having  an  agitating  or  destructive  course. 
Dhunaya  (fr.  dhuni  below),  Nom.  P.  A.  dhuna- 

yati,  -te,  &c.,  Ved.  to  sound,  roar,  to  flow  with  a 
roaring  noise  ;  to  flow. 
Dhuni,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  sounding,  roaring,  blustering  ; 

(Say.)  shaking,  agitating,  causing  to  tremble,  (fr.  rt. 
i.  dhu);  (is),  m.  epithet  of  the  Soma;  N.  of  a 
demon  slain  by  Indra  ;  (is  or  rlhuni),  f.  a  river  [cf. 

nadi]  ;  (ayas),  m.  pi.  '  the  agitators,'  an  epithet  of the  Maruts.  ••  Dhuni-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  roaring, 

sounding  ;  (S3y.)  agitated,  trembling.  •-  Dhuni- 
vrata,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  habitually  roaring  or  bluster- 

ing ;  (SSy.)  whose  function  is  the  agitation  or  shaking 
(of  trees  &cc,).  —  Dhunl-natha,  as,  m.  'lord  of  the 
rivers,'  the  ocean. 

Vs^J  dhundhu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura  slain 
by  KuvalSsVa  (or  KuvalayiSva),  father  of  Sunda  ;  (a 

various  reading  for  C'unfu  who  was  a  descendant  of 
Tri-sai>ku.)  —  Dhundhit-mdra,  as,  m.  'the  slayer 
of  Dhundhu,'  epithet  of  KuvalSsVa  (KuvalayaSva),  a 
son  of  Tri-San-ku  and  father  of  YuvanSsva  ;  a  house- 
lizard  (?  =  grihalika)  ;  an  insect,  coccinella  (  = 

indra-gopa,  s"akra-gopa)  ;  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 
gnha-dhuma)  ;  the  smoke  of  a  house  (?),  cf. 
dundit-mara.  —  Dhundhumdropakhydna  (°ra- 
up°),  am,  n.  '  the  episode  of  Dhundhu-mara,'  N.  of 
the  seventeenth  chapter  of  the  Svarga-khanda  or 

third  part  of  the  Padma-PurSna. 

VC  dhur,  ur,  f.  (fr.  rt.  dhri?,  in  Maha-bh. 
AnusSsana-p.  2876.  dhur  is  masc.),  that  part  of  a 
yoke  which  rests  on  the  shoulder  ;  a  yoke  ;  a  bur- 

den, load  (literally  and  metaphorically)  ;  the  peg  or 
pin  at  both  ends  of  an  axle  for  fastening  the  nave 
of  the  wheel  ;  the  foremost  part  of  the  pole,  where 
the  yoke  is  fixed  ;  the  pole  itself,  the  shaft,  the  fore- 

most or  highest  place,  the  top,  the  place  of  honour  ; 
a  finger  ;  N.  of  six  verses  of  the  Bahish-pavamina 
which  are  to  be  sung  in  a  peculiar  manner  ;  (some 
lexicographers  add  the  following  meanings)  agitation, 
trembling;  reflection,  recollection;  a  spark  of  fire;  a 
part,  a  portion  ;  wealth  ;  a  N.  of  the  Ganges  ;  dhuri, 
ind.  at  the  head  of,-=agre;  [cf.  dhur,  dur-dhur, 
dridha-dhur.]**  Dhuran-dhara,  as,  i,  am,  bear- 

ing the  yoke,  bearing  a  burden,  fit  to  be  harnessed  ; 
bearing  a  burden  with  patience,  (figuratively)  laden 
with  good  qualities  or  with  weighty  duties,  &c.  ;  (as), 
m.  a  beast  of  burden  ;  a  man  of  business  ;  a  chief, 
leader  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people  ;  N.  of  a  Rakshas  ;  the  tree  Grislea  Tomen- 
tosa.  —  Dhur-gata,  dhur-valia,  dhur-wdhri,  incor- 

rect forms  for  dhur-gata,  dhur-vaha,  dhur-vodhri; 
see  under  2.  dhur,  p.  458,  col.  2. 
Dhura,  as,  m.  at  end  of  comp.  =  dhur,  a  yoke, 

pole;  burden;  pin  at  the  end  of  an  axle  &c.  ;  (i. 
dhurd),  {.  a  burden,  load.  —  Dhurd-vaha,  as,  d, 

am,  bearing  a  burden  (  =  dhur-vaha). 
Dhurina,  as,  a,  am,  fit  to  be  harnessed  ;  bearing 

a  burden  or  able  to  bear  one,  laden  with,  abounding 
with  (qualities,  duties,  &c.);  (as),  m.  a  beast  of 
burden  ;  a  man  of  business  ;  a  leader,  chief;  [cf. 

uttara-dh°,  eka-dh°,  dakshina-dh",  sarva-dh0.] 
Dhwriya,  as,  d,  am,  able  to  bear  a  burden,  fit 
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for  a  load,  suited  to  a  burden ;  charged  with  important 
duties ;  (as),  m.  a  beast  of  burden  ;  a  man  of  business 
or  one  entrusted  with  weighty  affairs. 
Dhurya  or  (sometimes  wrongly  spelt)  dhurya, 

as,  a,  am,  fit  to  be  harnessed,  fit  for  a  burden,  able 
to  bear  one,  &c. ;  standing  at  the  head,  holding  the 
first  place,  foremost,  best ;  a  leader ;  (as),  m.  a 
beast  of  burden,  a  horse  or  bullock  attached  to  the 

shaft,  shafter ;  a  leader,  chief  (e.  g.  kula-dlutrya,  the 
chief  or  leader  of  a  family) ;  a  minister,  a  charge 

d'affaires;  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant,  —  riehalha; 
(am),  n.  the  fore-part  of  the  pole. 

^T  2.  dhura,  ind.  (for  i.  see  dhitra, p.  456, 
col.  3),  violently,  hurtfully,  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  dhurv  or 
dhurv.) 

\T3  dhurv  [cf.  rt.  dhurv"],  cl.  I.  P.  dhur- \J  N  vati,  &c.,  to  hurt,  kill. 

*jq<*i  dhnvaka,  f.  the  introductory  stanza 
of  a  song,  forming  afterwards  the  burden  of  each 

verse ;  [cf.  dhruvakd."] 
dhusulya(>),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

dhustura  or  dhustura,  as.  m.  the 

thorn-apple,  Datura  Fastuosa ;  [cf.  dhattura.] 
M  !•  dhu,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  dhunoti,  dhiinute, 

C\(in  the  later  language  also)  dhunoti,  dhu- 
nute;  d.b.P.dhuvati;  cl.  9.  P.  A.  dhundti,  dhu- 
ntte,  dudhava,  dudhuve,  dhoshyati  and  dhavish- 
yati,  -te,  adhavit  and  adhaushit,  (cl.  6.  Aor. 
adhuvtt),  adhoihta  and  adhacishta,  dhotum  and 
dhavitum,  to  shake,  shake  off,  remove;  to  agitate, 
cause  to  tremble ;  to  treat  (a  person)  roughly,  hurt, 
injure ;  to  blow  away,  destroy ;  to  kindle,  excite, 

fan  (a  fire  &c.) ;  to  shake  off  from  one's  self, 
liberate  one's  self  from  (A.) ;  to  strive  against,  re- 

sist :  Pass,  dhuyate :  Cms.  dhdvayati  and  dhuna- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  shake:  Desid.  dudhuthati,  -te: 
Intens.  dodhuyate,  dodhoti,  dodhaviti,  to  shake  or 
agitate  violently,  shake  in  a  threatening  manner,  shake 
out,  shake  down  from ;  to  be  shaken  violently,  totter 

exceedingly  (A.) ;  [cf.  Zend  dun-man, '  mist,  fog :' 
Gr.  8v-a,  Ov-v-a,  61/0-10,  Sud-(ai,  Ou-i/o-s,  8ii-f\\a, 
8v6.-(5)-s,  Svt-d-s,  0u-,u<f-j,  BV-/M,  0v-<rta,  9v-os, 
Bvfi-fis,  Sv-po-v :  Lat.  fu-mu-s,  sub-fi-o,  sub-fi- 
men:  Goth,  daun-s,  'smell:'  Old  Iceland,  du-s-t 

=  Eng.  dust :  Old  Germ,  tun-s-t,  '  storm ;'  tou-m, 
'  smoke :'  Slav,  du-na-ii,  '  to  breathe ;'  dy-mti, 
'  smoke ;'  dn-cku, '  breath ;'  du-sha, '  soul :'  Lith.  du- 

mai, '  smoke;'  dit-ma-s,  du-ma,  'thought,  mind.'] 
2.  dhu,  us,  f.  shaking,  agitating. 
Dhuka,  as,  m.  air  or  wind ;  a  rogue,  cheat ;  time ; 

a  kind  of  plant  (  =  vakula). 
Dhuta,  as,  a,  am,  shaken,  shaken  off,  removed, 

agitated  ;  fanned,  rinsed,  cleansed  (in  this  sense  said 
to  be  an  old  form  for  dhauta,  q.  v.) ;  deserted,  aban- 

doned ;  reproached,  reviled ;  judged,  discriminated ; 
(am),  n.  (?),  good  behaviour ;  (a),  f.  a  wife.  —  Dhuta- 
icalmasha,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  sins  are  shaken 

off,  free  from  sin,  pure.  —  Dhuta-pipa,  as,  a,  am, 
one  who  has  shaken  off  his  sins;  removing  or 
destroying  sin ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river ;  of  the  daughter 
of  the  ascetic  Veda-siras.  —  Dhutapdpa-tlrtha,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Dhutapdpefvara-tirtha  (°pa- 
'4°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place.  —  Dhuta- 
pdfrman,  a,  a,  a,  =  dhuta-pdpa,  q.  v. 

Dhuti,  is,  m.,  Ved. '  a  shaker,  agitator,"  N.  of  an 
Aditya ;  (is),  (.  shaking,  moving  to  and  fro,  fanning ; 
(ayas),  m.  pi.  epithet  of  the  Maruts. 
Dhutva,  ind.  having  shaken  or  shaken  off;  having 

agitated. 

Dhurut,  as,  a,  am,  shaken,  agitated ;  distressed 
by  heat  or  thirst. 

Dhunana,  as,  m.  wind ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 
shaking,  agitation. 

Dhunaya  (fr.  dhuna),  Norn.  P.  A.  dhunayati, 
-te,  &c.  (generally  considered  as  the  Caus.  of  rt.  I. 
dhu),  to  shake,  agitate,  move  to  and  fro. 

Dhuni,  is,  f.  snaking,  agitating. 

Dhupa,  as,  m.  (by  native  authorities  derived  fr. 
a  rt.  dhup,  q.  v.),  incense,  frankincense,  perfume, 
aromatic  vapour  or  smoke,  the  vapour  proceeding 
from  fragrant  gum  or  resin,  (often  in  pi.  dhupds) ; 

fragrant  powder;  [cf.  kritrimu-dli',  klripta-dh", 
kha-dh°,  SK.}  — Dhupa-ddna,  am,  n.  'the  giving 
of  incense,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana-sarva-sva 
by  HalSyudha.  —  Dhupa-dlmpita,  as,  a,  am,  made 
fragrant  or  fumigated  with  incense.  —  Dhupa-pdtra, 
am,  n.  a  vessel  for  incense,  censer ;  a  perfume  box. 

—  Dhupa-vriksha  or  dhupavrikshaka,  as,  m. 

'  incense-tree,'  a  species  of  pine,  Pinus  Longifolia. 

—  Dhupdguru  (°pa-aif*),  it,  n.  a  kind  of  Agallo- 
chum  used  for  incense.  —  Dhupditga  (°pa-a»°),  as, 

m.  turpentine.  —  Dhupdrha  (°pa-arr~),  am,  n.  at 
black  kind  of  Agallochum  used  or  fit  for  incense. 

Dhupaka,  as,  m.*=  dhupa  in  kritrima-dh°  and 
other  adj.  comp. ;  a  preparer  of  perfumes  or  incense, 
a  perfumer  [cf.  dhupika]. 

Dhupana,  am,  n.  (fr.  dhupaya),  incensing,  fumi- 
gation, perfuming;  perfume,  incense,  the  aromatic 

vapour  produced  from  gums  or  resins.— Dhupandnga 

(°na-art°),  as,  m.  =  dhupdnga,  turpentine  (?). 
Dhupaya  (fr.  dhupa,  but  native  authorities  recog- 

nise a  rt.  dhup,  q.  v.),  Nom.  P.  dhupayati,  -yitum, 
to  fumigate,  perfume,  incense,  make  fragrant ;  (in 
astron.)  to  obscure  with  mist,  to  be  about  to  eclipse ; 

to  speak ;  to  shine ;  [cf.  Gr.  Tv<t>-ai,  rwp-o-r,  Tu<f>- 
lav,    TvlplilS,     TV<t>l8ul>,    Tt//t$>p7)<TT<fs  (?),     TV<t>\6-!, 

TvfpfSavfa,  Tvtfxfiwv :  Old  Germ,  dimpf-en,  '  to 
smoke :'  Lith.  dump-iu,  '  I  fan  or  blow  a  fire ;' 

dump-les,  'bellows.'] 
Dhupaya  (fr.  dhupa,  but  native  authorities  give 

a  rt.  dhup,  q.  v.),  Nom.  P.  dhupayati,  -yitum,  to 
fumigate,  perfume  with  incense ;  [cf.  dhupaya.^ 

Dhupdyita,  as,  d,  am,  incensed,  perfumed,  fumi- 
gated, scented  with  incense  ;  vexed,  pained. 

Dhupi,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  class  of  divine  beings 
presiding  over  rain  (?). 

Dhupika,  as,  m.  a  preparer  of  perfumes  or  in- 

cense, a  perfumer ;  [cf.  dhupaka.'] 
Dhupita,  as,  d,  am,  scented,  perfumed,  incensed ; 

suffering  pain  or  fatigue. 

Dhupya,  am,  n.  (?),  the  claw  of  a  particular  ani- 
mal which  when  burned  emits  a  fragrant  perfume ; 

[cf.  Pers.  ndkhuni  khwush.] 

Dhuma,  as,  m.  (connect  edby  some  with  rl.i.dhmd), 
smoke,  vapour,  incense  ;  mist,  haze ;  breath  (Ved.)  ;  a 
cloud ;  (in  medic.)  smoke  as  a  sternutatory  in  five 
forms  ;=go-dhuma,  =$ildraaa,  a  kind  of  incense ;  a 
place  prepared  for  the  building  of  a  house ;  N.  of  a 
man ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  dhiraei) ;  [cf.  go-djf, 
darishnu-dh°,trishta-dh'>:  cf.alsort.i.d/(ma;  Gr. 
6v-n6-s;  Lat.  fu-mu-s;  Old  Germ,  daum,  toum, 

'  fume ;'  Lith.  du-mai,  '  smoke ;'  Slav.  dii-mU, 
'smoke;'  Hib.  dluimh,  'cloud,  darkness.']  —Dhu- 
ma-ketana,  as,  d,  am, '  smoke-marked, '  whose  ensign 
or  mark  is  smoke;  (as),  m.  fire  or  its  deity;  a 
meteor,  a  comet ;  Ketu  or  the  personified  descending 

node.  —  Dhuma-ketu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  '  whose  sign 
is  smoke,'  known  or  to  be  known  from  smoke; 
(us),  m.  fire ;  a  comet  or  falling  star,  the  personi- 

fied descending  node;  N.  of  a  son  of  Krisasva  by 
Ar<Hs;  of  Trina-vindu  by  AlambushS.  —  Dhuma- 

gandhi,  is,  ie,  i,  Ved.  smelling  of  smoke.  —  Dhuma- 
gandhika,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  grass  (  =  rohisha- 

trina).  —  Dhuma-jdngaja  (nhuma-ja-an°),  am, 
n.  ammoniac.  —  Dhuma-jdla,  am,  n.  a  multitude  or 

mass  of  clouds  or  smoke.  —  Dhuma-dars'in,  t,  int, 
i,  Ved.  seeing  smoke  or  vapour  (as  a  person  affected 
with  a  peculiar  disease  of  the  eye).  —  Dhuma-dhvaja, 

as,  m.  'whose  banner  or  symbol  is  smoke,'  fire. 
—  Dhuma-pa,  as,  d,  am,  drinking  or   inhaling 
only  smoke;   [cf.  dhuma-praiSa.]  —  Dhuma-pa- 

tha,  as,  m.  'the  way  of  smoke,'  sacrifice;  seeking 
salvation  by  works ;  [cf.  dhuma-vartman.]  —  Dhu- 
ma-pdna,  am,  n.  inhaling  smoke  or  vapour;  smoking 

tobacco.  —  Dhumapdna-vidhi,  is,  m.  '  the  rule  of 
inhaling  smoke,'  N.  of  the  twenty-eighth  chapter  of 
the  S'irn-gadhara-samhiti.  —  Dhuma-prabhd,  (.,  N. 
of  one  of  the  seventeen  divisions  of  hell  where  smoke 

takes  the  place  of  light.  —  Dhiima-prafa,  as,  a,  am, 

'  smoke-eating,"  feeding  only  on  smoke,  as  a  hermit ; 
[cf.  dhuma-pa.]—Dhuma-mangaja,  various  reading 
for  dhuma-jdngaja,  n.v.<-Dkuma-maya,  as,  i, 
am,  consisting  of  smoke  or  vapour,  smoky.  —  DkH- 
ma-mahishi,  f.  fog,  mist.  —  Dhuma-yoni,  is,  m. 

'  engendered  from  smoke  or  vapour,'  a  cloud.  —  Dhu- 
md-i'dt,  an,  ait,  at,  smoky ;  smoking,  steaming ; 
containing  the  word  dhuma.  —  Dhumavat-tea,  am, 
n.  smokiness.  —  Dhuma-rarfas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

man.  —  Dhuma-varya,  as,  m.' smoke-coloured, "N. 
of  a  king  of  the  serpents.  —  Dhiima-vartman,  a, 

n.  '  the  path  of  smoke,"  sacrifice ;  seeking  salvation 
by  works.  —  Dhilma-^ikha,  as,  d,  am,  '  smoke- 
crested  '  (said  of  flame  or  a  tongue  of  fire).  •-  Dhuma- 
tamhati,  ts,  f.  a  quantity  of  smoke,  a  mass  or  cloud 

of  smoke.  —  Dhumdkdra  (°ma-ak°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  the  form  or  appearance  of  smoke.  —  Dhu- 

mdkstia  (°ma-ak°),  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  having  dim, 

dark  or  troubled  (?)  eyes.  —  DMmdnga  (°ma-an°) 
=  s'in^apd.  —  Dhumdbha  (°ma-abha),  as,  d,  am, 
of  a  smoky  appearance  or  colour,  of  a  purple  colour ; 

(as),  m.  purple.  —  Dhumd-vati,  f.,  N.  of  a  place  of 
pilgrimage.  —  Dhumdvati-mantra,  as,  m.  or  dhu- 
mdvati-manu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  certain  magical  for- 

mulas. —  Dhumdvali  (°ma-dvc),  is,  f.  a  wreath  or 
cloud  of  smoke.  —  Dhumottha  (?ma-ut°\  am,  n. 
=vajra-kshara,  ammoniac;  [cf.  dhuma-jdngaja.^ 

"  Dhumodgdra  (°ma-ud°),  as,  m.  '  the  issuing  of 
smoke  or  vapour,"  N.  of  a  kind  of  disease.  —  Dhu- 

mopahata  (°ma-«p°),  as,  d,  am,  '  smoke-struck, ' 
suffocated  with  smoke.  —  Dhumornd  (°ma-ur°),  {., 
N.  of  the  wife  of  Yama ;  of  the  wife  of  MSrkan- 

deya;  [cf.  dhumrornd.]  —  Dhumornd-pati,  is,  m. 
1  husband  of  DhOmorna,'  epithet  of  Yama,  ruler  of 
the  dead. 

Dhumaka,  as,  d,  am,  =  dtiuma  at  the  end  of 
a  comp. ;  (ikd),  f.  smoke,  vapour,  fog.  —  Dhu- 
maka-pmhpa,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (compared  to 
smoke). 

Dhumaya  (fr.  dhuma),  Nom.  P.  dhumayati, 
&c.,  to  cover  with  smoke,  obscure  with  mist :  Pass. 
dhumyate,  &c.,  to  be  obscured  with  vapour  or  mist ; 
to  be  about  to  be  eclipsed,  to  be  darkened ;  [cf. 

dhumaya."\ 
Dhumata,  as,  d,  am,  smoke-coloured,  of  a 

smoky  hue,  brownish  red,  of  a  purple  colour ;  (as), 
m.  a  colour  compounded  of  black  and  red,  purple ; 
a  kind  of  musical  instrument. 

Dhumasa,  as,  m.  the  plant  Tectona  Grandis; 
(i),  f.  a  sort  of  cake  made  of  pulse  steeped  in  water 
and  dried  in  the  sun. 

Dhumaya  (fr.  dhuma),  Nom.  P.  A.  dJiumayati, 

-te,  -yitum,  to  smoke,  be  covered  or  obscured  with 
smoke,  to  steam  :  Caus.  P.  dhumdyayaii,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  smoke  or  to  be  covered  with  smoke, 
mist,  vapour,  &c. 

Dhumayana,  am,  n.  smoking,  steaming;  (in 
medic.)  heat,  fever,  feverishness. 

DhumayUa,  am,  n.  the  act  of  smoking. 
Dhumikd.    See  dhumoka. 

Dhumita,  as,  d,  am,  obscured  with  smoke,  mist, 

&c.,  darkened ;  (a),  f.,  scil.  dis",  that  quarter  towards which  the  sun  turns  first. 

Dhumin,  t,  in>,  i,  smoking,  steaming ;  (int),  {., 
N.  of  one  of  the  seven  tongues  of  Agni ;  of  the 

wife  of  Aja-mTdha ;  of  another  woman. 
Dhumyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  obscured  with 

mist  &c.,  being  obscured. 
Dhumyd,  f.  thick  smoke,  a  volume  or  cloud  of 

smoke.  —  Dhumydta  (°ya-ata),  as,  m.  the  fork- 
tailed  shrike. 

Dhumra,  as,  d,  am,  smoky,  smoke-coloured, 

grey ;  (according  to  the  lexicographers)  dark-red  or 
the  colour  of  fire  seen  through  smoke;  of  a  deep 

purple  colour,  purple;  (metaphorically)  dark,  lurid, 
obscured ;  (ax),  m.  a  mixture  of  red  and  black ; 
purple  (the  colour);  incense  ( =  turushka) ;  N.  of 
one  of  Skanda's  attendants ;  of  a  Danava ;  of  a  Muni ; 
of  a  monkey  or  bear  [cf.  dhumrdyana  and  dhau- 
mrdyana] ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  of  ParSSara ;  (in 

6  A 
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astrology)  N.  of  the  twenty-eighth  Yoga  ;  (a),  f.  a 
kind  of  gourd  (  =  xasdiidtdi)  ;  epithet  of  Durgi  ;  of 
the  mother  of  Vasu-dhara;  (o»>),  n.  sin,  vice, 

wickedness;  [cf.  <amra-d/»°.]  —  Dhumra-ketu,  us, 
m.  '  grey-bannered,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Bharata  ;  of 

Trina-vindu.—  Dh&mm-lttia,  as,  m.  'dark-haired,' N.  of  a  son  of  Prithu  and  Ar<5is;  of  a  son  of 

Krisasva  and  Ar&s  [cf.  dhuma-ketii]  ;  of  a  son  of 
Danu.  —  Dhumra-r/iri,  is,  m.  'the  smoky  moun- 

tain,' N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Dhumra-dhi,  is,  i«, 

i,  'whose  intellect  is  dim'  or  'whose  devotion  is 
obscured,1  devoted  to  works.  —  Dhumra-nikdto,  of, 

a,  am,  Ved.  of  a  deep  dark-red  colour.  —  Dhumra- 

pattrd,  (.  '  having  grey  or  dark-red  leaves,'  N.  of  a shrub  (  =  dhiimrdhvd,  su-labhd,  svayamlthuvd, 
i/ridhra-pattrd,  gridhrdnt,  krimi-glml,  irima- 
la/,ahd).  —  Dhiimra-mulikd,  f.  'having  a  grey  or '  —  - 
dark-red  root,'  a  kind  of  grass  (  = 
rud,  k,  k,  k,  of  a  purple  hue,  of  a  deep-red  colour. 
—  Dhumra-rohita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  dark-red,  deep 

purple.  —  Dh  umra-lo(ana,  as,  m.  'dark-eyed,'  a 
pigeon;    N.  of  a  general  of  the  Asura  Sumbha. 
—  Dhiimra-lohita,  as,  a,  am,  dark-red,  deep  purple. 
—  Dhumra-varna,    as,  a,  am,  smoky-coloured, 
dark-red,  deep  purple  ;  (a*),  m.  incense  ;  N.  of  a 
son  of  Aja-midha  and  DhOmini  ;  N.  of  a  mountain  ; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  tongues  of  Fire; 
flame.  —  Dhumra-varnaka,  as,   m.   'the   dark- 
coloured  one,'  a  kind  of  animal  living  in  caves,  a 
fox  ;  [cf.  kokada.]  —  Dhumravarna-manu,,  N.  of 

a  magical  formula.  —  Dhumra-suka,  as,  m.  '  having 

grey  bristles,'  a  camel;   (also  read  dhiirnra-s'ula.) —  Dhumra-samrakta-loilana,  as,  a,  am,  having 

dark-red  or  greyish-red  eyes.  —  DhumrdJtilia  ("ra- 
nk"), as,  i,  am,  grey-eyed  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Ra- 

kshas  ;  of  a  son  of  Hema-candra,  grandson  of  Trina- 
vindu  [cf.  dliumrativa]  ;  of  a  king  of  the  Nishadhas. 

—  Dhumrdkshi  (°ra-ak°),  is,  m.  a  pearl  of  a  bad 
colour.  —  Dhumrdla  (°ra-ata),  as,  m.  the  fork- 

tailed  shrike  ;  [cf.  dhumydta.']  —  Dhumrdnlka  (°ra- 
an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  sons  of  Medha- 
tithi  and  a  Varsha  called  after  him.  —  Dhfimrdlha 

(°ra-abha),  as,  m.  air,  wind,  atmosphere  (some- 

times of  a  smoky  or  dark-red  hue  ?).  —  Dhumrds'va 
(°ra-a<°),  a*,  m.  '  having  dark  horses,'  N.  of  a  son 
of  Su-dandra  (son  of  Hema-candra)  and  falher  of 

Srinjaya;   [cf.  dhumrdksha.]  —  Dhumrdhvd  (°ra- 
dh°),  !.  =  dhumra-pattrd.  —  Dhumrornd  fra-ur0), 
(.  =  dhumorna  (i). 

Dhumraka,  as,  m.  '  the  grey  animal,'  a  camel  ; 
(ikd),  (.  the  plant  Dalbergia  Sissoo  (  =  tinsapd). 
Dhumrdyana,  as,  m.  (fr.  dhumra),  a  patronymic 

from  Dhumra  ;  [cf.  dhaumrdyana."] 
Dhumriman,  a,  m.,  Ved.  dark-red  (the  colour), 

darkness  of  colour  ;  obscurity. 
Dhiiyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  shaken  or  agitated 

or  fanned. 

Uliuli,  is,  m.  f.  or  dhuli,  f.  (perhaps  connected 
with  it.  dhvas  or  dhvans,  cf.  dhusara),  dust  ;  powder  ; 

[cf.  gandha-dh°,  go-dh°]  ;  a  particular  number. 
—  Dhuli-kuttima,  am,  n.   or  dhiili-kedira,  as, 
m.  a  mound,  rampart  of  earth.  —  Dhuli-gutldhaka, 

,  as,  m.  the  red  fragrant  vegetable  powder  thrown 

about  at  the  spring  festival  called  the  Holi.  —  Dhuli- 
dhumra,  as,  d,  am,  dark-red  or  dark  with  dust. 

—  Dhiili-dhvaja,    OK,   m.  'dust-marked,'  'whose 
sign  is  dust,'  air  or  wind.  —  J)ltuli-j>/'xl/i>ika,  f.  the 
plant  Pandanus  Odoratissimus  ;  [cf.  ketakl.]  —  Dhiili- 
inaya,  as,  I,  am,  covered  with  dust.  ••  Dhuli-mushti, 
is,  m.  f.  a  handful  of  &u&.~*Dhulimuskti-pra- 
hihepa,  as,  m.  the  throwing  of  handfuls  of  dust. 
—  Dhuli-kadamba  or  dhull-kadambaka  or  dhuli- 

kadamba  or  dkuU-kodambaka,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Dalbergia  Ougeinensis  (  =  tinito)  ;  a  species  of  the 
Kadamba  tree,  Naudea  Cordifolia  (  =  nlpa);  Cap- 
paris  Trifoliata  (=iiamna).  -  Dhuli-patala,  as,  m. a  cloud  of  dust. 

Dhulikd,  f.  fog,  mist,  (from  its  dust-like  appearance.) 

VJ!I  dhuna,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (i),  the  resin 
of  the  Shorea  Robusta  ;  [cf.  dhunaka.] 

Dhunaka,  as,m.  the  resin  of  the  Shorea  Robusta 
or  resin  in  general  ;  [cf.  dlturna  and  oViuiia.] 

WCT   dkup,  cl.  I.  P.  dhiipayati,  &c.,  cl. 
fes\  10.  P.  dhiipayati,  &c.     See  dhupaya, 

and  dhupaya,  p.  457,  col.  2. 
Dhupa.    See  p.  457,  col.  2. 

>JH  dhuma,  dhiimra.    See  p.  457,  cole.  2,  3. 

i.  dhur  (connected  with  rt.  dhurv), 
cl.  4.  A.  dhUryate,  &c.,  to  hurt  or  kill  ; 

to  move  or  approach. 

.  dhur  for  dhur  (q.  v.)  at  the  begin- 

ning of  a  comp.  —  Dhur-gata,  as,  d,  am,  standing 

on  or  going  along  the  pole  or  fore-part  of  a  chariot; 
standing  at  the  head,  taking  the  first  place,  preceding, 
foremost.  —  Dhur-jati,  is,  m.,  in  one  place  also  dhur- 

jatin,  i,  m.  (fr.  dhur  undjali  =ja(d),  '  whose  matted 
locks  are  like  a  burden,'  an  epithet  of  Rudra-Siva  ; 
N.  of  a  medical  author.  —  Dhur-dhara,  as,  d,  am, 
bearing  a  load  or  burden,  managing  affairs  ;  (as), 

m.  a  beast  of  burden  ;  [cf.  dhuran-dhara.]  —  Dhur- 
vat,  an,  alt,  at,  having  a  load,  laden.  —  Vhur-vaha, 
as,  d,  am,  bearing  a  load,  carrying  a  burden  ; 
managing  affairs;  (as),  m.  a  beast  of  burden. 
—  Dhur-vodhri,  dhd,  dhri,  dhri,  bearing  a  load, 
the  carrier  of  a  burden.  —  Dhiir-shad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
standing  under  the  yoke,  drawing  a  load  ;  resting  on 
the  yoke;  moving,  promoting.  —  Dhur-shdh,  t,  (, 
t,  Ved.  bearing  the  yoke. 
Dhurya,  as,  d,  am,  for  dhurya,  q.  v. 

VW  dhurna=:dhuna=dhunaka. Cv 

VJf  dhurta.     See  under  rt.  dhurv  below. 

dhurv  (connected  with  rts.  dhurv, 

dhvri,  dhur,  hi>ri),d.  I.  P.  dhunati,  du- 
dhurva,  dhurmshyati,  atlhurvit,  dhurvitum,Ved. 
to  bend,  cause  to  fall,  hurt,  injure:  Desid.  dud/iiir- 
shati,  to  wish  to  hurt. 
Dhurta,  as,  d,  am,  cunning,  crafty,  dishonest, 

knavish,  fraudulent,  subtle;  mischievous,  injurious; 

(as),  m.  a  rogue,  cheat,  swindler;  a  gamester;  (in 
amatory  language)  a  gay  deceiver,  a  lover  or 

gallant;  the  thorn-apple,  Datura  [cf.  Mara  and 
l;ruru-<lhurtd]  ;  a  kind  of  perfume  [cf.  6oralca\  ; 
(d),  f.  a  sort  of  nightshade  ;  (a?n),  n.  rust 
or  iron-filings;  black  salt  (  =  khanda-lavatia  ; 
cf.  kshema-dhurta).  —  Dhurta-kitava,  as,  m.  a 

gamester.  —  Dhiirta-krit,  t,m.  =  dhui-ta,  dishonest, 
a  knave,  rogue,  cheat  ;  (t),  m.  thorn-apple.  —  Dhurta- 

farita,  am,  n.  '  the  actions  of  rogues,'  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Dhurta-janttt,  us,  m.  'the  cunning  creature," 
man.  —  Dhurta-td,  f.  or  dhUrta-tva,  am,  n.  knavery, 

craftiness,  roguery,  knavishness,  shrewdness.  —  Dhur- 
ta-traya,  am,  n.  three  rogues,  a  trio  of  swindlers. 

—  Dhurta-nartaka,  am,  n.  '  rogues  as  actors,'  N. 
of  a  comedy  by  Sama-raja.  —  Dlturta-pralapa,  as, 
m.  the  talk  or  confabulation  of  rogues.  —  Ithurta- 
mandala,  as,  m.  a  party  of  rogues  or  gamblers. 
—  jiliilrta-mdmishd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  (  =  rdsnd). 
—  Dhurta-rai'anS,   f.   a   cunning   plot,   roguery. 
—  7tfturta-rdja,as,  rn.  the  chief  of  rogues.  —  Dhur- 

ta-samdf/ama,  am,  n.  '  assemblage  of  rogues,'  N.  of 
a  comedy  by  Jyotir-isvara.  —  Dhurta-si'dmin,  t,  m. 

'lord   of  the   rogues,'  N.   of  a   commentator   on 

Apastamba. Dh&rtaka,  as,  d,  am,  cunning,  a  cheat,  a  rogue  ; 

(as),  m.  a  jackal  ;  N.  of  a  Naga. 
bhurtl,  is,  (.,  Ved.  injury,  damage. 

IHiiirtila  in  aksha-dh",  q.v. 
Dhun-an,  a,  n.,  Ved.  causing  to  fall,  bending. 

dhurva,  f.,  Ved.  =  diirvd,  q.  v. 

V=ff  dhurvi,  f.  the  fore-part  or  pole  of  a 
carriage,  =  dhur,  q.v. 

Vrt<*  dhulaka,  am,  n.  poison. 
dhuli.    See  col.  i. 

vrm  dhvs  or  dhiisk  or  dhiis  (perhaps  a 

C\  ̂   Prakrit  form  of  dlirish  for  hrith),  cl.  IO. 

P.  dhus'ayati,  dhusliayati,  dhusayati,  &c.(  to 
make  splendid  or  elegant ;  to  embellish. 

Wff.dhushara,  a  wrong  spelling  for  dhu- 
sara below. 

VTIT  dhusara,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  dhvas  for 

dhvans,  cf.  dhvasira;  but  said  to  be  ft.  rt.  I.  dhii 
and  connected  with  dhuli,  q.v.),  of  a  dusty  or 

greyish  or  dusty-white  colour,  grey ;  (as),  m.  grey 
(the  colour)  ;  a  jackass,  a  donkey ;  a  camel ;  a  pigeon  ; 
an  oilman ;  anything  of  a  grey  tint ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a 

small  shrub,  ̂ pdndura-phali;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  Kin- 
nan  or  female  chorister  of  heaven.  •-  Dhusara-Mha- 

dd,  (.  a  kind  of  plant,  =  teeta-vuhnd.  —  Dhusara- 

tva,  am,  n.  grey  colour,  paleness ;  (also  read  dhu- 
ehara-tva.)  —  Dhilsara-pattrikd,  f.  the  plant  Tragia 
Involucrata  [cf.  ush/ra-dhusara,  puMhikd} ;  a  kind 
of  Heliotropium  ( =  hasti-imiit). 

Dhusaraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  jackal. 
Dhusarita,  as,  d,  am,  made  grey,  greyish. 

^•wt,  dhiistura,  as,  m.  =  dhustura,  the 
thorn-apple,  Datura  Metel  and  Fastuosa. 

Hdhri  (allied  to  rt.  bhri,  which  is  pro- bably the  more  ancient  form),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

dharati,  -te,  dadhdra  (Ved.  dddhdra),  dadhre 

(part,  dadhrdna),  dharishyati,  -te,  adhdrshtt, 
adhrita,  dhartum,  and  more  commonly  cl.  10. 
(identical  with  Caus.  but  with  the  same  senses  as 

cl.  I.)  dhdrayati,  -te,  Pot.  dhdrayet,-ta  (Maha- 
bh.  Anusasana-p.  5007.  dhdrayita),  dhdraydmdsa, 

dharayishyati,  -te,  adtdharat,  -ta  (Vedic  forms 
dldharat,  didhritam,  didhrita,  ni-didhar),  dhd- 
rayittim,  to  hold,  bear,  carry ;  hold  up,  support, 
sustain,  maintain ;  carry  on  ;  to  hold  in,  hold  back, 

keep  back,  restrain,  stop,  detain,  curb,  resist ;  to  hold 

in  one's  possession,  keep,  possess,  have ;  to  keep,  retain 
(in  one's  service) ;  to  hold  fast,  preserve ;  to  hold,  con- 

tain ;  to  lay  hold  of,  seize,  recover ;  to  hold,  observe, 
practise;  to  wear,  use  (as  clothes  &c.);  to  bear, 

undergo,  suffer ;  to  hold  out,  hold  on,  endure,  con- 
tinue, continue  to  live ;  (A.)  to  hold  one's  place,  stand 

firm,  remain ;  to  fix,  place,  deposit ;  to  destine  for, 
assign  or  present  anything  (ace.)  to  any  person  (dat.) ; 
to  allot,  assign,  confer ;  (A.)  to  destine  a  person  (ace.) 
to  anything  (dat.)  ;  (cl.  :o.)  to  owe  anything  (ace.) 

to  any  person  (dat.  or  gen.) ;  to  weigh  in  a  balance ; 
to  prolong  (in  pronunciation) ;  to  cite,  quote.  The 
above  meanings  of  dhri  (cl.  I .  or  more  frequently 

cl.  10.  identified  with  Caus.)  may  be  variously  ex- 
tended by  connecting  it  with  various  nouns,  e.  g. 

garbham  dhri,  to  conceive,  to  become  pregnant, 
(in  this  sense  the  older  language  uses  rt.  bhri) ; 

dandam  dhri,  to  carry  a  stick,  use  force,  chastise 
(with  loc.  of  the  pers.) ;  damam  dhri,  to  punish 
(with  loc.  of  the  pers.);  dtmdnam  or  jivitam  or 
prdndn  or  iartram  or  git  ram  or  deham  dhri,  to 
maintain  the  soul,  preserve  the  vital  spirits,  body, 

&c.,  to  continue  to  live,  survive ;  mano  or  mdna- 
saia  or  matim  or  tittam  or  buddhim  dliri,  to  fix 
the  mind,  direct  the  thoughts  or  attention  upon, 
resolve ;  vratam  dhri,  to  observe  or  keep  a  vow, 

&c.  [cf.  dhrita-vrata] ;  tapo  dhri,  to  undergo  or 

perform  penance ;  dhdrandm  dhri,  to  practise  self- 
control  ;  tuluya  dhri  (or  without  tulayd),  to  hold 
in  a  balance,  weigh,  measure ;  iirasd  or  m&rdhni 
dhri,  to  bear  on  the  head,  honour  highly ;  manasd 

dhri  (or  without  manasd),  to  bear  in  mind,  recollect, 
remember ;  samaye  dhri,  to  bring  to  an  agreement, 
cause  to  make  a  compact ;  antare  dhri,  to  deposit 

anything  as  surety,  to  give  bail,  to  pledge :  Pass,  or 
cl.  6.  A.  dhriyate  (ep.  also  dhriyati),  to  be  firm  or 
fixed,  to  be  supported  or  maintained,  to  be  preserved  ; 
to  exist,  live,  continue  to  live,  remain  alive,  survive  ; 
to  remain,  continue ;  to  undertake,  resolve  upon 

(with  dat.  or  ace.  of  the  thing  or  with  inf.):  Caus. 

dhdrayati,  -te  (with  the  meanings  of  cl.  I.  and 
cl.  10.):  Pass,  of  Caus.  dhdryate,  to  be  held  or 
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supported,  to  be  maintained  or  preserved ;  to  con- 
tinue to  live  (with  inst.,  e.  g.  tend  na  dhdryate,  it 

is  not  lived  by  him) :  Desid.  didhlrshati,  -te, 
didhanshate,  didhdrayishatt,  to  wish  to  hold  or 
keep,  to  try  to  support  or  maintain,  &c. :  Intens. 
dedhrlyate,  dardharti  (Ved.  dadJiarti),  to  hold 
very  fast,  lay  hold  of  firmly,  bear  firmly,  &c. ;  [cf. 
I.  dharma,  dhira,  dhruna,  dhur,  dhurya; 

Zend  dar,  '  to  hold ;'  Gr.  Opti-cra-aBai,  dpa-t-os, 
epfiv-u-s,  Op6vo-s,  dip-pa,  6e\-u,  i-9f\-u ;  Lat. 
fre-tu-s,  fre-nu-m,  fir-mu-s,  fw-ma;  Angl.  Sax. 
drag-an,  dreog-an;  Old  Germ,  trag-an;  Mod. 
Germ.  trag-enJ] 
Dhrik  (at  end  of  comp.,  and  only  occurring  in 

nom.  sing,  dhrik,  and  more  probably  to  be  referred 

to  rt.  dhrieh  or  to  rt.  drill),  bearing,  carrying,  sup- 
porting, sustaining,  suffering,  wearing,  possessing, 

having,  &c. ;  [cf.  kdla-rupa-dh",  iakti-dh",  ia- 
rira-rffe0.] 

Dhrit,  t,  I,  t  (at  end  of  comp.),  a  holder,  bearer, 

possessor ;  bearing,  carrying,  possessing,  having,  ob- 

serving, &c. ;  [cf.  <?arshani-d/i°,  dharanl-dJt°, 
dharma-dh",  nilya-dh°.] 
Dhrita,  as,  a,  am,  held,  borne,  carried,  main- 

tained, supported;  contained;  possessed;  kept,  re- 
tained, detained  ;  laid  hold  of,  seized,  grasped,  griped  ; 

worn,  used  ;  observed,  practised  ;  weighed ;  placed, 
deposited;  holding,  bearing,  continuing,  enduring, 
existing,  standing ;  intent  upon,  i.  e.  resolved  or 
determined  to  do  anything  (with  dat.  or  loc.,  e.  g. 
jaye  dhritas,  resolved  on  victory)  ;  firm,  prepared, 
ready ;  (as),  rn.,  N.  of  a  son  of  the  thirteenth  Manu  ; 
of  a  descendant  of  Druhyu  and  sou  of  Dharma  [cf. 
dharteya] ;  (am),  n.  a  peculiar  manner  of  fighting ; 

(am),  ind.  firmly,  slowly,  solemnly.  —  Dhrita-ka- 
naka-mala,  as,  a,  am,  wearing  a  golden  collar  or 

wreath.  —  Dhrita-karmuktshu  (°ka-uhu),  us,  us, 
n,  armed  with  bow  and  arrows.  — Dhrita-daksha, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  of  enduring  intelligence ;  (Say.)  of 

enduring  strength,  possessing  vigour.  —  DJirita- 
danda,  a»,  a,  am,  carrying  the  stick,  inflicting 
punishment ;  one  on  whom  punishment  has  been 

inflicted.  —  Dhrita-didhiti,  is,  m.  '  constant  in 

splendor,'  fire ;  [cf.  gkrita-<lidhiti.~\  —  D/irita-deca, 
{.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Devaka.  —  nitrita-pata,  as, 
a,  am,  covered  or  overspread  with  a  cloth  &c. 

—  Dhrita-matl,  f.,  N.  of  a  river;  (wrong  form  for 
<lhriti-mati.)  —  ])hrita-rdjan,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  man; 
[cf.  dhart aro/ria.]  —  Dhrita-rdsht ra,  as,  a,  am, 
whose  empire  is  firm  or  who  holds  the  kingdom ; 
(as),  m.  a  good  king ;  N.  of  a  Naga,  also  called 
Airavata;  of  a  Deva-gandharva,  sometimes  identified 
with  king  Dhrita-rashtra ;  of  a  son  of  the  Daitya  Bali ; 
of  a  king  of  KasI ;  (according  to  the  Maha-bharata) 
N.  of  the  eldest  son  of  Vyasa  by  the  widow  of  Viiitra- 
virya,  (he  was  brother  of  Pandu  and  Vidura,  and  as 
the  first-born  was  entitled  to  the  throne  of  HSstina- 
pura,  but  being  born  blind,  he  at  first  renounced  the 
sovereignty  in  favour  of  Pandu ;  afterwards,  on  the 
retirement  of  Pandu  to  the  woods,  Dhrita-r5shtra 
was  called  to  undertake  the  government,  which  he 
did  with  the  assistance  of  Bhlshma  as  his  regent ;  he 
was  husband  of  Gandhari  and  father  of  100  sons,  the 

eldest  of  whom  was  named  Dur-yodhana ;  he  is  some- 
times identified  with  Dhrita-rashtra  and  with  Hansa, 

two  chiefs  of  the  Gandharvas);  N.  of  a  son  of 

Janam-ejaya ;  a  kind  of  bird,  perhaps  a  sort  of  goose ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  sons  of  Dhrita-rSshtra,  whose  names 
are  enumerated  in  Maha-bh.  Adi-p.  4540;  (i),  f., 
N.  of  a  daughter  of  TamrS,  mother  of  the  geese  and 
other  water-birds,  =  hanta-patnl,  =  hanaa-padl; 
[cf.  dhartarashfra  and  dhdrtardshtri.]  —  D/irita- 

raxhtra-ja,  as,  m. '  sprung  from  Dhrita-rashtra,'  epi- 
thet of  any  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Dhrita-rarman, 

a,  m.  'bearing  armour  or  mail,  mailed,'  N.  of  a 
warrior  on  the  side  of  the  Kurus.  —  Dhrita-vrata, 

as,  a,  am,  Ved.  of  fixed  law  or  order;  keeping 
vows  or  engagements,  devoted,  attached,  faithful; 

(Say.)  accepting  pious  acts,  performing  religious 
rites;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Varuna;  of  Indra;  of 
Rudra ;  of  Savirri ;  of  Agni ;  of  a  son  of  Dhriti  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.  epithet  of  the  Adityas.  —  Dhnta-ta- 
rira,  as,  a,  am,  continuing  to  live  or  exist,  existing. 
—  Dhrita-irl,  Is,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting  of 
four  lines  of  twenty-one  syllables  each.  —  JJhrita- 

sandhi,  is,  m.  '  keeping  agreements  or  compacts,' N.  of  a  son  of  Su-sandhi  and  father  of  Bharata. 

—  Dhrita-sinha,  as,  m.  a  various  reading  for  dhriti- 

sinha, q.  v.  —  Dhrita-heti,  is, is,  t,' bearing  weapons,' 
armed.  —  Dhritdtman   (°ta-dt°),  a,  a,  a,  firm- 
minded,  self-possessed,  steady,  calm,  collected .—Dhri- 

tdmbhas  (°ta-am°),  as,  da,  as,  containing  water. 
—  Dhriteshudhi  (°ta-ish°),  is,  is,  i,  carrying  a 

quiver. 
Dhritaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  patriarch. 

Dhrita-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  taken  or  con- 
veyed or  held  or  resolved ;  (atl),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

Dhriti,  is,  f.  holding,  holding  fast,  laying  hold  of, 
seizing,  having,  possessing ;  supporting,  maintaining ; 
firmness  (e.  g.  dhfitim  kri,  to  show  firmness,  stand 
firm) ;  constancy,  steadiness,  steadfastness,  fortitude, 

energy,  resolution ;  strong  will,  self-command ;  will, 
command  (Ved.);  satisfaction,  happiness,  pleasure, 
contentment ;  N.  of  certain  evening  oblations  offered 

at  the  Asva-medha ;  a  sacrifice,  offering ;  N.  of  a 
Vedic  metre  of  seventy-two  syllables ;  (in  the  later 
language)  any  metre  consisting  of  4x  18  syllables; 
a  metre  composed  of  the  Upendra-vajra  and  Indra- 
vajra ;  N.  of  one  of  the  astrological  Yogas ;  Reso- 

lution or  Satisfaction  personified  as  a  daughter  of 
Daksha  and  wife  of  Dharma.  (regarded  as  one  of  the 

Vasu-patnis  or  as  a  form  of  Dakshayani  in  PindS- 
raka) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  sixteen  Kalas  of  the  Moon ; 

N.  of  a  goddess,  daughter  of  a  Kala  of  Prakriti  and 
wife  of  Kapila ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Rudra-manu ;  N. 
of  the  thirteenth  of  the  sixteen  MatrikSs ;  (is),  m., 

N.  of  one  of  the  Visve-Devas ;  of  a  preceptor, 
Dhriti  Aindrota ;  of  a  son  of  Vi-jaya  and  father  of 
Dhrita-vrata ;  of  a  son  of  Vita-havya  and  father  of 

Bahulasva ;  of  a  son  of  Babhru ;  [cf.  a-dh°  and 
//*/<  Hta-oVi0.]  —  Dhriti-paripiirna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Bodhi-sattva.  —  Dhrifi-mat,  an,  all,  at,  steadfast, 
firm,  steady,  calm,  determined,  resolute;  satisfied, 
content ;  (are),  m.,  N.  of  a  form  of  Agni ;  of  a  son 
of  Manu  Raivata ;  of  Manu  Savarna ;  of  one  of  the 
Saptarshis  in  the  thirteenth  Manv-antara ;  of  a  son 
of  Kirtti-mat,  son  of  An-giras ;  of  a  son  of  Yavlnara ; 
of  a  Brahman ;  (atl),  {.,  N.  of  a  river,  also  read 

dhrita-catl;  (at),  n.,  N.  of  a  Varsha  in  Kusa- 
dvipa.  —  Dhritimat-ta,  f.  steadfastness,  steadiness, 
calmness,  &c.  —  Dhriti-maya,  as,  »,  am,  consisting 
of  steadfastness  or  constancy;  consisting  of  content- 

ment. —  Dhriti-mush,  t,  t,  t,  '  fortitude-stealing,' 
who  or  what  robs  one  of  one's  steadfastness,  dis- 

composing, agitating.  —  Dhriti-sinha,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  man  said  to  have  assisted  Purushottama  in  com- 

posing the  HSrivali;  (also  read  dhrita-sinha.) 
Dhritvan,  a,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  of  Brahma ; 

a  clever  man;  virtue,  morality;  the  sea;  the  sky 

[cf.  kshema-dh°] ;  (art),  f.  the  earth. 
Dhritva,  ind.  having  held,  having  laid  hold  of  or 

seized ;  having  taken,  &c. 

dhrij  or  dhrinj  (connected  with  rts. 
dhraj  and  dhrij),  cl.  j.  P.  dharjati, 

dhriiijati,  Sec.,  to  go,  move. 

^m  dhrish,  cl.  1.5.?.  dharshati,  dhrish- t,  \  nuti,  dadharsha  (part,  dadhrishras), 

dharshMiyati,  adharshll  (Vedic  forms  dadhar- 
iliit,  dadharshat,  dadharshati),  dharshitum,  to 

be  bold  or  courageous ;  to  be  confident  or  presump- 
tuous, to  be  proud  or  overbearing  ;  to  be  impudent 

or  impatient;  to  have  courage  to  do  anything,  to 

dare,  venture  (with  inf.,  e.  g.  dhrishnuma/f  prash- 
tum,  we  dare  to  ask) ;  to  dare  to  attack,  &c.  (with 
ace.  of  the  person) ;  to  insult,  overbear,  treat  with 

indignity :  Pass,  dhriihyate,  to  be  attacked  or  in- 
sulted, to  be  subdued  or  overpowered :  Caus.  dltar- 

ehayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  adadharshat  or  adidhrixhat, 
to  dare  to  attack,  to  overbear,  insult,  treat  with  indig- 

nity, violate  (a  woman) ;  offend,  injure ;  assail,  over- 
power, overcome,  conquer,  destroy;  (A.)  to  surpass  (?): 

Desid.  didharsJtishali:  Intens.  dandhrishyate, 

daridharshti  ;  [cf.  Zend  daresh, '  to  dare ;'  darshi, 
1  strong ;'  Gr.  Opaff-v-s,  8pdff-os,  Bdpir-os,  6ap<r-f-w, 
Oappfa,  Oapff-vvu,  0ep<r-/ri)-j  :  Lat.  fortis:  Goth. 

ga-daurs-an, '  to  dare ;'  Slav,  driz-a-ti,  drlz-na-li, 
'to  dare:'  Lith.  dras-u-s,  'courageous;'  drae-d, 

'  courage :'  Hib.  das-achd, '  fierceness.'] 
Dhrishaj,  k,  k,  fc(?),  Ved.  assailing,  attacking, 

destroying. 

Dhristiat,  an,  ati  or  antl,  at,  pres.part.,Ved.  bold, 
daring,  courageous,  confident;  (atd),  ind.  boldly, 
courageously.  —  Dhrishad-varna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
of  a  brave  race,  heroic.  —  Dhrishad-vin,  t,  inl,  i, 
Ved.  bold,  courageous.  —  Dhrishan-ntanas,  at,  as, 
as,  Ved.  brave-hearted. 
Dhrishita,as,a,am,  bold,  courageous,  brave,  daring. 
Dhrishu,  us,  us,  u,  bold,  proud ;  clever ;  (us), 

m.  a  heap,  multitude. 
Dhrishta,  as,  a,  am,  bold,  daring,  courageous, 

confident ;  insolent,  impudent,  rude,  saucy,  shame- 
less; forward,  intrusive,  presumptuous;  profligate, 

abandoned ;  obtained  ? ;  (as),  m.  a  faithless  hus- 
band ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Vaivasvata,  (also  read 

dhrishnu;  cf.  dharshta) ;  of  a  son  of  Kunti ;  of  a 
son  of  Bhajamana ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  spell  for  using 
or  restraining  magical  weapons ;  (a),  f.  a  disloyal  or 
unchaste  woman ;  (am),  ind.  boldly,  courageously, 

fearlessly ;  (it  is  said  that  dhrishta  may  be  used  at  the 
end  of  a  comp.  to  give  a  bad  sense  to  the  word  with 
which  it  is  compounded) ;  [cf.  Angl.  Sax.  tkriste ; 

Swed.  dristig;  Old  Iceland,  dreiss ;  Mod.  Germ. 

dreist.']  —  Dkrishta-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
C'edi ;  of  a  king  of  Videhi  or  Mithila,  son  of  Su- 
dhriti ;  of  a  son  of  Satya-dhriti ;  of  a  son  of  Su- 
kumara ;  of  the  father  of  Su-kumara ;  of  a  son  of 
Dhrishta-dyumna ;  of  a  king  of  the  Kaikayas ;  of  a 
son  of  Manu.  —  Dhrifhta-tama,  as,  a,  am,  very 
bold  or  daring,  most  confident  or  courageous. 
—  Dhriihta-ta,  f.  or  dhrishta-tva,  am,  n.  bold- 

ness, courage,  impudence.  —  Dhrishta-dyumna,  as, 
m,,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dru-pada  (killed  by  AsVatth5man 
while  asleep).  »  Dhruhta-dTu,   is,  or  djtrishta- 

liuddhi,   is,    m.    '  bold-minded,'  N.   of   a    man. 
—  Dhrishta-parakrama,  as,  a,  am,  of  daring 
valour.  —  Dhrishta-manin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  a  high 

opinion  of  one's  self.  —  Dhrislita-ratha,  ai,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince.  —  Dhrishta-tidrman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a 

son  of  SVaphalka.  —  Dhrishfokta  (°la-uk°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a   son   of  Arjuna   Karttavlrya;    (also   read dhrishnokta.) 

Dhrishtaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

Dhrishti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  (according  to  Mahl- 
dhara)  bold  ;  (is),  m.  a  pair  of  tongs ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  Hiranya-kasipu ;  of  a  minister  of  king  Dasa-ratha ; 

(is),  f.  'boldness. Dhrishna,  as,  &c.,  a  wrong  reading  for  dhrishta, 

q.  v.  —  Dhrishnokta  (°na-tik°),  as,  &c.,  a  wrong reading  for  dhrishtukta,  q.  v. 

Dhrwhnaj,  k,  k,  k,  bold,  confident ;  impudent, shameless. 

Dhrishni,  is,  m.  a  ray  of  light. 

Dhrieh/iu,  us,  us,  it,  courageous,  bold,  confident, 
valiant ;  impudent,  shameless ;  strong,  powerful, 

(applied  in  the  Veda  to  Indra,  Soma,  the  Maruts, 
and  the  horses  of  Indra) ;  (u),  ind.  in  a  bold  or 
confident  or  powerful  way;  firmly,  strongly;  with 
force  [cf.  dadhrik];  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Manu  Vaivasvata  [cf.  dhrishta']  ;  of  a  son  of  Manu Savarna ;  of  a  son  of  Kavi ;  of  a  son  of  Ku- 

kura;  Katyapasya  dhrishnu,  N.  of  a  SSman. 
—  Dhrishnu-tva,    am,    n.    boldness,    confidence. 

—  Vhrishnu-shena,    as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having   an 
overpowering  weapon ;  (Say.)  having  a  conquering 
or  overpowering  host,  leading  a  valiant  army  (as  a 

drum).  —  Dhrishnv-ojas,  da,  da,  as,  Ved.  of  over- 
powering  strength,  endowed  with  resistless  might, 

(applied  to  Indra  and  the  Maruts.) 
Dlmshnuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ;  [cf.  dhrish- 

taka.-] 

Dhrishnuya,  ind.,  Ved.  in  a  bold  or  powerful manner,  firmly. 
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Dhrishya,  as,  a,  am,  assailable,  to  be  attacked; 
conquerable. 

dhrishad,  Ved.  =  drishad,  q.  v. 

dhri,  c\.  9.  P.  dhrinati,  &c.,  to  be  old, 
grow  old;  (various  reading  for  rt.  t.jri.) 

«  dhe,  cl.  I.  P.  dhayati,  dadhau,  dhas- 
yati,  ail  hat,  adhdsit,  adadhal,  Free,  dhe- 

yat,  dhatum,  to  suck,  drink,  to  suck  in,  drink  in, 
absorb ;  appropriate ;  to  suck  out,  draw  away,  take 
away:  Caus.  dhdpayati,  -yitum,  to  give  suck, 
suckle,  nourish :  Desid.  dhitittti,  to  wish  to  suck ; 
[cf.  dadhi,  dhdtri,  ̂ .  dhayati,  dhdru,  3.  dhdst: 
Zend  daenu,  '  female  :'  Gr.  9r)-a9ai,  Sri-K'fi,  8jj-\w, 
eT>\a-ntir,  rifli,  Ti-e^j-n),  rl-TSri,  fi-rflo-s,  Wj-Av-s, 

7oXo-flT)->'<!-s,  Tt)-flii-f,  e«'-ri-s :  Lat.  fi-liu-s,  fi- 
li-a,  fe-ld^re,  fe-mina:  Umbr.  fe-liu  =  filius  : 
Goth,  dadd-ya  =  Old  Germ,  ta-u,  '  1  suck ;'  tila, 
•  female  breast;'  tufa,  ««Ma  =  Eng.  teat:  Slav.  do- 

yo,  '  to  suck ;'  doilica,  '  nurse ;'  dt-te,  '  child ;' 
dl-va, '  virgin :'  Hib.  daif,  '  drink.'] 
Dhena,  as,  m.  the  ocean,  a  male  river;  (a),  f., 

Ved.  a  milch  cow;  a  mare(?);  a  river;  speech; 
voice ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Bnhas-pati ;  (as),  f.  pi. 
any  beverage  made  of  milk ;  [cf.  dhenu,  go.]  (In 
Rig-veda  I.  2,  3,  dhend  may  possibly  be  ao  epithet 
of  the  horses  of  VSyu.) 

Dhenu,  its,  f.  a  milch  cow,  a  cow  that  has  lately 
calved,  (sometimes  compounded  with  the  names  of 
other  animals  to  denote  the  female  of  a  species, 

see  khadga-dh°,  go-dh",  vadava-dh°) ;  the  earth 
[cf.  go] ;  a  gift,  offering,  present  to  Brahmans,  (pro- 

perly a  milch  cow  so  presented,  but  applied  also  to) 
any  gift  supposed  to  be  formed  in  the  shape  of  a  cow 
or  to  be  offered  in  its  stead,  (in  this  sense  dhenu  is 

generally  at  the  end  of  a  compound,  e.  g.  ghrita-dh°, 
an  offering  of  ghee ;  jala-dh°,  an  oblation  of  water; 
cf.  lavana-dh  ,  ratna-dh°,  suvarna-dh° :  occasion- 

ally it  is  uncompounded,  e.  g.  tildndm  dhenuh,  an 
offering  of  sesamum-seeds) ;  (avas),  f.  pi.  any 
beverage  made  of  milk ;  (u),  n.,  N.  of  a  SSman. 
(Dhenu  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  may  form  a  diminutive, 
the  female  being  weaker  man  the  male ;  cf.  asi- 
dh°,  khadga-dh",  putri,  putrikd.)  -  Dhenu-go- 
duha,  am,  n.  cow  and  milker.  —  Dhenu-dtigdha, 
am,  n.  cow's  milk;  a  kind  of  gourd,  =  firbhita, 
—  Dhenwlugdha-kara,  ae,  m.  carrot,  Daucus  Ca- 
rota.  —  Dhenu-makshikd,  f.  a  horse-fly,  gad-fly. 
—  Dhenu-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  possessing  cows, 
rich  in  cattle ;  containing  or  giving  nourishing  beve- 

rage; containing  the  word  dhenu;  (ati),  1.,  N.  of 
the  wife  of  Deva-dyumna.  —  Dhenum-bhavyd,  f. 
(probably)  about  to  become  a  milch  cow. 
Dhenuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura  or  demon  in  the 

shape  of  a  donkey  (killed  by  Krishna  or  according  to 
other  authorities  by  RSma) ;  a  kind  of  coitus  [cf.  dhai- 
nuka];  (d),  f.  a  milch  cow;  a  gift,  offering,  see 
dhenu  above ;  a  female  animal  in  general  (as  a  she- 
elephant,  a  woman,  &c.,  see  dhenu  above);  also 
used  like  dhenu  at  the  end  of  comps.  to  form  dimi- 

nutives (e.  g.  asi-dh",  a  knife,  from  asi,  a  sword) ;  a 
vein  which  when  cut  bleeds  only  at  intervals ;  N.  of 
the  wife  of  Klrtti-mat  who  was  a  son  of  An-giras ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Dhenuka- 
vadha,  at,  m.  'the  killing  of  Dhenuka,'  N.  ol 
the  twenty-third  chapter  of  the  Krishna-khanda  or 
fourth  part  of  the  Brahma-vaivarta-Pur5na.  —  Dhe- 
nukii-fudnna,  as,  m. '  the  slayer  of  Dhenuka,'  an 
epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Dhenukd-dugdha,  am,  n 

cow's  milk ;  N.  of  a  plant,  =  dhenu-dugdha.  —  Dhe- 
nukdri  (°/ra-ar{),  is,  m.  '  enemy  of  Dhenuka,'  an 
epithet  of  Krishna  ;  a  kind  of  small  tree,  =  Nagesar. 

ttt*uth(ari,  (.  (fr.  dhenta,  nom.  case  of  dhenu, 
with  the  comparative  affix),  a  milch  cow  ceasing  to 
give  milk. 
Dhenushyd,  (.  a  cow  whose  milk  has  been 

pledged  ;  a  cow  tied  up  to  be  milked  (?). 
Dheniuthyita,  at,  d,  am,  (probably)  one  who  has 

pledged  the  milk  of  his  cowi  and  therefore  cannot 
make  use  of  it  himself. 

Dhenuka  in  liahn-dh^,  q.  v. 
Dhainuka,  am,  n.  a  herd  of  cows  ;  a  kind  of coitus. 

dhematra,a.  particular  high  number  ; 
(a  various  reading  for  dhamdtra.) 

V^  dheya,  as,  d,  am  (fir.  rt.  I.  dha),  to  be 
held  or  taken  &c.  ;  to  be  created  ;  what  is  created  or 

produced  ;  (at  the  end  of  comps.  the  neut.  is  con- 
sidered as  an  affix,  Pan.  V.  4,  36,  vSrt.  ;  cf.  nama- 

dheya,  bhdga-dh°,  mitra-dlf,  rupa-dh°.) Dhesh/ha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  giving  the  most; 
(S5y.)  the  best  supporter,  firmest  stay. 

Vfl  I.  dhairya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dhira),  firmness, 
durability,  steadiness,  stability,  strength,  consistency, 
constancy;  calmness;  gravity;  patience;  fortitude, 
courage  ;  inflexibility  ;  precision  of  diction  ;  (Ved.) 
intelligence,  forethought.  —  Dhairya-kalita,  as,  d, 
am,  assuming  firmness  or  composure,  endowed  with 
calmness.  —  Dhairya-dhvansa,  as,  m.  failure  of 
courage.  ••  Dhairya-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 
—  Dhairya-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessed  of  firmness  or 
patience,  firm,  steady.  —  Dhairya-rritti,  is,  is,  i,  of 
steady  conduct,  steadily  behaved. 

dhaivata,  as,  m.  the  sixth  note  of 
the  gamut. 

dhaivatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dhivan,  Pan. 
VI.  4,  174),  cleverness,  skilfulness  (?). 

dhaivara,   as,  i,  am  (fr.  dhivara), 
telonging  or  relating  to  a  fisherman. 

dhol-kavi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  men- 
tioned in  the  Sarn-gadhara-paddhati  ;  [cf.  dhoyin.] 

VtT  dhoda,  as,  m.  a,  sort  of  snake,  com- 
monly Dhora,  a  kind  of  water-snake. 

dhoyin,  i,  m.  or  dhoyi,  is,  m.,  N. 
of  a  poet. 

dhor,  cl.   I.  P.  dhorati,  dudhora, 
dhoritum,  to  run  well,  to  trot,  to  be 

quick  or  alert,  to  have  good  paces  :  Caus.  dhorayati, 
-yitum,  Aor.  adudhorat. 
Dhorana,  am,  n.  a  vehicle  in  general,  any  means 

of  conveyance  (as  a  horse,  an  elephant,  a  car,  &c.)  ; 

a   horse's  trot;   going  well  or  quickly;    (i),  f.  or 
(dhorani,  is),  f.  an  uninterrupted  series  ;  tradition. 

Dhorita  or  dhoritaka,  am,  n.  a  horse's  trot; 
[cf.  dhauritalca.] 
TfllT  dhauta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  dhav), 

washed,  cleansed,  cleaned,  purified,  washed  off; 
polished,  brightened,  whetted  ;  white,  bright,  silvered, 
shining;  (am),  n.  silver.  —  Dhauta-kata,  as,  m.  a 
bag  of  coarae  cloth,  a  sack  made  of  a  kind  of  mat- 

ting. —  Dli^jj^fHKCja  or  dhauta-kaueheya  or 
dhauta-kaGsfyf,  am,  n.  bleached  or  purified  silk 
(  =  pattrornu).  —  Dhauta-klMiidl,  f.  sugar-candy. 
—  Dhauta-bali,  f.  =  dhauidnjali,  (probably  rather 

dhautdnjani,  q.v.)  —  JJIiauta-mulaka,  as,  m.,  N 
of  a  prince  of  the  Cfnas.  —  Dhawta-iila,  am,  n. 
'  bright  stone,'  crystal,  rock-crystal.  —  Dhautdnjani 
(.  a  sort  of  cott^fbrD,  =  1ryaitkata  or  tryangata 
—  Dhautdpdn$,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  corners  o 
the  eyes  brightened. 
VJHH  dhautaya,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?),  a 

kind  of  salt  (  =  saindhara). 

VlrlO  dhautarl,  f.  (fr.  rt.  I.  dhu),  Ved 

(according  to  Say.)  shaking,  agitating,  causing  t 
tremble. 

>nfrT  dhauti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  i.  dhav),  Ved.  a 

spring,  well  ;  river,  rivulet. 
as,  I,  am,  treating 

of  Dhundhu-mara  (as  an  episode). 
Dhaundhumdn,    i»,    m.    a    patronymic    from 

Dhundhu-mara. 

VJIH<*  dhaumaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  dhvma),  N.of 
district. 

Dhaumata,  myrrh. 
Dhaumatiyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  (?). 
Dhaumatdyanaka,  as,  rn.  a  patronymic  from 

)haumatayana. 

Dhaumdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Dhu  ma. 
Dhnumiya,  as,  i,  am,  smoky. 

Dhaumya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  DhQma ; 
•J.  of  an  ancient  Rishi ;  a  son  of  VySghra-pida ; 
younger  brother  of  Devala  and  family  priest  of  the 
andavas ;  a  pupil  of  Vllmlki.  —  Dhaumya-tikshd, 
'  the  science  of  Dhaumya,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the :*urana-sarva-sva. 

Dhaumra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  Rishi ;  N.  of 
a  class  of  demons;  (am),  n.  grey  (the  colour),  grey- 
ness;  a  place  for  building  prepared  in  a  peculiar 

way;  [cf.  dliuntn.] 
Dhaumrdyana,as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Dhflmra; 'cf.  dhumrdyana.] 

t  dhaura,  as,  m.  Grislea  Tomentosa. 

—  Dhaurdditya-tirttta  (°ra-dd°),  am,  n.,  N.  of a  Tirtha. 

\nfXrl4  dhauritalca,  am,  n.  a  horse's  trot ; 
[cf.  dhorita  and  dhoritaka.] 

TTT  dhaureya  or  dhaureyaka,  as,  i,  am 

(fr.  dhur),  fit  to  be  harnessed,  fit  for  a  burden, 
capable  of  drawing  or  bearing  a  load  (either  a 
vehicle  or  beast,  &c.)  ;  (as),  m.  a  beast  of  burden ; 
a  horse. 

friNs  dhaurtaka,  am,  n.  (fr.  dhurta), 

roguery,  knavery,  fraud. 
Dhaurtika,  as,i,am,  cheating,  dishonest,  roguish, 

knavish,  fraudulent,  &c. ;  (am),  n.  fraud,  dishonesty. 

Dhaurteya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warlike  tribe; 

(as),  m.  a  prince  of  this  tribe. Dliawrtya,  am,  n.  fraud,  dishonesty. 

>n*l  dhaurya,  am,  n.  a  horse's  trot,= 
dhorita,  &c. 

J1^f<*  dhauvaki,  is,  m.  (fr.  dhuvaka),  a 

metronymic  from  Dhuvaka. 
TTTT  i.  dhma,  cl.  i.  P.  dhamati,  dadhmau, 

dhmdsyali  (ep.  dhamiehyati),  adhmdsit, 
dhmdtum,  to  blow  (as  wind  or  breath),  breathe  out, 
exhale  ;  to  blow  (a  conch-shell,  trumpet,  or  any  wind 
instrument),  to  produce  sound  by  blowing ;  to  blow 
*  fire,  excite  fire  by  blowing ;  to  excite  sparks ;  to 
manufacture  by  blowing,  melt,  smelt ;  to  blow  away 
from  one's  self,  cast,  throw:  Pass,  dhmayate,  ep. 
and  Ved.  dhamyate,  dhmayati,  to  be  blown,  to  be 
melted,  &c. :  Caus.  dhmdpayati,  &c.,  to  cause  to 
blow  or  melt,  to  consume  by  fire,  burn :  Desid. 

didhmdsati:  Intens.  dedhmiyate,  dddhmati  (da- 

dhmdyate),  to  be  blown  violently ;  [cf.  Lat.  fla- 

re; Old  Germ,  blayan,  bldhan,  lldsan,  'blow;' Gr.  aiuli-rn,  apii-st], 

Dhma,  as,  d,  am,  blowing ;  [cf.  tunai'a-dh°  and .<ankha-dh°.] 
2.  dhma,  as,  m.(?),  blowing.  -  Dhmd-kdra,  as, 

m.  a  blacksmith,  a  smith. 

Dhmdta,  as,  d,  am,  blown  (as  a  wind  instru- 
ment), blown  into,  blown  up,  inflated,  blown  by  a 

bellows  (a  fire  &c.),  inflamed,  puffed,  excited. 

Dhmdtarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  blown,  to  be  ex- 
cited or  kindled. 

Dhmdtri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  a  blower,  smelter  (of 

metal);  (tri),  n.  a  contrivance  for  blowing  or 
melting. 

Dhmdna,  am,  n.  blowing,  puffing,  swelling. 

Dhmdpita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  reduced  to 

ashes,  burnt  to  cinder. Dhmdyat,  an,  anti,  at,  or  dhmayamana,  as,  a, 
am,  being  blown ;  being  melted,  &c. 

TTTrajr  dhmanksh  (various  reading  for 
'*'lS^rfhtdnksh),  cl.  I.  P.  dhmdnkshati, 

Sec.,  to  crow  or  caw ;  to  desire ;  [cf.  dhrdksh.] 
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Dhmanlcsha,  as,  m.  a  crow,  &c. ;  (wrong  form 

for  dhvdnksha,  q.  v.) 

«TR«^  dhmdman,  a,  m.  wrong  reading  for 
dhydman,  col.  2. 

IflT  dhyd,  dhydta,  dhyana.  See  under  rt. 
dlnjai  below. 

tflTT  dhydma,  as,  a,  am,  dark-coloured, 
black;  (am),  n.  a  fragrant  grass  in  general  or  a 
particular  kind  of  it;  the  plant  Artemisia  Indica 
(  —  damanaka}.  —  Dhydmi-ltarana,  am,  n.  mak- 

ing dark-coloured,  blackening.  —  D/iydmi-krita,  ai, 
a,  am,  made  dark -coloured,  blackened. 
Dhydmaka,  am,  n.  a  particular  kind  of  grass 

(  =  rohisha). 

IflfVifra  dhyushitasva,   as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince ;  (a  various  reading  for  vyushitdsva.) 

•JJT  dhyai  [cf.  the  older  form  I.  dh'i\,  cl. I.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  dhyayati  (ep.  also  dhydti, 
2nd  sing.  Impv.  dhydhi),  Pot.  dhydyet,  dadhyau, 
dhydta,  dhydsyati,  adhydsit,  dhydtum,  to  think 
of,  have  in  mind,  imagine,  contemplate,  ponder, 
meditate,  think  on,  meditate  on,  reflect  upon  (with 
or  without  manasd  or  manasi  or  Masd  or  dhiyd), 
to  call  to  mind,  recollect :  Caus.  dhydpayatt,  -yitum  : 
Desid.  didhydsati :  Intens.  dddhydyate,  dddhydti, 
dddhyeti;  [cf.  Gr.  8(0,  Bid-o-pai,  related  to  dhyai, 
as  Lat.  nd-ere  to  Sanskrit  md,  '  to  know ;'  or  as 
Zend  bud  It,  '  to  see,"  to  Sanskrit  budh, '  to  know.'] 

Dltyd,  as,  f.  thinking,  thought,  meditation. 
Dhydta,  an,  a,  am,  thought  of,  meditated  on. 
Dhydtavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  thought  of  or  re- 

flected upon. 
Dhydtri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  reflects  upon  or 

meditates  ;  a  thinker,  reflector. 
Dhydtva,  am,,  n.  thought,  reflection. 
Dhydivd,  ind.  having  thought  of  or  reflected, 

having  pondered  or  recollected,  &c. 
Dhyana,  am,  n.  meditation,  thought,  reflection, 

especially  profound  and  abstract  religious  contem- 
plation ;  divine  intuition  or  discernment ;  mental 

representation  of  the  personal  attributes  of  a  deity ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  the  eleventh  day  in  the  light  half  in 

Brahma's  month.  —  Dhydna-gamya,  as,  d,  am, 
attainable  by  meditation  or  reflection.  —  Dhydna- 
goiara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  class  of  Buddhist  deities ; 

[cf.  dhydndva<?ara.~]  —  Dhydna-japya,  as,  m.  pi., N.  of  a  race.  —  Tfhydna-tatpara,  as,  d,  am,  lost  in 
thought,  absorbed  in  meditation,  reflecting,  medi- 

tative. —  Dhydna-dipa,  as,  m.  'the  lamp  of  medi- 
tation,' N.  of  a  work.  —  Dliydna-dyuti,  is,  m.,  N. 

of  a  man.  —  Vhydna'nwhtha,  as,  d,  am,  engaged 
in  meditation,  contemplative,  lost  in  thought.— Dhyd- 
na-para,  as,  d,am,  =  dhydna-tatpara.—Dhydna- 
pdramitd,  f.,  seepdramitd.  —  Dhydna-phata,  am, 
n.  '  the  fruit  of  meditation,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
PurSna-sarva-sva  by  Halayudha.  —  Dhydna-bhaitya, 
as,  m.  interruption  of  thought  or  meditation. 
—  Dltydna-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  reflection 
or  meditation.  —  Dkydna-mtitra,  am,  n.  mere  re- 

flection, thought  alone.  -•  Dhydna-mudrd,  f.  the 
prescribed  attitude  in  which  to  meditate  on  the  deity. 
—  Dhydfta-yoga,  as,  m.  profound  meditation,  the 
performance  of  religious  abstraction,  (also  explained 
as  a  Dvandva,  meditation  and  abstraction) ;  N.  of  a 
kind  of  magic  mentioned  in  the  Yoga-ratna-m5l5, 
'  destroying  one's  enemies  by  images  formed  in  the 
mind.'  —  Dhydna-lakshana,  am,  n.  'the  mark  of 
meditation,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Pur5na-sarva-sva. 
—  Dhydna-vut,  an,  art,  at,  occupied  in  or  intent 
on  religious  meditation.  —  Dhydna-vindupanixJiad 

(''du-up'),  t,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad  belonging  to the  Atharva-veda.  —  Dhydna-xtha,  as,  d,  am,  ab- 
sorbed in  meditation  ;   lost  in  thought.  —  Dhydnd- 

vadara  (°no-a»°),   as,   m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of 
Buddhist  deities ;  [cf.  dhyana-yofara.] 
Dhyanika,  as,  d,  am,  proceeding  from  religious 

meditation,  sought  or  obtained  by  pious  contemplation. 

Dhydnin,  i,  inl,  i,  contemplative,  engaged  in 
religious  meditation,  meditating. 
Dhydni-buddha,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  dhydni, 

patronymic  fr.  dhyana;  cf.  mdnushi-buddha), 
a  spiritual  or  mental  Buddha,  an  incorporeal  Buddha 
•esulting  from  meditation,  (their  number  is  given  as 
five  or  six  or  ten  or  more.) 

Dhydni-bodhi-sattva,  as,  m.  (with  Buddhists)  an 
incorporeal  son  of  a  Dhyani-buddha. 
Dhydniya,  as,  d,  am  (according  to  Vopa-deva 

26.  25,  fut.  pass,  part.),  to  be  meditated  upon. 
Dhydman,  d,  m.  measure;  light;  (a),  n.  medi- 

tation. 

Dhydyat,  an,  anil,  at,  thinking  of,  considering, 
reflecting,  meditating  upon  ;  supposing,  imagining. 
Dhydyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  reflected  on, 

being  meditated  upon. 
Dhyeya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  meditated  upon,  to  be 

pondered  or  contemplated  ;  fit  for  meditation  ;  to  be 
imagined. 

II  dhra,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  rt.  dhri),  =  dhara 
(at  the  end  of  some  comps.,  e.  g.  ansa-dhri,  mahl- 
dhra,  q.  v.). 

dhraj  or  dhranj,  cl.  I.  P.  dhrajati 
or  dhranjati  or  dhriiijatl,  &c.,  Ved.  to 

move,  go,  glide  (as  a  bird  &c.)  ;  [cf.  rt.  dhrij, 

dhrij,  dhvaj,  dhvarij.~\ Dhrajas,  as,  n.  (?),  Ved.  =  dhraji  below. 
Dhrajl,  is,  f.,  Ved.  the  gliding  course  or  motion 

of  the  wind,  &c.  —  Dhraji-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved. 
gliding,  moving. 
Dhrdji,  is,  f.,  Ved.  the  gliding  course  of  the 

wind,  &c.  ;  impulse  ;  whirlwind,  gale. 

dhran,  cl.  I.  P.  dhranati,  &c.,  to 
\sound  (as  a  drum  or  other  instrument); 

[cf.  rt.  dhan,  2.  dhvan,  3.  dhdra;  Gr.  flpt'-o-juai, 
9p6~o-s,  0p7j-yo-y,  Spi'-\o~s,  Qpv\\os,  Q6pv-&o-s,  rfv- 
OpTj-Sccp,  a.v-BpT\-3t*iv,  rov-9pu-?,  Tov-9opvfa  ;  Goth. 

drun-yu-s,  '  voice  ;'  Angl.  Sax.  dran,  '  a  drone  ;' 

Mod.  Germ,  dronen."] 
dhras,  cl.  9.  and  10.  P.  dhrasnati, 

dhrdsayati,  -yitum,  to  glean  ;  to  throw 
or  toss  up,  cast  upward  ;  [cf.  tulhras.] 

wr  dhra,  cl.  2.  and  I.  P.  dhrati  or  dhrati, 
.  to  go,  (Naigh.  II.  14.) 

dhrakh,  cl.  I.  P.  dhrakhati,  &c., 
X  to  be  dry  or  arid,  &c.,  =  rt.  drdkh. 

dhrdgh,  cl.  I.  A.  dhraghate,  &c.,  to 
be  able  or  competent,  &c.,  =rt.  dragh. 

dhranksh      [cf.     rt.      dhmanksh, 

dhmnksh,  drdnksh],  cl.  I.  P.  dhran- 
kshati,  &c.,  to  utter  the  sound  of  birds,  to  crow, 
caw,  &c.  ;  to  desire. 

•£JJ^  dhrad,  cl.  I.  A.  dhrddate,  &c.,  to \  divide,  split,  &c.,  =  rt.  drdd. 
Dhradi,  is,  m.  gathering  or  plucking  flowers. 

ftl  dhri  (fr.  rt.  dhri)  in  a-dhri,  q.  v. 
Dhriyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  held  or  sustained  ; 

being  withheld  or  checked  or  suppressed,  &c. 

jy  J   dhrij,  cl.  i.  P.  dhrejati,  &c.,  to  go N  or  move,  &c.,  =  rt.  dhraj. 

Dhrija  in  a-dhrija,  as,  d,  am,  unrestrainable. 

^T  i.dhru  (connected  with  rt.  dhri),  cl.  I. 
O  6.  P.  dhravati,  dhrucati,  dudhrdva,  Sec.,  to 

be  firm  or  fixed,  to  stand  firm  ;  to  go,  move  ;  to  ascer- 
tain, know  with  certainty  ;  to  kill  :  Caus.  dhrdva- 

yati:  Vesid.dudhrushnti.dudhruvishati:  Intens. 

dodhrnyate;  [cf.  Lith.  drutas,  '  firm  ;'  Goth,  traua, 'I  trust,'  =  Caus.] 

Dhruti,  is,  f.,Ved.  (S5y.)  fixed  destiny,  settled  course 
of  fate  ;  (according  to  modern  scholars)  misleading, 
leading  astray,  corrupting,  seduction,  (fr.  rt.  dhvri.) 
Dhruva,  as,  d,  am,  fixed,  firm,  remaining  fixed 

in  one  place,  firmly  fixed,  fast,  immovable,  stable, 

enduring,  constant,  lasting,  permanent,  continual,  per- 
petual, eternal,  invariable,  unchangeable,  inevitable; 

certain,  sure,  well-ascertained ;  firm,  strong,  fixed, 
settled  (as  a  day) ;  fixed  (in  astrology,  as  a  karana, 

q.  v.;  the  fixed  Karanas  are  four,  viz.  S'akuni,  Naga, 
Catushpada,  and  Kinstughna  or  Kintu-ghna  (?) :  the 
seven  A-dhruvani  are  given  under  Parana :  some  of 
the  Nakshatras  are  also  called  Dhruvani,  see  nakslm- 

tra);  fixed  (in  anatomy,  as  certain  members  or 
organs  of  the  body  which  cannot  be  severed  without 
causing  death,  those  which  are  separable  being  called 

a-dhruva,  q.  v.) ;  tenacious,  retentive  (e.  g.  dhrui'd smritih,  a  retentive  memory) ;  (as),  m.  the  polar 
star  or  the  north  pole  itself  (personified  in  mythology 
as  son  of  Uttana-p5da  and  grandson  of  the  first 
Manu);  the  pole  of  any  great  circle  (especially  either 
of  the  celestial  poles) ;  polar  longitude,  the  distance 
of  a  planet  from  the  beginning  of  the  sidereal  zodiac  ; 
a  constant  arc;  N.  of  one  of  the  twenty-seven 
astronomical  Yogas  or  the  Yoga  star  of  the  twelfth 
lunar  asterism  (supposed  to  =  8  Leonis  ?) ;  a  knot  (?) ; 
the  trunk  of  a  lopped  tree  or  pollard,  a  post,  stake ; 
the  Indian  fig-tree ;  the  tip  or  point  of  the  nose  (?) ;  a 
sort  of  bird,=tfar<m,  (perhaps  incorrectly  for  sma- 
rdri,  meaning  S'iva) ;  the  introductory  stanza  of  a 
poem  or  song  ('  the  constantly  recurring  verse,'  which is  repeated  as  a  kind  of  burden  or  chorus) ;  time, 
epoch,  era,  any  fixed  period  from  which  dates  are 
computed ;  an  epithet  of  BrahmS ;  of  Vishnu  [cf. 

dhruvdkshara~\ ;  of  Siva ;  N.  of  one  of  the  serpents 
supporting  the  earth  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  Vasus  ;  of  a 
son  of  Vasu-deva  and  RohinI ;  of  an  An-girasa,  sup- 

posed to  be  the  author  of  a  Rig-veda  hymn  (Rig- 
veda  X.  173) ;  of  a  son  of  Nahusha ;  of  a  hero  on 
the  side  of  the  Pandus ;  of  a  son  of  Ranti-nSra  (or 
Ranti-bhara) ;  (d),  f.  the  largest  of  the  three  sacri- 

ficial ladles  (made  in  the  shape  of  the  Indian  fig-leaf 
and  of  the  wood  of  the  Flacourtia  Sapida  ?) ;  the  plant 

Desmodium  Gangeticum  ;  the  plant  Sanseviera  Zey- 
lanica,  a  small  tree  from  the  fibres  of  which  bow- 

strings are  made  (  =  murvd);  a  virtuous  woman;  a 
cow  which  stands  quiet  when  milked  ;  scil.  dti,  the 
point  of  the  heavens  directly  under  the  feet,  the 
point  of  the  lower  hemisphere  directly  opposite  to 

the  zenith ;  (am),  n. '  the  enduring  sound,'  a  sound 
heard  or  supposed  to  be  heard  after  the  Abhinidhana, 
probably  the  mere  prolongation  of  the  preceding 
sound;  heaven,  sky,  atmosphere;  (am),  ind.  cer- 

tainly, surely,  assuredly ;  eternally ;  (dya),  ind.  for 
ever.  (According  to  grammarians,  dhrura  at  the 
end  of  a  comp.  may  give  a  bad  sense  to  the  word 
with  which  it  is  compounded,  Pan.  II.  I,  53) ;  [cf. 

Hib.  dearbh,  ' sure,  true;'  Goth,  triggm;  Angl. 
Sax.  treowe,  for-truwyan  ;  Old  Germ,  triit,  trimm, 
ga-triu,  ya-triuwi,  ga-triwi,  =  Mod.  Germ,  treu, 
treue,  ge-treu,  =  Eng.  true,  trtwty.]  —  Dhmva-ketu, 
vs,  m.  a  kind  of  meteoi.  —  Dhruva-kskit,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  resting  firmly,  abiding  fixedly ;  abiding  in  the 
fixed  (sacrifice).  -  Dhrum-kshiti,  is,  ie,  i,  Ved. 
having  a  firm  position  or  abode.  —  Dh  ruva-kshema, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  abiding  in  fixed  habitations,  having 
enduring  mansions ;  firmly  fixed.  —  Dhruva-gati, 
is,  f.  a  firm  position ;  (is,  is,  i),  going  firmly. 
—  Dhrma-tarita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  twelfth  and 
thirteenth  chapters  of  the  Svarga-khanda  or  third 
part  of  the  Padma-Purana ;  N.  of  the  sixty-second 
chapter  of  the  Lin-ga-Purana ;  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Dhruva-^yut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  caus- 

ing to  fall  or  shaking  the  immovable  (mountains); 
—  Dhruva-tdrd,  f.  or  dhruva-tdraka,  am,  n.  the 
polar  star.  —  Dhruiia-patw,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
Vallabhior  Ballabhi;  [cf.  dhruva-sena.]  —  Dhruea- 
yoni,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  a  firm    resting-place. 
—  Dhruva-ratnd,  (.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris 
attending  on  Skanda.—  Dhruva-lakshana,  am,  n. 

'  the  mark  of  recurring  stanzas,'  N.   of  a  chapter 
of  the   Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Dhrura-fad,  t,  t,   t, 

Ved.   restina-pn  firm   ground,  abiding    in  a  firm 
place.  —  Dilfij^a-sanilhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  son 
of  Su-sandhi  or  Su-shandhi  and  father  of  Bharata. 

—  Dhriiva-siddhi,  is,  m. '  through  whom  conva- 
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lescence  is  sure,'  N.  of  a  physician  at  the  court  of 
Agni-mitra.  —  Dhrut'a-sftia,  ox,  m.,  N.  of  two  Bal- 
labhl  princes ;  [cf.  dhrttcu-iHiJu.^Dhrurakthara 

(cva-alish°),  of,  m.  '  fixed  and  eternal,'  epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —  D/iniea carta  (  r.i-ir"),  as,  m.  the  point on  the  crown  of  the  head  from  which  the  hairs  radiate. 

—  liliritriiili'a  (°ra-a»'D),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
Dhrueaka,  as,  m.  polar  longitude ;  the  trunk  of 

a  lopped  tree ;  a  post,  pale,  stake ;  the  introductory 
or  recurring  stanza  of  a  song,  see  dhritva  ;  N.  of 
one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda;  (a),  f.  the  intro- 

ductory stanza  and  burden  of  a  song  [cf.  il/iuvaka]  ; 
N.  of  a  woman. 

J)hrttvase  (an  infinitive  form  from  dhruvas  which 
may  be  derived  from  dhruva),  Ved.  in  order  to  rest ; 
(Say.)  for  a  firm  seat. 
Dhntvi,  in,  i»,  i,  Ved.  firmly  fixed,  firm. 
Dhrauva,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  Dhruva  or  the 

polar  star;  being  in  the  ladle  called  Dhruva. 
Dhrauvya,  am,  n.  fixedness,  firmness,  immovable- 

ness,  uninterrupted  rest ;  duration ;  certainty,  necessity ; 
(as,  &c.),  conferring  duration  or  fixedness. 

1J  2.  dhru  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  dhvri)  in 
a-smnta*dhra,  not  disappointing  desire ;  (SSy.)  not 
remembering  injury. 
Dhrut  in  varuna-dhrut,  q,  v. 

VTS  dhruv,  cl.  6.  P.  dhruvati,  Sic.,  to 
O    \  stand  firm ;  to  go,  move ;  (various  reading 

for  rt.  i.  dhru.) 

Vt   dhru,  cl.  6.  P.  dhruvati,  &c.,=rt.  i. 
Cs  dhru,  and  dhruv. 

dhrek,  cl.  I.  A.  dhrekate,  Sic.,  to 

sound ;  to  grow  or  increase ;  to  be  exhi- 
larated or  elevated  with  joy ;  to  manifest  elevation 

or  hilarity  by  noise ;  [cf.  drek.~\ 

dhrai,  cl.  I.  P.  dhrdyati,  &c.,  to  be 
satisfied  or  pleased ;  [cf.  probably  Gr.  Tpt<p-u 

=  Cans.  dhrdpaydmi,  Bpfyis,  rpiipis,  -rap<t>vs.} 

dhvans  (sometimes  written  dhvas), 

.  cl.  i.  A.  dhvansate  (ep.  also  -tf),  da- 
dnti;  dhvansishyate, adlivansiihta,  adhvasat, 

dhmniiitum,  to  fall  down,  fall  to  pieces,  fall  to  dust, 
be  reduced  to  powder,  decay,  to  be  ruined  ;  perish ; 
to  become  eclipsed ;  to  scatter  or  sprinkle  over,  cover 
with ;  to  be  covered  or  sprinkled  with  dust ;  (the 

imperative  dJivansa,  dhvamata,  = '  be  gone,'  *  away 
with  you,' 'vanish') :  Pass,  dhvasyate,  to  be  destroyed, 
perish,  &c. :  Caus.  dhvansayati,  to  cause  to  fall, 
fell,  throw  down,  cause  to  perish,  destroy ;  to  inter- 
nipt  ;  dhrasayati,  Sec.,  Ved.  to  scatter,  disperse 
(darkness  &c.) :  Desiil.  didhcansisliate :  Intens.  da- 
nldhvasyate  and  danldhvansti,  danldhvanslti ; 

[cf.  Goth,  drus, '  to  fall ;'  draiusya  =  '  I  fall,' = Caus. 
dhvansayami:  Old  Germ,  troryu, '  I  gush.'] 
Dhvansa,  as,  m.  falling  down,  perishing,  destruc- 

tion, demolition;  vanishing, ceasing  to  exist,  loss,  ruin ; 
(i),  f.  a  mote  in  a  sun-beam. 
Dhvansaka,  as,  a,  am  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.), 

destroying,  causing  to  fall  or  perish,  removing. 
Dhvannana,  as,  a,  am,  causing  to  fall,  destroying, 

demolishing.ruining;  scattering,  dispersing;sprinkling; 
(am),  n.  perishing,  dying;  loss,  destruction,  ruin; 
falling ;  going. 
Dhvansanlya,  as,  a,  am,  liable  to  destruction, 

capable  of  being  ruined. 

Dhvanmyltvd,  ind.  having  destroyed;  having 
interrupted. 

Dhuansi,  is,  m.  ̂   part  of  a  Muhurta. 
Dhvansita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  fall,  destroyed, 

demolished,  ruined,  lost. 

Dhvansin,  I,  ini,  i,  falling,  perishing,  being 
destroyed,  decaying;  causing  to  fall,  destroying, 
destructive;  (I),  m.  a  Pllu  tree  (said  to  grow  in mountainous  districts). 

I .  dhvaj  or  dhvanj,  cl.  I .  P. dhvajati, 
ilh raiijati.  Sec.,  to  go,  move ;  [cf.  perhaps 

Lat.  vagut,  tagari.} 

y.  dhvaj  =  dhraja  in  kHta-dli,  Rig-veda  VII. 

83,  a. ]>hraja,  as,  rarely  am,  n.  (connected  with  rt. 
1.  dhvaj  and  perhaps  with  rt.  I.  dhu),  a  banner, 

standard,  flag-staff,  flag,  ensign,  pennon;  (meta- 
phorically) a  distinguished  or  eminent  personage 

e.  g.  kula-dhvaja,  the  head  or  ornament  of  a 
family) ;  a  mark,  emblem,  sign,  symbol,  character- 

,stic  mark  [cf.  k(ijjala-dh°,  dharm(9-dh°,  dltuma* 
dh",  dhuli-dK1,  •erishabha-dlf ,  Sec.}  ;  the  attribute 
of  a  deity ;  the  sign  of  any  trade ;  the  sign  of 

a  distillery  or  of  a  tavern  [cf.  surd-dh°} ;  the 
business  there  carried  on ;  the  penis  &c.,  the  organ 
of  generation  (of  any  animal,  male  or  female) ;  a 
skull  carried  Ott  a  staff  as  a  mark  of  ascetics  and 

Yogis ;  a  house  situated  to  the  east  of  any  object ; 
a  place  prepared  in  a  peculiar  way  for  building ;  (in 
prosody)  an  iambic;  (in  Vedic  grammar)  N.  of  a 
peculiar  kind  of  Krama-pJtha ;  (in  astronomy)  N. 
of  a  Yoga;  N.  of  a  GrSma  situated  towards  the 

north  ;  (as),  m.  one  who  prepares  or  sells  spirituous 
liquors ;  (according  to  some)  pride,  hypocrisy. 

—  Dhvaja-griha,  am,  n.  a  room  in  which  banners 
are  kept  or  from  which  flags  wave.  —  Dhvaja-grlva, 

as,  m.  '  having  a  neck  erect  as  a  banner,'  N.  of  a 
Rakshas.  ••  Dhvaja-druma,  as,  m.  the  palm  tree 

(used  for  making  flag-staff's,  =  tdla).*~  Dhvaja-na- 
vaml,  (.,  N.  of  a  particular  festival.  -•  Dhvaja-pata, 

as,  m.  'banner-cloth,'  the  cloth  of  the  flag,  a  flag. 

Dhvaja-praharana,  as,  m.  '  striking  banners  or 
flags,'  air,  wind,  gale.  —  Dhmja-bhanga  or  dhvaja- 

pdta,  as,  m.  '  fall  or  impotence  of  the  male  organ,' inability  to  procreate  children ;  fracture  or  fall  of  a 

banner.  —  Dhvaja-yantra,  am,  n.  'banner-instru- 
ment, '  any  contrivance  to  which  a  flag-staff  is  fastened. 

—  Dhvaju-yashti,is,  f.  a  flag-staff.  —  Dhvaja-rdjin, 

i,  ini,  i,  displaying  flags  or  ensigns.  —  Dhvaja-i-at, 
an,  atl,  at,  decorated  or  adorned  with  flags ;  having 
a  mark  or  sign,  bearing  the  mark  of  a  criminal, 

branded ;  (an),  m.  an  ensign,  a  standard-bearer ;  a 
distiller,  a  vendor  of  spirituous  liquors ;  a  Brahman 
who  having  slain  another  carries  the  skull  of  the 
murdered  man  with  him  to  places  of  pilgrimage  by 

way  of  penance ;  (atl),  {.,  N.  of  a  divine  female ; 
N.  of  a  divine  attendant  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Dhvaja- 

stambha,  as,  m.  a  flag-staff.  —  Dhvaj  drvSalia  (°ja- 
an°),  am,  n.  '  banner<loth,'  a  fizg.  —  Dhvajdgra- 
keyura  (°ja-ag°),  am,  n.  '  the  ring  on  the  top  of  a 
standard,'  N.  of  a  kind   of  abstract  contemplation 

(among  Buddhists).  —  Dhvajdgra-nis'd-mani  Cja- 
ag°),  is,  m. '  the  moon  (night-jewel)  of  the  standard- 
top,'   N.    for   a   peculiar   method    of   numeration. 
—  Dhvaj  dgra-rati  (°ja-ag°),  f.  '  furnished  with  a 
standard-top,'  N.  for  a  mode  of  reckoning.  —  Dhva- 
jdroha,  probably  a  wrong  reading  for  gajdroha, 

ri.v.  —  Dhvajdhrita  (°ja-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  robbed 
or  taken  possession  of  at  the  standard,  i.  e.  on  the 
battle-field.  —  Dhrajl-karana,   am,   n.   raising  a 
standard,  hoisting  a  flag;  making  anything  a  plea, 

setting  up  as  a  claim  or  right.  —  Dhvajl-kri,  cl.  8. 
P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  set  up  a  standard, 
hoist  a  flag;    to  use  as  a  mark,  sign,  or  pretext. 

—  Dhvajl-kritya,  ind.  having  raised  a  standard ; 
having  made  a  plea  or  pretext.  —  Dhvajodtlhrdya 

(°ja-u<!°),  as,  m.  erecting  a  banner  ;  erection  of  the 
male  organ.  -•  Dhvajotthdna   (°ja-ut°),   am,    n. 
•erection  of  a  flag,' a  festival  in  honour  of  Indra, 
the  twelfth  day  of  the   light  half  of  the  month 
Bhadra. 

Dhvajika  in  dharma-dhvajika,  a  hypocrite  who 
only  makes  a  pretence  of  religion;  [cf.  dharma dhvaja.] 

Dhvajin,  I,  ini,  i,  furnished  with  or  bearing  a 
flag,  carrying  a  flag  or  standard,  hoisting  an  ensign ; 
(at  end  of  comp.)  having  as  a  mark  or  sign ;  (?),  m 
a  standard-bearer ;  one  having  an  emblem  or  sign  ; 
a  distiller  or  vendor  of  spirituous  liquors ;  a  car, 
chariot,  carriage ;  a  mountain  ;  a  snake ;  a  peacock  ; 

a  horse  ;  a  BrShman  ;  (ml),  f.  '  a  bannered  host,' 
an  army.  -  Dhrajinl-pali,  is,  m.  the  leader  of an  army. 

dhvanj.    See  rt.  i.  dhvaj,  col.  I. 

^d  JH   dhvau  (connected  with  rt.  2.  dkcan), 
\  cl.  i.  P.  dhvanati,  Sic.,  to  sound. 

1.  dhvan  (related  to  rt.  dhvags], 

Ved.  to  become  covered  or  shut  up,  cover 

one's  self,  &c.  :  Caus.  dhvanayali,  -yitiim,  to  en- 
velope, wrap  up. 

I.  dhvdnta,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  under  2.  it/mut 
below),  covered,  enveloped,  dark  ;  (am),  n.  darkness, 

night.  —  Dhvanta-titta,  as,  m.  'perceived  in  the 
dark(?),'a  fire-fly  ;  (also  read  dkvanta-vHta.)—Vhvan- 
ta-jdla,  am,  n.  '  the  net  of  darkness  or  the  cover  of 
night,'  a  veil  (?).  •-  flhranta-iatrava,  as,  m.  '  emmy 
of  darkness,'  N.  of  the  tree  Cassia  Fistula  ;  the  sun 

or  any  luminary.  —  JJhi'dntdrdti  (°ta-ar°),  fv,  m. 
'enemy  of  darkness,'  the  sun  or  any  luminary. 

«•  7M  rantonmesha  (°/a-«nc),  as,  m.  '  flashing  or 

twinkling  in  the  darkness,'  a  fire-fly. 
2.  dhvan  (connected  with  rts.dhvan 
and  dhran),  cl.  I.  P.  dkranati,  da- 

dhedna,  dhvanitum,  to  sound,  produce  a  sound, 
utter  sounds,  buzz,  roar,  echo,  reverberate  :  Caus.  P. 

dhvanayati  and  dhvanayati,  &c.,  to  sound,  cause 

to  sound  ;  [cf.  Goth,  drun-yu-s,  *  sound  ;'  Angl. Sax.  dyn-an,  dyne.} 

Dhvana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  wind  ;  sound,  tune  ;  N. 

of  a  man.  —  Dhrana-modm,  I,  m.  '  delighting  by  its 
sound,'  the  humble-bee. 
Dhvanat,  an,  anil,  at,  sounding,  making  a  noise. 
Dhcanana,  am,  n.  sounding  ;  hinting  at. 

Dlivanayat,  an,  and,  at,  causing  to  sound  or 
resound,  resounding,  echoing  with  ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of 
a  wind. 

Dftvani,  is,  m.  sound,  echo,  noise  ;  tone,  tune  ; 
thunder  ;  the  sound  of  a  drum  ;  an  inarticulate  sound, 

a  mere  empty  sound  without  reality  ;  a  word  ;  allu- 
sion, hint,  figurative  allusion,  implied  meaning, 

poetical  style;  N.  of  a  v/ork.  —  Dhvani-kdru,  as, 
or  dhvani-krit,  t,  m.  the  author  of  the  work  called 
Dhvani.  —  Dhrani-graha,  as,  m.  '  apprehending 
sounds,'  the  ear;  hearing.  —  Dhrani-tra,  am,  n. 
figurative  allusion,  poetical  style.  —  Dhvani-natha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  ma.n.  —  J)hrani-nala,  f.,  N.  of 
several  musical  instruments,  =  kdhald,  a  sort  of 

trumpet  ;  the  Vina  or  lute  ;  a  pipe,  fife.  —  Dhvani- 
bodhaka  or  dhrani-bodhana,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

N.  of  the  grass  Rohisha.  —  Dlirani-mkdra,  as,  m. 
a  change  of  voice  (caused  by  fright  or  grief,  &c.). 

—  Dhvany-artha,  as,  m.  the  meaning  or  truth 
implied. 

Dkvanita,  as,  d,  am,  sounded,  making  a  noise 
(as  a  drum);  alluded  to,  implied,  figuratively  or 
rhetorically  expressed  ;  (am),  n.  sound,  thunder. 

nhranya,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Dhvdna,  as,  m.  humming,  murmuring,  one  of  the 

seven  kinds  of  speech  or  raAjA  sthdnanf,  (a  degree 

louder  than  updas'u,  q.  v.)  ;  sound  or  tone  in  general. 
Dhvdnita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  sound,  made 

resonant. 
2.  dhvdnta,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  wind.  (For  I. 

dhvdnta  see  under  I.  dhvan  above.) 

£E{^(  dhvas.    See  rt.  dhvans,  col.  i. 
Dhrai,  dhvat  (fr.  rt.  dhvans),  (at  the  end  of 

certain  comps.)  causing  to  fall,  throwing  down. 
Dhvaean,  d,  m.,Ved.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Matsyas. 
Dhvatani,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the  sprinkler  ;  sprinkling, 

scattering  (as  a  cloud). 
Dhvasanti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Dhvaiira,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  sprinkled,  spattered, 

covered  ;  (Say.)  destroyed  ;  [cf.  dhusara.} 
Dhvasla,  as,  d,  am,  fallen;  destroyed,  perished, 

hurt,  lost  ;  covered,  eclipsed,  disappeared.  —  Dhms- 
tdksha  (°ta-altsha),  as,  I,  ant,  having  the  eyes 
sunk  (as  in  death). 

Dhvaxti,  is,  f.  ceasing,  destruction,  cessation  (of 
all  the  consequences  of  actions),  one  of  the  four  states 

to  which  the  Yogin  attains. 
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Dhvaman,  a,  m.,  Ved.  polluting,  darkening; 
(Sav.)  destroying,  destructive;  causing  destruction. 
—  Dhvasman-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  covered?; 
(S5y.)  whose  faults  or  imperfections  are  destroyed ; 
(at),  n.  (according  to  Yaska)  water. 
Dhvasra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sprinkling,  spattering ; 

scattering,  liberal;  (Say.)  destructive;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  king. 

&4IBJI  dhvdksha,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  and  its 
fruit. 

dhvanksh  [cf.  rts.  dhmdnksh  and 
dhrdnksh],  cl.  I.  P.  dhvdnttshati, 

Sec.,  to  utter  the  cry  of  birds,  to  caw,  croak,  crow, 
&c. ;  to  desire. 

Dhvdnksha,  as,  m.  a  crow ;  (according  to  some) 
any  aquatic  bird,  as  a  crane,  gull,  &c.,  feeding  on  fish, 
=  Ardea  Nivea;  (sometimes  used  at  the  end  of  a 

comp.  to  express  contempt,  e.  g.  tirtha-dhvdnksha, 
a  crow  at  a  sacred  bathing-place,  i.  e.  a  man  in  the 

wrong  place) ;  a  beggar  (on  account  of  his  insatia- 
bleness) ;  an  impudent  fellow ;  N.  of  one  of  the  Nagas 
(  =  takshaka);  a  house?;  (in  astronomy)  N.  of 

a  Yoga;  (?),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  =  kdkoli,  kakko- 

likd,  laghu-kdvali ;  [cf.  Hib.  dms,  'a  crow.'] 
"Dhvdnksha-janghd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  kaka- 
janghd.—Dhvdnkeha-jambu,  us,  f.  =  kdka-jambu. 
—  Dhvdnksha-tuiida-phala,  a  kind  of  plant  the 
fruit  of  which  resembles  the  beak  of  a  crow,  (com- 

monly called   Thora-sVetakavalT.)  —  Dhvdnksha- 
tundd,  i,  f.  =  dhvdnksha-tnnda-phala;  (i).  f-= 
kdka-ndsd.  —  Dhvdnksha-danti  or  dhvdnksha- 
nakhi,  f.  =  kdka-tundi."Dhvdnksha-ndman,  d 
or  a,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  dark  species  of  Udumbara ; 
(ndmni),  f.  =  kdkodumbarikd.  —  Dhvdnksha-nd- 

dhvdnksha-ndsikd,  f.  =  kdka-ndfd.—Dhvdnksha- 
pushta,  as,  m.  the  Kokila  or  Indian  cuckoo,  = 
kdka-pushta.—Dhvditksha-mddi,  f.  =  kaka-mafi, 
=  laghu-kdvali.  —  Dhvdnksha-rdvin,  i,  ini,  i, 
cawing  like  a  crow,  having  a  voice  like  a  crow. 
—Dhvdnksha-valli,  f.  =  kdka-ndsd,  =  dhvdnksha- 
danti,=kararija.  —  Dhvdrtkshddani  Csha-ad?), 
{.  =  dhvdnksha-danti.  —  Dhvankshdrdti  (°sha- 
ar°),  is,  m.  '  enemy  of  crows,'  an  owl. 
Dhvankshikd,  f.  =  kdltoli. 
Dhvditksholikd  or  dhvdnksholi,  f.  a  medicinal 

plant,  =  kdkoli. 
WTPiT  dhvanta.  For  i.  and  2.  dhvanta 

see  p.  462,  col.  3. 

5jr  dhvri  (connected  with  rts.  hvri  and 

^l  dhurv),  cl.  i .  P.  dhvarati,  dadhvdra,  dhva- 
rishyati,  adhvdrshit  (3rd  du.  Aor.  A.  adhvari- 
shdtdm  or  adhvrishdtdm) ;  Prec.  dhvarishishta 
or  dhvriehishta,  dhvartum,  to  bend,  make  crooked, 
cause  to  fall,  fell ;  to  kill :  Caus.  dhvdrayati,  -yi- 
tum :  Desid.  dudhvurshati,  dldhvarishati :  Intens. 
dddhvaryate;  [cf.  a-dhvara,  2.  dhru;  probably 
Angl.  Sax.  thwer,  thweorh,  thwir,  thwur,  dwelian, 
dol,  dweorg,  for-dwilman;  Old  Germ,  dwcr-an, 
ga-dwor,  twar-on,  dwerh  ;  Goth,  dvals ;  Gr.  96\- 

Dhvaras,  as,  m.  f.,  Ved.  '  destructive,  hurtful, 
injurious,'  N.  of  certain  female  demons  or  noxious 
beings. 

Dhvarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bent,  made  crooked, &c. 
Dhvrit,  t,  t,  I  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  causing  to 

fill,  felling,  killing. 

dhvran,  cl.  I.  P.  dhvranati,  &c.,  to 

""x  sound ;  (a  various  reading  for  dhran.) 

«T  i.  na,  the  twentieth  consonant  of  the 
alphabet,  and  the  fifth  letter  of  the  fourth  or  dental 

dass,  having  much  the  sound  of  the  English  n  in 
tenth.  —  Na-kara,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  na. 

«T  2.  na,  ind.  a  particle  of  negation  equi- 

valent to  '  not,'  '  no,'  '  nor,' '  neither'  [cf.  no,  na- 
nu,  na-hi,  na-tardm],  and  in  the  Veda  a  particle  of 
comparison  ;  it  is  used  as  a  negative  particle  in  wishing, 
requesting,  and  commanding  (e.  g.  na  md  garan 

nudyafi,  let  not  the  waters  swallow  me ;  ndvaman- 
yeta  kaiidana,  let  him  not  despise  any  one),  but  not 
in  prohibition  before  an  imperative,  and  not  before 
the  aorist  when  it  has  lost  its  augment  and  stands  for 
an  imperative  (in  both  which  cases  ma,  q.  v.,  is  used). 
When  joined  with  the  potential,  na  may  often  have 

the  sense  of  'that  not,'  'lest,'  'for  fear  lest'  (e.g. 
na  tvdm  da-pet,  lest  he  should  curse  thee).  In 
argumentative  writings  na  often  comes  at  the  end  of 

a  hypothetical  argument  in  the  sense  'not  so'  (e.g. 
nanu  na  kindin  mdnam  iti  fen  na,  now  if  it  be 
said  that  there  is  no  proof,  not  so).  Two  «rts  are 
not  unfrequently  used  in  the  same  sentence  to  intensify 
an  affirmation  (e.  g.  na  khalu  Ha  tat  karishydmi, 
I  will  most  certainly  do  that;  na  tujdtu,  na,  most 
assuredly),  OF  any  other  negative  particle  may  be 
joined  with  na  with  the  same  effect  (e.  g.  nadandyo 

'sti,  he  is  not  to  go  unpunished,  i.  e.  he  must  cer- 
tainly be  punished).  When  a  negation  has  to  be 

repeated  in  successive  clauses  of  a  sentence  or  in 
successive  sentences,  na  may  be  simply  repeated  or 
may  be  strengthened  by  one  of  the  particles  uta,  fa, 
api,  {dpi,  vd,  athavd  (e.  g.  ndham  asydranyasya 
devatd  na  ddpy  axya  gireh,  1  am  not  the  deity  of 
this  forest  nor  of  this  mountain),  or  the  negative  is 
not  expressed  in  the  second  clause  but  represented 

by  vd  or  api  vd  or  da  standing  alone  (e.  g.  na  hrish- 
yati  gldyati  vd,  he  neither  rejoices  nor  desponds), 
or  two  clauses  may  have  the  negative  particle  and 

not  a  third  (e.  g.  na  deveehu  na  Yaksheshu  manu- 
sheshv  api  danyeshu  tadrig  rupavati  drishta- 
pured,  neither  among  gods  nor  Yakshas  nor  other 
mortals  has  so  beautiful  a  female  been  before  seen). 
Na  is  sometimes  placed  before  round  or  collective 
numbers  to  denote  a  deficiency,  the  deficient  number 
being  prefixed  in  the  inst.  or  abl.  case  (e.g.  ekaya 
or  ekena  na  vinfatih,  not  twenty  by  one,  i.  e.  nine- 

teen; pandabhir  na  datvdri  iaiani,  395).  When 
na  is  the  negative  of  the  simple  idea  expressed  by  a 
word,  it  may  be  regarded  as  compounded  with  it, 
and  is  then  identical  with  3.  a,  q.  v.  (e.  g.  na-vidvas, 
unwise ;  nadhita,  unread ;  na-kindana,  q.  v.)  Na 
is  often  joined  with  other  particles,  e.  g.  na  fa,  na 
dapi,  ndpi,  nota,  na  vd,  naiva,  na  daiva,  ndpi 
da,  na  tu,  na  tveva,  na  tveva  tu,  na  det  (see 
ded),  na  khalu,  na  ha  (after  this  last  a  verb  is 
said  to  retain  its  accent  if  used  in  the  future  with  an 

imperative  sense,  Pan.  VIII.  I,  31).  Na  is  frequently 
used  in  early  Vedic  composition  as  a  particle  of  com- 

parison = ' like,' ' as,' ' as  it  were '  (e.g.  tva  ndvam 
na  dltimahl,  we  meditate  on  thee  like  a  boat ;  cf. 

3.  a,  which  also  in  a  few  instances  =  '  like ') ;  it  is  also 
found  in  this  sense  in  the  later  artificial  poems ;  [cf. 

Lat.  ne,  man;  Gr.  vij  in  vri-xepf'tii,  C7j-it7)8^s ; 
Lith.  ne;  Slav,  ne;  Goth,  ni,  ne,  nei;  Angl.  Sax. 

na;  Old  Germ,  ni;  Hib.  ni."] 
•T  3.  na,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Buddha ;  binding, 

tying,  a  band  ;  one  who  is  praised  ;  a  N.  of  GaneSa 

( =  dvi-randa  /) ;  a  jewel,  pearl ;  war ;  giving,  a 
gift ;  welfare,  prosperity ;  (a),  f.  the  navel ;  a  musical 
instrument;  knowledge;  (as,  a,  am},  thin,  spare; 
vacant,  empty;  identical,  same,  like;  unvexed,  un- 

wearied ;  undivided,  unbroken. 

T  4.  na,  (in  prosody)  a  tribrach  or  foot 
of  three  short  syllables. 

«t^  nawjf,  the  base  of  many  forms  of  rt. 
2.  nni,  q.  v. 

Nania,  as,  m.  (?),  Ved.  (according  to  S3y.)  = 
ndtfana,  removal,  removing,  destruction ;  (but  per- 

haps fr.  rt.  I.  naif),  acquisition. 

Naniana,  am,  n.  (?),  destruction,  in  tvapna-n°, 

q.v. 

Nantiitlca,  as,  I,  am,  injurious,  destructive ;  going 

astray,  being  lost ;  small,  minute. 

Nanshtavya,  as,  a,  am,  destructible,  to  be  injured 

or  kilfed.' 

Nanshtri,  til,  in,  tri,  a  destroyer,  destructive; 

perishing,  being  lost. 

*l'.'Zr§nah-kshudra.     See  under  3.  nas. 

«T=^  nak,  ind.  (probably  fr.  rt.  2.  nas), 
Ved.  night;  [cf.  I.  nakta,  2.  nU,  nlid.} 

1  .nakta,  am,  n. , a,  f.  (in  theVeda  nakta  is  regarded 
as  f.  du.),  night ;  eating  only  at  night  as  a  sort  of 
penance;  a  species  of  poisonous  phnt,  =  kalikaru; 

(an),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Prithu ;  of  Prithu-shena  and 
Akull;  (am),  ind.  by  night,  at  night;  [cf.  2.  m»f, 
nitid ;  Zend  nakhturu  or  nakhtru,  'nocturnal;' 
Gr.  vv£,  vvKrup,  v&KTepo-s,  vvKTep-iv6-s,  vvxto-s, 
vvKTepi-s,  Lat.  nox,  noctu,  nocturnu-s,  noctua; 
Goth,  nahis;  Angl.  Sax.  naht,  niht;  Mod.  Germ. 
nacht;  Eng.  night;  Slav,  noshtl;  Russ.  nodyi; 

Lith.  nakti-s;  Hib.  noclid."]  —  Nakta-ddrin,  t, 
im,  i,  going  or  moving  about  at  night ;  (i),  m.  an 
owl ;  a  cat ;  a  thief;  a  goblin,  a  Rakshas ;  (also  read 

naktan-ddrin,  which  is  the  better  form.)  —  Naktan- 
dara,  as,  t,  am,  going  or  walking  about  at  night ; 
(as),  m.  any  creature  or  animal  that  goes  about 
at  night ;  a  nocturnal  fiend,  a  goblin,  demon,  evil 
spirit,  Rakshas;  a  thief;  the  bdellium  tree,  see 

guggula;  (i),  f.  a  female  demon.  —  Naktandare- 
ivara  (°ra-iit°),  as,  m.  the  lord  of  the  night-rovers 
or  goblins.  —  Naktan-daryd,  f.  walking  or  moving 
about  at  night,  wandering  by  night.  —  Naktan-darin, 
i,  im,  i,  walking  about  at  night,  (opposed  to  diva- 
farin,  divd-dara);  (I),  m.  a  cat;  [cf.  nakta- 

ddrin."\—Naktan-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  grown  or 
produced  at  night.  —  Naktan-dina,  am,  n.  night 

and  day ;  (am),  ind.  by  night  and  day.  —  Naktan- 
divam,  ind.  by  night  and  day.  —  Nakta-bhajana, 
am,  n.  'eating  at  night,'  supper.  —^Nakta-mukha, 
f.  evening,  night;  (a  wrong  reading  for  nakta- 
mushd.)  —  Naktam-prabhava,  as,  d,  am,  pro- 

duced at  night;  (also  read  nakta-prabhava.) 
—  Nakta-vrata,  am,  n.  fasting  by  day  and  eating 
at  night ;  any  religious  rite  or  obligation  observed 

at  night.  —  Naktdndha  (°ta-an°),  as,  d,  am,  blind 

at  night.  —  Naktdndhya  (°ta-an°),  am,  n.  blind- 
ness at  night.  —  Naktoshasd  (°ta-ush°),  f.  du.,  Ved. night  and  morning. 

Naktan,  a,  n.,  Ved.  night. 

Naktam,  ind.  by  night,  at  night.  See  under 
i.  nakta  above. 

Naktayd,  ind.,  Ved.  at  night. 

Nakti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  night;  [cf.  Lith.  nakti-s, '  night.'] 

*T»I?  naka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Daruka ; 

(am)1,  n.  in  Jiharad-vajasya  nakam,  N.  of  a Samart. 

na-kindana,  as,  a,  am,  having 

nothing,  very  poor,  beggarly ;  [cf.  a-kiridana.] 

Nd-kim,  ind.  not,  not  at  all;  [cf.  na-kim  and 

md-kim.] 

Na-kis,  ind.  (ku  is  said  to  be  an  old  nom.  sing, 
m.  of  in,  see  kirn  and  cf.  Lat.  quis),  Ved.  not,  not 
at  all,  never,  (a  little  stronger  than  in  the  simple  na) ; 

no  one,  nobody;  (also  written  na-kir.) 
Na-kim,  ind.,  Ved.  not,  not  at  all,  never ;  [cf. 

na-kim  and  md-kim^] 

"rCaft^l  naku6a,  as,  m.  a  various  reading  for 
lakuda,  q.v.    

11*4  nakuta,  am,  n.  the  nose ;  [cf.  nar- kutaka.J 

•\eKrtnakula,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  na-kula,  without 
a  family  ?),rejected  fromafamily  or  race  (?),  disgraced(?), 
coloured  like  the  ichneumon  ? ;  (as),  m.  the  Bengal 

mungoose  or  Viverra  Ichneumon  (similar  to  the  pole- 
cat and  hostile  to  mice  and  serpents,  from  the  poison 

of  which  it  protects  itself  by  a  medicinal  plant,  cf. 

gandha-n°  and  jala-n°) ;  a  son ;  N.  of  a  Vedic 
poet  with  the  patronymic  Vama-deva  or  Vama-devya 
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or  VaisVamitra ;  N.  of  a  SSman  (Nakulasya  Vdma- 
devasya  preitkhas);  N.  of  a  son  of  Pandu  or 

rather  of  the  AsVins  by  Pandu's  wife  Madri,  he  was 
twin-brother  of  Saha-deva,  and  fourth  of  the  five 
Pandu  princes ;  N.  of  a  physician  mentioned  in  the 
Brahma-vaivarta-PurSna,  author  of  a  work  on  horses  ; 
an  epithet  of  Siva ;  (i),  f.  a  female  ichneumon ; 
several  plants,  Salmalia  Malabarica,  =  Jnikktitl ;  Nar- 
dostachys  Jatamansi,  =jatamansl;  saffron,  =  (att- 

khini;  a  mystical  N.  of  the  letter  h  [cf.  nakulis'a]  ; 
(a),  f.  an  epithet  of  the  wife  of  Siva ;  (also  read 
a-kitla,  n.v.)  —  Naku,la-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or 

condition  of  an  ichneumon.  —  Pfakulddhyd  (°la- 
ddh.'),  f.  a  plant  (=ganftka-ndkuli).  —  Naltu- 
Idndlia-td  (°la-an°),  f.  or  nakuldndhya,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  disease  of  the  eye  in  which  the  eye  becomes 
like  that  of  an  ichneumon  and  all  objects  have  a 

variegated  appearance;  [cf.  naliularulhya.J  —  Na- 

kultsa  (°li-ix'a),  at,  or  (according  to  others)  na- 
talesa  ("la-ida),  as,  m.  a  form  of  Bhairava  re- 

garded as  an  attendant  on  or  emanation  from  Siva ; 

the  letter  A  used  mystically  in  the  Tantras;  [cf. 

nakun.'l  —  N'akultfo-yoga-parayana,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  Yoga  work.  -  Nakuleshtd  or'  nakuleshlakd 
(°io-fsA0),  f.  '  liked  by  the  ichneumon,'  a  plant,  = 
tidkuli,  gandha-ndkull,  (the  mungoose  if  wounded 
in  a  conflict  with  a  poisonous  snake  is  supposed  to 
prevent  the  effects  of  the  venom  by  the  use  of 
this  plant.) 

Nakulaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  an  ornament 
shaped  like  an  ichneumon. 

nakk,  cl.  10.  P.  nakkayati,  &.C.,  to 
.  destroy,  kill,  annihilate. 

TS  2.  nakta  or  nakla(>.},  am,  n.  (for  i. 

nakta  see  p.  463,  col.  3),  =  Jii,  N.  of  the  fifth 
Yoga  (in  astronomy). 

1»o»  naktaka,  as,  m.  dirty  or  ragged 
cloth ;  a  rag,  wiper,  handkerchief,  &c. ;  (a  various 
reading  for  latttaka.) 

IWiirt  naktamdla  or  naktamalaka,  as, 

m.  the  tree  Pongamla  Glabra  or  Dalbergia  Atborea 
or  Galeduba  Arborea. 

T55  nakra,  as,  m.  (derived  in  Pan.  VI.  3, 

75,  fr.  na-kra),  a  crocodile,  an  alligator  [cf.  ndkra] ; 
the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Scorpio ;  (am,  d),  n.  f.  the 
nose ;  (according  to  others)  a  peculiar  disease  of  the 

nose  (  =  ndsd-jrara,  d/taka-jvara) ;  (am),  n.  the 
upper  timber  of  a  door-frame;  (a),  f.  a  swarm  of 
bees  or  wasps.  —  Nakra-rdj,  t,  or  nakra-rdja,  as, 

or  nalira-hdraka,  a>,  m.  'king  of  the  Nakras, 

seizer  of  the  Nakras,'  a  shark  or  any  other  large  sea animal. 

naksh  (connected  with  rt.  I.  tins', 
inaksh),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  naksltati,  -te, 

&c.,  Ved.  to  come  near,  come  to,  approach,  visit, 
meet  with,  attain,  gain,  obtain ;  [cf.  Lat.  nanciscor, 
nactum.] 

NaJcshat,  an,  and,  at,  approaching.  —  Nalt&liad- 
ddbha,  as,  a,  an,  Ved.  striking  down  any  one  that 
approaches ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
Nakshatra,  am,  n.  (ft.  the  above  rt.  in  the  sense 

of  'coming  or  ascending;'  derived  by  some  fr. 
ivikfha^nakta  +  tra,  i.e.  guarding  the  night,  but 
this  would  not  apply  to  the  sun ;  also  by  some  fr. 
na  +  kehatra,  decaying  ?),  a  star  in  general  (also 
applied  to  the  sun),  a  constellation,  an  asterism  in  the 

moon's  path,  a  lunar  mansion,  of  which,  according 
to  the  earlier  reckoning,  twenty-seven  are  enume- 

rated, but  in  the  later  astrology  more  usually  twenty- 
eight,  distinct  in  name,  figure,  and  number  of  stars, 
(the  usual  names  are  as  follow:  i.  SravishthS  or 
DhanishthJ ;  2.  Sata-bhishaj ;  3.  Purva-BhSdra- 
pada;  4.  Uttara-Bhadrapada ;  5.  RevatI;  6.  AlvinI; 
7.  BharanI;  8.  Krittika;  9.  RohinI  or  Brahml; 
10.  Mriga-siras  or  AgrahayanI;  n.  Ardra ;  12! 
Punar-vasa  or  Yamakau;  13.  Pushya  or  Sidhya; 

14.  AsleshS;  15.  Magha;  16.  POrva-PhalgunI ; 
17.  Uttara-PhalgunI ;  18.  Hasta;  19.  Citra;  20. 
Svatl;  11.  VisSkha  or  Radha;  22.  Anuradha;  23. 

JyeshthS;  34.  Mala;  25.  POrvS  Ashadha;  26. 
UttarS  AshadhJ ;  27.  Abhijit;  28.Sravana.  In  the 
Taittiriya-BrShmana,  Sravishthas  is  given  for  I  ; 
Parve  Proshtha-padas  for  3 ;  Uttare  Proshtha-padas 
for  4;  ASva-yujau  for  6;  Apabharanls  or  Bharanls 

for  7 ;  Krittikas  for  8 ;  InvakSs  or  Mriga-s'irsham for  10 ;  BSha  and  Ardri  for  1 1 ;  Tishyas  for 

13;  As'leshis  or  AsVeshSs  for  14;  Maghas  for 
15;  PQrve  PhalgunI  or  Phalgunls  for  16;  Uttare 

PhalgunI  for  17;  NishtyS  or  in  the  Taittirtya- 
SamhitS  also  SvStI  for  20 ;  Visakhe  for  21;  Anu- 
r3dhas  for  22  ;  RohinI  or  Jyeshtha-ghnI  or  JyeshthS 
for  23 ;  Mnla-barham  or  in  the  Taittirlya-SamhitS 
also  Vidritau  for  24;  Parva  AshadhSs  for  25; 
Uttara  AshSdhas  or  Abhijit  for  26;  Sroni  for  27: 

the  names  of  the  months  Magha,  Phalguna,  C'aitra, 
Vai^Skha,  Jyeshtha,  Ashadha,  Sravana,  Bhadra, 
Asvina,  Karttika,  Margaslrsha,  and  Pausha  were 
derived  from  the  names  of  the  corresponding  twelve 
lunar  mansions ;  according  to  some,  certain  Nakshatras 
are  called  dhruvdni,  fixed/viz.  RohinI  and  the  three 
double  asterisms  Uttara-Phalgunl,  Uttara  Ashadha, 
and  Uttara-BhadrapadS.  In  the  Vedas  the  asterisms 
are  considered  to  be  the  abodes  of  the  gods  or  the 
visible  forms  of  pious  persons  after  death,  see  Sayana 
on  Rig-veda  I.  50,  2 ;  in  the  later  mythology  the 
lunar  mansions  are  regarded  as  the  wives  of  the 
moon  and  daughters  of  Daksha;  according  to  the 
Jainas,  the  sun,  moon,  Grahas  or  planets,  Nakshatras, 
and  TlrSs  or  stars  form  the  Jyotishkas) ;  a  pearl ; 

[cf.  deva-n°  and  yama-n°.]  —  Nakshatra-kalpa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Pari-iishta  belonging  to  the  Atharva- 
veda  and  treating  of  the  lunar  mansions.  •-  Nakslia- 
tra-kdnti-viitdra,  at,  m. '  spreading  brilliance  (like 

that)  of  the  Nakshatras  or  constellations,'  the  white 
Yavanala  flower.  —  Nakshatra-kumna-ddra,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  chapter  of  Bhattotpala's  commentary  toVara- 
ha-mihira's  Brihat-Samhita.  —  NaksltatrakHnna-vi- 
bhdga,  as,  m.  distribution  of  countries  supposed  to 
be  under  the  dominion  of  the  different  lunar  man- 

sions. '-Nakshatra-graha-yiity-adhikdra,  as,  m. 

'  the  chapter  of  the  conjunction  of  asterisms  and 

planets,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Surya-siddhanta. 
—  Nakshatra-<!akra,  am,  n.  a  particular  diagram 
for  astrological  calculations ;  the  sphere  of  the  fixed 
stars ;  the  lunar  asterisms  collectively.  —  Nakshatra- 

i!intdmani,  is,  m.  '  Nakshatra  gem'  (see  dinld- 
mani),  N.  of  a  work  on  lunar  mansions.  —  Naksha- 

tra-ja,  dg,  m.,  Ved.  *  star-born/  son  of  the  stars. 
—  Nakshatra-tdrd-rdjddUya  (°ja-dd:"),   as,   m. 
the  sun  as  king  of  the  stars  and  lunar  asterisms ; 
(with  Buddhists)  N.  of  a  particular  kind  of  religious 

meditation.  —  Naltshatra-dars'a,  as,  m.,  Ved. '  star- 
gazer,'  one  who  looks  at  the  stars.  —  Nakshatra- 
ddna-vidhi,  is,   m.  '  rules   about   the   Nakshatra 

offering,"  N.  of  the  1 53rd  chapter  of  the  Bhavish- 
yottarik-Puiim.—Nakehutra-dahada-sdntika,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana-sarva-sva,— NaksJifi- 

tra-ndtha,  as,  m. '  lord  of  the  lunar  mansions,'  the 
moon.  —  Nakshat ra^nirnaya,  as,  m.   'determin- 

ation of  the  Nakshatras,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Tantra-sara ;  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana-sarva-sva. 
••  Nakshatra-nemi,  is,    m.  the   pole  star;    the 
moon;    an  epithet  of  Vishnu;    (is),  f.   the  last  of 
the   aslerisms,  RevatI,    containing  thirty-two   stars. 
—Naksliatra-nyasa,  as,  m.,  N.of  a  chapter  of  the 
Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Nakahatra-pa,  as,  m. '  protector 

or  lord  of  the  lunar  asterisms,'  the  moon.  —  Nakaha- 
tra-/iatha,  as,  m.  'the  path  of  the  Nakshalras  or 
stars,"  the   starry  sky.  —  ftakshatra-pa/haka,  as, 
m. '  reader  of  the  stars,'  an  astrologer.  —  Nnkxhatra- 

purusha,  as,  m.  (In  astrology)  the  figure  of  a  man's 
body  on  the  limbs  of  which  the  various  lunar  aste- 

risms are  distributed  (e.  g.  Mala  on  the  feet,  Jyeshth J 

on  the  neck,  &c.,  cf.  kdla-purituhct ;  in  this  sense 
also  written  nakshatra-purushaka) ;   a  ceremony 
in  which  such  a  figure  is  worshipped ;    N.  of  the 
eightieth  chapter  of  the  Vamana-PurSna.  —  Naksha- 

trapurusha-vrata,  am,  n.  '  the  vow  Nakshatra- 
purusha,'  N.  of  the  fifty-third  chapter  of  the  Matsya- 
Purana.  —  Nakshatra-pujita,  as,  a,  am,  '  star- 

honoured,'  favoured  by"  the  constellations.  —  Naksha- 
tra-prakarana,  am,  n. '  the  Nakshatra  chapter,'  N. 
of  the  second  chapter  of  the  CintJ-mani  SaranikJ 

by  Daia-bala.  —  Nakthatra-phala,  am,  n.  '  the 
result  obtained  from  the  observation  or  influence  of 

the  lunar  mansions,"  N.  of  a  work  on  the  lunar 
mansions.  —  Nakshatra-bhakti,  if,  f.  '  distiibution 
of  the  Nakshatras  or  explanation  of  the  relation  in 

which  they  stand  to  each  other,'  N.  of  the  fifteenth 
AdhySya  of  Varaha-mihira's  Brihat-Samhita;  [cf. 
nakshatrafyuha.]  —  Nakshatra-mdrga,  as,  m. 
the  path  of  the  Nakshatras.  —  Nakshatra-mdld,  f.  a 

ring  or  group  of  stars  ;  the  table  of  the  asterisms  in 

the  moon's  path,  the  asterisms  collectively ;  a  necklace 
containing  twenty-seven  pearls;  a  kind  of  dance. 
—  Nakshatra-ydjaka,  as,  d,  am,  offering  oblations 
to  the  lunar  mansions ;  [cf.  graha-yajna.]  -*  Nakslta- 

tra-yoga,  as,  m.  the  conjunction  of  the  moon  with 
the  lunar  mansions.  —  Nakshatra-yogin,  i,  ini,  i, 
connected  with  the  lunar  mansions ;  (inyas),  f.  pi. 
the  chief  stars  in  the  lunar  asterisms.  —  Nakshatra- 

rdja,  as,  m.  '  the  king  of  the  asterisms,'  the  moon ; 
N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Nakghalrardja-vikridita, 

am,  n.  '  moon-sport,'  N.  of  a  particular  kind  of 
abstract  contemplation.  —  Nakihalra-loka,  as,  m. 
the  starry  region,  the  firmament;  (as),  m.  pi.  the 
world  of  the  Nakshatras.  —  Nakshatra-vartman,  a, 

n.  ''the  path  of  the  Nakshatras,'  the  sky.  —  Naksha- 

tra-vidyd,  (. 'star-knowledge,' astronomy.— Naksha- 
tra-mtltl,  f.  the  path  of  the  Nakshatras .—Nakshatra- 

vrishti,  is,  f.  '  star-shower,'  falling  or  shooting  stars. 
—  Nakehatra-vyuha,  as,  m.  =  nakshatra-bhakti, 

<±.\,~'Ndkshatra-s'avaA,  as,  ds,  as,  Ved.  equal  to the  Nakshatras  in  number?;    (Say.)  going  to  the 

gods.  —  Naksliatra-siuhlhi-prakaraita,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  the  first  chapter  of  the  Vivaha-vrindavana  by  Kes"a- varka,  a  work  on  the  different  lunar  mansions  re- 
garded as  favourable  or  unfavourable  to  marriage. 

—  Nakshatra-sanuMaya,  as,  m.  '  the  assemblage 

of  the  Nakshatras,'  N.  of  an  astrological  work  by  Lalla- 
varaha-suta.  —  Nakshatra-sdi'aka,  as,  m. '  star-indi- 

cator,' an  astrologer.  —  Nakshairesa  (°ra-i.s'a),  of, 
m. '  lord  of  the  Nakshatras,'  the  moon.  —  Nakt/iatrc- 

shlakd  (°ra-isk°),  (.,  Ved.,  N,  of  certain  sacrificial 
bricks.  —  Nakshatreshti  (°ra-i«A J),  is,  f.  a  sacrifice 
or  oblation  to  the  asterisms. 

NaTahatrin,  \,  m.  '  bearing  the  stars  (?),'  an 

epithet  of  Vishnu. Nakshatriya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 
the  Nakshatras  or  to  the  stars  in  general,  containing 

a  number  equal  to  that  of  the  Nakshatras,  i.  e.  twenty- 

seven. Nakshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  approached  or  attained. 

^j  KJ   nakh    or  nankh,  cl.  4.  and  I.  P. 
•-^nakhyati,  nakhati  and  nankliati,  &c., Ved.  to  move,  go. 

•fl?  nakha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

i.  nah,  perhaps  fr.  nagh  for  rt.  angK*=ank,  to 
move  in  a  curve ;  in  Pan.  VI.  3,75,  derived  fr.  na  + 

klta),  a  nail  of  a  finger  or  of  a  toe,  a  claw,  talon,  the 
spur  of  a  cock ;  an  expression  for  the  number  twenty ; 

(as),  m.  a  part,  portion ;  (am,  i),  n.  f.  a  particular 
perfume,  a  dried  substance  of  a  brown  colour  and  of 
the  shape  of  a  nail,  apparently  a  dried  shell-fish  ( = 
dukti)  used  as  a  perfume,  see  dltupya  ;  (i),  f.  a  vege- 

table perfume  different  from  the  above  though  known 
by  the  same  name,  nakhl;  [cf.  Lith.  naga-f, 
'nail;'  Slav,  nogu-tl  =  Russ.  nogoll ;  Gr.  t-vv£; 
Lat.  unguis,  ungnln;  Old  Germ,  na'jal ;  Angl. 

Sax.  naegel;  Hib.  ionga,  perhaps  for  ni(mga.~\ 
—  Nakha-kutta,  at,  m.  '  a  nail-cutter,'  a  barber. 
—  Nakha-khddin,   t,  ini,   i,  'eating   the   nails," 
biting  the  mtis.—Nakha-giMka-phald,  f.=nakha- 
nishpdra.  —  Nal:ha-<!heda,  as,  m.  nail-paring,  nail- 
cutting.  —  Nakha-jdha,  am,  n.  the  root  of  a  nail. 
—  Nakha-ddrana,  as,  m.  '  tearing  with  the  nails," 
a  falcon,  a  hawk.  —  Nakha-nikrintana,  as  or  am, 



nakha-nishpava. 
nah-vada-tippanl. 
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m.  ot  n.  (?),  a  pair  of  nail-scissors.  —  Naltha-ninh- 
para,  as,  m.  or  nakha-nishpdnkd  or  nakha- 
nislipavi,  f.  a  kind  of  pulse.  —  Nalcha-pada,  am, 
n.  the  mark  of  a  finger-nail,  a  scratch.  —  Nakha- 
parni,  {.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  vriiSdikd).  —  Nakha- 
finiijii-phnld,  f.  =  nakha-nishpava.  —  Nakha- 
pus/ipi,  f.  a  species  of  gra<s  (  =  prikkd).  —  Naklia- 
purvikS  or  nakhfi-phalini,  f.  —  nakha-nishpdva. 

—Xiik/iri-lhinna,  as,  d,  am,  '  nail-divided,"  scratched 
or  torn  off  with  a  nail.  —  Xakha-muca,  as,  m.  '  nail- 

looser,'  a  bow.  —  Nakham-pafa,  as,  a,  am,  nail- 
scalding,  nail-scorching.  —  Naklia-rajani,  (.  a  species 
of  plant  and  its  fruit.  ̂ Nakha-raiijani,  f.  a  nail- 
{•arer.  —  Xaklia-lekhaka,  as,  m.  a  nail-painter. 
—  Xaklia-lckltd,  f.  a  scratch;   nail-painting.  —  Na- 
k/Ki-rilekha,   as,  m.   a  scratch;    nail-painting  (?). 
—  Nakha-visha,  as,  a,  am,  having  venom  in  the 
nails  cr  claws.  —  Nakliii-riKhkira,  as,  a,  am,  tearing 
or  rending  with  the  claws  ;  (o«),  m.  a  bird  of  prey. 
—  Nakht.i-rrik*hat  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (  = 

iiila-vrikha).—  Nakha-rrana,  ant,  n.'  nail-wound,' 
a  scratch.  —  Xak/ia-fankha,  as,  m.  a  small  shell. 

"Nakhdniu  (°kha-an°),  us,  m.  elegance  or  bright- 
ness of  the  finger-nails.  —  Nakhdnka  (°kha-a>t°), 

am,  n.  '  nail-mark,'  a  scratch  ;  a  sort  of  perfume  (  = 
rydghra-nakhi).  —  Nakhdnga  (°kha-an°),  am,  n. 
a  kind  of  perfume  (  =  nall).  —  Nakhd-nakhi,  ind. 
nail  against  nail,  (a  fight  with)  mutual  scratching, 

scratching  one  another.  —  Nakhdyudha  (°kha-dy°), 
as,  a,  am,  '  claw-armed,'  using  the  nails  or  claws  as 
weapons;   (as),  m.  an  animal  which  uses  its  claws 
as  weapons,  any  beast  or  bird  having  talons  ;  a  tiger  ; 

a  lion;  acock;  a  monkey,  8zc.  —  Xakhdyndha-tva, 
am,  n.  the  state  of  being  claw-armed  or  of  using  claws 

as  weapons.  —  Nakhdri  (°klia-ari),  is,  m.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  attendants  of  Sin.  —  Nakhdli,  is,  m.  or 

nakhdliha  (°l:ha-SP),  f.  a  small  shell  ;  [cf.  nakha- 

fankha.']  —  Nakhds"m  (°kha-a£°),  7,  m.  '  eating 
with  claws,"  an  owl  (as  using  its  claws  in  feeding). 
Xakhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga-raja. 
Xakhara,  as,  a,  am,  shaped  like  a  claw,  any 

pointed  and  curved  instrument  (as  a  knife,  sword, 

&c.)  ;  (as,  a,  am),  m.  f.  n.  a  finger-nail,  claw  ;  (I), 
f.  a  kind  of  perfume  (  =  nal;hi,  =  lishudra-nakhl). 

—  Xakhardyiulha   (°ra-dy°),  as,  a,  am,  'claw- 
armed,'  using  claws  as  weapons  ;    (as),  m.  a  lion, 
tiger,  any  beast  of  prey;    a  cock.  —  Nakharahva 

('ra-«/i°),    as,    m.    fragrant    oleander    (  =  kara- vira). 

Nakhdlu,  us,  m.  =  nakha-vrikihrt,  q.v. 
Xakhin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  nails,  armed  with  claws 

or  talons,  clawed;  thorny,  prickly;  (z),  m.  an 
animal  or  a  beast  with  claws,  especially  the  lion. 

•i'l  na-ya,  as,  m.  (fr.  na-ga,  not  moving, 
or  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  dah  through  change  of  d  into 

•n,  Un3di-s.  V.  61),  a  mountain;  a  symbolical  ex- 
pression for  the  number  seven  (because  of  the  seven 

principal  mountains  ;  cf.  kula-parvata)  ;  a  tree  ;  a 
plant  in  general  ;  a  serpent  ;  the  sun  ;  (a*,  a,  am), 

not  moving,  immovable  ;  [cf.  a-jra.]  —  Naga-ja,  as, 
a,  am,  mountain,  mountaineer;  (as),  m.  'mountain- 

born,'  an  elephant  ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  = 

tain-river,'  N.  of  a  river.  —  Naga-nandini,  f.  an 
epilhet  of  the  goddess  Durga  ('  daughter  of  the 

mountain,'  Durga  being  in  one  of  her  characters 
the  daughter  of  the  personified  Himalaya).  <-Naya- 

jmtl,  is,  m.  'chief  of  mountains,'  the  Himalaya  range 
of  mountains.  —  Xuya-Uiid,  t,  m.  '  rock-splitter'  or 
'tree-splitter,'  a  species  of  plant  (=pasha»a-l>1u'il  i- 
na),  Plectanthrus  Scutellaroides  ;  an  axe  ;  a  crow  ;  Indra. 

—  Ifaya-bhii,  us,  us,  w,  '  mountain-born,'  mountain, 
mountaineer;  (us),m.  a  species  of  plant,  =  kfhuilra- 
pdshana-bh&ld,  (more  probably  fem.  like  naga-jd.) 
—  Naya-murdhan,  a,  m.  the  crest  or  brow  of  a 

mountain.  —  Naga-randltra-kara,  as,  m.  'rending 
the  mountains,'  an  epithet  of  Karttikeya.  —  Naya- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing  mountains,  abounding  in 
trees.  —  Naga-vdhana,  as,  m.  '  whose  vehicle  is 

a  mountain,  mountain-borne,'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

—  Naga-svarupiiii,  f.  a  kind  of  metre  consisting 
of  four   lines  of  eight  syllables    each.  —  Nagdgra 

(°ga-ag°\  am,  n.  the  summit  or  top  of  a  mountain. 
—  Nagdtana  (°ga-at°),  as,  m.  '  moving  about  on 
trees, 'a  monkey.  —  Nagddhipa  (°ga-adlf),  as,  m. 
'  chief  of  mountains,'  the  Himalaya.  —  Nagddftirdja 

(°ga-adh°),  as,  m.  =  the  preceding.  —  Nag&rl  (°ga- 
ari),  is,  rn.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Xagdvdsa  (°aa-av°), 
as,  m.  'living  on  trees,'  a  peacock.  —  Nagdsraya 
(~ga-dti0),  as,  a,  am,  living  in  or  frequenting  moun- 

tains ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  bulbous  plant  growing 

on  mountains  ( =  hasti-kanda).  —  Nagdhvaya  (°ga- 

ah°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mzn.  —  Nagendra  ("ga-in°), 
as,  m.  '  chief  of  mountains,'  the  Himalaya,  KailSsa. 

—  Nageia  (°ga-is~a),  as,  m.  'chief  of  mountains,' 
N.  of  a  particular  mountain.  —  Nago6fhrdya  ("ga- 

ud0), as,  m.  heighth  or  elevation  of  a  mountain. 
—  Nagaukas  (°ga-ok°),  as,  m. '  inhabiting  a  moun- 

tain or  tree ;'  a  lion  ;  the  fabulous  animal  Sarabha ; 
a  bird  in  general ;  a  crow ;  [cf.  agaiikas.] 

'JTTnHT  nagand,  f.  a  plant,  Cardiospermum 
Halicacabum ;  (also  read  naynd.) 

r(>H  nagara,  am,  i  (fr.  na-ga  ?),  n.  f.  a 
town,  city,  (often  appended  to  the  names  of  cities  in 
India  or  standing  alone  as  a  name.)  According  to 

Pan.  VIII.  4,  39,  the  initial  n  cannot  be  cerebralized 

[cf.  giri-nagara]  ;  at  the  end  of  adj.  comps.  the 
fem.  may  end  in  d  (e.  g.  sa-grdma-nagard  medint, 
the  earth  with  its  villages  and  cities).  —  Nagara- 

kdka,  as,  m.  '  a  crow  in  a  town,'  an  expression  of 

contempt ;  [cf.  nagara-i'iyasa.']  —  Nagara-koti, 
N.  of  a  place  ;  N.  of  a  town  at  the  foot  of  the  Hima- 

laya, Nagar-kot.  —  Nagara-ghdta,  as,  a,  am,  town- 
destroying;  (as),  m.  an  elephant.  —  Nagara-ghd- 
taka,  as,  m.  the  destroyer  of  a  city.  —  Nayara-jana, 
as,  m.  towns-folk ;  a  citizen.  —  Xagara-drdra,  am, 

n.  the  gate  of  a  town,  city-gate.  —  Nagara-dhana-^vi- 
hara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  monastery.—  Nagara- 
pati,  is,  m.  the  chief  of  a  town.  — •  Nagara-pura, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  tov/n.  —  Xagara-pradakshind,  f. 
carrying  an  idol  round  a  city  in  procession ;  [cf.  pra- 
dakshind.]  —  Nas/ara-prdnta,  as,  m.  the  outskirts 

of  a  town.  —  Nagara-mardin,  i,  m. '  town-crusher,' 
N.  of  a  mm.  —  Nagara-mdlin,  i,  ini,  i,  garlanded 
with  cities.  —  Nayara-mustd,  f.  =  nagarotthd  ;  [cf. 
ndyara-mustd^]  —  Nagara-rakslid,  f.  superintend- 

ence or  government  of  a  tov/n.  —  Nagararakfha- 

dhikrita  ("kshd-adh"'),  as,  d,  am,  appointed  to 
the  government  of  a  town.  •—  Nagara-rakshin, 
!,  m.  the  governor  or  superintendent  of  a  town, 
civic-guard,  town-watchman.  —  Nagara-rdyasa ,  as, 

m.  =  nagara-kaka."ffagara-i-asin,  i,  ini,  i,  in- 
habiting towns,  dwelling  in  cities,  citizen.  —  Nagara- 

vdhya,as,d,  am,  situated  without  the  town.  —  Naga- 
ra-sammita,  as,  d,  am,  equal  to  a  town.  —  Nagara- 
stlia,  as,  d,  am,  city-dwelling ;  a  resident  in  a  city, 
a  townsman,  citizen,  burgess,  —  ffagara-srarupiia, 
{.  a  species  of  the  Anu-shtubh  metre.  —  Nayara- 

hdra,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  '  town-taking,'  N.  of 
a  kingdom.  —  Nagarddhikrifa  ("ra-adh"),  as,  m. 
the  superintendent  or  governor  of  a. town.  —  Nagard- 

dhipa  ("ra-ailh"),  as,  m,.  or  nagaradhipati,  is, 
m.  the  chief  magistrate  of  a  town,  head  police-officer. 

—  Nagarddliyaksha  (Va-anYj0),  as,  m.  the  over- 
seer or  superintendent  of  a  \ovin.-NagardWiydia 

(°7*a-a6A°),  as,  m.  the   neighbourhood  of  a  city. 
—  Nagari-nirodha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  sixty-third 
chapter  of  the  Krtda-khanda  or  second  part  of  the 

Ganes'a-PurSna.  —  Nagari-yukti,  is,   f.,  N.  of  a 
chapter  of  the  Yukti-kalpa-taru  ascribed  to  king 
Bhoja.  —  Nagan-raks/iin,  I,  m.  =  nayara-rakfhin. 

—  Nagarl-waka,  as,    m.    '  town-crane,'   a   crow. 
—  Nagarotthd  (°ra-utthd),  (.  a  srecies  of  plant,  = 

nagara-mustd ;  [cf. ndgarotthd."]  —Nagaro/idntn 
(°ra-up°),  am,  n.  suburb,  skirts  of  a  town.  —  ffaga- 
raitkas  (°ra-ok°),  ds,  m.  the  inhabitant  of  a  town, 
townsman.  —Nagaraushadhi  (°»-a-osA°),  is,  f.  the 
plantain,  Musa  Sapientum  (  =  kadall). 
Nagardya,  Nom.  P.  nagardyate,  &c. ,  to  have 

the  appearance  of  a  town,  look  like  a  town. 

Nagarin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Nagariya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  town,  civic, 

city,  urban. 
«1'»T  nagna.     See  under  rt.  no/  below. 

1"1«|  naynahu,  us,  m.  or  nagnahu,  its,  m. 
ferment,  a  drug  used  for  fermenting  spirituous  liquor. 

I'll  I.  nagna,  f.  (for  2.  nagna  see  nagna 
below),Ved.  speech ;  (a  various  reading  for  nand,  q.v.) 

•1WH  nagha-mara,  as,  m.  (fr.  nagha,  a 
disease?  and  mdra),  Ved.  an  expression  for  the 
plant  kushlha. 

Naghd-risha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  an  epithet  of 

plants. 
naghusha,  as,  m.  =  nahusha,  q.v. 

*  nankh.    See  rt.  nakh,  p.  464,  col.  3. 

nanga,  as,  m.  a  lover,  paramour. 
na-6iketas,  as,  or  na-ciketa,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vajas'ravasa ;  [cf.  natttketa.] 
iP'Kna-AVa,  as,  a,  am,  not  long  (in  time), 

not  of  long  duration;  (am),  ind.  not  long,  for 
a  short  time ;  (ena  or  at  or  dya),  ind.  in  no  long 
time,  in  a  short  time,  quickly,  speedily,  shortly,  soon ; 

[cf.  a-cira  and  mddiram.] 
na-dyuta  •=.  a-6yuta,  q.  v. 

naj  (allied  to  rt.  laj=  lajj,  of  which 

it  appears  to  be  another  form  only  found  in 
the  past  pass.  part,  nagna  below),  cl.  i .  A.  najate, 
&c.,  to  be  ashamed,  be  modest  or  bashful. 

Nagna,  as,  d,  am,  naked,  nude,  bare ;  uncultivated, 
uninhabited,  desolate ;  (as),  m.  a  naked  mendicant ; 
a  N.  of  Siva;  a  hypocrite  (whose  nakedness  is  a 

mere  pretence);  a  Buddhist  mendicant,=isAapa- 

naka;  a  bard  accompanying  an  army;  (2.  nagna'), 
f.  a  naked,  wanton  woman ;  a  girl  before  menstru- 

ation (and  therefore  allowed  to  go  naked ;  cf.  nag- 
iiikd) ;  the  plant  Cardiospermum  Halicacabum  ;  [cf. 

nagand,  I.  nagna  above;  Lith.  noga-s,  'naked;* 
Russ.  nagil;  Slav,  nayo-ta,  'nakedness;'  Goth. 
naqvaths;  Old  Iceland.  «a£(-r;  Angl.  Sax.  nacud, 
nacod,  genatyan  ;  Old  Germ,  nachat;  Mod.  Germ. 
nackt;  Hib.  nochd;  Lat.  nudut.]  —  Naynan- 
karana,  as,  I,  am,  making  naked.  —  Nagna-jit,  t, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Gandharas,  father  of  one 

of  Krishna's  wives ;  N.  of  an  author  of  a  work  on 
architecture;  of  a  poet.  —  Nagna-td,  f.  or  nagna- 

tva,  am,  n.  nakedness,  nudity.  -•  Naf/nam-bha- 
vishnu,  us,  us,  u,  or  nagnam-bhdvuka,  as,  a, 

am,  becoming  naked,  uncovering  one's  self  in  a 
shameless  manner.  — « Nagna-vritti,  is,  f.  '  the  men- 

dicant's commentary,'  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
Unadi-sutras.—  Nagna-vrata-dhara,  as,  m. '  observ- 

ing the  vow  of  a  naked  mendicant,'  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Nagndta  or  nagndfaka  (°na-af),  as,  m.  a  man 
who  wanders  about  naked,  especially  a  Buddhist  or 

Jaina  religious  mendicant.  —  Nagni-karana,  am,  n. 
making  naked,  undressing,  stripping.  —  Nagni-kri, 
cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoli,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  render 
naked,  to  convert  into  a  naked  mendicant.  ̂ Nagni- 
krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  naked,  undressed,  stripped ; 
converted  into  a  naked  mendicant. 
Nagnaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  naked,  wanton ;  (as), 

m.  a  naked  mendicant,  especially  a  Buddhist  or  Jaina 
ascetic ;  a  bard  ;  (ikd),  f.  a  naked  or  wanton  woman  ; 

a  girl  before  menstruation. 
Xagnika,  f.  a  naked  woman  ;  a  girl  before  men- 

struation or  about  ten  years  old. 

«T^  nan,  ind.  (in  grammar)  the  technical 
term  for  the  negative  particle  na,  q.  v.,  negation. 

—  Nun-artha-nirnaya,  as,  m.  'inquiry  into  the 

meaning  of  the  negative  particle,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of 
the  grammatical  work  Vaiyakarana-bhushana-s5ra  by 
Konda-bhatta.  —  Nan-iidda-lippani,  f.'  commentary 
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466  ^  nat. nadala. 

to  the  chapter  of  negation,'  N.  of  a  grammatical  work 
by  Raghu-deva. 

^j  j  nat  (a  corrupted  form  of  the  original 
X.  rt.  nrit),  cl.  I.  P.  natati,  nandta,  natifli- 

yatl,  &c.,  to  dance,  to  dance  or  perform  as  an  actor, 
to  act;  to  injure  by  any  deceptive  trick;  cl.  IO.  P. 
ndtayati,  &c.,  to  represent  anything  (ace.)  drama- 

tically or  by  panlomime  ;  to  act  ;  to  drop  or  fall  ;  to 
injure  ;  to  speak  or  shine. 

Na/a,  of,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  nam,  Unidi-s. 
IV.  104),  a  dancer,  mime,  actor,  &c.  ;  (in  modern 
times)  N.  for  a  particular  caste,  the  son  of  a  degraded 
Kshatriya  by  a  woman  of  the  second  caste  ;  the  tree 
Calosanthes  Indica  [cf.  icufannafd]  ;  Jonesia  Asoka 

(  =  a$"oka);  a  sort  of  reed,  Arundo  Tibialis,  or  latterly 
called  Arundo  Karka  (  =  kishku-parran)  ;  a  subor- 

dinate mode  of  music  ;  N.  of  a  man  who  with  his 
brother  Bhata  built  a  VihSra  ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of 
shrub,  Gesalpina  Banducella;  (I),  f.  an  actress,  a 
dancer,  a  Nauch  girl  ;  a  courtezan,  harlot  ;  a  species 
of  fragrant  plant  (  =  nali)  ;  red  arsenic  ;  N.  of  a 
Ragini.  —  Nata-gati,  if,  f.  a  kind  of  metre  con- 

sisting of  four  times  fourteen  syllables.  —  Nata- 
farya,  f.  the  performance  of  an  actor.  —  Nata-td, 
f.  the  office  or  state  of  a  player,  condition  of  an 
actor.  —  Ndta-ndrdyaha,  as,  m.  a  R5ga  or  mode 
of  music,  (according  to  some)  the  sixth,  (or  according 
to  others)  a  subdivision  of  that  called  DTpaka  or  of 
Megha.  —  Nata-pattrlka,  f.  Solanum  Melongena. 
~  Nata-parna,  am,  n.  the  skin(?).  —  Nata-bha- 
tika-vihara,  as,  m.  '  the  temple  of  Nata  and 
Bhata,'  N.  of  a  temple  on  the  mountain  Uru-munda. 
—  Nata-bhushana,  am,  n.  'actor's  ornament  or 
pigment,'  orpiment.  —  Nata-mandana,  am,  n. 
*  actor's  ornament,'  yellow  orpiment.  •»  Nata-rattga, 
as,  m.  'actor's  stage,  a  theatrical  stage,'  a  meta- 

phorical N.  for  anything  illusory.  —  Nafa-vatw,  us, 
m.  (vatu  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  vat),  the  son  of  an  actor, 
a  young  actor.  —Nata-rara,  as,  m.  a  chief  dancer 
or  zctor.  —  Nata-s'reiihtha,  at,  m.  a  chief  or  excel- 

lent dancer  or  actor.  —  Nata-sarijriaka,  as,  m.  yellow 
orpiment  ;  an  actor,  a  dancer,  &c.  ;  [cf.  nata-bhu- 
shana  and  nata-mandana.]  —  Nata-sutra,  am,  n. 
rules  or  directions  for  actors.  —  Natdntikd  (°ta-an°), 
f.  shame,  modesty  ;  (also  read  natdndhikd.)  —  Nati- 
suta,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  dancing  girl.  —  Natetoara 

("fa-is"0)!  as,  m.  '  the  lord  of  dancers,'  an  epithet of  Siva. 

Nataka,  as,  m.  an  actor.  —  Nataka-melaka,  am, 
n.  '  the  company  of  actors,'  N.  of  a  comedy. 
Natana,  am,  n.  (derived  fr.  nartana),  the  act  of 

dancing  or  representing  dramatically,  pantomime, 
&c.  ;  a  dance. 

Natita,  am,  n.  acting,  representation. 
Nati,  f.  an  actress,  &c.     See  under  nata  above. 
Nafyd,  f.  a  company  of  actors. 

N. natta-patta-grama,  as,  m 
of  a  village. 

J  J  nad  (connected  with  rt.  nat  =  nrit), 
\  cl.  10.  P.  nadayati,  &c.,  to  fall. 

Nada,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (the  n.  does  not  seem  to 
occur),  a  species  of  reed,  Arundo  Tibialis  or  Karka  ; 
(Ved.  written  na\a;  cf.  nala);  (as),  m.  a  particular 
tribe  whose  employment  is  making  a  sort  of  glass 
bracelets;  N.  of  a  prince  with  the  patronymic 
Naishidha  ;  (according  to  the  commentator)  =  Nala 
Naishadha;  N.  of  a  NSga;  [cf.  Lith.  neniirc,  'a 
reed.']  —  Nada-prdya,  us,  a,  am,  abounding  in 
reeds.  —  Nada-bhakta,  am,  n.  a  place  abounding  in 
reeds.  —  Nada-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  reeds, 
made  of  reeds.-.  Nada-mina,  as,  m.  a  small  fish,  a 
species  of  sprat  frequenting  reedy  places  (  =  nala- 
mina).—Nada-vana,  am,  n.  a  thicket  of  reeds  ;  N. 
of  a  place.  -  Nada-samhati,  it,  f.  a  collection  or 
quantity  of  reeds.  -  Naddgdra  (°da-dg°),  am,  n. a  hut  of  reeds.  —  Nadd-giri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an 
elephant. 

Nadaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  the  hollow  of  a  bone 

Natlakiya,  as,  a,  am,  abounding  in  reeds  (as  a 
field  &c.). 

Nadaaa,  as,  i,  am,  covered  with  reeds. 
Nadini,  f.  a  quantity  of  reeds,  a  reed  bed. 
Xailila,  an,  a,  am,  reedy,  covered  with  reeds. 

A"ar/v«,  f.  a  quantity  of  reeds,  a  bed  of  reeds. 
Nadrat,  an,  all,  at  (nad  for  nada),  covered 

with  reeds,  abounding  in  reeds. 

Nadrala,  as,  a,  am  (nad  for  nada),  abounding 
in  reeds,  reedy;  (am),  n.  a  quantity  of  reeds,  a 
reed  bed ;  (a),  f.  a  quantity  of  reeds ;  N.  of  the  wife 
of  Manu  Cakshusha ;  (also  written  narald  ;  cf.  ndtl- 

•aleya.) 

Nadvd-bhu,  us,  f.  a  house  or  hut  of  reeds  (?). 

•mr  nadaha,  as,  d,  am,  lovely,  beautiful, 
desirable. 

t,  t,  t,  t  (fr.  rt.  nam),  bowing,  bowing 
one's  self,  (at  the  end  of  comp.) 
Nata,  as,  d,  am,  bent,  bowed,  inclined,  inclining ; 

depressed,  sunk ;  crooked,  curved ;  (ant),  n.  the 
zenith-distance  at  meridian  transit;  hour-angle  or 
the  distance  of  any  planet  from  the  meridian  ;  (as), 
m.  the  plant  Tabernaemontana  Coronaria  (  =  tagara, 
tagara-pddi).  •-  Nata-kandJiara,  as,  d,  am, 
'  bowing  the  neck,'  bowing.  —  Nata-jya,  f.  the  sign 
of  the  hour-angle.  —  Nata-druma,  as,  m.  =  latd- 
ildla  (1).  —  Nata-nddi  or  nata-nddikd,  i.  hour- 
angle  or  the  distance  in  time  of  any  planet  from  the 
meridian ;  any  hour  of  birth  after  noon  or  before 
midnight.  —  Nata-ndsika,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
depressed  or  flattened  nose,  flat-nosed.  —  Nata- 
bhdga,  as,  m.  (in  astronomy)  zenith-distance. 
—  Nata-bhru,  us,  us,  u,  bending  the  brow,  frown- 

ing. —  Nata-mukha,  as,  I,  am,  bending  down  the 
face,  looking  down.  —  Nata-murdhan,  d,  d,  a, 

bending  or  hanging  down  the  head.  —  Natdns'a 
(°ta-an°),  as,  m.  (in  astronomy)  zenith-distance. 

Natdnga  (cta-an°),  as,  I,  am,  bowing  the 
limbs,  bending  the  body,  bent,  curved,  bowed, 

stooping;  (t),f.  a  woman.  —  Natonnata-bhru  (°ta- 
un°),  us,  us,  u,  depressing  and  elevating  the  eye- brows, frowning. 

Nati,  is,  f.  bending,  bowing,  stooping ;  curvature, 
crookedness ;  a  bow,  a  courtesy,  modest  behaviour ; 
(in  grammar)  the  change  of  a  dental  letter  to  a 
cerebral ;  parallax  in  latitude. 

1YT«i^t^  na-tam-anhas,  the  beginning  of 
a  particular  holy  text. 

'•nKJf^nataram,  ind.  (fr.  na  with  the  affix 
of  the  compar.),  Ved.  a  strong  negative  particle 

equivalent  to  '  not  at  all,'  '  never.' 
nad  (allied  to  rt.  nard),  cl.  i.  P. 
(ep.  rarely  A.)  nadati  (-te),  rtandda, 

nadishyati,  anadlt  and  anddit,  naditum,  to  vi- 
brate ;  to  sound,  resound,  thunder  (as  a  cloud)  ;  to 

roar,  shout,  cry,  speak  (often  with  the  ace.  of  words 
denoting  sound,  e.  g.  tiabdam,  sranam,  nddam, 
ndddn,  ravdn,  &c.,  thus  nndanto  Wtairavdn  nd- 
ddn,  uttering  frightful  cries):  Caus.  P.  nadayati, 

-yitmn,  to  cause  to  vibrate  or  shake  (Ved.) ;  nddn- 
yati,  -te,  Sec.,  to  cause  to  sound  or  resound,  fill  with 
noise,  make  resonant :  Intens.  nanadlti,  ndnadyate, 
to  vibrate  or  shake  violently  (Ved.) ;  to  make  a 
tremulous  sound,  to  cry,  roar  (especially  used  of  the 
lion),  howl ;  to  sound  violently ;  [cf.  rts.  vad, 

nard;  Cambro-Brit.  nadn,  'to  cry.'] 
Nada,  as,  m.,  Ved.  who  or  what  sounds  or  makes 

a  noise ;  a  horse ;  a  cloud  (which  thunders) ;  a  praiser ; 
N.  of  a  verse  of  the  Rig-veda  beginning  with 
nadam  (Rig-veda  VIII.  58,  2) ;  a  river  (the  per- 

sonification of  which  is  male,  as  the  Brahma-putra, 
Sone,  Indus,  &c.) ;  any  flowing  water ;  (/),  f. 
torrent,  a  river  (the  common  personification  of  rivers 
being  female) ;  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of  four 
lines  of  fourteen  syllables  each ;  (in  grammar)  a  N 
for  crude  bases  ending  in  i  or  u,  if  like  nadi  they 
are  invariably  feminine  (and  not  like  yrdma-ni 
which  is  both  masc.  and  fern.,  see  Fanini  I.  4,  3) 

At  the  end  of  an  adverbial  compound  nada  becomes 
nadam  and  nadi  becomes  nadi  [cf.  ttpa-nadam, 

upa-nadi,  and  see  PSnini  V.  4,  no],  —  \ailn- 
iiad't-pati,  is,  m.  'lord   of  the  male  and  feml: 
(personified)   rivers,"  the   ocean,   sea.  —  Nada-rdja, 

tix,  m.  '  king  of  the  rivers,'  the  Sindhu,  father  of  S'ri. 
—  Nadi-kadamba,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Nadi- 

;dnta,  as,  m. '  lover  of  the  rivers,'  the  ocean ;  a  small 
rce,  Vitex  Negundo ;  another  sort  of  tree,  Baring- 

onia  Acutangula ;   (a),  f.  '  beloved  by  rivers,'  the 
•ose-apple,  Eugenia  jambolana  ;  a  shrub,  Leea  Hirta  ; 
a  species  of  creeper.  —  Nadi-lcdi!yapa,  nx,  m. ,  N. 
of  a  contemporary  of  Sakya-muni.—  Nadi-kula, 

•lm,  n.  the  bank  or  shore  of  a  river.  —  Nad'ikula- 
iriya,  as,  m.  '  fond  of  river-banks,'  a  species  of 
reed,  Calamus  Rotang.  —  Nadi-ja,  as,  a,  am,  rivcr- 

x>rn,   Water-born,  aquatic ;    (as),   m.  '  son  of  the 
iver,'  an  epithet  of  Bhishma ;   several  plants,  Ter- 

minalia  Arjuna;  a  species  of  reed  (  —  ydrand/a-fora) ; 

3aringtonia  Acutangula  ;  a  species  of  grain  ( =  nadl- 
nishpdra);  antimony;  (a),  f.  Premna  Spinosa  or 
Longifolia;   (am),  n.  a  lotus.  —  Nadl-jna,  as,  d, 
'.un,  knowing  the  course  of  rivers.  —  Nadi-tara,  as, 

I,   am,  crossing   a   river.  —  Nadltara-sthdna  or 
nadltara-sthala,  am,  n.  '  a  place  for  crossing  a 

river,' a  landing-place,  ferry,  Ghat.  —  Nadl-t~ira,am, 
n.  the  bank  of  a  river.  — Nadi-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Nadt-doha,  as,  m.  a  river-toll  or 

tribute.  —  Nadl-dhara,  as,   a,   am,  '  bearing  the 

river  Ganges,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Kadlna  (°dl- 
ina),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  the  rivers,'  the  ocean  ;  Varuna, 
the  god  of  the  ocean  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Saha-deva  and 
Father  of  Jagat-sena.  —  Nadl-nishpdva,  .as,  m.  a 
species  of  grain  ( =  katu-nishpdm).  —  Nadi-panka, 

as,  am,  m.  n.  'river-mud,'  the  marshy  bank  of  a 

river.  —  Nadl-pati,  is,  m.  'lord  of  the  rivers,'  an 
epithet  of  the  ocean  ;  (metaphorically)  the  water  of 
the  ocean,  sea-water  (Ved.).  —  Ncidt-pura,  as,  m. 

river  which  has   overflown  its  banks.  —  Nadl- 
am,  n.  river-salt.  —  Natll-mdtrika,  as,  d, 

am,  nourished  or  watered  by  rivers  (as  land,  rice, 

&c.);   well-irrigated,  possessing  rivers.  —  Nadi-titit- 
kha,  am,  n.  the  mouth  of  a  river  ;  a  kind  of  grain ; 

[cf.   wandi-mukha.]  —  Ntidl-raya,   as,   m.    the 
stream  or  current  of  a  river.  —  Nndl-vattka,  as,  m. 
the  bend  or  arm  of  a  river.  —  Nadl-vala,  as,  m.  a 

species  of  tree  (=rafi).-~Nadl-vr{t,  t,  t,  «,Ved. 
stream-obstructing.  —  Nadl-vega,  as,  m.  the  stream 
or  flow  of  a  river.  —  Nadl-veld,  f.  the  current  or 

tide  of  a  river.  —  Nadis'a  (°dl-i^a),  as,  m.  'lord  of 
the  rivers,'  the  ocean.  —  Nadl-shna,  as,  d,  am  (fr. 
nadl  +  sna),  bathing  &c.  in  rivers;   knowing  the 
dangerous  spots  in  rivers  or  their  depth,  course,  &c. ; 

(hence)   versed  in,   experienced,  clever  in  general. 
"Nadt-sarja,  as,  m.  the  tree  Terminalia  Arjuna. 
—  Nady-ambu-jivana,   as,  d,  am,    deriving   its 
sustenance  from  river-water.  —  Ncidy-dtnra,  as,  m. 
a  species  of  plant  (  =  samashtMld). 

Nadat,  an,  anti,  at,  sounding,  resounding,  mak- 
ing a  noise  or  cry,  roaring. 

Nadatliu,  Uf,  m.  noise,  sound  ;  roaring  ;  crying ; 
din. 

Nadana,  as,  d,  am  (formed  by  Yaska  to  explain 
nada),  sounding  (as  water). 
Nadaniman,  d  (?),  m.,  Ved.  sounding,  humming, murmuring. 

Nadanu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  noise,  roaring,  sounding ; 
the  sound  of  approbation  ;  thunder  (?) ;  a  cloud  ; 

a  lion ;  (according  to  the  Naighantuka)  =  san- 
grdma,  war,  battle ;  (Say.)  =  na-<7a«»,  not  giving. 
—  Nadanu-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.   possessed   of 
sound,  loud-sounding,  roaring. 

Nadi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  crier,  caller,  one  who  calls 

out ;  (S5y.)  praise. 
Nadikd,  f.  in  ku-nadikd,  an  insignificant  rivulet. 
Nadeyi,  f.  the  plant  Premna  Herbacea ;  (wrong 

form  for  nddeyi  ?). 

Nadya,  as,  d,  am,  connected  with  a  river. 

•nfrH  nadala,  am,  n.  a  potsherd,  the 
fragment  of  a  broken  pitcher,  &c. 
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nadi.     See  rt.  nad,  p.  466,  col.  2. 

na-drisya,  as,   a,  am,  not  to  be 

>een,  invisible.  —  Nadri.-,'ya-lva,  am,  n.  invisibility. 
T3  naddha,  as,  a,  am  (ft.  rt.  I.  naA), 

bound,  tied,  bound  on,  bound  round,  put  on,  fastened, 

joined,  connected ;  covered,  inlaid,  embroideied,  inter- 
woven ;  (am),  n.  a  tie,  fastening,  band,  bond,  knot. 

—  Naddha-rimoltsha,  as,  m.  deliverance  from 
fastenings  or  fetters. 

Naddhi,  is,  f.  binding,  fastening ;  [cf.  larsa-n°.~\ 
Naddhri,  (.  a  strip  of  leather,  a  leather  thong. 

«1«1«-C  nanandri  or  nandndri,  a,  f.  (said  to 

be  fr.  rt.  nand),  a  husband's  sister,  a  sister-in-law. 
— Nandndri-pati  br  nandnduh-pati,  ie,  m.  the 
husband  of  a  husband's  sister. 

*T«n  nanfi,  f.,Ved.  a  familiar  expression 

for  '  mother,'  corresponding  to  fata,  q.  v. ;  (according 
to  the  Naighantuka  I.  II)  =  co(f>  speech. 

«1'«J  na-nu,  ind.  (fr.  2.  na  +  nu},  a  strong 
negative  particle  =  ' not  at  all'  (Ved.) ;  a  particle  of 
interrogation  =  the  Latin  nonne,  '  not  ?'  *  is  not  ?' 
*  are  not  ?'  '  does  he  not  ?'  often  a  particle  of  affir- 

mation =' is  it  not  so?'  i.e.  'it  certainly  must  be 
so,'  hence  — '  certainly,' '  assuredly,'  or  with  an  impe- 

rative = '  pray,' '  do,'  '  just,' '  well,' '  do  now,'  &c.,  or 
sometimes  with  an  interrogative  pronoun  (e.  g.  nanu 
fco  bhavdn,  pray  who  art  thou?) ;  in  argumentative 

writings  often  a  mere  inceptive  particle  = '  now  then,' 
'  but  then,'  '  but'  (e.  g.  nanu  na  kii'rfin  mdnam 
lit  den  na,  now  if  it  be  said  that  there  is  no  proof, 

not  so) ;  nanv  astu  tathdpi,  '  well,  be  it  so,  never- 
theless ;'  nanit  ta,  'and  (is  it)  not  so  ?'  'is  not  then?' 

'  there  can  be  no  doubt.'  According  to  native  lexi- 
cographers nanu  is  a!so  a  vocative  particle  = '  ho,' 

'  hallo ;'  a  particle  implying  kindness,  conciliation,  &c., 
= '  pray," '  good  friend  ;'  a  responsive  particle ;  a  parti- 

cle of  reproach,  perplexity,  &c. 

fpff  nantri,  id,  tri,  tri  (fr.  rt.  narn),  bend- 

ing, bowing,  stooping;  (in  grammar)  Ved.  changing 
a  dental  to  a  cerebral. 

Nantatya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  bent  or  bowed,  to 
be  saluted,  to  be  revered  or  honoured. 

Nantva,  an,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  bent  or  bowed, 
to  be  humbled. 

nand  (thought  by  some  to  be  for 
\  nanad,  a  reduplicated  form  of  rt.  nail,  to 

utter  sounds  of  approbation ;  the  initial  n  is  never 

cerebralized),  cl.  I.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  nandati  (-te), 
nananda,  nandishyati,  anandit,  nanditum,  to 
be  pleased  or  satisfied  with,  to  be  contented  with,  be 

glad  of  anything  (with  inst.,  rarely  abl.) :  Caus.  nan- 
dayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ananandat,  to  make  glad, 
gladden:  Desid.  ninamUskati:  Intens.  ndnand- 
yale,  ndnanti. 
Nanda,  as,  m.  happiness,  pleasure,  joy,  felicity, 

prosperity ;  a  flute  eleven  inches  long ;  N.  of  one 
of  the  two  drums  of  Yudhi-shthira ;  of  one  of  the 
nine  inestimable  gems  or  treasures  of  Kuvera ;  an 

epithet  of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  one  of  Skanda's  attendants ; 
of  a  Buddhist  deity,  (also  read  nand.ana) ;  of  a 

Naga  [cf.  narulaka]  ;  of  a  Naga-raja  ;  of  an  attend- 
ant on  Daksha ;  of  a  son  of  king  Dhrita-rashtra  [cf. 

nandaka]  ;  of  a  brother  of  Sakya-muni  [cf.  nan- 
daka] ;  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva ;  of  a  cowherd  who 

was  the  foster-father  of  Krishna  and  apparently  also 
of  Durga ;  of  a  leader  of  the  Satvatas  ;  of  a  king  of 

Patali-putra,  cut  off  by  the  machinations  of  C'andra- 
gupta's  minister  Canakya,  and  founder  of  the  Nanda 
dynasty ;  of  a  Buddhist  writer  on  law  [cf.  nanda- 
pandita] ;  of  a  mountain  [cf.  nandi-yiri]  ;  (a), 
f.  Delight,  Felicity  (personified  as  the  wife  of  Har- 
sha,  cf.  nandi),  prosperity,  happiness,  joy  ;  a  small 

earthen  water-jar  [cf.  nandika];  a  husband's  sister 
[cf.  ntmdndri] ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  or  five  small 

Kumarls  or  staffs  of  Indra's  standard,  (according  to 
a  commentator  nandd  and  upa-nandd) ;  the  first, 

sixth,  or  eleventh  day  of  the  fortnight,  considered  as 
three  auspicious  Tithis  [cf.  nandika]  ;  an  epithet  of 
Gaun ;  a  form  of  Dakshayam ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras, 

(also  read  Itdmyd) ;  of  the  eldest  daughter  of  Vi- 

bhishana ;  N.  of  a  girl  connected  with  S'akya-muni, 
(also  read  nandi) ;  of  the  mother  of  the  tenth  Arhat 
of  the  present  Ava-sarpim  ;  N.  of  a  wife  of  Gopala- 

varman  ;  of  a  river  flowing  near  Kuvera 's  city  AlakS, 
(often  mentioned  with  apara-nandd ;  cf.  nandd- 

tirtha) ;  (i),  f.  the  tree  Cedrela  Toona  [cf.  nandt- 

vrikilM]  ;  an  epithet  of  Durga  ;  N.  of  Indra's  resi- 

dence, =  amara-ratls  [cf.  d-n°,  alaka-n°,  g»-n°.~\ —  Xanda-kisora,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a 

supplement  to  Vopa-deva's  Mugdha-bodha.  —  Nanda- 
gopa,  as,  m.  the  cowherd  Nanda.  —  Xandagopa- 

kumara,  as,  m.  '  son  of  the  cowherd  Nanda,'  epi- 
thet of  Krishna.  ~  Nanda-gopitd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

see  rasnd.  —  Nanda-namJana,  as,  m.  '  the  foster- 

son    of  the   cowherd   Nanda,'  epithet  of  Krishna. 
—  Nanda-nandani,  f.  'daughter  of  the  cowherd 
Nanda,'  epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Nanda-pandita,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  writer  on  jurisprudence.  —  Nandu-padra, 

N.  of  a  town.  —  Nanda-pdla,  as,m.  '  guardian  of 
the  treasure  Nanda,'  epithet  of  Varuna.  —  Nanda- 
putri,  f.  '  daughter  of  the  cowherd  Nanda,'  epithet 
of  Dargz.  —  Nanda-putrotsara  (°ra-ut°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  ninth  chapter  of  the  Krishna-khanda  or 
fourth  part  of  the  Brahma-vaivarta-Purana.  —  Nanila- 
praydya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place  mentioned  in  the 
Rasika-ramana  by  Raghu-natha  (at  the  confluence 
of  two  rivers  containing  the  word  nanda  in  their 
names).  —  Nanda-bald,  f.,  N.  of  a  girl  connected 

with  S'akya-muni.  —  Nanda-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mm.  —  Nunda-rardhana,   as,  m.   '  joy-increaser,' 
N.  of  a  poet  mentioned  in  the  Samgadhara-pad- 
dhati.  —  Nanda-tfarman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 
>-  Nandd-ti rtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha  (the  river 

Nanda  ?).  —  Nanddtmaja  ̂ da-dt"),  as,  m.'son  of 
the  cowherd  Nanda,'  epithet  of  Krishna;    (a),  f. 
'  daughter  of  the  cowherd  Nanda,'  epithet  of  Durga. 
—  Nandd-purdna,  am,  n.  '  the  Purana  treating  of 
Nanda,'  N.    of  an  Upa-Purana.  —  Nandd-prdfl- 
mdhdtmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  eighteenth  chapter 
of  the  Srishti-khanda  or  first  part  of  the  Padma- 

Purana.  —  Nanddsrama  (°dard^°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
hermitage.  —  Nandd-hrada-llrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
sacred  bathing-place.  —  Nandi-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  town   mentioned    in  the   Katharnava.  —  Nandl- 

vriksha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  =  nandi- 
vrikslM,  Cedrela  Toona  ;  =  mesltn-slringl,  Thespe- 
siaPopulneoides;  =  s/AaH.  —  Nandi-saras,  as,  n., 

N.  of  Indra's  lake. 
Nandaka,  as,  d,  am,  rejoicing,  making  happy  or 

glad,  causing  pleasure,  gladdening ;  rejoicing  or  de- 
lighting in;  rejoicing  a  family;  joyful;  (as),  m. 

a  frog  ( =  nandana) ;  N.  of  Krishna's  sword ;  of  a 
Naga  [cf.  nanda}  ;  of  one  of  Skanda's  attendants ; 
of  a  son  of  king  Dhrita-rashtia  [cf.  nanda]  ;  of  a 
Sakya  [cf.  nanda}  ;  of  a  bull ;  of  a  village ;  (ac- 

cording to  some  also)  happiness,  pleasure  ( =  dnanda) ; 
N.  of  the  foster-father  of  Krishna,  =  nanda  ;  (Hid), 

f.  a  small  water-jar  [cf.  nandd]  ;  N.  of  three  auspi- 
cious Tithis,  the  first,  sixth,  and  eleventh,  (according 

to  the  Tithi-tattva)  the  sixth  Tithi  [cf.  nandd] ;  N. 
of  Indra's  pleasure-ground. 
Nandaki,  is,  m.  (fr.  nand?),  long  pepper. 

Nandakin,  t,  m.  'the  possessor  of  Nandaka,' 
an  epithet  of  Krishna -Vishnu. 

Nandathu,  us,  m.  happiness,  joy,  felicity,  pros- 

perity. 
Xandana,  as,  d,  am,  delighting,  rejoicing,  glad- 

dening, pleasing,  making  glad  or  happy ;  (as),  m. 

'  rejoicing  (a  father),'  a  son  ;  '  the  rejoicer,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Vishnu  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  a  frog  [cf.  nan- 

daka]  ;  a  species  of  plant  with  a  poisonous  fruit, 
(according  to  commentators  also  f.);  N.  of  one  of 

Skanda's  attendants;  of  a  Siddha;  of  a  Buddhist 
deity,  (also  read  nanda) ',  of  the  seventh  of  the  nine 
white  Jaina  Balas ;  of  a  mountain ;  of  the  twenty- 
sixth  year  in  a  Jupiter  cycle  of  sixty  years ;  of  a  par- 

ticular form  of  temple ;  (d),  f. '  rejoicing  (a  mother),' 

a  daughter ;  (am],  n.  a  grove  or  garden  frequented 

by  the  gods,  especially  Indra's  pleasure-ground  or 
elysium  [cf.  nandana] ;  N.  of  a  sword  (  =  nef- 
ratna,  cf.  nandal;a)  ;  N.  of  a  species  of  the  Dhriti 
metre  (four  times  eighteen  syllables);  rejoicing, 

gladdening ;  joy,  felicity ;  [cf.  Hib.  naoidhin,  '  an 
infant.']  —  Nandana-kdnana,  am,  n.  'the  divine 
pleasure-grove,'  N.  of  a  wood  mentioned  in  the 
Rasika-ramana  by  Raghu-natha.  —  Nandana-ja, 

am,  n.  '  produced  in  elysium,'  yellow  sandal-wood. 
—  Nandana-mdld,  f.  '  joy-causing  garland,'  N.  of  a 
garland  worn  by  Krishna.  —  Nandttna-vana,am,  n. 
the  pleasure-grove  of  the  gods;  [cf.  nandana,.n.] 
Nandanulca,  as,  m.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) a  son. 

Nandanta,  as,  i,  am,  delighting,  making  happy ; 
(at),  m.  a  son;  a  friend  ;  a  king,  a  prince;  (I),  f.  a 
daughter;  [cf.  nandayanta.] 

Nandayat,  an,  anil,  at,  rejoicing,  delighting, making  glad. 

Nandayanta,  as,  I,  am,  making  happy,  rejoicing, 
delighting ;  (also  read  nandanta.) 

Nanddyaniya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Bashkali. 
Nandi,  is,  m.  (for  nandl  see  under  nanda), 

'  the  happy  one,'  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  of  Siva ;  N.  of 
an  attendant  of  Siva  [cf.  nandin  and  nandlkeivara] ; 

N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  Gandharva  ;  (according  to  some 
also)  the  speaker  of  the  prologue  or  prelude  to  a 
drama  or  one  who  pronounces  the  benediction,  see 
ndndi,  ndndin  ;  (is,  »),  m.  n.  gambling,  gaming  ; 

(is),  f.  joy,  delight,  pleasure,  happiness,  prosperity, 
welfare,  (irj  these  senses  said  to  be  also  m.  n.)  ;  Joy 

personified  as  a  daughter  of  Heaven  or  as  the  wife  of 
Kama  and  mother  of  Harsha.  —  Nandi-lcimda,  as, 

am,  m.  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place.  —  Nandi- 
kshetra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  district  frequented  by  the 
gods.  —  Nandi-giri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain;  [cf. 

nandi-dem.]  •*  Nandigiri-mdhdtmya,  am,  n. '  the 

glory  of  Nandi-giri,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Nandi- 
gupta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  KaSmira.  —  Nandi- 
grdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  village  (near  the  modern 

Daulatabad,  where  Bharata  resided  during  Rama's 
banishment).  —  Nandigrdma-dariana,  am,  n. 

'  description  of  the  village  Nandi-grama,'  the  twenty- 
ninth  chapter  of  the  Patala-khanda  of  the  Padma- 
PurSna.  —  Nandi-ghosha,  as,  m.  cry  of  joy  ( = 

vandi-ghosha) ;  the  proclamation.,  of  a  panegyrist 
or  herald ;  the  chariot  of  Arjuna.  —  Nandi-taru,  iis, 
m.  =  d/«Hi>d,  the  tree  Grislea  Tomentosa.  —  Nandi- 
turya,  am,  n.  a  musical  instrument  played  on  joyful 
occasions.— Nandi-deca,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;(«),?  the 
common  N.  of  one  of  the  loftiest  Himalayan  peaks. 

—  Nandi-purdna,  am,  n.  'the  PurSna  of  Nandi,' 
N.  of  part  of  the  KedSra-kalpa.  —  Nandi-mukha  <= 
nandi-mukha,  a  species  of  rice  [cf.  nadi-mukha}  ; 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Nandimukha-suyhosha,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  man.  —  Nandimukhasuyhoshdvaddna  (°sha- 
av°),  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work.  —  Nandi-rudra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  Siva  in  a  joyful  or  serene  form.  —  Nandi- 
i-ardhana,  as,  d,  am,  increasing  pleasure,  promoting 

happiness ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  a  son  [cf. 
nandana]  ;    a  friend ;    the  end  of  a  half  month, 
i.  e.  the  day  of  full  moon  or  new  moon ;  N.  of  a 
particular  form  of  temple   ( =  nandin)  ;    N.   of  a 
prince,  son  of  Udavasu  or  of  Janaka,  (in  this  sense 
also  read  nandi-vardlta)  ;  N.  of  a  place.  —  Nandi- 
vdralalia,  as,  m.  a  species  of  fish.  —  Nandi-vriksha 
or  nandi-vrikshaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Cedrela  Toona  ; 

[cf.  nandl-vriksha.}—  Nandt-rega,  (is,  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  people.  — •  Nandi-sheiia  or  nandi-sena,  as,  m., 

N.  of  one  of  Skanda's  attendants.— Nandishenes'vara 
(°na-is'°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga.  —  Nandi-mukha, 
as,  m.  (nandi  for  nandi?),  'having  joy  on  the 
face,'  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  a  species  of  aquatic  bird ; 
a  species  of  rice  [cf.  nantli-mukha,  nadi-mnkha, 

ndndi-inukhi]  ;    (as),  m.  pi.  a  class  of  manes  or 
deceased  ancestors  who  are  worshipped  on  festival 

occasions  [cf.  ndndl-mukha]  ',  (I),  f.  sleep  (in  which 
the  face  shows  joy),  drowsiness;    a  species  of  the 
Ati-sakvar!  metre  ;  (more  correctly  ndndl-muJcha.) 

—  Nandifa  (°di-i^a),  of,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Siva's 
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attendants  [cf.  nandi,  nandini] ;  N.  of  Siva ;  a  kind 
of  time  in  music  (  =  iiaii'litSrara).—  .Yii/ii/iVn/m 

(  i/i'-i.v  ),  an,  m.  '  lord  of  joy,'  an  epithet  of  Siva ; 
N.  of  Naudin,  the  leader  of  Siva's  attendants ;  N.  of 
one  of  Kuvera's  attendants ;  N.  of  a  place  held  sacred 
by  the  Jainas ;  a  kind  of  time  in  music  (  =  n<iinlis«)- 
—  Naiidixrara-pitrdna  —  naivli-pttrtina.  —  Nan- 

didvara-yogopiikhydna  (°ya-up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of 
the   thirty-first   and  thirty-second    chapters    of  the 

Uttara-khanda  of  the  Siva-Pur5na.  —  Nand'uirarot- 

patti  (°di-U°,  °ra-ut°),  is,  f.  '  the  birth  of  Siva,' 
N.  of  the  forty-second  chapter  of  the  Lin-ga-Pur5na. 
—  Xaiidy-ararta,  as,   m.   a   particular  kind   of 
diagram  [cf.  nandikararta]  ;   a  sort  of  palace  or 
temple  built  in  the  shape  of  the  above  diagram  or  in 
the  form  of  a  quadrangle  without  a  western  gate,  (in 
this  sense  also  am,  n.) ;  a  species  of  large  fish ;  a 
kind  of  tree;  the  shrub  Tabernzmontana  Corona- 

ria  (  —  tagara,  =  bhagavad-druma),  probably  the 
sacred  fig-tree;  a  species  of  shell  called  so  because 
of  its  convolutions  (dcarta).  —  Nandy-upapurdna, 
am,   n.  =  nandi-purqna.  —  Nandy-updkhydna, 

am,  n. '  the  episode  of  Nandi,'  N.  of  the  forty-fifth 
to  the  fiftieth  chapter  of  the  Uttara-khanda  of  the 
Siva-Purana. 

Nandika,  as,  m.  the  Tun  tree  (Cedrela  Toona), 
the  wood  of  which  resembles  mahogany  and  is  used 

for  furniture  &c.  [cf.  nandi,  nandi-vriksha] ;  N. 

of  one  of  Siva's  attendants ;  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Sakya- 
muni,  chief  of  the  village  Uru-vilva.  —  Nandikd- 

(arya-tantra  (°ka-a<!°),  N.  of  a  medical  work. 
—  Nandikdvarta   Cka-dv3),  as,  m.  a   kind   of 
diagram   (=nandy-dvarta);    a   species   of  plant. 
—  Xandikes"a  (ka-ito),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  temple  or 
holy  p\ace.  —  ffandike,<a-li>t(ja,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the 
thirty-ninth  chapter  of  the  Siva-PurSna.—  Nandi- 

kes'vara  (°7«i-irf0),  an,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  chief 
attendants  [cf.  nandin,  nandi] ;  N.  of  an  author. 

—  Nandikes'eara-kds'ikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  VedSnta  work 

by  Nandikesvara  treating  of  the  first  of  Panini's  gram- 
matical aphorisms  as  containing  the  dogmas  of  the  Ve- 

dJnta  belief.  —  Nandikes'varu-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  sacred  bathing-place  mentioned  in  the  Siva-Purana. 
—  Nandikefrara-piirdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa- 
Puranz.  —  Nandike£vara-san<hitd,  f.,  N.  of  a  work 
mentioned   in  the  Tantra-s5ra.  —  Nandikeivara- 

bhisheka  (°ra-abh"),  of,  m.,  N.  of  the  forty-third 
and    forty-fourth    chapters    of    the    Lin-ga-PurSna. 

—  NandikeiSvarotpaUi  (°ra-uf),  is,  f.,  N.  of  the 
twenty-first  chapter  of  the  Uttara-khanda   of  the 
Siva-Pur3na. 

Nandin,  i,  ini,  i  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  rejoic- 
ing, gladdening ;  happy,  delighted  ;  delighting  in, 

liking ;  making  happy,  gladdening ;  (i),  m. '  rejoicing 
(a  father)/  a  son  ;  the  speaker  of  the  prelude  or  bene- 

diction at  the  opening  of  a  drama  [cf.  nandin] ',  N. 
of  several  plants,  the  Indian  fig-tree,  Thespesia  Popul- 
neoides,  Phaseolus  Radiatus ;  N.  of  a  particular  form 

of  temple  [cf.  nandi-rardhana] ;  N.  of  a  being 
attending  on  Siva  and  (commonly)  of  the  bull  on 

which  he  rides  [cf.  nandi,  nandlia,  nandikes'- 
vara];  N.  of  a  Buddhist  saint  and  teacher;  (ini), 

f.  *  rejoicing  (a  mother),'  a  daughter;  a  husband's 
sister  ( =  nandndri) ;  holy  basil  (  =  tulasi);  Nar- 
dostachys  Jatamansi  (=jaldmdnsi) ;  a  kind  of  per- 

fume (  =  renukd);  a  fabulous  cow,  daughter  of 
Surabhi,  related  to  the  cow  of  plenty,  and  the  property 
of  the  sage  Vasishtha ;  an  epithet  or  a  form  of  Durg3  ; 

an  epithet  of  Gan-gS  or  the  Ganges ;  N.  of  one  of 
the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda ;  of  a  place ;  of  a 
river  (also  called  Vala-jS).  -  Nandini-tannya  or 

nandirfctvia,  as,  m.  'son  of  Nandini,'  epithet  of 
Vyadi.—  Xunditii-tirtha,  am,  a.,  N.  of  a  sacred 
bathing-place. 
Nandi,  (.    See  under  nanda  and  nandi. 
Nandija  (fr.  nanda),  Nom.  P.  nandyati,Scc.,  to 

be  glad,  to  rejoice. 

nandaliila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

nand'ika,  as,  m.  (?),  a  cock. 

nandlia,  as,  rn.  a  bald-headed  man. 

nannama  (fr.  rt.  nam)  in  ku-n°,  q.  v. 
Nannamyamdna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Intens.), 

bending  or  bowing  very  low. 

imjCjir^  na-pariijit,  t,  m.  '  having  no 
conquerer," '  not  overpowered  (?),'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

"•TUTHnapat  and  naptri, td,  m.  (in  Unadi-s. 

II.  96.  derived  fr.  na  +  rt.  pat, '  to  fall ;'  in  Panini 

VI.  3,  75.  ft-  na+pilt  fr.  rt.  3.  pa,  'to  protect,' according  to  which  latter  derivation  napat,  naptri 

are  for  na-pdtri,  '  not  the  protector,'  allied  to  na- 
pitri,  '  not  the  father ;'  but  a  more  probable  deriva- 

tion is  fr. rt.  i. nabh,  m  older  form  ofrt.  i.ntzA,  'to 

connect,'  a  descendant  being  '  the  connecting  relative ;' 
in  the  earlier  Vedic  language  the  strong  cases  are 
formed  fr.  napat,  the  weak  fr.  naptri,  e.g.  ace. 

sing,  napatam,  dat.  sing,  naptre;  in  the  later 
Sanskrit  all  the  cases  come  fr.  naptri),  a  descendant, 

offspring  in  general,  a  son,  &c.  (Ved.);  a  grandson, 

a  son's  son,  (in  the  later  language  restricted  to  this 
meaning) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  Visve-dev3s ;  (according 
to  Mahl-dhara  on  Vajasaneyi-samhita  XIX.  56.  na- 
pdtah  =  deva-yana-pathah,  the  path  of  the  gods ; 
according  to  SSyana  on  Rig-veda  X.  15,  3,  napdtah 
=  oind^dbhdvah);  (ti),  f.,  Ved.  a  daughter;  a 

granddaughter,  (in  Atharva-veda  IX.  I,  3,  napti); 

napti  and  naptyd,  f. du.  =  (in  S3ma-veda)  'the  two 
pieces  of  wood  for  pressing  out  the  Soma,'  or  = 
'  heaven  and  earth  ;'  or  in  Rig-veda  IX.  9,  I,  =  '  the 
hands;'  naptyah,  f.  pi.  in  Rig-veda  I.  50, 9,  = 'the 
female  horses  of  the  chariot,'  i.  e.  '  the  daughters  of 

the  chariot,'  (according  to  Say.  so  called  '  because 
with  them  the  chariot  does  not  fall');  in  Rig-veda 

IX.  14,  5,  naptyah  is  said  to  =  ' rays'  or  'fingers;' 
horses  as  '  granddaughters  of  the  chariot ;'  the  fingers, 
the  hands ;  (tri),  f.  a  granddaughter,  (naptri,  f.,  and 
not  napti,  is  the  only  ibrm  used  in  classical  Sanskrit) ; 

[cf.  tanu-napdt,  pra-napdt:  Zendnaptar,  napat, 

'descendant;'  napt-i, 'kindred;'  itaptya,  'a family:' 
Gr.  a-ve<fiii-s  for  a.-vtirTi6-s,  quasi  cou-ncpot-in-s, 
veir-o-Ses :  Lat.  nepo(t)-s,  f.  nept-i-s:  Old  Iceland. 

neji,  'brother;'  nift,  'sister:'  Old  Germ,  fie/0, 

'grandson,  cousin  ;'  niftihi, '  female  cousin  :'  Goth. 
nithyi-s,  m.  '  cousin  ;'  nith-yo,  f. '  a  female  cousin  :' 
Slav,  netii, '  a  brother's  son :'  Boh.  neti,  base  neter, 
'  a  female  cousin.'] 
Napdtka,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  a 

grandson ;  (applied  to  a  particular  sacrificial  fire,  = 

tritiyo  'gnis.) 
Naptrikd,  f.  a  species  of  bird. 

•TJ^  na-puns,  -puman,  m.  not  a  man,  a 
eunuch. 
Na-punsa,  as,  m.  not  a  male,  a  eunuch, 

Na-punxaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  neither  man  nor 
woman,  a  hermaphrodite ;  a  eunuch,  an  impotent  or 
imbecile  man,  a  coward ;  (am),  n.  a  word  in  the 

neuter  gender;  the  neuter  gender.  —  Napunsaka- 

pdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  eighth  chapter  of  Durga- 
dSsa's  commentary  on  Vopa-deva's  Mugdha-bodha, 
called  Su-bodha.  —  Napunsaka-liitga-saiti/rolin, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  grammatical  work 

N5ma-lin-ganusJsana  by  Amai  j-sinha. 

»n|  naptri,  napti,  naptri.   See  napat  above. 

3}J  I.  nabh,  cl.  I.  A.  nabhate,  &c.,  Ved. 
N  to  burst,  to  be  torn  or  rent  asunder ;  to 

hurt,  injure,  destroy,  (ncbhe  occurs  in  Bhatti-kavya 
XIV.  33) ;  cl.  4. 9.  P.  nabhyati,  nabhndti,  Sec.,  to 
hurt,  injure :  Caus.  P.  nabhayati,  -yitvm,  to  cause 
to  burst,  tear  open. 

2.  nabh,  p,  f.,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  hurt, 

injury,  destruction. 
Nabhanu,  us,  m.  and  u,  fit,  f.,  Ved.  a  spring, 

river,  (water  which  bursts  forth.) 

I.  nabhanya,as,  d,(tm  (fr. nabhana),\red.  burst- 
ing out,  breaking  or  coming  forth  (as  a  hymn  or  as 

ahorse).  According  to  S5y.  =  '  being  in  the  sky,' 

'  ethereal ;'  '  injuring,' '  destroying ;'  '  a  hymn.'  (For 
2.  nabltanya  see  under  nabha  below.) 

Nabhanva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  river;  (according  to 
modern  scholars  the  form  is  nabliiiini.) 

«T*T  nabha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  nah 
wilh  affix  blia,  but  rather  fr.  nabli  an  older  form  of 

I.  unit,  '  to  bind,'  'connect,'  as  'connecting  heaven 
and  earth;'  according  to  others  fr.  rt.  I.  nabh,  'to 
rend  asunder  or  be  broken  up  into  clouds'),  =  nab/nix, 
the  sky,  atmosphere ;  the  month  Sravana  (July- 
August)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Maim  Svaro6sha  or  of  the 
third  Manu  (mentioned  together  with  Nabhasya) ; 

N.  of  one  of  the  seven  sages  of  the  sixth  Manv- 
antara ;  N.  of  a  demon,  son  of  Vipra-fttti  by  SinhikS  ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Nala  (Nishadha)  and  father  of  Pun- 
darika  [cf.  nabhas] ;  (d),  f.  a  spitting-pot  (for 

nabhi'ts!);  N.  of  the  city  of  the  Sun;  [cf.  Zend 
nap-la,  '  moist,  wet ;'  Gr.  vfQ-or,  vt$-e\ri,  (ui>- 
vt-vofpf,  vftpti-ta,  probably  Sv6<ftos,  lo-SvfQ-fis,  yv6- 
<t>os ;  Lat.  nub-e-s,  nubilu-s,  nebula,  probably  ffep- 
tu-nu-K,  nimbu-s  for  nembn-s;  Old  Iceland,  nijl- 
lieim-r;  Old  Germ,  ntb-ul;  Mod.  Germ,  neb-el ; 

Angl.  Sax.  gc-nip, '  a  cloud ;'  Slav,  neb-o,  base  neb- 
ex,  '  sky ;'  Lith.  debes-i-s, '  a  cloud,'  through  change 
of  n  into  d,  as  in  dewyni,  '  nine ;'  Hib.  neamh, 
'  heaven ;'  Cambro-Brit.  nee,  '  heaven.']  —  Nabha- 

ga,  ax,  m. '  going  on  the  sky,1  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu 

Vaivasvata ;  [cf.  nabhdga,  nabh'iga.'] 
"i.  nabhanya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (according  to  S3y.) 

being  in  the  sky,  ethereal,  heavenly ;  (see  col.  2.) 

Nabhas,  as,  n.  fog,  vapour ;  a  cloud ;  sky,  atmo- 
sphere, ether  or  heaven  ;  ether  as  one  of  the  five  ele- 

ments; N.  of  a  month  in  the  rainy  season  (  =  srd- 

cana)  or  July- August,  (according  to  lexicographers  in 
this  sense  m.) ;  period  of  life,  age ;  the  vapour  or 
fluidity  of  the  Soma  (Ved.) ;  water  (Ved.) ;  the  sun 
(according  to  Nir.  II.  14);  (as),  m.  a  cloud,  the 
rains  or  the  rainy  season ;  the  nose,  smell ;  the  fibres 
in  the  root  of  a  lotus  or  a  rope  made  of  lotus  fibres ; 

a  spitting-pot ;  N.  of  a  prince,  son  of  Nala  and  father 
of  Pundarika ;  (ast),  n.  du.  both  worlds,  heaven  and 

eMlh.  —  Nubha/i-ketana,  am,  n.  'sky-banner,'  the 
sua.~>Nabhah-kriinta,  as,  or  uabhali-krantin,  1, 

m.  '  going  in  the  sky '  (from  the  lion-like  shape 

of  certain  clouds),  a  \\on.-»Nabhah-i>~iitt}i<i,  r/.?, 
m.  '  sky-travelkr,'  the  sun.  —  Nabhah-prabheda, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Vi-rupa  and  author  of 
a  Rig-veda  hymn  (X.  112).  —  Nabhali-prana,  as, 

m.  '  sky-breath,'  air,  wind  ;  [cf.  kha-s'rdsa,  nabltah- 
iSvdsa.}  —  Ni/ibhah-srU,  I,  t,  t,  reaching  to  the  sky, 

attaining  heaven.  —  Nabhah-svaRa,  as,  m.  'sky- 
breath,'  air,  wind ;  [cf.  nabliafi-prd>ia.]—Nabli/i/i- 
sad,  t,  m.  '  inhabiting  the  sky,'  a  god ;  a  star. 
—  Nabhah-saras,  as,  n.  'sky-lake,'  the   clouds. 
—  Nab/ta/i-narit,  (.  '  sky-river,'  the  milky-way  (  = 
dcra-patha) ;  the  celestial  Ganges.  —  Nabliah-atha, 

as,  a,  am,  '  situated   in  heaven,'  celestial,  aerial, 
heavenly,  ethereal.  —  Nabhafi-sthala,  <w,  m.  '  whose 
residence  is  the  sky,'  an  epithet  of  Siva;  (i),  f.  the 
sky.  —  Nabha/t-sthita,  as,  d,  am,  abiding  in  heaven 
or  in  the  sky ;  (tin),  m.  a  division  of  the  infernal 

regions,  a  hell.  —  Nabhah-spri*',  k,  k,  k,  or  nabliah- 

fpriia,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. '  sky-touching,'  reaching  to 
the  sky.  —  Nabhati-fakthus,   us,  m.  'eye  of  the 

sky,'  the  sun.  —  Nabhas~-famasa,  as,  m.  'drinking 
vessel  of  heaven,'  the  moon;  a  variegated  cake  (  = 
titra-pupa) ;  magic,  conjuring.  —  Nabhaf^ara,  as, 

I,  am,  '  sky-going,"  going  in  the  air ;    («s),  m.  an 
inhabitant  of  heaven,  a  god  ;  a  Vidya-dliara  or  demi- 

god so  called.  —  Nabhas-iala,  am,  n. '  the  bottom 
of  the  clouds,'  the  lower  region  of  the  sky,  nether 
sky ;  the  sky,  atmosphere  ;  (in  astronomy)  N.  of  the 
tenth  solar  mansion.  —  Nabhas-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
Ved.  vaporous,  vapory,  filled  with  vapour,  exhaling 
vapour,    misty,   hazy;    (Say.)   bright   as    the   sun. 
—  I .  nablias-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  vaporous,  filled  with 
vapour,  misty,  cloudy ;  young ;  (Cm),  m.  air,  wind ; 

(ati),  {.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Antar-dhSna  and  mother 
of  Havir-dhana.  —  2.  nablias-rat,  ind.  like  vapour. 
—  Nabho-ga,  as,  am,  m.  n. (?),  a  star;  (as),  m,, 
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N.  of  one  of  the  seven  sages  of  the  tenth  Manv- 

autara.  —  Nabho-gaja,  as,  m.  '  an  elephant  in  the 
sky,'  a  cloud.  —  Nabho-yati,  if,  (.  going  through 
the  sky,  going  in  the  air,  soaring,  flying.  —  Nabho- 
jd,  as,  da,  am,  Ved.  produced  from  vapour.  —  Nabho- 
ju,  us,  us,  it,  Ved.  impelling  the  clouds;  (Say.) 
pervading  or  traversing  the  sky.  —  Nabho-da,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Visve-devas.  ̂ Nabho-duha, 

'  milking  the  sky  ;'  or  nabho-drlpa,  '  sky-island  ;'  or 
nabho-dhuma,  '  sky-smoke  ;'  or  nabko-dhvaja,  as, 
m.  'sky-banner,'  a  doud.  —  Nabho-drishti,  is,  is, 
i,  blind  ;  looking  up  to  heaven.  —  Nabho-nadl,  f. 

'  sky-river,'  the  celestial  Ganges.  —  Nabho-mani,  is, 
m.  'sky-jewel,'  the  sua.  —  Nabho-mantlala,  am, 
n.  '  sky-circle,'  the  firmament  ;  the  atmosphere. 
—  Nabkomanilal't-dipa,  as,  m.  'light  of  the  sky,' 
the  moon.  —  Nabho  'mbu-pa,  as,  m.  'drinking  the 
water  of  the  sky  or  rain-water,'  the  bird  Cataka, 
Cuculus  Melanoleucus.  —  Nabho-yoni,  is,m.'  whose 
birthplace  is  the  sky,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Nabho- 
rajas,  as,  n.  '  sky-dust  (?),'  darkness.  —  Nabho-rupa, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  the  form  or  colour  of  the 

clouds,  dark-coloured.  —  Nabho-renu,  -us,  (.  fog, 

mist,  vapour.  —  Nabko-laya,  as,  m.  '  having  its 
abode  in  the  sky,'  smoke.  —  Nabho-lih,  t,  t,  t,  '  sky- 
licking,'  lofty,  towering,  rising  to  the  clouds.  —  Nabho- 
rata,  as,  m.  '  the  expanse  of  the  sky,'  the  atmo- 

sphere.— Nahlio-vid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  or  possessing 

heaven  or  the  sky.  —  Nabho-vithi,  f.  '  sky-road,'  the 
path  of  the  sun.  —  Nabhaukas  (nabha  for  nabhas 
+  okas),  inhabiting  the  atmosphere  or  heaven. 
Nabhasa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  vapourish,  vapoury, 

filled  with  vapour,  misty;  (as),  m.  heaven,  air, 
atmosphere  ;  the  rainy  season  ;  the  ocean  ;  N.  of 

one  of  the  seven  sages  in  the  tenth  Manv-antara  ;  of 
a  Danava  ;  (also  read  rabham.)  —  Nubhasan- 

gama,  as,  m.  '  sky-goer,'  a  bird. 
NaWtasya,  as,  d,  am,  vapoury,  filled  with  vapour, 

misty,  foggy  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  month  of  the  rainy 
season  (  =  Bhadra,  August-September);  N.  of  a  son 

of  Manu  Svaroc'isha  or  of  the  third  Manu  [cf.  nabha]  ', 

epithet  of  S'iva. Nabhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi  by  whom 

three  hymns  of  the  Rig-veda  (VIII.  39-41)  are 
supposed  to  have  been  composed,  see  ndbhdka; 

(am),  n.  (said  to  be  =  nabhas  and  to  b«*  derived 
fr.  2.  n  a  +  rt.  I  .  bhd  +  aff.  dka),  darkness  ;  a-  cloud  ; 
the  sky.  —  Nabhdka-vat  in  Rig-veda  VIII.  40  =  the 
hymn  of  Nabhaka. 

I  .  nabhya,  as,  d,  am,  foggy,  misty,  cloudy. 

'THT^T  nabhdga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Manu  Vaivasvata  ;  [cf.  nabha-ffa,  ndbhdaa.'] 
nabhi,  is,  m.  (?),  a  wheel. 

na-bhita,  as,  a,  am,  not  afraid,  un- 
daunted, dauntless.  —Nabhlta-vat,  ind.  in  a  fearless 

manner,  fearlessly. 

'•TW?  2.  nabhya,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  nabha 
for  ndblii),  Ved.  the  centre  part  of  a  wheel,  the 

nave  ;  the  middle.  —  Nabhya-stha,  as,  d,  am, 
standing  in  the  middle;  belonging  to  the  nave  of 
a  wheel,  fit  for  a  nave;  itabhyam  tallam,  oil  for 
greasing  the  nave  of  a  wheel. 

«WT5T  na-bhraj,  t,  m.  'not  shining,'  a dark  cloud. 

^j  u  nam,  el.  I.  P.  A.  namati,  -te  (the 
v>  Atmane-pada  being  generally  used  in  the 

intransitive  sense),  nandma,  neme  (2nd  sing,  ne- 
mitha  or  nanautha,  ep.  3rd  pi.  A.  ava^iandmirf, 
Ved.  1st  sing.  P.  nandma),  nantd,  naneyati,  na- 
mishyati,  anansit,  anansta  (Ved.,  Aor.  3rd  sing. 
andn;  Let,  ist  sing,  nansai,  Rig-veda  III.  33,  10), 
nantum  (Ved.  inf.  ni-name),  to  bow  to,  make  or 
pay  obeisance  to  (with  dat.,  gen.,  and  ace.)  ;  to  bow, 

bow  down,  subject  or  submit  one's  self;  to  bend  ; 
to  be  bent  or  curved;  to  sink;  (in  grammar)  to 
change  a  dental  letter  into  a  cerebral  ;  to  sound  : 

Pass,  namyate:  Caus.  namayati  and  (with  prep.) 

ndmayati,  -yitttm,  Aor.  anlnamat,  to  cause  to 
bow,  bend,  curve,  make  curvw,  (with  dhanits  or 

<!dpam)  to  bend  a  bow;  to  cause  to  sink  or  de- 
cline ;  to  ward  off;  to  turn  away  from ;  (in  grammar) 

to  change  a  dental  into  a  cerebral :  Desid.  ninan- 
sati:  Intens.  nannamiti,  nannanti,  nannamyate, 
to  bow,  be  bent,  bend  very  low ;  [cf.  Zend  nemaiik 

=  n<tma8,  nim-aia,  'grass:'  Gr.  vtp-u,  vffj.-0-nai, 
vu/*d-ta,  vou-rj,  vffjt~t]-fft-s,  VffJ.-t-rtap,  vofj.-ev-s, 
vfp-<-<ri-s,  V&P.O-S,  vnfii^-ta,  v6fjiia-y.a,  vffj.-os,  Ne- 
,u€a,  rofi.-6-i :  Lat.  Numa,  Num-i-tor,  n&m-e-ru-s, 
Namerius,  n&m-us:  Goth,  and  Angl.  Sax.  nim-an, 

'  to  take,'  originally  '  to  subdue  :'  Old  Germ,  ndm-a, 
'  prey :'  Lith.  ndma-s,  ' a  house ;'  num-a-s, '  gain  :' 
Lett,  nom-a,  '  interest :'  probably  Hib.  naomh,  '  a 
saint,  sacred ;'  naomhackd,  '  holiness.'] 
Namat,  an,  antl,  at,  bending,  bowing,  stooping. 
Namata,  as,  a,  am,  bent,  bowed,  crooked,  curved ; 

(as),  m.  a  master,  lord  (?) ;  an  actor,  mime  ;  smoke ; 
a  cloud ;  (am),  n.  felt,  woollen  stuff;  [cf.  namatika, 

I.  navata.~\ Namana,  as,  m.  one  who  causes  to  bend  or  bow ; 

(am),  n.  bowing  down,  sinking ;  [cf.  griha-n°.~\ Namaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bowed  down  to, 
one  to  whom  one  must  pay  obeisance,  venerable. 

Namayat,  an,  antl,  at,  bending,  causing  to  bow 
down,  inclining. 

Namayishnu,  us,  us,  M,  Ved.  bowing,  bending. 
Namas,  as,  n.  (often  treated  as  an  indeclinable 

interjection  or  exclamation),  bowing,  bending,  making 
a  bow,  a  bow,  salutation,  reverential  salutation,  paying 
honour  (in  gesture  or  words) ;  adoration,  obeisance 
(performed  by  joining  the  palms  and  inclining  the 
head ;  often  used  in  connection  with  the  N.  of  a 

deity  in  the  dat.,  e.  g.  Kdmdya  namas,  salutation 
or  glory  or  reverence  to  Rama) ;  food  (Ved.) ;  giving, 
presenting,  a  gift,  present ;  a  thunderbolt  (Ved.) ; 
an  inarticulate  cry  (said  to  be  m.  ?).  —  Nama-ukti, 
is,  f.,  Ved.  uttering  a  salutation,  paying  homage  or 
obeisance.  —  Namas-kartri,  td,trl,  tri,  worshipping 
or  adoring  (the  gods) ;  a  worshipper,  pious.  —  Na- 
mas-kdra,  as,  m.  uttering  the  interjection  or  excla- 

mation namas,  bowing,  respectful  or  reverential 
address  or  salutation,  adoration,  obeisance  ;  a  sort  of 
poison ;  (I),  f.  a  sensitive  plant.  —  Namaskara-vat, 
an,  ail,  at,  Ved.  containing  the  Namas-kara.  —  Na- 
mas-kdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bowed  down  to,  one 
to  whom  one  must  pay  obeisance,  before  whom  one 
must  say  namas  ;  to  be  worshipped.  —  Namas-kri, 
cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  utter  the  exclamation 
namas  (sometimes  with  dat.,  loc.,  and  ace.).  —  Na- 
mas-krita,  as,  d,  am,  worshipped,  reverenced, 
adored.— Namas-kritya  or  namas-krilcd,  ind.  hav- 

ing saluted  reverentially.  —  Namas-kriyd,  (.  reve- 
rential salutation,  bowing,  worshipping,  adoration. 

—  Namas-t-at,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  paying  adoration 
or  homage,  worshipping,  adoring;    inspiring  vene- 

ration;  (Say.)  abounding  in  food.  —  tyamas-vin,  i, 
inl,   i,   paying    homage,    worshipping,    reverential, 
respectful.  —  Namo-guru,  us,  m.  a  spiritual  teacher. 
—  Namo-vdka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  uttering  the  namas 
or  obeisance  in  general.  —  Namo-mikti,  is,  f.,  Ved. 
reverential  cleansing  (of  the  Barhis).  —  Namo-vridk, 
t,  I,  t,  Ved.  honoured  by  adoration ;   (Say.)  food- 

augmenting,  increasing  food ;  (d),  m.  du.  '  delighting 
in  adoration,'  epithet  of  Mitra-Varuna. 
Namasa,  as,  d,  am,  favourable,  kindly  disposed ; 

{a»},  m.  agreement  (?). 
Namasdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  paying  obeisance, worshipping. 

Namasita,  as,  d,  am  (probably  corrupted  from 
namasyita),  reverenced,  respected,  worshipped. 

I.  namasya  (fr.  namas),  Nom.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 

namasyati  (-te),  &c.,  to  pay  homage,  make  obei- 
sance, worship  (with  ace.) ;  to  act  humbly  or  defe- rentially. 

3.  namasya,  OK,  d,  am,  to  be  worshipped  or 
adored,  one  to  whom  obeisance  must  be  made, 
venerable,  respectable,  entitled  to  salutation  or  civility ; 
reverential,  respectful,  humble ;  (a),  f.  reverence, 
respect,  worship,  adoration. 

3.  namasya,  ind.  having  paid  homage,  having worshipped. 

Namasyat,  an,  ant't,  at,  saluting  reverentially, 
making  obeisance,  bowing  to,  paying  adoration. 
Namafyita,  as,  d,  am,  reverenced,  respected, 

worshipped  ;  [cf.  namasita."] Namasyu,  us,  us,  «,Ved.  paying  homage,  making 
obeisance,  worshipping;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Pravira,  descendant  of  Puru. 
Namita,  as,  a,  am,  bowed,  bent  down,  making 

salutation  or  obeisance. 

Namya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bowed  down  to,  vene- 
rable; changeable  to  a  cerebral  letter;  (d),  f.  the 

night  (Ved.). 

Namra,  as,  d,  am,  bowing,  bowing  down,  in- 
clining, (murdhnd  namrah,  bowing  the  head,  lit. 

wilh  the  head)  ;  bent,  bowed,  inclined  ;  curved, 
crooked  ;  hanging  down  ;  sunk  ;  making  obeisance  ; 
lowly,  submissive,  reverential,  humble  ;  worshipping, 

adoring;  devoted  to;  (a),  m.  du.,  Ved.  epithet  of 
two  verses  addressed  to  Agni.  •«  Nawira-td,  f.  or 
namra-lva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  bowed  or 
bent,  bowing,  bowing  or  hanging  down,  obeisance, 

adoration,  respect,  devotion  ;  submissiveness,  humble- 
ness, humility,  meekness  ;  condescension.  —  Namra- 

prakriti,  is,  is,  i,  of  a  gentle  or  submissive  dispo- 
sition.— Namra-multha,  as,  I,  am,  having  the  face 

bent  down,  looking  down.  —  Namra-murti,  is,  is, 

i,  having  the  form  bent,  stooping,  bowed.  —  Nam- 

rdn/ja  (°ra-an°),  as,  i,  am,  bowing  or  bending  the 
body,  bowed,  bent,  stooping.  —  Namri-krita,  as,  d, 
am,  bowed  down,  bent  down,  humbled. 

Namraka,  ai,  d,  am,  bowed  down,  bent,  stoop- 
ing ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  reed  (  =  vetasa). 

Namrita,  as,  d,  am,  bent  down,  bowed  down, 
made  to  sink. 

na-matra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  a  par- 
ticular high  number  ;  [cf.  nahi-mdtra.] 
nami  =  nemi,  q.  v. 

nam'i,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  Rishi;  (ac- 
cording to  S5y.  on  Rig-veda  I.  53,  7),  foe-prostrating 

(applied  to  the  thunderbolt). 

»?5^  namufa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient 
sage;  (also  read  mimudi,  pramudu,  mudu,  un- 
muda,  vimuda.) 

»l«P«i  na-muci,  is,  m.  'not  loosing  the 

heavenly  waters'  (i.  e.  confining  the  clouds  and  pre- 
venting the  flow  of  rain),  N.  of  a  demon  vanquished 

and  slain  by  Indra  and  the  Alvins  ;  N.  of  the  god 

of  love.  —  Namw!i-dfish,  t,  '  enemy  of  Namudi  ;'  or 
Namiufi-sudana,  as,  '  destroyer  of  Namudi  ;'  or  Na~ 
muti-han,  d,  m.  '  killer  of  Namuc'i,'  epithets  of  Indra. 

•T*JT  na-mura,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  Ved.  not dying(?). 

nameru,  us,  m.  the  tree  Eleocarpus 
Ganitras  (=rudrakslta,  =  sura-punnaga). 

namaiya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 
namb,  cl.  I.  P.  nambati,  Sic.,  to 

go,  move. 
'^9  namra.     See  above. 

yj  n    I.  nay,  cl.  I.  A.  nay  ate,  neye,  nayi- 
•^  turn,  to  go,  move  ;   to  protect  ;   [cf.  rt. 

i.  «;.] 

^ni  naya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  nl),  guiding, 

leading,  directing,  managing  ;  manner  of  conducting 
one's  self,  behaviour,  conduct,  course  of  conduct,  way 
of  life,  management  ;  prudent  conduct  or  behaviour, 
good  management  ;  prudence,  reason  ;  polity,  policy, 

political  wisdom,  state-policy,  political  economy, 
statesmanship,  civil  administration,  government  ;  any 
work  on  policy  or  political  economy;  Prudence  or 
Policy  personified  as  a  son  of  Dharma  and  Kriya  ; 
plan,  design  ;  leading  thought,  maxim,  principle  ; 
opinion,  system,  course,  method;  philosophical 

6D 
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system  ;  the  philosophical  part  of  the  Veda  (?)  ;  a 
kind  of  game  ;  a  sort  of  dice  or  men  for  playing  this 

game  [cf.  naya-pithi]  ;  a  move  in  this  game(?); 
N.  of  a  son  of  the  thirteenth  Manu  ;  (ax,  a,  awl),  = 
netri,  leading,  guiding,  conducting  ;  a  leader,  guide  ; 
=  nydya,  fit,  right,  proper.  ••  Naytt-kovida,  as, 
a,  am,  skilled  in  policy,  prudent.—  Naya-ga,  as, 
a,  am,  following  a  system.  «•  Naya-<?alts/tus,  us, 
us,  us,  having  political  foresight,  wise,  prudent. 

—  Naya-jd,  {.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  king  Brahma-d5sa, 
father  of  Narayana,  who  composed  the  Prasnarnava. 

—  Naya-jna,  as,  a,  am,  knowing  polity,  prudent  ; 
knowing    any    system,  a   follower   of  any  system. 
—  Jfaya-netri,  td,  m.  a  master  in  policy  or  politics. 

—  Naya-paia,  as,  m.  'protector  of  policy,'  N.  of  a 
man  ;  of  a  king.  —  Naya-pithl,  f.  the  board  or  cloth 
on  which  dice  or  men  are  moved  in  play.  —  Naya- 
prayoga,  as,  m.  policy,  political  wisdom  or  address. 

"Naya-lofana,  am,  n.  'the  eye  of  policy,'  N.  of 
a  work.  —  Naya-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  familiar  with 
policy,  versed  in  polity,  prudent;  containing  any 
form  of  rt.  I.  nt  (as  a  Rik).  —  Naya-md,  t,  t,  t, 
or  naya-vUdrada,  as,  a,  am,  m.  knowing  polity, 
skilled  in  policy,  a  politician,  statesman.  —  Nuya- 
35lin,  i,  ini,  i,  possessing  political  wisdom,  endowed 
with  prudence.  —Naya-tfastra,  am,  n.  any  work  on 
policy  or  political  economy,  the  doctrine  of  polity. 

—  Naya-sdra,  as,  m.  '  essence  of  polity,"  N.  of  a 
treatise.  •*  Naya-siddhi,  is,  (.  political  success,  ac- 

complishing anything  by  good  management. 
Xayaka,  as,  a,  am,  a  skilful  manager,  clever  in 

policy  or  political  administration. 
Nayat,  an,  antl,  at,  leading,  guiding;  tending 

or  conducing  to  ;  informing,  certifying,  giving  evi- 
dence, obtaining. 

Nayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (a  or  J),  f.  the 

pupil  of  the  eye  ;  (am),  n.  leading,  guiding,  con- 
ducting, managing  ;  governing,  directing,  ruling  ; 

leading  or  bringing  to,  drawing;  (with  kdlasya), 
passing  or  spending  (time)  ;  attaining,  obtaining  ; 

'  the  guiding  or  leading  organ,'  the  eye.  —  Nayatia- 
goUara,  as,  d,  am,  perceptible  by  the  eye,  within 

the  range  of  vision,  visible,  apparent.  —  Nayana- 

f(hada,  as,  m.  '  eye-covering,'  an  eyelid.  —  Na- 
yana-jala,  am,  n.  'eye-water,'  tears.  —  Nayana- 
patha,  as,  m.  range  or  field  of  sight.  —  Nayana- 
puta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  the  eyelid.  —  Nayana-vdri, 

i,  n.  'eye-water,'  tears.  —  NayaiM-vishaya,  as,  m. 
'  field  of  vision,  range  of  sight,'  the  horizon.  «  Na- 
yana-salila,  am,  n.  '  eye-water,'  tears.  —  Naya- 
nanjana  (cna-a«°),  am,  n.  any  ointment  for  the 
eye.~Nayandnanda  (°na-an°)o!  nayandnanda- 
tfarmaii,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  Amara- 

kosha.—  Nayandmoshin  (°na-dm°),  i,ini,i,'  sight- 
stealing,'  blinding.  —  Nayanotsava  (°na-ut°),  ae,  d, 
am,  'eye-festival,'  any  lovely  or  desired  object;  a 
lamp.  —  Nayanoda  (°na-uda),  am,  n.  eye-water; 
[cf.  nayana-satila.]  —  Nayanopdnta  (°tut-up°), 
as,  m.  the  outer  angle  or  comer  of  the  eye,  the 

canthus.  —  Nayanauehad/ta  (°na-osh°),  am,  n. 
'  eye-medicament,'  green  sulphate  of  iron  or  that 
salt  in  a  state  of  partial  decomposition  by  exposure 
to  the  atmosphere  (used  as  a  coliyrium). 
Nayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  conducted  or  brought. 
Nayishtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  leading  in  the  best 

manner. 

nayuta,   as,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  100,000 
millions. 

nayyagrodha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  nya- 
grodha),  Ved.  relating  to  or  produced  from  the 
sacred  fig-tree  ;  (also  read  nai  yaijrodha.) 

«Tt.  nara,  as,  m.  (for  etymology  see  the 
simple  form  nri),  a  man,  a  male,  a  person  ;  a  man 
or  piece  at  chess,  draughts  &c.  ;  the  pin  or  gnomon 
of  a  sun-dial  ;  (in  grammar)  person,  personal  ter- 

mination [cf.  pnrufhn]  ;  a  sort  of  measure,  a  man's 
length;  the  original  or  eternal  Man,  the  divine 
imperishable  spirit  pervading  the  universe  (always 
associated  with  Nirayana  which  as  a  patronymic  from 

Nara  =  ' son  of  the  original  Man;'  in  Manu  Nara 
is  apparently  identifi^  with  Narayana,  see  1. 10,  where 
the  waters  are  called  NarS  as  produced  from  Nara  or  the 
eternal  spirit  [according  to  KullQka  =  Paramatman, 
Brahman],  which  spirit  is  thence  also  called  Nirayana 

as  '  having  his  first  place  of  motion  on  the  waters ;'  but 
in  the  more  systematic  mythology  Nara  and  Narayana 
are  distinct,  the  former  being  regarded  as  a  sage  or 

patriarch, '  the  best  of  men'  or  '  chief  man,'  while  the 
latter  is  a  god ;  in  epic  poetry  they  are  the  sons  of 
Dharma  by  Murti  or  A-hinsa  and  are  emanations 
of  Vishnu,  Arjuna  being  identified  with  Nara,  and 
Krishna  with  NSrSyana ;  in  some  places  Nara  and 

Narayana  are  called  tlerau,  '  the  two  gods,'  or 
jiiirra-deeau,  '  the  two  original  gods,'  or  rislii, 
'  the  two  sages,'  or  pnrdndr  rishi-satlamaa,  '  the 
two  most  ancient  and  best  of  sages,'  or  tdpasau,  '  the 
two  ascetics,' or  mahd-muni, '  the  two  great  Munis') ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  certain  mythical  beings  allied  to  the 
Gandharvas  and  Kin-naras,  qq.vv.  (thought  by  some 
to  be  a  kind  of  centaur,  half  horse,  half  man) ;  N. 
of  one  of  the  ten  horses  of  the  moon ;  N.  of  a  son 

of  Manu  Tamasa ;  of  a  son  of  Visva-mitra ;  N.  of  a 
son  of  Gaya  and  father  of  Viraj ;  of  a  son  of  Su- 
dhriti  and  father  of  Kevala ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Bhavan- 

manyu  (Manyu)  and  father  of  San-kriti ;  N.  of  two 
kings  of  Kasmira;  (I),  {.  a  woman,  =  nari;  (am), 
n.  a  kind  of  fragrant  grass,  =  rama-karpura ;  [cf. 
Gr.  dvVjp;  Lat.  Nero,  Neriene;  probably  Hib. 

naoi,  'a  man,'  but  see  nri,~\  —  Nara-kapala,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  a  man's  skull.  —  Nara-Jcllaka,  as,  m.  the 
murderer  of  his  spiritual  preceptor.  —  Nara-lieiarin, 

I,  m.  '  man-lion,'  '  half  man,  half  lion,'  Vishnu  in  his 
fourth  Ava-tJra;  [cf.  nara-sinAa.]  —  Nara-graha, 

as,  m.  '  man-crocodile,'  '  half  man,  half  crocodile,' 
N.  of  a  kind  of  KirSta.  —  Nara-ta,  f.  or  nara-lra, 
am,  n.  humanity,  manhood,  human  condition.  —  Na- 

ra-trotakaiiarya  (cta-a<f),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Nara-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman,  a  nephew 
of  the  Rishi  Asita ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess  executing 
the  commands  of  the  twentieth  Arhat  of  the  present 

Ava-sarpini ;  one  of  the  sixteen  VidyS-devis.  —  Nara- 

deva,  as,  m.  'a  god  among  men,'  a  sovereign,  king. 
"Naradeva-tva,  am,  n.  kingship,  royalty,  kingly 
rank.  —  Naradcva-deva,  as,  m.  a  god  among  the 
gods  of  men  or  kings.  —  Naradera-putra,  as,  m. 
the  son  of  a  man  and  a  god.  —  Nara-dvish,  t,  m. 

'  enemy  of  men,'  a  Rakshas.  —  Nara-nagara,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Nara-n&tha,  as,  m.  'protector 

of  men,'  a  king,  a  prince.  —  Narandtha-mdrga,  as, 
m.  'king's  road,  royal  road,'  the  chief  road,  high 
street.  —  Naranalhdsana   ^tha-ds°),   am,  n.  the 
throne  or  dignity  of  a  king.  —  Nara-ndyaka,  as, 

m.  '  leader  of  men,'  a  king,  a  prince.  —  Nara-n-drd- 
yana,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Krishna;  (OH),  m.  du. 
Krishna  and  Arjuna,  see  nara  above.  —  Naran-<l!ti, 

is,  m.  'man-containing,'  the  world,  (a  word  given 
by  Mahi-dhara  to  explain  the  etymology  of  tiaran- 
illiisJut  below.)  —  Niiran-d/iisha,  «x,m., Ved.  'ob- 

serving men(?),'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu;  of  Pushan; 
(according  to  Mahi-dhara  on  Vajasaneyi-s.  VIII.  55. 
this  comp.  is  either  narandhi-s/ut,  '  destroying  the 
world,'  see  naran-d/ii  above,   or   na-raiulltisha, 
'  not  injuring,'  i.  e.  '  a  protector ;'  in  XXII.  20.  he 
explains  naraii-dhiflta  by  '  man-praising.')  —  \<tra- 
pati,  u,  m.  '  lord  of  men,'  a  king,  sovereign  ;  N.  of 
one  of  the  four  mythical   kings  of  Jambu-dvipa. 
—  Xitrii/iiiti-jaya-farya,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Nara- 

pati-patha,  as,  m.  '  king's  road,'  the  chief  road, 
high  slTeet.—Narapali-rijrtya,   us,  m.,  N.  of  a 

work.  —  Nara-pafa,  us,  m.  '  man-beast,'  a  brute  in 
human  form,  a  beast-like  man.  —  \<(ra-jja[<i.  n", 

m.  'protector  of  men,'  a  king,  a  prince.  —  Nara- 
[unttjtit'a,  f/.s,  m.  an  excellent  hero.  —  Nara-priya, 
as,  a,  am,  favourable  or  fiiendly  to  mankind ;  (as), 
m.  a  species  of  tree  (  =  nila-rriksfia}.  —  NaraJJoH, 
is,  m.  a  human  sacrifice;  [cf.  nitra-med/ta,  ptiru- 

sha-medha.~\  «•  Nara-brahma-df nt,  tut,  m.,  N. 
of  a  king.  —  Nara-bhnj,  1;,  k,  k,  man-eating,  can- 

nibal. —  \ara-bhu,  us,  f.  or  nara-bhumi,  is,  f. '  the 

land    of  men,  birthplace  of  men,'  Bharata-varsha,  I 

i.e.  India  or  the  central  part  of  the  known  con- 
tinent. —  Nara-mdnikd  or  nara-mdninl,  f.  a  man- 

like woman,  a  woman  with  a  beard ;  [cf.  nara- 

mdlinl.]  —  NfU'a-mdld,  f.  a  string  or  girdie  of  skulls. 
—  \ura-mdlini,  f.  =  nara-md>iiiti  (of  which  it  is 

probably  a  corruption).  —  Nara-wli't'huitn,  am,  n., 
N.  of  the  eighty-ninth  chapter  of  the  PStala-khanda 
of  the   Padma-Purana.  —  Nani-med/ia,  as,  m.  a 

human  sacrifice,  the  sacrifice  of  a  man  ;    [cf.  »rf- 

tali,  pitrtisha-medha.~\  —  Naram-mamja,  as,  d, 

am,  considered  as  a  man,  passing  for  a  mail.  —  A 'ni'a- 
yantra,  am,  n.  '  instrument  with  a  gnomon,'  a  sun- 

dial. —  Nara-ydna,  am,  n.  a  carriage  drawn  by 

men;    (in  Panc'a-tamra  III.  248.  nara-ydna  with 
cerebral  n  — '  a  man-vehicle,  a    man    serving   as   a 

vehicle  for  carrying  another.')  -.  Nara-ratha,  as,  m. 
a  wrong  form  for  nai'a-ratha.  —  Nara-rdja,  as, 
in.  'king  of  men,'  a  king.  —  Narardjya,  am,  n. 

'  empire    over    men,'    kingship,    royalty,    kingdom. 
—  Nara-rupa,  as,  i,  am,  formed  like  a  man,  man- 

like ;   (am),  n.  the  form  of  a  man,  human  form. 
•~Nara-riipin,  t,  iiii,  i,  having  the  human  form. 

—  Nararshabha  (°ra-rish°),  as,  m.  'man-bull,' 
chief  of  men,  a  prince.  —Nara-loka,  as,  m.  the 
world  of  men,  the  earth ;  mortals,  men.  —  Nural</l;fi- 

pdla,  as,  m.  'protector  of  men,'  a  king.  —  Naraloha- 
vira,  as,  m.  *  a  hero  among  men,'  a  human  hero. 
—  Nara-vat,  ind.  like  a  man.  —  Nara-vara,  a*, 
m.  an  excellent  or  illustrious  man.  —  Nararara' 

rri'shabha,  as,  m.  an  excellent  hero  (like  a  bull). 

—  Naravarottama  (°ra-ut°),  as,  m.  the  best  of 
excellent  men.  —  Nara-rarman,  a,  m.,   N.  of  a 

prince  of  Malava  in  the  twelfth  century.  —  Nara- 
rdhana,  as,  d,  am,  borne  or  carried  by  men,  drawn 

by  men;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Kuvera;  N.  of  a 

prince,  successor  of  S'Sli-vahana ;  of  a  prince  of  the 
Darvabhisanis ;  of  a  minister  of  king  Kshema-gupta. 
—  Nararahana-janana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  fourth 
section    of    the    Katha-sarit-sagara   by   Soma-deva. 
—  Naravdhana-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  king 
Udayana.  — •  Nara-valiiit,  z,  ini,  i,  carried  or  drawn 

by  men  (as  a  vehicle).  —Nara-i'ishvana,  as,  m. 
'  man-devourer,'    a    Rakshas,    an    imp    or    goblin. 

••  Nara-vlra,  as,  m.  '  a  hero  of  a  man,'  an  heroic 

man,  a  hero  or  brave  man.-»ATa/'ai'»'a-?o/;a,  as, 
m.  the  bravest  of  men  ;  mankind  in  general.  —  Nara- 

vydghra  or  nara-ildrdida,  as,  m.  '  man-tiger,'  an 
eminent  man  ;  the  most  illustrious  of  men.  —  Nara-' 
xrt/tff't,  am,  n.  '  man's  horn,'  i.  e.  anything  chime- 

rical or  impossible.  —  Nara- fresh/ha,  as,  m.  the 
best  of  men.  —  Nara-samsarga,  as,  m.  intercourse 
of  men,   human   society.  —  Nara-saiha,  as,   m. 

'  friend  of  Nara,'  an  epithet  of  NSrayana.  —  Nara- 

san-ghdrama  (°gha-dr),  as,  m.  (?),  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
monastery.  ~Nara-sdra,  (is,  m.  a  particular  sub- 

stance or  article    of  commerce,   sal   ammoniac  (?). 

—  Nara-sinha,  as,  m.  'man-lion,'  a  lion  among 
men,  a  great  warrior,  a  man  of  eminence  or  power, 

a  chief;   'the  lion-headed  man'  or  Vishnu  in  his 
fourth  Ava-tJra  when   he  descended  to  fight  with 
Hiranya-kasipu  ;  N.  of  the  father  of  king  Bhairava  ; 
of  several  authors  and  princes;  [cf.  ndra-oinha,  uri- 

sinlta,  nara-hari J\  —  Nantsiijlia-dttoit,  ax,  m.  '  a 

god  among  the  men-lions,'  N.  of  several  princes. 
—  Narasinha-dvddas'i-i'rata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  par- 

ticular ceremony  performed  in  the  month  Phalguna ; 

N.  of  the  forty-second  chapter  of  the  VSraha-Purana. 
—  X<(ra*!nltr(-paHdiffi,  (is,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 
—  Nanifinlta-iiilrijata,  N.  of  a  work  by  Nara- 
.sinha.  —  X(trasin/ta-purdna,    am,    n.,    N.   of  a 
Purana.  —  Narasinha-manit,  N.  of  the  sixteenth 

chapter  of  the  SSrada-tilaka  by  Lakshmana.  —  Nara- 
Ktnlia-yantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mystical  diagram 
described   in  the  Tantra-s5ra.  —  Narasinha-saras- 

itUi,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  VedSnta- 
sara.  —  Narasinlia-snhasra-xamdiii,   n.  pi.   'the 
thousand  names  of  the  man-lion,'  i.  e.  of  Vishnu, 
N.  of  a  work.  —  Nara-skandha,  as,  m.  a  multitude 
or  body  of  men.  —  Nara-haya,  am,  n.  (with  i/nd- 

dha"),  a  fight  between  man  and  horse;  [cf.  devd- 

sara-1  —  Nara-hari,  is,  m.  Vishnu  as '  the  man-lion' 
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in  his  fourth  Ava-tara  [cf.  nara-sinha]  ;  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Narahari-dem,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

—  Nardnga   (°ra-an°),   as,   am,   m.   n.  'male- 
member,'  the  penis;  (as),  m.  eruption  on  the  face. 
—  Naradi  (°ra  +  ddl  fr.  ant),  f.,  Ved.  a  species  of 
plant  (?)  ;  N.  of  a  wife  of  Krishna  ;  a  kind  of  metre, 

(see  under  ndrai!a.)  —  Narddli.ama(°ra-adh°),as, 
m.  a  low  or  vile  man,  a  wretch.  —  Naradhara  (°ra- 
adh'),  as,  m.  '  asylum  or  receptacle  of  men,'  an  epi- 

thet of  Siva;  (a),  f.  the  earth.  —  Narddhipa  (°ra- 
adh°),  as,  m.  *  lord  of  men,'  a  prince,  king,  monarch  ; 

the  tree  Cathartocarpus  Fistula;  [cf.  rdja-vriksha.'] 
—  Narddhipati  (°ra-adh°),  «V,  m.  'lord  of  men,' 
a  king,  a  prince.  —  Nardnta  (°ra-an°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  son  of  HridTka.  —  Narantaka  (°ra-ari'),  as,  m. 
'  man-destroyer,'  death  ;  N.  of  a  RSksbasa,  son  of 
Ravana.  —  Nardntaka-iiigraha-i'arnana,  am,  n. 
•  description  of  the  subjugation  of  Narantaka,'  N.  of 
the  fifty-ninth  chapter  of  the  Krida-khanda  of  the 
Ganesa-Purana.  —  Nardntaka-nirf/ama,    as,   m. 

•  the  coming  forth  of  Narantaka,'  N.  of  the  fifty- 
seventh  chapter  of  the  Krida-khanda  of  the  Ganesa- 

PurSna.  —  Narayana  Cra-ay"),  as,m.=  narayana, 
a  N.  of  Vishnu,  &c.  —  Nardtfa  (°r(i-ds'a)>  as,  m. 
'man-eater,'  a  Rakshas,  an  imp  or  demon.  —  Nard- 
s'ansa  (°ra-ds°),  as,  m.,  Ved.  '  the  desire  of  men, 
desired  of  men(?),'  a  mystical  N.  of  Agni  (invoked 
in  the  Apri  hymns  with  TanO-napat,  another  mystical 
epithet  of  Fire,  or  taking  the  place  of  TanQ-nap5t  in 
these  hymns,  see  d-prl).  —  Nardfo»a  fra-af),  at, 
m.  '  man-eater,'  a  Rakshas  or  demon.  —  Naretara 

(°ra-i£c),  (18,  m.  a  being  differing  from  men;  a  higher 
being  than  a  man  ;    a   lower  being,  an  animal,  a 

beast-like  man.  —  Narendra  (°ra-irij),  as,  m.  '  lord 
of  men,'  a  king,  a  prince,  an  anointed  sovereign  ;  a 
physician,  a  dealer  in  antidotes;  a  juggler  (?)  ;  a  con- 

veyer of  news  or  intelligence  (?)  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  a 
species  of  tree  (  =  narddhipa)  ;  a  kind  of  metre 
consisting  of  four  lines  of  twenty-one  syllables  each. 
—  Narendra-tva,  am,  n.  kingship,  royalty.  —  Na- 
raidra-druma,  a*,  m.  the  tree  Narendra.  «-  Na- 
rendra-pntra,  an,  m.  a  prince.  —  Narendra-mdrga, 

as,  m.  the  king's  high-road,  a  royal  or  main  road, 
high  street.  —  Narendra-srdmin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a 
temple  or  holy  place  built  by  and  called  after  Naren- 

draditya.  —  Narcndrdtfdrya  (°ra-dd°),  a-t.  m.,  N.  of 
a  grammarian.  —  Narendrdditya  (°ra-ad°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  two  princes  of  Kasmira.  —  Narendrdhva  (  °ra- 
dh°),  aft,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  a  kind  of  Aloe  (  =  kdshtkd- 
gn,ru).  —  NareiSa  or  nareivara  (°ra-ts"°),  as,  m. 
'  lord  of  men,  'a  king,  a  prince.  •-  Naredvara-vivcka, 
««,  m.,  N.  of  a  S'aiva  work  by  Parameshthin.  —  Nare- 
shtha,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  serving  as  a  standing-place 
tor  men?;  (Say.)  resting  on  conducting  (wheels). 

—  Narottama  (°ra-uf),  as,  m.  '  best  of  men,'  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  of  Buddha  ;  N.  of  a  scholiast  of 

the  Adhyatma-ramayana. 
Narya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  manly,  human,  (often 

with  apod,  a  manly  deed,  a  heroic  deed)  ;  strong, 
powerful  ;  suitable  or  agreeable  to  men  (as  food)  ; 
(as),  m.  a  man,  a  person  ;  an  epithet  of  Indra  ;  of 
Agni  Garhapatya  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (a),  m.  du.,  sell. 

tibhd  s~ansd,  the  two  objects  of  desire,  i.  e.  heaven 
and  earth  [cf.  nardsansa]  ;  (ds),  m.  pi.  epithet  of 
the  Maruts  ;  (am),  n.  a  manly  act,  manly  deed  ;  a 

gift  for  men.  —  Narydpas  (°ya-ap°),  as,  as,  as, 
Ved.  performing  manly  deeds;  (Say.)  performing 
deeds  agreeable  or  suitable  to  men. 

naraka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  nri),  hell,  the  place  of  torment  (distinguished  fr. 

pdtdla,  the  lower  regions,  q.  v.),  including  a  num- 
bA  of  places  of  torture  of  various  descriptions,  gene- 

rally said  to  be  twenty-one  in  number  [cf.  niirnka]  ; 
(Hell  is  sometimes  personified  as  a  son  of  Anrita  and 
Nirriti  or  Nikriti)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  demon,  a  son  of 
Bhumi  or  Earth  (therefore  called  Bhauma,  haunting 

Prag-jyotisha  and  slain  there  by  Krishna)  ;  N.  of  a 
man;  N.  of  a  district  ;  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  ..Va- 
rnka-k'mtia,  am,  n.  a  pit  or  abyss  in  hell  wherein 
the  wicked  are  tormented,  (eighty-six  such  are  enume- 

rated). —  Naraka-jit,  t,  m. '  vanquisher  of  the  demon 
Naraka,'  epithet  of  Vishnu-Krishna.  —  Naraka-de- 
i-ctta,  f.  '  the  deity  of  hell/  Nirriti ;  Misfortune  per- 

sonified as  a  goddess.  —  Naraka-Jihumi,  is,  f.  a 
division  of  hell,  (of  which  seven  are  enumerated.) 

—  Naraka-rupin,  ?,  itii,  i,  'hell-formed,'  hellish. 
—  Naraka-rarga,  as,  m.  'the  hell  chapter,'  N. 
of  a  chapter  of  Amara-sinha's  Nama-lin-ganusasana. 
—  Naraka-varnana,  am,  n.  'description  of  hell,' 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Reva-mShatmya.  —  Naraka- 
etha,  as,  d,  am,  living  or  being  in  hell ;  (a),  f.  the 
river  of  hell,  Vaitaranl.  —  Naralia-srarga-prdpti- 

prakdra-varnana,  am,  n. '  description  of  the  mode 
of  obtaining  heaven  and   hell,'  N.  of  the   eighth 
chapter  of  the  MSgha-mahatmya.  —  Narakantaka 

("ka-an0),  as,  m.  '  destroyer  of  the  demon  Naraka,' 
an  epithet  of  Krishna-Vishnu.  —  Narakdmaya  (°ka- 
am°),  as,  m.  the  soul  after  death ;  a  ghost  or  spirit. 
—  Narakdri   (°ka-ari),   is,   m.  'enemy  of  the 
demon    Naraka,'    an    epithet    of    Krishna-Vishnu. 
—  Narakdvasa  fka-dv°),  as,m.'  one  whose  abode 
is  hell,'  an  inhabitant  of  hell.  —  Nardkaukas  (°Jto- 
ok°),  as,  m.  an  inhabitant  of  hell. 
Narakdya,  Nom.  A.  narakdyate,  &c.,  to  repre- 

sent a  hell ;  to  resemble  or  be  similar  to  hell. 

«1Cjj%  naranaa,  as,  m.  pimples  on  the  face 
( =  rarandaka) ;  (am),  n.  the  penis;  (wrong  form 
for  naranga,  see  col.  I.) 

•TCrf  narada,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  par- 
ticular substance  or  article  of  commerce,  a  kind  of 

perfume?  [cf.  nalada] ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 
Naradika,  as,  i,  am,  dealing  in  the  substance 

called  Narada. 

narayana,  narendra.    See  col.  I. 

narishta,  f.,  Ved.  joking,  chatter- 
ing ;  sport,  pastime ;  [cf.  narma,  Harmon.] 

•rftTrT  na-rishyat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Manu  Vaivasvata. 

Narishyanta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manilla. 

•TTTT  narlya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son   of 
Bhan-ga-kara ;  (also  read  ndreya.) 

1^«u  naruna,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ran),  Ved. 
(according  to  a  commentator)  a  leader. 

'JT^T^i  narkutaka,  am,  n.  a  nose  [cf.  na- 
kuta];  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of 

seventeen  syllables  each ;  [cf.  nardataka.'] 

•Til  narta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  nrit,  the  initial 
n  of  which  is  not  liable  to  become  n),  dancing ; 

(as),  m.  dancing,  dance. 
Nartaka,  as,  m.  a  dancer,  a  player  of  any  de- 

scription ;  an  actor,  gesticulator,  mime,  mummer ; 
a  bard,  herald ;  an  elephant ;  a  peacock ;  a  species 
of  reed  [cf.  potayala] ;  (i),  f.  a  female  dancer, 
actress,  singing  girl ;  a  female  elephant ;  a  peahen  ; 
a  kind  of  perfume  (  =  nalika;  cf.  nati);  (as,  a, 
am,  fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to  dance;  (at),  m.  a 
dancing-master. 

Nartana,  as,  m.  a  dancer ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 
dancing,  gesticulating,  acting,  performing  on  the 
stage ;  [cf.  nartand-griha.]  —  Nartana-pHya,  as, 
ii,  am,  fond  of  dancing ;  (as),  m.  a  peacock.  —Nar- 

linta-tidld,  f.  or  nartandgdra  (°na-ag°  or  -ov/°), 
am,  n.  or  nartantl-griha,  am,  n.  a  dancing-room. 
~Nartaua-ithana,  am,  n.  a  dancing-place. 

Nartayitri,  td,  m.  '  one  who  causes  to  dance,'  a 
dancing-master. 
Nartita,  as,  d,  am,  danced;  made  to  dance; 

dandled;  dancing. 

Nartin,  i,  inl,  i,  dancing ;  [cf.  van<ta-n°,] 
Nartu,  us,  f.  a  female  dancer  or  actress. 

nard  (connected  with  rt.  nad),  cl. 
I.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  nardati  (-te),  nanarda, 

narditd,  nardishyati,  anardit,  narditum,  to 
bellow,  roar,  shriek,  sound ;  to  go,  move ;  [cf.  pro- 

bably Hib.  nuail-im,  '  I  roar,  howl;'  nuail,  '  roar- 

ing, howling.'] Narda,  as,  a,  am,  bellowing,  roaring,  sounding  ; 

[cf.  </o-»°.] 
Nardat,  an,  anil,  at,  roaring,  sounding  ;  praising 

aloud;  proclaiming. 

Nanldiia,  as,  m.  '  one  who  roars,'  N.  of  a  Naga- 
raja;  (am),  n.  sounding,  roaring,  making  a  noise; 
celebrating,  praising  aloud. 
Nardaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sounded  ;  to  be 

celebrated  or  praised  aloud. 
Nardamdna,  as,  d,  am,  shouting,  roaring. 
Nardita,  as,  d,  am,  roared,  sounded,  bellowed  ; 

celebrated,  loudly  praised;  (am),  n.  sound,  roar, 

bellow,  bellowing  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  die  or  a  throw 
at  dice,  the  chief  die,  (commonly  nddl  or  naiidl, 

perhaps  '  an  ace,'  cf.  msha,  a  N.  for  the  chief  die in  Nala  VII.  6.) 

Nardin,  I,  inl,  i,  sounding,  roaring,  making  a 

noise  ;  [cf.  gehe-n°.] 
nardataka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  metre 

consisting  of  four  lines  of  seventeen  syllables  each  ; 
(wrongly  written  nardhataka;  cf.  narkutaka.) c 

«1^H<5   nardabuda  or  nardavuda,  as,  m., 
Ved.  an  epithet  of  Indra. 

«T*f7«!r  nardhataka,  wrong  form  for  nar- 
dataka. 

yj  ,5  narb,  cl.  I.  P.  narbati,  &c.,  to  go, 

\  move  ;  [cf.  rt.  nanib.~] •IK  narma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  sport,  pastime; 
[cf.  narishta^] 

Narmatha,  as,  m.  a  jester  ;  a  rake,  lecher,  liber- 
tine ;  sport,  amusement  ;  coition  ;  the  nipple  ;  the 

chin. 

Narman,  a,  n.  sport,  play,  amusement,  pastime  ; 
diversion  ;  jest,  joke,  (narmdni  kri,  to  joke)  ;  wit, 

humour;  (ana),  ind.  in  jest,  by  way  of  jest.  —  Nar- 
ma-klla,  as,  m.  a  husband.  —  Narma-garbha,  as, 
m.  a  secret  lover.  —  Narma-da,  as,  d,  am,  delight- 

ing, making  happy,  giving  or  causing  pleasure;  (as), 

m.  a  jester  ;  the  associate  or  companion  of  a  person's 
sports  or  amusements  ;  N.  of  the  son  of  Ladana  ; 

(a),  f.  the  Narma-da  or  modem  Nerbudda  river, 
which,  rising  in  the  Vindhya  mountains,  runs  west- 

ward to  the  gulf  of  Cambay,  (personified  as  the  wife 
of  Puru-kutsa  and  mother  of  Trasa-dasyu)  ;  a  sister 

of  the  Uragas  or  serpents  ;  a  daughter  of  the  Soma- 
pas  ;  a  species  of  plant  (see  prilikd).^Narmada- 
tata-de^'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  district  mentioned  in 
the  Ratna-kosha.  —  Narmadd-tira-gamana,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  the  seventeenth  chapter  of  the  Uttara- 
kanda  of  the  Ramayana.  —  Narmadd-tlrtha,  am, 

n.  a  sacred  bathing-place  on  the  Narma-dS;  [cf. 

ndrmada."]  —  Narmadd-mdhdtmya,  am,  n.  '  the 
glory  of  Narma-da,'  N.  of  the  lyjrd-lSlst  chapter 
of  the  Matsya-Purana.  —  NarmadeiSvara  l^da-li0), 
as,  m.  a  form  of  Siva.  —  Narmades'cara-tlrtha, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  several  sacred  bathing-places.  —  Nar- 

madetrara-mdhdtmya,  am,  n.  '  the  glory  of  S'iva,' 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  S'iva-Purana.  —  Narmadeiva- 
ra-linga,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  ninety-second  chapter 
of  the  Skanda-Purana.  ••  Narma-dyuti,  is,  is, 
i,  bright  with  joy,  cheerful,  happy,  merry;  (is), 

f.  enjoyment  of  a  joke  or  any  amusement.  —  Narma- 
vatl,  f,,  N.  of  a  comedy.  •*  Narma-sadiua,  as,  m. 
'  amusement-companion,'  an  associate  or  promoter  of 
the  amusements  of  a  prince  or  man  of  rank.  —  Nar- 

ma-sadirya,  (tm,  n.  superintendence  of  a  prince's 
amusements.  —  Narma-suhrid,  t,  m.  =  narma-sa- 

ilva.  —  Narma-xphurja,  as,  m.  happiness  or  amuse- 
ment ending  in  alarm  (?).  —  Narma-sp/io!a,  as,  m. 

slight  or  inferior  amusement  (?). 

Narmaya,  Nom.  P.  narmayati,  &c.,  to  make 

happy  or  gladden  by  jests  or  sports,  exhilarate  by 

jesting  and  wit. c 

«TT7  narmata,  as,  m.  a  potsherd  ;  the  sun. 

narmara,  f.  a  cavity,  a  valley;  a 
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bellows ;  an  old  woman  past  menstruation  ;  a  species 

of  plant  (  —  tun'tilti). 

•ft  narya.     See  p.  471,  col.  I. 

i  i  nal,  el.  i.  P.  nalati,  &c.,  to  smell ; 

'S  to  pain  (?) ;  to  bind(?) ;  cl.  IO.  P.  nula- 
yali,  &c.,  to  speak  or  shine :  to  bind  or  confine, 

(the  two  meanings  'smelling'  and  'binding'  have probably  arisen  from  a  confusion  between  gantlhe 
and  bandhe  in  the  Dhatu-pStha.) 

«Tt5  nala,  as,  m.  (for  nada,  q.  v.),  a  species 

of  reed,  Amphidonax  Karka,  eight  to  twelve  feet 
high  [cf.  nada,  ndlu,  deva-nala] ;  N.  of  a  king  of 
the  Nishadhas  or  of  the  country  called  Nishadha,  son 
of  VIra-sena  and  husband  of  DamayantI  and  hero  of 
the  celebrated  tale  called  Nala  and  DamayantI ;  a  son 
of  Nishadha  and  father  of  Nabha  or  Nabhas;  a 

descendant  of  the  latter  Nala,  son  of  Su-dhanvan  and 
rather  of  Uktha  [cf.  nada]  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Yadu ; 
N.  of  a  monkey-chief,  son  of  Tvashtri  or  Visva- 
karman,  who  made  a  bridge  for  RSma  from  the 
continent  to  Lan-kS ;  N.  of  a  Daitya ;  N.  of  a 
medical  author;  (in  astrology)  N.  of  a  particular 
form  of  constellation  in  which  all  the  planets  or  stars 

are  grouped  in  double  mansions;  a  deified  proge- 
nitor, wrongly  written  for  nalva;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of 

fragrant  substance,  a  perfume  (  —  nati);  red  arsenic, 
=manah-sild,  kunatl;  (am),  n.  the  blossom  of 
Nelumbium  Speciosum  (?) ;  smell,  odour ;  [cf.  rt.  nal.] 
—  Nala-kdnana,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people,  (this 

word  may  perhaps  be  separated  into  nala]ia-dn<ma  ; 
also  read  nala-kdlaka,  nablia-kanana.)  —  Nala- 

klla,  as,  m.  the  knee.  —  Nala-kdbara  and  nala- 
kuvara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kuvera.  —  Nala- 

tampu,  us,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Tri-vikrama-bhatta, 
also  called  Damayanti-katha,  describing  the  fortunes 
of  Nala  and  DamayantI  in  a  highly  artificial  mixed 

style,  half  prose,  half  verse;  [cf.  6ampu.~]  —  Nala- 
da,  am,  a,  n.  f.  Indian  spikenard,  Nardostachys  Ja- 
tamansi  ( =jatdmdnst) ;  (am),  n.  the  root  of  Andro- 

pogon  Muricatus  (  =  us"ira);   the  honey  or  nectar 
of  a  flower;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Raudrasva. 
—  Nala-pattikd,  f.  a  sort  of  mat  made  with  reeds, 
a  coarse  mat.  —  Nala-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 
— Nala-mina,  as,  m.  a  species  of  sprat  or  (according 
to  some)  a  shrimp  or  prawn ;  (also  read  tala-mlna.) 

—  Nala-setu,  us,  m.  'Nala's  bridge,'  the  causeway 
constructed  by  the  monkey  Nala,  (a  name  given  to 
the  rocks   between  Ramisseram  and  Ceylon,  com- 

monly called  Adam's  bridge.)  —  NaleJvara-tirtha 
(°la-is"°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place.  —  Afa- 
lottama  fla-uC),  as,  m.  a  species  of  reed  ( =de»a- 

nala).  —  Nalodaya  (°la-ud3),  as,  m.  'Nala's  rise,' 
N.  of  an  artificial  poem  ascribed  to  KSli-disa  and 
describing  the  restoration  of  the  fallen  Nala  to  pros- 

perity and  power.  —  Nalopakhydna  (°la-up°),  am, 
n.  '  the  story  of  Nala  (and  Damayanti),'  N.  of  a 
celebrated  episode  of  the  Maha-bh5rata. 
Nalaka,  am,  n.  a  bone  (hollow  like  a  reed), 

any  long  bone  of  the  body ;  the  tibia ;  the  radius  of 
the  arm ;  (ikd),  f.  a  kind  of  fragrant  substance  (  = 

noli,  commonly  pavari  or  panthiri) ',  the  legu- 
minous plant  Dolichos  Lablab ;  the  plant  Polianthes 

Tuberosa ;  Dxmia  Extensa. 

Nalakirii,  f.  (fr.  an  uuused  nalakin),  the  knee-cap 
or  knee-pan ;  the  leg. 
Naladika,  as,  i,  am,  dealing  in  Indian  spikenard. 

Nalita,  as,  m.  a  species  of  vegetable,  (commonly 
ndlild.) 

Nalina,  am,  n.  (connected  with  nala,  its  stalk 
being  hollow  like  that  of  a  reed),  a  lotus  flower  or 
water-lily,  Nelumbium  Speciosum  or  Nymphsea  Ne- 
lumbo;  the  indigo  plant;  water;  (i),  f.  a  lotus, 
Nelumbium  Speciosum,  the  flexible  stalk  of  the  water- 
lily  ;  an  assemblage  of  the  Nelumbium  Speciosum  or 
of  lotus  flowers ;  a  pond  in  which  the  lotus  grows  or 
may  grow,  a  place  abounding  in  lotuses,  (nalini  is 
to  nalirui  as  abjini  to  alija,  pankajinl  to  panka- 
ja,  and  padmini  to  padma) ;  the  Ganges  of  heaven 
or  rather  an  arm  of  it ;  a  mystical  N.  of  one  of  the 

nostrils  (  =  7M(K7rfl);  1  kind  of  fragrant  substance; 
the  fermented  and  intoxicating  juice  of  the  cocoa-nut ; 
N.  of  the  wife  of  Aja-midha  and  mother  of  Nila ; 

(as),  m.  the  Indian  crane  (as  a  synonym  of  /ms/i- 
kara) ;  a  species  of  shrub  ( =  krishna-paka-phaU). 
—  Nallna-dala,  urn,  n.  a  leaf  of  the  lotus  flower; 

[cf.  nulinl-dala,  namt-naliiia-daldya.]  — Nalini- 
kluutfla,  am,  n.  an  assemblage  of  the  Nelumbium 
Speciosum.  —  Nalini-dala,   am,  n.  a    leaf  of  the 

lotus  plant;  [cf.  nalina-dala^  —  Nalin'i-ii'iiiiliinK. 
am,  n.  '  the  divine  garden  near  the  Nalini  (,?),'  N.  of 
a  garden  of  Kuvera.  —  Nalini-padma-kosha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  particular   position    of  the   hands  in 

dancing.  —  Nalini-rttka,  an,  a,,  am,  what  comes 
forth  or  has  come  forth  from  a  Nelumbium  Speci- 

osum ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  BrahmS ;   (am),  n. 
the  fibres  of  the  stalk  of  Nelumbium   Speciosum. 

—  NaUnc-faya,  as,  m.  (naline,  loc.  sing.), '  reclin- 

ing on  a  lotus,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
Nalinika  at  the  end  of  comp.  =  nalini,  q.  v. 

'IW  nalla,  wrongly  for  nalva. 

«Tc?  nalva,  as,  m.  a  furlong,  a  measure 
of  distance  =  400  or  104 (?)  cubits;  (wrongly  read 
nalla,  nala.)  —  Nalea-rartmaga,  as,  a,  am,  going 
the  distance  of  a  Nalva ;  (a),  f.  a  spreading  plant ;  the 

orange  tree  (=kdkdngl  for  iidrangal). 

•T^1  i.  nava,  as,  a,  am  (probably  connected 
with  the  particle  I.  nu,  q.  v.,  or  less  probably  with 
nu  for  prep,  anu,  or  by  some  derived  fr.  rt.  4.  nit, 
to  praise),  new,  fresh,  recent,  young,  modern ;  (as), 

m.  a  crow ;  a  species  of  plant  ( =  rakta-pimar-nard) ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Uslnara  and  Nav5 ;  (a),  (.,  N.  of 
a  wife  of  Usinara  and  mother  of  Nava ;  (am),  ind. 

recently,  newly,  lately,  a  short  time  ago,  not  long 
since,  just,  (the  crude  nava  is  prefixed  to  a  past  pass, 
part,  in  this  sense,  see  nava-ba/ldlta) ;  [for  2.  nava 

see  p.  473»  col.  I :  cf.  Zend  nava :  Gr.  vto-s 
for  vifo-s,  Vf6s,  Vfi6s,  yf-api-s,  vt-av,  viavtu-s, 
vt-d£,  tft-offff6-s,  v(-OTT~la,  vt-ox~fi6-s,  *>f-&pA-s, 
vt-vro-i,  vfi-cupa,  vti-pi-p  :  Lat.  novit-s,  Noviu-s, 
nov-iciu-s,  nov-ali-s,nov-ellu-s,  nov-dre,  nov-er-ca, 
n ii-nt-in-s,  de-nito,  nu-per :  Osk.  Nuv-la,  Nuceria : 

Goth,  niu-yi-s,  '  new ;'  niuyi-tha, '  newness :'  Angl. 
Sax.  niwe,  neow,  niwa :  Lith.  naii-ye-s,  '  new ;' 
nauyo-ka-s,  '  a  novice :'  Slav,  nov-u,  '  new :'  Hib. 
nua,  n«adA.l  —  Nava-kdrikd,  f.  a  bride,  a  woman 
newly  married,  (probably  wrong  reading  for  nara- 
rarika) ;  a  new  K.mkfv  or  comment.  —  Nava-kdlikd, 
f.  (fern,  of  nava-killaka),  a  young  woman,  either 
one  recently  married  or  one  in  whom  menstruation 
has  lately  commenced.— Na  va-krit,  wrongly  for  na  m- 

gat.  —  Nava-gat,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  first-born  (?).—  I.  na- 
va-yraka,  as,  a,  a/ft  (for  2.  see  under  navan), 

lately  caught ;  [cf.  nava-baddha. ]~  Nai-a-Cfhdttra, 
as,  m.  a  new  scholar,  a  student,  novice.  —  Nava-ja, 
as,  a,  am,  recently  born,  lately  produced,  new,  young 

(e.  g.  nava-jah  i!as~i,  the  new  moon  or  the  moon 
just  becoming  visible).  —  Nava~jd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved. 
lately  produced,  new,  young.  —  Nava-jdta,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  born  anew,  new-bom,  fresh,  new.  —  Nai'a- 
tara,  as,  a,  am  (compar.),  newer,  younger,  fresher, 

&c. ;  [cf.  naviyas^]  —  Nava-td,  f.  or?m»a-<»a,  am, 
n.  freshness,  nwelty.  —Nava-ilala,  am,  n.  the  fresh 
leaf  of  a  lotus  flower,  any  young  leaf.  —  Nava-dri/>a, 

as,  m.  '  the  new  island,'  N.  of  a  place  now  called 
Nuddea,  sixty  miles  from  Calcutta,  in  the  district  of 
Burdwan  on  the  right  bank  of  the  BhSglratht  or 

great  western  branch  of  the  Ganges  at  the  point  where 
it  is  joined  by  the  Jellinghee.  —  Nava-nagara,  am, 
n.  '  the  new  town,'  N.  of  a  town.  —  Nava-nalina- 

daldya  (fr.  nava-nalina-dtila),  Nom.  A.  nara- 
nalina-daldyate,  &c.,  to  resemble  the  leaf  of  a 
fresh  lotus  blossom.  —  Navanalinada/dyamdna, 

at,  d,  am,  resembling  the  leaf  of  a  fresh  lotus 
flower.  —  Nava-ni,  is,  f.  or  nava-nita,  am,  n.  fresh 
butter.  —  Navanitaka,  am,  n.  clarified  butter.  — A^- 
vanita-dhenu,  us,  f.  a  quantity  of  butter  presented 
to  Brahmans,  see  dhenu.  —  Nava-parnddi-bhak- 

skana,  am,  n.  '  eating  of  new  leaves  &c.,'  N.  of  a 

chapter  of  the  Pur3na-sarva-sva.  —  Nava-pallara, 
tnn,  n,  a  new  shoot,  young  sprout.  —  tfttV&fftUiUd, 
f.  a  woman  who  has  lately  brought  forth  (a  child). 

—  Nava-prdfiana,  «*,  m.  eating  of  new  rice  or  new 
barley.  —  Nara-pluilikd,  f.  a  bride,  a  newly-married 
woman ;  a  girl  in  whom  menstruation  has  recently 
begun.  *•  Nava-baddha,  as.  d,  am,  lately  caught, 
recently  bound.  —  Naca-matlika,  f.  Arabian  jasmine, 

Jasminum  Sambac ;  (also  read  nara-mdlikd.)  —  \(i- 
ra-mdl{kd,  f.  many-flowered  Nykinthes,  Jasminum 
Sambac  ( =  nava-mallika) ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
Dharma-vardhana,  king  of  SrSvasti. «••  Nara~mdlini, 
(.  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  twelve 

syllables  each,  —  Nara-meylia,  as,  m.  a  new  cloud 
or  one  just  appearing.  —  Naca-yajiia,  as,  m.  sacrifice 
or  oblation  of  the  first-fruits  of  the  harvest ;  [cf.  nd~ 

rayajnika,  namfanyeshli,  nava-i!ai<ya.]  —  Xaca- 
ijiiin'tirtd,  am,  n.  fresh  or  incipient  youth,  bloom  of 
youth,  prime;  (as,  d,  am),  being  in  the  bloom  of 

youth;  (d),  f.  a  young  woman.  —  Kavayaurana- 
vat,  an,  oil,  at,  blooming  with  the  freshness  of 
youth.  —  Naca-raktaka,  urn,  n.  a  newly-dyed  gar- 
ment.— Naca-rajas,  dg,  f.  a  girl  who  has  only  recently 
menstruated.  —  Nava-vadhu,  an,  f.  a  bride,  a  newly- 

married  woman  ;  a  daughter-in-law.  ~Ntii'a-i'arikd. 

f.   a    newly-married   woman;    [cf.   nava-kdrikd.'] 
—  Nava-txwtra,  am,  n.  new  cloth.  —  Nara-vd*lru, 
as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man  or  of  an  evil   spirit. 

—  Nava-iSasi-bhrit,  t,  m.  '  bearing  the  new  moon 

(on  his  brow),' an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Nara-s"asya, 
am,  n.  the  first-fruits  of  the  year's  harvest,  the  grain 
first   matured.  —  NarasanycMi   (°ya-ish°),  is,    f. 
'  sacrifice   of  first-fruits,'    a    sacrifice    performed   on 
eating  the  first  matured  rice  or  grain  of  the  year ; 

(wrongly  written  navasasyexht i  ;  cf.  nava-yajiia.) 

••  Nava-srdddha,  am,  n.  the  first  series  of  S'ra'ddhas collectively,  or  funeral  offerings  on  the  first,  third, 

fifth,  seventh,  ninth,  and  eleventh  days  after  a  person's 
demise.  —  Nara-sanghdrdma  (°gha-dr°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  monastery.  —  Nava-xd,  HS,  f.,  Ved.  a  cow  that  has 
recently  calvtd.  —  Nara-sdtikd,  f.  a  milch  cow;  a 

woman  recently  delivered.  —  Xardttkura  (c  ra-ait°), 
N.  of  a  work.  —  Naranna  (°ra-an°),  am,  n.  new 
rice,   new   grain,   the    first-fruits ;    the    grain   fiist 
ripened,  rice  or  grain   recently  matured ;    a   cere- 

mony observed  on  first  eating  the  new  rice,  &c. 

—  Pfardnna-bhakshana,  am,  n.  'eating  of  new 

grain,'  N.  of  a   chapter   of  the   Purana-sarva-sva. —  Narditna-tthdli-pdkilmantra,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of 

a  work.  —  Nardnneshti  (°na-ish°),  is,  f.  sacrifice 
of  the  first-fruits,  see  navatfasyeshti.  —  Nardmbara 

(~va.-am°),    am,  n.   new   and    unbleached    cloth. 
—Navdmbu  (fva-am°),  n.  fresh  water.  —  Naranna 
(°va-ar°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Navdha  (°va- 
aha),  as,  m.  a  new  day,  the  first  day  of  a  fortnight. 
—  Navi-karana,  am,  n.  making  new,  doing  anew, 

renewing.  —  Navi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -ktirnle, 
-knrtiim,  to  make  new,  renew,  restaurate,  revive. 

—  Navl-knta,  as,  d,  am,  done  or  made  anew, 
renewed,  revived.  —  Navi-bhdva,  as,  m.  becoming 

young  or  new,  renovation. «—  Navt-bhuta.  as,  d, 
am,    become   new,   renewed,  revived.  —  Navetara 

(°(-a-iT),  as,  d,  am,  '  other  than  new,'  old.  —  Ara- 
i-odhd  (°va-udhd),  f.  a  newly-married  woman,  a 
bride.  —  Naroddltrita  (°ra-ud°),   am,   n.   fresh 

butter ;  [cf.  na  va-nita.] 
i.  navaka,  as,  fka,  am,  =  I.  nava,  col.  2. 
Naviihlha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  the  newest,  youngest, 

last ;  (am),  ind.(?),  at  last. 
Navina,  as,d,am,  —  i.  nava,  new,  fresh,  recent, 

modern.  —  Navlna-fandra,  as,  m.  the  new  moon. 
—  Navina-mata-rii'dra,   as,   m.  '  inquiring  into 

new  opinions,'  N.  of  a  philosophical  work  by  H*i- 
r5ma.  —  Navina-vedantin,  i,  m.  a  modern  Ved5nta 

philosopher. Naviyas  or  naryas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  of 
I.  nava),  Ved.  new,  fresh,  young,  recent,  who  has 
done  anything  or  shown  himself  recently  ;  very  new  ; 

(as),  ind.  recently,  lately ;  (ase  or  asd),  ind.  anew. 
I .  navya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  new,  fresh,  young ; 

(as),  ra.  a  species  of  plant,  ̂ rakta-punar-navd ; 



navya-mata-vitara. 

[cf.  Lith.  nauya-s  ;  Goth,  niuyi-s.]  -  Navya-mata- 
vidara,  as,  m.  =  navlna-mata-vidara.  —  Navya- 
vat,  ind.  like  new,  ever  new  (?). 
Navyas.    See  naviyas,  p.  472,  col.  3. 

«T7  2.  nava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  4.  nu),  praise  j 
panegyric,  celebration.  (For  I.  nava  see  p.  472, 

Navana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  praising,  laudation. 
Navishti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  a  song  of  praise,  hymn; 

(Say.)  a  new  sacrifice  or  oblation,  (as  if  fr.  I.  nava.) 
2.  navya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  praised,  praise- 

worthy, laudable,  deserving  of  praise.  *.  Navya-var- 
dhamdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

TTrT  i.  navata,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  col.  2), 
an  elephant's  painted  or  variegated  housings ;  woollen doth ;  a  cover,  blanket,  wrapper. 

1=r«1  navan,  m.  f.  n.  pi.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
4.  nu),  nine ;  [cf.  Zend  navan,  '  nine  :'  Gr.  ivvea, 
tva-TO-s,  (vva-To-s,  ttvaro-!,  eWa-Kis,'  ivdicis, 
fivdKis,  tva-n6cru>i,  ivm-x6<noi,  ivivh-Kovra.,  frrii- 
Kovra :  Lat.  novem,  nonu-s,  nov-iens,  nund-ginta, 
non-genii .-  Goth,  niun,  '  nine ;'  niun-da,  '  the 
ninth  :'  Angl.  Sax.  nigan, '  nine :'  Old  Germ,  niun: Mod.  Germ,  neun:  Old  Pruss.  nevm-ts, '  the  ninth :' 
Slav,  devan-a,  'nine:'  Lith.  devyn-i,  'nine,'  7; 
changed  into  d  as  in  debea-i-s, '  a  cloud,'  from  Sanskrit 
nalhas ;  dctnn-ta-s, '  the  ninth :'  Hib.  naoi, '  nine :' 
Cambro-Brit.  naw,  '  nine.']  -  NavakdndilM-bfid- 
shya,  am,  n. '  commentary  of  nine  sections,'  N.  of  a 
commentary  on  KatySyana's  Sraddha-sutras  by  NI15- sura.  -  Nava-kritvas,  ind.,  9  times.  -  2.  nava- 
graha,  as,  m.  pi.  the  9  planets,  or  sun,  moon, 
five  planets,  and  the  ascending  and  descending  nodes. 
—  Navagraha-mantra,  as,  m.  pi. '  hymns  or  prayers 
to  the  9  planets  (?),'  N.  of  a  work.  -  Navagraha- ianti,  is,  (.  propitiation  of  the  9  planets.  -  Nava- 
gva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  ninefold,  consisting  of  9; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  mythological  family  often 
associated  with  that  of  An-giras  and  described  as 
sharing  in  Indra's  battles,  regulating  the  worship  of the  gods,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  one  of  the  family  called 
Nava-gvas;  [cf.  da^a-gva,  daJagvin.l-Navadat- 
•vdrMa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  the  following),  the  4gth. -  Nava-datvdrinfat,  t,  f.,  ̂ .  —  Nava-tantu   m 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vilva-mitra.  -  Navatrinid,  as, 
t,  am  (fr.  the  following),  the  39*.  -  Nava-trinsat, 
t<  f-.  Z9.—Nant-das'a,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  the  follow- 

ing), the  igth;  consisting  of  ig.-Nava-dafon,  a, 
m.f.n.pl.,  ig.  —  Nava-didhiti,  is,  m.  'nine-rayed,' 
Mars,  the  planet  or  its  deified  regent ;  [cf.  nardrdis.~] 
-  Nava-ditrgd,   f.   Durga    in   her  g   forms   (viz. 
kumdrikd,  tri-murti,  Icalydm,  rohiiii,  kali,  dan- 
dikd,  fdmlthavi,   duryd,  bhadrd).-Nava-dol'd, f.  a  litter  borne  by  9  men.  -  Nava-dvdra,  as,  d, 
am,  '  nme-doored,'  having  9  gates ;    an  epithet  of the  body,  which  has  9  apertures  or  outlets    as  the 
nostrils,  ears,  mouth,  &c. ;  [cf.  nava-mukha.]  -  Na- 
va-dlid,  ind.  divided   into  9  parts,  ninefold,  in  9 ways,  9  times.  -  Nava-navati,  is,  f.,  99;  (in  the 
Veda  the  number  99  is  used  for  any  large  number.) 
—  Navanarati-tama,  as,  i,  am,  the  ggth.  —  Nava- 
panddsa,  as,i,am  (fr.  the  following),the  sgth.  —  Na- 
va-pandd^at,  t,  f.,  5g._  Nava-pad,  -pat,  -padi, 
-pat,  Ved.  having  9  feet,  consisting  of  g  feet.  -  Nava- 
bhdgfi,  an,  m.  the  gth  part,  especially  of  an  asterism 
or  of  a  lunar  mansion;  [cf.  nammfa.}  — Nava- 
mukha,  as,  i,  am,  having  9  apertures  or  openings ; 
[a-nava-dvdra.]-Nava-rattga,  am,  n.  giftto  five 
id  acceptance  by  four  persons  of  the  best  KSyastha 

families  ('!).- Navararga-kula,  at,  d,  am,  having the  privilege  of  marrying  into  9  distinct  families  (?). 
-  Nara-ratna,  am,  n.,  g  precious  gems,  viz.  a pearl,  ruby,  topaz,  diamond,  emerald,  lapis  lazuli  coral 
sapphire,  and  one  called  Go-meda,  (these  o  jewels  are 
supposed  to  be  related  to  the  g  planets) ;  the  g  jewels i.  e.  the  g  men  of  letters  at  the  court  of  Vikrama- 
ditya  were  Dhanvantari,  Kshapanaka,  Amara-sinha, 
S-an-ku.VetSla-bhatta,  Ghata-karpara,  Kali-dSsa  Vara- ru6,  and  Varaha-mihira ;  N.  of  a  collection  of  9  verses. 
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-  Nava-ratlia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Bhima-ratha 
and  father  of  Dasa-ratha.  -  Nava-rdtra,  as,  m.  or 
navardtrika,  am,  n.  a  period  of  g  days ;  a  Soma 
sacrifice  with  9  Sutya  days ;  9  days  in  the  middle  of 
the  GavSm-ayana ;   (am),  n.  the  period  of  9  days from  the  first  of  the  light  half  of  month  Asvina  to 
the  gth,  devoted  to  the  worship  of  Durga.  —  Arai;a- 
riix'ika,  the  rule  of  proportion  with  9°terms  corn- prising  four  proportions.  -  Navarda  (°va-rida),  as, d,  am,  Ved.  consisting  of  9  verses.  _  ffavavinfa 
as,  I,  am  (fr.  the  following),  the  2gth.  -  Nava- 
•ciniati,  is,  (.,  iq.-Nava-vidha,  as,  d,  am,  nine- fold, consisting  of  9  parts.  -  Nava-vyuha,  as,  m 
an  epithet  of  Vishnu;  [cf.  datur-vyuha.] - Nava- 
iakti,  is,  m.  '  having  9  faculties,'  an  epithet  of  Siva or  Vishnu.  -  Nava-fata,  am,  n.,  109.  -  Navaifata- 
tama,  as,  i,  am,  the  logth.  -  Nava-ias,  ind.,  9  by 
g,  by  nines.  -  Nava-gdyaka,  as,  m.  a  N.  given  to  any 
of  9  inferior  classes,  viz.  cowherd,  gardener,  oilman, 
weaver,  confectioner,  water-carrier,  potter,  blacksmith, 
and  barber.  -Nava-shatka,  as,  d,  am,  consisting 
of  9  x  6  (strings  &c.).-Nava-shasfiti,  is,  {.,  69. -Navashashli-tama,  as,  i,  am,  the  6gth.-AV 
va-saptati,  is,  f.,  79.  -  Navasaptati-tama,  as,  I, 
am,  the  79*.  -  Nava-saptadaila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
Atiratra  ('containing  9  Saptadasa-stotras').-ATa»a- 
sdhasattka-darita,  am,  n. '  the  9  or  the  new  (fr. 

I.  nava)  deeds  of  king  Sahasan-ka,'  N.  of  a  Campu' composed  by  SVi-harsha.  -  Navdnfo  or  navdns-aka 

(  va-an),  as,  m.  a  gth,  a  gth  part,  especially'of  an asterism  or  lunar  mansion;  [cf.  nava-lhdga.] - AV 
vanfaka-pa,  as,  m.  the  regent  of  a  NavSnsaka. 
-  Nardns'a-ndtha,  as,  m.  the  regent  of  a  Navans'a 
-Navdngd  (°va-anc),  {.  a  species  of  plant  (  = karkata-ilrin-gl).  —  Navayasa  (°va-3y°),  am,  n.  a 
medicinal^  preparation  of  iron,  containing  9  parts  of 
non.-Navdrdis  (°va-ar°),  is,  m. '  nine-rayed,' the planet  Mars  or  its  deified  personification.  -  Navddti 

(  ™sas!  )-  h,  f-  Sg.-Nardslti-tama,  as,  i,  am, the  8gth.  -  Namlta  (°va-aha),  as,  m.  a  period  of 
g  days ;  a  Soma  sacrifice  with  9  Sutya  days ;  9  days m  the  middle  of  the  Gavam-ayana ;  [cf.  nava- 

ratra.j 

3-  nava=navan,  nine,  in  tri-nava,  q.  v. 
2.  navaka,  as,  d,  am,  consisting  of  9 ;  (am)  n 

the  aggregate  of  nine,  nine. 

2.  navata,  as,  i,  am,  the  90* ;  [cf.  eka-n°,  datur- 
n  ,  datitr-n°,  tri-n°,  dvd-n°,  dci-n°.~] Navati,  is  (according  to  lexicographers  also  na- 

vati), {.,  go.-Navali-tama,  as,  t,  am,  the  goth. -Xavah-dkanits,  w,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancestor  of 
Sakya-mum.-AraTOti-a'An,  ind.  ninetyfold  -AV 
ati-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancestor  of  S'akya- m\m\.-Navati-ilas,  ind.  by  nineties,  ninety  by 
ninety.  '  * 
Navatika,  f.  (fr.  navati),  a  paint-brush  containing 

90  hairs. Arawma,  as,  i,  am,  the  9th ;  (d),  f.,  scil.  tithi, he  9th  day  of  a  lunar  half  month.  -  Navamdnfa 
(  ma-an  ),  as,  m.  =  narumta,  q.  v. Nawmaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  the  gth. 
Navin,  I,  im,  i,  consisting  of  9,  composed  of  9. 
HiMfW^T  nava-pattrika,  f.  (fr.  i.  or  2. 

nat'rt  ?),  a  particular  sport  described  in  the  Kama-sutra 

obtain ;  to  meet  with,  find  :  Caus.  nafayati,  &c.,  to 

cause  to  obtain  or  meet  with ;  [cf.  Lat.  nancisco'r."] i.  naia  in  du-naia,  dur-naia,  q.  v. ;   [cf.   i 

India.] 

i    2.  nas,  cl.  i.  4.  (more  usually  cl. 
\  4.)  P.  naiali,  naiyati  (ep.  also  -te}, 

nanaia  (3rd  pi.  iieiut),  najiitd,  namhtd  (accord- 
ing to  Vopa-deva  also  nangdhd),  nasuhyati,  nank- 

akyati,  anailat,  aneiat,  naiitum,  namhtum,  to  be 
lost,  disappear,  to  become  invisible,  to  vanish ;  to 
perish,  be  destroyed,  wane;  to  escape,  run  away; 
to  come  to  nothing,  be  frustrated,  be  unsuccessful : 
Caus.  ndfayati  (ep.  also  A.  ndilayate),  -yitum, 
Aor.  aninaiat,  to  cause  to  disappear,  make  invisible ; 
to  cause  to  perish,  suffer  to  perish,  destroy,  efface ; 
to  violate,  deflower;  to  cause  to  be  lost,  to  lose;  to 
forget ;  to  extinguish  (as  a  fire) ;  to  drive  away,  cause 
to  fly  away ;  to  disappear  (in  md  vydghrd  nlnaiur 
vandt,  let  not  the  tigers  disappear  from  the  forest, 
Maha-bh.  Udyoga-p.  862) :  Desid.  ninaiishati,  ni- 
nankshati:  Intens.  ndnafyate,  ndnanshti;  [cf. 

Zend  naSn, '  a  corpse ;'  nas'Jsta, '  very  destructive :' Gr.  vtK-v-s,  vexv-ta,  vtK-p6-s,  probably  v6tro-s, 
vovao-s  for  >/o£o-j,  like  trvv  for  £vv :  Lat.  nex,  nee- 
are,  noc-ere,  noxa,  per-niciee,  ve-ne-nu-m  for  ve- 
nec-nu-^n :  Goth,  nau-s,  navi-s, '  a  corpse,'  for  nag- 

u-sj>r  nah-u-s.'] 
3.  mas',  k,  k,  k,  or  t,  t,  t,  disappearing ;  perishing ; 

as,  m.  destruction;  perishing;  [cf.   2. 

, 
by  Vstsyayana. 

navara,  a  particular  number. 
f  navaram,  ind.  only. 

na-vipula,  f.  a  kind  of  metre. 

navedas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  cognizant, 
observing, perceiving ;  appreciating;  an  observer;  ap- 
preciator  (with  gen.  of  the  object) ;  [cf.  ko-vida.] 

T^I  i.  and  2.  navy  a.     See  p.  472,  col.  3  j and  col.  j.  of  this  page. 

t-JVI    '•  nfl*  (related  to  rt.  naksh;  cf.  rt. 
\  i.  as"),  cl.   i.  P.  A.  nafati,  -te,  Aor anat  or  dnak,  Sec.  (Pin.  VI.  4,  73,  but  these  forms 

may  be  referred  to  rt.  I.  as"),  Ved.  to  reach,  attain, 

Nadana, am, n.  disappearing,  vanishing;  perishing ; 

escaping. 

Najtitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  disappears ;  perishing, 
being  lost ;  destroying,  a  destroyer ;  [cf.  namhtrl.} 
Nasyat,  an,  antt,  at,  perishing,  decaying,  being 

destroyed;  waning,  wasting. - Na.<yat-prasuti,  is, 
is,  i,  whose  offspring  perishes;  (is),  f.  a  woman 
who  brings  forth  a  dead  chi\d.-Na$'yatprasutikd, 
f.  a  female  bearing  a  dead  child. 
Naitiara,  as,  i,  am,  perishing,  perishable;  de- 

structible; transitory,  evanescent,  subject  to  decay; 
destructive,  mischievous.  -  Naifvara-iva,  am,  n. 
perishableness,  transitoriness ;  destructiveness. 
Nashta,  as,  d,  am,  lost,  disappeared,  disappearing ; 

vanished,  invisible,  lost  sight  of;  perished,  destroyed' ruined,  spoiled,  wasted,  annihilated,  dead  ;  run  away, 
fled;    depraved,   debauched;    deprived    of  (at   the 
beginning   of   a   comp.).  -  Nashta-dandra,    as, 
m.,  N.   of  the  fourth   day  in  both  halves  of  the 
month  Bhadra.  —  Naehta-detana,  as,  d,  am,  one 
who  has  lost  consciousness,  unconscious,  fainted,  in- 

sensible, swooning  away,  losing  one's  senses.  —  Nash- 
ta-deshta,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  lost  the  power 
of  motion;  unconscious,  fainted,  insensible.  —  AasA- 
tadeshta-td,  f.  unconsciousness,  insensibility,  faint- 

ing, swooning.  —  Nashta-janman,  a,  n.  'the  lost 
nativity,'  subsequent  calculation  or  casting  of  a  lost 
nativity.  _  Nashta-jdtaka,  am,  n.  =  nashta-jan- 
man;   N.  of  the  thirteenth  Adhyaya  in  Varaha- 
mihira's  Laghu-jstaka.  —  Nashta-drishti,  is,  is,  i, 
one  who  has  lost  his  sight,  blind.  —  Nashta-mati 
is,  is,  i,  one  who  has  lost  his  intellects.  —  Nashta- 
mdrgana,  am,  n.  seeking  any  lost  object.  —  Nashta- 
rdjya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  district  to  the  north-east  of 
Madhya-desa.  _  Nashta-rupa,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose 
form  is  lost  or  no  more  seen;   (d),  f.,  scil.  anu- 
shtubh,   a   variety   of  the  Anu-shtubh.  —  Nasltia- 
visha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (a  snake  &c.)  that  has  lost 
(its)  venom.  -  Nashta-vija,  as,  d,  am,  destitute 
of  the  seminal  secretion,  without  the  power  of  pro- 

creating, impotent.  -  Nask/a-vedana,  as,  i,  am, 
finding  a  lost  object.  -  Nashta-samsmriti,  is,  is,  i, 
one  who  has  lost  his  memory,  unmindful,  forgetful! 
—  Nashta-sanjna,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  lost his  consciousness.  -  Naih/a-smriti,  is,  is,  i,  one 
who  has  lost  his  memory,  forgetful.  -  Nashtdgnl 
(ta-ag  ),  is,  m.  a  Brahman  or  householder  whose 
fire  has  been  extinguished  or  who  has  lost  his  conse- 

crated fm.-Naihtdtankam  (°ta-dt°),  ind.  without 
6E 
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anxiety  or  fear.  —  Nasktatman  ("ta-af),  a,  a,  a, 
deprived  of  mind  or  sense.  —  Naxhtdpti-sutra  (°fa- 

dp~"),  am,  n.  booty,  plunder.  —  Nashtdrtha  (°ta-ar°), 
as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  lost  his  property,  reduced 

to  poverty.—  Jfashlasanka  (°/a-o^c),  as,  a,  am, 
destitute  of  fear,  fearless,  dauntless.  —  Nash/axu, 

(°la-asu),  ue,  us,  u,  Ved.  one  whose  vital  spirits 
have  disappeared.  —  \aehtendu-kald  (°/a-in°),  f.the 
day  of  new  moon  when  it  rises  invisible.  —  \ashteti- 

ilriya  (°ta-in°),  at,  a,  am,  one  who  has  lost  his 
organs  of  sense,  deprived  of  one's  senses.  —  Nash- 
laishin  (°ta-esh°),  i,  ini,  i,  seeking  any  lost  object. 
••  Noihtainhya,  am,  a.  the  act  of  seeking  what 
has  been  lost. 

Nashti,  is,  f.  loss,  destruction,  ruin. 

i  nas'aka,  as,  ID.  a.  species  of  crow. 

'5T?  nashta.     See  p.  473,  coL  3. 

•&{  i.  nas  (the  alternative  form  for  asman 
ace.  pi.,  for  asmalhyam  dat.  pi.,  and  for  aemdkam 
gen.  pi.  of  the  first  personal  pronoun  asmad,  q.  v.); 
us,  to  us,  of  as  ;  {nas  is  an  enclitic  and  has  no 
accent.) 

fjlj   2.  nas,  cl.  i.  A.  nasate,  nese,  nasita, 
\  &c.,  Ved.  to  approach,  to  go  towards,  to 

join  ;  to  copulate  (especially  as  husband  and  wife)  ; 
(said  to  mean  also)  to  be  crooked  or  curved  ;  to  bend  ; 

to    be  fraudulent;    [cf.   Gr.   nf-a-pai,  vi 
y6o-TO-s,  probably  also  valu  for  vaa-y-a, ' 

«T^  3.  nas,  f.  (probably  fr.  rt.  sna,  to 
bathe,  or  gnu,  to  flow,  the  initial  s  being  dropped  ; 
cf.  nan;  nas  is  defective  in  nom.  voc.  sing.  du.  and 
pi.,  ace.  sing,  du.,  but  may  be  optionally  substituted  for 
ndsikd,  q.  v.,  in  the  ace.  pi.  and  remaining  cases,  e.  g. 
nasas  or  nasikas,  nasd  or  ndsikayd,  nobhydm  or 
ndfikdbhydm  ;  only  the  weak  cases  nasd,  nasi,  na- 
eos,  however,  appear  to  occur),  the  nose  ;  [cf.  ndsd, 

ndsikd  ;  Lat.  nastts,  naHs.]  —  Nak-kshudra,  as,  a, 
am,  small-nosed.  —  Nattah-karman,  a,  n.'  the  put- 

ting into  the  nose,'  taking  snuff.  —Nas-tas,  ind.  from 
the  nose,  into  the  nose.  —  Nasy-ota,  as,  a,  am  (fr. 
nasi  loc.  sing.  +  ota),  led  by  a  string  through  the 
septum  of  the  nose,  fastened  by  the  nose,  furnished 
with  a  nose-ring;  an  ox  or  other  animal  led  by  a 
string  through  the  septum  of  the  nose.  —  Nas-vat, 
an,  at  i,  at,  Ved.  having  a  nose. 
Nasa  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  =  3.  nas,  the 

nose,  see  un-n°,  uru-n°,  kteaibhi-n0,  khara-n°, 
go-n°,  dru-n°,  &c.  ;  (a),  f.  the  nose. 

Nasi,  the  nose  (?),  in  kumbhi-n°,  q.  v. 
Nasta,  as,  m.  the  nose;  (a),  f.  a  hole  bored 

in  the  septum  of  the  nose,  ef.  nastaka,  na»- 
tita;  (am),  n.  a  sternutatory,  snuff.  —  Nasta- 
karaiia,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  instrument  used  by  the 
Bhikshus  for  injecting  the  nose.  —  Nasta-tas,  ind. 
(perhaps  only  =  »as-fas  with  reduplicated  affix  tas), 

from  the  nose,  out  of  the  nose.  —  Nastota  (°te- 
ota),  as,  m.  an  ox  led  by  a  string  through  his  nose  ; 
(also  read  nasy-ota;  see  under  3.  nas.) 
Nastaka,  as,  m.  a  hole  bored  in  the  septum  or 

bridge  of  the  nose  of  cattle  for  draught. 
Nastita,  as,  d,  am,  nozzled,  having  a  hole  bored 

in  the  septum  of  the  nose,  an  ox  or  any  other 
draught  animal  with  a  string  through  its  nose,  (the 
sort  of  rein  usually  employed  in  India.) 

Najtya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  the 
nose,  nasal,  in  the  nose  ;  (a),  f.  the  nose  ;  the  string 
through  the  nose  of  an  animal  [cf.  ndsya];  (am), 
n.  the  hairs  in  the  nose;  a  sternutatory,  snuff. 
—  Nasya-vidhi,  it,  m.  'rules  about  sternutatories,' 
N.  of  the  twenty-seventh  chapter  of  the  medical 
work  Sam-gadhara-sarnhitS. 

*^  na-tamvid,  t,  f.  unconsciousness  ; 
forgetfulness. 

I*}1**-  na-sukara,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  not  easy lo  be  done. 

j  j  i.  nah,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  nahyati,  -te,  na- 

^  iidha,  nehe,  nadd/id,  natsyali,  -te,  andt- 
sit,  anaddfia,  naddhum,  to  bind,  tie,  bind  on,  bind 
round,  put  on,  gird  round,  bind  together  ;  A.  to  put 

on  one's  self,  dress,  put  on  armour,  arm  one's  self: 
Caus.  ndhayati,  -yitwn,  Aor.  antnahat,  to  cause 
to  bind  or  tie  together,  to  cause  to  put  on  :  Desid 
ninatsati,  -te:  linens,  ndnahyate,  ndnaddhi;  [cf. 
Gr.  iif-a>,  vTi-S-u,  vr)-pa,  vfi-ffl-s,  vy-TfO-v,  V( 

Intens.  M)-Ke'-o>,  nj-t'-ai  :  Lat,  ne-o,  ne-men,  ne- 
tu-s,  nec-t-o,  ncxu-s:  Old  Germ,  nd-an,  ndw-an, 

ndh-an,  '  to  sew  ;'  nd-dal,  '  needle  ;'  nah,  '  near  :' 
Goth,  nethla,  '  a  needle  ;'  nehra,  '  near  :'  Angl.  Sax. 
naedl,  '  needle  ;'  neah,  nch-st,  nearra  :  Eng.  nigh  : 
Mod.  Germ,  nah-en,  nad-el,  nah,  nach,  ge-nug: 

Hib.  nasgaim,  '  1  bind  ;'  nas,  '  a  tie.'] 

i.  nah,  t,  (.,  Ved.  a  bond,  tie  ;  [cf.  aksha-n0.'] Naha  in  dru-nalia,  q.  v. 
Nahana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  bolt,  a  nail  or  connecting 

beam  in  a  wall. 

Nahyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  bound,  tied,  or 
fettered. 

na-hi,  ind.  for  not,  surely  not,  cer- 
tainly not,  by  no  means,  not  at  all  ;  na-nahi,  cer- 
tainly not  ;  (nahi  is  sometimes  strengthened  in  the 

Veda  by  other  particles,  e.  g.  naJiy  anga,  naM  nu, 

nahtsma.)'-Nahi-mdtra,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?), 
a  particular  high  number  ;  [cf.  na-mdira.] 

*T<j^  nahus,  us,  m.  a  man,  one  who  does 
not  belong  to  one's  own  immediate  community,  a 
neighbour  [cf.  ndbhi;  Mod.  Germ,  nahe]  ;  (collec- 

tively) the  neighbourhood. 
Nahusha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  =  nahw,  a  man  ;  N.  of  a 

son  of  Manu  and  author  of  a  Rig-veda  hymn  ;  N.  of 
an  ancient  king,  one  of  the  lunar  race,  son  of  Ayus 

and  grandson  of  Puru-ravas,  father  of  YaySti,  who 

took  possession  of  Indra's  throne  in  heaven  for  a 
time,  but  was  afterwards  deposed  and  changed  into  a 
serpent  ;  (according  to  others)  a  son  of  Ambarlsha, 
father  of  NabhSga;  N.  of  a  serpent-demon;  N.  of  a 
Marut;  an  epithet  of  Krishna-Vishnu  ;  [cf.  naghu- 

sha,  ndhusha,  ndhushi.~\  «•  Nahusha-<!arita,  am, 
n.  'the  life  of  Nahusha,'  N.  of  the  H2th  chapter 
of  the  Bhumi-khanda  of  the  Padma-PurSna.  —  Na- 

hushdkhya  (°lha-akh°),  am,  n.  the  plant  Taber- 
nxmontana  Coronaria  (  =  tagara-pushpa).  —  Na- 
Jiushdtmaja  Csha-df),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king,  the 
son  of  Nahusha,  also  called  YaySti. 
Nahushtara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  nearer  (?),  nearer 

than  a  neighbour. 

Nahtishya,  ae,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  a  de- 
scendant of  Nahus,  belonging  to  a  man  in  general, 

human  ;  (as),  m.  a  man. 

«TT  no,  ind.  =  na,  no,  not. 

naka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  na  +  a- 
ka,  where  there  is  no  unhappiness),  heaven,  the 
vault  or  ceiling  of  heaven,  the  upper  sky,  the  firma- 

ment, sky,  atmosphere,  ether,  paradise,  (often  in  the 
Veda  with  dim,  gen.  of  3.  div,  or  with  uttama  or 

trittya;  cf.  tri-ndka,  tri-diva:  in  Vajasaneyi- 
samhiU  XVII.  67,  the  scale  upwards  is  given  as 
follows,  i.  Prithivi,  earth;  2.  Antariksha,  atmo- 

sphere; 3.  Div,  sky;  4.  Divo-ndka,  upper  sky; 
5.  Svar-jyotis,  heaven  of  light  or  sphere  of  the 
luminaries)  ;  the  sun  (?)  ;  N.  of  a  Maudgalya  ;  N.  of 

a  mythical  weapon  of  Arjuna  ;  (as,  «,  am),  '  pain- 
less (?),'  N.  of  a  dynasty.  —  Ndka-<?ara,  as,  d,  am, 

walking  in  the  sky  (as  the  Pitris).  —  Naka-ndtha, 

as,  m.  or  ndka-ndthaka,  as,  m.  '  guardian  of  the 
sky,'  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Ndka-ndyalia,  as,  m. 
'  chief  of  the  sky,'  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Ndkaha- 

yaka-purohita,  as,  m.  '  Indra's  chief  priest,"  an 
epithet  of  Brihas-pati.  •-  Ndka^pala,  as,  m.  guardian 

or  lord  of  the  sky.  —  Ndka-prishtha,  am,  n.  '  sky- 

ceiling,  '  the  upper  sky,  the  uppermost  heaven.  —  Nd- 
ka-prifhlhya,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  the  highest 
heaven.  —  Niilia-lolta,  as,  m.  the  heavenly  world. 

~  A'dka-vanita,  f.  '  a  nymph  of  heaven,'  an  Apsaras. 

"Ndka-ead,  t,  t,  t,  resting  in  the  firmament,  in- 
habiting the  sky;  (t),  m.  an  inhabitant  of  heaven, 

a  deity  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  nine  Ekihas ;  (t),  (.,  N. 

of  an  Ishtaka.  —  Ndkdpagd  (°ka-dp°),  f.  the  river 
of  heaven,  the  heavenly  Gan-gS.  —  Ndk&Sa  (°ka-i^a), 
ae,  m. '  the  lord  of  the  sky,'  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
—  Ndkedrara  (°ka->^°),  as,  m. '  the  lord  of  heaven,' 

a  god.  —Ndkaukas  (*ka-ok°),  as,  m. '  whose  dwell- 
ing is  the  sky,'  an  inhabitant  of  heaven,  a  god. 

Ndkin,  i,  m.  a  deity,  god  (as  dwelling  in  Naka). 

—  Ndkl-ndtha,  as,  m.  '  chief  of  the  gods,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Indra. 

115  naku,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  nam), 
an  ant-hill  or  mole-hill,  a  burrow ;  a  mountain  ;  N. 
of  a  Muni  or  saint.  —  Ndku-sadman,  d,  m.  a  snake. 

1igif5  nakula,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  nakula),  re- 
lating or  belonging  to  an  ichneumon,  ichneumon-like, 

similar  to  an  ichneumon ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Nakula  [cf.  ndkuli]  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ; 

(i),  f.  the  ichneumon  plant,  a  particular  plant  sup- 
posed to  furnish  the  ichneumon  or  mungoose  with 

an  antidote  when  bitten  in  a  conflict  with  a  snake 

[cf.  gandha-ndkuli,  nakuleshta];  a  sort  of  pepper, 
Piper  Chaba  ( =  davya) ;  the  root  of  the  Seemu!  tree 
(  =  kukkuti-kanda)  and  several  other  plants,  as  ya- 

va-tiktd,  fveta-kanta-kari,  sarpa-gandhd.  —  A7a- 

kulandhya  (°la-an),  am,  n. '  ichneumon  blindness,' a  kind  of  weakness  of  sight. 

Ndkuli,  is,  m.  a  descendant  of  Naknla,  a  patro- 

nymic of  SatSnika. 
«TTi1inaira,  as,  m.,Ved.  an  aquatic  animal; 

[cf.  nakra.J 

IIHjet  nakshatra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nakshatra), 

belonging  to  the  constellations  or  lunar  asterisms, 
starry,  sidereal ;  (am),  n.  a  month  computed  by  the 

moon's  passage  through  the  twenty-seven  mansions, 
or  one  of  thirty  days  of  sixty  Ghatis  each. 
Nakshatrika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 

the  lunar  asterisms,  sidereal ;  (as),  m.  a  month  of 

twenty-seven  days,  each  day  being  the  period  of  the 

moon's  passage  through  a  lunar  asterism ;  (i),  f.  the 
state  or  condition  to  which  a  person  is  subjected 

agreeably  to  the  asterism  presiding  over  his  nativity. 

'TT7T  naga,  as,  m.  (perhaps  for  original 

snaga;  Angl.  Sax.  snaca;  Eng.  snake;  or  connected 
with  naga,  a  mountain,  or  nagna,  naked ;  said  to  be 
fr.  rt.  i.  dah  through  change  of  d  into  n),  a  snake  in 

general,  especially  the  spectacle-snake  or  cobra  capella, 
Coluber ;  a  Naga  or  fabulous  serpent-demon  so 
called,  having  a  human  face  with  the  tail  of  a  ser- 

pent, (the  race  of  these  beings  is  said  to  have  sprung 
from  Kadru,  wife  of  Kasyapa  [or  from  Su-rasa],  in 
order  to  people  Patala,  one  of  the  regions  below  the 
earth,  their  city  is  called  Bhoga-vat!) ;  an  elephant ; 
a  shark  (  =  tantu-ndga)i  a  cruel  or  tyrannical 

person  ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  '  an  elephant  of  a 
man,'  any  great  or  pre-eminent  person  ;  N.  of  several 
plants,  the  small  tree  with  fragrant  blossoms,  Mesua 

Roxburghii  [cf.  ndga-keJara] ;  Rottlera  Tinctotia 
( =pnn-naga) ;  a  Cyperus  (  =  muetaka);  Piper 
Betel;  a  poisonous  plant  (see  naya-stukaku) ;  a 
cloud  ;  a  peg  or  nail  projecting  from  a  wall  to  hang 
anything  upon ;  one  of  the  five  airs  of  the  body, 
that  which  is  expelled  by  eructation ;  N.  of  the 

number  seven,  (probably  to  be  referred  to  seven 

mythical  serpents,  but  -eight  principal  Nagas  are 
mentioned) ;  N.  of  a  Ssdhya ;  of  a  Buddhist  teacher ; 

of  a  king  of  ArySvarta,  contemporary  of  Samudra- 
gupta ;  N.  of  a  dynasty  consisting  of  nine  or  seven 
princes;  N.  of  several  men;  N.  of  a  mountain;  of 
a  district ;  (f),  f.  a  female  Njga ;  a  female  elephant ; 
(am),  n.  tin;  lead  ;  one  of  the  astronomical  periods 
called  Karanas,  (it  is  one  of  those  termed  dhruva, 

q.  v.,  or  invariable,  and  corresponds  to  the  last  half  of 
AmSvSsya  or  new  moon)  ;  the  effects  of  that  period 
on  anything  done  or  happening  during  it ;  (as,  I, 

am),  formed  or  consisting  of  snakes,  serpentine, 
snaky;  relating  to  serpents  or  serpent-demons; 
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elephantine,  belonging  to  or  resembling  an  elephant ; 

(5),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman;  [cf.  kshiti-n°.']  —  Naga- 
kanda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bulbous  plant  (  —  hasti- 
handa).  —  Ndga-kanyakd,  f.  a  serpent-virgin. 
—  Ndga-karna,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Ricinus  (  =  rak- 
tairanda,  hasti-karna^.  —  Ndga-kinjalka,  am,  n. 
the  blossom  of  Mesua  Roxburghii.  —  Ndga-kumdra, 
as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  serpent-demons ;  N.  of  a  class 
of  deities  among  the  Bhavanadhisas  guarding  the 
treasures  of  Kuvera.  —  Ndga-kefa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
minister  of  king  Nugeiz.  —  Naga-kefara  or  ndga- 
kesara,  as,  m.  a  small  tree  with  fragrant  blossoms 

(commonly  Nages"ar),  Mesua  Roxburghii  or  Ferrea ; 
(am),  n.  the  blossom  of  this  tree.  —  Naga-khanda, 
N.  of  one  of  the  nine  divisions  of  Bharata-varsha. 

—  Naga-gandha,  f.  a  species  of  bulbous  plant  ( = 
nakull  or  sarpa-gand/id).  —  Naga-garbha,  am, 

n.  red  lead.  —  Ndga-tuda,  «s,  m. '  snake-crested '  or 
'  whose  top-knot  consists  of  snakes,'  an  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Ndga-Mhattrd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  Tiaridium 
Indicum.  —  Ndga-ja,  ae,  d,  am,  produced  by  or  born 
from  a  Niga, &c. ;  (am),  n.  red  lead;  tin.  —  Naga- 

jihvd,  f.  'snake-tongue,'  a  species  of  plant,  Asclepias 
Pseudosarsa;  (see  3dri vd.)  —  Ndga-jihtikd,  f.  red 
arsenic.  —  Ndga-jivana,  am,  n.  tin.  —  Ndgajivana- 

iatru,  us,  m.  '  enemy  of  tin,'  orpiment  *  Ndga- 
tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Ndga-datta,  as, 
d,  am,  given  by  Nagas  or  serpents;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  loo  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  N.  of  a  man 

related  to  Sakya-rmmi ;    of  a  king   of  Aryavarta, 
contemporary  of  Samudra-gupta.  —  Ndga-danta,  as, 

m.  elephant's  tusk  or  ivory,  the  tooth  or  tusk  of  an 
elephant;   a  shelf,  peg,  or  bracket  projecting  from 
a  wall  and  used  to  hang  things  upon ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 

an  Apsaras ;  (t),  f,  a  species  of  sun-flower,  Helio- 
tropium  Indicum;   a  harlot.  —  Ndgadantaka,  as, 
m.  ivory  ;  a  wooden  peg  or  bracket  projecting  from 
a  wall,  a  shelf;  (ikd),  f.  a  plant,  commonly  called 
Rama-duti,  Tragia  Involucrata.  —  Ndga-damani,  f. 
a  particular  plant  ( =jambu,  jdmbavati,  vrikkd). 

—  Ndga-dalopama  (°la-up°),  am,  n.   the  tree 
Xylocarpus  Granatum.  —  Ndga-ddia ka,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince.  —  Ndga-detftikd,  f.   the  betel  plant. 
••  Ndga-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  -•  Ndga- 
dru,  us,  m.  a  species  of  Euphorbia  used  in  offerings 

to  the  snake-goddess  Manasa  ( =  samanta-dugdha). 
—  Ndga-dmpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Dvipa  in  Jambti- 
klianda  or  Bharata-varsha.  —  Ndga-nakshatra,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  the  three  asterisms  forming  the  Nlga- 
vithi  (?).  —  Ndga^idtha,  as,  m.  the  king  of  the  ser- 

pents, a  serpent-chief;  (am),  n.,N.  of  a  Lin-ga  sacred 

to  Siva ;  (also  called  ndgandthes'a-linga.)  —  Ndga- 
ndb/M,as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ndga-ndmaka,  am, 
D.  tin.  —  Ndga-mdman,  d,  m.  holy  basil  ( =  tulasi). 
—  Ndga-ndyaka,  as,  m.  the  leader  or  chief  of  the 
Nagas  or  snakes.  —  Ndga-ndsa,  f.  the  trunk  or  pro- 

boscis of  an  elephant.  —  Ndgandsoru  (csd-uru*),  us, 
f.  a  woman  whose  thighs  taper  like  the  trunk  of  an 

elephant;  [cf.  karabhoru,  p.  205,  col.  2.]  —  Ndga- 
niryulia,  as,  m.  =  niryuha  and  ndga-danta,  a 
large  pin  or  bracket  projecting  from  a  wall  like  a 
shelf.  —  Ndga-patidami,  f.  a  particular  festival,  the 

fifth    day    in    the    light   half  of  month    S'ravana; 
the  fifth  day  in  the  dark  half  of  month  Ashadha. 

—  Ndga-pati,  is,  m.  a  serpent-chief.  —  Ndga-pat- 
trd,  f.  =  ndga-damanl.  —  Ndya-pattn,  f.  a  species 
of  plant  (  =  lakshmand).  —  Ndga-pada,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  coitus.  —  Ndga-parm,  f.  the  betel  plant. 
-•  Ndga^pdla,  as,  m.,  N.-  of  a  man ;  a  prince  of 

SSs'ikya.  —  Naga-pd^a,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  magical  noose 
or  lasso  used  in  battle  to  entangle  an  enemy ;  '  the 
serpent-noose,'  an  epithet  of  the  weapon  of  Varuna, 
regent  of  the  waters ;    a  kind  of  coitus.  —  Ndga- 
pdtfaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  coitus.  —  Ndga-pura, 

as,  m.  'elephant's  town,'  ancient  Delhi  (=gaja- 
pura,   hdstina-pura).  —  Ndga-pushpa,    as,   m. 
several  plants,  =  Rottlera  Tinctoria  (  =  pun-ndga) ; 
Mesua    Roxburghii    ( =  ndga-kesara) ;     Michelia 
Champaka  ( =  dampaka) ;  (am),  n.  the  blossom  of 
this  plant;  (T),!.  —  naga-danutnL  —  Ndgapushpa- 
phald,  f.  the  plant  Benincasa  Cerifera  (  =  kiuh- 

mdiidi).  —  Ndga-pusJtpika,  f.  yellow  jasmine  (  = 
evarua-yuthi).  —  Ndya-phala,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Trichosanthes  Diceca;  (a),  f.  a  various  reading  for 

ndga-bald.  —  Naga-badhu,  us,  f.  a  female  ele- 
phant. —  Ndga-bandhaka,  as,  m.  an  elephant- 

catcher.  —  Ndga-bandhu,  us,  m.  'elephant-friend, 
liked  by  elephants, 'the  holy  fig-tree,  Ficus  Religiosa 
=  asvaU/ia).—Ndga-bala,  as,  m.  'having  the 

strength  of  an  elephant,'  an  epithet  of  Bhlma ;  (a), 
f.  the  plant  Uraria  Lagopodioides ;  (am),  n.  a  par- 

ticular high  number.  —  Ndga-buddka,  as,  m.  or 
ndga-bodhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  teacher. 
—  Ndga-buddhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  medical  author. 
—  Ndga-bodha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Naga- 

bhagini,  f.'serpent's  sister,'  N.  of  the  goddess  Manasa ; 

[cf.  naga-mutri.~\  —  Ndr/a-bMd,  t,  m.  '  elephant- 
destroyer,*  a  species  of  snake,  Amphisbaena ;    (also 
written  naga-bhrit,  =  dundu.)  —  Ndga-bkuskana, 

as,  d,  am,  '  decorated  with  serpents,'  an  epithet  of 

Siva;   [cf.  ndga-<!uda.~\  —  Ndga-b}ioga,  as,  m.  a 
species  of  serpent.  —  Ndga-mandalika,  as,  m.  a 
snake-keeper ;  a  snake-catcher.  —  Ndga-matl,  f.  the 
plant  Ocimum  Sanctum.  —  Ndga-maya,  «n,  i,  am, 
consisting  of  or  in  elephants.  —  Ndga-mdlla,  as, 

m.  '  an  athlete  among  the  elephants,'  an  epithet  of 
Indra's  elephant   AiraVata.  ••  Ndga-mdtri,   td,  f. 
'mother  of  serpent-demons,"  an  epithet  of  Su-fasa  ;  an 
epithet  of  the  goddess  ManasS  (supposed  to  preside 
over  snakes);  red  arsenic. —Naga-mdra,  as,  m.  a 
species  of  pot-herb,  also  Kesa-raja.  —  Ndga-mttdra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  Sthavira  (  =  naga-sena). 

— '  Ndga-yashti,  is,  f.  or  ndga-ya#htikd,  f.  a  gradu- 
ated pole  or  post  for  showing  the  depth  of  water  in 

a  newly  dug  pond,  a  boring-rod  or  stick  driven  into 
the  earth.  —  Ndga-rakta,  am,  n.  red  lead.  «-  Ndga- 
rartga,  as,  m.  the  orange,  (usually  applied  to  the 
Silhet  orange,  Citrus  Aurantium.)  —  Ndga-ratta,  as, 
m.  a  various  reading  for  ndga-vatta,  q.  v.  —  Ndga- 
rdj,  t,  m.  a  serpent-king,  a  chief  of  the  Nagas. 

—  Ndga-rdja,  as,  m. '  king  of  the  serpents, '  an  epithet 
of  Ananta  or  of  Vasuki,  chief  of  the  serpents  ;  a  king 
among  the  elephants,  a  large  elephant.  —  Ndgaraja- 
liara,  as,  m.  the  trunk  of  the  king  of  elephants. 

—  Ndga-rdjan,  d,  m.  a  serpent-king.  —  Ndga^ruka, 
as,  m.  =  ndga-ranga,  the  orange-tree.^^Ta^a-renw, 
us,  m.  red  lead.  «•  Naga-latd,  f.  the  penis ;  N.  of  a 
woman.  —  Ndga-lekhd,  {.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Ndga- 
loka,  as,  m.  the  Naga  world  or  one  of  the  regions 
below  the  earth,  otherwise  called  Patala,  the  world  of 

the  serpent-demons,  the  abode  of  serpents  or  the 
race  of  serpents  collectively.  —  Ndga-vatta,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  man ;  [cf.  ndga-ratta.]  —  Ndga-vat,  an,  ati, 
at,  consisting  of  snakes ;  possessed  of  elephants.  —  Nd- 
ga-vadhu,  see  naga-badhH.  —  Naga-vana,  am,  n. 

'  serpent-wood,'  N.  of  a  place.  —  Ndga-rartman,  d, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Ndga-vallari  or   ndga- 
valli,  is,  I,  or  ndga-vallikd,  f.  Piper  Betel,  the 
betel  plant.  ̂   Ndya-vdrika,  as,  m.  a  royal  elephant ; 
an  elephant-driver  or  keeper ;  a  peacock  ;  an  epithet 
of  Garuda,  the  bird  of  Vishnu  ;  the  chief  person  in  a 

court  or  assembly.  —  Ndga-vdsa,  as,  m.  '  abode  of 
snakes,'  N.  of  a  lake  supposed  to  have  been  formed 
originally  by  the  valley  of  Nepal.  —  Ndga-rUhl,  f.  a 

row  of  serpents ;  the  serpents'  path,  that  part  of  the 
moon's  path  which  contains  the  asterisms  Sv5ti  or 

(according  to  others)  As'vini,  BharanI,  and  KrittikS ; 
N.  of  a  daughter  of  YamI  who  was  the  daughter  of 
Daksha  and  wife  of  Dharma ;  of  a  daughter  of  Kas- 
yapa  by  Yaminl.  —  Ndga-vriksha,  as,  m.  a  species 

of  uee.  —  Ndga-s'ata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
^Naga-dri,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  queen. ••  Ndga-sam- 
bhava,  am,  n.  minium  or  red  lead.  —  Ndga-sam- 

Wiuta, '  produced  from  serpents,'  epithet  of  a  sort  of 
pearl.  —  Ndga-sdhi'aya,  a-s,   d,   am,  called    after 

elephants,  (generally  with  nagara  = '  elephant's  town,' 
i.  e.  Hastina-pura. )  —  Niuja-sugandha,  f.  the  ich- 

neumon  plant  ( •=  sti-r/andha,   sarpa-sugandlia , 
bhu-jaitgdkshi ;  cf.  ndkult).  —  Ndga-sena,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Buddhist  Sthavira ;  a  king  of  Aryavarta  and 

contemporary   of  Samudra-gupta.  —  Ndga-stokaka, 
am,  a.  a  species  of  poisonous  plant.  —  Ndya-sthala, 

N.  of  a  village  near  Mathura.  —  Ndga-sphotd  or 
rather  ndga-sphotd,  f.  two  plants  (  =  danti  and  ndga- 

dan.ti).  —  Naga-svarupini,  f.  a  kind  of  metre  con- 
sisting of  four  lines  of  eight  syllables  each.  —  Naga- 

hanu,  us,m.z  kind  of  perfume  (  =  iiakha).  —  Ndga- 
hantri,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  bandhya-karko- 
taki;  cf.  ndgdrdti).  —  Ndga-hrada,  am,  n.  a 
lake  inhabited  by  snakes  or  serpent-demons.  —  JVa- 

gakhya  (°ga-dkh°),  as,  m.  =  naga-kesara,  Mesua 
Roxburghii.  »  Ndganga,  am,n.  Hastina-pura.  —  N5- 

gangana  (°ga-an°)j  f.  a  female  elephant  ;  the  pro- 
boscis of  an  elephant  ;  [cf.  ndgilnjana.]  —  Ndgdil- 

<!ald  (°ga-an°),  f.  =  ndga-yashti,  q.  v.  —  Ndgan- 
jand,  {.  the  female  of  an  elephant  (  =  ndga-yashti, 

q.  v.).  —  Ndgddhipa  ("oa-od/t"),  as,  m.  '  the  ser- 
pent-prince,' an  epithet  of  Ses\ia.<*Ndgddhipati 

(°ga-adh°),  is,  m.  '  serpent-chief,'  an  epithet  of 
Virudhaka.  —  Ndgddhirdja  (°ga-adh°),  as,  m.  the 
king  or  chief  of  the  elephants.  —  Ndgdnanda 

(°ga-dn°),  as  or  am,  m.  n.  (?),  or  ndgdnanda-nd- 
(aka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  play  ascribed  to  king  Harsha. 

—  Ndgantaka  (°ga-an°),   as,    m.  'destroyer  of 
serpents,'  an  epithet  of  Garuda,  the  bird  of  Vishnu. 
—  Nagdbkfbhu,  us,  or  -bhu  (°ga-abh°),  us,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Buddha,  a.  Ndgdrdti  (°ga-ar°),  is,  m.  a  species 
of  plant  (  =  bandhyd-karkotaki  ;  cf.  ndga-hantn). 

—  Ndgdri  (°ga-ari),  is,  m.  'enemy  of  serpents,' 
epithet  of  Garuda.  —  Ndgdrudha  (°ga-dr°),  as,  a, 
am,  mounted  or  riding  upon  an  elephant.  «  Ndgdr- 

juna  (°ga-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  Buddhist 
teacher  of  the  rank  of  a  Bodhi-sattva,  said  to  be 

the  author  of  the  Yoga-ratna-mala  or  AScarya-ratna- 

malS;    (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  rock-cavern.  —Ndgdldbu 
(°ga-al°),  us,  f  a  species  of  gourd  (=kumbha- 

tumbi).  —  Ndgds'ana  (°ga-as"°),  as,   m.   'snake- 
eater,'  a  peacock;    an   epithet  of  Garuda.  «-  Nd- 

(jahva  (°ga-dh°),  am,  n.  'the  town  called  after 
elephants,'  Hastina-pura  ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  bulbous 
plant  (=lakshmana  ;  cf.  ndga-pattri).  —  Ndgdh- 

vaya  (°ga-dh°),  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  ;  an  epithet 
of  Tathagata-bhadra.  *•  Ndgendra  (°ga-in°),  as, 
m.  a  serpent-prince,  serpent-chief;  (i),  {.,  N.  -of  a 

river.  *•  Ndgeia  (°ga-i^a\  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince; 
an  epithet  of  Patanjali  ;  Ndgeda  or  Nagefa-bhatta, 
N.  of  a  grammarian,  see  Ndgojt;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a 

Lin-ga  in  DSruka-vana.  —  Ndgetoara  (°ga-ii°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  the  deity  Manas!  ; 

(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga.  —  Ndgefrara-tirtJia,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  several  sacred  bathing-places.  —  Nagodara 

("ga-ud"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  medical  author  ;  (am), 
n.  a  medical  term  for  a  peculiar  disease  of  preg- 

nancy,  dissolution  of  the  fetus  in  the  womb;    a 

breast-plate,  a  cuirass.  •-  Ndgodbheda  (°ga-ud°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  sacred  spot  where  the  river  Saras-vatI re-appears. 

Ndgaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Ndgin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  serpents,  covered  with 
or  surrounded  by  serpents  ;  snaky. 

Ndgoda,  am,  n.  armour  for  the  front  of  the  body  ; 
[cf.  ndgodara  above.] 

nagapaiya,  as,  m,,  N.  of  a  poet 
mentioned  in  the  Sarn-gadhara-paddhati. 

nagamma,  {.,  N.  of  a  female  poet. 

ndgara,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  nagara),  town- 
bom,  town-bred,  city,  citizen  ;  relating  or  belonging  to 
a  town,  civic  ;  spoken  in  a  town  or  city  ;  polite,  civil  ; 
clever,  sharp,  knowing  ;  bad,  vile  ;  nameless  ;  (as),  m.  a 
citizen  ;  *=paitra,  a  term  for  a  prince  engaged  in  war 
under  certain  circumstances  and  (in  astrology)  applied 

to  a  planet  in  a  state  of  opposition  to  other  planets  ;  a 

husband's  brother  ;  an  orange  ;  a  lecturer  ;  denial  of 
knowledge  ;  hardship,  toil,  fatigue  ;  desire  of  final 
beatitude;  (T),  f.  the  Nagarl  or  Deva-nagarl  (q.  T.) 
character  in  which  Sanskrit  is  commonly  written  ;  a 

species  of  Euphorbia  (  =  snuJii)  ;  a  clever  or  crafty 
of  intriguing  woman  ;  (am),  n.  dry  ginger  ;  the  root 

of  Cyperus  Pertenuis  ;  a  sort  of  coitus.  —  Ndgara- 
klianda,  a?,  m.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the  Skanda- 
Purana.  —  Ndgara-ghana,as,  m.  or  ndgara-mustd, 
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[.  a  species  of  grass,  Cyperus.wOTg'araAfa  (V.7- 

dh°),  am,  n.  dry  ginger.  —  Ndgarotthd  (°ra-ut°), {.  —  ndgara-mmtd,  q.  v. 

Ndgaraka,  as,  t,  am,  living  in  a  town,  (op- 
posed to  dranyaka)  ;  clever,  cunning;  (as),  m.  a 

citizen  ;  the  chief  of  the  police  or  of  a  town  ;  an 
artist;  a  thief,  (a  various  reading  for  ndganka); 
(am),  n.  dry  ginger;  [cf.  nigara.] 

Ndgarika,  at,  i,  am,  town-born,  town-bred; 
living  in  or  inhabiting  a  town;  produced  from  a 
town  ;  polite  ;  clever,  cunning  ;  (a*),  m.  a  citizen, 
the  chief  of  a  town,  superintendant  of  police  ;  (am), 
n.  the  toll  raised  from  a  tov/n.  —  Nagarika-purq, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  tovm.~  Nagarika-bala,  am,  n. 
the  guard  of  a  police-officer. 
Ndgareyaka,  as,  i,  am,  city,  citizen. 

Nagarya,  am,  a.  town-life,  shrewdness. 

tfl'XHfij  ndgaramardi,  is,  m.  (fr.  nagara- 
mardiri),  a  patronymic  from  Nagara-mardin. 

Hl'lOi  nagarita,  as,  m.  a  libertine,  rake, 
blackguard  ;  (probably  for  nagamta  below.) 

Ndqavita,  as,  m.  a  rake  ;  intriguer,  match-maker. 

TtTJTSJJ!^)  naaasundi,  f.  a  species  of  gourd; 
(also  read  ndmadundi.) 

ndguU,  L,  N.  of  a  town. 

r||jf)jfl  nagojl  or  ndgoji  or  ndgoji-bhatta, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  modem  grammarian,  also  called 
nigeia-bhatta,  author  of  a  Vivarana  or  interpreta- 

tion of  Kaiyata's  commentary  on  Patanjali,  of  a 

grammar  called  Paribhashendu-s'ekhara,  Sec. 
*TI"lfjin  ndgnajita,  as,  m.  (fr.  nagna-jit), 

a  descendant  of  Nagna-jit ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
wives  of  Krishna ;  (wrongly  spelt  nagnajiti.) 

natika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Visva-mitra. 

na&keta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  na-tiketa, 
q.  v.),  relating  to  Na-ciketa  or  Na-iiiketas  ;  (as),  m 
a  synonym  of  fire,  (wrongly  written  jidtiketu)  ;  N. 
of  an  ancient  sage,  son  of  Uddalaki  ;  [cf.  na-6iketa, 
tri-nddiketa.] 

ndfina,  as,  m.  pi,,  N.  of  a  people. 

ndjjaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

«TTJ  nata,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  nat), 
dancing,  acting,  a  dance  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga- 
raja  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people,  =  karndjaka, 
the  Camatic;  (i),  f.,  scil.  Ihasha,  the  language 

spoken  by  the  Natas.  —  Ndtdmra  ("ta-am"),  as,  m. 
the  water-melon,  Cucurbita  Citrullus. 
Ndtaka,  as,  i,  am,  dancing,  acting  ;  (am),  n.  a 

play,  drama  ;  the  first  of  the  ten  pieces  of  dramatic 
compositions  of  the  first  order  ;  (as),  m.  an  actor, 
dancer,  mime  ;    N.  of  a  mountain  in  Kamakhya 
(ikd),  (.  a  kind  of  play,  see  below;  (aki),  f.  the 
court  of  Inhz.  —  Ndtaka-prapaMa,  as,  m.  cours 
or  arrangement  of  a  drama.—  Ndtaka-ratna-kosha 
as,  m.  '  treasure  of  jewels  of  plays,'  N.  of  a  work 
—  Ndtaka-vidhi,  is,  m.  mimic  art,  dramatic  action 

—  Ndtakdvatdra  (°ka-av°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 
Ndtaktya,  as,  a,  am,  dramatic. 
Ndtakeya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Ndtdra,  as,  m.  (fr.  nati),  the  son  of  an  actress 

[cf.  ndtera,  ndteyaJ] 
Ndtikd,  f.  a  short  or  light  comedy,  the  first  of  the 

Upa-rupakas  or  dramas  of  the  second  order. 
NMtaka,  am,  n.  a  mimic  representation,  a  gesture 
Ndteya,  as,  m.  the  son  of  an  actress  or  dancing 

girl. 
Ndtera,  as,  m.=nateya;  [cf.  ndtdra."] 
ffdtya,  am,  n.  dancing,  mimic  or  dramatic  repre 

sentation,  a  play  ;  action  on  the  stage,  the  science  o 
art  of  dancing  or  acting,  scenic  art,  the  union  of  song 
pantomime  dance  and  instrumental  music  ;  the  cos 
tume  of  an  actor  ;  (as),  m.  an  actor,  mime.  —  Ndlya 

darpar>a,  am,  n.  '  mirror  of  acting,'  N.  of  a  work 

-  Xdhja-dharmikd  or  nalya-dharmi,  (.  the  rules 
f  dramatic  representation.  —  Ndtya-priya,  as,  m. 

fond  of  dancing,'  an   epithet  of  Siva.  —  Ndtya- 
ofima-kdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  on  acting. 
—  Ndtya-varga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 

ama-lin-ganusasana  by  Amara-sinha.  —  Ndtya-s'dld, 
a  room  or  building  for  dramatic  exhibitions,  a 

leatre,  a  dancing-room,  (according  to  some  it  should 

e  built  near  the  gate  of  a  palace.)  —  Ndtya-s'dstra, 
m,  n.  any  book  on  dancing  or  dramatic  repre- 

entation.  —  Ndlyd6drya  (°ya-d<!°),  as,  m.  a  danc- 
ng- master.  -Ndtyokti   ("ya-uk"),   is,  f.   dramatic hraseology. 

ndda,  am,  n.  =  ndla. 

V,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  place. 

iT!fT«H  nadayana,  as,  m.   (fr.  nada),  a 

jatronymic  from  Nada. 
Ndddyanaka,  relating  to  Nadayana. 
rllfi  ndrli,  is,  or  nddl,  f.  (fr.  nada,  q.  v.), 

he  tubular  stalk  or  culm  of  any  plant ;  the  hollow 
talk  of  a  lotus,  &c. ;  any  tubular  organ  of  the  body 
as  an  artery,  vein,  intestine,  &c.) ;  any  pipe  or  tube, 

.  flute;  a  fistulous  sore,  fistula,  sinus  [cf.  iiddi- 
•rana] ;  the  pulse  either  at  the  hand  or  feet,  &c. ; 
,  measure  of  time  =  ̂   of  a  sidereal  day  or  J  Mu- 
mrta ;  a  period  or  hour  of  twenty-four  minutes ;  the 
box  of  a  wheel  (Ved.);  a  sort  of  bent  grass ;  ajuggling 

trick,  deception.  —  Nddi-fira,  am,  n.  a  small  reed 
or  tube  round  which  the  woof  is  wound,  (it  is  then 
used  as  a  shuttle.)  —  Nddin-dhama,  as,  a,  am, 

causing  movement  of  the  intestines  (as  fright),  terri- 

"ying ;  (as),  m.  a  goldsmith ;  (also  read  nddm- 
dhama.)  —  Nddin-dhaya,  as,  i,  am,  drinking  or 
sucking  through  a  tube.  —  Nddi-pattra,  am,  n.  an 
esculent  root,  Arum  Colocasia.  «•-  Nddi-mandala, 
am,  n.  the  celestial  equator.  —  Nddi-kaldpaka,  as, 

m.  a  species  of  plant  (=gandinl  in  Hindi).  —  Nddl- 

darana,  a#,  m. '  whose  feet  or  legs  are  like  stalks,' 
a  bird.  —  Nddi-jaitgha,  as,  m.  'having  stalk-like 
legs,'  a  crow ;  N.  of  a  fabulous  crane ;  N.  of  a  holy 
teacher  or  saint ;  [cf.  n&li-jangha.]  —  Nddl-ta- 
ranga,  as,  m.=kdltola;  asort  of  poison;  an  astro- 

loger; a  ravisher,  debaucher  (  =  rata-hindakaf'  cf. 
ndn-tarangaka).  —  Nddi-tikta,  as,  m.  a  species 
of  Nimba  growing  in  Nepal  (s=nepdla-nimlq). 
f-  Nddl-datta,  as,  m.  =  nddika-datta,  q.v.  —  Nd- 

di-delia,  as,  m. '  thin-bodied  like  a  tube  or  stalk,' 
N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Siva  (  =  bhriitgin  ; 

cf.  nddl-vigraha).—  Nddi-nakshatra,  am,  n.  the 

planet  of  a  person's  nativity  (=janma-nakshatra). 
—  Nddin-dhama =nddin-dhama,  q.  v.  —  Nddl- 
parlkshd,  f.  feeling  the  pulse ;  N.  of  a  medical  work 
—  Nddt-prakdila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pharmaceurica 
work  commented  on  by  San-kara-sena.  —  Nddi-maya 

as,  i,  am,  abounding  with  blood-vessels.  —  Nddi- 
yantra,  am,  n,  any  tubular   instrument.  —  Nd 

vigraha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Bhrin-gin,  one  of  Siva's  chie 
attendants ;    [cf.  nddi-dfha.]  —  Nddl^vrana,   as 
m.  an  ulcer,  a  fistula,  fistulous  sore,  sinus.  —  Nddl 
6dka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  vegetable  (=*nadika) 
—  Nddi-^uddhi,  is,  f. ,  N.  of  a  Yoga  work.  —  Nddi 

sanl-hyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana-sarva-sva 
—  Nddi-sanddra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  forty-seconc 
chapter  of  the  Jiiana-khanda  of  the  Siva-PurSna 
—  Nddi-sneJia,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Bhrin-gin ;  see  nddl 
vigraha.  —  Nddi-hinyu,  u,  n.  =  hmyu-nddikd,  thi 
resin  of  the  plant  Gardenia  Gummifera  ? ;  (us),  m 

a  plant  (  =  'i'{ins'a-pattri). 
Nddika,  am,  n.  the  plant  Ocimum  Sanctum  (  = 

kdla-idka) ;  (a),  f.  a  hollow  stalk  or  stalk  in 
general ;  any  tubular  organ  of  the  body  (as  an  artery 
vein,  intestine,  Sec.) ;  a  fistulous  sore ;  a  ray  of  th 

sun  (supposed  to  be  hollow) ;  an  Indian  hour  or  twenty 
four  minutes  =  ̂   of  a  sidereal  day  =  £  Muhurta  ; 
measure  of  length  =  %  Danda,  (also  read  ndrikd) 
a  piece  of  metal  on  which  the  hours  are  struck,  ai 
Indian  clock,  a  gong.  — Nddika-datta,  as,  m.,  N 
of  an  author  mentioned  in  the  Samskara-tattva  b. 
Raghu-nandana ;  [cf.  nddi-datta.] 

Nddika,  as,  m.  a  species  of  pot-herb  (=com- 
lonly  patttdk) ;  Corchorus  Olitorius ;  (d),  f.  the 
vind-pipe  or  throat. 

TTsotirt  nddikela  or  nddikela,  as,  m.= 

idriketa,  the  cocoa-nut  palm. 
liT-M  nddica,  as,  in.  an  esculent  root, 

Colocasia  Antiquorum. 

*TISrtM  nadvaleya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic •om  NadvalS. 

«Tn!I?ir  nanaka,  am,  n.  a  coin  or  anything 

tamped  with  an  impression.  —  Ndnaka-parikskd,  (. 
the  testing  of  coin,'  assaying.  —  Ndiiaka-pai'llmhin, 
,  m.  '  coin-tester,'  an  assayer,  assay-master. 
^[1(1^1.  nati-tira,  as,  d,  am,  not  very 

ong  (in  time),  of  no  long  duration ;  (at  or  e),  ind. 
n  no  very  long  time,  soon. 

H I  frl  fT^  ndti-dura  (na-ati-d°),  as,  d,  am, 
,ot  very  distant ;  (e),  ind.  not  far  from  (with  abl.  or 
'en.) ;  (am),  ind.  not  very  far,  no  great  distance, 
lot  far  sLVtay.  —  Ndtidura-nirikshin,  I,  inl,  i,  not 

seeing  very  far,  not  far-sighted. 
flfrCfi^  ndti-bhinna  (na-ati-bh°),  as,  d, 

am,  not  very  different  from  (with  abl.). 

ndtivada  (na-at°),  as,  m.  avoid- 
ing opprobrious  or  abusive  language,  abstaining  from 

reproof. ndtra,  am,  n.  (for  nantra),  praise, 

eulogium ;  surprise,  wonder ;  (as),  m.  Siva ;  a  sage. 

ndth  (allied  to  rt.  nadh  and  gene- 
rally  identified  with  it),  cl.  I.  P.ndthati, 

nandtha,ndthitd,ndthwhyati,andthlt,  ndthitum, 
to  ask,  solicit,  beg  for  anything  (with  dat.  or  gen.  of 
the  object  or  wilh  two  ace.) ;  to  have  power ;  to  be 
master ;  to  harass,  destroy  (?)  ;  to  be  sick  or  ill  (?) ; 

(in  the  Veda  only  the  part,  ndthita  and  nddha- 
mana  fr.  nddh  appear  to  occur);  [cf.  rt.  uddh; 

Old  Germ,  not,  'necessity;'  Mod.  Germ,  noth; 
Angl.  Sax.  nead,  neoiZ=Eng.  need;  Goth,  nauth- 

yan, '  to  force.'] 
Ndtlia,  am,  n.  refuge,  help ;  (as),  m.  a  protector, 

patron,  master,  leader,  ruler,  lord,  (often  at  the  end 

of  a  comp.,  see  jlvita-n°,  parjctitya-if,  ku-n°;  and often  used  at  the  end  of  names  of  gods  and  men, 

see  govinda-n°,  jayan-n",  trailokya-n°) ;  a  hus- 
band [cf.  a-)ic]  ;  a  possessor  [cf.  sa-ndtha,  possessed 

ofl ;  a  rope  passed  through  the  nose  of  a  draft  ox 

[cf.  ndtha-hari] ;  N.  of  an  author;  [cf.  a-n°,  Jcu- 
tf,  govinda-n°^\  —  Natha-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
seeking  for  help  or  protection,  seeking  a  refuge. 
—  Ndtha-kumdra ,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  mentioned 
in  the  Sarn-gadhara-paddhati.  —  Ndtka-tva,  am,  n. 
the  office  or  dignity  of  a  protector  or  patron,  pro- 

tectorship, patronage.  -•  Ndtha-vat,  an,  all,  at, 

us,  u,  Ved.  possessing  or  granting  protection.  —  A"a- tha-kari,  is,  is,  i,  carrying  a  master,  any  animal 
bridled  by  the  nose.  —  Ndtha-hdra,  as,  I,  am,  taking 
or  carrying  a  master,  &c. 
Ndthamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  seeking  help, 

asking,  begging. 

Natlidya,  Nom.  P.  ndthdyati,  -yitum,  to  be- 
come a  protector  or  patron,  to  grant  a  request. 

Ndthita,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  needs  help,  needy, 

oppressed. 

Ndthin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  protector  or  master. 

cTT^  ndda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  nad),  a  loud 
sound,  ay,  sounding,  roaring,  bellowing,  crying,  a 
sound  or  tone  in  general,  (sometimes  at  the  end  of 
an  adj.  comp.,  e.  g.  ddruna-ndda,  as,  a,  am, 
sounding  dreadfully) ;  (in  the  Yoga)  the  nasal  sound 
represented  by  a  semicircle  and  used  as  an  abbre- 

viation or  hieroglyphic  in  mystical  words ;  one  who 
praises.  ••  Ndda-td,  f.  the  quality  of  sounding. 
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—  Ndda-purana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Purana  treating 
of  musical  sounds.  —  Ndda-vat,  an,  all,  at,  pro- 

nounced with  sound  (as  letters),  sonant.  —  Ndda- 

vindupanishad  ("dti-up"),  t,  1.,  N.  of  an  Upa- nishad. 

Nddi,  is,  is,  i,  sounding,  roaring. 
Nddin,  i,  inl,  i,  who  or  what  sounds,  sounding, 

resonant,  sounding  aloud,  pronounced  with  sound  (as 
a  letter)  ;  roaring,  bellowing,  braying,  (often  at  the 

end  of  a  comp.  ;  cf.  khara-n°,  gardabha-n°)  ;  (f), 
in.,  N.  of  a  Danava;  of  a  Brahman  metamorphosed 
into  an  antelope. 

IK;«,  nadara  (na-dd°),  as,  m.  disrespect, 
disregard,  inattention. 

nadika,  N.  of  a  country. 

1lR;'l  nddiga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

«H<-«)  i.  nadeya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  nadl),  com- 
ing from  or  belonging  to  a  river,  river-born,  fluvial, 

fluviatic,  aquatic,  marine  ;  (as),  m.  the  reed  Saccha- 
rum  Spontaneum  (=&atfa);  Calamus  Rotang  (  = 
vdnira);  (t),  f.  several  plants,  a  species  of  reed 
growing  usually  near  water,  Calamus  Fasciculatus  (  = 
ambu-vetasa,=jala-vanlra);  the  orange-tree  (= 
bhumi-jambuka,  bhdmi-jambu,  or  bhu-jambu)  ; 
Sesbania  JEgyptiaca  (  =jayd)  ;  the  China  rose  (  = 
japd,  Java,  =  vyangushtha,  =  agni-mantha,  kd- 
ka-jambu);  (am),  n.  rock-salt  (=saiiidhava); 
antimony  (  =  sauviranj  ana). 
Ndrlya,  as,  a,  am,  coming  from  a  river,  fluvial, 

river-born. 

2.  nadeya  (for  na  ddeya),  not  to  be 
taken,  &c. 

3T^r  nadh  (=ndth,  q.  v.),  cl.  I.  A.  na- 
X  dhate,  nanddhe,  nddhishyate,  nddhi- 

tum,  to  ask,  beg  for,  crave,  &c.     See  rt.  nath. 
Nddhamdna,   as,  d,  am,  Ved.  seeking   help, 

asking,  begging. 

Nadhas,  as,  n.  (probably  =«ai/w),  Ved.  refuge, 
help. 

•TT»T  ndna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

«TI1^  ndnada,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  nad),  N.  of  a, 
Saman  ;  [cf.  ndtianda.] 

HIT,  ndnanda,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  nand),  sell. 
indrasya,  N.  of  a  Saman  ;  [cf.  ndnada.} 

infill  ndnardamdna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the 

Intens.  of  rt.  nard),  sounding  loudly,  roaring  lustily. 

«Tt«ft  ndnd,  ind.  (probably  a  reduplication 
of  the  negative  particle  na  or  of  the  pronominal 
affix  na  in  a-na  &c.),  in  different  or  various  ways, 
in  different  places,  manifoldly,  differently,  variously  ; 
distinctly,  separately  ;  (when  used  as  an  adj.  at  the 
beginning  of  a  comp.  =  )  of  different  kinds,  of  dif- 

ferent classes,  various,  sundry,  different,  manifold, 
diverse  ;  (according  to  Pan.  II.  3,  32)  =  vind,  without 
(with  gen.,  abl.,  inst.).  —  Ndnd-kanda,  as,  m.  a 
species  of  bulbous  plant  (=pinddlu).  —  Ndnikdra 

(°nd-dk°),  as,  d,  am,  of  different  forms  or  manifold 
kinds,  multiform,  various.  —  Ndnd-kdram,  ind.  hav- 

ing done  variously.  —  Ndnd-graha,  as,  m.  taking 
separately,  (used  to  explain  ava-graha.)  —  Ndnd- 
jdtiya,  as,  d,  am,  of  various  kinds  or  sorts,  belonging 
to  different  classes,  &c.  —  Ndndtma-vddin,  i,  inl,  i, 
maintaining  the  San-khya  doctrine  that  each  individual 
being  has  a  soul  distinct  from  the  universal  spirit. 

—Ndndtyaya  (°nd-at°),  as,  d,  am,  of  different 
kinds,  manifold.  —  Ndnd-tva,  am,  n.  variety,  diver- 

sity, difference,  manifoldness,  (opposed  to  eka-iva, 

aikya.)  —  Ndnd-ddndni,  n.  pi.  'various  presents,' 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Purana-sarva-sva.  -  Ndnd- 

dtiya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  or  coming  from 
different  districts  or  countries.  —  Ndna-dharman, 
a,  a,  a,  Ved.  having  different  customs  or  character- 

istics. —  Ndnd-dhdtu-s'ata,  am,  n.  a  hundred  various 

minerals.  »  Nanddhdtu-samdktrna,  as,  d,  am, 
filled  with  various  minerals.  —  Ndnd-dhl,  is,  is,  i, 
Ved.  having  different  intentions.  —  Ndnd-dhvani, 
is,  m.  a  musical  instrument  of  more  than  one  tone. 
—  Ndna-ndma-nirtipana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  tenth 
chapter  of  the  Krida-khanda  of  the  Ganesa-PurSna. 

—Ndnd-paltshi-gandklrna  (°na-d]t°),  as,  d,  am, 
filled  with  flocks  of  various  birds.  -•  Ndndpakshi- 
nishevita,  as,  d,  am,  frequented  by  various  birds. 
—  Naud-pada,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  different  or  separate 
or  independent  woTd.  —  Ndndpada-stha,   as,  m., 
Ved.  (an  accent)  standing  on  distinct  words  or  on  a 

separate  word(t).~Ndnd-prabhriti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 
beginning    differently,    (opposed    to    ndnodarka.) 
—  Ndna-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  great-grandfather 

of  Ran-ga-natha,  a  commentator  on  Kali-dasa's  Vikra- 
morvasl.  —  Ndndwriga-gana,  as,  m.  pi.  flocks  of 
various   animals.  —  Ndnd-ratham,   ind.,  Ved.   in 
many  chariots,  in  various  cars.  —  Ndnd-rasa,  as,  d, 
am,  of  different  flavours,  variously  flavoured.  —  Ndnd- 
rdga,    as,  d,   am,  variegated,    of  many  colours. 
—  Ndnd-rupa,  dni,  n.  pi.  various  forms,  different 
shapes  ;  (as,  d,  am),  of  different  forms  or  shapes, 
of  various  kinds,  multiform,  various.  —  ffdndrupa- 
td,  f.,  Ved.  multiformity,  diversity  of  form,  various- 

ness.  —Ndndrtha  (°nd-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
different  aim  or  object,  containing  something  else 

(as  a  new  sentence  or  thing)  ;  having  different  mean- 
ings  (as   a   v/ord).  —  Ndndrtha-kosha,   as,   m.   a 

dictionary  which  contains  words  with  different  mean- 

ings. —  Ndndrtha-dhvani-marijari,  f.  '  a  cluster  or 

nosegay  of  words  with  different  meanings,'  N.  of  a 
dictionary  by  an  anonymous  author.  —  Ndndrtha-rat- 
na-tilaka,  N.  of  a  dictionary,  =  anekdrtha-tilaka. 
—  Ndndrtharatna-mdld,  (.  '  necklace  of  words  of 

different  meanings,'  N.  of  a  glossary.  —  Ndndrtha- 
sangraha,  as,  m.  'collection   of  words  with  dif- 

ferent meanings,'  N.  of  a  dictionary  by  Ajaya-pala. 
—  Ndnd-varna,  as,  m.  pi.  different  colours;  (as, 
a,  am),  many-coloured,  variegated.  •~Ndnd-vidha, 
as,  d,  am,  of  various  sorts,  of  sundry  kinds,  in 
various  ways,  multiform,   manifold.  —  Ndnd-virya, 
as,  d,  am,  having  different  effects,  having  manifold 
efficacy.—  Ndndvlrya-td,  f.,Ved.  the  state  of  having 
manifold  efficacy.  —Ndnd-surya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
illuminated  by  different  suns. 

Nananam,  ind.,  Ved.  =  ndnd,  differently,  sepa- 
rately, &c. 

1111%  ndndndra,  as,  m.  (fr.  nanandri), 

a  husband's  sister's  son,  a  sister-in-law's  son. 

nanushtheya  (na-an°),  as,  a,  am, 
not  to  be  performed,  improper,  unusual,  not  right. 

*TT«T^ianw,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

II*"  ndnta  (na-an°),  as,  d,  am,  =  an-anta, 
endless. 

lifi«.lM<*  ndntariyaka  (na-an°),  as,  d,  am, 
inseparable,  invariably  connected. 

ndntra,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  nam),  praise, 

eulogy  ;  [cf.  ndtra.'] 
1"^  ndnda,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  nanda),  relating 

to  Nanda. 

ndndana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  nand  or 

nandana),  Ved.  a  pleasure-garden,  a  paradise, 
elysium  ;  [cf.  nandana.} 

llf-r^  ndndin,  t,  m.  the  speaker  of  tr& 
benediction  before  the  commencement  of  a  play. 

11^1  ndndi,  f.  (fr.  rt.  nand),  joy,  satis- 
faction ;  prosperity  ;  eulogium  or  praise  of  a  deity, 

or  a  prayer  recited  in  benedictory  verses  at  the  open- 
ing of  a  religious  ceremony  or  of  a  drama,  (generally 

a  kind  of  blessing  pronounced  as  a  prologue  to  a 
Nataka  or  play;  cf.  nandl.)—  Ndridi-kara,  as, 
m.  the  speaker  of  the  benediction  at  the  opening  of 
a  drama  ;  (also  with  the  vowel  i  made  short,  ndiuli- 

kara.)  —  Ndndi-nindda,  as,  m.  a  shout  of  joy. 

—  Nandi-pata,  as,tn.=  ndndl-mukha,  the  lid  or 
cover  of  a  well.  —  Ndndi-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
town  in  the  East.  —  Ndndipuraka,  as,  &c.,  coming 

from  or  relating  to  the  town  N5nd!-pura.  —  Ndndi- 
mukha,  as,  i,  am,  (with  pitaras  or  pitri-ganas) 
the  class  of  manes  of  deceased  progenitors  to  whom 

the  Nandi-mukha  S'riddha  is  offered  ;  (am),  n.  (with 
or  without  irdddha)  a  SVaddha  or  commemorative 
offering  to  the  manes  preliminary  to  any  joyous 

occasion,  as  initiation,  marriage,  &c.,  in  which  nine 
balls  of  meat  are  offered  to  the  deceased  father, 

paternal  grandfather,  and  great-grandfather;  to  the 
maternal  grandfather,  great-grandfather,  and  great- 
great-grandfather  ;  and  to  the  mother,  paternal  grand- 

mother, and  paternal  great-grandmother  ;  (as),  m.  = 
nandi-pata,  the  lid  or  cover  of  a  well  ;  (I),  f.  a  female 
ancestor  sharing  in  the  above  SVaddha  ;  a  kind  of  grain 

reckoned  among  the  Ku-dhanyas  ;  a  kind  of  metre 
consisting  of  four  lines  of  fourteen  syllables  each  ; 

[cf.  nandi-mukha.]  —  Ndndl^rava,  as,  m.  a  cry 
of  joy.  -•  Ndndl-vadin,  I,  m.  the  speaker  of  the 
prologue  or  introduction  to  a  drama  ;  a  drummer, 

one  who  beats  a  drum  at  festivals.  —  Ndndi-s'rdddha, 
am,  n.  —  ndndl-mukham  tfrdddham,  q.  v. 
Ndndika,  as,  m.  a  post  in  a  door-way  set  up  for 

good  luck  ;  (also  read  as  du.  ndndikau.) 

ndnduka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

ndpi  (na-api),  ind.  not  even.   See  na. 

ndpita,  as,  m.  (according  to  some 
a  corruption  of  sndpitri,  one  who  bathes),  a  barber, 
a  shaver  ;  (i),  f.  the  wife  of  a  barber  ;  [cf.  vaptri.] 

—  Napita-vdstu,  u,  n.  a  barber's  dwelling.  —  Nd- 
pitavdstuka,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  or  coming 

from  the  dwelling  of  a  barber.  «•  Ndpitct'S"dld  or 
naplta-ialika,  f.  a  barber's  shop. 
Ndpitdyani,  is,  m.  the  son  or  offspring  of  a 

barber. 

Ndpitya,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  barber;  (am),  n. 
the  trade  or  business  of  a  barber. 

TP?  ndbh,  p,  f.  (fr.  rt.  i.  na6A),-Ved. 
an  opening,  aperture,  mouth  (?);  a  rent(?);  (Say.) 
destructive,  obstructing. 

TW  ndbha.    See  p.  478,  col.  i. 

«TT*T^i  ndbhaka,  as,  m.  a  myrobalan,  Ter- 
minalia  Chebula. 

•TTWTT  nabhasa,  as,  z,  am  (fr.  nabhas), 

celestial,  heavenly,  appearing  in  the  sky;  (with 

yoga)  N.  of  certain  constellations,  (according  to 
Bhattotpala  there  are  thirty-two,  divided  into  four 
classes,  viz.  three  Asraya-yogas,  two  Dala-yogas, 
twenty  Akriti-yogas,  and  seven  San-khyS-yogas.  ) 

—  Nabhasa-yogadhyaya  (°ga.-adh°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  the  twelfth  chapter  of  the  Brihaj-jataka,  an  astro- 

logical work  by  Varaha-mihira. 

TMT?B  ndbhdka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nabhdka), 

belonging  to  or  composed  by  Nabruka  ;  (as),  m.  (like 

nabhdka),  Ved.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  of  the  Kanva  family. 

rfTHll  ndbhdga,  as,  m.  (fr.  nabha-aa),  N. 
of  a  son  of  Manu  Vaivasvata  ;  a  patronymic  of  Am- 
barlsha  [cf.  nUbhagt]  ;  a  son  of  Manu  and  father  of 
Ambarlsha,  &c.  ;  a  son  of  Nabha-ga  or  Nabhaga  and 
father  of  Ambarlsha  ;  a  son  of  SVula  and  father  of 
Ambansha;  of  a  son  of  Nedishtha  or  Arishta  or 
Dishta  and  father  of  Bhalandana  ;  of  a  son  of  Yayati, 
grandson  of  Ambarlsha,  and  father  of  Aja;  [cf. 

nablidga,  ndbhd-nedishtha.^  —  Ndb/idga-dishta, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Vaivasvata  ;  [cf.  nd- 

bhd-nedishtha,  ndbhdga,  dislita.~\  —  Ndbhdga- 
dheya,  peThzps  =  ndbhdga-bhnffadheya,  one  who 
has  the  same  lot  or  destiny  as  NSbhaga.  —  Ndbhdga- 

nedishtha,  as,  m.  and  ndbhdgdrishta  (°ga-ar°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Vaivasvata  ;  [cf.  ndbhdga, arishta.] 

Ndbhdgi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Ambarlsha. 

•TTm  ndbhi,  is,  or  ndbhi,  f.  (according  to 
6F 



478 nabha-nedishtha. 
numya. 

lexicographers  »lso  m.  ;  probably  fr.  nabh,  an  older 
form  of  rt.  I.  nah,  to  bind,  connect),  the  navel; 

any  navel-like  cavity  ;  the  nave  of  a  wheel  (e.  g. 
tri-nSbhi  (akram,  a  three-naved  wheel,  a  wheel 

with  a  triple  nave  or  centre,  Rig-veda  I.  164,  2); 
the  centre,  focus,  central  point,  middle,  point  of 
junction  or  that  which  holds  the  parts  of  anything 

together,  point  of  concentration,  chief  point,  chief, 
head,  (hence  ndbhir  nripa-mandalasya  in  Raghu-v. 
XVIII.  I9  =  the  chief  of  the  circle  of  kings);  the 
close  connection  of  relations,  near  relationship,  com- 

munity of  race  or  family  ;  home  ;  a  near  relation  ; 

musk  (  =  mriga-ndbh.i);  (is),  m.  a  sovereign,  a 
lord  paramount  ;  a  chief;  a  Kshatriya  or  Hindu  of 
the  regal  and  military  tribe  ;  N.  of  a  grandson  of 
Priya-vrata  [cf.  ndbhi-gupta,  ndbhi^varsha],  son 
of  Agnldhra  and  father  of  Rishabha  ;  of  the  father  of 
Rishabha,  first  Athat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpini;  [cf. 

nab)ut,  2.  nabhya,  anya-n°,  ghana-n",  &c.  :  cf. 
also  Gr.  o/u$-aA<(-r,  fyi$>a|:  Lat.  umb-il-icu-s, 
umbo:  Old  Germ.  nab-a,  '  nave  ;'  nabitlo,  '  navel  :' 
Angl.  Sax.  nafu,  nafela:  Mod.  Germ,  nabe,  na- 

bel:  Lett,  nabba,  'navel:'  Lith.  naniba,  'navel.'] 
—Ndbhd-nedishtlia,  as,  m.  (ndbhd  loc.  sing,  for 
nabhau),  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Vaivasvata  and 

author  of  two  Rig-veda  hymns,  (Rig-veda  X.  61, 
62.)  —  Ndbhdnedishtha,  as,  I,  am,  or  ndbhdne- 
dhishthiya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  or  composed  by 
Nibha-nedishtha  ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  sulctam,  N.  of  a 
Vedic  hymn.  —  Ndbhi-kantaJia,  as,  m.  ruptured  or 
protruded  navel  (  =  commonly  gonda).  »•  Ndbki-gu- 
data,  as,  m.  a  protruding  or  ruptured  navel.  —  Nd- 

bhi-ffitpta,  as,  m.  (?),  '  protected  by  Nsbhi,"  N.  of 
a  Varsha  in  KuSa-dvlpa,  (the  king  of  KuSa-dvipa  was 
Hiranya-retas,  a  son  of  Priya-vrata,  who  divided  the 
seven  Varshas  of  his  Dvtpa  among  his  seven  sons  ; 
Nabhi  was  probably  the  N.  of  one  of  these  seven 

sons;  cf.  ndbki-varsha.)  —  Ndbhi-goTaka,  as,  m. 
a  protruding  or  ruptured  navel  (  =  ndbfii-gudaka). 
—  Ndbhi-ddhedana,  am,  n.  cutting  or  separating 
the  umbilical  cord.  —  NdbM-ja,  as,  m.  or  ndbhi- 
janman,  a,  m.  an  epithet  of  Brahma,  (this  deity 
appearing  on  the  lotus  which  sprang  from  the  navel 
of  Vishnu.)  —  NdbM-dvdra,  am,  n.  the  aperture 
of  the  navel.  —  Nabhi-nddi,  f.  or  ndbhi-ndld,  f.  or 
nabfii-ndla,  am,  n.  the  umbilical  cord  ;  [cf.  gar- 
bha-nddi.l  —  Ndbhi-bhu,  us,  m.  'born  from  the 

navel,'  an  epithet  of  Brahma  ;  [cf.  nabfii-ja.~]  ••  Nd- 
bhi-mula,  am,  n.  the  part  of  the  body  immediately 
under  the  navel.  -•  Ndbki-vardhana,  am,  n.  division 
of  the  umbilical  cord;  rupture  of  the  navel,  umbilical 

hernia  ;  corpulency.  —  Ndb/ii-varsha,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
the  Varsha  governed  by  Nabhi,  son  of  Agnldhra  (  — 
Ehdrata-varsha).—Ndb/<:y-d0arta,  as,  m.  the  cavity 
of  the  navel. 

Nabha  (substituted  for  ndbhi  at  the  end  of  an 

adj.  camp.  ),  the  navel  (e.  g.  abja-ndbha,  as,  m. 

'  lotus-naveled,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  cf.  un-n°, 
urna-n°,  kanja~n°,  kdla-n0)  ;  the  nave  of  a 
wheel;  the  centre  or  central  point  of  anything; 
(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Sruta 
and  father  of  Sindhu-dvlpa. 
Ndbhika,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.) 

«=  ndbhi  (e.  g.  shan-ndbhika,  having  six  naves)  ; 
(a),  (.  a  cavity  shaped  like  a  navel  ;  a  species  of 

plant,  Achyranthes  Atropurpurea  (  =  katabhi).  —  Nd- 
bhika-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  of  the  Uttara- kurus. 

Nabhtta,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  or  coming  from 
a  navel  ;  [cf.  ndbhila.] 

Ndbiila,  <un,  n.  the  groin  of  a  woman  ;  a  promi- 
nent or  ruptured  navel  ;  the  cavity  of  the  navel  ;  pain. 

NSbkeya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Rishabha,  first 
Arhat  of  the  Jainas. 

Nabhya,  as,  d,  am,  proceeding  from  the  navel, 
being  in  the  navel,  umbilical,  of  or  relating  to 
the  navel;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva;  [cf. nubha.] 

nabhijata  (na-abhijdta),  as,  d, 
am,  not  well-born,  not  noble,  low-bred,  ignoble. 

1l(*t«ilf1  nabhimdna  (na-abh°),  as,  m.  ab- 
sence of  pride,  humbleness. 

1i«i  nama,  ind.     See  under  naman  below. 

namatika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  namata), 
dressed  in  woollen  cloth. 

nama-dheya.     See  under  naman. 

T  naman,  a,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.jna,  the  initial 

j  being  lost  ;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  mnd),  a  mark  by 
which  anything  is  known,  sign,  token  (Ved.)  ;  form, 
manner,  mode,  character,  personal  character,  nature, 

species  (Ved.)  ;  name,  appellation,  (especially  a  per- 
sonal name,  as  opposed  to  gotra,  a  family  name)  ; 

merely  the  name  (as  opposed  to  the  reality)  ;  (in 

grammar)  appellative,  common  name  for  a  class  of 
objects,  noun,  word  (e.  g.  megha-ndman,  [every] 
noun  or  word  denoting  cloud)  ;  substance,  essence, 
(in  the  Mlmansa  phil.  opposed  to  guna,  accidental 
quality)  ;  water  (according  to  Naigh.  I.  II);  ndmnd 
vad  or  ndma  grah,  to  address  by  name,  mention  or 
call  upon  by  name;  ndma  kri  or  ndma  dd  or 

nama  dhd  or  ndmnd  kri  or  ndmnd  vi*dhd,  to  give 
a  name,  to  name,  call  (e.g.  Sdvitriti  ndmdsydi 
fakruh,  they  called  her  name  SSvitrl  ;  Laks/imanam 
iti  ndma  kritavdn,  he  named  him  Lakshmana  ; 
tdmDu/ikha-labdhikdm  ndmnd  takara,  he  called 

her  Duhkha-labdhikS).  Naman  often  occurs  at 
the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.,  in  which  case  the  fern,  is 

generally  ndmni  (e.  g.  Vishnu-farma-namd  pan- 
tlitah,  a  sage  named  Vishnu-sarman  ;  nadl-ndmnl 
kanyd,  a  girl  with  the  name  of  a  river)  ;  but  the 
fern,  may  be  also  ndmd  from  naman  and  ndma 
from  a  base  ndma,  which  is  rarely  substituted  for 
naman  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  (Nama  ,  ace.  sing. 
used  as  an  adverb  =  )  namely,  by  name  (e.  g.  Md- 
dhavo  ndma  Brdhmanah,  a  Brahman,  MSdhava  by 
name)  ;  indeed,  certainly,  forsooth,  really,  of  course, 
even,  probably,  possibly,  perhaps,  agreed,  granted. 
granting  (e.g.  asttt  ndma  sa  dhani  me  kiMid 
dadhati,  granting  [which  I  doubt]  that  this  rich  man 
will  offer  me  something).  Ndma  as  an  emphatic 
particle  may  have  some  of  the  above  senses,  but  is 
often  untranslatable  by  any  single  equivalent  English 
word.  It  is  frequently  placed  after  interrogative 
pronouns  (e.  g.  kim  ndma,  katham  ndma,  kada 
ndma,  ko  nama),  when  it  may  be  translated  by 

'  then,"  '  indeed,'  &c.  ;  api  ndma  at  the  beginning 
of  a  sentence  =  perhaps,  probably,  would  that  I  oh 
that  !  of  course  ;  md  ndma  =  may  it  not  be  that, 
perhaps,  but  I  hope  not;  nanu  ndma,  certainly, 
evidently  ;  after  an  imperative  ndma  =  I  care  not, 
no  matter,  if  you  like,  &c.  According  to  native 
lexicographers  ndma  implies  certainty,  possibility, 

anger,  reproach,  consent,  promise,  recollection,  sur- 
prise, pretence,  &c.  ;  [cf.  Zend  naman  :  Gr.  ova- 

JUO(T),  av-tafv-fio-y,  vtavvfjLv-o-s,  ovo^aivu,  bvo- 
tL<ifa:  Lat.  co-gno-men,  i-gno-min-ia,  no-men, 

nomin-d'-re,  nam,  i/uis-nam,  quem-nam  =  Sanskrit 
kam  ndma,  nem-pe  =  Sanskrit  ndma  api:  Umbr. 
name,  name,  dat.  sing,  nomn-e:  Goth,  namo, 
gen.  sing,  namin-s,  namn-i/an,  ga-namn-yan, 
'to  name:'  Mod.  Germ,  ndmert,  name:  Angl. 
Sax.  ndma,  nemn-an:  Eng.  name:  Slav,  {-man, 

1  name  ;'  iiaen-ova-ti,  '  to  name  :'  Scot,  ainm, 
'  name  :'  Cambro-Brit.  env,  '  name.']  —  Ndma- 
karana,  as,  m.  a  nominal  affix  ;  (am),  n.  giving 

a  name,  naming  a  child  after  birth.  —  Ndma-kar- 
man,  a,  n.  the  ceremony  of  naming  a  child  after 
birth.—  Ndma-graha,  as,  m.  or  ndma-grahana, 
am,  n.  or  (Ved.)  ndma-grdha,  as,  m.  addressing  or 
mentioning  by  name.  —  Ndma-^rdham,  ind.,  Ved. 
by  mentioning  the  name,  by  naming.  —  Nama-tas, 
ind.,  see  col.  3.  —  Ndma-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Ndma-dvddafi,  f.  a  religious  ceremony,  wor- 

shipping Durg5  daily  under  one  of  her  twelve  appel- 
lations (Gaurl,  K51I,  Uma,  BhadrS,  DurgS,  KSnti, 

SarasvatI,  Man-gilS,  Vaishnavl,  Lakshml,  Siv3,  and  | 
NarSyani).  —  Ndma-dha,  as,  or  ndma-dhd,  da,  m., 
Ved.  one  who  gives  a  name,  a  name-giver.  —  Ndma- 

dJidtu,  its,  m.  a  verbal  base  derived  from  a  noun,  a 
nominal  verb.  —  Ndma-dhdraka,  as,  d,  am,  bearing 
only  the  name,  being  anything  only  by  name  (e.  g. 

pur'isho  ndma-dhdrakah,  one  who  is  a  man  only 
in  name ).  —  Nd ma-dtieya,  am,  n.  a  name,  a  title, 
an  appellation,  (sometimes  at  the  end  of  a  comp., 

e.g.  kin-n°,  see  under  kim;  pun-ri1,  see  under 
puns) ',  the  ceremony  of  giving  a  name  to  a  child. 
—  Ndmadheya-karana.   am,  n.  giving  a  name, 
naming.  —  Ndmadheya-tas,  ind.  by  name.  —  Ndma- 
ndmika,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Ndma-n!- 

dhdna,   am,  n.  'a  collection  of  nouns,'  N.  of  a 
glossary.  —  Ndnia-niyata-praves'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Samadhi.  —  Ndma-nirdes'a,  as,  m.  pointing  out  by 
name.  —  Ndma-pdrdyana,  am,  n.  'a  complete  col- 

lection of  nouns,'  N.  of  a  glossary.  —  Ndma-mdtra, 
am,  n.  the  mere  name,  a  mere  name;  (as,  d,  am), 

having  only  the  name;   (ena),  ind.  by  the  mere 
name,  merely,  nominally.  —  Ndtnamdtrdvatfeishita 

(°ra-av°),  as,  d,  am,  having  only  the  name  left. 
—  Xama-mdld,  f.  a  vocabulary,  nomenclature ;  N.  of 
a  Prakrit  glossary  of  synonyms.  —  Ndma-mmlrd,  f. 
a  seal-ring,  signet-ring  with  a  name  (engraved  on  it). 
—  Ndma-yajna,  as,  m,  a  sacrifice  only  in  name. 

—  Ndma-linga,  am,  a.'  the  gender  of  nouns,'  N. 
of  a  work  treating  thereof.  —  Namalingdmi^dsana 

(°ga-a,n°),  am,  n.  the  mles  of  gender  or  lessons  on 
the  gender  of  nouns.— Ndma-varjita,  as,  d,  am,  desti- 

tute of  name,  nameless,  stupid.  •-  Ndma-edtaka,  as, 

iki,  am,  expressing  a  name ;  (in  grammar)  a  pro- 

per name.  —  Ndma-vidhi,  is,  m. '  name-rule,'  N.  of 
the  twenty-third  chapter  of  the  Jnana-khanda  of  the 
Siva-Purana.  —  Ndma-msmriti,  is,  f.  forgetting  the 

name  (of  any  one).  —  Ndma-^esha,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ing only  the  name  left,  deceased,  dead ;    (as),  m. 

name    as  the  only  thing   left,  dying,  death ;    [cf. 

dlekhya-s'esha,kirtti-iSesha.]—Ndma-8aHl;lrtana, 
am,  n.  '  name-glorification,'  N.  of  the    fourteenth 
chapter  of  the  Jnina-khanda  of  the  Siva-Purana. 
—  Ndma-sattgraha,  as,  m.  a  collection  of  words 

(exclusive  of  verbs). — Ndma-sdroddhdra  (°ra-ud°), 

as,    m.,   N.  of  a   commentary  on   Hema-ciandra's 
AbhidhSna-c'inta-mani.  _  Ndmdkhydtika    ("ma- 
dkh°},  as,  d,  am,  relating  to   nouns   and  verbs. 
—  Ndmdnka  (°ma-an°),  as,  d,  am,  marked  with 
a  name.  —  Namdnka-s'dbhUa,  (°ma-a>t°),  as,  d,  am, 
adorned  with  the  mark  of  the  name  or  with  name 

and   cipher.  —  Ndmddeiam   ("ma-atf ),    ind.   by 

announcing  one's  name.  ••  Ndmdnus'dsana  (°ma- 
an°),  am,  n.  '  the  rules  about  nouns,'  N.  of  a  lexi- 

cographical work.  —  Ndmdparddka  (°ma-ap°),  as, 
m.  abusing  (a  respectable  person)  by  name,  calling 

names.  -•  Ndmartha-nirnaya  (°ma-ar°),  as,  m. 
4  inquiry  into  the  bases  of  nouns,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of 
the    Vaiyakarana-bhushana-sSra    by    Konda-bhatta. 

—  Ndmdvali    (°ma-dv°),   is,   f.   a   list   of  names 
(especially    of  a   god).  —  Ndmdihtami-vidhdna 
(°ma-as/t°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  twenty-fourth  chap- 

ter of  the  JiiSna-khanda  of  the  Siva-Purana. 
Ndmaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj. 

comp.)  =  ndman,  e.  g.  krita-ndmaka,  one  to  whom 
a  name  has  been  given,  having  a  name,  named ; 

[cf.  a-n°,  aiijana-n0.] Ndma-tas,  ind.  by  name,  namely,  with  the  name, 

with  respect  to  the  name ;  (in  Bhagavata-Purana 
V.  12,  8,  used  for  the  abl.  c.  of  ndmau);  ndmatas 
is  sometimes  redundantly  joined  with  ndma  (e.g. 
Bdhnko  ndma  ndmata/i,  namely  Bahuka  by  name); 

iidmtilulf  kri,  to  give  a  name,  to  name,  call. 
Ndma-t/id,  hid.,  Ved.  by  name. 
Ndmika,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  a  name  or  to 

a  noun. 

«f|fH  ndmi,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 

rTTfinr  namita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  nam), 

bent,  bent  down,  bowed. 
Ndmin,  i,  int,  i,  bending ;  (in  grammar')  changing a  dental  to  a  cerebral,  a  N.  given  to  all  the  vowels 

except  a  and  a;  [cf.  bhdvin.] 
Ndmya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bent  (as  a  bow  &c.), 

bendable,  pliable,  pliant. 
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namba,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  species  of 
grain,  (also  read  anifca)  j  (a«,  i,  am),  consisting  of 
Namba. 

«Tni  naya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  nl),  a  leader, 
guide,  driver  (e.  g.  in  aiva-rf,  go-if) ;  perhaps  N. 
of  a  man  ;  =  naya,  guiding,  directing  (morally  or 
physically) ;  policy ;  means,  expedient. 

Ndyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  guiding,  leading,  con- 
ducting ;  (as),  m.  a  guide,  leader,  conductor  [cf. 

ku-n°~\ ',  a  chief,  lord,  head  ;  pre-eminent,  principal ; 
(with  or  without  sainyasya)  a  general,  a  com- 

mander ;  (in  erotic  or  dramatic  poetry)  the  lover  or 
hero  in  a  drama  &c.,  a  husband  ;  the  central  gem  of 
a  necklace ;  a  paradigm  or  example  (in  grammar) ; 
an  epithet  of  Sakya-muni ;  N.  of  a  Brahman ;  (ikd), 
(.  a  mistress ;  a  wife ;  the  heroine  in  a  drama  Sec.,  a 
noble  lady ;  an  inferior  form  or  Sakti  of  Durg3,  (of 
which  there  are  eight,  viz.  Ugra-danda,  Pra-ianda, 
Candogra,  Canda-nayika,  Ati-iandS,  CSmunda, 
Canda,  and  Cands-vati;  cf.  kula-n°.)  —  Ndyaka- 
tva,  am,  n.  leadership,  headship,  chieftainship. 
—  Ndyaka-ratna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary 
on  Partha-saraihi's  Nyaya-ratna-mala  by  RSmSnuja. 
—  Nayakddhipa  (°ka-adh°),  as,  m.  the  chief  of 
leaders,  a  king,  sovereign,  prince. 

Ndyin,  i,  in't,  {,  leading,  conducting ;  [cf.  ayu- 
ta-n°.] 

«TTC  nara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nara),  proceeding 
from  men,  relating  or  belonging  to  men,  human, 
mortal;  spiritual (?);  (as),  m.  a  man(?);  a  calf; 
(as  or,  according  to  some,  am,  d),  m.  n.  f.  water, 
(probably  only  a  form  invented  to  explain  nara- 

yana; cf.  nlra,  vdu,  vripts,  NTjpeuj);  (am),  n.  a 
multitude  or  assemblage  of  men;  dry  ginger;  (I), 
f.  a  woman,  a  wife,  (in  the  older  language  also 
with  short  i,  nan) ;  a  female  or  any  object  regarded 
as  feminine;  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of  four 
lines  of  three  long  syllables  each ;  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  Meru ;  (yas),  f.  pi.  a  sacrifice,  oblation  (Ved.). 

—  Ndra-kita,  as,  m.  a  species  of  worm  ( =  as'ma- 
ktta) ;  a  deceiver,  one  who  disappoints  expectations 
excited  by  himself.  —  Ndra-jivana,  am,  n.  gold. 

—  Ndri-kavafa,  as,  m. '  having  women  for  armour,' 
an  epithet  of  Mulaka,  king  of  the  solar  line  and  son 
of  ASmaka.  —  Ndri-tlrtha,  dni,   n.  pi.  '  bathing- 
places  of  women,'  N.  of  five  sacred  bathing-places. 
—  Ndri-dwhana,  am,  n.  a  woman's  vice,  any  great 
fault   in   women,    (six   are   usually   reckoned,    viz. 
drinking  spirits,  keeping  bad  company,  quitting  a 
husband,  rambling    abroad,   sleeping   and   dwelling 
in  a  strange  house.)  —  Ndri-iidtlia,  an,  d,  am,  hav- 

ing a  woman  for  possessor  or  owner  (e.  g.  ndri- 
ndtliam  grihnm,  a  house  having  a  woman  for  its 
possessor).  —  Ndrl-pardyana,  as,  d,  am,  devoted  to 
women.  —  Nari-prasanga,    as,   m.    libertinism, 
lechery.  —  Ndri-maya,   as,   i,  rim,   consisting  of 
women.  —  Ndri-mukha,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  people  to 
the  south-east  of  Madhya-desa.  —  Ndri-ydna,  am, 

n.  a  woman's  conveyance,  a  litter,  &c.  —  Ndri-ratna, 
am,  n.  a  jewel  of  a  woman,  an  excellent  woman. 
••  Ndrl-vdkya,    am,    n.    the   word    of   a   wife. 
—  Ndrlshtd  (°ri-ish°),  f. '  dear  to  women,'  Arabian 
jasmine.  —  Ndrl-shtha,   as,  d,  am,  accompanying 
women  (?),  fond  of  them  (?). 

Ndrdyaiia,  as,  m.  (fr.  nara,  q.v.;  sometimes  de- 
rived fr.  nara  +  ayana), '  son  of  Nara  or  the  original 

man,'  patronymic  of  the  personified  Purusha  or  first 
living  being,  author  of  the  Purusha  hymn  ;  he  is  often 
associated  with  Nara  or  the  original  man,  and  identified 
with  Brahma  (in  Manu  I.  9,  n)  and  with  Vishnu  or 
Krishna;  in  Hari-vansa  4601  Urvasi  is  described  as 
springing  from  his  thigh ;  elsewhere  he  is  regarded 

as  a  Kfisyapa  or  An-girasa  [cf.  maha-n°,  ardha-ri~\ ', chief  of  the  Sidhyas ;  the  eighth  of  the  nine  black 
VSsu-devas  (with  Jainas) ;  the  Purusha  hymn,  com- 

posed by  N5r5yana  (Rig-veda  X.  90);  N.  of  the 
second  month,  reckoning  from  MSrgasIrsha ;  N.  of 
a  son  of  Ajamila;  of  Bhflmi-mitra ;  of  Nara-hari ; 
N.  of  several  men,  authors  and  commentators;  a 

mystical  N.  of  the  letter  a;  (as,  i,  am),  relating  or 
belonging  to  NarSyana  or  Krishna,  (the  warriors  in 
Krishna's  army  are  called  NarayanSh  in  Udyoga- 
parva  147)  ;  (with  kshelra)  a  term  applied  to  the 
ground  on  the  banks  of  the  Ganges  for  a  distance  of 
four  Hastas  or  cubits  from  the  water  ;  (with  taila) 
a  sort  of  oil  to  which  efficacy  is  ascribed  in  medicine  ; 
(i),  f.  epithet  of  Lakshmi,  the  goddess  of  prosperity 
and  wife  of  Vishnu  ;  epithet  of  Durga  ;  epithet  and 
patronymic  of  Indra-sena,  wife  of  Mudgala  ;  epithet 
of  the  Ganges  or  of  the  Gandaki  (?)  ;  the  plant  Aspa- 

ragus Racemosus.  —  Ndrdyana-kantha,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  an  author.  —  Ndrdyana-kalpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Narayana-kshetra,  am,  n.  four  cubits  on 
either  side  of  the  Ganges  ;  see  above.  —  Narayana- 
yitd,  f,  N.  of  a  work  containing  the  principles  of  the 
sect  founded  by  Ramananda.  —Narayana-gupta,ai, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Gupta  prince.  —  Narayana-fakraeartin, 
i,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian.  —  Ndrdyana-tara,  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  author;  (also  read  narayana-tara.)  —  Nara- 
yana-firtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author;  (am),  n., 
N.  of  a  bathing-place.  —  Narayana-taila,  am,  n. 
an  oil  expressed  from  various  plants  of  great  reputed 
efficacy  in  many  complaints.  —  Ndrdyana-ddsa- 

siddha,  as,  m.,  N,  of  an  author.  —  A'  arayaiia-dei'Q., 
as,  m.  the  god  Narayana  ;  N.  of  an  author.  —  Ndra- 
yana-dafoa-vid,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Na.ra.yana- 
pandita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  learned  man.  —  Ndrdyana- 
priya,  as,  m.  '  the  friend  of  Narayana,'  an  epitiiet 
of  S'iva  ;  yellow  sandal-wood  (  =  pita-bandana). 
—  Ndrdyana-bali,  is,  m.  '  an  oblation  to  NarSyana,' 
N.  of  a  peculiar  funeral  ceremony.  —  Narayana- 
Ihatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Ndrdyana- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  or  in  Narayana. 
—  Ndrdyana-varman,  a,   n.  '  armour  of  Nara- 

yana,' N.  of  a  poem  in  praise  of  Krishna,  forming 
part  of  the  sixth  book  of  the  Bhagavata-Purana. 

—  Xdrayana-s'rl-garbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi- 
sattva.  —  Ndrayana-saras,  as,  n.  Narayana's  lake. 
—  Nardyana-aarasvati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  commen- 

tator. —  Nardyaiia-mri,   is,  m.,  N.   of  a   man. 

—  Ndrdyanas'rama  (°/ia-d.s<0),  as,  m.  Narayana's 
hermitage;    N.  of  the  author  of  the  commentary 

Bheda-dhikkSra-satkriya.  —  Ndrayandstra   (°na- 
as°),    am,  n.  'weapon   of  Narayana,'  a   mystical 
weapon.  —  Ndrdyanendra  (°na-in°),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  commentator.  —  Ndrdyanopanishad  (°na-«p°),  t, 
f.  the  Upanishad  treating  of  Narayana.  —  Ndrdya- 

nopddhydya  (°na-up'),  as,  m.,N.  of  an  author. 
Ndrdyani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Visva-mitra. 
Ndrdyaniya,  as,  d,  am,  referring  or  relating  to 

Narayana,  treating  of  him  ;  (a),  f.,  scil.  npanishad, 
N.  of  an  Upanishad.  —  Nardyaniya-tantra,  am, 
a.,  N.  of  a  Tantra. 

Ndrika,  as,  i,  am,  watery,  aqueous;  spiritual; 
(narlkd  wrong  reading  for  nadilsa.) 

Ndrika  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  =  «<Jn,- 
(am),  n.  (in  the  SSnkhya  phil.)  one  of  the  nine kinds  of  Tushti. 

Nareya,  as,  m.  (fr.  ndr'i),  N.  of  a  son  of 
Bhanga-kara. 

'TT<<*  ndraka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  naraka),  re- 
lating to  hell,  happening  in  hell,  being  or  abiding 

in  hell,  hellish,  infernal,  (ndraki  nirvrttih,  the 
death  suffered  in  hell)  ;  (as),  m.  an  inhabitant  of 
the  infernal  regions  ;  hell  or  the  infernal  regions. 
Ndrakika,  as,  i,  am,  hellish,  infernal  ;  (as),  m. 

an  inhabitant  of  hell. 

Narakin,  i,  inl,  i,  hellish,  infernal,  being  in 
hell,  condemned  to  or  deserving  hell;  (i),  m.  an 
inhabitant  of  hell. 

Ndrakiya,  as,  d,  am,  hellish;  (as),  m.  an  in- habitant of  hell. 

naranga,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
nri,  but  probably  a  corruption  of  ndga-ranga,  q.v.), 
the  orange-tree  ;  the  juice  of  the  pepper  plant  ;  a  liber- 

tine, a  catamite  ;  a  living  being,  an  animal  ;  a  twin, 
one  of  twins  ;  (am),  n.  a  carrot,  Daucus  Carota  (  =  gar- 
jara).  —  Ndranga-pattraka,  as,  m.  yellow  carrot. 

narada,  as,  m.  (etymology  uncer- 
tain), N.  of  a  Rishi  or  rather  Devarshi  (i.  e.  Rishi 

among  the  gods)  regarded  in  the  Veda  as  a  descendant 
of  Kanva  and  author  of  certain  hymns  of  the  Rig- 

veda  (VIII.  13,  IX.  104,  105),  often  associated  in 
the  later  mythology  with  Parvata,  (he  appears  on  the 
earth,  like  Mercury,  as  a  messenger  from  the  gods  to 
men  or  vice  versa,  and  is  reckoned  among  the  ten 

PrajS-patisasasonof'Brahma  (Manu  1.  35),  from  whose forehead  he  is  said  to  have  been  produced  ;  in  the 

modern  mythology  he  is  a  friend  of  Krishna  and  is 
regarded  as  inventor  of  the  Vina  or  lute  ;  in  epic 

poetry  he  is  occasionally  called  a  Deva-gandharva, 
'  divine  Gandharva,'  or  a  Gandharva-rajan,  '  king  of 
the  Gandharvas,'  or  simply  Gandharva);  N.  of  a 
son  of  VisvS-mitra  ;  of  an  author  ;  of  a  mountain  ; 

(a),  f.  a  species  of  sugar-cane,  =  ikihu-miila  ;  (as, 
i,  am),  relating  to  Narada,  composed  by  him,  &c. 
—  Narada-patlda-rdtra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Ndrada-purdna,    am,    n.,  N.   of  a   Purana. 
—  Ndradapurdna-sudana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  sixty- 
fifth  chapter  of  the  Varaha-PurSna.  —  Narada-pra- 
karaita,  am,  n.  'Narada  chapter,'  N.  of  the  izgth 
chapter  of  the  Krishna-khanda  or  fourth  section  of 
the  Brahma-vaivarta-Purana.  —  Narada-vdkya,  am, 

n.  '  speech  of  Narada,'  N.  of  the  sixty-seventh  chapter 
of  the  Uttara-kanda  or  seventh  section  of  the  Rama- 
yana.  —  Ndrada-samhltd,  f.,  N.  of  a  musical  work. 
—  Ndrada-sanatkumdra-vdda,  as,  m.  '  discourse 
of  Narada  and  Sanatkum5ra,'N.of  the  iO3rd  chapter 
of  the  Uttara-khanda  of  the  Padma-Pur5na.  —  Nd- 

rada-samdgama,  as,  m.  '  arrival  of  Narada,'  N.  of 
the  twenty-first  chapter  of  the  Uttara-kanda  of  the 

Ramayana.  —  Ndrades'vara-tirtha  (°da-is"°),  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place.  —  Ndradopadetia 

(da-up°),  as,  m.  'the  advice  of  NSrada,'  N.  of  the 
first  chapter  of  the  Kridl-khanda  of  the  GanesV Purana. 

Ndradin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Visva-mitra. 
Naradiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  Narada,  com- 

posed by  NSrada,  &c.  ;  (am),  n.  (with  or  without 
purdna),  N.  of  a  Purana.  —  Ndradiya-mahd- 
sthdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Naradtyopapu- 

rdna  (°ya-up°),  am,  a.,  N.  of  an  Upa-Purana. 
Ndradiyaka,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  or  proceeding 

from  Narada  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Purana. 

»IKS*H  naradvasava(}),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a Saman. 

ndrasinha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nara- 
sinha),  referring  or  belonging  to  Vishnu  in  his  man- 
lion  Ava-tara  or  incarnation;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu  ; 
of  a  man  ;  of  a  town.  —  Ndrasinlia-tantra,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Tantra.  —Ndrasinha-pttrdna,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  a  Purana.  —  Ndrasinhopapitrdna  (°ha^up°), 
am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-Pur5na. 

HKM  nara6a,  as,  m.  an  iron  arrow,  an 
arrow  in  general  ;  a  water-elephant  (  —jalebha, 
ambu-hastin)  ;  a  bad  or  cloudy  day  (?)  ;  a  species 

of  the  Dhriti  metre,  also  called  Narac'a,  consisting  of 
4  times  8  iambics  ;  (itdrdi'l  or  ndrdtO&d),  f.  a  gold- 

smith's scales,  a  fine  or  assay  balance. 

narayana.     See  col.  I. 

narasansa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nard- 
ilansa),  Ved.  laudatory  or  eulogistic  praise  of  a  man 
or  men,  (hence  a  tale  or  legend  which  eulogizes  a 
liberal  patron  is  called  Narasansi  or  Nirasansam); 

sacred  to  or  belonging  to  Agni-narasarjsa,  relating  to 
him,  containing  him,  (applied  to  certain  Soma  liba- 

tions, at  which  Narasansa's  name  is  mentioned  ; 
applied  also  to  the  Pitris  because  reference  is  made 
to  them  at  these  libations.) 

•IHJ^IM  narasarya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ; 
(also  read  pdrafarya.) 

•TTH^iT  narikera  or  ndrikela,  as,  m.  or 

ndrikell,  is  and  I,  f.  the  cocoa-nut  tree,  the  cocoa- 
nut.  —  Ndrikela-dvlpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  island. 
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ndsikd-mala. 

naringa-kanda,  as  or  am,  m. 

or  n. (?),  the  yellow  carrot;  [cf.  ndranga-pat- 
traka.] 

nan,  f.     See  ndra,  p.  479,  col.  i. 

nurikela,  as,  i,  m.  f.  the  cocoa- 
nut;  (I),  (.  fermented  liquor  made  from  the  water 
or  milk  of  the  cocoa-nut. 

HVO^  ndrlfa,  am,  n.  an  esculent  root 
(= commonly  ndlitd),  Corchorus  Capsularis;  [cf. 
nidikd.] 

i-tarangaka,  as,  m.  a  liber- 
tine, a  catamite ;  [cf.  nddi-taranga.] 

•llfe'fH  ndruntuda  (na-ar°),  as,  d,  am, 
not  causing  wounds,  not  hurting. 

HlPrlch  ndrtika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  narta),  re- 
lating to  or  connected  with  dancing  (?). 

HIMM  ndrpatya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nri-pati), 
kingly,  relating  to  royalty. 

nitfl  ndrmata,  as,  m.  (fr.  nri-mat),  a 
patronymic. 

«1l«i<;  ndrmada,  as,  m.  (fr.  narma-dd),  a 
metronymic  from  Narma-dS. 

«TRT  ndrmara,  as,  m.  (fr.  nri-mara),  Ved. 
'  man-slayer,'  N.  of  a  demon. 

«ll(»i«u  ndrmina,  as,  i,  am  (perhaps  fr. 
narmin  or  narmina,  which  may  be  a  N.  derived 
ft.  narma  or  narman),  Ved.  (Say.)  delightful,  joy- 

ful (=narma-vat). 

r|I*<fa  ndrmedha,  am,  n.  (fr.  nri-medha), 
Ved.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

«TT§  ndrya,  as,  m.  (fr.  narya),  Ved.  pro- 
bably N.  of  a  person. 

•ilflg1  ndryanga,  as,  m.  =  ndranga,  the 
orange-tree. 

liMfrm  ndrya-tikta  =  anarya-tikta,  Aga- 
thotes  Chirayta  (  =  kirdta-tikta). 

IIH<;  ndrshada, as, m.  (fr. nn'-sAarf), Ved. 
a  patronymic  of  Kanva ;  N.  of  a  demon  (?). 

llrt  «»/«.  as,  a,  am  (fr.  nala),  consisting 
of  reeds,  made  of  a  reed  or  reeds ;  (a  or  I,  am),  f.  n. 
a  hollow  or  tubular  stalk,  especially  the  stalk  of  the 

lotus  [cf.  khara-n"],  of  a  pot-herb,  &c. ;  (a?»),  n. 
any  pipe  or  tube  or  tubular  vessel  of  the  body,  the 
windpipe,   urethra,   &c. ;    a   handle;  =  tola,   ila, 
yellow  orpiment;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river;  (i),  f.  an 

instrument  for  perforating  an  elephant's  ear ;  a  piece 
of  metal  on  which  the  hours  are  struck  (=ghati) ; 
a  period  of  twenty-four  minutes;    a  lotus  flower. 
••  Ndla-vans~a,  as,  m.  =  nala,  a  reed. 
Ndlaka  for  ndla  in  (arn-nalaka,  q.  v. 
Nalakini=ndlikini,  q.  v. 
Ndldyita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  an  unused  Nom.  nd- 

Idya),  representing  the  handle  (of  an  axe). 
Nali,  Is,  f.  =  nddi,  any  tubular  vessel  of  the  body. 
Ndlika,  as,  m.  a  buffelo;  (a),  f.  a  stalk,  the  stalk 

of  a  lotus,  a  tube,  see  gandha-n°,  kapdla-n°;  a 
species  of  pot-herb  (  =  nalita) ;  a  species  of  plant 
(^farma-kashd) ;   an  instrument  for  piercing  an 
elephant's   ear ;  =  nddi,    a   period   of    twenty-four 
minutes ;    (am),  n.  a   lotus  flower   [cf.  ndlika'] ; myrrh ;  a  kind  of  wind  instrument,  (perhaps)  a  flute  ; 
a  peculiar  manner  of  sitting. 
Ndlinl,  f.  (ft.  an  unused  form  nalin,  which  is  de- 

rived fr.  nala),  a  mystical  N.  of  one  nostril. 
Ndlika,  as,  m.  an  arrow  (  =  n<ira<!a,  but  in  the 

epic  poetry  different  from  it) ;  a  dart,  a  javelin,  a 
pike ;  body,  limb  (?) ;  a  lotus ;  the  fibrous  stalk  of 
the  lotus;  (am),  n.  an  assemblage  of  lolus  flowers. 
Nalikini,  (.  (fr.  an  unused  form  ndlikin,  which 

is  derived  fr.  ndlika),  a  multitude  or  assemblage 
of  lotus  flowers,  a  lotus  lake. 

Hlrt*^  ndlanda,  N.  of  a  village  near  Raja- 
griha  containing  a  celebrated  Buddhist  monastery. 
Nilandara,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  monastery. 

•Ulrtin,  nalikera,  as,  m.  the  cocoa-nut 
tree,  the  cocoa-nut ;  N.  of  a  district  to  the  south-east 

of  Madhya-des'a. Nilikela,  am,  n.  the  cocoa-nut ;  (various  reading 
for  nalikera.) 

llTcoiq-  ndli-jangha,  as,  m.  a  raven  or 
the  carrion-crow ;  [cf.  nddl-jangha] 

«1l(V4rll  ndlitd,  f.  an  esculent  root,  Arum 
Colocasia. 

HlcVl'M  ndllpa,  as,  m.  =  kadambaka;  per- 
haps for  kadambaka,  the  stalk  of  a  pot-herb. 

ndll-vrana,  as,  m.  a  flstulous  or 
sinous  sore  (  =  nddl-vrana). 

1.  ndva,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  4.  »a),  Ved.  a 
shout  of  joy  or  triumph. 

2.  ndva  =  2.  nait,  q.  v.,  a  boat,  a  ship, 
in  Dvigu  comps.  after  numerals  and  ardha  (e.  g. 

dv i-ndvam,  two  boats ;   ardha-n°,  q.  v.,  Pan.  V. 
4,  99,  100).  —  Navaja  (°va-aja),  as,' m.,  Ved.  the 
steerer  of  a  boat,  a  sailor.  —  Ndvopajivana  (°va- 

up°),  as,  m.  a  sailor. Ndvika,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  a  vessel,  ship, 
boat,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  nud),  the 
helmsman  of  a  vessel,  the  steersman,  pilot ;  a  pas- 

senger on  board  ship,  a  navigator,  a  sailor;  (am), 
n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Ndvin,  i,  m.  a  boatman,  shipman,  sailor. 
1 .  ndvya,  Nom.  P.  ndvyati,  Sec.,  to  wish  for  a  ship. 
2.  ndvya,  as,  d,  am,  navigable;  belonging  to  a 

boat ;  attainable  or  accessible  by  a  boat  or  ship ;  (a), 

f.,  Ved.  a  navigable  river. 

tiinln  ndvanita,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  nava-nlt a), 
mild. 

«1i''l*t<w  ndvamika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  navama), 
the  ninth. 

«1l=(^iSt«ii  ndvayajnika  (fr.  nava-yajna), 
with  kola,  the  time  of  offering  the  first-fruits  &c. 
of  the  harvest. 

ndvdkdra,ndvdroha.    See2.naa. 

3.  navy  a,  am,  n.  (fr.  i.  nava),  new- 
ness, novelty. 

«Tt^T  i.  ndsa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  nas),  Ved. 

attainment,  obtaining ;  [cf.  du-nds'a.] 

Ilijl  2.  nas'a,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  nas'),  dis- 
appearance ;  destruction,  annihilation,  ruin,  loss ; 

death;  misfortune;  abandonment,  desertion;  flight, 

retreat ;  (in  arithmetic)  elimination ;  [cf.  karma-n°, 
graha-n  ,  <Htta-n°,  du-nds'a.]  —  Nafa-tas,  ind.  = 
nds'dt,  from  death. 
Ndfaka,  as,  d,  am,  destroying,  destructive,  anni- 

hilating, causing  to  perish ;  [cf.  ku-u°,  krita-n0.] 
Ndiana,  as,  I,  am,  destroying,  annihilating, 

causing  to  be  lost,  causing  to  perish,  removing, 
(commonly  in  comp.  with  the  object ;  cf.  dn/isvap- 
na-n°) ;  (am),  n.  destruction,  removing,  removal, 
expulsion  ;  ruin,  perishing ;  forgetting. 
Ndfariiya,  a*,  d,  am,  liable  to  be  destroyed, 

destructible. 

Ndfuyat,  an,  anil,  at,  destroying,  annihilating, removing. 

Nas'ayitri,  td,  tri,  in,  Ved.  a  destroyer,  remov- 
ing, a  remover. 

Ndiita,  as,  a,  am,  destroyed,  ruined,  suffered  to 

perish,  lost. 
Nas'ln,  I,  ini,  {,  destructive,  destroying,  a  de- 

stroyer ;  removing ;  perishing,  perishable,  being  losl 

or  destroyed;  [cf.  anartha-n°,  kiuhtha-n",  ksha- 

ya-n°.] 

Ndfi,  (.,  N.  of  a  river  near  Benares. 
Ndtuka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  disappearing,  perishing, 

neing  lost. 

Ndiya,  as,  a,  am,  liable  to  be  destroyed,  de- 
structible. 
Ndshtika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nashta),  belonging  or 

relating  to  anything  lost;  (as),  m.  the  owner  of 
anything  lost,  the  former  owner  of  a  lost  chattel. 
Nishtrd,  f.,  Ved.  danger,  destruction;  an  evil 

spirit,  a  demon. 
^j  I  II    I.  nas,  cl.  I.  A.  ndsate,  nandse, 

^^  nisitum,  to  sound. 

«U^  2.  nds,  Ved.  the  nose,  in  ndsa,  du. 
(Rig-veda  II.  39,  6)  ;  [cf.  3.  nas.] 
Nisi,  f.  (said  by  some  to  be  fr.  rt.  sjia  =  it.  smi), 

the  nose,  (originally  perhaps  nasa,  sing.  =a  nostril; 
ndse,  du.  =  the  two  nostrils  or  the  nose);  a  pro- 

boscis, the  trunk  of  an  elephant  [cf.  gaja-n"]  ;  a 
piece  of  wood  over  a  door  projecting  like  a  nose, 
the  upper  timber  of  a  door  [cf.  nakra]  ;  the  plant 
Gendarussa  Vulgaris  (=vieaka);  [cf.  Lat.  nouns, 
niris  foindsis;  Old  Germ,  ndsa;  Angl.  Sax.  ndse; 
Mod.  Germ,  ndse;  Slav.  nosU;  Lith.  nusie;  Gr.  vrj- 

ffos',  Hib.  neas,  '  a  promontory,'  ness  in  Dunge-ness.] 
—  Ndsigra  ("sd-ag°),  as,  m.  the  point  or  tip  of 
the  nose.  —  Nisa-ilhidra,  am,  n.  a  nostril.  —  Ndsd- 
dhinni,  f.  »  species  of  bird  with  a  divided  beak  (  = 
pilrn{kd).  —  Ndsd-jvara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  disease 
of  the   nose   (  =  nakra).  —  Nisd-dakshindvarla 
(°na-a»c),  as,  m.  wearing  the  nose-ring  in  the  right 
nostril  by  rich  women  who  have  children  (?).—•  Ndsd- 
diru,  n.  =  ndsa,  a  piece  of  wood  over  a  door  pro- 

jecting like  a  nose  ;  the  upper  timber  of  a  door-frame. 
—  Ndsd-niha,  as,  m.  thickening  of  the  membrane 
of  the  nose,  stoppage  of  the  nostrils.  —  Nisintika, 
as,  d,  am  (fr.  ndsd-anta),  reaching  to  the  nose  ;  [cf. 
keddntika]  —  Ndsd-paridosha,  as,  m.  heat  and 
dryness  of  the  nose.  —  Ndsd-parisrdva,  as,m.'  nose- 
flow,'  running  at  the  nose,  a  running  cold.  —  Ndsa- 
pdka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  disease  of  the  nose  attended 
with  inflammation.  —  Ndsd-puta,  as,  m.  '  nose-cup,' 
the  outside  of  the  nostril,  the  nostril.  —  Naxdputa- 

manjadd,  f.  the  septum  of  the  nose.  —  Niisd-pra- 
tindha,    as,    m.^ndsd-ndha,  thickening   of  the 
membrane  of  the    nose,  stoppage  of  the   nostrils. 
—  Ndsd-rakta-pilta,  am,  n.  bleeding  of  the  nose. 

—  Ndsd-randhra,    am,    n.    '  nose-aperture,'  the 
nostril.  —  Nasdrfas  (°sd-ar°),  as,  m.  polypus  of  the 
nose.  —  Najsd*t)an$a,  as,  m.  the  bridge  of  the  nose. 
—  Ndsd-vdmd'mrta  (°ma-dv°),  as,  m.  wearing  the 
nose-ring  in  the  left  nostril,  a  mark  of  sorrow  or 
distress.  —  Ndsd-vivara,   as,   m.  'nose-cavity,'   a 
nostril.  —  Ndsd-tosha,  as,  m.  dryness  of  the  nostrils. 
—  Ndsd-samvedana,  as,  m.  Momordica  Charantia 
(  =  kdndira-latd).  —  Ndsd-srava,  as,  m.  =  ndsa- 
parisrdva,    '  nose-flow,'    running   at   the   nose,    a 
running  cold. 
Ndsdlu,  us,  m.  a  tree,  commonly  KJyaphal. 

See  katpliula,  p.  196,  col.  I. 
Ndsiki,  f.  the  nose,  (originally  ndsikd,  sing.  =  a 

nostril  ;  ndsike,  du.  =  the  two  nostrils  or  the  nose)  ; 
the  trunk  of  an  elephant  ;  a  proboscis  ;  any  nose- 

shaped  object  [cf.  darma-n°]  ;  a  projection,  the 
upper  timber  of  a  door  ;  an  epithet  of  the  nymph 

'0 

ASvini;    [cf.  a-ndsika,  kdka-ndsikd, 
—  Ndsika-tryambaka-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sa- 

cred bathing-place  mentioned  in  the  Rasika-ramana. 
—  Nisikan-dhama,  as,  d,  am  (ndsikam  for  ace. 
sing,  nasikdm),  blowing  or  breathing  through  the 
nose,  snoring,  Sic.  —  Ndsikan-dhaya,  at,  i,  am 
(ndsikam  for  ace.  sing,  ndsikdm),  drinking  through 
the  nose.  —  Ndsika-vat,  an,  att,  at  (for  nisHed- 

•eat),  Ved.  having  a  nose.  —  Ndsikdgra  (°ka-ag°), 
am,  n.  the  tip  of  the  nose.  •  Nisiki-pika,  as,  m. 
=  ndsd-pdka,  a  kind  of  disease  or  inflammation  of 
the   nose.  —  Ndsikd-puta,  as,    m.  =  ndsd-puta, 
'  nose-cup,'  the  outside  of  the  nostril,  the  nostril. 
—  Ndsikd-mala,  am,  n.  the  mucus  of  the  nose, snot. 



nasikya. nil}-shidhvan. 

•  Nasikya,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  the  nose  ;  uttered 
through  the  nose,  nasal  ;  (05),  ni.  any  nasal  sound  ;  a 
peculiar  nasal  sound  related  to  the  so-called  Yamas  ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  in  DakshinS-patha  ; 
(aw),  du.  =  nasatyau,  the  two  sons  of  AsVini,  the 
Asvins;  (am),  n.  the  nose;  N.  of  a  town. 
Ndsikyaka,  am,  n.  the  nose. 
Ndsya,  am,  n.  a  nose-cord,  the  rein  of  a  draught-ox 

passed  through  the  septum  of  the  nostrils  ;  (perhaps 
collectively)  noses,  a  multitude  of  noses  (?);  [cf. 
nasya.] 

*TnTrT  nasatya,  as,  m.  (derived  by  native 

commentators  fr.  na  +  a-satya,  *  not  untrue,'  or  fr. 
naga  +  afRx  tya,  or  still  more  improbably  fr.  nd, 
nom.  of  mi  =  netri  +  satya),  N.  of  one  of  the 
Asvim,  the  other  being  then  called  Dasra  ;  (aft},  m. 
du.  the  common  N.  of  the  two  Asvins,  see  asnnum; 

(a),  f.  the  constellation  ASVini  ;  (as,  a,  am),  re- 
ierring  or  relating  to  the  Nasatyas  ;  [cf.  Zend  nd- 

onhaitya.'] 

niisamavjasa  (na-as°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  brother  of  Asamaujas  and  son  of  Kambala- 
barhisha. 

ndsikd.     See  p.  480,  col.  3. 

nasira,  am,  n.  advancing  or  skir- 
mishing in  front  of  an  army,  leaving  the  line  and 

-defying  or  challenging  the  enemy  by  shouts  and 
gestures;  (as),  m.  the  van  or  a  champion  who 
advances  before  the  line  ;  (also  read  nasira.) 

111"*!  ndsti  (na-asti),  ind.  non-existence, not  so,  it  is  not.  —  Ndsti-ta,  f.  or  nasti-tva,  am,  n. 
non-existence.  —  Ndsti-vdda,  as,m."  assertion  of  '  it 

is  not  '  or  of  non-existence,"  infidelity. 
Ndstika,  as,  i,  am,  atheistical,  unbelieving,  infidel, 

an  unbeliever,  applied  by  the  orthodox  Hindus  to 
any  one  who  denies  the  divine  authority  of  the 
Vedas  and  a  future  life,  or  doubts  the  legends  of  the 
Purlnas;  [cf.  dstika.]—Ndstika-td,  f.  or  ndstika- 
tva,  am,  n.  or  ndslikya,  am,  n.  infidelity,  disbelief, 
atheism,  denial  of  the  deity,  of  a  future  state,  of  the 
authority  of  the  Vedas,  &c.  ;  Buddhism,  heresy,  &c. 

—  Ndstilta-mata,  am,  n.  an  atheistical  opinion. 

HltVm;  ndstida  or  (according  to  others) 
ndttitada,  as,  m.  the  mango  tree  (  =  dmra). 

TTjr  naha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  nah),  binding, 
confinement  ;  a  trap,  a  snare  for  catching  deer  &c.  ; 
obstruction  in  any  organ  or  secretion  of  the  body,  as 
costiveness  &c. 

•TT^c?  ndhala,  as,  m.  a  man  of  a  bar- 
barous or  outcast  tribe;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  non- 

Aryan  people  (  =  mkttha). 

ligM  I  .  nahusha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nahus),  Ved. 

neighbouring,  being  in  the  vicinity,  neighbourly?; 
(Say.)  human,  belonging  to  men;  (as),  m.  a 
neighbour. 

TI5H  2.  nahusha,  as,  m.  (fr.  nahusha),  a 

patronymic  of  Yayati  ;  N.  of  a  serpent-demon  ;  [cf. 

nah'utha."] 
Ndhushi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Yayati. 

T^T  ni  (an  indeclinable  prefix  to  verbs  and 
nouns,  used  as  a  preposition  except  in  one  passage 
in  Atharva-veda  X.  8,  7,  where  it  stands  alone  as  an 
adverb),  in,  into,  within  ;  down,  under,  back  ;  on, 
upon.  As  a  prefix  to  nouns  ni  appears  sometimes  to 
be  a  curtailed  form  of  nis  in  its  sense  of  '  without,' 
'  deprived  of  (e.  g.  in  ni-kilvisha,  ni-lchila,  q.  v.), but  the  idea  of  negation  in  such  compounds  may  pos- 

sibly be  derived  from  the  meanings  '  down,'  '  down- 
wards,' '  back,'  which  properly  belong  to  ni;  occasion- 

ally, however,  ni  is  inaccurately  written  for  nih  (  = 
nis),  as  in  ni-iabtla  for  nih-fabda;  according  to 
native  lexicographers  the  senses  in  which  ni  may  be 
used  are  expressed  by  the  following  Sanskrit  words, 

kshepa,  Ihritdrtha,  nitydrtka,  dana,'  san-ni- dhdna,  upa-rama,  eam-traya,  d-iraya,  rdti, 

mokaha,  antar-bhdva,  adho-thava,  bandhana, 
kausala,  ni-veda,  vi-ny-dsa;  [ni  is  thought  by 
some  to  be  for  primitive  ani;  cf.  an-tar,  an-tard; 

Gr.  (v,  iv!,  tin,  th,  is  for  4v-s,  (t/--ri-i,  tv-So-v, 
fff-ca,  Hvfpoi,  $vfp-6f,  vn-fvtp-df,  Ivcp-repo-s,  fv- 
Tfpo-v  ;  Lat.  en-do,  in-du,  in,  in-ter,  in-trd,  in- 
ter-ior,  in-tumu-s,  in-tas;  Umbr.  en,  un-der; 
Osk.  an-ter  ;  Goth,  in,  inna,,  innuma,  inna- 
thro,  un-dar;  Mod.  Germ,  nieder;  Angl.  Sax.  in, nidhan.] 

^s  (thought  by  some  to  be  a  con- 
N  traction  pfninant,  old  Desid.  of  rt.  nam), 

cl.  2.  A.  nin*te  (2nd  sing,  ninsse,  2nd  sing.  Impv. 
ninssva),  nininse,  nintitum,  Sec.,  Ved.  to  touch, 
kiss,  salute.  (After  pra  the  initial  n  is  optionally 
cerebralized,  cf.  pra-ninsitarya,  pra-ninsitavya, 
pari-ninsaka  ;  cf.  also  rt.  niksh.) 

fa:  nih,  euphonically  substituted  for  nis, 
q.  v.,  before  i,  sh,  s,  and  rarely  before  k,  kli,  p,  ph. 

f^cKP  nili-ka0,  nih-kd°,  &c.  See  under 
niih-ka°,  ntsh-ka°,  &c. 

f'TIT^'  nih-kshatra  or  nih-kshatriya,  as, 
a,  am,  destitute  of  the  military  tribe,  having  no 
warrior-caste. 

frnfEfT  nih-kship,  probably  for  ni-kship, 

q.v. 

Niti-kiliipta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown  or  sent  away; 
spent  (as  time),  passed. 

Nih-ltshipya,  ind.  having  thrown  or  sent  away  ; 
having  spent  (as  time)  ;  having  wiped  away  (as  tears). 
Nih-lcshepa,  as,  m.  throwing,  sending,  putting 

away;  spending,  passing  (time);  wiping  away  (as tears). 

T»T;H0  nih-pa°  and  nifi-pha°.     See  under 
nish-pa°  and  msh-pha°. 

nih-sansaya,  wrongly  spelt  for 

ni/i-sanka,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 

fear,  fearless,  without  misgiving  or  apprehension, 
having  no  cares,  free  from  risk;  (am),  ind.  fearlessly, 
without  fear  or  care,  without  anxiety.  —  Nihianka- 
supta,  as,  a,  am,  sleeping  without  care,  sleeping 
calmly  and  securely. 

Nih-^ankita,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  fear  or  care, 
free  from  risk,  secure. 

nih-sabda,  as,  a,  am,  noiseless, 
soundless,  not  making  a  noise;  (as,  am),  m.  n.(?), 
soundlessness,  silence,  a  calm;  (am),  ind.  without 

noise,  noiselessly  ;  [cf.  ni-3iibda.~\ 

f'TJ'STT  nih-sama,  as,  m.  uneasiness,  dis- composure, anxiety. 

nih-saydna,  as,  a,  am,  not  sleep- 
ing, not  lying  down. 

nifi-sarana,  as,  a,  am,  without 
protection  or  refuge,  defenceless,  unprotected. 

'Rt^I'^t  nih-sarkara,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 
stones  or  pebbles  (as  a  bathing-place). 

T«T;^irti<*  nih-salaka,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 

talking  birds  (as  parrots,  jays,  or  crows)  ;  solitary,  private. 

'ftTt'^r^T  nih-salya,  as,  d,  am,  freed  from 
an  arrow;  free  from  spikes  or  thorns;  (am),  ind. 
without  an  arrow  ;  unlhorny  ;  without  pain  or  diffi- 

culty ;  without  reluctance,  willingly. 

f»T:^l*^ni^-*7s,  f.,  Ved.  refusing,  declin- 
ing ;  (S5y.)  disinclination,  absence  of  wish  or  desire, 

dislike  (  =  nih-4ansana). 

f«Tt?npj  nih-sustra,  as,  d,  am,  without 
arms,  unarmed,  weaponless. 

ftr:^IT^  nih-sds  (nis-s°),  cl.  2.  P.  -sasti, 
-tfasitum,  Ved.  to  order  offer  away;  to  expel. 
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zA-s'isA  (nis-s°),  Caus.  -seshayati, 

-yitum,  to  take  away  or  destroy  completely,  con- 
sume entirely,  annihilate  ;  (also  regarded  as  a  Nom. fr.  nih-tesha) 

Nih-iesha,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  remainder,  with- 
out remainder,  completely  spent,  complete,  entire, 

whole,  (often  in  the  sense  of  an  adverb  at  the  be- 
ginning of  a  comp.  before  a  participle,  e.g.  nih- 

sesha-bhagna,  completely  broken)  ;  (am  or  ena), 
ind.  completely,  totally  ;  nihietham  itri,  to  destroy 

or  consume  completely;  [cf.  a-desha.^  —  Nihdeilia- 
tas,  ind.  without  remainder,  completely,  totally. 

»•  Nilf.<esha-ta,  f.  complete  destruction. 
Ni/i-feshana,  as,  d,  am,  =  nih-desha. 
Nih-ieshita,  as,  a,  am,  having  nothing  left,  com- 

pletely consumed  or  finished,  destroyed,  annihilated  ; 

(wrongly  read  ni-ieihita.) 

frrj^rgi  nih-sukra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  without 
brilliancy  ;  without  virile  energy,  impotent. 

fatSTSR  nih-suka,  as,  m.  beardless  rice 
without  any  awn. 

ftri^T1!  nih-sesha.     See  nili-sish  above. 

ffTt^ffai  nih-soka,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
sorrow  or  care. 

firt^fHil  nih-sodhya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be 
purified,  not  requiring  cleansing  ;  clean,  pure. 

f«T;^l^  nih-smasru,  us,  us,  u,  beardless  ; 

(wrongly  read  m'-s'mas'ru.) nih-srama.     See  ni-srama. 

nik-frayam  or  nih-srayini,  f.  a 
ladder,  a  staircase,  steps,  &c.  ;  [cf.  ni-irayanl,  ni- 6rayini.  ] 

NiA-^reni,  is,  t,  f.  a  ladder  or  staircase,  a  flight  of 
stairs  or  steps  ;  the  wild  date  tree. 
Nihtfrenika,  f.  a  species  of  grass. 

ffn^ft  nih-sri,  is,  Is,  i,  deprived  of  happi- 

ness or  prosperity,  unfortunate.  —  Nihiri-ltrita,  as, 
a,  am,  made  unfortunate,  rendered  unhappy. 

Nihirika,  as,  d,  am,  deprived  of  beauty  (as  a 
dead  body),  deprived  of  happiness,  &c.  ;  one  whose 
happiness  is  destroyed,  unhappy,  inglorious  ;  (also 
read  ni-Mka.)  —  NiMrtka-td,  f.  absence  of  good 
fortune,  want  of  good  luck. 

nih-sreni.     See  above. 

nih-sreyasa,  as,  I,  am,  having 
nothing  better  or  superior,  the  best,  most  excellent  ; 

(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  (am),  n.  final  beatitude, 
ultimate  bliss  or  supreme  felicity  in  the  life  to  come, 

happiness,  welfare  ;  knowledge  which  brings  deliver- 
ance, learning;  belief,  faith,  devotedness;  appre- hension, conception. 

ih-svas,  cl.  2.  P.  -svasiti,  -svasi- 
tum,  to  breathe  out,  expire,  sigh. 

Nih-ivasana,  am,  n.  breathing  out,  sighing. 
Nih-ivasita,  as,  a,  am,  breathed  out,  sighed  ; 

sighing,  breathing  out  ;  (am),  n.  sighing,  expiration, a  sigh. 

Nih-^vasya,  ind.  having  sighed,  sighing,  breath- 

ing out. Nih-fodsa,  as,  m.  breathing  out,  expiration  ; 

>reath,  sighing,  a  sigh  ;  (often  read  ni-fi'dsa.)  —  Nih- 
ivasa-parama,  as,  d,  am,  chiefly  engaged  in  sigh- 
ng,  melancholy,  sorrowful.  —  NMvdsa-samhita,  (., 
y.  of  a  code  of  laws  supposed  to  have  been  revealed 

>y  Rudra-S'iva. nih-shamam,  ind.  (fr.   nis  -f-  sa- 

mam),  at  the  wrong  time,  unseasonably. 

fofTO  nih-shidh,  t,  f.  (fr.  nis  +  sidh  = 

iddh),  granting,  bestowing;  grant,  oblation,  gift, 
donation  ;  (Say.)  hindrance,  obstruction  ;  destroying, 
destructive,  adverse. 

Nih-shidhvan,  d,  an,  a  (fr.  nis  +  sidhvan), 

6G 
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Ved.  granting,  presenting ;  (Say.)  coming  to  com- 
plete perfection. 

f«Tt«^l«4  nih-samsaya,  as,  a,  am,  un- 
doubted, infallible,  unerring,  certain ;  not  doubting, 

not  doubtful;  (am),  ind.  without  doubt,  doubtless, 
infallibly,  certainly,  surely. 

f*i'.H%%fnih-sankaksha,  as, a, am,  notper- 
plexed,  not  confused ;  (also  written  ni-sankaksha.) 

ffTtHjjff  nih-sankhya,  as,  5,  am,  innu- 
merable, numberltss. 

f«Tt?nff  nih-sanga,  as,  a,  am,  unattached, 
unobstructed ;  not  attached,  not  devoted,  regardless, 

indifferent  to  (with  loc.)  ;  free  from  worldly  attach- 
ment or  selfish  desires,  unselfish,  disinterested;  un- 

connected, separated;  (ena  or  am),  ind.  without 
attachment,  without  interest,  unselfishly,  without 

further  reflection  ;  (also  written  nlh-thanga ;  cf. 
a-eanga.)  —  Nihsanga-td,  (.  or  ni/isaiiga-tva,  am, 
n.  absence  of  attachment,  unselfishness,  disinterested- 

ness, indifference. 

f»Tt*l*JH.  nih-sandara,  as,  a,  am,  not  mov- 

ing, not  walking  about,  not  leaving  one's  home. 

(Vm^sl  nih-sanjna,  as,  a,  am,  senseless, 
insensible,  unconscious. 

f«i;*i^<  nifi-sattva,  as,  a,  am,  without 
courage  or  strength,  unenergetic,  weak,  impotent ; 

insignificant,  low,  mean  ;  non-existent,  unsubstantial ; 
deprived  of  living  beings ;  (am),  n.  absence  of  power, 

want  of  energy ;  insignificance ;  non-existence. 

r«t;*iiM  nih-satya,  as,  a,  am,  untrue,  false. 
—Nihsatya-ta,  f.  insincerity,  falsehood,  untruth. 

ftn^PrTfrT  nih-santati,  is,  is,  i,  destitute 
of  offspring,  childless. 
NiA-santana,  as,  a,  am,  destitute  of  posterity, 

childless. 

f«im(V<^V  nih-sandigdha,  as,  a,  am,  un- 
doubted, not  doubtful,  certain;  (am),  ind.  without 

any  doubt,  certainly. 
Nih-tandeha,  as,  a,  am,  free  from  uncertainty, 

doubtless,  undoubted,  certain ;  (am),  ind.  without 
any  doubt,  certainly. 

ftftKfal  nifi-sandhi,  is,  is,  i,  having  no 

joints,  having  no  joints  perceptible,  well  knit,  com- 
pact, dose,  firm. 

f«T:«R<3  ni/i-sapatna,  as,  a,  am,  having 
no  rival,  not  sharing  the  possession  of  anything  with 

another ;  not  claimed  by  another,  belonging  exclu- 
sively to  one  possessor ;  having  no  enemies. 

ftrnWrTrT  nih-sampdta,  as,  a,  am,  afford- 

ing no  passage,  blocked  up;  (a«),  m.  thick  dark- 
ness, midnight. 

f«TJ1TfpV  nih-sambandha,  as,  a,  am,  with- 
out relatives. 

fr|;*i*jnl  nih-sambddha,  as,  a,  am,  not 
contracted,  large,  spacious. 

f^TiW^TR  nifi-sambhrama,  as,  a,  am,  not 
perplexed  or  flurried,  unembarrassed. 

fa:«MU  nih-sarana.     See  under  nih-sri, 
Col.  2. 

l»i;«r<<>rt  nilt-salila,  as,  a,  am,  waterless 
having  no  water. 

f«Tm?  nih-saha,  as,  a,  am,  unable  to  bear 
or  support  or  resist,    impatient;   powerless,  weak 
intolerable,  unbearable,  irresistible.  —Nihtaha-ta,  f 
or  nihiaJia-tcn ,  am,  n.  inability  to  bear  or  support 
impatience,  unendurance. 

Mi;«5iq  nih-sahaya,  as,  a,  am,  without 
helpers  or  associates,  unassisted. 

nih-sddhvasa,  as,  a,  am,  fearless 

bold  ;  (am),  ind.  fearlessly,  boldly.  -  NihsadKvata- 
i-a,  am,  n.  fearlessness,  boldness. 

f«i:«IHtQ  nih-sdmarthya,  as,  a,  am,  unfit, 
insuitable. 

ftrt^TTTPT  nih-sdmanya,  as,  a,  am,  extra- 
ordinary, uncommon,  unusual,  special. 

i .  nih-sdra,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  nih- 
sara  see  under  nih-sri  below),  sapless,  pithless, 
worthless,  vain,  vapid,  unsubstantial ;  (as),  m.  the  plant 
Trophis  Aspera;  a  kind  of  time  in  music;  (a),  f. 

the  pisang,  Musa  Sapientum  ( =  katlall).  —  Nihsdra- 
ta,  (.  saplessness,  worthlcssness,  vanity. 

nih-sdla,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being 
out  of  the  house. 

fHt tdn'*ini?i-slman,  a, a, a, immeasurable, 
laving  no  boundaries  or  limits. 

nih-sukha,  as,  a,  am,  joyless,  sad, 

unhappy ;  disagreeable,  distressing. 

:*T  nih-sri  (nis-s°),  cl.  i.  P.  -sarati, 
-sartum,  to  go  out,  come  forth,  issue,  slip  out, 
depart,  withdraw :  Caus.  -sdrayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  go  out  or  away,  turn  out,  expel. 
Nih-iara,  as,  a,  am,  issuing  out.  —  Niheara- 

Ira,  am,  n.  =  piUa-roga. 
Nih-sararia,  am,  n.  going  forth  or  out,  <poming 

forth,  exit;  the  egress  or  outlet  from  a  house, 
market-place,  town,  &c.,  the  gate,  the  gate- way; 
a  means  or  expedient,  a  remedy ;  departure,  dying, 
death;  final  beatitude. 

2.  nih-sara,  as,  m.  (for  I.  nih-sdra  see  above), 

going  forth  or  out. 
Nih-sarana,  am,  n.  driving  out,  expelling,  turn- 

ing out ;  the  egress  or  outlet  from  a  building,  town, 
&c.,  a  passage,  road  of  ingress  or  egress. 
Nih-sarita,  as,  a,  am,  turned  out,  made  to  come 

out,  expelled,  dismissed. 

Nih-sdrya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  turned  out,  to  be 
excluded  or  expelled. 

Nih-srita,  as,  a,  am,  gone  forth  or  out,  broken 
forth ;  having  departed  (with  abl.). 

nih-stambha,  as,  a,  am,  without 

posts  or  columns,  having  no  pillars. 

f»TIwfrl  nih-stuti,  is,  is,  i  (also  read  ni- 

stuti),  praising  nothing,  without  praising  (anything). 

f^Tt^?  nih-sneha,  as,  a,  am,  without 

unction,  not  greasy  or  unctuous,  dry ;  without  love 
or  affection,  insensible,  cold,  unfeeling ;  not  longing 
for,  indifferent;  not  loved,  uncared  for,  hated;  (d), 

f.  linseed,  Linum  Usitatissimum.  —  Nihsncha-phala, 
f.  a  species  of  Solanum  with  white  flowers. 

nih-spanda,  as,  d,  am,  motionless. 

nih-spriha,  as,  a,  am  (often  written 

ni-sprilia),  free  from  desire ;  disregarding,  indiffe: 
ent  to  (with  abl.) ;  content,  unenvious. 

nih-syanda.     See  ni-syanda. 

nih-sru  (nis-s°),  Caus.  -sravayati, 
-yitnm,  to  cause  to  flow  out  or  off,  to  empty. 
Nih-srara,  as,  m.  remainder,  surplus,  overplus 

(with  abl.). 
Nih-srdva,  as,  m.  causing  to  flow  out,  expending, 

expense  ;  the  moisture  or  water  of  boiled  rice  ;  [cf. rtt-srara.] 

f«TJ^  nili-sva,  as,  a,  am.  deprived  of  one's 
own,  having  no  property,  indigent,  poor.  —  Nihsva- 
til,  (.  poverty.  — Nihsri-knta  or  ni/mrt-bhuta.  as, 

d,  am,  deprived  of  one's  property,  impoverished. 

f^Tt^T  nih-svana,  as,  m.  (fr.  svan  with 

nis),  sound,  noise,  voice ;  [cf.  ni-srana  ] 

falS'TR  nih-svabliava,  as,  ii,  am,  void  of 
peculiarities,  without  peculiar  properties. 

nih-sradu,  us,  vs  or  dvl,  u,  taste- 
iesl,  void  of  flavour,  imipid,  unsavoury. 

fal^rurnr  nih'svddhydya,  as,  a,  am,  not 

muttering  prayers,  not  repeating  texts.  —  Nihsvd- 
(Utyaya-rashalkara,  as,  a,  am,  neither  repeating 
lioly  texts  nor  sacrificing. 

(V|<*B!  ni-kaksha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  armpit. 

frfZfZ  ni-kata,  as,  a,  am,  situated  at  the 
side,  near,  proximate,  close  by ;  without  neighbours, 
kinless?;  (of,  am),  m.  n.  proximity;  (e),  ind.  in 
the  neighbourhood,  at  hand.  —  Nikati-bhuta,  as,  d, 

am,  approached. P«i  c«  P«  n  ni-kathita,  as,  a,  am,  told,  re- 
lated (?). 

Nikathitin,  i,  ini,  i,  one  who  hai  told. 

f^«K*^  ni-kam,  cl.  10.  A.  -kdmayate,  -c'«- 
itame,  iic.,  to  long  for,  wish  for,  have  a  desire  for, 
lust 'after  (with  ace.). 

Ni-Ttdma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  desirous  of,  longing 
for,  vehemently  desiring,  (often  at  the  beginning  of 
a  comp.  in  the  sense  of  ni-kdmam,  ind.) ;  (a«),  m. 

desire,  wish  ;  (am),  ind.  according  to  wish  or  desire, 

willingly,  according  to  pleasure  or  to  one's  satisfaction, 
to  one's  heart's  content ;  yadd  nikdmam,  if  you 
please,  if  you  like.  —  Nikdma-kdma,  as,  a,  am, 
covetous.  —  Nikdma-i-anhin,  i,  itil,  i,  raining  ac- 

cording to  wish. 
Ni-kdman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  desirous  of,  longing  for. 
Nirkdmanu,  am,  n.  desire,  longing  after. 

Ni-kdmayamdna,  as,  d,  am,  longing  for,  wish- 

ing for. f<rf<*T  ni-kara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  Tcri  with  m), 

a  heap,  pile ;  a  flock  or  multitude ;  a  bundle ;  pith, 
s»p,  essence ;  suitable  gift,  a  honorarium  ;  a  treasure, 
the  best  of  anything,  a  treasure  belonging  to  Kuvera. 

I.  ni-kara,  as,  m.  piling  up  or  winnowing  corn  ; 
tossing  or  lifting  up. 

frfcliM  ni-kasha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kash  for 

karsk=kri*h  with  ni),  the  touchstone,  the  streak 
of  gold  or  test  made  on  it  [cf.  ni-kat ha]  ;  (<i),  f.,  N. 
of  the  mother  of  RSvana  or  of  the  mother  of  the 

PisitSs'ana  fiends  or  imps  in  general.  —Nikaniiai- 
maja  (°phd-dt°),  at,  m.  a  Rakshasa,  a  sort  of 

demon;  [cf.  kaihd-putra.'] Ni-kashana,  am,  n.  (?),  the  touchstone. 
Ni-kasha,  ind.  near  to  (wilh  ace.),  proximate; 

in  the  middle,  betwixt,  between  (with  ace.). 
Nikasliaya,  Nom.  A.  nikaehayate,  &c.,  to  be 

used  or  serve  as  a  touchstone. 

ftT=TO  n i-kasa,  nikasdtmaja  =  ni-kasha  and 
nikaahiitmaja,  q.  v. 

fffcMiyT  ni-kdnam,  ind.  (fr.  rt.  kan  with 

ni),  having  closed  the  eyes ;  nikanam  al-shi  jal- 
pati  or  akshi-nikdnam  jalpati,  he  speaks  with closed  eyes. 

frlcfcrq  ni-kaya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  6i  with  ni), 

a  heap,  an  assemblage,  a  group,  class,  association  or 
set  of  persons  who  perform  like  duties ;  a  congre- 

gation, a  school;  a  flock,  multitude  in  general;  a 
house,  dwelling-place,  habitation,  hiding-place;  the 

body;  (according  to  Mahl-dhara)  the  air,  wind 
(Ved.);  a  butt,  aim,  mark;  the  universal  Soul, 

Supreme  Being.  —  Nikaydntar'iya  (°ya-an°),  as,  a, 
am,  belonging  to  another  assemblage  or  school. 
X!-kayin,  i,  ini,  i,  an  epithet  of  particular  oblations 

or  sacrifices. 
Xi-kiyya,  as,  am,  m.  n.(?),  a  dwelling,  house. 
frlcdrc  i.  and  2.ni-kdra.   Fori.  see  above; 

for  2.  see  under  ni-kri,  p.  483,  col.  I. 

f*1<*l(X.«^  ni-kdrin.     See  p.  483,  col.  i . 

f«T4N'-'ll  nikai'nlyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman, 
(perhaps  rather  two  names,  niid  and  valyd.) 

ni-kdsa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  Acs  with  ni), 
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the  horizon ;  appearance,  sight ;  (at  the  end  of  a 
adj.  comp.)  having  the  appearance  of,  similar,  like 

fVrsrnW  ni-kasham,  ind.  having  pounde 
or  mixed  together. 

a  =  ni~kasa,  ni-kasa. 

'.-kilbisha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  freeing from  sin,  deliverance  from  evil. 

f«1<jfVirii  ni-kutiti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  kuh6  with 
ni),  contraction?;  [cf.  P5n.  I.  3,  18.] 

Nikudya-karni,  ind.  with  the  ears  hanging  down 
Ni-kuiit'aka,  as,  m.  a  measure  of  capacity  equa 

to  |  of  a  Kudava ;  a  species  of  reed  (  =  vamra). 
Ni-kuMita,  as,  a,  am,  contracted. 

f«1«}JSi  ni-kunja,  as,  am,  m.  n.  —  kttnja,  an 
arbour,  a  bower,  a  place  overgrown  with  shrubs  and 
creepers,  a  thicket. 

Nikunjikamla  (°ka-am°),  f.  a  species  of  plan 
( =  kunjika,  kunja-vallari). 

Pi  j*fl  ni-kumbha,  as,  m.  the  plant  Croton 
Polyandrum;  N.  of  a  D5nava  who,  like  Kumbha 

was  son  of  Pra-hl5da,  (he  was  father  of  Sunda  ant 
Upa-sunda) ;  N.  of  a  Rakshas ;  of  a  son  of  Kumbha- 
karna ;  of  an  attendant  of  Siva ;  of  one  of  Skanda's 
attendants;  N.  of  one  of  the  Visve  Devah,  (also 
read  viskumbhu) ;  N.  of  a  hero  on  the  side  of  the 

Kurus ;  N.  of  a  king  of  Ayodhya,  son  of  Hary-asVa 
and  father  of  Samhatasva ;  (?),  f.  the  plant  Croton 

Polyandrum.  —  Nikumbhakhya-ftva  (°bha-akh°) 
am,  n.  a  plant,  Croton  Jamalgota  (=jaya-pala). 
Ni-kumbltifa,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  time  in  music. 
Ni-kumbkild,  f.  (fr.  kumbha,  a  jar?),  a  place 

where  oblations  are  offered  ;  a  grove  at  the  western 
gate  of  Larrka  for  the  performance  of  sacrificial  rites  ; 

(according  to  another  commentator)  an  image  ol 
Bhadra-k5ll  on  the  west  side  of  Lan-ka ;  (also, 
according  to  some,  ni-kumb/iilas,  m.,  and  ni-kum- 
bhilam,  n.) 

'  1 3 **9  ni-kurumba  or  ni-kurumbaka,  am, 
n.  a  flock,  mass,  multitude ;  (also  read  ni-kuramba, 
tn-kurumba,  ni-kurumbha.) 

i'1*r'5ir«i'*i  ni-kulinika,  f.  a  family  art  or 
one  inherited  by  birth,  any  skill  or  skilful  act  pecu- liar to  a  race. 

MI°JU«>  ni-kula,  as,  a,  am,  going  down 
hill,  (opposed  to  ut-kula) ;  standing  on  a  declivity or  bank. 

ni-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute, 
-barium,  Ved.  to  put  down,  bring  down,  lower, 
humiliate,  subdue,  overcome,  overpower,  depreciate, 
debase ;  to  act  in  a  low  or  base  manner,  to  treat  ill ; 
(in  the  post-Vedic  literature  only  occurring  in  the 
past  part,  ni-krita,  q.  v.) :  Desid.  ni-diklrshati,  to wish  to  subdue. 

Ni-kartarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  acted  badly  or 
basely,  to  be  injured ;  (axmaham  talr  nikartavyam, 
4> wrong  is  to  be  done  us  by  them.) 

2.  ni-kara,  Of,  m.  putting  down,  bringing  down, 
humiliation,  subjugation ;  injury,  insult, wrong,  offence ; 
wickedness,  malice,  abuse,  reproach,  disrespect;  op- position, contradiction. 

Ni-karana,  am,  n.  killing,  slaughter. 
Ni-karin,  i,  m.,  Ved.  an  injurer,  oppressor. 
ffi-krita,  an,  a,  am,  brought  down,  lowered, 

cast  down,  humbled,  humiliated  ;  insulted,  offended  ; 
afflicted;  injured;  tricked,  cheated,  deceived;  re- 

moved, set  aside,  dismissed  ;  dishonest,  wicked,  per- 
verse; low,  base,  vile;  (am),  n.  lowering,  humbling, 

humiliation ;  (also  read  rti-kriti.)  -  Nikrita-prajna, 
as,  a,  am,  evil-minded.  -  Nikrita-mati,  is,  is,  i, depraved  in  mind. 

Ni-kriti,  is,  f.  ]ow  conduct,  baseness,  wicked- 
ness, dishonest  practice,  dishonesty,  fraud,  deception, 

deceit,  cheating;  offence,  insult;  abuse,  reproach 
rejection,  removal ;  poverty,  indigence  ;  wickedness 
a  wicked  person  (personified  as  a  daughter  o 
A-dharma  and  Hinsa,  or  Nirriti) ;  (is,  it,  i] 
base,  low,  dishonest,  wicked ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  on 
of  the  eight  Vases.  —Nikriti-prajna,  as,  a,  am 
versed  in  dishonesty,  well  acquainted  with  vice. 

Nikritin,  i,  inl,  i  (fr.  ni-krita),  =  ni-kriti,  dis 
honest,  low,  base,  wicked. 
Ni-kritya,  f.  wickedness,  dishonesty,  fraud,  &c. =  ni-kriti. 

Ni-kritvan,  a,  an,  a, Ved.  acting  basely,  deceitful 

fa^Tir  ni-krit,  cl.  6.  P.  -krintati,  -kartitum 
to  cut  down,  hew  down,  cut  away,  cut  or  chop  oil 
cut  through,  cut  asunder,  cut  to  pieces,  massacre 
tear  off,  tear  away,  wear  away ;  A.  (-te),  to  cut  one 

self  (or  one's  nails  &c.) ;  to  cut  down  &c. :  Caus 
-kartayati,  Sec..,  to  cause  to  cut  or  cut  down. 
Ni-kartana,  am,  n.  cutting  down,  cutting  ti 

pieces,  cutting  off. 
Ni-kritta,  as,  a,  am,  cut  off,  cut  up.  —  Nikritta 

mula,  as,  a,  am,  cut  up  by  the  roots. 
Ni-krintana,  as,  t,  am,  cutting  down,  cutting 

off,  destroying ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  hell ;  (am),  n 
massacring,  cutting,  cutting  off,  destruction ;  an  in 
strument  for  cutting. 

fa^tf  ni-krish,  cl.  I.  6.  P.  -karshati,  -kri- 
shati,  -karshtum  or  -krashtum,  to  draw  down 
drag  down;  to  tear  asunder  (?).  In  Maha-bh.  I 
3616.  ni-krithyate  may  mean  'is  drawn  down  by 
the  stream  of  a  river.' 
Ni-karshana,  am,  n.  an  open  space  for  recreation 

a  sort  of  play-ground  in  or  near  a  town  ;  a  court  al 
the  ̂entrance  of  a  house ;  a  neighbourhood. 
Ni-ltrishta,  as,  a,  am,  debased,  low,  base,  vile, 

vulgar;  despised,  outcast;  near;  (am),  n.  vicinity, 
proximity.  -  N ikrishta^aya  (°(a-dj°),  as,  a,  am, 
having  base  intentions.- Nikrishiaiaya-ta,  f.  the 
state  of  one  who  has  base  intentions,  base  disposition 
of  mind;  pdousy.  —  Nikrishtopadhi-ta  (°ta-up°), 
f.  a  state  of  base  or  low  deception. 

'•T*'^  ni-kecaya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  (fj  with 
ni),  piling  or  collecting  repeatedly. 

i*\*iani-keta  orni-ketaka,  as,  m.  =  ketana, 
a  house,  mansion,  habitation ;  a  mark,  countersign. 

1*1^1  ill  ni-ketana,  as,  m.  an  onion ;  (am), 
n.  =  ni-keta,  a  house,  mansion,  abode,  habitation temple. 

>      ». 
H^ll"*  ni-kotaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kund 

with  ni),  the  tree  Alangium  Decapetalum ;  (am), n.  the  fruit  of  this  tree. 

Ni-kodana,  am,  n.  contracting,  contraction  com- 
pression. 
nrare^i  ni-kothaka,  as,  m.  =  ni-kodaka 

ibove. 

ni-kothaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kuth  with 
if),  N.  of  a  teacher  with  the  epithet  Bhayajatya. 

ni-kosya,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
Ved.  a  particular  part  of  the  entrails  of  sacrificial animals ;  [cf.  to^ya.] 

nikta-hasta.  See  rt.  nij,  p.  485. 

^ni-krand,  cl.  i.  P.  -krandati,-kran- 
ditum,  Ved.  to  utter  a  cry  in  a  direction  downwards 
as  a  bird  on  a  tree) :  Caus.  -krandayati,  -yitum, Ved.  to  cause  to  roar  &c. 

ni-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  -kramali,  -kra- 

nitiim,  to  set  the  foot  on  the  ground,  put  down  the 
eet;  to  enter;  to  tread  down  (with  ace.). 

Ni-kramana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  putting  down  the  feet, 
reading  down;  the  place  where  the  foot  is  put, 
oot-step,  foot-fall. 

ni-knd,  Caus.  -kridayati,  &c.,  to 
lay,  sport. 

Ni-Tcrida,  as,  m.  play,  sport  ;  marutdm  niltridah, 
N.  of  a  SSman. 

r«iai<u    ni-kvana   or  ni-kvana,  as,  m.  a 
musical  tone  or  sound  ;  any  sound. 

niksh,  cl.  I.  P.  nikshati,  &c.,  to 

pierce  (Ved.)  ;  to  kiss. 
Nikshana,  am,  n.  kissing. 

f«T^T  niksha,  f.  a  nit  ;  (a  wrong  form  for 
liksha.) 

m'-fcsAip,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kshipati,  -te, 
•ksheptum,  to  throw  down,  cast  or  put  down,  throw 
upon,  put  or  lay  down  ;  put  in,  pour  in  ;  to  deliver 
anything  (ace.)  to  a  person  (loc.)  ;  to  give  or  hand 

over,  grant  ;  to  deposit,  commit,  deliver  to  any  one's 
charge,  intrust  ;  to  install,  appoint,  establish  ;  to  lay 
aside,  give  up,  leave  off,  cast  off,  repel  ;  to  encamp  : 
Caus.  -kshepayati,  Sec.,  to  cause  to  put  down,  to 
cause  to  be  set  down  in  writing. 

Ni-kskipat,  an,  antt  or  afi,  at,  throwing  down 
or  on,  placing  in  or  upon. 

Ni-kshipta,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  down  or  upon, 
put  down,  laid  down  or  on,  placed  into,  thrust  into  ; 
deposited,  pawned,  pledged;  rejected,  abandoned, 
foregone,  given  or  thrown  away  ;  sent,  sent  off  or 
away.  —  Nikshipta-vada,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has 
ceased  talking  or  left  off  boasting. 

Ni-kshipya,  ind.  having  placed  or  laid  down  or 
upon  ;  having  given  in  charge,  having  intrusted  or 
deposited  in  a  place  of  safety. 

Ni-ksUcpa,  as,  m.  throwing  upon,  casting  on 
(with  loc.);  a  deposit,  pledge,  trust,  anything  de- 

posited without  a  seal  in  trust  or  as  a  compensation, 

anything  pawned  ;  abandoning,  parting  with,  throw- 
ing away  ;  sending  or  putting  away  ;  wiping,  drying  ; 

in  nilcshepa-lipi  probably  N.  of  a  country;  [cf. 
ut-kshepa,  pra-kshepa,  vi-kshepa.} 

Ni-kshepana,  am,  n.  putting  down  (the  feet)  j  a 
means  by  which  or  place  in  which  anything  is  kept. 

Ni-kshepila,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  be  put  down 
or  set  down  in  writing,  committed  to  writing,  in- 
scribed. 

Ni-ksheptri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  who  or  what  places  or 
deposits,  delivers  to  one's  care  ;  (tit),  m.  a  depositor, 
pawner  or  pledger. 

Ni-kshepya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  deposited,  to  be thrust  into. 

ni-kshubha,  f.  (fr.  rt.  kshubh  with 
n{),  N.  of  the  mother  of  Maga. 

^  ni-khan,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -khanati,  -te, 
-khanitum,  to  dig  into  (the  ground),  bury  ;  to  dig 
n  or  up,  root  up  ;  to  infix,  pierce  (with  an  arrow 
&c.),  to  fix,  implant. 
Ni-khanana,  am,  n.  digging  in,  burying. 

Ni-khdta,  as,  a,  am,  dug  in,  buried;  dug  up, 
excavated  ;  fixed  in  the  ground  as  a  stake. 

Ni-khanita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  infixed, 

dug  in,  fixed. 
ni-kharba  or  ni-kharva,  as,  a,  am, 

dwarfish,  a  dwarf;  (am),  n.  a  billion  ;  [cf.  i-Aarra.] 
Ni-kharvaka,  am,  n.,  looo  millions. 
Ni-kharvata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshas. 

ftfr%?  ni-khid,  cl.  6.  P.,  Ved.  -khidati, 
k/tettnm,  to  press  down  ;  (S.ly.)  to  cut  off,  remove. 

ni-khila,  as,  d,  am  (probably  for 

li/i-khila),  complete,  all,  whole,  entire;  (ena),  ind. 

ompletely,  totally  ;  [cf.  khila,  a-kh°.] 
-nikhurya-pa  (?),  as,  m.,  Ved.  an 

pithet  of  Vishnu. 
ni-aada,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (probably  fr. 

i.  gad  =  rt.  gal;  cf.  ni-gala),  an  iron  chain  for 
ne  feet,  a  fetter,  especially  the  chain  used  to  secure 
le  hind  feet  of  an  elephant  or  a  noose  for  catching 
\e  feet  and  throwing  an  animal  down,  a  fetter  or 
hackle  in  general,  gyves. 
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fan  i  rf  m-gadana. ni-ghna. 

Ni-yaiiana,  am,  n.  putting  in  irons  or  fetters, 
binding,  fettering. 

Nigadaya,  Nom.  P.  nigadayall,  &c.,  to  put  in 
irons  or  fetters,  to  bind,  fetter. 

yiijaila>/ltvi,  ind.  having  fettered. 
N{-gadita,  as,  a,  am,  chained,  bound,  tied,  &c. 

f'TT'!!  ni-gana,  as,  m.  the  smoke  of  a  burnt 
offering  or  sacrificial  fire;  [cf.  ni-garaua.] 

f-PT^  ni-gad,  cl.  I.  P.  -gadati,  &c.,  to 
recite,  proclaim,  declare,  communicate,  tell,  speak, 
say,  shout  out ;  to  speak  to,  address  any  one  (with 
ace.),  to  tell  anything  to  any  one  (with  two  ace.)  ;  to 
enumerate ;  to  call :  Pass,  -gadyafe,  &c.,  to  be  re- 

cited, to  be  named  or  called :  Caus.  -gddayati,  Sec., 
to  cause  to  recite,  tell,  &c. 

Ni-gada  or  ni-gdda,  as,  m.  reciting,  audible 
recitation  of  prayers  or  charms ;  a  prayer  or  sacrificial 
formula  recited  aloud ;  mention,  mentioning ;  speech, 
speaking,  discourse ;  N.  of  a  teacher  with  the  epithet 
Parnavalki. 

Ni-gadat,  an,  and,  at,  reciting,  addressing, 
speaking,  saying,  speaking  to. 

Ni-gadita,  as,  a,  am,  recited,  told,  said,  spoken ; 
(am),  n.  speech.  —  Nigadita-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one 
who  has  spoken,  having  spoken. 

Ni-gadya,  ind.  having  told,  having  declared. 
Ni-gdda,  as,  m.  speech,  discourse,  recitation,  &c. 
Ni-gddin,  i,  inl,  i,  reciting,  telling,  speaking,  &c. 

f«TT^  ni-gam,  cl.  i.  P.  -ga66hati,  -gantum, 
to  settle  down  upon  (Ved.) ;  to  enter  (ace.  or  loc.) ; 
inire  feminam  (Ved.) ;  to  go  to  any  place  or  state, 
to  undergo,  become  (e.g.  ifantlm  ni-gam,  to  be- 

come pacified) ;  to  be  inserted :  Caus.  -gamayati, 
to  cause  to  go  in,  to  insert. 

Ni-gama,  as,  m.  insertion,  especially  of  the  name 
of  a  deity  into  a  liturgical  formula;  the  place  or 
passage  in  a  book  where  a  word  occurs,  especially 
a  passage  of  the  Vedas  or  the  actual  word  quoted 
from  such  a  passage ;  the  Veda  or  the  Vedic  text ; 
the  root  (as  the  source  from  which  a  word  comts) ; 
a  sacred  precept,  the  words  of  a  god  or  holy  man ; 
certainty,  assurance ;  a  town,  a  city ;  a  market,  a 
fair ;  a  road,  a  market  road ;  trade,  traffic ;  a  camp 
or  caravan  of  itinerant  merchants,  a  merchant  ;  = 
lundl;  (am),  n.  a  particular  number. 

Ni-gamana,  am,  n.  insertion,  quotation  of  words 
(from  the  Veda  Sec.)  or  the  word  &c.  quoted ;  the 
conclusion  in  a  syllogism,  the  deduction;  going  in 
or  into. 

Nigamin,  i,  inl,  i,  familiar  with  or  versed  in  the 
Vedas  or  in  holy  writ. 

fill,  ni-gara,  ni-garana,  &c.    See  ni-gri. 

Pi'i^  nl-garh,  cl.  10.  P.  -garhayati,  -yi- 
tum,  to  disdain,  despise. 

fti'it^  ni-gal,  cl.  I.  P.  -galati,  &c.,  to 
fall  down  (?). 

Ni-gala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  =  ni-gada,  q.v. 

f«l'll  ni-gd,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti,  &c.,  to  go 

into,  enter,  attach  one's  self  to ;  to  come  or  get  into 
any  state  &c. ;  to  nestle. 

f«T*J  ni-gu,  us,  m.  =  manas,  the  mind,  the 
faculty  of  feeling  and  reasoning ;  (according  to  others) 
dirt,  excrement  [cf.  rt.  4.  gu]  ;  a  root ;  painting  ; 
(us,  us,  M),  pleasing,  charming. 

'1 'JIT  ni-yut,  t,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt.  3.  gu 
with  nt),  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  an  enemy ;  [cf. 
naiguta.] 

f^J^  ni-guh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -guhati,  -te, 
-guhitum,  to  cover,  conceal,  hide :  Caus.  -gultayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  cover  or  hide. 

Ni-gudha,  as,  a,  am,  hidden,  concealed ;  profound, 
recondite,  mysterious,  obscure ;  (am),  ind.  privately, 
secretiy.  —  Niyudha-kdrya,  as,  a,  am,  secret  in 
operation.  —  Nigudha-tara,  as,  a,  am,  well  con- 

cealed or  hidden.  —  Nif/udha-nitfaya,  as,  a,  am, 
whose  resolve  or  determination  is  concealed.  —  Ni- 

gudha-roman,  a,  a,  a,  having  concealed  hair. 
—  Ni'judhartha  (°dlia-arc),  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
hidden  sense  or  purpose,  difficult  to  be  understood, 
abstruse,  occult. 

Nl-gudhaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  wild  bean  ;  [cf. vana-mudga.] 

Ni-giihaka,  as,  d,  am,  hiding,  concealing. 
Ni-yuhana,  am,  n.  hiding,  concealing. 

Ni-guhanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  hidden  or  con- 
cealed ;  to  be  covered  or  protected  or  defended. 

ni-grihlta.    See  ni-grah  below. 

ni-gri,  cl.  6.  P.  -girati  and  -gilati, 
&c.,  to  swallow,  swallow  up,  swallow  down,  ingur- 

gitate, devour:  Caus.  Pass,  -gdryate  and  -gdlyate: 
Intens.,  Ved.  -jegilyate,  -galgallti,  to  swallow  with 
a  gurgling  sound. 
Ni-gara,  as,  m.  swallowing,  devouring. 
Ni-garana,  am,  n.  swallowing,  devouring,  deglu- 

tition; (as),  m.  the  throat,  the  gullet,  esophagus; 
the  smoke  of  a  burnt  offering  ;  [cf.  ni-gana.] 
Ni-galana  =  ni-garana. 
Ni-gdra,  as,  m.  swallowing,  swallowing  down, devouring. 

Ni-gdraTta,  as,  ika,  am,  =  ni-gdlaka,  swallowing. 
Ni-gdla,  as,  m.  the  throat  or  neck  of  a  horse  ; 

[cf.  gala,  ni-garana^]  —  Nigdla-rat,  an,  m.  a  horse. 
Ni-gdlaka,  a»,  d,  am,  swallowing,  devouring. 
Ni-girna,  ',  d,  am,  swallowed  ;  (metaphorically) 

left  out,  omitted,  not  expressed;  (a-niglrna,  ex- 
pressed.) 

Ni-giryamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  swallowed  down  ; 
(with  act.  sense?),  swallowing,  devouring. 

fjpt  ni-gai,  cl.  I.  P.  -gay  ati,  -gatum,  to 
accompany  with  song  ;  to  sing,  chant  ;  to  proclaim, 
announce. 

Ni-gita,  as,  d,  am,  sung,  chanted  ;  said. 

frfJpg  ni-granth,  cl.  9.  P.  -grathnati,  &c., 
to  intertwine,  interweave. 

Ni-granthana,  am,  n.  (probably  a  corruption  of 
ni-kranthana  ;  cf.  krath,  kratftana),  killing,  de- 

stroying, slaughter  ;  [cf.  nir-granthana.~\ 
fHi|£  ni-grah,  in  the  older  language  ni- 

r/rabh,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grlbhnati,  -nlte,  -grihndti, 
-nlte,  -grahitum,  to  hold  down,  keep  down,  de- 

press, keep  under,  keep  in  check  ;  to  keep  back, 
hold  back,  stop,  obstruct,  restrain,  suppress,  con- 

fine ;  to  seize,  catch,  apprehend,  hold,  hold  fast  ;  to 

oppress,  overpower,  subdue,  conquer;  to  chastise, 
punish,  tame  ;  to  draw  together,  contract,  close  (as  the 

eyes)  :  Caus.  -grdhayati,  to  cause  to  be  apprehended 
or  seized  :  Caus.  of  the  Desid.  -jighrikshayati,  to 
cause  any  one  to  desire  to  keep  under  or  suppress. 

Ni-grihita,  as,  d,  am,  seized,  arrested  ;  held 
back,  restrained,  confined,  subdued,  checked  ;  harassed, 

assailed,  attacked. 
Ni-grihiti,  is,  (.  restraint,  check  ;  overpowering. 
Ni-grihitri,  wrong  form  for  ni-grahltri,  q.  v. 
Ni-grihnat,  an,  ati,  at,  seizing,  taking  ;  keeping, 

suppressing,  restraining. 
1.  ni-grihya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  held  back  ;   to 

be  punished,  punishable  ;  deserving  chastisement  or 

reproof. 
2.  ni-grihyfi,  ind.  having  taken;  having  arrested 

or  confined  ;  having  restrained  or  suppressed. 

Ni-graha,  as,  m.  keeping  down,  holding  down, 
keeping  under,  keeping  back,  keeping  in  check, 
coercion,  restraining,  binding,  restraint,  subjugation, 
subduing,  restraint  of  the  appetite  &c.,  abstinence  ; 
obstruction,  suppression,  putting  down;  seizing, 
catching,  confinement,  capture,  arrest  ;  the  arresting 

or  suppressing  of  disease,  cure  ;  taking  down,  hum- 
bling, punishing,  punishment,  chastisement,  rebuke, 

rebuff,  reprimand,  blame  ;  aversion,  dislike,  disgust  ; 

(in  the  Nyaya  phil.)  putting  down  in  argument,  fault 
in  a  syllogism,  flaw  in  an  argument,  failure  in  proof; 

any  place  for  catching  hold  of,  a  handle ;  a  boundary, 
a  limit ;  N.  of  Siva  and  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna. 

•-Nigraha-sthdna,  am,  n.  the  predicament  of 
rebuke  for  failure  in  argument. 

Ni-grahana,  as,  d,  am,  holding  down,  holding 
back,  suppressing ;  (am),  n.  subduing,  suppression  ; 
capture,  confinement,  prison ;  defeat,  punishment. 

Ni-grahilarya,  at,  d,  am,  to  be  chastised  or 

punished,  punishable. 
Ni-grahitri,  id,  tri,  tri,  one  who  seizes  or  lays 

hold  of;,  one  who  keeps  back  or  prevents  ;  seizing, 
restraining,  binding. 

Ni-grabha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  pressing  down  ;  N.  of  a 
verse  recited  when  the  Soma  plants  are  pressed. 

Ni-grdbhya,  as,  d,  am,Ved.,with  apag,  the  water 
with  which  the  Soma  plants  are  sprinkled  before  they 

are  pressed. 
Ni-grdha,  as,  m.  punishment,  chastisement,  (used 

in  imprecations,  e.  g.  nigrdhas  te  bhmjat,  confusion seize  thee,  &c.) 

Ni-grdhi/a,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  suppressed  or 

punished,  punishable. 
f«T^  ni-gha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  han  with  ni), 

as  high  as  broad ;  (anything)  whose  height  and  cir- 
cumference are  equal ;  a  round  or  circle,  a  ball ;  sin. 

•*Nighdnigha  (°gha-un°),  as,  d,am,  of  different 
forms  or  sizes. 

F«1*Hie  ni-ghanta  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  gam 
or  han  or  hri  with  ni;  gender  doubtful),  a  word; 
a  glossary  or  collection  of  words  or  names,  (in  this 

sense  properly  pi.) ;  often  the  collection  of  Vedic  words 
explained  in  the  Nirukta,  see  ni-ghantu  below. 

Ni-ghanti,  probably  only  a  wrong  form  for  ni- 
ghanta  or  ni-ghantu. 
Ni-ghanlikd,  f.  a  species  of  bulbous  plant  (  = 

gulanfa-kanda). 
Ni-ghantu,  us,  m.  (or  ni-ghanluka),  any  vocabu- 

lary or  collection  of  words  or  names,  but  especially  a 
N.  of  the  Vedic  glossary  explained  by  Yaska  in  his 
Nirukta,  (in  this  sense  usually  pi.  nighantavas  as 
embracing  five  chapters.)  —  Ni'jliantu-bhdshya,  am, 
n. '  commentary  on  part  of  the  Nighantus/  N.  of  a 
work  by  Deva-raja  on  the  three  chapters  of  synonyms 

incompletely  treated  by  Yaska.  —  Nighantu-rdja, 

as,  m.  '  king  of  glossaries,'  N.  of  a  medical  lexicon 
commonly  called  Abhidhana-cuda-mani. 

ni-gharsha.     See  ni-ghrish  below. 

ni-ghasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ghas  with 

ni),  eating ;  food,  victuals. 

f«1<<in  ni-ghdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  the  Caus.  of 
rt.  han  with  ni),  a  blow,  stroke;  suppression  of 
accent,  absence  of  accent. 

Ni-ghdtarn,  ind.  having  struck. 
Ni-ghdti,  is,  f.  an  iron  club  or  mace  or  hammer (?). 

Ni-ghdtin,  i,  inl,  i,  striking  down,  killing,  de- 
stroying. 

fH^1^  ni-ghush  (rt.  2 .  ghush  •=  ghrish  with 
ni),  Caus.  P.  -ghoshayali,  -yitum,  to  tread  down, 
trample  under  foot,  crush,  pound,  grind. 

HUy  ni-ghushta,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  ghush 

with  ni),  sound,  noise.  • 
frfTpT  ni-ghrish,  cl.  I.  P.  -gharshati,  &c., 

to  rub  into,  rub  down,  rub,  pound,  grind,  triturate  ; 

graze,  chafe,  abrade,  wear  away  by  rubbing,  excoriate. 
Ni-gharsha,  as,  m.  rubbing,  friction,  pounding, 

crushing. 

Ni-gharsharia,  am,  n.  rubbing,  friction,  grinding, 

trituration ;  [cf.  nir-ghart/hana.] 
Ni-ghrishta,  as,  d,  am,  rubbed,  ground ;  chafed, 

worn,  grazed,  abraded,  excoriated  ;  subdued. 
Ni-ghrishi'a,  as,  d,  am,  rubbed  off,  abraded, 

excoriated;  small,  insignificant;  (as),  m.  a  hoof; 
wind ;  an  ass  or  a  mule ;  a  boar ;  a  road  ;  (am),  n. 
the  mark  of  a  hoof  (?). 

f>fttni-ghna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ni-han),  depend- 
ant, subservient,  docile ;  dependant  on  a  substantive 



niffhna-ka. 
ni-tikti. 

(as  an  adjective) ;  (after  a  numeral)  multiplied  with  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  An-aranya  and  father  of  An- 
amitra ;  of  a  son  of  An-amitra. 

Nighna-ka,  as,  d,  am,  =  ni-ghna,  dependant. 
Ni-ghnat,  an,  ati,  at,  smiting,  slaying,  killing, 

destroying,  overcoming. 
Ni-ghndna,  as,  d,  am,  slaying,  killing. 

f»i-«iai  ni-dakra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

Pn  ̂  3;  ̂11  ni-dankuna  for  ni-dunkuna,  q.  v. 

11  i*r;  ni-dandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava. 

f»f(»l«T  ni-damana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  dam  with 
ni),  sipping,  taking  liquid  into  the  mouth. 

'  ni-daya.     See  under  I.  ni-di  below. 

I  ni-cdnkuna  for  ni-dun-kuna,  q.v. 

ni-ddy,  cl.  I.  P.  -fayati,  &c.  (oc- 

curring only  in  the  form  ni-ddyya),Ved.  to  regard  with 
reverence,  honour,  worship ;  to  see ;  [cf.  rt.  4.  ct.] 
Ni-ddyya,  ind.  having  seen,  having  obsetved. 

'ftfa'  i.  ni-di,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dinoti,  -dinute, 
-detum,  to  pile  up,  heap  up. 
Ni-daya,  as,  m.  piling  up,  heaping  up  ;  collection, 

heap,  multitude,  quantity,  store,  stock,  provisions  (e.  g. 
shan-masa-nidaya,  provisioned  for  six  months); 
assemblage,  assemblage  or  collection  of  parts  con- 

stituting a  whole  (e.  g.  iarira-nidaya,  the  assem- 
blage of  parts  of  which  the  body  consists ;  vadhii- 

nidaya,  a  collection  of  women) ;  certainty,  ascertain- 
ment (in  this  sense  for  nl$-daya,  q.v.). 

Ni-fayin,  i,  ini,  i,  heaped  up,  containing  a 
quantity,  full  of,  abounding  in. 
Ni-ddya,  as,  m.  a  heap  (as  a  measure). 
Ni-dita,  as,  a,  am,  piled  up,  heaped  up,  full  of, 

filled;  covered,  overspread;  raised  up;  (as),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  warrior-tribe  [cf.  naiditya~\ ',  (a),  f.,  N.  of a  river. 

Ni-dekaya,  as,  m.  (fr,  the  Intens.),  continual  or 
repeated  piling  up. 
Nirdeya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  piled  or  heaped  up. 

f«lP«i  2.  ni-di,  cl.  3.  P.  -diketi,  -dikdya, 
&c.,  Ved.  to  observe,  perceive,  recognise :  Desid., 

Ved.  -dik'tshate,  to  observe,  watch,  guard. 
Ni-dira,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  attentive,  observant, 

vigilant ;  (a),  m.  du.  epithet  of  Mitra -Varuna ;  (Say.) 
excessively  ancient  (  =  nitardr{i  dirantanau). 

Ni-delri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  an  observer ;  observing, 
paying  attention. 

Pi  P«i  <=hl  nidiki,  f.  an  excellent  cow  (= 
naidiki,  q.v.). 

!  ni-dira.     See  under  2.  ni-di  above. 

f  ni-dunkuna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  Intens. 
of  rt.  kun  ?)>  Ved.  roaring,  murmuring ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  Varuni ;  (often  read  ni-dankuna  or  ni- 
ddrtkuna.) 

r«l^}*^<u  ni-dumpuna,  as,  d,  am  (rt.  dupf), 
Ved.  an  epithet  of  Soma  (because,  according  to  Yaska, 
nidamanenapriiidti);  of  the  Ava-bhritha;  of  the  sea 
(because,  according  to  Yaska,  nttamanena  puryate) ', 
moving  about  ?  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Saunahsepha. 

fl^lrt  ni-dula,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  dul  with  ni), 
the  tree  Barringtonia  Acutanguia,  commonly  called 
Hijjal,  =  re(a8a;  =  ni-dola,  an  upper  garment,  over- 

coat; (also  read  ni-dula.) 
Nl-dulaka,  am,  n.  an  outer  garment ;  a  breast- 

plate, a  cuirass. 
Ni-dola,  as,  m.  a  cover,  wrapper,  veil,  surtout. 
Ni-dolaka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  jacket,  bodice,  mantle, 

but  especially  a  soldier's  jacket  serving  as  a  cuirass  or 
breast-plate ;  (am),  n.  =  ni-dulaka. 

11  •M'r^  i .  ni-drit,  cl.  6.  P.  -dritati,  -darti- tum,  to  insert,  infix,  fix  into. 

2.  ni-drit,  t,  f.  a  defective  metre;    [cf.  ati-n", 

ni-deru,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  dar  with  ni), 
Ved.  gliding  ;  creeping;  an  epithet  of  the  Ava-bhritha. 

ft«sH  niddhavi,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  district  (= 

tira-bhukti),  the  modern  Tirhut ;  [cf.  liddham.~\ 
ft  i  Taj  ni-ddhidra  for  nis-dhidra,  q.v. 

f«i  Poaiq  niddhivi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
degraded  castes  sprung  from  the  outcast  or  Vratya 
Kshatriyas  (see  Manu  X.  2  2 ;  their  occupation  appears 
to  have  been  the  public  exhibition  of  gymnastic 
performances  &c.,  as  they  are  classed  with  the 
Jhallas,  Mallas,  and  others). 

M-asq  ni-ddheda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  dhid  with 
ni),  cutting  off;  (in  arithmetic)  leaving  no  common 
measure,  reduced  by  the  common  divisor  to  the  least 
term  so  as  not  to  allow  of  further  reduction  (in 

this  sense  for  nis'-dheda). 
Tj  J   nij,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  nenekti  (3rd  pi. 

\,nenijati),  nenikte,  nineja,  ninije, 
nektd,  nekshyati,  -te,  anijat,  anaikshit,  anikta, 
nektum,  to  wash,  clean,  cleanse,  purify ;  A.  to  wash 

or  clean  one's  self;  to  nourish  :  Pass,  nijyate,  Sec., 
to  be  washed  :  Caus.  nejayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  anini- 
jat:  Desid.  ninikshati,  -te:  Intens.  nenijyate, 

nenijiti,  nenekti;  [cf.  rt.  ninj:  Zend  dnizh,  'to 
snow  :'  Gr.  vif-a,  viw-r-<a,  x*P~>"&~tt  (ace.),  "iir- 
rpo-v,  vt<p-a  (ace.),  vnp-d(o)-s,  vty-fr6-s,  vt<f>£i : 
Lat.  Nep-tunu-s  —  vnrT&iJitvo-i,  'bathing;'  ning- 
i-t,  ningtt-i-t,  ningu-i-s,  nix,  base  ̂ fv  for  nigv: 
Goth,  snaivs,  '  snow ;'  Old  Germ,  sneo,  '  snow ;' 
sniwit,  '  it  snows :'  Lith.  snig-ti,  sning-ti,  '  to 
snow;'  sneg-a-s,  'snow;'  snaig-alA,  'a  flake  of 
snow :'  Slav,  snly-ti,  '  snow :'  Hib.  nigh-im,  '  1 
wash ;'  nigh-te, '  washed,"  =  Sanskrit  nikta.~\ Nikta,  as,  d,  am,  washed,  cleaned,  cleansed, 
rinsed ;  sprinkled.  —  Nikta-hasta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
clean-handed,  having  clean  hands. 

ftnT  ni-ja,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  jan  with  ni), 

innate,  native,  congenital,  indigenous;  own,  of  one's 
own  party  or  country;  proper,  peculiar;  continual,  per- 

petual ;  (da),  m.  pi.  one's  own  people.  Ni-ja  is  used 
in  later  Sanskrit  as  a  reflexive  possessive  pronoun,  like 

sva,  for  '  my  own,'  '  his  own,'  '  our  own,'  &c. ;  and 
frequently  for  simple  '  my,' '  his,' '  our,'  &c.  ••  Nija- 
karman,  a,  n.  one's  own  work,  any  duty  pertaining 
to  one's  self.  —  Nija-karma-bandhana,  as,  d, 
am,  fettered  by  one's  own  works.  —  Nija-ghdsa, 
as,  m. '  devouring  his  own,'  N.  of  a  demon.  —  Nija- 
dhriti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  in  S'Ska-dvTpa.  —  Nija- 
mukta,  as,  d,  am,  (according  to  the  commentators) 
=  svabhdva-mukta,  liberated  in  own  nature,  essen- 

tially liberated  ('!).  — N{ja-ldbha-purna,  as,  d,  am, 
engrossed  in  self-interest,  self-satisfied.  —  Nija-sva, 

am,  n.  own  property.  —  Nijdrtham  Q'a-ar0),  ind. 
for  one's  own  sake,  for  one's  self. 

HiiiH  ni-jaahni,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  ni-han),  Ved. 

striking  down,  overpowering ;  [cf.  jaghni."] 

r«fJti»j5RT  ni-jduukd,  f.  (fr.  ni-jdnu),  Ved. 
shaking  or  trembling  of  the  knees  (?). 

in hri <£ GJ *< r^  ni-jiohrikshayat,  an,  antt,  at 
(Caus.  of  Desid.  of  rt.  grah  with  ni),  causing  to  be 
desirous  of  overpowering  or  excelling. 

i«ig<^  ni-jurv  or  ni-jurv,  cl.  I .  P.  -jurvati, 
Sec.,  to  consume  by  fire ;  (Say.)  to  destroy,  kill. 
Nirjur,  ur,  (.,  Ved.  killing,  destroying. 

fl»tjS^  ni-juhniishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid. 
of  rt.  him  with  ni),  wishing  to  conceal  or  deny. 

ninj,  cl.   2.  A.  nikte,  &c.,^rt. 
\  nij,  q.  v. 

ni-tala  or  ni-tdla,  am,  n.  the  fore- 

head. —  Nitaldksha  Cla-aksha),  as,  m.  'having 
an  eye  on  the  forehead,'  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  (incor- 

rectly spelt  nitildksha.) 
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ni-di,  cl.  i.  4.  A.  -dayate  and  -dlyate, 
&c.,  to  fly  down. 
Ni-dina,  am,  n.  the  downward  flight  or  swoop  of 

a  bird  or  a  peculiar  mode  of  flying. 

ni-nij,  k  (according  to  Say.  fr.  ni- 

tty, to  purify),  milk  ;  (according  to  modern  scholars 
this  word  may  be  an  adverb  related  to  ni-nya.) 

nindikd,  f.  a  species  of  convol- 
vulus, =  tindl;  (probably  wrongly  for  tindikd.) 

ni-nya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ni),  Ved.  in- 
terior, hidden,  concealed,  secret,  mysterious,  (in 

Rig-veda  I.  32,  io,  =  nir-ndmadheya,  nameless, 
according  to  Ssy.)  ;  (am),  n.  a  secret,  a  mystery  ; 
(am),  ind.  secretly,  mysteriously. 

(HrlrlrmR  nitatatapam,  ind.,  Ved.  an  ono- 
matopoetic  word  to  denote  the  speech  of  a  stutterer. 

ftm*!  ni-tan,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -tanoti,  -nute, 
•tanitum,  Ved.  to  pervade,  penetrate,  pierce;  to 
cause  to  grow  downwards  (as  a  shoot,  root,  &c.). 
Ni-tatni,  f.,  Ved.  a  species  of  plant  ;  N.  of  an 

Ishtaka  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  stars  of  the  asterism KrittikJ. 

Ni-tana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  shoot  of  a  plant  which 
grows  downwards  ;  N.  of  a  man  with  the  patronymic Manila. 

ftfrT^  ni-tap,  cl.  i.  P.  -tapati,  -taptum, 
Ved.  to  emit  heat  downwards  ;  to  consume. 

ftfrW  ni-tam,  Caus.  P.  -tamayati,  &c.,Ved. 
to  choke,  suffocate. 

Ni-tdnta,  as,  d,  am,  extraordinary,  excessive, 
exceeding,  much,  considerable  ;  (am),  ind.  exceed- 

ingly, excessively,  very,  much,  in  a  high  degree. 
—  Nitdntdvriksha(°ta-av°),  as,  a,  am,  excessively treeless. 

fHriy  ni-tamba,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
tamb,  probably  connected  with  rt.  stanibh),  the 
buttocks  or  posteriors,  especially  of  a  woman,  (in 

this  sense  generally  nttambdu,  m.  idu.)  ;  the  cir- 
cumference of  the  hip  and  loins  ;  the  ridge  or  side 

or  protuberant  flank  or  swell  of  a  mountain  [cf.  giri- 
nitamba]  ;  a  precipice  ;  the  sloping  bank  or  shore 
of  a  river  ;  the  shoulder  ;  a  particular  position  of  the 

hands  in  dancing;  (a),  f.  a  form  of  DurgS.  —  Ni- 
tamba-td,  f.  the  state  of  having  large  hips.  —  Ni- 
tamba-tat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  beautiful  buttocks  or 
hips,  /coA\firu-yos  ;  ((?),  f.  a  woman.  —  Nitamba- 
mmba,  as,  a,  am,  having  Vimba-like  hips. 
Nitambin,  i,  inl,  i  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.), 

having  buttocks  ;  having  beautiful  hips  ;  having 

graceful  slopes,  having  beautiful  sides  (as  a  moun- 
tain) ;  (ini),  f.  a  woman  with  large  and  handsome 

hips. 

ft^7*^  nitambhu,  ns,  m.,  N.  of  a  person 
mentioned  in  Maha-bh.  Anusasana-p.  1  765  ;  (per- 

haps for  nityam-bhii.) 

fritH.!^  ni-tardm,  ind.  (fr.  ni  with  the 
comparative  affix),  downwards,  towards  the  lower 
part  (Ved.);  in  a  low  tone  (Ved.);  completely, 
wholly,  entirely  ;  much,  extremely,  excessively,  in  a 
high  degree  ;  in  an  especial  manner,  always,  con- 

tinually, eternally  ;  at  all  events  ;  certainly  ;  [cf.  Angl. 
Sax.  nidher;  Old  Germ,  nidar.] 

fHrlt?  ni-tala,  am,  n.  one  of  the  seven 
divisions  of  the  lower  regions.  See  pdtdla. 

ni-tanta.     See  ni-tam  above. 

ni-tikta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  tij  with 
n»),Ved.  excited,  roused  up. 

Ni-tikli,  is,  f.,  Ved.  excitement,  haste,  speed  ; 

(i),  ind.  quickly,  speedily  ;  (SSy.)  =  3rd  sing.  Pres. 
of  rt.  tij  =  tikshnt-lcaroti,  he  sharpens. 

6H 
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ni-tud,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -tudati,  -te,  -tot- 
tum,  Ved.  to  pierce,  penetrate,  pierce  into  ;  to  goad  ; 
(Say.)  to  incite  or  pain  vehemently,  or  to  issue  forth 
(  =  nitarfim  ryathayati  or  nir-gaMhati). 
Ni-toda,  at,  m.  piercing,  a  prick,  puncture,  hole. 
Nt-todin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  piercing,  penetrating. 

fr|(j^  ni-trid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -trinatti,  -trintte, 
-tarditum,  Ved.  to  pierce,  penetrate,  cleave  in  two. 

ftrif  ni-trl,  cl.  6.  P.  -tirati,  -taritum,  -ta- 
ritum,  Ved.  to  dispel,  subdue,  overpower,  obstruct. 

fn  rfl  ̂1  »i  ni-tosana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  tui 
with  «i),  Ved.  sprinkling,  distributing,  granting; 
(at),  m.  a  distributer,  granter. 

fifW  ni/yo,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  nt),  own  (Ved.)  ; 
continual,  perpetual,  regularly  repeated,  constant, 
uninterrupted,  endless,  eternal,  everlasting  ;  invariable, 
regular,  fixed,  regularly  prescribed,  inevitable,  not  op- 

tional, (opposed  to  kainya  &c.);  necessary,  obligatory, 
essential  ;  ordinary,  usual,  (opposed  to  naimittika, 
unusual,  produced  by  an  unusual  cause)  ;  constantly 
dwelling  in,  perpetually  engaged  in,  (often  at  the  end 
of  a  cornp.,  e.  g.  aranya-nitya,  constantly  dwelling 
in  a  forest;  tapo-nitya,  engaged  in  constant  penance)  ; 
(with  samasa)  a  necessary  compound  which  cannot 
be  resolved  without  losing  its  meaning,  because  the 
separate  ideas  have  merged  in  one,  as  inJamad-ayni; 
(with  seuriia)  =jdtya,  the  primary  or  independent 
Svarita,  as  opposed  to  the  secondary  or  dependent  ; 
(of),  m.  the  ocean  ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga  ;  a 

S'akti  or  form  of  DurgS  ;  an  epithet  of  the  goddess  Ma- 
nasS  ;  (am),  n.  constant  and  indispensable  rite  or  act  ; 
(am),  ind.  always,  ever,  daily,  constantly,  continually, 
perpetually,  everlastingly,  eternally;  na  nityam,  not 
always,  never,  (in  Manu  VI.  8.  nityam  an-ddatd  = 
never  a  receiver.)  —  Nitya-Tiai-man,  a,  n.  or  nitya- 
kriyd,  (.  constant  act  or  duty,  as  observance  of  the 
five  great  sacrifices  or  any  daily  and  necessary  rite. 
—  Nitya-kritya,  am,  n.  regular  and  necessary  act 
or  ceremony  ;  daily  or  regular  act  or  routine.  —  Nitya- 
gati,  is,  is,  i,  moving  continually  ;  (is),  m.  air  or 
wind,  the  god  of  wind.  —  Nitya-jdta,  ai,  a,  am, 
constantly  born.  —  Nitya-td,  f.  perpetuity,  eternity, 
continuance,    continual    repetition,    (as   maithuna- 
nityatd,  continually  repeated  coitus)  ;  perseverance  ; 
necessity.  —  Nitya-tva,  am,  n.  invariableness,  per- 

petuity, eternity  ;  endurance  ;    inevitableness,  neces- 
sity. —  Nitya-da,  ind.  always,  ever,  perpetually,  con- 

stantly, eternally,  at  all  times.  —  Nitya-ddna,  am,  n. 
daily  alms-giving.  —  Nitya-dhrit,  t,  t,  t,  constantly 
bearing  or  maintaining,  observing  daily  duties  (?). 
—  Nitya-dhrita,  as,  a,  am,  constantly  maintained 
or  kept  up.  «•  Nitya-ndtha-siddha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
an   author.  —  Nilya-niyama,  as,  m.  fixed  rule, 
constant   observance.  —  Nitya-naimittika,  am,  or 
nitya-naimittikam  karma,  a.  any  regularly  re- 

curring occasional  act  or  ceremony  or  any  rite  con- 
stantly  performed   to  accomplish  some   object,   as 

Sraddhas  at  fixed  lunar  periods.  —  Nitya-parivrita, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Nitya-parikshana,  am, 
n.  constant  investigation  or  inspection.  —  Nitya-pujd- 
yantra,am,a.  a  kind  of  amulet.  —  Nitya-prulnya, 
as,  m.  the  constant   dissolution  of  living    beings. 
—  Nitya-bhdva,  as,  m.  the  state  of  being  eternal, 
eternity.  —Nitya-maya,  as,  I,  am,  formed  of  or 
consisting   of  anything   eternal,   eternal.  —  Nitya- 
yultta,  as,  d,  am,  always  busy,  ever  engaged  in. 
—  Nitya-yauvana,  am,  a.  perpetual  youth  ;  (as,  I, 
am),  ever  or  always  young;    (d),  f.  an  epithet  of 
Draupadl.  —  Nityartu  (°ya-ri),  us,  us,  u,  regularly 
recurring  at  the  seasons,  annual.  —  Nitya-vatsa,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  always  possessing  a  calf;  (a),  f.  a  par- 

ticular form  of  Sima  supplication;  (am),  n.,  N.  of 
several  Samans.  —  Nitya-vitrasta,  as,  m.  '  constantly 
scared,'  N.  of  in  antelope.  -  Nitya-vaikuntha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a   particular   residence  of  Vishnu,   the 
heaven  of  Vishnu.  -  Nitya-vyaya,  as,  d,  am,  always 
expending,  constantly  disbursing  ;  (a),  f.  always  ex- 
peoding,  ever  laying  out.  —  Nttya-tankita,  at,  a, 

am,  perpetually  alarmed,  always  suspicious.  —  Nitya- 
3aya,a£,  d,  am,  always  sleeping  or  reclining.  —  Nitya- 
4af,  ind.  always,  continually,  constantly,  eternally. 
—  Nitya-samhriehta,  as,  a,  am,  always  exulting 
or  triumphant  ;  always  rivalling  one  another,  (in  this 
sense  samhrishta  =sa>tr/]irif/ita.)  —  Nitya-sama, 
as,  m.  the  assertion  that  all  things  remain  the  same  (?). 
—  +\<tya-samdsa,  see  nitya.  —  Nitya-siildlia,  as, 

d,  am,  '  ever  perfect,'  a  Jaina  predicale  of  the  soul. 
—  Nitya-stotra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  receiving  perpetual 
praise,  constantly  lauded.  •-  Nitya-sndyin,  I,  ini,  i, 
constantly  bathing  or  making  ablutions.  —  Nitydna- 
dhydya  (*ya-an°),  as,  m.  invariable  suspension  of 
repetition  of  the  Vedas,  (a  term  applied  to  periods 
when  the  perusal  of  the  Vedas  is  invariably  prohibited, 
as  the  day  of  full  moon,  new  moon,  the  eighth  and 
fourteenth  days  of  the  half  month.)  —  Nitydnanda 

fya-dn°),  as,  m.  eternal  happiness.  —  Nitydnanda- 
rasodadhi  (°sa-ud°),  is,  m.  '  ocean  of  the  essence  of 
eternal  joy,'  God.  —  Nitydnanddframa  ("da-ds"0), 
os,m.,N.of  acommentator.  —  Nitydnitya  (°2/a-a»°), 
as,  a,  am,  eternal  and  perishable,  permanent  and 

temporary.  —  Nitydyukta  (°ya-dy°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Bodhi-sattva  ;   (also   read  nityoyukta;    cf.  nityo- 

dyukta.)  —  Nitydritra  (°ya-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
having  (its)  own  oars,  ever  fitted  with  oars  (i.  e. 
according   to   Say.  with   priests).  —  NityotTcshipta- 

hasta  (°ya-uf),  as,  m.  '  who  always  raises  his  hand,1 
N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Nityodita  (°ya-ud°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  NUyodyalcta  (°ya-ud°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva  ;  [cf.  nityiyukta.'] 

f«1iM»^ni-fyaj,  cl.  I.  P.  -tyajati,  -tyaktum, 
Ved.  to  scare  or  drive  away. 

i.  nid,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  nedati,  nedate, 
nineda,  ninide  or  ninede,  neditd,  &c., 

to  be  near  [cf.  rt.  ned,  nedtyas,  nedishlha]  ;  to 
ridicule,  blame,  reproach,  censure,  &c.,  (in  this  sense 
properly  a  separate  rt.,  the  form  of  which  is  usually 
nind,  q.  v.)  :  Desid.,  Ved.  ninitsati,  to  wish  to 
reproach  or  depreciate;  [cf.  rt.  nind;  Or.  f!-i/ei5- 
o-s,  probably  \oiS-o-po-s  ',  Goth,  ga-tiait-yan,  nai- 
teins,  probably  neith  ;  Old  Germ,  neiz-yan  ;  Angl. 

Sax.  naet-an,  naet-ing,  nidh,  ge-nidhe,  '  hatred  ;' 
Mod.  Germ,  neid,  '  envy.'] 

2.  nid,  t,  (.,  Ved.  mocking,  ridiculing,  despising, 
censure,  contempt  ;  (t),  m.  one  who  ridicules  or  con- 

temns, a  blamer,  an  enemy. 
I.  nidd,  f.,  Ved.  blame,  contempt. 
I.  niddna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (=nidyamdna), 

reproached,  ridiculed.  (For  2.  see  3.  ni-dd,  col.  3.) 
Nidyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  reproached,  &c. 

HT^  ni-da,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  ni-do), 
poison,  venom. 

f*i<;<!S  ni-danda,  as,  m.,  according  to  a 
commentator  =  nihita-danda,  a  stick  put  aside  or  laid 
down  ;  (as,  d,  am),  one  who  has  put  down  a  stick 
(i.  e.  not  using  force),  one  who  has  laid  down  a  staff. 

ni-datta.     See  2.  ni-da  below. 

nida-dru,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  nida 

+  dru),  a  man. 
ni-darsana.     See  ni-dris,  col.  3, 

ni-dah,  cl.  l.  P.  -dahati,  ̂ dagdhum, 
to  burn  down,  consume  by  fire. 

Ni-ddgha,  as,  m.  (according  to  native  lexicogra- 
phers also  am,  n.),  heat,  warmth  ;  the  hot  season 

(May  and  June),  summer;  internal  heat,  sweat, 
perspiration  ;  N,  of  a  man  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Pulastya  ; 
(ds),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  the  former  person. 

—  Niddgha-kara,  as,  m.  'heat  causer'  or  'hot- 
rayed,'  the  sun.  —  Niddgha-kdla,  as,  m.  'the  time 
of  heat,'  tie  hot  season,  two  months  previous  to  the 
rains,  about  May  and  June.  —  Nidagha-sindhu,  us, 
m.  a  river  in  hot  weather,  one  nearly  dry. 

f^T  2.  ni-da  (rt.  i.  da),  cl.  3.  P.  -daddti, 
&c.,  Ved.  to  give.  (For  I.  nidd  sec  above.) 

Ni-datta,  as,  d,  am,  given,  given  absolutely ;  [cf. 

»i«a.] 

f*T?T  3.  ni-da  (rt.  4.  da,  to  bind),  cl.  4.  P. 
-dyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  fasten. 
Ni-ddtri,  ta,  tri,  r>i,Ved.  one  who  fastens  or  ties 

up  ;  (SSy.)  a  restrainer,  obstructer,  (as  if  fr.  rt.  3.  dd.) 
•2,  ni-ddna,  am,  n.  (for  t.  niddna  see  col.  a), 

a  band,  a  rope,  a  halter ;  a  rope  for  tying  up  a  calf 
&c. ;  a  first  or  original  cause,  a  primary  or  remote 
cause  [cf.  ni-bandhana] ;  original  form,  essence, 
(iiiddnena,  ind.  originally,  essentially,  properly) ; 
the  cause  of  a  disease,  inquiry  into  the  causes  of 
disease,  pathology,  i.  e.  study  of  the  symptoms  with 
a  view  to  trace  the  remote  or  proximate  causes,  (re- 

garded as  a  department  of  medical  science ;  the  six- 
teen NidSnas  being  the  title  of  the  sixteen  divisions 

into  which  it  is  divided ;  cf.  niddna-sthdna) ;  N. 
of  a  work  on  metres  and  Vedic  Stomas  (see  niddna- 
sutra) ;  end,  termination,  cessation ;  purification, 

purity,  correctness ;  claiming  the  reward  of  peni- 
tential acts.  —  Nidina-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  founded 

on  a  cause,  essential.  —  Niddna-sutra,  am,  n.  a  work 
in  ten  Prapathakas  on  metres  and  Vedic  Stomas. 
—  Niddna-ethdna,  am,  n.  one  of  the  five  depart- 

ments of  medical  science,  inquiry  into  the  causes  of diseases,  pathology. 

Ni-dita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  preserved,  concealed ; 
(Say.)  completely  bound  or  fettered  (  =  nitardm laddha). 

ni-dagha.     See  ni-dah,  col.  2. 

ni-digdha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  dih 
with  ni),  smeared,  anointed,  plastered ;  clinging  to ; 

(a),  f.  small  cardamoms. Nidigdhikd,  f.  =  kanta-7idrikd,  a  species  of  prickly 
nightshade,  Solanum  Jacquini  [cf.  nir-digdhikd,  nir- 

dagdhikd] ;  cardamoms. 
11 1<;  tq i *< »T  ni-didhydsana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the 

Desid.  of  rt.  dhyai),  profound  and  repeated  medi- 
tation. 
Ni-didhydsu,  us,  us,  u,  desiring  to  meditate  upon. 
Ni-didhyeya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  deeply  meditated 

upon. fnr^3I  ni-dis',  cl.  6.  P.  -disati,  -deshtum, 

to  order,  point  out,  &c. ;  (perhaps  for  nir-dis"  and apparently  only  used  in  the  derivatives  below.) 
Ni-dishta,  as,  d,  am,  ordered,  directed ;  advised, 

enjoined ;  explained,  pointed  out. 
Ni-deia,  as,  m.  order,  command,  direction,  in- 

struction ;  speech,  speaking,  narration,  conversation ; 
vicinity,  proximity,  neighbourhood;  =  bhdjann,  a 

vessel,  vase ;  (e),  ind.  in  the  vicinity,  near.  —  Nides~a- Ttdrin,  I,  iiii,  i,  executing  orders,  obedient,  servile. 
jVY-aW««, !,  irti,  i,  showing,  3irecting,  ordering, 

pointing  out;  (inl),  f.  a  region,  quarter,  point  of 
the  compass. 

Ni-defya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  ordered,  to  be  told. 
Ni-deshtri,  la,  tri,  tri,  who  or  what  points  out 

or  orders ;  explaining,  advising,  commanding. 

ftT^  ni-di,  cl.  3.  P.  (see  rt.  2.  di),  Ved. 
to  shine  down  upon;  (Say .  =  nitardm pra-kdi,  to shine  exceedingly.) 

fie  31  nidusa,  as,  m.  a  fish. 

f«1c3T  ni-dris,  Caus.  -dars"ayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  see,  to  show,  point,  to  point  out ;  to 
introduce,  cause  to  enter ;  to  impart  knowledge, 
communicate,  teach ;  advise ;  to  appear  (in  a  vision) 

to  any  person  (ace.). 
Ni-dariaka,  as,  d,  am,  seeing  into,  perceiving ; 

seeing ;  pointing  out,  proclaiming,  announcing. 
Ni-dari!ana,  as,  i,  am,  pointing  to,  showing, 

foreshowing,  prognosticating,  indicating;  proclaim- 
ing, announcing,  teaching;  suiting,  pleasing?;  (d), 

{.  a  simile,  a  comparison;  (am),  n.  seeing,  look- 
ing into,  view,  insight,  sight,  vision  (e.  g.  svapna- 

nidartana,  a  vision  in  sleep) ;  pointing  to ;  showing ; 
evidence ;  an  example  or  illustration ;  a  designation 
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of  the  third  member  of  a  complete  syllogism  (usually 
called  ud-iikarana,  q.  v.) ;  a  foreboding,  prognostic, 

sign,  mark,  omen  ;  a  scheme,  system  ;  injunction,  pre- 
cept, ordinance,  scriptural  authority  ;  authority,  text. 

Ni-dariita,  as,  a,  am,  illustrated,  exemplified. 

Ni-darsin,  i,  ini,  i,  seeing,  viewing,  having  an 
insight  into,  familiar  with,  knowing. 

fi<;^(  ni-desa.    See  ni-dis,  p.  486,  col.  3. 

f«1<JI  i.  ni-drd  or  ni-drai,  cl.  I.  2.  P.  A. 
-drdyati,  -te,  -drdti,  Sec.,  to  fall  asleep,  sleep. 

2.  ni-drd,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  nma'  + affix  ra), 
sleep,  slumber,  sleepiness,  sloth ;  (in  flowers  the 
budding  state  is  considered  as  sleep,  hence  nidrdrn 
tyaj  =  to  bloom);  a  mystical  N.  of  the  letter  bh. 
—  Nulrd-daridra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Nidrdn- 

dha  (°rd-an°),  as,  a,  am,  blind  with  sleep.  —  Ni- 
drd-bhanya,  as,  m.  rousing  from  sleep,  awaking ; 

[cf.  bhagna-nidra:~\  —  Nidrd-maya,  as,  «,  am, 
consisting    in  sleep.  —  Nidrd-yoga,  as,  m.  sleep 
and  deep  meditation ;   [cf.  yoga-nidrd^]  —  Nidrd- 

lasa  (°ra-aP),  as,  a,  am,  slothful  from  drowsi- 
ness, fast  asleep,  sleepy.  —  Nidrd-vriksha,  as,  m. 

darkness.  —  Nidrd-saiijanana,  am,  n.  'producing 
drowsiness,'  phlegm,  the  phlegmatic  humor. 
Ni-drdna,  as,  a,  am,  sleeping,  asleep,  sleepy, 

drowsy  ;  shut  up,  closed  (as  a  bud  or  blossom). 

Ni-drdt,  an,  dti  or  dnti,  at,  sleeping. 
Ni-drdyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  sleeping,  asleep. 
Ni-drdlu,  its,  us,  u,  sleeping,  sleepy,  drowsy, 

slothful ;  (us),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  (us),  f.  the 

plant  Solanum  Melongena ;  another  plant  (  =  vana- 
varvarikd) ;  a  kind  of  perfume  ( =  nail).  —  Ni- 
drdlu-tva,  am,  n.  sleepiness,  drowsiness. 

Nidrita,  as,  d,  am,  sleeping,  asleep.  —Nidrita- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  slept. 

frUH  ni-dhana,  am,  n.  (in  some  senses 

apparently  fr.  I .  ni-dhd  below,  but  in  others  more 
probably  fr.  dhan  =  n.  han,  to  kill,  with  ni;  cf. 
pra-dhana),  settling  down  in  a  residence,  residence, 
place  of  residence,  domicile,  resting-place,  receptacle 
(Ved.) ;  race,  family ;  conclusion,  end ;  dying,  death, 
destruction,  loss,  disappearance,  annihilation,  (in 

these  senses  also  rarely  ni-dhanas,  m.,  see  Hari- 
vansa  4846) ;  the  concluding  passage  or  words  at 
the  end  of  a  Saman  which  is  sung  in  chorus,  (several 

words  are  used  for  this  purpose,  e.  g.  svar-jyotih, 
vashat,  vratam,  im,  ndm,  &c.) ;  the  finale  in  music ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  the  eighth  mansion ;  (as),  m.  the 
head  of  a  family;  (as,  d,  am),  without  money, 

poor,  (in  this  sense  for  nir-dhana);  [cf.  rt.  han; 
Gr.  6dv-a-To-s ;  Hib.  nidh,  nith,  'manslaughter, 
battle."]  —  Nidhana-kdma,am,  n.,Ved.,  N. of  several 
SZmans.  —  Nidhana-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  causing  death, 
destroying,  destructive.— Nidhana-kriya,  f.  a  funeral 
ceremony.  —  Nidhana-td,  (.  poverty,  indigence. 
—  Nvthana-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  lord  of  the  end  or 
of  destruction.  —  Nidhana-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
become  final  or  like  a  finale  in  music.  —  Nldhana- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  having  a  finale  in  music. 

ftrVt  i.  ni-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati, 
-dhatte,  -dhdtnm,  to  put  down,  lay  down,  put  or 
lay  into,  fix  in,  deposit,  lodge,  bury ;  (with  manas) 
to  fix  or  direct  the  thoughts  upon  or  towards 
(d»t.) ;  resolve,  determine  ;  (with  kriydm)  to  direct 

one's  labours,  use  efforts ;  to  appoint ;  to  lay  aside, 
put  away,  remove,  relinquish ;  lay  up,  treasure  up, 

put  into  a  safe  place  ;  to  preserve  for  one's  self  (A.)  ; 
to  deliver,  intrust,  commit,  present ;  (with  hridaye 

or  manasi)  to  keep  in  mind,  bear  in  mind,  re- 
member, lay  to  heart,  keep  close;  to  keep  down, 

keep  back,  restrain ;  to  end,  close ;  to  place  in  any 

state,  render :  Pass,  -dhlyate,  to  be  placed  on  or  in, 
to  be  deposited,  be  situated  in  or  on,  be  absorbed 

into,  to  rest  in :  Caus.  -dhdpayati,  &c.,  to  cause  to 
be  put  or  laid  on  or  into,  to  cause  to  be  deposited 

or  preserved;  to  appoint:  Intens.(?),  Ved.  3rd  sing. 
-dedhyat. 

a.  ni-dhd,  {.,  Ved.  laying  snares ;  a  net ;  a  collection 

of  snares,  a  snare.  —  Nidhd-pati,  is,  m.  the  possessor 
or  bearer  of  snares. 

Ni-dkdtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  put  down  or  de- 
posited ;  to  be  delivered  ;  to  be  directed  towards  ;  to 

be  concealed. 

Ni-dhdtri,  td,  trl,  tri,  Ved.  a  depositor,  one  who 
deposits,  keeps,  conceals,  &c. 
Ni-dhdna,  am,  n.  putting  down,  laying  down, 

depositing,  (datida-nidhdna,  putting  down  or  laying 
aside  the  stick,  i.e.  not  using  force,  =  mildness, 

clemency)  ;  keeping,  preserving  ;  a  place  where  any- 
thing is  laid,  a  vessel  in  which  anything  is  deposited, 

a  receptacle  ;  a  place  of  cessation  or  rest  ;  anything 

laid  up,  a  treasure,  a  divine  treasure  (especially  be- 
longing to  Kuvera,  god  of  wealth)  ;  s;ore,  hoard, 

property,  possessions,  wealth.  —  Nidhdnedu  (°na- 
lia),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  treasure,'  a  Yaksha. 
Ni-dlidnya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  fit  for  being  laid 

or  put  down. 
Ni-d/tdpaka,  as,  m.  one  who  causes  to  be  put 

down  or  deposited  ;  a  weapon  (?)  ;  burnt  timber  (?), 

charcoal  (?)  ;  the  castor-oil  plant  (?). 

Ni-dhdpya,  ind.  having  caused  to  be  placed  or 
fixed  in,  having  installed  or  appointed. 

Ni-dhaya,  ind.  having  fixed  or  placed  in  or  on, 
(mdnasi  nidhdya,  fixing  or  laying  up  in  the  mind, reflecting.) 

Ni-dhi,  is,  m.  setting  down  or  serving  up  food 
&c.  (Ved.)  ;  the  lower  part  or  bottom  of  the  Ukhl 
(Ved.)  ;  a  place  where  anything  is  laid  or  deposited, 
a  receptacle,  (apdm  nidhih,  the  receptacle  of  waters, 
the  ocean,  sea;  also  N.  of  a  Saman;  sometimes 

nidhi  alone  stands  for  '  the  ocean')  ;  a  place  for 
storing  up,  a  storehouse,  treasury,  granary,  a  nest,  &c.; 

(figuratively)  a  treasure-house  of  good  qualities,  a 
man  endowed  with  many  good  qualities  ;  a  treasure, 
store,  hoard,  any  collection  of  wealth  or  valuables  ; 
a  divine  treasure  belonging  to  Kuvera,  (nine  of  which 
are  enumerated,  viz.  the  Padma,  Maha-padma, 

S'ankha,  Makara,  KacYhapa,  Mukunda,  Nanda,  Nila, 
and  Kharba;  their  nature  is  not  exactly  defined, 
though  some  of  them  appear  to  be  precious  gems  ; 
according  to  the  Tantrika  system  they  are  personified 

and  worshipped  as  demi-gods,  attendant  either  upon 
Kuvera  who  is  sometimes  called  Nidhlnam  adhi- 

pah,  'lord  of  the  Nidhis,"  or  upon  Lakshml,  the 
goddess  of  prosperity)  ;  N.  of  a  particular  medicinal 
plant,  commonly  JlvikJ  ;  a  kind  of  perfume  (  = 

nalikd)  ;  daivo  nidhih,  '  the  divine  treasure,'  N.  of 
a  particular  philosophical  doctrine.  —  Nidht-gopa, 
as,  m.  guardian  of  treasure.  —  Nidhi^ndtha,  as,  m. 

or  nidhi-prabhu,  us,  m.  or  nidlilivara  (°dhi-l^°), 
as,  m.  '  lord  of  treasures,'  an  epithet  of  Kuvera. 
—  Nidhi-pa,  as,   m.    guardian   of  treasure  ;    [cf. 

nidhi-pa.]  —  Nidhi-pati,  is,  m.  '  lord  of  treasures,' an   epithet    of  Kuvera;    N.   of  a   rich   merchant. 

—  Nidhipati-ddtta,  as,  m.,  N.    of  a   merchant. 
—  Nidhi-pd,    as,  Ved.,   or   nidhi-pdla,   as,  m. 
guardian  of  treasure.  —  Nidhi-pdtita,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  merchant.  '•Nidhi-mat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  pos- 

sessing treasure,  forming  a  store.  —  Nidhida  or  ni- 

dhidvara  (°dhi-li°),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  treasures,'  an 
epithet  of  Kuvera.  —  Nidhy-arthin,  I,  ini,  i,  treasure seeking. 

Ni-dhiyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  laid  down  or 
deposited,  &c. 

Ni-dheya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  placed  in  or  on,  to 
be  deposited. 

Ni-hita,  as,  d,  am,  put  down,  deposited,  &c. 
See  s.  v. 

ni-dhi.     See  above. 

i-dhu,  cl.  5.  6.  P.  A.  -dhunoti,  -dhu- 
mite  (in  the  later  language  also  -dhunoti,  -dhunute), 
-dhuvatt,  -dhotum,  -dhavitwn,  to  throw  down,  give 
or  deliver  over  (Ved.)  ;  shake  to  and  fro,  agitate. 
Ni-dhuvana,  am,  n.  shaking  about,  agitation, 

trembling  ;  coition,  sexual  intercourse  ;  pleasure,  en- 
joyment; sport,  play,  pastime. 

f«TV  ni-dhri,  cl.  10.  P.  -dharayati,  -yitum 

(Ved.  -didhar),  to  place  down  or  in,  deposit  in  ; 
determine  ;  establish  ;  render  (Ved.)  ;  to  keep,  pre- 

serve ;  (S3y.)  to  establish  firmly  ;  to  conceive  in  the 
womb  :  Pass,  -dhdryate  (Ved.  -dadhre),  to  be  placed 
in  or  deposited  ;  to  bend  down,  to  stoop  (Ved.). 

Ni-dhdraya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  placing  in  or  on, 
depositing. 

Ni-dhdrayat,  an,  anti,  at,  (Say.)  abiding  in. 
Ni-dhriti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Vrishni  ; 

[cf.  nir-vriti,  ni-vritli.~\ 
ni-dhyai,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhyayati,  -dhya- 

tum,  to  observe,  perceive  (Ved.);  to  meditate  on, 
be  absorbed  in  meditation  ;  to  think  of,  reflect  on  ; 

remember  :  Desid.  -didhyasati,  -te,  to  wish  to 
meditate  on  ;  think  of  attentively  (Ved.). 

Ni-didhyasana,  am,  n.  profound  meditation, 
deep  and  repeated  consideration,  thinking  of  or  re- calling repeatedly. 

Ni-didhydsitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  reflected  or meditated  upon. 

Ni-didhydsu-,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  meditating  on. 
Ni-dhydta,  as,  d,  am,  meditated  on,  thought  on, imagined. 

Ni-dhydna,  am,  n.  intuition,  looking  at,  seeing, beholding,  sight. 

<«nj^  ni-dhruva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  his  descendants;  [cf.  naidhruva,  nai- 
dhruvi.] 

(Vi^fV  ni-dhruvi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  constant, 
persevering,  faithful  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  Kasyapa  and 
author  of  a  Rig-veda  hymn  (IX.  63). 

ftWTT  ni-dhvana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  dhvan 
with  ni),  sound. 

f«11|?  ninankshu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of 

rt.  2.  nai),  wishing  or  expecting  to  perish  or  die. 

f«1«i^  ni-nad,  cl.  i.  P.  -nadati,  &c.,  to 

sound,  make  a  sound,  cry  out  ;  to  resound  :  Caus. 

P.  -nadayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  sound  or  resound, 
fill  with  noise,  cries,  Sec. 

Ni-nada  or  ni-ndda,  as,  m.  sound,  noise,  cry, 
buzzing,  humming,  crying. 

Ni-nddita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  sound,  filled  with 
noise  or  cries;  (am),  n.  a  sound. 
Ni-nadin,  I,  ini,  i,  sounding,  resounding,  ringing, 

crying  ;  causing  to  sound,  playing  (as  a  musical instrument). 

See  ni-rii  below. 
n-nayana. 

ninarta-s'atru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  An-adhrishti. 

ftf«T^  ni-nard,  cl.  I.  P.  -nardati,  -nardi- 
tum,  to  sound;  prolong  a  note  in  chanting;  [cf. ava-nard.] 

Ni-narda,  as,  m.  prolonging  a  note  in  chanting, 

trilling. 

Ni-nardat,  an,  anfi,  at,  sounding;  prolonging 
a  cadence 

ffjrtg  ni-nah,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -nahyati,  -te, 
-naddhtim,  Ved.  to  fasten,  tie  ;  [cf.  ntndha.] 
Ni-natldha,  as,  d,  am,  fastened,  tied  fast 
Ni-ndhya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  water-jar  ;  (according  to 

the  commentaries)  a  water-jar  put  into  the  ground. 

fHf«{t+f  ninitsu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt. 

nid),  Ved.  wishing  to  censure  or  blame. 

f«Hl  ni-rii,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nay  ati,  -te,  -ne- 
tum,  to  lead  to,  carry  or  bring  towards,  bring  near, 
bring,  fetch  ;  to  incline,  bend  ;  to  pour  on  or  into 
(Ved.)  ;  to  carry  out,  perform,  accomplish,  cause  ;  to 

spend  (time). 
Ni-nayana,  am,  a.  carrying  out,  performing, 

accomplishing  ;  performance  ;  pouring  down. 

frfrflnj  ninisha,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  i.  ni), 

wishing  to  bring,  desire  or  intention  of  carrying  or 
taking  or  leading  away. 
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Ninishu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  to  take  or  lead,  wishing 
to  bring  ;  wishing  to  spend  (as  time). 

f«i«jw  ni-nritta,  as,  a,  am,  repeated  (as  a 
portion  of  a  verse  or  syllable  ;  lit.  danced  again). 
—  Nlnritta-iat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  repetition  (as 
above). 

Ni-writti,  {»,  f.  repetition. 

nind  (sometimes  written  nirf,  q.v.), 
^  cl.  I  .  P.  nindnti  (rarely  A.  -te),  nininda, 

nindiehyati,  anindlt,  ninditum,  to  blame,  censure, 
reprimand,  contemn,  despise,  ridicule. 
Ninda  in  ninda-tala,  as,  i,  am,  =  nindita- 

kasta,  having  a  maimed  or  defective  hand  ;  (some- 
times read  iiininit-tit/a.} 

yinduka,  as,  a,  am,  blaming,  defaming,  re- 
proachful, abusive,  scurrilous,  censorious;  one  who 

ridicules  or  blames,  a  scomer. 
ffirnlat,  an,  anfi,  at,  blaming,  censuring,  abusing, 

ridiculing. 
Nindana,  am,  n.  reproach,  censure,  blame. 
Nindaniya,  as,  a,  am,  blamable,  liable  to  reproof 

or  censure  or  blame,  reprehensible  ;  [cf.  a-n°.] 
Ninda,  f.  blame,  censure,  reproach,  reproof,  abuse, 

defamation,  scorn,  reviling  ;  injury,  injuring,  wicked- 

ness ;  [cf.  nidu.~\  —  Nindd-stuti,  is,  (.  praise  which involves  reproof,  ironical  praise,  irony. 
Nindita,  as,  a,  am,  blamed,  abused,  reviled, 

reproved,  despised,  rejected  ;  low,  despicable,  worthy 
of  being  reviled  ;  prohibited,  forbidden. 
Ninditri,  td,  ft,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  ridicules  or 

blames  or  despises. 
Nindin,  i,  ini,  i,  blaming,  censuring,  reproaching. 
.\  I/flu  ,  -us,  f.  a  woman  bearing  a  dead  child. 
Nindya,  as,  a,  am,  blamable,  to  be  censured  or 

reproached,  despicable,  reprehensible,  bad,  vile  ;  for- 
bidden, prohibited  ;  [cf.  a-».]  —  Nindya-ta,  I.  or 

nindya-tva,  am,  n.  blamableness,  infamy,  con- 
temptibleness. 

fjrd    nine  (or  according  to  some  sinv), 
\  cl.  i.P.  ntncorj,  &c.,  to  wet  or  sprinkle; 

or  to  attend,  wait  on,  worship  ?  ;   (the  two  mean- 
ings have  probably  arisen  from  a  confusion  between 

ee6ane  and  sevane.) 

f«ni  ni-pa.     See  under  2.  ni-pa,  col.  2. 

frlMUjTrt  ni-pakshati,  is,  f.,  Ved.  the 
second  rib. 

nf-patha,  as,  m.  or  nipathana,  am,  n. 
(fr.  rt.  path  with  »i),  reading,  recitation,  studying. 
Ni^pafhita,  as,  a,  am,  read,  recited,  studied, 

(hence  nipathitin,  Pin.  V.  2,  88.) 
ffi-pathiti,  it,  f.  reading,  recitation,  study. 
Ni-patha,  as,  m.  =  ni-patha,  reading,  study  of  the 

sacred  books  or  public  perusal  of  popular  poems. 

PiMri  ni-pat,  cl.  i.  P.  -patati,  -patitum,  to 
fly  down,  fall  down,  tumble  down,  settle  down,  fall, 

descend,  alight,  throw  one's  self  down  ;  to  fall  upon, 
throw  one's  self  upon,  assault,  assail,  fall  into,  rush 
into,  rush  in,  flow  in,  disembogue  into,  discharge 
into;  fall  into  ruin;  to  fall  into  (any  state  or  con- 

dition) ;  to  fall  into  (a  place),  enter,  insert  one's  self, 
become  fixed  in  ;  to  befall,  happen,  take  place  ;  to 
fall  to  the  share  of  (with  loc.)  :  Caus.  -patayuti, 
-aplpatat,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  fall  down,  throw 
down,  fell,  cast  down,  cause  to  fall  on  (e.  g.  to  cause 
a  stick  to  fall  on  any  one  =  strike  with  a  stick)  ;  to 
hurl  down  ;  to  cast,  throw,  hurl,  throw  into  ;  to  let  in, 
inlay,  emboss;  to  direct  (the  eyes  &c.)  upon;  to  spit 
on,  spit  out  ;  to  ruin,  kill,  destroy  (with  abl.)  ;  to 
raise  or  levy  a  tribute  from  (with  kardn  and  abl.  c., 
in  MahS-bh.  S3nti-p.  3313);  (in  grammar)  to  put 
down  as  a  special  or  irregular  form,  to  give  as  an 
irregularity,  consider  as  anomalous  or  irregular  ;  (ni- 
patyate  is  put  down  or  mentioned  as  a  special  rule 
or  irregular  form.) 

Ni-patat,  an,  antl,  at,  flying  down,  falling  down, 
falling,  descending,  alighting,  prostrating  one's  self,  &c. 

Ni-patana,  am,  n.  flying  down,  falling  down, 
falling,  descending ;  alighting,  flying. 
Ki-patita,  as,  a,  am,  fallen  down,  fallen;  de- 

scended, alighted. 
Ni-patya,  ind.  having  fallen  down,  having  pros- 

trated one's  self,  having  descended  or  aligJited.  —  A't- 
patya-rohini,  f.  falling  and  ascending  (?). 

Ni-patyd,  f.  any  slippery  ground ;  a  field  of  battle. 
Ni-pdta,  as,  m.  falling  down,  falling,  descending, 

coming  down,  alighting ;  falling  upon,  attacking ; 
casting,  hurling ;  death,  dying ;  accidental  occurrence 
or  mention ;  putting  down  as  irregular  or  exceptional, 
irregular  form,  irregularity  (e.  g.  purva-nipata, 
irregular  occurrence  of  a  word  at  the  beginning 
instead  of  at  the  end  of  a  compound ;  para-nipdta, 
irregular  placing  of  a  word  at  the  end  instead  of 
beginning) ;  the  opposite  extremity,  the  lower  end  ; 
(in  grammar)  a  particle,  the  term  for  all  adverbs  in- 

cluding conjunctions  and  interjections,  (called  iiipdta 
as  falling  into  the  sentence  in  various  senses,  i.  e. 
taking  their  place  after  other  words  to  modify  the 
sense  in  various  ways.)  —  Nipdta-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  being  a  particle.  —  Nipdta-pratikdra,  as, 
m.  the  repelling  of  assaults. 
Ni-pdtaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  =pataka,  a  bad  deed, a  sin. 

Ni-patana,  as,  a,  am,  throwing  down,  overthrow- 
ing, killing,  destroying ;  (am),  n.  causing  to  descend 

or  fall,  throwing  down,  overthrowing;  beating, 
knocking  down ;  putting  on  ;  touching  with  ;  killing, 
destroying ;  (in  grammar)  putting  down  as  an  irre- 

gularity, accidental  mention  or  use  of  a  word  ;  a  form 
which  by  ils  rare  occurrence  shows  itself  to  be  irre- 

gular ;  irregularity,  exception ;  falling  down,  hurrying 
down,  flying  down. 
Ni-pdtaniya,  ai,  a,  ant,  to  be  cast  down  or  over- 

thrown, caused  to  fall  (e.  g.  dando  nipataniyas, 
the  slick  must  be  caused  to  fall,  punishment  must 
be  inflicted). 

Ni-pdtita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  fall  or  descend ; 
beaten  down ;  killed  ;  irregular,  excepted. 
Ni-patin,  i,  tni,  i,  falling  down,  flying  down  or  on, 

alighting ;  striking  down,  destroying,  a  destroyer. 
Ni-patya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cast  down  or  over- 

thrown ;  to  be  put  down  or  mentioned  as  an  irregu- larity. 

Ni-pdtyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  thrown  down, 
being  precipitated. 

r«iH«i^l*ix  ni-paldsam,  ind.,  Ved.  (Say.) 
without  speaking,  i.  e.  like  a  tree  without  foliage  (or 
as  a  leafless  tree  moves  without  rustling). 

f«1««I  I.  ni-pa,  cl.  2.  P.  -pdti,  -patum,  &c., 
to  guard,  protect,  defend  ;  observe,  watch  over :  Caus. 
-pdlayati,  -yitum,  to  protect,  guard,  govern. 

fim  2.  ni-pa,  cl.  i.  and  2.  P.  -pibati  or 
-pivati,  -patum,  to  drink  in,  imbibe,  suck  in ;  to 
absorb,  dry  up :  Caus.  P.  -payayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  imbibe  or  suck  in. 

Ni-pa,  ax,  am,  m.  n.  a  water-jar ;  (as),  m.  the 
Kadamba  tree,  Nauclea  Cadamba  (  =  kadamba). 
Ni-pdna  or  nipdnaka,  am,  n.  drinking,  im- 

bibing ;  any  reservoir  of  water,  any  place  or  trough 
near  a  well  for  watering  cattle ;  a  well,  pool ;  a 
milk-pail.  —  Nipdna-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  reser- 

voirs or  ponds,  abounding  in  pools,  &c. 
Ni-pita,  as,  a,  am,  drunk  in,  drunk  up,  absorbed, 

imbibed,  dried  up. 
Ni-piti,  is,  f.  drinking. 
Ni-piyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  drunk  in  or imbibed. 

r«im«*  ni-pdka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt. pa<! with  m'), cooking,  maturing,  ripening. 

f«mra  ni-patha.     See  ni-patha,  col.  I. 

ni-pata.     See  above. 

ni-pdda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  low  ground, 
a  valley;  (Say.)  high  and  low  ground. 

ni-pish,  cl.  ".  P.,  Ved.  -pinashti, to  crush. 

ni-pid,  cl.  10.  P.  -pidayati,  -yitum, 
to  press  close  to  or  against,  press  together,  squeeze  ; 
to  embrace  ;  to  impress  ;  to  cause  pain,  afflict, 

plague,  trouble;  (in  astronomy)  to  eclipse. 
Ni-pidana,  am,  n.  squeezing,  pressing;  hurting, 

giving  pain  ;  (d),  f.  oppression. 
Ni-piifaynt,  an,  anti,  at,  pressing,  pressing  to- 

gether ;  (dantdn  dantair  nipiiiayan,  gnashing the  teeth.) 

Ni-pidita,  as,  a,  am,  squeezed,  pressed,  embraced; 
pained,  hurt.  —  Nipiditdlaktaka-vat  (°ta-al),  ind. 
like  pressed  lac. 
Ni-pidya,  ind.  having  pressed  ;  having  pressed 

against  or  upon  ;  having  embraced  ;  having  hurt. 

frm")«^?it-/>jy,  cl.  i.  P.,  Ved.  -ply  ati,  -yi- 
tum, to  revile,  abuse,  treat  with  contempt. 

nipu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

ni-puna,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
pun  with  ni;  perhaps  fr.  rt.  push  +  affix  na,  through 
which  dialectically  punna  =  puna),  clever,  adroit, 
skilful,  skilled  in,  conversant  with  (loc.  and  gen.)  ; 
experienced  ;  kind  or  friendly  towards  (with  loc.  or 
with  prati)  ;  sharp,  acute,  fine,  delicate  ;  complete, 
perfect,  accurate  ;  (am  or  ena),  ind.  skilfully,  cleverly, 
sharply  ;  completely,  perfectly,  totally,  exactly,  care- 

fully ;  in  a  delicate  manner.  —  Nipuna-tara,  as,  d, 
am,  more  clever,  perfect,  &c.  ;  (am),  ind.  cleverly  ; 
perfectly.  —  Nipuna-tas,  ind.  cleverly,  skilfully  ; 
completely.  —  Nlpnna-ta,  f.  skilfulness,  cleverness, 
conversancy,  adroitness,  versatility  ;  carefulness,  accu- 

racy. —  Nipuna^drvS,  k,  k,  k,  sharp-sighted,  clever, 
knowing. 

Nipunikd,  (.  '  the  clever  one,'  N.  of  a  waiting- maid  in  the  VikramorvasT. 

ftrj1^  ni-puth,  Caus.  -pothayati,  -yitum, 
to  dash  down. 

ni-pur,  ur,  f.,  Ved.  (according  to 
Mahl-dhara)  =  sukshma-deha,  the  subtle  body. 

friujrt  ni-puta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  strained, 
filtered,  purified. 

f  H  H  ̂  *i  ni-pra-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti,  -han- 
lum,  to  kill  (with  gen.  of  the  object). 

fr|fn^l^  nipriydya  (fr.  ni-priya),  Nom. 

A.  nipriydyate.  Sec.,  Ved.  to  keep  in  one's  pos- session, not  to  be  willing  to  give  up. 

fVmip4T  ni-phald,  f.  the  plant  Cardiosper- 
mum  Halicacabum  (  —jyotishmati). 

f«lHiirti  ni-phalana,  am,  n.  (probably 
incorrect  for  ni-bhalana),  seeing,  sight. 

ni-phena,  am,  n.  =  a-phena,  opium. 

ni-baddha.     See  under  ni-bandh. 

ni-bandh,  cl.  9.  P.  -badhndti,  -band- 
dhnm,  to  bind  on,  bind,  tie,  fasten,  tie  together;  to 
fetter,  enchain,  imprison,  ensnare  ;  to  attach,  to  join, 
unite,  connect  ;  compose  (in  writing),  record,  write  ; 
to  construct  ;  to  draw  together,  contract  (e.  g.  bhru- 
kutim,  the  brow)  ;  to  fix,  hold  fast,  confine,  restrain, 
obstruct,  stop,  close  up,  restrict  ;  to  fix  on,  place  or 
put  upon,  impose;  to  put  together,  form,  acquire; 

(with  padam)  to  put  the  foot  upon,  i.  e.  to  under- take anything  ;  to  fix  or  direct  upon  ;  to  appoint, 
commission,  charge;  to  place,  locate;  to  destroy, 
(MahS-bh.  VirSta-p.  982;  cf.  rt.  vadh.) 
Ni-baddlia,  as,  d,  am,  bound  in  or  on,  bound  ; 

fastened,  tied,  connected,  bound  or  sewed  together, 
fastened  to  ;  caught  (as  in  a  net),  fettered,  enchained, 
chained  to,  dependant  on  ;  connected,  coherent  ;  shut 
up,  closed,  stopped,  obstructed  ;  confined,  costive  ; 
checked,  restrained,  restricted  to;  bound  over  or 
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calledasawitness(ManuVIII.  76);  composed,  written; 
fixed  in,  inlaid  (as  with  gold  or  jewels),  enchased,  set, 
inserted  ;  committed,  intrusted  ;  enveloped,  enclosed, 
involved,  covered  with  ;  constructed  of,  formed  of, 
consisting  of;  accompanied  by,  furnished  or  endowed 
with  ;  relating  to,  contained  or  involved  in. 

Ni-banddhri,  dhd,  dhn,  dhri,  who  or  what 
ties  or  binds,  a  binder,  fastener  ;  (dhd),  m.  a  com- 

poser, writer,  author  ;  a  commentator  ;  (also  written 
ni-bandhri.) 

Ni-baitdha,  as,  m.  binding  on,  binding,  fastening, 
tying,  attachment,  attachment  to,  intentness  on  ;  com- 

posing, writing  down,  recording;  restraint,  obstruc- 
tion, confinement,  constipation,  suppression  of  urine, 

strangury  ;  a  band,  bond,  fetter  ;  fixed  property,  not 
movable  or  fluctuating  ;  a  grant  of  property,  an  assign- 

ment of  cattle  or  money  for  support  ;  foundation, 
origin,  root,  cause,  reason  ;  any  literary  composition 
or  treatise  ;  a  commentary  or  explanation  of  technical 
rules  [cf.  grantha]  ;  N.  of  a  particular  work  ;  the 
plant  Azadirachta  Indica;  (am),  n.  song,  singing. 
—  Nibandha-ddna,  am,  n.  grant  of  property,  as- 

signment or  gift  of  a  corrody.  —  Nibandha-san- 

graha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  Su-s'ruta's medical  work. 

Ni-bandhana,  as,  i,  am,  binding,  fastening, 
fettering;  (1),  (.  band,  bond,  fetter;  (am),  n.  the 
act  of  fastening  to,  binding  together,  ligation  ;  con- 

structing, building  (as  a  bridge  &c.)  ;  checking,  re- 
straining, confining;  band,  fetter;  that  to  which 

anything  is  fastened  or  on  which  it  rests  ;  a  receptacle  ; 
the  part  of  a  lute  where  the  strings  are  fastened,  the 
tie  or  peg  of  a  lute  ;  cause,  origin,  reason,  motive, 
condition  ;  (in  grammar)  syntax  ;  a  composition  ;  a 
commentary  ;  a  grant,  an  assignment. 
Ni-bandhika.     See  adva-n°. 
Ni-bandhita,  as,  a,  am,  bound,  fastened,  con- 

fined, tied. 

Ni-bandhin,  i,  int,  i,  binding,  confining  ;  joined 
or  connected  by  or  with,  hanging  together,  cohering  ; 
causing,  being  a  cause  or  having  a  reason. 

fall?  IT  ni-barhana.     See  ni-brik  below. 

flirt  nibala,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a 
particular  number. 

,  cl.  i.  A.  -bddhate,  -bddhi- 

tum,  Ved.  to  press  down  or  together,  force  in  ;  to 
cramp,  contract,  confine,  obstruct  ;  to  oppress. 

Ni-b&dha,  as,  m.  obstruction,  in  a-n",  q.  v. 

T«i  i  loo^  ni-bdlha,  as,  a,  am  (according 
to  some  fr.  rt.  bank,  according  to  SSy.  fr.  rt.  bah  — 
udh,  to  endeavour),  Ved.  forced  down,  thrown  into. 

ftffX,  ni-budh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -bodhati,  -te, 

-borlhitnm,  to  learn  or  hear  anything  (ace.)  from 
any  one  (gen.  or  with  sakaiSat)  ;  to  attend  to,  listen 
to,  (often  occurring  in  the  impv.  ni-boilha)  ;  tc 
know,  consider  :  Cans,  -bodhayati,  &c.,  to  cause  to 
know  or  learn,  to  inform,  give  to  understand. 

Ni-boddhavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  learnt  ;  to  be 
considered  or  regarded. 

ni-brih  (also  written  ni-vrih,  q.v.), 
£    >^  •        '    T          '  ' 

cl.  I  .  P.  -barhati,  -barhitum,  -barhayati,  -yitmn, 
Ved.  to  throw  down,  destroy,  annihilate,  extirpate, 
eradicate. 

Ni-barhana,  a*,  a,  am,  destroying,  &c.  ;  (am), 
n.  destruction,  annihilation,  &c.     See  ni-varhana. 

ni-bha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  bha  with 
Hi),  like,  resembling,  similar,  (only  at  the  end  of  a 
ramp.  ;  sometimes  pleonastically  after  adjectives,  e.  g. 
daru-nibhanana,  handsome-faced  ;  and  occasionally 
with  another  word  meaning  '  like,'  e.g.  naga-nibho- 
pama,  like  a  mountain);  (as,  am),  m.  n.  appear- 

ance, light,  manifestation;  pretence,  pretext,  fraud, 
sham,  trick,  dhgaise.-ffibha-td,  f.  similarity,  likeness. 

tfWfni-bkafy,  cl.  7.  P.  -bhanakti,  -bhank- 
tum,  to  break  or  dash  to  pieces,  break  asunder. 

ni-bhartsana,  wrong  reading  for 
nir-bhartsana. 

ni-bhal,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -bhdlayati, 
-te,  -yitum,  to  perceive,  see. 
Ni-lihdlana,  am,  n.  seeing,  sight,  perception; 

[cf.  ni-phalana.~\ 
'pfTHWJ  ni-bhasad(i),  having  the  hinder 

parts  directed  downwards  (?).  See  bhusad. 

ftrf*T?  ni-bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -bhinatti, 

-bhintte,  -bhettum,  to  break  or  divide  asunder  :  Pass. 
-bhidyate,  to  be  opened,  to  open. 

ftT»ffa  ni-bhtma,  as,  d,  am,  terrible,  fright- 
ful. —  Nibhima-vikrama,  as,  a,  am,  of  terrible 

valour,  of  formidable  prowess. 

f>T>Jtr  ni-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  past,  gone. 

fir*<^m  nibhuyapa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  epithet 
of  Vishnu,  (meaning  unknown.) 

nT*J  ni-bhri,  cl.  I.  P.  -bharati,  -bhartum, 
&c.,  to  bear  or  put  down,  (apparently  only  used  in 
the  part,  ni-bhrita  below.) 

Ni-blirita,  as,  a,  am,  borne  or  placed  down,  deposited 
in  a  low  place,  lowered;  concealed,  hidden,  secret, 
occult,  unperceived,  imperceptible  ;  modest,  humble, 
unassuming  ;  mild,  gentle  ;  lonely,  solitary  ;  still,  silent  ; 
firm,  unmoved,  immovable  ;  resolute,  decided,  firmly 

attached,  faithful  ;  filled  with,  full  of,  (BhSgavata-Purana 
X.  32,  2Q,=purua,  vydpta);  (am),  n.  humility, 
modesty,  meekness  [cf.  naibhritya];  (am),  ind. 
covertly,  secretly,  privately,  apart,  unobservedly,  im- 

perceptibly, in  a  corner,  out  of  sight.  —  Nibhritdgata 

(cta-dg°),  as,  a,  am,  secretly  arrived.  —  Nibhritdt- 
man  ('ta-df),  a,  a,  a,  resolute-minded,  resolute. 
—Nibhritartha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  having  a secret  meaning,  occult 

ftWS^nz'-  bhrans,  Ca.us.-bhrdsayati,-yitum, 
Ved.  to  cause  to  fall  off,  to  strike  or  break  off. 

M*i  nima,  as,  m.  a  pin,  stake  (?). 

ftrTr^  ni-majj,  cl.  6.  P.  -majjati,  -mank- 
tum,  to  sink  into,  sink  down,  dive,  plunge  into, 

immerse  one's  self,  bathe,  be  immersed  or  submerged 
(e.  g.  akshi  nimajjati,  the  eye  sinks  ;  dram  nt- 
mamajja,  he  remained  long  under  the  water)  ;  to  be 
drowned  ;  to  penetrate  into  ;  to  disappear,  perish  ;  to 
immerse  or  submerge  in  water,  cause  to  sink  (e.g.  into 
hell,  Mahi-bh.  Adi-p.  4156)  :  Caus.  P.  -majjayatt, 
•yitum,  to  cause  to  dive,  immerse,  dip,  plunge  (any- 

thing) into  water,  submerge,  drown  ;  (figuratively) 
to  cause  to  plunge  or  penetrate  into  a  battle,  lead 
into  the  thick  of  a  fight. 

Ni-magna,  as,  d,  am,  plunged  or  immersed  in, 
dipped  into,  fallen  into  (water  &c.),  submerged, 
sunk  ;  gone  down,  set  (as  the  sun)  ;  forcibly  entered 
into  or  penetrated;  (with  para-lokaya)  entered 
into  the  other  world;  sunk  in,  depressed,  not 
prominent;  overwhelmed,  covered.  —  Nimagna-wd- 
bhi,  is,  is,  i,  having  a  depressed  navel.  —  Nimagna- 
madhya,  f.  a  woman  having  a  depressed  (and  there- 

fore slender)  waist. 

Ni-magnaka,  as,  d,  am,  hiding  one's  self,  lurking. 
Ni-majjat,  an,  alt  or  antt,  at,  bathing,  diving, 

plunging  in,  sinking. 

Ni-majjathu,  us,  m.  the  act  of  diving  or  entering 
into,  plunging;  (with  talpe)  going  to  bed,  sleeping. 
Ni-majjana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  to  enter  or  plunge 

into  (with  gen.),  immersing,  absorbing;  (am),  n. 
bathing,  diving,  immersion,  sinking. 

Ni-majjamdna,  as,  d,  am,  sinking,  plunging 
into  ;  immersed  ;  being  drowned. 

Ni-majjita,  as,  a,  am,  plunged  into  the  water, 
drowned. 

nT*T<^  ni-mad,  Caus.  P.  -mddayati,  -yitum, 
to  pronounce  distinctly  but  slowly. 

Ni-mada,  as,  m.  pronunciation  which  is  distinct 

but  slow,  one  of  the  seven  degrees  of  pronunciation 
(vddah  ethdndni). 

ni-mantr,  cl.  10.  A.  -mantrayate, 

-yitum,  to  invite,  summon,  call  (to  a  feast),  entertain. 
Ni-mantraka,  as,  m.  one  who  summons  or 

invites,  an  inviter. 

Ni-mantrana,  am,  n.  inviting,  invitation  ;  sum- 
moning, calling  ;  a  summons.  —Nimantrana-pattra, 

am,  n.  a  written  summons,  a  note  of  invitation. 

Ni-mantrita,  as,  d,  am,  invited,  summoned, 
convoked  ;  bidden  to  a  feast,  entertained. 

Ni-mantrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  invited,  to  be  called. 

i*!*!-*}  ni-mvnyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  not  angry, 
unresentful,  appeased. 

l«T»lt(  ni-maya.     See  ni-me,  p.  490,  col.  2. 

ftpTT  ni-md   [cf.  ni-me],  cl.  2.  3.  P.  A. 
-maii,  -mimlte,  -mdtum,  to  measure  ;  to  adjust. 

I  .  nimdtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  measured,  &c.  ; 

[the  ni-mdtavya  which  occurs  in  Manu  X.  94.  is  to be  referred  to  ni-me,  q.  v.] 

Ni-mdna,  am,  n.  measure.     See  a-»°. 
I  .  nwnita,  as,  d,  am,  measured  out.   See  dur-n°. 
1.  ni-meya,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  ni-me),  to  be 

measured,  measurable,  anything  the  measure  or  value 
of  which  can  be  fixed. 

i«i(*i  i.  nimi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  several  kings  of 
Videha  ;  of  a  son  of  Dattltreya  ;  of  a  son  of  Ikshvaku, 
(this  Nimi  lost  his  body  through  the  curse  of 
VaSishtha,  and  when  the  gods  were  willing  to  restore 
it,  requested  that  instead  of  receiving  his  former 
shape  he  might  occupy  the  eyes  of  all  living  creatures  ; 
the  request  was  granted,  and  in  consequence  of  the 

presence  of  Nimi,  men's  eyelids  are  ever  opening 
and  shutting  ;  cf.  ni-misha,  and  see  Vishnu-Purana 
IV.  5)  ;  N.  of  the  twenty-first  Jaina  Arriat  of  the 
present  Ava-sarpinT;  of  a  son  of  Bhajamana  ;  of 
Danda-pSni  ;  of  a  Danava  ;  closing  or  winking  of 
the  eyes,  twinkling.  —  Nimin-dhara,  as,  m.  (fr. 
nimim  ace.  sing.  +  dhara),  N.  of  a  prince. 

f?rftl  2.  ni-mi,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -minoti,  -minute, 

&c.,  to  fix  in,  dig  in  ;  to  fix,  erect. 
2.  ni-mita,  as,  a,  am,  fixed  in,  fixed,  erected. 

flfaw  ni-mitta,  am,  n.  (probably  con- 
nected with  ni-md  above),  a  mark,  an  aim;  an 

archer's  butt,  target;  sign,  token;  prognostic,  pre- 
sage, omen  [cf.  dur-n  ]  ;  cause,  motive,  reason, 

instrumental  or  efficient  cause,  (opposed  to  upd-ddna, 
the  material  cause)  ;  nimitta  is  used  at  the  end  of 

a  comp.  in  the  sense  '  having  as  a  motive  or  cause,' 
'  caused  or  produced  by,"  '  occasioned  by,'  e.  g.  visha- 
nimittd  ptda,  pain  caused  by  poison;  (am  ace., 
ena  inst.,  dya  dat.,  at  abl.,  asya  gen.,  e  loc.), 
because  of,  on  account  of,  for  the  sake  of,  for  the 

purpose  of,  through.  —  Nimitta-kdrana,  am,  n.  an 
instrumental  or  efficient  cause,  (especially  the  Deity 

considered  as  the  agent  in  creation.)  —  Nimittft- 
kdrana-td,  f.  the  state  of  being  the  efficient  cause. 
—  Nimitta-kdla,  as,  m.  the  period  or  moment  of 
time  which  may  be  regarded  as  causing  any  event  ; 

any  given  or  specific  time.~Nimitta-krit,  t,  m. 
'  omen-maker,'  a  crow,  raven.  —  Nimitta-jna,  as, 
d,  am,  acquainted  with  omens.  —  Nimitta-jAdna, 

am,  n.  '  knowledge  of  causes  or  signs,'  N.  of  the  fifty- 
eighth  chapter  of  the  Kama-sutra  by  VStsySyana. 
—  Nimitta-las,  ind.  by  or  from  a  special  cause  or 
reason.  —  Nimitta-ta,  f.  or  nimitta-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state   of  being   a   cause,  causality,   instrumentality. 
—  Nimitla-dharma,  as,  m.  expiation  ;  any  occa- 

sional or  special  penance,  rite,  or  obligation.  —  Ni- 
mitta-niddna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Nimitta- 
bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  a  cause  or  reason,  being 
a  cause  or    means.  —  Nimitta-mdtra,  am,   n.  the 
mere  efficient  cause  or  instrument.  —  Nimitta^vid, 

t,  m.  '  omen-knower,'  an   astrologer.  —  Nimitta- 
vedhin,  i,  irii,  i,  hitting  an  aim,  piercing  the  mark. 
—  Nimitta-hetu,  us,  m.  an  efficient  cause.  —  At- 
mittahetu-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  an  instrumental 
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or  cffident  cause.  —  Nimittdrtha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  m. 
the  infinitive  mood  (in  grammar).  —  Nimittdi-rilti 
(°ta-dif),  is,  f.  dcpendance  upon  a  special  cause  or 
occasion.  —  Jfimittl-kn,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -ku- 
rute,  -kartum,  to  make  anything  a  cause,  to  use  as 
a  cause  or  means.  —  Nlmittl-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bharati, 
-vitum,  to  become  a  cause  or  reason  for  (with  loc.). 
Ni-mittaka,  as,  a,  am  (at  the  end  of  an  adj. 

comp.),  caused  or  occasioned  or  produced  by  ;  (am), 
n.  kissing,  a  kiss. 

Nimittayamdna,  as,  d,am  (ft.  an  unused  Nominal 

verb  nimittdya),  causing,  producing. 

Nimitt'm,  1,  int.  i,  operated  on  or  influenced  by 
a  cause,  having  a  cause  or  reason. 

fern's  ni-misla,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  devoted 

to,  attached  to  (with  loc.)  ;  (Say.)  commixed,  com- 
mingling, mixing  with,  being  mixed.  —  Nimisla- 

tama,  ae,  a,  am,  Ved.  most  attached  to  (with  loc.). 

fnfHH^i.  ni-mish,  cl.  6.  P.  -mishati,  -me- 
nJiitum,  to  shut  the  eyelids,  wink,  twinkle,  blink. 

3.  ni-mish,  t,  f.,Ved.  winking  or  twinkling  of  the 
eye  ;  shutting  the  eyes,  falling  asleep  [cf.  nimt]  ; 
a-nimish,  t,  t,  t,  never  closing  or  winking  the  eyes  ; 

(/),  m.  a  god';  [cf.  NalaV.  24.] Ni-misha,  as,  m.  twinkling,  winking,  shutting 
the  eye  ;  the  twinkling  of  an  eye  considered  as  a 
measure  of  time,  a  moment  ;  morbid  twinkling  of  the 

eyes;  N.  of  a  son  of  Garuda  (Mah5-bh.  Udyoga-parva 

3595);  an  epithet  of  Vishnu,  (also  a-nimisha.) 

—  A'imishdntara  (°sha-am°),  am,  n.  the  interval 
of  a  moment;  (ena),  ind.  in  a  twinkling,  in  the 
interval  of  a  moment. 

Ni-mishat,  an,  atl  or  antl,  at,  winking,  blinking, 
closing  the  eyes. 
Ni-mesha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  twinkling  of  the  eyes, 

(opposed  to  un-mesha)  ;  a  momentary  space  of 
time,  a  moment,  a  twinkling  of  the  eye  considered 
as  a  measure  of  time  ;  morbid  twinkling  of  the  eye, 
morbid  closing  of  the  eyelid;  N.  of  a  mythical 

being  ;  nimesham  nimesham,  every  moment.  —  Ni- 
mesha-krtt,  t,  (.  '  twinkler,'  lightning.  —  Nimesha- 
tas,  ind.,  Ved.  with  regard  to  the  shutting  of  the 

eyes,  (according  to  Mahl-dhara  gen.  sing,  of  the 
pres.  part.)  —  Nimesha-dyut,  t,  or  nimesha-rut,  k, 
m.  a  fire-fly.  —  Nimesha-Jmdtra,  am,  n.  only  a  twink- 

ling, merely  an  instant  ;  (ena),  ind.  in  a  twinkling, 
in  an  instant  of  time,  in  barely  a  moment.  —Nlme- 

xhanlhdt  (°fha-ar°),  ind.  in  half  a  twinkling  of  the 
eye,  i.  e.  in  less  than  an  instant. 
Ni-meshalta,  as,  m.  twinkling  of  the  eye  ;  a  fire-fly. 
Nirmeshana,  as,  I,  am,  causing  twinkling  &c. 

ni-mih,  cl.  i.  P.  -mehati,  &c.,  to 

urine,  sprinkle  down  urine. 

f«1«l1c^  ni-mtl,  cl.  i.  P.  -mtlati,  -mllitum, 
to  shut  or  close  the  eyes,  fall  asleep,  sleep  ;  to  close  (as 

flowers);  to  die,  disappear:  Caus.  -mHayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  (one)  to  shut  the  eyes,  to  dose  ;  to  kill. 

Ni-milat,  an,  antl,  at,  closing  the  eyes,  winking 
the  eyelids,  twinkling. 
Ni-mllana,  am,  n.  shutting  the  eyelids,  winking 

or  twinkling  of  the  eyes,  winking  ;  closing  the  eyes 
in  death  ;  (figuratively)  dying,  death  ;  (in  astronomy) 
immersion,  complete  obscuration,  a  total  eclipse. 
ffi-mild,  f.  shutting  the  eyes. 
Ni-milikd,  (.  shutting  the  eyes,  winking,  twink- 

ling, blinking,  conniving  at  anything  ;  fraud,  trick. 
Ni-milita,  of,  a,  am,  closed,  shut  (as  the  eye), 

winked,  blinked  ;  blinded,  darkened,  obscured  ;  [cf. 

•mjo^nimllita.']  —  Nimilitdkslia  (°ta-alej*),  as,  i, am,  having  the  eyes  closed. 

Ni-milin,  I,  ini,  i,  closing  the  eyes,  having  the 
eyelids  shut. 

fl*0<(,  ni-miv,  cl.  I.  P.  -mlvati,  &c.,  to 
press  on,  press  down. 

fiil'd*.  nimlsvara,  as,  m.  (with  Jainas) 
N.  of  the  sixteenth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ut-sarpini. 

-mulam,  ind.  down  to  the  root. 

ni-mrij,  cl.  2.  P.  -marshti  (cl.  6.  Ved. 

-mrijali,  -te),  -mdrjHum,  -marshtum,  to  rub  in, 
rub  upon,  wipe,  wipe  off,  wipe  away,  to  cleanse 

one's  self  (A.) ;  to  lead  to,  attach  to :  Intens.,  Ved. 
-mdmrije,  to  wipe  away,  cleanse ;  to  destroy : 
Desid.,  Ved.  -mimrikshat!,  (in  Rig-veda  I.  64,  4, 

Siy.  considers  ni-wiimrikshuh  as  a  Vedic  redupli- 
cated perf.  =  ni-mrishtdh  sthitd  babhiivuh  ;  accord- 

ing to  some  the  meaning  is '  to  flash  down.') 
Ni-mrigra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  devoted,  attached  to ; 

(Say.)  excessively  purifying  or  deansing. 

fr|*jl!^  ni-mrin,  cl.  6.  P.  -mrinati,  &c.,  to 
dash  down,  strike  down. 

f*|H^  ni-mrid,  cl.  9.  P.  -mridndti,  -mardi- 
tum,  to  crush,  dash  to  pieces ;  to  rub  off. 

f^R  ni-me  [cf.  ni-ma],  cl.  i.  A.  -mayate, 
-mdtum,  to  change,  exchange  for  (with  inst.),  barter. 
Ni-maya,  as,  m.  barter,  change,  exchange. 
2.  ni-mdtavya,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  ni-ma), 

to  be  exchanged  or  bartered. 

a.  ni-meya,  as,  d,  am  (for  I .  see  ni-ma),  to  be  ex- 
changed; (as),  m.  barter,  exchange;  [cf. naimeya.] 

ni-mesha .  See  under  i .  ni-mish,  col.  i . 

nimna,  am,  n.  (fr.  ni  or  perhaps 
rather  fr.  rt.  nam  with  ni  or  according  to  others  fr. 

rt.  man  or  rt.  mnd  with  ni),  depth,  low  ground,  low- 
land ;  a  slope,  declivity ;  gap,  chasm  or  cavity  in  the 

ground  ;  a  depression,  deepening ;  (ae,  d,  am),  deep, 
profound  (literally  or  figuratively)  ;  low  (as  ground), 

depressed,  sunk ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Nlmna- 
ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  low  or  deep,  going  downwards, 
descending ;  (d),  f.  a  river,  mountain-stream ;  [cf. 
giri-n°.]  —  Nimna-gata,  as,  d,  am,  going  in  deep 
or  low  places;  (am),  n.  a  low  place.  —  Nimna-tala, 
see  under  nlnda-tala.  —  Nimna-td,  i.  or  nimna- 

tva,  am,  n.  depth,  lowness,  profundity.  —  Nimna- 

des"a,  as,  m.  or  nimna-bhdga,  as,  m.  a  low  or  deep 
place.  —  Nimnannata  (°na-un°),  as,  d,  am,  low 
and  high,  depressed  and  elevated,  up  and  down. 

Nimnais,  ind.,  Ved.  in  deep  places,  low,  down- 
wards ;  [cf.  -uddais,  nidais.] 

f«i^  nimba  or  nimbaka,  as,  m.  (said  to 

be  fr.  rt.  ni),  a  tree  with  bitter  fruits,  Azadirachta 
Indica,  the  Nimb  or  Neemb  tree,  (the  leaves  of  this 

tree  are  chewed  at  funeral  ceremonies) ;  [cf.  giri-n", 
trina-n°.]  —  Nimba-taru,  us,  m.  the  tree  Erythrina 
Fulgens  or  (according  to  others)  Melia  Sempervirens, 
(it  is  considered  as  one  of  the  trees  of  paradise.) 

—  Nimba-rajas,  as,  n.  a  particular  high  number; 

[cf.  mahd-n°.}  —  Nimba-vafl,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
—  Nimba-mja,  as,  m.  a  tree  ( =  rdjddant).  —  A^m- 

bdrka-karavirdrdana-vrata(cba-ar°,°ra-arc),am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  particular  vow ;  N.  of  the  seventy-seventh 
chapter  of  the  Bhavishya-Purana. 

ffTgra?  nimbuka,  as,  m.  the  common  lime, 
Citrus  Acida ;  (also  read  nisbu. ) 

ftOST*  ni-mluf  (Ved.  ni-mruf),  cl.  i.  P. 
-mlofati,  &c.,  to  set,  disappear  (as  the  sun). 
Ni-mrukti,  Ved.,  or  in  later  Sanskrit  ni-mlukti, 

is,  (.  sunset,  setting  of  the  sun,  disappearance. 
Ni-mru£,  k,  f.,  Ved.  sunset,  setting  of  the  sun, 

evening  ;  (i,  it,  k),  slack,  loose. 
Ni-mloda,  as,  m.  setting  of  the  sun,  sunset. 
Ni-ml<x?anl,  f.  (fr.  an  unused  form  ni-mlodana), 

N.  of  the  dty  of  Varuna  situated  on  the  mountain 
Manasottara  towards  the  west. 

ffi-mlodi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  son  of  Bhajamana. 

ni-yata.    See  col.  3. 

-yantr,  cl.io.P.  -yantrayati,&c., 

to  restrain,  [apparently  only  used  in  the  derivatives.] 
Ni-yantrana,  am,  n.theact  of  restraining,  restraint, 

checking  ;  governing,  guiding ;  defining,  definition. 
Ni-yantrita,as,d,am,  restrained,  curbed,  checked 

governed,  guided. 

ni-yam,  cl.  i .  P.  -ya((hati,  -yantum, 
to  check,  curb,  restrain,  hold  back,  suppress,  stop; 

to  hold  in  (as  the  breath  &c.) ;  govern,  control,  rule, 
direct,  regulate ;  to  punish  ;  to  restrict ;  to  bind, 
confine,  fasten ;  to  conceal ;  to  attain,  obtain ;  to 
assume ;  to  present,  offer ;  to  place  or  fix  upon : 

Caus.  -yamayati,  -yitum,  to  restrain,  curb,  check. 

Ni-yata,  as,  d,  am,  checked,  curbed,  restrained, 
tield  in ;  governed,  controlled,  subdued,  submissive, 
self-governed  ;  abstemious,  self-denying,  temperate  ; 
attentive,  intent  upon ;  fixed,  constant,  steady,  per- 

manent, incessant ;  ascertained,  certain,  destined, 

settled,  sure ;  inevitable  ;  positive,  definite ;  perme- 
able, what  may  be  spread  through  or  over  1 ;  (am), 

n.  elementary  or  crude  matter,  the  recipient  of  attri- 
butes or  properties;  (am),  ind.  always,  constantly, 

deddedly,  positively,  surely,  certainly,  inevitably ;  for- 
cibly. —  Niyata-mdnasa,  as,  d,  am,  of  subdued 

mind  or  spirit.  —  Niyata-rtshaya-vartin,  i,  ini,  i, 

steadily  abiding  in  one's  own  sphere.  —  Niyutdlman 
(°ta-dta),  d,  d,  a,  self-regulated,  self-controlled,  self- 
restrained.  —  Niyatdhdra  (°ta-dh°),  ae,  d,  am, 

abstemious  in  food,  temperate.  —  Niyatendriya  (°/a- 
tV),  as,  d,  am,  having  the  passions  subdued  or 
restrained. 

Ni-yati,  is,  f.  restraint,  restriction ;  the  fixed 
order  of  things,  necessity,  destiny,  fate,  luck,  good  or 

bad  fortune ;  a  religious  duty  or  obligation ;  self- 
cornmand,  self-restraint ;  (Niyati  is  sometimes  per- 

sonified as  a  goddess,  she  and  Ayati  being  regarded 

as  daughters  of  Meru  and  wives  of  Dhatri  and  Vi- 
dhatri) ;  (i),  f.  an  epithet  of  DurgS. 
Ni-yantavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  restrained,  checked, 

controlled,  tamed  ;  to  be  forced. 

Ni-yantu  in  dur^n0,  q.  v. 
Ni-yantri,  td,  tn,  tri,  who  or  what  holds  in, 

restrains,  curbs,  governs,  guides,  tames,  &c. ;  re- 
straining; (td),  m.  a  restrainer,  charioteer,  driver, 

coachman;  a  ruler,  governor,  master;  a  punisher. 

—  Niyantri-tra,  am,  n.  restraint,  government,  abi- 
lity to  rule,  power  of  restraining,  controlling  faculty. 

Ni-yama,  as,  m.  restraining,  holding  back,  check- 
ing, keeping  back ;  taming,  subduing,  preventing, 

confining;  restraint,  restriction,  restriction  to  (with 
loc.) ;  limitation  ;  fixing,  defining,  definition ;  keeping 
down,  lowering  (as  the  tone  of  the  voice) ;  fixed 
rule  or  law,  necessity,  obligation ;  rule,  precept  (e.  g. 

strindm  Prdkrita-bhdshanam  era  niyamah,  the 
usage  of  women  is  to  speak  only  Prakrit) ;  certainty, 
ascertainment;  agreement,  contract,  engagement, 

assent,  promise,  vow ;  any  self-imposed  restraint  or 
religious  observance  voluntarily  practised,  as  fast- 

ing, watching,  pilgrimage,  praying,  &c. ;  voluntary 
penance,  meritorious  or  supererogatory  piety ;  a  lesser 
vow,  minor  observance  (as  opposed  to  yama^  a  greater 
vow  which  must  always  be  oDservea  i ;  fm  rhetoric) 
a  common-place  in  poetry,  any  conventional  expres- 

sion or  usual  comparison  (as  notice  of  the  birch  in 

describing  the  Himalaya,  of  the  sandal  tree  in  de- 

scribing the  Malaya  mountains,  of  the  peacock's  cry in  the  rains,  of  the  koil  in  spring,  &c.) ;  Necessity 
or  Fixed  Law  personified  as  a  son  of  Dharma  by 

Dhriti ;  (ena  or  at),  ind.  by  a  fixed  rule,  neccssirily, 

surely,  certainly.  —  Niyama-nishlhd,  f.  rigid  ob- 
servance of  prescribed  thes.  —  Niyama-pattra,  am, 

n.  a  written  agreement  or  stipulation.  —  Niyama- 
para,  as,  d,  am,  observing  fixed  rules ;  relating  to 
or  corroborative  of  a  rule.  •-  Niyamu-ptlla,  as,  m. 

'  observer  of  vows,'  N.  of  a  sage  from  whom  the 
Nepalese  derive  the  name  of  their  country,  (properly 

Nipal.)  —  Niyama-bhuitga,  a*,  m.  breach  of  a 
stipulation  or  contract.  —Niyama-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
practising  or  observing  religious  observances ;  (ati),  f. 

(a  woman)  having  the  monthly  courses.  —  Niyama- 
ftl>  it  >,  is,  f.  a  state  of  self-restraint,  steady  observance 
of  religious  obligations,  asceticism. 
Ni-yamana,  as,  i,  am,  regulating,  controlling, 

subduing,  taming,  overpowering;  (am),  n.  subduing, 
checking,  restraining ;  humiliation,  coercion ;  binding ; 
restriction,  limitation ;  precept,  fixed  practice  or  rule. 



ni-yamita. nir-anurodha. 

Ni-yamita,  as,  a,  am,  checked,  restrained,  sup- 
pressed, bound,  confined;  governed,  guided;  fixed, 

regulated,  prescribed,  stipulated,  agreed  upon. 

1.  ni-yamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  checked  or  re- 
strained, restrainable,  tamable. 

2.  ni-yamya,    ind.    having    restrained,    having 
guided,  &c. 
Ni-yama,  as,  m.  =  ni-yama,  restraint ;  religious 

vow,  penance,  fasting,  &c.,  especially  if  an  act  of 

supererogation  ;  =  ni-yamaka,  a  boatman,  sailor ;  [cf. 

nir-ydma.'] 
Ni-ydmaka,  as,  a,  am,  restraining,  checking,  con- 

trolling, subduing,  suppressing,  overpowering;  re- 
strictive, limiting;  denning  more  closely;  guiding, 

governing,  who  or  what  regulates  or  restrains ;  a  re- 
strainer,  ruler,  master;  (as),  m.  a  charioteer;  a  boat- 

man, a  sailor,  but  variously  applied  to  one  who  rows 

or  steers,  a  pilot,  a  helmsman ;  [cf.  nir-ydma.]  —  Ni- 
ydmaka-td,  f.  controllership,  power  of  restraining, 
restraint ;  exact  definition,  explanation. 

Nir-yamana,  am,  n.  taming,  checking,  restraining ; 

(probably  incorrectly  for  ni-yamana.) 

iTttiiH'?  ni-yayin,  i,  ini,  i  (fr.  rt.  yd  with 
ni),  Ved.  driving  over,  passing  over  (as  a  carriage). 

Nl-ydna,  am,  n.,  Ved.  way,  access. 

(Y(<H  ni-yava.    See  under  2.  ni-yu  below. 

(VWcH  ni-ydtana,  am,  n.  causing  to  fall 
or  descend ;  (wrong  reading  for  ni-pdtana,  q.  v.) 

1Vnj  i.  ni-yu,  cl.  3.  P.  -yuyoti,  &.C.,  Ved. 
to  repel,  keep  off. 

'ftfW  2.  ni-yu,  cl.  2.  P.  -yauti,  cl.  9.  P.  A. 
-yundti,  -ntte,  -yavitum,  to  join,  yoke,  harness; 
to  mix ;  to  bestow. 
Ni-yava,  as,  m.  compact  order,  continuous  line  or 

series  ;  (SSy.)  mixing,  mixture. 
Ni-yut,  t,  (.,  Ved.  series,  line,  row;  (Say.)  a 

horse,  steed  (as  harnessed  to  a  car),  especially  one  of 
the  horses  of  Vayu  called  Niyuts ;  praise,  a  praiser ; 

(as),  f.  pi.  series  of  words  [cf.  grantha,  ni-ban- 
flhana],  verses,  a  poem;  (Say.)  a  team  of  horses, 
especially  the  Niyuts  or  horses  of  VSyu ;  N.  of  a 
wife  of  Rudra  in  one  of  his  different  forms.  —  Niyut- 
vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  forming  a  series ;  flowing 
continuously,  as  the  Soma ;  drawn  by  a  line  of  horses, 
as  Vayu  or  Indra,  or  the  Maruts ;  (Say.)  possessing 
the  Niyut  steeds,  possessing  horses ;  containing  the 
word  niyut  or  niyut-vat  (as  a  verse  or  hymn). 
—  Niyud-ratha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one  whose  car  is 
drawn  by  a  line  or  team  of  horses ;  (Say.)  having  a 
harnessed  chariot. 

Ni-yuta,  am,  n.  (according  to  some  lexicographers 
also  m.),  a  million  ;  a  hundred  thousand  ;  100  Ayutas 
=  10,000  Kotis. 

Ni-yutvatlya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to 
Niyut-vat  (Vayu). 

frf<jfl  ni-yuj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yunalcti,  -ynnkte, 

-yoldum,  to  join  to,  attach  or  fasten  to ;  to  put  to 
(horses),  yoke,  harness ;  to  place  over,  appoint,  elect 
or  depute  any  one  to  any  office  or  duty  (with  ace. 
of  the  person  and  loc.  of  the  thing  or  business) ;  to 
give  authority,  authorize ;  to  assign,  employ,  engage ; 
to  commit,  intrust,  commission ;  to  enjoin,  order, 
command ;  to  constrain,  urge,  coerce,  compel ;  to 

harass :  Caus.  (or  cl.  10.)  -yojayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  be  attached,  cause  to  be  placed  or  put,  to  fasten ; 
to  appoint,  commission,  charge,  employ ;  to  order, 
command,  direct,  prescribe ;  to  urge,  instigate,  coerce ; 
to  perform,  make,  place  in  any  state  (e.  g.  sandehe, 
in  jeopardy) ;  to  offer,  present  with,  endow. 
Niryukta,  ae,  d,  am,  fastened  to ;  engaged  in, 

attached  to ;  directed,  enjoined,  commanded  ;  autho- 
rized, appointed  ;  ascertained ;  (as),  m.  a  functionary, 

official. 

Ni-yuktaka,  as,  d,  am,  appointed,  elected,  placed 
in  authority. 

Ni-yukli,  is,  f.  injunction,  order,  command ;  ap- 
pointment, commission,  charge,  office. 

Ni-ynjya,  ind.  having  joined  or  attached  ;  having 
put  to  or  harnessed  ;  having  appointed,  &c. 

Ni-yujyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  appointed, 

being  engaged  or  employed. 
N{-yurijdna,  as,  a,  am,  appointing,  authorizing, 

enjoining,  constituting,  appointing  to  an  office. 
Ni-^yoktavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  appointed  or  autho- 

rized, to  be  employed,  ordered,  &c. 

Ni-yoktt-i,  ta,  trl,  tri,  one  who  joins  or  fastens 
or  attaches  ;  (ta),  m.  a  ruler,  lord,  master. 

Ni-yoga,  as,  m.  attaching  or  fastening  to  ;  appli- 
cation, use,  employment,  appointment,  injunction, 

direction,  order,  command,  commission,  charge, 
precept;  any  trust  or  appointed  task  or  duty,  any 

business  or  function  committed  to  one's  charge  ; 
effort,  exertion  ;  certainty,  ascertainment  ;  necessity  ; 
(at  or  ena),  ind.  according  to  order  or  command, 
necessarily,  certainly,  surely.—  Niyoga-karana,  am, 
n.  making  a  command,  commanding.  —  Niyoga-tas, 
ind.  according  to  order  or  command.  —Niyoga- 

pdda,  as,  m.  a  fastening,  (probably)  a  halter.  —  Ni- 
yoga-prayojana,  am,  n.  the  object  or  business  of 
any  appointment,  authorized  act  or  duty.  —  Niyoga- 
vidlii,  is,  m.  the  form  or  rule  of  appointing  to  any 

act  or  duty.  —  Niyogdrtha  (°ga-ar°),  as,  m.  the 
object  of  an  authorized  act  or  appointment. 

Ni-yogin,  t,  ini,  i,  appointed,  authorized,  invested 
with  authority,  employed,  engaged  in  any  duty, 
attached  to  any  business  ;  (t),  m.  a  functionary,  an 
official,  officer,  man  in  office,  a  minister,  a  deputy, 

an  agent,  &c.  —  Niyogy-ariJia-grahopdya  (°ha- 
up°),  as,  m.  the  resource  of  confiscating  the  property 
of  men  in  office. 

Nir-yoyya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  enjoined  or  prescribed  ; 
fit  to  be  appointed  or  authorized,  able  or  qualified 

for  a  duty  [cf.  ni-yojya]  ;  (as),  m.  (according  to  Vopa- 
deval  a  master. 

Ni-yojana,  am,  n.  tying  or  fastening  (as  an 
animal  to  the  Yupa  or  sacrificial  post)  ;  uniting, 
attaching  to;  that  with  which  anything  is  fastened 
or  tied  (Ved.)  ;  ordering,  prescribing,  commanding, 
directing  ;  urging,  impelling  ;  appointing  (e.  g.  kri- 
ydsu,  to  affairs)  ;  (T),  f.  a  halter. 

Ni-yojanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  attached  or  joined 
to,  to  be  appointed  or  authorized. 

Ni-ycr/ayitamja,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Cans.),  to  be 
appointed,  to  be  commanded  or  urged  or  directed. 

Ni-yojita,  as,  d,  am,  joined  or  attached  to,  con- 
nected with,  adapted  to;  appointed,  authorized, 

commissioned  ;  directed,  ordered  ;  impelled,  urged, 
instigated. 

Ni-yojya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  fastened  or  attached 
to  ;  fit  to  be  appointed  or  employed  in  ;  to  be  ordered, 
commanded,  directed,  instigated;  proper  to  be  en- 

joined ;  (as),  m.  a  functionary,  official,  employ^, 
servant. 

ni-yuta.    See  under  2.  ni-yu,  col.  i  . 

ni-yutsd,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  yudh 
with  ni  without  reduplication),  N.  of  the  wife  of 
Pra-stava  and  mother  of  Vi-bhu. 

Ni-ywliilia,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  yurlh  with  ni),  fight- 
ing, especially  fighting  on  foot,  close  fight  or  combat, 

personal  struggle.  —  Niyuddha-bhii,  us,  f.  a  battle- 
field, a  place  where  close  fighting  has  taken  place. 

Ni-yoddhri,  dhd,  m.  a  combatant,  a  wrestler,  a 
boxer  ;  a  cock. 

Ni-yodhaka,  as,  m.  a  fighter,  combatant,  wrestler, 

pugilist. ni-yoya.    See  under  ni-yuj  above. 

m*.  nir  euphonically  substituted  for  nis, 
q.  v.,  before  vowels  and  soft  consonants. 

i«1*.?[  mr-unfa,  as,  a,  am,  having  no  part 
or  fraction  remaining,  whole.  —  Niran.<a-tra,  am, 
n.  the  state  of  having  no  part  or  fraction  over, 
wholeness,  completeness. 

T«1<.3i  nir-ansu,  us,  us,  u,  having  no  rays, 

rayless. 

491 nir-aksha,  as,  fi,  am,  having  no  dice  ; 
having  no  latitude  ;  (as),  m.  (in  astronomy)  the 
place  of  no  latitude,  i.e.  the  terrestrial  equator. 
—  Niraksha-desa,  as,  m.  a  first  meridian,  as  Larrka  ; 
a  place  where  the  sun  is  always  vertical  and  the  days 

and  nights  are  equal  ;  the  equatorial  region. 

r»I<T'«1  nir-agni,  is,  is,  i,  or  niragnika,  as, 

a,  am,  having  no  fire,  having  lost  or  neglected  the 
consecrated  fire. 

nir-agha,  as,  a,  am,  sinless,  blame- 
less, free  from  fault  or  imperfection. 

frK^j  nir-ankusa,  as,  d,  am,  unchecked 
(lit.  not  held  by  a  hook),  uncontrolled,  unruly,  self- 
willed,  unfettered,  independant,  completely  free; 

(am),  ind.  freely.  —  Nirankuia-td,  f.  or  nirankuda- 
tva,  am,  n.  unruliness,  independance,  self-will,  wil- fulness. 

nir-anga,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  re- 
sources, deprived  of  expedients. 

T*H.^nir-aj,  cl.  I.  P.  -ajati,  -ajitum  (Ved. 
inf.  -aje),  Ved.  to  drive  or  bring  out,  extricate,  re- 

move ;  to  issue  out. 

f»l*.r»t«i  nir-ajina,  as,  d,  am,  without  a 

skin  or  hide,  skinless. 

frK'-idM  ni-raMhana,  am,  n.  (fr.  raneA  = 

landh  with  ni),  a  mark  or  knot  in  a  measuring  line. 

PHCyH  i.  nir-anjana,  as,  d,  am,  without 

collyrium  or  ointment,  unstained,  untinged,  unblack- 
ened,  unpainted  ;  free  from  falsehood  ;  artless  ;  (as), 

m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants 
of  Siva  ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga  ;  the  day  of 
full  moon. 

r»K5(rt  2.  ni-ranjana,  as,  d,  am,  void  of 
passion  or  emotion,  (applied  to  the  Supreme  Being.) 

1*1  «!J  ni-ran,  cl.  i.  P.  -ranati,  -ranitum, 

Ved.  to  rejoice,  delight  in. 

ni-rata.     See  ni-ram,  p.  492,  col.  2. 

nir-atisaya,  as,  d,  am,  unsur- 

passed. —  Niratis"aya-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being 
unsurpassed,  unsurpassedness. 

f^HrU^  nir-atyaya,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
danger,    dangerless,    secure,    infallible,    completely 
successful,  faultless,  unblamable. 

fnifvSM  nir-adhishthdna,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ing no  fixed  resting-place,  having  no  solid  basis. 

fircs^  nir-adhva,  as,  d,  am,  (probably) 
one  who  has  lost  his  way. 

nTCJnst^r  nir-anukrofa,  as,  m.  absence  of 

compassion,  hard-heartedness,  unmercifulness  ;  (as,  d, 

am),  uncompassionate,  without  pity,  pitiless,  merci- 
less ;  hard-hearted  towards  any  person  or  thing  (with 

loc.).  -  Niranukrofa-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  acting  without 
compassion  or  pitilessly.  ~  Niranukro^a-ta,  f.  piti- 
lessness,  unmercifulness;  hard-heartedness,  cruelty. 
—Nimnukrofa-yukta,  as,  d,  am,  uncompassionate, 

ruthless,  hard-hearted. 
f»TT«JJT  nir-anuga,  as,  d,  am,  unattended, 

without  retinue  or  followers. 

fHJ^JJf!  nir-anngraha,  as,  d,  am,  unfa- 
vourable, unkind,  ungracious. 

fVni'l  1  1  fti  oh  nir-anunasika,  as,  d,  am,  not 
marked  with  the  nasal  symbol  called  Anunasika 

(Gram.  7),  not  nasal. 
fr|*.rjiM  nir-anumdna,  as,  d,  am,  without 

inference,  not  binding  one's  self  to  conclusions  or 
consequences. 

iritrjuil  nir-anurodha,  as,  d,  am,  unfa- 
vourable, unfriendly,  unkind,  ungracious,  unamiable. 
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.  nir-antara,  as,  a,  am,  without  any 
intermediate  space,  having  no  intervening  space, 

granting  no  room  or  free  space,  having  no  interval, 

closely  contiguous,  dose;  closely  connected,  conti- 
nuous; uninterrupted,  continual,  constant;  without 

interstices,  completely  filled,  compact,  dense,  coarse, 

gross  ;  persevering,  faithful,  true  (as  a  friend)  ;  un- 
concealed, not  hidden  from  view  ;  not  other  or  dif- 

ferent, similar,  identical;  (am),  ind.  without  inter- 
vening space,  without  interval,  without  interruption, 

constantly,  incessantly,  continually;  closely,  tightly, 

firmly  ;  immediately  .—Nirantardbhydsa  (°ra-a6A°), as,  m.  constant  repetition  or  study,  continual  reading 

to  one's  self;  diligent  and  uninterrupted  exercise  or 
practice. 

nir-antardla,  as,  a,  am,  without 
an  intervening  space,  without  intervals  or  interstices ; 
dose,  contracted,  narrow.  —  Nirantardla-td,  f.  close 
contiguity,  doseness,  compactness,  narrowness. 

fr|<*V^  nir-andhas,  as,  as,  as,  foodless, 
without  food,  hungry. 

fifC^  nir-anna,  as,  d,  am,  foodless,  want- 
ing food,  hungry,  starving;  giving  no  food. 

frj(.r<J44  nir-anvaya,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 

offspring  or  descendants,  childless ;  unconnected  with, 

unrelated ;  not  agreeing  with  the  context  (of  a  sen- 
tence); without  logical  connection,  without  regular 

order  or  sequence,  unmethodical ;  without  being  seen 
or  observed,  out  of  sight,  not  visibly  committed 
(Manu  VIII.  332). 

PrH.U  nir-apa,  as,  d,  am,  waterless,  desti- 
tute of  water. 

PrHMdM  nir-apatrapa,  as,  a,  am,  shame- 
less, impudent ;  bold,  confident. 

PrHm.IV  nir-aparddha,  as,  m.  faultless- 

ness,  innocence ;  (as,  d,  am),  unoffending,  inoffen- 
sive, innocent,  faultless,  guiltless,  blameless.  —  Nir- 

aparddha,-td,{.  faultlessness,  innocence.  —  Nirapa- 
rddha-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  faultless,  innocent. 

fr^lHrt  nir-apavarta,  as,  d,  am,  not  re- 
turning or  turning  back;  (in  arithmetic)  leaving  no 

common  measure,  not  to  be  divided  by  a  common 
divisor,  reduced  to  the  lowest  terms. 

PHONIC  nir-apavdda,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
censure,  without  reproof,  blameless. 

P*1i.m«4  nir-apdya,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
destruction  or  decay,  imperishable,  eternal,  free  from 
detriment  or  loss,  free  from  harm  or  evil ;  infallible. 

nir-apeksha,  as,  a,  am,  disregard- 
ing, not  taking  notice  of  (with  loc.) ;  careless,  negli- 

gent, without  desire,  indifferent ;  not  expecting  any- 
thing from  another;  independant  of,  unconnected  or 

unconcerned  with ;  (often  without  any  object)  re- 
gardless, indifferent  (to  praise  or  blame)  ;  without 

purpose  or  hope;  (a),  f.  indifference;  disregard, 
the  absence  of  expectation  ;  (am),  n.  without  regard, 

regardlessly,  accidentally.  —  Nirapeksha-td,  {.  or 
nirapcksha-tva,  am,  n.  disregard,  indifference; 
independance ;  relationlessness. 

Nir-apekshita,  as,  a,  am,  disregarded ;  regardless. 

Nir-apek*!tin,  i,  ini,  i,  disregarding,  indifferent, 
not  expecting  anything. 

Ntr-apekihya,  as,  a,  am,  not  to  be  regarded. 

UnjiW^  nir-abhibhava,  as,  a,  am,  not 
subject  to  defeat  or  humiliation,  not  disgraced  ;  not  to 
be  surpassed. 

fti«,i»f»iM  nir-abhimana  or  nir-abhlmdna, 
an,  a,  rim,  exempt  from  ptide,  free  from  self-con- 

ceit, devoid  of  egotism  ;  unconscious. 

<»nj»»foin  nir-abhilasha,  as,  a,  am,  having 
no  desire  for,  not  intent  upon,  indifferent. 

nir-abhra,  as,  d,  am,  cloudless ;  (e), 

ind.  in  a  cloudless  sky,  when  the  sky  is  unclouded. 

ni-ram,  cl.  I.  A.  -ramate,  -rantum, 

Ved.  to  delight  in,  be  delighted;  to  rest,  repose, 

desist :  Caus.  -rdmayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  -arlramat, 
Ved.  to  gladden ;  to  cause  to  rest  or  abide. 
Ni-rata,  as,  d,  am,  engaged  or  interested  in; 

attached  or  devoted  to;  pleased,  delighted;  rested, 
ceased. 

Ni-rati,  is,  f.  delighting  in  ;  attachment  to. 
Ni-ramana,  am,  n.  delighting  in;  resting;  (in 

Sata-patha-BrShmana  XIII.  4,  2,  5,  ni-ramana  is 
by  some  separated  into  nir-amana  and  explained  to 

mean  '  exhausted,' '  worn  out.') 

nir-amarsha,  as,  d,  am,  not  im- 
patient ;  patient,  apathetic,  devoid  of  energy. 

PH<-(H^  nir-amitra,  as,  d,  am,  without 
foes,  free  from  enemies;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  several 

persons ;  of  a  son  of  Nakula  ;  of  a  king  of  Tri-garta ; 
of  a  son  of  Khanda-p3ni  or  Danda-pani,  (also  nir- 
dmitra) ;  of  a  son  of  AyutSyus ;  of  a  sage,  con- 

sidered as  a  son  of  Siva,  (also  nlr-dmitra.) 

nir-ambara,  as,  d,  am,  undressed, naked. 

nir-ambu,  us,  us,  u,  abstaining  from 

water,  not  drinking ;  waterless,  destitute  of  water. 

PritM  nir-aya,  as,  m. '  without  happiness,' 
hell  [cf.  tiryan-niraya] ;  Niraya  or  Hell  personified 
as  a  child  of  fear  and  death ;  (according  to  some 

nir-aya,  in  the  sense  of '  hell,'  is  fr.  nir-i  and  means 
'  exit,' '  egress  from  life.') 
Nir-ayana,  am,  n.,Ved.  egression. 

Pi <,'!«•>  nir-argala,  as,  d,  am,  unbarred, 
without  a  bolt  or  hindrance,  unobstructed,  unrestrained, 

unimpeded ;  irresistible ;  (am),  ind.  without  bolt  or 
bar ;  without  restraint  or  constraint,  freely. 

nir-artha,  as,  m.  loss,  detriment; 

nonsense;  (as,  a,  am),  destitute  of  wealth,  poor; 
useless ;  meaningless,  unmeaning,  nonsensical,  pur- 

poseless, vain  ;  (a  consonant  is  called  nir-artha,  not 
fulfilling  its  purpose  if  it  is  not  followed  by  a  vowel.) 
—  Nirartha-td,  f.  senselessness,  nonsense. 
Nir-arthaka,  as,  d  or  ikd  or  aki(1),  am,  not 

fulfilling  one's  aim  or  object,  purposeless,  useless,  vain, 
unprofitable ;  having  no  reasonable  sense,  unmeaning, 
nonsensical ;  a  consonant  which  is  not  followed  by  a 
vowel;  (am),  ind.  without  a  purpose,  uselessly,  in 
vain.  —  Nirarthaka-tva,  am,  n.  uselessness,  vanity. 

nir-ard,  cl.  I.  P.  -ardati,  -arditum, 

Ved.  to  stream  forth,  flow  out. 

Pl<.«i(;  nir-arbuda,  as,  m.  ?  (with  Bud- 

dhists) N.  of  a  hell  in  which  the  wicked  are  punished 

by  excessive  cold. 
nir-ava,  as,  d,  am  ?  (occurring  only 

in  the  gen.  sing,  nir-avasya,  which  might  be  the 
ind.  part,  of  rt.  so  with  preps,  nir  and  ana;  said  by 
others  to  be  =  «f =Mis  +  rat'a,  as,  m.  loss  of  voice; 
but  according  to  S5y.)  Ved.  having  no  protector  or 

uttering  praise. 

Pn<^«»i:N  nir-avakdsa,  as,  d,  am,  without 
free  space ;  having  no  room  for  moving  freely, 

wanting  an  opportunity,  without  leisure. 

Pl*.«tllP.  nir-avagraha,  as,  d,  am,  without 
obstruction  or  obstacle,  unrestrained,  unchecked,  un- 

controlled ;  irresistible ;  free,  independant ;  self-willed, 
unmanageable,  headstrong. 

Pi<^fi  nir-ava-tta,  nir-ava-tti.  See  un- 
der nir-ava-do,  col.  3. 

nir-ava-day,   cl.   i.  A.  -day ate. 
Ved.  to  distribute,  allot  a  share  or  shares. 

nir-ava-do  [cf.  3.  da],  cl.  2.  4.  P., 

Ved.  -rldti  and  -dyati,  -datum,  to  distribute,  allot 
a  share,  give  any  one  his  share,  to  satisfy  a  daim  ;  to 
divide  completely  among. 

Nir-ava-tta,  as,  d,  am,  distributed,  completely 
divided  or  allotted. 

Nir-ava-tti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  allotment  or  distribution 
of  shares. 

PrU.mi  nir-avadya,  as,  d,  am,  unblamable, 
blameless,  faultless,  unobjectionable,  unexceptionable  ; 

(am),  n.  (or  d)),  f.  unblamableness,  blamelessness, 
faultlessness  ;  (as  or  am),  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  particular  high 

number.  —  Niravadya-tva,  am,  n.  blamelessness, 
unblamableness,  excellence.  —  Niraradya-vat,  an, 

all,  at,  unblamable,  blameless. 

PrK^P*!  nir-avadhi,  is,  is,  i,  without  bounds 

or  boundaries,  unlimited. 

f'K.^l  nir-avayava,  as,  d,  am,  without 
limbs  or  members,  without  component  parts,  not 

consisting  of  parts,  indivisible.  —  Niravayava-tva, 
am,  n.  indivisibility. 

ffl^ClVJ  nir-avarodha,  as,  d,  am,  unre- 
strained, unobstructed,  unopposed. 

PHWcitl  nir-avalamba,  as,  a,  am,  having 
no  prop  or  stay  ;  unsupported  ;  not  affording  support  ; 
not  depending  or  relying  on. 
Nir-avalambana,  am,  n.  want  of  a  prop,  want 

of  reliance,  want  of  a  person  or  thing  to  depend 

upon. 
nir-avasesha,  as,  d,  am,  without 

a  residue,  complete,  whole  ;  (ena),  ind.  completely, 

totally,  fully,  particularly,  circumstantially.  —  Nir- 
avaiesha-tas,  ind.  completely,  &c.  (  =  niravate- shena). 

(•i«.«i*u^  nir-avasdda,  as,  a,  am,  not  cast 

down,  cheerful,  good-humoured. 
PHMWirl  nir-avaskrita,  as,  d,  am,  cleansed, 

dean  ?  ;  [cf.  avas-kara,  an-avaskara.] 
P»H.«IWH.  nir-avastdra,  as,  d,  am,  without 

a  bed  or  coverlet  ;  not  strewn  (with  leaves  &c.),  bare. 
nir-avahdlikd,  f.  a  fence,  a 

hedge,  an  outer  wall;  [cf.  arahdlika.] 

niravinda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- 

nir-aveksh (-ava-lksh),  cl.  I.  A. 
-Ikshate,  -tkshitum,  to  perceive. 
Nir-avekshya,  ind.  having  perceived  or  observed. 
CrR^'M  nir-avyaya,  as,  a,  am,  undecaying, 

eternal. 

mr-as",  cl.  9.  P.  -asndti,  &c.,  Ved. 
to  eat  up,  consume  entirely. 

Nir-aiita,  at,  d,  am,  eaten  up,  completely  con- sumed. 

P«1*.?l«1  nir-asana,  as,  d,  am,  abstaining 

from  food  ;  (am),  n.  going  without  food,  fasting. 

Pt-KK  nir-ashta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  as'  or 
altsh  with  nis),  Ved.  deprived  of  vigour,  exhausted  ; 

(Say.)  =  n  ir-dkrita,  driven  away,  scattered,  dispersed. 

frPC^  nir-as,  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati,  -asitum,  to 
cast  out,  throw  away,  drive  away,  banish,  expel,  evict, 
drive  back,  send  back  ;  to  keep  off;  to  turn  out  (of 

doors)  ;  to  reject,  repudiate,  decline,  refuse  ;  to  re- 
move; to  tear  out,  strip  off;  to  stretch  out  (e.g. 

Itastau  nirasyati  or  -te,  he  stretches  out  the  hands)  ; 
to  annihilate,  destroy,  subdue. 
Nir-asana,  as,  i,  am,  expelling,  removing,  re- 

jecting; vomiting,  spitting  out;  (am),  n.  expelling, 

ejecting  ;  expulsion,  removal,  rejection,  denial,  con- 
tradiction, refusal,  disallowance  ;  vomiting  forth, 

spitting  out  ;  suppressing,  checking  ;  killing,  destroy- 

ing, destruction,  extermination. 
Nir-asaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  thrown  out,  to  be 

driven  away  or  expelled. 
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Nir-asta,  as,  a,  am,  cast  out  or  away,  expelled ; 
thrown  out  or  away,  cast  off;  thrown  off  (as  from  a 
horse) ;  driven  away,  expelled,  banished  ;  rejected, 

repudiated,  abandoned,  deserted ;  disallowed ;  re- 
futed ;  sent  forth,  sent  away  ;  deprived  of,  removed  ; 

shot  off,  discharged  (as  an  arrow) ;  spit  out ;  uttered 
hurriedly  or  rapidly  (as  a  speech  or  word) ;  torn  out 
or  away ;  destroyed ;  broken  (as  an  agreement) ; 
suppressed,  checked ;  (am),  n.  rejecting ;  dropping 
or  leaving  out,  not  pronouncing  (regarded  as  a  fault 
in  pronunciation).  —  Nirasta-bhcda,  as,  a,  am, 
having  all  difference  removed,  identical.  —  Nirasta- 
rdga,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  abandoned  worldly 
desires  or  has  devoted  himself  to  religious  penance. 

1.  nir-asya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  expelled  or  driven 
out. 

2.  ntrasya,  ind.  having  cast  out,  thrown  out  or 
ejected,  having  expelled. 

Nir-asyat,  an,  anti,  at,  ejecting,  throwing  out ; 
expelling;  abandoning,  neglecting,  scattering,  de- 

stroying, &c. 

Nir-asyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  thrown  out  or 
expelled  ;  being  abandoned  ;  being  suppressed,  &c. 
Nir-dsa,  as,  m.  throwing  out,  casting  out,  ejection, 

expulsion,  removal,  abandonment ;  dropping  (a  sound 
or  letter  &c.);  vomiting;  opposing,  contradiction, 
refutation.  —  Nirdsa-gutika,  f.  a  pill  to  produce 
vomiting ;  (also  written  nirdfa-gutikd.) 
Nir-dsana,  am,  n.  =  nir-asana,  p.  492,  col.  3. 

M*.*i  ni-rasa,  as,  a,  am,=  ni-rasa,  without 
flavour,  tasteless,  insipid,  dry ;  {as},  m.  want  of 
flavour,  insipidity ;  want  of  juice,  dryness ;  want  of 

passion  or  feeling ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  grass  ( =  nih- 
drenikd). 

11*^51  nir-astra,  as,  a,  am,  weaponless, 
unarmed ;  (fought)  without  weapons  (as  a  battle). 

r«i*JV"q  nir-asthi,  is,  is,  i,  having  no  bones, 
boneless. 

M<e  nir-ah,  only  in  perf.  nir-aha,  Ved. 
to  utter,  pronounce,  express. 

l"1*.^3,'H.  nir-ahankdra,  as,  a,  am,  free 
from  egotism,  devoid  of  selfishness,  free  from  pride, 
humble,  lowly. 

Nir-ahankrlta,  as,  a,  am,  having  no  self-con- 
sciousness, without  individuality  or  personality;  un- 

selfish. 

Nir-ahankrit{,  is,  is,  i,  free  from  egotism  or 
selfishness. 

Nir-ahankriyn,  as,  a,  am,  having  no  individu- 
ality or  personality,  without  self-consciousness. 

Nir-ahankriyd,  f.  absence  of  egotism  or  selfishness. 

M*.^*T  nir-aham  or  nir-ahammati,  is,  is, 

i,  devoid  of  self-conceit,  free  from  selfishness. 

f*n.i  on  niraia,  as,  m.  cooking;  sweat;  the 
recompense  of  a  bad  action ;  (wrong  reading  for 
ni-pdka.) 

rn<.iqi<.<u  nir-dkarana.  See  under  nir- 
u-kri,  col.  a. 

irujqiis'  nir-dkiinksha,  as,  a,  am,  expect- 
ing nothing,  wishing  nothing,  free  from  desire; 

wanting  nothing  to  fill  up  or  make  complete  (as  the 
sense  of  a  sentence  or  word). 
Nirdkdnkshin,  i,  ini,  i,  expecting  nothing,  wish- 

ing or  wanting  nothing. 

ti«,i«»n.  l.  nir-dkdra.  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see 

nir-d-kri,  col.  2),  devoid  of  form,  deprived  of  one's 
natural  form  ;  without  external  appearance ;  formless, 
shapeless,  deformed;  disguised;  unassuming;  not 

claiming  anything  for  one's  self,  modest ;  (as),  m. 
heaven,  Vishnu ;  Siva ;  the  universal  Spirit,  God. 

1.  nir-dkriti,  is,  is,  i,  formless,  shapeless,  de- 
formed,  ugly;  (is),  m.  a  person  who  has  not  duly 
gone  through  a  course  of  study,  (especially  applied 
however  to  the  religious  student  who  has  not  duly 
read  the  Vedas) ;  one  who  neglects  the  five  great 

religious  obligations,  who  does  not  worship  the  gods, 
&c.  ;  a  Brahman  who  neglects  the  duties  of  his  caste 

(akriti)  by  not  going  through  a  regular  course  of study. 

rriu«tim  nir-dkdsa,  as,  a,  am,  having  no 
free  space,  leaving  no  room,  completely  filled. 

frKi<*rt  nir-akula,  as,  a,  am,  unconfused, 
not  disordered  ;  unperplexed  ;  unbewildered  ;  dear  ; 

steady,  calm  ;  perspicuous  ;  (am),  n.  calmness,  per- 

spicuity, clearness. 

f^Klop  nir-d-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -ku- 
rute,  -kartum,  to  separate  or  divide  off  (Ved.)  ;  to 
push  away,  turn  or  drive  away,  repudiate,  keep  away, 
keep  off,  banish,  expel,  eject,  remove,  reject  ;  to 
refuse  ;  to  oppose,  obstruct,  contradict  ;  to  disallow  ; 
to  omit,  intermit  ;  to  frustrate  ;  to  contemn,  spurn. 

Nir-dkarana,  am,  n.  repudiating,  expelling,  turn- 
ing out,  turning  away,  throwing  off;  removing, 

banishing;  repudiation,  obstruction,  opposition,  con- 
tradiction, rejection  ;  refutation,  reply  ;  contempt, 

disesteem  ;  forgetting  ;  neglecting  the  chief  sacrificial 
or  religious  duties. 
Nir-dkaruhnn,  us,  us,  u,  expelling,  repudiating, 

a  repudiator  ;  obstructive,  obstructing,  hindering  from 
(with  abl.)  ;  spurning,  disdaining,  despising  ;  seeking 
to  remove  from  (with  abl.),  envying  any  person 

anything  (abl.)  ;  forgetful.  •-  Nirakarishnu-td,  f. 
the  state  of  being  a  repudiator  ;  envy,  malevolence. 
Nir-akartri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  a  repudiator,  repudi- 

ating ;  a  despiser,  contemner  (as  of  the  gods). 
2.  nir-dkdra,  as,  m.  rebuke,  reproach,  censure, 

blame.  (For  I.  nir-dkdra  see  col.  I.) 
Nir-dkrita,  as,  d,  am,  pushed  away,  driven  away, 

repudiated,  expelled,  banished,  ejected,  rejected,  re- 
moved, set  aside,  turned  away,  turned  out  ;  thrown 

off;  divorced;  refused,  denied;  refuted,  replied  to; 
contemned,  despised,  spurned,  made  light  of;  de- 

prived of.  —  Nirdkritdnyottara  (°ta-anya-uf),ag, 
d,  am,  refuting  every  answer,  irrefutable,  irrefragable. 
—  Nlrdkritdnyottara-tva,  am,  n.  irrefutableness, 
irrefragableness. 

2.  nir-dkriti,  is,  f.  repudiation,  rejection  ;  refusal, 
disallowance  ;  obstruction,  obstacle,  impediment,  in- 

terruption ;  contradiction,  opposition  ;  (is,  is,  i), 
impeding,  obstructing  ;  annihilating,  destroying  ;  (is), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  the  first  Manu  Savami. 

Nir-dkritin,  i,  ini,  i,  (probably)  repudiating, 
impeding,  obstructing  ;  avoiding  ;  making  no  exertion 
either  to  do  or  avoid. 

Nir-dkriyd,  f.  repudiation,  expulsion,  removal  ; 
contradiction,  denial,  refutation. 

(«i«jo[ifrT  i.  and  2.  nir-dkriti.  See  under 
I.  nir-dkdra,  col.  i,  and  under  nir-d-kri  above. 

nir-dkranda,  as,  a,  am,  not  com- 
plaining ;  a  place  where  no  sound  can  be  heard. 

M  U  t^JI  nir-d-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -krdmati, 
-kramate,  -lirdntum   and   -kramitum,   to   come 
forth,  to  go  out  of. 

f«l«.ll!mMI  nir-dkriya.    See  nir-d-kri  above. 

11  «.  i  au^i  nir-dkrosa,  as,  a,  am,  unaccused, 
unreviled. 

irKt'l  ni-rdga,  as,  d,  am,  passionless,  dis- 

passionate. 
ft-Kiiti  nir-ayama,  as,  d,  am,  not  founded 

on  revelation,  not  resting  on  scripture. 

PrKI'l*^  nir-dgas,  as,  as,  as,  sinless,  fault- 
less, innocent. 

nir-dgraha,  as,  d,  am,  not  insist- 
ing upon,  not  peremptory  or  obstinate. 

fr|«j  •*»!*.  nir-d6dra,  as,  d,  am,  without 
approved  usages  or  customs,  lawless,  barbarian,  (espe- 

cially applied  to  those  people  who  have  not  the  ordi- 
nances of  the  Vedas  or  distinction  of  castes.) 

nir-ajlvya,  as,  a,  am,  not  yield- 

ing subsistence,  not  granting  a  livelihood. 

PrRlitH-  nir-ddambara,  as,  d,  am,  without 
drums.  —  Nirddarnbara-sundara,  as,  d  or  I,  am, 

(perhaps)  beautiful  in  itself,  not  requiring  a  drum  to 
attract  attention  or  not  requiring  ornaments. 

frujn^;  nir-dtanka,  as,  d,  am,  not  feeling 

pain  or  uneasiness,  without  ailment,  well,  comfort- 
able; not  causing  pain  or  ailment  or  disagreeable 

feelings  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

frujflTJ  nir-utapa,  as,  d,  am,  not  pene- 

trated by  the  sun's  rays,  shady  ;  (it),  f.  the  night. 

fVRlrn<=ti  nir-dtmaka,  as,  'd,  am,  or  nir- 
dtman,  d,  d,  a,  or  nirdtma-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having 
no  separate  soul  or  no  individual  existence. 

ffKl^i.  nir-ddara,  as,  d,  am,  showing  no 
respect,  disrespectful. 

f«-Kl<JM  nir-dddna,  as,  d,  am,  taking 

nothing,  not  taking,  one  from  whom  nothing  is 
taken  ;  in  epithet  of  Buddha. 

f^Kli^g  nir-ddishta,  as,  d,  am,  paid  off 
(as  a  debt). 

Nir-ddefa,  as,  m.  complete  payment  or  discharge of  a  debt. 

ftmVT  nir-d-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhdti, 
-dhatte,  Sec.,  Ved.  to  take  out  of,  take  away. 

f»KlllM  nir-ddhdna,  as,  d,  am,  without  a 
receptacle. 

f*KI*nH  nir-ddhdra,  as,  d,  am,  without  a 
receptacle  ;  without  a  fulcrum  or  support. 

r«i<i(V  nir-ddhi,  is,  is,  i,  free  from  anxiety, 
undisturbed  by  care. 

f^KM*^  nir-dnanda,  as,  d,  am,  joyless, 

sad,  sorrowful  ;  not  delighting.  —  Nir-dnanda-kara, 
as,  i,  am,  causing  no  pleasure,  causing  care  or sorrow. 

fl<J«<3  nir-dntra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  evisce- 
rated, disembowelled  ;  having  the  entrails  hanging out. 

nir-dpad,  t,  f.  freedom  from  mis- 
fortune or  calamity,  a  prosperous  condition,  security  ; 

(t,  t,  t),  free  from  calamity  or  misfortune,  prosperous, fortunate. 

frKNII  nir-dbddha,  as,  d,  am,  undis- 

turbed, unmolested,  unvexed,  secure  from  disturb- 
ance ;  unobstructed  ;  not  disturbing,  not  molesting, 

not  injuring,  not  paining;  frivolously  or  not  really 
vexatious.  —  Nir-dbddha-kara,  as,  d,  am,  not 
causing  injury  or  pain. 

frK  1*1*4  nir-dmaya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  freedom 
from  illness,  health,  happiness,  welfare  ;  (as,  d,  am), 

free  from  illness,  healthy,  well,  hale,  recovered,  from 
sickness,  free  from  disease;  free  from  taint,  pure; 

guileless  ;  free  from  defects  or  failings  ;  infallible  ; 
not  liable  to  failure  or  miscarriage  ;  complete,  full  ; 

(as),  m.  a  wild  goat;  a  hog,  a  boar;  N.  of  a  king. 

{•TO*!*,  nir-dmarda,  as,  m.  '  not  oppress- 
ing,' N.  of  a  king. 

fH<JHIc£  nir-dmdlu,  us,  m.  (fr.  nirdma- 
dlu  ?),  the  wood  apple,  Feronia  Elephantum  ;  [cf. 
kapittha.] 

rr|«j[»i<3  nir-dmitra.     See  nir-amitra. 

M  *.!  (*l  1  ni-rdmin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  remain- 

ing, staying  in  ;  (Say.)  delighting  in. 

r»i<l(»lH  nir-dmisha,  as,  d,  am,  fleshless, 

without  meat  or  prey  ;  not  receiving  wages  ;  having 
no  sensual  desires,  free  from  covetousness.  —  Nird- 

mishaiin  (°sAa-a#°),  t,  ini,  i,  not  feeding  on 
meat  ;  living  without  meat  ;  free  from  sensual  desires. 
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nir-aya,  as,  a,  am,  having  no  in- 
come or  revenue,  profitless,  yielding  no  income  or 

profit.  •-  Xir-dya-i'i/rt  i/a-vut,  an,  m.  having  neither 
income  nor  expenditure,  an  idler  who  lives  by  clan- 

destine means. 

l.nir-dyata,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  yam 
with  d  and  nis),  stretched  out,  extended. 

M4.IMH  2.  nir-ayata,  as,  a,  am,  unex- 
tended,  contracted,  compact. 

fl<lMI«  nir-dydsa,  as,  a,  am,  not  causing 
trouble,  not  requiring  efforts,  not  fatiguing;  easily 
attainable,  easy. 

TJfTTJV  nir-dyudha,  as,  a,  am,  weapon- 
less, disarmed,  unarmed,  defenceless. 

l«i«.K.««T  nir-drambha,  as,  a,  am,  not  un- 

dertaking enterprises,  not  enterprising,  abstaining 
from  all  work. 

nirdlaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  fish. 

nir-alamba,  as,  a,  am,  having  no 
prop  or  support,  not  resting  or  depending  on  another, 
independent,  self-supported,  not  relying  on  another, 
standing  alone,  friendless ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man 

mentioned  in  the  San-kara-vijaya ;  (a),  f.  spikenard, 
=  dkdia-mdnsi ;  (am),  ind.  without  support,  in- 

dependently. "Nirdlambopanishad  (°ba-up°),  t, 
{.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 

Nir-dlambana,  as,  a,  am,  having  no  prop, 
without  support,  not  resting  on  another. 

f*n.irt«<i  nir-dlasya,  as,  a,  am,  not  slothful. 

1*1*1  rtl*  nir-dloka,  as,  a,  am,  not  looking 
about,  not  moving  the  eye,  without  moving  the  eyes ; 
deprived  of  light,  dark ;  invisible,  uninvestigable  (?) ; 
an  epithet  of  Siva. 

f*KH§  nir-dvarsha,  as,  a,  am,  impene- 
trated by  rain,  protecting  from  rain. 

f*RI$l  nir-dsa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  nis-f-  I.  d-sa; 

cf.  a-fans),  without  hope,  hopeless,  despairing  of 
(with  loc.,  dat,  or  with  prati  and  ace.,  e.  g.  sva- 
jivite  or  sva-jivttdya  or  sva-jivitam  prati  nir- 

iitiah,  despairing  of  one's  own  life) ;  depriving  of  all 
hope ;  [cf.  nairasfya.]  —  Nirdia-tva,  am,  n.  hope- 

lessness, despair.  —  Nirdfi-bhdva,  as,  m.  hopeless- 

ness, despair.  —  Nirds~i-bhuta,  at,  a,  am,  become 
hopeless;  despairing. 

jfir-difaka,  as,  a,  am,  desponding,  despairing  of 
(with  abl.). 

Nir-dflin,  t,  irii,  »',  hopeless.  —  Nirdii-tva,  am, 
n.  =nirdia-tva,  hopelessness. 

(fUj^i^;  mr-aianka,  as,  a,  am,  fearless; 
(am),  ind.  fearlessly,  without  fear  or  hesitation. 

f*TTTn|r*^  nir-dsis,  is,  is,  is  (see  oWas), 
having  no  wishes  or  hopes ;  without  a  blessing. 

Mi.i'W'l  nir-asrama,  as,  a,  am,  or  nir- 
djramin,  I,  tm,  i,  not  being  in  one  of  the  four 

periods  or  orders  of  a  Brahman's  life. 

Prnj>5i»4  nir-dsraya,  as,  a,  am,  supportless, 
without  prop  or  stay,  not  resting  or  depending  on, 
unsupported,  self-supported,  without  shelter  or  refuge, 
unprotected,  destitute;  not  deep  (as  a  wound?). 

f*l«,it<  nir-dsa,  as,  m.  See  under  nir-as 
at  p.  493,  col.  I. 

fn«.if«ire|  nirdsi-tva  incorrect  reading  for 
mraii-tra. 

l*i«j»M<;  nir-fispada,  as,  d,  am,  restless, 
having  no  place  of  rest,  homeless ;  portionless. 

fi<j*!ll^  nir-dsvdda,  (is,  d,  am,  tasteless, 
flavourless,  unsavoury,  yielding  no  enjoyment. 
Nir-dtvddya,  an,  d,  am,  unsavoury,  giving  no 

enjoyment  —  Nirdtvddya-tama,  a»,  a,  am,  most 
unsavoury. 

nir-dhdra,  as,  m.  want  of  food, 

not  eating,  fasting ;  (as,  d,  am),  foodless,  fasting, 
abstaining  from  food,  without  food,  having  nothing 
to  eat.  <- Nirdhdra-td,  f.  foodlessness,  fasting. 

ft  «j  5 1 1  ii  nir-dhd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  for  nir- 
dhdva-vat,  without  invocation. 

fvfft  nir-i,  cl.  2.  P.  -eti,  &c.,  -etum,  to  go 
out,  come  forth,  go  off,  depart. 

frif*.^  nir-inga,  as,  d,  am,  immovable, 
not  moving  to  and  fro,  not  flickering. 

ftlMjjyrii  niringini,  f.  a  veil. 

fHiX«l  nir-i£6ha,  as,  a,  am,  without  wish 
or  desire,  indifferent. 

f*ir<. ("•*!*<  nir-indriya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  im- 
potent, destitute  of  manly  vigour  or  of  strength  (in 

general) ;  barren  ;  having  lost  the  use  of  a  limb  ; 
imperfect,  mutilated,  maimed,  infirm,  weak,  frail ; 
(in  Manu  IX,  18)  without  evidence  or  means  of 

certain  knowledge  (according  to  Kulluka =pramdna- rahita). 

f*i(V»*ni  nir-indhana,  as,  a,  am,  destitute 
of  fuel. 

f*T*^  ni-ri,  cl.  9.  P.  -rindti,  -return,  Ved. 
to  attack. 

1*1*.! si  nir-iksh,  cl.  i.  A.  -ikshate,  -ikshi- 
tum,  to  look  at,  look  towards,  behold,  gaze  at,  look 

about,  regard,  observe,  view,  contemplate,  perceive. 
Nir-ikshaka,  as,  d,  am,  looking  at,  seeing,  view- 

ing, observing,  visiting. 
Nir-tkshana,  as,  d,  am,  looking  at,  regarding ; 

(am),  n.  look;  looking  at,  regarding,  seeing;  ex- 
pecting ;  the  aspect  of  the  planets. 

Nir-ikshat,  an,  anti,  at,  or  nir-ikshamdna,  as, 
d,  am,  looking  at,  regarding,  expecting,  hoping. 
Nir-ikshd,  f.  looking  at,  regarding;  considera- 

tion ;  hope,  expectation ;  (ayd),  ind.  in  respect  of, 

in  relation  to,  as  to  (e.  g.  baldbala-nirikshaya,  in 
respect  of  strength  and  weakness ;  cf.  dur-niriltsha). 
Nir-ikshin,  i,  ini,  i,  seeing,  looking,  viewing; 

1.  nir-ikshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  looked  at  or 

regarded ;  to  be  considered ;  [cf.  dur-n0."] 2.  nir-ikshya,  ind.  having  looked  at  or  viewed 
or  scanned. 

Nir-ikshyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  looked  at  or 
regarded  ;  looking,  (Maha-bh.  Adi-p.  7694.) 

f*lO  frl  nir-iti,  is,  is,  i,  free  from  calami- 
ties or  afflictions,  painless. 

Nir-itika,  as,  d,  am,  not  inauspicious,  not  prog- 
nosticating calamity,  auspicious. 

mO^t  nir-i^a  =  nir-isha,  q.  v. 

f*i*,Tnrt  nir-isvara,  as,  d,  am,  godless, 
atheistic.  —  Nirifaara-vdda,  as,  m.  godlessness, 
atheism.  —  Niritoara-vadin,  i,  ini,  i,  atheistical. 

r*iO^  nir-isha,  am,  n.  the  body  of  a 

plough  (without  the  pole  and  ploughshare ;  also 
read  nir-iia). 

f*lO^  nir-iha,  as,  d,  am,  inactive,  effort- 
less; desireless,  not  wishful,  indifferent,  unanxious. 

—  Niriha-td,  f.  or  niriha-tea,  am,  n.  or  nir-ihd, 
f.  indifference,  absence  of  desire  or  effort.  —  Nirihd- 

vasthd  (°7(O-a»°),  f.  a  state  of  indifference. 

i*1*5<li  nir-tikta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  va6  with 

nis),  uttered,  pronounced,  expressed,  explained,  de- 
fined ;  loud,  distinct ;  (am),  n.  explanation  or  ety- 

mological interpretation  of  a  word  ;  N.  of  one  of  the 

six  Vedan-gas  or  works  considered  as  connected  with 
the  Vedas ;  glossarial  explanation  of  obscure  terms, 
(especially  those  occurring  in  the  Vedas) ;  N.  of  a 
well-known  commentary  on  the  Nighantus  by  YSska ; 

[cf.  nairukta,  nairuktika.~\—Nirukta-kdra,  at, 
m.  '  Nirukta-composer,'  N.  or  epithet  of  a  com- 

rnentator  on  Kali-dasa's  Megha-dOta.  —  Nirukta- 
krit,  t,  m.  epithet  of  a  pupil  of  Saka-pflrni.  —  Ni- 
rukta-ja,  ae,  m.,  N.  of  a  class  of  sons  enumerated 
in  Maha-bh.  Anusasana-p.  2615.  —  Nirukta-pari- 
duhta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  supplementary  to  the 

Nirakta.  —  Nirukta-ral,  an,  m. '  possessing  the  Ni- 

rukta,  author  of  the  Nirukta,'  an  epithet  of  YSska. 
—  Ni rukta-vri tti,  is,  f.  'commentary  on  the  Ni- 

rukta,' N.  of  a  commentary  on  Yiska's  Nirukta  by Durgaiarya. 

Nir-ukti,  is,  f.  explanation,  etymological  inter- 
pretation of  words;  (in  rhetoric)  an  artificial  or 

poetical  explanation  of  the  derivation  of  a  word  (e.  g. 

deriving  doshd-kara,  *  the  moon,'  from  dosftd  + 
akara  instead  o(dosha  +  fcara);  =  ttir-ui-ta,Yaska's 
commentary  on  the  Nighantus. 

Nir-utyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  uttered  or 

expressed. 
firm's  nir-uksh,  cl.  6.  P.  -ukshati,  &c., 

Ved.  to  remove  by  sprinkling. 

(•nj'oajti  nir-u6chvdsa,  as,  m.  absence  of 
breath,  not  breathing ;  (as,  a,  am),  without  breath- 

ing, not  breathing,  breathless;  narrow,  contracted, 
crowded ;  (am),  n.  (?)  a  particular  hell  where  the 
wicked  cannot  breathe.  —  Nirutehvdsa-nipidita, 
as,  d,  am,  pained  by  not  breathing  (?). 

f»l^>i  ni-ruja,  as,  d,  am,  for  ni-ruja, 
heajthy,  q.  v. 

f»H;-a<  nir-uttara,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 
superior;  answerless,  without  a  reply,  unable  to 
answer,  silenced,  posed;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra. 
—  Niruttara-tantra^am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra. 

m^jrlTff  nir-xtpdta,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 

portents.  / 
f^Hxf*!"*  nir-utsava,  as,  d,  am,  without 

festivals,  having  no  festivities. 

["ritjrwi^  nir-utsdha,  as,  m.  absence  of 
exertion,  want  of  energy,  indolence,  pusillanimity ; 

(as,  a,  am),  without  energy,  devoid  of  energy,  un- 
dertaking nothing,  without  courage,  indolent,  indif- 

feTent.~Nirut8dha-td,  f.  want  of  energy,  cowardice. 

("•Hjrgcn  nir-utsuka,  as,  d,  am,  careless, indifferent,  unconcerned ;  calm,  tranquil,  unanxious. 
unregretrul,  having  no  vehement  desire  for ;  (a*), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Raivata;  one  of  the 
Saptarshis  under  the  thirteenth  Manu. 

fin^c*  nir-udaka,  as,  d,  am,  waterless, 
devoid  of  water. 

nir-udyama,  as,  d,  am,  effortless, 
inactive,  lazy,  at  rest. 

f*1tjSIJl  nir-udyoga,  as,  d,  am,  making 

no  efforts,  lazy,  listless,  idle ;  disheartened ;  cause- 

less(?). 

("•HjPs'l  nir-vdvigna  or  nir-udvega,  as,  d, 
am,  unexcited,  undisturbed,  free  from  perturbation, 
fearless,  sedate,  calm.  —  Nirudmgiia-manas,  as, 

as,  as,  undisturbed  in  mind. 

r*ltj«I   ni-rudh,    cl.   7.  P.  A.   -runaddhi, 
-runtliUie,  -ro</i//inm,  to  shut  in,  shut,  obstruct, 

stop,  hinder,  prevent,  restrain,  check  ;  to  confine ;  to 

keep  off,  remove ;  to  accomplish  (?)  :  Caus.  -rodha- 
yali,  -yltum,  to  cause  to  be  shut  or  obstructed. 
Ni-ruddha,  as,  a,  am,  stopped,  obstructed,  re- 

strained, checked,  hindered,  opposed ;  confined,  im- 

prisoned; (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Niruddha- 
kantha,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  breath  obstructed, 
suffocated.  "Niruddliit-anda,  an,  m.  contraction  or 
obstruction  of  the  rectum.  —Nirti<!<lha-praka3a, 
as,  m.  stricture  of  the  urethra.  —  Niruddha-iama- 

rritii,  is,  is,  i, '  whose  state  of  repose  is  interrupted,' 
wearied,  tired. 

I     Ni-rundhat,  an,  ati,  at,  checking,  hindering, 

i  suppressing,  &c. 
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Ni-rundhiina,  as,  a,  am,  obstructing,  opposing, 
hindering,  preventing  ;  depriving  of,  Sec. 
Nwoddhavya,as,  a,  am,  to  be  shut  in  or  confined, 

to  be  fenced,  to  be  enclosed  with  a  fence  or  hedge. 

Ni-vodha,  ««,  rn.  shutting  in,  confinement,  locking 
up,  imprisonment;  enclosing,  covering  up;  check, 
restraint,  coercion,  suppression,  hindrance,  prevention, 
obstruction,  opposition  ;  annihilation,  destruction  ; 
(in  dramatic  language)  disappointment,  frustration  of 

hope;  hurting,  injuring  (  =  ni-graha)',  aversion, 
disfavour,  dislike  ;  (with  Buddhists)  suppression  or 
annihilation  of  pain  (one  of  the  four  principles)  ;  N. 
of  a  man. 

Ni-rodhaka,  as,  a,  am,  obstructive,  obstructing, 
confining,  hindering. 

Ni-rodhana,  as,  t,  am,  confining,  obstructing; 
(as),  m.  (with  avata)  N.  of  a  hell  ;  (am),  n.  con- 

finement, imprisonment  ;  keeping  back,  restraining, 
keeping  down,  coercion  ;  denying  ;  (in  dramatic 
language)  disappointment,  frustration  of  hope. 

Ni-rodhin,  I,  tin,  i,  obstructing,  hindering. 

nir-upakrama,  as,  a,  am,  having 
no  beginning,  without  a  commencement. 

fi<jH5q  nir-npadrava,  as,  a,  am,  free 
from  hostile  attacks,  free  from  ravages,  not  visited 
by  calamity  or  affliction,  free  from  adversity  or 

danger,  lucky,  happy,  undisturbed,  unharmed,  un- 
molested; free  from  national  distress,  free  from 

tyranny  ;  causing  no  affliction  or  adversity  ;  peaceful, 
secure  ;  not  inauspicious  (as  a  star).  —  Nirupadrava- 
td,  f.  absence  of  calamity  or  danger,  security. 

Nir-upadruta,  as,  a,  am,  not  visited  by  calamities  ; 
not  boding  evil  (as  a  star). 

fcnvMlV  nir-upadhi,  is,  is,  i,  without  guile, 
guileless,  honest,  secure. 

nir-upapatti,  is,  is,  i,  unfit,  un- 
suitable. —  Nirupapatti-tva,  am,  n.  unfitness,  un- 

suitableness. 

nir-upapada,  as,  a,  am,  not  con- 
nected with  a  subordinate  word  ;  [cf.  upa-pada^\ 

irHyM^ii   nir-npaplava,  as,  a,   am,   free 
from  calamity  or  disturbance,  free  from  trouble  or 
alarm  ;  unharmed  ;  not  causing  adversity  ;  an  epithet 
of  Siva. 

nir-apabhoga,  as,  a,  am,  not 
enjoying,  destitute  of  enjoyment. 

nir-npama,  as,  a,  am,  peerless, 
matchless,  without  a  compeer  or  equal,  unequalled, 
incomparable  ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  poisonous  animal 
(  =(jaudheralia). 

nir-vpala,  as,  a,  am,  stoneless, 
free  from  stones. 

nir-upalepa,    as,   a,    am,    un- 
smeared,  free  from  ointment. 

nir-upasarga,   as,  a,  am,   free 
from  portents,  not  portentous. 

irujvuybrr  nir-upaskrita,  as,  a,  am,  uncor- 
rupted,  inartificial,  pure. 

nir-upahata,  as,  a,  am,  unhurt, 
uninjured,  not  afflicted  ;  auspicious. 

nir-updkhya,   as,    a,   am,   not 
perceptible  by  the  eyes,  invisible,  immaterial  ;  unreal, 
false,  non-existent. 

i  nir-vpadliika,  as,  a,  am,  without 
attributes  or  qualities. 

nir-upaya,    as,   a,  am,  without 
expedients,  remediless,  helpless  ;  unsuccessful. 

tH«\«4Bj  nir-upeksha,  as,  a,  am,  not  neg- lectful ;  free  from  trick  or  fraud. 

nir-upti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  tap  with  nis), 
=  I  .  nir-capa,  q.  v.     , 

Nir-upya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  scattered  or  sprinkled. 

frn\«»i  nir-ubj,  cl.  6.  P.  -ubjati,  &c.,  Ved. 
to  press  down,  cause  to  flow  down,  send  down.  let loose. 

fltj«!l'l«(  nir-ushnlsha,  as,  a,  am,  without a  turban  or  head-dress,  bare-headed. 

nir-ushman,  a,  a,  a,  devoid  of 

heat,  cold.  —  Nirushma-lm,  am,  n.  absence  of  heat, 
coldness. 

f«1«fcc  i.  ni-rudha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.ni-ruh), 
inherent,  conventional,  accepted  (as  the  familiar 
meaning  of  words  in  opposition  to  their  etymological 
sense)  ;  (as),  m.  (in  rhetoric)  the  force  or  application 
of  words  according  to  their  natural  or  received 
meanings  ;  (in  logic)  the  inherence  of  any  property 
in  the  term  implying  it  (as  of  redness  in  the  word red  &c.). 

M^c  2.  nir-udha,  a,  f.  (fr.  rt.  vah  with 
nis),  unmarried. 

nrC^ni-rw^),  cl.  10.  P.  -rupayati,  -yilum, 
to  perform  ;  to  represent,  enact,  act  dramatically  ;  to 
see,  perceive,  look  at,  look  into;  to  observe,  con- 

sider, reflect  upon  ;  to  investigate,  examine,  look 
out  for,  discover,  search  ;  to  ascertain  ;  to  select, 
choose,  appoint  ;  to  resolve,  determine. 

Ni-^rupana,  as,  i,  am,  defining,  determining  ; 
(am),  n.  form,  shape  ;  sight,  seeing  ;  looking  for, 
searching  ;  looking  into,  investigation,  determination, 
definition;  ascertaining,  defining,  (in  these  senses 
also  ni-rupana.) 

Ni-rupaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  looked  for  ;  to  be 
searched  into  or  examined,  to  be  investigated. 

Ni-riipayat,  an,  antl,  at,  looking  for,  investi- 
gating, considering. 

Ni-rupita,  as,  a,  am,  seen,  beheld  ;  discovered, 
found  ;  appointed,  elected,  chosen,  deputed  ;  consi- 

dered, weighed  ;  ascertained,  determined,  resolved. 

Ni-rupiti,  is,  f.  definition  (of  an  idea),  ascertain- ment. 

1.  ni-rupya,  as,  «,  am,  to  be  seen  or  defined  or ascertained. 

2.  ni-rupytt,  ind.  having    seen   or   considered. 
—  Nirupya-ta,  f.  or  nirupya-tva,  am,  n.  ascer- 

taining, determining. 

nir-ushman.     See  nir-ushman. 

nir-iih  [cf.  rt.  i.  iih],  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

-uhati,  -te,  &c.,  Ved.  inf.  nir-tihitavai,  to  push 
out,  draw  out,  remove:  Caus.  -uhayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  draw  out  or  purge. 

3.  nir-udlia,  as,  a,  am,  drawn  out,  purged, 
eviscerated;  (for  2.  nir-udha  see  above.)  -  Nir- 

udha-paiu-prayoga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  treatise  on 
particular  sacrifices,  (see  the  next.)  -  Nirudha- 

pas"u-landha,  as,  m.  '  the  offering  or  oblation  of  an 
eviscerated  animal,'  N.  of  one  of  the  regular  Havir- 

yajrias. 
Nir-udhi,  is,  f.  (also  to  be  referred  to  rt.  vah 

with  nis),  fame,  celebrity,  renown. 

I.  nir-uha,  as,  m.  a  purging  clyster;  an  enema 
not  of  an  oily  kind,  =  ni-graha?  ;  (for  2.  nir- 
uha  see  below.)  —  Niruha-vasti-vidhi,  is,  m.,  N. 

of  the  twenty-fifth  chapter  of  the  Sam-ga-dhara-sarn- 
hita,  a  medical  work  by  Samga-dhara.  -  Niruha- 
dlilkara  fha-adlf),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  a 
medical  work  by  Vrinda. 

1.  nir-uhana,  am,  n.  causing  to  purge  with  a 
clyster  ;  administering  enemas  not  of  an  oily  kind. 
(For  2.  nir-uhana  see  below.) 
Nir-uhita,  as,  a,  am,  purged. 

ri«b5  2.  nir-uha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  uh  with 
nis),  logic,  disputation  ;  certainty,  ascertainment. 

(For  i.  nir-uha  see  above;  for  3.  see  next  col.) 
2.  nir-uhana,  am,  n.  ascertainment. 
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3.  nir-uha,  as,  m.  (for  i.  and  2. 
see  col.  2),  a  sentence  having  no  ellipsis,  a  complete 
sentence. 

nir-ri,  cl.  3.  P.  -iyarti,  &c.,  Ved.  to 

go  out  from,  depart  from,  liberate  one's  self  from 
(with  abl.)  ;  to  be  excluded,  to  become  deprived  of 
(with  abl.)  :  Caus.  nir-arpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  go  to  pieces  or  decay,  to  dissolve. 

Nir-rita,  as,  a,  am,  dissolved,  decaying;  debili- 
tated ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rudra. 

Nir-riti,  is,  f.  decay,  dissolution,  destruction,  anni- 
hilation, calamity,  evil,  adversity  ;  imprecation,  curse  ; 

Decay  or  Destruction  personified  (goddess  of  death 
and  corruption  ;  she  is  described  as  binding  mortals 
with  her  cords,  and  is  often  associated  with  Mrityu, 
A-rati,  and  similar  beings  ;  she  is  variously  regarded 
as  the  wife  of  A-dharma,  mother  of  Bhaya,  Maha- 
bhaya,  and  Mrityu,  or  as  a  daughter  of  A-dharma  and 
HinsS  and  mother  of  Naraka  and  Bhaya;  she  is 

regent  of  the  south-west  or  south-western  quarter 
and  of  the  asterism  Mola)  ;  (is),  f.  the  bottom  or 
lower  depths  of  the  earth  (perhaps  regarded  as  the 
seat  of  putrefaction  ;  cf.  nairrita)  ;  (is,  is,  f),  free 
from  adversity,  (in  this  sense  nir  is  a  privative.) 

Nir-ritha,  as,  m.  destruction,  the  Destroyer  (i.e. 
Nirritha  personified)  ;  an  epithet  of  a  particular  Agni  ; 
(according  to  some)  the  Sama-veda. 

fjf^^  nir-rifh,  cl.  6.  P.  -riMhati,  &c., 
Ved.  to  go  out  from,  fall  from,  be  excluded  from 

(with  abl.)  ;  to  go  or  cleave  asunder. 

f«TT  nir-e  (nir-d-i),  cl.  2.  P.  nir-aiti,  Ved. 
to  come  forth  from,  to  go  off,  depart,  make  way  for. 

M<<*  ni-reka,  as,  rn.  (fr.  rt.  ri6  with  ni), 
Ved.  a  lasting  possession  (?),  wealth,  property  ;  (e), 
ind.  lastingly,  for  ever  ;  (Say.)  in  poverty  or  want  ;  in 
donation  or  gifts;  (according  to  Mahl-dhara)  not 
empty. 

mW  ni-rebha,  as,  a,  am,  soundless,  noise- 
less. 

ni-roddhavya,  ni-rodha,  &e.    See col.  i. 

r«i'Irr  nir-aata.     See  nir-gam  below. 

TriJi»*r  nir-gandha,  as,  a,  am,  inodorous, 
scentless,  unfragrant,  void  of  smell.  —  Nirgandha-ta, 
{.  absence  of  smell,  want  of  fragrance,  scentlessness. 

—  Nirgandha-pushpl,  f.  the  silk-cotton  tree  (  = 
ialrnali),  Bombax  Heptaphyllum. 

nWtni  nirgandhana,  am,  Ti.  =  nirgran- 
Ihana,  killing,  slaughter. 

flM»i^  nir-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ga((hati,  -gan- 
tum,  to  go  out,  come  forth,  depart  from  (with  abl.), 
set  out  ;  to  come  out  or  appear  (as  a  bud)  ;  to  go 

away,  disappear  ;  to  be  freed  from  (with  abl.)  ;  to  enter 
into  any  state,  undergo  (with  ace.)  :  Desid.  -jigami- 
ehati,  to  wish  to  go  out. 
Nir-ga,  as,  m.  country,  region  ;  place  or  province. 

Nir-gata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  out,  come  forth,  come 
out,  appeared  ;  gone  away,  departed  ;  disappeared, 
extinct;  freed  from.  —  Nirgata-^iianka,  as,  a, 
am,  freed  from  fear,  fearless. 

Nir-tjama,  as,  m.  going  forth  or  out.  setting  out, 
going  away,  receding;  departure,  vanishing;  exit, 
issue,  outlet  ;  a  door  ;  [cf.  jala-n?^ 

Nir-gamana,  am,  n.  going  out  or  forth. 

r<lJ<H   nir-gana,   as,   d,  am,  free   from pride,  humble,  lowly. 

fJTn^  nir-gal,  cl.  I.  P.  -galati,  &c.,  to 
trickle  or  flow  out;  to  dissolve,  melt.  —  Nir-galila, 

as,  d,  am,  flowed  out,  poured  forth  ;  dissolved, melted. 

nir-gavdksha,  as,  d,  am,  window- 
less,  without  windows. 
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nir-ga,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti  (or  -jagdti), 
-gdtum,  Ved.  to  go  out,  come  forth. 

(V|'J*u  nir-guna,  as,  d,  am,  stringless  (as 
a  bow)  ;  devoid  of  all  qualities  or  properties ;  without 
attributes ;  having  no  epithet ;  devoid  of  good 
qualities  or  virtues,  bad,  worthless,  vicious ;  (ai\  m. 
the  Supreme  Being  (as  without  qualities  of  any  kind). 
—  Nirguna-td,  f.  or  nirguna-ti'a,  am,  n.  absence 
of  qualities,  want  of  properties,  freedom  from  all 
qualities  (as  an  attribute  of  the  Supreme  Being)  ; 
absence  or  want  of  good  qualities,  wickedness,  vicious- 
ness,  baseness.  —  Nirgttndtmaka-  (0?ia-a£°),  as,  d, 
am,  having  no  qualities. 

I1M41C1  nirgunti  or  nirgundi  or  nirgundi, 
is,  (.  the  shrub  Vitex  Negundo ;  another  plant  ( = 
nila-jephdlikd) ;  the  root  of  a  lotus. 

flJJ^nir-^ap,  cl.  I.  P.  -gopdyati,  &c.,  to 
guard,  protect. 

flJJ<!«i  nir-gulma,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
bushes,  destitute  of  shrubs. 

f«i'|e  nir-gudha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  guh  with 
nis),  the  hollow  of  a  tree. 

il']?  nir-griha,  as,  d,  am,  houseless, 
homeless. 

f«PT  nir-gri,  cl.  6.  P.  -girati  or  -gilati,  &c., 
to  vomit  forth. —Nir-girna,  at,  d,  am,  vomited 
forth. 

fi'ii«.«f  nir-gaurava,  as,  d,  am,  destitute 
of  respect;  without  dignity,  undignified,  affable ;  (am), 
ind.  without  pride,  condescendingly,  affably. 

fltl*-"!  nir-grantha,  as,  d,  am,  freed  from 
all  ties  or  hindrances;  a  saint,  a  devotee  who  has 
withdrawn  from  the  world  and  lives  either  as  a 

hermit  or  a  beggar  wandering  about  naked;  pos- 
sessionless,  poor,  a  pauper,  beggar  [cf.  grantha,  said 

to  mean  '  riches'] ;  (as),  m.  an  idiot ;  a  fool ;  a 
gambler ;  N.  of  a  man,  son  of  Jnati.  —  Nirgrantha- 
iastra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
Nir-grqnthaka,  at,  a,  am,  unattended,  unac- 

companied ;  abandoned,  deserted ;  fruitless ;  clever, 
expert,  conversant ;  (at),  m.  a  religious  mendicant ; 
a  naked  devotee ;  a  gambler ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  (?), 
Buddhism  (because  the  Buddhists  appeared  as  religious 
mendicants,  especially  as  ascetics). 
Nir-granthi,  it,  it,  i,  free  from  knots,  knotless. 
Nir-granthika,  as,  m.  a  naked  mendicant,  an 

ascetic;  (as,  d,  am),  clever,  conversant ;  =  hina, 
destitute  (?). 

r«TiJ*'<in  nir-granthana,  am,  n.  killing, 
slaughter ;  [cf.  ni-granthana, 

nir-grdhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  traced 
or  found  out,  perceivable. 

f«i«i«  nir-ghata,  am,  n.  a  fair  or  crowded 
market,  a  free  market,  a  wharf  or  ghaut  where  no 
toll  is  levied,  a  place  where  there  is  no  quay  or  stairs, 
(in  this  sense  nir  is  a  privative.) 

[«iv<ie  nir-ghanta  or  nir-ghantaka,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  a  vocabulary,  a  collection  of  words,  = 
ni-ghantu,  (perhaps  for  nir-grant/taka,  'singling 
out  the  words  of  a  sentence  and  writing  them  down 
in  their  independent  form.') 

nir-ghdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  han  with 
nis),  destruction ;  a  violent  gust  of  wind,  hurricane, 
whirlwind  ;  the  noise  of  contending  vapours  in  the sky ;  an  earthquake ;  a  thunder-stroke  ;  any  severe stroke. 

Nir-ghdtana,  am,  a.  forcing  out,  bringing  out Nir-ghatya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  forced  or  broueht out. 

nir-ghushta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ghush 
with  nis),  sounded,  resounded. 
Nir-ghosha,  as,  m.  sound  in  general,  noise,  a 

oud  noise,  rattling,  trampling ;  (as,  d,  am),  sound- 
ess,  noiseless,  (in  this  sense  nir  is  a  privative.) 

—  Niryhoshdkshara-vimulcta  (°sha-aksh°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  SamSdhi. 

fi  ̂ fWfl  nir-ghurinl,  f.  a  river,  (perhaps 
wrong  reading  for  nir-jharini.) 

fHW<!J  nir-ghrina,  as,  d,  am,  unmerciful, 
pitiless,  cruel;  shameless,  immodest;  (am),  ind. 
without  pity,  pitilessly.  —  Nirghrina-td,  f.  or  nir- 
ghrina-tva,  am,  n.  pitilessness,  unmercifulness,  hard- heartedness,  cruelty. 

Nir-ghrind,  f.  unmercifulness,  cruelty. 

f^^nir-ghrish,  cl.  i.  P.  -gharshati,  &c., 
to  rub  against  or  on  (with  loc.). 
Nir-gharthana,  am,  n.  rubbing,  friction. 
Nirgharshanaka,  as,  d,  am,  who  or  what  rubs, 

a  rubber,  rubbing,  a  rubbing,  a  dentifrice  fit  for 
cleaning  the  teeth. 
Nir-ghrishya,  ind.  having  rubbed,  having  rubbed 

on. 

nir-ghosha.  See  nir-ghushta  above. 

nir-jana,  as,  d,  am,  unpeopled,  de- 
populated, uninhabited,  unfrequented,  lonely,  de- 

serted, desolate ;  (am),  n.  a  solitude,  desert.  —  Nir- 
jana-td,  f.  or  nirjana-tra,  am,  n.  depopulation, 
the  state  of  being  unpeopled  or  deserted.  —  Nirjana- 
vana,  am,  n.  a  lonely  or  unfrequented  forest. 

fl«K  i.  nir-jara,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see 
nir-jri,  col.  3),  not  becomipg  old,  young,  fresh; 
imperishable,  immortal,  undecaying;  (as),  m.  an 
immortal,  a  deity,  god ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Cocculus 
Cordifolius ;  Anethum  Graveolens,  <=  tattva-bhid  ; 
(am),  n.  ambrosia,  the  food  of  the  gods.  —  Nir- 
jara-sarshapa,  as,  m.  a  species  of  mustard  (= 
deva-sarshapa). 

Nir-jaras,  optionally  substituted  for  I.  nir-jara 
in  certain  cases.  (See  P5n.  VII.  2,  IOI.) 

_  nir-jardyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  skin- 
less (as  a  snake  which  has  cast  its  skin). 

f  nir-jarjalpa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (ac- 
cording to  Mahl-dhara,  probably  because  of  its  simi- 

larity to  jarjara,  = )  ragged,  tattered ;  (another  read- 
ing has  nir-jdlmaka.) 

l«l»ico  nir -jala,  as,  d,  am,  waterless,  desti- 
tute of  water,  dry,  desert ;  not  mixed  with  water 

^as  buttermilk) ;  (as),  m.  a  desert,  waste.  —  Nirjala- 

toyadabha  (°da-dbhd),  as,  d,  am,  of  the  colour  of a  waterless  cloud,  i.  e.  white,  of  a  fair  complexion. 

—  Nirjalaikddas'i  (°la-ek°),  (.,  N.  of  the  eleventh 
day  in  the  light  half  of  month  Jyaishtha,  on  which 
even  the  drinking  of  water  is  forbidden. 

Ui^in  nir-jdta,  as,  d,  am,  come  forth, 

appeared,  visible. 

II »J 1 1**!1^  nir-jdlmaka.    See  nir-jarjalpa. 
f«1i*f  nir-ji,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -jayati,  -te,  -jetum, 

to  conquer,  win,  gain,  acquire,  subdue,  vanquish; 
to  overcome  in  play. 

Nir-jaya,  as,  m.  conquest,  complete  victory,  van- 

quishing, subduing ;  [cf.  mamju-n°.] 
Nvr-jita,  as,  d,  am,  conquered,  completely  van- 

quished, thoroughly  subdued,  overcome;  won,  ac- 
quired, gained;  claimed;  unconquered.  —  Nirjitn- 

•carman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Nlrjitari-ijanas 
(°ta-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  conquered  hosts 
of  enemies.  —  Nirjitendriya  ("ta-in1),  as,  d,  am, 
of  subdued  passions  or  feelings.  —  Nirjitendriya- 
grdma,  as,  m.  'one  who  has  subdued  the  whole 
assemblage  of  his  organs,'  a  Muni,  a  saint. 
Nir-jM,  is,  f.  conquest,  complete  victory,  sub 

duing,  subjugation. 

Nir-jitya,  ind.  having  conquered  or  won  or  gained. 
Nir-jetri,  ta,  m.  a  conquerer,  vanquisher. 

nir-jihva,  as,  a,  am,  tongueless, 
without  a  tongue. 

nir-jiva,  as,  m.  lifelessness,  death  ; 

(as,  d,  am),  lifeless,  inanimate,  dead.  —  Nirjha- 
kdrana,  am,  n.  a  cause  of  death,  a  fatal  blow. 
Nir-jivita,  as,  d,  am,  lifeless,  dead,  inanimate. 

(1^8  nir-jushta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.jush 
with  prep,  nis),  frequented,  inhabited. 

nir-jri,  Caus.   -jarayati,  -yitum,  to 
wear  down,  wear  away,  rub  to  pieces,  crush. 

2.  nir-jara,  as,  d,  am,  completely  wearing  down 
or  destroying.  (For  i.  nir-jara  see  col.  2.) 

f«1SJlffl  nir-jndti,  is,  is,  i,  destitute  of 
relations  ;  having  no  kinsfolk. 

fi^t.  nir-jvara,   as,    d,   am,   feverless, healthy. 

faiyLnir-jhara,  as,  i,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (perhaps 
(i.jhar  for  rt.  kshar  with  nis),  a  waterfall,  cataract, 
cascade,  mountain-torrent,  the  precipitous  descent  of 
water  from  mountains,  &c.  [cf.  jhara]  ;  (as),  m. 

burning  chaff;  an  elephant;  a  horse  of  the  Sun 

[cf.  nir-nara']  ;  (i),  f.  a  river  [cf.  nir-jharim  ;  cf. 
also  nilimpa-n°.] Nir-jharin,  i,  m.  a  mountain  ;  (int),  (.  a  torrent, 
river. 

See  under  nir-ni  below. 
nir-naya. 

nir-nara,  as,  m.  one  of  the  horses 
of  the  Sun  ;  [cf.  nir-j  Aora.] 

f«1<ui*i  nirndma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  joint  of 
a  wing. 

r»l(i5i^  i.  nir-nij,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -nenekti,  -ne- 
nikte,Ved.  inf.  nir-nije,  nir-nijam,  &c.,  to  wash 

off,  wash,  cleanse  (A.)  ;  to  wash  one's  self;  to  dress one's  self. 
Nir-nikta,  as,  a,  am,  washed,  purified,  cleaned, 

cleansed. 
2.  nir-nij,  k,(.,Ved.  a  shining  dress  or  ornament, 

any  bright  garment  [cf.  adhi-n",  adta-ri1,  ghrita- 
n°]  ;  purification,  cleansing  ;  (S3y.)  a  form,  shape  ; 
well  nourished  (m.  f.  n.). 
Nir-neka,  as,  m.  washing,  cleansing,  cleaning  ; 

ablution  ;  expiation,  atonement. 
Nir-nejaka,  as,  m.  a  washerman,  washer. 
Nir-Jiejana,  am,  n.  ablution  ;  expiation,  atonement 

for  an  offence. 

ftTOrT  nir-ni,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -nayati,  -te,  -ne- 
tum,  to  lead  or  take  away,  carry  away,  carry  off; 
to  trace  out,  investigate,  find  out,  ascertain,  educe, 
elicit,  to  settle,  come  to  a  decision,  decide. 
Nir-naya,  as,  m.  removing,  removal  ;  deciding, 

rendering  certain,  complete  ascertainment,  decision, 
certainty,  determination,  proof,  affirmation,  precise 
definition,  settlement  ;  (in  logic)  deduction,  inference, 
conclusion,  demonstration  ;  application  of  a  conclu- 

sive argument  ;  (in  law)  sentence,  verdict  ;  (in  rhe- 
toric) narration  of  events  ;  discussion,  consideration, 

investigation.—  Nirnaya-kamalakara  (°la-dk°),  as, 
m.  'a  lotus-bed  of  conclusions,'  N.  of  a  MTmSnsa  work. 
—  Nirnaya-darpana,  am,  n.  '  mirror  of  certainty,' 
N.  of  a  VedJnta  work.  —  Niniaya-dipa,  '  lamp  of 

certainty,'  N.  of  a  work  mentioned  in  the  S'udra- 
dharma-tattva  by  Kamalakara-bhatta.  —  Nirnaya- 
dipika,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  written  about  the  middle 
of  the  seventeenth  cealury.  —  !f{rnaya-pdda,  as, 
m.  a  sentence,  decree,  verdict  in  law.  —  Nirnaya- 
sinilhii,  N.  of  a  MTmarjsS  work  by  Kamalakara- 
bhatta;  (also  read  nirneya-sindhii.)  —  Nirnayd- 

mrita  (°ya-am°),  am,  n.  '  nectar  of  certainty,'  N. 
of  a  work. 
Nir-nayat,  an,  anti,  at,  concluding,  deciding, 

ascertaining. 



nir-nayana. nir-dhyai. 

Nir-nayana,  am,  n.  ascertainment,  certainty; 
positive  conclusion. 
Nir-ndyaka,  as,  a,  am,  causing  or  leading  to 

certainty,  conclusive. 
Nir-nayana,  am,  n.  rendering  certain  ;  the  outer 

angle  of  the  elephant's  eye. 
Nir-nlta,  as,  a,  am,  deduced,  traced  out,  brought  to 

a  conclusion,  ascertained,  settled,  decided,  proved. 

Nir-netH,  td,  tri,  tri,  decisive,  certifying,  veri- 
fying, leading  to  certainty,  demonstrating,  proving  ; 

(td),  m.  one  who  pronounces  a  sentence,  a  judge  ; 
a  voucher;  a  guide.—  Nirnetri-tva,  am,  n.  proof, 
verification. 

Nir-neya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  ascertained,  to  be 
decided  or  determined. 

nir-nud,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  (sometimes 

wrongly  nir-nud),  -nudati,  -te,  -nottum,  to  push 
or  drive  out  ;  to  drive  away,  expel,  reject,  remove  ; 
to  repudiate. 

Nir-noda,  as,  m.  removal,  banishment. 

(Vt;5^  nir-dans,  cl.  I.  P.  -dasati  or  -dan- 
£ati,  -damhtum,  to  bite  through,  bite  ;  (with  dan- 
tan]  to  gnash  the  teeth,  grind  the  teeth. 

Nir-dans'in,  I,  ini,  i,  biting  through  ;  not  biting, 
(Ved.,  in  this  sense  nir  is  a  privative.) 

Nir-dafat,  an,  anti,  at,  biting,  biting  through  ; 
consuming. 

Nir-dailamana,  as,  a,  am,  biting  through,  biting  ; 
gnashing  or  grinding  (the  teeth). 
Nir-da^ya,  ind.  having  bitten,  biting  through. 

nir-dagdha.     See  nir-dah  below. 

nir-dada,  as,  a,  am,  unkind,  un- 

feeling, unmerciful  ;  devoid  of  pity  or  charity,  re- 
joicing over  the  faults  of  others  ;  envious,  slanderous, 

abusive  ;  useless,  unnecessary  ;  mad,  intoxicated  ;  vio- 
lent ;  (sometimes  spelt  nir-data  ;  cf.  nir-daya.) 

f«1c<!S  nir-danda,  as,  a,  am,  not  punishing. 

f«i<j«4  nir-daya,  as,  a,  am,  pitiless,  un- 
merciful, unkind,  cruel,  hard-hearted  ;  passionate  ; 

excessive,  violent  ̂ inpitied  by  any  ;  {am),  n.  without 
pity,  unmercifully;  passionately,  violently,  exces- 

sively, much.  —  Nirdaya-tva,  am,  n.  unmercifulness, 
cruelty. 

f«1^«>  nir-dara,  as,  or  nir-dari,  is,  m.= 
dara  or  dari,  a  cave,  cavern  ;  [according  to  some 

nir-dara,  as,  a,  am,  —  nir-daya,  pitiless,  hard  ; 
shameless  ;  also  nir-daram,  ind.  =  excessively,  and 
nir-dara,  am,  n.  =  pith,  essence.]  —  Nirdari-vdsin, 
i,  ini,  i,  inhabiting  a  cave. 

MT?«5'f  nir-dalana,  am,  n.  splitting, 
cleaving  asunder,  breaking. 

II  «jjf  nir-dasa,  as,  a,  am,  more  than  ten 
days  old,  what  happened  more  than  ten  days  ago  ; 

[cf.  a-n°,  nairdafya.]  —  Nirdaiaha  (°4a-aha), 
see  a-n°. 

f  «l<;  $1  anir-dasat,  &c.   See  nir-dans  above. 

ftr^IT  nir-dasana,  as,  a,  am,  toothless. 

—  Nirdas'andkshi-jihva  (?na-aksh°),  as,  a,  am, 
deprived  of  teeth,  eyes,  and  tongue. 

fa<;*g  nir-dasyu,  us,  us,  u,  free  from 
robbers  or  bandits. 

nir-dah,  cl.  I.  P.  -dahati,  -dagdhum, 

to  bum  out,  burn  up,  consume  by  fire,  destroy  com- 
pletely :  Caus.  -ddhayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  burn 

up  or  set  on  fire. 

Nir-dagdha,  as,  a,  am,  burnt,  burnt  up;  un- 
burnt,  (in  this  sense  nir  is  a  privative.) 
Ntr-dagdhikd,  f.  =  ni-digdhikd. 
Nir-dafiana,  as,  i,  am,  burning,  burning  up, 

consuming;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Semecarpus  Ana- 
cardium  ;  (i),  f.  the  plant  Sanseviera  Roxburghiana  ; 
(am),  n.  burning. 

Nir-ddha,  as,  a,  am,  or  nir-dahuka,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  burning,  consuming  by  fire. 

(V|<;i^  nir-ddtri,  td,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  da  or  do 
with  nis),  a  weeder,  digger  up  of  weeds  ;  a  reaper, 

husbandman  ;  [cf.  nir-ydtri.~\ 
fH<Jl(Xrl  nir-ddrita.     See  nir-drl  below. 

faffr  nir-digdha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  dih 
with  nis),  anointed,  smeared;  well  fed,  corpulent, 
stout,  lusty. 

Nir-digdhika,  f.  a  various  reading  for  nir-dag- 
dhikd  or  ni-digdhikd. 

filf^sr  nir-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  -disati,  -deshtum, 

to  point  to,  point  out,  show,  direct,  declare,  announce, 

tell,  enjoin,  order;  "to  denote,  indicate,  mark;  to 
assign,  destine  ;  to  enumerate,  specify,  particularize, 
name  ;  to  foretel  ;  to  define,  determine  ;  to  describe  ; 

to  recommend,  advise,  suggest  ;  to  denounce  ;  Desid. 
-didikshati,  to  wish  to  point  out  or  to  define more  closely. 

Nir-difya,  ind.  having  pointed  out,  having  shown, 
explained,  enjoined,  &c. 

Nir-disttta,  as,  a,  am,  pointed  out,  shown, 
specified,  particularized;  described,  depicted;  assigned; 
ordered,  directed  ;  asserted,  declared  ;  ascertained, 
determined. 

Nir-deda,  as,  m.  pointing  out,  directing,  ordering, 
order,  command,  direction  ;  instruction  ;  saying,  tell- 

ing, declaring  ;  description,  designation  ;  depicting, 
specifying,  particularizing,  giving  particulars  or  details, 
specification,  special  mention  ;  certainty,  ascertain- 

ment; vicinity,  proximity;  a  particular  number; 

[cf.  ni-des'a.]—Nirdes'a-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  executing orders,  obedient. 

Nir-de&'aka,  as,  ikd,  am,  pointing  out,  showing, 
describing;  ordering. 

Nir-dedaniya  or  nir-des"ya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be 
pointed  out  ;  assignable  ;  to  be  determined  ;  to  be 
arranged  ;  to  be  described,  to  be  defined  or  particu- 

larized ;  to  be  proclaimed  or  foretold. 

Nir-deshtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  who  or  what  shows, 
explains,  points  out,  defines,  &c.  ;  {td),  m.  an 
authority,  a  guide. 

f^f  nir-dl,  cl.  4.  P.  -diyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 
fly  away. 

Het^f  nir-duhkha,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
pain,  painless,  not  suffering  pain  ;  not  causing  pain. 
—  Nirduhkhd-tva,  am,  n.  absence  of  pain  ;  pain- 
lessness. 

nir-duh,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -dogdhi,  -dug- 

dhe,  -dogdhum,  to  milk  out,  extract,  draw  out, 
produce;  to  withdraw. 

Nir-dugdha,  as,  d,  am,  milked  out,  drawn  out, extracted. 

frfiT  nir-drl,  cl.  9.  P.  -drindti,  -daritum,  -da- 
ritum,  to  tear  or  rend  asunder,  tear  in  pieces,  split 
asunder  ;  Caus.  -ddrayati,  -yitum,  to  tear  or  split 
asunder  ;  to  root  up,  cause  to  be  dug  up. 

Nir-ddrita,  as,  d,  am,  torn  asunder,  rent  ;  split 
open,  opened,  unclosed  ;  starting  open. 

TH^  nir-deva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  abandoned 
by  the  gods,  without  the  gods. 

F«15««l  nir-dainya,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 

misery  or  wretchedness,  happy,  comfortable,  at  ease. 

H^TM  nir-dosha,  as,  d,  am,  faultless,  with- 
out defect  or  blemish  ;  guiltless,  innocent. 

Nirdoshl-krita,  as,  d,  am,  cleared  from  guilt. 

'I  £f  nir-dravya,  as,  d,  am,  immaterial  ; 
without  property,  poor. 

f«T?i  nir-dru,  cl.  I.  P.  -dravati,  -drotum, 
Ved.  to  run  out,  run  away. 

1151?  nir-droha,  as,  d,  am,  not  malevo- 
lent, not  hostile,  friendly  ;  well-disposed  ;  innocent. 
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nir-dvandva,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 

either  of  two  alternatives  or  indifferent  in  regard  to 
opposite  pairs  of  feelings  (as  pleasure  and  pain), 
neither  glad  nor  sorry,  &c.  ;  not  standing  in  mutual 
relation,  not  dependant  upon  another,  independant  ; 
not  striving  together,  free  from  envy  or  jealousy  ; 
not  causing  disputes,  uncontested,  undisputed;  not 
double  ;  not  acknowledging  two  principles. 

f>TV»l  nir-dhana,  as,  d,  am,  without  pro- 

perty or  money;  poor,  indigent;  (as),  m.  an 
old  ox.—Nirdhana-td,  f.  or  nirdhana-tva,  am, 
n.  absence  of  property,  poverty,  indigence. 

M*l*l  nir-dharma,  as,  m.  unrighteous- 

ness ;  (as,  d,  am),  unjust,  unrighteous,  impious, 
immoral,  void  of  law,  irreligious. 

fVlvT  nir-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  -dadhdti,  -dhdtum, 
Ved.  to  free  from  ;  to  find  out  (?). 

fl  MK.  nir-dhdra,  &  c.    See  nir-dhri  below. 

iiHinMg  nir-dhdrtardshtra,  as,  d,  am, 

having  no  descendants  of  Dhrita-r5shtra,  free  from them. 

i.  nir-dhdv,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -dhdvati, 

-te,  -dhavitum,  to  stream  forth  from,  spring  from  ; 
to  run  out,  escape  from. 

fr|«>l^  2.  nir-dhdv,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dhdvati, 
-te,  -dhdvitum,  to  wash  off,  wash  away,  cleanse. 
Nir-dhauta,  as,  d,  am,  washed  off,  cleansed, 

polished,  bright. 

f«T*^  nir-dhu,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dhunoti,  -dhu- 
nute  (in  later  language  also  -dhunoti,  -dhunute), 
-dhotum  and  -dhavitum,  to  shake  out,  shake  off, 
remove;  to  drive  away,  expel,  banish,  repudiate, 

disown  ;  to  shake,  agitate,  brandish,  move  about  ; 
to  harass,  distress,  torment,  pain. 

Nir-dhiita  or  nir-dhuta,  as,  a,  am,  shaken  off, 
shaken  out,  thrown  out  or  off;  removed  ;  avoided  ; 

departed  ;  deserted,  rejected  ;  broken,  divided  ;  re- 
futed, destroyed  ;  deprived  of,  bereft  ;  suffered,  un- 

dergone ;  (as),  m.  a  man  abandoned  by  his  relatives 
or  friends.  —  Nirdhuta-pdpa,  as,  d,  am,  one 
whose  sins  are  wholly  shaken  off  or  removed. 

f-T^WT  nir-dhuma,  as,  d,  am,  smokeless. 

—  Nirdhuma-tva,  am,  n.  smokelessness. 

fVf&  nir-dhri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dharati,  -te,  cl. 

10.  or  Caus.  -dhdrayati,  -yitum,  to  take  out  from  ; 
to  separate  one  out  of  many,  particularize  ;  to  de- 

termine, define,  state  accurately  ;  to  ascertain. 

Nir-dhdra,  as,  m.  or  nir-dhdrana,  am,  n.  taking 
out  from,  separating  or  specifying  one  out  of  many, 
particularizing  individuals  according  to  their  degree 
of  merit  ;  determining,  defining,  settling  ;  certainty, 
ascertainment. 
Nir-dhdraniya  or  nir-dhdritarya,  as,  d,  am, 

to  be  ascertained  ;  irresistible,  (in  this  sense  nir  ib 

a  privative.) 
Nir-dharita,  as,  a,  am,  determined,  ascertained, 

settled. 
Nir-dhdrya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  ascertained  or 

determined,  ascertainable  ;  not  to  be  restrained,  act- 
ing resolutely  or  fearlessly,  active,  energetic,  (in  this 

sense  nir  is  a  privative.) 
Nir-dhdryamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  particular- 

ized ;  being  determined. 

f^V  nir-dhe,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhayati,  -dhdtum, 
Ved.  to  drink  up,  suck  up,  absorb. 

fivin  nir-dhauta.    See  2.  nir-dhdv  above. 

nir-dhmd,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhamati,  -dhmd- 
tum,  to  blow  away,  blow  out  of. 
Nir-dhmapana,  am,  n.  blowing  away. 

nW  nir-dhyai,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhyayati,  -dhyd- 
tum,  to  think  of,  reflect  upon,  meditate  about. 

6L 
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Nir-dhydta,  as,  a,  am,  thought  of,  reflected 
upon,  meditated. 
Nir-dhydya,  ind.  having  thought  of,  having  re- 

flected. 

Pr|^*it3in.  nir-namaskara,  as,  a,  am,  not 

respecting  any  one,  uncourteous;    unrespected,  re- 
spected by  no  one,  despised  by  all. 

fn^C  nir-nara,  as,  a,  am,  abandoned  by 
men,  deserted,  desolate. 

fn^lVJ  nir-ndtha,  as,  a,  am,  protectorless, 

without  a  guardian  or  master  or  superior.  —  Nirnatha- 
ta,  (.  the  being  without  a  master  or  guardian  or  pro- 

tector, want  of  protection  ;  widowhood  ;  orphanage. 

ftrqrf»T  nlr-nabhi,  is,  is,  i,  without  the 

navel,  not  reaching  to  the  navel. 

MII^II  nir-ndsana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  nas 
with  nis\  removing,  expelling,  banishing. 
Nir-ndiin,  i,  ini,  i  (from  an  unused  nir-ndfa), 

removing,  expelling,  banishing. 

(rlf^'y  nir-nidra,  as,  a,  am,  sleepless. 
—  Nirnidra-ta,  f.  sleeplessness. 

fnfV|fH«<  nir-nimitta,  as,  a,  am,  without 
reason  or  motive,  causeless,  groundless  ;  (am),  n. 

causelessly,  without  cause.  —  Nirnimitta-krita,  of, 
a,  am,  produced  without  a  cause,  whose  cause  is 
invisible. 

Cnf*!*^  nir-nimesha,  as,  d,  am,  not 
twinkling. 

f"lf»iO*I  nir-nirodha,  as,  d,  am,  unob- 
structed. 

nir-mda,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  nest. 

11  "l^s  nir-baddha.     See  nir-bandh  below. 

f»i»l»«^  nir-bandh,  cl.  9.  P.  -badhnati, 

-banddhum,  to  fix  or  fasten  upon,  attach  one's  self 
to,  cling  to,  to  insist  upon,  persist  in  ;  press  upon  ; 
to  urge,  importune. 
Nir-baddha,  as,  a,  am,  fixed  upon,  fastened 

upon;  directed  on;  clung  to;  pressed  hard,  urged. 

Nir-bandha,  as,  m.  insisting  upon  (with  loc.), 
persistence,  perseverance,  pertinacity,  intentness  ;  ob- 

stinacy; importunity,  urgency,  pressing  or  urging 
anything,  (nirbandham  kri,  to  urge)  ;  accusing, 
accusation  ;  contest,  dispute  ;  caprice,  fancy  ?  ;  [cf. 

ni-bandha.^  —  Nirbandha-prishta,  as,  d,  am, 
urgently  asked,  importuned. 

Nir-bandhaniya,  am,  n.  (perhaps)  contest,  dis- 

pute. Nir-bandhin,  i,  irii,  i,  insisting  upon  (with  loc.), 
urgent,  persisting  in,  intent  upon. 

f«i«i«r  nir-bandhu,  us,  us,  u,  without  re- 

lations, without  kindred,  friendless. 

fri^f  «u  nir-barhana,  am,  n.  =  ni-varhana, 
slaughter,  killing,  destroying,  annihilation. 

M  »l  rt  nir-bala,  as,  d,  am,  powerless,  with- 
out strength,  impotent,  weak,  feeble. 

f»i«h«l  nir-bddh,  cl.  i.  A.  -bddhate,  -bd- 

dhitum,  Ved.  to  keep  off,  ward  off,  hold  back. 

Nir-bddha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  knob,  prominence  ; 
(nirbddhe  kri  is  perhaps  a  proverbial  expression 

meaning  '  to  put  on  one  side,  set  aside,  remove.') 
Nirbddhin,  i,  in>,  i,  Ved.  furnished  with  knobs  or 

prominences. 

'151-8  nir-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  senseless, 

witless,  unwise,  ignorant,  stupid,  out  of  one's  wits. 

l»i  ̂«fl  ty  n  nirbusi-krita,  as,  d,  am,  freed 
from  chaff,  husked. 

f^^nir-brii,  cl.  2.  P.  -bravlti,  &c.,Ved. 
to  speak  out,  pronounce  (loud  or  clearly)  ;  to  inter- 

pret, explain. 

nir-dhyata.  Cnn*1^  nir-manth, 
nir-bhakta.     See  nir-bhaj  below. 

nir-bhagna.     See  nir-bhanj  below. 

nir-bhaj,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -bhajati,  -te, 

-bhaktum,  Ved.    to  exclude  from   participation  or 
coparceny  (with  abl.)  :  Caus.  -bhdjayatl,  -yitum,  to 
exclude  from  sharing  in,  to  disinherit. 

Nir-bhakta,  as,  d,  am,  excluded  from  partici- 
pation in  ;  taken  without  eating  (as  medicine  ;  in 

this  sense  nil"  is  a  privative). 

Nir-bhdjya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  excluded  from 
participation  in,  to  be  debarred  from  sharing  in. 

nir-bhanj,  cl.  7.  P.  -bhanakti, 
-lihanktum,  to  break  asunder,  split  asunder;  to 
defeat. 

Nir-bhagna,  as,  d,  am,  broken  in  pieces  ;  broken 
down  ;  bent.  —  Nir-bhajyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being 
broken  in  pieces. 

f«W£  nir-bhata,  as,  d,  am,  hard,  firm, 

compact;  (perhaps  a  wrong  reading.) 

fa>Tt  nir-bhaya,  as,  d,  am,  fearless,  un- 
daunted ;  free  from  danger,  secure  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 

a  son  of  the  thirteenth  Manu  ;  (am),  ind.  fearlessly, 
without  danger. 

MlH^  nir-bhara,  as,  d,  am  [cf.  bhara], 
excessive,  exceeding,  vehement,  violent  ;  deep,  sound 
(as  sleep)  ;  ardent  ;  beyond  measure,  much  ;  (at  the 
end  of  a  comp.)  full  of,  filled  with  ;  (as,  am), 

m.  n.  essence?;  (am),  ind.  excessively,  exceed- 
ingly, very  much  ;  soundly,  deeply. 

firing  nir-bharts,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -bhartsa- 
yctti,  -te,  -yttttm,  to  threaten,  menace,  abuse,  re- 

buke, reprimand,  chide,  blame,  deride. 

Nir-bharlsanct,  am,  d,  n.  f.  threatening,  threat, 
menace  ;  abuse,  reviling,  reproach,  blame  ;  malignity  ; 
red  paint,  \&c.  —  Nirbhartsana-danda-4nohita,  as, 
d,  am,  bewildered  by  the  threat  of  punishment. 

Nir-bhartsita,  as,  d,  am,  threatened,  menaced  ; 
reviled,  abused. 

Nir-bhartsya,  ind.  having  threatened  ;  having 
reviled  or  reproached. 

frf*?^  nir-bhas,  cl.  3.  P.  -babhasti,  -bap- 
sati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  bite  off,  chew. 

ftHT  nir-bhd,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhdti,  -bhdtum, 
to  shine  forth,  appear,  arise,  proceed. 

Nir-bhdta,  as,  d,  am,  shone  forth,  shining  forth, 

appeared,  arisen. 

f^W"1!  nir-bhdoya,  as,  d,  am,  unlucky, 
unfortunate. 

nir-bhdjya.     See  nir-bhaj  above. 

nir-bhds,  Caus.  -bhdsayati,  -yitum, 
to  illuminate. 

Nir-bhdsita,  as,  d,  am,  illuminated,  illumined. 

ftff*hr  nir-bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -bhinatti, 

-bhintte,  -bhettum,  to  cleave  or  split  asunder,  break 
in  two,  rend,  divide,  separate,  open  ;  to  break  through, 
pierce,  penetrate,  wound  ;  to  put  out  (the  eyes)  ;  to 
break  down,  destroy  ;  to  divulge,  betray  ;  to  find 

out,  detect,  discover  ;  to  excavate  :  Pass,  -bhidyate, 
to  be  broken  asunder,  to  cleave  or  split  open  (intrans.)  ; 
to  burst  asunder. 

Nir-bhidya,  ind.  having  broken  through,  having 
pierced  or  penetrated. 
Nir-bhinna,  as,  d,  am,  broken  asunder,  pierced, 

divided.  ••  Nirbhinna-tanu,  iw,  ««,  u,  having  the 

body  pierced  through  or  transfixed. 
Nir-bheda,  as,  m.  breaking  or  splitting  asunder, 

bursting,  dividing,  a  split,  rent  ;  the  bed  or  channel 
of  a  river;  the  issue  or  termination  of  an  affair, 
event. 

Nir-bhedin,  i,  inl,  i,  splitting  asunder,  piercing. 
Nir-bhedya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  split  asunder  ;  having 

no  rent ;  missing  an  aim ;  disappointed ;  (in  the  last 
three  senses  nir  is  a  privative.) 

nir-bhita,  as,  d,  am,  fearless,  not afraid. 

i^  nir-bhuj,  cl.  6.  P.  -bhujati,  -bhok- 
tum,  to  bend  on  one  side,  bend  awry,  distort ; 
(oshthau  nirbhnjati,  he  distorts  his  lips,  makes  a wry  face.) 

Nir-bhugna,  as,  d,  am,  bent  awry,  distorted ; 
not  bent,  straight,  (in  this  sense  nir  is  a  privative.) 

Nir-bhuja,  as,  d,  am,  a  term  applied  to  a  kind 
of  Sandhi  (or  Samhita). 

hii,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavitum, 
Ved.  to  come  out,  move  out,  move. 

Nir-bhuti,  is,  [.,  Ved.  disappearing,  passing  away. 

fJT)|  mr-bhri,  cl.  I.  3.  P.  -bharati,  -bi- 
bharti,  -bhartum,  to  take  out,  draw  out. 

Nir-bhrita,  probably  a  wrong  reading  for  ni- bhrita. 

r  nir-bhriti,  is,  is,  i,  without  wages, 
hireless. 

nir-bheda,  nir-bhedya.  See  nir-bhid. 

nir-bhoga,  as,  d,  am,  not  devoted 
to  pleasure  or  enjoyment. 

nir-makshika,  as,  d,  am,  free 

from  flies,  free  from  tormentors,  untroubled ;  (ant), 

n.  the  being  free  from  flies;  (am),  ind.  without  flies. 

nir-maj,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.) 

completely  pure  (as  cows). 

frlHTi^  nir-majj,  cl.  I.  P.  -majjati,  Sec., 
to  sink  under,  sink  into ;  to  inundate,  deluge. 

Nir-magna,  as,  d,  am,  sunk,  sunk  into,  sunk 
under,  (opposed  to  un-magna.) 

nir-majja,  as,  d,  am,  fatless,  mar- rowless,  meagre. 

nir-manduka,  as,  a,  am,  frogless, 
destitute  of  frogs. 

friflrtH.  nir-matsara,  as,  d,  am,  without 

envy,  unenvious,  free  from  envy  or  passion. 

f«l*in?l   nir-matsya,   as,   d,   am,   fishless, 
destitute  of  fish.— Nirmatsya-td,  f.  absence  offish, 
the  having  no  fish. 

fVw'q  nir-matha,  nir-mathana.  See  under 
nir-manth  below. 

Tii*i^  nir-mada,  as,  d,  am,  unintoxicated, 

sober,  quiet ;  not  proud,  humble ;  not  in  rut  (as  an elephant). 

•fafHll  nir-madhya,  as,  a,  am,  having  no 
middle;  (a),  f.  =  nalikd,  a  fragrant  substance;  [cf. 
nir-mathya  below.] 

fHHrHrfi  nir-manaska,  as,  d,  am,  mindless, 

having  no  Manas.  —  Nirmanaska-td,  f.  the  having no  Manas. 

ftlfirj'ij  nir-manuja,  as,  d,  am,  abandoned 
by  men  (as  a  forest),  desolate,  uninhabited. 

•fajfrJUT  nir-manushya,  as,  d,  am,  un- 
peopled, uninhabited,  deserted  by  men,  without  a 

man ;  (mdtaitgo  nirmanitshyas,  an  elephant  with- 
out riders.) 

fr|H«d  nir-mantra,  as,  d,  am,  unaccom- 

panied by  holy  texts  or  the  recitation  of  sacred  verses 
(as  the  Gandharva  marriage). 

fa>}^ nir-manth  or  nir-math,  cl.  I.  9.  P. 
-mathati,  -manthati,  -mathndti,  &c.,  to  stir  about, 

agitate,  churn,  shake  about,  toss  about  roughly  or 
violently;  to  rub,  elicit  fire  by  rubbing;  to  strike, 



nir-matha. 

beat  violently,  thresh,  bruise,  crush,  stamp  to  pieces, 
grind,  break  in  pieces,  destroy. 
Nir-matha,  as,  m.  stirring,  rubbing.  —  Nirmatha- 

i^dru  —  nirmantha-ddru. 
Nir-matJiana,  am,  n.  stirring,  churning,  rubbing, 

rubbing  two  pieces  of  wood  together  to  light  a  fire. 
Nir-mathita,  as,  a,  am,  stirred  about,  agitated, 

churned. 

1.  nir-mathya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  stirred  about  or 
rubbed;    (a),   f.  a  kind   of  fragrant   substance,  = 
nalikd;  [cf.  nir-madhyd  above.] 

i.nir-matkya,  ind.havingchurned;havingground; 
having  discriminated  or  particularized. 
Nir-mathyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  shaken  or 

tossed  about  roughly. 

Nir-mantfia,  as,  m.  rubbing.  —  Nirmantha-daru, 
us,  u,  m.  n.  or  nirmanlka-kdshf/ta,  am,  n.  the 
wood  used  for  kindling  fire  by  friction  ;  a  churning- 
stick. 

Nir-manlhana,  am,  n.  rubbing,  churning  ;  sepa- 
rating, distinguishing,  discriminating. 

Nir-manthya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  stirred,  to  be 
churned  ;  to  be  excited  by  friction  (as  fire)  ;  to  be 
distinguished  or  discriminated. 

Nir-mdlhin,  i,  ini,  i,  crushing  or  stamping  to 
pieces,  churning,  nibbing. 

r«l«l^  nir-manyu,  us,  us,  u,  free  from 
anger  or  resentment  ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  hunter. 

f«l«ltl  nir-mama,  as,  a,  am,  unselfish,  dis- 
interested ;  regardless,  indifferent  to  (with  loc.)  ;  free 

from  all  connection  with  the  outer  world  ;  an  epithet 

of  Siva  ;  (as),  m.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  the  fifteenth 
Arhat  of  the  future  Ut-sarpinl.  —  Ni  rmama-ta,  f.  or 
i.  nirmama-tra,  am,  n.  unselfishness,  disregard  of 
worldly  interests,  indifference  towards  (with  loc.). 

2.  nir-mamatva,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  selfishness, 
indifferent. 

;  nir-marydda,  as,  a,  am,  boundless, 
having  no  limits,  immeasurable,  innumerable  ;  trans- 

gressing the  boundaries  of  right,  unrestrained,  unruly, 
wicked,  criminal,  sinful,  impious  ;  confused  ;  (am), 
n.  confusion,  disturbance  of  boundaries  or  rules  ; 

N.  of  a  kind  of  fight;  (am),  ind.  confusedly, 
topsy-turvy. 

t«i»lrt  nir-mala,  as,  a,  am,  spotless,  free 
from  spots  or  dirt  or  impurities,  stainless,  unsullied, 
clear,  clean,  pure,  limpid  ;  shining,  splendent,  bright  ; 
virtuous  ;  (am),  n.  talc  ;  the  remains  of  an  offering 
made  to  a  deity.  —  Nirmala-gada,  as,  a,  am, 
having  a  bright  mace.  —  Nirmala-td,  f.  or  nirmala- 
tva,  am,  n.  stainlessness,  purity,  cleanness  (physical 

or  moral).  —  Nirmalt-krita,  OK,  a,  am,  freed  from 

impurity,  cleansed,  cleared.  —  Nirmalopala  (°la- 
up°),  ae,  m.  crystal. 
Nir-mdlya,  as,  a,  am,  stainless,  clean,  &c.,  =± 

nir-mala;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  medicinal  plant,  see 
prikka  ;  (am),  n.  stainlessness,  purity,  cleanness,  clear- 

ness ;  the  remains  of  an  offering  to  a  deity,  flowers 
left  at  a  sacrificial  ceremony  ;  remains  in  general. 

—  Nirmalya-td,  f.  =  nirmala-ta. 

f«1«i3l«n  nir-masaka,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
gnats  or  musquitoes. 

flAl  i  .  nir-md,  cl.  2.  P.,  3.  and  4.  A.,  -mati, 
-mimite,  -mdyate,  -mdtum,  to  build,  make,  form, 
fabricate  ;  to  produce,  create  ;  to  compose  ;  to  cause  : 

Caus.  -mdpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  made  or 
built. 

2.  nir-md,  f.  value,  measure,  equivalent. 
Ntr-mdna,  am,  n.  measuring  or  meting  out, 

measure  ;  reach,  extent,  (eka-nirmdna,  as,  d,  am, 
of  the  same  measure  ;  kakiulodagra-nirmdiia,  as 
high  as  the  top  of  a  mountain  ;  avyakta-nirmdno 
bdlan,  a  boy  who  has  not  yet  reached  his  full 
growth,  not  yet  full  grown)  ;  forming,  making,  pro- 

ducing, creating,  production,  fabrication,  manufacture, 
formation,  creation,  building;  composing,  composi- 

tion, work ;  a  building;  a  part ;  (with  Buddhists)  trans- 
formation; the  best  of  anything,  pith,  marrow, 

essence;  (a),  f.  propriety,  decorum,  fitness.  —  Nir- 
mdna-rata,  as,  m.  pi. '  delighting  in  creating  or 
building,'  N.  of  a  particular  class  of  gods.  —  Nir- 
mdna-rati,  is,  is,  i,  delighting  in  creating ;  (ayas), 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  deities  in  the  eleventh  Manv- 
antara ;  (with  Buddhists)  delighting  in  transforma- 

tion ;  [cf.  ninana-ruti.] 
Nir^matri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  a  maker,  builder,  creator, 

former,  producer;  building,  fabricating,  forming,  &c. 
—  Nirmatri-tva,  am,  n.  creatorship,  the  condition 
of  a  maker  or  builder  or  producer. 

Nir-mita,  as,  a,  am,  constructed,  manufactured, 
produced,  built,  fashioned,  fabricated,  formed,  made ; 
artificial ;  meted  out ;  (as),  m.  pi.  (with  Buddhists)  N. 

of  a  class  of  deities,  '  the  transformed." 
Nir-miti,  is,  f.  formation,  production,  creation, 

fabrication,  manufacture.artificial  production ;  making. 

(V|»ii«t  nir-mdnsa,  as,  d,  am,  fleshless, 
emaciated. 

CI«IHSH  nir-mdkhya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ; 
(probably  a  wrong  form,  also  read  tigmdtman  and nirmdd.) 

fan  1 fa  «^  nir-mathin.    See  col.  i. 
l«i»ii«i  nir-mdna,  as,  d,  am,  without  self- 

confidence,  free  from  pride. 

fti*ii«j^  nir-mdnusha,  as,  d,  am,  unpeopled, 
uninhabited,  abandoned  by  men,  desolate ;  (e),  ind. 
in  a  solitary  place. 

f«wi  i.  nir-mdrga,  as,  d,  am,  roadless, 
pathless.  (For  2.  nir-mnrga  see  under  nir-mrij.) 

I«TH I rt  i  nir-mdlt,  f.  =  nir-mdlyd. 

r»i«ii«?4  nir-mdlya.  See  under  nir-mala, col.  I. 

nir-mu6,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -munfati,  -te, 

-moktum,  to  loosen,  free  from,  liberate. 

Nir-mukta,  as,  d,  am,  loosed,  set  free,  liberated, 
disjoined,  sundered,  separated,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a  snake 
which  has  lately  cast  his  skin. 

Nir-mukti,  is,   f.  liberation,   deliverance;    [cf. 

Nir-moka,  as,  m.  setting  loose  or  free,  liberat- 
ing ;  a  hide  or  skin,  especially  the  cast  oft  skin  or 

slough  of  a  snake  [cf.  sarpa-i£~\  ;  armour,  mail ; 
sky,  heaven,  atmosphere ;  N.  of  a  son  of  the  eighth 
Manu ;  of  one  of  the  Saptarshis  under  the  thirteenth 
Manu;  [cf.  nir-mohaJ] 

Nir-moktri,  id,  tri,  tri,  one  who  solves  or 
liberates,  a  liberator,  looser,  solver  (of  doubts). 

Nir-modana,  am,  n.  liberation,  deliverance. 

i«i y  nir-muta,  as,  m.  a  tree  bearing 

large  blossoms  ( =  vanas-pati) ;  the  sun ;  a  rogue ; 
(as,  am),  m.  n.  a  large  and  free  market  or  fair. 

MHrt  ntr-mula,  as,  d,  am,  rootless,  de- 

prived of  roots  (as  a  tree) ;  baseless,  without  origin, 
unfounded;  eradicated.  —  Nirmula-td,  f.  rootless- 
ness,  baselessness. 

Nir-mulana,  am,  n.  uprooting,  eradicating,  ex- tirpating. 

Nir-miilaya,  Nom.  P.  nirmulayati,  -yitum,  to 
uproot,  eradicate,  extirpate,  annihilate. 

t*^  nir-mn}',  cl.  2.  P.  -mdrshti,  -mdr- 
jitum  and  -mdrshtum,  to  wipe  off,  wipe  out,  rub 
out,  sweep  out,  strip  off. 

2.  nir-mdrga,  as,  m.  (for  i.  see  above),  nibbing 
or  stripping  off,  wiping  off;  that  which  is  stripped 
or  wiped  off,  refuse. 

Nir-mdrguka,  an,  d,  am,  Ved.  drawing  off, 
withdrawing,  separating. 

Nir-mdrjana,  am,  n.  wiping  off,  sweeping, cleaning. 
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Nir-mrishta,  ae,  a,  am,  rubbed  out,  wiped  off 
or  out,  swept. 

f«i«i«i  nir-megha,  as,  a,  am,  cloudless. 

—  Nirmeghds'rama  (°gha-ds"°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
fl^fa  nir-medha,  as,  d,  am,  without  un- 

derstanding, stupid,  dull.  —  Nirmedhdsrama  Cdha- 
ds'°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

triplet)  nir-moka,  nir-moktri,  &c.  See 
under  nir-mu6,  col.  2. 

f*WBf  nir-moksha,  as,  m.  (rt.  moksh), 

liberation  from,  deliverance. 

PHHI^  nir-moha,  as,  d,  am,  'free  from 
illusion,'  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  the  fifth  Manu ;  of  one  of  the  Saptarshis  under 

the  thirteenth  Manu ;  [cf.  nir-moka.] 

f«m"ij<n  nir-mretuka,  as,  d,  am  (perhaps 
fr.  mrai  =  mlai  with  nis),  Ved.  fading  away, 

withering  ;  (also  read  nir-metuka,  nir-mrituka.) 

fijif-ai  nir-mlukti.    See  ni-mlukti,  p.  490. 

r«t«4rr  i.  nir-yat,  an,  all,  at  (fr.  nir-i), 

going  forth,  coming  out,  issuing. 

liMn  2.  nir-yat,  cl.  10.  P.  -ydtayati,  &c., 

to  give  back,  restore,  make  restitution ;  to  forgive, 

pardon,  set  free. Nir-ydtaka,  as,  a,  am,  bearing  away,  carrying 
away,  removing. 

Nir-ydtana,  am,  n.  giving  back,  returning,  de- 
livering, restitution,  delivery  of  a  deposit,  replacing 

anything  lost ;  gift,  donation ;  payment  of  a  debt ; 
requital,  revenge ;  killing,  slaughter. 
Nir-ydtita,  as,  d,  am,  restored,  given  back, 

retaliated,  requited  ;  taken  away. 

Nir-ydtya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  given  back  or 
restored  or  delivered  (as  a  deposit  &c.). 

r«iM(S  nir-yalna,  as,  d,  am,  inactive,  lazy, 
listless.  —  Niryatna-td,  f.  inactivity. 

f«i*i'a<u  nir-yantrana,  as,  d,  am,  without 
restraint,  unrestrained,  unobstructed,  uncontrolled, 

unconfined,  unrestricted,  self-willed,  independant; 
(am),  n.  absence  of  restraint,  independance ;  (am), 
ind.  without  restraint,  unrestrainedly.— Niryantrana- 

pradeddvasthita  (°#a-a»°),  as,  d,  am,  being  at  a 
place  where  no  restraint  is  needed. 

Nir-yantrita,  as,  d,  am,  uncontrolled,  unre- 
strained, self-willed. 

PHI) $1 44i  nir-yasaska,  as,  d,  am,  without 
fame  or  reputation,  inglorious. 

fVmi  i.  nir-ya,  f.,  Ved.  any  disturbance 

of  the  regular  course  of  a  rite,  any  defect. 

(Vnir  2.  nir-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -ydtum, 
to  go  out,  issue,  set  out :  Caus.  -ydpayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  go  out. 

Nir-ydna,  am,  n.  going  forth  or  out,  exit,  issue, 
setting  out,  departure;  vanishing,  disappearance; 

departure  from  life,  dying,  death ;  eternal  emanci- 
pation, final  beatitude,  (probably  confounded  with 

I .  nir-vana,  q.  v.) ;  the  outer  comer  of  an  elephant's 
ej'e  [cf.  nir-ndyana] ;  iron ;  a  rope  for  tying  cattle 

or  for  binding  a  calf's  feet,  a  foot-rope. 
Nir-ydta,  as,  d,  am,  gone  out,  gone  forth,  issued, 

departed. Nir-ydti,  is,  f.  going  out,  exit,  departing,  dying. 

Nir-ydpana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  expelling, 
expulsion,  banishing. 

Nir-ydya,  ind.  having  gone  out  or  departed. 
Nir-yiydsu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  Desid.),  trying  or 

wishing  to  go  out 

flMlrj  nir-ydtri,  ta,  tn,  tri,  a  husband- 
man, reaper,  weeder;  (wrong  reading  for  nir- ddtri,  q.v.) 
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nir-yadava,  as,  a,  am,  freed  from 
the  Yidavas,  without  the  Ysdavas. 

fr|<ll*(  nirydma,  as,  m.  a  sailor,  pilot, 
boatman  (  =  ntydmaka). 

faUm  nir-ydsa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (ft.  rt.  yas 
with  nii),  exudation  of  trees  or  plants,  juice,  gum, 
resin,  milk,  &c.  ;  extract,  decoction,  infusion  ;  any 

thick  fluid  substance  ;  [cf.  agni-rf,  fante-n0.] 
fn^fWi  nir-yukti,  is,  f.  disunion  ;  want  of 

connection  or  government  (in  grammar)  ;  unfitness, 
inappropriateness,  impropriety. 

Nir-yuktika,  as,  a,  am,  detached,  disunited; 
unconnected,  unmeaning,  illogical,  not  founded  on 

sound  reasoning  ;  inappropriate,  improper.  —  Nir- 

yuktika-tva,  am,  n.  inappropriateness  ;  illogicalness. 

f«1<^  nir-yutha,  as,  d,  am,  separated  from 
the  herd  (as  an  elephant  &c.),  strayed  from  the  flock. 

fn^M  nir-yusha,  as,  m.  extract,  juice,  &c., 
=  nir-yasa  =  nir-yHha. 

f«l5^  nir-yuha,  as,  m.  (probably  for  nir- 
vyuha),  a  prominence,  projection  (also  am,  n.),  perhaps 
a  kind  of  turret-like  ornament  on  columns  or  gates, 

a  pinnacle,  turret  ;  a  chaplet,  crest,  head-ornament, 
the  crest  of  a  helmet  ;  a  peg  or  bracket  projecting 
from  a  wall  to  hang  or  place  anything  upon  [cf. 
ndga-niryuhd]  ;  wood  placed  in  a  wall  for  doves  to 
build  their  nests  upon  ;  a  door,  gate  (also  n.)  ;  extract, 
juice,  decoction,  &c.  ;  [cf.  nir-yasa,  nir-yusha.] 

f«1«ll'l  nir-yoga,  as,  m.  (perhaps)  a  deco- 
ration, ornament. 

(VmiJUJjH  nir-yogakshema,  as,  d,  am,  free 
from  care  or  anxiety  about  property. 

fHc^UjJU  nir-lakshana,  as,  d,  am,  having 

no  special  marks,  undistinguished,  unimportant,  insig- 
nificant ;  unmarked,  unspotted. 

f«fp4ftM  nir-lakshya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be 
observed  or  perceived,  unobservable. 

f'iA'nl  nir-lajja,  as,  d,  am,  shameless,  im- 
modest, impudent,  brazen.  —  Nirlajja-ta,  I.  shame- 

lessness,  impudence. 

fHfrtjir  nir-linga,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 
characteristic  or  distinguishing  marks,  not  to  be  de- 

nned (as  at  man,  brahman). 

frlfrfH  nir-lipta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  lip 
with  nit),  unsmeared,  unanointed  ;  undefiled,  uncon- 
taminated  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Krishna  ;  a  sage. 
Nir-lepa,  as,  d,  am,  unanointed,  unsmeared, 

free  from  fatty  substances  ;  stainless,  spotless,  sinless  ; 
(as),  m.  a  sage. 

flrt^l  nir-luntana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  luM 
with  nis),  pulling  out  or  off,  tearing  off,  peeling. 

fHrilUH  nir-lunthana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  lunik 
with  iris),  robbing,  plundering  ;  pulling  out,  tearing 
off,  (in  the  latter  sense  a  wrong  reading  for  nir- 
lundana,  q.  v.) 

flf-»««f  nir-lekhana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  likh 
with  nit),  a  scraper,  instrument  for  scraping;  [cf. 

jihva-n°.'] 
nir-lobha,  as,  d,  am,  free   from 

desire,  unavaricious. 

nir-loma,   as,  d,  am,   devoid  of 
hair,  hairless,  smooth. 

nir-lvayani,  f.  the  cast  off  skin 
of  a  snake  ;  (wrong  reading  for  nir-vlayani,  q.  v.) 

fll^l  nir-tansa,  as,  d,  am,  without  lineage 
cr  posterity,  childless. 

nir-vaktavya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt. 
sat  with  nis),  to  be  interpreted  or  explained. 

I .  nir-vaCana,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  below),  pro- 
nunciation ;  a  proverbial  expression,  proverb ;  inter- 

pretation, etymological  explanation,  etymology ;  vo- 
cabulary, index ;  [cf.  I.  ni-vadana.] 

Nir-vadaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  defined  more 
closely,  to  be  interpreted  or  explained,  to  be  described 
or  related. 

I.  nir-vafya,  as,  a,  am,  =  nir-vafanlya.  (For 
2.  see  under  nir-vdkya,  p.  501,  col.  I.) 

2.  nir-vaCana,  as,  d,  am  (for  I. 

see  above),  not  speaking,  silent ;  unobjectionable, 
unblamable,  blameless;  (am),  ind.  silently;  [cf.  2. nirvadana.] 

nir-vana  or  nir-vana,  as,  d,  am, 

being  out  of  a  wood,  ranging  in  the  open  country  ; 
free  from  woods  ;  bare,  open,  (in  this  sense  nir  is 
a  privative.) 

a,  am,  deprived  of  calves  and  young  bulls. 

ftrt^  nir-vad,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vadati,  -te, 
-vaditum,  to  speak  out,  to  blame  ;  to  deny. 

I  .  nir-vdda,  as,  m.  (for  2  .  nir-vada  see  p.  50  1  ,  col. 
l),  obloquy,  censure,  blame,  reproach  ;  rumour,  report  ; 
asseveration,  affirmation,  decision  of  a  controversy. 

nir-vana.     See  nir-vana  above. 

r-vap,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vapati,  -te, 
-vaptum,  to  pour  out,  sprinkle,  drop,  scatter;  to 
offer  sacrificial  food,  present  funeral  oblations  or 
libations  to  the  Manes  of  deceased  ancestors;  to 
present,  deliver  ;  to  perform. 
Nir-vapana,  am,  n.  pouring  out,  sprinkling, 

offering,  especially  the  presentation  of  funeral  offer- 
ings to  the  Manes,  libation,  oblation;  spending, 

bestowing  presents  ;  gift,  donation,  alms  ;  a  ladle  or 
vessel  for  pouring  ;  (as,  i,  am),  relating  to  libations  ; 
scattering,  pouring  out,  bestowing. 

1.  nir-vdpa,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  p.  501,  col.  i), 
scattering,  strewing,  pouring  out;  offering,  giving, 

bestowing  ;  offering  oblations,  especially  funeral  obla- 
tions in  honour  of  a  deceased  ancestor  ;  gift,  alms. 

I.  nir-vdpana,  am,  n.  (for  1.  see  p.  501,  col.  i), 
scattering,  throwing  or  pouring  out,  casting  in,  sow- 

ing ;  offering,  presenting  funeral  oblations  ;  gift,  giving. 
I.  nir-vdpita,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  501,  col.  i), 

offered  in  oblation,  scattered,  poured  out. 

1.  nir-vdpya,  as,  d,  am  (for  3.  see  p.  501,  col.  i), 
to  be  scattered  or  offered. 

2.  nir-vdpya,  ind.  having  offered  funeral  cakes. 

fH^llrfl  nir-vayam,  f.  the  cast  off  skin 
of  a  snake  ;  (a  various  reading  for  nir-vlayant; 
cf.  nir-lvayani.) 

f«1«K  nir-vara,  a  various  reading  for  nir- 
dara. 

fl  s  t><U  n  i  nirearuna-td,  f.  or  nirvaruna- 

tva,  am,  n.  deliverance  from  Varuna's  power. 
PH^^O  nir-varn,  cl.  10.  P.  -varnayati, 

-yitum,  to  look  at,  contemplate. 
Nir-varnana,  am,  n.  looking  at,  regarding, 

sight,  seeing. 
Nir-varnaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  looked  at  or 

regarded. 
Nir-varnya,  ind.  having  looked  at,  having  re- 

garded. (Viin*  nir-vartaka,  nir-vartana,  &c.  See 
under  nir-vrit,  p.  502,  col.  I. 

TVp**^  nir-vas,  cl.  I.  P.  -vasati,  -vastum, 
to  dwell,  finish  dwelling  ;  to  dwell  abroad  :  Caus. 

-vdsayati,  -yitum,  to  expel  from  home,  banish. 

Nir-vdsa,  as,  m.  leaving  or  abandoning  one's 
home,  residing  far  from  one's  native  place  ;  expulsion, banishment;  killing. 

I.  nir-vdsana,  am,  n.  (for  1.  nir-vdsana  see 
p.  501,  col.  i),  expelling  or  driving  from  home, 
banishing,  banishment,  expulsion ;  hurting,  injuring, 

killing,  slaughter,  annihilation;  [cf.  ud-vdsaiia. 
pra-vdsanal] 

Nir-vdmniya  or  nir-vdsya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be 

expelled  or  banished. 
Nir-vdsita,  as,  d,  am,  expelled,  banished,  driven from  home. 

nir-vasu,  us,  us,  u,  destitute  of 
wealth  or  property,  poor.  —  Nirvasu-tva,  am,  n. 

poverty,  destitution. 
f*1=il^  nir-vah,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vahati,  -te, 

-vodhmn,  to  bring  or  carry  out,  bring  one's  self  out 
of,  extricate  one's  self:  Caus.  P.  -vdhayati,  -yitum, 
to  carry  out,  carry  on,  perform,  accomplish,  effect, 
fulfil,  settle ;  to  pass,  spend  (time  &c.). 
Nir^vahana,  am,  n.  end,  issue,  completion ;  the 

closing  scene  or  catastrophe  of  a  drama,  the  con- 
clusion ;  carrying  on,  (for  nir-rdhana.) 

Nir-vahitri,  td,  M,  tri,  separating,  dividing. 

Nir-vaha,  as,  m.  carrying  on,  accomplishing,  per- 
forming, managing,  accomplishment,  management ; 

completion,  end  ;  narrating,  describing ;  supporting, 
maintaining ;  subsisting  on ;  sufficiency,  adequacy, 
competent  provision  or  means  of  living ;  steadfastness ; 
[cf.  nairvahikaJ] 
Nir-vahaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  accomplishing,  per- 

forming, effecting ;  (am),  n.  application  or  connec- tion of  cause  and  effect  (?). 

Nir-vahana,  as,  d,  am,  carrying  out,  effecting ; 

carrying  away,  removing ;  (am),  n.  accomplishment, 
completion ;  the  catastrophe  or  closing  scene  of  a 
drama  (  =  mr-vahana). 

Nir-vahin,  I,  im,  i,  leading  out,  carrying  out; 
discharging  (as  a  wound). 

Nir-vdhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  carried  on  or 
accomplished  or  performed. 

fcHI  nir-vd,  cl.  2.  P.  -vdti,  -vdtum,  to 

cease  to  blow ;  (cl.  4.  -uayati,  &c.),  to  be  extin- 
guished ;  to  be  refreshed :  Caus.  -iiapayati,  -yitmn, 

to  extinguish,  put  out ;  to  refresh,  cool,  alby,  make 

happy,  delight. I.  nir-vana.  Of,  d,  am  (for  2.  niri'ana  see  p.  501, 
col.  i),  blown  out,  gone  out,  put  out,  extinguished 

(as  a  fire) ;  lost,  disappeared ;  liberated  from  exist- 
ence (lit.  having  the  fire  of  life  extinguished)  ;  dead, 

deceased,  defunct ;  set  (as  a  planet) ;  calmed,  quieted, 

(a-nirvana,  an  elephant  not  yet  tamed  or  one 
just  caught  and  wild)  ;  immersed,  plunged  ;  (am),  n. 

blowing  out,  extinguishing,  extinction,  (in  this  and 
some  of  the  following  senses  nir-vanam  is  not  the 

neut.  of  the  pass.  part,  but  formed  fr.  nir-vd  with 
affix  ana),  becoming  extinguished,  disappearance, 
setting,  vanishing  from  sight,  (nindnam  kri,  to 

act  as  if  nothing  had  happened,  not  to  keep  one's 
promise)  ;  .extinction  of  the  flame  of  life,  dissolution, 
liberation,  ̂ eternal  bliss,  final  emancipation  from 
matter  and  reunion  with  the  deity,  union  with  the 

Supreme  Spirit ;  (with  Buddhists  and  Jainas)  absolute 
extinction  or  annihilation,  complete  extinction  of 
individual  existence;  perfect  and  perpetual  calm, 

repose ;  complete  satisfaction  or  pleasure,  highest 
felicity ;  desisting,  leaving  off,  cessation ;  vacuity, 
vacuum  ;  union,  association,  blending,  confluence  ;  of- 

fering oblations,  (perhaps  wrongly  for  I.  nir-vdpana) ; 
bathing  of  an  elephant  (because  he  draws  in  water 
with  his  trunk  and  then  blows  it  out  over  his  body) ; 

instructing  in  sciences ;  '  Deliverance,'  N.  of  an  Upa- 
nishad;  [cf.  apa-na,pari-w°^\  —  Nirvdna-y>mdna, 
am,  n.  offering  oblations  to  the  dead.  —  Nirvdna- 
prakaratia,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  fourth  chapter  of 
the  Vasishtha-ramSyana,  commonly  called  Yoga- 
vasishtha.  —  Nirvdna-bhuyishtha,  as,  a,  am,  almost 
all  vanished  or  departed.  —  Nirvdna-mandapa,  N. 
of  a  temple.  —  Nirvana-mantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
mystical  formula.  —  Nirvdna-mastaka,  as,  m.  libe- 

ration, deliverance.  —  Nindna-ruii,  ayas,  m.  pi. 

*  delighting  in  final  beatitude,'  N.  of  a  class  of 
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deities  under  the  eleventh  Manu ;  [cf.  nirmdna^rati.] 
—  Nirvdna-lakshana,  as,  a,  am,  having  complete 

felicity  as  its  characteristic  maik.—  Nirvdna-sutra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  certain  Buddhist  Sutras. 

Nir-vdiiin,  i,  m.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  the  second 

Arhat  of  the  past  Ut-sarpirri. 
1.  nir-vdta,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  below),  ceased 

to  blow. 

2.  nir-vdpa,  as,  m.  (for  i.  see  under  nir-vap, 

p.  500,  col.  2),  putting  out,  extinguishing  (as  a  fire). 

2  nir-vapaiui,  am,  n.  (for  I.  see  under  nir-vap. 

refreshing. 

Nir-vdpayitri,  id,  In,  tri,  extinguishing,  refri- 
gerant, one  who  allays. 

2.  nir-vdpita,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  under  ntr- 

vapt  p.  500,  col.  2),  extinguished,  put  out,  quenched ; 
allayed,  cooled ;  killed. 

3.  nir-vdpya,  ind.  (for  I.  and  2.  see  under  nir- 

vap,  p.  500,  col.  2),  having  extinguished  or  quenched ; 

having  refreshed  or  delighted. 

frHI<+  nirvdka,  as,  m.  in  karna-nirvdka, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

f*1^l«W  nir-vdkya,  as,  a,  am,  speechless. 
Niwa*!,  k,  k,  k,  silent,  mute,  dumb. 

2.  nir-vafya,  as,  a,  am  (for  i.  see  under  nir- 

vaktarya,  p.  500,  col.  2),  improper  to  be  said; 

unobjectionable,  blameless,  not  to  be  found  fault  with 
or  censured. 

fa^l5^  ninahe,  an,  dti,  dk  (according  to 
the  commentator  fr.  nir-ava-aiX),  outward,  exterior. 

P*HI4U  2.  nir-vana,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  see 

under  nir-va,  p.  500,  col.  3),  having  no  arrows. 

ftT%TO^  nir-vani,  f.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  a 

deity  who  executes  the  commands  of  the  sixteenth 
Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpim. 

PrHIrl  2.  nir-vata,  as,  d,  am  (for  i.  see 

above),  free  from  wind,  sheltered  from  wind,  not 

windy,  calm,  still ;  (as),  m.  a  calm,  a  place  sheltered 
from  wind.  —  Nirvdta-stha,  as,  d,  am,  standing 
sheltered  from  the  wind. 

PH^K  2.  nir-vdda,  as,  m.  (for  I.  nir-vdda 
see  under  nir-vad,  p.  500,  col.  2),  absence  of 
dispute  or  railing. 

PH^Mt.  nir-vdnara,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
monkeys. 

fn^lH  i.  and  2.  nir-vdpa.  See  p.  500, 
col.  2,  and  above. 

P«Hmti  nir-vdyasa,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
crows. 

fn^lV  nir-vdrya,  as,  d,  am,  irresistible, 
not  to  be  opposed  or  resisted;  acting  fearlessly  or 
determinedly. 

f»f«iHH  2.  nir-vdsana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis 

+  vasand;  for  I.  nir-vdsana  see  under  nir-vas, 
p.  500,  col.  2),  without  fancy  or  imagination. 

nir-vdha,  nir-vdhana.    See  nir-vah. 

nir-mkalpa,  as,  d,  am,  not  ad- 
mitting an  alternative ;  recognising  no  such  distinc- 

tions as  that  of  subject  and  object ;  being  without 
determination;  (am),  ind.  without  hesitation  or 
vacillation,  without  wavering,  without  reflection. 

Nir-rikalpaka  or  nir-vikalpana,  as,  a,  am,  not 
admitting  an  alternative,  free  from  differences,  having 
no  mutual  dependence;  not  capable  of  mutual  relation ; 
undeliberative  ;  conditioned  ;  (am),  n.  knowledge  not 
depending  upon  or  derived  from  the  senses. 

MNCM*.  nir-vikdra,  as,  d,  am,  or  nir- 

vikdra-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  unchanged,  unaltered,  un- 
changeable, immutable,  uniform.  —  Nirvikara-td,  f. 

uncbangeableness,  uniformity. 

nir-vikdsa,  as,  d,  am,  not  yet 

opened  or  expanded  (as  a  blossom),  unblown.  —  Nir- 
vikdsa-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  not  yet  opened  or 

expanded. 

ftTf§'3<*T  nir-vi-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -krdmati, 
-kramale,  -kramitum,  to  go  out  of,  come  out  of. 

f^ffVlI  nir-vighna,  as,  d,  am,  unobstructed, 
uninterrupted,  untroubled,  secure  from  impediments ; 

(am),  n.  absence  of  obstruction  or  impediment ; 
(am  or  ena),  ind.  unobstructedly,  freely,  securely. 

PrlPsl^lT  nir-viddra,  as,  d,  am,  not  re- 

flecting or  considering ;  (am),  ind.  without  reflection, 
without  consideration,  inconsiderately. 

ftlfVf^f=KW  nir-vitikitsa,  as,  d,  am,  with- 

out reflecting  much;  (am),  ind.  without  much  or 

long  reflection. 

Pr|  Pcf^F  nir-viteshta,  as,  d,  am,  motion- 
less, insensible,  unresisting. 

P«lf5rt^i  nir-vitarka,  as,  d,  am,  unreflect- 

ing, inconsiderate. 
nir-vid,  cl.  4.  A.  -vidyate,  &c.,  to 

be  disgusted  with  one's  self,  to  disparage  or  despise 
one's  self,  be  ashamed  of  one's  self,  to  be  disgusted, 
to  be  despondent. 

Nir^vinua,  as,  d,  ant,  despondent,  depressed ; 

disgusted  with  anything  (gen.);  loathing;  self-dis- 
paraged, overcome  with  fear  or  sorrow;  emaciated 

with  grief;  decayed,  impaired ;  abused,  degraded ; 
humble;  known,  certain.  •- Nirrinna-detat,  as,  as, 

as,  depressed  in  mind,  broken  in  spirit,  humble- 
minded,  meek,  resigned,  desponding. 

I.  nir-veda,  as,  m.  disgust,  loathing,  feeling  dis- 
gust for  (with  gen.  or  loc.,  e.  g.  jivite  nirvedah, 

disgust  for  life) ;  satiety,  loathsomeness ;  despondency, 

self-disparagement;  humility;  grief;  complete  indif- 
ference, disregard  of  worldly  objects ;  despair,  despera- 

tion; shame.  —  Nirveda-vat,  an,  fiti,  at,  disgusted 

(with  worldly  concerns) ;  full  of  despondency ;  in- 
different. 

Pi  Pi  a  nir-vidya,  as,  d,  am,  unlearned, 
destitute  of  knowledge,  uneducated. 

T  nir-vidhitsa,   as,   d,   am,   not 
wishing  to  do,  having  no  designs,  free  from  desire. 

PlPlll^  nir-vinoda,  as,  d,  cm,  without 
amusement,  without  pastime,  void  of  solace  or 
dive:sion. 

nir-vindhya,  as,  d,  am,  living  on 
the  outside  or  other  side  of  the  Vindhyas ;  (d),  f., 

N.  of  a  river  rising  in  the  Vindhya  hills  or  of  one 
rising  in  the  Riksha  mountains. 

P«Tl^H^  nir-vi-bhds,  Caus.   -bhdsayati, 
•yitam,  to  illuminate,  enlighten. 

f*lf^T$T  nir-vimarsa,  as,  d,  am,  not  con- 
sidering, unreflecting,  devoid  of  reflection;  (also 

written  nir-vimarsha.) 

Pl!"^*.  nir-vivara,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 
opening  or  rent,  without  interval  or  interstice,  close, 
contiguous.  —  Nirvivara-td,  f.  want  of  interstice, 
contiguousness  (as  of  the  female  breasts)  ;  want  of 
enmity;  agreement,  understanding. 

P^P^^J^  nir-vi-vah,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vahati, 
•te,  -vodhum,  to  carry  out,  export ;  to  expel. 

FlP^'fKJ  nir-vivdda,  as,  d,  am,  not  con- 

tending or  disagreeing,  agreeing  with  each  other; 

(am),  n.  absence  of  contention  or  controversy.  **N' vivadi-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  agree. 

P^r^Pqitf  nir-vivitsu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the 
Desid.  of  rt.  vid  with  nis),  desirous  to  find  (?). 

nir-viveka,  as,  d,  am,  indiscreet 

mdiscriminating,  wanting  discrimination  or  judg- 
ment, foolish.  —  Nirviveka-tva,  am,  n,  want  of 

discrimination  or  judgment,  indiscretion. 

nir-vis,  cl.  6.  P.  -visati,  -veshtum, 
to  enter  into,  to  meet  with,  enjoy  (with  ace.,  e.g. 

madhum  ninimiuh,  they  enjoyed  wine);  to  ex- 
perience ;  to  embellish ;  to  reward. 

Nir-vis'at,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  entering  in  or  into ; 
attaining,  obtaining ;  engaging  in  ;  marrying. 
Nir-vishta,  as,  d,  am,  attained,  arrived  at,  met 

with  ;  obtained,  gained,  experienced,  earned,  received ; 

engaged -in,  occupied  by,  staying  in;  married. 
,  as,  m.  entering  into,  gaining,  obtaining ; 

wages,  hire,  employment ;  payment,  returning  pay- 

ment [cf.  ni-ves'ya] ;  expiation,  atonement,  (a-nir- 
veia,  one  who  has  not  expiated  his  sins)  ;  enjoyment, 
eating  ;  fainting,  swooning,  syncope. 

Nir-vei'anlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  gained  or  enjoyed. 
Nir-veshtai-ya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  entered  into ;  to 
:  rewarded,  to  be  paid  ;  to  be  embellished. 

PlP=(^U|;  nir-visanka,  as,  d,  am,  or  nir- 
vitonkita,  as,  d,  am,  fearless,  undaunted,  confident. 

P«1  P=)  ̂(^  nir-visesha,  as,  m.  absence  of 
difference,  no  difference ;  (as,  a,  am),  showing  no 

difference,  making  no  difference,  not  differing,  with- 
out distinction ;  undiscriminating ;  indiscriminate ; 

same,  like,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp. ;  cf.  nilot- 

pala-n°) ;  (am  or  ena),  ind.  without  difference, 
indifferently,  indiscriminately,  without  distinction, 

equally,  (sva-griha-nirvis'eshena,  just  the  same  as  in 
one's  own  house.)  —  Nirviifesha-tva,  am,  n.  absence 
of  difference,  want  of  distinction,  indiscriminateness. 

—Nirviiesna-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  showing  no  differ- 
ence, undistinguished,  indiscriminate.  —  Nirciiesha- 

kriti  (°sha-dk°),  is,  is,  i,  whose  forms  are  pre- 
cisely alike. 

Nir-viieshana,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  attributes. 

fiff SPI  nir-visha,  as,  d,  am,  without  venom , 

poisonless  (as  serpents) ;  (d  and  i),  f.  a.  species  of 

grass,  Kyllingia  Monocephala,  used  as  an  antidote. 

pr|P<44jj-    nir-vishanga,   as,   d,   am,    not 
attached  to  anything,  indifferent. 

P»l  PC|  t{  n  nir-vishaya,  as,  m.  no  residence ; 

any  place  not  deserving  the  name  of  a  residence ; 

(as,  d,  am),  expelled  or  driven  away  from  one's residence  or  home,  banished  ;  having  no  sphere  of 

action,  not  attached  to  any  object,  objectless ;  sepa- 
rated from  sensual  objects,  not  attached  to  them  (as 

mind).  —  Nirmnhaya-tva,  am,  n.  non-attachment 

to  any  object.  —  NirvisJiaydkdra  ("ya-dk0),  as,  a, 
am,  not  deserving  the  name  of  a  dwelling-place. 

—  Nirvishayl-krita,  as,  a,  am,  expelled  from  one's 
place  of  residence.  —  Nirvishayoparaga  (°ya-up^), 
as,  a,  am,  unharmed  by  objects  of  sense. 

frlHUK'J  nir-vishana,  as,  d,  am,  destitute 

of  horns  or  tusks,  tuskless  (as  an  elephant). 

P«lP5?jF  nir-vihanga,  as,  d,  am,  without 
birds,  free  from  birds. 

Pr|Pc(^U.  nir-vihdra,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 

pleasure,  deprived  of  pleasure. 

fa^Til  nir-vija,  as,  d,  am,  seedless ;  im- 

potent ;  (d),  f.  a  sort  of  grape  without  seeds  or  stones 
(=kdkali-drdkshd,  commonly  called  kishmislt). 
—  Nirvija-ti'a,  am,  n.  seedlessness,  impotence. 

P»iqT\  nir-vira,  as,  d,  am,  deprived  of 
men  or  heroes ;  unheroic,  cowardly ;  (a),  f.  a  woman 
whose  husband  and  children  are  dead,  a  childless 

widow ;  N.  of  a  river ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  place  of 

pilgrimage. 
frT^lf^V  nir-virudh,  t,  t,  t,  deprived  of 

plants. 

nir-virya,  as,  d,  am,  powerless, 

6M 
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unmanly,  without  manly  courage,  spiritless,  tame, 
feeble,  impotent.  —  Nirmrya-td,  f.  unmanliness, 
powerlessness. 

nir-vri,  apparently  only  occurring  in 
the  derivatives  below. 
Nir-rrita,  as,  a,  am,  satisfied,  contented,  happy, 

pleased,  enraptured,  tranquil,  at  ease,  secure,  free 
from  cares,  free  from  anxiety  and  troubles,  free  from 
occupation  or  interest,  emancipated  ;  ended,  termi- 

nated, ceased. 
Nir-vriti,  is,  (.  complete  satisfaction,  contentment, 

tranquillity,  bliss,  happiness,  gladness,  pleasure  ;  final 
emancipation  or  liberation  from  existence  ;  freedom  ; 
rest,  repose  ;  setting,  disappearance,  death,  destruc- 

tion; completion,  accomplishment  (for  nir-vritti); 
ceasing,  abstaining  from  (for  ni-rritti)  ;  incivility, 
impropriety  (for  nir-vritti)  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ; 
of  a  son  of  Vrishni  ;  (the  forms  nir-vriti,  nir- 
vritti,  and  ni-vriUi  are  often  incorrectly  confounded 
together.) 

nir-vriksha,  as,  a,  am,  treeless. 

Hi^  nir-vrit,  el.  I.  A.  (also  P.  in  Put. 
Cond.andAor.)  -vartate,  -vartitum,tobe  completed 
or  accomplished,  to  be  effected  ;  to  draw  back,  recede, 
desist,  cease,  not  to  be  done,  not  to  take  place,  (in 
these  senses  probably  for  ni-vrit,  q.  v.)  :  Caus. 
-vartayati,  -yitum,  to  complete,  accomplish,  finish, 
perform,  produce,  create. 
Nir-vartaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  (fr.  the  Caus.),  com- 

pleting, accomplishing,  performing,  finishing,  ending, 
executing  ;  desisting  ;  [cf.  nt-vartaka.] 
Nir-vartana,  am,  n.  accomplishment,  completion, 

execution  ;  desisiing  (for  ni-vartana). 
Nir-vartaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  completed  or 

accomplished. 
Nir-vartin,  i,  (nt,  i,  accomplishing,  performing, 

executing  ;  behaving  rudely  or  uncivilly,  uncivil. 
i.nir-rartya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  accomplished,  per- 

formable,  to  be  pronounced  or  uttered,  pronounceable. 
—  Nimartya-tva,  am,  n.  performableness  ;  pro- nounceableness. 

a.  nir-vartya.  ind.  having  accomplished,  having 
performed  or  finished  ;  having  ceased,  (for  ni-vartya.) 
Nir^vritta,  as,  d,  am,  finished,  completely  done, 

accomplished.  —  Nirvritta-fatru,  ut,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince  of  the  Kalin-gas  ;  (probably  wrongly  for  ni- 
vritta-iatru  ;  cf.  ninarta-iatru.) 

Nir-vritti,  is,  f.  completion,  termination,  con- 
clusion ;  (in  grammar)  cessation  of  the  influence  of 

one  rule  over  another  ;  result,  fruit,  reward  ;  impro- 
priety, incivility  [cf.  nir-vartin  above]  ;  final  beati- 

tude (for  nir-vriti)  ;  abstaining  from  action,  inac- 
tivity (for  ni-vritti)  ;  (is,  is,  f),  having  no  occu- 
pation, destitute,  (in  this  sense  nir  is  a  privative.) 

Mrl  nir-vrita,  nir-vriti.    See  under  nir- 
rri  above. 

P«i<j«(  nir-vrish,  el.  i.  P.  -varshati,  -var- 
ehitum,  to  cease  to  rain. 

Nir-vrishti,  is,  f.  cessation  of  rain,  want  of  rain. 

iV^M  nir-vrisha,  as,  a,  am,  deprived  of bulls. 

nir-vega,  as,  a,  am,  without  violent 
motion  or  impetuosity,  not  waving,  quiet,  calm. 

flVni  nir-vetana,  as,  a,  am,  not  receiv- 
ing wages,  unsalaried. 

i*1*f<^  2.  nir-veda,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  nir- 
veda  see  under  nir-rirf,  p.  501,  col.  2),  not  having 
the  Vedas,  infidel,  unscripturai. 

nir-redhima  (fr.  vyadh  with  nis), 
with  karna,  a  peculiar  deformity  of  the  ear. 

nir-vepana,  as,  a,  am,  not  trem- 
bling, not  flickering  (as  the  flame  of  a  lamp). 

nir-nesa.   See  under  nir-vis,  p.  501, col.  3. 

f«isf««1  nir-teshtana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  rjesht 

with  nis),  a  small  reed  used  as  a  shuttle,  a  weaver's shuttle. 

f^TT  nir-vaira,  am,  n.  absence  of  enmity; 

(as,  a,  am),  free  from  enmity,  without  enmity, 
living  in  peace,  peaceable  ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  hunter ; 
(am),  ind.  peaceably,  without  enmity.  —  Nirvaim-td, 
f.  freedom  from  enmity,  peaceableness,  concord. 
Nir-vairina,  am,  n.  absence  of  enmity,  concord. 

f<HI4  nir-vodhri,  dhd,  dltri,  dhri,  car- 
rying or  leading  away,  who  or  what  carries  away ; 

separating,  dividing  ;  [cf.  nir-vahitrf.'] 
fi^^i  nir-vyanjana,  as,  a,  am,  without 

condiment ;  straightforward ;  (e),  ind.  in  a  straight- 
forward or  downright  manner;  plainly,  without 

verbosity;  silently (?). 

CH^VI  nir-vyatha,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 
pain ;  quiet,  unmoved,  calm. 
Nir-vyathana,  am,  n.  a  hole,  chasm  (a  place  of 

rest);  freedom  from  pain;  paining,  afflicting,  (in 
this  sense  nir  is  a  prep.) 

Pti^msi  nir-vyapelcsha,  as,  a,  am,  disre- 
garding, indifferent  to  (with  loc.). 

f^^filli  nir-vyallka,  as,  a,  am,  not  caus- 
ing pain,  not  hurting,  not  offending;  not  feeling 

pain,  without  pain,  pleased,  doing  willingly  or  sin- 
cerely, sincere,  genuine,  undissembling ;  (am),  ind. 

sincerely,  readily.  —  NinyaKka-tas,  ind.  sincerely. 

fr|=*j|cjicO    nir-vydkula,    as,   a,   am,   not 
troubled  or  disquieted,  not  excited,  calm.  —  Nir- 
vydkula-td,  f.  freedom  from  trouble,  calmness; 
(tayd),  ind.  with  complete  calmness,  quite  calmly. 

r«l<*lu»  nir-vyaghra,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 
tigers,  not  infested  by  tigers. 

fHttJM  nir-rjydja,  as,  a,  am,  without  de- 
ceit, candid,  upright,  straightforward,  honest,  plain, 

exact;  (am),ind.  honestly,  exactly,  plainly.— Nirvyaja- 
td,  f.  honesty,  plainness,  candour.  —  Nirvydjl-krita, 
as,  a,  am,  made  plain,  freed  from  deceit  or  illusion. 

f^RTTTV  nir-vyddhi,  is,  is,  i,  free  from 
sickness,  healthy,  strong. 

P«i  «M  i  M 1 1.  nir-vyapdra,  as,  a,  am,  without 
employment  or  business,  free  from  occupation,  un- 

occupied, not  busy,  at  leisure. 

f^4*^1?  nir-vy-uh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -uhati,  -te, 
&c.,  to  push  out,  carry  out,  lead  or  bring  away,  re- 

move ;  to  arrange,  put  in  order,  perform,  accomplish. 
Nir-vyudka,  as,  d,  am,  finished,  completed ; 

abandoned,  left,  deserted ;  (am),  n.  various  reading 
for  nir-vdha,  completion. 
Nir-vyudhi,  is,  f.  end,  completion ;  the  top, 

highest  point  or  degree. 
Nir-ryHha,  at,  m.  a  turret;  a  helmet  or  its 

ornament,  a  crest ;  a  pinnacle  (?) ;  a  door,  gate ;  a 
pin  or  peg  in  a  wall  to  hang  things  upon ;  decoction ; 
[cf.  nir-yuha.] 

r«ia*ir  nir-vrana,  as,  a,  am,  without 
wounds,  unhurt ;  undamaged ;  without  notches  or 
rents. 

friar!  nir~vrata,  as,  a,  am,  neglecting 

religious  observances,  not  observing  vows. 

fTHCSR  nir-vraska,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vra£( 
with  nis),  uprooted,  extirpated. 

CHJIIH^  nir-rlayam,  f.  (fr.  rt.  vli  with 
nis).  See  nir-lvayani,  p.  500,  col.  I. 

fr|^«T  nir-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti,  -hantum, 
Ved.  to  strike  out,  expel. 

nir-hasta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  handless, 
without  hands  ;  [cf.  nairhasta.] 

fa^T<J  nir-hiida,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  had  with 
nis),  evacuation,  voiding  excrement  ;  [cf.  nir-hara.] 

f»Tl;TCnir-Aara.    See  undernir-Art  below. 

nir-hima,  am,  n.  cessation  of  winter. 

nir-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati,  -te,  -har- 
tum,  to  draw  out  from,  extract,  tear  out,  pull  out, 
root  up;  to  carry  out  (a  dead  body),  to  cany  or 
take  away  ;  to  export  (goods)  ;  to  change  or  mix 
together  (clothes  &c.). 
Nir-harana,  am,  n.  taking  forth  or  out,  drawing 

out,  extracting,  rooting  up,  taking  away,  removing, 
removal  ;  setting  aside,  carrying  away,  carrying  out 
dead  bodies  to  be  burnt,  carrying  a  corpse  to  the funeral  pyre. 

Nir-haranlya  or  nir-hartavya,  as,  a,  am,  to 
be  taken  away  or  removed  ;  to  be  drawn  out,  &c. 
Nir-hdra,  as,  m.  extracting,  drawing  out,  rooting 

up,  destroying,  destruction;  putting  forth  or  out; 
carrying  away,  carrying  out  a  corpse  or  dead  body 
to  the  funeral  pile  to  be  burnt;  taking  away,  re- 

moving, abstracting  ;  setting  aside  ;  accumulation  of 
a  private  store  of  wealth,  a  hoard  ;  evacuation  of  any 
of  the  natural  excrements  of  the  body,  (opposed  to 
d-hara;  cf.  nir-hdda,  ni-hdra)  ;  giving  away  (?)  ; 
diffusive  fragrance  ;  completion. 
Nir-hdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  carrying  out  (a  dead 

body  to  the  funeral  pile),  one  who  carries  out  or extracts  or  removes. 

Nir-hdrana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  (a 

dead  body)  to  be  carried  out. 
Nir-hdrin,  I,  ini,  i,  taking  forth  or  out,  carrying 

out  ;  diffusively  fragrant,  spreading  wide  (as  odour)  ; 
having  wealth. 
Nir-hrita,  as,  d,  am,  extracted,  drawn  out,  taken 

or  carried  forth  or  out. 

Nir-hritl,  is,  {.  bringing  away,  taking  out  of 
one's  way,  removal. 

I  .  nir-hritya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  taken  out  ; 
to  be  left  out  or  omitted. 

l.nir-hritya,  ind.  having  taken  forth  or  out,  having extracted. 

nir-heti,  is,  is,  i,  weaponless,  un- armed. 

fqifij  nir-hetit,  us,  us,  u,  causeless,  reason- 
less, having  no  cause  or  reason.  —  Nirhetu-tra,  am, 

n.  causelessness. 

(V|£I<J  nir-hrdda  or  ni-hrada,  as,  m.  (fr. 
rt.  lirad  with  nis),  a  sound  in  general.  —  Nirhrdda- 
Wnta,  as,  d,  am,  terrified  by  a  sound  or  noise. 
Nir-hrddin,i,ini,i,  sounding,  resounding,  roaring. 

fHjim    nir-hrtisa,    as,  m.   abbreviation, 
shortening  (of  a  vowel). 

PH^T*  nir-hrlka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis  +  hrl), 
not  shy,  without  shame,  bold,  daring. 

fa^i    nil,  cl.  6.  P.  nilati,  &c.,  to  un- ^X,   derstand  with  difficulty,  to  be  impassable 
or  impenetrable  ;  [cf.  ni-li  below.] 

fatl*{nil-ay  (=nir-ay),  cl.  I.  A.  -ayate, 

•yitum,  to  go  out  ;  [cf.  rt.  i  and  rt.  ay.~\ 
i.  nil-ayana,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  under  ni-li 

below),  the  act  of  going  out. 

frlfpiUI  ni-limpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  lip  with 
ni),  Ved.,  N.  of  a  particular  class  of  supernatural 
beings  ;  a  troop  of  Maruts  ;  a  god  in  general  ;  (a), 
f.  a  cow.—Nilimpa^nirjItan,  (.  the  river  of  the 

gods,  the  Gan-ga. ft'ilimpikd,  f.  a  cow. 

fHcijl  ni-li,  cl.  4.  A.  -liyate,  -Mum  and 
-latum,  to  lie  down,  settle  down,  alight;  to  hide 
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one's  self,  disappear,  conceal  one's  self  from  (with 
abl.) ;  to  sink  down,  perish,  (>ii-lilyire,  they  perished, 
Maha-bh.  Sauptika-p.  399.) 

Ni-laya,  as,  m.  hiding  one's  self;  a  hiding-place ; 
the  lair  or  den  of  animals,  a  nest ;  dwelling,  abode, 
residence,  house,  habitation ;  (often  at  the  end  of  a 

comp.  in  the  sense  of)  having  one's  residence, 
living,  residing  in  (e.g.  Kaildsa-nilaya,  residing 
in  Kailasa). 

2.  ni-layana,  am,  n.  (for  i.  see  p.  502,  col.  3). 
settling  in  a  place,  alighting;  place  of  refuge,  dwelling- 
place,  dwelling,  habitation. 

Nildyi-td,  (.  dwelling,  residing  in,  the  being 
domesticated. 

Ni-ldyin,  i,  int,  i,  dwelling  in,  inhabiting. 
Ni-llna,  ae,  a,  am,  fused  in  or  into;  involved,  en- 

compassed, surrounded,  shut  or  wrapt  up,  embraced, 
destroyed,  perished  ;  transformed,  changed  ;  full. 
Nilinfika,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  village  in 

the  north  country ;  [cf.  nailmaka."] 
Ni-liyamdna,  as,  a,  ant,  hiding,  lying  concealed. 

f«i^Bj«^  ni-vakshas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  (pro- 
bably) an  epithet  of  the  sicrificial  animal  (implying 

some  peculiarity  of  colour  &c.). 

f«1<rf1  i.  ni-vaiana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  vac 
with  ni),  Ved.  expression,  address;  a  proverbial 

expression ;  [cf.  I .  nir-va<!atia.~\ 
f«T^^«T  2.  ni-vafona,  as,  a,  am  (ni=nis), 

(PSn.  I.  4,  76),  not  speaking;  [cf.  2.  nir-vafana.] 
—  Nivafane-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -Icaroti,  -kartum,  to 
obstruct  the  speech,  to  cease  to  speak.  —  Nivadane- 

kritya  or  nivafane-kritea,  ind.  having  ceased  to 
speak. 

Pl^rt^  ni-vat,  t,  f.  (fr.  ni),  Ved.  a  steep 
place,  a  valley ;  (/a),  ind.  downhill,  downwards. 

r«it«I  ni-vadh,  a  defective  verb  (see  vadh), 
to  kill. 

fflli   ni-vand,   ind.,  Ved.   downwards, 
downhill ;  [cf.  ni-vata.] 

fl^M^  ni-vap,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vapati,  -te, 
-vaptitm,  to  scatter  seed,  sow ;  to  offer,  make  offer- 

ings of  cakes  &c.  to  the  Manes ;  to  kill. 

Ni-vapana,  am,  n.  pouring  out,  scattering  or 
throwing  down ;  sowing ;  oblations  or  gifts  in 
honour  of  deceased  ancestors,  an  offering  to  the 

Manes ;  [cf.  nir-vapana.~\ 
Ni-vdpa,  ae,  m.  seed,  grain,  seed  com ;  an  oblation 

or  offering  to  the  Manes  of  deceased  parents  or 
relatives,  a  libation  or  offering  of  water  &c.  at  the 
Sraddha  ;  gift,  offering  in  general. 
Ni^vdpaka,  as,  m.  a  sower. 
Nivdpin,  I,  int,  i,  pouring  out,  throwing  or  scat- 

tering down,  sowing. 

Ny-upta,  ny-upya.    See  s.  v. 

(V|<n.ni-»ara.     See  ni-vri,  p.  504,  col.  I. 

Mqn  ni-varta,  ni-vartana,  &c.  See  ni- 
rrit,  p.  504,  col.  I . 

ni-varhana.     See  ni-vrih,  p.  504. 

i.  ni-vas,  cl.  l.  P.  -vasati,  -vastum, 

to  dwell,  inhabit,  reside,  lodge,  live  in  (with  loc.)  ; 
to  sojourn,  pass  time,  pass  the  night ;  to  roost. 

Ni-vasat,  an,  and,  at,  dwelling  in,  inhabiting. 
Ni-vasati,  is,  {.  a  habitation,  abiding,  abode, 

house,  residence. 

ffi-vaeattia,  as,  f.  a  village. 
i .  ni-vasana,  am,  n.  a  dwelling,  house,  a  habita- 

tion. (For  2.  see  under  2.  ni-vas,  col.  2.) 

Ni-vantavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  lived ;  to  be  spent. 
i.  ni-vdsa,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  under  2.  ni-vas, 

col.  a),  living,  dwelling,  residing ;  passing  the  night ; 
a  place  of  residence,  dwelling-place,  abode,  house; 
night-quarters.  -  Nwdsa-Wmmi,  is,  f.  place  of 
residence.  —  Nivdsa-lihuya,  am,  n.  habitation;  in- 

habiting. —  Nivasa-rdjan,  d,  m.  the  king  of  the 
country  in  which  one  dwells. 

I.  ni-tdsana,  am,  n.  (for  1.  see  under  i.  ni-vas 

below),  living,  residing  [cf.  jayan-n°']  ;  sojourn  ; 
passing  or  spending  time. 

l.ni-vdsm,i,  ini,i,  dwelling,  abiding  in,  inhabit- 
ing, an  inhabitant,  resident. 

2.  ni-vas,  cl.  2.  A.  -paste,  -vasitKm, 

to  put  on  or  wear  (clothes),  dress  ;  to  change  one's 
clothes  :  Caus.  or  cl.  Io.  P.  -vdsayatl,  -yitum,  to 
put  on  (a  garment  ?). 

2.  ni-vasana,  am,  n.  (for  I.  see  under  I.  ni-vas, 
col.  i),  putting  on  (a  garment),  cloth,  clothes,  raiment; 
an  under  garment. 

2.  nl-edsa,  as,  m.  (for  I.  see  under  I.  ni-vai, 
col.  I),  dress  (e.g.  in  (!arma-nivdsa,  dressed  in  a 
skin). 

2.  ni-vdsana,  am,  n.  (for  I.  see  under  I.  ni-vas, 
above),  (with  Buddhists)  a  kind  of  raiment. 

Ni-vdsaya  (fr.  2.  ni-vdsa),  Nom.  P.  nii'dsayati, 
&c.,  to  put  on  (a  garment),  to  cover. 

2.  ni-vaein,  i,  Int,  i  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.), 
dressed  in,  wearing,  clothed,  covered. 

fT^  ni-vah,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vahati,  -te, 
-vodhum,  to  bring  or  lead  near  ;  to  carry,  to  support. 
Ni-vaha,  as,  m.  a  multitude,  quantity,  heap,  (in 

this  sense  also  a.<,  m.  pi.)  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven 
winds  ;  one  of  the  seven  tongues  of  fire. 
Ni-vdha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  leading  down,  (opposed  to 

abhy-avaroha.) 

ftnTft  i.  ni-vdta,  as,  d,  am  (ni  =  nis), 
protected  against  or  sheltered  from  the  wind,  not 
reached  by  the  wind,  not  windy,  calm  [cf.  2.  nir- 
vdfa]  ;  (am),  n.  a  place  sheltered  from  or  inac- 

cessible to  the  wind,  a  sheltered  spot,  (sometimes 
used  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  of  which  the  first  member 
expresses  the  sheltering  object,  see  Pan.  VI.  2,  8); a  calm. 

2.  ni-vata,  as,  a,  am  (ni  -\-  vdta  fr. 
van),  unimpeded,  unhurt,  uninjured  ;  secure,  safe 
(as  in  an  asylum)  ;  well  armed,  accoutred  in  strong 
mail  ;  (as),  m.  an  asylum,  a  refuge,  a  dwelling,  &c.  ; 
an  impenetrable  coat  of  mail  ;  (am),  n.  security,  a 
secure  spot;  strong  armour.  —  Nivdta-karata,  as, 
d,  am,  whose  armour  or  mail  is  impenetrable,  wear- 

ing an  impenetrable  coat  of  mail  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

demon,  the  grandson  of  Hiranya-kas"ipu  ;  (as),  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  Danavas  or  Daityas. 

I'll  l  ill 

ni-viipa,  &c.     See  ni-vap,  col.  I. 

a.     See  ni-vri,  p.  504,  col.  i. 

ni-vasa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vds  with 
ni),  Ved.  bellowing,  roaring,  sounding. 

nrfaT  ni-vida,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  vida  =  vila, 
a  hole,  with  ni  =  nis),  without  spaces  or  interstices, 
close,  contiguous,  coarse,  large,  bulky  ;  gross,  thick, 
impervious,  impenetrable,  dense,  firm  ;  crooked- 
nosed;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
Nividaya,  Nom.  P.  nindayati,  &c.,  to  make 

tight. Ni^vidisa,  as,  a,  am,  compact,  close  ;  coarse, 
gross;  crooked-nosed  (?). 

Ni-virisa  or  ni-viri$'a=ni-vida. 

flfi^  i.ni-vid,  cl.  2.  P.  -vetti,  -veda,  -ve- 
ditum,  to  tell,  communicate,  proclaim  :  Caus.  -veda- 
yati,  -yltum,  to  make  known,  tell,  communicate, 
report,  represent,  betray,  relate  (with  dat.,  loc.,  or  gen. 
of  the  person)  ;  to  present,  offer,  give,  deliver. 

2.ni-vid,  t,(.,Ved.  instruction,  information,  direc- 
tion, communication,  precept,  doctrine  ;  invocation  ; 

N.  of  certain  sentences  or  short  formularies  inserted 

in  a  liturgy  and  containing  epithets  or  short  invoca- 
tions of  the  gods  (e.  g.  Ayiiih  eitshamtt,  hold  deva- 

vritah)  ;  (Say.)  speech,  a  short  text  of  the  Veda. 
—  Nivid-dhdna,  ax,  d,  am,  Ved.  containing  the 
Nivids  ;  (am),  n.  (according  to  Say.)  inserting  the 
Nivids.  —  Nividdhdniya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  containing 
the  Nivids. 

Ni-vedaka,  as,  d,  am,  communicating,  relating. 

Ni-vedanat  as,  d,  am,  proclaiming,  announcing  ; 
(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  (am),  n.  making 
known,  proclaiming,  apprizing,  publishing,  relating, 
communicating,  announcement,  communication  ;  in- 

formation ;  representation  ;  delivering,  giving,  en- 
trusting ;  an  offering,  oblation  ;  dedication. 

Ni-eedayishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  Desid.  of  the 
Caus.  without  reduplication),  wishing  to  make  known 
or  report,  intending  to  relate  about. 
Ni-vedita,  as,  a,  am,  made  known,  announced, 

reported,  communicated,  stated,  told  ;  represented  ; 
delivered,  addressed,  entrusted,  presented,  given. 

Ni-vedin,  i,  itil,  i,  communicating,  reporting, 
relating,  proclaiming. 

1.  ni-vedya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  communicated  or 
related  ;   fit  to  be  reported  ;  (ant),  n.  an  oblation, 
offering  food  to  an  idol,  (probably  for  naivedya.) 

2.  ni-vedya,  ind.  having  respectfully  announced 
or  made  known. 

ni-vinsa.     See  ni-vida,  col.  I. 

f«i  fa  q  rw  r\^  ni-vivritsat,  ni-vivritsu.     See 

p.  504,  col.  2. ni-vi4,  cl.  6.  A.  -visate  (ep.  also 

P.  -vidati),  -veshtum,  to  enter  ;  to  alight,  descend  ; 
to  sit  down,  take  a  seat  ;  to  lie  down  ;  to  settle 

down,  to  encamp  ;  to  settle,  take  a  wife  ;  to  be  fixed 
or  intent  on  (with  loc.)  :  Caus.  -veiayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  enter,  introduce,  place  in  or  on  ;  to  cause 
to  sit  down  ;  to  cause  to  settle  or  dwell,  cause  to  lie 
down  or  encamp  ;  to  cause  to  marry  ;  to  put  or 
place  down  ;  to  found  (a  city)  ;  to  enter  (in  writing), 
mark  down  (letters,  lines,  &c.),  inscribe  (on  a  tablet), 

depict  ;  (with  manae)  to  apply  the  mind  to,  fix  the 
mind  on  (with  loc.). 

Ni-vishla,  as,  a,  am,  entered,  gone  in  or  into  ; 
seated,  sitting  upon;  situated  or  placed  in  or  on, 
fixed  on,  intent  upon  ;  arranged. 

Ni-vishii,  is,  f.,  Ved.  entering  (a  female),  copu- 
lation. 

Ni-ves"a,  as,  m.  entering,  entrance  ;  settling  in  a 
place,  encamping,  halting;  dwelling-place,  habita- 

tion ;  halting-place,  place  of  lying,  camp,  palace,  the 
residence  of  a  king  or  general,  (nivedam  Icri,  to  take 

up  one's  residence,  settle,  encamp)  ;  depositing,  de- 
livering; founding  (a  household),  settling,  marrying, 

marriage;  founding  (a  town);  impression,  mark, 
copy  ;  military  array  ;  ornament,  dress,  decoration. 
—  Niveda-deda,  as,  m.  a  dwelling-place.  —  Niveda- 
vat,  an,  all,  at  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  lying  in  or 
on,  resting  on. 

Ni-veiana,  as,  i,  am,  entering  ;  placing  or  laying 
down,  lodging,  providing  with  a  resting-place  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  Vrishni  ;  (am),  n.  entering,  entrance  ; 
sitting  down,  encamping,  settling,  putting  or  laying 
down,  (niveiSanam  kri,  to  settle,  encamp)  ;  entering 

(in  writing),  inscribing;  founding  (a  household),  mar- 
rying, marriage  ;  resting-place,  habitation,  dwelling- 

place,  abode,  dwelling,  house;  a  nest;  a  camp;  a 

town  or  city  ;  [cf.  a-ft°.J 
Ni-iieiamyu,,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  entered;  to  be 

fixed  ;  to  be  engaged  in. 

Ni-vefayat,  an,  and,  at,  causing  to  enter,  intro- 
ducing, sending  in  or  into. 

Ni-ceSila,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  enter,  introduced  ; 
placed  in  or  upon  ;  turned  to  or  towards,  fixed  upon, 
directed  on  ;  sent  into,  entered  into,  engaged  in. 

Ni-vedin,  I,  ini,  i,  resting  in,  being  in,  situated 

on,  lying  near  ;  resting  on. 
i.ni-vedya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  founded  (as  a  town)  ; 

to  be  married  (as  a  man)  ;  to  be  returned  or  paid. 

2.  ni-vedya,  ind.  having  placed  in  or  on,  having 
made  to  remain  or  dwell. 

Ni-veshtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  married  (applied 
to  a  man)  ;  (am),  n.  to  be  married,  (used  impersonally, 
e.  g.  mahdhule  niveshtavyam  sadriife  fa,  one 
should  marry  into  a  high  family  or  an  equal). 

r«lN^ll  ni-visesha,  as,  a,  am,  not  differ- 

ent, alike;  (as),  m.  want  of  difference. 
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ni-vlta,  as,  a,  am  (ft.  rt.  vye  with 

ni),  hiving  the  sacred  Brahmanicat  thread  suspended 
round  the  neck ;  (am),  n.  wearing  the  Brihmanical 
thread  round  the  neck;  the  Brahmanical  thread  so 

worn;  (at,  a,  am),  m.  f.  n.  a  veil,  mantle,  a 
wrapper  ( =  ni-vrita). 

Nivttin,  I,  i»i,  »',  wearing  the  sacred  thread  sus- 
pended round  the  neck;  (i),  m.  a  BrShman  with 

the  cord  so  suspended. 

frHl*}  ni-vlrya,  as,  a,  am,  impotent  (= 
nir-vlrya,  q.  v.). 

ftf^  ni-tri,  cl.  5.  9.  i.  P.  A.  -vrinoti, 

-nute,  -vrindti,  -nite,  -varati,  -te,  -varUum,  -va- 

r'ltum,  to  surround,  defend,  restrain:  Cats. -rara- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  surround,  protect;  to  keep  off, 
ward  off,  prohibit,  hinder,  prevent,  hold  back  from, 
stop,  withhold,  forbid,  interdict,  exclude,  obstruct, 

oppose:  Caus.  Pass,  -vdryate,  to  be  interdicted, 
to  be  withheld. 

Ni-vara,  at,  m.,  Ved.  covering,  protection,  a 

protector;  (Say.)  a  preventer,  obsiructer;  (a),  f.  a 
virgin,  an  unmarried  girl,  (in  this  sense  probably  fr. 

ni,  '  not,'  +  tiara,  '  a  husband.') 
Ni^sdra,  as,  m.  keeping  off,  warding  off,  defend- 

ing, preventing,  hindering,  opposition,  impediment ; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Ni-vdraka,  at,  d,  am,  keeping  off,  defending, 

able  to  keep  off. 
Ni-vdrana,  as,  a,  am,  keeping  off,  preventing, 

defending ;  (am),  n.  keeping  back  or  off,  preventing, 

defending,  hindering,  opposing ;  prohibition,  an  im- 
pediment; contemning  (V). 

Nirvdraniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  kept  off  or  de- 
fended, to  be  checked  or  hindered,  &c. 

Ni-vdrayat,  an,  anil,  at{  preventing,  opposing, 
hindering. 

Ni-vdrila,  as,  a,  am,  hindered,  forbidden,  pre- 
vented, checked,  opposed. 

i.  ni-vdrya=nirvdraniya. 
3.  ni-vdrya,  ind.  having  suppressed,  having  for- 

bidden. 

Ni-varyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  prevented  or 
hindered. 

Ni-vrita,  at,  a,  am,  surrounded,  enclosed,  en- 
compassed; (as,  d,  am),  m.  f.  n.  (  =  ni-vita),  a 

veil,  *  mantle,  a  wrapper. 

Ni-vriti,  is,  (.  covering,  enclosing 

ficgi^nt-vry',  cl.  7.  I.  P.  -vrinakti,  -var- 
jati,  -narjitum,  Ved.  to  immerse,  drown  ;  to  over- 

throw ;  to  pour  out ;  to  extirpate. 

fl^jH  i.  ni-vrit,  cl.  i.  A.  (also  P.  in  Tut. 
Cond.  and  Aor.)  -rartale,  -wartitum,  to  turn  back, 
return,  retreat,  retire,  go  back,  turn  back  or  away 
from  (with  abl.);  to  recoil;  to  escape  from  (with 
abl.),  run  away ;  to  cease  from,  desist  from,  abstain 
or  refrain  from  (with  abl.) ;  to  refuse,  decline ;  to 
cease ;  to  come  to  an  end,  be  accomplished ;  to  be 
finished,  stop,  set  (as  the  sun) ;  not  to  occur ;  to  be 
withheld ;  to  be  forbidden ;  to  be  reversed  ;  to  be 

occupied  or  engaged  in :  Caus.  -vartayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  return ;  to  bring  back ;  to  turn  away, 
keep  back  from,  restrain  ;  to  cause  to  desist ;  to  drive 
back,  repel ;  to  accomplish,  perform,  bring  to  an 

end,  (for  nir-vrit.) 
Ni-varta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  causing  to  return  01 

turn  back. 

Ni-vartaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  returning,  turning  o: 
coming  back,  flying ;  desisting  from,  stopping,  ceasing 
bringing  back,  causing  to  cease,  abolishing,  expelling 
removing.  —  Nivartaka-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  one 
who  turns  back,  &c. 

A  i-  vartuna,  a»,d,  am,  turning  back,  ceasing,  ceas 
ing  to  exist,  disappearing ;  causing  to  return  ;  (am),  n 
returning,  turning  or  coming  back,  return  ;  ceasing 
not  happening,  not  occurring ;  desisting  or  abslaininj 
from  (with  abl.) ;  desisting  from  work,  inactivity 

(opposed  to  pra-i-artana) ;  repenting,  reforming 

causing  to  come  back,  bringing  back ;  turning  back 
the  hair) ;  a  means  of  returning  (Ved.) ;  keeping 
ack  from  (with  abl.);  a  measure  of  land,  20  rods 

r  200  cubits  or  40,000  Hastas  square.  —  Nioartana- 
tupa,  as,  m ,  N.  of  a  StOpa  erected  at  the  spot 
here  the  charioteer  of  Buddha  returned. 

Nwartaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  brought  back ; 
o  be  made  to  turn  back,  to  be  kept  back  or  diverted 
ir  hindered. 

Ni-mrtamdna,  as,  d,  am,  turning  back,  re- 
urning. 

Ni^oartayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  kept  back, 
o  be  restrained,  to  be  diverted. 

Ni-vartita,  Of,  d,  am,  turned  back   or  away, 
rought  back,  made  to  desist.  —  Nivartita-puna, 

as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  turned  away  before. 

Ni-vartitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  brought  back. 
Ni-vartin,  i,  inl.i,  turning  back,  returning,  flying, 

jangrdmdd  a-nivartin,  not  turning  back  from  the 
ight,  i.  e.  not  flying) ;  leaving  off,  abstaining  from ; 
Mowing  to  return,  causing  to  turn  back. 
Ni-vartya,  ind.  having  turned  or  brought  back, 

laving  induced  to  desist ;  having  desisted  or  refrained 

"rom  ;  having  repented  ;  having  repaid ;  [cf.  dwr-w0.] 
Ni-vivritsat,  an,  antl,  at  (ir.  the  Desid.),  wishing 

to  return  or  desist. 

Ni-wivritsu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  turning  back, 
wishing  to  desist. 

2.  ni-vrit,  (.  =  ni-irit,  q.  v. ;  [cf.  ati-n°,  pada-n", 

Ni-vritta,  as,  d,  am,  returned,  returning,  turned 

iack;  gone,  departed;  vanished;  ceased,  refrained 
from,  abstained,  stopped,  desisted,  prohibited ;  abstain- 

ing from  worldly  acts,  &c. ;  abstaining,  abstracted  or 
abstained  from  or  independent  of  worldly  acts  or 
motives,  abstracted  from  this  world,  quiet ;  desisting 
from  or  repenting  of  any  improper  conduct ;  finished, 

completed,  whole;  (am),  n.  return;  [cf.  dur-»°.] 
—  Nieritta-kdrana,  as,  d,  am,  without  further 
cause  or  motive ;    (as),  m.    a  virtuous  man,  one 

uninfluenced  by  worldly  desires.  —  Nivritta-krishi- 
goraksha,  as,  d,  am,  ceasing  from  agriculture  and  the 
tending  of  cattle.  —  Nivritta-deva-kdrya,  as,  d,  am. 
ceasing  from  sacrificial  rites  or  offerings  to  the  gods. 
—  Nivritta-mdnsa,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  abstains 
from  eating  meat.  —  Nivritta-yajna-seddhydya,  as, 
d,  am,  ceasing  from  sacrifices  and  the  repetition  ol 
prayers.  —  NiiiHtta-rdga,  as,  d,  am,  of  subdued 
appetites   or  passions.  —  Nwritta-vritti,  is,  is,  i, 

quitting  any    practice   or  occupation.  ••  Nirritta- 
hri'laya,  as,  d,  am,  with  relenting  heart.  —  Nivrit- 
tdtman  (°ta-dt°),  d,  m.  'one  whose  spirit  is  ab- 

stracted,' a  sage  ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
Ni-vrUti,  ii,  f.  returning,  return;  disappearing, 

disappearance,  ceasing,  cessation,  suspension,  abstain- 
ing from  action,  inactivity,  (opposed  to  pra-vritti) ', 

ceasing  to  be  active,  ceasing  to  be  valid  or  binding 
(as  a  rule)  ;  leaving  off,  desisting  from  (with  abl.) ; 
resigning,  discontinuance  of  worldly  acts,  cessation  of 
emotions,  separation  from  the  world,  abstinence; 
repose,  rest;  felicity,  bliss,  beatitude,  (wrongly  for 
nir-vritti) ;  denial,  refusal ;  abolition,  prevention 
completion  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vrishni ;  of  a 

son  of  Dharma,  king  of  Magadha ;  [cf.  nir-rrilti ni-dhriti.] 

fl^S  ni-vrih  [cf.  ni-brih],  Caus.  -varha- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  throw  down;  to  annihilate;  to 
extirpate. 

Ni-varhana,  as,  d,  am,  destroying,  extirpating 
annihilating,  removing ;  (ant),  n.  destruction,  eradi 
cation,  annihilation,  killing,  removing ;  [cf.  ni-bar 

Ni-varftita,  as,  d,  am,  destroyed,  annihilated 
eradicated. 

fVN^1*  ni-vedaka,  ni-vedana,  &c.  Se 
under  I.  ni-vid,  p.  503,  cols.  2,  3. 

fn^K  ni-veshta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vesht  wit! 
ni),  a  cover,  envelope;  Vasishthasya  niveshtas 
N.  of  a  Saman, 

Ni-veshtana,  am,  n.  covering,  enveloping,  clothing. 

f«T^T  ni-veshya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vish  with 

ni),  Ved.  a  whirlpool,  a  water-spout ;  a  whirlwind 
or  any  similar  phenomenon  [cf.  stanayitnu] ;  a  part 

of  the  upper  or  fore-part  of  an  animal,  the  vertebra  1 ; 
according  to  Mahl-dhara)  eddy  or  hoar-frost ;  (as, 

a,  am),  whirling,  belonging  to  a  whirlpool  or  eddy. 

ni-vyadha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vyadh 

with  ni),  Ved.  an  opening,  aperture,  a  window. 

Ni-ryddhin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  piercing,  opening. 

fa=U<2  ni-vyudha,  am,  n.  perseverance, 
resolution. 

i.  nis,  euphonically  substituted  for 
ni»  before  d,  (h.  Sic. 

2.  nis,  cl.  I.  P.  -nesati,  &c.,  to 
N  meditate  upon,  meditate  profoundly,  to 

be  absorbed  in  meditation. 

3.  nis,  f.  (perhaps  connected  with 
nak  fr.  rt.  a.  narf,  or  merely  a  curtailed  form  of  niia 

below,  which  may  be  connected  with  ni-sltha  and 
so  derived  fr.  rt.  sT,  with  ni;  the  form  mi  is 
defective  in  nom.  voc.  sing.  du.  and  pi.,  ace.  sing, 

du.,  but  may  be  optionally  substituted  for  nidd  in 
ace.  pi.  and  remaining  cases,  e.  g.  nitfas  or  niiax, 

ntia  or  niiayd,  nidbhydm  [according  to  some  also 
nijbhydni]  or  niidbhydm,  &c.),  night ;  niii  niti, 

every  night ;  mahd-nisi,  at  midnight. 
Ni£a,  am,  n.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  =  mV5, 

night  (e.  g.  ahar-nis'am,  ind.  day  and  night ;  divd- 
nis'am,  ind.  day  and  night ;  cf.  also  a-ni^a.) 

Nis'd,  f.  night ;  a  vision,  dream ;  turmeric,  Cur- 
cuma (of  two  species,  =  haridrd  and  ddru-ltaridrd, 

probably  C.  Zedoaria  and  C.  Longa ;  a  collective  N. 
of  the  asterisms  Aries,  Taurus,  Gemini,  Cancer, 

Sagittarius,  and  Capricorn ;  cf.  ni£a-bala.)  —  iVisa- 
A'ara,  as,  m. '  the  night-maker,'  the  moon,  (regarded 
with  Divd-kara  as  a  son  of  Garuda) ;  a  symbolical 

expression,  for  the  numeral  one ;  a  cock.  —  Nifd- 
kafa-kald-mauli,  is,  m.  '  bearing  a  crescent  as 
diadem,'  an  epithet  of  Sm.  —  Nisd-kdla,  as,  m. 

the  time  of  night.  —  Niid-ketn,  us,  m. '  night-sign,' 
the  moon.  —  Ni^d-kehaya,  as,  m.  the  close  of  night. 

—  Nidd-gana.  ax,  m.  a  number  of  nights.  —  Niid- 

gama  (°^d-dg°),  as,  m.  the  coming  on  or  com- 
mencement of  night.  —  Nida-griha,  as,  m.  a  bed- 

room, sleeping-room.  —  Nidd-tZara,  as,  d  or  i,  am, 

going  or  moving  about  by  night,  nocturnal,  night- 
walking  ;  (as),  m.  a  Rakshasa,  a  fiend,  an  imp  or 

goblin ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  [cf.  niia<<ara-pati] ;  a 
jackal ;  an  owl ;  a  snake ;  the  ruddy  goose,  Cakra- 
vaka;  a  thief;  a  ghost,  an  evil  spirit;  (i),  f.  a  she- 
devil,  a  female  fiend ;  a  woman  who  goes  to  an  as- 

signation, a  harlot,  whore ;  a  sort  of  perfume,  (see 

kes'ini.)  —  N{s'd<?ara-pati,  if,  m.  'lord  of  night- 

walkers,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Nis'di'ares'a  (ra- 
lia),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  the  Rakshasas,'  an  epithet  of 
Ravana.— NUd-6arman,  a,  n.  'the  skin  of  night,' 
darkness.  —  NiJd-dhada,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant. 

—  Nisd-jala,  am,  n.  'the  water  of  night,'  hoar- 
frost, frost,  dew.  —  Nisdta  C^d-ata),  at,m.  'roving 

by  night,'  an  owl ;  a  demon,  a  ghost.  —  Nii!d/aka, 
as,  m.  bdellium  (  =  guggulu,  connected  with  ni- 
iata,   an  owl;    cf.  kausika,  =  ov/\   and  bdellium, 

ulukhala,  ulukhalaka).  —  Nitdtana  (°iid-al°), as, 
m.  '  night-rover,'  an  owl ;  (i),  f.  a  species  of  moth. 
—  Nifdtikrama  (°£d-af),  Of,  m.  the  passing  away 

of  night.  —Niiatyaya  C^d-at°),  as,  m.  the  close  of 
night,  day-break.  —  Ni$a-dunsin,  i,  m.  'seeing  at 
night,'  an  owl.  —  JVts'odi  ("jfo-fldi),  is,  f.  the  begin- 

ning of  night,  evening,  twilight.  —  Niiddhlia  (  td- 

adh°),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  night,'  the  moon.  —  Niid- 
ndtha,  as,  m.  •  lord  of  night,'  the  moon.  —  Ni$d- 
ndrdyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Nisd-nifam, 
ind.  night  by  night,  every  night,  always.  —  I .  ni- 
$dnta  (°s~a-an°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  (for  2.  ni-sdnta 
see   under   ni-iam,   p.  505,   col.  i),  the    end    of 

night,    break    of    day.  —  \Miidha    (°4fa-an°), 
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m,  a,  am,  blind  at  night;  (a),  f.  a  species  of 

creeper  (=jatuka).—  Nitd-patt,  is,  m.  'husband 
of  the  night,'  the  moon;  camphor.  —  Nis'a-p-utra, 
as,  m.  pi.  '  the  sons  of  night,'  N.  of  certain  demons. 
—  Nija-pusltpa,  as,  m.  '  the  flower  of  night/  the 
white   water-lily  ;    hoar-frost,  dew.  —  Nis'd-prdne- 
rfrara,   as,   m.    'husband   of  night/   the   moon. 
—Niid-bala,  as,  m.  a  collective  N.  of  the  signs  of 
the  zodiac  Aries,  Taurus,  Gemini,  Cancer,   Sagit- 

tarius, and  Capricorn.  —  Nigd-bhangd,  f.  a  species 
of  plant  (=dugdlia-pui!(hi).  —  Ni3d-mam,  is,  m. 
'  jewel  of  the  night,'  the  moon  ;   [cf.  dhvajdgra- 
niSdmani.']  —  Nis"d-mukha,  am,  n.  the  beginning 
of  n\ght.  —  NUd-mriga,  as,  m.  'night-animal,'  a 
jackal.  —  l.nisd-rana,  am,  n.  a  nocturnal  battle  ;  (for 
2.  see  ni-s"arana  below.)—  Nidd-ratna,  am,  n.  (or, 
according  to  some,  as,  m.),  '  the  jewel  of  the  night,' 
the  moon.  —  NiiardJtakala  (°^d-ardha-k°),as,  m. 
the  first  part  of  the  night  (opposed  to  the  following). 

—  Nitfdvasdna  (°s"d-av"),  am,  n.  the  close  or  end 
of  night,  the  second  part  of  the  night  (opposed  to 
the   preceding).  —  NMd-vihdra,    as,  m.    a   night- 
walker,   a   nocturnal   imp   or   goblin,  a   RJkshasa. 
—  NUd-vrinda,  am,  n.  a  number  of  nights.  —  Niid- 

vedin,  I,  m,  '  knowing  the  night,'  a  cock.  —  Nidd- 
hasa,  as,  m.  '  night-smiler,'  the  white  water-lily 
which  opens  its  petals  at  night.  —  Nis"dhvd  (°td- 
dh°),  f.  turmenc.  —  Niili-pdla,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
metre    consisting   of  four  lines  of  fifteen  syllables 

each.  —  Nis"i-pushpd  or  niti-pushpi  or  ni&push- 
pikd,  f.  the  tree  Nyctanthes  Arbor  Tristis.  —  Nteeia 
(°s"a-!.<a).  as,  m.  'lord  of  night,'  the  moon.  —  Ni- 
daita  (°s"a-€ta),  as,  m.  '  shining  at  night,'  the  crane, 
Ardea   Nivea.  —  Nis'otsarga  (°s~d-ut°),  as,  m.  the 
end  of  night,  day-break.  —  Nis'apas'dya  (°s"d-np°), 
as,  m.  resting  at  night. 

ni-satha,  as,  a,  am,  not  false, 
candid,  honest;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Vrishni,  a  son  of 
Bala-rama  by  RevatI  ;  (also  written  ni-shatha,  ni- 
satha,  ni-satha.) 

i«i^i^  ni-sad,  Caus.  -sdtayati,  -yitum,Ved. 

to  kill.  v 

ni-s"abda,  as,  d,  am,   speechless, 
silent;  [cf.  nih-tobda.] 

f«i  ̂(^  ni-sam,  cl.  4.  P.  -gdmyati,  -samitum, 
to  observe,  see ;  to  hear,  listen :  Caus.  -^dmayati, 
-yitum,  to  observe,  perceive,  see ;  to  hear,  listen. 
Ni-tfamana,  am,  n.  looking  at;  seeing,  sight; 

hearing  ;  becoming  aware  of. 

Ni-famya,  ind.  having  perceived,  having  heard, 
hearing. 

a.  ni-santn,  as,  d,  am  (for  i.  nisdnta  see  under 
niid,  p.  504,  col.  3),  tranquillized,  quiet,  tranquil, 
patient;  (am),  n.  a  house,  dwelling,  habitation. 
"Niidnta-ndrl,  f.  a  house-wife. 
Niidntlya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 

a  house  (?). 

Ni-Jdma,  as,  m.  observing,  perceiving. 
Ni-ddmana,  am,  n.  sight,  seeing;  looking  at, 

beholding ;  looking  at  repeatedly ;  observing,  hearing ; 
a  shadow,  reflection. 

Ni-tdmayat,  an,  anli,  at,  perceiving,  hearing. 

Ni-s"dmya,  ind.  having  seen ;  having  heard  ;  having 
tranquillized ;  having  put  out  (as  a  light). 

l»19i«!j  ni-sarana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  sri  with 
ni),  killing,  slaughter. 

a.  ni-iarana,  am,  n.  (ft.  s>Z  with  ni),  killing, 
slaughter,  slaying. 
Ni-^druka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  ROpaka  (see  under 

dridha) ;  (am),  n.  an  air,  a  sort  of  musical  compo- 
sition played  as  an  accompaniment  to  dancing. 

iiailfl  ni-^dta.     See  under  ni-s'o,  col.  2. 

t»1?lii;  ni-sdda,  as,  m.  a  man  of  low  caste ; 
(see  nuhdda.)  —  Nitdda-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or 
condition  of  a  man  of  low  caste.  —  NiiSddd-jmtra, 

as,  m.  (?),  a  pestle.  —  NisSdd-stla,  (.  a  mortar,  a 
slab  for  grinding. 

ftf^TWI  ni-sdmaya  =  srinu,  listen,  (impv. 
of  Caus.  of  niriam,  col.  I  .) 

fH$rir<4Hx  ni-sdyin,  i,  inl,  i  (fr.  rt.  &  with 
ni),  lying  down  in,  sleeping  in  (?). 

fl^liqn   nisdvana,    as,  m.  hemp.     See 
ifana. 

f«Tf$t  ni-si  [cf.  ni-sei],  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -s"moti, -nute,  -tetum,  to  sharpen;  to  stimulate,  excite; 
to  kill. 

Ni-iita,  as,  a,  am,  sharpened,  whetted,  pointed, 
stimulated  ;  (am),  n.  iron. 

Ni-Hti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  excitement,  stimulation,  en- 
couragement. 

f^r^lrTI  ni-sitd,  f.,  Ved.  night;  [cf.  ni- 
sitha.} 

ftftrT  ni-fitha,  as,  m.  (for  ni-sitha),  N.  of 
one  of  the  three  sons  of  Dosha  (Night)  ;  (some  read 

ttisword  in  Bhagavata-PurSna  IV.  13,  n,ni-s~dha.) 
f<r(Sf)v)  m-titha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  si  with  ni), 

midnight,  the  time  of  sleep,  night  in  general. 
Ni-slthim,  f.  night.  —Nidithint-ndtha,  as,  m. 

'husband  of  night/  the  moon. 
Ni-ftthyd,  {.  night. 

r«isi«T  ni-sumbha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sumbh 

with  ni),  killing,  slaughter  ;  N.  of  a  D5nava,  brother 
of  Kumbha,  slain  by  Durga  ;  (also  written  ni- 
sumbha.)—Ni!suml>ha-matham,  f.  or  nitttmbha- 
mardini,  f.  '  destroyer  of  Nisumbha/  an  epithet  of DurgS. 

Ni-dumbhana,  am,  n.  killing,  slaying,  slaughter. 
Ni-iumbhin,  I,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vajra-tika  ;  an 

inferior  deity  of  the  Buddhists. 

fiai1*!   ni-sushma,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  not 
sparkling  (as  fire),  not  coruscating,  (opposed  to  u(- 

ni-srimbha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  srambh 
with  ni),  Ved.  stepping  firmly?;  (S5y.)  fastened  to 

(a  car),  harnessed. 
nisaita.     See  under  nisa,  col.  i. 

ni-6o  [cf.  ni-sT\,  cl.  4.  P.  -syati, 
-datum,  to  sharpen,  whet,  polish. 
Ni-idta,  as,  d,  am,  sharpened,  whetted,  sharp  ; 

polished,  burnished,  varnished. 
Ni-ddna,  am,  n.  sharpening  ;  (also  read  ni-3dna.) 

frugsj*^  nis-takshus,  us,  us,  us,  eyeless, 
blind. 

f^TWrT  nis-dat  (nis-(at),  Caus.  A.  -6ata- 
yate,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  scare  or  drive  away. 

,^(  nis-totvarinsa,  as,  t,  am,  with- out forty. 

Pi'SJH'^  nisda-prada,  (perhaps)  backwards 
and  forwards  ;  [cf.  dda-pard6a  under  2.  dda,] 

PHVat.  nis-6ar  (nis-dar),  cl.  I.  P.  -darati, 
-taritum,  to  come  forth,  issue,  go  out,  arise,  pro- 

ceed, appear,  be  produced  ;  to  rise  (as  sounds)  :  Caus. 
-tdrayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  issue  or  come  forth. 
Ni^-fara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Saptarshis  in 

the  eleventh  Manv-antara. 

Nis'-tdraka,  am,  n.  evacuation  by  stool;  air, 
wind  ;  obstinacy,  wilfulness. 

Pi'SIrt  nis-iala,  as,  a,  am,   immovable, 
not  moving,  stock-still,  still,  fixed,  steady;  not 
subject  to  motion  or  fluctuation,  invariable,  un- 

changeable ;  (a),  f.  the  earth  ;  Desmodium  Gange- 
ticum  (  =  tidla-parm).  —  NMala-mati,  is,  is,  i, 
steady-minded,  of  unshaken  mind.  —  Nistalditga 

(°la-an°),  as,  a  or  t,  am,  having  immovable  limbs, 

firm-bodied,  firm;    (as),   m.  a  species   of  crane, 
Ardea  Nivea  ;  a  rock,  mountain. 

fHf<y  nis-ti  (nis-6i,  see  rt.  2.  6i),  cl.  3.  P. 

-iilieti,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -tinoti,  -nute,  -6etum,  Ved.  to 
ascertain,  investigate,  know  thoroughly,  arrive  at  a 
certain  decision,  decide,  regard  as  decided,  to  fix 

upon,  determine,  resolve. 
Nid-ifaya,  as,  m.  ascertainment,  investigation, 

inquiry,  a  fixed  opinion,  a  firm  conviction,  accurate 
or  certain  knowledge,  certainty,  positiveness,  positive 
conclusion,  determination, resolution,  resolve,  decision ; 

Uiayamjn 

tainty  ;  nitfayam  kri,  to  decide,  come  to  a  deter- 

mination ;  cf.  pdpa-n°,  marana-n°,  eka-n°)  ;  '  re- 
moval of  fallacy  or  deception,'  N.  of  a  figure  in 

rhetoric;  (ena  or  at),  ind.  certainly.  —  NiMaya- 
datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  merchant.  —  Ni&aya-riipa, 

as,  a,  am,  having  (only)  the  appearance  of  cer- tainty, uncertain,  wrong. 

NU-dayin,  i,  inl,  i,  decided,  determined,  resolved. 

Nis"-ddyaka,  as,  d,  am,  who  or  what  ascertains or  determines,  one  who  is  certain  about  anything, 
determining,  decisive. 

Nii-dta,  as,  d,  am,  ascertained,  determined. 
settled,  concluded,  decided,  established,  certain,  one 
who  has  come  to  a  conclusion  or  formed  a  fixed 
opinion  ;  sentenced,  pronounced  ;  (am),  n.  certainty, 
decision,  conclusion  ;  (am),  ind.  decidedly,  positively  ; 

(d),  {.,  N.  of  a  river. Nit-fiti,  is,  (.  ascertainment,  fixing,  determining, 

settling. 

Ni^-fitya,  ind.  having  ascertained,  having  con- 
cluded or  decided,  having  made  out  for  certain,  having 

settled  or  come  to  a  final  decision,  feeling  assured  or convinced. 

Nii-flyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  the  course  of 
ascertainment,  being  under  investigation,  being  con- cluded. 

nis-ditta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Samadhi. 
nis'-dinta,  as,  a,  am,  unthinking, 

thoughtless,  inconsiderate,  void  of  reflection,  careless, 
unconcerned  ;  [cf.  nais'tintya.] 

fH^Sk^U  nis-dukkana,  am,  n.  (said  to  be 
fr.  rt.  dukk),  a  sort  of  tooth-powder  prepared  from 
sulphate  of  iron  &c.  which  destroys  the  tartar  but 

blackens  the  teeth  ;  (also  written  nis"-<!ukvana.) 

ftT^rT  nis'-drit,  cl.  6.  P.  -dritati,  -fartitum, Ved.  to  loosen,  untie. 

fn'tliH    nis-detana,   as,  d,  am,  without 
consciousness,  unconscious,  unreasonable. 

PHHirl1^  nis-detas,  as,  as,  as,  out  of  one's 
mind,  not  in  one's  right  senses. 

("•USB  nis-deshta,  as,  a,  am,  motionless, 
powerless,  helpless  ;  incapable  of  motion  or  effort  ; 

(am),  ind.  without  motion. 
Ni4-<?eshtd,  f.  motionlessness.  —  Niideshtd-ka- 

rana,  as,  d,  am,  causing  motionlessness  ;  epithet  of 
one  of  the  arrows  of  the  god  of  love. 

Pn^K  nis-daura,  as,  d,  am,  free   from 
robbers. 

fVuSHff  nis-dyavana,  as,  m.  'unperish- 
ing,'  a  form  of  fire  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  Saptarshis  in 
the  second  Manv-antara. 

fl^S'*;*^   nis-dhandas,   as,   as,   as,   not 
studying  holy  writ  ;  ndsdjiandah  kulam,  a  family  in 
which  the  Vedas  are  not  studied. 

nis-dhidra,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 

rent  or  openings,  without  holes,  having  no  holes, 
without  weak  points  or  defects,  having  no  weak  side  ; 
unhurt,  uninterrupted. 

Nii-theda,  as,  d,  am,  indivisible,  without  division. 6N 
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or  harnessed. 
ni-srathya,  ind.  baring  fastened 

ni-srama,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sram  with 
«<),  labour  bestowed  upon  anything,  continued 

practice. 

f«f  W  M*u1  ni-^rayanl,  f.  (fr.  rt.  s'ri  with  ni), 
a  ladder,  staircase;  (also  written  nih-irayani,  nift- 
trayiiil,  q.  v.) 

Ni-ireiii,  f.  a  ladder,  staircase  ;  (other  forms  of  the 

word  are  ni-s'reni,  f.,  mA-sYeni,  and  nih-s"reni,  q.  v.) 

ni-srlka  for  nih-srlka,  q.  v. 

ni-svas,  cl.  2.  P.  -svatiti,  -svasitum, 
to  draw  in  the  breath,  inspire  ;  to  sigh. 
Nirdvasya,  ind.  having  drawn  in  the  breath, 

having  sighed. 
Ni-dvdsa,  as,  m.  inspiration,  inhaling,  sighing. 

—  Ni&dsa-pradvdsa,  au,  m.  du.  inspiration  and 
expiration,  respiration. 

ftT^  i  .  nish,  euphonically  substituted  for 
nil  before  k,  kh,  t,  &c. 

•fjrn  2.   nish  [cf.  rt.  ni/UA],  cl.  i.  P. 
^neshati,  &c.,  to  moisten,  sprinkle. 

(•mjj-  ni-shanga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sahj  with 
•ni),  dinging  to,  attachment  ;  union,  meeting,  associ- 

ation ;  a  quiver  ;  a  sword  (?). 

Ni-shangathi,  is,  is,  i,  embracing;  (is),  m. 
embracing,  an  embrace  [cf.  sratif]  ;  a  bowman  ;  a 

charioteer  ;  a  car  ;  grass  ;  the  shoulder.  —  Niehartga- 
dhi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to  commentators)  the 
sheath  of  a  sword,  a  scabbard. 
Nishangin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  quiver  ;  (I),  m.  an 

archer,  bowman  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  hundred  sons  of 
Dhrita-rashtra. 

ni-shanja  in  ku-n°,  q.  v. 

f«m«  ni-shatka.     See  ni-satha,  p.  505. 

f^M^  i.  ni-shad  (ni-sacT),  cl.  i.  6.  P.  -s'AI- 
<Zat«,  -shattum,  to  sit  down,  lie  down,  recline  ;  to 
settle  down,  sink  down  ;  to  dwell  ;  to  be  afflicted, 

suffer  pain  :  Caus.  -tliddaynti,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
sit  down. 

Ni-shanna,  at,  a,  am,  seated,  sitting,  perched, 
placed  in  or  on,  rested,  reclined,  resting  or  leaning 

on,  reclining  ;  supported  ;  sunk  down,  afflicted,  dis- 
tressed ;  gone  to. 

Ni-shatinalca,  as,  a,  am,  sitting,  seated  ;  (am), 
n.  a  seat  ;  a  species  of  pot-herb,  Marsilea  Dentata. 

Ni-shatti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  sitting  down  idly,  remaining 
inactive  or  indifferent,  indolence. 

Ni-ehatsnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  sitting  fast,  firmly 
settled  or  fixed. 

2.  ni-shad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  sitting  inactive;  (t),  f. 
sitting,  especially  near  the  altar  at  a  sacrificial  rite  ; 
N.  of  a  kind  of  composition  mentioned  with  Upa- 

nishad  in  Maha-bh.  S'fmti-p.  1613. 
Ni-shada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  king,  (probably 

a  wrong  reading  for  nitharlha)  ;  =  ni-shdda,,  a  musical 
note. 

Ni-shadana,  am,  n.,Ved.  sitting  down,  reclining; 
dwelling,  residing  ;  a  seat. 

Ni-shadya,  f.  a  small  bed  or  couch  ;  the  hall  of 
a  merchant  ;  a  market-place. 
Ni-shadvara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  seated  (near  the 

altar),  sitting  lazily  ;  (as),  m.  mud,  mire  (in  which 

one  sinks)  ;  the  god  of  love  ;  (T),  f.  '  the  time  of 
rest,'  night. 
Ni-slidda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  certain  wild  aboriginal 

tribes  in  India  not  belonging  to  the  Aryan  race,  and 
described  as  hunters,  fishermen,  robbers,  &c.  ;  (ac- 

cording to  Mahl-dhara)  a  N.  of  the  Bhillas  (a  wild 
mountain  tribe  whose  progenitor  is  said  by  a  legend 
to  have  sprung  from  the  thigh  of  Vena)  ;  a  man  of 
a  degraded  tribe  in  general,  an  outcast  (especially 
the  son  of  a  Brahman  by  a  Sodra  woman)  ;  the  first 
of  the  seven  musical  notes  or  more  properly  the  last 

or  highest  of  the  scale,  corresponding  to  B  of  our 
scale  ;  N.  of  a  Kalpa  ;  [cf.  nawhdda,  naishddaka, 

naiehdilikd,  naishddi.]  —  Nishdda-karsliu,  uf, 

m.,  N.  of  a  district;  [cf.  naishada-karshuka.'] —  Nishdda-vat,  n.,  N.  of  a  musical  note,  =  B  of 
our  scale. 

Ni-shddita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  made  to 
sit  down  ;  afflicted. 

Ni-shddin,  i,  inl,  i,  sitting  down,  lying  down,  re- 
clining, resting  ;  (t),  in.  an  elephant-keeper  or  driver. 

Ni-shidat,  an,  anti,  at,  sitting  down,  sitting 
on  ;  settling  or  sinking  down  ;  resting  in  or  on. 
Ni-ehedivas,  ran,  dmhl,  vat,  seated  in  or  upon, 

reclined. 

far*!  nishadha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain 
or  chain  of  mountains  forming  one  of  the  principal 

ranges  of  the  earth,  and  described  as  lying  immedi- 
ately south  of  Ilavrita  and  north  of  the  Himalaya  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  and  their  country 
governed  by  Nala  ;  the  sovereign  of  the  Nishadhas  ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Janam-ejaya  ;  of  Kusa  the  father  of 
Nala  ;  a  peculiar  position  of  the  closed  hand  ;  a 
musical  note  [cf.  ni-shdda]  ;  (as,  a,  am),  hard, 

solid  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  Nala's  capital,  the  city  of  the 
Nishadhas;  N.  of  a  river  rising  in  the  Vindhya 
mountains.  —  Nishadha-vanda,  as,  m.  the  race  of 

Nishadha.  —  Nishadhadhipa  (cdha-adh°),  as,  m. 
or  uishadhadhipati  (°dha-adh°),  is,  m.  or  nieha- 

dhesmra  (°dha-if),  as,  m.  'lord  of  Nishadha,' 

epithet  of  Nala;  [cf.  naishadha,  naishadliya.~\ 
-  Ntshadiiai'va  (°dha-ail°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
ofKuru.  —  Nishadhendra-kdvya,  am,  n.  'the  poem 
of  the  prince  of  the  Nishadhas,'  N.  of  a  poem. 

ni-shamam,  ind.  (fr.  ni  +  sama), 
see  Pin.  VI.  2,121,  Schol. 

ni-sharga,  as,  m.  a  various  reading 
for  7i  i-fhanga,  q.  v. 

ni-shdda.     See  I.  ni-shad,  col.  i. 

-te,  -shektum,  to  sprinkle,  pour  upon  or  into,  infuse, 

instil,  irrigate:  Caus.  -shedayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  sprinkle  or  irrigate. 
Ni-shikta,  as,  d,  am,  sprinkled  upon,  poured 

into,  infused,  instilled,  irrigated.  —  Nishikla-pd,  as, 
as,  am,  Ved.  protecting  the  infused  (semen). 
Ni-sheka,  (is,  m.  sprinkling,  infusion,  aspersion  ; 

distilling  ;  effusion  ;  seminal  infusion,  impregnation  ; 

the  ceremony  performed  upon  impregnation  ;  irriga- 
tion ;  water  for  washing,  (but  according  to  others) 

seminal  impurity  ;  what  is  poured  upon  the  ground, 

dirty  water,  swill. 
Ni-shektavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sprinkled  or 

poured  into,  to  be  watered. 
Ni-shedana,  am,  n.,Ved.  pouring  out,  sprinkling, 

watering,  irrigation. 
Ni-shetitri,  td,  M,  tri,  one  who  sprinkles  or 

pours  into,  an  instiller,  infuser. 

(ni-sidh),  cl.  I.  P.  -she- 
dhati,  -skeddltum,  -shcd/iitum,  to  prohibit,  forbid, 
restrain,  keep  off,  ward  off,  keep  back,  prevent, 

remove:  Caus.  -ehedhayati,  -yitum,  to  prohibit, 

keep  off. 
Ni-shvldha,  as,  d,  am,  prohibited,  forbidden, 

kept  back,  restrained,  warded  off,  prevented. 
Ni-shiddhi,  is,  f.  prohibition,  warding  off,  keep- 

ing off,  defence. 
Ni-sheddhavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  kept  back  or 

obstructed. 

Xi-flicddhri,  <l/id,  <1hri,  dliri,  keeping  back, 

obstructing,  who  or  what  restrains  or  prevents  or 

prohibits. Ki-theddhra,  as,  d,  am,  in  a-nifheddhra,  having 
no  impeder  or  subduer. 

Ni-shedha,  as,  m.  warding  off,  keeping  off,  hin- 
dering, stopping,  obstructing,  prevention,  prohibition  ; 

negation,  denial;  discontinuance,  contrariety  to  or 

deviation  from  rule,  exception;  N.  of  several 
Samans. 

Ni-ikedlMka,  as,  d,  am,  keeping  back,  obstruct- 
ing, preventing,  prohibiting,  forbidding. 

Xi-ihedkana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  warding  off  or 
defending,  prevention. 
Nt-shcdkin,  i,  {ni,  i,  defending,  keeping  back  ; 

excelling,  surpassing. 

Ni-shedhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  kept  back  or  pro- hibited or  hindered. 

ni-shidha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people  ;  (various  reading  for  nifhailha  ;  cf.  nai- 
shidlia.) 

^  ni-shud  (ni-sud),  Caus.  -shudayati, 
-yftum,  to  kill,  slay. 

Ni-slaidana,  am,  n.  killing,  slaughter;  [cf.  ni- 

s<idana.~] (V|M<^  ni-shev  (ni-sev),  cl.  i.  A.  -sheeate, 
-skei-itum,  to  wait  upon,  serve,  attend,  follow; 

attach  or  devote  one's  self  to  ;  to  honour,  worship, 
adore  ;  to  pursue,  practise,  perform,  observe,  cultivate  ; 
to  frequent,  inhabit,  visit  ;  to  enjoy  ;  to  employ. 

Ni-sheva,  as,  d,  am,  practising,  exercising,  fol- 

lowing, devoted  to  [cf.  hri-n°~\  ;  (a),  f.  exercising, 
practice,  service  ;  worship,  adoration. 
Ni-shevaka,  as,  d,  am,  practising,  following, 

devoted  to  ;  frequenting,  inhabiting  ;  enjoying. 

Ni-shei-ana,  am,  n.  waiting  on,  serving,  service, 

attaching  one's  self  to,  worshipping,  worship,  adora- 
tion ;  practice,  performance,  adherence  to  ;  living  in, 

inhabiting,  enjoying,  using,  use,  familiarity  with. 

Ni-shevaniya,  as,  «,  am,  to  be  served  or  attended 
to,  to  be  followed  or  observed  ;  to  be  obeyed. 

Ni-shevita,  as,  d,  am,  visited,  frequented  ;  ob- 
served, practised  ;  served,  honoured,  obeyed. 

Ni-shevitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  practised  or 
observed;  to  be  used  or  enjoyed;  (also  read  ni- scritavya.) 

Ni-shevitri,  td,  trt,  tri,  one  who  attaches  or 
devotes  himself  to  anything,  an  observer,  practiser, 
cultivator,  Sec. 

Ni-shevin,  5,  ini,  i,  practising,  observing,  enjoying. 

Ni-shevya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  observed,  to  be 
honoured,  to  be  visited  or  frequented  ;  to  be  enjoyed. 

firM-  nishk  (probably  a  Nominal  verb X  artificially  formed  fr.  nislika  below), 

cl.  10.  A.  nishkayate,  &c.,  to  measure,  weigh. 

Nishka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sad  with 
preposition  ni  and  affix  ka),  a  golden  ornament  for 
the  neck  or  breast  ;  a  golden  ornament  of  a  certain 
weight,  used  as  money  ;  a  weight  of  gold  varying  in 
value  at  different  times,  =  1  DinSra  of  32  small  or 

1  6  large  Rettis,  =  1  Karsha  or  Su-vama  of  1  6 
Mashas,  =  i  Psla  of  4  or  5  Su-varnas,=  I  larger 
Pala  or  Dmara  variously  reckoned  at  108  or  150 
Su-varnas,  =  4  Mashas,=  16  Drammas;  a  weight  of 

silver  of  4  Su-varnas  ;  gold  in  general,  a  golden 

vessel;  (as),  m.  a  C'andSla;  (d),  f.  a  measure  of 

length  ;  [cf.  nainltkika,  naishkas'atika,  naishka- *i{/,ti.<r!ka.]  —  Nu<hka-kanlha,  as,  I,  am,  wearing 
a  golden  ornament  round  the  neck;  (am),  n.  a 

golden  ornament  of  the  neck.  —  Nithka-griva,  as, 

d,  am,  Ved.  wearing  a  gold  ornament  round  the neck. 

Nishkin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  having  an  ornament 

round  the  neck. 
fr|  Mi  4)4  off  nish-kantaka,  as,  a,  am,  = 

a-kantaka,  thornless,  free  from  thorns  or  enemies  ; 

free  from  danger  or  trouble. 
f^MUld  nish-kantha,  as,  m.  a  species  of 

tree,  Capparis  Trifoliata. 
frfbchfrlS  nish-kanishtha,  as,  d,  am,  or 

„  ifliL-iinkhfhalia,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  little  finger 

stretched  out. 
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nish-kanda,  as,  a,  am,  without 
edible  or  esculent  roots,  having  no  bulbous  roots. 

f«iwim4  nish-kapata,  as,  a,  am,  guileless, 
free  from  deceit  or  fraud. 

r*\*ai(*+(nish-kampa, as, a, am,  not  shaking, 
not  tremulous,  motionless,  immovable.  —  Nishltam- 
pa-td,  f.  motionlessness,  immovableness. 

[~w\  ***•+{  ni-shkambha  in  vajra-nishkambha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Garuda. 
Nl-shkambhu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  divine 

being  (  =  Visva). 

l«T«m;«u  nish-karuna,  as,  a,  am,  pitiless, 
unmerciful,  merciless,  cruel.  —  Nishkamni-krita, 
as,  a,  am,  rendered  pitiless,  made  or  become  heart- 

less or  cruel. 

(Viwn^i   nlsh-karusha,  as,  a,   am,   not 
dirty,  free  from  dirt. 

f«i«n'r|  nish-kartri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  =  isA- kartri,  p.  143,  col.  I. 

fr|tc(iA^  nish-karman,  d,  d,  a,  inactive ; 
exempt  from  or  neglecting  religious  or  worldly 
acts,  &c. 

f»TKpi  nish-karsha,  Sic.  See  under  nish- 
krieh,  col.  3. 

fr|Mir6  nish-kala,  as,  a,  am,  without 
parts,  undivided,  indivisible;  waned,  diminished, 
decayed ;  impotent,  seedless,  barren ;  maimed,  in- 

firm ;  (as),  m.  a  receptacle ;  pudendum  muliebre ;  N. 
of  Brahma  ;  a  fancied  personification  of  Brahma  for 
religious  ceremonies ;  (a  or  I),  f.  an  elderly  woman 
past  childbearing  or  in  whom  menstruation  has 
ceased.  —  Nishkala-tva,  am,  n.  undividedness,  indi- 

visibility, the  state  of  the  absolute  Brahma. 

f»1  ««tic">  %  nish-kalanka,  as,d,am,  stainless, 
spotless,  sinless,  immaculate,  unblemished.  —  Nishka- 
lanka-tirtha,  am,  n.,N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place. 

fl'**'**^  nish-kalrnasha,  as,  d,  am,  spot- 
less, sinless.  —  Nishkalmashi-bhuta,  as,  d,  am, 

become  spotless  or  sinless. 

flMimiM  nish-kashdya,  as,  d,  am,  free 
from  dirt  or  impure  passions;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the 
thirteenth  Arhat  of  the  future  Ut-sarpinl. 

i«l«lit^  nish-kas  (nis-kas;  sometimes  in- 
correctly spelt  nisk-katf),  Caus.  -kdsayati,  -yitum, 

to  drive  out,  expel,  turn  out. 
Nish-kdsa,  as,  m.  exit,  egress ;  a  portico,  veranda, 

(wrongly  spelt  nish-kdto)  ;  the  day-break ;  waning, 
disappearance;  (also  a  wrong  reading  for  nish- 
kdsha,  q.  v.) 

ffish-kaaita,  as,  a,,  am,  expelled,  dismissed, 
turned  out ;  gone  forth  or  out,  issued ;  placed,  de- 

posited ;  placed  over,  appointed,  stationed ;  reviled, 
reproached  ;  opened  out,  blown,  expanded. 

Ni»h-kdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  who  or  what  expels ;  (ini), 
f.  a  female  slave  not  restrained  by  her  master. 

(V|«nr*i  nish-kama,  as,  d,  am,  desireless, 
free  from  wish  or  desire,  disinterested,  unselfish; 
(am),  ind.  without  wish  or  desire ;  unwillingly. 
—  NisTikdma-fdrin,  I,  ini,  i,  acting  disinterestedly 
or  without  desire,  unselfish  in  one's  conduct. 

m^inHO  nish-kdrana,  as,  d,  am,  cause- 
less, needless,  unnecessary ;  free  from  motive,  disinter- 

ested, groundless,  without  a  reason,  not  proceeding 
from  any  cause;  (am),  ind.  without  any  special 
motive,  without  a  reason,  causelessly,  without  any 
secondary  view;  [cf.  iri-karana.]  —  N{s/ikdrana- 
vairin,  i,  ini,  i,  groundlessly  hostile, 

M  tcdl^?  nisk-kdrusha,  as,  d,  am,  of  a 
noble  race,  not  degraded  (?). 

f'1'**Tt<5^i  nish-kalaka,  as,  m.  a  penitent 
shaven  and  smeared  with  ghee  or  clarified  butter. 

nlsh-kdlana,  as,   m.   (fr.   kal 
with  nii),  driving  away  (cattle). 

i   nish-kdlika,    as,  d,  am,   one 
who  has  no  more  time  (to  live),  one  whose  time  is 
over  or  whose  term  of  life  is  elapsed  ;  (am),  ind. 
without  delay. 

Mwnm  nish-kdsa,  as,  m.  issue,  egress  ; 

a  portico,  veranda  ;  [cf.  nish-kdsa.] 
Nieh-kdiila,  as,  d,  am.    See  nish-kdsita,  col.  i. 

fl«i>m  nish-kdsha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kash 
with  nii),  Ved.  the  scrapings  from  a  caldron  or 

pan  ;  (also  written  nish-kdsa,) 
ftjf&ftti  nish-ki&fyna,  as,  d,  am,  having 

nothing,  very  poor.  —  Niskkitifana-tva,  am,  n. 

poverty,  indigence. 

f  t  [•**<  1  M  nish-kirlya,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  nish- 
kira,  which  is  fr.  rt.  I.  kri  with  nis),  N.  of  a  race. 

M!'**!'?^  nish-kilvisha,  as,  d,  am,  sin- 
less, faultless;  [cf.  ni-kilbisha.] 

fri&cjs  nish-kuta,  as,  m.  a  pleasure-grove 
near  a  house,  (in  this  sense  also  am,  n.)  ;  a  field  ; 
the  hollow  of  a  tree  [cf.  nish-kuhd]  ;  a  door  ;  the 
female  apartments,  Zenana  ;  N.  of  a  country  (?)  ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  hole  of  a  peculiar  form  in  the 
frame  of  a  bedstead;  (also  read  nih-kuha.) 
Nish-kuti,  is,  i,  f.  large  cardamoms;  [cf.  nis- 

truti.-] 

Nishkutikd,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending 
on  Siva. 

i<iu3rf£rt>  nish-kutuhala,  as,  a,  am,  hav- 
ing no  curiosity,  incurious. 

MM***?  nish-kumbha,  as,  m.  =  ni-kumbha, 

Croton  Polyandrum  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  mother  of 
the  Magas. 

iijjgirt  nish-kula,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 
family  or  kindred,  left  alone  in  the  world;  nish- 
kiilam  kri,  to  make  (any  one)  without  family,  cut 
off  entirely,  exterminate.  —  Nishkula-td,  f.  loss  of 
family,  dying  out,  perishing.  —  Nishkuld-kri  or 
nishkuli-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  extir- 
minate  one's  family  ;  to  strip  off  the  husk,  to  husk, 
shell.  —  Nishkida-kritya,  ind.  having  stripped  off 
the  husk;  (also  read  ni/ikuld-kritya.)  —  Nishkuli- 
kritya,  ind.  having  husked  or  shelled  ;  (also  read nihkull-kritya.) 

Nish-kulma,  as,  o,  am,  of  low  family,  plebeian. 

fV"*1^  nish-kush  (nis-kush),  cl.  9.  P. 
-kiishudti,  -koshitum  and  -koshtum,  to  pull  off  or 
out,  strip  off,  tear  off  or  out,  extract  ;  to  injure  or 
hurt  by  tearing  ;  to  husk,  shell. 
NM-kushita,  as,  d,  am,  torn  off,  stripped  off, 

extracted,  forced  or  drawn  out,  torn,  lacerated  ;  ex- 
pelled ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Marat;  (also  read  nish- karshin.) 

Nwh-kosha,  as,  m.  tearing  out,  stripping  off  the husk,  shelling. 

Nisk-koshana,  am,  n.  tearing  off  or  out,  strip- 
ping off,  drawing  out,  extracting,  extirpating  ;  taking 

away,  husking,  shelling. 
;h-koshanai-a,  as,  d,  am,  fit  for  picking,  used 
icker'Sserving  for  a  tooth-pick. 

Ntsh-koishitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  stripped  off  or 
exacted,  to  be  forced  or  drawn  out  ;  to  be  taken 
away  ;  to  be  expelled. 

'*!  "J5  nish-kuha,  as,  m.  =  nish-kuta,  the 
hollow  of  a  tree. 

nish-kuja,  as,  d,  am,  noiseless, 
soundless. 

r«l»«*7  nish-kiita,   as,  d,  am,  free  from 
deceit  or  fraud,  guileless. 

nish-kri  (nis-kri),  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -ka- 

roti,  -kurute,  -karium,  to  bring  out,  extract  (Ved.)  ; 
to  take  away,  do  away,  remove,  expel,  exclude,  drive 
away  ;  to  break  in  pieces,  destroy  ;  to  prepare, 
equip,  arrange,  accomplish,  finish  ;  to  absolve,  acquit  ; to  restore,  cure. 
Nwh-kdrana,  am,  n.  removing,  taking  away, 

doing  away  ;  killing,  slaughter. 
Nuh-krita,  as,  d,  am,  done  away,  taken  away, 

removed,  expelled  ;  absolved,  pardoned,  acquitted  ; 
disregarded  ;  (am),  n.  expiation,  atonement  ;  a  fixed 
place,  place  of  rendezvous. 
Nish-kmti,  is,  f.  expiation,  atonement  ;  absolution. 

pardon;  acquittance,  compensation,  discharge  of  a 
debt  or  obligation  ;  removal,  doing  away  ;  restoration, 
cure  ;  escaping  from,  avoiding  ;  disregarding,  neglect- 

ing ;  (Nishkriti  personified  is  a  sisteH(  tobha  an,d 
daughter  of  Dambha  by  Maya)  ;  bad  conduct,  roguery, 
(various  reading  for  ni-kt-iti)  ;  (is),  m.  a  form  ot 

Agni. f^B^'r^    nish-krit    (nis-krit),    cl.  6.    P. -krintati,  -kartitum,  to  cut  off,  to  cut  out;   to 
divide,  separate;  to  cut  through,  hew  asunder, 
massacre  ;  to  loosen. 

nish-kripa,  as,  d,  am,  pitiless,  mer- ciless, cruel. 

fr|WJ«l^  nish-krish  (nis-krish),  cl.  I.  P. 
-Icarsliati,  -karshtum  and  -krashtum,  to  draw  out, 
extract  ;  to  tear  out,  tear  in  pieces,  rend  asunder  : 
Caus.  -karshayati,  -yitum,  to  tear  in  pieces,  destroy, 
annihilate. 

Nish-karsha,  as,  m.  drawing  out,  extracting  ;  the 
essence  of  anything,  chief  point,  main  point  ;  measur- 

ing ;  certainty,  ascertainment  ;  (at),  ind.  succinctly. 
Nish-karshana,  am,  n.  drawing  out,  extracting  ; 

pulling  off,  drawing  off,  taking  off;  deducting. 
Nish-karshin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Maruts. 
Nish-krishta,  as,  d,  am,  drawn  forth,  pulled 

out,  extracted. 

nish-kevala,  as,  d,  am,  belonging exclusively. 

Niih-kevalya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  exclusively  ; 
N.  of  a  particular  Uktha  (q.  v.)  connected  with  the 
midday  oblation  and  belonging  to  Indra  exclusively. 
Nlshkamalya,  as,  d,  am,  mere,  pure,  absolute. 

fi  w*TT^  nish-kaurava,  as,  d,  am,  deprived 
of  or  freed  from  the  Kauravas. 

nish-kausdmbi,  is,  is,  i,  one 
who  has  left  KauSambi. 

nish-kram  (nis-kram),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-krdmati,  -kramale,  -kramitum  or  -krdmtium,  to 
go  out,  come  forth,  go  from  home,  depart  ;  to  make 
an  exit  from  the  stage  :  Caus.  -krdmayati,  'yitum,  to 
cause  to  go  out  or  depart,  to  drive  out,  expel,  to  deliver. 
Nish-krama,  as,  m.  going  out,  coming  forth  ; 

departing  from  (with  abl.)  ;  exit;  degradation,  loss 
of  caste,  inferiority  of  tribe,  family,  &c.  ;  any  intel- 

lectual faculty  (as  intelligence,  attention,  comprehen- sion, &c.). 

Nish-kramana,  am,  n.  going  forth  or  out  ;  taking 
a  child  for  the  first  time  out  of  the  house  in  the 
fourth  month  after  birth  to  see  the  sun,  (considered 
as  an  essential  ceremony,  Manu  II.  34.) 
Nish-kramanikd,  f.  the  ceremony  of  taking  a 

child  out  of  the  house  for  the  first  time  in  its 
fourth  month  to  see  the  sun. 
Nish-kramanita,  as,  d,  am,  a  child  taken  out 

for  the  first  time  in  the  fourth  month  after  birth. 

Nisk-kramya,  ind.  having  gone  out,  going  forth. 
Nish-krdnta,  as,  a,  am,  gone  out,  departed, 

come  forth  ;  (in  dramatic  language)  exit,  exeunt. 

M  »a«M  nish-kraya.     See  nish-krl,  p.  508. 

nish-kriya,  as,  d,  am,  inactive ; 
abstaining  from  ceremonial  rites,  not  performing 
religious  ceremonies;  (am),  n.  a  term  for  Brahma 
or  the  Supreme  Spirit.  —  Nishkriya-td,  f.  inactivity. 
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idleness,  negligence.  —  Nishkriydtma-td  (°ya-df), 
f.  non-performance  of  appointed  acts,  habitual  neglect 
of  prescribed  duties,  inactivity,  laziness,  idleness. 

fak*!  nish-krl  (nis-krT),  c\.  9.  P.  A.  -kr'i- 
nati,  -nlte,  -kretum,  P.  to  buy  off,  to  redeem  or 
ransom  from  (with  abl.) ;  A.  to  redeem  or  ransom 
one's  self. 
Nish-kraya,  as,  m.  redemption,  ransom ;  reward ; 

price,  hire,  wages  ;  acquittance. 
Nish-krayana,  as,  i,  am,  redeeming,  ransoming ; 

(am);  n.  redemption,  ransom. 
Nish-krlti,  ie,  {.,  Ved.  redeeming,  redemption. 

CHM?!*!  nish-krodha,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 

wrath,  not  angry,  not  angry  with  (with  gen.). 

nish-klesa,  as,  a,  am,  (with  Bud- 

gone to  perfection,  attaining  perfection,  (a  term 

applied  to  a  class  of  Buddhist  deities.)  —  Nishthanta 

(°lhd-an°),  as,  m.  end,  conclusion.  —  Nishtha-vat, 

an,  att,  at,  possessed  of  complete  knowledge,  per- 

fect, complete,  consummate,  fulfilling  all  religious 

dhists)  free  from  (ten)  moral  faults.  —  Nishkleia- 
Itia,  a»,  d,  am,  not  suffering  the  least  pain,  quite 
happy. 

fH  HhH" ish-kvath  (nis-kvath),  Caus.  -kvd- 
thayati,  -yitum,  to  boil  down,  thicken  by  boiling. 
Ninh-kvdtha,  as,  m.  a  decoction,  broth,  soup. 

nish-khan  (nis-khan),  cl.  i.  P.  A. 
-khanati,  -te,  -khanitum,  to  dig  out. 

nish-khidam,  Ved.  probably  for 
np-khidam,  an  inf.  form  of  ni-khid. 

nish-takvan,  d,  art,  a  (fr.  rt.  tak 
with  nis),  Ved.  escaping  (?). 

ip  (nis-tap),  cl.  I.  P.  -tapati, 
,,1T<>-l*'-taptum,  to   singe,   scorch;    to  heat  thoroughly, 

anneal,  to  purify  by  heat,  free  from  impurities ;  to 
roast ;  to  fry ;  to  toast. 
Niih-fapana,  am,  n.  burning. 
Nish-tapta,  as,  d,  am,  burnished,  made  bright ; 

well  cooked,  well  dressed  or  done. 

nish-tarkya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  tark 
with  nis),  Ved.  to  be  opened  by  unscrewing,  to  be 
loosened  by  untwisting. 

nishta-vaisya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man. 

i  ni-shtdnaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  stan 
with  ni*=  nis),  roar,  murmur,  murmuring,  rustling; 

(as,  d,  am),  speaking  loud ;  causing  to  cry. 

nishtigri,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  the 
mother  of  Indra. 

f«184.  nish-tur,  ur,  ur,  ur  (fr.  rt.  M  with 

nit),  Ved.  one  who  has  no  conqueror,  unconquered ; 
(Say.)  an  overcomer  of  enemies. 

fie"!  nishtya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis),  Ved.  ex- 
ternal, foreign,  strange ;  exotic,  coming  from  abroad ; 

(as),  m.  a  man  of  one  of  the  outcast  or  barbarous 

tribes,  a  Candala,  a  Mlec'c'ha;  (d),  f.  a  particular Nakshatra  also  called  SvSti. 

ni-shtha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  sthd  with 
ni  or  in  some  senses  with  nis),  staying  or  being  in 
or  on,  situated  on,  grounded  on;    depending  on, 

resting  on,  referring  to,  relating  to ;  intent  on,  de- 
voted to,  attached  to,  practising;  versed  in,  skilled 

in ;  believing  in ;  (I.  ni-shtha),  (.  position,  condition, 
state,    stand-point,    basis,   foundation ;    devotion   or 
attachment  to,  uniform  practice  or  profession;  ex- 

celling in,  conversancy  with,  skill,  eminence,  excel- 
lence, perfection ;    believing  in,   faith ;    conclusion, 

end,  termination,  (sometimes  at  the  end  of  adj.  comp., 

e.  g.  apabhrania-nishlha,  as,  d,  am,  ending  in  a 
fall) ;  the  end  or  catastrophe  of  a  drama,  conclusion 
of  a  fable,  accomplishment,  completion ;  culminating 
point;  disappearance,  destruction,  death,  fixed  time 
of  life;  fixed  or  certain  knowledge,  ascertainment, 
certainty;    a  technical  term  for  the  past  participle 
affixes  ta  and  lai'at  (or  with  their  indicatory  letters 
kta  and  ktavatu);    asking,   begging;    suffering, 
trouble,  distress,  anxiety.  —  Ni*htha-gata,  as,  a,  am, 

duties. 

1.  ni-shthd,  as,  as,  am  (ni  for  nis),  Ved.  excel- 

ling, eminent,  leading;  staying  or  being  in  (  = 
ni-shtha) ;  (as),  m.  a  leader,  guide  ;  (Say.)  station, 

position. Ni-shthdna,  am,  n.  sauce,  condiment. 
Nishthdnaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga. 

Ni-fhthdva,  as,  d,  am  (ni  for  nis),  Ved.  con- cluding, deciding. 

Ni-shthita,  as,  d,  am  (ni  may  be  for  nis), 

staying  in,  being  in  or  on  ;  engaged  in,  attached  to, 
devoted  to;  versed  in,  skilled  in,  conversant  with; 

firm,  fixed ;  certain,  ascertained. 

ni-shthiv  or  -shthiv,  cl.  i.  and  4.  P. 

-shthivati,  -shthlvyati,  -shthevitum,  to  spit,  spit 
out,  eject  from  the  mouth. 
Ni-shthlva,  as,  am,  m.  n.  spitting,  spitting  out. 
Ni-shthii-ana  or  ni-shthivita,  am,  n.  spitting, 

spitting  out,  ejecting  anything  from  the  mouth. 
—Nishthivana-iSarava,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  spitting- 
box,  spittoon. 
Ni-shtheva,  as,  d,  am,  m.  f.  n.  or  niththevana, 

am,  n.  spitting,  spitting  out,  ejecting  anything  from 
the  mouth. 

Ni-shthyuta,  as,  d,  am,  spit  out,  ejected  from 
the  mouth,  cast  or  thrown  out;  uttered;  directed, 
despatched  (?). 

Nirehthyuti,  is,  f.  spitting,  spitting  out;  (less 
correctly  written  ni-shthuti.) 

ni-shthura,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  sthd),  hard,  rough,  rugged ;  harsh,  coarse,  gruff, 
cruel,  severe,  austere;  contumelious  (as  speech). 
—  Nishthura-td,  f.  or  nishthura-tva,  am,  n. 
harshness  of  speech,  coarseness,  reviling,  abuse. 
Nishthuraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Nishthurika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  NSga. 
Nishthurin,  i,  ini,  i,  rough,  coarse ;  [cf.  sthurin, sthula.] 

(V|8-jfrT  ni-shthyuti.     See  above. 

(V|U!I  ni-shna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  snd  with 

ni),  clever,  skilful,  experienced ;  [cf.  ni-ina,  nadl- shna.] 

Ni-shndta,  as,  d,  am,  deeply  versed  in,  skilful, 
clever,  conversant,  learned;  perfect,  superior;  (in 

law)  agreed  upon. 

nish-pakva,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  pad 
with  nis),  decocted,  infused,  boiled. 

f*lliHSj;  nish-panka,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
mud  or  filth,  pure. 

nish-pat,  cl.  I.  P.  -patati,  -patitum. 
to  fly  out  of  (with  abl.),  rush  out,  jump  out,  hasten 
out,  come  forth,  issue,  depart;  to  fall  out;  to  fly 

away ;  to  spring  from :  Caus.  -pdtayati,  See.,  to 
cause  to  fall  out  or  fly  out ;  to  ruin  ;  to  destroy. 

Nith-patat,  an,  anti,  at,  issuing,  going  forth 

or  out. 
Nish-patana,  am,  n.  going  quickly  forth,  rushing 

out ;  issuing  quickly. 

Nwh-patishnu,  us,  us,  u,  rushing  or  running 
out,  hastening  out. 

nish-patdka,  as,  d,  am,  having 

Nish-pattraka,  as,  d,  am,  leafless  ;  (ikd),  f.  the 
plant  Capparis  Aphylla  (see  karlra). 

.\ifli-pattraya,  Norn.  P.  -pattrayati,  &c.,  to 
deprive  of  leaves,  make  leafless. 

Nishpattrd-kri,  d.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute, 
-kartum,  to  pierce  with  an  arrow  so  that  the  feathers 

come  through  on  the  other  side.  —  Nishpattrd- 
kriti,  is,  f.  causing  excessive  bodily  pain. 

I.  nish-pad  or  nishpdd,  -pat,  -padi, 

-pat,  footless,  having  no  feet. 
Nish-pada,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  feet.  —  Nish- 

pada-ydna,  am,  n.  a  vehicle  moving  without  feet 
(as  a  ship  &c.). 

2.  nish-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate, 

-pattum,  to  come  forth  from,  issue,  spring  from, 

spring  up,  arise,  be  produced,  be  accomplished,  be 
brought  about  or  effected  ;  to  be  prepared  ;  to  become 

ripe,  ripen  :  Caus.  -pddayati,  -yitum,  to  produce, 
bring  about,  accomplish,  effect,  perform;  to  make 

ripe,  cause  to  ripen. 
Nish-patti,  is,  f.  going  forth  or  out,  birth,  pro- 

duction; completion,  conclusion,  termination,  con- 
summation. 

3.  nish-pad,  t,  (.,  Ved.  excrement  ;  (according  to 
Say.  =  nir-ga6(hat.) 

Nish-panna,  as,  d,  am,  gone  forth  or  out, 
sprung  up,  arisen,  born,  descended,  produced,  brought 
about,  effected,  completed,  concluded,  accomplished, 
done,  finished,  ready. 

Nish-pddaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  performing,  accom- 
plishing, effective.  —  Nishpddaka-ttia,  am,  n.  effec- 
tiveness, power  of  achieving. 

Nish-pddana,  am,  n.  doing,  effecting,  accom- 
plishing ;  concluding  ;  producing,  causing,  engen- 

dering. 

Nish-pddita,  as,  d,  am,  done,  effected,  made, 

produced,  prepared,  achieved. 
Nish-pddya  or  nish-pddantya  or  nish-pddi- 

tavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  effected  or  accomplished, 
capable  of  being  performed,  achievable. 
Nish-pddyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  effected  or 

done,  being  in  the  course  of  accomplishment  or 

completion. 

ni-shpanda,  as,  d,  am  (ni  for  nis 

+  spanda),  motionless,  immovable. 
nish-pardkrama,  as,  d,  am,  des- 

titute of  power  or  prowess,  powerless,  weak. 

ish-parikara,  as,  d,  am,  with- 

out preparations. 

nish-parigraha,  as,  d,  am,  with- 
out property,  having  no  property;  (as),  m.  an 

ascetic  without  family  or  dependants. 

f,-imfV«ltJ,  nish-pari££hada,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 

ing no  retinue  or  train,  without  a  court. 

nish-paridaha,  as,  d,  am,  not 
liable  to  be  burnt,  incombustible. 

nish-pariksha,   as,  d,  am,  not 
examining  or  testing  accurately. 

no  flag  or  banner.  —  Nishpataka-dhvaja,  as,  m.  a 
flag-staff  without  a  banner. 

rn'MTd^rll  nish-pati-sutd,  f.  having  no 
husband  and  no  sons. 

nish-patti.   See  2.  nish-pad,  col.  3. 

nish-pattra,  as,  d,  am,  having  no 

leaves,  leafless ;  without  feathers,  unfeathered ;  [cf.  a- 
nithpattram] ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  (?),  the  clove  tree. 

K  nish-parihdra,  as,  d,  am,  not 

avoiding  ;  not  observing  caution  ;  (am),  ind.  not  so as  to  avoid. 

nish-paryanta,  as,  d,  am,  having 

no  limits,  boundless,  unbounded. 
frju^cjllj  nish-pavana.  See  nish-pu,  p.  5°9- 

fr|U4|  i.  nish-pd  (nis-pd,  see  rt.  l.  pd), 

cl.  I.  2.  P.  -piltati  or  -pivati,  -pdti,  -patum,Ved. 
to  drink  out,  drink  up,  drink  from  (with  abl.),  to 

empty  by  drinking,  exhaust. Nish-pana,  am,  n.  drinking  out,  drinking  up. 
Nifh-plta,  at,  d,  am,  drunk  up,  dried  up, 

sucked  up,  exhausted. 
frlUMI  2.  nish-pd  (nis-pd,  see  rt.  3.  pd), 

cl.  i.  P.  -pdti,  -pdtum,  to  defend  from  (with  abl.). 
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nish-pddaka,  &c.     See  under  2. 
nish-pad,  p.  508,  col.  3. 

M^IM  nish-papa,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 
sin,  sinless,  guiltless. 

fVrOTR  nish-pdra,  as,  a,  am,  without  boun- 
daries, boundless,  unlimited. 

frimirt'*  nish-pdlaka,  as,  a,  am,  without 
protector  or  guardian,  unprotected. 

f»ir«4S^  nish-pis  (nis-pis),  cl.  6.  P.  A. 

-pinfati,  -te,  -pes"itum,  Ved.  to  tear  the  flesh  of  an animal  from  the  skin. 

fafrf^  nish-pish  (nis-pish),  cl.  7.  P.  -pi- 
nashti,  -peehtum,  to  grind,  crush,  pound,  bruise, 
triturate  ;  to  rub,  rub  the  hands  ;  to  gnash  the  teeth  : 

Caus.  -peshayati,  -yititm,  to  destroy. 
Nish-pishta,  as,  a,  am,  ground,  pounded,  pul- 

verized, bruised,  crushed,  reduced  to  dust  or  powder  ; 
beaten,  oppressed. 

Nish-pesha,  as,  m.  or  nish-peshana,  am,  n. 
rubbing  together,  grinding,  pulverizing,  bruising; 
striking,  clashing,  hitting  or  throwing  against;  the 
noise  or  sound  produced  by  striking  or  clashing; 
[cf.  naishpeshika.] 

[»l»*fls  nish-pida,  as,  a,  am,  pressed  out? 
(probably  incorrect  for  nish-pltd),  sucked  out. 

nish-plta.  See  i.  nish-pd,  p.  508. 

nish-pudgala  or  nish-pungala,  as, 
a,  am,  without  personality  (?)  ;  [cf.  pungala,  pud- 
gala.] 

fri«ja    nish-putra,   as,   d,  am,    sonless, 
childless. 

rii«*t.i«U  nish-purdna,  as,  d,  am,  not 
existing  before,  new. 

r|Vo*jH  nish-purusha,  as,  d,  am,  deprived 
of  men,  without  males,  unpeopled,  desolate  ;  not 
having  produced  male  children  ;  not  male,  feminine, 
neuter;  (as),  m.  a  eunuch  or  impotent  man;  a 
coward;  [cf.  naishpuruahya.] 

r«i«Mf>l<*  nish-pulaka,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 

chaff  or  rather  from  bad  or  useless  grain;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  the  fourteenth  Arhat  of  the  future  Ut- 

farpml.  —  Nishpuldkl-Tirita,  as,  a,  am,  freed  from 
chaff. 

A-pS  (nis-pu),  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -pundti, 
-punite,-pavitum,  to  cleanse,  purify  ;  to  winnow,  fan. 
Nuh-pavatia,  am,  n.  winnowing,  fanning. 
Nislirpdva,  as,  m.  fanning,  winnowing,  cleaning 

corn,  &c.  ;  the  wind  caused  by  the  winnowing  sieve 
or  basket;  wind,  air;  straw,  chaff  (!)  ==  kadangaka 
or  kadanga  ;  a  legume,  a  pod  ;  a  species  of  pulse, 
Phaseolus  Radiatus  ;  Dolichos  Sinensis  or  a  similar 

kind,  =  raja-masha,  =  valla,  =  sitafimblka,  =  iim- 

bikd,  =  s'veta-s'imbi,  =  bola,  =  3imi,  i.e.  iirribl;  (I 
or  is),  f.  a  species  of  pulse,  commonly  vddd,  of  which 

there  are  two  kinds,  a  green  and  a  white  one  ;  (as, 
a,  am),  indubitable,  certain. 

Nish-pdraka,  an,  m.  a  species  of  pulse,  =  valla  or 
iveta.-iim.bi  ;  (ikd),f.,  K(.nakha-n°,vriUa-n°. 
Nish'pavala,  an  adj.  formed  fr.  nish-pava,  Panini 

V.  2,  97. 

i  or  nish-pri  (nis-pn),  cl.  3.  9. 

P.  -piparti,  -prindti,  -paritum  or  -paritam,  to 
bring  out,  help  out,  extricate  ;  to  fill  :  Caus.  -pdra- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  lead  or  bring  out,  help  out,  extricate. 
Niah-purta,  as,  a,  am,  poured  out  ;  filled. 

l«l»»ti«5M  nish-paurusha,  as,  d,  am,  devoid 
of  manhood,  unmanly  ;  (also  written  nih-paurusha.) 

fi«*«li*H  nish-prakampa,  as,  d,  am,  im- 
movable, motionless  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 

Saptarshis  in  the  thirteenth  Manv-antara. 

m  **i  <*  n.ii  nish-prakdraka,  as,  d,  am, 

without  distinction  of  species  or  kind,  without  speci- 
fication. 

nish-prakdsa,   as,  d,  am,   not 
transparent,  not  clear,  lightless,  dark. 

rr|«c««i<.   nish-praddra,    as,   d,   am,    not 

going  or  moving  away,  remaining  in  one's  place; 
concentrated  or  fixed  upon  one  point  (as  mind). 

ftl«H«Bl  nish-pranaya,  as,  d,  am,  without 
affection,  cold. 

rimniM  nish-pratdpa,  as,  d,  am,  void  of 
dignity,  mean,  base. 

f«i  »m  in  en  i  «.  nish-pratikdra.    Seenish-pra- 
tikara  below. 

(•1^1  In  ISM  nish-pralikriya,  as,  d,  am,  in- 
curable, irremediable,  what  cannot  be  remedied. 

uish-pratigraha,  as,  d,  am,  not 
accepting  gifts.  —  Nif/iprutigruha-td,  (.  the  state  of 
not  accepting  gifts,  o^  taking  presents. 

f*i  "*  fl  n  i   nish-pratigha,   as,   d,   am,   not 
impeded  by  obstacles,  unhindered,  unimpeded. 

nish-pratidvandva,  as,  d,  am, 
without  adversaries  or  enemies,  unopposed  ;  having 
no  match,  matchless,  unequalled. 

nish-pratipaksha,  as,  d,  am, 

having  no  adversary,  without  an  opponent.  —  Nish- 

pratipaksha-td,  f.  the  state  of  having  no  adversary. 

f*rofiw  nish-pratibha,  as,  d,  am,  having 
no  splendor,   deprived  of  splendor;   stupid,  frigid, 
dull,  apathetic,  ignorant. 

nTOnWTH  nish-prattbhdna,  as,  d,  am,  not 
bold,  cowardly,  pusillanimous. 

m^nl  «*K  nish-pratikdra,  as,  d,  am,  with- 
out obstacles,  unobstructed,  uninterrupted  ;  (am),  ind. 

unobstmctedly,  uninterruptedly. 

r»i»«irflH  nish-pratipa,  as,  d,  am,  not 
turned  backwards,  directed  forwards,  looking  straight- 
forwards  ;  niihpratipam  darianam,  an  untroubled 
or  unconcerned  look. 

nish-pratyuha,  as,  d,  am,  unob- 
structed, unimpeded,  irremediable  ;  (am),  ind.  with- 

out hindrance  or  obstacle,  freely. 

ri"*«iil  nuh-pradhdna,  as,  d,  am,  deprived 
of  a  chief,  destitute  of  leaders. 

nish-prapahfa,  as,  d,  am,  without 
extension  or  diffusion  ;  without  deceit,  pure,  honest. 
—  NishprapaniSatman  (°<!a-dt°),  d,  m.  an  epithet of  Siva. 

nish-prapatana  in  dur-n°,  q.  v. 
nish-prabha,  as,  d,  am,  deprived  of 

light  or  radiance,  lustreless  ;  gloomy,  dark,  obscure  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava.  -  Nishprabha-td,  f. 
or  nishprablta-tca,  am,  n.  obscurity,  gloominess, darkness. 

,ava,  as,  a,  am,  power- 
less. —  Nishprabhdva-ta,  f.  or  nishprabhava-tva, 

am,  n.  powerlessness. 

nish-pramdnaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 
wanting  authority,  without  authority. 

M«»j*(^  nish-prayatna,  as,  d,  am,  abstain- 
ing from  exertion  or  effort,  inactive,  inert. 

«f  nish-prayojana,  as,  d,  am, 
without  motives,  not  influenced  by  any  motive; 
causeless,  groundless,  reasonless;  useless,  without  an 
object;  needless,  unnecessary,  uncalled  for;  (am), 
ind.  causelessly,  unnecessarily,  without  reason  ;  (also 

written  nih-prayojana.  )  —  Nuhprayojana-td,  f.  or 

nishprayojana-tva,  am,  n.  uselessness. 
nish-pravani,  is,  is,  i,  or  nish- 

pravani,  is,  is,  i,  or  nish-pravana,  as,  i,  am, 
fresh  from  the  loom,  quite  new  and  unbleached  (as 
cloth  or  linen). 

fti"*!*!!  nish-prdna,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose 
breath  has  departed,  breathless,  lifeless,  dead,  quite 

exhausted.  —  Nishprdna-td,  f.  lifelessness. 

fri»«/)rn  nish-priti,  is,  is,  i,  joyless,  feeling 

no  pleasure. 

i«i«^iiq  nish-plava  in  katu-n°,  incorrectly 
for  nwh-pdva  under  nish-pu,  col.  I  . 

Ti^flcO  nish-phala,  as,  d,  am,  bearing  no 
fruit,  fruitless,  unfruitful,  barren,  useless,  unprofitable, 
vain  ;  meaningless  ;  unproductive,  seedless,  impotent  ; 

(a  or  I),  (.  a  woman  past  childbearing  or  in  whom 
menstruation  has  ceased,  (also  read  nisltkald)  ;  (a), 

f.  a  species  of  Momordica.  —  Nishphala-tva,  am, 
n.  unfruitfulness,  unproductiveness.  —  Nishphali- 
kritya,  ind.  having  made  unfruitful. 
Nish-phalaya,  Nom.  P.  nishphalayati,  Sec.,  to 

make  unfruitful,  to  render  fruitless. 

TiTHR'l  nish-phena,  as,  d,  am,  foamless, 
without  foam  ;  (also  written  nih-phena.) 

r«l«im  ni-shyanda,  ni-shyandin.  See  ni- 
syanda,  ni-syandin,  p.  510,  col.  3. 

li'Mn  ni-shyuta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  siv  with 

ni),  sewn  on. 
f'1t^U|'Ji  nishshapin,  i,  ini,  i  (according  to 

the  Nirukta  fr.  nis  +  sapa  =pasa),  Ved.  libidinous, 
lustful. 

fri^ie  nish-shah  or  nish-shdh,  t,  t,  <,Ved. 

overpowering,  expelling;  (Say.  =ni/tsarayitrt.) 

M*^  nis,  ind.  (as  a  preposition  or  prefix 
to  verbs  and  their  derivative  nouns,  expressing)  out, 
forth,  outward,  out  of,  out  from,  away,  away  from  ; 
(nix  is  used  as  an  independent  and  separable  adverb  in 
Atharva-veda  VI.  J.8,  3  ;  VII.  115,  3;  XVI.  a,  i.) 

Nis  is  also  prefixed  to  nouns,  not  immediately  con- 

nected with  verbs,  in  the  sense  '  out  of,'  •  away 
from'  [cf.  mV-rano],  but  more  commonly  in  the 
sense  of  a  privative  or  negative  adverb  =  3.  a,  'no,' 
'  not,"  '  without.'  In  this  latter  signification  it  may 
form  either  negative  substantives  (e.  g.  fr.  artha,  ad- 

vantage, nir-artha,  disadvantage)  or  more  frequently 

adjectives  (e.  g.  fr.  mala,  a  stain,  nir-mala,  stain- 
less). N{s  is  liable  to  be  euphonically  changed  to 

nir,  nih,  nii,  nieh  or  m  [cf.  nl-rasa,  &c.]  accord- 
ing to  the  letter  which  follows  it. 

frt«%;isfni-sankaksha.  See  nih-sankaksha. 
ni-sanjna  for  nih-sanjha,  q.  v. 

ni-sampdta,  as,  m.  midnight; 
(also  nih-sampata.) 

firoT  ni-sara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to 
Mahi-dhara)  a  noun  of  agency  fr.  rt.  art  with  ni. 

ni-sarga.    See  under  ni-srij,  p.  510. 

ni-sarpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  srip  with 
nt).    See  naiearpa,  p.  518,  col.  2. 

f»ir«**r  ni-sindhu,  us,  or  nisindhuka,  as, 
m.  a  species  of  shrub,  Vitex  Negundo  (  =  nirgundl)  ; 

[cf.  sindhu,  sindhtika,  sindhu-vdra.'] 
f«1*J*^  ni-sunda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura 

slain  by  Krishna  ;  [cf.  sunda,  upa-sunda.] 

ni-sumbha.    See  ni-sumbha,  p.  505. 

MSMsA,  us,  us,  us  (fr.  the  Desid. 
of  rt.  su  with  m).  See  Panini  VIII.  3,  iif,  and 
cf.  abhi-siiiuth. 
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510 ni-sudaka. 
ni-hita. 

ni-sudaka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  sud 
with  ni),  one  who  kills,  a  killer,  destroyer. 
Ni-sudana,  as,  a,  am,  killing,  destroying,  a 

destroyer,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  ;  (am),  n.  killing, 
destroying,  slaughter;  (often  incorrectly  ni-shudana.) 

f«T?l  ni-sri,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarati,  -sartum,  to 

go  forth,  (apparently  only  occurring  in  the  derivative below.) 

Ni-srita,  at,  a,  am,=nih-srita,  q.  v.,  gone 
forth,  gone  away,  disappeared  ;  (a),  f.  the  plant 
Ipomcea  Turpethum  (  =  tri-vritd)  ;  N.  of  a  river; 
(a  various  reading  for  nii-fita.) 

CH^I^  ni-srij,  cl.  6.  P.  -srijati,  -srashtum, 
to  let  go,  set  free,  dismiss,  (apparently  only  used  in 
the  derivatives  below.) 
Ni-sarga,  ai,  m.  evacuation,  voiding  excrement  ; 

giving  away,  presenting,  bestowing,  granting,  showing 
a  favour  ;  a  grant  ;  relinquishment,  abandoning,  set- 

ting free  ;  creation  ;  the  natural  state,  nature,  natural 
character,  natural  condition  or  form;  exchange, 

barter  ;  nisargena  or  nisargdt  or  nisarga-tas,  by 
nature,  naturally,  from  one's  natural  state  or  condition. 
—  Nisarga-ja,  as,  a,  am,  innate  ;  inborn,  produced 
at  creation,  natural.  —  Nisarga-bkitina,  as,  a,  am, 
naturally  distinct.  —  Nifargai-inUa,  as,  a,  am, 
naturally  discreet.  —  Nisarga-siddha,  a»,  a,  am, 
effected  by  nature,  natural. 
Ni-srithta,  as,  a,  am,  dismissed,  delivered,  de- 

posited, given,  bestowed,  emancipated  ;  allowed,  per- 
mitted ;  central,  middle.  —  Nisrishtdrlha  (°ta-ar°), 

as,  a,  am,  any  one  to  whom  the  management  of 

an  affair  is  intrusted;  (as),  m.  a  charge  d'affaires, 
envoy,  ambassador  ;  messenger,  agent,  manager. 

f'fwfarl'M  ni-sevitavya  for  ni-shevitavya, 

q.v. 

h,  cl.  i.  P.  -takshati,  &c., 
to  form,  create. 

fntHTl  nis-tattva,  as,  a,  am,  not  com- 
prehended in  the  twenty-four  Tattvas  or  principles, 

(see  fatten.) 

f«iWHl  ni-stanl,  f.  (according  to  some 
fr.  ni  +  stanl,  a  small  breast),  a  pill,  bolus,  a  sort 
of  force-meat  ball. 

ftitji»n  nis-tantu,  us,  us,  u,  having  no  off- 
spring, childless. 

PIWTJ  nis-tandra,  as,  a,  am,  or  nis- 
tandri,  is,  is,  i,  not  lazy  or  listless,  fresh,  healthy. 

ftTOW  ni-stabdha,  as,  a,  am,  paralyzed, 
numbed,  stiffened  ;  stopped,  fixed. 
Ni-itambha.     See  nih-stambha,  p.  $1,  col.  2. 

fnWHH  nis-tamaska,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 
darkness,  not  gloomy,  light. 

f  f  W  «-*U  nis-tarana,  nis-tdra,  &c.  See 
under  nis-tri,  col.  2. 

nis-tarkya,  as,  a,  am,  unimagin- 
able, inconceivable. 

T«na^«!j  nis-tarhana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  trih 
with  nis),  crushing,  destroying,  killing,  slaughter. 

Ptiwrt  nis-tala,  as,  a,  am,  not  flat,  round, 
globular  ;  trembling,  shaking,  moving  ;  down,  below. 

rtiRjilHC  nis-timira,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 
darkness,  clear,  light. 

nis-tud,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -tudati,,  -te, 
-toltum,  to  pierce,  prick,  sting. 
Nis-toda,  as,  m.  or  nistodana,  am,  n.  pricking, 

piercing,  stinging. 

'•1  «JH  nis-tusha,  as,  a,  am,  freed  from 

chaff  or  husk  ;  (metaphorically)  purified,  cleansed  ; 
simplified.  —  Nistusha-kshira,  as,  m.  wheat.  —  Nis- 
tusha-ratna,  am,  n.  crystal. 
Nis-tushita,  as,  a,  am,  skinned,  peeled,  shelled, 

husked,  made  thin,  pared  ;  left,  abandoned,  deserted. 
<*  nls-trina-kantaka,  as,  a,  am, 

cleared  or  freed  from  grass  and  thorns. 

ftW  nis-tri,  cl.  i.  P.  -tarati,  -taritum, 

-taritumfi'to  come  forth  from,  to  rescue  or  free 
one's  self  from,  get  out  of,  get  clear  of,  escape, 
be  saved  ;  to  pass  over,  pass,  cross  ;  to  pass  through  ; 
to  pass  or  spend  time  ;  to  accomplish,  perform, 
fulfil,  settle  ;  to  overcome,  overpower,  master  ; 

to  expia'.e  ;  abhiyogam  nis-trl,  to  clear  one's  self from  an  accusation:  Caus.  -tdrayali,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  pass  over;  to  rescue,  save,  release,  deliver, 
liberate;  to  overcome,  overpower:  Desid.  -titir- 
fhali,  -litarishati,  -titarishati,  to  wish  to  cross 

or  pass  over,  ̂ fn-^w  -n**/***^/*-***  -  *  ""  *'*?* Nis-tarana,  am,  n.  going  out  or  forth,  coming 
out  (of  danger)  ;  crossing  over  or  passing  ;  rescue, 
releasing,  deliverance,  getting  rid  of  or  free  from  ; 
means  of  success  or  rescue,  an  expedient,  a  plan. 
Nis-tartavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  overcome  or 

conquered  or  overpowered. 
Nis-tara,  as,  m.  crossing  or  passing  over  or 

across,  getting  rid  of  or  away  from,  release,  escape, 
rescue,  preservation  ;  final  emancipation,  salvation  ; 
means,  expedient;  payment,  discharge  of  a  debt, 
acquittance,  requital.  —  Nistdra-vija,  am,  n.  a 
means  of  crossing  (the  ocean  of  life),  a  cause  of final  liberation. 

Nis-taraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  rescuing,  delivering  ;  a saviour. 

Nis-tarana,  am,  n.  passing  or  transporting  over 
or  across,  overcoming,  conquering  ;  liberating. 

Nis-titirshat,  an,  anti,  at,  desirous  or  anxious 
to  cross  (the  ocean  of  life)  ;  wishing  for  salvation  or liberation. 

Nis-tirna,  as,  a,  am,  rescued,  delivered,  saved. 

fiw^l^  nis-tejas,  as,  as,  as,  deprived  of 
strength  or  energy,  destitute  of  fire  or  heat,  powerless, 
impotent  ;  spiritless,  dull  ;  obscure. 

f«iw"ll  nis-toya,  as,  a,  am,  deprived  or destitute  of  water,  waterless. 

r*HMi{nis-tyaj,  cl.  i.  P.  -tyajati,  -tyak- 
tum,  to  drive  away,  expel. 

f*HcJ5T  nis-traysa,  as,  a,  am,  fearless; 
(probably  incorrect  for  nis-trinfa  below.) 

nis-trapa,  as,  a,  am,  shameless. 

nis-trinsa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  nis  + 
trinilat),  more  than  thirty;  merciless,  unfeeling, 
unpitying,  cruel  (as  a  sword)  ;  (of),  m.  a  sword,  a 
scimitar,  falchion,  a  sacrificial  knife,  (so  called  because 
more  than  thirty  fingers  in  length.)  —  Nutrinsa- 
dtiarin,  I,  m.  a  sword-bearer,  a  swordsman  or 
soldier  armed  with  a  sword.  —  Nistrinva-puttraktt, 
an,  ikd,  m.  f.  a  thorny  species  of  Euphorbia,  (An- 

tiquorum  or  Tortilis).  —  Nistrins'a-bhHt,  t,  t,  t,  a sword-bearer. 

Nintrins'in,  t,  irii,  i,  bearing  a  sword,  armed  with a  sword. 

f«iWTtttis-/rMfI,  f.  cardamoms;  [cf.  truti, 
nuh-kuti.] 

fV|^Jjrnj  nis-traigunya,  as,  a,  am,  desti- 
tute of  the  three  qualities  (viz.  sattva,  rajas,  and 

tamos  ;  see  guna). 

nistrainapushpaka,    as,   m. 

(fr.  nw  +  straina  +  pushpal),  a  species  of  thorn- 

apple. fnwi<*    ni-snava,   as,   m.    (fr.    ni-snuP), 
residue  of  articles  &c.  after  a  sale  or  market. 

nisneha-phala.    See  nihsneha- 
ohala  under  nih-sneha,  p.  482,  col.  a. 

1.  ni-spanda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  spand 
with  ni),  throbbing,  trembling  motion. 

2.  ni-spanda,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ni  for 
nis  +  spanda),   immovable,  still,   steady;    [cf.   ni- 
shpanda.]  —  Nispanda-tva,  am,  n.  immovableness. 

^  ni-spris,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  confiding ; 
caressing,  fondling. 

ni-spriha.    See  nih-spriha,  p.  482. 

ni-syanda  or  ni-shyanda,  as,  a, 
am  (fr.  rt.  syand  with  ni,  or  ni  for  nis),  flowing 
or  trickling  down,  dripping,  dropping;  (as),  m.  a 
trickling  or  flowing  down,  oozing,  issuing,  streaming, 
dropping,  distilling;  a  discharge  (of  any  fluid),  a 
flux ;  a  stream,  any  fluid  that  trickles  down  or  drops  ; 
trickling  forth  from,  flowing  out,  flowing  from; 
necessary  consequence  or  result ;  uttering. 
Ni-syandamdna,  as,  a,  am,  trickling,  flowing, 

oozing,  issuing. 
Ni-syandin,  f,  ini,  i,  flowing  or  streaming  or 

trickling  down  or  out. 
frlfc|c(  ni-srava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sru  with 

ni),  flowing  down,  a  stream,  torrent;  (perhaps  for 
nih-srava,  flowing  forth,  streaming  out.) 

Ni-srdva,  as,  m.  flowing  down,  a  stream,  torrent ; 
the  scum  of  boiled  rice ;  [cf.  nih-srava.] 
Ni-sravin,  i,  ini,  i,  flowing  down. 

f-ltsi  i.  ni-svana,  as,  a,  am, Ved.,  various 
reading  for  ni-srara,  q.  v. 

frJHH  2.  ni-svana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  span 
with  ni),  noise,  sound,  voice,  (often  at  the  end  of 

comps.  when  the  fern,  is  ninvana;  cf.  ratha-n°, 
nil<lliatarnava-n°);  (am),  ind.  with  noise  or 
sound ;  [cf.  nih-seana^] 
Ni-svanita,  am,  n.  a  noise,  sound,  crying,  a  cry. 
Ni-svdna,  as,  m.  noise,  sound;  the  whistling 

sound  of  an  arrow. 

("nyi.  ni-svara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  soundless, 
noiseless;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Agni. 

fJT?  nih,  Ved.  =  ni-haniri  (according  to Mahl-dhara). 

f«H^i.  ni-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti,  -hantum, 
to  strike  down,  strike,  kill,  destroy;  to  strike  in, 
fix  in,  infix;  to  disregard,  neglect:  Caus.  -ghata- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  kill,  destroy. 
Ni-hata,  as,  a,  am,  struck  down,  stricken, 

smitten,  killed,  slain,  overcome ;  struck  into,  infixed  ; 
attached,  devoted.  —  Nihata-bhuyisht/ta,  as,  a,  am, 

having  the  greater  number  killed.  —  Nihata-sena, 
at,  a,  am,  having  (their)  armies  smitten  or  destroyed. 
—  NihatosTitra  (°ta-Hsh°),  as,  d,  am,  having  the 
camels  killed,  whose  camels  have  been  slain. 

2.  ni-han,  d,  m.  a  killer,  destroyer. 
Ni-hanana,  am,  n.  killing,  slaughter,  murder. 
Ni-hantarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  struck  down,  to 

be  killed  or  destroyed. 
Ni-hantri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  who  or  what  kills  or 

destroys,  a  killer ;  destructive,  murderous ;  one  who 
removes  or  dispels  or  hinders. 
Ni-!ianyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  struck  down 

or  killed. 
fr|^4  ni-hava.    See  ni-hve,  p.  511,  col.  I. 

fif?!  ni-ha,  Pass,  -hlyate,  &c.,  to  be  de- 

prived of. 

Nihdka,  (.,  Ved.  a  storm,  whirlwind,  &c. ;  (S5y.) 

an  iguana,  the  Gangetic  alligator. 
Ni-hlna,  as,  d,  am,  low,  vile,  of  low  origin ; 

(as),  m.  a  low  man,  an  outcast. 
(V|iV*H  ni-hijisana,  am,  n.  killing, 

slaughter. 
ni-hita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  I.  ni-dhd), 



nihita-dancla. 
rii-kasa. 
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placed,  laid,  fixed,  lodged,  situated,  deposited,  de- 

livered, given,  intrusted  ;  inserted,  infixed,  attached  ; 
applied  to ;  bestowed  upon ;  treasured  up ;  held  ; 
laid  (as  dust  by  rain) ;  uttered  in  a  deep  tone. 
—  Nikita-danda ,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  lays  aside  the 
rod,  one  who  shows  clemency.  —  Nihita-nayana, 
us,  a,  am,  having  the  eyes  fixed  or  directed  upon 
(with  loc.). 

fn^ln  ni-hina.  See  under  ni-ha,  p.  510, 
col.  3. 

f*fl£  ni-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati,  -te,  -har- 
tum,  Ved.  to  offer,  give. 
Ni-hdra,  as,  Ta.  —  ni-hara,  q.  v. 
Ni-karin.  See  nir-hdrin  under  nir-kri,  p.  502, 

col.  3. 

fr?J[  ni-hnu,  cl.  2.  A.  -hnute,  -hnotum,  to 
disown,  deny,  dissimulate,  conceal,  evade. 
Ni-hnava,  as,  m.  denial,  concealment,  hushing 

up,  dissimulation  ;  concealment  in  general,  secrecy ; 
mistrust,  doubt,  suspicion;  a  secret;  wickedness; 

atonement,  expiation ;  excuse,  exculpation,  depre- 
cation ;  N.  of  a  ceremony ;  N.  of  a  Saman.  •-  Ni- 

hnava-vddin,  i,  m.  a  defendant  or  witness  who 

prevaricates  or  tries  to  hide  the  truth.  —  Nihnavot- 

tara  (°va-ut°),  am,  n.  an  evasive  reply  or  defence. 
Ni-hnuta,  as,  a,  am,  denied,  disowned,  evaded ; 

concealed,  secreted. 

ffi-ltnuti,  is,  f,  denial  or  concealment  of  know- 

ledge ;  dissimulation,  reserve,  secrecy ;  hiding,  con- 
cealment. 

Ni-Jmuvana,  am,  n.  denial  or  concealment  of 
knowledge ;  excuse,  exculpation. 

Ni-hnuvana,  as,  a,  am,  dissimulating,  prevari- 
cating, insinuating,  using  double  entendre. 

frlj-K?  ni-hrdda,  as,  m.  (fir.  rt.  hrad  with 

ni),  sound ;  (also  read  nir-hrdda.)  —  Nihrdda-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  sounding,  making  a  noise. 
Ni-hrddin,  I,  ini,  i,  sounding,  pealing. 

fl^  ni-hve,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -hvayati,  -te, 
-Kvatum,  to  invoke,  call. 
Nirhava,  a»,  m.  invocation,  calling,  summoning, 

calling  near;  N.  of  a  Saman,  (vasishtkasya  ni- 
havas  or  vasishtha-nihavas.) 

I .  ni,  cl.  I .  P.  A.  nayati,  -te,  anayat  (ep. 
zhoanayit),  nay  eta  (ep.  also  nay  i  to,)  ,nindya 

(3rd  pi.  ninyus,  anomalous  form  of  Perf.  naydm- 
dsa),  nimje,  netd  (ep.  also  nayita),  neshyati,  -te 
(ep.  also  nayisky  ati),  anaishit,  aneshta  (Ved.  forms 
neshat,  neshati,  neshi,  naishla,  neshta),  netum 

(ep.  also  nayitum),  to  lead,  guide,  conduct,  (vyava- 
hdram  ni,  to  conduct  a  process) ;  to  direct,  govern  ; 
to  lead  or  bring  away,  carry  away,  to  lead  or  bring 
away  to  (with  ace.,  dat.,  or  loc.) ;  to  carry  off  for 

one's  self  (A.) ;  to  marry ;  to  bring  a  person  (ace.) 
into  any  state  or  condition  (ace.  or  loc.,  e.  g.  nri- 
patin  vadam  anayat,  he  brought  the  kings  into 
subjection ;  tarn  duhitritve  nayati,  he  brings  her 
into  the  state  of  a  daughter :  sometimes  used  with 
a  substantive  in  the  same  way  as  I .  kri,  q. v.,  e.g. 

mnaiam  n't,  to  destroy  ;  paritosham  ni,  to  gratify ; 
vlkrayam  nl,  to  sell ;  dMiham  m,  to  pain ; 
sakshyam  ni,  to  admit  as  a  witness ;  adlianam  nl, 

to  give  in  pledge ;  S'udratam  ni,  to  reduce  to  a 
Sudra :  or  with  an  adverb  ending  in  sat,  e.  g.  bhai- 
masdd  ni,  to  reduce  to  ashes) ;  to  lead  away  from, 
exclude  from  ;  to  draw  (a  line  &c.) ;  to  trace,  track  ; 
to  ascertain,  investigate ;  to  settle ;  to  pass  or  spend 
(time) ;  to  carry,  bear ;  (with  dandam)  to  bear 
the  rod,  inflict  punishment;  to  guide  in  learning, 
instruct  (A.) :  Pass,  niyate,  to  be  led,  &c. :  Caus. 
nayayati,  &c.,  to  cause  to  lead,  &c. ;  to  cause  to 
be  carried  away :  Desid.  ninishati,  -te  (Ved.  nine- 
thati),  to  wish  to  lead,  &c.  ;  to  wish  to  take  away  ; 
to  wish  to  bring  to  a  state  ;  to  wish  to  exclude  from 
(with  abl.)  ;  to  wish  to  trace  or  ascertain,  investigate 
[cf.  ninishd,  ninishit] :  Intens.  neniyate,  to  lead 

as  a  captive,  have  in  one's  power,  rule;  [cf.  Or. 

ve-o-/jLat,  vliraoiuu,  vlaofiiu ;  Lith.  neshit ;  Slav,  ne- 

sun,  '  I  bear.'] 2.  ni,  is,  m.  a  leader,  a  guide,  (used  at  the  end 
of  a  comp. ;  cf.  agra-ni,  agre-ni,  rita-wi,  gdthd- 
ni,  yrdma-ni,  pada-ni,  &c.) 
Nika,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree ;  (a),  f.  a  channel 

for  irrigation. 
l.nita,  as,  a,  am,  led,  guided,  conducted;  brought, 

reduced  ;  gained,  obtained  ;  well-behaved,  correct, 

modest ;  (am),  n.  wealth ;  corn,  grain ;  [cf.  asu-n°, dur-n°,  &c.] 

Niti,  is,  (.  guiding,  guidance,  directing,  direction, 

management ;  manner  of  conducting  one's  self,  con- 
duct, propriety ;  right  or  moral  or  prudent  behaviour, 

prudent  counsel,  policy,  political  wisdom  or  science, 
political  economy,  state  policy,  statesmanship,  the 
administration  of  government ;  moral  philosophy, 
ethics,  precepts  for  prudent  and  moral  behaviour, 
prudence,  Prudence  or  Polity  personified  [cf.  naya] ; 

leading  or  bringing  to,  obtaining,  acquirement,  acqui- 
sition ;  presenting,  offering ;  relation,  support ;  [cf. 

agra-niti,  adaJ>dha-n°,  asv^n°,riju-n°,8cc.']— ffiti- kathd,  (.  any  work  on  moral  or  political  science,  a 
discourse  on  political  economy.  —  Niti-kufala,  as, 
a,  am,  conversant  with  political  science,  skilful  in 
human  affairs,  a  good  statesman.  —  Niti-ghosha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  car  of  Brihas-pati.  ~Niti-jiia,  as,  d, 
am,  knowing  what  is  right  especially  in  government, 
sagacious,  politic,  prudent ;  (as),  m.  a  prudent 
statesman  or  soldier,  a  politician.  —  Niti-dosha,  as, 
m.  error  of  conduct,  mistake  in  policy.  —  Niti- 
nuhna,  as,  d,  am,  versed  in  political  or  moral 

science.  —  Niti-pradipa,  as,  m.  'the  light  of  pru- 
dent behaviour,'  N.  of  a  collection  of  verses  attributed 

to  Vetala-bhatta.  —  Niti-manjari,  {.,  N.  of  a  work 
on  morality  or  right  behaviour.  —  NUi-mat,  an, 
ati,  at,  knowing  the  rules  of  moral  or  prudent 
behaviour,  moral,  prudent,  eminent  for  political 

wisdom.  —  Niti-ratna,  am,  n.  *  the  jewel  of  mora- 
lity,' N.  of  a  collection  of  verses  attributed  to  Vara- 

iuti.~Niti-vdkyamrlta  (°ya-am°),  am,  n. 'nectar 
of  discourse  on  morality  or  prudent  behaviour,'  N. 
of  a  work.  —  Niti-md,  t,  m.  a  politician,  any  one 
versed  in  political  science,  a  statesman.  —  Niti-vidya, 
f.  moral  or  political  science,  political  economy ;  [cf. 

niti-s'dstra.']  —  Niti-vi&Uaya,  as,  m.  the  sphere  of 
morality  or  prudent  conduct.  —  Niti-mj a,  am,  n.  a 
germ  or  source  of  intrigue.  —  Niti^vedin,  i,  ini,  i, 
knowing  policy,  a  politician.  —  Niti-vyatHcrama,  as, 
m.  error  of  conduct,  transgression  of  the  rules  of 
moral  or  political  science.  —  Niti-fataka,  am,  n.  the 
hundred  verses  on  morality  by  Bhartri-hari.  —  Nit i- 

s'dstra,  am,  n.  the  science  of  ethics  or  politics,  any 
work  on  political  ethics  or  morals.  —  Niti-sanka- 
lana,  am,  n.  '  collection  of  rules  for  moral  conduct 
or  prudent  behaviour,'  N.  of  a  modern  work.  —  Niti- 
sdra,  as,  m.  or  am,  n.  the  essence  of  political  or 
moral  science;  (am),  n.  a  special  work  on  this 
subject  by  Ghata-karpara. 
Nitvd,  ind.  having  led  or  conducted  or  guided; 

having  taken  ;  having  passed  or  spent  (as  time). 
Nitlia,  as,  m.  (Ved.  also  n.)  leading,  guiding; 

a  leader,  a  guider ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (a),  f,  Ved.  way, 
trick ;  evasion,  subterfuge ;  a  mode  in  music ;  water ; 

[cf.  dirgha-n°,  deva-n".']  — Nithd-vid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
knowing  ways,  knowing  the  musical  modes,  skilled 
in  sacred  song. 

Nlt/tya.     See  gramanithya,  p.  304,  col.  2. 
Niyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  led  or  conducted  or 

conveyed,  being  carried  or  brought,  being  taken  or 
taken  away ;  being  traced  or  sought  or  obtained. 

Netavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  led  or  guided  or  con- 
ducted, to  be  led  away,  to  be  taken,  to  be  carried. 

Netri,  td,  tri,  tri,  leading,  conducting,  guiding, 
one  who  brings  or  leads  to  ;  (td},  m,  a  leader,  guide, 
conductor ;  a  chief,  master,  owner ;  (with  dandasya) 

an  inflicter  of  punishment  [cf.  danda-n°] ;  the  hero 
of  a  drama  or  play ;  the  plant  Azadirachta  Indica 
(  =  mmba);  the  numeral  two;  (tri),  f.  a  female 
leader ;  a  river ;  a  vein ;  an  epithet  of  Lakshmi. 
—  Netri-tva,  am,  n.  the  office  or  business  of  a 

leader  &c.,  leadership.  —  Netri-mat,  an,  ati,  at, 
containing  the  word  netri, 

Netra,  as,  i,  am,  one-  who  guides  or  leids,  a 
leader,  guide  ;  a  substitute  for  netri  at  the  end  of  a 

comp.  (e.  g.  bhawin-netra,  having  thee  as  com- 
mander) ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dharma  and 

father  of  Kunti  ;  also  a  son  of  Su-mati  ;  (am),  n. 

leading,  conducting  ;  the  eye  (as  the  instrument  of 
leading  or  guiding);  symbolic  expression  for  the 
number  two  ;  the  string  with  which  a  churning-stick 
is  whirled  round  ;  an  enema-pipe  ;  the  root  of  a  tree  ; 

bleached  or  wove  silk;  a  carriage.  —  Netra-kani- 
nikd,  f.  the  pupil  of  the  eye.  —  Netra-kosha,  as, 
m.  the  eyeball;  the  bud  of  a  flower.  —  Netra-f/o- 
<*ara,  as,  d,  am,  within  the  range  of  the  sight, 
visible.  —  Netra-ffliaila,  as,  m.  the  eyelid.  —  Netra- 

ja,  as,  d,  am,'  eye-born,  'coming  from  the  eyes;  (am), 
n.  a  tear.  —  Netra-jala,  am,  n.  '  eye-water,'  tears. 
—  Netra-td,  f.  the  state  of  being  an  eye  ;  netratam 

yd,  to  become  an  eye.  —  Netra-tribhdga-brahma- 
yadasvin,  i,  m.,N.ofan  author.  —  Netra-paryanta, 
as,  d,  am,  as  far  as  to  the  eye,  up  to  the  eye  ;  (o-s), 
m.  the  outer  angle  of  the  eye.  —  Netra-pinda,  as, 

m.  a  cat  ('having  full  eyes');  the  eyeball.  —  Netra- 

pushkard,  f.  a  species  of  plant  ;  [cf.  rudra-jatd.'] —  Netra-manah-svabhdvds,  m.  pi.  eyes,   mind, 
and  soul.  —  Netra-mind,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  = 

yava-tiktd).  —  Netra-mush,  t,  t,  t,  stealing  or  cap- 
tivating the  eye.  —  Netra-yoni,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of 

Indra  (as  covered  with  marks  resembling  the  female 

organ,  through  the  curse  of  Gautama,  whose  wife 
AhalyS  he  had  attempted  to  seduce  ;  the  sage  after- 

wards relenting,  changed  these  disgraceful  marks  on 
the  body  of  the  deity  to  as  many  eyes)  ;  the  moon 

(as  produced  from  the  eye  of  Atri).  —  Netra-ranjana, 

am,  n.  'eye-colouring,'  collyrium.—  Netra-ruj,  It, 
f.  disease  of  the  eyes.  —  Netra-roga,  as,  m.  disease 
of  the  eyes,  ophthalmia  ;  (as,  d,  am),  afflicted  with 
disease  of  the  eyes.  —Netraroga-ta,  f.  disease  of  the 

eyes.  —  Netraroga-han,  a,  m.  a  particular  plant  used 
for  diseases  of  the  eyes,  Tragia  Involucrata.  —  Netra- 
roman,  a,  n.  the  eyelash.  —  Netra-vasti,  is,  m.  f. 
a  clyster-pipe  with  a  bag.  —  Netra-vastra,  ant,  n.  a 

veil   over   the   eye.  —  Netra-wari,   n.   '  eye-water," 
tears.  —  Netra-wsh,  t,   f.    excretion   of  the   eyes. 
—  Netra-visha,  as,  d,  am,  having  poison  in  the 
eyes.  —  Netra-stambha,  as,  m.  rigidity  of  the  eyes. 

—  Netrdnjana  (°ra-an°),  am,  n.  '  eye-ointment,' 
collyrium.  —  Netrdnta  (°ra-an°),  as,  m.  the  outer 
corner  of  the  eye.  —  Netrdbhishyanda  (°ra-abh°), 
as,  m.  running  of  the  tyes.~Netrdmaya  (°ra- 
dm°),  as,  m.  ophthalmia.  —  Nctrdmbu  (  ra-am°) 

or    netrdmbhas   Cra-am°),    as,    n.    'eye-water,' 
tears.  —  Netrari  fra-ari),  is,  m.  a  species  of  plant 

(  =  sihunda).  —  Netrotsava  (°ra-ut  ),  am,  n.  '  eye- 
feast,'  any  pleasing  or  beautiful  object.  —  Netropama 
(°ra-up°),  am,  n.  the  almond  fruit  (as  resembling 
eyes).  —  Netropama-phala,   as,  m.  the   almond 

tree.  —  Netraushadha  (°ra-aush°),  am,  n.  medi- 
cine for  the  eyes,  collyrium,  green  sulphate  of  iron 

used  as  collyrium  ;    (?),  f.  Odina  Pinnata  (  =  aja- 
tfringi.), 

'  Netrika,  am,  n.  a  pipe,  a  clyster-pipe  ;  a  ladle. 
Neya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  guided  or  led;  to  be 

governed  ;  to  be  passed  or  spent  (as  time)  ;  to  be 
led  away  ;  to  be  inflicted  (e.  g.  neyo  dandas, 
punishment  must  be  inflicted).  —  Neya-pdla,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  prince. 

nl  3.  ni  (ni  i),  cl.  2.  P.  ny-eti,  ny-etum, 
Ved.  to  go  into,  enter,  come  or  fall  into,  change  to  ; 
[cf.  ny-dya.] 

2.  nita,  as,  ti,  am,  entered,  gone  to;  (Say.)  = 
nitardm  pi-apta. 

ni-karshin,  i,  ini,  i  (fr.  rt.  krish 

with'  ni),  spreading  the  tail  (as  a  peacock  ?). 
«41<*l«.  ni-kara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  kri  with 

ni),  disrespect,  contempt,  vilifying,  degrading. 

ni-kasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kas  with  ni), 
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appearance,  look,  air,  mien  ;  certainty,  ascertainment  ; 
(as,  a,  am),  like,  resembling,  (at  the  end  of  comps.) 

nikulaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

nl-kleda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  Hid  with  ni), 
moistening,  bedewing  (?),  PSn.  VI.  3,  122,  Schol. 

l")«s|«u  nlkshana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  iksh  with  ni or  rt.  niksh  ?),  Ved.  a  stick  for  stirring  up  a  caldron, 

a  kind  of  ladle,  (SSy.  =paka-pariltsha-sadhanam 

kii'htham);  [c(.  nekskana.'] 

l")1"*  nlfa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ni  +  ant,  of.  utta; 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  di  with  ni),  low,  not  high,  short, 
little,  small,  dwarfish  ;  deep,  lowered  (as  the  voice), 
pronounced  without  an  accent  ;  situated  below,  being 
in  a  low  position;  low,  vile,  insignificant,  inferior, 
base,  mean  (as  a  man  or  action)  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind 

of  perfume  (  =  6oraka);  (am),  n.  (in  astrology)  the 
lowest  point  of  a  planet  (  =  Tairei«o,ua),  the  seventh 
house  from  the  highest  point  ;  (at),  ind.  from  below, 

from  beneath;  [c(.nidais,udda-nida,ny-and.]  —  Nl- 
da-kadamba,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  (=mandiri). 
—  Nlda-kula,  am,  n.  a  low  family.  —  Nlda-ga,  as, 
a,  am,  going  low  or  downwards,  descending  (as  a 
river)  ;  being  in  or  belonging  to  a  low  man  or 
to  a  low  class  of  men;  low,  vile,  base;  (a),  f.  a 

river;  (am),  n.  water.  —  Nida-gata,  as,  a,  am 
being  at  the  lowest  point  (as  a  planet).  —  Ntda- 
griha,  am,  n.  (in  astrology)  the  house  or  station  of 
the  heavens  in  which  a  planet  stands  at  its  lowest 

point.  —  Nida-jdti,  is,  is,  i,  of  low  birth.  —  Nifa-ta, 
{.  or  ntda-tca,  am,  n.  (opposed  to  udda-ta),  lowness, 
meanness,  vileness,  baseness,  humbleness,  inferiority, 

a  low  situation.  —  Nlda-bhojya,  as,  m.  '  the  food  of 
low  men,'  an  onion.  —  Nlda-medhra,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  one  whose  penis  hangs  low.  —  Nld-i-yonin,  I, 
inl,  i,  being  of  low  origin,  low-born.  —  Nida-rala, 
as,  a,  am,  delighting  in  mean  things.  —  Nldarksha 

Cda-rik°),  am,  n.(>)  =  nida-griha,,  q.v.  —  Nlda- 
vajra,  am,  n.  an  inferior  diamond,  a  sort  of  gem  (  = 
caikrdnta).  —  Nldd-vayas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  one 
whose  strength  has  failed  ;  (Say.)  bending  down  the 

body.  —  Nldokti  (°<?a-»jfc°),  is,  (.  a  low  or  vulgar 
expression.  —  Nidodda-vritta  (°da-itd°),  am,  n.  an 
epicycle.  —  Nldopagata  (?da-up°),  as,  a,  am,  situ- 

ated low  in  the  sky. 
Nldaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  low,  short,  dwarfish  ;  (low 

as  the  voice),  soft;  vile,  mean;  (oka),  {.  an  excel- 
lent cow  ;  (ail),  f.  the  head  of  an  ox. 

Nidakin,  i,  m.  the  head  or  top  of  anything,  the  head 
of  an  ox  ;  the  owner  of  a  good  cow  ;  [cf.  naidika.] 
Nidakais,  ind.  (diminutive  of  ntdaie),  low,  below, 

little,  &c. 

Nida,  ind.  low,  below,  down,  downwards,  (this  word 
may  be  regarded  as  the  inst.  c.  of  ny-and,  q.v.) 
Nidat,  ind.  from  below.     See  nida. 

Nidayamana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  descending,  flying 
down  (as  a  falcon). 

Nidi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum, 
to  lower,  to  pronounce  without  an  accent. 
Nidina,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  low  or  below, 

low,  directed  downwards  or  underneath,  hanging 
down,  flowing  down,  cast  down.  —  Nldlna-bdra,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  having  its  opening  below  (as  a  cloud). 
Nidais,  ind.  low,  below,  down,  downwards,  under- 

neath, beneath,  deeply,  deep,  in  the  depths,  in  a 
bent  or  inclined  position,  bowing  low,  humbly, 
modestly  ;  with  a  low  or  depressed  or  deep  tone  of 
voice,  iu  a  low  tone  (i.  e.  an-uddtta,  q.  v.),  softly  ; 
short,  small,  little,  dwarfish  ;  N.  of  a  mountain,  also 
called  Vdmana-giri  and  Ktmrra  (Dwarfish)  ;  [cf. 
uddais,  nimnais,  fanais.]  —  NKaih-kara,  as,  a 
or  t,  am,  causing  a  low  or  deep  tone,  giving  depth 
of  voice.-A'ii<ai>-m»Wta,  as,  I,  am,  with  down- cast countenance.  -  Nldais-tardm,  ind.  in  a  low 
tone,  softly. 

I  .  nldya,  a?,  a,  am,  living  below  ;  Ved.  an  epithet of  some  nations  in  the  West. 

2.  nldya,  Norn.  P.  nldyati,  &c.,  to  be  in  a  low 
situation,  be  a  slave. 

nida  (Ved.  nlla),  as,  am,  m.  n.  (per- 
haps fr.  rt.  sad  with  ni,  whence  ni-thada  =  ninhda 

=  nidda  =  nida,  or  fr.  rt.  il  with  ni),  a  resting-place, 

a  place  for  lying  down,  a  bird's  nest ;  a  bed,  couch ; 
a  lair,  den ;  the  interior  or  seat  of  a  carriage  or 
chariot ;  a  place,  abode  in  general ;  [cf.  Lat.  nidus  ; 
Rib.nead;  Cambro-Brit.  nyth;  Germ,  and  Angl. 

Sax.  nestJ\~Nida-jd,  «#,  m.  'nest-born,'  a  bird. 
—  Nidajendra  (°ja-in°),  as,  m. '  chief  of  the  birds,' 
an  epithet  of  Garuda.  —  Nidodbhaea  ("rfa-uo"),  as, 
m.  '  nest-born,'  a  bird. 
Nldaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  the  nest  of  a 

bird. 

Nidaya  or  nilaya,  Nom.  P.  nldayati  or  nila- 
yati,  -yitum,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  to  bring 
together,  join  together,  cause  to  come  to  close  fight- 

ing ;  to  bring  to  rest  (?). 
Nidi  or  nlli,  is,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  lives  in  the same  house  (?). 

•fhf  nlta,  nlti,  &c.     See  p.  511,  col.  2. 

«iln(«i'9(  nlta-misra,  as,  d,  am  (riita  = 
nava-nlta),  Ved.  not  yet  become  butter,  (said  of dadhi.) 

«f)ri  nl-tta,  as,  d,  am  (for  ni-datta  fr.  rt. 
i.  da  with  ni),  Ved.  given. 

«fhll  nldhra,  am,  n.  the  edge  of  thatch, 
edge  of  a  roof ;  a  wood ;  the  circumference  of  a 
wheel ;  the  moon ;  the  constellation  RevatI ;  (consi- 

dered by  some  as  a  various  reading  for  nivra,  q.v.) 

•flli^  nlndha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  anything 
which  encircles  another  (?). 

«fta  nlpa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ni-ap,  but  said  to 
be  fr.  rt.  I.  mi),  situated  low,  deep;  (as),  m.  the 
foot  of  a  mountain ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Kritin ;  the 

tree  Nauclea  Cadamba  (  =  kadamba  =  dhdrd-ka- 
dambaka=dhard-kadamba  =  dhull-kadamba) ; 
the  plant  Ixora  Bandhuca  ( =  bandhuka) ;  a  species 
of  Asoka  (  =  nlldjoka);  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  the 
above  plants;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  regal  family 
descended  from  Nlpa,  son  of  PSra.  —  Nlpa-raja, 
am,  n.  (?),  the  fruit  (?)  of  the  Nlpa.  —  Nipdtitht 

(°pa-af),  is,  "m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Kanva  and 
author  of  a  hymn  of  the  Rig-veda  (VIII.  34). 

Nlpya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  low  or  on  the 

ground. •filial  nimdnuya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vaish- 
nava  teacher. 

nlyamdna.     See  p.  511,  col.  2. 

ntr  (ni-lr),  Caus.  P.  nlrayati,  -yitum, 
to  drive  or  impel  into,  urge  forwards  (to  an  aim) ; 
to  send  forth,  appoint  (to  a  business). 

•fa  nlra,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  nt), 
water;  juice,  liquor,  (sometimes  written  for  nida, 

nlla,  q.  v.);  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince;  [cf.  kshlra- 
nlra,  nara;  Gr.  vitfA-,,  Nriptvs.^—Nira-graha, 
an,  m.  taking  up  water  in  a  ladle;  see  under 

graha.  —  l.  nlra-ja,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  below), 

'  water-bom,'  being  in  water,  aquatic ;  (as),  m.  an 
otter;  a  species  of  grass,  =  uftrl;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 
(according  to  the  lexicographers  only  n.),  a  lotus 
in  general,  the  water-lily;  (am),  n.  a  species  of 
Costus,  Costus  Speciosus  ( =  kuslttha) ;  a  pearl. 

—  Nlra-jata,  as,  a,  am,  'water-born,'  produced 
from  water,  aquatic.  — i.  nlra-da,  as,  m.  (for  2. 

see  col.  3),   '  giving  water,'  a  cloud ;   a  species  of 
Cyperus.  —  Niradin,  i,  inl,  i,  cloudy.  —  Nira-dhi 

or  nlra-nidhi,  is,  m.  '  the  receptacle  of  waters,'  the 
ocean;  [cf.  ai>-dhi,  toya-dhi,  &c.]  —  Nlra-pri ya, 
as,  m.  a  species  of  reed  (jala-rctasa).  —  Nira- 

ruha,  am,  n.  the  water-lily,  lotus.  —  Nlrdkhu  (°ra- 

dkhu),  us,  m. '  water-rat,'  an  otter. 

«fl*-t»  nl-rakta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis  +  rakta), 
colourless,  faded,  having  the  colour  gone. 

2.  ni-raja,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis  +  raja 

nlla. 

for  rajas),  free  from  dust;  devoid  of  passion;  (with 

ri-raja)  an  epithet  of  Siva.  (For  I.  nlra-ja  see under  nlra,  col.  2.) 

Nl-rajas,  as,  as,  as  (fr.  nis  +  rajas),  free  from 
dust,  having  no  pollen  (as  a  flower) ;  free  from 

passion;  (as),  f.  a  woman  not  menstruating.  —  Nt- 
rajas-tamatd,  f.  absence  of  passion  and  darkness. 
Nl-rojaska,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  dust,  not 

accompanied  by  dust  (as  wind) ;  free  from  passion, 

pure. 

Ni-rajasta,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  dust. 
Nirajl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 

tum,  to  make  free  from  dust.  —  Nirajl-kdrita,  as, 
d,  am,  made  free  from  dust,  cleansed. 

«ftar  nl-rata,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis-f-ra(a), 

not  delighting  in,  not  attached  to,  indifferent. 

*ftT3J  2.  nl-rada,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis  +  rada), 

toothless.  (For  i. nlra-da  see  under  nlra, col.  a.) 

n)<.»jt  nl-randhra,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis-)- 
randhra),  having  no  holes  or  openings,  without 
apertures  or  interstices,  imperforate,  dose,  uninter- 

rupted;  coarse,  thick,  gross.— Nlrandhra-lva,  am, 
n.  closeness,  close  connection. 

•fli.1  nl-rava,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis  +  rava), 
soundless. 

«Ti^?l  m-rasa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  nis  -f-  rasa), 

without  juice,  sapless,  dried  up,  withered;  flavourless, 
unsavoury,  tasteless,  devoid  of  taste,  flat,  dry ;  insipid  ; 

vain ;  (as),  m.  the  pomegranate.  —  Nlra*a-td,  f.  the 
state  of  being  devoid  of  taste,  tastelessness. 

1K«T  nl-rasana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis  -f-  ra- 

sand),  having  no  girdle. 

«fl<l»H  nl-rdjana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  (fr.  rt.  raj 
with  ni),  lustration  of  arms  (Itistratio  cxercitnx), 
a  military  and  religious  ceremony  held  by  kings  or 
generals  on  the  nineteenth  of  AsVin  before  taking  the 

field,  (it  consists  in  purifying  the  Puro-hita  or  chaplain, 

the  king's  ministers,  and  various  component  parts  of 
the  army  during  the  recitation  of  sacred  texts) ; 

waving  lights  before  an  idol  as  an  act  of  adoration, 
(this  may  also  be  performed  with  a  lotus,  clean 
cloth,  or  the  leaves  of  various  sacred  plants ;  pros- 

tration is  considered  as  a  fifth  kind  of  adoration.) 

«flfV«tJ  nlrindu,  us,  m.  a  species  of  plant 

(  =  adva-ddkhola) ,  Trophis  Aspera. 

^ft^[  ni-nit,  k,  k,  k  (fr.  nis  +  ru.6),  lustre- 
less, dull,  dim,  faded. 

*fl«»>1x  nl-rtij,  k,  k,  k  (fr.  nis  -+-  ruj),  free 
from  sickness  ;  convalescent,  well,  in  health  ;  painless. 

Ni-ruja,  as,  d,  am,=nl-ruj,  healthy,  in  health, 
well,  (sometimes  written  ni-ruja) ;  (am),  n.  a 
species  of  Costus,  Costus  Speciosus  (  =  ktishtha). 

iT^H  nl-riipa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis  -f-  rupa), 
formless,  shapeless,  mis-shapen ;  (as),  m.  air,  wind ; 

a  god ;  (am),  n.  heaven,  ether. 

«fH*!Jofc  ni-renuka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis -\- 

renu),  dustless,  free  from  dust. 

•flO'l  nl-roya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis  -f-  roaa), 

free  from  sickness,  healthy,  well.  —  Niroga-td,  (. 
health. 

Nirogya-ta,  f.  health,  freedom  from  sickness, 

(perhaps  an  error  for  niroga-ta.) 
rflCl^  nl-roha,  as,  m.  (fr.  nis  +  raA),Ved. 

shooting  out,  growing. 

rT|  ̂   nil  (rather  a  Nom.  derived  fr. *\  nlla  below),  cl.  i.P.  nilati,  &c.,  to  be 
of  a  dark  colour ;  to  dye  dark,  make  or  dye  blue. 

Nlla,  as,  a  or  i,  am  (probably  fr.  mirf  +  la  = 
nidla  —  nilla  =  nila ;  according  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  42, 
the  fem.  form  nild  is  used  in  relation  to  clothes  &c., 

and  nili  in  relation  to  plants,  animals,  &c. ;  in  proper 

names  either  form  is  allowed),  of  a  dark  colour, 



ntla-kand. 
nilangu. 

(especially  dark-blue  or  black) ;  dyed  with  indigo ; 
(as),  m.  dark-blue  or  black  (the  colour);  a  gem, 

the  sapphire ;  the  Indian  fig-tree  ( =  vata) ',  a  species 
of  bird,  the  blue  or  hill  Maina ;  an  ox  or  bull  of 
a  dark  colour ;  one  of  the  nine  Nidhis  or  divine 
treasures  of  Kuvera ;  N.  of  a  man,  the  prince  of 
MahishmatI ;  of  a  son  of  Yadu ;  of  a  historian  of 

Kasmira ;  an  epithet  of  Manju-sii ;  N.  of  a  NSga ; 
of  one  of  the  monkey-chiefs  attending  on  Rama, 
(said  to  be  a  son  of  Agni)  ;  the  blue  mountain,  one 
of  the  principal  ranges  of  mountains  dividing  the 
world  into  nine  portions  and  lying  immediately  north 
of  Ilavrita  or  the  central  division  [cf.  nllddri]  ;  (a), 
f.  the  indigo  plant,  Indigofera  Tinctoria  [cf.  nlli}  ; 

a  species  of  Boerhavia  with  blue  blossoms  ( =  nlla- 
puna.r-na.va) ;  a  species  of  blue  fly  [cf.  nlli] ;  the 
two  arteries  in  front  of  the  neck,  (in  this  sense  nile, 
(,  du.) ;  a  black  and  blue  mark  on  the  skin  (either 
from  a  bruise  or  a  disease  ?)  ;  a  RSginl  or  mode  of 
music,  personified  as  the  wife  of  RSga  Mallara  ;  (i), 

(.  the  indigo  plant ;  another  plant,  Blyxa  Saivala  (  = 
faivala;  cf.  jala-nili);  a  species  of  blue  fly;  a 
kind  of  disease  (  —  nlli-roga,  nUikd);  N.  of  the 
wife  of  Aja-midha  [cf.  nllinl,  nalinf] ;  (am),  n. 
darkness  ( Ved.) ;  indigo,  the  dye ;  black  salt  ( = 
kSfa-lavatfa) ;  blue  vitriol  (  =  tuttha);  antimony 

(=sauvirdiijana) ;  poison  (  =  tdllxa-pattra)',  a 
peculiar  position  in  dancing ;  a  kind  of  metre  con- 

sisting of  four  times  sixteen  syllables;  [cf.  Lat. 

niger  for  uigro  =  nii-ra.~\  —  Nila-kand,  (.  a  species 
of  cumin.  —  Nila-kantha,  as,  a,  am,  blue-necked; 

(as),  m.  a  peacock ;  a  species  of  gallinule  or  water- 
hen  (  =  daiyuha)  ;  a  wag-tail ;  a  sparrow ;  a  blue- 
necked  jay;  the  plant  Hyperanthera  Moringa  (  = 
plta-sdra) ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  (as  having  a  black 
throat,  so  stained  by  the  acrimony  of  the  poison 

which  he  swallowed  on  its  production  at  the  churn- 
ing of  the  ocean) ;  N.  of  several  authors  and  com- 

mentators ;  (am),  n.  a  radish ;  [cf.  kala-kantha.'] 
—  Nilakantha-dctmpu,  us,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  by 
Nilakantha    Dlkshita.  —  Nilakantha-tirtha,    am, 

n.  •  the  bathing-place  of  Siva,'  N.  of  a  sacred  Tlrtha. 
—  Nilakantha-bhirati,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  men- 

tioned in  the  Sarva-darsana-san-graha  of  MUdhava- 

Caiyz.  —  Ntlakantfia-ttai'a,  as,  m.  'the  praise  of 
Siva,'  N.  of  the  fifty-first  chapter  of  the  Jriana- 
khanda  of  the  Siva-PurSna.  —  Nlldkanthdksha 

("tha-ak"),  am,  n.  the  berry  or  seed  of  Elaiocarpus 
Ganitrus.  —  Nila-kanda,  as,  m.  a  species  of  bulbous 

plant  ( —  mahisha-kanda-bhedit}.  —  X~t/a-kamala, 
am,  n.  the  blue  water-lily.  —  Nila-kdyika,  as,  m. 

pi.  (with  Buddhists)  '  blue-bodied '  or  '  dark-bodied,' 
epithet  of  a  class  of  deities.  —  Nila-kuntald,  f.,  N. 
of  a  female  friend  of  Durga.  —  Nlla-kurantaka, 
as,  m.  or  mla-kttsumd,  f.  or  ritlu-kuruntfika,  a 
species  of  Barleria  with  blue  blossoms  (B.  Ccerulea, 

=  ntla-jhinfl).  —  Ntla-kesT,   f.  the  indigo   plant. 
—  Nila-krdntd,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  nVi;m- 
krdntd).  —  Nlla-lirauiifa,  as,  m.  a  species  of  curlew 
or  heron.  —  Nila-gaitgd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. —  Nlla- 
ganeiSa,  af,  m.  the  blue  Ganesa.  —  Nila-garbha, 
a  young  blue  water-lily  (>).  —  Nila-giri-karnikd,  f. 
a  blue  variety  of  Clitoria  Ternatea.  —  Nlla-griva, 
at,  a,  am,  blue-necked  ;    (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Rudra-Siva  or  Maha-deva,  (see  nlla-kantha) ;  N. 
of  a  kmg.  —  Nila-yhora,  a  various  reading  for«Ua- 
pora,  q.v.  —  Ntla-t!arman,  a,  n.  the  tree  Xylo- 
carpus    Granatum.  —  Nlla-^chada,   as,    m.    'dark- 

leaved,'  the  date  tree ;    '  blue-winged,"  an    epithet 
of  Garuda.  —  N~ila-ttkaist,   a  species  of  bird   (  = 
kiiku;  the  right  form  is  probably  nila-dfhann,  I, 
m.).  —  Nila-ja,  as,  a,  am,  produced  in  the  blue 
mountains ;   (am),  n.  blue  steel ;    (d),  f.  the  river 
Vitasta.  -  Nlla-jhinft,  f.  blue   Barleria   ( =  nila- 
kurantaka).  —  Ni/a-timtra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra. 
—  Nlla-taru,  us,  m.the  cocoa-nut  tree.  —  Nila-ta, 
f.  blueness,  blackness,  a  blue  or  dark  colour.  —  Nila- 
tdla,   as,    m.    Xanthochymus    Pictorius ;    Phoenix 
Paludosa.—  Nila-durcd,  (.  a  species  of  plant  (  = 
liar  itd).  —  Nila-druma,  a*,  m.  a  species  of  tree  ( = 
nliasana).  —  Nlla-dhvaja,  as,  m.  Xanthochymus 

Pictorius;  N.  of  a  prince  of  MahishmatI.  —  Nlla- 

ncikha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  black-clawed,  having  black 
chv/s.  —  Nlla-nirgundi,  f.  a  species  of  Nirgundi 
with  blue  blossoms.  —  Nlta-niri/dsaka,  as,  m.  a 
species  of  tree  ( =  nliasana).  —  Nila-mraja,  am,  n. 
the  blue  water-lily.  —  Nlla-paltshman,  a,  a,  a,  having 
black  eyelashes.  —  Nlla-panlta,  am,  n.  darkness; 
(as,  am),  m.  n.  black  mud.  —  Nila-patala,  am,  n.  a 
sort  of  dark  film  or  membrane  over  the  eye  of  a  blind 
person ;  a  dark  mass,  a  black  coating  or  covering. 

—  Nlla-pattra,  as,  a,  am,  dark-leaved,  having  black 
or  dark-blue  leaves ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Scir- 
pus  Kysoor ;  the  pomegranate  tree ;  (a),  f.  Premna 

Herbacea ;    (am),  n.  the  blue  water-lily.  —  Ntla- 
padma,  am,  n.  the  blue  water-lily.  —  Nlla-parna, 
as,  m.  Grevia  Orientals ;  (f ),  f.  Vanda  ( =  vandd) 
Roxburghii.  —  Nila-pdfana,    am,   n.   steeping   or 
maceration  of  indigo.  —  Nilapa6ana,-bhdiida,  am, 
n.  a  vessel  for  steeping  indigo,  an  indigo  vat.  —  Nlla- 

piitgala,   as,    d,   am,   of   a   dark-brown   colour. 

—  Nila-pi66ha,   as,   m.   •  black -tailed,'   a   falcon. 
—  Nlla-pita,  as,  m.  (with  Buddhists)  a  collection 
of  annals   and   royal  edicts.  —  Nllu-pishtodl,   f.  a 
species  of  shrub  (  =  nilamli).  —  Nila-punar-navd, 
f.   a   species   of    Punar-nava    with   blue    blossoms. 
—  Nlla-pura,   am,   n.,   N.   of  a   town.  —  Nila- 
purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Purana.  —  Nlla-pitshpa, 
as,  m.  a  species  of  Verbesina  with   blue  flowers ; 

(a),  f.  a  plant  ( =  vwhnu-krantd) ;  (i),  f.  a  plant 
( =  nlla-vuhnd) ;  (am),  n.  a  species  of  fragrant  plant 
(=granthi-parna).  —  Nlla-jpushpilia,  f.the  indigo 
plant ;  linseed,  Linum  Usitatissimum.  —  Nila-priih- 

tha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.   'black-backed,'  epithet  of 
Agni ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  fish,  commonly  called 
Rohi,  Cyprinus  Denticulatus. —Ntla-pora,  as,  m. 

a  species  of  sugar-cane.  —  Nila-bha,  as,  m. '  having 
a  bluish  or  dark  appearance,"  the  moon ;  a  cloud ; 
a  bee ;    [cf.  nlldbha.]  —  Nlla-bhu,  MS,  f.,  N.  of  a 
river.  —  Nlla-bhrin-gardja,   as,  m.   a   species   of 
Verbesina  with  blue  blossoms.  —  Nlla-makshd,  (.  a 
species  of  blue  fly  or  bee.  —  Nlla-mani,  is,  m.  a 
blue  gem,  the  sapphire.  —  Nila-mata,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  poem  in  the  Pauranic  style,  celebrating  the  sacred 
places  of  Kasmira,  and  said  to  have  been  inspired 
by  Nlla  the  serpent-king.  —  Nila-mallikd,  f.  jEgle 
Marmelos.  —  Nlla-mddhava,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu  or  Krishna   (as  being  of  a  dark  colour). 

—  Mla-mdsha,  as,  m.  Dolichos  Catjang.  —  Nila- 
mllika,  as,  m.  a  fire-fly.  —  Nlla-mriltikd,  f.  iron 
pyrites;    black  earth  or   mould.  —  Nlla-mehin,  i, 

tin,  i,  voiding  dark  or  bluish  urine.  —  Nila-yash- 
tika,  f.  a  species  of  dark  sugar-cane.  —  Nila-ratna, 
am,  n.  the  sapphire.  —Nila-rdji,  is,  f.  a  dark  line, 

dark  row,  dark  mass.  —  Nlla-rudropanishad  (°ra- 
up°),  t,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad.  —  fflla-riipaka, 
as,  m.  Thespesia  Populneoides.  —  Nlla-loha,  am, 
n.  blue  steel.  —NMa-lohita,  as,  a,  am,  dark-blue 
mixed  with  red,  purple,  of  a  purple  colour,  dark-red  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.    of  Rudra-Siva ;    N.  of  a  Kalpa ;   a 
mixture  of  blue  and  red,  a  purple  colour;  (d),  f.  a 

species  of  vegetable  (  =  bkumi-jaml)it);    N.  of  a 
goddess,  the  wife  of  Siva.  —  NHa-vat,  an,  all,  at, 
Ved.  blackish,  dark ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  Nlla-varna,  as,  d,  am,  blue-coloured,  blue,  of  a 
blue  colour :  (as  or  am),  m.  n.  Grevia  Orientalis ; 

radish.  —  NUai'arna-s'rigdla-vat,  ind.  like  the  blue 
jackal.  —  Nila-valli,  f.  Vanda  Roxburghii.  —  Nlla- 
rasana,   as,   a,   am,  wearing  dark-blue  or   black 
garments;    (as),  m.   the   planet   Saturn.  —  Nila- 
vastra,  am,   n.    a    blue    or    dark   garment,  dark- 
coloured  cloth  ;  (as,  d,  am),  dressed  iu  dark  or  blue 
garments;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Bala-rama;  (a), 

f.  an  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Nila-vdnara,  as,  m.  'the 
blue  monkey,'  a  species  of  monkey.  —  Nila-vdsas, 
as,  as,  as,  dressed  in  dark-blue  clothes;   (as),  m. 
the  planet  Saturn.  —  Nila-vija,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
tree   (  =  nildsaiia).  —  Nila-vtiknd,  f.  Convolvulus 
Argenteus.  —  Nila-vrikeha,    as,    m.    a   species   of 
plant  (  =  vdtiri).  —  Nila-vrinta,  as,  m.  (?),  a  fan. 
—Nilavrintaka,  am,  n.  cotton.  —  Nila-vrixha,  as, 
m.  a  dark-coloured  bull ;  (a),  f.  Solanum  Melongena. 

—  Nlla-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  religious 

ceremony.  —  N'lla-iiklianila,   as,    d,  am,   having 
black  tufts  or  locks  of  hair.  —  Nlla-itigru,  us,  m. 

Hyperanthera   Moringa.  —  Nlla-shanda,   as,   m.  a 
dark-coloured  bull  at  liberty.  —  Nlla-sandhyd,  {.= 

nila-giri-karnikd,  (\.v.-Nlla-sarasvatt,  f.,   N. 
of  a  goddess  ( =  tdrd).  —  Nilasarasvati-manu,  N.  of 
an  incantation  or   magical  formula.  •—Nila-sittdtt- 

vdra,  as,  m.  Vitex  Negundo.  —  N'da-skanda  or 
n&Ortka/ndha  or  nila-spandd,  f.  the  dark  Go- 
karn!.  —  Nila-srarupa,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N. 
of  a  metre  consisting  of  four  lines  of  eleven  syllables 

each.  —  Nl Idkfha  (°la-al;sha),  as,  m.  '  blue-eyed," 
a  goose.  —  N'ddnkita-dula  (°/a-a»°),  as  or  am, 
m.  or  n.  (?),  a  species  of  bulbous  plant  (  =  taila- 

ha>tda).  —  Nlldnga  (°la-an°),  as,  d,  am,  dark- 
bodied,  having  a  dark-coloured  or  dark-blue  body ; 
(as),  m.  the  Indian  crane ;  the  blue  jay,  Coracias 

Indica.  —  Nildnjana  ("la-af),  am,  n.  antimony; 
blue  vitriol;   (a),  f.  lightning;   (I),  f.  a  specks  of 

shrub   (  —  kdldiijanl).  —  NUdnjasd   (°la-an°),   f. 
lightning  [cf.  nilanjana] ;   N.  of  an  Apsaras  or 

courtezan  of  Svarga ;  N.  of  a  river.  —  Niladri  (°la- 
ad°),  is,  m.  the   mountain   Nlla.  —  Nllddri-Jiar- 
nikd,  f.  or  nlldpardjitd  (°la-ap°),  f.  =  nlla-gim- 
kariiikd.  —  NUabja   (°la-ab°),   am,   n.   the    blue 
water-lily,  a  blue  lotus.  —  Nllabha  (^la-dbhd),  as, 
d,  am,  blue-looking,  blue ;  (as),  m.  a  cloud ;  [cf. 

nlla-bha.~\  —  NUdbhra  (cla-abh°),  as,  m.  a  dark 
cloud.  —  Nildbhra-samvrita  (^la-abh0),  as,  d,  am, 
obscured  or  concealed  by  dark  clouds.  —  Nlldmbara 

("la-am"),  as,  d,  am,  dressed  in  dark-blue  cloth, 
wearing  a   blue    garment ;    (as),   m.   a  demon,   a 

goblin ;  the  planet  Saturn  ;  an  epithet  of  Bala-rama  ; 
(am),  n.  black  or  dark-blue  raiment.  —  Nildmbu- 

janman  (°la-am°),  a,  n.  the  blue  lotus.  —  Nildm- 
Idna  (°la-am°),  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (in  Hindi 

kdldkord(hd)=ddsi  =  t!hddana.  —  Nilamll  ("la- 
am"),  (.  a  species  of  shrub.  —  Nildrwia  (°la-ar°), 
as,  m.  'the  dark-red"  or  first  dawn  of  day.  —  Ni- 
IdU-kula-sankula  (°la-al°),  '  full   of  swarms   of 

blue  bees,'  the   pfcant  Rosa  Glandulifera.  —  N'dalu 
(°la-dlu),  us,  m.  a  species  of  bulbous  plant  ( =  asi- 

tdlu),  —  Nilds'i,  f.  the  plant  Vitex  Negundo.  —  Nl- 
lds"oka  (°la-af),  as,  m.  an  Aloka  with  blue  blos- 

soms. —  NUdttman  (°la~a^°),  d,  m.  a  blue  stone,  a 

sapphire.  —  Nilddva  (°la-ai°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  dis- 
trict. —  Nildsana  (°la-as°),  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree 

( =  nila-druma,  nlla-nirydsaka,  &c.).  —  NUdsura 

("la-as"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  commen- 
tary Nava-kandik5-bhashya  on  KStyayana's  Sraddha- 

sfltras.  —  N'dl-rdga,  as,  m.  an  affection  which   is 
unchangeable  as  the    colour  of  indigo,  unalterable 

attachment ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  the  colour  of  the 

indigo  plant ;  '  as  unchangeable  as  the  indigo  colour," 
constant  in  affection ;   (as),  m.  a  firm  and  constant 
friend.  —  Nili-sandhana,   am,  n.  fermentation   or 

maceration   of   indigo.  —  Nilisandhana-bhanda, 
am,  n.  a  vessel  for  steeping  indigo,  an  indigo  vat. 

—  Niles'vara  ("la-li!°),  N.  of  a  town  on  the  Mala- 

bar shore  (Nf  A;cui<5a).  —  Nllotpala  ("la-tit"),  am,  n. 
a  blue  lotus,  the  blue  water-lily,  Nymphaea  Cyanea. 
—  Nllotpala-maya,  as,  I,  am,  formed  or  consisting 

of  blue  lotuses.  —  N'dotpalin,  i,  m.  an  epithet  of 

Manju-siT,  one  of  the  Jaina  saints  or  teachers.  —  j\"i- 
loda  (°la--uda),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ocean  or  river  with 
blue  water.  —  Nllopala  ̂ la-up0),  am,   n.  a  blue 
stone,  lapis  lazuli. 
Nilaka,  as,  d,  am,  blue,  especially  an  epithet  of  the 

third  unknown  quantity  or  of  its  square ;  (as),  m. 
the  tree  Terminalia  Tomentosa  ( =  asYwia) ;  a  species 

of  bee  (?) ;  a  species  of  antelope,  A.  Picta ;  a  dark- 
coloured  horse;  (tied),  f.  a  species  of  rank-grow- 

ing aquatic  plant  ;  =  s'ephidikd,  Nyctanthes  Arbor 
Tristis;=nitt,  the  indigo  plant  ;  =  n~da-sinduvara, 
a  species  of  medicinal  plant ;  a  slight  malady,  black 
and  blue  marks  on  the  body  from  bruises  &c. ;  — 
iCi/ika-kdda;  N.  of  a  river;  (am),  n.  black  salt 
(  =  kdda-lai:ana);  blue  steel;  blue  vitriol;  [cf. 

kantha-n°,  jlna-n'dikd.~\ Nilangu,  MS,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  lag,  to  go, 
6P 
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with  m'),  =  JiiZdi«;i4,  a  species  of  worm  growing  in 
the  inside  of  animals  ;  an  insect  in  general  ;  a  large 

bee;  a  species  of  fly  (  =  bhramardll  or  oAam6A«- 
rall)  ;  a  jackal  ;  =pra-siina  or  pra-suta,  a  bud  (?). 
Nilangu,  us,  m.  =  nila,ngu. 
Xilaya,  Nom.  P.  A.  nllayati,  -tc,  £c.,  to  be- 

come blue  or  dark-coloured. 

Nllika,  see  under  nilaka,  p.  5  1  3,  col.  3.  —  Nilika- 
ita&i,  as,  m.  a  disease  of  the  lens  or  crystalline 
humor  of  the  eye. 

\ilin  i  ,  f.  the  indigo  plant,  Indigofera  Tinctoria  ; 
a  species  with  blue  blossoms;  N.  of  the  wife  of 

Aja-mldha. 
Xiliman,  a,  m.  blueness,  blackness,  darkness. 

^n  <4    nlv  [cf.  rts.  tin,  pie,  miv],  cl.  I.  P. 
X  nlvati,  nlvitum,  to  become  fat  or  cor- 

pulent. 

»fta  niva,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree;  [cf. 
nipa.] 

•fl^^nlpan,  a,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  ten 
horses  of  the  Moon. 

»fll*.  nivara,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I. 

lit),  trade,  traffic  ;  a  trader  ;  a  religious  mendicant  ; 
a  place  suitable  for  the  site  of  a  habitation  ;  mud  ; 

(am),  n.  water. 

»ital«ti  nivaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  ni-vad),  the 
increased  demand  for  grain  in  times  of  dearth; 
dearth,  scarcity. 

•flqi*.  nivara,  as,  m.  rice  growing  wild  or 
without  cultivation  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  grains  of  wild  rice  ; 
(d),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Nlvdraka,  as,  m.  rice  growing  wild  or  without 

cultivation. 

riici,  is  and  ;,  f.  (probably  fr.  rt.  vye 

with  nf),  a  cloth  worn  round  a  woman's  waist  or  the 
ends  of  the  cloth  passed  round  the  loins  so  as  to 
hold  the  whole  together  ;  a  petticoat  ;  the  tie  or 

encircling  band  of  a  woman's  drawers  ;  the  outer  tie 

of  a  packet  in  which  the  offerings  of  a  S'Odra  at 
funeral  obsequies  arc  presented  ;  capital,  principal, 

stock  ;  a  stake  at  play,  stake,  wager.  —  Nici-lharya, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  worn  in  an  apron,  &c. 

^fr^tT  m-vrit,  t,  t,  t,  m.  f.  n.  (fr.  vrit  with 
ni),  any  inhabited  country,  a  realm. 

•ftsT  nlvra,  am,  n.  the  edge  of  a  thatch, 
the  edge  or  side  of  a  sloping  roof;  a  thatch,  a  roof; 
a  wood  ;  the  circumference  of  a  wheel  ;  the  constel- 

lation Revati  ;  the  moon  ;  [cf.  nidhra,"\ 
^ft^lft  ni-sara,  as,  m.  (fr.  sri  with  ni), 

a  warm  cloth  or  outer  garment,  a  blanket  ;  curtains, 
musquito  curtains  ;  an  outer  tent  or  screen. 

'flH^  ni-shah,  at,  at,  at  (fr.  sah  with  ni), 
Ved.  overpowering. 

•ft^TX!  ni-hara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  hri  with  ni?), 
fog,  mist  ;  frost,  hoar-frost,  heavy  dew  ;  evacuation. 

—  Nihara-kara,  as,  m.  'dew-maker'  or  'cold 
rayed,'  the  moon. 
Xiharaya,  Nom.  A.  niharayate,  &c.,  to  make 

frost. 

«J  i.  nu,  ind.  (perhaps  related  to  I.  nava; 
cf.  nulana),  written  nu  in  Ved.  at  the  beginning  of 
a  vetse  and  frequently  in  other  places.  (As  an  adverb 
of  time  in  Ved.),  now,  still  (e.g.  nit-da  pura-fa, 
both  now  and  heretofore;  a«ti  sein  nu  rirynm  tat 
tc,  hast  thou  still  that  power  ?).  (As  an  inferential 
particle  in  Ved.  often  beginning  the  last  sentence  ol 
a  hymn),  now  therefore,  now  then,  therefore,  then 
(.e.g.  nu  no  rasm,  do  thou  therefore  give  us) 
(as  an  introductory  particle,  or  in  encouraging,  in- 

voking, inviting,  summoning),  now,  then,  pray, 
come  then  (e.  g.  abhi  nu  mi  tafahamHhtW,  pray 
now  [Say.  quickly]  have  compassion  upon  me) Nu  is  often  employed  in  questions,  both  in  Vedic  anc 
classical  Sanskrit,  to  strengthen  an  interrogative  pro- 

noun or  adverb  (e.  g.  Tcada  nu,  when  indeed  ? 
kittlmm  nit,  how  indeed?  ki'a.  nu,  where  indeed? 
'tarn  nu  prU'fltami,  whom  can  I  possibly  ask? 
kim  nu  mjat,  what  can  that  possibly  be?  lint  IM 

(•halu,  why  in  the  world  ?).  Nu  is  also  used  inter- 
rogatively in  classical  Sanskrit,  without  an  interro- 

gative pronoun,  in  sentences  of  two  or  more  clauses 

^e.  g.  svapno  nu  niayd  nu  mati-bhramo  nit,  was 
it  a  dream  ?  or  an  illusion  of  magic  ?  or  a  mental 

delusion  ?).  Nu  also  serves  as  a  particle  of  affirma- 

tion, to  express  'indeed,'  'certainly,'  'surely'  (e.g. 
ahum  nv  akarsham.  Yes,  I  certainly  did  so),  and 
often  gives  emphasis  to  the  word  it  follows  without 
being  itself  translateable,  in  which  way  it  is  frequently 
connected  in  the  Veda  with  other  particles  (e.  g.  with 
HA  in  (in  nu;  with  id  in  in  nu;  with  adlia  in 

adhti  nu;  with  nh(i  in  gha  nu,  &c.) ;  but  in  the 

Veda  nu  sometimes  means  '  never '  (especially  in 
the  construction  nu  fit  =  never,  nevermore ;  in  other 

passages  it  is  said  to  — '  from  this  time  forward,'  '  for 
ever').  In  classical  Sanskrit  nu  is  sometimes  found 
in  connection  with  ta,  'or;'  and  in  Ramayana  II. 

72,  27,  nu — nu  may  be  translated  'either' — 'or.' According  to  native  commentators  on  the  Veda  nu 
often  =  kshipram,  quickly.  According  to  native 
lexicographers  nu  is  used  in  the  following  senses : 

prid<*ha,  vikalpa,  ritarka,  anunaya,  atlta,  apa- 
mana,  hetu,  apadeda ;  [cf.  nu-nam,  nu-tana ; 
Zend  nu,  'just  now ;'  Gr.  vv,  vv-vi,  vvv ;  Lat.  num, 
nun-c;  Goth.nu-k;  Old  Germ,  nu;  Slav,  nyne, 

'  at  present.'] 

tj  2.  nu,  us,  ta.  a  weapon ;  time ;  a  boat ; 
(probably  only  at  the  end  of  a  comp. ;  cf.  nan.) 

3.  nu,  cl.  i.  A.  navate,  &c.,  to  go: 
Caus.  ndvayati,  &c.,  (probablv)   to  move 

from  a  place,  remove ;  (according  to  a  Schol.)  to 
make  new. 

4.  nu,  cl.  2,  or  nu,  cl.  6.  P.  nauti,  nu- 
vati,  nunava,  naviehyati,  nuvishyati,  ana- 

mi,  anumt,  namtum,  nuvitum,  to  roar,  cry,  low, 
bray,  &c. ;  to  sound ;  to  shout ;  to  exult ;  to  praise, 
commend  (with  ace.):  Caus.  navayati,  anunavat: 
Desid.  nunushati:  Intens.  nonuyate,  nonotl,  to 
sound  loudly,  roar,  be  tumultuous. 

5.  nu,  us,  f.  praise,  eulogium. 
Nuta,  as,  a,  am,  praised,  commended. 
Nuti,  is,  f.  praise,  laudation,  eulogium,  panegyric  ; 

worship,  reverence. 
1.  nuta,  as,  a,  am,  praised,  eulogized,  lauded, 

hymned. _i  J  nud,  cl.  6.  P.  nurlati,  &c.,  to  hurt, 
\3  X  strike,  kill. 

i. nud,  cl. 6. P. A.  nudati,-te,nunoda, 
nunufJe,  notsyati,  -te,  anautsit,  anutta, 

nottiim,  to  push,  push  on,  impel,  incite,  propel,  urge 
on,  push  away,  drive  away,  repel,  banish ;  to  move, 
remove ;  to  throw,  shoot,  cast,  send ;  to  raise,  lift  up 

(Ved.) :  Caus.  nodaytiti,  -yitum,  to  push  on,  incite, 
excite :  Intens.  nonudyate,  nonotti,  to  push  or  impel 

or  drive  away  repeatedly ;  [cf.  Angl.  Sax.  nyd-ian, 

•to  compel ;'  a-nyilan,  '  to  repel ;'  niot-an:  Goth. 
niut-an :  perhaps  Gr.  ciWa.] 
Nutla,  as,  a,  am,  pushed  away,  despatched,  sent, 

ordered ;  (as),  m.  a  plant,  see  lakiuia. 
2.  nud,  t,  t,  t  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  driving 

away,  removing,  rejecting,  repelling. 
Nwla,  as,  a,  am  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  pushing, 

impelling,  driving  away,  removing. 
Nudat,  an,  all  or  anti,  at,  urging  forward. 
Nudita,  as,  a,  am,  (ep.)  =  uutta,  nunna. 
Nunutsu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  impelling  or 

inciting  or  removing. 

Nunna,  as,  a,  am,  pushed,  propelled ;  pushed 
away ;  thrown,  cast ;  dismissed,  sent,  despatched. 

2.  nuta,  as,  a,  am,  =  nutta  or  nunna. 

•JTHT  niitana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  i.  nu  and  con- 
nected with  I.)i<rc«,q.v.),new,novel,  recent,  modern, 

fresh,  young,  (opposed  to  p&rva,  purana,  &c.); 

>resent ;    instantaneous,  sudden ;    curious,   strange. 

—  Nutana-ta,  f.  or  nutana-ti-a,  am,  n.  newness, 
novelty. 

Niitanaya,  Nom.  P.  nulanayati,  &c.,  to  make 
new,  renew. 
Nutna,  (M,  a,  am,  new,  fresh,  young,  recent. 

—  Ntitna-vayas,  as,  as,  ad,  in  the  bloom  of  youth, 
n  the  spring  of  life. 

«Ji^  nuda,  as,  m.  the  mulberry  tree, Morus  Indica. 

i^l*^  nunam,  ind.  (fr.  i.  nu),  now,  at 
^resent  (Ved.) ;  just  now,  just,  exactly  (Ved.) ;  im- 

mediately (Ved.) ;  from  this  time  forward,  for 
the  future  (Ved.);  now  then,  therefore  (Ved.)  i 
probably,  in  all  probability,  perhaps ;  without  doubt, 

certainly,  assuredly,  surely,  indeed.  —  Nuna-bhava, 
as,  m.  probability;  (at),  ind.  in  all  probability, 

probably,  indeed. 

nupura,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  ornament 

"or  the  toes  or  ancles  or  feet,  an  anklet ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  descendant  of  Ikshvaku.  —  Nupura-rat,  an, 

ati,  at,  adorned  with  anklets  or  foot-ornaments. 

nri,  nd,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  ni,  cf.  rt. 

nri,  see  Gram.  128.  b;  the  gen. pi.  may  be  nardm 
or  nrindm  in  Ved.,  but  generally  nrlnam  in  classical 
Sanskrit),  aleader  (said  of  gods),aman,person,  mankind, 

pepple  (generally  pi.)  ;  a  piece  at  chess,  &c. ;  the  pin 
or  gnomon  of  a  sun-dial ;  (in  grammar)  a  masculine 
word ;  a  horse  (Ved.) ;  [cf.  nara :  Zend  nar,  nara, 

'  a  man ;'  nairya,  '  manly :'  Gr.  a.vf]p,  Tjvop-fij, 

a.y-T)vcap,  &v6p-(airo-s,  '  man's  face  :'  Sabin.  ncro, 
'brave;'  ner-io,  'fortitude:'  Hib.  nearth  =  Welsh 

nerth, '  virtue.']  —  Nri-l;iM;ura,  as,  m. '  man-dog,' 
a  dog  of  a  man.  —  Nri-kes'arin  or  nri-Ttesarin,  i, 
m.  a  being,  half  man  and  .half  lion ;  Vishnu  in  his 
fourth  Ava-tara  as  man-lion.  —  Nri-ga,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  several  persons ;  an  old  king  ;  a  grandson  of  Ogha- 
vat ;  a  son  of  Usinara  by  Nriga  (he  was  ancestor  of 
the  Yaudheyas) ;  a  son  of  Manu ;  the  father  of  Su- 
mati ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Usinara  and  mother 

of  Nriga.  —  Nrirja-3apa,  as,  m.  '  the  curse  of 
Nriga,'  N.  of  the  fiftieth  chapter  of  the  Uttara-kanda 
of  the  Ramayana.  —  Nrigahhyana  (°ga-akli.°),am, 
n.  '  the  tale  of  Nriga,'  an  episode  of  the  Maha-bh. 
Anusasana-p.  3452;  N.  of  the  twenty-fourth  chapter 

of  the  Partha  ItihSsa-samuc'c'aya.  —  Nrigopakhyana, 

(°ga-up°),  am,  n.  '  the  episode  of  Nriga,'  N.  of  the 
forty-ninth  chapter  of  the  Uttara-kanda  of  the  Rama- 

yana. —  Nri-<!al;sh'js,  as,  as,  a*,  Ved.  seeing  or 
observing  men,  (an  epithet  of  the  Sun,  Savitri,  Soma, 
Agni,  &c.) ;  leading  or  guiding  men  ;  living  among 
men ;  (Say.)  seeing  men  or  injuring  men ;  (<K),  m. 

'  waiting  for  men,'  a  demon,  a  Rakshasa,  a  goblin. 
—  Nri-dakehuf,  «»,  us,  us,  seeing  with  human  eyes  ; 

(us),  m.,  N.    of  a  prince,  a  grandson  or  son   of 
Su-nltha. — Nri-dandra,  as,  m. '  man-moon,'  N.  of 
a  prince,  son  of  Rantinara.  —  Nri-jagdha,  as,  m. 
'  man-eater,'  a  cannibal,  a  Rakshasa.  —  Nri-jala,  am, 
n.  human  urine.  — Nri-jati,  is,  f.  the  human  race. 
—  Xi'i-jit,  t,  t,  t,Ved.  conquering  men;    (Say.) 

conquering  leaders;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  an  EkJha.  —  AVt- 
tama,   as,  a,  am,  most  manly.  —  Nri-dcra,  as, 
m.  '  man-god,"  a  god  among  men,  a  king.  —  Nri- 

dhttrman,  a,  a,  a,  acting  as  a  man,  doing  a  man's 
duty ;    (a),  m.   a   N.   of  Kuvera ;   (a),  n.   manly 
quality   or   duty.  —  Nri-dhuta,   as,    a,   am,  Ved. 
shaken    about   or  stirred   by  men   (as  the  Soma). 
—  Nri-namana,  am,  n.  the  bending  or  bowing  of 

men(?).  —  Nri-pa,  as,  m.  a  protector  of  men,  a 
warrior,  a  prince,  king,  sovereign.  —  Nripa-Jtanda, 

as,  m.  a  species  of  onion  (  =  raja-palandu).  —  Nri- 

pa-kriya,  (.  'king's  act,'  government,  dominion. 
—  Nripa-griha,  am,  n.  '  king's  house,'  the  habita- tion of  a  prince,  a  palace.  ~  Nrijiaii-jaya,  as,  m., 
N.  of  two  princes,  a  son  of  Su-vTra  and  a  son  of 

Medhavin.  —  Nri-pati,   «'*,   m.   'lord  of  men,"  a 
king,  prince,  sovereign,  (also  applied  to  gods)  ;  an 
epithet  of  Kuvera.  —  Nripati-patha,  as,  m.  (?), 
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'  king's  road,'  royal  road,  chief  street.  —  Nripati-tal- 
labka,  as,  m.  '  king's  favourite,'  a  species  of  medi- 

cinal plant.  —  Nripati-iSdsana,  am,  n.  a  king's  order, 
edict.  —  Nri-patnl,  {.,  Ved.  a  king's  wife,  queen. 
—  Nripa-tra,  am,  n.  royalty,  sovereignty,  dominion ; 
itripatmm  kri,  to  reign.  —  Nripa-dipa,  as,  m. 

'  king-lamp,'  a  king  who  is  like  a  lamp.  —  Nripa- 
dmma,   as,  m.  the  plant  Cathartocarpus  (Cassia) 

Fistula;  a  species  of  tree  (  =  rdjddam).  —  Nrlpa- 
dfifh,  t,  t,  t,  king-hating.  —  Nripa-niti,  is,  f.  royal 
policy,  king-craft.  —  Nripa-priya,  as,  m.  a  thorny 
species  of  bamboo,  Bambusa  Spinosa  ;  a  variety  of  Sac- 
charuni  Sara ;  rice ;  a  species  of  onion ;  the  mango  tree  ; 
(a),  f.  the  tree  Pandanus  Odoratissimus ;  a  species  of 

date  tree.  —  Nripapriya-phald,  f.  Solanum  Melon- 
gena.  —  NHpa-badara,  as,  m.  a  species  of  jujube; 
(am),  n.  its  fruit.  —  Nnpa-mandira,  am,  n.   a 

king's  residence,  a  royal  palace.  —  Nripa-mangal- 
yaka,  am,  n.  Tabernsemontana  Coronaria.  —  Nripa- 
mana,  as,  m.  (?),  music  played  before  kings  when 

eating  or   feasting ;    [cf.   nripdbhlra.]  —  Nripa- 
lakshman,  a,  n.  a  mark  or  symbol  of  a  king,  any 
one   of  the   royal   insignia,    especially   the   white 

umbrella.  —  Nripa-linga,  am,   n.  an  emblem  or 
mark  of  royalty.  —  N ripalinga-uliara,  as,  5,  am, 
assuming  the  insignia  of  sovereignty ;  taking  (frau- 

dulently) the    emblem  or  marks  of  the    royal   or 

military  caste.  •- Nripa-vatlabka,  as,  a,  am,  dear 
to  a  king;    (as),  m.  the  friend  or  favourite  of  a 

king ;  a  species  of  mango ;  (a),"  f.  a  king's  wife,  a 
queen;   a  species  of  plant. -*Nripa-vnksha,  as, 

ra.  =  rdja-vrikska,.  —  Nripa-s'asa.na,   am,   n.    a 
royal  edict.  —  Nri-pasu,  as,  m. '  man-beast,'  a  brute 
of  a  man ;    a  man  serving  as  a  sacrificial  victim. 

—  Nripa-treshllui,   as,   m.   the   best   of  kings. 
•-Nripa-saintfrayi,  as,  m.  seeking  the  protection 
of  kings,  service  of  princes.  —  Nripa-sablia,  am,  n. 
an  assembly  of  princes;   a  royal  palace.  —  Nripa- 

xnta,  ax,  m.  a  king's  son,  a  prince ;  (a),  f.  *  a  king's 
daughter,'  the   musk-rat.  —  Nripa-snusha,  f.  the 
daughter-in-law  of  a  king.  —  Nripdns'a  (Jpa-an°), 
as,  m.  king's  share,  royal  portion  (i.  e.  a  sixth,  eighth, 
or  twelfth  of  grain,  a  sixth  of  fruit,  a  fiftieth  of 
merchandise   &c.),  royal  revenue. «-  Nripakrislita 

(°j)a-afec),  a  particular  favourable  position  of  the 
pieces  in  the  game  Catur-an-ga  (a  kind  of  chess). 

—  Nripanyana  and  nripangana  Cpa-an°),  am, 
n.  a  royal  court.  —  Nri-pdna,  as,  a,  am,  Vcd.  giving 
drink  to  men.  —  Nri-patri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  the  pro- 

tector ofmen.  —  Nripdtmaja  ("pa-df),  as,a,am, 
of  royal  birth  ;  (as),  m.  a  king's  son,  a  prince  ;  (a), 
f.   a  king's  daughter,  a  princess ;    a  bitter  gourd. 
"Nripadhama  (°pa-adh°),  as,  m.  a  bad  king. 
—  Nripddhvara   (°pa,-adh°),   as,  m.  a  sort  of 
sacrifice  (the  Raja-suya)  held  by  a  lord  paramount 
in  which  all  the  offices  are  performed  by  tributary 

princes.  —  Nripdnudara  (°pa-an°),  as,  m.  a  king's 
attendant,  a  minister.  —  Nripanna  ("pa-an°),  am, 
n.  '  royal  rice,'  a  sort  of  rice.  —  Nripanyatva  (°pa- 
an°),  am,  n.  change  of  government.  —  Nripdbhira 
('Jpa-dbh°),  am,  n.  music  played  at  the  royal  meals. 
~Nripdmaya  (  pa-am0),  as,  m. ( king's  disease  or 
evil,'  consumption.  —  Nri-pdyya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
protecting  men  ;  (S5y.)  to  be  drunk  by  the  leaders  or 
gods,  or  to  be  protected  by  the  leaders  of  the  sacrifice. 

—  Nri-pala,  as,  m.  'protector  of  men,'  a  king. 
—Nripdlaya  (cpa-dP),  as,  m.  a  king's  residence, 
a  palace.  —  Nripdrarta  Cpa-dr°),  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  gem   (  —  rajdrarta).  ••  Nripdsana,   (°pa-dsc), 
ftm,  n.  the  seat  of  a  king,  a  throne,  a  chair  of  state. 

—  Nripdspada  (°pa-de~),  am,  n.  a  king's  resi- 
dence, a  pdxce.  —  Nripdhvaya  (°pa-ah°),  as,  m. 

a  species  of  onion  (  =  rdja-paldntlu).  —  Nri-plti, 

/'-•,   f.,  Ved.   the  protection  of  men.  —  NripeMlia 
(°pa-t<?°),  f.  the  royal  pleasure.  —  Nri-pedas,  as,  as, 
(is,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.  f. ), '  man-shaped,'  having 
the  form  ofmen ;  (probably)  formed  or  decorated 
by  mtn.  —  Nrip'jtita  (pa-uf),as,  a,  am,  suited 
to  a  king,  kingly,  princely;   (a*),  m.  a  species  of 
bean  (  =  rdja-mdrha).  —  Nri-bdhu,  us,  m.,  Ved. 

a   man's    arm.  —  Nri-lhartri,   ta,  m.  'lord   of 

men,'  a  prince,  sovereign.  •-  Nii-manas,  as,  as, 
(is,  Ved.  propitious  or  well-disposed  towards  men, 
honoured  by  men ;  epithet  of  Indra ;  (SSy.)  having 
the  mind  turned  towards  men.  —  Nrimanasya, 
Norn.  A.  nrimanasyate,  Ved.  to  be  friendly  or 

propitious  to  men.  —  NH-mani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 

demon  said  to  seize  on  children;  [cf.  grahn."] "Nri-mat,  an,  alt,  at,  abounding  in  men;  (an), 

m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Nri-mara,  as,  a,  am,  '  man- 
destroying,'  killing  men.  •«  Nri-mdnsa,  am,  n.  the 
flesh  of  men.  —  Nri-mddana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

exhilarating  or  gladdening  men.  —  Nri-iiiithwna, 
am,  n.  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Gemini.  —  Nri-megha, 

as,  m.  '  man-cloud,'  a  man  compared  to  a  cloud  or 
who  has  qualities  like  that  of  a  cloud  yielding  rain. 

—  Nri-medlia,  as,  m. '  man-sacrifice'  [cf.  nri-yaji\a~\, 
N.  of  a  man,  an  An-girasa  and  author  of  two  hymns 

of  the  Rig-veda.  —  Nri-yajAa,  as,  m.  'man-offer- 
ing,' the  sacrifice  to  be  offered  to  men,  i.  e.  hospi- 

tality. —  Nri-yiu/ma,  am,  n.  the  sign  of  the  zodiac 
Gemini.  —  Nri-loka,  as,  m.  the  world  of  men,  the 
earth. —  i.  nri-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  having  men, 
manly,  belonging  to  men,  fit  for  men,  consisting  of 
men,  accompanied  by  men. —  2.  nri-vat,  ind.,  Ved. 
like  a  man,  in  a  manly  way,  strongly,  powerfully, 

bravely ;  in  abundance.  —  Nrivat-sakhi,  is,  is,  i,Ved. 
having  manly  companions.  —  Nri-vardha,  as,  m. 

'man-boar,'  Vishnu  in  his  boar   incarnation   (with 
the  figure  of  a  man  and  the  head  of  the  wild  boar). 
—  Nri-vdhana,  as,  d,  am,  or  nri-vdhas,  as,  as, 
as,  Ved.  carrying  or  bearing  men  ;  (S5y.)  conveying 
leaders  or  chiefs  (i.e.  the  Asvins).  —  Nri-mra,  an, 

m.  '  man-hero,'  a  hero  of  a  man,  a  hero  among 
men.  —  Nri-veshtana,  as,  d,  am,  encircled  with 
(the  bones  of)  men ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Nri-iansa,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  desired  or  praised 
by  men  (Ved.) ;  hurting  or  injuring  men,  malicious, 
noxious,  cruel,  wicked,  hurtful,  injurious  to  mankind, 
mischievous,   base,  destructive;    [cf.  Zend  nairya 

s'angho.']  —  Nris"ansa-td,  f.  mischievousness,  mali- 
ciousness,  vileness,   baseness.  —  Nris"ansa-vat,   an, 

ad,  at,  malicious,  vile.  —  Nridansa-vri tta,  as,  d, 
am,  practising  mischief.  —  Nritfansya,  as,  d,  am, 
malicious,   mischievous,  vile;    (am),    n.    injury  to 
man,  maliciousness,  mischievousness,  vileness.  —  Nri- 

sringa,  am,  n.   'man's  horn,"  any  chimerical  or 
impossible  thing.  —  Nri-shad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  dwelling 
among  men,  (in  some  passages  applied  to  daitanya, 
consciousness,  or  buddhi,  understanding);  (t),  m., 

N.  of  the  father  of  Kanva ;  [cf.  ndrsJiada.~\  —  Nri- 
fthadaua,  am,   n.,  Ved.  an  assemblage    of  men, 
residence  of  men ;   (Say.)  the  hall  of  sacrifice,  the 
receptacle  of  oblations,  the  house  of  the  sacrificing 
priest.  —  Nri-sliadvan,  d,  art,  a,  or  nri-shadman, 
d,  d,  a,  Ved.  sitting  or  living  among  men.  —  Nri- 
K/ta/i  or  nri-shdh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  overpowering  or 
overcoming  men.  —  Nri-fhahya  or  nri-shdhya,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  overpowering  men ;  (Say.)  to  be  borne 
by  men ;  (am),  a.  the  overpowering  of  men ;  battle 
(as  to  be  borne  by  men).  —  Nri-shd,  as,  as,  am 
(fr.   nri  +  sa  —  ian),  Ved.   granting  or   procuring 
men.  —  Nri-shd^,    k,   k,   k,  Ved.  serving   men, 
friendly  or  benevolent  to  men ;  an  epithet  of  the 

Maruts.  —  Nri-shdti,    is,    f.,  Ved.    '  capturing   or 

making  spoil  of  men,'  i.  e.  battle,  (in  Rig-veda  VII. 
27,  I,  nri-shdtd  is  Ved.  loc.,  but  according  to  S5y. 
it   is   nom.  c.  of  nri-shdtri,  benefactor  of  men.) 

"Nri-shuta,  of,  a,  am,  Ved.  impelled  or  incited 

by  men.  —  Nri-sinhfi,   as,  m.  'man-lion,'  a  lion 
among  men,  a  chief,  a  noble,  a  great  or  illustrious 
man ;  Vishnu  in  his  fourth  Ava-tara  or  incarnation 
in  the  shape  of  a  man  with  the  head  and  claws  of  a 

lion   [cf.  nara-sinka~\ ;    a  kind  of  coitus ;    N.  of 
several  men.  —  Nrisinha-k avafa,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

chapter  of  the  Tantra-sfira.  —  Nrismha-daturdas'i, 
f.  the  fourteenth  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month 
Vaisakha  (a  festival).  ~Nri$inh(i-fampu.,  us,  f.,  N. 
of  a  work.  —  Nrisinha-tdpanlya,  as  or  am,  m.  or 

n.(?),  N.   of  an  Upanishad.  -•  NrisinJiatdpaiiiyo- 
panisJtad-bhdshya,  a»fc,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on 

the  preceding  Upanishad  by  S'an-karSc'arya.  •-  Nri- 

sinha-purdna,   am,   n.,   N.    of  an   Upa-Purana. 
—  Nrisinha-prasadu,  as,   m.,   N.   of  an  author 
mentioned  in  the  Sudra-dharma-tattva.  —  Nrisinha- 

prddurbhdva,   as,  m.  '  the  manifestation  of  the 
man-lion,'  N.  of  the  thirty-ninth  to  the  forty-third 
chapter  of  the  Narasirjha-Purana.—  Nrisinka-bhatfa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  NrisinJia-vana,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  district    in  the    north-west   of  Madhya-deSa. 
—  Nrisinlia-sarasratl,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator 

on  the  Ved5nta-sara.  —  Nrisinhdddrya  (°ha-dd°), 

as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Nrisinhds'rama  (%a- 
ds"°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Prayoga-ratna. 
—  Nrlsinhtya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  Nri-sinha  ; 
N.  of  a  book.—  Nri-sena,  am,  a,  n.  f.  an  army 

of  men.  —  Nri-soma,   as,  m.   'man-moon,'   any 
illustrious  or  great  man,  a  prince  or  chief.  •-  Nri-han, 

d,  ghrii,  a,  Ved.  killing  men.  ••  Nri-hari,  is,  m. 
Vishnu  in  his  fourth  Ava-tara  as  the  man-lion  [cf. 
nara-sinha]  ;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Nr-asthi-malin,  I, 
int,  i,  decorated  with  a  garland  of  human  bones  ; 

(f),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
Nrimna,  am,  n.,  Ved.  manhood  (virtus),  power, 

strength,  wealth,  ability,  courage  ;  (as,  d,  am), 

making  happy  ;  (as),  m.  '  giving  happiness,'  an  epi- thet of  Krishna.  —  Nrimna-vardhana,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  enhancing  courage. 

flft  i.nrit,  cl.  4.  P.nrityati(ep.a,lso-te), 
t,  \  nanarta,  nartsyati  and  nartishyati, 

anarttt,  nartitum,  to  dance  ;  to  act  on  the  stage  ; 
represent  (as  an  actor),  gesticulate,  play  :  Caus.  nar- 
tayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  dance  :  Desid.  ninrit- 
sati  and  ninartisliati  :  Intens.  narnartti,  nar- 
nrititi,  narinartti,  narinritlti,  narinartti,  nari- 
nrititi,  narinrityate,  to  dance  about,  dance  with 
vehement  gesticulations;  (P.)  to  cause  to  dance 
about  or  to  and  fro. 

2.  nrit,  t,  f.,  Ved.  dancing,  gesticulation,  gesture. 
Nriti,  is,  f.  dancing,  acting,  playing  ;  (perhaps  in 

Ved.)  lovely  or  grand  appearance. 
Nritu,  us,  its,  u,  Ved.  dancing,  gesticulating, 

lively,  active,  (generally  as  an  epithet  of  Indra)  ; 
(nritie,  us),  m.  a  dancer,  an  actor,  a  mime;  the 
earth  ;  a  worm  ;  length. 

Nritta,    am,    n.   dancing,    acting,    gesticulation.. 
—  Nritta-maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting  in  dance. 
Nritya,  am,  n.  dancing,  acting,  dance,  gesticula- 

tion, pantomime.  ̂   Nritya-yita^vddya,  ani,  n.  pi. 

dancing,  singing,  and  instrumental  music.  —  Nritya- 
priija,  as,  d,  am,  fond  of  dancing;  (as),  m.  a 

peacock  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Mstris  attending 

on  Skanda.  —  Nritya-s'dld,  f.  a  dancing-room. 
—  Nritya-sarvasva,  am,  a.  'the  whole  essence  of 
dancing,'  N.  of  a  v/ork.  —  Nritya-sthana,  am,  n.  a 
place  for  dancing,  a  dancing-room. 
Nrityat,  an,  anti,  at,  dancing. 

«JH")«   nriplta,   am,  n.,  Ved.   a   various reading  (in  the  Nighantus)  for  Icripita,  q.  v. 

'•jHJl.ll  nrimana,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

3  nr'i,  cl.  9.  P.  nrindti,  nanara,  &c.,  to 
f   lead  :  Caus.  narayati,  ndrayati,  &c. 

1  «!<!.(  nekshana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  sharp 
stick,  a  spear,  a  fork  or  similar  cooking  implement  ; 
[cf.  nikshana,  mekshana.J 

«TT  neija,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of  the 

S5ma-veda;  [cf.  naigeya.'] 
lit  on    nejaka,    as,    m.    (fr.    rt.    nij),    a 

washerman. 

Nejana,  am,  n.  washing,  cleansing. 

%»T*ro  nejamesha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon 
hurtful  to  children. 

vya,  netri,  &c.  See  p.  51  1,  col.  2. 

«T5T  netra,  netrika,  &c.    See  p.  51  1,  col.  3. 

•T^  i.  ned  or  net,  ind.  (fr.  na+id,  and 
regarded  in  the  Pada-p5tha  as  two  words),  Ved.  not, 
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not   indeed    (Say.  =  naiva) ;    that  not;  (see  Pan. 

VIII.  I,  30;  cf.  Zend  noid,  'not.') 

2.  ned  [cf.  rt.  i.nid],  cl.  I.  P.  nedati, 
_  &c.,  to  censure,  blame  ;  to  be  near ;  to  go. 

Xolaya  (fr.  neda,  see  iicdiththa),  Nom.  P. 
nedayati,  &c.,  to  bring  near. 

Nedayat,  an,  and,  at,  bringing  near,  approxi- mating. 

Nedishfha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  of  neda  which  is 
substituted  for  antika,  near ;  probably  allied  to  nad- 
dlta  fr.  rt.  I.  nah),  the  nearest,  next,  very  near; 

(am),  ind.  very  nearly,  next,  in  the  first  place ;  (at), 
ind.  from  the  neighbourhood;  (as),  m.  Alangium 
Hexapetalum ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu ;  [cf.  Zend 

:ia;ilista.']—Nedishtha'tama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  the nearest  of  all. 

Nedishthin,  t,  inl,  i,  very  near,  very  nearly 
related. 

Nediyas,  an,  asi,  at  (compar.  of  neda  which 
is  substituted  for  antika),  nearer,  very  near,  as 
near  as  possible. 

TnT  nenya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens.  of  rt. 
I.  ni),  taking  or  obtaining  frequently  (?). 

tHl  neper,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  ni), 
a  family  priest;  (am),  n.  water. 

HMSUJ  nepathya,  am,  n.  (for  nar-pathya,  i.e. 
nri-pathyaf;  cf.  vet  ana  for  rartana),  an  ornament, 
embellishment,  decoration,  the  costume  of  an  actor, 
attire,  (in  this  sense  said  to  be  also  m.) ;  the  part 
of  a  stage  behind  the  scenes  (or  rather  behind  the 
curtain  which  was  stretched  across  the  stage  and 
served  for  scenes),  the  space  behind  the  curtain  or 
scenes  where  the  decorations  were  kept  and  where 
the  actors  attired  themselves ;  the  postscenium  ;  the 
tiring-room ;  nepatltye,  loc.  sing,  (a  voice)  in  the 
postscenium  or  behind  the  scenes,  (used  in  the  plays 
as  a  stage-direction,  where  anything  is  to  be  said  by 
an  actor  behind  the  scenes.) 

naitya. 

tiepala,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  con- 
tracted fr.  niyama-pdla,  q.  v.,  the  N.  of  a  sage) ; 

N.  of  a  country,  Nepal ;  a  species  of  sugar-cane  ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  people  inhabiting  Nepal; 
(»),  f.  red  arsenic;  the  wild  date  tree  or  its  fruit; 
(am),  n.  copper.— Nepdla-jd,  f.  or  nepala-jaia, 
f.  red  arsenic.  —  Nepdla-nimba,  as,  m.  '  the  Nepal 
Nimba,'  a  species  of  trte.~Nepdla-mulaka,  am, 
n.  a  radish. 
Nepdlaka,  am,  n.  copper ;  (ika),  f.  red  arsenic. 
Naipdla,  as,  i,  am,  produced  &c.  in  Nepal; 

(a«),  m.  a  species  of  sugar-cane ;  the  Nepal  Nimba, 
a  species  of  tree;  (i),  f.  red  arsenic;  a  species  of 
plant,  Arabian  jasmine,  Jasminum  Zambac  and  Nyc- 
tanthes  Arbor  Tristis ;  the  indigo  plant. 
Naipalika,  as,  i,  am,  produced  in  or  brought 

from  Nepal ;  (am),  n.  copper. 
Naipdliya,  as,  i,  am,  produced  in  or  brought 

from  Nepal.  —  Naipdliya-devatd-Tialyana-panta- 
vinfatiha,  f,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work. 

«tT  nema,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  nam  with  e 
instead  of  reduplication,  but  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  ni ; 
uema  is  one  of  the  samddi  or  pronominals  accord- 

ing to  Pan.  I.  I,  27,  but  the  nom.  pi.  m.  is  either 
tteme  or  nemds),  Ved.  some,  a  few,  several,  (accord' 
ing  to  Say.  nema  =  alpa,  katipaya;  neme=l;e- 
dane,  also  =  eie,  these);  the  one,  the  other;  half; 
(as),  m.  a  part,  portion ;  time,  period,  season ;  term, 
boundary,  limit ;  a  fence,  enclosure,  a  boundary  wall 
or  hedge  ;  the  foundation  of  a  wall ;  a  hole,  a  chasm  ; 
fraud,  deceit ;  acting,  dancing ;  evening ;  a  root ;  food 
(Ved.);  upper  part,  above;  (am),  n.  a  particular 
number;  [cf.  Zend  naima.^—Nema-tandra,  as, 

m.  'the  half  moon,'  N.  of  a  prince  of  Bengal.  —  Ne- 
ma-dhita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  divided,  set  at  variance ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  scil.  sangramah,  battles  in  which  only 
some  are  engaged  ;  (as),  m.,scil./)ir7ra/i,the  sharer  of 
half  the  oblation,  the  other  half  going  to  all  Ihe  gods ; 
(see  Sly.  on  Rig-veda  I.  72,  4.)  _ Nema-dltiti,  is. 

f.,  Ved.  battle,  conflict,  dispute.  —  Nema-natha,  as, 
n.,  N.  of  a  man  who  is  also  called  Nitya-natha. 

\i'nta-sdlia,  as,  m.,N.  of  a  mzn.  —  Nemddity<t 
°ma-diP),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  father  of  Trivi- 
crama-bhatta,  the  author  of  the  Damayantl-kathS. 
Nemi,  is,  i,  f.  the  circumference  or  ring  or  felly  or 

outer  rim  of  a  wheel ;  edge,  rim  ;  a  windlass  or  frame- 
work for  the  rope  of  a  well ;  a  thunderbolt,  a  circle  or 

circumference  in  general,  the  earth ;  (is),  m.  the 
plant  Dalbergia  Ougeinensis;  N.  of  a  Daitya;  (with 
Jainas)  N.  of  the  twenty-second  Arhat  of  the  present 
Ut-sarpim  ;  N.  of  a  Cakra-varlin ;  a  sacred  place,  as 
Mathur5(?).  —  Nemi-6akra,  as,  m.  a  prince  de- 

scended from  Parikshit,  who  is  said  to  have  removed 
the  capital  of  India  to  KauSambi  after  the  inunda- 

tion of  Hastina-pura.  —  Nemin-dhara,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  mountain. 

Nemin,  i,  m.  the  tree  Dalbergia  Ougeinensis; 
(with  Jainas)  N.  of  the  twenty-second  Arhat  of  the 
present  Ut-sarpini. 

Tl'fa^  nemann-ish,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  (perhaps) 
Following  guidance  ? ;  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 
I.  56,  2),  moving  reverentially  or  beating  oblations. 

•T^t  neya.     See  p.  511,  col.  3. 

«Tt5  nela,  as,  or  nelu,  us,  or  necala,  as,  m. 
a  particular  number. 

yJH   nesh,  cl.  I.  A.  neshate,  nineshe,  &c., 
^  to  go,  move. 

nR  nesha  (fr.  rt.  I.  ni),  forming  a  super- 
lative nesha-tama,  occurring  in  the  inst.  pi.  nesha- 

tamais,  used  adverbially  in  Rig-veda  I.  141,  12,  = 
with  the  best  guidance,  by  the  most  effective  means ; 

(Say.)  most  conducive. 
Neshan,  a  or  a,  m.  or  n.  (?),  Ved.  leading,  con- 

ducting; (Say.)  ne#hani=netarye  vishaye. 
Nethtri,  id,  m.  one  of  the  chief  officiating  priests 

at  a  Soma  sacrifice,  he  who  leads  forward  the  wife  of 

the  sacrificer  and  prepares  the  Surl.  In  Rig-veda  I. 
15,  3,  Neshtri  is  said  to  be  another  name  of  Tvashtri 
from  his  having  assumed  upon  some  occasion  the 
function  of  the  Neshtri  priest. 
Neshtrd,  am,  n.  the  Soma  vessel  of  the  Neshtri ; 

the  office  of  the  Neshtri. 

NealiMya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  Neshtri 
priest,  relating  to  him. 

«TT?  neshta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  na  +ishta),  not 
wished  for,  undesired,  disagreeable,  unfavourable. 

«h^nW  naihsreyasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nih- 
b'reyasa),  leading  to  happiness  or  future  beatitude ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  wood  in  the  world  of  Vishnu ;  N. 
of  a  fabulous  forest. 
Naihdreyasika,  as,  i,  am,  leading  to  happiness, 

conducive  to  future  beatitude. 

^I'.Taw  nai/isnehya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nifi-sneha), 
absence  of  love,  want  of  affection,  coldness. 

^tt<*4  naihsvya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nih-sva),  ab- 
sence of  property,  destitution,  poverty. 

Tf^r  naika,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  na  +  eka),  not 
one,  more  than  one,  several,  manifold,  various,  nu- 

merous, many.  —  Naika-c"ara,  as,  d  or  f,  am,  going 
about  in  troops  or  flocks,  gregarious,  living  in  society, 
not  living  alone.  —  Naika-diM/ia-dd,  as,  as,  am, 
causing  many  sorrows.  —  Naiku-driil,  I;  m.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  sons  of  VisVa-mitra.  —  Naika-pH*htlta, 
as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Naika-bhdrdxmya 

(°va-atf°),  as,  d,  am, '  not  abiding  in  one  condition,' 
changeable,  fickle,  unsteady.  —  Nuika-bhcda,  as,  d, 
am,  of  many  kinds,  various,  multiform,  manifold. 
—  Nailia-rupa,  as,  d,  am,  multiform,  of  various 
kinds,  various.  —  Naika-mrna,  as,  d,  am,  many 
coloured,  of  various  colours.  —  Naika-iSaxtra-maya, 
a«,  t,  am,  consisting  of  a  multitude  of  arrows  or  ol 
various  missiles.  —  Naikdtman  fka-df),  d,  a,  a,  ol 
manifold  nature  ;  («),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
Naikadhd,  ind.  in  many  ways,  in  various  ways, 

manifoldly,  in  many  parts,  in  many  directions,  ou 
various  sides. 
Naikaias,  ind.  in  great  numbers,  repeatedly,  several 

times,  often. 
»T<*f<J«ir  naikatika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ni-kata), 

near,  contiguous,  neighbouring,  living  in  the  neigh- xmrhood. 

Xaikalya,am,n.  nearness,  proximity,  neighbour- 
hood, vicinage. 

lcfcrll  naikat'i,  f.,  N.  of  a  village  in  the 
North  of  India. 

'^rmi  naikasheya,   as,  m.   a    child    of 
Nikasha,  a  Rakshasa,  fiend,  goblin ;  N.  of  a  race  of 
Rakshasas ;  (also  read  iiaikaseya.) 

^frTofi  naikritika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni-kriti), 
dishonest,  wicked,  low,  vile,  morose,  harsh  spoken ; 
fallacious,  (Manu  IV.  196.) 

fUM  naikhanya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ni-khana, 
see  ni-khan),  liable  to  be  buried. 

rftm  naigama,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ni-gama),  re- 
lating to  Vedic  quotations  or  Vedic  words,  relating 

or  belonging  to  the  Veda  or  holy  writ,  occurring  in 
it,  Vedic  J  (o«),  m.  an  interpreter  of  the  sacred 
writings ;  an  Upanishad  or  portion  of  the  Vedas ;  a 

way,  road  (?) ;  a  means,  an  expedient ;  prudent  con- 
duct ;  a  citizen,  a  townsman ;  a  trader,  a  merchant ; 

N.  of  an  ancient  teacher.  —  Naiyama-kdnda,  N.  of 
the  second  part  of  the  Nirukta,  or  of  the  fourth,  fifth, 
and  sixth  books  of  that  work,  where  YSska  explains 
the  Nigamas  or  Vedic  words  collected  in  the  fourth 
AdhySya  of  the  Nighantus,  (also  called  Aikapadlka.) 
Naigamika,  as,  t,  am,  connected  with  or  peculiar to  the  Vedas. 

Wljnaigameya,as,  m.  a  form  of  Skanda, 
(considered  also  as  his  son  and  play-fellow ;  cf.  nai- 

gamesha.) 
H'lHk  naigamesha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon 

with  the  head  of  a  ram,  (supposed  to  seize  or  injure children.) 

JTrT  naiguta,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  nigut),  Ved. 

destroying  enemies. 
%nTJ  naigeya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school 

of  the  Sima-veda. 
HUWcti  naighantuka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni- 

gltantit,  q.  v.),  mentioned  by  the  way ;  (am),  n. '  a 
collection  of  words,'  N.  of  the  whole  five  chapters  of 
the  Vedic  glossary  commented  upon  by  Yaska,  but 
especially  of  the  first  three  chapters  treating  of 

synonyms. ffaT^ITO  naiCasakha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nl6a  + 

idlihd),  Ved.  belonging  to  the  low  branches  of  the 
community,  i.  e.  belonging  to  the  lower  orders  or 
common  people ;  (am),  n.  (perhaps)  low  or  common 

people;  (Say.)  N.  of  a  town. 
TjfWch  nnifika,  am,  n.  the  head  of  an  ox ; 

(t),  (.  an  excellent  cow,  a  cow  exhibiting  excellent 
marks  on  her  head. 

rjf'Mril  naititya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the 

Niiitas. 

Tf^t?  naidula,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni-fula),  belong- 
ing to  or  produced  by  the  Barringtonia  Acutangula. 

%5T  naija,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  ni-ja),  own, 
one's  own. 

^rl*y^  naitandhava,  as,  m.,  X.  of  a  place 

on  the  Sarasvat!. 

^rfl?!  tinitosa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni-tos'a),  Ved. 

(perhaps)  granting,  giving. 
ffW  naitya,  as,  a(?),  am  (fr.  nitya),  con- 

tinual, perpetual,  constant,  regularly  repeated ;  (am), 
n.  eternity,  perpetuity. 



naityaka. 
naistalya. 
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NaityaJca,  an,  I,  am,  to  be  done  always  or  regu- 
larly and  not  only  on  certain  occasions,  (opposed  to 

naimittika)  ;  regularly  recurring,  constantly  re- 
peated ;  constant,  indispensable,  obligatory. 

Naityika,  as,  I,  am,  invariable,  constant,  per- 
petual, indispensable. 

«|<;i«l  naiddgha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni-ddgha), 

Ved.  peculiar  or  belonging  to  the  hot  season,  summer- 
like,  scorching  ;  (as),  rn.  summer  time. 
Naidaghika  or  naidaghiya,  ag,  t,  am,  peculiar 

to  the  summer,  summer-like. 

«1<^TT  naiddna,  as,  m.  (fr.  ni-dana),  an 
etymologist  (who  investigates  the  sources  of  words). 
Naidanika,  as,  m.  a  pathologist  (who  inquires 

into  the  causes  of  diseases). 

l^r^c*  naidesika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni-oWa), 
executing  orders,  a  servant. 

n"5  naidra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni-dra),  sleepy, 
soporific,  somniferous,  relating  to  or  occurring  in  sleep. 

•IVf  naidhana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni-dhana), 
subject  to  death,  liable  to  decay,  perishable,  relating 

to  death,  causing  death  ;  (in  astrology  with  or  with- 
out yriha)  the  eighth  house,  the  house  of  death. 

^ 
«lVl*I  naidhana,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  a 

treasure,  to  a  nest,  &c.  ;  (i),  f.  a  boundary  where 
articles  of  value  are  buried  and  dug  up  (?). 

^gPl  naidhruvi,  is,  m.  (patronymic  fr. 

ni-dhruva),  an  epithet  of  KaSyapa. 

IT  naipa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  nipa),  belonging 

or  relating  &c.  to  the  Nauclea  Cadamba. 

•^MlCno*  naipdtika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni-pdta), 
only  mentioned  incidentally  or  by  the  way. 

•Tmfrl^l  naipatitha,  am,  n.  (fr.  mpdtithi), 
N.  of  a  Saman. 

naipala.    See  under  nepala,  p.  516. 

naipuna  or  naipunya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ni- 
puna),  dexterity,  cleverness,  skill  ;  artfulness  ;  expe- 

rience, exactness,  strictness  ;  anything  which  requires 
skill,  a  delicate  matter  ;  totality,  completeness,  com- 
pletion. 

«1«j<*  naibuka,  N.  of  certain  rites  to  be 
performed  at  full  moon. 

«T*TiT  naibhritya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ni-bhrita), 
modesty,  humility. 

*j»l««<u<*  naimantranaka,  am,  n.  (fr.  ni- 
mantrana),  a  banquet,  feast. 

«T*TT  naimaya,  as,  m.  (fr.  ni-maya),  a 
trader,  a  merchant. 

«i(*l-?l  naimitta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni-mitta), 
relating  to  or  explanatory  of  signs,  tokens,  marks, 
prognostics,  &c. 
Nuimittika,  as,  i,  am,  produced  by  any  cause; 

connected  with  any  particular  cause,  dependent  on  an 
external  cause  ;  (opposed  to  nitya),  produced  by  some 
cause  or  by  particular  and  unusual  circumstances, 

unusual,  occasional,  accidental;  (as),  m.  an  astro- 
loger, a  prophet  ;  (am),  n.  an  effect  ;  occasional  or 

periodical  act  or  rite.  •~Naimitlika-karman,  at  n. 
or  naimittika-kriya,  f.  an  occasional  ceremony  (as 
observed  on  the  birth  of  a  child  &c.). 

'ff'lM  naimisha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni-misha), 
momentary,  transient,  lasting  for  a  twinkling;  (am), 
n.,  N.  of  a  forest  and  sacred  Tirtha  celebrated  as  the 
residence  of  certain  Rishis  to  whom  Sauti  related 

the  Maha-bhSrata  (Maha-bh.  Adi-p.  ;275,Vana-p. 
6079  ;  the  district  was  so  called  because  in  it  the 

sage  Gaura-mukha  destroyed  an  army  of  Asuras  in 
a  twinkling)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  the 
Naimisha  vrood.  —  NaimiK/ia-kanana,  am,  n.  the 

Naimisha  wood.  -  Naimisharaiiya  (°eha-ar°),  am, 

n.  the  Naimisha  forest.  —  Naimishara-Hya-tlrtha, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place. 
Naimuhayana,  as,  i,  am,  living  in  the  Naimisha forest. 

Naimishlya,  as,  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  the 

Naimisha  forest ;  (a»,  a,  am),  relating  to  the  Nai- misha forest. 

Naimisheya,  as,  i,  am,  living  in  the  Naimisha forest. 

1*1  *f  naimeya,  as,  m.  barter,  exchange 
( =  ni-maya  under  ni-me). 

-^, 

»T^if  naimba,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  nimba),  relating 
to  the  Azadirachta  Indica. 

naiyagrodha  or  naiyyagrodha,  as, 

i,  am  (fr.  nyag-rodha),  belonging  to  or  made  of 
the  Ficus  Indica  or  Indian  fig-tree;  (am),  n.  the 
fruit  of  the  Indian  fig-tree. 

%*45;=J  naiyankava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ny-anku), 
belonging  to  or  coming  from  the  antelope  called 
Nyan-ku,  made  of  its  skin,  &c. 

•TTW  naiyatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ni-yata),  re- 
straint, self-command,  self-government. 

«IM(«I«(I  naiyamika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ni-yama), 
according  to  rule,  conformable  to  precept,  regular, 
enjoined ;  (am),  n.  regularity. 

n*<lM  naiydya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ny-dya), 
treating  of  the  Nyaya  philosophy  (q.  v.),  explaining 
it,  &c. 

Naiydyika,  as,  i,  am,  knowing  the  NySya 
philosophy,  knowing  the  laws  of  logic ;  (o«),  m.  a 
dialectician,  logician  (especially  a  follower  of  the 
Nyaya  philosophy). 

•K'WII  nairanjand,  f.  (fr.  uir-anjana),  N. 
of  a  river  falling  into  the  Gan-gS  in  Magadha  (now called  Niladyan). 

%<tl*<  nairantarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nir-antara), 
absence  of  interruption  or  interval,  uninterruptedness, 
close  succession,  continuousness,  contiguity,  closeness, 
compactness ;  (ena),  ind.  without  interval  or  inter- 

ruption, constantly,  incessantly,  uninterruptedly. 

1^H>SH  nairapekshya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nir- 
apekaha),  disregard,  indifference. 

nairayika,  as,  m.  (fr.  nir-aya),  an 
inhabitant  of  hell. 

IVM  nairarthya,  am,  n.  meaninglessness, 
senselessness,  nonsense. 

•Kl^M  nairdsya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nir-o/o), 
hopelessness,  despair ;  the  absence  of  wish  or  expect- 

ation, non-expectancy. 

»Klt«  nairasya,  as,  m.  (fr.  nir-dsa),  N. 
of  a  magical  formula  pronounced  over  weapons. 

'l^f^i  nairukta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nir-ukta), 
relating  to  the  Nirukta  (q.v.),  explaining  it;  resting 
on  etymology,  explained  etymologically ;  (as),  rn. 
one  who  knows  the  etymology  or  true  derivation 
of  words. 

Nairuliliha,  as,  I,  am,  one  who  knows  the 

etymology  or  radical  meaning  of  words,  an  etymo- 
logist. 

j\ 

nairujya,  am,  n.  (fr.m-ruja),  health. 

nairuhika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  I.  nit" 
uha),  purging,  cleaning  out. 

^   *- 

IHjn  nairrita,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nir-riti),  be- 
longing &c.  to  Nir-riti ;  south-western ;  belonging  to 

the  Rakshasas ;  relating  to  the  lunar  mansion  Nairrita 

(Mflla);  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  ruler  of  the  south-west 
quarter ;  a  child  or  offspring  of  Nir-riti,  a  demon, 
imp,  goblin,  Rakshasa;  N.  of  a  Rudra;  (as),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people ;  (t),  f.  an  epithet  of  DurgS ;  (with 

or  without  dis~)  the  south-west  quarter;  (am),  n. 
the  lunar  mansion  MQla. 

Nairriti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon,  a  Rakshasa. 

Nairriteya,  as,  t,  am,  descended  from  Nir-riti, 
belonging  to  or  connected  with  Nir-riti. 
Nairritya,  as,  t,  am,  relating  to  Nir-riti  ;  south- 

western ;  a  sacrifice  offered  to  Nir-riti. 

nairgandhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nir-gan- 
d/ia),  absence  of  smell  or  odour,  inodorousness. 

n^JfT  nairgunya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nir-guna), 
absence  of  qualities  or  properties;  freedom  from 
qualities;  want  of  excellencies;  absence  of  good 

qualities;  (as,  i,  am),  having  no  connection  with 

qualities. ^^!?T  nairghrinya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nir-ghrina), pitilessness,  unmercifulness,  cruelty. 

rj^M  nairdafya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nir-dasa), 
getting  over  the  critical  period  of  the  first  ten  days 
(of  a  new-born  child),  surmounting  any  dangerous 
time  or  bad  influence. 

nairdesika,  as,  i,  am,    servant, servile. 

T^TWT  nairbddhya  (fr.  nir-bddha),  Ved. 

(with  havls)  a  sort  of  oblation. 

^JT^tr  nairmalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nir-mala], 

stainlessness,  spotlessness  (physical  and  moral),  clean- ness, purity. 

«1rtT»«(  nairlajjya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nir-lajja), 
shamelessness,  impudence. 

Ilin^qi  nairvdhika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nir- 
vtiha),  conducting  or  leading  out,  carrying  (water 
Sec.)  out  ;  (with  dvara)  a  sluice. 

%?^fl  nairhasta  (fr.  nir-hasta),  Ved.  'in- 
tended for  handles  demons,'  N.  of  a  particular 

magical  missile  weapon. 

«n?T  nailya,  am,  n.  (fr.  riila),  blueness, 
darkness  of  colour,  blackness,  dark-blue  (the  colour). 

naivasanjndndsanjnd- 
yatana,  am,  n.  a  place  (dyatana)  where  there  is 
no  (na-eva)  thinking  (eanjndna)  and  no  (na)  not- thinking  (a-sanjna). 

Naiva-sanjna-samadhi,   is,   m.   meditation  in 
which  there  is  no  reflection. 

naivdra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nwdra],  con- 
sisting in  or  made  of  wild  rice. 

•tfq^j  naividya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ni-vida),  close- 
ness, denseness,  compactness,  thickness  ;  substance  ; 

a  prolonged  note  or  continuous  sound. 

«lf^  naivida,  as,  i,  am,  having  a  Ni- vid  (q.v.). 

%^IT  naivedya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ni^vedya),  an 
offering  of  eatables  presented  to  a  deity  or  idol 

(which  may  afterwards  be  distributed  to  his  ministers 
or  worshippers,  especially  if  presented  to  any  form 
of  Vishnu). 

naivesika,  am,  n.  (fr.  ni-ves"a), 
any  vessel  or  implement  belonging  to  the  furniture 
of  a  house  ;  a  present  to  a  Brahman  householder,  a 

girl  so  given,  or  ornaments  with  her,  &c. 

nflts'a,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  nisd),  nocturnal, 
nightly,  relating  to  the  night;  a  person  &c.  doing 
anything  by  night;  done  at  night;  to  be  observed 

by  night. NaiJaltara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nida-ltara),  caused  by 
or  belonging  to  the  moon,  &c. 
Naiidka,  as,  i,  am,  nocturnal,  happening  at  night, 

obtained  in  one  night,  &c. 

naittalya,  am,  n.  fixedness,  fixity, 
immovableness. 

6Q. 
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____  I  nai6&lya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nit-tita),  de- 
termination, certainty  ;  a  fixed  ceremony  or  festival 

(as  a  birth,  investiture,  marriage,  &c.). 

^figtfl  naistintya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nis-tinta), 
freedom  from  anxiety,  absence  of  care. 

^Hf<{4  naishadika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ni-shad), 
sitting,  (not  lying  down.) 

fblV  naishadha,  as,  t,  am,  relating  to 

Nishadha;  (a«),  m.  a  prince  of  the  Nishadhas, 
especially  an  epithet  of  Nala  ;  (a«),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the 
people  of  Nishadha  ;  a  species  of  plant  used  as  food  ; 

(am),  n.  or  naishadha-darita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an 

artificial  epic  poem  by  Srt-harsha,  treating  of  Nala's 
adventures.  —  Naiehadhadarita-bhdra-dyotanikd, 

(.  '  an  explanation  of  the  meaning  of  the  Naishadha- 
carita,'  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  preceding  poem. 

—  Naisltadhdnre*hana  (°dha-an°),  am,  n.  the 
seeking  or  searching  for  Naishadha,  i.  e.  Nala. 

Naishadhiya,  an,  i,  am,  relating  to  Nala  Nai- 
shadha ;  (am),  n.  (with  or  without  darita)  N.  of 

an  artificial  epic  poem  on  Nala's  adventures  ty Sil-barsha. 

Naishadhya,  at,  i,  am,  peculiar  or  belonging 

to  the  Nishadhas;  (as),  m.  a  prince  of  the  Ni- shadhas. 

Naishidha,,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Nada,  (an  earlier 
form  of  naiihadha  above.) 

^fafi^  naishada,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to 

the  NishSdas  ;  (as),  m.  a  Nishida  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the 
Nishada  people. 
Naishddi,  is,  m.  a  prince  of  the  Nishadas. 

Ht4WJ  naishkarmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nish-kar- 
man),  idleness,  inactivity  ;  abstinence  or  exemption 
from  acts  or  their  consequences  ;  the  salvation  obtained 
by  abstraction  in  opposition  to  that  obtained  by 
works. 

naishkasatika,  as,  i,   am  (fr. 

),  worth   a  hundred   Nishkas,  bought 
with  them,  &c. 

Naithkasahasrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nisWta-sa- 
hasra),  worth  a  thousand  Nishkas,  bought  with 
them,  &c. 

NaiMika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  nishka),  bought  with  a 
Nishka,  made  of  a  Nishka,  &c.  ;  (as),  m.  a  Mint- 
master,  superintendent  of  a  Mint. 

rjPbsfcmilJ  naishkihtanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  nish- 
Tcindana),  absence  of  property,  poverty,  destitution. 

^•G^frTcf  naishkritika,  as,  i,  am,  acting 
wickedly,  wicked,  malignant,  (probably  incorrect  fo 
naikritika);  free  from  occupation,  disengaged. 

rimiHJll  naishkramana,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  nish- 
kramaiia),  any  oblation  offered  or  rite  performe< 
when  a  new-bom  child  is  taken  out  of  the  house  for 
the  first  time. 

.._  ..'  naishthika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni-shtha) 
forming  the  end  or  conclusion,  final,  last;  conclusive 
definitive,  decided,  accomplished,  fixed,  firm,  con 
slant ;  highest,  perfect,  complete ;  completely  versec 
in  or  familiar  with,  conversant;  vowing  perpetua 
abstinence  and  chastity  ;  belonging  to  the  characte 
or  office  of  a  perpetual  student ;  (as),  m.  a  perpetua 
religious  student  or  Brahman  who  continues  with  hi 
spiritual  preceplor  even  after  the  prescribed  term  o 
study  is  expired  and  observes  the  vow  of  chastity. 
Naishthya,  am,  a.  constancy,  steady  adherence  t< 

rule,  firm  belief. 

naishthurya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ni-shthura 
severity,  cruelty,  coarseness,  harshness. 

*lfV!i  *)  naishnihya,  am,  n.  (apparently  fr 
a  form  ni-ihnih  =  nih-snih),  getting  rid  of,  freeing 
one's  self  from  anything. 

naishphalya,    am,   n.    (fr.   nish- 

hala),  unfruitfulness,  fruitlessness,  absence  of  fruit 
r  effect,  barrenness,  unprofitableness. 

^WfrSR  naisargika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ni-sarga), 
atur.il,  innate,  inherent,  constitutional,  original ; 
with  Buddhists)  cast  off,  put  off. 

iiaisarpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  an  unused  form 
ii-anrj)a),N.of  one  of  the  nine  treasures  (with  Jainas). 

(d  fi(l  <*'  naistrinsika,  as,  m.  (fr.  nis- 
rtiii'a),  a  swordsman,  a  soldier  armed  with  a  sword. 

•ft  no,  ind.  (fr.  na-u),  and  not  (Ved.);  not, 

no  (for  na,  but  in  epic  poetry  and  later  literature 
to  is  generally  only  used  for  na  to  suit  the  verse). 
No  del,  if  not ;  otherwise,  else,  unless ;  no  vd,  or  not. 

ot  or  nod,  ind.,  Ved.  almost,  nearly. 

not/area,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  nud),  push- 
ng,  impelling,  driving  away,  removing. 

Nodin,  I,  int,  i,  impelling,  driving  away,  re- 
moving. 

Nodya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  impelled  or  driven  away 
or  removed. 

nodhas,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  4. 

nu),  N.  of  a  Rishi  with  the  epithet  Gautama. 

nodhd,  ind.  (contracted  fr.  nava- 
dhd),  ninefold,  in  nine  parts. 

ri  nopasthdtri  (na-up°),  ta,  trl,  tri, 
not  at  hand,  absent,  remote,  far  off. 

1.  nau,  the  alternative  form  for  the 

ace.,  dat.,  and  gen.  of  the  1st  pers.  pron.,  see  asmad. 
Nan  is  an  enclitic  in  the  Veda. 

2.  nau,  'naus,  f.   (fr.  rt.  4.  nu),  Ved. 

speech ;  [cf.  namshli.'] 
«Tt  3.  nau,  naus,  f.  (probably  fr.  rt.  snu, 

but  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  nud;  in  Rig-veda  I.  97,  8, 
navayd  is  Vedic  inst.  for  ndvd),  a  ship,  a  boat,  a 
vessel ;  (in  astrology)  N.  of  a  peculiar  appearance  on 
the  moon ;  N.  of  a  constellation ;  [cf.  Gr.  roOs, 

vav-Ty-s,  vav~ri\o-s,  vau-riAAo-juat,  vaC-Ao-v,  vav- 
ffB-\o-v,  vctv-ria,  vav-yia,  vav-Tta-to,  vaM-ffi&-w ', 
Lat.  nans,  nau-ta,  ndvita,  ndv-igare,  nav-ig- 
iu-m;  Old  Germ. nacho;  Angl.  Sax.  naca ;  Bavarian 

nntti'.  *  a  ship ;'  Old  Iceland,  nau-si, '  a  ship  station,' 
Noa-tun ;  Hib.  naoi,  not.]  -•  Ndv-dkdra,  as,  a, 
am,  boat-shaped,  cymbiform.  —  Ndv-droha,  as,  m.  a 
passenger  on  board  ship,  a  sailor.— Nau-karnadhdra, 
as,  m.  the  steersman  of  a  ship,  a  helmsman,  pilot. 
—  Nau-karni,    f.,    N.    of    one    of    the    Mains 

attending  on  Skanda.  —  Nau-karman,  a,  n.  '  boat- 
business,'   the   occupation   or   business  of  a   sailor. 
—  Nau-dara,    as,    a,    am,   going   in  a   ship,   a 

sailor.  —  Nau-jivika,  as,   m.  'living   in   ships   or 
boats,'  a  sailor,  boatman.  —  Nau-tdrya,  as,  d,  am, 

'passable    in   a  boat,'    navigable,    to   be    traversed 
in   a  vessel.  —  Nau-danda,  as,  m.  'boat-pole,'  an 
ozr.  —  Nau-landhana,  am,  n.  '  ship-binding,'  N. 
of  the  highest  peak  of  the  Himalayas  to  which  in  the 

great  flood  Manu  fastened  his  ship.  —  Nau-bhii,  cl.  I 
P.  -bhavati,  -bhavitum,  to  be  a  ship,  to  have  been 
made  a  ship.  —  Nau-ydna,  am,  n.  going  in  a  ship 

navigation.— Nau-ydyin,  i,  t'ni,  i,  going  in  a  boa 
or  vessel,  a  passenger ;  freight.  —  Nau-vaha,  as,  m, 

'  ship-conductor,'  a  steersman,  pilot,  captain.  —  NaU' 
vyasana,  am,  n.  ship-wreck,  naufrage. 
Natika  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  =  3.  nau  ;  (d) 

f.  a  small  boat  or  ship ;  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 

Mantra-mahodadhi  by  Mahi-dhara.  —  Naukakrishta 

(°kd-ak°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  favourable  position  o 
the  pieces  in  the  game  Catur-an-ga;  [cf.  nripd 

kr{shta."]  —  Naukd-danda,  as,  m.  'boat-pole,'  an 
oar,  a  paddle. 

^VH  naudhasa,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

'^TeR  nyak,  ny-aksha.     See  col.  3. 

•*(ifl*I  nyag-rodha.  See  under  2.  ny-ah6 col.  3. 

nyaddha,  am,  n.  a  mole  or  spot  upon 
ie  body. 

i.  ny-ah(,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -afati  or  -an- 
ali,  -anditam.Ved.  to  bend  down,  curve  down. 
Nyak-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  Sec.,  to  make  low, 

ower,  humble,  humiliate,  degrade,  treat  with  dis- 
respect or  contempt,  slight.  —  Nyak-karana,  am, 

i.  the  act  of  lowering  or  degrading,  treating  with 

isrespect  or  contempt.  —  Nyak-kdra,  as,  m.  making 

ow,  humiliation,  humbling,  contempt,  disregard,  dis- 
espect.  —  Nyak-krita,  o«,  a,  am,  humbled,  treated 
with  contempt  or  contumely. 

Ny-akna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  bent  down.  —  Nyak- 
lairguli  (°na-an°),  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  the 
ingers  bent. 
Ny-aknha,  as,  d,  am  [cf.  rt.  aJiih,  which  may  be 

connected  with  rt.  a€=anf\,  low,  inferior;  whole, 

entire ;  (as),  m.  a  buffalo ;  an  epithet  of  ParaSu- 
•5ma ;  (am),  n.  the  whole ;  grass. 

Nyay-lhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati, Sec.,  to  become  low 

or  humble,  to  humble  one's  self :  Caus.  nyay-bhava- 
/ati,  to  cause  to  become  low,  humiliate,  treat  with 

disrespect.  —  Nyag-bhdva,  as,  m.  humiliation,  degra- 
dation, debasement,  contempt.  —  Nyag-bhdrana, 

am,  n.  humbling,  degrading,  treating  with  contempt, 
defiling.  •-  Nyag-bhavayitri,  la,  trl,  tri,  one  who 
owers  or  humbles ;  humbling. 

Ny-aitka,  as,  m.  a  particular  part  of  a  carriage. 
Ny-anku,  us,  m.  a  deer,  an  antelope  ;  N.  of  a 

Vluni ;  of  a  C'akra-vartin.  —  Nyattku-bhuruha,  Of, 
m.  the  tree  Calosanthes  Indica.  —  Nyattku-siras, 
scil.  kakubh,  a  sort  of  metre  consisting  of  n  +  12 

+  4  syllables.  —  Nyanku-sdrint,  {.,  scil.  bfihati,  f.  a 
sort  of  metre,  also  called  uro-brihali,  consisting  of 
8+12  +  8  +  8  syllables. 

2.  ny-and,  nyatt,  nidi,  nyak  [cf.  nlda,  p.  512], 

,'oing  downwards,  turned  or  directed  downwards,  bent 
down ;  lying  on  the  face ;  low,  vile,  contemptible, 
base ;  whole,  entire ;  slow,  lazy ;  nldd,  inst.  c.  on  the 

ground,  (see  p.  5 1 2,  col.  I ) ;  (nyak),  ind.  downwards, 
down,  humbly.  —  Nyag-jdti,  is,  is,  i,  of  a  low  or 
inferior  race,  low  born.  —  Nyag-rodha,  as,ra.(  = 

nyak-rolia,  growing  downwards),  the  Indian  fig-tree, 
Ficus  Indica ;  another  tree  [cf.  rfami] ;  a  fathom, 
measured  by  the  arms  extended ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Ugra-sena ;  of  a  Brahman,  of  a  monastery,  of  a  village ; 

(t  or  d),  f.  Salvinia  Cucculata;  a  medicinal  plant 
(commonly  Mohina).  —  Nyagrodha-parimandala, 
at,  a,  am,  being  a  fathom  in  circumference ;  (d),  f. 
an  elegant  woman. — Nyagrodha-pdda,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  man. 

Ny-andana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  taking  on  one's  lap; 
(j),  f.  the  lap ;  (am),  n.  a  curve ;  a  hollow,  recess ; 
a  hiding-place. 

Ny-aAdita,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  or  cast  down, 
bent  down. 

'H!^  ny-anj,  cl.  7.  P.  -anakti  (Ved.  also 
A.  -ankte),  -aiijitum  or  -anktum,  to  anoint,  be- 

smear ;  (A.)  to  creep  in,  to  conceal  or  hide  one's  self. 
Ny-akta,  as,  d,  am,  anointed,  smeared ;  mixed  up. 
Ny-anga,,  as,  m.  a  mark,  sign ;  sort,  kind  (e.  g. 

A-cabhrUha-nyanga,  a  sort  of  Avabhritha) ;  (am), n.  low  abuse  (?). 

myfeoRT  ny-anjalikd,  f.  an  Aiijali  which 
is  directed  downwards. 

"W  ny-anta,  m.  n.  (?),  proximity;  (ena), 

ind.,  Ved.  near,  near  to. 

'ani  ny-aya,  as,  m.  (fr.  3.  nl,  i.e.  rt.  5.  i 

with  ni),  destruction,  loss,  waste. 
Ny-ayana,  am,  n.,Ved.  entrance  or  receptacle. 

'HTO  ny-arna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ard  or  rt. 
4.  rt  with  ni),  dissolved  (Ved.) ;  injured  ;  asked, 
solicited  (?) ;  gone(?). 

^tr«!  ny-artha,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  4.  ri  with  »i), 

Ved.  destruction,  annihilation ;  (Say.  on  Rig-veda 

VII.  18,  9)  not  going  in  the  usual  course. 
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»4MM  ny-arpaya,  Caus.  of  ny-rl,  q.  v. 

•Mg^  ny-arbuda,  am,  n.,Ved.  one  hundred 
millions. 

•^3^  ny-arbudi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  divine 
being  described  as  taking  an  active  part  in  war. 

•MliC^  ny-avagraha,  as,  m.  the  accentless 
vowel  at  the  end  of  a  PQrva-pada. 

•*t<f«l<  ny-ava-6ar,  cl.  I.  P.  -farati,  -(a- 
ritum,  to  enter  into,  penetrate. 

^*R^  ny-as,  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati,  -asitum,  to 
throw  down,  cast  down,  lay  down,  set  or  put  down 
(with  loc.,  e.g.  bhumau,  on  the  ground);  to  lay 
down,  rtsign,  give  up  (e.  g.  jivitam  ny-as,  to  lay 

down  one's  life) ;  to  bring  forward,  adduce,  pro- 
pound (as  an  argument  &c.) ;  to  lay  or  put  down  or 

place  upon  anything  (with  loc.,  e.  g.  fitre  ny-as,  to 
place  in  a  picture,  paint,  depict ;  pathi  ny-as,  to  lay 
down  on  the  road,  give  up  an  occupation,  &c. ;  iirasy 

djndm  ny-as,  to  place  a  command  on  one's  head, 
i.  e.  receive  a  command  with  due  reverence ;  s'dpam 
mayi  nyasyati,  he  lays  a  curse  upon  me) ;  to  put 
in,  place  within  (with  loc.),  to  deposit  with  any  one 

(loc. ) ;  to  give  into  any  one's  keeping,  make  a  de- 
posit, intrust,  deliver,  consign,  commit ;  to  settle,  fix, 

appoint ;  to  support :  Caus.  ny-dsayati,  to  cause  to 
put  or  lay  down,  &c. 

Ny-asana,  am,  n.  casting  or  laying  down,  de- 
positing ;  delivering,  giving  up. 

Ny-asta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown  or  cast  down,  laid 
down,  placed  in  or  upon,  put  in,  inserted,  applied  ; 
delivered,  deposited,  consigned;  depicted  (e.  g.  (\tm- 
nyasta,  committed  to  a  picture,  painted);  rested 
on,  leaning,  resting;  given  up,  resigned,  set  aside. 

—  Nyasta-danda,  as,  d,  am,  '  laying  down  the 
rod,'  giving  up  all  means  of  punishment.  — » Nyatla- 
deha,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  laid  down  the  body, 
dead.  —  Nyasta-tfastra,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has 
laid  down  or  resigned  his  weapons,  laying  down 
arms ;  unarmed,  defenceless ;  harmless ;  epithet  of 
the  Manes  or  deified  progenitors. 

1.  ny-asya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  deposited ;  to  be  ap- 
pointed to  any  office  (with  loc.) ;  to  be  delivered. 

2.  ny-asya,  ind.  having  put  down,  having  laid 
down,  having  deposited,  having  given  up,  &r. 

Ny-dsa,  as,  m.  putting  down,  placing,  settling, 
planting  or  putting  down  (the  feet),  stepping,  a 
step;  depositing;  a  deposit,  pledge;  delivering, 
intrusting,  committing,  delivery ;  putting  on  colour 
&c.,  painting ;  writing  down,  writing,  impress,  stamp, 
mark  ;  giving  up,  putting  off  or  away,  laying  aside ; 
deserting,  abandoning;  lowering  the  tone  of  the 
voice ;  bringing  forward,  adducing ;  striking  or  digging 
in  (the  claws  &c.),  seizing  (with  the  claws);  con- 

signing or  intrusting  anything  to  the  mind ;  mental 
appropriation  or  assignment  of  various  parts  of  the 
body  to  tutelary  divinities  (accompanied  with  certain 
prayers  and  gesticulations)  ;  N.  of  a  commentary  on 

the  KasikS-vritti  by  Jinendra.  —  Nydsa-dhdrin,  i, 
m.  the  holder  of  a  deposit,  a  mortgagee.  —  Nydsd- 

•pahnava  (°s«-ap0),  as,  m.  repudiation  of  a  deposit. 
"Nydii-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -liar- 
turn,  to  make  a  deposit,  deposit  anything  with  a 

person.  —  Nydsoddyota  (°sa-ud°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
grammatical  work. 

Ny-dsin,  i,  inl,  i,  one  who  has  abandoned  all 
worldly  concerns;  (i),  m.  a  Sannyasl. 

"flj;  ny-ahna  (?),  Ved.  the  closing  day. 

•MI«Ji  ny-d-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum, 
Ved.  to  keep  back,  hold  back. 

f  nydkya,  am,  n.  fried  rice. 
& 
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nyagrodhamula,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

nyagrodJia-mula),  being  or  situated  at  the  roots  of the  Ficus  Indica. 

nydda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ad  with  ni), 
eating,  feeding. 

ny-d-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  -dadhdti,  -dhd- 
tum,  to  fix  in,  place  in,  appoint ;  to  put  down. 

ny-dya,  as,  m.  (fr.  3.  ni,  i.  e.  rt.  5.  t 
with  ni),  method,  way,  rule  (lit.  that  to  which  any- 

thing goes  back  or  in  which  anything  goes),  model, 
manner,  system,  plan,  doctrine,  right  or  fit  or  suitable 
manner,  that  which  is  fitting,  fitness,  propriety, 

right,  justice,  virtue,  equity,  law,  a  lawful  act;  (in 
gram.)  a  general  or  universal  rule,  an  axiom  which 
precedes  and  must  be  kept  in  view  in  the  explanation 
of  special  rules;  a  lawsuit,  policy,  good  government; 
decision  in  a  lawsuit,  judicial  sentence,  judgment ;  a 
celebrated  system  of  Hindu  philosophy  delivered  by 
Gautama  or  Gotama  in  a  set  of  aphorisms  divided 
into  five  lectures ;  the  proper  way  of  stating  an  argu- 

ment, logic,  logical  philosophy ;  a  logical  argument, 
a  complete  argument  or  syllogism  (consisting  of  five 
members  with  the  Naiyayikas,  viz.  pratijnd,  hetu, 

uddharana,  upanaya,  nigamana,  and  of  three 
members  with  the  Vedantins) ;  likeness,  analogy, 

apposite  illustration ;  nyayena,  in  the  way  of,  after 
the  manner  of  (e.g.  llla-nyayena,  by  way  of  sport,  as 
if  in  sport ;  cf.  nyaya-tas  below).  Placed  after  a 
finite  verb  nydyam  is  said  by  Panini  (VIII.  I,  27, 

5  7 )  to  express  either  censure  or  repetition.  —  Nyaya- 
kalpalatiltd,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary.  —  Nydya-kusu- 
manjali,  ie,  m.,  N.  of  the  aphorisms  of  Udayana; 
[cf.  kmumdiijali.]  —  Nydya-kokila  (?),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Buddhist  teacher.  —  Nydya-kaustubha, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  general  work  on  the  NySya 

philosophy.  —  Nyaya-<!udd-mani,  N.  of  a  confuta- 
tion of  the  NySya  system  of  philosophy  in  favour 

of  the  Vedanta  by  MJdhava  Sarasvati.  —  Nydya- 

(uddmani-prajihd,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
preceding  work  by  Candi svara.  —  Nydya-tai,  ind. 
in  a  fitting  manner,  as  is  fitting;  suitably,  justly,  fitly, 

according  to  right  or  justice.  —  Nydya-td,  (.  or  nydya- 
tva,  am,  n.  fitness,  propriety.  —  Nydya-dvdra-tdra- 
ka-^dftra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work.  —  Nydya- 
panfdnana,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Jaya-r5ma ;  [cf. 
paMdnana.]  —  Nydya-bindu.,  N.  of  a  commentary 
on  the  Mlmatjsa-surras  by  Vaidya-natha.  —  Nyaya- 
bodhini,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Tarka- 
san-graha  by  Go-vardhana  Misra.  —  Nydya-bhdshya, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Nyiya-sutras 
by  the  Rishi  Vstsyayana.  -  Nyaya-bhdskara,  N.  of 
a  philosophical  work.  — Nydya-lhiishana,  am,  n., 

N.  of  a  vork.  —  Nyaya-makaranda,  N.  of  a  work 
on  the  NySya  system  controverted  from  the  stand- 

point of  the  VedZnte.  —  Nydya-mald-1'istara,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  an  introduction  to  the  study  of  the 
Mlm5ns5  philosophy.  —  Nydya-ralnamald,  f.,  N. 
of  a  work  on  the  Mlminsa.  —  Nydt/a-lildi'ati,  N. 
of  an  elementary  treatise  on  the  Nyaya  philosophy. 

—  Nydya-vat,  an,  afi,  at,  acting  rightly,  behaving 
properly.  —  Nydya-vartin,  i,  inl,  i,  well  behaved, 
acting  with  propriety.  —  Nydya-ndgiia,  as,  m.  an 

epithet  of  Sri-krishna  ;  of  Dikshita-s'ri-kantha-sarman. 
—  Nydya-vihi ta,  as,  a,  am,  prescribed  by  rule. 
—  Nyaya-idstra,  am,  n.  the  philosophical  system 
of  the  NySya  school ;  logic  (as  connected  with  this 
schoo\).  —  Nydya-sankshepa,  as,   m.   or  nydya- 
sanyraha,  as,  m.  or  nydya-sdra,  as  or  am,  m.  or 
n.,  N.  of  certain  compendious  works  on  the  Nyaya 

philosophy.  —  Nydya-sdrint,  f.  right  or  fit  behaviour ; 
a  woman  acting  or  judging  rightly.  —  Nydya-sid- 
dhdnta-panddnana,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Visva- 
natha.  —  Nydyasiddhdnta-marijari,  f.,  N.   of  a 
work.  —  Nydya-sutra,  am,  n.  the  aphorisms  of  the 

Nyaya  philosophy  by  Gautama.  -  Nydydidra  (°ya- 
df°),  as,  a,  am,  acting  justly,  virtuous.  —  Nydya- 
dhdra  (aya-ddh°),  as,  m.  '  receptacle  of  justice,'  a 
term  applied  to  any  one  who  is  a  model  of  virtue  or 

propriety.  —  Nydydnusdra-ildstra  (°ya-an°),  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work.  —  Nyayamrila  (°ya- 
am°),  am,  n.  '  nectar  of  NySya,'  N.  of  a  Vedanta 
work   by  VySsa  Tirtha  Bindu.  —  Nyayamrita-ta- 
rangini,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  NySySmrita 

by  RJma  Adirya.  —  Nydydrjita  (°ya-ar"),  as,  a, 
am,  obtained  in  a  regular  way.  —  Nydydlankdra- 

bhatta  (°ya-al°),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Sii- 
goviuda;  also  of  SYl-mahesvara.  —  Nyayav ali-di- 

dhiti  (°ya-dv°),  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on 
Jaimini.  —  Nyayopeta  (°ya-up°),  as,a,ain,  accord- 

ing to  rule,  right,  admitted. 
Ni/dyin,  I,  inl,  i,  right,  fit ;  logical,  rational. 
Nyayya,  as,  a,  am,  regular,  proper,  just,  right, 

equitable,  fit,  suitable,  adapted,  (sometimes  giving  a 
passive  sense  to  the  infin.) ;  usual,  customary.  —  Nydy- 

ya-tva,  am,  n.  fitness,  suitableness,  propriety. 

•tilts «^  ny-a-vyadh,    cl.  4.  P.   -vidfiyati, 
-vyaddhum,  to  cause  to  burst  forth,  let  loose,  set  free. 

•<U«  ny-dsa.     See  under  ny-as,  col.  i. 

'3TJIJ  nyunkha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Saman,  the 
sixfold  repetition  of  the  triliteral  name  of  God  or 

Om,  [cf.  nyunkha'] ;  (as,  a,  am),  proper,  right ; 
pleasing,  agreeable. 

^^  ny-u6,  cl.  4.  P.  -ufyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 
rejoice  in,  delight  in,  take  pleasure  in;  (Say.)  to 
assent  to,  agree  to. 

Ny-oHarii,  f.,  Ved.  (probably)  a  kind  of  woman's 
ornament;  (Say.)  a  female  servant  or  slave. 
Ny-o£ara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (perhaps)  belonging 

to  or  fit  for  a  place. 

'^^  ny-utta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  ud  or  und 
with  ni),  dipped  in,  sprinkled. 

•JJH  ny-upta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  ni-vap,  q.v.), 
offered,  presented  (to  the  Manes  of  deceased  ancestors). 
Ny-upya,  ind.  having  offered,  having  presented 

(cakes  &c.  to  the  Manes). 

•*i^n  ny-ubj,  cl.  6.  P.  -ubjati,  &c.,  to 
bend  down,  press  down,  throw  down. 

Ny-ubja,  as,  d,  am,  turned  or  bent  downwards, 
lying  on  the  face  or  with  the  face  downwards; 
looking  downwards ;  bent,  crooked ;  hump-backed, 
crooked-backed  (as  the  result  of  disease) ;  convex ; 

(as),  m.  the  Nyag-rodha  tree;  a  sort  of  ladle  made 
of  Kusa  grass ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  Averrhoa 
Carambola;  a  vessel  used  at  SrSddhas.  —  Nyubja- 

kJiadga,  as,  m.  a  crooked  sword,  a  sabre. 

'HTR  ny-ush  [cf.  rt.  i.usK],  cl.  I.  P.  -oshati, 
Sec.,  Ved.  to  burn  down  ;  (Say.)  to  consume  utterly. 

"^f  nyiinkha,  as,  m.  the  insertion  of  the sound  o  in  different  places  with  variety  of  prosodial 
length  and  accentuation  in  the  recitation  of  hymns, 
(this  sound  may  be  repeated  any  number  of  times  in 
the  recitation  of  Mantras,  or  may  be  made  long, 
short,  or  prolated,  or  may  have  different  accents.) 

Nyunkhaya,  Nom.  P.  nyunkhayati,  -yitum,  to 
insert  the  Nyun-kha,  (occurring  in  fut.  pass.  part. 
nyunkhaniya  and  nyunkhya) ;  (A.  -ie),  to  make 
a  peculiar  sound,  to  growl. 

T?t  ny-una,  as,  d,  am  (see  vna),  lessened, 
diminished,  shortened,  made  smaller,  less,  inferior, 
deficient,  defective,  wanting,  destitute,  deprived  of 

(e.  g.  artha-nyuna,  deprived  of  property,  destitute 
of  wealth) ;  imperfect  or  defective  in  some  organ  (e.g. 

pada-nyuna,  having  a  defect  in  the  feet) ;  low,  vile, 
wicked,  despicable,  blamable;  (am),  ind.  less;  (am), 

n.  an  euphemistic  expression  for  the  vulva.  —  Nyfnta- 
td,  f.  or  nyuna-tra,  am,  n.  inferiority,  deficiency, 

incompleteness.  —  Nyuna-dh't,  If,  ts,  i,  deficient 
in  intellect,  ignorant,  foolish.  —Nyuna-panfdiad- 

bhdva,  as,  n.  '  having  but  forty-nine  properties  of 
human  nature,' an  idiot.  —  Nyunaksliara  (°na-ak°), 
as,  d,  am,  defective  in  letters  or  syllables.  —  Nyu- 

ndnga  (ana-ait°),  as,  I,  am,  defective  in  a  limb  or 
organ,  maimed,  mutilated,  imperfect.  —  NyunadMka 

(^na-adh0),  ait,  a,  am,  less  or  more,  unequal.  —  Nyu- 
nadhilca-vibhdga,  as,  m.  unequal  partition.  —Nyu- 

nendriya  (°na-in°),  as,  a,  am,  wanting  some  organ 
or  sense,  deficient,  imperfect  (as  blind,  deaf,  &C.). 

Nyunaya,  Nom.  P.  nyunayati,  -yihim,  or 
nyuni-kri,  d.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum, 
to  lessen,  diminish,  make  less. 
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ny-uh  [cf.  rt.  2.  SA],  cl.  I.  A.  -ohate 
or  -uhate,  Ved.  to  attend  to,  observe ;  (SSy.)  to  bear 
up  or  support  completely,  (as  if  fr.  rt.  I.  «A.) 

^  ny-ri  [cf.  rt.  4.  n],  cl.  5.  P.  -rinoti  or -rinvati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  put  or  place  in ;  to  infuse : 

Caus.  ny-arpayati,  -yitum,  to  throw  down,  cast 
down,  overthrow. 

^^  ny-rinj  [cf.  rt.  2.  rt*/],  cl.  6.  A. 
-rinjate,  &c.,  Ved.  to  reach,  attain,  gain,  obtain, 
win;  (S5y.)  to  propitiate,  befriend. 

•^  ny-rish  [cf.  rt.  2.  mA],  cl.  6.  P. 
-rvshati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  press  down  or  under,  suppress, 
hide,  cover ;  to  put  in ;  (Say.)  to  attain  to. 
Ny-nshta,  as,  a,  am,  pressed  under;  (Siy.) 

attained  to,  gained,  endowed. 

•^  ny-e  (=ny-d-i),  cl.  2.  P.  ny-aiti,  &c., Ved.  to  come  or  fall  into. 

yt[<^^ny-okas,  as,  as,  a*,  Ved.  belonging 
to  home  or  one's  native  country,  domestic,  home- 

bred ;  (S3y.)  dwelling  in  an  eternal  mansion,  having 
an  eternal  abode. 

ny-ofarii,  ny~o<!ara.     See  ny-u6. 

y-o/as,  is,  as,  as,  powerful. 

p'J'l  nr-asthi-malin.     See  p.  515, 
col.  3. 

^  nvai  for  nu-vai,  ind.,  Ved,  indeed, 
really,  certainly. 

T  i.  pa,  the  twenty -first  consonant  of 
the  NSgarf  alphabet  and  the  first  letter  of  the  fifth 
or  labial  class,  having  the  sound  of  the  English  p. 
—Pa-kdra,  an,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  pa.  — Pa- 

varga,  as,  m.  '  the  p  series,"  the  labial  series  of consonants. 

T  2.  pa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.pa),  (at  the 
end  of  a  comp.),  drinking ;  [cf.  aneka-pa,  djya-pa, 
kukira-pa,  Sec.] 

if  3.  pa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  pa),  (at  the 
end  of  a  comp.),  guarding,  protecting,  ruling ;  (a), 
I.  guarding,  protection. 

IT  4.  pa,  as,  m.  air,  wind ;  a  leaf;  an  egg. 

M«l|   pans   or  pans,  cl.   I.  and   10.   P. 
v  paniati,pansati,  pandayati,  pansayati, 

&c.,  to  destroy. 

4<*M  pakatha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  with 
the  patronymic  Saubhara. 

13k  i\  pakkatl,  f.  the  tree  Thespesia  Po- 
pulnea. 

pakkana,  as,   m.   the  hut    of   a 
CSndala  or  of  any  outcast,  the  abode  of  a  savage  or 

barbarian ;  (incorrectly  read pajtvana ;  cf.  pakvas'a.) 
MrfcHiT  paktapauda,  as,  m.  a  species  of 

plant  (=  panda-kritya,  pani'a-rakshaka,  var- 
illiuna;  in  Hindi  =pakhauild). 

MrH<*i  paktavya.     See  rt.  2.  pad,  p.  521. 

i  pakti,  pakva.     See  rt.  2.  pa<f,  p.  521. 

pakvasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  barbarous 
tribe ;  a  Cindila ;  [cf.  pitkkada,  pukmsa,  pakkana.] 

i  ail  Mail  pakviipakva,  an  onomatopoetic 
word  imitative  of  the  cry  of  birds. 

TJTJJ  po*sA  [cf.  rt.  2.  pas'],  cl.  i.  10.  P. \  pakahati,  pakgfuiyati,  &c.,  to  take,  seize, 

accept ;  to  take  a  part  or  side  ;  [cf.  Zend  pas',  '  to 
bind  :'  Gr.  Tr-rty-m-^i,  i-it&y-r,-v,  Tryy-na,  irrrf-6-', 
vdy-o-s,  Trdx-rri,  irdyrn,  rdira-a\o-s :  Lat.  /«<•-/- 
*c-or,pdx,pac-i-o,paiu/-o,pi</-nus,pd-lu-a:  Goth. 

fah-an,  '  to  catch :'  Mod.  Germ,  fang-en :  Old 
Germ.  fuog-<t,  ga-fuogi,  *  apt ;'  gafag-yan,  *  to 
satisfy;'  fah,  'a  shelf:'  Bohem.  pds,  'a  girdle;' 
pew-mo,  'yarn.1] 
Paksha,  (ts,  m.  (probably  connected  with  the  pre- 

ceding, but  by  some  regarded  as  an  unreduplicated 
Desid.  form  of  an  unused  rt.  paj,  fr.  which  pdjas, 

'  strength,'  may  be  derived  ;  in  LJn5di-s.  III.  69.  pak- 
sha  is  derived  fr.  rt.  I.  pan),  a  wing,  pinion,  (in  this 
sense  also  am,  n.) ;  symbolical  expression  for  the 
number  two ;  a  feather,  the  feathers  oo  both  sides  of 
an  arrow ;  the  flank  or  side  (of  a  man  &c.),  the 
shoulder ;  the  side  of  anything  (as  of  a  house,  car- 

riage, the  head,  hair,  &c.)  ;  the  wing  or  flank  of  an 
army,  &c. ;  the  half  of  anything ;  the  half  of  a  lunar 
month,  a  fortnight  comprising  fifteen  days,  (the  half 
from  new  moon  to  full  moon  was  called  purvti  or 

dpuryamdna ,  later  stiL-la  or  suddha  ;  the  other  half 
was  called  apara  or  apa-kshiyamdna,  later  fcmAwa 
or  tdmisra;  and  every  half  month  is  divided  into 
fifteen  Tithis,  named  pratJiamd,  dvitlyd,  .&c.)  ;  a 
side,  party,  faction,  a  partisan,  adherent,  follower ;  a 
dass,  multitude,  host,  set,  troop,  number  of  adherents 

or  friends  (e.  g.  iatru-paksha,  the  enemy's  side  or 
[as  an  adj.]  being  on  the  enemy's  side;  mahd- 
paksha,  one  who  has  many  adherents ;  deva- 
paksha-vardh,  the  most  distinguished  adherents  of 
the  gods ;  paksha-sammata,  approved  by  a  certain 
set  of  people) ;  one  of  two  cases,  one  side  of  an 
argument,  an  alternative,  (pakshe,  on  the  other 
alternative,  on  the  other  hand)  ;  a  case  in  general, 
a  supposition,  (pakshdntare,  in  the  other  case,  on 
the  other  supposition)  ;  a  thesis,  a  point  under  investi- 

gation or  discussion,  a  position  advanced  or  argument 
to  be  maintained ;  (in  logic)  the  subject  of  a  syl- 

logism or  conclusion  or  inference ;  place,  position ; 
supposition,  view,  notion,  idea,  opinion  (e.  g.  mu- 
khyah  pakshah,  an  excellent  idea) ;  state,  condition ; 
(in  algebra)  a  primary  division  or  the  side  of  an 
equation  in  a  primary  division.  According  to  the 
lexicographers  the  word  has  also  the  following  mean- 

ings :  the  wall  of  a  house ;  a  wall ;  an  army ;  favour ; 
contradiction,  opposition,  rejoinder,  reply ;  the  ash- 

pit of  a  fire-place,  a  royal  elephant ;  a  limb  or 
member  of  the  body ;  the  leathers  of  the  tail  of  a 
peacock,  a  tail ;  proximity,  neighbourhood ;  a  brace- 

let ;  purity,  perfection.  In  composition  with  words 

signifying  '  hair,'  paksha  is  said  to  mean  '  quantity  ;' 
see  keda-paksha  ;  [cf.  puna-p°,  uttara-p°,  eka-p°, 
kdka-p°,  krishna-p0,  &c. :  cf.  probably  Gr.  ira|  in 
a-ira(  ;  Goth.fug^s, '  a  bird;'  Mod.  Germ.  Vogel; 
Lith.  panksh-tisj  perhaps  Lat.  passer  for  paxer.] 
—  Paksha-gama,  as,  d,  am,  moving  with  or  by 
means  of  wings,  flying.  —  Paksha-gupta,  as,  m. 
'  wing-protected,'  a  species  of  bird.  —  Paksha-gra- 
hana,  am,  n.  choosing  a  party.  -•  Paksha-grdha, 
ae,  d,  am,  or  paktha-grahin,  J,  ini,  i,  one  who 
chooses  a  party.  —  Paksha-ghdta  <=  pukshdghdta, 

q.  v.  —  Paksha-ghna,  as,  i,  am,  a  Tri-s'Slaka  having no  hall  towards  the  west.— Pakshan~gama,as,  d,am, 

moving  by  means  of  wings,  Ry'mfl.-*Paksha-6ara,  as, m.  an  elephant  strayed  from  the  herd  ;  the  moon  ;  an 
attendant,  a  constant  companion.  —  Palcuha-tthid, 
t,  m.  '  cutter  of  the  wings'  (of  the  mountains),  an 
epithet  of  Indra.  —  Pakshorja,  as,  d,  am,  or  paksha- 
janman,  d,  d,  a,  produced  in  a  fortnight ;  (ax  or 
a),  m.  the  moon.  —  Palmha-ta,  (.  or  paksha-tra, 
am,  n.  partisanship,  alliance ;  adherence  to  a  party ; 
the  being  a  part  of;  the  taking  up  a  side  or  argu- 

ment ;  maintaining  or  defending  a  thesis ;  the  essential 
nature  of  a  proposition;  the  being  the  subject  of 
a  syllogism.  —  Pdksha-dmya,  am,  n.  both  sides  of 
an  argument,  &c. ;  a  month  (two  fortnights).  —  Pak- 
eha-dcara,  am,  n.  a  side  door,  an  inner  or  back 
door,  a  private  entrance.  —  Paksh/i-dhara,  as,  a, 
am,  having  a  side  or  wing,  winged ;  taking  the  side 
or  adhering  to  the  party  of  any  one  (gen.) ;  belonging 
to  any  party,  or  faction,  siding  with  any  one  (gen.) ; 
(as),  m.  a  bird  ;  a  partisan,  adherent ;  the  moon ;  an 
elephant  that  has  strayed  from  the  herd.— Paksha- 
nddi,  f.  a  quill.  —  Palisha-pata,  an,  m.  'falling  of 

the  feathers,'  the  moulting  of  birds  (considered  to 
proceed  from  fever)  ;  the  act  of  taking  the  side  or 
adhering  to  the  party  of  any  one  (gen.) ;  siding  with 
any  one  (gen.) ;  adopting  a  side  or  argument 
whether  right  or  wrong,  attachment  to  a  party, 
partisanship,  partiality  for  (with  loc.  or  gen.) ;  a 
partisan,  adherent.  —  Pakuhapdta-krita-sneha,  as, 
d,  am,  manifesting  party  attachment,  sympathising. 
—  Pakehapati-td,  f.  or  pakthapdti-tva,  am,  n. 
partisanship,  adherence  to  a  side  or  party,  partiality, 
friendship,  fellowship,  faction,  factiousness.  —  Pulisha- 
pdtin,  i,  inl,  i,  taking  the  side  or  adhering  to  the 
party  (of  any  one),  siding  with,  favouring  a  party ; 
(i),  m.  a  partisan,  friend,  adherent,  follower.  —  Pak- 
sha-pdli,  is,  m.  a  private  or  back  door.  —  Paksha- 
puta,  as,  m.  a  wing.  —  Paksha-poshana,  as,  i, 
am,  fostering  or  favouring  a  party,  factious.  —  Pak- 
sha-pradyota,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  peculiar  position  of 
the  hands  in  dancing.  —  Paksha-bala,  am,  n.  strength 
of  wing.  ••  Paksha-bhdga,  as,  m.  the  side  or  flank, 
especially  the  flank  of  an  elephant.  <—Paksha-bhukti, 
is,  (.  the  course  traversed  by  the  sun  in  a  fortnight. 
.^  Paknha-bheda,  as,  m.  distinction  between  two 
sides  of  an  argument ;  the  difference  between  the  two 
halves  of  a  lunar  month.  —  I'aktha-mula,  am,  9. 
the  root  or  articulation  of  a  wing.  —  Pak&ha-radand, 
f.  forming  a  party  or  faction.  —  Paksha-vaiititaka, 
as.  m.  a  peculiar  position  of  the  hands  in  dancing. 
—  Paksha-vat,  an,  atl.  at,  winged ;  having  flanks ; 
having  a  side  or  party,  firmly  adhering  to  or  having 
a   predilection  for  any  one;    belonging  to  a  good 
family,  of  good  extraction  (?).  —Paksha-vdda,  as, 
m.  expression  of  opinion,  stating  a  case ;  ex  pane 
statement.  —  Paksha-vdhana,  as,  m. '  whose  vehicles 
are  wings,'  a  bird.  —  Paksha-vindu,  us,  m.  '  wing- 
spot,'  a  heron.  —  Paksha-rydpin,  I,   ini,  i,  em- 

bracing the  whole  of  an  argument  or  thesis.  ••  Pak- 
sha-fas,  ind.  by  or  for  half  months  or  fortnights. 
—  Paksha-simdara,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree ;  [cf. 
lodhra.]  —  Paksha-hata,  at,  a,  am,  paralysed  on 
one  side.  —  Paksha-hara,  as,  m.  a  bird ;  (perhaps 

a   wrong    reading   for  palnha-dhara,  '  possessing 
wings.')  —  Paksha-homa,as,  m.  (probably)  an  obla- 

tion to  be  offered  every  half  month.  —  PaksJidkdra 

(°sha-dk°),  as,  a,  am,  wing-shaped.  —  Pakuhd- 
ghata  Cfha-dgh°),  as,  m.  '  side-stroke,'  paralysis  or palsy  of  one  side,  hemiplegia ;  refutation  of  an  argument 

or  view.  —  Pakehanta  Csha-a,n°),  as,  m.  the  fifteenth 
and  last  day  of  either  half  month,  new  or  full  moon  ; 
the  end  of  the  wings  of  an  army  arranged  in  the 

shape  of  a  bird.  —  Pakshdntara  (°«Aa-a»c),  am, 
n.  another  side  or  part,  another  or  different  view  of 
an  argument,  another  supposition.  ~Pakshabhdsa 

(°sha-dbh°),  as,  m.  a  seeming  or  fallacious  argu- 
ment,   a    fallacy,    a    false    plaint. ~ Pafftthdi'asara 

(Via-a»°),   as,   m,    the   last   day   of  either   half 
month,  day  of  new  or  full  moon.  —  Paksliahati 
(°sha-dh°),  is,  (.  a  stroke  with  the  wings.  —  Pak- 
shdhdra  (°eha-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  eats  food 
only  once  in  a  half  month.  —  Pakshi-kri,  cl.  8.  P. 
A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  make  anything 
the  subject  of  an  argument  or  syllogism.  —  Pakshod- 
grahin  (°eha-ud°),  i,  inl,  i,  showing  partiality, taking  a  side  or  adopting  a  party. 

Paks/utka,  as,  m.  a  side  door,  a  private  or  back 
door ;  a  side ;  a  sidesman ;  an  associate,  a  confederate 
or  partisan,  (at  the  end  of  comps.  used  for  paksha.) 

1'ulishati,  is,  f.  the  root  or  insertion  of  a  wing,  the 

pit  of  a  bird's  wing ;  the  first  day  of  the  half  month. 
Paksha*,  ae,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  paf),  a  wing ; 

the  side  part  of  a  carriage ;  the  leaf  of  a  door ;  the 
wing  of  an  army;  a  half,  a  division;  a  half  month; 
the  side  or  shore  of  a  river ;  a  side. 
Pakshalikd,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Mitris  attending on  Skanda. 

Pali'shdlu,  us,  m.  a  bird. 
/  'iikshi,  is,  m.  (curtailed  form  for  paksJiin),  a  bird. 
Pakshin,  >,  ini,  i,  winged,  (figuratively)  furnished 

with  wings ;  taking  the  side  or  adhering  to  the 
party  (of  any  one) ;  siding  with ;  (i),  m.  a  day 
with  the  two  nights  enclosing  it;  the  bird  Garu^a 



pakshi-kita. 
as  one  of  the  eighteen  attendants  of  the  Sun; 
an  arrow  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  (?,  int),  m.  f.  a 
bird  ;  (t«J),  f.  (with  or  without  rain)  a  night  with 
the  two  days  enclosing  it  ;  the  day  of  full  moon  ; 

N.  of  a  Sakini  ;  [cf.  Lith.  pauksh-tis,  '  a  bird  ;' 
Goth,  fug-Is,  'a  bird;'  Angl.  Sax.  fug-ill;  Mod. 

Germ.  Voycl  ;  probably  Lav,  patter  for  paxer."] 
—  Pakshi-klta,   as,    m.   'bird-insect,'   an    insect- 
like  bird,  an  insignificant  species  of  bird.  —  Paksht- 
tlrtha,   am,    n.,    N.    of    a    sacred    bathing-place. 

—  Paksld-pati,  is,  m.  'the  prince  of  birds,'  an 
epithet    of  SampZti.  —  Pakshipdniya-itdlikd,  (.   a 
trough   or  reservoir  for  watering  birds,  cattle,  &c. 

—  PaksM-pungavn,  as,  m.  'a  bull   among  the 
birds,'  an  epithet  of  Jatlyu.  —  Pakshi-pravara,  as, 
m.  '  the  most  excellent  among  the  birds,'  an  epithet 
of  Garuda.  —  Pakxhi-ldlaka,  as,  m.  a  young  bird. 
—  Pakshi-mrif/a-td,  f.  (fr.  pakshin  and  mriga), 
the  form    or   condition   of  a  bird   or  of  a  beast. 

—  Pakshi-rdj,  t,  or  pa.kski-ra.ja,  as,  m.  'king  of 
the  birds,'  an  epithet  of  Garuda  or  of  Jatayu.  —  1'ak- 
shi-rdjya,  am,  n.  the  sovereignty  of  the  feathered 

liibes.—Pakshi-s'dld,  f.  '  bird-house,'  an  aviary,  a  nest. 
—  Pakshi-s'dvaka,  as,  m.  a  young  bird.  —  Pakshi- 
finha,  at,  m.  'lion  among  the  birds,'  an  epithet 
of  Garuda,  the  bird  and  vehicle  of  Vishnu.  —  Pukthl- 

stdmin,  i,  m.  '  lord  or  master  of  the  birds,'  an 
epithet  of  Garuda.  —  Pakshindra  (°shi-irf),  as,  m. 
'  prince  of  the  birds,'  an  epithet  of  Garuda. 
Pakshiln,  as,  m.  (with  svdmin)  an  epithet  of 

the  saint  ValsySyana.  —  Pakshila-svdmin,  I,  m.  an 

epithet  of  Vatsyayana  who  is  identified  with  C'anakya. 
Pakshlya,  as,  a,  am  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.), 

belonging  to  a  side,  siding  with,  taking  the  side 
or  adhering  to  the  party  of  any  one. 
Pakuhman,  a,  n.  an  eyelash  ;  the  filament  of  a 

flower  ;  the  point  of  a  thread,  a  thin  thread  ;  the 

leaf  of  a  flower  ;  a  wing  ;  a  whisker.  —  Pakshma- 
kopa  or  pakshma-prakopa.  as,  m.  irritation  pro- 

duced in  the  eye  by  the  eyelashes  turning  inwards 

(Entropium).  —  Pakslimdksha  (°ma-a/i'«/ta),  as,  I, 
am,  having  an  eyelash  or  eyelashes  in  the  eye 
(suffering  from  Entropium). 

1'akshrnala,  as,  a,  am,  having  strong  or  long 
eyelashes  ;  having  long  or  thick  hair,  hairy,  shaggy. 
Pakshya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  descended  from  Paksha 

(i.e.  according  to  Say.  the  Sun)  ;  changing  every  half 
month  ;  produced  or  occurring  in  a  fortnight  ;  be- 

longing to  a  side,  siding  with,  taking  part  with; 
lateral. 

msf!£pakshnu.     See  p.  522,  col.  I. 

pakshman.     See  above. 

TTf;  panka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  I.  pad  or  pand),  mud,  mire,  dirt,  clay  ;  a  slough,  a' 
quagmire  ;  ointment,  unguent  ;  moral  impurity,  sin  ; 

[cf.  nish-panka,  riila-p°.~\  —  Panka-karvala,  as, m.  soft  mud,  especially  such  as  is  left  by  the  retiring 
of  floods  or  on  the  banks  of  a  river,  alluvium,  a  marsh, 

a  quagmire.  —  Panka-klra,  as,  m.  an  aquatic  bird,  a 
lap-wing.  —  Panka-knda,  as,  a,  am,  wallowing  or 

sporting  in  mud;  (as),  m.  a  pig;  (also  'panka- 
kndanaka,  as,  m.)  —  Panka-gadaka,  as,  m.  or 
panka-gati,  is,  f.  a  small  fish,  Macrognathus  Pan- 
calus.  —  Panka-grdha,  as,  m.  the  marine  monster 

Makara,  q.v.  —  Panka-dd/iid,  t,  m.  '  mud-destroyer,' 
Strychnos  Potatorum  (the  fruit  of  which  is  used  for 

purifying  foul  water).  —  Panka-ja,  am,  n.  '  mud- 
born,'  a  species  of  lotus,  Nelumbium  Speciosum  (or 
rather  its  flower  which  closes  in  the  evening)  ;  (as), 

m.  an  epithet  of  Brahma,  (incorrect  for  pankaja- 

ja,  '  lotus-born')  ;  (i),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga. 
—  Pankaja-janman,  a,  m.  '  sprung  from  a  lotus,' 
an  epithet  of  BrahmS.  —  Pankaja-nilbha,   as,  a, 

am,  '  having  a  lotus  springing  from  his  navel,'  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Paitka-janman,  a,  n.  =  panka- 
ja.  —  Pankaja-pattra,  am,  n.  the  leaf  of  a  lotus. 
—  Pankajapattra^netra,    as,    a,    am,    having 
eyes  like  lotus-leaves.  —  Pankajdvali  (°ja-dv"),f.  a 
particular  metre  ;  [cf.  pankdvali.}  —  Panka-jit,  t, 

m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Garuda.  —  Pankajini,  f.  (fr. 

paitkajin  which  is  fr.  pa>tka-ja),  Nelumbium  Spe- 
ciosum (the  plant  itself),  a  group  of  such  lotuses,  a 

lotus  pool,  a  pool  or  pond  where  the  lotus  grows  or 
a  place  abounding  with  that  flower;  the  flexible 
staik  of  a  water-lily.  —  Panka-td,  f.  the  nature  or 

property  of  mud,  muddiness.  —  Panka-digdha,  as, 
a,  am,  besmeared  with  mud,  soiled  with  dirt. 

—  Pankadlgdha-s'arira,  as,  m.  'having  a  mud- 
smeared  body,'  N.  of  a  Danava  ;  (also  read  as  if  two 
names,  panka-digdha  and  iarlra.)  —  Pankadig- 

tlham/a  (°dha.-an°),  as,  m.  '  having  mud-smeared 
limbs,'  N.  of  a  being  attending  on  Skanda.  -•  Paitka- 
prabhd,  f.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  one  of  the  seven 
divisions  of  hell  (where  mud  or  mire  takes  the  place 

of  light).  —  Panka-Widj,  k,  Ic,  k,  sunk  in  the  mire. 
—  Panka-bhdraka,  as,  a,  am,  laden  with  mud, 
muddy.  —  Panka-majjana,  am,  n.  immersion   in 
mud.  —  Panka-manduka,  as,  m.  a  bivalve  conch  ; 

(also  wrongly  read  -wianduka.)  «•  Panka-maya,  a-9, 
i,  am,  full  of  mud  or  mire,  muddy.  —  Panka-ruh, 

t,  or  panka-ruka,  am,  n.  '  mud-growing,'  a  lotus. 
—  Panka-vat,  an,  aft,  at,  muddy,  covered  with 

mud.  —  Panka-vdsa,   as,  m.   'dwelling   in  mud,' 
a  crab.  —  Panka-tukti,  is,  f.  'mud-shell,'  a  par- 

ticular  species  of  muscle  or  cockle   (the   stair-case 

shell,  spinnet  shell).  —  Paitka-surana,  as,  m.  '  mud- 
root,'  the  fibrous  edible  root  of  a  lotus  ;  (also  written 
panka-tfurana,    panka-shurana.)  —  Panke-ja, 
am,  n.  '  born  in  the  mud,'  a  lotus.  —  Panke-ruha, 
am,  n.  'growing  in  mud,'  a  lotus;   (as),  m.  the 
Indian  crane  (as  a  synonym  otpushkara).  —  Panke- 
faya,  OK,  a,  am,  resting  or  dwelling  in  mud. 
Pankara,  as,  m.  the  aquatic  plant  Blyxa  Oc- 

tandra  or  Vallisneria  (  =  s"aivala)  ;  the  aquatic  plant 
Trapa  Bispinosa  (  =jala-kubjaka)  ;  a  dam,  dike, 
or  raised  bank  forming  a  path  amidst  inundated  fields  ; 
stairs,  steps,  a  ladder. 

Pankdcall,  f.=pankaj  avail  (of  which  it  may 
be  a  contraction). 

Pankin,  i,  int,  i  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  muddy, 

filled  or  covered  with  mud  ;  [cf.  mala-p°.~] Pankila,  as,  a,  am,  muddy,  dirty,  clayey  ;  (as), 
m.  a  boat,  canoe. 

M  $  <U  pankana,  wrong  form  for  pakkana, 

1-*- 

M  g;  q  i  K.  panka-vari.     See  pakva-vari. 

j  pankti,  is,  i,  f.  (connected  with  pan- 
dan),  a  row  or  line  or  set  of  five,  a  collection  of 
five,  the  number  five  ;  a  sort  of  fivefold  metre  con- 

sisting of  five  Padas  of  eight  syllables  each  ;  (in  the 
later  literature)  any  stanza  of  four  times  ten  syllables 
(or  of  four  lines,  each  line  consisting  of  ten  syllables)  ; 

the  number  ten,  (sometimes  in  comp.,  cf.  Rdi'ana- 

Urah-p0,  panktiyrtia,  pankti-ratha)  ;  a  line, 
range,  row,  series;  a  group,  flock,  troop;  a  heap; 
a  row  of  people  sitting  down  to  a  meal,  a  company, 
society,  assembly,  party  ;  a  company  of  persons  of 
the  same  caste  ;  the  living  generation  ;  the  earth  ; 
cooking,  maturing,  (incorrectly  for  pakti)  ;  fame, 

celebrity  (for  pakti)  ;  [cf.  akshara-p°,  astdra-p°, 
pada-p",  prastdra-p°.]—Paitkti-kantaka,  '  having 
rows  of  thorns  (?),'  a  white-flowering  Achyranthes. 
—  Pankti-griva,  as,  m.  '  ten-necked,'  an  epithet  of 
Ravana;  [cf.  pankti-ratha.}  —  Pankti-dara,  as, 

m.  '  going  in  lines,'  an  osprey.  —  Pankti-dusha  or 
-dushaka,  as,  d,  am,  defiling  or  contaminating  any 
society  or  company  of  persons  ;  (as),  m.  an  improper 
person  with  whom  to  associate,  (opposed  to  pankti- 
pdvana.)  —  Paitkti-dosha,  as,  m.  a  bane  of  society, 
anything  which  defiles  or  contaminates  a  company, 
what  spoils  a  society.  —  Pankti-pdvana,  as,  d,  am, 
purifying  a  society  or  company  of  persons,  (opposed 

to  pankti-dusha)  ;  (as),  m.  a  respectable  or  emi- 
nent person.  —  Pankti-ratha,  as,  m.  '  having  ten 

chariots,'  a  N.  of  Dasa-ratha,  the  father  of  Rama- 
candra.  —  Pankti-rddhas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  (a  sacri- 

fice) containing  fivefold  gifts;  (Say.)  abounding  in 
properly  presented  oblations.  —  Pankti-mja,  as,  m. 
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a  species  of  plant  (  =  varvura).  —  Pankt!i-krita, 
as,  d,  am,  associated  in  gmu^i.  —  Pankty-uttara, 
as,  d,  am,  having  a  Paifkti  at  the  end. 
Panktikd,  f.  a  row,  line,  (in  akshara-panktikii, a  row  of  letters ) 

T^  pcmyu,  us,  us  or  vl,  u  (perhaps  fr. 
apa-anga,  said  to  be  connected  with  rt.  I.  khanj), 
lame,  crippled,  halt,  one  who  has  lost  his  legs,  &c. ; 
(us),  m.  the  planet  Saturn  (as  moving  slowly) ;  an 
epithet  of  Nirjita-varman.  —  Pairgu-graha,  as,  m. 
thesea-monsttr  Makara,  q.  v. [cf.panka-grdha];  one 
of  the  signs  of  the  zodiac,  see  makara.  —  Pangit- 

td,  (.  or  panr/u-tva,  am,  n.  lameness,  deformity, 
mutilation.  —  Pangutva-hdrini,  f.  a  species  of  shrub 

(=^imridi)t 
Panguka,  as,  d,  am,  =  pangu,  lame. 
Pangula,  as,  d,  am,  lame,  crippled ;  (as),  m.  a 

horse  of  a  glassy  or  silvery  white  colour;  (am?), n.  lameness  (f ). 

M^l  i. pad  or  pah(,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  pafati, 
s,  -te,  pandati,  -te,  &c.,  to  make  clear  or 

evident :  Caus.  pandayati,  &c.,  to  explain  or  state 
fully,  amplify ;  to  spread. 
Panda,  f.  spreading. 

M  ̂   2.  pa(,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  paiati,  -te,  pa- 
^  pdfa  (papaktlta  or  pefitlia),  pede  (perf. 

part.  peiHvas,  f.  peditshi),paks/tyati,  -te,  apdkshit, 
apakta  (Vedic  forms  paks/Mt,  ape&ran,  pe6iran), 

paktum  (Ved.  paktave),  to  cook,  dress  food,  bake, 
roast,  boil ;  to  melt  (metals  &c.) ;  to  bake  or  burn 
(bricks) ;  to  digest ;  to  ripen,  mature,  bring  to 
maturity ;  (figuratively)  to  bring  to  perfection  or 
completion ;  to  develop  anything  (ace.)  into  another 

state  (ace.) ;  to  cook  for  one's  self  (A.) :  Pass,  pad- 
yale,  to  be  cooked ;  to  become  ripe  or  mature,  to 

ripen ;  to  arrive  at  completion  or  perfection  (MahS- 
bh.  AnusSsana-p.  6205);  to  be  developed;  to  be 
inflamed :  Caus.  pdfayati,  -yititm,  Aor.  aplpadat, 
to  cause  to  be  cooked,  to  have  cooked,  have  dressed 

(as  food),  to  cook ;  to  cause  to  ripen,  to  bring  to 
maturity  or  perfection,  bring  to  completion,  bring  to 

an  end ;  to  cure,  heal ;  (A.  -te),  to  cause  to  cook 

for  one's  self:  Pass,  of  Caus.  pdtyate,  to  be  cooked : 
Desid.  pipakshati:  Intens.  pdpafyate,  pdpadlti, 

to  be  much  cooked,  to  cook  very  much,  burn  exces- 
sively ;  (figuratively)  to  be  much  afflicted  :  Desid.  of 

the  Intens.  pdpatishati,  -te ;  [cf.  Zend  pad,  '  to 
cook :'  Gr.  wt'rr-wv,  imr-T^-s,  irtij/i-j,  irt'ir-roi,  W/u- 
jua,  ir^-a-avo-v,  ty-ta  for  irety-w,  ity-o-v,  otr-r6-s  for 
•jroTT-rd-s,  otrrtiu,  apro-K^vos,  apTO-tr6iros,  Spv- 
ireirijj,  Spv-Ttc\l/:  Lat.  coqu-0,  coquu-s,  cH-lina, 

co-quina  =pop-tna :  Slav,  pek-a, '  1  cook ;'  pesh-ti, 
'  a  stove :'  Lith.  kep-ti,  '  to  bake.'] 
Paktavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cooked  or  dressed, 

to  be  baked ;  to  be  matured  ;  to  be  digested. 
Pakti,  is,  f.  cooking,  preparing  food ;  food  or 

any  dish  of  cooked  food  (Ved.)  ;  digesting,  digestion  ; 
the  place  of  digestion;  becoming  ripe,  ripening; 

development ;  respectability,  dignity,  fame.  —  Pakti- 
tiula,  am,  n.  violent  pain  or  inflammation  of  the 
bowels  proceeding  from  indigestion,  colic.  •—  Pakti' 
sthana,  am,  n.  the  place  of  digestion. 
Paktri,  id,  in,  M,  who  or  what  cooks,  cooking, 

a  cook ;  digestive,  promoting  digestion ;  who  or  what 
ripens,  ripening. 
Paktra,  am,  n.  the  state  of  a  householder  who 

possesses  a  sacred  fire ;  the  sacred  fire  perpetually 
maintained  by  the  householder. 
Paktrima,  as,  a,  am,  prepared  by  cooking, 

cooked  ;  obtained  by  boiling  (as  salt) ;  ripe,  ripened, 

matured. 
Paktvd,  ind.  having  cooked  or  dressed ;  having matured,  &c. 

Paktha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to  S5y.)  one  who 
cooks  the  oblation ;  N.  of  a  man  protected  by  the 
AsVins ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Pakthin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.) 

cooking  the  oblation. 

Pakva,  as,  d,  am  (past  pass,  part.),  cooked, 
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roasted,  boiled,  prepared  on  the  fire,  (opposed  to 

<ima) ;  warmed,  (iM-pakva,  warmed  up  again) ; 
baked  or  burnt  (as  bricks,  porcelain,  &c.) ;  digested ; 
mature,  ripe,  ripened,  matured  (as  fruits  or  corn  or 
as  the  milk  in  an  udder) ;  ready  to  discharge  matter 
or  suppurate ;  ripe  (as  a  boil) ;  grey  (as  the  hair) ; 

come  to  perfection,  accomplished,  perfect,  fully  de- 
veloped (as  the  understanding,  character,  &c.),  shrewd, 

experienced ;  ripe  for  destruction ;  on  the  eve  of 
decay,  near  to  death,  perishing,  decaying ;  (am},  n. 

cooked  food  ;  [cf.  nish-p",  jyari-p",  &c. ;  cf.  also  Gr. 
*4ir-iav,  -jrrjr-av6~s,  ve'ir-fjpo-y.]  —  Pakra-kashaya, 
ill,  a,  am,  having  passion  destroyed.  —  Pakva-krit,  t, 
t,  I,  cooking,  maturing,  dressing  food  ;  (t),  m.  the  tree 
Azadirachta  Indies  (=  nimba),  the  leaves  of  which 
are  applied  to  certain  swellings  to  induce  suppuration. 

—  Pakva-kefa,  as,  i,  am,  grey-haired.  —  Pakva- 
td,   {.   ripeness,   maturity,    greyness  (of  the   hair). 
—  Pakva-rasa,  as,  m.  wine  or  any  intoxicating 
liquor.  —  Pakva-*at,   an,   all,  at,  one   who   has 
cooked,  &c.  —  Pakva-vdri,  n.  sour  rice-gruel,  the 

water  of  boiled  rice  ( =  kdnjilta) ',    boiling  water ; 
distilled  water ;   (also  read  panka-vdH.)  —  Pakva- 

sasyopamonnati     (esya-upama-un°)  =  rdja-ka- 
damba.  —  Pakrdtisdra  (°va-at°),  as,  m.  chronic 
dysentery.  —  Pakvadhana  (°va-ddh°),  am,  n.  or 
pakrdjaya  (°va-ds"°),  as,  m.  the  receptacle  for 
digested  tood,  the  place  of  digestion,  the  stomach, 

belly,  abdomen;  [cf.  omasaya.]  —  Pakvanna  (°ca- 
a»°),  am,  n.  cooked  or  dressed  food.  —  Palcvesh- 
laka-dita,  am,  n.  (a  building)  constructed  with  burnt 

bricks,  (Pan.  VI.  3, 6^.)-Pakve»hlakd  (°m-ish°), (.  a  burnt  or  baked  brick. 

Pakshnu,  us,  us,  u,  who  or  what  cooks  or 
matures,  cooking,  maturing. 

3.  pad,  k,  k,  k  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  cooking, 
baking. 

Pada,  as,  a,  am,  cooking,  baking,  roasting; 

digesting  [cf.  alpam-pada,  ishti-p°,  kim-p°,  ilush- 
p°,  &c.]  ;  (as,  a),  m.  f.  cooking,  maturing,  &c. 
Paddka,  as,  m.  a  cook,  cooking,  baking. 
Padat,  an,  anti,  at,  cooking,  boiling,  roasting, 

ripening,  &c.  —  Padat-puta,  as,  m.  the  tree  Hibiscus 
Phceniceus. 

Potato,  as,  a,  am,  cooked,  dressed,  boiled,  ripe, 
mature ;  (as),  m,  the  sun ;  fire ;  a  N.  of  Indra ; 
(am),  n.  cooked  {ood.^Padata-bhryjatd,  f.  con- 

tinual baking  and  roasting. 

Padati-kalpa,  as,  a,  am,  or  (am),  ind.  almost 
cooked  or  ripened,  (also  in  a  similar  sense  padati- 
defya  and  padati-deftya.) 
Padatya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  cooked,  dressed  (as 

food),  ripe. 
Padana,  at,  a,  am,  cooking,  roasting,  maturing 

[cf.  e»t-p°] ;  (as),  m.  fire ;  (a),  f.  becoming  ripe, 
ripening;  (i),  {.  the  wild  citron  tree,  =  rana-vija- 
puraka;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  cooking,  a  means  or 
instrument  for  cooking,  fuel,  a  cooking  utensil,  a 

vessel,  a  frying-pan,  &c. ;  cooking,  dressing,  boiling ; 
ripening,  maturing ;  becoming  cooked,  becoming  ripe. 
Padanika  (gender  doubtful),  a  pan. 

Pada-j>ada,  as,  a,  am,  (probably)  'continually 
bringing  to  maturity,'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
Pada-prakutd,  see  Gana  Mayura-vyarjsakadi  to 

Pan.  II.  i,  72. 
Padamdna,  as,  a,  am,  cooking,  in  the  act  of 

cooking  or  ripening. 

Padam-padd,  f.  (reduplicated  form  fr.  rt.  2.  pad),  a 
species  of  Curcuma,  C.  Aromatica  or  C.  Xanthorrhiza. 

Pada-lavand,  f.  constant  boiling  of  salt,  (pada  is 
2nd  sing,  impv.,  and  the  comp.  belongs  to  the  Gana 
Mayflra-vyansakSdi.) 

Faddna,  as,  a,  am  (anomalous  form  of  the  pres. 
part.  A.),  cooking,  preparing  food,  (see  Maha-bh. 
Vana-p.  13239,  and  cf.  kim-p°.) 
Padi,  is,  m.  fire ;  cooking,  maturing. 
Padelima,  as,  a,  am,  being  soon  cooked,  cook- 

ing or  ripening  quickly ;  fit  to  cook  or  ripen,  fit  to 
be  matured ;  (as),  m.  Phaseolus  Mungo  or  a  similar 
species  of  bean ;  fire  ;  the  sun. 

1'adcluka,  as,  m.  a  cook. 

Padya,  as,  a,  am,  becoming  ripe,  ripening,  (see 
knshta-p"  and  cf.  pdkya.) 
Padyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  cooked,  being  in 

the  act  of  ripening,  being  baked,  being  melted, 
being  under  digestion,  being  matured. 
Padyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  cooked. 

M  •*&.»c^pa<i-6habda  ,  paj-ja,  &c.  See  under 
3.  pad,  p.  529,  col.  3. 

MT^fijqii  pajjhatika,  f.  a  kind  of  metre  ; 
a  small  bell. 

RJ*  pajra,  as,  o,  am,  Ved.  (perhaps)  stout, 
fat,  corpulent,  in  good  condition,  in  good  plight  ; 
wealthy,  rich  ;  (Say.)  powerful,  strong,  rich  in  food  ; 

pajrdyd  garbhak,  *  the  son  or  child  of  the  fat  one,' 
=  the  Soma  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  (according  to  Say.)  an  epi- 

thet of  the  An-girasas  or  of  the  family  of  Kakshlvat  ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Pajra-ltoshin,  i,  ini,  i, 
Ved.  (perhaps)  having  rich  oblations  ;  (S5y.)  for  whom 
the  acclamation  of  praise  (ghosha)  is  prepared. 

Pajriya,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Kakshlvat. 

pahi.    See  rt.  i.pat,  p.  521,  col.  3. 

v,  a,  m.f.n.pl.  (said  to  be  fr.rt. 
pand  ;  originally  the  spreading  out  of  the  hand  to  re- 

present the  number  by  the  five  fingers),  five.  In  the 
Veda  panda  svasdrah,  the  five  sisters  =  the  fingers  ; 
dvi  h  panda  svasarah  =  the  ten  fingers  ;  panda  kshi- 
tindm,  the  five  classes  of  dwellers  on  the  earth  =  the 
four  castes  and  the  Nishadas,  Rig-veda  I.  7,  9; 
[cf.  i.  kihiti,  darshani,  krishti,  jana;  cf.  also 

Ved.  panda-tha  =  Zend  pukh-dha  —  Gr.  Trt^ir- 

ro-s  ',  Zend  pandan  ;  Gr.  ireWf  ,  JEo\.  vt^Ltrt  ;  Lat. 
quinque,  qainc-tu-s  or  qu(n-tu-s,  Quinct-lli-s  ; 
Goth,  fimf;  Mod.  Germ,  fiinf;  Lith.  pan-ti; 

Hib.  cuig  ;  Cambro-Brit.  pump.~\  —  Panda-kapdla, as,  i,  am,  Ved.  prepared  or  offered  in  five  cups  or 
bowls,  a  particular  ceremony  in  which  ghee  is  offered 
in  five  cups.  —  Panda-ka  nia,  as,  a,  am,  (perhaps) 
branded  in  the  ear  with  the  number  five  (as  cattle), 

see  PSn.  VI.  3,  115.  —  Panda-karpa/a,  is,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people.  —  Panda-karman,  a,  n.  (in  medi- 

cine) five  kinds  of  treatment,  viz.  giving  emetics, 

purging,  giving  sternutatories,  and  administering 
enemas  of  two  kinds,  oily  and  not  oily.  —  Panda- 
kashdya.,  as,  m.  (?),  a  decoction  from  the  fruits  of 
five  plants,  the  Jambu,  Salmali,  VStyala,  Vakula, 
and  Badara  ;  (for  the  five  Kashayas  of  the  Buddhists 

see  under  kashdya.)  —  Pandakaslidya-ja  or  piinda- 

kashdyott/ia  (°ya-w<°),  a.?,  a,  am,  produced  from 
the  above  decoction.  —  Panda-kdpittha,  as,  I,  am, 
prepared  with  the  five  products  of  the  Kapittha  tree 
or  Feronia  Elephantum,  (perhaps  leaves,  blossom, 

fruit,  gum,  and  bark.)  —  I'anda-kritya,  ««,  m.  a 
species  of  plant  (=pakta-pauda).  —  Panda-krit- 
ras,  ind.  five  times.  —  Panda-krishna,  as,  m. 

'  having  five  black  spots,'  a  species  of  poisonous 
insect.  —  Panda-krlshnalaka,  as,  d,  am,  compris- 

ing five  Krishnalas.  —  Panda-kona,  as,  m.  '  having 

five  angles,'  a  pentagon.  —  Panda-kola,  am,  n.  the 
five  spices,  viz.  long  pepper  (kand),  its  root  (ktniti- 
mula),  Chai  or  Piper  Chaba  (dam/a),  plumbago 

(agni),  and  dry  ginger  (ndgara).—  Panda-kasha, 
as,  m.  pi.  the  five  sheaths  or  cases  supposed  to  invest 
the  soul  ;  see  under  kofa.  —  Panda-krama,  N.  of  a 
work  ascribed  to  NagSrjuna.  —  Panda-krosn-ma- 

hdtmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  poem.  —  _/'««<*a-A'ros7,  f. 

(probably)  a  distance  of  five  Kros"as.  —  Panda- 
kshdra,  am,  n.  =  panda-lavana,  —  •  Pauda-khatva, 
am,  i,  n.  f.  a  collection  of  five  bedsteads.  -•  Panda- 

ganga,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  place  (Maha-bh.  Drona- 
p.  2095).  —  Panda-gana-yoga,  as,  m.  a  collective 
name  of  the  five  plants  Vidari-gandha,  Brihati, 

Prisni-parn!,Nidigdhika,andS'va-danshtra.  —  Panda- 
gata,  as,  d,  am,  (in  algebra)  raised  to  the  fifth 
power,  (lit.  arrived  at  five.  )  —  Panda-yava,  am,  I, 
n.  f.  a  collection  of  five  com.  —  Pandagara-dhana, 
as,  d,  am,  whose  property  consists  of  five  cows. 
—  Patidargavya,  am,  n.  five  products  of  the  cow, 

viz.  milk,  coagulated  or  sour  milk,  butter,  urine,  and 

cow-dung.  —  Panda-gu,  us,  MS,  u,  bought  with  five 
cows.  —  Panda-guna,  as,  d,  am,  five  times,  fivefold. 
—  Parida-gujita,  as,  d,  am,  covered  or  protected 
in  a  fivefold  manner,  having  five  members  covered 
or  concealed ;  (as),  m.  a  tortoise,  turtle  (as  drawing 

in  its  four  feet  and  head  under  its  shell ;  cf.  pan- 

dditga-gupta) ;  the  materialistic  system  of  the  Car- 
vakas.  —  1'anda-gupti-rand,  f.  a  species  of  vegetable, 
Medicago  Esculenta  (Trigonella  Corniculata).  —  Pan- 
da-grihita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  taken  or  taken  up  five 
times.  —  Panda-goni,   ts,   is,    i,   containing   five 
Dronas(?),  see  Pan.  1.  2,  50.  —  Panda-grdml,  f. 

a   collection    of  five  villages.  —  Panda-datcdrins'a, 
as,   I,   am,  the   45th.  —  Paitda-datvarimat,  t, 
(.,  45.  —  Panda-dandra,  as,  m.,  N.   of  a  man. 
—  Panda-ddmara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  metre  consisting 
of  four  lines  of  sixteen  syllables  each ;    of  another 
metre  of  four  lines  each  containing  nineteen  syllables. 
—  Panda-ditika,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  piled  up  in  five 

tiers   or   layers.  —  Panda-dlra,   as,  m.  a  Buddhist 

saint  and    legislator,  also    named   Mariju-s'ri,   appa- 
rently the  teacher  of  Buddhism  in  Nepal.  —  Panda- 

duda,  as,  d,  am,  '  five-crested,'  having  five  tufts  of 
hair ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras  or  nymph  of  heaven. 
—  Panda-dola,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Himalaya  range. 

—  Paiida-jana,  as,  m.  pi.  the  five  kinds  or  classes 
of  beings,  viz.  gods,  men,  Gandharvas  and  Apsarasas, 
serpents,  and  Pitris;  man,  mankind;  N.  of  a  demon 
whp  lived  in  the  sea  in  the  form  of  a  conch  shell 
which  was  formed  of  his  bones,  (he  was  slain  by 
Krishna,  who  took  the  conch  shell,  thence  called 

Paiicajanya,  and  used   it  as  his  horn,  see  Vishnu- 
Purana  V.  2 1 ) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Samhr5da  by  Kriti ; 
of  a  Praja-pati ;  of  a  son  of  Sagara  by  Kesini ;  of  a 
son  of  Srinjaya  and  father  of  Soma-datta ;  (I),  (.  an 
assemblage  or  aggregate  of  five  persons ;   N.  of  a 

daughter  of  Visva-rupa  and  wife  of  Bharata.  —  Paii- 

dajandlaya  (°na-iiV"),  as,  a,  a?n,  an  epithet  of  the 
Abhiras,    (perhaps   so   called    as    living   where   the 
demon    Panca-jana   lived.)  —  Pandajanina,  as,  d, 

am,  devoted  to  the  five  races ;  (as),  m.  an  actor,  a 

mimic,  a  buffoon  ;  the  chief  of  five  men.  —  Paiida- 

janiya,  as,  d,  am,  consecrated  to  or  intended  for 
the  five  classes  of  beings.  —  Paiida-jndna,  as,  m. 

'  possessing  the  five  kinds  of  knowledge,'  a  Buddha or  Buddhist  sanctified  teacher.  —  Panda-taksha,  am, 

i,  n.  f.  a  collection  of  five  carpenters.  —  Pa/ida-tattva, 
am,  n.  the  five  elements  collectively,  see  under 

tattra;  (in  the  Tantras)  the  five  essentials  (all 
beginning  with  ma,  cf.  panda-ma-kdra),  viz.  wine 
(madya),  meat  (mdnsa),  fish  (matsya),  mystic 
intertwining  of  the  fingers  (mudrii),  and  sexual 
intercourse  (maitliuna).  —  Panda-tantra,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  well-known  collection  of  moral  stories  and 

fables  in  five  books  or  chapters  (tantra)  from  which 

the  author  of  the  Hitopades'a  drew  a  large  portion  of his  materials.  —Paridatantraka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

work  consisting  of  five  sections,  (see  the  preceding. ) 

—  Panda-tanmdtra,  am,  n.  the  five  subtile  rudi- 
ments of  the  five  elements ;  see  tan-mdtra.  —  Paii- 

da-tapas,  as,  m.  an  ascetic  who  in  the  hot  weather 
sits  between  four  fires  placed  towards  the  four  quarters 

with  the  burning  sun  above  (Manu  VI.  23).  —  Paii- 
da-tn,  f.  or  pa>ida-tva,  am,  n.  fivefoldness,  fivefold 

state ;    the  aggregate  of  five,  a   collection  of  five 
things ;  the  five  elements  collectively  (viz.  earth,  air, 

fire,  water,  and  akSsa) ;  separation  into  the  five  ele- 
ments  of  which  the  body  consists,  death,  dissolu- 

tion. —  Panda-tdra,  as,  d,  am,  five-starred.  —  Paii- 
dn-tik1a,   am,   n.   five    bitter  things   (viz.  Nimba, 

Amrita,  Vrisha,  Patola,  and  Nidigdhika).  —  Panda- 
tirt/ii,   f.  any  five   principal    places    of  pilgrimage 
(especially  Visranti,    Saukara,    Naimisha,    Prayaga, 
and    Pushkara);     N.    of    a   sacred    bathing-place; 

bathing  on  the  day  of  the   equinox  (?).  —  Paiida- 
trinfo,  as,  t,  am,  the  35th.  —  Panda-triniat,  t, 
{.  or  panda-trinsati,  is,  (.,  35.  —  Panda-tea,  see 
panda-td  above.  — Pa iida-daku,  d$,  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people.  —  Parida-dafa,  as,  i.  am,  the  I5th;  con- 

sisting of  15;  joined  with  or  increased  by  15  (e.g. 
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paiida-dadam  saftasram,  1015);  containing  or 
lepresenting  the  Panca-dasa  Stoma  or  connected 
with  it;  (i),  f.,  scil.  tithi,  the  15th  day  of  a  half 
month,  the  day  of  full  or  new  moon ;  N.  of  a 

book  (belonging  to  the  Uttara-mTmansa)  consist- 
ing of  15  chapters.  —  Paiidadafa-kritoas,  ind., 

1 5  times.  —  PaA6adas"a-dhd,  ind.  in  or  into  15 
parts  or  ways.  —  Paiida-dateii,  a,  m.  f.  n.  pi., 
15.  —  Paiidadaiama,  as,  I,  am,  the  15111. 
—  Paiidadafa-rat,    an,    atl,   at,   possessing   the 

Panca-daSa  Stoma.  —  PaAdadaidha  (°s"a-aha),  as, 
m.  a   period   of   15    days.  —  PaAdadatdhika,   as, 

•i,  am,  lasting  15   days.  —  Pandada&n,  t,  iitl,  i, 
consisting   of   15,   or  of   15   parts.  —  Pandwlti;!- 
samdsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Rama-krishna. 
—  Panda-daman,    a,  mm,   a,  Ved.   having   five 
cords.  —  Paiida-dirgha,  am,  n.  the  five  long  parts 
of  the  body  (viz.  the  arms,  eyes,  belly  [according  to 

the  Buddhists,  the  knees],  nose,  and  breast).  —  Paii- 

'da-dhd,  ind.   in  five   ways,  in  five  parts,  fivefold. 
—  Panda-nakka,   as,  a,  am,  five-clawed,    having 
five  nails;  (as),  m.  any  animal  having  five  claws  or 

toes ;    an  elephant ;    a  tiger ;   a  tortoise.  —  Pailda- 
nada,   am,  n.  (according  to  Pan.  II.    i,  20,  an 

Avyayl-bhava  comp.),  the  Panjab  or  country  of  five 
rivers,  viz.   the    Sata-dru    (Sutluj),  Vipasa    (Beas), 
Ira-vati     (Ravee),    Candra-bhagi    (Chenab),    and 
VitastS  (Jhelum  or  Behut)  ;  N.  of  a  river  produced 
by  the  junction  of  the  five  rivers  of  the  Panjab  and 
which  falls  into  the  Sindhu  ;   N.  of  a  Tirtha  near 

the  spot  where  the  Kirana  and  Dhuta-papa  fall  into 
the  Ganges  after  the  union  of  the  latter  river  with 
the  Yamuna  and  SarasvatT ;    (as),  m.  a  prince  of 
Paiica-nada ;  N.  of  an  Asura ;    N.  of  a  preceptor ; 

(as),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  Paiiia-nada.  —Panfa- 
nada-tlrtlta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place. 

—  Pandanavata,  as,  i,  am,  the  95th.  —  2'anda- 
navati,  is,  f.,  95.  —  PaAdanavati-tama,  us,  i, 
am,  the  95th.  —  Panda-ndman,  a,  mnl,  a,  having 
five    names.  —  PaAda-nid/iana,   am,   n.,  N.  of  a 
Saman.  —  Panda- nimba,  am,  n.  the  five  products 
of  the  Azadirachta   Indica  (viz.  the  flowers,   fruit, 

leaves,  bark,  and  root).  —  Panda-ntrajana,  am,  n. 
waving  four  things  (viz.  a  lamp,  lotus,  cloth,  mango 
or  betel  leaf)  before  an  idol  and  then  falling  pros- 

trate. —  Panda-pakshin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  small  book 
ascribed  to  Siva  containing  prophecies,  in  which  the 
five  vowels  a,  i,  u,  e,  o  are  connected  with  five  birds ; 

(also  °pakshi  or  °pakshin,  n.)  —  Panda-panda- 
nakha,  as,  m.  five  species  of  animals  allowed  to  be 
killed   and    eaten,    the    hare,    porcupine,    alligator, 

rhinoceros,  and  tortoise.  —  1'aAda-panddia,  as,  I, 
am,  the  55th.  —  Panda-panda  fat,  t,  f.,  55.—  Pan- 
da-paiidin,  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  having  five  parts,  fivefold. 

—  Panda-jmttra,  as,  m.  '  five-leaved,'  a  species  of 
Candala-kanda. «-  Panda-pad  or  paitda-pdd,  pat, 
pat  or  padl,  pat,  consisting  of  five  feet,  steps,  or 

parts;    (padl),   {.,   N.  of  a  river  in  Saka-dvlpa. 
—  Panda-pada,   as,  a,  am,  Ved.  containing  five 

Padas ;  (1),  f.  '  only  five  steps,'  a  term  expressive  o: 
a  cold   unfriendly  relationship,  (opposed  to  sdpta- 
padina,  q.  v.) ;  the  five  strong  cases  (viz.  the  nom 
voc.  and  ace.  sing.,  the  nom.  voc.  and  ace.  du.,  anc 

the  nom.  and  voc.  pi.).  —  Panfa-parnikd  or  /iaii<:n- 
parnl,  f.  a  species  of  small  shrub  (  =  go-rakshl). 

—  Patlda-parvata,  am,  n. '  the  five  mountains,'  N. 
of  five  peaks  of  the  Himalayas.  —  Panfa-pallava, 
am,  n.  the  aggregate  of  five  sprigs  or  young  shoots 
of  the  Amra,  Jambu,   Kapittha,  Vlja-puraka,   and 
Vilva ;  (according  to  others,  of  the  Amra,  Asvattha, 
Vata,  Parkatl,  and  Yajnodumbara ;  or  of  the  Panasa, 

Amra,  Asvattha,  Vata,  and  Vakula) ;    Bel  or  Mar- 
melos,   citron,    and    wood-apple.  —  Paiida-patra, 
am,  n.  five  cups  or  vessels  collectively ;  a  Sraddha  in 
which  offerings  are  made  in  five  vessels.  —  Paiida- 
pdda,  as,  d,  am,  consisting  of  or  containing  five 
feet.  —  Paiida-pddikd  or  paiida-pddi,  f.,  N.  of 
a  treatise   on  the  UnSdi  affixes  consisting  of  five 
sections;    N.   of  a  philosophical   work  by  Sa-nan- 
dana  treating  of  the  first  four  Brahma-sutras.  —  PaA- 

dapddikd-vivarana,   am,    n.   a    commentary   by 

3rakasatman  on  Sa-nandana's  Panca-padi.  —  Pan- 
fa-pitta,  am.  n.  the  gall  or  bile  of  five  animals  (viz. 
he  boar,  goat,  buffalo,  fish,  and  peacock).  —  Paiida- 
nira,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city.  —  Pandapushpa-maya, 
is,  i,  am,  formed  of  five  flowers.  —  Paiica-prastha, 
as,  d,  am,  having  five  elevations  or  rising  grounds 

(as  a  forest;  perhaps  N.  of  a  forest).  —  Patida- 
prdna,  as,  m.  pi.  the  five  vital  airs,  the  five  airs 
supposed  to  be  in  the  body.  —  Panda-prdsdda,  as, 
m.  a  temple  with  four  pinnacles  and  a  steeple. 

—  Patida-bandha,  as,  m.  a  fine  equal  to  the  fifth 

}art  of  anything  lost  or  stolen.  —  Panda-bald,  f.  the 

ive  plants  called  Bala  (viz.  Bala,  NSga-b°,  Maha-b°, 
Ati-b°,  and  Raja-b°).  —  Paitda-bdaa  or  paitdu-i'dna, 

as,  m.  'having  five  arrows,'  epithet  of  the  god  of 
ove.  —  Paiidii-ltahu,  us,  m.  '  five-armed,"  N.  of  one 
of  the  attendants  of  Siva.  —  Paiida-brahma,  am,  n., 
N.  of  an  Upanishad.  —  PaAda-bhadra,  as,  d,  am, 
having  five  good  qualities ;   consisting  of  five  good 
ingredients  (as  a  sauce  or  a  decoction) ;  having  five 
auspicious  marks  or  spotted  on  the  chest,  back,  face, 

and  flanks  (as  a  horse);   vicious.  —  PaAda-bhuja, 
as,  d,  am,  five-armed,   pentagonal ;    (as),  m.   a 
pentagon.  —  Paiida-bhuta,   am,    n.   the    five   ele- 

ments, earth,  air,  fire,  water,  and  akasa.  —  PaAda- 
bhuta-par{tyakta,  as,  d,  am,  deserted  by  the  five 
elements   (as   a   dead  body).  —  PaAdabhutdtman 

(  ta-at  ),  d,  d,  a,  consisting  of  the  five  elements, 
formed  of  the  five  primary  elements  (as  the  body). 

—  1'at'tda-lihnnga,  epithet  of  the  five  plants  Deva- 
dalT,  SamI,  Bhai>ga,  Nirgundt,  and  Tamala-pattra. 
—  Panda-bhautika  incorrect    reading  for  pdAda- 
bluiutika,  q.v.  —  Panda-ma-kdra,  am,  n.  the  five 
essentials  of  the  left-hand  Tantra  ritual,  the  words 

for  which  begin  with   the  letter  m ;    see  panda- 
tattva.  —  Paiida-maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting  or 
formed  of  five,  made  up  or  consisting  of  the  five 

(elements).  ~*  Pafu'a-mahdpataliin,  t,  inl,  i,  guilty 
of  the  five  great  sins ;  see  mahd-pdtaka.  —  Panda- 
mahdyajita,  as,  m.  pi.  the  five  great  sacrifices  of 
the  Hindus ;  (see  mohd-yajAa.)  —  Paiida-mahiska, 
am,  n.  the  five  products  of  the  buffalo  cow;    [cf. 

/Hiii<:a-gavya.~\  —  Paiida-mdjihika  or  panda-md- shaka,  as,  &c.,  consisting  of  five  Mashas,  amounting 
to  five  Mashas  (as  a  fine  &c.).  —  I .  panda-mdsya, 
as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  under  paiidama),  happening 
every  five  months,  containing  five  months ;  (as),  m. 
the  Koil  or  Indian  cuckoo.  —  ljanda-mukha,  as,  I, 
am,  five-faced  or  five-headed,  (sometimes  applied  in 
the  Upanishads  to  PrajS-pati) ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet 
of  Siva ;  a  lion ;  an  arrow  with  five  points  ;  (i\  f. 

a  species  of  plant,  Gendarussa  Vulgaris ;  [cf.  panda- 

fikha,   panda-vaktra,   panddnana,    panddsya."] 
—  Panda-mudra,  f.  five  gestures  to  be  made   in 

presenting  offerings  to  an  idol.  —  Pai'ida-mushti,  is, 
I,   (.  the    plant   Trigonella   Corniculata.  —  I'anda- 
mutra,   am,  n.  the  urine  of  five  female   animals 

(viz.  the  cow,  goat,  sheep,  buffalo,  and  ass).  —  Paiida- 
mula,  am,  n.  or  panda-mull,  f.  a   collection  or 
group  of  five  roots  or  plants  with  tuberous    roots 
(e.  g.  Vilva,    Agni-mantha,    Tuntuka,    PStala,   and 

Kasmar! ;  or  Tri-kantaka,  the'two  Brihatls,  Prithak 
parnl,  and  Vidari-gandha ;  the  first  is  considered  the 
larger    collection,    the   second   the   smaller;    other 
groups  are  also  enumerated).  —  Panda-yakshd,  f., 
N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —Panda-yajAa,  ds,  m.  pi.  the  five 
rites  or  sacrifices  of  a  house-keeper;    [cf.  paiida- 

mahdyajiia.]'-PandayajAa-paribhrashta,  as,  m 
a  Brahman  who  omits  to  perform  the  five  great  sacri- 

fices. —  Panda-ydma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Atapa 

(Sun-shine).— i PaAdd-yuga,  am,  n.  a  cycle  of  five 
years,  a  lustrum, «—  Panda-raksha,  N.  of  two  Prajna' 
paramitas  (q.  v.)  connected  with  each  other.  —Pan- 
da-rakshaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  ( =pakta- 
pauda).  —  Paiida-ratna,  am,   n.  a   collection  ol 
five  jewels  or  precious  things,  viz.  gold,  the  diamond, 
sapphire,  ruby,  and  pearl,  or  (according  to  Gauda 
gold,  silver,  coral,  pearl,  and  Rsga-patta ;  N.  of  a 
collection  of  five  verses  on  ethical  subjects;  (dni),  n 
pi.  the  five  gems  or  five  most  admired  episodes  of 
the   Maha-bharata.  —  Panda-rasa,  f.  the   Emblic 

Vlyrobalan  tree  ( =  amalaki).  —  Panfa-rdtra,  of, 
d,  am,  lasting  five  nights  or  days ;  (am),  n.  a  period 
of  five  nights,  N.  of  an  Ahlna  (q.  v.)  which  lasts  five 
days ;  a  general  term  for  the  sacred  books  of  various 
Vaishnava  septs;  see  pdndardtra.  —  Panda-rd- 
traka,  as,  d,  am,  lasting  five  nights  (i.  e.  days). 

—  J'andardtra-dipika,  f.  (probably,)  N.  of  a  treatise 
on  the  fabrication  and  right  dimensions  and  deco- 

ration of  idols.  —  PaAda-rdiilm,  as,  d,  am,  relating 
to  the  five  ratios  or  proportions  of  numbers ;  (am), 

n.  the  rule  of  five,  the  rule  of  proportion  with  five 

terms,  double  rule  of  three  (ty.  —  Pandarda  (°<5a- 
•ida),  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  stanza  consisting  of  five 

verses.  —  Panda-lakshana,  as,  d,  am,  possessing 
five  characteristics  (said  of  the  Puranas,  which  ought 

strictly  to  comprehend  five  topics,  viz.  the  creation 
of  the  universe,  its  destruction  and  renovation,  the 

genealogy  of  gods  and  patriarchs,  the  reigns  of  the 
Manus,  and  the  history  of  the  solar  and  lunar  races ; 
but  few  Puranas,  except  the  Vishnu,  conform  to 

this  description,  and  even  the  Vishnu-PnrSna  di- 
verges into  other  topics).  —  Panfa-lambaka,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  the  fourteenth  Lambaka  in  the  Katha- 
sarit-sagara.  —  Panda-lavana,  am,  n.  five  kinds  of 
salt  (viz.  Kaca,  Saindhava,  Samudra,  Vida,  and  Sau- 
varcala).  —  Panda-ldngalaka,  am,  n.  a  gift  of  as 
much  land  as  can  be  cultivated  with  five  ploughs. 

—  Panda-loha,  am,  n.  a  metallic  alloy  containing 
five  metals  (viz.  copper,  brass,  tin,  lead,  and  iron). 
—  Panda-lohaka,  am,  n.  the  five  metals  (viz.  gold, 

silver,  copper,  tin,  and  lead).  —  Panda-vaktra,  as,  d, 
am,  five-faced  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  one 
of  the  attendants  of  Skanda ;  a  lion ;  (a),  f.  epithet 

of  Durga;  [cf.  paiida-mukha.]  —  Paiifa-vata,  as, 
m.    'five-threaded,'   the  Brahmanical   or   sacrificial 
cord  worn  across  the  breast  or  over  the  shoulder  [cf. 

pandd-vata] ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (f),  f.  the  five  fig-trees 
(viz.  AsVattha,  Vilva,  Vata,  DhStrl,  and  Aioka) ;  N.  of 

a  part  of  the  great  southern  forest  where  the  Godi- 
varl  rises  and  where  Rama  resided  for  a  long  period 

of  his  banishment;  (in  Ramayana  I.  3,  1 8,  panfo- 
i'a/a,  am,  n.  occurs.)  —  Paiida-varga,  as,  m.  a 
class  or  group  or  series  of  five ;    the  five  essential 
ingredients  or  constituent  elements  of  the  body,  (see 

I .   dhdtu) ',    the    five   organs   of  sense ;    the    five 
sacrifices,  &c.,  (according  to  some  also  paiida-vargl, 
which  may  mean  '  five  classes') ;  (ae,  d,  am),  Ved. 
proceeding  in  five  lines  or  at  five  times.  —  Fanda- 
varna,  as,  a,  am,  five-coloured ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

mountain;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  forest.  —  Panda-var- 
dkana,  as,  m.  =panda-raksJtaka.  —  Panda-var- 
shaka-dei!iya,  as,  d,  am,  nearly  five  years  old. 
—  Panda-varshtya,   as,    d,   am,   five  years   old. 
—  Panda-valkala,  am,  n.  a  collection  of  the  bark 
of  five  kinds  of  trees,  viz.   the  Indian,  glomerous, 

holy  and  waved-leaf  fig-tree,  and  Calamus  Rotang,  a 
sort  of  reed,  (i.  e.  Nyag-rodha,  Udumbara,  Asvattha, 
Plaksha,  and  Vetasa ;  but  other  trees  are  sometimes 

substituted.)—  Panda-rdija,  as,  m.  ' five-arrowed,' 
a  N.  of  K5ma-deva,  the  Indian  Cupid.  —  l'anda-td- 
tlya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  oblation  offered  to  the  five  winds 
at  the  Raja-suya.  —  Panda-^odrshika,  as,  I,  am,  re- 

curring every  five  years.  —  Panda-vdhin,  t,  inl,  i, 
yoked  with  five,  drawn  by  five  (as  a  carriage  &c.). 
—  Panda-vinfo,  as,  I,  am,  the  25th;  consisting  of 

25,  containing  25 ;  presenting  the  Panca-vinsa  Stoma, 
belonging  to  it,  celebrated  with  it ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu  regarded  as  the  2,5th  Tattva.  —  Panda- 

vins'aka,  as,  i,  am,  the  25th ;  25  years  old  (vayasd 
p« /ic'a-Bm'faA'fl?/):  consisting  of  25  —7'ari<?a-ri«jfa(», 
is,  (.,  i^.  —  PaMaviniSatikd,  f.  a  collection  of  25 

stanzas  or  tales,  &c. ;   [cf.  vetdla-p".]  —  Paiidavin- 
fati-tama  or  paiidavinJalima,  as,  i,  am,  the  25th. 
—  Panda-vidha  or  paAdarldheya,  as,  d,  am,  of 

five  kinds,  fivefold.  —  J'aiida-vidhdna-siitra,  am, 
n.,  N.   of  a  work   belonging  to    the   Sjma-veda. 
—  Panda-vindu-prasrita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular 
movement  in  dancing.  —  Paiida-vija,  am,  n.  a  col- 

lection of  five  kinds  of  seeds  (viz.  of  Cardiospermum 

Halicacabum,  Trigonella  Fcenum  Graecum,  Astera- 

cantha  Longifo!ia,Ligusticum  Ajowan.and cumin-seed; 
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panturl. or  of  Trapusa.  KarkatT,  Dadima,  Padma,  and  Vanarf  ; 

or  of  Sinapis  Racemosa,  Ligusiicum  Ajowan,  cumin- 
seed,  scsamum  from  Chorasan,  and  poppy).  —  Paiida- 
rim-ijotli'ltii,  mil,  n.  (perhaps)  an  assembly-room 
named  '  The  Five  Heroes,"  i.  e.  the  five  sons  of  Panda. 

—  7  'n  'ida-vrit  or  paiida-rritam,  ind.  fivefold,  five 
times.  —  Panda-data,  am,  n.,  105;  500;  (as,  t, 
am),  amounting   to   500   (as  a  fine);    fined    500 

(panas).—  I'aiidasata-tama,  as,  I,  am,  the  lojth. 
—  I'uni'a-iara,  as,  a,  am,  '  five-arrowed,'  armed 
with  five  arrows;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Kama-deva,  the 
god  of  love.  —  Panda-sos,  ind.  by  fives,  five  by  five. 
—  Paiida-sasya,  am,  n.  (or  more  correctly  paiida- 
xasya),  five  species  of  grain,  viz.  Dhfuiya,  Mudga, 
Tila,  Yava,  and  Sveta-sarshapa  (or  Masha).  —  Paiida- 

siiHi  a,  as,  m. '  five-branched,'  the  hand  (TtivTofav). 

—  Panda-idradiya,   as,    m.,    N.    of  a    Panc'aha 
representing  five  years.  —  Panda-dik/ia,  us,  a,  am, 

1  five-crested,'  having  five  tufts  of  hair  on  the  head ; 
(as),  m.  a  lion;  N.  of  a  Sin-khya  teacher  (a  pupil 
of  Asuri)  ;    N.  of  an  attendant  of  ?iva ;   N.  of  a 
Gandharva.  —  Panda-firshu,  as,  il,  am,  five-headed; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Panda-iukla,  as,  a, 
am,  having  five  white  (spots) ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of 

venomous  insect.  —  Paiida-s'urana,  am,  n.  the  five 
S'ur.mas  (J>Grana  =  the    bulbous    root  of  Amorpho- 
phallus  Campanulatus),   a   collective   name   of  five 
bulbous  plants ;  (this  word  may  also  be  used  as  an 

adj.)  —  Panda-iiairishaka,  am,  n.  the  five  products 
of  the  Acacia  Sirlsha,  leaf,  flower,  fruit,  bark,  root. 

—  Panfa-ialla,  cw,  m. ,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Panda- 
ska,  a*,  as,  dni,  pi.  (fr,  pandan  +  shaslt),  five  or 
six.  —  Panda-fhashta,  as,  t.  am,  the  65th.— Paada- 
skashti,  is,  f.,  6$.  —  Panda$hashti-tama,  as,  i, 
am,  the  65th.  •-  Panda-sata,  as,  a,  am,  five- 
tailed  (as  a  badge  of  slavery?).  —  Panda-tsattra,  N.  of 
a  place.  —  Panda-saptata,  a«,  i,  am,  the   75tn- 
—  PaAda-saptati,is,  (.,  75.  —  Pandasaptati-tama, 
as,  i,  am,  the  75th.  —  Paiida-saptan,  a,  m.  f.  n.  pi. 
five  times  seven  or  35.  —  Paiida-sdyaka,  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Panda-siddhdntikd,  f.,  N.  of  an  astrono- 

mical work  by  VarSha-mihira,  founded  on  the  five 
older  astronomical  works,  and  called  by  Varaha-mihira 
himself  Karana.  —  Paiida-siddhaushadhika  (^dha- 

oeh°),  as,  d,  am,  consisting  of  five  kinds  of  medi- 
cinal plants.  —  Paiida-sugandhaka,  am,  n.  a  col- 

lection of  five  kinds  of  aromatic  vegetable  substances, 

doves  (laranga),  nutmeg  (jdtj-phala),   camphor 
(k'irpura),  aloe  wood  (a-jura),  and  kakkula  (q.v.). 
••  Paiida-sutrl,  f.  the  five  Sfltras.  —  Parida-suna, 
as,   m.  pi.  the  five  things   in  a  house  by  which 
animal  life  may  be  accidentally  destroyed,  the  fire- 

place, the  slab  on  which  condiments  are  ground,  the 

broom,  the  pestle  and  mortar,  and  the  water-pot. 
—  Panda-skandhaka,    N.   of  a   work.  —  Panda- 
srotas,    five    streams    (probably  =  panda-nada). 
—  Panda-seard,  (.,  N.  of  an  astrological  work  in 
seven  chapters  on  fortune-telling  and  the  averting  of 
good  or  bad  luck  by  Praj5pati-d3sa-vaidya.  —  Panda- 

svarodaya  (°ra-ud/>),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astronomical 
work  ascribed  to  Rudra.  —  Panda-srastyayana,  N. 
of  a  Vedic  work  accentuated  in  an  unusual  manner 

and  resembling  a  Brahmana  in   its  subject-matter. 
—  Paiida-hasta,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Panda-hdyana, 
as,  a,  am,  five  years  old.  —  Panda-hotra,  as,  m., 
N.   of  a  son  of  Manu  Rohita.  —  Panda-hrada- 

tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Pari- 

dintia  (°da-an°),  as,  m.  the   fifth   part,   a  fifth. 
—  1'anddkshara  (°da-ak*),  as,  a,  am,  consisting 
of  five  syllables,  five-syllabled.  —  Pafiddkhydna  fda- 
•!//<.  ),  as,  d,  am,  consisting  of  five  tales;  (am),  n. 

another  name  of  the  Paiica-tantra.  —  Panddgni  (°da- 
Ojr°),  t,  n.  a  collection  of  five  fires,  the  five  sacred 
fires    (viz.  Anvaharya-pacana,  Garhapatya,  Ahava- 
nlya,  Sabhya,  and  Avasathya,  generally  in  comp.); 
five  mystic  fires  supposed  to  be  present  in  the  body ; 
(is),  m.  a  householder  who  maintains  the  five  sacred 

fires,  one  who  keeps  the  five  fires  constantly  burning 
( =  agni- hotri,  see  Manu  III.  185);  one  who  is  ac- 

quainted with  the  doctrine  of  the  five  mystic  fires. 

—  Paiiddgni-tva,  am,  n.  a  collection  or  aggregate 

of  five  fires  or  of  five  passions  (which  inflame  men's 
minds),  &c.  —  Pai'tddgni-vidyd-prakarana,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  work  of  the  Vajasaneyins.  —  Piui- 
daitga,  as,  i,  am,  five-limbed,  five-membered,  having 
five  parts  or  subdivisions,  consisting  of  five  members 

or  parts,  &c. ;  panddngah  praniimah,  obeisance 
made  with  the  arms,  knees,  head,  voice,  and  look ; 

(a*),  m.  a  tortoise  or  turtle  [cf.  jiaiidditga-gupta^  ; 
a  horse  with  five  spots  in  various  parts  of  his  body 

(  =  panda-b}iadra);  (i),  f.  a  bit  lor  horses;  a  kind 
of  bandage;  (am),  n.  five  parts  of  a  tree  (viz.  root, 
bark,  leaf,  flower,  and  fruit) ;  five  limbs  or  members 

of  the  body  (in  comp.) ;  five  modes  of  devotion, 
(said  to  be  silent  prayer,  burnt  offerings,  libations, 
bathing  idols,  and  feeding  BrShmans) ;  any  aggregate 
of  five  parts ;  a  calendar  or  almanac  treating  of  five 
things,  viz.  solar  days,  lunar  days,  asterisms,  Yogas, 
and  Karanas.  —  Pandiiitga-gupta,  as,  m.  a  tortoise 

or  turtle  (—paitda-rjupta,  q.  v.).  —  I'anddittja- 
pattra,  am,  n.  a  calendar  or  almanac,  (see  above.) 

—  Panddirga-s'uddlii,   is,    f.   the    propitious    or 
favourable  state  of  five  important  points,  the  solar 

day,    lunar    day,    Nakshatra,    Yoga,   and    Karana. 

—  Paiiddnyika  (°da-an°),  as,  d,  am,  five-limbed, 
five-membered.  —  Panddngtiri  (°da-an~),  is,  is,  i, 
Ved.  five-fingered,  having  five  fingers.  —  Pandditgula 

(°da-an°),  as,  d  or  i,  am,  five  fingers  long,  measuring 
five  fingers;    (as),  m.  the  castor-oil  plant,  Ricinus 
Communis  ;  (i),  f.  a  species  of  shrub.  —  Panddnguti 

(°da-an°),  is,  is,  i,  five-fingered,  having  five  fingers 
or  finger-like  divisions.  —  Panddja  (Va-o/a),  am, 
n.  the  five  products  of  the  goat ;  [cf.  panda-gurya.} 

—  Panddtapd  (°da-df),  f.  doing  penance  with  five 
fires  or  with  four  fires  and  the  sun,  (see  under  tapas.) 

—  Panddtmaka  (°da-dt°),  as,  d,  am,  consisting  of 
the  five  elements,  (said  of  the  body.)  —  Pandddhikd 

(according  to  the  Rig-veda  Anukramanl)  =  25  (i.e. 

20+  5).  —  Panddnana  (cda-dn°),  as,  i,  am,  five- 
faced,  (hence  =  aty-ugra,  very  fierce,  very  passionate, 
&c.);  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  a  lion;  (often  at 
the  end  of  names  of  learned  men  to  express  respect, 

e.  g.  Nydya-pariddnana,  Nydya-siddhdnta-p0, 
Sic.);  (i),  f.  an  epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Paiiddnanda- 
mdhdtmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Paiiddnu- 

gdna  (°da-a>f),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Ssman.  —  Panddp- 
saras  (°da-ap°),  as,  n.,  N.  of  a  lake  or  pool  sup- 

posed to  have  been  produced  by  an  ascetic  named 
Mandakarni  (Satakarni)  through  the  power  of  his 

penance,   (so    called   because    under  it  Mandakarni 
formed  a  secret  chamber  for  five  Apsarasas  who  had 
seduced  him  from  his  devotions,  see  Ramayana  III. 

15,  II ;  Raghu-v.  XIII.  ̂ S.)  —  Panddbja-mandala 
("da-ab°).  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mystical  circle.  —  Pandd- 
mrita  (°da-am°),  am,  n.  the  five  kinds  of  divine 
food  (viz.   milk,   coagulated  or   sour  milk,  butter, 
honey,  and  sugar) ;  the  aggregate  of  any  five  drugs 
of  supposed  efficacy ;  (as,  a,  am),  consisting  of  five 
ingredients  (as    a   medicine) ;    (am),  n.,  N.  of  a 

Tantra.  —  PaAddmnaya  (  da-dm°),  at,  m.  pi.  five 
Sastras  supposed  to   have  proceeded  from  the  five 
mouths  of  Siva,  constituting  the  basis  of  the  Tantra 

ritual.  —  Panddmla  (3ca-am°),  am,  n.  the  aggregate 
of  five  acid  plants,  the  jujube,  pomegranate,  sorrel, 

spondias,  and    citron.  —  Paitddrdis  C*da-arc),   is, 
m.    the    planet    Mercury.  —  PaAdStrtka^halkya- 

dipikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Sarva-darsana- 
saifgraha  by  Madhavacarya.  —  J'anda-vata,  as,  m. 
the  sacrificial  cord  as  worn  crossed  upon  the  breast  with 

the  ends  hanging  over  the  shoulders ;  [cf.  pai'«'<i- 
vata.~\  —  Pandaratta  (°<'a-av°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
divided  into  five  parts.  —  Paitdaratta-td,  f.  or  pan- 
ddratta-tva,   am,   n.  fivefold    division.  —  Panda- 
rattin,  f,  ini,  i,  Ved.  that  which  is  divided  into  five 
parts  or  has  a  fivefold  division ;  that  which  divides 
into  five  parts.  —  PaiiddraUiya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
divided  into  five  portions,  offered  in  five  .portions. 

—  Paiiddvayava,    as,    d,    am,   five-limbed,   five- 
membered  ;  panddrayavam  vdkyam,  a  five-mem- 

bered argument,  a  syllogism.  —  Panddmetha.  (°da- 
av°),  as,  m.  a  corpse  (resolved  into  the  five  ele- 

ments). —  Paiidavi  (Ya-a«),  is, »,  i, Ved.  reckoning 

five   lambing   times,   i.e.   five   times   six   months. 

—  Paiiddvika  (cda~dtf),  am,  n.  the  five  products 

of  the  sheep;  [cf.  paifa-ganjn,  )>andfija.~]  —  l'an- 
ddsita  Cda-a3°),  as,  I,  am,  the  85th.  —  Pandd/Titi 
(°da-as'°),  if,  f.,  S^.  —  PaiiddxHl-tama,  as,  I,  am, 

the  Spin.  —  Paiidisya  ("Ya-as'),  a*,  a,  am,  five- 
faced,  five-headed  ;  five-pointed  (as  an  arrow) ;  (as], 

m.  a  lion.  —  Panddha  (°da-aha\  as,  m.  a  period 
of  five  days;  (an,  d,  am),  lasting  five  days;  (<ix), 
m.  a  Soma  oblation  with  five  SutyS  days.  —  Pandd- 

hika,  as,  d,  am,  containing  five  feast  days  or  fes- 
tiv*\s.—Paiidi-l.'<i>'ttnit-rar(tiI:n,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

philosophical  work  by  SuresVara.  —  Paiidl-kri,  cl.  8. 
P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -karlum,  to  render  fivefold 
&c.,  cause  anything  to  contain  all  the  five  elements. 

—  Paitdedhmiya.  (  da-idh°),  as,  d,  am,  (a  nocturnal 

rite)  in  which  five  torches  &c.  are  used.  ••  Pai'iden- 
dra  ("da-in"),  as,  m.  one  who  has  the  five  Indrams 
as  his  deity. ~Pandendi'a-kalpa,  as,  ti,  am,  like 

five  Indras.  —  Pandendriya  (°da-in°),  am,  n.  the 
five  organs  of  sense  (viz.  the  eye,  ear,  nose,  tongue, 
and  skin)  or  the  five  organs  of  action  (viz.  hands, 
feet,  larynx,  and  organs  of  generation  and  excretion)  ; 

(as,  a,  am),  having  five  organs  of  sense.  —  Parideshu 
{°da-ish°),  us,  m. '  five-arrowed,'  N.  of  K5ma-deva, 
the  Hindu  Cupid.  —  Paadond  (according  to  the  Rig- 
veda  Anukramanl)=  1 5  (i.e.  to  —  5).— Pandoshman 

(°da-ush°),  anas,   m.   pi.   the   five    digestive  fires 

supposed  to  be  in  the  body.  ~Paiidaudana  (~da- od?),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  prepared  with  fivefold  pulp 
of  mashed  grain,  &c. 

I'aiidaka,  as,  a,  am,  consisting  of  five,  relating 
to  five,  made  of  five,  bought  with  five  &c.,  taking 
five  per  cent ;  (as),  m.  any  collection  or  aggregate 
of  five ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda ; 

(ik'~i),  f.,N.  of  each  book  of  the  Aitareya-Brahmana 
(as  consisting  of  five  AdhySyas) ;  N.  of  a  game 
played  with  five  shells ;  (am),  n.  an  aggregate  of  five, 
irt vrds  ;  a  field  of  battle. 

Paiidat,  t,  f.  an  aggregate  of  five,  irfcras. 

J'andataya,  as,  i,  am,  fivefold,  having  five  parts 
or  limbs,  five. 

Paiidatha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  the  fifth. 
Paitdatfiu,  MS,  m.  time ;  the  Koil  or  Indian cuckoo. 

Paiida-dha,  ind.     See  p.  523,  col.  I. 
Pandanl,  f.  a  chequered  cloth  for  playing  at 

draughts,  Sec. ;  [cf.  paiicami,  paiiddri,  paiidali.~\ 
Pai'idama,  as,  i,  am,  the  fifth ;  forming  the  fifth 

part,  constituting  a  fifth  part,  beautiful,  brilliant, 

pleasing ;' dexterous,  clever;  (as),  m.  the  fifth  or  in later  times  the  seventh  note  of  the  Hindu  musical 

scale,  (so  called  because,  according  to  the  HindOs,  its 
tone  is  produced  by  air  drawn  from  five  parts  of  the 
body,  the  navel,  breast,  throat,  heart,  and  forehead) ; 
one  of  the  RSgas  or  musical  modes ;  N.  of  the 
twenty-first  Kalpa  (called  after  the  musical  note) ; 
the  fifth  consonant  of  a  Varga,  i.  e.  a  nasal ;  (i),  f., 

scil.  tlthi,  the  fifth  day  of  the  half  month;  the 
termination  of  the  fifth  or  ablative  case,  a  word  in 

the  ablative ;  an  epithet  of  DraupadT,  the  wife  of 
the  five  Pandu  princes  [cf.  pdilddlt]  ;  a  chequered 

cloth  for  playing  at  draughts  &c.,  a  chess-board  ( = 
idri-irinkhald);  N.  of  a  river;  (am),  n.  a  fifth, 
the  fifth  part ;  copulation  as  the  fifth  of  the  Tattvas 
of  the  Tantrikas,  see  under  parida-tatlva ;  (am), 
ind.  for  the  fifth  time,  fifthly.  —  Paiidama-bhdglya, 

as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  fifth  part  —  Pandama- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  the  fifth  (of  anything). 
—  Pandama-sdra-samhita,   f.,   N.   of  a   musical 

work.  —  I'liiu'iimara   (°mu-ara),  as,  m.  the  fifth 
spoke  in  the  wheel  of  time  (with  jainas) ;    N.  of 

a  son  of  Bala-deva.  —  i.  pandamdsya  (°)na-os°), 
as,  m.  (for  I.  see  p.  523,  col.  2),  the  Indian  cuckoo 
or  Koil  (as  producing  the  fifth  note  of  the  scale  with 
its  mouth  or  throat). 

I'liudamaka,  as,  d  or  ?(?),  am,  fifth,  the  fifth. 
Pandamin,  i,  ini,  i,  being  in  the  fifth  year  of one's  age. 

Panddri,  f.  a  chequered  cloth  for  playing  at 
draughts ;  [cf.  pandanl,  pandaml,  panddli.] 
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Pantas'a,  as,  i,  am,  the  5oth  ;  having  50  added 
(e.  g.  pandasam  iatam,  150;  panddiam  saha- 
sram,  1050). 

Pandafaka,  as,  ika,  am,  50  ;  (ikd),  f.  a  collec- 
tion or  aggregate  of  50  ;  [cf.  s'loka-paiidds'ikd.] 

Pandds'at,  t,  f.,  50  ;  (ardha-panddtSat,  25  ; 
ekona-pandds'at,  49;  cf.  Gr.  Triv-rfiKovra.  ;  Lat. 

quinquaginta  ;  Hib.  caogat.)  —  Pandds"ad-dhas, 
ind.  (Pandds'at  +  sos),  by  fifties,  fifty  by  fifty.  —  Pati- 
dds"ad-bhdga,  as,  m.  the  5oth  part. 
Pandas'ati,  is,  f.,  50. 
PanddJatka,  as,  a,  am,  50  years  old. 
Panddgat-tama,  as,  I,  am,  the  5oth. 
Pandafod-dhd,  ind.  in  50  parts  ;  ekona-paiidd- 

s'addha,  in  49  parts. 
Pandikd,  f.  a  game  played  with  five  dice. 

Pandin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  divided  into  five,  con- 
sisting of  five,  fivefold. 

11*41(4  pancdla,  as,  m.  pi.  (said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  I.  pad  or  pand),  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe  and  their 
country  in  the  north  of  India  ;  (as),  m.  a  prince  of 
the  PaMalas  ;  N.  of  a  man  brought  by  Visvak-sena 
to  the  childless  Gandusha  ;  N.  of  a  Naga-raja  ;  a 
particular  venomous  insect  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.,  N.  of 
a  metre  consisting  of  twelve  syllables  ;  (i),  f.  a  doll, 
puppet  ;  a  style  of  singing  ;  a  chequered  doth  for 
playing  at  draughts  &c.  —  Panddla-danda,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  teacher.  —  Panddla-patla-vritti,  is,  f.,  N. 
of  a  particular  rhythm.  —  Panddla-rdja,  as,  or 
panddla-rdjan,  a,  m.  a  king  of  Paniiala. 

Panddlaka,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  PaMalas  ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  Pancalas;  (as),  m.  a  species  of 
venomous  insect  ;  (ikd),  f.  a  doll,  a  puppet  ;  a  kind 
of  song. 

M>«0  fi;<«>  pahchihila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

M  j-i  ̂ an;',  a  Sautra  root  occurring  in 
x  grammatical  Sutras  only,  but  not  in  the 

Dhatu-patha,  said  to  have  the  sense  of  '  enclosing,' 
and  artificially  formed  on  account  of  panjara  below. 
Panjara,  am,  n.  (probably  connected  with  paj  in 

Ved.  pajra,  pdjas),  a  cage,  an  aviary,  a  dove-cot, 
&c.  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  skeleton;  the  ribs;  (as), 

m.  the  body  ;  the  Kali-yuga  ;  a  purificatory  cere- 
mony performed  on  cows  ;  (am),  n.  certain  prayers 

and  formularies  with  which  a  deity  is,  as  it  were, 

caught  and  confined  ;  [cf.  pdnjarya  ;  Gr.  irfiyi/vpi, 
irdyn  ;  Lat.  pango.]  —  Panjara-iuka,  as,  m,  a  parrot 

in  a  cage,  a  caged  parrot.  —  Paiijardkheta  (°ra- 
dkh°),  as,  m.  a  sort  of  basket  or  wicker  trap  in 
which  fish  are  caught. 
Panjaralta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  cage,  an  aviary; 

(ikd),  (.  peculiar  prayers  and  formularies,  (see  under 
panjara.) 

panjaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

panjala,  as,  m.  a  species  of  bulbous 
plant  (  =  kola-kanda). 

panji,  is,  i,  f.  the  ball  or  roll  of 
cotton  from  which  the  thread  is  spun  ;  an  almanac, 

calendar  ;  a  journal  ;  (perhaps)  a  register.  —  Panji- 
kara,  as,  m.  a  Kayastha  or  scribe;  an  almanac- 
maker. 

Panjikd,  f.  the  ball  or  roll  of  cotton  from  which 
the  thread  is  spun  ;  a  perpetual  commentary  which 
explains  and  analyses  every  word  ;  a  calendar,  an 
almanac;  a  journal,  a  book  in  which  receipts  and 
expenditure  are  entered  ;  the  register  or  record  of 
human  actions  kept  by  Yama  (the  judge  of  the 
dend).  —  Paiijikd-kdraka,  as,  m.  a  writer,  a  man 
of  the  Kayastha  tribe  ;  an  almanac-maker. 

Xfy  Pa(,  cl.  i.  P.  patati,  patitum,  to  go, 
X  move  :  Caus.  or  cl.  10.  P.  pdtayali, 

-yitum,  to  split,  cleave,  tear,  tear  up,  tear  asunder, 
tear  open,  divide,  pierce,  penetrate;  to  break,  to 
eradicate,  remove;  to  pluck  out;  to  cause  to  be 
torn  up  ;  to  speak  ;  to  shine  ;  patayati,  -yitum,  to 
string  ;  to  surround,  encircle,  encompass,  clothe  ;  to 

distribute  (?)  :  Pass,  of  the  Caus.  patyale,  to  be  split 

open,  cleave  asunder  (intransitively). 
Pata,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (perhaps  connected  with 

pattra,  and  usually  patas,  m.  in  the  sense  of 
'  cloth,'  &c.),  woven  cloth,  cloth,  a  piece  of  cloth, 
a  garment,  raiment  ;  fine  cloth  ;  a  veil  or  screen  ;  a 
piece  of  cloth  or  tablet  or  plate  on  which  any- 

thing may  be  written  or  painted  [cf.  patta,  col. 
3]  ;  (as},  m.  a  species  of  tree,  (see  piydla)  ;  a 
species  of  bird  ;  anything  well  made  or  polished, 

=puras-krita;  (I),  f.  cloth,  a  particular  sort  of 
cloth,  coarse  thick  cloth,  canvas  ;  the  curtain  of  a 
stage  ;  a  screen  of  cloth  surrounding  a  tent,  an  outer 
tent  ;  a  coloured  or  chintz  garment  (?)  ;  (am),  n.  a 

thatch,  a  roof  (^patala).  —  Pata-kara,  as,  m.  a 
weaver  ;  a  painter.  —  Pata-kuti,  f.  a  tent  ;  a  tent  of 
woollen  cloth.  —  Pata-daura,  as,  m.  a  doth-stealer, 

a  shop-lifter.  —  Pata-mandapa,  as,  m.  '  canvas 
house,'  a  tent.  —  Pata-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of 
cloth  ;  (am),  n.  a  tent,  a  canvas  house  ;  a  petticoat  (?). 
—  Pata-vdpa,  as,  m.  a  tent,   (for  pata-vdsa.) 
—  Pata-vdsa,  as,  m.  a  tent  ;  a  petticoat  ;  perfumed 
powder.  —  Pata-vdsaka,  as,  m.  perfumed  powder. 

—  Pata-veilman,  a,  n.  a  tent.  —  Patdkshepa  (°ta- 
ak°),   as,  m.  not   tossing   the   stage   curtain,  not 
pushing  it  aside,  (probably  the  correct  reading  would 

be  a-pati-kshepa.)  —  Pat't-kshepa,  as,  m.  tossing 
aside  the  stage  curtain,  (denoting  in  theatrical  lan- 

guage a  hurried  entrance  on  the  stage.)  —  Patotaja 

(°(a-ut°),  am,  n.  a  tent  ;  sunshine  (?). 
Pataka,  as,  m.  cotton  cloth  ;  a  camp,  encamp- 

ment ;  the  half  of  a  village,  (for  pdtaka.) 

Patara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (Ved.)  a  ray  (of  sun- 
light) ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  third  of  the  seven  suns, 

(see  Vishnu-PurSna  VI.  2,  where  the  names  of  the 
seven  suns  are  given  as  ArSga,  BhrSja,  Patala, 
Patarrga,  SvamSbhak,  Jyotishmat,  and  Sa-vibhSsa)  ; 
an  epithet  of  Varuna. 

Pataraka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  gundra). 
Patala,  am,  n.  a  roof,  thatch,  (in  this  sense  the 

fern,  form  patali  is  also  given);  a  cover,  covering, 
veil,  coating,  an  enclosing  or  surrounding  skin  or 
membrane  (especially  over  the  eyes),  a  film  over 
the  eyes  ;  a  basket  ;  a  heap,  mass,  number,  quantity 
or  multitude,  (often  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  with 

words  denoting  '  cloud,'  e.  g.  jalarla-patala,  a 
mass  of  clouds  ;  the  fern,  forms  patali  and  patala 
are  also  given)  ;  train,  retinue  ;  a  mark  on  the 
forehead  or  other  parts  of  the  body  with  sandal-wood 
(either  as  an  ornament  or  sectarian  mark)  ;  a  spot, 

circle,  district  (?)  ;  (as),  m.  '  cataract  of  the  eye,'  N. 
of  one  of  the  seven  suns  at  the  end  of  the  world  ;  (as, 
am),  m.  n.  a  section,  chapter,  or  portion  of  a  book 
(especially  of  the  Rig-veda  PratisSkhya)  ;  (as,  i), 
m.  f.  a  tree  ;  a  stalk  ;  a  book  (?)  ;  (in  law)  the  filing 
of  suits,  (gender  doubtful.)  —  Patala-prdnta,  as,  m. 
the  edge  of  a  thatch. 
Patalaka  (gender  doubtful),  a  heap,  &c.  See 

patala  above. 
Pati,  is,  f.  (for  pati,  cf.  pata),  a  kind  of  cloth  ; 

a  species  of  aquatic  plant  (  =  kumlhikd). 
PatikSff.  woven  cloth. 

pataMara,  as,  m.  (probably  fr. 

patat  +  dara,  pat  being  an  imitative  sound,  per- 
haps of  creeping  stealthily),  a  thief,  a  robber  [cf. 

pataddara]  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (am), 
n.  old  or  ragged  clothes. 

ict^patat,  ind.  the  sound  patat. 

Hi  r*<*  'V  patatka-kantha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
town,  (P5n.  VI.  •z,  125.) 

M«M«i  pata-pata,  ind.  an  imitative  sound. 

TZHTKf  patabhdksha,  as,  m.   an  instru- 
ment for  looking  (at  any  object),  an  optical  instru- 

pataha, as,  am,  m.  n.  (but  com- 
monly m.  ;  probably  fr.  pata  +  ha,  rt.  pan),  a 

kettle-drum,  drum,  war-drum,  tabor;  (as),  m.  be- 
ginning, undertaking;  hurting,  injuring,  killing. 

—  Pataha-ghoshaka,  as,  m.  a  crier  who  beats  a 
drum   before   making  a  proclamation.  —  Pataha- 
td,  (.  the  noise  or  function  of  a  drum.  —  Pataha- 
dhvani,  is,  m.  the  sound  of  a  drum ;  (is,  is,  i), 

sounding  like  a  drum.  —  Pataha-bhramaiia,  am,  n. 
going  about  with  a  drum  to  call  people  together. 

m  I'cfc  patdka,  as,  m.  a  bird  [cf.paitdka] ; 
(a),  f.  a  flag,  banner  (=-patdkd). 

*lSleJ=*l  patalukd,  f.  a  leech ;  [cf.  jaluka.~\ 
Tfe  pati.     See  col.  2. 

i|f<J8  patishtha,  patty  as.    See  patu  below. 

TfifW  patisa,  as,  m.  (incorrect  for  pat- 
titia  ?),  a  sort  of  weapon. 

M«T<- patlra,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  pat), 

a  ball  for  playing  with ;  the  god  of  love ;  sandal- 
wood  ;  (am),  n.  Catechu  ( =  khadira) ;  the  belly ; 
anything  that  can  be  carried  off  or  taken  away  (  = 
haramya) ;  a  sieve ;  height ;  a  radish ;  a  field ;  a 
cloud  ;  bamboo  manna ;  rheumatism  ;  catarrh. 

TIT  patu,  us,  us  or  vl,  u  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
pat),  sharp,  pointed  (as  a  ray  of  light) ;  clear,  shrill, 
ringing,  sharp-sounding,  clear-sounding,  crackling, 
rustling  (said  of  sound) ;  pungent,  acid,  hot ;  sharp, 
clever,  smart,  dexterous,  skilful,  crafty,  sly,  cunning ; 
sensible,  intellectual ;  busy,  active,  violent,  strong, 
intense;  harsh,  hard,  rough,  fierce;  hale,  healthy; 
cruel,  unmerciful,  unfeeling ;  contumelious  (as  speech 
&c.) ;  eloquent,  loquacious,  talkative  [cf.  vak-patu] ; 
blown,  expanded  ;  apt,  disposed ;  (us),  m.  the  tree 
Trichosanthes  Diceca ;  the  leaf  of  the  Trichosanthes 
Diceca  ;  the  plant  Momordica  Charantia  ;  a  kind  of 
perfume  (= doraka) ;  N.  of  a  man;  (anas),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people;  (us,  u),  m.  n.  a  mushroom; 
(u),  n.  salt.  —  Patu-kalpa,  as,  d,  am,  tolerably 
clever,  pretty  skilful.  —  Paturjdtiya,  as,  a,  am,  of 
a  clever  sort,  pretty  clever  or  skilful.  —  Patu-tara, 
as,  d,  am,  more  sharp,  sharper,  keener,  clearer ; 
more  clever,  &c.  —  Patu-td,  f.  cleverness ;  elo- 

quence; [cf.  i)afe-p°.]  —  Patiirtrinaka,  am,  n.  a 
species  of  pungent  grass.  —  Patu-tva,  am,  n.  sharp- 

ness, keenness  (as  of  sight),  cleverness,  skilfulness, 
eloquence.  -•  Patu-defiya  or  patu-defya,  as,  d, 

am,  tolerably  sharp,  almost  clever,  cleverish.  •*  Patu- 
pattrikd,  f.  a  species  of  shrub  ( =  kshudra-dandu). 
—  Patu-parnikd,  f.  a  species  of  plant  ( = kshirinf). 
—  Patu-parni,  (.  Bryonia  Grandis,  a  species  of 
cucurbitaceous  plant**-  Patu-mat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince.  —  Patu-mitra,   as,  m.,   N.   of  a  prince. 
—  Patu-rupa,  as,  a,  am,  very  clever. 
Patiman,  d,  m.  sharpness,  &c.  (Pin.  V.  I,  123, VI.  4',  155.) 

Patishtha,  as,  d,  am,  very  sharp  or  clever, 
sharpest,  &c. 

Pafiyas,  an,  asi,  as,  sharper,  more  clever. 
Patuka,  as,  m.  Trichosanthes  Diceca. 

tusa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasa. 

a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

patola,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

pat),  a  spedes  of  cucumber,  commonly  Palwal, 
Trichosanthes  Diceca,  =patu;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of 
the  above ;  a  sort  of  cloth,  a  kind  of  chintz  [cf. 

pata]  ;  (i),  (.  a  small  cucumber,  either  the  same  as 
above  or  another  spedes,  Luffa  Acutangula  (=; 
koildtakl). 

Patolaka,  as,  m.  a  muscle  or  oyster  (  —  3ukti) 
compared  to  the  shape  of  the  Trichosanthes ;  (ikd), 

!.  =pa/oli,  a  species  of  cucumber. 

tfZTt.  pataura,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to 
the  Pada-patha = paf a  +  lira),  a  particular  member of  the  body  (?). 

Mg  patta,  as,  m.  (probably  for  pattra), 

a  slab  [cf.  iila-p°~\,  tablet  (for  painting),  plate  (of 
metal  for  inscription  or  engraving  royal  edicts,  grants, 

&c.) ;  a  patent,  document,  royal  grant  or  order 
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(written  on  copper,  stone,  &c.  =  nripa-^dsana)  ;  a 
stone  for  grinding  with,  a  muller  (1);=pala,  cloth, 
coloured  cloth,  fine  cloth,  woven  silk  (  =  kaiaheya)  \ 
a  strip  (e.  g.  nirmoka-pattai,  strips  of  cast  off  skin)  ; 
a  bandage,  ligature,  swath,  doth  bound  round  a 
sore,  &c.  ;  a  frontlet,  fillet  or  cloth  worn  round  the 
head,  turban,  (of  which  five  kinds  are  enumerated, 
viz.  those  of  the  king,  queen,  prince,  general,  and 
the  prasada-patta  or  turban  of  honour  worn  as  a 
token  of  royal  favour)  ;  a  coloured  silk  turban  ;  a 
diadem  ;  an  upper  or  outer  garment  ;  a  plant  com- 

monly called  PJt  (Corchorus  Olitorius)  from  the 
fibres  of  which  or  jute  a  coarse  sackcloth  and  cordage 
are  prepared  (?)  ;  a  place  where  four  roads  meet  (  = 
ilatush-patha)  ;  a  shield  (?)  ;  a  chair,  stool  (?)  ;  N. 
of  various  men  ;  (;),  f.  an  ornament  of  the  forehead  ; 

a  martingale,  horse's  girth  (  =  tala-sdraka)  ;  N.  of 
a  certain  species  of  the  Lodhra  or  Lodh  plant  (  = 
kramuka,  rodfira,  lodhra,  pattikd-lodhra)  ;  red 
Lodh,  Symplocos  Racemosa  ;  (am),  n.  a  city,  town, 
village,  (probably  the  Pattah  of  the  South  :  cf.  pat- 

tana,  pattana;  cf.  also  ans"u-p°.)  —  Patta-ja, 
am,  n.  a  sort  of  cloth,  probably  a  kind  of  canvas  or 
sackcloth.  —Patta-devi,  f.  a  queen  (decorated  with 
the  tiara),  the  principal  wife  of  a  king.  —  Pafta- 
liiiiiillni.  as,  m.  or  patta-bandhana,  am,  n.  bind- 

ing or  crowning  the  head  with  a  fillet  or  tiara. 
—  Patta-mah  ishi,  (.  the  principal  wife  of  a  king; 

[cf.  patta-devi.~\  —  Patta-ranga,  am,  n.  a  plant used  in  dying,  Caesalpina  Sappan.  —  Patta-ranjana 
or  patta-raiijanaka,    am,   n.   Cxsalpina   Sappan. 
"Patla-rdjnl,   f.  the   principal    queen.  —  Patta- 
vastra,  as,  a,  am,  or  patta-vdsas,   as,  as,  as, 
attired  in  coloured  doth  or  wove  silk.  —  P<itta-Jdka, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  a  species  of  pot-herb,  commonly  also 
Nalitt   or   Lalita,   Corchorus   Capsularis.  —  Patta- 
sutra-kdra,  as,  m.  a  silk-weaver,  (designation  of  a 
class  of  Hindus  who  are  feeders  of  silk-worms  and  silk- 

twisters.)  —  PaftSbhifheka  (°ta-abh°),  as,  m.  the 
consecration  of  the  tiara.  —  Pattdrhd  (°ta-ar°),  f. 
'  worthy  of  the  turban,'  the  principal  queen.  —  Patto- 
pddhydya  (°ta-up°),  at,  m.  the  writer  of  royal  grants or  patents  and  other  similar  documents. 

Pattaka,  as,  m.  a  plate  of  metal  (usually  copper) 
for  inscription  or  engraving  royal  edicts  ;  a  cloth,  ban- 

dage ;  a  document  (said  to  be  also  am,  n.)  ;  (ikd),  f. 
a  tablet,  plate  ;  a  document  ;  a  bandage,  frontlet, 
ribbon,  a  piece  of  doth  ;  a  piece  of  wove  silk,  cloth 
used  for  a  turban  ;  a  spedes  of  tree  (  =  pat/ikdkhya, 

pattt)  ;  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Pattikdkhya  (°kd-dkh?), 
at,  m.  a  species  of  tree  (  =patti).  ~  Pattikd-lodhra, 
as,  m.  a  species  of  Lodhra  (-pattt,  kramuka). 
—  Paftikd-vdyaka,  as,  m.  a  silk-weaver,  ribbon- 
weaver. 

Patli-kdra,  at,  i,  m.  f.  a  silk-weaver  (?). 
Pattin,  I,  m.  red  Lodh. 
Patlila,  as,  m.  a  spedes  of  plant  (—putika- 

raja),  Cxsalpina  Bouducella. 
Patli-lodhra  or  patti-lodhraka,  a»,  m.  a  species 

of  tree,  the  bark  of  which  is  used  as  an  astringent  ; 
the  red  species  of  Lodh,  Symplocos  Racemosa. 
Patfolikd,  (.  a  title  deed,  a  Patta,  a  lease,  &c.  ; 

a  written  legal  opinion. 

Sg«1  pattana,  am  and  I,  n.  f.  a  city;  [cf. 

pattana;  cf.  also  deva-palll-p°,  dharma-p°.'] 
Mgrtl  pattala,  f.  a  district,  a  community. 

Tg^  pattava  (probably  for  patta-ja),  a 
kind  of  cloth. 

TfRpaMara,  N.  of  a  district. 

^MJ  Pa('i,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ; 
(also  spelt  patti.) 

a.    See  under  pattaka  above 

l  pattisa,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  weapon,  a 
kind  of  axe  ;  a  spear  with  a  sharp  edge. 

Pattiiiin,  i,  in'i,  i,  armed  with  a  Patjisa. 
J'atfisa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  weapon  with  three points. 

Pattisa,  ai>,  m.  (probably  for  pnttida),  a  kind  of 

weapon  used  by  Siva;  (in  Hari-vans'a  10658,  Siva 
is  called  Tris'ula-pattTsa-dhara.) 

$T&Kpattcraka,t\ie  plant  Cyperus  Hex- 
astachyus  Communis. 

•nrr  path,  cl.  i.  P.  (Ved.  and  ep.  also  A.) 
x  pathali,  -te,  papdtha,  pathishyati,  apd- 

tKlt  or  apatlilt,  pathitum,  to  read  or  repeat  aloud, 
recite  in  a  clear  voice,  rehearse,  speak  distinctly, 
declaim  ;  to  repeat  or  pronounce  the  name  of  a  god, 

to  invoke  (with  ace.),  to  read  or  recite  to  one's  self, 
to  peruse,  study ;  to  teach ;  to  mention  (in  a  book), 
cite,  quote ;  to  express,  describe,  denote,  dedare ; 
to  learn  from  (with  abl.) :  Caus.  pdthayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  aptpathat,  aplpathata,  to  cause  to  read ;  to 
teach  to  read  or  to  pronounce ;  to  teach,  instruct : 
Intens.  pdpathyate,  pdpalhlti,  to  redte  often  or 
repeatedly,  to  read  diligently,  study  assiduously. 
Patltaka,  as,  m.  a  reader,  reciter. 
Pathat,  an,  antl,  at,  reciting,  reading. 
Pathana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  reciting  or  reading, mentioning. 

Pa/haniya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  to  be  read  or  studied, 
legible,  readable. 
Patha-maiijari  or  patha-samanj art,  f.,  N.  of  a 

RSginI,  one  of  the  wives  of  Sr!-rSga. 
Pal/ii,  is,  f.  reading,  redting,  perusal. 
Pathita,  as,  d,  am.  redted,  repeated ;  read, 

perused,  studied.  —  Pathitan-ga  (°ta-a»°),  N.  of  a kind  of  girdle. 

Pathitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  read,  what  may 
or  ought  to  be  read. 
Pathiti,  it,  (.,  N.  of  a  particular  figure  of  speech. 
Pathitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  reciting,  reading,  a  reader. 
Pathyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  redted  or  read. 

Tret  «|;>a£ harvan,  d,  m.,Ved.,  N.  of  a  man, 
(Rig-veda  1. 112, 17.) 

T5  pad  =  pad,  foot,  in  the  inst.  pi. 
padbhis;  and  in  pad-gribhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 

demon  or  of  a  man.  —  Pad-bida  or  pad-vis'a  or 
pad-vin$a,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  fetter  (especially  for  the 
foot  of  a  horse)  ;  the  place  of  fettering. 

M  i||  i .  pan  (connected  with  rt.  pan,  q.v.), 
Ncl.  i.  A.  and  10.  P.  A.  panate,  pandyati, 

-te,  pene  or  pandydn-fakre,  apanlt,  apanishtn 
or  apandyishta,  to  honour,  praise. 

Panasya,  Nom.  P.  panasyati,  -yftuai,  to 
honour ;  [cf.  panasya.] 

Pandyita  or  panita,  as,  d,  am,  praised. 

Panituvya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised. 
Panya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  honoured  or  praised. 

M  |||  2.  pan  (probably  for  original  parn 
^  fr.  rt.  par  or  prt),  cl.  i.  A.  (ep.  also  P.) 

panate,  -ti,  pene,  panishyate,  apanishta,  pani- 
tum,  to  deal  in,  barter,  purchase,  buy ;  to  negotiate, 
bargain,  transact  business  (Ved.) ;  to  bet  or  stake  at 
play  (with  gen.  of  the  thing  staked,  e.  g.  tfatafya 
panate,  he  stakes  a  hundred) ;  to  play  for  (with 
gen.)  ;  to  stake  anything  or  any  person  (ace.)  on  a 
game;  to  risk  or  hazard  (a  battle  &c.);  to  win 
anything  (inst.)  from  any  one  (ace.)  at  play;  [cf. 
banij :  Gr.  Tttpin\iu  :  Lith.  pantos :  Old  Germ. 
feil;  phant.] 
Pana,  as,  m.  play,  gaming,  playing  with  dice, 

playing  for  a  stake ;  a  game  played  for  a  stake,  a 
bet,  a  wager,  (panam  kri,  to  make  a  bet)  ;  the  thing 
staked  or  deposited ;  a  sum  played  for ;  a  compact, 
contract,  agreement ;  stipulation,  treaty  ;  wages,  hire  ; 
reward  ;  expense  of  an  expedition  ;  a  sum  (reckoned 
in  coins  or  shells)  ;  a  weight  of  copper  (Manu  VII. 
126);  a  particular  coin  (  —  twenty  M3shas  =  four 
Kakinls)  ;  a  particular  measure ;  a  handful  of  any- 

thing ;  a  commodity  for  sale ;  price ;  wealth,  pro- 
perty ;  business ;  a  publican  or  distiller ;  a  house, 

dwelling  (?).  —  Pana-kdla,  as,  m.  gaming-time, 
time  for  playing.— Pana-granthi,  is,  m.  a  fair, 

maiket.  —  Pana-td,  f.  or  pana-tva,  am,  n,  the  state 
or   condition  of  a  pledge  or  stake ;    price,  value. 
—  Pana-bandha,  a#,  m.  making  a  treaty,  making 
peace,  pacification.  —  Pana-xtrl,  f.  or  jiandityand 
("na-aii°'),  (.  a  venal  woman,  a  prostitute,  harlot. 
—  J'andrpana    fna-ar3),    am,    n.    making   an 
agreement,  engagement,  contract.  —  1'andrha  (°na 
ar°),  as,  d,  am,  fit  to  be  laid  as  a  wager.  —  Pa- 
ndsthi  (°na-fw°),  i,  n.  Cyprsea  Moneta,  the  small shell  used  as  a  die  and  as  a  coin,  a  cowrie. 
Panana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  bartering,  purchasing ; 

traffic ;  sale,  selling ;  betting. 

J'anaitiyn,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  laid  as  a  wager, 

negotiable. Panasa,  as,  m.  a  commodity,  an  artide  of  sale 
or  commerce  (=*pana%a,  q.v.). 

Pandyd,  f.  (probably  an  incorrect  form),  business, 
affair,  transaction,  buying  and  selling,  &c. ;  profits 
and  receipts  of  trade ;  a  market-place. 

1'aiii,  if,  m.  (lit. '  a  negotiator  or  tradesman,  one  who 
barters  and  traffics '),  a  miser,  a  niggard ;  one  who  is 
sparing  of  sacrifidal  oblations ;  an  impious  man  who 
gives  nothing  to  the  gods,  a  SQdra  sacrificing  priest ; 
N.  of  a  class  of  envious  demons  watching  over 
treasures,  (they  are  defeated  by  the  gods  and  the 
An-gir;»sas ;  sometimes  the  word  patti  is  only  an 
epithet  of  the  Asuras  who  are  supposed  to  steal 
cows  and  hide  them  in  mountain-caverns.) 
Panika,  as,  d,  am,  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp. 

(e.  g.  paiidds'at-panika,  [a  fine]  consisting  of  fifty 

Pan  as). 

Panita,  as,  d,  am,  transacted  as  business ;  betted ; 

(am),  n.  a  bet,  wager,  stake. 
Panitamja,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bought,  vendible,  fit 

or  intended  for  sale ;  to  be  transacted,  negotiable. 
Panitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  transacts  business 

or  traffics  or  sells;  (td),  m.  a  trader,  dealer. 
Panya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sold,  saleable,  vendible  ; 

to  be  transacted  as  business ;  (ant),  n.  an  article  of 
trade,  a  ware,  commodity ;  trade,  traffic,  business ;  (a),  f. 
heart-pea,  Cardiospermum  Halicacabum  ;  [cf.  pinyii.] 
—  Panya-ta,  f.  saleableness,  the  being  an  artide  of 
trade.  —  Panyan-dJia  or  panyan-dhd,  a  species  of 
grass,  Panicum  Verticillatum.  —  Panyu-pati,  is,  m. 
a  possessor  of  many  wares,  a  great  merchant,  large 
trader.  —  Panyapati-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  con- 

dition of  a  great  merchant.  "Pamja^phala-tva,  am, 
n.  prosperity  or  profit  in  trade.  —  Panya-bhumi,  is, 
f.   a   place  where   goods  are  stored,    a  warehouse. 
—  Panya-inutya,  am,  n.  the  price  of  a  commodity. 
—  Pai.iya-yoshit,  t,  f.  a  venal  woman,  prostitute, 
wanton  woman,  courtezan,  harlot,  whore.  —  Panya- 
vikrayn-ddld,  f.  a  place  for  buying  and  selling,  a 
market-place,   bazar.  —  Panya-vikrayin,  I,  m.   a 

seller  of  goods,  a  trader,  merchant.  —  Panya-vild- 
sint,  (.  a  venal  woman,  a  harlot ;  a  kind  of  fragrant 
substance,    the    claw   of  an   animal   or   something 
similar.  —  Panya-vlthikd,  f.  or  panya-vithl,  f.  a 
place  of  sale,  market ;  a  stall,  shop.  —  Pat.iyn-sSdld, 
f.  a  market,  bazar,  shop,  a  warehouse.  —  Panya- 

stri,  f.  or  iianydttyand  (°ya-an°),  f.  a  venal  woman, 
harlot,  courtezan,  prostitute.  —  1'anyrijira  Cya-aj°), 
am,  n.  a  market.  —  Panydjiva  (°ya-dj°),  as,  m.  a 
trader,  tradesman  ;  (am),  n.  a  market,  fair  (?).  —  Pan- 

ydjh'alia  (°ya-df),  am,  n.  a  market ;  (also,  accord- 
ing to  some,  panya-jivaka.)  —  Panydn-(lh<i,  (.= 

panyan-dhd,  q.  v.  —  Paftnjdrha  (°ya-ar°),   as,  d, 
am,  fit  for  sale,  saleable,  vendible. 

Mill  Hi  *.panaphara,  am,  n.  (fr.  (wava<j>opd), 
the  house  following  upon  a  Kendra,  q.  v.  (in  astrol.). 

IJ1JH  panava,  as,  m.  (probably  for  pra- 
narn),  a  sort  of  musical  instrument,  a  small  drum 
or  tabor  or  a  kind  of  cymbal,  one  used  to  accompany 

singing;  also  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of 
four  lines  of  ten  or  five  syllables  each. 
JPanarin,  >,  itii,  i,  possessing  a  drum ;  (t),  m.  an 

epithet  of  Siva. 
pand,    cl.   i.  A.  pandate,   to   go, 

N  move ;   cl.   10.  P.  panduyati,  &c.,  to 



collect,  heap  together,  pile  up;  cl.  i.  V.pandati; cl.  10.  P.  pandayati,  to  destroy,  annihilate. 
Panda,  as,  or  pandu,  its,  m.  (said  to  be  fr  rt  2 

pan),  a  eunuch,  impotent  man  [cf.  pandra,  (fcutdbl ;' (a),  f.  wisdom,  intelligence,  understanding;  sc'ience Iearnmg.-Panrfaps«a.  (°da-ap°),  am,  n.  non- occurrence  of  the  results  of  fate  or  destiny  (?). Pandaka  or  pandaga,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  pan- draka)  a  eunuch;  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  the third  Manu  Savarna. 

P<"tdita    as,  d,  am  [cf.  pandS],  learned,  wise; shrewd  skilled,  clever,  educated;  (as},  m.  a  scholar earned  or  wise  man,  learned  Brahman,  teacher,  phU Jher,  Pandit ;  an  adept,  proficient ;  N.  of  a  man ; incense.  -Pandita-jatiya,  as,  a,  am,  somewhat 
lever,  rather  earned.  -  Pandita-ta,  f.  or  pandita- tva,  am,  n.  learning,  knowledge,  wisdom,  skilful- ness, cleverness.  _  Pandita-bwldhi,  is,  is  i  philo- sophically  minded.  _  Pandita-mandala,  am    n 
an_  assembly  or  circle  of  learned  men.  -  Pand'ita- mamka   as,  a,  am,  or  pandita-manin,  I,  inl  i 
or  panditam-manya,  as,  a,  am,  fancying  one's  self learned  or  clever;  an  ignorant  and  conceited  person a  pedant  who  thinks   himself  a  Pandit.  -  Pan di- 
tam-manyamana,  a*,  a,  am,  Ved.  fancying  one's self  learned  - Pandita-rija,  a,,  m.  'the  prince  of le  learned,  an  epithet  of  a  great  scholar.  -Paudita- vadm,  i,  mi,  i,  pretending  to  be  wise.  -  Pan ilita- sabha,  f.  an  assembly  of  Pandits  or  literati 
Panditaka,  as,  a,  am,  wise,  learned ;  (as)  m  a learned  man  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra Pandilaya,  Norn.  A.  panditayate,  &c.,  to  be- come learned  or  wise. 

Panditdyamana,  as,  a,  am,  becoming  wise  or learned. 

Panditiman,  a,  m.  wisdom,  learning,  scholarship. 
~ ? pandra  orpandraka,  as,  m.  a  eunuch, 

i.  pat,  cl.  4.  A.  patyate,  &c.,  Ved. 
.  to  share  in,  partake  of  (with  loc.)  ;  to  be 

master  of ;  to  rule,  control,  possess,  be  in  possession 
of  (with  ace.  or  inst.) ;  ,o  be  fit  for,  serve  for  (with dat.) ;  [cf.  Lat.  potior.] 

tr^f  pattra. 
shed;    to   dash   out,   knock   out,   strike   out-    to hew  down    lay  low  (e.g.  piUayishyami  Rdksha- sam,  I  will  lay  the  Rakshasa  low);   to  throw  in 
put  in   or  into,  cause  to  enter;    to  cause  to  fall 
(morally),  cause  to  lose  caste,  cause  to  sin-   (with pamkam)  to  set  on  fire ;  (with  tat-shu,,  dnsh/im, Sec.] no  cast  or  direct  the  eyes,  look  or  glance  upon 
(with  sapa  a-yajas,  &c.)  to  lay  a  curse  or  reproach upon ;  (w,th  sthdndt)  to  cause  any  one  to  lose  his rank  or  position, cause  to  fall,  bring  into  misfortune; (with  argha-tas)  to  depreciate,  lower  the  value  of 
anything ;  (with  or  without  atmanam)  to  throw  one's elf;  (in  arithmetic)  to  subtract;  to  set  in  motion 

n  foot  (.'see  Raja-taran-gin!  V.  173):  Desid 
pipatishati,  piUati,  to  wish  or  expect  to  fall    be about  to  fall  (eg.  kulam  pipatishati,  the  bank  is about  to  fall  in):  Intens.  panlpatyate,  pant 
see  Pan.  VII.  4,  84;  [cf.  Gr.  ̂ r-o-/^,,  fa 

T-ta,  TTlT-Vt-a,  TTT<0-fia,  TTTU-ai-S,  TT&T-fiO-S,  IreVa- \ov,  i™^,  frra^o, :  Lat.  pet-o,  im-pet-u-s,  pen- 
no,    acc^p-it-er:    Old   Germ,  fedara,  fedak   or fetah,  -wing;'   find-cm  =  Goth,  finth-an-    Slav put-i-ca,  'a  bird;'  pe-ro,  -a  feather:'  Hib.  faoth, faodh,  '  a  fall :'  Cambro-Brit.  pyd-u,  '  to  fall  M Z.pat,  t,  t,  t,  flying,  falling;  [cf.  •irffpVf 
_  1  ata   as,  m.  flying,  flight;  going,  falling,  alight- 

l~A PK     3?'  *"•  m'  a  Wi"Sed  or  %ing  animal bird ;  N.  of  one  of  the  five  fires  in  the  Svadha- 
3™-  —  Patan-ga,  as,  a,  am,  flying-  (as)    m    a bird;  (according  to  Naigh.  I.  14)  a  horse;  a  flying 
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-  Pat'  cl-  '•  P-  (ep-  also  A.)  patati, 
'  7'  PaPat*  ("t  pi.  petima,  Ved. 3rd  pi.  petus,  Ved.  paptus;  part. 

.  ,pa<,  patl,j,lt 

apaptat  paMUm,  to  fly,  soar  or  rnc-ve  rapidly" through  the  a,r;  to  go,  move,  move  downwards al.ght,  sink  down,  throw  one's  self  down,  to  throw 
or  cast  one's  self  at  (rarely  with  ace.  for  loc.  e  g paputa  taranau,  tasyM,  he  th«w  himself  at  hfr 

Si  ff  fell'  °r  S"  (aS  the'SUn)  :  to  fal1'  fal1  dow°. all  off,  fell  away;  come  down,  descend  (with  loc  or 
ace.   eg.  papata  narendranam  madhye,  he  de- "  * 

o  —  — 6...  ..  i^j  a.  uursc;  a  nymg 
insect,  a  grasshopper,  a  butterfly  or  moth  (especially one  attracted  by  a  light),  a  bee;  the  sun;  N.  of 
one  of  the  seven  suns;  a  ball  for  playing  with; 
(according  to  Say.)  a  spark;  (according^  J T  MahN dhara)  3  Pisada;  a  species  of  rice;  quicksilver;  •  the 
Flier  a  N.  of  Krishna;  N.  of  a  son  of  Praja-pati  • 'f  a  mountain;  N.  of  a  village,  also  called Pat—rama;  («),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  caste  in 
Plaksha-dvpa;  (,)  („  N.  of  one  of  the  wives  of arksha,  and  mother  of  the  Patagas  or  flying  ani- 
mals:  (am),  n.  nmVKi'iuo, .  ,  — •?.  _r  ',  ,° 

fall,  causing  the  loss  of  caste  ;  (am),  n.  a  degrading crime,  a  crime  which  causes  loss  of  casle. 
Patantaka,  as,  a,  am,  epithet  of  a  kind  of Asva-medha  performed  in  a  hurried  manner. 
Patama,  as,  m.  a  bird;  a  grasshopper;  the moon  ;  [cf.  patasa.] 

Patayilu,  us,  it,  u,  flying,  falling,  liable  to  fall. 
Patayisliuu,us,us,u,otpatai/ishnuka  as  a am,  Ved.  flying. 

Patara,  as,  a,  am,  or  pataru,  us,  us,  u,  Ved 
flying,  fugitive. 
Patata,  as,  m.  a  bird  ;  a  grasshopper;  the  moon. 
1  ataka,  as,  m.  ('  flying  '),  a  flag  or  banner,  (perhaps incorrect  for  pataka)  ;  a  particular  position  of  the hand  or  of  the  fingers  of  the  hand  ;  (a),  f.  a  flag 

pennant,  pennon,  banner;  a  flag-staff;  an  emblem carried  as  an  ensign  or  banner,  a  symbol,  sign, 
mark  ;  a  particular  high  number  ;  an  episode  or episodical  incident  in  a  drama;  good  fortune,  auspi- u°mness.-Pataka-dhvaja-milin,  I  inl,  i  gar- 

landed with  flags  and  banners.  _  Patahaniuka  (°ka- 
an),  am,  n.  a  flag.  -  Pataka-sthandka,  am  n. (m  dramatic  language)  intimation  of  an  episodical incident. 

Patakika,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  flag  or  banner carrying  a  banner. 

Patakin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  a  flag  or  banner, bearing  a  flag,  adorned  with  flags  ;  (i),  m.  an  ensign, a  standard-bearer,  colour-bearer;  a  figure  used  in 
divination,  a  scheme  for  casting  a  nativity;  a  flag  • 

rd  I 
l.k 

f  »      ™™ fy,  fall  headlong  to  the  earth,  Ramayana 
'•  00,  17);    to  go  down  into  hell  (e.g    narake 
£?,  "M*  «*#*«*»*,  «**  sacrifices  go  down  into hell,  Manu  XI.  37)  ;  to  fall  (in  a  moral  sense)   le 
ones    caste,    forfeit  rank  or  position  (e.g.  p'ara. 

1  veTr^'T-*"^  1Mtati  j'atUa!>'  &  wh° by  the  duties  ot  another  class  immediately oses  caste,  Manu  X.  97);  to  M  on_  be  ̂  
to  light  upon  (e.g.  prasdda-saumySni  satam whrij-jane  patanli  takshinshi,  the  eyes  of  the 
good  soft  ™th  kilKlness  are  d-ircc;ed  on>a      »£ person,  Sakuntala,  verse  161);  to  fall  upon,  fan >  devolve  to  one's  lot  or  share;  to  fall  in  o "to,  be  ,n,  (Kepatita);  to  fall  out,  happen,  occur 

6    °  >Jati>   &''  ̂ed.   to te.  &c.,Ved.  to  put P 

,  agas  or    yng  ani- mals; (am),  n.  quicksilver;  a  species  of  sandal  wood. 
'ga^  aS»m-   a  Sma"   gn-hopperj   a 
rl  b'rd--/ato^«'-«.  «,  «.  «™,  Ved. hke  a  bird.  -Pafe^a-mi,  ind..  like  a 

nrt.-Paangika,  f.  a  small  bird;  a  kind  of  small Dee.  —1  atangm,  i,  inl,  m.  f.  a  bird 
ataka,  as    a   am,  who  or  what  falls  or  de- scends, &c.;  (as),  m.  an  astronomical  table. 
to,  an,  anti  at  Ryivg,  alighting,  descending, coming  down,  falling,  &c.  ;  (an),  m.  a  bird.  -Pa- 

td-graha,  a*  m.  •  receiving  what  falls,'  a  spittoon  • the  reserve  of  an  army.  -Patad-yraKa,  as,  m  a 
spittoon  spitting-pot../^^^^/  '  '  ,  ̂  nble  to  birds,'  a  hawk,  falcon 

-n,  is,  m.  (fr.  patatnn),  a  bird;  (Ved  )  N 
of  a  particular  fire;  N   of  a  warrior  on  th      •  J      i 
the  Ku™.-Patatri.ketana,  as,  m.  •  chaLt'erized by  a  bird,'  Vishnu  »  J^ntntv^  *-~;  • 

of  the  birds,  Vishnu's  bird  G^'  **'  ™'        ̂  nrJt(atnn'-  '.'  *"''  ''  winged,    feathered,   flying  • (Ved  )  an  epithet  of  a  particular  form  of  fire,  of  the of  the  AsVins,  &c. ;  (1)   m.  a  bird ;  a  horse  • 

H)    Tarrow6- A-"medha  SaCrifiC
e  ̂ RamW- 

,  avy;  a    ag  • N.  of  a  warrior  on  the  side  of  the  Kurus  ;  (im)   f 
an  army  ;  N.  of  a  particular  divinity. 
PatSpata,  as,  a,  am,  going  to  fall,  inclined  to fail  ;  going  much  or  frequently. 
Patita,  as,  a,  am,  fallen,   alighted;    dropped 

prostrate,  sprung  from;   fallen  (in  a  moral  sense) wicked,  abandoned,  one  who  has  committed  a  heinous 
iin  ;  fallen  in  battle,  defeated,  overthrown  ;  degraded 
outcast  ;  gone  ;  fallen  into,  occurring  in,  being  in  (e  g' avanta-patita,  being  in  a  low  family;  madhya- 
patita,  being  between);  (am),  n.  flying.  _  Patita- samtrika,  as,  m.  a  man  of  the  first  three  classes whose  investiture  with  the  thread  or  initiation  into 
sacred  knowledge  (upa-nayana)  has  not  been  duly performed  or  not  performed  at  all,  (this  can  happen 
to  a  Brahman  after  his  sixteenth,  to  a  Kshatriya  after his  twenty-second,  and  to  a  Vaisya  after  his  twenty- fourth  y^.)-}'aUta-sthUa,  as,  a.  am,  lying  on 

the  Aground  -  Patitekshita  ("ta-iksh°),  as"  a,  am, looked  at  by  an  outcast.  -  Patitotpanna  (°ta-ut°), as,  a,  am,  sprung  from  an  outcast. 
Patitavya,  am,  n.  going  down  to  hell. 
Patifea,  ind.  having   flown;    having   fallen  or fallen  down  or  alighted. 

Patishtha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  flying  most  or  best. 
Patiyas,  ind.  (originally  the  neut.  of  a  compara- tive of  pat),  quickly,  speedily. 
Patera,  as,  d,  am,  flying,  falling  ;  going,  moving  ; 

(as),  m.  a  bird  ;  a  hole,  pit  ;  a  particular  measure 

i.  e.  let  him  inflict  punishment  on  the  guilty  "-"vSyuh 

'  trees) ;  to  overthrow,  ruin ;  to  pour  o°uT'  ,' 

ow?^61'  as>  «.  ">»,  who  or  what  flies,  falls,  goes 

N  of  a  Rakshasa;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  flyin^d'owJi'' Tailing,  alighting,  descending,  falling  down,  throwing :lf  down  or  into;  setting  (as  the  sun)    going 
down  (to  hell),  slackening,  hanging  down,  becominl flaccid  (said  of  the  breasts);    falling  from  dignity 
virtue,  &c. ;  neglect  of  the  duties  of  caste,  apostasy  '• 
rum;    death;   (with  garbhasya)  miscarriage;    (i,,' arithmetic)  subtraction;    the    latitude  of  a   planet 

^Latl^lhar,mi"'  '••: ¥•  *•  having  the  quality 
f  or  subject  to  the  law  of  falling  o  "T" '  a  ffillle'  dagger :  [«  ' 
Patanlya,  as,  a,  am  (f,  palana),  leading  ,0  a  |  Sld  Germ!  A^af 

Pattra  (sometimes  spelt  patra),  am,  n.  (accord- 
ing  to  some  also   as,   m.),  the  wing  of  a  bird pinion,  feather,  the  feather  of  an  arrow;  a  vehicle 

m  general  [cf.  patatm],  a  chariot,  car,  cart  horse 
camel,  &c.  (perhaps  in  these  senses  connected  with 
2.  pwl)  ;  the  leaf  of  a  tree  (regarded  as  its  plumage) 
the  leaf  of  a  flower,  the  leaf  of  a  particular  fragrant 
plant  or  of  a  species  of  plant  with  fragrant  leaves 
(=gand/M-pattra);   the  leaf  of  the  Cassia  (  = 
teja-pattm) ;    a    leaf  prepared   for  writing  on    a leaf  written  on,  paper  (e.g.  tat  pattram  aropavati 
he  comrmts  that  to  paper);    a  letter,  any  written document,  (,„  the  latter  sense  also  pattn,  f.) ;  the 
leaf  of  a  book;    gold-leaf,  &c.,  any  thin   leaf  or plate  of  metal  or  gold-leaf  [cf.  patla]  ;  the  blade 
of  a  sword,  knife,  &c.  [cf.  asi-p0]-   staining  the •son  as  a  decoration,  lines  and  figures  painted  on 
the  face  by  means  of  musk  and  other  fragrant  sub- stances; a  knife,  dagger;  [cf.  aMhinnay°,  uktha- 
n  .  fyf.  •    rf   ilcn  n~    /  '     t  i a  wing;'  Angl.  Sax! 
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pattra-kahala. 

Tj^ft  paint. 
ffher;  Mod.  Germ,  feder;  Eng.  feather.]  -  Pat- 
tra-kdhald,  f.  the  noise  made  by  the  flapping  of 
wings  or  rustling  of  leaves.  —  Pattra-kriMhra,  as, 
m.  a  sort  of  penance,  drinking  an  infusion  of  the 
leaves  of  various  plants  and  Ku$a  grass  for  a  given 

time;  [cf.  par»a-krit<!hra.~]  —  Pattra-gupta,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  bird  [cf.  paksha-gupta] ;  a  species  of 
plant  (  =  tri-kanta).  —  Pattra-ghana,  (.  a  species 
of  plant  with  full  leaves,  Acacia  Rugata  (^sdtald). 
—  Pattra-<<<!kedaka,  as,  m.  a  leaf-cutter,  a  parti- 

cular trade.  —  Pattra-tdhedya,  am,   n.  (perhaps) 
plucked  feathers.  —  Pattra-jliankdra,   as,  m.  the 
current  of  a  river  (or  the  rustling  of  leaves  ?) ;  other 
authorities   read  pttra-sanskdra  and   pattra-san- 
fkara.  —  Paltra-tanduld,  (.  a  woman ;  a  species  of 
barley ;   (t),  f.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  tanijuli  and 
yava-tiktd).  —  Paltra-taru,  iis.m.a  species  of  tree 
(  =  dush-khadira).  —  Pattra-ddraka,  as,  m. '  leaf- 
divider,'  a  KiVf.  —  Pattra-nddikd,  f.  the  fibre   or 
vein  of  a  leaf.  —  Pattra-paraiu,  or  pattra-pariu, 
H8,  m.  a  fine  file  or  saw  used  by  silversmiths,  &c. 
—  Pattra-piitha,  as,  m.  the  perusal  of  a  writing. 
—  PaUra-^pdla,  an,  m.  a  large  knife,  a  long  dagger ; 
(i),  (.  the  feathered  part  of  an  arrow.  —  Pattra- 

pds~yd,  f.  an  ornament  on  the  forehead,  a  piece  of 
gold-leaf  or  a  painted  mark  on  the  forehead.  —  Pat- 

tra-ypis'ddika,  f.  a  sort  of  cap  or  cover  for  the  head 
made  of  leaves  (used  as  a  protection  against  rain). 
—  Pattra-pushpa,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant,  a  red 
sort  of  TulasT  or  basil,  Ocymum  Pilosum ;   (5),  f. 
holy  basil,  Ocymum  Sanctum ;  holy  basil  with  small 
leaves.  —  Pattra-pushpaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of 

birch ;  [cf.  bhurja-pattra.']  —  Pattra-prakds'a,  as, 
m.  a  title  given  to  certain  astronomical  tables.  —  Pat- 
tra-bandha,  as,  m.  adorning  with  leaves,  flowers, 
&c.,  decorating  with  nosegays  or  garlands.  —  Pattra- 
bdla,  as,  m.  an  oar,  especially  a  large  one  used  as  a 
rudder.  —  Pattra-bhattga,  as,  m.  or  pattra-bhangi, 
is,  (.  or  pattra-bhangi,  f.  drawing  lines  or  figures 
on  the  face  and  person  with  fragrant  pigments  of 
sandal,  musk,  &c.,  as  an  ornament.  —  Pattra-man- 
jari,  {.=*pattra-bhanga."-Pattra-mdla,  as,  m. 
the  plant  Calamus  Rotang  (*=vetasa).  —  Pattra- 
mulaka,  as,  a,  am,  resembling  leaves  and  roots. 
—  Pattra-yauvana,  am,  n.  a  young  leaf,  sprout. 
—  Pattra-ranjaiia,  am,  n.  embellishing  a  page, 
illuminating,  gilding.  —  PaUra-ratha,  as,  m. '  using 
wings  as  a  vehicle,'  a  bird.  —  Pattraratha-s'reshtha, 
or  pattrarathendra  (°tka-4n°),  as,  m.  '  chief  of 
birds,'  a  N.  of  Garuda  or  the  bird  of  Vishnu.  —  Pat- 
trarathendra-ketu,  us,  m.  *  characterized  by  the 
chief  of  birds,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Pattra-rdcha, 
{.  ̂pattra-lekhd,  q.  v.  —  Pattra-latd,  f.  =pattra- 
bhanga,  q.  v. ;  a  long  knife  or  poniard.  —  Pattra- 
lavana,  am,  n.  '  leaf-salt,'  a  kind  of  drug  made  of 
certain  leaves  mixed  with  salt  —  Pattra-le khd,  f. 
drawing  lines  or  figures  on  the  face  or  person  by 
means  of  fragrant  pigments  consisting  of  sandal, 
saffron,   musk,  &c. ;    N.  of  a  woman.  —  Pattra- 
vallari,  f.=pattra-bhanga,  q.v.  —  Pattra-valli, 
is  and  f,  f.  =pattra-bJianga,  q.  v. ;  (J),  f.,  N.  of  two 
plants  (^rudra-jata  and  paldfi).  —  Pattra-vdja, 
as,  a,  am,  feathered,  furnished  with  feathers  (as  an 

arrow).  —  Pattra-vdha,   as,  m.    'feather-bearing,' 
an  arrow;  a  bird  ('wing-bearing');  a  letter-carrier, 
postman.  —  Pattra-vUeshaka  =  pattra-lhanga, 
q.v.  —  Pattra-vri&ika,  as,  m.  a  species  of  veno- 

mous reptile.  —  Pattra-mshta,  at,  m.  an  ornament 
for  the  ear,  a  kind  of  ear-ring  ( =  td(anka).  —  Pat- 
tra-tavara,  as,  m.  a  S'avara  who  decorates  himself 
with  feathers,  a  barbarian  or  mountaineer  who  wears 
peacock  feathers  as  a  decoration.  —  Pattra-idka,  as, 
m.  a  species  of  vegetable  consisting  chiefly  of  leaves ; 
(am),  n.  leaves  and  vegetables.  —  Pattra-ilira,  f. 
the  vein  or  fibre  of  a  leaf.  -  Patlra-Mitgl,  f.  or 
•pattra-innl,  f.  the  plant  Anthericum  Tuberosum. 
-  Pattra-trvihtha,,  as,  m.  the  tree  .ffigle  Mar- 
melos  (  =  viha).  - Pattra-sanikara,  as,  m.  the 
current  of  a  river;  [cf.  pattra-jhankara.~\-Pat- 
tra-sundara,  *  species  of  plant  ( =  tikta-s"dka). 
—  Pattra-siifi,  if,  f.  'leaf-needle,'  a  thorn. ~Pat- 

tra-hima,  am,  n.  cold,  wintry  or  snowy  weather. 
•-Pattrdkhya  (°ra-dkh°),  am,  n.  Cassia  leaf;  the 
leaf  of  the  Flacourtia  Cataphracta.  —  Pattranga 
(Qra-a«°),  am,  n.  (sometimes  written  pattranga), 
red  Sanders,  Pterocarpus  Santolinus;  red  or  sappan 
wood  ;  a  species  of  birch  (  =  bhurja)  ;  another  plant 

(  =  padmaka).  —  Pattranguli  ("ra-an?),  is,  f. 
drawing  lines  or  figures  with  the  finger  on  the 
forehead,  throat,  neck  &c.  with  coloured  sandal,  saf- 

fron, or  any  other  substance.  —  Pattrdnjana  (°ra- 
an°),  am,  n.  ink;  blacking.  —  Pattrddhya  (°ra- 
ddft),  am,  n.  the  root  of  long  pepper  ;  a  species  of 

grass.  —  Pattrdmld  (°ra-am°),  f.  a  species  of  sorrel 
(  =  (ukrikd).  —  Pattrdll  (°ra-dli),  f.  =  pattra- 
bhanga,  pattravali,  q.  v.  —  Pattrdlu  (°ra-dlu),  us, 
m.  a  species  of  bulbous  plant,  =  kdsdlu;  a  species  of 

sugar-cane  (  =  (kshu-darbha).  —  Pattravali  (°ra- 
dv"),  is,  f.  red  chalk,  a  row  of  leaves;  decorating 
the  person  with  lines  of  paint,  &c.  ;  (i),  f.  a  row  or 
number  of  leaves  ;  drawing  lines  or  figures  on  the 
face  or  person  with  coloured  and  fragrant  pigments, 
as  with  saffron,  sandal,  &c.  ;  a  mixture  of  young  Al- 
vattha  leaves  with  barley  and  honey.  —  Pattrahdra 

(°ra-dk°),  as,  m.  feeding  on  leaves.  —  Pattretvara- 
tlrtha  (°ra-i£°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing- 
place.  —  Pattropaskara  fra~up°),  as,  m.  the  plant 
Cassia  Sophora  (  =  kdsa-marda).  —  Pattrorna  (°ra- 
«r°),  as,  m.  the  tree  Calosanthes  Indica;  (as),  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  a  people;  (am),  n.  wove  silk,  cloth, 
or  a  garment  made  of  it  ;  (perhaps  also)  cotton. 
—  Pattrolldsa  fra-uF),  as,  m.  the  bud  or  eye 
of  a  plant. 

Pattraka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Achyranthes  Triandra 
the  leaves  of  which  are  eaten  as  a  vegetable  ;  (ika), 
f.  a  leaf  for  writing  upon,  a  leaf  on  which  any- 

thing has-  been  written  ;  a  letter,  document,  &c.  ; 
(am),  n.  a  leaf;  the  leaf  of  the  Laurus  Cassia; 
painting  lines  or  figures  on  the  body  by  way  of 
decoration;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  leaf,  wing; 

[cf.  ajina-pattrikd,  ali-p°.]  —  PattrikdkTiya  (°ka- 
dk}f),  as,  m.  a  species  of  camphor.  —  Pattrikd- 
pravda,  as,  m.  a  festival  on  the  seventh  day  of  the 
month  Asvina. 

Pattrand,  (.  feathering  an  arrow,  putting  feathers 
on  an  arrow,  &c. 

Pattraya,  Norn.  P.  paltrayati,  &c.,  to  feather. 
Pattrin,  i,  inl,  i,  winged,  feathered,  having 

pages  or  leaves  ;  (i),  m.  an  arrow  ;  a  bird,  falcon  ;  a 
mountain  ;  possessing  a  carriage  or  driving  in  one  ; 
a  chariot;  a  tree;  N.  of  various  plants,  the  wine- 
palm  (=gangd-pattri,  =  ifveta-kinihi)  ;  (ini),  f.  a 
sprout,  shoot.  —  Pattri-vdha,  as,  m.  a  bird;  [cf. 
pattra-vdka.] 
Potman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  flight. 
Patya,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  falling. 
Patvan,  a,  ari,  a,  Ved.  flying  ;  (a),  n.  flying, 

flight  ;  [cf.  ddii-p0,  raghu-p°.] 
Patsala,  as,  m.  a  way,  road. 

TrT  pata,  as,  a,  am,  cherished,  well  fed, 
protected,  (said  to^pushta.) 

nn*am  patandala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

patantika,  f.  a  bow-string. 

patanjala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants. 

MrT^frt  patanjali,  is,  m.  (said  to  he  de- 
rived fr.  pata,  falling,  and  arijali,  the  joined  hands  ; 

Patanjali,  according  to  a  legend,  having  fallen  from 
heaven  in  the  shape  of  a  small  snake  into  the  hands 
of  the  saint  PSnini  as  he  was  joining  his  hands  in 
reverence);  N.  of  a  saint  or  Muni  teacher  of  the 
Yoga  philosophy,  (thence  called  Patanjala)  ;  N.  of 
the  celebrated  author  of  the  Maha-bhashya  or  great 
commentary  on  Panini  ;  a  N.  of  the  poet  Vara-ruci. 

Tfif  pati,  is,  m.  (said  to  he  fr.  rt.  3.  pa, 
to  protect,  but  connected  with  rt.  I  .  pat  and  pro- 

bably for  original  pdtaii),  a  master,  owner,  possessor, 

proprietor,  lord,  ruler,  governor,  sovereign ;  one 
who  presides  over,  (often  applied  to  tutelary  deities 
or  regents,  e.  g.  oshadhlndm  patih,  the  Moon 
as  guardian  or  lord  of  medicinal  plants;  saritdm 
patih,  the  Ocean  as  lord  of  the  rivers ;  va£a- 
sam  patih,  Brihas-pati  as  lord  of  speech ;  some- 

times at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  oshadM-p", 
brihas-p°,  vddai-p°,  ranas-p°);  a  husband;  a 
root;  going,  motion,  flight?  (in  these  senses  pro- 

bably connected  with  rt.  2.  pat) ;  (is),  (.  a  female 
possessor,  mistress  (e.  g.  gramasya  patih,  the 
mistress  of  a  village) ;  a  wire  (at  the  end  of  a  non- 
adj.  comp.,  e.  g.  vriddka-pati  =  vriddha-patnt, 
the  wife  of  an  old  man,  P5n.  IV.  I,  34)  ;  [cf. 

aniu-p°,  dam-pati,  dvdra-p°,  nri-p°,  prithivi-p°, 
prajd-p°:  cf.  also  Gr.  rdai-s  for  irdn-j,  Sftrird- 
TJJ-S,  Snr-Tr6<T-vvo-s,  5eir-ircff-a> :  Lat.  co»n-po(<)-*, 

im-po(f)-8,  pot-is,  possum  for  potis-sum,  pot-es- 
td(t)-s:  Lith.  pat-s,  '  husband  ;'  resz-pat-s,  '  lord, 
ruler:'  Slav,  gos-fodju,  'lord:'  Russ.  gos-podin, 
'  lord :'  Goth./a«A-«,  •  lord ;'  brnth-fatfirs,  '  bnde- 
groom.']  —  Patim-vara,  d,  (.  a  woman  who  chooses 
her  husband  for  herself,  a  young  woman  who  has 
the  privilege  of  choosing  her  husband  [cf.  svayam- 
mra]  ;  the  plant  Nigella  Indica.  —  Pati-kdma,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  wishing  for  a  husband.  —  Pati-ganita- 
tlkd,  (.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Lilavatl. 
—  Pati-ghdtinl,  f.,  Ved.  a  woman  who  murders 
her   husband.  —  Pati-gfina,  as,  I,  am,  killing   a 
husband  or  surviving  him ;   (i),  f.  a  woman  who 
murders  her  husband,  a  husband-killer;  a  line  on 
the  hand  indicating  that  a  woman  will  be  faithless 
or  treacherous  to  her  husband.— Patighiii-lakshana, 
am,  n.  the  mark  of  a  husband-killer.  —  Pati-tva  or 
Ved.  pati-tvana,  am,  n.  mastership,  lordship ;  the 
conjugal  or  marital  state,  wedlock,  matrimony,  mar- 

riage. —  Pati-dardana-ldlam,  as,  d,  am,  longing 
to  see  one's  husband.  —  Pati-devatd  or  pati-tlevd, 
f.  regarding  a  husband  as  a  divinity,  honouring  a 
husband  above  all  others.  —  Pati-dvish,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
hating   a   husband.  —  Pati-dharma,   as,   m.   duty 
towards  a  husband.  —  Patidharma-vati,  f.  fulfilling 
duties  towards  a  husband,  fulfilling  the  duties  of  a 
wife,  faithfully  devoted  to  a  husband.  —  Pati-prdnd, 

f.  a  faithful  wife  ('  whose  husband  is  her  life').  —  Pati- 
ydna,  as,  d,  am,  leading  to  a  husband.  —  Pati- 
rdjya-vinakrita,    as,    a,,   am,   excluded   from   a 
husband's  kingdom.  —  Pali-rip,  p,  p,  p,  Ved.  hos- 

tile to  or  hating  a  husband.  —  Pati-lattghana,  am, 
n.  injuring  a  husband;  disregarding  a  former  hus- 

band by  marrying  another.  —  Pati-ldlasa,  as,  d, 
am,  longing  for  a  husband.  —  Pati-loka,  as,  m. 
'husband's  world,'  the  sphere  of  a   husband  in  a 
future  life.  —Pati-vall,  f.,  Ved.  a  woman  who  pos- 

sesses a  husband,  a  married  woman.  —  Pati-vatni, 
f.  a  woman   who  possesses  a  husband,   a  married 
woman,  a  wife  whose  husband  is  living.  —  Pati- 
vidya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  finding  or  procuring  a  husband. 
—  Pati-vedana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  finding  or  pro- 

curing a  husband  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Aryaman  ; 

(au),  m.  du.  a  particular  part  of  the  body  ('  attracting 
a  husband?');  (am),  n.  procuring  a  husband  (by 
means  of  magical  arts).  —  Pati-vrata,  am,  n.  loyalty 
or  fidelity  to   a   husband ;    (5),  f.   a  devoted   and 
virtuous    wife   (faithful    to   her   husband).  —  Pati- 
vratd-tva,  am,  n.  loyalty  or  fidelity  to  a  husband. 
—  Pati-.<okdkula  ("ka-dk°),  as,  d,  am,  agitated 
or  confounded  with   grief  for  a   husband.  —  Pati- 
serd,  f.  devotion  to  a  husband. 
Patlya,  Nom.  P.  patiyati,  &c.,  to  wish  for  a 

husband  ;  (perhaps  also)  to  become  strong. 
1'atlyantl,  f.  a  woman  wishing  or  fit  for  a 

husband. 
Patnl,  f.  (sometimes  for  the  sake  of  the  metre  and 

in  a  few  comps.  shortened  to  patni),  a  female  pos- 
sessor, a  mistress  (Ved.) ;  a  wife  (even  applied  in 

one  or  two  instances  to  the  female  of  an  animal,  as 
in  Rig-veda  I.  140,  6,  to  a  cow,  but  according  to 
Say.  patni  heie=pdlayitri) ;  (in  astrology)  N.  of 
the  seventh  house.  Adjective  comps.  ending  in 
pati  may  remain  unchanged  in  the  fern,  or  may 
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substitute  patni  by  Vart.  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  34  (e.  g. 
vriddha-patni  or  vriddha-pati,  a  woman  who 
has  an  old  husband) ;  but  the  form  patni  only  is 
allowed  in  such  comps.  as  sa-patnl,  a  woman  who 
has  the  same  husband  with  another ;  eka-patnl,  a 

woman  who  is  faithful  to  one  husband  ;  [cf.  jiva-p°; 
Gr,  •jr&r-via,  $f ff-Troipa.]  ••  Patnl-tva,  am,  n.  wife- 
hood,  the  condition  of  a  wife,  matrimony ;  (pat- 
nitve  grah,  to  take  as  a  wife.)  —  Patnl-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  Ved.  having  a  wife  or  accompanied  by 
wives.  —  Patnl-idld,  f.  a  hut,  tent,  or  room  erected 
near  the  place  of  sacrifice  for  the  wives  and  domestic 

use  of  the  sacrificer.  —  Patni-samydja,  as,  m.  pi., 
Ved.  the  four  Ajya  oblations  offered  to  Soma, 

Tvashtri,  the  wives  of  the  gods,  and  Agni-grihapati. 
—  Patni-samydjana,  am,  n.  performing  the  Patn!- 
samyaja.  —  Patnl-sannahana,  am,  n.  girding  a 
wife;  the  girdle  of  a  wife.  —  Patny-dta,  as,  m.  a 

gynxceum,  the  private  or  women's  apartments. 
Patnika,  a  substitute  for  patni  at  the  end  of  a 

comp. ;  [cf.  a-p°,  baku-p°,  «a-p°.] 

>4r*i IM ^pat-kdshin.     See  3. pad,  col.  3. 

M»)  Jj-  pattanga,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (probably 
a  corruption  of  pattranga),  red  sandal  or  Sanders ; 
(am),  n.  Csesalpina  Sappan. 

*T^«T  pattana,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I. 
pat),  a  town,  city ;  [cf.  Lat.  op-pidum.]  —  Pattana- 
banij,  k,  m.  a  town-tradesman,  one  who  carries  on 

his  business  in  a  town.  —  Pattanddhipati  (°na- 
adh°),  is,  m. '  governor  of  a  city,"  N.  of  a  prince. 

p patta-ranga  =patta-ranga,  q.  v. 

[pattala,  f.  a  circuit,  district. 

is,  ind.     See  3.  pad,  col.  3. 

See  under  rt.  2.  pad,  col.  2. 

!  pattura,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable, 
Achyranthes  Triandra;  (am),  n.  red  sandal  or 
Sanders. 

V!^pattra,  &c.     See  p.  527,  col.  3. 

M^  jf  pattranga.     See  pattranga,  p.  528. 

sgro  pattrala,  am,  n.  thin  or  skim  milk. 

Hfjif  patni,  is,  f.,  for  patm.  See  p.  528, 
col.  3. 

M r*i«i  patman, patsala.    See  p.  528,  col.  2. 

M  w  fy^pat-sangin,  pat-sukha,  &c.  See 
under  3.  pad,  col.  3. 

^TOT  path  (connected  with  rt.  panth, 

•x  q.  v.),  cl.  i.  P.  pathati,  papdtha,  apa- 
thtt,  pathitum,  to  go,  move ;  cl.  10.  P.  pdthayati, 
Sec.,  to  throw,  cast,  send. 
Patha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I .  pat;  generally 

only  at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  a  path,  way,  road, 

course,  reach ;  [cf.  a-patha,  aja-p°,  adariana-p0, 
&c. ;  cf.  also  Zend  pathan,  '  way ;'  Gr.  Trdro-!, 
trari-u,  iriWo-s ;  Lat.  pon(t)-s,  ponti-fex;  Slav. 

paK,  '  way ;'  Old  Germ,  pad,  fad,  phat ;  Angl. 
Snx.  padh,  pad;  Hib.  fath,  'a  district,  field.'] 
—  Patha-kalpand,   f.    juggling   tricks,    conjuring. 

—  Patka-dariaka,  as,  m.  '  way-shower,'  a  guide, 
conductor.  —  Pathdtithi  (°tha-at°),  is,  m.  a  traveller, 
wayfarer.  —  Pa  the-shlhd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  standing 
in  the  way  or  on  the  road. 
Pathaka,  as,  d,  am,  knowing  the  way,  a  guide. 
Pathat,  an,  antl,  at,  going,  travelling ;  (an),  m. 

a  road. 

Pathika,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  knowing  the  way, 
going  on  a  road;  (as),  m.  a  traveller,  wayfarer;  a 
guide,  one  who  knows  the  way.  —  Pathika-santati 
or  pathika-samhati,  is,  f.  or  pathika-sdrtha,  as, 
m.  a  collection  or  company  of  travellers,  a  caravan. 

•-Pathikaiiraya  (°ka-df),  as,  m.  an  asylum  for 
travellers,  an  inn. 

Pathika,  (.  a  kind  of  vine  with  red  grapes. 

Pathin,  panthas,  m.  (nom.  voc.  sing,  panthas  fr 
a  base  panthas,  the  other  strong  cases  fr.  panthan 
ace.  pi.  and  other  weak  cases  fr.  path,  middle  case 
fr.  pathin,  see  Gram.  162  ;  Ved.  ace.  sing,  is  pan 
thdm  for  panthdnam,  nom.  pi.  panthas  or  pan 
thdsas  or  pathayas  for  panthdnas),  a  path,  way 
road,  course ;  a  path  in  morals  or  religion,  sect,  doc 
trine ;  a  division  of  hell  (Manu  IV.  90)  ;  panthd 
naif  santu  te  tivah,  may  thy  ways  be  happy !  a 

happy  journey  to  thee !  pathi  ny-as,  see  undei 
ny-as).  —  Pathan-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  containing 

the  word  pathin.  —  Pathi-kdra,  as,  m.  'road- 
maker,'  N.  of  a  man  (?).  —  Pathi-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved 
making  a  road,  constructing  a  path,  preparing  a  way 
or  ways;  guiding,  a  guide;  (t),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Agni.  —  Pathi-deya,  am,  n.  a  toll  levied  on  public 
roads.  —  Pathi-druma,  as,  m.  the  tree  Acacia 
Catechu.  —  Pathi-prajria,  as,  a,  am,  acquainted 
with  roads.  —  Pathi-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  containing  the 
word  pathin.  —  Pathi-madhye,  ind.  in  the  middle 
of  the  road.  •-  Pathi-rakshi,  is,  is,  t,  Ved.  or  pathl- 
rakshas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  protecting  ways  or  roads. 
—  Pathi-vdhaka,  as,  m.  a  fowler,  bird-catcher ;  a 
porter,   burden-bearer;    (as,   a,    am),  cruel,  hard. 
—  Pathi-shad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  sitting  in  the  way;  an 
epithet  of  Rudra  ;   of  the  dogs  of  Yama.  —  Pathi- 
shthd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  standing  in  the  way  or  on 
the  mi&.  —  Pathi-stha,  as,  d,  am,  being  on  the 
way,  going. 
Pathila,  as,  m.  a  traveller,  wayfarer. 
Pathya,  as,  d,  am.  (lit.  belonging  to  a  road, 

suitable  for  the  way  or  course  of  anything),  proper, 
fit,  suitable,  salutary,  wholesome,  agreeing  with, 
(often  said  in  a  medical  sense  of  diet,  regimen,  &c.)  ; 
according  to  rule,  containing  elements  or  leading 
forms;  (as),  m.  Terminalia  Chebula  or  Citrina; 
N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Atharva-veda ;  (d),  f.  a  path, 

way,  road,  (pathya  revatl,  f.,  Ved.  'the  rich  path,' 
personified  as  a  deity  of  happiness  and  welfare) ;  the 
tree  Terminalia  Chebula  or  Citrina ;  other  plants 

(  =  mrigervdru,  dirbhitd,  bandhyd,  karkotakl); 
N.  of  several  metres,  a  sort  of  BrihatT ;  a  kind  of 

Pan-kti ;  a  kind  of  Arya  ;  a  kind  of  Vaktra  ;  (am), 

n.  a  species  of  salt ;  [cf.  a-patltya.']  —  Pathya-fdka, 
as,  m.  a  species  of  vegetable.  —  Pathydpathya 

(°ya-ap°),  am,  n.  '  wholesome  and  unwholesome,' 
the  class  of  things  that  are  considered  beneficial  or 

hurtful  in  disease.  —  Pathydiin  (°ya-d^°),  i,  inl,i, 
eating  or  an  eater  of  wholesome  diet. 

1.  pad,  cl.  i.  P.  padati,  &c.,  various 
reading  for  rt.  bad,  to  stand  fast  or  fixed. 

2.  pad,  cl.  4.  A.  (ep.  also  P.)pad- 
X;  yate,  pede,  patsyate,  apddi,  pattum,  to 

fall  (Ved.) ;  to  fall  down  or  drop  with  fatigue 
(Ved.) ;  to  perish  (Ved.) ;  to  fall  out  (Ved.) ;  to  go, 
to  go  to  (with  ace.) ;  to  attain,  obtain,  participate  in, 

gain ;  to  turn  one's  self  towards,  observe  :  Caus.  P.  A. 
pddayati,  -te,  to  cause  to  fall  (Ved.) ;  to  cause  to 
go,  &c. ;  padayate,  to  go :  Desid.  pitsale :  Intens. 

panlpadyate,  panlpadtti;  [cf.  Zend  pad,  'to 
go;'  padh-a,  'a  foot:'  Gr.  ire'S-o-v,  ireS-io-p, 
WS-i;,  TT&-L\O-V,  trf£6-$,  Tre£-a,  Ttov-s,  base  jroS-, 
TniSd-u,  o-waS/i-s :  Lat.  Ped-Vr-m,  ped-ica,  com- 

pe(d)-s,  pea-tile,  pe(d)-s,  ped-e(t)-s,  ped-es-ter, 
tri-pod-are,  tri-)iud-iu.-m:  Old  Iceland,  fet-ill, 

•  fetter :'  Goth,  fot-u-s,  '  foot :'  Old  Germ,  fezz-il, 
'  fetter ;'  fuoz, '  foot :'  Mod.  Germ,  fuss :  Eng.  foot  : 

Lith.  pdd-a-s,  '  a  sole ;'  ped-a,  '  a  foot-mark :' 
Hib.  faoidh-im,  '  I  go  ;'  faidh,  '  departure.'] 
Patti,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  pad  or  fr.  3.  pad,  col.  3), 

a  footman,  foot-soldier,  infantry;  a  pedestrian;  a 
hero ;  (ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  [cf.  patti] ; 
(is),  f.  the  smallest  division  of  an  army  ( =  %  of  a 
send-mukha)  or  a  company  consisting  of  one  chariot, 
one  elephant,  three  horsemen  and  five  foot-soldiers, 
(according  to  others  =  »end-mukha  =  fifty-five  foot- 
soldiers)  ;  going,  moving,  walking.  —  Patti-karman, 
a,  n.  the  business  or  operations  of  infantry.  —  Patti- 
kdya,  as,  m.  infantry.  —  Patti-ganaka,  as,  m.  an 
officer  whose  business  is  to  number  or  muster  the 

infantry.  *•  Patti-pankti,  is,  f.  a  line  of  infantry. 
—  Patti-samhati,   is,  f.  a  body  of  infantry,   an 
assemblage  of  foot-soldiers ;  infantry. 
Pattika,  as,  d,  am,  going  on  foot,  pedestrian. 

Pattin,  i,  m.  a  foot-soldier,  footman. 
3.  pad  or  pad,  pat,  m.  a  foot ;  a  step ;  a  fourth 

part,  quarter;  [cf.  pdda.^  —  Pat-dhabda,  as,  m. 
(pad  +  dabda),  the  noise  of  feet  or  of  footsteps. 
—  Patehas,  ind.  (pad  +  affix  ias),  Pada  by  Pada, 
stanza  by  stanza,  foot  by  foot.  —  Pa6-i?hauta,  am, 
n.  (pad  +  fauto),  cleansing  or  purifying  the  feet. 

—  Paj-ja,  as,  m.  (pad  +  ja),  '  bom  from  the  feet 
(of  BrahmS),'   a   S'udra. - Pat-kdshin,   I,  {ill,  {, 
rubbing  the  feet,  scratching  the  feet ;  going  on  foot, 

pedestrian.;  (i),  m.  a  footman,  foot-soldier.  —Pat- 
tas,    ind.,  Ved.   from  the  feet ;    on  foot.  —  Pat- 
sangin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  sticking  or  adhering  to  the 
feet.  —  Pat-sukha,  as,  d,  am,  pleasant  to  the  feet. 
—  Patsutah-il,  i*,  w,  i,  Ved.  lying  at  the  feet. 
—  Patsu-tas,  ind.  (fr.  loc.  pi.  of  3.  pod  +  ras),  Ved. 
at  the  feet.  —  Pad-anvshanga,  as,  m.,  Ved.  any- 

thing added  or  appended  to  a  Pada  or  quarter  of  a 

verse;  [cf.  paddnushanga.]*-Padi-baddha,  as, 
d,  am  (fr.  loc.  sing,  of  rt.  3.  pad  +  baddha),  tied 
or  bound  by  the  feet.  —  Pad-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going 

on  foot,  pedestrian ;  (as),  m.  a  foot-soldier.  —  Pad- 
ghosha,    as,   m.,  Ved.   the    sound    of   footsteps. 
—  Pad-dhati,  is,  i,  f.  (pad  +  hati),  a  way,  path, 
road  ;  a  line,  row,  range;  N.  of  a  class  of  writings, 

(described  as  guide-books  or  commentaries  or  a  kind 
of  manual  detailing  the  mode  of  performing  certain 
rites  and  ceremonies  and  collecting  the  texts  relating 

to  them) ;  a  family  name,  a  surname,  title,  or  per- 
haps more  accurately  the  characteristic  word  denoting 

caste  or  occupation  in  comps.  which  are  used  as 

proper  names  (as  gupta  at  the  end  of  Vais"ya  names, 
and  ddsa  at  the  end  of  S'udra  names).  —  Paddhati- 
dintdmani,  is,  m.  or  paddhati-bhushanct,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  work  on  astronomy.  —  Pad-dhima,  am, 

n.  (pad  +  Mma),  coldness  of  the  feet.  —  Pad-ratha, 
as,  m.  a  footman,  foot-soldier.  -•  Pad-vat,  an,  ati, 
at,  having  feet;  running;  (at),  n.  an  animal  that 
uses  its  feet  for  locomotion.  —  Pan-^uiddhd  or  pan- 

naddhrl,  f.  a  shoe,  boot. — 1'an-nishka,  as,  m.  one 
quarter  of  a  Nishka.  —  Pan-nejant,  nyas,  f.  pi. 

(with  dpas)  a  bath  for  the  feet.  —  Pan-midra  = 
pdda-mUra,  Pan.  VI.  3,  56. 
Pada,  am,  n.  a  step,  pace,  stride  (e.  g.  paddt 

padam  Calitwm,  to  move  on  a  step  from  any 
position ;  pade  pade,  at  every  step,  everywhere,  on 
every  occasion ;  madhyamam  Vaitshnavam  padam, 

Vishnu's  middle  stride,  i.  e.  the  air) ;  a  footstep, 
footprint,  footmark,  trace,  track,  vestige,  mark  (e.  g. 

Vishnos  trlni  paddni,  the  three  footprints  of 

Vishnu,  said  to  mean  the  space  between  the  eye- 
brows, but  probably  the  N.  of  a  constellation; 

Vishnoh  padam, '  Vishnu's  footprint,'  N.  of  a  place ; 
karariiha-pada,  the  mark  of  finger-nails,  cf.  na- 
kha-p°,  da3ana-p°;  padam  anuvidheyam  ma- 
hatdm,  the  footsteps  of  the  great  are  to  be  followed)  ; 

a  sign,  token,  characteristic ;  a  particular  measure  of 
ength  (  =  12  or  15  fingers'  breadth,  or  £  or  £  or  f 
of  a  Pra-krama) ;  a  footing,  stand-point,  standing- 
place,  position,  station,  site  (e.  g.  bhrdmayitod 
oaddt  padam,  having  caused  to  wander  from  place 

:o  place ;  padam  d-tan,  to  spread  or  extend  one's josition)  ;  an  abode,  home ;  a  place,  post,  office, 

nk,  degree,  dignity  (e.  g.  s'layhya-padam  prdpya, 
laving  obtained  an  honourable  position) ;    a  busi- 

ness, affair,  matter,  (padam  kri,  to  have  dealings 
with  any  one,  with  loc.  or  ace.  of  the  person  or 
with  prati) ;    an   object,   thing ;    occasion,   cause, 

subject  (e.  g.  sandeha-padeshu  vaztushu,,  in  mat- 
ters which  are  subjects  of  doubt ;  ashtddaia  vya- 

I'ahdra-paddni,  eighteen  titles  of  law  or  occasions 
of  litigation) ;  pretext  ( =  apa-deta) ;  a  part,  por- 
ion,  division  [cf.  M-padd]  ;  a  plot  of  ground ;  a 
quare  on  a  chess-board ;  a  foot,  (according  to  Hema- 
candra  in  this  sense  also  as,  m. ;  padena,  on  foot; 

padam  kri,  to   set  foot  in  or  on;    karishyasi 

padam  punar  aframe,  thou  shall  again  set  foot 
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in  the  hermitage;  murdhni  padam  kri,  to  set  the 
foot  upon  the  head  of  any  one,  i.e.  to  conquer  or 
overcome;  liridaye  or  title  padam  kri,  to  take 

possession  of  any  one's  heart  or  mind;  paddtn  kri 
may  also  mean  '  to  put  confidence  in ') ;  a  portion 
of  a  verse,  quarter  or  line  of  a  stanza,  (Vasishtfiasya 
padam,  N.  of  a  Saman);  a  word;  (according  to 
Panini)  a  complete  word,  i.  e.  an  inflected  word  or  a 

prdtipadika,  q.v.,  with  the  case-terminations  added, 

(also  in  Panini's  system)  the  base  of  a  noun  before  all 
case-terminations  beginning  with  consonants  except 
those  of  the  strong  cases,  and  before  all  the  Taddhita 
affixes  beginning  with  consonants  except  y;  a  mode 
of  writing  the  Vedas  in  which  the  several  words  are 

detached  from  one  another  [cf.  pada-pafha] ;  (in 
arithmetic)  any  one  in  a  set  of  numbers  the  sum  of 
which  is  required  ;  the  last  of  a  series,  a  period  in  an 
arithmetical  progression  ;  a  square  root ;  a  quadrant ; 
protection ;  (as),  m.  a  ray  of  light.  At  the  end  of 

comps.  the  fern,  form  is  pada;  [cf.  a-p°,  anu-p°, 

dush-p",  nish-p0.']  —  Pada-kara,  as,  m.  the  author 
of  the  Pada-patha ;  one  who  divides  or  separates 
compound  words.  —  Pada-kdla,  as,  m.  =  pada- 
pdfha.  —  Pada-krit,  t,  m.  =pada-kara.  —  Paila- 
kritya,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Tarka-sarrgraha 
by  Candraja-sirjha.  —  Pada-krama,  as,  m.  a  series 
of  steps,  pace,  walking  [cf.  <!itra-pada-krama>ri] ; 
a  series  of  quarters  of  verses ;  a  particular  method  of 
reading  or  writing  the  Vedas,  see  krama;  (as),  m. 
pi.  the  Pada-patha  and  the  different  Krama-pSthas. 
—  Padakramaka,   am,   n.  the   Pada-p5tha  and 
Krama-patha.  —  Pada-ga,  as,  a,  am,  going  on  foot 
or  with  the  feet ;  (as),  m.  a  footman,  a  foot-soldier, 
&c.  —  Pada-gata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  on  foot,  described 
or  recorded  in  a  line  or  stanza.  —  Pada-gati,  is, 
f.  going  on  foot,  manner  of  going,  gait,  —  Pada- 
gotra,  am,  n.  a  family  supposed  to  preside  over  a 
particular   class   of  words.  •-  Pada-6atu.r-urdti.va, 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  metre  in  which  every  Pada  is  four 

syllables   longer  than  the  preceding.  •-  Pada-ton- 

drikd,  f.  'elucidation  of  words'  [cf.  tondrika] ;  N. 
of  a  commentary  by  RSja-mulcuta  on  the  Amara- 
kosha.  —  Pada-fihna,  am,  n.  a   footmark,   foot- 

print, footstep.  —  Pada-ttheda,  as,  m.  separation  of 
words  (in   speaking),  resolving  a  sentence  into  its 
elementary   parts ;    parsing.  —  Pada-dyuta,  as,  a, 
am,  fallen  from  a  position  or  office,  dismissed  from 

a  place  or  official  station.  —  Pada-jdt a,  am,  n.  a 
class  of  words.  —  Pada-jna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  know- 

ing places,  knowing  the  footmarks  (of  the  cows), 

knowing  degrees.  —  Pada-jyotis,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Pada-td,  (.  the  original  form  of  a  word.  —  Pada- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  a  word.  —  Pada-ddrdhya, 
am,  n.  fixedness  or  security  of  text.  •-  Pada-devata, 
f.  a  deity  supposed  to  preside  over  a  particular  class 

of  words.  —  Pada-nidhana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having 
the  Nidhana  at  the  end  of  every  quarter  of  a  verse 
(as  a  Saman).  ••  Pada-ni,  Is,  is,  i,  Ved.  one  who 
guides  the  steps  of  another,  a  guide.  —  Pada-nydsa, 
as,  m.  putting  down  the  feet,  stepping,  step,  foot- 

fall, tread ;  pace,  footmark ;  position  of  the  feet  in 
a  particular  attitude ;  conduct,  procedure  (?) ;  writing 
down  verses  or  quarters  of  verses ;  the  plant  Astera- 
cantha   Longifolia   Nees  ( =  yo-kshura).  —  Pada- 
pankti,  is,  f.  a  series  or  row  of  footsteps  or  foot- 

marks ;  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of  five  Padas  of 
five  syllables  each ;  an  Ishtakj  or  sacred  brick  called 

after  this  metre;    a  series  of  words.  —  Pada-/iii</- 
dhati,  is,   f.   a   series   of  footsteps   or  footmarks. 
—  Pada-pd/ka,  as,  m.    a   particular    method    of 
reading  and  writing  the  text  of  the  Vedas,  by  which 
each  word  is  written  and  pronounced  in  its  original 
form,    separately   and   independently,   i.  e.  without 
regard  to  its  connection  with  the  following  or  pre- 

ceding word   and  without   regard   to  the  rules  of 
Sandhi.  —  Pada-pdta,  as,  m.  foot-fall,  tread,  step, 
pace.  -  Pada-purana,  at,   a,   am,   filling  out  a 
verse,  serving  to  complete  a  veix.  —  Pada-band/ta, 
as,  m.  a  footstep,  step.  —  Pada-bharijana,  am,  n. 
separating  the  words  of  a  line  or  sentence,  analysing 
words,  explanation  of  obscure  or  obsolete  words, 

etymology.  —  Pada-bkanjikd,  f.  a  commentary 
which  separates  the  words  from  each  other  and 
analyses  the  compounds  into  their  parts ;  a  register, 

a  journal,  a  calendar  or  almanac.  —  Pada-bkram'a, 
as,  m.  dismissal  from  an  office.  —  Pada-manjari, 
f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Haradatta-misra  on  the 

KSS'ikS  vritti ;  N.  of  Loka-nStha's  commentary  on 
the  Amara-kosha.  —  Pada-mala,  (.  'word-wreath,' 
a  form  of  magical  words,  a  magical  formula,  an 

incantation.  —  Pada-yopana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  stop- 
ping or  obstructing  the  steps ;  (am),  n.  a  fetter  for 

the  (eet.  —  Pada-vdkya-ratndkara  (°na-dk°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  grammatical  work  by  Gokula-nStha. 
—  Pada-vdya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  leader,  &c. ;   [cf. 
padavi.]  —  Pada-vikshepa,   as,  m.    step,   pace, 

walking;    a  horse's    paces.  —  Pada-vigraha    or 
pada-i'i&heda,  as,   m.  separation  of  words,  di- 

viding words.  —  Pada-vid,   t,  t,  t,  Ved.   knowing 

places ;  familiar  with  anything.  —  Pada-vishtambha, 
as,  m.  tread,  step,  stamp  with  the  foot.  —  Pada-vi, 
is,   m.,  Ved.   a   leader,  guide,    one   who    precedes 

another ;  (pada-vi  or  according  to  some  also  pada- 
vi,  is),  f.  a  road,  path,  way,  track  (e.  g.  moksha- 
padavi,  the  way  to  final  beatitude ;  payasah  pa- 
daoi,  a  water-course,  canal ;  artha-padavim  gam, 

to  go  the  way  of  profit,  to  consult  one's  interest; 
smarana-padavim    gata,   gone   to   the   way   of 
memory,  i.  e.   living  only  in  the  memory,  dead ; 

hdsya-padaviin  gam,  to  go  the  way  of  laughter, 
i.  e.  to  become  a  subject  of  ridicule) ;  station,  situa- 

tion, degree,  rank,  post,  office ;  place,  site.  —  Pada- 
viya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  seeking  for  the  track  or  traces 
of  anything. —Pada-vritti,  is,  f.  the  hiatus  between 
two  words  in  a  sentence.  —  Pada-vriddhi,  is,  f. 

increase  of  rank   or  station.  —  Pada-vydkhydna, 
am,  n.the  interpretation  of  words.  —  Pa  da-das,  ind. 

step  by  step,  gradually,  by  degrees.  —  Pada-s'reni, 
is,  (.  a  series  of  steps.  —  Pada-sh/hiva,  am,  n.  the 
feet  and  knees.  —  Pada-samhitd,  (,=pada-pdtha, 
q.v.  —  Pada-sanghdta  or pada-sanghdta,  as,  m. 
connecting  those  words  together  which  in  the  Sam- 
hita  are  separated  by  a  kind  of  refrain ;  a  writer,  an 
annotator,  one  who  collects  or  classifies  words.  —  Pa- 

da-sadhdtu,  u,  n.  a  manner  of  singing.  —  Pada- 
sandhi,  is,  m.  the  euphonic  combination  of  words. 
—  Pada-samuha,  as,  m.  a  series  of  words  or  parts 
of  verses ;  =  pada-patha,  q.v.  —  Pada-stobha,  N. 
of  a  work. — Pada-stha,  as,  a,  am,  standing  on 

one's  feet,  going  on  foot ;  being  in  an  official  position, 
having  rank,  fixed  in  a  station  or  office.  —  Pada- 
sthdna,  am,  n.  footprint,  footmark.  —  Pada-stkita, 

as,  d,  am,  standing  on  one's  feet,  going  on  foot. 
—  Paddnka  (°da-att°),  as,  m.  footmark,  footprint. 
—  Paddnka-duta,  '  the  messenger  of  the  footmark 
(Krishna),'  N.  of  a  poem.  -  Paddngi  (°da-an°),  (. 
a  species  of  plant  ( =  hanta-padi).  —  Padditgushtha 
Cda-an°),  as,  m.  the  great  toe ;  [cf. pdddngushtha.] 
—  Paddji  (°da-dji),  is,  m.  a  footman,  foot-soldier. 
—  Padddi  (°da-ddi),  is,  m.  the  beginning  of  the 
line  of  a  stanza ;  the  beginning  or  first  letter  of  a 
vford.  —  Pfidddyavid,  t,  m.  (either  padddi-avid, 
one  who  does  not  know  the  beginning  of  verses,  or 

padddya-vid,  one  who  knows  only  the  first  parts  of 
a  verse  or  of  a  word),  a  bad  student.  —  1'adddhya- 

yana  (°da-ad/t°),  am,  n.  the  study  of  the  Vedas 
according  to  the  Pada-patha.  —  J'addnuga.  (°da- 
an°),  as,  a,  am,  following  at  one's  heels,  following 
closely  after  (with   gen.) ;    suitable,  agreeable  to ; 

(as),   m.   a  companion,   follower.  —  Paddnurdga 

(°da-an°),  as,  m.  a  servant;  an  army.  —  Paddnu- 
$dsana  (°da-an°),  am,  a.  the  science  of  words, 
grammar.  —  Paddnushanga  (°da-an°),    as,   m. 
anything  added  or  appended  to  a  Pada ;   [cf.  pad- 

anushaitga.^  —  Paddnusvdra  (°da-an°),  am,  n., 
Ved.,  N.  of  a  Saman  (?).-  Paddnta  fda-an'),  as, m.  the  end  of  a  line  in  a  stanza  ;  the  end  of  a  word  ; 

(as,  d,  am),  having  the  word  Pada  at  the  end, 

ending  in  the  word  Pada.  —  Paddntara  (°da-an°), 
am,  n.  an  interval  of  one  step  (e.  g.  paddntare 

sthiti'd,  stopping  after  taking  one  step;  a-paddn- 
tara,  not  having  an  interval  of  one  step,  closely 

connected ;  a-padantaram,  ind.  without  any  interval, 
immediately  upon,  closely,  without  a  pause).  —  Pa- 
ddnta-s'uddhds'uddhiya  (°dha-a£°),  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  SSman.  —  Paddntiya  or  paddntya,  as,  d,  am, 
being  at  the  end  of  a  word,  final.  —  Paddbhildskin 

(°da-abh°),  i,  ini,  i,  wishing  for  an  office.  —  Pa- 
ddmbhoja  (°da-am°),  am,  n.  '  lotus-foot,'  the  foot 
of  a  mistress  or  divinity ;  (there  are  many  similar 
compounds,  as  paddramnda,  <\.v.)  — Paddy  aid 

(°da-dy°),  f.  a  shoe ;  [cf.  pan-naddha."]  —  Padd- 
ramnda (°da-ar°),  am,  n.  '  lotus-foot,'  the  foot 

of  a  mistress,  of  a  divinity,  See.  —  Paddrtha  (°da- 
ar°),  as,  m.  the  meaning  of  a  word,  the  thing  cor- 

responding to  a  word,  a  thing,  object;  a  head  or 
topic  (of  which  sixteen  are  enumerated  by  the 

NaiySyikas,  viz.  proof,  that  which  is  to  be  known 
and  proven,  doubt,  motive,  example,  dogmatic 

truth,  the  member  of  a  regular  argument  or  syllo- 
gism, reasoning  by  reductio  ad  absurdum,  ascertain- 
ment, disquisition,  controversy,  cavil,  fallacious  rea- 

son, perversion,  futility,  and  occasion  for  rebuke) ; 
category  or  predicament  in  logic  (of  which  seven 
are  enumerated  by  the  VaUeshikas,  viz.  dravya,  sub- 

stance ;  giuia,  quality ;  karman,  action ;  sdmdnya, 

genus ;  vis'esha,  difference ;  samavdya,  co-inherence ; 
a-bhdva,  non-existence) ;  the  sense  of  another  word 
which  is  not  expressed  but  has  to  be  supplied,  (see 

Pan.  I.  4,  96.)  —  Paddrlha-kaumudi,  f.,  N.  of  a 
commentary  on  the  Amara-kosha.  —  Paddrtha- 
dlpikd,  {.,  N.  of  an  introduction  to  the  study  of 

logic  by  Konda-bhatta. — Paddrtha-dharma-san- 
graha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Paddrtha-prakdia, 
as,  m.  —paddrttui-mdld,  q.  v.  —  Paddrtka-bodha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  on  the  Nyaya  philosophy. 

—  Paddrtha-tndld,  f.,  N.  of  an  elementary  treatise 
on  the   NySya   philosophy.  —  Paddrtkamdld-di- 
pikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  Nyaya  work.  —  Paddrtha-viveka, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  on  the  categories  of  the 

Vaiseshikas.  —  Paddvali  (°da-dv°),  f.  a  series  of 
lines  in  stanzas,  a  series  of  words ;  N.  of  a  grammar. 

—  Paddvritti  (°da-av°),  is,  f.  the  repetition  of  a 
word.  —  Paddsana  (ada-ds°),  am,  n.  a  footstool. 
"Paddhata  (°da-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  kicked.  —Pa- 
doddharana  (°da-nd°),  am,  n.  an  example  taken 
from  the  Pada-patha.  —  Padopahata  Cda-up°), see  Pan.  VI.  3,  52. 

Padaka,  am,  n.  a  step ;  a  position ;  an  office ; 

(as),  m.  a  Nishka  or  weight  of  gold ;  an  ornament 
of  the  neck ;  (as,  a,  am),  familiar  with  the  Pada- 

patha. 

Padana,  as,  d,  am,  who  or  what  goes  or  moves. 
Padaniya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  investigated. 

Paddta,  as,  m.  (properly  pada  +  dta),  a  foot- 

man, pedestrian. 
Paddti,  is,  is,  i  (properly  pada  +  dti),  going  or 

being  on  foot;  (is),  m.  a  pedestrian,  footman, 
foot-soldier,  peon;  N.  of  a  son  of  Janam-ejaya. 
—  Paddti-jana,    as,   m.   a   footman,   pedestrian. 
—  Paddtijana-sattkula,  as,  d,  am,  mingled  with 
footmen  or  pedestrians.  —  Paddti-mdtra,   as,   m. 
only  a  foot-soldier.  — 1'addty-adhyaksha,  as,  m. 
the  commander-in-chief  of  the  infantry. 

J'uddlika,  a-',  m.  a  footman,  foot-soldier,  peon. 
Paddtin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  foot-soldiers ;  going  on 

foot,  being  on  foot ;  (i),  m.  a  foot-soldier. 
/ 'u'ltitiya,  a*,  m. a  foot-soldier, footman,  pedestrian. 
Paddra,  as,  m.  the  dust  of  the  feet ;  a  boat  (  = 

pdddlluda). Paddsa,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  pada  +  1 .  dsa), 

with  Vasishthasya,  N.  of  a  Siman. 
I'wli,  is,  m.  (according  to  the  Nirukta=^a7tiw), 

Ved.  an  animal  which  uses  its  feet  for  locomotion ; 

a  bird  ;  a  particular  kind  of  animal  (?). 

1'aiUka,  as,  d,  am,  going  on  foot,  pedestrian; 
one  Pada  long ;  containing  only  one  division  ;  (as), 

m.  a  footman,  foot-soldier ;  (am),  n.  the  point  of 

the  foot. 
Padeka,  as,  m.  a  hawk,  falcon. 
Pade-krilya  (or  pade  kritvd),  ind.  having  placed 

in  a  position,  (P5n.  I.  4,  76.) 

Padvan,  d,  m.  a  road,  path,  way. 
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Panna,  as,  a,  an,  fallen,  gone  down  or  down- 

wards, sunk,  descended  ;  gone  ;  (as),  m.  downward 
motion,  falling,  descent,  fall  ;  creeping  on  the  ground. 

—  Panna-ga,  as,  m.  'creeping  along  the  ground,' 
a  snake,  serpent,  serpent-demon  or  Naga  ;  a  species 
of  plant  (  =  padma-kdsktha)  ;  (d),  f.  a  female 
serpent,  a  female  serpent-demon  ;  (I),  {.  a  species  of 
shrub  (  —  sarpini).  —  Pannaga-ktdara,  as,  m. 

Mcsua  Roxburgh!!.  —  Pannaga-ndt'ana,  as,  m. 
'serpent-destroyer,'  an  epithet  of  Garuda,  the  bird 
and  vehicle  of  Vishnu.  —  Pannaga-tnaya,  as,  I, 
am,  formed  or  consisting  of  serpents.  —  Pannagdri 

^ga-ari),  is,  m.  '  enemy  of  serpents,'  an  epithet 
of  Garuda;  N.  of  a  teacher;  (also  read  panna- 

gdni.)  —  Pannagdiana  (°ga-a3°),  as,  m.  '  serpent- 
devourer,'  an  epithet  of  Garuda.  —  Panndgdra  (°na- 
ag°  or  dg"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. of  his  descendants. 

pada-vi.     See  p.  530,  col.  2. 

US  fit  pad-dhati.   See  3.  pad,  p.  529,001.3. 

T?l  padma,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (perhaps  for  an 

original  pad-mat,  rich  in  stalks,  but  said  to  be 
fr.  it.  2.  pad),  a  lotus,  lotus-flower,  especially  the 
Nelumbium  Speciosum  (not  the  plant  itself,  but  the 
flower  which  closes  towards  the  evening  ;  often  con- 

founded with  the  water-lily  or  Nymphza  Alba)  ;  a 
lotus-like  ornament  ;  the  form  or  figure  of  a  lotus  ; 
a  N.  given  by  the  Tantrikas  to  the  six  divisions  of 
the  upper  part  of  the  body  called  Cakras,  (see 

fakra)  ',  a  particular  mark  or  mole  on  the  human 
body;  a  spot;  red  or  coloured  marks  on  the  face 
and  trunk  of  an  elephant  ;  N.  of  a  particular  part  of 
a  column  or  pillar;  an  army  arrayed  in  the  form  of 
a  lotus  ;  a  particular  posture  of  the  body  in  religious 
meditation  ;  one  of  the  personified  treasures  of 
Kuvera  as  worshipped  by  the  Tantrikas  ;  a  particular 
high  number,  IOOO  billions  ;  N.  of  a  constellation  ; 
(with  Buddhists)  N.  of  a  particular  hell  (characterized 

by  coldness)  ;  a  species  of  fragrant  plant  (  =  padma- 
kdshtha)  ;  the  root  of  the  Nelumbium  Speciosum  ; 
a  species  of  bdellium  ;  a  particular  fragrant  substance  ; 
lead  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  temple  ;  a  kind  of  coitus  ; 
one  of  the  eight  treasures  connected  with  the  magical 
art  called  Padmini  ;  a  species  of  plant  ;  an  elephant  ; 
a  species  of  serpent;  a  Naga;  N.  of  one  of  the 
attendants  of  Skanda  ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  the  ninth 

Cakra-vartin  in  BhSrata  ;  an  epithet  of  Rama  (the 

son  of  DasVratha  by  his  wife  Kaus"alya)  ;  N.  of  a  prince 
of  Kasmira  (founder  of  Padma-pura  and  of  a  temple, 
see  padma-svdmin)  ,  of  a  man  ;  of  a  Brahman  ;  of  a 

mythical  elephant  [cf.  maJid-padma']  ;  of  a  monkey  ; 
of  a  mountain  ;  (a),  f.  '  the  lotus-hued  one,'  an 
epithet  of  S'rT,  the  goddess  of  fortune  and  wife  of 
Vishnu  [cf.  padma-^rl]  ;  N.  of  two  plants,  Clero- 
dendrum  Siphonanthus  and  Hibiscus  Mutabilis; 
cloves  ;  the  flower  of  Carthamus  Tinctoria  ;  N.  of 

the  mother  of  Muni-suvrata,  the  twentieth  Arhat  of 
the  present  Ava-sarpin!  ;  N.  of  a  female  serpent- 
demon  (  =  the  goddess  Manasa,  wife  of  the  sage 
Jarat-karu  ;  cf.  padma-priyd)  ;  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  king  Brihad-ratha  and  wife  of  Kalki  ;  (as,  a, 
am),  lotus-hued,  being  of  the  colour  of  a  lotus. 
—  Padma-kara,  as,  m.  a  lotus-like  hand,  a  hand 
like  a  lotus  ;    (as,  d,  am),  having  a  lotus  in  the 
hand,  holding  a  lotus;    (a),  f.  an  epithet  of  Sri; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  the  sun.  —  Padma-karnika  (per- 

haps incorrect  for  padma-karnikd),  the  capsule  or 
pericarp  of  a  lotus  or  the  central  part  of  an  army 
arrayed  in  that  form.  —  Padma-kalikd,  f.  an  un- 

blown lotus.  —  Padma-kdshtha,  am,  n.  a  fragrant 
wood  used  in  medicine  and  described  as  cooling  and 

tonic  (  =  keddra-ja,  padma-vrtksha,  &c.).  —  Pad- 
tna-kita,  ax,   m.   a   species   of  venomous   insect. 
—  Padma-kuta,  am,  n.  '  lotus-peak,'  N.  of  the 
palace  of  Su-bh!m5.  —  Padma-ketana,  as,  m.  '  cha- 

racterized  by  a    lotus,'   N.  of  a   son    of  Garuda. 
—  Padma-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Ketu.  —  Padma- 
kefara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  filament  of  a  lotus. 

—  Padma-kofo  or  padma-kosha,  as,  m.  the 

calyx  of  a  lotus ;  a  particular  position  of  the  fingers 
resembling  the  calyx  of  a  lotus.  —  Padma-kshetra, 
am.  n.,  N.  of  one  of  four  districts  in  Orissa  held  espe^ 
daily  sacred.  —  Padma-khanda,  am,  n.  a  quantity 

of  lotuses,  a  spot  abounding  with  them.  —  Padma- 
gandha,  as,  a,  am,  or  padma-gandhi,  is,  is,  i, 
lotus-scented,  smelling  like  a  lotus,  fragrant  as  a 

lotus.  —  Padma-garbha,  as,  a,  am,  '  lotus-bom," 
sprung  from  a  lotus ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Brahma ; 
of  Vishnu ;  of  Siva ;  the  sun ;  N.  of  a  man ;  of  a 

Bodhi-sattva ;  of  a  Brahman  who  was  changed  into  a 

swan. — Padma-grihd,  f.  '  lotus-housed,' '  living  in 
a  lotus,'  an  epithet  of  Lakshml.  —  Padma-tdrini,  f. 
a  small  tree,  Hibiscus  Mutabilis.  —  Padma-ja,  as, 

m.  'lotus-bom,'  an  epithet  of  Brahma.  —  Padma- 
tantu,  us,  m.  the  fibrous  stalk  of  a  lotus  or  the 

fibre  of  a  lotus-stalk.  —  Padma-dars'ana,  as,  d, 
am,  looking  like  a  lotus ;  (as),  m.  the  resin  of  the 
Pinus  Longifolia;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Padma-nandin, 
i,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Padma-ndbha,  having 

a  lotus  springing  from  his  navel ;  (as),  m.  an  epi- 
thet of  Vishnu  (so  called  because  the  lotus  containing 

Brahma,  the  future  creator,  sprang  from  his  navel)  ; 

N.  of  the  eleventh  month  (reckoned  from  Marga- 
ftrsha) ;  N.  of  a  Naga ;  of  one  of  the  100  sons  of 
Dhrita-rSshtra  j  of  the  first  Arhat  of  the  future  Ut- 
sarpini ;  of  various  other  men  ;  of  a  magical  formula 
pronounced  over  weapons.  —  Padmandbha-datta, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian  and  lexicographer,  father 
of  Vijnaneirara.  —  Padmandbha-blja,  am,  n.  the 
algebra  of  Padma-nabha.  ••  Padmandbha-bhatta, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  the  commentator  VijiiS- 
nesvara.  —  Padma-ndbhi,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu, 
(see  padma-ndbha.)  —  Padma-ndla,  am,  n.  a 

lotus-stalk.  —  Padma-nibhekshana  ("bha-iksh"), 
as,  d,  am,  having  lotus-like  eyes,  whose  eyes  are 
like  a  lotus.  —  Padma-nimllana,  am,  n.  the  closing 

of  a  lotus.  —  Padma-netra,  as,  m.  '  lotus-eyed,' 
N.  of  a  future  Buddha.  —  Padma-pattra,  am,  n.  a 
lotus-leaf,  the  petal  of  a  lotus;  Costus  Speciosus. 

—  Padmapattra-nibhekshana  (°bha-lJcsh°),  as, 
d,  am,  having  eyes  like  lotus-leaves.  —  Padma-pada 
or  padma-pdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author,  the  pupil 
of  San-kara.—  Padma-pania,  am,  n.  Costus  Spe- 

ciosus.— Padma-pdni,is,  m. '  lotus-handed,' '  holding 
a  lotus  in  his  hand,'  an  epithet  of  Brahma  ;  of  Vishnu  ; 
the  sun ;  N.  of  a  particular  Buddha ;  epithet  of  the 
Bodhi-sattva  AvalokiteSVara.  —  Padma-pdddddrya 

("da-ad0),  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Padma- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city  founded  by  Padma. 

—  Padma-purdna,  am,  n. '  Lotus-purana,'  N.  of  a 
Purana  describing  the  period  during  which  the  world 
was  a  lotus.  —  Padma-pushpa,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Pterospermum  Acerifolium ;  a  species  of  small  bird 
(*=pikdttga).~Padma-prabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
future  Buddha ;  of  a  divine  being ;  (with  Jainas)  of 
the  sixth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpinl.  —  Padma- 
priyd,  f.  an  epithet  of  the  goddess  Manasa,  wife  of 
Jarat-karu.  —  Padma-bandha,  as,  m.  an  artificial 
arrangement  of  the  words  of  a  verse  in  a  figure 
representing  a  lotus-flower,  (the  several  syllables  being 
distributed  on  the  eight  petals  of  the  flower  and  a 
syllable  to  be  repeated  before  each  group  of  syllables 
being  written  on  the  part  representing  the  pericarp. ) 

—  Padma-bandhit,  us,  m.  'friend  of  the  lotus,' 
an  epithet  of  the  Sun ;  a  bee.  —  Padma-blja,  am, 
n.  a  lotus-seed,  the  seed  of  a  lotus.  —  Padmabljdbha 

(°ja-dbh°),  am,  n.  '  resembling  the  lotus-seed,'  the 
seed  of  Euryala  Ferox.  —  Padma-bhava,  as,  d,  am, 

'  lotus-born/  '  produced  from  a  lotus,'  an  epithet  of 
Brahma.  —  Padma-b/idsa,  as,  m.  'brilliant  with  a 

lotus,'  or  '  bright  as  a  lotus,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ; 
[cf.  padma-hdsa.]  —  Padma-bhu,  us,  m.  'lotus- 
born,'  an  epithet  of  Brahma.  —  Padma-maya,  as, 
i,  am,  made  or  consisting  of  lotus-flowers.  —  Padma- 

mdlin,  t,  inl,  i,  '  lotus-garlanded,'  wearing  a  gar- 
land of  lotuses ;  (J),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshas  ;  (inl),  f. 

an  epithet  of  Sri.  —  Padma-mihira,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

the   writer   of  a   history   of  Kas'mira.  —  Padma- mukhl,  f.  a  species  of  prickly  nightshade,  Alhagi 
Mauroram.  —  Padma-yoni,  is,  or  padma-yonin, 

I,  m. '  lotus-born,' '  sprung  from  a  lotus,'  an  epithet  of 
Brahma;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Padma-ratha,  as,  m., 
N.  of  two  princes.  —  Padma-rdga,  as,  d,  am, 
lotus-hued,  of  the  colour  of  a  lotus;  (as),  m.  a 

ruby ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  tongues  of  Fire. 
—  Padmardga-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  or  consisting 
of  rubies.  —  Padma-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  persons. 

—  Padma-rupa,  d,  f.  '  lotus-hued,'  an  epithet  of 
Sn.  —  Padma-nkhd,  f.  a  line  in  the  palm  of  the 
hand    indicating   the   acquisition   of    great    wealth. 

—  Padma-ldndhana,  as,  m.  '  marked  or  symbol- 

ized by  a  lotus,'  a  king;  an  epithet  of  Brahma; 
an  epithet  of  Kuvera ;   the  sun ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet 

of  the  goddess  S'ri ;  an  epithet  of  Sarasvatl ;  an  epi- 
thet of  TirZ.-Padma-lekhd,  {.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

—  Padma-lodana,  as,  d,  am,  lotus-eyed.  —  Padma- 
vat,  dn,  ati,  at,  full  of  lotuses,  abounding  in  lotus- 
flowers  ;  (atl),  f.,  N.  of  a  wife  of  A-soka.  —  Padma- 
varna,  as,  d,  am,  lotus-hued,  lotus-coloured ;  (as), 
m.,  N .  of  a  son  of  Yadu.  —  Padmavarnaka,  am, 

n.  Costus  Speciosus.  —  Padma-vdsd,  f.  '  dwelling  in 

a  lotus,'  an  epithet  of  S'ri  (as  having  dwelt  at  the 
creation  within  the  petals  of  a  lotus).  —  Padma-vd- 
Jiinl,  (.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Padma-vishaya,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a   country.  —  Padma-vriksha,   am,   n.  = 

padma-kdshtha,  q.  v.  —  Padma-vrishabha-vikrd- 
min,  i,  m.,  N.   of  a   future   Buddha.  —  Padma- 

•eyuha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Sam-adhi.  —  Padma-s"as, 
ind.  by  thousands  of  billions.  —  Padma-s"rl,  fs,  m., 
N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva;  (ft),  f.,  N.  of  two  princesses. 

—  Padmas"ri-garbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 
—  Padma-shanda,  am,  n.  a  quantity  or  multitude  of 

lotuses ;  [cf.  padma-khanda.]  —  Padma-sankds'a, 
as,  d,  am,  lotus-like,  resembling  a  lotus.  —  Padma- 

samdsana,  as,  m.  '  having  a  seat  like  a  lotus,' 
an  epithet  of  Brahma.  —  Padma-sambhava,  as,  m. 

'  sprung  from  a  lotus,'  an  epithet  of  Brahma ;  N.  of 
a  Buddhist  scholar.  —  Padma-saras,  as,  n. '  lotus- 
lake,'  N.  of  various  lakes.  —  Padma-sutra,  am,  n. 
a  garland  of  lotuses.  —  Padma-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Padma-saugandhika,  as,  i,  am,  fragrant 

as  a  lotus. — Padma-snushd,  f.  'daughter-in-law  of 

a  lotus,'  an  epithet  of  Gan-ga ;  of  S'ri ;  of  Durga. 
—  Padma-svastika,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  mystical  mark 
consisting  of  lotus-flowers ;  (according  to  the  scholiast) 
a  four-cornered  sort  of  painting.  —  Padma-svamin, 

i,  m.,  N.  of  a  sacred  edifice  built  by  Padma.  —  Pad- 

ma-hdsa, as,  m.  'smiling  like  a  lotus  or  with  a 
lotus,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;   [cf.  padma-bhdsaJ] 
—  Padmdkara  (°ma-dk°),  as,  m.  a  lotus-pool ;  a 
large    deep   tank    or    pond    abounding   in   lotuses. 
—  Padmdkara-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholar. 
—  Padmdkara    (°ma-dk°),    as,   d,   am,   lotus- 

shaped,  shaped  like  a  lotus.  —  Padmdksha  (°ma- 
aksha),  as,  i,  am,  lotus-eyed,  having  eyes  like  a 
lotus ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  N.  of  a  man  ; 

(am),  a.  the  seed  of  the  lotus.  —  Padmdta  ("ma- 
dia), as,  m.  Cassia  Tora.  —  Padmdntara  (°ma- 

an),  as,  m.  a  lotus-leaf,  the  petal  of  a  lotus.  —  Pad- 

malaya  (°ma-dl°),  as,  m.  'dwelling  in  a  lotus,' 
an   epithet  of  BrahmS;    (a),  f.  an  epithet  of  S'ri. 
—  Padmdsana  (°ma-ds°),  am,  n.  a  lotus-seat,  a 
seat  or  throne  in  the  shape  of  a  lotus,  especially  one 
on  which  idols  are  placed;    a  particular  posture  in 
religious  meditation,  sitting  with  the  thighs  crossed 
with  one  hand  resting  on  the  left  thigh,  the  other 
held  up  with  the  thumb  upon  the  heart,  and  the 
eyes  directed  to  the  tip  of  the  nose ;  a  kind  of  coitus  ; 

(as,  d,  am), '  sitting  in  a  lotus,'  an  epithet  of  Brahma  ; 
of  S'iva;   of  the  goddess  Manasa;    sitting  in  the 
position  called  Padmasana;  (as),  m.  the  sun.  —  Pad- 
mdhvd  (°ma-dh°),  f.  =padma-£drinl,  q.  v.  —  Pad- 
me-faya,  as,  d,  am,  reclining  or  sleeping  on  a 
lotus;   (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Padmot- 

tama  (°ma-^t,t°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  future  Buddha. 
—  Padmottara  (°ma-ut°),  as,  m.  the  plant  Car- 

thamus Tinctorius ;    N.  of  a  man ;   of  a   Buddha. 

—  Padmottardtma-ja  (°ra-dt°),  as,  m.  'son  of 
Padmottara,'    (with   Jainas)    epithet   of    the    ninth 
Cakra-vartin    in   BhSrata.  —  Padmodbhava   ("ma- 

ud"), as,  d,  am,  '  sprung  from  a  lotus,'  an  epithet 
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payo-vrata. of  BrahmS,  of  the  goddess  ManasS;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 

a  man ;  origin  of  the  lotus  (?).  —  Padmodbhava- 

pradurbhava  (°ma-ud°),  as,  m. '  the  manifestation 
of  BrahmS  on  the  lotus,'  N.  of  the  ninth  chapter  of 
the  first  part  of  the  KQrma-purSna. 
Padmaka,  as,  m.  an  army  arrayed  in  the  form 

of  a  lotus-flower ;  N.  of  several  men ;  (as,  am), 

m.  n.  red  or  coloured  spots  on  the  skin  of  an  ele- 
phant ;  Costus  Speciosus  or  Arabicus  ;  (am),  n.  a  par- 

ticular posture  in  sitting  ;  a  species  of  tree  and  its 
wood  which  is  used  for  various  purposes  (=padma- 
kdshtha  =  kush(ha,  Costus  Speciosus  or  Arabicus). 

—  Padmakdmalaka-plaksha-kadambodumbard- 

vrita  (°ka-dm°,  °ba-ud°,  °ra-oV),  as,  d,  am, 
filled  with  lotuses,  Emblic  Myrobalans,  fig-trees,  Nau- 
dea  Kadambas  and  Udumbaras  (a  kind  of  fig-tree). 
Padmakin,  i,  m.  the  Indian  birch  tree  (  = 

bhurja),  the  bark  of  which  is  used  for  writing 
upon,  &c. 
Padmdvata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  kingdom  founded  by 

Padma-varna. 
Padmdvatt,  (.  Hibiscus  Mutabilis;  a  kind  of 

Prakrit  metre ;  an  epithet  of  Lakshm! ;  N.  of  one 
of  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda ;  an  epithet  of 
the  goddess  ManasS  ;  N.  of  a  divine  being  executing 
the  orders  of  the  twenty-third  Arhat  of  the  present 

Ava-sarpini ;  N.  of  a  wife  of  king  S'rigSIa ;  of  a 
wife  of  Yudhi-shthira,  king  of  Kasmlra ;  of  the  wife 

of  Jaya-deva  ;  of  a  poetess ;  of  a  wife  of  king  Vira- 
bahu;  of  king  Naya-pala;  of  a  city;  of  a  river; 
of  the  seventeenth  Lambaka  of  the  Katha-sarit- 

sagara.  —  Padmdvati-pHya,  as,  m.  '  husband  of 
PadmSvati,'  an  epithet  of  Jarat-kSru. 
Padmin,  i,  ini,  i,  possessing  lotuses ;  spotted  or 

having  coloured  marks  (as  an  elephant) ;  (i),  m.  an 
elephant ;  (inTj,  f.  a  lotus,  Nelumbium  Speciosum, 
(the  whole  plant,  whereas  padma  is  properly  only 
the  flower;  the  same  difference  exists  between 

abja  and  abjini,  nalina  and  nalini,  &c.) ;  a  mul- 
titude of  lotuses  or  lake  abounding  in  them ;  a  lotus- 

pool,  a  pool  or  pond  (especially  one  deep  enough  for 
the  growth  of  the  lotus) ;  the  fibrous  stalk  of  a  lotus ; 
a  female  elephant ;  a  particular  magical  art ;  a  woman 
of  the  first  and  most  excellent  of  the  four  classes  into 

which  the  sex  is  distinguished ;  N.  of  a  woman.— Pad- 
mini-kantaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  leprosy. 

—  Padmini-kdnta,  as,  m.  'beloved  of  the  lotuses,' 
an  epithet  of  the  Sun,  (so  called  because  the  Nelum- 

bium Speciosum  closes  towards  the  evening.)  —  Pad- 
mim-khanda,  am,  n.  a  multitude  of  lotuses,  a  place 
abounding  in  lotuses  or  district  in  which  they  grow. 

—  Padmini-vallabha,  as,  m. '  friend  of  the  lotuses,' 
an  epithet  of  the  Sun.  —  Padminis'a  (°nl-iia),  as, 
m. '  lord  of  the  lotuses,'  the  Sun. 

1U  padya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  3.  pad  or  pada), 
relating  to  or  belonging  to  the  foot;  paining  or 
hurting  or  coming  in  contact  with  the  feet ;  bearing 
traces  of  the  feet,  marked  with  footprints,  measuring 

a  Pada  in  length,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.  with  a 

preceding  numeral,  e.  g.  daia-padya,  ten  Padas 
long)  ;  consisting  of  Padas,  formed  of  parts  of  verses , 
consisting  of  one  Pada ;  belonging  to  a  word ;  final , 

(as),  m.  a  S'odra  (as  sprung  from  the  feet  of 
Brahma) ;  a  part  of  a  word,  a  verbal  element 
(d),  f.  a  way,  path,  road  ;  (as),  f.  pi.,  Ved.  footsteps, 
paces;  (am),  n.  a  verse,  metre,  poetry.  —  Padya- 
maycif  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  verses.  —  Padya- 
venl,  f.,  N.  of  a  collection  of  poems  by  VenT- 
datta.  —  Padya-sangraha,  as,  m.  a  collection  o 
verses,  N.  of  a  collection  of  twenty  verses  ascribec 
to  Kavi-bhatta. 

a,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  pad) 

a  village ;  the  entrance  into  a  village  ;  the  earth 
a  particular  district. 

as,  m.  (said  to  befr.  rt.  2. pad) 
the  abode  or  world  of  human  beings ;  a  road ;  : 
car;  (nisarga-padm,  ax,  i,  am,  naturally  inclined 
to,  feeling  attracted  towards.) 

n.    See  p.  530,  col.  3. 

pan,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  paniyati,  -te  (Ved. 

panayati,  -te),  pene,  panita  or  pana- 
ita,  panitum  or  pandyitum  (mostly  Ved.),  to  be 

worthy  of  admiration  ;  to  admire  ;  to  regard  with 
urprise  or  wonder  ;  to  praise  ;  to  acknowledge, 

ecognise  ;  (A.)  to  rejoice  at,  be  glad  of,  con- 
>ratulate  one's  self  upon  (with  gen.). 

Panaydyya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  worthy  of  admira- tion, admirable  ;  astonishing,  surprising. 

Panasya,  Nom.  A.  panasyate,  Sec.,  Ved.  to 

how  one's  self  worthy  of  admiration,  be  admirable. 

Panasyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  showing  one's  self worthy  of  admiration,  boasting;  an  epithet  of  the 
vlaruts,  of  Indra,  &c. 

Pandyita,  as,  d,  am,  praised. 
Pandyya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  worthy  of  admiration, admirable,  surprising. 

Panita,  as,  a,  am,  admired,  praised. 
Panitri,  Id,  trl,  tri,  acknowledging  with  praise, >raising. 

Panipnat,  at,  all,  at  (pres.  part,  of  the  Intens.), 
Ved.  showing  one's  self  worthy  of  admiration  or  praise. 
Panishtama,  as,  d,  am  (perhaps  for  panish/ha- 

tama,  cf.  nedishtlia-tama),  Ved.  highly  praised; 
'but  S5y.  takes  it  ibr  istpers.  pi.  =  stumah.) 
Panishti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  admiration,  praise. 
Pamshtha,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  very  wonderful, 

exceedingly  glorious  or  praiseworthy. 
Paniyas,  an,  asi,  as,  Ved.  more  wonderful  or 

praiseworthy,  very  wonderful. 
Panu,  us,  or  panu,  us,  Ved.  admiration,  praise. 
Panya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  praiseworthy  ;  astonishing. 
Panyas,  an,  asl,  as,  Ved.  =paniyas,  more  won- 

derful, very  wonderful. 

panasa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
pan),  the  bread-fruit  or  Jaka  tree,  Artocarpus  Inte- 
grifolia  ;  a  thorn  ;  a  species  of  serpent  ;  N.  of  a 
monkey  ;  (d  or  i),  f.  a  malady,  pustular  and  phleg- 
monoid  inflammation  of  the  skin  or  external  organs  ; 
a  female  monkey  ;  a  female  demon  ;  (am),  n.  the 
bread-fruit,  fruit  of  the  Jaka  tree.  —  Panasa-talika 
or  (according  to  some)  panasa^ndlikd,  I,  the  bread- 

fruit tree. 
Panasikd,  f.  a  kind  of  disease,  pustules  on  the 

ears  and  neck. 

Tips  pabbeka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  ol 
KedSra  who  composed  the  Vritta-ratnSkara. 

tr^Tl  pamard,  f.  a  kind  of  fragrant  sub- stance. 

l|4-i|U|  pnmpasya  (probably  fr.  an  unused 

pampas,  grief),  Nom.  P.pampasyati,  to  feel  pain. 

•qUTT  pampd,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  pa), 
N.  of  a  river  in  the  south  of  India  ;  (according  to  a 

Scholiast)  N.  of  a  lake. 

pamb,  cl.  I.  P.  pambati,  &c.,  to 
go,  move  ;  [cf.  rt.  /tamp,  bamb,  mamb, 

namb,  khamb,  gamb,  ghamb,  (amb,  tamb.J •071  Pav> A- to 

panishpada,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens. 
of  spand),  Ved.  quivering,  palpitating. 

panth,  cl.  i.  and  10.  P.  panthati, 
^.panthayati,  &c.,  to  go,  move. 

panthaka,  as,  a,  am,  produced  in 
or  on  the  way;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  BrShman. 

M«^<,  pandara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 

Vi3  panna.     See  p.  531,  col.  I. 

Sfl«l  pan-naddha.     See  p.  529,  col.  3. 

papi,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  I.  pa),  drinking, 
who  or  what  drinks  ;  (is),  m.  the  moon. 

Paptti,  is,  f.  (fr.  Intens.  of  rt.  I.  pd),  mutual  or 
reciprocal  drinking,  drinking  alike  or  together. 

papi,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  pa,  to  cherish), 
the  sun  ;  the  moon. 
Papu,  us,  m.  a  fosterer,  protector;   (us),  f.  a 

nurse,  foster-mother. 

papuri,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  pri),  Ved. 
liberal,  giving,  granting  ;  abundant. 

paprikshenya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 
prafh),  Ved.  to  be  wished  or  longed  for,  desirable. 

1.  papri,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  I.  pri),  lead- 
ing over,  delivering,  saving. 

2.  papri,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  2.  pri),  Ved. 
giving,  granting. 

paphaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man-. —  I'aphaka-naraka,  ds,  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of 
Paphaka  and  Naraka. 

,  as,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  pi  or  rt.  pinv; 
but  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  pa,  to  drink),  juice,  fluid, 
vital  spirit,  power,  strength  (Ved.)  ;  water,  rain  ; 
milk  ;  semen  virile  ;  N.  of  a  Saman  ;  N.  of  a  Viraj  ; 

night  (Ved.).  —  Payah-kandd,  f.  Batatas  Paniculata 
(  =  kshlra-viddri).  —  Payah-payoshnt,  f.  =  pa- 
yoshnl,  q.  v.  —  Payah-pdna,  am,  n.  drinking  milk, 
a  draught  of  milk.  —  Payah-pura,  as,  m.  a  pool, 
lake.  —  Payah-pkcni,  f.  a  species  of  small  shrub 
(  =  dugdha-phenl).  —  Payad-daya,  as,  m.  a  reser- 

voir, piece  of  water,  lake.  —  Payas-pa,  as,  m. 
'  milk-drinker,'  a  cat  ;  night.  —  Payas-pa,  ds,  ds, 

am,  Ved.  milk-drinking,  drinking  m\\k.—Payas- 
i-at,  an,  ail,  at,  Ved.  full  of  sap  or  juice,  succulent, 
juicy,  liquid;  full  of  strength  or  of  milk,  milky, 
containing  water  or  milk  or  semen  ;  (vatyas),  f.  pi. 
rivers  (Ved.).  —  Payas-rala,  as,  d,  am,  rich  in 
milk,  yielding  milk  abundantly;  (as),  m.  a  goat. 
"Payas-mn,  i,  ini,  i,  abounding  in  sap  or  milk, 
juicy,  succulent,  milky  ;  (ini),  f.  a  milch  cow  ;  a 
she-goat  ;  a  river  ;  N.  of  a  river  ;  the  night  ;  N.  of 
various  plants  containing  milky  juice  (  —  kdkoll, 
kshira-kdkoli,  diigdha-phcnl,  kthlra-riddrl)  ; 

N.  of  a  deity.  —  Payo-gada,  as,  m.  '  water-drop  (?),' 
hail  ;  (as  or  am),  m.  n.  an  island.  —  Payo-graha, 
as,  m.,  Ved.  an  oblation  of  milk.  —  Payo-gkana, 
as,  m.  '  water-lump,'  hail.  —  Payo-janman,  d,  m. 
'birthplace  of  water,'  a  cloud.  —  Payo-da,  as,  d, 

am,  yielding  milk  ;  (as),  m.  '  water-giver,'  a  cloud  ; N.  of  a  son  of  Yadu  ;  (a),  (.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
Mstris  attending  on  Skanda.  —  Payoda-suhrid,  t, 
m.  '  friend  of  the  clouds,"  the  peacock.  —  Payo- 
duh,  dhuk,  k,  k,  Ved.  milking  ;  giving  semen  (?). 

—  Payo-dhara,  as,  m.  '  water-holder,'  a  cloud  ; 
'  containing  milk,'  a  woman's  breast  ;  an  udder  ;  the 
root  of  Scirpus  Kysoor  ;  a  species  of  sugar-cane  (  = 
kosha-kdra)  ;  the  cocoa-nut  ;  a  species  of  Cyperus  ; 

(in  prosody)  an  amphibrach.  —  Payo-dhas,  ds,  m.  a 
rain-cloud  ;  a  piece  of  water,  pond,  lake  ;  the  ocean. 
—  Payo-dhd,  ds,  ds,  am,  Ved.  sucking  milk  (as  a 
calf).  —  Payo-dhdrd,  f.  a  stream  of  water  ;  N.  of  a 
river.  —  Payodhdra-griha,  am,  n.  =  dhdrd-griha, 
a  bath-room  with  flowing  water,  shower-bath.  —  Pa- 

yo-dhi,   is,  m.  'receptacle  of  waters,'  the  ocean. 
—  Payodhika,  am,  n.  'sea-foam,'  cuttle-fish  bone. 
—  Payo-nidhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Payo- 

nidhi,  is,   m.  '  receptacle    of  waters,'  the    ocean. 
-  Payo-mukha,  as,  d,  am,  having  milk  on  the 
surface,  milk-faced.  —  Payo-mud,  k,  k,  k,  yielding 

or  giving  milk;  (k),  m.  '  water-discharging,'  a  cloud. —  Payo-'mrita-iirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
—  Payo-raii,  is*(.  a  piece  of  water,  the  ocean. 
—  Payo-latd,  f.  the  plant  Batatas  Paniculata.  —  Pa- 
•t/n-riiha,  as,  m.  'water-bearer,'  a  cloud.  —  Payo- 
vridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  full  of  sap,  superabounding  with 
water,  overflowing.  —  Payo-vrata,  am,  n.  the  act  of 
subsisting  on  mere  milk  in  consequence  of  a  vow, 

(regarded  as  an  expiation  for  receiving  an  unsuitable 
present,  if  continued  for  a  month  with  prayer  and 

residence  in  a  cow-house);  offering  "milk  to  Vishnu 
ind  subsisting  upon  it  for  twelve  days  ;  also  for  one 
or  for  three  days  as  a  religious  act;  (as,  a,  am), 

one  who  subsists  upon  mere  milk  in  consequence  of 
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2  vov.  —  PayosJini-jdta,  f.  an  epithet  of  the  river 
Sarasvati.  —  Payoshni,  f.  (fr.  payas  and  ushna), 
'  warm  as  milk,'  N.  of  a  river  that  rises  in  the 
Vindhya  mountain. 

Payasa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  full  of  juice  or  sap ; 
(am),  n.  water ;  milk. 

I.  payafya,  Norn.  P.  A.  payasyati,  -te,  Sec.,  to 
flow,  be  fluid. 

a.  payasya,  as,  a,  am,  made  of  milk  (curds, 
butter,  cheese,  &c.),  milky;  watery;  (as),  m.  a  cat; 

N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  An-giras ;  (d),  f.  coagulated 
milk,  curds  (made  by  mixing  sour  with  hot  sweet 
milk) ;  a  shrub,  Asclepias  Rosea ;  N.  of  various 

plants  ( —  dugdhikd,  kdkoll,  kshiri-kdkoK,  svarna- 
kahlri,  arka-pushpikd,  and  kutiimbinl-kshupa) ; 
any  plant  yielding  a  milky  sap,  as  the  Euphorbia, 
the  Asclepias,  &c. 

Paydya,  Nom.  A.  paydyate,  &c.,  to  be  fluid. 

Payora,  as,  m.  =  khadira,  Acacia  Catechu. 

Tt  para,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  pri,  or  per- 
haps fr.  apa  +  ra ;  declined  optionally  as  a  prono- 

minal in  abl.  loc.  sing.  m.  n.  and  nom.  voc.  pi.  m., 
when  it  denotes  relative  position,  e.  g.  abl.  paras- 
mat  and  par  at,  loc.  parasmin  and  pare,  nom. 
pi.  m.  pare  and  paras,  Ved.  pardsas,  see  Gram. 
238.  a),  distant,  remote,  removed ;  opposite,  ulterior, 
beyond,  further,  on  the  other  side  of  (with  abl.  or 
rarely  with  gen.,  e.  g.  Sarayvdh  pare  tire,  on  the 
opposite  or  further  bank  of  the  Sarayu);  past,  ante- 

cedent, earlier,  previous,  former  (Ved.) ;  long  past, 
ancient;  subsequent,  succeeding,  following,  future, 
next,  after  (with  abl.) ;  added ;  (at  the  end  of  a 
comp.)  having  as  a  following  letter  or  sound  (e.  g. 

ta-para,  having  t  as  a  following  letter,  followed  by 
t) ;  exceeding,  left,  remaining ;  very  high  or  excel- 

lent, distinguished,  pre-eminent,  highest,  greatest, 
longest,  most  excellent,  best,  supreme,  principal, 
chief,  most  complete,  utmost  ( =  Lat.  summits,  c.  g. 
param  Brahman,  the  Supreme  Spirit);  highest, 
latest  (e.  g.  parah  kdlah,  the  highest  or  latest 
times;  param  dyuh,  the  highest  or  last  stage  of 
human  life ;  used  at  the  end  of  comps.  to  denote  hav- 

ing anything  as  the  highest  object,  completely  devoted 
to  or  occupied  with  or  engaged  or  engrossed  in  or 
intent  upon,  e.  g.  fintd-para,  occupied  with  reflec- 

tion ;  dAyona-para,  engaged  in  meditation,  whose 
highest  object  is  meditation ;  sukha-para,  extremely 
glad  or  happy ;  doka-para,  filled  with  grief,  whose 
principal  occupation  is  grief) ;  strange,  a  stranger, 
other,  another,  different,  varying,  foreign,  alien, 
inimical,  hostile,  estranged,  adverse;  exceeding, 
having  a  remainder  or  surplus  (e.  g.  param  iatam, 
more  than  a  hundred)  ;  left  over,  left  as  a  remainder ; 

concerned  or  anxious  for  (with  loc.) ;  (as),  m.  an 
enemy,  foe,  adversary ;  (sc.  graha)  a  subsidiary 

Soma-graha  (Ved.) ;  N.  of  a  king  of  KoSala  with 
the  patronymic  Atnara  (Ved.) ;  N.  of  a  prince;  (sc. 
praxdda  or  vata)  N.  of  the  palace  of  Mitra-vindi ; 
(as,  am),  m.  n.  the  Supreme,  Supreme  Spirit,  soul 
of  the  universe,  the  Absolute  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant 

(•=bandhyd-karkotakl);  N.  of  a  river;  (am),  n. 
the  highest  or  culminating  point,  acme,  highest 
degree ;  final  beatitude ;  the  secondary  or  more 

remote  meaning  of  a  word  ;  (in  l^g'c)  onf  species  o£ 
corrmjgn^progertyj.  that  which_cpmprehends  many 

objects,.ge_rnis;  existence  (regarded "aTTfie  common 
property  of  all  things) ;  (am),  ind.  beyond,  over 
(with  abl.,  e.  g.  param  vijndndt,  beyond  human 
knowledge) ;  alter  (with  abl.,  e.  g.  astamaydt  pa- 

ram, after  sunset ;  mattah  param,  after  me ;  atah 
param,  after  this,  after  that,  farther  from  hence, 
farther  from  here,  farther  on,  hereupon,  hereafter, 
next ;  ndsmdt  param,  no  more  of  this,  enough ; 
tatah  param,  after  that,  thereupon);  thereupon, 
thereafter  (without  an  abl.)  ;  but,  however ;  other- 

wise ;  rather ;  in  a  high  degree,  excessively,  ex- 
ceedingly, beyond  measure,  completely ;  most  wil- 

lingly ;  at  the  most,  at  the  utmost ;  only ;  yadi 
param,  if  at  all,  perhaps,  at  any  rate ;  (ena),  ind. 
farther,  beyond  (with  ace.,  e.g.  parendsmdn  pa- 

raih  i,  pass  by  us) ;  on  the  other  side,  thereupon ; 
afterwards ;  after  (with  abl.  or  gen.) ;  (pare),  ind. 
afterwards,  in  future,  farther ;  thereupon ;  [cf.  pdra, 

para;  Zend  para,  'before;'  Gr.  vepa,  iripas, 

Tripai>,  Trepaivu,  •nepato-s,  wipd-Tn,  Tifipaitv-s,  ir("i- 
pap,  a-iripdir-ui-s ;  Lat.  peren-die,  per-egre,  per- 

per-a-m;  Goth,  fairra,  '  far ;'  Angl.  Six.  far; 
Slav,  pol-a,  'the  opposite  border.']  —Para-kar- 
man,  a,  n.  another's  work,  service  for  others. 
—  Parakarma-nirata,  a»,  m.  engaged  in  service 
for  another,  a  servant  —  Para-kalatra,  am,  n. 

another's   wife.  —  Parakalatrabhigamana   (°ra- 
alih°),   am,  n.   approaching  the  wife  of  another, 
intriguing  with  another  man's  wife,  adultery.  —  Pa- 
ra-kdrya,  am,  n.  another's  business,  the  affair  of 
another.  —  Para-kriti,  is,  f.  the  action  or  history 
of  another.  —  Para-krama,  as,  m.  Krama  of  the 
subsequent  or  second  letter  of  a  conjunction  of  con- 

sonants, (see  krama.)  —  Para-krdtfiin,  i,  m.,  N.  of 
a  hero  in  the  MahS-bharata  who  fought  on  the  side 
of  the  Kurus.  —  Para-kranti,  is,  f.  the  greatest 
declination,   inclination   of  the   ecliptic.  —  Para- 
kshvdras,   f.   pi.    (probably)   those  verses   of  the 
Veda  which  are  the  shortest  or  excessively  short. 

—  Para-kfhetra,  am,  n.  another's  field;   another 
man's  wife ;  another's  body.  —  Para-gata,  as,  d,  am, 
being  with  another,  present  with  another,  relating  to 
another.  —  Para-gamin,  I,  ini,  i,  belonging   or 
relating  to  another,  beneficial  to  another.  —  Para- 
guna,  as,   a,  am,  advantageous  or   beneficial  to 
another  or  to  an  enemy.  —  Para-griha-vdsa,  as,  m. 
dwelling  in  the  house  of  another.  —  Para-granthi, 

is,  m. '  the  extreme  point  of  a  limb,'  an  articulation,  a 
joint.  -•  Para-gldni,  is,  f.  reduction  or  subjugation 
of  an  enemy.  — Para-dakra,  am,  n.  the  army  of 
an  enemy;   a  hostile  prince.  —  Para-fitta-jnana, 
am,  n.  knowing  the  thoughts  of  another.  —  Para- 
cihamla,  as,  m.  the  will  of  another ;  dependence ; 

(as,  a,  am),  depending  upon  or  subject  to  the  will 
of  another,  dependant,  subjected,  subservient.  —  Pa- 

ratthanda-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  dependant  on  the  will 
of  another,  subjected,  subservient.  —  Para-Mhidra, 
am,  n.  a  fault  or  flaw  or  defect  in  another.  —  Para- 

ja,  as,  d,  am,  '  born  of  another,'  strange,  a  stranger, 
(see  para-jata.)  —  Para-jana,  as,  m.  another  per- 

son, a  stranger,  (opposed   to  sva-jana.)—Para- 
janman,  a,  n.  a  future  birth.  —  Parajanmika,  as, 
d,  am,  relating  to  a  future  birth  or  life.  —  Para- 
jdta,  as,  o,  am,  bora  of  another,  nourished  or 
maintained  by  a  stranger,  dependant  on  others  for 
sustenance,  adopted,  fostered  by  strangers ;  dependant, 
servile,  subjected  ;  (as),  m.  a  servant.  —  Para-jtta, 
as,    d,   am,   conquered    or   subdued   by   another; 
nourished  by  a  stranger,  (for  para-jata,  q.  v.)  —  Pa- 
ran-ja,  as,  m.  an  oil-press ;  froth,  foam  ;  the  blade 
of  a  sword  or  knife,  (in  these  three  senses  also  read 

pardiija,  q.  v.) ;  a  sword  or  scymitar ;  (a),  f.  the 

sound  of  instruments  at  a  festival ;  (am),  n.  Indra's 
sword.  —  Paraii-jana,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Varuna, 

'  regent  of  the  waters.'  —  Paran-jaya,  as,  a,  am,  foe- 
conquering  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Varuna.  —  Para- 

tah-posha,  as,  d,  am,  receiving  food  from  another, 
nourished  by  another.  —  Para-tangana,  as,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people.  —  Para-tanlra,  am,  n.   a  rule, 
ritual  or  formula  for  another  rite;  (as,  d,  am),  de- 

pendant upon  another,  dependant,  subject  to  another, 
subservient,   obedient.  — Para-tama,   as,    d,  am, 

highest,  greatest,  most  excellent;  farthest,  &c.  —  Pa- 
ra-tara,  as,  d,  am,  greater,  higher,  more ;  farther, 
&c.  —  Para-tas,   ind.  through   or   from   another, 
(often  taking  the  place  of  the  abl.  of  para,  e.  g. 

pn.rato  'pi  panMdvi,  and  thou  art  greater  than  the 
greatest  or  higher  than  the  highest ;  svakdt  parato 
vd  griliat,  from  his  own  house  or  that  of  another) ; 
farther,  afterwards,  behind,   (often  used    in    native 
grammars  after  locatives  with  the  omission  of  the 
substantive  verb,   e.g.  iasddan,  paratah  [sati], 

when  the  termination  beginning  with  s'ns  follows) ; 
after,  over,  beyond  (with   abl.) ;    otherwise,  differ- 

ently. —  Para-td,  f.  comprehensiveness,  absolute- 

ness ;  highest  degree.  —  Para-tdpana,  as,  m. '  pain- 

ing enemies,'  N.  of  a  Marat.  —  Para-tirtliika, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman.  —  Para-tra,  ind.  else- 

where, in  another  place,  in  a  future  state,  in  another 
world,  in  the  other  or  next  world ;  hereafter,  in 
futurity;  farther  on,  in  the  sequel  (of  a  book). 

—  Paratra-bhlru,  us,  m.  'one  who  stands  in  awe 

of  futurity,'  a  pious  or  religious  man.  —  Para-tva, 
am,  n.  the  being  distant  or  remote ;  the  state  of  being 
consequent,  consequence,  the  following  (as  of  another 

letter  in  grammar),  posteriority ;  separateness,  differ- 
ence, distinction  ;  hostility  ;   the  being  more  excel- 

lent ;   (in  logic)  the  nature  of  common  or  generic 
property ;    priority   of   place    or   time,   proximity. 

—  Para-ddra,  as,  m.  pi.  another's  wife.  —  Para- 
ddra-gamana  or  paraddrdbhigamana  (°ra-abh°), 
am,  n.  approaching  the  wife  of  another,  adultery, 
adulterous  intercourse  or  intrigue.  —  Paraddrdbhi- 

marsha  (°ra-abh°),  as,  m.  contact  with  the  wife 

of  another,  intriguing  with  another's  wife.  —  Para- 
ddrin,  i,  m.  committing  adultery  with  another  man's wife,  an  adulterer.  —  Paradaropasevana,  am,  n. 

or  paraddropasevd  ("ra-Mp0),  f.  intriguing  with 
another's  wife.  —  Para-dithkha,  am,  n.  the  pain  or 
sorrow  of  another.  —  Para-deratd,  f.  the  supreme 
or  highest  deity.  —  Para-deto,  as,  m.  a  foreign 
country,    the    country   of  an    enemy,  (opposed   to 
sva-defa.)  —  Paradefa-sevin,  «,  ini,  i,  frequenting 
foreign  countries,  living  abroad,  travelling,  a  traveller. 
—  Parade3in,  i,  ini,  i,  foreign,  exotic;  (t),  m. 

a  foreigner;   one  residing  abroad.  —  Para-dosha- 

kirtana,  am,  n.  the  proclaiming  of  others'  faults, 
scandal,   calumny,  censoriousness.  —  Para-dravya, 

am,  n.  another's  property,  the  goods  of  another. 
—  Paradravydpahdraka  (°ya-ap°),  as,  m.  one 
who  carries  off  the  property  of  another,  a  thief, 
robber.  —  Para-droha-karma-dhl,  is,  is,i,  injuring 
another  in  deed  or  thought.  —  Para-drohin,  i,  ini, 

i,  tyrannizing  over  another  or  over  others ;  tyranni- 
cal. —  Para-dveshiu,  I,  ini,  i,  hating  others,  hostile 

to  another,  inimical,  adverse.  —  Para-dhana,  am, 
n.   another's  wealth.  —  Paradhandsvddana-sukha 

(na-da°),  am,  n.  feeding  luxuriously  at  another's 
expense.  —  Para-dharma,  as,  m.  another's  duty  or 
business,   the   duties   of   another   caste.  —  Para- 

dhydna,  am,  n.  intent  meditation,  absorption  or 
abstraction  in  contemplation.  -•  Para-nindd,  f.  revil- 

ing others.  —  Para-nlpdta,  as,  m.  (in  gram.)  the 
irregular  posteriority  of  a  word  in  a  compound  ;  [cf. 

purva-nipdta.]  —  Para-nirmita-vas'a-vartin,  i,  m. '  obedient  to  the  will  of  those  who  are  transformed 

by  others,'  an  epithet  of  a  class  of  Buddhist  deities. 
—  Paran-tapa,  as,  d,  am,  paining  enemies,  vexing 
or  annoying  others,  subduing  a  foe,  (said  of  heroes)  ; 

(as),  m.  a  conqueror ;   N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of 
Manu  Tamasa ;  of  a  prince  of  Magadha.  —  Para- 
pakeha,  as,  m.  the  side  or  party  of  an  enemy  or 
adversary,  &c. ;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Ami. 
—  Para-patnl,  f.  the  wife  of  another  or  of  a  stranger. 
—  Para-pada,   am,    n.    high   station,    eminence; 
final   emancipation.  —  Para-parigraha,    as,   m. 
'  another's   retinue,'   the    family   or   dependants    of 
another.  —  Para-pdka,  as,  m.  anything  cooked  by 

another,  another's   food,   the   meal   of  a  stranger. 
—  ParapahaiiivrUla,  as,  m.  one  who  cooks  his 
own  food  without  observing  the  expiatory  sacrifice 
for  the  five  SGnas  or  places  of  destruction  of  animal 

life.—  Parapdka-rata,  as,  m. '  constant  at  another's 
meals,'  one  who  lives  upon  others  but  observes  the 
due  ceremonies  before  cooking.  —  Parapdka-ru^i, 

iz,  in.  a  constant  guest  at  others'  tables.  —  Para- 
pinda,  am,  n.  another's  cake,  food  given  by  another. 
—  Parapindada  (°rfa-dda),  as,  d,  am,  'taking 
another's  food,'  feeding  at  another's  cost  or  upon 

another's  food;  (as),  m.  a  servant.  —  Para-puran- 

jaya,  as,  d,  am, '  conquering  an  enemy's  city  or 
cities,'  an  epithet  of  heioes.  —  Para-purusha,  as, 
m.  '  the   Supreme   Spirit,'  an   epithet   of  Vishnu ; 
another  man,  a  sSranger,  the  husband  of  another 

woman.  —  Para-puihta,  as,  d,  am,  fostered  or  nou- 
rished by  a  stranger ;  (as),  m.  the  Kokila  or  Indian 

cuckoo ;  (a),  f.  a  female  cuckoo;  a  harlot,  a  whore ; 
6U 
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a  parasitical  plant;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  a  king  of 
Kau£ambi.  —  Parapushta-mahotsara,  as,  m. 

'  great  feast  or  joy  of  the  cuckoo,'  the  mango  tree. 
—  Para-purvd,  f.  a  woman  who  has  had  a  former 

husband.  —  Parapun-d-pati,  in,  m.  the  husband  of 
a  woman  who  has  had  a  previous  husband.  —  Para- 

pauractitiiiitiirii,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Visva- 
mitra.  —  Purn-prayojarui,  as,  a,  am,  for  the  use 
of  others.  —  Para-prethya-(ea,  am,  n.  service  of 
another,  servitude,  slavery,  —  Para-brahman,  a,  n. 
the  Supreme  Spirit  or  Brahma ;  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 

—  Para-bhdga,  as,  m.  superior  merit;  good  for- 
tune,  prosperity ;    excellence,   supremacy ;    the  last 

part,  residue,  remainder.  —  Parabkdga-td,  f.  superior 
excellence,  supremacy. —  Para-bhdyya,  am,  n.  an- 

other's wealth  or  prosperity.— Parabhdgyopajivin 

(°ya-up°),  I,  ini,  i,  living  upon  another's  fortune. 
—  Para-bhdshd,  f.   a   foreign   language.  —  Para- 
IthuJcta,  as,  a,  am,  possessed  or  enjoyed  by  another. 
—  Para-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  following  or  subsequent, 

(said  of  words.)  — Para-l>hum.i,  is,  (.  a  foreign  or 
hostile  country.  —  Parabhumi-shtha,  as,  a,  am, 
living  or  being    in  a  foreign  or  hostile   country. 

—  Para-bhushana,  am,  n.  another's  ornament; 
(as),  m.,  scil.  eandhi,  peace  purchased  by  ceding  the 
entire  produce  of  a  country ;  (also  a  wrong  reading  for 

pari-bhushana.)  —  Para-bhrit,  t,  I,  t,  nourishing 
another ;  (t),  m.  a  crow,  (said  to  nourish  the  Indian 
cuckoo.)  —  Para-bhrita,  as,  a,  am,  cherished  or 
nourished  by  a  stranger,  fostered,  adopted ;  (as),  m. 
the  Indian  cuckoo,  (supposed  to  leave  its  eggs  in  the 
nest  of  the  crow  to  be  hatched.)  —  Para-bhritya, 
as,  a,  am,  to  be  nourished  or  supported  by  another. 

—  Para-bhedaka,  as,  a,  am,  '  foe-breaker,'  de- 
stroying or  subduing  a  foe.  —  Para-mani,  is,  m., 

N.  of  a  prince.  —  Para-mata,  am,  n.  another's 
opinion,  different  opinion  or  doctrine,  heterodoxy, 

heresy.  —  Paramata-lidlUnala  (°la-an°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  pupil  of  S'an-kara.  —  Param-adbhuta,  as, 
a,  am,  very  wonderful.  —  Para-manyu,  us,  m.,  N. 
of  a  son  of  Kaksheya ;   (also  read  para-mant/iu.) 
—  Para-marma-jiia,  as,  a,  am,  knowing  the  secret 

plans  or  intentions  of  another,  knowing  another's 
character  or  disposition,  able  to  dive  into  the  recesses 

of  another's  heart.  —  I'ara-mdtra,  (with  Buddhists) 
a  particular  high  number;  (also  read  para-mantra.) 
—  Para-mrityu,  us,  m.  a  crow,  (probably  a  corrupt 
word;    cf.   para-bhrii.)  —  Param-pada,    am,  n. 
final  or  eternal  felicity ;   a  high  station  ;   the  abode 

of  Vishnu.  —  Param-para,  as,  a,  am,  one  fol- 
lowing tie  other,  proceeding  from  one  to  another 

(as  from  father  to  son  &c.) ;  successive,  repeated ; 
(am),    ind.   one   after   the    other,    successively,    in 
continuous    succession;     (as),    m.    a    great    great- 
grandson,  a  great-grandson  or  one  of  his  descendants  ; 
a  species  of  deer ;    (a),  f .  an  uninterrupted  series, 

a    row,    regular    series,    succession,    continuous   ar- 
rangement, order,  method  ;  race,  progeny,  lineage  ; 

mediate    or    indirect    condition ;     injury,    killing, 

hurting.  —  Parampara-tas,  ind.  successively,    in 
continuous  succession,  mutually.  —  Param-pardka, 

am,  n.  immolating  an  animal  at  a  sacrifice.  —  1  'a- 
rampard-prdpta,  as,  a,  am,  received  by  tradition. 
—  Param-pariiia,  as,  a,  am,  hereditary,  obtained 
by  inheritance  or  descent;   traditional.  —  Para-ra- 

inana,  as,  m.  '  a  strange  lover,'  a  married  woman's 
gallant,  a  paramour.  —  I'ara-rupa,  am,  n.  the  fol- 

lowing sound,  the  sound  which  comes  last  or  in  the 
second  place.  —  Para-loka,  as,  m.  the  next  world, 

the  other  world,  paradise.  —  1'araloka-gama,  as, 
m.  or  paraltjka-ydua,  am,  n.  going  to  the  other 
world,  death,  dying.  —  Paraloka-bddha,  a,  f.  loss 

of  paradise.  —  Para-loltdrihin  (°fco-ar),  I,  ini,  i, 
seeking  a  future  state,  a  candidate  for  immortality. 
"I.  para-Mai.  im,nti,  itt.  dependant  upon  another, 
being  under  the   command    of  another,  ready  or 
willing  to  obey  or  serve  (with   inst.  or  loc.,  e.g. 
bhrdtrd  or  bhratari  p&ravin,  one  who  obeys  his 
brother);  subject  to  another;  deprived  of  strength  ; 
devoted    to. —  2.  para-rat,    ind.    like    a    stranger. 
—  Ppravat-td,  f.  submissiveness,  obedience.  —  Pa- 

rti-nt^d,  as,  d,  am,  subject  to  another,  depending 
on  the  will  of  another,  dependant,  subservient,  sub- 

ject ;  deceived.  —  Para-vaiya,  as,  d,  am,  subject  to 
the  will  of  another,  dependant,  subservient,  subject. 

—  Paravas"ya-td,  f.  dependance  on  another.  —  Pa- 
ra-rddya,  as,  d,  am,  blamable  by  others;    (am), 
n.   fault,    defect.  —  Paravafya-td,  f.   condition   of 

being  an  object  of  censure  to  another.  —  Para-^i'dni, 
is,  m.  a  judge,  ruler ;  a  year ;  N.  of  the  peacock  on 
which  the  god  Karttikeya  rides.  —  Para-vdda,  as, 
m.  '  other's  talk,'  the  statement  or  speech  of  others, 
popular    rumour    or    report,    slander;    an    adverse 

reason,   objection,  refutation,  controversy.  —  Para- 
rddin,  I,  m.  one  who  makes  an  adverse  statement 

or   raises   an   objection,  a  controversialist.  —  Para- 
rira-han,  d,  gltiti,  a,  killing  hostile  heroes,  the 
slayer  of  the  warriors  or  champions  of  the  enemy,  an 

epithet  of  brave  warriors.  —  1'ara-ve^man,  a,  n.  the 

dwelling  of  the  Supreme.  —  Para-ryuha-vinds'an a, 
as,  m.  the  destroyer  of  an  enemy's  ranks.  —  Para- 
vrata,  ae,  m.  an  epithet  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Para- 
tfdsana,  am,  n.  the  order  of  another.  —  Para-$u<?i, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Auttama.  —  Para-ivas, 
ind.  the  day  after  to-morrow ;  (incorrectly  for  parah- 
ivax;  see  paras.)  —  Para-sangata,  as,   a,  am, 
associated   with   another  or  with    others ;    fighting 

or   engaged  with  another.  —  Para-saiiddraka,  as, 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Para-sanjtiaJca,  as,  m. 
'called  supreme,'  the  soul.  —  Para-samlandha,  as, 
m.   relation  or  connection  with  another.  —  Para- 
sambandlun,  t,  ini,  i,  related  to  another ;  belonging 
to  another.  —  Para-savarna  or  para-sasthdna,  as, 

d,  am,  homogeneous  with  a  following  letter.  —  Para- 
sdt,  ind.  into  the  hands  of  another.  —  Parasdt- 
kritd,  f.  a  woman  just  given  away  in  marriage. 
—  Para-sevd,  (.  service  of  another.  —  Para-stci,  f. 
the  wife  of  another,  an  unmarried  woman  depending 

upon  another  (as  upon  her  father  &c.).  —  Para- 

sthdna,  am,  n.  another  or  a  strange  place.  —  1'nraf- 
para  (sing,  only,  but  without  nom.  sing.),  one 
another,  each  other,  (often  at  the  beginning  of  a 

comp.,  e.  g.  paraspara-sthitau,  m.  du.  standing 
opposite  to  one  another) ;    mutual,  mutually  inter- 

changed or  interchangeable ;  (in  Maha-bh.  S'anti-p. 
2420.  the  nom.  pi.  parfispards,  like  one  another, 
occurs) ;    (am,  ena,  at,  asya),  ind.  one  another, 
each   other,  with   one   another,   from    each    other, 
against  one  another,  to  one  after  another,  one  after 
the  other,  mutually,   reciprocally;    (tas),  ind.  one 
another,  one  after  another,  mutually,   reciprocally. 

—  Paraspara-jAa,  as,  m.  knowing  one  another,  a 

friend,  an  intimate. — Paraspara-sukhaish in  (°tha- 

»7r),  I,  ini,  i,  seeking  one  another's  happiness. 
—  Par(i8[ftrft-h(itu,   att,    d,   fim,   killed    by  one 

another.  —  J 'arasparanumati   (°ra-an°),   is,   f. 
mutual  concurrence  or  assent.  —  Panti/xti-Hm,  ind. 
one  another,  one  after  another,  mutually.  —  Paras- 

paropakdra  (°ra-up°),  as,  m.  mutual  assistance  or 
benefit,  offensive  and  defensive  alliance.  —  P«rt(8- 

paropakdrin,  t,  m.  '  mutually  assisting,'  an  ally ; 
an  associate,  a  helper.  —  Parasnidi-pol't,  nm.  n. 
'  word  to  another'  or  '  word  for  another,'  the  form 
of  a  word  which  relates  to  another,  (a  term  applied 
to  the  terminations  of  the  active  verb) ;   the  active 

or  transitive  verb ;    [cf.  dtrnane-pada.~\  —  Parat- HKii/'iidln,  1,  ini,  i,  taking  the  active  terminations. 
—  Parasmai-bhdsha,  f.  ~ paraimai-poda,  q.  v. 

—  Para-sra,  am,  n.  another's  property.  —  Parasm- 
ini,  nm,  n.  another's  r$&.*-Paramatvapadana 
(°T<i-dp°),  am,  n.  conferring  a  right  upon  another 
as  by  gift  Scc.  —  Parasva-litirann,  nm,  n.  seizing 

another's  property.  —  Parasrddayin  (°ra-dd°),  i, 

ini,  i,  taking  or  seizing  another's  property,  extortion- 
ary, an  extortioner.  —  Parasvopajirika  (°va-up°), 

as,  d,  am,  or  pariixrnjuijirin,  i,  ini,  i,  living  upon 
the  property  of  others,  dependant.  —  Para-hansa, 
(is,    m.  =  p(irt(ma-hanta,    q.  v.  —  Parn-han,    d, 
y/ini,  (t,  killing  enemies ;  (a),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  Para-Jiita,  as,  d,  am,  friendly  to  others,  bene- 

volent;   good  or  profitable  for  another;    (am),  n. 
the  welfare  of  mother.  — Pumhita-rakihita,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  Panda-krarna. 

Purdgama  (°ra-da°),  as,  m.  the  arrival  or 
attack  of  an  enemy.  —  Pardnga  (°ra-an°),  am,  n. 
the  hinder  or  back  part  of  the  body.  —  1'ardn- 
gada,  as,  m.  (fr.  para-anya-da,  giving  form 
to  another,  Siva  forming  with  DurgS  a  deity,  half 
male  and  half  female,  or  according  to  others  restoring 

the  body  of  an  enemy,  i.e.  Kama-deva,  to  shape,  after 
having  reduced  it  to  ashes  in  a  rage),  a  N.  of  Siva. 

—  Paratfita  (°ra-a<5°),  as,  a,  am,  cherished   or 
fostered  by  another  or  by  a  stranger;   (at),  m.  a 

slave,  servant.  —  Pa  rat-para,  as,  a,  am,  superior 

to   the   best.  —  Pardtman   (°ra-dt°),    a,    m.    the 
Supreme  Spirit ;  (a,  a,  a),  one  who  has  directed  his 
mind  towards  the  Supreme  ;  (perhaps)  one  who  con- 

siders himself  the  Supreme.  —  Paratma-bliiita,  as, 
d,  am,  fixed  on  the  supreme  good.  —  ParaiVtikam 

(°ra-adh°),  an,  m.  another's  office  or  post.  —  J'n?r>- 
dhikdra-Cartd,  f.  interference  with  another's  con- 

cerns, officiousness.  —  Parddhina  (°ra-ddh°),  as, 
d,  am,  depending  on  another,  dependant,  subject, 

subservient.  —  Parddhina-t d,  f.  or  parddh'tna-ti'a, 
am,  n.  dependance  upon  another,  subjection.  —  Pa- 
rdnta  (°ra-an°),  as,  m.  the  most  extreme  or  remote 
end,  final  death  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  '  living  at  the  greatest 
distance,'  N.  of  a  people.  —  Pardnna   (°r«-<(«°), 
am,  n.  the  food  of  another,  food  supplied  by  or 
belonging  to  another ;  (as,  a,  am),  eating  the  food 

of  another,  living  at  another's  expense,  sponging ; 
a  servant.  —  Parunna-paripmkta,   as,   d,   am, 

nourished  by  the  food  of  another.  —  Pardnnuj"tri- 

pushta-td,  f.  living  on  the  food  of  another.  —  J'n- 
/'(Jitiin-bhojin,  i,  iiii,  i,  eating  the  food  of  another, 
living  at  another's  cost.  —  Pardpara  ("ra-ap"),  as, 
d,  am,  the  more  distant  and  near,  far  and  near, 
remote  and  proximate,  prior  and  posterior,  before 
and  behind,  earlier  and  later  (as  cause  and  effect), 
higher  and  lower,  best  and  worst ;  (as),  m.  a  Guru 
of  an   intermediate    class,  a   term    applied    in  the 
Tantras  to  the  goddess  Durg5 ;  (am),  n.  (in  logic) 

community  of  property  intermediate  between  the 
greatest   and    smallest   numbers,  species  (as   being 
between  genus  and  individual) ;  a  species  of  plant 

(=parushaka).  —  Pardpai-(i-;/urH,  us,  m.  a  par- 
ticular Guru;  [cf.  the  preceding.]  —  Pardpara-td, 

f.    or  pardpam-tra,   am,   n.  higher  and   lower 
degree,   absolute   and    relative    state;    priority   and 

posteriority;    the    state    of    the   better    and    the 
worse ;  the  state  of  comprising  and  not  comprising ; 
the  condition  of  being  both  a  genus  and  a  species. 

—  Pardparaitri  (°ra-et°),  id,  tri,  tri.Ved.  going 
after  another,  going  in  a  line  (to  the  next  world). 

—  I.  pardmrita  (°ra-am°),  am,  n.  rain;  (for  2. 

see  s.  v.  at  p.  537,  col.  2.)  —  Pardyattu  (°ra-dy°), 
as,   d,  urn,    dependant   upon    another,    subject   to 

another,  subservient.  —  1'ardyus  (°ra-dy°),  «.s,  »-. 
us,  one  who  has  reached  the  highest  age  or  100  years ; 

(«,-•).  m.  an  epithet  of  Brahma.  —  Par&rtha  (°ra- 
ar  ),  as,  m.  the  highest  advantage  or  interest ;  the 
chief  meaning  or  importance;    the  highest  object 
(euphemistic  expression  for  sexual  intercourse)  ;  the 
profit  or  interest  of  another ;  (am  or  e),  ind.  for  the 
sake  of  another,  for  the  good  of  another ;  (as,  a, 

am),  having  another  object  or  meaning;   designed 
for  another,  done  for  another.  —  Pararthri-nit/itlin, 
«.--,  «,  nm,  fixed  on  the  supreme  good.  —  Pardrthn- 
)•;,//„,  ;,  /,,;,  »,  talking  of  the  affairs  of  others,  offi- 

cious, intermeddling.  —  2'ardrdha  (°ra-nr°),  <is,m. 
the  more  remote  or  opposite  or  other  side  or  half,  the 

ulterior  part,  the  other  part  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  the  high- 
est number,  the  number  100,000,000,000,000,000 

or  a  hundred  thousand  billions ;  (according  to  others) 
a  lac  of  lac  of  krores  or  a  number  equal  to  half  the 

term  of  Brahma's  life  or  as  many  mortal  days  as  are 
equal  to  fifty  of  his  years ;  (as,  d,  am),  the  most 
excellent,  (in  this  sense  incorrectly  for  parardhya.) 

—  Parardhya,   as,   d,   am,   being  on   the    more 
remote  or  opposite   or    other   side,    being    on  the 
farther  side  or  half,  being  on  the  following  side  or 
half;  most  remote,  the  most  distant  in  number,  of 

the  highest  possible  number  or  value,  highest  in  rank 
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or  quality,  most  highly  esteemed,  most  costly,  most 
excellent,  most  beautiful,  finest,  best ;  more  excellent 

than  (with  abl.) ;  (am),  n.  a  maximum ;  an  im- 
mense or  infinite  number ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 

amounting  to  an  infinite  number,  amounting  at 

the  most  to.  —  Pardrbuda  (*ra-ar°),  as,  m.  a  spe- 
cies of  fire-fly.  —  Pardvajnd  (°ra-av°),  !.  insulting 

another,  indignity  offered  to  another.  —  Pardvara 

(^ra-av^),  (is,  dt  am,  far  and  near,  distant  and 
near,  remote  and  proximate,  earlier  and  later,  prior 
and  subsequent,  higher  and  lower,  highest  and  lowest ; 
handed  down  from  earlier  to  later  times,  traditional, 

each  successive  or  every  succeeding  (one)  ;  all-inclu- 
sive, all-including ;  (as),  m.  pi.  ancestors  and  de- 

scendants; (a»i),  n.  the  remote  and  near,  the  far 
and  near,  the  earlier  and  later,  cause  and  effect, 
motive  and  consequence ;  the  whole  extent  of  an 

idea;  totality;  the  universe.  •— Pardvara-tva,  am, 
n.  state  of  being  higher  and  lower  or  superior  and 
inferior.  —  Pardnara-drii,  k,  k,  k,  knowing  both 
the  past  and  the  future.  —  Paraxanatha-itdyiu 

(°ra-av°),  i,  {m,  i,  sleeping  in  another's  house. 
—  Pardviddha   (°/*a-a('°),   as,    m.    '  pierced   or 
wounded  by  another,' '  frightened  by  another'  (?),  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu;  ofKuvera;  (perhaps  rather  pard- 

mddha  fr.  pard-ryadh.)  —  Parddraya  (°ra-d3°), 
as,  m.  dependance  upon  another;   the  retreat  of 
enemies ;  (as,  d,  am),  dependant  or  relying  upon 
another;    (a),  f.   a   parasitical   plant.  —  Pardirita 

(°ra-aO>  as,  d,  am,  dependant,  subject.  —  Pard- 
saitga-  (°ra-as°),  as,   m.  dependance  on  another 
or  on  something  else,  dependance.  —  Pardskandin 

(°ra-ds°),  I,  m. '  assailing  another,'  a  thief,  robber. 
—  Pardka  (°ra-aha),  as,  m.  the  next  day.  —  Pa- 
rdhata  (°ra-d!f),  as,  d,  am,  struck  by  another, 
assailed,   attacked.  —  Pardhna   ifra-ah0),  as,  m. 
the   afternoon,   the   latter   part  of   the   day;    (the 

word  is  also  spelt  pa  rdhna.)~  Paretara  (°r(*-it°), 
as,   d,  am,  other  than  hostile,  faithful,  friendly. 

—  Pare-dyavi  or  pare-dyiis,  ind.  on  the  next  day, 
to-morrow.  —  Pare-prdna,   as,  d,  am,  of  higher 
value  than  life,  more  precious  than  life.  —  Portia 

(°ra-i^a),  as,  m.  *  the  supreme  or  highest  lord,'  an 
epithet  of  Brahma ;    of  Vishnu.  —  Pareskti  (°ra- 
ish"),  is,  m.  'having  the  highest  worship (?),'  an 
epithet  of  Brahma.  —  Paraidhi ta  (°ra-edk°),  as, 
d,   am,  nourished    by   a   stranger,   maintained    by 
others;    (a«),  m.  a  servant;    the  Koil  or  Indian 

cuckoo.  —  Parodhd   (°ra-udhd),   f.   the   wife   of 
another.  —  Parotkarsha  (°ra-uf),  as,  m.  another's 
superiority.  —  Parodita  (°ra-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  ut- 

tered by  an  enemy,  &c. ;  (am),  n.  clamour,  menace. 

—  Paropalsdra  (°ra-^tp°),as,  m.  the  assisting  others, 
doing  good  to  another,  beneficence,   benevolence, 

charity.  —  Paropakdrin  (°ra-up°),  I,  im,  i,  assisting 
others,  supporting  others,  beneficent,  charitable,  kind 

to  others.  —  Paropakdraikarasa  (°ra-ek°),  as,  d, 
am,  wholly  devoted  to  the  service  of  another ;  (a), 

f.  a  wife  wholly  devoted  to  her  husband.  —  Paropa- 

krita  (°ra-up°),  an,  d,  am,  helped  or  befriended  by 
another ;  brought  by  another.  —  Paro})ajdpa  (°ra- 
up°),   as,   m.  the  dissension  of  enemies,  causing 
dissension   among   enemies.  —  Paropadesa  (°ra- 
up°),  as,  m.  giving  advice  to  others,   counselling 
others,  admonishing  or  instructing  another,  the  in- 

struction  of  others.  —  Paroparuddlia  (°ra-up°), 
as,  d,  am,  besieged  by  an  enemy,  blockaded,  in- 
vested. 

Pardka,  as,  d,  am,— para,  at  the  end  of  an 

adj.  comp.  (e.  g.  iti-s'iibda-paralia,  followed  by  the word  Hi). 
Pardklya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  another  or 

to  a  stranger,  another,  strange,  hostile ;  (d),  f.  the 
mistress  or  wife  of  another,  i.  e.  one  of  the  three 

objects  of  love,  according  to  the  SYin-gara  or  ama- 
tory doctrine. 

Parama,  as,  d,  am  (superlative  of  para),  most 
distant,  last;  highest,  first,  most  excellent  or  dis- 

tinguished, best,  greatest,  chief,  primary,  principal, 
superior;  exceeding;  extreme;  worst;  more  excel- 

lent (with  abl.,  Su-at  paramali,  more  excellent  than 

Siva) ;  adequate,  sufficient ;  (am),  n.  the  utmost  or 
highest ;  the  chief  part,  the  most  prominent  part ; 
(at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  amounting  at  the 
highest  to,  consisting  chiefly  or  principally  of,  occu- 

pied only  with ;  (am),  ind.  (a  particle  of  assent, 
affirmation,  or  agreement)  yes,  very  well,  well ;  (in 
a  comp.  before  an  adj.  or  part.)  excessively,  ex- 

tremely, very,  much,  in  the  highest  degree,  to  a  great 

degree,  excellently ;  [cf.  Lith.  pirma,  '  the  first ;' 
probably  Lat.  prlmu-s,  but  cf.  pra;  Goth,  fruma, 

'  first.']  —  Parama-krdnti,  is,  f.  =j>ara-h-dnti. 
—  Paramakrdnti-jyd,  f.  the  sine  of  the  greatest 
declination.  —  Parama-krodhin,  i,inl,i,  extremely 

angry;    (i),  m.,    N.    of  one  of  the   Visve-devas. 
••  Parama-ffati,  is,  f.  any  chief  object  or  refuge 
(as  a  god,  a  protector)  ;  final  beatitude.  —  Parama- 
gava,  as,  m.  an  excellent  bull  or  cow.  —  Parama- 
rjaluma,  as,  d,  am,  very  mysterious  or  profound. 
—  Parama-<!etas,  as,  n.  the  entire  heart,  all  the 
heart.  —  Parama-jd,  f.,  Ved.   (according   to   the 
Scholiast)  =pra -kri ti,  (probably  for  pardmtah ?). 

—  Parama-jyd,  as,  ds,  am,  Ved. '  holding  supreme 

power,'  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Parama-tas,  ind.  in 
the  highest  degree,  excessively  ;   still  worse.  —  Pa- 
rama-td,  f.  the  highest  position  or  rank;  highest 
end  or  aim.  -•  Parama-ddruna,  as,  d,  am,  very 
dreadful.  —  Parama-duhkhita,  as,  d,  am,  deeply 
afflicted.  —  Parama-durmedlias,  as,  as,  as,  exceed- 

ingly stupid.  —  Parama-dru,  us,  m.  Amyris  Agal- 
locha.  —  Parama-nanda,  as,  m.,N.  of  a  teacher; 
(perhaps   a   wrong    reading    for  paramdnanda.) 

—  1'arama-pada,  am,  n.  the  highest  rank,  high 
station,  excellence;  final  beatitude.  —  Parama-pa- 
rama,  as,  d,  am,  highest  or  most  excellent  of  all. 
—  Parama-purusha,  as,  m.  the  Supreme  Spirit. 
—  Paramapurusha-prdrtltand-manjart,  f.,  N.  of 
a  collection  of  prayers  addressed  to  Vishnu  and  other 
deities.  —  Parama-brahma-ddrint,  f.  an  epithet  of 
Durga.  —  Parama-brahman,  a,  n.  the  Supreme 

Spirit.  —  1'arama-bhdsvara,  as,  d,  am,  excessively 
radiant.  —  Paramo-many u-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  deeply 
distressed.  —  Parama-mahat,  an,  ati,  at,  infinitely 

great.  —  Parama-rasa,   as,    m.   '  most   excellent 

beverage,'  buttermilk  mixed  with  water.  —  Parama- 
rdja,  as,  m.  a  supreme  monarch.  —  Paramarshi 

(°ma-ri"),  is,  m.  '  greatest  sage,'  a  Rishi  or  divine 
sage  of  a  peculiar  order  or  division.  —  Parama- 
cisndta,  as,  d,  am,  greatly  surprized  or  amazed. 
—  Parama-dobhana,  as,  d,  am,  exceedingly  bril- 

liant or  beautiful.  —  Parama-samhrishta,  as,  d, 
am,  exceedingly  rejoiced.  —  Paramu-svadharman, 
d,  d,  a,  most  exact  in  the  observance  of  the  duties 

of  one's  own  (caste  or  tribe).  —  Parama-hansa,  as, 
m.  an  ascetic  of  the  highest  order,  a  religious  man 
who  has  subdued  all  his  senses  by  abstract  medi- 

tation. —  Paramahansa-priyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  work 
ascribed  to  Vopa-deva.  —  Pammahamopanisitad, 

t,  {.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad.  -~  1'aramdkhya  (°ma- 
aM°),  as,  d,  am,  called  supreme,  considered  as 
the  highest.  —  Paramdngand  (°ma-an°),  f.  an  ex- cellent  woman,  a   beautiful  woman.  —  Paramdiiu 

(°ma-aii"),  us,   m.   an   infinitesimal    particle,    an 
atom,  the  invisible  base  of  all   aggregate  bodies, 
(of  which  thirty  are   said  to  form  a  mote  in  a 

sun-beam);    the   sun's    passage    past    an   atom   of 
matter,  an  infinitesimal  division  of  time  ;  (u),  n.  the 
eighth  part  of  a  MStrS.  —  Paramdnu-td,  f.  infinite 
minuteness,  the  state    of  an   atom.  —  Paramdnv- 

anr/nJia,    as,    m.    '  subtle-bodied,"   an    epithet    of 
Vishnu  (as  being  smaller  than  the  smallest  as  well 
as   greater   than   the    greatest).  —  Paramdtntaka 

(°ma-dt°),  as,  ikd,  am,  of  the  highest  nature,  the 
highest,   greatest    (=summus).  —  Paramdtman 

(°ma-dt°),  d,  m.  the  Supreme  Spirit,  soul  of  the 
universe.—  .Paramddraita  (ma-ad"),  as,  m.  'the 
highest  without  a  duplicate,'  '  peerless,'  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu;  (am),  n.  pure  unitarianism.  —  Paramd- 

nanda   ("ma-are1"),    as,  m.   supreme    felicity,  the 
Supreme  Spirit,  soul   of  the  universe ;    N.  of  the 

reputed   author  of  the  C'aitany.a-.c'androdaya,    (also 
called  Kari-karna-pura  or  Puri-dasa.)  —  Paramanna 

(°ma-an°),  am,  n.  '  best  food,'  rice  boiled  in  milk 
with  sugar  (offered  to  gods  or  to  the  Manes).  —  Pa- 

ramdpakrama  (°ma-ap°),  as,  m.  =  para-krdnti. 
—  Paramdpad  (°ma-dp°),  t,  f.  the  greatest  mis- 

fortune. —  Paramdpama  (°ma-ap°),  as,  m. '  great- 
est declination,'  the  inclination  of  a  planet's  orbit  to 

the  ecliptic ;  the  sine  of  the  sun's  greatest  declina- 
tion. —  Parajnd'i/tizha  (ma-dy°),  as,  m.  the  plant 

Terminalia  Tomentosa.  —  Paramdyus  ("ma-dy°), 
us,  us,  us,  reaching  or  attaining  to  a  very  advanced 
age  (Ved.) ;  the  longest  period  of  life  either  in  men 
or  animals.  —  Paramdrtha  (°ma-ar°),  as,  m.  the 
highest  or  most  sublime  truth,  the  whole  truth,  real 

truth,  reality,  truth ;  spiritual  knowledge  ;  any  excel- 
lent or  important  aim  or  object ;  the  best  sense  ;  the 

best  kind  of  wealth ;   (dt  or  ena),  ind.  in  reality. 
—  Paramdrtha-tas,   ind.   in   reality,  in  the  true 
sense  of  the  word.  —  Paramdrtha-td,  f.  the  highest 
truth,  reality.  —  Paramdrtha-dharma-vijaya,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work.  —  Paramdrtha-nir- 

vriti-satya-nirdes'a,   as,  m.,   N.   of   a   Buddhist 
work.  —  Paramdrtha-prapd,  (.,  N.  of  a  commen- 

tary by  Surya-pandita  on  the  Bhagavad-gita .  —  Pa- 
ramdrtha-matsya,  as,  m.  a  real  fish,  really  a  fish. 
—  Paramdrtha-vid,    t,   f.   one   who  knows   the 
highest  truth,  a  philosopher.  —  Paramdrtha-mnda, 
as,  d,  am,  acquiring  knowledge  of  truth,  obtaining 
the  best  kind  of  wealth,  &c.  —  Paramdrtha-satya, 
am,  n.  the  real  truth,  the  entire  or  whole  truth. 

—  Paramdrtha-sdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  book. — Pa- 
ramdrtha-supta,  as,  a,  am,  really  asleep.  —  Para- 

mdrhata  (°ma-dr°),  as,  m.  '  the  most  excellent 
follower  of  Jina,*  an  epithet  of  KumJra-pSla.  —  Pa- 
ramdvatika  (°ma-dvc),  ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 

Paramdi-adhi  (°ma-av°),  is,  m.  utmost  term 
or  limit.  —  Paramdha  (°ma-aha),  as,  m.  an  excel- 

lent day.  —  ParameksJai  (°ma-ikshu),  us,  m.,  N.  of 

a  son  of  Anu. — Parameia  ("ma-Ma),  as,  m.  'su- 
preme lord,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Parames"vara 

(°ma-is'°),  as,  m.  '  supreme  lord,'  (said  of  rich  or 
illustrious  men  and  of  princes  and  of  gods) ;  an 

epithet  of  Vishnu ;  of  Indra ;  of  a  Jina ;  (most  fre- 

quently) of  S'iva  ;  the  Supreme  Being ;  (I),  f.  an  epi- 
thet of  Durga;  (am),  n.,  scil.  linga,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga 

sacred  to  S'iva.  —  Parames'vara-tantra, am,  n.,  N. of 

a  work.  —  Parameshu  (°ma-ishu?),  us,  m.,N.  of  a 
son  of  Anu.  —  Parame-shtha,  as,  d,  am,  standing 
at  the  top,  supreme,  superior ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Brahma ;  a  deity.  —  Parame-shthi,  is,  m.  (con- 

nected with  parame-sh/hin), '  standing  at  the  head,' 
a  superior,  a  chief  god  of  the  Jainas.  —  Parameshthi- 
td,  f.  supremacy,  superiority.  —  Parame-sJMin,  t, 
ini,  i,  standing  at  the  head  or  top,  highest,  chief, 

principal ;  (i),  m.  an  epithet  of  Agni  or  of  any 
supreme  deity ;  a  N.  of  PrajS-pati ;  of  a  son  of 

Praja-pati ;  of  Brahma  ;  of  S'iva ;  of  Vishnu ;  of 
Garuda ;  of  Manu  Cakshus ;  (with  Jainas)  an  Arhat 

or  superior  deity  ;  a  Guru  or  spiritual  teacher ;  N.  of 
a  son  of  Aja-midha ;  of  a  son  of  Indra-dyumna  (or 

of  Deva-dyumna) ;  a  kind  of  Viraj ;  a  kind  of  S'ala- 
grSma  stone ;  (t'nau),  m.  du.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu 
and  SVl;  (ini).  f-  a  species  of  culinary  plant  (  = 
brdhmi;  cf.  pdrameshthya.)  —  Paramesh/hina, 

as,  d,  am,  Vei.—parame-ih{hin.  —  ParamaU- 
varya  (°ma-aif),  am,  n.  supremacy. 
ParamaJca,  as,  ikd,  am,  the  most  excellent, 

highest,  best,  greatest,  extreme. 
Paramika,  as,  d,  am,=parama,  col.  I. 
Paras,  ind.,  Ved.  beyond,  further,  (opposed  to 

aredk),  on  the  other  or  opposite  side,  further  on, 
far  away,  away,  at  a  distance ;  in  future,  hereafter, 
afterwards,  after ;  (with  ace.)  on  the  other  side, 
beyond,  over  against,  more  than  ;  (with  inst.)  beyond, 
away  from,  higher  or  more  than ;  (with  inst.) 
without ;  (with  abl.)  beyond,  on  the  other  side  of; 
without,,  exclusive  of,  with  the  exception  of,  except. 

Para-wu,  us,  in,  u,  Ved.  broad  on  the  outside, 

broad  above  or  at  the  top.  —  Para-rik-s'ata-gdtha, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  containing  in  addition  too  verses 
of  the  Veda  as  well  as  Gsthas.  —  Farah-krifhna, 

as,  a,  am,  more  than  black  or  dark,  extremely 
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dark.  —  Parah-punsd,  f.,Ved.  a  woman  who  is  not 
satisfied  with  her  husband.  —  Para/i-purusha,  as, 
a,  am,  higher  than  a  nun.  —  Parah-iuta,  at,  a, 
am,  more  than  100;  containing  more  than  100 
verses,  &c.  —  Parah-sv a»,  ind.  the  day  after  to- 

morrow. —  Para/f-shash(a,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  more 
than  60.  —  Parah-sahasra,  as,  a,  am,  more  than 
1000.  —  Parah-tdman,  a,,  a,  a.Ved. '  having  super- 

fluous or  surplus  Samans,'  N.  of  certain  sacrificial  days. 
—  Parat-fotvdrinda,  as,  a,  am, Ved.  more  than  40. 
—  Paras-tara m  or  paros-raram,  ind.,  Ved.  further 
away,  further.  —  Paras-tat,   ind.  (with   gen.)  on 
the    other    side,    beyond,     further    on,    towards, 
(opposed  to  avas-tat,  arrdk) ;  higher  than ;  from 
afar  off,  from  above,  from  before  or  behind  (Ved.)  ; 
aside,  apart ;   under  (Ved.) ;   hereafter,  afterwards, 
later,  (opposed  to  pwrt'awi.)  —  Paras-pa,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  protecting;   (am),  n.  protection.  —  Pa- 
raspa-tra,  am,  n.  protection.  —  Paras-pa,  as,  m.  a 
protector,  protecting.  —  Paro'nku  (°as-an°),  us,  m, 
u,  Ved.  narrow  on  the  outside  or  at  the  top.  —  Pa- 
ro'ksha,  see  s.  v. 
Pardri,  ind.  the  year  before  last. 
Pardritna,  at,  a  or  I  (?),  aru,  belonging  to  the 

year  before  last. 

^<Ai  parana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  prf),  Ved. 

crossing  [cf.  aritra-parana'] ;  (am),  n.  reading,  (a wrong  form  for  parana) ;  N.  of  a  town. 

M«.fl^«» paratarkuka  or paratarkaka,  as, 

m.,  Ved.  a  beggar ;  [cf.  tarkuka.'] 
m«ii<.  paramdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

the  Rishi  Saunaka  (ancestor  of  Bhoja-deva). 

H«^»  pararu,  us,  m.  a  species  of  pot-herb, 
Eclipta  Prostrata ;  (another  reading  has  pavaru.) 

Ht.^1  parasa,  am,  n.  a  species  of  gem. 

*KST  para-su,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  so  and  para, 
but  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  iri  and  para,  hurting  another), 
a  hatchet,  the  axe  of  a  wood-cutter,  a  battle-axe ; 
a  thunderbolt;  N.  of  a  prince;  [cf.  pariu;  Gr. 
Tr*\lKV-S,  TTf\CK-pa,  Trf\(KKO-V,  Trf\fKKO-S,  TTf\fK- 
5t.]  —  Paradu-dhara,  as,  m.  a  soldier  armed  with 

an  axe ;  N.  of  Ganes"a ;  of  ParaSu-rSma.  —  Paraiu- 
pdni,  is,  is,  i,  '  axe  in  hand,'  armed  with  an  axe. 
—  Paraftt-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  having  an  axe. 
—  Paraiu-rama,  as,  m.  '  Rama  with  the  axe," 
an  epithet  of  Rama,  son  of  the  saint  Jamad-agni, 
(the  first  of  the  three  Ramas  and  the  sixth  AvatSra 
or  descent  of  the  deity  Vishnu  who  appeared  in  the 
world  for  the  purpose  of  repressing  the  tyranny  and 
punishing  the  violence  of  the  Kshatriya  or  military 
caste ;  he  seems  to  typify  the  tribe  of  Brahmans  and 
their  contests  with  the  Kshatriyas) ;  N.  of  a  modern 

prince  by  whose  orders  the  Paras'urama-prakas'a  was 
composed.  —  Paradurdma-pratdpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  book  mentioned  in  the  Sudra-dharma-tattva.  —  Pa- 

raturdma-prddurbhava,  as,  m. '  the  manifestation 
of  Paralu-rama,'  N.  of  the  forty-fifth  chapter  of  the 
Narasinha-Purana.  —  Paratiurdrndvatdra    (°ma- 
av°),  at,  m.  '  the  descent  of  Paras"u-rama,'  i.  e.  the 
incarnation  of  Vishnu  in  the  form  of  Parasu-rSma, 

N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Khanda-pras'asti  (a  poem 
ascribed  to  Hanu-mat).  —  Paraiitrdmdvatdra-ka- 
thana,  am,  n.   'story  of  the  descent  of  Paraiu- 
rama,'  N.  of  the  fiftieth   chapter   of  the  Uttara- 
khanda  or  fifth  part  of  the  Padma-Purana.  -  Pa- 
raitiseana,  am,  n.  '  forest  of  axes,'  N.  of  a  hell 
(containing  a  forest  the  leaves  of  which  are  axes). 

I'uratavya,  as,  a,  am,  fit  or  proper  for  a  hatchet 
or  axe ;  [cf.  paraiavya.'] 
P<ira<rndha,  as,  m.  an  axe,  a  hatchet;  [cf. 

pSratoaMa,  pamftadh&a.']  -  Parasvadhdyu- 
dha  ("dha-dy°),  as,  a,  am,  armed  with  an  axe. 
Parosrod/ii'n,  i,  ini,  i,  provided  or  furnished with  an  axe. 

*TOHV  paraseadha  or  parasvadha.  See above. 

parasvat,  an,  m.,  Ved.  a  species 
of  animal,  (perhaps)  the  wild  ass ;  [cf.  pdrasvata.] 

"J*J  para  (connected  with  para,  paras, 
and  pra,  probably  an  old  inst.  sing,  of  para,  and 
used  as  an  indeclinable  and  inseparable  prefix  to 
verbs  and  nouns  in  the  sense  of)  away,  off;  back, 
backward  ;  inverted  order ;  aside  ;  to,  towards ;  over, 
on.  According  to  native  lexicographers  the  senses 
in  which  para  may  be  used  are  expressed  by  the 
following  Sanskrit  words :  dbhimukhya,  prdtilomya, 
gati,  vi-krama,  dharshana,  hinsd  (vadha),  vi- 
moksha,  bhridam,  pratyd-vritti,  bhanga,  an- 
ddara,  and  nyag-bhdva;  [cf.  parena,  para-tas, 
pare:  Zend  para:  Gr.  wapd,  vapal,  vdp,  iraAi*  : 
Lat.  per,  pereo=pard-i,  perdo=pard-dd:  Osc. 
perum,  '  without :'  Goth,  fra-,  fair :  Angl.  Sax. 
for:  Old  Germ,  far-,  fer:  Mod.  Germ,  vcr-: 
Lith.  par-,  '  back,  again ;'  per,  '  through :'  Hib. 
frea,far-,  'back,  again.'] Pard-taram,  ind.,  Ved.  further  away. 

H«.l<*  pardka.     See  under  pardM,  col.  3. 

HU4II3I  pard-kdsa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  distant 
view,  remote  expectation. 

H<.!«p  para-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum, 
to  set  aside,  reject,  disregard. 
Pard-karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  setting  aside, 

rejection,  disregarding,  disdaining. 
Pard-kurrat,  an,  ati,  at,  setting  aside,  throwing 

off,  rejecting,  disdaining. 
Pard-krita,  as,  d,  am,  set  aside,  rejected,  thrown 

off,  disdained. 

'TO^'x  pard-krisfi,  cl.  I.  P.  -karshati, 
-karshtum,  -krashtum,  to  draw  or  drag  away ;  to 
draw  down ;  to  censure,  revile. 

M«J««  para-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -karitum, 
-karitum,  to  throw  away,  lose. 
Pard-kirya,  ind.  having  thrown  away;  having 

forfeited. 

M<l »*^ pard-kram,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -kramati 
(ep.  (oi-krdmati),  -kramate,  -kramitum,  -krdntum, 
to  march  forward,  advance  ;  to  march  against,  attack ; 
to  turn  back;  to  display  courage  or  spirit,  display 
strength  or  heroism;  show  zeal,  excel,  distinguish 
one's  self. 

Pard-krama,  as,  m.  marching  or  going  forth, 
advancing  against,  attacking,  attack ;  heroism, prowess, 
valour,  courage,  power,  strength,  forcible  means; 
exertion ;  attempt,  endeavour,  effort,  enterprise ; 
a  N.  of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  a  warrior  on  the  side  of  the 
Kurus;  of  a  VidyS-dhara  prince,  (associated  with 
A-krama,  Vi-krama,  and  San-krama.)  —  Pardkra- 
ma-keSarjn,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  son  of  Vikrama- 
keSarin.  — Para£rama.;'ria,  as,  a,  am,  knowing 
the  strength  (of  an  enemy).  —  Pardkrama-vat, 
an,  alt,  at,  valorous,  spirited,  heroic,  courageous, 
possessed  of  power  or  strength. 
Pard-kramin,  i,  ini,  i,  spirited,  showing  or  dis- 

playing courage  or  strength,  exerting  power. 
Pard-krdnta,  as,  d,  am,  turned  back  (e.  g.  pa- 

Idyane,  in  flight) ;  advanced ;  valorous,  strong,  pow- 
erful, vigorous,  bold,  valiant,  active,  energetic. 

I'ard-krdnfri,  Id,  tri,  tri,  displaying  valour,  show- 
ing courage  or  strength,  exerting  power,  heroic,  a  hero. 

Vtyf^^pard-ksMp,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kshipati, 
•te,  -kslieptnm,  to  tear  away  from,  to  wrest  away, 
to  throw  over,  upset. 

1'ard-kshipta,  as,  a,  am,  upset,  thrown  upside 
down;  wrested  away.  —  Pardkshij/ta-manaf,  as, 
as,  as,  having  the  mind  carried  away  or  enraptured. 

H<J«?m pard-khyd,  cl.  2.  P.  -khyati,  -khya- 
ttim,  Ved.  to  see  afar  off. 

VMT  paruya,  as,  m.  the  pollen  or  farina 
of  a  flower ;  dust  in  general ;  fragrant  powder  used 
after  bathing ;  sandal ;  an  eclipse  of  the  sun  or 
moon ;  fame,  celebrity ;  independance,  following 

one's  own  inclinations  ;  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Pardga- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  or  pardyin,  i,  ini,  i,  laden  with 

pollen. 

v<.\'l*ijjurd-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -gaUhati,  -gan- 
tum,  Ved.  to  go  away,  pass  away,  depart  ;  to  die. 
Para-gala,  as,  o,  am,  departed,  dead;  spread, 

expanded  ;  covered  with,  filled  with,  full  of. 

MM'II  para-ga,  cl.  2.  3.  P.  -gati,  -jigati, 
-gatum,  Ved.  to  go  away,  pass  by  or  on  one  side, to  escape. 

paranyava,  as,  ID.  the  ocean. 

pardn-mukha.  See  under  pardhf. 

r,  cl.  I.  P.  -farati,  -car-i- 
tem, Ved.  to  go  away,  depart,  retreat,  retire. 

KJTTftT  pard-ji,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -jay  ati,  -te, 
•jetum,  to  conquer,  win,  vanquish,  overthrow;  to 
defeat  in  a  lawsuit;  to  lose  anything  (ace.),  be 
deprived  of;  to  be  conquered  ;  to  succumb,  submit  ; 
to  be  overcome  by  (with  abl.,  see  Pan.  I.  4,  26). 
Pard-jaya,  as,  m.  conquest,  victory,  mastering, 

conquering,  overpowering;  defeat,  being  overcome 
by  (with  abl.)  ;  loss,  losing  (at  play  or  in  a  lawsuit)  ; 
deprivation  ;  turning  away  from,  desertion. 
Pard-jayamdna,  at,  d,  am,  overcoming,  sur- 

passing, defeating  ;  being  deprived  of,  losing. 
Pard-jit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Rukma-kavaca. 
Pard-jita,  as,  d,  am,  conquered,  defeated,  over- 

come ;  overthrown,  overpowered,  defeated  (at  play), 
cast  (in  a  lawsuit),  condemned  by  law. 
Pard-jishnu,  us,  us,  u,  victorious;  being  con- 

quered, defeated. 
^KT^  pardhi  or  para6,  an,  dfi,  dk  (fr.  rt. 

I.  and  with  para,  opposed  to  arvdntZ  or  ari'ac*  and praty-anf),  directed  towards  (Ved.)  ;  turned  away, 
averted  ;  turning  the  back  upon,  having  any  one 
behind,  standing  behind  ;  departing  or  retiring  from 
(e.  g.  pardndafy  pitarah,  the  departed  Manes)  ; 
not  returning,  irrevocable,  (in  these  senses  generally 
Ved.)  ;  situated  beyond  or  on  the  other  side  (e.  g. 
amuslimat  pardndo  lokah,  the  worlds  situated  be- 

yond that)  ;  distant  ;  directed  outwards  or  towards  the 
outer  world  (e.  g.  pardnd  khdni,  the  senses  directed 
outwards)  ;  (dk  or  Ved.  an),  ind.  away,  away  from,  in 
vain,  to  no  purpose;  outwards,  towards  the  outer  world. 
—  Pardk-tva,  am,  n.,Ved.not  turning  back  ;  non-re- 

currence. —  Pardk-pushpi,  (.  Achyranthes  Aspera  (  = 
apamdrga  ;  cf.  pratya-pushpl).  —  Pardg-drii,  k, 
1\,  k,  having  the  eye  turned  towards  the  outer  world. 
—  Pardiwnanas,  as,  as,  as,  having  the  mind  or 
thoughts  directed  backwards.  —  Pardn-mukha,  as, 
i,   am,   having  the  face  turned  away  or  averted, 
turning  the   back   upon  ;    averted,    turned   away  ; 
turning  away  from,  averse  from  (with  loc.)  ;  disin- 

clined towards,  not  caring  about,  regardless  of  (with 
loc.  gen.  or  ace.  with  prati)  ;  avoiding,  shunning  ; 

(as),  m.  a  spell  or  magical  formula  pronounced  over 
weapons.  —  Pardremukha-td,  (.  or  pardnmukha- 
tva,  am,  n.  turning  away  or  averting  the   face; 
disinclination,  repugnance,  dislike,  aversion,  disgust. 
—  PardiHiiukhaya,  Nom.  P.  pardnmuk!tayati, 
to  turn  round,  turn  back  or  away.  —  Pardnmukhi- 
kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,   to 
cause  any  one  to  turn  back  or  avert  the  face,  cause 
to  retreat,  put  to  flight.  "Parditmukhi-bhii,  cl.  I. 
P.  -bltarati,  -bharitum,  to  turn  away  the  face, 
turn  the  back  upon,  take  to  flight,  retreat. 

Pardlca,  distance  from,  (generally  in  loc.  pardke, 
at  a  distance,  or  abl.  pardkdt,  from  a  distance  or  at 
a  distance)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Tri-ratra  ;  N.  of  a 
sort  of  penance  or  religious  vow  of  an  expiatory  kind, 
(said  to  consist  in  fasting  for  twelve  days  and  nights 
and  keeping  the  mind  attentive  and  organs  subdued)  ; 
a  sacrificial  sword  or  scimitar  ;  a  kind  of  disease  ;  a 

species  of  animal  ;  (as,  d,  am),  small.  —  Purdkdt- 
tdt,  ind.  from  a  distance. 
P<mufm«,  as,  d,  am,  turned  away,  turned  in  an 

opposite  direction,  averted,  averse  from,  disinclined 



to,  not  minding,  not  caring  about;  being  on  the 
opposite  side,  situated  on  the  other  side,  being 
beyond;  (am),  ind.  away  from,  beyond,  after; 
more  than. 

Paradais,  ind.,  Ved.  away,  aside,  at  the  side  of. 
Pardndana,  am,  n.  turning  away  from,  bending 

aside. 

Parditdin,  I,  int,  i,  Ved.  not  returning,  not 
recurring. 

M<J3I  paranja,  as,  m.  an  oil-mill;  froth 
or  foam ;  the  blade  of  a  sword  or  knife ;  [cf. 

paran-ja,~] m,l«U  pardna,  am,  n.,  in  vdyoh  pardnam, 
N.  of  a  Saman. 

M*.l*lft^ara-M  (pard-n'i),  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -na- 
yati,  -te,  -netum,  to  lead  back. 

*!*-'*[} f^l  pard-7iutti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  nud  with 
para),  Ved.  driving  away,  expulsion,  expelling, 
removing. 

Ttlrtfl  pard-tansa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  tans 
with  para),  the  being  thrust  or  pushed  aside. 

R  pard-taram.     See  para,  p.  536. 

'  pard-tras,  Caus.  -trdsayati,  -yi- 
tum, Ved.  to  scare  away,  drive  away. 

M<.l<;rJ  parddana,  as,  m.  a  horse  of  the 
Persian  breed. 

144.1^1  para-da,  cl.  3.  P.  -daddti,  -datum, 
Ved.  to  give  up,  give  over,  deliver,  surrender,  hand 
over ;  to  give  away,  throw  away,  squander ;  to  give 
away  or  exchange  for  (with  dat.) ;  to  exclude  from, 

(Bhagavata-PurJna  IV.  6,  5.) 
Pardtta,  as,  d,  am,  given  over,  &c.  (See  Schol. 

on  Pan.  VII.  4,  47.) 
Parddadi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  giving  up,  giving  over, 

delivering  over. 

Pard-ddna,  am,  n.,Ved.  giving  up,  surrendering, 
giving  away. 

ITrfi^  pard-dis",    cl.    3.    P.    -dideshti, 
-desJtlum,  Ved.  to  order  off  or  command  (any- 

thing), to  be  removed. 

pard-dris,    cl.    I.   P.    -pasyati, 
Ved.  to  perceive,  observe,  behold. 

'pard-dru,  cl.  I.  P.  -dravati,  -drotum, 
to  run  away  from,  flee  away,  escape. 

f  parddhi,  is,  m.  hunting,  the  chase. 

pard-dhmd,   cl.   I.   P.   -dhamati, 
-dhmdtum,  Ved.  to  blow  away. 

M«jtltil  pardnasd,  f.  the  practice  of  medi- 
cine, administering  remedies,  medical  treatment. 

MMM  pardpa,  as,  d,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (fr.  para 
+  ap),  a  place  &c.  whence  water  has  retired ;  (am), 
n.,  see  Schol.  on  Pan.  VI.  3,  97. 

H*JMIIX  pard-pat,  cl.  i.  P.  -patati,  -pati- 
tum,  to  fly  away,  escape;  to  depart;  to  fall  out; 

to  fail :  Caus.  -pdtayali,  to  chase  or  drive  away. 
Pard-patal,  an,  anil,  at,  flying  away ;  coming 

back  quickly. 

Pard-pdtuJca,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  miscarrying, 
abortive. 

T^Hjr  pard-pur,  iir,  f.,  Ved.  (according 
to  the  Commentator )  a  great  body. 

mj^jpnra-pii,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -pundti,  -pu- 
nlte,  -pavitum,  Ved.  to  purify,  cleanse  away, lustrate. 

,  m. 

.,     . 

=prasada-pariimantra,  N.  of  a  kind*»mystical 
prayer. 

pardbaba,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

M  <jWTif  pard-bhiksha,  as,  d,  am  (probably 

a  wrong  reading  for  para-bhiksha),  living  upon 
alms  received  from  others. 

pard-bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -bhinatti, 
-Ihintte,  -bJtettum,  to  pierce,  wound. 

'TOHpara-ftAu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavi- 

tum  (Ved.  inf.  pard-bhuve),  to  pass  away,  vanish, 
disappear  ;  to  perish,  be  lost,  succumb,  yield  ;  to 
overcome,  conquer;  to  harm,  hurt,  injure  (with 

ace.)  :  Caus.  -bhdvayati,  -yitum,  to  overthrow, 
conquer,  subdue,  destroy;  (A.)  to  vanish,  perish, 
sustain  a  loss. 

Pard-bhava,  as,  m.  passing  away,  vanishing,  dis- 
appearance, coming  to  an  end,  dissolution,  separation  ; 

defeat,  discomfiture,  overthrow,  mortification,  humi- 
liation, vexation,  injury,  contempt,  disrespect,  disre- 

gard ;  destruction  ;  N.  of  the  fortieth  (or  fourteenth) 

year  in  Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  yexs.  —  Parabhuva- 
pada,  am,  n.  an  object  of  contempt. 

Pard-bftdva,  at,  m.  defeat,  overthrow,  discom- fiture. 

Pard-bhdvuka,  as,  a,  am,  approaching  decline 
or  destruction,  about  to  pass  away. 

Pard-bkuta,  as,  d,  am,  defeated,  discomfited, 
overcome;  degraded,  humbled,  treated  with  con- tempt. 

Pard-bhuti,  is,  f.  defeat,  overthrow,  humiliation  ; injury. 

TRpXpard-bhri,  01.3.  P.A.,  Ved.  -bibharti, 

-bibht'ite,  Sec.,  occurring  only  in  the  past  pass,  part. 
pard-bhrita,  as,  d,  am,  taken  off,  put  aside,  hidden, 
concealed. 

H^njiT  2.  pard-mrita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one 
who  has  overcome  death  or  is  no  longer  subject  to 
death.  (For  i.paramrita  see  p.  534,  col.  3.) 

H«.!«j5(  pard-mris  (sometimes  incorrectly 
spelt  pard-mrish),  cl.  6.  P.  -mridati,  -marshtum, 
-mrashtum,  to  stroke,  rub,  touch,  take  hold  of, 
grasp,  clutch,  seize,  take  ;  to  handle  roughly,  violate 
(a  woman),  ravish,  seduce  ;  to  have  reference,  point 
to  :  Pass,  -mritfyate,  to  be  touched  ;  to  be  referred 
to,  to  be  meant. 
Pard-maria,  as,  m.  (sometimes  incorrectly  spelt 

pard-marsha),  seizing,  dragging,  pulling  (e.g.  ke- 

4a-p°,  dragging  by  the  hair)  ;  bending  or  drawing 
a  bow;  injuring,  any  act  of  violence,  violation, 
assault,  attack  ;  affection  (by  disease  &c.)  ;  remem- 

bering, recollection  ;  reflection,  consideration,  thought  ; 
discrimination,  judgment  ;  (in  logic)  inference,  con- 

clusion ;  drawing  conclusions  from  analogy  or  expe- 
rience, knowledge  of  the  minor  premiss  in  its  con- 
nection with  the  major. 

Pari-marsana,  am,  n.  recollection,  remember- 
ing ;  reflection,  consideration. 

Para-martin,  i,  int,  i,  calling  or  bringing  to 
mind,  reminding,  referring  to. 

Pard-mrfehta,  as,  d,  am,  touched,  handled, 
seized,  grasped,  roughly  treated,  violated;  afflicted 
by  (disease  &c.)  ;  weighed,  considered,  judged; 
connected  with,  referred  to  ;  endured. 

HMM*U  pardyana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  5.  «'  with 
para,  or  in  some  senses  fr.  para  +  ayanoi),  going 
away,  departure  (Ved.);  way  of  departure,  exit 
(Ved.)  ;  final  end  or  aim,  last  resort  or  refuge  ; 
principal  object,  chief  aim  or  purport  ;  essence,  sum, 

summary  ;  pardyanam  kri,  to  do  one's  utmost,  to 
do  all  one  can  ;  (often  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  with 

fern,  d,  in  the  sense  of)  making  anything  one's  chief 
object,  wholly  devoted  to,  zealously  engaged  in, 
wholly  occupied  with,  intent  on,  affected  by,  wholly 

possessed  by  ;  (according  to  some  authorities  pard- 
yanam, n.,  has  also  the  sense  of  a  religious  order  or 

division)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Yajnavalkya  ; 
(a«,  d,  am),  principal,  being  the  chief  or  final  end 
or  aim,  attached  to,  adhering  to  (with  ace.)  ;  con- 

nected with  ;  dependant  on,  subject  to  ;  leading  to, 
conducive  to.  —  Farayana-vat,  dn,ati,at,  occupying 
the  principal  or  highest  point,  most  elevated. 
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pardyatta.     See  p.  534,  col.  3. 

u,  us,  m.  a  species  of  gourd, 

Momordica  Charantia  ;   [cf.  Jtaravella.'] 
IRHj*  pardruka,  as,  m.  a  stone  or  rock  ; 

(another  reading  has  pavaruta.) 

Vl>l1fl  pardrtha,  pardrdha,  pardrdhya.  See 

p.  534,  col.  3. 
mj<*^pard-va<?,  cl.  2.  P.  -vakti,  -vaktum, Ved.  to  contradict. 
Pard-vdka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  contradiction. 
Parokta  (°rd-uk°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  contradicted. 
Parodya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  contradicted. 

vnj*1<\pard-vat,  t,  f.,  Ved.  distance  ;  (op- 
posed to  arvd-vat.) 

v«j=(»t  pardvata,  am,  n.  a  species  of  plant 

HW^pardvara.     See  p.  535,  col.  I. 

''Kl  1  n  pard-varta.     See  i.pard-vrit. 

HU^  pard-vasu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  keeping 
off  wealth  ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  the  fortieth  year  in 

Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  years  [cf.  jxird-bhava]  ;  N. 
of  a  Gandharva  (associated  with  VisVS-vasu)  ;  also 
of  a  son  of  Raibhya  (associated  with  Arv5-vasu). 

H«.l<*5  pard-vaha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vah  with 
para),  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  winds,  (the  other 
six  being  called  d-vaha,  ud-vaha,  pari-vaha,  pra- 
vaha,  vi-vaha,  and  sam-vaha.) 

<HHI4>  pard-vdka.     See  para-va6  above. 

MM11  i.pard-vrij,  cl.  7.  I.  P.  -vrinakti, 
-varjati,  -varjitum,  to  lose;  to  depart,  depart 
from  life. 

2.  pard-vrij,  it,  m.,Ved.  banished  (from  society), 
humbled,  miserable,  an  outcast  (?)  ;  (according  to 
the  Scholiast)  N.  of  a  person. 

mjN  r^  I  .  pard-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  (P.  in  Fut., 
Cond.,  and  Aor.)  -vartate,  -vartitum,  to  turn  back, 
return,  to  turn  round. 

Pard-varta,  as,  m.  turning  back,  turning  round  ; 
retreat  ;  reversal  of  a  sentence  ;  exchange,  barter  ; 

restoration. 
Pard-vartana,  am,  n.  turning  back,  turning 

round. 

Para-vartin,  i,  inl,  {,  turning  back,  turning 
round,  taking  to  flight  (in  battle). 

Pard-vartya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  turned  back,  to 
be  exchanged  ;  to  be  reversed  (as  a  sentence)  ;  to 

be  given  back  or  restored.  —  Pardvarlya-vyava- 
hdra,  as,  m.  appeal  (in  law). 

2.  pard-vrit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Rukma-kavada. 
Pard-vritta,  as,  d,  am,  turned  back,  returned, 

fled,  retreated  ;  turned  round,  revolved  ;  exchanged  ; 

reversed  (as  a  judgment)  ;  given  back,  restored. 
Pard-vritti,  is,  f.  turning  back,  turning  round, 

revolving;  returning,  retreating,  return;  exchange, 
barter  ;  reversion  of  a  sentence  or  judgment  ;  restora- 

tion of  property  ;  recoiling  ;  not  taking  effect. 

HCN^l  pardvedl,  f.  =  brihati,  q.  v. 

"m.\<H\Vpard-vyddha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vyadh 

with  para),  a  stone's  throw,  the  range  of  any  missile. 
pard-sara.     See  pard-fri  below. 

pard-sas,  as,  f.  (fr.  rt.  sans  with 
para),  Ved.  (perhaps)  calumny,  defamation. 

TTJ7I  pard-sri,  cl.  9.  P.  -srindti,  -saritum, 
-s"arititm,  to  kill,  destroy  ;  to  repel. 
Pard-fara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  destroyer  ;  N.  of  a 

Naga  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasishtha  or  of  a  son  of 

S'akti  and  grandson  of  Vasishtha  ;  (according  to 
the  epic  poems)  the  father  of  Vyasa,  (he  was  author 
of  certain  hymns  in  the  Rig-veda  [I,  65-73  an(^ 

part  of  IX.  97]  and  is  also  described  as  a  law-giver.) 
6X 



538 para&ara-darsana. *fcMrf  pari-kalpita. 

—  I'arddara-dars'ana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  I34th 
chapter  of  the  Krlda-khanda  of  the  Ganesa-Purlna. 

—  I'ard^ara-purdna,    am,    n.,    N.    of  a    work. 
—  Pardiara-lihatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet,  author 
of  theGuna-iMtna-kola-stotra.  —  Pardtora-bhashya, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  mentioned  in  the  Sodra- 
dhartna-tattva.  —  Pards'ara-smriti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a 
law-book.  —  Parddarasmriii-vydkhyd,  (.,  N.  of 
a    commentary    on    the    preceding    law-book    by 

Madhava.  _  PardsarvSvara  (°ra-if),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Lin-ga.  —  Pards'ares'vara-tirtlia,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  sacred  bathing-place  mentioned  in  the  S?iva- 
PurSna. 

Pardtiarin,  i,  m.  a  beggar,  a  wandering  mendi- 

cant ;  [cf.  j><Jrdf,'ari».] 

1 0'J'^  para-fvas,  cl.  2.  P.  -svasiti,  -sva- situm,  to  put  trust  in,  confide  in  (with  loc.). 

Pard-s"vasya,  ind.  having  put  trust  or  confidence 
in  (with  loc.). 

TH^  paras  (pard-as),  cl.  4.  P.  paras- 
yati,  pardsitum,  to  throw  away,  cast  aside  (Ved.) ; 
expose  (a  new-born  child,  Ved.) ;  to  expel ;  to 
abandon,  leave ;  to  throw  back,  reject,  repudiate. 
Pardsa,  as,  m.  the  range  or  distance  of  anything 

thrown ;  (am),  n.  tin. 
Pardsana,  am,  n.  killing,  slaughter,  massacre. 

Pard&in,  i,  int,  i,  throwing,  measuring  the  dis- 
tance of  anything  thrown. 

Pardsisishu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  to  throw  or  cast 
or  send  ;  wishing  to  overcome. 
Pardsta,  as,  a,  am,  thrown ;  expelled ;  defeated. 
Pardsya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  thrown  or  cast  away. 

H«,1«J  pardsu  (pard-asu),  us,  us,  u,  one 
whose  vital  spirit  is  departing  or  departed,  dying,  at 

the  point  of  death,  expiring,  lifeless,  dead.  —  Pa- 
rdsu-karana,  as,  a,  am,  causing  death,  killing. 
••  Pardsu-td,  f.  or  pardsu-tva,  am,  n.  death,  ex- 

tinction ;  apathy,  want  of  spirit,  spiritlessness. 

H**l*fh\'^'\^pardskandin,  I,  int,  i  (fir.  para 
+  dskandin),  a  robber,  thief. 

m.IW \\& pard-stotra,  N.  of  a  work. 

t*J^'\para-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti,  -hantum, 
to  overthrow,  strike  down,  throw  away,  cast  away, 
drive-  away,  drive  on,  impel. 
Pard-kata,  as,  a,  am,  struck  down  or  back ; 

driven  back,  repelled,  repulsed ;  struck,  assailed ; 
driven  on ;  (ant),  n.  a  stroke. 

Tfif,  pari  (an  indeclinable  particle  and 
prefix  to  verbs  and  their  derivative  nouns;  often 

part  in  composition ;  allied  to  para,  para,  pra), 
round,  around,  about,  round  about;  further,  in 
addition  to ;  against,  opposite  to,  in  the  way ;  much, 
excessively. 

(As  a  separable  preposition,  especially  in  the  Veda), 

around,  about  (with  ace.,  e.g.  madhyan-dinampari, 
about  midday) ;  against,  opposite  to,  towards,  to  (with 
ace.,  e.  g.  vrilisham/  pari,  in  the  direction  of  a 
tree ;  tvd  part,  against  thee) ;  to  the  share  of  (with 
ace.,  e.  g.  yan  mam  pari  syat,  what  may  fall  to 
my  lot) ;  beyond,  more  than  (with  ace.,  e.g.  dai- 
vtm  pari  rmh,  a  voice  more  than  divine) ;  after, 
successively,  severally  (with  ace.  distributively,  e.  g. 
vriksham  vriksham  pari  iintati,  he  waters  tree 
after  tree) ;  from,  away  from,  out  of  (with  abl.  after 
verbs  of  motion,  e.  g.  samudrdd  uta  vd  divah 
pari,  out  of  sea  or  sky) ;  outside  of,  except,  with 
exception  of  (with  abl.,  e.  g.  pari  Trigartfbhyah, 
round  about  or  outside  Tri-garta) ;  after  the  lapse 
or  expiration  of  (with  abl.,  e.  g.  pari  gamvatsardt, 
after  the  lapse  of  a  full  year) ;  in  consequence  of, 
on  account  of,  for  the  sake  of  (with  abl.,  e.g. 
Bakfhamh  pari,  on  account  of  the  Rakshas); 
according  to,  in  accordance  with  (with  abl.,  e.  g. 
il/cirmanah  pari,  according  to  the  ordinance); 
above,  over  (Ved.  according  to  the  Scholiast  =  adhi 
upari). 

(As  an  adverbial  prefix  to  nouns  not  immediately 
connected  with  verbs),  very,  excessively  (e.g.  pary- 
a/iru,  very  tearful  ;  pari-durbala,  excessively  weak). 
At  the  beginning  of  an  adverbial  comp.  pari 

implies  outside,  without,  except,  exclusive  of  (e.  g. 

pari-tru/artam,  outside  Trigarta,  P5n.  II.  I,  12, 
VI.  2,  33;  and  according  to  Pin.  II.  I,  IO,  it  may 
be  used  in  this  sense  at  the  end  of  an  adverbial 

comp.,  but  only  after  aksha,  ialaka,  and  a  numeral). 
At  the  beginning  of  an  adjective  comp.,  according 
to  Pan.  (II.  2,  18,  Vlrt.  7),  pari  may  be  used  in 
the  sense  of  pari-yldna,  exhausted,  (but  pary- 

adhyagana  is  said  to  mean  *  one  to  whom  study  is 

repugnant.')  Native  lexicographers  explain  the  senses 
of  pari  by  the  following  Sanskrit  words  :  a-lingana, 
doshdkhyana  (dosha~kirtana),  nir-asana  (ni- 
vasana),  puja,  bhushana,  vyadlii,  vy-apti,  upa- 
rama,  jfo&a,  ilesha,  ati-faya,  lyliga,  ni-yama; 

[cf.  Zend  jxtiri  ;  Gr.  iff  pi,  irf'pi{,  Tript-<rff6-s,  -ftp  ; 
Lat.  per-  in  adj.,  e.  g.  per-idoneus  :  probably  Old 
Germ,  fari;  Old  Iceland,  fyri;  Mod.  Germ,  fur  ; 

Hib.  faoi,  '  about,  round.'] 

M(X«fcV|l  pari-kathd,  f.  a  work  of  fiction, 
tale,  story,  the  history  or  adventures  of  any  fabulous 

person. <4U.cn«-H  pari-kampa,  as,  m.  trembling 
violently,  great  fear  or  terror. 
Pari-kampin,  i,  int,  i,  trembling  violently. 

^hj*iTpari-kara,pari-karman.  See  under 
pari-kri  below. 

Ml*,<*  fi  r|  pari-kartana.     See  i.  pari-krit. 

s(V<*  H  pari-karsha.     See  I  .  pari-krish. 

ifXolic^  i.  pari-kal  (see  rt.  2.  Teal),  cl.  10. 
P.  -kdlayati,  &c.,  to  drive  about,  chase,  persecute. 

MfWic1^  2.  pari-kal  (see  rt.  3.  kal),  cl.  10. 
P.  -kalayati,  &c.,  to  see,  observe  ;  to  consider  as, 
regard  as. 

«iU.<*<?»(H  pari-kalkana,  am,  n.  deceit, 

cheating  ;  [cf.  kalkana.~\ 
^U,<*ifi||ff  pari-kdnkshita,  as,  m.  a  de- 

votee, a  religious  ascetic. 

4U.cnm«i  parikdyana  (?),  as,  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  school. 

pari-klrna.     See  pari-kri,  col.  3. 

M  k.<*i  n  «i  pari-ktrtana.     See  pari-krit. 

*•$*!  Par'~^uP>  c'-  4-  P-  A.  -kupyati, 
•te,  &c.,  to  become  greatly  moved  or  excited,  to 
suffer  violent  emotion,  to  be  in  a  rage,  be  very 

angry  :  Caus.  -Ttojiayaii,  -yitum,  to  excite  violently  ; 
to  make  very  angry. 

Pari-kopa,  as,  m.  great  or  violent  anger. 

H(<.JJ«  pari-kuta,  am,  n.  a  barrier,  a 
trench  before  the  gate  of  a  town  forming  a  sort  of 

covered  way;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  NSga-raja. 

R(<.«JI  pari-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -ku- 
rute,  -kartum,  to  surround  ;  [cf.  pari-sh-kri.] 
Pari-kara,  as,  i,  am,  who  or  what  helps  or 

assists,  a  helper;  (as),  m.  attendants,  dependants, 
retinue,  train,  followers  (in  these  senses  also  as,  m. 
pi.)  ;  a  multitude,  crowd  ;  preparation  (parikaram 
tiajtdh  or  jtrt,  to  make  preparations)  ;  beginning, 
commencement,  effort  ;  a  girdle  for  confining  a 
loose  garment,  a  girth,  zone,  sash,  a  cloth  worn 
round  the  loins;  (in  dramatic  language)  covert  or 
indirect  intimation  of  coming  events  in  the  plot  of 

a  drama,  the  germ  of  the  Vija  ;  (in  rhetoric)  a  par- 
ticular figure,  the  employment  of  allusive  epithets  ; 

discrimination,  judgment. 

Pari-kartri,  td,  m.  a  priest  who  performs  the 
marriage  ceremony  for  a  younger  brother  whose 
elder  brother  is  not  yet  married. 

Pari-karman,  a,  m.  a  servant,  an  assistant,  a 

slave  ;  (a),  n.  the  act  of  surrounding  or  attending  on 
(any  one),  worship,  adoration  ;  personal  decoration, 
dressing,  painting,  or  perfuming  the  body  ;  perfum- 

ing the  person  after  bathing  ;  cleansing,  purifying  ; 

a  means  of  purification  ;  preparation  ;  arithmetical 
computation  or  operation.  —  Parikarmdih/aka 

(°ma-ash°),  am,  n.  the  eight  fundamental  rules  of 
arithmetic,  viz.  addition,  subtraction,  multiplication, 
division,  finding  the  square,  extracting  the  square  root, 
finding  the  cube  and  extracting  the  cube  root. 

Pari-karmaya,  Nom.  P.  parikarmayati,  &c., 
to  anoint,  decorate,  adorn. 

Pari-karmin,  i,  inl,  i,  adorning,  decorating, 
&c.  ;  (i,  int),  m.  f.  an  assistant,  a  servant,  slave. 

Pari-krita,  as,  a,  am,  surrounded,  (Maha-bh. Anu£3sana-p.  5044.) 

Pari-kriyd,  f.  surrounding,  inclosing,  inclosing 
with  a  fence  or  ditch,  intrenching  ;  attending  to  (a 
sacred  fire  &c.),  attention  ;  (In  dramatic  language) 
allusion  to  future  action,  =pari-kara. 

Mftjijit^  i.  pari-krit,  cl.  6.  P.  -krintati, 
-kartitum,  to  cut  round,  clip,  cut  off;  to  exclude from. 

Pari-kartana,  as,  a,  am,  cutting  up,  cutting  to 

pieces  ;  (am),  n.  cutting,  cutting  off  or  round,  a  cir- 
cular incision  ;  cutting  out,  shelling  ;  a  shooting  pain. 

Pari-kartikd,  f.  sharp  shooting  pain,  especially  in 
the  rectum. 

2.   pari-krit,  cl.   7.  P.  -krinatti, 
-kartitum,  to  wind  round. 

pari-krisa,  as,  d,  am,  very  thin, 
emaciate,  wasted. 

I.  pari-krish,  cl.  I.  P.  -karshati, 
-karshtum,  -krashlum,  to  draw  or  drag  about, 
to  carry  about  with  one  ;  to  lead  (an  army)  ;  to 

ponder,  reflect  constantly  upon  ;  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kriehati, 
-te,  (Ved.)  to  draw  or  make  furrows,  to  plough: 
Caus.  -karshayati,  -yitum,  to  drag  to  and  fro,  tor- 

ment, harass,  vex,  trouble. 

Pari-karsha,  as,  m.  or  pari-karshana,  am,  n. 

dragging  about. 
Pari-karshita,  as,  a,  am,  dragged  about  ;  ha- 

rassed, tortured  (e.  g.  kdma-p°,  tortured  with  love). 
Pari-karshin,  t,  int,  i,  dragging  away,  carrying 

off,  carrying  about  (to  every  place). 

Pari-krishta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

<*fV«|  pari-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -karitum, 
-karitum,  to  scatter  or  strew  about,  scatter  round. 
besprinkle  ;  to  surround  ;  to  deliver  over. 

Pari-klrna,  as,  a,  am,  spread,  diffused,  scattered 
around  or  about  ;  surrounded,  crowded  about. 

pari-krit,  cl.  10.  P.  -klrtayatt, 
-yitum,  to  proclaim  on  all  sides,  announce,  relate, 
communicate  ;  to  celebrate,  praise,  glorify  ;  to  pro- 

pound ;  to  declare,  pronounce  ;  to  account  ;  to  call, 
name  :  Pass.  -Iclrtyate,  to  be  called. 

Pari-kirtana,  am,  n.  proclaiming  aloud,  pro- 

claiming, stating,  saying,  telling,  talking  of;  boast- 
ing; naming. 

Pari-kirtita,  as,  d,  am,  proclaimed,  promul- 
gated, announced;  vaunted,  boasted  of;  said,  de- 
clared, called. 

pari-klrip,  cl.  I.  A.  -kalpate,  -kal- 
pitum,  -kalptum  (the  simple  verb  appears  only  to 
occur  in  the  part.)  :  Caus.  -kalpayati,  -yitum,  to 
fix,  settle,  decide,  determine  ;  to  destine  for  ;  to  per- 

form, execute,  effect,  accomplish,  make,  form,  invent  ; 
to  contrive,  arrange  ;  to  distribute  ;  to  invite. 
Pari-kalpana,  am,  n.  deciding,  fixing,  settling, 

agreeing  upon  ;  making,  inventing,  forming,  con- 
triving, performing  ;  furnishing,  providing,  dividing, 

distributing;  (d),  f.  making,  forming,  assuming  a 
form  or  shape  ;  contrivance  ;  reckoning. 

Parl-kalpita,  as,  d,  am,  settled,  derided,  agreed 
upon  ;  made,  invented  ;  contrived,  arranged  ;  distri- 

buted, divided  ;  provided  with,  furnished  with. 



pari-kalpya . 

Pari-kalpya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  settled,  to  be 
calculated. 

Pari-hlripta,  as,  a,  am,  existing  or  occurring 
here  and  there,  distributed. 

Ca.ua.  P.  -Icrandayati, 

•yitum,  Ved.  to  cry  or  make  a  noise  round  about. 

,  cl.  I.  P.  -krdmati,  -kra- 

mitum,  -krdntum,  to  s'.ep  or  walk  round  or  about, 
circumambulate,  go  round,  roam  about  for  pleasure, 
roam  over,  walk  through,  visit  (with  ace.)  ;  to  out- 

strip, overtake:  Intens.  -<!a>tkramtti,  to  move  or 
walk  about  continually,  turn  round  perpetually. 
Pari-krama,  as,  m.  walking  round  or  about, 

walking  for  pleasure,  circumambulating,  going  about, 
going  over,  passing  over,  roaming,  walking,  going  ; 
pervading,  penetrating  ;  succession;  series,  order. 

—  Parikrama-saha,  as,  m.  '  one  who  bears  running 
about,'  a  goat. 
Pari-kramana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  walking  about, 

going  or  roaming  about. 

Pari-kramat,  an,  anti,  at,  moving  or  wander- 
ing about. 

Pari-kramya,  ind.  having  walked  round  or  about. 
Pari-krdnta,  as,  a,  am,  walked  round,  stepped 

open  ;  (am),  n.  the  place  or  spot  on  which  any  one 
has  walked  about  or  stepped,  foot-steps,  foot-prints, traces. 

Pari-krdnti,  is,  f.  moving  round,  revolution, circumrotation. 

Pari-kramat,  an,  anti,  at,  going  or  moving round  or  about. 

Pari-krdmam,  ind.,  Ved.  going  about,  [cf.  a-pa- rikrdmam.] 

Xjf<f  wlpari-kriy  a,  f  .  Seepari-kri,  p.  538. 

i.  pari-krt,  cl.  9.  P.  -krindti,  -kre- 
twn,  to  purchase,  buy,  give  in  exchange,  ac- 

quire, gain  (with  inst.  or  dat.  of  the  price,  e.g. 
Catena  or  Maya  pari-kri,  to  buy  for  a  hundred)  ; 
to  hire,  engage  for  hire  or  for  stipulated  wages  ;  A. 
-krinite,  -kretum,  to  recompense,  reward. 
Pari-kraya,  as,  m.  hire,  wages;  redemption, 

purchasing  or  purchasing  back,  buying  off;  a  parti- 
cular kind  of  treaty,  a  peace  purchased  with  money. 

Pari-krayana,  am,  n.  engaging  for  hire,  hiring. 
2.  parirkrl.Ved.,  N.  of  the  second  Sadyaskra. 
Pari-krindfta,  as,  a,  am,  purchasing,  buying. 
Pari-krita,  as,  a,  am,  purchased,  bought  ;  hired. 

Pari-kleshtri,  la,  trt,  tri,  causing  pain  or  trouble, 
a  tormentor,  torturer. 

pari-krld,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -kridati, 
•te,  -kriditum,  to  play  about. 

Tfrav  pari-krud/i,  cl.  4.  P.  -krudhyati, 

-kroddhum,  to  fly  into  a  rage  or  passion,  to  become 
enraged. 

pari-krus,  cl.  I.  P.  -krosati, 

-kroshtum,  to  go  about  crying,  to  wail,  lament. 

HfVsfiH  pari-klam,  cl.  4.  P.  -kldmyati, 
-Tdamitiim,  to  be  tired  out  or  exhausted. 

Pari-Tdanta,  as,  a,  am,  very  tired,  tired  out, exhausted. 

pari-kvanana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt. 
kvan  with  pan),  loud-sounding,  loud. 

pari-kshan  or  pari-kshan,  cl.  8.  P. 
A.  -kshanoti,  -kshanute,  -kshanltum,  to  wound, 
hurt,  injure. 

Pari-kshata,  as,  a,  am,  wounded,  hurt,  injured, 
abraded,  cut,  scratched  ;  killed. 
Pari-kshati,  is,  f.  wounding,  injury,  lesion. 

pari-kshaya.   Seepari-kshi  below. 

C  pari-kshar,    cl.    I.   P.    -ksharati, 
-ksharitum,  to  stream  or  flow  round,  flow  or  stream towards. 

11  (V«|  ea  pari-kshal,  cl.  10.  P.  -kshalayati, 
-yitum,  to  wash  out,  rinse,  wash  off. 

Pari-kshdlana,  am,  n.  water  for  washing. 

pari-kshava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kshu 
with  pari),  Ved.  (ill-omened)  sneezing. 

pari-Tcshd,  f.  (fr.  rt.  kshai  with 
pari!),  day,  mud,  dirt. 
Pari-kshdna,  am,  n.,  Ved.  that  which  is  charred 

or  burnt  to  a  cinder. 

pari-kshama,  as,  a,  am  (said  to 
be  fr.  rt.  kshai  with  pari),  excessively  emaciated  or 
wasted  away,  dried  up,  fallen  away. 

pari-kshi  (see  rt.  4.  kshi),  cl.  5.  9. 
P.  -Tcsliinoti,  -kshindti,  -Icshetum,  to  destroy,  put  an 
end  to  :  Pass,  -kshiyate,  to  waste  away,  decay,  become 
exhausted  ;  to  be  brought  low  ;  to  become  poor. 

Pari-kshaya,  as,  m.  disappearing,  ceasing,  failure, 
ruin  ;  dissolution,  decay,  waste,  destruction. 
Pari-kshina,  as,  a,  am,  vanished,  disappeared  ; 

quite  decayed,  wasted,  emaciated,  worn  away;  ex- 
hausted ;  brought  low  ;  entirely  ruined  ;  diminished, 

decreased  ;  lost,  destroyed  ;  (in  law)  insolvent. 

pari-gup.  539 

^  pari-khid,  cl.  4.  P.  -khidyati, 
-Tchettum,  to  be  depressed,  to  feel  uneasy  or  dis- 

turbed, to  be  afflicted :  Caus.  -khedayati,  -yitum, 
to  trouble,  afflict,  injuie,  destroy. 

Pari-khinna,  as,  a,  am,  depressed,  afflicted, exhausted. 

Pari-kheda,  as,  m.  lassitude,  fatigue,  sleepiness, 
exhaustion,  being  worn  out. 

-  pari-klid,  cl.  4.  P.  -klidyati,  -kle- 
ditum,  -klettum,  to  be  very  wet  or  damp. 
Pari-klinna,  as,  a,  am,  very  wet,  excessively moist  or  humid. 

Pari-kledn,  as,  m.  humidity,  wetness,  dampness. 
Pari-kledin,  i,  inl,  i,  wetting,  moistening  ;  wet. 

TftfgOT/Hzri-fcfcV,  cl.  9.  P.  -klis'ndti,  -kle- 
tttum,  -kleshtum,  to  pain,  torment,  harass,  vex; 
cl.  4.  P.  A.  -kli-'yati.  -te,  to  suffer,  feel  pain  ;  to  be vexed  or  troubled  or  harassed. 

T  pari-kshit  or  pari-kshit  (see  rt.  2. 
TtiM),  Ved.  spreading  round  or  about,  extending  ; 
('living  about  or  among  mankind'),  an  epithet  of 
Agni  ;  (a«),  du.  an  epithet  of  heaven  and  earth  ;  (t), 
m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  king,  a  son  of  Abhi-manyu  and 
father  of  Janam-ejaya  ;  of  a  son  of  Kuru  and  father 
of  another  Janam-ejaya  ;  of  a  son  of  A-vikshit  and 
brother  of  Janam-ejaya  ;  of  a  king  of  A-yodhy5. 

trftFq^pari-ks/iip,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kshipati, 
•te,  -ksheptum,  to  throw  over  or  beyond;  to  put 
or  lay  or  wind  round;  to  throw  about,  surround, 
encircle,  embrace  ;  to  overlay  ;  to  fetter  ;  to  throw 
or  put  into. 

Pari-kshipta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown  about,  scattered, 
diffused  ;  surrounded,  encircled,  intrenched  ;  over- 

spread, overlaid  ;  struck  ;  left,  abandoned. 
Pari-ksliepa,  as,  m.  throwing  about,  moving  to 

and  fro;  scattering,  spreading,  diffusion;  surround- 
ing, encircling,  circumfluence  ;  an  encircling  belt  or 

boundary,  that  by  which  anything  is  surrounded; 
being  surrounded  ;  abandoning,  leaving. 

Pari-kshepaka,  as,  a,  am,  who  or  what  scatters or  disperses  or  surrounds. 

Pari-kshepin,  I,  inl,  i,  who  or  what  throws 
about,  scatters,  or  distributes,  &c. 

^U.B}"ta  pari-kshiva,  as,  d,  am,  drunk, quite  intoxicated. 

pari-khyd,  cl.  2.  P.  (in  the  non- 
conjugational  tenses  also  A.)  -khyati,  -khyatum, 
to  look  round  or  about,  look  at,  perceive  (Ved.); 
to  observe,  regard,  consider  ;  to  overlook,  disregard 

(Ved.). 
Pari-khydta,  as,  d,  am,  regarded  as;  called, 

named  ;  celebrated,  famous. 

Pan-khydti,  is,  f.  reputation,  fame,  celebrity. 

pari-aana,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), a  house. 

M  (V  i  i«u  M  pari-ganay  a,  Nom.  P.  -ganayati, 

-yitum,  to  count  over,  reckon  up  completely,  enu- 
merate one  by  one  ;  to  calculate,  reckon,  consider, 

reflect. 

Pari-ganana,  am,  n.  or  pari-ganand,  f.  com- 
plete or  accurate  enumeration,  accurate  calculation  or 

statement. 

Pari-ganantya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  enumerated 
completely,  to  be  stated  accurately. 

Part-ganita,  an,  d,  am,  enumerated,  calculated, 
reckoned  ;  a-pariganita  ,  as,  a,  am,  not  counted, 
innumerable;  a^pariganita-tta,  am,  n.  the  state 
of  not  being  enumerated,  innumerableness. 

Pari-ganya,  as,  d,  am,  calculable,  to  be  calculated 
or  enumerated,  to  be  stated  with  accuracy. 

,  cl.  i.  P.  -gatthati,  -gan- 
tum,  to  go  round,  walk  or  step  round  ;  to  wander 
over;  to  encircle,  surround,  embrace,  inclose;  to 

spread  on  all  sides,  extend  everywhere,  extend 
towards;  to  go  away,  depart,  die;  to  come  to  or 
attain  any  state  or  condition  (e.  g.  iantim  pari- 

gam,  to  become  appeased)  :  Caus.  -gamayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  cause  to  go  round,  to  pass  or  spend  (time). 

Pari-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  round,  surrounding. 
Pari-gata,  as,  d,  am,  gone  round,  encircled, 

surrounded,  encompassed  ;  diffused,  spread  ;  over- 
whelmed, distressed,  overcome;  filled,  possessed  of, 

affected  by,  afflicted  with;  known,  understood;  ob- 
tained, gained  ;  performed  ;  forgotten  ;  obstructed. 

Pari-gama,  as,  m.  or  pari-gamana,  am,  n. 
going  round,  surrounding;  spreading,  extending; 
knowing,  ascertaining  ;  obtaining. 

Pari-gamita,  as,  d,  am,  brought,   conducted, driven. 

jitum,  to  roar,  cry. 
,  cl.  I.  P.  -garjati,  -gar- 

proud. 

pari-garvita,  as,  d,  am,  very 

pari-garh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.,  cl.  JO.  P. 
-garhati,  -te,-garhayati,  -garhitum,  -garhayitum, 
to  blame  greatly,  censure,  despise,  abuse. 
Pari-gar/iana,  am,  n.  excessive  blame,  censure. 

l,  cl.  I.  P.  -galati,  -galitum, 

Pari-klifa,  ax,  m.  (?),  vexati 
Pari-klishta,  as,  d,  am,  mucl 

.tion,  trouble. 
much  vexed  or  annoyed, 

sorely  troubled,  pained,  harassed,  exhausted,  fatigued  ; 
(am),  n.  pain,  suffering,  vexation ;  (am),  ind.  with 
a  feeling  of  uneasiness  or  reluctance,  unwillingly. 
Pari-klefa,  as,  m.  hardship,  fatigue. 

pari-khandaya,  Nom.  P.  -khan- 
dayati,  -yitum,  to  make  small,  humiliate,  conquer. 

HlWill  pari-khan,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -khanati, 
-te,  -khanitum,  to  dig  round,  dig  up. 
Pari-khd,  f.  a  moat,  dilch,  trench  or  fosse 

round  a  town  or  fort ;  N.  of  a  village  in  the  North 
country.  —  Parikhd-sthita,  as,  d,  am,  secure,  im- 

pregnable. Pari-khdta,  as,  a,  am,  dug  round;  (as),  m.  a furrow,  rut. 

to  fall  down  or  drop  on  all  sides  ;  to  sink  down. 

Pari-galita,  as,  d,  am,  tumbled  down  ;  sunk  ; 
flowing,  fluid  ;  melted. 

pari-gd,  cl.  2.  3.  P.  -gdti,  -jigdti, 

-gdtum,  to  go  round,  go  round  in  a  circle  ;  to  spread 
everywhere  or  in  all  directions,  permeate,  pervade, 
overspread  ;  to  come  near,  approach,  reach,  come 

upon  ;  to  go  out  of  the  way  ;  to  disregard  ;  to  inves- 
tigate, ascertain,  obtain  knowledge  of. 

pari-gunaya,  Nom.  P.   - 
yati,  -yitum,  to  repeat,  reiterate. 
V\*J\l{pari-gup,  cl.  I.  P.  -gopdyati,  -gop- 

tum,  to  protect  :  Desid.  A.  -jugupsate,  to  beware 

of,  be  on  one's  guard  against  (with  abl.). 



540 Tjftrt  pari-gai. 
pari-6ita. pari-gai,  cl.  I.  P.  -yayati,  -gatum, 

to  go  about  or  walk  round  singing,  to  sing  or  cele- 
brate everywhere,  proclaim  to  all  the  world. 

Pari-giti,  is,  f.  a  kind  of  metre. 

Tft*T?  pari-gra/t  (Ved.  pari-grabh),  cl. 
9.  P.  A.  -grihndti,  -ntte  (Ved.  -gribhnati,  -nite), 
-grahituni,  to  take  hold  of,  lay  hold  of  on  both 
sides ;  embrace,  surround,  encircle,  enfold,  envelop ; 
fence  round,  hedge  round ;  to  wrap  round,  put 
round ;  to  put  on  (as  a  dress  or  ornament),  to 
dress;  to  seize,  clutch,  hold,  grasp,  catch,  take  or 
carry  along  with  one ;  to  support ;  to  take  possession 
of,  masler,  overpower,  overturn ;  to  lake  (in  war) ; 
to  accept,  receive;  to  conceive,  comprehend;  to 

take  (food) ;  to  take  upon  one's  self,  undertake,  un- 
dergo ;  to  receive  (hospitably  or  kindly) ;  to  lake 

(a  wife),  marry;  to  take  (by  the  hand),  assist;  to 
have  regard  to,  conform  to,  follow,  adopt ;  to  surpass, 
excel;  (in  Ved.  gram.)  to  enclose  (ill)  between  a 

word  twice  repealed,  (see  unucr  pari-graha.) 

Pari-grihita,  ax,  a,  am,  taken  hold  of  on  both 
sides,  grasped,  clutched ;  embraced,  surrounded ; 
taken,  accepted  ;  admitted,  consented  to,  assented 
to ;  followed,  obeyed  ;  opposed,  checked. 

Pari-grihili,  is,  f.,Ved.  grasping,  comprehension; 
summing  up. 

Pari-grihitri,  incorrect  form  for  parf-grahitri. 
1.  pari-grihya,    as,    a,  am,   to   be   taken   or 

accepted,  to  be  regarded,  &c. ;  (a),  f.  a  woman. 

2.  pari-grihya,  ind.  having  taken  or  seized ;  in 
company  with,  together  with,  along   with,  along ; 
considering,  regarding.  —  Parigrihya-tat,  an,  ati, 
at,  Ved.  containing  the  word  pan-grihya. 

Pari-graha,  as,  m.  laying  hold  of,  seizing, 
grasping ;  surrounding,  encircling ;  embracing,  span- 

ning ;  enclosing,  fencing  round  (theVedi  or  sacrificial 
altar  by  means  qf  three  lines  or  furrov/s) ;  wrapping 
round,  putting  on  (a  dress  &c.) ;  assuming  (a  form  or 
shape) ;  comprehension ;  taking  together,  summing 

up,  sum,  totality;  taking,  accepting,  receiving,  ac- 
ceptance [cf.  a-parigraha\ ;  anything  received,  a 

present ;  assenting  to,  assent ;  taking  possession  of, 

attaining,  obtaining ;  possession,  property  (e.  g.  ar- 

tha-p°,  possession  of  wealth ;  prana-p",  possession 
of  vital  spirit  or  life ;  parigraham  pari-tyajya, 

having  given  up  all  one's  properly) ;  choosing, 
selecting ;  claiming,  claim ;  admitting  or  receiving 

any  one  (itito  one's  house),  entertaining ;  an  enter- 
tainer ;  taking  the  hand,  assisting,  assistance  ;  taking  a 

wife  (lit.  taking  her  by  the  hand),  marrying,  marriage ; 
a  wife  ;  a  husband ;  honouring,  favouring ;  reverence, 

homage ;  grace,  favour,  patronage,  (tvat-parigrahdl, 
by  thy  favour) ;  apprehending,  understanding,  com- 

prehension, conception;  undertaking,  performing; 
subjugation,  making  subservient ;  dominion ;  chas- 

tising, punishing,  punishment ;  connection,  concern, 
relation ;  adherents,  dependants,  attendants,  train, 

retinue,  family,  suite,  the  seraglio  of  a  prince,  house- 
hold; a  house,  an  abode;  taking  away,  removing; 

an  eclipse  of  the  sun ;  root,  origin ;  a  curse,  im- 
precation, oath;  the  rear  or  reserve  of  an  army, 

(various  reading  for  prati-grafia)  ;  (in  Ved.  gram.) 
the  double  mention  of  a  word  both  before  and  after 

iti  ;  the  form  which  precedes  the  word  iti.  •-  Pari- 
graha-tea,  am,  n.  state  of  a  wife,  condition  of 
being  a  wife,  marriage.  —  Parigraha-dvitiya,  as, 

a,  am,  accompanied  by  one's  wife  or  family.  —  Pa- 
rigraha-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  a  family. 
—  Parigraha-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessed  of  wealth, 
having  property. 

Pari-grahaka,  as,  a,  am,  grasping,  taking  hold 
of;  undertaking. 

I'ari-ijrahana,  am,  n.  wrapping  round,  putting  on. 
Pari-grahin,  t,  ini,  f,  possessing,  attached  to worldly  possessions  or  property. 
Pari-grahitri,  la,  tri,  tri,  taking  hold  of;  one who  assists,  an  assister,  assisting ;  one  who  receives 

(another  into  his  house),  an  adoptive  father;  tta), m.  a  husband. 

Pari-graha,  as,  m.  the  fencing  round  (of  the 
Vedi  or  sacrificial  altar  with  three  lines  or  furrows  ; 

if  of  the  northern  altar,  called  uttara-parigrdha  ; 
if  of  the  eastern,  purva-jtarigruha). 

Pari-grdhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  treated  kindly  or 
hospitably,  to  be  addressed  with  kind  words. 

tV/ce  pari-olai,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 

-gldyati  (-te),  -glatum,  to  be  wearied  out,  be 
exhausted  ;  to  feel  repugnance  to  or  aversion  from 
(with  dat). 

Pari-gldna,  at,  a,  am,  wearied  out,  languid, 
exhausted  ;  averse  from. 

pari-gha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  han  with 
pan),  an  iron  beam  or  bar  used  for  locking  or 

shutting  a  gate  [cf.  argala]  ;  a  bar,  obstacle,  hin- 
drance (figuratively);  an  iron  bludgeon  or  slick 

studded  with  iron,  an  iron  club  ;  a  child  which 

assumes  a  peculiar  cross-position  in  birth  ;  a  line  of 
clouds  crossing  the  sun  at  sun-rise  or  sun-set  ;  the 
gate  of  a  palace,  of  a  town,  of  a  house  ;  (in  astron.) 
N.  of  the  nineteenth  Yoga;  killing,  striking,  de- 

stroying, a  blow;  a  pitcher,  water-jar;  a  glass 
pitcher;  N.  of  one  of  Skandafc  attendants;  N.  of  a 
Cand&la  ;  of  a  certain  virtuous  man  ;  (ail),  m.  du. 

two  birds  .flying  one  on  each  side  of  a  traveller 

(regarded  as  an  on\en).  —  Parigha-prin'fu-bdhu, 
us,  m.  one  whose  arm  is  as  long  as  an  iron  beam. 
—  Parigha-bahu,  us,  m.  one  whose  brawny  arm 

resembles  a  knotty  club.  —  Parighopama  (°gha- 
up°),  as,  d,  am,  resembling  an  iron  club. 
Pari-ghdta,  as,  m.  killing,  striking  ;  removing 

out  of  the  way,  getting  rid  of;  a  club,  an  iron 
bludgeon. 

Pari-ghdtana,  am,  n.  striking,  hurting,  killing  ; 
a  club  or  bludgeon  armed  with  iron. 

Pari-ghdtin,  t,  ini,  i,  destroying,  annihilating  ; 
setting  at  nought  ;  transgressing  (e.  g.  in  nripdjnd- 
parighdtin,  transgressing  the  commands  of  a  king). 

H  riM^pari-ghat,  Cans.  P.  -ghdtayati,  -yi- 
tum,  to  strike,  sound;  to  cause  to  vibrate  (as  the 
strings  of  a  musical  instrument). 

«jft.l|^  pari-ghatt,  cl.  10.  P.  -ghattayati, 
-yitum,  to  stir  round  or  about  ;  to  press  or  touch  on 
all  sides  ;  to  rub  ;  to  stir  up  ;  to  open. 

Pari-ghattana,  am,  n.  stirring  round,  stirring  up. 

Pari-ghattita,  as,  d,  am,  stirred  about,  touched 
or  rubbed  repeatedly. 

MfV.n«l<.  pari-gharghara  (?),  a  low  mur- 
muring sound. 

i4p4.v*«l  pari-gharmya,  as,  m.  a  vessel  for 
preparing  the  hot  sacrificial  beverage. 

pari-ghdta.    See  under  pari-gha. 

hiirn,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -ghvrnati, 

-te,  -ijhurnitum,  to  whirl  about,  shake  to  and  fro, 
flutter,  tremble. 

M(<^^  pari-ghrish,  cl.  I.  P.  -gharshati, 
-gharshitum,  to  rub  or  pound  to  pieces. 
Pari-ghrishlika,  as,  d,  am,  (perhaps)  one  who 

eats  only  what  is  pounded  (?).  * 

TjftTffl  pari-ghosha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ghush 
with  pan),  sound,  noise  ;  thunder;  improper  speech. 

TiVij  i  pari-ghra,  cl.  I.  A.  -jiglirate,  -ghra- 
tum,  to  kiss  passionately,  cover  with  kisses. 

Pari-jigkramdna,  as,  d,  am  (MahS-bh.  Strl-p. 
616),  kissing  passionately. 

M  fin  *  pari-takra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  section 

of  the  Dva-virjs'aty-avadanaka  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  town. 

'«f(V«i  ̂   pari-daksh,  cl.  2.  A.  -fashte 
(see  rt.  daksh),  to  overlook,  pass  over,  despise  ; 
to  reject  ;  to  declare  (guilty),  report,  proclaim  ;  to 
speak  of,  mention,  relate;  to  admit,  own,  acknow- 

ledge; to  call,  name;  to  address  (with  ace.);  to 
answer. 
Pari-daksha,  f.,  Ved.  rejection,  disapproval,  dis- 

approbation. Pari-dakshya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  despised  or 

disapproved. 
Tjr  pari-c'aturdasa,  as,  m.  or  pari- 

daturdas'an,  a,  m.  f.  n.  pi.  fully  fourteen. 
l(V">iMrt  pari-6apala,  as,  a,  am,  always 

moving  about,  very  volatile. 

vPc1^  pari-tar,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 
-darati  (-te),  -daritum  (ep.  -dartum),  to  move  or 
walk  about,  roam  about,  go  round  (with  ace.);  to 
attend  upon,  attend  to,  wait  upon,  serve,  honour 

(with  ace.):  Caus.  P.  -I'arayati,  -yitum,  to  sur- 
round ;  A.  -durayate,  to  beset  ;  to  be  served  or 

waited  upon. 

Pari-dara,  as,  d,  am,  roaming  about  ;  moving, 
flowing  ;  movable  (as  certain  verses  which  may  be 
put  at  the  beginning,  middle,  or  end  of  a  hymn)  ; 
an  attendant,  companion,  servant,  assistant  ;  a  guard, 

patrol,  city  watchman,  body-guard  ;  a  commander-in- 
chief  (?)  ;  attendance,  homage,  service. 
Pari-darana,  as,  m.  an  assistant,  a  servant; 

(am),  n.  going  about  ;  serving,  attending  upon, 
attention  to. 

Pari-daraniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  served  or 
attended  on  ;  belonging  to  attendance,  &c. 

Pari-daritavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  attended  on 
or  served  or  worshipped. 

Pari-daritri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  serves  or 
attends  upon,  an  attendant,  servant. 

Pari-darya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  attended  upon  or 
served  or  honoured;  (a),  f.  waiting  upon,  attend- 

ance, service,  dependancc  ;  devotion,  veneration, 
adoration,  worship.  —  Paridaryd-rat,  an,  ati,  at, 
attended  upon,  waited  upon,  honoured,  respected. 

Pari-ddra,  as,  m.  attendance,  service,  homage;  a 
place  for  walking  ;  an  attendant,  assistant,  a  servant. 
Pari-ddraka,  as,  iku,  am,  attending  ;  (as),  m. 

an  assistant,  a  servant,  attendant,  guard  ;  (Hid),  f.  a 

female  attendant,  waiting-maid. 
Parii?drana,  am,  n.  attending  upon,  attendance, serving. 

1'iiri-darika,  as,  m.  an  attendant,  assistant,  a 
servant  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  fried  grain  ;  (ikd),  f.  a  female 

attendant  or  servant,  a  waiting-maid. 
Pan-ddrin,i,ini,i,  going  about  in  all  directions, 

moving  about,  movable  ;  attending  on,  serving,  paying 

homage  to;  (i),  m.  an  attendant,  a  servant. 
Pari-ddrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  served  or  obeyed, 

to  be  worshipped. 

pari-(artana.       See   pari-frit, 

p.  541  ,  col.  I  . Vfll-«(*i{U|  paricarmanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pari- 

darman),  a  strip  of  leather. 

llHl'M  r^  pari-tal,  cl.  I  .  P.  -ialati,  -talitum, 
to  move,  stir  :  Caus.  -ddlayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
move  round,  turn  round. 

tjf^fV!  i.  pari-ci,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -cinoti,  -nute, 
-fetum,  to  pile  up,  heap  up,  accumulate;  to  collect; 
to  augment,  increase  ;  to  gather  in,  acquire,  obtain  ; 
to  fill  with  :  Pass,  -diyate,  to  be  increased  or  aug- 

mented, to  grow. 

I  .  pari-c'aya,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  under  2.  pari-£l, 
p.  541,  col.  J),  neaping  up,  accumulation.  —  i.  pari- 
daya-i'at,  an,  ati,  at,  accumulated,  collected  ;  com- 

plete, finished. 
I.  pari-dayaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  collected  or 

accumulated. 
1'iiri-fayya,  as,  m.,  scil.  agni,  a  sacrificial  fire 

arranged  in  a  circle  ;  raising  the  rent  or  revenue  of land(?). 

Pari-dit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  piling  up  or  arranging  all 
around. 

I.  parl-dita,  as,  d,  am,  heaped,  accumulated, 

filled  with. 



pari-tetavya. 

I.  pari-detavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  collected  toge- ther or  accumulated. 

1.  pari-deya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  collected  all  round 
or  from  every  side. 

HWW  2.  pari-fi,  cl.  3.  P.  -diketi,  -Mum, 
Ved.  to  examine,  investigate,  search  ;  to  familiarize 

one's  self  with,  accustom  one's  self  to,  exercise  one' 
self  in,  practise;  to  become  acquainted  with  :  Caus.  A 
•dayayate,  -yitum,  to  search,  seek  for. 
2.pari-daya,  as,  m.  (for  i.see  under  i.  pari-d 

p.  540,  col. 3),  acquaintance,  familiarity,  familiar  inte 
course,  conversancy,  intimacy;  knowledge;  recog 
nition  ;  meeting  with  a  friend  ;  trial,  practice,  repe 
tition,  frequent  repetition.  —  Paridaya-vat,  an,  at 
at,  intimately  acquainted,  accurately  known. 

2.  pari-dayaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  known. 
2.  pari-dita,  as,  d,  am,  known,  acquainted  o 

familiar  with.  —  Paridita-lhu,  us,  us,  u,  havin 
(its)  place  well  known. 

Pari-diti,  is,  f.  acquaintance,  familiarity. 
2.  pari-detavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  known,  fit  o 

proper  to  be  known. 
2.  pari-deya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  known;  to  b 

investigated  or  searched. 

M  Hi.!!)  I  faff  pari-namin. 
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pan-tint,  cl.  10.  P.  -dintayati 
-yitum,  to  think  about,  meditate  on,  reflect,  con 
sider  well;  to  call  to  mind,  recollect,  remember;  t 
think  out,  invent,  devise. 

Pari-tinlaka,  as,  a,  am,  reflecting  about,  rr.edi 
tating  on  (with  gen.). 

pari-fihnaya,  Nora.  P.  -tihna 
yatl,  -yitum,  to  mark,  sign,  subscribe. 
Pari-dihnita,  as,  a,  am,  "marked,  subscribed. 

TTfT^  pan-dud,  Caus.  P.  -codayati,  -yl 
turn,  to  set  in  motion,  wield,  brandish;  to  drive 
impel,  urge,  incite  ;  to  promote,  further  ;  to  exhort. 
Pari-dodita,  as,  a,  am,  wielded,  brandished 

impelled,  incited. 

^(V^*^  pari-6umb,  cl.  I.  P.  -fumbati 
•dumbitwm,  to  kiss  heartily  or  passionately,  covei with  kisses. 

Pari-dumbana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  kissing  heartily 
or  passionately. 

^iT  pari-drit,  cl.  6.  P.  -fritati,  -6ar- 
titum,  to  wind  round ;  to  tie  or  fasten  together. 
Pari-dartana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  part  of  a  horse's 

harness  from  the  girth  to  the  breast  and  the  tail. 

MKT».<^  I.  pari-ddhad  (pari-dhad),  cl.  10. 
P.  -ddhddayati,  -yitum,  to  envelop,  wrap  round, 
cover,  cover  up,  clothe;  to  conceal,  disguise;  to 
surround  with. 

•2.  pari-ddhad,  t,  f.  retinue,  train,  attendants ; 
paraphernalia ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  surrounded 
by,  provided  with  (see  send-p°). 
Pttri-ddhada,  as,  m.  a  cover,  covering,  garment, 

dress,  clothes;  surroundings,  domestic  utensils  or 
implements,  goods  and  chattels,  personal  property, 

furniture;  court,  retinue,  train,  attendants,' family, 
dependants;  necessaries  for  travelling;  parapher- 

nalia, baggage;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  furnished  or 
provided  with  (e.  g.  anna-pdna-pariddhada,  pro- 

vided with  food  and  drink)  ;  adorned  with. 
Pari-ddhanda,  as,  m.  retinue,  train,  suite,  at- tendants. 

Pari-ddkanna,  as,  d,  am,  invested,  enveloped, 
covered,  covered  over,  clothed,  clad  ;  overlaid  ;  con- 

cealed, disguised  ;  surrounded  with  (a  retinue  &c.). 

'rfif^pari-ddhid  (pari-dhid),  cl.  7.  P.  A. •ddhinatti,  -ddhintte,  -ddhettitm,  to  cut  on  both  sides, 
clip  round,  cut  ̂ irough,  cut  off,  cut  to  pieces;  to 
wound,  mutilate;  to  separate,  divide,  part;  to  limit 
on  all  sides,  define  or  fix  accurately,  define,  discri- 

minate, decide,  determine ;  to  form  a  just  estimate 
of,  weigh  duly,  assure  one's  self;  to  avert,  obviate. 
_  Pari-dfhilti,  is,  {.  accurate  definition,  limiting, 
limit,  measure ;  partition,  separation. 

Pari-ddhidya,  ind.  having  cut  off;  having  fixed 
or  denned  ;  having  decided. 
Pari-ddhinna,  as,  a,  am,  cut  off,  divided,  de- 

tached ;  reaped ;  confined,  limited,  small ;  obviated, 
remedied. 

Pari-ddheda,  as,  m.  cutting,  severing,  parting, 
division,  separation,  discrimination  (of  false  from  true), 
accurate  distinction  or  definition  ;  distinguishing  be- 

tween the  good  and  the  bad,  the  right  and  the 
wrong,  the  expedient  and  inexpedient;  discernment, 
discretion ;  exact  discrimination,  determination,  de- 

cision ;  judgment,  limit,  boundary,  moderation ; 
the  division  of  a  book,  a  section  or  chapter ;  a  seg- 

ment ;   obviating,  remedying.  • 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Sam-adhi. 

Pariddheda-kara, 

Pari-ddhedaka,  as,  a,  am,  separating,  defining, 
termining  ;  (ant),  n.  limitation,  limit,  measure. . 
Pan-ddfiedana,  am,  n.  dividing,  division  ;  discri- 

minating; the  division  of  a  book;  joyful  laughter  (?). 
Pari-ddhedya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  accurately  defined 

or  limited,  definable  ;  to  be  estimated  ;  to  be  weighed, 
to  be  measured. 

pari-dyu,  cl.  I.  A.  -dyavate,  -fyo- 
tum,  to  fly  off  from  (as  arrows  from  a  bow);  to 
depart  or  deviate  from,  to  swerve  from  or  transgress 
(with  abl.) ;  to  be  displaced  or  ejected  from  (with 
abl.);  to  be  removed  from,  deprived  of,  lose,  forfeit; 
to  be  released  or  freed  from,  to  escape ;  to  descend 
or  come  down ;  to  stream  round. 

Pari-dyuta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  from,  swerved 
from ;  deprived  of,  lost ;  ruined ;  streaming  with, 
surrounded  by  streams  (as  of  blood). 

Pari-dyuti,  is,  (.  falling  down. 

MK»ttf  pari-jana,  as,  m.  a  surrounding 
company  of  people,  attendants,  servants,  followers, 
family;  suite,  train,  court,  retinue  (especially  of 
females) ;  a  single  servant. 

MK>i«i»^ pari-janman,  a,  m.  the  moon ; 
fire;  [cf. pari-jman.] 

Pari-jndtri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  knows  or  per- 
ceives, an  observer,  knower  ;  wise,  intelligent. 

Pari-jnana,  am,  n.  perception,  thorough  know- 
ledge, learning,  complete  acquaintance,  ascertainment, 

experience,  discrimination. 
Pari-jnSya,  ind.  having  fully  known  or  ascer- 

tained, having  become  aware  of. 
Pari-jrieya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  recognised  or  ascer- 

tained ;  comprehensible  ;  (a-parij>ieya,  incompre- 
hensible.) 

pari-jman,  a,  a,  a  (probably  fr. 
rt.  gam  with  pari),  Ved.  running  or  walking  or 
driving  round  (said  of  the  sun,  of  the  chariot  of  the 
Asvins,  and  of  the  Asvins  themselves,  but  according 
to  the  commentator  applied  to  the  wind);  (a),  m. 
the  moon  ;  fire  ;  (an),  ind.  (Ved.  loc.  used  as  adv.), 
on  all  sides,  round  about,  everywhere. 

pari-jri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.   running 
round,  hastening  about,  spreading  everywhere. 

H  h.*f\pari-jvan,  a,  m.  the  moon  ;  a  sa- 
crificer  ;  a  servant  ;  fire  ;  [?  cf.  pari-jman.'] 

,  cl.  i.  P.  -japati,  -japitum, 
to  whisper  to,  to  whisper  or  mutter  (prayers)  in  a low  voice,  talk  about. 

Pari-japita,  as,  a,  am,  muttered,  whispered, 
prayed  over  in  a  low  voice. 

pari-di,  cl.  I.  A.  -day  ate,  -diyate, 
-dayitum,  to  fly  round. 

Pari-dina  or  pari-dmaka,  am,  n.  the  flight  of 
a  bird  in  circles,  flying  round. 

pari-nam,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -namati,  -te, 

nttun ,  cl.  I.  P.  -jalpati,  -jal- 
,  to  chatter;   prate  about,  talk  about,  speak 

of  (with  ace.). 

Pari-jalpita,  am,  n.  the  covert  reproaches  of  a mistress  neglected  or  ill  used  by  her  lover. 

pari-ja,  f.  (fr.  rt.  jan  with  part), 
Ved.  place  of  origin,  source. 

jj  pari-jddya,  as,  a,  am,  (perhaps) 
completely  rigid  or  motionless. 

pari-jdtaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
work  on  domestic  rites. 

pari-ji,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -jayati,  -te, 
•}€tum,  to  conquer,  overpower. 
Pari-jayya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  conquered,  to  be mastered. 

^pari-jn,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -jiryati,  -te, 
jaritum,  -jaritam,  to  become  worn  out  or  old, 
o  wear  out;  to  become  withered,  to  fade;  to  be 

igested. 
Pari-jirna,  as,  d,  am,  worn  out,  old ;  withered. 

TtTsTT  i.  pari-jnd,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -jdndti,  -ja- 
Ite,  -indium,  to  notice,  observe,  perceive,  recognise ; 
o  learn,  become  acquainted  with,  ascertain,  make 
ure  of,  know  thoroughly,  know  exactly  or  accurately, 
omprehend. 
Pari-jilapti,  is,  f.  conversation,  discourse ;  recog- ition. 

2.  pari-jnd,  f.  knowledge,  accurate  ascertainment. 
Pari-jndta,  as,  d,  am,  thoroughly  known,  ascer- ined,  learnt. 

-nantum,  to  stoop  (as  an  elephant  about  to  strike), 
bend  down,  bend  aside  ;  to  change  into,  be  trans- 

formed into  (with  inst.)  ;  to  become  ripe  or  mature, 
ripen  ;  to  be  digested  ;  to  become  old,  grow  old  ;  to 
set  (as  the  sun)  ;  to  elapse  (as  time)  :  Caus.  -nama- 
yati  or  -namayati,  to  make  ripe,  ripen,  mature  ; 
to  bring  to  an  end,  pass  (as  the  night)  ;  to  bend 
one's  self  down,  stoop,  bend  to  one  side  :  Pass,  of 
Caus.  -namyate,  to  become  ripe,  ripen. 
Pari-nata,  as,  a,  am,  bent  down,  bowed  down, 

curved,  deflected  ;  stooping  ;  changed  or  transformed 
into  (with  inst.)  ;  ripened,  ripe,  mature  ;  digested  ; 
full  grown,  advanced  in  age,  perfected  ;  set  (as  the 
sun)  ;  elapsed  ;  (as),  m.  an  elephant  stooping  to 
strike  with  his  tusks  or  that  gives  a  side  blow  with 
the  tusks  ;  (am),  n.  capital,  wealth  accumulated  for 
the  sake  of  profit  (l).  —  Parinata-3arad,  t,  f.  the 
latter  part  of  the  autumn. 
Pari-nati,  is,  f.  bending  down,  bowing  ;  change, 

alteration,  transformation,  transmutation  ;  the  be- 
coming ripe,  ripening,  ripeness,  maturity;  conse- 

quence, result,  issue,  effect  ;  end,  close,  the  last  stage 
or  conclusion  of  anything  ;  fulfilment. 
Pari-namana,  am,  n.  change,  transformation, 

changing  into  (with  inst.). 
Pari-namayitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  causing  to  bend  or 

bow,  bending  ;  causing  to  ripen,  bringing  to  maturity. 

Pari-nama,  as,  m.  change,  alteration,  transform- 
ation; alteration  of  food,  digestion;  result,  conse- 
quence, issue,  effect,  event  ;  end,  close,  termination, 

last  stage  or  state,  conclusion  [cf.  dush-p°]  ;  advance 
in  age,  growing  old  ;  lapse  (of  time)  ;  a  particular 
figure  of  speech  by  which  the  properties  of  any 
object  are  transferred  to  that  with  which  it  is  com- 

pared ;  (e),  ind.  finally,  lastly,  in  the  end,  afterwards  ; 
at  the  close  of  life.  —  Parinama-dars'in,  I,  ini,  i, 
looking  forward  to  the  issue  or  consequences  (of  any 
act  or  event),  prepared  for  a  change,  provident; 
prudent,  -tParinama-driskti.  is,  f.  foresight,  pro- 

vidence. —  Parinama-mrodha,  as,  m.  obstruction 
(of  felicity  caused)  by  human  vicissitude,  as  birth, 
growth,  death,  8cc,  —  Parinama-pathya,  as,  a, 
am,  suited  to  a  future  state  or  condition.  —  Pari- 
nama-iula,  as,  m  j>ain  resulting  from  the  changes 
of  the  food  in  indigestion,  violent  and  painful  indi- 

gestion, flatulence  with  pain,  colic. 
Pavi-ndmaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  effecting  a  change, 

causing  vicissitudes  (as  time). 
Parinamika,  as,  a,  am,  resulting  from  change, 

produced  by  alteration. 
Pari-namin,  I,  ini,  i,  changing,  altering,  subject 
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parinami-tva. pari-trdtri. 

to  transformation,  changeable.  -  Parindmi-tva,  am, 
n.  liability  to  change,  mutability. 

Pari-ninansu,  us,  us,  u,  about  to  stoop,  about  to 
make  a  side  thrust  (with  the  tusks,  as  an  elephant). 

sk.<ii5  pari-nah,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -nahyati, 

-te,  -nadd/uim,  to  bind  round,  tie  round,  gird, 
wrap  round ;  to  encircle,  span,  embrace,  surround. 

Pari-naddha,  a»,  a,  am,  bound  round,  wrapped 
round  ;  of  great  span  or  compass,  broad,  large. 

Pari-nahana,  am,  n.  binding  round,  girding  on, 
wrapping  round. 

1'ari-naha,  as,  m.  compass,  circumference,  extent, 
width,  breadth,  circumference  of  a  circle,  periphery  ; 
(sometimes  spelt  pari-ndha,  q.  v.)—  Parindha- 
vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  a  wide  compass  or  circum- 

ference, round,  large,  big. 

Pari-ndhin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  wide  compass  or 
circumference,  big,  large ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 
having  the  circumference  of  (e.  g.  mattebha-kum- 

l>ha-P°,  q.v.). 
Part-nail,  t,  {.,  Ved.  encompassing,  pervading, 

spreading  over ;  a  trunk  or  chest  on  a  carriage ;  N. 
of  a  place  on  the  Saras-vatT. 

Parl-ndha,  as,  m.=pari-ndha  above;  a  piece 
of  common  land  encircling  a  village  or  city;  an 
epithet  of  Siva. 

MiVjVirti*  pari-ninsaka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 
nins  with  pan),  tasting,  eating ;  kissing ;  an  eater 
( = bhakshayitri ). 
Parininsd,  f.  tasting,  eating ;  kissing. 

TftftrVT  pari-ni-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -da- 
dhdti,  -dliatte,  -dhdtum,  Ved.  to  place  or  lay 
round. 

[  pari-ninansu.    See  above. 

pari-ni-md  (rt.  2.  or  4.  ma?), 
cl.  3.  A.  -mimite,  -mdtum,  see  Scholiast  on  Pan. 
VIII.  4, 17. 

MU.r«ai  pari-ni-me,  cl.  i.  A.  -may ate, 
-mdium,  see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  VIII.  4,  17. 

MiVUu«h  pari-nir-md  (rt.  4.  ma),  cl.  2.  P., 

3.  4.  A.  -mdti,  -mimite,  -mdyatt,  -mdtum,  to 
mark  off,  to  limit ;  to  settle,  determine. 

»l(Y.r*ij8i  pari-nishtha,  f.  perfect  skill  or 
conversancy. 

MKi*n5«^  pari-ni-han,   cl.  2.  P.  -hanti, 
-hantum,  to  strike. 
Pari-nighnat,  an,  ati,  at,  striking. 

s u,«ui  pari-ni,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nay ati,  -te 
(anom.  perf.  in  epic  poetry,  parinaydm-dsa), 
-netum,  to  lead  about,  to  lead  or  conduct  round, 
bear  or  carry  round;  (especially)  to  lead  a  bride 
and  bridegroom  or  a  bride  round  the  sacrificial  fire 
(with  two  ace.) ;  to  marry,  (said  of  a  bridegroom) ;  to 
lead  forward ;  to  trace  out,  discover,  investigate : 

Caus.  -ndyayati,  -yitum,  to  pass  or  spend  (time). 
Pari-naya,  as,  m.  leading  round,  (especially) 

leading  the  bride  round  the  sacred  fire,  marriage, 

(nava-fiarinayd,  a  newly  married  woman.) 
Pan-nayana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  leading  round, 

(especially)  leading  round  the  sacred  fire ;  marrying, 
marriage. 

Pari-ndya,  as,  m.  leading  round ;  moving  a 
piece  at  chess,  draughts,  &c. ;  a  move  (at  chess). 

Pari-ndyaka,  as,  m.  a  leader,  guide,  (a-pari- 
nayaka,  being  without  a  guide) ;  a  husband. 

Pari-nita,  as,  d,  am,  led  round;  married;  (in 
MahS-bh.  Vana-p.  13730,  probably)  completed, finished,  executed. 

Pari-netri,  td,  m.  •  one  who  leads  round/  a husband. 

Pari-neya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  led  round ;  (a),  f.  to be  led  round  the  fire  (as  a  bride),  to  be  married. 

lf<.rl«*«1  pari-takana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  tak 
with  pari),  running  round  or  about. 

Pari-takmya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  causing  anxiety  or 
uneasiness,  insecure,  unsafe,  perilous,  dangerous  ;  (d), 

f.  error  ;  night,  darkness. 

sfVn^  pari-tad,  cl.  IO.  P.  -tddayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  touch,  strike  against,  strike. 

*lfTir«T  pari-tan  (see  rt.  3.  tan),  cl.  5.  P. 

A.  -tanoli,  -tanute,  -tanitum^ed.  to  stretch  round, 
clasp  round,  embrace,  surround. 

Pari-tatnu,  us,  us,  n,  Ved.  stretching  round, 
embracing,  clasping  round,  surrounding. 

Part-tat,  t,  t,  t,  spread  all  around,  extended  in 
every  direction. 

ij^a'\pari-tap,  cl.  i.  P.  -tapati,  -taptum, 
to  burn  or  scorch  all  round,  burn  excessively,  set  on 
fire,  kindle  ;  to  feel  or  suffer  pain  ;  to  mortify  the 
body,  undergo  penance,  practise  austerities  :  Pass. 

-tapyate  (rarely  -tapyati),  to  feel  or  suffer  pain  ; 
to  undergo  penance,  mortify  the  flesh  :  Caus.  -tdpa- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  scorch  ;  to  cause  great  pain,  tor- 

ment, torture. 

Pari-tapta,  as,  d,  am,  surrounded  with  heat, 
heated,  scorched,  burnt  ;  tormented. 

Pari-tapti,  is,  f.  great  pain  or  sorrow,  anguish, 
torture. 

Pari-tdpa,  as,  m.  glow,  heat,  scorching  heat; 
pain,  anguish,  grief,  sorrow,  affliction  ;  fear,  trembling  ; 
N.  of  a  particular  hell. 
Pari-tdpin,  I,  ini,  i,  burning  hot,  very  hot; 

causing  much  pain  or  sorrow,  causing  anguish,  tor- 
turing, tormenting. 

nlXn«^  pari-tam,  cl.  4.  P.  -tdmyati,  -ta- 
mitum,  to  gasp  for  breath,  to  be  oppressed. 

MI\JI«I«  pari-tark,  cl.  10.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 

-tarkayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  think  about,  reflect  about, 
ponder  upon  ;  to  reflect,  consider  ;  to  examine  (judi- 
cially). 

Pari-tarkana,  am,  n.  consideration,  reflection  ; 

pondering  upon  (with  gen.). 
Pari-tarkita,  as,  d,  am,  thought  about  ;  examined  ; 

(a-paritarkita,  not  examined,  unexpected.) 

s(Vn»^  pari-tarj,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 
-tarjati,  -te,  &c.,  to  threaten,  menace. 

ntVfl*^  pari-tas,  ind.  (fr.  pari),  around, 
round  about,  all  around,  on  all  sides,  on  every  eide,  to 
all  sides,  everywhere,  in  every  direction,  from  all  parts  ; 
round  (as  a  prep,  with  ace.  or  gen.). 

pari-tdpa.     See  pari-tap  above. 
1<4  pari-tdranlya,  as,  d,  am  (fr. 

rt.  tri  with  part),  to  be  delivered  or  liberated,  to  be 
saved  or  redeemed. 

pari-tikta,  as,  d,  am,  extremely 

bitter  ;  (as,  am),  m.  or  n.  (?),  Melia  Azedarach. 

M(X.rt<J  pari-tud,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -tudati,  -te, 
-lotlum,  to  trample  down,  stamp  upon,  pound. 

HfXrlM  pari-tush,  cl.  4.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 

-tushyati,  -te,  -tosktum,  to  be  quite  satisfied  with 
(with  gen.  or  loc.)  ;  to  feel  complete  satisfaction,  be 
much  pleased,  be  very  glad  :  Caus.  -toshayati,  -yi- 

tum, to  satisfy  completely,  to  please  much  or  gratify  ; 

to  appease  ;  to  flatter. 
I'ari-tuslita,  as,  a.,  am,  completely  satisfied, 

much  pleased,  delighted,  very  glad.  —  I'aritushtdt- 
man  (°ta-dt°),  d,  d,  a,  contented  in  mind. 

Pari-tushti,  is,  !.  complete  satisfaction,  content- 
ment, delight. 

1'ari-toska  (rarely  jxtri-toska),  as,  m.  complete 
satisfaction,  gratification,  contentment,  pleasure,  de- 

light, glee  ;  delight  in  (with  loc.  or  gen.,  e.  g.  gunini 

paritoshah,  delight  in  a  virtuous  person).  —  Pari- 
tosha-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  satisfied,  contented,  glad. 
Pari-toshana,  as,  d,  am,  satisfying,  gratifying, 

who  or  what  satisfies  or  makes  content  ;  (am),  n. 
satisfying,  satisfaction,  gratification. 

Pari-to»hayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  satisfies 

completely,  who  or  what  gratifies,  pleasing  or  making 

very  glad. 
Pari-toshin,  i,  ini,  i,  completely  satisfied,  con- 

tented. 

i  pari-trid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -trinatti, 
-trintte,  -tarditum,  Ved.  to  pierce  through,  pierce 
(with  a  spear),  thrust  through. 

^  (VrlHx  pari-trip,  cl.  4.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 
-tripyati,  -te,  -tarpitum,  -tarptum,  -traptum,  to 
be  completely  satisfied  or  contented  :  Caus.  -tarpa- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  satiate  or  satisfy  completely,  sate  ; 
to  relish  ;  to  refresh. 

Pari-tarpana,  as,  a,  am,  satisfying,  sating,  con- 
tenting ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  satisfying,  gratification. 

Pari-tarpita,  as,  d,  am,  satisfied  completely, 
sated;  refreshed. 

aj,  cl.  I.  P.  -tyajati,  -tyak- 
tum,  to  abandon,  forsake,  desert,  leave,  discard,  dis- 

miss, repudiate,  disown,  reject;  to  quit  (a  place)  ;  to 

give  up,  give  away,  surrender,  abdicate,  renounce, 
resign;  (with  dekam)  to  forsake  the  body,  die; 
(with  prdndn)  to  resign  the  breath,  give  up  the 

ghost;  (with  ndvam)  to  disembark;  to  shake  off 
(as  sleep)  ;  to  leave  over,  leave  a  remainder  ;  to  leave 
a  space  or  interval  ;  to  let  go  ;  to  leave  out  ;  to  put 

aside,  neglect,  disregard  :  Pass,  -tyajyate,  to  be  de- 
prived of,  bereft  of  (with  inst.)  ;  to  lose  :  Caus. 

-tydjayati,  -yitum,  to  deprive  a  person  (ace.)  of 
anything  (ace.)  ;  to  rob,  take  away  anything  from 
any  one  (with  two  ace.). 

Pari-tyakta,  as,  d,  am,  left,  quitted,  deserted, 
abandoned  ;  bereft  of,  deprived  of,  robbed  of  (with 

inst.)  ;  left,  wanting  ;  let  go  ;  let.  fly  or  discharged 
(as  an  arrow). 

Parl-tyaktri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  abandons  or 
deserts,  leaving,  abandoning,  a  forsaker. 

Pari'tyaj,  k,  k,  k,  forsaking,  deserting,  aban- 
doning ;  giving  up,  resigning  ;  a  forsaker. 

Pari-tyajana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  abandoning, 
giving  away,  distributing. 

1.  pari-tyajya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  abandoned  or 
forsaken  or  deserted  ;  to  be  given  up  or  resigned. 

2.  pari-tyajya,  ind.  having  abandoned,  &c.  ;  leav- 
ing a  space,  at  a  distance  from  (with  ace.)  ;  with  the 

exception  of,  excepting. 

Pari-tydga,  as,  m.  abandoning,  abandonment, 

leaving,  quitting,  desertion,  repudiation,  divorce,  re- 
jection ;  discarding,  resigning,  renouncing,  renuncia- 

tion, abdication,  letting  go,  giving  up,  giving  away, 
liberality;  sacrificing,  sacrifice;  neglecting,  neglect, 

omission  ;  loss,  privation  ;  separation  from.  —  Pari- 

tydga-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
Paritydgin,  i,  ini,  i,  abandoning,  quitting,  for- 

saking, resigning,  renouncing. 

Pari-tydjana,  am,  n.  causing  to  abandon  or 
give  up. 

Pari-tyajya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  abandoned  or  for- saken, to  be  left  or  deserted;  to  be  given  up  or 

resigned,  to  be  renounced  ;  to  be  omitted. 

MfVdW  pari-trasta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  2. 
tras  with  pari),  terrified,  frightened,  afraid,  much alarmed. 

Pari-trdsa,  as,  m.  terror,  fright,  fear. 

trftl^  pari-trai  (by  some  written  pari-trd), 
cl.  I.  A.  -trdyate,  -trdtum,  to  rescue,  save,  protect, 
defend  ;  paritrdyatdm  or  paritrdyadhvam,  help  ! 
to  the  rescue  ! 
Pari-trdna,  am,  n.  protecting,  protection,  pre- 

serving, rescuing,  rescue,  deliverance,  preservation, 
defence,  means  of  defence  or  protection  ;  self-defence  ; 
abstaining  from  ;  the  hair  of  the  body  (?). 

Pari-trdta,  at,  d,  am,  protected  ;  rescued,  saved, 

preserved. 

Pari-trdtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  rescued  or  pre- 
served, to  be  protected  or  defended. 

Pari-trdtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  protector,  defender, 
rescuer. 
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pari-tvar,  cl.  i.  A.  -tcarate,  -tva- 
ritum,  to  hasten  towards. 

TjtV^fyn  pari-dansita,  as,  d,  am,  com- 
pletely armed,  covered  with  mail,  armed  cap-a-pie. 

M  fti;  *.  pari-dara.     See  col.  2. 

MfX<?£  pari-dashta,  as,  d,  am,  bitten  to 
pieces,  bitten.  —  Paridashta-da66hada,  as,  d,  am, 
biting  the  lips. 

nfl.*;^  pari-dah,  cl.  I.  P.  -dahati,  -day- 
dhum,  to  bum  round,  scorch  round,  burn  entirely, 
consume  by  fire,  to  dry  up :  Pass,  -dahyate,  to  be 
burnt  or  wholly  consumed,  to  burn. 
Pari-dagdha,  as,  a,  am,  bumf,  scorched. 
Pari-da/iana,  am,  n.  burning,  scorching. 
Pari-ddha,  as,  m.  burning,  combustion ;  mental 

anguish,  pain,  sorrow. 
Pari-ddhin,  i,  int,  i,  burning,  scorching,  hot. 

»((V.^i  r.  pari-da,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -daddti, 
-dalte,  -datum,  to  give,  give  away  entirely,  sur- 

render, deliver  up ;  to  intrust,  deposit  with  (with 
gen.,  dat.,  or  loc.  of  the  person);  to  present;  to 
lend :  Caus.  -ddpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be 
delivered  or  given  up. 

2.  pari-da,  (.,  Ved.  giving  one's  self  up  to  the favour  or  protection  of  another ;  surrender ;  devotion. 
Pari-ddna,  am,  n.  devotion;  barter,  exchange; 

restitution  of  a  deposit. 
Pari-ddya,  ind.  having  given  up  or  surrendered. 
Pari-ddyin,  i,  m.  a  father  (or  another  relation) 

who  marries  his  daughter  or  ward  to  a  man  whose 
elder  brother  is  not  yet  married. 

I.  pari-tta,  as,  d,  am  (for  pari-datta),  given, 
given  up ;  entirely  given  away,  delivered  up.  (For  2. 
pari-tta  see  pari-do,  col.  2.) 

M(«.<;I  3.  pan-da.     See  pari-do,  col.  2. 

lfi.r<;^  pari-div  or  pari-deo  (see  rts.  i. 
dlv  and  dev),  cl.  1. 10.  P.  -devati,  -devayati  (rarely 
A.  -te),  -yitum,  to  wail,  lament,  cry ;  to  bewail, 
bemoan,  weep  for  (with  ace.). 
Pari-deva,  as,  m.  lamentation,  wailing,  crying. 
Pari-devaka,  as,  Ufa,  am,  lamenting,  who  or 

what  laments  or  complains. 
Pari-devana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  lamentation,  bewailing, 

complaint. 
Pari-devita,  as,  a,  am,  lamented,  bewailed ; 

plaintive,  lamenting,  miserable ;  (am),  n.  lamentation, 
wailing,  complaint. 
Pari-devin,  i,  inl,  i,  lamenting,  bewailing. 
Pari-dyuna,  as,  d,  am,  sorrowful,  sad,  miserable. 

tfftfrJSI  pari-dis,  cl.  3.  6.  P.  -dideshti, 
-disati,  -deshtum,  to  announce,  make  known ;  to 
signify  (the  existence  of  anything). 
Pari-dishta,  as,  a,  am,  made  known,  known. 

MlVn^?  pari-dih,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -degdhi, 
-digdhe,  -degdhum,  Ved.  to  coat  or  cover  over, 
smear  over. 

^r«.i;1»i  pari-dina,  as,  d,  am,  excessively 
dejected  or  downcast,  much  afflicted.  —  Paridina- 
sattva,  as,  d,  am,  distressed  in  mind. 

MtVjTc-S  pari-durbala,  as,  d,  am,  ex- 
tremely weak  or  decrepit. 

MK^ai^an'-rfnV,  cl.  I .  P.  -pasyati,  -drash- tum,  to  look  at,  see,  view,  look  upon,  behold,  regard, 
perceive ;  to  regard  mentally,  consider,  investigate, 
search,  find  out;  to  know;  to  frequent:  Pass. 
-driisyate,  to  be  observed  or  perceived ;  to  appear, 
become  visible :  Caus.  -darfayati,  -yitum,  to  show ; 
to  set  forth,  expound,  explain. 
Pari-drashtri,  id,  in,  tri,  a  spectator,  looker 

on ;  perceiver. 

?  pari-dri,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -drindti,  -nite, 
&c.,  Ved.  to  rend  or  destroy  on  all  sides :  Pass. 
-dlryate,  to  peel  or  drop  off  on  all  sides,  to  become 

dropsical  (the  skin  swelling  and  appearing  ready  to drop  off). 

Pari-dara,  as,  m.  a  disease  of  the  gums  in  which 
the  skin  peels  off  and  bleeds. 
Pari-dirna,  as,  a,  am,  rent  on  all  sides. 

pari-dev.     See  pari-div,  col.  I. 

pari-do  or  3.  pari-dd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ddti, 
-datum,  to  cut  or  clip  round. 

2.  pari-tta,  as,  d,  am,  clipped  or  cut  round, 
incomplete,  limited,  confined,  &c. ;  see  p.  552,  col.  I. 
(For  I.  pari-tta  see  under  I. pari-da,  col.  I.) 

pari-dyuna.     See  pari-div,  col.  i . 

ru,  cl.  i.  P.  -dravati,  -drotum, 

Ved.  to~run  round. 

pari-dvipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  sons  of  Garuda. 

4  (V.s  fl^  pari-dveshas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved. 
hating,  completely  hostile. 

M(VV«J«!I  pari-dharshana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 
dhrish  with  pari),  assault,  attack,  injury,  abuse, 
ill-treatment,  rough  usage. 

tJuOT  pari-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhdti, 
-dhatte,  -dhdtum,  to  lay  or  put  round,  place  or  set 
round ;  to  put  round  one's  self,  wrap  round,  put  on, 
put  on  (a  garment),  dress  (without  a  following  ace.) ; 
to  clothe ;  to  surround,  envelop,  encompass ;  to 
cast  (the  eyes)  round,  turn  the  glance  upon ;  (Ved.) 
to  conclude  or  close  (the  recitation  of  a  hymn) : 
Caus.  -dhdpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  put  or  wrap 
round,  cause  to  put  on,  clothe  with  (with  inst.); 
clothe  any  one  in  (with  two  ace.) :  Desid.  -dhitsate, 
&c.,  to  be  about  to  put  on,  to  wish  to  clothe  one's 
self. 
Pari-dhZna  or  pan-dhana,  am,  n.  putting 

round,  laying  round  (Ved.) ;  wrapping  round  ;  put- 
ting on  (a  garment),  dressing,  clothing;  that  which 

is  put  on,  a  garment,  (especially)  an  under  garment, 
clothes,  vesture,  (gagana-paridhdna,  stark  naked  ; 
cf.  dig-anibara) ;  closing  or  concluding  (the  reci- 

tation of  a  hymn).  —  Paridhdna-valkala,  am,  n. 
bark  for  clothing. 

Paridhdnlya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  forming  the  close 
or  conclusion ;  (a),  f.,  scil.  rti,  a  concluding  or  final 
verse ;  (am),  n.  an  under  garment. 
Pari-dhdpana,  am,  n.  causing  to  put  on  (a 

garment). 
Pari-dhdpaniya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  investi- 

ture or  the  causing  any  one  to  put  on  (a  garment  &c.). 
Pari-dhdya,  as,  m.  train,  retinue,  attendants; 

the  hinder  parts,  posteriors ;  a  receptacle  for  water, 
reservoir. 

Pari-dhayaka,  as,  rn.  a  hedge,  fence,  enclosure. 
Pari-dhi,  is,  m.  that  by  which  anything  is  sur- 

rounded or  enclosed  (said  of  the  ocean  as  surrounding 
the  earth),  a  fence,  hedge,  wall ;  a  misty  halo  or 
circle  round  the  sun  or  moon ;  a  circle  or  disk  of 
light,  a  glory ;  the  horizon ;  circumference,  compass ; 
the  circumference  of  a  circle ;  the  periphery  of  a 
wheel ;  a  circle  surrounding  the  globe,  a  great 
circle;  epicycle;  a  frame  of  wood  laid  round  a 
sacrificial  fire  to  keep  it  together,  (commonly  in 
three  pieces,  called  madhyama,  dakshina,  uttara) ; 
a  covering;  the  branch  of  the  tree  to  which  the 
victim  at  a  sacrifice  is  tied  (?)  ;  N.  of  a  man.  —  Pa- 
ridhi-stha,  as,  d,  am,  situated  on  the  horizon ; 
(as),  m.  a  number  of  sentinels  posted  in  a  circle ; 
a  guard,  body-guard;  an  aide-de-camp,  an  officer 
attendant  on  a  king  or  general.  —  Paridhi-yati- 
khefara,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva,  (perhaps  '  the 
bird  presiding  over  the  horizon,'  paridhi  for  pa- ridhir). 

Pari-dheya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  put  round,  wear- 
able ;  (am),  n.  an  under  garment  (?). 

Pari-hila,  as,  d,  am,  stationed  round;  placed 
round,  invested,  put  on,  clothed,  covered. 
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pari-dhdrana.    See  under  pari- 
dhri  below. 

Mforr^  pari-dhdv,  cl.  i.  P.  (rarely  A.) 
-dhdvati,  -te,  -dhdvitit'tn,  to  flow  or  stream  round, 
to  run  round  or  about ;  go  about ;  (mrigayam  pari- 
dhdv,  to  go  or  move  about  hunting,  to  hunt) ; 
to  drive  about ;  to  stream  through,  run  through  ; 
to  run  or  move  round  anything  (with  ace.)  ;  to  run 
towards  or  after,  to  pursue :  Caus.  -dhavayati, 
-yitum,  to  surround,  encompass,  encircle. 
Pari-dhdvin,  i,  int,  i,  running  round  ;  (i),  m., 

N.  of  the  46th  (or  2Oth)  of  the  60  years'  cycle of  Jupiter. 

H(V*f)i.  pari-dhira,  as,  d,  am,  very  deep 
(as  a  tone  or  sound). 

k«(V>jjMn  pari-dhupita,  as,  d,  am,  richly 
perfumed  or  scented. 

'Tft.VJRT/jan'-rfAwsara,  as,  a,  am,  quite  grey. 

*lft^|  pari-dhri,  cl.  10.  P.  -dhdrayati, 
-yitum,  to  carry  about;  to  support,  bear,  suffer, endure. 

Pari-dhdrana,  am,  n.  carrying  about,  supporting, suffering,  enduring. 

Pari-dhdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  preserved  or maintained. 

,  cl.  i.  A.  -dhvansate, 
-dhvansitum,  to  fall  to  pieces,  fall  away,  decay  ; to  be  destroyed. 

Pari-dhvansa,   as,   m.   distress,   disaster,    ruin, 
ouble,  toil  ;    failing,  failure  ;    injury,   destruction  ; 

leaving  one's  caste,  loss  of  caste,  mixture  of  castes. 
Pari-dhvansin,  i,  int,  i,  falling  away,  falling  off; destroying,  ruining. 

Pari-dhvasta,  as,  d,  am,  destroyed,  ruined ; covered. 

pari-nindd,  f.  strong  censure, severe  blame. 

pari-nimna,  as,  d,  am,  much  de- 
pressed, deeply  hollowed. 

pari-nir-ji,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -jayati, 
-te,  -jetum,  to  conquer,  overpower  thoroughly. 

pari-nirvapana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 
vap  with  pari-nii),  distributing,  dispensing,  giving. 
Pari-ninivapsd,  f.  (fr.  the  Desid.),  desire  of 

giving,  a  disposition  to  distribute,  liberality. 
Pari-nirvivapsu,  us,  us,  u,  intending  to  give 

much,  desirous  of  giving. 

pari-nirvdna,  as,  d,  am,  quite 
extinguished,  quite  brought  to  an  end  ;  (am),  n.  the 
final  extinction  of  the  individual;  N.  of  a  place 
where  Buddha  disappeared. 

4 ujii'i in  pari-nirvriti,  is,  f.  final  libera- 
tion ;  complete  emancipation  of  the  soul  from  the 

body  and  exemption  from  future  transmigration. 

tfV.fi  ̂ Jpari-nisdaya,as,ra.  fixed  opinion 
or  resolution. 

pari-ni-shad,  cl.  i.  6.  P.  (Ved. 

also  A.)  -sJudati,  -shattum,  to  sit  round. 
pari-nishthd  (fr.  rt.  sthd  with  pari 

and  ni  or  nis,  see  ni-shtha),  extreme  limit,  highest 
point;  complete  accomplishment;  complete  know- 

ledge or  acquaintance,  familiarity  with  anything. 
Pari-nishthita,  as,  d,  am,  completely  skilled  in 

or  acquainted  with. 
Pari-naishthika,  as,  I,  am,  the  highest,  utmost, 

most  perfect. 

iri-ny-as,  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati,  -asi- 
tum,  to  stretch  out,  extend. 
Pari-nyasta,  as,  d,  am,  stretched  out,  extended. 
Pari-nydsa,  as,  m.  completing  the  sense  of  a 
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pari-pakva. 

pari-prl. 
passage;  (in  dramatic  language)  alluding  to  the 
development  of  the  so-called  seed  or  origin  of  the 

dramatic  plot,  [cf.  vlja.'] 
H r*.N £)i pari-pakva,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.pa6 

with  part),  completely  cooked  or  dressed ;  finally 
baked  ;  completely  burnt  (as  a  brick) ;  digested  ;  quite 
ripe,  mature;  highly  cultivated  or  educated,  very 
knowing  or  shrewd ;  near  death  or  decay,  approaching 
the  end,  about  to  pass  away,  decaying.  —  Partpakva- 
td,  f.  the  state  of  being  completely  cooked ;  diges- 

tion ;  full  maturity,  perfection  ;  shrewdness. 

Part-paka,  as,  m.  being  completely  cooked  or 
dressed  ;  digestion  ;  ripening,  maturity,  perfection  ; 
the  fruit  or  consequence  of  an  action,  consequence ; 
cleverness,  shrewdness,  experience. 

Pari-j)dkin,  i,  int,  i,  ripening,  bringing  to  matu- 
rity; cooking;  digesting;  (ini),  (.  the  plant  Ipo- 

mcea  Turpethum. 

Pari-pd(ana,  as,  a,  am,  or  part-pafoyitri,  td, 
tri,  tri,  cooking,  bringing  to  maturity. 

H(«,H^  pari-path,  cl.  i.  P.  -pafhati,  -pa- 
tkitum,  to  enumerate  .completely,  detail,  describe, 
mention,  name,  represent. 

Pari-pdtlia,  as,  m.  complete  enumeration,  de- 
tail ;  (ena),  ind.  in  detail,  completely. 

Pari-pdthaka,  as,  a,  am,  enumerating  in  detail, 
describing  the  contents. 

M(V.H«U  pari-pana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  2.  pan 
with  pan),  capital,  principal,  stock. 

Pari^panita,  as,  a,  am,  pledged,  plighted,  agreed, 
promised. 

M  U.H  ri^pari-pat,  cl.  I .  P.  -patati,  -patitum, 
to  fly  round  er  about,  to  run  round  or  about,  run  in 

all  directions;  to  leap  down,  fall,  throw  one's  self 
upon,  attack :  Caus.  -pdtayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
fall  down,  shoot  down,  shoot  off,  throw  into. 

Pari-patana,  am,  n.  flying  round  or  about. 

Mfi,nfil  pari-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the  lord  of 
all  around ;  (Siy.)  a  protector ;  (according  to  Mahl- 
dhara)  flying  about. 

MKH^  pan-pad,  t,  f.,Ved.  a  snare,  trap ; 
walking  about;  a  creature,  living  being;  (SSy.)  a 

'  bird  (as  flying  about). 

siVM  Vr^paripadin,  I,  m.  an  enemy;  (pro- 

bably only  a  wrong  reading  for  pari-parin.)  • 

stV.M'-'Mqi  pari-panthaka,  as,  m.  one  who 
obstructs  the  way,  an  antagonist,  opponent,  adver- 

sary, enemy. 

Pari-panlham,  ind.  by  the  way,  in  the  way. 
Pari-panthaya,  Nom.  P.  -panthayati,  -yitum, 

to  obstruct  the  way,  oppose,  resist  (with  ace.). 

Pam-panthika,  a*,  m.  an  adversary,  enemy. 
Pari-panthin,  i,  m.  an  antagonist,  opponent, 

enemy ;  a  robber,  highwayman,  bandit.  —  Pari- 

panthi-tva,  am,  n.  obstructing  the  way. 

*4U.s«.  pari-para  (probably  fr.  pan  re- 
peated), a  tortuous  course,  roundabout  way;  [cf. 

arparipara.] 

MU.MlV«^  pari-parin,  i,  m.  (probably  fr. 
part-pan),  Ved.  an  antagonist,  opponent,  adversary. 

pari-pavana.    Seepari-pu,  col.  3. 

pari-pas'avya,  as,  d,  'am  (fr.  pari- 
patu.),  Ved.  relating  to  the  victim  at  a  sacrifice. 

MK.HT  \.pari-pa,  cl.  I.  P.  -pibati,  -patum, 
to  drink  before  and  after  any  one  (Ved.) ;  to  drink 
up,  sip  up. 

I'ari-pana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  drink,  beverage. Pari-plta,  a»,  a,  am,  drunk   up,   sipp» drunk  together  with  (anything). 

^fiOT  2.  pari-pa,  cl.  2.  P.  -pdti,  -patum, 
to  protect  or  defend  on  every  tide,  to  guard,  main- 

tain:  Caus.  -palayati,  &c.,  to  protect,  guard, 
govern ;  to  keep,  maintain ;  to  wait,  expect. 

sipped   up, 

Pari-pana,  as,  am,  m.  n.,  Ved.  protection,  de- 
fence, covert. 

Pari-pdlaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  guard- 
ing, protecting,  defending,  maintaining,  supporting, 

sustaining  ;  taking  care  of  one's  property. 
I'url-palana,  am,  n.  protecting,  cherishing,  de- 

fending, maintaining,  sustaining,  keeping;  protec- 
tiuii,  nurture. 

Pari-pdlayitri,  ta,  tri,  tr{,  a  protector,  defender. 
Pari-pdlita,  as,  a,  am,  protected,  cherished. 

Pari-pdlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  protected  or  de- 
fended, to  be  maintained  or  observed  ;  to  be  governed. 

Pari-pipdlayisha,  f.  (fr.  the  Desid.  of  Caus.), 
desire  of  protecting  or  maintaining  or  sustaining. 

M^Ml1*  pari-pdka,  pari-pakin,  pari-pd- 
<!ana.  Ste  pari-pakva,  col.  i. 

M  (X.M  I  «  rt  pari-patala,  as,  a,  am,  of  a  pale 
red  colour,  pale  red. 

HtVnisl  pari-pdti,  f.  succession,  order, 
method,  arrangement  ;  arithmetic. 

sU.Hl«  pari-patha.   See  part-path,  col.  i. 

M(V.HH!3  pari-pdndu,  us,  us,  u,  very  light 
or  pale. 

«.|[VHi<;  pari-pada.  See  Gana  to  Pan. VI.  2,  184. 

«dVm>a  pari-pdrsva,  as,  a,  am,  being  at 

or  by  one's  side,  at  the  side,  near  ;  [cf.  pdripdr- 
.s'r/ta.]  —  Paripdrii-a-i!ara,  as,  f,  am,  going  at  or 
by  one's  side.^Pariparii-va-tas,  ind.  at  or  by  the 
side,  at  both  -sides  of  (with  gen.).  —  Paripdrfra- 
cartin,  I,  im,  i,  being  at  the  side,  standing  at  or 

close  to  one's  side. 
pari-piiijara,  as,  a,  am,  of  a 

brownish  red  colour. 

pari-pish,    cl.   7.   P.    -pinashti, 
-peshtum,  to  crush,  trample  ;  to  beat,  strike. 
Pari-ptshta,  as,  d,  am,  crushed,  trampled  down. 
Pari-pishtaka,  am,  n.  lead. 

MfV«fl3  pari-pid,  cl.  10.  P.  -p'idayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  press  all  round,  press  together,  compress, 

squeeze  ;  to  hug,  embrace  ;  to  torment  greatly,  tor- 
ture, harass,  vex  ;  (in  augury)  to  cover,  cover  up. 

Pari-pidana,  am,  n.  squeezing  or  pressing  out, 
expressing  ;  injuring,  prejudicing. 

Pari-pidd,  f.  pressing;  vexing,  torturing,  tor- menting. 

Pari-p'idita,  as,  d,  am,  pressed  ;  embraced  ; tormented. 

pari-pita.  See  r.  pari-pa,  col.  i. 

pari-puMhaya,  Nom.  A.  pari- 
puMayate,  &c.,  to  wag  the  tail. 

Hft.Jj7  pari-put,  Pass,  -putyate,  &c.,  to 
peel  off,  lose  the  bark  or  skin. 
Pari-putana,  am,  n.  removing  the  peel  or  bark, 

peeling,  desquamation,  peeling  off;  losing  the  bark 
or  skin.  —  Pariputana-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  peeling 
off,  dropping  off. 

Pari-pota,  as,  m.  or  parl-poiaica,  as,  m.  peeling 
off,  a  particular  disease  of  the  ear.  —  Paripota-vat, 
an,  atl,  at,  peeling  off,  losing  the  skin. 
Pari-potana,  am,  n.  peeling  off,  desquamation, 

losing  the  baik  or  skin. 

M^3H.  pun-push,  cl.  10.  P.  -poshayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  be  cherished,  to  nourish,  sustain, foster. 

Pari-pufhta,  as,  d,  am,  nourished,  cherished; 
amply  provided  with,  abounding  in.  —  Paripushta- 
td,  f.  the  being  nourished  er  supported,  receiving 
nourishment. 

Parl-po»haka,  as,  d,  am,  nourishing,  confirming, 
encouraging,  furthering. 

Pari-poshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  nourishing, 
furthering,  promoting. 

Pari-poslian>ya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  nourished,  to 

be  promoted. 
HfV.M<»*<,l  pari-pushkara,  f.  the  plant  Cu- 

cumis  Madcraspattanus. 

pari-pu,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -punati,  -nite, 
-parittim,  to  purify  completely,  strain ;  to  lustrate  ; 
to  become  completely  purified. 

Pari-parana,  am,  n.  cleaning,  winnowing  corn  ; 
a  winnowing-basket. 
Pari-puta,  n»,  a,  am,  pure,  purified ;  completely 

winnowed,  threshed,  freed  from  chaff. 

pari-puj,  cl.  10.  P.  -piijayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  honour  greatly,  adore,  worship. 

Pari-pujana,  am,  n.  or  pari-puja,  (.  honouring 
highly,  worshipping,  adoring. 

Pari-piijita,  as,  d,  am,  much  honoured,  served, 

worshipped,  adored. 

pari-purna.     See  pari-pri  below. 

pari-prl,  Pass.  -pHryate,  &c.,to  fill 

(intransitively),  become  completely  full :  Caus.  -pura- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  fill  completely  (transitively),  make 
full,  fill  out,  completely  cover,  wholly  occupy. 

Pari-puraka,  as,  ika,  am,  filling,  fulfilling ;  caus- 
ing fulness  or  prosperity. 

Pari-purana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  filling ;  perfecting, 

rendering  complete. 
Pari-purna,  as,  d,  am,  quite  full,  entire,  com- 

plete, completely  filled ;  fully  satisfied,  self-satisfied, 
content.  —  Paripurna-fandra-vimala-prabha,  as, 

m.  '  having  the  spotless  splendor  of  the  full  moon,' 
N.  of  a  Sam-idhi.  —  Paripurna-ta,  f.  or  pari- 

purna-tva,  tim,  n.  completion,  completeness,  en- 
tireness,  fulness ;  satiety  or  satisfaction.  —  Paripurna- 

saliasra-iandra-mfi,  f.  '  possessing  a  thousand  full 
moons,'  an  epithet  of  Indra's  wife.  —  Paripurnii- 
mrita-raimi  (°na-am°),  is,  m.  •  having  rays  filled 

with  nectar,'  the  moon.^I'aripurnartha  (°txi- 
ar°),  as,  a,  am,  full  of  meaning;  (am),  ind.  with 
deep  emotion,  affectionately.  -•  Paripiiri}en<lu  {°na- 

in°],  us,  m.  the  full  moon. 
Pari-purti,  is,  f.  fulness,  completion. 

niV^co^  pari-pelava,  as,  d,  am,  very  fine 
or  small,  very  delicate ;  (am),  n.  a  fragrant  grass, 

Cyperus  Rotundus. Pari-pela,  am,  n.  =pari-pelam,  a  fragrant  grass, 

Cyperus  Rotundus. 
pari-pota.     See  pari-put,  col.  2. 

pari-pra-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grih- 
nati,  -nite,  -grahltum,  Ved.  to  take  round,  to  hand 

or  pass  round. 
MfXlId  pari-prath,  cl.  6.  P.  -pritthati, 

-prashfum,  to  interrogate  or  ask  any  one  about 
anything  (with  two  ace.  or  with  ace.  of  the  thing 
and  abl.  of  the  person) ;  to  enquire  about. 

Pari-priifi'lia,  f.  asking  about,  question,  inquiry, 
asking  for. 

Pari-priMhya,  ind.  having  inquired  about  (with two  ace.). 

Pari-pras"na,  as,  m.  question,  interrogation,  in- 

quiry. 
^ft-NJJH  pari-pra-mut,  cl.  6.  A.  -muhdate, 

-moktum,  Ved.  to  free  one's  self  from. 
H  (\Hlfn  pari-prnpti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  np  with 

part  and  jrra),  acquisition,  obtaining. 
Pari-prepsu,  us,  ui,  u  (fr.  the  Desid.),  wishing 

to  reach,  desirous  of  obtaining  ;  wishing  to  defend  ; 

desiring,  desirous,  seeking. 

HlXlH^  pari-prardhd,  am,  n.,  Ved.  prox- 

imity, nearness. 
MfXlfl  pari-pri,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  prt  with 

pari),  Ved.  very  dear  or  valued ;  (Say.)  gratifying 

on  all  sides  or  in  every  way  (=paritah  priiia- 

yitri). 



{pari-prush. 
t,  t,  f,Ved.  sprinkling, 

splashing. 

l)i\H  pari-pre  (fr.  pari-pra-i),  cl.  2.  P. 
-praiti,  -praitum,  Ved.  to  go  round,  flow  round. 

tjiXu1^  pari-presh  (pari-pra-ish,  see  rt. 
i.  ish),  Caus.  -praishayati,  -yitum,  to  send  forth, 
dispatch,  send  away. 
Pari-preshana,  am,  n.  sending  forth  or  away; 

banishing,  abandoning. 
Pari-preshita,  as,  d,  am,  sent  forth,  sent  away, 

dispatched ;  banished,  abandoned. 

Pari-preshya,  as,  m.  a  servant. 

qfXn  pari-plu,  cl.  I.  A.  -plavate,  -plotum, 
to  swim  about,  float  about,  bathe ;  to  flood,  inun- 

date; to  overwhelm;  to  hover  about,  fly  or  soar 

through ;  to  jump  on  spring  about ;  to  revolve,  move 
in  a  circle ;  to  move  about,  move  restlessly ;  to  go 

astray ;  to  hasten  forward ;  Caus.  -plavayati,  -yitum, 
to  flood,  inundate,  bathe,  water. 

Pari-plava,  as,  d,  am,  swimming  about ;  swaying 
or  moving  to  and  fro,  running  about,  vibrating, 
oscillating,  undulating,  waving,  shaking,  trembling, 
movable,  unsteady,  restless;  (as),  m.  inundation; 

bathing,  wetting,  immersing  ;  a  ship,  boat ;  oppres- 
sion, tyranny ;  N.  of  a  prince,  son  of  Sukhl-bala 

(Sukhl-vala,  Sukhi-nala)  ;  (a),  f.  a  sort  of  spoon  used 
at  sacrifices. 

Pari-plavamdna,  as,  d,  am,  swimming  about, 
floating,  moving  to  and  fro. 

l.pari-pldvya,  as,  d,am,  swimming  about,  floating 
around,  running  (as  water). 

2.  pari-pldvya,  ind.  having  flooded  or  inundated, 
having  bathed. 

Pari-pluta,  as,  d,  am,  flooded,  inundated ;  over- 
whelmed;  wetted,  bathed,  immersed;  (d),  f.  spirituous 

liquor  ;  (a)»),  n.  a  spring  or  jump,  skipping  about. 

nOWf  pari-bandh,  cl.  9.  A.  -badhnlte, 
-banddhum,  to  bind  together,  connect,  bind  on,  bind 

round  one's  self,  put  on  (as  a  girdle) ;  to  encircle ; 
to  stop,  interrupt :  Caus.  -bandhayati,  -yitum,  to 
tie  round. 

Pnri-baddha,  as,  d,  am,  bound  round,  obstructed. 

lij\«(|^  i.  pari-badh,  cl.  I.  A.  -badhate, 
-bddhitum,  to  ward  off,  keep  off,  to  exclude,  hinder, 
obstruct,  drive  away,  (Ved.  according  to  Say.= 
parito  han) ;  to  protect  from  or  defend  against 

Tjftw^  pari-bhush. 
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r  pari-vrihita,  as,  a,  am,  increased,  augmented, 
rown,  thriven;  strengthened  by,  connected  with, 
ccompanied  by,  furnished  with. 
Pari-bridha  or  pari-vridka,  as,  a,  am,  firm, 
xed,  dense,  thick,  solid,  compact,  ample,  large  ;  the 
ord  of  all  around,  a  superior,  proprietor,  owner. 
Parivritlha-tama,  am,  n.,  Ved.,  scil.  Brahma, 

le  Supreme  Spirit. 

,  cl.  2.  P.  -braviti,  &c.,Ved. 

o  utter  a  spell  or  charm,  lay  under  a  spell,  charm, 
nchant. 

ri-bhaksh,  cl.  10.  P.  -bhaksha- 
-yitum,  Ved.  to  drink  off,  drink  up  ;  to  eat 

p  (what  belongs  to  another),  devour,  consume. 
Pari-bhatshana,  am,  n.  eating  up,  consuming. 
Pari-bhakuhita,  as,  a,  am,  drunk  up,  deprived 
f  food  (Ved.)  ;  devoured,  consumed,  gnawed  ;  worn 
iway. 

TfornT  pari-bhagna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 
*hanj  with  pari),  broken,  interrupted,  disturbed, 
topped.  —  Paribhayna-krama,  as,  a,  am,  stopped 

n  one's  course,  checked  in  one's  progress. 
Pari-bltanga,  as,  m.  breaking  to  pieces,  shattering. 

TfftHiJ/>ari-6/j«/,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhajati,  -bhak- 

um,  to  divide. 
Pari-bhajya,  ind.  having  divided. 

HfTH*I  pari-bhaya,  as,  m.  (fr.  it.  i.  bhl 
with  part),  Ved.  apprehension,  fear. 

pari-bharts,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -bhart- 
sayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  threaten,  menace,  treat  harshly, 
rate,  scold,  chide,  reprimand. 

Pari-bhartsat,  an,  anti,  at,  threatening,  chiding  ; 
mocking,  deriding. 

Pari-bhartsana,  am,  n.  threatening,  menacing. 
Pari-bhartsita,  as,  a,  am,  threatened,  chided. 

Pari-bhartsyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  threatened. 

^riTT^  pari-bhash,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhdshate, 
-bhdshitum,  to  speak  to,  address,  admonish  ;  to 
declare,  teach,  explain,  interpret,  define  ;  to  persuade, 
exhort,  encourage. 

Pari-bhdshana,  as,  a,  am,  speaking  much, 
declaring,  explaining;  (am),  n.  speaking,  talking, 
addressing,  conversing  with,  chatting,  gossiping  ; 
speech,  discourse  ;  admonition,  expression  of  censure 

(with  abl.,  Ved.) ;  to  vex,  disturb,  annoy,  molest, 
harass,  importune,  pain :  Desid.  A.  -bibadhishate, 
Ved.  to  strive  to  keep  or  ward  off  or  keep  at  a 
distance. 

2.  pari-badh,  t,  f.,  Ved.  hindrance,  obstruction, 
check ;  an  obstructor,  hinderer. 

Pari-bddhd,  f.  trouble,  vexation,  worry,  annoy- 
ance ;  fatigue,  toil,  hardship. 

H\i^*)3pari-brinhoTpari-brih  (also  written 

pari-vrinh  or  pari-vrih,  q.  v.),  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -brin- 
liati  or  -brihati,  -brin/Mte  or  -brihate,  -barhitum 
Ved.  to  embrace,  encircle,  surround,  encompass ;  to 

make  strong  or  compact,  fortify,  strengthen ;  to  in- 
crease :  Caus.  -brinhayati,  -yitum,  to  make  strong 

strengthen. 

Pari-barha,  or  pari-varha,  as,  m. '  that  whicl 
surrounds  or  encompasses,'  '  surroundings,'  retinue 
train,  attendants,  dependants;  royal  insignia;  furni 
ture,  attire,  trim ;  the  necessaries  of  life ;  wealth 
property,  substance.— Paribarha-vat  orparivarha 
•eat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  a  suitable  retinue,  possessin 
a  proper  train  of  attendants,  provided  with  suitabl 
furniture,  properly  furnished. 

Pari-barkana  or  pari-iiarhana,  am,  n.  retinue 
train ;  attire,  trim  ;  growth,  aggrandizement ;  wor 
ship,  adoration. 

Pari-ltnnhann  or  pari-vrinhana,  as,  I,  am 
augmenting,  increasing,  enlarging;  (am),  n.  pros- 

perity, welfare ;  an  additional  work,  appendix,  sup- 
plement. 

Pari-brinhita  or  pari-brihita  or  pari-vrinhita 

or  contempt,  reproof,  abuse;  rule,  precept;  agree- 

ment (">), 
Pari-bhdilianiya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  addressed 

or  spoken  to  ;  reprehensible,  liable  to  censure  ;  de- 
serving reproof. 

Pari-bhdshd,  !.  speech;  blame,  censure,  abuse; 
an  explanation,  definition  ;  (in  gram.)  an  explanatory 
Sutra  or  rule  mixed  with  the  other  rules  of  Panini 

and  teaching  the  method  of  applying  them,  (these 
Sutras  are  a  key  to  the  system  and  are  thought  by 
some  to  have  been  interpolated  in  later  times,  but 
by  others  are  ascribed  to  Panini  himself;  there  are 
other  ParibhSshas  by  unknown  authors)  ;  any  genera 

definition  applicable  throughout  ;  a  table  or  list  o 
abbreviations  or  signs  used  in  any  work  ;  (in  medi- 

cine) prognosis.  —  Paribhdshd-prakarana,  am,  n. 
N.  of  the  second  chapter  of  the  Praudha-manorama 

q.v.  —  Paribhashendu-s'ekhara  (°sha-{n°),  as,  m. 
N.  of  a  grammatical  work  by  NSgeia-bhatta  (  —  na 

goji-bhatta). 
Pari-bhdshita,  as,  a,  am,  explained,  said  ;  formec 

or  used  technically. 

Pari-bhdshin,  i,  ini,  i,  speaking,  explaining. 

TffOTT^pari-iAas,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhasate,  -bha 
xitum,  to  appear  (Ved.)  :  Caus.  -bhdsayati,  -yitum 
to  embellish,  adorn. 

pari-bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -bhinatti 
-bhintte,  -bhettum,  to  split  asunder,  cleave  open 
tear  or  dash  to  pieces,  break  through;   to  change 
disfigure,  deform. 
Pari-bhinna,  as,  a,  am,  split  or  cleft  open 

racked,  cut  into  small  pieces ;  changed,  disfigured, 
eformed. 

Tffipp^  i.  pari-bhvj  (see  rt.  I.  bhuj),  cl. 
i.  P.  -bhujati,  -bhoktum,  Ved.  to  span,  encompass, 
mbrace. 

Pari-bhugna,  as,  a,  am,  bowed,  bent. 

trfT*J>{  2.  pari-bhvj  (see  rt.  3.  bhuj),  cl. 
7.  P.  A.  -bhunakti,  -bhurtkte,  -bhoktum,  to  eat 
ip,  eat,  devour ;  to  feed  upon ;  to  use,  enjoy ;  to 
icglect  to  feed  ;  Caus.  -bhojayatl,  -yitum,  Ved.  to rassess,  enjoy,  govern. 

1'ari-lihnkta,  as,  a,  am,  eaten;  enjoyed,  possessed. 
Pari-bhoktri,  td,  trl,  tri,  eating,  enjoying,  pos- 

essing,  an  eater,  enjoyer ;  one  who  lives  at  another's 
cost  or  uses  another's  property  without  his  leave. 
Pari-bhoga,  as,  m.  enjoyment,  especially  sexual 

ntercourse,  possession,  a  means  of  enjoyment ;  living 

it  another's  cost,  using  another's  property  without  his 

eave,  illegal  use  of  another's  goods. 

Tft?^!.  parl-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -bha- 
itum  (Ved.  inf.  -bhve),  to  be  round  or  about  any- 

Jiing,  encompass,  surround,  embrace,  enclose,  contain 
^Ved.) ;  to  circle  round,  go  or  fly  round  (Ved.) ;  to 
accompany  (Ved.) ;  to  take  care  of  (Ved.) ;  to  guide, 
govern  (Ved.);  to  be  superior,  surpass,  overcome, 
subdue,  conquer ;  to  pass  round,  pay  no  attention  to, 
treat  with  contempt  or  disrespect,  despise ;  to  disgrace ; 

to  injure ;  to  grieve ;  to  disappear  ( =para-l>hu, 
q.  v.) :  Caus.  -bhai'ayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be 
surrounded  or  pervaded  ;  to  cause  to  be  saturated  or 
penetrated ;  to  contain,  include,  comprehend ;  to 
conceive,  think,  reflect,  meditate,  know,  recognise 
as ;  to  make  known. 

Pari-bhava,  as,  m.  or  pari-bhavana,  am,  n. 
contumely,  insult,  injury,  humiliation,  degradation, 
disrespect,  contempt,  disgrace ;.  defeat,  discomfiture. 
—  Paribhava-pada ,  am,  n.  an  object  or  occasion 
of  contempt,  a  disgraceful  situation,  disgrace.  —  Pari- 
bhava-vidhi,  is,  ra.  contumelious  or  insulting  action, 

humiliation.  —  Paribhavaspada  (°va-as°),  am,  n.  a 
position  or  situation  of  disgrace,  object  of  contempt. 
Pari-bhavaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  injured  or 

insulted,  liable  to  be  humiliated  or  despised  or  dis- 

graced. 

Pari-bhavin,  I,  int,  i,  injuring,  humiliating,  treat- 
ing with  contumely  or  disrespect,  ridiculing ;  suffering 

disrespect. 
Pari-bhava,  as,  m.  =pari-b1iava,  q.  v. 
Pari-bhavana,  am,  n.  cohesion,  union;  (a),  f. 

thought. 

Pari-bhdvita,  as,  d,  am,  contained,  included ; 

penetrated ;  pervaded ;  conceived.  —  Paribhdmta- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  included,  inclusion. 
Parirbhaviii,  I,  ini,  i,  treating  with  contempt, 

slighting,  despising;  putting  to  shame,  mocking, 
insulting,  outvying,  surpassing. 

Pari-bltd-vuka,  as,  i,  am,  contemning,  shaming, humbling. 

Pari-bhai-ya,  ind.  having  caused  to  be  surrounded ; 
having  reflected  upon. 

2.  pari-bhii,  us,  us,  «,  Ved.  surrounding,  embrac- 
ing, comprehending,  pervading;  overpowering;  sur- 

passing; guiding,  governing. 
Pari-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  treated  with  contempt  or 

disrespect,  disregarded,  despised ;  overpowered,  con- 
quered. —  Paribhuta-gati-lraya,  as,  d,  am,  sur- 
passing three  times  the  age  of  man. 

Pari-bhuti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  overcoming,  over- 
powering ;  (is),  f.  superiority,  superior  power  (Ved.) ; 

contempt,  insult,  contumely,  humiliation,  disrespect, 
injury. 

Pari-bhuya,  ind.  having  treated  with  contempt, 
having  disgraced  or  despised ;  shaming,  outvying ; 
experiencing  disgrace. 

TlftH^ pari-bhush,  cl.  I.  10.  P.  -bhushati, 
-bhushayati,  &c.,  to  wait  upon,  serve,  attend ;  to 
honour,  revere;  to  take  care  of;  to  follow,  observe ; 
to  furnish,  equip,  fit  out,  prepare ;  to  decorate ;  to 
be  beautiful,  to  shine. 

6Z 
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Pari-bhfuthana,  at,  m.,  soil,  sandhi,  peace  ob- 
tained by  the  cession  of  the  whole  revenue  of  a  land. 

Pari-bli-uthita,  as,  a,  am,  decorated,  adorned. 

Tfbj  pari-bhri,  cl.  3.  P.  -bibharii,  -bhar- 
t  um,  Ved.  to  pass  beyond  (Sly.=ati-kram)  ;  to 
extend  beyond,  extend. 

Tjf&Jr^lipari-bhedaka,  as,  a,  am,  breaking 
through. 

TfaJJ^jpari-AArazis,  cl-4.  P.  A.  -bhrasyati, 
-te,  -bhrantitum  ;  cl.  I.  A.  -bhraniate,  -bliran- 
iitum,  to  fall  off,  drop  off;  to  fall,  be  cast  down 
(metaphorically)  ;  to  run  away,  escape  ;  to  vanish, 
disappear  ;  to  lose,  be  deprived  of  (with  abl.)  ;  to 
neglect,  omit. 

Pari-bhrans'a,  as,  m.  falling  from  ;  escape, 
escaping. 

Pari-bhrans'ana,  am,  n.  falling  from  ;  losing,  loss. 
Pari-bhrashta,  at,  a,  am,  fallen  off,  dropped  off; 

fallen,  cast  down,  degraded  ;  escaped  ;  vanished  ; 
deprived  of,  void  or  devoid  of  (with  abl.  or  some- 

times inst.)  ;  lost  ;  neglecting,  omitting.  —  Pari- 
bhrashla-sukha,  as,  a,  am,  fallen  from  happiness. 

TfTtf^  pari-bhrajj,  cl.  6.  P.  -bhrijjati, 
-bhrashtum,  -bharshtum,  to  fry,  roast  :  Caus.  -bhar- 
jayati,  -yitum,  to  fry,  roast,  parch. 

Pari-bkrishta,  as,  a,  am,  fried,  roasted,  parched. 

TftW;>ari-Wram,  cl.  i.  4.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 

-bhramati  (-te),  bhramyati  or  bhrdmyati,  -bhra- 
lidtvm,  to  walk  round  about,  wander  round,  rove  or 
roam  about,  ramble  about,  saunter  ;  to  fly  round  about, 
hover  or  flutter  round  ;  to  wander  through,  rove  or 
roam  through,  ramble  through  ;  to  whirl  round, 
wheel  or  circle  round,  revolve  ;  to  encircle,  describe 
a  circle  round. 

Pari-bhrama,  as,  a,  am,  flying  round  or  about 

[cf.  khe-p0]  ',  (as),  m.  wandering,  going  about  ; 
error  ;  circumlocution,  rambling  discourse. 

Pari-bkramana,  am,  n.  turning  round,  revolving 
(as  of  wheels)  ;  circumference. 
Pari-bhramat,  an,  anti,  at,  roaming  or  wander- 

ing about,  roving  about  ;  turning  or  whirling  round, 
revolving  ;  describing  circles. 

Pari-bhramya,  ind.  having  roamed  about,  having 
gone  to  and  fro. 
Pari-bhrdmyat,  an,  anti,  at,  roaming  about; 

flying  or  fluttering  about. 

Tfft?SR*^pari-bhraj,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -bhriijati, 
-te,  -bhrdjitum,  to  shed  brilliance  all  around,  become 
resplendent. 

Mfi,»H!S<«>  pari-mandala,  as,  a,  am,  round, 
circular,  globular,  spherical  ;  (as),  m.,  scil.  maiaJta, 

a  venomous  species  of  gnat  ;  (aw),  n.  a  circle,  cir- 
cumference ;  a  ball,  globe,  sphere,  orb  ;  orbit.  —  Pari- 

mandala-td,  f.  or  parimandala-lva,  am,  n.  round- 
ness, rotundity,  circularity. 

Parirmandallta,  as,  a,  am,  rounded,  made  round 
or  circular. 

l|  (X.H  (IB  rl  pari-mandita,  as,  a,  am,  adorned 
or  decorated  all  round. 

pari-man,  cl.  8.  A.  -manute,  -ma- 
ii,  Ved.  to  despise,  contemn,  slight,  neglect. 

pari-mantr,  cl.  10.  P.  -mantrayati, 
-:l!/i/in,  to  charm  or  consecrate  with  sacred  texts. 
Pari-mantrita,  ait,  a,  am,  charmed,  consecrated, 

enchanted. 

i-bhushana. 
pari-mriahfa. 

H  Pi*!  t^ 

'.  pari-manthara,  as,  d,  am,   ex- 
tremely slow  or  tardy. 

MU.«i*<^  pari-manda,  as,  a,  am,  very  dull 
or  faint ;  very  slow ;  very  tired  ;  very  little  ;  (am), 
ind.  very  little,  a  little,  not  much.  -  Parimanda-td, 
f.  fatigue,  tiredness,  tedium,  ennui. 

M  ft*  *j  pari-manyu,  us,  us,  a,  Ved.  wrath- 
ful, angry,  jealous  (Say.  =  kopa-jmrivrita). 

H  (V«i«.  pari-mara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (fr.  rt. 

mri  with^ari),  decaying,  becoming  decrepit;  Brah- 
manah  pari-marah,  'destruction  round  the  Brah- 

man, i.  e.  the  magician*  (or,  according  to  Colebrooke, 
'  around  air ') ,  a  magical  rite  for  the  destruction  of 
adversaries. 

«4fV»it}  pari-marda,  pari-mardana.  See 

p.  547,  col.  i. 
Rfi.lrt  pari-mala,  as,  m.  (mala  perhaps 

fr.  a  lost  rt.  mal,  to  rub),  fragrance,  perfume, 
(especially  arising  from  the  trituration  of  fragrant 
substances) ;  the  pounding  or  trituration  of  perfumes ; 
a  fragrant  substance  ;  a  fragrant  scent  diffused  during 
coitus  ;  copulation  ;  a  meeting  of  learned  men ;  soil, 

stain,  dirt;  N.  of  a  poet;  of  a  work;  of  a  commen- 
tary by  Amara-iandra  on  the  Kavya-kalpa-latS-vritti ; 

of  a  commentary  by  ApySya-dlkshita  on  the  VedSnta- 
kalpa-taru,  (the  complete  title  of  which  is  VedSnta- 
kalpa-taru-parimala.)  —  Parimala-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  laden 
with  perfumes,  impregnated  with  sweet  odours. 
Pari-malita,  as,  d,  am,  perfumed;  soiled,  de- 

spoiled of  freshness  or  beauty. 

trft*n^ari-ma  (see  rt.  3.  ma),  cl.  2.  P.,  3. 

4.  A.  -mati,  -mimite,  -mdyate,  -matum,  to  measure 
round  or  about ;  to  mete  out ;  to  fulfil  (a  period  or 
course) ;  to  measure,  estimate,  determine. 

Pari-mdna,  am,  n.  measuring,  measure,  duration, 
length  of  time;  compass,  weight,  number,  value 

(e.g.  pratigraha-parimana,  the  value  of  a  gift 
received).  —  Parimana-tas,  ind.  by  measure;  in 
weight.  —  Parimdna->eat,  an,  all,  at,  capable  of 
being  measured,  measurable. 
ParimdHoka,  am,  n.  compass,  weight,  quantity, 

duration. 
Pari-manin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  measure,  measured. 
Pari-mdniya  or  pari-matavya,  as,  d,  am, 

measurable,  fit  to  be  measured;  requiring  to  be 
ascertained  as  to  quantity. 

Pari-mila,  as,  a,  am,  measured,  meted ;  circum- 
scribed, limited,  adjusted ;  moderate,  sparing ;  joined ; 

regulated.  —  Parimita-katha,  as,  d,  am,  of  measured 
discourse,  seldom  speaking,  saying  little.  —  Parimita- 
Iva,  am,  n.  limitedness,  moderation,  limited  con- 

dition. —  Parimita-bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  eating  sparingly, 
abstemious.  —  Parimita-bhojana,  am,  n.  moderation 

in  eating,  abstemiousness.  —  Parimitdbharana  (°ta- 
dbh°),  as,  d,  am,  moderately  adorned.  —  Parimi- 
tdyus  ("ta-dy"),  us,  us,  u,  short-lived.  —  Parimi- 
tdhdra  (°ta-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  eating  little  food, 
eating  moderately.  —  Partmiteddha-td  (°ta-i<!°),  f. 
moderation  in  desire. 

Pari-miti,  is,  f.  measure,  quantity,  limitation. 
I'ari-meya,  as,  d,  am,  measurable,  to  be  measured ; 

calculable,  capable  of  being  counted,  few;  finite. 
—  Parimeya-td,  f.  measurableness,  calculableness. 

HKiiril*^  pari-mathin,  i,  inl,  i  (rt.  math 
or  manth  with  part),  torturing. 

TfTRTS  pari-mad,  t,  f.  or  pari-mada,  as, 
m.  (fr.  rt.  mad  with  pari),  Ved.,  N.  of  sixteen 
Samans  which  belong  to  the  MahS-vrata-stotra. 

H(Vtn'\/>art-marjF,  cl.  I.  10.  P.  -margati, 

-mdrgitum,  -mdrgayati,  -yitum,  to  seek  or  search 
about,  search  for,  search  through,  seek,  pursue,  trace, 
track,  hunt  about,  investigate,  grasp  after,  seek  to 

gain,  ask  for,  beg  for. 
I .  pari-mdrga,  as,  m.  (for  ?.  see  under  pari- 

mrij),  searching  or  seeking  about ;  searching  for. 

Pari-mdryana,  am,  n.  tracing,  tracking,  search- 
ing, seeking  or  looking  for,  seeking  out. 

Pari-mdrgitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sought  after. 
Part-margin,  i,  inl,  i,  tracing,  tracking,  seeking 

for,  going  after,  pursuing,  hunting. 

nWi  pari-mi  (see  rt.  i.  mi),  cl.  5.  P.  A. 

-minors',  -Hiite,  &c.,  Ved.  to  set  or  place  round, 
lay  round. 

Pari-mit,  t,  (.,  Ved.  the  beam  of  a  roof,  a  con- 
necting beam  or  rafter  (?). 

ifVfWrt'l  parl-milana,  am,  n.  touch,  con- 
tact, combination. 

Pari-milita,  as,  d,  am,  mixed  or  combined 
with,  pervaded  by  (with  inst.)  ;  filled,  penetrated. 

Ml*J*l^  pari-mih,  cl.  I.  P.  -mehati,  -me- 
dhum,  Ved.  to  make  water  against. 

Pari-mldha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sprinkled  with  urine. 
Pari-meha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  magical  rite  in  which 

urine  is  sprinkled  about. 

i|IX*Jt<*^  pari-mukham,   ind.   round    or 
about  the  face,  round,  about  (any  person,  &c. ;  P5n. 
IV.  4,  19). 

Tftj^  parl-mu.6,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -mufifati, 
-te,  -moktum,  to  unloose,  unfasten,  set  free,  liberate ; 

to  let  go,  give  up,  get  rid  of ;  to  discharge,  emit : 

Pass,  -mufyate,  to  loosen  or  free  one's  self;  to  let 
go,  get  rid  of;  to  neglect  (?). 

Pari-mukta,  as,  d,  am,  released,  liberated.  —  Pa- 
rimukla-bandhana,  as,  d,am,  released  from  bonds, 
unbound,  unfettered. 

Pari-mufya,  ind.  having  released  or  liberated. 

HU,^HV  pari-mush,  cl.  9.  6.  P.  -mushniiti, 
-musltati,  -moshitum,  to  steal  anything,  rob,  plunder 

(with  ace.). 
Pari-mosha,  as,  m.  stealing,  theft,  robbing. 
Pari-moshaka,  as,  d,  am,  stealing. 
Pari-moshiii,  I,  inl,  i,  stealing ;  a  thief,  robber. 

HK.<js  pari-muh,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -muhyati, 
-te,  -mohitum,  -modhum,  -mogdhum,  to  be  bewil- 

dered or  perplexed,  to  go  astray,  fail :  Caus.  A.  -mo- 
hayate  (Pin.  1. 3, 89) ;  P.  (ep.)  -mohayati,  -yitum, 
to  bewilder,  perplex  ;  to  fascinate. 
Pari-mugdha,,  as,  d,  am,  lovely  yet  simple, 

fascinating  yet  foolish.  —  Parimugdlia-td,  (.  grace- 
fulness or  loveliness  combined  with  simplicity. 

Pari-mudha,  as,  d,  am,  disturbed,  perturbed, 

perplexed,  bewildered,  troubled.  —  Parimiidha-ta, 
{.  bewilderment,  perplexity,  trouble,  error. 
Pari-mohana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  bewildering, 

fascination,  infatuation,  beguiling. 

Pari-mohita,  as,  d,  am,  bewildered,  deprived  of 
consciousness  or  recollection. 

Pari-mohin,  I,  inl,  i,  perplexing,  fascinating, 
bewitching;  perplexed. 

M K«j<iiT^ari-mwrn!,  f.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  mri 
with  pan},  Ved.  worn  out,  decrepit  (as  a  cow, 
according  to  the  commentator  =  vriddha). 

Pft?J  pari-mri,  cl.  6.  A.  -mriyate  (Perf. 
P.  -mamdra),  -marlwm,  Ved.  to  die  (in  numbers) 
round  (any  one). 

Hpf^  pari-mrig,  cl.  10.  A.  -mrigayate, 
~yitiim,  to  seek,  search  for,  hunt  about  for. 
I'uri-mrigyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  sought  for. 

"<fV>J»^  i.  pari-mrij,  cl.  2.  P.  -marshti, 

-mdrjitiiin,-miirshtwn,tow'}pea\l  round, wipe  away, 
wash,  wash  away,  rinse  (the  mouth),  clean,  cleanse, 

purify  ;  to  rub,  polish  ;  to  wipe  off,  remove  by  rub- 
bing, efface,  remove ;  to  touch  lightly,  touch,  stroke  : 

Intens.  -marmnjyate,  Ved.  to  sweep  over ;  (Say. 

=  tejasd  fhad,  to  cover  with  radiance.) 
2.  pari-mdrga,  as,  m.  (for  I.  see  under  pari- 

mdrg,  col.  2),  wiping  off,  cleaning ;  friction,  touch. 
Pari-mdrgya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cleaned  or  cleansed, 

to  be  rubbed. 
I'liri-mdrja,  as,  d,  am,  wiping  off,  cleaning, 

washing ;  stroking,  rubbing. 
Pari-mdrjana,  am,  n.  wiping  off,  cleaning;  a 

dish  of  honey  and  oil. 
3.  pari-mrij,  (,  t,  t,  or  pari-mrija,  as,  d,  am, 

wiping  or  washing  off,  cleaning. 
I.  pari-mrijya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  wiped,  to  be 

cleansed  ;  to  be  touched. 
a.  pari-mrijya,  ind.  having  wiped  away,  having 

washed  the  mouth  ;  having  polished  ;  having  stroked. 

I.pari-mrishla,  as,  a,  am,  wiped  away,  washed, 
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cleaned,  purified;  rubbed,  stroked.  —  Parimriishia- 
pariMhada,  as,  a,  am,  trim,  neat,  spruce. 

Hit»i5  pari-mrid,  cl.  9.  P.  -mridndti,  -mar- 
ditum,  to  tread  or  trample  down,  crush,  rub,  grind  ; 
to  wear  down,  wear  out  ;  to  rub  off,  wipe  away  (as 

tears)  ;  to  rub,  stroke  ;  d.  I  .  P.  -mardati,  -mar- 
ditum,  to  excel,  surpass. 

Pari-marda,  as,  m.  crushing,  grinding,  wearing 
out  ;  using  up,  consuming  ;  destroying,  destruction. 

Pari-mardana,  am,  n.  rubbing,  grinding  ;  tram- 
pling, destroying;  embracing,  pressing. 

Pari-mridita,  as,  a,  am,  trodden  or  trampled 
down  ;  crushed,  rubbed,  ground  ;  embraced,  clasped. 

Pari-mridnat,  an,  ail,  at,  trampling  down, 
crushing  ;  rubbing  ;  wiping  away. 

M  (t«j  a{j>ari-mris,  cl.6.  P.  -mrisati,  -marsh- 
turn,  -mrashtum,  to  touch,  handle,  stroke,  caress  ; 
to  grasp,  seize  ;  to  examine,  consider,  reflect,  ponder  ; 
to  investigate,  inquire  into,  question  ;  to  observe, 
discover  :  Intens.  -marmarshti,  Ved.  to  encompass, 
clasp,  embrace. 

Pari-mars'a,  as,  m.  friction  ;  contact  ;  consider- 
ation, reflection,  examination. 

Pari-mrix'ya,  ind.  having  touched  or  handled  ; 
having  grasped  ;  having  examined  or  pondered  ; 

having  found  'or  observed. 
Pari-mrifyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  touched  ; 

being  fanned  (by  the  wind). 

a.  pari-mrishta,  as,  a,  am,  rubbed,  touched  ; 
embraced,  clasped  ;  invested  ;  spread  ;  pervaded. 

MPMl1^  jiari-mrish,  cl.  4.  P.  -mrishyati, 
-marshitum,  to  be  angry  or  incensed  against  (with 
dat.)  ;  to  envy. 

Pari-marsha,  as,  m.  envy,  dislike,  anger. 
Pari-mrishyat,  an,  anti,  at,  angry,  incensed, 

envying;  (according  to  a  Scholiast  —  asuyat.) 

MfiLHlW  pari-moksh,  cl.  10.  P.  -moksha- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  set  free,  liberate,  let  go,  discharge. 
Pari-moksha,  as,  m.  setting  free,  liberating  ;  libe- 

ration, deliverance  ;  escape;  emptying,  evacuation. 
Pari-mokshana,  am,  n.  liberation,  deliverance 

from  (with  gen.)  ;  untying. 
Pari-mokshya,  ind.  having  let  go  or  released. 

HK«il««l  pari-motana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  mut 
with  pari),  Ved.  snapping,  cracking  ;  (according  to 
a  Scholiast  =  tatafata-iabda.) 

HlV«i  pari-mlai,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -mlayati, 
•te,  -mldtum,  to  fade  or  wither  away  ;  to  wane  ;  to 
disappear  ;  to  faint. 
Pari-mldna,  as,  a,  am,  faded,  withered,  fainted, 

fainting  ;  languid  ;  waned  ;  diminished,  impaired  ; 
soiled,  stained  ;  (am),  n.  change  of  countenance  by 
fear  or  grief;  soil,  stain. 

Pari-mldyin,  i,  ini,  i,  fading  away;  stained, 
spotted  ;  (?),  m.,  scil.  linga-naia,  a  kind  of  disease 
of  the  lens  or  pupil  of  the  eye.  —  Parimlayi-tva, 
am,  n.  fading  away,  sinking. 

TftTljf  pari-yajna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  secon- 
dary or  accompanying  rite,  one  which  precedes  or 

follows  another  in  any  ritual  ;  (as,  d,  am},  Ved. 

constituting  an  accompanying  or  secondary  rite. 

V|f\J47<  pari-yatta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  yat 
with  pari),  Ved.  surrounded. 

'•ififPlparf-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ya66hati,  -yan- 
tum,to  restrain  :  Caus.  -yamayati,  -yitum,  to  serve. 

•{(VMI  pari-yd,  Caus.  P.  -yapayati,  -yitum, 
to  go  round,  wait  upon  (?),  circumambulate  (as  a  mark 
of  respect)  ;  to  protect  (Ved.). 

MK.*il'«c  pari-ynyya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
school. 

pari-raksh,  cl.  i.  P.  -rakshati, 

-rakshilum,  to  rescue,  save,  preserve  ;  to  guard  well 
or  completely,  protect  ;  to  govern,  restrain  ;  to  keep, 
conceal,  keep  secret. 

Pari-rakshaka,  as,  MM,  an,  guarding,  protect- 
ing ;  a  guardian,  protector,  keeper. 

Pari-rakshana,  as,  i,  am,  guarding,  protecting, 
a  protector;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  guarding,  defending, 

preserving,  preservation,  keeping,  protecting,  pro- 
tection, deliverance  ;  saving,  rescuing  ;  maintaining  ; 

care,  caution. 

Part-rakshaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  completely 
protected  or  preserved. 
Pari-raksha,  f.  protection,  preservation,  keeping, 

guarding. 
Pari-rakshita,  as,  d,  am,  well  guarded,  well 

preserved,  well  kept. 

Pari-raksfiitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  protected 
or  guarded,  to  be  kept  secret. 
Pari-rakshitin,  i,  ini,  i,  keeping,  guarding, 

protecting  (with  loc.,  Gana  to  Pan.  V.  2,  88). 
Pari-rakshitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  protector,  guardian  ; 

keeping  ;  protecting,  &c. 
Pari-rakshin,  t,  ini,  i,  guarding,  protecting, 

defending  ;  a  defender. 

Pari-rakshya,  as,  a,  ant,  to  be  guarded  or  pre- 
served, to  be  protected,  to  be  kept  secret. 

Pari-rakshyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  completely 
defended. 

pari-ratana,   am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  rat 
with  pari),  crying,  crying  aloud. 

Pari-rdtin,  i,  ini,  i,  crying,  crying  aloud, screaming. 

sT^nq  pari-rathya,  am,  n.,Ved.  or  pari- 
rathyd,  (.  a  particular  part  of  a  chariot. 

*?  (t,tS**IHpari-randhita,  as,  d,  am,  injured, 
destroyed, 

M  Fw^pari-rabh,  cl.  i.  A.  -rabhate,  -rab- 
dhum,  to  embrace,  clasp  :  Desid.  A.  -ripsate,  to 
wish  or  desire  to  embrace. 

Pari-rabdha,  as,  d,  am,  embraced,  clasped, 
encircled. 

Pari-rabhamdna,  as,  d,  am,  embracing. 
Pari-rabhyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  embraced. 
Pari-rambha,  as,  m.  embracing,  an  embrace. 
Pari-rambhaiia,  am,  n.  embracing,  clasping. 
Pari-^rambhin,  I,  ini,  i  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.), 

clasped,  girded,  girt. 

Pari-ripsamdna,  as,  d,  am,  wishing  or  trying 
to  embrace. 

H\*.t$\pari-ram,  cl.  I  .  P.  -ramati,  -rantum, 
to  be  delighted. 

1tV.<.|i^  pari-raj,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -rdjati,  -te, 
-rdjitum,  to  shine  on  all  sides,  be  very  resplendent. 

pari-rdtin.     See  pari-ratana. 

pari-rdp,  p,  p,  p  (fr.  rt.  rap  with 
pari),  Ved.  crying  or  talking  all  round,  a  reviler 

(SSy.  =  pari-vadat,  nindaka)  ;  (p),  m.  epithet  of  a demon. 

Pari-rdpin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  whispering  to,  talking 
over,  persuading. 

^TK.OVT  pari-rodha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ru.dh 
with  pari),  obstructing,  keeping  back,  resistance. 

HlVrt  parila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  [cf. 
partial] 

<4K.cO^J  pari-laglm,  us,  us,  u,  very  light, 
easy  to  digest. 

^ftc5W  pari-langh,  cl.  10.  P.  -langhayati, 
-yitum,  to  overleap,  transgress,  overstep. 
Pari-langhana,  am,  n.  jumping  or  leaping  to 

and  fro,  jumping  over. 

TftftrF^  pari-lih,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -ledhi,  -lidhe, 
-letlhum,  to  lick  all  round,  lick  over,  lick  :  Intens. 
-hlihyate,  -leledki,  to  lick  all  round,  lick  repeatedly. 
Pari-lidha,  as,  a,  am,  licked  all  round,  licked  over. 
Pari-lehin,  i,  m.  a  particular  disease  of  the  ear. 

pari-lup,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -lumpati, 

-te,  -loptum,  to  interrupt,  break  through,  disturb ; 

to  suspend,  diminish ;  to  dispel. 
Pari-lupta,  as,  d,  am,  interrupted,  disturbed, 

diminished,  injured,  lost.  —  Parilupta-safijtla,  as, 

a,  am,  one  whose  consciousness  is  suspended,  un- 
conscious, senseless. 

Pari-lupyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  interrupted. 
Pari-lopa,  as,  m.  injury ;  neglect,  omission. 

TfcjW  pari-lubh,  Caus.  A.  -lobhayate, 
-yitum,  to  entice,  allure. 

M(V.rt«3  pari-lekha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  likh  with 
pari),  outline,  delineation,  sketch,  figure,  picture. 

—  Parilekhddhikdra  C^kha-adh"),  as,  m.  'section 
on  delineation,'  N.  of  the  sixth  chapter  of  the  Surya- 
siddhanta. 
Pari-lekhana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  drawing  lines  round 

about. 

M  (Vi  mi  pari-vakra,  f.,  Ved.  a  circular 
pit ;  (according  to  a  Scholiast)  N.  of  a  town. 

MfM4^  pari-vaM,  Caus.  P.  -vaMayati, 
•yitum,  to  deceive. 
Pari-vantita,  as,  d,  am,  deceived. 

M  U.q  w  «d  pari-vatsaka,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr. 

vatsa  with  pari),  N.  of  the  descendants  of  Vatsa. 

nlX^w*.  pari-vatsara,  as,  m.  a  full  year, 
a  year ;  the  second  of  a  cycle  of  five  years. 
Parl-vaisarina  or  parirvatsariya,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  relating  to  a  full  year ;  lasting  a  whole  year. 

nf*.^  pari-vad,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vadati,  -te, 
-vaditum,  to  speak  ill  of,  revile,  calumniate,  slander, 
accuse. 

Pari-vadat,an,  antl,  at,  speaking  ill  of,  reviling, slandering. 

Pari-vadana,  am,  n.  reviling,  accusing;  crying 
out,  clamouring,  screaming. 

Pari-v3,da,  as,  m.  abuse,  reproach,  reproof,  cen- 
sure, detraction ;  charge,  accusation ;  an  instrument 

with  which  the  Indian  lute  is  played. 

Pari-vddaka,  as,  m.  a  complainant,  accuser,  plain- 
tiff, calumniator ;  one  who  plays  on  the  lute. 

Pari-vddin,  i,  ini,  i,  speaking  ill  of,  reviling, 
abusing,  slandering,  blaming ;  an  accuser ;  calling 
out,  crying,  screaming ;  censured,  abused ;  (7),  m. 
an  accuser,  plaintiff,  reprover ;  (ini),  f.  a  VlnS  or 
lute  of  seven  strings. 

pari-varta.     See  p.  548,  col.  £. 

i .  pari-vardhita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.rt. 

vardh,  to  cut,  with  pari;  for  2.  see  under  pari- 
vridh,  p.  548,  col.  3),  cut,  excavated. 

HK=(«i«^  pari-varman,  d,  d,  a,  wearing  a 
coat  of  mail,  clad  in  mail,  armed. 

HiVsi?  pari-varha,  pari-varhana.  See 
pari-barha,  pari-baraana,  p.  545,  col.  I. 

Vfl^^pari-vas  (see  rt.  4.  cars),  cl.  10.  P. 
-vdsayati,  -yitwn,  Ved.  to  split,  cut  through. 
Pari-vdsana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  shred,  chip. 

tjft^ni  pari-vasatha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  6. 
vas  with  pari),  a  village. 
Pari-vdsa,  as,  m.  abode,  residence,  stay,  sojourn ; 

[cf.  7.-a/a-p°.] Pari-vdsita,  as,  d,  am,  respectfully  attentive  to 
superiors  (?). 

i|(Vq^.  pari-vah,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vahati,  -te, 
-vodJium,  to  carry  round,  carry  about. 
Pari-vaha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seren  winds; 

orje  of  the  seven  tongues  of  fire. 
Pari-vaha,  as,  m.  the  overflowing  of  a  tank,  an 

inundation,  overflow  natural  or  artificial ;  a  water- 
course or  drain  to  carry  off  excess  of  water;  [cf. 

pari-vdha.]  —  Parivdha-vat,  an,  m.  '  having  a 
channel,'  a  tank,  pool. 

Pari-vdhita,  as,  d,  am,  drained. 
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ifi^T  pari-vahin. pari-vardhita. 

Pari-vahin,  i,  ini,  i,  overflowing,  swimming 
with. 

H  (X=<  I M  pari-vapa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  nap  with 
pan),  fried  grains  of  rice ;  coagulated  or  thick  sour 
milk  (  =  dad/ii,  Ved.);  furniture;  a  train,  retinue; 
sowing;  a  reservoir,  pool,  pond,  piece  of  water; 
shaving,  shearing. 
Pari-wdpana,  am,  n.  shaving,  shearing. 
Pari-vapita,  as,  a,  am,  shaven,  shorn. 
Pari-vdpya  or  part-vdpya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

having  or  requiring  or  deserving  fried  grains  of  rice 
or  thickened  milk. 

Hri^[(pari-vara,pari-varana.  See  under 
pari-vri,  col.  2. 

^rMIH^  pari-vasas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  (pro- 
bably) an  upper  garment ;  Angirasdm  abhh'dsak- 

parivdsasi,  N.  of  two  Samans. 

lft.rc($|r^  pari-vinsat,  t,  f.  quite  twenty, 
full  twenty,  twenty  at  least. 

H r*,rt  jni«< «i  pari-vikrayin,  i,  ini,  i  (fr.  rt. 
i .  /.•;•;  with  pari-vi),  selling  or  trading  in  (with  gen.). 

MPcr=USJri  pari-vikshata,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 
kshan  with  pari-vi),  sorely  wounded,  much  hurt. 

pari-vikshobha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt. 
i.  Jtshubh  with  pari-m),  shaking  violently,  de- 
stroying. 

Mf<r«(^^  pari-vi-6ar,  cl.  I.  P.  -6arati, 
-daritum,  Ved.  to  stream  forth  in  all  directions. 

sWi^  pari-vid,  cl.  2.  P.  -vetti,  -veda, 
-veditum,  Ved.  to  know  thoroughly,  understand 
fully  ;  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -vindati,  -te,  -veditum,  -wttum, 
to  marry  before  an  elder  brother. 
Pari-mnna  or  pari-tiitta  or  parl-vitti,  i»,  m. 

an  unmarried  elder  brother  whose  younger  brother 
is  married.  —  Parivitii-td,  (.  the  marrying  of  a 
younger  brother  before  the  elder. 
Pari-vindaka,  as,  m.  a  younger  brother  married 

before  the  elder. 

Pari-vindat,  an,  m.  an  unmarried  elder  brother. 
Pari-vividdna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  married  man 

whose  elder  brother  is  still  unmarried. 

Pari-vettri,  td,  m.  or  pari-vedalca,  as,  m,  a 
younger  brother  married  before  the  elder. 

Pari-v  eda,  as,m.  complete  or  accurate  knowledge. 
i.  pari-vedana,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  p.  549,  col.  i), 

complete  or  accurate  knowledge  ;  discussion  ;  anguish, 
pain,  misery;  the  marrying  of  a  younger  brother 
before  the  elder  ;  marriage  ;  laying  the  fire  on  the 
sacrificial  fire-place  ;  gain,  acquisition  ;  (a),  f.  shrewd- 

ness, wit  ;  foresight,  prudence. 
Pari-vedaniyd  or  pari-vedini,  f.  the  wife  of  a 

younger  brother  who  has  married  before  the  elder. 
ParirVfdin,  I,  inl,  i,  knowing,  shrewd. 

iCtfr-i  pari-viddha,  as,  m.  (perhaps  fr. 
'/tari-vyadh),  an  epithet  of  Kuvera;  [cf.  para- 

pari-vis  (often  confounded  with 
pari-i'ish  below),  Caus.  -vesayati,  -yitum,  to  pro- 

vide ;  to  offer,  present,  (probably  for  pari-visk,  q.  v.) 
I'ari-ceicu,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  neighbour. 

^W^na*^  pari-vi-svas,  cl.  2.  P.  -fvasiti, 
-si'asitum,  to  confide  completely,  feel  secure,  be 
fearless:  Caus.  -gvasayati,  -yitum,  to  comfort, 
console. 

Pari-ivasta,  as,  a,  am,  feeb'ng  secure,  confident. 

*l  kfa  "^  pari-vish,  Caus.  P.  -veshayati, 
-yitum,  to  surround  ;  to  present,  offer,  offer  food  ; 
to  wait  on  ;  (sometimes  erroneously  written  pari- 
Vii,  q.  v.) 

Pari-vishta,  as,  a,  am,  surrounded,  enclosed; 
offered,  presented. 

Pari-vishti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  service,  attendance. 

Pari-vaiha,  as,  m.  (sometimes  wrongly  spelt 
pari-Vfitd),  preparation  (of  food);  attendance,  wait- 

ing at  meals,  distributing  food,  serving  up  meals  ;  a 
circle,  circlet,  wreath,  crown  ;  the  circumference  of 
a  circle  ;  the  disk  of  the  sun  or  moon  ;  a  halo  round 
the  sun  or  moon  ;  anything  surrounding  or  protecting 

(e.g.  kritdngarakxhd-p",  surrounded  by  a  body- 
guard); putting  on,  clothing,  dressing.  —  Parivesha- 

vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  a  halo,  surrounded  by  a  halo. 
J'ari-vesluika,  as,  m.  (sometimes  wrongly  pari- 

t),  an  attendant,  waiter,  one  who  serves  up meals. 

Pari-veshana,  am,  n.  attendance,  waiting,  serving 
up  meals,  distributing  food  ;  surrounding,  enclosing  ; 
circumference  ;  a  halo  round  the  sun  or  moon. 
Pari-veshin,  f,  im,  i,  surrounded  by  a  halo. 
Pari-veshtavya  or  pari-veshya,  as,  a,  am,  to 

be  served  up  ;  to  be  offered  or  presented. 
Parirveshtri,  id,  in,  tri,  a  waiter  ;  one  who 

serves  up  meals. 

M(Xf«|!iiJ  pari-vishnu,  ind.  =  sarvato  Vish- nuh. 

i-vihara,  as,  m.  walking  or 
roaming  about,  walking  for  pleasure. 

MfVfq^rt  pari-vihvala,   as,  d,    am,   ex- 

tremely agitated,  bewildered,  beside  one's  self.  •-  Pa- 
rivihvala-td,  f.  bewilderment. 

sfWl  pari-vi,  pari-nta.  See  under 
pari-vye,  p.  549,  col.  I. 

M(V,=J  pari-vri,  cl.  5.  9.  I.  P.  A.  -vrinoti, 
-tiute,  -vrindti,  -nite,  -varati,  -te,  -varitum,  -va- 
ritwn,  to  surround,  conceal  :  Caus.  -vdrayati,  -yi- 

tum, to  surround,  cover,  clothe. 
Pari-vdra,  as,  m.  (also  spelt  pan-vara),  a  cover, 

covering  ;  surroundings,  train,  suite,  retinue,  attend- 
ants, dependants,  subjects,  followers  ;  a  sheath,  scab- 
bard. —  Parivdra-td,  f.  subjection,  dependance.  —  Pa- 

rii'dra-rat,  an,  all,  at,  having  a  great  retinue. 
—  Pariedra-s'obkin,  i,  int,  i,  rendered  illustrious 
by  a  retinue. 
Parwdrana,  am,  n.  a  cover,  covering,  envelope  ; 

a  train,  retinue  ;  keeping  or  warding  off. 
Pari-vdrita,  as,  d,  am,  encompassed,  surrounded, 

encircled,  enclosed,  begirt. 

Pari-vdrya,  ind.  having  surrounded  orencompassed. 
Pari-vrita,  as,  d,  am,  encompassed,  surrounded, 

encircled,  attended,  invested  ;  concealed  ;  overspread, 
pervaded  ;  entirely  gained  or  received  ;  known  ; 
(am),  n.,  Ved.  a  covered  place  or  shed  enclosed 
with  walls  used  as  a  place  of  sacrifice. 
Pari-vriti,  is,  f.  surrounding,  standing  round. 

S  (V.cj  ̂  p  ari-vrinh  orpari-vrih,  also  written 
pari-brinh  or  pari-brih,  q.  v.,  p.  545,  col.  I. 

Pari-vrinhana.     See  pari-brinhana,  p.  545. 
Pari-vrinhita  or  pari-rrihita.  See  pari-brin- 

hita,  p.  545,  col.  i. 
Pari-vridha,  as,  m.  a  master,  owner,  &c.  See 

pari-bridha,  p.  545,  col.  2. 
Pari-vradhiman,  d,  m.  mastery,  superiority. 

M(<JJ»^  i.  pari-vrij,  cl.  7.  I.  P.  -vrinakti, 
-varjati,  -varjittitn,  to  leave,  forsake,  abandon, 
shun,  avoid,  quit,  cease,  leave  off:  Caus.  -varjayati, 
-yitum,  to  avoid,  shun. 
Pari-varga,  as,  m.,  Ved.  shunning,  avoiding, 

removing,  discomfiting  ;  a-parivargam,  ind.  without 
omission,  without  intermission,  completely. 

Pari-vargya,  as,  d,  aw,  Ved.  to  be  avoided. 
Pari-varjaka,  as,  d,  am,  shunning,  avoiding  ; 

giving  up,  resigning,  abstaining  from. 
Pari-varjana,  am,  n.  avoiding,  shunning,  giving 

up,  resigning,  quitting;  abstaining  from;  killing, 
slaughter. 

Pari-varjanlya,  as,  a,  am,  avoidable,  to  be avoided. 

Pari-earjita,  as,  a,  am,  abandoned,  shunned  ; 
deprived  or  devoid  of. 
Pari-rrikta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  avoided,  disliked, 

despised ;  (a  and  I),  f. '  the  disliked  or  despised  one,' epithet  of  a  wife  lightly  esteemed  in  comparison 
with  the  favourite  wife  (mahishi,  vdvdtd). 

2,  pari-vrij,  Tc,  f.,  Ved.  avoiding,  removing,  (Say. 
=]Mritafi  sca-sthdna-tyaya) ;  purification,  expi- 
ation. 

M (V<j a^pari-vrit,  cl.  i.  A.  (also  P.  in  Put., 
Cond.,  and  Aor.),  to  turn  round,  roll  or  wheel 
round,  revolve ;  to  be  whirled ;  to  hasten  to  and 
fro,  roam  or  wander  about;  to  change  (e.g.  ksha- 

nena  tat  parivartate  'nyathd,  that  changes  or  turns out  to  be  different  in  a  moment) ;  to  interchange ; 
to  become,  to  be:  Caus.  -vartayati,  -yitum,  to exchange. 

Pari-carta,  as,  m.  revolving,  revolution  (of  a 
planet  &c.)  ;  a  period  or  lapse  or  expiration  of  time, 
especially  of  a  Yuga  (e.  g.  lokandm  parivarte,  at 
the  end  of  the  world) ;  a  year ;  going  or  turning 

back,  flight,  retreat,  desertion;  transmigration,  re- 
peated birth ;  change,  exchange,  barter  (e.  g.  anna- 

paricarta,  change  of  diet;  samudra-parivarta, 
exchange  of  sealed  goods) ;  requital,  return ;  a 
chapter,  section,  book,  canto ;  an  abode,  spot,  place ; 
N.  of  one  of  the  eight  sons  of  Duh-saha  (son  of 
Mrityu) ;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  tortoises  or  the 
tortoise  incarnation. 
Pari-vartaka,  as,  d,  am,  turning  round,  turning 

back ;  causing  to  turn  round  or  flow  back ;  causing 
to  revolve ;  bringing  to  a  close ;  requiting,  exchanging ; 
leaving  off  a  thing  begun  for  some  other  object; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Duh-saha. Pari-vartana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  to  turn  round  ; 
(i),  f.  epithet  of  a  particular  magical  art ;  (am),  n. 
cutting,  clipping  (the  hair,  Ved.);  (according  to  a 
Scholiast)  =  prerana  (Ved.);  turning  round,  going 
round,  turning  back,  returning ;  moving  to  and  fro  ; 
whirling  round,  revolving;  revolution,  end  of  a 
period  of  rime ;  inverting,  taking  or  putting  anything 
in  a  wrong  direction;  change,  exchange,  barter; 

requital,  return. 
Pari-rartamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  exchanged, 

capable  of  being  exchanged. 
Pari-vartikd,  f.  contraction  of  the  prepuce,  phi- 

mosis. 

Parl-vartita,  as,  d,  am,  turned  round,  revolved ; 
returned,  retreated;  taken  or  put  on  in  a  wrong 
direction ;  exchanged. 

Pari-vartin,  I,  inl,  i,  moving  round,  going 
round,  revolving;  circling,  going  in  a  circle,  being 
constantly  renewed,  ever  recurring ;  changing,  passing 
into;  being  or  remaining  or  staying  in  a  place  or 
near  a  person  (e.  g.  Sugriva-pariuartin,  being 
about,  i.  e.  in  attendance  on  Su-grlva)  ;  flying,  re- 

treating; exchanging,  requiting,  recompensing;  (ini), 
(.,  scil.  vishtuti,  a  hymn  arranged  according  to  the 
recurring  form  abc,  abc,  abc. 
Pari-vartman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  going  or  extending round. 

Pari-vritta,  as,  d,  am,  revolved,  gone  round; 
turned  back,  retreated,  retired,  returned ;  exchanged, 
bartered ;  finished,  ended ;  (am),  n.  an  embrace. 

—  Parivnttardha-mukha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  i,  am, 
having  the  face  half  turned  round. 

Pari-vritti,  is,  f.  revolution,  return;  exchange, 
barter ;  end,  termination ;  surrounding,  encompassing ; 

staying  in  a  place,  dwelling ;  contraction  of  the  pre- 
puce, phimosis  ;  (tyd),  ind.  alternately  ;  (sometimes 

pari-vritti  is  a  wrong  reading  for  pari-vitti,  q.v.) 
1'ari-vritya,  ind.  having  turned  round,  having 

revolved ;  having  retreated  or  retired. 

qfXcjll  pari-vridh  [cf.  pari-vrijih~\ ,  cl.  i. 
A.  (also  P.  in  Put.,  Cond.,  and  Aor.)  -vardhate, 
-mrdliitum,  to  grow,  grow  up,  increase:  Caus. 
-vardhayati,  -yitum,  to  increase,  augment;  to 

bring  up,  rear. Pari-vardhana,  am,  n.  increasing,  augmenting, 
enlarging,  multiplying;  gro^ng;  rearing,  breeding 

(as  of  cattle). l.pari-i-ardhUa,  as,  a, am,  increased,  augmented. 



Pari-vriddha,  as,  a,  am,  grown,  increased. 
••  Parivriddha-td,  f.  increase,  extension. 
Pari-iiriddhi,  is,  f.  growth,  increase. 

1  (l=|  (W  pari-vristi,  is,  m.  a  wrong  reading 
for  pari-vitti,  q.  v. 

l(X.N<J'f  2.pari-vedana,  am,  n.  (probably 
a  various  reading  for  pari-devana),  complaining, 
lamentation.  (For  I.  see  p.  548,  col.  I.) 
Parwedita,  as,  a,  am  (probably  for  pari-devita), 

lamented ;  (am),  n.  lamentation. 

Ipari-vesha.     See  p.  548,  col.  2. 

pari-vesht,  cl.  i.  A.  -veshtate, 
-veshtitum,  to  surround,  encompass,  encircle;  to 
wrap  up,  cover,  clothe :  Caus.  -veshtayati,  -yitum, 
to  surround ;  to  wrap  up,  clothe ;.  to  embrace. 
Pari-vesh(ana,am,  n.  surrounding,  encompassing; 

circumference ;  a  cover,  covering ;  a  ligature,  bandage. 
Pari-veshtita,  as,  a,  am,  surrounded,  encompassed, 

enclosed ;  beset,  beleaguered ;  bound  round,  covered, 
veiled,  swathed. 

Pari-veshtitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  sur- 
rounds or  encompasses. 

(jfXdjTh  pari-vyakta,  as,  a,  am,  very  clear 
or  distinct ;  (am),  ind.  very  dearly  or  distinctly. 

l|(\tt(l^  pari-vyadh,  cl.  4.  P.  -vidhyati, 
-vyaddhum,  to  hit,  strike,  smite,  wound. 
Pari-vyddha,  as,  m.  a  species  of  reed,  Calamus 

Fasciculatus ;  a  species  of  tree,  Pterospermum  Aceri- 
folium ;  N.  of  an  ancient  sage. 

HlXitHI  pari-vyaya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  5.  i  with 
pari-vt),  expense,  cost ;  condiment,  spices. 

MIX**!  pari-vye,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vyayati,  -te, 
•vydtvm,  to  surround,  invest,  wrap  round,  veil,  cover, 
put  on,  wrap  one's  self  up. 
Pari-m,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  wound  round. 
Pan-vita,  as,  d,  am,  surrounded,  encompassed, 

invested;  overspread,  pervaded;  (am),  n.  the  bow 
of  Brahma. 

Pari-viya,  ind.  wrapping  round. 
Pari-vyayana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  winding  round, 

covering. 
Pari-vyayaniya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  relating  to 

wrapping  round  or  binding  on  (as  a  verse). 

l^fWSI  pari-vraj,  cl.  I.  P.  -vrajati,  -vra- 
jitum,  to  go  or  wander  about,  wander  about  as  a 
mendicant,  lead  the  life  of  a  religious  mendicant. 
Pari-vrajya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  roamed  about  or 

walked  for  pleasure;  (a),  f.  strolling,  wandering 
about  from  place  to  place;  religious  wandering 
leading  the  life  of  a  religious  mendicant;  ascetic 
devotion,  religious  austerity,  abandonment  of  the 
world. 

Pari-vrdj,  t,  or  pari-vrdja,  as,  m.  a  vagrant 
wandering  man,  ascetic  of  the  fourth  and  last  religiou 
order,  a  mendicant  devotee. 

Pari-vrdjaka,  as,  ikd,  m.  f.  a  wandering  religiou 
mendicant. 

Pari-vrdji,  is,  f.  a  species  of  plant,  Sphseranthu 
Mollis ;  [cf.  tapo-dhand,  Ihikshu.] 
Pari-vrdjya,  am,  n.  religious  mendicancy. 

lftfrn?R«T  pari-vradhiman.  See  under 
pari-wrinh,  p.  548,  col.  2. 

1  IX^I 4( pari-sank,  cl.  i.  A.  -sankate,  -san- 
Idtum,  to  suspect  of  (with  inst.) ;  to  distrust. 
Pari-dankaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  doubted  o 

distrusted ;  to  be  feared  or  apprehended ;  parifanka 
nu/am,  (used  impersonally)  distrust  must  be  felt. 
Pari-iankin,  i,  ini,  i,  fearing,  apprehending 

having  apprehensions. 

MiX^iM^  pari-sap,  cl.  I.  4.  P.  A.  -sapati 
-te,  -(apyati,  -te,  -s"aptum,  to  curse,  execrate. 
Pari-idpa,  as,  m.  cursing,  reviling,  anathema 

M hjtf^pari-sam,  Caus.  P.  -samayati,  -yi 
turn,  to  allay,  quench ;  to  destroy. 

pari-vriddha.  trft6**  pari-shkanna. 

Pari-famita,  as,  d,  am,  allayed,  quenched;  de- 
troyed. 

JfJif  pari-sasvata,  as,  i,  am,  remain- 
ng  or  continuing  for  ever,  perpetually  the  same. 

;h,  Caus.  P.-seshayati,  -yi- 
um,  to  leave  over,  leave  (as  a  remainder) ;  to  leave 

a  place),  quit ;  with  na,  to  destroy  (e.  g.  Megha- 
nddasya  dhanur  na  pary-aseshayat,  he  did  not 
uffer  to  remain,  i.  e.  he  destroyed  the  bow  of 
Uegha-nada). 
Pari-tishta,  as,  a,  am,  left,  remaining ;  finished ; 

;am),n.  a  supplement,  appendix.  —  Paris'ishta-pra- edda,  as,  m. ,  N.  of  a  work  by  Srl-natha-larman. 
Pari-s"esha,  as,  d,  am,  left  over,  remaining 

Ved.) ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  remnant,  remains,  re- 
mainder, residue,  rest;  sequel,  supplement;  conclu- 

iion,  completion,  termination;  (ena),  ind.  with 
the  residue  or  conclusion;  to  the  very  end,  com- 

pletely, in  full.  —  Pari&sha-s'dstra,  am,  n.  a  sup- 
plementary work,  an  appendix. 

Part-s'eshana,  am,  n.  remainder,  residue. 

HH.^|T^*T  pari-silana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  sil 
with  pari),  frequent  touch  or  contact,  intercourse, 
correspondence,  constant  occupation,  fond  pursuit  of 
or  attachment  to  (a  subject),  study. 

pari-su<!,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 
-Matil-te),  -Mitum,  to  be  deeply  grieved,  mourn, 
lament,  bewail. 

FX  pari-sudh,  Caus.  P.  -sodhayati, 
-yitum,  to  clear,  clean,  purify  completely ;  to  solve, 
explain,  clear  up. 
Pari-tuddha,  as,  d,  am,  completely  cleansed, 

cleaned,  purified  ;  acquitted,  discharged ;  cleared  off, 
paid.  —  Parituddha-bhava,  as,  m.  cleansed;  dis- 

charged, paid. 

Pari-s'uddhi,  is,  f.  complete  purification,  becom- 
ing perfectly  clean;  justification,  acquittal,  proving 

innocent. 

Pari-todha,  as,  m.  cleansing,  purifying,  correct- 
ing ;  discharging  a  debt  or  obligation,  quittance. 

Pari-iodhana,  am,  n.  purification ;  justification ; 
paying,  discharging  a  debt. 

T  pari-susrusha.     See  under  pa- 
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ri-int,  col.  3. 

iPLSJ1^  pari-sush,  cl.  4.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 
-s~ushyati  (-te),  -fysktum,  to  be  thoroughly  dried  up, 
become  quite  dry  ;  to  shrivel,  wither  ;  to  pine,  waste 
away  ;  to  be  afflicted  :  Caus.  -doshayati,  -yitum, 
to  emaciate. 
Pari-^ushka,  as,  a,  am,  perfectly  dried  up, 

thoroughly  dried,  completely  dry  or  parched  ; 
withered,  shriveled,  shrunk  (as  a  vein)  ;  hollow  (as 

the  cheeks)  ;  paris"ushkam  mdnsam,  meat  fried  in 
ghee,  washed  and  spiced.  ••  Parisuskka-tdlu,  us, 

us,  u,  having  the  palate  dried  up.  —  Paris'usMia- 
paldia,  as,  a,  am,  having  withered  foliage. 

Pari-s'iiBhyat,an,anti,at,  drying  up,  evaporating. 
Pari-dasha,  as,  m.  becoming  completely  dried 

up,  dryness,  desiccation,  evaporation. 

Pari-s'oshana,  as,  d,  am,  drying  up,  parching 
(am),  n.  drying,  parching,  emaciating. 
Pari-3oshin,  t,  ini,  i,  drying  up,  shriveling  up 

becoming  quite  emaciated. 

pari-sunya,  as,  a,  am,  quite  empty 
quite  free  from,  totally  devoid  of. 

MiXsirt  i  .  pari-srita,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

ardent  spirits  ;  [cf.  pari-srut,  pari-trutd.'] 
jl  pari-sn,  Pass,  -siryate,  to  be  clef 

or  rent  asunder,  to  be  split. 

pari-srama,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sram 
with  part),  fatigue,  distress  ;  fatiguing  occupation 
labour,  exertion,  trouble,  pain.  —  Paris'ramdpaha 
(°ma-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  relieving  weariness. 

Pari-franta,  as,  a,  am,  thoroughly  fatigued, 
worn  out,  exhausted,  wearied;  one  who  has  per- 
brmed  acts  of  religious  austerity. 
Pari-tSrdnli,  is,  f.  fatigue,  exhaustion;  labour, rouble. 

Part-irdma,  as,  m.  fatigue,  a  fatiguing  occu- 
lation,  exertion,  toiling  after. 

pari-sraya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sri  with 
>ari),  an  enclosure,  fence  (Ved.) ;  a  refuge,  asylum  ; 
an  assembly,  meeting. 

Pari-s'rayana,  am,  n.  encompassing,  surrounding with  a  fence. 

Pari-Mt,  t,  f.,Ved.  '  enclosure,'  epithet  of  certain small  stones  laid  round  the  hearth  and  other  parts  of he  altar. 

•2. pari-/Srita,  am,  n.,Ved.=pari-vritam,  q.v. 

xrft^  pari-sru,  cl.  5.  P.  -srinoti,  -srotum, 
o  hear. 

Pari-s'us'rushd,  f.  complete  or  implicit  obedience. 
Pari-s'ruta,  as,  d,  am,  heard;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 

one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda. 

pari-slishta,   as,   a,  am  (fr.  rt. 
sT,ish  with  pari),  embraced,  clasped. 
Pari-slesha,  as,  m.  embracing,  an  embrace. 

llfXmji  pari-shanda,  a  particular  part  of 
a  house.  —  Parishanda-vdritca,  a  servant. 

.  pari-shad  (pan-sad),  cl.  i.  6.  P. 
-shidati,  -skattum,  Ved.  to  sit  round. 

2.  pari-shad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  surrounding,  besetting ; 
(t),  f.  an  assembly,  meeting,  audience,  congregation, 
council.  —  Parishat-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  con- 

stituting a  legal  assembly;  a  legal  assemblage  of 
councillors.  —  Pariskad-vala,  as,  a,  am,  surrounded 

by  a  council ;  convoking  assemblies ;  (as),  m.  a  mem- 
ber of  an  assembly,  assessor,  associate,  spectator. 

Pari-shada,  as,  m.  (a  various  reading  for  pdri- 
shada),  one  of  an  assembly  or  congregation,  a 
councillor,  assessor,  a  spectator  at  a  play. 

Pari-shadya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sought  after 
laboriously  (Ved.);  to  be  worshipped  (Ved.)  ;  to  be 
avoided  (Ved.) ;  (according  to  Mahl-dhara)  belonging 
to  an  assembly;  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 
VII.  4,  •j,-=pary-dpta),  sufficient,  adequate,  com- 

petent; (as),  m.  a  member  of  an  assembly,  assessor, nearer,  spectator,  guest. 

Pari-shadvam,  d,  an,  a,  Ved.  surrounding,  en- 
compassing, besetting. 

pari-shah  (pari-sak),  cl.  i.  A. 
-shakate,  -skahitum,  -shodkum,  to  sustain,  bear 

up  against. 
pari-shi6  (pari-sit),  cl.  i.  P.  A. 

-i,  -te,  -shebtum,  to  sprinkle  round,  scatter 
about,  diffuse :  Caus.  -she&iyati  (ep.  -ihintayati). 

-yitum,  to  sprinkle  round. 
Pari-sheka,  as,  m.  sprinkling  over,  moistening ; 

a  bath,  bathing  apparatus. 
Pari-shedaka,  as,  d,  am,  pouring  over,  sprinkling. 
Pari-she6ana,  am,  n.  pouring  over,  sprinkling ; 

water  for  watering  trees. 

UfXn'NlU  pari-shmana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  siv 
with  pari),  Ved.  sewing  round,  winding  round. 

Tfff^pari-sK  (pari-su,  see  rt.  2.  su),  cl. 
6.  P.  -shuvati,  -shavitum,  Ved.  to  besiege,  be- 

leaguer. Pari-shuta,  as,  d,  am.Ved.  besieged,  beleaguered. 
Pari-slMi,i»,  f.,Ved.  oppression;  (Say.)  violence 

(=paritah  preraka  upadravah). 

'MfXlli^l  pari-shodasa,  as,  i,  am,  full  six- 

teen, quite  sixteen. 
yiX'xli'^  pari-shkand  or  pari-skand,  cl.  I. 

P.  -shkandati,  -shkantum,  to  leap  about,  spring 
round  or  about. 

Pari-shkanna  or  pari-shkanna,  as,  m.  a  foster 
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550 pari-shkanda. 
irft^  pari-stri. or  adopted  child,  one  nourished  by  a  stranger  ;  the 

Koi!  or  Indian  cuckoo  (?). 
Pari-shkaitda  or  pari-skanda,  as,  m.  a  foster 

child,  one  nourished  by  a  stranger  ;  a  servant  ;  (au), 
m.  du.  two  servants  running  by  the  two  sides  of  a 
carriage  ;  (am),  n.  going  round  or  about  (?). 
Pari-shkandat  or  pari-skandat,  an,  anti,  at, 

leaping  about,  jumping  round,  going  round  or  about  ; 
surrounding,  circumambulating  ;  wandering. 

(J  (Xuf  pari-sh-kri  (/)ari-irt  with  sinserted, 
cf.  pari-kri,  p.  538,  col.  2),  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti, 
-iiurute,  -kartum,  Ved.  to  prepare,  fit  out,  equip  ; 
to  adorn,  decorate  ;  to  polish,  perfect  ;  to  cleanse. 
Pari-sk-kara,  as,  m.  ornament,  decoration. 
Pari-sh-kara,  as,  m.  surrounding  (?);  adorning, 

ornament,  decoration,  embellishment;  finishing, 
polishing  ;  cooking,  dressing  ;  cleansing,  purification 
by  essential  rites,  initiation  ;  domestic  utensils,  furni- 

ture. •-Parishkdra-firara,  a  kind  of  garment. 
Pari-sh-krita,  as,  a,  am,  surrounded,  encom- 

passed (?);  prepared,  equipped;  adorned,  decorated, 
embellished  ;  highly  finished,  polished  ;  cooked, 
dressed  ;  cleansed,  purified  by  initiatory  rites.  —  Pa- 
rifhkrita-bhumi,  is,  f.  an  altar  or  ground  prepared 
for  a  sacrifice  or  for  the  victim  and  sacrificial  utensils. 

Parirsh-kriti,  is,  f.  finishing,  polishing  ;  cleansing. 

Pari-sh-kriya,  f.  adorning,  decorating;  (agni-pj 
is  a  various  reading  for  agni-parikriyd,  q.  v.) 

sIXTs  pari-shti,  is,  f.  (according  to  some 
fr.  rt.  I.  as  with  pan,  but  more  probably  fr.  pari- 
shthd  below  ;  cf.  abhi-shti,  upa-sti),  Ved.  obstruc- 

tion, impediment  ;  distress,  dilemma  ;  (Say.)  searching 
all  round,  (as  if  fr.  rt.  3.  isli  with  pari.) 

Hftlg  pari-shtu  (pari-stu),  cl.  2.  P.  -stauti, 
•stotum,  to  praise,  (Pin.  VIII.  3,  70.) 
Pari-shtavaniya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  intended  for 

the  Pari-shtavana. 

Pari-shtuti,  is,  f.  (fr.  pari-stu),  Ved.  praise. 
Pari-shlama,  as,  m.  an  elephant's  coloured  hous- 

ings; a  coverlet;  a  cushion;  [cf.  pari-iloma.~\ 
M(X§«  pari-shtubh,  p,  p,  p  (fr.  rt.  stubh 

with  pan),  Ved.  uttering  joyful  cries  or  exulting  on 
every  side;  (Say.)=8j«rt6Mr  yukta,  endowed  or 
glorified  with  praises  ;  (p),  (.  exultation,  acclamation. 
Pari-shtobha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  embellishing  a  Saman 

with  the  so-called  Stobhas. 

pari-shthala,  am,  n.  surrounding 
place  or  site. 

s(V.»i  pari-shthd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  ob- 
structing, hindering,  an  obstructor  ;  (as),  f.  obstruc- 

tion, impediment. 

H  ft.l|'*»t  pari-shyanda  or  pari-syanda,  as, 
m.  (fir.  rt.  eyand  with  pari),  a  stream,  river  ;  wet- 

ness, moisture  ;  a  sand-bank,  island  (Ved.). 
Pari-shyandin  or  pari-syandin,  i,  inl,  i,  flow- 

ing, streaming. 

MfV«(^  pari-shvanj  (pari-svanj),  cl.  I. 
A.  -shvajate  (rarely  P.  -shvajati),  -shrunklum,  to 
embrace. 

I'ari-shvakta,  as,  a,  am,  embraced. 
I'ari-shvanya,  as,  m.  embracing,  an  embrace  ; 

contact,  touch. 
Pari-ahvajana,  am,  n.  embracing,  an  embrace. 
Pari-shvajana,  as,  a,  am,  embracing,  (Rama- 

yana  II.  83,  10.) 
I  .  pari-shvajya,  an,  a,  am,  to  be  embraced. 
2.  pan-shnajya,  ind.  having  embraced. 
1'ari-shvatijana,  am,  n.  embracing,  an  embrace. 
I'ari-shrai'ijalya,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?),  Ved.  a particular  domestic  utensil. 

I'ari-shvaajiyas,  an,  asi,  as,  Ved.  clasping  more firmly. 

MR^fwurl  pari-shvashkita,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 
shraslik  with  part,  probably)  the  act  of  leaping 
about. 

pari-sam-lih,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -le<j,hi, 
•lidhe,  -ledhum,  to  lick  all  round,  lick  over,  lick. 

pari-samvatsara,  as,  m.  a 
whole  or  full  year;  (at),  ind.  after  the  expiration 
of  a  whole  year ;  (as,  a,  am),  a  whole  year  -old ;  one 
who  has  waited  a  whole  year ;  (in  medicine)  chronic. 

pari-sam-stu,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -stauti, 
-ftitriti,  -slute,  -stucltc,  -stotum,  to  praise. 
Pari-eamstuyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  praised. 

sU.«r*«in  pari-sam-sthita,  as,  a,  am  (fr. 
rt.  stha  with  pari-sam),  standing  together  on  every side. 

Hftsfap^  pari-sam-spris,  cl.  6.  P.  -spri- 
tiati,  -sprashtuw,  -sparsjitum,  to  touch,  stroke. 

HU.«5i  pari-sam-ha,  cl.  3.  A.  -jihite,  -hd- 
tum,Ved.  to  lay  aside,  abandon  (Sfy.=pari-tyaj). 

H(V«!§B  pari-sam-hrishta,  as,  a,  am,  very 
glad,  greatly  rejoiced. 

HiVtupH    pari-sakhya,    as,    a,   am,  Ved. 
being  on  friendly  terms. 

TjF&t'ffi'^pari-san-krid,  cl.  I.  P.  -kridati, 
-kriditum,  to  play  about,  jest,  amuse  one's  self. 
Pari-sankridat,  an,  anti,  at,  playing  about, 

indulging  in  amusements. 

Tj(X*(fjf^  pari-san-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
-kshipati,  -if,  -ksheptum,  to  encompass,  encircle. 

IjfXw $y  I  I.  pari-san-khya,  cl.  2.  P.  -khya- 
ti,  -khyatum,  to  count  over,  count  up,  reckon  up, 
calculate,  add  together  ;  to  enumerate. 

1.  pari-sankhya,  f.  enumerating  one  by  one, 
computation ;  sum ;  total,  a  number ;  an  exhaustive 
enumeration,  exclusive  specification,  limitation  to 
that  which  is  enumerated  or  expressly  mentioned ; 
recapitulation. 
Pari-sanlihyata,  as,  a,  am,  counted,  reckoned 

up  ;  enumerated,  specified  exclusively. 
Pari-sankhydna,  am,  n.  enumeration ;  total ;  a 

number ;  exclusive  specification ;  a  correct  judgment, 

proper  estimate. 

Mf<.*iS^  pari-san-ghush,  cl.  I.  P.  -gho- 
shati,  -ghoshitum,  to  make  to  resound  on  all  sides, 
to  fill  with  cries. 

Pan-sanghushta,  as,  a,  am,  resonant  on  all  sides. 

Vftftt^pari-san-daksh,  cl.  2.  A.  -(ashte, 
-(ashtnm,  to  enumerate ;  to  avoid. 
Pari-saAfakahya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  avoided, 

avoidable. 

H  (V.«=a«.^)ari-sa«<!ara,  as,  m. '  a  very  diffi- 
cult pass  or  defile,'  a  critical  period. 

MlX^r^  parl-sah-(i,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -finoti, 
-Minute,  -Return,  to  collect,  accumulate. 
Pari-santita,  as,  a,  am,  collected,  accumulated. 

TfTH«?n^  pari-san-tap,  cl.  I.  P.  -tapati, 
-taptum,  to  be  tormented  or  afflicted ;  to  scorch, singe. 

Pari-santapta,  as,  a,  am,  scorched,  singed. 
Pari-santapya,  ind.  having  been  tormented ; 

having  scorched. 

l|fM(flM  pari-santana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3. 

tan  with  pari-sam),  Ved.  a  string,  cord. 

l|(XM**l  pari-sabhya,  as,  m.  (fr.  sabha  with 
pari),  a  member  of  an  assembly,  an  assessor. 

U(X*Wi1  pari-samanta,  as  or  am,  m.  or 
n.  (?),  circumference,  circuit. 

<J  fX*(*(  1 4^  pari-sam-ap,  Pass,  -dpyate,  to 
be  fully  completed,  arrive  at  completion. 
Pari-samipana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  finishing completely. 

Pari-samapta,  as,  a,  am,  fully  completed,  en- 
tirely done  or  finished. 

Pari-samapK,  is,  f.  entire  completion,  end,  con- 
clusion. 

ari-samutsuka,  as,  a,  am,  very 

anxious,  greatly  agitated  or  excited. 

'TftHf^  pari-sam-uh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -ihati, 
•te,  -uhitum,  Ved.  to  heap  or  sweep  together. 
Part-samuhana,  am,  n.  heaping  up  or  sweeping 

together. 

^^W^pari-sam-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati, 
-bhavitum,  Ved.  to  arise,  spring,  be  produced. 

•<  \<*u.pari-sara.     See  pari-sri  below. 

S  K«  <l  pari-sarpa.     See  pari-sri})  below. 

'TuOT^r  pari-sahasra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  a 
full  thousand,  at  least  a  thousand. 

MiVtti«^  pari-sadh,  Caus.  P.  -sadhayati, 
-yitum,  to  finish,  complete,  settle  (a  cause). 
Pari-sddhana,  am,  n.  accomplishing,  effecting, 

finishing,  bringing  to  a  conclusion;  arranging,  set- 
tling ;  determining,  ascertaining. 

pari-santvana,  am,  n.  the  act 
of  consoling  ;  conciliation. 

lfr*U»i  *(  pari-saman,  a,  n.,Ved.  a  Saman 
which  is  occasionally  inserted. 

HlXfWU  pari-sidh,  cl.  I.  P.  -sedhati,  -se- 
dhitum,  to  go  round,  go  about. 

I'dri-siddhilta,  f.  a  kind  of  rice-gruel. 
Pari-sedhat,  an,  anti,  at,  going  round,  going 

about. 

pari-siman,  a,  m.  a  boundary, 
border,  extreme  term  or  limit. 

pari-sirya,  am,  n.  (fr.^>ar»-f-stra), 
Ved.  a  leather  thong  on  a  plough. 

4tV<l  pari-sri,  cl.  i.  P.  -sarati,  -sartum, 

to  go  or  flow  round. 
Pari-sara,  as,  m.  standing-place,  position,  site  ; 

verge,  border,  proximity,  neighbourhood,  environs, 
ground  on  the  border  of  a  river  or  mountain  or 
contiguous  to  a  town,  &c.  ;  width,  breadth  ;  death, 

dying  ;  rule,  precept,  prescribed  mode  ;  a  god. 
Pari-sarana,  am,  n.  running  or  moving  about. 

—  Parisarana-fila,  as,  a,  am,  of  a  restless  dispo- 
sition, constantly  moving  about. 

Pari-sarya,  f.  running  about,  wandering  or  going 

about,  perambulation,  circumambulation  ;  near  ap- 

proach ;  service. 
Pan-lira,  as,  m.  going  round  or  about,  wan- 

dering about,  perambulation. 
Pari-sdraka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  near  the 

Sarasvati. 
Pari-sarin,  i,  ini,  i,  wandering  or  running  about. 

l|(X*n^.pari-srip,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarpati,  -sarp- 
tum,  -sraptum,  to  go  round,  go  to  and  fro. 

J'tiri-sarpa,  as,  m.  going  or  walking  about, 
perambulation  ;  going  about  in  search  of  anything, 

following,  pursuing,  going  after;  surrounding,  en- 
circling ;  a  species  of  serpent  ;  a  species  of  worm 

causing  leprosy  ;  N.  of  a  mild  form  of  leprosy. 
I'ltri-sarpana,  am,  n.  creeping  about,  walking 

about,  running  to  and  fro,  constantly  changing  one's 
place;  a  kind  of  disease  (  =  ri-zarpa). 
Pari-sarpin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  or  moving  or  roam- 

ing about. V  iX**'^.  pari-skand,  pari-skanda,  pari- 
skandat,  pari-skauna.  See  pari-thkand. 

MlX<5|  pari-stri,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -strinoti, 
-nute,  or  pari-stri,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -strinati,  -nite, 
-star/um,  -starltum,  -staritum,  to  spread,  extend  ; 
to  strew  round  ;  to  arrange  ;  to  envelop,  cover. 
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Pari-stara,  as,  m.  strewing  round  or  heaping 
together,  strewing  ;  a  cover,  covering  (?). 
Pari-starana,  am,  n.  strewing  round,  strewing, 

scattering  about  ;  a  cover,  covering  (?). 
Pari-sttrya  ,  ind.  having  strewed  around  (sacred 

grass). 
Pari-strita,  as,  a,  am,  spread  over,  covered. 

pari-stoma,  as,  m.  =pari-shtoma. 

pari-sthd,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -tishthati, 
•te,  -sthdtitm,  Ved.  to  stand   round,   encompass  ; 
to  obstruct  (S2y.  =  pari-vr(tya  stjia). 
Pari-sthdna,  am,  n.  or  pari-sthitt,  is,  f.  abode, 

dwelling,  residence;  fixedness,  solidity;  fortitude, 
firmness. 

'^  pari-spand,  cl.  I  .  P.  A.  -spandati, 
•te,  -spanditum,  to  tremble,  throb,  quiver,  vibrate, 
totter. 

Part-spanda,  as,  m.  beating,  throbbing,  vibra- 
tion; motion,  movement;  pressure,  crush;  main- 

tenance, provision  ;  train,  retinue  (in  this  sense  also 
spelt  pari-syanda)  ;  decoration  of  the  hair. 
Pari-spamlat,  an,  anil,  at,  trembling,  quivering, 

tottering. 
Pari-spandana,  am,  n.  beating,  throbbing,  vibra- 

tion, moving  about,  motion. 
Parf-spandamdna,  as,  a,  am,  throbbing,  beat- 

ing ;  moving  tremulously,  gently  agitated,  shaking, 
trembling. 

«4(<,t*tfM«T  pari-spardhin,  i,  irii,  i  (fr.  rt. 

spardh-  with  pari"),  vying  with,  rivalling,  emulating. 
Pari-spridh,  t,  f.,  Ved.  a  rival. 

«4K.t*j3ix  pari-spris,  cl.  6.  P.  -sprisati, 
-sparshtum,  -sprashtum,  to  touch. 

M(V*«j«  pari-sphuta,  as,  a,  am,  very  clear 
or  manifest,  quite  evident  or  plain  or  distinct  ;  fully 
developed. 

«fi*.«^ji*..  pari-sphur,  cl.  6.  P.  -sphurati, 
-sphwritum,  to  throb,  quiver. 
Pari-sphurana,  am,  n.  quivering,  glancing,  shoot- 

ing; budding. 
Pari-sphurat,  an,  ail  or  antl,  at,  quivering  ;  dart- 

ing, glancing,  gleaming,  moving  quickly  or  suddenly  ; 
budding,  expanding  ;  bursting  forth. 
Pari-sphurita,  as,  a,  am,  quivering,  glancing, 

gleaming  ;  opened,  expanded  ;  shot,  glanced. 

4  [*.«*!  I  M  1  pari-smapana,  am,  n.  (fr.  Caus. 
of  rt.  mi  with  jrnri),  causing  wonder,  surprising, 
outwitting. 

«*fV,«*(»^  pari-syanda,  as,  m.  (also  pari- 
shyanda,  q.  v.),  flow,  stream,  river  ;  oozing,  drop- 

ping ;  train,  retinue  ;  decoration  of  the  hair  (  = 
pari-spanda). 
PaH-syandana,  am,  n.  dropping,  flowing,  oozing. 

H  (Vtf  f*i  "^  pari-srajin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  wear- 
ing a  garland. 

MC<.<fci*M  pari-srasd,  f.  (fr.  rt.  srans  with 
pan),  Ved.  rubbish,  lumber. 

H\<*^pari-sru,  cl.  I.  P.  -sravati,  -srotum, 
to  flow  round,  flow,  stream,  trickle;  to  ask(?). 

I'ni-i-srara,  as,  m.  (erroneously  written  pari- 
drava),  flowing,  streaming,  stream  ;  a  river,  torrent  ; 
birth  (of  a  child)  ;  gliding  down. 

Pari-sravat,  an,  antl,  at,  flowing  down. 
Pari-srdna,  as,  m.  'flowing,'  N.  of  a  morbid 

state  ascribed  to  the  overflowing  of  the  moistures  of 
the  body;  efflux,  effluxion.  —  Parisrava-kalpa,  a 
kind  of  straining  or  filtering  vessel. 

Pari-srdvana,  am,  n.  a  straining  or  filtering  vessel. 
Pari-sravin,  i,  ini,  i,  flowing;  (i),  m.,  scil. 

Wiayan-dara,  a  form  of  fistula  of  the  anus;  (t), 
n.,  scil.  udara,  an  incurable  form  of  intumescence 
of  the  belly. 

Pari-srut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  streaming  or  flowing  round 
or  over,  foaming,  fermenting;  (t),  f.  a  kind  of 

intoxicating  liquor  prepared  from  herbs  ;  dropping, 

flowing.  —  Parisrun-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  possess- 

ing Pari-srut. 
Pari-sruta,  as,  a,  am,  flowed,  streamed  round  ; 

trickled,  oozed  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  intoxicating  liquor. 

sftSlTC  pari-svara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  par- 
ticular kind  of  singing. 

iftjijd  pari-hata,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  han 
with  pari),  loosed,  loosened. 

M  r«,?<.«y  pari-harana.   See  pari-hri  below. 

MK.^<<  pari-hava,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (fr.  rt.  hve 
with  pari),  crying  or  calling  upon  (?)  ;  invoking  (?). 

TfcjJfyian-Aas,  cl.  i.  P.  -hasati,  -hasitum, 
to  laugh  at,  ridicule,  deride. 
Pari-haiita,  as,  d,  am,  laughed  at,  ridiculed. 
Pari-hdsa,  as,  m.  jesting,  joking,  mirth,  merri- 

ment, a  jest,  joke  ;  laughter  ;  laughing  at,  deriding, 
ridiculing.  —  Parihdsa-kathd,  f.  an  amusing  story. 
—  Parihdsa-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Pan- 
hdsa-vedin,  i,  m.  a  jester,  a  wag,  wit.  —  Parihdsa- 

$"da,  as,  d,  am,  of  a  gay  or  joyous  disposition. 
—  Parihdsa-hari,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  temple  of  Vishnu  ; 

[cf.  parihdsa-kes'ava.] Pari-hdsya,  as,  d,  am,  laughable,  ridiculous. 

^r<^«  pari-hasta,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  ring 
for  the  hand,  an  amulet  put  round  the  hand  to 
secure  the  birth  of  a  child. 

pari-ha,  Pass,  -htyate,  to  wane, 
fail,  waste  away,  decrease  ;  to  be  wanting  ;  to  want 
or  be  deficient  in  or  be  destitute  of  (with  abl.)  ;  to 
be  deprived  of  or  excluded  from  (with  abl.)  ;  to  be 
abandoned  ;  to  be  avoided  or  omitted  ;  (in  Mah5-bh. 
Sabh5-p.  1460  the  form  part-hasyati  occurs,  said 

to  mean  '  will  fell  ')  :  Caus.  -hapayati,  -yitum,  to 
abandon. 

Pari-hdna,  am,  n.,  Ved.  suffering  loss,  losing  ; 
coming  short  of,  being  deficient,  diminution,  decrease. 
Pari-hdni,  is,  f.  decrease,  loss,  deficiency. 
Pari-hina,  as,  d,  am,  waned,  faded,  wasted  ; 

deserted  by;  deprived  of,  destitute  of;  wanting, 
deficient  in  (with  abl.). 

Pari-hlyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  wasting  away,  dimin- 
ishing, becoming  emaciated. 

*lft.5l5<*  pari-hdtaka,  am,  n.  a  ring  worn 
round  the  arm  or  leg,  an  armlet,  anklet. 

M  K^TC.  pari-hdra.     See  pari-hri  below. 

pari-hasa.     See  pari-has  above. 

pari-hi,  cl.  5.  P.  -hinoti,  -hetnm, 
Ved.  to  prepare. 

H(i.fi$(T  pari-hita.     See  pari-dhd,  p.  543. 

*rftg  pari-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati,  -te, 

-hartum,  to  avoid,  shun,  pass  by;  to  abandon, 
desert,  leave  ;  to  refute  ;  to  conceal  ;  to  embrace. 

Pari-harana,  am,  n.  moving,  carrying  or  placing 
round  or  about  (Ved.)  ;  avoiding  ;  leaving,  abandon- 

ing; seizing,  taking;  refuting,  repelling;  disap- pearing^). 

Pari-liaraniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  shunned  or 
avoided,  avoidable  ;  to  be  taken  away  ;  to  be  repelled 
or  refuted  or  confuted.  —  Pariharaniya-ta,  f.  avoid- 
ableness  ;  disappearance,  unattainableness  ;  refuta- tion (?). 

Pari-harat,  an,  anti,  at,  shunning,  avoiding, 
illuding  ;  setting  aside,  taking  away,  humbling. 

Pari-haramdna,  as,  d,  am,  leaving,  quitting  ; 
taking,  seizing  ;  confuting  ;  concealing. 

Pari-hartavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  shunned  or 
avoided,  to  be  abstained  from  ;  to  be  taken  away  ; 
to  be  confuted  ;  (in  Vedic  grammar)  to  be  constructed 
with  the  pari-hdra,  q.  v. 

Pari-lidra,  as,  m.  leading  round  ;  avoiding, 
shunning,  leaving,  deserting,  abandoning,  giving  up, 

resigning  ;  taking  away,  removing  (e.  g.  cirodha- 
parihdra,  removing  a  contradiction)  ;  repelling  (a 

charge),  confutation  ;  seizing,  keeping  back  ;  omit- 
ting, concealing  ;  reserve,  concealment  ;  omitting  to 

mention,  leaving  out;  an  extraordinary  grant,  ex- 
emption from  taxes,  granting  privileges,  immunity  ; 

bounty,  largess  ;  a  circuit  of  common  land  round  a 
village  or  town;  (in  grammar)  the  repetition  of  a 

word  before  and  'after  iti  (  =pari-gralia,  q.  v.)  ; 
contempt,  disrespect  ;  any  objectionable  thing  or  per- 

son ;  objection  ;  remedying  or  atoning  for  any  im- 
proper action.  —  Parihdra-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  avoid- 

able. 

Pari-Tiaraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  repelling,  refuting  ; 
(as  or  am),  m.  or  n.?  (a  various  reading  has 
pari-haralca),  an  armlet  ;  [cf.  pari-hdtaka.] 
Pari-hdrin,  I,  tnt,  i,  avoiding,  shunning. 
Pari-hdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  shunned  or  avoided  ; 

to  be  left  undone  ;  to  be  escaped  from  ;  to  be  taken 

off  or  away  ;  to  be  severed  or  separated  ;  to  be  con- 
structed with  the  pari-hnra;  (as),  m.  a  bracelet. 

Pari-hrita,  as,  d,  am,  avoided,  shunned  ;  aban- 
doned, quitted  ;  set  aside,  removed,  rejected  ;  taken 

away,  repelled,  refuted  ;  taken,  seized. 
Pari-hriti,  is,  f.  shunning,  avoiding,  refuting. 
Pari-hritya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  avoided, avoidable. 

pari-hrish,  Caus.  P.  -harshayati, 

-yitum,  to  delight  or  gladden  greatly,  cause  to  rejoice. 
Pari-harshana,  as,  I,  am,  greatly  delighting. 

n(YSr^  pari-hrut,  t,  t,  t  (fr.  rt.  hvri  with 
pan),  Ved.  causing  to  fall,  destroying,  injuring, 
ruining. 

Pari-hvrit,  t,  f.,  Ved.  falling  to  the  ground, 
falling  down,  ruined. 
Pari-hvriti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  damage,  injury,  ruin. 

'mrt  part  (pari-i,  see  rt.  5.  i),  cl.  2.  P. 
pary-eti,  -etum,  to  go  about,  move  in  a  circle,  go 
or  flow  round,  walk  round,  circumambulate,  roam 
about  ;  to  encompass,  encircle,  include,  grasp,  span  ; 
to  run  against  ;  to  reach,  attain  to  ;  (with  or  without 
manasa)  to  perceive,  ponder  :  Intens.,Ved.^anyate, 
to  revolve  round,  move  round,  move  in  a  circle. 
Parlta,  as,  d,  am,  encircling,  surrounding  ;  past, 

elapsed,  expired  ;  departed  ;  surrounded,  encompassed  ; 
filled;  taken  possession  of,  seized.  —Parita-td,  f. 

the  being  surrounded  or  filled. 
Paritin,  I,  inl,  i  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.),= 

parlta,  filled  with,  seized  by. 

Pantya,  ind.  having  passed  round  or  circum- 
ambulated ;  having  encompassed. 

Pariyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  penetrated  or 
pervaded  by. 

Pary-aya,  as,  m.  revolution  (of  time),  passing 
away,  lapse,  expiration  (e.  g.  l:dla-paryaydt,  after 
the  lapse  of  a  certain  time)  ;  waste  or  loss  (of  time)  ; 

change,  mutation,  alteration  [cf.  vdsa~2>°]  ',  inver- 
sion, irregular  or  inverted  order,  confusion  ;  con- 

trariety, opposition  ;  deviation  from  enjoined  or 
customary  observances,  neglect  of  duty. 

Pary-ayana,  am,  n.  going  round,  walking  round, 
circumambulating,  roving  about;  anything  wound 

round  (an  arrow  or  other  object)  ;  a  horse's  saddle  or 
housings. 

Pary-aya,  as,  m.  going  or  turning  round,  revolv- 
ing, winding  round  ;  revolution,  passing  away  (of 

time),  course,  lapse,  expiration;  regular  recurrence, 
repetition  ;  succession,  turn  ;  regular  order,  arrange- 

ment, methodical  disposition,  method;  a  regularly 

recurring  series  or  formula,  especially  in  the  Ati-ratra 
ceremony  (Ved.);  a  strophe  or  clause  of  a  hymn 
(Ved.)  ;  a  convertible  term,  synonym  ;  a  list  of 
synonyms  ;  N.  of  a  particular  figure  in  rhetoric  ; 
way,  manner,  mode,  method  of  proceeding  (e.  g. 
anena  parydyena,  in  this  manner)  ;  property, 
quality,  generic  or  specific  character  ;  opportunity, 
occasion  ;  formation,  creation,  manufacture,  prepara- 

tion, artificial  production  ;  comprehensiveness,  ag- 
gregation ;  parydyena,  in  succession,  in  turn,  by 

turns,  by  rotation,  successively,  alternately,  (opposed 

to  ytuja-pat.)  —  Parydya-l:rama,  as,  m.  order  cf 
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succession,  regular  rotation  or  turn.  —  Parydya- 
fynta,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  lost  bis  turn,  su- 

perseded, supplanted.  —  Parydya-ratna-mdld,  {. 
'pearl-string  o(  synonyms,'  N.  of  a  lexicon.  —  1'ar- 
ydya-vadana,  am,  n.  a  convertible  term,  synonym. 
"Parydya-fdfaka,  at,  a,  am,  expressing  a  cor- 

responding notion.  ••  Parydya-vritti,  i#,  f.  alternate 
course  or  action.  —  Parydya-s'abda,  as,  m.  a  con- 

vertible term,  synonym.  —  Paryaya-s'ayana,  am, 
n.  alternate  sleeping  and  watching.—  Paryaya-s'as, ind.  by  phrases  or  sentences,  &c.  (Ved.)  ;  periodically  ; 
in  succession,  by  rotation,  by  turns,  seriatim.  —  Par- 

ydydnna  (°ya-an°),  am,  n.  food  intended  for  an- 
other, food  that  should  have  been  given  to  some  one 

else  (as  that  of  a  S'udra  to  a  Brahman).  —  Parya- 
ydrnam  (°ya-ar°),  as,  m.  '  ocean  of  synonyms,'  N. 
of  a  lexicon.  —  Parydyokta  (°ya-uk°),  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  particular  figure  in  rhetoric. 
Paryayika,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  composed  in  strophes. 
Parydyin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  embracing,  including  ; 

going  round,  encompassing  (in  a  hostile  manner)  ; 
periodical. 

H(\HI(pariksh  (pari-iksh),  cl.  i  .  A.  -tkshate, 
-ikshitum,  to  look  round,  inspect  carefully,  examine, 
investigate,  scrutinize;  to  observe,  perceive:  Caus. 
-ikshayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  examine  or  inves- 
tigate. 
Parikshaka,  as,  a,  am,  trying,  testing,  examin- 

ing; (as),  m.  a  prover,  examiner,  experimenter, 
investigator,  judge. 
Parikshana,  am,  n.  trying,  testing,  experiment, 

examination,  putting  to  the  test,  trying,  proving. 
Parikshaniya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  tried  or  investi- 

gated, fit  to  be  brought  to  the  test,  to  be  submitted 
to  ordeal. 

Parikshd,  f.  investigation,  examination,  test,  trial, 
experiment,  discrimination  ;  trial  by  ordeal  of  various 

kinds  ;  N.  of  a  commentary  on  Pirfgala's  Chandah- sSstra. 

l.parikshita,  as,  a,  am,  carefully  inspected,  tried, 
examined,  tested,  proved. 
Parikihitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  tried  or  tested, 

to  be  examined  or  proved. 
Parikihin,  i,  ini,  i,  proving,  testing,  one  who 

tries  or  examines,  an  examiner. 
Parikshya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  tried  or  tested  ;  to 

be  examined  or  proved. 

sO  PBJ  n^pari-kshit,  t,  m.  (connected  with 
and  frequently  written  pari-kshit),  N.  of  a  son  of 
Abhi-manyu  and  father  of  Janam-ejaya  ;  of  a  son  of 
Kuru;  of  a  son  of  An-as'van  and  father  of  Bhima- 
sena  ;  of  a  king  of  A-yodhya. 

2.  pari-kshita,  as,  m.^pari-kshit, 

partjya  (for  pari-ijya,  fr.  rt.  yaj 
with  part),  Ved.  an  accompanying  or  secondary 
rite  (  =pari-yajna). 

MO«U*^  parinas,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt. 
pri),  Ved.  plenty,  abundance,  wealth  ;  (according  to 
Sfy.)*=parito  naddha;  (asd),  ind.  =bahu,  richly, 
abundantly. 
Parinaia,  am,  n.,Ved.  plenty,  abundance,  wealth. 

sO<U?  pan-nah.     See  pari-nah,  p.  542. 
Pari-ndka=pari-naha,  q.v. 

pari-nama=pari-nama,  q.v. 

(  pan-nay  a  =  pan-nay  'a,  q.  v. 

T  parlta,  &c.     See  pan,  p.  551,  col.  3. 

iT  pan-tat.     See  pari-tan,  p.  542. 

*<0  n  i  M  part-tdpa,  pari-tosha,=pari-tdpa, 
pari-to»ha,  q.  v. 

sOlfl  pariti=pushpdnjana,  q.v. 

*  2.pari-tta  (fr.  pari-do,  p.  543,  col.  2, 
or  identified  by  some  with  I  .  pari-tta,  p.  543,  col.  i), 
cut  round,  incomplete,  limited,  circumscribed,  not 
toe  much,  little.  —  Paritta-ilubha,  at,  m.  pi.  (with 

Buddhists)  N.  of  the  gods  of  the  thirteenth  order. 

—  Parlttdbha  (°ta-dbha),  as,  m.  pi.  (with  Bud- 
dhists) N.  of  the  gods  of  the  tenth  order. 

H«3^l\;  parl-ddha=pari-ddha,  q.v. 

M«3«un  parl-dhana.  =pari-dhdna,  q.  v. 

ri-rfAaci)i.     See  pari-dhdvin. 

paridhya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  indh 
with  part),  Ved.  to  be  lighted  or  kindled. 

H  0  H I  <*  parl-pdka  =pari-pdka,  q.  v. 

m}1*!^  parlpsat,  an,  ant'i,  at  (pres.  part, of  Desid.  of  rt  dp  with  pari),  wishing  to  obtain, 
striving  to  reach. 
Paripsamdna,  as,  a,  am,  =  paripsat. 
Paripsd,  f.  the  desire  of  obtaining ;  the  wish  to 

save  or  maintain  or  preserve ;  haste,  hurry. 
Paripsu,  iis,  us,  u,  desirous  of  obtaining,  wishing 

to  save,  desirous  of  maintaining  or  preserving. 

M«J*ll«f pari-bhdva=pari-bhava,  q.v. 

H«!W*^  pariman,  a  or  a,  m.  or  n.?  (fr. 
rt.  pri),  Ved.  bounty,  plenty,  plenteousness. 

H«3*tl«U  pari-mdna=pari-mdna,  q.v. 

parlyamdna.     See  part,  p.  55 1 . 

parira,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

pri),  fruit. s«3«.«u  parirana,  as,  m.  a  tortoise;  a 

stick  or  staff;  =pat(a-s'dtaka. 
MOi**T  parl-rambha,  as,  m.  an  embrace, 

&c.  See  pari-rambha. 

mjlf  pari-varta,  as,  m.  exchange,  bar- 
ter, &c.  See  pari-varta. 

Hl!Nl<i  pari-vdda,  as,  m.  reproof,  censure, 
abuse,  &c.  See  pari-vdda. 

mD<<K pari-vara,  as,  m.  retinue,  depend- 
ants, family,  &c.  See  pari-vara. 

sO^l^  pari-vdha,  as,  m.  a  drain,  &c.,  see 
pari-vdha;  a  scabbard  (?). 

pari-vettri  =pari-vettri,  q.  v. 

pari-vesa  =  pari-vesha,  q.  v. 

pari-josa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  sas 
with  pari),  Ved.  anything  cut  out,  an  excision; 
(ait),  m.  du.  a  kind  of  tongs  used  for  raising  a  kettle 
from  the  fire. 

pan-sesha  =pari-sesha,  q.  v. 

amA  [cf.  rt.  3.  itK],  cl.  6.  P.  -i6- 
fhati,  -eihitum,  -eshtum,  Ved.  to  seek  or  search 
about  for. 
Parlshti,  is,  (.  investigation,  research,  inquiry, 

(especially  philosophical)  ;  service,  attendance,  rever- 
ence, respect,  homage,  worship;  willingness,  readi- 

ness, inclination. 
pari-sheka=pari-sheka,  q.  v. 

-sara,  as,  m.=pari-sara,  q.v.; 
near  approach  (?). 

pari-hdra = pari-hdra,  q.v. 

pari-hasa=pari-hdsa,  q.  v.  —  Pa- 

rihdsa-kes'ava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  temple  of  Vishnu. 
^T^  paru,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  pri),  a 

limb,  member ;  a  knot  or  joint  in  a  reed ;  a  moun- 
tain ;  the  ocean ;  the  sky,  paradise. 

Pant-das  or  parui-ias,  Ved.  limb  by  limb, 
member  by  member. 
Parusha,  as,  d,  am  (in  the  earlier  language,  f. 

parushni),  containing  knots,  knotted  (Ved.) ;  spotted, 
variegated,  party-coloured ;    dirty ;    rough,  rugged, 
uneven,    shaggy ;    keen,   piercing   (as    the    wind) ; 

i  harsh,  discordant ;  unkind,  cruel,  stern,  hard,  severe, 

abusive,  contumelious  ;  coarse,  gross  ;  churlish,  cruel, 
unkind  ;  (as),  m.  a  reed  (Ved.)  ;  an  arrow  (Ved.)  ; 
=paru»ha,  q.v.;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  riddle;  (shni), 

f.,  Ved.  'much  indented'  or  'winding'  or  'reedy,' 
N.  of  one  of  the  rivers  of  the  Panjab,  in  later  times 
called  IrS-vatl,  and  at  the  present  day  Ravi;  a 
cloud  1  ;  (am),  n.  harsh  and  contumelious  speech, 
abuse;  a  species  of  Barleria  with  blue  flowers  ;  = 
parusha,  q.  v.  ;  (dni),  n.  pi.  rough  or  harsh  or 
stern  words.  —  Parusha-tra,  am,  n.  roughness, 
harshness.  —  Parusha-va<!ana,am,  n.  harsh  language, 
harsh  or  contumelious  speech,  reproach,  abuse.  —  Pa- 
rusha-va<!,  k,  k,  k,  harsh-spoken  ;  (k),  f.  harsh  or 
contumelious  speech.  —  Parushdkshara  (°sha-aka), 
as,  d,  am,  'harsh-worded,'  harsh.  —Parushahva 
(°«Aa-aA°),  as,  m.,Ved.  a  species  of  reed.  —  Parushi- 
krita,  as,  d,  am,  spotted,  soiled,  stained  ;  treated 

roughly.  —  Panifhetara  (°sha-it°),  as,  a,  am,  other 
than  rough,  bright,  light,  beaming,  mild.  —  Paru- 
shokti  (°sha-uk°),  is,  (.  abusive  or  harsh  language. 
—  Parushoktika,  as,  m.  an  abuser,  one  uttering harsh  and  scurrilous  language. 

Parushita,  as,  d,  am,  treated  roughly  or  harshly, 
subjected  to  rude  treatment. 
Parushiman,  d,  m.,  Ved.  a  rough  or  shaggy 

appearance. Paruskya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  party-coloured,  varie- 

gated, piebald. Parus,  ui,  n.,  Ved.  a  knot  or  joint  of  a  cane  or 
reed  ;  a  member  of  the  body,  limb  ;  a  joint,  junction  ; 
a  part  cut  off,  portion.  —  Paruh-srania,  as,  m.,Ved. 
fracture  of  a  joint  or  limb. 

Parusha  or  parushaka,  as,  m.  Grewia  Asiatics 
(from  the  berries  of  which  a  cooling  beverage  is  pre- 

pared; Bengali  phalasd;  Hindustan!  L-Jl^j;  ac- 
cording to  others)  Xylocarpus  Granatum=BengSli, 

parusha;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  this  tree. 

H<vioaM  paru-(6hepa,  as,  m.  (perhaps  irre- 
gularly formed  fr.  parus  +  kshepa),  N.  of  a  Rishi, 

son  of  Divo-dSsa  and  author  of  the  hymns  Rig- veda  I.  127  sqq. 

Ifljl^  parut,  ind.  (fr.  para+vat?,  occur- 
ring only  in  comp.),  last  year  ;  [cf.  Gr.  irtpvfft,  Dor. 

ircpirri,  Trtpuris  :  Old  Germ,  vert,  vernent,  vern, 

'  last  year  :'  Goth,  fainti-s,  '  old  ;'  fairnyo  yer,  '  the 

old  year."] MtjSI«-  parudvara  or  parula,  as,  m.  a 
horse;  [cf.  Lat.  parareredus.] 

rusha.     See  under  paru,  col.  2. 

TC  pare  (pard-i,  see  rt.  5.  i),  cl.  2,  P. 
paraiti,  paraitum,  to  go  away,  run  away  ;  to  go 
to,  set  out  for,  approach  ;  to  go  to  the  other  world, 

depart,  die. Pareta,  as,  d,  am,  departed,  deceased,  defunct, 
dead  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  spectre  ;  a  ghost,  spirit. 

—  Pareta-bhumi,  is,  f.  '  place  of  the  departed,'  a 
cemetery  .  —  Pareta-rdj,  t,  m.  'ruler  of  the  dead,' an  epithet  of  Yama. 
Pareti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  departure. 

lITEr  pareksh  (pard-iksh),  cl.  I.  A.  pare- 

kshate,  -shitam,  Ved.  to  look  at  (anything  at  one's 

side). 

MXwf=l  pare-dyavi,  pare-dyus,  pare-prdna. 
See  under  para. 

'ji.M  parepa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  para?  -\-  ap), 

(any  place)  whence  water  has  retired. (m,Ved.  (perhaps)=jjanman. 

pareshtu,  us,  or  pareshtukd,  f.  a  cow 

which  has  often  calved. 
A«.     See  under  paras. 

paro-'ksha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  paras  + 

4.  akxha,  opposed  to  praty-aksha,  q.  v.),  beyond 
the  range  of  sight,  out  of  sight,  invisible,  imper- 

ceptible, escaping  observation;  unknown,  strange, 



tufa^iHT  paroksha-kritd. 
unintelligible  ;  absent,  past  ;  (as),  m.  an  ascetic, 
religious  hermit  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Anu  ;  (a), 
f.  past  or  completed  action  (in  grammar  perhaps 
with  vritti)  ;  (am),  n.  invisibility,  absence,  secrecy  ; 
(in  grammar)  past  time  or  tense.  The  ace.,  inst., 
abl.,  and  loc.  cases  of  paroksha  are  used  adverbially, 

as  follow:  (am),  ind.  out  of  sight,  behind  one's 
back,  in  the  absence  of,  without  the  knowledge  of 
(in  the  earlier  language  with  inst.,  in  the  later  with 
gen.)  ;  surreptitiously  ;  (ena),  hid.,  Ved.  oat  of 
sight,  secretly,  mysteriously,  surreptitiously  ;  (at), 
ind.,  Ved.  secretly,  without  the  knowledge  of  (with 

inst.)  ;  (e),  ind.  behind  one's  back,  in  the  absence 
of,  imperceptibly,  surreptitiously  ;  [cf.  a-parokiha.] 
—  Paroksha-krita,  (.,  Ved.,  scil.  rik,  a  hymn  or 
verse  in  which  a  deity  is  spoken  of  in  the  third 
person,  the  first  person  being   kept   out    of  sight 

(e.  g.  '  Indra  rules  over  heaven  and  earth,'  Sec.).  —  Pa- 
roksha-jit,  t,  t,  t,  conquering  invisibly,  an  unseen 
conqueror.  —  Paroksha-ti,  f.  or  parokslia-tva,  am, 
n.  the  being  beyond  the  sphere  of  observation,  ob- 

scurity, invisibility,  imperceptibility  ;  keeping  one's 
self  as  the  first  person  out  of  sight,  speaking  of  one's 
self  in  the  third  person  (Ved.).  —  Parot:sha-bhoya, 
as,  in.  enjoyment  or  possession  of  anything  in  the 
absence  of  the  proprietor.  —  Parokska-manmatha, 
as,  a,  am,  inexperienced  in  love,  a  stranger  to  love. 

—  Paroksha-vritti,  is,  if,  i,  whose  life  is  unseen, 
living  out  of  sight  ;  formed  out  of  sight  or  unseen, 
formed  in  obscurity;  (is),  f.  an  unseen  life.  —  Pa- 

•roksltartlta    (°eha-ar°),  as,   a,  am,   having    an 
unseen   meaning,  secret,   recondite  ;    (am),   n.   an 
absent  or  invisible  object. 

Paro-guvyUti,  ind.  (fr.  paras  +  /),  Ved.  beyond 
or  outside  the  pasture  land  ;  (Say.)  =  Icrota-dtaijiid 
iMdt  parastdt,  further  than  a  Gavyuti,  q.  v. 

Paro-bdhu,  ind.  (fr.  para-i  +  6°),  Ved.  beyond the  arm  or  reach. 

Paro-mdtra,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  paras  +  m"),  Ved. 
immense,  huge,  vast. 

Paro-rajas,  as,  as,  as  (fr.  pa  i-as  +  r"'),  Ved. being  beyond  the  dust  or  above  the  world  (Ved.)  ; 
untouched  by  passion. 
Paro-laksha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  paras  +  P),  over  a 

lakh,  more  than  100,000. 

Paro-'varam  (fr.  paras  +  ai;°),  ind.,  Ved.  from 
top  to  bottom  ;  from  hand  to  hand  ;  in  succession, 
one  after  another. 

Paro-'varina,  as,  a,  am  (ft,  paras  +  an'),  having 
both  superior  and  inferior,  prior  and  subsequent,  &c. 

Paro-variyas,  an,  asi,  as  (fr.  paj'fls  +  r°),Ved. 
broader  on  the  outside  or  at  the  top  ;  better  than 
good,  most  excellent  of  all;  (as),  n.  the  highest 
happiness. 

Paroshnih  (fr.  paras  +  ush°),  }:,  f.  a  kind  of 
metre  (consisting  of  8  +  8  -t-  1  2  syllables). 

M  0  ?n  parokta,  parocya.     See  para-va6. 

paroshnl,  f.  a  cockroach,  (some- 
times wrongly  written  paroshti)  ;  N.  of  a  river. 

H%  parka  in  madhu-p°,  q.v. 

T3R  parkata,  as,  m.  a  heron  [cf.  vakota]  ; 
(am),  n.  regret,  anxiety. 

I'nrkatin,  i,  m.  or  parkati,  f.  the  waved-leaved 
rig-tree,  Ficus  Infectoria  ;  a  fresh  betel-nut. 

MiT'ft  parjaril.     See  col.  2. 

1>l«*l  parjanya,  as,  m.  (perhaps  ir.splturj 
for  original  sparj  ;  but  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  prixh; 
sometimes  wrongly  written  puryanya),  a  rain-cloud, 
thunder-cloud,  cloud  ;  the  muttering  of  clouds  or 
distant  thunder;  rain;  Rain  personified;  the  rain- 
god,  thunderer  and  fertilizer,  i.  e.  Indra  ;  N.  of  one 

of  the  twelve  Adityas;  of  a  Deva-gandharva  ;  of 
one  of  the  seven  Rishis  in  several  Manv-antaras  ;  of 

a  Praja-pati  and  father  of  Hiranya-roman  ;  (a),  f.= 
parjani,  col.  i.  —  Parjanya-krandya,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  muttering  like  a  rain-cloud  or  like  Parjanya. 
—  Parjanya-jinvita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  animated  by 

Parjanya;  (Say.)  =  Parjanyena  prita,  agreeable  to 
Parjanya.  —  Parjanya-ndtha,  as,  a,  am,Ved.  having 
Parjanya  as  protector  or  patron.  —  Parjanya-jtatni, 
{.,  Ved.  having  Parjanya  for  a  husband,  wedded  to 
Parjanya  (said  of  the  earth).  —  Parjanya-retas,  as, 
as,  as,  Ved.  generated  or  growing  in  the  showers  or 
in  the  rainy  season,  (said  of  a  reed  or  arrow  ;  Say. 
=parjanyo  reto  yasydh.)  —  Parjanya-vriddha, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  nourished  by  Parjanya  (as  the 
Soma).  —  Parjanya-Bukta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  hymn 
contained  in  the  Mantra-samhita. 

Parjani,  f.  the  plant  Cucumis  Aromatica  or  Cu- 
cumis  Xanthorrhiza. 

parn  (more  properly  regarded  as 
a   Nom.  fr.  parna  below),  cl.   10.  P. 

parnayati,  -yitum,  to  be  green  or  verdant. 
Parna,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  pri),  a  pinion, 

feather,  wing  ;  the  feather  of  an  arrow  ;  a  leaf  (re- 
garded as  the  plumage  of  a  tree)  ;  the  Pan  or  betel 

leaf;  (as),  m.  Butea  Frondosa  (a  beautiful  sacred 
tree  with  leaves  from  eight  to  sixteen  inches  in  length, 
of  the  wood  of  which  particular  sacrificial  vessels 
are  made,  in  later  times  generally  called  pala^a)  ; 
N.  of  a  man  ;  of  a  teacher  ;  of  a  place  ;  (i),  f.  an 
aquatic  plant,  Pistia  Stratiotes  ;  the  leaf  of  the  Asa 

Fcetida  (?)  ;  [cf.  addkiiuia-p',  as~m-p°,  uttdna-p°, 
&c.  ;  cf.  probably  Gr.  ndpirjis,  Tlapvatrts,  Uap- 
vaaa&i  ;  perhaps  Lat.  penna,  if  not  fr.  rt.  pat, 
q.  v.,  from;  Old  Germ./ara;  Angl.  Sax.  fearn.] 
—  ParnO'kdra,  as,  n\.  =  vara-jh-i  (commonly  vd- 
rui),  a  vender  of  betel  leaves.  —  Parna-kutikd,  f. 
or  parna-kuti,  f.  a  hut  made  of  leaves.  —  Parna- 
kriMhra,  as,  m.  '  leaf-penance,'  living  for  a  time 
upon  an  infusion  of  leaves  and  Kusa  grass  as  a  religious 
observance.  •-  Parna-khanda,  as,  m.  a  tree  without 
apparent  blossoms;  a  tree  in  general.  —  Parna-Cira- 
pata,  as,  d,  am,  clad  in  a  garment  made  of  strips 

of  leaves  ;  an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Parna-doraka,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  perfume;  [cf.  toraka.]  —  Parna-dhi, 
is,  m.,  Ved.  the  part  of  an  arrow  to   which   the 
feathers  are  fastened.  —  Parna-dhvas,  t,  t,  t,  causing 
the  falling  of  leaves.  —  Parna-nara,  as,  m.  'man 

of  leaves,'  an  effigy  stuffed  with  leaves  or  the  figure 
of  a  man  made  of  teaves  and  burnt  in  place  of  a  lost 
corpse.  —  Parna-ndla,  as,  m.  a  leaf-stalk,  petiole. 
—  Parna-pratyika,  N.  cf  a  locality  (perhaps  in- 

correctly for  parna-prdsika).  —  Parna-bltedinl,  f. 
the  Priyan-gu  tree.—Parna-bhqjana,  as,  a,  am, 
feeding  upon  leaves;    (rjg),  m.  any  animal  eating 
leaves,  a  goat.  <-Par/ja-mani,  ii,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind 
of  magical  instrument  (made  of  the  wood  of  the 
Parna  tree?).  —  Parna-maya,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  made 
of  the   wood   of  the    Butea    Frondosa.  —  Panfa- 
mdfdla,  as,  m.  the  plant  Averrhoa  Carambola  (  = 
karmaranga).  —  Parna-mu<!,  t,  t,  t,  causing  leaves 
to  fall  (as  the  wind).  —  I'araa-mriga,  as,  m.  '  leaf- 
animal,'  any  wild  animal  lodging  in  the  boughs  of 
trees  (as  a  monkey,  sloth,  squirrel,  &c.).  —  Parna- 
ruh,  t,  t,  t,  causing  the  leaves   to  grow  (as  the 
wind).  —  Porno-tafa,  f.  the  betel  plant.  —  Parna- 
i-at,  an,  ati,  at,  abounding  in  leaves,  leafy.  —  Paraa- 
valka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Parna-valli,  (.  Butea 
Frondosa  (  =pald&-lata).  —  Parna-vddya,  am, 
n.  '  leaf-music,'  sounds  produced  by  blowing  into  a 
leaf.  —  Parna-vi,    is,    is,    i,  Ved.    '  wing-borne,' 
carried  by  wings.  —  Parna-vitikd,  f.  the  Areca  nut 
cut  in  pieces,  sprinkled  with  spices,  and  rolled  up 
in  betel  leaves.  —  Parna-tfada  or  parna-ddda,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  the  falling  of  leaves.  —  Parna-tfadya,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  the  falling  of  leaves.  —  Por- 
na-fayyl,  f.  a  couch  of  leaves,  leafy  couch.  —  Parya- 
iara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  leaf-stalk,  petiole;  the  stalk  of 
a  Parna  leaf.  —  Puraa-sof  ara,   as,  m.,   N.   of  a 

people,  (S'avaras  living  upon  leaves.)  —  Parna-iald, 
f.  '  leaf-hut,'  an  arbour  or  hut  made  of  leaves  and 
grass,    hermitage;    N.    of    a   great    settlement   of 
Brahmans   between    the    Yamuna    and    Gan-ga    in 
Madhya-desa.  —  Parnaiialagra  (°ld-ag°),  at,  m., 
N.  of  a  mountain  in  Bhadraiva.  —  Parna-  f  ush,  t, 
t,  t,  drying  or  shriveling  the  leaves  (as  the  wind). 
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—  Pania-santslaia,  as,  a,  am,  having  leaves  for 
a  bed,  sleeping  on  leaves.  —  Parna-santara,  as,  d, 
am,  having  leaves   for  a  bed,  sleeping  on  leaves. 
—  Parnddhaka  (°na-ddh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ; 
(as),    m.  pi.,   N.   of  his   descendants.  —  Parndda 
(°na-ada),  as,  d,  am,  feeding  upon  leaves  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  sage  ;  of  a  Brahman.  ••  Parna- 
ilana  ("na-as"),  am,  n.  feeding  on  leaves;  (as),  m. 
a  cloud.  •-  Parndsi  (°na~asi),  is,  m.  a  species  of 
basil  with  small  leaves,  Ocymum  Sanctum.  —  PaiJ- 
ndhdra  (°itia-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  feeding  upon  leaves. 
—  Pantotaja  (°ua-ut°),  am,  n.  '  leaf-hut,'  an  an- 

chorite's hut  or  cottage,  a   hermitage.  —  Parnotsa 
(°na-uf),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  village. 
Parnaka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to  Mahl-dhara) 

=  l>hilla,  q.v.;  N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
his  descendants  ;  (ikd),  f.  a  kind  of  vegetable  ;  N.  of 
an  Apsaras. 
Paniaya,  as,  m.,Ved.,  N.  of  an  enemy  (according 

to  Say.  an  Asura)  slain  by  Indra.  —  Paryaya-gltna, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  the  slaying  of  Parnaya. 
Parnala,  as,  d,  am,  abounding  in  leaves,  full  of leaves,  leafy. 

Parnasi,  is,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  pri),  a  house 
upon  or  by  the  water  ;  a  summer-house  (?)  ;  a  lotus  ; 
a  vegetable  ;  adorning,  decoration,  toilet. 
Parndfa  or  panidsa,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant,  a 

kind  of  basil  with  small  leaves,  Ocymum  Sanctum  ; 

(a),  f.,  N.  of  various  rivers  ;  [cf.  purifds'd.] 
Pai-ifika,  as,  d,  am,  selling  or  dealing  in  Farm. 
Parnin,  i,  ini,  i,  winged,  plumed  ;  leafy,  having 

leaves,  leaved  ;  (i),  m.  a  tree  ;  Butea  Frondosa  ; 
(ini),  f.  a  species  of  plant  ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 
Parnila,  as,  d,  am,  abounding  in  leaves,  leafy. 
Parnya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  leaves,  leafy. 

M«jjlc-i  parnala,  as,  m.  a  boat;  a  spade 
or  hoe  ;  single  combat. 

Tir  partri,  ta,  tri,  tri  (fr.  rt.  i.  pri),  Ved. 
a  protector  ;  protection,  means  of  defence,  (Say.  ±= 
pdlana-sddltanam.) 

sr  pard,  cl.  i.  A.  pardate,  &c.,  to  break 

wind,  fart;    [cf.  Gr.  vtpS-u,  iripS-o-nai, 
e-TrapS-o-v,  trf-iropS-a,  irop5--f),  ir€p5-t|  ;  Lat.  pSd-o, 

p$d-or,  pSdex  ;  Old  Germ.jirz-u  ;  Bohem.  prd-u; 
Lith.  perd-z-it,  ptrs-ti,  pird-i-s.] 
Parda,  as,  m.  a  fart  ;  a  quantity  of  hair,  thick  hair. 
Pardana,  am,  n.  breaking  wind,  a  fart. 

•mt  parp  (a  doubtful  rt.  ;  by  some  re- 
1    N  garded  as  a  Sautra  rt.  ;  cf.  Ui..adi-s.  IV.  81), 

cl.  i.  P.  parpati,  &c.,  to  go  or  move. 

Parpa,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I  .  pri),  a  wheel- 
chair, a  chair  in  which  a  cripple  is  moved  about  ; 

young  grass  ;  a  house. 
•  Parpata,  as,  m.  a  species  of  medicinal  plant  with 
bitter  leaves  (—bheehaiantara,  tiktd  kshetra-par- 
pati,  apparently  the  Oldenlandia  Biflora)  ;  a  kind  of 
thin  cake,  =  darpati;  (i),  (.  a  kind  of  fragrant 
earth  or  a  red  aluminous  earth  (apparently  a  sort  of 
Bol,  brought  from  SurSt  or  Su-rashtra);  a  sort  of 
fragrant  substance  or  perfume  (  =  krishnd,  (aJtra- 
vartini,  jatukd,  commonly  called  paparl)  ;  a  thin 
crisp  cake  made  of  any  pulse.  —  Parpala-druma 
or  parpati-druma,  as,  m.  bdellium. 
ParpataJca,  as,  m.  a  species  of  medicinal  plant 

with  bitter  leaves,  (probably)  Oldenlandia  Biflora. 
Parpika,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  cripple  who  moves  about 

by  the  aid  of  a  chair. 

parpari,  f.  a  braid  of  hair. 

parparika,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  pri  with  reduplication),  the  sun  ;  fire  ;  a  tank, 
reservoir,  piece  of  water. 

parpharika,  as,  m.,Ved.  one  who 
tears  to  pieces  or  fills,  (Say.  =  iatriinam  vidara- 
yitri  or  dhanddi-ddnena  purayitri.) 

MQ!  parb,  cl.,  I.  P.  parbati,  Sec.,  to  go 
\  or  move. 
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554 •qklfi  parmadi. 
pary-a-nah. 

UMlfj  parmadi,  is,  in.,  N.  of  a  prince  of 

Ht|c(i 

KarnSta,  (also  called  ParmSndi.) 

i  pary-ak.     See  2.  pary-ah6  below. 

pary-agu  in  comp.  with  pdrama- 
hansya,  Bh5gavata-Purana  IV.  21,  40  ;  according  to 
a  Scholiast  =parito  na  qatOiantl  gdvo  yasmiit,  but 

variously  taken,  see  paramahansya-pari. 

HtjfM  pary-agni,  is,  m.,  Ved.  circumam- 
bient fire  ;  a  torch  carried  round  the  sacrificial 

animal  ;  the  ceremony  of  carrying  fire  round  the 
sacrificial  animal  ;  paryagni  kri,  to  carry  fire  round 
any  one  (with  ace.). 

Paryagni-krita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  encircled  with fire. 

Paryagm-krlyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being 

encircled  with  fire  ;  (e~),  loc.  during  the  encircling with  fire. 

^flf  pary-anka.     See  under  i.pary-and. 

TfCf^pary-ankh,  cl.  IO.  P.  A.  -ankhayati, 
-te,  -yt<«m,Ved.  to  surround,  clasp  or  encircle  round. 

M4$^|  paryangya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  pari  -f- 
anga),  Ved.  being  about  or  at  the  side. 

TM^  I.  pary-and  or  pary-at!,  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-an6ati,  -te,  -anditum,  Ved.  to  turn  round,  revolve. 

Pary-anka,  as,  m.  (fr.  pari  +  anka  or  perhaps 
directly  fr.  I.  pary-orid  above  ;  also  spelt  paly-anka), 
a  bed,  couch,  sofa  ;  a  litter,  palanquin  ;  a  cloth  thrown 
over  the  back,  loins  and  knees  while  seated  on  the 

hams  in  the  Oriental  manner  ;  sitting  upon  the  hams 
(a  particular  posture  especially  practised  by  ascetics  in 
meditation)  ;  N.  of  a  mountain  (son  of  Vindhya). 

—  Paryanka-granthi-bandha,  as,  m.  or  -°ban- 
dhana,  am,  n.  the  bending  of  the  legs  in  sitting  on 

the  hams.  —  Paryanka-bandha,  as,  m.  sitting  in 
the  Paryan-ka  posture  (=virdsana).  —  Paryanka- 
li'i  nilhii  na,  am,  n.  binding  a  cloth  round  the  back, 

loins  and  knees  while  squatting  on  the  hams.  —  Pary- 

anka-bhogin,  I,  m.  '  couch-serpent,'  a  kind  of  ser- 
pent. —  Paryanka-stha,  as,  a,  am,  sitting  on  a  sofa. 

2.  pary-an6,  apparently  only  used  in  ace.  sing. 
neut.  pary-ak,  ind.  round  about,  all  round,  in  every 
direction. 

pary-at,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -atati,  -te,  -ati- 
tum,  to  roam  or  wander  about,  rove  about. 

Pary-ata,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Pary-atana,  am,  n.  wandering  about,  peregrina- 

tion, roaming  through. 

Pary-atita,  am,  n.  wandering  about. 

M  5  31  "J  pary-anubandha,  as,  m.  binding round. 

pary-anuyoga,  as,  m.  asking, 
inquiring,  question  ;  blame,  censure,  reproach  ;  con- 

testing, disputing  (?). 

HMfi  pary-anta,  as,  m.  an  encircling 
boundary,  circuit,  circumference;  limit,  edge,  skirt, 
border,  verge,  extremity  ;  end,  termination,  close 

(e.  g.  kdla-paryanta,  the  end  or  close  of  an  ap- 
pointed time;  paryantdt  paryantam,  from  one 

end  to  the  other);  (as,  a,  am),  bounded,  sur- 
rounded by  a  boundary  ;  extending  in  all  directions  ; 

(often  at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g.  kshura-pary- 

(intam  dakram,  a  discus  with  edges  like  a  razor's  ; 
samudra-paryantd  prithivl,  the  ocean-bounded 
earth  or  the  earth  extending  to  the  ocean.)  —  Pary- 

anta-<le.'fa,  as,  m.  a  neighbouring  or  adjacent  dis- 
trict. —  Paryanta-paryantam,  ind.  to  the  end  of, 

as  far  as.  —  Paryanta-parvata,  as,  m.  an  adjoining 
hill.  —  Paryanta-bku,  us,  (.  ground  contiguous  to 
the  skirts  of  a  river  or  mountain.  —  Paryanta-stha, 
at,  a,  am,  limitative,  confining,  adjoining,  neighbour- 

ing. —  Paryanta-ethita,  as,  a,  am,  bounding,  con- fining. 

Paryantikd,  f.  loss  of  all  good  qualities,  depravity. 

paryanya,  incorrectly  for  parjanya, 

pary-anv-ish,  cl.  6.  P.  -i 
-eshtum,  -eshitum,  to  seek  for,  search  after. 

'mn?  pary-aya,  pary-ayana.  See  under 
pari,  p.  551,  col.  3. 

«|SJK<!I  pary-arshana.  See  under  2.  pary- 
r&A.  P-  555.  col.  3. 

l|4JcJch  pary-ava-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -ka- 
ritum,  -karitum,  to  scatter  round  or  about,  shed over. 

M*H  r«A^  pary-ava-Mhid  (°<!hid),  cl.  7.  P. 
A.  -fdhinatti,  -tfhirMe,  -dtheltum,  Ved.  to  cut  off 
on  both  sides  or  all  round. 

M^rilrl  pary-avaddta,  as,  a,  am,  (fr.  rt. 

dai  or  7.  da  with  pary-ava),  perfectly  clean  or 

pure  ;  [cf.  7.  da,  ava-ddta.J 

Htl^^t  pary-ava-do  or  pary-avada  (see  rt. 
3.  da),  cl.  2.  4.  P.  -dati,  -dyati,  -datum,  Ved.  to cut  off  or  slice  all  round. 

MUMVIMU  pary-avadharana,  am,  n.  pre- 
cise determination,  refining,  subtilizing. 

M<*lO*I  pary-avarodha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt. 

rudh  with  pary-ava),  obstruction,  hindrance. 

l|*Hijm  pary-avasesha,  as,  m.  end,  ter- mination. 

Pary-avaJeshita,  as,  a,  am,  regarded  as  the  end 
of  all  (i.  e.  God). 

>4*iqB*^pary-ava-shtambh,  cl.  5.  9.  P.,  I. 
fi.-shtabhnoti,  -ndti,  -shtambhate,  -shtambhitum, 
to  surround  ;  to  surround  with  a  view  to  obstruct. 

Pary-avashtabdha,  as,  a,  am,  surrounded,  in- vested. 

Pary-avashtambJiana,  am,  n.  surrounding,  in- 
vesting. 

HM1*Tl  pary-ava-so,  cl.  4.  P.  -syati,  -sa- 
tum,  to  finish,  complete,  conclude  ;  to  endeavour. 

Pary-ai-asana,  am,  n.  end,  termination,  con- 
clusion, issue. 

Paryavasanika,  as,  a,  am,  coming  to  a  close, 
drawing  to  an  end  or  conclusion. 

Pary-avasdyin,  7,  inl,  i,  closing  or  ending  with 
(often  in  comps.).  —  Paryavasayi-tva,  am,  n.  ter- 

mination, close. 

Pary-avasita,  as,  a,  am,  finished,  completed, 
ended,  terminated,  concluded;  perished,  lost;  re- 

solved ;  lokantarampary-avasitah,  gone  to  another 
world. 

pary-avaskanda,  as,  m.  jumping 
or  leaping  down  (from  a  carriage). 

IjlH**!!  i.  pary-ava-sthd,  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

-tiihthati,  -te,  -sthatum,  to  be  present  or  exist 
everywhere  ;  to  rely  upon  :  Cans,  -sthdpayati, 

-yitum,  to  raise,  rouse. 
2.  pary-avastha,  f.  or  pary-avasthdna,  am,  n. 

opposition,  resistance,  contradiction. 
Pary-avasthatri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  opposing,  obstruct- 

ing, opposed  to  or  against;  (td),  m.  an  antagonist, 
opponent,  adversary,  enemy. 
Pary-avasthita,  as,  d,  am,  opposed  to,  siding 

with  an  enemy. 

T^l?  pary-ave  (pary-ava-i,  see  rt.  5.  i), 
cl.  3.  P.  -araiti,  -avaitum,  Ved.  to  turn  round, 
turn  in  the  right  direction  ;  to  pass,  elapse. 

Tpj^TSr  pary-aveksh  (pary-ava-iksh),  cl.  I. 
A.  -awkshate,  -kshitum,  to  regard  from  every  side, 
regard  (?). 

*»*U^i.  pary-as,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -asnoti,  -nute, 
•aiitum,  Ved.  to  arrive  at,  reach,  attain  (SSy.= 
parito  vy-dp). 

to  eat. 

2.  pary-as,  cl.  9.  P.  -asndti,  -asitum, 

pary-asru,  us,  us,  u,  bathed  in  or 
suffused  with  tears,  shedding  tears,  tearful. 

^5*^  i.  pary-as,  cl.  2.  P.  -asti,  Ved.  to 
be  in  the  way  ;  to  surpass  ;  to  pass  or  spend  (time)  ; 

(SJy.)=pari(o  Miu,  to  be  everywhere  about. 

xHN^  2.  pary-as,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -asyati,  -te, 
•asitum,  to  throw  or  cast  round,  put  or  place  round, 
put  on,  spread  round,  diffuse  ;  to  surround,  encircle, 
encompass  ;  to  enchase  ;  to  entrap,  ensnare  ;  to  turn 
round,  turn  over;  to  turn  away;  to  throw  down, 
overturn,  upset:  Pass,  -asyate,  to  fall  down,  drop, 
sink  down  :  Caus.  to  cause  to  drop,  to  cause  to  roll 
down  or  shed  (as  tears). 

Pary-asana,  am,  n.  throwing  about,  moving  to 
and  fro,  wagging  ;  casting,  sending  ;  putting  off  or 

away. 

Pary-asta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown  or  cast  round, 
placed  round,  put  on,  diffused  ;  surrounded,  encom- 

passed, ensnared  ;  thrown  off,  thrown  down  ;  thrown 
or  tossed  up  ;  overturned,  upset  ;  dismissed,  laid  aside  ; 
struck,  killed;  bound.  —  Paryasta-rat,  an,  ati,  at, 
Ved.  containing  the  notion  expressed  by  the  word 

pary-asta.  —  Paryasta-vilofana,  as,  a,  am,  or 

paryastaksfta  (°ta-aksha),  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  having 
the  eyes  cast  or  directed  round. 
Pary-aeti,  is,  f.  sitting  upon  the  hams  (=pary- 

anka,  q.  v.  ). 

Paryastikd,  f.  =  pary-asti  above. 
Pary-asyat,  an,  anil,  at,  scattering  ;  oversetting, 

upsetting  ;  investing. 
Pary-dsa,  as,  m.  edging,  trimming  (Ved.)  ;  end, 

conclusion  ;  epithet  of  particular  concluding  strophes 

in  certain  hymns  (Ved.)  ;  rotation,  revolution  ;  in- 
verted order  or  position. 

Pary-dsana,  am,  n.  revolution,  circumvolution. 
Pary-dsita,  as,  d,  am,  upset,  subverted,  reversed. 

H4W*^H^  pary-astamayam,  ind.,  Ved. about  sunset. 

M*ll  <5e4  pary-akula,  as,  a,  am,  filled,  full  ; 
turbid  on  all  sides  (as  water),  turbid;  confounded, 

confused,  disordered,  beside  one's  self,  excited,  agi- 
tated, anxious,  bewildered,  infatuated.  —  Parydkida- 

tva,  am,  n.  confusion,  bewilderment. 

l|5loji  pary-a-kri,   cl.   8.  P.  A.   -karoti, 
-kurute,  -kartum,Ved.  to  turn  round. 

l|i||(\m  pary-d-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kshi- 
pati,  -te,  -ksheptum,  to  wind  round,  turn. 

q^|j|*i  pary-d-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -gatthati, 

-gantum,  to  go  round,  perform  a  revolution,  elapse  ; 
to  last  or  live  through  a  space  of  time  ;  to  come  to 
an  end  or  conclusion  ;  to  surround  on  every  side. 

encircle,  ensnare,  get  into  one's  power. 
Pary-dgata,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  finished the  course  or  career  of  life. 

1'§T7T<^  pary-a-gal,  cl.  I.  P.  -galati,  -ga- 
litum,  to  let  fall  in  drops,  drop,  trickle. 
Pary-dgalat,  an,  and,  at,  dropping,  falling, 

trickling. 

VJ  1)1  J|  I  pary-d-ga  (occurring  in  Aor.  pary- 

agat,  Maha-bh.  Santi-p.  8157),  to  perform  a  revo- 
lution, elapse. 

H^T^  pary-d-iar,  cl.  i.  P.  -6arati,  -ca- ritum,Ved.  to  come  near,  approach,  resort  to. 

mJHIfl  pary-dcdnta,  as,  d,  am,  sipped, 

rinsed  prematurely  ;  (scil.  annam)  food  left  by  a 

person  who  has  rinsed  his  mouth  out. 

V4I4JJ  parydna,  am,  n.  (for  pari-ydna),  a 

circuit  (Ved.)  ;  a  saddle,  pack-saddle  or  cloth  serving 

for  one. 
'Q^TIT?  pary-d-nah,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -tfahyati. 

-te,  -naddhum,  Ved.  to  cover  up,  cover. 



pary-anahana. V  3  A  tj A^parvata-6yut. 
Pary-anahana,  am,  n.,Ved.  a  covering. 

TJTinjft  pary-d-ru,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -nayati,  -te, 
-netum,  to  lead  round  ;  to  lead  or  bring  forward. 

iwn^pary-d-tan,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -tanoti, 
-nute,  -tanitum,  Ved.  to  spread  round,  encompass, 
surround. 

nHldl  pary-d-dd,  cl.  3.  A.  -datte,  -datum, 
to  make  one's  own,  appropriate,  learn  ;  to  take  pos- 

session of;  to  take  anything  (ace.)  away  from  (abl.)  ; 
to  take  off,  remove  ;  to  seize,  grasp. 

TflJTZ  pary-d-dru,  cl.  I.  P.  -dravati,  -dro- 
tum,  to  run  to  and  fro,  hasten  round  about. 

lihVT  pary-d-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhiiti, 
-dhatte,  -dhdtum,  Ved.  to  lay  round,  surround 
with  (fire). 

^(l^pary-dp,  cl.  5.  P.  -dpnoti,  -dptum, 
to  reach,  obtain,  gain  (Ved.);  to  make  an  end  of; 
to  be  content:  Desid.  paripsali,  &c.,  to  wish  to 
obtain  or  reach  ;  to  try  to  get  at  ;  to  ask  for,  request, 
desire;  to  wish  to  preserve,  guard;  to  lie  in  wait 
or  ambush. 

Pary-dpta,  as,  a,  am,  obtained,  gained  ;  finished, 
ended,  completed,  complete,  large,  extensive,  spacious; 
full;  able,  adequate,  enough,  sufficient;  many; 
(am),  ind.  willingly,  readily  ;  ably,  powerfully  ;  satis- 

factorily. —  Parydpta-Ttala,  as,  a,  am,  having  full 
digits  (as  the  moon).  —  Parydpta-kdma,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  one  whose  desires  are  under  control.  —  Parydp- 
ta-ta,  f.  satisfaction,  gratification.  —  Parydpta-dak- 
shina,  a»,  a,  am,  accompanied  with  liberal  gifts. 
—  Parydpta-bhoga,  as,  d,  am,  possessing  or  en- 

joying a  sufficiency.  —  Parydpta-vat,  an,  atl,  at, 
able,  capable. 
Pary-dpti,  is,  f.  attaining,  obtaining,  acquisition  ; 

end,  conclusion,  close  ;  adequacy,  competency,  fitness, 
dexterity  ;  entireness,  fulness,  sufficiency,  enough  ; 
satisfaction,  repletion,  satiety  ;  willingness,  readiness  ; 
protecting,  preserving,  guarding,  warding  off  a  blow, 
self-defence  ;  discrimination  or  distinction  of  objects 
according  to  their  natural  properties. 

<(*(  lift  pary-d-pat,  cl.  I.  P.  -patati,  -pa- 
titum,  to  hasten  forth,  hurry  away,  run  away. 

IHII-SJ  pary-d-plu,  cl.  I.  A.  -plavate,  -plo- 
tum,  to  run  round,  encompass,  encircle  :  Caus.  -pld- 
vayati,  -yitnm,  Ved.  to  cause  to  float  round. 
Pary-dpldva,  as,  m.  revolution. 
Pary-apluta,  as,  a,  am,  surrounded,  encircled. 

tFttfyiary-a-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bha- 
vitum,  Ved.  to  turn  round. 

V^^pary-d-bhri,  cl.  I.  P.  -bharati,  -bhar- tum,  Ved.  to  extract. 

Pary-d-bhrita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  extracted. 

TlitTJSf  pary-a-mris,  cl.  6.  P.  -mrisati, 
•marsKtum,  -mrasKtum,  to  subdue,  conquer,  over- 
power. 

MMIM  pary-dya.     See  under  pan,  p.  551. 

T%fr«^pary-ari«,  I,  ini,  i  (fr.  rt.  4.  ri  with 
pan),  Ved.  (perhaps)  falling  away,  decaying,  decrepit. 

M^lc-jl^  pary-d-lod,  cl.  10.  P.  -lofayati, 
-yititm,  to  look  after,  attend  to,  consider  (the  in- 

terests of  another),  ponder. 
Pary-dlodana,  am,  a.  or  pary-dlocand,  f.  look- 

ing round  or  about  ;  circumspection,  attentive  observa- 
tion, mature  consideration  or  reflection,  deliberating  ; 

knowing,  recognising. 

^mVictpary-avila,  as,  d,  am,  very  turbid, 
much  soiled. 

f 

pary-d-vrit,   cl.   I.   A.    -vartate, 
-vartitum,  to  turn  round,  return  :  Caus.  P.  -varta- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  roll   round,  turn  round:    Desid. 
-vivritsati,  Ved.  to  wish  to  roll  round. 
Pary-dvarta,  as,  m.  return. 

Pai-y-dvartana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  hell  ;  (am),  n. 
coming  back,  returning. 
Pary-drartita,  as,  a,  am,  turned  round,  sub- 

verted, reversed. 
Pary-dvivriteat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  wishing  to roll  round. 

,  Caus.  P.  -svdsayati, 
-yitujn,  to  comfort,  console. 

pary-ds,  cl.  2.  A.  -dste,  -dsitum,  to 
sit  round  any  one  (ace.)  ;  to  remain  sitting,  remain 

inactive  ;  to  exclude  one's  self  from  (with  ace.). 

s3l«  pary-dsa,  pary-dsana.     See  under 
2.  pary-as,  p.  554,  col.  3. 

M<H^K  pary-dhdra,  as,  m.  a  yoke  worn 
across  the  shoulders  in  carrying  a  load  ;  conveying, 
taking  ;  a  load  ;  storing  hay  or  grain  ;  a  ewer, 

pitcher. 
1$<*paryulca,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

1$*{pary-tiksh,  cl.  6.  P.  -ukshati,  -ukshi- 
tum,  Ved.  to  sprinkle  round. 
Pary-ukshana,  am,  n.  sprinkling  round  ;  sprink- 

ling ;  (i),  f.  a  vessel  for  sprinkling  (Ved.). 

M^r^in  pary-utthdna,  am,  n.  standing 
up,  rising. 

M*^r^«R  pary-utsuka,  as,  d,  am,  afflicted, 
sad,  sorrowful,  regretting  ;  eagerly  desirous,  longing 
for  (with  dat.). 

pary-udaMana,  am,  n.  debt. 

pary-udayam,  ind.,  Ved.  about sunrise. 

M^t^  pary-ud-as,  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati,  -asi- 
tum,  to  heap  round  about,  to  construct  here  and 
there  ;  to  prohibit,  object  to  ;  to  expect,  exclude. 
Pary-udasta,  as,  d,  am,  heaped  round  ;  prohibited, 

objected  to  (as  a  ceremony)  ;  excepted,  excluded. 
Pary-uddsa,  as,  m.  or  pary-udasana,  am,  n. 

a  prohibitive  rule  or  precept,  exception. 

^SrJ   pary-udbhrita,    as,    d,   am,  Ved. 
brought  out,  extracted  ;  constructed,  framed. 

Mtjfg^  pary-nd-vij,   cl.   7.   P.   -vinakti, 
-vijitum,  to  suffer  pain,  suffer. 

HJJM^H  pary-upavesana,  am,  n.  sitting about. 

pary-upa-sthd,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -tish- 
thati,  -le,  -sthatum,  to  stand  round,  surround  ; 
wait  on,  serve,  minister  ;  to  be  present. 
Pary-upasthdna,  am,  n.  waiting  upon,  serving, 

maintaining  ;  rising,  elevation. 

Pary-upasthita,  as,  d,  am,  drawing  nigh,  immi- 
nent, impending. 

H^HrM3ix  pary-upa-spris',  cl.  6.  P.  -spri- 
$"ati,  -sprashtum,  -sparshtum,  to  touch  or  use  for ablution  or  bathing. 

•i^t^pary-upds  (pary-upa-ds),  cl.  2.  A. 
-dste,  -usitum,  to  sit  round,  surround,  encompass, 
encircle  ;  to  sit  on  or  upon  ;  to  live  around  ;  to  be 
present  at,  partake  of;  to  approach  as  an  attendant 
or  worshipper,  show  reverence,  worship. 
Pary-updsaka,  as,  a,  am,  worshipping,  honouring, 

a  worshipper,  one  who  honours  or  respects. 
Pary-updsana,  am,  n.  encamping  or  sitting 

round  ;  friendliness,  amiability,  courtesy  ;  honour, 
service,  worship  ;  joining  in  or  concurrence  with  any 
act  of  reverence. 

Pary-updsitri,  td,  M,  tri,  moving  round  or 
about  ;  showing  respect  or  honour  ;  a  worshipper. 
Pary-updsirta,  as,  d,  am,  seated  or  sitting  upon. 

H*}H  pary-upta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  vap  with 
pari),  sown  ;  set  (as  a  gem  in  a  ring). 
Pary-upti,  ie,  f.  scattering  seed,  sowing. 

ooo 

pary-usliana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  6.  vas 
with  pari  or  incorrectly  for  pary-eshana),  service, 
worship,  adoration. 
Pary-ushita,  as,  d,  am,  having  passed  the  night ; 

stale,  not  fresh  ;  insipid  ;  stupid,  vain.  —  Paryushita- 
bhojln,  i,  m.  the  eater  of  stale  food  (said  to  become 
a  maggot  or  worm  in  the  next  birth). 

pary-uh  [cf.  rt.  I.  uh~\,  cl.  I.  P.  A. •uhati,  -te,  -iihitum,Vea.  to  heap  or  pile  round ;  to 
surround  or  fortify  with  mounds  or  embankments. 
Pary-uhana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  sweeping  or  heaping 

together. 

^Y^  i.  pary-rish,  cl.  I.  P.  -arshati,  -ar- skitum,  Ved.  to  flow  round,  flow  into. 

2.  pary-rish,  cl.  6.  P.  -rishati,  -arshi- 
tum,  Ved.  to  embrace,  clasp  round,  support. 
Pary-arshana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  clasping  round,  sup- 

porting, making  firm. 
Xni  pary-e  (pari-d-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -eti,  -etum, 

Ved.  to  roam  about ;  to  come  back,  return. 

MMtj  pary-etri,  td,  tn,  tri  (fr.  pari),  Ved, 
overpowering,  mastering;  (Say.)  =  nddaJia,  a  de- 
spoiler  ;  =pari-gamayitri,  a  promoter. 

h,  cl.  I.  P.  -eshati,  -eshitum, 
to  seek  about  for. 
Pary-eshana,am,  n.  search,  inquiry,  investigation ; 

(a),  f.  search,  inquiry,  research,  investigation  of  duty 
by  reasoning ;  serving,  waiting  upon,  service. 
Pary-etkat,  am,  antl,  at,  seeking  about  for. 
Pary-eshtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sought  after,  to 

be  sought. 
Pary-eshti,  is,  f.  searching  for,  inquiry. 

y  j  parv,  cl.  I.  P.  parvati,  parvitum,  to 
S  fill ;  [cf.  rts.  prt,  pure,  marv.] 

Parva,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  = 

parvan,  p.  556,  col.  I. Parvaka,  am,  n.  the  knee-joint. 
Parcana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon ;  (i),  m.  the 

period  of  a  change  of  the  moon ;  a  festival ;  (also 

pan-anika  and  parvanikd),  a  particular  disease  of 
the  so-called  juncture  (sandhi)  of  the  eye ;  (at  the 
end  of  a  comp.)  =parvan,  a  knot. 
Parvata,  as,  m.  (probably  connected  with  parvan, 

p.  5  56,  col.  i ,  as '  having  crags  or  elevations '),  a  moun- tain, mountain-range,  height,  hill,  elevation,  rock,  (in 

Rig-veda  I.  37,  7,  V.  56,  4,  parvata  is  joined  as  an 
adj.  with  giri;  and  according  to  SZy.*=jagat-pura- 
kodaka-vat,  laden  with  water  filling  the  world,  or 
bahuvidka-parca-yukta,  shelving,  rugged) ;  an 
artificial  mountain  or  heap  (of  grain,  salt,  saffron, 
sugar,  silver  or  gold  presented  to  the  BrShmans) ;  N.  of 
the  presiding  genius  of  the  mountains  (personified  in 
the  Veda  with  Aptya,  Rudra,  and  Ribhu  as  ruler  of 
the  clouds,  and  associated  with  Indra,  Savirri,  the 
Maruts,  and  other  deities ;  in  later  times  enumerated 

among  the  eight  Vasus)  ;  a  fragment  of  rock,  bowl- 
der, stone,  (adrayaji  parvatdh,  the  stones  with which  the  Soma  plant  is  pressed)  ;  a  cloud  (Ved. ;  in 

some  passages  of  the  Rig-veda  where  parrata  is 

interpreted  by  adri,  the  sense  'cloud'  seems  equally 
applicable,  especially  when  the  battles  of  Indra  or the  deeds  of  the  Maruts  are  described) ;  a  N.  of  the 
number  7  (from  the  7  principal  mountains)  ;  a  tree ; 
a  kind  of  vegetable;  a  kind  of  fish  (commonly 
called  Pavda,  the  Silurus  Pabda) ;  N.  of  a  divine 
Rishi  mentioned  in  several  passages  of  the  Maha-bh. 
(regarded  as  a  companion  of  Narada  and  messenger 
of  the  gods,  cf.  Nala  II.  14;  he  is  the  author  of 
Rig-veda  VIII.  12,  IX.  104,  105,  where  he  has  the 
patronymics  KSnva  and  KSsyapa) ;  N.  of  a  son  of 

Paurnamasa  (a  son  of  Marie1!  and  Sam-bhOti)  ;  of  a 
minister  of  king  Purfl-ravas ;  of  a  grammarian  (?)  ; 

of  an  ape ;  (i),  f.  (Ved.)  a  rock,  stone ;  [cf.  Serv. 
brdo,  '  a  mountain ;'  perhaps  Goth,  fairguni.] 
—  Parvata-kdlca,  as,  m.  a  raven.  —  Parvata-tyut, 

t,  t,  t,  Ved.  '  causing  mountains  (clouds)  to  totter  or 
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fill,1  an  epithet  of  the  Matuts.  —  Parvata-ja,  as,  a, 
am,  mountain-bom ;  (a),  f.  a  river.  —  Parvata- 

triua,  am,  n.  'mountain-grass,'  a  species  of  grass 
( =  triaadhya).  —  Parrata-pati,  is,  m.  '  moun- 

tain-prince,' lord  of  the  mountains.  —  Partata- 
.nodn,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (=yiri-kadali).  —  Par- 

i-  ita-raj,  t,  m.  '  mountain-king,'  a  lofty  mountain, 
•  the  highest  mountain-range,' the  Himalaya.  —  Par- 

< -~'/a,  as,  m.  '  mountain-king,'  the  Himalaya. 

—  Parralaraja-ka»y:~i,  f.  'daughter  of  the  moun- 
tain-king,' N.  of  PSrvati   or   Uurga   (daughter  of 

Hima-vat,  sovereign  of  the  snowy  mountains).  —  Par- 

vataraja-putri,  f.  'daughter  of  the  mountain-king,' 
an  epithet  of  Durga.—  Parvata-i'dsiit,  I,  ini,  i, 
living  in  the  mountains;    (i),  m.  a  mountaineer; 
(ini),  f.  nard,  spikenard  ;  a  designation  of  DurgS  ;  of 
the  GSyatrl.—  Parrata-tresh'hn,  as,  m.  the  best  of 
mountains.  —  Parrata-stha,  a*,  a,  am,  situated  on 

a  mountain  or  hill.  —  Parvatdkdra  fte-afc0),  as,  a, 
am,   mountain-shaped,   formed    like   a    mountain. 

—  Parvatdtmajd  (°ta-df),   f.  '  daughter   of  the 
mountain,'  an  epithet  of  Durgz.  —  Panatddhdra 

("ta-adh"),  (.  '  receptacle  of  mountains,'  the  earth. 
•«  Parvatdri  i^ta-ari),  is,  rn. '  enemy  of  the  moun- 

tains,' epithet  of  Indra  (who  clipped  their  wing?). 
—  Parvata-rridh,  t,  M.Ved.  delighting  in  moun- 

tains ;  (Sly.) '  delighting  in  the  stones  used  to  press  the 
Soma  plant'  or  'produced  in  the  mountains,'  an  epi- 

thet of  Soma.  —  Parvatafaya  ̂ ta-df),  as,  m. '  rest- 
ing on  the  mountains/a  cloud.  —  Parvatdtfraya  (/to- 

ds3),  as,  d,  am,  living  on  the  mountains,  a  moun- 
taineer;  (as),  m.  a  fabulous  animal,  the  Sarabha. 

—  Pareatds'rayin  (°ta-d^),  i,  m.  a  dweller  on  the 
mountains,  mountaineer.  —  Parcatl-kri,  cl.  8.  P. 
-Tiaroti,  -l;artum,  to  make  into  a  mountain.  —  Par- 

rateivara,  (°ta-l£°),  as,  m.  a  lord  of  the  mountains. 
•-  Parvate-shthd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  '  dwelling  in 

the  heights,'  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
'     Panataka  in  eka-p°,  q.  v. 

Parvatiya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  a 
mountain,  mountainous,  hilly ;  a  mountaineer. 

Parvatya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  a  moun- 
tain or  rock ;  produced  in  mountains. 

Parvan,  a,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  pri,  but  con- 
nected with  parvata  above),  a  knot  or  joint,  espe- 

cially of  a  cane  or  other  plant ;  a  joint  of  the  body, 
knuckle,  limb,  member;  a  break,  pause,  division, 

section  ;  book,  chapter  ;  (in  Vedic  grammar)  a  mem- 
ber of  a  compound;  a  division  of  time,  period, 

fixed  time  (especially  the  Csturmasya  festival),  the 
days  of  the  four  changes  of  the  moon,  i.  e.  the 
full  and  change  of  the  moon  and  the  eighth  and 
fourteenth  of  each  half  month;  the  days  of  conjunction 
and  opposition  or  eclipse  of  the  sun  or  moon ;  a  sacrifice 
performed  on  the  occasion  of  a  change  of  the  moon ;  a 
particular  period  of  the  year  (as  the  equinox,  solstice, 

&c.) ;  the  moment  of  the  sun's  entering  a  new  sign ; 
a  festival,  holiday ;  opportunity,  occasion  ;  a  moment, 

instant;  [cf.  pants.]  — Parva-kdra,  ae,  a,  am,  or 
f>ctri'a-kdrin,  t,  ini,  i,  one  who  works  on  holidays  ; 
(according  to  others)  a  Brahman  who  for  the  sake  of 
gain  performs  on  common  days  such  ceremonies  as 

should  be  performed  only  on  festivals.  —  Parva-kdla, 
(r..*,  m.  a  periodic  change  of  the  moon ;  the  time  at 
which  the  moon  at  its  conjunction  or  opposition 

passes  through  the  node. —  Parva-gdmin,  i,  m.  one 
who  has  intercourse  with  his  wife  on  festivals  or  holi- 

days.— Parva-yupla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Par- 

m-d/ii,  is,  m. '  period-holder,'  the  moon.  —  Parva- 
idi,  f. '  moment  of  the  Parvan,'  moment  of  opposi- 

tion or  conjunction.  —  Parva-pmhpiorparva-push- 
jiikd,  f.  a  plant,  =  rdma-diiti,  Tiaridium  Indicum  ( = 
ndya-daiiffi.  —  Parw-purna-td,  f.  preparations  for 
an  assembly  or  festival;  completion  of  a  festival; 
joining,  uniting.  -  Parva-bheda,  as,  m.  the  fracture 
of  a  joint.  —  Parea-mida,  am,  n.  the  moment  at 
which  the  fourteenth  day  passes  into  the  fifteenth 
day  of  a  month  ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  s-veta). 
—  Parea-yoni,  is,  is,  i,  growing  from  joints  or 

knots ;  (»'«),  m.  a  cane  or  reed,  the  sugar-cane,  &c. 
—  Parva-ruh,  t,  m.  a  pomegranate  tree.  —  Parra- 

rarja,  as,  a,  am,  except  the  forbidden  days  of 
a  month.  —  Parva-valti,  f.  a  species  of  Durvfi 

(  —  granthi-diirvd,  mula-durca).—  Parva-darka- 

raka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Pan-a-s"as,  ind., Ved.  limb  by  limb,  limb  from  limb,  piece  by 

piece  ;  parrafah  krit,  to  cut  to  pieces.  —  Par- 
va-sandhi,  if,  m.  a  joint;  the  full  and  change 
of  the  moDn,  the  junction  of  the  fifteenth  and 
first  of  a  lunar  fortnight  or  the  precise  moment  of 
the  full  and  change  of  the  moon.  —  Pared  ttidlii 

(°pa-av°),  is,  m.  a  particular  period,  the  end  of  a 
Parvan,  Sec.  —  Parrasphota  (°ra-as°),  as,  m.  a  par- 

ticular movement  of  the  fingers  (regarded  as  inde- 

corous). —  Parvefa  (°«a-Wa),  as,  m.,Ved.  the  regent of  an  astronomical  node. 

Parvarina,  as,  m.  =*  pa-rna-vrinta-rasa,  ;  = 
garrn  ;  =  mdruta  ;  =  parnu-&rd  ;  =  mritaka  ;  = 
dyiita-kambala;=patlra-<!urna-msa;  =  parvan. 

1Tl?rI  parvata,  parvan.  See  under  rt.parv. 
TfViT  parvita,  as,  rn.  a  species  of  fish, 

Silurus  Pabda  (  =pa,naia). 

*43\\1parsana,  <zs,m.  (probably  connected 
with  rts.  parsh  and  prish),  Ved.  a  precipice,  chasm  ; 

a  well  ;  (SSy.)  =parfva-sthana,  the  side  ;  =pidya- 
mdna,  being  oppressed  ;  =  fpri^yamana;  —  rimar- 
iana-kshama;  (according  to  the  Naighantuka  I. 
10)  a  cloud. 

i.  parSti,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  rib;  a  curved  knife, 
pruning-hook,  sickle  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (avas),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  warrior-tribe  ;  (MS),  f.  (according  to  the 
Nirukta  IV.  6)  the  supporting  or  side  wall  of  a  well 

(Rig-veda  I.  105,  8,  but  according  to  Siy.=par- 
todsthi);  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Parsu-maya,  as,  f, 
am,  shaped  like  a  curved  knife. 

1'ariiika,  f.  a  rib. 

lit  2.  parsu,  us,  m.  (fr.  pri,  substituted 

for  rt.  spris),=paras'u,  an  axe,  hatchet.  —  Pa  rs"u- 
pdnt,  is,  m.  '  axe  in  hand,'  an  epithet  of  Ganes'a  ; 
[cf.  paradu-dhara  .]  —  Pariu-rama  —  Para  s~u-ra- 
ma,  q.  v. 

Pars'vadha,  as,m.=  paraivadha,  an  axe,  hatchet. 
MM  parsh  [cf.  rts.  prish,  varsh,  sparsli], 

\  d.  i  .  A.  parshale,  &c.,  to  grow  wet,  be- 

come moist  ;  to  delight  in,  accept  (Say.  =     ' 

'Rn  parsha,  as,  m.  (probably  connected 
with  rt.  prish),  a  bundle,  sheaf. 

Parshin,  t,  ini,  i,  Ved.  in  ishu-p°,  (probably) 
carrying  bundles  (of  arrows). 

«m(«U  parshani,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  I.  pri), 
Ved.  carrying  over  or  across,  ferrying  across. 
Parshan,  a,  n.  (?),  Ved.  leading  out,  delivering. 
Parshishfha,  as,  it,  ain,  Ved.  most  mighty  in 

delivering  or  rescuing. 

RH<{  parsJiad,  t,  f.  =parishad,  an  assem- 
bly, audience.  —  Parshad-lihim,  us,  us,  u,  Ved. 

shy  in  society.  —  Parxhatl-rala,  as,  a,  am,=pari- 
skad-vala,  surrounded  by  an  assembly  ;  (as),  m.  an 
assistant  at  an  assembly,  a  spectator. 

|1  -j  pal,  cl.  i.  P.  palati,  palilum,  to 
x  go,  move;  cl.  lo.palayati,  -yitum,  see 

rt.  3.  pa;  [cf.  Gr.  WAAw,  Tra\p6-s,  ir<i\0'S,  tra- 
\a.ir<ru,  iroA-w-a  ;  Lat.  pello,  poll-en,  pul-m-s.] 
Pala,  as,  ta.=pala  (Gana  JvaUdi  to  Pan.  III. 

i,  140)  ;  =palala,  straw;  (am),  n.  a  particular 
weight  (  =  4  Karshas  =  f^;  of  a  Tui5)  ;  a  particular 
measure  of  fluids  ;  a  particular  measure  of  time  (  = 
vighatikd);  flesh,  meat;  [cf.  Lat.  palea;  Angl. 
Sax.  flesc,  flmc,  flee;  Old  Germ,  fleisk  ;  French 

paille;  Hib.  feol,  feoile,  '  flesh.']  —  Pala-kshdra, 
as,  m.  'flesh-fluid,'  blood.  —  Pala-ganda,  as,  m.  a 
mason,  bricklayer,  plasterer.  —  Pala>r-kura,  as,  m. 
'  flesh-maker.'  gall,  bile.  —  Palan-kasha,  as,  m. 
'  flesh-hurter,'  a  Rakshasa,  imp,  goblin  ;  bdellium  ; 
a  species  of.bdellium  (  =  kaiia-gtu/gulu);  (a),  f., 
N.  of  various  plants  (=go-ks1i.uraka,  Asteracantha 

palala. 
Longifolia ;  =  ksltudi'a-yokshitraktt ;  = 
Butea  Frondosa;  =  mHHrf()-?,  a  species  of  climbing 

plant  ;  =  rasHCt;  =  niaha-s'i'avani,  bdellium) ;  =  ldk- 
sJia,  cochineal;  a  &y.  —  Pala-priya,  as,  m.  'fond 
of  meat,'  a  R.lkshaa ;  a  raven.—  Pala-bha  or  pala- 
viblia,  f.  the  equinoctial  shadow  at  midday,  the 
midday  shadow  of  a  gnomon  when  the  sun  is  in  the 

equinoctial  points  (  =  't'i:-hiiiit'i(t-prt.ibha).—Palclgiit 

("la-ag0),  is,  m. '  flesh-fire,'  bile,  the  bilious  humor. 

—  Palada  ("la-ada),  as,  m.  '  flesh-eater,' a  Rak- 
shasa; (5),  f.  a  Rakshasl.  -  Paladana  (°la-ad'), 

as,  or  i.  palas"a  (C7a-as"°),  as,  or  i.  paldiin 
(°la-af),  f,  m.  '  flesh-eater,"  a  Rakshasa. 
Palada,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  particular  material  for 

building,  (perhaps)  bundles  of  straw  or  reeds  used 
for  roofing  and  wainscoting;  (z),  f.,  N.  of  a  village. 

Palala,  as,  in.  a  Rakshasa;  ground  sesamum 
seeds,  a  kind  of  sweetmeat  made  of  ground  sesamum 
and  sugar;  mud,  mire,  clay ;=  pa/a,  flesh,  meat; 

[cf.  pali'ala;  Gr.  mjA<!-j,  irri\-ivo-s,  irpa-Trrj\aK- 

i£cu;  Lul.  pul-ft(d)s,  i>alus-tri-s;  Hib.  poll, '  mire, 
dirt.']  —  Palala-jcara,  a*,  m.  gall,  bile;  [cf.  pa- 

lay  ni,  palan-kara^}  —  Palala-priya,  an,  m. '  fond 
of  flesh,'  a  raven  (  —  pala-prtya).  —  Palalas'ay" 
(°la-as"°),  as,  m.  '  flesh-receptacle,'  swelled  neck, 

goitre. 

Palika,  as,  d,  am  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.  after 
a  numeral),  weighing  or  containing  so  many  Palas. 

SCOIMI  palakya,  f.  a  kind  of  vegetable 
(—palankya). 

'TcTTSJ'  palaksha,  as,  i,  am  (a  secondary 
form  of  balaksha),  Ved.  white. 

Mrt§;<5  palcmkata,  as,  a,  am,  shy,  bashful, timid. 

M<>J^  palava,  as,  in.  (said  to  be  connected 
with  rt.  pal,  probably  for  plava,  fr.  rt.  plu),  a  snare 
or  basket  of  wicker-work  for  catching  fish. 

T^T  palasa,  as,  m.=punasa,  the  bread 
fruit  tree. 

palasti,  is,  is,  i.  Ved.  (according- 
.)  =  pa?i'te,  grey-haired. 

palanga,  as,  m.  Delphinus  Gange- ticus ;  (perhaps  an  error  for  fopalattga.) 

llril^i  paldndu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 
fr.  rt.  pal),  an  onion. —  Palandu-bhakshita,  as. 
a  or  I,  am,  one  who  has  eaten  onions. 

'T'OTH  paliipa,  as,  m.  a  halter;  an  ele- 
phant's temples. 

McMM^I  palcipaha,  f.  a  kind  of  collyrium 
(  =  kulatthd;    perhaps    only    an    error    for    pra- Idpa-hd). 

Tf&TiUpalaya  (fr.  ay  =  rt.  5.  i  \vit\\ paid  =: 

para),  cl.  I.  A.  (ep.  also  P.)  paldyate  (-ti),  -yitum, 

to  flee,  run  away,  make  off,  take  to  one's  heels, 
scamper  off;  to  escape;  to  cease,  die  away,  sink 
into  oblivion. 

Palayaka,  as,  d  or  ikd(t),  am,  fleeing,  flying, 

taking  to  flight ;  a  fugitive,  runaway,  deserter. 
Paldyat,  an,  anti,  at,  fleeing,  running  away. 
Paldyana,  am,  n.  fleeing,  running  away,  flight, 

escape;  a  saddle  (=palyayana,  paryana).'-Pa- 
Idyana-parayana,  as,  a,  am,  occupied  in  flight, 
fugitive.  —  Palayana-manas,  as,  da,  as,  thinking 
of  flight.  —  Palayana-vishaya,  as,  a,  am,  having 

flight  for  an  object,  bent  on  flight. 
Paldyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  fleeing,  flying  away, 

taking  to  flight. 
Paldyita,  as,  d,  am,  flown,  run  away,  fled, 

retreated ;  defeated. 
Palayin,  ?,  ini,  i,  fleeing,  flying,  running  away, 

taking  to  flight. 

Mrtiw  palala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 
fr.  rt.  pal),  straw;  the  stalk  of  the  Sorghum, 



paldla-dohada. Tjfa^  pavitra. 
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Indian  millet;  (as),  m,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  demon  (asso- 
ciated with  Anu-palala  and  considered  dangerous  to 

children)  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  Matris 

of  Skanda;  (i),  f.  stizv/.  —  Paldla-dohada,  an,  m. 

'longing  for  straw,'  the  mango  tree  (the  fruit  of which  is  sometimes  ripened  in  straw). 

Hc?ra  paldva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  chaff,  husks; 

[cf.  Lat.  palea.} 

H^IJI  2.  paldsa,  am,  n.  (for  I.  see  under 

pala,  rt.  pal,  p.  556,  col.  2),  a  leaf,  petal,  foliage; 
the  blossom  of  the  tree  Butea  Frondosa;  (as), 

m.  Butea  Frondosa;  Curcuma  Zedoaria;  a  N.  of 

ancient  Behar  or  Magadha  ;  (i),  f.  cochineal;  a 

species  of  climbing  plant  (  =pattra-mtti,  parna- 
valli,  paldsikd)  ;  (as,  a,  am},  green  ;  unfeeling, 
unmerciful,  cruel  ;  (at  the  end  of  a  cotnp.)  see  Gana 

to  Pan.  II.  I,  56.  —  Paldja-pattra,  am,  n.  the  leaf 
of  the  Butea  Frondosa;  a  single  leaf;  (as),  m.,  N. 

of  a  Naga.-PaMs'a-paj-nJ,  f.  Physalis  Flexuosa 
(  =  aioa^andhd).-Paldia-iatana,  as,  m.  an 

instrument  for  lopping  foliage.  -  Palasdkhya,  (Va- 
dW),  as,  m.  =  nddl-hinnu,,  q.  v.;  Asa  Fcetida. 

-  Paldtdntd  (°&i-an°)  or  paldsdmlhd,  f.  = 
i/andlia-pattra,  q.  v. 
Paldfaka,  as,  m.  Butea  Frondosa;  Curcuma 

Zedoaria  (  =  6at  j)  ;  N.  of  a  place  ;  (ikd),  f.  a  species 
of  climbing  plant  (=paldsi). 

2.  paid-in,  I,  inl,  i  (for  I.  see  under  pala,  rt. 

pal),  leafy,  covered  with  foliage,  having  luxuriant 

foliage  ;  (I),  m.  a  tree  ;  a  species  of  plant  (  =  kshlra- 
vrikslia)  ;  N.  of  a  city  or  a  village  (said  to  be  the 

modem  Plassey)  ;  (inl),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  issuing  from 

the  S'ukti-mat. 

)  paliknl,  f.     See  pallia  below. 

paligha,  as,  m.  a  water-pot,  pitcher, 
glass  water-vessel  ;  a  wall,  rampart  ;  the  gate-way  of 
a  building  ;  an  iron  dub  or  one  studded  with  iron 

  f  palita,  as,  paliknl,  am  (said  to  be 
ft.  rt.  pnal  with  substitution  of  p  for  ph;  a  doubtful 
fern,  form  palitd  is  also  given),  grey,  grey-haired, 
hoary,  old,  aged ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  mouse  in  Maha- 
bh.  S'anti-p.  4933  ;  (paliknl),  (.  a  cow  for  the  first 
time  with  calf;  (am),  n.  grey  hair ;  a  tuft  of  hair 
(  =  kefa-pada) ;  much  or  ornamented  hair  ;  mud, 
mire  ;  heat,  burning ;  benzoin ;  [cf.  Gr.  ire \-6-s, 
irt\-i6-s,  ve\-\6-s,  Trt\i$v6-s,  Tro\-i6-s:  Lat.  pall- 
e-o,  pall-idu-s,  pallu-s :  Old  Germ,  fain  (fal-w- 
er):  Angl.  Sax.  fealo,falu,fealwe,falewe:  Slav. 

plavu,  '  white :'  Lith.  pal-iia-s,  '  fallow ;'  pll-ka-s, 
'  ash-coloured.']  —  Palitan-karana,  as,  I,  am,  ren- 

dering gcey.  —  Palitam-bhavishnu,  us,  us,  n,  or 
palitam-b/tavuka,  as,  d,  am,  becoming  grey. 

Paltiin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  grey  hair,  grey-haired. 

pali-yoga,  as,  m.=pari-yoga. 

'  paltjaka,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a demon. 

l  (considered  by  some  as 
N  a  reduplicated  form  of  it.  pal),  cl 

10.  P.  palpulayati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  wash  in  lye 
or  water  impregnated  with  alkaline  salt;  to  wash, 
cleanse  ;  to  tan. 

Palpulana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  lye,  water  impregnated 
with  alkaline  salt. 

Palpulita,  as,   a,  am,  Ved.   curried,   tanned  ; 
washed  (in  lye). 

-angayati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  cause  to  go  round,  stir 
round :  Pass,  -angyate,  to  turn  round,  revolve. 

THJT'T  paly-ay  (fr.  «j/  =  rt.  5.  i  with  pali 

=pari),  cl.  I.  A.  -ayate,  &c.,Ved.  to  go  round. 

Paly-ayana,  am,  n.=parydna,  a  saddle,  pack- 
saddle  ;  a  rein,  bridle. 

II-+JITJ'  palyul    and   palyid    (various 
<J      -^  readings  for  palpul,  q.  v.),  cl.   IO. 

P.  palyulayati,  palyulayati,  -yitum,  to   wash, &c. ;    to  cut,  cut   off  (in   this   sense   perhaps   for 

•QTjT  pall  [cf.  rt.  pal~],  cl.  I.  P.  pallati, "\pallitum,  to  go,  move. 
Palla,  as,  m.  a  large  granary,  barn, 
i.  pattava,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  sprout,  shoot,  twig, 

prig,  spray,  (literally  and  as  a  metaphorical  expression 
or  the  fingers,  toes,  and  lips ;  cf.  kara-p°,  oshtha- 
>°) ;  a  bud,  blossom ;  a  blade  of  grass ;  the  extre- 
nity  of  a  robe,  the  loose  end  of  a  garment  or  scarf; 
preading,  expansion ;  epithet  of  a  particular  position 

of  the  hands  in  dancing ;  the  red  dye  called  a-lakta; 
ove,  affection;  a  bracelet,  armlet;  unsteadiness 
moral  or  physical  (?) ;  strength,  power  (?) ;  a  wood  (?) ; 
as),  m.  a  libertine,  catamite ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
xop\e.-Pallavagrdhi-td,  (.  the  picking  up  of 
iwigs  or  straws,  the  dealing  with  trifles ;  superficial 
or  diffusive  knowledge.  —  Pallara-grdhin,  i,  inl,  i, 
putting  forth  young  shoots,  sprouting  in  all  directions ; 
:wig-picking,  straw-gathering ;  laying  hold  of  trifles ; 
diffusive ;  superficial ;  (I),  m.,  scil.  dosha,  the  fault 
of  prolixity  or  diffusiveness  or  of  mere  superficial 
knowledge.  —  Pallava-dru,  us,  m.  the  Asoka  tree. 
-  I'tillava-waya,  as,  ?,  am,  consisting  of  young 
shoots  or  twigs.  -•  Pallavdnkura  (°va-an°),  as,  m. 
a  leaf-bud.  -  Pallaiidda  (°m-ada),  as,  m.  •  eating 
young  shoots,'  a  deer.  —  Pallavddhdra  fva-adh°), 
as,  m.  '  receptacle  or  support  of  twigs,'  a  branch. 
—  Pallavdpldita  Cva-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  bud-laden, 
loaded  with  buds.  —  Pallavditra  l?va-as°),  as,  in. 
'  having  blossoms  for  missiles,'  an  epithet  of  the 

god  of  love. 2.  pallava,  Nom.  P.  pallavati,  pallavitum,  to 
put  forth  young  shoots,  sprout,  bud. 
Pallavaka,  as,  m.  a  libertine,  gallant,  the  paramour 

of  a  harlot ;  a  catamite ;  a  species  of  fish,  Cyprinus 
Denticulatus ;  (ikd),  f.,  N.  of  a  female  attendant. 
Pallavaya,  Nom.  P.  jaallavayati,  -yitum,  to 

put  forth  young  shoots,  sprout ;  to  cause  to  sprout, 
to  make  diffuse  or  prolix  (according  to  a  Scholiast =  fistdraya). 

Pallavika,  as,  m.  a  libertine,  gallant ;  a  catamite 
a  species  of  fish,  Cyprinus  Denticulatus. 
Pallavita,  as,  d,  am,  sprouting,  having  young 

shoots ;  spread,  extended ;  dyed  red  with  lac,  pos- 
sessing the  red  dye ;  (as),  m.  the  red  dye  of  the 

lac  insect. 
Pallavin,  I,  inl,  i,  sprouting,  having  young  shoots 

(J),  m.  a  tree. Palli,  is  or  I,  f.  a  small  village,  especially  a  settle 
ment  of  wild  tribes ;  a  hut,  house ;  any  number  o 
houses,  a  station ;  a  city  (or  rather  an  affix  to  word 
forming  the  name  of  towns ;  it  is  especially  used  in 
the  Dekhan  as  in  Trichinopoly  =  Trisira-palll,  &c.) 
a  small  house-lizard ;  a  creeping  plant. 

Pallikd,  f.  a  village,  station  [cf.  abhlra-p°] ', small  house-lizard. 

illi.    See  under  rt.  pall  above. 

pallivdha,  as,  m.  a  species   o 

palya,  am,  n.  (perhaps  fr.  pala),  a 
sack  for  corn  (probably  containing  a  certain  measure, 
Ved.)  ;  a  particular  high  number. 

ve«5;  paly-anka,  as,  m.-=:pary-anka,  a 
bed,  couch,  bedstead  ;  a  cloth  thrown  round  the  loins 
while  sitting  (  =pary-asti,  paryastika). 

paly-ang  (for  pary-ang),  Caus.  P. 

grass. 

M<^pJ  palvala,  as,  m.  (connected  withpa 
lita;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  pal),  a  small  tank,  pond,  pool 
[cf.Gr.7r7)Ao-s,  irij\-ii<o-5,  irjjo-irj)\aK-i£a>;  Lat.  pal 
u(d)-s,palus-tri-s;  perhaps  Angl.  Sax.poZ, '  a  pool. —  Palvala-tira,  am,  n.  the  bank  or  margin  of 
pool.  —  Palvala-panka,  as,  m.  the  mud  of 

pool-Palvaldvdsa  (°la-av°),  as,  m.  'living  i 

ponds,'  a  tortoise. . 

Palvalya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  marshy,  boggy. 

Tj^r  pav,  cl.  i.  A.  pavate,  pavitum,  to 
x  go ;  (a  various  reading  for  plaii.) 

xre  pava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  pu),  purification, 
urity ;  winnowing  corn ;  air,  wind ;  a  marsh ;  (o), 

purification;  (am),  n.  cow-dung. 
Parat,  an,  and,  at,  purifying;  pure. 

Parana,  ant,  n.  the  act  of  purifying,  purification ; 

winnowing;  an  instrument  for  purifying,  sieve, 

trainer,  &c. ;  water;  (as),  m.  'the  purifier,'  wind, ir,  the  wind  of  the  body;  Wind  personified  (as 

egent  of  the  Nakshatra  Svati  and  of  the  North-west 

egion) ;  a  N.  of  the  number  five  (Ved.) ;  a  house- 
lolder's  sacred  fire ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Uttama ; 
rf  the  author  of  a  GSndharva-veda ;  (as,  am),  m. 

i.  a  potter's  kiln ;  (i),  f.  a  broom ;  N.  of  a  river ; 

us,  d,  am),  dean,  pure.  —  Pavana-lcshipta,  as,  a, 

on,  tempest-tossed.  —  Pavana-tanaya,  as,  m. '  son 
of  the  Wind,'  an  epithet  of  Hanu-mat.  -  Pavana-vd- 

tana,  as,  m. '  having  wind  as  a  vehicle,'  fire.  —  Pa- 
vana-vijaya,  as,  m.  '  victory  over  the  wind  or 
breath,'  N.  of  a  mystic  v/of&.-Pamna-vyddln, 

s,  m.  an  epithet  of  Ud-dhava,  the  friend  and 
counsellor  of  Krishna ;  morbid  condition  of  wind, 

rheumatism,  &c.  -  Pavandtmaja  (°na-dt°),  as, 
m.  '  son  of  the  Wind ;'  fire ;  an  epithet  of  Hanu- 

mat  the  monkey-hero.  -  Pamndia  (°na-os"a), 
or  pavandjana  (°na-as'°),  as,  m.  J  feeding  on 
air,'  a  serpent,  snake.  —  Pavanas'a-nafa,  as,  m. 
snake-destroyer,'  a  peacock ;  Garuda  the  bird  and 

vehicle  of  Vishnu.  —  Pavandtin  ("na-as"0),  i,  m. 

feeding  on  air/  a  serpent.  —  Parandhata  (°na- dh°),  as,  d,  am,  struck  or  shaken  by  the  wind; 
rheumatic.  -  Pavanodbhrdnta-kdrin  (°na-ud?),  I, 

inl,  i, '  agitating  the  air,'  epithet  of  a  particular  mode 
of  fighting.  -  Pai-anodbhrdnta-vldi,  {s,  is,  m.  f. 
a  wave  tossed  up  by  the  winds. 

Pavamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  purified,  being 
strained  (usually  said  of  the  Soma,  Ved.) ;  (as),  m. 

wind;  N.  of  a  particular  Fire  (associated  with 

Pavaka  and  S'uci,  and  also  regarded  as  a  son  of 

Agni  by  Svaha);  epithet  of  the  moon;  epithet  of 

particular  Stotras  sung  by  the  Sama-ga  at  the  Jyo- 
tishtoma  (Ved.).  —  Pavamdna-vat,  an,  atl,_at, 

Ved.  having  the  Pavamana-stotra.  —  Pavamdna- 

havii,  if,  n.  or  paramdneshti  (°na-ish°),  is,  f., 
Ved.  offerings  to  Agni  invoked  under  the  title  of 

PavamSna  or  Pavaka  or  S'uci. 
Pavayitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  purifies  or 

cleans,  a  purifier,  cleanser,  cleansing. 
Pavdkd,  f.  a  storm,  whirlwind. 

Pavi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the   tire   of  a  wheel;   the 

metallic  point  of  a  spear  or  arrow ;  a  thunderbolt ; 

an  arrow ;  speech ;  fire ;  [cf.  aroYa-p0,  krishna-p  , 

kshuray°.]-Pavi-nasa,  as,  a,  am, Ved. '  having  a 
nose  like  a  spear-head,'  epithet  of  a  demon. 

Pavita,  as,  a,  am,  purified,  cleansed ;  (am),  n. black  pepper. 

Pavitri  or  Ved.  pavltri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who 

purifies  or  cleanses,  a  purifier,  cleanser. 

Pavitra,  am,  n.  a  means  of  purification,  instru- 
ment for  cleansing,  filter,  strainer,  straining-cloth, 

colander  (made  of  thread  or  hair  or  straw  plaited 
or  woven,  for  clarifying  fluids,  especially  the  Soma)  ; 

Kusa  grass  (especially  a  couple  of  Kusa  leaves  a 

span  long  used  at  sacrifices  to  present  offerings 
upon  or  to  sprinkle  and  purify  ghee,  &c.) ;  a  ring 

of  KuSa  grass  worn  on  the  fourth  finger  on  par- ticular occasions;  a  purifying  prayer  or  Mantra; 

water,  rain;  rubbing,  cleansing;  the  vessel  in 
which  the  Argha  is  presented;  copper;  the 
sacred  thread,  BrShmanical  cord ;  melted  butter ; 
honey ;  any  divinity  as  Agni  &c.  ? ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  Soma-yJga  belonging  to  the  Raja-suya;  the 
sesame  plant,  Nageia  Putranjiva ;  N.  of  a  man  (of 
the  family  of  An-giras  and  the  reputed  author  of 
Rig-veda  IX.  67,  73,  83, 107) ;  (5s),  m.  pi.  epithet 
of  a  class  of  deities  in  the  fourteenth  Manv-antara  ; 

(a),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants ;  basil ;  Indian  saffron, turmeric  ;  =  a^atthl,  q.  v. ;  N.  of  a  river  (the 
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pavitra-1(i. pasu-sani. 

Pabar,  a  little  to  the  north-west  of  Hari-dwSr) ;  the 
twelfth  day  of  the  light  half  of  Sravana  (a  festival  in 

honour  of  Vishnu) ;  (as,  a,  am),  purifying,  cleans- 
ing ;  pure,  clean ;  holy,  sinless ;  averting  evil ;  [cf. 

Hib.  beathra,  'water;'  fothragaim,  'I  bathe, 
cleanse;'  fothragadh,  'a  bath,  well  of  purification.'] 
—  Pavitra-td,  f.  or  pavitra-tva,  am,  n.  purity, 

cleanness.  —  ]'<iri(m-<//iS»ya,  am,  n. 'pure  grain,1 
barley.  —  Pavitra-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  lord  of  the 

Pavitra.  —  Pavitra-pdni,  is,  is,  i,  'pure-handed,' 
having  clean  hands  or  holding  Darbha  grass  in  the 

hand;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  sage.  —  Parltra- 
puta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  clarified  with  a  strainer  or  co- 

lander. —  Pavitra-ratha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  the 
colander  as  a  chariot  (said  of  the  Soma).  ->  Paritra- 
vat,  in,  atl,  at,  Ved.  having  an  instrument  for 
purifying  (as  a  strainer  or  Darbha  grass) ;  purifying, 
cleansing;  being  in  the  colander;   holding  Darbha 
grass;  an  epithet  of  Agni;  (atf),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

—  Pavitrdropana  (°ra-ar°),  am,  n.  '  putting  on 
the  Pavitra,'  investiture  with  the  Brahmanical  cord  ; 
investing  the    image   of  Krishna  with   the    sacred 
thread ;  N.  of  a  festival  on  the  twelfth  day  of  the 

light  half  of  Sravana.  —  Paritrarohana  (°ra-dr°), 
am,  n.  '  putting  on  the  Pavitra,'  investing  with  the 
sacred  thread,  N.  of  a  festival  in  honour  of  Durga 
on  the  eighth  day  of  the  light  half  of  the  month 
SrSvana   or  Ashadha.  —  Pamtri-karana,  am,  n. 
purification,  cleansing;  the  instrument  or  means  of 

purifying.  —  Pavitri-Tcri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -Tcaroti,  -leu- 
rute,  -kartum,  to  purify,  cleanse.  —  Pavitri-krita, 
as,  a,  am,   purified,  cleansed,  cleaned,    sanctified. 
—  Pavitri-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavittim,  to 
become  pure  or  clean. 
Pavitraka,  am,  n.  a  small  strainer  or  colander, 

the  vessel  in  which  an  Argha  or  oblation  is  pre- 
sented (?) ;  pack-thread  or  a  rope  or  net  made  of 

pack-thread ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  several  sacred  plants, 
Poa  Cynosuroides  ( =  kutfa) ;  Artemisia  Indica  ( = 
damanaka) ;  Ficus  Religiosa ;  Ficus  Glomerata ; 
(at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  =pavitra. 

Pavitraya,  Norn.  P.  pavitrayatl,  -yitum,  to 
cleanse,  purify. 

Pavitrita,  as,  a,  am,  cleansed,  purified,  clean,  pure. 

Pavitrin,  i,  iyi,  i,  purifying,  cleansing;  pure, 
clean. 

Patiira,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  weapon  with  a  metallic 

point,  a  lance,  spear.  —  2'avira-rat,  an,  alt,  at, 
Ved.  armed  with  a  lance  or  spear ;  having  a  goad ; 
having  a  metallic  share  (said  of  a  plough). 
Pavirava,  as,  m.,  Ved.  having  a  metallic  share 

(said  of  a  plough) ;  (Say.)  =  Iculiia  or  kuliia-iabda, 
a  thunderbolt  or  the  noise  of  a  thunderbolt. 

Paviru,  us,  m.,  Ved.  (probably)  a  flash  of  light- 
ning, a  thunderbolt ;  N.  of  a  man. 

Pavyd,  (.,  Ved.  purification,  cleansing. 

Hiw&pavandla,  as,  m.  a  species  of  grain, 

Andropogon  Saccharatus  (  =  deva-dhdnya ;  incor- 
rectly for  yarandla). 

M=HH  pavaneshta,  as,  m.  a  large  species 
of  Nimba  tree;  (probably  incorrectly  for  yava- 
neshta.) 

HiHI^'f  pavanombuja,  am,n.=:parusha, 
the  Parush  tree ;  (probably  an  incorrect  form.) 

Mli*^  pavindu,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

T^TrT  paritri.     See  pavitri,  p.  557,  col.  3. 

ttasa.   See  under pavi,  p.  557. 

,  am,  n.     See  above. 

•  Pas'>  for  original  spas  substituted 
x  for  rt.  I.  drtV,  q.v.,  'to  see,'  in  certain 

;  [cf.  rt.  fpai,  upaita:  Zend  spas',  '  to  see, 
guard  ;'  (pai,  '  a  spy  :'  Gr.  aKr*  by  metathesis  for er»«K  in  antv-T-o-niu,  aivnt-^,  <ncoirm,  (TK6v-f\o-s, 
<TKoir-<f-r,  aKu<i :  Lat.  spec-i-o,  con-*pici-o,  sficcula, 
tptcvlum,  specu-s,  tpec-to:  Old  Germ.  epeh-S-m, 

spah-i:  Mod.  Germ,  tpiih-tn:  Lith.  spega-t,  'a 
spy :'  Hib.  faic-im,  'I  see ;'  f  each-aim,  '  I  look, 
view ;'  faoch-og,  '  an  eye.'] 

l.pai,  according  to  some  the  fomi  padbhis  in 
Rig-veda  IV.  2,  1 2,  may  be  connected  with  a  base 

ai  derived  fr.  rt.  I .  pai  in  the  tense  of  '  sight,' 

look,'  'eye.' I.  pain,  ind.  see !  behold  I 
1 .  paiya,  Ved.  or  paiyaka,  as,  a,  am,  seeing, 

beholding,    surveying,    rightly   understanding;    [cf. 
a-p°,  a-isuryam-paiyd.] 

2.  paiya  (2nd  sing,  imperative  of  rt.  1.  drii), 1° ! 
behold !  see  I  (an  exclamation  of  wonder  or  admi- ration.) 

Paiyat,  an,  antl,  at,  seeing,  beholding,  looking, 
viewing,  observing,  remarking ;  regarding,  consider- 

ing; (anti),  f.  a  courtezan,  harlot;  epithet  of  a 
particular  sound.  —  Paiyato-hara,  as,  a,  am,  steal- 

ing before  a  person's  eyes  or  in  the  very  sight  of  the 
possessor ;  (as),  m.  a  thief,  pilferer  (a  term  of  re- 

proach proverbially  applied  to  the  goldsmith  &c.). 

Pafyata,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  visible,  conspicuous. 

Paiyana,  f.,  in  a-p°,  q.  v. 

3.  pas,  cl.  10.  P.  pasayati,  -yitum, 

^  to  bind ;  [cf.  Zend  pad,  '  to  bind ;'  Gr. 
/Ai,  t-ira.y-i]i/,  wijy-fjLa,  Tnjy-6-s,  v&y-o-s, 
,  irtfry-lj  iraffff-oXo- s :  Lat.  pac-i-sc-or,  pdx, 

pac-i-o(n),  pang-o,  pig-nut,  pd-lu-s,  com-pe-sc-o, 
dis-pe-sc-o :  Goth.  faJi-an,  'to  catch;'  fulla-fah- 
jan,  '  to  fulfil ;'  fagr-s :  Old  Germ,  fuog-a,  ga- 
fuogi,  gafag-jan,  fah :  Cambro-Brit.  fasgu,  '  to 
bind  or  tie  in  a  bundle ;'  fasgiad,  '  a  ligation,  a 

tying  in  a  bundle.'] Paiavya,  as,  <i,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 
cattle,  fit  or  suitable  for  cattle  (as  a  meadow,  pas- 

turage, &c.)  ;  relating  to  a  herd  or  drove ;  possessed 

of  cattle ;  brutish ;  (with  ln'ima)  sexual  love,  sexual 
intercourse ;  (am),  n.  a  herd  or  drove  of  cattle ;  a 
stall  for  cattle. 

2.  pain,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  pai,  'to  bind,'  like Lat.  bestia  fr.  rt.  bandh ;  also  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I . 

pai;  Vedic  forms  are  du.  paiva,  ace.  pi.  paivas, 
inst.  paiva,  dat.  paive,  gen.  paivas),  cattle  (both 
singly  and  collectively),  a  herd,  drove ;  any  smaller 
animal  used  as  a  sacrificial  victim,  a  goat ;  an  animal 
in  general,  any  domestic  animal,  (grdmydh  paiavah, 
domestic  animals,  of  which  five  kinds  are  enumerated, 
men,  kine,  horses,  goats,  and  sheep,  to  which  are 
sometimes  added  mules  and  asses  or  camels  and 

dogs) ;  a  brute,  beast,  (drauydh  or  vanydh  paiavah, 
wild  beasts,  beasts  of  the  forest ;  sometimes  said  con- 

temptuously of  a  man ;  cf.  purusha-p") ;  a  mere 
animal  in  sacred  things,  an  uninitiated  person ;  a 

victim  [cf.  »ri-/>°] ;  an  oblation ;  a  subordinate  deity 
and  one  of  Siva's  followers ;  (with  MsheSvaras  and 
Pasupatas)  soul,  the  Supreme  Spirit,  the  divine  soul  of 
the  universe ;  Ficus  Glomerata ;  (u),  n.,Ved.  cattle ;  an 

animal,  beast ;  [cf. Lat. )>cm ;  Old  Pruss.pcc7i-u;  Goth. 
faih-u  ;  Old  Germ,  filt-u ;  Mod.  Germ,  vieh, '  cat- 

tle ;'  perhaps  Gr.  »«{-'.]  —  PaJu-karmaK,  a,  n.,Ved. 
the  act  of  offering  the  victim ;  sacrifice  ;  copulation. 

—  Paiu-talpa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  ritual  of  animal  sa- 
crifice. —  Pain-ka  m<t,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  desirous  of 

possessing  cattle.  —  Puiit-kriyd,  f.  the  act  of  animal 
sacrifice;  acting  like  cattle,  copulation.  —  Paiw-ga- 
yatrt,  f.  a  parody  of  the  holy  verse  of  the  Vedas 
whispered  into  the  ear  of  an  animal  about  to  be 

sacrificed  (paiu-paiaya   rid  make   iirai-flieddya 
dhimahi  tan  nah  paiuh  praCodayat).  —  Paiu- 
ghata,  am,  n.  slaughter  of  animals  for   sacrifice. 

—  Paiu-ghna,  as,  I,  am,  slaughtering  cattle.  — Pa- 
iu-Sarya,  f.  acting  like  cattle;  copulation.  —  Paiu- 
6it,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  piled  up  with  cattle  (as  a  sacrificial 

fiTt).  —  Pa3u-jdtiya,  as,  d,  am,  pertaining  to  the 
animal   kingdom.  —  Paiit-tantra,   as,  m.=padu- 

kalpa,  q.v.*~l'as'u-td,  f.  or  pasu-tva,  am,  n.  the 
condition  or  nature  of  an  animal,  bestiality,  brutality ; 

the  condition  of  a  sacrificial  animal,  the  being  a  sa- 
crificial animal ;  the  sacrifice  of  an  animal.  —  Paiw- 

lrip,  P,  P,  p,  Ved.  gratifying  one's  self  with  cattle, 

i.e.  stealing  cattle;  (S3y.)=;iarfMna»i  tarpayitri, 
feeding  cattle.  —  Padfrda,  as,  a,  am,  nuking  a 
grant  of  cattle ;  (o),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Mitris 
attending  on  Skanda.  —  Paiu-<ld,  as,  as,  am,  mak- 

ing a  grant  of  cattle.  —  Pafu-deeata,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  invoking  cattle  as  a  deity  (said  of  a  for- 

mula or  ceremony);  (d),  f.  the  deity  of  the 
victim,  i.  e.  the  deity  to  whom  the  sacrifice  is 
offered.  *•  Pailu-dharma,  as,  m.  the  characteristics 
of  cattle,  conduct  of  cattle,  treatment  of  cattle; 
promiscuous  cohabitation ;  the  marrying  of  widows ; 

(ejia),  ind.  like  a  beast.  —  Padu-w-dtha,  as,  m. 'lord 
of  cattle,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Pain-pa,  as,  a, 

am,  guarding  or  keeping  cattle  ;  (as),  m.  a  herds- 
man. —  Paiu-pati,  is,  m.  'lord  of  the  animals'  (or 

according  to  others  '  lord  of  a  servant  named  Pa5u '), 
an  epithet  of  the  later  Rudra  (Rudra-Siva)  or  of  a 
similar  deity  (often  associated  in  the  Veda  with 

Bhava,  S'arva,  Ugra,  Rudra,  Maha-deva,  liana,  and 
others,  who  together  with  Bhlma  are  in  later  times 
regarded  as  manifestations  of  the  one  deity  Rudra) ; 
=  Siva  ;  N.  of  a  scholiast ;  of  a  lexicographer ;  of  Agni ; 
(according  to  one  legend  every  deity  acknowledged 

himself  to  be  a  mere  ̂ xis'u  or  animal  before  his  lord 
and  master  S'iva,  when  they  solicited  him  to  destroy  the 
Asura  Tri-pura.)— Paiupati-iarman,  d,  m.,  N.  of 
a  man.  —  Faiupaii-idstra,  am,  n.  the  sacred  book 

of  the  PSs'upatas  revealed  by  Siva.  —  Paiu-palvala, 
am,  n.  a  fragrant  grass,  Cyperus  Rotundus  (which 
grows  in  pools  frequented  by  cattle).  —  Pain-pa,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  a  keeper  of  herds,  herdsman ;  an  epithet  of 
Pflshan ;  (5),  m.  du.  epithet  of  Pushan  and  Revatl. 

—  Pas"u-pdla,  as,  m.  a  keeper  of  herds,  herdsman ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  to  the  N.  E.  of  Madhya- 

des*a ;  (am),  n.  the  country  or  kingdom  of  the  Pasu- 
palas ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (or  perhaps  a  king  of  the 
Pasu-palas).  —  Padit-palaka,  as,  m.  a  herdsman; 

(ika),  f.  a  herdsman's  wife.  —  Palu-pdlana,  am, 
n.  tending  or  rearing  cattle.  •-  Pain-pdlya,  am,  n. 

breeding  cattle.  —  Pas'u-pds'a,  as,  m.  the  cord  with 
which  the  victim  is  bound,  binding  the  victim  at  a 
sacrifice ;  an  animal  sacrifice  ;  the  chains  which  fetter 

the   individual   soul,  the  world   of  sense.  —  Pas"u- 

paiaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  coitus.  —  Pas"u-prerana, 
am,  n.  the  driving  of  cattle.  ~- Paiu-bandha,  as, 
m.  an  animal  sacrifice ;  N.  of  an  Ekaha.  —  Paht- 
bandhaka,   as  or  am,  m.  or   n. (?),  a  rope  for 

tethering  cattle.  —  PaJu-bltartri,  id,  m.  '  lord  of 
cattle,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Paiu-bheda,  as,  m.  a 
class  or  species  of  animals.  —  Paiu-mat,  an,  ati,  at, 
connected  with  cattle  or  animals,  relating  to  cattle  or 
animals ;    rich  in  cattle,  rich  in  herds ;    connected 
with  animal  sacrifices ;  containing  the  word  pa^u ; 

(at),  n.  possession  of  cattle.  —  Paiu-mdra,  as,  m. 
the  manner  of  slaughtering  cattle ;  (am,  ena),  ind. 
according   to   the   manner   of    slaughtering    cattle. 
••  Paiii-mdraka,  as,  a,  am,  attended  with  the 

sacrifice  of  animals,  accompanied  by  immolation  of 

animals.  —  Pailu-mohanikd,  f.  '  stupefying  animals,' 
a  species  of  plant  (  —  katrt).  —  Pas'u-yajna,  as,  m. 
an  animal  sacrifice.  —  PaiSu-yaga,  as,  m.  the  sa- 

crifice of  animals.  —  Paiiirrakshana,  am,  n.  the 

tending  of  cattle.  —  Pa 4n-rakshi,  is,  ii,  i,  Ved. 

keeping   or  tending  cattle;    (M),  m.  a  herdsman. 

—  Patfw-rakshin,  i,  m. '  tending  cattle,'  a  herdsman, 
shepherd.  —  Paiu-rajju,,  us,  (.  a  cord  for  tethering 
cattle,  a  tether  for  animals.  —  Pain-raja,  as,  m. 
'  monarch  of  the  beasts,'  a  lion.  —  Paiu-roman,  a, 
n.  the  hair  of  an  animal.  —  Pain-rat,  ind.  like  an 
animal,  brutally ;  (Ved.)  as  in  an  animal  (sacrifice). 
—  Paiu-vardhana,   as,   d,   am,  Ved.    increasing 
cattle,  causing  cattle  to  thrive ;  (am),  n.  the  thriving 
of  cattle.  —  Pa  in-rid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  providing  cattle. 
—  Pas"u-firsha,  am,  n.  the  head  of  an  animal. 
—  Paiu-irapana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  cooking  a  sacrificial 
animal;  (as),  m.,  sell,  agni,  the  fire  on  which  the 
victim's  flesh  is  cooked.  —  Pain-ska,  as,  d,  am,  or 

pain-shd,  as,  as,  am,Ved.  bestowing  cattle.  —  Paiu- 
shtha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  existing  or  found  in  cattle. 

—  Paiu-sakha,  as,  m.  '  friend  of  cattle,'  N.  of  a 
S'fidra.  —  Paiu-sani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  bestowing  cattle. 
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—  Pailu-samdmndya,  as,  m.  '  enumeration  of  sa- 
crificial animals/  N.  of  a  section  of  the  VSjasaneyi- 

samhita.—  Patusamdmnayika,  as,  i,  am,  men- 
tioned in  books  on  animal  sacrifices.  —  Pa-'iu-sam- 

bhava,  as,  a,  am,  produced  by  animals  (as  flesh, 

honey,  butter,  &c.).  —  Patfu-sddhana,  as,  I,  am, 
Ved.  leading  or  guiding  cattle.  —  Paiu-sutra,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Paiu-karitaki,  I.  the  fruit  of 
the  Spondias  Mangifera.  —  Pasu-havya,  am,  n. 
sacrifice  of  animals.  —  PaM-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -ka- 
roti,  -Jcurute,  -kartvan,  to  transform  into  an  animal ; 

to  offer  as  a  victim.  —  Faii-a-whti,   is,  is,  i  (fr. 
pwSvai,  ace.  pi.  of  pain  and  ishti),  Ved.  wishing 
for  herds;  (is),  f.  desire  of  cattle;  (Siy.)  =  agner 

isktih,   a   fire   offering,    offering    by   fire.  —  Pafv- 
ayana,  am,  n.,Ved.  a  festival  attended  with  animal 

sacrifices.  —  Padva-yantra,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  padva 
for  pattvas  +  yantra),  Ved.  being  within  the  cattle- 
fold  ;  (Siy.)  provided  with  the  means  of  letting  out 

or  extricating  cattle.  —  Pas't'-avaddna,  am,  n.  sa- 
crifice or  offering  of  animals.  —  Pas"v-dddra,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  particular  form  of  the  worship  of  Devi. 

—  Paiv-ijya,  {.,  Ved.  animal  sacrifice.  —  Paiv-ish, 
t,  t,  1,  Ved.  wishing  for  cattle ;  (SSy.)  driving  cattle, 
a  cattle-driver.  —  Paitv-ishtaka,  f.,Ved.  bricks  in  the 

shape  of  animals.  —  Pas'v-ekddas'ini,  (.  an  aggregate of  eleven  sacrificial  animals. 

Pafukd,  f.  any  small  animal. 

T^TpasVa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  pas  =  apas=apa 
+  <!a  fr.  rt.  and;  cf.  udda,  nlda,  tiraftSlna),  being 
behind;  posterior,  later;  western,  westerly;  (a), 
ind.,  Ved.  afterwards ;  (d),  ind.,  Ved.  behind,  at  the 
back,  abaft,  after ;  afterwards,  later ;  westward  ;  (at), 
ind.  from  behind,  from  the  back,  behind  (patiddt- 
kri,  to  leave  behind,  surpass,  excel),  to  or  towards 
the  back,  backwards  (e.  g.  paiiad  apasarad  ydnam, 
a  carriage  moving  backwards);  after,  afterwards, 
subsequently,  at  a  later  time,  in  later  times,  at  last ; 
from  the  west,  westward,  to  the  west  of;  tatah 

paitat,  thereupon,  after  that;  uttaratafi-patiddt, 
from  the  north-west.  As  a  prep,  pa&at  governs 
the  gen.  or  abl.,  e.  g.  rathasya  paiddt,  behind  the 

chariot ;  [cf.  probably  Lat.  post,  pone  for  pos-ne, 

postid-ea :  Gr.  oirlffffM  :  Lith.  paskuy, '  afterwards ;' 
paskuttinis,  paskiaums,  '  last :'  Old  Pruss.  pans- 
dan,  '  afterwards :'  Hib.  feasd,  feasda,  '  hereafter, 
henceforward,  forthwith.']  —  Paidad-dara,  as,  I, 
am,  coming  or  approaching  behind.  —  Pas"ddd-dhra- 
mana,  as,  m.  a  Buddhist  priest  who  walks  behind 

another  Buddhist  priest  in  visiting  the  laity.  —  Pai- 
ddt-kar>iam,  ind.,  Ved.  behind  the  ear.  —  PaiCat- 
kdla,  as,  m.  subsequent  time;  (e),  ind.  in  later 
times,  afterwards.  —  Paitat-tap,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -tapati, 
-te,  -taptum,  to  feel  pain  after,  regret,  repent,  feel 
remorse.  —  Padddt-tara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  later,  pos- 

terior. —  Patfddt-tapa,  as,  m.  '  after-pain,'  sorrow, 
regret,  repentance,  remorse;  pailddttdpam  kri,  to 
feel  regret,  repent.  —  Padddt-tdpin,  I,  inl,  i,  re- 

gretting, repenting.  —  Passat-sad,  t,  t,  «,Ved.  sitting 

behind  or  towards  the  west.  —  Pas"ddd-aksham,  ind., 
Ved.  behind  the  axle-tree.  —  Pas"ddd-apavarga,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  closed  or  completed  behind.  —  Pafdad- 
dgatya,  ind.  having  returned.  —  Patfdad-dydt,  an, 

ati  or  anil,  at,  coming  behind,  following.  —  Pas'dd- 
ilosha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  later  part  of  the  evening. 

—  Padddd-rartin,  i,  inl,  i,  remaining  behind, 
following  after.  —  Pattcul-rata,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  wind 

from  behind,  a  west  wind.  —  Patdanutiipa  (°da- 
<tn°),  as,  m.  regret,  repentance.  —  Pattdnupurvi 
(°<?a-a«°),  f.  a  repeated  or  recurring  series.  —  Pa$- 
dan-nata,  as,  a,  am,  sunk  or  depressed  behind. 
•- Padddn-mdruta,  as,  m.  a  wind  blowing  from 

behind.  —  PaJddrdha  (°da-ar°),  as,  m.  the  hinder 
side  or  part;  the  remaining  half  or  part;  the  west 
side.  —  Paildardhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  on  the 
hinder  side. 

Pafddtdt,  ind.,  Ved.  from  behind. 

Pa&ima,  as,  a,  am,  being  behind,  hinder,  hind- 
most ;  latter,  last  (e.  g.  paStimd  sandhyd,  the 

latter,  i.  e.  the  evening  twilight ;  paddimd  kriyd, 

the  last  rite,  burning  the  dead);  west,  western, 
westerly;  (a),  f.,  scil.  dig,  the  west;  (am),  n.,  N. 
of  a  Tantra;  (ma),  ind.  behind  (with  ace.),  after; 

in  the  west ;  (e),  ind.  in  the  west ;  [cf.  utlara-p°, 
dakshina-jf.^—Pattdima-jana,  as,  m.  pi.,  Ved. 
the  people  in  the  west,  the  inhabitants  of  the  western 
districts  of  India.  —  PaiSdima-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  Tantra.  —  PaJdima-tas,  ind.  from  behind.  —  Patf- 
dima-dargana,  am,  n.  a  last  look ;  paidima-dar- 
ganam  drashtum,  to  see  for  the  last  time.  —  Pai- 

fima-des'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  district  mentioned  in 
the  Romaka-SiddhSnta.  —  Pad&mSuupaka  (°ma- 
an"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Pai'dimabhimukha 
(°ma-abh°),  as,  d  or  i,  am,  directed  towards  the 
west.  —Pajdimardha  (°ma-ar°),  as,  m.  the  latter 
half,  the  hinder  part.  —  Pafdimottara  (°ma-td°), 
as,  d,  am,  north-westerly,  north-western ;  (asydm), 
loc.  sing,  f.,  scil.  (iiVt.Ved.  in  the  north-west ;  (e),  ind. 
in  the  north-west.  —  Pagdimottara-dikpati,  is,  m. 
the  regent  of  the  north-west,  the  god  of  wind,  wind. 

*T$TJ  pasya,  pasyat,  pasyata.  See  under 
rt.  i.  pas',  p.  558. 

pash,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  pashati,  -te,  pa- 

shitum,  a  various  reading  for  rt.  spas', 
q.  v. ;  cl.  10.  P.  pasJiayati,  -yitum,  to  bind ;  to 
hinder ;  to  touch ;  to  go ;  pdshayati,  -yitum,  a 
various  reading  for  rt.  3.  pad,  p.  558,  col.  2. 

*UT3T^  pashtha-vah,  t,  m.  (said  to  be  fr. 
pashtha=prishtka+  vdh),  Ved.  a  bull  four  years 
old;  (pashthauhl),  f.  a  heifer  four  years  old, 

(probably)  a  young  cow. 

Mjj    i.  pas,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  pasati,  -te,  pa- 

\  situm,   a   various   reading    for   rt.  spas', 
q.  v. ;  cl.  10.  P.  pasayati,  -yitum,  a  various  reading for  rt.  3.  pat. 

"*&{  2.  pas,  the  pudenda. 
Pasas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  membrum  virile ;  [cf.  Gr. 

•ireos,  Tr6a-(hi:  Lat.  pSn-is:  Old  Germ,  nsellin, 

'  penis :'  Lith.  pis-a,  '  cunnus ;'  pls-ti,  '  coire  cum 
muliere.'] 

v+wpastya,  am,  n.,Ved.  habitation,  abode, 
stall,  stable ;  (as),  m.  pi.  a  house,  dwelling,  residence ; 
household,  family ;  (Say.)  =  daii-ya/i  prajdh,  divine 
progeny ;  =  manushya,  a  mzn;=ritv-ij,  a  priest; 
(d),  (.  the  goddess  of  domestic  affairs ;  (as,  d,  am), 
to  be  approached  by  all,  venerated  (Siy.  =sarvair 
gantavyah).  —  Pastya-sad,  t,  m.,  Ved.  a  member 
of  a  family;  (SHy.)=dei'a-yajana-lakskane  grihe 
nishannah,  seated  in  the  chamber  of  divine  worship. 

—  Pastya-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  having  a  fixed 
habitation;  filled  with  habitations,  abounding  in 
dwellings  or  sacrificial  halls  (S&y.  =  griha-rat,  yajiia- 
grihopeta) ;  belonging  to  the  Soma  press ;  (an), 
m.  a  householder,  a  wealthy  man. 

^P'pT  paspris,  Ved.  in  a-p°,  q.  v. 
Vjt^ pahlava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people,  the 

Persians,  (also  spelt  pahnava;  in  theVishnu-Purana 
they  are  said  to  be  a  degraded  Kshatriya  race  con- 

quered by  Sagara  and  sentenced  by  him  to  wear 
beards,  see  Wilson's  Vishnu-Purana,  p.  375.) 

MI^CHI  pahlika,  f.  Pistia  Stratiotes  (= 
vdri-pragni). 

nr  i.  pa,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  pibati 
(in  later  works  generally  written  pivati), 

-te,  (Ved.  pdti),  pnpau,  pdsyati,  apdt,  pdtum 
(Ved.  pdtave,  pibadhyai),  to  drink,  quaff  (some- 

times with  gen.  in  Ved.,  e.  g.  madhvah  pibanti 
t/auryah,  the  white  cows  drink  of  the  svyeet  Soma 
juice) ;  to  inhale,  swallow  (dust) ;  to  drink  in, 
imbibe  (metaphorically,  e.  g.  piban  yago  miirtam 

'iva,  drinking  in  as  it  were  embodied  glory) ;  to 
feast  on  (with  the  eyes  or  ears,  e.  g.  tarn  sd  papau 
lodanabftydm,  she  feasted  on  him  with  her  eyes) ; 

to  drink  up,  absorb,  swallow  up ;  to  drink  intoxi- 
cating liquors :  Caus.  pdyayati,  -tc,  -yitum  (Ved. 

-yitavai),  to  cause  to  drink,  give  to  drink ;  to  water 
(horses  or  cattle) :  Desid.  pipdsati  (Ved.  piplshati), 
to  wish  to  drink,  thirst,  thirst  for,  thirst  after :  Desid. 

of  Caus.  pipdyayishati,  to  wish  or  intend  to  give 
to  drink :  Intens.  pepiyate,  to  drink  greedily  or 

with  avidity,  drink  repeatedly ;  [cf.  Gr.  vi-v-u,  Fut. 
vl-ofuu,  Aor.  H-irt-o-v,  ir76i,  Perf.  W-iru-Ka,  ir6- 
TO-S,  Tr6-p.a,  Ttu-fMtj  Trd-iTi-s,  ir(J-rrj-y,  iro-Ttip-to-v, 
trl-vo-v,  iri-iri-vK-a,  irl-ff-os,  Tlttra,  iri-tr-rpa,  JEo], 
Trd-v-v.  Lat.  po-ta-s,  po-ti-o(n),  po-tor,  po-c- 

ulu-m,  pi-tare,  bi-b-o,  vini-bu-a  for  vini-bib-a, 

ex-bu-res,  im-bu-o:  Slav,  pi-ti,  'to  drink:'  Old 
Pruss.  pou-ton,  '  to  drink  :'  Lith.  po-ta,  '  tippling ;' 
pe-na-s,  '  milk ;'  py-va-s,  '  beer :'  Angl.  Sax.  bear  : Old  and  Mod.  Germ,  bier.] 

2.  pa,  as,  as,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  drink- 

ing, quaffing ;  [cf.  agre-pd,  aiijas-pd,  ritu-pa."} I.  pdtavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  drunk,  drinkable. 
i.pdtri,  td,  in,  tri,  one  who  drinks,  a  drinker. 
i.  pdtra,  am,  n.  a  drinking-vessel,  goblet,  bowl, 

cup,  plate,  dish,  jar,  pot ;  a  vessel  in  general ;  a 
utensil ;  any  kind  of  sacrificial  vase  or  vessel  (com- 

prising various  forms  of  cups,  plates,  spoons,  ladles, 
&c.  so  used);  the  channel  or  bed  of  a  river;  a 
receptacle  of  any  kind,  anything  which  holds  or 

supports;  (metaphorically)  a  receptacle,  a  recipient 
or  a  person  in  whom  any  quality  is  contained  [cf. 

vi$'vdsa-p°~\ ;  a  fit  or  competent  or  worthy  person, 
a  person  worthy  to  receive  gifts,  worthy  of,  fit  for 
(with  gen.  or  loc.  or  inf.,  e.  g.  pdtram  hy  eshdm 

asi,  for  thou  art  worthy  of  these) ;  a  king's  coun- sellor or  minister;  an  actor,  dramatis  persona;  a 

part  in  a  play;  propriety,  fitness;  an  order,  com- 
mand ;  a  leaf;  (as),  m.  a  vessel  &c. ;  a  measure  of 

capacity  =  i  Adhaka;  («),  f.  a  vessel,  plate,  dish; 
pot,  barrel ;  a  small  or  portable  furnace ;  an  epithet 
of  DurgS ;  [cf.  perhaps  Lat.  patera ;  Goth,  fodr; 

Hib.  putraice, '  a  vessel,  pot.']  —  Pdtra-l'ataka,  as 
or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  the  ring  on  which  a  beggar's 
alms-dish  is  carried.  —  Pdtra-td,  f.  or  pdtra-tva, 
am,  n.  the  property  or  capacity  of  a  cup  or  vessel ; 
the  being  a  receptacle  for  anything ;  capacity,  fitness ; 
worthiness,  merit,  desert ;  dignity,  honour ;  appro- 

priate state  or  circumstance.  —  Pdtra-pdni,  is,  m. 

'cup-handed,'  N.  of  a  demon  hurtful  to  children. 

—  Pdtra-pdla,   as,   m.   '  vessel-guiding,'  a   large 
paddle  used  as  a  rudder  (commonly  called  pdtatu- 

ydra).*-Pdtra-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  'become  a  re- 
cipient,' worthy  of  receiving  anything  from  any  one 

(gen.)  ;  the  object  of  a  present  or  of  respectful  treat- 
ment. —  Patra-bhrit,  t,  m. '  taking  care  of  utensils,' 

a  servant,  scullion.  —  Pdtra-bheda,  as,  m.  breaking 
a  drinking-vessel  or  cup.  —  Patra-melana,  am,  n. 
the  bringing  together  of  the  characters  of  a  play. 

—Pdtra-varga,  as,  m.  a  company  of  actors.  —  Pdtra- 
sanskara,  as,  m.  the  current  of  a  river ;  the  cleaning  of 
a  vessel  or  dish.  —  PCttra-sanddra,  as,  rn.  (perhaps) 

removing  the  dishes  or  arranging  them  after  dinner 
(or  incorrect  for  patra-sanskara).  —  Patra-stha,  as, 
d,  am,  being  in  a  dish.— Pdtra-hasta,  as,  d,  am, 
'  cup-handed,'  holding  a  vessel  in  the  hand.  —  Pdtrl- 
nirnejana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  water  for  rinsing  a  vessel. 
—  Pdtre-baftula,  as,  a,  am,  constant  at  meals;  a 
parasite.  —  Pdtre-samita,  as,  d,  am,  constant   at 
meals,  a  parasite ;  a  treacherous  or  hypocritical  person. 

—  Pdtropakarana  (°ra-up°),  am,  n.  decorations 
of  an  inferior  class,  as  bells,  chowries,  vases,  &c. 

Pdtraka,  am,  n.  a  vessel,  bowl,  bason,  dish ; 

(ikd),  f.  a  cup,  a  beggar's  bowl  or  alms-dish. Pdtratlra,  aa,  m.  an  ex-minister ;  (according  to 
others)  an  able  or  competent  minister ;  a  vessel  of 
metal ;  mucus  running  from  the  nose ;  rust  of  iron  ; 
fire ;  a  heron  ;  a  crow. 

Potroya,  Norn.  P.  pdtrayati,  -yitum,  to  use  as 

a  drinking-vessel. 
Pdtrasdt-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartam,  to  pre- 

sent a  worthy  person  with  anything. 

Pdtrika,  as,  I,  am,  measured  out  with  any  vessel 
or  with  the  measure  Patra ;  sown  with  as  much  as 

will  fill  a  Pstra ;  containing  it,  possessing  it ;  fit,  ade- 

quate, appropriate ;  (am,  i),  n.  f.  a  vessel,  cup,  dish. 
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Patrm,  I,  mi,  i,  having  a  drinking-vesscl  or  pro- 
vided with  a  dish ;  having  fit  or  worthy  persons. 

1'atriya  or  pdtrya,  as,  a,  am,  worthy  to  partake of  a  meal. 

ITitrl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartitm,  to  make  a 
fitting  receptacle  or  recipient,  to  make  a  worthy 
object ;  to  dignify,  promote  to  honour. 
Pdtrina,  an,  a,  am,  measured  or  sown  or  cooked 

with  a  PStra. 

Pdtrl-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -lihavati,  -bharitum,  to  be- 
come a  fitting  recipient  or  worthy  object. 

I'dtriya,  am,  n.  a  sacrificial  vessel  or  utensil. 
I'Hlnra,  as,  m.  an  oblation. 
Pdtrtva,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  kind  of  sacrificial  vessel. 

I.  puna,  am,  n.  (for  i.  see  col.  2),  drinking, 
drinking  spirituous  liquors ;  enjoying ;  a  drink, 
beverage;  a  drinking-vessel,  cup;  a  canal;  (as), 
m.  a  distiller,  one  who  sells  spirituous  liquors, 

a  publican,  inn-keeper ;  [cf.  Lith.  plna-s,  '  milk.'] 
—  Pdna-kumbha,  as,  m.  a  drinking-vessel.  —  Pdna- 
goMhika  or  pdna-goshthi,  f.  a   drinking-party, 
drinking-bout;    a  diam-shop,   tavern,  place  where 
people  drink  together.  —  Pdna-ja,  as,  a,  am,  caused 
by  drinking  (as  a  disease).  —  Pdna-dosha,  as,  m. 
the  vice  of  drinking,  drunkenness. »  Pdna-pa,  as, 
a,  am,  a  dram-drinker,  drinker  of  spirituous  liquors. 
—  Pdna-para,  as,  a,  am,  addicted  to   drinking. 
—  Pdna-pdtra,  am,  n.  a  drinking-vessel,  glass,  cup, 
goblet.  — i  Pdna-banij,  k,  m.  a  vender  of  spirits,  a 
distiller.  —  Pdna-bhdjana,am,  n.  a  drinking-vessel, 
glass,  goblet.  — Pdna-bhdnda,  am,  n.  a  drinking- 
vessel.  —  Pana-bhti,  us,  or  pana-bhumi,  is  or  i,  f. 
a  drinking-place,  drinking-room,  refreshment-room. 
—  Pdna-mangala,  am,  n.  a  drinking-party,  drink- 

ing-bout. —  Pdna-mada,  as,  m.  intoxication.  —  Pa- 
na-rata,  as,  a,  am,  addicted  to  drink,  drinking, 
drunken,  a  toper.— Piina-vat,  an, atl,at,Ved. abound- 

ing in  drink,  rich  in  beverages.— Pdna-nbhramu,  as, 

m.  '  drink-giddiness,'  intoxication.  —  Pdna-faunila, 
as,  a,  am,  addicted  to  intoxication ;  (as),  m.  a  hard 

drinker.  —  Pdndgdra  Cna-ag"  or  -ag°),  at,  m.  a 
drinking-house,  tavern.  —  Pdndtyaya  Cna,-at°),  as, 
m.  hard  drinking,  drinking;  morbid  state  after  in- 
toxication. 

Panama,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  draught,  drink,  beverage, 

potion. 
Panika,  as,  m.  a  vender  of  spirituous  liquors. 

PdnUa,  am,  n.  a  drinking-vessel. 
I.  pdniya,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  col.  2),  to 

be  drunk,  drinkable;  (am),  n.  a  beverage,  drink; 

water.  —  Pdnlya-kdkikd,  f. '  sea-crow,'  the  cormo- 
rant. —  Pdntya-nakula,  as,  m.  'water-ichneumon,' 

an  otter.  —  Pdnlya-prishthaya,  as,  m.  '  bom  on 

the  surface  of  the  water,'  an  aquatic  plant,  Pistia 
Stratiotes.  —  Pdniya-pkala,  am,  n.  the  seed  of 
Euryala  Ferox.  —  Pdniya-m,ulaka,  am,  n.  the  plant 
Vernonia  Anthelminthica.  —  Pdnlya-varnikd,  f. 
sand  (  =  6nZu4«).  —  Pdniya-dald  or  pdniya-sd- 
likd,  f.  a  place  where  water  is  distributed,  a  shed  on 

the  road-side  for  providing  passengers  with  water. 
—  Pdniya-fiia,  as,  a,  am,  too  cold  to  drink.  —  Pa- 

niyadhyaknha  Cya-adh0),  as,  m.  a  superintendent 
of  the  water.  —  PdniydmalaJca  (°ya-dm°),  am,  n. 
a  kind  of  fruit,  Flacourtia  Cataphracta.  —  Pdmydr- 
tham  (°ya-ar°),  ind.  for  the  sake  of  water.  —  Panl- 
ydlu  ("ya-dlu),  us,  m.  a  species  of  tuberous  plant 
(=jaldlu,  kshupdlu).  —  Pdniyd3rd  ("j/a-a.<°),  f. 
a  species  of  grass  (=valvaja,  dridha-kshurd). 
Pdnta,  as,  m.  ,Ved.  =  i .  pdniya,  a  drink,  beverage ; 

(Sly.)=palana-svabhdva,  nutritious  (as  if  fr.  rt. 
3-  pa)- 

Xf\  3-  Pa,  cl.  2.  P.  pati,  papan,  pasyati, 
apasit  (Ved.  forms  pipdya  [SSy.  fr.  pyai], 

pasatt),  pdtum,  to  watch,  keep,  preserve,  protect, 
screen,  shelter,  defend  against  (with  abl.) ;  to  rule, 
govern  ;  to  beware  of  (with  abl)  ;  to  observe,  notice 
attend  to  (Ved.) ;  to  oversee,  take  care  of,  tend 
(Ved.) ;  to  keep,  observe  (in  this  sense  also  A.,Ved ) : 
Caus.  (or  rt.  pal  or  pal,  cl.  10 ;  or  Nom.  fr.  paid) 
P.  (ep.  also  A.)  pdlayati  (-<<:),  -yitum,  to  watch, 

keep,  protect,  screen,  defend,  be  a  guardian  to ;  to 
cherish ;  to  rule,  govern ;  to  maintain,  keep,  observe 
(as  a  promise  or  vow):  Desid.  pijtdsati:  Intens. 

pdpdyate,  pdpeti,  pdpdti;  [cf.  Gr.  irar-toyum, 
^-irdffojuTji/,  7rc-ira/4<u,  &-ira<r-T0s,  perhaps  Tlay, 

fdmn,  irdBirn,  ifraTn),  Stff-W-TTjs,  perhaps  liiiOpu- 
vos  for  &fSpo-woi  =  nri-pa(f):  Lat.  pa  in  pd-vi, 

pa-bidum,  pa-sc-or,  pas-tor,  PS-le-s,  pa-ni»,  pe- 

n-us,  pen/Hex,  penes,  pene-lro:  Slav,  pit-a-ti,  'to 
nourish  :'  Russ.  pituyu,  '  I  feed  :'  Lith.  po-nas,  '  a 
lord ;'  p£-nas,  '  fodder,  food ;'  pUnil,  '  I  feed ;'  pe- 
mU,  '  a  shepherd ;'  pe-tu-s,  '  midday :'  Goth,  fod- 
yan, '  to  feed ;'  f6d-ein-s, '  food :'  Angl.  Sax.  fod-a  : Mod.  Germ,  fuller :  Eng.  food.] 

4.  pa,  as,  as,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  keep- 
ing, protecting,  guarding,  screening;  [cf.  apdna-pd, 

5prUa-pd,  go-pa,  taputh-pd.~\ I .  pat,  an,  all  or  dull,  at  (for  2.  see  p.  563),  guard- 
ing, defending,  preserving ;  a  guardian,  protector. 

1.  pdta,  as,  d,  am  (for  a.  pdta  see  under  2.  pdf), 
watched,  protected,  preserved. 

2.  pdtarya,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  see  p.  559,  col.  3), 
to  be  guarded  or  protected. 

2.  jiatri,  td,  trt,  tri  (for  I.  see  p.  559,  col.  3), 
a  defender,  protector,  defending  (with  gen.  or  ace.) ; 

(td),  m.  a  species  of  Ocymum  (  =gandha~pattra). 
2.pdtra,  am,  n.  a  preservative  from  sin. 
2.  pdna,  as,  d,  am,  (for  I.  see  col.  i)  Ved. 

observing,  keeping;  (am),  n.  protection,  defence; 

[cf.  <a»u-p°.] 2.  pdniya,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  see  col.  i),  to  be 
cherished  or  protected,  to  be  preserved. 

MIS}  pansu,  pansana,  &(:.,=: />QBSK,  pan- 
sana,  &c.  below. 

tJTCJpansM.tts,  m.  (in  later  writings  mostly 

spelt  pdnrfu;  probably  fr.  rt.  pans  or  pans',  to 
destroy),  crumbling  soil,  dust,  sand ;  a  particle  of 
dust,  grain  of  sand ;  dung,  manure ;  a  species  of 

plant  (=parpata) ;  a  kind  of  camphor;  landed 
property;  [cf.  Lat.  pulvts  for  pulcvis ;  Cambro- 

BriL  pain,  '  pollen,  fine  powder  or  dust.']  —  Pdnsu- 
kdsisa,  am,  n.  sulphate  of  iron.  -•  Pdnsu-kiill,  f. 

'  multitude  of  dust,'  a  high  road,  highway.  —  I'ansti- 
kala,  am,  n.  a  dust-heap,  particularly  a  collection  of 
rubbish  and  rags  out  of  which  the  Buddhist  priests 
make  up  their  clothing ;  a  legal  document  not  made 

out  in  any  particular  person's  name.  —  Pdnsukula- 
sh-ana,  am,  a. '  the  sewing  together  of  rags  from  a 

dust-heap,'  N.  of  the  place  where  S*akya-muni  assumed 
his  priestly  dress.  — PdnsttkuUka,  as,  d,  am,  one 
who  wears  clothes  made  of  rags  from  a  dust-heap. 
—  Pdnsti-krita,   as,  d,  am,  covered   with   dust, 
dusty.  —  Pdnsn-kshdra  —pdnsu-ja,  q.  v.  —  Pdnsu- 
guntldta,  as,  d,  am,  covered  with  dust.  —  Pdnsn- 
tatvara,  am,  n.  hail.—  Pdnsu-dandana,  as,  m. 

an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Pdnsu-ddmara,  as,  m.  a  heap 
of  dust ;  a  tent ;  a  bank  covered  with  DurvS  grass ; 

praise ;  a  small  cucumber.  —  Pansu-ja,  am,  n. '  earth- 
born,'  a  kind  of  salt  extracted  from  soil,  rock  or  fossil 
salt.  ••  Pdnsu-jdlika,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
—  I'iinsit-dhumra,  as,  d,  am,   dark-red  or  dark 
with  dust;  [cf.  dhiili-dhumra.]  —  Pdnsu-dhvasta- 
itiroruha,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  hair  soiled  with 
dust.  —  Pdnsu-nipdta,  as,  m.  a  fall  of  dust.  -•  Pan- 
su-/i<itala,   am,    n.   a  coating  or   mass   of  dust. 
—  Pdnsu-pattra,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  vegetable,  Che- 
nopodium  Album.  —  Pdnsu-bhara,  tts  or  am,  m. 
or  n. (?)=pdnsu.-ja,  q.v.  —  Pdnsu-mardana,  as, 

m.  '  dust-destroying,'  an  excavation  for  water  round 
the  root  of  a  tree.  —  Pdnsu-rdyini,  f.  a  species  of 
plant  (=makd-madd).  —  Pdnsu-rds]itra,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  country;  (ds),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  its  inhabitants. 

—  I'dnsu-varsha,  as,  m.  a  shower  of  dust,  falling 
dust.  —  Pdnau-samuhana,  a>,  i,  am,  collecting  or 

raising  dust  (as  the  wind).  —  Pdnsutkara  ("su-ut"), 
as,  m.,Ved.=pdn8u-varsha. 
Pdntaka,  as,  d,  am,  vitiating,  spoiling;  con- 

temptible, viie. 
Pansana,  as,  d  or  7,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 

defiling,  disgracing,  dishonouring ;  vitiating,  spoiling, 

paka-ja. destructive ;  contemptible,  wicked,  bad,  infamous ; 

(am),  a.  contempt. 
Pdnsai-a,  as,  d,  am,  formed  or  consisting  of  dust ; 

(as),  m.  a  patronymic  (Ved.);  a  kind  of  salt  (in 
this  sense  spelt  pdnsat'a). 

PSnsin,  I,  inl,  i,=pdnsana  (for  which  it  is 
probably  only  a  wrong  reading). 

Pdmuka,  as,  m.  pi.  dust;  (a),  f.  a  menstruous 
woman  ;  a  fragrant  plant,  Pandanus  Odoratissimus. 
Pdnsura,  as,  a,  am,  dusty  (Ved.) ;  a  gad-fly ;  a 

cripple  carried  or  moving  about  in  a  chair. 

Pansu  la  or  pdns'ula,ai,d,am,  dusty,  covered  with 
dust ;  sullied,  defiled,  disgraced ;  defiling,  disgracing 

(e.g.  ku/a-pdnsula,  disgracing  a  family,  a  disgrace  to 
the  family) ;  (as),  m.  a  wicked  or  profligate  man,  a 

libertine,  paramour,  gallant ;  one  of  Siva's  weapons 
(a  sort  of  pole  armed  at  the  upper  end  with  transverse 
pieces  representing  the  breast-bone  and  adjoining  ribs 
and  surmounted  by  a  skull);  an  epithet  of  Siva;  a 
species  of  tree,  Csesalpinia  Bonducella;  (a),  f.  a 
menstruous  woman;  a  licentious  woman,  (a-pdn- 

^uld,  a  chaste  woman) ;  the  earth ;  Pandanus  Odo- ratissimus. 

i.  paka,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
i.jiu,  to  drink),  Ved.  very  young;  sincere,  simple, 
genuine,  inartificial,  honest ;  ignorant;  («<),  m.  the 

young  of  animals,  a  child,  an  infant ;  N.  of  a  Daitya 
slain  by  Indra  ;  an  owl.  —  Pdka-trd,  ind.,  Ved.  in  a 
simple  or  honest  way,  in  simplicity;  (S5y.)  =  ripakw- 

prajneshu,  towards  the  sincere-minded.  —  Pdka- 
durvd,  (.,  Ved.  a  species  of  plant.  —  Paka-deish,  t, 

m.  '  the  enemy  of  the  Daitya  Paka,'  an  epithet  of 
Indra.  —  Paka-yajna,  as,  m.  a  simple  or  domestic 
sacrifice  (an  oblation  offered  on  building  a  house, 
liberating  a  bull,  &c. ;  according  to  Apastamba  this 
term  comprise  the  Aupasana-homa,  Vaisvadeva,  P5r- 
vana,  AshtakS,  SrSddha,  Sarpa-bali,  ISana-bali ; 
according  to  BaudhSyana,  the  Huta,  Pra-huta, 
A-huta,  Sula-gava,  Bali-harana,  Praty-avarohana,  Ash- 
taka-homa;  according  to  Gautama,  the  Ashtaka. 
PSrvana,  Sraddha,  SrSvam,  Agrahayam,  Caitri, 

AsVa-yuji);  N.  of  a  man.  —  Pdkayajmka,  as,  i, 
am,  relating  to  the  Paka-yajna;  (as),  m.  a  per- 

former of  the  Paka-yajiia  ceremony.  —  Pakayajnfya, 

as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  Paka-yajna.  —  Pdka-vat, 
ind.,  Ved.  simply,  honestly.  —  Pilkti-sansa,  as,  d, 

am,  Ved.  honest-minded;  (Say.)=jjari^a/.'ra-v«- 
tana,  eatya-bhdshin,  speaking  sincerely.  —  Pdka- 
idld,  i. '  cook-house,'  a  kitchen.  —  Paka-idfana,  as, 
m. '  punisher  of  the  Daitya  P5ka  or  instructor  of  the 
ignorant,'  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  PdltaJdsani,  is, 
m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  the  preceding),  an  epithet  of 

Jayanta;  of  Arjuna.  —  Pdka-samsthd,  f.=pdka- 
yajna,  q.v.  —  Pdka-siitran,  d,  an,  a,  Ved.  offering 
Soma  with  a  simple  or  sincere  mind  (Siy.  =r»- 

paki-ena  manasa  SomasyabMshotri).  —  Pdka- 
sthdman,  d,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man.  —Pdka-han- 

tri,  td,  m.  '  slayer  of  the  Daitya  Paka,'  an  epithet 
of  Indra. 
Pdkya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  honesty,  simplicity;  (a), 

ind.  in  simplicity,  in  ignorance. 

TT«S  2.  paka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  pad),  cook- 
ing, baking,  roasting,  boiling,  dressing  food  ;  burning 

(bricks  or  earthenware) ;  digestion,  assimilation  of 
food;  ripening,  becoming  ripe,  ripeness;  maturity, 
perfect  development  (e.  g.  d/tiyas,  of  the  intellect), 
development  of  consequences  (as  of  an  act  done  in  a 
former  life  or  of  any  act) ;  completion,  perfection, 

fulfilment,  accomplishment  [cf.  phala-p1^  ;  greyness 
of  the  hair,  old  age;  inflammation,  suppuration, 

ripeness  of  a  boil ;  an  abscess,  ulcer ;  a  vessel  in  which 
anything  is  cooked  or  dressed,  cooking  utensil  (a 
saucepan,  boiler.  Sec.);  the  domestic  fire;  general 
fear  and  panic  resulting  in  national  disaster  or  revo- 

lution; the  subversion  of  a  country;  [cf.  a-p°, 
ikshu-p°,  krishna-])°.]  —  Pdka-kriskna,  as,  m. 
the  Caronda  tree,  Carissa  Carondas  ('  bearing  a  black 
ftuit  when  ripe,'  also  other  similar  compounds,  as 
pd]:aknthna-phala,  krishna^pdka),  —  Pdka-ja, 
as,  d,  am,  caused  by  cooking  or  roasting,  produced 
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by  maturing;  (am},  n.  'obtained  by  boiling,'  black 
salt ;  flatulence.  —  Pdkaja-tva,  am,  n.  production  by 
warmth,  capability  of  being  affected  by  contact  with 

fite.'-Pdka-pdtra,  am,  n.  a  cooking  utensil,  a 

boiler,  Sic.  —  Pdka-putl,  f.  a  potter's  kiln,  pottery. 
—  Pdka-phala,  as,  m.  the  Caronda  tree  ( =  krishna- 
pdka-pttala^.'—Pdka-bkdnda,  am,  n.  a  cooking 
utens.l.  —  Pdka-mataya,  as,  m.  a  species  of  fish ;  a 
kind  of  fish-sauce;    a  species  of  venomous  insect. 
—  Pdka-ranjana,  am,  n.  the  leaf  of  the  Laurus 

Cassia.  —  Pdka-rdjeivara  (°ja-i^),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  writer  on  the  art  of  cookery.  —  Pdka-idld,  f. '  hall 
for   cooking,'   a   kitchen.  —  Pdka-iukld,   f.   chalk. 
—  Pdka-sthdna,    am,   n.   'place   for   cooking,'  a 
kitchen;  (scil.  kuldlasya)  a  potter's  kiln.  —  Pdkd- 
odra  (°ka-ay°  or  -ao°),  as  of  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
'  cooking-room,'  a  kitchen.  —  Pdkdtisdra  (°&O-af°')» 
«s,  m.  chronic  dysentery ;   [cf.  dmdtisdra.]  —  Pa- 

kddhydya  ("ka-adl/f"),  as,  m. '  chapter  on  cooking,' 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Sannipita-kalika  treating  of 

particular  medical  decoctions.  —  Pdkdru  (°ka-arti), 
•us,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  particular  disease. 
Pdkala,  as,  a,  am,  bringing  to  maturity;  sup- 

purative,  causing  suppuration  in  a  boil;  (as),  m. 
fever  in  an  elephant ;  fire ;  wind ;  =  vodltana- 
dravya  (probably  an  error  for  rddhana-drarya) ; 
(a),  f.  Bignonia  Suaveolens ;  (i),  f.  Cucumis  Utilis- 
simus ;  (am},  n.  Costus  Speciosus. 
Pdkali,  is,  (.  a  speiies  of  plant  (  =  rohinf). 
Pdkin,  I,  inl,  i,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  becoming 

mature,  ripening ;  being  digested. 
Pdkima,  as,  a,  am,  cooked,  dressed,  ripened 

(naturally  or  artificially) ;  obtained  by  boiling  or 
evaporation  (as  salt). 
Pdkaka,  as,  m.  a  cook. 
Pdkya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cooked  or  matured ; 

fit  to  cook,  eatable ;  obtained  by  cooking  or  evapo- 
ration; (am),  n.  a  kind  of  salt;  (o«),  m.  saltpetre. 

Pddaka,  as,  ika,  am,  cooking,  roasting,  baking ; 
causing  digestion,  digestive,  peptic,  tonic;  maturing, 
bringing  to  maturity ;  (a-s,  ika),  m.  f.  a  cook ;  (a*), 
m.  fire ;  (am),  n.  the  bile  which  assists  in  digestion. 
—  Pddaka-strl,  f.  a  female  cook.  —  Pddikd-bhdrya, 
as,  d,  am,  having  a  cook  for  a  wife,  married  to  a 
cook. 

Parana,  a$,  t,  am,  causing  to  cook  or  boil, 
cooking,  ripening ;  softening,  relaxing,  digestive ; 
suppurative ;  (a«),  m.  fire ;  acidity,  sourness ;  a 
species  of  plant  (  =  raktairanda);  (I),  f.  a  species 
of  Myrobalan,  Terminalia  Chebula;  (am),  n.  the 
act  of  cooking  or  baking ;  ripening ;  causing  a  wound 
to  close ;  a  styptic  for  closing  wounds ;  a  medicinal 
preparation,  infusion,  decoction  (of  various  drugs, 
chiefly  carminatives  or  gentle  stimulants  given  to 
bring  the  vitiated  humors  in  fever  &c.  to  maturity)  ; 

'  extraction  by  boiling,'  eliciting  extraneous  sub- 
stances from  a  wound  or  ulcer  by  means  of  cata- 
plasms &c. ;  a  cataplasm ;  a  sort  of  diet-drink ; 

dissolving :  a  dissolvent,  digestive ;  penance,  expi- 
ation ;  (ika ),  f.  cooking,  maturing. 

Padanaka,  as,  m.  borax;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of 

diet-drink ;  causing  a  wound  to  close  (by  means  of 
styptics  &c.). 
Pddaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cooked  or  digested ; 

dissolving,  digestive. 
Pdkala,  as,  m.  whatever  cooks,  ripens,  causes 

digestion,  &c. ;  a  cook ;  fire ;  wind ;  a  thing  dressed 

or  matured  without  the  aid  of  fire ;  (am),  n.  cook- 
ing, maturing. 

Pafa  or  pad,  is,  f.  cooking,  maturing. 
Pdiya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cooked ;  capable  of 

being  matured. 

TTT5?  paksJia,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  paksha),  be- 
longing to  a  half  munth,  fortnightly,  relating  to  a 

side  or  party,  Sec. 

Pdlahapdttka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  paksha-pdta), 
favouring  a  party  or  faction,  partial,  factious. 

PdksKdyana,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  or  occurring 
in  a  Paksha  or  fortnight,  &c. 

Pdkshika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  paka/ui  or  pokshin), 

belonging  to  a  bird  ;  belonging  to  a  fortnight,  fort- 
nightly ;  belonging  to  an  argument,  &c.  ;  favouring  a 

party  or  faction  ;  subject  to  an  alternative,  that  which 
may  or  may  not  take  place,  possible  but  not  necessary, 
contingent,  allowed  but  not  prescribed  ;  (as),  m.  a 
fowler,  bird-catcher  ;  an  alternative. 

pdkhanda,  as,  m.  a  heretic,  hete- 
rodox Hindu  (adopting  the  exterior  marks  of  the 

classes,  but  not  respecting  the  ordinances  of  the 
Vedas  ;  also  pdshaiida,  q.  v.). 

1T*T<5  pdgala,  as,  d,  am,  mad,  deranged, 
demented. 

MIS'  pdnkta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pankti),  con- 
sisting of  five  parts,  fivefold  (Ved.)  ;  relating  to  or 

composed  in  the  Pan-kti  metre  ;  an  epithet  of  a  kind 
of  Soma  ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  Sdinan,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
—  Pdnkta-td,  f.  or  pditkta-tca,  am,  u.,  Ved.  five- 
foldness,  fivefold  nature  or  condition. 

PdnktakdkMia,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pankti-kakubh), 

Ved.  an  epithet  of  a  Pra-gatha  consisting  of  the  Pan-kti 
and  Kakubh  metres. 

Pdnkteya  or  pdnktya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  to  sit  in 
the  genera]  row  at  meals,  fit  to  be  associated  with, 
admissible  into  society,  fit  for  respectable  society. 

Ttjjf  pdnktra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to 
Mahi-dhara)  a  kind  of  mouse. 

^ig.'cM  panyulya,  am,  n.  (fr.  panoula), 
limping,  halting,  hobbling. 

See  col.  i. 

iac7,  f.  a  species  of  climbing  plant. 

pdjas,  as,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3. 
pa),  Ved.  brightness,  shining,  glimmer,  gleam,  glit- 

ter, sheen  [cf.  sahasra-p°~\  ;  cheerfulness,  freshness, 
activity,  strength,  vigour,  impetuosity ;  a  shining  sur- 

face (said  of  the  sky) ;  (asi),  n.  du. '  the  two  shining 
surfaces,'  heaven  and  earth;  (Say.)  =  balavatyau, 
powerful  (as  an  epithet  of  DySva-kshama) ;  (dnsi),  n. 
pi.  glittering  hues,  glowing  colours  ;  (Say.)  =  baldni. 

—  1'djas-mt,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  brilliant,  strong. 

Sl»lt*l  pdjasya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  region 
of  the  belly  (of  an  animal) ;  the  flanks,  side ;  [cf. 

trirp°.~\ 
Ml'Sonmrt  pdncakapdla,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

panda-kapdla),  relating  to  or  forming  part  of  an 
oblation  offered  in  five  cups. 

PdiidagaUka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  panda-gati),  con- 
sisting of  five  forms  of  existence. 

Pdtidajani,  f.  a  patronymic  of  Asiknl  the  daughter 
of  the  Praja-pati  Panca-jana. 
Pandajanya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  pailda-jana,  q.  v.), 

containing  or  relating  to  the  five  classes  or  races  of 
men,  extending  over  the  five  races  (Ved.) ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  the  conch  of  Krishna  which  was  taken  by  him 
from  the  demon  Panda-jana,  see  paiida-jana,  p.  522; 
fire ;  a  species  of  fish  (  =pola-gala)  ;  N.  of  one  of 
the  eight  Upa-dvlpas  in  Jambu-dvlpa;  (d),  f.  a 
patronymic  of  Asiknt ;  (am),  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  forest. 
—  Pdiidiijanya-d/tara,  as,  m.  'bearing  the  conch 
Pancajanya,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna. 
Paildadaia,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  paiida-dasl),  relating 

to  the  fifteenth  day  of  a  month. 

Pdnfadaxya,  as,  31,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 
the  fifteenth  day  of  a  month,  used  on  the  fifteenth  day 
of  a  half  month ;  (am),  n.  the  aggregate  of  fifteen. 
Pdndanakha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  paiida-nakha),  made 

of  the  skin  of  an  animal  with  five  claws. 

Pdiidanada,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  paiida-nada),  pre- 
vailing in  the  land  of  the  five  rivers,  observed  in 

PancVnada  or  the  Panjab;  (ita),  m.  a  prince  of  the 
Panjab;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitmts  of  the  Panisb. 
Paildaljltautika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  paiida-bhuta), 

composed  of  or  containing  the  five  elements ;  (with 
d-ddna )  the  assumption  of  the  five  elements. 
Pdildamaltnika,  as, «,  am  (fi.pandama  +  alian), 

Ved.  belonging  to  the  fifth  day. 

Pdi'idamika,  as,  i,  am,  treated  of  in  the  fifth 

(book). I'diidaydjAHui,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  patida-yajna),  re- 
lating or  belonging  to  or  included  in  the  five  great 

sacrifices  or  ceremonies ;  (am),  n.  any  one  of  the 

five  great  sacrifices. 
Pdiidardtra,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  panda-rdtra),  N.  of  a 

Vaishnava  sect  following  the  doctrine  of  their  sacred 
book  called  Pan&i-ratra.  —  Pdtidardtra-rahasya, 

am,  n.,  N,  of  a  work  mentioned  in  the  Sarva- 

darsana-san-graha  by  Madhavac'arya. 
Pdiifardtrya-nibarlMna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  eighth 

chapter  of  the  S'an-kara-vijaya  by  Anantanauda-giri. 
Pdndamrslnka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  paiida-varsha), 

five  years  old. 

Pa.n6ai-S.ja,  am,  n.  (fr.  paiida-vdja),  N.  of  a Sim.tn. 

Pdnfavidhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  -paiifa-vidhi),  N.  of  a 
Sutra  treating  of  the  five  Vidhis  of  the  Saman. 
Pdnda/Sabdika,  am,  n.  (fr.  paAda-tabda),  music 

of  five  kinds ;  musical  instruments  in  general. 

Pdndaiara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  panda-fara),  belonging 
to  '  the  five-arrowed '  or  the  god  of  love. 
Pdnidrthika,  as,  m.  (fr.  pantan  +  artha),  a 

follower  or  votary  of  Pasu-pati  or  S'iva. 

Hi^aico  pdni'dla,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  be- 

longing to  the  Panca'las,  dwelling  in  or  ruling  over the  country  of  the  PaiVJlas ;  (as),  m.  a  prince  of 
the  PancSlas ;  the  country  of  the  Pan6S!as ;  (as), 

m.  pi.  the  people  of  the  Pancalas ;  an  association  of 
five  guilds  (viz.  those  of  the  carpenter,  weaver,  barber, 
washerman,  and  shoe-maker)  ;  (i),  f.  a  princess  of 
the  Panialas;  a  N.  of  DraupadT  the  wile  of  the 
five  PSndu  princes ;  a  doll,  puppet ;  scil.  rili,  epithet 

of  a  particular  poetical  style ;  the  melodious  combina- 
tion of  five  or  six  words.  —  PdUdla-defa,  as,  m.  the 

country  of  the  Paiidalas.  —  PdMdla^rdja,  as,  m.  the 

king  of  the  Pancalas. 
Pdiiddlaka,  as,  ika,  am,  belonging  to  the  people 

of  the  Panfalas ;  (as),  m.  a  sovereign  of  the  Pan- 
(iSlas ;  (ika),  f.  a  princess  of  the  Paridalas ;  a  doll, 
puppet  (sometimes  written  pdiidalikd). 
Pdnddleya  or  pdnfdlya,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to 

the  Panlalas ;  (as),  m.  a  ptince  of  the  Panlalas. 

1Tf%  pdhci,  is,  m.  (fr.  pancan),  a  patro- 
nymic. —  PdniO-grdma,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  village. 

Pdntika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  leader  of  the  Yakshas. 

TfT^pdt,  ind.  an  interjection  used  in  call- 
ing (sambodhane). 

TTC  pdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  pat),  breadth, 

expanse,  extension;  (in  geometry)  the  intersection  of 
a  prolonged  side  and  perpendicular  or  the  figure 
formed  by  such  intersection ;  (a),  f.  regular  or  suc- 

cessive order,  series,  succession. 

Pdtaka,  as,  m.  a  splitter,  divider,  one  who  cleaves 
or  tears  asunder ;  the  half  of  a  village,  part  of  a 

village,  a  kind  of  village  ;  a  shore,  bank  ;  a  flight  of 

steps  leading  to  the  water  ;  a  kind  of  musical  instru- 
ment; a  long  span  (  —  mahd-ktshku) ;  expense  or 

loss  of  capital  or  stock ;  throwing  dice. 
Pdtana,  am,  n.  splitting,  cleaving,  slitting  up, 

tearing  up,  breaking,  cutting  to  pieces,  destroying. 
—  Pdfana-krij/a,  f.  lancing  an  abscess  or  ulcer. 
Pdi  ala,  as,  d,  am  (said  by  some  to  be  connected 

with  pdta  above),  pale-red,  of  a  pink  or  pale-red 
colour;  rose  colour;  pallid;  (o«,  I,  am),  made  of 
the  PStalT  or  forming  a  part  of  it ;  (as),  m.  a  pale- 
red  hue,  rose  colour,  redness;  the  trumpet-flower, 
Bignonia  Suaveolens  (a  tree  with  sweet-scented  blos- 

soms) ;  a  species  of  rice  ripening  in  the  rains ;  N.  of 
a  man ;  (a),  f.  Bignonia  Suaveolens  (both  the  tree 
and  its  blossom) ;  red  Lodhra ;  a  kind  of  fresh-water 
fish ;  an  epithet  of  Durga ;  a  form  of  DSkshSyanI ; 

(am,  a),  n.  f.  the  flower  of  the  Bignonia  Suave*  lens  ; 
saffron.  — I'dtala-r/anda-lekha,  as,  d,  am,  having 
the  complexion  of  the  cheek  reddened.  —  Pa/ala- 
druma,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree,  Rottleria  Tinctoru 

( =pun-naga).  —  Pd/ala-pushpa-sa>inil>ha,  am, 
n.  a  species  of  medicinal  plant  ( =padma-kdstitha). 
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patala-vuti. 

Trn||  pandu. —  Pd/ald-rati,  (.,  N.  of  a  river;  an  epithet  of 

Durgi.  —  Pdtalopala  Cla-up°),  am,  n.  a  ruby. 
Pdtalaka,  as,  a,  am,  of  a  pale-red  colour,  pink. 
Patali,  is,  i,  m.  f.  the  trumpet-flower,  Bignonia 

Suaveolens;  a  species  of  rice;  (I),  {.,  N.  of  a  city; 

of  a  daughter  of  king  Mahendra-varman.  —  Pdtali- 
putra  or  pdtali-putraka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  capital 
of  Magadha  near  the  confluence  of  the  Sona  and  the 

Ganges,  supposed  to  be  the  ancient  Palibothra  and 
the  modem  Patna.  —  Pdtaliputra^iidmadheya,am, 

n.,  scii.  nagara,  2  city  called  Patali-putra. 
Pdtalika,  as,  a,  am,  knowing  the  secrets  of 

others  ;  one  who  knows  time  and  place  ;  (as),  m.  a 

pupil  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  town  (  ̂pd/ali^putra). 
Pdfaliman,  d,  m.  a  pale-red  or  rose  colour. 
Pdtalyd,  f.  a  multitude  of  PstalS  flowers. 
Pdtita,  as,  d,  am,  torn,  split,  broken,  divided; 

epithet  of  a  form  of  fracture  of  the  leg. 
Pdtl,  f.  arithmetic;  a  species  of  shrub  (=6o?o). 

~Pdti-ganita,  am,  n.  arithmetic. 
Pdtira,  as,  m.  a  field  ;  a  pungent  root,  a  kind 

of  radish  ;  the  pith  or  manna  of  the  bamboo  ;  a  cloud  ; 
a  sieve,  scarce,  cribble  ;  tin  ;  disease  arising  from 
wind,  catarrh  ;  sandal. 

141244.  pataffara,  as,  m.  (fr.  pata/ldara), 
a  thief,  robber,  shop-lifter. 

•ilZrt  pdtala.     See  p.  561,  col.  3. 

HI2M  ptitava,  as,  m.  (fr.  patu),  a  son  or 
descendant  of  Patu  ;  a  pupil  of  Patu  ;  (as,  i,  am), 

clever,  sharp,  dexterous  ;  (am),  n.  sharpness,  acute- 
ness,  intensity,  energy;  cleverness,  skill,  dexterity, 
talent,  eloquence  ;  quickness,  rashness,  precipitation  ; 
health. 

Pdtaxika,  as,  I,  am,  clever,  adroit,  dexterous; 
cunning,  crafty,  fraudulent. 

l|!l  fig  41  pdtahikd,  f.  a  small  shrub,  Abrus 
Precatorius  ;  [cf.  gunja.] 

patH,  f.,  Ved.  a   species  of  plant 

MI  ic  <*!=([  fs  pdtikavddi,  N.  of  a  village 
(probably  Putcabarry). 

atin,  i,  m.  a  species  of  fish  de- 
scribed as  having  many  teeth ;  [cf.  pathina.] 

qrst.  pdtura,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  particular 
part  of  an  animal  near  the  ribs. 

Ml<y  pdtya,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  vegetable 
{=patta-idka). 
TTT7 pdtha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  path),  recitation, 

recital ;  reading,  perusal,  study ;  reading  sacred  texts, 
studying  the  Vedas  or  scriptures ;  the  text  of  a  book. 
—  Pdtha-6<!lieda,  as,  m.  a  break  in  recitation  or  in 
a  text ;  a  pause,  csesura.  —  Pdtha-dosha,  as,  m.  an 
error  in  a  text,  a  false  reading.  —  Pdtha-nuViti,  is, 
(.  determining  or  settling  the  text  (of  a  passage). 

—  Pdtha-bhu,  us,  f.  'reading-place,'  a  place  where 
the  Vedas  are  read  or  studied.  —  Pdtha-mai'ijari,  f. 
a  particular  small  bird,  Graculus  Religiosa.  —  Pdtha- 
oat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  well-read,  learned.  —  Pdtha- 

pi66h&la,  as,  m.  —  pdtha-ttheda.  —  Pdtha-tidld,  f. 

'  lecture-room,' '  hall  of  study,'  a  college,  school.  ••  Pd- 
tha-s'dlin,  I,  ini,  m.  f.  a  scholar,  pupil ;  (ini),  {.= 
pdtha-manjari.  —  Pdthdnlara  (°(ha-an°),  am,  n. 
a  variation  of  reading  in  a  book  or  manuscript. 
Pdthaka,  as,  m.  a  reciter,  reader,  one  who  recites 

or  delivers ;  a  student,  pupil ;  a  scholar,  a  scientific 
person ;  a  teacher,  preceptor,  lecturer,  public  reader 
(of  the  Purinas  or  other  sacred  works),  a  Pandit  who 
declares  what  is  the  law  or  custom  according  to  the 
scriptures ;  a  spiritual  teacher ;  the  text  of  a  book. 
l.pdthana,  am,  n.  lecturing,  teaching. 
Pdthika,  as,  d,  am,  conformable  to  the  text. 
Pdthita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  or  taught  to  read  or 

recite  ;  instructed,  taught,  lectured. 
Pdthin,  i,  ini,  i,  one  who  has  read  or  studied 

(any  subject),  a  student ;  knowing,  conversant  with  ; 

(i),  m.  a  BrShman,  especially  one  who  has  finished 
his  studies ;  Plumbago  Zeylanica  (also  pdthi-kuta). 

Pdth'ma,  as,  m.  a  public  reader  or  lecturer  (on 
the  Puranas  &c.) ;  a  kind  of  sheat-fish,  Silurus 

Pelorius  or  Boalis';  a  species  of  Moringa  with  red blossoms  {=guggalu). 

Pathya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  taught,  needing  in- 
struction. 

Hl«H  2.  pdthana,  pdthani,  various  read- 
ings for  pdnatha,  pdnatht. 

MM  I  pdt/ia,  f.  a  climbing  plant  possessing 
various  medicinal  properties,  Clypea  Hernandifolia 
(commonly  called  dkanddi) ;  (according  to  others) 

-pahdda-mula,  the  root  of  Bignonia  Suaveolens. 

MlfsnT  pddini,  f.  an  earthen  pot;  a  boiler. 

i  .  pdna,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  pan),  a  stake 
at  play,  a  game  ;  trade,  traffic  ;  a  trader  ;  praise. 

2.  pdna.     See  col.  3. 

ni,  is,  m.  (perhaps  akin  to  parna; 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  pan),  the  hand  (in  this  sense 
frequently  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  describing  that 
which  is  carried  in  the  hand,  e.g.  darbha-pdni, 
with  Kusa  grass  in  the  hand,  carrying  Kusa  grass  ; 

cf.  danda-p°,  s'astra-p0,  samit-p°)  ;  a  hoof  (Ved.)  ; 
a  place  of  sale,  shop,  market  ;  pdnim  grah,  to  take 
the  hand  of  a  girl  in  the  marriage  ceremony,  to 

marry.  —  Pdni-kaMhapikd,  f.  '  hand-tortoise,'  a 
particular  position  of  the  fingers.  —  Pdni-karna,  as, 

m.  *  hand-eared,'  '  having  hands  for  ears,'  one  of  the 
epithets  of  Siva.  —  Pdnikurdan,  a,  m.,  N.  of  one 
of  the  attendants  of  Skanda.  —  Pdni-khdta,  as,  a, 

am,  '  dug  with  the  hand,'  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing- 
place.  —  Pam-grihita,  as,  d,  am,  taken  by  the 
hand,  seized  ;  (I),  f.  married  according  to  the  ritual, 

a  bride,  wife.  —  Pdni-graka,  as,  m.  or  pdni-gra- 
hana,  am,  n.  taking  by  the  hand,  taking  the  hand, 
marrying,  marriage  (the  joining  of  the  bride  and 

bridegroom's  hands  forming  part  of  the  ceremony). 
—  Pdnigraha-kara,  as,  m.  one  who  performs  (the 
ceremony  of)  taking  the  hand  ;   a  lawful  husband. 
—  Pdnigrahanika  or  panigrahaniya,  as,  i,  am, 
relating  to  marriage,  matrimonial,  nuptial  ;  (am),  n. 

a  wedding  present.  —  Pdni-graKitri,  td,  m.  '  hand- 
taker,'  one  who  has  married,  a  bridegroom,  husband. 
—  Pdni-grdha,  as,  m.  taking  the  hand,  marriage  ; 
one   who    has    married,    a    bridegroom,    husband. 

—  Pdni-gha,  as,  m.  '  striking  with  the  hand,'  a 
drummer,  one  who  plays  on  a  tabor  or  other  hand- 
instrument  ;    a   workman,   handicraftsman.  —  Pdni- 
g/tdta,  as,  m.  a  blow  with  the  hand  ;  striking  with 
the  hand,  boxing  ;  one  who  strikes  with  his  hand,  a 

boxer.  —  Pani-ijhna,    as,  m.,"  Ved.  clapping  the 
hands.  —  Pdni-dandra,   as,  m.,   N.   of  a   prince. 
—  Pdni-ddpalya,  am,  n.  fidgeting  with  the  hands, 
snapping  the  fingers,  &c.  —  Pdni-ja,  as,  m.  a  finger- 

nail.— Pdni-tata,  am,  n.  the  palm  or  flat  of  the 
hand  ;  a  particular  weight  (  =  2  Tolakas);  («),  n.  du. 
the  *wo  palms.  —  Pani-dftarma,  as,  m.  form  of 
marriage,  manner    of  marrying.  —  Pdnin-dhama, 
as,    d,   am,   blowing    through    the    hands;    with 

adhi-an,  a  journey  in  which  a  person  blows  into  his 
hands,  (perhaps)  cold,  chilly;    obscure,  dark   (as  a 
path,  where  a  noise   is  made  with  the  hands  to 

frighten  away  snakes  &c.).  —  Pii>iin-dhaya,  as,  i, 

am,  drinking  out  of  the  hands.  —  1'dni-pallava,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  'hand-twig,'  the  fingers.  —  Pdrfrpdtra,  as, 

d,  am,  '  hand-cupped,'  using  the  hand  as  a  drinking- 
vessel,  drinking  out  of  the  hand.  —  Pdni-pada,  am, 
n.  the  hands  and  feet.  —  Pdni-pidana,  am,  n.  press- 

ing the  hand  (of  a  bride),  marriage.  —  Pdni-pura, 
as,  d,  am,   filling  the  hand.  —  Pdnipranayi-td,  f. 
the  state  of  being  taken  as  a  wife,  wife-hood.  —  Pdni- 
pranayin,  i,  ini,  i,  loved  by  the  hand,  being  or 

resting    in    the    hand  ;     (ini),   f.   '  beloved    of  the 
hand,'  a   wife.  —  Pdni-praddna,   am,   n.  giving 
the   hand  (in  confirmation  of  a  promise).  —  Pdni- 
bandha,  as,  m.  union  or  junction  of  the  hands  (in 

marrying).  —  Pdni-bhuj,  k,  m.  the  glomerous  fig- 

tree,  Ficus  Glomerata.  —  Pdni-mat,  an,  ati,  at, 

possessed  of  hands.  —  Pdni-marda,  as,  m.  Carissa 
Carandas  (  =  kara-marda).  —  Pdni-mukta,  am,  n., 
scil.  astra,  a  missile  weapon,  one  thrown  with  the 
hand,  as  a  dart,  spear.  —  Pani-muk/ia,  as,  i,  am,  Ved. 

'  hand-mouthed,'  having  the  hand  for  a  mouth.—  Pdni- 
mula,  am,  n.  the  root  of  the  hand,  the  extremity 
of  the  arm.  —  Pdni-ruh,  t,  or  pdni-ruha,  as,  m.  a 

finger-nail.  —  Pdni-vdda,  as,  m.  'playing  with  the 
hand,  'one  who  plays  a  drum  or  labour,  a  drummer; 
(am),  n.  clapping  the  hands  together.  —  Pdni- 
vddaka,  as,  m.  '  playing  with  the  hand,'  one  who 
plays  a  drum  or  labour,  a  drummer.  —  Pdni-sart- 
grahana,  am,  n.  clasping  the  hand  (in  confirmation 
of  a  promise),  shaking  hands.  —  Pdni-sargya,  as, 
d,  am,  unwound  and  let  out  of  the  hand  (as  a  rope). 
—  Pdni-sanjd(7),  f.  a  rope  or  cord.  —  Pdni-stha, 
as,  d,  am,  being  in  the  hand,  held  in  the  hand. 
—  Pdni-svanika,  as,  m.   one  who  plays  musical 
instruments  with   the  hands.  —  Pdni-hatd,  (.,  scil. 

pushkarinl,  N.  of  a  lake  (which  the  gods  created 
for  Sakya-muni  with  a  stroke  of  the  hand).  —  Pdnan- 
karana,  am,  n.  marriage.  —  Pdny-dsya,  as,  d,  am, 
4  hand-mouthed,'  having  the  hand  for  a  mouth  ;  (as), 
m.  a  Brahman  who  reads  the  Vedas  upon  receiving 

a  gift  at  a  Sraddha. 
2.  pdna,  as,  m.=pdni,  the  hand. 
Pdnika,  as,  m.  a  merchant  ;  N.  of  one  of  the 

attendants  of  Skanda;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  song  or 

singing  ;  a  sort  of  spoon  or  ladle. 
Pdnin,  i,  ini,  i,  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  for 

pdni  [cf.  ̂ astra-p",  s'ula-p'*]  ;  (inas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  family  reckoned  among  the  Kausikas. 

Pdnilala,  am,  n.  a  particular  measure  (  =  2  To- 
lakas). 

i.pdnya,  as,  d,  am(for  2.  see  p.  563),  belonging 
to  the  hand  (Ved.)  ;  a  patronymic  (  =  Kaundinya). 

Mlfiui  pdnina,  as,  m.  said  to  =  Pdnini, 
and  according  to  some  a  patronymic  from  Panin. 
Pdnini,  is,  m.  (probably  fr.  pdnina,  above),  N. 

of  the  most  eminent  Hindu  grammarian  (regarded 
as  an  inspired  Muni  ;  according  to  one  legend  his 
grandfather  was  an  inspired  legislator  called  Devala, 

and  his  mother's  name  was  DakshT,  see  ddksheya; 
the  date  at  which  he  lived  is  a  subject  of  controversy, 

but  he  is  generally  placed  in  the  middle  of  the 

fourth  century  B.  C.  ;  from  S'alatura,  thought  to 
have  been  the  dwelling-place  of  his  ancestors,  he  is 

said  by  some  to  have  been  called  S'alatunya  ;  cf. 

Pan.  IV.  3,  94). 

Pdniniya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  Panini,  written 

or  composed  by  Panini  ;  (o«),  m.  a  disciple  or  fol- 
lower of  Panini,  one  who  follows  the  system  of 

Panini;  an  adherent  or  admirer  of  Panini;  (am), 

n.  (with  or  without  ry-dkarana)  the  grammar  of 
PSnini.  —  Pdninlya-dartiana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

chapter  of  the  Sarva-darsana-san-graha.  —  Pdniniya- 

mata-darpana,  am,  n.  '  mirror  of  the  system  of 
Panini,'  N.  of  a  work. 

pdultaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  being 
attendant  upon  Skanda  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people, 
(a  various  reading  for  karltl.) 

MH!i4  pdndaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

1414154.  pdndara,  pandava.  See  p.  563, 
col.  i. 

MlftlJrfl  panditya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pandita), 
scholarship,  erudition,  learning;  cleverness,  skill, dexterity. 

MHIJ  panda,  us,  us,  u  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
pand),  yellowish  white,  white,  pale  ;  (us),  m.  pale 
or  yellowish  white  colour  ;  jaundice  ;  N.  of  two 
plants,  Trichosanthes  Diceca  (  =pdndnra-fhalt)  ; 
a  white  elephant  ;  N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Vyasa  by 

the  wife  of  Vifitra-virya  and  brother  of  Dhrita- 
rSshtra  and  Vidura  ;  of  a  son  of  Janam-ejaya  and 
brother  of  Dhrita-rashtra  ;  of  a  son  of  Dhatri  by 
AyatI  (according  to  others  he  is  called  Prina)  ;  of  an 

attendant  of  S'iva;  of  a  Naga-raja;  of  a  people  in 
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Madhya-deSa ;  (us),  f.  a  species  of  plant,  Glydne 
Debilis  (commonly  called  Mashani) ;  [cf.  Hib. 

buidhe, '  yellow.']  —  Pdndu-kantaka,  as,  m.  Achy- 
ranthes  Aspera  ( =  apd-mdrga).  —  Pandu-kambala, 
as,  m.  a  white  woollen  covering  or  blanket ;  a  warm 
upper  garment ;  the  housings  of  a  royal  elephant ;  a 
kind  of  stone  (limestone  or  marble  1).~*Pdndn- 
kambalin,  I,  inl,  i,  covered  with  a  white  woollen 
blanket ;  (i),  m.  a  carriage  covered  with  a  sort  of 
blanket ;  the  housings  of  a  royal  elephant.  —  Pan- 
du-karaita,  am,  or  pdndu-karman,  a,  n.  (in 
medicine)  making  or  rendering  white.  —  Pdndu- 
taru,  us,  m.  Grislea  Tomentosa  ( =  dhara).  —  Pan- 
du-td,  f.  or  pdndu-lva,  am,  n.  whitish-yellow 
colour,  paleness.  —  Pdndu-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tirtha.  —  Pdndu-dukula,  am,  n.  a  white  winding- 

sheet.  —  Pdnduduktila-sirana,  am,  n.  '  sewing  of 
the  white  winding-sheet,'  N.  of  a  place  where 
S'akya-muni  made  a  white  winding-sheet.  ••  Pdndu- 
naga,  as,  m.  a  white  elephant ;  the  plant  Rottleria 
Tinrtoria.  —  Fdndu-pattra-td,  f.,Ved.  the  growing 
yellow  of  leaves.  —  Pdndu-pattri,  f.  =  renukd,  a 
species  of  fragrant  substance.  —  Pdndu^putra,  as, 
m.  a  son  of  Pandu,  any  one  of  the  Pandava  princes ; 

(there  are  many  similar  compounds,  as  Pdndu- 
nandana,  &c.)  —  Pdndu-prishtha,  as,  a,  am, 
white-backed,  having  no  distinguished  or  auspicious 
mark  on  the  body,  one  from  whom  nothing  great 

is  to  be  expected.  —  Pdndur-pJiala,  as,  m.  'having 
yellow  fruit/  Trichosantb.es  Diceca ;  (a),  f.  a  species 

of  gourd  (  =  firbMtd) ;  (I),  l.=pandura-pitali. 
—  Pdndu-bhdva,  as,  m.  becoming  yellowish-white. 
—  Pandu-bhuma,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  white,  chalky 
soil ;  (as),  m.  a  country  with  a  light-coloured  soil. 
—  Pdndu-mrittika,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  white, 
chalky  soil,  consisting  of  chalk ;  (d),  f.  a  pale  soil ; 
the  opal.  —  Pdndu-mrid,  t,  f.  chalk,  a  chalky  soil, 
a  country  in  which  the  soil  is  of  a  whitish  colour. 

—  Pdndus-ranya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable  (com- 
monly called  pdtardngd),  —  Pdndul-rdya,  as,  m. 

Artemisia  Indica;  whiteness,  pallor.  —  Pdndu^roga, 

as,  m.  *  yellow  disease,'  jaundice.  —  Pdndurogin,  t, 
inl,  i,  suffering  from  jaundice,  jaundiced.  —  Pdndu- 
lekha,  am,  n.  an  outline  or  sketch  made  with  a  style 

or  with  chalk.  —  Pdndu-lomas'd  or  pdiidu-lomd,  f. 
Glycine  Debilis.  —  Pdndu-varna,  as,  d,  am,  pale- 
coloured,  white  ;  (as),  m.  whiteness.  —  Pdndu-mrma- 
deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Pdndu-darkard, 
f.  light-coloured  gravel  (the  disease),  -i  Pandu-dar- 
mild,  f.  an  epithet  of  Draupad!  the  wife  of  the 

sons  of  Pandu.  —  Pdndu-sopdka,  as,  m.  a  particular 
mixed  caste,  the  offspring  of  a  Candala  by  a  Vaidehi 
mother  (whose  occupation,  according  to  Mann  X. 
37,  is  working  with  bamboos   and  reeds,  making 

baskets,  mats,  8cc.).  —  Pdndv-dmaya,  as,  m. '  yellow 

disease,'  jaundice.  —  Pandvdmayin,  t,  int,  i,  suffer- 
ing from  jaundice,  jaundiced. 

Pdndara,  as,  d,  am,  whitish-yellow,  whitish, 
white ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  maru-vaka) ; 
N.  of  a  mountain  ;  of  a  Naga ;  of  a  sect ;  (am),  n. 
the  blossom  of  the  jasmine;  red  chalk,  ruddle. 

—  Pdndara-dvdra-go-pura,    as,   d,  am,   having 
white  doors  and  city  gates.  —  Pdndara-pushpika,  f. 
a  species  of  plant  (  =  fitald).  —  Pdndara-b/i,ikshii, 

as,  m.  '  a  white-robed  mendicant,'  epithet  of  a  par- ticular sect. 

PdndaraJca,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga-raja. 
Pandava,  as,  m.  a  patronymic,  a  son  or  descendant 

of  Pandu  ;  a  partisan  of  the  sons  of  Pandu  ;  N.  of  a 
mountain ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  five  reputed  sons  of 
Pandu  (Yudhi-shthira,  Bhima,  Arjuna,  Nakula,  and 
Saha-deva;  cf.  Kuntl  and  MddrT);  the  party  or 
adherents  of  the  sons  of  PSndu ;  (as,  i,  am),  be- 

longing to  the  sons  of  Pandu,  connected  with  the 
five  Pandavas.  —  Pdndava-nakula,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

poet.  —  Pdndava-vahni,  ayas,  m.  pi. '  the  Pandava 
fires,'  a  N.  applied  to  the  three  elder  sons  of  Pandu 
('  kindled  on  the  Arani,  Pritha  or  Kunti ;'  cf.  prithil- 
ranCj.  —  Pdndava-s'reshtha,  as,  m.  'best  of  the 
sons  of  Pandu,'  an  epithet  of  Yudhi-shthira.  —  Pdn- 
liardbhila  ('va-db)f),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Krishna. 

Pdndavdyana,  as,  m.  pi.  the  children  of  Pandu ; 
(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Krishna  the  friend  and  ally  of 
the  Pandu  princes. 

Pdndaviya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  children  of 
Pandu,  happening  to  the  PSndavas. 
Pdndaveya  =pdndava,  q.  v. 
Panduka,  ai,  a,  am,  =pdndu  ;  (as),  m.  a  pale  or 

yellowish-white  colour  ;  the  jaundice ;  N.  of  a  prince 
(  =  Pdndu);  a  species  of  rice;  N.  of  one  of  the 
nine  treasures  of  the  Jainas ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  par- 

ticular forest. 

Pdndukin,  i,  Ira,  i,  suffering  from  jaundice, 

jaundiced. 
Pdndura,  as,  d,  am,  whitish,  white,  pale,  yel- 

lowish-white;  (as),  m.  a  form  of  jaundice;  a  species 
of  plant  ( =  maru-vaka) ;  N.  of  a  being  attendant 
upon  Skanda;  (a),  f.  Glycine  Debilis  (  =  mdsha- 
parni) ;  (am),  n.  the  white  leprosy,  vitiligo.  —  Pdn- 
dura-td,  f.  whiteness,  white  colour.  —  Pdndura- 

druma,  as,  m.  'the  pale  tree,'  Wrightia  Ann'dy- 
senterica.  —  Pdndura-prishtJia,  as,  d,  am,=pdndu- 

prishiha,  q.v.  —  Pdndura-phali,  f.a  species  of  shrub 
(=pdndu-phatt,  pdndu,  dhward,  8K.).  —  Pdn- 

durekshu,  (°ra-ik°),  us,  m.  '  pale  sugar-cane,'  a 
species  of  sugar-cane  (  =  s"vetekshu). 
Pdnduriman,  d,  m.  pale  or  white  colour,  paleness. 
Panduka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  species  of  rice;  [cf. 

pdnduka.] 
Pdndya,  as,  m.  pi,,  N.  of  a  people  and  of  the 

country  in  the  Dekhan  inhabited  by  them ;  (as),  m. 
a  prince  of  the  Pandyas ;  N.  of  a  son  of  A-krlda ; 
N.  of  the  mountain-range  in  the  Pandya  country. 
—  Pdndya-defa,  as,  m.  the  country  of  the  Pandyas. 
—  Pandya-vdta,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  district  in  which 
pearls  are  found. 

Pdndtia,  am,  n.  an  uncoloured  woollen  garment ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  in  Madhya-desa ;  (a 
various  reading  for  pdndu  and  pdndya.) 

Ml<W  2.  pant/a,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  pan), 
praiseworthy,  excellent.  (For  I.  pdnya  see  p.  562, 

col.  3.) 

^TTrT  2.  pat,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  pat),  falling; 
sin,  wickedness.  (For  I.  see  under  rt.  3.  pd.) 

2.  pdta,  as,  m.  (for  I.  see  under  rt.  3.  pd),  flying, 

mode  of  flying,  flight ;  throwing  one's  self  into  or 
down,  falling,  fall,  downfall;  alighting,  descending; 
a  cast,  throw,  shot ;  a  stroke  (e.  g.  kliadga-pdta,  a 
sword-stroke) ;  shedding,  discharging,  emitting,  pour- 

ing out ;  destruction,  dissolution  ;  an  attack,  inroad, 
incursion ;  falling  out,  happening,  coming  to  pass ; 
defect,  failing,  fault,  transgression ;  (in  astrology)  a 

malignant  aspect;  the  node  in  a  planet's  orbit;  an 
epithet  of  Rahu;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of 

the  Yajur-veda.  —  Fbtailhikdra  (°ta-adh°),  as,  m. 
1  chapter  on  malignant  aspects,'  N.  of  the  eleventh 
chapter  of  the  Surya-Siddhanta  and  of  the  thirteenth 

of  the  Arya-Siddhanta.  -  Pdtotpdta  (°ta-ut°),  as, 
m.  pi.  falls  and  rises,  depressions  and  elevations, 
ups  and  downs. 
Pdtaka,  as,  d,  am,  causing  to  fall ;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 

'  that  which  causes  to  fall  or  sink,'  sin,  crime.  —  Pd- 
taka-yoga,  as,  m.  incurring  guilt,  acting  sinfully. 
Pdtakin,  I,  inl,  i,  guilty  of  a  crime,  criminal, 

wicked,  sinful,  a  sinner. 

Pdtana,  as,  I,  am,  causing  to  fall,  felling,  laying 
low,  cutting  down ;  (am),  n.  causing  to  fall,  felling, 
bringing  down,  throwing  down,  knocking  down, 
laying  low^throwing  (as  dice) ;  lowering,  humbling ; 
removing,  bringing  away ;  causing  to  fall  asunder, 
dividing;  nodding  (?) ;  (with  dandnsya)  causing  the 
rod  to  fall,  chastising,  punishing  ;  (with^afaufcasam) 
application  of  leeches ;  (with  yarbhasya)  destroying 
the  fetus,  causing  an  abortion. 

Pdtaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  caused  to  fall  or 
alight,  to  be  discharged  or  shot  off. 

Pdtayitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  causes  to  fall, 
one  who  throws  (dice  &c.). 

Pdtayitvd,  ind.  having  made  to  fall ;  having 
thrown  or  put  down  or  in. 

Pdtdla,  am,  n.  (probably  connected  with  2.  pdta, 

the  termination  is  compared  with  dla  =  dlaya  in 
antar-dla  ;  the  names  of  the  other  hells  point  to 
some  connection  with  tala),  one  of  the  seven 
regions  under  the  earth  and  the  abode  of  the  Nagas 
or  serpents  and  demons  (seven  such  regions  are 
enumerated,  viz.  A-tala,  Vi-tala,  Su-tala,  RasS-tala, 
Talatala,  Maha-tala,  and  PatSla  ;  but  Patala  is  some- 

times used  as  a  general  name  for  all  :  according  to 
the  Maha-bharata,  Patala  is  also  a  town  in  the 
world  of  the  serpent-race)  ;  an  excavation,  hole, 
chasm;  submarine  fire;  (in  astrology)  the  fourth 
sign  from  that  in  which  the  sun  is  present,  the  fourth 

house  ;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of  apparatus  for  distillation 
or  for  calcining  and  subliming  metals  (formed  of  two 
earthen  pots,  the  upper  one  inverted  over  the  lower, 
and  the  two  joined  together  by  their  necks  with 
cement  and  placed  in  a  hole  containing  fire);  an 

epithet  of  Jupiter's  year  of  361  days;  N.  of  the 
attendant  of  the  fourteenth  Arhat  of  the  present 
Ava-sarpim.  —  Pdtdla-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya 

prince.  —  Pdtdla-khanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  fourth 
part  of  the  Padma-Purana  and  of  a  part  of  the 
Skanda-Purana.  ••  Pdtdla-gangd,  f.  the  Ganges  of 

the  lower  regions.  —  Pdtdla-garudi,  f.  or  pdtdla- 

garttddhvaya  (°da-dh°),  as,  m.  a  species  of  creeper 
(  =  gdrudi).  •-  Pdtdla-nilaya,  as,  or  pdtdla^cdsfn, 

i,  or  pdtdlaukas  (°la-ok°),  as,  m.  an  inhabitant 
of  the  nether  world,  a  demon,  Daitya,  Asura;  a 

Naga  or  serpent-demon.  —  Patdla-bhogi-varga,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Nama-lin-g5nus'asana  by 
Amara-sinha.  —  Pdtdla-varnana,  am,  n.  '  description 

of  hell,'  N.  of  the  first  chapter  of  the  Patala-khanda 
of  the  Padma-PurSna.  —  Pdtdla-vijaya,  as,  m. 

'  victory  over  hell,'  N.  of  the  twenty-fourth  and 
twenty-fifth  chapters  of  the  Uttara-kanda  of  the Ramayana. 

PdtUca,  as,  m.  the  Gangetic  porpoise,  Delphinus 
Gangeticus  (  =  gtiu-mdra). 

Pdtita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  fall,  felled,  thrown 
down,  cast  down,  struck  down  ;  lowered,  depressed, 
humbled,  overthrown. 

Pdtitya,  am,  n.  (fr.  patiia),  the  state  of  one 
who  is  fallen  or  sunk,  loss  of  position  or  caste, 

degraded  condition. 
Pdtin,  i,  ini,  i,  flying,  going  to,  going,  alighting 

on  ;  falling,  sinking  ;  being  included  or  contained 
in  ;  causing  to  fall,  felling,  throwing  down  ;  pouring 

forth,  discharging,  emitting  ;  [cf.  antah-p°,  eka-p°, 
garbha-p°,  danda-p°.] 

Pdtili,  f.  a  trap  or  snare  for  catching  deer  ;  a  small 

earthen  vessel  '  or  pot,  especially  used  by  religious 
mendicants  ;  a  woman  of  a  particular  class. 

Pdtuka,  as,  i,  am,  falling  frequently  or  habitually, 
apt  or  disposed  to  fall  ;  falling,  losing  caste  ;  going 

to  hell;  (as),  m.  the  declivity  of  a  mountain,  a 
precipice  ;  an  aquatic  animal  of  a  large  size  ;  (figura- 

tively) the  water-elephant. 

I.  pdtya,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  564,  col.  i), 
to  be  felled,  to  be  caused  to  fall,  to  be  precipitated  ; 
to  be  inflicted  or  imposed  (as  a  penalty). 

Pdlyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  caused  to  fall, 
being  precipitated. 

patanga,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  patan-ga), 
belonging  or  peculiar  to  a  grasshopper  or  moth. 

Pdtangi,  is,  m.  the  son  of  the  Sun,  Saturn. 

TJ\  n  Wrt  patahjala,  as,  t,  am  (fr.patanjali), 
composed  by  Patanjali  ;  (am),  n.,  sal.  idslra,  the 
Yoga  system  of  philosophy  (first  taught  by  Patanjali). 

—  Pdtanjala-dariana,  am,  n.  'the  system  of  Pa- 
tanjali,' N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Sarva-darsana-san-graha 

ascribed  to  Madhavac"arya.  —  Pdtanjala-l/idshya, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  philosophical  work  on  the  Yoga- sutras  by  Vyasa. 

Patanjali,  is,  m,  a  various  reading  for  patan- 

jali,  q.  v. patatrina,  as,  i,  am,  containing 
the  word  patatrin. 

patalya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  particular 



564 mrim  piUavya. padangada. 
part  of  a  carriage;  (according  to  Say.)  =  ktlaka,  a 

yoke-pin. 

(Ilrl^Q  i.  and  2.  patarya.     See  under  rts. 
1  .  and  3.  pa,  pp.  559,  560. 

a,  as,  m.  =  jLi  jb  ,  a  king. 

patiiniliiuya,  (is,  in.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  school  of  the  Yajur-veda. 

TnfrT  pati,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  pa;  but  con- 
nected with  rt.  I.  pat),  a  master,  lord,  owner,  pos- 
sessor; a  husband  (  =  pai»). 

Pdtivratya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pali-vratd),  devotedness 
or  loyalty  to  a  husband,  conjugal  fidelity. 
Pdtnlvata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  patnl-xat),  Ved.  be- 

longing to  Agni-patnivat,  i.  e.  to  Agni  together  with 
the  wives  of  the  gods  ;  containing  the  word  pat  ui  rut. 
PdtnUdla,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  patiii-idld),  Ved.  being 

or  contained  in  the  patni-idld. 
t.patya,  am,  n.  dominion.  (For  I.  patya  see 

p.  563,101.3.) 
See  under  rts.  i.  and  3.  pa. 

m  «•(  l  «1  patyamana.    See  p.  563,  col.  3. 

Tfra  !•  and  2.  patra.  See  under  rts.  i. 
and  3.  pa,  pp.  559,  560. 

MFcl4  patrata,  as,  a,  am,  spare,  emaciate, 
thin;  (on),  m.  a  cup,  pot;  ragged  garments. 

Mlemi°«  patra-paka,  as,  m.  decoction  of 
medicinal  herbs  ;  (incorrectly  for  pattra-paka.) 

THU  patha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  pa), 
fire  ;  the  sun  ;  (am),  n.  water  [cf.  pltha]  ;  N.  of  a 
Saman  ;  =patha. 
Pdtka*,  as,  n.,  Ved.  a  spot,  place  ;  food  ;  air  ; 

water.  —  Pdthoya,  am,  n.  'water-born,'  a  lotus. 
—  Pdt/io-da,  as,  m.  'water-giver,'  a  cloud.  —  Pa- 
thodhara,  as,  m.  'water-bearer,'  a  cloud.  —  Pd- 
tho-dhi,  is,  m.  '  receptacle  of  waters,'  the  ocean. 
—  Pdlho-nidhi,  ie,  m.  '  treasure-house  of  waters,' 
the  ocem.  —  Patho-bhaj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  possessing 
room  or  space. 
Pdthis,  is,  m.  the  sea  ;  the  eye  ;  (is),  n.  a  blotch, 

scab  ;  water  (?). 
Pdthya,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  a  spot  or  place  ; 

(Sly.)  N.  of  a  Rishi. 

Mi^H  patheya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pathln),  pro- 
Tender  or  provisions  &c.  for  a  journey,  viaticum  ;  the 

sign  of  the  zodiac  Virgo  (  =pdlhona).  —  Patheya- 
vat,  an,  att,  at,  furnished  with  provisions  for  a 
journey,  provisioned. 

pathona   (corrupted   fr.  the   Gr. 

),  Ved.  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Virgo. 

t  pathnya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic 
of  Dadhlca. 

*rr^  pad  (fr.  rt.  2.  pad),  see  3.  pad,  p.  529  ; 
used  at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  dvi-pdd,  tri-pdd, 
and  see  Gram.  145. 
Pada,  as,  m.  the  foot  (of  men  and  animals; 

sometimes  added  in  token  of  respect  to  proper  names 

or  titles  of  address,  e.  g.  dkarnayantu  dcra-paddh, 
let  your  Majesty  listen  ;  Kumdrila-jiddd/i,  the 
venerable  Rumania)  ;  the  foot  or  leg  of  an  inanimate 
object  (as  of  a  bedstead)  ;  a  column,  pillar  ;  a  foot  as 

a  measure  (  =  12  An-gulis)  ;  the  foot  or  root  of  a 
tree  ;  the  foot  of  a  mountain,  a  hill  at  the  foot  of 
a  mountain  ;  the  bottom  (of  a  bag)  ;  a  ray  or  beam 
of  light  (rays  being  considered  as  the  feet  or  hands 
of  the  heavenly  bodies);  a  quarter,  a  fourth  part 
(this  sense  is  perhaps  derived  from  the  foot  of  a 
quadruped  being  one  out  of  four);  a  quarter  of 
a  weight  of  gold  (  =  i^  Pana)  ;  the  fourth  part  of  a 
book,  (the  AdhyJyas  in  the  SaunaklyS  Catur-adhyi- 
yikJ,  in  the  Sarlraka-nnmaasa,  and  in  Panini's 
grammar  are  divided  severally  into  four  Padas,  as 
also  the  Dhanur-vcda  and  the  Viyu-PurSna  ;  while, 

on  the  other  hand,  the  AdhySyas  in  Vopa-deva's 
grammar  contain  more  than  four  Padas) ;  the  fourth 

part  of  a  S'loka  or  of  any  verse ;  the  line  of  a  hymn 
or  stanza  of  the  Rig-vcda  or  of  any  stanza ;  the 
quadrant  of  a  circle ;  a  part  in  general ;  [cf.  Goth. 

fotu-s,  '  a  foot :'  Lith.  pdda-s,  '  the  sole  of  the 
foot;'  penda-8,  'a  vestige:'  probably  Hib.  fadftdh, 
'  kindling,  lighting ;'  faduidhim,  '  i  kindle,  excite, 

provoke.']  —  1'dJa-kataka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  or  p<~i<ltt- kttika,  (.  an  ornament  for  the  feet  or  ankles,  an 

anklet.  —  Pada-lenffhra,  as,  m.  '  quarter-penance,' 
a  sort  of  penance  (eating  and  fasting  on  alternate 

nights).  —  Pdda-kshepa,  as,  m.  a  footstep.  —  Pdda- 
(jaitifira,  as,  m.  morbid  enlargement  of  the  legs 
and  feet.—Pdda-gri/tya  or  pdde-grihya,  ind.,Ved., 
see  Gaiia  to  Pan.  11. 1,  J2.  —  Pdda-grantki,  it,  m. 

'foot-knot,'  the  ankle.  —  Pdda-grahana,  am,  n. 
laying  hold  of  or  clasping  the  feet  (of  a  Brahman  or 
superior  as  a  mark  of  respectful  salutation).  —  Pdda- 
yltrita,  am,  n.  melted  butter  for  anointing  the  feet. 

•~J'Ctt1a-fatura  or  pada-tatoara,  as,  m.  a  slan- 
derer, calumniator ;  a  goat ;  a  sand-bank  ;  hail ;  the 

religious  fig-tree,  Ficus  Religiosa.  —  Pada-Oipalya, 

ani,  n. '  foot-unsteadiness,'  fidgeting  or  shuffling  with 
the  feet.  —  Pada-idra,  as,  m.  going  on  foot,  walk- 

ing ;  the  daily  position  of  the  planets ;  (ena),  ind.  on 
foot.  —  Pdda-Hdrin,  >,  iiti,  i,  going  or  walking  on 
foot,  having  feet  for  locomotion ;  fighting  on  foot ; 

(i),  m.  a  fooiman,  pedestrian,  a  foot-soldier.  —  Pada- 
Ottilia,  am,  n.  foot-mark,  foot-print. » Pdda-ja, 

as,  m.  '  born  from  the  foot  (of  Brahma),'  a  Sudra, 
man  of  the  fourth  and  servile  tribe.  —  Pdda-jala, 
am,  n.  water  for  the  feet ;  water  in  which  the  feet 
have  been  washed ;  (as,  d,  am),  that  of  which  a 
fourth  part  is  water,  mixed  with  one  fourth  of  water. 

—  Pdda-jdha,  am,  n.=pdda-mula,  that  part  of 
the  foot  to  which  the  leg  is  articulated,  the  tarsus. 
—  Pdda-tala,  am,  n.  the  sole  or  lower  part  of  the 

foot ;  (e),  ind.  under  the  feet.  —  Pada-tas,  ind.  out 
of  the  feet,  from  the  feet,  at   or   near  the  feet, 

(pddatah  kri,  to  put  down  at  the  feet);    at  the 
foot  (of  a  bed);  in  the  south-west  (Manu  III.  89, 

according  to  Kulluka,  this  may  also  mean  'at  the 

foot  of  the  bed ') ;    by  or  with  a  quarter ;    after  a 
quarter  of  a  verse  (Ved.) ;  step  by  step,  by  degrees. 
—Pada-tra,  an  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  or  pdda-trd, 

(.  '  foot-covering,'  a  shoe.  —  Pdda-trdtjit,  am,  n. 
'  foot-protecting,'   a    boot,    shoe.  —  Pdda-ddrl   or 
pdda-ddrikd.  f.  '  foot-rending,'  a  chap  in  the  feet, 
a  chilblain.  —  Pddct-ddha,  as,  m.  a  burning  sensaiion 
in  the  feet  (said  to  be  in  InJia  an  excruciating  pain 
difficult   to   remedy).  —  Pdda-dhdvana,    am,   n. 

washing  the  feet.  —  Pdda-dhaeanika,,  f.  sand  used 

for  rubbing  the  feet.  —  I'uda-nakha,  as,  m.  a  toe- 
nail.  —  Pdda-ndlikd,  (.  an  ornament  for  the  feet, 
an  anklet.  —  Pada-nttrit,  t,  {.,  sell,  gdyatri,   a 
defective  metre,  in  which  one  syllable  is  wanting  in 

each  Pada ;  (also  wrongly  spelt  pdda-nivrit.)  —  Pd- 
da-nishlca,  as,  m.=pan-niJika,  p.  529.  —  Pdda- 
nydsa,  as,  m.  placing  the  feet,  a  dance  or  measured 

step.  —  Pdda~pa,    as,    m.    'imbibing    nourishment 
with  the  foot  or  root,'  a   plant,  tree ;    '  protecting 
the  feet,'  (fr.  rt.  3.  pa)  a  foot-stool,  cushion  for  the 
feet;  (a),  f.  a  shoe,  slipper.  —  Pddapa-khanda,  as, 
m.  a  group  or  clump  of  tiea.  —  Pdda-pad'lhati, 
is,   f.   a  line  of  footsteps,    a   track,  trail.— *Pdda- 

l>inJ:/ia,  as,  m. '  foot-lotus,'  a  foot  beautiful  as  a  lotus. 
—  Pada-pariyliattana,  am,  n.  trampling  with  the 
feet,  treading  ufoa.  —  Pddnim-ruhii,  f.;a  climbing 

plant,  parasiiical  plant.  —  ]'ad<i-/H~t/ikd,  f.  an  orna- 
ment for  the  feet,  an  anklet.  —  Pdda-paia,  a.s,  m. 

a  foot-rope  for  cattle  or  horses ;  an  anklet  of  small 
bells,  &c. ;  (i),  f.  a  chain  for  the  feet,  a  fetter ;  a 
foot-carpet  or  mat.  —  Pdda-pitha,  am,  n.  a   foot- 

stool. —  Padapithika,   f.  any  common   or  vulgar 
trade,  as  that  of  a  barber,  &c. ;  white  stone.  —  Pdda,- 
piri.    f.    a    shoe;    (incorrectly   for   pdda-pithl?). 

—  J'dda-purana,  as,  d,  am,  (Ved.)  filling  out  a 
part  or  line  of  a  veise  (as  a  particle),  expletive  ;  (am), 

n.  the  filling  out  a  line  or  the  measure  of  a  verse. 

—  i'dda-jirake/tdlana,  am,  n.  'washing  the  feet,' 

N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  PurSna-sarva-sva.  —  Pada- 
prandma,  as,  m.  bowing  to  the  feet,  prostration. 
—  Pdila-pratishlhana,  am,  n.  a  foot-stool.  —  Pa- 

da-pradhdrana,  am,  n.   'foot-covering,'  a  shoe. 
—  Pdda-jirahdra,   as,    m.    'foot-b.ow,'  a    kick. 
—  Pdda-baddha,  as,  d,  am,  bound  or  held  toge- 

ther by  quarters  of  verses  (as  a  metre).  —  Pdda-ban- 
dha,  us,  m.  any  tie  for  the  foot,  a  chain  or  fetter  for 
the  ttet.  —  Pdda-bandhaita,  am,  n.  a  fetter  for  the 
feet ;  a  stock  of  cattle  (so  called  from  the  foot-ropes 
with  which  cattle  are  tied).  —  Pdda-bhdga,  us,  m.  a 

fouith  part,  quarter.  —  Pada-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  possessing 
a  quarter,  being  only  a  quarter.  —  Pdda-mism,  see 
Pan.  VI.  3,  56.  —  Pdda-mudra,  f.  the  impression 
of  a  footstep,  foot-print,  trace.  —  Pdda-niula,am,n. 

1  root  of  the  foot,'  the  part  of  the  foot  to  which  the 
leg  is  articulated,  tarsus ;  the  sole  of  the  foot ;  the 
heel ;  a  polite  designation  of  a  person ;  the  foot  of 

a  mountain.  —  Pdda-yuddlta,  am,  n.  'foot-fight,' 
fighting   on  foot.  —  Pdda-rakisha,  of,  m.  a   foot- 
protector,  foot-guard;  («<*),  m.  pi.  armed  men  who 
run  by  the  s.de  of  an  elephant  in  battle  to  protect  its 
feet  from  wounds.  —  Pdda-rakaftana,  am,  n.  a  cover 
for  the   feet ;    a  leather  boot  or  shoe,  a  stocking. 

—  Pada-rajas,  as,  n.  the  dust  of  the  feet.  —  J'diln 
rajju.  us,  i.  a  tether  or  rope  for  the  foot  of  an 

elephant.  ••  Pa  la-rathi,  (.  '  foot-vehicle,'   a   shoe, 
boot,   slipper.  —  Pdda-ro/iana,   a**,   m.   '  growing 
from  roots,'  the  Indian  fig-tree.  -•  Pdda-layna,  as, 
d,  am,  sticking  to  the  foot.  —  Pdda-lepa,  as,  m. 
an  unguent  for  the  feet.  —  1'ada-rat,  tin,  atl,  at, 

having   feet,   possessed   of  feet.  —  Pdda-i'andana, 
am,  n. '  saluting  the  feet,'  respectful  salutation.  —  Pd- 
da^calmika,  as,  m.  morbid  enlargement  of  the  legs 
and   feet,   elephantiasis.  —  Pdda-vigraha,  as,   m. 

(probably)  a  mode  of  reading  in  which  the  divisions 
in  verses  are  carefully  marked ;  (as,  a,  am),  hav- 

ing a  quarter  of  the  compass  or  extent.  —  Pdda- 
rulhiina,  ant,  n. '  the  arrangement  of  the  parts  of  a 

verse,'  N.  of  a  work  ascribed  to  S'aunaka.  —  Pdda- 
rlrajas,  as,  f.  a  shoe,  slipper,  stocking  (as  keeping 

rajas  or  dust  from  the  fc-et  ?).  —  Pdda-vUhi,  f. 
a  shoe ;   (probably  an   incorrect   form,    cf.   pdda- 
Itifi.)'— Pdda-vritta,  au,  m.  du.,  Ved.  the   two 
component  elements  of  the  quarter  of  a  verse,  i.  e. 
the  long  and  short  syllable ;  (a«),  m.  epithet  of  a 

Svarita  separated  from  the  preceding  Ud-atta  by  a 
hiatus.  —  Pdda-vesh/anika,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?), 

a  stocking  —Pada-i'afcrfa,   as,   m.   the  sound  or 
noise  of  footsteps  ( =pa6-<!hal>da),  —  Patla-ias,  ind. 
foot  by  foot ;  verse  by  verse,  stanza  by  stanza  ;  by  a 

fourth  part.  —  Pdda-s~dkhd,  f.  '  branch  of  the  foot,' 
a  toe.  -•  Pfida-rfz/I,  f.  an  ornament  for  the  feet,  an 

anklet;    (probably  an   incorrect  form.)  —  Pada-dii 
srmlid,  f.  obedience  towards  the  feet  (a  respectful 

expression  for  3ui!ruehd).  —  Pnd<t-ift?Jtii,  am,  n.  a 
quarter,  fourth  part.  —  Pdda-iaila,  as,  m.  a  hill  at 
the  foot  of  or  near  a  mountain.  —  Pdda-xotha,  as, 

m.  swelling  of  the  feet,  gouL  —  I'dda-saufo.  am,  n. 
cleaning  the  feet   (=pa<!-<!/uiiu'a).  —  Pada  sum- 
hitd.  f.  the  union  of  words  in  a  quarter  of  a  verse. 

—  Pdda-sevana,  am,  n.  or  pdda-serd,  f.  'foot- 
salutation,'  showing  respect  by  touching  the   feet, 
service,  duty.  —  Pd</a-.*t<tnili/i«,  as,  m.  a  supporting 

beam,  pillar,  post.  —  Pada-fjihvta,  as,  m. 'cracking 
of  the  feet,'  chilblain,  a  sore  or  ulcer  on  the  foot. 
—  Pada-svediina,  am,  n.  perspiration  of  the  feet, 

causing  perspiration  in  the  feet.  —  Pada~Jinta,  as, 
d,  am,  struck  with  the  feet,  kicked,  trodden   on, 

touched  with  the  {cet.  —  Pdda-harsJia.  as,  m.  nunib- 
mss  of  the  feet  after  pressure  upon  the  crural  nerves. 
—  Pdda-hdraka,  as  a,  am,  taken  away  with  the 

feet;  (ax),  m.  one  who  takes  awjy  or  steals  any- 
thing with  the  feet(!).  —  Pdda-hlndt,  ind.  without 

division  or  transition;  on  a  sudden,  all  at  once.—Pddd- 

kulaka  ("da-dk°\  as,  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  two 
kinds  of  metres.  —  Pdtldgra  (°dit-aff\  am,  n.  the 

point  or  extremity  of  the  foot  —  Pdddyhala  (°da- 

agh°),  as  m.  'a  blow  with  the  foot,"  a  kick.  —  Pd- 
ddnka  (°<fo-a»°),  an,  m.  a  foot-mark,  footstep,  foot- 

print, vestige.  —  Pdddnyada  ("da-atf),  am,t,a.(. 
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an  ornament  for  the  feet  or  toes,  an  anklet.  —  Pa- 

ddnguli  ("da-cm"),  is,  I,  f.  '  foot-finger,'  a  toe. 

—  Paddngullyaka  ("da-an"),  am,  n.  a  ring  worn 
on  one  of  the  toes.  —  Pdddngushtha  (°da-an°),  as, 
m.  the  great  toe.  —  PdddnyttshOids'fitdvant  (°tha- 
d£",  °ta-av"),  is,  is,  i, '  touching  the  ground  with  the 
toes,'  on  tiptoe.  —  Pdddngushthikd,  (.  a  ring  worn 
on  the  great  toe.  —  Pddadhydsa  (°da-adh°),  as,  m. 
treading  upon,  kicking.  —  Pdddnata  Cda-dn°),  as, 
d,  am,  bowed  or  bent  down  to  the  feet,  prostrate. 

—  Pdddnudhydta  (°da-an°),  as,  a,  am,  thought 
of  by  the  feet  of  such  an  one  (a  respectful  expression 

in  inscriptions  for  '  thought  of  by  such  an  one ')  ; 
the  son  and  successor  of  any  one,  rightful  successor 

of  any  one  ('thought  of  by  his  predecessor').  —  Pd- 
ddnta  (°da-an°),  as,  m.  the  extremity  of  the  feet ; 
proximity  to  the  feet ;  (e),  ind.  near  the  feet.  —  Pd- 

ddntara  (°da-an°),  am,  n.  the  interval  of  a  step, 
the  distance  of  a  foot;  (e),  ind.  in  immediate  prox- 

imity to,  close  to  (with  gen.)  ;  after  the  interval  of  a 

step.  —  Pdddntika  Cda-an°),  am,  n.  proximity  to 
the  feet,  the  neighbourhood  of  the  feet.  —  Pdddmbu 

('da-am"),  us,  us,  n,  containing  a  fourth  part  of 
water.  —  Pdddmbhas  ("da-am0),  as,  n. '  foot-water,' 
water  in  which  the  feet  have  been  washed.  —  Pddd- 

ravinda  ("da-ar"),  as,  m.  '  foot-lotus,'  the  foot  of 
a  deity,  lover,  &c.  —  Pdddrghya  (°da-ar°),  am,  n. 
'offering  to  the  feet,'  a  donation  to  Brahmans  or 
venerable  persons.  —  Pdddrdha  ("da-ar"),  am,  n. 
half  a  quarter,  an  eighth;   half  a  line  of  a  stanza. 

•~Pdddrpana  ("da-ar"),  am,  n.  setting  down  the 
feet.  ~Pdddvanejana  (°da-av°),  as,  i,  am.  used 
for   washing   the   feet   (Ved.) ;    washing   the   feet. 

—  Pdddvarta  ("da-dv"),  as,  m. awheel  worked  by 
the  feet  for  raising  water  from  a  well ;  a  square  foot. 

—  Pdddvasefana  (°da-av°),  am,  n.  washing  the 
feet ;  water  for  washing  the  feet,  water  in  which  the 

feet  have  been  washed.  —  Pdddshthila  ("da-ash0), 
as,  m.  the  ankle;  contusion  of  the  feet  (?).  —  Pd- 

dasana  (°da-ds°),  am,  n.  a  footstool.  —  Pddds- 
pkdlana  ("da-ds"),  am,  n.  trampling  or  shuffling 
of  the  feet,  motion  of  the  feet  (as  in  wrestling  or 

struggling),  floundering.  —  Pdddhata  (°da-dk°),  as, 
d,  am,  '  struck   with   the   foot,'  kicked,  trodden, 
touched  by  the  (oot.  —  Pdddhati  Cda-dh°),  (s,  (. 
a  blow  with  the  foot,  kick;    treading,    trampling. 
—  Pdde-grihya  =  pdda-grihya.  —  Pddotphdla 
(°da-ut°),  as,   m.  shuffling  or   moving  the   feet. 
—  Pddodaka  ("da-ud'),  am,  n. '  foot-water,'  water 
for  washing  the  feet,  water  in  which  the  feet  of  a 
Brahman  have  been  washed,  water  hallowed  by  the 
washing  of  sacred  feet.  —  Pddodaka-tlrtha,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place  at  Benares.  —  Pddo- 

dara  (°da-ud°),  as,  m.  a  serpent  ('  using  the  belly 
in  place  of  feet'). 
Pddaka,  as,  m.  a  little  foot  (Ved.) ;  (as,  ikd, 

am),  making  a  quarter  of  anything  (Ved.) ;  at  the 

end  of  a  comp.  =pdda  ;  [cf.  tri-p".] 
Pddaya,  Nora.  A.  pddayate,  -yitum,  to  stretch 

out  the  feet. 

PddaviJca,  as,  m.  a  traveller. 

Pdddt,  t,  m.  (properly  pdda  +  at),  a  foot-soldier, 
footman. 

Pdddta,  as,  m.  (properly  pdda  +  ate),  a  foot- 
soldier,  footman  ;  (am),  n.  infantry. 
Pdddti,  is,  or  pdddtika,  or  pdddvika,  as,  m. 

paddti,  a  foot-soldier,  man  on  foot,  footman. 
Pddika,  as,  i,  am,  lasting  for  a  quarter  of  the 

time,  amounting  to  a  quarter  or  fourth,  a  fourth; 
pddikam  iatam,  one  quarter  of  a  hundred,  25  per 

cent ;  [cf.  ardha-pa.] 
Pddtn,  I,  irii,  i,  footed,  having  feet;  having  a 

fourth  part  or  share,  claiming  or  receiving  a  fourth 
part;  having  four  parts,  as  a  stanza  &c. ;  (i),  m.  a 
footed  aquatic  animal,  an  amphibious  animal;  the 
heir  to  a  fourth  part  of  an  estate. 
Pddina,  as,  m.  a  fourth  part. 

Padu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  course,  path  (Siy.=padena- 
gamana). 
Pdduka,  (.  a  wooden  shoe,  shoe,  slipper  [cf. 

Azmui-p"]  ;  (as,  d  or  i,  am),  going  on  foot,  going 

with  feet.  —  Pddukd-kdra,  as,  or  pddukd-krit,  t, 
m.  a  shoemaker. 

Padu,  us,  f.  a  shoe.  —  Pddu-krit,  t,  m.  a  shoe- 
maker ;  (also  spelt  pddu-krit.) 

Pddya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  the 
foot;  (am),  n.  (with  or  without  udalca)  water  for 
washing  the  feet.  —  Pddya-pdtra,  am,  n.  a  metal 
vessel  for  washing  the  feet. 

*Tlc,  shfn  <kpudakramlka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.pada- 
krama),  one  who  reads  or  knows  the  Pada-krama, 

q.v. 

m<^M  pdda-pa.     See  p.  564,  col.  2. 

Hl^r<-<«  pddaraka,  as,  m.  the  knees  or 
ribs  of  a  boat  (supporting  the  deck  on  each  side  ?). 

l^ifco*^  pdddlinda,  as,  d  or  t,  m.  f.  a 
boat. 

TT?!  padma,  as,  t,  am  (ft.  padma),  relating 
to  the  lotus,  referring  to  or  treating  of  the  lotus ; 

(as),  m.  a  patronymic  of  BrahmS  [cf.  padma- 
garbha,  padma-yoni] ;  N.  of  a  MahS-kalpa. 
—  Pddma-purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  PurJna. 

TT«T  i.  pdna,  pdniya,  pdnta.  See  p.  560, 
cols,  i,  2. 

Tt«T  2.  pana,   as,  m.  =  apana,    breath, 
breathing  out,  expiration. 

MI1«  panasa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  panasa),  pre- 
pared from  the  fruit  of  the  Jaka  or  bread-fruit  tree ; 

(am),  n.  a  spirituous  liquor  so  prepared. 

MI'M  pdntha,  as,  m.  (fr.  pathin),  a  wan- 

derer, traveller ;  '  the  wanderer  in  the  sky,'  the  sun. 

Mlfl'l  pdnnaga,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  panna-ga), 
formed  or  consisting  of  snakes,  having  serpents,  snaky. 

M IM 1 1  pannejana,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  3.  pad+ 

nejana),  Ved.  used  for  washing  the  feet ;  (am),  n. 
a  vessel  in  which  the  feet  are  washed,  foot-bath. 

TTH  papa,  as,  d  (or  in  the  earlier  language 
i),  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  pa  ;  according  to  some  for 
apdpa  fr.  rt.  dp  with  apa),  bad,  wicked,  vicious,  sinful, 
evil,  mischievous,  destructive  ;  vile,  low,  abandoned  ; 

(in  astrology)  boding  evil,  malignant,  inauspicious ; 
(as),  m.  a  wicked  man,  wretch,  profligate ;  N.  of 
a  hell ;  (am),  n.  bad  fortune,  bad  state,  unhappiness ; 
evil,  sin,  vice,  crime,  wickedness,  transgression,  guilt 
(e.  g.  pdpam  avdpsyasi,  thou  wilt  incur  guilt) ;  (am), 
ind.  badly,  miserably,  wrongly;  (aya),  ind.,  Ved. 

badly,  wrongly,  wickedly;  [cf.  Gr.  /ccf/co-s :  Lat. 

peccare:  Lith.  pykiu,  'I  am  angry;'  paika-s, 
pikta-s,  '  angry.']  —  Pdpa-kara,  as,  a  or  t,  am, 
or  pdjja-kartri,  td,  tri,  tri,  or  pdpa-karman,  d, 
d,  a,  or  pdpa-karmin,  I,  inl,  i,  or  pdpa-kdrin, 

i, inl,  i,  or  pdpa-krit,  t,  t,  t, '  wrong-doing,'  wicked, 
sinful,  criminal,  an  evil-doer,  malefactor,  villain. 

—  Pdpa-krita,  am,  n.  or  pdpa-krityd,  f.  an  evil 
deed,  bad  action,  sin,  crime.  —  Papa -kshaya,  as, 
m.  the  destruction  of  sm.  —  Pdpakshaya-tlrtlta, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Pdpakshaya-mdtra, 
am,  n.  entire    destruction   (or   expiation)   of  sins. 

—  Papa-gum/pa,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Bala-krishna ; 
(perhaps  incorrectly  for  pdya-yunda.)  —  Pdpa-go- 
(fara,  as,  d,  am,  evidently  involved  in  (the  con- 

sequences of)  sin.  —  Pdpa-graha,  as,  m.  a  planet  of 
evil  or  malignant  aspect  (as  Mars,  Saturn,  R5hu, 
Ketu) ;  any  ill-omened  or  inauspicious  aspect  of  the 
stars  as  the  conjunction  of  the  sun  or  Budha  with 
the  moon  in  its  last  quarter ;    calamitous  or  fatal 
destiny.  —  Pdpa-glma,   as,  I,  am,  destroying  or 
removing  sin  or  evil  deeds,  expiating  guilt ;  (as),  m. 

the  sesamum  plant ;  (1),  I.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Papa- 

dara,  as,  m. '  walking  in  sin,'  N.  of  a  king.  —  Papa- 
darya,  as,  m.  a  sinner ;  a  fiend,  Rakshasa.  —  Pdpa- 
(drin,  i,  ini,  i,  doing  evil,  sinful,  wicked,  criminal. 
—  Pdpa-detas,  as,  as,  as,  evil-minded,  being  of  an 
evil  disposition,  wicked,  vile.  —  Papa-dell  or  papa,' 
delikd,  f.  the  plant  Clypea  Hernandifolia,  a  species 

of  creeper  (commonly  called  dkanddi).  —  Pdpa-ja, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  springing  from  evil.  —  Pdpa-jlva, 
as,  d,  am,  leading  an  evil  life,  wicked,  criminal. 
—  Pdpa-tara,  as,  d,  am,  worse,  more  wicked,  very 

evil.  —  Pdpa-timira,  as,  a,  am,  '  sin-bedarkened,' 
blinded  by  sin.  —  Pdpa-tra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  evil  con- 

dition, misery,  poverty.  —  Pdpa-da,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

bringing  misfortune,   inauspicious.  —  Piipa-dariin, 
i,  ini,  i,   looking  at  faults,  malevolent.  —  Piipa- 
drisvan,  d,   art,    a,    seeing   guilt,    knowing   an 
act  to  be  wicked.  —  Pdpa-drishti,  is,  is,  i,  evil- 

eyed.  —  Pdpa-dhi,  is,  is,  i,  evil-minded.  —  Pdpa- 
nakshatra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  an  inauspicious  constella- 

tion.— Pdpa-ndpita,  as,  m.  a  vile  or  bad  barber. 
—  Pdpa-ndman,  d,  mnt,  a, Ved.  having  a  bad  name. 

—  Pdpa-nds"ana,  as,  I,  am,  destroying  the  wicked ; 
(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva;   N.  of  a  temple  of 

Vishnu  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  BrahmSnda- 
PurSna.  —  Papa-waswi,   i,   inl,   i,    sin-destroying, 

purifying.  -•  Papa-nirati,  is,   is,  i,  wicked,  vil- 
lainous ;  a  wretch ;  (is),  f.  attachment  to  evil,  wicked- 

less.  —  Pdpa-niMaya,  as,  d,  am,  having  evil  designs, 
malevolent.  —  Pdpa-nishkriti,  is,  f.  atonement  for 

sin.  —  Pdpa-pati,  is,  m.  '  sinful  master,'  a  para- 
mour. —  Pdpa-pardjita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  ignomi- 

niously  defeated.  —  Pdpa-punya,  dni,  n.  pi.  vicious 
or  virtuous  (deeds).  —  Pdpa-purusha,  as,  m.  a  vil- 

lainous man  (a  personification  of  all  sin  or  archetype 
of  a  sinner,  whose  head  is  Brahmanicide,  whose  arms 

are  theft,  and  whose  heart  is  wine-drinking,  &c. ;  also 
spelt  pdpa-purusha).  —  Pdpa-pJiala,  as,  d,  am, 

having  evil  consequences,  inauspicious.  —  Pdpa-bud- 
dhi,  is,  is,  i,  evil-minded,  wicked ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of 
a  man.  —  Pdpa-bhaksJiana,  as,  d,  am,  devouring 

the  wicked ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  KSla-bhairava,  a 
son  of  Siva.  —  Pdpa-lihanjana,  as,  d,  am,  breaking 

or  destroying  the  wicked  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  BrShman. 

—  Pdpa-Jihdva,  as,  d,  am,  being  of  an  evil  dispo- 
sition,  evil-minded.  —  Pdpa-mati,  is,  is,  i,  evil- 

minded,  of  a  corrupt  mind,  sinful,  graceless,  ungodly, 

depraved.  —  Pdpa-mitr a,  am,  n.  friend  or  com- 
panion of  sin,  bad  counsellor,  seducer.  —  Pdpamitra- 

tva,  am,  n.  friendship  with  the  wicked.  —  Pdpa- 
mukta,  as,  d,  am,  freed  from  sin,  liberated  from  all 
crime.  —  Pdpa-mofana,  am,  n.  liberating  from  sin, 
remission  of  guilt.  —  Pdpa-yakshma,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
'  the  evil  disease,"  consumption.  —  Pdpa-yoni,  is,  f.  a 
bad  or  low  birthplace,  birth  in  an  inferior  condition  (as 
in  that  of  an  animal ;  considered  as  the  punishment 

of  sin).— Pdpa-vahita,  as,  d,  am,  freed  from  sin, 

sinless.  —  Pdpa-roga,  as,  m.  any  bad  disease  con- 
sidered as  the  penalty  of  sin  in  a  former  life  (as 

leprosy,  elephantiasis) ;  small  pox.  —  Pdparogin,  i, 
ini,  i,  suffering  from  a  bad  disease  as  a  penalty  for 
sin  (committed    in  a  former   life).  —  Pdparddhi 

(^pa-rid"),  is,  f. '  sin-prosperity,'  getting  a  living  by 
hunting,  the  chase.  —  Pdpa-loka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the 
evil  world,  the  place  of  suffering,  place  of  the  wicked. 

—  Pdpalokya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  hell  or  the 
world  of  the  wicked,  fiendish,  infernal ;  belonging  to 

the  wicked.  —  Pdpa-vasiy as,  an,  asi,  as,  inverted; 

confused;  (as),  n.  inversion,  confusion.  —  Pdpa-va- 
aiyausa  or  pdpa-vasyasa,  am,  n.,Ved.  inversion,  in- 

verted order,  confusion.  —  Pdpa-vdda,  as,  m.,Ved.  an 

inauspicious  cry.  —  Pdpa-mndiana,  as,  I,  am,  sin- 
destroying,    destroying  transgressions.  —  Pdpavind- 
fana-tirtha,   am,  n.,  N.   of  a   Tlrtha.  —  Pdpa- 

vinigraha,  as,  m.  restraining  or  punishing  wicked- 
ness. —  Pdpa-viniMaya,  as,  d,  am,  intending  evil, 

resolved  on  wickedness  or  crime.  —  Papa-damana, 
as,  d,  am,  palliating  or  removing  crime ;  (am),  n. 
a  sin  offering ;  (i),  f.  a  species  of  tree ;  [cf.  sotmi.] 

—  P«pa-s7Za,   as,  d,  am,   ill-disposed,    prone   to 
evil,  of  bad  character,  wicked.  —  Pdpa-3odhana, 
as,  a,  am,  cleansing  or  washing  away  sins ;  (am), 

n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Pdpa-sams'amana,  as,  d,  am, 
removing  s\n.  —  Pdpa-sankalpa,  as,  d,  am,  evil- 
minded,  ill-intentioned.  —  Pdpa-sama,  am,  n.,Ved. 
a  bad  year.  —  Pdpa-sammita,  as,  d,  am,  equal  in 

sin,  of  like  guilt.  —  Pdpa-siidana,  as,  d,  am,  sin- 
desttoymg.  —  Pdpasudana-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
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papa-han. 

pdrya. TIrtha.  —  Pdpa-Jian,  a,  ghm.  a,  sin-destroying, 
destroying  the  wicked.  —  Pdpa-hara,  at,  a,  am, 
removing  evil,  destroying  sin  ;  (am),  n.  a  means  of 
removing  evil;  (<z),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Pap  dkkyd 
(°pa-dkh°),  (.,  soil,  gati,  epithet  of  one  of  the  seven 
divisions  of  the  planetary  courses  (according  to  the 
ParaSara-tantra  extending  over  the  constellations 

Hasta,  Maitra,  and  Vi-s5kha).—  Pdpdnkutd  (°pa- 
att°),  {.,  N.  of  the  eleventh  day  in  the  light  half 
of  the  month  AsVina.  —  PdpSfdra  (°pa-d<!°),  as,  a, 
am,  ill-conducted,  following  evil  courses,  practising 

evil,  living  an  evil  life,  vicious.  —  Papatman  (°pa- 
af),  a,  a,  a,  evil-minded,  wicked  ;  (a),  rn.  a  sinner, 
reprobate,  wretch  ;  (opposed  to  dharmdtman.) 

—  Pdpddhama  (°pa-adh°),  as,  a,  am,  the  lowest  of 
the  wicked,  exceedingly  low  or  wicked.  —  Papanuva- 
sita  (°pa-a»°),  as,  a,  am,  addicted  to  sin,  sinful. 
—  Pdpdnta  (°pa-an°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  TTrtha 
('where  sins  come  to  an   ead').  —  Papapanutti 
(°pa-ap°),  is,  f.  '  removal  of  sins,'  expiation.  —  Pd- 
pdvahiyam  (°pa-av°),  ind.,  Ved.  wrongfully  staying 
away  or  remaining  behind.  —  Pdpdiaya  (°pa-ds"*), 
ae,  d,  am,  evil-intentioned,  wicked,  sinful.  —  Pdpdha 

(°pa-aha),  am,  n.,  Ved.  an  unlucky  day.  —  Pdpdhi 
(°pa-ahf),  is,  m.  a  snake,  serpent.  —  Papokta  (°pa- 
«&"),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  addressed  in  ill-omened  words. 
Pdpaka,  as,  ikd  or  aki,  am,  bad,  evil,  wicked  ; 

(am),  n.  evil,  wrong,  wickedness,  sin;  (as),  m.  a 
wicked  person,  rascal  ;  an  evil  or  malignant  planet. 
Pdpala,  as,  d,  am,  imparting  or  incurring  guilt  ; 

(am),  n.  a  particular  measure. 
Pdpin,  t,  inl,  i,  wicked,  sinful,  bad  ;  a  sinner, 

criminal. 

Pdpishtha,  as,  d,  am,  worst,  lowest,  most  wicked  ; 
exceedingly  bad,  very  wicked.  —  Pdpishtha-tama, 
as,  d,  am,  worst,  most  wicked  ;  worse,  more  wicked. 
—  Papishtha-tara,  as,  a,  am,  worse,  more  wicked  ; 
the  very  worst  ;  exceedingly  wicked. 
Pdpiya,  as,  d,  am,  worse,  &c.  ;  (a  contracted 

form  of  papiyas  below.) 
Pdptyas,  an,  atl,  as,  worse,  worse  off,  more 

wretched  or  miserable  ;  lower,  poorer  ;  more  wicked  ; 
very  bad  or  wicked,  very  criminal  ;  mdrah  pdpiydn, 
(with  Buddhists)  the  evil  spirit,  the  devil  ;  (as),  m. 
a  wicked  man,  wretch,  villain.  —  Pdptyas-tara,  as, 
a,  am,  =  papiyas.  —  Pdpiyas-tva,  am,  n.  the  state 
of  being  very  wicked,  great  wickedness. 
Pdpman,  a,  m.  evil,  nnhappiness,  evil  plight, 

suffering;  crime,  evil,  sin,  wickedness;  (a,  a,  a), 
injurious,  hurtful,  evil. 

pdpdpurl,  f.=pdvdpuri,  f.,  N. 
of  2  town  near  Raja-griha. 

Hin*^  pdman,  d,  m.  (fir.  rt.  pai),  a  kind 
of  skin  disease,  cutaneous  eruption,  herpes,  scab. 

—  Pama-ghna,  as,  i,  am,  '  destroying  the  scab; 
(as),  m.  sulphur;  (i),  f.  a  species  of  plant  (=fca- 
tukd).  —  Pdma-vat,   an,   all,   at,   diseased   with 
herpes. 

Pamana,  as,  d,  am,  diseased  with  herpes.  —  Pd- 
manam-bhdvuka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  becoming  dis- 

eased with  herpes. 
Pdmara,  as,  a,  am,  diseased  with  herpes,  scabby  ; 

wicked,  vile  ;  low,  vulgar,  base  ;  stupid  ;  {as),  m.  a 
man  of  the  lowest  extraction,  a  man  engaged  in 
any  degrading  occupation  ;  an  idiot,  fool  ;  a  wicked 
man;  (am),  n.  evil,  bad  character,  wickedness. 

—  Pdmaroddhdrd  ('ra-wP),  f.  '  removing  herpes,' 
a  species  of  plant  (  =gudu£i). 
Pdmd,  (.  herpes,  scab  (enumerated  among  the 

forms  of  so-called  mild  leprosy).  —  Pdmdri  ("mo- 
an), is,  m.  '  enemy  of  the  scab,'  sulphur. 

piimpa,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  or 
situated  on  the  river  Pamps. 

Pdmpana,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  the 
river  Paropa. 

pay  a,  am,  n.  (fir.  rt.  I.  pa),  water. 
—  Pdya-gunda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  com- 

mentary on  the  Laghu-sabdendu-sekhara. 

Payaka,  as,  tied,  am,  drinking;  [cf.  taila- 

payikd.] Pdi/ana,  am,  n.  the  causing  or  giving  to  drink ; 
(Say.)  =  i.  pana,  a  beverage;  (<5),f.  causing  to  drink; 
watering,  moistening. 
Pay  in,  i,  irii,  i,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  drinking ; 

[cf.  kuiida-p°,  kihira-p°,  <!andrikd-p°.] 
I.  pdyu,  us,  m.  the  anus.  —  Pdyu-kshdlana- 

Wiumi,  is,  f.  or  pdyu-kskalana-vedman,  a,  n.  a 
water-closet,  privy.  —  Payu-bheda,  as,  m.,Ved.  (in 
astrol.)  N.  of  two  ways  in  which  an  eclipse  terminates. 

1.  pdyya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  drunk,  to  be  caused 
to  drink;  (am),  n.  water ;  drinking. 

TnTO  pdyasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pay  as),  pre- 
pared with  or  made  of  milk  or  water;  (as,  am),  m. 

n.  food  prepared  with  milk,  rice  boiled  in  milk ;  an 
oblation  of  milk,  rice,  and  sugar ;  the  resin  of  Pinus 
Longifolia;  turpentine;  (am),  n.  milk;  a  kind  of 
divine  beverage,  nectar  (Ram.  1. 15,  8).  —  Pdyasa- 
dagdha,  as,  a,  am,  scalded  by  milk-porridge. 
Pdyasika,  as,  i,  am,  fond  of  boiled  milk,  re- 

lating to  any  mixture  of  milk,  &c. 

Ml  PMC*  pdyika,  as,  m.  a  foot-soldier,  foot- 
man ;  (probably  a  corruption  of  pdddtika.) 

TPJ  2.  pdyu,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  pa;  for  i. 
see  above),  Ved.  a  guard,  protector ;  N.  of  a  man ; 
(avas),  m.  pi.  protecting  powers  or  actions. 

2.  pdyya  (for  I.  see  above),  protection  (at  the 
end  of  a  comp. ;  cf.  nri-p°). 

Miu4  3.  pdyya,  am,  n.  measure ;  practice, 

profession. 
Hl«4  4.  pdyya,  as,  d,  am,  low,  vile,  repre- 

hensible, contemptible. 

Ttftpdra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i .  pri  or  rt.prt),cross- 

ing  [cf.  dush-p°] ;  the  further  shore  or  opposite  bank  of 
a  river ;  the  further  side,  concluding  bound ;  the  end 
or  limit  of  anything,  the  utmost  reach  or  extent ; 
quicksilver ;  N.  of  a  sage,  a  son  of  Prithu-shena  and 
father  of  Nipa ;  of  a  son  of  Samara  and  father  of 
Prithu;  of  a  son  of  An-ga  and  father  of  Divi-ratha; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  deities  under  the  ninth 
Manu ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  (said  to  flow  from  the 
PariyStra  mountains  or  the  central  and  western 
portion  of  the  Vindhya  chain) ;  (I),  f.  a  quantity  of 
water ;  a  small  water-jar,  drinking-vessel,  glass,  cup ; 

a  milk-pail ;  a  rope  for  tying  an  elephant's  feet ; 
pollen ;  (am),  n.  (according  to  some  also  as,  m.), 
the  further  or  opposite  end  or  bank  of  a  river ;  the 
totality  of  an  object,  the  fullest  extent  (with  gen., 
e.  g.  lamasas,  of  darkness ;  kilrandndm,  of  tor- 

tures) ;  extremity,  end,  aim  (in  this  sense  also  m.) ; 
param  gam,  to  cross  over ;  to  fulfil  (e.  g.  pratijnd- 
ydh  param  sa  gatah,  he  fulfilled  his  promise); 
to  become  proficient  in;  param  lit,  to  bring  to 

a  close  ;  [cf.  para,  param  ;  Gr.  irdpo-s,  irepa,  ire- 
pav,  Trtpaivia,  TFfip<a,  irepa?o-s,  Trtpd-TT),  Tlftpatev-s, 
irtpas,  irf'ipap,  aimp«V-io-s ;  Lat.  per;  Lith.  per, 
'  across ;'  Slav.  polU,  '  the  opposite  bank.']  —  Pilra- 
Ivima,  as,  it,  am,  desirous  of  reaching  the  opposite 
bank.  —  Pdra-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  to  the  opposite 
shore,  crossing  over,  going  through  or  over  or  across 
or  to  the  end,  ferrying  across,  intending  to  cross ;  one 
who  has  arrived  at  the  end,  accomplishing,  one  who 
has  accomplished  or  completely  mastered,  completely 
familiar  or  conversant  with,  knowing  thoroughly, 
well  versed  in  (with  gen.  or  loc.  or  in  a  comp., 
e.  g.  Vedanam  pdragah,  well  versed  in  the  Vedas; 
pratijn/~t-p°,  fulfilling  or  keeping  a  promise) ;  pro- 

foundly learned ;  going  over  or  beyond  the  world ; 
(am),  n.  keeping,  fulfilling.  —  Pdra-gata,  as,  d, 
am,  or  para-gamin,  I,  inl,  i,  one  who  has  reached 
the  opposite  shore,  passed  over  in  safety,  crossed ; 
passed  beyond  the  world,  pure,  holy ;  (as),  m.  (with 
Jainas)  an  Arhat  or  deified  saint  and  teacher.  —  Pdra- 
gati,  if,  f.  going  through,  reading,  studying  through. 
—  Pdra-gamana,  am,  n.  reaching  the  opposite 
shore,  crossing,  going  to  the  end.  —  Para-tiara,  as, 
i,  am,  arriving  at  the  opposite  shore,  crossing  over. 

—  Fara-tas,  ind.,  Ved.  on  the  opposite  bank,  on 
the  further  Me.  —  Pdra-dandul-a,  as,  m.  (perhaps 
a  Vriddhied   form  fr.  para  +  daridaka),  N.  of  a 
country  (part  of  Orissa).  —  Para-dariaka,  at,  a, 
am,  showing  the  opposite  bank.  —  Para-darianat, 
as,  «,  am,  beholding  the  opposite  bank  or  shore, 

able  to  survey  all  things.  —  1'iira-dns'van,  d,  art, a,  one  who  has  seen  the  opposite  bank,  completely 
familiar  with,  knowing  thoroughly;    long-sighted, 
far-seeing,  wise.  —  Pdra-dhraja,  as,  m.  pi. '  banners 
of  the  further  shore,'  N.  of  certain  banners  brought 
from  beyond  the  sea  (from  Ceylon)  and  borne  in 

procession  by  the  kings  of  Kas'mrra.  —  Pdra-nctri, 
id,  trl,  tri,  bringing  to  the  further  shore. —  Param- 
ila,  as,  d,  am,  gone  to  the  opposite  bank ;  crossed, 
traversed ;    transcendant    (as   spiritual   knowledge) ; 

(d),  f.  (probably  a  contracted  form  for  pdramita- 
td),  coming  to  the  opposite  bank,  complete  attainment, 
perfection  (the  Buddhists  enumerate  six  or  sometimes 
ten  Paramitas  or  perfections  as  belonging  to  a  Bodhi- 
sattva).  —  Pdrdpdra  (°ra-ap°),  am,  n.  =pdrdvdra, 
the  nearer  and  further  bank,  both  banks,  (a  various 
reading  for  pdrdvdra,  q.  v.) ;    (as),   m.   the  sea, 
ocean.  —  Pdrayana  (°ra-ay°),  am,  n.  going  over, 
going  across ;  reading  from  one  end  to  the  other, 
reading  through,  perusing,  studying,  study ;  reading 
a  Pnrana  or  causing  it  to  be  read ;  the  whole,  totality, 

entireness,  completeness  [cf.  dhatu-p°,  ndma-p°] ; 
N.  of  a  grammatical  work;   (i),  f.  a  N.  of  the 
goddess  Sarasvat! ;  an  act,  action  ;  considering,  medi- 

tating; light.  —  Pardyana-mahdtmya,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  section  of  the  Pitala-khanda  of  the  Padma- 
Purana.  —  Pdrdyanika,  at,  i,  am,  reading  to  (any 

one),  teaching  how  to  pronounce ;  (as),  m.  a  lec- 
turer, reader  of  the  Pur5nas ;  a  pupil,  scholar ;  (as), 

m.  pi.  epithet  of  a  particular  school  of  grammarians. 

~Parayaniya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  grammar.  •  Pd- 
rdvara   (°ra-av°),   am,   n.   the   further   and   the nearer   bank  or   shore,  the   opposite   banks  (e.  g. 

pdrdrdrasya  tiauh,  a  boat  which  plies  from  one 
side  to  the  other);  (as),  m.  the  sea,  ocean;  [cf. 
pardparaJ]  ~  Pdrdvdrina,  as,  d,  am,  on  both 
sides  of  a  river,  &c.,  one  who  goes  to  both  sides. 
—  Piire-gangam,  ind.  on  the  other  side  of  the 
Gan-g5,  beyond  the  Ganges.  —  Pdre-mfolca,  N.  of  a 
place.  —  Pare-sindhu,  ind.  on  the  other  side  of  the 
Sindhu,  beyond  the  Indus. 

l.pdraica,  as,  i,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  567,  col.  i), 
carrying  over,  bearing  across,  saving,  delivering  (in 

itgra-y°,  q. v.);  enabling  to  cross  (a  river  or  the 

world). 

i.  pdratfa,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  567,  col. 

i),  bringing  over,  carrying  across,  saving,  deli- 
vering; (am),  n.  fulfilling,  accomplishing;  reading 

through,  reading,  studying ;  the  complete  text  (of  a 
book) ;  (am,  it),  n.  f.,  also  rrata-pdrana,  concluding 
a  fast,  eating  or  drinking  after  a  fast,  breakfast ;  [cf. 
s'omto-p0.]  —  Pdrana-karman,  a,  n.  exercise  in 
reading,  mode  of  reading. 

Pdraniya,  as,  d,  am,  having  an  attainable  end, 
capable  of  being  completed  or  brought  to  an  end. 

1.  pdraya,  Norn.  P.  A.  pdrayali,  -te,  &c.,  to 
bring  over,  lead  over;   to  be  able;    (this  is  also 
regarded  as  the  Caus.  of  rt.  I.  pri,  q.v.) 

2.  pdraya,  as,  d,  am,  able,  adequate,  fit  for. 
I.  pdrayat,  an,  and,  at,  being  able,  competent. 

T.  pdrayishnu,  its,  us,  u  (for  2.  see  s.v.),  Ved. 
bringing  to  a  successful  issue,  causing  to  succeed, victorious. 

Pdrina,  as,  d,  am,  being  on  the  other  or  opposite 
side ;  crossing  to  the  other  or  opposite  side ;  (at  the 
end  of  a  comp.)  completely  familiar  with,  well 

acquainted  with  [cf.  trivarya-p°] ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of a  man  (=pdrina). 

Pdriya,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  com- 
pletely familiar  with,  well  acquainted  with. 

Pdrya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  on  the  opposite 
side  or  bank ;  upper ;  last,  final ;  giving  the  last 
stroke,  decisive  (e.  g.pdrye  dhane,\ed.  in  a  decisive 
battle);  causing  to  succeed,  helping  through ;  effec- 

tual, efficient ;  (am),  n.  end ;  decision. 



pdraka. 
^pdrikdrtkshin. 2.  paraka,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  rt.  prt;  for 

i.  see  p.  566,  col.  3),  satisfying,  pleasing ;  cherishing. 
2.  pdrana,  as,  m.  (for  i.  see  p.  566,  col.  3),  satis- 

fying, satisfaction ;  a  cloud. 
3.  pdraya,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  and  2.  see  p.  566, 

col.  3),  satisfying,  filling. 
i.pdrayat,  an,  antl,  at,  satisfying,  filling. 
2.  pdrayishnu,  us,  us,  u,  gratifying,  pleasing, 

satisfying. 

MK'H  pdrakya,  as,  a,  am,  =paraklya,  be- 
longing to  another  or  a  stranger,  alien  (opposed  to 

xea) ;  intended  for  others,  serving  others  ;  belonging 
to  an  enemy,  hostile,  inimical ;  (a«),  m.  an  enemy ; 

(am),  n.  doing  anything  for  the  sake  of  future  hap- 
piness, pious  conduct 

pdragrdmika,   as,    I,    am   (fr. 

para  +  grama),  '  belonging  to  another  village,"  hos- 
tile, inimical,  (pdragrdmikam  vfdhim  ufiklrshati, 

he  is  about  to  perform  hostile  action,  i.  e.  prepares 
for  hostilities.) 

IIKH  pdraj,  k,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  para), 

gold. 
i  pdrajayika,  as,  m.  (fr.  para  + 

}dyd),  one  who  intrigues  with  another's  wife,  an adulterer. 

mtzli  pdrafita,  as,  m.  (connected  with 
para  ?),  a  stone,  rock  ;  [cf.  pdrdruJia.] 

MK<!jl^  pdraniya.     See  p.  566,  col.  3. 

IKrT  i.  pdrata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  para-tas), 
see  Varttika  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  104  ;  (Ved.)  N.  of  a 
people  or  country. 

MKrl  2.  pdrata,  as,  m.  quicksilver;  [cf. 

pdrada^] 
Pdrataka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

H\l,i(f^dkpdratantrika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  para- 
tantra),  belonging  to  or  enjoined  by  the  religious 
treatises  of  others. 

Pdratantrya,  am,  n.  the  being  subject  to  another, 
dependence,  subservience,  slavery. 

VUJVl  *  pdratrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  para-tra), 
relating  to  another  world,  belonging  to  the  next 
world,  advantageous  in  the  future  life. 
Pdratrya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  the  next  world  ; 

rewarded  in  a  future  state  (according  to  Kulluka  = 

paraloka-phaJa). 

HK<J  pdrada,  as,  m.  quicksilver;  (as),  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  a  barbarous  people  (described  in  Manu 
X.  44.  as  a  Kshatiiya  tribe  degraded  to  Sudras  by 
neglect  of  duties  ;  cf.  i.  pdrata). 

4K<;<!S<*  para-dandaka.  Seepdra,  p.  566. 

mUJlfV<+  pdraddrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  para- 

ddra),  intriguing  with  another's  wife  ;  relating  to 
another's  wife  ;  (as),  m.  an  adulterer. 

Pdraddrin,  I,  ini,  i,  intriguing  with  another's 
wife  ;  (perhaps  incorrectly  for  para-darin.) 

Paradarya,  am,  n.  intriguing  with  another's wife,  adultery. 

Pdradeiika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  para-dcta),  outlandish, 
foreign,  abroad  ;  (as),  m.  a  traveller  ;  a  foreigner. 
Pdradeiya,  as,  &,  am,  belonging  to  or  coming 

from  a  foreign  country,  foreign  ;  (as),  m.  a  traveller, 
one  who  has  gone  to  a  foreign  country  ;  a  foreigner  ; 
[cf.  Lat.  per-egrinus.] 
Pdradhenu,  us,  or  pdradhemttia,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  low  mixed  caste,  an  Ayogava  (q.  v.). 

Pdramparina,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  param-para*), passing  from  one  to  another,  handed  down  from 
father  to  ton,  hereditary. 

Pdrampariya,  as,  i,  am,  handed  down,  tra- 
ditional. 

Pdramparya,  as,  f,  am,  one  following  the  other  ; 
(ctift),  n.  uninterrupted  series,  continuous  order  or 
hereditary  succession  ;  traditional  instruction,  tradition  ; 

intercession,  intermediation ;  (cna),  ind.  successively. 

—  Pdramparya-kramdgata  (°ma-dg°),  or  pdram- 

parydgata  (°ya-dg°),  as,  d,  am,  derived  from 
tradition.  —  Pdramparyopadei'a  (°ya-up°),  as,  m. traditional  instruction. 

Fdralokya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  para-loka),  relating to  the  next  world. 

Pdralaukika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  next 
world  (e.g.  sahdyah pdralaukikah,  a  companion 
on  the  way  to  the  next  world) ;  epithet  of  a  place 
where  pearls  are  found  and  of  the  pearls  found 

there  (Ved.) ;  (am),  n.  things  or  circumstances  relat- 
ing to  the  next  world. 

Pdravargya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  para  +  varga),  be- 
longing to  another  party,  siding  with  the  enemy. 

Pdravaiya,  am,  a.  (fr.  para-oaid),  dependence, 
dependency. 

Pdrastraineya,  as,  m.  (fr.  para-stri),  a  son  by 
another's  wife,  an  adulterine. 

Pdrahansya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  para-hansa),  re- 
lating to  an  ascetic  who  has  subdued  all  his  senses ; 

[cf.  pdramaJtansya.~\ Pardvarya,  ena,  ind.  (fr.  pardvara),  on  all 
sides,  completely. 

\rita,  am,  n.  a  present,  offer- 
ing (incorrectly  for  prdbhrita). 

Pdrdbhritiya,  as,  I,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 
a  present  (incorrectly  for  prdbhritiya) ;  belonging 
to  a  cuckoo  (fr.  para-bhrita). 

pdramahansa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pa- 
rama-hansa),  relating  to  Parama-haosa  (Brahma). 
Pdramahansya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  Parama- 

hansas  or  religious  men  who  have  subdued  all  their 
senses  by  abstract  meditation ;  (am),  n.  most  sublime 
ascetism  or  meditation.  —  Pdramahfinsya-pari,  ind. 
relating  to  the  most  sublime  meditation  or  speculation. 
Pdramdrthika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  paramdrtha), 

relating  to  a  high  or  spiritual  object,  relating  to 
supreme  truth ;  real,  essential,  true ;  one  who  cares 
for  truth,  loving  right;  supremely  good,  excellent, 
superior. 
Pdramika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  parama),  supreme, 

chief,  best. 

Pdrames'vara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  paramedvara),  re- 
lating or  belonging  to  the  supreme  lord  (Siva), 

coming  from  the  supreme  lord. 

Pdrameshtha,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Para- 
mesh  thin. 

Pdrameshthya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  parameshthin), 
relating  or  belonging  to  the  highest  or  supreme  god 
(Brahman),  coming  from  the  supreme  deity ;  relating 
to  a  king;  (am),  n.  highest  position,  supremacy; 
royal  insignia. 

m«J«in pdram-ita.  See  under />ara,  p.  566. 

TTfT  i.  and  2.  pdraya,  pdrayat,  pdra- 
yishnu. See  p.  566,  col.  3,  and  col.  I.  of  this  p. 

pdravata,   as,   m.  =  pdravata,  a 

pigeon. pdravasya.     See  above. 

pdrasava,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  pa- 

ras"u),  iron  (used  for  axes),  an  iron  weapon ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  mixed  caste,  the  son  of  a  Brahman  by  a 

SDdra  woman ;  a  son  by  another's  wife,  an  adulterine, 
bastard ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  in  the  south- 

west of  Madhya-desa;  (as,  z,  am),  made  of  iron; 
made  or  derived  from  an  axe ;  (sometimes  written 

pdrasai'a.)  —  Pdratava-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of 

being  born  of  a  S'fldra  woman. 
Pdraiarya,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  patronymic  of  Tirindira. 

M  i  «.^l"l «»  parasika  =  pdraslka,  q.  v. 
s  i  *,*a  3  pdrasvadha  or  pdrasvadhika,  as,  i, 

am  (fr.  parailvadlta),  armed  with  an  axe ;  (as),  m. 
a  man  armed  with  an  axe,  halbert-man,  hatchet-man, 

pioneer,  &c. 
pdrasvaya,  as,  m.  gold  (?). 
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parasa,  as,  i,  am,  Persian  ;  (I),  f. 

(with  or  without  bhdsha)  the  Persian  language. 
Parasika,  as,  m.  pi.  the  Persians  ;  (as,  t,  am), 

Persian  ;  (as),  m.  Persia  (?). 
Pdrastka,  ds,  m.  pi.  the  Persians;  (as),  m. 

Persia  ;  a  Persian  horse. 
Pdrasikeya,  as,  I,  am,  Persian. 

pdrasava.     See  pdrasava,  col.  2. 
,  as,  m.  (fr.  pdra  +  kara, 

s  being  inserted  ;  or  fr.  paras-kara),  N.  of  the  author 
of  certain  Grihya-sutras  forming  a  supplement  to  Ka- 

tyayana's  Srauta-sOtras  and  of  a  Dharma-sastra  ;  N.  of 
a  district  ;  (as,  I,  am),  composed  by  Paraskara.  —  Pa- 
raekara-grthya-paddhati,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  on 
domestic  customs. 

pdrastrainey  a,  parahansya.  See 
col.  2. 
MKIVrl  pardpata,  as,  m.z=paravata,  a 

pigeon. 

pdrdpataka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 

pdrdyana*     See  para,  p.  566. 

pdrdruka,  as,  m.  a  rock;    [cf. 

paratita.] 
MKNH  pdravata,  as,  t,  am  (ft.  para-vat), 

remote,  coming  or  brought  from  a  distance,  of  foreign 
extraction  (Ved.)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  tribe  on  the 
Yamuna  ;  a  turtle-dove,  turtle-pigeon,  dove,  pigeon  ;  a 
kind  of  snake  ;  N.  of  a  N5ga  of  the  race  of  AirSvata  ; 
a  monkey  ;  a  species  of  tree,  Diospyros  Embryopteris  ; 
a  mountain  ;  N.  of  a  class  of  deities  under  Manu 
SvarocSisha;  (T),  f.  the  fruit  of  the  Laval!  plant 
(Annona  Reticulata  ?)  ;  a  form  of  song  peculiar  to 
cowherds  ;  N.  of  a  river  in  the  peninsula  ;  (am), 
n.  the  fruit  of  the  tree  Diospyros  Embryopteris. 
—  Pdrdvato-ghnl,  f.,Ved.  (according  to  the  Nirukta) 
destroying  both  banks  (an  epithet  of  the  SarasvatI; 
Say.  =pdrdvdra-ghdtinl  or  =  dura-dale  vidyamd- 
nasydpi  vrikshdder  hantri;  but  the  right  meaning 
probably  is),  hitting  the  remote  (demon),  slaying  from 
afar.  —  Pdrdvata-des'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  district  men- 

tioned in  the  Ratna-kosha.  —  Pdrdvata-padt,  f.  or 

pdrdvatdngliri  (°ta-an°),  '  pigeon's  foot,'  Cardios- permum  Halicacabum  (so  called  from  the  form  of  the 
\eaf).  —  Pdrdvatdnghri-pi<!<!}ta,  as,  m.  a  pigeon. 
Pdrdvati,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Vasu-rofis. 

M  Kl  l<;  M*)  pdravada-ghrii,  a  wrong  reading for  pdrdvata-ghni,  q.  v. 

pardvara.     See  p.  566,  col.  3. 

pdrdvarya.     See  col.  2. 

^oVas'ara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pardsara), 

proceeding  or  derived  from  ParSsara  or  from  Para- 
larya;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  from  ParaSara  and 
N.  of  the  poet  VySsa;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
school  ;  (t),  f.  a  daughter  of  ParSsara  ;  (am),  n.  the 
rules  of  ParSsara  for  the  conduct  of  the  mendicant 

order.  —  Pdrdfari-putra,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 

teacher.  —  Pdrdfaropapurdna  (°ra-up°),  am,  n., 
N.  of  an  Upa-PurSna. 
Pumiarakalpika,  as,  i,  am,  one  who  studies 

the  Parilsara-kalpa  ;  (as),  m.  a  follower  of  Parasara 
the  institutor  of  rules  for  the  mendicant  order. 

Pdras'ari,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  VySsa. 
Pdrdfarin,  I,  m.  a  mendicant  of  the  school  of  Para- 

Sara  or  of  PSrSsarya;  a  religious  mendicant  in  general. 
Pdrdvarya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  the  poet 

VySsa  ;  N.  of  a  teacher. 
MIK««l*|o|i  pdrikarmika,  as,  m.  (fr.  pari- 

karman),  one  who  takes  charge  of  the  lesser  vessels 
or  utensils. 

mi*,0*  {V^^parikdnkshin,  i,  m.  an  ascetic 
(who  devotes  himself  to  devout  contemplation),  a 
contemplative  saint,  a  Brahman  in  the  fourth  period 
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parikuta. parushaka. 

of  life,  a  religious  mendicant ;  (also  parikankshaka ,- 
cf.  pari-kdnkskita.) 

mk.oj4  pdriku'a,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  at- 
tendant, servant. 

MlfiTujrl  pdrikshita,  as,  i,  am,  epithet  oi 
the  verses  of  the  Atharva-veda  XX.  127,  7-10; 
(as),  m.  a  patronymic  of  Janam-ejaya. 
PariMMiya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to  the 

commentator)  the  brother  of  Pari-kshit. 

m(V«s<<  pdrikheya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pari-khd), 
surrounded  by  a  ditch  or  fosse,  belonging  to  a  ditch. 

1(llU.t|lf*i0i!  pdrigrdmika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pari- 
yramam),  situated  round  a  village. 

HlfXil I rl  parijdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  pari+jdta), 
the  coral  tree,  Erythrina  Indica  (a  splendid  tree 
losing  its  leaves  in  June  and  then  covered  with  large 
crimson  flowers,  sometimes  identified  with  the  Man- 
dara) ;  the  wood  of  this  tree ;  N.  of  one  of  the  five 
trees  of  paradise  (which  was  produced  at  the  churning 
of  the  ocean  and  came  into  the  possession  of  Indra 
from  whom  it  was  afterwards  taken  by  Krishna); 
fragrance ;  N.  of  a  Rishi ;  N.  of  a  Naga  of  the  race 
of  Airavata.  —  Pdrijdta-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  of 
flowers  of  the  celestial  Parijata.  —  Pdrijata-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  possessing  the  celestial  Parijata.  —  Pdrijdta- 
sarasvati-mantra,  df,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  certain  magical 
formulas.  —  Pdrijdta-harana,  am,  n.  'carrying  off 
of  the  Parijata  tree,'  N.  of  sections  of  the  Hari-vansa 
and  Vishnu-Purana  (describing  the  taking  of  the 
Parijata  tree  by  Krishna  from  Indra);  N.  of  a 
comedy  by  Gopila-dasa. 
Pdrijdtaka,as,  in.  the  coral  tree,  Erythrina  Indica ; 

one  of  the  five  trees  of  paradise ;  N.  of  a  sage. 

M I  (V.*i(  farina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

m (*,«!) I*M  pdrinayya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  pari- 
naya=pari-naya),  relating  to  marriage,  obtained 
on  the  occasion  of  marriage ;  (am),  n.  property  or 
paraphernalia  received  by  a  woman  at  the  time  of 
marriage ;  marriage  settlement. 

l|  I  flAU  I  <!l pdrinahya,  am,  n.  (fr.pari-ndha), 
household  furniture  and  utensils. 

M  (fl.rl  W I  pdritathyd,  f .  (fr.  pari -f- tathya  ?), 
a  string  of  pearls  for  binding  the  hair,  a  trinket  worn 
on  the  forehead  where  the  hair  is  parted. 

4 1 U.n «( rt  pdrita-vat,  an,  ati,at,  containing 
the  word  pdrita  or  other  forms  of  the  Caus.  of 
rt.  i .  pri. 

mtVniCMcii  pdritosJiika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. pari- 
tosJia),  gratifying,  delighting,  pleasing,  making  happy, 
satisfactory,  consolatory ;  (am),  n.  a  reward,  gratuity 
(given  as  a  token  of  satisfaction). 

paridhvajika,  as,  m.  (fr.  part 
-t-dli  i-aja),  a  standard-bearer. 

Mlfc^;  pdrindra,  as,  m.  a  lion  (=pd- 
rtndra). 

Ml  r<HfV«(«li  pdripanthika,  as,  m.  (fr.  pari- 
pantham),  a  highwayman,  robber,  thief. 

MIKMIdaJ  pdripdtya,  am, n.  (fr. pari-pdtt), 
regularity,  methodicalness,  successiveness. 

liTvma  paripdtra,  as,  m.  (fr.  pari  + 
pdtra  ?),  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  principal  mountain 
ranges  of  India  (the  central  or  western  portion  of 
the  Vindhya  chain  which  skirts  the  province  of 
Malwa)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Ahlna-gu ;  (also  read  pa- 
riydtra.) 

I'Hripdtraka  or  pariyatraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mountain  range,  the  central  or  western  portion  of 
the  Vindhya  chain. 
Pdripdtrika  or  pariyiitrika,  as,  m.  an  inhabitant 

of  the  ParipStra  or  PSriyStra  mountain  range. 

:,  os,  m.  probably 

only  a  wrong  reading  for  pilripanthika,  q.  v. 

mlXm^U  paripdrsca,  am,  n.  (fr.  pari- 
pdrtea),  retinue,  attendants,  followers. 
Parlpartvaka,  as,  iJcii,  am,  standing  at  the  side, 

attending  on ;  (as),  m.  an  attendant ;  an  assistant  of 
the  manager  of  a  play ;  an  actor  who  serves  in  place 
of  a  chorus  in  the  drama  and  is  one  of  the  inter- 

locutors in  the  prologue ;  (ilia),  f.  a  female  attendant, 
a  chamber-maid. 
Pdripdrfrika,  as,  f,  am,  standing  at  the  side, 

belonging  to  a  retinue ;  attending  on ;  (as),  m.  an 
attendant ;  an  assistant  of  the  manager  of  a  play. 

pdripela,  am,  n.=paripelava,  q.v. 

pariplava,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  pari- 
plava), swimming;  moving  to  and  fro,  shaking, 

unsteady,  tremulous,  trembling ;  perturbed,  ,troubled 

in  mind  ;  '  moving  in  a  circle,'  epithet  of  a  particular 
legend  recited  at  the  AsVa-medha  and  repeated  at 
certain  intervals  throughout  the  year  (Ved.) ;  (as), 

m.  a  boat ;  N.  of  a  sage  (?)  in  the  fifth  Manv-antara ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Pariplava-gata,  at,  d, 
am,  being  in  a  boat.  —  Pariplava-netra,  as,  d,  am, 
having  tremulous  or  swimming  eyes. 

Pdriplaviya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  an  oblation  accom- 
panying the  recitation  of  the  Pariplava  legend. 

Pdripldvya,  as,  m.  a  goose ;  (am),  n.  perplexity, 
agitation;  tremulousness. 

HrfVq^  pdribarha  and  pdrivarha,  as,  m. 
=pari-barlui  or  pari-varha,  q.v.;  a  wedding 
present ;  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Garuda. 

4 1  Pw  £  pdribhadra,  as,  m.  (fr.  pari  -f- 
bhadra),  the  coral  tree,  Erythrina  Indica ;  the  Nimb 
tree,  Azadirachta  Indica :  a  species  of  pine,  Pinus 
Devadaru ;  the  Saral,  Pinus  Longifolia ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  Yajna-bahu ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Varsha  in  Salmala- 
dvlpa  named  after  Paribhadra. 
Paribhadraka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Erythrina  Fulgens ; 

the  Nimb  tree,  Azadirachta  Indica ;  (am),  n.  Costus 

Speciosus  or  Arabicus. 

pdribhdvya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pari-bhu), 
surety,  security,  bail  (=pratibhdvya);  a  drug,  a 
species  of  Costus,  Costus  Speciosus  or  Arabicus. 

pdribhdshika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

pari-bJtdshd),  universally  received,  generally  current, 
usual,  common ;  technical  (as  a  term). 

pdrimdndalya,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

pari-mandala),  having  the  measure  or  being  of  the 
size  of  an  atom ;  (am),  n.  an  atom  (as  a  measure  of 

space),  a  mote  in  a  sun-beam. 
m(V*ii<iM  pdrimdnya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pari- 

miinu),  circumference,  compass. 

HlU,(*i(M  pdrimitya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pari-mita), 
the  being  confined  or  limited,  limitation. 

ika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  parj- 
mukham),  being  before  or  round  the  face,  being 
near  or  present. 
Parimukliya,  as,  a,  am,  being  before  or  round 

the  face,  being  near  or  present ;  (am),  n.  the  being 
before  the  face,  presence. 

pdriydtra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain ;  of  a  country ;  [cf.  pitripatra.'] Pariyatraka,  N.  of  a  place  mentioned  in  the 
Romaka-Siddhanta. 

T  pdriydnika,  as,  m.  (fr.  pari+ 

yana),  a  travelling  carriage. 

pdrirakshika,  as,  m.  (fr.  pari- 
rakshd),  a  Brahman  in  the  fourth  period  of  life,  an 
ascetic  or  religious  mendicant. 

pdrivatsa,  as,  m.   (fr.  pari  + 
«),  a  calf  belonging  (to  the  cows  mentioned  ia 

'    11877). 

purwittya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pari- 
riltn),  the  being  unmarried  while  a  younger  brother 
is  married,  the  condition  of  an  elder  brother  who  is 
unmarried  while  the  younger  is  married. 

I'llrivettrya,  am,  n.  (fr.pari-rettri),  the  marry- 
ing of  a  younger  brother  before  the  elder  ;  the  being 

unmarried  while  a  younger  brother  is  married. 

M  I  fVn  i  n  o»  jiiirivriijaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pari- 
rrdjaka),  intended  for  a  religious  mendicant  ;  (am), 
n.  the  wandering  life  of  a  religious  mendicant. 

Pdrivrdjya,  am,  n.  (ft.pari-vraj),  the  wandering 
life  of  a  religious  mendicant  ;  (also  incorrectly  written 
pdriurajya.) 

pdrisa,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree 
,  commonly  called  palafa-pipula  and 

gaja-handa). pdrisila,  as,  m.  a  cake  (=apiipa). 

pdriseshya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pari- 
tiesha)  ,  that  which  is  left  over,  a  remainder  ;  (ut),  ind. 
this  alone  remaining,  there  being  no  alternative. 

Hi  (Vfl^  purishad,  t,  t,  t  (fr.  pari-shad), 
one  who  is  present  at  an  assembly  (?). 

Parishatka,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  studies  or  knows 
what  has  been  settled  in  an  assembly  (?). 

Parishada,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  an  assembly 
or  council,  one  who  belongs  to  an  assembly  or  council  ; 

(as),  m.  a  person  present  at  an  assembly  or  congre- 

gation, a  spectator  ;  an  assessor  at  a  council  ;  a  king's 
companion  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  retinue  or  attendants  of 
a  god  ;  (am),  n.  taking  part  in  an  assembly  ;  (as, 

am),  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  village  in  the  North. 
Parishadaka,  as,  i,  am,  done  by  an  assembly. 

Pnrishadya,  as,  a,  am,  =  parisluulam  sarna- 
vaiti,=parishadi  sadhuh,  one  who  is  present  at 
an  assembly,  a  spectator. 

M  I  (Xn  \{dkpdrisdraka,  as,  i,  am,  containing 

the  word  pari-siiraka. 

VlfX^llX<+  parihdrika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pari- 
hara),  taking  away,  seizing  ;  surrounding  ;  (as),  m. 
a  maker  of  garlands;  (i),  I.  a  kind  of  riddle. 
Parihdrya,  as,  m.  a  bracelet  ;  (am),  n.  taking, 

seizure. 

'.,  am,  n.  (fr.  pari-hasa), 

jest,  joke,  fun ;  (ena),  ind.  in  fun. 

TJTTt  pdri,  f.  (fr.  rt.  pri),  a,  cup,  drinking- 
vessel,  &c.  See  para,  p.  566,  col.  2. 

f  pdrikshit,  t,  m.  =  pdrikshita,  a 

patronymic  of  Janam-ejaya. 
Parikshita,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  or  treating  of 

ParT-kshit,  derived  from  Pari-kshit;  (as),  m.  a 

patronymic  of  Janam-ejaya ;  N.  of  a  sovereign  to 
whom  the  Bhagavata-Purana  or  life  of  Krishna  is 
supposed  to  have  been  addressed ;  N.  of  the  successor of  the  preceding. 

parina.     See  p.  566,  col.  3. 

   pdrinahya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pari-nah), 

household  furniture  or  utensils ;  [cf.  parinahya.~\ 

pdrindra,  as,  m.   a   lion  (=pd- 
rindra) ;  a  large  snake,  boa. 
TTTtfa  pdriya.     See  p.  566,  col.  3. 

,  as,  m.  =  parirana,  q.  v. 

TTT^  pdru,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  pa), 
the  sun;  fire  (=peru). 

paruMhepa,  as,  i,  am,  derived 

ftom  Paruc'dhepa  ;   Jilulradi>tijam  Parutthepam, 
N.  of  a  Saman. 
ParutChepi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Parucihepa. 
l(HjM*  pdrushaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?), 

a  species  of  flower  ;  [cf.  parushaka.] 



TT^T  parusheya. 

parusheya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  parusha), 
Ved.  spotted,  freckled. 

Pdrushya,  am,  n.  roughness  [cf.  tvaJ:-p°],  harsh- 
ness ;  harshness  of  language,  abuse,  reproach,  con- 

tumelious or  scurrilous  language,  opprobrious  or 
unfriendly  speech,  insult;  violence  (in  word  or  deed, 
cf.  danda-p°,  vak-p°)  ;  squalor ;  the  forest  or  grove of  Indra ;  aloe  wood  or  Agallochum  ;  (at),  m.  a  N. 
of  Brihas-pati,  the  planet  Jupiter. 

ll^WH  parushna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of bird. 

^  rt'l  JJ-  \pare-ganaam,  pare-visoka,  pare- ninlhii.     See  under  para. 

TR^^T  pareraka,  as,  m..  a  sword,  sci- mitar (?). 

TTTOW  paroksha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  paroksha), 
undiscernible,  unintelligible,  obscure,  mysterious. 
iTirokshya,  as,  a,  am,  undiscernible,  invisible, 

hidden ;  (am),  n.  mysteriousness,  mystery. 

Ml  CM?  pdrovarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  paro-'va- 
ram),  tradition. 

HTM?  paryJiata,  am,  n.  ashes,  =  argliata; 
[cf.  pdrjxjra.] 

mW"?  parjanya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  parjanya), belonging  to  Parjanya. 

TTrig  parna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  parna),  made 
or  consisting  of  leaves,  leafy ;  raised  from  leaves  (as 
a  tax) ;  made  of  the  wood  of  the  Butea  Frondosa ; 
(as),  m.  a  patronymic. 
Pdrnavalki,  is,  m.  (fr.  parna-valka),  a  patro- 

nymic of  Ni-gaA. 

TTO  i.  partha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  prithi),Ved. 
an  epithet  of  twelve  sacred  texts,  ascribed  to  Prithi 
Vainya,  repeated  during  the  ceremony  of  unction  in 
the  Raja-sOya  sacrifice;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  of Tanva;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  several  Samans. 
Pdrthya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic  from  Prithi. 

*TTO  2.  partha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  prith  for 
pralli  and  connected  with  prithu,  wide), 'a  prince, king  (=pdrthiva);  (fr.  prithd),  a  metronymic 
of  Yudhi-shthira,  Bhtma-sena,  and  Arjuna,  especially 
of  the  last;  N.  of  a  son  of  Pan-gu  and  king  of KaSmira ;  N.  of  a  man ;  the  plant  Terminalia 
Arjuna;  (at),  m.  pi.  an  epithet  of  the  five  sons 
of  Pandu.  —  I'drtha-ja,  as,  m.  the  son  of  Pjrtha. 
—  Pdrtha-piira,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city  near  the  con- 

fluence of  the  Go-davari  and  Vi-darbha.-PartAa- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  sons  of  Pritha. 
-  Pdrtha-sdrathi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
Tantra-ratna.-Parrt«8ara?Ai-nMYra,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  commentator  on  Jaimini's  Nyaya-sQtras.  —  Par- 
Otanaga  (rjtha-an°),  as,  a,  am,  followed  by (PSrtha,  i.  e.)  Arjuna. 
Parthava,  as,  j,  am,  belonging  or  peculiar  to 

Prithu ;  (am),  n.  width,  greatness,  immensity. 
Pdrthavi,  an  earthy  substance,  rotten  wood  ;  (pro- 

bably a  wrong  reading  for  pdrthiva.) 
Parthiva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  prithim  for  prithvi,  {. 

of  prithu),  earthen,  earthly,  terrestrial,  relating'to the  earth,  springing  or  derived  from  the  earth,  made 
of  earth,  earthy ;  ruling  or  possessing  the  earth ;  tit 
for  kings  or  princes,  royal,  princely;  a-pdrthiva 
unearthly,  i.e.  heavenly,  celestial;  (as),  m.  a  dweller i  the  earth,  inhabitant  of  the  earth ;  a  lord  of  the 
earth,  king,  prince,  sovereign,  warrior ;  an  earthen 

1 1  the  loth  (or  53rd)  year  in  Jupiter's  cycle  of 
3  years;  (as),  m.  pi.  a  patronymic;  (I),  f.  >  earth- 

born,  an  epithet  of  Slta ;  ofLakshmi;  (am)   n   an 
earthy  substance ;  (ani),  n.  pi,  Ved.  the  regions  of 
trie  earth  (Say.  =pritlavyam  lhavani  stfianani) I  art/nea-ta,   (.  or  parthwa-tva,   am,  n.  the 
dignity  or  rank  of  king,  royalty.  -Pdrthha-nan- 
dtni,  [.tiie  daughter  of  a  Vmg.-Pdrthivarshalha 
(  ra-p  ),  as,  m.   '  king-bull,'  an  excellent  king. 
-  /  art/uva-sreshtha,   as,   m.   best   of  kings    an 

vjcfj  pnrsvika. 

excellent  sm-tmgn.-  Pdrtldm-sutd  or  parthitat- 
maja  (  va-df),  f.  the  daughter  of  a  king.  _  Pdr- 
thivddhama  (°va-adfi°),  as,  m.  the  lowest  or 
meanest  of  kings.  —  Pdrtkimidra  (°va-iii),  as m.  the  chief  or  greatest  of  princes. 

*"*W  parthakya,  am,  n.  (fr.  prithak), 
severally,  individuality,  separation,  separateness,  sin- 

gleness, difference,  variety. 

^  I  ^*-?*<  parthurasma,  am,  n.  (fr.  prithu- 
ras'tni),  Ved.  epithet  of  various  Samans. 
^It  parpara,  as,  m.  a  handful  of  rice  ; 

consumption  (  =  kshaija-roga);  a  filament  of  the 
Nauclea  Cadamba  ;  V8ua;**ltm&fa,;=*gadantara 
(a  kind  of  disease  ?)  ;  a  N.  of  Yama. 

See  p.  566,  col.  3. 

paryantika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pary- 
anta),  final,  concluding,  last. 

tTR  puna,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  parvan),  =par- 
vana;  (probably  an  incorrect  form.) 
Pdrcaiia,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  a 

division  of  time  or  of  the  month  ;  increasing,  waxing 
full  (as  the  moon);  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  deer;  the 
general  funeral  ceremony  to  be  offered  to  all  the 
Manes  at  the  Parvan  (or  conjunction  of  the  sun  and 
moon,  at  which  double  oblations  are  offered,  three 

cakes  to  the  father,  paternal  grandfather  and  'great- grandfather, and  three  to  the  maternal  grandfather his  father  and  grandfather  ;  and  the  crumbs  of  each 
set  to  the  remoter  ancestors  in  each  line). 
Partdyanantiya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  panan  +  aya- 

nanta),  occurring  at  the  end  of  a  Paivan  or  solstice 
(as  a  sacrifice  &c.). 

TnfrT  parvata,  as,  i,  am   (fr.  parvatd), 
being  or  living  in  the  mountains,  growing  on  or 
coming  from  the  mountains,  consisting  of  moun- 

tains, mountainous  ;  (as),  m.  the  tree  Melia  Sem- 
pervirens   (  =  maha-mmla);    (I),    f.   a   mountain 
stream  ;  a  female  cowherd  or  Gopi  ;  a  N.  of  DurgS 
(as  being  the  daughter  of  Hima-vat  the  king  of  the 
snowy  mountains)  ;  N.  of  a  cave  in  mount  Meru  • 
of  various  women  (named  after  the  goddess)  •    an epithet  of  Draupad!  (incorrectly  for  pdrshati);   a 
kind  of  fragrant  earth  ;  a  red  clay  commonly  called 
Saurashtrl  or  Surat  earth  ;  N.  of  various  plants  •  the ohbanum    tree,  Boswellia   Thurifera;    Grislea   To- 
mentosa  ;  =  Celtis    Orientalis  ;  =  Mmdra-pdskana- 
Medaj^n-am.-Pan-atl-lcshetra,  am,  n.  'dis- 

trict of  ParvaH  (Durga),'  N.  of  one  of  the   four especially  sacred  districts  of  O^sz.-  Panati-nan- 
dana,  as,  m.  'son  of  ParvaH,'  an  epithet  of  Kartti- teyz.-J<trrar,-pattdadpa-varnana,  am,  n    N 
of  the  smh  chapter  of  the  Glta-gan-gadhara,  a  poem 
by  Kaljrlpfc-Porwrff^oeortana,  am,  n.,  N  of the   ninth  chapter  of  the  Gita-girlsa,   a   poem   by 
raum\~  1  an'(lt'-l>rasddana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the chapter  of  the  Glta-gan-gadhara.  -  Pdnatl- 

mokskana  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Ganesa- rutmz.-PanatUvara-Unga  (°K-U°),  am,  n, 
N.  of  ̂ ^n^.~Pdnati-sampraddna,  am,  n. N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Brahma-vaivarta-Purana 
1  anatayana,  03,   m.   a  patronymic;    N.  of  a amberl 
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chamberlain. 

Pdrmti,  it,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Daksha. 
Pant 

,     .  s. 
Panatika,  am,  n.  a  multitude  of  mountains mountain-range. 

Pdnatiya,  as,  i,  am,  living  or  dwelling  in  the mountains,  mountainous;  (as),  m.  a  mountaineer; 
epithet  of  a  particular  sovereign  ruling  in  the  moun- 
tamsj  (a«),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  mountain  tribe. 

1'S.rvatKija,  at,  i,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to :  mountains,  mountain-born  ;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince  of  mountaineers  ;  a  species  of  culinary  plant 
bearing  a  pungent  fruit;  (j),  f.  the  smaller  or  upper 
mill-stone  ;  (am),  n.  antimony  (=saumrdnjana). 
Tn^T  i.  pars'ava,  as,  m.  (fr.  i.  parsu) a  prince  of  the  Parsus. 
Farful-d,  (.  =parJukt.,  a  rib. 

Parira,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  region  of  the  ribs  or 
the  part  of  the  body  below  the  armpit ;  the  side, 
flank  (either  of  animate  or  inanimate  objects) ;    a 
side  of  any  square  figure ;  a  curved  knife  (Ved.) ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  Buddhist  teacher;  (with 
Jainas)  N.  of  the  twenty-third  Arhat  of  the  present 
Ava-sarpim;  (an),  m.  du.  heaven  and  earth;  (am), 
n.  a  multitude  of  ribs,  the  thorax ;  the  extremity  of the  fore-axle  nearest  the  wheel  to  which  the  outside 
horses  of  a  four-horse  chariot  are  attached;  a  fraudu 
lent  or  crooked   expedient,  dishonourable   means- 
(ani),  n.  pi.  the  ribs  (Ved.) ;  («),  ind.  at  the  side, 
near,   on,   upon,    (opposed    to    dura-tan,   dure); 
aside ;  (ayos),  ind.  on  both  sides ;  (at),  ind.  awaj from ;  (am),  ind.  near  to,  to,  towards ;  (as,  a,  am), 
near,  proximate,  by  the  side  o(.-Pdrim-ga,  as, 
a,  am,  going  at  the  side  (of  any  one),  accompanying, being  in  close  proximity  to,  an  attendant;  (as),  m. 
pi.  attendants,  retinue.  -  Parism-gata,  as,  a,  am, 
being  at  the  side,  attending,  accompanying,  being 
close  to  or  beside;  sheltered,  screening.  —  Pdrsna- 
gamana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  by  the  side 

accompanying.  -  Partva-dara,  as,  m.  an  attendant ;' (as),  m.  p!.  attendants,  retinue. - Pdritra-tas,  ind. 
by  or  from  the  side,  at  the  side,   near,  sideways, 
aside.  —  Pdrfra-da,  as,  m. '  turning  the  side  towards 
another,'  an    attendant;     (da),   m.    pi.    attendants, retinue. -PdHi-a-ddha,  as,  m.  a  burning  pain  in 
ie  s\Ae.-Pdrsra-detla,  as,  m.  the  region  of  the 

ribs,    the   si&e.  —  Pdrs'ra-druma,    as,  m.  pi.  the trees  at  the  side,  the  trees  on  every  side.  -  Pdriva- 
ndtha,  as,  m.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  an  Arhat;  the 
Jama  pontiff  -  Parsvandtha-Mvya,,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  poem  by  Padma-sundara  celebrating  the  preceding 
Arhat.  —  Partm-parirartana,  am,  n. 'the  turning 
round  ̂   on  the  other  side  or  from  one  side  to  the other/  epithet  of  a  festival  on  the  eleventh  day  of  the 
light  half  of  the  month  Bhadra  (Vishnu  being  sup- 

posed to  turn  upon  the  other  side  in 'his  sleep  on this  day).  -  Pan'va-parivartin,  i,  ini,  i,  being  or 
going  by  the  side  (of  any  one).-Pdr^a-ptppala, 
am,  n.  a  species  of  Harltak!  (  =  Hindi  gajahad). 
-Par^a-Wwga,  as,  m. 'side-portion,' the  side 
flank  (of  an  elephant). -Parfoa-r uj,  k,  f.  pain  in 
the  Eide.-Pars'ra-ra/rfra,  as,  m.  whose  face  is  in 
his  side,'  N.  of  a  being  attendant  upon  S"iva  (Hari- vansa  l4p$\).~Par4'ca,-vartin,  i,  ini,  i,  standing the  side,  an    attendant;    situated    at  the  side 
adjacent;  (was),  m.  pi.  attendants,  retinue.  -  Pa  j- 
Sva-mvartin,  I,  ini,  i,  being  by  the  side  of,  living with.  -  Parfva-iaya,  as,  a,  am,  lying  or  sleeping 
on  the  side;  sleeping  at  the  side.-Pdrs~va-sdyin. 
i,  ml,  {,  '  lying  on  the  side/  epithet  of  a  particular position  of  the  moon.  -  Parsm-tula,  as,  m.  a 
shooting  pain  in  the  side,  spasm  of  the  chest,  stitch  ; 
pleurisy.  -Pdr.fva-satmtlia,  as,  a,  am,  lying  on 
the  ade.  —  Pdrfaa-sutraka,  as  or  am,  m.  urn. (?), 
a  kind  of  ornament.  —  Pdrsva-itha,   as,   d,  am, 
standing  at  the  side  or  next  to,  being  near  or  close 
to,  adjacent,  proximate ;  (as),  m.  an  associate,  com- 

panion ;  a  stage  manager's  assistant  (said  to  serve  as a  sort  of  chorus  to  the  Indian  drama,  being  some- 
times an  actor  in  the  prelude  and  interpreter  of  the 

plot).  — Purrfva-trfAita,  as,  d,  am,  standing  at  the 
side,  being  near  or  close  to.-P»m-«nuc'ara  fra- 
an'),  as,  m.  •  attending  at  the  side,'  an  attendant body-servant,  lackey.  -  Parivayata  ("fa-ay0),  as, 

d,  am,  one  who  has  approached' close  to.  —  j'drs'fd- sauna  (°va-ds°),  as,  d,  am,  standing  by  the  side 
standing  next,  present. -•Parteao'ina,  (W«sc),  as' d,  am,  sitting  by  the  side.  -  P«j*ras<Ai  (°va-as°) 
»,  n.  'side-bone,'  a  rib. - PCirsoaikadasi  (°ra-<*°)' t.,  N.  of  a  particular  festival  (  =  prirxva-parivar- 
tana)    -  Pdr^odara-pn'ya   (°va-ud°),    as,  m. tond  of  (moving)  sideways  on  the  belly,'  a  crab. 
Pdn-vaka,  as,  m.  a  rib;  (as,  S,  am),  one  who :eks  wealth  or  other  objects  by  dishonest  or  indirect or  side  means  ;  a  pilferer,  swindler. 

Parsvatiya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  pdriva-tas),  beinf 

°nr,°-  ̂longing  to  the  side.  situ;>!ed  at  the  side. as,  ?,  am,  lateral,  belonging  to  the 
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side  ;  («s),  m.  a  sidesman,  partisan  ;  an  associate, 
companion  ;  a  juggler  :  one  who  seeks  money  by 
ilishonest  means  ;  N.  of  an  ancient  Buddhist  teacher. 

j'drscya,  au,  m.  du.  heaven  and  earth  (a  various 
reading  for  pdrfvau). 

MI3IH  2.  pdrsava,  as,  m.  a  warrior  armed 
with  an  axe. 

pursra.     See  p.  569,  col.  3. 

HI  5  ft*  pdrshaki,  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 

'm'trT  parshata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  prishatu], 
belonging  to  the  spotted  antelope,  made  of  the  skin 
of  the  spotted  antelope  ;  (CM),  m.  a  patronymic  of 
Uru-pada  and  his  son  Dhrishta-dyumna  ;  (i),  f.  a 
l<atronyinic  of  DraupadI;  an  epithet  of  DurgS  (in 

this  sense  a  wrong  reading  for  pan-ail);  N.  of 
two  plants,  Boswellia  Thurifera  ;  =jlcani. 

parshad,  t,  f.  (for  pari-shada?),  an 
;  (das),  m.  pi.  the  attendants  or  retinue  of 

a  god. 
Pdrshada,  as,  m.  (fr.  parshad),  an  associate, 

companion,  attendant  ;  a  train,  retinue  (especially  of 
a  god)  ;  a  person  present  in  a  congregation  or 
assembly,  a  spectator;  (perhaps)  a  councillor,  dis- 

tinguished personage;  (am),  n.  a  text-book  received 
by  any  particular  grammatical  school,  a  N.  given  to 
the  PrStilakhyas  ;  N.  of  a  work  on  ceremonies. 

—  Panhada-ta,  f.  the  office  of  an  attendant  (espe- 
cially of  the  attendant  of  a  deity). 

Pdrshadiya,  as,  a,  am,  conformable  to  the 
received  text-book  of  any  particular  grammatical 
school. 

Pdrshadya,  as,  m.=pdrishadya,  a  member  of 
an  assembly  or  council,  assessor;  (as),  m.  pi.  the 
attendants  or  retinue  of  a  god  (especially  of  Siva). 

MIM£  HU  parshadvana,  as,  m.  (fr.  prishad- 
vana),  N.  of  a  man. 

Ml  05<*l  pdrshika,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

shitf),  f.  dung. 

parshteya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  prishti), 
being  within  the  ribs. 

Mlfs*  parshthika,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  being 
after  the  manner  of  the  Prishthya  (Shad-aha). 

Hlfaii^ars/fnJ,  is,  m.  f.,  rarely  parshni,  f. 
(said  to  be  fr.  rt.  prish),  the  heel  ;  the  extremity  of 
the  fore-axle  to  which  the  outside  horses  of  a  four- 
horse  chariot  are  attached  (the  two  inner  horses  being 
harnessed  to  the  dhur  or  chariot-pole)  ;  the  rear  of 
an  army  ;  the  back  ;  a  kick  ;  enquiry,  asking  (?)  ; 
(i«),  f.  a  foolish  or  licentious  woman;  a  N.  of 
Kunti  the  wife  of  PSndu.  —  Pdrahni-kshema,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  divinity.  —  Pdrshni-yraka,  as,  a, 
am,  seizing  from  behind,  threatening  from  behind  ; 

(as),  m.  a  follower.  —  Pdrshni-graltana,  am,  n. 
attacking  or  threatening  (an  enemy)  in  the  rear. 

—  Pdrshnirgrdha,  as,  a,  am,  attacking  or  menac- 
ing (an  enemy)  in  the  rear  ;  (as),  m.  an  enemy  in 

the  rear  ;    a  commander  in  the  rear  of  an  army  ; 
an  ally  who  supports  a  prince   (Manu  VII.   207). 

—  Pdrshni-tra,  am,   n.   'rear-protecting,'  a  rear- 
guard, reserve,  a  body  of  forces  in  the  rear.  —  ParsJi- 

itt-mh,  t,  M/ii,  I,  or  jtar&ni-viilui,  as,  a,  am,  draw- 
ing (i.  e.  harnessed  to)  the  extremities  of  the  axle- 

tree  ;  (a*),  m.  an  outside  horse.  •—  Pdrehni-sdratlti, 
•if,  m.  a  charioteer  who  drives  one  of  the  outside 
horses;   (?j,  m.  du.  the  two  charioteers  who  drive 
the  outer  horses  attached  to  the  extremities  of  the 
axle-tree. 

MIC*J  pal.     See  Caus.  of  rt.  3.  pa. 

l'~ila,  Of,  m.  a  guard,  guardian,  protector, nourisher,  keeper  ;  a  herdsman  ;  a  protector  of  the 
earth,  a  prince  ;  a  spitting-pot,  spittoon  ;  N.  of  a 
NSga  of  the  race  of  Vasuki  ;  of  a  prince  ;  (i),  f.  a 

herdsman's  wife ;  [cf.  pilli.]  —  PSla-kavi-ivja,  at, 
m.,  N.  of  a  poet  (also  called  Sri-pala-kavi-raja). 

—  Pala-kdr/ia,  am,  n. '  the  poem  of  Pala,'  N.  of  a 
vtoik.  —  Pala-gltna,  as,  m.  a  mushroom.  —  Pdla- 
Itantj,  k,  m.  =  kanyd-pdia  ;  (a  wrong  form  for 

j><~iMi-banij.)  —  Pdli-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  par- 
ticular religious  observance. 

Pdlaka,  as,  Hid,  am,  guarding,  protecting,  nourish- 
ing; (as),  m.  a  guardian,  protector,  cherisher, 

nourisher  ;  a  foster-father  ;  a  prince,  ruler,  sovereign ; 
a  horse-keeper,  a  groom;  one  who  maintains  or 
observes ;  N.  of  several  princes ;  a  species  of  plant 
with  a  poisonous  bulb,  Plumbago  Zeylanica;  a 
hoKt.  —  Pdluka-golra,  am,  n.  the  family  or  tribe 

of  one's  adoptive  parents.  —  Pdlakdkhyd  (cka- 
dkh°),  f.,  N.  of  the  mother  of  Dhanvantari. 
Pdlana,  as,  i,  am,  the  act  of  protecting,  guarding, 

fostering,  nourishing,  cherishing;  (am),  n.  guarding, 
providing  with  a  guardian,  protecting,  protection, 

preserving,  cherishing,  fostering,  nourishing ;  main- 
taining, keeping,  observing ;  the  milk  of  a  cow  that 

has  recently  calved. 

Pdlaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  guarded  or  protected, 
to  be  cherished  or  nourished ;  fit  to  be  preserved  or 
maintained ;  to  be  observed  or  respected. 

Pdlayat,  an,  anti,  at,  guarding,  protecting, cherishing. 

Pdlayitri,  td,  tr't,  tri,  protecting,  cherishing ;  a 
protector,  guardian. 

Pdlila,  as,  il,  am,  guarded,  protected,  cherished, 
nourished ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  tree  ( =  falchofa) ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Para-jit  (or  Para-vnt)  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda. 

Pdlin,  I,  ini,  i,  protecting,  guarding,  cherishing, 

nourishing;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Prithu. 

Pdlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  protected  or  guarded,  to 

be  cherished ;  being  under  (any  one's)  protection  or 
guardianship ;  to  be  observed  or  kept,  to  be  main- tained. 

MifO<*l>M  pdlakapya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
ancient  sage  or  Muni ;  a  form  of  the  divine  physician 
Dhanvantari. 

mrtg;  pdlakka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N. 
of  a  country. 

Mlrt«wr  palakyd,  f.  the  plant  Beta  Ben- 

galensis. 
Ml  rt  5;  pulanka,  -as,  m.  the  olibanum  tree, 

Boswellia  Thurifera;  a  species  of  beet-root,  Beta 
Bengalensis ;  a  hawk ;  (I),  f.  the  resin  of  the 
olibanum  tree,  incense. 

J'dlamkya,  as,  d,  m.  f.  gum  olibanum,  incense ; 
(am,  d),  n.  f.  the  plant  Beta  Bengalensis. 

S  i  p»  (V*^  palangin,  inas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
school  called  after  a  disciple  of  Vaisampayana. 

Mirtrt^afate,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  palala),  made 

of  powdered  sesamum  seed. 

palavl,  f.  a  kind  of  vessel. 

lahari,  is,  m.  (probably  a  patro- 
nymic fr.  palahara),  N.  of  a  man. 

*J1  <•>!'! c? pdldgala,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  runner, 
messenger;  (according  to  others)  a  bearer  of  false 
tidings;  (i),  f.  the  fourth  and  least  respected  wife 
of  a  prince. 

Mlo6lc4  palala,  as,  t,  am  (probably  incor- 
rectly for  pdlvala),  living  in  a  marsh. 

HlpM^I  palasa,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  palasa),  com- 
ing from  or  belonging  to  the  tree  Butea  Frondosa, 

made  of  the  wood  of  the  Butea  Frondosa ;  green ; 

(as),  m.  green  (the  colour).  — Pdldfa-khanda  and 
pdldta-skanda,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Magadha  (a 
country  in  India,  the  western  part  of  Behar). 

pdli,  is,  f.  (fr.  Cans,  of  rt.  3.  pal; 

said  to  be  fr.  rt.  pal),  the  tip  of  the  ear  ;  an  edge, 

margin  ;  a  boundary,  limit  ;  the  sharp  side  of  any- 
thing, the  sharp  edge  or  point  of  a  sword  or  any 

cutting  instrument  ;  a  line,  row,  range  ;  a  raised 
bank,  dike,  causeway,  bridge  ;  the  lap,  bosom  ;  the 

hip,  haunch  ;  a  mark,  spot,  stain  ;  a  particular  mea- 
sure of  capacity  (  =prastha)  ;  a  louse  ;  a  woman 

with  a  beard  ;  prescribed  food,  maintenance  of  a 
scholar  during  the  period  of  his  studies  by  his  teacher  ; 
praise,  eulogium  ;  a  circumference;  (i),  f.  an  edge, 
margin  ;  the  sharp  edge  of  a  sword  ;  a  line,  row, 
range  ;  a  woman  with  a  beard  ;  a  louse  ;  a  pot, 

boiler  ;  an  oblong  pond  ;  a  causeway,  bridge.  —  Pd- 
lim-hlra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  snake,  (perhaps  a 

wrong  reading  for  pdlim-hara,  seizing  by  the  tip of  the  ear.) 

Pdlikd,  (.  the  tip  of  the  ear  ;  the  sharp  edge  of 
a  cutting  instrument  ;  a  sort  of  ladle  or  knife  for 
skimming  milk,  curds,  &c.  ;  a  cheese  or  butter knife. 

pdlitya,  am,  n.  (fr.  palita),  grey- 
ness  (of  age),  hoariness. 

Trfe1^  pdlinda,  as,  m.  incense;  a  species 
of  jasmine,  Jasminum  Pubescens;  (i),  f.  a  species  of 
creeper,  Ichnocarpus  Frutescens  ;  =  pdlindhl. 

<JliVi*vt  palindhi,  f.  a  species  of  Ipomira 
with  dark  blossoms. 

MIrf'Hri  pdlivata,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree. 
Ml  3  =l  I  pallavd,  f.  (fr.  pallava),  scil.  krltld, 

a  game  played  with  twigs. 

mwrt  pfilvala,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  palcala), 

coming  from  a  tank  or  pool. 

HlH=t>  pdvaka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  pit), 

(Ved.)  pure,  clear,  bright,  shining  ;  (Say.)  =  iodhaka, 
cleansing,  purifying  (said  of  Agni,  Aditya,  Surya,  and 
the  Maruts  ;  of  water,  of  the  dawn,  of  day  and  night, 

&c.);  (as),  m.  epithet  of  a  particular  Agni  (in  the 
Puranas  said  to  be  a  son  of  Agni  Abhi-manin  and 
SvShfi  or  of  Antar-dhana  and  Sikhandini  ;  cf.  pava- 

mdna,  s"u,6i)  ;  fire  in  general  ;  Agni  or  the  god  of 
fire  ;  social  fire,  a  fire  lighted  in  common  ;  a  fire 
lighted  on  taking  possession  of  a  house  ;  a  species  of 
tree,  Premna  Integrifolia  or  Spinosa  (see  araai)  ;  a 

species  of  plant,  Plumbago  Zeylanica  (  =  6itral;a); 
Semecarpus  Anacardium  ;  a  plant  used  as  a  vermifuge, 

Carthamus  Tinctorius  (  =  •vidanga)  ;  a  symbolical 
expression  for  the  number  three  (like  all  other  words 

for  'fire');  epithet  of  a  kind  of  Rishi,  a  saint,  a 
person  purified  by  religious  abstraction,  one  who 

purifies  from  sin  ;  (*),  f.  the  wife  of  Agni.  —  Pdvaka- 

vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  '  having  the  name  Pavaka,' 
an  epithet  of  Agni;  containing  the  word  paml-n. 
—  Pdvaka-rardas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  brightly  resplen- 

dent (as  Agni).  —  Pdvaka-varna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
being  of  pure  or  brilliant  aspect;    (SZy.)  =  agni- 
samdna-tejaska,  resembling  the  brilliance  of  fire. 
—  rdvaka-Mis,  Is,  is,  is,  (voc.  anomalously  -<?e), 

Ved.  shining  brightly.  —  Pdvakdratfi  (°ka-ar°),  is, 
m.  the  tree  Premna  Integrifolia  or  Spinosa  (see 

arani).  -  Pdvaketvara  (%-a-irf°).  am>  "••  N-  of a  Ti'rtha. 

Pdvaki,  is,  m.  '  son  of  Fire,'  an  epithet  of  Skanda 
or  Karttikeya  ;  of  Su-darsana  ;  of  Hari  (?). 

Pdvana,  as,  i,  am,  purifying,  purificatory,  expur- 
gatory,  freeing  from  sin,  sanctifying  ;  purified,  pure, 

holy;  (as),  m.  fire  (generally  or  for  various  cere- monial purposes)  ;  incense  ;  a  species  of  Verbesina  with 
yellow  flowers  ;  a  kind  of  demigod  otherwise  called 
a  Siddha  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  VisVe  Devah  ;  an  epithet 

of  the  inspired  poet  Vyasa  ;  (i),  f.  the  plant  Termi- 
nalia  Chebula  ;  holy  basil;  a  cow;  N.  of  a  river; 

the  Ganges  or  the  goddess  Gan-ga  ;  (am),  n.  the  act 
of  cleansing,  purifying,  sanctifying,  expiation,  puri- 

fication (by  acts  of  austerity  and  devotion)  ;  a  means 

of  purification  ;  penance  ;  water  ;  cow-dung  ;  the 
seed  of  the  plant  Elseocarpus  Ganitrus  (of  which 

rosaries  are  made)  ;  a  species  of  grass,  Costus  Speci- 
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osus ;  a  sectarial  mark  ( =  ditraka).  —  Pavana-tva, 
am,  n.  the  property  of  cleansing  or  purifying.  —  Pa- 
mna-dhvani,  is,  m.  a  conch-shell. 
Pdvamdna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pavamdna),  relating 

to  Soma  juice  while  being  purified  or  while  pass- 
ing through  the  strainer  (Ved.) ;  (J),  f.,  scil.  rid,  an 

epithet  of  particular  Vedic  hymns  (especially  of  Rig- 
veda  IX,  Atharva-veda  XIX.  71,  i) ;  purilicatory 
water  (?). 
Pdvita,  as,  a,  am,  cleansed,  purified. 
Pavitra,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  ?  (fr.  pavitra),  N. 

of  a  metre,  four  times   uuuu-;  (perhaps 
incorrectly  for  pavitra.) 

Pdvin,  i,  irii,  i,  cleansing,  purifying  (Maha-bh. 
Vana-p.  10543 ;  perhaps  only  a  wrong  reading  for 
parani). 
Pdw/a,  ai,  a,  am,  to  be  cleansed  or  purified. 

im«1^  i.  pdvan,  a,  art,  a  (fr.  rt.  I.  pit), 
Ved.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  drinking ;  [cf.  asrik- 

p°,  gharma-p°,  ghr{ta-p°.'] 
MI1«^  2.  pdvan,  a,  an,  a  (fr.  rt.  3.  pa), 

Ved.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  protecting;  [cf. 

tanu-p°.] 
TR^  piivara,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  the 

die  or  side  of  a  die  which  is  marked  with  two  points 

(=dvd-para,  of  which  it  is  a  corruption). 

Miqi  pava  or  pavd-puri  (also  papa-purl}, 
{.,  N.  of  a  city  near  Raja-griha. 

Mlll*.^  pdvirava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  paviru}, 

Ved.  proceeding  from  or  belonging  to  the  thunder- 
bolt ;  (Say.)  =pavayitri,  tfodhayitri,  purifying ; 

(i),  f. '  daughter  of  lightning,'  the  noise  of  thunder. 
MI  si  pasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  pas),  a  snare, 

trap,  noose,  tie,  fastening,  cord,  chain,  fetter  (kavada- 

p",  jyd-p°) ;  a  net  or  snare  for  catching  birds  and 
beasts ;  a  string  or  cord  for  fastening  tame  animals 

[cf.  p«tf«-p°] ;  a  noose  or  lasso  employed  as  a 
weapon  [cf.  dltarma-p°] ;  a  die,  dice  (=paialta, 
Raghu-v.  VI.  1 8)  ;  selvage,  edge,  border  (of  anything 
woven) ;  (in  astrology)  epithet  of  a  particular  con- 

stellation ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  expressive  of 

contempt  or  depreciation,  (e.  g.  dkattra-pds'a,  as, 
m.  a  bad  or  shabby  umbrella ;  cf.  bhishak-p°,  rak- 
shas-p°,  raiydkarana-p°) ;  abundance,  quantity 
(after  a  word  signifying  '  hair ;'  cf.  kesa-p°) ;  expres- 

sive of  admiration  [cf.  karna-p^.  —  Pdfa-krtdd, 

{.  play  with  dice,  gambling.  —  Ptis'a-dyumna,  as, 
m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Pada-dhara,  as,  m. 

'  holding  a  noose,"  an  epithet  of  Varuna.  —  Pds'a- 
pdni,  is,  is,  i,  noose  in  hand ;  (is),  m.  an  epithet 
of  Varuna  (regent  of  the  waters  represented  as  holding 
in  one  hand  a  cord  shaped  like  a  sling  or  noose). 

—  1'dsa-baddlia,  as,  a,  am,  noosed,  snared,  en- 

trapped, caught  in  a  net,  bound.  —  Pds"a-bandha,  as, 
m.  a  noose,  snare,  halter,  net.  —  Pds"a-bandhaka, 
(i*,  m.  one  who  snares  birds,  a  bird-catcher.  —  Pdsa- 
bandhana,  am,  n.  a  snare,  fetter;   (as,  a,  am), 
hanging  in  a  snare.  —  Pato-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  noose- 
bearing,  bearing  a  noose ;  (I),  m.  any  one  armed  with 
a  noose ;  an  epithet  of  Varuna.  —  Paia-rajju,  m,  f. 
a  fetter,  rope.  —  Pdfa-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  or 
possessing   a   noose.  —  Patia-hasta,    as,   a,    am, 

'  snare  in  hand,'  holding  a  snare  in  the  hand  ;  (as), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Yama.  —  Pdianta  (O.s'a-aft°),  as, 

m.   the  back  of  a  garment,  (opposed   to   das"d.) 
—  Pdfi-krita,  as,  d,  am,  tied,  fettered ;  snared. 

Pdiaka,  as,  m.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)=pa.s;a, 

a  snare,  trap,  &c.  [cf.  kantha-p°,  danda-p"] ; 
a  die  (particularly  the  long  sort  used  in  playing 
Chaupai).—  Pdfoka-kei-ali,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Pd- 
.<aka-pltha,  am,  n.  a  gaming-table. 

Pds'ana,  am,  n.  a  noose,  lasso,  sling ;  a  cord,  lash. 
Papaya,  Nom.  P.  pdiayali,  -yitum,  to  bind ; 

[cf.  rt.  3.  pat,  to  which  pdtayati  is  referred  by 
native  grammarians.] 
Pddika,  as,  m.  one  who  snares  animals,  a  bird- 

catcher  (Ved.) ;  N.  of  a  man. 

Pds'ita,  as,  d,  am,  tied,  fettered,  bound,  snared. 

Pdiin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  a  net  or  noose,  armed 
with  a  net  or  noose,  laying  snares  ;  a  deer-catcher, 
fowler,  trapper;  («),  m.  an  epithet  of  Varuna;  of 
Yama  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Padi-vata, 
as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

Pds'yd,  f.  a  number  or  multitude  of  nooses,  a 
collection  of  ropes  ;  a  net. 

"fl^R  pdsava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pasu],  derived 
from  or  belonging  to  cattle,  relating  or  belonging  to 
animals  (e.  g.  pasavam  mansam,  animal  food)  ; 
(am),  n.  a  flock,  herd.  —  Pdtava-pdlana,  am,  n. 

'  nourishing  flocks,'  pasturage  or  meadow  grass. 
Pasuka,  a*,  ?,  am,  Ved.  relating  or  belonging  to 

cattle,  relating  or  belonging  to  the  sacrificial  animal. 

Pds"upata,  as,  »,  am,  coming  from  or  belonging 
to  Siva  Pasu-pati,  relating  or  sacred  to  Siva  Pasu- 
pati  ;  (a*),  m.  a  follower  and  worshipper  of  Siva  in 
one  of  his  forms  as  the  supreme  deity  of  the  HindO 
triad  ;  the  tree  jEschynomene  Grandiflora  ;  a  species 
of  plant  (  =  vaka)  ;  N.  of  a  place  sacred  to  Siva 

Pasu-pati.  —  Pds'upata-yoga-prakarana,  am,  n., 
N.  of  the  eighth  chapter  of  the  first  part  of  the 
Linga-Purana.  —  Padupata-vrata-vivarana,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  the  eighteenth  chapter  of  the  second  part 

of  the  Lin-ga-PurSna.  —  Pdtfupatdstra  (°ta-as°), 

am,  n.  Siva's  trident. 
Pdiupalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  paiu-pala),  the  occu- 

pation of  a  grazier  or  keeper  of  cattle,  the  breeding 
and  rearing  of  cattle. 
Paiubandhaka,  as,  ilta,  am  (fr.  paiu-bandha\ 

Ved.  belonging  to  the  slaughter  of  a  sacrificial 
animal. 

TH$ft  past,  f.  a  stone  (perhaps  incorrectly for  pdskt). 

MI'SIITH  pdsddttya  and  pds'cdtya,  as,  a,  am 
(fr.  paiidat),  hinder,  behind  ;  western  ;  subsequent  ; 
posterior,  last;  (am),  n.  the  hinder  part.  —  Pa#- 

ddUya-nirnaydmrita  (°ya-am°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
book  on  ritual,  mentioned  in  the  Sanskara-tattva 

by  Raghu-nandana.  —  Pa&attydkara-sambhava 
Cyri-alf),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  species  of  salt  coming 
from  the  West  (  =  romaka). 

MIH«H  pdshaka,  as,  m.  an  ornament  for 
the  feet. 

MlH<!S  pdshanda,  as,  d,  am  (sometimes 
incorrectly  spelt  pdkhanda),  heretical,  impious; 
(as),  m.  a  heretic,  a  hypocrite,  impostor,  any  one 
who  not  conforming  to  the  orthodox  tenets  of  Hindu 
faith  assumes  the  external  characteristics  of  tribe  or 

sect,  a  Jaina,  Buddhist;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  false 
doctrine,  heresy.  —  Pdshatfda-td,  (.  heresy,  hetero- 

doxy, hypocrisy.  —  Paskaiida-patha,  as,  m.  the  way 
of  heretics,  false  doctrine. 

Pdshandaka  or  pdshandika,  as,  m.  a  heretic. 
Pdshandin,  i,  m.  a  heretic,  hypocrite  ;  (also  read 

Fashanda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  heretic. 

mMUff  pdshdna,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
posh),  a  stone  ;  («),  f.  a  small  stone  used  as  a  weight  ; 

[cf.  Gr.  pdaavos  ;  Heb.  bdshdn,  '  basalt-land.'] 
—  Pdslidna-gardabha,  as,  m.  a  hard  swelling  on 
the  maxillary  joint.  —  Piishana-datwrdati,  f.  the 
fourteenth  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Marga- 
Slrsha  (on  which  a  festival  of  Gaur!  is  celebrated, 
when  cakes  made  of  rice  and  shaped  like  large 
pebbles  are  ertm).  —  Pdshana-<!(iya-nibaddha,  as, 
u,  am,  surrounded  with  a  coping  of  stone  (as  a 
well).  —  Pashana-daralta  or  pashiina-darana,  as, 
m.  a  sort  of  hatchet  or  instmment  for  cutting  stones, 

a  stone-cutter's  chisel.  —Pdskana-bheda  or  ptixli/i- 
na-bhedana,  as,  or  pdshdna-bhedin,  i,  m.  the  plant 
Plectranthus  Scutellarioides,  used  as  a  remedy  for 
stone  in  the  bladder.  —  Pdskdna-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
consisting  of  or  made  of  stone.  —  Pdsk/ina-sandhi, 
is,  m.  a  cave  or  chasm  in  a  rock.  —  Pdshdna-setu- 
bandha,  as,  m.  a  barrier  or  dam  of  stone.  **Pa- 

shdna-hridaya,  as,  a,  am,  stone-hearted,  cruel. 

Paski,  f.,  Ved. 

spear  ;  [cf.  piiil.'] 
J'dskya,  diii,  n.  pi.,  Ved.  stones,  a  rampart  of 

stones  ;  (e),  n.  du.  the  two  stones  for  pressing  the 

Soma. 

pusfithauha,  am,  n.  (fr.  pashtha- 
I'dh),  N.  of  a  Saman. 
m*N  pdstya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  pastya),  be- 

longing to  a  house  and  farm  ;  (Say.)  =  grihe  vasctt, 
dwelling  in  the  house,  the  master  of  the  house. 

H  I  *-*!njX  pa  hana-pura,  N.  of  a  place  men- 
tioned in  the  Srlshavayana  portion  of  the  Romaka- Siddhanta. 

Hi?  in  pdhdta,  as,  m.the  Indian  mulberry 
tree,  Morus  Indica  (  =  brahma-d5ru). 

TU  i.  pi,  cl.  6.  P.  piyati,  petum,  to  go, move. 

fa  2.  pi.     See  under  api.  *  % 

fil  II   pins,   cl.  I.  10.  P.  pinsati,  pin- 
^\  fitum,  pinsayati,  -yitum,  to  speak  ;  to shine. 

ika,  as,  i,  m.  f.  (probably  for  spika, 

cf.  Gr.  o-jr(f-w),  the  Indian  cuckoo,  Cuculus  Indicus  ; 
[cf.  Gr.  <r'iTTi]  for  ffirtrTTj  or  ̂ irrtj,  fflrraKos,  ̂ /lr- 
TSKOS,  tf/tTTtdtTi,  &'ma.Kos  ;  Lat.  ptcus,  pica  ;  Old 

Germ,  speh,  speht.~]  —  Pika-bandhu,  us,  m.  '  friend 
of  the  cuckoo,'  the  mango  tree.  —  Pika-bdndhava, 

as,  m.  '  friend  of  the  cuckoo,'  the  spring.  —  Pika- 

rdga  or  pika-vallabha,  as,  m.  '  cuckoo's  favourite,' 
the  mango  tree.  —  Pika-vara,  as,  m.  an  excellent 
cuckoo.  —  Pikdksha  (°ka-aksJia),  as  or  am,  m.  or 

n.  (?),  'cuckoo's  eye,'  a  vegetable  and  perfume  (com- 
monly called  rodani).  —  Pikdnga  l^ka-an"),  an,  m.a 

small  bird,  commonly  called  Cltakiya.  —  Pikdnanda 

(°ka-dn°),  as,  m.  '  cuckoo's  joy,'  the  spring.  —  Pike- 

kshand  (°ka-lk°),  f.  '  having  eyes  like  the  cuckoo's,' the  plant  Asteracantha  Longifolia  or  Capparis  Spinosa 
(  =  kokildksha). 

ftr3i  pikka,  as,  m.  an  elephant  twenty 

years  old  (=vikka)  ;  a  young  elephant  in  general. 

frnjiT  pikka,  f.,  Ved.  a  collection  or  string 
of  thirteen  pearls  weighing  a  Dharana. 

ftl^  pinga,  pingara,  pingala.    See  under rt.pinj,  p.  572. 

picanda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  belly; 

a  particular  part  or  limb  of  an  animal. 
Pidandaka  =pifande  liuialah,  see  Gana  to  Pan. 

V.  2,  64  ;  (ikd),  f.  the  calf  of  the  leg  ;  the  instep. 

Pidandika,  as,  a,  am,  (probably)  big-bellied. 
Pidandin,  «,  inl,  i,  or  pldandila,  as,  d,  am, 

big-bellied,  corpulent. 
Pidinda,  as,  m.  the  belly  or  abdomen  ;  a  parti- 

cular part  of  an  animal.  —  Pidinda-rat,  an,  oil,  at, 

big-bellied,  corpulent. 
Pidindikd,  f.  the  calf  of  the  leg  ;  the  instep. 

Pidindila,  as,  a,  am,  big-bellied,  corpulent. 

ff^pidu,  us,  m.  cotton  ;  a  sort  of  grain  ; 
the  plant  Vangueria  Spinosa  ;  a  Karsha  or  weight  of 
two  Tolas;  a  kind  of  leprosy;  N.  of  an  Asura; 
Bhairava  or  one  of  the  eight  faces  of  Bhairava. 

—  P{(v<-tula,  am,  n.  cotton.  —  Pidu-manda  or 

pidu-marda,  as,  m.  the  Nimb  tree,  Azadirachta Indica. 

Pidavya,  as,  m.  the  cotton  plant. 
Fidijtlca,  as,  m.  the  plant  Vangueria  Spinosa  ;  a 

species  of  tree. PKula,  as,  m.  cotton;  the  tamarisk,  Tamarix 
Indica  ;  another  plant,  Barringtonia  Acutangula  ;  a 
kind  of  cormorant  or  sea  crow. 

pice,  a  various  reading  for  rt.  pick, 

pitiaja,   as,  a,  am,  pressed    flat, 
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i  substance  pressed  flat,  cake  [cf.  tila-p°]  ;  (at),  m. 
inflammation  of  the  eyes,  ophthalmia  ;  tin,  lead. 
FiMila,  as,  a,  am,  pressed  flat,  squeezed;  [cf. 

dipt/a.] 

fif-^l  pUta,  (.  a  collection  or  string  of 
sixteen  pearls  weighing  a  Dharana  ;  [cf.  pikkd.] 

fnOaj  pittita  orpticitaka,  as,  m.  a  species 
of  venomous  insect. 

f»uf«*«^  pldakin. 

a,  f.,  Ved.  a  pipe,  flute. 

pidh,  cl.  10.  P.  piMhayati,  -yitum, 
to  split,  cut,  divide  ;  cl.  6.  P.  piMhati, 

plciHiltum,  to  inflict  pain  ;  to  obstruct,  hinder. 
PUtha,  am,  n.  a  feather  of  a  tail  (especially  of  a 

peacock)  ;  the  tail  of  a  peacock  ;  the  feathers  of  an 
arrow  ;  a  wing  ;  a  crest  ;  (as),  m.  a  tail  in  general  ; 
(a),  f.  the  scum  of  boiled  rice  and  of  other  grain  ; 
the  gum  of  the  silk-cotton  tree;  the  venomous 
saliva  of  a  snake  ;  a  multitude,  heap  ;  the  calf  of  the 

leg  ;  a  sheath,  a  coat  or  cover  ;  the  areca-nut,  betel- 
nut  ;  a  line,  row,  range  ;  a  diseased  affection  of  a 

horse's  feet  ;  a  plantain,  Musa  Sapientum  ;  the  Slid 
tree,  Dalbergia  Sissoo  ;  armour,  a  sort  of  cuirass  or 

jacket  ;  —pidiHtila.  —  Pittdha-bana  or  pidtha-vdna, 

as,  m.  •  whose  feathers  are  like  arrows,'  a  hawk. 
—Ptitha-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  a  tail,  tailed. 
Pittfhaka,  am,  n.  a  feather  of  a  tail  (at  the 

end  of  a  comp.  ;  cf.  fitra-p°)  ;  (ikd),  (.  the  feathers 
of  a  peacock's  tail  tied  in  a  bunch  (used  by  conjurors). 
Pitthala,  as,  a,  am,  slimy,  slippery,  smeary; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  N5ga  of  the  race  of  VSsuki  ;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  various  plants,  Dalbergia  Sissoo,  Bombax 
Heptaphyllum,  Basella  Lucida  or  Rubra;  N.  of  a 
river  ;  (perhaps  an  incorrect  form  for  ptethila,  q.  v.) 
-  Pitthala-dald,  f.  the  jujube,  Zizyphus  Jujuba. 
PUthUika,  f.=ptt<!hila,  the  Siia  tree,  Dalbergia 

Sissoo. 

PiMhila,  as,  a,  am,  slimy,  lubricous,  slippery, 
smeary  ;  having  a  tail  ;  (as,  a,  am),  m.  f.  n.  sauce 
mixed  with  rice-gruel  ;  sauce,  gravy  or  condiments 
with  water  or  ghee  ;  broth,  soup  ;  moist  and  split 
pulse  ;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Cordia  Latifolia  and  Myxa  ; 
the  tamarisk,  Tamarix  Indica  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  various 
plants,  Dalbergia  Sissoo;  Bombax  Heptaphyllum, 
the  silk-cotton  tree;  a  pot-herb,  Basella  Lucida  or 
Rubra  ;  linseed,  Linum  Usitatissimum  ;  Asteracantha 

Longifolia;  an  esculent  root,  Arum  Indicum  ;  N.  of 
a  mti.  —  PiMhUa-ffhadd,  f.  Basella  Cordifolia. 
—  Pi66hila-tra(,  k,  m.  an  orange-tree  ;  orange-peel  ; 
a  species  of  fruit  tree  (  =  dhanvana).  —  Piifhila- 
sara,  as,  m.  the  gum  of  Bombax  Heptaphyllum. 
PiMMlaka,  ai,  m.  a  species  of  fruit  tree  (  = 

dhanvana). 

Piatha,  am,  n.  a  wing  (  =p{d<!ha). 

C«<»i<i«i  pijavana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

pijula,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

|  pihta-deta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

'"J'  c'-  2-  A.  pinkte,  pipiiije, 
\  pinjtta,  pinktiim,  to  tinge,  dye,  colour 

[cf.  rt.  i.  |nV]  ;  to  sound  ;  to  touch  ;  to  join  [cf.  rt. 

I.  prid]  ;  to  adore  ;  cl.  10.  P.  pinjayati,  -yitum, 
to  kill,  injure  ;  to  be  strong  ;  to  give  ;  to  take  ;  to 
dwell  ;  to  shine  ;  to  speak  ;  to  emit  a  sound  ;  [cf. 
Lat.  ping-ere.] 

/''"•ja,  as,  a,  am,  reddish-brown,  tawny,  bright 
red,  red,  yellow  ;  (<ts),  m.  tawny  colour  ;  (probably) 
N.  of  a  herb  (Ved.)  ;  a  buffalo  ;  a  rat,  mouse  ;  N. 

of  a  man  (Ved.,  cf.  paingi,  paiitgin)  ;  N.  of  one 
of  the  attendants  of  the  Sun  ;  (a),  f.  a  bow-siring 
(SJy.  =  pinga-varna  jyd)  ;  a  kind  of  yellow  pig- 

ment [cf.  go-rotana]  ;  the  stalk  of  Ferula  Asa  Fce- 
tida  ;  bamboo  manna  ;  turmeric,  Indian  saffron  ;  an 
epithet  of  Durga  (?)  ;  a  tubular  vessel  of  the  human 
body  which  according  to  the  Yoga  system  is  the 
channel  of  respiration  and  circulation  for  one  side  ; 
(t),  f.  a  species  of  Mimosa,  Mimosa  Suma  ;  (am), 

n.  a  young  animal.  —  Pinga-kapis'd,  f.  '  tawny- 

brown,'  a  species  of  cockroach.  —  Pinga-fakslins, 
«s,  m.  'tawny-eyed,'  a  crab.  —  Phtga-jata,  as,  m. 

'  having  tawny  braided  hair,'  an  epithet  of  S'iva. 
—  Pinga-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Pinga- 

lofana,  as,  a,  am, '  tawny-eyed,'  having  brown  eyes. 
—  Pinga-sdra,  as,  m.  yellow  orpiment.  —  Pinga- 

tiphatika,  as,  m. '  yellow-crystal,'  a  kind  of  gem  (  = 
go-meda).  —  Pingakska   (°ga-ak~),    as,   «,  am, 
'  tawny-eyed,'  having  reddish-brown  eyes,  red-eyed  ; 

(as),  m.  an  ape ;  N.  of  S'iva ;  of  a  Rakshas ;  of  a  wild man  ;  of  a  bird ;  of  one  of  the  four  sons  of  Drona  ; 

(i),  f.,  N.  of  a  divinity ;    of  one  of  the   Mitris 

attending  on   Skanda.  —  Piitgdsya  (°oa-as°),  as, 
m.  '  tawny-faced,'  a  species  of  fish,  Pimelodius  Pan- 

gasius.  —  PingeksliMita  (°ga-ik°),  as,  i,  am, '  tawny- 
eyed,'  having   reddish-brown   eyes;    (as),   m.  an 

epithet  of  Siva.  —  Pinges'a  (°ga-i^a),  as,  m. '  lord 
of  the  yellow  hue,'  an  epithet  of  fire. 
Pingara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Pingala,  as,  a,  am,  reddish-brown,  tawny,  brown, 

yellowish ;  (as),  m.  tawny  colour,  a  dull  brown  or 
yellow  hue ;  fire ;  a  monkey ;  an  ichneumon ;  a 
small  kind  of  owl ;  a  species  of  snake  ;  a  particular 

vegetable  poison ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  a  treasure ; 
N.  of  one  of  Kuvera's  divine  treasures ;  of  an 
attendant  of  the  Sun ;  the  sun  (?) ;  an  epithet  of 

S'iva  or  of  a  kindred  being ;  N.  of  a  Rudra ;  of  a 
Yaksha ;  of  an  attendant  of  S'iva ;  of  a  DSuava  ;  of 
a  fabulous  being  in  the  form  of  a  N3ga  (or  serpent 
of  the  lower  regions,  the  reputed  author  of  the  Chandas 

or  treatise  on  prosody,  regarded  as  one  of  theVedSn-gas, 
and  describing  Prakrit  as  well  as  Sanskrit  metres ; 
he  is  identified  by  some  with  Patanjali,  the  author 
of  the  celebrated  commentary  on  Panini  called  the 

MahS-bhSshya ;  by  the  Hindus  he  is  considered  as  a 
Muni  or  inspired  and  divine  personage) ;  N.  of 

various  ancient  sages ;  N.  of  the  fifty-first  (or  twenty- 

fifth)  year  in  a  sixty  years'  cycle  of  Jupiter ;  (as),  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  bird,  a  kind 

of  owl ;  the  S'is'u  tree,  Dalbergia  Sissoo ;  a  kind  of 
metal ;  a  particular  vessel  of  the  body  (the  right  of 
three  canals  running  from  the  os  coccygis  to  the 
head,  which  according  to  the  anatomy  of  the  Yoga 
school  of  philosophy  are  the  chief  passages  of  breath 
and  air)  ;  the  female  elephant  of  the  South  quarter  ; 
N.  of  a  courtezan  who  became  remarkable  for  her 

piety ;  of  an  astrological  house  or  period  ;  heart-pea ; 
(am),  n.  a  particular  metal  ( =  raja-riti),  brass ;  yellow 
orpiment.  —  Pingala-iihimdo-grantha-tiTca,  {.,  N. 

of  a  commentary  by  Citra-sena  on  Pin-gala's  Chandah- 
sastra.—  Pingala-ndga,  as,  m.  the  serpent-demon 
Pin-gala.  —•  Pingala-vritti,  w,  f.,  N.  of  a  commen- 

tary on  Pin-gala's  Chandah-Sastra.  —  Pingala-sara- 
ril;dsinl,  f.  '  explaining  the  substance  of  Pin-gala," 
N.  of  a  commentary  by  Ravi-kara  on  Pin-gala's 
C'handah-sastra.  —  Pi n-galaksha  (°la-ak°),  as,  m. 
'  tawny-eyed,'  an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Pingala-tantra 
and  ptngaldmrita  (°la-am°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  two 
Tantras.  —  Piitgalei'vara  ("Jo-is"3).  <"»>  "••  N.  of  a 
Lin-ga ;  (i),  f.  a  form  of  Dakshayanl.  —  Pingales- 
vara-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place. 
Pingalaka,  as,  ika,  am,  (Ved.)  reddish-brown, 

tawny;  (a«),  m.,  N.  of  a  Yaksha;  N.  of  a  man; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants ;  (ika),  (.  a  kind 
of  bee  ;  a  variety  of  the  owl ;  a  sort  of  crane  ;  N.  of 
a  woman. 

Pimjalita,  as,  d,  am,  made  reddish-brown, 
become  tawny. 

Pingdsa,  as,  m.  the  chief  of  a  community  of 
wild  tribes ;  the  head  man  or  proprietor  of  a  village ; 
a  kind  offish,  Pimelodius  Pangasius  (=pingdsya) ; 
(i),  f.  the  indigo  plant ;  (am),  n.  virgin  gold. 

Piiija,  as,  a,  am,  confused,  confounded,  disturbed 
in  mind  ;  (as),  m.  the  moon ;  a  species  of  camphor ; 
killing,  slaughter;  (a),  f.  hurting,  injuring,  injury; 
turmeric  ;  cotton ;  a  species  of  tree  resembling  the 
vine-palm  ;  a  switch ;  (am),  n.  strength,  power. 

Piiljata,  as,  m.  the  concrete  rheum  of  the  eyes. 

Piiljana,  am,  n.  a  bow  or  bow-shaped  instrument 
used  for  cleaning  cotton. 

Pinjara,  at,  d,  am,  reddish-yellow,  yellow  or 

tawny,  of  the  colour  of  gold  ;  (an),  m.  tawny-browr. 
or  reddish-yellow  colour,  a  mixture  of  red  and 
yellow  ;  a  horse  (probably  a  bay  or  chesnut)  ;  N. 
of  a  mountain  ;  (am),  n.  gold  ;  yellow  orpiment  ; 
the  flower  of  Mesua  Roxburghii  ;  a  cage  ;  the  ribs 
or  the  cavity  formed  by  them,  the  thorax;  a 

skeleton;  [cf.  pa)V;'aro.]  —  Pinjara-fd,  f.  yellowish- red  (the  colour). 

Pinjaraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Niga;  (am),  n, 

orpiment. 
Piiijarita,  as,  d,  am,  coloured  reddish-yellow. 

Pinjala,  as,  d,  am,  extremely  perplexed  or  con- 
founded, disturbed,  overcome  with  terror  or  grief; 

panic-struck,  being  in  great  disorder  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 
a  river  ;  (i),  f.  two  blades  of  Kusa  grass  serving  as 
an  implement  to  hold  certain  articles  at  a  sacrifice  ; 

(am),  n.  the  leaf  of  the  Kusa  grass;  the  plant  Cur- 
cuma Zerumbet  (Itaridrabha)  ;  yellow  orpiment. 

Pinjalaka,  as,  d,  am,  in  ut-piiijalaka,  extremely 
confounded  or  disturbed,  being  in  great  disorder. 

Pinjdna,  am,  n.  gold. 
Piiijikd,  f.  a  roll  of  cotton  from  which  threads 

are  spun. 

Pinjula,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  bundle  of  stalks,  a  bundle 
of  grass,  &c.  ;  the  wick  of  a  lamp  ;  (sometimes  spelt 
piiijula.) 

Pinjulaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  his  descendants. 

Piiijusha,  as,  m.  the  wax  of  the  ear  (  =pe>ijusha). 
Pinjeta,  as,  m.  the  excretion  or  concrete  rheum 

of  the  eyes  ;  [cf.  pirijafa.] 

piiijola,  f.  the  noise  or  rustling 
of  leaves. 

pit,  cl.  i.  P.  petati,  petitum,  to 
sound  ;  to  assemble  or  heap  together. 

Pita,  as,  m.  a  basket  for  holding  grain,  a  sort  of 
cupboard  or  granary  made  of  bamboos  or  canes  ;  a 

basket,  box  ;  (am),  n.  a  house,  -a  hovel  ;  a  roof. 
Pitaka,  as,  d,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (usually  n.),  a  basket. 

box  ;  a  large  basket  or  receptacle  of  basket-work  for 
keeping  grain  &c.,  a  granary  ;  a  collection  of  writings 

[cf.  tri-p°~\  ;  a  boil,  blister,  ulcer  ;  a  kind  of  orna- 
ment on  Indra's  banner  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Pilakyd,  f.  a  multitude  of  baskets. 
1'ifaka,  see  Gana  to  Pin.  IV.  2,  49;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  man  ;  N.  of  a  sage. 

fW^fllT)  pitankaki  or  pitankok't,  f.  the plant  Cucumis  Colocynthis. 

fMSffi^i  pitankasa,  as,  m.  a  kind  offish, 
a  species  of  pike,  Esax  Scolopax,  Silurus  Pabda. 

fqg«*  pittaka,  am,  n.  the  tartar  or  excre- 
tion of  the  teeth  ;  [cf.  kit/a,  kittaka,  jrippikd.] 

fsgM  pittaya  (fr.  pitta=pishta?),  Nom. 

P.  piliayati,  -yituin,  Ved.  to  stamp  or  press  into  a solid  mass. 

Pittita,  as,  d,  am,  stamped  into  a  solid  mass., 

pressed  flat. 
pith,  cl.  i.  P.  pethati,  pethitum,  to 

.  injure,  hurt,  kill  ;  to  feel  pain  or  affliction. 

Pi/Tia,  as,  m.  pain,  distress. 
I'i/hara,  as,  i,  am,  m.  f.  n.  a  pot,  pan;  (as), 

m.  an  addition  to  a  building  shaped  like  a  hollow 
vessel,  a  hut  made  of  bamboos  and  mats,  or  accord- 

ing to  some  a  kind  of  store-room  or  scullery  ;  N. 
of  a  particular  Agni  ;  N.  of  a  DSnava  ;  (am),  n.  a 

churning-stick  ;  the  root  of  Cypeius  Rotundas. 
Pitharaka,  as,  m.  (?),  a  pot,  pan  ;  N.  of  a  Naga. 

—  Pi/haraka-kapdla,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  fragment  of 

a  pot,  potsherd. 

fH«"l«l^;jiVAinas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
fv  jch  pidaka,  as,  m.  or  pidaka,  i.  a  small 

boil,  pimple,  papula,  pustule.  —  Pidakd-vat,  an,  aft, 

at,  having  boils,  pimples,  &c. 
Piiial-in,  i,  int,  i,  having  boils,  &c. 
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pind  (probably  akin  to  rt.pish; 
N  considered  by  some  as  a  Nom.  fr.  pinda 

below),  cl.  I.  A.,  10.  P.  pindate,  pinditum,  pin- 
dayati,  -yitum,  to  roll  into  a  lump  or  ball,  to  put 
together,  join,  unite ;  to  accumulate ;  to  assemble. 
Pinda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (in  most  senses  usually  m.), 

a  round  mass,  ball,  globe,  lump,  knob,  clod  (e.g. 

ayah-pinda,  a  ball  or  lump  of  iron ;  agni-pindau,, 

the  knobs  at  the  end  of  a  pair  of  tongs ;  cf.  netra-p°, 
mrit-p°) ;  a  roundish  lump  of  food,  a  bite,  morsel, 
mouthful ;  a  cake  or  ball  of  meal  offered  to  the 
Manes,  a  ball  or  lump  of  meat  or  rice  mixed  up  with 
milk,  curds,  floweis,  &c.,  and  offered  at  the  several 
SVaddhas  to  the  Manes  by  the  nearest  surviving 

relations  (  =  ni-vapa) ;  food ;  sustenance,  means  of 
living,  livelihood,  subsistence  [cf,  para-pinddda]  ; 
alms ;  flesh,  meat ;  the  embryo  or  fetus  in  an  early 
stage  of  gestation ;  the  body ;  the  projection  of  an 

elephant's  frontal  sinus ;  a  round  button ;  anything 
roundish,  thick,  gross,  or  solid ;  thickness  (one  of 
the  three  dimensions  in  geometry)  ;  a  heap,  cluster, 
quantity,  collection ;  an  object ;  a  particular  part  of 
a  house ;  a  sort  of  portico  or  shed  in  front  of  the 

door ;  myrrh,  incense,  frankincense ;  the  side  imme- 
diately below  the  armpit  (?) ;  Vangueria  Spinosa ;  the 

flower  of  the  China  rose ;  (in  arithmetic)  sum,  total 
amount ;  (in  astronomy)  a  sine  expressed  in  numbers 

[cf.  jyd-p°]  ',  the  twenty-fourth  part  of  the  quadrant 
of  a  circle,  or  3°  45' ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (aw),  m.  du.  the 
fleshy  parts  of  the  shoulder  situated  above  the  collar- 

bone ;  (am),  n.  power,  might ;  an  army ;  iron ; 
fresh  butter ;  (i),  f.  a  round  mass,  &c.  ( =pinda,  m.) ; 
a  long  gourd,  Cucurbita  Lagenaria  ( =  a-labu) ;  a 
species  of  date  tree ;  the  flowering  shrub  Tabernje- 
montana  Coronaria  (  =  tayara);  the  plant  Jonesia 
Asoka ;  a  species  of  palm,  Phoenix  Dactyl  ifera ;  the 
nave  of  a  wheel ;  performance  of  certain  gesticulations 

during  the  silent  repetition  of  prayers  while  medi- 
tating on  real  or  divine  knowledge ;  a  house ;  N.  of 

a  woman.  —  Pinda-kanda,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
bulbous  plant  (=spinddlu).~Pinda-kharjura,  as, 
m.  or  pinda-TtJiarjurika  or  pinda-kharjuri,  (.  a 
species  of  date  Iree.  —  Pinda-gosa,  as,  m.  gum 
myrrh.  —  Pinda-tarlsuka,  as,  m.  pi.,  Ved.  the 
ancestors  preceding  the  great-grandfather  (who  eat 
the  remnants  of  the  oblations  made  to  the  Manes). 

—  Pinda-tas,  ind.  from  a  ball  or  lump.  —  Pinda- 
taila,  am,  n.  or  pinda-tailaka,  as,  m.  incense, 
olibanum.  —  Pinda-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  a  lump  or 
ball ;  pindatram  gam,  to  attain  the  condition  of  a 

lump.  —  Pinda-da,  as,  a,  am,  giving  or  qualified  to 
give  the  funeral  cake  to  deceased  ancestors ;  supplying 
with  bread  or  with  the  means  of  subsistence ;  (as), 
m.  the  nearest  male  relation  who  offers  the  funeral 

cake ;  a  patron,  master.  —  Pinda-ddtri,  td,  tri,  tri, 
one  who  gives  or  is  qualified  to  give  the  funeral 
cake  to  deceased  ancestors.  —  Pinda-ddna,  aim,  n. 
offering  a  cake  of  meal  (especially  in  the  oblation  to 
the  Manes) ;  presentation  of  the  obsequial  cake ;  the 
funeral  oblation  made  to  deceased  ancestors  on  the 

evening  of  new  moon.  —  Pmda-nirvapana,  am, 
a.  presenting  obsequial   cakes  to  the  Manes,  the 
sacrifice  to  the  Manes.  —  Pinda-pada,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  arithmetical  calculation.  —  Pinda-pdta,  as, 
m.  giving  a\ms,  —  Pindapatilca,  as,  m.  one  who 
lives  on  dms.  —  Pinda-pdtra,  am,  n.  the  vessel  in 
which  the  obsequial  cakes  are  offered  to  the  Manes ; 

alms  (lit.  an  alms-dish).  —Pinda-pada  or  pinda- 

pddya,  as,  m. '  thick-footed,'  an  elephant.  •-  Pinda- 
pitri-yajAa,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  oblation  of  obsequial 
cakes  to  deceased  ancestors  on  the  evening  of  new 

moon.  —  Pinda-pushpa,  as,  m.  the  tree  Jonesia 
Asoka ;    the  China   rose ;    the   pomegranate  tree ; 
(am),  n.  the  blossom  of  the  ASoka  tree ;  the  flower 
of  the  China  rose ;  a  lotus ;  the  flower  of  the  plant 
Tabernsemontana    Coronaria.  —  Pindapushpaka, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable,  Chenopodium  Album. 
—  Pinda-phala,  as,  a,  am,  bearing  (long)  round 
fruits  ;  (a),  f.  a  bitter  gourd.  —  Pinda-bija  or  pinda- 
mja,  as,  m.  a  flowering  shrub,  Nerium  (or  Oleander) 
Odorum.  —  Pindabijaka,  as,  m.   Pterospermum 

Acerifolium  (  =  Tcarnikara).  —  Pinda-bhaj,  k,  it,  it, 
partaking  of  a  funeral  oblation,  entitled  to  a  share 
in  the  funeral  cake,  eating  or  receiving  the  cakes 
offered  at  a  funeral  ceremony;  (jas),  m.  pi.  de- 

ceased ancestors,  the  Manes.  —  Pinda-bhriti,  is, 
f.  means  of  subsistence,  livelihood.  —  Pinda-maya, 
as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  a  lump  (of  clay).  —  Pinda- 

matropajnin  (°ra-wp°),  I,  inl,  i,  subsisting  on  a 
mere  morsel. -.Pinda-mustd,  f.  a  species  of  grass, 
Cyperus  Pertenuis.  —  Piuda-mfila  or  pinda-mu- 
laka,  am,  n.  a  carrot,  Daucus  Carota  (=garjara). 

—Pinda-yajna,  as,  m.  the  oblation  of  obsequial 
cakes  to  deceased  ancestors.  —  Pinda-lepa,  as,  m. 
the  particles  or  fragments  of  the  obsequial  cakes 
which  cling  to  the  hands,  (these  are  offered  to  the 
three  ancestors  preceding  the  great-grandfather.) 
—  Pinda-lopa,  as,  m.  an  interruption  in  offering 
the  funeral  cake ;  a  neglect  of  the  solemn  obsequies 
in  honour  of  deceased  ancestors.  —  Pinda-vat,  ind. 
like  a  lump  or  ball.  —  Pinda-sambandha,  as,  m. 
relationship  between  a  living  person  and  one  deceased 
sufficiently  near  to  qualify  the  former  to  offer  the 

obsequial  cake  to  the  latter ;  [cf.  sa-pinda.]  —  Pinda- 
sambandkin,  I,  inl,  i,  qualified  by  near  relationship 
to  a  living  peison  to  receive  the  obsequial  cake  from 
him  at  the  oblation  to  the  Manes.  —  Pinda-sektri, 
ta,  m.,  N.  of  a  NSga.  —  Pinda-stha,  as,  a,  am, 

Ved.  '  mingled  in  a  lump,'  mixed  or  intermingled 
together.  —  Pinddnrdhdrya  (°da-an°),  as,  a,  am, 
to  be  eaten  after  the  funeral  cake  has  been  offered 

(Manu  III.  123).  —  Pinddm'dhdryaka,  am,  n. 
(with  tirdddha)  a  meal  in  honour  of  the  Manes 

after  offering  the  funeral  cakes.  —  Pinddbhra  (°da- 
abh°),  am,  n.  hail.  —  Pi nddyasa  (°da-ay°),  am, 
n.  steel.  —  Pinddlu,  (°da-dlu),  us,  m.,  N.  of 
two  bulbous  plants  ;=lMiida-gudu6i ;  an  esculent 
medicinal  root  described  as  sweet,  cooling,  and 
diuretic  (  =  Hind!  pedalu,  Bengali  tuvadidlu;  in 
this  sense  also  pinddluka,  am,  n.).  —  Pindaia  or 

pindafaka  (°da-as"°),  or  pindds'ana  ("da-ad0),  as, 
or  pindaiin  (°rfa-arf°),  t,  m. '  eating  morsels,'  a  beg- 

gar. —  Pinddhiid  (°da-a,/i°),  f.  the  resin  of  Gardenia 
Gummifera  ( =  uddi-Jtingu).  —  Pindi-khanda,  as 
or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  small  wood  of  Tabernasmontana 
Coronaria  trees  (or  of  Asoka  trees).  —  Pindi-jangha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  or  of  his  descendants.  —  Pindi- 

tagara,  as,  m.  3  species  of  Tabernatmontana  Coro- 
naria (=kapha-vardhana).  —  Pindllagaraka,  as, 

m.  Tabernaemontana  Coronaria.  —  Pindl-taru,  us, 

m.  a  species  of  tree  ( =  mah.d-p°).  —  Pindl-pushpa, 
am,  n.  Jonesia  ASoka.  —  P indi-lepa,  as,  m.  a  kind 

of  unguent.  —  Pindi-^ura,  as,  m.  'a  cake-hero,'  a 
cowardly  boaster,  cotquean,  braggart.  —  Pindodalia- 

kriya  (°da-ud°),  f.  an  oblation  of  obsequial  cakes 
and  water.  —  Pindoddharana  (?da-ud°),  am,  n. 
participating  in  funeral  offerings,  presenting  them  to 

common  ancestors.  —  Pindopanishad  (°da-up°),  t, 
(.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 

Pindaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  lump,  lump  of  food ;  a 

round  swelling  or  protuberance  [cf.  mastaka-p°] ; 
the  calf  of  the  leg ;  incense,  myrrh ;  a  species  of 
bulbous  plant  (  =  pinddlu)  ;  a  carrot,  Daucus  Carota ; 
(in  astronomy)  a  sine  expressed  in  numbers ;  (as), 

m.  a  Pis"aca,  goblin,  demon;  (ikd),  f.  a  globular 
swelling  or  protuberance,  a  fleshy  swelling  (in  the 
shoulders,  arms,  legs,  &c.),  a  wen  (?) ;  the  calf  of 
the  leg ;  the  instep ;  the  nave  of  a  wheel ;  a  stool 
or  seat  of  various  shapes  and  dimensions ;  a  base 

or  pedestal  for  the  image  of  a  deity  or  for  a  Lin-ga 
(Ved.);  a  kind  of  shrub  (=teetamli). 
Pindana,  am,  n.  forming  globes,  taking  a  globular 

form  (as  water) ;  (as),  m.  a  mound  or  bank. 
Pindaraka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n,  (?),  a  bridge. 
Pindaia,  as,  m.  a  bridge,  causeway,  passage  over  a 

stream  or  ravine,  a  mound,  ridge,  balk  raised  to  form  a 

path  across  inundated  fields ;  [cf.  plndana,  pindlla."] 
Pindasa,  as,  m.  a  beggar,  mendicant  living  upon 

alms ;  [cf.  pinddfa  under  pinda.'] Pinddta,  as,  m.  incense. 
Pindara,  as,  m.  a  beggar,  religious  mendicant ; 

a  buffalo-herdsman,  neatherd,  cowherd;  a  species 

of  tree,  Flacourtia  Sapida;  Trewia  Nudiflora;  an 
expression  of  censure  ;  N.  of  a  NSga  ;  (am),  n. 
a  kind  of  vegetable  (  =  Hindi  pindara). 

Pindaraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  NSga  ;  N.  of  a 
Vrishni  ;  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva  and  RohinI  ;  of  a 
river  considered  holy  by  the  Hindus  ;  (am),  n.,  N. 

of  a  place  of  pilgrimage  in  Guzerat.  —  Pinddraka- 
tirtka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place. 
Piudi,  is,  f.  the  nave  of  a  wheel  (=*pindi, 

pindikd). 
Pindika,  as,  a,  am,  having  large  calves  (?).  See 

pindikd  under  pindaka,  col.  2. 
Plndita,  as,  a,  am,  rolled  into  a  ball  or  lump, 

pressed  into  a  solid  mass;  thick,  massy,  lumpish; 
formed  into  a  mass,  heaped  together,  collected  ; 
mixed,  intermingled  with  ;  united  ;  added,  multiplied  ; 
counted,  numbered  ;  (as),  m.  incense. 

Pindin,  i,  inl,  i,  possessing  a  body  (  =  s"arir!n)  ; 
receiving  cakes  of  meal  (as  ancestors  &c.)  ;  possessing 
the  pinda  or  funeral  oblation  ;  (t),  m.  a  beggar  ;  an 
offerer  of  obsequial  oblations  or  cakes  of  meal  to the  Manes. 

Pindila,  as,  d,  am,  having  large  calves  (  = 
sthula-jangha)  ;  skilled  in  calculations  ;  (as),  m.  a 
skilful  calculator  or  arithmetician,  a  calculator  of  nati- 

vities, astrologer,  astronomer  ;  a  bridge,  mound,  bilk, 

causeway  ;  (d),  {.  a  species  of  cucumber,  Cucumis 
Maderaspatanus  (=godumbd). 

Pindl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -Ttar- 
tum,  to  make  into  a  lump  or  ball,  press  together, 

unite,  join  together,  mix  or  intermingle;  to  con- 
centrate; to  identify  with  (withsaAa).  —  Pindt-ka- 

rana,  am,  n.  making  into  a  lump  or  ball,  heaping. 
—  Pindi-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  into  a  lump  or 
buK.  —  Pindi-krttya,  ind.  having  made  into  a  lump 
or  ball  ;  having  concentrated. 
Pinditaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Vangueria  Spinosa; 

a  kind  of  shrub,  Tabenwemontana  Coronaria;  a 

species  of  basil  (=phanijjhalca)',  (am),  n.  the 
fruit  of  the  tree  Vangueria  Spinosa. 

Pindi-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bJiavitum,  to  be 
made  into  a  lump  or  ball,  to  become  a  solid  body. 
—  Pindtrbhava,  as,  m.  the  being  rolled  together 
into  a  ball.  —  Pindi-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  formed  into 
a  lump  or  ball,  lumped,  heaped. 

Pindira,  as,  d,  am,  sapless,  juiceless,  arid,  dry  ; 

(as),  m.  the  pomegranate  tree  [cf.  ltrishna-p°]  ', cuttle-fish  bone  ;  sea  foam. 

Pindola,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Pindoli,  is,  f.  leavings  of  a  meal,  fragments 

dropped  from  the  mouth,  orts. 

fllClliMM  pindipala,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

N.  of  a  weapon  with  a  single  point  ;  [cf.  bhindi- ~ 

pinya,   f.  heart-pea,   Cardiosper- mum  Halicacabum  (=panya). 

fmWI*  jrinyaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 
ft.  rt.  pish),  the  residue  of  seeds  which  have  been 
ground  for  oil  ;  oil-cake  ;  incense  ;  saffron  ;  Asa 
Fcetida  ;  (5),  f.  a  species  of  plant. 

CM  n  i«i  5  pita-mafia.     See  p.  574,  col.  i. 

ftfTJ  pitu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  (fr.  rt.  pyai), 
juice,  drink;  nourishment;  (Say.)  =  pdZaia7»  an- 

num, nourishing  food.  —  Pttur-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
bestowing  or  providing  food.  —  Pitu-bhaj,  k,  k,  k, 

Ved.  enjoying  or  partaking  of  food;'  (Say.)  =  an- 
nariltin,  seeking  or  earning  food.  —  P  itu-bhrit,  t, 
t,  «,Ved.  bringing  food.  —  Pitu-mat,  an,  all,  at, 
Ved.  accompanied  by  food,  abounding  in  food,  nou- 

rishing. —  Pitu-shani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  bestowing  or 

granting  food.  —  Pihi-stoma,  as,  m.  '  praise  of 
food,"  N.  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  1.  187. 
Pituya,  Nom.  P.  pituyati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  long 

for  food,  desire  food. 

faw  pitri,  ta,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  pa),  a  father  ; 

(in  the  Veda  pitri  is   an    epithet   of  Brihas-pati, 
Varuna,  PrajS-pati,  and  especially  of  heaven  or  the 

7G 
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pitari-sura. 

sky;  antardpitaram  mdtaran-ca, between  heaven 
and  earth ;  according  to  Say.  pitfi  —  pdlaka,  a 
protector) ;  (larau),  m.  du.  father  and  mother, 

parents,  (in  the  Veda  an  epithet  of  the  Aram's  or 
two  pieces  of  wood  regarded  as  the  parents  of  Fire, 
and  of  heaven  and  earth  regarded  as  the  parents  of 
all  beings);  (taras),  m.  pi.  fathers,  forefathers, 
ancestors;  a  father  and  his  brothers,  father  and 

uncles,  paternal  ancestors ;  the  spirits  of  departed  an- 
cestors, the  Manes  or  spirits  of  the  dead  (they  are  of 

two  kinds,  viz.  either  the  spirits  of  the  father,  grand- 
fathers, and  great-grandfathers  of  an  individual  or  the 

progenitors  of  mankind  generally,  to  both  classes  of 
whom  Sriddhas  or  obsequial  worship  is  paid  and 

oblations  of  food  called  Pindas  presented ;  they  in- 
habit a  peculiar  region,  which,  according  to  some,  is 

the  Bhuvas  or  region  of  the  air,  according  to  others, 
the  orbit  of  the  moon,  and  are  considered  as  the 
regents  of  the  Nakshatras  MaghS  and  MBla) ;  [cf. 

Zend  pita,  base  pa-tar :  Gr.  ira-Trip,  vdrpu-s : 
Lat.  pa-ter,  Jup-piter:  Goth,  fa-dar:  Old 

Germ,  fa-tar,  fa-ter,  '  father ;'  fataro,  '  uncle :' 
Angl.  Sax.  faeder,  '  father ;'  fadliu,  '  aunt, 
father's  sister:'  Hib.  athair,  'father,'  for patftair.] 

—  Pitari-dura,  as,  m.  'a  hero  against  his  father,' 
a  cowardly  boaster.  •-  Pita-putra,  an,  m.  du.  father 
and  son.  —  Pitdputra-virodha,  as,  m.  a  contest 
between  father  and  son.  —  Pitaputra-samagama, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  Sutra.  —  Pitdputrlya,  as, 
a,  am,  relating  to  father  and  son ;  containing  the 
words  pitfi  and  putra  ;  (with  sampraddna)  the 
transmission  (of  bodily  capacities  and  powers)  from 
father  to   son.  —  Pita-maha,   as,    m.  a   paternal 
grandfather ;  a  N.  of  Brahma  the  great  father  of  all ; 

N.  of  the  author  of  a  Dharma-s'astra ;  of  the  author 
of  an  astronomical  work;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  ancestors, 

Manes;  (t),  f.  a  paternal  grandmother.  —  Pitamalia- 
saras,  as,  n.  or  pitdmahasya  saras,  N.  of  a  place 

of  pilgrimage.  —  Pitd-sumati-samvdda,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  part  of  the  Brahma-vaivarta-Purana.  —  Pituh- 

putra,  as,  m.  a  father's   son.  —  P-ituh-shvasri  or 
pitu/f-svairi,  sd,  f.  a  father's  sister.  —  Pitri-Ttarman, 
a,  or  pitri-kdrya,  am,  n.  obsequial  rites,  sacrifice 
offered  to  deceased  ancestors.  -•  Pitri-kalpa,  as,  m. 
(perhaps)  legends  relating  to  ancestors  ;  N.  of  a  long 

period  of  time,  Brahma's  day  of  new  moon.  —  Pitri- 
Tcdnana,  am,  n.  '  grove  of  ancestors,'  a  cemetery. 
—  Pitri-kulyd,  f.  '  rivulet  of  the  Pitris,'  N.  of  a 
river  rising  in  the  Malaya  mountains.— Pitn-krita, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  committed  against  parents  or  an- 

cestors (as  sin).  —  Pitri-kritya,  am,  n.  or  pitri- 
Icriyd,  {.  obsequial  rites,  oblations  offered   to  the 

spirits  of  deceased  ancestors.  —  Pitri-gana,  as,  m. 
the  whole  body  of  ancestors  collectively,  a  group  or 
class  of  Manes  or  deceased   progenitors  who  were 

sons  of  the  Rishis  or  Praja-patis,  (the  principal  classes, 
according  to  Manu  III.  194-199,  are  the  Soma-sads, 
descended  from  Vi-raj,  the  Agni-shvattas  from  Marldi, 
Barhi-shads  from  Atri,  Soma-pSs  from  Bhrigu,  Havish- 
mats   from   An-giras,  Ajya-pas   from    Pulastya,  and 
Su-kalins  from  Vasishtha ;  there  are  also  the  Agni- 
dagdhas  and  An-agnidagdhas,  KSvyas  and  Saumyas.) 
—  Pitri-gana,  f.   an   epithet  of  Durgi.  —  Pitri- 

gdthd,  as,  f.  pi.  '  songs  of  the  ancestors,'  an  epithet 
of  particular  songs.  —  PitH-gamin,  I,  im,  i,  be- 

longing or  pertaining  to  a  father.  —  Pitri-grind,  f. 
probably   a  wrong   reading   for  pitri-gana,   q.  v. 

—  I'itri-griha,  am,  n.  a  father's  house,   paternal 
mansion  ;  '  house  of  ancestors,'  a  burial  ground,  ceme- 

tery. —  Pitri-gralia,   as,    m.   '  the   genius   of  the 

Manes,'  N.  of  a  demon  causing  disease.  —  Pitri- 
i/hdtaka,  as,  or  pitri-gJidtin,  i,   m.   'slaying    a 

father,'  a  parricide.  —  'PUri-fela,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a man.  -  Pitri-tama,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  in  pitritamah 

pttn^dm,    best    of    the    ancestors    (Say.  '=  pala- kdndm  madhye  atiiayena  pdlalcaJi,  a  defender  in 
the  highest  degree  among  defenders).  -  Pitri-tar- 

paiia,   am,   n.    '  refreshing   the   Manes,'   gifts   in 
honour  of  deceased   progenitors,  distributed  at  the 
SVaddhas  or  funeral  ceremonies ;  an  oblation  to  the 

Manes ;  the  act  of  throwing  water  out  of  the  right 

hand  at  seasons  of  ablution  as  an  offering  to  the 
Manes  or  deceased  ancestors  in  general ;  the  part  of 
the  hand  between  the  thumb  and  fore-finger  sacred 
to  the  Manes;  sesamum  (  =  tila).  —  Pitri-tas,  ind., 

Ved.  from  the  father,  on  the  father's  side.  —  Pitri- 
tithi,  is,  f.  day  of  new  moon,  a  day  sacred  to  the 
Manes  of  either  deceased  parent,  the  day  appointed 

for  obsequial  rites  to  deceased  ancestors.  —  Pitri- 
tirtha,  am,  n. '  the  place  of  pilgrimage  for  proge- 

nitors,' epithet  of  the  city  called  Gayi  (where  the 
performance  of  funerjl  sacrifices  is  peculiarly  meri- 

torious and  efficacious) ;  the  part  of  the  hand  be- 
tween the  fore-finger  and  thumb  sacred  to  the 

Manes.  —  Ptiritirtka-mdhatmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

chapter  of  the  S'iva-PurSna.  —  Pitn-tva,  am,  n. 
fatherhood,  paternity;  the  state  or  condition  of  a 
Pitri  or  deified  progenitor.  —  Pitr i-datta,  as,  a, 

am,  given  by  a  father  (a  term  applied  to  a  woman's 
peculiar  property);  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Pitri- 
dayitd,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Pitri-ddna  or  pitri- 
ddnaka,  am,  n.  a  gift  in  honour  of  deceased  an- 

cestors, an  offering  to  the  Manes.  —  Pitri-ddya, 
as,  m.  property  inherited  from  a  father,  patrimony. 
••  Pitri-deva,  as,  m.  pi.  the  Manes  and  the  gods ; 
the  divine  Manes;  (as,  d,  am),  worshipping  a 
father;  relating  to  the  worship  of  the  Manes  or 
deceased  ancestors.  —  Pitri-devata  or  pitri-devatya, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  the  Manes  for  deities, 
sacred  to  the  Manes.  —  Pitri-daioata,  as,  i,  am, 
relating  to  the  worship  of  the  Manes ;  governed  or 
presided  over  by  the  Manes;  (am),  n.  epithet  of  the 
tenth  lunar  asterism  or  Magha.  —  Pitri-daivatya, 
as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  worship  of  the  Manes ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  sacrifice  offered  to  the  Manes  on 
the  day  called  Ashtaka.  —  Pitri-dravya,  am,  n. 

'  father's  substance,'  patrimony.  —  Pitri-ndman,  d, 

mm,  a,  called  after  the  father's  name ;  [cf.  mdtri- 
ndman.]  —  Pitri-paksha,  as,  m.  paternal  side, 
paternal  relationship ;  the  half  month  of  the  Manes, 
N.  of  the  dark  half  in  the  Gauna  AsVina,  so  termed 

as  peculiarly  appointed  for  the  celebration  of  obse- 

quial rites  to  the  Pitris  or  Manes ;  a  father's  relations, 
relatives  by  the  father's  side ;  (as,  d,  am),  being  on 
the  father's  side.  —  Pitrirpati,  is,  m.'  lord  of  the 
Manes,'  an  epithet  of  Yama,  regent  of  the  dead ; 
(ayas),  m.  pi.  the  Manes  and  the  lords  of  creatures 
(Praja-patis).  —  Pitri-pada,  am,  n.  the  world  or 
state  of  the  Manes.  —  Pitri-pdtra,  am,  n.  a  cup  or 
other  vessel  used  at  obsequial  rites.  -•  Pitri-pitri,  td, 

m.  a  father's  father,  paternal  grandfather.  —  Pitri- 
pita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  drunk  by  ancestors  or  deceased 
progenitors.  —  Pitri-pujana,  am,  n.  worship  of  the 
Manes.  —  Pilri-paitdmaha,  as,  i,  am,  inherited  or 
derived  from  father  and  grandfather;  (as),  m.  pi. 

fathers  and  grandfathers,  ancestors.  —  Pitripaitd- 
mahika,  as,  i,  am,  inherited  or  derived  from  father 

and  grandfather.  —  Pitri-prasu,  us,  f.  a  father's 
mother;  '  mother  of  the  Manes,'  twilight  (the  time 
when  the  Manes  of  departed  ancestors  are  abroad). 

—  Pitri-prdpta,  as,  d,  am,  received  from  a  father; 
inherited  patrimonially.  —  Pitri-prlya,  as,  m. 'dear 

to  the  Pitris,'  a  species  of  plant  ( =  bhringa-rdja). 
—  Pitri-bandhu,  its,  m.  a  kinsman  by  the  father's 
side,  as  the  son  of  the  paternal  grandfather's  sister, 
of  the  paternal   grandmother's   sister,  and    of  the 
father's  maternal  uncle;  (u),  n.  relationship  by  the 
father's   side.  •-  Pitri-bdndhava,  as,  m.  a  kins- 

man  in   the  paternal   line.  —  Pitri-bhakta,  as,  d, 
am,  dutifully  attached  to  a  father.  —  Pitri-bhakti, 

is,  f.  filial  duty  to  a  father.  —  1'itribhakt i-taran- 
gini,  f.,  N.  of  a  vork.  —  Pitri-bhutl,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 

commentator  on  K.ltyayana's  Srauta-sutras.  —  Pitri- 
bhojana,  am,  n.  a  father's  food ;  food  offered  to  the 
Manes ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  the  plant  Phaseolus  Radi- 
atus  (a  species  of  pulse  =  mdsha).  —  Pitri-bhrdtri, 

td,  m.  a  father's  brother,  paternal   uncle.  —  1'ltri- 
mat,  an,  ail,  at,  having  a  father,  having  an  illus- 

trious father ;  accompanied  by  the  Manes,  connected 
with  the  Manes  (as  Soma  or  Yama) ;    mentioning 
the  Manes  or  deceased  ancestors.  —  Pitri-mandira, 

am,  n.  a  father's  house,  paternal  mansion ;  '  dwelling- 

place  of  ancestors,"  a  cemetery.  —  Pitri-mdtri-ltina, 
as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  father  and  mother,  orphan. 
—  Pitri-medha  or  pitri-yajiia,  as,  m.  sacrifice 
offered  to  the  Manes,  obsequial  offerings.  •-  Pitri- 
ydna,  Ved.  or  pitri-ydna,  as,  d,  am,  trodden  by 
the  Manes;    (am),   n.  the   path   trodden   by  the 
Manes,  the  way  leading  to  the  Manes ;  the  vehicle 
of  the  Manes,  a  car  to  convey  holy  persons  after  their 
decease  to  heaven.  —  Pitri-raj,  t,  or  pitri-rdja,  as, 

or  pitri-rdjan,  d,  m.  '  king  of  the  Manes,'  an 
epithet  of  Yanu.  —  Pitri.rupa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Rudra.  —  Pitri-loka,  as,  m.  a  father's  house,  paternal 
mansion ;    the  world  or  sphere  of  the  Manes  (to 
which  various  situations  are  ascribed,  but  principally 

the  Bhuvas  region  or  mid-heaven).  —  Pitri-vanifa, 

as,  m.  the  paternal  baaly.  —  i.pitri-rat,  an,  at't, 
at,  having  a  father,  whose  father  is  living.  —  2.  pitri- 
vat,  ind.  like  a  father ;  like  the  Manes ;  as  if  for  the 
Manes ;  as  in  the  sacrifice  offered  to  the  Manes.  —  Pi- 

tri-tana,  am,  n. '  grove  of  ancestors,'  a  cemetery,  a 
place  where  dead  bodies  are  burnt  or  buried.  —  Pi- 
trimne-dara,  as,  i.  am,  haunting  a  cemetery ;  (as), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  a  goblin.  —  Pitri-vartin,  t, 

m,  '  staying  or   abiding  with   ancestors,'  N.  of  a 
Brahman   (  =  king   Brahma-datta).  —  Pitri-rasati, 

is,  f.  'abode   of  departed   ancestors,'  a  cemetery. 
—Pitri-vdk-para,   as,  d,  am,  attentive   to   the 
voice   of  parents,   obedient    to    parents.  —  Pitri- 
vittq,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  acquired  by  ancestors ;  (Say.) 
=pituh  eakdddl  labdha,  derived  from  a  father, 
patrimonial.  —  Pitri-vrata,  as,  m.  a  worshipper  of 
the  Manes ;  (am),  n.  worship  of  ancestors,  obsequial 
rites.  —  Pitri-^arman,   d,  m.,  N.  of  a   Danava. 

—  Pitrirs'ravana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  bringing  honour 
to  a  father ;  (Say.  =  pita  prakhydyate  yena  pu- 
trena    tddriiah.)  —  Pitri-frdddha,    am,    n.   a 
funeral  ceremony  or  obsequial  rites  in   honour  of 
a  father  or  deceased   ancestor.  —  Pitri-shad,  t,  t, 

t,  Ved.   living   unmarried   with  a   father   or   with 

parents ;  '  dwelling  with  the  Manes,'  an  epithet  of 
Rudra.  —  Pitri-shadana,  as,d,  am,  Ved.  inhabited 

by  the   Manes.  —  Pitri-shvaeri,  sd,  f.  a  father's 
sister,   paternal   aunt   ( =  pituh-shvasri).  —  Pitri- 

shi'asrlya,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  father's  sister's  son  or 
daughter,  a  paternal  aunt's  son  or  daughter.  —  Pitri- 
sannibha,  as,  d,  am,  like  a  father,  fatherly,  paternal. 

—  Pitri-sdmdnya,   am,  n.  ancestors   collectively. 

—  Pitri-su,  us,  f.  a  father's  mother ; '  mother  of  the 
Manes,' twilight ;  [cf.  pitri-prasu.^  —  Pitri-sukta, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  hyma.  —  Pitri-sthdna,  as, 
m.  a  guardian ;  (am),  n.  the  sphere  of  the  Manes. 
—  Pitristhdniya,  as,  m.  a  guardian  (who  takes  the 
place  of  a  parent).  —  Pitri-svasri,  sd,  (.  an  incorrect 
form  for  pitri-shi'asri.  —  Pitrisvasrtya,  as,  d,  m. 

f.,  see  pitrishvasrlya.  —  Pitri-hatyd,  f.  the  murder 
of  a  father,  parricide.  —  Pitri-han,  d,  m.  a  parricide. 
—  Pitri-hu,  us,  is,  u,  invoking  or  dedicated  to  the 

Pitris ;  (us),  f.,  scil.  diidr,  N.  of  the  southern  aper- 
ture of  the  human  body,  i.e.  of  the  right  ear;  [cf. 

deva-hu.]  —  Pitri-huya,  am,  n.,Ved.  invoking  or 
summoning  deceased  ancestors.  —  Pitrarjita  (  tri- 
ar°),  as,  d,  am,  derived  from  a  father;  property 

originally  acquired  by  a  father.  —  Pi trartham  ("fri- 

ar ),  ind.  for  a  father's  sake. Pitrika,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 
paternal,  parental,  ancestral,  relating  or  belonging  to 

parents  or  progenitors,  obsequial. 

Pitt-ivya,  as,  m.  a  father's  brother,  paternal  uncle ; 
any  elderly  male  relation ;  [cf.  Gr.  irtirpa-s ;  Lat. 
patruus.^ 

Pitrya,  as,  d,  am,  derived  from  a  father,  relating 
to  a  father,  paternal,  patrimonial,  ancestral,  belonging 
to  a  father  or  to  progenitors,  usual  or  customary  with 
a  father ;  relating  to  deceased  ancestors,  consecrated 
to  the  Manes,  referring  or  devoted  to  the  Manes, 

obsequial;  in  Manu  II.  59.  pitryam  t~trtham  =  tbe part  of  the  hand  sacred  to  deified  progenitors,  i.  e. 
the  part  between  the  fore-finger  and  thumb ;  (as), 
m.  the  eldest  brother  (who  takes  the  place  of  a 
father);  the  month  Magha;  (d),  f.  the  Nakshatra 
MaghS  (presided  over  by  the  Manes) ;  the  day  of 
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full  moon,  the  worship  of  the  Manes  on  the  day 
of  full  moon  ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  karma,  the  worship 
of  the  Manes  ;  the  Nakshatra  Magha  ;  the  part  of 
the  hand  between  the  fore-finger  and  thumb. 
—  Pitrya-vat,  an,  all,  «<,  Ved.  (perhaps)  possess- 

ing  property   inherited  from    a    father;    (Say.)  = 
pitri-jnat,  q.  v. 

HRT  pitta,  am,  n.  (etymology  doubtful), 
bile,  the  bilious  humor,  one  of  the  three  humors  of 

the  body  (the  other  two  being  vata  and  liapha;  it 
is  especially  secreted  between  the  stomach  and 

bowels,  and  thence  flows  through  the  liver,  and 
distributes  itself  in  the  spleen,  heart,  eyes,  and  skin  ; 

its  chief  quality  is  heat);  [cf.  kurma-p°,  go-p°, 
rakta-p°,  paittika.]  —  Pitta-kasha,  as,  m.  the 
gall-bladder.  —  Pitta-kshobha,  as,  m.  excess  and 
disturbance  of  the  bilious  humor.  —  Pitta-gadin,  I, 
ini,  i,  suffering  from  bilious  complaints,  bilious. 

—  Pilta-ghna,  as,  i,  am,  '  bile-destroying,'  anti- 
bilious;     (am),   n.   an   antidote   to    bilious    com- 

plaints ;  ghee  1  ;  (I),  f.  a  plant,  Cocculus  Cordifolius. 
—  Pitta-jvara,  as,  m.  bilious  fever.  —  Pitta-drd- 

oin,  I,  im,  i,  '  bile-dispersing,'  removing  bile  ;  (I), 
m.  the  sweet  citron  (  =  madhura-jambira).  —  Pitta- 
dhara,  as,  a,  am,  containing  bile,  bilious.  —  Pitta- 
nivarhana,  as,  a,  am,  destroying  bile.  —  Pitta- 
prakriti,  is,  w,  i,  being  of  a  bilious  temperament. 
—  Pitta-prakopa,  as,  m.  excess  and  vitiation  of 
the  bilious  humor.  —  Pitta-rakta,  am,  n.  plethora  ; 

[cf.  rakta-pitta.~\  —  PiUa-rogin,  I,  int,  i,  suffering from  bilious  complaints,   bilious.  —  Pitta-vat,  an, 
all,  at,  having  bile,  bilious.  —  Pitta-vdyu,  us,  m. 
flatulence  arising  from  excess  and  vitiation  of  the 

bilious  humor.  —  Pitta-mdagdha,  as,  a,  am,  burnt 
up  by  bile,  impaired  or  destroyed  by  bile.  —  Pitta- 

einds'ana,  as,  i,  am,  '  bile-destroying,'  antibilious. 
—  Pitta-tomana,    as,   i,   am,  '  bile-alleviating,' 
antibilious.  —  Pitta-syanda,  as,  m.  a  bilious  form 

of  ophthalmia  ;    [cf.  pittdbhishyanda.']  —  Pitta- 
hara,  as,  I,  am,'  bile-removing,'  antibilious.  —  Pit- 
tdtisdra  (°ta-at°),  as,  m.  'bile-dysentery,'  a  bilious 
form  of  diarrhoea.  —  Pittdttsdrin,  I,  ini,  i,  suffering 
from  a  bilious  form  of  dysentery.  —  Pittdbhishyanda 

(°ta-abh°),  as,  m.  a  bilious  form  of  ophthalmia  ; 
[cf.  pitta-syanda.]  —  Pittdri   (°ta-ari),  is,   m. 
'enemy  of  bile,'  i.e.  anything  antibilious  ;    N.  of 
various  plants  and  vegetable  substances  used  to  coun- 

teract biliousness  (  =  parpata,  Idkshd,  and  varvara). 

—Pittopahata  (°ta-up°),  as,  a,  am,  impaired  or 
destroyed  by  bile. 

Pittala,  as,  a,  am,  bilious,  relating  to  the  bilious 
humor,  secreting  bile;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Jussiza 
Repens;  (t),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  ̂ murvd;  (am),  n. 
brass,  bell-metal  ;  a  species  of  birch  tree  (the  bark  of 
which  is  used  for  writing  upon  ;  cf.  bhurja-pattra). 

fff^pittha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

t,  an,  and,  at  (fr.  Desid.  of 

rt.  2.  pal},  being  about  to  fly  or  fall,  habitually 
falling  or  coming  down  ;  (an),  m.  a  bird  ;  [cf.  Gr. 

if  I'TTOKOS  ;  Lat.  psittacus!] 
Pitsala,  am,  n.  a  road,  path,  way. 
Pitm,  us,  us,  «,  being  about  to  fly  or  fall. 
Pipatishat,  an,  antl,  at,  about  to  fly  or  fall, 

inclined  or  addicted  to  falling  repeatedly  ;  (an),  m. a  bird. 

Pipatisha,  f.  wish  or  inclination  to  come  down 
or  fall. 

Pipatishu,  us,  us,  u,  being  about  to  fall  ;  (us), 
m.  a  bird. 

\VSpidva,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  species  of  animal. 

T  pi-dha  =  api-dha,  q.  v. 
Pirdadhat,  at,  ati,  at,  covering,  veiling,  hiding. 
Pi-dhdtavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  covered  or  hidden  ; 

to  be  stopped  up,  to  be  shut  or  closed. 

Pirdhdna,  am,  n.  covering,  stopping  up,  shut- 
ting ;  (as  or  am),  m.  or  n.  (1),  a  covering,  cover, 

concealment  ;  a  lid,  top,  cover  ;  a  sheath  ;  a  wrap- 
per, cloak;  [cf.  Cambro-Brit.  fedon,  'a  screen.'] 

—  Pidhdna-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  provided  with  a  cover, 
covered  with  a  lid. 

Pidhdnaka,  as,  m.  a  cover,  lid  ;  a  sheath,  scab- 

bard [cf.  khadga-p°}. 
Pi-dhdya,  ind.  having  covered. 
Pi-dhdyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  covering,  hiding,  con- 

cealing. —  Pidhdyaka-td,  f.  the  state  or  act  of covering. 

Pi-hita,  as,  a,  am,  shut,  covered,  hidden,  con- 
cealed; filled  with;  (am),  n.  a  particular  figure  of 

speech,  showing  any  person  by  insinuation  that  one 
knows  his  secrets. 

as,  m.=pinasa,  q.  v. 

pi-nah=  api-nah,  q.  v. 

Pi-naddha,  as,  d,  am,  tied  on,  put  on,  fastened, 
bound  ;  dressed,  accoutred  ;  wrapped,  covered,  con- 

cealed ;  pierced,  penetrated, 
Pinaddhaka,    at,   ikd,  am,  dressed,   clothed, 

covered. 

Pi-nahya,  ind.  having  put  on  or  dressed. 

1411*  pindka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  he 
fr.  rt.  3.  pa),  a  staff,  stick  ;  a  bow;  the  dub  or  bow 
of  Rudra-Siva;  a  trident  or  three-pronged  spear; 
the  trident  of  Siva  ;  a  shower  or  fall  of  dust,  falling 
dust;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (I),  f.  a  kind  of 
stringed  instrument,  a  sort  of  violin.  —  Pinaka- 

yoptri,  Id,  m.  'preserver  of  the  PinSka,'  an  epithet 
of  Siva.  —  Pindka-dhrik  (see  dhrik),  or  pindka- 

bhrit,  t,  m.  '  bearer  of  the  PinSka,'  an  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Pindka^pdni,  is,  m.  '  PinSka  in  hand,'  an 
epithet  of  Siva. 
Pindki,  is,  is,  i  (occurring  only  in  ace.  sing.), 

substituted  for  pinakin,  q.  v, 

Findkin,  i,  irii,  i,  armed  with  a  PinSka  ;  (j),  m. 
an  epithet  of  Rudra-Siva  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  eleven 
Rudras;  (int),  [.,  N.  of  two  rivers.  —  Pindkinl- 
makdtmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Brahminda- PurSna. 

pinydsa,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
3.  as  vfi&pi-ni),  Asa  Fcetida;  [cf.  pinydka.] 

fllrd  pine,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  pinvati,  -te, 
^.pipinva,  piptnve,  pinvishyati,  -te, 

piuvitum,  Ved.  to  cause  to  swell,  to  distend,  to  cause 
to  overflow  or  run  over,  to  cause  to  abound  ;  to  cause 
to  abound  in  milk  (Rig-veda  I.  112,  3,  where, 
according  to  SSy.,  plnvathah  =  payasd  purita- 
vantau)  ;  to  sprinkle,  wet,  moisten,  water  ;  to  dis- 

charge, pour  forth  ;  to  grant,  bestow  ;  (A.)  to  swell, 
to  be  distended,  to  overflow;  [cf.  rt.  pyai.] 
Pinva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  causing  to  swell  or  flow  • 

[cf.  ddnu-p°.'] 
Pinvana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  particular  vessel  used  in 

religious  ceremonies. 

Pinvantyapiyd,  f.,  Ved.,  scil.  rtV,  an  epithet  of 
the  verse  beginning  pinvanty  apo  (Rig-veda  I. 
64,  6). 
Pinramdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  swollen, 

swelling,  being  full  or  filled. 

PM  M  In  «t  ̂ pipatishat,  pipatishd,  pipatishu. See  under  pitmt,  col.  i. 

ipavishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of 
rt.  1.  pii),  wishing  to  purify. 

ipdthaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- tain. 

Mmr^  pipdsat,  an,  antl,  at  (fr.  Desid. 
of  rt.  I  .  pa),  thirsting,  thirsty. 

Pipdsd,  f.  thirst,  desire  to  drink.  —  Pipdsd-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  thirsting,  thirsty. 

Pipasita,  as,  d,  am,  wishing  to  drink,  thirsty, 
athirst. 

Pipdsin,  I,  ini,  i,  wishing  to  drink,  thirsty. 
Pipasu,  us,  us,  u,  thirsty,  athirst. 

pipili,  f.=pipili>  an  ant. 
pipishvat,  an,  antl,  at  (fr.  a  rt. 

pi  for  pi),  Ved.  (perhaps)  swollen,  overfull,  super- 

abundant ;  (according  to  Say.)  favourable  to  the  hus- 
bandman. 

,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman 
who  was  the  first  to  perform  a  particular  ceremony 
in  honour  of  Vishnu  on  the  twelfth  day  of  the  light 

half  of  the  month  Vais"3kha  ;  (»),  f.  the  twelfth  day 
of  the  light  half  of  the  month  Vais'akha  (when  giving away  water  is  an  act  of  merit,  so  called  after  the BrShman  Pipltaka). 

piplla,  as,  I,  m.  f.  (perhaps  a  re- duplicated form  fr.  rt.  pid),  an  ant. 
Pipilaka,  as,  m.  a  large  black  ant  ;  (ikd),  f.  the 

common  small  red  ant;  a  female  ant.  —  Pipilikd- 
parisarpana,  am,  n.  the  running  about  of  ants. 

Pipllika,  as,  m.  an  ant  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  gold 
supposed  to  be  collected  by  ants.  -  Pipilika- 

madhya,  ae,  d,  am,  'thin  in  the  middle  like  an 
ant,'  N.  of  any  metre  the  middle  Psda  of  which  is 
shorter  than  the  preceding  and  following.  —  Pipi- 
lika-madhyamd,  f.,  N.  of  a  species  of  the  Anushtubh 
metre.  —  Pipilikd-madhya,  as,  d,  am,  a  kind  of 
fasting  (beginning  on  the  day  of  full  moon  with 
fifteen  mouthfuls,  decreasing  by  one  daily  until  the 
day  of  new  moon,  and  after  that  increasing  by  one 
daily  until  the  next  day  of  full  moon). 

fq^fedtj  pipritthishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid. 
of  rt.  pradfc),  about  to  ask  or  inquire,  wishing  to  ask. 

f<*>*{Wpippaka,  f.,  Ved.  a  species  of  bird  ; 
[cf.  pippika.] 

pippatd,  f.  a  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

pippala,  as,  m.  (said  to  he  fr.  rt. 

3.  pa),  the  holy  fig-tree,  Ficus  Religiosa  [cf.  aiaat- 
tha]  ;  a  kind  of  bird  ;  a  nipple  (so  called  from  its 
similarity  to  a  berry)  ;  the  sleeve  of  a  jacket  or  coat  ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Mitra  and  RevatI  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  school  of  the  Atharva-veda  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a 
river;  (i),  f.  a  berry;  long  pepper,  Piper  Longum 

(both  plant  and  berry  ;  cf.  kapi-p°,jala-p°,  toya-p°)  ; 
(am),  n.  a  berry  in  general,  the  berry  of  the  tree 
Ficus  Religiosa;  sensual  enjoyment;  water;  the 

sleeve  of  a  coat;  [cf.  Gr.  irftrtpi,  ire'repi;  Lat, 

piper.]  -  Pippaldda  (°la-ada),  o«,  m.  '  eater 
of  berries,'  N.  of  an  ancient  teacher  of  the 
Atharva-veda  ;  (di),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of  the 
Atharva-veda  (also  pippalddakds).  —  Pippalada- 
tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place.  —  Pip- 
paldda-truti,  is,  {.,  N.  of  a  work  mentioned  in 
the  ParsSara-smriti.  —  Pippald-vati,  (.,  N.  of  a 

river.  —  Pippall-mula,  am,  n.  the  root  of  long 

pepper.  —  Pippali-lavana,  e,  n.  du.  pepper  and  salt. 
Pippalaka,  am,  n.  a  nipple  ;  sewing  thread. 
Pippaldyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Pippali,  is,  (.  long  pepper;  Vasi»n(hatya  pippali, 

N.  of  a  SSman.  —  Pippali-s"roni,  is,  f.  ,  N.  of  a  river. 
Pippalikd,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  aivatthl). 

ffBfc-^pippalu,  us,  m.  or  f.(?),  N.  of  a man  (or  woman  ?). 

fijfin<*l  pippikd,  f.  the  tartar  of  the  teeth; 
[cf.  pittaka^] 

»*n  <*  pipplka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  species  of 
animal,  probably  a  bird  ;  [cf.  pippakd.] 

piprisha,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  i. 
ori),Ved.  desire  of  pleasing  or  showing  kindness. 
Piprtshu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  pleasing,  wishing 

to  give  pleasure. 

pipru,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  pn?),  Ved.,  N. 
of  a  demon  (who  was  conquered  and  whose  strong- 
lolds  were  destroyed  by  Indra). 

piplu,  us,  m.  (perhaps  for  api-plu; 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  plush  with  api),  a  freckle,  mark, 

mole.  —  Piplu-karna,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  mark  on 
the  ear.  —  Piplu-pradihadana,  as,  i,  am,  covering 
or  concealing  a  mole. 

piba  orpiva,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  ̂ a), 
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drinking,  who  or  what  drinks  ;  [cf.  <ri-p°.]  —  Piba- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  containing  a  form  of  the 
verb  pibati. 

Pffiiat  or  pivot,  an,  anti,  at,  drinking,  who  or 
what  drinks. 

pibdamana,  as,  5,  am  (perhaps 
fr.  a  reduplicated  form  of  it.  3.  pad),  Ved.  becoming 
or  being  firm  or  solid,  becoming  or  being  hard  or 
compact. 
Pibdana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  firm,  hard,  solid, 

compact  ;  (am),  n.  (according  to  Say.)  a  Rakshas. 

fVwT^>  piyani,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  Sautra  rt. 
t.  piy),  Ved.  censuring,  blaming,  deriding,  mis- 

chievous (S3y.  =  Ai'n«oio). 
fssiw  piydla,  as,  m.  (=priyala,  q.  v., 

but  said  to  be  fr.  the  Sautra  rt.  I.  piy),  the  tree 
Buchanania  Latifolia  (called  in  Hindi  also  Chironji, 
whence  it  has  been  named  Chironjia  Sapida;  in 
Bengal  it  is  commonly  called  Piya  or  Piyal)  ;  (am), 
n.  the  fruit  of  Buchanania  Latifolia. 

pil,  cl.  10.  P.  pelayati,  -yitum,  to 
x  throw,  cast  ;   to  send  ;   to  incite  ;    [cf. 

rts.  pel,  vil.] 
Piltt,  us,  or  piluka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree 

(^pilu;  cf.pailava). 
I  'Hunt,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  murva;  a  wrong 

form  for  pilu-parni  ;  cf.  pilu-parni). 

T*J\c3pili,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

!«<(<»>  »^qr««  pilinda-vatsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
disciple  of  Sakya-muni. 

fsfrtfiMrt'  pilippila,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  slip- 
pery. 

pilla,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  a  substi- 
tute for  Minna),  blear-«yed  ;  (as),  m.  a  bleared  eye. 

Pillakd,  f.  a  female  elephant,  (the  elephant's  eye 
being  usually  moist.) 

I.  pi£,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  pirtsati,  -te, 

•\  pipeia,  pipiie,  pejishyati,  -te,  apeflt, 
pefitum,  Ved.  to  adorn,  deck,  decorate,  embellish  ; 
to  prepare,  make  ready  (especially  meat,  by  cutting 
it  up  and  carving  it);  to  shape,  fashion,  mould, 
form  ;  to  be  decomposed,  to  be  reduced  to  consti- 

tuent parts  ;  to  be  organized  ;  to  light,  enlighten  : 
Caus.  peiayati,  Aor.  apipiiat:  Desid.  pipitfahati, 
pipetishat  i  :  Intens.  pepUyate,  pcpeshti,  to  be 
richly  adorned. 

2.  pis',  f.  an  ornament,  decoration;  (Say.)  = rupam  Mmnyadi. 
Piia,  at,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  =  rani,  a 

sort  of  deer  (probably  so  called  from  its  colour). 
Piianga,  as,  i,  am,  reddish,  reddish-brown,  of  a 

tawny  or  brown  colour  ;  (o»),  m.  tawny  colour  ;  N. 
of  a  serpent-demon.  —  Piianga-td,  f.  or  piianga- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  being  of  a  tawny  colour,  tawniness. 
—  Pifanga-bhrishti,  is,  it,  i,  Ved.  (perhaps)  having 
red  fangs  ;  (Say.)  =  ishad-rdkta-varna,  being  of  a 
pale-red  hue,  tawny-coloured.  —  Pi^anga-rdti,  In, 
is,  i,  Ved.  giving  reddish  (i.  e.  golden)  gifts  (said  of 
Indra)  ;  (Say.)  =  bahurupa-dhanendra,  lord  of 
manifold  wealth.  —  Pifanga-rupa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
being  of  a  reddish  or  yellow  appearance;  (S5y.)  = 
hiranya-rupa,  golden-coloured.  —  Pifanya-san- 
drit,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  (according  to  Mahl-dhara)  being 
of  a  red  or  yellow  colour;  (according  to  SSy.)  = 
ndnd^rupa,  of  various  kinds.  —  Piiangaita  (°ga- 
ai°),  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  reddish  or  tawny horses  (said  of  the  Maruts). 
Pitangaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  attendant  of  Vishnu. 
Piiangin,  i,  tni,  »,  brown,  tawny. 
Piiangila,  a»,  a,  am,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  colour  (?)  • 

(according  to  Mahl-dhara)  =piiam  +  gila. 
I  iJata,  at,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  pUa.  for  piiita,, 

•  flesh,  and  rt.  i.  art),  N.  of  a  class  of  demons 
(perhaps  originally  a  personification  of  the  ignis 
fatuus  ;  in  the  Veda  they  are  enumerated  after  gods, men,  Manes,  Asuras,  and  Rskshasas  ;  in  later  times 

they  are  described  as  the  children  of  Krodha)  ;  a 
sprite,  fiend,  goblin,  ogre,  malevolent  being  (some- 

thing between  an  infernal  imp  and  a  ghost,  always 
described  as  fierce  and  malignant)  ;  N.  of  a  Rakshas  ; 

(i),  f.  a  female  imp,  a  she-demon  [cf.  stri-p°"\  ;  N. 
of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  mother  of  the  Pisic'as  ; 
a  species  of  Valeriana  (  =  gandha-mdnsi).  —  Piiata- 
td,  f.  or  pifada-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition 
of  a  Pis^a.  —  Piidfa-dru,  us,  m.  a  species  of  tree, 

Trophis  Aspera  (the  favourite  haunt  of  the  Pis'ic'as). 
•-  Pi$aia-bddJia,  f.  demoniacal  possession.  •—  Pi- 
3dt!a-bhdshd,  f.  '  Pis  J<!a  language,'  a  gibberish  or  cor- 

ruption of  Sanskrit  used  in  plays.  —  Pis'dfa-mofana, 
am,  n.  '  release  of  the  Pis'Sc'a,'  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrim- 

age. —  Pis'dfamot'ana-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place 
of  pilgrimage.  —  Piddfy-vriksha,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
tree,  Trophis  Aspera  (  =  ddkhota).  —  Piidta-mn- 
ddra,  as,  m.  demoniacal  possession.  •—  Pitfdda-sabha, 
am,  n.  an  assemblage  of  goblins  or  fiends  ;  the  place 

or  hall  of  their  assembly,  pandemonium.  —  Pis'ddd- 
laya  (°<<a-dP),  as,  m.  '  abode  of  Pisacas,'  N.  of  a 
particular  luminous  phenomenon,  phosphorescence. 
—  PUdd-karana,   am,    n.   transforming    into   a 

Pi&iz.  —  Fis'dtoraga-rdksliaaa  (°da-ur°),  as,  m. 
pi.  Pisa&s,  serpents,  and  Rakshasas. 
Piiadalca,  at,  m.  a  PiSica;  (ika),  t.^jnidd 

(at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g.  gandha-p°,  dhana-p°)  ; 
N.  of  a  river  ;  scil.  bhdsJid,  the  language  of  the  Pis'S- 
c'as.  —  Piidfalfa-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  village. 
PUifdkin,  I,  m.  an  epithet  of  Kuvera  the  god 

of  wealth  (the  treasures  of  this  deity  being  guarded 
by  Pis'Siias  and  other  malignant  beings). 

Ptidti,  d,  m.,  Ved.  a  Pis'ic'a. Pi&ta,  am,  n.  flesh  which  has  been  cut  up  or 
prepared,  flesh,  meat  ;  a  small  piece  ;  (a),  f.  spikenard, 
Nardostachys  Jatamansi  (  =jatd-mdnsi).  •-  Piiita- 
bkuj,  k,  k,  k,  eating  flesh  ;  (k),  m.  one  who  eats 

flesh.  —  Piiitds'a  (°ta-ds~a),  as,  d,  am,  eating  flesh  ; 
(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  flesh-eating  demons,  as  Rak- 

shasas or  PisS&s;  a  fiend;  a  cannibal.—  Pis'itds'ana 
(°ta-a£°),  as,  I,  am,  flesh-eating,  meat-eating  ;  (as), 

m.  a  demon,  fiend,  cannibal,  Rakshas,  Pis'sc'a  (de- 
scribed as  a  child  of  Ni-kashS)  ;  epithet  of  a  wolf. 

—  Pi&tdiin  ("to-as"3),  i,  ini,  i,  eating  flesh  or 
meat,  carnivorous;   (i),  m.  a  demon,  goblin,  can- 

nibal;   N.  of  an  attendant   of  S'm.  —  Pis'itcpsu 
(°<a-jp°),  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  flesh,  eager  for  or 
greedy  after  meat. 
Piii,  f.  spikenard,  Nardostachys  Jatamansi  (= 

piiKtd). 
Piiuna,  as,  a,  am,  informing  against,  betraying, 

treacherous;  disparaging,  calumniating,  backbiting, 
calumnious,  slanderous;  cruel,  wicked,  malignant, 
mischievous,  harsh,  unkind  ;  exciting  hopes  and  dis- 

appointing them  ;  vile,  low,  contemptible,  infamous  ; 
stupid,  a  fool  ;  making  known,  indicating,  evincing, 
displaying,  reminding,  commemorating,  memorable 
for  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g.  tulyanuraga-p°, 
manifesting  an  equal  attachment  ;  kshatra-pradha- 
na-p",  memorable  for  the  conflict  of  Kshatriyas)  ; 
(as),  m.  a  betrayer,  traitor,  informer,  spy,  tale- 

bearer, backbiter,  calumniator,  slanderer  ;  epithet  of 
a  goblin  dangerous  to  pregnant  women  ;  cotton 
(which  betrays  by  hanging  to  the  clothes)  ;  an  epi- 

thet of  NSrada  (the  messenger  and  informant  of  the 
gods)  ;  a  crow  ;  N.  of  a  Brihman  ;  N.  of  a  minister 
of  Dushyanta  ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  plant,  Medicago 
Esculenta  ;  (am),  n.  informing  against,  betraying, 
sycophancy;  saffron  (which  betrays  an  unfaithful 
lover);  [cf.  Gr.  Tnx-p6-s,  irivKftiavo-!,  TrfundAi^o-r, 
^X'"7rf  "*«  •'  Lith.  pik-ta-s,  '  bad  ;'  pfik-ti,  '  to  be 
angry;'  peik-ti,  'to  despise,  to  blame.']  —  Pisuna- 
td,  f.  slander,  scandal,  backbiting,  betrayal,  syco- 

phancy. —  Pisuna-vadana  or  pteuna-rakya,  am, 
n.  evil  speech,  bad  report,  detraction,  slander. 

P{iunaya,  Nom.  P.  pis"unayati,  -yitum,  to 
betray,  make  known,  indicate,  make  manifest. 

pisika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 
in  the  South. 

pislla  or  pijilaka,  am,  n.,  Ved. 

(a  wooden)  vessel  or  dish.  —  Pi&la-vina,  (.  a  kind 
of  stringed  instrument  or  guitar,  the  strings  of  which 
are  stretched  across  a  frame  ( =  3urpa-vind). 

f'TSJ'T  pisuna.     See  col.  2. 
•fnn  pish,  cl.  7.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)pinashti, 

N  pinsh/e  (Impv.  2nd  sing,  pindhi),  p{- 
pesha,  pekshyati,  apishat,  peshtum  (ep.  Impf. 
apitjshat.  Pot.  pishet),  to  grind,  pound,  crush ;  to 
bruise,  hurt,  injure,  destroy ;  cl.  10.  P.  or  Caus.  pesha- 
yati,  -yitum,  Aor.  apipiskat,  to  grind,  pound ;  to 
injure;  to  give;  to  be  Strong;  to  dwell;  cl.  I.  IO. 
P. peshati,peshayati,togo,  move;  [cf.  Gr.  irn<rer-a> 
for  Trlffff-w,  Trlrvpov,  Trrl(T-fj.a,  iriff-o~s,  iriff-ivo-s, 
vifftro-;  Lat.  pins-0,  pii-o,  pit-tor,  pii-tillu-m, 
ptxfrlnum,  pis-tura,  pii-u-m,  Pino,  pi-lu-m, 

pi-la,  pi-lu-s;  Lith.  pes-ta, 'a  mill.'] 
Pisfita,  as,  a,  am,  ground,  pounded,  crushed, 

bruised ;  rubbed  together,  squeezed,  clasped  (as  the 
hands) ;  kneaded ;  (am),  n.  anything  ground,  any 
finely  ground  substance,  flour,  meal,  (;ia  pishtam 
pinaxhti,  he  does  not  grind  flour,  i.  e.  he  does 
no  useless  work  or  vain  repetition);  lead;  (as), 

m.  pastry ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his 
descendants.  —  Pishta-pafana,  am,  n.  a  pan  for 
parching  flower ;  a  boiler,  seether,  sauce-pan. 
—  Pinhta-pas'u,  us,  m.  an  effigy  of  a  beast  or 
sacrificial  victim  made  with  flour  or  dough.  —  Piskta- 
pdka,  as,  m.  food  prepared  by  baking  flour.  —  Pish- 
tapdka-l)hrit,  t,  t,  t,  containing  food  prepared  by 
baking  flour;    (t),  m.  a  boiler.  —  Pishta-pdi'aka, 
am,  n.  a  boiler.  —  Piskta-pinda,  as,  m.  a  cake  of 
meal.  —  Pishta-pura,  as,  m.  meal  made  up  into  a 

sort  of  cake  with  clarified  butter ;  [cf.  ghrita-pura.~] 
—  Pishta-pesha,  as,  m.  or  pishta-peshana,  am, 

n.  '  grinding  flour,'  useless  labour,  vain   repetition. 
—  Pishta-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of  meal  or  flour, 
mixed  with  flour;  jalam  pishta-mayam,  water 
sprinkled  with  meal.  —  Pishta-meha,  as,  m.  flour- 
like   diabetes.  —  Pisktamehin,  i,  int,  i,  suffering 
from  flour-like  diabetes.  —  Pishta-rasa,  as,  m.  water 
mixed  with  flour.  —  Pishta-varti,  a  small  cake  made 
of  the   meal  of  bailey,   rice,  or  pulse.  —  Pishta- 
saurabha,  am,  n.  (pulverized)  sandal-wood.  —  PisA- 
tdda  (°ta-ada),   as,    d,   am,   feeding   on   meal. 
—  Pishtodaka  (°ta-ud°),  am,  n.  water  mixed  with flour. 

Pishtalca,  as,  m.  a  cake  made  of  the  flour  or 
meal  of  any  grain,  any  baked  cake,  bread  ;  a  disease 
of  the  eyes,  opacity  of  the  cornea ;  (ikd),  f.  a  kind 
of  grits,  the  meal  of  pulse  steeped  in  water  and 
peeled  and  ground ;  (am),  n.  pounded  sesamum 

seeds,  oil-cake. Pishtdta,  as,  m.  perfumed  powder  (for  scenting 
rooms,  garments,  &c.) ;  scented  dust  which  the 
Hindus  sprinkle  over  each  other  at  the  Holi  or 

spring  festival. Pishtika,  am,  n.  a  cake  made  of  rice  flour. 
Plshtodl,  f.  a  species  of  shrub  (—iveldmli). 

(V«M  pishtapa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 

fr.  pis',  substituted  for  rt.  mi),  a  world,  a  division  of the  universe ;  [cf.  vishtapa^} 

HI  ij  pis,  cl.  4.  P.  pisyati, pesitum,  Ved. 
^v  to  go;  (perhaps)  to  extend;  cl.  I.  P. 

pesati,  pesitum,  to  go,  move ;  cl.  10.  P.  pesayati, 
-yitum,  to  go;  to  hurt,  injure;  to  be  strong;  to 
give;  to  take;  to  dwell;  [cf.  rts.  pus,  vis,  ves, 
bit,  be*.] 

CH«-^*J  pisprikshu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of 
rt.  sprte),  being  about  to  touch ;  (with  jalam)  being 
about  to  enter  the  water,  being  about  to  perform 

ablutions. 
pl-hita.     See  p.  575,  col.  2. 

i.  pi  (probably  originally  Pass,  of  rt. 
i.  pd,  q.v.),  d.  4.  A.  piyatc,  pipye,  pesh- 

yati,  apeshta,  peltan,  to  drink. 
2.  pi,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  pyai,  q.  v. ;  at  the 

end  of  a  comp.)  becoming  fat. 
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ca,  am,  n.  the  lower  jaw,  the  chin. 

pitika,   a  various    reading    for 

.  q. v. 

pit  ha,  am,  n.  (thought  by  some  to  be 

a  Prakrit  form  fr.  pi-sada  =pi-shada  =pi-shda  or 
connected  with  rt.  pith),  a  stool,  seat,  chair,  bench ;  a 

religious  student's  seat  made  properly  of  Kusa  grass ; 
the  seat  of  a  deity,  an  altar  (according  to  some 
native  authorities  in  this  and  the  preceding  senses 
also  as,  I,  m.  f.) ;  a  basis,  basement,  pedestal ;  an 

epithet  of  various  temples  (erected  on  the  fifty- 
one  spots  on  which,  according  to  tradition,  the 
various  members  of  PSrvat!  fell  after  she  had  been 

cut  to  pieces  by  the  discus  of  Vishnu);  a  kind  of  orna- 
ment; a  particular  posture  in  sitting;  (in  geometry) 

the  complement  of  a  segment ;  N.  of  an  Asura  the 

minister  of  Kansa.  —  Pitha-keli,  is,  m.  a  particular 
dramatic  character,  a  male  confidant,  a  parasite. 

—  Pitha-ga,  as,  a,  am,  moving  about  in  a  wheel- 

chair, lame.  —  1'ilha-garbha  or  pitha-vivara,  as, 
m.  the  cavity  in  the  pedestal  of  an  ido\.  —  Pitha- 
daltra,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  Ved.  a  chariot  with 
a  seat.  —  Pitka-ndyika,  f.  a  girl  of  fourteen  (before 
menstruation)  who  impersonates  DurgS  at  the  festival 
of  that  goddess.  —  Pitha-nydsa,  as,  m.  epithet  of  a 
particular  mystical  ceremony.  —  Pitha-bhu,  us,  f.  a 

basis,  basement.  —  Pilha-marda,  as,  a,  am,  'rub- 

bing the  seat,'  (perhaps)  riding  on  horseback,  a  rider  ; 
exceedingly  impudent ;  (as),  m.  the  companion  of  a 
hero  in  great  undertakings ;  a  companion,  parasite ; 
a  dancing-master  who  teaches  courtezans.  —  Pltha- 
sarpa,  as,  a,  am,  or  pitha-sarpin,   I,  ini,  i, 
moving  about  on  a  wheel-chair,  lame,  crippled,  a 
cripple.  —  Pitha-stkdna,  am,  n.  a  place  where  one 
of  the  limbs  of  PSrvatl  is  supposed  to  have  fallen  and 

therefore  consecrated  to  her  worship ;  [cf.  pltha.~\ Pithaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  seat,  chair,  bench ;  a 

saddle  ? ;  (ikd),  I.  a  bench  ;  a  base,  pedestal ;  a  sec- 
tion, chapter  (sometimes  wrongly  spelt  pitika). 

pid  (perhaps   connected  with  rt. 
pish),  cl.  I.  A.  pidaie,  piditum,  Ved.  to 

be  squeezed  or  pressed  out  (as  Soma)  :  Caus.  or 

cl.  10.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  pidayati  (-te),  -yitum,  to 
squeeze,  pinch,  press,  oppress,  compress,  suppress 
(e.  g.  kdlam  kdlena  pidayan,  Manu  I.  51,  pressing 
time  against  time,  or  suppressing  one  period  by 
means  of  another,  according  to  Kulluka  =  sraA<i- 

kalam pralaya-kdlena  naiayan\;  to  overpower; 
to  hurt,  harm,  injure,  pain,  vex,  harass,  annoy,  tor- 

ment ;  to  break,  violate  (an  oath) ;  to  beleaguer  (a 
city);  to  neglect,  cause  suffering  by  neglect;  to 
remove ;  to  cover ;  (in  augury)  to  cover  with  any- 

thing inauspicious;  (in  astrology)  to  eclipse;  to 
oppose,  resist ;  to  stir,  agitate. 

Pida,  as,  am,  m.  n.,  in  tila-p°,  trina-p",  q.  v. 
—  Pida-yantra-griha,  as,  m.   a   workhouse   for 
criminals,  house  of  correction. 

Pidaka,  as,  m.  an  oppressor ;   [cf.  tdlu-p0.] 
Pidana,  as,  a,  am,  molesting,  paining,  disagree- 

able ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  pressing,  squeezing,  rub- 
bing ;  an  instrument  for  pressing,  press ;  oppressing, 

inflicting  pain,  paining,  distressing  ;  laying  a  country 
waste,  devastation  ;  (in  astrology)  the  oppression  or 

suppression  of  a  planet  &c.,  i.  e.  eclipse  [cf.  graha- 

p°]  ;  suppressing  sounds,  a  fault  in  the  pronunciation of  vowels. 

Pidaniya  or  pidayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be 
oppressed  or  molested,  to  be  pained  or  harassed  ; 
used  for  pressing,  serving  for  a  press. 
Pidayat,  an,  anti,  at,  squeezing,  pressing;  op- 

pressing, suppressing,  harassing,  paining ;  breaking, 
violating. 

Pidd,  (.  pain,  suffering,  anguish,  annoyance ; 
damage,  injury,  wrong ;  infraction,  violation  [cf. 
dharma-p^  ;  devastation,  laying  waste  ;  restriction, 
limitation;  the  'pain  or  calamity'  of  a  planet, 

eclipse,  occultation  [cf.  graha-p°] ;  compassion,  pity, 
charity  ;  a  chaplet,  garland  for  the  head  ;  the  Saral 
tree,  Pinus  Longifolia;  a  basket  (=  pitaka,  petd, 

pedd).  —  Pldd-kara,  as,  i,  am,  pain-causing,  giving 
pain,  afflicting,  tormenting.  —  Pidd-karana,  am,  n. 
the  causing  of  pain,  torturing,  tormenting.  —  Pldd- 

bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  (according  to  Malli-nStha)  =  vimarda- 
bkdj  =  bhanga-vat.  —  Pidd-sthdna,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
(in  astrology)  an  unlucky  position,  inauspicious  dis- 

tance (of  a  planet). 

Pldfya,  Nom.  A.pidayate,  -yitum,  to  feel  pain, 
experience  a  sense  of  uneasiness. 
Pidita,  as,  d,  am,  squeezed,  pressed;  rubbed, 

chafed  ;  griped,  wrung  ;  oppressed,  harassed,  dis- 
tressed, pained,  afflicted,  suffering  pain  or  distress, 

injured,  impaired  ;  violated,  transgressed  ;  destroyed, 
laid  waste,  devastated  ;  eclipsed  ;  bound,  tied  ;  (am), 
n.  injuring,  harming,  harassing  ;  a  kind  of  coitus  ; 

(am),  ind.  closely.  —  Pidita-td,  f.  or  pidita-tva, 
am,  n.  the  being  squeezed  or  pressed;  the  being 
afflicted  or  distressed. 

Pltlyamuna,  as,  d,  am,  being  squeezed  or  pressed  ; 
being  pained  or  afflicted,  suffering. 

'frfT  l.  pita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  pa),  drunk, 
quaffed  ;  drunk  in,  imbibed  ;  soaked,  steeped,  satu- 

rated, filled  with;  (am),  n.  drinking.  —Pita-taila, 
as,  a,.  am,  one  who  has  drunk  oil,  filled  with  oil, 

—  taila-pita;  (d),  f.  a  species  of  creeper;  a  kind 
of  heart-pea,  Cardiospermum  Halicacabum  (=jyo- 
tish-mati,  —  makd-jyotishmati).  —  Plta-dtigdhd, 
{.  a  cow  whose  milk  has  been  pledged  (lit.  already 
drunk)  ;    a  cow  tied  up  to  be  milked   [cf.  dhe- 
nushyd]  ;  any  milch  cow.  —  Pita-nidra,  as,  d,  am, 
immersed  in  slumber.  —  Pita-pratibaddha-vatsa, 
d,  f.  (a  cow)  whose  calf  has  drunk  milk  and  been 
tied  up.  —  Pita-madya,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has 
drunk  wine  or  any  other  intoxicating  liquor.  —  Pita- 
rasa,  as,  d,  am,  whose  juice  is  drunk  or  quaffed. 
—  Pila-vat,dn,  ati.at,  having  drunk  or  quaffed  ;  con- 

taining the  verb  i.pd  (Ved.).-Plta-soma,  as,  m. 
a  Brahman  by  whom  the  juice  of  the  acid  Asclepias 

is  drunk  at  a  ceremony.  —  Pitdbd/ii  (°ta-ab°),  is, 
m.  an  epithet  of  the  Muni  Agastya  ('  by  whom  the 

ocean  was  drunk,"  this  saint  having  on  one  occasion swallowed  up  the  sea). 

I.  piti,  is,  (.  (for  t.  and  3.  see  p.  578,  col.  i), 
drinking,  a  draught  ;  a  tavern,  dram-shop. 

I.  pitin,  t,  ini,  i,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  drinking, 
having  drunk.  (For  2.  pitin  see  p.  578,  col.  I.) 

Pltvd,  ind.  having  drunk  or  quaffed.  —  Pitvd- 
sthiraka,  as,  d,  am,  somewhat  refreshed  by  a 
draught  (Gana  to  Pan.  II.  I,  72). 

I.  pltha,  as,  m.  (for  2.  and  3.  see  p.  578,  col.  I),  a 

drink,  draught  [cf.  yo-p°]  ;  (am),  n.  water  ;  melted butter. 

Pithln,  i,  ini,  i,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  drinking  ; 

kos"a-p°,  squandering  away  the  treasury. 
Plyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  drunk  or  quaffed, 

being  drunk  or  sucked  in. 

.  pita,  as,  d,  am  (probably  connected 
with  rt.  pyai,  the  colour  of  butter  and  oil  being 
yellowish),  of  a  yellow  colour,  yellow  (the  colour  of 
the  VaiSyas,  white  being  that  of  the  Brahmans,  red 
that  of  the  Kshatriyas,  and  black  that  of  the  Sudras)  ; 
(as),  m.  yellow  colour;  a  yellow  gem,  topaz;  a 
yellow  pigment  prepared  from  the  urine  of  kine  ; 
N.  of  several  plants,  Alangium  Hexapetalum  (  = 
ankotha)  ;  safflower,  Carthamus  Tinctorius  ;  Trophis 

Aspera  (  —  s~dkhota);  (d),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants, 
turmeric  (  =  haridrd);  a  medical  plant,  Betula, 
commonly  called  Atais  ;  a  kind  of  yellow  pigment 

(  =  go-rofand)  ;  a  mystical  designation  of  the  letter 
sha;  (am),  n.  gold;  yellow  orpiment.  —  Pita- 
kadali,  f.  a  species  of  banana  (  =  svarna-kailali). 
—  Pita-kftnda,  am,  n.  the  carrot,  Daucus  Carota. 
—  Pita-karamraka,  as,  m.  oleander  with  yellow 
flowers.  —  Pita-kdvera,  am,  n.  saffron  ;  bell-metal. 
—  Pita-kdshtha,  am,  n.  yellow  Sanders.  —  Pita- 
kild,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  d-vartaki).—  Pita- 
kauseya^dsas,  as,  as,  as,  dressed  in  yellow  silk; 

(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Krishna.  —•  Pita-gandha, 
am,  n.  yellow  sandal.  —  Pita-ghoshd,  f.  yellow  Gho- 

shs, a  species  of  creeper  with  yellow  flowers.  —  Pita- 

dandana,  am,  n.  a  yellow  fragrant  wood  considered 
as  a  yellow  species  of  sandal-wood ;  saffron  ;  turmeric. 

—  Pita-dampaka,  as,  m.  a  lamp  ('yellow  as  the 

Campa').  —  Pita-tanduld,  f.  millet,  Panicum  Itali- 
cum ;  a  species  of  Solatium.  —  Pita-fa,  f.  or  pita- 

tva,  am,  n.  yellowness,  yellow  (the  colour).  —  Pitti- 

tunda,  as,  m. '  yellow-beak,"  N.  of  the  Sylvia  Sutoria 
(the  whole  bird  being  of  a  light  yellow  colour).  —  Pi- 

ta-darn, MS,  m.  a  species  of  pine,  Pinus  Deodora  ( = 
deva-ddru) ;  Pinus  Longifolia  ;  Curcuma  Aromatica 
or  Curcuma  Xanthorrhiza  ( =  haridru).  —  Pita-dru, 
us,  m.  -a  species  of  pine,  Pinus  Longifolia ;    Cur- 

cuma Aromatica  or  C.  Xanthorrhiza.  —  Plta-mla, 

as,  d,  am,  'yellow-blue,'  green.  —  Pita-parnt,  f. 
'yellow-leaved,'  a  plant  commonly  called  Btfhati ; 
a    N.    of    the    nettle    or   a    plant    of    the    same 

class,  Tragia  Involucrata.  —  Ptta-pddd,  f.  '  yellow- 
footed,'  a  small  bird,  the  Maina  (Turdus  Salica).  —  Pi- 
ta-pushpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  several  plants  (  —  karni- 
kdra),  Pterospermum  Acerifolium,  or  a  species  of 
KarnikSra ;  Michelia  Champaka  ;  a  species  of  Taber- 
nxmontana  Coronaria ;    a   species  of  Barleria  with 

yellow  flowers;    (a),  f.  a  species  of  Coloquintida 
(=indra-vdruni,=jhinjharishld),  Cajanus  Indicus 
( =  ddhaki) ;   a  species,  of  yellow  Barleria ;   (i),  f. 

Andropogon  Acicularis  (  =  s"ankha-pwhpi,  saha- 
devi,  makd-koshdtaki,  and  trapushi) ',   a  species 
of  Barleria  with  yellow  flowers ;  (am),  n.  Tabernae- 
montana   Coronaria   (  =  dhulya).  —  Pila-prasava, 
as,  m.=pita-karamraka,  q-v.—Pita-phala,  as, 
m.  a  tree,  Trophis  Aspera;    Averrhoa  Carambola. 

—  Pitaphalaka,  as,  m.  Trophis  Aspera.  —  Pita- 
bdlukd,  f.  turmeric;    yellow  sand.  —  Ptta-bij d,  f. 
Trigonelia  Fcenum  Gnecum  (  =  methikd).  —  Pita- 

bhringa-rdja,  as,  m.  a  species  of  Verbesina  with 
yellow  flowers.  —  Pita-mani,  is,  m.  a  yellow  gem, 

a  topaz.  —  Pita-mastaka,  as,  m. '  yellow-head,'  a 
small  bird,  Loxia  Philippensis  (  =  kali-kdra ;    cf. 

plta-munda).  »•  Plta-mdkshika,   am,   n.  =  md- 
kshika,  a  species  of  mineral  substance.  —  Pita-man- 

jiththa,  as,  d,  am,  yellowish-red.  —  Pita-munda, 
as,  m.  'yellow-head,'  a  bird  (  =  kali-kdra),  Loxia 
Philippensis;    a  kind  of  gallinule.  —  Pita-mudga, 
as,  m.  a  species  of  bean,  a  yellow  variety  of  the 
Phaseolus  Mungo.  —  Pita-mulaka,  am,  n.  the  carrot, 
Daucus   Carota.  —  Plta-yuthl,  f.   yellow  jasmine. 
—  Pita-rakta,  as,  d,  am,  yellowish-red,  orange ; 

(am),  n.  (or  according  to  some  as,  m.),  a  yellow- 
coloured  gem,  perhaps  the  topaz.  —  Plta-rdga,  as, 
d,  am,  of  a  yellow  colour ;  (am),  n.  (or  according 
to  some  at,  m.),  a  yellow  colour ;  the  fibres  of  the 
lotus;    wax.  —  Pita-rohinl,  f.  the  plant   Gmelina 

Arborea.  —  Pita-loha,  as,  m.  yellow  metal,  queen's 
metal  or  a  mixed  metal  resembling  gold.  —  Pita- 
vdsas,  as,  as,  as,  dressed  in  yellow ;  (ds),  m.  an 
epithet  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu.  —  Pita-vriksha,  as, 
m.  a  species  of  STyonika   and   Pinus   Longifolia. 
••  Plta-idla  or  plta-sdla  or  pHa-sdlaka,  as,  m. 
the  plant  Terminalia  Tomentosa.  —  PUa-sdra,  as, 
m.  a  yellow  gem,  a  topaz;    the  sandal  tree;    the 

tree  Alangium  Hexapetalum  ;  Citrus  Medica ;  East- 
Indian  incense,  =  turushka  ;  (am),  n.  a  yellow  sandal - 
wood.  —  Plta-sdraka,  as,  m.  Alangium  Hexapeta- 

lum ;   Azadirachta  Indica.  —  Pila-sdri,  i,  n.  anti- 

mony. —  Pita-skandha,  as,  m.  '  fat-shouldered,'  a 
hog.  —  Plta-sphatika,  as,  m.  '  yellow  crystal,'  the 
topaz.  —  Pita-harita,  as,  d,  am,  yellowish-green. 
—  Pitdnga  Cta-anf),  as,  m.  a  species  of  STyonaka. 
—  Pltdmbara  (°ta-am°),  as,  d,  am,  dressed   in 
yellow  clothes,  clad  in  yellow;    (as),  m.  a  N.  of 
Krishna  or  Vishnu ;  a  dancer  or  actor ;  a  religious 
mendicant  wearing  yellow  garments ;  N.  of  a  man. 
—  1'itdruna   (°ta-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  yellowish-red ; 
(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  the  middle  of  day-break ;  [cf. 

tdmrdruna,  nildruna."}  —  Pitdxman  (°ta-as"c),  a, 
m.  '  yellow-stone,'  a  topaz  or  any  yellow  gem. 
Pitaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  of  a  yellow  colour,  yellow  ; 

(as),  m.  a  species  of  gentian,  Gentiana  Cherayta ;  the 
Tfln  tree,  Cedrela  Toona ;  (ika),  f.  saffron  ;  turmeric ; 
yellow  jasmine ;  (am),  n.  yellow  orpiment ;  brass ; 
honey ;  saffron ;  yellow  sandal ;  aloe  wood,  Amyris 

7H 
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Agallocha  ;  a  species  of  SyonSka  ;  =  ptta-iala. 
—  Pitalca-druma,  as,  m.  Curcuma  Xanthorrhiza 
(  =  hari-dru). 

I'itana,  as,  m.  the  hog-plum,  Spondias  Mangifera  ; 
a  tree,  Pentaptera  Tomentosa  ;  the  waved-leaf  fig- 
tree,  Ficus  Infectoria;  (am),  n.  yellow  orpiment; 
saffron;  a  species  of  pine  (  =  deva-ddru). 

I'ituitata,  as,  m.  the  hog-plum,  Spondias  Man- 
gifera. 

Pitala,  of,  a,  am,  of  a  yellow  colour  ;  (as),  m. 
yellow  colour  ;  (am),  n.  brass. 
Pitalaka,  am,  n.  brass. 

2.  plti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  3.  pa;  for  I.  see 

p.  577,  col.  2),  Ved.  protection;  [cf.  »r»-/)°.] 

l.pltha,  as,  m.  protection;  [cf.  go-p°.~\ 
Pithya,  am,  n.  protection  ;  [cf.  go-p°.] 

Jlfn  3.  jnfi,  is,  m.  a  horse. 
2.  pK»»,  t,  m.  a  horse.    (For  I  .  pitin  see  p.  577, 

col.  2.) 

Plthi,  is,  m.  a  horse. 

TJfaj  ̂>IA«,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  pa, 
but  perhaps  fr.  rt.  piv),  the  sun;  fire;  the  chief 
elephant  of  a  herd.  —  Pitu-ddru,  ut,  m.=deva- 
ddru,  q.  v.  ;  (according  to  others)  =  kltadira,  a  tree 
related  to  the  Udumbara;  (am),  n.  the  resin  of  this 
tree  ;  [cf.  putu-ddru  ;  Or.  iri-ru-s,  niaaa  for  m- 

K-IO;  Lat.  pi-nu-s,  pix  ;  Lith.  piki-s,  '  pitch.'] 
3.  pltha,  as,  m.  the  sun;  fire;  time.     (For  I. 

and  i.  pitha  see  p.  577,  col.  2,  and  above.) 

•Jltmpitva.     See  under  I.  pita,  p.  577. 

/Ai,  is,  m.    See  under  3.  plti  above. 

plthe,  m.,  N.  of  a  chief  builder  (in 
an  inscription). 

«fl*M  pithy  a.     See  under  2.  pirt  above. 

*TT»T  pina,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  pyai),  fat, 
fleshy,  brawny,  muscular;  swelling,  swollen,  large, 
corpulent,  thick,  plump  ;  full,  round  ;  profuse  (e.  g. 
pinah  svedah,  profuse  perspiration)  ;  [cf.  pivara; 
Gt.  iriap6s,  iri«,  irfwc,  iri,u«X^  ;  Lat.  pinyuis  ; 

Iceland,  feit-r,  'fat;'  Angl.  Sax.  fastt;  Old  Germ. 
/eizt  =  Mod.  Germ,  feist,  felt.]  —  Pina-tarala,  as, 
a,  am,  having  a  large  central  gem.  —  Pina-ta,  f. 

fatness,  corpulency  (opposed  to  kris'a-td).~Pina- 
nitamlia,  f.  '  baring  full  hips,'  N.  of  a  metre,  four 
times  ----  ,  -  uu  —  ,  ---  «  u  —  .  —  Pina-vak- 
shas,  as,  as,  as,  large-chested,  full-breasted,  having 
a  large  or  full  breast.  —  Pina-fronipuyodhard,  f. 
having  swelling  hips  and  breasts.  —  Pinottunga- 
stanl  Cna-uf),  f.  (a  woman)  having  a  large  and 
prominent  breast.  —  Pinodhnl  fna-wtt0),  f.  a  cow 
with  full  or  swelling  udders  (also  pinodhas,  as,  f.  ; 
cf.  udhas,  gJtatodhnl). 

Pipivas,  an,  pipyus/it,  at,  Ved.  swelling,  swollen, 
distended,  overflowing,  dropping  (S5y.  ~pra-vrid- 
dha,  pina,  vardhayat,  d-pydyitri). 
Plpydnd,  f.,  Ved.  having  a  full  or  swelling  breast 

(Siy.^putram  stanam  pdyayantT). 
1.  plijuaha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  the 

Sautra  rt.  I.  ply),  the  first  milk  given  by  a  cow 
after  calving,  bit-stings  ;  the  milk  of  a  cow  during 
the  first  seven  days  after  calving;  any  thick  fluid, 
cream,  juice  (Say.  **rasa-l>hutam  payah,  alihina- 
vam  payah)  ;  tie  drink  of  immortality  produced  at 
the  churning  of  the  ocean  of  milk,  the  food  of  the 
gods,  ambrosia,  nectar  ;  milk  ;  [cf.  peyuslta.]  —  Pt- 
yufha-maltas,  as,  or  plyueha-ruti,  it,  m.  '  bright 
with  nectar,'  the  moon  (whose  rays  are  said  to  be filled   with  nectar)  —  1'iyueha-varna,   as,  a,  am, 
milk-white,  white  as  m\lk.  —  PiyM,a-varsha,  as, am,  m.  n.  a  shower  of  nectar  or  ambrosia.—  Pi- 
yushavarthaya,  Norn.  A.  jilyusliararshdyatc,  -yi- tum,  to  become  or  turn  into  a  shower  of  nectar. 

2.  piyuaha,  Norn.  P.  piyushati,  piyiishitum,  to become  or  turn  into  nectar. 

puns-prajanana 

(according  to  Siy.)  =  d-pya- 
Piva,  an,  a, 

yita,  fat. Pivat,  an,  and,  a,',  fat;  (probably  the  original form  of  pivan  below.) 

Plmn,  d,  aii,  a,  swelling,  full,  fat,  large ;  stout, 
strong,  robust;  (d),  m.  wiod;  (art),  (.  Asparagus 
Racemosus,  Desmodium  Gangeticum  (  =  tdla-par- 
ni) ;  N.  of  a  spiritual  daughter  of  the  Barhi-shad 
Pitris ;  of  the  wife  of  Veda-Siras ;  of  a  princess  of Vi-darbha. 

Pirara,  as,  d  or  t ,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I .  pa), 
fat,  stout,  large,  fleshy,  corpulent,  plun.'p,  thick, 
dense ;  (of),  m.  a  tortoise ;  N.  of  one  of  the  Sap- 
tarshis  under  Manu  TSmasa ;  (a),  f.  Physalis  Flex- 
uosa,  Asparagus  Racemosus ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  t.he 
Gandharva  Huhu ;  (I),  f.  a  young  woman ;  a  cow ; 
[cf.  Gr.  iriopii-l,  irupi-s,  irio\eo-f,  wfeipa.]  »•  Pi- 
vara-tva,  am,  n.  fatness,  thickness,  largeness,  heavi- 

ness, density.  —  Pica ra-stanl,  (.  a  woman  with  large 
breasts ;  a  cow  with  a  large  udder.  —  Ptvari-kri,  cl. 
8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kitrute,  -kartum,  to  fatten,  make 
fat.  —  J'icari-krita,  as,  d,  am,  fattened. 
Pivas,  an,  asi,  as  (a  kindred  form  to  pivan), 

fat,  stout;  (as),  n.,  Ved.  fat;  [cf.  Zend  piranh, 
'fat;'  Gr.  u-iap.]  —  1'iva-sphdka,  as,  d,  am  (for 
plvas-sphaka),  Ved.  swelling  with  fat  —  Pivas- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  abounding  with,  swollen. 
—  PtWHMKh  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  rich  or 
abundant  food.  —  Plvo-asva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 

fat  horses.  —  Pivopavasana  (°va-up°),  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  covered  with  fat;  (according  to  Mahl-dhara) 
near  to  fat  or  fleshy  parts  of  the  body. 
Plvasa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  abounding  with  fat,  fat, 

abundant ;  swelling,  swollen,  inflated ;  (Say.)  s^plna, 
robust ;  =  o-cVAmwi,  untom. 
Plviehtha,  as,  a,  am,  extremely  fat 

«fln««  plnasa,  as,  m.  (probably  api  +  nas 
=  ndsd;  by  some  connected  with  pina),  cough, 
catarrh ;  cold  affecting  the  nose,  inflammation  of  the 
schneiderian  membrane  [cf.  apl-nasa] ;  (a),  f.  the 
plant  Cucumis  Utilissimus  ( =  karkati). 
Pinasin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  a  cold. 

plpari,  is,  m.  a  species  of  Plaksha 
of  low  growth. 

H4J44  i.  ply  (a  Sautra  rt.),  to  gladden. 

2.  ply,  cl.  i.  P.  plyati,  &c.,  Ved. 
to  blame,  abuse,  treat  disrespectfully  or 

with  contempt ;  to  give  pleasure. 

Piyaka,  as,  m.,  Ved. '  an  abuser,'  (probably)  N.  of a  class  of  demons. 
Ptyatnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  scornful. 
Piyu,  us,  us,  u  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  pa),  Ved. 

scornful,  injurious  (as  an  Asura) ;  (us),  m.  an  owl; 
a  crow ;  time ;  fire ;  the  sun  (?) ;  gold. 

plyamana.     See  under  i .  pita, 

plyukshd,  f.  a  species  of  plant. 

i .  2.plyusha.  See  under  pina,  col.  i . 

pll,   cl.  i.  P.  pllati,  pilitum,  to 
check,  impede,    obstruct;    to  stop,   to 

cease  to  be  or  do ;  to  become  stupid. 

I'ilaka,  as,  m.  the  large  black  ant;   [cf. piplla and  jtilttka.^ 

PIlu,  us,  m.  a  species  of  tree,  Careya  Arborea, 
(according  to  others)  Salvadora  Persica ;  a  flower ;  the 
blossoms  of  the  Saccharum  Sara ;  the  metacarpus, 
the  central  part  of  the  hand  ;  a  group  of  palm  trees  ; 
the  stem  of  the  palm  ;  an  arrow ;  an  atom  ;  a  worm, 

an  insect ;  an  elephant  (Arabic  J^j ;  Persian  J. 
(u),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  PIlu  tree.  —  Pilu-kuna,  as, 
m.  the  season  of  the  ripening  of  the  PIlu  fruit. 
—  Pilu-pattra,  as,  m.  the  plant  Sanseviera  Zeyla- 

nica ( »  murvd).  —  Pilu-parni,  f.  the  plant  Sanse- 
viera Zeylanica ;  Momordica  Monadelpha ;  a  kind 

of  drug.  —  Pllu-mat,  ati,  f.,  with  dyauf,  the  central 
or  middle  region  of  the  sky  between  Udan-vati  and 

Pra-dyaus.  —  Pilu-vaha,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
N.  of  a  district.  —  Pilu-sdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a mountain. 

Piluka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree,  Careya  Arborea  or 
Salvadora  Persica  or  any  other  exotic  or  unknown 

tree  [cf.  kdka-p°,  kdla-p'] ;  an  ant. 
1'i/aiit,  f.  the  plant  Sanseviera  Zeylanica  (  — murvd). 

alia,  f.,  Ved.  epithet  of  a  particular 
scent ;  N.  of  a  woman. 

|T|  ft  plv,  cl.  i .  P.  plvati,  ploitum,  to  be x  fat  or  corpulent,  to  be  thick. 

tjfa  plva,  pivan,  plvara,  plvas,  pivasa, 

plvishtha.  See  col.  2. 
\lfaT  plva,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  pa), 

water.  • 
i,  puns  (perhaps  a  Nora.  fr.  2.  puns 
beloxv),  cl.  10.  P.  puniayati,  -yitum,  to 

crush,  grind ;  to  pain,  punish. 

.  puns,  puman,  m.  (voc.  puman,  the 
strong  cases  being  fr.  pumdns,  the  middle  fr. 
pum,  and  the  weak  fr.  puffi,  but  loc.  pi.  punsu 
not  punsu  by  Pan.  VIII.  2,  65 ;  said  to  be  fr. 

rt.  3.  pa),  a  male,  male  being,  .'nan  [cf.  no-p°]  ; a  human  being;  a  servant,  attendant;  the  soul, 
spirit  (  =  purusha;  parah  puman,  the  Supreme 

Spirit,  soul  of  the  universe,  Vishnu) ;  (i'fl  grammar) a  word  in  the  masculine  gender ;  [cf.  sfri-pum- 

napunsaka;  Lat.  mas,  mar-is  for  mas-it;',-  mas- 
culus,  the  syllable  pu  being  rejected  in  these  %yords 
but  appearing  in  pu-sus,  pu-sa,  pu-bes  perh.aps 
for  pu-mes.~\  —  Pum-yug,  k,  or  pum-yoga,  as,  m . connection  with  a  man ;  cohabitation  with  men. 

—  Pum-ratna,  am,  n.  'a  jewel  of  a  man,'  an  excel- 
lent man.  —  Pum-rdsi,  is,  m.  a  male  sign  of  the 

zodiac,  an  epithet  of  Aries  and  the  signs  following. 
—  Pum-rupa,  am,  n.  the  form  or  shape  of  a  man  ; 
pum-rupaiti  kri,  to  assume  the  form  of  a  man. 
—  Pum-littga,  am,  n.  the  characteristic  sign  of  a 
man,  virility,  manhood,  the  male  organ  ;  (in  gram- 

mar) the  masculine  gender ;  (as,  d,  am),  having  the 
characteristics  of  a  man ;  masculine.  —  P umliiiga-ta, 
f.  masculineness,  the  being  of  the  masculine  gender. 
«•  Pumlinga-sangralia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  part  of 
the  Nama-lin-ganusasana   by  Amara-sirjha.  —  Pum- 
vat,  ind.   like  a  man,  as  a  man,  as  with  a  man ; 
like  the  masculine  gender,  in  the  masculine  form  or 
gender.  ••  Pum-vat$a,  as,  m.  a  bull-calf;   (as,  d, 
am),  having  bull-calves,  surrounded  by  bull-calves. 
—  Pumvad-vidhdna,  am,  n.  ceremonies  as  on  the 
birth  of  a  male.  —  Pum-vrisJta,  as,  m.  the  musk  rat. 
—  Pum-veda,    as,   a,   am,  wearing   male  attire, 
dressed  like  a  man.  —  Puns-fun,  f.  '  running  after 
men,"  a   frequenter   of  men,    harlot,   an   unchaste 
woman ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Punildaliya,  as,  m. 

the  son  of  a  harlot.  —  Puns'-t'alu,  us,  f.,  Ved.  a 
harlot;    (us),  m.   a  whoremonger.  —  PuniS-dihna, 
am,  n.  the  characteristic  of  a  male,  membrum  virile. 
—  Punsa-vat,  an,  ail,  at  (ptinta  substituted  for 

puns)~Ved.  having  a  son.  —  Pum-savana,  as,  d,am, 
bringing  forth  a  male,  causing  the  birth  of  a  male 
child ;  (am),  n.  (with  or  without  vrata)  the  first  of 
the  essential  ceremonies  of  Hindu  initiation,  a  reli- 

gious and  domestic  festival  held  on  the  mother's  per- ceiving the  first  signs  of  a  living  conception ;  a  fetus ; 
milk.  —  Ptinsdnuja  Csd-an°),  as,  d,  am,  (perhaps) 
having  an  elder  brother.  —  Pum-suvana,  am,  n.,Ved. 

bringing  forth  a  male  child.  •-  Puns-kail,  f.  a  man's 
hip.  —  Puns-kdmd,  f.  '  desirous  of  man,'  a  woman 
wishing  for  a  lover  or  husband.  —  Pnns-kokila,  as,  m. 
the  male  of  the  Indian  cuckoo.  —  Punskokila-tva, 

am,  n.'rfhe  being  a  male  cuckoo,  the  state  or  con- 
dition of  a  male  cuckoo.  —  Punt-tva,  am,  n.  the 

being  a  male,  the  state  of  a  male,  masculineness, 
manhood,  virility  ;  semen  virile  ;  (in  grammar)  the 
masculine  gender.  —  Puns-putra,  as,  m.  a  male 
child,  boy.  —  Puns-prajanana,  am,  n.  the  male 
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•organ  of  generation.  —  Puns-pravada,  as,  m.  (in 
Vedic  grammar)  a  masculine  base.  —  Puns-rat,  an, 
att,  at,  containing  the  word  puns  or  the  masculine 

gender.  —  Pun-khe'ta,  as,m.z  male  planet.  —  Pun- 
gava,  as,  m.  a  bull;  a  kind  of  drug  commonly 
called  M2sh5ni ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  a  hero  or 
eminent  person,  chief,  best,  most  excellent  [cf. 

kuru-p°,  gaja-p°,  nara-p°.~\  —  Pun-gava-ketu,  us, 
us,  u,  characterized  or  symbolized  by  a  bull ;  (us), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Pun-guna-jantu-jiva,  as, 
m.  the  living  or  animal  soul  combined  with  the 

qualities  of  man.  —  Puii-janma-kara,  as  or  am,  m. 

or  n.  (?), '  effecting  the  birth  of  males,'  a  constellation 
under  which  male  children  are  born.  —  Pun-janma- 

da,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  '  granting  the  birth  of 
males,'  a  constellation  under  which  male  children 
are  bom.  —  Pun-janman,  a,  n.  the  birth  of  a  male 

child.  —  Punjanma-yoga,  as,  m.  '  star  of  the  birth 
of  males/  a  constellation  under  which  male  children 

are  born.  —  Pan-ddsa,  as,  m.  a  male  slave.  —  Pun- 

Mvaja,  as,  m.  '  having  the  mark  of  a  male,'  the 
male  of  any  species  of  animal.  —  Pun-nakshatra, 
am,  n.  a  Nakshatra  regarded  as  a  male,  male 
asterism  ;  an  asterism  under  which  males  are  pro- 

created. ••  Pun-ndga,  as,  m.  *  an  elephant  among 

men,'  a  distinguished  man ;  a  white  elephant ;  N.  of 
a  tree,  Rottleria  Tinctoria  (from  the  blossoms  of 
which  a  yellowish  dye  is  prepared) ;  a  white  lotus ; 

a  nutmeg.  —  Pun-ndfa  or  pun-ndda,  as,  m.  the 
plant  Cassia  Tora  ( =  6akra-marda).  —  Pun-ndma- 

dheya,  as,  m. '  that  which  is  called  man,'  one  of  the 
male  sex,  a  male.  —  I.  pun-ndman,  d,  mni,  a  (for 
2.  see  under  put),  having  a  masculine  name ;  (d), 
m.  the  tree  Rottleria  Tinctoria.  —  Pum-anujd,  f. 

(probably) '  born  after  a  male  child,'  having  an  elder 
brother;  born  after  or  like  a  man.  —  Pum-apatya, 
am,  n.  male  offspring.  —  Pum-artha,  as,  m.  the 
aim  of  man.  «—  Pum-dkhyd,  f.  a  name  for  male 
beings,  a  designation  of  a  male  being.  —  Pum-dddra, 
as,  m.  the  custom  or  usage  of  men.<-Pum-bhu- 
man,  d,  m.  a  word  of  the  masculine  gender  in  the 
plural  number. 

Punsa  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  =  2.  puns;  [cf. 

na-p°,  mahd-p°,  strl-p".'] 
Punsaka  in  na-punsaka,  q.  v. 
Punska  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  =  2.  puns,  see 

Gana  to  Pln.V.  4, 1 5 1 ;  [cf.  ukta-jf,  bhashita-p° '.] 

'gftfT  punsti,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

JJ8MI  pukkas'a  or  pukkasa,  as,  m.  epithet 
of  a  degraded  mixed  caste  (erroneously  identified  by 
lexicographers  with  the  Candalas),  the  offspring  of  a 
Ni-shada  by  a  SudrS  female,  a  man  of  an  impure  or 
degraded  tribe  or  occupation  ;  (i),  f.  a  woman  of  the 
Pukkasa  caste;  a  bud,  blossom;  the  indigo  plant; 
(as,  I,  am),  low,  vile. 

Pukkaiaka,  as,  m.  a  man  of  the  Pukkas'a  caste  ; 
(as,  d,  am},  low,  vile. 

'JP?  punkha,  as,  m.  the  feathered  part  of an  arrow,  the  lower  part  of  an  arrow  which  comes  in 
contact  with  the  bow-string  and  contains  the  feathers 
and  shaft ;  a  hawk,  falcon  (  =  mangaldddra,  q.  v.). 
Punkhita,  as,  d,  am,  furnished  with  a  Pun-kha. 

^ijffrtrTlxi  punkhila-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  place  of  pilgrimage  (  =  Rdma-tirtka). 

"*£$(  punya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  heap,  collec- 
tion, quantity ;  [cf.  pnnja.~\ 

31?**  punyala,  as,  m.  the  soul ;  [cf .  pud- 
r/ala,] 

38"* pun-gava.     See  under  2.  puns. 

^•°a  puttha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  tail;  the 
hinder  pait ;  the  tail  of  a  peacock ;  a  horse's  tail ; 
any  hairy  tail ;  the  end  of  anything ;  [cf.  probably 
Gr.  irvyf),  perhaps  TTU^OTOS.]  —  Puddha-jdha,  am, 
n.  the  root  of  the  itA.  —  Pu&ha-dd,  f.  a  bulbous 
plant  used  as  a  remedy  for  sterility,  =  lakshma- 

nd-kanda;  (probably  a  corruption  of  putra-dd.) 

—  Puddha-dhi,is,  m.,  Ved.  the  root  of  the  tail. 

—  Puddha-mula  or  puddhdgra  (°dha-ag^),  am,  n. 
the  tip  of  the  tail.  —  Puddhdndaka  (°dha-an°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Niga  of  the  race  of  Takshaka. 
—  Puddhes"vara  (°dha-ts"*),  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
N.  of  a  place  or  of  a  temple. 
Puddhaya  in  ut-puddhaya,  q.  v. 
Puddhikd  in  kroshtu-p°  ,  kroshtuka-p°,  q.  v. 
Puddhin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  a  tail,  tailed  ;  a  cock  ; 

Calotropis  Gigantea  (=arka). 

putihati,  i,  n.  snapping  or  cracking 
the  fingers  ;   [cf.  muduti.] 

pn(h  [cf.  yu(K\,  cl.  i.  P.  putihati, 
pupuddha,  puddhitum,  to  be  careless  or 

inattentive. 

TJ5T  puhja,  as,  m.  (perhaps  for  api  + 
yunja  fr.  rt.  yitj),  a  heap,  lumpj  mass,  quantity,  collec- 

tion, multitude;  [cf.  nakha-punja-phald,  punga, 
p&ya;  Gr.  iru£  perhaps  an  abbreviated  dat.  pi., 
ITUK-TTJ-S,  iriry-yltox-o-s,  Trvy-fj.ri,  Truy-iiiv,  TtuK-vi-s, 
TTVK-t-vA-s  ;  Lat.  pug-nu-s,  pug-na,  pug-na-re, 

pug-io,  pug-it,  pugillu-s,  pugillaru;  Old  Germ. 
fu-st;  Old  Slav,  pf-stl.]  —  PuAja-raja,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  grammarian  and  author  of  a  commentary  on 

the  Sarasvatl-prakriyS.  —  Punja-iias,  ind.  in  heaps. 
—  Puriji-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 
tum,  to  heap,  lay  in  a  heap. 

J'ttiijaya,  Norn.  P.punjayati,  -yitum,  to  heap, 
heap  up,  heap  together. 
Pu>ijdtttka(?),  as,  m.=phaleldnku(l). 
Puiiji,  is,  1.  a  heap,  quantity,  collection.  —  Punji- 

shtha,  as,  a,  am,  heaped,  accumulated  ;  (as),  m., 
Ved.  a  fisherman  ;  (according  to  Mahi-dhara)  a 
birdcatcher. 

Punjika,  as,  m.  hail.  —  Punjika-sthald  or  pun- 
jikd-sthald  or  punjikd-stand,  f.  an  allegorical  N. 
of  an  Apsaras  ;  (scil.  bhumi,  ground  thrown  up  in 
digging  or  having  such  ground  ?). 
Punjita,  as,  d,  am,  piled  up,  heaped,  heaped  to- 

gether ;  made  up  into  a  ball,  pressed  or  put  together. 

M^  *«  ̂ puh-janman.     See  under  2.  puns. 

y&rtpuhjila,  am,  n.,Ved.=pinjula>,  q.v. 

fF7  Put>  cl.  6.  P.  putati,  putitum,  to  em- 
3  N  brace,  clasp,  fold;  to  intertwine;  cl.  I.  P. 

folatl,  to  rub,  to  press,  to  grind  or  pound,  (perhaps 
an  incorrect  form  for  mut)  ;  cl.  10.  P.  putayati,  -yi- 
tum,  to  be  in  contact  with  ;  to  bind  together,  fasten, 

string  ;  polayati,  -yilum,  to  reduce  to  powder,  grind  ; 
to  be  or  become  small  or  shallow  ;  to  shine  ;  to  speak  ; 
[cf.  rts.  pat,  path,  putt,  puth,  mut,  munt,  punt, 

puiirl.] 
Puta,  as,  I,  am,  m.  f.  n.  a  fold,  pocket  ;  a  tubular 

or  hollow  space,  cavity,  concavity  [cf.  kaksha-p°, 

karna-p°,  gaja-p°]  ;  a  cup  or  concavity  made  of a  leaf  folded  or  doubled  ;  a  basket  or  vessel  or  dish 

made  of  leaves  (Manu  VI.  28  ;  cf.  pattra-p°,parna- 

p°,paldia-p°);  the  pod  or  capsule  which  envelops 
young  shoots  ;  a  shallow  cup  or  receptacle  (as  the 
hollow  of  the  hand)  ;  an  eyelid  ;  a  cover,  covering, 
wrapper,  cloth  worn  round  the  middle  of  the  body 

to  cover  the  privities;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  horse's 
hoof;  (as),  m.  a  casket  (  —  iam-puta)  ;  a  narrowing 
or  contracting  of  anything  ;  a  folding  or  doubling  of 
anything  so  as  to  form  a  cup  or  concavity  ;  N.  of  a 
man;  (am),  n.  a  nutmeg;  two  vessels  joined  to- 

gether (the  upper  one  being  inverted,  for  the  subli- 
mation of  medicinal  substances).  —  Puta-kanda,  as, 

m.  a  species  of  bulbous  plant  (  =  kola-kanda).  —  Pu- 

ta-grlva,  as,  m.  '  hollow-necked,'  a  pot,  jar,  pitcher, 
vessel  for  butter  ;  a  copper  vessel.  —  Puta-pdka,  as, 
m.  a  particular  method  of  preparing  drugs  (the  various 
substances  being  wrapped  up  in  leaves,  covered  with 
clay,  and  roasted  in  the  fire)  ;  digesting,  subliming. 
—  Puta-bhid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  causing  to  break  through, 
opening  (said  of  a  rock  under  which  a  spring  is 
discovered).  —  Puta-bheda,  as,  m.  (probably)  the 
fountain-head  of  a  river;  the  bend  of  a  river  (?); 

the  mouth  of  a  river  (?) ;  a  city,  town ;  a  kind  of 
musical  instrument.  —  Pufa-bhedaka,  as,  ika,  am, 

Ved.=puta-bhid,  q.v.  —  Puta-bhedana,am,  n.  a 

town,  (My.  —  Putdhvaya  (°ta-dh°),  as,  m.=pnta- 

pdka,  q.  v.  —  Putotaja  (°ta-ut°),  am,  n.  a  white 
umbrella  or  parasol.  —  Pittodaka  (°ta-ud°),  as,  m. 
'  having  water  in  its  hollow  or  interior,'  a  cocoa-nut. 
Putaka,  am,  n.  a  fold,  pocket,  &c.  [cf.  puta] ; 

any  shallow  cup  or  concavity  (also  pattra-p°),  a 
bag  or  vessel  made  of  a  leaf  doubled  over  in  a  funnel- 
like  shape ;  a  lotus ;  a  nutmeg ;  (a*),  m.  a  particular 
position  of  the  hands ;  (ika),  f.  cardamoms. 
Putakini,  f.  a  lotus ;  a  group  of  lotuses. 
Pulita,  as,  d,  am,  rubbed,  ground ;  split,  torn 

up ;  contracted ;  sewn,  stitched ;  (am),  n.  closing  or 
shutting  the  hands  to  hold  anything,  the  hollow 
of  the  hands. 

Putt>  d-  IO-  P-  puttayati,  -yitum,  to 
decrease,  diminish;  to  be  or  become  small, 

be  or  become  low  or  shallow. 

•n?  pud,  cl.  6.  P.  pudati,  puditum,  to 
O  X  leave,  quit ;  to  dismiss ;  to  emit ;  to  cover ; 

cl.  i.  P.  podati,  &c.,  to  grind ;  [cf.  rts.  puf,  i.puns, 
bud,  mud,  munt,  mut.] 

M  in  pun  (connected  with  punya,  q.  v.), 

O      \d.  6.  P.  pwnati,  punitum,  to  be  pure  or 
virtuous;   to  do  a  pious  or  holy  act;    cl.  10.  P. 

ponayati,  -yitum,  to  collect,  heap  up,  accumulate. 

M*!.ini«i=i«  punatdmakara,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

the  author  of  the  Atmatva-jati-viclra  and  SSdris'ya- 
vada,  (also  called  Mahl-deva. ) 

MJIJ  punt,  cl.  10.  P.  puntayati,  -yitum, 

O      N  to  speak ;  to  shine. 
ij  MJ   pund,c\.l.P.pundati,punditum,to 

ON  rub,  grind,  pound,  reduce  to  dust  or  powder. 

ipU punda,  as,  m.  =pundra,  a  mark,  sign. 
—  Punda-vardhana=pundra-vard}tana,  q.  v. 

\^iif]i<!kpundarika,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
pun),  a  lotus-flower,  especially  a  white  lotus,  (used  at 
the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  as  expressive  of  beauty,  see 
Gana  VySghrSdi  to  Pan.  II.  1 , 56) ;  a  white  umbrella ; 
a  kind  of  drug ;  a  mark  on  the  forehead  (in  this 

sense  perhaps  also  m.) ;  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place ; 
(as),  m.  a  kind  of  sacrifice ;  a  species  of  rice ;  a 
fragrant  kind  of  mango ;  Artemisia  Indica  ( =  da- 
manalui) ;  a  variety  of  the  sugar-cane ;  a  silk- 

worm (?)  ;  a  kind  of  leprosy ;  fever  in  an  elephant ; 
white  (the  colour)  ;  a  tiger ;  a  kind  of  serpent ;  N. 

of  a  Niga;  a  pitcher,  student's  water-pot;  N.  of 
the  elephant  of  the  south-east  quarter;  N.  of  an 
ancient  king ;  of  a  son  of  Nabha  or  Nabhas ;  (with 

Jainas)  N.  of  a  Gana-dhara ;  N.  of  a  hermit  the  son 
of  Sveta-ketu  and  Lakshmi ;  of  a  mountain ;  (a), 

{.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  of  a  daughter  of  Vasishtha 
and  wife  of  Prana  or  PSndu.  —  Pundari-srajd, 

f.  (pundari  substituted  for  pundarika),  Ved.  a 
wreath  or  garland  of  lotuses.  —  Pundarlka-ndrada- 
samvdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  thirty-second  chapter 
of  the  Partha  Itihasa-samu65aya.  -•  Pundarlka-pa- 

laidksha  ('fo-aksha),  as,  t,  am,  having  eyes  like 
the  petals  of  a  lotus.  —  Pundarika-pura,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  dty.  —  Pitndarika-plava,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
bird.  —  Pundarlka-mukhi,  f.  a  kind  of  leech. 

—  Pundarikdksha   (°karaksha),  as,    m.  '  lotus- 
eyed,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu;    a  kind  of  drug  (  = 

pundarya,   pra-paundarika).  —  Pundarikata- 
patra  (°ka-at°),  as,  d,  am,  having  the  lotus  for 
an  umbrella  (said  of  the  autumn).  —  Pundarikdva- 

tanm  (°/ca-a»°),  as,  a,  am,  having  white  lotus- 
flowers  for  ear  ornaments.  —  Pundankodara-pra- 

bha  (°ka-iid°),  as,  a,  am,  resplendent  as  the  in- terior of  a  white  lotus. 

Pundariyaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  divinity  enu- 
merated among  the  VisVe  Dev3h ;  (am),  n.  Ketmia 

Mutabilis  (=sthala-padma) ;  a  kind  of  drug  (com- 
monly called  pundarlya). 
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Tp^il  pundarya. 

Pundarya,  am,  n.  a  creeper;  a  medicinal  plant  used 
3i  a  remedy  for  diseased  eyes  (=pra-paundarika). 

3<!*  pundra,  as,  m.  a  red  variety  of  the 
common  sugar-cane,  Saccharum  Officinarum ;  a  white 
lotus,  a  lotus  in  general ;  a  species  of  tree  (  =  hrasva- 

•/ilaksha) ;  a  kind  of  creeper,  Gaertnera  Racemosa 
( =  ati-muktaka,  vdsanti);  a  mark  or  line  made 
on  the  forehead  with  sandal  &c.,  scctarial  mark ;  a 

worm ;  N.  of  a  Daitya  or  Infernal  being  considered 
incarnate  in  Sisu-pala ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Bali ;  (as), 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  and  of  their  country  (the 

modem  Bengal  and  Behar,  '  the  country  of  the 

sugar-cane')  ;  N.  of  a  mythical  city  between  the 
mountains  Hima-vat  and  Hema-kflta.  —  1'andra- 
keli,  is,  m.  an  elephant.  —  Pundra-desa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  district.  —  Pundra-nagara,  am,  n.  'city  of 

the  Pundras,'  N.  of  a  town;  [cf.  paundrandgara.] 
"  Pundra- rardhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  in 
Gauda;  (also  spelt  punda-vardhana.) 
Pundraka,  a»,  m.  a  red  variety  of  the  common 

sugar<ane,  Saccharum  Officinarum ;  a  land  of  creeper, 
Gaertnera  Racemosa ;  a  species  of  tree ;  a  mark  on 
the  forehead,  sectarial  mark;  one  who  lives  by 
breeding  silk-worms ;  N.  of  a  man  (?). 
Pundhra,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  mark,  sign, 

sectarial  mark ;  [cf.  pundra.'} 
^pPt  punya,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

i.  pi;  according  to  others  fr.  rt.  i.  push  or  rt. 
pun;  not  met  with  in  the  earliest  language),  good, 
pure,  holy,  right,  righteous,  virtuous,  just,  sacred ; 
happy,  prosperous,  favourable,  propitious,  auspicious, 
lucky ;  bright,  fine,  beautiful,  pleasing ;  sweet,  fra- 

grant (as  an  odour) ;  solemn,  festive,  ferial ;  (am), 
n.  good,  right,  virtue,  moral  or  religious  merit;  a 
good  or  meritorious  act ;  purity,  purification ;  a  reli- 

gious ceremony,  especially  one  performed  by  a  wife 
in  order  to  retain  her  husband's  affections  and  to 
obtain  a  son ;  a  brick  trough  for  watering  cattle,  = 
Icoshthaka;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  of  a  lake  (in 
this  sense  perhaps  n.) ;  (a),  (.  holy  basil,  Ocymum 

Sanctum ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Kratu  and  San-natT. 

—  Punya-kartri,  ta,  m.  '  right-doer,'  an  upright 
or  virtuous  man.  —  Punya-karman,  a,  n.  a  virtuous 
or  meritorious  act ;   (d,  d,  a),  whose  actions  are 
holy    or   meritorious,  doing   good   works,  upright, 

righteous,  virtuous,  pious ;  [cf.  punyaika-karman.'} 
—  Punya-kdla,  at,  m.  an  auspicious  time.  —  Pu- 
nyakdla-td,  f.  a  propitious  period.  —  Punya-klrtti, 
is,  it,  i,  bearing  a  good  name,  famous,  celebrated  ; 
N.  of  a  Buddhist  (whose  form  was  assumed   by 

Vishnu).  —  Punya-krit,  t,  t,  t,  'right-doing,'  up- 
right, virtuous;  N.  of  a  divinity  enumerated  among 

the  Vilve  DevSh.—  Punya-kritya,  f.  a  good  action. 
—  Punya-kshaya,  at,  m.  decay  or  loss  of  religious 
merit.  —  Punya-kshetra,  am,  n.  a  holy  place  or 
district,  a  place  by  visiting  which  merit  is  acquired, 

a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Punya-gandha,  as,  a, 
am,  sweet-scented,  fragrant ;  (as),  m.  the  Campaka, 
Michelia  Champaka.  —  Punya-gandlti,  is,  is,  i,  or 
punya-gandhin,  i,  inl,  i,  sweet-scented,  fragrant. 
—  Punya-griha,  am,  n.  a  house  of  charity,  an 
alms-house ;    a  temple.  —  Punya-jana,  at,   m.  a 
good  or  pious  or  virtuous  man ;    N.  of  a  class  of 
supernatural  beings ;  a  Yaksha  or  attendant  of  Kuvera 
the  god  of  wealth ;  a  fiend,  goblin,  Rakshasa.  —  Pu- 

nyajanedvara  ("no-is"0),  as,  m.'lordoftheYakshas,' 
Kuvera  the  Hindu  deity  of  wealth.  —  Punya-jala, 
of,  d,  am,  containing  pure  water.  —  Punya-jita, 
as,   d,  am,   gained    or   attained    by    good    works. 

—  I'nnya-tara,  as,  d,  am,  purer,  holier.  —  Punya- 
tari-krf,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make  purer 
or  cleaner.  —  Puiiya-td,  f.  or  punya-tva,  am,  n. 
purity,  holiness.  -  Piinya-tirtha,  am,  n.  a  holy  shrine 
or  place  of  pilgrimage.  -  Punya-trina,  am,  n.  holy 
grass;    N.   of  the    white   variety   of   Kusa    grass. 
—  Punya-dartana,  as,  a,  am,  of  beautiful  appear- 

ance,  beautiful;    (as),  m.  the    blue  jay,  =  <fd«Aa  ; 
(am),  n.  visiting  holy  shrines.  -  Punya-duh,  -dltuk, 
k,  k,  yielding  or  granting  happiness  or  beatitude. 

•~Punya-ndtha,   at,  m.,  N.   of  a   grammarian. 

—  Punya-naman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  attend- 
ants of  Skanda.  ••  Punya-punya-td,  f.  perfect  holi- 
ness. —  Punya-purusha,  as,  m.  a  godly  or  good 

man,  a  man  rich  in  moral  merit.  —  Punya-pra- 
tdpa,  as,  m.  the  might  and  efficacy  of  virtue  or 
of  the  merit  acquired  by  a  course  of  virtuous  acts. 

—  Punya-prada,   as,   d,   am,   conferring   merit, 
meritorious.  —  Punya-prasava,    as,   m.    pi.   (with 
Buddhists)  N.  of  a  class  of  deities.  —  Punya-phala, 

am,  n.  the  fruit  or  reward  of  good  works  or  merito- 

rious actions ;  (as),  m. '  having  good  fruit,"  the  garden 
of  Lakshml ;  a  grove.  —  Punya-lala,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  king  of  Punya-vatl.  —  I'unya-lharita,  as,  d,  am, 
extremely  blessed,  abounding  in  holiness  or  bliss. 
—  Punya-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  or  punya-bhdjin,  i,  inl,  i, 
possessing  happiness,  partaker  of  bliss,  happy ;  pos- 

sessing merit,  virtuous.  —  Pu.nya-T>hu,  us,  f.  the  holy 
land  of  the  Hindus  (bounded  on  the  north  by  the 
Himalayas,  on  the  south  by  the  Vindhya  mountains, 
and  on  the  east  and  west  by  the  sea,  =  Aryavarta). 

—  Punya-bhumi,  is,  (.  the  holy  land  of  the  Hindus 
[cf.  punya-bhu  above] ;    the  mother  of  a   male 
child.  —  Punya -maya,  as,  i,  am,  formed  or  con- 

sisting of  good.  —  Punya-mitra,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  patriarch.  —  Punya-yoga,  as,  m.  the  influ- 

ence or  effect  of  virtuous  actions  done  in  a  former 

life.  —  Punya-rdtra,  at,  m.  a  good  or  auspicious 

night ;  a  night  on  which  any  religious  commemora- 
tion or  ceremony  is  held ;  [cf.  punyaha.]  —  Panya- 

rdii,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;    N.  of  a  mountain. 

—  Punya-labdha,  as,  d,  am,   attained  by  good 
works  (as  a  reward  in  heaven).  —  Punya-loka,  as, 
d,  am,  belonging  to  a  better  world,  sharing  in  a 
better    world   (Ved.) ;    (as),   m.    heaven,   paradise. 

—  PunyaloJia-tra,  ind.,  Ved.  in   a  better  world. 
—  Putiya-vat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing  merit,  merito- 

rious, pure,  holy,  righteous,  pious,  virtuous ;  pleasing, 
beautiful ;  fortunate,  lucky,  auspicious ;  happy ;  (atl), 

{.,  N.  of  a  country.  —  Punya-vardhana,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a   town;    (probably   a    wrong   reading    for 
pundra-vardhana.)*-Punya-varman,  a,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince  of  Vi-darbha.  —  Punya-vdg-buddhi- 

karmin,  i,  in't,  i,  pure  in  word,  thought,  and  deed. 
—  Punya-mjita,  as,  d,  am,  acquired   by  merit, 
merited.  —  Punya-fakuna,  as,  m.  a  bird  of  good 
omen.  —  Punya-^ald,  f.  a  house  of  charity,  alms- 
house.  —  Punya-&la,  as,  d,  am,  being  of  a  virtuous 
disposition,  disposed  to  virtuous  acts,  virtuous,  pious, 
righteous.  —  Punya-iri-garbha,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Bodhi-sattva.  —  Pimya-sloka,  as,  a,   am,  '  well 
spoken  of,'  of  good  fame  or  reputation ;  (as),  m.  an 
epithet  of  Nala ;  of  Yudhi-shthira ;  of  Krishna ;  (a), 

f.  an  epithet  of  DraupadI;  of  SU5.  —Punyasloka- 
didrikshd,  (.  the  desire  of  seeing  Nala.  —  Punya- 
ilola-paranmukha,  as,  i,  am,  having  the  face 
averted  from  Nala.  —  Punya-raMaya,  at,  m.  a 
store  of  virtue  or  religious  merit.  —  Punya-sama, 
am,  n.  a  good  year.  —  Punya-sara,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  prince.  —  Punya-sundara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  gram- 

marian who  arranged  the  bhatu-pfttha  of  Hema- 

landra's  grammar  in  alphabetical  order.  —  Punya- 
tena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  prince  of  Ujjayinl. 
—  Punya-stambha-kara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Punya-sthdna,  am,  n.   a  sacred  place,  conse- 

crated ground.  —  Punydtman  (°ya-dt°),  d,  d,  a, 
pure-souled,  righteous,  virtuous,  pious,  holy.  —  Pu- 

nydlankrita  (°ya-al°),  as,   d,   am,  adorned   by 
virtue ;  (at),  m.,  N.  of  a  demon.  —  Punydha  Cya- 
aha),  am,  n.  a  good  or  happy  or  auspicious  day, 
holiday ;  punydham  vad  in  Caus.,  to  wish  any  one 

a  happy  or  pleasant  day.  —  Punydhan  (°ya-ahan), 
a,  n.,  Ved. =punydha  above.  — J'unydha-vdfana, 
am,   n.  the  declaration  of  a  holiday,  repeating  at 

sacrifices  &c.  '  this  is  a  holiday '  three  times,  wishing 

any  one  a  happy  day.  —  Punyaika-karman  (°ya- 
ek°),  d,  d,  a,  one  whose  actions  are  only  virtuous. 
—  Punyodakd  (°ya-wd°),  f. '  having  sacred  waters,' 
N.  of  a  river  in  the  next  world.  —  Punyodaya  (°ya- 

ud°),  as,  m.  the  resulting  of  good  fortune  (as  the  effect 
of  virtuous  acts  done  in  a  former  life).  —  Punyodydna 

(°ya-ud'),  at,  d,  am,  having  beautiful  gardens. 

q  jmtra-ttrtha. 
Punyaka,  am,  n.  a  religious  ceremony,  festival ; 

a  meritorious  act  or  obligation  of  a  religious  nature 

(as  fasting,  praying,  &c.) ;  a  ceremony  performed  by 
a  woman  in  order  to  retain  her  husband's  affections 
and  to  obtain  a  son;  the  observance  of  this  cere- 

mony ;  the  present  made  to  a  wife  on  that  occasion. 
—  Panyaka-vrata,  am,  n.  the  worship  of  Krishna 
for  a  year,  with  daily  presents,  to  be  performed  by  a 
woman  desirous  of  a  son. 

Ipf  put  or  pud,  n.  hell,  a  particular  hell  to 
which  the  childless  are  condemned,  a  division  of  the 
infernal  regions  considered  to  be  the  abode  of  those 
who  die  childless ;  (a  word  invented  to  explain  pwtra  ; 

see  Manu  IX.  138.)  — 2.  pun-ndman,  d,  mni,  a 
(for  I.  see  under  2.  puns),  having  the  name  Put, 
called  Put. 

ifX  puta,  au,  m.  du.  the  buttocks;  puta 

and  dri-puta,  a  kind  of  metre  consisting  of  four 
times  uuuvuu  — ,  —  v — •  . 

u<ania(?),  f.  the  navel. 

puti-srinjaya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people ;  (a  wrong  reading  for  puti-sriiijaya.) 

JJfl<4  puttala,  puttalaka,  puttikd.      See 

p.  £,8l,  COls.  I,  2. 

Tjijf  putra,  as,  m.  (perhaps  connected  with 
pitri;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  pu,  but  according  to 
others  fr.  rt.  I .  ptizh ;  traditionally  said  to  be  a 

comp.  put-tra, '  preserving  from  the  hell  called  Put,' Manu  IX.  138),  a  son,  child,  the  young  of  an 

animal ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  used  as  a  diminutive 

to  express '  any  little  thing  of  its  kind '  [cf.  &ld-p°] ; the  fifth  mansion  from  the  point  of  conjunction  of 
the  sun  and  a  zodiacal  sign  (in  astrol.),  the  fifth 
house ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Brahmishtha ;  of  a  son  of 
Priya-vrata ;  of  a  son  of  a  Brahman ;  (au),  m.  du. 
two  sons,  a  son  and  daughter ;  (i),  f.  a  daughter;  a 

doll  [cf.  (Zara-p"] ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  used  as 

a  diminutive  to  express  '  any  little  thing  of  its  kind ' 
[cf.  osf-p°]  ;  an  epithet  of  PirvatI ;  a  species  of 
plant.  Putra  in  the  voc.  sing,  is  sometimes  used  as 

a  mode  of  addressing  young  persons,  '  my  son,' 
'  my  child  ;'  [cf.  Pers.  pusr,  '  a  son  ;'  Gr.  irwXo-j, 
irai\-(o->' ;  Lat.  pullu-s,  (Marci-)por,  pa-er,  pu- 

era,  pu-sit-s,  pusa,  pu-pu-s,  pit-pa,  ptipilla,  pu- 

tu-s;  Goth.  /«Za(n)  =  Old  Germ,  folo,  'a  foal;' 
Armor,  paotr,  '  a  boy.']  —  Putra-kandd,  f.  a 
bulbous  plant  supposed  to  cause  fecundity  ( =  laksh- 
mand-kanda).  —  Puira-karman,  a,  n.  a  ceremony 
or  sacrifice  on  the  birth  of  a  son.  —  Putra-kalatra- 

ndfa-bhita,  as,  d,  am,  fearful  or  apprehensive  of 
the  destruction  of  wife  and  children.  —  Putra-kdma, 

as,  d,  am,  Ved.  desirous  of  sons  or  children. 

—  Putrakdmeshti  (°ma-ish°),  is,  (.,  Ved.  an  obla- 
tion or  sacrifice  made  by  one  desirous  of  offspring. 

—  Putrakdmya,  Nom.  P.  putrakdmyati,  Sec.,  to 
wish  for  or  be  desirous  of  a  son.  -•  Putrakdmyd,  f., 
Ved.  wish  for  sons  or  children,  affection  for  progeny. 

—  Putra-kdrya,  am,  n.  a  ceremony  relating  to 
a  son.  —  Putra-krit,  t,  t,  m.  f.  an  adopted  child. 
—  Putra-kritaka,  as,  d,  am,  adopted  as  a  child 
or  son.  —  Putra-kritya,  am,  n.  the  duty  of  a  son. 
—  PiUra-krilha,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  Ved.  the 

bringing  forth  or  procreation  of  children.  —  Putra- 
krama-diptkd,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Rima-bhadra 
on  the  law  of  inheritance.  •- Putra-ghna,  as,  i,  am, 

child-killing;   scil.  yoni,  in  which  the  fetus  dies. 

—  Putra-jagdhi,  f.  'one   who   has   devoured  her 
children,'  an  unnatural  mother.  —  Putra-jdta,  as, 
d,  am,  one  to  whom  a  son  is  born,  having  a  son. 
—  Putra-jtia  or  putrari-jiva  or  putraii-jivaka, 

at,  m.  'giving  life  to  children,'  the  tree  Putranjiva 
Roxburgh!!  (from  the  fruit  of  which  necklaces  are 
made,  supposed  to  be  of  prolific  efficacy,  and  when 
worn  by  children  to  keep  them  in  good  health). 
—  Putra-td,   f.    or  putra-tva,   am,   n.    sonship, 
filial  relation.  —  Putra-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the 

1 1 9th  and  I2oth  chapters  of  the  Bhumi-khanda  or 
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second  part  of  the  Padma-PurSna.  —  Putra-da,  as, 
d,  am,  giving  sons  or  offspring  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  various 
plants  (  =  bandhyd-karkntakl,  garbha-ddtn,  and 

lakxhmand-kanda).  —  Putra-ddtri,  f. '  child-giver,' 
N.  of  a  plant  growing  in  Malava,  supposed  to  be 
of  prolific  efficacy.  —  Putra-ddra,  am,  n.  son  and 
wife,  child  and  wife.  —  Putra-dharma,  as,  m.  filial 
duty.  —  Putradharma-tas,  ind.  according  to  the 
ceremonies  usual  on  the  birth  of  a  son.  —  Putra- 
nivedana,  am,  n.  the  habitation  or  abode  of  a  son. 

—  Putra-pankt i,  is,  f.   a  line   or   assemblage  of 

sons.  —  Putra-putrddini  (cra-aa°),   f.   (probably) 
'  devouring    sons    and     grandsons,'    an    unnatural 
mother.  —  Putra-pautra,  am,  n.,  as,  m.  pi.  sons 
and  grandsons.  —  Putraf/atttrin,  i,  inl,  i,  having 
sons  and  grandsons.  —  Putrapautrina,  as,  d,  am, 
transmitted  to  sons  and  grandsons,  transmitted  from 
son   to   son ;    hereditary.  —  Putrapautrlna-td,   f. 
transmission  to  sons  and  grandsons,  transmission  from 

son  to  son,  hereditary  descent.  —  Putra-pratinidhi, 
is,  m.  a  substitute  for  a  son  (as  an  adopted  son  &c.). 

—  Putra-pradd,  f.  '  giving  sons  or  children,'  epi- 
thet of  a  species  of  Solanum  (  =  kshavikd).  ~Putra- 

priya,  as,  m.  '  fond  of  offspring,'  epithet  of  a  kind 
of  \iaA."Putra-phala-bhalctri,  td,  tri,  tri,  enjoy- 

ing the  advantage  of  having  a  son.  —  Putra-bhadrd, 
[.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  brihaj-jivanti).  —  Putra- 
bhdga,   as,   m.   the   share   or  portion   of  a  son. 

—  Putra-bhdi'a,  as,  m.  the  being  a  son,  the  state 
or  condition  of  a  son,  sonship.  —  Putra-maya,  as, 
i,  am,  Ved.  consisting  of  a  son,  formed  of  a  son. 
—  Putra-ldbha,  as,  m.  the  obtaining  of  a  son. 
—  I .  putra-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  or  putra-vala,  as,  d, 
am,  having   a    son    or   sons,   possessing   offspring. 

—  2.  putra-vat,  ind.  like  a  son,  as  with  a  son,  as 
on  the  birth  of  a  son.  —  Patra-vadhu,  us,  {.  a  son's 
wife,  daughter-in-law.  —  P utra-vidya,  am,  n.,Ved. 

obtaining   sons.  —  Putra-s'ringi,  f.  =  aja-Mngl, 
(\,v,-*Putra-s'reni,  f.  '  having  a  row  of  offspring, 
i.  e.  of  shoots  or  suckers,'  the  plant  Salvinia  Cucullata. 
—  Putra-sakha,  as,  m.  a  friend  of  children,  one 
who  is  fond  of  children.  —  Putra-sankarin,  i,  ini, 
i,  mixing  or  confusing  sons  or  children  (through 

mixed  marriages).  —  Putra-sangraha,  as,  m.  (per- 

haps)   N.    of  a    work   by    S'aunaka    on   adoption. 
—  Putra-su,   us,  f.  the  mother  of  a  son ;    [cf. 

putrikd-prasuJ]"Putra-hata,  as,  d,  am,  'whose 
sons  have  been  killed,'  an  epithet  of  Vasishtha ;  (I), 
f. '  one  who  has  killed  her  son,'  an  unnatural  mother, 
—  Pittra-ttina,  as,  a,  am,  sonless,  childless.  —  Pu- 
trahlna-tva,  am,  n.  sonlessness,  childlessness.  —  Pu- 

trdtdrya  (Va-ac^),  as,  d,  am,  having  a  son  for 
one's  teacher ;  (o«),  m.  a  father  instructed  in  sacred 
science  by  his  son.  —  Putrddlni  (°ra-dd°),  (.  '  son- 
devouring/  an   unnatural  mother ;    (according  to  a 

Scholiast  when  used  literally  spelt  with  two  t's,  e.g. 
puttrddini   vydghri,   a   tigress   that    devours   her 

young;  cf.  putra-jagdhi,  putra-hati.)  —  Putrdn- 

ndda    (°ra-anna-ada),    as,   d,   am,    eating   the 
food  of  a  son,  living  at  a  son's  expense;  (as),  m. 
one  who  is  maintained  by  his  son.  —  Putrdrthin 

("ra-ar°),  i,  inl,  i,  wishing   for   a   son.  —  Putri- 
karana-mimdnxd,  f.,  N.  of  a  treatise  by  Nanda- 
pandita  on  the  adoption  of  sons.  —  Putrl-kri,  cl.  8. 
P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -Jcartum,  to  adopt  as  a  son. 
—  Putrl-krita,  as,  d,  am,  adopted  as  a  son.  —  Pu- 

trepan  (°ra-ip°),  us,  us,  u,  wishing  for  a  son. 
~Putreskti  (°ra-ish.°),  is,  or  putreshtikd  (°ra- 
ish°),  f.  a  sacrifice  performed  to  obtain  male  children, 
one  performed  at  the  time  of  adoption.  —  Putrai- 

tfvarya  (Va-aiV0),  am,  n.  'son's  proprietorship,'  a 
resignation  of  property  or  power  by  a  father  to  his 

son.  —  Putraishand  (°ra-esli'),  f.,  Ved.  desire  or 
longing  for  a  son. 

Puttala,  as,  m.  or  puttali,  f.=puttalaka,  put- 
talikd  be]ov/.  —  Puttala-dahana,  am,  n.  or  put- 

tala-vidM,  is,  m.  '  doll-burning  or  doll-rite,'  burning 
an  effigy  in  place  of  the  body  of  one  who  has  died 
abroad.  —  Puttali-pujd,  f.  image-worship,  idolatry. 
Puttalaka,  as,  m.  or  puttalikd,  f.  a  puppet, 

doll,  small  statue,  image,  idol,  effigy. 

Puttika,  (.  the  white  ant  or  termite  (so  called  from 
its  doll-like  form)  ;  =pataitgikd,  a  small  kind  of  bee. 
Putraka,  as,  m.  a  little  son,  little  boy,  child,  a 

son  (often  used  as  a  term  of  endearment)  ;  a  puppet, 
doll,  figure  of  stone  or  wood  or  lac,  &c.  ;  a  rogue, 
cheat;  a  small  and  venomous  species  of  animal 
(enumerated  among  the  Mushikas)  ;  a  fabulous 
animal  with  eight  legs  (  =  iarabha)  ;  a  grasshopper  ; 
hair  ;  a  species  of  tree  ;  N.  of  a  man,  the  supposed 
founder  of  the  city  of  Patali-putraka  ;  a  particular 
mountain  ;  (akd  or  ikd),  f.  a  daughter  ;  a  daughter 
appointed  to  raise  male  issue  to  be  adopted  by  a 
father  who  has  no  sons  ;  a  puppet,  doll,  figure  of 
wood,  &c.  ;  the  cotton  or  down  of  the  tamarisk  ; 
(at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  used  as  a  diminutive  to 

express  any  little  thing  of  its  kind  (e.  g.  asi-p°, 

khadga-p").  —  Putrikd-putra,  as,  m.  a  daughter's 
son  who  by  agreement  or  adoption  becomes  the  son 
of  her  father  (one  of  the  twelve  heirs  acknowledged 
by  the  old  Hindu  law);  a  grandson.  —  Putrikd- 
prasu,  us,  f.  the  mother  of  a  daughter.  —  Putrikd- 

bhartri,  td,  m.  a  daughter's  husband.  ••  Putrikd- 
suta,  as,  m.  a  daughter's  son,  a  grandson. 
Putrin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  son  or  sons,  possessing 

children  ;  (I),  m.  the  father  of  a  son  ;  (inl),  f.  the 
mother  of  a  son  or  of  children  generally  ;  a  para- 

sitical plant  ;  the  plant  Siphonanthus  Indica. 
Putriya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  a 

son,  filial  ;  procuring  a  son  ;  a-putriya,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  unfavourable  to  sons  or  children. 

Patn-kri,  d.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -Tcu.ru.te,  -kar- 
tum,  to  adopt  as  a  son.  —  Putri-krita,  as,  d,  am, 
adopted  as  a  son. 

1.  putriya  =  putriya  above. 
2.  putriya,  Nom.  P.  putrtyati,  Sec.,  to  wish  or 

desire  a  son  or  children  ;  to  treat  like  a  son  :  Desid. 
puputriytshati,    putitrtyidtati,    putrlyiyishati, 
puputitriyiyishis?uiti. 

Ptttriyat,  an,  antl,  at,  wishing  for  a  son. 
Putriya,  f.  the  desire  of  or  wish  for  a  son. 
Putnyitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  wishes  for  a  son. 
Putrya,  as,  d,  am,=putriya,  q.  v. 

puth,  cl.  4.  P.  puthyati,  pupotha, 
pothitum,  to  injure,  hurt,  kill  :  Caus. 

pothayati,  -yitum,  to  crush,  .bruise,  kill,  destroy, 
annihilate  ;  to  overpower  or  drown  (one  sound  by 

another)  ;  to  speak  ;  to  shine  ;  [cf.  rt.  punth.~\ 

^Srt  pudgala,  as,  d,  am,  beautiful,  hand- 
some, of  a  handsome  form  or  figure  ;  having  form 

or  property  ;   (a«),  m.  the  body,  matter  ;  the  soul, 
personal  identity  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
Puddala,  as,  m.  a  various  reading  for  pudgala. 

'^puna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.pv),  purifying, 
cleaning;  [cf.  Ttim-p",  kulam-p",  &c.] 

^l"*  puna6a(>),  N.  of  a  country  in  the north  of  India. 

,  ind.  again,  afresh,  anew,  once 
more  ;  back,  in  an  opposite  direction,  (with  rt.  I  .  dd,  to 
give  back,  requite,  to  give  up  ;  with  rts.  5.  i  or  I.  gd  or 
yam,  to  go  back,  return  home,  to  go  away  again,  to 
escape  ;  with  bhu,  to  exist  again,  to  be  renewed,  to  be- 

come a  wife  again,  Manu  IX.  175;  cf.  punar-bhu); 
punah  puna/t,  again  and  again,  repeatedly;  punar  — 
punar,  at  one  time  —  at  another  time. 
Punar  is  often  used  to  introduce  further  details  or 

simply  as  a  connecting  particle  in  a  sentence,  in  the 

sense  of  '  further,'  '  furthermore,'  '  besides,'  '  now.' 
As  an  adversative  particle  punar  is  equivalent  to 

'  on  the  other  hand,'  '  on  the  contrary,'  '  but,'  '  yet,' 
'  still,'  '  and  yet,'  '  notwithstanding,'  '  nevertheless," 
'  however.'  The  construction  vd  punar  often  takes 
the  place  of  the  simple  vd,  e.  g.  adrolienaiva  bhu- 
tdndm  alpa-drohena  vd  punah,  with  no  injury 
or  with  the  least  possible  injury  to  animated  beings, 
Manu  IV.  2.  Punar  api,  even  again,  and  on  the 
other  hand,  also.  Kim  punar,  how  much  more  I 
how  much  less!  see  kim.  —  Punah-pada,  am,  n., 

Ved.  '  a  repeated  portion  of  a  verse,'  the  burden 

(of  a  hymn),  refrain;  (as,  a,  am),  containing  a 
refrain.  —  Punah-pardjaya,  as,  m.  losing  again 
(what  has  been  won).  —  Punah-pdka,  as,  m.  cook- 

ing afresh,  repeated  boiling  or  cooking  ;  a  repeated 
baking  (of  earthen  vessels) ;  puna/ipdkam  kri,  to 
cook  afresh  or  again.  ~Punah-pund,  f.,  N.  of  a 
river  in  Behar,  the  Poonpoon  (perhaps  so  called 
from  its  meandering  course).  —  Punah-pratyupa- 

kdra,  as,  m.  retribution,  requital,  retaliation.  —  Pu- 
naA-pramddha,  as,  a,  am,  grown  again.  —Pu- 
nafi-prdpya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  obtained  again, 
recoverable.  —  PunaA-sanskdra,  as,  m.  renewed 
investiture,  repetition  of  airy  essential  ceremony  (as 
the  reinvestiture  of  a  Bifthman  with  the  sacrificial 

cord  when  he  has  forfeited  it  by  unknowingly  drink- 
ing spirits  8cc.).  —  Punah-sans}critu,  as,  a,  am, 

Ved.  fitted  up  again,  repaired,  mended.  —  Punah- 
sangama,  as,  m.  coming  together  again,  meeting 

again,  reunion.  —  Punalt-sandars'ana,  am,  n.  seeing 
one  another  again.  —  Punah-sandhdna,  ant,  n. 
uniting  again,  reuniting ;  restoring  (the  sacred  fire 
when  it  has  gone  out).  —  Punah-sambhava,  as,  m. 
coming  into  existence  again.  —  Punaft-sara,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  running  back  (as  a  dog  returning  by  the 
way  that  it  came)  ;  an  epithet  of  the  Achyranthes 
Aspera  (the  flowers  of  which  are  turned  back ; 
cf.  apd-mdrga,  pardk-pushpi,  pratyak-pushpi). 
—  Punah-sukha,  as,  a,  am,  again  agreeable  or 
pleasant.  —  Punah-stuti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  repeated  praise, 
a  repeated  ceremony.  —  Punah-itoma,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
an  Ekaha.  —  Punar-apagama,  as,  m.  going  away 
again.  —  Punar-abhidkdna,  am,  n.   mentioning 
again. « Purtar-abJtisheka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  anointing 
again.  —  Punar-arthitd,  f.  a   reiterated  request  or 
entreaty.  —  Punar-aeu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  breathing 
again,  coming  to  life  again.  —  Punar-dgata,  as,  a, 
am,  come  back  again,  returned.  —  Punar-dgama, 
as,  m.  coming  back,   return.  —  Punar-dgamana, 
am,  n.  the  act  of  coming  back,  returning  to  the 
place   set  out  from.  —  Punar-dgdmin,   i,  inl,  i, 
coming  back,    returning.  —  Punar-dddyam,  ind., 
Ved.  repeatedly.  —  Punar-ddi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  begin- 

ning  afresh,   repeated.  —  Punar-ddhdna,    am,   n. 
renewing  or  replacing  a  consecrated  fire  (according 
to  KullQka  punar-ddhdnam  kurydt = smdrtdgnin 
irautagnln  vd  ddadhydt).  —  Pu,nar-ddheya,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  renewed  or  replaced  (on  the  altar, 
said  of  fire) ;  (am),  n.  renewing  or  replacing  the 
consecrated  fire ;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Soma  festival. 
— Punarddheyaka,  am,  n.  renewing  or  replacing 
a  consecrated  fiie.  —  Punarddheyika,  as,  i,  am, 

Ved.  relating  to  the  act  of  replacing  the  consecrated 
fire.  —  Punar-dyana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  coming  back, 
return.  —  Punar-dlambha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  seizing  or 

taking  hold  of  again.  —  Punar-dvarta,  as,  m.  re- 
turn, revolution  ;    repeated   birth.  —  Punardvarta- 

nandd,  f.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Punar- 

dvartin,   I,  ini,   (,  returning  (to  mundane  exist- 
ence) ;  leading  back  (to  mundane  existence)  ;  sub- 

ject to  successive  births.  —  Punar-dvritta,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  repeated.  —  Punar-dvritti,  is,  f.   return 
(to  mundane  existence)  ;  repetition  ;  revision  (of  a 
book  &c.).  —  Punar-dhdra,  as,  m.,  Ved.   taking 

again,   recapture.  —  Punar-ukta,   as,  d,  am,  said 
again,  reiterated,   repeated,   superfluous ;    (am),  n. 

repetition,    useless    repetition,    tautology.  —  Punar- 

ukta-janman,  d,  m.  '  whose  birth  is  repeated,"  a 
Brahman.  —  Punarukta-td,  f.  repetition,  tautology. 
—  Punarukta-bhiikta-viihaya,   as,  d,  am,  (an 

occupation)  in  which  the  objects  of  sense  are  re- 
peatedly enjoyed.  —  Punaruktavad-dbhdsa,  as,  m. 

appearance  of  repetition,  seeming  tautology  (a  figure 

of  speech).  —  Punar-ukti,  is,  f.  saying  again,  useless 
repetition,  tautology;    a  mere  word,  empty  word. 
—  Punarukti-mat,  an,  all,  at,  having  repetition, 
tautological  -•  Punar-utthdna,  am,  n.  rising  again, 
resurrection.  —  Punar-utpatti,  is,    f.   the   coining 

again  into  being,  reproduction,  new  birth ;  metem- 
psychosis. —  Pimar-utsrishta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  re- 

peatedly let  lonse  (said  of  a  bull).  —  I'unar-ntfyuta, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sewed  or  mended  again,  patched 
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up.  —  Punar-upagamana,  am,  n.  coming  back, 
returning.  —  Punar-iipdgama,  as,  m.  return.  —  Pu- 
nar-upodhd,  (.  married  again,  re-married.  —  Ptinar- 
gamana,  am,  n.  going  again,  returning.  —  Punar- 
yrahana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  repeatedly  taking,  repeated 
taking  up  (of  ghee  &c.  with  a  ladle)  ;  repetition. 
~Punarjanma-jaya,  as,  m.  'victory  over  future 
birth,"  liberation,  final  emancipation,  freedom  from 
iransmigration.—Punar-janman,  a,  n.  new  or  second 
birth,  regeneration,  future  birth  by  transmigration, 
metempsychosis  ;  (<i,  d,  a),  bora  again,  regenerated. 
—  Punar-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  born  again,  regenerated. 
•-Punar-dariana,  am,  n.  seeing  again,  (punar- 
daritandya,  '  au  revoir.')  —  Punar-ddtri,  td,  m. 
giving  again,  a  rewarder,  recompenser.  —  Punar- 
ddra-kriyd,  f.  taking  a  second  wife  (after  the  death 
of  the  first).  —  Punar-dhemi,  u$,  f.  a  cow  that 
again  gives  milk.  —  Punar-nata  or  punar-nava, 
at,  a,  am,  Ved.  becoming  new  or  young  again, 
being  renewed  or  restored  to  youth;   (as),  m.  a 
finger-nail  ;  (a),  (.  hog-weed,  Boerhavia  Procumbens. 
—  Punar-nishkrita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  repaired  or 
mended  again.  —  Punar-bdla,  as,  a,  am,  —  xa\in- 
TTHIS,  become  a  child  again,  become  childish,  being 
in  second  childhood.  —  Funar-bhava,  as,  a,  am, 
born  again  ;  (as),  m.  new  birth,  regeneration,  trans- 

migration ;    a  finger-nail  ;   a  species  of  Punar-nava 
with  red  flowers.  —  Panar-bhavin,  i,  m.  the  sentient 
soul  (existing  again  after  the  dissolution  of  one  body 
in  another  form).  —  Punar-bhdva,  as,  m.  new  birth. 
—  Punar-bhdvin,   i,  ini,  i,   being   born   again. 
—  Punar-bhu,  us,  us,  u,  produced  again  or  anew, 
reproduced,    born    again,    regenerated,    restored   to 
youth,  renovated  ;  (us),  f.  a  virgin  widow  re-married  ; 
re-existence.  -•  Punar-blutga,  at,  m.  repeated  en- 

joyment ;  a  return  of  fruition,  perception  of  pleasure 
or  pain  as  a  reward  of  former  actions.  —  Punar- 

magha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  '  having  repeated  gifts,' 
covetous,  avaricious  ;  repeatedly  offering  oblations  or 
granting  gifts.  —  Punar-manya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
(perhaps)  again  thinking  of,  remembering;  (SSy.) 
=punah  stotavya,  to  be  praised  or  adored  again. 
—  Punar-mrityu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  repeated  or  second 
death.  —  Punar-yajna,  as,  m.,  Ved.   a   repeated 
sacrifice.  —  Punar-ydtrd,  f.  a  repeated  procession. 
—  Punar-yuran,  d,  all,  a,  Ved.  again  young,  re- 

stored to  youth.  —  Punar-ldblta,  as,  m.  obtaining 
again,   recovery.  —  Punar-raktarya,  as,  a,  am, 
to  be  repeated.  —  Punarvaktarya-td,  (.  necessity  of 
being  repeated.  —  Punar-vafana,  am,  n.  saying 
again,  repeating;  repeated  text  or  injunction.  —  Pu- 
nar-vat,  an,  att,  at,  Ved.  containing  the  word 
punar.  —  Punar-vatsa,  as,  m.  a  weaned  calf  that 
begins  to  suck  again  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymn 
Rig-reda  VIII.  9.  —  Punar-varana,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
choosing  again.  —  Punar-vasit,  us,  m.  (perhaps)  '  re- 

storing goods,'  the  fifth  (or  seventh)  of  the  lunar 
asterisms  (containing  according  to  some  authorities, 
two,  and  according  to  others,  four  stars  ;    in  this 
sense  generally  «,  m.  du.)  ;  N.  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna  ; 
an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  '  born  under  the  Nakshatra  Punar- 
vasu,'  an  epithet  of  Ksty3yana  or  Vara-ruiM  ;  N.  of 
a  son  of  Taittiri,  father  of  Abhi-jit  and  grandfather 
of  Ahuka,  or  of  a  son  of  Abhi-jit  (Ari-dyota)  and 
father  of  Ahuka  ;    epithet  of  a  particular  Loka  or 
division  of  the  universe  ;  commencement  of  wealth. 

—  Punar-vivdha,  as,  m.  second  marriage.  —  J'H- 
nar~han,  d,  ghni,  a,  Ved.  slaying  or  destroying  in 
return.  —  Punar-hnris,  ix,  n.,  Ved.  repeated  sacri- 

ficial oblation.  —  P  unas'-dandrd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
—  J'unaf-darrana,   am,   n.    chewing   repeatedly, 
chewing  the  cud,  ruminating.  —  Punail-iXti,  is,  f., 
Ved.  piling  up  again. 

punth,  cl.  I.  P.  punthati,  punthi- 
turn,  to  hurt,  give  pain  ;  to  suffer  pain 

or  uneasiness;  (a  various  reading  for  yunth.) 
pun-dasa. 

i.  and  2.  pun-naman.     See  under 
2.  {tuns  and  put,  pp.  578,  580. 

,  an,  antt,  at  (fr.  Desid.  of 
rt.  i .  pu),  wishing  to  cleanse  or  purify. 
Pupushd,  f.  the  wish  or  desire  to  cleanse  or 

purify. 
3*34  pupputa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular 

disease,  swelling  of  the  palate  and  gums. 

M"j  rt  pupphula,  as,  m.  flatulency,  wind 
in  the  stomach. 

>}«••£  «i  pupphusa,  as,  m.  the  lungs  [cf. 
phupphasa] ;  the  pericarp  or  seed-pod  of  a  lotus. 

*pr/>Km,  pum-anuja,  &c.  See  under  2. 
pun*,  P-  578.  co'-  3.  and  P-  579-  c°l-  '• 

^  i.  pur  (fr.  rt.  prl),  only  in  inst.  pi. 
piirbhis,  Ved.  in  abundance,  abundantly;  (SJy.)  = 
purvakaik  stamih,  with  former  praises. 

^rr  2.  pur  (probably  an  artificial  rt. 
ON  invented  to  furnish  an  etymology  for  puras 

and  pnrd  below),  cl.  6.  P.  purati,  puritum,  to 
precede,  go  before,  go  at  the  head,  lead. 
Pura-ga,  as,  d,  am  (a  corruption  of  puro-ga), 

inclined  or  disposed  towards,  favourably  inclined. 
—  Puragd-vana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  forest. 
Puratas,  ind.  before  (said  both  of   place   and 

time),  in  front,  in  advance,  in  the  presence  of  (with 
gen.) ;  puratalf  kri,  to  place  in  front,  cause  to 
precede,  give  the  lead  to. 
Puran-dhi,  is,  f.  (puram  connected  with  puras 

and  pura,  but  by  some  considered  to  be  fr.  rt.  prl) 
Ved.  understanding,  intelligence,  prudence,  wisdom 
praise ;  (ayas),  f.  pi.  good  thoughts  or  reflections 
(is,  is,  i),  intelligent,  prudent,  wise  (said  of  PQshan 
Indra,  a  Ribhu,  Bhaga,  Savitri,  Heaven  and  Earth 
perhaps  also  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  deity)  ;  (ac- 

cording to  Siy.)=strl-rupa  or  rupa-vat.  —  Pu- 
randhi-vat,  an,  att,  at,  Ved.  endowed  with  wisdom 
or  understanding. 

Puran-dhri,  is  or  *,  f.  an  elderly  married  woman, 
respectable  matron ;  a  woman  whose  husband  and 
children  are  living. 
Puras,  ind.  before,  in  front,  in  advance,  in  the 

presence  of,  before  the  eyes  of  (with  gen.,  e.g. 
tasya  puro  vddam  ddadc,  he  commenced  a  speech 
in  his  presence ;  or  in  the  earlier  language  with  the 
abl.  or  loc.,  opposed  to  padtd,  pafttdt,  prishthe) ; 
in  the  east,  from  the  east,  towards  the  east,  east- 

ward, (dakthinatah  purah,  towards  the  south-east) ; 

[cf.  pura,  puratas,  puna :  Zend  para,  '  before :' Gr.  irdpos,  npo-irtipot-dtv,  irpdffQe,  Trp6ff6tos,  perhaps 
irpfs  in  vpeff&vs :  perhaps  Lat.  coram  for  poram, 

palam  for  param:  Goth,  f  aura,  *  before;'  faur, 
'  for :'  Old  Germ,  rora,  '  before ;'  furi,  '  for :'  Old 
Pruss.  pirsdan,  '  \x(oit.'~\  — P ura-ushnih,  k,  f., 
Ved.,  N.  of  a  metre  of  three  Pfidas,  the  first  con- 

taining twelve,  and  the  second  and  third  eight 
syllables  each. •• Pura-ftri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  one  who 
goes  before,  a  guide,  leader.  —  Pitrah-pdka,  as, 
d,  am,  having  fulfilment  at  hand,  near  fulfilment. 
—  P  iirah-prasravana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.   pouring 
forth;    (S5y.)  =purastdd  gatdhat.  —  Pura/f-pra- 
liartri,  td,  m.  one  who  fights  in  the  front  (of  the 
battle).  —Purak-phala,  as,  d,  am,  having   fruit 
nigh  at  hand,  exhibiting  fruit  in  advance,  promising 
fruit.  —  Parah-iad,   t,  t,  t,  Ved.   sitting   in  front, 
presiding  ;    sitting  towards  the  east.  —  Purah-sara, 
as,  i,  am,  going  before  or  in  advance;  (as),  m. 
one  who  goes  before,  a  forerunner,  precursor,  har- 

binger,  attendant ;   (at  the  end  of  comps.  as,  d, 
am),  having  as  an  attendant,  attended  by,  preceded 

by,  connected  with,   with  [cf.  priyakhydna-p°] ; 
(am),  ind.  with,  »ftei.  —  Pnrah-sthatri,  td,  Irl,  tri, 
Ved.   standing   at  the    head,   a    leader.  —  Piirah- 

sthdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  standing  before  one's  eyes.  —  Pu- 
rah-sphurat,  an,  all  or  antl,  at,  opening  or  be- 

coming manifest  before  any  one.  —  P urai-darana, 
as,  d,  am,  making  preparations;  (am),  n.  a  pre- 

paratory or  introductory  rite,  preparation  ;  repetition 

of  the  name  of  a  deity  accompanied  with  burnt 
offerings.  —  Puraifarana-fandrikd  and  puraifa- 
rana-paddhati-mdld,  (.,  N.  of  two  works.  —  Pu- 
raifarana-td,  f.  the  being  engaged  in  making  pre- 

parations. —  Ptiras'-dhada,  as,  m.  a  species  of  grass, 
Imperata  Cylindrica  (commonly  called  ulu) ;  a  nip- 

ple. —  1'uras-karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  placing  in 
front,  &c. ;  making  perfect  (?).  — Puros-teroniya 
or  ptiras-kartarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  placed  in 
front,  to  be  set  before ;  to  be  honoured,  to  be  treated 
with  deference  or  respect ;  to  be  prepared  or  fitted 
out;  to  be  made  complete.  —Puras-kdra,  as,  m. 
the  placing  before  or  in  front ;  preference  ;  showing 
respect,  treating  with  honour,  distinction,  deference; 
worshipping ;  consecrating  ;  causing  to  go  before,  ac- 

companying, attending ;  preparing,  making  ready  ; 
arranging,  putting  in  array,  making  complete  ;  attack- 

ing, assailing ;  accusation ;  anticipating,  expecting ;  (at 
the  end  of  a  comp.)  preceded  or  accompanied  by, 
joined  or  connected  with,  including.  —  Puras-kdrya, 
as,  a,  am,  to  be  placed  in  front  or  appointed,  to  be 
charged  or  commissioned  ;  to  be  prepared  or  fitted  out, 
Sec.  —  Puras-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -ktirute,  -kar- 
tum,  to  bring  to  the  front,  place  before  or  in  front, 

station  in  front,  cause  to  precede,  hold  before  one's 
self;  to  make  one's  leader ;  to  lead  ;  to  place  in  office, 
appoint ;  to  show  respect,  pay  respect,  honour ;  to 
set  before  one's  self,  keep  in  sight,  have  respect  to, 
make  one's  rule  of  conduct,  attend  to,  regard,  choose, 
prefer;  to  show,  evince,  betray,  manifest;  to  use 
as  a  pretext.  —  Puras-krita,  as,  d,  am,  placed 
before  or  in  front ;  advanced  to  the  foremost  rank, 
placed  in  office,  appointed  ;  accompanied  or  attended 
by,  combined  with,  provided  or  furnished  with,  pos- 

sessing ;  distinguished,  honoured,  respected ;  revered, 
adored,  worshipped ;  attended  to,  regarded,  chosen, 
adopted  ;  made  perfect,  finished,  polished  ;  prepared  ; 
sprinkled  with  holy  water,  anointed,  initiated ;  con- 

secrated ;  anticipated  ;  accused,  calumniated ;  harassed 
or  attacked  by  an  enemy.— Puraskrita-madhyama- 
krama,  as,  d,  am,  taking  or  adopting  a  middle 
course.  —  Puras-liritya,  ind.  having  placed  before 
or  caused  to  precede  ;  having  appointed  ;  having  paid 
respect  to  or  honoured ;  having  rewarded ;  having 
attended  to  or  regarded.  —  Puras-kriy d,  f.  a  pre- 

paratory or  introductory  rite ;  showing  honour,  de- 
monstration of  respect.  —  Puro-agni,  is,  m.,  Ved. 

the'  foremost  fire  or  fire  in  front.  —  Puro-'ksltam, 
ind.,  Ved.  before  the  axle-tree.  —  Puro-ga,  as,  d, 
am,  going  before,  preceding,  leading,  a  leader; 
first,  chief,  principal,  pre-eminent ;  (at  the  end  of  a 
comp.)  preceded  by,  accompanied  by  (e.  g.  devd 
Agni-purogamdh,  the  gods  preceded  by  Agni). 
—  Puro-gata,  as,  d,  am,  standing  or  being  in 
front  of;  preceded,  gone  before.  —  Puro-gati,  is,  is, 
i,  preceding,  going  before  ;  (is),  m.  a  dog ;  (is),  f. 
precedence,  going  before.  —  Puro-gantri,  td,  m.  a 
messenger  who  goes  before.  —  Puro-gama,  as,  a, 
am,  going  before  or  in  front,  travelling  in  front, 
preceding,  leading,  a  leader ;   first,  most  excellent ; 
best ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  preceded  by,  accom- 

panied by.  —  Puro-gamana,  am,  n.  going  before, 
preceding.  ••  Puro-gava,  as,  t,  m.  f.,  Ved.  one  who 
precedes,  a  leader.  —  Puro-yd,  as,  m.,  Ved.  going 
before,  a  leader.  —  Puro-gdmin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  in 
front  or  before,  preceding,  a  leader,  one  who  pre- 

cedes ;  (t),  m.  a  dog.  —  Puro-guru,  us,  us  or  «i,  u, 
Ved.  heavy  before  or  in  front.  —  Purojanma-td,  f. 
priority  of  birth.  —  Puro-janman,   d,   d,   a,   born 
before.  —  Puro-java,  as,  d,  am,  excelling  in  speed, 
swifter  than;  (or),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Medhatithi 
and  of  a  Varsha  named  after  him  ;  of  a  son  of  Prana. 

—  J'uro-jili,  is,  f.,  Ved.  previous  possession  or  ac- 
quisition.— Puru-jyotis,  is,  is,  is,  Ved.  preceded  by 

light.  —  Paro-dd^,  -dot  (or  -{a«),Ved.  or  puro-ddia, 
nf,  m.  a  sacrificial  cake  of  ground  rice  usually  divided 

into  pieces  and  offered  in  one  or  more  cups  (kapala) ', 
an  oblation  of  ghee  or  clarified  butter  with  cakes  of 
ground  meal ;  an  oblation  in  general ;  a  sort  of  flat 
ladle  or  spoon   used  for  placing  the  cakes  in  the 
sacrificial  fire ;  the  orts  or  leavings  of  any  substance 
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used  in  an  oblation  to  fire ;  Soma  juice  as  drunk  at 
particular  sacrifices ;  a  Mantra  or  prayer  recited  in 

offering  oblations  to  fire.  —  Purodds'in,  «,  ini,  i, Ved.  connected  with  the  sacrificial  cake.  —  Puro- 

datilya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  Purodas"a  or sacrificial  cake,  fit  to  be  offered  in  oblations.  —  Pu- 
roddiya,  as,  a,  am,  intended  for  the  sacrificial  cake, 
fit  for  offering  with  ghee  as  an  oblation  to  fire. 

—Puro-dhas, 2.  puro-dhd, puro-dhdtri,puro-dha- 
niya,  purodhika,  see  under  i.  puro-dhd,  col.  3. 
—  Puronuvdkya-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  having  an 

invitatory  verse ;   [cf .  the  next.]  —  Puro-'nuvdkyd 
(^ras-an0),  f.,  Ved.,  scil.  ri<?,  an  introductory  or 
invitatory  veise.  —  Puro-bhdga,  as,  m.  the  front 
part,  fore  part;    officiousness,   meddling   in    other 

people's  affairs,  obtrusiveness ;   malevolence ;    envy  ; 
(as,  a,  am),  obtrusive,  meddlesome.  —  Piirobhagi- 
td,    f.    officiousness,     obtrusiveness ;     malevolence. 

—  Pur&bhdgin-,  i,  ini,  i,  taking  the  first  share; 
obtrusive,    officious;    malevolent,   censorious,   fault- 

finding ;    envious,  jealous.  —  Puro-bhu,  us,  us,  u, 
Ved.   being   in    front,   excelling,  superior  (said  of 
Indra ;  according  to  Say.  yuddhe  puratah  iatrun 

avdpnotiti  purobhuh).  —  Puro-mdrula,  as,  m.  a 
wind  blowing  from  before  or  in  front,  east  wind 

(opposed  to  pa&dn-mdruta).—  Puro-ydvan,  d, 
ari,  a,  Ved.  going  in  front,  leading;  (S3y.)  =  pti- 
rato  miJrayitri,  mingling  foremost   (in  battles). 

—  Puro-yudh,  t,t,t,oi  puro-yodha,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  fighting  before  or  in  front.  —  Puro-ratha,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  one  whose  chariot  is  foremost ;  surpassing, 

excelling,  superior.  —  Purorun-mat,  an,  afi,  at, 
Ved.  furnished  with  the  Puro-ruc.  —  Puro-rud,  k,  k, 
h,  Ved.  shining  before  or  in  front  of,  shining  in  the 
east ;  (k),  f,  N.  of  certain  Nivid  formularies  (or  Padas) 
recited  at  the  morning  sacrifice  in  the  Ajya  ceremony 
before  the  principal  hymn  (sukta)  or  any  part  of  it. 
—  Puro-vartin,  i,  ini,  i,  being  before  the  eyes  or 
in  the  presence  of,  being  in  front.  —  Puro-vasu,  us, 
us,  u,  Ved.  preceded  by  wealth  (?)  ;  (perhaps  a  cor- 

ruption of  puru-vasu.)  —  Puro-rdta,  as,  m.  wind 
from  before,  east  wind.  —  Puro-vritta,  as,  d,  am, 

being  before,  preceding.  —  Puro-havis,  is,  is,  is, 
Ved.  previously  provided  with  sacrifices  or  oblations. 

—  Puro-hita,  see  under  I.  puro-dhd,  col.  3. 
Purastdt,  ind.  before,  in  front  of  (with  abl.  or 

gen.),  in  advance,  towards  the  front,  forward,  at  the 
beginning  or  commencement,  in  the  first  place ;  ere ; 
previously,  formerly,  first ;  before  the  eyes  of,  in  the 
presence  of;  eastward,  towards  the  east,  in  the  east, 

from  the  east  [cf.  uttara-p'*] ;  in  the  preceding 
part  (of  a  book),  further  on,  in  the  sequel.  —  Pu- 
rastdj-japa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  preceding  Japa.  —  Pa- 
rastaj-jyotis,  is,  is,  is,  N.  of  a  kind  of  Trishtubh, 
the  first  Pada  of  which  contains  eight  syllables. 
—  Purastdd-uddhdra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  part  given  in 
advance.  —  Purastdd-dhoma,  as,  m.  (ft.purastdt  + 
homo),  Ved.  an  introductory  sacrifice.  —  Purastdd- 
dhoma-vat,  an,  afi,  at,  Ved.  having  an  introductory 
sacrifice.  —  Purastad-brihati,  (.,  Ved.  a   kind  of 
Brihati  metre,  the  first  Pada  of  which  contains  twelve 

syllables. 
Purastdtna,  as,  a(?),  am,  preceding,  going  before. 
Purd,  ind.  (perhaps  an  old  inst.  sing.  fr.  a  form 

pura  for  para),  in  former  times,  formerly,  of  old, 
in  the  olden  time,  in  the  days  of  old,  of  yore ; 
before,  hitherto,  up  to  the  present  time  (with  na, 

'  never') ;  firstly,  in  the  first  place,  first,  at  first  (opposed 
to  pattd,  pa.ttdt) ;  soon,  ere  long,  shortly,  in  a 
short  time,  by  and  by  (in  this  sense  giving  a  future 
sense  to  the  pres.  by  Pan.  HI.  3,  4,  e.g.  pura 
dushayati  sthallm,  ere  long  he  will  contaminate 
the  earth,  Raghu-v.  XII.  30;  aloke  te  nipatati 
pura,  soon  she  will  fall  within  [the  range  of]  thy 
sight,  Megh.  84) ;  before,  ere  (with  abl.  and  in  the 
earlier  language  also  with  dat.);  for  the  defence  or 
safety  of  (Ved.);  securely  from  (Ved.);  with  the 
exception  of,  except,  besides  (Ved.);  [cf.  puras, 
purva  ;  Gr.  vdpot,  irdpoiOf,  irapoirepos,  irii\ai, 

TriMzios,  perhaps  wi\as,  Tr\riatos  ;  Lat.  par  in  por- 
tendtre;  Goth,  /aura,  faur;  Angl.  Sax.  for, 

fora-,  /ore-.]  —  Purd-katha,  f.  a  story  of  the  past, 
an  old  legend.  —  Pura-kalpa,  as,  m.  a  former 
creation,  former  age ;  a  story  or  tale  of  the  past. 
-•  Purd-krita,  as,  d,  am,  done  formerly  or  of  old, 
done  long  ago ;  done  or  observed  previously ;  begun, 
commenced.  —  Purd-kriti,  t\  f.  the  former  mode 
of  action.  —  Purd-ja,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  former, 
existing  from  of  old  or  from  aforetime  (S5y. = 
purm-jdta,  <!irantana).  —  Purd-yoni,  is,  is,  i, 
of  ancient  origin  or  lineage ;  an  epithet  of  kings. 
—  Purd-vasu,    us,   m.    an    epithet   of  Bhlshma. 
—  Purd-vid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  the  events  of  former 
times,  knowing  or  acquainted  with  the  past;    an 
epithet  of  kings.  —  Purd-vritta,  as,  d,  am,  that 
which  has  occurred  or  taken  place  in  former  times, 
long  since  transpired ;  one  who  has  lived  in  former 
times ;   relating  to  ancient  times,  referring  to  times 
of  yore ;  (am),  n.  former  conduct,  former  mode  of 
action  ;   any  old  or  legendary  event ;    history,  any 
account   of  former   events    traditionary   or   heroic. 
—  Purdvritta-kathd,    f.    or   purdvrittdkhydna 

(°ta-dkh°),  am,  n.  an  old  story  or  legend,  a  story 
of  the  past.  —  Purdvrittdkhydna-kathana  (°ta- 
dkh°),  am,  n.  telling  old  stories,  relating  tales  of 
the  past.  —  Purd-edh,  shdt,  t,  t,  Ved.  superior  from 
ancient   times ;    (Say.)  =  purdndm   abhibhavitri, 

conqueror  of  cities.  —  Purodbhava  (°rd-ud°),  as,  d, 
am,  of  former  or  prior  origin ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of 

plant,  a  drug  ( =  mahd-medd).  ••  Puropariita  (°ra- 
up°),  as,  d,  am,  formerly  obtained  or  possessed. 
Pwrdna,  as,  d  or  i,  am  (opposed  to  nutana, 

nava),  belonging  to  ancient  or  olden  times,  ancient, 
old,  aged,  primeval ;  worn  out,  laid  aside ;  (am),  n. 
a  thing  of  the  past,  past  event ;  a  tale  of  the  past, 
ancient  history  legendary  and  traditionary,  legend 

( =  Gr.  \6yos,  fivSos) ;  the  N.  given  to  certain  well- 
known  sacred  works,  supposed  to  have  been  com- 

piled by  the  poet  Vyasa,  and  comprising  the  whole 
body  of  modem  Hindu  mythology  (each  of  which 
should  treat  of  fire  topics ;  cf.  panfa-lakshana, 
There  are  eighteen  acknowledged  Puranas,  usually 

reckoned  as  follow:  I.  Kflrma-p0;  2.  Garuda-p° ; 
3.Vrihan-nSradIya-p0;  4.  Padma-p°;  5.  Brahma-p0; 
6.  Brahma-vaivarta-p0,  which  is  of  very  modern 
origin  ;  7.  Brahmanda-p0 ;  8.  Bhavishya-p° ;  9.  BhS- 
gavata-p°,  or  the  life  of  Krishna,  by  some  considered 
amodernwork;  io.Matsya-p°;  II.  Markandeya-p°; 
I2.Lin-ga-p°;  I3.VSmana-p°;  14.  Vayu-p°,  which  is 
probably  one  of  the  oldest;  i5.V5riha-p°;  i6.Vishnu- 
p°;  IJ.S'iva-p0;  i8.Skanda-p°.  Some  authorities  sub- 

stitute the  Agni-p°  for  the  Vayu-p°;  and  others  add 
the  Narasinha-p0,  which  is  considered  by  some  as  an 
Upa-p°,  q.  v. ;  by  some  the  Puranas  are  divided  into 
four  or  by  others  into  six  SanihitSs  or  collections) ; 

(as),  m.  a  Karsha  or  measure  of  silver  (=  16  Panas 
of  cowries) ;  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Purdna-kalpa,  as,  m. 
former  creation ;  a  story  or  tale  of  former  time  ;  [cf. 

purd-lealpa.]  —  Purdna-ga,  as,  m.  [cf.  3.  go], 

'  singing  of  the  past,'  an  epithet  of  Brahma ;  a  reciter 
of  the  Puranas.  —  Purdna-purusha,  as,  m.  'the 
primeval  male,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Purdna- 
prokta,  as,  d,  am,  proclaimed  by  ancient  sages. 

—  Purdna-mahimopavarnana  (°ma-»p0),  am,  n., 
N.  of  the  1 3  2nd  chapter  of  the  Bhumi-khanda  or 
second  part  of  the  Padma-Purana.  —  Purdna-md- 

hdtmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Lin-ga- 
PurJna.  —  Purdna-vat,  ind.,  Ved.  as  of  old.  —  Pu- 

rdna-rid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  knowing  the  events  of  the 
past ;  knowing  the  Puranas.  —  Purdna-vidyd,  f.  or 

purdna-veda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  knowledge  of  the 
events  of  the  past.  —  P urana-samuMaya,  as,  m., 

N.   of  a  book   mentioned   in   Kamalakara-bhatta's 
Sudra-dharma-tartva.  —  Purdna-sarvasva,  am,  n. 

'  essence  of  the  Puranas,'  N.  of  a  work  by  Hala- 
yudha  taken  mostly  from  the  Puranas  and  giving  a 

general  outline  of  universal  knowledge.  —  Purdna- 

sdra,  am,  n.  '  substance  of  the  Puranas,'  N.  of  a 
work    mentioned    in    Msdhava's    ParSsara-smriti- 

vySkhya.  —  Purdnanta  (°na-an°),  as,  m.  an  epi- 
thet of  Yama.  —  Purdniivaldra  (°na-av°),  as,  m., 

N.  of  the  first  chapter  of  the  Padma-PurSna.  —  Pu- 
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rdnokta,  (°na-uk°),  at,  d,  am,  enjoined  by  or 
written  in  the  Puranas. 

Purdnaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  N5ga. 

Puraiiya,  Norn.  P.  purdnyati,  Sec.,  to  talk  of 

the  past,  relate  past  events. 
Purdtana,  as,  t,  am,  belonging  to  the  past, 

former,  old,  ancient;  worn  out;  (as),  m.  pi.  the 
ancients;  (am),  n.  an  ancient  story,  old  legend; 

(e),  ind.  in  past  times,  formerly. 
I.  pur<nlhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhdti,  -dhatte, 

-dhdtum,  (P.)  to  place  or  set  before,  place  foremost 
or  in  front,  regard  before  others,  value  highly,  honour, 

esteem,  pay  chief  attention  to,  apply  one's  self  to ; 
to  weigh,  ponder ;  (A.)  to  place  at  the  head  of  in 
front,  to  place  before,  lay  down  before ;  to  charge, 
commission,  appoint,  especially  to  appoint  to  priestly 

functions;  to  enjoin  upon,  charge  with.  —  Puro- 
dhas,  as,  m.  an  appointed  priest  or  one  appointed 

to  a  particular  charge,  a  family  priest,  king's  domestic 
chaplain  ( —puro-hlta  ;  in  Mahi-bh.Vana-p.  10635, 
the  form  puro-dlia,  as,  m.  occurs) ;  N.  of  a  man 
said  to  be  the  author  of  the  hymn  Vajasaneyi-Sam- 
hita  XI.  17.  —  2.  puro-dhd,  f.  charge,  commission, 
standing  in  the  place  of  any  one,  representation; 
the  rank  or  office  of  a  Puro-hita,  q.  v.  —  Puro-dhdtri, 
id,  m.,  Ved.  the  giver  of  a  charge  or  commission ; 
the  appointer  of  the  Puro-hita.  —  Pwro-dhdna,  am, 
n.  priestly  ministration.  —  Puro-dhdniya,  ae,  m., 

Ved.  =puro-hita.  —  Purodhika,  f.  preferred  to 
other  women,  a  favourite  wife.  —  Puro-hita,  as,  d, 

am,  placed  foremost  or  in  front;  charged,  com- 
missioned, appointed  ;  (as),  m.  one  holding  a  charge 

or  commission,  an  agent,  an  appointed  priest  or 
one  appointed  to  any  particular  charge,  a  family 

priest,  a  king's  domestic  chaplain,  a  priest  who  con- 
ducts all  the  ceremonials  and  sacrifices  of  the  family. 

—  Purohita-tva,  am,  n.  the  rank  of  a  Puro-hita. 
—  Puro-hiti,  is,  f.  priestly   ministration  (Say.  = 

puro-dhdna,paurohitya).  —  Purohitikd,  f.,  N.  of 
a  woman,  or  a  mode  of  addressing  a  favourite  (?). 

5^  3.  pur,  nr,  f.  (probably  fr.  rt.  pff),  a 
rampart,  wall ;  a  stronghold,  castle,  fortress,  fortified 
city,  town ;  the  body  (considered  as  the  stronghold  of 
the  purusha,  q. v.);  intellect  (  =  mahat);  N.  of  a 
Dasa-rStra  (Ved.).  —  Puran-jana,  as,  m.  the  living 
principle,  life,  the  soul  (personified  as  a  king) ;  (i),  f. 

understanding,  intelligence  (personified  as  the  wife 

of  a  king).  —  Puran-jaya,  as,  m.  'city-conqueror,' N.  of  a  hero  on  the  side  of  the  Kurus;  of  a  son  of 

Srinjaya  and  father  of  Janam-ejaya ;  of  a  son  of 
Bhajamana  and  Srinjarl ;  ( =  kakut-stna)  N.  of  a 
son  of  SaSsda ;  =  kakutstha ;  N.  of  a  son  of 

Vindhya-sakti ;  of  Medhavin ;  of  an  elephant,  the  son 
of  Airavana.  —  Puran-da,  as,  m.=puran-dara. 

—  Puran-dara,  as,  m.  'town-splitter'  or  'fortress- 
destroyer,'  an  epithet  of  Indra  (as  breaking  cities  into 
fragments  with  his  thunderbolt?);  the  Indra  of  the 

seventh  Manv-antara ;  an  epithet  of  Agni ;  of  S"iva  ; 
a  thief,  house-breaker ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet  of  Gan-g5  ; 

(am),  n.  a  species  of  pepper,  Piper  Chaba.  —  Pu- 

randara-tfdpa,  as,  m.  Indra's  bow,  the  rainbow. 
—  Piirandara-purl,  f.,  N.  of  a  town  in  Malava. 
—  Piiri-tayn,  as,  d,  am  (a  word  formed  to  explain 
purusha),  reposing  in  the  fortress  or  fastness  (i.e.  the 
body).  —  Puro-han,  d, ghni, a  (fr.  puras,  ace. pi. of  3 . 

pur  +  han),  Ved.  breaking  castles,  destroying  strong- 
holds. —  Pur-dvdr,  r,  f.  or  pur-dvdra,  am,  n.  the 

gate  of  a  city.  —  Pur-pati,  is,  m.,Ved.  the  lord  of 
a  castle  or  city.  —  Pur-bhid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  breaking 
down  strongholds  or  castles.  —  Pur-bhidya,  am,  n., 
Ved.  the  breaking  of  strongholds  or  castles ;  (S5y.) 

=  sangrdma,  war.  —  Pur-ydna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
leading  or  conducting  to  the  fastness  (i.  e.  to  the 
celestial  world). 

Pura,  am,  n.  a  fortress,  castle,  fortified  town ;  a 
town, city,  a  place  containing  large  buildings  surrounded 
by  a  ditch  and  extending  not  less  than  one  Kos  in 
length  (if  it  extends  for  half  that  distance  it  is  called 
a  Teheta,  if  less  than  that,  a  karvata  or  small 
market  town ;  any  smaller  cluster  of  houses  is  called 
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a  grama  or  village) ;  '  the  city'  KUT'  ̂ OXIJK,  >•  «• 
Patali-putra  or  Patna;  a  house,  dwelling,  abode, 
residence;  an  upper  story;  the  female  apartments, 
gynzceum;  a  store-house,  repository;  a  brothel; 
the  body ;  the  skin ;  the  calyx  of  a  flower  or  any 
receptacle  or  cup  formed  of  leaves ;  a  fragrant  grass, 
a  species  of  Cyperus  (  =  nagara-mustd) ;  a  kind  of 
resin,  bdellium  ;  N.  of  a  constellation ;  N.  of  the 
subdivisions  of  the  Vedanta  work  called  Tri-putI 
or  Tri-purl;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  resin,  bdellium; 
yellow  Barleria ;  N.  of  a  demon ;  N.  of  a  man ; 
(d),  (.  a  stronghold,  castle  (at  the  end  of  a  comp. ; 
cf.  jira-p",  deva-p°) ;  a  kind  of  perfume ;  the  east  ; 
(i),  f.  a  fort,  stronghold,  castle;  a  town,  city;  the 

body;  [cf.  Gr.  »I(AI-S,  a-oAi'-x-n),  Troti-x-vw-v, 
»oAi-T7)-j,  TTTo\t-i-9po-v,  perhaps  also  irvpyot ;  per- 

haps Lat.  urbs;  perhaps  Lith.  pil-l-s,  '  a  castle.'] 
—  Pura-kotta,  am,  n.  'city-stronghold,'  a  citadel. 
—  Pura-jit,  t,  m.  'conqueror  of  fortresses  or  conqueror 
of  Pura,'  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  prince  (a  son of  Aja  and  father  of  Arishta-nemi).  —  Pura-jyotis, 
is,  n.  an  epithet  of  the  region  or  world  of  Agni ; 
[cf.  puro-jyotis.]-Pura-tatl,  f.  a  small  market- 
town,  village ;  a  small  fair.  -  Pura-torana,  am,  n. 
'  city-arch,'  the  outer  gate  of  a  city.  -  Pura-devata, 
f.  'city-deity,'  the  tutelary  deity  of  a  lovm.-Pura- 
dvara,  am,  n.  a  city-gate.  -  Pura-dvish,  t,  m. 
'foe  of  Pura,'  an  epithet  of  Siva. - P ura-niveia, 
as,  m.  the  founding  of  a  city.  -  Pura-pakshin,  t, 
m.,  Ved.  '  town-bird,'  a  bird  living  in  a  city,  tame 
bird  (opposed  to  vanya-palcshin).  —  Pura-pala  or 
pura*pdlaka,  as,  m.  the  defender  of  a  fortress,  city- 
governor.  -  Pura-bhul,  t,  m. '  the  crusher  of  Pura,'  an 
epithet  of  Siva;  [cf. pura,-jit,]  —  Pura-mathana, 
o«:  m.  •  crusher  of  Pura,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  -  Pura- 
marga,  as,  m.  the  street  of  a  town. —Pura-mdlini, 
(.  'crowned  with  castles,'  N.  of  a  river. -Pam- 
raksha,  as,  or  pura-rakshin,  i,  m.  a  watchman  of 
a  town,  constable.  —  Pura-rdshtrdni,  n.  pi.  cities 
and  kingdoms.  -Pura-rodha,  as,  in.  the  siege  of 
a  fortress  or  city.  -  Pura-vara,  am,  a.  an  excellent 
town.  —  Pura-vdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  dwelling  in  a  city  or 
town ;  (i),  m.  a  city-dweller,  inhabitant  of  a  town, 
citizen,  townsman.  —  Pura-vastu,  u,  n.  ground  suit- 

able for  the  foundation  of  a  city.  —  Pura-s'dsana, 
as,    m.   'chastiser   of  Pura,'  an   epithet   of  Siva. 
—  Pura-han,  d,  m.  'slayer  of  Pura,'  an  epithet  of Vishnu.  —  Pura-hita,  am,  n.  the  welfare  of  a  town 
or  tity.-Puratta  (°ra-a(°),  as,  m.  a  turret  for 
defensive^  purposes  on   a   city  wall.  -  Purddhipa 
(  ra-adh°),  as,  ta.  the  governor  of  a  town,  prefect of  police.  -  Piirddkyakslut  (°ra-adh°),  as,  m. 
'fort-overseer,'  the  commandant  of  a  fortress,  the governor  of  a  city,  prefect  of  police.  -  Purdrdti 
(  ra-ar"),  is,  m.  '  foe  of  Pura,'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
-Purdri  (°ra-ari),  is,  m.  'foe  of  Pura,'  an epithet  of  Siva ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Purardha- 
vutara  (°ra-or°),  as,  d,  am,  being  of  the  extent >f  half  a  town ;  (as),  m.  part  of  a  town,  a  suburb, 
ward,  division. -Purd-vati,  f.  'rich  in  castles,'  N. 
of  a  river.  -Purdsuhrid  (°ra-as°),  t,  m.  '  enemy 

Pura,  an  epithet  of  Siva.  -  Puri-ddsa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  Caitanya-candrodaya ;  (also 
called  Kavi-karna-pura.)  -  Puri-moha,  as,  m. 
the  thorn-apple,  Datura. -Purotsava  (°ra-ut°),  as, 
m.  'town-festival,'  a  festival  solemnized  in  a  city. 
-  Purodbhava  (°ra-ud^),  (.  •  growing  in  towns,'  N. 

a  plant.  -Purodydna  (Wttrf0),  am,  n.  •  city- 
garden,'  a  pleasure-garden  belonging  to  a  town,  park. -Puraukas  (°ra-ok°),  as,  m.  an  inhabitant  of  a town,  inhabitant  of  Tri-pura. 
Puraka  =pura.    See  arghashta-puraka,  p.  83. 

.  at,  m.  the  sea,  ocean.     ' Puri,  i*,f.  a  city  [cf.  puri a  king. 

Purikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  city. 

puru-pa»u. 
puran-dhi,  puran-dhri.    See  under 

rt.  2.  pur,  p.  582,  col.  2. 

!,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man. 

fa  (?),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga. 
puras,  purastat.     See  under  rt.  2. 

pur,  p.  582,  col.  2,  and  p.  583,  col.  i. 
VtJpura.     See  p.  583,  col.  i. 

tka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

purana.     See  p.  583,  col.  2. 

Jj<Jrf«l  puratana.     See  p.  583,  col.  3. 
gvinp}  purdtala,  am,  n.  the  region  below the  seven  worlds ;  [cf.  taldtala.] 

JjOiViil  purasirii,  f.  a  species  of  creeper 
(  =  saha-deva). 

puri.     See  col.  i. 

purikaya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  species 
of  aquatic  animal. 

}j<Anf{pvri-tat,  t,  t,  m.  n.  (probably  fr. 
puri  for  3.  pur +2.  tat),  the  pericardium  or  some 
other  intestine  near  the  heart ;  the  entrails  in  general  • 
(also  wrongly  read  puri-tat.) 

$Cta  purisha,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
prl),  vapour,  damp  exhalations  rising  in  the  air, 
moisture,  fluid  in  general  (Siy.  =  udaka);  dust' anything  crumbled;  mould,  rubbish,  rubble-stones, 
anything  used  to  fill  up  interstices  in  a  wall ;  feces' excrement,  ordure ;  (i),  f.  epithet  of  a  particular 
religious  observance.  -Puruha-nigrahana,  as,  d, 
am,  stopping  or  obstructing  the  bowels.  —Purisha- 
pada,  am,  n.,  Ved.  epithet  of  particular  passages 
in«Ttprl  iti  tVi*»  nvi»T*J<-vrt  ^f  *U»  HiT-i.*  __  - 

3\-9Hpuranjara,  as,  m.  the  armpit. 
IffZpurata,  am,  n.  gold. 

See  rt.  2.  pur,  p.  582. 

,    .,        .  assages 
inserted^  in  the  recitation  of  the  Maha-namnI  verses. 
-  Purisha-bhedin,  t,  ini,  i,  '  loosening  the  feces,' relaxing  the  bowels.  -  Puris/ta-vat,  dm,  all,  at 
Ved.  furnished  with  rubbish  or  loose  earth  (used  for 
fiHing  interstices).  -Purwlia-vahana  or  piinsha- 
vdhana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  removing  rubbish  or 
nfnx.-PurnkadhS.rui  (°sha-ddh°)  or  puriska- 
dhdna  (?),  am,  n.  '  receptacle  of  excrement,'  the 
last  of  the  intestines,  the  rectum.  -Purishotsarga 
(  sha-ut  ),  as,  m.  the  voiding  of  excrement. 
PuniKana,  am,  n.  evacuation  by  stool,  voiding of  excrement,  feces. 

Purishama,  as,  m.  the  black  kidney-bean,  Pha- seolus  Mas  or  Radiatus. 
Purishat/a,  Norn.  P.  purishayati,  -yitum,  to void  excrement,  evacuate  by  stool. 
Purifhita,  as,  d,  am,  voided,  evacuated  (as  the 

bowels),  voided  upon. 

Purishin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  filled  with  vapours, 
vaporous,  damp,  humid,  moist  (as  the  Maruts  or 
Parjanya-Vsta);  'possessing  articles  that  fill  up' (firurAa),  i.  e.  furnished  with  utensils  or  movables 
wealthy;  (ini),  (.  -bearing  or  carrying  rubbish,'  an epithet  of  the  SarayO,  or  N.  of  another  river;  (Ssy.) 
=  udaka-vati,  watery. 

Purishya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  an  epithet  of  fire ; 
(according  to  Say.)  =  sikaid-sammiiSra,  mixed  with 
sand,  =  <%a,  q.v.;  (according  to  Mahl-dhara)  = paiavya;  dwelling  in  loose  earth  or  in  rubbish; 
dirty;  possessing  utensils  or  movables,  wealthy. 
—  J'uris/iya-vdhana,  as,  d,  am,  see  Pan  III 2,65. 

Tf^puru,  us,  m,  u  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  prl; mostly  Ved. ;  in  the  epic  and  later  literature  only  at 
the  beginning  of  proper  names,  except  in  the  BhJ- 
gavata-Purina  which  affects  archaic  forms,  where  it 
occurs  at  the  beginning  of  coinps.),  much,  many, 
abounding,  abundant,  exceeding ;  (ui),  m.  the  pollen 
or  farina  of  a  flower;  heaven  or  the  world  and 
residence  of  immortals ;  N.  of  a  prince  the  son  of 
Yayiti  and  SarmishthJ  and  sixth  monarch  of  the 

lunar  race;  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Cakshusha  and 
NadvaU  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva  and  Saha-devS  • 
N.  of  a  river;  (ryas),  f.  pi.  a  multitude,  (Say)  = 
bahvyaA  prajdh  ;  (u),  ind.  much,  often,  exceedingly  • 

earn  /juru,  everywhere,  in  all  places ;  puriiru,  very" far,   far    and    wide;    pu.ru.    tirah,   far    off,    from afar;  puru,  tiVra,  one  and  all,  every;  fcf.  vulu 

purna:   Old  Pers.  paru-s,  'much:'   Gr.  *0\i-,', ™AA.«l,   irXf-r-ai/,   jrAt-r<rTo-r,  irA<i-j/ :    Lat.  plus 
pl&rimu-s,  plM-que:  Goth,  flu,  'much;'  filu- 
tua,   'multitude:'   Old  Norse  Jtei-ri,  jlett-r  •   Old 
Germ,  filu,  filo,  vilo,  'much  :'  Mod.  Germ,  rid  • Angl.  Sax.  fela.feala,  '  much :'  perhaps  Hib.  mor, 
'  great,  big,  bulky,  many,  noble ;'  moradh,  '  aue- mentation.']-P«r«-A:u«8o,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man 
with  the  patronymic  Aikshvaka  (Ved.) ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  Min-dhatri.  _  Puru-kutsaca,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
enemy  of  Indra.  -  Piirukutsdn I,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 
woman  (perhaps  wife  of  Puru-kutsa).  -Puru-krit, 
t,  t,  t,  Ved.  achieving  great  deeds,  efficacious  (said  of 
Indra  and  of  Soma)  ;   increasing.  -Pura-kritvan, 
a,  m.,  Ved.  achieving  great  deeds  (said  of  Indra). 
—  Pnru-kripd,  f.  abundant  mercy  or  compassion. 
-Puru-kshu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  rich  in  food  (said  of 
Agni,   Soma,   Indra;    Say.  =  puroddtadi-bahuvi- dkannopela).-P,im-,jurta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  wel- 

come  to   many  (said    of  Indra).  -  Pitrit-^etaHa, 
as,  m.,  Ved.  visible  to  many,  very  grateful  to  the 
eyes  (said  of  Agni  and  Indra;  according  to  Say.= 
bahundm  jndtri,  sarva-j>'ia).  —  l'uru-ja,  as,  a 
am,  much,  for  puruha;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince 
the  son  of  Su-s'anti ;   [cf.  purtt-jati,  puru-jdnu.] —  Punt-jata,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  variously  manifested 

appearing    in    various    forms    (said    of    Aryaman).' —  Puru-jdti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  the  son  of  Su- &Mi.-Puru-janu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  the  son 
of  Su-sinti.-Puru-.7tX  t,  m.  'conquering  many,' 
N.  of  a  hero  on  the  side  of  the  Pandus  and  brother 
of  Kunti-bhoja ;  N.  of  a  prince  the  son  of  Rudaka; of  asonof  Ajiiki.-Puni-ndman,  a,  mm,  «,Ved. 
'having  many  names,'  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Puru- 
nltha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  song  for  many  voices,  choral 
song;   (according  to  Say.)  N.  of  a  king. - P«ru- 
tman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  existing   variously   (said   of 
Indra);     (Say.)  =  ba/iushu    prades"eshu    satatam 
gaMhat.  -Puru-trd,  ind.,  Ved.  variously,  in  various 
directions,  in  many  places ;  in  various  ways ;  many 
times,   often.  —Puru-da,    am,   n.   goId.-Puni- 
dantaka,  as,  m. '  many- teethed,'  a  goose  (so  called from  its  serrated  beak).  -Puru-dansas,  ds,  as,  as, 
Ved.  abounding  in  mighty  acts  or  operations ;  (as), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Indra,  (also  incorrectly  spelt  puru- 
danilas) ;  (asau),  m.  du.  an  epithet  of  the  AsVins. 
—  Puru-datra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  rich  in  gifts,  giving 
wealth  (said  of  Indra ;  Say.  =  bahu-dhana).  -Puru- 
dama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  possessing  many  houses, 
belonging  to  or  springing  from  many  households. 
—  Pum-daya,  as,  d,  am,  abounding  in  compassion. 
-Puru-dasma,   as,  d,  am,  Ved.   abounding   in 
mighty  acts  or  operations  (said  of  Vishnu   and  of 

Somi).-Puru-dasyu,  us,  us,  u,  very ' rapacious. —Puru-dina,  dni,  n.  pi.,  Ved.  many  days.  —  Puru- 
drapsa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  abounding  in  drops  of 
water  (said  of  the  Maruts).  —  Puru-druh,  -dhruk, 
k,  k,  Ved.  injuring  greatly;    (Sfy.)  =  ndndvidtia- 
droha-yukta.  —  Puru-dha  and  pnru-dhd,  ind., 
Ved.   iu   many  ways,  variously;    often,   frequently. 
—  Purudha-pratika,    as,   a,   am,  Ved.   having various  or  multiform  aspects;    (Say.)  =  6aA»«ZA«- 
rikski/itdnga.  —  Puru-dhajiman,  d,  d,  a  (dhas- 
man  probably  for  hasman),  Ved.  much  jesting; 
(probably  an  incorrect  VfoTd.)-Puru-ni/mkid/i,  t, 
or  puru-niMiidhvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  granting  or  giv- ing abundantly;  (Sfy.)  =  baMndm  iatrunam  ni- 
shedhaka,  the  repeller  of  many  foes  (said  of  Indra). 
—  Puru-nishtha,  as,  a,  am,  or  puru-nuhthd,  as, 
do,  am,  Ved.  excelling  among  many ;  (Say.)  =  baltu- 
sthana,  having  many  stations.  -  Puru-nrimna,  as, 
d,   am,  Ved.  displaying  great  valour   (said  of  In- 

dra). —  Puru-panthd,  ds,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Puru-paJu,  us,  us,  u, Ved.  rich  in  herds,  possessing 



puru-putra. purusha-vdha. 
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much  cattle.  —  Puru-putra,  as,  a,  <ra,Ved.  having 

many  sons  or  children.  —  Puru-pes'a,  as,  a,  am, 
or  puru-peias,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  multiform,  having 
various  forms;  (SZy.^^bahii-rupa.  —  Piiru-pra- 
jdta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  variously  propagated ;  (Say.) 
=  baku-prddurbhdva.  —  Puru-prailasta,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  praised  by  msny.  —  Puru-priya,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  greatly  beloved,  beloved  of  many.  —  Pitru- 
praisfia,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  the  inciter  or  instigator 
of  many,  much  inciting  (said  of  Agni) ;  accompanied 

by  various  acclamations  ;  (Siy.)  =  bahuvid/iam  pha- 
lam  Mhat.  —  Puru-bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  possessing 
much;  (Siy.)  =  bah  an  am  pdlaka  or  prabhuta- 
hasta  ;  (occurring  only  in  the  voc.  m.  du.  as  an 

epithet  of  the  ASvins.)  —  Puru-'bhu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved. 
appearing  much  or  of  high  value;  (Say. )  =  !)«/»/ 
bhamt.  —  Puru-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  a  various  reading 
for  puru-huta,  q.  v.  —  Puru-bhojas,  as,  as,  as, 
Ved.  containing  or  granting  many  means  of  enjoy- 

ment, greatly  nourishing.  —  Puru-manas,  as,  as,  as, 
a  word  formed  in  Nirukta  IX.  1 5  for  the  explanation 

of  2.  puns.  —  Purii-mantu,  u,  m.  du.,  Ved.  full  of 
wisdom,  intelligent  (said  of  the  Asvins;  Say.= 
bahundni  jndtdrau,  cognizant  of  many  things). 
—  Puru-mandra,    a,    m.    du.,  Ved.    delighting 
many    (said   of  the   AsVins ;    SZy.  =  bahu-madau 
or  bahundm.  mddayitdrau).—  Puru-mahna,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man  with  the  patronymic  An-girasa. 
—  Puru-mdya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  possessing  various 
arts    or    virtues,    wonderful    (said    of    Indra    and 

of  the  chariot  of  the  Asvins ;  Say.  =  Vritraliana- 
nddi-bahukarman,    bahuvidlidMarya,    bahuvi- 
dka-karman).—Puru-mdyya,  as,  m., Ved.,  N. of 
a  man.  —  P  uru-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  N.  of 
a  follower  of  the  Kurus.  —  Puru-midha  or  puru- 
tnl{ha,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man  with  the  patro- 

nymic An-girasa  ;  of  a  son  of  Su-hotra  and  author  of 
the  hymns  Rig-veda  IV.  43,  44 ;  of  a  grandson  of 
Su-hotra  and  son  of  Hastin  or  Brihat ;  a  man  with  the 

patronymic  VaidadasVi.  •-  Puru-medha,  as,  d,  am, 
or  puru-medltas,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  endowed  with 
wisdom ;    (as  or  as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  with  the 

patronymic  An-girasa,  the  author  of  the  hymns  Rig- 
veda  VIII.  78,  •;<).  — Puru-ratha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
having    many   chariots.  -•  Puru-ravasa,  a  wrong 
reading  for  puru-ravasa=puru-ravas.  -•  Puru- 
rdvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  much-barking  or  much-howling ; 
epithet  of  a  demon.  —  Puru-ruC,  k,   k,  k,  Ved. 
much-shining,  shining  brightly.  —  Puru-ruj,  k,  k, 
k,  subject  to  many  diseases.  —  Puni-rupa,  as,  d, 
am, Ved.  multiform,  variegated;   (said  of  tvashtri) 

forming   various   shapes.  —  Puru-lampata,   as,  a, 
am,  very   lascivious.  •—  Puru'vartman,  d,   d,  if, 
Ved.  having  many  ways  or  paths.  —  Puru-varpas, 
as,  as,  as,  Ved.   multiform,   variegated.  —  Puru- 
vdja,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  of  great  strength,  powerful, 
strong.  —  Puru-vdra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  an 
ample  tail  (?) ;   rich   in  gifts,  (Say.)  much  desired. 
—  Puruvdra-pushti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  rich  in  treasured 
wealth,  granting  treasured  riches;  (Say.  =  bahubhir 
varaniyd  abhivriddhir  yasya)^Pttru-vira,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  abounding  in  men,  possessed  of  many 
men  or  male  offspring  ;    (Say.  =  bahubhir  vlraih 
putrddibhir  upeta.)  —  Punwepax,  as,  ds,  as, 
Ved.    much    excited    or   exciting    (said    of  Agni). 

—  Puru-vrata,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  many  ordi- 
nances (said  of  Soma).  —  Puru-iiikti,  is,  is,  i,  pos- 
sessing various   powers.  —  Puru-tfaka,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  of  great  might,  very  powerful  (said  of  Indra ; 
Say.  =  ba/mb7«A   stutya,  bahu-sakaya).  — Pu.ru- 
idka-tama,   d,   m.    du.,  Ved.  'achievers  of  great 

exploits,' epithet  of  the  Asvins;  (Say.  =  atis"ayma 
bahii-karmdnuu   or   atiilayena   bahu-sahdyau.) 
—  Puru-^andra,  as,  d,  am  (=puru  +  damlra), 
Ved.    much-shining,    resplendent ;    (Say.  =  baii.ii- 
dijtti,  said  of  Agni,  of  the  Asvins  and  their  chariots, 
&c.)  —  P  uru-ihtmti,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man. 

—  I'urn-shtuta,  as,  d,  am,  highly  lauded  or  ex- 
tolled, praised  by  many.  —  1'uru-sambhrita,  as,  d, 

am, Ved.  accumulated  by  mmy.  —  Puru-ifpdrha,  as, 
a,  am,  or  puru-sprih,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  wished  for  or 

desired  by  many.  —  Puru-hanman,  a,  m.,  Ved.,  N. 

of  a  man  with  the  patronymic  An-girasa  or  Vaikha- 
nasa,  author  of  Rig-veda  VIII.  59,  2.  — Puru-huta, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Puru-huta,  as,  d,  am, 
much  invoked,  invoked  by  many ;  (as),  m.  an 

epithet  of  Indra ;  (a),  f.  a  form  of  DakshSyanl. 

—  Puruhuta-dvish,  t,  m. '  foe  of  Indra,'  an  epithet 
of  Indra-jit.  —  Puru-hut i,  is,  f.  manifold  invocation. 
—  Puru-hotra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Anu.  —  Pu- 

rudl,  f.  (fr.  an  unused  form  purv-atid ),  Ved.  abound- 
ing,  abundant,    full,  comprehensive.  —  Purudvaha 

Cru-ud0),  as,  m.,  N. of  one  of  the  sons  of  the  eleventh 
Manu.  —  Puru-raoas,  ds,  ds,  as,  Ved.  crying  much 
or  loudly;   (ds),  m.,  N.  of  a  celebrated  prince  of 

the  lunar  race,  hero  of  the  Vikramorvasi  (his  father's 
name  was  Budha,  who  was  son  of  the  Moon  and 

regent  of  Mercury,  and  who  is  supposed  to  have  in- 
stituted the  three  sacrificial  fires ;  his  mother's  name 

was  Ija,  whence  his  metro.nymic  Aila  [cf.  Rig-veda 
X.  95,  2,  5]  ;  he  was  father  of  Ayus  and  ancestor  of 
Puru,  Dushyanta,  Bharata,  Kuru,  Dhrita-rashtra,  and 
Pandu;  according  to  Nirukta  X.  46,  Puru-ravas  is 
one  of  the  beings  belonging  to  the  middle  region  of 
the  universe ;  in  the  Veda  he  seems  to  be  connected 
with  the  Sun  as  UrvasI  is  with  the  Dawn,  the  word 

puru-ravas  being  then  interpreted  to  mean  'pos- 
sessing much  light,'  cf.  ravi,  rudhira ;   according 

to  some  Puru-ravas  is  a  Visva-deva,  according  to 
others   a    Parvana-sraddha-deva).  —  Puru-ravasa, 

as,  m.  =puru-raras,  q.  v.  —  Puru-rud,  k,  k,  k, 

Ved.  much-shining.  —  Pururund  (°ru-ur°),  ind., 
Ved.  far  and  wide.  ••  Puru-vasu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved. 
abounding  in  goods  or  riches  (said   of  Indra,  the 

Asvins,  8cc.).  —  Puru-vrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  moving  in 
various  ways.  —  Purv-anlka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  vari- 

ously manifested  (said  of  Agni ;    Say.  =  bahvibhir 
anika-sthdntydbhir  jvdldbkir  yukta,  having  many 
flames  instead  of  faces). 

Puruiia,  as,  d,  am,  or  puruhu,  us,  us,  «, 
much,  many. 

«j«;S<^  purudvas,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince 
the  son  of  Madhu  and  Vaidarbhi. 

JPT1'  purusha,  as,  m.  (poetically  also  pu- 
rusha;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  pur;  probably  connected 
with  puru),  man  collectively  or  individually,  man- 

kind, a  man,  human  being,  male ;  a  person  (pumdn 
purushah,  a  male  person) ;  a  member  or  repre- 

sentative of  a  race  or  generation  (e.  g.  sapindatd 
purushe  saptame  vinivartate,  the  relationship  of 
men  connected  by  the  funeral  cake  ceases  with 
the  seventh  person)  ;  an  officer,  official,  functionary, 
agent,  employe,  attendant,  servant,  footman ;  the 
height  or  measure  of  a  man,  =  5  Aratnis  (i  Aratni 

=  2  Padas,  I  Pada  =  12  An-gulis ;  cf.  ardha-p°, 
dvi-p°) ;  Punishment  personified ;  (in  gram.)  a  per- 

son (=prathamahp°,  the  third  person;  madhya- 
ma/f  p°,  the  second  person  ;  uttamah  p°,  the  first 
person) ;  Man  personified  or  identified  with  NarS- 
yana  the  son  of  Nara  (regarded  as  the  author  of 
Vajasaneyi-Samhita  XXX.  31) ;  the  soul  and  original 
source  of  the  universe  (described  in  the  Purusha- 
sQkta,  q. v.);  the  personal  and  life-giving  principle 
in  men  and  other  beings,  the  human  soul  or  spirit, 
Soul  (which  according  to  the  San-khya  philosophy  is 
neither  a  production  nor  productive :  it  is  so  called 
according  to  the  Tattva-samSsa  because  it  reposes  in 
the  body,  purl  iayandt ;  or  because  it  is  purana, 
ancient,  having  existed  from  eternity);  the  Supreme 
Spirit  or  Soul  of  the  universe,  Supreme  Being,  God 
(identified  variously  with  Brahman,  with  Vishnu,  with 

S*iva,  and  with  Durga)  ;  the  '  spirit,'  i.  e.  the  fragrant 
exhalation  of  plants  (Ved.) ;  the  pupil  of  the  eye ; 

the  tree  Rottleria  Tinctoria  ( =  pun-ndya) ;  =  tilaka; 

N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Manu  C'Skshusha ;  N.  of 
one  of  the  eighteen  attendants  of  the  Sun ;  N.  of  a 
P^da  in  the  Maha-namnI  verses ;  an  epithet  of  the 
first,  third,  fifth,  seventh,  ninth,  and  eleventh  signs 

of  the  zodiac ;  a  friend ;  a  follower  of  the  San-khya 
philosophy  (?) ;  (as),  m.  pi.  men,  people  ;  N.  of  the 
class  of  inhabitants  of  Kraunda-dvipa  corresponding 

to  the  Brahmans;  the  seven  divine  or  active  prin- 

ciples from  the  minute  portions  of  which  the  uni- 
verse was  formed,  viz.  mahat  =  buddhi,  a?tan- 

kdra,  and  the  five  tan-mdtras,  (according  to  Manu 
I.  19) ;  panda  purushdh,  an  epithet  of  five  royal 
personages  or  miraculous  persons  born  under  par- 

ticular constellations  (Ved.) ;  (i),  f.  a  woman, 

female  ;  (am),  n.  an  epithet  of  mount  Meru.  —Pu- 
ritsha-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  desirous  of  men. 
—  Purusha-kdra,  as,  m.  any  act  of  man,  manly 
act,  human  effort  or  exertion  (commonly  opposed  to 

daiva,  fate) ;    manhood,  virility ;    N.  of  a  gram- 
marian. —  Purusha-kunapa,   as,  am,   m.   n.  the 

corpse  of  a  man,  a  human  corpse.  —  Purusha-ke- 

$arin,    i,    m.   '  man-lion    or   half-man,    half-lion,' 
Vishnu  in  his  fourth  appearance  on  earth  (which  he 

undertook  for  the  defeat  of  Hiranya-kas'ipu).  —  P«- 
rusha-kshetra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a   male  or   uneven 
zodiacal  sign  or  astrological  house.  —  Purusha-gati, 
is,  f.,  N.  of  a  S.i man .  —  Purusha-gandhi,  is,  is,  i, 
Ved.  smelling  of  men.  —  Purusha-ghna,  as,  i,  am, 

'man-slaying,'  striking  or  slaying  men;    stri  pu- 
rusha-ghni,  a  woman  who  kills  her  husband.  —  Pu- 

rusha-ddhandasa,  am,  n.,  Ved.  '  man's  metre,'  the 
metre  suited  for  men,  the  Dvi-pada.  —  PurusUa- 
jndna,  am,  n.  knowledge  of  men  or  of  mankind. 
—  i.pumsha-td,  (.  or  purusha-tra,  am,  n.  man- 

hood, virility  ;  manliness,  valour,  prowess ;  the  state 
of  man,  manly  nature  or  property.  —  2.  purusha-td, 
ind.,  Ved.  after  the  manner  of  men,  among  men. 

—  Purusha-tejas,  ds,  ds,  as,  Ved.  having  a  man's 
energy  or  manly  vigour.  —  Purusha-trd,  ind.,  Ved. 
among   men,  to   men;    in  the   manner  of  men. 
—  Puntshatva-td,  ind.,  Ved.  after  the  manner  of 

men ;   (Say.)  =  purushavattayd.  —  Purusha-da- 
ghna  or  purusha-dvayasa,  as,  i,  am,  of  the  height 
or  measure  of  a  man.  —  Purusha-dantikd,  f.  a 

medicinal  root ;    [cf.  medd."]  —  Purusha-dravya- 
sampad,   t,   f.  abundance    of  men   and    material. 
—  Purusha-dvish,  t,  m.  an  enemy  of  Vishnu.  —  Pu- 

ruska-dveshin,   I,  ini,   i,   '  man-hating/    misan- 
thropic ;  (ini),  f.  an  ill-tempered  or  fractious  woman. 

—  Pwrus/ia-dltarma,  as,  m.,Ved.  personal  rule  or 

precept.  —  Purusha-ndya,  as,  m.  '  man-leader/  a 
prince. —PunisJta-niyama,  as,  m.  (in  gram.)  a 
restriction  as  to  person.  —  Piirusha-pati,  is,  m. 

'  lord  of  men,'  Rama.  —  Purusha-parikshd,  f. '  trial 
of  man/  N.  of  a  collection  of  moral  tales.  —  Pa- 

rusha-pas'u,  us,  m.  beast  of  a  man,  a  brutal  man ; 
a  man  as  a  sacrificial  victim ;  a  human  animal,  man. 

—Purusha-pungava,  as,  m.  '  man-bull,'  an  emi- 
nent or  excellent  man.  —  Purusha-pundarlka,  as, 

m.  an  excellent  or  superior  man  ;  (with  Jainas)  N. 

of  the  sixth  black  VSsudeva.  —  P«r«sAa-p!tra,  am, 

n.,   N.  of  the  capital  of  Gandhara,    the  modem 

Peshawar  (jjLi— u).  —  Purusha-bahumana,  as,  m. 
the  respect  or  esteem  of  mankind.  —  Purusha-mdtra, 

as,  i,  am,  of  the  height  or  measure  of  a  man. 

—  Purusha-mdnin,  i,  ini,  i,  fancying  one's  self  a 
man  or  hero.  —  Purusha-mukha,  as,  i,  am,  having 

a  man's  fzce.  —  Puruslta-mriga,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (ac- 

cording to  Mahi-dhara)=j)«)n-mn'«a.—  Purusha- medha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  sacrifice  of  a  man ;  N.  of 

the  reputed  author  of  the  hymn  Vajasaneyi-Samhita 
XX.  30.  —  Purusha^rakshas,  as,  n.  a  demon  in 
the  form  of  a  man.  —  Purusha-rdja,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
a  human  king.  —  Purusha-rupa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
man-shaped,  in  the  form  of  a  man ;  (am),  n.  the 
shape  of  a  man.  —  Piirusha-rupaka,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.   man-shaped,  in  the   form   of  a  man.  —  P«- 
rusha-nshana,  as,  i,  am,  or  purusha-renhin,  i, 

ini,  i,Ved.  hurting  men.  —  Purusliarshablia  (°sha- 
|  rish°),  as,  m.  'man-bull,'  an  excellent  man.  — P«- 
rus/ia-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  accompanied  by  men. 
•-  Purusha-rad/ia,   as,   m.,  Ved.   manslaughter, 
homicide,  murder.  —  Purusha-vara,  as,  m.  'best 

1  of  males,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Purus/ia-varjita, 
\  as,  d,  am,   destitute    of  human    beings,    desolate. 

—  I'urusha-vdd,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  having   a  human 

,  voice.  —  Purusha-vdha,  as,  m. 'Vishnu's  vehicle/ 
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purusha-vidha. 

an  epithet  of  Garuda ;  (am),  ind.  in  such  a  way  as 

to  be  borne  along  by  men;  purusha-vdham  va- 
hati,  he  is  carried  in  such  a  manner  as  to  be  drawn 

along  by  men  (Pan.  III.  4,  43).  — PuriwAa-rfrfAa, 
at,  a,  am,  Ved.  man-like,  in  the  form  or  likeness 
of  mtn.  —  PurushaHdha-ta,  f.  likeness  to  man, 

humanity.  —  Purusha-vydglira,  as,  m. '  man-tiger,' 
N.  of  a  demon ;  *  tiger  among  men,'  a  distinguished 
or  eminent  man ;  a  vulture.  —  Purusha-vrata,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Puruzha-jfardula,  as,  m, 

•  man-tiger,'  an  eminent  man,  a  chief  of  men. 
-•  Ptirusha-s'iras,  as,  or  puruska-firska,  am,  n., 
Ved.  a  man's  head,  human  head.  —  Ptiruska-&r- 
shaka,  a»  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  an  instrument 

used  by  thieves,  —  Purusha-samavaya,  as,  m.  a 
number  of  men.  —  Purusha-sinha,  as,  m.  '  man- 
lion,'  lion  of  a  man,  a  brave  man,  hero ;  an  eminent 
man ;  (with  Jainas)  the  fifth  of  the  black  VSsudevas, 

a  son  of  Siva.  —  Purusha-sukta,  am,  n.  'the  Pu- 

rusha  hymn,'  N.  of  the  goth  hymn  of  the  tenth 
Mandala  of  the  Rig-veda,  (this  celebrated  hymn,  in 
which  the  soul  or  original  source  of  the  universe  is 
described,  is  supposed  by  the  best  authorities  to  be 
comparatively  modern  in  its  diction  and  allusions ;  it 

is  also  found  with  alterations  in  the  Vajasaneyi-Sam- 
hits  of  the  Yajur-veda  XXXI.  1-16,  and  in  the 

Atharva-veda  XIX.  6.)  —  Purushdnsalca  fiha-an°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher.  —  Purushdkdra  Csha-dk  ), 
as,  a,  am,  of  a  human  form  or  shape.  ••  Purushdnga 

(°sha-an°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  male  organ  of  gene- 

ration ;  [cf.  nardnga.~\  —  Purushad  (Jsha-ad),  t, 
t,  t,  Ved.  eating  or  destroying  men.  —  Purushdda 

(^sha-ada),  as,  I,  am,  *  man-eating,'  a  cannibal,  a 
Rakshas ;  (an),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race  of  cannibals  in 

the  east  of  Madhya-des'a.  —  Purushddaka  (°sha- 
ad°),  as,  a,  am,  men-devouring;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  certain  cannibals.  —  Purushada-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state  or  condition  of  a  man-eater,  cannibalism,  the 

state  of  a  demon  or  Rakshas.  —  Purushddya  (°sha- 
a<f ),  as,  m.  *  first  of  men,'  (with  Jainas)  an  epithet 
of  Adi-natha ;  of  Rishabha  the  first  Arhat  of  the 
present  Ava-sarpinI ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Puru- 

shddhama  (°sha-adh°),  as,  m.  '  lowest  or  vilest  of 
men,'  a  low  man,  an  outcast;  the  worst  of  servants. 
•-Purushddhikdra  (°tfia-adh°),  as,  m.  manly 
office  or  duty.  —  Purushantara  (°sha-an°),  am,  n. 
another  or  succeeding  generation ;  (as),  m.,  scil. 
fandhi,  an  alliance  negotiated  by  warriors  chosen 
by  each  party;  another  who  is  a  man  (a  mere 

man).  —  Purushantara-redin,  i,  inl,  i,  knowing 

the  heart  of  mankind.  —  Purushantaratman  (°sha- 
fin°),  d,  m.  'man's  inner  self,'  the  soul.  —  Puru- 
shdyana  (°sha-ay°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  going  to  the 
soul,  uniting  with  the  soul.  —  PurushdyusJva  (°sha- 
ay°),  am,  or  purushdyus  ('sha-ay°),  us,  n.  the 
duration  of  a  man's  life,  age  of  man,  life  or  lifetime 
of  man,  human  existence.  —  Purushdrtha  (°sha- 
ar°),  as,  m.  any  object  of  human  pursuit,  any  one  of 
the  four  objects  or  aims  of  man  or  of  the  soul  (viz. 

I.  kama,  the  gratification  of  desire;  2.  artha,  ac- 
quirement of  wealth ;  3.  dharma,  discharge  of  duty ; 

4.  mokfha,  final  emancipation) ;  human  effort  or  ex- 

ertion ;  (aw),  ind.  for  the  sake  of  man ;  for  the  soul's 
sake.  —  Purushdrt/ia-prabodfM,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
book  mentioned  in  the  SQdra-dharma-tattva.  —  Pu- 

rtifhartlui-sidd/iy-upaya,  N.  of  a  Jaina  poetical 

work  by  Amrita-canda-suri.—  Parmhatiii  (°sha- 
<»Oi  *.  m- '  man-eater,'  a  cannibal,  Rakshasa.  —  1'n- 
rushdethi-mdlin  (°sha-as°),  i,  inl,  i,  wearing  a 
necklace  of  human  skulls ;  (i),  m.  an  epithet  of 

Siva.  —  Purushendra  (°sha-in°),  as,  m.  'lord  of 

men,'  a  king.  —  Purusltendra-td,  (.  '  lordship  over 
men,'  sovereignty.  -  Purusheshita  (°sha-uh°),  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  caused  or  instigated  by  mtn.  —  Puru- 
thokli  (Vta-uF),  if,  f.  the  name  or  title  of  a  man. 
—  Purushoktilm,  as,  d,   am,  'having  only  the 
name  of  man,'  destitute,  having  no  friends,  friendless. 
—  Puruxkottama  (°sha-uf),  as,  m.  best  of  men, 
an  excellent  or  superior  man ;   best  of  servants,  a 
good  attendant ;  the  highest  being.  Supreme  Spirit, 
an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna ;  (with  Jainas)  N. 

of  the  fourth  black  VSsudeva  (son  of  Soma)  ;  N.  of 
an  Arhat  ;  a  Jina,  one  of  the  generic  terms  for  a 
deified  teacher  of  the  Jaina  sect;  N.  of  a  district  in 
Orissa  sacred  to  Vishnu  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the 

Trikanda-sesha  and  Haravall  ;  of  a  grammarian  ;  of 

the  father  of  Halayudha  ;  of  various  men.  —  2'urushot- 
tama-kshetra,  am,  n.  '  district  of  the  Supreme 
Being,"  N.  of  a  district  in  Orissa  sacred  to  Vishnu 
(  =  Liladala,  Lllddri;  cf.  jaganndtha-kshetra). 
—  Purushottama-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  TIrtha. 
—  Purusfiottamatirtha-prayoga-tattva,  am,  n. 
'  truth  of  the  ceremonies  connected  with  the  Puru- 

shottama-tlrtha,'  N.  of  a  work  by  Raghu-nandana. 
—  Purushottama-deva,  ae,  or  purusJiottamadeva- 
iarman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian  the  author  of 
the  Paribhasha-vritti.  —  Purushottama-mantra,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  the  seventeenth  chapter  of  the  SaradS- 
tilaka,  a  mystical  work  by  Lakshmana.  —  Puruihot- 
tama-miira,,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  the  author  of 
the  RSma-c'androdaya. 
Purusfiaka,  am,  n.  standing  on  two  feet  like  a 

man,  the  rearing  of  a  horse. 

Purushaya,  Nom.  A.  purusltdyate,  -yitum,  to 
behave  or  act  like  a  man,  play  the  man. 

Punwhdyita,  as,  d,  am,  acting  or  behaving  like 
a  man,  playing  a  manly  part  ;  (am),  n.  acting  like  a 

man,  playing  the  part  of  a  man.  —  Purushayita- 
tva,  am,  n.  manly  conduct,  manliness. 
Purushya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  pertaining  to  man, 

human. 

1J^f  pur  aha,  pvruhu.     See  p.  585,  col.  2  . 
avas.     See  p.  585,  col.  2. 

puro-ga.     See  under  paras,  p.  582. 

a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
puroti,  is,  m.  the  current  of  a  river. 

s'o.     See  p.  582,  col.  3. 

puroravas  for  puru-ravas,  q.  v. 
puro-han.     See  3.  pur,  p.  583. 

Y  purya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  3.  pur),  Ved. 
being  in  a  stronghold  or  fastness. 

1PW?  pury-ashta  or  pury-ashtaka,  am,  n. 
the  eight  constituent  parts  of  the  body. 

MJ  purv  [cf.  rt.  pri],  cl.  I.  P.  purvati, 
O    \.piirKitum,  to  fill;  cl.  10.  P.  punayati 

or  purbayali,  -yitum,  to  dwell  or   inhabit  ;    to invite. 

N  -yl  pul  [cf.  rt.  pri],  cl.  i.  6.  10.  P. 
O  \  polati,  pulati,  polayati,  &c.,  to  be 

great  or  large  ;  to  be  lofty  or  high  ;  to  be  piled  or 
heaped  up. 

Pula,  as,  d,  am,  extended,  wide,  vast,  great, 
extensive;  (as),  m.  erection  of  the  hairs  of  the 
body  (considered  as  a  proof  of  exquisite  delight)  ; 
horripilation  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Siva  ; 

(a),  f.  the  soft  palate  or  uvula. 
Pulaka,  as,  m.  erection  or  bristling  of  the  hairs 

of  the  body  (considered  by  the  Hindus  to  be 
occasioned  by  delight  or  desire  rather  than  by  fear), 
a  thrill  of  joy  or  of  fear,  horripilation  ;  a  species  of 
edible  plant  ;  a  kind  of  stone  or  gem  ;  flaw  or  defect 
in  a  gem  ;  any  kind  of  insect  or  vermin  infesting 
animals  ;  a  ball  of  bread  and  sweetmeats  with  which 

elephants  are  fed  ;  yellow  orpiment  ;  a  Gandharva  or 

heavenly  chorister  ;  a  wine-goblet  or  glass  ;  a  species 
of  mustard  ;  (am),  n.  a  species  of  earth  (  =  kint/;/i- 

sh/fta).—Pulakdkuldkriti  (°lc(i-dk°,°la-dk°),  is, 
is,  i,  'having  the  frame  excited  by  horripilation,' 
thrilled  with  joy.  —  Pulal;dnga  (°ka-an°),  as,  m. 
the  noose  or  cord  of  Varuna.  —  Pulakahiya  (°ka- 
df),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Kuvera.  —  Pulaki-krita, 
as,  d,  am,  having  the  hairs  or  down  of  the  body 

erect,  thrilled  with  delight.  —  Pulakihritdnga  (°ta- 
a»°),  as,  i,  am,  whose  body  has  its  hairs  erect, 
having  the  body  thrilled  with  joy.  —  Pidaliodgama 

iju^  »T 

(°ka-ud°).  Of,  m.  erection  of  the  hain  of  the  body 
(through  rapture),  horripilation. 
Pulakaya,  Nom.  P.  pulakayati,  -yitum,  to  have 

or  feel  the  hairs  of  the  body  erect  (with  rapture  or desire). 

Pulakita,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  hairs  or  down 
of  the  body  erect  or  bristling  up  with  joy,  thrilled 
with  joy,  delighted,  rejoiced,  enraptured,  joyful. 
Pulakin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  the  hairs  or  down  of 

the  body  erect,  thrilled,  enraptured  ;  (  i),  m.  a  species 
of  Kadamba  tree  (  =  dluird-kadamlia). 
Pulasti,  is,  is,  i  (perhaps  fr.  pulas  for  puras, 

cf.  pala^ti  fr.  paras,  but  said  to  be  fr.  pula  and  rt. 
3.  as),  wearing  the  hair  straight  or  plain  ;  (gender 
doubtful),  the  hair  of  the  head  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a 
man. 

Pulastya,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  pul;  per- 
haps fr.  pulas  for  puras),  N.  of  an  ancient 

Rishi,  one  of  the  mind-born  sons  of  Brahma  (Manu 

1.  35  ;  also  enumerated  among  the  Prjja-patis  and 
seven  sages,  and  described  as  a  lawgiver)  ;  an  epithet 
of  Sivz.  —  Pulaftya-smrili,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work 
mentioned  in  the  Sudra-dharma-tattva. 
Pulaha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  Rishi,  one  of 

the  mind-born  sons  of  Brahma  enumerated  among 
the  Praja-patis  and  the  seven  sages  (Manu  I.  35); 

an  epithet  of  Siva. 
Pulaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  shrivelled  or  blighted  or 

empty  grain,  bad  grain  ;  a  small  lump  of  rice  rolled 
into  a  ball,  a  lump  of  boiled  rice  ;  (according  to  par- 

ticular medical  authorities)  rice-water  ;  brevity,  abbre- 
viation, abridgement,  compendium  ;  smallness,  a 

little;  celerity,  dispatch.  —  Puldka-kdrin,  ?,  inl,  i, 
making  haste,  hastening. 

Pulakin,  I,  m.  a  tree. 
Pulanika,  f.  (perhaps)  induration  of  the  skin. 

Puldyita,  am,  n.  a  horse's  gallop;  (a  wrong reading  for  palayita.) 

Pidina,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  sandbank,  land  deposited 
by  alluvium  on  the  bank  of  a  river;  an  island  of 
alluvial  formation  or  one  from  which  the  water  has 

recently  withdrawn,  a  small  island  or  bank  left  in 
the  middle  of  a  river  by  the  subsiding  of  its  waters, 
an  islet;  a  sandy  beach;  (according  to  a  Scholiast) 
=  rira,  the  bank  of  a  river;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

mythical  being  conquered  by  Garuda.  —  Pulina- 
jaghana,  f.  having  sandbanks  for  hips  (said  of  the 
Gambhlra  river  personified  as  a  female).  —  Pulina- 

dvlpa-iobhiia,  as,  d,  am,  adorned  with  shoals  and 
islands.  —  P  ulina-pradetfa,  as,  m.  island-site,  situa- 

tion on  an  island.  —  Pulina-mandita,  as,  d,  am, 
adorned  with  sandbanks  or  islets.  —  Pulina-rati,  f. 

'  possessing  sandbanks,'  (probably)  N.  of  a  river. 
Pulinda,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  barbarous  tribe  ; 

(as),  m.  a  man  of  this  tribe,  a  king  of  the  Pulindas  ; 

a  barbarian,  savage,  Mlec'c'ha,  mountaineer,  one  who uses  an  uncultivated  and  unintelligible  dialect. 

Pulindaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  barbarous  tribe  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Pulindas,  Savaras,  and 
Bhillas  ;  of  a  son  of  Ardraka. 

Mlrton  pulika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (a),  f. 

yellowish  alum. 
Ttfrti  a^pulimat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

pulirika,  as,  m.  a  snake. 

pulisa,  as,  m.  =  Paulus  (Alexan- 
drinus),  N.  of  the  author  of  a  Siddhanta. 

TpS  pulu=puru  (in  particular  comps.). 
—  Pulu-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  many  de- 

sires, covetous  (Siy.)  =  bahulidmana-vat.  —  Pulc- 
iujha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  doing  much  evil. 

'5<31*  pulusha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Hrtin  pulnma,  as,  m.=puloman,  q.  v.; 

(a),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  the  demon  Vaiivanara, 
(she  was  loved  by  the  demon  Puloman,  but  became 
the  wife  of  Bhrigu  or  Kasyapa)  ;  the  plant  Acorus 

Calamus  (  =  »a<?o). 

Puloman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon  (the  father-in-law 
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of  Indra  by  whom  he  was  destroyed).  —  Pidoma-ja, 

f.  '  daughter  of  Puloman,'  an  epithet  of  the  wife  of 
Indra.  —  Puloma-jit,  t,  or  puloma-bMd,  t,  m. 

'  conquerer  or  destroyer  of  Puloman,'  an  epithet  of 
Indra  (who  destroyed  his  father-in-law  Puloman  in 
order  to  avert  his  imprecation  consequent  on  the 

violation  of  his  daughter).  —  Pitloma~dvifh,  t,  or 

pulomdri  (°ma-ari),  i»,  m.  '  foe  of  Puloman,'  an 
epithet  of  Indra.  —  Pulomdrdis  (°ma-ar°),  it,  m. 
'  having  the  lustre  of  Puloman,'  N.  of  a  prince. 

Trttocr  pnlomat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince; 
[cf.  pulimatJ] 

pulomahi,  f.  opium. 

pulkasa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according 
to  the  commentators)  =p<tulkasa. 

TJW  pulla  wrongly  for  phulla,  q.  v. 

'MM 

Ox 
distribute. 

i  .  push  (various  reading  for  vyush, 
q.  v.),  d.  4.  P.  pushyati,  &c.,  to  divide, 

ny  2.  push,  cl.  I.  P.  poshati,  puposha, 
O  N  posMshyati,  aposhit,  poshitum,  cl.  4.  P. 

puthyati,  &c.,  to  be  nourished,  thrive,  prosper,  in- 
crease (intrans.)  ;  to  share,  divide  ;  cl.  4.  P.  later  also 

9.  P.  puthyati,  pushndti,  &c.,  to  nourish,  nurture, 
cherish,  foster,  rear,  bring  up  ;  to  support,  maintain, 
bear  ;  to  cause  to  thrive  or  prosper,  cause  to  grow, 
unfold,  develop  ;  to  increase  (trans.),  augment  ;  to 
further,  advance,  promote,  enhance,  aggrandize;  to 
magnify,  exalt,  extol  ;  to  increase  in  (with  ace.), 
receive,  get,  possess,  have,  enjoy  ;  to  manage  ;  to 
exhibit,  show,  display,  evince,  make  to  appear  : 

Caus.  poshayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  apupushat,  to 
nourish,  cherish,  foster,  rear,  bring  up  ;  to  cause  to 
thrive  or  prosper,  take  care  of,  provide  for  ;  to  cause 
to  be  fostered  or  brought  up;  to  wear,  put  on: 
Desid.  puposhishati,  pupushishati,  pupukihati  : 
Intens.  popushyate,  poposhti. 

3.  puth  in  vi4va-p°,  q.  v. 
Pusha,  as,  a,  am,  nourishing  (in  graha-p",  q.v.)  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Veda  ;  (a),  f.  a 
species  of  plant  (  =  ldmjaliki). 

Pusharya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  well-nourished,  thriving. 
Pashita,  as,  d,  am,  nourished,  nurtured  (  = 

ptishta). 
PusKka,  a  word  formed  for  the  explanation  of 

pushkala  in  Gana  to  PSn.V.  2,  97. 

Pushkara,  am,  n.  (probably  an  anomalous  form- 
ation fr.  an  unused  pnsha  +  kara),  a  blue  lotus- 

flower  ;  a  lotus,  Nelumbium  Speciosum  or  Nymphza 

Nelumbo,  (in  Maha-bh.  Udyoga-p.  1790,  a  meta- 

phorical expression  for  '  the  heart,'  or  according  to 
others  for  '  error')  ;  a  species  of  medicinal  plant, 
Costus  Speciosus  or  Arabicus  ;  the  bowl  of  a  spoon  ; 

the  tip  or  extremity  of  an  elephant's  trunk  ;  the  skin 
of  a  drum  or  place  where  any  musical  instrument  is 
struck  ;  the  blade  of  a  sword  ;  the  sheath  of  a  sword  ; 

an  arrow;  air,  atmosphere,  sky,  heaven;  water; 
N.  of  a  celebrated  place  of  pilgrimage  (now  called 
Pokur  in  the  district  of  Ajmere,  about  five  miles 
from  the  city  of  Ajmere,  consisting  of  a  small  town 
on  the  bank  of  a  lake,  said  to  be  one  of  the  most 
sacred  in  India;  in  this  sense  also  puzhkarani,  n. 

pi.)  ;  a  cage  ;  union  ;  a  part  ;  war,  battle  ;  intoxi- 
cation ;  the  art  of  dancing  ;  (as),  m.  a  pond,  tank, 

lake  [cf.  tn-p°~\  ;  a  kind  of  drum,  a  kettle-drum  ;  a 
kind  of  serpent  ;  a  species  of  crane,  Ardea  Sibirica  ; 

a  kind  of  disease  ;  the  sun  ;  (in  astrology)  an  in- 
auspicious Yoga,  an  ill-omened  combination  of  a 

lucky  lunation  with  an  unlucky  day,  three-fourths  of 
a  lunar  mansion  ;  the  regent  of  Pushkara-dvlpa  ;  an 
epithet  of  Krishna  ;  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Varuna  ; 
of  an  Asura  ;  of  a  Buddha  ;  of  a  prince  the  brother 
of  Nala  ;  of  a  son  of  Bharata  ;  of  Su-nakshatra  ;  of  a 
son  of  Vrika  and  DurvSksh!  ;  N.  of  a  mountain  in 

Pushkara-dvipa  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  epithet  of  a  class  of 

clouds  said  to  occasion  dearth  or  famine;  of  the 

inhabitants  of  Kusa-dvTpa  corresponding  to  Br5h- 
mans;  (as,  am),  m.  n.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven 
great  Dvipas  or  divisions  of  the  universe;  (with 
Jainas)  N.  of  one  of  the  five  Bharatas ;  (1),  {.,  N. 
of  one  of  the  eight  wives  of  Siva.  —  Pushkara-i!£da, 

as,  m. '  lotus-crested,'  N.  of  one  of  the  four  elephants 
that  support  the  earth.  •~Pushkara-tirtha,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place.  —  Pus}ikara-dvipa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Dvipa  or  great  division  of  the 

universe.  —  Pitshkara-ndbha,  (is,  m. '  lotus-naveled,' 
an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  [cf.  padma-ndbha.^  —  Push- 
kara-pattra,  am,  n.  a  lotus-leaf,  leaf  of  a  lotus. 
—  Pushkarapattra-netra,  as,  a,  am,  having  eyes 
like  lotus-leaves.  —  Pushkara-parna,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
a  lotus-petal ;  an  epithet  of  a  kind  of  brick ;  (i  or 
ikd),  f.  the  plant  Hibiscus  Mutabilis.  —  Pushkara- 
purana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Pushkara-priya, 
as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  wax.  —  Pushltara-bija,  am, 

n.  lotus-seed.  —  Pushkara-mdlin,  i,  m.  'wearing  a 
lotus-wreath,'  N.  of  a  man.  —  Pushkara-mdhdtmya, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Padma-Purana. 
—  Ptishkara-mula,  am,  n.  the  plant  Costus  Speci- 

osus or  Arabicus.  —  Pushltaramiilaka,  am,  n.  the 

root  of  Costus  Speciosus  or  Arabicus.  —  Pushkara- 

vydghra,  a.*,  m.  '  water-tiger,'  an  alligator.  —  PMS/t- 
kara-idyikd,  f.  a  species  of  aquatic  bird.  —  Puslt- 
kara-tfikd  or  (according  to  others)  pushkara-dipha, 
i.  the  root  of  the  lotus.  ~  P  ushkara-sad,  I,  m.,  N. 

of  a  man ;   (das),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants ; 
(in   derivatives    both   members   of  this   comp.  are 

Vriddhied ;   cf.  paushkarasddi.)  —  Pushkara-sd- 
gara,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  the  plant  Costus 
Speciosus  or  Arabicus.  —  Pitshkara-sdda,  as,  m., 
Ved.  a  species  of  bird.  —  Pushktira-sdrin,  t,  m.,  N. 

of  a   Brahman.  —  Pttshkara-sdri,   f.  '  having  the 
essence    of  the   lotus,'  a   kind    of  writing  (lipi). 
—  Pushhara-sthapati,  is,  m.  '  architect   of  the 
lotus,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  PusJtkara-sraj,  k,  f.  a 
lotus-wreath,  chaplet  of  lotuses;   (jau),  m.  du.  an 
epithet  of  the  two  sons  of  AsvinT  and  physicians  of 
Svarga  or  paradise ;  (k,  k,  k),  wearing  a  garland  of 

lotuses,  crowned  with  lotuses.  —  Piishkardksha  (°ra- 
ak°),  as,  i,  am,  lotus-eyed;   (as),  m.  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  prince.  —  Pushka- 

rdkhya  (°ra-dkh°),  as,  m.  the  Indian  crane,  Ardea 
Sibirica.  —  Pushkarditghrija  (°ra-an°),  am,  n.  the 
plant  Costus  Speciosus  or  C.  Arabicus.  —  Pushkard- 

raiiya  (°ra-ar°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  forest  in  the  east 
of  VisalS.  —  Pushkararuni  (°ra-dr°),  is,  m.,  N.  of 

a  king.  —  Pushkard-vati,  f.  'abounding  in  lotuses,' 
N.  of  a  town  (  =  the  nevK(\aiarts  of  the  ancients 
and  the  Pousekielofati  of  Hiouen-Thsang)  ;  a  form  of 

Dakshayam.  —  Pushkardvartaka  (°ra-dv°),  as,  m. 
pi.  epithet  of  a  particular  class  of  clouds  (also  called 

pusltkaldvartakas).  —  Pushkardhva  (°ra-dh°),  as, 
m.  the    Indian   crane,    Ardea   Sibirica ;    the    plant 
Costus  Speciosus  or  Arabicus  (also  pushliardhuaya). 

—  i.  pusMuirekahana    (°ra-lksh°),  as,  d,  am, 
'  lotus-eyed,'  having  eyes  like  the  blue  lotus.  —  2.pu- 
shkare-kshana,  as,  d,  am,  being  for  a  moment  in 
the  sky.  —  2Jushkaroddhrita  (°ra-iuF),  as,  d,  am, 
raised  with  the  extremity  of  the  trunk. 
Pushkardya,  Nom.  A.  pushkardyate,  -yitmn, 

to  act  as  or  represent  a  drum. 
PushkaHkd,  f.  a  kind  of  disease,  formation  of 

abscesses  on  the  penis;  N.  of  a  woman. 
Pushkarin,  i,  ini,  i,  abounding  in  lotuses ;  (I), 

m.  an  elephant ;  N.  of  a  prince ;  (ini),  f.  a  female 

elephant ;  a  lotus-pool,  pool  in  general,  piece  of 
water,  lake,  artificial  pond,  square  or  large  pond ; 
the  plant  Costus  Speciosus  or  Arabicus ;  the  plant 
Hibiscus  Mutabilis ;  N.  of  a  river ;  of  the  wife  of 

Bhumanyu ;  of  the  wife  of  C'ikshusha  and  mother 
of  Manu  ;  of  the  mother  of  Manu  Cakshusha  ;  of 

the  wife  of  Vyushta  and  mother  of  C'akshus  and 
grandmother  of  Manu ;  of  the  wife  of  Ulmuka ;  of 
a  Buddhist  temple  in  Maru  or  Marwar. 
Ptivhkala,  as,  d,  am,  much,  many,  abundant ; 

full,  filled,  complete ;  rich,  sumptuous,  splendid,  mag- 
nificent ;  good,  salutary,  eminent,  excellent,  best ; 

resonant,  resounding,  loud ;  near,  approached ;  (as), 

m.  a  kind  of  dram ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Varuna ;  epithet 
of  Siva ;  of  an  Asura ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Bharata ;  of  a 
Rishi ;  of  a  Buddha ;  epithet  of  mount  Men) ;  (as), 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  N.  of  the  military  caste  in 
KuSa-dvTpa  corresponding  to  the  ancient  Kshatriyas ; 
(1),  {.,  see  Gana  to  Pin.  IV.  I,  41 ;  (am),  n.  a 
particular  measure  of  capacity  ( =  8  Kuncis  =  64 
handfuls  ;  sometimes  =  four  times  a  double  handful) ; 
a  particular  weight  of  gold ;  alms  to  the  extent  of 
four  mouthfuls  of  food;  N.  of  a  celebrated  place  of 

pilgrimage  (  — Pitshkara).  —  Puslikala-mofana, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  the  78th  chapter  of  the  Patala-khanda 
of  the  Padma-PurSna.  —  Pushkala-vijaya,  as,  m., 

N.  of  the  68th  and  6gth  chapters  of  the  PStala- 
khanda  of  the  Padma-PurSna.  —  PuMiald-vatl,  f. 

=pushkara-vati,  q.v.  —  Pushkaldvartaka  (°la- 
dv°),  as,  m.  pi.  epithet  of  a  particular  class  of  clouds 
(  =  pushkardvartaka,  q.v.). 

Pushkalaka,  as,  m.  the  musk-deer;  a  post, 
wedge,  pin,  bolt ;  a  Buddhist  mendicant ;  (sometimes 
wrongly  spelt  pushyalaka.) 

Pushkaldvata,  an,  m.  (probably  a  wrong  form 

for  pawthkaldvata),  an  inhabitant  of  Pushkala- vatl. 

PusJita,  as,  d,  am,  nourished,  cherished,  fed,  well- 
fed  ;  thriving,  strong ;  tended,  cared  for ;  incubated, 
brooded  over ;  abounding,  abundant ;  rich,  well-sup- 

plied, amply  provided ;  eminent ;  full-sounding,  loud ; 
complete,  perfect;  burnt  ((01  plushta?);  (am),  n., 
Ved.  increase,  acquisition,  gain,  wealth,  property. 

—  Pushta-ta,  f.  or  pushla-tva,  am,  n.  the  being 

well-fed,  a  prosperous  or  thriving  condition.  —  Push- 
ta-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the  lord  of  prosperity  or 
welfare.  —  Pushta-vipuihtati,  m.  du.  the  well-fed 
and  the  ill-fed.  —  Pushtdnga  (°ta-an°),  as,  i,  am, 
fat-limbed,  fat  in  body,  fattened,  well-fed,  fat.  —  PitsA- 

tdrtha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  having  a  complete 
sense.  —  Pushtd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  breeding  or 

rearing  (cattle;  SSy.  =  sambhHta-ghasa). 
Puskti,  is,  f.  a  well-nourished  condition,  fatness, 

plumpness ;  growth,  increase,  vegetation,  advance, 
prosperity,  thriving;  comfort,  wealth,  means,  pro- 

perty ;  cherishing,  nourishing,  nourishment,  main- 
tenance, support ;  breeding,  rearing  (of  cattle) ; 

Nourishment  personified  as  a  daughter  of  Daksha 
and  wife  of  Dharma  (also  mother  of  Lobha,  and  one 
of  the  16  MStrikas  or  divine  mothers);  a  form  of 

DSkshSyanI;  N.  of  a  Kala  of  Prakriti  and  wife 
of  Ganesa ;  of  a  Kala  of  the  moon ;  of  a  daughter  of 

Paurnamisa ;  of  a  plant,  Physalis  Flexuosa  ( =  a  faa- 

gandhd).  —  Pushti-kara,  as,  d  or  ;,  am,  nourish- 
ing, causing  to  thrive  or  grow.  —  PuiSkti-karman, 

a,  n.  a  religious  ceremony  performed  for  the  attain- 
ment of  prosperity.  —  Pushti-kdnta,  as,  m.  '  be- 
loved of  Pushti,'  an  epithet  of  GaneSa.  —  PusJiti- 

kdma,  as,  d,  am,  wishing  for  or  desirous  of  pros- 
perity or  welfare.  —  Pushti-gu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 

man,  said  to  be  a  Kanva  and  the  reputed  author  of 

the  hymn  Rig-veda  VIII.  51,  i.  —  Pushli-da,  as, 
d,  am,  yielding  or  causing  prosperity  or  welfare, 
nourishing,  cherishing;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of 
Manes  or  deceased  ancestors ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant 

( =  vriddhi) ;  the  plant  Physalis  Flexuosa.  —  Pushti- 
daran,  d,  art,  a,  yielding  or  causing  prosperity  or 
welfare,  nourishing.  —  Pushti-pati,  is,  m.,Ved.  the 
lord  of  welfare  or  prosperity.  —  Pushti-mat,  an,  at}, 

at,  Ved.  thriving,  abundant,  prosperous,  well  off;  con- 
taining the  word  pushti  or  any  other  derivative  of 

rt.  i.push.  —  Pushti-mati,  is,  m.  a  N.  of  Agni ; 
(incorrectly  for  pushti-pati.)  —  Pustitim-bhara, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  bringing  prosperity,  conveying 

nutriment ;  an  epithet  of  Pushan.  •—  Pushti-var- 
dhana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  augmenting  nourishment, 
causing  to  prosper,  promoting  welfare ;  (as),  m. a  cock. 

Pushtika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet ;  (a),  f.  a  bivalve 
shell,  an  oyster. 

Pushpa,  am,  n.  a  flower,  blossom  ;  the  menstrual 
flux  ;  a  disease  of  the  eyes,  specks  on  the  eye,  albugo  ; 

a  topaz ;  (in  dramatic  language)  gallantry,  politeness, 
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declaration  of  love ;  blossoming,  blooming,  expanding, 

expansion ;  the  vehicle  or  car  of  Kuvera  [cf.  push- 

pnJ:a~\ ;  a  kind  of  perfume;  N.  of  a  Saman  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-demon  ;  of  a  son  of  Slishti ;  ol 
a  son  of  San-kha ;  of  a  Bodhi-sartva  (?) ;  of  a  moun- 

tain ;  (a),  f.  a  N.  of  the  town  Camps  (or  the  capital 
of  Kama ;  it  was  in  Aitga  and  is  identified  with  the 

modern  BhSgalpur).—  Pushpa-karandaka,  am,  n 

'  flower-basket,'  N.  of  a  grove  in  the  vicinity  o! 
Avanti  or  Oujein  sacred  to  Mah5-deva.  —  Piuhpa- 
karandini,  f.  a  N.  of  Oujein.  —  Pnshpa-kanin 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  flower  (i.e.  a  flower- 
shaped  mole  or  mark)  in  the  ear  (said  of  an  animal). 

—  Pushpa-kdra,  as,  m.  the  author  of  the  Pushpa- 

sOtras.  —  Pushpa-kdla,  as,  m.  'flower-time,'  the 
spring;  the  time  of  the  menses.  —  Pushpa-kdsisa, 
am,  a.  green  or  black  sulphate  of  iron.  —  Put hpa- 

kita,  as,  m.  '  flower-insect,'  a  large  black  bee  ;  an 
insect  living  in  flowers.  —  Pushpa-ketana,  at,  m. 

'  characterized  by  flowers,'  the  god  of  love.  —  Push- 
pa-ketu,  ut,  m. '  characterized  by  flowers,'  an  epithet 
of  the  god  of  love  ;  N.  of  a  Buddha ;  of  a  prince ; 
calx  of  brass;  vitriol  used  for  collyrium. —  Pttshpa- 
gandika,  f.  contrary  purpose  or  effort  of  man  and 

woman.  —  Pushpa-giri,  is,  m.  '  flower-mountain,' 
N.  of  a  fabulous  mountain  (the  favourite  resort  of 

Varuna).  —  Pushpa-griha,  am,  n.  '  flower-house,' 
a  conservatory.  —  Pushpa-granthana,  am,  n.  weav- 

ing a  wreath  or  garland  of  flowers.  —  Pitskpa-ghd- 

taka,  as,  m. '  having  flowers  for  its  destroyer,'  the 
bamboo  (the  stem  of  which  is  said  to  decay  after  the 
plant  has  flowered).  —  Pushpa-tiaya,  as,  m.  a  quan- 

tity of  flowers;  gathering  flowers. **  Pushpa-ildpa, 
as,  m.  a  bow  of  flowers,  the  bow  of  the  god  of 

love ;  '  having  a  bow  of  flowers,'  an  epithet  of  Kama- 
deva  the  god  of  love.  —  Pushpa-famara,  as,  m. 

'  having  flowers  for  a  chowrie,'  the  plant  Artemisia 
Indica ;    a   fragrant  plant,  Pandanus  Odoratissimus. 
—  Pushpa-ja,  as,  a,  am,  derived  or  coming  from 
flowers  (e.  g.  pushpajam  rajah,  dust  derived  from 
flowers,  pollen) ;  (as),  m.  the  juice  of  flowers ;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  a  river  rising  in  the  Vindhya  mountains. 

—  Pnshpa-jati,  is,  f. '  flower-born,'  N.  of  a  river 
rising  in  the  Malaya  mountains.  —  Pushpa-da,  as, 
a,  am,  giving  blossoms  or  flowers ;  (as),  m.  a  tree. 

—  Pushpa-danshjra,  as,  m.  '  having  flowers  for 
fangs,'   N.  of  a  serpent-demon.  —  Pushpa-danta, 
as,  m.  '  having  flowers  for  teeth,'  N.  of  one  of 
Siva's  attendants ;  of  a  Gandharva  and  author  of  the 
Mahimnah  Stavah  ;  of  an  attendant  of  Vishnu  (who 
is  described  as  fighting  against  the  Asuras);   (with 

Jainas)  the  ninth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpinI ; 
N.  of  a  VidyS-dhara ;  of  the  elephant  of  the  north- 

west quarter ;  of  a  serpent-demon  ;  of  the  mountain 
Satruii-jaya ;  (au),  m.  du.  the  sun  and  moon ;  (i), 
f.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasi ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  temple ;  of  a 

palace ;  of  a  city  gate  (Hari-vanSa  65 10).  —  Pushpa- 
dantaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Gandharva  and  author  of  the 

Mahimnah  Stavah.  —  Pushpadanta-tirtha,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place.  —  Pushpadanla-b/iid, 

t,  m.  an  epithet  of  S*iva ;  (perhaps  wrongly  for  pusha- 
danta-bhid,  cf.  pusha-danta-ham.)  —  Pushpa- 
ddman,  a,  n.  a  garland  or  chaplet  of  flowers ;  a  kind  of 
metre,  four  times   ,ovu<juu-,-u — u — . 
—  Pushpa-drava,  as,m.  the  exudation  or  saccharine 
matter  of  flowers ;  an  infusion  of  flowers,  as  rose- 

water  &c.  —  Puthpa-druma,   as,  m.  a  flowering 
tree,  tree   which   bears  flowers.  —  Pushpadruma- 

kusumita-mv.kuta,  as,  m.  'having  a  flowery  dia- 
dem like  a  tree  in  blossom,'  N.  of  a  Gandharva-raja. 

—  Piuhpa-dlia ,  as,  m.  the  offspring  of  an  outcast 
Brahman.  ~  Pushpa-dhantis,  us,  or  pushpa-dfian- 

I'ftu,  a,  m. '  arming  his  bow  with  flowers,'  an  epithet 
of  Kama-deva  the  god  of  \ove.-Pushpa-dhara, 
as,  a,  am,  bearing  flowers  or  blossoms,  flowering. 

—  ]'u»Kpa-<lharana,   at,   m.  '  flower-bearer,'   an 
epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Pw>l<i«i-<ll, >;,,„,  as,  m.  'cha- 

racterized by  flowers,'  the  god  of  love.-Pushpa- 
ndtaka,  a  various  reading  for  pushpa-vahika,  q.v. 
—  Pushpa-nikara,  as,  m.  scattering  or  throwing 
flowers;  a  multitude  of  flowers.  —  Pashpa-niksha, 

as,  m.  'flower-kissing,'  a  bee.  —  Pushpa^nirydsa 
or  pushpan{rydsaka,  as,  m.  exudation  or  juice  of 
flowers,  nectar  of  flowers.  —  Pmhpa-nctra,  am,  n 
the  tube  of  a  flower  ;  a  kind  of  cane  or  bamboo  (?) 

—  Piis/ijian-dhuya,  as,  m.  'flower-sucking,'  a  bee 
—  Pushpa-pattra,  as,  m.  '  feathered  with  flowers, 
a  kind  oftnovi.  —  Pushpa-pattrtn,  ?,  I'M?,  i,  having 
flowers  for  arrows  (an  epithet  of  the  bow  of  Kama- 

deva).  —  Pmhpa-pathu,  as,  m.   'course   of  the 
menses,'   the   vulva.  ••  Pushpu-pHndii,   us,  m.  a 
species  of  serpent.  —  Pushpa-puta,   a>,   m.    the 
sheath  or  calyx  of  a  flower  ;  the  hands  arranged  it 

the  shape  of  the  calyx  of  a  flower.  —  Pnshpa-pura, 
am,  n.  the  city  Patali-putra  or  Palibothra.  —  Pitihpa- 
prafaya,  as,  m.  plucking  or  gathering  flowers 
stealing  flowers.  —  Pushpa-prafdya,  as,  m.  pluck- 

ing or  gathering  ftowets.—Piishpa-praddyikd,  f 
plucking  or  gathering  flowers ;  tarn  pushpapra6d- 
yikd,  it  is  thy  turn  to  gather  flowers,  Schol.  to  Pan 

VI.  2,  'j^.  —  Pushpa-prastdra,  as,  m.  a  couch  01 
flowers,  flowery  couch.  •»  Pushpaprastdra-tfdyin 

i,  ini,  i,  reposing  on  a  flowery  couch.  —  Pttihpa- 
phala,  am,  n.  flowers  and  fruits ;    (as),  m.  the 
elephant  or  wood-apple  tree,  Feronia  Elephantum 

( =  Icapittha) ;  a  pumpkin-gourd,  Benincasa  Cerifera 
(=kushmanda).  —  Pushpapkala-druma,   as,  m. 
pi.  trees  bearing  blossom  and  fruit.  —  Pushpa-bali, 
is,  m.  an  offering  or  oblation  of  flowers.  —  Pushpa 
bhanga,  as,  m.  a  festoon  of  flowers ;  (according  to 
a  Scholiast)  treading  on  flowers.  —  Pushpa-blia- 

draka,  am,  n.  '  beautiful  with  flowers,'  N.   of  a 
particular  wood.  —  Pushpa-bhadrd,  f.,  N.  of  a 
river.  —  Pushpa-bhava,  as,  d,  am,  being  or  con- 

tained in  flowers ;   (as),  m.  the  nectar  of  flowers. 

—  Pushpa-bhuslitta,  am,  n. '  adorned  with  flowers,' 
N.  of  a  kind  of  Prakarana,  q.  v.  —  Pushpa-bherotsa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  P ushpa-manjarika,  f.  a 
blue  lotus.  •-  Pushpa-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  or 
consisting  of  flowers,  abounding  in  flowers,  flowery. 
—  Pushpa-mdld,  f.  a  garland  of  flowers;  N.  of  a 
work  by  Candra-sekhara.  —  Pushpa-mas,  as,  or 

pushpa-mdsa,  as,  m.  'flower-month,'  the  spring. 
—  Pushpa-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king,  (according 
to  the  Brahmanical  account,  a  general  of  the  last 

Maurya  dynasty  and  father  of  prince  Agni-mitra ; 
or  according  to  Buddhists,  a  king,  the  successor  of 
Pushya-dharman)  ;  N.  of  another  king.  —  Pushpa- 
rakta,  as,  d,  am,  red  as  a  flower ;  dyed  red  with 
vegetable  colour,   as  safflowcr  &c. ;    (as),   m.  the 
shrub  Hibiscus  Phceniceus  (  =  suryamani-vriksha). 

—  Pushpa-rajas,  as,  n.  'flower-dust,'  pollen,  espe- 
cially  saffron.  —  Pushpa-ratha,   as,  m.    '  flower- 

chariot,'  a  car  or  carriage  for  travelling  or  for  pleasure 
or  any  purpose  except  war.  —  Pushpa-rasa,  as,  m. 

'  flower-juice,"    the    nectar    or    honey   of  flowers. 
—  Puihparasahraya  (°sa-dh°),   as,  m.   '  having 
the   name  flower-juice,'  honey,   nectar.  —  Pushpa- 
rdga  or  pushpa-rdja,  as,  m.  a  topaz.  —Pushpa- 
renu,  ui,  m.  '  flower-dust,'  the  dust  or  farina  of 
flowers,  pollen.  —  Pushpa-rotana,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Mesua  Roxburghii.  —  Pushpa-ldea,  as,  m.  a  flower- 
gatherer,    flower-seller,    garland-maker ;    (i),    f.    a 
female  flower-gatherer.  —  Puehpa-lavin,  i,   m.   a 
flower-gatherer,   garland-maker.  —  P ushpa-liksha, 

as,  m.  '  flower-licker,'  a  bee.  —  Pmhpa-lipi,  is,  f. 
'  flower-writing,'  N.  of  a  particular  style  of  writing. 

—  Pushpa-lih,  (,  m. '  flower-licker,'  a  large  black 
tiee.  —  Pushpa-ratuka,  as,  m.  a  courtier,  gallant; 
(also  read  pushpa-ndlaka.)—  I.  pushpa-vat,  dm, 
att,  at,  having  flowers,  flowery,  blooming,  decorated 
with  flowers ;  (dn),  m.,  N.  of  a  Dailya  ;  of  a  man  ; 
of  a  prince ;  of  a  mountain  in  Kusa-dvTpa ;  (antau), 
m.  du.  the  sun  and  moon   [cf.  puslipa-danta]  ; 

'all},   f.   a    menstruous  woman ;    N.   of  a   sacred 
jathing-place. -•  2.  pushpa-vat,  ind.  like  a  flower. 

—  / ' uxh/m-vana,  am,  n.  '  flower-forest,"  N.  of  a 
7orest.  —  P  ushpa-vars/ia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain ; 

(am),  n.  or  pushpa-varfhana,  am,  n. '  flower-rain,' shower  of  flowers,  flowers  showered  from  heaven 

upon  a  hero  or  demigod  or  on  any  great  occasion. 
—  Pushpa-varthin,  i,  ini,  i,  raining  or  showering 

flowers.  —  Puehpa-vdtl  or  pushpa-vdtikd,  {.  a 

flower  garden.  -•  Pushpa-vdhana,  as,  m. '  having  a 

flowery  car,'  N.  of  a  king  of  Pushkara.  —  Pushpa-vd- 
hinl,  f.  'carrying  flowers,'  N.  of  a  river.  —  Pushpa- 
vriltsha,  as,  m.  a  tree  bearing  blossoms.  —  Pushpa- 

vr-ithti,  is,  f.  '  flower-rain,'  a  shower  of  flowers, 
—  Piuhpa-veni,  f.  a  chaplet  or  garland  of  flowers; 

N.  of  a  river.  ••  Pushpa-s'akati,  f.  a  heavenly  voice, 
voice  from  heaven;  raining  flowers (?).  —Pushpa- 

s"akalin,  I.  m.  '  having  flower-like  scales,*  a  kind  of 
serpent.  —  Pttshpa-s'ayyd,   f.   a  couch   of  flowers, 
flowery   couch.  —  Pushpa-dara,  as,   m.    '  having 
flowers  for   arrows,'  Kima-deva  the  god  of  love. 
—  Pushpa-tiarasaiia,  as,  m. '  arming  his  bow  with 
flowers,'  the  god  of  love.  —  Pushpa-sTmya,  as,  d, 
am,   destitute    of    blossoms,    not   bearing    flowers, 

flowerless;    (as),    m.    the    tree    Ficus    Glomerata. 
—  Pitihpa-irl,  Is,  f.  abundance  or  beauty  of  flow- 

ers. —  PashpalSri-garbha,  as,  m.  '  filled  with  the 
beauty  of  flowers,'  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Pushpa- 

samaya,  as,  m. '  flower-season,'  the  spring.  —  Push- 
pa-sddhdrana,  as,  m.  the  common  time  for  flowers, 

spring.  —  Ptwhpa-sayaka,  as,  m.  'having  flowers 
for  arrows,'  the  god  of  love.  —  Pushpa-sdra,  as,  m. 
the  nectar  or  honey  of  flowers ;   (a),  f.  basil  ( = 

tulaii).  —  Pushpa-sutra,  am,  n.,   N.  of  *  Sotra 
work  ascribed  to  Gobhila.  —  Pushpa-satcrabhd,  f. 

the  plant  Methonica  Superba  ( =  kali-kdri).  —  Push- 

pa-sndna,  am,  n.  '  bathing  with  flowers,'  a  land  of 
inauguration.  —  Pmhpa-sreda,  as,  m.  the  nectar  or 
honey  of  flowers.  ••  Pushpa-hdrin,  I,  ini,  i,  stealing 
or  taking  away  flowers.  —  Pushpa-hdsa,  as,  m. 

'  smiling  with  flowers,'  a  flower  garden  (?) ;  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  a  man;  (a),  f.  a  woman  during 
menstruation.  —  Pushpa-hina,  as,  d,  am,  destitute 
of  flowers   or  blossoms,  flowerless,  not  flowering ; 

(a),  f.  the  glomerous  fig-tree,  Kicus  Glomerata;  a 
woman  past  child-bearing,  barren  woman.  «•  Pushpd- 

kara  (°pa-dk°),  as,  d,  am,  rich  or  abounding  in 
flowers,  flowery  ;  pushpdkaro  masah,  the  flowery 

month,  spring.  —  Puthpiikara-dem,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  poet.  —  Pushpdgama  (°pa-dg°),  as,  m.  'flower- 
advent,'  the  spring.  —  Pushpdjira  (°pa-dj"),  as,  or 

pushpdjh-in  (°pa-df),  f,  m.  '  living  by  flowers,'  a 
gardener,    florist,   garland-maker.  —  Pitshpdnjana- 
(°pa-ari°),  am,  n.  calx  of  brass  employed  as  a  aA\y- 

m.  —  l'ushpanjali  (°pa-an°),  is,  is,  i,  presenting 
flowers  or  a  nosegay  in  both  hands  opened  and 

hollowed  (=prasundrijali).  —  Pushpdnana  (°pa- 
an°),  as,  m. '  flower-faced,'  N.  of  a  Yaksha.  —  Push- 

pdpida  (°pa-dp°),  as,  m.  a  chaplet  of  flowers ;  N. 
of  a  Gandharva.  —  Pushpdbhiktrna  (°pa-abh°),  as, 
d,  am,  strewed  with  flowers;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of 

serpent  ('having  spots  like  flowers').  —  PunhpabM- 
sheka  (°pa-abh"),  as,  m.=pushpa-sndna,  q.v. 
—  Pushpdmbuja  (°)M-am°),  as,  m.  the  sap  of 
flowers.  —  Pushpdmbhas  (°pa-am°),  as,  n.,  N. 
of  a  sacred  bathing-place.  —  Pushpdyitdha  (°pa- 
dy°),   as,   m.    '  flower-armed,'   the   god    of    love. 
—  Pushparua  (°pa-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Vatsara  and  Svar-vithi.  —  Pushpanafaya  (°pa-av°), 

as,  m.  gathering  flowers.  —  Pushpd-vaf.ayin  (°pa- 
av°),  t,  ini,  i,  gathering  flowers,  a  flower-gatherer. 
—  Pushpd-vatl,  (.,  N.  of  a  tovn.  —  Pushpdvali- 

vanardji-kusumitdbhijiia  (°pa-di!",  °ia-abh°),  as, 
m.  '  knowing  the  season  of  the  flowering  of  the 

rows  of  flowers  and  of  the  paths  of  the  forest,"  N.  of 
a  Buddha.  —  P nfltpiimra  (°pa-as°),  as,  m.  a  de- 

coction of  flowers ;  (am),  n.  honey.  —  Puahpasara 

°pa-ds°),  as,  m. '  flower-rain,'  a  shower  of  flowers. 
—  Pushpdstra  (°pa-as°),  as,  m.  'having  flowers 
for  missiles,'  Kandarpa  or  Kama-deva  the  god   of 

e.  —  Pushpahara  (°pa-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  taking 
or  plucking  flowers.  —  Pushpdhv d  (°pa-dh°),  f.  the 
jlant  Ancthum  Sowa  (  =  jata-pushpa).  —  Piush- 

)eshu  (°pa-ishu),  ns,  m.  '  flower-arrowed,'  the  god 
of  love.  —  Pushpothatd  (°pa-ut°),  (.,  N.  of  a  R5- 
ahasl,  the  mother  of  Ravana  and  Kumbha-karna. 

—  Ptishpodakd  (°pa-ud°),  f.  'having  flowers  for 
water,'  N.  of  a  river  in  the  lower  world.  —  Pits/t- 

>odgama  (°pa-iid°),  as,  m.  the  coming  forth  or 
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appearance  of  flowers.  —  Pushpodbhava  (°pa-ud°), 
uf,  m.  '  flower-sprung,'  N.  of  a  man.  —  Pufhpodydna 
(°pa-ud°),  am,  n.  a  flower  garden.  —  IJushpopa- 
jivin  (°pa-up°),  J,  m.  '  living  by  flowers,'  a  gar- 

dener, garland-maker. 
Ptishpaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  cjf  serpent  ;  N.  of  a 

mountain  ;  (iltd),  i.  the  tartar  of  the  teeth  ;  the 
mucus  of  the  glans  penis  or  urethra  ;  (am),  n.  calx 
of  brass,  green  vitriol  ;  a  sort  of  collyrium  ;  a  cup  or 
vessel  of  iron  ;  a  bracelet  ;  a  bracelet  of  diamonds  or 

jewels  ;  a  small  earthen  fire-place  or  furnace  on 
wheels  ;  a  disease  of  the  eyes,  albugo,  specks  on  the 

eye  ;  N.  of  the  self-moving  aerial  car  of  Kuvera 
(carried  off  by  the  demon  Ravana  and  constantly 
used  by  him  till  he  was  slain  by  Rama-candra,  who 
then  employed  the  car,  which  was  of  enormous 
dimensions,  to  transport  himself  and  Sita  along  with 
Lakshmana  and  all  his  allies  back  to  AyodhyS,  see 

Ramayana  VI.  108,  Raghu-vansa  XI11)  ;  N.  of  a 
forest. 

Pufhpita,  as,  d,  am,  flowered,  in  flower  or 
blossom,  full  of  flowers,  bearing  flowers,  blooming, 
in  bloom  ;  flowery,  florid  (e.  g.  piiehpitd  Dale,  a 
flowery  speech,  fine  words  without  much  sense)  ; 

having  marks  that  look  like  flowers,  spotted,  varie- 
gated ;  abounding,  abounding  in,  rich  in  [cf.  lu- 

vania-p°~\  ;  completely  manifested,  fully  developed  ; 
(a),  f.  a  menstruous  woman;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

Buddha.  —  P  ushpita-palds'a-pratima,  as,  d,  am, 
resembling  a  Butea  Frondosa  in  flower.  —  Pushpi- 

tagra  (°ta-ag°),  as,  d,  am,  covered  at  the  extre- 
mities with  flowers  or  blossoms  ;  (d),  f.  a  form  ot 

metre,  a  variety  of  the  Aupac<5handasika,  consist- 
ing of  four  lines,  alternately  uuuuuu-u-o  —  , 

and  *jvjwu  —  «jo  —  u  —  \j  —  . 

Pushpin,  i,  ini,  i,  flowery,  bearing  flowers, 
flowering,  blossoming  ;  abounding  in  flowers  ;  (ini), 
f.  a  woman  during  menstruation. 

Pushpya,  Nom.  P.  A.  ptishpyati,  -te,  &c.,  to 
bear  flowers,  flower,  blossom,  bloom. 

PusJtya,  fim,  n.,  Ved.  the  blossom  (i.e.  that 
which  rises  to  the  surface  or  the  best  part  of  any- 

thing ;  cf.  Gr.  avffos  ;  Lat.  flos)  ;  the  uppermost 
part,  the  foam  or  froth  of  a  fluid,  scum  ;  (as),  m.  the 
Kali-yuga  or  fourth  age  ;  N.  of  the  sixth  (or  in  later 
times  the  eighth)  Nakshatra  or  lunar  mansion,  also 
called  Tishya  ;  the  month  Pausha  ;  N.  of  a  prince  ; 
of  a  Buddha;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  plant;  the  asterism 
Pushya.  ~PtUihya-dharman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  Pusliya-netra,  as,  d,  am,  having  Pushya  for  a 
leader.  —  Pushya-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  cf  a  prince;  (a 
various    reading    for  pushpa-mitra.)  —  Pushya- 
yaSai,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  with  the  patronymic 
Audavraji.  —  Pushya-yoga,  as,  m.  the  conjunction 
of  the  moon  with  the  asterism  Pushya,  the  time  of 

the    moon's    entering   the    lunar   mansion    Pu>hya. 
—  Pushya-ratha,  as,  m.  a  carriage  for  pleasure, 
any  sort  of  car  or  carriage   except  a  war-chariot  ; 
[cf.  pushpa-rathaJ\  —  Pushya-inana,  am,  n.  or 

pusliydbhisheka  ('ya-abh"),  as,  m.  a  ceremony  of 
purification    performed   while  the  moon   stands  in 

the  asterism  Pushya;  [cf.  pushpa-sndna,  pushpd- 

bhishelta.'} 

'V&kT.  pushkara,  jrushkala.  See  under  rt. 
2.  push,  p.  587,  cols,  i,  2. 

JjMirtd  pushkaletra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
village. 

ip^nST  pushkasa  and  pushkasa,  various 
readings  for  pukkatfa,  q.  v. 

^ra^f  pushpalaka,  as,  m.  a  post,  pin, 
stake,  peg,  wedge  ;  [cf.  pushkalalca.] 

g"M«  pushpasa,  as,  m.  the  lungs  ;  [cf. 
pupphusa,  pltupphiisa.] 

pushpananada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

deer  ;  a  post,  pin,  bolt,  stake,  peg,  wedge  ;  a  naked 
mendicant  ;  [cf.  puskpalaJca.] 

pus,  cl.  10.  P.  posayati,  -yitum,  to 
discharge,  emit. 

past  [cf.  rt.  bust],  cl.  10.  P.  pusta- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  honour,  respect  ;  to  dis- 

regard, to  treat  with  disrespect  ;  to  bind  ;  to  smear  (?}. 

'Jp'rT  pusta,  as,  a,  am,  filled,  covered  (?)  ; (am),  n.  smearing,  anointing,  plastering,  painting  ; 
working  in  clay,  modelling,  anything  made  of  metal 
or  wood  or  clay  ;  a  book,  manuscript  (in  this  latter 

sense,  according  to  some,  also  pitnti,  f.).~Pusta- 
knrman,  a,  n.  using  a  mixture  of  earth  with  lime 
and  cow-dung  and  water  as  a  mortar  or  plaster, 
plastering,  painting.  —  Pusta-maya,  as,  »,  am, 
formed  of  metal  or  wood,  wrought  in  clay,  modelled. 
—  Puzta-i'drtta,  an,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  lives  by 
books,  one  who  makes  books. 
Pustaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (usually  m.  or  n.), 

a  manuscript,  a  book.  —  Pustakdgdra  ("ka-dg"), 
am,  n.  '  book-room,'  a  library. 

H**f*(  pusphusa,  as,  m.  the  lungs  (= 
pupphusa,  phupplmsa). 

in  I.  pu,  cl.  9.  P.  A.,  i.  \.punati,  puriite, 
C\pavate   (in  Bhagavad-git5  X.  31,  P.),  pu- 

pdva,  pupuve,pavishyati,  -te,  apdvlt,  apavishta, to  make  clean  or  pure,  cleanse,  purify, 

Gr3ma. 

pushyalaka,  as,  m.  the  musk- 

clarify,  refine  ;  to  purge  or  cleanse  from  chaff, 
winnow;  to  expiate,  atone  for;  to  make  clear  or 
bright  ;  to  purify  in  passing  or  by  pervading,  to 
ventilate  (as  the  wind)  ;  (metaphorically  applied  to 
mental  operations),  to  sift,  discriminate,  discern, 
distinguish  ;  to  think  out,  contrive,  invent,  compose  ; 

=  abhi-yam  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VII. 
28,  4,  where  however,  according  to  some,  it  may 

have  the  sense  of  '  to  scheme  or  plot  ')  ;  (A.)  to 
become  clean  or  pure,  to  become  clear,  to  flow  or 
drop  clearly  (as  Soma)  ;  to  form  a  clear  conception 
or  distinct  notion  ;  cl.  4.  A.  (properly  Pass.)  puyate, 

to  grow  or  become  pure,  to  be  pure  :  Caus.  pava- 
yati  oTpdvayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  aplpavat,  to  cleanse, 
purify:  Desid.  pupushati,  -te,  pipavishate  :  Desid. 
of  Caus.  pipdvayixhati  ;  [cf.  Gr.  notvrj,  a-irotva, 
irvp,  irvp-f-ra-s,  iivp-a,  jrvp-aos,  mpp6-i  :  Lat.  pu- 
ru-s,  pu-tu-s,  pitta-re,  posna,  punio,  pcenitet, 
perhaps  pi-u-s,  ex-pia-re,  pia-culu-m,  pru-na: 

Umbr.  p{r,  'fire:'  Goth.  /on=Old  Germ.  /<«;•  = 
Angl.  Sax.  fyr  •=  Mod.  Germ.  feuer  =  Eng.  fire: 

Old  Germ,  bar,  '  pure  :'  Lith.  pus-tas,  '  desert  ;' 
pits-tail,  '  I  sharpen  :'  Bohem.  pyr,  '  glowing 

ashes.'] 2.  pit,  its,  us,  u,  cleansing,  purifying,  clarifying 
(at  the  end  of  comps.  ;  cf.  anna-pu,  uda-pu,  l;eta~ 

pu,  ghrita-pu'). 
i.  pitta,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  rt.  pvy,  p.  590), 

made  clean  or  pure,  purified,  pure,  cleaned,  cleansed, 
clean,  washed  ;  threshed,  winnowed  ;  expiated, 
atoned  for  ;  bright  ;  contrived,  invented,  composed  ; 

guarded,  defended?  ;  (am),  n.  truth,  speaking  truth  ; 
(as),  m.  a  conch-shell;  white  Kusa  grass;  the  plant 
Flacourtia  Sapida;  (rta),  m.  du.  the  buttocks,  (in 

this  sense  a  wrong  reading  for  jiuta)  ',  (d),  f.  an 
epithet  of  Durga.  —  1'uta-kratd,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman  ; 
[cf.  the  two  following  words.]  —  Putaliraiayi,  f. 
the  wife  of  POta-kratu;  the  wife  of  Indra.  —  Piita- 

hratu,  us,  m.  '  of  clear  intellect,'  N.  of  a  man  ;  an 
epithet  of  Indra.  —  I'uta-r/andha,  as,  m.  a  species 
of  plant  (  =  forrara).  —  Puta-trina,  am,  n.  white 

Kusa  grass  ;  [cf.  punya-tr  ina.]  —  Puta-daksha, 

as,  a,  am,  Ved.  '  pure-willed,  pure-minded,'  an epithet  of  the  Adityas  and  other  gods;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  descendant  of  Aivgiras,  author  of  the  hymn 
Rig-veda  VIII.  83.  —  Puta-dakslias,  as,  as,  OK, 

Ved.  '  pure-minded,'  an  epithet  of  the  Adityas. 
—  Puta-dru,  us,  m.  *  pure  tree,'  the  tree   Butea 
Frondosa    (—palafa,    but   possibly    ft.    2.   pita). 

—  Piita-d/iauya,  am,  n.  '  winnowed  grain,'  sesa- 

a,  a,  a,  purified  or  freed  from  sin.  —  Puta-phala, 

as,  m.  '  pure-fruited,'  the  Jaka  or  bread-fruit  tree, 
Artocarpus  Integrifolia  i—panasa}.  — Puta-ban- 
dhana,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  attached  to  that  which  is 

pure  (Say.  =*putam  sftryam  anubadhnat).  —  Puta- 
bandhu,  us,  us,  u,  of  pure  descent,  of  noble  race ; 

(Say.  =puta-etotra,  accepting  pious  praise.)  —  Puta- 
bhrit,  t,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  vessel  which  receives 

the  Soma  juice  after  it  has  been  strained.  —  Puta- 

mati,  is,  m.  '  pure-minded,'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Puta-yai'am,  ind.  at  the  time   of  winnowing 

barley ;  [cf.  puyamdna-yaram.]  —  Putatma-ta,  f. 

personal  purity,  purity  of  soul.  —  Putdtman  (°ta- 
dt°),  a,  a,  a,  pure-minded,  personally  pure;   (a), 
m.  a  pure  or  purified  person,  saint,  ascetic ;  a  man 
of  a  cleanly  person,  a  man  purified  by  ablution. 

l.puti,  is,  f.  (for  2.  see  rt.  pity,  p.  590),  purity, 

purification.  —  Puti-dhdnya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  con- 
taining winnowed  corn;  (probably  a  wrong  reading 

for  puta-dhdnya.) 

Putrima,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  purified,  pure,  clean. 
Putva,  ind.  having  purified,  having  bathed  or 

washed  one's  self  (—snatTa). 

Puna,  as,  a,  am,  destroyed  (=vi-nashfa). 
Puni,  is,  f.  purifying,  cleansing  (?) ;  [cf.  I.  puti.] 

Puyamana-yavam,  ind.  at  the  time  of  winnowing 
barley ;  [cf.  puta-yavam.] 

^3.  pii,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  i.  pa),  drinking 
(in  agre-pu,  q.  v.). 

1JT  puga,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  is  pii; 
but  cf.  punja),  an  association,  union,  assembly,  cor- 

poration ;  a  heap,  quantity,  multitude ;  disposition, 

property,  nature ;  the  Areca  or  betel-nut  tree,  Areca 
Catechu  [cf.  tdmbula]  ;  the  Jaka  tree,  Artocarpus 
Integrifolia  ;  =  dhanda  or  Hhandas  ;  (at),  m.  pi.  a 

number  of  persons ;  (am),  n.  the  Areca-nut,  com- 
monly called  betel-nut.  -~Puga-krita,  as,  a,  am, 

made  into  a  heap  or  collection,  assembled,  collected, 

heaped.  —  Puga-pdtra,  am,  n.  a  betel-box  (= 
pharuvaka);  a  spitting-pot,  spittoon  (commonly 

called  pikddim).  —  Puga-pitha,  am,  n.  '  betel- 
stool,'  a  spitting-pot,  spittoon  (chewing  the  Pan 
producing  an  increased  excretion  of  saliva).  —  Puga- 
pushpikd,  f.  betel-nut  and  flowers  (presented  to  the 
principal  guests  at  a  marriage  festival).— Piiga-phala, 
am,  n.  the  fruit  of  the  Areca  Catechu,  the  Areca-nut. 
—  Puga-rota,  as,  m.  or  puga-rotaka,  as  or  am, 

m.  or  n.  (?),  '  resembling  the  Areca  Catechu,'  the 
marshy  date  tree,  Phcenix  or  Elate   Paludosa   (  = 
hintdla;    also   read  puga-vofa).  —  Puga-vaira, 
am,  n.  enmity  against  many. 

Piigatitha,  as,  t,  am,  see  PSn.V.  2,  52;  [cf. 
yanatitha,  bahutitha.] 

J'ui/ya,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  be- 

longing to  a  multitude. 

puj,  cl.  10.  P.  pujayati  (ep.  also 
N  cl.  10.  A.  piijayate,  and  cl.  I.  P.  pujati), 

apupiijat,  pujaijitnm,  to  adore,  honour,  revere, 
reverence,  worship,  respect,  receive  with  honour,  re- 

ceive hospitably ;  to  take  notice  of,  regard ;  to  honour 
with,  pre--ent  with  (e.g.  ralnaih  pujayed  enam, 
he  should  honour  him  with  a  present  of  gems). 
Pujaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  honouring,  worshipping, 

respecting,  a  worshipper  (often  used  in  comps. ;  cf. 

<lera-p°). 
Pujat,  an,  antl,  at,  reverencing,  honouring ;  wor- 

shipping, -x. \Pujana^ /am,  n.  reverencing,  honouring;  wor- 

shipping,'worstiip,  respect ;  showing  attention  (to  a visitor),  treating  with  respect  or  hospitality ;  an  object 
of  reverence ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  female  bird  a  friend  of 

king  Brahma-datta ;  a  hen-sparrow. 
Pujaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  revered  or  honoured, 

entitled  to  homage ;  venerable,  honourable ;  to  be 
worshipped,  adorable ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  female  bird 

a  friend  of  king  Brahma-datta. 
Pujaydna,  as,  d,  am,  honouring,  reverencing. 

Pujayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  honoured  or  wor- 
mum.  —  Pitta-papa,  as,  a,  am,  or  puta'-pdpman,  i  shipped,  deserving  honour  or  worship,  venerable. 
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purana-kdsyapa. 

Pujayitrt,  ta,  tn,  tri,  honouring,  worshipping, 
a  worshipper. 

I'iijityiti'd,  ind.  having  honoured  or  worshipped. 
I'ujfi,  (.  honour,  worship,  respect,  culture,  rever- 

ence, veneration,  homage  to  superiors  or  adoration 

of  the  gods.  —  Pnjd-khantla,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work. 

—  Pujd-pradipa,  as,  m. '  lamp  of  worship,'  N.  of 
a  work.  —  Pujdrha  (°jd-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  worthy 
of  reverence  or  honour,  worshipful,  venerable,  re- 

spectable, sacred.  —  P&jd-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  enjoying 
honour  or  distinction. 

I'iijita,  as,  a,  am,  honoured,  respected,  rever- 
enced ;  worshipped,  adored ;  frequented ;  recom- 

mended ;  acknowledged ;  endowed.  —  Pujita-pu- 
jaka,  a»,  ikd,  am,  honouring  the  honoured  or  what 
is  honoured  (by  others). 

Pujila,  as,  a,  am,  venerable,  respectable,  wor- 
shipful ;  (as),  m.  a  god,  deity. 

Pujya,  as,  il,  am,  to  be  honoured,  honourable, 
respectable,  venerable ;  fit  for  or  deserving  adoration, 

worshipful ;  (as),  m.  a  father-in-law.  —  Pujya-td,  f. 
or  pujya-tva,  am,  n.  venerableness.  honourableness, 
the  being  entitled  to  honour.  —  Pujya-pujd,  f. 
honouring  those  worthy  of  honour.  —  Pujyapuja- 
vyatikrama,  as,  m.  neglecting  to  honour  those 
worthy  of  honour, 

Pujyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  honoured  or  re- 
spected ;  being  adored  or  worshipped. 

"am  pun  [cf.  rt.  put],  cl.  10.  P.  puna- 
C\   \  yati,  -yitum,  to  collect  or  heap  together, 

accumulate. 

^c(  put,  ind.  an  onomatopoetic  word  ex- 
pressive of  blowing  or  hard  breathing,  a  puff. 

Put-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -karate,  -kartum,  to 

blow,  puff,  breathe  hard ;  to  recover  breath.  —  Put- 
kartu-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  wishing  to  blow  or  breathe. 
—  Put-kdn,  (.  a  N.  of  Sarasvati ;  of  the  capital  of 
the  Nagas  or  serpent  race. 

^puta,puti.  See  p.  589  and  col.  2.  of  this  p. 

MrlHI  piitana,  f.,  N.  of  a  female  demon 

(said  to  cause  a  particular  disease  in  children ;  she 
was  sent  by  Kansa  to  destroy  the  infant  Krishna, 
and  having  assumed  a  pleasing  form  [according  to 
Hari-varjsa  3423,  Sakunl-vesa-dhSrim]  appeared  to 
the  child  and  offered  him  her  poisoned  breast  to 
suck,  which  he  seized  and  held  till  he  had  sucked 

away  her  life ;  she  is  enumerated  among  the  Mstris 
attending  upon  Skanda,  and  associated  with  Sakuni 

as  a  daughter  of  Bali ;  cf.  a»dha-p°,  ahi-p°,  kata- 
p°,  gatutha-p°) ;  a  kind  of  disease,  atrophy  and 
wasting  in  a  child  (ascribed  to  the  demon  Putana) ; 
yellow  myrobalan,  Terminalia  Chebula  or  Citrina 

(=harltakl);  a  species  of  Valeriana  (<=gandha- 
Hiunxi).  —  PutatM-mokshuna-prastara,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Brahma-vaivarta-Purana. 

—  Piitandri  (°na-ari),  is,  m.  'enemy  of  POtana,' 
an  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Putand-sudana,  as,  m. 

'  destroyer  of  PQtana,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  7'«- 
taiia-ltan,  a,  m.  '  slayer  of  Putana,'  an  epithet  of Krishna. 

I'atanikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  female  demon  (=piitana). 

V[ri<;i^>  pTitn-duru.  us,  m.  the  tree  Butea 
Krondosa  (^palaia;  cf. puta-dru,  p.  589). 

151  putu-dru,  us,  m.  a  species  of  tree,= 

pitu-ddru  =  khadira  or  according  to  others  il<  no- 
tlaru;  («),  n.  the  fruit  of  this  tree. 

^ftl^iT  puthika,  f.  a  species  of  culinary 
plant. 

^  piipa,  as,  m.  a  cake,  a  sort  of  hread  ; 

[cf.  ajiu/,u.'\  —  Pupa-tala,  f.  a  cake  room,  baker's 
shop  (according  to  Kulluka  =  a/;K/>«-i-i7.-mJ/«-f<'>'- 
man).  —  PupCulttnliU  (pa-auk0),  f.  the  eighth  day 
of  the  wane  of  the  moon  after  the  day  AgrahSyani. 

I'l'i /in! ii  or  i:ii/,nllkd  or  jiu/ui/l,  (.  a  kind  of 
sweet  cake  fried  with  ghee  or  oil,  a  rich  cake  of 
wheaten  flour. 

Pupalika,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  cake. 
Pupdlt,  f.  a  sort  of  cake  or  biscuit  made  of  meal 

or  barley  half  baked  or  fried. 

1'upilsd,  f.  a  sort  of  cake  half  baked  or  fried  in 
oil  or  ghee. 

Puplya  or  piipya,  as,  a,  am,  see  Gana  to  Pan. V.I,  4- 

pity,  cl.  i.  P.  A.piiyati,  -te,pupuya, 
-ye,  puyiihyati,  -te,  puyitum,  Ved.  to 

become  foul  or  putrid,  to  putrefy,  stink ;  to  be  dis- 
solved ;  to  split  or  cleave  (?) ;  [cf.  Zend  pit,  '  to 

stink  ;'  pn.i-ti,  '  putridness :'  Gr.  mj-0-tu,  irvO-o-^at, 
w8-f-Suv,  Hv$-w,  TlvOtaf,  TTV-O-V,  irvf-oi,  irvos : 
Lit.  pits,  piis-<'iiiu-s,  pur-u-lentu-s,  put-eo,  puter, 

put-i-du-s,pud-(re:  Gotii.fiU-s, '  foul :'  Old  Norse 
fui,  'putridness;'  fiili-i,  'a  stench:'  Angl.  Sax. 
/ui  =  Eng.  /ou?=Mod.  Germ,  faiil:  Lith.  p&-ti, 
'  to  putrefy  ;'  pu-d-au, '  1  cause  to  putrefy ;'  pa-lei, 
'  pus  :'  Hib.  putar,  '  putrid,  stinking.'] 

2.  pitta,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  see  rt.  I.  pit,  p.  589), 

putrid,  foul-smelling,  ill-smelling,  fetid,  stinking. 
2.  puti,  is,  is,  i  (for  I.  see  rt.  I.  pu,  p.  589), 

putrid,  foul-smelling,  slinking,  fetid,  ill-smelling; 
(is),  f.  a  stench,  stink,  fetor ;  putrefaction ;  (i),  n. 
filthy  water,  suds ;  ichor,  pus,  matter ;  the  substance 
called  civet ;  a  species  of  grass,  =  rohisha  ;  (i),  ind. 
an  expression  of  censure  or  blame  (after  a  verb,  see 

Scholiast  on  P5n.  Vlll.  i,  69).  —  Puti-karaja  or 

puti-karatija,  as,  m.  a  species  of  shrub,  Guilandina 
Bonducella.  ~l'uti-karna  or  putikarniilta,  as,  m. 
or  putiltarna-td,  f.  a  disease  of  the  ear  accompanied 
with  a  discharge  of  putrid  mMer.  —  Puti-kashlha 
or  putikdshthaka,  am,  n.  a  species  of  pine,  Pinus 

Deodora  ( =  deva-darit) ;  Pinus  Longifolia.  —  Put i- 

klta,  as,  m.  *  stinking  insect,'  a  species  of  insect. 
—  Puli-gandha,  as,  m.  a  fetid  odour,  stench,  fetor ; 
sulphur;   the  plant  Terminalia  Catappa,  =.iii-<in*l  >  ; 
(am),   n.  tin ;   sulphur ;   (as,  <i,  am),  having  an 
offensive  smell,  fetid,  foul-smelling,  stinking.  —  Puti- 

t/andhi,  is,  is,  i,  ill-smelling,  having  an  offensive 
smell,  fetid,  stinking.  —  Puti-ijandhika,  as,  a,  am, 
having  an  offensive  smell,  stinking,  fetid  ;  (d),  f.  the 

plant  Serratula  Anthelminthica  (  =  vdkuill).—  Puti- 

ghdsa,  as,  m.   '  eating   putrid   food,'  a  species  of 
animal  living  in  trees.  —  Puti-taild,  f.  'containing 
ill-scented    oil,'    heart-pea,   Cardiospermum    Halica- 
cabum.  —  Puti-tea,  am,  n.  putrid  state,   stinking. 

—  1'iiti-nasya,  am,  n.  'fetid  exhalation  from  the 
nostrils,'  a  kind  of  disease  of  the  nose  attended  with 
offensive   breath ;    (sometimes  wrongly  spelt  pfita- 
nasya.)  — I'iitt-nu*d-f[(tdii,  an,  m.  'fetid  disease  of 
the  nose,'  a  kind  of  disease  in  the  nose  attended 
with  offensive   breath.  —  Puti-ndsika,  as,  a,  am, 

having  a  fetid  nose.  —  Piili-pattra,  as,  m.  'having 
ill-smelling  leaves,'  a  species  of  plant,  a  variety  of  the 
SyonSka.  —  J'uli-pw/i/'lka,  f.  'having  ill-smelling 
blossoms,'  a  variety  of  the  common  citron  (Citrus 
Medica).  —  Piiti-phala,   05,  d,  am,   bearing   ill- 
smelling  fruit ;    (a  or  I),  f.  a  species  of  medicinal 

plant,  Serratula   Anthelmiuthka.  —  I'ifti-mai/uri/.ri, 
(.  a  species  of  plant  (~>aja-gandha).~  Piitl-m/inxii, 
am,  n.  dead  or  decayed  flesh.  —  1'uti-mas/ia,  at, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  I'llli-niuk/a,  as  or  am,  m.  or 
n. (?),  evacuation  by  &oo\.  —  Piiti-mrittika,  as,  m. 

'  having  fetid  or  stinking  soil,'  N.  of  a  hell.  —  Piili- 
meda,  as,  m.  Vachellia  Farnesiana  (  =  ari-iii"la). 
—  Piiti-rxjju,  us,  f.,Ved.  (probably)  a  species  of 

plant.  —  Piiti-raklra,  as,  d,  am,  'fetid-mouthed,' 

having  offensive  breath.  —  PSt!vnk/rii-ti~i.  f.  the  hav- 
ing a  fetid  mouth  or  offensive  breath.  —  I'iiti-rald, 

as,  m.  foul  air,  a  fart ;  the  plant  /Egle  Marmelos. 

—  Pi'ifi-ri  /'/•>•//(/,  a^,  m.  '  ill-scented  tree,' Calosan- 
thes   Indica.  —  Pfit't-erniia,   am,  n.   a  foul   ulcer. 
—  Puti-sarijii,  f.  a  polecat,  civet-cat. ~Pii1i-xi'ii}- 
jaya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people;  (incorrectly  spelt 

putl'Srii'ijaya.)  —  Piiti-kitraja  and  puti-kiirmijit 
=  puti-karajfi,  q.  v.  —  J'ntii-aiida,  a*,  m.  '  having 
stinking  eggs,'  an  insect  with  a  fetid  smell,  the  flying 
bug ;  the  musk-deer. 

1'utika;  as,  a,  am,  foul,  stinking,  putrid ;  (as), 

m.  a  species  of  plant  serving  as  a  substitute  for  thf 
Soma  plant,  grey  bonduc,  Guilandina  Bonducella, 

=  put i-kuraja ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  pot-herb, 
Basella  Lucida  (=ttpodikd,  potikd,  potaki);  a 

polecat,  civet-cat,  =  marjdrt;  (am),  n.  ordure, excrement. 

Pulika,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  serving  as  a 
substitute  for  the  Soma  plant,  Guilandina  Bonducella  ; 

the  polecat,  civet-cat;  («),  f.  a  pot-herb,  Basella 
Rubra  and  Lucida.  —  1'utika-mukha,  a*,  m.  a 

bivalve  shell.  —  P&tikeirara-tirtlia  ( '  ka-ii"),  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha  on  the  banks  of  the  Reva  -or Narmada. 

Puya,  as,  a,m,  m.  n.  pus,  purulent  matter,  sup- 
puration, discharge  from  an  ulcer  or  wound.  —  Pnya- 

bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  eating  purulent  carcasses.  —  P«ya- 

rakta,  as,  m.,  scil.  roga,  *  having  purulent  blood,' 
a  kind  of  disease  of  the  nose  with  discharge  of  puru- 

lent blood  or  sanies ;  (am),  n.  discharge  of  sanies 
from  the  nostrils;  ichor,  sanies.  —  Puya-vaha,  as, 

m.  '  filthy-streamed,'  N.  of  a  hell  (in  which  filthy 
water  flows).  —  Puya-sonita,  am,  n.  purulent  blood, 

ichor,  sanies.  —  Puydri  (°ya-ari),  is,  m.  'hostile 
to  suppuration,'  the  Nimb  tree,  Azadirachta  Indica 
(the  leaves  of  which  are  used  to  produce  dis- 

persion or  absorption  of  purulent  matter).  ~*Puya- 

lasa  (°ya-al°),  as,  m.  a  particular  disease  of  the 
juncture  of  the  eye ;  suppuration  at  the  joints,  white 

swelling.  —  Piiyoda  (°ya-uda),  as,  m.  '  having 
stinking  water,'  N.  of  a  hell ;  [cf.  puya-vdha.] 

Puyana,  am,  n.  pus,  discharge  from  a  wound 
or  sore. 

•or  pur,  cl.  10.  P.purayati,  -yitum,  more 
O^i  properly  regarded  as  a  Caus.  of  rt.  pri,  q.v. 

Pura,  as,  d,  am,  filling,  making  full  (e.g.  pdni- 
purdnna,  food  that  fills  the  hand,  i.  e.  a  handful  of 
food);  (as),  m.  filling,  making  full;  satisfying, 
contenting,  making  content ;  the  swelling  or  rising 
of  a  river  or  of  the  sea,  flood,  a  large  quantity  of 
water,  a  piece  of  water,  lake;  (metaphorically)  a 

stream,  flood  (as  of  tears  or  blood,  cf.  <v«A //»-/<  .  ,•«/.•- 
tilnt1ni-p°) ;  acake  ;  drawing  in  breath  slowly  through 
the  nose  (as  a  religious  exercise) ;  the  cleansing  or 
healing  of  ulcers  or  wounds ;  the  citron  tree ;  (am), 
n.  a  kind  of  incense,  =  ddhaguru ;  (an,  d,  am), 

m.  f.  n.  a  sort  of  unleavened  cake  fried  with  ghee 

or  oil ;  [cf.  vrikshdmla,  kani<i-]f.]  —  J'urtt-l.'iim- liliiihii-refaka,  ils  or  iun,  m.  or  n.  pi.  (?),  inhaling, 

suspending  and  exhaling  the  breath.  —  Piira-krita, 

as,  d,  am,  filled.  —  Purdmla  (° ra-am"),  am,  n. 
=  amla-pw'a  or  rn'A'sAam/a.  —  Purotplda  (Va- 
t'f  **.  ''*,  m.  excess  or  superabundance  of  water. 
1'ilriika,  as,  d,  am,  filling,  completing,  that 

which  fills  or  completes ;  filling  up  ;  satisfying,  mak- 

ing content ;  (as),  m.  (in  arithmetic)  the  multiplier  ; 
a  cake  of  meal  offered  at  the  conclusion  of  the 

funeral  rites  or  oblations  to  the  Manes;  dosing  the 

right  nostril  and  drawing  up  air  through  the  left  as 
a  religious  ceremonial;  a  citron,  Cilrus  Medica  (  = 

fljn-/iiirn  or  r~ijn-pftml;n). I'iinnia,  itf,  1.  am,  filling,  filling  up,  completing  ; 

satisfying :  drawing  (a  bow) ;  (in  gram.)  an  epithet 

of  the  ordinal  numbers  from  drit'iya  upwards  (so 
called  as  'filling  out  or  completing');  (as),  m.  a 
dam,  dike,  causeway,  bridge ;  the  ocean ;  a  medi- 

cinal oil  or  embrocation  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  a  man  with 

the  patronymic  Vaisvamitra,  author  of  the  hymn 
Rig-veda  X.  1 60;  (I),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga ;  the 
silk-cotton  tree,  Bombax  Heptaphyllum  ;  an  ordinal 
number  in  the  feminine  gender;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 

filling,  filling  out,  filling  up,  completing  or  making 
up,  supplying  a  deficiency ;  puffing  or  swelling  up ; 
(in  medicine)  injection  of  fluids ;  with  i/hanushah, 
filling  out,  i.e.  drawing  or  bending  a  bow;  furnishing, 
decorating  with ;  fulfilling;  multiplication  (in  arith- 

metic) ;  rain,  raining ;  a  sort  of  cake ;  funeral 
cake ;  a  species  of  fragrant  grass,  Cyperus  Rotmidus 
(  =  l;ii'aiut(ita):  the  cross  threads  in  weaving 

cloth,  warp;  [cf.  a-p°,  karna-p".  nirvdna-p°, 
&c.].  —  Purai%ia-kaxyapa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
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—  Purana-pratyaya,  as,  m.  (in  gram.)  an  affix 
forming  an  ordinal. 

Ptiraiiiya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  filled  up,  to  be  com- 
pleted. 
Purayltavya.  as,  a,  am,  to  be  filled  or  filled  up ; 

to  be  satisfied. 

Purayitri,  Id,  tri,  tri,  one  who  fills  or  fills  up ; 
one  who  fulfils  or  satisfies ;  ((a),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu ;  of  Siva. 
Purayitvd,  ind.  having  filled  or  completed. 
Punka,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  kind  of  pastry,  a  sort  of 

unleavened  cake  fried  with  ghee  or  oil.  —  PurUcd- 

pupa  (°ka-ap0),  as,  m.  an  unleavened  cake. 
Purita,  as,  a,  am,  filled,  full,  complete ;  multi- 

plied;  overspread. 
Purin,  I,  ini,  i,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  filling, 

making  full,  filling  up. 
Purna,  as,  a,  am,  filled,  full,  filled  with,  full  of 

(e.g.  bhdnda-purndni  ydndni,  waggons  filled  with 
goods ;  sometimes  with  inst.  or  with  gen.,  e.  g. 
rattittd  purnah,  full  of  wealth ;  yhafa  apdm 
purnah,  a  pitcher  full  of  water) ;  fulfilled,  finished, 
ended,  accomplished;  completed,  complete,  all,  en- 

tire (e.  g.  data  purnam  iatanl,  full  ten  hundred)  ; 
past,  elapsed ;  satisfied,  contented ;  drawn,  bent  (as 

a  bow);  uttering  the  full  and  natural  cry,  full- 
sounding,  sonorous  (a  term  of  augury  applied  to  the 
cry  of  birds  and  sometimes  to  that  of  beasts ;  opposed 

to  dipta,  pra-dipta,  q.  v.) ;  strong,  powerful,  able  ; 
selfish,  self-indulgent;  (as),  m..  N.  of  a  Naga;  of  a 
Deva-gandharva ;  of  a  Buddhist  ascetic  frequently 
called  the  son  of  Maitrayam ;  («),  f.  an  epithet  of 
the  fifteenth  Kala  of  the  moon ;  of  the  fifth,  tenth, 
and  fifteenth  Tithis ;  N.  of  a  woman;  of  a  river; 
(am),  n.,  Ved.  fulness,  plenty,  abundance;  water. 

—  Purna-kansa,  as,  m.  a  full  cup.  —  Purna-kakud, 

t,  t,  t, '  full-humped,'  hump-backed.  —  Purna-kama, 
as,  (7,  am,  one  whose  wishes  are  fulfilled,  satisfied, 
satiated.  —  Purnakdma-td,  f.  contentment,  satiety. 
—  runm-kfiraiiti,   as,   a,  am,   filling,  satisfying. 
—  Purna-kuta  or  jiurna-kuta,  as,  m.,  Ved.  epiihet 
of  a  particular  class  of  birds.  —  P  urna-kumbha,  as, 
m.  a  full  cup  or  jar ;  a  water-vessel,  one  filled  with 
holy  water  used  at  the  consecration  of  a  king ;    a 
particular  mode  of  fighting ;  N.  of  a  Danava ;  (as, 

a,   am),   having   a   full   pitcher.  —  Purna-kosa,  f. 

'having  a  full  pod,'  a  species  of  plant.  —  Purna- 
Tcoshtka,  {.  a  species  of  Cyperus  ( =  ndgara-mustd). 

—  Puriia-galJiasti,  i»,  m.,  Ved.  'having  the  arms 
full,'  an  epithet  of  Savitri ;  (SHy.)  =  sampdrtia-dha- 
na-ha*tn,  whose  hands  are  full  of  wealth.  —  Pilr- 

iia-garb/id,    f.   pregnant,    gravid,    ready   to    bring 
forth.  —  Purtia-dartdra,  tts,  m.  the  full  moon;  N. 
of  a  Bodhi-sattva ;  of  an  author.  —  Piirnadandra- 
niriliri,  as,  a,  am,  like  or  resembling  the  full  moon. 

—  Purnafandranibhdnana  (°bha-dn°),  as,  il,  urn, 
having  a  face  or  countenance  like  the  full  moon. 
—  Purnafandra-prabhd,  f.  the  lustre  of  the  full 
moon.  —  Piirna-td,  f.  or  purna-tm,  am,  n.  fulness. 
—  Prtrna-tiina,  as,  a,  am,  full-quivered,   having 

the  quiver  {uU.  —  l'urna-darva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the 
ceremony  with   the    full    ladle.  —  Purr/a-deva,  as, 
m.,  N.   of  an  author.  —  Piirna-pdtra,  as,  am,  m. 
n.  a  full  vessel  or  cup ;  as  much  as  will  fill  a  vessel, 
a  cupful ;  a  particular  measure  of  capacity  (properly 
256  handfuls  of  rice;  it  may  also  be  composed  of  as 
much  as  will  satisfy  one  great  eater) ;  a  vessel  full  of 
rice  presented  at  a  sacrifice  to  the  superintending  and 
officiating  priests ;  a  box  or  basket  filled  with  clothes 
and  ornaments  scrambled  for  by  guests  and  relations 

at  a  festival  or  distributed  as  presents.  —  1'iirnapdti'a- 
inayrt,  as,  t,  am,  consisting  of  a  Purna-patra ;  piir- 
iiapdtra-mayam  vatah,  talking  about  full  vessels, 
i.e.  a  season  of  plenty.  —  I'urna-praj/ia,  as,  m., 

N.    of  an   author.  — J'iirnaprajiia-dars'ana,   am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Sarva-darsana-sangraha. 

—  Purna-bhadra,  as,  m.  '  completely  happy,'  N. 
of  a  serpent-demon  ;  of  a  man  ;  of  the  father  of  the 

Yaksha  Hari-kesa.  —  I'urna-md,  f.  (ma  contracted 
fr.  mdna),  the  day  or  night  of  full  moon ;  [cf.  pur- 

/ii'md.]  —  Purna-manasa,  as,  a,  am,  satisfied  or 

contented    in    mind,    having    the    mind    satisfied, 
satisfied.  —  Piirna-mds,  as,   m.,  Ved.   full   moon. 
—  Purna-mdsa,   as,   m.    full    moon ;    a    monthly 
sacrifice  or  ceremony  performed  on  the  day  of  full 
moon  ;  Full  Moon  personified  as  a  son  of  Dhatri  and 

Anu-mati ;    (i),  f.  the  day  or  night  of  full  moon. 
—  I'unnt-muklia,  as,  m.  'full-faced,'  N.  of  a  ser- 

pent-demon. —  Purna-yoga,   as,    m.   a   particular 
mode  of  fighting. —  Punia-vandkura,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  having  the  chariot-seat  filled  ;  (Say.)  =  dhanaih 
puritena   rathena  yuktah.  —  Purna-vapus,  us, 

us,  us,  '  full-bodied,'  corpulent ;   (with  nitfd-kara) 
the  full  moon.  —  Piirna-varman,  a,  m. '  completely 

mail-clad,'  N.  of  a  man.  —  Punm-vlja,  as,  m. '  full- 
kerneled,'  a   citron.  —  Purna-raindi!ika,   as,   m. 
an  epithet  of  Buddhists  (as  maintaining  the  doc- 

trine of  absolute  annihilation,  =  nan'a-l'aind^ika). 
—  Purna-Sruti,   is,  is,  i,   having  the  ears  filled. 
—  1'urifa-samaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Kshapanaka 
who    identified    time    with    the    Supreme    Being. 

—  Purna-saugandha,   as,   m.,   N.   of    a   man. 
—  Piirna-homa,  as,  m.  =  piirndhuti,  q.v.  —  Pur- 

nditka  (°na-an°),  as,  m.  '  a  full  figure  or  number," 
an  integer.  —  Piirndnka-ganita,  am,  n.  arithmetic 

of  integers.  —  Purndngada  (°na-an°).  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  serpent-demon.— Purndnjali  (°na-aii°),  is,  m.,Ved. 
'  full  arijali,'  two  handfuls.  —  Piirndnaka  (°na-dn"), 
am,  n.  '  full  drum,'  a  drum  ;  the  sound  of  a  drum  ; 
clothes  and  garlands  presented  to  friends  at  a  feast  (in 
this  sense  also  spelt  purndlaka  ;  cf.  purna-pdtra) ; 
a  vessel;    a  moon-beam.  —  Purna-nadl,  f.,  N.  of 

a  sacred  river.  —  Piryabfiildiha  (°na-abh°),  as, 
a,  am,  whose  wishes  are  fulfilled,  satisfied,  contented. 

—  Piiniamritd  ("na-am°),  f.  epithet  of  the  six- 
teenth Kala  of  the  moon.  —  Purndyata  (°na-dy°), 

as,  a,  am,  completely  bent  (as  a  bow) ;    a  bow 

that  is  completely  bent.  —  Purniiyui  (°na-ay°),  us, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Gandharva.  —  1'iinjdrtlia   (°««-ar°), 
as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  attained  his  object  or  whose 

wishes  have  been  realized.  —  Purnatfd  (°na-ds'd),  f., 
N.  of  a  river.— Purndhuti  (°na-dU°),  is,  f.,  Ved. 
'  complete  oblation,'  an  offering  made  with  a  full 
ladle.  —  Purndhutika,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  relating  to 
an   offering   made  with   a   full    ladle.  —  Piirnendu 

("nii-iii"),  us,  m.  the  full  moon.  —  Purnendu-bim- 
bdnana  (°ba-dn°),  as,  a,  am,  having  a  face  like 
the  disk  of  the  full  moon.  —  Prirnendu-radana, 

ni>,  d,  am,  having  a  face  like  the  full  moon.  —  Pur- 

notbita   (°na-ut°),   as,    m.,  N.   of  a   mountain. 
—  Purnotsanga  (°na-uf),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  Purnodard  (°na-ud°),  1.  'full-bellied,'  N.  of  a 
deity.  —  J'iirnopamd  (°iia-up°),  f.  a  complete  com- 

parison (containing  the  four  requisites,  upamdna, 

tipamcyn,   sadhdrana-dJurrma,  and    upamd-vd- 
niku  or  iadriilyu-pratipadaka  ;  opposed  to  lup- 
topamd). 
Pdrnaia,  ae,  a,  am,  filled,  full;  (as),  m.  a 

species  of  tree;  the  blue  jay  (  =  srarna-diidn) ;  a 
cock ;  (ikd),  f.  a  species  of  bird  described  as  having 
a  double  or  cleft  beak  (also  called  nasa-chinni). 

PiinialuJca,  am,  n.  clothes  and  ornaments  dis- 
tributed or  scrambled  for  at  a  feast;  [cf.  purnd- 

iiaku,  piirna-pritra.} 
Purniman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  brother  of  Kasyapa 

and  son  of  Marici  and  Kala. 

Pitrnitnd,  f.  (fr.  purni  for  purna  and  md  a 
contraction  of  mdsa),  the  day  or  night  of  full  moon. 
—  Purnhnd-dina,  am,  n.  the  day  of  full  moon. 

—  I'iiniimdnta  (°md-an°),  as,  m.  the  end  of  the 
day  of  full  moon.  —  Purnimd-rdtri,  is,  f.  the  night 
of  full  moon. 

I'ifrnimdsi,  f,  (according  to  some)  —paurna- 
mdsi,  q.  v. 

JTirm-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make 
complete. 

Pdrta,  as,  a,  am,  filled,  full,  complete,  completed, 
perfected ;  covered,  concealed ;  (am),  n.  fulfilling, 
fulfilment ;  granting ;  the  act  of  nourishing  or 
cherishing ;  rewarding,  a  reward  ;  merit ;  a  merito- 

rious work,  an  act  of  pious  liberality  (as  feeding  a 
Brahman,  digging  a  well,  planting  a  grove,  building 

a  temple) ;  nourishing,  cherishing ;  N.  of  a  work  on 
the  digging  of  wells  &c.  by  Kamalakara  ;  [cf.  ishld- 
puria.]  —  Purta-kamaldkara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work  mentioned  in  the  Sfldra-dharma-tattva. 

Purti,  is,  I.  filling,  fulfilling,  accomplishing ;  ful- 
ness, completion,  accomplishment;  satiety,  satisfac- 

tion; (Ved.)  granting,  rewarding,  reward.  —  Purti- 
kdma,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  desirous  of  a  grant  or reward. 

Purlin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  possessing  the  merit  of 
pious  liberality  [cf.  purta] ;  filling,  completing ; 
effective. 

Purya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  filled  or  satisfied. 

'"TJj  puru,  MS,  m.,  Ved.  (connected  with 
purusJia,  purusfta),  a  man,  people ;  N.  of  a  tribe 

associated  with  the  Yadus,  Turvas'as,  Druhyus ;  epi- 
thet of  a  class  of  demons ;  N.  of  an  ancient  prince 

the  son  of  Yayati  and  SarmishthS  ;  of  a  son  of 
Manu  and  Nadvala ;  of  a  son  of  Jahnu ;  of  a  de- 

scendant of  Atri  and  author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda V.  16,  17. 

Piirusha  =purusha,  q.  v. 

t&  <\piir-dvar,  piir-dvara,  &c.     See  un- der 3.pnr,  p.  583,  col.  3. 

r; 

MCI  purv  or piirb.    See  rt. purv,  p.  586. 

ij^  piirva  or  purba,  as,  d,  am  (connected 
with  purd,  puras,  but  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  pun; 
declined  like  a  pronominal  when  implying  relative 
position  whether  in  place  or  time,  see  Pan.  I.  I,  34, 
but  the  nom.  pi.  may  be  either  purve  or  purvds, 

the  abl.  sing,  either  purvasmdt  or  purvat,  the  loc. 
sing,  either  punasmin  or  purve),  being  before  or 
in  front  of,  fore,  first,  foremost ;  eastern,  easterly,  to 
the  east  of;  previous  to,  earlier  than  (with  abl.)  ; 

former,  prior,  anterior,  preceding,  antecedent  (in 
these  senses  frequently  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  and 

then  translatable  by  '  formerly,'  e.  g.  adhya-purva, 
formerly  wealthy ;  danianlya-puna,  formerly 
handsome ;  often  after  a  past  pass,  part.,  cf.  adrish- 

ta-p°,  krita-p°,  driehta-p°) ;  first  (in  a  series), 
lowest,  initial  (opposed  to  uttara)  ;  ancient,  cus- 

tomary, hitherto  prevalent;  foregoing,  aforesaid, 
before-mentioned ;  preceded  by,  accompanied  by, 

attended  with  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  pnti-p°, 

buddhi-p°,  mridu-p°,  smita-p°;  often  used  ad- 
verbially with  the  termination  of  the  neut.,  e.  g. 

mati-purvam,  knowingly,  intentionally) ;  full,  all, 

entire  (wrongly  for  purna}  ',  (as),  m.  an  ancestor, 
forefather ;  N.  of  a  prince  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  ancients, 

ancestors ;  («),  f.,  scil.  did,  the  east ;  epithet  of  a 
country  to  the  east  of  Madhya-desa ;  a  collective 
epithet  of  the  Nakshatras  Purva-phalguni,  POrva- 
shfulha,  and  Purva-bhadra-pada  ;  (am),  n.  the  fore 

part,  a  particular  high  number  (applied  to  a  period 
of  years) ;  N.  of  the  most  ancient  of  the  Jaina 
writings  (of  which  fourteen  are  enumerated) ;  N.  of 
a  Tantra ;  an  ancient  tradition ;  (am),  ind.  before 

(with  abl.  or  gen.),  beforehand,  formerly,  hitherto, 
previously,  antecedently  (in  these  senses  frequently 
at  the  beginning  of  a  comp.,  cf.  puna-kdriii, 
jii/i -/<J:ta) ',  immemorially ;  adya  purvam,  until 
now,  hitherto;  purvam — tatas,  first — then;  jiiir- 
vam — pattat,  previously — afterwards ;  puroam — 
upari,  previously — subsequently ;  purvam — adhu- 
na  or  purvam — adya,  formerly — now ;  (ena),  ind. 
(opposed  to  (tparena ;  with  ace.,  gen.,  or  abl.)  in 
front,  before;  to  the  east,  eastward  of;  tatah  pur- 
vena,  to  the  east  of  that;  [cf.  Zend  panurva; 

Slav,  pruvuj ;  Russ.  pervyi,  'first;'  Hib.  foirfc, 
'old,  ancient,  perfect,  worthy.']  —  Piirva-karman, 
a,  n.  a  former  work ;  preparation ;  actions  done 
in  a  former  state  of  being.  —  Purva-kalpa,  as, 
m.  the  preceding  or  af  jresaid  manner ;  former 
times.  —  Purra-kdma-kritran,  a,  art,  a,  Ved.  ful- 

filling former  wishes.  —  1'urva-kdya,  as,  m.  the  fore 
part  of  the  body  (of  animals) ;  the  upper  part  of  the 

body  (of  men).  —  Purva-kdrin,  I,  ini,  i,  active  at 
first.  —  Puna-kola,  as,  m.  earlier  time,  former 
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purva-su. timcs ;  (as,  a,  am),  belonging  to  former  times, 
spoken  of  or  mentioned  before.  —  Piirvakala-td,  f. 
priority  in  time.  —  Piirratalika,  as,  a,  am,  or 

j"~iiral;ii!nm,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  former 
times,  ancient.  ••  I'ui-rn-knththa,  f.  the  eastern 
quarter,  the  eait.  —  Plirra-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  active 
from  ancient  times  (according  to  Mah!-dhara  =  j«7r- 
nifya  kartriJ.  —  J'iirm-kritu,  as,  a,  am,  done 
formerly  or  in  a  prior  existence,  previous ;  (am),  n. 
an  action  done  in  former  times  or  in  a  former  birth. 

—  Pirva-kritcan,  a,  art,  a,  Ved.  acting  before- 
hand.— Purva-koli=pilrvdnta,  (perhaps)  the  start- 

ing-point —  Purva-ga,  as,  a,  am,  going  before, 
preceding;   belonging  to  what  precedes.  —  Purra- 

gairyd,  (.  '  eastern  GarrgS,'  epithet  of  the  NarmadS 
or  RevS  river.  —  Puna-gala,  as,  a,  am,  gone  be- 

fore,  preceding;    (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Jaina   work 
belonging  to  the  Dnshti-vSda.  —  Puna-yatcan,  a, 
nri,  a,  Ved.  going  to  meet ;  (Say.)  =purato  gantd 
dutah.  —  Purvan-gama,  at,  a,  am,  going  before, 
preceding.  —  Puna-tit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  piling  up  first, 
preceding  in  piling  up;    (also   incorrectly  purca- 
<!itta.)  —  Pun;a-<!itti,  is,  f.  (in  the  Rig-veda  occur- 

ring only  in  the  dat.  perhaps  in  the  sense  of '  before- 
hand, in  advance'),  Ved.  foreboding,  presentiment, 

(Say.  =  anyebhyah  puream  Idbhah,  a  first  notion 
or  conception  ?) ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Piirva-^odita, 
as,  a,  am,  formerly  stated,  before-mentioned,  afore- 

said. •  Piirva-ja,   as,  d,  am,   bom   or   produced 
before  or  formerly,  former,  elder,  first-born  ;  ancient, 
primeval ;  produced  by  something  antecedent,  caused ; 
bom  in  the  east,  eastern ;  (as),  m.  an  elder  brother ; 
the  son  of  the  elder  wife,  even  though  last  born ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  deified  progenitors   of  mankind ; 

ancestors,  forefathers  in  general.  —  Purva-jana,  as, 
m.  pi.,  Ved.  men  of  former  times.  —  Purrajanma- 
krita,  Of,  a,  am,  done  in  a  former  birth  or  previous 
state  of  existence.  —  Piina-janman,  a,  n.  a  former 
birth,  former  state  of  existence  or  life ;  (a),  m.  an  elder 

brother.  —  Punajanmdrjita  (°ma-ar°),  as,  a,  am, 
acquired  in  some  former  state  of  existence  (as  merit 

8cc.).  —  Purva-jati,  is,  (.  former  birth,  previous  life 
or  existence.  —  Puna-jdvan,  a,  arl,  a,  Ved.  born 
or  produced  before.  —  Purva-jina,  as,  m.  •  the 

ancient  Jina,'  an  epithet  of  ManjQ-s'rl.  —  Purva- 
jndna,  am,  n.  knowledge  of  a  former  life.  —  Puna- 
tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Purva-tara,  as, 
a,  am,  earlier,  previous,  prior,  anterior ;  (ant),  ind. 

before,  first,  previously.  —  Purva-tdpaniya,  as  or 
am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  the  first  half  of  the  Nrisinha- 
tapaniyopanishad ;  [cf.  uttara-tdpaniya.]  —  Punia- 
tva,  am,  n.   precedence,  priority,  a  former  state. 
—  Purta-dakshina,    as,   a,  am,    south-eastern. 

—  Purva-dik-pati,  is,  or  jwna-diy-is'a,  as,  m, 
'  regent  of  the  eastern  quarter,'  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
—  I'iina-dina,  am,  n.  the  earlier  part  of  the  day, 
forenoon.  —  Purva-dii,   k,   f.  the   eastern   region, 
east    quarter.  —  Purcadidya,    as,    a,    am,    situ- 

ated   towards    the    east,    bearing    east ;     eastern. 
—  Purva-dishfa,  as,  a,  am,  determined  by  former 
actions;  (am),  n.  the  award  of  destiny.  —  Purra- 
dimltkrita-bhoga,  OK,  m.  the  pain  or  penalty  conse- 

quent on  sins  committed  in  a  former  birth.  —  Purva- 
i/rif/ifa,  as,  a,  am,  formerly  seen,  seen  before. 

—  Purca-drishti,  is,  (.  a  former  view  or  sight. 
—  I '  fnfa-dtra,  as,  m.  an  ancient  deity,  primeval 
divinity;  an  Asura  or  demon  (offspring  of  Kasyapa 
the  parent  of  both  gods  and  demons) ;  a  Pitri  or 
progenitor.  —  Purni-decatd,  (.  a  primeval  deity,  a 
Pitri  or  progenitor  of  gods  as  well  as  men.  —  Puna- 
derikd,  [.,  N.  of  a  Grama  in  the  eastern  part  of 
India.  —  Purm-defa,  as,  m.  the  eastern  country  or 
eastern  part  of  India.  —  Purea-deha,  as,  m.  a  for- 

mer body,  a  former  birth.  —  Purtadehika,  as,  a, 
am,  done  in  a  former  existence.  —  Purva-nadaka, 
nm,  n.,  Ved.  a  hollow  bone  in  the  upper  part  (of 
the  thigh).  —  Purrn-nipdta,  at,  m.  (in  gram.)  the 
irregular  priority  of  a  word  in  a  compound.  -  Purra- 
iiirJM-jiidna,  am,  n.  (with  Buddhists)  'knowledge 
of  former  habitations,'  knowledge  of  the  past  lives 
of  all  beings. —  Pirva-nivdsdnusmriti  (°sa-an°). 

is,  f.  '  recollection  of  former  habitations,'  reminis- 
cence of  former  existence  (one  of  the  ten  powers 

of  a  Buddha).  —  Purra-nydsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
grammatical  work.  —  Pdna'pakshu,  a#,  m.  the  fore 
part  or  side ;  the  first  half  of  a  lunar  month,  the 
fortnight  of  the  waxing  moon  ;  the  first  half  of  a  year ; 
an  assertion,  proposition ;  the  first  side  or  part  of  an 
argument,  a  prinia  facie  argument  or  assertion,  the 
prima  facie  view  of  a  question  ;  the  first  objection  to 
an  argument;  the  statement  of  the  plaintiff;  an 

action  or  suit  at  law.  —  J'iiri'apakshrt-jidda,  ax,  in. 
the  first  step  of  a  legal  process  or  lawsuit,  the  plaint. 
••  Pdrcapakshi n ,  I,  tni,  i,  one  who  makes  an 
assertion  or  proposition.  —  Piirrapakshiya,  as,  a, 

am,  situated  on  the  front  side.  —  Purva-pain'dla, 
as,  m.  pi.  the  eastern  Paricalas.  —  Purva-pada,  am, 
n.  the  first  member  of  a  compounded  word  or  of  a 

sentence  or  of  a  verse.  ~  Ptu'i'itpadika,  as,  d,  am, 
relating  to  the  first  member  of  a  compound  term ; 
reading  or  knowing  the  first  member  of  a  compound. 

—  1' Tirrapatlya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  first 
member  of  a  compound  term.  —  Puna-parvata, 
as,  m.  the  eastern  mountain  from  behind  which  the 

sun  is  supposed  to  rise.  —  Purva-pai'ddn-mukha, 
a*,  i,  am,  flowing  to   the   east   and   west   (as   a 
river).  —  Purva-pd,    as,   as,  am,  Ved.   drinking 
first  or  before  others.  —  I'urvapdtiddlaka,  as,  d, 
am  (fr.  puna-panfala),  belonging  to  the  eastern 
Pancalas. —  Piirua-pdlaliputraka,  as,  d,  am,  being 
in  the  eastern  Patali-putra(?).  —  P urva-pdnintya, 
as,  m.  pi.  the  disciples  of  Panini  living  in  the  east ; 

purvapdmniyam  s'dstiam,  (probably)  the  gram- 
mar of  the  eastern  disciples  of  Panini.  —  Purva- 

pdda,  as,  m.  a  forefoot.  —  Punea-pdna  or  pilmi- 
pdyya,  am,  n.  or  pfina-piti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  prece- 

dence in  drinking.  •- 1' iirva-pdlin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince.  —  Puna-pitdmaha,  as,  m.   a  forefather, 
ancestor.  —  Purva-purun/ta,  as,  rn.  'the  primeval 
soul,'  an  epithet  of  Brahma ;  a  forefather,  ancestor. 
—  Purva-purva,  as,  d,  am,  each  previous  or  pre- 

ceding   one;    (ds),    m.    pi.   forefathers,    ancestors. 

—  Puna-peya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  precedence  in  drink- 
ing;  precedence.  —  Purra-prajna,  (.,  Ved.  know- 
ledge of  the  past,  remembrance,  memory.  —  Puna- 

prayoga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  ~*Pii,rva-pravritta, 
at,  d,  am,  formerly  happened,  done,  fixed.  —  Puna- 
prasthita,   as,  d,  am,    gone   before,   set  out   in 

advance.  —  Purva-phali/iml,  f.  'the  first  Phalguni,' 
the  eleventh  Nakshatra  (figured  by  a  couch  and  con- 

taining two  stars,  one  of  which  is  5  Leonis ;   cf. 
iitlara-phalguni).  —  Punaphalgum-bhava,    as, 
m.  an  epithet  of  Brihas-pati  or  the  planet  Jupiter. 
—  Purca-bhadra-padd,  as,  f.  pi.  orptirva-lhadra- 

pada,  as,  m.—pui-va-bltadrapatld,  q.v.  —  Purca- 
tihaga,   as,   m.    the   fore   part;    the   upper   part 

(opposed  to  adho-bhdga) ;  ilina-purrab/iaf/a,  the 
earlier  part  of  the  day,  forenoon,  morning.  —  Purva- 
bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.   receiving  the  first  share,  the 
first  sharer;   preferred,  excellent.  —  Puna-Uiddra- 
padd,  f.  the  twenty-fifth  Nakshatra,  the  former  of 
the  two  called   Bhadrapada,  containing  two  stars. 
—  Purra-llidra,  as,  m.  the  having  existed  formerly, 
previous  existence ;  (in  rhetoric)  disclosing  an  inten- 

tion. —  I'ui't'ttbttdi'i-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  previous 
to  everything  else,  priority.  —  Purva-bhdvin,  i,  int, 

i,  being  anterior,  preceding  (everything  else).  —  Piir- 
va-bhdMn,  i,  int,  i,  speaking  first,  addressing   a 
person,  condescending  to  speak  first,  polite,  com- 

plaisant. —  Piirca-bhukti,    is,    f.   prior   possession. 
—  Puna-bhuta,   as,   d,  am,  existing  previously, 
preceding.  —  Purra-mdrin,  I,  int,  i,  dying  before 
or  first.  —  Purm-mimansd,  f.  an   inquiry  into  the 
first  or  ritual  portion  of  the  Veda  (hence  sometimes 

also  called  karma^mimdnsd,  as  opposed  to  uttara- 
niiniHii'ii  or  brahma-mimdnttd,  q.q.  v.v.,  which  is 
rather  an  exposition  of  the  later  portion  of  the  Veda 

or  Upanishads ;   the  Purva-mimansa  forms  one  of 
the  six  systems  of  philosophy  and  is  attributed  to 
Jaimini ;  it  is  really  an  interpretation  of  the  text  of 
the  Veda,  and  is  generally  called  the  MfmansS,  the 

term  Vedanta  being  applied  to  the  Uttara-mlmansa; 

though  scarcely  a  system  of  philosophy,  yet  in  the 
course  of  its  critical  explanation  of  the  Vedic  text 
the  Purva-mlmarjsa  discusses  various  philosophical 
questions,  one  of  its  speculations  being  the  doctrine 
of  the  eternity  of  sound  or  of  an  eternal  sound 

underlying  all  temporary  sound  and  by  some  iden- 
tified with  Brahma).  —  Purra-iiuniilnsdrtha-san- 

graka  (°sd-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  introduction  to 
the  MimansS  by  Laugakshi  Bhaskara.  —  J'urra- 
tfofoftOf  as,  m.  '  the  first  Yaksha,'  an  epithet  of 
Mani-bhadra,  one  of  the  Jinas  or  Jaina  teachers. 

—  PTin'a-yuydta,  am,  n.  the  more  ancient  form  of 
the   legend  of  Yayati  or  that  current  in  the  east. 

—  Purra-i/araa,    d,    m.,  Ved.  'going    before,'    a 
leader.  —  J'Tirva-ranga,  as,  m.  the  commencement 
or  prelude   of  a  drama,  a  prologue,  an  overture. 

—  Purva-rriya,  as,  m.  earliest  or  incipient  affec- 
tion, dawning  love ;  affection  arising  from  some  pre- 
vious cause  (before  meeting).  —•  Puri'a-rdlra,  as, 

m.  the  first  part  of  the  night,  the  former  or  earlier 
part  of  the  night,  the  time  from  dusk  to  midnight. 
—  Punardtru-krita,  a*,  d,  am,  done  during  the 
first  part  of  the  night.  —  Purra-rupa,  am,  n.  indi- 

cation of  approaching  change  ;  symptom  of  occurring 
disease ;  the  first  of  two  concurrent  vowels  or  con- 

sonants ;    (in    rhetoric)  a   figure    of  speech   which 
describes  anything  as  unexpectedly  returned  to  its 
former   state ;    (a*,   a,   am),    having   the    previous 
form  or  shape.  —  Puna-lakshana,  am,  n.  indica- 

tion' of  something   about  to   occur   (as   sickness). 
—  I.  puna-vat,  an,  att,  at,  having  something 
preceding  or  antecedent,  having  or  characterized  by 
a  cause ;  (according  to  others)  relating  to  something 

preceding.  —  a.  puna-vat,  ind.  as  before,  as  hitherto, 
as  heretofore,  as  aforesaid ;    [applied  in  the  Nyaya 

philosophy  to  a  kind  of  syllogism,  e.  g.  inferring 
from   the   appearance    of  a   dark   cloud    that    rain 

will  fall.]  —  Piirca-fayas,  as,  ds,  as,  or  purra- 
cuyaska,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  the  first  period  or  stage 
of  life,  young.  —  Purra-cayasa,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the 
first  period  or  stage  of  life,  youth.  —  Puna-rayasin, 
i,  in  i,  i,  Ved.  being  in  the  first  period  of  life,  young. 

—  Purcavarti-td,   f.  the    having    existed    before, 
former  existence,  precedence,  priority.  —  Puna-var- 
tin,  i,  ini,  i,  existing  before,  preceding,  prior,  pre- 

vious. "Puna-ru/i,  -vat,  m.,Ved.  drawing  in  front, 
being  the  first  horse  or  leader,  or  harnessed  for  the 
first  time  (applied  to  a  horse).  —  Puna-vada,  as, 
m.  the  first  plea  or  commencement  of  an  action  at 

law,  a  former  plea  or  assertion.  —  Piirva-radin,  1, 

in.  '  speaking  first,'  '  stating   his   case    in  the  first 
instance,'  a  complainant,  plaintiff,  one  who  makes 
the  first  charge  or  complaint ;  the  first  claimant ;  one 

who  has  made  a  former  plea  or  complaint.  —  /YinY/- 
rarsliika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  puna-canha),  relating 
to  the  first  half  of  the  rainy  season.  —  Ptina-vid, 
t,  t,  t,  knowing  the  things  or  events  of  the  past. 
—  ITirra-vritta,   as,  d,  am,   formerly  happened, 

relating  to  a  previous  occurrence ;  (am),  n.  a  former 

event,  previous  occurrence;  former  conduct.  —  Pur- 
ta-vatrin,  1,  ini,  i,  one  who  has  first  commenced 
hostilities,  the  first  to  declare  war,   the   aggressor. 

—  Puna-Sarada,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  piirva-itarad), 

relating  to  the  first  half  of  the  autumn.  -  Purva- 
slrsha,  as,  d,  am,  turned  with  the  head  or  face 
towards  the  east.  —Purra-saila,  as,  m.  the  eastern 
mountain  behind  which  the  sun  is  supposed  to  rise ; 

(*-),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  school.  —  I'urvafaila- 
sanghdrdma  (°glia.-dr°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist monastery.  —  Purva-saktha,  am,  n.  (probably)  the 

upper  part  of  the  thigh.  —  Purva-sad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 

sitting  in  front.  — Puna-sand/tyd,  f.  'earlier  twi- 
light,1 dawn,  day-break.  —  Piirra-xamudra,  as,m., 

Ved.   the   eastern   xz.  —  Piirra-sara,  as,  i,  am, 

going  before,   preceding.  —  J'lirva-sasya,   am,   n., 
Ved.  earliest-sown  grain.  —  Purva-sagara,  as,   m. 
the  eastern  sea.  —  Purva-sdra,  as,  i,  am,  going 
eastwards.  ••  Purva-sdrin,   i,    ini,  i,    preceding, 

taking  precedence  of  all  others.  —  Purva-sdhana, 
am,  n.  the  fiist  or  heaviest  fine   or  punishment. 

—  Piina-su,  us,  ««,  u,  Ved.  first  bringing  forth ; 



purva-stha. 
first-born.— Pun-a-stha,  as,  a,  am,  standing  first,  most 
excellent.  —  Purra-et/titi,  is,  f.  first  or  former  state. 

—  Purva-svara,  as,  a,  am,  (in  grammar)  having  the 
accent  of  the  preceding.  —  Purva-kuti,  is,  f.,  Ved. 
first  or  earliest  invocation,  morning  prayer.  —  Purra- 
homa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  introductory  sacrifice.  ••  Pur- 

vdgni  (°va-ag°),  is,  m.,  Ved.  '  original  or  primeval 
fire,'  the  householder's  sacred  fire  (  =  amsathya). 
—  Pursdgni-vah,  vat,  m.  carrying  the  sacred  fire. 
—  Purvdgni-vahana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  vehicle  for 

carrying  the  sacred  fae.~Purvddarita  (\'a-ad°), 
as,  a,  am,  formerly  done  or  followed.  —  Purvattala 

(°m-a<!0),  as,  or  purvddri  (°va-ad°),  is,  m.  the 
eastern  mountain  (behind  which  the  sun  and  moon 

are  supposed  to  i\se).-'Pfirrdtithi  (°m-at°),  is, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Purrddi  fva-ddi),  is,  is,  i, 
beginning  with  the  word  purva.  —  Piirvddhikdrin 

(°va-adh°),  i,  m.  prior  owner,  former  proprietor. 
••  Purvddhirdma  (°va-adhrj),  am,  n.  the  more 
ancient  form  of  the  story  of  Rama  or  the  form 

current  in  the  east  of  India.  —  Purvaimyoga  (°ra- 
an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Jaina  work  belonging  to  the 
Drishti-v5da.  —  Purvdnta  (°ra-an°),   as,   m.  the 
end  of  a  preceding  word ; —purva-koti,  q.  v.  —  Pur- 

vapara  ("rd-op"),  as,  a,  am,  being  before  and 
behind,  eastern  and  western ;  prior  and  subsequent, 
first  and  last,  preceding  and  following,  following  one 
another,  connected  with  one  another;  (am},  n.  that 
which  is  before  and  behind,  east  and  west ;  connec- 

tion; the  proof  and  thing  to  be  proved.  —  Purva- 
para-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  before  and  behind. 
—  Purvapara-virodha,  as,  m.  opposition  of  prior 
and  subsequent,   inconsistency,  incongruity.  —  P«r- 
vdparl-bhata,  at,  a,  am,  following  one  another, 
connected  with  one  another.  —  Purvd-push  (?),  t, 
t,  t,  Ved.  supporting  those  who  precede.  —  Pitrva- 

Wiibhdshin   (°ra-abh°),   I,   inl,  i,  =  purva-bhd- 
shin,  q.v.  —  Piirvdbhimukha  (°i:a-abh°),  as,  I, 
am,  turned  towards  or  facing  the  east.  —  Purrdbhi- 

rdmd  (°va-abh°),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Purrabhisheka 
(°va-ai>Ti°),  as,  m.  previous  anointing;    (according 
to  S5y.)  a  particular  Mantra.  —  Purvdbhydsa  (°va~ 
abh°),  as,  m.  the  repetition  of  what  precedes,  for- 

mer practice,   antecedent  experience ;    (ena),   ind. 

afresh,  anev/.  —  Piirvdmbudhi  (°va-am°),  is,  m. 
the  eastern  ocean.  —  Pimdyus  (°va-dy°),  us,  us, 
us,  Ved.  (perhaps)  '  of  an  early  age,'  young.  —  Pur- 
vdrdma  (°va-dr°),  as,  m. '  eastern  garden,'  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  monastery.  —  Purvdrdika  (°va-ar°),  am, 
n.,  N.  of  the  first  half  of  the  Sama-veda  (the  second 
half  of  which  is  called  vttararfika).  —  Purvarjita 

(°va-ar0),  as,  d,  am,  attained  or  gained  by  former 
works.  —  Purrdrdha  (°va-ar°),  as,   m.  the   first 
half,  front  or  upper  part,  eastern  part  (opposed  to 

jaghandrdha,  tittardrdha,  uttamdrdha,  jinriir- 
dha) ;  the  first  half  of  a  hemistich ;  dinasya  pur- 
vdrdhah,   forenoon.  •—  Pilrvdrdha-kdya,   as,  m. 

the  front  or  upper  part  of  the  body.  —  1'urvardha- 
lambin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  the  foremost  half  inclined, 
leaning  forward.  —  Pundrdhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
relating  to  the   first  or  front  part,  relating  to  the 

upper  part,  relating  to  the  eastern  part.  —  Pundvc- 

tli<l:a    (\vi-av"),  as,   m.    a    plaintiff.  —  Pui'vds"in 
(°ra-d3°),  i,  inl,  i,  eating  before  (another,  with 
abl.  or  loc.).  —  Purvdshddhd  (°ra-a«/j°),  f.  the 
first  of  two  constellations  called  Ashadha,  the  eigh- 

teenth or  twentieth  Nakshatra  or  lunar  asterism  con- 

taining two  stars  of  which  one  is  S  Sagittarii.  —  Pur- 

vdein  (°va-ds°),  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  shooting   before 
(another).  —  Pitrvdhna   (°va-ah°),   on,   m.   the 
earlier  part  of  the  day,  forenoon  (mostly  occurring 
in  the  loc.  case ;    sometimes  incorrectly  spelt  pur- 

vdhna).  —  Purvdhnaka,  as,  m.  'born  in  the  fore- 

noon,' N.  of  a  mm.  —  Purvdhnatana  or  purvdh- 
nika  or  purvdhnetana,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  or 

relating  to  the  forenoon.  —  Pureetara   ("ra-it°), 
as,  d,  am,  'other  than  eastern,'  western.  —  Purve- 
dyus,  ind.  on  the  day  before,  yesterday  (opposed  to 

uttare-dyus,  uttaram  ahar,  apare-dyus) ;  on  a  for- 
mer day ;  at  dawn,  during  the  first  part  of  the  day  ; 

early,  betimes,  in  the  morning ;  during  that  portion 

of  a  day  on  which  religious  ceremonies  are  to  be  per- 

formed. —  Purveshukdmas'ami  (°va-ish°),  {.,  N. 
of  a  GrSma.  —  Punokta  (°va-uk"),  as,  a,  am,  said 
before,  formerly  stated,  aforesaid,  before-mentioned. 

—  Purvottara  (°m-ut°),  as,  a,  am,  north-eastern; 
(e),  n.  du.  the  antecedent  and  subsequent,  the  pre- 

ceding and  following;  (am,  d),  n.  f.  the  north-east. 

—  Purvotpunna*  (°va-it.t°),  a.s,  d,  am,  previously 
produced,  previously  existent.  —  Piln'otpanna-tva, 
am,  n.  former  existence,  condition  of  prior   exist- 

ence. —  Pun'odita  (°va-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  aforesaid, 
before-mentioned. 

I'urmka,  as,  ikd,  am,  earlier,  former,  previous, 
prior,  anterior,  preceding,  antecedent  (often  like 

puna,  q.  v.,  at  the  end  of  a  comp. ;  cf.  stri-p°) ; 
first ;  preceded  by,  accompanied  by,  connected  with, 
attended  with  (at  the  end  of  comps.  =purva,  q.  v. ; 

cf.  vydhriti-p°) ;  (as),  m.  a  forefather,  ancestor ; 
(am),  ind.  preceded  by,  with,  according  to,  in  con- 

formity with  (at  the  end  of  comps. ;  cf.  mdhl-p°, 

priti-p°). 
Purvatana,  as,  I,  am,  former,  earlier,  older, 

more  ancient. 

J'urra-tas,  ind.  in  front  of,  before  (with  gen.) ; 
towards  the  east ;  first,  in  the  first  place. 

Purva-tra,  ind.  in  the  former  or  preceding  part 
(opposed  to  uttara-tra,  q.  v.) ;  purvatra  janmani, 
in  a  former  birth. 

Purva-thd,  ind.,  Ved.  at  first,  formerly,  of  old, 
aforetime  ;  as  of  old ;  in  front,  towards  the  east  (?). 

Purvaya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  in  upddhdyya-p° ', 
having  an  edge  or  border  (of  red  braid),  trimmed, 

edged. 
PurvdUtha,  am,  a.,  N.  of  a  SSman  (=paur- vdtitha). 

1'urvika,  as,  a,  am,  formerly  or  previously  done ; 
formerly  invited ;  =purcaka,  previous;  [cf.  stri- 

purvtka.~\ 

Purvine-shthd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  standing  in  the 
east  (?  probably  a  wrong  reading). 

Pitrvin,  I,  ini,  i,  derived  from  ancestors  or  fore- 
fathers, observed  by  ancestors,  ancestral ;  having  for- 

merly, having  formerly  been  (at  the  end  of  a  comp. ; 

cf.  krita-p",  bhukta-p°,  strl-p°). 
Purvlna,  as,  d,  am,  derived  from  ancestors  or 

forefathers,  ancestral. 

Purm/a,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  former,  previous, 
preceding,  ancient,  old  (opposed  to  navlyas,  nu- 
tana);  first,  next,  nearest  (Say.  =  ned!sh1ha);  ex- 

cellent; (according  to  a  Scholiast)  young;  (rim), 
ind.  before,  formerly,  long  since,  hitherto,  at  first. 
—  Pilrrya-ftnti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  principal  praise  (Say.  = 
mukhyd  stutih). 

piil,  cl.  i.  10.  P.  pulati,  pulayati, 

\  -yitum,  to  collect,  gather,  heap  up,  accu- mulate. 

Pula,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  or  puldka,  as,  m. 
a  bundle,  pack. 

•jTcoiif  pilika,  f.  a  kind  of  pastry ;  [cf. 
punka,  polikd,  pauli.] 

*%vH  pulya,  am,  n.  an  empty  or  shrivelled 
grain  of  corn. 

l|M  push  (=rt.  2.  push),  cl.  I.  P.  pii- 
Cs  x  shati,  pu»kitum,  to  nourish  ;  to  increase, 

grow. 
Pusha,  as,  m.  (ft.  rt.  2.  pufh),  a  kind  of  mul- 

berry tree,  Morus  Indica;  (a),  f.  epithet  of  the 
third  KalS  of  the  moon. 

P&shaka,  as,  rn.  a  kind  of  mulberry  tree,  Moras 
Indica. 

Pushana,  as,  m.^pushan  below;  (d),  f., N.  of 
one  of  the  M5tris  attending  on  Skanda. 

Pitxhan,  d,  m.  (the  a  of  an  is  not  lengthened  in 
the  nom.  du.  pi.  and  ace.  sing,  du.,  e.  g.  nom.  du. 

piishanau,  nom.  pi.  pushanas,  ace.  sing,  pusha- 
nam,  ace.  pi.  piishnas,  or  according  to  some  also 
pmhas,  inst.  sing,  pushnd  or  piishd,  loc.  sing. 
pushni  or  pushani  or  pushi,  see  Gram.  157),  N. 
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of  a  Vedic  deity  (regarded  as  the  guardian  of  flocks 
and  herds  and  of  property  in  general,  cf.  pushtim- 
bhara;  in  the  character  of  a  herdsman  he  is  repre- 

sented as  carrying  an  ox-goad  and  riding  in  a  car 
drawn  by  goats,  cf.  ujdtva  ;  in  that  of  a  presiding 
deity  of  the  sun  he  is  all-seeing,  the  companion  of 
travellers,  guide  of  the  soul  on  its  way  to  the  next 
world,  and  the  lover  of  his  sister  SuryS  ;  he  causes 
the  alternation  of  day  and  night,  and  is  associated 
with  Soma  or  the  Moon  as  protector  of  the  universe  ; 
he  is  invoked  together  with  various  gods,  but  most 

frequently  with  Indra  and  Bhaga  ;  his  most  remark- 
able epithets  are  d-ghrini,  kapardin,  dasra,  da- 

sma,  daxma-vartai  ;  in  the  BrShmanas  Pushan  is 
represented  as  having  lost  his  teeth  and  feeding  on  a 
kind  of  gruel,  whence  he  is  called  karambhdd  ;  in 
later  times  he  is  enumerated  among  the  twelve 
Adityas,  and  regent  of  the  Nakshatra  Revati  or 
I'aushna)  ;  N.  of  the  sun.  —  Pushan-vat,  an,  all, 
at,  Ved.  accompanied  by  Pushan  ;  (SSy.)  =push/yd 

ynkta,  filled  with  nutriment.  —  Pusha-dante-hara, 

as,  m.  '  taking  away  Pushan's  teeth,'  an  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Piisha-bhdsd,  f.  'sun-splendor,'  N.  of  the 
capital  of  Indra;  (also  spelt  pusha-bhdshd.)  —  Pu- 
sha-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  with  the  surname 
Gobhila.  —  Pusha-rdti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  Pushan 
as  a  giver,  i.  e.  probably,  among  whom  Pushan  is 

the  especial  benefactor.  —  Pushdtmaja  (°sha-dt"\ 
as,  m.  '  son  of  Pushan,'  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Pit- 
shasuhrid  (°sha-as°),  t,  m.  '  enemy  of  Pushan,' 

an  epithet  of  S'iva. 
MMJl  pushadhra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Manu  ;  (probably  a  wrong  reading  for  prishadhra.) 

TJpRT!  piishkara,  a  word  formed  for  the  ex- 
planation of  pusldcara  (Satapatha-b.VII.  4,  i,  13). 

•Q  i  .  pri,  cl.  3.  P.  piparti,  papara,  pa- 

t,  ri-Kyati,  apdrshit  (mostly  Ved.),  to  bring 
over,  carry  over  or  ECTOSS,  ferry  over  ;  to  bring 
out  of,  deliver  from  (with  abl.)  ;  to  escort  ;  to  pro- 

tect, uphold,  support,  sustain,  maintain  ;  to  bring 
forward,  promote,  advance  ;  cl.  9.  P.  prinati, 
to  protect  :  Cans.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  pdrayati 

(-te),  -yitum,  Aor.  aplparat,  to  ferry  over  or 
across,  carry  over,  conduct  through;  to  bring  out, 
deliver,  extricate,  rescue,  save,  protect;  to  reach 
the  other  side  of  anything,  to  accomplish,  achieve, 

perform,  bring  to  a  conclusion  ;  to  keep  one's  ground, 
withstand,  oppose  ;  to  be  able  or  capable  ;  to  live  ; 

[cf.  Zend  par,  '  to  carry  across  :'  Gr.  irepa-w,  iropo-s, 
iroptvs,  7rop-&~fJi6st  iropffvv-aj,  iropev-u,  iropi^'tu, 
airopos,  anope-tv,  e^-iropo-s,  ir(ip-a,  Trftpa-w,  napuv, 
TTfipaTtjs,  TTfirapfTv,  -ntipu,  Trfptivij,  nopirrj,  nfipd, 
Trrjp6-s  :  Lat.  por-ta,  por-tu-s,  ex-per-i-o-r,  peritus, 
pert-culu-m,  par-a-retf),  parere,  partus,  portare  : 

Goth,  far-an,  '  to  go  ;'  far-j-an,  '  to  carry  :'  Old 
Germ,  ar-far-an,  '  to  perceive  ;'  furt  :  Angl.  Sax. 

^T  2.  pri  [cf.  rt.  prin],  cl.  5.  P.  prinomi, 
i,  papara,  parishyati,  apdrshit,  partum,  to 

please,  gratify,  delight  ;  to  be  pleased  or  delighted. 

XT  3-  Pr*>  c'-  6-  A.  priyate,  papre,  parish- 
t,  yate,  aprita,  partum,  to  be  busy  or  active 

(in  I'y-d-pri,  q.  v.)  ;  [cf.  Gr.  irtpa-oj,  irtp-vy~pi, 
Tri-7r/>tl-cr/f-<y,  vpi-a-f^ai,  -npa-ffi-s,  irpa-Tia-s,  ir6p- 
vrj,  ffi-wopos,  i/t-Tio\&-<o,  ir(u\(<u  ;  Lat.  prec-iu-m, 
prec-ari  ;  Old  Germ,  fell,  feili  =  Mod.  Germ,  feil, 

'  cheap,  venal.'] 

TJ  4.  pri  =  rt.  pri,  to  fill,  q.  v. 

Mitt  prikkd,  f.  a  species  of  leguminous 
plant,  Trigonella  Corniculata  ;  [cf.  gprikkd.] 

TT3i  prikta,  prikti.     See  under  rt.  I.  pri£. 

priktha,  am,  n.  possession,  property, 
wealth  ;  [cf.  riktha.] 

riksh,  f.  (the  nom.  sing,  does  not 

7M 
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occur;  perhaps  connected  with  rt.  I.  priif),  Ved. 

refreshment,  food,  nourishment,  satiation.— I'ril-.-tiu- 
dhd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  (according  to  Sly.)=pafu- 
puroddidliliskii  da/Ki-maiUtye  illrnjiimdnali,  being 
placed  in  the  midst  of  the  burnt  offerings  of  animals, 

ghee,  &c.,  or  =  pra-l;*ho<lhyah  —  pral:nrshena 
bubkukrhitah  ;  (perhaps  a  corruption  for  pra- 

Icshudha,  '  hungry,  eager.') 

YBJ  priksha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  fleet,  swift 
(?said  of  a  horse);  having  food,  (Szy.)—ghagddy- 
anna-vat,  possessing  grass  and  other  food ;  (as), 
m.  a  swift  horse,  courser  (an  epithet  especially  of 
the  horses  of  the  ASvins,  Agni,  and  Indra)  ;  N.  of  a 

man ;  a  battle.  —  Prikuha-praynj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved. 
(perhaps)  hastening  with  swift  horses ;  (Say.)  in 
which  oblations  of  food  begin  to  be  offered  (said  of 

the  morning).  —  Prikeha-ydma,  03,  a,  am,  driving 
swift  horses;  (Say.)-anndndm  niyamanam  yas- 
min,  in  which  there  is  the  offering  of  food ;  (as), 
m.  a  proper  N.  (?). 

II  ̂   i.  prii,  cl.  7.  P.  prinakti,  paparfy, 

t,  x  pardishyati,  apard'it,  partition;  cl.  2. 
A.  prUcte  or  prinkte  (sometimes  referred  to  a  form 

prind),  papnde  or  paprinde,  partita  or  priiVtid, 
pardishyate,  apardishta,  parditum;  cl.  I.  A. 
par6ati.  Sec. (?),  to  mix,  mingle;  to  bring  into 
contact,  connect,  unite,  join ;  to  be  in  contact,  touch  ; 
to  fill,  satisfy,  sate,  satiate;  to  give  lavishly,  grant 
bountifully,  bestow  anything  (ace.  or  gen.)  richly 
upon  any  one  (dat.),  lavish  upon  (Ved.) ;  to  increase, 

augment,  multiply ;  (A.)  to  fill  one's  self  (?)  ;  cl.  I . 
10.  P.  pardati,  pardayati,  &c.,  to  touch ;  to  hin- 

der, restrain  (?)  ;  [cf.  Gr.  ir\ttc-oj,  ir\(y-fja,  n\OKrj, 
TrXoKapo-t,  Si-jrAof,  perhaps  mp/co-s,  vopicij-i: 
Lat.  plec-t-o,  am-plec-t-or,  plic-o,  du-plex,  Parca, 

plag-a :  Umbr.  tribrifu,  '  triplicity :'  Goth,  fla ti- 
t-am, '  with  folds ;'  fal-th-a,  '  I  fold ;'  flalit,  fiihtu, 

Jluhtum£s:  Old  Germ. flihtu,flaht  =  Mod.  Germ. 

Flocks  =  Eng. flax, •  flehtan:  Mod.  Germ. fleck-t- 

en: Angl.  Sax.  foly-i an :  Slav,  ple-t-a,  '  I  plait.'] 
Prikta,  as,  d,  am,  mixed,  mingled,  combined ; 

brought  into  contact,  touched,  united,  being  in  com- 

bination with,  touching  [cf.  mayukha-pj] ;  filled, 
full  (e.  g.  yhrita-prikta,  full  of  ghee)  ;  (am),  n. 
possessions,  property,  wealth  (in  these  senses  a  wrong 
reading  for  priktha,  q.  v.). 

Prikti,  is,  f.  touch,  contact. 

2.  prid,  k,  (.,  Ved.  refreshment;  (Say.)  —prop- 
turn  kdmayamdna,  desirous  of  attaining,  or  =  bhuj, 

enjoying ;  [cf.  ghrita-p°,  madhu-p°.] 

^•os.<*  priCthaka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  prafh), 
one  who  asks  or  inquires  after  (with  gen.) ;  inquiring ; 
inquiring  into  the  future;  (o»),  m.  an  inquirer, 
querist,  investigator,  inquisitive  person. 
Priddhana,  am,  n.  asking,  inquiring. 

Priddhd,  f.  asking,  questioning,  a  question,  in- 
quiry ;  an  inquiry  into  the  future. 

Priddhya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  asked  or  inquired 
after. 

M  — I  />ry,  prinj,  cl.  2.  A.  prinkte,  &c., 
C.  \  various  readings  for  rts.  i. prid, prind,  q.v. 

MJJ  print!,  cl.  2.  A.  prinkte,  Sec.  See 
t,  ̂ tt.1.  prid  above. 

prid,  cl.  6.  P.  prirtati,  &c.   [cf.  rt. 
X  prin],  to  gladden,  delight. 

pr"t  [cf.  rts.  2.  and  4.  pri],  cl.  6. 
x  P.  A.  prinati,  -te,  Sec.,  Ved.  to  fill ;  to 

please,  gratify. 

^  PT't,  t,  f.,  Ved.  (usually  in  loc.  pi. 
pritsv,  in  Rig-vcda  I.  129,  4.  pritsushn,  but 
according  to  native  grammarians  also  in  other  cases, 
VK.  iiri!n*,  prila,  iinilU,,i,-,,n),  battle,  contest, suite.  -  Prit-.-1'H.  «.,  f.,  Ved.  a  hostile  attack; 
(.Say.)  a  host.  —  1'ritut-tur,  ur,  ur,  ur,  Ved.  vic- 

torious;  (Say.)  =  /nitfinil.iu  tnrana-xila  =*:••• 
Pritana,  am,  n.  a  hostile  encounter  (Veil.);  an 

army  (Ved.)  ;  (a),  f.  a  battle,  encounter,  fight,  con- 
test, (in  the  earlier  language  only  in  ace.  and  loc. 

plur.)  ;  a  hostile  armament,  army  ;  a  small  army  or 
division  consisting  of  243  elephants,  as  many  chariots, 
729  horse,  and  1215  foot,  =  3  Vahims  ;  (as),  m. 

pi.  men,  mankind  (7).  —  Pritaniij  ("nd-aj),  k,  k, 
k,  Ved.  running  or  rushing  in  battle.  —  Pritandji 

(°nd-aji),  w,  is,  i,—pritunaj  (Atharva-veda  VII. 
85.  l).  —  Pritana-jit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  victorious  in 
battle;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  an  Eksha.  —  PHtanajya 

(^na-af),  am,  n.,  Ved.  '  running-match,'  a  fight, 
battle.  —  Prilanii-ni,  is,  or  pritand-pati,  is,  m., 

Ved.  a  leader  in  battle,  commander,  general.  —  Pri- 
t'lml-fhah  or  prithand-shah,  t,  t,  <,Ved.  winning 
battles,  victorious,  (Say.)  =  a-martya,  immortal;  (t), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Pritand-shdhya,  am,  n., 
Ved.  victory  in  battle  (Say.  =  paraklya-sendbhi- 

bhava).—PHtandhava  (°7ia-aA°),  as,  m.,  Ved.  a 
challenge  to  fight;  a  fight,  battle;  (Say.)  =  »a«//ni- 
meshu  rakshandrtham  dhvdnam. 

Pritandyat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  fighting  together, 

engaged  in  combat,  (according  to  Mahl-dhara  = 
sangrdma-kdma,  eager  for  battle.) 
Pritandyu,  UK,  us,  «,  Ved.  hostile,  inimical. 

1'i'itunya,  Nom.  P.pritanyati,  'yituin,Ved.  to 
attack,  assail,  to  fight  against. 
Pritanyd,  f.  =pritana,  an  army. 
Pritanyu,  ui,  us,  u,  Ved.  attacking,   hostile; 

as,  m.  battle?;    (a  various  reading 
for  pritsu  in  Naigh.  II.  17.) 

PT^h,  cl.  10.  P.  parthayati,  -yitum, 
to   extend  (=rt.  I.  prath);    to  throw, 

cast;  to  send,  direct;  [cf.  rt.  2.  prafh.~\ 
Pritha,  as,  m.  (fr.  it.prith  as  another  form  of  rt. 

I  .  prath),  Ved.  the  flat  or  palm  of  the  hand  ;  a  par- 
ticular measure,  the  length  of  the  hand  from  the  tip 

of  the  fingers  to  the  knuckles,  or=  13  An-gulis;  (a), 

f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  S*Qra  and  adopted  daughter  of 
Kunti  and  one  of  the  wives  of  Pandu  (she  was  the 

mother  of  Kama  before  her  marriage  and  of  Yudhi- 
shthira,  Bhima,  and  Arjuna  after  her  marriage,  see 

Kunti).  ~-Pntka-hara,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  S'iva. 
~Prit1ui-ja,  as,  m.  'son  of  Pritb.5/  an  epithet  of 
Arjuna;  the  tree  Pentaptera  Arjuna.  —  Pritha-pati, 

is,  m.  '  the  husband  of  Pritha,'  an  epithet  of  Pandu. 
—  Pritkdrani  (°thd-ar°),  is,  (.  'the  Arani  Pritha,' 
a  N.  of  Kunti  the  wife  of  Pandu  (as  the  mystical 
wood  from  which  the  Pandavas  were  struck  out  or 

generated;   cf.  Pandara-vahni).  —  Pritha-suta, 

as,  m.  'son  of  Pritha,'  an  epithet  of  Arjuna. 
Frithak,  ind.  separately,  singly,  severally;  apart 

from,  besides,  with  exception  of,  except  (with  abl.)  ; 
without  (with  abl.,  inst.,  or  gen.)  ;  differently  from 
(with  abl.)  ;  pritliak  prithak,  one  by  one,  separately, 
with  regular  intervals;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr.  ipdp-ao-s  ; 

Lat.  par(t)i,  prl-vus  perhaps  for  prith-cus,  i>ri- 
vare.^  —  Prithak-karana,  am,  n.  making  separate, 

separating,  distinguishing,  setting  apart.  —  Prithnk- 
kanvi,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  different  wishes, 

having  various  desires.  —  ]'ritli(i/c-l-arya,  am,  n. 
a  separate  or  private  aflair,  the  aflair  of  an  individual. 

—  Prithak-kula,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  separate 
or  different  family.  —  Prithak-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -/i«- 
roti,  -kurutc,  -kartum,  to  make  separate,  sever, 
sunder  ;  to  keep  off,  avert.  —  Pritttak-krita,  as,  d, 
am,  separated,  severed,    sundered,   cut  off;    made 

distinct.—  I'  fit  Imh-l'i  -ii/ri,   f.   separation,    disunion. 
—  /Vi7/m/.'-A'*//(  ti'a,  as,  m.   pi.    children   of  one 
father  by  different  wives  or  by  wives  of  different 
classes.  —  Prithak  -da  ra,  as,  I,  am,  going  separately, 
walking  done.—Prithak-trn,  am,  n.  separateness, 
separation,  diversity,  severally;  singleness,  individu- 

ality; (ena),  ind.  singly,  one  by  one.  —  /'r(V/m/;- 
tvadd,  (.   'diverse-barked,'  a  species  of  aloe  com- 

monly called  MiJrva,  Sanseviera  Zeylanica.—  Pritlut}i- 

l>m-iL~t,  f.  'diverse-leaved/  a  species  of  plant,  Hemio- 
m'tis  Cordifolia.  —  Pritkak-piniln,  Uf,  m.  a  distant 
kinsman  who  offers  the  funeral  cake  by  himself  and 
not  together  with  the  other  relations  ;  (according  to 

.)  —  Frithak-saMa,  as,  m. 
a  separate  word,  a  distinct  or  independant  word.— Pri- 
thtik-Jayya,  f.  sleeping  apart. —Prit/ink-sruti,  is, 
is,  i,  uttering  a  distinct  sound,  distinctly  heard. 
—  PritJiok-stUita,  as,  d,  am,  existing  separately, 
separate. —  Prithak-sthiti,  is,  f.  separate  existence, 
separation.  —  Pritltag-abhimaii,  i*t  i#,i,  regarding 
the  world  as  separate  (from  God).  —  Prithag-dtmatd, 
f.  separateness,  severally ;  discrimination,  judgment. 

—  Prithug-iitman,  ti,  d,   a,  '  having   a   distinct 
nature  or  essence,'  separate,  distinct,  individual ;  (d), 
m.   individualized    spirit,  that  of  an    individual  as 
detached  from   universal  spirit  or  the  soul  of  the 

universe.  —  Prithay-dtmikd,  (.  separate  or  individual 
existence,    individuality.  —  Prithay-itfa-mdnin,  i, 

Inl,  i,  regarding  God  as  distinct  from  the  universe ; 
[cf.  prittuig-abhimati.]  —  PritJiag-rjana,  as,  m.  a 
separate  company.—  I'ritliny-'/una,  as,  d, am,  hav- 

ing distinct  properties.  —  Prithag-jana,  as,  m.  a 
man  of  the  lower  classes  or  of  low  caste,  a  man  of 

low  character  or  profession ;  (with  Buddhists)  a  man 
in  his  natural  state,  one  not  yet  illuminated ;   an 

ignorant  man,  fool,  blockhead ;  a  wicked  or  vicious 
man,  sinner ;  the  lower  orders,  low  people,  the  mul- 

titude ;  (a*),  m-  P'«  children  of  one  father  by  different 
mothers ;  the  lower  orders,  populace.  —  PfMag-dfU, 

k,  k,  k,  beholding  other  objects  (than  those  of  sense). 

—  Prit/i<uj-bija,  as,  m.  the  plant  Semecarpus  Ana- 
cardium  (  =  bhalldtaka).  —  Prilhag-bhdva,  at,  m. 
separate  state  or  existence,  separateness,  difference, 

individuality    ( =  prithalc-tra,  q.v.).  —  Prithaij- 
bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  separate,  separated,  dif- 

ferent. —  Prithag-yoga,  as,  d,  am,  (probably)  hav- 
ing a  different  \ot.<-Pritfiagi/oyu-karana,  am.  n. 

disuniting  things  connected  with  one  another.  —  Pri- 
tltaif-i'Hfia,  as,  d,  am,  variously  shaped,  diverse, 
manifold,  various,  different,  of  different  kinds.  —  Pri- 
thag-vidha,  as,  a,  am,  of  different  kinds,  various, 
diversified,  multiform,  different  from  (with  inst.). 

Prithavl,  (.  =prithm  below. 
Prithivl,  f.  (for  prithn,  f.  of  prithu  below), 

'  the  wide  (world),'  the  earth,  Earth  personified  (as 
the  mother  of  all  beings,  and  often  invoked  together 
with  the  Sky ;  in  the  Veda  there  are  three  earths 
enumerated  corresponding  with  the  three  heavens, 
that  on  which  mankind  lives  being  called  bhiimi; 
in  the  Vishnu-Purlna  said  to  be  the  daughter  of 

Prithu) ;  land,  ground,  soil ;  earth  regarded  as  one 
of  the  elements  ;  (according  to  Naigh.  1.3)  =  anta- 

riksha,  sky ;  prithivya  vratamor  prithirydh  sam- 
sarpam,  N.  of  a  Saman.  [Prithivl  is  sometimes 
shortened  into  prithivi,  especially  in  comps.]  —  Pri- 
thivi-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  the  earth.  —  Pri- 
thiri-dd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  earth-giving.  —  Prithiri- 
bhdga,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  the  earth  as  a  share, 
one  to  whom  the  earth  is  allotted,  entitled  to  the 

earth.—  l'rilliiri-/<il;it,  OK,  m.,  Ved.  the  earth  re- 

garded as  a  world,  the  terrestrial  world.  —  J'ntliiri- 
shad  or  /,fifhii-i-xad,  t,  t,  t,  sitting  on  the  ground. 
—  PrUhii-i-shllia,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  standing  on  the 

ground,  stepping  firmly  (said  of  a  horse  ;    Say.  = 
prithivyam  su-prtitishthitah).  —  Prilhim-kampa, 

as,   m.    an    earthquake.  —  l'riiliir~i-l;«hit,   t,  t,   t, 
dwelling  on  earth  (Ved.);  reigning  over  the  earth; 

((),  m.  a  prince,  king,  sovereign.  —  Prithivi-danilra, 
as,  m.  '  earth-moon,'  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Tri- 
gartas.  —  I'ritliirlii-jaya,    as,   ii,    am,    conquering 

the  earth  ;  (as),  m.  a  prince,  king,  sovereign.  —  Pri- 
tltiri-tnlii,  am,  n.  the  surface  of  the  earth,  ground, 

bare  ground,  the  very  earth.  —  Prithici-tlrtha,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Prithirl-fllnn'tina,  am,  n.  a 
prop  or  support  of  the  earth.  —  Pritliiri-pati,  is,  m. 
'  lord  of  the  earth,'  a  prince,  king,  sovereign ;  an 
epithet  of  Yama  the  regent  of  the  dead ;  a  kind  of 
drug  (  =  rifhalha}.  —  PritAivi-pitripdlaka,  as,  m. 
'guardian  of  the  earth,"  a  prince,  king,  sovereign. 
—  I'ritliin-jiiirriitaka,  as  or   am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

rock-oil,  petroleum  (?).  —  P rithim-pdla,  as,  m. 

'  guardian  of  the  earth,'  a   king,  sovereign,   ruler. 
—  Pritlticl-bhuj,  k,  m.  '  earth-enjoying,'  a  prince, 
sovereign.  —  Prithiri-manda,  us  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?), 
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the  scum  of  the  earth.  —  Prithwl-mandala,  as, 

am,  m.  n.  the  circuit  of  the  earth.  —  Prithivi- 
maya,  a*,  i,  am,  made  of  earth,  earthen.  —  Pri- 
thivi-ram,  as,  m.  the  sap  of  the  earth.  —  Prithim- 

>'djya,  cim,  n.  the  sovereignty  of  the  earth.  —  Pri~ 

thivi-ruha,  as,  m.  'earth-growing,'  a  plant,  tree. 
—  Prithivi-loka,  as,  m.  the  earth  considered  as  a 

world,  the   terrestrial   world ;    [cf.  pritkivi-loka.~\ 
-•Pritliicls'a  (°vi-i3a),  as,  m.  'lord  of  the  earth,' 
a  prince,  king,  sovereign.  •—  Prithivt-s'akra,  as,  rn. 
'  the  Indra  of  the  earth,'  a  king.  —  Prithivy-dpida, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  two  princes  of  Kasmira. 
Prithu,  us,  us  or  vl,  u,  broad,  wide,  expansive, 

extensive,  spacious;  ample,  abundant,  luxuriant; 

large,  great,  gigantic ;  detailed ;  prolix ;  numerous  ; 
smart,  clever ;  various ;  important ;  (us),  m.  a  N.  of 

Agni  or  fire ;  a  particular  measure  of  length  ( = 
pritha) ;  N.  of  a  mythical  personage  ( =  pritlii,  see 
col.  3) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  An-enas ;  of  a  Vrishni  and  son 
of  Citraka ;  of  a  son  of  Citra-ratha ;  of  a  descendant 
of  Ikshvaku  (son  of  An-aranya  and  father  of  Tri- 
san-ku)  ;  of  a  son  of  Para ;  of  a  son  of  Pra-stara ;  of 
a  son  of  Ruiaka ;  of  one  of  the  Saptarshis ;  of  a  son 
of  one  of  the  Manus  ;  of  a  Danava ;  of  a  monkey ; 

(us),  (.  a  pungent  seed,  Nigella  Indica;  a  medicinal 
substance  (commonly  hiitgit-pattri) ;  opium ;  (vl), 

{.  '  the  wide  (world),'  earth;  earth  as  an  element; 
the  pungent  seed  Nigella  Indica  ;  =  hingu-paltri ; 
the  plant  Boerhavia  Procumbens  ( =punar-nara, 
q.  v.) ;  great  cardamoms  ;  a  kind  of  metre  consisting 
of  four  lines  of  seventeen  syllables  each ;  another 
metre  containing  eleven  syllables  in  each  line ;  N.  of 
the  mother  of  the  seventh  Arhat  of  the  present 

Ava-sarpinI;  [cf.  it.  prath;  prath-as,  '  breadth  :' 
Zend  fratli-anh,  '  breadth  :'  Gr.  irAartJ-*,  Tr\ar-os, 
tT\ar-rj,  ir\&T-avo-s,  TT\a0-avo-5,  ir\a&-&vrj,  7iA<i<r- 
ato,  ir\aa-iM,  w\aa-To-s,  cfi-Tr\aff-Tpo-v  :  Lat.  lat- 

us  for  platus;  Latium, '  flat  country ;'  lat-er :  Lith. 
platus :  Goth,  braid-s,  '  broad :'  Angl.  Sax.  brdd : 
Eng.  broad:  Mod.  Germ.  bre{l.]  —  Prithu-kar- 

man,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  S"asVvindu  and  grandson 
of  Citra-ratha.  —  Prithu-Ttalpini,  f.  a  various  reading 
for  patha-kalpand,  q.v.  —  Prithu-klrtti,  is,  m. 

'  far-famed,'  N.  of  a  son  of  S'asa-vindu ;  (is),  (.,  N. 
of  a  daughter  of  S'ura.  —  1'rithu-Jcola,  as,  m.  a  species 
of  jujube.  —  Prithii-ga,  as,  m.  pi.  'far-going,'  N.  of 
a  class  of  deities  under  Manu  Cakshusha.  —  Priihu- 

gman,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  '  broad-pathed,'  having  a  broad 
path ;  thick-set  ? ;  (Say.  =  prithu-bhdvam  prdp- 
nuval.)  —  Prithu-griva,  as,  m. '  broad-necked,'  N. 
of  a  Rakshasa.  —  Prithiii-tfdrv-aiiditekskana  (°ta- 
tksK"),  as,  a,  am,  having  large,  beautiful,  and  curved 
eyes.  —  Pritku-tthada,  as,  m.  'broad-leaved,'  a 
species  of  plant  (  =  harid-yarbha).  —  Prithu-ja~ 

ijliiuia,  as,  a,  am, '  large-hipped,'  having  broad  hips. 
—  Prithu-jaya,  as,  m. '  victorious  far  and  wide,'  N. 
of  a  son  of  Sasz-vmdu.t-Prithu-jman,  a,  a,  a, 

Ved.    '  broad-pathed,'   having   a    broad   path ;    [cf. 

prithu-yman.']  —  Prithu-jraya,   as,   d,   am,   or 
pritkii-j raya$,  its,  Us,  as,  widely  extended,  spread- 

ing widely;    of  rapid  or  extended  impetus  (Say. 

=pritku-java  =  tiiyhni-ydmin  —  prathita-vega). 
—  Prlihu-tama,  as,  d,  am,  broadest,  widest,  largest 
(  =  jirathishtha).—  Prithu-tara,  as,  d,  am, broader, 
wider,  larger,  more  spacious,  very  large  or  important 

(  '=pralltiyas).—Prit/iu-ta,  f.  or  prithu-tvn,  am, 
n.  breadth,   width,   largeness,   greatness.  —  Prithu- 
dariln,  I,  inl,  i,  far-seeing,  far-sighted  (in  a  meta- 

phorical sense).  —  Prithu-fldna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 

of  Sziz-v'mdu.—Pritkn-dlrgha-lidhii,  us,  us,  a, 
having  broad  and  long  arms,  broad  and  long-armed. 
—  Prithw-flhai'ani-dhf.tt'a,  as,  m.  'supporting  the 

broad  earth,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  (Maha-bh.  Santi-p. 
1 3444).  —  Prithu-dhdra,  as,  d,  am, '  broad-edged,' 
having  a  wide  or  broad  edge.  —  Pr ithu-nitamba, 

'/-*•',  ii,  am,  having  broad  hips,  large-hipped.  —  IVt- 
t/M-pakshas,  as,  n.  (probably)  a  broad  space  at  the 
side  (of  a  chariot)  ;  (according  to  Say.  an  adj.  as,  d#, 

as)  =  pritku-pdrtfva-flvaya-yuktfi,  broad-flanked, 
having  the  two  flanks  broad  (said  of  a  horse).  —  Pri- 

thu-pattra,  as,  m.  '  broad-leaved,"  a  kind  of  garlic 

(=rakta-la^ana).  —  P  riOiu-pariu,  us,  us,  u, 

Ved.  armed  with  large  sickles;  (!izy.)  =  vutlrnds'va- 
partfu-hasta,  holding  large  rib-bones  of  horses. 
—  Prithu-paldisikd,  f.  Curcuma  Zedoaria  (  =  ̂ ali, 
paldflikd).—Prithu-2)dja8,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  far- 
shining,  resplendent  (said  of  Agni,  of  the  horses  of 
Ushas,  of  the  chariot  of  the  AsVins,  and  of  Indra- 

Vayu ;  Say.  =pritku-tejas  otprithu-vegas).  —  Pri- 
thu-pdni,  is,   is,   i,  Ved.    broad-handed    (said    of 
Savitri;  Say. =majtat-lcara).  —  Prithu-pragdna, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a  wide  approach  or  access, 
approached  by  wide  avenues  ;  (Say.)  =prithu-gtti, 
much-lauded.  — •  Prithu-pragdman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved. 
wide-striding,  taking  wide  strides ;    moving  fleetly 
(Say.  —prithu-pragamana).  —  Priihu-pratha,  as, 
d,  am,  far-famed,  having  a  wide  reputation. —Pri- 
thu-protha,  as,  d,  am,  having  broad  or  wide  nostrils 
(said  of  a  horse).  —  Pritku-bdhn,  us,  us,  u,  broad- 
armed,  having  brawny  arms.  —  Prithn-budhna,  as, 
d,  am,  broad-based,  having  a  broad  basis  or  foot, 
having  a  broad  sole  or  under-part  (Say.  =  sthula- 
mula).  —  Prithu-bJiurana,  am,  n.  the  wide  world. 

—  Prithn-mridvikd,  f.  'wide  grape,'  (probably)  a 
raisin.  —  Prithu-ya&is,  as,  as,  as,  far-famed,  of 
wide  renown ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sfasa-vindu  ; 
of  a  son  of  Varaha-mihira.  —  Prit hu-ydman,  d,  d, 

a,  Ved.  '  broad-pathed,'  having  a  broad  path  (said 
of  Ushas) ;  (S5y.)  =prithu-ratha,  a  spacious  chariot. 

—  Prithu-raJmi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  'broad-rayed,'  N.  of 
a  Yati. «—  Prithu-ruknta,  as,  or  prithu-rukman, 

d,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Para-jit  (or  ParS-vrit).  —  Pri- 

thit-roman,  d,  m.  '  having  broad  hairs  or  scales,'  a 
fish.  —  Prithuroma-yugma,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Pisces.  —  Prithu-lodana,  as, 

d,  am,  large-eyed,  having  large  eyes.  —  PritKu- 
vaktrd,  f.  'wide-mouthed,'  N.  of  one  of  the  Mains 
attending  on  Skanda.  —  Prithu-vega,  as,  m. '  having 
excessive  force  or  impetus,'  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Prithu- 
s'imba,  as,  m.  a  species  of  Syonaka.  —  Prilhu-diras, 
as,  as,  o*,Ved.  broad-headed,  flat-headed.  —  Prilhu- 

tfckhara,  as,  m. '  broad-crested,'  a  mountain.  —  Pri- 
thu-s"rava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  being  attendant  upon 
Skanda;    (probably  a  wrong   reading  for  prithu- 

tiravas.)  —  Prithu-s'i'avaK,  as,  as,  as,  far-famed,  of 
wide  renown ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  son  of 

S'asa-vindu ;  of  a  son  of  Raghu ;  of  a  son  of  the 
ninth  Manu;  of  a  serpent-demon.  —  P rithu-dri,  is, 

is,  i,  having  great  fortune,  highly  prosperous.  —  Pri- 

th.u-s'roni,  is,  is,  i,  '  broad-hipped,'  having  broad 
hips,  having  large  buttocks.  —  Prithu-shena  (prithu 

+  send),  as,  m.  '  having  an  extensive  army,'  N.  of 
a  son  of  RuC*ira  (or  RutHrasva)  ;  of  a  son  of  Vibhu  ; 
(also  read  prithu-scna.)  —  Pritlut-shflM,  us,  us, 
u,  or  pHthii-sh/huka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (according 
to    Mahl-dhara)  =  prithu-kesa-bhdra,    abundant- 
haired,  having  a  broad  plait  or  tuft  of  hair ;  much- 
praised,  much-desired,  desired  of  many ;   (according 
to  the  Nirukta  and  Say.)  =  pritku-jaf/ha>ia,  q.v. 
—  Prithu-sattva-vat,   an,  atl,  at,  abounding  in 
great  living  creatures.  —  Pri thu-sampad,  t,  t,  t, 
possessing  large  property,  rich,  wealthy.  —  Prithu- 

skandha,   as,  d,  am,  '  broad-shouldered,'  a  boar. 
—  Pritltudaka  (°thu-ud°),  am,  n.  'having  exten- 

sive waters,"  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place  on   the 
northern  bank  of  the  Sarasvati.  —  Prithudaka-svd- 

min,  I,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  commentary  on 
the  Brahma-gupta.  —  Prtthudam  (^thu-uff),  as,  a, 
am,  big-bellied,  stout,  corpulent ;   (as),  m.  a  ram. 

—  PrithupdMtyana   (°thu-up°),  am,  n.  'episode 
of  Prithu,'  N.  of  the  twenty-ninth   and  thirtieth 
chapters  of  the  second  part  of  the  Padma-Purana. 
—  Prithvi-l'uravaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree  (  = 

s"veta-mandaraka).  —  Prithvi-khdta,   am,   n.  a 
hole  or  pit  in  the  earth,  cavern.  •— Prithvl-tfarbha, 
nx,  m.  an  epithet  of  Gancsa.  —Prithvi-riHha,  am, 

n.  a  dwelling  in  the  earth,  a  cave.  —  Pritki-i-fan- 
ilriidiiya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Prithri-ja,  am, 
n.  '  earth-born,'  a  species  of  salt  (  —  gada-htvana). 
—  Prithvl-danda-pdla-ta,  f.  the  office  of  chief  of 
the  police,  prefecture  of  police.  —  Pritliift-dhara, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Bhuvanesvarl-stotra 

hymn ;  of  the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the 

Mric'-c'hakatika.  —  Prithvi-pali,  is,  m. '  lord  of  the 
earth,'  a  prince,  king,  sovereign.  —  Prithn-pdla, 

as,  m.  'earth-protector,'  N.  of  a  man.  —  Pritkel- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  in  Magadha.  —  Prithv I' 
bhara,  as,  m.  (?),  a  species  of  the  Aty-ashti  metre. 
—  Prithm-bhuj,  I;   m.  '  earth-enjoyer,'  a   prince, 
king.  —  Prithm-riija.  ax,  m.  'king  of  the  earth," 
N.  of  a  prince.  —  Prithvifo  (°vi-i^a),  as,  m.  '  lord 
of  the  earth,"  a  prince,  king,  sovereign.  —  Prithvi- 
kara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Prithuka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  rice  or  grain  flattened ; 

rice  scalded  with  hot  water  and  then  dried  over  a 

fire  and  ground  in  a  mortar ;  (as),  m.  a  child, 

boy,  the  young  of  any  animal ;  (a),  f.  a  girl ;  a 
species  of  plant  (  =  hiityu-pattri). 
Pritlmla,  as,  d,  am,  broad,  large,  great;  (a), 

f.,  N.  of  a  medicinal  substance  (  =  hinyu-pattrl). 

—  Prithuldksha  (°la-ak°),  as,m.'  large-eyed,"  N. 
of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Catur-an-ga. 
Prithiikd,  f.  large  cardamoms ;  small  cardamoms ; 

a  small  pungent  seed,  Nigella  Indica. 

prithavana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

rithasva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

prithi,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man 
(according  to  Say.  a  Rajarshi)  under  the  especial 

protection  of  the  Asvins. 

Mp^cm  prithikd,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  prith), 
a  centipede. 
vHqql  prlthivt.     See  p.  594,  col.  3. 

T£*f\  prithi,  i,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  mythical 
personage  with  the  patronymic  Vainya  (said  to  have 
been  the  first  anointed  sovereign  of  men,  to  have 
ruled  also  the  lower  animals,  and  to  have  introduced 

the  arts  of  husbandry  into  the  world  ;  he  is  enume- 
rated among  the  Rishis  and  said  to  be  the  author  of 

the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  148). 

YJ prithu.     See  col.  I. 
M<; i qppridaku,  us,  m.  or pridaku,iis,f.  (said 

to  be  fr.  rt.  pard),  an  adder,  viper,  snake,  serpent;  (us), 

m.  a  scorpion;  a  tiger;  a  panther  (  =  6itralca);  an 
elephant ;  a  tree,  —  Priddku-sdnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved. 
having  a  surface  like  that  of  a  serpent ;  smooth  or 
variegated  or  shining  like  a  serpent ;  (according  to 

S5y.)  having  the  head  uplifted  like  a  serpent. 

^311  prisana,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  rt.  spris),  Ved. 
clinging  to,  attached  to ;  tender,  gentle  (only  used  in 
the  fern.) ;  (am),  n.  clinging  to. 

Priiandyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  clinging  to.  attached 

to;  tender;  (Szy.)=spars'ana-kdma,  desirous  of contact. 

Y^J  prisni,  is,  is,  i  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
spris,  the  initial  s  being  elided,  see  Unadi-s.  IV.  52), 
variegated,  party-coloured,  dappled,  piebald,  speckled, 
spotted  (used  in  the  Veda  as  a  favourite  epithet  of 
cows) ;  manifold,  diverse,  various,  of  many  kinds 

(Ved.);  dwarfish,  stunted,  short,  thin,  small;  deli- 

cate, feeble;  (is),  f.  (like  all  other  words  for  'cow' used  in  various  figurative  or  mythical  senses,  viz.) 
earth,  a  cloud,  milk,  the  spangled  or  starry  sky,  a 

ray  of  light ;  a  kind  of  fruit ;  N.  of  the  mother  of 
the  Maruts ;  of  the  wife  of  Savitri ;  of  the  wife  of 

king  Su-tapas  (who  in  a  former  birth  under  the  name 
of  Devaki  was  mother  of  Krishna)  ;  (?),  f.  the  plant 

Pistia  Stratiotes;  (is),  m.  a  dwarf;  N.  of  a  prince 
the  father  of  SVaphalka ;  (ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

race  of  Rishis ;  pritfni  or  Bh.aradvdja$ya  pris'ni, 
N.  of  a  Saman  ;  [cf.  rts.  prish  and  tipriit ;  prish- 

ata,  prishat,  prfohatt:  Gr.  ntptc-vu-s,  nfptco-s, 
irtptcaivftv,  TrpaK-v6-v,  uptK-vo-v,  irpu£,  irpoKa-s, 

•npaif,  TrpuK-vr/ :  Lat.  spurc-n-s,  sparg-6 :  Old 
Germ,  spreng-en :  Mod.  Germ.  be-spreng~cn  ~  Eng. 

sprinkle."]  —  PritSni-garbha,  as,  d,  am,  being  in 
the  variegated  bosom  or  in  the  bosom  of  the  varie- 

gated one  (Say.  =  ddityasya  garbha-b/tuta  or 
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^fVj  prisni-gu. 
taptojjvala-varnah  surya-ras"mayas  tesham  gar- 
bha-bhuta);  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Krishna. 
"Priini-gu,  us,  us,  «,  Ved.  driving  piebald  horses 
(said  of  the  Maruts  ;  Say.  =  pri.<ni-oarnd  odea 

yesham  te);  (its),  m.,  N.  of  a  mm.  —  Pridiiiti-a, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  the  being  variegated  or  party-coloured, 
the  being  speckled  or  spotted.  —  Priini-dhara,  as, 
m.  an  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  I'risni-nipreshita,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  sent  down  or  hastening  down  to  Prisni, 
i.  e.  to  the  earth  (said  of  the  Maruts)  ;  (Say.)  = 
Pritnyd  mdtrd  nitardm  prayatdh,  sent  down 

by  their  mother  Prisni.  —  Prixni-parni,  (.  '  having 

variegated  leaves,'  N.  of  a  plant,  Hemionitis  Cordi- 
folia.  —  Pridni-bd  hu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  speckled 
arms,  i.e.  front  legs  (said  of  a  frog);  (us),  m.,  N. 

of  a  mythical  being.  —  1'rlini-bhadra,  as,  m.  '  pro- 
pitious to  DevakI,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Pi  -iV/<  i- 

mat  or  prifni-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  containing 
the  word  prUnl.  —  Prifni-matri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved. 

'  having  Prisni  for  a  mother,'  an  epithet  of  the 
Maruts  ;  '  having  the  earth  for  a  mother,'  an  epithet 
of  herbs.  —  Pris'nirS'ringa,  as,  m.  '  having  a  small 
or  a  variegated  crest,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu 
incarnate  as  Krishna  ;  of  GaneSa.  —  Prifrii-saktha, 

as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  spotted  thighs.  —  Prifni- 
han,  d,  m.,  Ved.  slaying  the  speckled  (snake). 

—  Pri  dny-akraya,  f.  =*  pridni-parni,  q.  v. 

Pris"nilta,  f.  an  aquatic  plant,  Pistia  Stiatiotes. 

"OH  Ptish  (akin  to  rt.  prush;  cf.  rts. 
t,  ̂   sprig  and  rrish),  cl.  I  .  P.  parsliati,  pa- 

parsha,  parshishyati,  aparskit,  parshitum,  to 
sprinkle  ;  to  weary  ;  to  vex  ;  to  hurt,  injure  ;  to  give  ; 
cl.  I.  A.  parshate,  parshitum  (a  various  reading 
for  rt.  vrish),  to  become  wet:  Caus.  parshayati, 

-yitum,  Aor.  apapanhat,  apipris'at  :  Desid.  pi- 
parshishali:  Intens.  paripriiyatc,  parlparshti: 

[cf.  friini;  Zend  paresh,  '  to  sprinkle.'] 
Prishat,  an,  ati,  at,  (Ved.)  spotted,  speckled, 

mottled,  dappled,  piebald,  party-coloured,  variegated  ; 
sprinkling  (in  this  sense  used  as  a  part.)  ;  (an), 
m.  the  spotted  antelope;  the  hog  deer,  porcine 

deer  ;  prishatdm  patih,  '  lord  of  the  spotted  ante- 

lopes,' a  N.  of  the  Wind  ;  (ati),  f.  a  spotted  cow  ; 
epithet  of  the  animals  ridden  by  the  Maruts  (usually 
said  by  commentators  to  be  spotted  antelopes,  ac- 

cording to  Mahl-dhara  piebald  mares,  and  often 
apparently  identified  in  the  Rig-veda  with  the  horses 
of  the  Maruts)  ;  the  female  spotted  antelope,  spotted 

doe  ;  =Parshatt,  the  daughter  of  Prishata  ;  (at),  n.  a 
drop  of  water  or  of  any  other  liquid.—  Prishat-td,  f.  or 

prishat-tca,  am,  a.  the  being  spotted  or  variegated. 

—  Prishad-a$"va,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  '  having  piebald 
horses,'  an  epithet  of  the  Maruls  ;  (according  to  Say.) 
riding  on  spotted  antelopes  ;  (as),  m.  air,  wind,  the 
god  of  air  or  wind  divinely  personified  ;  an  epithet 

of  Sava  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  of  a  son  of  An-aranya  and 
father  of  Hary-asVa  ;  of  a  son  of  Vi-rOpa  ;  (as),  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  the  descendants  of  Prishad-asVa.  —  Priihad- 
Sjya,  am,  n.  sprinkled  or  clotted  butter,  ghee  mixed 

with  coagulated  milk  forming  an  oblation.  —  Prishad- 
iijya-pranufta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  driven  away  from 
the  oblation  of  ghee  and  curds.  —  Prishad-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  Ved.  party-coloured,  variegated.  —  Prishad- 
vatsa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a  spotted  calf.  —  Pri- 

shad-vard,  f.  *  the  best  among  the  variegated  ante- 

lopes,' N.  of  a  wife  of  Ruru  and  daughter  of  a  VidhyS- 
dhara  by  MenakS  (a  sort  of  antelope).  —  Prishad- 

vala,  as,  m.  '  piebald,'  N.  of  a  horse  of  VSyu  or 

Wind;  [cf.  prisha(]-a^ra.~\  —  PrisJtad-viina,  as, 
m.  'having  variegated  arrows,'  N.  of  a  man.  —  1'ri- 
thvlara,  as,  a,  am  (pruha  for  prishat  +  uflara), 
Ved.  'speckled-bellied,'  having  the  belly  speckled, (see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  VI.  3,  109.) 

1'riiliata,  as,  ii,  am,  spotted,  speckled,  having white  spots,  variegated  ;  (an),  m.  the  spotted  ante- 
lope, the  porcine  deer;  a  drop  of  water;  a  spot, 

mark  ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Dru-pada.  —  Priihataiiru 

("te-oO,  <W.  m-  »'r,  wind  (=prtfliad-a.<Sra). 
Prishatka,  a.*,  m.  an  arrow  (so  called  as  being 

variegated  or  as  being  as  swift  as  an  antelope). 

Prishaddhra  or  prishadhira,  as,  m.  (probably  a 

comp.  fr.  prisliat  +  dhra),  N.  of  a  man  the  son 
of  Manu  and  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  VIII. 

57  (=VSIakhilya  8). 
Prishadhru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior  on  the  side 

of  the  Pandavas. 

Pruhanti,  is,  m.  a  drop  of  water  (probably  an 
error  for  prishauti,  n.  pi.  of  prishat). 

Prishatalta,  am,  n.  a  mixture  of  ghee  and  coagu- 
lated milk  or  some  similar  compound ;  (o«),  m.  an 

epithet  of  Rudra ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  disease  or  N.  of 
a  female  demon  causing  this  disease. 

I'r'ttkodydna,  am,  n.  (fr.  prisha  for  prishat  + 
lulyana),  a  small  garden  or  grove. 

I.  prishta,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  and  3.  see  below), 

sprinkled. 

Y'WTWT  prisha-bhdshd,  f.=ptisha-bhdsa, 

q.v. 
ljm«KJTf  prishdkard,  f.  a  small  stone  used as  a  weight. 

Y?  2.  prishta,  as,  d,  am  (for  sprishta  fr.  rt. 
spris),  Ved.  cleaving  or  adhering  to,  in  contact 

with  (Say.  =  sam-sprishla,  or  =  nwhikta  =  ni- 
hita).  —Prishta-bandhu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  (perhaps) 
having  devoted  relatives  or  attendants ;  (Say.)  =  sto- 
trlndm  bandhuh,  a  friend  to  those  who  praise  him. 

Frishti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  a  rib  (=pars'u);  touch;  a 
ray  of  light.  —  Prishti-vah,  vat,  m.,  Ved.  carrying 
on  the  back  (as  a  horse).  —  Prinhty-timaya,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  a  pain  in  the  side.  —  Prishty-dmayin,  i, 
inl,  i,  Ved.  feeling  a  pain  in  the  side. 

^T  3.  prishta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  pradh), 
asked,  inquired,  questioned,  interrogated,  demanded. 

—  Prishtdbhidhdyin  (°ta-abh°),  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  an- 
swering that  which  is  asked,  answering  an  inquiry. 

PHshti'd,  ind.  having  asked  or  inquired,  having 
questioned  or  interrogated. 

MB^lMt  prishtahayana,  as,  m.  an  ele- 

phant ;  a  species  of  grain. 

^TT  prishtha,  am,  n.  (probably  fr.  pra-stha 
or  perhaps  fr.  pard-stha),  the  back  of  any  animal 
(as  standing  out  prominently),  the  back  in  general 

(e.  g.  asva-prishthe  sanimatati,  admired  on  horse- 
back, i.e.  a  good  rider;  prishtham  da,  to  bend 

the  back,  make  a  low  obeisance) ;  the  hinder  part 

of  anything,  the  rear  [cf.  «ena-p°]  ;  the  upper  side, 
uppermost  part,  surface,  superficies  (e.  g.  dioah 
prishtham,  Ved.  the  surface  of  the  sky,  vault  of 

heaven ;  cf.  ghrita-p",  tri-p°,  ndka-p°) ;  the  flat 
roof  of  a  house ;  a  terrace ;  a  page  of  a  book ;  N. 
of  a  particular  arrangement  of  Samans  employed  at 
the  midday  oblation,  and  formed  from  the  Rathan- 

tara,  Brihat,  Vairupa,  Vairaja,  S'akvara,  and  Raivata 
Samans,  (in  this  sense  more  usually  written  as  a 

comp.  prishiha-xtotra,  q.  v.) ;  N.  of  various  Sa- 
mans ;  (enu,  e),  ind.  at  the  back,  behind,  from 

behind.  —  Pri#htha-f/opa,  as,  m.  one  who  guards 
or  protects  the  rear  of  a  warrior  while  fighting. 

—  I'rishtha-yranthi,  is,  m.  '  back-knot,'  a  hump 
on   the  back.  —  Prifhljui-ghna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mzn.  —  Prishtha-dakshus,  us,  m.  'having  eyes  in 

the  back,'  a  mb.  —  Priehtlta-ju,  an,  m.  a  form  of 
Skanda;    (also   considered    as   a    son   of    Skanda.) 

—  Prkhfha-jd/ia,  am,  n.^priihthaeya  malam, 
'  the  root  of  the  back,'  (probably)  os  coccygis ;  [cf. 
jd/ta.]  —  Prishtha-talpana,  am,  n.  the  exterior 

muscles  on  an  elephant's  back  ( =  talpana).  —  Prish- 
tha-driihti,  is,  m.  '  looking  backwards,'  a  bear. 
—  P fishtha-patin,   I,   irii,  i,   being  behind    the 
back  of  a  person,  following,  observing,  controlling. 
—  PrMilha-/>hala,  am,  n.  the  superficial  contents 
of  a  figfiie.—Prishtha-bhanya,  as,  m.  'breaking 

or  bending  the  back,'  epithet  of  a  mode  of  fighting. 
—  J'lifhtha-bhdga,  ax,  m.  the  hinder  part,  back. 
—  Priththa-madhya,  as,   m.  the  middle  of  the 
bick.  —  Pri^/itlia-i/ulnna,  am,  n.  the  flesh  on  the 
back ;  prishthamdnsam  khdd  or  bhaksh, '  to  eat 

the  flesh  of  a  person's  back,'  i.  e.  to  speak  ill  of  any 
one  behind  his  back.  •-  PnsMhamdnsdda  (°sa- 
ada)  or  prishthamansddana  (°«a-ad~),  as,  d,  am, 
'  eating  the  flesh  of  the  back,'  backbiting,  speaking 
ill  of  a  person  behind  his  back,  a  backbiter,  tale- 

bearer, slanderer;  (a»i),  n.  backbiting.  —  Prishtha- 
yajvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  sacrifices  on  high 
places  (SZy.  =  rathantara-brihad-ddibhir  ijdna). 
—  Prishlha-yana,  am,  n.  'going  on  the  back  (of 

a  horse  &c.),'  riding;  (as,  d,  am),  an  animal  for 
riding,  riding  horse.  —  Prisht/ta-raksha,  as,  m.  one 
who  covers  the  rear  of  a  warrior  while  fighting ; 

[cf.  prtsh/ha-gopa.]  —  Prishtlia-raksJMtia,   am, 
n.  protection  or  defence  of  the  back.  —  Prishtha- 

vanta,,  as,  m.  the  back-bone.  —  P ' rishtha-vdstu,  u, 
n.  an  upper  story,  the  upper  room  of  a  building. 
—  Prishlha-vdh,  t,  m.  (f.  prishthauhl,  see  Gram. 
182.  c),  a  draught-ox,  an  ox  employed  for  draught, 
(also  read  prashtha-vdh  and  pashtha-vnh) ;  '  borne 
on  the  back,'  riding.  —  Prishiha-vdhya,  as,  m.  a 
draught-ox,  an  ox  carrying  burdens.  —  PriMha- 
4aya,  as,  d,  am,  lying  or  sleeping  on  the  back. 
—  Pfixhtha-dringii,  as,  m. '  having  horns  over  the 
back,'  a  wild  goat.  —  Prishtha~s>rin-gin,  i,  m.  a 
ram  ;  a  buffalo  ;  a  eunuch ;  an  epithet  of  Bhima-sena. 
—  Prishfha-stotra,   am,  n.,    N.   of  a    particular 
arrangement  of  Samans  (=  prishtha,  q.v.).  —  Prish- 

Ihanuga  (tha~an°),  as,  d,  am,  or  pii*]tt]t~ni<i- 
gdmin  (°tha-an°),  f,  inl,  i,  going  behind,  following 

(opposed  to  agra-ga).  —  Priyhthasthi('tlM-as':^, i,  a.  the  back-bone.  —  Prishthe-mukha,  as,  i,  am, 

having  the  face  in  the  back.  —  Prisht/iodaya  C/ha- 

ud°),  as,  d,  am, '  rising  from  behind,'  an  epithet  of 
the   signs   of  the   zodiac,  Aries,   Taurus,  Gemini, 
Sagittarius,  and  Capricorn. 
Pnshthaka,  am,  n.  the  back;  prishthalce  Tcri, 

to  place  behind,  postpone ;  to  resign,  renounce. 
Prishtha-tas,  ind.  from  the  back,  from  behind, 

behind  the  back,  at  the  back,  behind  (with  gen.); 
to  the  back,  backwards ;  on  the  back ;  behind  the 
back,  secretly,  covertly;  prishthatah  kri,  to  place 
on  the  back  (e.  g.  parvatam  prinh/hatah  kritcd, 
having  placed  the  mountain  on  his  back) ;  to  place 
behind  the  back,  neglect,  forsake,  abandon ;  to  re- 

sign, renounce,  desist  from  ;  prishthato  gam,  to  go 
at  the  back,  follow,  pursue ;  prishthato  liltu,  to  be 
behind,  i.  e.  to  be  disregarded,  to  be  an  object  of 
indifference. 

Prishthya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 
the  back ;  belonging  to  or  coming  from  the  heights 

(Ved.,  e.  g.  prisht/iyam  payah,  '  milk  from  the 
heights,'  i.e.  Soma,  or  according  to  Say.  =  dhdra- 
/.''//'(  yi'/rt//,  sustaining  milk) ;  forming  the  Prishth.t 
hymns  (Ved.);  having  the  Prishtha  hymns  (said  of 
a  particular  period  of  six  sacrificial  days,  Ved.) ;  (as), 

m.  with  or  without  asm,  a  horse  for  riding  or  for 

draught,  a  pack-horse;  (as, am),  m.  n.=prishthd- 
ndm  samuhah  [cf.  Pin.  IV.  2,  H2}  =  ktotranum 
samuhah  (Ujjvala-datta  on  Unadi-s.  II.  12);  (d), 

f.  with  or  without  asi'd,  a  mare  for  riding  or  for 
draught ;  an  edge  or  ridge  along  the  back  of  the 
Vedi  (Ved.).-Prishthya-stoma,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N. 
of  six  Ekahas  or  of  a  period  of  six  sacrificial  days. 
—  /', •ifh/lti/dvalamba   (°ya-av°),  as,   m.,  Ved, 

scil.  pai'tddha,  a  period  of  five  sacrificial  days. 
Mlu'i  prishni,  is,  is,  i,  small,  short,  or  thin 

(  =  ;>rtVni);  (if),  (.  the  heel  (=parshni)  ;  a  ray  of 

light  (  =  /»<V«i). 
ur«!iM<iiT  prishni-parni,  f.  a  wrong  read- 

ing for  priini-parnt,  q.  v. 
Y4**1  prisliva,  incorrectly  for prushvd,  q.v. 

prl  [cf.  rts.  i.  and  2.  pri,  prin~\,  cl.  9. and  3.  P.  (Ved.  also  A.)  prindti  (-mte), 

piparti  (3rd  du.  pipritas  or  pipurtas,  Vopa-deva 
X.  5),  papdra  (3rd  du.  paparatus  or  papratus, 
jrd  pi.  paparus  or  paprus,  Pan.  VII.  4,  12), 
parish yati,  paiishyati,  apdrit,  Prec.  purydt,  pa- 
rttum,  paritam  (Ved.  forms,  Impf.  3rd  sing.  A. 
apiprata,  Impv.  and  sing,  purdhi,  Aor.  parshi, 
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parshat,  pdrithat;  irregular  Irapv.  2nd  sing.  A. 
•pipiprihi  ?),  to  fill,  fill  up  ;  to  fulfil  ;  to  sate, 
satisfy,  refresh  (e.g.  pitrin  apdrlt,  he  satisfied  or 
refreshed  the  Manes)  ;  to  cherish,  nourish,  nurture, 
foster,  rear,  bring  up  ;  to  protect  ;  to  bestow  bounti- 

fully, grant  abundantly,  give  plentifully,  lavish  (with 
ace.  of  the  thing  and  dat.  of  the  person,  Ved.)  ;  to 

collect,  accumulate;  (A.)  to  fill  or  sate  one's  self; 
cl.  4.  A.  (properly  Pass,  but  ep.  also  P.),  puryate 
(•ti),  Aor.  apuri,  apurishta,  to  be  filled,  become 
full,  to  be  fulfilled  ;  to  be  sated  or  satisfied  :  Caus. 
pdrayati,  -yitum  [cf.  Caus.  of  it.  i.  pri],  to  fill, 
fulfil  (Ved.)  ;  purayati,  -te,  -yitum  (sometimes 
regarded  as  derived  fr.  a  separate  ft.  pur,  q.  v.), 
to  fill,  fill  up,  replenish  ;  to  fulfil  (a  wish,  hope, 
promise,  Sec.);  to  make  full,  fill  out,  intensify, 
strengthen  (a  sound)  ;  to  fill  with  wind,  blow,  wind 
(a  conch-shell  or  other  wind  instrument)  ;  to  draw 
(a  bow,  or  an  arrow  to  the  ear)  ;  to  cover  completely, 
cover  up,  surround,  envelop  ;  to  load  or  enrich  (with 
gifts)  ;  to  spend  the  whole  (of  a  period  of  time)  : 
Desid.  piparishati,  piparishaU,  pupurshati,  pu- 
purshate  :  Intens.  popuryate,  pdparti,  popurti  ; 
[cf.  rt.  I.  pra,  3.  pur,  pura,  puru,  pulu:  Zend 

pur,  'fill;'  perena,  'full:'  Gr.  m-/t-TT\ri-fu,  ir\-/i- 
6-<v,  nAt-oi-s,  ir\ri-p-T]s,  -nXij-O-v-s,  ir\fi~d-os,  ir\ov- 
ro-t  :  Lat.  im-ple-o,  ple-nu-s,  ple-be-s,  pS-pul-u-s, 
multits  said  to  be  for  purtas,  am-plu-s:  Goth. 
full-s,  '  full  ;'  fitllo,  '  fulness  ;'  full-yan,  '  to  fill  :' 
Old  Germ,  fol,  folc:  Angl.  Sax.  fyll-an  :  Mod. 
Germ,  mil  =  Eng.  full  :  Slav.  pl&-n&,  '  full;'  flu- 
k&,  '  people  ;'  ple-me,  '  a  tribe  :'  Lith.  pil-ti,  '  to 
fill  ;'  pil-na-s,  '  full  ;'  pul-ka-s,  '  crowd  :'  Hib.jmilt, 
'  abundant,  plentiful,  copious.'] 

'T^oS  pedaka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I. 
pad),  an  owl  ;  the  tip  or  the  root  of  an  elephant's 
tail  ;  a  couch,  bed  ;  a  louse  ;  a  cloud  ;  (  ikd),  f.  a 
kind  of  owl. 

Pedakin,  I,  m.  an  elephant;  (also  readpjVaWn.) 
Pedla,  as,  m.  an  elephant. 

T^pecu,  u,  n.  orpeMi,  f.  a  species  of  bul- 
bous plant  with  esculent  roots,  Colocasia  Antiquoram. 

MiTpeja  in  tila-peja,  q.  v.  ;  (a),  f.=peyd. 

vFSgt  penjusha,  as,  m.  the  wax  of  the  ear 
(=pinj  us/Ml). 

«4<i  peta,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (said  to 
be  fr.  rt.  pit,  q.  v.),  a  basket,  a  large  basket,  bag  ;  a 
chest  ;  a  multitude  ;  a  retinue  ;  (as),  m.  the  open 
hand  with  the  fingers  expanded  (  =pra-hasta). 
Petaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  m.  f.  n.  [cf.  pitaka],  a 

basket  for  holding  clothes,  books,  &c.  ;  (am),  n. 
multitude,  company,  quantity  ;  (ika),  f.  a  species  of 
plant  (—kulingakshl,  kuverdkshi,  kriehna-vrin- 
tilcd). 
Peldka,  as,  m.  a  basket. 
Pedd,  f.  a  basket,  large  basket  (  =petd,  for  which 

it  is  perhaps  only  a  wrong  reading). 

^fpTJ  petti-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man 
the  father  of  the  commentator  VisVesvara. 

pedhala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  eighth 
Arhat  of  the  future  Ut-sarpim. 

mi|   Pe™  [cf-  rts.  pain,  prain,  lain],  cl. 
\  I.  P.  peiiati,  Sec.,  to  go  ;  to  send  (?)  ;  to 

grind  (?)  ;  to  embrace. 

Tr^  petva,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  pa?),  a  ram, 
sheep  (Ved.);  a  small  part;  (aw),n.  nectar,  Amrita; 
ghee  or  clarified  butter. 

*Rf  pedu,  us,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man  (under 
the  especial  protection  of  the  Asvins,  by  whom  he  was 
presented  with  a  white  horse  that  killed  serpents). 

MMl*l«lI«1  pepiyamdna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  In- 
tens. of  rt.  I.  pa),  drinking  repeatedly. 

U  qj  peb,  cl.  i.   A.  pebate,   a   various 
\  reading  for  rt.  sev,  q.  v. 

THl  peya,  as,  a,  dm  (fr.  rt.  I.  pa),  to  be 
drunk  or  quaffed,  fit  to  be  drunk,  drinkable,  potable ; 
tastable,  sapid ;  (as),  m.,  scil.  yajna-kratu,,  a 
drink  offering,  libation  (Ved.) ;  (a),  f.  rice  gruel ; 
any  drink  with  a  small  quantity  of  boiled  rice  ;  the 
decoction  of  anything  after  straining ;  a  species  of 
anise,  —  mUnyd;  (am),  n.  a  drink,  beverage. 

I .  pern,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  (according  to  Mahl-dhara) 
drinking ;  (us),  m.  the  sun ;  fire ;  the  ocean ;  the 

golden  mountain. 

4^1  peyusha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (=piyusha, 
q.  v),  the  milk  of  a  cow  that  has  calved  within  seven 
days,  biestings ;  fresh  butter ;  nectar,  Amrita. 

«4Mt  peraja  or  peroja,  am,  n.  a  turquoise 

(=Pers.  5)^-3). 

RTTjjera,  f.  a  kind  of  musical  instrument. 

*T?\  2.  pent,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  I.  pri;  for  I. 
peril  see  above),  Ved.  drawing  through,  carrying 
across ;  leading  through,  delivering,  rescuing ;  (SSy. 
—pmaka,  as  if  fr.  rt.  pri.) 

T*>  3.  pern,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  pyai),  Ved. 
swelling ;  causing  to  ferment ;  (Say.  =  sanasya 
rakshaka,  as  if  fr.  rt.  3.  pa) ;  (us),  m.  a  limb, 
member  (?).  , 

peruka,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Pel>  °1-  *•  I0-  P-  pelati,  pelitum, 

pelayati,  -yitum,  to  go,  move. 
Pela,  as,  m.  going;  a  small  part;  (am),  n.  a 

testicle. 
Pelaka,  as,  m.  a  testicle. 
Pelava,  as,  a,,  am,  delicate,  fine,  soft,  tender; 

thin,  slim,  slender.  —  Pelava-pushpa,  am,  n.  a 
tender  flower. 

Peli,  (perhaps)  =pdin,  see  Gana  to  PSn.VI.  a,  86. 
Pelin,  I,  m.  a  horse.  —  Peli-tald,  f.  a  horse-stable. 

Mrtln  peloja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 

attendants  of  S'iva. 
pea  [cf.  rt.  peK],  cl.  I.  A.  peoate, 
pevitum,  a  various  reading  for  rt.  sen,  q.  v. 

R?T  pesa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  pis),  Ved.= 

ptias,  q.  v. ;  [cf.  purit-p0.] Peiana,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  well  formed,  well  made ; 
decorated,  adorned. 

Peiala,  as,  a,  am,  artificially  formed,  adorned, 
decorated ;  beautiful,  charming,  lovely,  pleasant ; 
soft,  smooth,  tender;  skilful,  dexterous,  expert, 
clever,  ingenious ;  fraudulent,  deceitful,  crafty ;  (am), 
n.  beauty,  loveliness ;  [cf.  Gr.  TroiK-i\o-s,  iroi«iAA.-o; : 
Lat.  ping-o,  pic-tor,  pic-titra:  Old  Germ,  feh, 
'variegated:'  Slav,  plstrtt,  'variegated;'  pis-ati, 
'  to  write :'  Lith.  pisz-nu-s,  '  splendid.']  —  Peiala- 
tva,  am,  n.  dexterity,  skill.  -  PeiSala-madhya,  as, 
a,  am,  slender-waisted,  having  a  delicate  or  slender waist. 

Petfas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  shape,  form ;  an  artificial  figure, 
ornament,  decoration,  embroidery ;  variety  of  colour, 

brilliance;  gold;  [cf.  aiva-p°,  rita-p°.]  —  Pe4as- 
kdri,  f.,  Ved.  a  woman  who  weaves  artistically  or 
embroiders.  —  Pefas-krit,  t,  m.  '  the  artist,'  an  epi- 

thet of  the  hand  ;  a  species  of  insect,  a  kind  of  wasp. 

—  Pe$~as-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  decorated,  adorned, ornamented. 

Pcti,  is,  m.  a  thunderbolt  (for  peshi) ;  (is),  f.  an 

egg ;  split  pease. Peiika,  (.  (fr.  pefi),  rind,  shell  (of  fruit). 
Peiitri,  ta,  rn.,  Ved.  one  who  cuts  in  pieces  or 

carves,  a  carver. 
Pefi,  f.  a  piece  of  flesh  or  meat  [cf.  ptiitd] ;  a 

ball  or  mass  of  flesh ;  the  fetus  shortly  after  con- 
ception ;  a  muscle  (of  which  there  are  said  to  be  five 

hundred  in  the  human  body) ;  the  peel  or  rind  (of 
fruit) ;  a  kind  of  drum  ;  a  sheath,  scabbard ;  a  shoe ; 
the  egg  of  a  bird  ;  spikenard,  Valeriana  Jatamansi ; 
a  blown  bud ;  N.  of  a  Pisaft ;  of  a  RakshasI ;  of  a 
river.  —  Peii-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute, 

-kartum,  to  cut  into  pieces,  to  carve.  —  Pes'i-kos'a  or 
pa!i-kosha,  as,  m.  a  bird's  egg.  —  Peiy-anda,  am, 
n.  a  bird's  egg;  a  piece  of  flesh;  the  fetus  shortly after  conception. 

Petvara,  as,  a,  am  (1  for  peshvara  fr.  rt.  pish), 
who  or  what  grinds. 

pcsh.  [cf.  rt.  yesK],  cl.  i.  A.  peshate, 

yes/MiK/ra,  to  exert   one's   self  or   strive 
diligently. 

*R  pesha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  pish),  pounding, 

grinding;  [cf.  i'l'Zii-p0.] Peshaka,  as,  ika,  am,  one  who  pounds  or  grinds, 

a  grinder,  grinding,  pounding,  pulverizing,  masti- 

cating. 

Peshana,  am,  n.  pounding,  grinding,  crushing, 
triturating,  pulverizing  by  means  of  a  mill,  (peshanatfi 

ya,  to  be  ground) ;  a  threshing-floor ;  a  hand-mill, 
a  stone  and  muller,  any  apparatus  for  grinding  or 

pounding ;  a  plant,  a  species  of  Euphorbia  with  three 
lobes,  Euphorbia  Antiquoram  ( =  s'aia-gupta,  Ben- 

gali tekdtoiija).  —  Peshana-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  a  word 
formed  for  the  explanation  of  pipishvat. 

Peihani,  is,  i,  f.  a  stone  slab  on  which  condi- 
ments are  ground,  a  muller,  mill-stone,  grind-stone. 

Peshaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  ground  or  pounded, 
fit  to  be  ground  or  pulverized. 
Peshdka,  as,  m.  a  small  slab  for  grinding  anything 

upon,  a  grind-stone. Peshi,  is,  m.  a  thunderbolt. 
Peshtri,  ta,  trt,  tri,  one  who  pounds  or  crushes, 

one  who  grinds,  a  grinder. 

Pethya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  pounded  or  ground,  to be  triturated  or  pulverized. 

Aafo,  as,  a,  am,=pesala,  q.  v.    • 

peshi,  f.,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  = 

kinaikd,  piidfika.,  a  malevolent  spirit,  female  Pi- 
SiJa;  (perhaps)  a  nurse;  spikenard  (in  this  sense  a 
various  reading  for  peil,  q.v.).  —  Peshi-kri,  a  various 
reading  for  pesi-kri,  q.  v. 

T^peshtra,  am,  n.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  i.  pis), Ved.  a  bone. 

pes  (=rt.  pis),  cl.   i.  P.  pesati, 
pesitum,  to  go,  move. 

Pesuka,  as,  d,  am  (ft.  rt.  pis),  Ved.  spreading, extending. 

Pesvara,  at,  a,  am,  going,  moving ;  destructive ; 

splendid. M « rt pesala=pesala,  q.v. 

pa  i,  cl.  I .  P.  pay  ati,  pdyitum,  to  dry, wither. 

M^  painaa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pinaa),  belong- 
ing or  relating  to  a  rat  or  mouse ;  derived  from  or 

composed  by  Pairrgya  (as  a  book);  acknowledged 
by  the  Pain-gins;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  work;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  (in  this  sense  perhaps  a  wrong 
reading  for  painyya).  —  Painga-rdja,  ai,  m., Ved.  a  kind  of  bird. 

Paingi,  i*,  m.  (fr.  piitga),  a  patronymic  of  YSska. 
Painrjin,  i,  iut,  i,  derived  from  Pain-gya;  (i), 

m.  a  follower  of  Pain-gya. 
Paingya,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  pinga),  N. 

of  a  teacher;  (am),  n.  the  doctrine  or  the  manual  of 
Pain-gya.  —  Paingi-putra,  as,  m.  (fr.  paingi,  f. 

ofpaingya,  +  putra),  Ved.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 
Tjg-c4  paingala,  as,  m.  pi.  a  patronymic 

from  Pin-gala. 
Paingaldyana,  as,  or  paingaldyani,  is,  m.  a 

patronymic  from  Pin-gala. 
Paingalya,  am,  n.  the  treatise  of  Pin-gala ;  brown or  tawny  colour. 

sCijs.^  paiddhilya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pitthila), 
sliminess,  mucilaginousness. 

HH11  paijavana,  as,  m.  (fr.  pijavana),  a 

patronymic  of  Su-dis. 
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^tl  painjiisha. potri-ratha. 

painjiisha,  as,  m.  the  ear  ;  [cf.  pin- 
jiisha,  pcnjusha.] 

paitakika  or  paitakika,  as,  I,  am, 
=  pitakena  harati,  see  Gana  to  Pin.  IV.  4,  15. 

'M3T  paithara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pithard), 
cooked  in  a  saucepan,  boiled  in  a  vessel  or  pot  (as 
meat  ice.). 

M«l«lf«<  paithinasi,  is,  or  paithlnas,  as, 
m.  patronymic  of  an  ancient  teacher,  a  Muni  and 
author  of  a  system  of  laws. 

U  U|   Pa'V  [<*•  rts.  pen,  Zain,  pram],  cl.  I. 
N  P.  painaW,  painitum,  to  go,  approach  ; 

to  command,  direct  (an  act)  ;  to  send  ;  to  touch  or 
embrace;  to  pound,  grind. 

M4|smCn<*  paintlapdtika,  as,  I,  am  (fr. 
pinda-pdta),  living  on  alms. 
Paindayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Pinda. 
Paitfdinya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pindin),  living  on  alms, 

mendicity. 

vnqi«.<i  paitaddrava,  as,  ?,  am  (fr.  pita- 
tlHru,),  see  Gana  to  Pan.  IV.  3,  154. 

M  m  <j«)  *(  paitaputriya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pitd- 
putra),  relating  to  father  and  son. 

Hfili?  paitdmaha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pitd- 
maha),  belonging  or  relating  to  a  paternal  grand- 

father ;  derived  or  inherited  from  a  grandfather  ; 
belonging  or  relating  to  Brahma,  derived  from 
Brahma,  governed  or  presided  over  by  Brahma; 
(as),  m.  a  son  of  Brahma,  a  patronymic  of  Manu  ; 
(at),  m.  pi.  forefathers,  ancestors.  —  Paitamaha- 
tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place. 
Paitamaliika,  at,  i,  am  (fr.  pitii-uuilta),  be- 

longing or  relating  to  a  grandfather. 

M^«S  paitrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pitri),  belong- 
ing or  relating  to  a  father  or  to  ancestors  generally, 

coming  or  derived  from  a  father,  paternal,  ancestral  ; 
belonging  or  relating  to  the  Manes,  sacred  to  the 
Manes  ;  (am),  n.  a  sacred  rite  or  ?raddha  in  honour 
of  the  Manes  or  deceased  ancestors.  —  Paitrika- 
iVntnii,  am,  n.  ancestral  property,  patrimony.  —  Pai- 
trika-bh&mt,  it,  f.  the  country  of  one's  ancestors, 
fatherland  ;  a  paternal  estate. 
Paitrimatya,  at,  m.  (fr.  pitri'mat),  sprung 

from  one  who  has  an  illustrious  father,  the  grandson 
of  an  illustrious  man. 

Paitriyajnika,  Ved.  or  paitriyajniya,  at,  i, 
nm  (fr.  pitri-yajna),  belonging  or  relating  to  a 
sacrifice  to  the  Manes. 

Paitrishtaseya  or  paitrisJivatnya,  at,  I,  am 

(fr.  pitri-shoatri),  sprung  from  a  father's  sister 
or  paternal  aunt;  (as),  m.  a  father's  sister's  son, 
the  son  of  a  paternal  aunt  ;  (i),  f.  a  father's  sister's 
daughter,  the  daughter  of  a  paternal  aunt  (see  Manu 
XI.  171). 

Paitra,  at,  i,  am  (fr.  pitri),  belonging  or  re- 
lating to  a  father  or  to  ancestors  generally,  paternal, 

ancestral  ;  belonging  or  relating  to  the  Manes,  sacred 
or  consecrated  to  the  Manes  ;  (am),  n.  the  part  of 
the  hand  between  the  thumb  and  fore-finger,  (ac- 

cording to  others)  the  root  of  the  fore-finger  [cf. 
jiitri-tirtha]  ;  a  year  or  month  or  day  of  the 
Pirns.  —  Paitnlhoriitra  (°ra-ah°),  OS,  m.  a  day  and 
night  of  the  Pitris  or  progenitors  (  =  one  month). 
Pattrika  =  paitrika  (for  which  it  is  probably  an 

incorrect  form). 

Paitrya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pitri),  belonging  or  re- 
lating to  the  Manes. 

TO  paitta,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  pitta),  relating  to the  bilious  humor,  proceeding  from  bile,  bilious. 
Paittika,  as,  i,  am,  bilious,  of  a  bilious  tem- 

perament 

paittala,  as,  5,  am  (fr.  pittala),  made 
of  brass,  brazen. 

Tg  paidva,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  sell,  asva,  the 
horse  of  Pedu  said  to  be  a  serpent-killer  (Rig- veda  IX.  88,  4). 

H1l<*  paindka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pindkin), 
belonging  to  or  coming  from  Rudra-Siva ;  (oj),  m. 
a  patronymic  from  Piiiaka. 

Tjmrt  paippala,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pippala), 
made  of  the  wood  of  the  holy  fig-tree. 
Paippalada,  as,  i,  am,  derived  from  Pippalada ; 

(at),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 
Paippaladaka,  at,  i,  am,  peculiar  to  or  taught 

by  Pippalada  or  Paippalada ;  (am),  n.  the  treatise  or 
text  of  Pippalada. 

Paippaladi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Pippa- lada ;  N.  of  a  teacher. 

M<<4H  paiyavana,  an  incorrect  form  for 
paijavana,  q.  v. 

H  *iH  paiyusha,  am,  n.=piynsha,  q.  v. 

M?5  paila,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from 
Pfli ;  N.  of  a  teacher  (a  sage  and  promulgator  of 
the  Rig-veda). — Paila-garga,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

—  Patta-garbha,  as,  m. '  offspring  of  Paila,'  N.  of a  man. 

Paileya,  at,  m.  a  metronymic  from  PllS. 

T)t4'*l  pailava,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pllu),  made  of 
the  wood  of  the  Pllu  tree  (as  the  staff  borne  by  a 
Vaisya,  Manu  II.  45). 

H$l«4|  paisalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pesala),  kind- 
liness, graciousness,  affability,  mildness. 

M^ll^  paisdto,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  be- 
longing to  a  Pisaca  or  kind  of  demon,  infernal, 

demoniacal ;  patia,6o  grahah,  demoniacal  possession ; 
(as),  m.  the  eighth  and  lowest  form  of  marriage,  one 
of  the  eight  forms  of  marriage  according  to  Manu 
(described  in  Manu  III.  34  as  taking  place  when  a 
lover  secretly  embraces  a  damsel  either  sleeping  or 
intoxicated  or  disordered  in  her  intellect) ;  a  Pisaca 
or  kind  of  demon ;  (i),  f.  a  present  made  at  a 
religious  ceremony  to  secure  friendly  regard ;  a  sort 
of  gibberish  spoken  by  demons  on  the  stage  [cf.  pi- 
tato-bhaskai ;  night ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Paidafika,  at,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  a 

PiSaca  or  kind  of  demon,  infernal,  demoniacal. 

Tfopf  paisuna  or  paisunya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pi- 
s'ana),  the  act  of  informing  or  giving  information, 

tale-beating,  backbiting,  calumny,  espionage,  report- 
ing evil  of  others,  malignity,  roguery,  depravity, 

wickedness. 

Ml?  paishta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pishta),  made  of 
flour,  ground  or  made  up  into  a  cake ;  (i),  f.  spirituous 
liquor  distilled  from  meal  or  extracted  from  bruised rice. 

Paith(ika,  at,  I,  am  (fr.  pithta),  made  of  meal 
or  flour;  (am),  n.  a  quantity  of  cakes;  spirituous 
liquor  distilled  from  meal. 

H\«K|s  poganda,  as,  d,  am,  not  full-grown 
or  adult,  young ;  deformed,  deficient  in  a  member ; 
having  a  redundant  member ;  (as),  m.  a  boy,  one 

from  his  fifth  to  his  sixteenth  year ;  [cf.  a-p°.] 
Pauganda,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  a 

boy,  boyish;  (am),  n.  boyhood  (a  period  lasting 
from  the  fifth  to  the  tenth  year). 

1'augandaka,  am,  n.  boyhood. 

*fa  pota,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  put), 

the  foundation  of  a  house  [cf.  potu"] ;  putting  to- 
gether, uniting,  mixing;  (a),  f.  a  woman  with  a 

beard ;  a  hermaphrodite  ;  a  female  servant  or  slave  ; 
(i),  f.  the  rectum  ;  a  large  alligator.  —  Pota-gala, 
as,  m.  a  species  of  reed,  Arundo  Tibialis;  a  kind 
of  grass,  Saccharum  Spontaueum  ;  a  fish. 

J'utaka,  at,  m.  a  servant. 
Po(aya,  Nom.  A.  potdyate,  Scc.,  =  potam  kri. 

potalaka,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

or  potalika,  f.  a  bundle  or  packet. 
Pottali,  f.  a  bundle,  parcel. 

«i1fs«li  potika,  as,  m.  a  boil. 

WfH  pottila,  as,  m.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of 
the  ninth  Arhat  of  the  future  Ut-sarpin!. 

«O^  podu,  us,  m.  the  parietal  bone,  the 
bone  forming  the  upper  part  of  the  skull. 

'"TtrT  pota,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  pu, 
but  probably  fr.  a  lost  rt.  pu,  'to  beget'),  the  young 

of  any  animal  [cf.  mriga-p°~\ ;  a  colt,  foal ;  a  young elephant  ten  years  old ;  a  young  plant  or  tree,  the  young 
shoot  of  a  plant ;  a  fetus  which  has  no  enveloping  mem- 

brane ;  cloth,  a  garment ;  the  foundation  of  a  house  [cf. 

pota'] ;  the  site  of  a  house  or  dwelling ;  (at,  am),  m. 
n.  a  vessel,  ship,  boat;  [cf.  pittra,  2.  puns  ;  Gr.  irw\o-s 
for  »of-Xo-»,  mu\-io-v,  7ra-i(S)«  for  iraf-i(&)>,  vo- 

id, iro-a,  perhaps  iroU-ai  fr.  a  form  noio  as  in  iraiSo- 
mi6-t ;  Lat.  pullu-t,  Marci-por,  pu-er  for  pov-er, 
pu-era,  pu-su-s,  pusa,  pu-pu-s,  pu-pa,  pupilla, 
pu-tu-s,  pubee,  pum-ilurt,  pumil-io,prcs-pu-tiii-m, 
po-mu-m  for  pm-mu-m,  pa-pav-er  ;  Goth./«Za(n), 
/uZa  =  Old  Germ.  /oZo  =  Eng./oai;  Lith.  jiauta-s, 
'  an  egg.']  —  Pota-ja,  as,  a,  am,  produced  or  de- 

veloped from  a  fetus  which  has  no  enveloping  mem- 
brane (said  of  elephants  and  certain  other  quadrupeds, 

as  opposed  to  men,  cattle,  &c.,  which  are  called 
jarayu-ja).  ~  Pota-dharin,  i,  m.  a  ship-owner, 
master  of  a  vessel.  —  Pota-plava,  as,  m.,  Ved. 

'  floating  in  a  ship,'  a  seaman,  mariner.  —  Pota- 
bamj,  k,  m. '  ship-merchant,'  a  voyaging  merchant, 
sea-faring  trader.  -.  Pota-lthanga,  at,  m.  shipwreck. 
—  Pota-raktha,  as,  m.   'ship-governing,'  a  large 
paddle  used   for  a  rudder,  the  rudder  of  a  boat. 

—  Pota^vaha,  as,  m.   '  boat-conductor,'  a  rower, 
boatman,  steersman,  one   of  the  crew  who  keeps 

watch   at   the   mast-head.  —  Potaddhadana  (°ta- 
<z<?°),  am,   n.   '  cloth-covering,'  a   tent.  —  Pota- 
dhana  (°ta-adh°),  am,  n.  small  fry,  a   shoal   of 

young  fish. Potaka,  as,  m.  the  young  of  any  animal ;  a  young 
plant  or  tree  (e.  g.  duta-potaka,  a  young  mango- 
tree)  ;  N.  of  a  Naga ;  the  site  or  foundation  of  a 

house  [cf.  j/rtto-j)0]  ;  (ikd),  f.  a  kind  of  vegetable, 
Basella  Lucida  or  Rubra;  Anethum  Sowa,  =  sYjfn- 

pushpa  ;  (ait),  f.  Basella  Lucida  or  Rubra ;  a  kind 
of  bird,  Turdus  Macrourus  ( =  s"yama). 
Potala,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  sea- 

port on  the  Indus  (the  nardAa  of  the  ancients) ; 
N.  of  the  residence  of  the  Dalai  Lama  in  Lbassa 
(also  called  potaraka). 

Potalaka,  at  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain (=potala?).  —  Potalaka-priya,  as,  m.  'fond 
of  the  mountain  Potalaka,'  N.  of  a  Buddha;  of  a 
Jina  or  deified  teacher  of  the  Jainas. 

Potu,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  pu),  =  manabhanda- 
iodhalta. 

Potri,  ta,  m.  '  the  purifier,'  an  epithet  of  one  of 
the  sixteen  officiating  priests  (ritv-ij)  at  a  sacrifice, 
the  assistant  of  the  Brahman,  (Say.  =potri-nama- 
kartvij  or  yajnasya  iodhayiiri);  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu. 

Potya,  f.  =potanam  eamuhah,  see  Gana  to  Pin. 

IV.  a,  49. 

Potra,  am,  n.  the  Soma  vessel  of  the  Potri,  the 
office  of  the  Potri,  (Say.  —fotra  kritam  karma, 

potur  yajnah) ;  a  ship,  boat  [cf.  pota] ;  the 
snout  of  a  hog  ;  a  ploughshare  ;  a  dress,  garment  (?)  ; 

a  thunderbolt  (?).  —  Potra-mandala,  am,  n. '  snout- 
orb,'  the  round  snout  (of  a  hog  &c.).  —  Potra- 

yudha  (°ra-ay°),  as,  m.  'armed  with  a  snout,'  a 

hog,  boar. 
Potrin,  i,  m.  a  hog,  boar.  —  Potri-danshtra-ja, 

as,  m.  '  produced  in  the  tusk  of  a  boar,'  a  kind  of 
gem  supposed  to  be  found  in  the  tusk  of  a  boar. 
—  Potri-ratka,  f.  '  hog-vehicled,'  (with  Buddhists) 
an  epithet  of  Maya ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  a  Sakti  or 
female  divinity. 



potrlya. 
Potriya,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  relating  or  belonging  to 

the  Potri. 
Popuva,  at,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens.  of  rt.  i.  pu), 

purifying  or  cleansing  much  or  repeatedly. 
Pautika,  as,  i,  am,  connected  with  a  boat  (as 

a  cargo  &c.). 

MlrtlcO  potdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman; 
a  wrong  reading  for  potala,  p.  598,  col.  3. 

<4\n\«potasa,  as,  m.  a  species  of  camphor; 
[cf.  Eng.  potash.] 

Mtifliwa  potimatsaka,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince. 

pothaki,  f.  a  kind  of  ulcer  on  the 
eyelids,  red  pimples  on  the  eyelids. 

MiPq*  pothika,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

in  ava-p°,  a  machine  for  hurling  down  stones,  fire- 
brands, and  fiery  darts  upon  the  enemy,  a  kind  of 

ballista  (?)  ;  [cf.  solkdldtdvapothika.] 

Mi<4ip><;5  poyaladaha,  as  or  am,  m.  or 
n.  (?),  N.  of  a  tank  or  pool. 

a,  as,  m.  in  nlla-p°,  q.  v. 
la,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  pul),  magnitude, 

bulk  ;  a  heap,  quantity. 

Mlfir>>«iii/>oZi&a,  f.  flat  cakes  made  of  barley 

or  wheat,  &c.  ;  [cf.  pulikd,  paull,  pupdli.'] Poll,  (.  *  kind  of  cake. 

MUrt^  polinda,  as,  m.  the  mast  or  the 
ribs  of  a  ship  or  boat;  [cf.  paddra,  pdddraka, 
pdddlinda.] 

Mlfq«l  poviya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 
the  commentator  Gan-ga-dSsa. 

TJfa  posha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  push),  thriving, 
growth,  increase;  welfare,  prosperity,  plenty,  abun- 

dance ;  nourishing,  cherishing  ;  maintaining,  sup- 
porting. 
Poshaka,  as,  m.  one  who  feeds  or  nourishes  j  a 

nourisher,  supporter,  breeder,  keeper. 
Poshana,  as,  i,  am,  nourishing,  cherishing  [cf. 

paksha-p°]  ;  bringing  up,  breeding  ;  (am),  n.  the 
act  of  nourishing,  cherishing,  fostering,  supporting. 
Poshaniya,  a>,  a,  am,  to  be  cherished  or  pro- 

tected, to  be  nourished. 
Poshayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  nourishing,  cherishing, 

one  who  breeds  or  rears. 

Poskayilnu,  us,  us,  u,  causing  to  grow,  nourish- 
ing, cherishing  (Ved.);  (us),  m.  (according  to  a 

Scholiast)  the  Koil  or  Kokila  or  Indian  cuckoo  ; 
(probably)  a  crow. 
Poshayishnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  causing  to  thrive, 

nourishing,  causing  prosperity  or  welfare,  advan- 
tageous. 
Poshita,  as,  a,  am,  nourished,  cherished,  fostered, 

supported. 
Poshitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  cherished  or  pro- 

tected. 

Poshitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  nourishing,  feeding;  one 
who  breeds  or  rears. 
Poshin,  i,  im,  i,  nourishing,  bringing  up,  rearing. 
PoshuJca,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  prospering,  growing. 
Poshtri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  a  nourisher,  cherisher,  one 

who  brings  up;  (ta),  m.  a  protector,  nourisher, 
cherisher  ;  grey  bonduc.  —  Poshtri-vara,  as,  d,  am, 
the  best  of  nourishers,  nourishing  best. 
Poshya,  as,  d,  am,  well-fed,  thriving;  causing 

welfare  or  prosperity,  prosperous  ;  to  be  nourished 
or  cherished,  to  be  taken  care  of,  to  be  fed,  to  be 
brought  up  ;  copious.  —  Poshya-tva,  am,  n.  the  being 
one  who  is  to  be  cherished;  being  taken  care  of. 
—  Poshya-putra  or  poshya-putraka,  as,  m.  'a  son 
to  be  brought  up,'  an  adopted  son.  —  Poshyaputra- 
karanu,  am,  n.  adoption.  —  Poshya-varga,  as,  m.  a 
class  of  persons  or  objects  to  be  cherished,  as  parents, 
children,  guests,  and  the  sacred  fire  ;  a  family,  house- 

hold. —  Po&hyd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  causing  pros- 
perity ;  (Say.  =  bahu-poshya-jana-yukta.) 

*jfav  poshadha,  as,  m.  (with  Buddhists) 
renewal  of  religious  vows. 
Poskadhika,  as,  d,  am,  (perhaps)  one  who  renews 

religious  vows. 

Ml  si  rtl  <<  paunsdallya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  puns- 
<!alt),  belonging  or  relating  to  harlots,  meretricious. 

Pauns'daleya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  son  of  a  harlot. 
Pauntdalya,  am,  n.  female  incontinency,  harlotry. 

Ml  till  paunsavana,  am,  n.  (fr.  pum-sa- 
t'ano),  one  of  the  Sanskaras  or  essential  ceremonies 
of  the  Hindu  religion ;  a  religious  observance  held 
when  signs  of  a  living  conception  take  place  (in 
order  to  obtain  male  offspring). 

M 1 1  ̂  paunsna,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  2.  puns),  worthy 
of  or  fit  for  a  man ;  relating  to  or  good  for  man ; 
manly,  virile;  human;  (am),  n.  manhood,  manly 
strength. 
Paunsya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  manhood,  virility,  manly 

power;  the  courage  or  virtue  of  a  man,  a  manly 
deed  (S5y.  =  bala) ;  (at?,  &c.),  masculine. 

pauganda.     See  poganda,  p.  598. 

paunjishtha  or  paunjishta(i),  as, 
m.,  Ved.  ( =punjishtha),  a  fisherman;  (as),  m.  pi. 
a  patronymic. 

Si<!sO««  panndartka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  punda- 
rika),  consisting  of  lotus-flowers ;  (as),  m.  a  kind 
of  Soma  sacrifice  lasting  twelve  days  (Ved.) ;  a  pa- 

tronymic of  Kshema-dhritvan ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  kush- 
tJia,  a  kind  of  leprosy ;  a  species  of  plant  ( =  pra- 
paundarika).  —  Paundarlka-paddhati,  is,  f.,  N. 
of  a  ritual  work  containing  the  prayers  used  at  the 
Paundarlka  sacrifice. 

<D<!SM  paundarya,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  drug 
used  as  a  remedy  for  diseased  eyes  (=pundarya, 

q.v.). 
Wtf^paundra,  as,  m.  (fr.  pundra),  a  species 

of  sugar-cane  of  a  pale  straw  colour ;  N.  of  a  country 
(said  to  include  part  of  South  Behar  and  Bengal) ; 
N.  of  a  king  of  this  country  (regarded  as  a  son  of 
Vasu-deva) ;  N.  of  the  conch-shell  of  Bhlshma ;  a 
mark,  sectarial  mark ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people, 
the  inhabitants  of  the  Paundra  country. 
Paundraka,  at,  I,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.1 

=paundra;  (as),  m.  the  pale  straw-coloured 
species  of  sugar-cane ;  epithet  of  a  particular  mixed 
caste  of  hereditary  sugar-boilers,  (the  son  of  a  Vaisya 
by  a  woman  of  the  distiller  class ;  regarded  as  one  of 
the  degraded  races  of  Kshatriyas,  Manu  X.  44) ; 
a  king  of  the  Paundras;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people,  the  Paundras. 
Paundrandgara,  see  Scholiast  on  P5n.  VII. 

3.  24- 
Paundramatsyaka,  as,  m.  (probably)  a  king  of 

the  Pundras  and  Matsyas. 
Paundraiiatsa,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  pundra  +  vatsa), 

N.  of  a  school. 

Paundrai-ardhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city,  = 
pundra-vardhana  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  country,  one 
of  the  divisions  of  central  India,  Behar. 
Paundrika,  as,  m.  a  pale  straw-coloured  variety 

of  the  sugar-cane;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

MUSH  paunya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  punya),  up- 
right, rjghteous,  virtuous,  deserving  good  treatment. 

Mirt*(  pautana  (perhaps  fr.  putana),  N.  of 
a  country  or  people. 

'MiTT^ pautava,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i. 
pu),  a  measure ;  (also  spelt  yautava.) 

Ml  In ««  pautika.     See  col.  i. 

mfdon!  pautiki,  f.^putika,  a  kind  of 

vegetable. 
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M I  fd  r|  1  fa  -W  pautinasikya,  am,  n.  (fr.puti- 
nasikd),  fetor  of  the  nostrils. 

ITM.^   pautimdsK-putra,   as,   m., 
Ved.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 
Pautimdshya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (a  patronymic  fr. 

puti-mdsha),  N.  of  a  teacher. 
Pautimdshydyana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic from  PautimSshya. 

H I frl <*  pauttika,  am,  n.  (fr.  puttika),  scil. 
madhu,  the  honey  of  the  small  bee  called  puttika  ; 
pale-coloured  honey. 

TT3  i.  pautra,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  putra),  de- 
rived from  a  son  or  from  children,  belonging  or 

relating  to  a  son  or  to  children ;  (a*),  m.  a  son's 
son,  grandson ;  (?),  f.  a  granddaughter  (either  in  the 
male  or  female  line,  though  more  usually  implying 

a  son's  daughter) ;  an  epithet  of  DurgS. 
Pautrajivika,  am,  n.  (fr.  putra-jn-a),  an  amulet 

made  of  the  nuts  of  the  tree  Putranjiva  Roxburghii. 

Pautrdgha  (°ra-agka),  am,  n.,  Ved.  any  injury 
or  evil  happening  to  children. 

Pautrddya,  perhaps  a  wrong  reading  for  the  pre- 

ceding. 

Pautrdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Pautra. 
Pautrilca,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  putra  or  I.  pautra), 

belonging  to  a  son  or  grandson ;  (as),  m.  the  son 
of  a  PutrikS  (?) ;  a  patronymic  from  Putrika  (?). 
Pautrikeya,  as,  m.  (fr.  putrikd),  the  son  of  a 

daughter  appointed  to  raise  issue  for  her  father. 
—  Pautrikeya-iiat,  an,  ail,  at,  having  for  a  grand- 
son  the  son  of  a  daughter  appointed  to  raise  issue. 
Pautrin,t,ini,i  (fr.  I. pautra),  having  a  grandson. 

2.  pautra,  am,  n.  (fr.  potri,  q.v.), 
Ved.  the  office  of  the  Potri. 

^fr^M" paudanya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city. 

TfpT:<j(V|<*  paunafipunika,  as,  t,  am  (fr. 
punah-punah),  frequently  reiterated,  repeated  again and  again. 

Paunahpunya,  am,  n.  frequent  reiteration,  con- 
stant repetition;  (ena),  ind.  again  and  again,  re- 

peatedly. Paunarddheyika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  punar-ddheya), 
Ved.  relating  to  the  rite  of  replacing  or  renewing  the 

sacrificial  fire ;  [cf.  punar-ddheyika.'] 
Paunarukta,  am,  n.  (fr.  punar-ukta),  repe- tition, tautology. 

Paunaruktika,  as,  i,  am,  see  Gana  Ukthadi  to Pan.  IV.  2,  60. 

Paunaruktya,  am,  n.  repetition,  tautology. 

Paunarnava,  as, »,  am  (fr.  punar-navd),  relat- 
ing or  belonging  to  the  plant  Boerhavia  Procumbens. 

Paunarbhava,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  punar-bhu),  re- 
peated, additional ;  relating  or  belonging  to  a  widow 

who  has  married  a  second  husband;  (as),  m.  the 

son  of  a  widow  remarried,  the  offspring  of  a  twice- 
married  woman  by  her  second  husband,  one  of  the 
sons  or  heirs  admitted  by  the  old  Hindu  law ;  pau- 

narbhavo  bJiartd,  a  woman's  second  husband. 
Paunarbhamka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  punar-bhava), 

relating  to  regeneration. 

1HTTT  paumpd,  f.,  N.  of  a  sacred  lake. 
iflT  i.  paura,  as,  m.  (fr.  i.  pur  or  fr.  rt. 

pri  1) ,  Ved. '  filling,  sating,'  an  epithet  of  Soma  (Say. 
=  udara-piiraka) ;  '  filler,  increaser,"  an  epithet  of the  ASvins ;  an  epithet  of  Indra  (Say.  —p&rayitrt)  ; 

N.  of  a  Rishi  the  author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  V. 

73'  74'  (^)»  m-  pl-»  N-  of  a  dynasty. 
HTC2.  paura,  as,  i,  am(fr.pura,  see  3.  pur), 

belonging  to  a  town  or  city,  produced  in  a  town 

or  city ;  (as),  m.  a  townsman,  burgher,  citizen  (op- 
posed to  jdnapada} ;  =  ndgara,  a  term  for  a  prince 

engaged  in  war  under  certain  circumstances  and  (in 
astrology)  applied  to  a  planet  in  a  state  of  opposition 
to  other  planets ;  (*),  f.  the  language  or  conversation 
of  the  servants  in  a  palace ;  (am),  n.  a  species  of 
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paura-jana. tptMil  pauskkara. 

fragrant  grass  (  =  rauhisha).  —  Paura-jana,  as,  m. 
a  person  belonging  to  the  town,  townsman,  citizen. 

—  Paura-janapada,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  town 
and  country  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  citizens  and  rustics,  towns- 

men and  country  people.  —  Paura-yoshit,  t,  or 

paura-stri  or  pav.ranga.no.  (°ra-a»°).  f.  a  woman 
living  in  a  town  or  city.  —  Paura-loka,  as,  m.  pi. 
city  people,  citizens.  —  Paura-vriddha,  as,  m.  a 
distinguished  or  eminent  citizen,  alderman.  -•  Paura- 
sakhya,  am,  n.  fellow-citizenship,  connection  or 
equality  with  others  formed  by  inhabiting  the  same 
city  for  ten  years. 

Pauraka,  aa,  m.  a  garden  in  the  neighbourhood 
of  a  city  ;  a  garden  round  a  house. 
PaurafijatM,  as,  I,  am,  sprung  or  descended 

from  Puran-jana  and  Puran-janl. 
Paurandara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  puran-dara),  be- 

longing or  relating  to  Indra,  derived  or  coming  from 
Indra,  sacred  to  Indra;  (am),  n.  the  Nakshatra 

JyeshthS. 
Paurika,  as,  m.  (fr.  pura),  a  townsman,  citizen  ; 

a  governor  of  a  city  ;  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  city  of 
PurikS  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Paureya,  ai,  I,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  a 

town  or  city,  civic. 

HI*.I  paurava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  puru),  be- 
longing to  or  descended  from  Puru,  of  the  race  of 

Puru  ;  (as),  m.  a  descendant  of  Puru  ;  (as),  m.  pi. 
the  descendants  or  the  race  of  Pflru  ;  N.  of  a  people 

in  the  north  or  north-east  of  India  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  the 
wife  of  Vasu-deva  ;  of  the  wife  of  Yudhi-shthira. 
Pauraraka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Pauravatantava,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  p&ru  + 

tantu),  in  para-p°,  q.  v. 
Pauraviya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  puru),  devoted  to 

Paurava. 

"IK**)  paurastya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  paras), 
situated  in  front,  foremost;  eastern;  previous,  pre- 

ceding, former,  prior,  first,  initial. 

MKi«!I  paurana,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  purana), 
belonging  or  relating  to  the  past,  of  the  past,  of 
ancient  occurrence,  derived  from  or  belonging  to 
past  ages,  primeval,  ancient  ;  belonging  to  former 
times,  former,  previous  ;  relating  to  the  Puranas. 
Pauraniha,  03,  i,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 

the  past  or  to  past  ages  ;  familiar  with  the  events 
and  legends  of  the  past  ;  relating  or  belonging  to 
the  Puranas,  PaurSnic;  worth  a  Purana,  of  the 

value  of  one  Purina;  (as),  m.  a  Brahman  well- 
read  in  the  Puranas  or  a  public  expounder  of  them  ; 
a  mythologist. 

dKriia.     See  above. 

paurukutsa,  as,  or  pauriikutsi, 
is,  or  ji/iiirukutsya,  as,  m.  (fr.  purwkutsa),  a 
patronymic  of  Trasa-dasyu. 

Hits«iss    paurumadga,  am,   n.,   N.   of  a 
Saman. £5, 

MI«N»1J5  paurumahna,  am,  n.  (fr.  puru- 
mahna),  N.  of  various  Samans. 

^T^*rre  paurumidha  or  pauruniilha,  am, 
n.  (fr.  piiru-mldha),  N.  of  various  Samans. 

paurusishti,  is,  m.  (fr.  pnru-\- 
Jishta),  Ved.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

pauriisha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  purusha), 

belonging  or  relating  to  a  man  or  to  man  in  general, 
manly,  virile,  human  ;  relating  or  belonging  to  Pu- 

rusha, sacred  to  Purusha  ;  being  of  the  length  of  a 
man  with  both  arms  elevated  and  the  fingers  ex- 

tended ;  (as),  m.  (according  to  Kulluka)  =  purusha- 
caltya-bliara,  a  weight  or  load  which  can  be  carried 
by  one  man  ;  (i),  (.  a  woman  ;  (am),  n.  manhood, 
manliness,  manly  strength  or  courage,  heroism, 
strength,  power,  vigour;  human  action,  action  of 
men,  man's  work,  action;  effort,  exertion;  the 
measure  of  a  man,  the  height  to  which  he  reaches 

with  both  arms  elevated  and  the  fingers  extended  ; 

generation  ;  semen  virile  ;  the  penis  ;  a  sun-dial. 
•~Pauruslia-ta,f.  or  j/uurwha-tva,  am,  n.  man- 

hood, manly  strength  or  spirit. 

Pauruehamedhika,  at,  i,  am  (ft.  purusha- 
medha),  Ved.  relating  or  belonging  to  a  human sacrifice. 

Paifriiskavidhika,  as,  i,  am,=purusha-vid!ia, 
man-like,  resembling  man,  human. 

Paurus/idnsakin,  inae,  m.  pi.  the  school  of  Pu- 
nish a*  Qsaka. 

Paurushdda,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  purushada),  relating 
or  belonging  to  man-eaters  or  cannibals. 
Paurushika,  as,  m.  a  worshipper  of  Purusha. 
Paurusheya,  as,  i,  am,  derived  from  or  relating 

to  man,  incidental  to  man,  made  by  man,  human, 

manly,  male,  virile  ;  coming  from  the  soul,  spiritual  ; 

(as),  m.  a  hireling,  day-labourer  ;  a  crowd  or  num- 
ber of  men(?);  manslaughter,  murder;  law  as 

affecting  persons  ;  (am),  n.  human  action,  the  work 
of  man.  —  Paurusheya-tva,  am,  n.  humanity,  human 
origin,  the  human  element  (in  sacred  writings). 

Paurushya,  as,  -ehi,  am,  relating  to  Purusha; 
(am),  n.  manliness,  manly  strength  or  courage. 

Ml  <i  ̂   m  n  pauruhanmana,  am,  n.  (fr.puru- 
hanman),  N.  of  various  Samans. 

tfl^i^fl  pauruhuta,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  puru- 
hu,ta),  belonging  to  Indra. 
Hi^^ti  jiaururavasa,  as,  i,  am,  belonging 

or  relating  to  Puru-ravas  ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic. 

m*.<4^aareya.     See  col.  i. 

paurogava,  as,  m.  (fr.  puro-gava), 
an  overseer  or  superintendent  of  a  royal  household, 
especially  the  inspector  of  the  royal  kitchen. 

Pauroddfa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  puro-dada),  see  Gana 
to  Pin.  IV.  4,  62  ;  (as),  m.  a  Mantra  recited  upon 
making  an  oblation  of  clarified  butter. 

PaurodaUJca,  jis,  m.  (fr.  puro-das'a),  a  priest 
who  recites  the  Mantra  used  in  offering  an  oblation 
of  clarified  butter. 

•    Paurodhasa,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Puro-dhas  ; 
(am),  n.  the  office  or  function  of  a  family  priest. 

Paurobhagya,  am,  n.  (fr.  puro-bhayin),  envy, 
jealousy,  malevolence,  ill-will,  censoriousness  ;  ob- 
trusiveness. 

Paurohita,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pwro-hita),  belonging 
to  a  Puro-hita,  coming  or  proceeding  from  a  family 

priest. 
Paurokitya,  as,  -tt,  am,  belonging  to  the  family 

of  a  Puro-hita  ;  (am),  n.  the  character  or  office  of  a 
family  priest. 

«H<u<;q  paurnadarva,  am,  n.  =  purna- 
darva,  q.v. 

Paurnamasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pUnia^masa),  re- 
lating or  belonging  to  the  full  moon,  usual  or  cus- 

tomary at  full  moon,  having  the  full  moon  ;  (as, 
am),  m.  n.  a  ceremony  performed  at  the  full  moon 

by  persons  maintaining  a  perpetual  fire  ;  a  patro- 
nymic ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Marici  and  SambhOti  ;  of  a 

prince  of  the  Andhra  dynasty  ;  (am),  n.  a  day  of 
full  moon  ;  (i),  f.  a  day  or  night  of  full  moon. 
Paurnamaaayana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  preceding), 

Ved.  a  kind  of  sacrifice  offered  at  the  full  moon. 

Paurnamasika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  paurnaindsa), 
used  for  the  sacrifice  offered  at  the  full  moon. 

Paurnamasya,  am,  n.,  scil.  barman,  a  sacrifice 
offered  at  the  full  moon. 

Paurnaml,  f.  a  day  of  full  moon  (  =purnima). 
Paurnima,  as,  m.  (fr.  purnima),  an  ascetic; 

(a),  f.  a  day  of  full  moon. 

'sTfl  paurta,  am,  n.  (fr.  purta),  scil.  bar- 
man, a  meritorious  work  (  =purta). 

Paurtika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  a 
meritorious  work  (as  the  feeding  of  a  Brahman 

&c.). 

paurva,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  purva),  relating 
or  belonging  to  the  past;  relating  to  the  east, 
eastern. 
Paurradehika  or  paurcadai/tlka,  as,  i,  am 

(fr.  purva-deha),  belonging  or  relating  to  a  former 
body,  belonging  or  relating  to  a  former  life  or 
existence  ;  derived  from  a  former  existence,  done  in 
a  former  life. 

Paurvapandalaka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  purvd-pan- 
6ala),=purvah  pantSalanam. 
Paurvapadika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  purva-pada), 

relating  to  the  first  member  of  a  compound  ;  (pro- 
bably) pronouncing  the  first  member  of  a  compound 

(in  teaching). 

Paun-avarshika,  as,  i,  am,  =  purviisu,  var- 
skasu  bhavah,  Scholiast  on  Pan.  VII.  3,  n. 

Paurvas'ala,  as,  i,  am,=purvasyam  Malayan 
bhavah,  Scholiast  on  Pan.  IV.  2,  107. 
Paunatiiha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic  from 

POrvatithi  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Paurvaparya,  am,  n.  (fr.  purctipara),  priority 

and  posteriority,  the  relation  of  prior  and  posterior, 
succession,  continuity. 

Paurvardha  or  paurvardhika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

purvardha),  living  or  situated  on  the  eastern  side of  (with  gen.). 

Paurvdhnika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pun-ahna),  be- 
longing or  relating*  to  the  morning,  produced  in  the 

forenoon,  matutinal  ;  (often  wrongly  spelt  paurvah- 

nika.) 

Paurvika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  puna),  former,  pre- 
vious, prior,  primary  ;  ancient,  old  ;  ancestral  ;  (i), 

f.  an  ancestress. 

mow  paulastya,  as,  -sti,  am,  relating  to 
or  descended  from  Pulasti  or  Pulastya  ;  (as),  m.  a 

patronymic  from  Pulasti  or  Pulastya  ;  an  epithet  of 
Kuvera  ;  of  Ravana  ;  of  Vibhlshana  ;  of  the  moon  ; 

N.  of  an  astronomer  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  an  epithet  of  the 
brothers  of  Dur-yodhana  ;  (paula&ti),  f.  a  patro- 

nymic of  S'urpa-uakha  the  sister  of  Ravana. 

iTlfrt  pauli,  is,  i,  m.  f.  grain  half  dressed 
or  scorched  or  fried  with  ghee  and  made  into  a 
sort  of  cake. 

Paulikd,  f.  a  kind  of  cake  (=pauli;  perhaps 
an  error  for  polika). 

infr^f  puulisa,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  pulisa),  de- 
rived from  or  composed  by  Pulisa.  —  Paulida-sid- 

dhdnta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astronomical  work. 

paulushi,  is,  m.  (fr.  pulusha),  Ved. 
a  patronymic  of  Satya-yajiia. 

Hlrtta  pauloma,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  or 

treating  of  Puloma,  an  epithet  of  AdhySyas  4-1  a  of 
the  Adi-parva  of  the  MahS-bharata  ;  relating  to 
Puloman  or  Puloma  or  Paulomi  ;  descended  from 

Puloman  or  PulomS  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of 

demons;  (i),  f.  the  daughter  of  Puloman,  an  epithet 
of  the  wife  of  Indra;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra; 
a  Muni.  —  Paidouu-viattyala,  as,  a,  am,  as  for- 

tunate or  happy  as  Paulomi.  —  Paulomi-sambhav  a, 
a»,  m.  born  from  Paulomi,  son  of  Paulomi  (an 
epithet  of  Jayanta,  q.  v.). 

ifl^+J  paulkasa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (=pulkasa, 

said  to  be)  the  son  of  a  Nishada  or  of  a  ?udra 
father  and  of  a  KshatriyS  mother. 

TRUpausha,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  pushy  a),  relating 
to  or  occurring  at  the  time  when  the  moon  is  in  the 
asterism  Pushya  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  month,  the 
month  Pausha  (December-January,  when  the  full 
moon  is  in  the  asterism  Pushya)  ;  N.  of  the  third 

year  in  the  twelve  years'  cycle  of  Jupiter  ;  ((),  f.  the 
night  or  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month  Pausha  ; 
(am),  n.  a  festival  or  a  particular  festival  ;  a  fight, 
combat  ;  N.  of  various  SSmans  ;  [cf.  paushya.J 

m  «*»*,  paushkara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pushkara), 

relating  to  the  blue  lotus-flower,  made  or  consisting 
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601 of  blue  lotuses,  treating  of  the  blue  lotus;  (with 

prddur-bhdva)  the  appearance  of  Vishnu  in  the 
form  of  a  lotus-flower  ;  belonging  to  or  derived  from 
Costus  Speciosus  or  C.  Arabicus  ;  (am),  a.  the  root  or 
fruit  of  the  plant  Costus  Speciosus  or  C.  Arabicus. 
Paushkaraka,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  blue 

lotus-flower,  consisting  of  blue  lotuses;  (with  pru- 
dur-bhdva)  the  appearance  of  Vishnu  in  the  form 
of  a  lotus-flower. 

Paushkaraeddi,  is,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  pusli- 
l;ara-sad),  N.  of  a  grammarian. 
Paushkarini,  f.  =  puehkarim,  a  lotus-pool,  a 

large  pond  or  reservoir. 

I'aushkareyaka,  as,  i,  am,  see  Gana  to  Pan. 
IV.  2,  95. 

Mi'MftpJ  paushkala,  as,  m.  (fr.  pushkala), 
a  species  of  grain  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  various  Samans. 

PanslJcaldvati,  is,  m.  (fr.  pusI/Jcald-vati),  N. 
of  a  physician. 
Paushkalya,  am,  n.  full  growth,  maturity,  com- 

plete development. 

MUg*  paushtika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pushti), 

relating  to  or  promoting  growth  or  welfare  ;  nutri- 
tious, nourishing,  nutritive,  fattening,  invigorating; 

preservative,  protective  ;  (am),  n.  a  cloth  worn  dur- 
ing the  ceremony  of  tonsure. 

Paushtl,  f.  (probably  fr.  pushta),  N.  of  the  wife 
of  Puru. 

si  «!i  paushna,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  or 
relating  to  Pushan,  sacred  to  Pflshan  ;  relating  to  the 
sun  ;  (am),  n.  the  last  of  the  twenty-eight  lunar 
asterisms  ;  the  Nakshatra  Revatl. 

Ml«^  paushpa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pushpa),  re- 
lating or  belonging  to  flowers,  coming  from  flowers, 

made  of  flowers,  flowery,  floral  ;  (f),  f.  the  city  of 
Patali-putra  (-pushpa-pura). 
Paushpaka,  am,  n.  oxide  of  brass  considered  as 

a  collyrium,  green  vitriol. 

Ml  !>*(  \in  paushpinji,  is,  m.  a  patronymic; 
N.  of  a  teacher  ;  (also  read  paushyinji.) 

su- ancient  teacher. 
paushpindya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 

paushya,  as,  -shi(1),  am  (fr.  pushy  a), 
relating  to  the  asterism  Pushya  ;  (fr.  paushya),  re- 

lating to  or  treating  of  king  Paushya,  an  epithet  of 
the  third  Adhyaya  of  the  Adi-parva  of  the  Maha- 
bharata  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  the  son  of  Pushan 
and  king  of  Karavlra-pura. 

Tflpna,  f.  the  braided  hair  of  Siva. 

TI7  pyat,  ind.  a  particle  used  in  calling, 
ho  !  holla  ! 

*H  |*1  pydy.     See  rt.  pyai  below. 

*^8*U  pyukshna,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
Ved.  a  covering  for  a  bow  (made  of  sinews  or  of 

the  skin  of  a  serpent,  see  KirySyana's  Srauta-s.  XV. 
3.30- 

TZTU  Pyugh>  c'-  4-  10.  P-  pyushyati,  pyo- 
O   N  s/iayati,  Sec.,  a  various  reading  for  rt. 

ryush,  q.  v. 

\UO  pyus>  cl.  4.  P.  pyusyati,  &c.,  a 
>J    N  various  reading  for  rt.  vyush,  q.  v. 

•m  pyai  or  pydy  (developed  out  of  a 
Vedic  rt.  pi;  cf.  rt.  plnv),  cl.  I.  A.  pyd- 

yate  (Ved.  payate),  pipye  (Ved.  plpdya),  pyiis- 
yate,  pyayishyate,  apyilsta,  apydyiihta,  apydyi, 
pydtum,  pydyitum,  to  swell,  become  swollen  or 
distended;  to  be  exuberant;  to  become  full;  to 
increase,  grow;  to  overflow;  to  cause  to  swell, 

distend  ;  to  fill  to  excess,  overfill,  surcharge,  cause  to 
run  over  or  overflow:  Caus.  pydyayati,  -yitum, 
(with  a,  see  d-pyai.) 

Pydna,  as,  a,  am,  fat,  swollen,  grown  fat,  = 

plna,  q.  v. 
Pydyana,  as,  i,  am,  promoting  growth  or  in- 

crease (according  to  a  Scholiast  =  vnddhi-hftu), 
causing  to  thrive;  invigorating;  (am),  n.  growth, 
increase. 

Pydyita,  as,  d,  am,  fat,  grown  fat ;  increased ; 
strengthened,  refreshed  ;  =  pma,  q.  v. 

U  i.  pra  (as  a  preposition  or  prefix  to 
verbs  and  their  derivative  nouns,  expressing)  before, 
forward,  in  advance,  in  front,  onward,  forth,  away 

(e.  g.  pra-gam,  to  go  forward,  proceed ;  pra-sthd, 
to  set  out ;  pra-sthana,  going  away,  departure ; 
pra-kram,  to  walk  onwards,  to  begin,  commence). 
Pra  is  also  used  in  the  Veda  as  a  separable  adverb, 

and  the  verb  of  motion  is  then  sometimes  to  be 

supplied,  e.g.  pra  takriyeva  rodasi  Mamdbhyah, 
heaven  and  earth  (have  been  caused)  by  the  Maruts 
(to  roll)  onward  like  two  wheels. 
Pra  is  also  compounded  with  nouns  not  imme- 

diately connected  with  verbs  in  the  sense  of  '  forth," 
*  away ;'  and  before  adjectives  in  the  sense  of '  pre- 

eminently," '  excessively," '  very," '  much ;'  [cf.  pra- 
pautra.] 

According  to  native  lexicographers  the  senses  in 
which  pra  may  be  used  are  expressed  by  the  follow- 

ing Sanskrit  words,  gati,  d-rambha,  ut-karsha, 
sarvato-bhava,  prdthamya,  kJiydti,  ut-patti,  vy- 
avalidra;  [cf.pra-taram,pra-naptri,prathama, 
para,  puna,  prdtar:  Zend  fra-,  frd,  '  before, 
away:'  Gr.  irp6,  irp6-TCpos,  irpw-ro-s  (Dor.  irpa- 
TO-S),  irp6-/w-s,  irpv-Tavi-s  (JEo\.  vp6-ravi-s),  irp- 
iv  for  irpo-tv,  irpu-t,  irpyrjv  (Dor.  npdv),  irp6ffffaj, 
TTp6-aa>,  ir&p-aai,  iropfito :  Lat.  pro-d,  pro,  prS-  in 
pro-nepos,  prce  for  prai,  prlmu-s  for  pro-imus, 
pri-or,  pris-  =prius  for  pro-ios,  prw-tinu-s,  pris- 
cu-s,  pran-diu-m,  porro,  perhaps  pru-lna  for 
promna :  Umbr.  pru~pro;  pre=prce;  perne, 

'  in  front ;'  pemaio, '  anciefit ;'  per, '  for  (?) :'  Goth. 
fru-ma,  'fast ;'  frum-ist,  ' at  first ;'  fairra,  '  far :' 
Old  Germ,  fur-iro, '  former ;'  furisto,  '  a  prince ;' 
fruo,  '  early ;'  fer,  '  far :'  Angl.  Sax.  form :  Slav. 
pro-,  pro-,  '  before ;'  prf-vy,  '  first :'  Lith.  pra-, 
'before;'  pro,  'through,  for;'  pir-ma-s,  'first;' 
pirm,  •  before :'  Hib.  fur,  '  for ;'  fair,  '  before ;' 
perhaps  fri, '  with,  by,  through,  on.'] 

JI  2.  pra,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  i*.  pn),  filling, 
fulfilling  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  akuti-pra, 

kakshya-pra,  kdma-pra) ;  like,  resembling  (in 
ikshu-pra,  kshura-pra,  q.  v.). 

T15T  pra-uga,  am,  n.  (according  to  the 
commentators  fr.  pra-ywga),  Ved.  the  forepart  of 
the  pole  or  shafts  of  a  chariot  (Say.  =  Ishayor  agram 

yuga-bandhana-sthanam) ;  ubhayatah-praiiga, 
having  the  foreparts  of  the  shafts  on  both  sides ;  (as, 

am),  m.  n.,  N.  of  the  second  Sastra  or  hymn  at 
the  morning  libation.  —  Praiiya-tUt,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
arranged  in  the  form  of  the  forepart  of  a  chariot-pole. 

H=»ig;rt  pra-kankata,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  veno- 
mous species  of  reptile ;  (Say.)  =prakrishta-visho 

(or  prakrishta-gami)  mahoragah. 

n<w*  pra-ka6a,  as,  d,  am,  (perhaps)  having 
the  hair  erect ;  [cf.  ut-k°,  OT'-&°.] 
««*«  i .  pra-kata,  as,  a,  am,  evident,  clear, 

manifest,  apparent,  displayed,  unfolded,  open  ;  public, 
commonly  known,  undisguised  ;  visible  ;  prakalah 

so  'stu,  let  him  show  himself;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
man ;  (am),  ind.  evidently,  clearly,  manifestly, 

visibly;  openly,  undisguisedly,  in  public;  a-pra- 

katam,  unobservedly ;  [cf.  ava-kata,  ut-k°,  ni-k°, 
vi-k°,  8an-k°.~\-*Prakata-priti-Jvanlhana,  as,  m. 
an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Prakatt-karana,  am,  n. 
making  visible  or  apparent,  displaying,  manifesting. 
—  Prakati-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute, 
-kartum,  to  manifest,  bring  to  light,  unfold,  display. 
— •  Prakati-krita,  as,  d,  am,  manifested,  brought 
to  light,  unfolded,  displayed.  —  Prakafi-bku,  cl.  I. 

P.  -bhavati,  -bhavitum,  to  become  manifest,  appear. 
—  Prakall-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  manifested,  manifest. 

2.  prakata,  Nom.  P.  prakatati,  prakatititm,  to 

appear,  become  manifest. 
Prakatana,  am,  n.  manifesting,  bringing  to 

light. 

Prakataya,  Nom.  P.  prakalayati,  -yitum,  to 
manifest,  make  manifest,  bring  to  light  ;  to  disclose, evince,  display. 

Prakataya,  Nom.  P.  prakaldyati,  -yitum,  to 
manifest,  reveal,  promulgate,  proclaim. 

Prakatita,  as,  d,  am,  manifested  ;  evident,  ap- 
parent ;  unfolded,  displayed,  opened,  expanded  ; 

publicly  proclaimed  or  exhibited.  —  PrakalUa-ha- 
tdtesha-tamas  (°ta-a*S°),  as,  ind.  having  openly 
destroyed  utter  darkness. 

Homiq  pra-kanva,  as,  a,  am,  (probably) 

freed  from  evil  (said  of  a  place,  Scholiast  on  Pan. 
VI-  i,  153). 

WQR'Upra-kath,  cl.  10.  P.  -kathayati,  -yi- tum, to  announce,  proclaim. 
Pra-kathana,  am,  n.  announcing,  proclaiming, 

relating,  communicating. 

H**>**\pra-kamp,  cl.  i.  A.  -kampate,  -kam- 
pitum,  to  tremble,  shake,  quake,  quiver,  shudder; 
to  become  lax  or  loose,  to  be  loosened  ;  to  vibrate 

(said  of  sound)  :  Caus.  -kampayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  tremble  ;  to  swing,  wave,  brandish,  shake. 
Pra-kampa,  as,  m.  trembling,  quivering,  shaking, 

quaking,  staggering,  violent  motion. 
Pra-kampana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  to  tremble  ; 

(as),  m.  wind,  air  ;  N.  of  a  hell  ;  of  an  Asura  ; 
(am),  n.  great  trembling,  shaking,  swaying  to  and 
fro,  violent  or  excessive  motion. 

Pra-kampanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made  to tremble. 

Pra-kampamdna,  as,  d,  am,  trembling  violently, 
shaking,  quaking,  quivering  ;  becoming  lax  or  loose. 
Pra-kampayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  tremble, shaking,  agitating. 

Pra-kampin,  t,  inl,  i,  trembling,  shaking,  mov- 
ing to  and  fro. 

Pra-kampya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  caused  to  tremble, 
to  be  made  to  shake  ;  [cf.  du3h-p°.] 
n«m.  i  .  and  2.  pra-kara.  See  under  pra- 

leri,  p.  602,  and  pra-kn,  p.  603. 

H«l»<.<!I  pra-karana,  pra-kartavya,  pra- 
kartri.  Seepra-kri,  p.  602,  col.  3. 

pra-karitri.     See  pra-kri,  p.  603. 

pra-karsha,  pra-karshana,  &c.  See 
pra-krish,.p.  603. 

HWt^  pra^kal  (see  rt.  2.  kal),  cl.  10.  P. 
-Tcalayati,  -yitum,  to  drive  onwards,  chase,  pursue  ; 
to  urge  on,  incite. 
Pra-kdlana,  as,  d,  am,  driving,  driving  on, 

chasing,  pursuing  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga  of  the 
race  of  Vasuki. 

HcKcil  pra-kald,  f.  part  of  a  part,  a  minute 
portion.  —  Prakala-vid,  t,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to 
the  Nirukta)  '  knowing,  i.  e.  calculating  the  smallest 
particles  or  sums,'  a  merchant  ;  (according  to  S5y.)  = 
a-jdnat,  '  not  knowing,'  knowing  very  little,  desti- 

tute of  knowledge,  ignorant. 

a.  Seepra-klriptrj.6o4. 

pra-kalydna,   as,  d,   am,   very 

excellent. 
it  =S5T  pra-ka^a,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  thong  or 

lash  of  a  whip  ;  hurting,  killing. 

Hclf^pra-ias,  Caus.  P.  -kdsayati,  -yitum, 
to  drive  away,  repel,  repulse  ;  to  cause  to  bloom. 

W'l'g.  ]>ra-kanksh,  cl.  I.  P.  -kankshati, 
-TeiinksKitum,  to  wish  for,  desire. 

W=KHJS  pra-kanda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  stem 
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or  trunk  of  a  tree  from  the  root  to  the  branches ;  a 
branch,  a  shoot ;  MB  m.  the  upper  part  of  the 
arm  [cf.  pra-ganm^  (as,  am),  m.  n.  anything 
excellent  of  its  kind  (at  the  end  of  a  comp. ;  cf. 

go-p°,  mantri-p°). 
Prakandaka,  as,  m.  **pra-kdnda  (at  the  end  of 

a  comp. ;  cf.  rakfhah-p0). 
Prakandara,  as,  m.  a  tree. 

HeMH  pra-kama,  as,  a,  am,  amorous ;  (as), 
m.  desire,  delight,  pleasure,  luxury;  (am),  ind. 
according  to  wish  or  desire,  with  great  pleasure,  to 
the  heart's  content ;  voluntarily,  willingly ;  sufficiently ; 
very  much ;  indeed.  —  P  rakdma-las,  ind.  willingly, 

with  great  pleasure  or  delight,  to  the  heart's  content ; 
at  will,  according  to  the  will.  —  Prakdma-bhuj,  k, 
k,  k,  eating  till  satisfied,  eating  enough.  —  Prakdma- 
fistdra,  as,  rn.  great  expansiveness  (according  to 

niya-td  ("ma-af"),  f.  the  being  an  object  that  may 
be  viewed  at  pleasure.  —  PrakHmodya  (°ma-ucf"), 
am,  n.,  Ved.  talking  to  the  heart's  content,  talkative- 

ness, garrulity. 

H«*l*. pra-kara.     See  pra-kri,  col.  3. 

WRTS^  pra-kas,  cl.  i.  A.  (ep.  also  P.) 
-letUate  (-ti),  -kdditum,  to  become  visible,  come 
to  light,  come  in  sight,  appear;  to  shine,  gleam, 
glitter ;  to  become  evident  or  manifest :  Caus.  P. 
-kaiayati,  -yitum,  to  make  visible,  bring  to  light, 
cause  to  appear ;  to  show,  display ;  to  lighten,  illu- 

mine, irradiate;  to  discover,  disclose,  unfold,  mani- 
fest, reveal ;  to  make  known,  impart,  communicate, 

proclaim:  Pass,  -kaiyate,  to  be  illumined,  &c. : 
Caus.  A.  -kdfayate,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  appear ;  to 
explain :  Intens.,Ved.  -iakaitti,  to  irradiate,  illumine  ; 
to  survey. 
Pra-kaia,  a«,  a,  am,  visible,  manifest,  dear, 

evident;  open,  public;  generally  or  universally 
known,  noted,  renowned,  famous,  celebrated ;  bright, 
shining,  brilliant ;  expanded,  blown ;  (at  the  end  of 
a  comp.)  having  the  appearance  of,  looking  like, 
resembling,  like;  (as),  m.  clearness,  brightness, 
brilliance,  lustre,  splendor,  light,  elucidation  (in  this 
sense  frequently  at  the  end  of  the  titles  of  explana- 

tory works ;  cf.  arka-p°,  tattva-p°,  tarka-p°) ; 
display,  manifestation,  expansion,  diffusion  ;  publicity, 
fame,  renown,  celebrity ;  sunshine ;  the  open  air,  an 
open  spot  or  space;  (according  to  Mahl-dhara)  = 
uparitana-deha-kdnti,  the  gloss  on  the  upper  part 
of  a  (horse's)  body ;  a  golden  mirror  (wrongly  for 
prakata);  a  chapter,  section;  laughter  (perhaps 
wrongly  for  a  form  pra-kdsa  fr.  pra-kas)  ;  N.  of  a 
BrShman  the  son  of  Tamas  or  Darkness  personified  ; 
of  a  son  of  Manu  Raivata;  (as),  m.  pi.  an  epithet 
of  the  messengers  of  Vishnu;  (am),  n.  white 
metal,  bell-metal,  brass;  (am),  iud.  openly,  pub- 

licly, undisguisedly,  before  all  eyes  (opposed  to 

a-p°,  pra-ddhannam,  rahasyam) ;  aloud,  audibly 
(especially  in  dramatic  language  where  it  is  opposed 
to  atma-gatam,  sva-gatam,  apa-vdrya,  jandn- 
tikam) ;  (e),  ind.  visibly,  apparently ;  before  the 
world,  openly,  publicly;  in  the  presence  of.  —  Pra- 
kafa-kartri,  ta,  m. '  maker  of  light,'  an  epithet  of 
the  sun.  —  Prakas'a-Jcarman,  a,  m. '  whose  work  is 
to  give  light,'  an  epithet  of  the  sun.  —  Prakas"a- 
~ktima,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  wishing  for  a  splendid  ap- pearance or  for  distinction.  —  PrakiKa-kraya,  as, 
m.  a  purchase  made  publicly.  —  Prakada-ta,  f.  or 
prakada-tva,  am,  n.  brightness,  brilliance,  splendor, 
luminousness ;  appearance,  manifestation,  visibility; 
celebrity,  renown,  fame.  -  Prakafa-rJer't,  (.,  N.  of  a 
princess  (Raja-taran-ginI  IV.  ?g).-I'rattafa-nari, 
f.  'public  woman,'  a  prostitute,  harlot.  —  Prakas'a- 
vaMaka,  as,  m. '  an  open  rogue,'  public  deceiver  or 
cheat.  —  Prakatta-vat,  in,  att,  at,  bright,  brilliant, shining ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  feet  of  Brahma. 
—  Prakafa-varsha,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  men- 

tioned in  the  Sarn-gadhara-paddhati.  -  Prakata- 
kafa-kanli  ("fa-ak*),  is,  is,  i,  bright  as  a  dear 
sky.  -  Prdkaiatmaka,  (°rfa-o«°),  as,  ikd,  am, 

brilliant  in  character  or  nature,  shining,  brilliant. 
—  Prakililatmaka-tca,  am,  n.  the  possession  of  a 
brilliant  nature  or  character,  brilliancy.  —  Praka- 
tdtman  (°sa-df),  a,  a,  a,  brilliant  in  character  or 
nature,  brilliant,  shining  ;  (a),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Siva  ;  the  sun  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  of  a  philosophical 

writer  (pupil  of  AnanySnubhava-svSmin).  —  I'rakd- 
3<itma-patjtj^&i  prakaiatma-srdmin,  i,  m.,  N. 
of  a  philos^^Bwriter  (=praka4atmau).—Pra- 
kiisTinamk^^a-an0),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  philosophical 
writer.  —  Prakdst-karana,  am,  n.  giving  light, 

illuminating,  irradiating.  —  P  raTiaii-kri,  d.  8.  P.  A. 
-Haroti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  give  light,  illumine  ; 
to  publish,  make  known.  —  Prakdfi-bhdva,  as,  m. 
the  becoming  light,  morning  twilight.  —  Prakdie- 

tara  (°s~a-if),  as,  a,  am,  'other  than  visible,' invisible. 

Pra-kaSaka,  as,  iki,  am,  clear,  bright,  shining, 
brilliant  ;  universally  known,  noted,  renowned  ;  irra- 

diating, illuminating,  giving  light,  luminous  ;  making 
apparent  or  manifest,  disclosing,  discovering,  pub- 

lishing ;  evincing,  betraying  ;  expressing  ;  explaining  ; 

(o«),  m.  '  the  giver  of  light,"  the  sun  ;  an  expounder, illustrator  ;  a  publisher  ;  a  discoverer  ;  (ikd),  (.,  N. 
of  a  commentary  on  the  Mlmansa-sOtra  by  RSma- 
krishna.—  Prakafaka-jnatri,  ta,  m.  'knowing  the 
giver  of  light,  i.  e.  the  sun,'  a  cock.  —  PrakaiSdka- 
tva,  am,  n.  luminousness,  radiance. 
Pra-kdfona,  as,  d,  am,  illuminating,  giving 

light  ;  making  known  ;  (as),  m.  '  the  giver  of  light,' an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  (am),  n.  causing  to  appear, 
displaying;  illuminating,  giving  light;  bringing  to 
light,  making  clear  or  manifest,  making  known, 
publicly  showing  or  manifesting;  (a),  f.  propound- 

ing, explaining,  teaching.  —  Prakds'ana-vat,  an,  att, at,  irradiating,  illuminating. 

Pra-kds'aniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  displayed,  to  be shown  or  manifested. 

Pra-kdfamdna,  a',  a,  am,  becoming  manifest, 
appearing  ;  shining,  splendid,  brilliant,  radiant. 
Pra-kaiita,  as,  a,  am,  become  visible,  brought 

to  light,  visible,  manifest,  apparent,  evident  ;  dis- 
played, unfolded,  discovered  ;  illumined,  enlightened, 

irradiated  ;  published,  promulgated. 
Pra-kaiHn,  I,  ini,  i,  visible,  clear,  bright,  shin- 

ing ;  making  visible  or  manifest.  ••  Prakaitt-ta,  f.  or 
prakd^i-tra,  am,  n.  clearness,  brightness,  brilliance, 

light. 
Pra-Tiatya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  illuminated  or  en- 

lightened ;  to  be  brought  to  light  or  made  manifest  ; 
(am),  n.  light,  clearness,  distinctness  (in  this  sense 
a  wrong  form  for  prakafya,  q.  v.).  —  PrakaHya-ta, 
f.  the  being  manifest;  publicity;  the  being  illu- 
minated. 

pra-kirana.     See  pra-kri,  p.  603. 

n<*)ri«i  pra-kirtana,  pra-klrtita,  pra- 
'k'lrtti.  See  pra-krit,  p.  604,  col.  I. 

pra-klrya.     See  pra-krt,  p.  603. 

prakuhta,  as,  m.  a  particular 
measure  of  capacity  (somewhat  more  or  less  than 
a  handful). 

MOf^pra-kut  or  pra-kutt,  cl.  10.  P.  -kuta- 
yati,  -kutfayati,  -yitum,  to  divide,  reduce  to  small 

pieces. vy^pra-kuth,  cl.  4.  P.  -kuthyati,  -kothi- 
tnm,  to  become  putrid,  turn  putrid,  begin  to  stink. 
Pra-kutMta,  as,  a,  am,  putrid,  putrescent. 
Fra-kotha,  as,  m.  putrefaction,  putridity,  putres- 

nce. —  Prakothodaka  (°tha-ua"),  am,  n.  filthy 
cence water. 

pra-kup,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -kupyati,  -te, 
-1-n/iitnm,  to  be  moved  or  agitated;  to  become 
enraged,  fly  into  a  passion  :  Caus.  -kopayati,  -yi- 

tum, to  provoke  to  anger,  incense. 
P  ra-ltvirita,  ax,  a,  am,  moved,  agitated,  moving 

to  and  fro  (Say.  =  itas  tatai  dalita)  ;  very  angry, 

wroth,  enraged,  incensed  ;  disordered  ;  ati-praku~ 

pita,  excessively  irritated. 
Pra-kupta,  anomalously  for  pra-ktipUa. 
Pra-kupya,  ind.  having  become  angry,  being 

enraged. 

Pra-kopa,  as,  m.  effervescence,  ebullition,  excite- 
ment, emotion,  violent  anger,  rage,  fury,  wrath,  ire, 

anger  ;  irritation,  provocation,  exasperation  ;  political 
disturbance,  insurrection,  mutiny  ;  an  attack  ;  (in  medi- 

cine) excess,  superabundance,  vitiation  [cf.  pitta-pr~  , 
vata-p0]. 
Pra-kopana  or  pra-kopana,  as,  i,  am,  exciting, 

agitating,  irritating,  provoking  ;  (am),  n.  irritating, 
provoking,  irritation,  provocation,  incensing. 

P  ra-kopaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  irritated  or 
incensed,  to  be  provoked  to  anger,  irritable. 

Pra-kopita,  as,  a,  am,  irritated,  provoked,  in- censed, enraged. 

Pra-kopitri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  exciting,  agitating,  dis- 
quieting, an  exciter,  agitator. 

H^H  pra-kula,  am,  n.  a  handsome  or excellent  body  ;  (also  read  prahvala.) 

>4<£<|  pra-kurd,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -kiirdati,  -te, 
-kiirditum,  to  jump  forward,  leap  about. 

pra-kushmandl,  f.  an  epithet  of ' 

Durgs  ;  [cf.  kushmandl.'] Tt^i  pra-kri,  cl.  5.  Ved.  and  cl.  8.  P.  A. 
-krtnoti,  -krinute,  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to 
make,  accomplish,  perform,  achieve,  effect  ;  to  make, 
render  (with  double  ace.,  e.g.  andhakdram  iavalam 
prakun-an,  rendering  the  darkness  partly  illumined)  ; 
to  bring  to  light,  express,  utter;  to  place  before  or 
in  front,  cause  to  precede,  mention  first  ;  to  place 
at  the  head,  honour,  worship;  to  appoint  (to  an 
office,  with  loc.)  ;  to  gain,  win,  conquer  (Ved.)  ;  to 
do  away  with,  destroy  (Ved.)  ;  to  induce,  move, 
incline  (Ved.)  ;  to  cause,  enable  (with  inf.,  Ved.)  ; 
Say.  —prakrisJilam  kri,  stutim  prakarshcna  kri, 
to  exalt,  praise  highly  ;  to  lay  out,  expend  ;  (with 
buddliim  or  manos)  to  set  the  heart  upon,  apply 
the  mind  to,  direct  the  thoughts  towards  anything 
(dat.  or  loc.)  ;  to  resolve  upon  anything  ;  (with  dilran) 
to  marry  ;  (with  kanydm,  &c.)  to  deflower,  violate. 

I.  pra-kara,  as,  i,  am  (for  a.  see  under  pra-kri, 
p.  603),  doing  much,  doing  well  ;  (as),  m.  aid,  assist- 

ance, friendship  ;  usage,  custom,  continuance  of  a 
similar  practice  ;  respect  ;  seduction,  abduction  ;  (i), 
f.  an  episodical  incident  or  interlude  inserted  in  a 
drama  to  explain  that  which  follows  ;  theatrical  dress 

or  disguise,  as  wearing  a  woman's  garb,  &c. 
Pra-karana,  am,  n.  treatment,  discussion,  ex- 

pounding, explanation;  a  subject,  topic,  province, 
department  ;  a  section,  chapter,  book,  paragraph  ; 

opportunity,  occasion  ;  relation  ;  an  introduction, 
prologue,  prelude  ;  a  poetical  fiction  or  poem,  in 
which  the  story  and  principal  persons  are  wholly 

imaginary  ;  a  drama,  a  kind  of  drama  with  a  fic- 
titious plot  ;  treating  with  respect  ;  doing  much  or 

well  ;  (I),  f.  a  drama  of  the  same  character  as  the 
Pra-karana  but  of  less  extent.  —  Prakarana-tva, 

am,  n.  the  being  a  prelude  or  introduction.  ••  Pra- 
karana-pai'Mka,  f.,  N.  of  a  philosophical  treatise  by 
S5lika-n5tha  ;  (also  called  A'dika.)  —  Prakaramt- 
pada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work.  —  Prakarana- 
ifas,  ind.  according  to  species  or  kind  (opposed  to 

pritkaklvena  )  . 
Tniliamnika,  f.  a  kind  of  minor  drama  (=pra- 

karani). 
Pra-karika,  f.  an  episodical  incident  or  interlude 

inserted  in  a  drama  to  explain  that  which  follows 

(=pra-kari). Pra-kartarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  prepared  ;  to  be 
manifested  or  shown  ;  to  be  appointed. 
Pra-kartri,  tit,  tri,  tri,  one  who  causes  or 

occasions. Pra-kara,  as,  m.  sort,  kind,  species  ;  way,  mode, 
fashion,  manner  (in  these  and  the  preceding  mean- 

ings frequently  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  ndnd- 
prakara,  of  many  kinds,  manifold  ;  tri-prakara, 
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of  three  kinds,  threefold ;  cf.  bahu-prakdram) ; 
similitude;  difference;  speciality.  —  Prakdra-td,  f. 
particularity,  speciality.  —  Prakdra-vat,  an,  atl,  at, 
belonging  to  a  species  or  kind.  —  Prakdrdntara 

(°ra-an°),  am,  n.  another  sort  or  kind,  another 
manner ;  (e),  ind.  in  another  way. 

Prakdraka,  as,  a,  am,  —pra-kdra  (at  the  end  of 
comps.,  e.  g.  tat-prakdraka,  of  that  kind,  belonging 
to  that). 

Pra-ktirya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  evinced  or  mani- 
fested. 

Pra-knrvat,  an,  atl,  at,  doing  much  or  well ; 
behaving  respectfully  to,  waiting  upon,  serving, 
honouring. 

Pra-kitrvdna,  as,  d,  am,  doing  much  or  well ; 
attending  or  behaving  respectfully  to. 

Pra-kHta,  as,  a,  am,  made,  accomplished,  com- 
pleted ;  commenced,  begun ;  one  who  has  begun 

anything ;  original ;  that  which  is  spoken  of  or  is 
the  original  subject  of  discussion,  that  which  is 
now  in  hand  or  under  consideration ;  genuine,  real ; 
appointed,  charged ;  wished,  expected  ;  mentioned  ; 
important,  interesting;  (am),  n.  original  subject, 
present  subject  of  discussion,  present  case ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Prakrita-ta,  f.  or  prakHta- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  being  begun  or  in  process  of  execu- 

tion, incipient  state  or  condition ;  the  being  the 

subject  of  discussion.  —  Prakritdrlha  (°ta-arc),as, 
a,  am,  having  the  original  sense ;  real,  true. 
Pra-kriti,  is,  f.  the  original  or  natural  form  of 

anything,  natural  condition  or  state,  original,  primary 
substance  (opposed  to  vi-lcriti,  change,  modification, 
anything  derived  or  secondary) ;  cause,  original 
source  ;  origin,  extraction,  descent ;  nature,  character, 
usual  or  natural  state  ;  constitution,  disposition,  tem- 

per; a  rule,  scheme,  paradigm,  pattern,  model, 

standard  (especially  in  ritual);  (in  the  San-khya 
philosophy)  =pra-dhan,a,  the  evolver  of  all  material 

appearances,  the  '  originant'  or  original  source  of  (or 
rather  passive  power  of  creating)  the  material  world, 
(generally  called  Nature  as  opposed  to  Purusha  or 
Spirit)  ;  (in  mythology)  a  goddess,  the  personified 
will  of  the  Supreme  in  the  creation  (identified  with 
Mays  or  Illusion  and  in  an  especial  manner  the 
prototype  of  the  female  sex;  hence  the  same  with 

the  S*akti  or  personified  energy  or  bride  of  a  deity, 
as  LakshmT,  DurgS,  &c. ;  in  some  systems  Pra-kriti 
is  considered  the  same  with  the  Supreme  Being) ; 
(in  grammar)  the  crude  or  elementary  form  of  a 
word,  an  uninflected  word,  the  radical  form  of  a 
word  before  the  case-terminations  and  other  affixes 
are  subjoined  ;  N.  of  two  classes  of  metres,  consisting 

of  eight  and  of  eighty-four  syllables  respectively ;  (in 
arithmetic)  a  coefficient,  multiplier;  (in  anatomy) 
temperament,  the  predominance  of  one  of  the 

humors  at  the  time  of  generation ;  a  woman,  woman- 
kind; a  mother;  an  animal;  the  male  organ  of 

generation  ;  the  female  organ  of  generation  ;  N.  of 
a  woman ;  tritiyd  prakritih,  the  third  nature,  a 

eunuch ;  (ayas),  (.  pi.  (in  the  San-khya)  the  ma- 
terial archetypes  of  everything  existing ;  the  eight 

producers  or  primary  elements  out  of  which  every- 
thing else  is  evolved  (viz.  a-vyakta,  buddhi  or  ma- 

hat,  ahankdra,  and  the  five  tan-mdtras) ;  the  con- 
stituent elements  of  the  state  (of  which  five  are  usually 

enumerated,  viz.  the  minister,  treasure,  territory, 
fortresses,  and  army,  to  these  are  sometimes  added 
the  king  himself  and  the  sovereign  who  is  his  ally, 
and  sometimes  also  the  corporations  of  citizens) ;  a 

king's  ministers  generally ;  the  subjects  of  a  king, 
the  citizens,  artizans,  &c. ;  the  various  sovereigns  to 
be  considered  in  case  of  war  (according  to  Manu  VII. 

15S<  v'z-  'he  mailhyama,  vi-jiyisliu,  nd-dsina, 
and  fatm,  to  which  according  to  Kulluka  should  be 
added  eight  remoter  princes,  viz.  the  mitra,  ari- 
mitra,  mitra-mitra,  arimitra-mitra,  pdrshni- 
ffrdha,  a-kranda,  pdrsJinigrdlidsdra,  dkrandil- 
sdra  ;  each  of  these  twelve  kings  has  the  five  Prakritis 
above-mentioned,  so  that  the  total  number  of  Pra- 

kritis may  be  seventy-two,  Manu  VI  I.  157);  N.  of 
a  class  of  divinities  under  Manu  Raibhya;  pra- 

krilyd,  ind.  by  nature,  naturally,  by  birth  or  extrac- 
tion ;  in  the  original  state  or  condition,  without 

change  or  alteration  ;  properly.  —  Prakriti-kripana, 
as,  a,  am,  naturally  plaintive  or  disposed  to  lament, 

naturally  feeble  (in  discriminating).  —  Prakriti- 
khandd,  ax,  am,  m.  n. '  section  on  nature,'  N.  of  the 
second  book  of  the  Brahma-vaivarta-PurSna.  —  Pra- 

kriti-guna,  as,  m.  one  of  the  threejdMkuent  quali- 
ties of  nature  (see  guna).  — 1'ralij^^fat,  d,  am, 

springing  from  nature,  inborn,  inna^^  Prakriti- 
tarala,  as,  d,  am,  naturally  changeful,  volatile,  fickle, 
dissolute,  voluptuous.  —  Prakrfti-pitriiska,  as,  m.  a 
minister  of&zie.  —  Prakrtti-pralaya,  as,  m.  =  prtt- 
kriti-laya,  n.v.  —  Prakriti-bhdra,  as,  m.  natural 
state,  original  or  unaltered  condition  ;  (as,  d,  am), 
natural,  usual,  common.  —  Prakriti-bhuta,  as,  d, 
am,  being  in  the  original  state  or  condition,  original. 

—  Prakritibhiitekdra  ("ta-ik0),  as,  m.  the  original 
sound  or  letter  i.  —  Prakriti-mandala,  am,  n. 
the  circle  or  aggregate  of  the  Prakritis  or  of  a 

king's  subjects,  the  entire  kingdom,  whole  empire. 
—  Prakriti-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  the  original  or 
natural  form  or  shape,  natural,  usual,  ordinary ;  in  a 
natural  or  usual  frame  of  mind.  —  Prakriti-laya,  as, 
m.  absorption  into  Prakriti,  the  dissolution  of  the 

universe.  —  Prakriti-vat,  ind,  as   in  the   original 
form.  —  Prakriti-vikriti-srabhdva,   as,   m.   the 
relation  of  (a  word   in  its)  radical   form  to  (itself 
under  the)  mutations   (of  inflection  &c.).  —  Pra- 
kriti-vuhama,  as,  d,  am,  naturally  rough.  —  Pra- 
kriti-siddha,  as,  a,  am,  effected  by  nature,  natural ; 
(am),  n.  true  or  real  nature.  —  Prakriti-subhaga, 

as,  d,  am,  naturally  pleasing  or  agreeable.  —  Pra- 
kriti-stha,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  the  original  or 
natural  state,  being  in  the  natural  condition,  natural, 

genuine,  unmixed ;  healthy,  in  good  health ;   reco- 
vered ;  inherent,  innate ;  bare,  stripped  of  everything. 

—  Prakritis'a  ("ti-i^a),  as,  m. '  lord  of  subjects,'  a 
magistrate. 
Pra-kriyd,  f.  conduct,  manner,  way ;  a  ceremony, 

rite,  observance;  elevation,  exaltation;  a  privilege, 
prerogative,  advantage  over  others,  precedence,  high 
position  ;  the  bearing  of  royal  insignia ;  insignia  (of 
rank)  ;  a  chapter,  section ;  an  introductory  section 
of  a  work ;  producing,  production ;  (in  grammar) 
etymological  formation,  formation  of  a  word  with 
the  root,  affix,  &c. ;  rules  for  the  formation  and 

inflection  of  words.  —  Prakriyd-kaumudi,  f. '  elu- 

cidation of  etymological  structure,'  N.  of  a  gram- 
matical work  by  Rama-Sandra.  —  Prakriydkau- 

mudi-vritti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Krishna- 
pandita  on  the  preceding.  —  Prakriyd-pdda,  as, 

m.  'introductory  section,'  N.  of  the  first  part  of  the 
VSyu-Purana.  —  Prakrlyd-ratna,  am,  n.  •  gem  of 

etymological  structure,'  N.  of  a  grammatical  work. 
Pra-<?iktrshu,  us,  us,  u,  intending  or  purposing 

to  recompense,  wishing  to  requite  (=prati-<2i- kirshu), 

T&fi(pra-krit  (see  rt.  2.  krit),  cl.  i.  6.  P. 
-karfati,  -krintati,  -kartitum,  to  cut  off;  to  cut 
up,  cut  to  pieces. 

H  =y Pain  pra-krisita,  as,  a,  am,  attenuated, 
thin,  emaciate. 

H=JI«^  pra-krish,  cl.  I.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 
-karshati  (-te),  -karshtum,  -krashlum,  to  draw 
forth,  stretch  forth;  to  draw  forwards,  drag  away; 
to  lead  (an  army) ;  to  draw  or  bend  (a  bow) ;  to 
draw  out,  stretch  out,  prolong  ;  to  place  before  or  in 
front ;  to  harass,  distract,  disturb,  trouble,  disquiet. 

Pra-karsha,  as,  m.  pre-eminence,  excellence, 
eminence,  distinction,  superiority,  intensity  of  good 

qualities  or  merit,  high  degree  (in  these  senses  fre- 

quently at  the  end  of  comps.;  cf.  praiiaya-p°, 
vapuh-p°,  varna-p°) ;  might,  strength ;  speciality ; 
universality ;  absoluteness,  definitiveness ;  protracted- 
ness,  length ;  (in  grammar)  the  effect  of  the  prefix 
pra  upon  roots ;  (at ,  €na),  ind.  in  a  high  degree, 
intensely,  eminently,  exceedingly,  mightily,  strongly. 

—  Prakarsha-gamana,  am,  n.  going  absolutely  or 

finally  (ty.  —  Prakarska-tana^ms,  d,  am,  depend- 
ent on  excellence  or  intensi^K  merit ;  dependent 

on  superior  strength  or  powW—  Prakarslta-vut, 

an,  ati,  at,  pre-eminent,  eminent,  excellent. 
Pra-karshaka,  as,  m.  '  the  harasser,  disquieter,' 

an  epithet  of  the  god  of  love. 
Pra-karshana,  as,  d,  am,  harassing,  distracting, 

disquieting,  troubling;  (a»i),  n.  the  act  of  drawing 
away,  drawing,  attracting ;  drawing  furrows,  plough- 

ing ;  pushing  forwards ;  stretching  out,  extension, 
long  duration,  length ;  excellence,  superiority ;  the 
act  of  harassing  or  disquieting,  distraction  ;  realizing 
by  the  use  of  a  pledge  more  than  the  interest  of  the 
money  lent  upon  it ;  a  bridle  (?). 

Pra-karshantya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  dragged  away, 
to  be  moved  along  the  ground. 

Pra-karshat,  an,  antl,  at,  dragging  forth,  drawing 
out,  drawing  along ;  drawing  or  bending  (a  bow). 
Pra-karshila,  as,  d,  am,  drawn  forth,  dragged 

forwards ;  stretched  out ;  exceeded  in  profit  (as  the 
interest  of  a  loan) ;  (am),  n.  profit  on  a  pledge 
beyond  the  interest  of  the  money  lent  upon  it. 

Pra-harskin,  i,  inl,  i,  drawing  forth ;  excellent, 
pre-eminent,  distinguished. 
Pra-krishta,  as,  d,  am,  drawn  forth,  dragged 

forwards ;  drawn  out,  protracted,  lengthy,  long ;  pre- 
eminent, superior,  distinguished,  excellent,  exalted ; 

prominent,  chief,  principal ;  well  to  do ;  distracted, 
harassed,  disquieted  ;  violent.  —  Prakrishta-td,  f.  or 
prakrishta-tva,  am,  n.  transcendent  excellence, 
eminence,  superiority. 

Pra-krishya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  dragged  forwards, 
to  be  drawn  along  on  the  ground ;  excessive.  —  Pra- 
krishya-kutsita,  as,  d,  am,  strongly  censured ; 

(also  read  prakrishta-kutsita.) 

ira?  pra-krl,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -karitum, 
-karitum,  to  scatter  forth,  scatter,  strew,  throw  about ; 

to  issue  forth,  spring  up :  Pass.  -Itiryate  (ep.  Pot. 

•kiryet),  to  disappear,  vanish. 
2.  pra-kara,  as,  m.  (for  I.  see  under  pra-kri, 

p.  602),  a  scattered  heap,  heap,  multitude,  quantity, 
plenty  ;  a  bunch  of  flowers,  a  nosegay  ;  (i),  f.  a  kind 
of  song ;  an  open  piece  of  ground  ;  a  place  where  four 
roads  meet ;  the  proper  site  of  any  magical  opera- 

tions ;  (am),  n.  aloe  wood,  Agallochum. 
Pra-kantri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  sprinkles ; 

one  who  spices  or  seasons  (?). 

Pra-ldrana,  am,  n.  scattering,  strewing,  throwing 
about. 
Pra-kirat,  an,  ati  or  anil,  at,  scattering,  strewing. 
Pra-kirna,  as,  d,  am,  scattered  forth,  scattered, 

strewed,  dispersed ;  squandered  ;  spread  abroad,  spread, 

published,  public,  promulgated ;  mixed,  containing 
various  subjects,  miscellaneous;  disordered,  loose, 

dishevelled ;  agitated,  excited,  wild  ;  confused,  in- 
coherent ;  waved,  waving,  undulating ;  expanded, 

open  ;  standing  alone,  nowhere  mentioned ;  (as), 

m.  the  plant  Guilandina  Bonduc;  (am),  n.  a  con- 
fused mass,  miscellany,  miscellanea ;  a  collection  of 

miscellaneous  rules;  a  chapter,  section,  division  of 

a  book.  —  Praklrna-kefi,  f.  '  having  dishevelled 
hair,'  an  epithet  of  Durg3.  —  Praklrna-maithuna, 
as,  «,  am,  living  in  mixed  (connubial)  intercourse. 
—  P  rakinidmbara-murdhaj a  (°na-am°),  as,  d, 
am,  with  disordered  garments  and  dishevelled  hair. 

I'ra-kirnaka,  as,  d,  am,  scattered  about ;  occur- 
ring singly  or  in  single  instances ;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 

a  chowrie,  the  tail  of  the  Bos  Grunniens  used  as  a 

fan  or  fly-flap  and  as  an  ornament  for  horses ;  a 
tuft  of  hair  used  as  an  ornament  for  horses ;  (as), 

m.  a  horse  ;  (am),  n.  a  miscellany,  any  collection  of 
heterogeneous  objects  not  arranged  under  any  dis- 

tinct classes  or  heads ;  a  section  or  division  of  a 

book;  (in  law)  a  case  not  provided  for  by  the 

S'fistras  and  to  be  decided  by  the  judge  or  king, 
the  legal  decision  of  a  case  not  anticipated  in  the 
law-books ;  a  section  or  chapter  of  a  book ;  extent, 
length  (especially  of  a  book  or  stanza). 
Pra-klrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  strewed  or  scattered, 

to  be  spread  abroad  or  about;  to  be  diffused  or 
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promulgated ;  to  be  expanded  or  extended ;  (as),  m. 
the  plant  Guilandina  Bonduc. 

V&^pra-krit,  el.  10.  P.  -kirtayati,  -yitum, 
to  announce,  proclaim ;  to  pronounce,  declare,  call, 
name ;  to  approve. 
Pra-klrtana,  am,  n.  announcing,  proclaiming; 

pronouncing  aloud ;  praising  aloud,  lauding,  extolling  ; 
(a),  f.  mentioning,  naming. 

Pra-klrtita,  as,  a,  am,  announced,  proclaimed ; 

pronounced,  declared,  said,  mentioned,  stated  ;  called, 

named ;  explained  ;  revealed  ;  renowned,  celebrated. 

Pra-kirttl,  is,  f.  celebration,  praise;  fame,  cele- 
brity ;  declaration. 

H<J1N  pra-klrip,  cl.  i.  A.  -kalpate,  -kaJpi- 
titm,  -lealptum,  to  proceed  prosperously,  succeed,  be 
successful ;  to  be  fit  or  suitable  for  (with  inf.  or  dat.)  : 

Caus.  -l-alpayati,  -yitum,  to  prepare,  make,  de- 
sign ;  to  put  a  person  at  the  head,  show  honour  to ; 

to  accompany  (?) ;  to  establish,  fix,  settle ;  to  appoint, 

invest,  install,  elect  to,  choose  or  select  for  (with  two 

ace.,  or  with  ace.  and  loc.  of  abstract  noun) ;  to  fix, 
fasten ;  to  further ;  (with  aim,)  to  shed  tears. 

Pra-kalpand,  f.  fixing,  settlement,  allotting,  allot- ment. 

Pra-kalpayitri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  prepares 

or  arranges,  setting  in  order  ( =  ish-kartri). 
Pra-kalpita,  as,  a,  am,  done,  made,  appointed ; 

formed  or  shed  (as  a  tear) ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  riddle. 
Pra-kalpya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  appointed,  to  be 

fixed  or  settled,  to  be  determined. 

Pra-klripta,  as,  a,  am,  prepared,  arranged,  made 

ready ;  (am),  ind.,  Ved.  readily,  easily.  -  Pra- 

klripta-tva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  progress,  success,  success- 
fulness.  —  Praklripta-sndna-mandana,  as,  a,  am, 
one  whose  ablutions  and  toilet  have  been  arranged. 

Pra-klripti,  a  various  reading  for  pra-kriti,  q.v. 

infcrT  pra-keta,  as,  tn.  (keta  fr.  2.  k i  =  rt.  2. 

<?i),  Ved.  appearance ;  observation,  perception,  intel- 

ligence; one  who  knows;  (SZy.  =  andhakdrdvrl- 
tasya  sarvasya  paddrthasya  prajndpakah.) 

Rchtg  pra-koshtha,  as,  m.  the  fore-arm ; 
a  room  near  the  gate  of  a  royal  palace ;  a  court  in  a 
house,  an  open  space  surrounded  by  buildings ;  a  part 
of  a  door-frame. 

Prakoshthaka,  as,  m.  a  room  near  the  gate  of 
a  palace. 

JT^TT  prakkhara,  as,  m.  iron  armour  for 
the  defence  of  a  horse  or  elephant;  (also  written 

pra-khara,  pra-kshara.) 

tTK?^.  pra-krand,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -krandati, 
-it,  -kranditum,  Ved.  to  invoke  loudly :  Caus.  P. 

-krandayati,  -yittim,Ved.  to  roar;  to  move  with 
a  rushing  sound. 

H*«^  pra-kram,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -kriimati, 
•Icramate,  -kramitum,  to  step  or  stride  forwards, 

go  forwards,  walk  on,  advance ;  to  set  out,  march 
forth,  march  off;  to  come  forth,  issue  forth,  to  go, 
depart ;  to  step  or  stride  across,  pass ;  (usually  A.)  to 

proceed  to  do  or  apply  one's  self  to  anything,  under- 
take, prepare;  to  take  the  first  step,  commence, 

begin  (with  inf.);  (A.)  to  act  or  behave  towards 

(with  loc.):  Caus.  -krdmnyati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  step  or  stride  forwards. 

Pra-kraiitri,  ta,  tn,  tri,  one  who  proceeds  or 
goes;  one  who  takes  the  first  step  or  begins,  a 
beginner ;  conquering,  overpowering,  surpassing. 

I'ra-krama,  as,  m.  a  step,  stride;  a  particular 
measure  of  distance,  a  pace  (the  length  of  which  is 
variously  stated  by  commentators  on  works  on  ritual 
at  two  or  three  or  three  and  a  half  Padas,  and  some- 

times at  more  or  less) ;  striding  forwards,  stepping, 
striding ;  proceeding,  going  ;  commencement,  be- 

ginning; leisure,  opportunity;  relation,  proportion, 
degree,  measure ;  a  series  of  oblations  correspond- 

ing to  the  movements  of  a  sacrificial  horse  (Ved.) ; 
the  reading  of  the  Krama,  q.  v. ;  speaking  about  or 
discussing  the  point  in  question  ;  the  case  in  question. 

pra-khada. 
—  PraJtrama-tritlyit,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  third  of  a 
square  pzce.  —  I'rakruma-bhanga,  as,  m.  want  of 
method,  the  breaking  of  arrangement  in  composition 
(  =  bhagiM-krama,  bhagna-prakrama). 
Pra-kramana,  am,  n.  stepping  forwards,  step- 

ping, proceeding ;  issuing  forth. 
Pra-kmmaniya,  or  pra-kramitarya,  or  pra- 

kramya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  gone  or  proceeded. 
Pra-kramamina,  as,  d,  am,  proceeding,  be- 

ginning ;  overcoming. 
Pra-krdnta,  as,  d,  am,  gone,  proceeded ;  gone 

beyond,  surpassed  ;  commenced,  begun  ;  preceded, 
previously  mentioned,  previously  laid  down  or  stated  ; 
(am),  n.  the  outset  of  a  journey;  the  point  in 
question.  —  Praltrdnta-tra,  am,  n.  beginning,  com- 

mencing ;  the  being  begun ;  the  being  stated  or 
mentioned  previously. 

TXJfUpra-kraya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  kri  with 
pra),  sale  (?). 

Pra-krl,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  to  be  bought,  purchasable. 

JTafte  pra-krld,  cl.  I .  P.  A.  -kridati,  -te, 

-krlditum,  to  play,  sport,  disport  one's  self,  gambol, 
frolic,  amuse  one's  self. 
Pra-krlda,  as,  m.  play,  pastime;  a  place  of 

sports,  play-ground  (Ved.) ;  Marutdm  prakridah, 
N.  of  a  Siman. 

Pra-kndita,  as,  d,  am,  played,  playing,  sporting. 
Pra-kridin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  playing,  sporting; 

playful,  sportive,  frolicsome. 

W$3l^pra-krus,  cl.  I.  P.  -krosati,  -krosh- lum,  to  raise  a  cry,  cry  out ;  to  utter  (cries),  call ; 
to  invoke,  call  upon,  cry  out  to. 
Pra-kroia,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  shriek,  scream. 

llf^i^  pra-klid,  cl.  4.  A.  -klidyate,  -kledi- 
tum,  -klettum,  to  become  moist  or  humid,  to  be- 

come wet :  Caus.  -kledayati,  -yitum,  to  moisten, 
wet,  make  wet. 
Pra-klitma,  as,  d,  am,  moist,  humid,  wet, 

soaked,  saturated ;  moved  with  compassion  or  sym- 

pathy. —  Praklinna-vartman,  a,  n.  a  kind  of  dis- 
ease of  the  eyelids ;  [cf.  klinna-vartman.]  —  Pra- 

ktinna-hridayekshana,  as,  d,  am,  having  the 
heart  and  eyes  moist  (with  affection). 

Pra-kleda,  as,  m.  moistness,  wetness,  humidity. 
—  Prakleda-vat,  an,  all,  at,  moistening,  wetting. 
Pra-kledana,  as,  d,  am,  or  pra-kledin,  i,  inl, 

i,  moistening,  wetting. 

light!)  pra-kvana  or  pra-kvdna,  as,  m.  (fr. 
rt.  kvan  with^>ra),  the  sound  of  aVIni  or  lute. 

TI5!pT  pra-kshaya.     See  col.  3. 

yVl^pra-kshar,  cl.  i.  P.  -ksharati,  -ksha- 
ritum,  to  stream,  trickle  forth,  ooze ;  to  drop  down. 
Pra-kshara,  as,  m.  iron  armour  for  the  defence 

of  a  horse  or  elephant;  [cf.  pra-khara,  prak- khara.] 

Pra-ksharana,  am,  n.  flowing  forth,  trickling 
out,  oozing,  dripping. 

MKJrt  pra-kshal,  cl.  10.  P.  -kshalayati, 
-yitum,  to  wash  off,  wash  away,  rinse ;  to  cleanse, 
clean,  purify  :  Caus.  to  cause  to  wash. 
Pra-kshdlaka,  as,  d,  am,  washing,  one  who 

washes ;  [cf.  sadyah-p°.] Pra-kshdlana,  as,  d,  am,  performing  frequent 
ablutions,  one  who  performs  frequent  ablutions  ;  (am), 

n.  washing,  washing  off,  cleaning,  cleansing,  purify- 
ing ;  bathing ;  a  means  of  cleaning,  anything  used 

for  purifying,  water  for  washing.  —  Prakshilandr- 
thdya  (°na-ar°),  ind.  for  the  sake  of  washing. 
Pra-kfhalaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  washed  away 

or  cleansed;  to  be  purified. 

Pra-kshalita,  as,  d,  am,  washed,  cleansed ;  ex- 

piated. 1.  pra-kihdlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  washed  or 

purified. 2.  pra-kihdlya,  ind.  having  washed,  having  rinsed. 

pra-kshi,  cl.  9.  5.  I.  P.  -kshindti, 

lihfuti,  -kshayati,  -kshetum,  to  spoil,  injure, 
wear  out,  exhaust,  destroy:  Pass,  -kshiyatt,  to  be 
destroyed,  perish,  to  be  worn  out  or  exhausted;  to 
be  diminished. 

I'ra-ksliaya,  as,  m.  destruction,  ruin. 
Pra-kshayana,  as,  a,  am,  causing  to  perish, 

destroying. 

Pra-ksliiiia,  as,  d,  am,  decayed,  wasting ;  de- 
stroyed ;  atoned ;  vanished,  disappeared  ;  (am),  n. 

the  spot  where  any  one  has  perished  (e.  g.  prakshi- 
nam  idam  Deva-dattasya,  this  is  the  spot  where Deva-datta  perished). 

1lF%F{  pra-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kshiputi, 
-te,  -ksheptum,  to  throw  or  fling  at,  throw  or  cast 
into ;  to  project ;  to  hurl ;  to  put  or  lay  before ;  to 
insert,  interpolate:  Caus.  -kshejtayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  or  order  to  cast  or  put  into. 

Pra-kshipta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown  or  cast  at, 
hurled,  flung ;  thrown  forth,  projected. 

Pra-kshiptavat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who  has  thrown 
at,  one  who  has  thrown. 

Pra-kshij>ya,md.  having  thrown  at,  having  hurled. 
Pra-kshepa,  as,  m.  throwing  or  casting  forth  or 

forward,  projecting ;  a  throw,  cast ;  throwing  into  or 

upon,  scattering  upon ;  insertion,  interpolation ;  any- 
thing added  or  thrown  into  drugs  while  in  course  of 

decoction,  an  ingredient ;  the  sum  deposited  by  each 
member  of  a  commercial  company;  the  box  of  a 

carriage.  —  Prakshepa-lipl,  is,  (.  a  particular  style 
of  handwriting. 

Pra-kshepana,  am,  n.  throwing,  casting ;  pouring 
upon,  throwing  on,  throwing  into ;  fixing  (as  a 

price). Pra-ksJiepanrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  thrown  or  cast 
forth,  to  be  thrown  away. 

Pra-kshepin,  I,  inl,  i,  throwing  upon,  placing 

upon. 

Pra-ksheptavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  thrown  into 
or  upon,  to  be  scattered  upon  ;  to  be  scattered. 
Pra-kshepya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  thrown  or  put  on. 

Jt8jir<<H  pra-kshwita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 

kshlv  with  pra),  drunken,  intoxicated. 

TRSjfipra-kshud,  cl.  7.  P.  -kshuuatti,  -kshot- tum,  to  pound,  crush ;  to  break ;  to  pierce,  pierce through. 

Pra-kshiiitna,  as,  d,  am,  crushed ;  pierced  through, 
lacerated;  incited. 

HSp^  pra-kshnbh,  cl.  I.  A.,  4.  P.  -ksho- bhate,  -kshubhyati,  -kshobhitum,  to  be  moved,  to 
be  shaken  or  agitated;  to  totter,  stagger;  to  be 
confused:  Caus.  -kshobhayati,  -yitum,  to  agitate, 
excite. 
Pra-kshobhana,  am,  n.  agitating,  exciting. 

Jilt  pra-kshai,  cl.  I.  P.  -kshayati,  -kshd- tum,  to  be  consumed,  to  bum  (intrans.). 

T&SQpra-kslmu,  cl.  2.  P.  -kshnauti,  -kshna- vttum,  to  sharpen,  whet,  point. 

JWiK  pra-kshvedana  or  pra-kshvedana, 
as,  d,  m.  f.  (fr.  rt.  kshvid  or  kshvid  with  pra), 

clamour,  a  loud  indistinct  noise ;  an  iron  arrow. 

Pra-kshvedd,  f.  humming,  grumbling,  an  inarti- 

culate sound. 
Pra-kshuedita  or  pra-kshvedita,  as,  d,  am, 

clamorous,  shouting,  making  a  loud  indistinct  noise ; 
unctuous.  —  Prakshvedita-vat  oiprakihvedita-vat, 

an,  all,  at,  noisy;  unctuous. 
•ff^Tf.  pra-khara,  as,  a,  am,  very  hot  or 

acrid,  acrid,  biting,  pungent ;  very  hard  or  rough ; 

(as),  m.  iron  armour  for  the  defence  of  a  horse  or 

elephant  [cf.  prakkhara,  pra-kshara] ;  a  mule ; a  dog. 

TTS75  pra-khala,  as,  m.  a  great  scoundrel, 

very  wicked  person. 
U4g|<^  pra-khada,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  khad 

with  pra),  Ved.  devouring,  consuming. 



pra-khid. pra-grahana. 
605 pra-khid,  cl.  6.  P.  -khidati,  -khet- 

ttim,  Ved.  to  thrust  away ;  to  harass,  afflict. 

Pra-khidat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  thrusting  away ; 
harassing,  afflicting  (according  to  MahT-dhara  =pra- 
karshena  khedayat). 

M4°I4I  pra-khyd,  cl.  2.  P.  -khydti,  -khyd- 
tum,  to  see  (Ved.) ;  to  announce,  report;  to  praise, 

extol,  celebrate :  Pass,  -khyayate,  to  be  recognised 
or  acknowledged,  to  be  known ;  to  shine :  Caus. 

-khydpayati,  -yitum,  to  make  generally  known, 
to  be  published. 

Pra-khya,  as,  a,  am,  visible,  clear,  distinct; 
looking  or  appearing  like,  resembling,  like  (at  the 

end  of  comps.,  cf.  s"asd>tka-lnrana-p°) ;  (a),  f. 
look,  appearance ;  perceptibility,  visibility  ;  making 
manifest,  disclosure. 

Pra-khyas,  ds,m.=  Prajd-pati,  q.  v. ;  the  planet 
Jupiter. 
Pra-khydta,  as,  a,  am,  celebrated,  renowned, 

famous,  noted,  notorious  ;  recognised,  acknowledged ; 

bespoken,  forestalled,  claimed  by  right  of  pre-emp- 
tion ;  pleased,  happy.  —  Prakhydta-bhdnda,  am,  n. 

a  commodity  the  pre-emption  of  which  is  claimed 
by  a  king.  —  Prakhydta-raptrika,  as,  a,  am, 
having  a  celebrated  father. rPrak hy dta-ead-bhar- 
tri,  td,  m.  known  as  a  good  husband. 

Pra-khydti,  is,  f.  perceptibility;  publicity,  no- 
toriety, celebrity ;  praise,  eulogium,  fame ;  a-pra- 

khydtim  i  or  gam,  to  become  imperceptible,  vanish, 
disappear. 

Pra-khydna,  am,  n.  perception,  the  being  per- 
ceived or  being  known  ;  the  making  known,  report- 

ing, communicating ;  a  report,  information. 

Pra-khydn'iya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  celebrated  or made  known. 

Pra-khyapana,  am,  n.  the  making  known,  pub- 
lishing ;  reporting,  communicating ;  report,  inform- 

ation. 

Pra-khydpaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  made  gene- 
rally known,  to  be  published. 

Pra-khydyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  celebrated, 
being  praised. 

H4°Hl<4  pra-khydla,  probably  a  wrong 
reading  for  pra-khydta  above. 

U*T  pra-ga.     See  under  pra-gam  below. 

H'\«^pra-gau,  cl.  10.  P.  -ganayati,  -yitum, 
to  reckon  up,  calculate. 

JT*n!3  pra-ganda,  as,  m.  the  upper  part 
of  the  arm  from  the  elbow  to  the  shoulder  [cf. 

pra-kdnda]  ;  (I),  f.  an  outer  wall  or  rampart. 

pra-gadita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  gad 
with  pro},  spoken,  speaking,  beginning  to  speak. 

Pra-gddya,  as,  d,  am,  see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  III. 
I,  100. 

H'\>\pra-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  -gad- 
fhati,  (-te),  -gantum,  to  go  forward,  advance,  pro- 

ceed ;  to  set  out  towards,  start  for ;  to  stride  towards, 

go  to;  to  reach,  attain  (SSy. =prdp). 

Pra-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  before  or  in  advance, 
preceding ;  (e),  ind.  early  in  the  morning,  at  dawn, 

at  day-break  ('  when  the  sun  goes  forth  ? ').  —  Prage- 
tana,  as,  I,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  the  morn- 

ing, to  be  performed  in  the  morning,  matutinal. 

••  Prage-nifa,  as,  d,  am, '  one  to  whom  it  is  night 
early  in  the  morning,'  i.  e.  one  who  is  asleep  early 
in  the  morning.  —  Prage-daya,  as,  d,  am,  sleeping 
early  in  the  morning,  asleep  at  day-break. 

Pra-gata,  as,  d,  am,  gone  forward,  gone  forth, 
started;  separate,  apart;  gone  with  difficulty.  —  Pra- 

gata-jdnu,  us,  us,  u,  or  pragata-jdnulca,  as,  t, 
am,  having  the  knees  far  apart,  bandy-legged,  bow- 
legged. 

Pra-gama,  as,  m.  the  first  manifestation  of  affec- 
tion in  conversation,  first  advance. 

Pra-gamana,  am,  n.  progress,  advance;  going 
apart;  the  first  manifestation  of  affection  in  the 

course  of  conversation ;    difficult  progress  (?)  ;   dis- 
puting (?). 

Pra-gamaniya,  as,  d,  am,  see  Scholiast  on  PSn. VIII.  4,  34. 

Pra-gdman,  walk,  gait,  step ;  [cf.  prithu-p°,~] 
Pra-gdmin,  t,  ini,  i,  setting  out,  being  about 

to  depart. 

H'lM*U  pra-gayana,  am,  n.  a  various  read- 
ing for  pra-gamana,  q.  v. 

VKr^pra-garj,  cl.  I.  P.  -garjati,  -garjitum, 
to  roar ;  to  begin  to  thunder. 

Pra-garjana,  am,  n.  roaring,  roar ;  [cf.  stnha-p°.] 
Pra-garjita,  am,  n.  a  roar,  noise,  din. 

,  i,  ini,  i  (fr.  rt.  gridh 
with  pro),  Ved.  pressing  onwards,  pressing  forwards ; 
eager  (SSy.  =  prakarsJwndbhikdnkshan). 

H'l'^pra-galbh,  cl.  I.  A.  -galbhate,  -gal- 
bhitum,  to  act  with  spirit  or  resolution,  behave 
resolutely,  act  in  a  determined  manner,  be  deter- 

mined; to  be  arrogant  or  proud;  to  be  ready  or 
able  to  (with  inf.). 

Pra-galbha,  as,  d,  am,  bold,  confident ;  resolute, 
energetic ;  prompt,  ready ;  spirited,  courageous,  brave, 
intrepid,  daring;  audacious, proud, arrogant;  impudent, 
shameless  ;  strong,  able ;  eminent,  illustrious ;  mature 

(as  age) ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  the  fire  employed 
at  the  Jata-karman ;  N.  of  a  philosophical  writer ; 
(d),  f.  a  bold  or  confident  woman,  a  woman  who  courts 

her  husband's  caresses,  a  wanton  woman ;  a  scolding 
woman,  shrew ;  an  epithet  of  DurgS ;  (am),  n.  in 
a  spirited  or  determined  manner,  resolutely.  —  Pra- 

galbha-kuldla,  as,  m.  a  skilful  potter.  —  Pragal- 
bha-td,  {.  or  pragalbha-tva,  am,  n.  boldness,  con- 

fidence ;  energy,  resolution,  resoluteness ;  audacity, 
arrogance ;  power,  eminence,  consequence ;  per- 
verseness,  wilfulness. 

Pra-galbhita,  as,  a,  am,  rendered  proud,  arro- 
gant ;  eminent,  conspicuous. 

1PTT  pra-ga,  cl.  2.  3.  P.  -gdti,  -jigdti, 
-gdtum,  to  go  forwards,  proceed,  go  away,  move. 

I.  pra-gdna,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  under  pra-gai, 

col.  3),  access,  approach ;  [cf.  prithu-p0.] 

V>i\\pra-gdh,  cl.  I.  A.  -gdhate,  -gdhitum, 
-gddhum,  Ved.  to  dive  into,  enter,  penetrate,  pervade. 
Pra-gddha,  as,  d,  am,  dipped  into,  steeped, 

soaked,  impregnated  [cf.  lavana~P°'] ',  much,  exces- sive; hard,  difficult;  hard,  firm;  (am),  n.  pain, 

privation,  penance ;  (am)',  ind.  much,  exceedingly  ; 
earnestly,  forcibly;  tightly,  firmly;  in  due  propor- 

tion. —  Pragddha-td,  f.  or  pragddha-tva,  am,  n. 
abundance,  excessiveness ;  hardness. 

Pra-gdhana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  dipping  or  plunging 

pra-guna,  as,  a,  am,  having  excel- 
lent qualities,  being  in  a  good  state  or  condition,  being 

in  the  right  state  or  order,  straight ;  honest,  upright. 
—  Prarjuni-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -Tcaroti,  -kurute,  -kar- 
tum,  to  make  straight,  put  in  order,  arrange,  place  in 
rank  and  file,  array ;  to  spread,  make  smooth  or  even. 
Pra-gunana,  am,  n.  putting  straight. 
Pragunaya,  Nom.  P.  pragunayati,  -yitum,  to make  straight. 

Pra-gunita,  as,  d,  am,  made  straight  or  even, made  smooth,  smoothed. 

Pra-gunin,  i,  ini,  i,  straightened,  made  smooth 
or  even,  smoothed. 

Pra-gunya,  as,  d,  am,  having  excellent  qualities, excellent;  more,  exceeding. 

W^J^pra-gup,  cl.  I.  P.  -gopayati,  -yitum, 
to  seek  to  protect,  to  guard. 

Pra-gopana,  am,  n.  protection,  preservation, salvation. 

Tl^JT  pra-gur,  cl.  6.  P.  -gurati,  -guritum, 
Ved.  to  cry  aloud,  exclaim  loudly ;  to  make  great 
efforts,  make  strenuous  exertions  (Say.  =  atyartham udyuj). 

W*[pra-gfi  (see  rt.  I.  gn),  cl.  9.  P.  A. 
-grinati,  -grinite,  -garitum,  -garitum,  to  announce, 

praise,  extol,  celebrate. 

T/fn  pra-ge.     See  under  pro- gam,  col.  i. 

TOT  pra-gai,  cl.  I.  P.  -gdyati,  -gdtum,  to 
begin  to  sing,  sing  of,  sing,  celebrate;  to  sound, 

resound. 
2.  pra-gdna,  am,  n.  (for  I.  see  under  pra-gd, 

col.  2),  singing,  song. 

Pra-gdM,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  singer,  excellent  singer. 
Pra-gdtha,  as,  m.  a  strophe,  a  combination  of 

two  verses  (viz.  of  a  Brihatl  or  Kakubh  followed 
by  a  Sato-brihati  which  by  an  intermixture  of  the 
several  PSdas  is  changed  into  a  triplet) ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  man  with  the  patronymics  KSnva  and 

Ghaura,  the  author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  VIII.  I, 

2,  10,  48,  51-54;  (as),  m.  pi.  an  epithet  of  the 
hymns  of  the  eighth  Mandala  of  the  Rig-veda. 
Pra-gdyin,  I,  ini,  i,  singing,  beginning  to  sing. 
Pra-gita,  as,  d,  am,  sung ;  one  who  has  begun 

to  sing,  singing ;  resonant  with  singing,  vocal ; 

(am),  n.  song;  a  sing-song  or  drawling  recitation 
(regarded  as  a  fault). 
Pra-giti,  if!,  f.  a  kind  of  metre,  containing  30  + 

29  syllabic  instants. 

WyW  pra-grathana,  am,  n.  the  act  of 
connecting  or  stringing  together,  intertwining. 

Htl*^  pra-gras,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -grasati,  -te, 
-grasitwm,  to  eat  up,  devour,  swallow,  swallow  up ; 
to  eclipse. 

HU5  pra-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grihndti, 
-grihnite,  -grahitum,  to  hold  forth,  hold  out,  stretch 
forth ;  to  offer ;  to  seize,  grasp,  clutch,  take  hold  of, 
take ;  to  receive,  accept ;  to  draw  up,  stop ;  to  draw 

towards  one's  self,  unite  with ;  to  give  a  friendly 
reception  to,  act  in  a  friendly  manner  towards, 
favour ;  to  keep  separate  or  isolated  (as  words  &c. 

not  subjected  to  the  rules  of  Sandhi)  ;  Caus.  -grd- 

hayati,  -yitum,  to  receive,  accept. 
Pra-grihita,  as,  d,  am,  held  in  front,  held  out  ; 

received,  accepted,  admitted ;  pronounced  separately 
without  observing  the  usual  rules  of  Sandhi  [cf.  I .  pra- 

grihya]  ;  collected,  strung  together  (t).—Pragrihita- 
pada,  as,  m.,  scil.  sandhi,  a  suspension  of  Sandhi 
in  which  the  vowels  remain  unaltered. 

1.  pra-grihya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  taken  or  accepted, 
to  be  admitted ;  (in  grammar)  to  be  taken  or  pro- 

nounced separately,  not  subject  to  the  rules  of  Sandhi 
or  euphony  (as  the  final  i,  u,  and  e  of  the  dual 
terminations  whether  of  nouns,  pronouns,  or  verbs, 

e.  g.  kavi  etau,  '  these  two  poets ;'  bandhu  elan, 
'  these  two  relations'). 

2.  pra-grihya,  ind.  having  taken  or  grasped,  car- 

rying away  with ;  with. 
Pra-grihyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  taken  or 

seized. 
Pra-graha,  as,  m.  holding  in  front,  holding 

forth,  holding  out,  stretching  forth ;  taking,  taking 
or  laying  hold  of,  grasping,  clutching,  seizing  (e.g. 

anga-p  ,  the  seizing  of  the  limbs  [by  a  demon], 
pain  in  the  limbs) ;  the  seizing  or  grasping  of  the 
sun  or  moon,  beginning  of  an  eclipse  [cf.  grahfi] ; 
kind  or  friendly  reception,  kindness,  favour;  a  rein, 
bridle,  rope  or  halter  for  horses,  lash,  thong,  whip, 
scourge  ;  the  cord  or  string  suspending  a  balance  ;  a 
guide,  leader,  ruler ;  a  ray  of  light ;  a  prisoner, 
captive,  either  man  or  beast  in  confinement ;  bind- 

ing ;  taming,  breaking  (a  horse)  ;  the  arm ;  a  species 
of  plant,  Cassia  Fistula ;  (in  grammar)  a  vowel  not 
subject  to  the  rules  of  Sandhi ;  epithet  of  a  particular 
sacrificial  rite  (more  fully  written  pragraha-homa)  ; 
an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna.  —  Pragraha-vat, 
an,  atl,  at,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  having  seized, 
holding ;  giving  a  friendly  reception,  receiving  kindly, 

obliging,  kind. 
Pra-grahana,  am,  n.  taking,  seizing,  holding, 

assuming ;  shutting  up,  confining ;  the  seizure  of 
sun  and  moon,  i.  e.  the  commencement  of  an  eclipse ; 
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offering ;  a  rein,  bridle ;  a  check,  restraint ;  the  being 
a  leader  or  guide. 
Pra-graha,  as,  m.  seizing,  taking,  taking  up, 

bearing,  carrying ;  a  rein ;  the  string  of  a  balance. 
—  Pragrdha-vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  the  string  of 
a  balance. 

IHjfa  pra-griva,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a,  window, 

lattice,  balcony  ('  projecting  like  a  neck,'  cf.  griva) ; 
a  summer-house,  pleasure-house ;  a  building  on  the 
top  of  a  palace,  a  painted  turret ;  a  wooden  balus- 

trade or  fence  round  a  building ;  a  stable ;  the  top 
of  a  tree. 

i  pra-glai,  cl.  I  .  P.  -glayati,  -glatum, 
to  fade  or  wither  away  :  Caus.  -gldpayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  fade  or  wither  away. 
Pra-gla,  as,  a,  am,  wearied,  fatigued,  exhausted. 

TFKpra-ghat,  cl.  I.  A.  -ghatate,  -ghatitum, 
to  exert  one's  self,  to  apply  or  devote  one's  self  to  ; 
to  begin,  commence. 
Pra-ghataka,  a  precept,  rule,  doctrine. 
Pra-ghata,  f.  (perhaps)  the  rudiments  or  first 

elements  of  a  science.  —  Praghata-vid,  t  ,  m.  '  know- 
ing the  rudiments,"  a  general  reader  but  not  a  pro- found one. 

Ut|g4  pra-ghattaka,  as  or  am  (fr.  rt.  ghatt 
with  pra),  a  precept,  rule,  doctrine. 

UMUI  pra-ghana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  han  with 
pra),  a  porch  before  the  door  of  a  house,  a  terrace  be- 

fore a  house  ;  an  iron  mace  or  crowbar  ;  a  copper  pot. 
Pra-ghana,  as,  m.  a  covered  terrace  before  a 

house  ;  a  species  of  bean,  Phaseolus  Mungo  (a  wrong 
reading  for  prathana). 
Pra-ghana,  as,  m.  a  covered  terrace  or  small 

portico  before  the  door  of  a  house  ;  an  iron  mace  or 
hand-spike  ;  a  copper  pot  ;  the  trunk  of  a  tree. 
Pra-ghata,  as,  m.  a  combat,  battle  ;  the  edging 

of  a  garment. 
Pra-ghana,  as,  m.  a  covered  terrace  before  the 

door  of  a  house,  porch,  portico. 

14M4I  pra-ghasa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ghas 
with  pra),  voracious;  an  epithet  of  false  gods; 
(a«),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshas  ;  N.  of  a  monkey  fol- 

lower of  Rama  ;  a  Daitya,  demon  ;  eating  much, 
voracity  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  MStris  attending 
on  Skanda. 

Pra-ghatin,  I,  int,  i,  or  pra-ghdsya,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  voracious  (an  epithet  of  the  Maruts,  ac- 

cording to  Mahl-dhara  =  puroddia-bhakshana- 
fda). 

Mt}4U  praghuna,  as,  m.  a  guest,  visitor  ;  (a 

wrong  form  for  praghuna.') 
V*p(pra-ghush,  cl.  I.  P.  -ghoshati,  -gho- 

shitum,  to  sound  forth,  sound  :  Caus.  -ghoshayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  sound  forth,  cause  to  announce 
aloud,  proclaim. 
Pra-ghoihaka,  as,  m.  sound,  noise. 

Pra-ghoshin,  I,  m.,  Ved.  '  roaring,'  an  epithet  of one  of  the  nine  classes  of  the  Maruts. 

pra-ghurna,  as,  a,  am,  turning  round 
or  rolling  violently  ;  wandering,  roaming  ;  (as),  m. 
a  guest;-  a  visitor  (in  this  sense  a  wrong  form  for 
praghtirnaka). 

Hy^pra-ghrish,  cl.  I.  P.  -gharshati,  -ghar- 
ekitum,  to  rub  to  pieces  ;  to  rub  into,  anoint. 

Pra-gJirishta,  as,  a,  am,  rubbed  in,  embrocated, 
anointed. 

pra-fakita,  as,  a,  am,  trembling, 
shuddering,  terrified,  startled. 

H-*tHpra-dakra,am,  n.  an  army  in  motion; a  foraging  army. 

H-H  o(  pra-6aksh,  cl.  2.  A.  -(ashte,  -(ash- 
turn,  to  tell,  relate,  recount,  inform;  to  suppose, 
consider  as,  regard  as,  deem  ;  to  call,  name  :  Caus. 
-dalahayati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  irradiate,  illumine. 

-graha. 

Pra-dakshana,  see  Gana  Gotradi  to  Pan.  VIII. 

.  27.  57- 
Pra-dakshas,  as,  m.  the  regent  of  the  planet 

Jupiter,  Brihas-pati. 
U-cUJi  pra-canda,  as,  a,  am,  excessively 

violent,  vehement,  impetuous,  passionate,  furious, 
enraged,  wrathful ;  very  hot  or  burning ;  intolerable, 
insupportable  ;  terrible,  terrific ;  bold,  confident,  pre- 

suming ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  oleander  with  white 
flowers  ;  N.  of  a  Danava  ;  of  a  goblin  ;  of  a  son  of 
Vatsa-prt  and  Su-nanda ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  Durva 
with  white  flowers;  a  form  or  S'akti  of  Durga. 
—  Pradanda-ghona,  as,  a,  am,  large-nosed,  hav- 

ing a  large  or  prominent  nose.  ••  Pradanda-ta,  f. 
violence,  vehemence ;   boldness.  —  Pradanda-pdn- 
dava,  am,  n.  '  the  wrathful  sons  of  Pandu,'  N.  of 
a    comedy   by   Raja-sekhara    ( =  Eala-bhdrata). 

—  Pradanda-murli,   is,    f.  'oleander-formed,'  a 
species   of  tree,  Tapia  Crateva.  —  Pradanda-var- 
man,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  (a  younger  brother  of 
Canda-varman).  —  Pradanda-surya,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 

ing a  hot  or  burning  sun  —  Pradanda-sena,  as,  m. 
'  having  a  formidable  army,'  N.  of  a  prince  of  Tamra- 
liptika.  —  Pradanddtapa  Cda-df),  as,  m.  fierce 
or  stifling  heat. 

TT^TT  pra-fat,  Caus.  A.  -datayate,  -yitum, 
Ved.  to  drive  away,  frighten  or  scare  away;  (ac- 

cording to  Say.)  to  destroy  utterly,  consume. 
Pra-datd,inA., Ved. secretly,  in  secret, clandestinely. 

TF3.Hpra-taya,  Sic.  See  under  pra-6i,co\.^. 

H^t  pra-far,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  -da- 
rati  (-te),  -daritum,  to  come  forth,  issue  forth, 
appear ;  to  proceed  towards,  arrive  at,  reach,  attain ; 
to  visit;  to  roam,  wander;  to  circulate,  become 
current  (as  a  story) ;  to  undertake,  perform,  discharge 
(especially  sacred  functions,  with  inst.  of  the  object 
or  of  the  means  employed) ;  to  proceed,  behave, 
act  in  a  particular  manner  (e.  g.  bhritya-vat  pra- 
dar,  to  act  like  a  servant) ;  to  treat  (e.  g.  mithyd 
pra-dar,  to  treat  wrongly  or  unskilfully) ;  to  be 
busied  about,  to  be  occupied  or  engaged  in  (with  loc.) ; 
to  do,  perform,  fulfil,  practise ;  to  succeed,  thrive, 
prosper :  Caus.  -darayati,  -yitum,  to  allow  to  roam, 
cause  to  graze,  turn  out  to  graze ;  to  make  public. 
Pra-dara,  as,  m.  a  road,  way,  path ;  usage,  cus- 

tom, currency ;  going  well  or  widely ;  N.  of  a  people 
(in  this  sense  also  read  praddara,  prastara). 
Pra-darana,  am,  n.  going,  proceeding;  circu- 

lating, being  current;  proceeding  with,  beginning, 
undertaking ;  employing,  using ;  (I),  f.,  Ved.,  scil. 
srud,  a  wooden  ladle  employed  for  want  of  a  better 
at  a  sacrifice. 

Pra-daraniya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  used,  being 
in  actual  use. 
Pra-darat,  an,  anti,  at,  going  forth,  going  well 

or  quickly,  going  widely,  being  current,  circulating. 
Pra-darita,  as,  a,  am,  gone,  going;  pursued, 

practised  (as  a  profession). 
Pra-daritavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  proceeded  with 

or  undertaken,  to  be  performed. 
Pra-dara,  as,  m.  coming  forth,  going  forth,  ap- 

pearing, becoming  manifest,  showing  one's  self; 
being  in  actual  use,  currency ;  appearance,  manifesta- 

tion; proceeding,  taking  place,  being  used  or  ap- 
plied; going,  wandering;  conduct,  behaviour;  pre- 

valence, currency,  custom,  usage ;  a  play-ground,  place 
of  exercise ;  pasture  ground,  pasture,  pasturage. 
Pra-darita,  as,  d,  am,  allowed  to  wander  or 

roam  about ;  made  public  or  manifest. 
Pra-ddrin,  I,  inl,  i,  coming  forth,  appearing, 

manifesting  one's  self;  going  about,  wandering ;  pro- 
ceeding with,  behaving. 

TT^r^  pra-dal,  cl.  I.  P.  -talati,  -dalitum, 
to  be  set  in  motion,  shake,  quake,  totter,  tremble ; 
to  move  forth,  move  on,  advance ;  to  start  up,  spring 
up ;  to  start,  set  out,  set  forth,  depart ;  to  become 
troubled  or  confused,  to  be  perplexed  or  bewildered, 
to  be  excited ;  to  swerve,  deviate  from  (with  abl.) : 

ra-6ikita. 

Caus.  -dalayati,  -yitum,  to  set  in  motion,  move, 

jog,  wag ;  -dalayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  shake  or 
tremble  ;  to  stir  up,  stir  round. 
Pra-dala,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  motion,  trembling, 

shaking;  going  well  or  widely;  current,  circulating, customary. 

Pra-dalalta,  as,  m.  a  venomous  species  of  reptile ; 

[cf.  pra-dalaka.'] 
Pradalakin.     See  pradalakin  below. 
Pra-dalat,  an,  anti,  at,  moving,  trembling,  shak- 

ing ;  going  or  proceeding  far ;  circulating,  being  cur- rent or  customary ;  prevailing,  being  recognised  (as 
authority  or  law). 
Pra-dalana,  am,  n.  trembling,  shaking,  rocking, 

swaying,  tottering ;  retiring,  retreating,  fleeing,  flight ; 
moving  to  and  fro ;  going  well  or  widely ;  circu- 

lating, being  current  or  customary. 
Pra-dalaka,  as,  m.  shooting  with  arrows,  archery ; 

a  peacock's  tail ;  a  snake ;  another  poisonous  animal ; 
(a),  f.,  Ved.  a  violent  shower  of  rain,  a  sudden  fall 
of  rain  in  torrents. 
Pradalakin,  i,  m.  a  peacock;  a  snake;  (also 

spelt  pradalakin.) 
Pradalaya,  Nom.  P.  pradaldyati,  -yitum,  to 

move  to  and  fro,  to  nod  the  head. 
Pradalayita,  as,  d,  »m,  rolling  about,  tossing, 

tumbling,  rolled  or  tossed  about  (as  in  a  ship) ; 
nodding  the  head  (while  asleep  in  a  sitting  posture)  ; 

(am),  n.  nodding  the  head. Pra-dalita,  as,  d,  am,  set  in  motion,  moved, 
shaken ;  swinging  to  and  fro ;  rolling  (as  the  eye) ; 
gone  far  or  wide,  wandering,  roving ;  having  set  out 
or  moved  forwards,  having  proceeded ;  current,  cus- 

tomary, circulating ;  prevailing,  recognised,  received 
(as  authority  or  law). 
Pra-ddlaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 

causing  to  tremble,  trembling  with. 
Pra-dalana,  am,  n.  stirring,  stir;  making  a 

noise  (?). 

M^llpi  pra-dashala,  am,  n.  a  particular 
ornament  on  a  sacrificial  post. 

TFflftpra-taya.    See  under  pra-6i  below. 
VHIo-J  pra-ddla,  as,  m.  the  neck  of  the 

Vina  or  Indian  lute ;  (a  wrong  reading  for  pra-bdla.) 

Bf%  pra-di,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -tinoti,  -dinute, 
-detum,  to  collect,  gather,  pluck ;  to  cut  down,  cut 
to  pieces ;  to  increase,  augment,  enhance :  Pass. 
-dlyate,  to  be  gathered  or  collected ;  to  grow. 
Pra-daya,  as,  m.  collecting,  gathering  (as  fruit 

or  flowers,  but  especially  by  means  of  a  stick  or 
other  implement)  ;  a  heap,  quantity,  number ;  slight 
union  or  aggregation ;  the  neutral  accentless  tone 
(also  called  eka-truti);  the  common  increase  or 
difference  of  the  terms  in  a  progression  (in  algebra). 

—  Pradaya-svara,  as,  m.  (in  Ved.  gram.)  'the 
most  usual  tone,'  the  accentless  or  neutral  tone 
neither  raised  nor  depressed  (=pra-daya,  pra-dita, 

pradita-svara). 
Pra-dayana,  am,  n.  gathering,  collecting. 
Pra-daya,  as,  m.  or  pra-ddyikd,  f.  gathering 

(with  the  hand),  plucking,  collecting. 
Pra-dita,  as,  a,  am,  gathered,  collected,  plucked ; 

accumulated,  amassed ;  covered,  filled ;  accentless  or 
An-udatta,  =pra-daya;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  Dandaka 
metre  (also  called  p raditaka).  —  Pradita-svara  = 
pradaya-svara,  q.  v. Pra-dinvat,  an,  atl,  at,  gathering,  collecting, 

plucking ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Janam-ejaya. •a-6ikirshu.    See  p.  603,  col.  2. 

f  pra-dit,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -diketti,  -6i- 
kitte,  -detitmn,  Ved.  to  know ;  to  make  known, 
announce,  proclaim;  to  become  visible  or  percep- 

tible, appear :  Caus.  P.  -detayati,  -yitum,  to  make 
known,  cause  to  appear ;  to  observe,  notice,  remark, 

perceive;  ( A.) _to  appear :  Desid. -dikitsati,  to  show, 

point  out. 
Pra-dikita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved,  familiar  or  conver- 

sant with. 
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Pra-detas,  as,  as,  as,  attentive,  observant,  con- 
versant or  familiar  with,  clever,  wise,  intelligent 

(mostly  Ved.  as  an  epithet  of  the  gods  and  especially 
of  Agni  and  the  Adityas)  ;  happy,  delighted  ;  (as), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Varuna  regent  of  the  waters  ;  N.  of 

a  Praja-pati  (an  ancient  sage  and  law-giver,  Manu 
I.  35)  ;  of  a  prince  (son  of  Duduha)  ;  of  a  son  of 

Dur-yaman  ;  of  a  son  of  Dur-mada  ;  (asas),  m.  pi. 

the  ten   sons  of  Prac'ina-barhis  by  a  daughter  of 
Varuna  (they  are  the  progenitors  of  Daksha  ;  in  this 

sense  also  written  pra-detasa). 
Pra-detuna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  affording  a  wide 

view  or  prospect;  (SSy.)  =prakarshena  phala- 
bhoga-jndpaka,  notifying  in  a  high  degree  the 
experience  of  results  (of  actions). 

Hr*t*i{pra-dint,  cl.  10.  P.  -tttntayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  think  upon,  reflect,  muse,  meditate,  con- 

sider ;  to  find  out,  devise,  contrive. 

1.  pra-dintya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  reflected  or  medi- 
tated upon. 

2.  pra-dintya,  ind.  having  reflected  or  considered. 

It'^I'M  pradlbala,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
a  species  of  plant. 

H^lfa  pra-dtra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Vatsa-prl  and  Su-nanda. 

W«|<5  pra-dud,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -6odati,  -te, 
-doditum,  to  drive  on,  drive,  impel  (Ved.)  :  Caus. 
-dodayati,  -yitum,  to  set  in  rapid  motion,  push  on, 
drive  on,  drive,  impel,  urge  on  ;  to  excite,  animate, 
inspire,  inflame  ;  to  request,  ask,  solicit,  importune  ; 
to  decree,  determine,  settle  ;  to  announce,  make 
known,  proclaim  ;  to  hasten,  make  haste. 

Pra-doda,  as,  m.  instigating,  inciting,  exciting. 
Pra-dodaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  instigating;  (ikd),  f. 

'  inflamer,"  epithet  of  the  four  daughters  of  Ni-yojika 
daughter  of  the  demon  Duh-saha. 
Pra-dodana,  am,  n.  instigating,  inciting,  excit- 

ing ;  directing,  enjoining,  prescribing,  ordering,  an 
order  ;  a  rule  or  law  ;  saying  ;  sending  ;  (I),  f.  the 
plant  Solanum  Jacquini. 
Pra-dodita,  as,  a,  am,  driven  on,  impelled, 

instigated,  incited  ;  decreed,  determined  ;  announced, 
proclaimed  ;  prescribed,  commanded,  directed  (Manu 
II.  191);  sent. 
Pra-dodin,  I,  ini,  i,  driving  forward,  urging; 

(iitt),  f.  prickly  nightshade,  Solanum  Jacquini. 

H~5<  prafyira,  as,  a,  am,  much,  many, 
abundant  (opposed  to  alpa)  ;  plenteous,  plentiful, 
frequent  ;  abounding  in,  filled  with,  replete  with  (in 

comp.,  e.  g.  vriksha-p°,  abounding  in  trees).  —Pra- 
dura-td,  f.  or  pradura-tva,  am,  n.  abundance, 
plentifulness,  plenty  ;  multitude,  numerousness  ;  the 

state  of  being  full  of,  abounding  in.  —  Pradura- 

nitya-dhandgama  (^na-dg°),  as,  d,  am,  receiving 
many  and  constant  supplies  of  money  .  —  Pradura- 
paribhava,  as,  m.  frequent  humiliation.  —  Pradura- 
purugha,  as,  d,  am,  abounding  with  men,  populous, 

numerous;  (as),  m.  a  thief;  [cf.  daura.]  —  Pra- 

dura-ratna-dhandgama  (^na-dg0),  as,  d,  am, 
having  a  large  income  of  gems  and  money.  •—  Pra- 
dura-loma,  as,  d,  am,  having  too  much  hair. 
—  Praduri-karana,  am,  n.  making  abundant  or 
plentiful  ;  adding  to,  augmenting,  increasing.  —  Pra- 
duri-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  abundant  or  plentiful  ; 
added  to,  augmented,  increased.  —  Praduri-bhavat, 
an,  anti,  at,  becoming  abundant  or  plentiful,  in- 

creasing. —  Praduri-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavi- 
tum,  to  become  abundant  or  plentiful,  to  increase. 

H~^^pra-durn,  cl.  10.  P.  -durnayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  crush,  grind  to  dust,  reduce  to  powder. 

H"^1[pra-drit,  cl.  6.  P.  -dritati,  -dartitum, 
Ved.  to  loose,  loosen,  untie. 

H'ltt^pra-detas.     See  above. - 

pra-detri,  id,  m.  a  charioteer  j   (a 
wrong  form  for  pra-vetri.) 

pra-Ma,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.   del  with 

prat),  yellow  sandal-wood. Pra-ddaka,  as,  m.  a  horse. 

)4-n<*qipradeluka,  as,  m.  a  cook;  (a  wrong form  for  padduka,  q.  v.) 

V^^  pra-doda,  &c.     See  pra-dud,  col.  I. 

M-«*<j.  I.  pra-ddhad  (pra-dhad),  cl.  10.  P. 
(ep.  also  A.)  -dhddayati  (-te),  -yitum,  to  cover 
over,  cover,  envelop,  wrap  up ;  to  hide,  conceal,  dis- 

guise, keep  secret ;  to  obscure,  darken,  cloud ;  to 
be  in  the  way,  be  an  obstacle ;  to  cover  or  clothe 

one's  self  with  (with  inst.),  put  on. 
2. pra-ddhad,  t,  f.,  Ved.  a  cover,  covering;  (ac- 

cording to  Mahl-dhara=a;i?ia.) 
Pra-ddhada,  as,  m.  a  cover,  coverlet,  wrapper, 

blanket.  —  Praddhada-pata,  as,  m.  '  enveloping 
cloth,'  a  cover,  wrapper  (either  of  a  person  or  thing, 
as  a  cloak,  veil,  sheet,  curtain,  &c.). 

Pra-ddhanna,  as,  d,  am,  covered,  enveloped ; 
concealed,  secreted,  hidden  ;  clothed,  clad  ;  private, 
secret,  unavowed,  disguised ;  (am),  n.  a  private  door 
inside  a  house,  private  door  in  general ;  a  lattice,  a 

loop-hole ;  (am),  ind.  secretly,  covertly.  —  Pra- 
ddJtanna-ddralca,  as,  ikd,  am,  acting  fraudulently. 
—  Praddhanna-tasJcara,  as,  m.  a  secret  or  unseen 
thief.  —  Prci ddhanna-vaiidaka,  as,  m.  a  secret  or 
concealed  rogue  or  rascal. 
Praddhanni-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavitum, 

to  hide  or  conceal  one's  self.  —  Praddhanni-bhuya, 
ind.  being  hidden,  having  become  concealed. 
Pra-ddhddaka,  as,  ika,  am,  concealing,  covering 

(at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  tamah-praddhddaka, 

'  enveloping  in  darkness,'  an  epithet  of  a  demon)  ; 
(as),  m.  the  song  of  a  wife  deserted  by  her  husband 
(sung  with  the  accompaniment  of  a  lute  and  con- 

taining a  covert  description  of  her  sorrows). 

Pra-ddhddana,  as,  I,  am,  concealing,  hiding; 
(am),  n.  covering,  concealing,  concealment ;  an  upper 
or  outer  garment.  —  Praddhddana-pata,  as,  m. 
'  enveloping-cloth,'  a  cover,  coverlet,  wrapper. 
Pra-ddhddifa,  as,  d,  am,  covered,  enveloped; 

concealed,  hidden ;  clothed. 

1.  pra-ddhddya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  covered ;  to  be 
hidden  or  concealed. 

2.  pra-ddhddya,  ind.   having   covered ;    having 
obscured  or  darkened  ;  having  hidden  or  concealed. 

Hflai  praddhana.     See  rt.  pradh,  col.  3. 

M«3.r<Mr«n  pra-ddhayitva,  pra-ddhdna,  pra- 
ddhita.     See  under  pra-ddlio  below. 

H-aa.\<*pra-cdhaya,  am,  n.  a  shadowy  place, 
dense  shadow,  shade. 

nrW(^  i . pra-ddhid  (pra-dhid),  cl.  7.  P.  A. 
-dhinatti,  -dhintte,  -dhettum,  to  cut  off,  rend  away ; 
to  cut  to  pieces,  cut  through,  pierce,  split,  cleave ;  to 
take  away,  withdraw:  Caus.  -ddhedayati,  -yitum,. 
to  cause  to  cut  off,  to  order  to  be  lopped  off. 

2.  pra-ddhid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  cutting  off,  cutting  to 

pieces. Pra-ddheda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  cutting,  slip,  strip ; 
(according  to  a  Scholiast  a  piece  of  grass,  such  as  a 
portion  of  the  root,  &c.). 

Pra-ddhedana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  dividing  into  small 

pieces. Pra-ddhedya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cut  to  pieces ; 

[cf.  o-p°.] 
M1"^  pra-ddhrid  (pra-dhrid),  Caus.  P. 

-ddhardayati,  -yitum,  to  vomit. 
Pra-ddhardana,  am,  n.  vomiting ;  emitting, 

exhaling ;  an  emetic. 

Pra-ddhardika,  f.  vomiting,  sickness. 

Jraft  pra-ddho  (pra-dho),  cl.  4.  P.  -ddhyati, 
-ddhdtum,  to  bleed  by  making  incisions  in  the  skin, 
cup,  lance,  scarify. 

Pra-ddJiayitvd,  ind.  (?),  having  made  an  incision, 
having  lanced. 
Pra-ddhdna,  am,  n.  scarifying ;  making  sore. 

Pra-ddhila,  as,  d,  am,  cut,  lanced,  scarified. 

TT^pra-dyu,  cl.  i.  A.  -dyavate,  -dyotum, 
to  move,  proceed,  move  away,  go  away,  depart ;  to 
forsake,  transgress;  to  be  displaced  or  ejected,  be 
deprived  of,  lose  (with  abl.);  to  come  forth,  flow 
out,  stream  forth ;  to  fall  down,  drop,  stumble ;  to 
set  in  motion,  drive,  impel :  Caus.  -dydvayati,  -yi- 

tum, to  move,  shake;  to  eject,  displace,  remove, 
expel,  dispel ;  to  divert  (from  an  opinion  &c.) ;  to 
cause  to  fall  down  or  fall  out,  cause  to  fall,  ruin. 

Pra-dyava,  as,  m.  advancement,  improvement ; withdrawal ;  fall,  ruin. 

Pra-dyavana,  am,  n.  going  away,  departing, 
retreating,  withdrawing;  being  deprived  of,  loss 

(with  abl.). 

Pra-dydi'ana,  am,  n.  means  of  removing  or 
diminishing,  a  sedative;  causing  to  desist  from  or 
give  up,  diverting  from  (with  abl.). 

Pra-dydvuka,  as,  d,  am, Ved.  transitory,  fragile. 
Pra-dyuta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  from,  strayed,  de- 

viated ;  ejected,  displaced,  degraded ;  banished,  ex- 
pelled ;  routed,  put  to  flight,  retreated.  —  Pradyuta- 

tva,  am,  n.  deviation ;  the  being  routed  or  put  to 

flight,  retreat. 
Pra-dyuti,  is,  f.  going  away,  withdrawing,  de- 

parting; deprivation,  loss;  the  becoming  frail  or 
fragile  (Ved.). 

^rar  pradh,  cl.  6.  P.  (in  poetry  also  A.) 
^\priddhati  (-te),  papratldha  (Ved.  pa- 

prikshe),  prashta,  prakshyati,  aprdkshlt  (Ved. 
aprdt),  Cond.  aprakshyat  (anomalous  2nd  sing. 
aprdkshyas),  prashtum,  to  ask,  question,  interro- 

gate, inquire  of,  ascertain,  learn  by  inquiry ;  to  ask 
or  interrogate  any  one  ̂ acc.)  about  anything  (with 
ace.  or  loc.  or  with  prati  or  adhi-kritya) ;  to  seek, 
seek  for;  to  entreat,  supplicate,  solicit,  importune 

(Ved.) :  Caus.  praddhayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  apa- 
praddhat:  Desid.  ptpriddhishati:  Intern,  pari- 

priddhyate;  [cf.  Zend  p%rts,  'to  inquire;'  frai, 
'  a  question :'  Lat.  prec-ari,  prex,  proc-u-s,  procax, 
probably  posco  for  prosco  and  rogo  for  progo,  pos- 
tulare,  perhaps  suf-frag-ari,  jlag-it-are:  Goth. 

/rah,  fraihna,  frag-an,  fraihn-an :  Angl.  Sax. 

fregnan:  Mod.  Germ.  Frage:  Russ.  pros'u,  'l 
ask,  pray :'  Lith.  pers'u,  '  I  woo ;'  pras'au,  '  I  ask, 
pray:'  Hib.  fiafrack,  'inquisitive;'  fiafraighe,  'a 
question ;'  fiafruighim,  '  I  inquire,  ask ;'  perhaps 
friscim,  '  1  hope,'  and  friscart,  '  an  answer.'] 
Praddhana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  asking,  inquiring,  a 

question,  inquiry. 

H*T  pra-ja.     See  under  pra-jan  below. 

Tln^-  pra-jangha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  monkey; 
of  a  RSkshasa;  (d),  f.  a  particular  portion  of  the 
lower  part  of  the  thigh. 

H»1«l  pra-jan,  cl.  4.  A.  -jdyate,  -janitum, 
to  be  born,  be  produced,  come  into  existence,  spring 
up ;  to  become  an  embryo ;  to  be  bom  again ;  to 
propagate  offspring  (with  inst.),  beget,  generate, 
cause  to  conceive ;  to  bring  forth,  be  delivered  of, 
bear:  Caus.  -janayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  any  one 
(ace.)  to  propagate  offspring  (inst.,  Ved.,  Say.  = 
prodbhiitam  kri) ;  to  cause  to  be  born ;  to  beget, 
generate ;  to  bring  forth,  bear ;  to  produce,  cause, 
occasion  :  Desid.  -jijanishate,  to  wish  to  be  born : 
Desid.  of  Caus.  -jijanayishati,  to  wish  to  cause  to 
be  conceived. 

Pra-ja,  as,  d,  am,  bringing  forth,  bearing  (in 
a-p°,  q.v.);  (as),  m.  a  husband;  (a),  f.  progeny, 

offspring,  brood,  children  and  children's  children, 
posterity,  descendants,  race,  family;  a  creature, 
created  being;  man,  'mankind,  people,  subjects; 
seed,  semen ;  birth,  generation,  propagation.  —  Pra- 

jd-kara,  as,  m.  a  symbolical  expression  for  '  a 
sword;'  (perhaps  an  error  for  prajnd-kara.) 
"  Prajd-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  desirous  of  offspring, 
wishing  for  children.  —  Prajd-kdra,  as,  m.  the 
maker  of  created  beings,  author  of  creation.  —  Pra- 

jd-ghna,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  killing  offspring,  destroying 
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praja-6andra. 
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progeny.  —  Prajd-fandra,  as,  m. '  a  moon  to  hi 

subjects,'  epithet  of  a  prince.  —  Praja-tantu,  us,  m 
a  line  of  descendants,  a  race.  —  Prajd-da,  as,  d 
am,  granting  offspring ;  removing  barrenness  (as  a 
medicine  &c.) ;  (d),  i.  a  species  of  shrub  ( =  gar 

bha-ddtri).  —  Prajd-ddna,  am,  n. 'people's  gift, 
silver.  —  Praja-dvara,  am,  n.  '  a  gate  or  means  o 

obtaining  progeny,'  epithet  of  the  sun.  —  Prajd 
dharma,  as,  m.  the  duty  of  children  or  of  subjects 

—  PrajSdhyaksha  (°jd-adh°),  as,  m.  'the  super 
intendent  or  leader  of  created   beings,'  an  epithel 
of  the  sun ;  of  Kardama ;  of  Daksha ;   [cf.  prajd- 

J)o(».]  —  Prajd-ndtlia,  as,  m.  '  protector  or  lord  o 
created  beings,'  an  epithet  of  Brahma ;  of  Manu  ;  o 
Daksha;    a   protector  of  subjects,  a  king,   prince. 

—  Prajd-niiheka,  as,  m.  '  infusion  of  offspring,' 
impregnation ;    the    infused  germ   itself,   offspring. 

—  Prajantaka  (°jd-an°),  as,  m.  the  god  of  death. 
—  Prajd-pa,  as,  m. '  protector  of  subjects,'  a  king, 
prince.  —  Praja-pati,  is,  m. '  lord  of  creatures,'  an 
epithet    in   the  Veda  originally  applied  to  Savitri, 

Soma,  Tvashtri,  Hiranya-garbha,  Indra,  and  Agni, 
afterwards  the  name  of  a  separate   god  presiding 
over  procreation  [cf.  Manu  XII.  121]  and  the  be 
slower  of  progeny  and  cattle,  sometimes   invoked 

as  the  'Creator'  and   sometimes   invoked   only  as 
one  of  the  thirty-three  deities,  (in  more  recent  hymns 
and  BrShmanas  sometimes  identified  with  the  uni- 

verse, and  described  like  Brahma  as  the  original 

self-existent  Being  or  source  out  of  which  the  uni- 
verse was  evolved);  an  epithet  of  the  ten  lords  of 

created  beings  first  created  by  Brahma  (according  to 

Manu  I.  34 ;  their  names  are  Mari<5i,  Am,  An-giras, 
Pulastya,   Pulaha,   Kratu,   Vasishtha,    Pra-cetas    or 
Daksha,  Bhrigu,  and  Narada ;  some  authorities  make 
these  Praja-patis  only  seven  in  number,  counting 
only  the  first  seven  in  the  above  list,  others  reduce 
them  to  the  last  three,  viz.  Daksha,  Bhrigu,  and 

Narada) ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  '  lord  of  the  people,' 
a  king,  sovereign,  prince ;  a  daughter's  husband,  son- 
in-law  ;  a  creator,  procreator,  father  (as  generator) ;  a 
kind  of  insect ;  the  fifth  (or  thirty-ninth)  year  in  a 

sixty  years'  cycle  of  Jupiter ;  a  particular  star,  8  Aurigx ; 
(in  astrol.)  =  3.  Jcala-nara,  q. v. ;   the  sun;   fire; 
N.  of  a  man;   of  a  Rishi;   (i),  (.,  N.  of  Sskya- 

muni's  aunt  and  nurse  with  the  patronymic  Gautamt 
(the  first  woman  who  assented  to  the  doctrines  of 

Buddha ;    cf.  mahd-prajdpati,  mahd-prajdvati). 
—  Prajdpati-grihlta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  created  by 
Praja-pati    (according   to  Mahl-dhara  =  prajdpati- 

srishfa).  —  Prajapatl-pati,  is,  m.  '  lord  of  the 
lords  of  created  beings,'  an  epithet  of  Daksha.  —  Pra- 
jdpati-bhakshita,  an,  a,  am,  Ved.  eaten  by  PrajS- 

pati.— Prajdpati-yajna,  as,  m.  'the  sacrifice  per- 
formed to  Praja-pati   (as  the  deity  presiding  over 

procreation  of  offspring),'  the  procreation  of  children 
enjoined   by  law.  —  Prajdpati-loka,   as,    m.  the 
world  of  PrajS-pati  situated  between  the  sphere  of 
Brahma  and  that  of  the  Gandharvas.— Prajapati- 
farman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  ram."Prajdpati-srishta, 
at,  a,   am,   created   by   Praja-pati.  —  Prajapati- 

hridaya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  '  Prajlpati's  heart,"  N.  of  a 
Saman  (also  called  Prajdpater  hridayam).  —  Pra- 
jdpatya,  an  incorrect  form  for  prdjdpatya,  q.  v. 

—  Praja-pdla  or  prajd-pdlaka,  as,  m.  '  protector 
of  created  beings,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna ;  a  protector 
of  subjects,    a   king,  sovereign ;    N.  of  a   prince. 

•-  I'i'aja-palana,  am,  n.  the  protection  of  subjects. 
~  Prajd-pali,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  [cf.  go- 

pdli.~\  —  Prajdpdlya,  am,  n.  the  office  of  protector 
of  the  people,  royal  office.  —  Prajdmritatva  (°jd- 
am),  am,  n.,  Ved.  perpetuity  of  posterity.  —  Pra- 

,  abounding 

progeny,  prolific ;  pregnant ;  having  subjects  ;  (atl), 
f.  a  brother's  wife ;  the  wife  of  an  elder  brother ;  a mother,  matron ;  N.  of  a  tutelary  deity  of  the  Su- 
mantus;  of  the  wife  of  Priya-vrata.  —  Prajd-vid,  t, 
t,  t,  or  prajd-sani,  it,  is,  i,  Ved.  bestowing  or 
granting  progeny.  —  Prajd-vriddhi,  it,  I.  increase 

of  progeny.  —  Prajd-trij,  t,  m.  'the  creator  of 
beings,'  an  epithet  of  Brahm.3  ;  of  Kasyapa.  —  Praja- 
hita,  as,  d,  am,  favourable  to  or  good  for  children 
or  subjects,  kind  or  useful  to  children  or  subjects ; 

(am),  n.  v/iter.  —  Prajepsu  (°jd-ip°),  its,  us,  u, 
wishing  to  obtain  offspring,  desirous  of  progeny. 

—  Prajeia  (°ja-is'a),  as,  m. '  lord  of  created  beings,' 
an  epithet  of  the  god  presiding  over  the  procreation 

of  offspring ;  '  lord  of  the  people,'  a  prince,  king, 

sovereign.  —  Prajefvara  (°jd-is'°),  as,  m.  'lord  of 
the  people,'  a  sovereign,  king.  -•  Prajotpatti  (^jd- 

ut°),  is,  f.  or  prajotpddana  (°jd-ut°),  am,  n.  the raising  up  of  progeny. 

I.  pra-jajni,  is,  is,  i,  able  to  beget  (in  a-p", 
q.  v. ;  for  2.  pra-jajni  see  under  I.  pra-jna,  col.  3). 
Pra-jana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (usually  m.),  begetting, 

generating,  impregnating,  generation  ;  impregnation 
or  pregnancy  of  cattle ;  bearing,  bringing  forth ; 
(as),  m.  one  who  begets,  a  generator,  impregnator, 

progenitor.  —  Prajandrtluim  t?na-ar°),  ind.  for  the 
sake  of  procreation. 

Pra-janana,  as,  i,  am,  begetting,  generating, 
generative,  procreative,  vigorous  (according  to  Mahi- 
dhara  =prajotpddaka) ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  gene- 

ration, procreation,  propagation,  conception  in  the 
womb ;  the  act  of  bringing  forth,  delivery,  birth ; 
production ;  generative  energy,  procreative  power, 

semen ;  the  generative  organ,  penis,  vulva ;  off- 
spring, children ;  =pra-gama;  —pra-gata,  —  P  ra- 

janana-kus"ala,  as,  d,  am,  skilled  in  midwifery. 
—  Prajanana-4'at,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  possessing 
generative  power. 

Prajanayitri,  id,  m.,Ved.  a  generator,  begetter, 
Jrogenitor. 

Pra-janikd,  f.  a  mother. 
Pra-janishnu,  us,  us,  u,  generative,  procreative, 

>rolific,   productive,    generating,    producing ;    being 
x>rn  or  produced ;  growing  or  standing  (as  corn). 

Pra-janisHyamdnd,  f.  about  to  bring  forth,  being 
near  the  time  of  delivery. 

Pra-januka,  as,  m.  the  body;  (perhaps  an  in- •orrect  form.) 

Pra-janu,  us,  (.,  Ved.  the  vulva,  pudenda  muli- 
bria. 

Pra-jas,  as,  as,  as,  =pra-ja  (at  the  end  of  a 

comp. ;  cf.  dush-p°,  bahu-p°). 
Pra-jdta,  as,  d,  am,  born,  produced;  impreg- 

nating ;  (d),  f.  a  woman  who  has  borne  a  child. 

Pra-jati,  is,  f.  generating,  generation,  procreation, 
propagation,  production ;  bringing  forth,  delivery, 
travail,  labour;  generative  power;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince.  —  Prajdtirmai,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  containing 
words  relating  to  generation. 

Pra-jdyini,  f.  being  about  to  bring  forth ;  bearing, 
bringing  forth,  a  mother  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g. 

abhirupa-prajdyini,  bearing  handsome  children ; 

cf.  vlra-p°). 
Pra-jijanishamdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  wishing  to be  born. 

Pra-jdgara,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  wakes,  waking, 
an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  (as),  m.  a  guardian  ;  the  act 
of  waking  or  watching,  lying  awake  at  night,  sleep- 

lessness, being  awake,  being  roused,  awaking  ;  taking 

care;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 
Pra-jdgarana,  am,  n.  being  awake,  sleeplessness. 

Hllfn  pra-jani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince; 
(a  various  reading  for  pra-jdti.) 

Wf»t  pra-ji,  cl.  I.  P.  -jayati,  -jetum,  to 
win,  conquer,  overpower,  subdue. 

Pra-jaya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  victory,  conquest. 
Pra-jit,  t,  t,  t,  conquering,  defeating. 

Mpiin  prajita,  as,  d,  am,  impelled,  urged 
on  ;  (probably  a  wrong  form  for  prdjita  fr.  rt.  aj 
with  pra.) 

HfWT  prajina,  as,  m.  wind,  air  ;  (also read  prajina.) 

H  f»l  '"^  pra-jinv,  cl.  I.  P.  -jinvati,  -jinvi- 
tum,  Ved.  to  refresh,  animate;  to  promote,  help, assist. 

cl.  I.  P.  -japati,  -japitum, 

to  recite  in  a  low  tone,  whisper,  mutter. 

THIT  pra-jaya.     See  under  pra-ji,  col.  3. 

H*\<y{pra-jalp,  cl.  I.  P.  -jalpati,  -jalpi- 
tum,  to  prattle,  gossip,  chatter ;  to  speak,  talk ;  to 
communicate,  proclaim,  announce. 

Pra-jalpa,  as,  m.  prattle,  gossip,  heedless  or 
frivolous  words  (especially  such  as  used  in  greeting a  lover). 

Pra-jalpana,  am,  n.  talking,  speaking. 

Pra-jalpita,  as,  d,  am,  talked,  chattered ;  one  who 
lias  begun  to  talk ;  (am),  n.  spoken  words,  talk. 

Mil  pra-java.     See  under  pra-ju,  001.3. 

HiU'J  pra-jdgri,  cl.  2.  P.  -jagarti,  -jaaari- 
tum,  to  watch,  keep  watch,  watch  over  (with  loc.) ; 
to  lie  in  wait  for  (with  gen.):  Caus.  -jiigarayati, 
-yitum,  to  wake  (trans.). 

pra-jihirshu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid. 
of  rt.  hri  with  pra),  being  about  to  strike  or  hit, 

wishing  to  strike. 

H*fl4«T  pra-jlvana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  jlv  with 

pra),  livelihood,  subsistence. 
Pra-jivin,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  minister  of  Megha-varna 

the  king  of  the  crows. 

JT3JTJ  pra-jushta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  jush 
with  pro),  strongly  attached  to,  devoted  to,  intent 
on  (=pra-sakla,  Manu  II.  96). 

V^pra-ju,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -javati,  -te,  &c.,  to 
hasten  forwards;  to  set  in  rapid  motion,  push  or 

drive  on  ;  to  urge  on,  incite  :  Caus.  -jdvayati, 
•yitum,  to  set  in  rapid  motion,  let  fly,  dart,  shoot. 
Pra-java,  as,  m.,  Ved.  haste,  rapidity;  (am), 

ind.  hastily,  rapidly. 

Pra-javita,  as,  d,  am,  driven  on,  impelled  ;  in- 
cited, urged  on. 

Pra-javin,  i,  irii,  i,  hastening,  rapid,  swift,  speedy  ; 

(i),  m.  a  runner,  courier,  express. 

H^w^  pra-jrimbh,  cl.  I.  A.  -jrimbhate, 
•jrimbhitum,  to  begin  to  yawn. 

H«f  pra-jrt,  cl.  4.  P.  -jiryati,  -jaritum, 

-jaritum,  to  be  digested. 
H-n)  ftfiprajjatika,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

a  kind  of  Prakrit  metre  (  =  Prakrit  pajjalid). 

Hfr3  prajji,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
IT?  i.  pra-jna,  as,  d,  am,  =pra-jnu,  q.  v. 

WT  I.  pra-jna,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -jdnati,  -ja- 
nite,  -jnatum,  to  know,  understand  (especially  said 
of  knowing  a  way  or  mode  of  action)  ;  to  distinguish, 
discern,  discriminate  ;  to  know  of,  know  about,  be 
acquainted  with;  to  become  aware  of,  to  find  out, 
discover  :  Caus.  -jnapuyati,  -jndpayati,  -yitum, 
to  show  or  point  out  (the  way)  ;  to  discover,  betray  ; 
to  summon,  invite. 

2.  pra-jajni,  is,  is,  i  (for  I.  see  col.  i),  Ved. 
conversant  with. 

2.  pra-jna,  as,  a,  am,  wise,  intelligent,  learned  ; 
(at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  knowing,  conversant  with  ; 

(a),  f.  a  clever  or  sensible  woman  ;  intelligence,  un- 
derstanding, intellect,  wisdom,  knowledge;  discern- 

ment, discrimination,  judgment  ;  device,  design,  de- 
termination ;  Wisdom  personified  as  the  goddess  of 

arts  and  eloquence,  SarasvatI;  (with  Buddhists)  the 

energy  of  the  Adi-buddha.  —  Prajiia-td,  f.,  Ved. 
knowledge.  —  Prajnd-kara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  a  commentary  on  the  Nalodaya.  —  Prajna-kdya, 

as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Manju-S'rl  a  Buddhist  saint. 
—  Prajna-kuta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 

I  —  Prajnd-giipta-tarira,  as,  d,  am,  having  the 
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body  protected  by  understanding.  -•  Prajnd-t2al;thU8, 

us,  us,  us,  '  mind-eyed,'  '  having  the  understanding 
or  wisdom  as  the  only  eyes,'  blind  ;  (us),  m.  an 
epithet  of  the  blind  king  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Frajna- 

dhya  fnd-ddh°),  as,  m.  '  rich  in  wisdom,'  N.  of  a 
man.  —  PmjndilUya  (°iid-dd°),  as,  m.  '  sun  of 
wisdom,'  N.  of  a  mzn.  —  PmjAd-pdramita,  (.  (with 
Buddhists)  one  of  the  six  perfections,  perfection  in 

wisdom,  (the  other  five  are  ddna-p°,  nla-p°,  kshdn- 
ti-p°,  viri/a-p°,  and  dhydna-p°);  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
work.  —  PrajAd-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  or  consist- 

ing of  wisdom.  —  PrajAd-aat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing 
wisdom,  wise,  knowing,  intelligent.  —  PrajAd-var- 

man,  d,  m.  '  having  wisdom  for  armour,'  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Prajiid-vada,  as,  m.  a  wise  speech,  wise 
saying.  —  Prajnd-vriddha,  as,  a,  am,  old  in  wisdom 

or  knowledge.  —  PrajAd-sahdya,  as,  d,  am,  '  hav- 
ing wisdom  for  a  companion,'  wise,  intelligent. 

—  Prajnd-Jiina,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  wisdom, 
ignorant,  silly,  unwise. 
Pra-jnapti,  is,  f.  teaching,  informing,  doctrine, 

communication;  an  appointment,  agreement,  en- 
gagement ;  (with  Jainas)  a  particular  magical  art  per- 

sonified as  one  of  the  Vidya-devis  (also  pra-jAapti). 
"PrajAapti-liauiika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher 
acquainted  with  the  magical  art  called  Pra-jnapti. 
—  Prajnapti-vddin,  inas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
sect.  —  P  raj  Aapti-idstra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
woik. 

Pra-jndta,  as,  d,  am,  known,  understood  ;  dis- 
tinguished, discriminated,  discerned,  discernible,  dis- 

tinct, clear  ;  renowned,  famous,  notorious. 

Pra-jndti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  knowing  the  way  (to  any 
place),  knowing  the  right  way. 

Pra-j>idtri,  to,,  tn,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  knows  the 
right  way,  a  skilful  guide,  conductor. 

Pra-jiidtra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  in  a-p°,  losing  or 
missing  the  way. 

Pra-jndna,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  prudent,  wise,  clever, 
learned  ;  easily  known  (Ved.}  ;  (am),  n.  knowledge, 

knowing  one's  duty,  wisdom,  intelligence  ;  discrimina- 
tion ;  a  mark,  sign,  token,  memorial.  —  PrajAdna- 

santati,  is,  f.  a  train  of  thought. 

Pra-jAdpita,  as,  d,  am,  betrayed,  disclosed,  dis- 
covered. 

Prajiidla,  as,  d,  am,  wise,  prudent. 

PrajAin,  i,  inl,  i,  wise,  prudent;  (J),  m.  a  wise 
or  learned  man,  sage,  scholar. 

PrajAila,  as,  d,  am,  wise,  prudent,  clever. 

TTs|  pra-jnu,  us,  us,  u,  having  the  knees 
far  apart,  bandy-legged,  bow-legged;  (also  written 
pra-jna.) 

H-J^C^  pra-jval,   cl.   I.   P.   (ep.  also  A.) 
-jvalati  (-te),  -jvalitum,  to  catch  fire,  begin  to  burn 
or  blaze,  be  in  names,  flame,  blaze  up  ;  to  blaze 
brightly,  shine,  gleam  ;  to  be  inflamed  or  incensed, 
become  wrathful,  to  be  kindled  (e.  g.  teshdm  kro- 
dhah  prajajvdla,  their  wrath  was  kindled)  :  Caus. 

-jvalaijati,  -jvdlayati,  -yitum,  to  set  on  fire,  light, 
kindle,  inflame;  (with  Buddhists)  to  explain,  illus- 
trate. 

Pra-jvalana,  am,  n.  blazing  up,  flaming,  burn- 
ing, taking  fire,  kindling. 

Pra-jvalanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  set  on  fire, 
inflammable. 

Pra-jvalita,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  flames,  flaming, 
burning,  blazing,  shining,  bright,  radiant  ;  blazed 
forth,  burnt  ;  (am),  n.  flaming  up,  blazing,  burning. 

Pra-jvdlita,  as,  d,  am,  lighted,  kindled,  set  on fire. 

.  pra-jvara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  jvar  with 
pra),  the  heat  of  fever  (sometimes  personified). 

JT3T  pra-di,  cl.  I.  4.  A.  -dayate,  -dlyate, 

-liayitum,  to  fly  forward,  fly  away,  fly  up. 

Pra-dlna,  am,  n.  flying  rapidly,  flying  in  cverv 
direction  ;  taking  flight,  beginning  to  fly  ;  the  act  of 
flying  ;  flying  forward. 

TPH  prana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  I.  pra),  ancient, 
old  (see  VSittika  3.  to  Pan.  V.  4,  30). 

1W?  pra-nakha,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
the  point  of  the  nails. 

JTO^ pra-nad,  cl.  I.  P.  -nadati,  -naditum, 
to  resound,  begin  to  sound,  begin  to  roar  or  cry. 

Pra-nadana,  am,  n.  sounding,  sound. 
Pra-nadita,  as,  d,  am,  sounded,  sounding; 

buzzing,  humming  (as  a  bee). 

Pra-nada,  as,  m.  a  loud  sound,  clangour,  noise, 
shout,  cry ;  any  loud  noise,  especially  one  expressing 
approbation  or  delight,  huzza ;  neighing,  braying, 
bray;  roar,  roaring;  a  cry  for  help;  a  low  sound 
expressive  of  great  pleasure,  a  murmur  or  sigh  of 
rapture ;  a  disease  of  the  ear,  a  noise  or  buzzing  in 
the  ear  from  thickening  of  the  membranes  &c. ;  N. 
of  a  Cakra-vartin. 

Pra-nddaka,  as,  ika,  am,  see  Scholiast  on  Pan. 
VIII.  4,  16. 

H*U4lrT  pra-napat,  t,  m.,  Ved.  a  great- 
grandson  ;  [cf.  Lat.  pro-nepo-(t)-s.] 

IHEW  pra-nabh,  cl.  I.  A.  -nabhate,  Sec., 
Ved.  to  burst,  split,  cleave  (intians.). 

JTO*f  pra-nam,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -namati,  -te, 
-nantum,  to  bend  or  bow  down  before,  make  obei- 

sance to  (with  dat.  ,gen.,  loc.,  or  ace.) :  Caus.  -nama- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  cause  any  one  (ace.)  to  bow  before 
another  (dat.) ;  to  bend,  incline ;  to  do  anything 
reverentially. 

Pra-nata,  as,  d,  am,  bent  forwards,  crooked ; 
bowed,  bowing  to  (with  gen.  or  ace.) ;  bending, 
stooping,  stooped  ;  inclined ;  humble  ;  skilful,  clever. 

—  Pranata-s'iras,  da,  as,  as,  having  the  head  or 
top  bent  down  or  bowed  ;  inclined,  stooping.  —  Pra- 

natas'esha-sdmanta  Cta-as"*),  as,  d,  am,  one 
before  whom  all  (his)  neighbours  bow,  receiving 
homage  from  all  the  neighbouring  princes. 

Pra-natavat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  bent,  bowed, 
bowing,  bent 

Pra-nati,  is,  {.  bending,  bowing,  inclination, 
salutation,  reverence,  obeisance,  courtesy. 

Pra-namat,  an,  anti,  at,  bowing  to,  saluting 
with  reverence  or  respect. 

Pra-namita,  as,  d,  am,  bending,  bowing. 
Pra-namya,  ind.  having  bowed,  having  done 

homage  or  made  obeisance. 

Pra-ndma,  as,  m.  bending,  bowing,  a  bow ; 
respectful  or  reverential  salutation,  prostration,  obei- 

sance (especially  to  a  Brahman  or  to  a  deity).  —  Pra- 

ndmdnjali  fmu-an0),  is,  m.  reverential  salutation 
with  the  hands  opened  and  hollowed.  —  Prandmd- 

dara,  (°ma-dd'),  as,  m.  reverential  salutation. 
Pra-ndmin,  i,  tni,  i,  bending,  bowing  before,  sa- 

luting, honouring,  worshipping,  prostrating  one's  self. 

W&Qpra-naya.  Seei.pra-m,p.6lo,col.  I. 

HV.ll  pra-nava.    Seepra-nu,  p.  610,  col.  3. 

TTOS^  i.  pra-nas  (see  rt.  i.  nas),  cl.  I.  P. 
A.  -natiati,  -te,  Sec.,  Ved.  to  reach,  attain. 

JTO9TX2.  pra-nas  (see  rt.  2.  nas),  cl.  1.4.?. 
-nadati,  -nadyati,  -naditum,  -nanshtum,  -nash- 
tum  (the  11  of  the  rt.  is  not  changed  to  M  when  i 
passes  into  sh  or  is  otherwise  changed,  e.  g.  pra- 

nashta,  jira-uankihyatf),  to  be  lost,  disappear, 
vanish ;  to  escape :  Caus.  -ndsayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  disappear  or  perish ;  to  allow  to  be  lost, 
i.  e.  to  leave  unrewarded. 

Pra-ncuiyat,  an,  anti,  at,  perishing,  falling  away ; 
endeavouring  to  escape. 

Pra-nata,  as,  m.  vanishing,  disappearance,  cessa- 

tion, loss  [cf.  labdha-p"]  ;  death,  destruction,  per- dition, decay. 

Pra-iids'ana,  as,  ~i,  am,  (at  end  of  comps.)  causing 
to  disappear  or  cease,  removing,  destroying,  annihilat- 

ing ;  (am),  n.  destroying,  destruction,  annihilation. 
Pra-ndsin,  z,  inl,  i,  causing  to  disappear  or  cease, 

removing,  destroying. 

Pra-nashta,  as,  d,  am  (often  incorrectly  written 
pra-nashta),  lost,  disappeared,  vanished,  not  to  be 
seen  ;  departed,  escaped  ;  perished,  destroyed,  ruined, 
decayed,  annihilated.  —  Pranashta-jAdnika,  as,  d, 

am,  '  whose  knowledge  is  destroyed,'  without  know- 
ledge. —  Pranashta-nnaya,  as,  d,  am,  '  whose 

politeness  has  vanished,'  lost  to  propriety,  uncivil, 
uncomplaisant,  rude. 

JUTO  pra-nasa,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  pro- minent nose. 

H«uisl  pra-nadl,  f.,  Ved.  a  channel  from 
a  pond,  a  water-course,  waste-pipe,  drain  ;  interven- 

tion, interposition  ;  (dyd),  ind.  mediately,  indirectly. 

Pra-ndla,  as,  i,  m.  f.  or  pra-ndlikd,  f.  a  channel 
from  a  pond,  gutter,  drain,  water-course  ;  prand- 
likayd,  through  a  particular  channel,  through  the 
medium  of,  mediately. 

JTfiirftnf  pra-ninsita  or  pra-ninsita,  as,  a, 
am  (fr.  rt.  mint  with^ra),  kissed. 
Pra-ninsitavya  or  pra-ninsitavya,  as,  d,  am, 

to  be  kissed,  what  may  or  ought  to  be  kissed. 

Uftjn^  pra-ni-gad,  cl.  i.  P.  -gadati,  -ga- 
ditum,  to  begin  to  address. 

wftnn^  pra-nlglmat.  See  pra-ni-han, 
p.  610,  col.  i. 

TtftfT^pra-nij,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -nenekti,  -ne- 
nikte,  -nektum,  Ved.  to  wash  away,  cleanse. 
Pra-nejana,  as,  t,  am,  washing  away,  wiping 

away  ;  (am),  n.  washing  away,  wiping  away,  bathing  ; water  for  washing. 

MMUSII  pra-ni-jna,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -jdnati, 

•jdnite,  -jiidtum,  to  consider,  recollect. 

WfiUVT  pra-ni-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhdti, 
-dhatte,  -dhdtum,  to  set  in  front,  place  in  advance, 
cause  to  precede  ;  to  lay  down,  deposit  ;  to  lay  on, 

impose,  apply  ;  to  place  in,  lay  in,  bring  into,  infix, 
enchase  ;  to  include,  inclose  ;  to  stretch  out,  stretch  forth 

(the  hand)  ;  to  touch  ;  to  turn  or  direct  (the  eyes  or 

thoughts)  upon;  (with  manas)  to  concentrate  the 

thoughts  upon,  give  the  whole  attention  to  ;  to  re- 
solve ;  to  think  ;  to  send  out  or  employ  (a  spy  or emissary),  spy. 

Pra-nidhdna,  am,  n.  laying  on,  imposing,  ap- 
plying, employing,  application,  employment,  use  ; 

access,  entrance  ;  respectful  conduct  or  behaviour 
towards,  attention  paid  to  (with  loc.)  ;  profound  re- 

ligious meditation  ;  great  effort,  stress,  energy  ;  (with 
Buddhists)  prayer,  entreaty,  supplication. 
Pra-nidhi,  is,  m.  observing,  scrutinizing,  spying 

out  ;  sending  out  (spies  or  emissaries)  ;  a  spy,  secret 

agent,  emissary;  an  attendant,  a  follower;  care, 
attention  ;  asking,  solicitation,  request  ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  Brihad-ratha. 

Pra-nidheya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  applied  or  injected 
(as  a  clyster)  ;  to  be  sent  out  (as  a  spy)  ;  (am),  n. 

employing;  sending  out  (of  emissaries). 
Pra-nihita,  as,  d,  am,  laid  on,  applied,  imposed  ; 

deposited  ;  outstretched,  stretched  forth  ;  delivered, 
entrusted,  consigned  ;  having  the  attention  fixed, 
having  the  thoughts  concentrated  on  one  point, 

intent  (  =  sam-dliita)  ;  resolved,  determined,  de- 
cided ;  prudent,  advised,  careful,  wary,  cautious  ; 

discovered  by  spies,  spied  out  ;  obtained,  attained. 
received,  acquired  ;  acknowledged,  previously  agreed 
to  or  admitted. 

pra-ni-dhyai,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhyayati, 

-dhydtum,  to  give  the  attention  to  (with  ace.). 

VftO*{i^pra-ni-nad,  cl.  I.  P.  -nadati,  -na- 
ditum, to  sound  loudly,  thunder. 

Pra-ninadat,  an,  anti,  at,  sounding  deep  or 
like  thunder. 

Pra-nindda,  as,  m.  a  deep  sound,  that  of  thunder 
or  the  like. 

5  pra-nind  or  pra-nind,  cl.   I.   P. 
-nindati,  -ninditum,  to  blame,  censure,  upbraid. 
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610 pra-nindana. pratad-vasu. 
Pra-nindana  or  pra-nindana,  am,  n.  censuring, 

upbraiding. 
Pra-nindya  or  pra-nimiya,  ind.  having  censured 

or  upbraided. 

tffJSVi^pra-ni-pat,  cl.  I.  P.  -palati,  -pati- 

tum,  to  throw  one's  self  down  before,  fall  prostrate 
before,  bow  down  before,  bow  respectfully  to  (with 

ace.  and  sometimes  with  dat.  or  loc.)  :  Caus.  -pdta- 
yatl,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  bow  down,  induce  or  cause 
to  fall  prostrate. 

Pra-nipatana,  am,  n.  falling  down  before,  throw- 

ing one's  self  down  at  any  one's  feet,  prostration ; 
bowing  or  doing  homage  to,  saluting. 
Pra-nlpatila,  as,  a,  am,  bowed  down  in  reverence, 

saluting. 

Pra-nipatya,  ind.  having  bowed  down  or  in 
reverence,  having  saluted  respectfully,  having  done 
homage  to. 

Pra-nipdta,  at,  m.  falling  at  any  one's  feet,  pros- 
tration, humble  submission  to  (with  gen.);  saluta- 

tion, reverence,  obeisance.  —  Pratitpdta-pinnli- 
saram,  ind.  preceded  by  prostration,  with  an  obei- 

sance.— Pranipdta-pratikdra,  as,  a,  am,  having 
submission  for  a  remedy,  counteracted  by  submission. 

—  Pranipdta-rasa,  as,  m. '  taking  pleasure  in  sub- 
mission,' a  magical  formula  pronounced  over  weapons. 

Pra-nipatin,  I,  ini,  i,  throwing  one's  self  down 
or  falling  at  the  feet  of,  submitting,  submissive. 

TlftDWr  I.  pra-ni-md,  cl.  3.  A.  -minute, 
-matum  (fr.  rt.  1.  ma),  see  Scholiast  on  Pin.  VIII. 

4.  '7- 

HfiUHl  2.  pra-ni-ma,  cl.  2.  P.,  3.  A.  -mati, 
-mimite,  -mdtum  (fr.  rt.  4.  ma),  see  Scholiast  on 
Pan.  VIII.  4,  i7,Vopa-devaVIII.  22,  IX.  16. 

TjfillfH  pra-ni-mi,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -minoti, 
-minute,  &c.,  seeVopa-deva  XXVI.  212. 

H f<!J HI  pra-ni-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -yatum, 
to  advance,  proceed. 

Hftnjl*^  pra-ni-sam,  cl.  4.  P.  -sdmyati, 
-iamitum,  to  become  calm,  be  pacified  or  appeased ; 
to  hear. 

a-ni-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti,  -Jtan- 
tum,  to  slay,  to  kill  (with  gen.). 

Pra-nignnat,  an,  atl,  at,  preparing  or  threatening 
to  strike. 

p(*u(Vn  pra-nihita.  See  under  pra-ni- 
dhd,  p.  609,  col.  3. 

Traft  i.  pra-ni,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -nayati,  -te, 
-netum,  to  lead  forwards,  advance,  conduct,  promote  ; 
to  bring  forwards,  show,  display  ;  to  bring ;  to  offer, 
present;  to  direct  or  turn  (the  eyes)  towards;  (in 
liturgical  language)  to  convey  the  sacrificial  fire  or 
water  or  Soma  to  its  place  at  the  altar;  to  bring 

into,  reduce  to  (e.g.  vaiam  pra-ni,  to  reduce  to 
submission) ;  to  bring  to  pass,  effect,  accomplish, 
perform,  execute,  complete,  finish ;  to  apply ;  to 
manifest  affection,  show  love  or  affection,  love;  to 

establish,  institute,  promulgate,  teach  ;  to  write,  com- 
pose ;  to  cast,  shoot,  discharge ;  to  do  away  with, 

remove,  dispel;  (with  dandam)  to  carry  the  rod,  inflict 
punishment ;  (A.)  to  draw  in  (the  breath) :  Desid. 

'•hail,  to  desire  to  lead,  wish  to  conduct  (Ved.). 

1'ra-naya,  as,  m.  a  leader  (Scholiast  on  Pan.  III. 
I,  142);  leading,  conduct,  guidance;  confidence, 
familiarity,  trust,  intimacy;  friendly  acquaintance, 
confidential  relationship,  friendly  or  fond  regard, 
friendship,  affection,  love,  fondness,  favour,  kindness ; 
wish,  desire,  longing;  affectionate  solicitation,  re- 

quest, asking,  begging;  reverence,  obeisance ;  final 
emancipation  or  beatitude  ;  (ena).  ind.  confidentially, 
candidly ;  of  one's  own  accord  ;  without  ceremony  ; (it),  ind.  candidly,  openly,  frankly.  -  Pranaya- 
l:alalia,  at,  m.  a  lovers'  quarrel,  mere  wanton 
quanelsomeness.  —  Pranaya-kupita,  as,  a,  am, 
according  to  a  Scholiast  =  prematisatjcna  l;njiit<i, 

angry  through  excess  of  affection.  —  P  ranaya-kopa, 
as,  m.  the  (feigned)  anger  of  a  coquette  towards  her 
lover,  anger  indulged  for  the  sake  of  the  pleasure  of 
being  pacified.  —  Pranaya-prakarsha,  as,  m.  excess 
of  affection,  unwonted  or  extraordinary  attachment. 

—  Pranayu-bhaitga,  as,  m.  a  breach  of  confidence 
or  friendship,  faithlessness.  —  Pranaya-mdna,  as, 

m.    '  love-pride,"    the    arrogance    of    love,    lovers' 
quarrels.  —  Pranaya-vadana,  am,  n.  a  declaration 
of  love  or  affection  (according  to  a  Scholiast  e*prema- 
kathana).  —  Pramiya-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  possessing 

candour,  acting  frankly  or  openly,  free  from  con- 
straint, unceremonious,  frank,  open,  confident;  pos- 
sessing affection,  attached  to,  feeling  an  attraction 

towards,  loving.  —  Pranaya-vimuklta,  as,  i,  am, 
averse  from  acquaintance,  disinclined  to  friendship. 
—  Pranaya-vihati,  is,  f.  refusal  of  a  request,  denial, 
refusal,  non-compliance.  —  Pranaya-sprii,  It,  It,  1:, 
exciting  affection,  affectionate.  •- Pranayaparadha 

(°ya-ap°),  as,  m.  an  offence  against  (mutual)  affec- 
tion or  confidence.  —  Pranaydpaharin  (°ya-ap°), 

i,  ini,  i,  taking  with  confidence,  taking  without  shy- 
ness or  constraint.  —  Pranayl-bhu,  cl.  I .  P.  -Tihavati, 

-bhavitum,  to  become  attached,  to  become  affec- 

tionate.  —  Pranayonmukha  Cya-un°),  as,  I,  am, 
intending  or  about  to  make  a  declaration  of  love. 

—  Pranayopeta  l?ya-up°),  as,  a,  am,  possessing 
candour,  frank,  open,  candid. 

Pra-nayat,  an,  anil,  at,  leading  forwards,  con- 
ducting; dispensing;  decreeing,  awarding. 

Pra-nayana,  am,  n.  bringing  forwards,  conduct- 
ing ;  conveying,  bringing,  fetching  [cf.  ayni-shoma- 

p°\ ;  carrying  out,  executing,  performing,  practising ; 
bringing  forward,  adducing;  composing,  writing; 

that  in  which  anything  is  brought  [cf.  pranitd-p1^ ; 
dispensing,  distributing;  decreeing,  awarding,  sen- 

tencing ;  (with  dandasya  or  danda-p°)  carrying 
the  rod,  inflicting  punishment. 
Pranayaniya,  as,  d,  am,  used  in  bringing  or 

fetching  (as  wood  employed  in  carrying  the  sacred 

fire ;  cf.  agni-p°). 
Pra-nayin,  I,  ini,  i,  feeling  attracted  towards, 

attached  to,  affectionate,  loving,  kind  ;  liking,  wish- 

ing or  longing  for,  desirous  of;  beloved,  dear;  inti- 
mate, familiar;  (i),  m.  a  friend,  favourite;  a  lover, 

husband  ;  a  petitioner;  a  humble  servant;  (ini),  f.  a 
female  friend  ;  a  mistress,  wife.  —  Pranayi-kriyd,  f. 
the  act  of  a  lover  or  affectionate  person.  •-  Pranayi- 
jana,  as,  m.  a  friendly  person,  a  friend ;  a  number 
of  friends,  friendly  circle.  —  Pranayi-td,  f.  desire  or 

longing  for. 
Pra-ndyaka,  as,  m.  a  leader  or  commander  (of 

an  army),  guide,  chief. 
Pra-nayya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  regarded  with  affec- 

tion, dear,  beloved ;  blameless,  upright,  straight- 
forward ;  devoid  of  passion  or  desire  (?) ;  disap- 

proved, disagreeing. 
Pra-i.iiiiis/Hiji/u,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  appointed  to 

lead  or  begin,  appointed  to  be  a  commencement. 
2.  pra-ni,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  leader,  conductor;  (is), 

f.  (according  to  8ty.)'-praniyamdttd  stutiA. 
Pra-nita,  as,  d,  am,  led  forwards,  advanced, 

promoted;  brought;  offered,  presented,  delivered, 
given  ;  directed ;  conveyed  (to  the  altar,  as  fire  or 
water  or  Soma) ;  brought  into,  reduced  to  ;  effected, 

accomplished,  performed,  executed,  completed,  finish- 
ed ;  made,  done,  constructed ;  prepared,  dressed  (as 

food),  cooked;  established,  instituted,  taught,  said, 
declared ;  written,  composed ,  compiled ;  thrown, 

cast,  shot,  discharged,  sent ;  set  aside,  removed,  dis- 
pelled, (exposed  as  a  child  ?) ;  beloved,  dear  [cf. 

manah-p~~\ ;  inflicted,  decreed,  sentenced,  awarded  ; 
entered,  approached ;  (an),  m.  fire  consecrated  by 
prayers  or  mystical  formulas  ;  (a),  f.  a  vessel  used  at 
sacrifices,  a  sort  of  cup;  N.  of  a  river;  (d<),  f.  pi., 

scil.  apa»,  water  fetched  on  the  morning  of  a  festi- 
val for  sacrificial  uses,  holy  water.  —  Pranlld-prana- 

yana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  vessel  in  which  holy  water 
is  fetched. 

Pra-niti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  conduct,  leading,  guidance ; 
leading  away ;  favour. 

Pra-niya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  led  on,  see  Pin. III.  i,  i  23. 

Pra-netavya,  as,  ti,  am,  to  be  led  or  guided ;  to  be 
accomplished  or  executed,  to  be  used  or  applied. 

Pra-netri,  id,  m.  a  leader,  guide ;  a  maker, 
framer,  creator ;  an  author,  promulgator  of  a  doctrine, 
teacher;  a  performer  or  one  who  plays  a  musical 
instrument.  —  P  ranetri-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  con- 

taining the  notion  of  leading. 

Pra-neni,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  leading  or  guiding  con- 
stantly or  repeatedly ;  (Say.  =pruk(irt<ht>iii  t/fta.) 

Pra-neya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  guided  or  led,  ductile, 
docile,  submissive,  obedient,  tamable,  yielding ;  to  be 
executed  or  accomplished;  to  be  fixed  or  settled; 
agreeable  (?). 

IOT  pra-nu,  cl.  2.  6.  P.  and  Ved.  i.  A. 
-nauti,  -numti,  -navate,  -naritum,  -nuvitum,  to 
roar,  bellow,  low;  to  resound,  reverberate;  to  make 
a  humming  or  droning  sound,  to  utter  the  sacred 
syllable  Om;  to  praise. 
Pra-nava,  as,  m.  the  mystical  or  sacred  syllable 

Om  (Manu  II.  74) ;  a  small  kind  of  drum  or  tabor 

(  =  panata).—  Pranavopanishad  (°»a-«p0),  t,  f., N.  of  an  Upanishad. 

Pra-navaka,  as,  m.  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  the 
mystical  or  sacred  syllable  Om. 

Pra-nuta,  as,  a,  am,  praised,  celebrated,  lauded. 

H«.M^  i.pra-mid,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -nudati,  -te, 
-nottum,  to  push  or  thrust  forward,  press  forward, 
push  on ;  to  drive  away,  send  away,  repel,  dispel ; 
to  scare  or  frighten  away ;  to  set  in  motion,  drive  ; 
to  stir :  Caus.  -nodayati,  -yitum,  to  push  or  thrust 

away ;  to  move,  excite ;  to  press  any  one  to  do  any- 
thing; to  request  any  one  for  anything  (with  two 

ace.). 

Pra-nutta,  as,  a,  am,  pushed  away,  driven  away, 

repelled  ;  frightened  or  scared  away. 
2.  pra-nud,  t,  t,  t,  driving  away,  frightening  or 

scaring  away;  forcing  away,  removing;  directing, 

enjoining,  who  or  what  commands  or  enjoins. 
Pra-nuda,  as,  d,  am,  driving  away,  frightening 

away ;  forcing  away. 
Pra-nudat,  an,  atl  or  anil,  at,  driving  away, dispelling. 

Pra-nudita,  as,  d,  am,  driven  away. 
Pra-nunna,  as,  d,  am,  pushed  or  thrust  away, 

driven  away ;  frightened  or  scared  away ;  set  in 

motion,  driven ;  sent,  dispatched  ;  shaking,  trem-" 

bling. 

Pra-nottavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  pushed  or  moved forwards. 

Pra-noda,  as,  m.  driving,  guiding  (horses  &c.) ; 
directing,  ordering. 

Pra-nodita,  as,  d,  am,  set  in  motion,  agitated  ; 
driven,  guided  ;  directed,  ordered. 
Pra-nodya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  driven  away,  to  be 

sent  or  turned  away ;  to  be  frightened  away ;  to  be removed. 

Urlth*^  pra-takran,  a,  arl,  a  (fr.  rt.  tak 
with  pro),  Ved.  moving  onwards ;  steep,  precipitous 
(?  according  to  Mahi-dhara  =  prarfa£s/i/H<«/i  <jai- 
dhanty  ritrijo  yatra). 

JTrfSr  pra-taksh,  cl.  i.  P.  -taksliati,  -tak- 
fJiltum,  -tuihlum,  Ved.  to  build,  make,  produce. 

TTiTZfUpra-tankam,  ind.  (fr.rt.  tank  with 

pro),  Ved.  having  glided  or  crept. 

Tfif^pra-tad,  cl.  10.  P.  -tadayati,  -yitnm, 
to  strike  down,  knock  down. 

HITfT pra-tata.    See  under pra-tan,  p.  611. 

TTrlrilHt!   pra-tatamaha,    as,   m.,  Ved.  a 

great-grandfather. 
Hrl^JJ  pratad-vasu,  us,  tts,  >j,  Ved.  laden 

with  wealth,'  an  epithet  of  the  horses  of  Indra 
(according  to  the  Nirukta=praf>fci-r«e«;  SSy.= 
vistirna-dhana). 



Jlfrt<*TT>  prati-kasa. 611 
T  pra-tan  [cf.  rt.  3.  tan],  cl.  8.  P.  A. 

-tanoti,  -tanute,  -tanitum,  to  spread,  extend;  to 
spread  over,  cover,  fill ;  to  stretch  out,  unfold,  spread 

abroad,  disperse,  diffuse ;  to  cany  off;  to  show,  dis- 
play, reveal,  manifest;  to  begin  to  perform,  begin 

(a  sacrifice)  ;  to  execute,  perform,  accomplish  :  Pass. 

-tanyatc,  -tdyate,  to  spread  or  extend  from,  proceed 
from. 

Pra-tata,  as,  a,  am,  spread ;  spread  over,  covered, 
filled ;  stretched  out,  spread  abroad,  diffused ;  (am), 
ind.  continuously,  unintermittingly. 
Pra-tati,  is,  f.  spreading,  expansion,  extension ; 

(is  or  »),  f.  a  creeping  plant,  creeper. 

Pra-tana,  as,  m.  a  shoot,  tendril ;  a  plant  with 
tendrils ;  a  low  spreading  creeper,  creeping  plant, 
creeper,  climber;  branching  out,  ramification  (both 

literal  and  metaphorical) ; '  a  branch  or  tendril,'  epithet 
of  a  section  of  a  work  entitled  Kavya-kalpa-lata- 
parimala  ;  a  kind  of  disease,  tetanus,  epilepsy ;  N.  of 

a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants.  —  Pra- 
tana-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  shoots  or  tendrils; 
ramified. 

Pra-lanin,  I,  int,  i,  spreading,  extending ;  having 
shoots  or  tendrils;  (int),  f.  a  spreading  creeper, 
climbing  plant. 

Hfl«1  pratana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  I .  pro),  an- 

cient, old ;  [cf.  pratna.~\ 
nn^j  pra-tanu,  us,  us  or  vi,  u,  very  thin 

or  fine,  delicate,  minute ;  slender,  emaciated ;  small, 
narrow ;  insignificant,  indifferent. 

Pra-tautiTia,  as,  a,  am,  very  fine  or  delicate; 
(am),  ind.  very  delicately. 

Hn\pra-tap,  cl.  i.  P.  -tapati,  -taptum, 
to  give  forth  heat,  radiate  heat,  be  hot,  burn,  glow ; 
to  warm,  to  heat,  to  shine  upon ;  to  bake,  roast ;  to 
anneal  metals ;  to  kindle,  light,  illumine ;  to  feel 
pain,  suffer ;  to  mortify  the  flesh,  perform  penance ; 
to  pain  with  heat,  torment,  torture,  harass :  Pass. 

-tapyate,  to  feel  pain,  suffer  pain :  Caus.  -tapayatl, 
-yitum  (anomalous  3rd  sing.  1st  Fut.  pra-tapita, 
Maha-bh.  Karna-p.  1971),  to  make  warm  or  hot, 
warm,  heat;  to  set  on  fire,  set  in  flames,  irradiate, 

illuminate ;  to  destroy  with  heat,  pain  by  heat,  tor- 
ment, harass. 

Pra-tapat,  an, anil,  at,  burning;  (an),  m.  the  sun. 
Pm-tapana,  am,  a.  making  warm,  warming; 

pratapcine  kri,  to  put  near  the  fire,  make  warm. 
Pra-tapta,  as,  a,  am,  heated ;  hot,  ardent ; 

annealed  ;  pained,  tormented,  tortured. 

Pra-tilpa,  as,  m.  glowing  heat,  heat,  warmth ; 
splendor,  brilliancy,  glory,  majesty,  dignity,  the  pos- 

session of  rank  and  power,  superiority ;  ardour,  zeal, 
spirit,  vigour,  power,  efficacy,  energy ;  courage, 
prowess,  valour ;  the  plant  Calotropis  Gigantea  ( = 
a)7;a);  N.  of  a  mm.  —  Pratdpa-iandra,  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  smthoT.  —  Pratdpa-flliavala,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince.  —  Pratdpa-pdta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Pratdpa-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city.  —  Pratdpa- 
martanda,  a*,   m. ,  N.  of  a   work.  —  Pratdpa- 
muknta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Pratdpa-rwl  ra, 
<ii,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  KSkatlyas  (celebrated  in 
a  work  by  Vidya-natha  on  rhetoric  and  in  the  drama 
called  Prataparudriya  or  Pratapa-rudra ;  he  was  born 
in  Bhoja-puri;  Pratapa-rudra  is  also  described  as  a 

king  of  Vijaya-nagara).  —  1'ra/npa-vat,  an,  ati,at, 
full  of  splendor,  endowed   with   majesty,  majestic, 
glorious,  mighty,  powerful ;  dignified  ;  (an),  m.,  N. 

of  an  attendant  of  Skanda ;    an   epithet  of  S'iva. 
—  Praldpa-s'ila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  (  =  s"ila- 
>litya).  —  Pratdpdditya  ("jM-dd"),  as,  m.,  N.  and 
rpithet  of  various  princes.  —  Pratd/idlankara  (°pa- 
al°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  medical  work. 
Pra-tapana,  as,  t,  am,  making  hot,  paining, 

distressing,  tormenting ;  (as),  m.  a  particular  hell  ; 
(fim),  n.  warming,  heating;  burning,  consuming; 
inflicting  pain  or  punishment,  paining,  distressing. 

Pra-tdpaia,  as,  m.  a  species  of  gigantic  Asclepias 
with  white  flowers,  Calotropis  Gigantea  Alba. 

Pra-tapin,  i,  inl,  i,  hot,   burning,  scorching, 

singeing ;    splendid,    shining ;    paining,  distressing, 
harassing;  majestic,  dignified,  powerful. 

HrI*T  pra-tam,  cl.  4.  P.  -tamyati,  -tamitum, 
to  lose  the  breath,  become  breathless,  be  stupefied 
or  stunned ;  to  become  exhausted,  feel  exhausted, 

faint,  perish ;  to  be  beside  one's  self. 
Pra-tamaka,  as,  m.  a  particular  form  of  asthma. 
Pra-tdm,  n,  n,  n,  desiring  ?  ;  being  afflicted  ?  ; 

(an),  ind.  see  Gana  Svar-adi  to  Pan.  I.  I,  37. 

Hfiili^pra-tamam,  ind.  (fr.  I.  pra),  Ved. 
especially,  in  particular. 
Pra-taram,  ind.,  Ved.  further ;  more,  more  espe- 

cially, more  exceedingly ;  principally,  pre-eminently  ; 

(S5y.  =prakrishtataram,  atis'ayena.) 

Tfif^pra-tara.     See  under  pra-trl. 

nn^<  pra-tark,  cl.  10.  P.  -tarkayati,  -yi- 
tum,  to  form  a  clear  view  or  notion  ;  to  gather,  con- 

clude ;  to  search,  investigate ;  to  regard  as,  take  for, 
deem,  suppose. 

Pra-tarka,  as,  m.  conclusion,  supposition,  con- 

jecture. Pra-tarkana,  am,  n.  judging,  reasoning,  discus- 
sing, discussion  ;  doubt ;  logic. 

Pra-tarkya,  as,  a,  am,  conceivable,  compre- 
hensible, imaginable. 

  ^ 
Hrt^'f  pra-tardana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  trid 

with  pra),  N.  of  a  king  of  Ksfi  (a  son  of  Divo-dasa 
and  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  IX.  96) ;  N.  of  a 
Rakshasa;  of  a  class  of  divinities  under  Manu  Auttama. 

Hflrt  pra-tala,  as,  m.the  open  hand  with 
the  fingers  extended ;  (am),  n.  one  of  the  divisions 
of  the  lower  regions ;  [cf.  pdtdla.] 

Hai*{pra-tavas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  mighty, 
powerful,  active ;  (Say.  =prakri$kta-balopeta.) 

flrJUj  pra-tdmra,  as,  d,  am,  excessively 
red,  very  red. 

WIT!  pra-tdra,  pra-tdraka,  pra-tdrana, 
pra-tdraniya.  See  under  pra-tri. 

TtfrT  i.  prati  (an  indeclinable  particle  and 
prefix  to  verbs  and  their  derivative  nouns ;  some- 

times prati  in  composition),  towards,  in  the  direc- 
tion of,  to,  unto,  near  to ;  against,  in  opposition  to, 

counter;  back,  back  again,  again,  in  return;  down 
upon,  upon,  on. 
Prati  is  also  prefixed  to  nouns  not  immediately 

connected  with  verbs,  to  express  equality,  likeness, 
resemblance,  or  comparison ;  [cf.  prati-dakra, 

prati-dandra.'] (As  a  separable  preposition  with  ace.  and  usu- 
ally but  not  invariably  following  its  substantive), 

towards,  to,  unto,  in  the  direction  of  (e.  g.  ialdam 
prati,  in  the  direction  of  the  sound,  towards  the 
place  whence  the  sound  came) ;  down  upon,  upon  ; 
against,  in  opposition  to,  counter  (e.  g.  ydyail  ri/mm 
prati,  he  should  march  against  the  enemy;  pahi 
nas  tvam  prati  risliatali,  defend  thou  us  against 
the  enemy)  ;  over  against,  opposite,  contra ;  in  the 
presence  of,  before ;  in  comparison  with,  in  propor- 

tion to,  on  a  par  with  (e.  g.  tvam  sahasrani  prati, 
thou  art  on  a  par  with,  i.e.  equivalent  to,  thousands) ; 
in  the  vicinity  of,  near,  beside,  by,  at,  on  (e.g. 

Gartr/dm prati,  at  or  on  the  Ganges;  dyoflhunam 

pt-fiti,  on  the  field  of  battle);  on  the  side  of,  in 
favour  of;  (distributively)  in  each,  at  or  in  every, 
according  to  each,  severally  (e.  g.  yajnam  prati,  at 
every  sacrifice ;  varsham  prati,  every  year,  anually ; 
in  this  sense  prati  is  frequently  used  at  the  beginning 

of  adv.  comps.,  cf.prati-kshnnain,prati-griham) ; 
about,  at  the  time  of,  during  (e.  g.  Pkdlgunam 
mdsam  prati,  about  the  month  Phalguna ;  diram 

prati,  for  a  long  time) ;  in  relation  to,  with  refer- 
ence to,  with  regard  to  (e.  g.  dharmam  prati, 

with  regard  to  justice) ;  concerning ;  on  account  of; 
according  to  (e.  g.  mam  prati,  according  to  me, 
i.  e.  in  my  opinion),  in  conformity  with,  in  pursuance 

of;  a  little  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  siipa- 
prati,  a  little  broth,  see  Pan.  II.  I,  9). 

(As  a  separable  preposition,  with  abl.),  on  a  par 
with,  on  an  equality  with  (also  with  adverbs  ending 
with  the  affix  tas,  e.  g.  Ndrdyanatah  prati,  on  an 

equality  with  Narayana) ;  in  return  for,  as  compen- 
sation for  (e.g.  uksha  kapotat  prati,  an  ox  in 

return  for  a  dove)  ;  in  the  place  of,  in  lieu  of, 
instead  of. 

Native  lexicographers  explain  the  senses  of  prati 
by  the  following  Sanskrit  words :  pra-dhdna,  ksliepa, 

nix-daya,  ry-dvritli,  pra-s'asti,  ri-rodha,  sam- 
adhi :  [cf.  Zend  pait i :  Old  Pen.  pati-sh, '  against :' Or.  Tifo-ri,  Tro-ri,  irpos  for  trptjr,  irp6a-0t-(v) :  Lat. 
red-  as  in  red-dere,  red-ire;  re-  as  in  re-ferre; 
prce  for  prai;  par,  pol,  pos  for  port  in  the  forms 
por-rigo,  pol-liceor,  pol-lus,  pos-sides:  Old  Slav. 
proti :  Lith.  pre'sz,  '  against :'  Bohem.  proti :  Hib. 
frith,  frioth,  as  in  frithbeart,  '  I  object,  oppose ;' 
frithbuille, '  a  back-stroke ;'  frithshearc, '  a  return 
of  love,  mutual  regard ;'  frithcuirim,  '  I  oppose, 
obstruct ;'  frithbharamhuil,  '  a  paradox.'] 

HfrT  2.  prati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kus'a. 
Tlfittpratika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  i. prati),  worth 

a  KSrshapana  or  sixteen  Panas  of  Kowries. 

n  in  «n  ̂   «n  prati-kah6uka,  as,  m.  an  ad- 
versary. 

UfffenTJOT  prati-kantham,  ind.  singly,  se- 
verally, one  by  one  (lit.  so  that  each  is  seized  by  the throat). 

Minii**^  prati-kamp,  Caus.  P.  -kampa- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  shake,  cause  to  tremble. 

Miri «•«, prati-kara,  Sic,  See  under prati- 

kri,  p.  612,  col.  i. 
M  frl  <*<*  1)1  prati-karkasa,  as,  d,  am,  equally 

hard,  of  the  same  hardness. 

HfrToW  prati-karsha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  krisJi 

with  pra),  drawing  together,  aggregation;  antici- 
pating that  which  occurs  later. 

Prati-krishta,  as,  d,  am,  ploughed  back  again, 
twice  ploughed ;  thrust  back,  repulsed,  rejected, 
despised ;  inferior,  low,  vile ;  put  out  of  sight, 
hidden,  concealed. 

H(TI  <*<;«<  prati-kalpya.  See  under  prati- 

klrip,  p.  612,  col.  2. 
TlfrT^t  prati-kasa,  as,  d,  am,  (probably) 

not  obeying  the  whip. 

Ufw=fiT^  prati-kdnksh,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also 
A.)  -kankshati  (-te),  -kdnkshitum,  to  wish  for, 

long  for. 
Prati-kdnksMn,  i,  inl,  i,  longing  for,  desirous 

of,  desiring. 

nfif  <*l*(H  prati-kdmam,  ind.,  Ved.  accord- 
ing to  wish  or  desire,  at  will. 

Praii-iamin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  contrary  to  desire, 
contrary  to  taste,  disagreeable,  distasteful ;  (inl),  f.  a 
female  rival. 

Prati-kamya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  according to  wish  or  liking. 

>Ori=»!iM  prati-kdya,  as,  m.  an  effigy, 

image,  likeness,  picture;  the  effigy  of  a  man  for 
archers  to  practise  at ;  a  target,  butt,  mark. 

4 1  rt  *i ^prati-kara,  &c.  oee  under prati- 

kri,  p.  612,  col.  i. 

jfjf^KTS[prati-kds,  Intens.  -ddkasiti,'Ved. to  see,  behold. 
Prati-kas"a,  as,  m.  (or  pratl-kaia,  q.  v.),  reflec- 

tion ;  look,  appearance  ;  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  hav- 

ing the  appearance  of,  looking  like,  similar,  resem- 
bling, like  (e.g.  dandra-pratikaia,  as,  d,  am, like  the  moon). 

Prati-kdta,  wrongly  spelt  for  prati-lcHia  above. 
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Htni<*iic|  prati-kitava,  as,  m.  an  adver- 
ry  at  play,  an  opponent  in  a  game 

r  prati-kuiitita,  as,  d,  am,  bent, 

nfrlfotirH  prati-kitava. ij  prati-glrya. 

curved. 

.  prati-kitiijara,  as,  m.  a  hostile 
elephant  ;  [cf.  pratl-gaja,  pntti-dvirada,  prati- 
ndga.] 

prati-kij,  cl.  I.  P.  -kujati,  -kii- 
jitum,  to  coo  or  warble  in  return,  answer  by  an 
inarticulate  sound. 

prati-kupa,  as,  m.  a  moat,  ditch. 

prati-kula,  as,  a,  am,  '  against 
the  bank'  (opposed  to  ann-kiila,  q.  v.),  against  the 
stream  or  current,  contrary,  adverse,  opposed,  oppo- 

site ;  cross-grained,  cross,  inverted,  reverse  ;  contradic- 
tory; disastrous,  inauspicious  ;  disagreeable,  unpleasant, 

ungracious,  perverse,  stubborn,  contumacious,  rebel- 
lious ;  pratikuleshu  tthita,  standing  among  the  re- 

fractory, offering  opposition  (according  to  Kulluka  = 

ajnd-irydghdla-kdrin)  ;  (am,  ena),  ind.  contrary, 
contrarily,  contrary  to  nature,  in  inverted  order,  in- 

versely.— Pratiliula-karin,  i,  ini,  i,  or  pratikula- 
Icrit,  t,  t,  t,  opposing,  offering  opposition  to  (with 
gen.).  —  Pratikula-tas,  ind.  in  contradiction  or  con- 

travention to  ;  pratikulato  vrit,  to  be  in  contradiction 

to.  —  Pratikula-td,  f.  or  pratikula-tm,  am,  n. 
adverseness,  opposition,  hostility  ;  perverseness,  con- 

tumacy. —  Pratikula-darfana,  as,  a,  am,  looking 
cross  or  awry,  having  an  ungracious  aspect.  —  Prati- 
kula-daiva-ta,  f.  hostility  of  fate.  —  Pratikula-pra- 
vartin,  i,  inl,  i,  taking  an  adverse  course;  caus- 

ing unpleasantness.  —  Pratikula-Wtdshin,  I,  inl,  i, 
speaking  against,  contravening,  contradicting.  —  Pra- 
tikiila-tadana,  am,  n.  refractory  speech,  contradic- 

tion; disagreeable  speech.  —  Pralikiila-rat,  an,  all, 
at,  refractory,  contumacious.  —  Pratikula-vartin, 
i,  ini,  i,  being  adverse  to,  disturbing,  troubling. 
—  Pratikula-vdda,  as,  m.  speaking  contradictorily, 
contradiction.  —  Pratikula-vddin,  i,  ini,  i,  speaking 
contradictorily,  contradictory,  contradicting,  opposing. 
—  Pratikula-vritti,  w,  is,  i,  being  in  a  state  of 

opposition,  opposing.  —  Pratikula-s'abda,as,d,  am, 
having  a  disagreeable  sound,  having  a  discordant  note 

(Kum5ra-s.  I.  ̂ 6).~Pratikuld/!arita  (?la-d(°),  am, 
n.  offensive  or  hostile  action,  injurious  conduct.  —  Pra- 

likulokta  (°la-uk°),  am,  n.  contradiction. 
Pratilculaya,  Nom.  P.  pratikulayati,  -yitum, 

to  oppose,  offer  opposition  to. 

Vflf*£  prati-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -Jcaroti,  -ku- 
ruie,  -kartum,  to  do  or  make  (anything  as  a  defence) 
against  (Ved.)  ;  to  return,  repay,  recompense,  re- 

quite, retaliate  (with  ace.  of  the  thing,  and  gen., 
dat.,  or  loc.  of  the  person)  ;  to  act  in  opposition  to, 
counteract  (with  ace.  or  gen.)  ;  to  treat  or  attend 
to  (as  a  physician),  cure  ;  to  repair,  mend,  restore  : 

Caus.  A.  -kdrayate,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  repeated  : 
Desid.  -tiliirshati,  to  wish  to  requite,  seek  to  retaliate 
or  take  vengeance  upon  (with  loc.  or  ace.). 

Prati-ltara,  as,  i,  am,  acting  against,  counter- 
acting ;  (as),  m.  requital,  compensation. 

Prati-karanjya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  counteracted, 
to  be  prevented,  remediable. 

Prati-hartavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  requited  or  re- 
turned, to  be  paid  or  discharged  (as  a  debt)  ;  to  be 

counteracted  or  counterworked,  to  be  frustrated  ;  to 

be  treated  or  attended  (by  a  physician). 

Prati-kartri,  id,  tri,  tri,  a  requiter,  recompenser  ; 
an  opponent,  adversary. 

Prati-karman,  a,  n.  requital,  retaliation  ;  redress, 
remedy;  counteraction,  counterworking;  opposing, 
opposition  ;  dress,  decoration,  toilet,  personal  embel- 

lishment ;  (a),  ind.  at  each  celebration  or  perform- 
ance ;  in  every  work;  a-prntikarman,  a,  a,  a, 

(either)  whose  deeds  are  unmatched,  (or)  not  offer- 
ing opposition  ;  obedient, 

Prati-kara,  as,  m.  (or  prati-kara,  q.  v.),  ren- 
dering back,  requital,  reward,  retaliation,  retribution, 

revenge ;  counteraction,  application  of  an  antidote  or 
remedy,  obviating,  preventing,  remedying,  preven 

tion,  remedy ;  opposition ;  help  against,  help,  allevi- 
ation ;  a  kind  of  treaty  or  alliance  concluded  with 

the  hope  that  one  party  will  requite  the  services 

rendered  by  the  other. —  I'ratilidra-karnian,  a,  n. 
the  making  of  amends.  —  Pratikdra-jiia,  as,  d, 
am,  knowing  what  remedy  should  be  applied.  —  Pra- 
tikdra-vidhdna,  am,  n.  the  application  of  a  remedy, 
medical  treatment. 

Prati-karin,  i,  ini,  i,  counteracting,  obviating, 

opposing ;  a-pratikdrhi,  one  who  uses  no  remedies, 
one  who  does  not  allow  himself  to  be  attended  by 

a  physician. 
Prati-kdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  retaliated  or  re- 

venged ;  (am),  n.  retribution. 
Prati-krita,  as,  d,  am,  rendered  back,  returned, 

repaid,  recompensed,  requited,  retaliated ;  opposed, 

counteracted,  remedied;  (am),  n.  recompense,  re- 
quital ;  resistance,  opposition. 

Prati-kriti,  is,  f.  resistance,  defence  ;  retaliation, 
return,  revenge;  a  reflected  image,  reflection,  a 
shadow;  an  effigy,  figure,  image,  statue,  picture; 
a  substitute. 

Prati-kritya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  counteracted  or 
remedied,  remediable. 

Prati-kriyd,  f.  requital,  retaliation,  revenge ;  a  re- 
turn for  kindness  received,  recompense ;  opposition ; 

counteracting,  remedying ;  (medical)  attendance ; 
embellishment,  decoration ;  defence,  protection ;  a 
fence ;  succour,  help,  care. 

t  prati-krishta.     See  prati-karsha. 

H  fit  «•  prati-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kirati,  -te, 
-karitum,  -karitum,  to  scatter  towards ;  [cf.  prati- 

s-kri.] 

'RTi'Wv  prati-klrip,  cl.  4.  A.  -kalpate, 
-kalpitum,  -kalptum,  Ved.  to  be  at  the  service 
of  (with  ace.) ;  to  receive  hospitably :  Caus.  -kal- 

payati,  -yitum,  to  regulate,  arrange. 
Prati-kalpya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  arranged  or 

prepared. HPri^M  prati-kopa,  as,  m.  anger  against 

(any  one),  wrath  ;  vexation. 

H^ntt(^prali-kram,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -krdmati, 
-kramate,  -kramitum,  to  come  back,  return. 
Prati-krama,  as,  m.  reversed  or  inverted  order. 

Prati-kramana,  am,  n.  (Ved.)  stepping  towards ; 
(with  Buddhists)  confessing,  making  confession. 

nfrl  sy*^  prati-krudh,  cl.  4.  P.  -krudhyati, 
-kroddhmn,  to  be  angry  with  any  one  (ace.)  in 
return  (Manu  VI.  48). 

Prati-krodha,  as,  m.  anger  in  return. 

HPrl^ig  prati-krushta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 
krut  with  prati),  miserable,  poor  (said  of  a  kind 
of  soil). 

Prati-kroia,  as,  m.,  Ved.  crying  out  to,  hallooing. 

HPnsJK  prati-krura,  as,  a,  am,  cruel  or 
harsh  in  return,  returning  harshness  for  harshness. 

nfriKji!.!*!  prati-kshanam,  ind.  at  every 

moment,  every  moment,  momentarily,  every  in- 
stant ;  constantly,  continually. 

nfriGid  prati-kshatra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
descendant  of  Atri,  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  V. 

46  ;  of  a  son  of  An-cnas ;  of  a  son  of  Kshatra-vriddha  ; 
of  a  son  of  STamin. 

prati-kshaya,  as,  m.  a  guard,  at- 

tendant ('  protecting  from  injury  or  loss'). 

prati-kshi  (see  rt.  2.  kshi),  cl.  2.  6. 
P.  -ksheti,  -kshiyati,  -kshftum,Vcd.  to  settle  near. 

prati-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  -kshipati, 
-kahtpttim,  to  throw  or  cast  into ;  to  push  against, 
hurt  ;  to  revile,  ridicule,  reject. 

_}ta,  ax,  d,  am,  thrown  into ;  turned 
away,  rejected,  dismissed ;  sent,  dispatched  ;  repelled, 

opposed,  resisted  ;  abused,  reviled  ;  calumniated, 
falsely  accused  ;  (am),  n.  medicine. 

Prati-kiliipya,  ind.  having  thrown  into,  having 
thrown. 

Pi-'itl-kshepa,  as,  m.  contradicting,  contradiction  ; 
opposing,  controverting,  contravening  ;  contest,  con- 

testing ;  not  acknowledging,  rejecting. 

Prati-JMtpOQa,  am,  n.  contradicting,  opposing, controverting,  contesting. 

HungrT  prati-kshuta,  am,  n.  sneezing, 
wheezing. 

ITfrPg*;  prati-khura,  as,  m.  a  particular 
wrong  position  of  a  child  at  birth. 

H^i(tsH[prati-khya,  cl.  2.  P.  -khyati,  -khya- 
tum,  to  see,  behold. 

Prati-khydti,  is,  f.  renown  ;  (also  read  pra- 

i-ikhydti.) 

TTfint'T  prati-gaja,  as,  m.  a  hostile  ele- 
phant, elephant  standing  opposite  ;  [cf.  prati-kun- 

jara.'] 

JlfnM<Ji  prati-gad,  cl.  I.  P.  -gadati,  -gadi- 
tum,  to  speak  in  return,  answer. 

T\^i(i\^prati-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ga&hati,  -gan- 
tiim,  to  go  or  advance  towards,  go  to  meet;  to  go. 
backv  return,  go  home. 

Prat{-gata,  as,  d,  am,  flying  backwards  and  for- 
wards, wheeling  in  flight  ;  lost  from  the  memory. 

Prati-gamana,  am,  n.  going  back,  returning, return. 

HfrT*TT  prati-aara.     See  prati-gn  below. 

H  Pri  '  i  n  prati-garj,  cl.  i.  P.  -garjati,  -gar- 
jitum,  to  roar  at,  roar  against,  roar  at  one  another  ; 
to  answer  with  roars  ;  to  resist,  oppose. 

Prati-garjat,  an,  antt,  at,  roaring  against  ;  mur- 
muring against,  rebelling  ;  reverberating,  echoing. 

Prati-garjand,  f.  roaring  against,  answering  roar. 

uPtl'iisr!  prati-garhita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 

garh  with  prati),  blamed  (Ram.  VI.  103,  15;  per- 
haps wrongly  (or  prati  garhita). 

nfil'll  prati-ga,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti,  -gatum, 
to  go  back,  return. 

Tt\A>\\d*\iirati-gatram,  ind.  in  every  limb. 

Hfn'M^  prati-gah,  cl.  I.  A.  -gdhate,  -ga- 

hitum,  -gddhum,  to  penetrate,  enter. 

HfrTftrfiC  prati-giri,  is,   m.  an  opposite 
mountain  ;  an  inferior  mountain  or  anything  like  a 
mountain. 

jirati-girya.    See  prati-grl  below. 

prati-gu,  Caus.  P.  -gdvayati,  -yi- 
t  xin,  Ved.  to  proclaim. 

prali-gupta,  as,  d,  am,  guarded, 

protected. Prati-gupya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  guarded  or  pro- 
tected. 

prati-gridh,  cl.  4.  P.  -gridhyati, 
-gardhitmn,  to  be  greedy  or  eager  for  (with  ace.). 

f(fifl\i?f^prati-griham,  ind.  in  every  house. 

Jtfrl'Tji'Jrf  prati-grihlta.    See  under  prati- 

grah,  p.  613,  col.  I. ti-gn,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grindti,  -gri- 

mte,  -garitnm,  -garitum,  to  invoke,  salute  (Ved.)  ; 
to  answer  or  make  responses  in  recitation  or  singing 

(Ved.)  ;  to  agree  with  any  one  (with  dat.). 
Prati-f/ara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  Adhvaryu's  response 

to  the  address  of  the  Hotri. 
Prati-garitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  ejaculates 

or  utters  a  response. 
Prati-girya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  answered  with 

a  response  in  singing. 
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nfffM  ̂ •^prati-geham,  ind.  in  every  house. 

.  prati-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grihnati, 
-grihnite,  -grahitiim  (an  irreg.  2nd  sing.  Impv. 
prati-grihna  is  used  in  Rjmayana  III.  9,  27),  to 
take  hold  of,  grasp,  seize;  to  eclipse;  to  take  up, 
collect,  admit  ;  to  take,  eat,  drink  ;  to  take  posses- 

sion of,  occupy  ;  to  take  away,  deprive  of;  to  receive, 

accept  (sirasd  prati-grah,  to  accept  anything  and 
place  it  on  the  head  as  a  mark  of  respect)  ;  to 
receive  an  enemy,  attack,  assault,  assail  ;  to  receive 
a  friend,  give  a  friendly  reception  to,  welcome  ;  to 
take  as  a  wife,  choose  for  a  husband,  wed,  marry  ; 
to  hear,  hear  with  pleasure  ;  to  accept  what  is  said 
as  a  good  omen  ;  to  express  assent,  approve,  attend, 

pay  attention  to  :  Caus.  -grdhayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  accept,  give,  present. 

Prati-grihita,  as,  a,  am,  taken  hold  of;  taken, 
accepted,  received;  assented  to,  admitted;  taken  as 
a  wife,  married. 

Prati-grihitavya,  a  wrong  form  for  prati-gra- 
hltavya,  q.  v. 

Prati-grihitri,  a  wrong  form  for  prati-gra- 
Jiltri,  q.  v. 

1.  prati-grihya,   at,  a,  am,  to   be   accepted, 
acceptable  ;  one  from  whom  anything  may  be  ac- 
cepted. 

2.  prati-grihya,  ind.  having  taken  or  received; 
bringing  up  the  rear. 

Prati-graha,  as,  m.  receiving,  accepting,  accept- 
ance, receiving  a  donation  ;  the  right  of  accepting 

gifts  (as  the  peculiar  prerogative  of  Brahmans)  ;  one 
who  receives,  a  receiver  ;  a  gift,  present  ;  a  proper 
donation  or  fit  present  to  a  Brahman  at  suitable 
periods  ;  receiving  kindly,  friendly  reception  ;  taking 

a  wife,  marrying  ;  favour,  grace  ;  hearing,  hearken- 
ing, listening  ;  the  reserve  of  an  army,  a  detach- 

ment posted  with  the  general  four  hundred  yards  in 

the  rear  of  the  line  ;  a  spitting-pot,  spittoon  ;  the 

sun  near  the  moon's  node  ;  =  kriyd-kdra. 
Prali-grahana,  as,  i,  am,  receiving,  accepting  ; 

(am),  n.  receiving,  reception,  receiving  presents; 
receiving  a  bride,  marrying  ;  a  vessel. 

Prati-grahamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  taken  or 
accepted,  acceptable. 

Prati-grahin,  i,  ini,  i,  one  who  receives,  a 
receiver  (opposed  to  datri). 

Prati-grahltavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  taken  or 
accepted,  allowed  to  be  taken  or  received  ;  to  be 
received  (in  a  friendly  manner),  to  be  welcomed. 

Prati-grahitri,  ta,  M,  tri,  one  who  receives  or 
accepts,  a  receiver  ;  one  who  takes  in  marriage,  one 
who  marries. 

Praii-grdha,  as,  m.  receiving,  accepting  gifts  ;  a 
spitting-pot,  spittoon. 
Prati-grdhaka,  ai,  ilia,  am,  receiving  gifts  or 

presents. 
Prati-grahin,  i,  inl,  i,  one  who  accepts,  re- 

ceiving presents. 

1.  prati-grdhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  taken  or  ac- 
cepted,   acceptable,    admissible  ;    one    from   whom 

anything  may  be  received. 

2.  prati-grdhya,  ind.  having  caused  to  accept, 
having  offered. 

Tlfrii|IH*<N  prati-grdmam,  ind.   in    every 
village. 

prati-gha,  as,  m.  (fr.  prati-han), 
resistance,  opposing,  opposition  ;  mutual  beating, 
striking  back  again,  fighting,  combat  ;  anger,  wrath, 
rage,  passion;  an  enemy;  fainting;  (as,  a,  am), 
inimical,  adverse. 

Prati-ghdla,  as,  m.  (or  pratl-ghdta,  q.v.),  ward- 

ing off'  a  blow,  keeping  back,  repulse  ;  hinderance, 
opposition,  resistance  ;  reaction  ;  preventing,  prohi- 

biting ;  a  blow  in  return  ;  rebound. 

Prati-gkutaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  disturbing,  inter- 
rupting, troubling  ;  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  = 

prati-ghdta. 
Prati-ghdtana,  am,  n.  warding  off,  repulsing; 

killing,  slaughter. 

Prati-ghdtin,  \,  ini,  i,  keeping  off,  repelling, 
repulsing;  troubling,  encroaching,  injuring;  hostile, 

opposed  to  ;  reacting. 
Prati-ghna,  am,  n.  the  body. 
Prati-ghnat,  an,  ati,  at,  opposing,  impeding; 

destructive  ;  hostile. 

W  in  <u  l«t  *f  prati-ghoshin,  i,  inl,  i  (fr.  rt. 
ghush  with  prati),  Ved.  roaring  against,  sounding 

against. 
Tlfff^*  prali-dakra,  am,  n.  a  discus  that 

will  bear  comparison  with  others,  a  discus  which  is 
a  match  for  any  other;  (perhaps)  a  corresponding 
or  subordinate  wheel. 

M  Tn  ̂  ̂ prati-daksh,  cl.  2.  A.  -taslite,  Sic., 
to  see,  perceive,  become  aware  of;  to  expect;  to 
cause  to  see,  cause  to  appear,  bring  to  light. 

Prati-dakshana,  am,  n.  looking  at,  viewing; 
making  visible  ;  appearance,  look,  aspect. 

Prati-dakshya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  visible. 

n  file's  prati-fandra,  as,  m.  a  mock 
moon,  paraselene. 

Hfn^  prati-dar,  cl.  I.  P.  -farati,  -fan- 
turn,  to  advance  towards,  approach  (Ved.)  :  Caus. 

-ddrayati,  -yitum,  to  make  current,  circulate,  pro- 
claim, publish. 

Prati-ddrita,  as,  a,  am,  circulated,  proclaimed, 

published. 
prati-faranam,  ind.  in  every 

school  or  branch. 

Mrnf-qonTm  prati-tiklrsha,  f.  (fr.  Desid. 

of  prati-kri),  wish  to  requite,  desire  of  retaliation 
or  revenge,  desire  to  be  avenged  upon  (with  ace. or  loc.). 

Prati-dikirshu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  requite, 
desirous  of  retaliating. 

prati-fiti,  ind.,  Ved.  in  every 
layer  or  pile,  in  each  layer  or  course  (of  faggots, bricks,  &c.). 

n  fin  Pq  t\  prati-6int,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -tinta- 
yati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  think  or  reflect  on  ;  to  consider 
again,  remember. 

Prati-dintana,  am,  n.  thinking  repeatedly,  con- 
sidering, meditating  upon. 

Prati-dintantya,  as,  a,  am,  to  De  reflected  upon 
anew,  to  be  thought  over  again. 

Hln-g^  prati-dud,  cl.  10.  P.  -todayati, 
•yitum,  to  drive  on,  push  on,  impel,  urge  on,  insti- 

gate ;  to  fall  upon,  assail,  attack. 

Prati-dodaiiam,  ind.  (fr.  prati  +  dodana),  Ved. 
according  to  order  or  injunction. 

Prati-dodita,  as,  a,  am,  impelled,  one  who  has 
pushed  against  or  assailed  (with  ace.). 

Hrn«s.^  prati-Mhad  (prati-dhad),  cl.  10. 
P.  (poet,  also  A.)  -ddhddayati  (-te),  -yitum,  to  cover 
over,  cover,  clothe,  envelop  ;  to  obscure  ;  to  hide, 
conceal,  disguise  ;  to  endow. 

P  rati-ddhadana,  am,  n.  a  cover,  a  piece  of 
cloth  for  a  covering. 

Prati-ddhanna,  as,  d,  am,  covered  over,  covered, 
overlaid,  clotted,  enveloped  ;  obscured  ;  hidden,  con- 

cealed, disguised  ;  beset,  enclosed,  hemmed  in  ;  fur- 
nished with,  provided  with. 

Wn-oa.r^  prati-Mhanda,  as,  m.  a  reflected 
image,  likeness,  any  image,  picture,  statue  ;  a  sub- stitute. 

Prati-  ddhandaka,  as,  m.  an  image  ;  a  substitute. 

Mid  xai  *<  i  prati-Mhdya  (prati-fhaya),  f.  a 
reflected  image,  a  shade,  shadow  ;  an  image,  statue, 

picture,  bas-relief. 

JTfrTfts^  prati-Uhid  (prati-6hid),  cl.  7.  P. 
A.  -ddhinatti,  -ddhintte,  -ddhettum,  to  tear  off,  cut 
off;  to  retaliate  by  cutting  to  pieces. 

Prati-ddheda,  ai,  m.  cutting  off;  resistance,  oppo- sition. 

prati-fyaviyas,  an,  asi,  as 
(fr.  rt.  dyu),  Ved.  pressing  closer  against  or  towards  ; 

(Say.  pra-dyaviyasi  =  pumdnsam  prati  s'arira- 
sydtyantam  dydi-ayitri.) 

Hifl'4iq>!  prati-janghd,  f.  the  shin-bone  ; the  fore  part  of  the  leg. 

JjfrTail  prati-jan,  cl.  4.  A.  -jay  ate,  -jani- 
tum,  to  be  born  again,  spring  up  again,  be  pro- duced anew. 

Mfrtni  prati-jana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  ad- 

versary. 

Pratijanya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  adverse,  opposed  to, 
hostile  ;  (S§y.  pratijanydni  —  hostile  people.) 

nra*f{prati-jap,  cl.  i.  P.  -japati,  -japi- 
titm,  Ved.  to  mutter  in  response. 

H  fn  ii^prati-jalp,  cl.  i.  P.  -jalpati,  -jal- 
pitum,  to  answer,  reply. 

Prati-jalpa,  as,  m.  an  answer,  reply. 

Prati-jalpaka,  as,  m.  a  reply  expressing  assent, 
respectful  concurrence  ;  a  polite  but  evasive  answer  (?). 

Hinil'i  prati-jdgri,  cl.  2.  P.  -jdgarti, 

•jdgarltum,  Ved.  to  watch  beside  (another). 

Prati-jdgara,  as,  m.  vigilance,  watchfulness, attention. 

Prati-jdgarana,  am,  n.  watching,  guarding, 
attending  to. 

Prati-jdgaranaTia,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a district. 

HfrtfW  prati-ji,  cl.  i.  P.  -jayati,  -jctum, 
Ved.  to  conquer,  defeat  (at  play)  :  Desid.  -jigtshati, 
to  wish  to  conquer  or  defeat,  to  attack,  assault,  assail. 

HPnTTi^i  prati-jihva  or  prati-jihmkd,  f. 
the  uvula  or  soft  palate. 

M  fri  »T1  ̂  1  prati-jivana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  jiv 
with  pratf),  returning  to  life,  resuscitation. 

Mfng1^  prati-jush,  cl.  6.  A.  -jushate,  -jo- 
shitum,  Ved.  to  be  kind,  act  tenderly  towards  ;  to 
receive  with  pleasure,  delight  in,  be  gratified  by  : 
Caus.  -joshayati,  -yitum,  to  coax,  caress. 

*^  pratijuti-varpas,  as,  as,  as, Ved.  victorious  over  enemies  (Say.  =pratipaksha- 
bhibhavana-s'ila-tejo-yukta). 

nPn»)  prati-jrt,  cl.  I.  A.  -jarate,  -jaritum, 

•jaritwm,  Ved.  to  roar  (as  fire)  in  the  direction  of 
(SHy.  —  abhi-vridh,  to  increase);  to  call  out  to, 
salute  (Say.  =  stu,  to  praise). 

JrfitsTT  i.  prati-jna,  cl.  9.  A.  (ep.  also  P.) 

•jdnite,  -jdnati,  -jiidtum,  to  admit,  own,  acknow- 
ledge, recognise,  allow,  take  in  good  part;  to  ap- 
prove, consent;  to  promise  (with  gen.,  dat.,  or  loc. 

of  the  person,  and  ace.  or  dat.  of  the  thing)  ;  to 
maintain,  uphold,  assert,  affirm,  allege  ;  to  bring 
forward  or  introduce  (a  topic)  ;  to  perceive,  observe, 
learn,  discern,  become  aware  of;  (A.)  to  confirm, 
assent,  answer  in  the  affirmative  ;  to  propose  ;  (P.  A.) 
to  remember  with  regret,  remember  sorrowfully. 

a.  prati-jna,  f.  admission,  acknowledgment  ;  as- 
sent ;  a  solemn  declaration,  agreement,  engagement, 

promise,  vow;  a  statement,  assertion,  affirmation, 
declaration,  allegation  ;  (in  logic)  a  proposition,  the 
assertion  to  be  proved,  the  first  member  or  avayava 
of  the  five-membered  NySya  syllogism  (in  the  usual 

standing  example  =  '  this  hill  is  fiery');  (in  law)  a 
plaint,  complaint,  indictment;  (ayd),  ind.  by  ex- 

press rule  ;  in  the  manner  laid  down.  —  Pratijnan- 

tara  (°jnd-an°),  am,  n.  (in  logic)  a  subsequent 
proposition  on  failure  of  the  first.  —  Pratijnd- 
pattra  or  pratijiid-pattraka,  am,  n.  a  promissory 
note,  a  written  contract,  bond.  —  Pratijnd-pari- 
dishta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  treatise  by  KStySyana. 

—  Pratijnd-bhattga,  as,  m.  the  breaking  or  breach 
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of  a  promise.  —  Pratijiiabhanga-Huru,  us,  us,  u, 
fearful  or  apprehensive  of  breaking  a  promise.  —  Pra- 
tijnd-virodha,  as,  m.  acting  contrary  to  promise 
or  agreement  ;  denial  of  a  logical  proposition.  —  Pra- 
tijnd-rivdhita,  as,  a,  am,  promised  in  marriage, 
betrothed.—  Pratijnd-sannydsa,  as,  m.  breaking 
a  promise  ;  abandonment  of  the  original  proposition 
(in  \ogK).  —  Pratij«a-hani,  it,  f.  giving  up  the  pro- 

position or  argument. 
Prati-jhata,  as,  a,  am,  asserted,  propounded, 

declared,  stated,  proposed,  deposed,  alleged  ;  admitted, 
acknowledged  ;  promised,  agreed  ;  agreeable,  desira- 

ble ;  (am),  n.  anything  promised,  a  promise.  —  Pra- 
tijnatartha  fta-ar"),  as,  m.  a  statement,  averment. 
Prati-jnatavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  assented  to,  to 

be  promised,  &c. 
Prati-jndti,  is,  (.  a  wrong  form  for  prati-pra- 

jnati,  q.  v. 
Prati-jnana,  am,  n.  admission,  assent,  agreement, 

engagement,  promise  ;  asserting,  assertion  ;  bringing 
forward  or  introducing  (a  topic). 

P  rati-jndpita,  as,  a,  am,  betrayed;  (a  various 
reading  for  pra-jtiapita.) 
Prati-jnaya,  ind.  having  admitted  or  acknow- 

ledged; having  promised;  having  maintained  or 
asserted. 

Prati-jneya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  promised  or  assented 
to  ;  (as),  m.  the  reciter  or  pronouncer  of  a  pane- 

gyric, a  prodaimer  of  rank  and  titles,  herald,  bard, 
panegyrist. 

UPrls^  c$  prati-jval,  cl.  I.  P.  -jvalati,  -jva- 
litum,  to  flame,  blaze,  shine. 

TffinrS^prati-tad,  cl.  10.  P.  -tadayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  strike  in  return,  strike  again. 

fa^l  lil  prati-tattva-svddhanta,  as, 

^  pratijhabhanga-bhiru. 

m.  a  conclusion  adopted  by  each  disputant. 

V^AA^^prati-tantram,  ind.  according  to 
each  Tantra,  according  to  each  opinion. 

Vf<n(1{prati-tap,  cl.  I.  P.  -tapati,  -taptum, 
to  throw  out  heat  towards  ;  to  heat,  warm,  foment. 

llfrlrlt  prati-tara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  tri  with 
prati),  a  sailor,  oarsman,  ferryman. 

II  frl  rl  ((H^prati-taram,  ind.  (compar.  fr.  I. 
•prati),  Ved.  with  rt.  6/m,  to  become  shorter  or 
more  contracted  ;  (according  to  a  Scholiast  =  atyan- 
tam  pratikula.) 

JlfrtrH;  prati-taru,  ind.  at  each  tree. 

HfirfTTf5  prati-tala  or  prati-tdlaka,  as,  m. 
(in  music)  a  particular  time,  a  kind  of  air  or  melody  ; 
(i),  f.  the  key  of  a  door  or  padlock,  an  instrument 
to  open  a  door. 

HfrlrJUfl  prati-tuni,  f.  a  modification  of 
the  nervous  disease  called  TOnI  ;  [cf.  pra-tuni.] 

llfd'H^*^  prati-tryaham,  ind.  for  three 
days  at  a  time. 

Hfrffa  pra-tithi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher 
with  the  epithet  Deva-ratha. 

Hfri^<!i  prati-danda,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  re- 
fractory, disobedient,  obstinate. 

ati-darsa.  See  prat  i-dris,  col.  2. 

prati-dah,  cl.  I  .  P.  -dahati,  -dag- 
dhum,Ved.  to  bum  towards,  encounter  with  flames, 
consume  (Say.  =  farvatha  bkasmi-liri)  :  Pass,  -dah- 
yate,  to  be  burnt  or  consumed  by  fire. 

HfrI<I  prati-da,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -daddti,  -datte, 
-datum,  to  give  in  return,  give  as  a  reward,  give 
back,  return,  restore  ;  to  retort  ;  to  give  :  Caus. 
rldpayati,  -i/itnm,  to  cause  to  be  given  back, cause  to  be  restored. 

Prati-datta,  as,  a,  am,  given  back.  See^raf  i-(ra. 
Pratt-datavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  given  back,  to 

be  restored. 

Prati-ddna,  am,  n.  giving  back,  restoring  (a 
deposit),  restitution,  restoration ;  returning,  a  gift 
in  return ;  exchange,  barter. 

Prati-deya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  given  back  or 
returned,  to  be  given  as  an  equivalent ;  (am),  n.  a 
pledge,  pawn ;  an  article  purchased  and  given  back. 

Hfr1e;K*U  prati-ddrana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  drl 
with  prati),  battle,  fighting,  fierce  conflict. 

Hfrl  f<( r|^  prati-dinam,  ind.  day  by  day, 
daily,  every  day. 

H Mi (^ q  «i  prati-divan,  d,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  div 
with  prati),  the  sun ;  a  day. 
Prati-divan,  a,  m.  an  adversary  at  play  (Ved.) ; 

the  sun. 

H (Vi  H;  i  ««i^  prati-divasam,  ind.  day  after 
day,  daily,  day  by  day. 

M fn  (<;  31  prati-dis,  Caus.  P.  -desayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  point  towards,  point  out ;  to  enjoin,  teach ; 

to  direct ;  to  confess. 

Prati-dUam,  ind.  (fr.  prati  +  1.  dii),  in  every  di- 
rection, from  every  quarter ;  everywhere,  all  around. 

Prati-defam,  ind.  (fr.  prati  +  defa),  in  every  re- 
gion, in  each  district  or  country,  in  every  country. 

If Pu « S. prati-duh,  dhuk  (gender  doubtful; 
inst.  -dukd  or  -dhuthd,  gen.  -duhas  or  -dhitshas), 
Ved.  fresh  milk,  milk  still  warm. 

JlfrlrlH  prati-diita,  as,  m.  a  messenger  or 
ambassador  sent  in  return. 

UfrtiyVrT  prati-diishita,  as,  d,  am,  denied, 
rendered  unclean,  contaminated. 

nfii  c9I  prati-dris,  cl.  i.  P.  -pafyati, 
-drashtum,  to  look  at,  behold ;  to  become  aware 
of,  experience,  know ;  A.  -paiyate  or  Pass,  -drii- 
yate,  to  come  in  sight,  become  visible  or  perceptible, 

appear:  Caus.  -dars'ayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  see, 
to  show ;  to  teach. 
Prati-darto,  as,  m.,  Ved.  looking  at,  viewing. 
Prati-dardana,  am,  n.  seeing,  perceiving;  (at 

the  end  of  comps.)  appearance,  look. 
Prati-driiam,  ind.  (fr.  prati  +  2.  dnV),  in  every 

eye,  for  every  eye. 
Prati-drishta,  as,  d,  am,  beheld;  become 

visible,  come  in  sight. 

uPd^d^  prati-devatam,  ind.,  Ved.  for every  deity. 

Prati-deratd,  f.,Ved.  a  corresponding  deity. 
Prati-daivatam,  ind.  for  every  deity. 

H  fr)):!  ̂H  prati-deham,  ind.  in  each  body, 
in  every  body. 

HCrir^H*^ prati-dosham,  ind.,  Ved.  in  the 
evening,  in  the  dark. 

Tffiw  prati-dru,  cl.  i.  P.  -dravati,  -dro- 
tum,  to  run  towards,  run  to. 

Hfirl<J£  I.  prati-druh,  cl.  4.  P.  -druhyati, 
-drohitum,  -drogdhum,  -drodhum,  to  injure  in 
return,  retaliate  an  injury. 

i.  prati-druh,  dhruk,  k,  k,  or  dhrut,  t,  t,  seeking 
to  injure  in  return,  wishing  to  retaliate  an  injury. 

Hrrlgr£  prati-dvandva,  as,  m.  an  oppo- 
nent, antagonist,  adversary,  rival;  an  enemy,  foe; 

(am),  n.  opposition,  hostility. 
Prati-drandnn,  i,  m.  an  opponent,  adversary, 

rival ;  («,  tni,  f),  hostile,  opposed ;  (at  the  end  of 
a  comp.)  rivalling,  vying  with. 

Hfrld  \tJ*(prati-dcaram,  ind.  at  ever}-  gate, at  each  door. 

Hf"rl f^l JL(J  prati-dfirada,  as,  m.  an  opposite 
elephant,  a  hostile  elephant ;  [cf.  prati-kunja  I'd. 

ufrrVrt  prati-dhartri.  See  under  prati- dhri,  col.  3. 

pratinava-javd. 
TlfrTWt  i.  prati-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati, 

-dhatte,  -dliatum  (mostly  Ved.),  to  place  on,  place 
within ;  to  put  back ;  to  replace,  restore,  give  back 

to  (with  loc.  or  dat.)  ;  to  fix  (an  arrow  on  the  bow- 
string) ;  to  put  to  the  lips  (in  drinking,  Rig-veda 

27,  5);  to  set  (the  foot)  upon;  to  offer,  pre- 
sent; to  use,  employ;  (A.)  to  begin,  commence;  to 

draw  near,  come  on  (said  of  the  night). 

2.  i>rati-dha,  I.,  Ved.  putting  to  the  lips  (in 
drinking) ;  a  draught. 
Prati-dhdna,  am,  n.  putting  on ;  adopting  pre- 

cautions. 

Prati-dhi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  particular  part  of  a 
chariot,  pieces  of  wood  fastened  across  the  pole; 
(according  to  Mahl-dhara)  =  anna. 

K?tfV\\ prati-dhav,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dhavati, 
-te,  -dhdvitum,  to  run  back ;  to  rush  upon,  assail, 
attack. 

Prati-dhdvana,  am,  n.  running  against,  rushing 
upon,  assailing,  attacking. 

Jtfil*[C  prati-dhura,  as,  m.  a  horse  har- 
nessed by  the  side  of  another,  one  horse  of  a  pair. 

HfirTV  prati-dhri,  cl.  10.  P.  -dhdrayati, 
-yitum,  Ved.  to  keep  back,  stop,  check;  to  keep 
erect,  support. 

Prati-dhartri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  keeps 
back  pr  stops,  one  who  checks ;  (according  to  Mahi- dhara  =  nir-dkartri.) 

Ijfinra  prati-dhrish,  cl.  I.  5.  P.  -dhar- 
shati,  -dhrishnoti,  -dharskitum  (Ved.  -<1hrishf), 
to  be  bold  against,  brave,  defy ;  to  withstand,  resist ; 
to  sustain,  endure. 
Prati-dhrishya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  braved 

or  defied,  to  be  withstood  or  resisted,  resistible. 

nfrT*M  prati-dhyai,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhydyati, 
-dhydtum,  to  think  upon,  hit  upon  an  idea,  devise. 
Prati-dhydta,  as,  a,  am,  thought  upon,  medi- 

tated on,  devised.  • 

lriTK«rfa  prati-dhvani,  is,  m.  or  prati- 
dhvdna,  as,  am,  m.  n.  echo,  reverberated  sound. 

IlfrTS^sT  prati-dhvasta,  as,  d,  am,  cast 
down,  downcast ;  forsaken  (?). 

Tlfir>T^ prati-nad,  cl.  I.  P.  -nadati,  -nadi- 
tum,  to  sound  back,  repeat  or  re-echo  a  sound ;  to 
answer  with  a  cry  or  with  a  shout :  Caus.  -nddayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  resound,  make  resonant,  fill  with 
repeated  roaring,  fill  with  cries ;  to  cry  aloud. 

1'rati-ndda,  as,  m.  echo,  resonance,  reverberation. 
Prati-nddita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  resound, 

resonant,  resounding,  echoing,  echoed. 
Prati-ninada,  as,  m.  an  echo,  a  reverberation. 

prati-nand,  cl.  I.  P.  -nandati, 
to  greet  cheerfully,  accept  or  receive 

gladly,  take  thankfully  (Manu  II.  £4) ;  to  greet  in 
return,  return  a  salute,  salute,  bid  welcome,  bid 
farewell;  to  address  kindly,  express  gratification, 
display  affection  or  devotion  ;  to  favour ;  (with  no), 
to  decline,  refuse:  Caus.  -nandayati,  -yitum,  to 
gladden,  delight,  gratify. 
'  I' r<tti-nandana,am,n. greeting,  salutation  (Ved.); 
thankful  acceptance  ;  the  act  of  returning  thanks  at 
meals,  thanksgiving. 

HfrlHM  prati-naptri,  td,  m.  a  great  grand- 
son, a  son's  grandson ;  [cf.  prornapat.] 

ufrMH  prati-nam,  cl.  i.  P.  -namati,  -nan- 
tam,  Ved.  to  bow  or  incline  towards. 

I'ntti-ttt/inaskara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  returning  a 
salutation. 

HfrH^  prati-nard,  cl.  I.  P.  -nardati,  -nar- ditiim,  to  utter  sounds  or  cries  against ;  to  greet  or 
hail  with  cries ;  to  roar  after  (prey  or  food). 

ufrHM  prati-nava,  as,  d,  am,  new,  young, 

fresh,  recent;  blown,  budded.  —  7' ratinava-java,  f. 
a  fresh  or  newly  opened  China  rose. 
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prati-naga,  as,  m.  an  elephant 
standing  opposite,  a  hostile  elephant;    [cf.  prati- 

Hlrliis  I  prati-nadi,  f.  a  branch  vein. 

»^tc\\<^prati-nada.  See  prati-nad,  p.  614. 

Mini  1*1  «i^  prati-naman,  a,  mrii,  a,  Ved. 
having  corresponding  names,  related  by  name. 

HCriniMqi  prati-nayaka.     See  col.  2. 

H?ai\$.prati-naha.     See  pratl-naha. 

H(W  l«i  TBJ  <^  prati-ni-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
-l-shipati,  -te,  -Tcsheptum,  to  put  down  again,  de- 

posit again. 

Hrrrfi'i^  prati-ni-gad,  el.  i.  P.  -gadati, 
-yaditum,  Ved.  to  speak  to,  address. 

HGiiiyl-  prati-ni-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grih- 
nati,  -grihnite,  -grahitum,Ved.  to  take  up  (liquids 
with  a  ladle  or  other  vessel),  ladle  out. 

Hftrf»nn'  prati-nl-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -da- 
•Ihati,  -dhatte,  -dhdtnm,  to  put  in  the  place  of 
another,  substitute  ;  to  set  aside,  slight,  disregard  ;  to 
command,  order. 

Prati-nidhaya,  ind.  having  placed  in,  having 
implanted. 
Prati-nidhi,  is,  m.  substitution  ;  a  substitute,  re- 

presentative, proxy,  deputy,  vicegerent  ;  a  surety  ; 
a  resemblance  of  a  real  form,  an  image,  likeness, 
statue,  picture. 

H  fn  f~l  «i.prati-nind,  cl.  I  .  P.  -nindati,  -nin- 
ditum,  to  inveigh  against,  abuse,  blame,  censure. 

prati-nipdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2. 
pat  with  prati-ni),  falling  down,  alighting. 

HirTMl^n  prati-niyata,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  yam), 
settled,  predestined. 

Prati-niyama,  as,  m.  a  general  rule,  general 
prevalence. 

nrnr«iHn  prati-nir-ji,  cl.  i.  P.  -jayati, 
-jetum,  to  prevail  against,  overcome,  vanquish  ;  to 
rescind. 

Prati-nirjita,  as,  a,  am,  prevailed  against,  van- 
quished ;  rescinded. 

TTfirfaff  5!  prati-nir-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  -disati, 
-deshfum,  to  point  back,  refer  back. 
Prati-nirdeiSa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  pointing  or  referring 

back  to  (with  gen.). 

Prati-nirdes'aka,  as,  ikd,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a 
comp.)  pointing  back,  referring  back. 

H  Pd  f«i  V  r^  prati-nir-yat,  Caus.  P.  -yata- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  give  back,  return. 
Prati-nirydtana,  am,  n.  giving  back,  returning  ; 

rewarding,  retaliation. 

M  r  n  P«i  ̂  i  *.*!)!  prati-nivarana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 
>:ri  with  prati~ni),  keeping  off,  warding  off. 

prati-nivasana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 
5.  vai  with  prati-ni),  a  kind  of  garment  (with 
Buddhists). 

Mrnr«ifqK  prati-nivishta,  as,  a,  am,  har- 
dened, obstinate,  obdurate.—  Pratinivwhta-murkha, 

as,  m.  an  obstinate  fool,  confirmed  blockhead. 

H  Cn  f«i  =j  r^  prati-ni-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate, 
-nartitum,  to  turn  back  or  round,  turn  away  from; 
to  return  ;  to  run  away,  take  flight. 

Prati-nivartana,  am,  n.  turning  back,  turning 
away  from  ;  returning,  return. 

Prati-nivritta,  (is,  a,  am,  turned  away  from, 
desisted  from,  leaving,  withdrawn  from  ;  come  back, 
returned. 

n  in  fti  ̂i«^  prati-nisam,  ind.  every  night, 
nightly,  by  night. 

TlCn  fa^prati-nish-p  u  (-nis-pu),  cl.  9.  P. 

A.  -pundti,  -puriite,  -pavitum,  Ved.  to  cleanse  or 
winnow  close  at  hand  (?). 

JlfiT'fl'  prati-ni,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nayati,  -te, 
-nettan,  to  lead  back ;  to  lead  to,  bring  towards ;  to 

put  into,  mix. 
2'rati-nayaka,  as,  m.  'counter  hero,"  the  adver- 

sary of  the  hero  of  a  play. 

Hirrrj^ prati-nud,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -nudati,  -te, 
-nottum,  to  thrust  back,  repel,  repulse,  ward  off. 
Prati-noda,  as,  m.  thrusting  back,  repelling, 

repulse. 

Hia^t^prati-nrit,  cl. 4. P.  -nrityati,  -nar- 
titum,  to  dance  before  (in  token  of  contempt),  to 
mock  in  turn  by  dancing  before  (with  ace.). 

H \tt  -M*^ prati-ny-as,  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati,  -asi- 
tum,  to   place   apart  or  lay  down  separately   (for 
different  persons),  deposit. 

Hin^lM*^   prati-nyayam,   ind.,  Ved.   in inverted  order. 

H ffl >HJ|'  prati-nyfmkha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  cor- 

responding insertion  of  the  vowel  o;  [cf.  nyunkha.'] 
nfrlV  pratipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the 

lunar  race  the  father  of  S'antanu  and  grandfather  of 
BhTshma ;  (more  correctly  spelt  pratipa,  q.  v.) 

flfrimsj  prati-paksha,  as,  m.  the  opposite 
side  or  party,  opposite  faction,  opposition,  hostility ; 
an  adversary,  enemy,  foe,  opponent,  rival ;  a  respond- 

ent, defendant ;  N.  of  a  prince ;  (also  read  prati- 
kskatra.)  —  Pratipakska-td,  f.  or  pratipaksha- 
tva,  am,  n.  opposition,  enmity;  obstacle.  —  Prati- 
paksha-vaditva,  am,  n.  contradictory  or  deceitful 
conversation,  double  dealing. 

Pratipakshita,  as,  a,  am,  containing  a  contra- 
diction ;  nullified  by  a  contradictory  premiss  (one  of 

the  five  kinds  of  fallacious  middle  terms). 
Pratipakxhin,  i,  m.  an  opponent,  adversary. 

—  Pratipakehi-ta,  f.  self-contradiction,  the  being 
self-contradictory. 

Mfflmu  prati-pana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  pan 
with  prati),  barter,  exchange  (Ved.) ;  (fr.  prati  + 
paiia),  the  stake  of  an  adversary  at  play. 

Bin  M  fl^  prati-pat,  cl.  i.  P.  -patati,  -pati- 
tum,  to  fly  or  hasten  towards,  hasten  to  meet. 

Hirm'q'^  prati-patham,  ind.  along  the 
road,  by  the  way;  straightway (i).  —  Pratipatha- 
(jati,  is,  is,  i,  going  on  the  road,  wending  the  way. 
Pratipathika,  as,  d,  am,  going  along  the  road, 

wending  the  way. 

nfifH<5.  i.  prati-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate, 

-patlum,  to  set  foot  on,  step  upon,  step  up  to ;  to 
light  upon,  meet  with,  find ;  to  go  towards,  approach, 

betake  one's  self  to,  resort  to,  take  refuge  with ;  to 
go  into,  enter;  to  arrive  at,  reach,  attain;  to  gain, 
get,  obtain,  share,  partake  of;  to  receive  back,  re- 

gain, reobtain,  recover ;  to  go  back,  return  ;  to  walk, 
roam,  wander,  go;  to  perceive,  observe,  become 
aware  of,  become  conscious  of;  to  find  out,  discover ; 
to  obtain  a  knowledge  of,  become  acquainted  with, 
learn  ;  to  comprehend,  understand,  know ;  to  regard 
as,  consider,  deem ;  to  affirm,  admit ;  to  answer 
affirmatively,  express  assent,  comply  with,  consent, 

agree,  promise ;  to  permit,  allow  ;  to  avow,  acknow- 
ledge ;  to  begin  to  speak,  begin  to  answer,  commence 

a  reply;  to  apply  one's  self  to,  perform,  practise, 
observe,  fulfil,  accomplish ;  to  do  anything  to  any  one 

(with  loc.  or  gen.),  undertake  anything  against,  pro- 
ceed against ;  to  act  towards ;  to  take  place,  occur, 

transpire ;  to  give,  give  up,  restore,  return  ;  uttaram 
prati-pad,  to  give  an  answer :  Caus.  -pddayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  go  back,  bring  back,  lead  back ; 
to  convey  or  transport  to  (a  place)  ;  to  cause  to 
attain,  cause  to  share  in,  cause  to  partake  of;  to 
give  to  (with  loc.,  dat.,  or  gen.),  deliver  over,  present, 

bestow ;  to  communicate,  impart,  teach ;  to  declare, 
represent,  assert ;  to  establish,  substantiate,  prove ; 
to  explain,  expound,  make  clear ;  to  consider,  regard 
as,  deem ;  to  appoint  to,  install  in  (with  loc.)  ;  to 
procure ;  to  prepare ;  to  effect,  cause :  Desid.  of  Caus. 

-ptp&dayithati,  to  wish  or  intend  to  explain  or analyze. 

Prali-pattavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  obtained,  to  be 
received  ;  to  be  assumed  or  supposed,  to  be  stated  ; 
to  be  given  (as  an  answer) ;  to  be  begun ;  to  be 
done  or  performed. 

Prati-patti,  is,  f.  gaining,  getting,  obtaining, 
acquirement,  gain  ;  becoming  aware  of,  perception, 
observation,  ascertainment,  determination,  knowledge ; 

intelligence,  intellect;  assertion,  affirmation,  state- 
ment, opinion  ;  acknowledgment,  admitting,  admis- 
sion, assent;  undertaking,  beginning,  commence- 

ment ;  doing,  acting,  action,  proceeding ;  worldly 
action  ;  mode  of  acting,  procedure ;  method,  means  ; 

use,  application;  giving,  imparting,  bestowing,  pre- 
sentation ;  causing ;  elevation,  exaltation,  promotion, 

preferment ;  acquirement  of  rank  or  dignity,  repu- 
tation, fame,  renown ;  honouring,  worshipping, 

honour,  respectful  behaviour ;  inspiring  trust  or  con- 
fidence ;  resoluteness,  boldness,  assurance,  reliance, 

confidence ;  comprehending,  including,  conclusion  ; 
conviction,  proof;  misleading,  deceiving (?);  a  rite 

from  which  no  advantage  is  expected  (?).  —  Prati- 

palti-karman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  a  concluding  rite  or 
ceremony.  —  Pratipatti-daksha,  as,  a,  am,  know- 

ing how  to  act,  knowing  what  is  to  be  done.  —  Pra- 
tipatti-dardin,  I,  inl,  i,  showing  what  ought  to  be 
done.  —  Pratipatti-nishthura,  as,  a,  am,  hard  to 
understand,  difficult  to  be  understood.  —  Pratipatti- 

paiaha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  kettle-drum,  the  state  drum 
allowed  only  to  chiefs  of  a  certain  rank ;  [cf.  prati- 
pat-turya  below.]  —  Pratfpatti-paranmukha,  as, 
i,  am,  averse  from  compliance,  obstinate,  unyielding. 

—  Pratipatti-pradana,  am,  n.  the  giving  of  pre- 
ferment, conferring  promotion.  —  Pratipatti-bheda, 

as,  m.  diversity  of  views,  difference  of  opinions. 

—  Pratipatti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  appro- 
priate knowledge,  knowing  what  is  to  be  done  ;  in- 

telligent ;  active,  prompt ;  celebrated,  high  in  rank. 
—  Pratipatti-vitarada,  as,  d,  am,  knowing  how 
to  act,  knowing  what  is  to  be  done,  expert,  clever. 

Prati-pattri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  maintains  or 
asserts. 

2.  prati-pad,  t,  f.  access,  ingress,  entrance,  way ; 
beginning,  commencement;  an  introductory  verse 
or  stanza ;  the  first  day  of  a  lunar  fortnight,  the  first 

day  of  the  moon's  increase  or  wane  (especially  of 
the  former,  cf.  prati-pada) ;  understanding,  intel- 

ligence, intellect ;  rank,  consequence ;  a  kettle-drum. 
— Pratipat-tiirya,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  kettle-drum; 
[cf.  pratipatti-pataliM.] 
Prati-pada,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upan-ga;  (a  or  i), 

f.  the  first  day  of  a  lunar  fortnight,  the  first  day  of 

the  moon's  increase  or  wane  (especially  of  the 
former,  cf.  ?.  prati-pad);  (am),  ind.  (fr.  prati 

+pada),  see  p.  616,  col.  I. 
Prati-panna,  as,  a,  am,  come  up  to,  approached, 

reached,  obtained,  gained ;  overcome,  conquered, 
subdued ;  done,  effected,  accomplished  ;  undertaken  ; 

answered,  replied ;  offered,  promised,  engaged  ;  as- 
sented to,  agreed  to,  accepted,  admitted ;  known, 

understood,  ascertained,  determined ;  convicted, 
proved,  demonstrated  ;  conversant  or  familiar  with ; 

acting. 

Pratipannaka,  as,  m.  '  arrived  at  an  aim,'  (with Buddhists)  a  collective  epithet  of  the  four  orders  of 

Aryas,  viz.  the  SVota-apanna,  Sakrid-agamin,  An- 

agamin,  and  Arhat. 
Prati-pddaka,  as,  ika,  am,  causing  to  obtain, 

giving,  granting,  bestowing,  presenting  to  (with 
loc.) ;  stating,  establishing,  supporting,  demonstrating, 
communicating,  treating  of,  speaking  about ;  explain- 

ing, explanatory,  illustrating,  teaching ;  productive, 
effective,  efficient,  accomplishing ;  advancing,  for- 

warding, furthering,  promoting;  (as  or  am),  m. 

or  n.(?),  a  receptacle  for  Imr.  —  Pratipadalta-tva, 
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am,  n.  the  state  or  condition  of  one  who  explains, 

explaining. 
P  rati-pddana,  am,  n.  causing  to  come  back, 

bringing  back;  causing  to  reach  or  attain,  causing 
to  obtain  ;  imparting,  giving,  presenting,  donation, 
gift  ;  giving  back,  returning,  restoring  ;  appointing  ; 

producing,  exciting,  causing;  accomplishing,  effect- 
ing ;  action,  worldly  conduct  ;  repeated  action,  prac- 
tice ;  treating  of,  discussing,  rendering  clear  or  intel- 

ligible, expounding,  explaining,  teaching,  declaring, 
affirming,  declaration  ;  establishing,  proving,  substan- 

tiating ;  beginning,  commencement. 
Prati-padaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  given,  to  be 

given  in  marriage  ;  to  be  accomplished  ;  to  be  dis- 
cussed, to  be  treated  of  or  expounded;  to  be  esta- 
blished or  proved,  to  be  maintained. 

Prati-pddam,  ind.  (fr.  prati+pdda),  in  every 
Pfida,  in  each  quarter  or  fourth  part  of  a  verse. 
Prati-pddayitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  discusses 

or  expounds,  a  teacher,  instructor. 
Prati-padita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  attain  ;  given, 

delivered,  presented;  caused,  produced;  declared, 
represented,  stated,  asserted,  proved,  maintained; 
explained,  expounded. 

Prati-pdduka,  as,  I,  am,  determining,  ascertain- 
ing ;  making  manifest  or  clear  ;  causing,  effecting. 

Prati-pddya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  treated  of  or  dis- 
cussed, to  be  explained  or  expounded. 

Prati-pttsd,  f.  desire  of  obtaining,  longing  for. 

Prati-pitsu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  obtain,  striv- 
ing for. 

Prati-pipddayishu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  explain, 
about  to  treat  of. 

N  prati-padam,  ind.  at  every  step, 
on  every  occasion  ;  at  every  place,  everywhere  ;  in 

every  word;  verbally,  expressly,  especially.  —  Prati- 
pada-tva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  advancing  step  by  step. 

lfl  prati-para-ni,  cl.  i.P.  A.  -na- 
yati,  -te,  -netnm,  Ved.  to  lead  back. 

ilfriMO  prati-pari  (-pari-i,  see  rt.  5.  i), 
cl.  2.  P.  -pary-eti,  -etum,  Ved.  to  go  round  in  a 
reverse  direction. 

HfrHH  prati-pare  (-pard-i,  see  rt.  5.  i), 
cl.  a.  P.  -paraiti,  -paraitum,VeA.  to  return  again. 

Ilfrl  Ml!)  f^l  Mil  prati-parna-fiphd,  f  .  the  plant 
Anthericum  Tuberosum  (  =  dravanti). 

11  frill  3  prati-parva,  ind.,  Ved.  at  each 
Parvan. 

Jlfrm<rH  prati-pallava,  as,  m.  an  opposite 
branch. 

nfrlHI  prati-pa  (see  Caus.  of  rt.  3.  pa), 
Cans.  P.  -palayati,  -yitum,  to  protect,  defend  ;  to 
cherish,  nourish,  foster,  rear,  patronize;  to  observe, 
keep,  maintain  ;  to  wait,  wait  for,  expect. 
Prati-pdlaka,  as,  ika,  am,  protecting,  defending, 

preserving,  cherishing  ;  (as),  m.  a  protector,  guardian, 
a  king. 

Prati-palana,  am,  n.  protecting,  guarding,  de- 
fending, cherishing  ;  keeping  up,  observing,  follow- 

ing, practising. 
Prati-piilantya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  protected  or 

cherished  ;  to  be  observed  or  followed  ;  to  be 
awaited,  to  be  waited  for,  to  be  watched. 

Prati-palayitavya,  an,  a,  am,  to  be  protected 
or  guarded  ;  to  be  awaited,  to  be  waited  for,  to  be 
watched. 

Prati-palita,  as,  a,  am,  protected,  cherished; 
practised,  followed. 

Prati-pdlin,  i,  irit,  i,  protecting,  guarding, 
screening. 

Prati-pdlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  protected  or  che- 
rished ;  to  be  awaited,  to  be  waited  for. 

HfflMKU  prati-pana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2. 
pap  with  prati),  ready  to  exchange,  bartering 
(Ved.)  ;  (as),  m.  a  stake,  gage,  the  thing  played  for  ; 
a  counter-pledge,  anything  staked  against  another 

thing  ;  a  counter  -stake,  counter-game  ;   [cf.  prati- 

pana.] 

nfn  Ml«  ̂ prati-pdtram,  ind.  (in  dramatic 
language)  in  each  part,  in  each  character,  by  every 
actor. 

HfriMmH«i  prati-pddapam,  ind.  in  every tree. 

M  frt  >4  \<^prati-pddam,  prati-padita.  See col.  I. 

MfriMM  prati-pana,  am,  n.  water  for drinking. 

Jlffl'mM  prati-pdpa,  as,  a,  am,  wicked  or 
evil  in  return,  recompensing  evil  for  evil. 

llfrlfilrill  prati-pitsd,  prati-pitsu,  prati- 
pipadayishu.  See  col.  I. 

nCnrM1^  prati-pish,  cl.  7.  P.  -pinashti, 
-peshtmn,  to  rub  one  thing  against  another,  rub 
together;  to  rub  one's  self  against;  to  bruise,  grind, 
crush,  destroy  in  turn. 

HfiC^^prati-pld,  Caus.  P.  -pidayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  press,  press  hard,  oppress,  harass,  distress. 

Prati-pldana,  am,  n.  oppressing,  harassing,  mo- 
lesting. 

Ilfrl  Ml  i{j>rati-ply  (see  rt.  2.  piy),  cl.  i.  P. 
-ptyati,  -plyitum,  Ved.  to  revile,  abuse,  treat  with 
contempt  or  disrespect. 

HPit^H  prati-purusha  or  prati-purusha, 
as,  m.  '  a  counter-person,'  a  corresponding  or  similar 
man  ;  a  companion,  assistant  ;  a  deputy,  substitute  ; 
an  effigy,  the  effigy  of  a  man  which  thieves  push 
into  the  interior  of  a  house  before  entering  it  them- 

selves; (am),  ind.  man  by  man,  every  man,  for 
each  man  ;  for  each  soul. 

UfinjOO^  prati-pushyam,  ind.,  Ved.  at 
each  time  of  the  moon's  entrance  into  the  asterism Pushya. 

if  fn  ;jw  <*  prati-pustaka,  am,  n.  a  copy  of 
an  original  manuscript,  a  copy  in  general. 
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-yitum,  to  show  respect  towards,  honour  ;  to  salute 
respectfully,  salute  in  turn,  return  a  salutation,  honour  ; 
to  praise,  commend,  approve. 
Prati-pujaka,  as,  ika,  am,  doing  homage, 

honouring;  (as),  m.  one  who  does  homage,  a 
reverer. 

Prati-pujana,  am,  n.  or  prati-pujd,  f.  doing 
homage,  showing  respect,  honouring  ;  exchange  of 
civilities,  mutual  obeisance  or  reverence. 

Prati-pujita,  as,  a,  am,  honoured,  respected, 
treated  with  reverence  or  respect;  exchanged  as 
civilities. 

1.  prati-pUjya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  treated  with 
respect,  to  be  honoured. 

2.  prati-pujya,   ind.  having  done   homage   to, 
having  exchanged  respectful  salutations. 

Ilfrl  <£4\M  prati-purusha.  See  prati-pu- 
rusha above. 

Ufr|i£cj|^l^  prati-purvahnam,  ind.  every 
forenoon,  every  morning. 

TTfrTO  prati-pri,  Caus.  P.  -purayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  fill  up,  fill,  make  full;  to  fill  with,  to  sate, 

satiate,  satisfy,  content. 
Prati-purana,  am,  n.  filling  up,  filling  ;  injecting 

a  fluid  or  other  substance,  pouring  a  fluid  over. 

Prati-purita,  as,  a,  am,  filled  up,  filled  ;  satisfied, 
contented. 

Prati-piirna,  as,  a,  am,  filled  with,  full,  full  of; satisfied. 

WriTMil^  prati-pra-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grih- 
ndti,  -grihijite,  -grahitum,  to  take  up  or  receive 
again. 

HfflM^  prati-pradh,  cl.  6.  P.  -pri6(hati, 
-prashtum,  to  ask,  question,  interrogate,  inquire  of. 

1' rati-praina,  as,  m.  a  question  asked  in  return ; 
an  answer ;  (Ved.)  an  umpire  (?). 

HMH^I  prati-pra-jiid,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -jdndti, 
-janite,  -jndtum,  Ved.  to  seek  out  or  find  again. 

Prati-prajndti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  distinguishing ;  recog- 
nition, acknowledgment. 

HfrtH*!)5!^  prati-pranavam,  ind.  at  every 
repetition  of  the  sacred  syllable  Om.  —  Pratipranava- 
samyukta,  as,  d,  am,  accompanied  each  time  with 
the  syllable  Om. 

H  frill *u  1*1  prati-prandma,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt. 

nam  with  prati-pra),  a  bow  or  obeisance  in  return, 
saluting  in  turn. 

M  fn  nfrl  prati-prati,  is,  irii,  i,  Ved.  being 
a  counterpart,  counter-balancing ;  being  a  match  for, 
equal  to  (with  ace.). 

«RTT  prati-pratikam,  ind.,  Ved.  at 

each  beginning,  at  every  commencement. 

Hfrll4<JI  prati-pra-dd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -daddti, 
-datte,  -datum,  to  give  back  again;  to  give  up, 
deliver. 

Prati-pratta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  given  up,  delivered. 
Prati-pradaiM,  am,  n.  giving  back,  returning, 

restoring  ;  giving  in  marriage. 

ItfifVS^prati-pra-bru,  cl.  2.  P.  -braviti, 
&c.,  Ved.  to  speak  to  in  return,  address  in  reply, 

reply,  answer. 

TrfinM  prati-prabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  de- 
scendant of  Atri,  author  of  the  hymn  £ig-veda  V. 

49  ;  (a),  f.  reflection,  reflected  light. Prati-prabhatam,  ind.  every  morning. 

Hfrl  UH*{prati-pra-yam,  cl.  I  .  P.  -ya&hati, 
-yantum,  to  give  back,  return,  restore. 

MUIHM^!  prati-prayavana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 

yu  with  prati-pra),  repeated  mixture. 

HfnHMl  prati-pra-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -yd- 
turn,  to  go  back,  come  back,  return. 
Prati-praydna,  am,  n.  going  back,  return,  retreat. 

ufriU'SI  prati-prasna.  See  under  prati- 

pradh  above. JTfrlUtN  prati-prasava,  as,  m.  a  counter- 
order,  countermand,  suspension  of  a  general  prohi- 

bition in  a  particular  case,  license  for  an  act  which 
under  other  circumstances  is  forbidden  ;  the  laying 

down  of  excepted  cases  ;  contrary  effect. 

Prati-prasiita,  as,  a,  am,  re-enjoined  after  having 
been  forbidden. 

prati-prasthdtri,  td,  m.  (fr.  rt. 
sthd  with  prati-pra),  Ved.,  N.  of  a  priest  who assists  the  Adhvaryu. 

Prati-prasthdna,  am,  n.  the  office  of  the  Prati- 
prasihStri  ;  N.  of  a  particular  Soma-graha  (Ved.). 

Pratiprasthanika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  the  work 
or  office  of  the  Prati-prasthatri  ;  Pratiprdsthdnikam 

karma,  the  office  of  the  Prati-prasthstri. 

UfrlU^I'C  prati-prahdra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  hri 
with  prati-pra),  a  counter-blow,  returning  a  blow or  stroke. 

nfrfMSjf  prati-pra-hve,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -hva- 
yati,  -te,  -hvdtum,  Ved.  to  invite  to  (a  sacrifice), 
invoke. 

HfrlUI4K  prati-prdkdra,  as,  m.  an  outer 
wall  or  rampart. 

TTfinnSI  prati-prds,  t,  t,  f.Ved.  consuming 

another's  food. 
Ufi(H\V(prati-prds  (-pra-as;  see  rt.  2.  as), 

cl.  4.  P.  -prasyati,  -prdsitum,  to  throw  or  cast  upon. 



prati-priya. 

am,  n.  kindness  in H\aiH<t  prati-priya 
turn,  service  in  return. 

HliVH1*  prati-praisha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  cry 
or  call  in  return,  direction  given  in  return. 

H Tn^i  =( «i  prati-plavana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  plu 
with  prati),  jumping  back,  leaping  back. 

M  Tn  >«c2  prati-p hal,  cl.  i.  P.  -phalati,  -pha- 
litum,  to  bound  against,  rebound;  to  shine  back. 
be  reflected  ;  to  requite. 
Prati-phala,  as,  m.  or  prati-phalana,  am,  n 

a  reflection,  reflected  image,  image,  shadow ;  return, 
reward,  remuneration,  requital,  retaliation,  retribution 
Prati-phalita,  as,  a,  am,  reflected,  shadowed, 

represented ;  requited,  returned. 

nf"n  $  <?t <*prati-phullaJca,  as,  a,  am,  flower- ing, in  blossom. 

UfrH'*!  prati-bandh,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -badh- 
nati,  -badhnite,  -banddhum,  to  bind  to,  make 
fast,  moor ;  to  set,  enchase ;  to  fix,  direct ;  to  shut 
out,  exclude,  preclude,  cut  off;  to  keep  off,  keep  at 
a  distance  ;  to  obstruct. 

Prati-baddha,  as,  a,  am,  bound  to,  tied  to, 
bound,  tied,  moored;  attached,  hanging  to;  con- 

nected with,  subject,  dependant ;  furnished  with, 
possessing;  set,  enchased,  inlaid,  bestudded;  fixed, 
directed ;  excluded,  cut  off;  hindered,  impeded,  ob- 

structed, opposed,  precluded,  prevented ;  disappointed, 
thwarted,  crossed,  vexed;  kept  off,  kept  at  a  dis- 

tance ;  tangled,  entangled,  involved,  hard  to  loose ; 
(in  philosophy)  that  which  is  always  connected  and 
implied,  as  fire  is  implied  in  smoke.  —  Pratibaddha- 
prasara,  as,  a,  am,  hindered  or  blunted  in  its  course 
(as  a  thunderbolt).  —  Pratibaddha-rdga,  as,  a,  am, 
pervaded  by  passion  or  having  passion  in  harmonious 
connection  (with  gesture). 
Prati-badhaka,  as,  m.  an  opposer,  injurer  (?). 
Prati-badhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  bound  or  tied 

to ;  to  be  hindered  or  obstructed. 

Prati-bandha,  as,  m.  binding  or  tying  to ;  con- 
nection, conjunction ;  investment,  blockade,  beleaguer- 

ing, siege  ;  blocking  up,  obstacle,  hinderance,  impedi- 
ment ;  resistance  ;  cessation ;  disappointment.  —  Pra- 

tibandha-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  creating  obstacles,  hin- 
dering, preventing.  —  Pratibandha-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 

beset  with  obstacles,  in  which  obstacles  are  met  with, 
difficult  to  attain. 

Prati-bandkaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  binding  or  tying 
to;  obstructing,  obstructive,  hindering,  impeding, 
being  an  obstacle;  resisting;  (as),  m.  a  branch, 
shoot ;  N.  of  a  prince ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  an 
obstacle,  impediment,  hinderance. 
Prati-bundJiana,  am,  n.  binding  or  tying  to, 

binding,  confinement ;  obstructing,  impeding. 
Prati-bandhi,  is,  m.  a  contradiction,  objection. 
Prati-bandhin,  i,  ini,  i,  binding  or  tying  10 ; 

encountering  obstacles,  impeded,  interrupted  ;  (at  the 
end  of  a  cornp.)  hindering,  obstructing.  —  Pratiban- 
dhi-td,  (.  the  being  an  obstacle,  obstructiveness,  im- 

peding, checking. 

Ilfni'V  prati-bandhu,  us,  m.  an  equal  in 
rank  or  station. 

nfn  i  to  prati-bala,  as,  a,  am,  having  equal 
strength  or  power,  of  equal  strength,  equally  matched, 
a  match  for  (with  gen.  or  at  the  end  of  a  comp., 

e.  g.  astra-p°,  equal  in  arms) ;  able,  adequate, 
powerful. 

H fn 1 1  fill  prati-bani,  is,  i,  f.  n.  an  answer; 
(is,  is,  i),  improper,  unseemly,  unsuitable. 

TjfiTTn^  prati-bddh,  cl.  i.  A.  -badhate, 
-badhitum,  to  beat  back,  repel,  ward  off,  to  keep 
off,  combat ;  to  restrain,  check ;  to  pain,  torment, 
torture. 

Prati-bddhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  thrusting  back,  re- 
jecting, repelling;  opposing,  obstructing,  withstanding, 

precluding,  preventing. 

Prati-bddhana,  am,  n.  beating  back,  repelling, 
rejecting,  keeping  off. 
Prati-badhin,  i,  ini,  i,  opposing;  («),  m.  an 

opponent. 
Hfn  i  i£prati-bahu,  us,  m.  a  particular  part 

of  the  arm  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  SVaphalka. 

H  in  fig  prati-bimba=prati-vimba,  q.  v. 

TTfn=r1n  prati-bija,  am,  n.  bad  or  rotten seed. 

prati-bndh,  cl.  4.  A.  -budhyate 
•bodhitum,  to  awaken,  awake,  wake  ;  to  perceive, 
observe,  remark,  learn  :  Caus.  -bodhayati,  -yitum 
to  awaken  ;  to  instruct,  inform,  admonish  ;  to  com- 

mission, charge,  order. 
Prati-buddha,  as,  a,  am,  awakened,  awake 

(Manu  I.  74)  ;  illuminated,  enlightened  ;  recognised 
observed  ;  known,  celebrated  ;  exalted,  renderec 
prosperous  or  great.  —  Pratibuddha-vastu,  us,  us, 
u,  understanding  the  real  nature  of  things.  —  Prati- 

buddhdtman  ̂ dha-df"),  a,  a,  a,  having  the  mine roused  or  awakened,  awake. 

Prati-buddhaka,  as,  a,  am,  in  a-p°,  not  recog- nised. 

Prati-buddhi,  is,  f.  awakening  ;  hostile  disposition 
or  purpose  (  =  fatru-buddhi).  —  Pratibuddhi-mat, 
an,  all,  at,  having  hostile  intentions. 
Pmti-bodha,  as,  m.  awaking,  waking;  percep- 

tion, knowledge  ;  instructing,  instruction  ;  admonish- 
ing ;  N.  of  a  man.  —  P  '  ratibodha-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 

endowed  with  knowledge  or  reason,  possessed  ol 
understanding.  —  Pratibodhi-pvJra  (?  ),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  teacher. 

P  mti-bodhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  awakening  ;  admon- 
ishing, instructing. 

Prati-bodhana,  as,  i,  am,  awakening  [cf.  duh 

svapna-p°]  ;  refreshing  ;  (am),  n.  awaking,  awaken- 
ing ;  instructing,  instruction,  explanation. 

Prati-bodhita,  as,  a,  am,  awakened  ;  instructed, taught. 

Prati-bodhin,  i,  ini,  i,  awaking,  about  to  awake. 

Hintj^  prati-bru,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -braviti, 
•brute,  -raktum,  to  answer  (with  ace.  of  the  person 
or  two  ace.);  (A.)  to  contradict,  deny,  refuse;  to resist. 

cl.  10.  P.  -bhaksha- 
yati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  eat  separately,  eat  alone. 

Tl?iWv{prati-bhaj,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -bhajati, 
-te,  -bhaktum,  to  receive  back  as  a  part  or  share  ;  to 
fall  again  to  one's  share  ;  to  return  to  (with  ace.). 
Prati-bhdga,  as,  m.  division;  a  share,  portion, 

small  daily  present  of  fruit,  flowers,  vegetables,  &c. 
offered  to  a  RajS  or  prince  (Manu  VIII.  307); 
(am),  ind.  for  every  portion  or  degree.  —  Prati- 
bhaga-ias,  ind.  according  to  particular  divisions  or 
classification  ;  in  divisions  or  classes. 

prati-bhanj,  cl.  7.  P.  -bhanakti, 
-bhanktum,  Ved.  to  fracture,  break  in  pieces. 

prati-bhata,  as,  a,  am,  vying  with, 
rivalling,  emulating.  -  Pratibhata-td,  f.  emulous- 
ness,  emulation. 

prati-bhan,  cl.  I  .  P.  -bhanati,  -bha- 
nifum,  to  speak  in  reply,  answer. 
Prati-bhanita,  as,  d,  am,  answered,  replied. 

WrtMM  prati-bhaya,  as,  d,  am,  exciting 
rear,  formidable,  terrible,  terrific,  horrific,  fearful, 

"rightful  ;  dangerous  ;  (am),  n.  anything  formidable or  dangerous,  fear,  danger  ;  (am),  ind.  formidably, 

"rightfully.  —  Pratihhayan-kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing 
ear.  —  1'ratibhaydkdra  (°ya-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ng  a  formidable  aspect. 

i.  prati-bha,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhati,  -bha- 
tum,  to  shine  upon  (with  ace.)  ;  to  appear,  seem 
(e.  g.  iti  pratibhdti  me  manah,  so  it  seems  to  my 

mind)  ;  to  come  in  sight,  present  one's  self,  offer 
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one's  self  to  (with  gen.  or  ace.)  ;  to  appear  clear  to  the 
mind,  flash  upon  the  thoughts,  come  into  the  mind, 
occur  to  (e.  g.  notlaram  pratibhdti  me,  no  answer 
occurs  to  me)  ;  to  fall  to  the  lot  of,  come  into  the 
possession  of  (with  gen.  or  ace.)  ;  to  seem  fit,  appear 

good,  please  (with  ace.). 
2.  prati-Wia,  f.  an  image  ;  look,  appearance, 

manifestation  ;  light,  splendor  [cf.  nish-pratibha]  ; 
reflected  light  ;  a  flashing  thought,  bright  idea,  bril- 

liant conception  ;  understanding,  intelligence,  intel- 
lect (especially  as  opening  or  expanding)  ;  genius, 

wit,  ingenuity  ;  audacity,  boldness,  impudence,  confi- 
dence ;  pleasingness,  suitableness  ;  (as,  d,  am),  clear, 

bright  ;  intelligent,  clever  (?).  —  Pratibhdnvita 

(cfcAa-a»°),  as,  d,  am,  endowed  with  or  acquiring 
knowledge  or  experience,  intelligent  ;  confident, 
proud,  audacious,  bold.  —  Pratibhd-mukha,  as,  I, 

am,  '  bold-faced,'  arrogant,  bold,  confident.  —  Prati- 
bhd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  bright,  luminous;  knowing, 
shrewd  ;  confident,  bold  ;  (an),  m.  the  sun  ;  the 
moon  ;  fire.  —  Pratibhd-mldsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
philosophical  work  (also  called  Vedartha-pradipa  and 
Vedartha-c'andra).—  Pratibhd-hdni,  is,  f.  privation 
of  light,  dulness,  darkness  ;  loss  or  absence  of  know- 

ledge, want  of  sense. 
Prati-bhdna,  am,  n.  light,  splendor,  brilliancy; 

intelligence,  understanding  ;  brilliance  of  conception  ; 
confidence,  boldness,  audacity.  —  Pratibhdna-kuta, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Pratibhana-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  bright,  brilliant,  luminous,  splendid; 
intelligent,  acute,  shrewd  ;  endowed  with  presence 
of  mind,  bold,  prompt,  audacious. 
Pratl-bhdnu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Atri, 

author  of  the  hymn  Rig-vedaV.  48. 

MitiHi«f  prati-bhava.  See  under  i  .  prati- 
bhu  below. 

prati-bhash,  cl.  i.  A.  -bhashate, 
-bkashitum,  to  address  in  turn,  answer  ;  to  address, 
speak  to  (with  ace.)  ;  to  tell,  relate  ;  to  call,  name. 

Prati-bltdshd,  f.  an  answer,  reply,  rejoinder. 

irffWT^  prati-bhiis,  cl.  i.  A.  -bhasate, 
-bhasitum,  to  appear,  become  clear  or  evident, 
manifest  or  reveal  one's  self;  to  reflect. 
Prati-bhdsa,  as,  m.  appearance,  look,  similitude  ; 

appearing  or  occurring  to  the  mind  ;  illusion. 
Prati-blidsana,  am,  n.  appearing,  appearance, 

look,  semblance. 

l  prati-bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -bhinatti, 
-bhintte,  -bhettum,  to  pierce  through,  pierce,  pene- 

trate; to  disclose,  betray;  to  express  displeasure, 
reproach,  censure  ;  to  disown,  reject,  part  from. 
Prati-bhidya,  ind.  having  pierced  or  penetrated  ; having  betrayed. 

P  mti-bhinna,  as,  d,  am,  pierced  through,  pierced  ; 
separated,  divided  ;  in  immediate  contact,  closely  con- nected with  (with  inst.). 

Prali-bhfda,  as,  m.  splitting,  cleaving,  dividing  ; 
discovery,  betrayal. 

Prati-bhfdana,  am,  n.  piercing,  penetrating; 
splitting,  cleaving,  cutting  ;  separating,  dividing. 

prati-bhuj,   cl.  7.  P.   -bhunakti, -bhoktum,  to  enjoy. 

Prati-bhoga,  as,  m.  enjoyment. 

nfrTH^  i.  prati-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati, 
-bliavitum,  to  be  equal  to  or  on  a  par  with  (with 
ace.)  :  Caus.  -blidvayati,  -yitum,  to  observe,  con- 

sider, become  acquainted  with  :  Pass,  of  Caus.  -bhd- 
vyate,  to  be  considered  or  regarded  as. 
Prati-bhdra,  as,  m.  corresponding  character  or 

disposition.  «  Pratibhdva-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having 
corresponding  or  congenial  characters,  social. 

2.  prati-bliu,  us,  m.  a  surety,  security,  bail. 

UfrW^  prati-bhitsh,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhushati, 
bhnshitum,  Ved.  to  make  ready,  prepare,  fit  out, 
equip  ;  to  adorn  ;  to  serve,  wait  upon  ;  to  honour, 
worship  ;  to  accord,  accede,  acquiesce,  comply. 

7S 
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Ufirw  prati-hltrl. 

prati-bhri,  cl.  1.3.?.  A.  -bharati, 
-le,  -bibharti,  -bibhHte,  -Khartum,  Ved.  to  carry 
towards,  offer,  present. 

Prati-bhrita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  offered,  presented 
(as  Soma). 

.  pratimangala-vara,  as,   m. 
pi.  (probably)  every  festive  day,  all  festivals. 

nln»i<!<i«  prati-manthaka,  a  particular 
term  in  music  (  =  matilhaka). 

H  frills  prati-mand,  cl.  l.  P.  -mandati, 
-mandititm,  to  decorate,  adoni. 
P  rati-mandita,  as,  a,  am,  decorated,  adorned. 

Hfinnflc?  prati-mandala,  am,  n.  a  se- 
condary disk  (of  the  sun  &c.)  ;  an  eccentric  otbit. 

JlfinTR*T  pratimatsya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people  ;  (also  read  pratimasya.) 

nCni'^  prati-man,  cl.  8.  A.  -manute,  -ma- 
nitum,  to  reply,  rejoin  (Ved.)  ;  to  compare  with 
(Ved.)  :  Caus.  -manayati,  -yitum,  to  honour,  hold 
in  honour  ;  to  applaud  ;  to  consider,  regard. 

nfil«l««|  prati-mantr,  cl.  10.  P.  -mantra- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  call  out  or  reply  to  (Ved.);  to 
consecrate  with  sacred  texts. 

Praii-mantrana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  an  answer,  reply. 
Prati-mantram,  ind.,  Ved.  with  or  at  every  for- 

mula or  verse. 

Prati-mantrita,  as,  a,  am,  consecrated  with 
sacred  texts. 

rt  ftf«i  f«^<.»^  prati-mandiram,  ind.  in  every 
house. 

Hlil»l«<j<<  prati-manyuya  (fr.  prati  +  man- 
yu),  Nom.  A.  pratimanyuyate,  Sec.,  to  manifest 

resentment  towards,  pour  out  one's  fury  upon. 

nPnifr  prati-marta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  mm 
with  prati),  a  kind  of  powder  used  as  a  sternutatory. 

Hpn*l9(  prati-malla,  as,  m.  an  opponent 
in  wrestling  or  boxing,  antagonist  ;  a  rival. 

Mi"tl«ll  I.  prati-ma,  cl.  2.  P.,  3.  4.  A.  -mati, 
-mimite,  -mdyate,  -matum,  to  imitate,  copy  (Ved.)  ; 
to  compare. 

2.  prati-ma,  as,  m.  a  creator,  maker,  framer 
(Ved.)  ;  (a),  f.  an  image,  likeness,  resemblance 
(frequently  at  the  end  of  comps.  in  the  sense  of 

'  like,  similar,  resembling,  equal  to,'  e.  g.  amara-p°, 
like  an  immortal),  picture,  figure,  idol  ;  a  symbol  ; 
a  reflection  J  measure,  extent  ;  the  part  of  an  ele- 

phant's head  between  the  tusks;  a  metre  consist- 
ing of  twelve  syllables.  —  Pratima-td  (?),  f.  or 

pratima-tva  (?),  am,  n.  reflection,  image,  shadow. 
—  Pratima-gata,  as,  a,  am,  'gone  to  a  statue,' 
present  in  an  idol  (as  a  deity)  .  —  Pratima-dandra, 
as,  m.  '  reflection-moon,'  the  reflected  moon,  image 
of  the  moon.  ->  Pratima-partfaraka,  as,  m.  an 
attendant  upon  an  idol  (  =  devala,  q.v.).  —  Pratima- 
I'ideska,  (is,  m.  a  sort  of  image,  a  kind  of  figure  or 
character.  —  Pratima-ia^anka,  as,  or  pratimendu, 
(°ma-in°),  ut,  m.  '  reflection-moon,'  the  reflected 
moon,  image  of  the  moon. 
Praii-malavya,  as,  a,  am,  comparable. 
Prati-mana,  am,  n.  a  counterpart,  match,  well- 

matched  opponent,  adversary  (Ved.)  ;  a  model,  pat- 
tern ;  an  image,  picture  ;  an  idol  ;  similarity,  likeness, 

resemblance,  similitude  ;  a  weight  ;  the  part  of  an 
elephant's  head  between  the  tusks  ;  (as,  a,  am,  at the  end  of  a  comp.)  like,  resembling.  —  Pratimana- 
Ihaga,  as,  m.  the  part  of  an  elephant's  head  between the  tusks. 

Prati-mita,  as,  a,  am,  imitated,  copied;  com- pared ;  reflected,  mirrored. 
Prati-meya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  likened  or  com- 

pared, comparable. 

r  prati-maya,  f.  illusion  or  magical 
power  applied  in  return,  counter-spell,  counter-charm. 

prati-margaka,  as,  m.  the  city 
of  Haii-scandra  (said  to  hover  in  the  air). 

Prati-margam,  ind.  the  way  back,  back,  back- wards. 

*irrt*ii("»l  prati-mala,  f.  an  exercise  ana- 
logous to  capping  verses,  reciting  verse  for  verse  as  a 

trial  of  memory  or  skill. 

HfrlHIH^/jrafr'-masam,  ind.  every  month, month  by  month,  monthly. 

HfrTTrW  pratimasya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people ;  [cf.  pratimatsya.^ 

Hftfar^  prati-mit,  t,  f.,  Ved.  (fr.  rt.  mi 
with  prali),  a  prop,  stay,  support. 

J4rri(«i<a  prati-mitra,  (probably)  am,  n.  a 
counterfeit  friend,'  an  adversary,  enemy. 

HCirlfH^  prati-mih,  cl.  I.  P.  -mehati,  -me- 
dhum,  to  make  water  in  the  direction  of  (with  ace.). 

TTfrTHt^  prati-mw,  cl.  I.  P.  -mivati,  -rni- 
vitttm,  Ved.  to  push  or  press  back;  to  close  by 

pressing,  shut. 

Ufrtg  °J  &*j)rati-mukulam,  ind.  in  or  upon 
every  bud. 

JlfriyJsJ  prati-mukha,  as,  a,  am,  standing 
before  the  face,  facing ;  near  at  hand,  present ;  (am), 
n.  (in  dramatic  language)  a  secondary  plot  or  inci- 

dent calculated  either  to  hasten  or  retard  the  catas- 
trophe ;  (am),  ind.  towards ;  in  front,  in  the  presence 

of,  before.  —  Pratimukhagata  (°kha-ag°),  as,  a, 
am,  come  against  or  into  collision ;  come  before  or  in 
front  of.  —  Pratimukhanya  (°kha-an°),  am,  n.  (in 
dramatic  language)  progressive  narration  of  events. 

nfd J}^v  prati-mu(,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -mundati, -te,  -moktum,  to  put  on,  place  on,  fix  on,  append ; 

to  put  on  (clothes) ;  to  put  on  one's  self  (A.),  dress 
one's  self  (A.)  ;  to  assume  a  form ;  to  fasten,  tie  up, 
bind,  attach ;  to  let  go,  set  free,  release,  liberate ;  to 
give  up,  resign ;  to  return,  restore ;  to  pay,  liquidate 
or  discharge  (a  debt) ;  to  fling,  hurl :  Pass,  -mufyate, 
to  be  freed  or  released  from  (with  abl.)  :  Caus.  or 
cl.  10.  P.  -modayati,  -yitum,  to  set  free,  release, 
liberate  ;  to  rescue,  save,  deliver. 
Prati-mukta,  as,  a,  am,  put  on,  applied ; 

fastened,  tied,  bound ;  clothed,  armed,  accoutred ; 
released,  liberated  ;  loosed  or  liberated  repeatedly ; 
returned,  restored ;  flung,  hurled ;  thrown  at  one 
another. 

Pmti-mofana,  am,  n.  loosening,  loosing ;  libera- 
tion, release. 

Prati-motita,  at,  a,  am,  released,  liberated; 
rescued,  saved,  delivered. 

"^"5^  prati-mud,  cl.  I.  A.  -modate,  -mo- ditum,  to  rejoice  at,  welcome  with  joy,  welcome 
with  acclamation ;  to  be  glad  to  see  :  Caus.  -moda- 
yati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  gladden,  make  cheerful,  cheer : 
Desid.  of  Caus.  -mumodayishati,  Ved.  to  wish  to 
make  cheerful. 

JTfinjTJT  prati-mudra,  f.  a  counter-seal; 
the  impression  of  a  seal. 

Ufriy^  prati-muh,  Caus.  P.  -mohayati, 
-yitum,  Ved.  to  bewilder  greatly,  perplex,  confound. 
Pratt-muhus,  ind.  again  and  again,  repeatedly. 
Prati^mohayat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  bewildering, 

confounding. 

Ur<\H£Ai{prati-muMrtam,  ind.  every  mo- 
ment, constantly. 

HfrUjTrl  prati-murti,  is,  f.  a  corresponding 
form,  the  counterpart  of  any  real  form,  an  image, 
resemblance,  likeness. 

M  Trl*)  fa  Wprati-mushika,  f .  a  species  of  rat. 

.  See  I. prati-ma,  col.  I. 

prati-moksha,  as,  m.  liberation, 
deliverance  ;  (with  Buddhists)  emancipation. 

Prati-moksftana,  am,  n.  liberation,  deliverance  ; 
emancipation. 

prati-yat,  Caus.  or  cl.  10.  P. 
-yatayati,  -yitum,  to  retaliate,  requite. 
Prati-yatna,  as,  m.  care  bestowed  upon  anything, 

exertion  for  anything,  effort,  endeavour;  a  making 
or  preparing,  elaboration  ;  nuking  complete  or  per- 

fect ;  acquiring  a  new  virtue  or  quality  ;  acting  well 
or  properly  ;  comprehension  ;  taking  prisoner,  mak- 

ing captive  ;  desire,  wish  ;  making  an  effort  against, 
opposition,  counteraction,  resistance;  retaliating,  re- 

crimination, revenge  ;  (as,  a,  am),  exerting  one's 
self  for,  troubling  about  ;  making  effort  or  exertion, 
strenuous,  diligent,  active,  vigorous. 
Prati-ydtana,  am,  n.  requital,  retaliation  ;  (a),  f. 

the  counterpart  or  resemblance  of  a  real  form,  a 

picture,  image,  statue. 

Hlrm*^  prati-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  -yacchati, 
-yantum,  Ved.  to  grant,  present,  bestow. 

HrrtMi  prati-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -yati,  -yatum, 

to  go  back,  return. 
Prati-yata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  against,  opposed, 

resisted. 

Prati-yana,  am,  n.  going  back,  return. 
Prati-yayin,  i,  inl,  i,  going  towards,  meeting  ; 

going  against,  attacking,  assailing. 

JinnjV  prati-yudh,  cl.  4.  A.  -yudhyate, 
-yoddh'im,  to  fight  with,  fight  against,  oppose  : 
Cans.  P.  -yodhayati,  -yitum,  to  fight  against,  oppose. 
Prati-yuddha,  am,  n.  fighting  against,  battle 

in  return. 
Prati-yoddhavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  attacked  in return. 

Prati-yoddhri,  dha,  dhrl,  dhri,  an  antagonist, 
adversary,  a  well-matched  opponent. 
Prati-yodha,  as,  m.  an  antagonist,  opponent, adversary. 

Prati-yodhana,  am,  n.  fighting  against,  assailing 
in  turn. 

Prati-yodhin,  i,  m.  an  antagonist,  adversary,  well- 
matched  opponent. 

Trfir^TT  prati-yuthapa,  as,  m.  the  leader 
of  a  hostile  herd  (of  elephants). 

HfrlVNl  prati-yoga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  yuj 

with  prati\  opposition,  resistance,  enmity  ;  contro- 
versy, contradiction  ;  an  antidote,  remedy  ;  co-opera- 

tion, association  ;  the  being  a  counterpart  of  anything. 

Pratlyogika,  as,  a,  am,  antithetical,  related  to, 
relative,  correlative.  —  P  ratiyogika-tva,  am,  n. 
relativeness,  relativity,  correlativeness. 

Prati-yogin,  i,  int,  i,  opposing,  counteracting, 
impeding  ;  related  to,  corresponding  to  ;  co-operating 
with  ;  equally  matched  ;  (i),  in.  an  opponent,  enemy, 
antagonist,  rival  ;  any  object  dependant  upon  another 
and  not  existing  without  it;  a  partner,  associate, 
coadjutor  ;  a  counterpart,  match.  —  Pratlyogi-jnand- 
kdranata-vada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  NySya  work. 
—  Pratiyogi-la,  f.  or  pratiyoiji-tva,  am,  n.  op- 

position ;  dependant  existence  ;  the  state  of  being  a 
match  or  counterpart,  existence  as  a  counterpart, 

equality  in  power  ;  mutual  co-operation,  partnership. 
Prati-yojayitarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  fitted  with 

strings,  requiring  to  be  stringed  (as  a  musical  instru- 
ment). 

Hfrl<n(V|  prati-yoni,  ind.,  Ved.  according 

to  source  or  origin. 

nfrU./>ra-<!ra,  as,  a,  am  (fi.pra-tri),Ved. 
promoting,  advancing  ;  granting  victory  ;  (according 

to  Say.)  pratiram  ayuA  =jathare  (irakalmas- 
thanam. 
Pra-tiram  (probably  an  ind.  past  part.  fr.  pra- 

tri),  Ved.  having  crossed  (?). 



prati-raksh,  el.  I.  P.  -rakshati, 
-rakshititm,  Ved.  to  preserve,  guard,  protect. 
Prati-rakshana,  am,  n.  preserving,  preservation, 

protection. 
Prati-^raksha,  f.  safety,  preservation.  —  Pratirak- 

shdrtham  ("sha-ar"),  ind.  for  the  sake  of  saving. 
UuTT^T  prati-ratha,  as,  m.  an  opposite 

fighter  in  a  war-chariot,  an  adversary  in  war,  an- 
tagonist ;  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Atri,  author  of  the 

hymn  Rig-veda  V.  47  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Mati-nara 
and  father  of  Kanva;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vajra  and 

father  of  Su-c'Sru. 
,  as,  m.  passion,  rage, 

violent  or  passionate  abuse  (==prati-lamlthd). 

Hlrn^  prati-rava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ru  with 
prati),  crying  or  calling  out  to  ;  quarrelling  ;  echo  ; 
(probably)  =  upa-rava,  q.  v. 
Prati-rurushu,,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  speak  or  tell. 

Ttfiwi  prati-rdja,  as,  or  prati-rdjan,  a, 
m.  a  hostile  king,  royal  adversary. 

Hfii«.ieHx  prati-rutram,  ind.  each  night, 
every  night,  nightly. 

H  frl  <l  <T  prati-radha  or  prati-radha,  as,  m. 

(fr.  rt.  rddh  with  prati),  Ved.  '  obstacle,  hinderance," 
N.  of  the  verses  Atharva-veda  XX.  135,  1-3. 

H  fn  <(>  -^prati-rut,  Caus.  P.  -roCayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  choose  again;  to  resolve,  decide  upon. 

TffiT^^prati-rudh,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -runaddhi, 
-runddhe,  -roddhum,  to  check,  hinder,  obstruct; 
to  besiege,  blockade  ;  to  stop,  interrupt  ;  to  render 
imperfect,  impair  ;  to  disable  ;  to  abuse,  blame,  ac- 

cuse unjustly  ;  to  hide,  conceal. 
Prati-rttddha,  as,  a,  am,  impeded,  hindered, 

obstructed  ;  stopped,  interrupted  ;  opposed  ;  rendered 
imperfect,  impaired  ;  disabled  :  invested,  blockaded. 
Prati-rudhya,  ind.  having  accused  unjustly  (Manu 

XI.  88). 
Prati-roddhri,  dhd,  dhri,  dhri,  withstanding, 

opposing,  resisting  ;  a  hinderer,  preventer,  opposer. 
Prati-rodha,  as,  m.  opposition,  impediment,  ob- 

struction, hinderance,  stoppage  ;  an  opponent  ;  con- 
cealing, hiding  ;  siege,  blockade  ;  theft,  robbery. 

Pratwodhaka,  as,  a,  am,  obstructing,  opposing, 
hindering,  stopping  ;  besieging  ;  (as),  m.  a  robber, 
thief  ;  an  opponent  ;  an  obstacle. 
Prati-rodhana,  am,  n.  obstructing,  opposing, 

hindering. 
Prati-rodhin,  I,  inl,  i,  obstructive,  hindering,  im- 

peding, opposing,  controverting  ;  besieging  ;  (i),  m. 
a  thief,  robber  ;  an  opponent. 

Hfri  ̂ ^^prati-rurushu.  See  under  prati- 
rava  above. 

VflT^^prati-ruh,  Caus.  P.  -ropayati,  -yi- 
tum,  to  place  back,  restore,  re-establish. 

Ilfrl^CI  prati-rupa,  as,  a,  am,  like  a 
model,  similar,  corresponding,  suitable,  proper,  fit; 
beautiful  ;  (am,  a),  n.  f.  the  counterpart  of  any  real 
form,  an  image,  resemblance,  representation,  likeness, 
picture  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a 
daughter  of  Meru.  —  Pratirupa-farya,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  exemplary  in  conduct,  worthy  of  imitation. 
—  Pratiru/jordhrik  (see  dhrik,  p.  459,  col.  i), 
offering  a  model  for  imitation,  being  a  pattern  or 
model. 

Pratirupaka,  am,  n.  an  image,  a  picture  ;  a 
forged  edict;  (as,  ika,  am),  similar,  resembling, 
corresponding,  having  the  appearance  of  anything 

(generally  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  ;  cf.  saptami-p°). 
Pratirupya,  am,  n.  '  similarity  of  form,"  in  a-pra- 

tirupya,  incomparableness. 

nrn*J5(«(itl«T  prati-raudra-karman,  a,  a, 
a,  acting  cruelly  against  others. 

Hlncoismi  prati-lakshana,  am,  n.  '  a  coun- 
ter-mark,' mark,  sign,  token. 

,  cl.  I.  A.  -labhate,  -lab- 
dlttim,  to  receive  back,  recover ;  to  obtain. 

Prati-labhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  received  or  ob- 
tained, obtainable. 

Prati-lambha,  as,  m.  receiving,  taking,  obtain- 
ing, getting ;  censure,  reviling,  abuse. 

Prati-lambhita,  am,  n.  obtaining,  getting ;  cen- 
sure, reviling,  abuse. 

Prati-ldbha,  as,  m.  receiving  back,  receiving, 
taking,  obtaining,  getting. 

Trfirfe^"*^  prati-lingam,  ind.  at  every Lin-ga. 

Hfli  frtfa  prati-lipi,  is,  f.  a  copy,  tran- 
script, a  written  reply. 

H  fri  e4l*T  prati-loma,  as,  a,  am,  against  the 
hair  or  grain  (opposed  to  anu-loma),  contrary  to 
the  natural  course  or  order,  reverse,  inverted ;  dis- 

agreeable, unpleasant ;  hostile ;  low,  vile,  base,  de- 
praved ;  left,  not  right ;  contrary  to  caste  (where  the 

mother  is  of  a  higher  caste  than  the  father) ;  (am), 
n.  any  disagreeable  or  injurious  act ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  descendants  of 
Prati-loma;  (am),  ind.  against  the  hair,  against  the 
grain,  in  reversed  or  inverted  order.  —  Pratiloma-ja, 
as,  a,  am,  born  in  the  inverse  order  of  the  classes 
(as  of  a  Kshatriya  father  and  Brahman!  mother,  or  of 
a  Vaisya  father  and  Kshatriya  or  Brahman!  mother, 
in  which  cases  the  wife  is  of  a  higher  caste  than  the 
husband;  cf.  Manu  X.  i6).  —  Pratiloma-tas,  ind. 
against  the  grain,  invertedly,  in  inverted  order  or 
series ;  on  account  of  the  inversion  of  the  order  of 

the  castes.  —  Pratilomdnuloma-tas  (°ma-an°),  ind. 
in  an  unfriendly  and  friendly  manner. 
Pratilomaka.  as,  a,  am,  against  the  hair  or 

grain,  reverse,  inverted;  (am),  n.  inverted  order, 

perversion. 

H  fn  =(  -^  prati-vad,  cl.  2.  P.  -vakti,  -vak- 
tum,  to  say  anything  in  reply  to  (with  two  ace.) ; 
to  point  out,  indicate,  denounce  (Ved.). 

I'rati-vuktavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  answered  or 
replied  to,  to  be  given  (as  an  answer),  answerable. 
Prati-vadana,  am,  n.  a  dependant  or  final  clause 

in  a  sentence  ;  an  answer,  reply,  rejoinder ;  an  echo. 
—  Prativadani-tcri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -kamti,  -kurute, 
-kartum,  to  make  reply,  to  answer.  —  Prativa6arii- 
krita,  as,  a,  am,  replied  to,  answered. 

Prati-vafas,  as,  n.  an  answer,  reply ;  an  echo. 
Prati-vakya,  as,  a,  am,  admitting  or  requiring 

an  answer,  answerable;  (am),  n.  a  reply,  answer; 
(am),  ind.  in  every  sentence. 
Prati-vat,  k,  f.  an  answer,  reply ;  calling  or  crying 

out  to;  barking  in  return  (as  a  dog,  MahS-bh. 
Udyoga-p.  2651). 

HCnirr  prati-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  con- 
taining the  word  prati. 

Hfn^wi,  prati-vatsara,  as,  m.  a  year; 
(am),  ind.  every  year,  year  by  year,  yearly. 

TtitC^prati-vad,  cl.  I.  P.  -vadati,  -vadi- 
tum,  to  answer ;  to  repeat. 
Prati-vada,  as,  m.  an  answer,  reply,  rejoinder ; 

rejection,  refusal. 
Prati-vddin,  i,  inl,  i,  answering,  replying,  re- 

joining, responding;  contradicting,  disobedient ;  (t), 
m.  an  opponent ;  a  defendant,  respondent.  —  Pra- 
tieaill-ta,  f.  the  state  or  situation  of  a  respondent  or 
defendant  at  law. 

H  frl  =(  '{^prati-vanam,  ind.  in  every  wood 
or  forest. 

Ufa^Hprati-vap,  cl.  I.  P.  -vapati,  -vap- 
tum,  to  insert  (jewels  &c.),  inlay,  stud,  adorn,  orna- ment. 

Prati-vapa,  as,  m.  addition  of  substances  to 
medicines  either  during  or  after  decoction  (*=prati~ vdpa). 

prati-vi-dhd.  619 

H  frl  4  fiu«IT  prati-varnika,  as,  a,  am,  having 
a  corresponding  colour,  similar,  corresponding. 

TrfrTTrt'T prati-vartana.  See  under^rati- 

vrit,  p.  620,  col.  2. 

nCrNr*^  prati-vartman.  See  under 
prati-vrit,  p.  620,  col.  3. 

TlfirafkbT  prati-vardhin,  i,  ini,  i,  grown 
strong  enough  for,  being  a  match  for,  superior  to. 

H  frl  4  MHN  prati-varsham,  ind.  every  year, 
year  by  year,  yearly. 

nfriq*^  i .  prati-vas  (see  rt.  5.  cos),  Caus. 
P.  -msayati,  -yitum,  to  dress,  clothe. 

wCni*^ 2.  prati-vas  (see  rt.  6.  pas),  cl.  i. 
P.  -vasati,  -vastum,  to  dwell  near,  live  at;  to 
live,  dwell. 

Prati-vasati,  ind.  in  every  habitation,  on  every 
house,  house  by  house. 
Prati-vasatha,  as,  m.  a  settlement,  village. 
Prati-vastu,  u,  n.  (fr.  prati  +  vastu),  a  counter- 

part, an  equivalent ;  anything  given  in  return  ;  any- 
thing contrasted  with  another,  a  parallel. 

Prati-vasin,  t,  ini,  i,  dwelling  near,  neighbouring, 
a  neighbour. 

HfrN^r|  prati-vahana,  am,  n.  leading 
back. 

Prati-vaha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  SVa- 

phalka. 

Prati-vodhavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  carried  home. 

prati-vahni-pradakshi- nam,  ind.  at  each  perambulation  from  left  to  right 
of  the  sacred  fire. 

H  frN  [ftLI  prati-vdni,  is,  f.  an  answer,  reply, 

rejoinder  (see  prati-bdni). 

HTirmn  prati-vdta,  as,  m.  a  contrary 
wind ;  (am),  ind.  against  the  wind,  to  leeward ;  (e), 
ind.  on  the  lee  side. 

HfnqiX  prati-vara,  prati-vdrana,  &c. 
See  under  prati-vri,  p.  620,  col.  2. 

prati-varttd.     See  prati-vrit. 
prati-vdsa,  as,  i,  am,  howling 

against ;  a-p°,  not  contradicting. 

WfrT^  m  {.t^prati-vdsaram,  ind.  every  day, 
day  by  day,  daily. 

HrrNlf+H  prati-vdsin.     See  above. 

H  frl  4 1  y  <{  =)  prati-vdsudeva,  as,  m.  oppo- 
nent of  a  Vasudeva,'  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  nine  beings 

at  enmity  with  Vasudeva  (  =  ~Vishnu-dvlsh). 
HfrtrMMirl  prati-vighdta,  as,  ra.  (fr.  rt. 

Juan  with  ri),  striking  back,  warding  off,  defence. 

HfrirMslI  prati-vi-jnd,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -jdndti, 
-jdnite,  -jnatum,  to  behave  wisely  or  prudently. 

WfrlfaiMH  prati-vitapam,  ind.  in  every 

bough,  to  every  branch,  branch  by  branch. 

Tlfrrf%^  prati-vid,  cl.  2.  P.  -vetti,  -veda, 
-veditnm,  to  acknowledge,  receive ;  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
-vindati,  -te,  -veditum,  -vettum,  to  obtain,  get, 
receive :  Caus.  -vedayati,  -yitum,  to  make  known, 
report,  announce,  relate ;  to  deliver,  give. 
Prati-vedam,  ind.  at  or  for  every  Veda. 
Prati-vedayat,  an,  anti,  at,  making  known, announcing. 

Prati-veda-4akkam,  ind.  for  every  branch  or 
school  of  the  Veda. 

prati-vi-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -da- 
dhati,  -dhatte,  -d/tatiim,  to  place  or  dispose  in 
order,  arrange,  prepare,  make  ready,  fit  out,  equip ; 
to  dispatch ;  to  counteract,  counterwork,  frustrate. 
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prati-shidh. 

Praii-ridhatarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  arranged; 
to  be  used  or  employed. 

Prati-vidhana,  am,  n.  arrangement,  array;  ar- 
rangement against,  prevention  ;  counteracting,  coun- 

terworking, counteraction,  taking  measures  against  ; 
a  subsidiary  or  substituted  ceremony. 

Prati-i'idlti,  is,  m.  a  means  of  counteracting, 
an  act  or  ordinance  designed  to  counterwork  or 
counteract,  remedy  ;  retaliation. 

Prati-vidheya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  performed  or 
done  in  any  special  case;  to  be  counteracted  or 
remedied. 

Prati-vihita,  as,  a,  am,  arranged,  arrayed. 

WTTT^MT  prati-vindhya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king  who  ruled  over  a  particular  part  of  the  Vindhya 
mountains  ;  of  a  son  of  Yudhi-shthira. 

O  prati-vi-parl  (-pari-i),  cl.  2.  P. 
-pary-eti,  -etrnn,  to  turn  back  again. 

n  fct  fqmi^  prati-vi-bhaj,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -bha- 
jati,  -t(,  -bhaktam,  Ved.  to  distribute  severally, 
apportion. 
Prati-vibhdga,  as,  m.  division,  distribution,  ap- 

portionment. 

HIII  fag  prati-vimba,  am,  as,  n.  m.  the 
disk  (of  the  sun  or  moon)  reflected  (in  water),  a 

reflection,  reflected  image,  mirrored  form  ;  a  resem- 
blance or  counterpart  of  real  forms,  a  picture,  image, 

shadow  ;  epithet  of  the  chapters  of  the  K5vya-pra- 

ka&dars'a.  —  Prativimba-vartin,  i,  ini,  i,  being 
reflected  or  mirrored.  —  Prativimbdta  (°ba-ata)t, 
as,  m.  a  mirror. 

Prati-vimbana,  am,  n.  the  being  reflected  ;  re- 
flection ;  comparing  together,  comparison. 

Prativimbaya,  Nom.  P.  prativimbayati,  -yit  am, 
to  reflect,  mirror. 
Prativimbita,  as,  a,  am,  reflected,  mirrored. 

Mrfifq^rrT  prati-virati,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  ram 
with  prati),  desisting  from  anything  (with  abl.), 
leaving  off;  (i),  ind.  at  every  pause,  at  each  cessa- 

tion or  disappearance. 

Hfnfar^iB  prati-visishta,  as,  a,  am,  most 
excellent  ;  (with  abl.)  more  excellent. 

Pmti-vis'esJia,  as,  m.  peculiarity,  a  peculiar  cir- cumstance. 

n  fin  l<i  »a  prati-msva,  as,  a,  am,  every 
single  one,  one  and  all. 

H  in  i<*  «»  prati-visha,  am,  n.  'counter- 
poison,'  an  antidote  ;  (a),  f.  a  birch  tree  (commonly 
called  Ataich  or  Atis  Betula). 

HPnTiH*)  prati-vishaya,  as,  m.  pi.  the 
several  objects  of  sense  ;  (am),  ind.  in  relation  to 
each  single  object  of  sense. 

M  fn  CM  uuprati-v  ishnu,  ind.  at  every  (image 
of)  Vishnu  ;  towards  Vishnu,  in  place  of  Vishnu. 

Prativishnuka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree  (  = 
mutfukunda). 

prati-vihaya,  ind.  (fr.  rt.  ha 
with  prati  and  in),  having  quitted,  having  aban- 
doned. 

prati-mksh  (-vi-iksh),  cl.  I.  A. 
-r>l:.*Jt(ite,  -vikthitum,  to  look  upon;  to  observe, 
perceive. 

f'mti-i-ikshana,  am,  n.  looking  upon,  returning a  look. 

Prati-vikthaniya  or  prati-vtkshya,  as,  a,  am, 
to  be  looked  upon  ;  to  be  observed  or  perceived. 
WnRrTT  prati-vlra,  as,  m.  a  well-matched 

opponent,  antagonist.  -  Prativlra-ta,  (.  the  being 
a  well-matched  opponent,  antagonism. 

I'rati-rirya,  am,  n.  sufficient  strength  or  power for  resistance,  the  being  equal  to  or  a  match  for; 
a-pratii-irya,  unequalled,  matchless,  irresistible; 
aprativiryaramlha,  one  who  has  not  sufficient 
strength  to  undertake  anything. 

nfrT<|  prati-vri,  Cans,  or  cl.  10.  P.  -vara- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  keep  or  ward  off,  keep  back,  repel  ; 
to  oppose. 

Prati-eilra,  at,  m.  keeping  or  warding  off,  de- 

fence ;  a-p°,  not  to  be  warded  off,  irresistible. 
Prati-varana,  as,  i,  am,  keeping  or  warding  off 

[cf.  vdraifa-p  ]  ;  (as),  m.  a  hostile  elephant  ;  scil. 
Daitya,  a  Daitya  in  the  form  of  an  elephant  ;  (am), 
n.  keeping  back,  keeping  or  warding  off. 

Prati-vdrya,  as,  a,  am,  in  a-p°,  not  to  be  kept 
back,  not  to  be  impeded,  not  to  be  warded  off. 

JTfrT=pf  prati-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate,  -var- 
titum,  to  approach  ;  to  accrue. 
Prati-vartana,  am,  n.  turning  back,  returning. 
Pratirvartman,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  taking  an  opposite 

road  or  course. 

Prati-varttd,  f.  account,  intelligence,  information. 
Prati-vritti,  ind.  (in  Ved.  gram.)  according  to  the 

modulation  (of  the  voice). 

Hfrl^M  prati-vrish,  cl.  I.  P.  -varshali, 
-varsKitum,  to  rain  or  shower  upon  (with  arrows), 
to  shoot  ;  to  assail. 

Prati-vrisha,  as,  m.  a  hostile  bull. 

prati-velam,  ind.  on  every  oc- 

prati-vesa, as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vis 
with  prati),  neighbouring;  auxiliary;  (as),  m.  a 

neighbour  ;  the  residence  of  a  neighbour,  neighbour- 
ing house,  neighbourhood  ;  [cf.  prati-veda.]  —  Pra- 

tive.'Sa-tas,  ind.,  Ved.  from  the  neighbourhood. 
—  Pratireia-vdsin,  i,  in?,  i,  living  in  the  neigh- 

bourhood, neighbouring  ;  (i,  ini),  m.  f.  a  neighbour. 
Prativedin,  i,  ini,  i,  neighbouring,  a  neighbour. 

Prati-vedman,  a,  n.  a  neighbour's  house. 
Prativeiya,  as,  m.  a  neighbour. 

Hrnqign  prati-veshtita,  as,  a,  am,  rolled 
back,  reverted. 

vff&t.prati-vaira,  am,  n.  requital  of  hos- 
tilities, revenge. 

HfrT'ftaoM  praii-vodhavya.  See  under 
prati-vahana,  p.  619,  col.  3. 

UfrldiV^  prati-vyadh,  cl.  4.  P.  -vidhyati, 
-vyaddhum,  to  hit,  wound. 

UfrlttJ^  prati-vy-uh  (-vi-uh;  see  rt.  i  .  uh), 
cl.  I.  P.  A.  -uhati,  -te,  -uhitum,  to  draw  out  in 

opposite  battle-array. 
Prati-vyudha,  as,  n,  am,  drawn  out  in  array 

against;  broad. 
Prati-vyuha,  as,  m.  drawing  out  an  army  in 

opposite  battle-array,  arraying  an  army  against  an 
enemy  ;  a  multitude  ;  N.  of  a  prince  (in  this  sense 
a  various  reading  for  prati-ryoman,  q.  v.). 

prati-vy  oma,  as,  orprati-vyoman, 
a,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

H  frl  ri  »^  prati-vraj,  cl.  I.  P.  -rrajati,  -vra- 
jitum,  to  go  towards,  go  near,  approach. 

I*'  prati-sankaniya,    as,  a,  am 
(fr.  rt.  dank  with  prati),  to  be  doubted  about  or 
feared. 

Prati-fanka,  f.  fear  or  anxiety  on  account  of 

(with  loc.)  ;  constant  fear  or  doubt. 

JlTr!  31  ej  prati-satru,  us,  m.,  Ved.  an  ad- 
versary, opponent,  enemy. 

Ufrl?!^  prati-sabda,  as,  m.  echo,  reso- 
nance, reverberation;  a  Toar.  —  Prati3abda-ga,  as, 

a,  am,  going  after  a  sound,  going  in  the  direction of  a  sound. 

TrfrT^PT  prati-sama,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sam 
with  prati),  deliverance,  cessation. 

'Hfrl$K  prati-sara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  *TI  with 
pratt),  Ved.  breaking  to  pieces. 

M  In  ̂ i  f^i  ̂prati-sasin,  I,  m.  a  mock  moon, 

paraselene. 
Min^ll«*ix  prati-sakham,  ind.  for  every 

branch  or  school  (of  the  Veda)  ;  (a),  {.  a  side  branch, 
side  shoot.  —  PratUakha-nadi,  {.  a  branch  vein. 

Hid  311  <f  prati-sapa,  as,  m.   a   curse   in 
return,  retorted  imprecation,  curse  for  curse. 

M  in  31  1  «  n  prati-sasana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  sds), 

giving  orders,  ordering,  commissioning;  sending  a 
servant  on  a  message,  ordering  or  dispatching  an 

inferior  after  calling  him  to  attend  ;  a  counter-order, 
rival  command  or  authority  ;  a-pratisdsana,  as,  a, 

am,  without  rival  authority,  completely  under  sub- 

jection. 
Prati-3asti,  is,  f.  sending  on  a  message,  ordering  or 

dispatching  an  inferior  after  calling  him  to  attend. 
Prati-dishta,  as,  a,  am,  sent,  ordered,  dis- 

patched ;  celebrated,  famous. 

HuT^H  prati-si,  cl.  2.  A.  -sett,  -sayitum, 
to  lie  down  opposite  to  (with  ace.). 

Prati-iivan,  a,  art,  a,  Ved.  serving  as  a  couch 
or  resting-place. 

H  in  ̂ il  n  prati-sina,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  syai 
with  prati),  melted,  fluid,  dropping,  oozing. 

Prati-s'ya,  f.  or  prati-iyaya,  as,  m.  a  cold, 
catarrh. 

H  fti  SJ  «ft  t^prati-sukram,  ind.  towards  the 
planet  Venus. 

Hfirar^  prati-sush,  cl.  4.  P.  -sushyati, 
-toshtum,  to  be  dried  up,  become  dry  ;  to  perish. 

U  fri  3  »<  i  prati-sya.     See  above. 

H  in  v*  «C  prati-sraya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sri  with 
prati),  refuge,  help,  assistance  ;  a  place  of  refuge, 
shelter,  asylum,  an  alms-house  ;  a  place  where  food 
&c.  is  given  away  ;  a  house,  dwelling  ;  a  receptacle  ; 
a  place  of  sacrifice,  the  room  or  building  where  the 
sacrifice  is  performed  ;  an  assembly. 

Jlfrt^J  prati-sru,  cl.  5.  P.  -srinoti,  -sro- 
tum,  to  promise  (with  dat.  or  gen.  of  the  person  and ace.  of  the  thing). 

Praii-ira-ca,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  overhearing,  dis- 
covering by  listening  ;  (as),  m.  promise,  agreement, 

assent;  (according  to  Mahi-dhara)  =prati-s'abda. 
—  Pratis"ravdnta  (°ra-an°),  as,  m.  the  expiration 
of  a  promise,  i.  e.  lapse  of  a  promised  period. 

Prati-s'ravana,  am,  n.  hearkening  to,  listening 
to  (with  attention  and  obedience);  assenting  to, 

agreeing,  promising  ;  a  promise  ;  maintaining  ;  a 
particular  part  of  the  ear.  —  Pratiiravana-purva, 
as,  a,  am,  preceded  by  a  promise,  promised. 

Prctti-dravas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Bhlma-sena. 
Prati-frut,  t,  f.  an  echo,  resonance,  reverberation  ; 

a  promise. 
Prati-irvta,  as,  a,  am,  promised,  assented, 

agreed,  accepted;  (am),  n.  a  promise,  assent;  an 

engagement. Prati-iruti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  an  echo,  repeated  sound, 
resonance,  reverberation. 

Prati.'Srutka.,  f.,  Ved.  =  prati-£rut. 
Prati-s'rotri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  promises  or 

assents,  a  promiser. 

Tjfrl'iilotiT  prati-slokam,   ind.   at   every 
Sloka. 

prati-shifya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  siV 

with  prati),  Ved.  to  be  besprinkled  or  moistened. 
Prati-sheka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  besprinkling,  moist- 

ening. 

trfrt  fn«  prati-shidh  (-sidh),  cl.  I.  P.  -she- 

dhali,  -fhcilhitum,  -sheddhum,  to  keep  off,  ward 
off;  to  restrain  ;  to  hinder  ;  to  interdict,  prohibit, 

forbid,  disallow:  Caus.  -shedhayati,  -yitum,  to 

keep  off,  keep  back,  ward  off;  to  restrain;  to  pro- 

hibit, interdict. 



prati-shiddha. 

Prati-shiddha,  as,  d,  am,  forbidden,  prohibited  ; 

refused,  denied,  disallowed;  contradicted.  —Pratl- 
fltiil'lha-serana,  am,  n.  doing  what  is  prohibited. 
—  Pratishiddha-sevin,  I,  ini,  i,  following  or  doing 
what  is  forbidden. 

Prati-sheddhavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  warded  off, 
to  be  kept  back  ;  to  be  prohibited  or  forbidden. 

Prati-sheildhri,  dhd,  dhrl,  ilhri,  one  who  wards 
off  or  keeps  back  ;  hindering,  a  hinderer  ;  prohibiting, 
prohibitive,  a  prohibitor,  forbidding;  resisting. 
Prati-shedha,  as,  m.  keeping  or  warding  off, 

keeping  back,  expulsion  (of  a  disease  &c.)  ;  forbid- 
ding, prohibition  ;  denial,  refusal,  disallowal  ;  nega- 

tion, contradiction  ;  a  negative  particle  ;  an  exception  ; 
enforcing  a  prohibition,  reminding  of  a  prohibition. 

—  Pratishedliilkshara  (°rlha-ak°),  am,  n.  '  words 
of  denial,"  a  negative  answer.  —  Pratiehedhokti 
Cdha-uk°),  is,  f.  expression  of  denial  or  refusal, 
expression  of  prohibition  or  contradiction.  —  Prati- 

shedhopama  (cdha-up°),  (.  a  negative  comparison. 
Prati-shedhaka,  as,  ika,  am,  prohibiting,  prohi- 

bitive, interdicting,  preventive  ;  denying,  negative  ; 
contradicting  ;  excepting. 
Prati-shedhana,  as,  i,  am,  keeping  or  warding 

off;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  keeping  or  warding  oft, 
keeping  back,  expulsion  ;  preventing,  prohibiting, 
inhibition,  refusal,  refutation. 

Prati-shedhanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  kept  back  ; 
to  be  hindered  or  prevented  ;  to  be  prohibited. 

HfrfMiSI  prati-sh-kasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  has 
with  prati),  a  messenger  ;  a  secret  emissary,  spy  ; 
a  whip,  a  leather  thong  ;  [cf.  katfa.] 

Prati-shka,  as,  m.  a  messenger,  an  emissary,  spy. 
Prati-shkasha,  as,  m.  a  whip,  a  leather  thong. 
Prati-shkasa,  as,  m.  a  messenger,  an  emissary, 

spy. 

irfirBJ  prati-shku  (prati-sku),  cl.  5.  P. 
-shkunoti,  -shkotum,  to  cover  in  return  (with 
arrows  &c.).  $*. 

HfriyJJ  prati-shtabdha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 
xlambh  with  prati),  obstructed,  impeded,  stopped, 
withstood. 

Prati-shtambha,  as,  m.  obstruction,  impediment, 
obstacle,  opposition,  resistance,  hinderance. 

HfrTijfir  prati-shtuti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  stu  with 
prati),  Ved.  a  song  of  praise,  praise. 

Prati-shtotri,  id,  trl,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  rivals 
in  praising. 

h,  cl.  i.  A.  -shtobhate, 

•shtobhitum,  Ved.  to  praise  severally,  glorify  indi- 
vidually; (Say.=pratyekam  stu.) 

UfrTUT  prati-shtha  (prati-stha),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-tishthati,  -te,  -shthdtum,  to  stand  firmly,  stand  or 
rest  upon,  to  be  supported  ;  to  depend  upon  ;  to 

stay:  Caus.  P.  -shthapayati,  -yitum,  to  place 
firmly,  to  set  up,  erect  ;  to  place  ;  to  place  with, 
consign  to  (with  loc.)  ;  to  offer. 
Prati-shtha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  standing  firmly  ; 

resisting  ;  famous  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 
Su-parsva  who  was  the  seventh  Arhat  of  the  present 
Ava-sarpinI;  («),  f.  standing  still,  resting,  remaining 

in,  staying,  standing,  fixing;  a  resting-place,  site, 
ground,  base,  foundation  ;  a  prop,  stay  ;  fixity,  con- 

stitution, strength  ;  the  state  of  rest,  quiet,  tranquillity, 
comfort  ;  the  foot  (regarded  as  the  basis  on  which 
men  and  animals  stand)  ;  a  halting-place,  dwelling- 
place,  house,  home,  residence  ;  the  earth  ;  a  limit, 

boundary;  a  receptacle;  a  high  or  honourable  posi- 
tion, high  authority,  pre-eminence  ;  celebrity,  fame, 

notoriety  ;  the  accession  (of  a  king  to  the  throne)  ; 

installation,  inauguration,  the  consecration  of  a  monu- 
ment or  image  in  honour  of  a  deity  or  the  setting 

up  of  an  idol  ;  the  performance  or  institution  of  any 
jites  (e.  g.  the  endowment  of  a  temple,  portioning  a 
daughter,  completion  of  a  vow,  or  any  ceremonies 
for  obtaining  supernatural  and  magical  powers)  ;  ac- 

complishment, completion  in  general  ;  a  metre  of 
four  lines  of  four  syllables  each  ;  a  variety  of  the 

Gayatri  metre  consisting  of  three  lines  of  eight, 
seven,  and  six  syllables  respectively;  a  mystical 
designation  of  the  letter  d;  N.  of  one  of  the 
Matris  attending  upon  Skanda;  Prajapateh  pra- 
tinhthd  or  pratishthd-sdman,  N.  of  a  Saman ; 
(d),  ind.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  on  the  spot.  —  Pratishtha- 
krnna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  desirous  of  a  firm  basis; 

wishing  for  a  home  or  residence ;  wishing  for  emi- 
nence or  distinction.  —  Pratishthd-tilaka,  N.  of  a 

work  by  Rama-candra  (on  the  erection  of  the  images 
of  the  twenty-four  Jaina  Tirthan-karas).  —  Prati- 
sh/hd-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  a  ground  or  basis, 

being  a  foundation.  —  Pratishthdnvita  (°thd-an°), 
as,  a,  am,  possessed  of  fame,  renowned,  illustrious, 
celebrated.  —  Pratighthd-mayukha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  ninth  section  of  the  Bhaskara.  —  Pratishthd- 

vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  a  foundation  or  support. 
Prati-sh/hdtri,  td,  m.  epithet  of  a  particular 

priest  (also  called  prati-prasthdtri,  q.  v.). 
Prati-shthdna,  am,  n.  resting  or  standing  firmly, 

being  firmly  stationed ;  a  standing-place,  ground, 
foundation ;  the  foundation  of  a  city ;  site,  situation ; 

a  leg,  foot ;  N.  of  a  town  at  the  confluence  of  the 

Gan-ga  and  Yamuna  on  the  left  bank  of  the  Gan-ga 
opposite  to  Allahabad,  the  capital  of  the  early  kings 

of  the  lunar  dynasty ;  N.  of  a  town  on  the  Go- 

davari,  the  capital  of  S'ali-vahana ;  (ait),  m.  du.  the 
constellation  Proshtha-pada. 

Prati-shthdpana,  am,  n.  fixing,  placing,  locating ; 
erecting  or  consecrating  the  image  of  a  deity,  instal- lation. 

Prati-shthdpam,  ind., Ved.  having  fixed  or  placed. 
Prati-ehthdpayitarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  placed or  established. 

Prati-shthdpayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  erects 
or  fixes ;  one  who  founds,  a  founder. 

Prati-shthdpita,  as,  d,  am,  set  up,  erected, 
placed,  located  ;  fixed,  appointed. 

Prati-shlhdpya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  placed  or 
located  or  fixed ;  to  be  consigned  or  made  over  to 
(with  loc.). 
Prati-shthi,  is,  !.,  Ved.  resistance;  (Say.)  = airmja. 

Prati-shthita,  as,  d,  am,  set  up,  erected ;  esta- 
blished, fixed,  infixed ;  comprised,  included  ;  placed, 

situated ;  staying ;  established  in  life,  married ;  por- 
tioned, endowed  ;  consecrated,  inaugurated,  installed  ; 

completed,  finished,  effected  ;  applied,  applicable  ; 
experienced,  conversant  with ;  famous,  celebrated, 

renowned,  illustrious ;  prized,  valued ;  secured,  ac- 
quired. —  Pratishthita-santdna,  as,  a,  am,  one 

who  has  progeny  or  offspring  secured. 

Prati-shthiti,  is,  I.,  Ved.  standing  firmly,  re- 
maining firm  or  fixed ;  a  station. 

Huigi*}  pra-tishthdsti,  us,  us,  u,  wishing 
to  remain,  &c.  See  pra-sthd. 

Hrnwmfl  prati-shudta,  as,  a,  am.  (fr.  rt. 

snd),  pure. Pratishnikd,  f.,  see  Gana  to  Pan.  VIII.  3,  98. 
Prati-sndta,  as,  d,  am,  bathed. 

HfrT^nira  prati-samyoddhri,  dha,  m.  an 
adversary  in  war. 

ltfrnra*r«T  prati-samlayana,  am,  n.  (fr. 
rt.  It  with  prati-sam),  complete  absorption. 

Uin  ̂   =)  rw  ̂ f^prati-sanwatsaram,  ind.  every 
year,  year  by  year,  yearly. 

Tjfrraf^  prati-samvid,  t,  f.  (fr.  rt.  vid 
with  prati-sam),  an  accurate  understanding  of  the 
particulars  of  anything.  —  Pratfsamvit-prdpta,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 

Pmti-sammdaka,  as,  a,  am,  giving  detailed 
information,  informing  about  the  particulars  of  any- thing. 

Prati- samt-edin,  i,  ini,  i,  enjoying. 

UfrlWH^  prati-samsarga,  as,  m.  ~prati- 
sarga,  q.  v. 

621 prati-sans-lcri  (-sam-kri),  cl.  8. 
P.  A.  -karotl,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  mend,  repair  ; 
to  re-establish,  restore;  to  unite  one  thing  with 
another. 

HfinnsTTT  prati-samsthdna,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 
stltd  wl^  prati),  settling  in,  entering  into. 

JjfinT^  prati-sam-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati, 
-te,  -hartum,  to  draw  back,  withdraw,  drag  back  ;  to 
place  back,  replace  (an  arrow  in  the  quiver)  ;  to  retract  ; 

to  change:  Caus.  -hdrayati,  -yitum,  to  retract. 
Prati-saiiihdra,  as,  m.  taking  back,  drawing  in, 

withdrawing  ;  compression,  diminution  ;  comprehen- 
sion ;  retracting  ;  giving  up,  yielding,  resigning. 

Prati-samhrita,  as,  a,  am,  comprehended,  in- 
cluded ;  compressed,  reduced  in  bulk. 

Prati-sanjihirshu,  us,  us,  it,  wishing  to  with- 
draw from,  wishing  to  be  freed  from. 

H  CiHJ  4  \prati-sam-hrish,  cl.  4.  P.  -hrish- 
yati,  -harshitum,  to  be  glad. 

v|fn«3;i3i  prati-sankasa,  as,  m.  a  similar 

appearance,  resemblance. 

Hfrtf)  ̂ '  H^prati-san-kram  (-sam-kram),  cl. 
I.  P.  A.  -kramati,  -kramate,  -kramitum,  to  go 

back  again,  return  ;  to  cease  moving  on,  come  to  an 
end,  cease  :  Caus.  -krdmayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 

go  back  or  return. 
Prati-sankrama,  as,  m.  reabsorption,  disso- lution. 

JTfrtflSjTO  prati-san-krudh  (-sam-krudK), 
cl.  4.  P.  -krudhyati,  -kroddhum,  to  be  angry  with 
(with  ace.). 
1'rati-sankritddha,  as,  a,  am,  angry  with,  wroth 

against. UfrlHjy  I  i.  prati-san-khya  (-sam-khya), 
cl.  2.  P.  -khyati,  -khyatum,  Ved.  to  count  or  redkon 

up,  count,  number. 
1.  prati-sankhya,  f.  consciousness.  —  Pratisan- 

khyd-nirodha,  as,  m.  (with  Buddhists)  conscious 
cessation  of  existence;  wilful  destruction  of  any existent  thing  (?). 

f^oKI  prati-sangakshika,  f.  a  cloak 
to  keep  off  the  dust  (worn  by  Buddhist  mendicants). 

JjfrT«fj5'«^  prati-sangin,  t,  ini,  i  (fr.  rt. 
sanj  with  prati),  cleaving  or  clinging  to,  adhering  ; 

a-pratisangin,  not  meeting  with  any  obstacle, irresistible. 

1  prati-san-grah  (-sam-grah),  cl. 

9.  P.  A.  -gHhnilti,  -griltnlte,  -grahitum,  to  re- ceive, accept. 

Jjffl+l'at.  prati-san-dar  (-sam-6ar),  cl.  r. 
P.  A.  -torati,  -te,  -taritum,  to  come  together, 
come  towards,  meet  with,  meet. 

Prati-santara,  as,  m.  going  or  moving  back- 
wards; reabsorption  or  resolution  (back  again  into 

Prakriti)  ;  that  into  which  anything  is  reabsorbed 
or  resolved  ;  a  place  of  resort,  haunt. 

Trfrnr^'^  prati-saii-jan  (-sam-jan),  cl.  4. 
A.  -jayate,  -janitum,  to  be  born  again,  to  be  born 
or  produced  ;  to  spring  up,  arise,  appear. 

prati-san-jiv  (-sam-jiv),  cl.  I. 

P.  (ep.  also  A.)  -jirati  (-te),  -jivitttm,  to  come  to 
life  again,  return  to  life,  revive. 

HrriH>stl  prati-sah-jna  (-sam-jna),  cl.  9. 

P.  A.  -jdndti,  -jariitc,  -jndtum,  Ved.  to  be  friendly 
towards,  to  be  kindly  disposed  towards. 

HPri^ec)  prati-sadriksha,  as,  I,  am,  or 

prati-sadris,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  similar. 

H  fn  «  1^31^  prati-san-dis  (-sam-dis),  cl.  6. 
P.  -difati.  -deshtum,  to  give  an  errand  or  commis- 

sion in  return;  to  send  back  a  message  to  (with 

gen.)  ;  to  order,  command. 
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I'ruti-sandefa,  ai,  m.  a  message  given  in  return, 
tidings  in  return,  an  answer  to  a  message. 

Hin*i«n  prati-san-dha  (-sam-dha),  cl.  3. 
P.  A.  -dadhati,  -dhatte,  -dhatum,  to  put  together 
again,  readjust  ;  to  put  on,  fasten  ;  to  aim  at,  direct 

against  ;  to  give  back,  replace,  restore  ;  to  grasp  men- 
tally, conceive,  comprehend,  understand  ;  (A.)  to  com- 

pose one's  self;  to  fit  an  arrow  to  the  bow-string. 
Prati-samhita,ae,  a,  am,  aimed  at.directed  against. 
Prali-sandhdna,  am,  n.  putting  together  again, 

joining  together  ;  a  juncture,  the  period  of  transition 
between  two  ages  ;  a  remedy  ;  self-command,  sup- 

pression of  feeling  ;  praise,  panegyric. 
Prati-sandhi,  i*,  m.  reunion  ;  entering  into  the 

womb  [cf.  bltava.-p"]  ;  a  juncture,  the  period  of 
transition  between  two  ages. 

Prati-sandkeya,'  as,  a,  am,  to  be  opposed,  re- 
sistible ;  a-pratisandheya,  irresistible. 

Pratisandhanika,  as,  m.  (fr.  prati-sandhana), 
a  bard,  a  panegyrist. 

WfrnTH  prati-sama,  as,  a,  am,  equal  to, 
a  match  for. 

uPr!  ««i  TI^  prati-samantam,  ind.,  Ved.  on 
every  side,  everywhere. 

M  Pn  «*ii  fq  3{prati-sam-a-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  -di- 
tflti,  -defhtum,  to  return  an  answer,  reply,  answer; 
to  direct  in  return  ;  to  order,  command. 

Prati-samadishla,  as,  n,  am,  enjoined,  directed, 
ordered. 

UfinnnVT  prati-sam-a-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A. 
•dadhati,  -dhatte,  -dhatam,  to  put  back  again, 
replace,  affix  again;  to  rearrange,  readjust;  to  re- 

dress, remedy  ;  to  fit  an  arrow  to  the  bow-string. 
Prati-samadhdna,  am,  n.  cure,  remedy. 

Hfimii^  prati-sam-as  (see  rt.  4.  as),  cl. 
2.  A.  -a»te,  -aiitiim,  to  be  a  match  for,  cope  with  ; 
to  withstand,  resist. 

Prati-samasana,  am,  n.  the  being  a  match  for, 
coping  with  (with  gen.)  ;  withstanding,  resisting. 

JlflT*i  (*t  «^  prati-sam-indh,  cl.  7.  A.  -ind- 
dhe,  -indhitum,  to  kindle  again,  rekindle. 

JTinti»iTis)«u  prati-samikshana,  am,  n.  (fr. 

rt.  iksh  with  prati-sam),  looking  at  again,  return- 
ing a  glance. 

HfrfH»J-<*x/jrari-sam-«c'(?),  cl.  4.  A.  -ufyate, 
-utitum,  Ved.  to  deserve,  be  worthy  of. 

l|frm?j*>  prati-sam-budh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.,  4. 
A.  -bodhati,  -te.  -budhyale,  -bodhitum,  to  become 
conscious  again,  recover  consciousness. 
Prati-sambuMha,  as,  il,  am,  become  conscious 

again,  restored  to  consciousness,  recovered. 

Uf  11  «  *«J  pruti-sam-bhu  ,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati, 

-bhavitum,  to  apply  or  give  one's  self  to  (with  ace.). 

WfiT1K.prat  i-sara.     See  prati-sri,  col.  2. 

UfrTVT  prati-sarga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  srij 
with  prati),  continued  creation  out  of  primitive 
matter;  secondary  creation  or  the  creation  of  the 
world  by  the  agency  of  BrahmS  and  other  divinities 
regarded  as  the  agents  of  one  supreme  being  ;  disso- 

lution ;  the  portion  of  a  PurSna  which  treats  of  the 
destruction  and  renovation  of  the  world. 

Prati-sargam,  ind.  in  every  creation. 
Pra-ti-srishta,  as,  a,  am,  sent,  dispatched  ;  given  ; 

celebrated. 

prati-sandesa. 

HPn«i*i«n  prati-sdmanta,  as,  m.  ' an  ad- 
verse neighbour,'  an  enemy,  adversary. 

14 Prl H I HUjtrati-say am,  ind.  towards  even- 

ing. 

nPritfYt.1  prati-sird,  f.  a  curtain,  a  screen 
or  wall  of  cloth,  an  outer  tent. 

uPrl«*l  prati-surya,  as,  m.  a  mock  sun, 
parhelion  ;  a  kind  of  lizard,  a  chameleon  (which  lies 
or  basks  in  the  sun);  (am),  ind.  opposite  to  the 

sun,  in  the  sun.  —  Pratisnrya-s'ayanaka,  as,  m. 
'  lying  or  basking  in  the  sun,'  a  kind  of  lizard,  a chameleon. 

Prati-suryaka,  as,  m.  =  prati-surya. 

'UPrlV  prati-sri,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarati,  -sartum, 
to  go  towards,  go  back,  [only  used  in  Caus.]  :  Caus. 
P.  -sarayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  go  back;  to 
remove,  replace. 

Prati-sara,  as,  a,  am,  going  towards ;  dependent, 
subject;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  cord  or  ribbon  used 
as  an  amulet  worn  round  the  neck  or  wrist  at  nup- 

tials &c. ;  an  ornament,  adorning ;  a  watch,  guard, 

ward ;  the  junction  of  an  elephant's  frontal  sinuses  (?) ; 
(as),  m.  a  follower,  servant ;  a  bracelet ;  a  wreath, 
garland ;  a  form  of  magic  or  incantation ;  the  rear 
of  an  army;  day-break;  cicatrizing  or  healing  (as  a 
sore) ;  (a),  f.  a  female  servant ;  a  thread,  fillet,  ribbon. 
Prati-sarana,  am,  n.  leaning  on,  resting  upon. 

Prati-sarya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (according  to  Mahl- 
dhara)  present  in  the  cord  used  as  an  amulet,  present 
at  an  incantation. 

Prati-sarana,  am,  n.  dressing  or  anointing  the 
edges  of  a  wound ;  an  instrument  used  for  anointing 
a  wound. 

Prati-aaranlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  dressed  or 
anointed  (as  a  wound). 

Prati-sarita,  as,  a,  am,  repelled,  repulsed ;  re- 
moved ;  dressed  (as  a  wound). 

Prati-sarin,  I,  ini,  i,  going  round,  going  from 
one  to  another. 

HPfl«j|«  prati-srishta.     See  prati-sarga. 
WfiTTnTT prati-send,  f.  an  opposing  or  hos- tile army. 

nPn«l«u  prati-sama,  f.  a  kind  of  plant 
(  =  mahisha-vallf). 
HTn«si«l  prati-skandha,    as,    m.    every 

shoulder;  N.  of  an  attendant  of  Skanda;  (am),  ind. 

upon  the  shoulders. 

nPn«i  prati-s-kri  (prati-kri  with  s  in- 
serted), cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kirati,  -te, -karitum,  -karitum, 

to  hurt,  injure ;  [cf.  prati-kri."\ Prati-s-kirna,  as,  ii,  am,  hurt,  injured. 

nPn*fl*t  prati-sfabdlia,  as,  d,  am,  stopped, 
restrained  ;  stupefied  ;  propped  up,  stayed,  supported ; 

[cf.  prati-»litabdha.\ 

uPrlfeO  prati-stri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  lying  on 
a  woman. 

prati-sthdnam,  ind.   in  every 

prati-hasta. 
PraH-spatana,  as,  a,  am,Ved.=prati-tpas'a. 

i-smri,  cl.  i .  P.  -smarati,  -smar- 

prati-savya,  as,  a,  am,  in  inverted 
order,  inverted,  reverse. 

t^  prati-suh,  cl.  i  .  A.  -sahate,  -sahi- 
tum,  -sodhum,  to  sustain,  uphold,  support. 

M  In  «  i  »M  i  f«i  <*pralisandhanika.  See  under 
pratt-san-dhd  above. 

HPrt«l«i  prati-sama,  as,  a,  am,  (probably) 
unkind,  unfriendly. 

place,  everywhere. 

uPntain  prati-snata,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  snd 
with  prati),  bathed,  washed  ;  [cf.  prati-gknata.] 

HiVnaj:  prati-sneha,  as,  m.  love  in  return, 

requital  of  love,  mutual  love. 

pruti-spandana  ,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 
tpand  with  prati),  throbbing,  vibratio 

HfrlHIVT  prati-spardhd,  f.  (fr.  rt.  spardh 
with  prati),  emulation,  rivalry,  the  wish  or  effort  to 
excel  or  overcome. 

Prati-spardhin,  I,  ini,  i,  emulous,  a  rival,  en- 
vious ;  refractory,  rebellious. 

HfiK-M^i  prati-spasa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  I.  pas 
with  _proit),Ved.  spying,  watching,  lying  in  wait. 

tum,  to  remember  again,  recall  to  memory,  remem- 

ber, recollect. 
Prati-smriti,  is,  f.  recollection  ;  epithet  of  a  par- 

ticular kind  of  magic. 

prati-sydya,  a  wrong  form  for 

prati-fyaya,  q.  v. 
Hfrltjiri*)  prati-srotas,  ind.  against  the 

stream,  up  the  stream  ;  (sometimes  wrongly  spelt 

prati-frotas.) 

ItnnS^  prati-svara,  as,  m.  a  reverberated 
sound,  echo,  reverberation  ;  a  focus. 

TTfTnf«T;>rnri-Aan,  cl.  2.  P.  -hand,  -hantum, 
to  strike  in  return,  strike  back,  ward  off,  keep  off;  to 
drive  back,  repel  ;  to  remove  ;  to  oppose,  resist  ;  to 

prevent  ;  to  disown. Prati-Jiata,  as,  a,  am,  struck  in  return,  struck 
back,  beaten  back,  knocked  back,  hurt,  killed  ; 

repulsed,  repelled  ;  opposed,  obstructed  ;  averted  ; 
reflected  ;  fallen,  overthrown  ;  hated,  disliked  ;  dis- 

appointed ;  sent,  dispatched  ;  tied,  bound.  —  Prati- 
liata-dhi,  is,  Is,  i,  hostile-minded,  having  hostile 
intentions.  —  Pratihata-mati,  is,  is,  i,  adverse- 
minded,  averse  from,  hating,  disliking. 
Prati-hati,  fs,  f.  beating  back,  beating  again  ; 

repulse,  recoil,  rebound  ;  disappointment. 
Prati-hanana,  am,  n.  striking  back,  hitting  again, 

striking  in  return,  returning  a  blow. 
Prati-hantavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  opposed  or 

resisted,  opposable,  resistible. 
Prati-hantri,  ta,  m.  one  who  strikes  in  return,  a 

revenger,  avenger. 

Prati-ltanyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  struck  back 
or  hit  again  ;  being  foiled  or  disappointed. 

ufrlsiO!!  prafi-harana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  hri 
with  prati),  throwing  back,  striking  back,  repelling 

(Ved.)  ;  avoiding,  shunning. 
Prati-hartri,  la,  tri,  tri,  one  who  draws  back, 

drawing  in,  absorbing;  dissolving,  destroying;  one 
who  keeps  or  wards  off,  an  averter  ;  epithet  of  one 

of  the  sixteen  priests,  the  assistant  of  the  Ud-g5tri 

[cf.  ritv-ij,  prati-hard]  ;  N.  of  a  prince,  son  of 
Prati-hSia  or  of  Pratlha. 

Prati-hara,  as,  m.  striking  against,  striking  back, 
pushing  or  thrusting  back  ;  (in  grammar)  the  hard 
contact  of  the  tongue  with  the  edge  of  the  teeth  in 
the  pronunciation  of  the  dental  letters  ;  an  epithet  of 
particular  syllables  in  the  S5ma  hymns  with  which 
the  Prati-hartri  begins  to  join  in  the  singing  (gene- 

rally at  the  beginning  of  the  last  Pada  of  a  verse)  ; 
N.  of  a  particular  magical  formula;  (that  which 

keeps  back)  a  door,  gate  ;  a  door-keeper,  porter  ;  u 

juggler  ;  juggling,  trick,  disguise  ;  N.  of  a  prince, 
son  of  Paiameshthiu  ;  N.  of  a  particular  form  c.l 
alliance  ;  (i),  f.  a  female  door-keeper,  portress  ;  (ait), 
m.  du.  two  door-keepers,  i.  e.  two  statues  at  the 
entrance  of  a  temple  ;  (in  several  of  the  above  senses 

this  word  is  also  spelt  prati-liara.)  —  Prttti/iara-pa, 

as,  m.  a  door-keeper,  porter.  —  Pratiiiiira-Utumi, 
is,  f.  'door-place,'  a  threshold.  —Pratihara-rakshi, 
f.  a  female  door-keeper,  portress. 

J'rati-liaraka,  as,  m.  a  juggler. 

Prati-harana,  am,  n.  entrance,  permission  to 
enter  a  door. 

I'^ili-harya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  pushed  or  thrust 
back,  to  be  repelled,  resistible  ;  (am),  n.  juggling, 

jugglery. 
TjfrT^prati-hary,  cl.  I.  P.  -haryati,  -har- 

yitiim,  Ved.  to  desire,  love  (Say.  =  kam  or ekiuii  kam). 

prati-harshana,   am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 

liri-h  with  pruti),  causing  joy  in  return. 

nCii^w  prati-hasta  or  prati-hastaka,  as, 
m.  a  deputy,  substitute,  proiy. 



Prati-kastin,  f,  m.  the  keeper  of  a  house  of 
ill  feme. 

Hfrl^fw  prati-hasti,  ind.  towards  the  ele- 
phants, in  the  direction  of  the  elephants. 

Jlfinrnf  prati-hasa  or  prati-hdsa,  as,  m. 
(fr.  rt.  has  with  prati),  returning  a  laugh,  laughing 
with  or  at ;  fragrant  oleander,  Nerium  Odorum. 

Mfrlf\J^  prati-hiqs,  cl.  7.  I.  P.  -hinasti, 
-hinsati,  -hinxitum,  to  injure  in  return,  retaliate. 
Prati-hinsd,  f.  retaliation,  revenge. 
Prati-hinsita,  as,  d,  am,  injured  in  return  or  by 

way  of  revenge ;  (am),  n.  requital  of  an  injury. 

Ufrtf^rl  prati-hita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  prati- 
dhd),  put  dose  to,  placed  in,  fitted  to  (the  bow-string 
as  an  mow).  —  PratiMteshu  (°ta-ishu),  us,  ns,  u, 
one  who  has  fitted  an  arrow  to  (the  bow-string). 
Pratihitdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  one  who  has  fitted 

an  arrow  to  (the  bow-string;  cf.  dtatdyin). 
Prati-hiti,  is,  f.  fitting  an  arrow  to  (the  bow- 

string). 

Hfrl^MH  prati-hridayam,  ind.  in  every 
heart. 

Ufrl^m prati-hrdsa,  as,  m.  (rt.  Aras),Ved. 
shortening,  abbreviation,  abridgment. 

JTfrT^n; prati-hvara,  as,  m.,Ved.  the  rising 
slope  or  vault  (of  the  sky),  a  sloping  side ;  (Say. 
pralihvare=samlpe.) 

inrt  prati  (prati-i;  see  rt.  5.  i),  cl.  2.  P. 
praty-eti,  -etum,  to  go  towards,  come  towards,  go  to ; 
to  go  back,  come  back,  return  ;  to  approach,  turn  to, 
betake -one's  self  to;  to  fall  to  the  lot  or  share  of; 
to  reach,  attain ;  to  observe,  learn  exactly,  convince 

one's  self  (of  the  truth  of  anything)  ;  to  be  con- 
vinced, become  certain  of,  give  credence  to,  believe : 

Pass,  pratiyate,  to  be  observed  or  recognised ;  to 
follow  from  anything  (as  a  necessary  result)  ;  to  be 
proved,  turn  out  to  be  true  :  Caus.  praty-dyayati, 
-yititm,  to  cause  to  go  towards;  to  convince  (any 
one  of  the  truth  of  anything),  produce  confidence, 
cause  to  believe ;  to  cause  to  think  of  or  observe, 
bring  to  mind ;  to  show  anything  in  its  true  light, 
make  clear,  prove ;  to  cause  to  recognise  or  acknow- 

ledge :  Desid.  pratishishati,  to  wish  or  try  to 
understand. 

Pratlta,  as,  a,  am,  set  forth,  started,  gone  away ; 
gone  by,  gone,  past ;  acknowledged,  proved,  esta- 

blished, true ;  believed,  trusted  ;  experienced,  known, 
well-known,  famous,  celebrated,  renowned ;  called, 

(S'ydma  iti  pratltah,  known  by  the  name  of  S'.) ; 
convinced  (of  the  truth  of  anything),  having  a  firm 
conviction ;  firmly  resolved,  fully  determined ;  trusting, 
believing ;  satisfied,  glad,  pleased,  delighted  ;  respect- 

ful; clever,  wise;  (as),  m.  a  divinity  enumerated 
among  the  Visve  DevSh.  —  Pratlta-sena,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince.  —  Pratltdkskard  (°ta-ak°),  (.  '  having 
trustworthy  expressions,'  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
MitaksharS.—  Pratitdrtha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  a,  am, 
having  a  recognised  or  acknowledged  meaning. 

Pratiti,  is,  f.  going  towards,  approaching,  drawing 
near ;  clear  apprehension  or  insight  into  anything, 
definite  perception,  clear  notion,  distinct  conception ; 
complete  understanding  or  ascertainment,  knowledge, 
experience  ;  conviction ;  faith,  belief;  trust,  credit ; 
fame,  notoriety ;  respect ;  delight. 

Pratiyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  trusted  or  be- 
lieved, admitted. 

Pratiyivas,  van,  -yushl,  vat,  one  who  has  come 
back,  returned. 

Praty-aya,  a>,  m.  belief,  firm  conviction,  trust, 
faith,  reliance,  assurance,  confidence  (pratt/ayaitt 
gam,  to  acquire  confidence,  repose  confidence  in , 
utttj  atra  pratyayo  mama,  that  is  my  conviction  ; 
/t<i4  pratyayo  'tra,  what  assurance  is  there  ol 
that  ?) ;  certainty,  ascertainment ;  knowledge,  expe- 

rience ;  apprehension,  understanding,  intellect  (in  the 
San-khya  phil.  —  luddhi) ;  acceptation,  idea,  notion 

conception  ;  ground,  motive  ;  (with  Buddhists)  a  co- 
operating cause,  the  concurrent  occasion  of  an  event  as 

distinguished  from  its  proximate  cause  ;  an  instrument, 
means  of  agency  ;  an  assistant,  associate  ;  celebrity, 

"ame  ;  analysis  (?)  ;  definition  (?)  ;  (in  Ved.  gram.)  a 
subsequent  or  following  letter  ;  (according  to  native  lexi- 

cographers) an  oath,  ordeal  ;  a  dependent,  a  subject  ; 
usage,  custom,  practice;  religious  contemplation;  a 
louseholder  who  keeps  a  sacred  fire  ;  a  hole.  —  Pra- 
tyaya-kdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  producing  assurance, 
awakening  confidence.  —  Pratyaya-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i, 

causing  confidence  ;  (ini),  f.  '  producing  assurance,' 
a  seal,  signet.—  Pratyaya-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  a 
cause,  causality.  —  Pratyaya-mrga,  as,  m.  (in  the 
San-khya  phil.)  the  intellectual  creation. 
Praty-ayana,  see  Gana  Gotradi  to  Pan.  VIII.  I, 

27.  57- 
Pratyayika,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 

resting  or  depending  upon. 

Praty-ayita,  as,  d,  am,  confided  in,  relied  upon, 
trusted,  trusty,  confidential. 

Pratyayin,  i,  ini,  i,  deserving  trust  or  confi- 
dence, trustworthy;  having  faith  in,  trusting,  be- 
lieving, relying  upon. 

Praty-aya,  as,  m.  revenue,  tax,  toll,  tribute. 
Praty-dyaka,  as,  ika,  am,  producing  assurance, 

proving,  making  intelligible  or  clear,  explaining, elucidating. 

I.  praty-dyana,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  under  praty-e), 
leading  home  (a  wife),  marrying  (?)  ;  (am,  d),  n.  f. 
producing  assurance,  proving,  demonstrating,  making 
clear  or  intelligible,  analyzing,  explaining,  expounding. 
Praty-ayita,  as,  m.  a  confidential  agent,  com- 

missioned servant,  commissioner. 

Praty-dyitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  proved,  to  be 
made  clear  or  intelligible. 

Praty-etavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  acknowledged  or 
admitted  ;  to  be  relied  on  or  believed. 

Praty-etri,  td,  tri,  tri,  believing,  trusting,  having 
confidence,  a  believer. 

nrfl=n  prat'ika.  See  under  praty-an6, 
p.  625,  col.  I. 

MrflctiK.  pratl-kdra,  as,  m.=prati-kdra, 

q.v. 

Prati-kdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  retaliated  upon, 
to  be  made  an  object  of  revenge,  fit  to  be  revenged  ; 
to  be  opposed  or  resisted,  opposable,  resistible  ;  to 
be  prevented  or  remedied. 

prati-kasa   (also  wrongly  spelt 
prati-kdm)  =prati-kdia,  q.  v. 

pratlksh  (prati-iksh),  cl.  I.  A. 
-ikshate,  -ikshitum,  to  look  towards,  look  at,  ob- 

serve ;  to  look  forward  to,  look  out  for,  expect  ;  to 
wait,  await,  wait  for  ;  to  look  at  with  indifference, 
wink  at,  bear  with,  tolerate. 
Pratiksha,  as,  d,  am,  looking  forward  to,  ex- 

pecting, expectant,  waiting  for  ;  having  regard  to, 
paying  attention  to  ;  (a),  f.  looking  to,  looking  at, 
regard,  consideration,  attention,  respect;  waiting  for, 
expectation,  hope. 
Pratlkshaka,  as,  d,  am,  looking  at;  looking 

forward  to,  looking  out  for,  expecting,  waiting  for. 
Pratikshana,  am,  n.  looking  to,  looking  at, 

observing,  considering,  referring  to  ;  respecting,  re- 
spect or  regard  for  ;  expecting,  waiting  for  ;  observ- 

ing, preserving,  fulfilment. 
Prat'ikshan'tya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  looked  at,  to 

be  had  in  view,  to  be  considered  or  regarded  ;  to  be 
looked  out  for,  to  be  waited  for  or  expected. 
Prafiksham,  ind.  having  expected  (at  the  end 

of  comps.  ;  cf.  s"arat-p°), 
Pratikshita,  as,  d,  am,  looked  for,  looked  out 

for,  waited  for,  expected,  hoped  ;  contemplated,  con- 
sidered, regarded  ;  respected,  honoured. 

Pradltshin,  I,  ini,  i,  looking  or  waiting  for,  ex 
peeling,  awaiting. 

I.  pratlksltya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  looked  at,  to  be 
considered  or  regarded,  worthy  of  consideration  ; 

523 respectable,  venerable;  to  be  looked  forward  to  or 
expected,  to  be  waited  for ;  to  be  upheld  or  main- 

tained, to  be  fulfilled. 

2.  pratikehya,  ind.  having  looked  at,  having  con- iidered,  having  expected. 

Pratlkshyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  looked  at, 
jeing  an  object  of  observation. 

UrflvjIrT  prati-ghata,  as,  d,  am,  warding 

ff,  parrying  ( =prati-ghdta,  q.  v.). 
Pratl-ghatin,  i,  inl,  i,  presenting  obstacles,  hin- 

dering; a-pratighdtin,  unhindered,  unimpeded. 

HrflW)  pratidi,  pratifjina,  &c.  See  under 
vraty-aM,  p.  625,  cols.  I,  2. 

H rfl -aAanpratitihaka.  Seei.pratish, p. 624. 

TTrfte  prat'td  (prati-ld),  cl.  2.  A.  -lite, -idituin,  Ved.  to  praise. 

TTrftlT  pratita,  &c.   See  under  prati,  col.  i. 

Urilrft^  prati-toda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  tud 
with  prati),  a  term  applied  to  particular  initial  forms 
of  Padas  in  hymns. 

flift^prati-tta,  as,  d,  am  (tr.prati-dd,  q.v.), 

given  back,  in  a-p°,  q.  v. 

rfl^'ft  prati-darsa,  as,  m.  (fr.  prati-dris; 
cf.  prati-daria),  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man. 

rfl^l^  prati-ndha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i .  na/i 

with  prati),  Ved.  obstruction  [cf.  karya-p0,  ndsd- 
°]  ;  a  flag,  banner. 

Hril'«e«  pratlndhaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  indh 
with  prati),  N.  of  a  prince  of  Videha. 

A\^pratinv  (prati-inv),  cl.  I.  P.  -invati, 
-invitum,  Ved.  to  promote,  advance;  to  present, offer. 

Wrfl'J  pratipa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  prati +  ap; 

cf.  anupa,  dmpa,  samtpa), '  against  the  stream,' 
'  against  the  grain,'  going  in  an  opposite  direction, 
adverse,  contrary,  opposite,  opposed,  contradictory, 
reverse ;  inverted,  disordered,  out  of  order ;  dis- 

pleasing, offensive,  disagreeable ;  resisting,  perverse, 
refractory,  disobedient,  cross,  obstinate;  impeding, 

hindering ;  meeting,  encountering ;  backward,  retro- 
grade, going  back ;  turned  away,  averted ;  (at),  m., 

N.  of  a  prince  the  father  of  Sintanu  and  grand- 
father of  Bhishma ;  (am),  n.  inverse  comparison  as 

a  figure  of  speech  (e.g.  'the  lotus  resembles  thine 
eyes,'  or '  the  moon  resembles  thy  face,'  instead  of  the 
usual  comparison — '  thine  eyes  resemble  the  lotus,' 
1  thy  face  resembles  the  moon  ;'  five  forms  are  enu- 

merated) ;  N.  of  a  grammatical  work ;  (am),  ind. 
against  the  stream,  backwards ;  against ;  in  inverted 

order  ;  [cf.  Russ.  protiv, '  against ;'  protivnili, '  con- 
trary.'] —  Pratipa-ga,  as,  a,  am,  going  against,  flow- 

ing backwards.  —  Pratipa-gati,  is,  f.  or  pratipa-ga- 
mana,  am,  n.  a  retrograde  movement.  —  Pratipa- 
gdmin-,  i,  inl,  i,  going  against,  acting  in  contravention 
to.  —  Pratipa-tarana,  am,  n.  sailing  against  the 
stream,  crossing  over  (against)  the  stream.  —  Pratipa- 

darfinl,  f. '  looking  in  an  opposite  direction,' '  turning 
away  the  face,'  a  woman ;  (also  spelt  pratipa-dai'- 
iarii.)  —  Pratlpa-vaiiana,  am,  n.  contradicting,  con- 

tradiction ;  a  perverse  or  evasive  manner,  speaking  to 
a  third  person  without  answering  a  previous  speaker. 

—  Pratlpdiva  (°pa-a^°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ; (also  read  prattkifta,  q.  v.) 
Pratipaka,  as,  d,  am,  opposed  to,  hindering, 

hostile;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
Pratipaya,  Nom.  P.  pratipayati,  -yitnm,  to 

oppose  one's  self  to,  to  be  against  or  hostile  to  (with 
loc.) ;  to  cause  to  turn  back,  cause  to  return,  to 

bring  back. 
Pratipaya,  Nom.  A.  pratipdyate,  -yitum,  to 

oppose  one's  self  to,  to  be  agaiust  a  person  (with 
gen.) ;  to  be  unfavourable  to,  dislike. 
Pratipin,  I,  ini,  I,  unfavourable  to,  unkin.i 
towards.  f 



pratl-bodha. Trtrg  praty-anga. 

Hifl'*TlV  pratl-bodha,  as,  m.  (fr.  prati- 
iurf/i),  Ved.  watchfulness,  vigilance. 

HrflHM  prati-mdua,  am,  n.  a  measure  of 
capacity  (=prati-mana,  q.  v.). 

pratiyamana.    Seepratl,  p.  623. 

l.  pratir  (prati-ir),  Caus.  P.  -irayati, 
-yitum,  Ved.  to  put  on,  fix  on  (Sfy.  =  prati-dhd). 

Drill.  pra-ilra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
sons  of  Manu  Bhautya  ;  (am),  n.  a  shore,  bank. 

prati-radha  =.  prati-radha,  q.v. 

IfrfNrT  prati-varta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  prati- 
rrit),  Ved.  circular. 

U«fl«HM/)rafi-i>apa,  as,  m.  (fr.  prati-vap), 

inserting  (as  an  ingredient)  ;  '  adding  to  (especially 
in  mixing  medicines)  ;  throwing  into  ;  calcining  or 
fluxing  metals;  an  epidemic  disease,  pestilence, 

plague. 

H  tfl  <<  I  ̂  prati-vaha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vah  with 
pratf),  Ved.  harnessed  or  yoked  at  the  side  (?). 

H(fl=ft  prati-vi,  Is,  Is,  t,  Ved.  receiving, 
accepting  with  pleasure  ;  (Is),  m.  f.  acceptance  ; 

(SZy.)=yajna. 

pratl-vesa,   as,  m.=prati-vesa, 

q.v. 
Pratl-veiin,  t,  ini,  i,=prati-veiin,  q.v. 

Hjfi«(  i.pratish  (prati-ishj  see  rt.  3.  ish), 

d.6.P.pratl<!i!hati,praty-eshititm,praty-eshtum, 
to  strive  after,  seek  (Ved.)  ;  to  receive  ;  to  receive 
(a  command),  follow,  attend  to,  observe,  obey. 
Pratiffhaka,  as,  m.  one  who  receives,  a  receiver. 
Pratlshya,  ind.,  Ved.  striving  after,  seeking. 

Wift^  2.  pratlsh  (prati-ish,  see  rt.  ish), 
cl.  I.  A.  pratlshale,  praltshitum,  to  stretch  out 
towards. 

Hrd?  pratiha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ih  with  prati), 
N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of  Parameshthin  ;  (also  read 
prati-hara.) 

MrflpK  prati-hara,  as,  m.  =  prati-hara, 
q.  v.  —  Pratihdra-td,  f.  or  pratihdra-tva,  am,  n. 
the  office  of  porter,  duty  of  gate-keeper. 

prati-hdsa,  as,  m.  fragrant  ole- 
ander, Nerium  Odorum  (= 

HI}<!  pra-tud,  el.  6.  P.  A.  -tudati,  -te, 
-Mtum,  to  strike  at,  strike,  cut,  pierce  :  Caus.  -<o- 
dayati,  -yilum,  to  pierce  ;  to  push  on,  instigate. 

Pra-tuda,  as,  m.  '  pecker,"  epithet  of  a  class 
of  birds  (including  the  falcon,  hawk,  owl,  parrot, 
crow,  raven,  peacock,  &c.)  ;  an  instrument  for 
pricking. 

Pra-toda,  as,  m.  a  goad  ;  a  long  whip  ;  an  in- 
strument of  torment;  Angirasam  pratodah  and 

Kai  yapasya  pratodah,  N.  of  two  Samans. 

Pra-todin,  i,  ini,  i,  striking  ;  piercing. 

tt^pra-tush,  cl.  4.  P.  -tushyati,  -toshtum, 
to  delight  in,  take  pleasure  in  (with  inst.)  :  Caus.  P. 

-toshayati,  -yitum,  to  give  pleasure,  gratify. 

I'ru-tushti,  is,  (.  gratifying,  satisfying,  satisfaction. 
—  f'ratushti-da,  «.*,  <i,  am,  giving  satisfaction. 

1'i'n-totha,  as,  m.  '  gratification,'  N.  of  one  of  the 
twelve  sons  of  Manu  SvSyambhuva. 

pra-tushtushu.    See  under  pra-stu. 

pra-tuni,  f.  a  kind  of  nervous 
disease  (in  which  pain  is  felt  to  extend  itself  from 
the  rectum  and  organs  of  generation  towards  the 
bowels  ;  in  the  disease  called  tiinl  the  pain  takes  an 
opposite  direction,  whence  perhaps  pra-tuni  is  an 
incorrect  form  for  prati-tuni\. 

1  pra-turna,  pra-turta,  &c.    See  under 
zr,  p.  629,  col.  i. 

I.  pra-trid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -trinatti, 
•trintte,  -tarditum,  Ved.  to  thrust  through  with  a 

spit,  spit,  pierce. 
2.  pra-trid,  t,  t,  t,Ved.  splitting  up,  piercing  ;  (t), 

m.  an  expression  substituted  for  the  name  of  Tritsu. 

iTT  pra-trip,  Caus.  P.  -tarpayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  satisfy,  sate,  satiate  ;  to  refresh,  invigorate, 

strengthen. 

TTrT  pra-iri,  cl.  I.  P.  (ep.  also  A.),  6.  P. 

-tarati  (-te),  -tiratt,  -taritum,  -taritum,  to  cross 
over,  pass  over,  be  ferried  across;  to  come  for- 

wards, advance,  thrive,  prosper  (Ved.)  ;  to  lead  for- 
wards, lead,  conduct;  to  promote,  further,  cause  to 

thrive  or  prosper  ;  to  augment,  aggrandize,  enhance, 

raise,  elevate;  to  lengthen,  prolong,  extend  (fre- 

quently with  ayus,  in  the  sense  of  'prolonging 
life');  (A.  with  ayus),  to  live  longer:  Caus.  -tara- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  lengthen,  spread,  extend;  to  mis- 

lead, misguide,  cheat,  deceive  ;  to  lead  astray,  seduce  ; 
to  induce,  persuade. 

Pra-tdra,  as,  m.  ferrying  over  or  across,  carrying 
over  ;  crossing  over  ;  deception,  deceit,  fraud. 
Pra-tdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  deceiving,  deceitful, 

cheating,  imposing  upon,  insidious,  perfidious  ;  a 
deceiver,  cheat,  impostor. 

Pra-tdrana,  am,  n.  ferrying  over  or  across,  car- 
rying over,  crossing  over  ;  deceiving,  cheating,  over- 

reaching, deception,  deceit,  fraud,  trick. 

Pra-tdramya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  deceived  or  mis- 
led, to  be  cheated  (*=vandaniya),  deceivable. 

Pra-tirita,  as,  a,  am,  deceived,  misled,  cheated, 
imposed  upon. 

Jnft<f  pra-toda.   See  under  pra-tud,  col.  i. 

pra-toli,  f.  a  broad  way,  high 
street,  principal  road  through  a  town  or  village  ;  a 
kind  of  bandage  applied  to  the  neck  and  to  the  penis. 
Pra-tolikd,  f.  an  upper  room  (?). 
Pratollka,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 

having  a  high  street. 

T^pra-tta,  &c.  See  under  />ra-rf«,  p.  630. 

Vfiifpratna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  i.pra),  former, 
preceding,  anterior  ;  old,  primeval,  ancient  ;  hitherto 
prevalent,  traditional,  customary  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind 
of  metre.  —  Pratna-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  containing 
the  word  pralna;  (vat),  ind.  as  formerly,  in  the 
usual  manner. 
Pratna-thd,  ind.,  Ved.  as  formerly,  as  of  old,  in 

the  usual  manner. 

H  iq3I  praty-ansu,  us,  m.,  see  Scholiast  to Pan.  VI.  2,  193. 

.  Seeunderprafy-H»<?,p.625, 
col.  i. 

praty-aksha,  as,  a,  am,  perceptible 
to  the  eye,  being  present  before  the  eyes,  in  sight, 
perceptible,  sensible,  cognizable  by  any  of  the  organs 

of  sense  (opposed  to  paro'kiha,  q.  v.)  ;  clear,  dis- 
tinct, evident,  undoubted,  express,  explicit,  actual, 

real  ;  corporeal  ;  immediate  ;  having  before  the  eyes, 
keeping  in  view,  discerning  ;  (am),  n.  perceptibility, 
ocular  evidence,  clearness,  distinctness,  explicitness  ; 

superintendence  ;  (in  philosophy)  apprehension  by  the 
senses,  sensation,  perception,  intuition  ;  (in  rhetoric) 
a  kind  of  style  descriptive  of  impressions  derived  from 
the  senses  ;  (am,  at,  ena),  ind.  before  the  eyes,  in 

the  sight  of;  with  direct  personal  knowledge,  dis- 
tinctly, clearly  ;  in  the  face  of,  in  the  presence  of, 

before;  publicly;  immediately,  directly,  explicitly, 
really  ;  literally  ;  personally  ;  at  first  sight,  at  sight  ; 

(«),  ind.  in  the  sight  of,  before  the  eyes  o{.  —  Praty- 
aksha-kritd,  (.,  Ved.,  scil.  rik,  a  hymn  or  verse  in 
which  a  deity  is  addressed  directly  or  in  the  second 

person  (e.  g.  O  Indra,  thou  &c.).  —  Pratyaksha- 
khanda,  as,  am,  ni.  n.,  N.  of  the  first  part  of  the 
Tattva-dint5-mani  a  Nyaya  work  by  Gan-gela.—  Pra- 
tyaksha-jndna,  am,  n.  knowledge  obtained  by  per- 

ception.— Pratyaksha-tam  am  or  pratytiJctha-ta- 
mat,  ind.,  Ved.  most  perceptibly  ;  most  directly  ;  most 
evidently.  —  Pratyaksha-tas,  ind.  before  the  eyes, 
in  presence  of,  visibly,  perceptibly,  (pratyakshatdh 

irutam,  heard  perceptibly  or  with  the  ears);  evi- 
dently, clearly,  phialy.  —  Pratyakslxt-ta,  f.oTpra- 

tyakeha-tva,  am,  n.  visibility,  perceptibility,  per- 
ception by  the  senses,  ocular  demonstration  ;  the 

standing  face  to  face  ;  explicitness  ;  addressing  in 
the  second  person  (Ved.);  ptatyakshataya,  visibly. 

—  Pratyaksha-dardana,  am,  n.  seeing  with  one's 
own  eyes,  witnessing  or  seeing  in  person  ;  the  power 
of  discerning  the  godhead  present  (in  the  sacrifice)  ; 

(as),  m.  an  eye-witness,  witness.  —  1'ratyaksha- 
dartin,  i,  ini,  i,  seeing  with  one's  own  eyes,  one  who 
has  seen  with  his  own  eyes,  an  eye-witness.  ••  Prcihj- 
akshardari!ivas,  an,  m.  one  who  has  seen  anything 
with  his  own  eyes,  an  eye-witness  ;  seeing  anything 

clearly  as  if  before  the  eyes.  —  Pmtyaks/ia-dris',  k, 
k,  k,  seeing  distinctly,  one  who  sees  anything  clearly 
as  if  before  the  eyes.  —  Pratyaksha-drisya,  as, 
a,  am,  to  be  seen  with  the  eyes,  visible,  per- 

ceptible.— Pmtyaksha-drishla,  as,  a,  am,  seen 
with  the  eyes.  —  Pratyaksha-parikshana,  am,  n. 
real  observation  or  examination.  —  P 

prama,  f.  correct  or  certain  knowledge  obtained 
through  the  senses.  —  Pratyaksha-pramdna,  am,  n. 
ocular  or  visible  proof,  the  evidence  of  the  senses  ; 

an  organ  or  faculty  of  perception.  —  Pratyakslm- 

phala,  am,  n.  a  visible  consequence.  —  Pratyaksha- 
brihati,  f.,  Ved.  a  real  or  original  Brihati,  an 
evident  Brihati.  —  Pratyaksha-bhaksha,  as,  m., 
Ved.  real  or  actual  eating.  —  Pratyaksha-lhata,  as, 

a,  am,  become  visible,  manifested.  —  PratyaksJia- 
bhoga,  as,  m.  enjoyment  or  use  of  anything  in  the 
presence  of  or  with  the  knowledge  of  the  owner. 

—  Pratyaksha-vddin,  i,  ini,  i,  'asserting  percep- 
tion by  the  senses,'  one  who  admits  of  no  other 

evidence  than  perception  by  the  senses;  (i),  m.  a 
Buddhist.  —  Pratyaksha-vihita,  as,  a,  am,  expressly 
enjoined.—  Pratyaksha-rritti,  is,  is,  i,  having  a 
form  which  is  visible  to  the  eye  ;  composed  clearly 

or  intelligibly.  —  Pratyakfha-sidiJha,  as,  a,  am, 
determined  by  the  evidence  of  the  senses.  —  Praty- 
akshi-karana,  am,  n.  looking  at,  viewing  ;  making 

manifest  or  apparent.  —  Pratyakshl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A. 
-karoti,-kurute,-kartum,to  make  visible  or  evident; 

to  inspect,  look  at  with  one's  own  eyes,  see.  —  Praty- 
akshi-krita,  as,  a,  am,  seen  with  the  eyes  ;  made 
present  or  visible  ;  manifested,  displayed. 

Pratyakshaya,Nom.P.pratyakshayati,-yitum, 
to  make  visible  or  perceptible,  manifest,  display. 

Pratyakskin,  i,  ini,  i,  seeing  or  perceiving  with 
one's  own  eyes,  perceiving  by  the  senses,  witnessing 

in  person  ;  (z),  m.  an  eye-witness. 

,  ind.  at  each  syl- 
lable, syllable  by  syllable,  letter  by  letter,  literally. 

H  f*|Hi  r|  praty-ayni,  ind.  towards  the  fire; 
at  or  near  or  in  every  fire. 

praty-agra,  as,  (i,  am,  fresh,  recent, 
new,  young  ;  repeated,  reiterated  ;  pure  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu  Upari-iara  and  prince 
of  the  C'edK.  —  Pratynr/ra-ks/Mrat,  an,  anti,  at, 

fresh-flowing,  flowing  freshly.  —  Prafyayra-gandhd, 
f.  a  species  of  shrub,  Rhinacanthus  Communis. 

—  J'ratyayra-ta,  f.  or  pratyagra-t-va,  am,  n.  new- 
ness, freshness.  —  Pratyar/ra-prasava,  f.  recently 

delivered,  having  lately  brought  forth.  —  Pratyagra- 
vayas,  as,  as,  0.1,  young  in  age,  youthful,  young; 

(as),  n.  youth.  —  Pratyayra-sodhita,  as,  a,  am, 
recently  purified,  pure. 

II  Wy?  pratyugraha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Vasu  and  king  of  the  Cedis  (  =praty-agra  ; 
probably  a  contracted  form  for  pratyag-graha). 

praty-anka,   as,   a,   am,   recently 
marked. 

praty-anga,  am,  n.  a  minor  or  se- 
condary member  of  the  body  (as  the  forehead,  nose, 
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chin,  fingers,  ears,  &c.  ;  the  six  an-gas  or  chief  menv 
bers  being  the  trunk,  head,  arms,  and  legs)  ;  a 
division,  section,  part,  subdivision  (of  a  science  &c.)  ; 
a  weapon  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  ;  (am),  ind.  on 
every  part  or  member  of  the  body,  on  every  limb: 
on  the  limbs  severally  ;  for  every  part  or  subdivision 
(of  a  sacrifice  &c.)  ;  in  each  base  (in  grammar). 
—  Pratyanga-dakshina,  (.  a  fee  for  each  part  (of 
a  sacrifice). 

.  praty-angiras,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mythical  personage  (who  like  An-giras  married  a 
number  of  the  daughters  of  Daksha). 

Praty-angirasa,  a»,  m.,  N.  of  a  mythical  per- 
sonage regarded  as  the  father  of  certain  Kit  as. 

Praty-angird,  f.  a  form  of  Durga,  one  of  the 
goddesses  of  the  TSntrikas. 

praty-ajira,   am,   n.,   see   Gana 
i  to  Pan.  VI.  2,  193. 

n^pratyan,  pratlfi  (accord- 
ing to  Vopa-deva  IV.  12.  also  pratyanfi),  pratyak 

(fr.  rt.  I.  and  with  prati),  turned  towards,  directed 
towards,  proceeding  to  (with  ace.)  ;  being  behind, 
coming  from  behind  ;  subsequent,  following  (in  time 
or  place);  turning  the  back  upon,  turning  back, 
turning  away,  turned  away,  averted,  taking  an  oppo- 

site direction;  western,  occidental,  westerly,  west, 
turned  or  directed  towards  the  west,  to  the  west  of 
(with  abl.);  turned  inwards,  inner,  interior;  equal 
to,  a  match  for  ;  uniform,  unmixed  (?)  ;  (pratiff), 

f.  (with  or  without  dis'),  the  western  quarter,  the 
west  ;  (pratyak),  ind.  backwards,  back,  in  an  opposite 
direction  ;  behind  ;  against  ;  to  the  west,  westwards, 
to  the  west  of  (with  abl.)  ;  in  the  interior,  inwardly  ; 
in  former  times.  —  PratUUa,  as,  m.  '  lord  of  the 
west,'  an  epithet  of  Vamna.  —  Pratyak-detana,  as, 
a,  am,  one  whose  thoughts  are  turned  inwards  or 
upon  himself;  rightly  intelligent.  —  Pratyak-tattva- 
dipikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  confuting  the  Nyiya  philo- 

sophy upon  the  basis  of  the  VedSnta.  —  Pratyak- 
tattva-viveka,  a»,  m.,  N.  of  a  philosophical  work. 
—  Pratyak-tva,  am,  n.  backward  direction,  direc- 

tion towards  one's  self.  —  Pratyak-parni,  f.  a  species 
of  plant,  Achyrantb.es  Aspera  (  =  apdmdrga)  ;  the 
plant  Anthericum  Tuberosum  (  =  dravanti).  —  Pra- 
tyak-pushpi,  f.  a  species  of  plant,  Achyranthes 
Aspera  ;  (according  to  VSrttika  I.  to  P5n.  IV.  I,  64. 
the  correct  form  would  be  pratyak-pushpd.)  —  Pra- 
tyak-diras,  as,  as,  as,  having  the  head  turned 
towards  the  west.  —  Pratyak-tfreni,  f.,  N.  of  various 
plants,  Anthericum  Tuberosum  ;  Croton  Polyandrum 
or  Croton  Tiglium  ;  Salvinia  Cucullata  (commonly 
called  indurakdni  danti).  —  Praty  ak-srotas,  as, 
as,  as,  flowing  towards  the  west;  (often  wrongly 
spelt  pratyak-frotas.)  —  Pratyag-aksha,  am,  a. 
an  inner  organ,  internal  faculty  ;  (as,  a,  am),  having 
inner  organs.  —  Pratyagaksha-ja,  as,  a,  am,  dis- 

cerned by  the  internal  faculties,  visible  to  the  eye 
of  the  soul.  —  Pratyay-dtma-tva,  am,  n.  universal 
permeation  of  spirit.  —  Pratyag-dtman,  a,  m.  the 
individual  soul.  —  Pratyay-dnanda,  as,  d,  am, 

inwardly  rejoicing,  internally  joyful.  —  Pratyag-ds'd- 
pati,  is,  m.  'lord  of  the  western  quarter,'  an  epithet 
of  Varuna.  —  Pratyag-udak,  ind.  towards  the  north- 

west. —  Pratyag^dakshinatas,  ind.  towards  the 
south-west.  —  I'ratyay-dakskind,  ind.,  Ved.  towards 
the  south-west.  •-  Pratyag-dri.<,  k,  f.  an  inward 
$ance,  glance  directed  inwards.  —  Praty  ag-dhdman, 
a,  a,  a,  radiant  within,  internally  illuminated.  —  Pra- 
tyag-ratha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe  (also 
called  ahi-tfliattra  ;  cf.  prdtyagrathi).  —  Praty  an- 
mukha,  as,  I,  am,  having  the  face  turned  away, 
having  the'face  averted,  facing  the  west. 
Prattka,  as,  a,  am,  turned  towards,  directed 

towards;  adverse,  contrary;  inverted,  reversed,  in- 
verse, contrary  to  the  natural  order  or  condition  ; 

(am),  n.  an  outer  or  upper  part,  exterior,  surface 
(Ved.)  ;  outward  form  or  shape,  look,  appearance 

(Ved.;  cf.  ghrita-p",  <!dru-p°,  tueeha-p")  ;  an 
image,  symbol;  the  face;  the  front;  the  mouth; 

the  first  part  (of  a  verse),  first  word  ;  (as),  m.  a 
part,  portion,  particular  point  or  item  ;  a  limb,  mem- 

ber ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu  and  father  of  Ogha-vat  ; 
[cf.  anuka,  apdka,  ab/iika.]  —  Pratika-vat,  an, 

m.,  Ved.  '  having  a  face  or  mouth,'  an  epithet  of 
Agni.  —  Pratikdfva  (°ka-aj^),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince.  —  Pratikopdsana  (°ka-up°),  am,  n.  image 
worship,  the  service  of  idols. 
Pratidina,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  going  or  coming 

towards,  turned  or  directed  towards;  turned  away 
from,  turning  the  back  upon,  turning  back  ;  being 
behind,  coming  from  behind;  turning  westward, 
situated  towards  the  west,  western,  westerly  ;  follow- 

ing, subsequent,  future;  (am),  ind.  back  to  one's 
self;  backwards,  behind.  —  Pratt  dina-pha  la,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  having  the  fruit  turned  backwards. 

—  Pratidlneda  (°na-idd),  am,  a.,  Ved.,  with  kd- 
fitam,  N.  of  various  Samans. 
Pratlfya,  as,  d,  am,  being  or  living  in  the  west, 

western,  westerly;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Pu- 
lastya;  (am),  n.  a  designation  of  anything  remote 
or  concealed  (Naighantuka  III.  25). 
Praty-antita,  as,  d,  am,  honoured. 

Mff^praty-anj,  cl.  7.  P.  -anakti,  -anjitum, 
-anktum,Ved.  to  smear  over,  besmear  ;  to  decorate. 
Praty-anjana,  am,  n.  smearing  over,  smearing, anointing. 

HiMqi  praty-adana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  ad), 
eating;  food. 

JTiT*ft  praty  -adhi  (prati-adhi-i),  cl.  2.  P. 
-adhy-eti,  -etum,  to  read  through  or  study  severally. 

H  is  1  tn,  praty-anantara,  as,  d,  am,  being 
in  the  immediate  neighbourhood  (of  a  person  or 
thing),  closely  connected  with,  immediately  follow- 

ing ;  standing  nearest  (as  an  heir)  ;  (am),  ind. 
immediately  after  (with  abl.)  ;  next  in  succession. 

HIM  fl  «ix  praty  -anilam,  ind.  against  the wind. 

praty-anika,  as,  a,  am,  hostile, 
opposed,  opposite;  withstanding,  resisting;  (as), 
m.  an  enemy;  (am),  n.  a  hostile  army;  hostility, 
enmity,  a  hostile  relation,  hostile  position  ;  injuring 
the  relatives  of  an  enemy  who  cannot  be  injured 
himself;  injuring  one  who  cannot  retaliate  (?).  —  Pra- 
tyantka-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  an  enemy,  hostility. 

HiM^SM  praty  -anu-jnd,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -jandti, 
•jdnite,  -jndtrnn,  to  disallow,  refuse,  reject  ;  to  spurn. 

H««jn^  praty  -arm-tap,    Pass,   -tapyate, 
&c.,  to  feel  subsequent  remorse,  repent,  regret. 

praty-anu-ni,  cl.  i.P.  A.  -nayati, 
-it,  -nttum,  to  bring  to  submission,  induce  to  yield  ; 
to  declare  against,  protest  against;  to  disagree;  to 
deny. 

*$fcpraty-anu-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati, 
-bhavitum,  to  enjoy  singly  or  severally. 

H  rn  ̂ Jt  I  «1  praty  -anumdna,  am,  n.  a  con- 
trary deduction,  opposite  conclusion. 

H  (M  'ff  praty-anta,  as,  d,  am,  bordering  on, 
bordering,  adjacent  or  contiguous  to,  skirting  ;  (as), 
m.  a  border,  frontier  ;  a  bordering  country,  i.  e.  a 
country  occupied  by  barbarians,  the  country  of  the 
MleMhas  or  savages  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  barbarous  tribes  ; 

(at),  ind.,  Ved.  to  the  end.  —  Pratyanta-des'a,  as,  m. 
a  neighbouring  country,  a  country  bordering  upon 
another.  —  Pratyanta-parvata,  as,  m.  an  adjacent 
ill,  a  small  hill  near  a  mountain. 

II  rH  M  <*K  praty  -apakdra,  as,  m.  offending 
or  injuring  in  return,  retaliation. 

nw«<6,«^  praty-abdam,   ind.    every   year, 
fear  by  year,  yearly. 

Hiq  fire  praty-abhi-ghri,  Caus.  P.  -ghdra- 
jati,  -yitum,Ved.  to  sprinkle  over  repeatedly. 

Praty-abhighdrana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  sprinkling over  afresh. 

Ht(f*mX.praty-abhi-far,  cl.  I.  P.  -(arati, 
•faritum,  Ved.  to  use  spells  or  charms  against, 
employ  incantations  against. 
Praty-abhidarana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  using  spells 

or  charms  against,  employing  incantations  against. 

WrUfajU  i.  praty-abhi-jhd,  cl.  9.  P.  A. 
•jandti,  -janite,  -jndtum,  to  recognise  again  ;  to 

come  to  one's  self,  recover  one's  consciousness. 
a.  praty-abhtjnd,  f.  recognising  again,  recogni- 

tion ;  N.  of  a  philosophical  work. 
Praty-abhijndta,  as,  a,  am,  recognised  again, 

recognised,  known. 

Praty-abhijndna,  am,  n.  recognising  again,  re- 
cognising, recognition,  knowing  ;  a  token  of  recog- 

nition (which  a  messenger  brings  back  to  prove  that 
he  has  duly  accomplished  his  mission).  —  Pratyabhi- 
jndna-ratna,  am,  n.  jewel  of  recognition,  a  jewel 
given  as  a  token  of  recognition. 
Praty-abhijnaya,  ind.  having  recognised  again, 

having  recognised. 

Wftfovt  praty-abhi-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -da- 
dhdti,  -dhatte,  -dhatum,  to  place  back,  bring  or 
draw  back,  reabsorb  ;  to  reply,  answer  ;  to  give  con- sent. 

n  «  favT^  praty-ab  hi-dhdv,  cl.  i.  P.  -dhd~ 
vati,  -dhdvitum,  to  run  or  hasten  towards. 

HWf**1'^.  praty-abhi-nand,  cl.  I.  P.  -nan- 
dati,  -nanditum,  to  greet  or  salute  in  return,  return a  salutation  ;  to  bid  welcome. 

Praty-abhinandin,  I,  irii,  i,  receiving  or  accept- 
ing with  thanks. 

praty-abhi-pra-sthd,  cl.  I.  A. 
-tishthate,  -sthdtum,  to  set  out  towards,  set  out  for, 
depart  ;  to  march  towards. 

praty  -abhibhashin,  t,  inl,  i, 
speaking  to,  addressing. 

WrfWTT  praty-abhibhuta,  as,  d,  am,  over- 
powered, overcome,  conquered. 

MW(H(«I'C^  praty-abhi-mith,  cl.  i.  6.  P. 
•miethati,  -mitkati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  answer  scornfully or  abusively. 

Praty-abhimethana,  am,  n.,Ved.  a  scornful  reply. 

JTiTfWJpJT  praty  -abhi-mrU,  cl.  6.  P.  -mri- 
$"ati,  -niarshtum,  -mrashtum,  to  stroke  over,  stroke 
down,  touch  ;  to  lay  hold  of. 

Praty-abhimars'a,  as,  m.  or  praty-abhimar- 
iana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  rubbing,  touching  (with  the 

hand). 

UrUf^npfi  praty-abhiyukta,  as,  d,  am  (fr. 
rt.  yuj  with  praty-ab/ti),  accused  in  return,  charged 
by  a  counter  plaint. 
Praty-abhiyoga,  as,  m.  a  counter  plaint  or  charge. 

a  counter  accusation,  an  accusation  brought  against 
the  accuser  or  plaintiff,  recrimination. 

H  rU  (H  *^  praty-abhi-vad,  Caus.  A.  -vdda- 
yate,  -yitum,  to  return  a  salute,  greet  in  return. 
Praty-abMvada,  as,  m.  returning  a  salutation  or 

greeting  ;  acknowledging  a  benediction. 
Praty-abkivddaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  returning  a 

salutation  or  greeting. 

Praty-abhivadana,  am,  n.  returning  a  salutation 
or  greeting  (Manu  II.  1  26). 
Praty-abhimdayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  re- 

turns a  salutation  or  greeting. 

-abhiskandana,  am,  n.  a 

counter  plaint  or  charge,  an  accusation  brought  against 
the  accuser  or  plaintiff;  [cf.  praty-abhiyoga.] 

rq*M^lsil  i.  praty  -abhy-anu-jnd,  cl.  9.  P. 
A.  -jandti,  -jdnite,  -jndtum,  to  dismiss  any  one 
when  taking  leave. 

7U 
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UrqMi^tjU  praty-abhyanujM. praty-agamana. 

l.  praty-abkyanujna,  f.,  Ved.  leave,  permission. 
Praty-abhyanujndta,  as,  d,  am,  dismissed  on 

taking  leave,  allowed  to  depart. 

HIM  1*1(1  praty-amitra,  as,  a,  am,  opposed 

as  an  enemy,  hostile  ;  (as),  m.  an  enemy,  oppo- 
nent, adversary. 

HIMM  praty-aya,  &c.     See  pratl,  p.  623. 

H«««n«r<(  pratyayanastva,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
obtaining  again,  reobtaining,  recovery. 

Uf<KI  praty-ard,  f.,  Ved.  an  intermediate 
spoke  of  a  wheel. 

Hi*j(X  praty-ari,  is,  m.  a  well-matched 
opponent,  equally  powerful  enemy. 

Hm°i  praty-arka,  as,  m.  a  mock  sun, 
parhelion. 

HiM^prafy-arc',  cl.  I.  P.  -arfati,  -arditum, 
to  shine  towards,  shine  upon  (Ved.)  :  Caus.  -nrc'a- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  return  a  salutation  (with  ace.)  ;  to 
salute  one  by  one. 

Praty-ardana,  am,  n.  returning  a  salutation  or 
obeisance. 

praty-arth,  cl.  10.  P.  -arthayati, 
-yitum,  to  seek  (any  one)  as  an  opponent,  challenge 
(to  combat). 
Praty-artha,  as,  a,  am,  useful,  expedient;  (am), 

n.  a  reply,  answer,  counter  representation  ;  opposi- 
tion, hostility  ;  (am),  ind.  at  every  object,  in  every 

case. 

Pratyarthaka,  as,  m.  an  opponent,  adversary. 

Pratyarthika,  as,  a,  am,=praty-arthin,  an 
opponent  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.  ;  cf.  bahu-p°). 
Praty-artkin,  i,  ini,  i,  hostile,  inimical  ;  opposing, 

contradicting,  rejecting  ;  emulating  ;  (I),  m.  an 

enemy,  opponent,  adversary,  rival;  (in  law)  a  de- 
fendant. —  Pratyarthi-td,  i.  or  pratyarthi-tva, 

am,  n.  the  state  of  a  defendant  at  law.  —  Praty- 
arthy-dvedana,  am,  n.  (in  a  lawsuit)  the  verbal 
information  or  deposition  of  the  defendant  which 
is  written  down  by  the  officers  of  the  court. 

HtM^  praty-ard,  Caus.  P.  A.  -ardayati, 
-te,  -yitum,  to  oppress  or  press  hard  in  return, 
assault  in  return,  return  an  attack. 

praty-ardhi,  is,  is,  i  (connected 
with  ardha),  Ved.  possessing  half  of  (with  gen.)  ? ; 
having  equal  claims,  equal. 

nw*iipraty-arpana,praty-arpaniya.  See 
under  praty-ri,  p.  629,  col.  I. 

HIMH  praty-arsha,  as,  m.  (rt.  risk),  Ved. 
(perhaps)  the  slope  or  side  (of  a  hill). 

M « %,\praty-arham  in  yathd-p°,  q.  v. 
praty-avakarsana,   as, i,   am 

(fr.  rt.  fcrts  with  praty-ava],  bringing  down  or 
reducing  to  insignificance,  baffling,  annihilating. 

HrfHJl*(,  praty-ava-gam,  cl.  i.  P.  -ga6- 
fhati,  -gantum,  to  know  one  by  one,  recognise 
severally. 

HIM  i  H^praty-ava-grah,  cl.p.  P.  A.  -grik- 
nati,  -grihnite,  -f/rahitum,  to  draw  back,  withdraw, 
resume,  retract,  revoke,  recall. 

HWq'H  praty-ava-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -da- 
dhdti,  -dJiatte,  -dhdtum,  Ved.  to  apply  again. 

i»r  praty-avantjana,  am,  n.,  Ved 
washing  off  again. 

praty-ava-bhvj  (see  rt.  I.  bhuj) 
cl.  6.  P.  -bhujati,  -bhoktitm,  to  bend  back. 

praty  -avamars'a,  as,  m.  inner 
contemplation,  profound  meditation  ;  counsel,  advice 
injunction  ;  a  counter  conclusion  ;  recollection  [cf 
smriti-p]  ;  (sometimes  less  correctly  spelt  praty 

',.)  —  PratyavamaHa-vat,  an,  all,  at, 
bsorbed  in  thought  or  reflection,  meditative. 

Praty-ammari!atia,  am,  n.  contemplation,  re- 

lection,  pondering  (according  to  a  Scholiast  =  yuk- dyukta-mddra). 

praty-ava-mrish,  cl.  4.  I.  P.  A. 
mrishyati,  -te,  -marshati,  -te,  -marshitutn,  to 
indure  reluctantly,  suffer  beyond  endurance. 

Hiqq<4c|«^  praty-avayavam,  ind.  in  every 

»rt  or  particular,  in  detail.—  Praty  avayava-var- 
lana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  a  detailed  or  minute  description, 
lescription  of  every  part. 

WT^X praty -avara,  as,  d,  am,  lower,  more 
nsignificant,  less  honoured. 

praty-ava-ruh,  Caus.  P.  -ropa- 
jati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  descend  from,  bring  down 
rom  ;  to  deprive  of  (with  abl.). 

Praty-avarudhi,  is,  (.,  Ved.  descending  towards. 
Praty-avaropita,-as,  d,  am,  caused  to  descend 

trom ;  deprived,  bereft  of. 

Praty-avaroha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  descending  towards ; 
a  descending  series. 

Praty-avarohana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  descending 
towards ;  N.  of  a  particular  Grihya  festival  in  the 
month  Margasirsha. 

Praty-avarohaniya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  particular 
EkSha  sacrifice  forming  part  of  the  VSjapeya. 

Praty-avarohin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  descending,  mov- 
ing downwards ;  moving  or  rising  from  a  seat. 

UrinOlH  praty-avarodhana,  am,  n.  ob- 
struction, interruption. 

praty-avasdna,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  so 
with  praty-ava),  consuming,  consumption,  eating. 
Praty-avasita,  as,  a,  am,  consumed,  eaten. 

MrlNt<h'<£  praty-avaskanda,  as,  m.  otpra- 
ty-avaskandana,  am,  n.  a  special  plea  at  law, 
admitting  a  fact  but  qualifying  or  explaining  it  so 
as  not  to  allow  it  to  be  matter  of  accusation. 

HfM<t«*n  i.  praty-ava-sthd,  cl.  i.  P.  A. 

-tishthati,  -te,  -sthdtum,  to  stand  alone  or  sepa- 
rately ;  to  attain  to  again,  reattain,  recover :  Caus. 

-sthdpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  stand  firm ;  (with 

dtmdnam)  to  collect  one's  self,  recover. 
2.  praty-ai-asthd,  f.^pary-avasthd,  q.  T. 
Praty-a-oasthatri,  td,  m.  an  opponent,  adversary, enemy. 

Praty-amsthdna,  am,  n.  removal,  setting  aside; 
former  state  or  place,  status  quo ;  opposition,  hostility. 

Praty-avasthita,  as,  d,  am,  standing  separately. 

MrM^Q  praty-ava-hri,  Caus.  P.  -hdrayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  take  away ;  to  suspend,  interrupt. 

Praty-arahdra,  as,  m.  drawing  back,  withdraw- 
ing, withdrawal ;  dissolution,  reabsorption. 

Hftm\praty-avdp  (prati-ava-dp),cl.  5.  P. 
-dpnoti,  -dptum,  to  obtain  back,  reobtain,  recover. 

MfM°l  praty-ave  (prati-ava-i),  cl.  2.  P. 
-aiiaiti,  -avail um,  Ved.  to  go  down  towards,  reach 
in  going  downwards. 

Praty-avdya,  as,  m.  decrease,  diminution,  pri- 
vation, detriment,  harm ;  reverse,  opposite  course, 

contrary  course  or  proceeding,  contrariety,  opposition 

(Manu  IV.  245)  ;  annoyance,  disagreeableness ;  dis- 
appointment, disarrangement;  offence,  sin,  sinfulness; 

disappearance  of  anything  that  exists ;  non-production 
of  what  does  not  exist. 

ITWr^  praty-aveksh  (prati-ava-iksh),  cl. 
i.  A.  -avekshate,  -avekshitum,  to  look  towards, 
look  at;  to  view,  inspect,  look  after;  to  regard, 
have  regard  for. 

Praty-avekshana,  am,  n.  or  praty-avekshd,  f. 
looking  at,  looking  after,  taking  care  of,  care  about. 

Praty-avekshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  looked  at,  to 
be  regarded  or  considered,  to  be  taken  care  of. 

praty-asman,  d,  m.  red  chalk. 

praty-ashthild,    f.   a    kind    of 
nervous  disease. 

H«4*^  i.  praty-as  (see  rt.  i.  as),  cl.  2.  P. 
-asti,  Ved.  to  be  equal  to,  to  be  a  match  for  ;  to 
rival,  emulate,  vie  with  ;  (according  to  Say.  =prati- nidhir  as.) 

TTW^  2.  praty-as  (see  rt.  2.  as),  cl.  4.  P. 
-asyati,  -asitum,  to  throw  towards,  throw  down  ;  to 
turn  over,  turn  round  ;  to  throw  off,  put  away,  let  go. 

Praty-astra,  am,  n.  a  missile  hurled  in  return. 

J4  iv  «'(*)  1  praty  -astagamana,  am,  n.,Ved. 
the  setting  (of  the  sun). 

Praty-astamaya,  as,  m.  the  setting  (of  the  sun)  ; 
cessation,  end,  destruction. 

HM^praty-ah,  a  defective  verb  only  used 
in  the  Perf.  -aha,  to  say  anything  in  the  presence  of 
(with  ace.)  ;  to  relate  anything  (ace.)  to  any  one 

(ace.)  ;  to  reply,  answer. 

Hiq  &{praty-aham,  ind.  day  by  day,  every 
day,  daily  ;  in  the  morning. 

JtiMl  <9  f"^  praty-a-kal,  cl.  10.  P.  -kalayati, 
-yitum,  to  enumerate;  to  reproach,  accuse,  con- 

demn (?). 

Praty-dkalita,  as,  a,  am,  enumerated  ;  inter- 
posed; introduced  (as  a  step  in  legal  process). 

HrHI<*|^  praty-d-kdnksh,  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-kankshati,  -te,  -kdnkshitum,  to  be  eagerly  de- 

sirous of,  long  for,  expect,  wait  for,  watch  for. 

praty-akdra,  as,  m.  a  scabbard, 
sword-sheath. 

HNTgi^  praty-a-krus,  cl.  I.  P.  -krosati, 
-krnshtum,  to  shout  in  return  ;  to  revile  or  execrate 
in  turn,  revile  again. 

HrMlBIM1*  praty-akshepaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 
reviling  in  turn,  reviling,  jeering,  deriding,  derisive, 

treating  scornfully.  —  Praty  dkshepa-tva,  am,  n.  de- 
risiveness, abusiveness. 

UrUUmi  praty-d-khyd,  cl.  2.  P.  -khydti, 
-Ichydtum,  to  proclaim  one  by  one  (Ved.)  ;  to  de- 

cline, refuse,  reject,  disallow  ;  to  deny  ;  to  interdict  ;  to 
excel,  surpass,  outvie  ;  to  counteract  (by  remedies). 

Praty-akhydta,  as,  a,  am,  informed,  apprised  ; 
denied,  disallowed,  refused  ;  discouraged,  prohibited, 
forbidden  ;  removed,  set  aside  ;  celebrated,  notorious. 

—  Pratyalihyata-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  rejected  or 
refused  ;  rejection. 

Praty-akhydtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  refuses  or 
denies,  a  refuser,  denier. 

Praty-dkhydna,  am,  n.  refusal,  denial,  disallow- 
ance ;  rejection,  repulse  ;  refutation  ;  not  admitting, 

not  accepting  as  true  ;  disregard  ;  reproach  ;  N.  of 
one  of  the  fourteen  Purvas  or  most  ancient  writings 

of  the  Jainas. 
Praty-akhydyam,  ind.,  Ved.  having  refuted  or 

rejected,  having  denied. 
Praty-dkhydyin,  I,  ini,  i.Ved.  rejecting,  refuting 

(in  a-p°). Praty-dkhyeya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  declined  or 
refused  ;  to  be  rejected  or  repulsed  ;  to  be  refuted  or 
denied  ;  not  to  be  cured,  incurable.  —  Pratydkhyeya- 

td,  (.  the  being  rejected  ;  incurableness. 

TTiTITT*\  praty-d-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ga6£hati, 
-gantum,  to  come  back,  come  again,  return  ;  to 

come  to  one's  self,  recover  consciousness,  revive. 
Praty-dgata,  as,  d,  am,  come  back,  come  again, 

returned  ;  arrived  at. 
Praty-dgati,  is,  f.  coming  back,  coming  again, 

return,  coming  home  again. 
Praty-dgama,  as,  m.  coming  back,  coming  again, 

return  ;  arrival.  —  Praty  dgamdvadhi  (°ma-av°), 
ind.  till  (my)  return. 
Praty-ngamana,  am,  n.  coming  back,  coming 

again,  return,  coming  home  again. 



Hfll'll'i.  praty-agara. 

praty-agdra  (?),   as,  m.  former 
place  or  state. 

T&K*^praty-d-gri  (see  rt.  i.  gn),  cl.  9.  P. 
A.  -grindti,  -grinite,  -garitum,  -garitum,  Ved. 
to  speak  to  in  return,  answer,  respond. 

HiMimn  praty-dghdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  praty- 
d-han,  q.  v.),  counter-stroke,  reaction,  repulse. 

'^praty-d-(aksh,  cl.  2.  A.  -fashte, 
to  refuse,  decline,  reject ;  to  repulse ;  to 

answer. 

U i*l I •**!<,  praty-didra,  as,  m.  suitable  be- 
haviour, conformable  conduct, 

H  1*4 1  rl  «^  praty-d-tan,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -tanoti, 
-tarmte,  -tanitum,  Ved.  to  extend  in  the  direction 
of  (with  ace.) ;  to  bend  (a  bow)  against  (with  ace.) ; 
to  shine  upon,  irradiate. 

H  i»l  I  rl  IM  praty-dtdpa,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  sunny 
place. 

H  IMI  w  praty-ntma,  as,  d,  am,  every  single, 
each  several ;  (am\  ind.  singly,  severally. 

Pratydtmaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  belonging  to  one's  self. 
Pratydtmya,  am,  n.  similarity  with  or  resem- 

blance to  one's  self. 

dmi^ ypraty-ddarsa,  as,  m.  an  image  (?) ; 
(perhaps  only  a  wrong  reading  for  praty-ddeia,  q.v.) 

HiMl<;i  praty-d-dd,  cl.  3.  A.  -datte,  -datum, 
to  receive  back,  get  back ;  to  take  back,  recall,  revoke, 
rescind ;  to  draw  forth  from ;  to  repeat  (Ved.). 

Praty-addna,  am,  n.  taking  back  anything  given, 
receiving  back,  resumption,  reobtaining;  repeating, 
repetition  (Ved.). 

Praty-dditsu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  Desid.),  desirous  of 
retaking,  intending  to  reobtain,  wishing  to  obtain. 

Praty-ddeya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  received  back; 
to  be  received,  to  be  accepted. 

HIM  I  KIM  praty-dditya,  as,  m.  a  mock  sun, 
parhelion ;  (at  the  beginning  of  a  comp.)  towards 

the  sun  (e.  g.  pratydditya-guda,  one  whose  hinder 
parts  are  towards  the  sun). 

HiMlf^si^  praty-d-dis~,  cl.  6.  P.  -disati, 
-deshtum,  to  enjoin  upon,  direct,  prescribe,  advise, 
recommend  ;  to  warn,  caution ;  to  report  anything 

to  (with  ace.),  report  again ;  to  summon  ;  to  coun- 
termand ;  to  reject,  repel,  repulse,  deny,  dismiss ;  to 

decline,  refuse ;  to  conquer,  overcome. 

Praty-ddixhta,  as,  a,  am,  prescribed,  recom- 
mended; informed,  apprised;  declared;  warned, 

cautioned;  rejected,  repulsed;  conquered,  overcome; 
removed,  set  aside. 

Praty-ddeia,  as,  m.  order,  command;  informa- 
tion, apprising,  informing,  annunciation,  declaration  ; 

warning,  caution,  supernatural  warning;  rejection, 
disallowance,  refusal,  denial ;  reproach ;  putting  to 
shame,  any  one  who  puts  another  to  shame,  the 
shamer  of  another ;  obscuring,  rendering  obscure. 

Praly-ddeehtri,  Id,  tri,  tri,  one  who  warns  or 
cautions. 

nmi<£praty-d-dri,  cl.  6.  A.  -driyate,  -dar- 
titm,  Ved.  to  show  respect  to. 

HIM  I  c  praty-d-dru,  cl.  I.  P.  -dravati,  -dro- 
tum,  to  run  against,  rush  upon,  assail  (with  ace.). 

BiMi*4l«l  praty-ddhdna,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a 
place  where  anything  is  deposited  or  laid  up,  a 
repository. 

praty-ahrita. 

praty-ddhmdna,  am,  n.  a  parti- 
cular nervous  disease,  a  kind  of  tympanites  or  wind- 

dropsy. 

praty-d-nah,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -nahyati, 
-te,  -naddhum,  to  put  upon,  cover  with. 

praty-d-ni,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nayati,  -te, 

-netum,  to  lead  or  bring  back,  regain ;  to  pour 

again  (Ved.) ;  to  fill  up  again :  Desid.  A.  -ninishate, 
to  wish  to  bring  back,  try  to  rearrange. 

Praty-dnayana,  am,  n.  leading  back,  bringing 
back  again,  giving  back  again,  recovery. 

Praty-dnimshu,,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  bringing 
back. 

Praly-dnita,  as,  a,  am,  led  back,  brought  back. 
Praty-dnsya,  as,  a,  awi,  to  be  brought  back ;  to 

be  repaired,  to  be  made  good. 

HiMiyj  praty-a-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate, 
-pattum,  to  go  back,  return  back. 
Praty-dpatti,  is,  f.  return,  going  round  again. 
Praty-dpanna,  as,  d,  am,  restored,  regained. 

HIM  mis  praty-dpida,  as,  m.  a  kind  of metre. 

H  IM  IM  i  n  praty-dplavana,  am,  n.  springing 
or  leaping  back. 

nm\s^jtraty-d-bru,  cl.  2.  P.  -bramti,  &c., 
to  reply  to,  answer. 

HW^praty-d-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bha- 
vitum,  Ved.  to  be  at  hand,  be  at  one's  command. 

HiMHSl  praty-d-mnd,  cl.  I.  P.  -manati, 
-jnndtum,  Ved.  to  recite  or  repeat  after  any  one. 
Praty-dmndtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  rejected,  to 

be  considered  invalid  or  not  binding. 

Praty-dmndna,  am,  n.,Ved.  contrary  determina- 
tion, altered  purpose. 

Praty-dmndya,  as,  m.  contrary  or  altered  deter- 
mination ;  the  conclusion  or  fifth  member  of  a  com- 

plete syllogism,  the  repetition  of  the  first  member 
(  =  ni-gamana). 

HNI<4  praty-dya,  as,  m.  (fr.  prati,  q.  v.), 

'  what  comes  in  as  revenue,'  toll,  tax,  tribute. 
Praty-dyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  making  intelligible, 

explaining,  making  clear,  Sec.  See  under  prati. 

i.  praty-ayana,  am,  n.  leading  home  (a  wife), 
marrying ;  setting  (of  the  sun) ;  (am,  d),  n.  f.  making 
intelligible,  analysing,  explaining,  explanation  ;  prov- 

ing, &c.  See  under  prati. 

Praty-dyita,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  confidential  agent, 
&c.  See  under  prati. 

Praty-dyitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made  clear,  to 
be  proved. 

Praty-etavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  admitted  or  ac- knowledged. 

HIMIMI 2. praty-ayana.  Seepraty-e, p. 629. 

HiMIMl  praty-d-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -ydtum, 
to  go  towards  (with  ace.). 

H  m  I M*T  praty-drambha,  as,  m.  beginning 
again,  recommencement,  second  beginning;  prohi- bition. 

praty-drdrd,  f.,  see  Gana  Ansv- adi  to  Pin.  VI.  2, 193. 

H  IM  I  M  ̂ praty-drdhapura,  see  Gana  Ans  v- adi  to  Pan.  VI.  2, 193. 

HIM  I  Proa;  praty-d-ling,  cl.  I.  P.  -lingati, 
-lingltum,  to  embrace  in  return,  return  an  embrace. 

HiMiwIc  praty-dlldha,  as,  d,  am,  eaten ; 
extended  towards  the  left ;  (am),  n.  an  attitude  in  shoot- 

ing, the  left  foot  advanced  and  right  drawn  back. 

HiMl<jfix  praty-d-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate, 
-vartitum,  to  come  back,  return. 

P raty-dvartana,  am,  n.  coming  back,  returning. 
Praty-avritta,  as,  d,  am,  come  back,  returned. 
Praty-dvritya,  ind.  having  come  back,  having 

returned. 

HIM  1^11  praty-dsd,  f.  confidence,  reliance, 
trust,  hope,  expectation,  desire. 

Praty-dMn,  i,  inl,  i,  hoping,  expecting,  trusting, 
relying  upon. 
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praty-dsraya,  as,  m.  a  shelter, 
refuge,  dwelling. 

HrHI'MN  praty-dsrdva,  as,  m.  or  praty- 
dtrdvana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  an  ejaculatory  response, 

a  particular  sacrificial  formula. 

llf^m^  praty-d-svas,  cl.  2.  P.  -svasiti, 
-dvasitum,  to  breathe  again,  respire,  take  courage 

again,  take  heart  again. 
Praty-divasta,  as,  d,  am,  refreshed,  revived, 

reanimated;  recollected. 

Praty-dtvdsa,  as,m.  breathing  again,  respiration, 
recovery. 

Praty-divdsana,  am,  n.  consolation. 

WTT^  praty-ds,  cl.  2.  A.  -dste,  -dsitum, Ved.  to  sit  down  opposite  to  or  in  the  direction  of 
(with  ace.). 

praty-dsankalita,  as,  d,  am, 
added  to  ;  ascertained,  determined. 

HrHTHff  praty-dsanga,  as,  m.,  Ved.  com- bination, connection. 

HrHl^  praty-a-sad,  cl.  i.  6.  P.  -sidati, 
-sattum,  to  be  near  or  close  at  hand. 
Praty-aeatti,  is,  f.  immediate  proximity  (in  space, 

time,  &c.)  ;  close  contact  ;  analogy. 

Praty-asanna,  as,  a,  am,  near  at  hand,  dose  by, 

near,  proximate,  contiguous  ;  imminent.  ••  Praty- 
tuanna-ta,  f.  proximity,  contiguity.  —  Pratydganna- 
mrityu,  us,  us,  u,  one  whose  death  is  imminent, 
at  the  point  of  death. 

HiMltt«,  praty-dsara  =praty-dsara. 

HiMMHH,  praty-dsdra,  as,  m.  the  rear  of an  army  ;  a  form  of  array  (?). 

TTiM'IWK  praty-dstdra,  as,  m.  the  carpet 
of  a  Buddhist  Bhikshu. 

U  i*ll*^H.  praty-dsvara,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt. 
svri  with  praty-d),  Ved.  reflecting  (light). 

Hr«l  I  ̂  •{praty-d-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti  (Perf. 
A.  -jaghne),  -hantum,  to  drive  back,  keep  off, ward  off,  parry. 

Praty-dhata,  at,  a,  am,  driven  back,  repelled, 
repulsed,  resisted. 

See  below. 

praty-d-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati, 
-te,  -hartum,  to  take  back  again,  draw  back,  with- 

draw, recover  ;  to  utter  (a  speech)  ;  to  cry  ;  to  report. 

Praty-dharana,  am,  n.  bringing  back;  taking 

back,  recovery  ;  drawing  back,  keeping  back,  with- 
holding ;  withdrawing  the  senses  from  external  ob- 

jects, restraining  the  organs  of  sense. 
Praty-aharamyaorpraty-dfiartavya,as,S,am, 

to  be  taken  back,  resumable  ;  to  be  withheld  ;  to  be 
restrained  or  controlled. 

Praty-dharat,  an,  antl,  at,  drawing  back,  with- 
drawing; altering. 

Praty-dhdra,  as,  m.  drawing  back  (troops  from 
a  battle),  marching  back,  retreat  ;  withholding  ;  with- 

drawing the  senses  from  external  objects,  restraint  of 
the  organs  of  sense,  abstraction  ;  the  reabsorption  or 
dissolution  of  the  world  ;  (in  grammar)  the  compre- 

hension of  a  series  of  letters  or  affixes  into  one 

syllable  effected  by  combining  the  first  member  of 
the  series  without  its  indicatory  letter  or  letters  with 
the  indicatory  final  consonant  of  the  last  member,  a 

group  or  class  of  letters  so  combined  (for  the  concise 
expression  of  grammatical  rules  ;  thus  the  Praty- 
ahara  a.6  is  the  technical  term  for  the  letters  a,  i,  u, 

ri,  Iri,  e,  o,  ai,  au,  or  all  the  vowels,  and  the 
Praty-ahura  lial  is  the  term  for  all  the  consonants)  ; 
compendium,  abridgment  ;  substitution  (?). 

Praty-dhdrya,  as,  d,  ain,  to  be  taken  back  ;  to  be 
withheld  or  withdrawn  ;  to  be  received  ;  to  be  learned. 

I'raty-dhrita,  as,  d,  am,  resumed  ;  restrained  ; withheld. 
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praty-ahritya. 

Praty-ahritya,  ind.  having  drawn  back,  having 
recovered  or  taken  back. 

Hiytipraty-ukta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  prati-va6), 
said  in  return,  replied,  answered  ;  (ant),  n.  an  answer. 
Praty-ukti,  is,  f.  a  reply,  answer,  rejoinder. 

Hl'£q*.praty-'u6-(ar  (prati-ud-(ar),  Caus. 
P.  -<!irayati,  -yitum,  to  rouse  up,  excite,  urge. 
Praty-udddra,  at,  m.  or  praty-ufddrana,  am, 

n.  repeating,  repetition. 
Praty-udddrya,  ind.  having  roused,  having  ex- 

cited or  urged. 

MrjjWl  <(  praty-uj-jiv  (prati-ud-jiv),  cl.  I. 
P.  -jivati,  -jivitum,  to  return  to  life,  revive  :  Caus. 
•jtvayati,  -yitum,  to  restore  to  life,  revivify,  resus- 

citate, reanimate. 

Praty-ujjivana,  am,  n.  coming  to  life  again, 
reviving  ;  restoring  to  life,  revivifying. 

nrjjn  praty-uta,  ind.  on  the  contrary, 
rather,  aye,  even  ;  on  the  other  hand,  otherwise. 

Hi^r«4  praty-utkarsha,  as,  m.  enhancing, 
overcharging,  raising  prices. 

Mf^rtni  praty-utkrama,  as,  m.  or  praty- 
utkramana,  am,  n.  or  praty-utkranti,  is,  {.  un- 

dertaking ;  an  act  or  effort  made  for  a  certain  purpose 
or  tending  to  a  main  object  ;  the  first  step  or  measure 
in  any  business  ;  setting  out  to  assail  an  enemy  ; 
declaration  of  war. 

VJ^nVpraty-uttabdhi,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  stambh 
with  prati-ud),  Ved.  upholding,  propping  up,  stay- 

ing, supporting,  fixing. 
Praty-uttambha,  as,  m.  =praty-uttabdhi. 

Hym.  praty-uttara,  am,  n.  a  reply  to  an 
answer,  rejoinder,  answer. 

Hi^l  praty-ut-tri  (prati-ud-tri),  cl.  I.  P. 
-tarati,  -taritum,  -taritum,  to  emerge  (from  the 

water)  ;  to  betake  one's  self  to  (with  ace.). 

Hi^rVII  praty-ut-thd  (prati-ud-sthd),  cL  I. 
P.  A.  -tishthati,  -te,  -thatum,  to  rise  up  before, 
rise  to  salute. 

Praty-utthdna,  am,  n.  rising  from  a  seat  as  a 
mark  of  respect,  rising  to  welcome  a  visitor,  respectful 
reception  (Manu  II.  210);  making  preparations  for, 
undertaking. 
Praty-utthayin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  rising  again. 
Praty^utthita,  as,  a,  am,  risen  to  meet  or  to 

encounter. 

Praty-uttheya,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  honoured 
or  saluted  by  rising  from  the  seat. 

HiHrnq  praty-utpanna,  as,  a,  am,  existing 
at  the  present  moment,  present  ;  prompt,  ready  ;  re- 

produced, regenerated  ;  (in  arithmetic)  produced  by 
multiplication,  multiplied  ;  (am),  n.  multiplication  ; 
the  product  of  a  sum  in  multiplication.  —  Pratyut- 
panna-jdti,  is,  f.  (in  arithmetic)  assimilation  of 
fractional  increase.  —  Pratyutpanna-mati,  is,  is,  i, 
ready-minded,  having  presence  of  mind  or  a  prompt 
understanding  :  quick,  subtle,  sharp  ;  confident,  bold, 
arrogant.  —  Pratyutpannamati-tva,am,  n.  presence 
of  mind. 

praty-ud-d-hri  (prati-),  cl.  I.  P. 
A.  -haratt,  -te,  -hartum,  to  speak  in  return,  reply, 
answer. 

Praty-udHharana,  am,  n.  a  contrary  example, 
instance  to  the  contrary,  counter  example  or  illustra- 

tion ;  [cf.  ud-dharana."] 
Praty-wddhrita,  ai,  a,  am,  called,  named. 

praty-ud-i  (prati-),  cl.  2.  P.  -eti, 
-etum,  to  rise  and  go  towards,  to  go  out  towards  ; to  ascend. 

;  praty-ud-lksh  (prati-),  cl.  i.  A. 
-ikthate,  -llcthitum,  to  look  up  at,  look  at,  perceive. 

praty-ud-gam,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also 
A.)  -gaddhati  (-te),  -gantum,  to  go  out  towards, 
advance  towards,  go  forth  against,  go  out  to  meet 
(a  friend  or  an  enemy). 

Praty-udgata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  out  towards; 
gone  forth  against  ;  met  ;  risen  as  from  a  seat. 
Praty-udgati,  is,  (.  or  praty-udgama,  an,  m. 

or  praty-udgamana,  am,  n.  going  forth  towards, 
going  out  to  meet  (especially  to  meet  a  guest); 
rising  from  a  seat  as  a  mark  of  respect. 

Praty-udgamantya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  met  re- 
spectfully ;  to  be  worshipped  or  reverenced  ;  fit  or 

suitable  for  the  respectful  salutation  of  a  guest  ;  (am), 
n.  a  dean  suit  of  clothes  or  pair  of  garments,  the 
upper  and  lower  garments  as  worn  at  meals,  &c. 

Hgsi  praty-ud-ga,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti,  &c., 
Ved.  to  rise  before  or  opposite  to  (as  the  sun). 

UrlJflU  praty-udgdra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of nervous  disease. 

praty-ud-gai,  cl.  i.  P.  -gdyati,  -gd- 
tum,  Ved.  to  answer  by  singing,  sing  a  response. 

RrlJjJ^  praty-ud-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grih- 
ndti,  -grihnite,  -yrahitum,Ved.  to  set  aside,  dismiss. 

Hqgin  praty-udghdta,  probably  an  error 
for  praty-udydta,  q.  v. 

Hijj^  praty-ud-dhri  (-ud-hri),  cl.  I.  P.  -ha- rati,  -harlum,,  to  raise  or  lift  up  again,  extricate. 
Praty-uddharana,  am,  n.  raising  up  again  ;  re- 

covering, reobtaining. 

Praty-uddhrita,  as,  a,  am,  recovered,  reobtained. 

M  130*1  praty-udyama,  as,  m.  counter- 
balance, counterpoise,  equipoise  ;  (as,  a,  am),  coun- 

terbalancing. 

Praty-udyamin  or  praty-udyamin,  i,  ini,  i, 
Ved.  maintaining  an  equipoise,  counterbalancing; 
resisting,  refractory. 

Hrljeii  praty-ud-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -ydtum, 
to  rise  up  and  go  towards  or  against,  rise  to  meet  ; 
to  go  out  to  meet,  go  to  meet. 
Praty-udyata,  as,  a,  am,  met,  saluted,  welcomed, 

received  (as  a  guest)  ;  encountered. 

Praty-udydtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  going  forth  against, 
attacking,  an  assailant. 

ng§»^  praty-ud-vraj,  cl.  i.  P.  -vrajati, 
-vrajitum,  to  go  towards,  go  out  to  meet. 

H  i^qii  praty-unnamana,  am,  n.  rising 
again,  springing  up  again. 

Hgfttc^  praty-un-mish  (prati-ud-mish), 
cl.  6.  P.  -mishali,  -meshitum,  'to  open  the  eyes 
upon,'  to  rise  or  shine  forth  upon  (as  the  sun)  ;  to break  forth. 

HrjjM«ji  praty-vpa-kri,  cl.  8.  A.  -kurute, 
-kartnm,  to  do  a  service  in  return,  return  a  friendly 
office,  requite  a  favour  ;  to  repay. 

Praty-upakdra,  as,  m.  requital  of  aid  or  assist- 
ance, mutual  assistance  ;  returning  a  service  or  favour, 

return  of  a  kindness,  gratitude. 

Praty-upakdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  requiting  a  favour, 
returning  a  kindness,  grateful. 
Praty-upakriya,  f.  requital  of  a  favour,  return  of 

a  service. 

HrjjH'i*^  praty-upa-gam,  cl.  i.  P.  -ga6- 
dhati,  -gantum,  to  come  near,  approach,  meet. 
Praty-ttpagata,  as,  a,  am,  come  near  to,  ap- 

proached, met. 

Hi^qfc  3^  praty-upa-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  -disati, 
-denhtum,  to  explain  singly  or  severally;  to  teach 
in  return,  advise  or  caution  in  return. 

Praty-upadishta,  as,  a,  am,  advised  or  cautioned in  return. 

Praty-upadesa,  as,  m.  teaching  or  instructing  in 
return,  advice  or  admonition  in  return. 

-urdhvam. 

Hgs^  praty-upa-dru,  cl.  I.  P.  -dravati, -drotiim,  to  rush  against,  fall  upon,  assail  (with  ace.). 

Mi«jH«n  praty-upa-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -da- 
dhdti,  -dhatte,  -dhdtum,  Ved.  to  put  or  place  upon. 

praty-upapanna,  pratyupapan- 
na-mati,  =  praty-utpanna,  pratyutpanna-mati, 

q.q.v.v. -Ihoktmm,  to  eat  up,  consume,  eat. 
Praty-upabhoga,  as,  m.  enjoyment. 

M  rg  4*1  1  1  praty-upamdna,  am,  n.  the  coun- terpart of  a  likeness  or  resemblance,  copy,  model, 

pattern  ;  a  counter  comparison. 

Mi^ll  praty-upa-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -yd- 
tum, to  go  again  towards,  return. 

rif^n&Hpraty-upalabdha,  as,d,am,  gained 
back,  regained.—  Pratyupalabdha-tletas,  as,  as, 

as,  recovering  the  senses. 

Hq^fqa^  praty-upa-vis,  cl.  6.  P.  -visati, 
•veshtum,  to  sit  down  opposite  to. 

Praty-upaves"a,  as,  m.  or  praty-upaves'ana,  am, 
n.  surrounding  or  besetting  any  one  in  order  to 
bring  him  to  compliance. 

praty-upasthdna,  am,  n.  prox- 
imity, vicinity,  neighbourhood. 

praty-upaspartiana,   am,    n., 
Ved.  rinsing  or  washing  again. 

UrlJV^N  praty-npahava,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a 
response  to  an  invitatory  formula  or  the  repetition 
of  an  invitatory  ejaculation. 

HI^S^IV.  praty-upahdra,  as,  m.  placing 
again  in  any  one's  hands,  giving  back,  restitution  ; 
(as,  a,  am),  handing  back,  restoring. 

praty-updkarana,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
recommencing  the  reading  (of  the  Veda),  resumption 
of  study  (?). 

cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati,  -dhatte,  -dhatum,  to  attain 
to  again,  regain,  recover. 

HiIJi)  praty-upe  (prati-upa-i),  cl.  2.  P. 
-upaiti,  -upaitum,  Ved.  to  approach  again. 
Praty-upeya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  met  ;  to  be  dealt 

with  or  treated  in  turn,  to  be  requited. 

TTrJW  praty-upta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  prati-vap), 
inserted,  set,  inlaid,  studded  ;  sown. 

l|r^4.4<  praty-urasa,  am,  n.=pratigatam 
urah;  (am),  ind.  against  the  breast,  upon  the  breast. 

n  m  (*<*  praty-uluka,  as,  m.  a  bird  resem- 
bling an  owl;  (according  to  a  Scholiast)  a  hostile 

owl,  or  a  crow  regarded  as  the  enemy  of  the  owl. 
Pratyulukaka,  at,  m.  a  bird  resembling  an  owl. 

fffT^praty-ush,  cl.  I.  P.  -oshati,  -oshitum, 
Ved.  to  singe,  scorch. 
Praty-usltta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  burnt  or  consumed 

one  by  one,  (according  to  Mahl-dhara  =pratyekam 
dagdha.) 

Praty-ushya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  singed  or 
scorched. 

Kr^M  praty-usha,  as,  m.  or  praty-ushas, 
as,  n.  morning  twilight,  early  morning,  day-break, 
dawn  ;  the  morning. 
Praty-asha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  morning  twilight, 

day-break,  dawn,  morning;  (as),  m.  one  of  the 
eight  demigods  called  Vasus  ;  the  sun  ;  N.  of  a  man  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants. Praty-ushas,  as,  n.  morning  twilight,  day-break, 
dawn,  morning. 

tfit^t^praty-urdhvam,  ind.  on  the  upper 
side  of,  above. 
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praty-uh,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -uhati,  -te, 
-iihitum,  to  push  back;  to  keep  off,  ward  off;  to 
reject,  refuse ;  to  strip,  strip  off;  to  outstrip,  surpass, 
excel ;  to  interrupt ;  to  disturb ;  to  offer  up,  present. 

Praty-uha,  as,  m.  an  obstacle,  impediment. 
Praty-uhana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  interruption ;  leaving 

off,  discontinuance. 

WT  praty-ri,  Caus.  P.  -arpayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  go  towards,  throw  towards ;  to  fasten, 
fix,  put  on  ;  to  cause  to  go  back,  render  up,  deliver 
back,  give  back,  restore,  return ;  to  give  again. 
Praty-arpana,  am,  n.  giving  back,  restoring, 

delivering  back,  returning. 

Praty-arpaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  given  back, 
to  be  returned  or  restored,  to  be  delivered  back. 

Praty-arpita,  as,  d,  am,  fastened,  fixed,  put  on ; 
delivered  back,  restored,  returned. 

Praty-rita,  an,  a,  am,  Ved.  inserted. 

praty-ridam,  ind.,  Ved.  at  each 
verse,  in  each  verse. 

HW  praty-e  (prati-d-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -aiti, 
-aitum,  to  come  back,  return  to  (with  ace.). 

3.  praty-dyana,  am,  n.  (for  I.  see  under  prati, 
p.  623),  setting  (of  the  sun). 
Praty-etya,  ind.  having  come  back,  having  re- 

turned. 

HIM** praty-eka,  as,  a,  am,  each  one,  each 
single  one,  every  one ;  (am),  ind.  one  by  one,  one 
at  a  time,  singly,  severally ;  for  every  single  one. 

—  Pratyeka-buddha,  as,  m.  a  Buddha  who  lives 
in  seclusion  and  obtains  emancipation  for  himself 
only  (as  opposed  to  those  Buddhas  who  liberate 
others  a$so).—Pratyekabuddha-tva,  am,  n.  the 

state  of  a  Pratyeka  Buddha.  —  Pratyeka-s'as,  ind. 
one  by  one,  singly,  severally. 

MiMfl«4  praty-etavya.  See  under  praty- 
dya,  p.  627,  col.  2. 

HWI^praty-enas,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  officer 
of  justice,  punisher  of  criminals ;  a  surety,  the  heir 
nearest  of  kin  who  is  responsible  for  the  debts  of  a 
deceased  person. 

•tras,  cl.  1.4.  P.  -trasati,  -tras- 

yati,  -trasUum,  to  flee  in  terror :  Caus.  -trdsayatt, 
-yitum,  to  frighten  or  scare  away. 
Pra-trdsa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  trembling,  fear. 

pra-tvakshas,    as,    as,    as,  Ved. 
active,  strong,  vigorous ;  epithet  of  the  Maruts  and 

Indra ;  (Say.)  =  datru-ghdtin,  destroying  the  enemy. 

C  pra-tvar,  cl.  I.  A.  -tvarate,  -tvari- 
tum,  to  hasten  forwards,  hasten,  speed,  make  haste. 

Pra-tHrna,  as,  d,  am,  quick,  fleet. 
Pra-tdrta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  hastening,  speeding. 
Praturtaka,  as,  d,  am,  containing  the  word  pra- 

turta. 

Pra-turti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  rapid  or  violent  motion, 
undulatory  motion,  haste,  speed ;  (S3y.)  =  prakrishta- 
hinsana,  excessive  violence ;  (is,  is,  i),  hastening, 
rapid,  violent. 

I.  prath,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  prathati,  -te, 

paprdtha,  paprathe,  prathishyate,  a- 
prathishta,  prathitum,  (P.)  to  spread,  extend 
(trans.),  prolong  (Ved.) ;  (P.  A.)  to  spread,  stretch, 
extend  (intrans.) ;  (A.)  to  become  larger  or  wider, 
increase ;  to  be  spread  abroad  (said  of  fame,  of  a 
name,  of  a  speech  or  rumour)  ;  to  become  well 
known,  become  famous  or  celebrated;  to  come  to 

light,  appear,  arise  ;  to  occur  (to  the  mind) :  Caus. 
P.  A.  prathayati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  apaprathat,  to 
spread,  stretch,  extend  (trans.) ;  to  increase,  augment, 
enhance,  aggrandize;  to  spread  abroad,  proclaim, 
celebrate ;  to  bring  to  light ;  to  unfold,  disclose,  reveal, 
display,  show,  manifest,  evince,  to  shine  upon,  give 
light  to  (with  ace.,  Rig-veda  III.  14,  4);  (A.)  to 
stretch,  extend,  increase  (intrans.,  Ved.). 
Pratha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  the)  N.  of  the  author 

of  Rig-veda  X.  181, 1 ;  (a),  f.  spreading  out ;  fame, 

celebrity,  notoriety  (e.  g.  prithu-pratha,  far-famed). 
—  Prathdpaha  (°thd-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  destroying 
fame,  destructive  to  celebrity. 
Prathana,  as,  m.  the  plant  Phaseolus  Mungo 

[cf.  pra-ghana\ ;  (am),  n.  spreading,  extension ; 
scattering ;  throwing,  projecting ;  a  place  where  any- 

thing is  spread  ;  displaying,  showing ;  celebrating. 

1 .  prathayat,  an,  antl,  at,  spreading  out,  ex- 
tending ;  bringing  to  light,  displaying,  making  mani- 

fest ;  seeing,  beholding. 

Prathayitri,  id,  tri,  tri,  one  who  spreads  or 
extends ;  one  who  proclaims,  a  proclaimer. 

Prathas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  width,  extension.  —  Pra- 
thas-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  wide,  spacious. 
Prathila,  as,  a,  am,  stretched,  spread ;  scattered ; 

extended,  increased ;  made  known,  published,  openly 

announced,  declared ;  famed,  famous,  celebrated,  re- 
nowned ;  disclosed,  shown,  manifested,  evinced ;  in- 

tent upon,  engaged  in,  occupied  by,  devoted  to; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Manu  Svarodisha. 
—  Prathita-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  known  or  famous, 
celebrity.  —  Prathita-vidiia-lakshana,  as,  d,  am, 
renowned  under  the  title  of  Vidisi.— Prathitdnurdga 

(°ta-an°),as,  d,  am,  manifesting  or  evincing  affection. 
Prathiti,  is,  f.  celebrity,  notoriety. 
Prathiman,  d,  m.  extension,  width,  breadth, 

greatness,  magnitude. 
Prathimin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  size  or  magnitude, 

large,  great;  (ini),  f.,  see  Scholiast  on  PSn.  V. 
2,  137- 
Prathivi,  f.  the  earth ;  (probably  an  incorrect 

form  for  •prithim.) 

Prathishtha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  of  prithu), 
broadest,  widest,  largest,  very  large  or  great,  most extended. 

Prathiyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  of  prithu), 
lajger,  broader,  wider,  more  extended,  very  large. 
Prathu,  us,  us,  u,  — prithu,  wide,  wide  spread; 

an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 

Prathuka,  as,  m.  ̂ prithuka,  the  young  of  any animal. 

2.  prath  or  prith,  cl.  10.  P.  pratha- 
yati or  parthayati,  -yitum,  to  throw, 

cast ;  to  extend. 

2.  prathayat,  an,  anti,  at,  throwing,  casting. 

M^W  prathama,  as,  d,  am  (connected  with 
l.pra;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  prath,  Unadi-s.V.  68; 
declined  as  a  pronominal  in  Atharva-veda  VI.  18, 1; 
according  to  Pan.  I.  I,  33,  the  declension  follows 
S»Va  except  in  the  nom.  pi.  m.  which  may  option- 

ally be  prathame  or  prathamds),  foremost,  first, 
the  first  in  a  series  ( =  ddi,  puna) ;  earliest,  most 
ancient,  primary,  original ;  preceding,  previous,  prior, 
earlier,  former  (sometimes  translatable  adverbially, 

e.  g.  prathamo  nivrittah,  returned  first ;  prathame 
preshitd  dutdh,  messengers  sent  previously);  first, 
chief,  principal,  most  excellent,  most  eminent  or 
distinguished,  matchless,  incomparable ;  (as),  m., 
scil.  varna,  the  first  consonant  of  a  Varga,  a  hard 

letter  ( =  varga-p") ;  scil.  purusha,  the  first  (  =  in 
European  grammars  the  third)  person,  a  termination 
of  the  first  (or  according  to  European  grammars 
third)  person;  scil.  svara,  the  first  tone  (in  gram- 

mar) ;  (d),  (.,  scil.  vibhakti,  the  first  or  nominative 
case,  a  termination  of  the  first  or  nominative  case ; 

(e),  {.  du.,  scil.  vibhakti,  the  first  two  cases,  the 
terminations  of  the  first  two  cases ;  (am),  ind.  first, 

firstly,  at  first,  for  the  first  time  (opposed  to  fara- 
mam)  ;  just,  newly,  recently  ;  at  once,  immediately  ; 
before  (with  gen.,  e.  g.  iakteh  pratliamam,  before 
strength,  i.  e.  before  the  forces  were  ready,  Raghu-v. 
IV.  34) ;  (at),  ind.  firstly,  for  the  first  time ;  pra- 

tliamam— anantaram,  first — afterwards;  pratha- 

mam — tutus,  first — next ;    pratliamam — paiddt,  j  ambulation  from  left  to  right  so  that  the  right  side 
first — afterwards ;  [cf.  Gr.  itpta-ro-s ;  Lat.  primus ;  I  is  towards  the  person  saluted  ;  (am),  ind.  from  left 

as,  d,  am,  placed  first,  first  in  rank  or  importance, 

having  precedence.  —  Prathama-kusuma,  as  or 
am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  white  marjoram.  -•  Prathama- 
garbha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  first  pregnancy  or  con- finement; a  first  litter;  (as,  a,  am),  pregnant 

for  the  first  time.  —  Prathama-grantha,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  poem  by  Jagaj-jivana-dasa.  —  Prathama- 
Mhad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  covering  first,  (Say.  =pratha- 

mam  dMhddayitri)  ;  typical,  figurative.  —  Pra- 
thama-ja,  as,  d,  am,  or  prathama-jd,  as,  as,  am, 
firstborn,  a  firstling  ;  original,  primary  ;  being  the 

issue  of  the  first  (i.  e.  first-mentioned  marriage). 
—  Prathama-jdta,    as,    d,   am,  Ved.   firstborn. 
—  Prathama-tas,  ind.  first,  at  first,  firstly,  in  the 

first  place  ;  previously  ;  forthwith,  straightway,  im- 
mediately;   before,   in  preference  to   (with  gen.). 

—  Prathama-dartona,  am,  n.  first  sight  ;  (e),  ind. 

at  first  sight.  —  Prathama-divasa,  as,  m.  a  first 

day,   principal  day.  —  Prathama-dugdha,  at,   d, 
am,  Ved.  just  milked.  —  Prathama-parigrihlta, 
as,  d,  am,  formerly  married.  —  Prathama-purusha, 
at,  m.  the  first  (  =  in  European  grammars  the  third) 

person  in  the  verb,  a  termination  of  the  first  (or  ac- 
cording to  European  grammars  third)  person.  —  Pra- 

thama-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  one  to  whom  the  first 
share  is  due;  (Say.  =  utpatti-kdla  eva  vibhaktri, 

dividing  or  distinguishing  beings  at  the  time  of  crea- 
tion.)— Prathama-mangala,  as,  d,  am,  highly 

auspicious.  —  Prathama-yajiia,  as,  m.,Ved.  the  first 
sacrifice.  —  Prathama-yauvana,  am,  n.  early  youth, 

early  age.  —  Prathama-rdtra,  as,  m.,  Ved.   the 
beginning  of  night.  —  Prathama-vayas,  as,   n. 
earliest  age,  youth.  —  Prathama-vayasin,  I,  ini,  i,. 

Ved.  being  in  early  youth,  young.  •—  Prathama- 
vdsya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  worn  formerly  (as  a  gar- 

ment). —  Prathama-vittd,  (.,  Ved.   a   first   wife. 
—  Prathama-viraha,  as,  m.  first  separation  ;  (e), 

ind.   immediately  after    separation.  —  Prathama- 
vrittdnta,  as,  m.  former  circumstances,  earlier  his- 

tory, antecedents.  —Prat  hama-vaiydkarana,  at, 

m.  a  beginner  in  grammar  ;  a  distinguished  or  first- 
rate  grammarian.  —  Prathama-s"ravas,  as,  as,  as, 
Ved.   having   a  distinguished  reputation;    (SSy.  = 

atiiayitam  dhanam  yaio  vd  yasya.)  —  Prathama- 

sangama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Prathama-id- 
hasa,  as,  m.  the  first  or  lowest  degree  of  punishment 
or  fine.  —  Prathama-xukrita,  am,  n.  a  former 
service  or  kindness.  —  Prathama-sthdna,  am,  n., 

Ved.  the  first  or  lowest  scale  (in  pronunciation,  low 
but  audible).  —  Prathama-svara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

Saman.  —  Pratnamdgamin  (°ma-dg°),  i,  ini,  i, 
occurring  first,  first   mentioned.  ••  Prathamddesa 

(°ma-dd°),  as,  m.  placing  (a  word)  at  the  beginning 

of  a   sentence.  —  Prathamdbhitapta  (°ma-afeA°), 
as,  a,  am,  first  scorched   or  scalded  (with  tears). 

—  Prathamdrdha  (°ma-ar°),  as  or  am,  m.  or 

n.  (?),  the  first  half.  —  Prathamdvara-tva  (°ma- 
av°),  am,  n.  the  being  the  first  and  the  last.  —  Pra- 
thamdstamita  (°ma-o«°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  just  set ° 

(said  of  the Prathametara  (°ma-it°),  as, 
d,  am,  '  other  than  first,'  the  second.  —  Prathamot- 

panna  (°ma-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  produced  first,  first- 
born. —  Prathamodita  (°ma-ud""),  a»,  d,  am,  first uttered,  uttered  previously. 

Prathamaka,  as,  d,  am,  first,  foremost. 

prathayitri,  prathas,    &c.      See under  rt.  I.  prath. 

Tf^pra-da,  &c.  Seepra-da,  p.  630,  col.  i. 

H^fB|«u  pra-dakshina,  as,  d,  am,  moving 
to  the  right,  standing  or  placed  on  the  right  ;  auspi- 

cious, favourable,  of  good  omen  ;  respectful,  reve- 
rential ;  (as,  d,  am),  m.  f.  n.  turning  the  right  side 

towards  (anv  one),  reverential  salutation  by  circum- 

Goth,  fru-ma;  Lith.  ptr-ma-s.~]  —  Prathama-ka 
thita,  as,  d,  am,  aforesaid,  before-mentioned, 
afore-mentioned.  —  Prathama-kalpa,  as,  m.  a 

primary  or  principal  rule.  —  Prathama-kalpita, 

to  right,  towards  the  right  side,  so  that  the  right 
side  is  turned  towards  a  person  or  object  (as  a  sign 

of  respect,  e.  g.  pujyah  pradakshinam,  to  be 
honoured  by  keeping  the  right  side  towards  him) ; 

7X 



630 l  pradakshina-kriyd. 

B^  pra-dava. pradakshinam  kri  or  pra-kri,  to  pass  on  the  right, 
turn  the  right  side  towards  (in  token  of  respect) ; 
towards  the  south,  in  a  southern  direction  [from  the 
east,  Manu  III.  87];  (enti).  ind.  from  left  to  right; 

towards  the  south  ;  ti-i>i'a>la1;*hinain,  '  not  towards 

the  right,'  towards  the  left.  —  PrttdatMfO-kriya, 
f.  turning  the  right  side  towards  (any  one),  showing 
respect.  —  Prndnksliiifi-pattikH,  (.  a  yard,  a 

court-yard.—  I'rdilokxhtna-prukramana,  am,  n. 
proceeding  with  the  right  side  towards  (anything). 

—  Pradakshinarfis  (°»ia-arD),  is,  is,  is,  having 
llames  turned  towards  the  right,  flaming  towards  the 

right.  —  I'ruiiiikfhinavarta  (°na-dv~),  a<,  a,  am, 
turned  towards  the  right.  —  Pradakshinavritka 

(°na-dv°),  as,  a,  am,  turned  towards  the  right, 
having  (any  one  or  anything)  on  the  right.  —  1'ra- 
dtAmift-kfi,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  to  turn 
the  right  side  towards  (with  ace.) ;  to  go  round  from 

left  to  right.  —  Pradakshiui-krityu,  ind.  having 
gone  round  from  left  to  right. 
Pradakshinaya,  Nom.  P.  pmdakshinayatl, 

-ifitum,  to  go  round  from  left  to  right. 
Pradakshimt,  ind.,  Ved.  =  pra-dakshinam,  q.  v. 

H<;'  ijpra-dagdha,  &c.  Seepra-dah  below. 

H^ft  pra-datta,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

H<i*^pra-dam,  Caus.  P.  A.  -damayati,  -te, 
-yitum,  to  subdue,  conquer,  overpower. 
Pra-ddnta,  at,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 
Pro-dam,  -dan,  m.  one  who  tames  or  subdues ; 

[cf.  Pan.  VIII.  2,  64.] 

V^.pra-dara.    Seepra-dn,  p.  631,  col.  i. 
TI^H  pra-darpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  drip  with 

Jtfft),  pride,  arrogance. 
Tra-dripita  in  a-p°,  q.  v. 
Pra-dripta,  as,  a,  am,  proud,  haughty,  conceited. 
Pra-dripti,  is,  f.  haughtiness,  arrogance,  madness ; 

(Say.  =  anartha-hetuh  pradarpati.) 

H<^31  pra-darsa,  &c.    Seepra-dris,  p.  631. 

Wf?3  pra-dala,  as,  m.  an  arrow  (=^>ra- 
dara). 

H^i pra-dava, pra-davy a, pra-davy a.  See 
pra-du,  col.  3,  and  p.  63 1 ,  col.  I . 

'H<(^pra-das,  cl.  4.  P.  -dasyati,  -dasitum, to  dry  up,  become  dry. 

H<\\pra-dah,  cl.  i.  P.  -dahati,  -dagdhum, 
to  bum,  consume,  destroy :  Pass,  -dahyate,  to  take 
fire,  be  consumed  by  fire,  be  burnt,  burn. 

Pra-dagdha,  a»,  a,  am,  burnt,  consumed,  de- 
stroyed. 

Pra-dagdhapya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  burnt. 
Pra-ddJia,  as,  m.,Ved.  burning,  destroying  by  fire. 

TJ^T pra-da  (see  rt.  I.  da),  cl.  3.  P.  (rarely 

in  the  earlier  language  A.)  -fbaddti  (-dalle),  -datum, 
to  give  away,  give  to,  give  ;  to  give  up,  deliver ;  to 
offer,  present,  grant ;  to  give  a  daughter  in  marriage  ; 
to  sell  (with  inst.  of  the  price) ;  to  restore ;  to  put  in, 
place  in  ;  (with  rinam)  to  pay,  discharge  a  debt ; 

(with  vidydm)  to  communicate  or  impart  know- 
ledge ;  (with  prativadah)  to  give  an  answer ;  (with 

yfcdfJhatu)  to  give  battle ;  (with  dvattdca-yud- 
•  Iham)  to  engage  in  single  combat;  (with  jirn- 

i-ril/lin)  to  give  information  of  an  event;  (with 
ttutasanam)  to  set  fire  to :  Pass,  -dlyate,  to  be 
given  away,  to  be  given  :  Caus.  -ddpayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  give,  compel  to  give  back  or  to  repay ;  to 
cause  to  put  or  place  in  :  Desid.  -diteule,  to  wish  to 
give  in  marriage. 

I'ni-tta,  o«,  a,  am  (for  pra-datta),  given  away, Riven,  offered,  presented;  given  in  marriage,  be- 
trothed, married.  -  Pratta-vat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who 

has  given  or  presented. 

Pra-tti,  is,  (.  (for  pra-datti),  Ved.  giving  away, 
giving. 

Pra-da,  as,  a,  am,  giving  away,  giving,  a  giver, 
bestower,  yielding,  presenting,  granting,  bestowing, 

conferring  (generally  at  the  end  of  a  comp. ;  cf. 

l>a/tu-p°,  prana-p^,  riu*i-p°,  sdpa-p",  saeya-p°) ; 
liberal,  bountiful ;  (d),  f.  a  gift. 

Pra-datta,  as,  d,  am,  given  away,  given,  offered, 
presented,  bestowed,  granted ;  given  in  marriage ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Gandharva. 
Pra-dadi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  liberal,  bountiful. 
Pra-ddtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  given  away,  to  be 

given  ;  to  be  given  back  ;  to  be  given  in  marriage ; 
to  be  placed  in  or  put  into. 

Pra-ddtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  gives  or  bestows, 
giving,  liberal ;  a  giver,  donor ;  one  who  gives  a 

daughter  away  in  marriage ;  '  the  giver,'  an  epithet 
of  Indra ;  N.  of  a  divinity  enumerated  among  the 
VisVe  Devah. 

1.  pra-ddna,  am,  n.  (for  2.  pra-dana  see  below), 
giving,  offering,  presenting,  bestowing,  granting  [cf. 

pdni-p°,  vara-p°]  ;  an  oblation  (especially  one  made 
by  fire);  the  words  or  sacred  texts  recited  during 

an  oblation  by  fire  (for  praddna-mantra) ;  impart- 

ing, communicating,  teaching  [cf.  veda~p°,  and  see 
Manu  II.  171]  ;  giving  away  in  marriage;  applying 

(a  clyster);    a  gift,  present. —  J'raddna-kripaiia, 
as,  d,  am,  mean  or  niggardly  in  making  presents. 

—Praddna-puri-am,  ind.  with  a  present.  —  Pra- 

dana-rudi,  is,  f.   'delighting  in  giving,'  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Praddna-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  giving,  liberal. 
—  Praddna-^ura,  as,  m.,  lit.  a  hero  in  giving, 
i.  e.    an    excessively   liberal    man    [cC    dana-sura, 

ddna-mra]  ;  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 
Praddnaka,  am,  n.  an  offering,  oblation. 
Pmddnika,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 

relating  to  giving  or  offering  ;  [cf.  dattdp0.] 
Pra-ddpayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  causes  to 

give ;  (Ved.)  one  who  gives,  a  giver. 
Pra-ddpya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  caused  to  give,  to 

be  compelled  to  pay. 

Pra-ddya,  am,  n.  a  present. 
Pra-ddyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  giving,  granting,  pre- 

senting, bestowing.  —  Praddyaka-tva,  am,  n.  the 
being  a  giver,  giving. 

Pra-dayin,  I,  ini,  i,  giving  away,  giving,  a  giver, 

granting,  presenting.  —  Pradayi-toa,  am,  n.  the 
being  a  giver,  giving. 

Pra-di,  is,  m.  a  gift,  present  (Schol.  on  Pan.  III. 

3-  92)- 
Pra-ditsu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  or  intending  to 

give  (with  ace.). 
Pra-deya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  given  or  granted,  to 

be  offered  or  awarded  to  (in  these  senses  sometimes 
compounded  with  a  word  denoting  the  recipient, 

cf.  riija-p°,  ilishya-p) ;  to  be  imparted,  to  be  taught 
or  instructed ;  to  be  given  in  marriage,  marriageable ; 

(as),  m.  a  present. 
H<^l«i  2.  pra-dana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  3.  da 

with  pra),  a  goad.    (For  i.  pra-ddna  see  above.) 

H^lti  pra-danta,  &c.    Seepra-dam,  col.  I. 

pra-digdha.     See  pra-dih,  col.  3. 

pra-div,  -dyaus,  f.,  Ved.  the  third 
or  highest  heaven  (in  which  the  Pitris  are  said  to 
dwell) ;  the  fifth  of  the  seven  heavens  ;  (according  to 

Say.)  =  ;>ura»a,  existing  from  olden  times,  ancient; 
pra-divaf,  ind.  from  the  remotest  or  earliest  times, 
from  of  old,  long  since,  always,  constantly,  ever ;  ami 

1'i'inlii'ah,  as  of  old,  as  formerly  ;  (pt'a-diri),  ind. 
at  all  times,  always,  constantly,  ever. 

VIC  31  i.pra-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  -disati,  -deshtum, 
to  point  out,  show ;  to  signify,  announce,  declare, 
communicate,  make  known ;  to  direct ;  to  appoint, 

ordain,  prescribe,  instruct ;  to  urge  on,  incite ;  to 

assign ;  cl.  4.  P.  -difyati,  &c.,  to  grant :  Caus. 
-//.  Aii/nti,  -yitum,  to  urge  on,  incite :  Intens. 
-drdentiti,  to  animate  (Ved.). 

2.  /ira-ilis",  k,  (.  pointing  to,  pointing  out;  direc- 
tion, order,  command,  instruction ;  a  direction,  quarter, 

region  of  the  sky  (of  which  from  four  to  seven  are 
enumerated  in  the  Veda ;  Pitryd  pradti,  the  region 
of  the  Pitris,  i.  e.  the  south ;  pradifo  t/atam,  gone 

towards  all  quarters  of  the  heavens) ;  an  intermediate 
point  of  the  compass  or  half  quarter,  as  north-east, 
south-west,  &c. 

PrOrdifyamata,  as,  d,  am,  being  pointed  out, 
being  urged  on  or  incited. 

l'rti-di*it/a,  as,  d,  am,  pointed  out,  announced, 
declared  ;  directed,  ordained,  appointed. 

Pra-tleda,  as,  m.  pointing  out,  showing ;  direc- 
tion, decision,  determination ;  appealing  to  a  pre- 

cedent; an  example  (in  grammar  &c.);  a  place, 
(pradeiahu,  in  various  places),  spot,  region;  a 
country,  district,  foreign  country ;  a  wall ;  a  short 
span  measured  from  the  tip  of  the  thumb  to  that  of 
the  forefinger.  —  Pradeisa-kdrin,  i,  m.  epithet  of  a 
kind  of  ascetic.  —  Prade3a-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  possess- 

ing or  occupying  a  place.  —  Pradesa-iastra,  am,  n.  a 
book  containing  examples  (in  grammar).  —  Pradcfa- 
stha,  as,  d,  am,  being  or  situated  in  a  district. 
Pra-des'ana,  am,  n.  a  gift,  present,  bribe;  an 

offering,  anything  given  to  the  gods,  to  superiors, 
or  friends;  (i),  f.  the  index  finger,  forefinger ;  the 
corresponding  toe. 

Pra-deiita,  as,  d,  am,  urged,  directed. 

Pra-des'ini,  f.  the  index  finger,  forefinger;  the 
corresponding  toe. 

Pra-deshtri,  td,  m.  one  who  pronounces  judg- ment, a  judge. 

Wf^  pra-dih,  cl.  2.  P.  -degdhi,  -deydhum, 
to  smear  over,  besmear,  smear,  daub,  anoint. 

Pra-digdha,  as,  d,  am,  smeared  over,  besmeared, 
daubed,  bedaubed,  anointed,  overspread ;  (am),  n., 
scil.  mania,  a  kind  of  dish  prepared  with  meat ; 

(ox),  m.  a  kind  of  sauce  or  gravy. 

Pra-deha,  a«,  m.  a  plaster,  a  thick  or  viscid 
ointment;  applying  a  plaster,  unction;  solid  food 

(perhaps  inspissated  juice  and  the  like). 

pra-dldl=pra-didhl  below. 
-d'idhl  (see  rt.  i.  dldhl),  cl.  2.  A. 

-dinliite,  &c.,  Ved.  to  shine  forth,  shine  brilliantly. 
Pra-didhydna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  shining  forth, 

shining  brilliantly. 

y^\^pra-dip,  cl.  4.  A.  -dipyate,  -dlpitum, 
to  flame  forth,  blaze,  burst  into  flames :  Caus.  -di/ia- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  set  on  fire,  set  fire  to,  light,  kindle, 
inflame. 

Pra-dipa,  as,  m.  a  light,  a  lamp,  lantern ;  that 
which  illuminates  or  illustrates,  an  enlightener ;  (often 

at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  kula-p°,  '  the  light  of 
a  family ;'  especially  in  titles  of  explanatory  works, 
cf.  mahabhd8hya-p°.)  —  Pradlpa-in<uij<iri,  (.,  N. 
of  a  commentary  by  Ramesvara  on  the  Amara- 
kosha.  —•  Pradlpa-!!><r(t itd-fllir  <ja,  </*,  m.,  N.  of 

a  Mahoraga-raja.  —  1'radipa-saha,  as,  ra.  (sdha 
=  sLw),  N.  of  a  prince. 

I'radipaku,  as,  ikd,  m.  f.  a  small  lamp,  a  lamp ; 
(as,  ikd,  am),  illuminating,  illustrating,  clearing  up. 

I'm-tll/wiia,  as,  i,  am,  inflaming,  illuminating; 
stimulating,  exciting ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  kindling, 
inflaming,  igniting,  exciting,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of 
mineral  poison  (of  a  red  colour  and  caustic  in  its  action). 

Pradipaya,  Nom.  A.  pradipdyali-,  -yitum,  to  re- 
present a  lamp,  to  act  as  a  lamp,  act  the  part  of  a  lamp. 

Pradipiya  or  pradipya.     See  Gana  to  Pan.  V. 

I,  4- Pra-dipta,  as,  d,  am,  kindled,  inflamed,  lighted 
up,  illuminated ;  blazing,  burning,  shining  ;  excited, 
stimulated;  clear,  shrill  (opposed  to  purna,  as  a 
term  of  augury  ?). 

Pra-dipti,  is,  f.  light,  lustre,  splendor,  brilliancy. 
—  Pradipti-mat,  an,  all,  at,  bright,  radiant,  lu- 
minous. 

HrjlM  pra-dlrgha,  as,  d,  am,  exceedingly 

long. 

1Tj  pra-du,  cl.  4.  A.  -duyate,  -datum,  to 
be  consumed  by  fire;  cl.  5.  P.  -dtmoti,  &c.,  to 
distress,  pain,  torment,  torture ;  to  press  hard. 
Pra-ilava,  as,  d,  am,  burning,  inflaming. 
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Pra-davya  or  pra-davya,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  scil. 

ngni,  a  forest  fire  (=  ddvdgni). 

VZTfpra-dush,  cl.  4.  P.  -dushyati,-doshtum, 
to  become  worse,  deteriorate  ;  to  be  defiled  or  pol- 

luted ;  to  do  amiss,  act  improperly,  fall  (morally); 
to  commit  an  offence  against  (with  ace.) :  Caus. 

-dushayati,  -yitum,  to  spoil,  deprave,  corrupt ;  to 
defile,  pollute,  contaminate,  vitiate,  damage  ;  to  speak 
ill  of,  abuse,  blame,  censure. 
Pra-dushta,  as,  d,  am,  corrupt,  wicked,  bad, 

wrong,  sinful ;  licentious,  wanton,  infamous. 
Pra-dushana,  as,  i,  am,  corrupting,  spoiling; 

defiling,  contaminating. 

Pra-dushita,  as,  d,  am,  corrupted,  spoilt;  de- 
praved, vitiated ;  defiled,  polluted. 

Pra-dosha,  as,  d,  am,  corrupt,  bad,  wicked ; 

(as),  m.  defect,  fault,  offence,  sin,  transgression, 
guilt ;  a  disordered  condition  (of  the  body  or  of  the 
state),  mutiny,  insurrection,  rebellion ;  the  first  part 
of  the  night,  evening  twilight,  evening,  nightfall ; 

Evening  personified  (and  associated  with  Nisitha  and 

Vyushta  as  a  son  of  Dosha) ;  (am),  ind.,  Ved.  in 
the  evening,  in  the  dark.  —  Pradosha-kdla,  as,  m. 
evening  tide.  —  Pradosha-timira,  am,  n.  evening 

darkness,  the  dusk  of  early  night.  —  P 'radosha-pujd- 
>-ii/lii,  is,  m.  and  prado/sha-s'ira-pujd,  f.,  N.  of 
two  works.  —  Pradosha-ramaniya,  as,  d,  am,  plea- 

sant or  delightful  in  the  evenings.  —  Pradoshdgama 

(°8ha-ag°),  as,  m.  the  coming  on  of  evening,  nightfall. 
Pradoshaka,  as,  d,  am,  born  in  the  evening; 

(according  to  a  Scholiast)  a  proper  N. 

TIH^  i.  pra-duh,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -dogdhi,  -dug- 
dhe,  ̂ doydhiim,  to  milk;  to  yield  milk  or  any 
desired  object. 

2.  pra-duh,  -dhuk,  k,  k,  milking,  milking  well. 
I'ru-doha,  as,  m.  milking. 
Pra-dohana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

•a-desa.     See  p.  630,  col.  3. 

i-dosha.     See  col.  i. 

I  pra-dripti.    See  pra-darpa,  p.  630. 

„  l^pra-dris,  cl.  I.  P.  -pasyati,  -drash- 
tum,  to  look  forward,  see  in  front,  foresee ;  to  see, 

behold,  view ;  to  perceive,  observe,  discern,  distin- 

guish, learn;  to  look  at,  look  upon;  to  regard, 

judge ;  to  have  a  view  or  opinion ;  to  be  intelligent : 
Pass,  -drifyate,  to  become  visible,  to  be  seen  or 

observed ;  to  look,  appear  :  Caus.  -dars"ai/ati,  -yi- 
tum, to  foreshow,  show  forth,  bring  to  light,  make 

visible,  display,  exhibit ;  to  describe ;  to  make  clear, 
explain,  teach  :  Desid.  -iHdrikshati,  to  wish  to  see. 
Pra-daria,  as,  m.  looking,  look,  appearance; 

direction,  injunction. 
Pra-aariaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  foreshowing,  fore- 

telling, presaging;  a  prophet;  showing,  exhibiting, 
displaying ;  presenting ;  proclaiming,  announcing  ; 

propounding,  teaching,  instructing;  a  teacher,  in- 
structor, expounder  ;  a  doctrine,  principle. 

Pra-daHana,  am,  n.  foreshowing,  prophesying ; 

look,  appearance,  aspect,  (often  at  the  end  of  comps., 

e.  g.  ghora-jf,  of  terrible  aspect) ;  showing,  pointing 
out,  manifesting,  displaying,  bringing  to  light,  indi- 

cating ;  explaining,  specifying,  teaching ;  an  example  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.  a  class  of  deities  under  Manu  Auttami. 
Pra-dariita,  as,  d,  am,  foreshown,  prophesied 

shown   forth,  shown,  brought  to  light,  manifested 
exhibited,  evinced  ;  made  known,  signified  ;  rendered 
clear,  taught;  mentioned,  declared,  specified. 

Pra-dars'in,  I,  inl,  i,  seeing,  viewing ;  pointing 
out,  showing,  indicating. 

Pra-darfya,  ind.  having  exhibited  or  shown. 
Pra-pafyat,  an,  antl,  at,  foreseeing,  looking. 

TT<J  pra-dri,  cl.  9.  P.  -drinati,  -daritum 
-darilwm,  to  break  or  tear  to  pieces  (Ved.) :  Pass 

-iflryate,  to  cleave  asunder,  split  open  (intrans.) 

to  be  dispersed  or  scattered :  Caus.  -ddrayati,  -yi 
turn,  to  split,  cleave,  tear  asunder. 

I'ra-dara,  as,  m.  splitting,  rending,  tearing ; 
fracture,  breach,  crack,  crevice,  cleft  in  the  earth  ;  th 
dispersion  of  an  army  ;  a  particular  disease  of  womei 
mxnorrhagia;  an  arrow;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 

..  .j  pra-dyu,  u,  n.  (fr.  pro  +  3.  dyu  or  3. 

div),  good  works  leading  to  heaven,  works  securing 
heaven. 

fKjT^pra-dyut,  cl.  i.  A.  -dyotate,  -dyoti- 

tiim^io  begin  to  shine  or  to  be  brilliant :  Caus.  -dyo- 

tayati,  -yitum,  to  irradiate,  illumine. 

Pra-dyutita,  as,  d,  am,  beginning  to  shine  or 
to  be  brilliant ;  illuminated,  irradiated,  lighted. 

Pra-dyota,  as,  m.  illumining,  irradiating ;  splen- 
dor, lustre,  light;  a  ray  of  light;  N.  of  a  Yaksha; 

of  a  king  of  Magadha  and  founder  of  a  dynasty ;  of a  king  of  Ujjayim. 

Pra-dyotana,  as,  m.  the  sun ;  N.  of  a  prince  of 

Ujjayim;  (am),  n.  blazing,  shining,  light. 
Pra-dyotita,  as,  d,  am,=pra-d.yutita.^ 

Pra-dyottn,  I,  i>a,  i,  illumining,  irradiating. 

Hfclfl    pra-dyumna,    as,    m.    (fr.   pra-\- 

dyumna,  see  p.  438,  col.  i),  '  the  pre-eminently 

mighty  one,'  an  epithet  of  Kama-deva  the  god  of 
love,  or  of  that  deity  in  another  birth  (regarded  as  a 

son  of  Krishna  and  RukminI,  or  as  a  son  of  San-kar- 
shana  and  then  identified  with  Sanat-kumara)  ;  N.  of 
a  son  of  Manu  and  NadvalS ;  of  an  astronomer ;  of 

mountain  (?) ;   of  a  river.  —  Pradynmna-pwra, 
m,  n.  'Pradyumna's  city,'  N.  of  a  town  on  the 
^andra-bhaga  or  Chenab.  —  Pradyumna-vijaya,  as, 

n.  '  Pradyumna's  victory  (over  Vajra-nabha),'  N.  of  a 
rama  by  San-kara-dlkshita.  —  Pradyumndgamana 

°na-dg°),  am,  n.  the  arrival  of  Pradyumna.  —  Pra- 

lyumnagamamya,   as,   d,  am,  treating  of  the rrival  of  Pradyumna. 

-drava,  pra-drdva.     See  below. 

-r-~  pra-dranaka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  2. 
drd  with  pro),  sorely  distressed,  very  needy  or 
ndigent,  very  poor. 

.5  pra-dru,  cl.  i.  P.  -dravati,  -drotiim, 
o  run  forwards,  ran  away,  flee,  escape,  escape  to 
with  ace.) ;  to  hasten,  hasten  away,  go  away ;  to 
lasten  towards,  rush  against ;  to  fall  upon,  assail ; 
o  attain:  Caus.  -drdvayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
run  away,  put  to  flight,  rout. 

Pra-drava,  as,  d,  am,  fluid,  liquid. 
Pra-drdva,  as,  m.  running  away,  running,  flight, 

retreat,  escape  ;  going,  going  quickly  or  well. 
Pra-drdcin,  I,  inl,  i,  runaway,  fugitive  ;  one  who 

retreats  or  flies,  retreating,  flying,  going. 

|  pra-druh,  -dhruk,  k,  k,  one  who 
iiurts  or  injures,  trying  to  hurt. 

•drek,  cl.  I.  A.  -drekate,  -dreki- 
tum,  to  shout  out ;  to  neigh,  to  roar,  bellow. 

pra-dvar,  f.  or  pra-dvura,  am,  n.  a 
place  before  a  door  or  gate. 

  vi.  pra-dvish,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -dveshti, 
-ilfishte,  -dveehtum,  to  feel  dislike  or  repugnance 

for,  dislike,  hate ;  to  show  one's  hatred. 
t.  pra-dvish,  t,  t,  t,  feeling  dislike  or  repugnance 

for,  disliking,  hating. 

Pra-dvishat,  an,  all,  at,  feeling  dislike  or  re- 
pugnance for,  hating,  hostile,  an  enemy. 

Pra-dvesha,  as,  m.  dislike,  repugnance,  aversion 
disinclination,  hatred,  hostility;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  th< 

wife  of  Dirgha-tamas. 
Pra-dvesliana,  am,  n.  hating,  hatred,  hostility. 

Pra-dveshtri,  (d,  tri,  tri,  one  who  dislikes  o 
hates,  a  disliker,  hater. 

TW  pra-dha.     See  under  pra-dha,  col.  3. 

pra-dhana,  am,  n.  spoil  taken  in 

battle,  a  prize  gained  by  a  victor ;  a  contest,  conflict 

combat,  fight,  war,  battle  [cf.  dhana~\ ;  tearing rending,  destruction,  destroying;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 

man;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants.  —  Pra- 

dhanottama  (°na-nt°),  am,  n.  '  best  of  battles,'  a 
great  battle  or  contest. 

Pradhanya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  forming  or  consti- 
tuting the  spoil  or  booty  (as  cattle). 

UVJH«T  pra-dhamana.  See  under  i.  pra- 

dhmd,  p.  632,  col.  I. 

HV*}  pra-dharsha,  &c.  See  under  pra- 

dhrish,  p.  632,  col.  I. 

UVT  pra-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhdti,  -dhatte, 
-dhdtum,  to  place  or  set  before,  offer ;  to  give  up, 
deliver. 
Pra-dha,  as,  d,  am,  holding,  having;  (d).  f., 

see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  VI.  4,  64 ;  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  Daksha. 
Pra-dhdna,  as,  d,  am,  chief,  main,  principal, 

capital  (city) ;  pre-eminent,  most  eminent,  most  ex- cellent, best ;  prevalent,  predominant,  preponderant, 
principally  or  pre-eminently  inherent ;  (am),  n.  a  chief 

or  principal  thing,  chief  object,  the  most  important 

thing,  the  head,  chief,  (often  at  the  end  of  a  comp., 

e.  g.  Indra-pradhdna,  having  Indra  as  the  chief 

object ;  cf.  dharma-p°,  vinnya-p°,  yathd-pradhd- 

nam);  (in  San-khya  phil.)  =  Prakriti,  'the  Ori- 
ginant,"  primary  or  original  matter  or  rather  the 

primary  germ  out  of  which  all  material  appearances 
are  evolved,  the  first  evolver  or  source  of  the  material 

world  (hence  in  a  general  acceptation  '  nature'  or 
rather  'matter'  as  opposed  to  purusha  or  'spirit') ; 
le  Supreme  Spirit,  the  Supreme  Deity ;  intellect,  un- 

erstanding ;  (in  grammar)  the  principal  member  of  a 

ompound  (opposed  to  the  upa-sarjana  or  secondary 
member  by  which  the  primary  member  is  qualified) ; 

as,  am),  m.  n.  the  first  companion  or  attendant  of 

a  king,  his  minister  or  counsellor,  his  eunuch  or  con- 
idant ;  a  courtier,  a  noble ;  an  elephant-driver ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  king.  —  Pradhdna-karman, 

a,  n.  or  pradhdna-kdrya,  am,  n.  chief  or  principal 

action ;  the  principal  mode  of  treatment  (in  medi- 
cine). —  Pradhdna-lama,  as,  d,  am,  the  most 

excellent  or  distinguished,  most  important,  chiefest. 

—  Pradhdna-tara,   as,  d,  am,   more   excellent, 
better.  —  Pradhdua-tas,  ind.  according  to  eminence 

or   superiority.  —  Pradhdna-td,  f.   pre-eminence, 

excellence,  superiority,  supremacy,  prevalence;  the 

being  Pra-dhana,  q.  v.,  (in  Maha-bh.  Vana-p.  173 

= jagat-karanatd  ;  cf.  sanra-p°.)  —  Pradhdna- 
tva,  am,  n.  pre-eminence,  superiority,  excellence ; 

(in    San-khya    phil.)    the    being    Pra-dhana,    q.  v. 

—  Pradhdna-dhdtu,  us,  m.  the  chief  element  or 

ingredient  of  the  body,  semen  virile.  —  Pradhana- 

punmha,  as,  m.  a  chief  person,  most  distinguished 

personage ;   an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Pradhdna-furu- 
shdtUa  (°sha-af),  as,  m.  transcending  PradhSna 

and  Purusha  (matter  and  spirit) ;  an  epithet  of  S'iva. -  Pradhdna-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  receiving  the  chief  share, 

presiding  over ;  the  most  excellent  or  distinguished. 
-  Pradhdna-mantrin,  I,  m.   a  prime  minister. 

-  Pradhdna-mitra,  am,  n.  a  chief  friend.  -  Pra- 

dhdna-vdsas,  agi,  n.  du.  two  principal  garments,  best 

clothes.  -  Pradhcma  -vrifhti,  is,  f.  very  copious  rain, 

heaviest  rain.  -  P radhdna-Jishta,  as,  d,  am,  taught 

or  laid  down  as  of  primary  importance ;  [cf.  anvd- 

faya-iishta^  -  Pradhdna-sevd.  f.  chief  or  prin- 

cipal service.  —  Pradhdndnga  (°na-a>t°),  am,  n.  a 
chief  member,  the  chief  member  of  the  body ;  most 

eminent  person  in  a  state;    principal  branch  of  a 

science,  Stc.  —  Pradhdndtman  (°na-dt°),  d,  m.  the 

highest  personal  principle,  the  chief  soul,  an  epithet 

of  Vishnu ;  one  with  crude  nature  or  VisVa-bhavana. 

—  Pradhdnddhyaksha  <^na-adh°),  as,  m.  a  chief 

superintendent.  —  Pradhdnddhyaksha-ta     (°na- 
adh°),  f.  the  office  of  chief  superintendent.  -  Pra- 
d/iri it'imdtya  (°na-am°),  as,  m.  a  prime  minister. 
—  Pradhdnottama  (°na-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  best  of 
the  eminent,  eminent,  illustrious ;  warlike,  brave. 
Pradhdnaka,  am,  n.  (in  San-khya  phil.)  primary  or 

original  matter  ( =  pra-dhdna,  a-vyakta,  q.q.v.v.). 
Pradhanya,  a  wrong  reading  for  pradhanya,  q.v. 



irfv  pra-dhi. 
pra-pitsu. Pra-dhi,  is,  m.  that  which  is  placed  round  the 

nave  of  a  wheel,  the  circumference  or  periphery  of 
a  wheel;  a  well.  —  Pradhi-mandala,  am,  n.  the 
circumference  of  a  wheel. 

HVT^  I.  pra-dhav,  c\.  I.  P.  A.  -dhavati, 
-te,  -dhdvilum,  to  run  forwards,  run  forth,  run  away ; 
to  set  out,  start ;  to  become  diffused,  spread ;  to 
pervade,  permeate :  Caus.  P.  -dhavayatl,  -yitum, 
to  drive  away,  drive. 
Pra-dhavita,  as,  a,  am,  run  forwards,  run  away; 

set  out,  started. 

ITOT^  2.  pra-dhav,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dhavati, 
-te,  -dhdritntn,  to  wash ;  to  rub  off:  Caus.  -dhava- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  wash ;  to  wash. 
Pra-dhdrana,  am,  n.  nibbing  or  washing  off; 

(as),  m.  air,  wind  (regarded  as  a  '  purifier,'  cf.  pa- 
vana;  or  perhaps  fr.  I.  pra-dhav,  regarded  as  a 
*  runner'). 

pra-dhi.     See  above. 

pra-dhi,  is,  f.  great  intelligence ;  (Is,  Is, 
i),  of  superior  intelligence,  pre-eminently  intelligent. 

JT*jftnf  pra-dhupita,  as,  a,  am,  fumigated, 
perfumed;  heated, burnt;  lighted, inflamed ;  afflicted; 
excited;  (a),  f.  a  woman  in  trouble  or  affliction; 
the  quarter  to  which  the  sun  is  proceeding. 

TF^pra-dhri,  Caus.  -dhdrayati,  -yitum,  to 
direct  towards,  place  or  fix  upon;  (with  manas) 
to  set  the  mind  upon  anything  (dat.),  resolve,  deter- 

mine ;  to  bear  in  mind,  keep  in  remembrance ;  to 
reflect,  consider ;  to  chastise,  punish,  inflict  a  punish- 

ment or  penalty  on  any  one  (with  loc. ;  cf.  dandam 
dhri). 

Pra-dhdratfa,  as,  i,  am,  keeping,  preserving, 

protecting  [cf.  pdda-p°] ;  (a),  f.  (probably)  a  parti- 
cular high  order  of  intelligence. 

Jr*TO  pra-dhrish,  cl.  I.  g.  P.  -dharshati, 
-dhrithnoti,  -dharskitum,  to  be  bold  against,  assail 
with  courage  or  daring;  to  lay  hands  on,  hurt, 
injure,  harass ;  to  overpower,  overcome :  Caus. 
-dharthayati,  -yitum,  to  attack,  assault,  assail ;  to 
hurt,  injure;  to  overcome;  to  violate  (a  woman); 
to  destroy,  lay  waste,  devastate. 
Pra-dliarsha,  as,  m.  attacking,  assaulting,  assail- 

ing ;  [cf.  dush-p°.] 
Pra-dharshaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  attacking,  assailing; 

molesting,  troubling,  harassing. 
Pra-dharshana,  as,  i,  am,  attacking,  assailing ; 

molesting,  troubling,  harassing ;  (am,  a),  n.  f.  attack- 
ing, assailing,  an  attack,  assault ;  ill  treatment,  molesta- 
tion ;  kesa-pradharshana,  dragging  by  the  hair. 

Pra-dhanhaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  assailed  or 
attacked,  assailable,  open  to  attack,  exposed  to  injury 
or  ill  treatment. 

Pra-dharshita,  as,  d,  am,  attacked,  assailed ; 
hurt,  injured;  haughty,  arrogant.  —  Pradharshita- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  arrogant,  proud. 
Pra-dhrishta,  as,  d,  am,  treated  with  contumely ; 

proud,  arrogant. 
Pra-dhrishti,  it,  f.,  Ved.  overpowering,  subju- 

gation. 
Pra-dhrishya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  hurt  or  injured, 

violable ;  [cf.  dush-p°,  su-p°.] 

HWfT  i.  pra-dhma,  cl.  i.  P.  -dhamati, 
-dhmdtum,  to  blow  before  or  in  front,  blow  forth, 
blow  away,  destroy ;  to  blow  into  (with  ace.) :  Pass. 
-dhmdyate,  to  be  blown  or  tossed  about,  wander 
about :  Caus.  P.  A.  -dhmdpayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to 
blow  into,  blow  (a  conch  shell). 
Pra-dhamana,  am,  n.  blowing  in,  blowing  into (the  nose,  as  powder  &c.)  ;  a  sternutatory. 
2.  pra-dhma,  as,  as,  am,  blowing  violently. 
Pra-dhmdpana,  am,  n.  (in  medicine)  a  remedy for  assisting  respiration  in  any  obstruction  of  the 

air-passages. 
Pra-dhmdpita,  as,  d,  am,  blown  into,  blown 

(at  a  conch  shell). 

pra-dhyai,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -dhydyati,  -te, 
-dhydtum,  to  meditate  upon,  reflect  upon,  think  of 
(with  ace.  or  with  prati);  to  reflect,  consider;  to 
excogitate,  devise,  hit  upon. 

Pra-dhyana,  am,  n.  reflecting,  reflection,  think- 
ing, thought  ;  deep  thought,  subtile  speculation. 

H«i«^  pra-dhvans,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhvansati, 
•dhvanfiium,  to  fall  to  pieces,  fall  in  ruins,  be  de- 

stroyed, perish:  Caus.  -dhvansayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  fall,  destroy,  cause  to  perish;  to  scatter, 
sprinkle  (Ved.). 

Pra-dhvansa,  as,  m.  utter  destruction,  annihila- 
tion; loss.  —  Pradhvansa-tva,  am,  n.  a  state  of 

destruction,  ruin.  —  Pradhvansabhava  (°sa-abh°), 
at,  m.  non-existence  in  consequence  of  annihilation, 
ceasing  to  exist,  complete  extinction. 
Pra-dhvansana,  as,  I,  am,  destroying,  annihi- 

lating ;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  one  who  destroys  or  anni- hilates, a  destroyer. 

Pra-dhvansin,  I,  int,  i,  passing,  transitory,  perish- 
able ;  destroying,  annihilating. 

Pra-dhi-aita,  as,  a,  am,  fallen  to  pieces,  disap- 
peared, perished,  destroyed,  annihilated. 

H**l  ̂ pra-dhvan,  cl.  I  .  P.  -dhvanati,  -dhva- 
nitum,  to  sound  forth,  resound. 
Pra-dhvanayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  sound. 

TFtti^  pra-naksh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -nakshati, 
-te,  -nakshitum,Ved.  to  draw  near,  approach  ;  (SSy.) 
=  sarvato  vydp,  to  be  everywhere  present. 

HH^  pra-nard,  cl.  I  .  P.  -nardati,  -nardi- 
tum,  see  Scholiast  on  P5n.  VIII.  4,  14. 

HI  8  pra-nashta.  See  under  2.  pra-nas, 
p.  609. 

MIIM«I»  pra-nayaka,  as,'a,  am,  one  whose leader  is  away,  whose  rulers  are  abroad  ;  destitute  of 

a  guide. 
Mlirt  pra-ndla,  pra-nali=pra-ndla,  pra- 

ndli,  p.  609,  col.  3. 

H«TII^II^  pra-nasin,  incorrectly  for  pra- 
nUiin,  p.  609,  col.  2. 

pra-ninsita,pra-ninsitavya=pra- 
nimita,  pra-ninsitavya,  p.  609,  col.  3. 

pra-nikshana=pra-nikshana,  q.v. 

nl»i<nn«i  pra-niohdtana,  am,  n.  (fr.  Caus. 
of  rt.  han  with  pra-ni),  killing,  slaughter,  murder. 

pra-nindana=pra-nindana,  q.v. 

pra-ni-bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  -bhinatti, 
•bhettum,  see  Scholiast  on  PJn.  VIII.  4,  iS. 

Hr«i<jsi  pra-ni-raksh,  cl.  i  .  P.  -rakshati, 
-rakshitum,  to  protect,  defend,  maintain. 

Htli  pra-nida,  as,  a,  am,  flown  from  the 
nest,  having  left  a  nest. 

T(^.pra-nud,  incorrectly  forpra-nud,  q.v. 

H^  ttjpra-nrit,  cl.  4.  P.  -nrityati,  -nartitum, 
to  dance  forwards,  begin  to  dance,  dance  ;  to  gesti- 

culate as  in  dancing  (in  token  of  derision). 
Pra-nartita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  dance  forwards, 

set  in  motion,  shaken,  agitated  ;  dandled. 
Pra-nritta,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  begun  to 

dance,  dancing  ;  (am),  n.  a  dance  ;  (also  incorrectly 
written  pra-nritya.)  —  Pranritta-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
having  danced  forward,  having  begun  to  dance. 
Pra-nrityat,  an,  anti,  at,  dancing  forward, 

beginning  to  dance,  dancing. 

HMBJ  pra-paksha,  as,  m.  the  extremity  of 
a  wing  (of  an  army  drawn  out  in  the  form  of  a 
bird)  ;  (as,  d,  am),  forming  the  extremity  of  a  wing 
(in  an  army  so  arranged). 

*V^pra-pa<?,  cl.  I  .  P.  A.  -padati,  -te,  -pak- 
tum,  to  begin  to  cook  ;  to  be  accustomed  to  cook. 

Pra-pakva,  a>,  a,  am,  (in  medicine)  inflamed. 
Pra-pdka,  as,  m.  ripening  (of  a  boil  &c.)  ;  in- flammation. 

pra-pahfa,  as,  m.  (ft1,  rt.  i.  pat!  or 
pant  with  pra),  spreading  out,  development,  dif- 

fusion, display,  amplification,  expansion  ;  expanse,  ex- 
tent; (in  philosophy)  the  expansion  of  the  universe, 

the  world  as  the  scene  of  manifold  action,  the  visible 
world  or  universe  ;  prolixity,  diffuseness,  copiousness 
(in  style  or  composition)  ;  heap,  abundance,  quantity  ; 
manifoldness,  diversity  ;  phenomenon,  appearance  ; 
illusion,  delusion,  deceit,  trick,  fraud,  error  ;  reci- 

procal false  praise;  reverse,  opposition,  reversion, 
inversion  ;  analysis  ;  (in  grammar)  the  repetition  of 
an  obscure  rule  in  a  clearer  form  ;  a  joke,  jest  (?)  ; 

(as  an  enclitic  after  a  finite  verb)  see  Gam  GotrSdi 
to  PSn.VIII.  1,  27,  57  ;  prapaMena  or  praparida- 
tas,  ind.  diffusely,  in  detail.  —  Prapanda-nirmana, 
am,  n.  the  creation  of  the  visible  world.  —  Prapanta- 
buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  deceitful-minded,  artful,  cunning  ; 
(is),  m.,  N.  of  a  nL*ii.'-Prupaiit?a-va<?ana,  am, 
n.  a  diffuse  or  prolix  discourse.  —  Prapanfo-viveka 
and  prapant'a-sara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  works. 
Pra-pandaka,ai,ika,am,  developing,  displaying; 

explaining,  copiously  expounding. 
Pra-pandana,  am,  n.  development,  display,  diffu- 

sion ;  copious  explanation  or  exposition,  explication. 
Prapandaya,  Norn.  P.  prapandayati,  -yitum, 

to  develop,  amplify  ;  to  display,  explain  in  detail, 
analyze  ;  to  dwell  upon  a  note  (in  music)  ;  to  cause 
to  appear  in  a  false  light. 
Prapandita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Nom.),  amplified, 

expanded,  extended,  diffused  ;  declared  fully,  ex- 
plained, expatiated  upon,  treated  at  length  ;  caused 

to  appear  in  a  false  light  ;  mistaken,  erring  ;  tricked, 
deceived,  beguiled. 

VJ^pra-pat  h,  cl.  I  .  P.  -pathati,  -pathitum, 
to  recite  aloud  :  Caus.  -pdlhayati,  -yitum,  to  teach, 
lecture,  expound. 
Pra-pdtkaka,  as,  m.  a  lesson,  lecture,  a  division, 

chapter  or  subdivision  of  a  book  (sometimes  read 

pra-pdtha). 
HSOJ  pra-pana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (fr.  rt.  2.  pan 

with  pra),  exchange,  barter. 

HMn  pra-pat,  cl.  i  .  P.  -patati,  -patitum, 
to  fly  forwards,  fly  along,  fly  forth,  fly  away  ;  to 
hasten  forwards,  hasten  away  ;  to  fly  down,  rush  or 
dart  down  ;  to  fall  down,  fall  ;  to  fall  into  ;  to  come 
to  ;  to  fall  from,  be  deprived  of,  lose  (with  abl.)  : 
Caus.  -patayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  fly  away,  put 
to  flight  ;  to  chase,  pursue  :  Desid.  -pipatifhati, 
Ved.  to  wish  to  hurry  away  :  Intens.  -pdpatiti,  Ved. 
to  shoot  forth  ;  (Say.)  =  punah  puitah  pat,  to  fall 
again  and  again,  descend  repeatedly. 
Pra-patana,  am,  n.  flying  forwards,  flying  forth, 

flying  away  ;  falling,  falling  down  or  into,  precipi- 
tating one's  self  from  ;  alighting  ;  dying,  death, 

destruction  ;  a  steep  rock,  precipice. 

Pra-patita,  as,  d,  am,  flown  forwards,  flown 
away,  flown  ;  fallen,  come  down  ;  decayed,  dead. 
Pra-pata,  as,  m.  a  particular  mode  of  flying  ; 

starting  off,  hastening  away,  going  away,  departure  ; 
springing  forth,  sudden  attack,  facing  an  enemy; 

falling  down  or  into,  a  fall  ;  precipitating  one's  self down  from  a  rock  ;  falling  out,  (danta-keda-prapata, 
the  falling  out  or  loss  of  the  teeth  and  hair)  ;  discharge, 

emission,  flux  [cf.  ̂ •lrya•p°]  ;  a  steep  rock,  cliff, 
precipice  ;  a  steep  bank  or  shore  ;  a  cascade,  water- 

fall. —  Prapdtdbhimnkha  (°to-o6A°),  as,  i,  am, 
inclined  to  precipitate  one's  self  from  a  rock. 
—  Prapdtdmbu  (cta-am°),  u,  n.  falling  water, 
water  falling  from  a  rock. 
Pra-patana^  am,  n.  the  causing  to  fall,  throwing 

down,  throwing  on  the  ground  ;  aksha-prapdtana, 

throwing  dice. 
Pra-pdtin,  i,  m.  a  precipitous  mountain,  moun- 

tain, rock,  cliff. Pra-pitsu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  or  intending  to  de- 
scend or  alight,  wishing  to  fall  or  throw  one's  self  down. 
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pra-patha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  long  way 
or  journey,  a  journey  to  a  distant  place  ;  a  remote 
place;  a  broad  road  or  street;  (as,  a,  am),  loose, 
relaxed,  languid,  enervated. 

Prapathin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  roaming  on  distant 
paths  (Say.  =prakrishta-mdrga) ;  (I),  m.,  N.  of  a man  (?). 

Prapathya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  in  the  streets 
or  on  the  road  (MahI-dhara  =  fca/«i-SCTt«o  margas 
tatra  bhamh,  being  in  a  much  frequented  road)  ;  an 
epithet  of  Pushan,  the  tutelary  deity  of  travellers. 
Prapdtha,  as,  m.  a  road,  way. 

VR%  i.  pra-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate,  -pat- 
turn,  to  go  forwards,  set  out  for,  betake  one's  self 
to,  resort  to ;  to  attain  to,  arrive  at,  reach ;  to  take 
refuge  with,  flee  to  for  safety,  fly  to  for  succour ;  to 
enter  upon,  enter  into,  set  foot  on  ;  to  come  to  a  par- 
ticular  state,  arrive  at  a  condition  ;  to  become  (with 
adv.ending  in  tat,  e.  g.  sarpa-sat prapad,  to  become 
a  serpent) ;  to  attain,  obtain,  gain,  partake  of,  share 
in ;  to  perceive ;  to  come  on,  draw  near,  approach, 
appear  (said  of  periods  of  time)  ;  to  be  going  on,  to 
proceed;  to  take  effect,  prosper;  to  deal  with,  act 
towards,  behave  towards ;  to  allow,  admit,  assent,  agree 

to  ;  to  throw  one's  self  down,  fall  down  (at  another's 
feet);  to  fall  upon,  attack,  assault,  assail  (Ved.); 
adhednam  prapad,  to  set  forth  on  the  way,  begin 
a  journey ;  Jina-iSdiSanam  prapad,  to  embrace  the 
doctrines  of  Jina:  Caus.  P.  A.  -pddayati,  -te,  -yi- 
tum,  to  cause  to  enter,  introduce:  Desid.  P.  A. 

-pitsati,  -te,  to  wish  to  enter ;  to  desire  to  obtain ; 
to  be  going  to  undertake. 

2.  pra-pad,  t,  f.,Ved.  a  way ;  N.  of  particular  sacred 
texts ;  (ft.  pro.  +  3.  pad),  the  fore  part  of  the  foot. 

Pra-pada,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra  +  pada),  the  fore  part 
of  the  foot ;  the  point  of  the  foot,  tip  of  the  toes ; 
(afs),  ind.  on  tiptoe. 

Pra-padana,  am,  n.  entering,  entrance. 
Prapadam,  ind.  a  term  applied  to  a  particular  mode 

of  recitation  (in  which  the  Vedic  verses  are  divided, 
without  reference  to  the  sense  and  construction,  into 
parts  of  an  equal  number  of  syllables,  and  between 
these  parts  particular  formulas  inserted  containing  the 
word  pra-padye). 

Prapadina,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  the  fore  part 
of  the  foot ;  extending  to  it,  (wrongly  for  dprapa- 
dlna,  q.  v.) 

Pra-panna,  as,  a,  am,  arriving  at,  reaching; 
seeking,  adhering  to ;  one  who  seeks  for  protection 
or  takes  refuge,  a  suppliant ;  attained,  obtained  ;  pos- 

sessed of,  furnished  with,  provided  with ;  promised, 
assented  to;  effecting,  producing;  poor,  distressed. 
—  Prapanna-pdla,  as,  m.  'the  protector  of  sup- 

pliants or  of  those  who  seek  protection,'  an  epithet 
of  Krishna.  —  Prapanndmrita  (°na-am°),  am,  n. 
•nectar  for  suppliants,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Prapan- 
ndrti-hara  (°na-dr°),  as,  I,  am,  relieving  or  re- 

liever of  the  distress  of  suppliants. 

Pra-pdda,  as,  m.,Ved.  premature  delivery,  mis- 
carriage. 

Pra-pdduka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  going  off,  coming forth. 

Pra-pitsu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  attaining,  de- 
sirous of  entering  upon. 

HM«  pra-panna.     See  above. 

B  4fl  I S  prapannada,  as,  m.  —prapunnada. 

pra-parna,  as,  m.  a  fallen  leaf. 

pra-paldya,  cl.  I.  A.  -palayate, 

-yitum,  to  run  away,  flee  away,  escape. 
Pra-paldyana,  am,  n.  running  away,  flight,  rout. 
Pra-paldyita,  as,  d,  am,  run  away;  routed, defeated. 

1'ra-paldyin,  i,  inl,  i,  running  away,  flying, escaping ;  a  fugitive,  one  who  deserts  his  cause. 

MH^nu  pra-pavana  or  pra-pavana,  am,  n. 
(it.  I.  pii),  purifying,  straining  (Sotna  juice). 
Pra-pavaniya,  or  pra-pavanlya,  as,  d,  am, to  be  cleansed  or  purified. 

See  pra-dris,  p.  631. 

i.  pra-pa  (see  rt.  I.  pd),  cl.  I.  P. 

-pibati  (Ved.  -patf),  -pdtum,  to  begin  to  drink, 
drink,  quaff,  sip;  (with  dakshvjifid)  to  drink  in 
with  the  eyes,  feast  the  eyes  upon. 

•2.  pra-pa,  {.  (according  to  the  usual  rule  the  nom. 
sing,  would  be  pra-pds),  a  place  for  watering  cattle, 
a  shed  on  the  road-side  for  accommodating  travellers 
with  water,  place  where  water  is  distributed,  cistern, 
(according  to  K.u\\u]a=pdniya-ddna-gri/ia);  a 
draught ;  a  supply  of  water.  -  Prapd-purana,  am, 
n.  filling  a  place  for  watering  cattle,  furnishing  a 
cistern  with  water.  —  Prapdpuranlya,  as,  d,  am, 
serving  to  fill  a  cistern.  —  Prapd-vana,  am,  n. 
'cistern-grove,'  a  pleasure-garden,  a  cool  grove. 
Pra-pdniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  drunk,  drinkable, 

potable. Pra-pdna,  am,  D.  drinking,  sipping;  the  under  part 

of  a  horse's  upper  lip  (which  he  uses  in  drinking). 
PrapdnaJca,am,  n.  (probably)  a  draught,  beverage. 

1.  pra-pdyin,  i,  inl,  i,  drinking,  one  who  drinks. 

JTTT  3.  pra-pd  (see  rt.  3.  pd),  cl.  2.  P. 

•pdti,  -pdtum,  to  protect,  defend  from  (with  abl.) : 
Caus.  -pdlayati,  -yitum,  to  guard,  screen,  defend, 

protect. 2.  pra-pdyin,  I,  inl,  i,  protecting  (?). 
Pra-pdlana,  am,  n.  guarding,  protecting,   pro- tection. 

Pra-pdlin,  «,  inl,  i,  guarding,  protecting;  (t), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Bala-rama. 

Wlttpra-pdka.     Seepra-pai!,  p.  632. 
H m « ̂ pra-pdthaka.  Seepra-path,  p.  632. 

HMiT*!! pra-pdni,  is,  m.  the  flat  or  palm  of the  hand. 

pra-pdndu,  us,  us,  u,  very  white, 
of  a  dazzling  white  colour. 

Pra-pdndura,  as,  a,  am,=pra-pdndti. 

WlTf^gi  prapadika,  as,  m.  a  peacock; (also  read  prapadika.) 

H'ii^pra-pdduka.  See  under  i  .  pra-pad. 
HUmi*^  pra-pitdmaha,  as,  m.  a  paternal 

great-grandfather  ;  an  epithet  of  Krishna  (regarded 
as  great-grandfather  of  the  three  worlds)  ;  an  epithet 
of  Brahma;  (I),  f.  a  paternal  great-grandmother; 
(as),  m.  pi.  great-grandfathers,  ancestors  in  general. 
Pra-pitrivya,  as,  m.  a  paternal  grand-uncle. 

HIM  r«l 
paternal  grand- 

pra-pitva,    am,    n.,  Ved.    going 
towards,  going  to  meet,  meeting  with,  encountering 
(SS.y.=sangmma,  combat);  the  coming  on  or  ap- 

proach of  day,  day-break  (Say.  =  pra-krama)  ;  [cf. 

apa-pitva,  abhi-pitca.'] 

.     See  under  i.  pra-pad. 

pra-pinv,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -pinvati, 
-te,  -pinmtum,  Ved.  to  swell,  be  full  of,  be  rich, flow  over. 

cl.  7.  P.  -pinashti,  -pesh- 
tum,  to  crush,  pound  :  Caus.  -peshayati,  -yitum, 
to  pound,  grind  or  crush  to  pieces. 

Pra-pishta,  as,  d,  am,  pounded,  ground  or  crushed 
to  pieces. 

pra-pid,  Caus.  -pidayati,  -yitum,  to 
press  hard,  press,  squeeze;  to  check,  suppress;  to 
oppress,  molest,  injure,  pain,  torment,  torture. 
Pra-pidana,  am,  n.  pressing,  squeezing;  (in medicine)  an  astringent. 

Pra-pidita,  as,  d,  am,  pressed,  oppressed ;  pained, 
tortured. 

MMlfT  pra-pita,  pra-pma.     See  col.  3. 

pra-putra,  as,  m.  a  grandson,  de- 
scendant. 

prapundta,  or  prapundda,  or  pra- 

punnada,  or  prapunnata,  or  prapunndda,  or 
prapunndla,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree,  Cassia  Tora; 
the  ringworm  shrub,  Cassia  Alata. 

pro-push,    cl.   4.  9.   P.    -pushyati, 
-pushndti,  -pnshitum,  to  nourish,  feed,   support, maintain. 

pra-pushpita,  as,  a,  am,  flowering, 
in  blossom,  blooming. 

H*i*1j>ra-pvj,  cl.  10.  P.  -pujayati,  -yitum, 
to  show  respect  or  honour  to,  praise,  esteem,  honour. 

TF}  pra-pri  (see  rt.  i.pri),  Caus.  P.  -pa- 
rayati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  carry  across,  bring  over, 
transport,  ferry  over;  to  bring  out  of,  to  deliver 
from  (with  abl.),  rescue,  protect  (Say.=  pdlayati). 

H^l  pra-prid,  cl.  7.  P.  -prinakti,  -parti- 
tum,  Ved.  to  come  in  contact  with  (with  ace.). 

n<j>q«!>  pra-prithak,  ind.,  Ved.  singly,  one 

by  one. 
Wj8  pra-prishtha,  as,  a,  am,  having  a 

prominent  or  protuberant  back. 

Tnj  pra-pn,  cl.  9.  P.  -prinati,  -paritum, 
-parttum,  to  fill  up,  complete  :  Pass,  -ptiryate,  to 
be  filled,  become  full,  become  satiated  ;  to  be  com- 

pleted, be  fulfilled:  Caus.  -purayati,  -yitum,  to 
fill  up,  complete  ;  to  make  rich,  enrich. 

Pra-piiraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  filling  up.  fulfilling, 
satisfying,  satiating;  (Ikd),  f.  the  plant  Solanum 

Jacquini. 
Pra-purana,  as,  i,  am,  filling,  fulfilling,  satisfying; 

(am),  n.  the  act  of  filling  up,  filling  ;  injecting,  injec- 
tion, inserting  ;  affixing,  attaching  to  ;  satiating,  satis- 

fying; (with  dhanushaA)  bending  a  bow,  i.  e.  the 
drawing  or  filling  out  of  a  bow-string  for  the  purpose of  shooting. 

Pra-purita,  as,  d,  am,  filled  up,  completed. 
•  •I'M  jjj  .1  - 

HMH!S<j<*  prapaundarlka,  am,  n.  a  small 
herbaceous  plant  (  =paandarlka,  commonly  pun- 

dariyd,  used  as  a  remedy  for  ulcers  and  bad  eyes 
and  as  a  perfume)  ;=sthala-padma,  Hibiscus  Mu- tabilis. 

pra-pautra  or  pra-pautraka,  as,  m. 
the  son  of  a  son's  son,  a  great-grandson  ;  (?),  f.  the 
daughter  of  a  son's  son,  a  great-granddaughter. 

H*M  pra-pyai,  cl.  l.  A.  -pydyate,  -pyayi- 

tum,  -pyatum,  to  swell  out,  swell  up,  be  distended  : 
Caus.  -pyayayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  swell  out, 
swell,  distend. 

Pra-^ita  or  pra-pina,  as,  d,  am,  swollen  out, 
swollen  up,  distended. 

Pra-pydta  or  pra-pyana,  as,  a,  am,  swollen 
out,  distended,  fat,  bulky. 

Pra-pyHyana,  am,  n.  causing  to  swell  out, 
swelling. 

Pra-pydyaniya,  as,d,am,  to  be  caused  to  swell 
out,  to  be  swollen. 

Pra-pydyayitri,  id,  trl,  tri,  Ved.  causing  to swell  out,  distending. 

pra-protha,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 

Ved.  a  particular  plant  (sometimes  used  as  a  substi- 
tute for  the  Soma  plant). 

pra-plu,  cl.  i.  A.  -plavate,  -plotum, 
Ved.  to  swim  towards,  to  float  or  sail  away  :  Caus. 

-pldvayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  float  or  sail  away  ; 
to  pour  water  upon,  wash  or  flood  with  water. 

P  '  ra-plavaiM,  am,  n.,  Ved.  flooding  with  water, 
extinguishing  (a  fire)  with  water. 

Pra-pluta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  dipped  in  water. 

HHisfl"  prapharv'i,  f.,  Ved.  a  wanton  or ascivious  girl. 

pra-phulta,  as,  d,  am,  blown,  blos- 
omed,  blooming  (  =  pra-phulla,  Scholiast  on  Pan. 
VII.  4,  89). 

7Y 
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tprfgr  pra-phulti. 

prabha-kara. 
Pra-phulti,  is,  (.  blooming,  blossoming. 
Pra-phulla,  as,  a,  am,  blooming  forth,  blooming, 

blossoming,  flowering,  blossomed,  blown  (as  a  flower), 
covered  with  blossoms  ;  expanded  like  a  blown 
flower  ;  shining  ;  smiling  ;  glad,  gay,  cheerful,  pleased. 
•  PraphuUa-nayana  or  prapKulla-w-etra,  as,  a, 
am,  having  full  or  sparkling  eyes,  having  eyes  ex- 

panded with  joy.  —  Praphulla-radana,  as,  a,  am, 
having  the  face  expanded  with  joy,  having  a  cheerful 
or  smiling  countenance,  looking  gay  or  happy. 

Ht*^  pra-bandh,  c\.  9.  P.  -badhnati, 
-banddhum,  to  bind  on,  bind,  fasten,  connect  ;  to 
suppress,  check,  stop. 
Pra-baddha,  as,  a,  am,  bound  on,  bound,  fas- 

tened, fettered  ;  connected  ;  suppressed,  checked, 

stopped.  —  Prabaddha-miitra,  as,  a,  am,  suffering 
from  retention  of  urine  or  ischury. 

Pra-banddhri,  dhd,  m.  one  who  connects  toge- 
ther, an  author. 

Pra-bandlia,  as,  m.  a  connection,  a  bond,  tie, 
(garbha-nadi-prabandha,  the  umbilical  cord)  ;  an 
uninterrupted  connection,  continuous  series  ;  uninter- 
ruptedness,  continuance,  continuous  application  or 
action  ;  a  continued  discourse  or  narration,  connected 
discussion  or  narrative;  a  composition,  any  literary 

composition,  especially  a  poetical  production.  —  Pra- 
bandha-kalpand,  f.  a  feigned  story,  a  work  of 
imagination  (whether  founded  on  fact  or  not).  —  Pra- 
bandha-varsha,  as,  m.  incessant  rain,  rain  without 

intermission.  —  Prabandhadhyaya  (°dha-adh°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  fourth  chapter  of  the  San-gfta- 
darpana  ;  of  the  fourth  book  of  the  San-gita-ratnakara. 
Pra-bandhana,  am,  n.  connection,  bond,  tie; 

[cf.  santlhi-p"  '.] 

Wipra-bab1ira,as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra. 

H1^  pra-barha  or  pra-varha,  as,  a,  am 
(fr.  rt.  brih  or  vrih  with  ̂ >ra),  the  best,  most 
excellent. 

Hi  co  I.  pra-bala,  as,  a,  am  (see  bala), 
prevailing,  predominant;  strong,  powerful,  mighty, 
great;  violent  (as  pain);  important,  significant; 
abounding  with;  dangerous,  pernicious;  (a«),  m., 
N.  of  an  attendant  of  Vishnu  ;  of  a  Daitya  ;  a  sprout, 

shoot  (  =  pra-bala)  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 
pra-tarini)  ;  (am),  ind.  strongly,  exceedingly, 
much.  —  Prabala-td,  f.  or  prabala-tva,  am,  n. 
strength,  power,  might,  mightiness,  validity.  —  Pra- 
bala-toya,  as,  a,  am,  abounding  in  water.  —  Pra- 
bala-rudita,  ant,  n.  strong  crying,  excessive  weeping. 
—  Prabala-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  strong,  mighty. 

3.  prabala,  Norrl.  P.  prabalati,  &c.,  to  become 
strong  or  powerful. 

Pra-bala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (sometimes  spelt  pra- 
vala),  3  young  shoot,  sprout,  new  leaf  or  branch  ; 
coral  (in  this  sense  also  written  pra-vdda)  ;  the 
neck  of  the  Indian  lute  ;  (as),  m.  an  animal  ;  a 

pupil  ;  a  kind  of  vegetable  ;  [cf.  prabdlika.]  —  Pra- 
bala-padma,  am,  n.  a  red  lotus-flower.  -•  Prabala- 
phala,  am,  n.  red  sandal-wood.—  Prubd'a-bhasman, 
<i,  n.  calx  or  ashes  of  coral  (used  medicinally).  —  Pra- 

bdla-manirs'rirtya,  as,  a,  am,  having  horns  of 
coral  and  gems.  —  Prabala-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having 

new  leaves  or  shoots.  —  I'rabalas'mantaka  (°la- 
as"),  (probably)  coral. 
Prabalaka,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  Yaksha  ;  (ikd),  f., 

N.  of  a  female. 

Prabalika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable. 

Jllrt^  praball,  {.  a  class,  division  of  a 
community,  (supposed  to  be  used  in  this  sense  in  a 
particular  inscription.) 

!  prabahliku=pravahlika  or  pra- 
rnlltika,  q.  v. 

JT*T«[  pra-badh,  cl.  i.  A.  -badhate,  -65- 
ilhitum,  to  press  forwards,  drive  ;  to  press  hard  upon, 
pain,  torment,  oppress,  disquiet,  vex,  annoy  ;  to 
throw  down,  destroy,  demolish,  abolish,  unmake; 
to  press  back,  drive  back,  repel,  repulse. 

Pra-bddltaka,  ax,  ikd,  am,  pressing  back,  keeping 
off,  keeping  back,  keeping  at  a  distance ;  refusing. 

Pra-b<ifUta>t<r,  am,  n.  pressing  hard  upon,  op- 
pressing, tormenting,  paining ;  keeping  off,  keeping 

back,  keeping  at  a  distance ;  refusing,  denying. 

Pra-badhamana,  as,  d,  am,  pressing  hard  upon, 
tormenting,  afflicting,  paining ;  keeping  off,  keeping back. 

Pra-lmdMta,  as,  d,  am,  pressed  forwards,  driven ; 

oppressed. Pra-babadhdna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Intens.),Ved. 
hastening  on  before,  overtaking. 

Hi  I <«>  pra-bala.  See  under  i.  pra-bala, col.  i. 

H«II«-  p^a-bdhu,  us,   m.  the  fore-arm; 

'  long-armed,"  N.  of  a  man. 

Prabdhuka,  as,  m.  '  long-armed,'  N.  of  a  man. 

H««if  e^  pra-bahuk,  ind.,  Ved.  in  an  even 
line,  in  an  equal  series,  on  an  equal  height,  on  a 
level ;  at  the  same  time. 

Pra-bdhukam,  ind.  at  the  same  time ;  on  high. 

TTJX,  !•  pra-budh,  cl.  4.  A.  -budhyate, 
-bodhilum,  to  wake  up,  wake,  awaken  (intrans.); 
to  bloom,  blossom ;  cl.  I.  P.  -bodhati,  to  wake  up, 
wake,  awake  (trans.) ;  to  become  sensible  or  aware  of, 

perceive,  observe,  regard  :  Caus.  -bodhayati,  -yitum, 
to  wake  up,  wake,  awaken  (trans.);  to  make  sen- 

sible, cause  to  know,  inform,  admonish ;  to  try  to 
convince,  persuade ;  to  instruct,  teach  (with  two  ace.) ; 

to  explain  ;  to  cause  to  expand  or  bloom  ;  to  stimu- 
late (by  gentle  friction). 

Pra-buddha,  as,  a,  am,  awakened,  wakened, 
awake,  roused ;  enlivened,  lively ;  clear-sighted,  clever, 
wise,  learned  ;  expanded,  blown,  in  bloom  ;  unfolded, 
developed ;  beginning  to  take  effect  (as  a  spell) ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  teacher.  —  Prabuddha-ta,  f.  intelli- 

gence, wisdom  (opposed  tojada-ta). 
3.  pra-budh,  bhut,  t,  t,  Ved.  attentive,  watching 

for;  (t),  f.  awaking. 
Pra-budJia,  as,  m.  a  great  sage. 
Pra-bodha,  as,  m.  awaking  (either  from  sleep  or 

from  ignorance) ;  awakening,  becoming  conscious, 
consciousness ;  blowing  (as  of  a  flower) ;  vigilance, 
watchfulness,  wakefulness,  activity ;  intellect,  under- 

standing, knowledge,  wisdom,  intelligence ;  explain- 
ing ;  consoling,  consolation ;  reviving  the  fragrance 

of  a  perfume  which  has  lost  its  scent.  —  Prabodha- 
dandra,  as,  m.  the  moon  of  knowledge,  i.e.  Know- 

ledge personified  and  compared  to  the  moon.  —  Pra- 

bodha-dandrikd,  f.  ( moonlight  of  knowledge,'  N. 
of  a  grammar  by  Vaijana.  —  Prabodha-<!andro<laya 

(°ra-iuP),  as,  m.  '  rise  of  the  moon  of  knowledge,' 
Intelligence  personified  and  compared  to  the  risen 
moon;  N.  of  a  celebrated  philosophical  drama.  —  Pra- 
bodha-prakafa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammar.  —  Pra- 
bod/M-siddhi,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Prabodha- 
stulhdkara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedanta  work.  —  Pru- 

bodhotsava  (°dha-ut°),  as,  m.  '  waking-festival,' 
a  festival  observed  from  the  tenth  to  the  day  of  full 

moon  of  the  month  KSrttika;  see  pra-bodhinl. 

—  J '  rubodhodaya  (ctlha-ud°),  as,  m.  'the  rise  of 
knowledge,'  N.  of  a  work ;  [cf.  prabodlia-dandro- 

daya.'] 

1'ra-bodhaka,  ns,  ilia,  am,  one  who  awakens ; 

intelligible  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  sukha-p°) ; 
(as},  m.  a  minstrel  whose  duty  is  to  wake  the  king. 
Pra-bodhana,  as,  7,  am,  awakening,  exciting, 

arousing;  (as},  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha;  (i),  f.  the 
eleventh  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Karttika 
celebrated  as  a  festival  in  commemoration  of  the  wak- 

ing of  Vishnu ;  the  plant  Alhagi  Maurorum  ( =  dttr- 
dlabJia);  (am),  n.  waking,  awaking  (e.g.  kalya- 
prabotUiana,  waking  at  day-break) ;  awakening, 
arousing,  exciting,  reviving ;  knowledge,  understand- 

ing ;  instructing,  informing,  explaining ;  reviving  the 
fragrance  of  a  perfume  which  has  lost  its  scent. 

ra-l)odhita,  as,  a,  am,   awakened,  wakened, 
awake,  aroused,  roused  ;  taught,  instructed,  informed, 

admonished  ;  convinced,  persuaded  ;  («),  f.  a  kind  of 
metre,  four  times  uu  —  u  —  uuu-w  -u  —  .  —  Pra- 
bodhita-vat,  an,  att,  at,  one  who  has  awaked. 
Pra-bodhin,  i,  im,  i,  waking,  awaking;  (itii),  f. 

the  eleventh  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Kart- 
tika celebrated  as  a  festival  in  commemoration  of  the 

waking  of  Vishnu  ;  [cf.  pra-bodhant."]  —  Prabodhi- td,  f.  the  being  (early)  awake,  waking  betimes. 

1.  pra-bodhya,  an,  d,  am,  to  be  awakened. 
2.  pra-bodhya,   ind.  having  awakened  ;    having 

instructed,  having  explained  ;  having  apologized. 

fT^pra-bru,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -bravtti,  -brute, 
&c.,  to  speak  before  (with  ace.);  to  proclaim,  an- 

nounce, publish,  declare,  inform  ;  to  celebrate,  praise, 

laud,  glorify  (Ved.)  ;  to  read  before  (with  gen.  or 
dat.)  ;  to  recite,  teach  ;  to  tell  (with  two  ace.)  ;  to 
exclaim,  shout;  to  describe;  ml  yam  pra-bru,  to 
speak  the  truth,  speak  sincerely. 

Tt*T*{pra-bhaj,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -bhajati,  -te, 
-bhaktum,  to  execute,  accomplish  ;  to  honour  ;  to divide. 

Pra-bhaga,  as,  m.  division  ;  (in  arithmetic)  the 
fraction  of  a  fraction,  a  sub-fraction.  —  Prabhaga- 
jdti,  if,  f.  reducing  the  fraction  of  a  fraction  to  a 
simple  fraction,  reduction  of  sub-fractions  to  a  com- 

mon denominator. 

Pra-bkaj,  It,  k,  k,  dividing,  sharing,  one  who divides  or  shares. 

tM^pra-bhanj  [cf.  pra-bhaj],  cl.  7.  P. 
-bhanakli,  -bhaitktum,  to  break  to  pieces,  break 
down,  break  up,  break,  destroy  ;  to  defeat,  conquer. 

Pra-bhagna,  as,  d,  am,  broken  to  pieces,  broken 
down,  broken  up,  broken,  destroyed. 
P  ra-blianga,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  breaking,  crushing  ; 

(as),  m.  breaking,  crushing,  destroying,  destruction, 
complete  defeat. 

Pra-bhangin,  i,  im,  i,  Ved.  breaking,  crushing, 
destroying. 

Pra-bhangura,  as,  a,  am,  destroying  ;  perishable, 
transitory  (?). 

Pra-bhajyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  broken  to 
pieces,  being  broken  up. 

Pra-bhanjana,  as,  I,  am,  breaking  down,  break- 
ing, destroying  ;  (as),  m.  air,  wind,  storm,  tempest, 

hurricane  ;  the  god  of  the  winds  ;  a  nervous  disease  ; 
N.  of  a  prince;  (am),  n.  breaking  to  pieces. 

IWJ  pra-bhndra,  as,  m.  the  plant  Azadi- 
rachta  Indica;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =prasdrini). 

Prabhadraka,  as,  d,  am,  exceedingly  handsome 
or  beautiful  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times 

—  U—  . 

pra-bhartavya,  &c.      See  under 
pra-bjiri,  p.  636,  col.  I. 

TW^  pra-bhava,  &c.    See  under  pra-bhu. 

JWT  I.  pra-bhii,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhdti,  -bhdtum, 
to  shine  forth,  shine,  gleam  ;  to  begin  to  become 

light,  begin  to  dawn  ;  to  appear,  seem  ;  to  illuminate, 
enlighten. 

2.pra-bh5,  f.  light,  splendor,  radiance,  effulgence 

[cf.  adira-p",  dhiima-p°]  ;  a  ray  of  light  ;  the  shadow 
of  the  gnomon  on  a  sun-dial  ;  Light  variously  per- 

sonified (as  wife  of  the  Sun  ;  or  as  wife  of  Kalpa 
and  mother  of  Pratar,  Madhyan-dina,  and  Saya, 
i.  e.  of  Morning,  Midday,  and  Evening  ;  or  as  a 
daughter  of  Svar-bhSnu  and  mother  of  Nahusha)  ; 

N.  of  Durga  ;  of  an  Apsaras  ;  of  a  herdsman's wife  ;  of  the  city  of  Kuvera  ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four 
times  uouuuu-,u  —  u-;  N.  of  a  commentary 

by  Vaidya-nStha  on  the  KSvya-pradipa  ;  of  a  com- 
mentary on  the  Sabda-kaustubha.  —  Prablid-kara, 

as,  i,  am,  causing  light  or  splendor,  radiant,  luminous; 

(as),  m.  Might-maker,'  the  sun;  the  moon;  fire; the  ocean  ;  a  N.  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  a  deity  under  the 

eighth  Manu  ;  of  a  sage  of  the  race  of  Atri  ;  of  a 
teacher  of  the  MlmansS  philosophy  associated  with 
Kumarila-bhatta  ;  of  the  author  of  the  Rasa-pradlpa 

and  of  the  Laghu-sapta-s'atika-stava  ;  N.  of  a  SamSdhi  ; 

—  U  —  \J\J\J  — 
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(t),  f.  (with  Buddhists)  N.  of  one  of  the  ten  Bhumis ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Varsha.  —  Prabhakara-deva,  ae, 
m.,  N.  of  a  minister  in  KaSmlra ;  of  a  poet.  —  Pra- 
bhdkara-vardhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Pra- 
bfidkara-varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  minister  in  Kas- 
miOi.  —  Prabhdkarai'arma-svdmln,  t,  m. '  lord  of 
Prabhakata-varman,'  the  statue  of  the  tutelary  deity 
of  Prabhakara-varman.  —  Prabhdkara-siddhi,  is, 

m.,  N.  of  a  learned  man.  —  Prabhdkara-fvdmin,  i, 
m.,  N.  of  a  temple  of  Vishnu  built  by  Prabhakara- 

varman.  —  Prabhd-kita,  as,  m. '  light-insect,'  a  fire- 
fly. —  Prabhdnjana  (°bhd-aA°),  as,  m.  the  tree 

Hyperanthera  Moringa  ;  [cf.  ̂ obhdttjana.']  —  Pra- 
bkd-tarala,  as,  d,  am,  tremulously  radiant;  pro- 
bhdtaralam  jyotih,  a  tremulously  radiant  flash, 
i.e.  a  flash  of  lightning.  —  Prabka-tirtlia,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Ttrtha.  —  Prabhd-pallavita,  as,  d,  am, 
having  natural  radiance  in  place  of  red  dye.  —  Pra- 
liha-pata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Prabha- 

praroka,  as,  m.  'a  shoot  of  light,'  a  flash  or  ray 
of  light.  —  Prabhd-mandala,  am,  n.  a  circle  or 

crown  odzys.  —  Prabhdmandala-s'obft.in,  i,  ini,  i, 
shining  with  a  circle  of  rays,  —  Prabkd-maya,  as, 
i,  am,  consisting  of  light,  shining.  —  Prabhd-lepin, 
I,  inl,  i,  covered  with  splendor.  —  Prabhd-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  having  light,  luminous,  radiant,  splendid, 
resplendent ;  (aft),  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess ;  of  the  wife 
of  the  Sun ;  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending  on 
Skanda;  of  an  Apsaras;  of  a  sister  of  the  Asura 

Indra-damana ;  of  a  daughter  of  king  Vajra-nabha 
and  wife  of  Pra-dyumna ;  of  the  wife  of  Citra-ratha 
king  of  An-ga  ;  of  a  daughter  of  Su-vira  and  wife  of 
Marutta ;  of  a  Tapas! ;  of  the  mother  of  Malli  the 

nineteenth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpini ;  N.  of 
the  daughter  of  the  Sreshthin  Soma-datta  and  wife  of 
Madana  the  son  of  Vikrams-sena ;  of  the  lute  of  one 
of  the  Ganas  or  demigods  attendant  on  Siva ;  N.  of  a 
drama;  of  a  metre,  four  times  — w— uuuu-v^-u— ; 
of  another  metre,  four  times  — u— wu— \j— u  — «j  — . 

—  Prabhdvati-parinaya,  as,  m.  '  the  marriage  of 
Prabhavati,'  N.  of  a  drama  by  VisVa-natha  (  —pra- 
i>ka-i'ati).~-Prabhd-vyuha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  god; 
(also  read  prabha-vyuha.)  —  Prabhefvara-llrtha 

(cbkd-id°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage. 
Pra-bhdta,  as,  d,  am,  shone  forth;  begun  to 

become  clear  or  light;  (am),  n.  morning,  dawn, 
day-break;  (as},  m.,  N.  of  a  Vasu  (in  this  sense 
incorrectly  for  pra-bhdsa). 
Pra-bhana,  am,  n.  light,  radiance,  shining. 
Pra-bhdniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  irradiated  or 

lighted. 
Pra-bkdpana,  am,  n.  causing  to  shine. 
Pra-bhapaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  caused  to  shine, 

JWT*T  pra-bhaya.     See  pra-bhaj,  p.  634. 

UVl  t.<*  prabharaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga. 

TWT? pra-bhdva,  &c.     See  col.  3. 

TWT^pra-bhash,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhashate,  -bha- 
fkitum,  to  speak  to,  address,  converse  with ;  to  de- 

clare, proclaim,  publish,  announce ;  to  divulge,  dis- 
close, reveal,  manifest ;  to  expound,  explain ;  to 

prate,  prattle:  Pass,  -blidskyate,  to  be  called  or 
named. 

Pra-bhusha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vasu;  (a  wrong 
reading  for  pra-bhdsa.) 
Pra-bhiishana,  am,  n.  explanation,  interpretation. 
Prabhdshaniya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  explanation 

or  interpretation. 

Pra-bhdshita,  as,  d,  am,  spoken,  uttered. 
Pra-bhdshin,  i,  inl,  i,  saying,  speaking. 

TMT^  pra-bhas,  cl.  I.  A.  (ep.  also  P.) 
-biidsate  (-ti},  -bkdsitum,  to  shine,  be  brilliant; 
to  appear:  Caus.  -bhdsayati,  -yitum,  to  irradiate, 
illuminate,  enlighten. 

Pra-bhdsa,  CM,  m.  splendor,  beauty ;  N.  of  a 
Vasu  ;  of  a  being  attendant  on  Skanda ;  of  a  deity 
under  the  eighth  Manu ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  one  of 
the  eleven  Ganadhipas;  of  a  minister  of  Candra- 
pala  king  of  Madra ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race  of 

Rishis ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.,  N.  of  a  celebrated  place 
of  pilgrimage  on  the  west  coast  of  the  Dekhan  near 
DvarakS. 

Pra-bhdsat,  an,  anti,  at,  shining  forth,  shining, 
effulgent. 

Pra-bhasana,  am,  n.  irradiating,  illumining. 
Pra-bhamat,  an,  ati,  at,  shining  forth,  shining 

brightly,  brilliant. 
Pra-bhdsvara,  as,  d,  am,  —pra-bhdsvat. 

llfW^  i.  pra-bkid,  cl.  7.  P.  -bhinatti, 
-bhettitm,  to  split  asunder,  split,  cleave  ;  to  pierce, 
bore,  break  open,  open :  Pass,  -bhidyate,  to  be 
broken  to  pieces,  crumble  (intrans.) ;  to  bud  forth, 
open,  expand  (as  a  flower) ;  to  split,  divide  (intrans.). 

2.  pra-bhid,  t,  t,  t,  splitting  or  tearing  asunder, 
splitting,  cleaving. 
Pra-bhinna,  as,  d,  am,  split  asunder,  split,  cleft, 

divided,  severed ;  broken  to  pieces,  broken  through ; 
well  cut,  cut  off,  detached  ;  pierced,  bored,  opened  ; 
budding,  expanded ;  loosened,  relaxed  ;  disfigured, 
deformed,  altered,  changed;  different,  distinct; 

(as),  m.  a  furious  elephant,  an  elephant  in  rut  or 
from  whose  temples  a  fragrant  fluid  exudes ;  [cf.  3. 

ddna,  p.  408,  col.  I.]  —  Prabkinna-karata,  as,  d, 
am, '  cloven-cheeked,'  having  the  cheeks  cleft  (during 
the  exuding  of  a  fragrant  fluid,  as  an  elephant  in 
the  rutting  season).  —  Prabhinna-vkh,  t,  t,  (, 
having  the  feces  divided  or  relaxed.  —  Prabhinndn- 

jana  (°na-an°),  am,  n.  '  mixed  collyrium,'  an 
eye-salve  mixed  with  oil  (  =  bhinnii>ijana). 
Pra-bheda,  as,  m.  splitting,  cutting  through ; 

division,  separation,  distinction,  difference,  disparity ; 
kind,  sort ;  the  flowing  of  a  juice  or  peculiar  fluid 
from  the  temples  of  an  elephant;  [cf.  2.  ddna, 

p.  408,  col.  i.] 
Pra-bhedaka,  as,  ika,  am,  tearing  asunder,  cleav- 

ing, separating,  severing ;  piercing ;  distinguishing. 
Pra-bhedana,  as,  I,  am,=pra-bhedaka. 

Tptf  pra-bhl,  cl.  3.  P.  -bibheti,  -bhetum, 
to  be  greatly  afraid  of,  to  be  terrified  at  (with  abl.). 

Pra-bhita,  ae,  d,  am,  terrified,  afraid. 
&c.     See  col.  3. 

i.pra-bhuj  (see  rt.  i.  bhvj),  cl.  6.  P. 
-bhujati,  -bhoktum,  to  bend  forwards,  incline,  bend. 
Pra-bhugna,  see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  VIII.  4,  29. 

JJH>^2.  pra-bhuj  (see  rt.  2.  bhuf),  cl.  7.  P. 
A.  -bhunakti,  -bhimkte,  -bhoktum,  to  begin  to  eat ; 
to  protect,  govern  (?). 

V^pra-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  (rarely  also  A.) 
-bhavati  (-te),  -bhamtum,  to  come  into  being, 
come  forth,  spring  forth,  spring  up ;  to  proceed,  rise, 
arise,  originate ;  to  be  brought  forth ;  to  become ; 
to  become  manifest,  appear ;  to  extend  beyond,  sur- 

pass (Ved.) ;  to  become  more  numerous,  become 
numerous,  multiply,  increase,  become  prevalent ;  to 
be  strong  or  powerful,  prevail ;  to  prevail  over,  have 
power  or  control  over  (with  gen.,  loc.,  or  dat.);  to 
be  a  match  for  (with  dat.)  ;  to  be  able  or  equal 
to  (with  inf.) ;  to  have  power  for,  be  competent  to 
(with  dat.  or  loc.) ;  to  be  useful,  be  of  use  ;  to  profit, 
avail ;  to  beseech,  intreat,  implore :  Caus.  -bhiiva- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  come  forth ;  to  increase, 
augment,  multiply  (e.  g.  to  multiply  the  Soma  by 
placing  it  in  a  greater  number  of  vessels) ;  to  provide 
more  amply,  endow  more  richly ;  to  make  powerful, 
cause  to  thrive  or  prosper,  nurture ;  to  gain  power 
or  strength ;  to  recognise,  discern :  Desid.  of  Caus. 
-bibhdvayishati,  to  wish  to  increase,  wish  to 
lengthen  or  prolong  (Ved.). 

Pra-bhava,  as,  m.  production,  birth ;  origin, 
source,  cause  of  existence ;  generative  cause,  the  basis 
or  root  of  being  or  existence ;  the  operative  cause  or 
immediate  origin  of  being,  as  the  father  or  mother, 
&c. ;  the  place  of  receiving  existence  or  that  where 
an  object  is  first  perceived,  birthplace ;  the  source 

of  a  river  [cf.  Yamund-p"~\  ;  the  Creator;  strength, 
might,  superiority,  power,  majesty  (=pra-bhdra) ; 
N.  of  a  Sadhya;  N.  of  the  first  or  thirty-fifth  year 

in  a  sixty  years'  cycle  of  Jupiter;  (as,  a,  am),  be- 
coming prominent,  prominent,  excelling,  excellent, 

eminent,  distinguished  ;  superior,  powerful ;  (at  the 
end  of  a  comp.)  springing  or  originating  from, 
rising  from,  derived  from,  belonging  to ;  born,  pro- 

duced.— Prabhava-prabhu,  us,  m.  (with  Jainas) 
N.  of  one  of  the  six  Sruta-kevalins. 

Pra-bhamt,  an,  anti,  at,  coming  forth,  arising ; 
exceeding ;  being  powerful,  prevailing. 

Prabhacati-tardm,  ind.  has  greater  efficacy,  has 
more  power,  has  great  power. 

Pra-bhamna,  am,  n.  production,  source,  origin  ; 
the  being  born  or  produced  ;  ruling,  presiding  (?)  ; 

(as,  a,  am),  produced  from,  springing  from  (at  the 

end  of  a  comp. ;  cf.  m€ru~p°). 
Pra-bhavaniya,  as,  d,  am,  see  Scholiast  on  P5n. 

VIII.  4,  34. 

Pra-bhavitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  powerful,  potent ;  (td), 
m.  a  lord,  ruler. 

Pra-bhavfshnu,  us,  us,  n,  pre-eminent ;  mighty, 
strong,  powerful,  potent;  (us),  m.  a  mighty  man, 
lord,  master,  lord  over  (with  loc.  or  gen.).  —  Pra- 
bhavishnu-ia,  f.  lordship,  supremacy,  dominion, 
power,  might,  authority,  consequence. 

Pra-bhavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  born  or  produced ; 
being  at  the  source  or  origin,  original ;  fit  for 

rule(?). 

Pra-bhdva,  as,  m.  might,  power,  puissance, 
strength,  efficacy,  virtue ;  majesty,  dignity,  glory, 

grandeur ;  superhuman  strength  or  power ;  effect ; 
extension,  circumference  ;  splendor,  brilliance ;  high 

spirit,  spirit,  magnanimity ;  tranquillizing,  concilia- 
tion (?)  ;  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Rasika-priya ;  N. 

of  a  son  of  Manu  Sva-rocis ;  prabhdvena,,  prabhd- 

vdt,  prabhdva-tas,  by  or  through  the  power  of,  by 
means  of,  in  consequence  of,  through,  by.  —  Prabhd- 
va-ja,  as,  d,  am,  proceeding  from  conscious  majesty 
or  power.  —  Prabhava-td,  f.  power,  dignity,  su- 

periority. —  Prabhava-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing 
power  or  strength,  powerful,  strong,  mighty. 

Pra-bhdvaka,  as,  a,  am,  prominent,  having 
power  or  influence,  influential. 
Prabtidvana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  the  Nom.  below), 

mighty,  having  power  over,  ruling,  governing. 
Pra-bttdvand,  f.  causing  to  come  forth,  disclosing, 

revealing,  uttering. 

Prabhavaya,  Nom.  P.  prabhdvayati,  -yitum, 

to  have  power,  exercise  power,  to  have  great  influ- 
ence or  power  over  (with  ace.). 

Pra-bhdvayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  making  powerful  or 
mighty  (with  ace.) ;  enduing  with  power,  empowering. 

Pra-l>hu,  us,  us  or  ti,  u,  or  Ved.  pra-bhu,  us,  -ci, 
u,  excelling,  surpassing ;  powerful  (e.  g.  Rudrdd  api 

prabhuh,  more  powerful  even  than  Rudra),  mighty, 
strong ;  able,  capable,  competent,  having  power  to 

(e.  g.  jyrnharlam  prabhuff,  having  power  to  wound) ; 
more  than  sufficient,  abundant ;  a  match  for  (e.  g. 

prabhur  malldya,  a  match  for  a  wrestler) ;  con- 
stant, eternal,  everlasting  ;  (us),  m.  a  superior,  ruler, 

governor,  master,lord,(7«m-praWiM,a  bad  master);  an 
owner,  proprietor;  an  epithet  of  Brahma ;  ofVishnu; 
of  Siva ;  of  Indra ;  N.  of  a  deity  under  the  eighth 
Manu  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Kardama  ;  of  a  son  of  Suka 
and  Plvarl ;  of  a  son  of  Bhaga  and  Siddhi ;  a  sound  ; 

quicksilver.  —  Prabhu-ta,  f.  or  prabhu-tm,  am,  n. 
lordship,  supremacy,  sovereignty,  ascendancy,  great- 

ness, power ;  ownership,  proprietorship,  possession. 

—  Prabhutviikshepa  (°tva-dk°),  as,  m.  (in  rhe- 
toric) an  allusion  to  the  superiority  or  supremacy  (of 

another).  —  Prabhu-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher 
of  the  Yoga  system  of  philosophy.  —  Prabhu-bhakta, 
an,  d,  am,  attached  or  devoted  to  a  lord,  faithful  to 

a  master,  loyal;  (as),  m.  a  good  horse.  —  Prabhu- 
bhakli,  is,  f.  attachment  to  a  lord  or  master,  loyalty, 
faithfulness.  —  Prabhu-tva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  being 

sufficient,  sufficiency;  [cf.  pi'abhu-loa^]  "Prabnu- 
vastt.,  us,  'US,  u  (in  the  Pada-patha  written  prabhu- 

rasu),  Ved.  'abundantly  wealthy,"  an  epithet  of  Indra  ; 
(us),  m,,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  An-giras  and  author 
of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  V.  35,  36,  IX.  35,  36. 

Pra-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  projuced,  sprung  from  ; 
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pramada-vat. 
become,  been ;  Increased,  much,  abundant ;  abound- 

ing in ;  existing  in  great  numbers,  numerous,  many ; 
gone  up  or  upwards ;  high,  lofty ;  long ;  governed, 
presided  over;  mature,  perfect.  —  Pr<ibhiihi-tama, 
as,  d,  am,  very  great  or  numerous,  greatest,  highest. 
"Prabkuta-tara,  as,  a,  am,  greater,  more  nu- 

merous, very  large.  —  Prabhiita-td,  f.  or  prabhiita- 
tva,  am,  n.  abundance,  plenty ;  multitude,  grtK 

number.  —  Prabhuta-nagSsva-ratha,  as,  d,  am 
having  many  elephants  and  horses  and  chariots. 

—  Prabhuta-yavasendhana  (°sa-in°),  as,  d,  am, 
abounding  in  fresh  grass  and  fuel.  —  Prabhuta- 
ratna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  -•  Prabhuta-rupa, 
am,  n.  great  beauty.  —  Prabhiita-rayas,  as,  as, 
as,  advanced  in  age,  old.  —  PrabhSta-varsha,  dni, 
n.  pi.  many  years. 

Prabhutaka,  as,  a,  am,  containing  the  word 
prabhuta  (as  an  AdhySya  or  an  Anuvlka);  epithet 
of  a  class  of  Manes. 

Pra-bhuti,  is,  (.  source,  origin ;  power ;  imperious 
demeanour ;  sufficiency. 

Pra-bhuran,  d,  an,  a,  Ved.  reaching  or  ex- 
tending beyond  (with  ace.). 

Pra-bhushnu,  us,  us,  u,  powerful,  mighty,  strong, 
able ;  [cf.  pra-bhai-iihnu.] 

V^^pra-bhiish,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhushati,  -bhu- 
ihitum,  Ved.  to  set  forth  in  order ;  to  offer,  present ; 
(SSy.)  =prakarshena  sm-kri. 

U»J  pra-bhri,  cl.  1.3.?.  A.  -bharati,  -te, 
-bibharti,  -bibhrite,  -bhartum,  Ved.  to  bring  or 
carry  towards,  bring  before,  to  lead  or  bring  for- 

wards, place  before ;  to  offer,  present ;  to  stretch  forth, 
extend  ;  to  hurl,  cast ;  to  bring  in,  introduce. 

Pra-bharat,  an,  antl,  at,  bringing  or  leading 
towards,  bringing  nigh. 

Pra-bhartavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  supported  or 
nourished. 

Pra-bhartri,  id,  M,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  brings 
or  leads  near  to,  bringing  near,  (S5y.  —  samyak 
prabharan.) 

Pra-bharman,  a,  n.,Ved. bringing  towards,  placing 
before ;  reciting,  recitation. 

Pra-bhriti,  is,  f.  offering,  oblation  (Ved.) ;  throw- 
ing, casting,  hurling  (Ved.) ;  beginning,  commence- 

ment, (in  this  latter  sense  often  used  in  three  genders 

at  the  end  of  comps.  to  express  '  having  as  a  begin- 

ning or  commencement,' '  commencing  with,'  or  = 
1  et  csetera,'  e.  g.  Munayah  Somas'ravah-prabhri- 
tayah,  the  Munis  beginning  with  Soma-s>avas,  i.  e.  the 
Munis,  Soma-sravas,  &c. ;  varnd  Brdhmana-^pra- 
bhritayah,  the  Brahmans  and  other  castes);  pra- 

bhriti, ind.  beginning  with,  commencing  with,  be- 
ginning with  and  continuing  from,  from — forward, 

from — upward,  from,  since  (at  the  end  of  comps., 
e.  g.  tat-prabhriti,  from  that  time  forward  ;janma- 
prabhriti,  from  birth ;  or  after  a  word  in  the  abl., 
e.  g.  bdlydt  prabhriti,  from  boyhood  upwards ; 
sltandhdt  prabhriti,  from  the  shoulder;  or  after 

adverbs,  e.  g.  adya  prabhriti,  beginning  from  to-day, 
from  this  time  forwards,  henceforward,  henceforth; 
adhah  prabhriti,  from  below,  downwards;  tatah 

prabhriti  or  tadd  prabhriti,  from  that  time  for- 
wards, thenceforth). 

Pra-bhritha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  offering,  oblation. 

Wfr^ pra-bheda.    See  l.pra-bhid,  p.  635. 

TW3T  pra-bhrans,  cl.  4.  P.,  I.  A.  -bhras- 

yati,  -bkraniate,  -bhrandittim,  to  fall  oft",  drop 
off,  slip  off,  fall  down,  fall  away ;  to  escape  from, 

free  one's  self  from  (with  abl.) ;  to  be  deprived  of 
(with  inst.) :  Caus.  -bhruniayati,  -yilum,  to  cause 
to  fall  down,  cast  down  ;  to  cause  to  fall  from,  cause 
to  lose  (with  abl.). 

/Va-Wtransft.as.m.fallingoff, becoming  separated. Pra-ltlinitjxHthn,  us,  m.  a  disease  of  the  nose 
accompanied  with  discharge  of  mucus. 
Pra-bhraniita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  fall  down, 

cast  'down ;  caused  to  fall  from,  deprived  of  (with abl.);  expelled. 

Pra-bhrantiin,  i,  ini,  i,  falling  off,  falling  down. 

Pra-bhrans'uka,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  falling  off; 
vanishing,  disappearing. 

Pra-bhratyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  falling  down, 
being  broken  off,  being  broken  down. 

Pra-bhrashta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  off,  fallen,  drop- 

ping ;  broken. Pra-bhrasktaka,  am,  n.  a  chaplet  or  wreath  of 
flowers  suspended  from  the  lock  on  the  crown  of 
thKhead. 

TW*?  pra-bhram,  cl.  I.  4.  P.  -bltramati, 
-bhramyati,  -bhramitum,  to  roam  or  wander  about ; 
to  roam  or  wander  through. 

W&T*(j>ra-bhraj,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhrajate,  -bhra- 
jilum,  Ved.  to  shine  forth,  gleam. 
Pra-bhrdjamdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  shining  forth, 

gleaming. 

V^pram,  ind.  (fr.  rt.  i.pra),  mgoshpada- 
pram,  sufficiently  to  fill  the  print  of  a  cow's  foot ;  (also 
goshpada-puram,  Scholiast  on  Pin.  III.  4,  32.) 

Hlf^s'lM  pramanhishthiya,  am,  n.,  Ved., N.  of  a  SSman  (so  called  from  its  beginning  with 
the  words  pra  manhishthdya). 

Hl'l  *H  pra-maganda,  as,  m.,Ved.  the  son 
of  a  usurer,  (according  to  S5y.  maganda  =  ku#ldin, 
tad-apatyam  pra-magandah);  N.  of  a  king. 

Hl'1  pra-magna.     See  pra-majj  below. 

H*I  jj'i  pra-mangana,  am,  n.  (ft.  rt.  maitg 
with  pra),  going,  proceeding. 

Pra-manganiya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  gone  or  pro- ceeded. 

Pra-mangita,  as,  a,  am,  gone,  proceeded. 

JJTr5[ pra-majj,  cl.  6.  P.  -majjati,  -mank- 

tum,  Ved.  to  immerse  one's  self  in,  dip  into. 
Pra-magna,  as,  a,  am,  immersed,  dipped, 

drowned.  See  Scholiast  on  P5n.  VIII.  4,  29. 

H*i*!i*{pra-manas,  as,  as,  as,  careful,  soli- 
citous, attentive  (Ved.)  ;  kind,  amiable  (Ved.) ;  good- 

natured,  joyful,  cheerful ;  [cf.  pra-manas.] 

H*i<!« co pra-mandala,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
the  felly  of  a  wheel  (?j. 

H»in  pra-mata,  &c.    See  pro-man,  p.  637. 

T&^pra-matta,  &c.  See  I .  pra-mad,  col.  3. 

HIM  pra-math  or  pra-manth,  cl.  I.  9.  P. 
-mathati,  -manthati,  -mathndti,  -manthitum,  to 
stir  about  violently,  agitate,  churn  ;  to  trample  down, 
strike  down,  bruise ;  to  rob  (Ved.) ;  to  assault 
violently,  handle  roughly,  harass,  annoy ;  to  destroy, 
lay  waste,  devastate ;  to  tear  away,  tear  off,  tear  out, 

cut  out :  Caus.  -mdthayati,  -yitum,  to  assault  vio- 
lently, handle  roughly,  harass,  annoy. 

Pra-matha,  as,  m. '  destroyer,  tormentor,'  N.  of 
a  class  of  fiends  attending  on  Siva ;  N.  of  one  of 
the  hundred  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra  ;  a  horse ;  (a),  (. 
the  plant  Terminalia  Chebula  or  Citrina  (  =  hari- 
taki) ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Kshupa  and  mother  of 

Vita;  pain,  affliction (?).  — t'mmatha-natha,  as, 

or  pramatha-pati,  is,  m.  '  lord  of  the  Pramathas,' 
an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Pramuthadhipa  ("tha-adh"), 
as,  m.  '  ruler  of  the  Pramathas,'  an  epithet  of  S'iva  ; 
of  Ganesa.  —  Pramathdlaya  (°tha-dl"),  as,  m. 

abode  of  torment  (?),'  hell. 
J'ni-mathana,  as,  i,  am,  harassing,  tormenting, 

torturing,  paining,  hurting,  injuring ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  magical  formula  pronounced  over  weapons ;  N. 
of  a  Danava ;  (am),  n.  hurting,  paining,  distressing, 
injuring  ;  killing,  slaughter ;  agitating,  churning. 
Pm-mathita,  as,  d,  am,  well  churned  ;  trampled 

on,  cut  down,  kilted  ;  pained,  distressed  ;  (am),  n.  but- 
termilk without  water.— Pramathita-purahsara, as, 

d,  am,  having  the  leader  killed,  whose  leader  is  slain. 
Pra-mathya,  ind.  having  conquered  or  oppressed ; 

having  used  violence,  violently,  forcibly. 

Pra-mathyamuna,  as,  a,  am,  being  churned. 

Pra-mantha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  stick  used  for  rubbing 
wood  to  produce  fire  by  friction. 

Pra-manthu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vlra-vrata 
and  younger  brother  of  Manthu. 
Pra-mdtha,  as,  m.  stirring  about,  agitation ;  tor- 

menting, torturing,  afflicting,  paining ;  killing ; 

tearing ;  forcible  abduction,  rape  [cf.  Draupadi-p] ; 
violence  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Dhrita-rSshtra  ; 
of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda ;  of  a  Danava  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.  epithet  of  the  fiends  attendant  upon 
Siva  ( =pra-matha). 

Pra-mdthita,  as,  a,  am,  assaulted  violently, 

roughly  handled ;  violated,  ravished,  forcibly  carried 
off. 

Pra-mdthin,  I,  ini,  i,  stirring  about,  setting  in 
motion,  agitating ;  striking  off,  striking  down,  used 
for  striking  or  knocking  down ;  tearing,  rending ; 
breaking,  cutting ;  disquieting,  troubling,  harassing, 

annoying,  afflicting,  torturing  [cf.  ditta-ij°]  ;  killing, 
destroying,  a  destroyer ;  (z),  m.,  N.  of  a  sorf  of 
Dhrita-rSshtra  ;  of  a  Rakshasa  ;  of  a  monkey ;  N. 

of  the  thirteentlV  (or  forty-seventh)  year  of  a  sixty 

years'  cycle  of  Ji%p'ter ;  (ini),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 

1W^  i^pra-iiidil,  cl.  4.  P.  -madyati,  -modi- 
turn,  to  enjoy  one's  self,  be  joyous,  sport,  play, 
gambol  (Ved.) ;  to  be  regardless  of,  be  indifferent 
to  (with  abl.)  ;  to  pay  no  attention  to,  give  no  heed 
to,  neglect,  be  heedless  about  (with  loc.) ;  to  neglect 
duty  for,  idle  away  time  in  (with  loc.);  Caus.  P.  A. 

-mddayati,  -te,  -yitwn,  to  make  light  of,  ridicule ; 
(A.)  to  enjoy,  indulge  in  (Ved.). 

Pra-matta,  as,  d,  am,  excited,  wanton,  lascivious, 
rutting  ;  drunken,  intoxicated  ;  mad,  insane ;  careless, 
regardless,  heedless,  inattentive,  negligent ;  unmindful 

of  duty;  blundering,  a  blunderer.  —  Pramatta-glta, 
as,  d,  am,  inattentively  or  carelessly  sung.  —  Pra- 
matta-ditta,  as,  d,  am,  careless-minded,  heedless, 

negligent.  —  Pramatta-td,  f.  inattentiveness,  inat- 
tention, sleepiness,  mental  inactivity.  —  i.pramatta- 

vat,  an,  ati,  at,  inattentive,  careless.  —  2.  pramatta- 
vat,  ind.  as  if  drunk,  like  one  intoxicated. 

2.  pra-mad,  t,  f.,  Ved.  lust,  desire. 
Pra-mada,  as,  m.  joy,  joyousness,  joyfulness, 

pleasure,  delight,  elation,  rapture ;  the  Datura  tree  or 
thorn-apple,  D.  Metel  [cf.  un-matta] ;  N.  of  a 
Danava ;  of  a  son  of  Vasishtha  and  one  of  the  seven 
sages  under  Manu  Uttama,  =  (/«ZpAa?;  (a),  f.  a 

young  and  wanton  woman,  a  handsome  or  beautiful 
woman,  a  woman  in  general ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac 
Virgo;  N.  of  a  metre  of  29  + 27  syllables;  of  another 
metre,  four  times  ouou-u-ouo-^u-;  (as, 
,  am),  wanton,  dissolute ;  mad,  intoxicated  (literally 

or  metaphorically) ;  impassioned  ;  violent ;  careless. 
—  Pramada-kaytha,  as,  m.,N.  of  a  man. —  Pra- 
mada-kanana  or  pramada-lianana,  am,  n.  a 
royal    garden    or  pleasure-ground    attached  to   the 
gyna^eum.  —  Pramada-t'opya.  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
city  in  the  Dekhan ;   [cf.  mahild-ropya,  mihtla- 

ropya."]  —  Pmmada-vana  =  pramada-Jcdnana. 
—  Pramadii-jana,  as,  m.  womankind,  the  female 

sex.  —  Pramadanana  (°dd-an°),  am,  n.  a  kind  of 

metre,  four  times  uu-^-uu-u-uo-u-^^-u-. 
—  Pramada-rana,   am,   n.   a   royal   garden  or 

pleasure-ground  for  the  wives  of  a  prince  (attached 
especially  to  the  private  apartments  of  the  palace). 
Pra-madaka,  as,  a,  am,  dissolute,  licentious, 

sensual. 

Pra-madana,  am,  n.  amorous  desire. 
Pramaddya,  Nom.  P.  pramaddyati,  -yitum, 

to  behave  like  a  wanton  woman. 

Pra-maditarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  neglected  or  dis- 
regarded, to  be  treated  with  inattention  (with  abl.). 

Pra-madvara,  as,d,  am,  inattentive,  careless ;  (d), 

f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Ruru  and  mother  of  Sunaka. 
Pra-mada, as, m.  drunkenness,  intoxication;  mad- 

ness, insanity,  distraction,  confusion  ;  negligence,  inat- 
tention, carelessness ;  inadvertence,  error,  inaccuracy, 

i  blunder,  mistake  ;  a  particular  high  number.  —  Pro- 
mdda^vat,  an,  ati,  at,  drunken,  intoxicated ;  mad, 
insane ;  incautious,  careless,  heedless,  inconsiderate. 
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Pramddikd,  f.  an  imprudent  or  careless  woman ; 
a  deflowered  girl. 
Pra-mddita,  ai,  a,  am,  made  light  of,  ridiculed, 

mocked. 

Pramddin,  «,  irii,  i,  drunken,  intoxicated;  in- 
sane ;  negligent,  inattentive,  inadvertent,  careless, 

heedless,  incautious,  indifferent ;  (2),  m.,  N.  of  the 

forty-seventh  (or  twenty-first)  year  of  a  sixty  years' 
cycle  of  Jupiter. 

P'ramadya('i),  am,  n.  insanity,  carelessness. 
—  Pramddya-tas  (?),  ind.  from  carelessness. 

TITT  pro-man,  cl.  8.  A.  -manute,  &c., 
Ved.  to  think  upon,  excogitate. 
Pro-mote,  ai,  a,  am,  thought  out,  excogitated  ; 

wise. 

Pramatalea,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  sage. 
Pra-mati,  is,  f.  care,  providence,  protection  (Ved., 

cf.  adabdha-vrata-p°,  indra-p°) ;  one  who  pro- 
vides for,  a  protector  (Ved.) ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  an 

ancient  sage ;  of  a  son  of  Cyavana  and  father  of 

Ruru ;  of  a  prince  (son  of  Janam-ejaya)  ;  of  a  son 

of  PrSrjs'u. 
Pra-manas,  as,  as,  as  (ft.  pro  +  manas),  cheer- 

ful-minded, good-tempered,  in  good  spirits,  happy, 
delighted ;  [cf.  pra-manas.] 
Pra-mantra,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  ?  (fr.  pra  + 

mantra),  a  particular  high  number ;  [cf. pra-mdtra.~\ 
HH'IJ  pra-manth.     See  pra-math,  p.  636. 

HH»^  pra-manda,  as,  m.  or  pra-mandani, 
f.,  Ved.  a  species  of  fragrant  plant. 

HH'M  pra-manyu,  its,  us,  w,  incensed  or 
enraged  against  (with  loc.) ;  distressed,  sorrowful. 

MUM  pra-maya,  &c.     See  p.  638,  col.  I. 

TWT/>ra-mara,  &c.  See  under  pra-mri, 
p.  638,  col.  i. 

HH<i<*  pra-mardaka,  pra-mardana,  &c. 
See  pra-mrid,  p.  638,  col.  3.  , 

Uff^^pra-mahas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  of  great 
splendor  (said  of  Mitra-Varuna,  Siy.  =  prakrishta- 
tejatka). 

*TT  i .  pra-ma,  cl.  2.  P.,  3.  4.  A.  -mati, 

-mlmlte,  -mdyate,  -matum,  to  measure ;  to  form, 
frame,  make;  to  arrange,  set  in  order;  to  form  a 

correct  notion  of  (anything),  understand;  to  con- 
jecture :  Caus.  -mapayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  correct 

knowledge,  afford  proof  or  authority,  give  proof. 

2.  pra-tnd,  f.  basis,  foundation  (Ved.) ;  a  measure 
(Ved.);  true  perception,  correct  notion,  accurate 
conception,  true  and  certain  knowledge,  knowledge 
exempt  from  all  error ;  consciousness,  perception ;  a 

kind  of  metre.  —  Pramd-tva,  am,  n.  accuracy  of 
perception,  trueness  or  correctness  of  knowledge. 
Pra-mana,  am,  n.  measure,  scale,  standard; 

measure  in  general  (whether  of  weight,  length,  or 
capacity)  ;  magnitude,  extent,  circumference,  length, 
duration  (of  time) ;  weight,  quantity ;  rule,  sanction, 
ground  of  assurance,  standard,  authority,  judgment, 
warrant ;  a  decider,  one  whose  advice  or  decision  is 

an  authority  (e.  g.  pramdnam  bhavati,  your  lady- 
ship is  the  warrant  or  you  must  judge ;  pramdnam 

bhavantah,  your  honours  are  the  authority,  i.e. 
it  is  yours  to  decide  or  I  abide  by  your  advice,  cf. 

also  stri-p°;  in  this  sense  pramdna  sometimes 
follows  the  number  and  gender  of  the  word  with 
which  it  is  placed  in  apposition,  e.  g.  yadi  Veddh 
pramdnds  te,  if  the  Vedas  be  thy  authorities ;  stri 
pramdnl  yeshdm,  they  whose  authority  is  a  woman) ; 
a  means  of  acquiring  pramd  or  certain  knowledge, 
source  of  knowledge,  means  of  proof,  proof,  (the 
VedJnta  admits  six  Pramanas,  viz.  I.  Pratyakfha, 
perception  by  the  senses;  3.  Annmdna,  inference; 

3.  Upamdna,  analogy  or  comparison ;  4.  S'ltbrla  or 
Apta-vadana,  verbal  authority,  trustworthy  testi- 

mony, especially  of  an  inspired  person,  revelation ; 

5.  An-upalabilhi  or  Abhdva-pratyaksha,  non- 

perception  or  negative  proof;  6.  Arthdpatti,  in- 
ference from  circumstances.  The  Nyaya  admits 

only  four,  excluding  the  last  two.  The  San-khya 
only  three,  viz.  Pratyaksha,  Anumana,  and  Sabda, 
excluding  the  third  or  Upamana  as  well  as  the  fifth 
and  sixth  :  besides  the  Pramanas  of  the  three  orthodox 
schools,  with  their  branches,  other  schools  increase 

the  number  to  nine  by  adding  I.  Sambhava,  equi- 
valence ;  2.  Aitihya,  tradition  or  fallible  testimony ; 

3.  C"eshtd,  gesture) ;  testimony,  evidence ;  a  scrip- 
ture, a  work  of  sacred  authority ;  a  speaker  of  the 

truth ;  a  correct  notion,  right  conception ;  cause, 
motive ;  a  sense  of  security,  freedom  from  appre- 

hension ;  the  prosodial  length  of  a  vowel ;  physical 
power  or  strength  ;  the  first  term  in  a  rule  of  three 
sum  ;  principal,  capital ;  oneness,  unity ;  constant, 
eternal ;  a  title  of  Vishnu  ;  (as),  m.  rule,  standard, 

authority ;  N.  of  a  large  fig-tree  on  the  bank  of 
the  Ganges  (Maha-bh.  Vana-p.  41)  ;  (i),  f.  rule, 
standard,  authority;  a  kind  of  metre.  —  Pramana- 
Tcott,  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  spot  or  of  a  Tlrtha  near 

the  above  fig-tree  on  the  bank  of  the  Ganges ;  [cf. 
pra-mana^\~Pramdna-jna,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Pramdna-tas,  ind.  agreeably  to  measure  or 
weight,  with  respect  to  measure,  &c. ;  according  to 
proof  or  authority.  —  Pramdna-td,  f.  or  pramdna- 
tva,  am,  n.  authority,  warranty.  —  Pramdiia- 
drishla,  as,  a,  am,  recognised  by  authority,  en- 

joined by  good  authorities.  —  Pramdna-pattra, 
am,  n.  a  written  warrant.  —  Pramdna-purueha, 

ai,  m.  '  a  man  who  is  an  authority,'  an  umpire, 
arbitrator,  judge.  —  Pramdna -pramoda,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Nyaya  work  by  Han.  —  Pramdna-bhuta,  as, 
a,  am,  constituting  proof  or  authority ;  true,  autho- 

ritative; (at),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Pramana- 
mdld  or  pramdna-ratnamdla,  (.,  N.  of  a  VedSnta 
workbyAnanda-bodhaYati.-Pramana-/afoSa»m, 
aw,  n.,  N.  of  a  VedSnta  work.  —  Pramdna-vat,  an, 
alt,  at,  furnished  with  proofs,  established  by  proofs, 

well-founded.  —  Pramdna-viikya,  am,  n.  authorita- 
tive statement,  authority.  —  Pramdaa-vdrttika,  am, 

n.  and  pramdna-vini&aya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two 
works  by  Dharma-kirtti.  — Pramaiia-Atsfra,  am,  n. 
any  work  of  sacred  authority,  scripture.  —  Pramdiia- 
samiMaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Din-n5ga. 
—  P ramdna-sutra,   am,   n.   a    measuring    cord. 
—  Prama nddhi Tea  (°na-adh°),  as,  d,  am,  being 
beyond    measure,    excessive,     unnaturally     strong. 

—  Pramdndntam  (°na-an),  am,  n.  another  means 
of  proof.  —  Pramdndntara-td,  (.  the  being  another 

means  of  proof.  —  Pramanabhava  (°na-ab/>,°),  as, 
m.  absence  of  proof,  want  of  authority.  —  Pramdni- 
bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  being  an  authority  or  proof, 
proving,  establishing. 
Pramdnaka,  as,  ikil,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a 

comp.)  =pra-mdna,  measure,  quantity,  extent,  cir- 
cumference ;  (ilcd),  f.  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times 

Pramanaya,  Norn.  P.  pramclnayati,  -yitum, 
to  make  or  regard  as  an  authority  upon  any  point 
(with  ace.  of  the  person  and  loc.  of  the  object) ;  to 
receive  as  an  authority,  admit  or  obey  as  an  authority ; 
to  hold  up  as  a  model ;  to  prove,  demonstrate,  show 
clearly,  manifest. 

Pramaiiayat,  an,  anti,  at,  receiving  or  admit- 
ting as  an  authority,  obeying  as  authority. 

Pramdnika,  as,  d,  am  [cf.  pramanaka  above], 
forming  a  measure  or  standard,  being  a  measure, 
forming  an  authority  (perhaps  a  wrong  reading  for 
prdmduikrt,  q.  v.). 

Pra-mduita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  pramdnaya  above), 
proved,  demonstrated,  shown  clearly. 
Pramiinl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute, 

-Jtartum,  to  mete  out  or  apportion  to  (with  gen.) ; 
to  take  as  a  rule  or  authority,  regard  as  an  autho- 

rity ;  to  conform  to,  obey  (with  ace.) ;  to  regard  as 

proof;  to  prove.—  I'ramdni-karana,  am,  n.  esta- 
blishing or  admitting  as  authority,  regarding  as  proof. 

—  Pramdiii-krita,  as,  d,  am,  admitted  or  esta- 
blished as  proof,  regarded  as  authority ;  conformed  to. 

Pra-mdtri,  id,  in,  tri,  knowing  truly  or  well, 

having  a  right  notion  or  idea,  competent  to  judge ; 

any  person  who  gives  evidence  or  proof,  an  authority, 
a  proof;  proving,  demonstrating. 
Pra-mapaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  affording  proof  or 

certain  knowledge,  furnishing  authority ;  (as),  m. 

an  authority,  an  author  cited  or  quoted. 

1.  pra-mita,  as,  d,  am,  meted  out,  measured; 
known,  understood  ;  established  by  argument,  demon- 

strated, proved ;   measured  off,  limited,  few,  little ; 

(at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  measuring,  of  such  and  such 
measure  or  extent,  of  such  and  such  size.  —  Prami- 

tdkfhard  (°ta-ak°),  f.  '  having  measured  syllables,' 
a  kind  of  metre,  four  times  «  ̂ /  -  w  -  w  ̂   <j  -  ̂   u  - . 
Pra-miti,  is,  f.  measure,  measuring,  measurement ; 

a  correct  notion,  right  conception,  true  knowledge, 
knowledge  or  information  established  by  proof;  true inference  or  analogy. 

Pra-meya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  measured,  measurable, 
finite ;  to  be  fathomed  or  penetrated  ;  admitting  of 

evidence  or  proof,  to  be  proved,  provable,  demon- 
strable ;  discernible ;  (am),  n.  an  object  of  certain 

knowledge ;  the  thing  to  be  proved,  subject  under 

discussion,  topic  to  be  discussed  or  established.  —  Pra- 
meya-kamala-mdrtanda,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Pra- 
meya-tva,  am,  n.  provableness,  capability  of  being 

proved. 

Hil n <M pra-matavya.    See  p.  638,  col.  i. 

H»i  I  fl  1*1 5  pra-matamaha,  as,  m.  a  maternal 

great-grandfather;  (i),  f.  a  maternal  great-grand- 
mother. 

Mil fl  pra-mdtra,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
a  particular  high  number. 

a-mdt/ia,  &c.     See  p.  636,  col.  3. 

pra-mdda,  &c.     See  under  i.  pra- 
mad,  p.  f536,  col.  3. 

BllM<!J  pra-mapana,  &c.  See  p.  638, col.  i. 

H«II«<  pro-may  a.  See  under  pra-mi  below. 

nil*,  pra-mdra.     See  pra-mri,  p.  638. 

Hi  I  «t"ti  pra-marjaka,  &c.  See  under  pra- 
•mrij,  p.  638,  col.  3. 

irfi?  pra-mi  (see  rt.  i.  mi),  cl.  5.  P.  A. 
-minoti,  -minute,  -matum,  to  erect,  build  (Ved.) ; 
to  judge,  observe,  perceive. 

Pra-maya,  ind.  having  perceived  or  observed. 
2.  pra-mita,  as,  d,  am  (for  i.  see  above),  Ved. 

erected,  built. 

Hft<|  pra-mid,  cl.  I.  A.,  4.  P.  -medate, 
-medyati,  -meditum,  to  begin  to  become  fat ;  to 

begin  to  show  affection. 
Pra-medita,  ai,  d,  am,  having  begun  to  show 

affection  f  according  to  a  Scholiast  =  snigdhi-bhavi- 
tum  dralidhah) ;  being  or  made  unctuous,  unctuous, 

greasy.  —  Pramedita-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  be- 
come unctuous,  having  been  made  unctuous. 

Hf«lj-  pra-mih,  cl.  I.  P.  -mehati,  -medhum, 
to  make  water,  pass  urine. 
Pra-mldha,  as,  d,  am,  passed  as  urine;  thick, 

compact. 

Pra-meha,  as,  m.  urinary  disease  (a  general  term 

applied  to  all  diseases  characterized  by  a  morbid  con- 
dition of  the  urine ;  twenty-one  varieties  are  enume- 
rated, including  diabetes,  gleet,  gonorrhcea,  &c.). 

Pra-mehin,  I,  ini,  i,  suffering  from  urinary 
disease  or  affections. 

pra-mi,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -rninati,  -mintte 
(Ved.  -minati,  -minlte),  -matum,  to  frustrate, 
annul,  destroy,  annihilate ;  to  diminish ;  to  change, 
alter ;  to  neglect,  transgress,  infringe  (Ved.) ;  to 

miss,  lose  (one's  way),  forget  (Ved.) ;  to  cause  to 
disappear,  put  out  of  sight,  leave  behind,  outstrip, 
surmount,  surpass ;  to  come  to  naught,  perish,  die  : 

Caus.  -mapayati,  -yitum,  to  destroy,  annihilate, 
kill,  slay. 

7Z 
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iprq  pra-maya. 

HUM  pra-mlana. 
Pra-maya,  as,  m.  ruin,  downfall,  fall,  death; 

killing,  slaughter. 

Pra-mayu,  us,  us,  M,  Ved.  liable  to  be  lost  or 
destroyed,  destructible,  perishable. 

Pra-mdt:tritn,  (is,  a,  am,  to  be  slain  or  killed. 
Pra-mdpana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  murder- 

ing, murderous,  a  murderer ;  (am),  n.  killing,  shy- 
ing, slaughter;  (sometimes  also  spelt  pra-m/i/Ki/c/.^ 

Pra-mdpayitri,  tii,  trl,  tri,  causing  to  perish, 
destructive,  leading  to  ruin  ;  a  murderer.  —  Prama- 

[inyitri-tva,  am,  n.  destructiveness,  murderousness. 
Pra-mtijitta,  tin,  a,  am,  destroyed,  killed,  slain. 
Pra-mdpin,  i,  ini,  i,  destroying,  killing,  slaying. 
Pra-mdyu,  us,  us,  u,  or  pra-mdyuka,  an,  a, 

am,  Ved.  liable  to  ruin  or  destruction,  perishable, 
destructible,  dying  away. 

Pra-minat,  an,  ati,  at,  injuring,  killing ;  over- 
coming, subduing. 

Pra-mita,  as,  i,  am,  dead,  deceased ;  immo- 
lated, sacrificed.  —  Pramita-patika,  a,  {.  one  whose 

husband  is  dead,  a  widow. 

Pra-miti,  is,  f.  ruin,  destruction,  death. 
Pra-mlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  destroyed  or  killed, destructible. 

M»)  l«  pra-mtdha.     See  pra-mih,  p.  637. 

H«"\t$  pro-mil,  cl.  I.  P.  -mllati,  -militum, to  close  or  shut  the  eyes. 
Pra-mild,  {.  shutting  the  eyes,  sleepiness,  lassi- 

tude, weariness,  enervation,  exhaustion  from  indo- 
lence or  fatigue. 

Pra-milita,  as,  a,  am,  dosing  the  eyes,  with 
closed  eyes. 

Pra-mllin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon  (who  causes 
the  eyes  to  close,  or  brings  on  faintness). 

HH\<^pra-miv,  cl.  I.  P.  -mivati,  -mivitum, 
to  push  towards,  press ;  to  instigate,  incite. 

a-mukti.     See  pra-mui  below. 

pra-mukha,  as,  a,  am,  turning  the 
face  towards  (with  ace.),  facing;  first,  foremost, 
chief,  principal,  most  excellent;  (at  the  end  of  a 
comp.)  having  as  chief,  headed  by,  led  by,  preceded 

by,  accompanied  with  [cf.  priti-p'3,  Vadishtha-p°] ; 
honourable,  respectable;  (as),  m.  a  chief,  respect- 

able man,  sage ;  a  heap,  multitude ;  a  tree  used  in 
dyeing,  Rottleria  Tinctoria ;  (am),  n.  the  mouth ; 
commencement,  beginning  (of  a  chapter) ;  time 
being,  the  present,  the  same  time ;  (e),  ind.  before 
the  face  of,  in  the  presence  of,  in  front  of,  before, 
opposite  to  (with  gen.) ;  pramukhe  kri,  to  cause  to 
go  before  or  precede.  —  Pramukha-tae,  ind.  at  the 
head  of,  in  front  of,  before  the  face  of,  before,  oppo- 

site to  (with  gen.);  before  all  others,  first,  in  the 
first  place.  —  Pramukha-td,  f.  or  pramukha-tva, 
am,  n.  superiority,  predominance. 

H*j'  V  pra-mugdha.     See  pra-muh,  col.  2. 

B*}**  pra-mui,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -muMati,  -te, 
-moktum,  to  let  loose,  loosen,  loose,  untie,  unbind, 
undo ;  to  set  free,  let  go,  liberate,  release  ;  to  forsake, 
desert,  abandon ;  to  give  up,  resign,  renounce ;  to 
shake  off;  to  discharge,  emit,  throw  out,  vomit,  shed ; 
to  hurl,  fling,  cast,  throw,  shoot,  send;  to  utter; 
to  throw  or  put  on  (as  a  garland  &c.)  ;  to  remove, 
expel,  drive  away,  banish:  Pass,  -mti/.yate,  to  be 
loosened,  become  loose  or  detached ;  to  leave  off, 

cease  (with  abl.) ;  to  free  one's  self  from,  rid  one's 
self  of  (with  abl.) :  Caus.  -mofayati,  -yitum,  to 
loosen,  untie  ;  to  set  free,  liberate  :  Desid.  -mumu- 
kshati,  to  wish  to  give  up,  be  about  to  resign. 
Pra-mukta,  as,  d,  am,  loosened,  untied ;  set 

free,  released,  liberated ;  given  up,  resigned  re- uounced  ;  hurled,  cast,  shot. 
Pra-mukti,  it,  {.,  Ved.  setting  free,  liberation ; N.  of  particular  sacred  texts. 

Pra-muda,  ai,  or  jira-mudu,  us  m  N  of  a Rishi. 

Pra-moktavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  liberated,  to  be set  free. 

I'ra-mofana,  (it,  i,  am,  liberating,  setting  free  ;  | 
(i),  f.  a  species  of  cucumber  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 

liberating,  setting  free  ;  discharging,  emitting,  shed- 

ding. 

g<|  i.  pra-mud,  cl.  i.  A.  -modate,  -mo- 
ditum,  to  become  joyful,  rejoice  greatly,  exult,  be 
delighted  :  Caus.  -modayati,  -yitum,  to  make  glad, 
delight,  exhilarate. 

i.  pra-mud,  t,  t,  t,  pleased,  happy  ;  (t),  (.,  Ved. 
gladness,  delight,  pleasure  ;  sensual  pleasure. 
Pra-mudita,  as,  d,  am,  delighted,  pleased,  happy, 

glad,  content  ;  (a),  f.  (with  Buddhists)  N.  of  one  of 
the  ten  BhOmis;  (am),  n.  epithet  of  one  of  the 

eight  perfections  in  the  Sin-khya  philosophy.  —  Pra- 
mudita-pralamba-sunayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Gandharva-raja.  —  Pramudita-vadand,  {.,  N.  of  a 
metre,  four  times  ww^ww—  ,  w  —  w—  .  ••  Pra- 

mudita-hridaya,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  heart  de- 
lighted, delighted  in  heart. 

1'ra-moda,  as,  m.  excessive  joy,  delight,  pleasure, 
gladness,  happiness  ;  one  of  the  eight  perfections  in 
the  Sankhya  philosophy  ;  Pleasure  personified  as  a 
child  of  BrahmS  ;  a  strong  perfume  ;  N.  of  a  being 
attendant  upon  Skanda  ;  of  a  NSga  ;  of  a  man  ;  of 

the  fourth  year  in  a  sixty  years'  cycle  of  Jupiter. 
—  Pramoda-nrilya,  am,  n.  joyous  dancing,  a 

joyful  dance. Pra-modaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grain  (=«Aos&- tikd). 

Pra-modana,  as,  I,  am,  making  glad,  gladdening, 
exhilarating  ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  (am),  n.  making 

glad,  gladdening;  gladness,  joyousness. 

Pra-modamdna,  am,  n.  'rejoicing,'  epithet  of 
one  of  the  eight  perfections  in  the  San-khya  phi- losophy. 

1'ra-modita,  as,  d,  am,  delighted,  rejoiced, 
pleased,  happy;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Kuvera; 
(am),  n.  epithet  of  one  of  the  eight  perfections  in 
the  SSi>khya  philosophy  ;  [cf.  pra-modamdna 
above.] 

Pramodin,  i,  ini,  i,  causing  excessive  joy.  de- 
lighting, making  happy,  gladdening;  delighted, 

happy  ;  (ini),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  (  —jingint). 

Tflj^pra-murdh,  cl.  I.  P.  -mur6hati,  -mur- 
dhitum,Ved.  to  become  thick  or  solid,  congeal. 

WQ\pra-mush,  cl.  9.  P.  -mushnaii,  -mo- shitum,  to  steal  away,  carry  off,  rob,  pilfer. 

Pra-mushita,  as,  5,  am,  stolen  away,  carried 

off;  distracted,  beside  one's  self;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of riddle. 

pra-muh,  cl.  4.  P.  -muhyati,  -mog- 

dlium,  -modhum,  to  become  bewildered  or  infatu- 
ated ;  to  faint,  swoon  :  Caus.  -mohayati,  -yitum, 

to  bewilder,  infatuate. 

Pra-mugdha,  as,  a,  am,  fainting,  unconscious  ; 
very  charming. 
Pra-mudha,  as,  <7,  am,  bewildered,  infatuated, 

deceived;  foolish,  stupid,  a  fool.  —  Pramudha- 
safijiia,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  mind  perplexed, 
bewildered,  infatuated. 
Pra-moha,  as,  m.  bewilderment,  infatuation,  fas- 

cination; insensibility,  stupefaction,  stupor,  fainting 

away.  —  Pramoha-ditta,  as,  d,  am,  bewildered  in 
mind. 

Pra-mohana,  as,  >,  am,  infatuating  the  mind. 
Pra-mohita,  as,  d,  am,  bewildered,  infatuated. 
Pramohin,  I,  ini,  i,  bewildering,  infatuating. 

TFRipra-mura  in  a-pramura,  q.  v. 

TPJ  pra-mri,  Caus.  P.  -marayati,  -yitum, 
Ved.  to  put  to  death. 
1'ra-mara,  a*,  m.,  Ved.  death,  dying. 
Pra-marana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  dying,  death. 
Pra-mdra,  as,  m.,Ved.=pra-marana. 
Pra-mrita,  as,  a,  am,  dead,  deceased  ;  with- 

drawn or  gone  out  of  sight  ;  covered,  concealed  ; 

(am),  n.  death  ;  tillage,  cultivation. 
Pramritaka,  as,  d,  am,  dead. 

ity'\\pra-mriyam,  ind.,  see  Gana  Tish- thadgv-Jdi  to  Pan.  II.  :,  17. 

Pra-mrigya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sought  or  searched 
after ;  peculiarly  adapted  to  or  fitted  for  (with  dat.). 

M<J»^ pra-mrij ,  cl.  2.  P.  -mdrshti,  -marji- 
tum,  -mdnhtum,  to  wash  out,  wash,  clean,  cleanse ; 
to  wash  off,  wipe  off,  wipe  away ;  to  wipe  out,  re- 

move, expel,  rid  one's  self  of;  to  rub  gently,  stroke, 
pass  the  hand  over,  rub ;  to  make  ready,  prepare ; 
to  render  unavailing,  frustrate. 

Pra-mdrjaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  wiping  off,  removing. 
Pra-mdrjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  rubbing  off, 

wiping  off;  as"rn.-pramdrjana,  the  wiping  away  or 
drying  of  tears,  consoling. 
Pra-mrish'a,  as,  d,  am,  washed  or  rubbed  off; 

rubbed ;  polished,  bright,  clear. 

H*J*fi  pra-mrin,  cl.  6.  P.   -mrinati,  &c., 
Ved.  to  crush,  destroy. 

Pra-mrina,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  destroying,  crushing. 

-mrita,  &c.    See  pra-mri,  col.  2. 

ra-mrid,  cl.  9.  P.  -mridnati,  -mar- 
ditum,  to  crush  down,  destroy,  lay  waste,  ravage, 
devastate. 

Pra-mardaka,  as,  d,  am,  crushing  down,  crush- 

ing, destroying;  N.  of  a  demon. 
Pra-mardana,  as,  t,  am,  crushing  down,  crush- 

ing, destroying ;  rubbing  out  or  away ;  (as),  m.  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  an  attendant  of  Siva ;  of  a 
VidyS-dhara;  of  a  general  of  Sambara;  (am),  n. 
crushing,  destroying. 

F ' ra-marditri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  crushes  or 
destroys,  a  destroyer. 
Pra-mardin,  I,  ini,  i,  destroying,  crushing. 

tPfil^pra-mris,  cl.  6.  P.  -mrisati,  -marsh- turn,  -mrashtum,  Ved.  to  lay  hold  of,  handle  ; 

(according  to  Mahi-dhara)  to  reflect,  consider,  de- liberate. 

Pra-mriita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  laying  hold  of,  hand- 

ling ;  (according  to  Maht-dhara)  ̂ pandita. 

H« M  pra-mrish,  cl.  4.  and  I.  P.  A.  -mrish- 
yati,  -te,  -marehati,  -te,  -murshitum,  Ved.  to 
forget,  neglect;  (S5y.)  to  destroy. 
Pra-mrishya,  as,  a,  am,  in  a-jr,  q.  v. 

1W  pra-mri,  cl.  9.  P.  -mrinati,  &c.,  Ved. 
to  crush,  destroy ;  [cf.  pra-mrin.] 

HHf<Jfl  pra-medita.    See  pra-mid,  p.  637. 

H«IM  pra-meya.     See  ]).  637,  col.  3. 

H*i?  pra-meha,  pra-mehin.  See  under 
pra-mih,  f.  637,  col.  3. 

pra-moktavya.     See  col.  i. 

pra-moksha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  moksh 
with  pra),  letting  fall,  dropping,  losing ;  discharging, 
dismissing,  liberation. 

Pra-mokshana,  am,  n. '  releasing,'  a  term  applied 
to  the  end  of  an  eclipse. 

pra-modana.     See  col.  2. 
pra-mota  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  mjc),Ved. 

a  particular  kind  of  disease. 

n*ft<5  pra-moda,  &c.  See  under  i .  pra- 

mud,  col.  2. 
pra-moha,  Sec.    See  pra-muh,  col.  2 . 

pra-mrad  [cf.  pra-mrid~\,  cl.  I.  A. -mratla.lt,  -mraditurn,Ved.  to  destroy,  kill. 

US ^ pra-mluf,  cl.  i.  P.  -mlotati,  -mlo- 
<?itum,Vea.  to  go  down,  sink  down. 

I'nt-mlofanti  or  pra-mlodd,  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras 

or  nymph  of  heaven. 

TTiiir  pra-mlai,  cl.  I.  P.  -mlayati,  -mlatum, 
to  fade  away,  become  faded,  wither  away,  wither. 

Pra-mlana,  as,  d,  am,  faded  away,   withered 



pramldna-vadana. 

away,  faded,  withered;  soiled,  dirty.  —  Pramldna- 
vadaiia,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  face  dried  up  or 

soiled  (with  weeping  &c.).  —  Pramlana-tarira,  as, 
a,  am,  withered  in  body,  having  an  exhausted  frame. 

pra-yaksha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  yaksh 
with  pro),  Ved.  praiseworthy,  laudable;  (Say.  = 

p&jya.) 

1  pra-yatthat.    See  col.  2. 

i.  pra-yaj,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -yajati,  -te, 
-yashtum,   Ved.    to    sacrifice    to,    offer    sacrifices, 
worship. 

2.  pra-yaj,  k,  f.,  Ved.  an  offering,  oblation;  [cf. 

Pra-yajyu,  us,  ui,  u,  Ved.  to  be  worshipped  or 
honoured  (S5y.  —prakarshena  piijya/i);  striving 
forwards,  pressing  onwards,  rushing  on  (?  cf.  iyaksh  ; 
especially  used  as  an  epithet  of  the  Maruts  and  of 
V5yu,  but  also  said  of  Indra  and  Agni). 

Pra-ydga,  as,  m.  a  sacrifice,  an  oblation  ;  the 

place  of  sacrifice  *OT'  efox^",  a  celebrated  place  of 
pilgrimage  (now  called  Allahabad)  at  the  confluence 

of  the  Gan-ga  and  Yamuna  with  the  supposed  sub- 
terranean Sarasvatl  (cf.  tri-venl;  pray  ago,  in  com- 

position is  applied  to  four  other  sacred  places  situated 

at  the  confluence  of  two  rivers,  viz.  Deva-p°,  Rudra- 
p°,  Karna-pQ,  and  Nanda-p°,  in  the  Himalaya  moun- 

tains) ;  a  horse  [cf.  pra-yoga]  ;  a  N.  of  Indra  [cf. 
praydga-bhaya]  ;  N.  of  a  man  (in  this  sense  also 
praydgaka);  (as),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  Pra- 

yaga.  —  Praydga-bhaya,  as,  m.  '  fearing  sacrifice,' 
an  epithet  of  Indra  (who  is  liable  to  be  dethroned 

by  the  performance  of  a  hundred  AsVa-medhas  or 
horse  sacrifices).  —  Praydga-setu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work. 

Pra-yaja,  at,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  particular  sacri- 
ficial texts  or  invocations  and  of  the  Ajya  oblations 

or  libations  at  which  they  are  employed  (they  form 
part  of  the  Priyamya  or  introductory  ceremony  in  a 
Soma  sacrifice  and  are  generally  five  in  number,  viz. 
Samidh,  Tanu-napat,  Ida,  Barhis,  Sv5h5-kSra;  at 
animal  sacrifices  their  number  is  eleven,  correspond- 

ing to  the  eleven  Apris,  cf.  d-pri)  ;  a  principal 
ceremony  or  sacrifice.  —  Praydja-vat,  an,  ad,  at, 
Ved.  accompanied  with  Prayajas. 

ra-yat,  cl.  i.  A.  -yatate,  -yatitum, 

to  strive,  endeavour,  make  effort;  to  apply  one's 
self  to  (with  loc.). 

Pra-yatilavya  or  pra-yattavya,  as,  5,  am,  to 
be  striven  or  endeavoured. 

Pra-yatna,  as,  m.  persevering  effort,  continued 
exertion  or  endeavour,  exertion  bestowed  on  anything 
(with  the  object  in  the  loc.,  or  as  the  first  member 

of  a  comp.  ;  cf.  krita-p°)  ;  activity  of  will  ;  activity, 
action,  act  ;  great  care,  caution,  care  ;  difficulty  ;  (in 
philosophy)  active  effort  of  three  kinds,  viz.  engaging 
in  any  act,  prosecuting  it,  and  completing  it  ;  (in 
grammar)  effort  in  uttering,  effort  or  movement  of 
the  mouth  or  breath  in  the  production  of  articulate 

utterance,  mode  of  articulation,  (also  asya-pra- 

yatna;  distinguished  into  abhyantara-p°  ,  inter- 
nal effort,  and  vahya-p0,  external  effort)  ;  prayat- 

nena,  prayatndt,  prayatnais,  prayatna-tas,  ind. 
with  especial  effort,  with  particular  care  or  pains, 

diligently,  carefully,  earnestly,  zealously,  with  all  one's 
might  ;  particularly,  especially  ;  with  difficulty,  hardly, 

xttcAy.  —  Prayatna-prelifhaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to 
be  seen  with  an  effort,  hardly  visible.  —  Prayatna- 
muktdsana,  as,  a,  am,  quitting  a  seat  with  difficulty, 
rising  with  difficulty  from  a  seat.  —  Prayatna-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  one  who  endeavours  or  makes  effort,  one 
who  directs  his  whole  attention  and  care  towards 

anything,  assiduous,  enterprising,  persevering. 

H<t*(pra-yam,  cl.  i.  P.  -yai&iati,  -yantum, 
to  hold  out  towards,  offer  ;  to  present,  bestow,  grant, 
give  (with  dat.,  loc.,  or  gen.  of  the  person  and  ace. 
of  the  thing  ;  in  Rig-veda  VII.  75,  2,  with  ace.  of 
the  person  and  dat.  of  the  thing)  ;  to  give  in  mar- 

riage ;  to  give  up,  deliver,  restore,  return ;  to  pay, 
discharge  (a  debt)  ;  to  restrain,  check,  control. 
Pra-yaiXhat,  an,  and,  at,  presenting,  giving, 

bestowing. 

Pra-yata,  as,  a,  am,  restrained,  well  governed, 
self-subdued,  keeping  the  organs  of  sense  under  con- 

trol ;  submissive ;  careful,  prudent ;  zealous,  intent 

(on  devotion);  pure;  (as),  m.  a  holy  or  pious 
person,  one  purified  by  austerity  and  mortification. 

—  Prayata-tva,  am,  n.  self-control,  purity,  holiness. 
—  Prayata-daksliina,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one  who 
has  made  presents  (to  the  priests  officiating  at  a  sa- 

crifice; Say.  —  yena  ritvigbhyo  ddkshind  datia.li). 

—  Prayata-parigraJia-dmtiya,  as,  m.  accompa- 
nied by  a  pious  or  chaste  wife.  —  Prayatdtman 

(°ta-dt°),  a,  a,  a,  restrained  in  mind,  pious-minded, 
devout  in  spirit,  pious,  ascetic. 

Pra-yati,  is,  (.,  Ved.  offering,  presenting ;  a  gift, 
oblation;  effort,  exertion,  endeavour  ;  will,  intention. 

Pra-yantri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  offers  or 
presents,  a  giver,  bringer. 

Pra-yama,  as,  m.  checking,  restraining ;  dearth, 
scarcity,  dearness ;  competition  of  buyers  in  conse- 

quence of  scarcity ;  length  (either  of  space  or  time). 

Pra-ydmya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  checked  or  con- trolled. 

TTT^  i.  pra-yas,  cl.  4.  i.  P.  -yasyati,  -ya- 
sati,  -yasitum,  to  endeavour,  labour,  strive  after 
(with  dat.). 
Pra-ydsa,  as,  m.  effort,  exertion,  labour,  pains, 

endeavour;  praydsena,  with  effort,  diligently;  a- 
praydsena,  without  any  exertion,  without  effort  or 
difficulty.  —  Praydsa-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  capable  of  exer- 

tion or  fatigue,  active,  energetic. 

TPI^  2.  prayas,  as,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  prl),  Ved. 
pleasure,  enjoyment,  delight ;  an  object  of  enjoy- 

ment, delicate  or  dainty  food,  refreshing  draught  or 

beverage ;  a  sacrifice ;  pray/lnsi  nadlnam,  the  re- 
freshing waters  of  rivers  (Say.  =  nadlnam  prlnayi- 

trlni  jaldni) ;  (as,  as,  as),  valuable,  precious(?). 

—  Prayas-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  Ved.  having  or  bestow- 
ing pleasant  food,  offering  refreshing  food  (SSy.= 

havir-laJcshandnna-vat) ;    (at),  n.,  N.  of  a  S5- 

man ;  Prayasmnto  'trayah,  N.  of  the  authors  of 
the  hymn  Rig-veda  V.  20.  —  i.  prayo-ga,  as,  a, 
am  (for   2.  pra-ynga  see  p.  640,   col.  i),  Ved. 
coming  to  a  meal ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  with 
the  patronymic  Bhargava,  author  of  the  hymn  Rig- 

veda  VIII. '91. Prayasta,  as,  d,  am  (probably  connected  with  2. 
prayas),  seasoned,  dressed  with  sauces  and  condiments. 

ITT  l.  pra-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -yati,  -yatum,  to 
go  forwards,  proceed  onwards,  advance,  progress ;  to 
go  forth,  go  away,  depart :  Caus.  -ydpayati,  -y{- 
tum,  to  cause  to  proceed :  Desid.  -yiydsati,  to  wish 
to  advance. 

2.  pra-ya,  as,  f.  (or  m.  ?),  Ved.  rushing  upon, 
assailing,  an  attack,  assault;  (Say.)  an  attacking  or 
assailing  force. 

Pra-yana,  am,  n.  setting  out,  departing,  setting 
forth,  starting  (on  a  journey)  ;  going  forth,  going  to 
a  distance,  journey,  march ;  the  march  of  an  army, 
attack,  invasion  ;  going,  motion,  progress ;  departure, 

death  [cf.  prdna-p°]  ;  beginning,  commencement ; 
the  hind  part  or  haunch  of  a  horse  or  other  animal, 

the  crupper  (?) ;  the  back  of  a  horse,  the  rider's  seat. 
—  Prayana-kdla,  as,  m.  time  of  departure,  death. 
—  Praydna-puri,  {.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Praydiia- 
Wumga,  at,  m.  the  breaking  or  suspending  of  a 

journey,   a  Mt.  —  Praydndrha  (°na-ar°),  as,  a, 
am,  worthy  of  death,  deserving  death. 
Praydnaka,  am,  n.  a  journey,  march  ;  going, 

motion ;  a-praydnaka,  the  suspension  of  a  journey, 
halting,  a  halt. 

Pra-ydmya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  gone  forward  or advanced. 

Pra-yata,  as,  d,  am,  gone  towards,  advanced ; 
gone  away,  gone  to  a  distance,  gone,  removed, 
departed ;  deceased,  dead ;  (as),  m.  an  invasion, 
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attack ;  a  steep  rock,  precipice ;  (wrongly  for  pra- 

pdta.) Pra-yutarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  gone  forward  or 
advanced,  to  be  marched  or  proceeded  ;  to  be  attacked. 

Pra-ydtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  goes  forward, 

going,  able  to  go  or  fly. 
Pra-ydpana  or  pra-ydpana,  am,  n.  causing  to 

go  forwards,  sending ;  expelling,  driving  away. 
Pra-ydpaiaya  or  pra-ydpanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be 

caused  to  go  forwards,  to  be  sent  away,  to  be  sent. 

Pra-ydpita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  go  forwards, 
driven  or  sent  away,  made  to  go  or  pass  away. 

Pra-ydpin,  »,  inl  or  inl,  i,  causing  to  go  for- 
wards, sending  forwards,  causing  to  go,  sending, sending  away. 

Pra-ydpya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  caused  to  go  for- wards, to  be  sent  away. 

Pra-ydpyamdna  or  pra-ydpyamdna,  as,  d,  am, 
being  caused  to  go  forwards,  being  sent  or  made 
to  go,  being  caused  to  pass  away. 

Pra-ydman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  going  forwards,  setting 
out  (Say.  =pra-gamana). 

Pra-ydyin,  I,  inl,  i,  going  forwards,  advancing, 
marching,  going,  driving,  riding. 

Pra-ydsyat,  an,  ati  or  antt,  at,  about  to  go forwards,  about  to  go  or  depart,  going. 

Pra-yiydsat,  an,  anti,  at,  wishing  to  go  forth, desirous  of  setting  out. 

Pra-yiyu,  us,  us,  «,Ved.used  for  driving  (as  a  horse). 

HVT'I pra-yaga.     See  l.  pra-yaj,  col.  I. 

inn^  pra-yad,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -yafati,  -te, -ydditum,  to  ask  for,  beg,  solicit,  request. 

Pra-yddaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  asking,  requesting, 
begging,  imploring. 
Pra-ydfana,  am,  n.  asking,  requesting,  begging, imploring. 

H^HT pra-yaja.     See  i.  pra-yaj,  col.  i. 

HMl«u pra-yana,  &c.   See  i. pra-ya,  col.  2. 

1H)W pra-yasa.     See  i.  pra-yas,  col.  2. 

V^pra-yu",  cl.  2.  P.,  9.  P.  A.  -yauti,  -yu- ndti,  -yuriite,  -yantum,  to  disjoin,  sever,  separate. 
Pra-yuta,  as,  d,  am,  joined,  combined,  united ; 

disjoined,  separated ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Deva-gan- 
dharva ;  (am),  n.  a  million.  —  Prayute^vara-tlrtha 
("la-ts"),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage. 
Pra-yuti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  separation  from,  absence ; 

thoughtlessness. 
Pra-yotri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  disjoins  or 

separates,  severing,  separating. 

U^T^  i.  pra-yuj,  cl.  7.  A.  -yunkte,  -yok- tum,  to  join  to,  harness,  yoke ;  to  make  use  of,  use, 
employ ;  to  apply ;  to  bestow,  grant,  give,  lend ;  to 
impose,  inflict  on  (with  loc.  or  gen.  of  the  person) ; 
to  put  in  front ;  to  appoint,  invest  (in  an  office), 
install ;  to  instigate,  impel,  direct  towards ;  to  cast, 
hurl,  throw  (a  missile);  to  conduct;  to  perform, 
practise ;  to  befit,  become,  be  fitting  or  appropriate  : 
Caus.  -yojayati,  -yitum,  to  use,  employ ;  exact 
(interest,  Manu  III.  112);  to  perform,  practise. 
Pra-yulda,  as,  d,  am,  joined  to,  harnessed,  yoked ; 

used,  employed ;  applied  ;  inflicted  upon  ;  appointed, 
nominated  ;  associated  or  connected  with  ;  endowed 

with,  possessing  (as  an  attribute  &c.) ;  resulting  from, 
consequent  on,  produced  by,  arising  from,  occasioned 
by;  compact,  closely  united;  abstracted,  lost  in 
meditation ;  lent  (as  money) ;  asleep  ? ;  (am),  n.  a 

cm&e.  —  l'rayukta-sanskdra,  as,  d,  am,  to  which 
polish  has  been  applied,  polished  (as  a  gem). 

Pra-yttkti,  is,  f,  use,  employment,  application ; 

activity,  inclination  ;' impulse,  instigation,  incitement ; 
cause,  motive,  main  object  or  end,  occasion,  conse- 

quence, result. Pra-yttf/a,  am,  n.  regarded  as  the  original  form 
of  praiiga,  q.  v. 

2.  pra-yuj,  k,  k,  k,  joining,  connected  with  (literally 
or  figuratively,  as  a  cause,  motive,  &c.) ;  (k),  f., 

Ved.  a  team  of  horses ;  impulse,  motive,  cause ; 
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acquiring,  acquisition;  prayitjdm  havinshi  or pra- 
1/ug-ghavlnxhi,  Ved,,  N.  of  twelve  oblations,  one  of 
which  is  to  be  offered  in  each  month. 

Pra-yujya,  ind.  having  used  or  employed ;  having 
applied ;  having  connected ;  having  acted  or  behaved 
to  or  towards. 

Pra-yujyamdna,  at,  a,  am,  being  used  or  em- 
ployed, being  applied,  &c. ;  being  united  or  con- 

nected with. 

Pra-yuiijdna,  as,  a,  am,  joining,  adding;  em- 
ploying, using  ;  appointing,  deputing  ;  performing, 

doing. 

Pra-yoktavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  used  or  employed ; 
to  be  applied,  applicable,  suitable ;  to  be  exhibited 
or  represented  (as  a  drama) ;  to  be  hurled  or  thrown 
(as  a  missile) ;  to  be  uttered  or  pronounced. 
Pra-yoktri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  employs  or 

applies,  one  who  makes  use  of,  one  who  uses,  using, 

employing;  one  who  performs  or  directs,  an  exe- 
cuter;  one  who  stirs  up  or  excites;  an  instigator; 

the  agent  of  an  action ;  lending,  a  money-lender ; 
one  who  exhibits  or  represents  (a  drama) ;  one  who 
shoots  or  sends  (an  arrow) ;  one  who  recites,  a  reciter. 

2.  pra-yoga,  as,  m.  (for  I.  prayo-ga  see  under 
2.  prayas),  joining  together,  combination,  connec- 

tion ;  adding,  addition  ;  application,  employment ; 

reducing  to  practice,  use,  usage,  practice  [cf.  bhuri- 

pa,  samyak-p°] ;  ceremonial  form,  course  of  pro- 
ceeding ;  act,  action,  effort ;  (in  gram.)  a  form  com- 

monly employed,  form  usually  occurring,  usual  form  ; 
a  general  precept ;  employment  of  drugs  ;  application 
of  charms  or  magic,  migic,  magical  rites ;  offering, 
presenting ;  employment  of  money,  investment, 
lending  money  on  usury;  principal,  loan  bearing 

interest,  profits  of  usury  or  trade ;  appointing,  ap- 
pointment; hurling,  throwing,  casting,  sending  (a 

missile);  undertaking,  beginning,  commencement; 

a  design,  device,  plan,  contrivance ;  means,  instru- 
ment; exhibition  (of  a  dance),  performance,  repre- 

sentation (of  a  drama)  ;  recitation,  delivery ;  a  for- 
mula to  be  recited,  sacred  text,  authority  ;  fascinating, 

subduing  (?) ;  cause,  motive,  occasion,  object;  con- 
sequence, result ;  an  example,  comparison ;  a  horse 

[cf.  pra-ydya] ;  prayogais,  ind.  by  use  of  means. 
—  Prayoga-tas,  ind.  by  the  use  of,  through  the  em- 

ployment of;  in  consequence  of;  according  to;  in 

action,  actually.  —  Prayoya-dipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Prayoga-nipuna,  as,  a,  am,  skilful  in 
practice,  practically   experienced.  —  P rayoga-pad- 
dJiati,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Sfiva-rama  on  ritual. 
—  Prayoga-pdrijuta,  fin,  m.  and  prayoga-mitktd- 
vall,  f.,  N.  of  two  vioiks.  —  Prayoga-vritti,  is,  f., 
N.  of  a  commentary  by  Varadadhisa-yajvan.—  Pra- 
yoga-vaijayanti,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Maha- 
deva   on  the   Hiranya-kesi-kalpa-sOtra.  —  Prayoga- 
sdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the  SanskSra-tattva. 

—  Prayofjatiiaya  (°ga-at°),  as,  m.  (in  dramatic 
language)  '  excess  in  representation,'  bringing  a  cha- 

racter on  the  stage  the  moment  that  his  name  is 

pronounced.  —  Prayogdrtha  (°ga-ar°),  as,  m.  an 
act  tending  to  a  main  object  1 ;  (as,  a,  am),  having 
the  sense  of  pra-yoga. 
Pra-yogin,  i,  inl,  i,  being  employed  or  used, 

usual ;  having  some  object  in  view,  striving  for  an 
object,  calculated  for  a  particular  purpose ;  using, 

applying;  causing,  stimulating.  —  Prayof/i-tva,  am, 
n.  the  being  used  or  employed,  usefulness. 

Prayogiya,  as,  a,  am,  treating  of  the  application 
(of  medicines  &c.). 

Pra-yogya,  us,  m.,  Ved.  an  animal  harnessed  to 
a  carriage,  an  animal  used  for  draught. 

Pra-yojaka,  as,  ika,  am,  occasioning,  effecting, 
conducing  to,  causing  or  inducing  any  act,  leading 
to  anything ;  instigating,  occasioning,  prompting, 
arousing,  stimulating,  exciting ;  an  original  instigator ; 
deputing,  appointing ;  (as),  m.  a  founder  or  insti- 
tutor  (of  any  ceremony) ;  a  law-giver,  legislator ;  an 
author,  composer;  a  money-lender,  creditor.  —  Pra- 

yojaka-kartritva,  am,  n.  acting  as  an  instigator  or 
promoter. 

Pra-yajana,  am,  n.  application,  employment, 

-yuya. 
pra-lambha. 

use,  use  of  (with  inst.,  e.  g.  tarund  him  prayoja- 
nam,  what  is  the  use  of  the  tree  ?  mama  na  kiildid 

arthena  prayojanam,  to  me  there  is  no  use  in 
money,  money  is  of  no  use  to  me)  ;  need  of,  neces- 

sity for  (with  inst.)  ;  cause,  occasion,  motive,  origin  ; 

purpose,  object,  aim,  intention,  design  ;  profit,  in- 
terest; means  of  attaining  (Manu  VII.  100);  pra- 

yojanena,  ind.  with  a  particular  motive  or  inten- 
tion ;  kena  prayojanena,  from  what  cause  ? 

from  what  motive  '/  —  Prayojana-vat,  an,  art,  at, 
having  a  particular  use  or  aim  or  purpose,  done  with 
a  particular  aim  or  design,  selfish  ;  serving  for  a  par- 

ticular purpose,  serviceable  ;  having  a  cause,  caused, 

produced. 
Pra-yojayat,  an,  anti,  at,  combining  ;  behaving 

to,  acting  towards  ;  showing,  displaying. 

Pra-yojya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  used  or  employed, 
to  be  practised  ;  to  be  occasioned  or  produced  ;  to 
be  set  to  work  ;  to  be  appointed  or  directed  ;  to  be 
thrown,  to  be  cast  (as  a  missile)  ;  (as),  m.  a  servant, 

slave;  (am),  n.  capital,  principal,  (properly,  that 
which  is  put  out  to  interest.)  —  Prayojya-tva,  am, 
n.  the  state  of  being  used  or  employed. 

HJJrt  pra-yuta.    See  under  pra-yu,  p.  639. 

inj*^  I.  pra-yudh,  Desid.  A.  -ywyutsate, to  wish  to  fight. 

Pra-yutsit,  us,  m.  a  warrior  ;  a  ram  ;  an  ascetic  ; 
air,  wind  ;  a  N.  of  Indra  ;  (for  pra-yuyutsu.) 
Pra-yuddka,  am,  n.  war,  battle.  —  Prayuddhdr- 

tha  (°dha-ar°),  as,  m.  war,  battle,  going  to  war  or 
battle  (  =praty-utkrama)  ;  (ai,  a,  am),  having  the 
sense  of  pra-yiiddha. 

i.  pra-yudh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  attacking,  assailing 
(Say.  =pra-yoddhri). 
Pra-yoddhrl,  dkd,  dhri,  dhri,  one  who  fights, a  combatant. 

n  «il  ?ti  pra-yoktri,  2.  pra-yoga.   See  col.  i. 

Hwnpra-yotri.  See  under  pra-yu,  p.  639. 

M<*<«i4  prayyamedha,  a  patronymic  from 
Priya-medha,  =praiyyamedha. 

VtT^pra-raksh,  cl.  I.  P.  -rakshati,  -rak- 
shitum,  to  protect  against,  protect,  defend. 

Pra-raknha,  as,  a,  am,  one  from  whom  any  one 

is  protected. 
Pra-rakshana,  am,  n.  protecting,  protection. 

Pra-rakshita,  as,  a,  am,  protected  against,  pro- 
tected, defended. 

HVt^  pra-ratham,  ind.,  see  Gana  Tish- 
thadgv-adi  to  Pan.  II.  i,  17. 

TT*?T  pra-ram,  Caus.  P.  -ramayati,  -yitum, 
Ved.  to  delight  or  gladden  greatly,  exhilarate;  to 
excite,  arouse  (?). 

H<IM*^  pra-radhas,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  radh 
with  pro),  N.  of  a  descendant  of  An-giras. 
Pra-radhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  satisfied  or  made 

content. 

pra-rid,  Pass,  -ricyate,  to  excel, 
surpass,  be  superior  to  (with  abl.). 
Pra-rikran,  a,  art,  a,  Ved.  reaching  beyond, 

surpassing,  excelling. 
Pra-reka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  abundance,  plenty,  afflu- 

ence ;  (Say.)  =  ddna,  bounty,  liberality. 
J'ra-redana,  cm,  n.,  Ved.  superabundance,  super- 

fluity (i>a.y.=prakarshena<lhikam  dhanam). 

Jlt\^  pra-rui!,  cl.  I.  A.  -rotate,  -rocitum, 
to  shine  forth,  shine,  be  brilliant. 

Pra-ro6ana,  as,  i,  am,  exciting  or  inciting  to 
love  (as  a  spell),  seducing;  (am),  n.  stimulating, 
exciting  ;  seduction  ;  illustration,  explanation  ;  (am, 
a),  n.  f.  praising  an  author  in  the  prologue  of  a 
drama,  favourable  description  of  that  which  is  to 
follow  in  a  play. 

TH;3^  pra-rvj,  cl.  6.  P.  -rujati,  -roktum, 
Ved.  to  break  down,  break  (Say.  =  pra-bhanj). 

Pra-ruja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mythical  being  con- 
quered by  Garuda  ;  N.  of  a  Rakshasa. 

pra-rud,  cl.  2.  P.  -roditi,  -roditum, 
to  burst  into  tears,  begin  to  weep,  weep,  cry. 

Pra-rudita,  o»,  a,  am,  beginning  to  weep, 
wept,  weeping. 

TT^  pra-rudh,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -runaddhi, 
-runddlte,  -rodd/mm,  to  keep  back,  hold  back. 

M«>5  l.pra-ruh,  cl.  I.  P.  -rohati,  -rodhum, 
to  grow  up,  shoot  forth,  shoot  up,  grow  ;  to  heal  up 

(as  a  wound). 
t.  pra-ruh,  t,  t,  t,  shooting  forth,  growing  up 

like  a  plant;  (t),  t.,  Ved.  a  shoot,  a  new  branch. 
Pra-rudha,  as,  a,  am,  grown  up,  full-grown  ; 

grown,  increased  ;  growing  or  proceeding  from  a 
root,  rooted,  fastened;  born,  produced.  —Prarudha- 

kefa,  as,  a,  am,  '  long-haired,'  one  whose  hair  has 
grown  long,  having  long  hair.  —  Prarudha-s'ali,  is, 
m.  full-grown  rice. 

Pra-riltihi,  is,  f.  growing  up,  growth,  increase. 
Pra-rodhana,  am,  n.,  Vtd.  rising,  ascending. 
Pra-roha,  as,  m.  growing  or  shooting  forth  [cf. 

dridha-p°~\  ;  germinating,  germination,  sprouting, 
budding  ;  a  bud,  shoot,  sprout,  twig,  spray,  sprig  ;  a 

shoot  of  light  [cf.  prabhd-pc]  ;  a  new  leaf  or  branch  ; 
an  excrescence.  —  Praroha-vat,  an,  att,  at,  pos- 

sessing vegetation,  covered  with  vegetation. 

Pra-rohana,  am,  n.  growing  or  shooting  forth, 

growing,  growth;  germinating,  germination,  bud- 
ding, sprouting  ;  a  bud,  twig,  spray,  shoot,  sprig. 

Pra-rohin,  i,  ini,  i,  growing  or  shooting  up, 

growing,  propagated  (Manu  I.  46).  —  Prarohi- 
s'dkhin,  i,  m.  a  tree  whose  branches  grow  again, 
(perhaps  rather)  a  tree  still  growing  or  still  alive. 

H\*\^pra-rej,  cl.  I.  A.  -rtjate,  &c.,  Ved.  to 
tremble  at  (with  ace.  ;  Sxy.  =  prakarshena  kamp). 

prarkshiya  (fr.  I.  pra  -f  riksha), 
Nom.  P.  prarkshiyati,  &c.,  see  Vopa-deva  II.  4  ; 
(also  prarkshiya.) 

U*(*f\H  prarshabhiya  (fr.  I.  pra  -(-  risha- 
bha),  Nom.  P.  prarshabhiyati.  Sec.,  see  Scholiast 
on  Pan.  VI.  I,  92  ;  (also  prarshabhiya.) 

Hrt^  pra-lap,  cl.  I.  P.  -lapati,  -lapitum, 
to  speak  forth,  speak  ;  to  prattle,  prate,  talk  idly  or 
incoherently,  jabber,  chatter  ;  to  cry,  lament,  bewail  ; 
to  call  upon,  invoke  :  Caus.  -lilpayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  or  incite  to  speak. 

Pra-lapat,  an,  anti,  at,  speaking,  talking  ;  call- 
ing upon,  invoking. 

Pra-lapana,  am,  n.  prattling,  prating  ;  speaking, 

talking. 

Pra-lapita,  as,  a,  am,  spoken  forth,  declared, 

spoken,  uttered,  said. 
Pra-ldpa,  as,  m.  talk,  talking,  conversation,  dis- 

course; talking  in  an  unmeaning  or  childish  manner, 
incoherent  or  delirious  speech,  prattling,  prattle, 

prate,  chattering  ;  arta-praldpa,  '  the  utterance  or 
cry  of  one-ill  pain,'  lamentation,  wailing.  —  Pralapa- 
Kit,  an,  all,  at,  speaking  confusedly.  —  Pralapa- 

han,  d,  m.'  a  kind  of  collyrium.  —  Praldpaika- 

maya  (°pa-ek°),  as,  I,  am,  '  consisting  of  lamen- 
tation only,'  doing  nothing  but  lament. 

Pra-ldpana,  am,  n.  causing  or  teaching  to  speak. 

Pra-ldpin,  I,  ini,  i,  talking  much  or  unmean- 
ingly, chattering,  a  prater  ;  speaking  to,  conversing 

with  ;  lamenting,  wailing.  —  Praldpi-ta,  f.  amorous 
conversation,  loving  prattle. 

U(55*T  pra-labh,  cl.  I.  A.  -labhate  (ep.  also 

-lainbliate),-labdhum,  to  overreach,  cheat,  deceive. 
Pra-labdha,  as,  a,  am,  overreached,  cheated, 

deceived. 
Pra-labdhai'ya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cheated  or 

deceived. 
I'ra-lanibha,  as,  m.  receiving,  obtaining,  attain- 

ing, gaining  ;  overreaching,  cheating,  deceiving,  fool- 

ing, fraud. 



Pra-Jambhana,  am,  n.  deceiving,  cheating,  fool- 
ing, fraud. 

HrttJ  pra-lamba,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  lamb 
with  pro),  hanging  down,  depending,  pendulous 

(generally  in  comps.,  cf.  pralamba-kes'a  below)  ; 
prominent  ;  slow,  dilatory  ;  (as),  m.  hanging  on  or 
from,  depending  ;  a  branch  ;  a  shoot  of  the  vine-palm  ; 
a  garland  of  flowers  worn  round  the  neck  ;  a  kind  of 
necklace  of  pearls  ;  a  cucumber  ;  the  female  breast  ;  N. 
of  a  Daitya  slain  by  Bala-rama  ;  N.  of  a  mountainous 
district;  tin?;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasl.  -  Pra- 
lamba-kesa,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  hair  hangs  down. 
•-  Pralamba-ghna,  as,  or  pralamba-kan,  a,  m. 

'  the  slayer  of  the  Daitya  Pralamba,'  epithet  of  Bala- 
rama  (also  of  Krishna  ?).  —  Pralamba-lihid,  t,  or 

pralamba-mathana,  as,  m.  '  the  cleaver  or  crusher 

of  Pralamba,'  epithet  of  Bala-rama  (also  of  Krishna?). 
—  I'ralambdnda  (°ba-att°),  as,  m.  a  man  with 
hanging  testicles.  —  Pralambojjvala-taru-ghona 

(°ba-uf),  as,  a,  am,  having  a  prominent,  bright, and  handsome  nose. 

Pra-lambaka,  as,  m.  fragrant  Rohisha  grass. 
Pra-lambana,  am,  n.  hanging  down,  depending. 
Pra-lambita,  as,  a,  am,  suspended,  hanging 

down,  pendulous. 

Pra-Utmbin,  i,  ini,  i,  hanging  down,  depending  ; 
tri-i/ralambin,  having  three  pendent  limbs  or  mem- 

bers of  the  body. 
Pralambi-kri,  cl.  8,  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute, 

-kartum,  to  make  to  hang  down,  suspend. 

Ht«}**T  pra-lambha.    See  pra-labh,  p.  640. 

HrtH  pra-laya,  &c.     See  pra-ll  below. 

Hrtcots  pra-lalata,  as,  a,  am,  having  a 
prominent  forehead. 

Hrtl  pra-lava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  In  with  pro), 
a  part  cut  off,  a  chip,  fragment  (as  of  a  reed  Sec.)  ; 
the  sheath  of  a  leaf. 

Pra-lavana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  cutting  off\ 
Pra-lamtri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  cits  off,  cut- 

ting off. 

Pra-lavitra,  am,  n.  an  instrument  for  tutting  off. 
Pra-liina,  as,  a,  am,  cut  off;  (as),  m.  a  kind 

of  insect. 

pra-likh,  cl.  6.  P.  -likhati,  -lekhi- 
tum,  to  draw  lines  along  (the  ground)  ;  to  scratch. 

JlfWI  pra-Upa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  lip  with 
pro),  one  who  smears  or  plasters,  smearing,  plas- 
tering. 

Pra-lepa,  as,  m.  an  unguent,  ointment,  plaster, 
salve. 

Pra-IepaJca,  as,  ikd,  am,  anointing,  smearing, 
plastering;  (as),  m.  a  plasterer,  an  anointer;  a  par- 

ticular marine  substance,  lime  made  of  calcined 
shells  (?)  ;  a  hectic  or  slow  fever. 

Pra-lepana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  anointing  or 
smearing. 

Pra~lepya,  as,  m.  clean  or  well-trimmed  hair  ; 
(perhaps  incorrectly  for  a  form  pra-lebhya.) 

Hrtl  pra-ll,  cl.  4.  A.  -liyate,  -letum,  -Id- 
turn,  to  become  dissolved  or  reabsorbed,  dissolve, 
melt  away  ;  to  disappear,  vanish  ;  to  die,  perish. 

Pra-laya,  as,  m.  dissolution,  destruction,  annihi- 
lation, reabsorption  ;  the  destruction  of  the  whole 

world  at  the  end  of  a  Kalpa  or  period  of  432,0x30,000 

years  [cf.  kalpa]  ;  any  extensive  destruction  or  de- 
vastation ;  death,  dying  ;  fainting,  syncope,  loss  of 

sense  or  consciousness  ;  an  epithet  of  the  mystic 
syllable  om.  —  Pralaya-kdla,  as,  m.  the  period  of 
the  destruction  of  the  world  at  the  end  of  a  Kalpa, 

the  time  of  universal  destruction.  —  Pralaya-jala- 

dhara-dhvdna,  as,  m.  the  rumbling  or  muttering 
of  clouds  at  the  dissolution  of  the  world.  —  Pralaya- 
td,  {.  or  pralaya-tva,  am,  n.  dissolution.  —Pra- 
laya-daliana,  am,  n.  the  fire  at  the  destruction  of 
the  world.  —  Prataya-Miiti-sarga,  as,  m.  pi.  de- 

struction, preservation,  and  creation  (of  the  world). 

-lambhana. 

—  Pralayodaya  (°ya-ud°},  au,  m.  du.  dissolution and  creation. 

Pra-layana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  pla<|e  of  rest  or 
repose,  a  bed. 

Pra-lina,  as,  d,  am,  dissolved,  melted  away;  de- 
stroyed, annihilated;  unconscious,  insensible.  —  Pra- 

lina-ta,  f.  or  pralina-tva,  am,  n.  dissolution,  de- 
struction, annihilation,  the  end  of  the  universe  ; 

unconsciousness,  loss  of  sense,  fainting.  —  Prallna- 
bhupdla,  as,  d,  am,  whose  monarch;  have  been 
destroyed. 

ra-vad. 
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th,  cl.  I.  P.  -lothati,  -lothitum, 
to  roll  forwards,  roll  along  the  ground,  roll  round, 
turn  round  ;  to  be  agitated,  heave,  toss. 

Pra-lothana,  am,  n.  rolling  forwards,  rolling  on 
the  ground  ;  heaving,  tossing  (as  of  the  ocean). 

Pra-lothita,  as,  d,  am,  rolling  forwards,  rolling  ; heaving,  tossing. 

V^^pra-lup,  Pass,  -lupyate,  to  be  in- 
terrupted ;  to  be  destroyed  ;  to  be  violated  ;  to  be 

disturbed. 

Vfg^pra-lubli,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -lubhyati,  -te, 

-lobdhum,  to  be  lustful,  follow  one's  lusts,  lust  after  ; 
to  pollute  (through  lust)  ;  to  allure,  entice,  seduce  : 
Caus.  -lobhayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  lust,  allure, 
entice,  seduce. 

Pra-ldbha,  as,  m.  allurement,  seduction;  desire, 
covetousness,  cupidity,  greediness. 

Pra-lobhaka,  as,  m.  '  ailurer,'  N.  of  a  jackal. 
/'  ra-lobhana,  as,  I,  am,  causing  to  lust  after, 

alluring,  seducing;  (am),  n.  seducing,  attracting, 
attraction  ;  allurement,  inducement  ;  that  which 
allures,  a  lure,  bait;  (i),  f.  gravel,  sand. 

Pra-lobhita.,  as,  d,  am,  allured,  enticed,  seduced. 

Pra-lobhin,  I,  ini,  i,  lusting  after,  desiring; alluring,  seducing. 

Pra-lobhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  lusted  after  or 
desired,  desirable,  attractive,  alluring. 

Hc^ipra-liina.  See  under  pra-lava,  col.  i. 

Hrt^  pra-leha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  lih  with  pro), a  kind  of  broth. 

\  Pra-lehana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  licking. 

I  Hwcdpra-lola,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  violent 
faction,  agitated. 

Mrt\r^T  pra-lolupa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Kunti 
(a  descendant  of  Garuda). 

H-^filCfa  pjalkariya,  Nom.  (fr.  pra  +  lri- 
kira),  pralkdriyati,  -yitum,  see  Scholiast  on  P3n. 
VI.  1,92;  (also  prdlkdriya.) 

ira  prava,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  pru),  Ved. 
fluttering,  hovering;  (Sly.)=gat!<?hat.-Prava-ga, 
as,  m.=plava-ga,  a  monkey.  —  Pravan-ga,  as, 
m.=plavan-ga,  a  monkey;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people.  —  Pravan-gama,  as,  m.  =plavan-gama, a  monkey. 

Pra  uaka,  as,  d,  am,  going,  one  who  goes. 

TFT^pra-vad,  cl.  2.  P.  -vakti,  -vaktum,  to 
speak  forth,  begin  to  speak,  declare,  announce,  relate, 

tell  (with  ace.  of  -the  thing  and  gen.  or  dat.  of  the 
person)  ;  to  speak  to,  address  ;  to  speak,  say  ;  to 
explain  ;  to  recite  ;  to  celebrate. 

Pra-vaktavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  declared  or 
announced;  to  be  imparted  or  taught;  to  be  ex- 

pounded or  explained. 

Pra-vaktri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  speaks  or  de- 
clares, one  who  announces  or  informs,  a  speaker, 

declarer,  announcer,  informer  ;  a  propounder,  teacher, 
expounder  (Manu  VII.  20)  ;  a  fine  speaker,  good 
orator,  eloquent  man.  —  Pravaktri-tva,  am,  n.  the 
being  an  expounder  or  teacher. 

Pra-vadana,  am,  n.  speaking,  talking  ;  declara- 
tion, announcement,  proclamation  ;  recitation,  oral 

instruction,  teaching,  expounding,  exposition,  inter- 
pretation [cf.  iankhya-pravadana-bhdshya]  ;  ex- 

cellent speech  or  language,  eloquence  ;  an  expression, 

term ;  a  system  of  doctrines  propounded  in  a  treatise 
or  dissertation ;  sacred  writings,  especially  the  Brah- 
manas ;  the  fundamental  doctrine  of  Buddhists  ;  the 

sacred  writings  of  the  Jainas ;  pra^vaSana  is  also 
said  to  be  used  as  an  enclitic  after  a  simple  verb,  see 

Gana  GotrSdi  to  Pan.  VIII.  i,  2f.  —  Prava<!aua- 

patu,  us,  us,  u,  skilled  in  speaking,  eloquent. 
Pra-vadaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  declared ;  to  be 

taught  or  propounded ;  to  be  well  or  elegantly 

spoken  ;  a  good  speaker ;  a  propounder,  teacher. 
Pra-vdka,  as,  m.  proclaiming,  announcing,  a  pro- 

claimer,  announcer. 

Pra-vad,  k,  k,  k,  eloquent,  oratorical,  speaking, 
a  speaker. 
Pra-rd<!aka,  as,  ikd,  am,  declaratory,  explana- 

tory ;  speaking  well,  eloquent. 
Pra-cddana,  am,  n.  a  proclamation,  promulgation ; 

a  designation ;  dvi-pravdtfana,  having  a  twofold 
designation. 

Pra-vddya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  proclaimed  aloud ; 
praiseworthy,  glorious  (Ved.,  Sfy.=prakarshena 
vaktarya) ;  to  be  spoken  to  or  addressed ;  (am), 
n.  a  literary  production. 

JR<?  pra-vata,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vat  with^ra), wheat. 

H=KU  pravana,  am,  n.  (probably  fr.  i.pra; 
but  according  to  Pan.  VIII.  4,  5,  said  to  be  fr.  I. 
pra  +  vana,  a  forest),  the  side  of  a  hill,  a  declivity, 
steep  descent,  precipice,  an  abyss,  depth,  (in  the 
earlier  language  used  only  in  loc.  sing.;  Say.  = 

nimna-pradefa) ;  (as),  m.  a  place  where  four 
roads  meet ;  (e),  ind.  in  a  precipitous  course,  pre- 

cipitously, precipitately,  suddenly,  hurriedly,  hastily  ; 

(as,  d,  am},  declining,  bent,  bowed,  sloping  down, 
shelving,  flowing  down  (often  in  comps.,  e.g.  nimna- 

p°,  flowing  downwards ;  cf.  udak-p°,  dakshind-p°) ; 
precipitous,  inclining  downwards,  steep,  abrupt ; 
curved,  crooked;  inclining,  inclined  to,  directed 

towards,  disposed  to,  tending  to  [cf.  vaiitlana-p0]  ', 
ready,  willing ;  applying  one's  self  to,  devoted  to, 
attached  or  adhering  to,  addicted,  prone  [cf.  vi- 

nhaya-p°] ;  filled  with,  possessed  of,  endowed  with ; 
generous  ;  humble,  modest ;  waning  or  fading  away, 

wasted,  decayed,  disappeared.  —  Pravana-td,  f.  pre- 
cipitousness,  inclination,  proclivity,  propensity,  pro- 

pension,  attachment,  devotion.  —  Prauana-prahar- 
sha,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  joy  has  faded  away,  whose 
happiness  has  disappeared.  —  Pravana-vat,  an,  ati, 
at,  having  a  steep  descent  or  declivity,  having  a 
downward  course,  downward,  precipitous. 

Prarandya,  Nom.  P.  pravandyati,  -yitum,  to 
feel  inclined  or  disposed  towards. 

Pravandyita,  am,  n.  inclination,  propensity,  bias. 

Pravat,  t,  f.  (fr.  i.  pra),Ved.  the  side  of  a  moun- 
tain, a  declivity,  precipice ;  an  elevation,  height,  the 

heavenly  height ;  a  sloping  path,  easy  course,  rapid  pro- 

gress ;  pravato  napdt, '  son  of  the  heavenly  height,' an  epithet  of  lightning ;  pravatas,  pi.  the  heavenly 
heights  (sometimes  said  to  be  three,  sometimes 
seven  in  number ;  Say.  =  dpas) ;  flowing  down 

declivities  (said  of  rivers ;  Say.  =prai'ana-des'e  gad- 
that] ',  (an,  ati,  at),  directed  forwards  or  towards; 
containing  the  syllable  pra  or  pri  ;  (in  the  preceding 
adj.  senses  fr.  i.pra  +  vat} ;  praratdot  pravadb/iit/, 
ind.  down  hill,  downwards  (Say.  =  pravanavatd 

mdrgena);  precipitately,  rapidly,  swiftly.  —  Pravat- 
vat,  an,  ati,  a£,Ved.  having  a  downward  course,  de- 

scending; precipitous,  headlong,  rapid;  affording  a 
downward  path,  suited  for  rapid  motion  ;  hilly.  —  Pra- 
vad-bhdrgava,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Pravad-ydman, 
d,  m.,  Ved.  having  a  downward  path,  rapid  in  its 

course  (as  a  chariot;  Sfy.  =  i!iyhra-gamin'). 
HlfiHftpra-vatsyat.  See 2.pra-vas, p. 642. 

Hl^.  pra-vad,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vadati,  -te, 
-vaditum,  to  speak  forth,  speak  out,  pronounce, 
utter ;  to  proclaim,  declare  ;  to  speak  to,  address  ;  to 

say,  speak,  tell ;  to  converse  with  ;  to  explain  :  Caus. 
-cddayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  speak  or  sound  forth, 
to  play  (a  musical  instrument). 
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Pra-rada,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  sounding  forth,  sound- 
ing (as  a  drum). 

Pra-radat,  an,  anil,  at,  speaking  forth,  speaking 
to  or  with,  conversing,  addressing  ;  speaking  much 
or  well  ;  arguing,  a  disputant. 
Pra-vadana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  proclamation,  an- 

nouncement. 

Pra-vaditri,  td,  trl,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  speaks 
forth  or  speaks  out,  speaking  out. 
Pra-vada,  as,  m.  speaking  forth,  uttering  a  word 

or  sound  ;  expressing,  naming,  mentioning  ;  declar- 
ing, declaration  [cf.  veda-p"};  discourse,  conversa- 

tion ;  a  saying,  popular  talk,  rumour,  report  ;  spread- 
ing a  report,  (dyuta-p°,  report  of  gambling)  ;  a 

fable,  myth  ;  mutual  defiance,  the  conversation  of 
antagonists  prior  to  combat  ;  litigious  language  ;  (in 
Ved.  gram.)  a  base  or  crude  form  (opposed  to  a 
word  with  a  case  termination  &c.)  ;  (a),  f.,  Ved.  in 
gandha-pravddds,  f.  pi.  all  that  is  called  perfume  (?). 
Pra-vddaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  causing  to  sound  forth, 

playing  on  (a  musical  instrument). 
Pra-vddin,  i,  irii,  i,  giving  forth  a  sound,  uttering 

a  cry  ;  speaking,  speaking  of,  reporting  ;  (in  Ved. 
gram.)  being  in  the  crude  form. 
Pra-vddya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  said  or  spoken  ;  to 

be  proclaimed. 

JT^lfl  pra-vadhya,  ind.  (fr.  rt.  vadh  with 
pra),  having  killed  or  slain. 

IH*^  pra-vand,  cl.  I  .  A.  -mandate,  -van- 
ditum,  Ved.  to  praise  highly,  extol. 

IMP  pra-vap,  cl.  i  .  P.  A.  -vapati,  -te, 
-vaptum,  to  scatter  forth,  scatter,  strew  j  to  throw, 
cast,  shoot. 
Pra-vapa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  pra  +  vapa),  having 

much  fat,  very  fat. 
Pra-vapana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  scattering  forth,  sow- 

ing; shaving  off  (of  the  beard  &c.). 
Pra-vapayitri,  td,  in,  (ri.Ved.  one  who  scatters 

forth  or  pours  out,  scattering  forth,  pouring  out. 
Pra-^edpin,  i,  int,  i,  one  who  sows  seed,  sowing, 

a  sower. 

i.  pra-vayana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  vi  = 
rt.  aj  ;  for  2.  see  under  pra-ve,  p.  645,  col.  i), 
a  goad  ;  [cf.  prajana.] 
Pra^vayaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  driven  forwards  (?). 
Pracayya,  f.,  Ved.  (a  cow)  to  be  driven  on  with 

agoad(?). 

Hf  m^pra-vayas,  as,  as,  as,  (Ved.)  strong, 
vigorous,  in  the  prime  of  life  ;  advanced  in  age,  aged, 
ancient;  (SZy.)—pravriddhdnna  or  purdtana. 

H^X  pra-vara.    Seepra-vri,  p.  644,  col.  I. 

H«T'T  pra-varga,  pra-vargya,  pra-varjana. 
See  under  pra-vrij,  p.  644,  col.  2. 

Hiapra-varta,  &c.  Seei.pra-vrit,  p.  644. 

U--JM<*  pra-vardhaka,  pra-vardhana.  See 
under  pra-vridh,  p.  644,  col.  3. 

HMM  pra-varsha,  pra-varshana  ,  pra-var- 
shin.  See  under  pra-vrish,  p.  645,  col.  I. 

»qfpra-varha.  Seepra-vrih,  p.  645,  col.  I  . 

H^  rt  I  !««  «T  pravaldkin,  I,  m.  a  peacock; 
a  snake  ;  (incorrectly  for  pra<!aldkin.) 

H=»r^  pra-valha,  as,  in.,  Ved.  a  riddle, 
enigma. 
Pravalhikd,  f.,  Ved.  a  riddle,  enigma  ;  N.  of  the 

formulas  Atharva-veda  XX.  133  ;  [cf.  pravahlika.~] 
1.  pra-vas  (see  rt.  5.  vas),  cl.  2.  A. 

e,  -vasitum,  to  put  on  (clothes),  to  dress. 

2.  pra-vas  (see  rt.  6.  vas),  cl.  I.  P. 

•vasati,  -vattum,  to  live  afar  oft",  dwell  abroad  ;  to 
order  to  live  abroad,  banish  to  (with  loc.)  :  Caus. 
-vasayuti,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  live  afar  off,  order  to 
dwell  abroad,  banish,  exile. 
Pra-vattyat,  an,  ail  or  antl,  at,  about  to  dwell 

abroad.  —  Pravatsyat-patikit,  f.  the  wife  of  a  man 
who  intends  to  make  a  journey. 

Pra-vasat,  an,  anti,  at,  dwelling  or  residing abroad. 

Pra-vasatlia,  am,  n.,  Ved.  going  abroad,  de- 
parting. 
Pra-vasana,  am,  n.  going  abroad,  setting  out  on  a 

journey,  departing  ;  sojourning  in  a  foreign  country. 
Pra-rastavya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  gone  abroad, 

to  be  departed. 

Pra-vdsa,  as,  m.  sojourning  abroad,  foreign  resi- 
dence, being  away  from  home,  being  abroad  ;  a  tem- 
porary sojourn ;  (in  astronomy)  heliacal  setting  of 

the  planets ;  pravasam  gam,  to  go  abroad.  —  1'ra- 
vasa-gata,  an,  a,  am,  gone  abroad,  gone  away  from 
home.  —  Pravdsa-para,  as,  d,  am,  addicted  to 
living  abroad  or  away  from  home.  —  Prava*a-$tha 
or  pravdsa-sthita,  as,  d,  am,  dwelling  abroad,  being 
absent  from  home. 

Pra^vdsat  (?),  an,  anti,  at  (see  pra-vasat  above), 
dwelling  abroad,  being  absent  from  home. 
Pra-vdsana,  am,  n.  causing  to  live  abroad,  send- 

ing away  from  home,  exile,  banishment;  dwelling 
abroad,  sojourning,  lodging ;  killing,  slaying. 
Pra-vdsita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  dwell  abroad, 

banished,  exiled,  expatriated,  expelled. 
Pra-vdsin,  i,  inl,  i,  dwelling  or  residing  abroad, 

being  or  living  away  from  home ;  being  on  a  journey, 
a  traveller,  sojourner;  paraloka-nava-pravdsin, 
one  who  has  lately  set  out  for  the  next  world. 
Pra-vdsya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  caused  to  live  abroad, 

to  be  sent  into  exile,  to  be  banished. 

H--I+!  pra-vasu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Ilina. 

TI^?  pra-vah,  cl.  I.  P.  -vahati,  -vodhum, 
to  carry  forwards,  drag  onwards,  draw ;  to  carry  forth, 
carry  off;  to  breathe. 
Pra-vaha,  as,  a,  am,  bearing  forwards,  carrying 

off,  bearing  away  ;  (as),  m. '  bearing  forwards,'  N.  of one  of  the  seven  winds  said  to  cause  the  motion  of 
the  planets;  wind,  air;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven 
tongues  of  Fire ;  a  reservoir  into  which  water  is 

carried  off  [cf.  varshdmbu-p°]  ;  flowing  or  stream- 
ing forth ;  going  forth,  going  from  a  town ;  [cf. 

pra-vdha  below.] 
Pra-vahana,  am,  n.  a  covered  carriage,  a  litter 

or  carriage  for  women ;  a  ship ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
DSnava. 

Pra-vahat,  an,  anti,  at,  carrying  forwards,  bear- 
ing ;  breathing ;  receiving,  enjoying  (?). 

Pra-vdha,  as,  m.  a  stream,  current,  flow,  flux, 
course  ;  running  water ;  continuous  flow  or  passage  ; 
unbroken  succession,  continuity ;  flowing  or  streaming 
forth  [cf.  pra-vaha  above] ;  course  or  direction 
towards;  anything  moving  onwards  like  a  current, 
current  of  human  affairs  &c.,  course  of  action,  active 
life,  occupation  ;  a  pond  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants 
of  Skanda ;  a  beautiful  or  swift  horse ;  (I),  f.  sand. 

—  Pramhe-mutrila,  am,  n.  'making  water  in  a 
river,'  a  metaphorical  expression  for  a  useless  action. 
Pra-vahaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  carrying  forwards,  car- 

rying off,  bearing  or  carrying  well ;  (as),  m.  a 
Rakshasa,  an  imp,  goblin ;  (ikd),  f.  a  sudden  desire 
to  evacuate,  diarrhoea;  (a),  ind.  =  pra-bdhuk,  q.  v., 
see  Gana  Svar-adi  to  Pan.  I.  I,  37. 
Pra-vdhana,  as,  I,  am,  carrying  off,  carrying 

away  (Ved.) ;  (as),  m..  N.  of  a  man  (Ved.) ;  (i),  f. 
the  sphincter  muscle  which  ejects  the  feces  from  the 
rectum  ;  (am),  n.  driving  forth  ;  evacuation  by  stool 
(especially  if  from  sudden  desire). 
Pravdhaneya,  as,  or  pravultaneyi,  is,  m.  a 

patronymic  from  PravShana. 
Pravdhaneyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  see  Scholiast  on Pan.  VII.  3,  29. 

Pra-vdhin,  i,  int  or  ini,  i,  carrying  forwards, 
drawing ;  carrying  off,  carrying  away  (said  of  a  river) ; 

flowing,  streaming  [cf.  loka-*p°]  ;  (ini  or  inl),  f.  a 
region  abounding  in  streams  {?). 
Pravdhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  fluviatic,  fluvial ; 

(Mahl-dhara  =  srotosj  lihavah.) 

Pra-vodhrl,  -dhd,  -tthrl,  -dhri,  or  Ved.  prn- 
vofhri,  carrying  off,  bearing  away,  one  who  carries off  or  bears  away. 

H=ffg  pra-vahli,  is,  or  pra-vahli,  or  pra- 
vahlikd,  I.  a  riddle,  enigma,  conundrum,  charade ; 

[cf.  pra-valha,  praoalhika."] 
H^l  I.  pra-vfi,  cl.  2.  P.  -vati,  -vatum,  to 

blow  forth,  blow  violently,  blow ;  to  smell,  yield  a 
scent:  Caus.  -tapayati,  -yitum,  to  dry  up,  dry. 

2.  pra-vd  (ds  ?),  f.,  Ved.  blowing,  blowing  awav, 
(pra-vd  upa-vd,  blowing  to  and  fro)  ;  N.  of  a 
daughter  of  Daksha. 
Pra-i'dta,  as,  d,  am,  blown  forwards,  agitated  by 

the  wind;  (am),  n.  a  current  or  draught  of  air;  an 
airy  place ;  windy  or  stormy  weather.  —  Pravdta- 
sayana,  am,  n.  a  bed  placed  in  the  middle  of  a 
current  of  air.  —  Pravdta-sdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Buddha ;  (also  read  pravdta-siiyara,  i.  e.  pravdda- 
sdgara.)  —  Pravdte-ja,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  growing  in 
kn  airy  place. 

Pra-vdyya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  fleetness, rapidity. 

nm<*pra-vaka,  pra-vaf,  &c.  See  p.  641, 
col.  3. 

Hqis  praviida,  a  various  reading  for  pra- 
bala,  q.v.  —  Pravdda-sdgara  or  pravdta-Kdgura, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha ;  [cf.  pravata-iara.] 

nqr«U  pra-vdna,  pra-vdni.  See  under 

pra-ve,  p.  645,  col.  i. 
B^m  pra-vdta.     See  i.  pra-vd  above. 

H=(l^  pra-vdda,  pra-vddaka,  pra-vddin. 
See  col.  I. 

H=)lMr*4n  pra-vapayitri,  pra-vdpin.  See 
under  pra-vap,  col.  i. 

H=nM<n  pra-vdyaka.  See  Scholiast  on Pan.  II.  4,  56. 

Jf=fl**J  pra-vdyya.     See  i .  pra-vd  above. 

H=l  [^pra-vdra,  Sic.     See  pra-vri,  p.  644. 

H=tm  pra-vdsa,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

M^i5  pra-vdha,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

»(% <*^  pra-vi-kas,  cl.  i.  P.  -kasati,  -ka- sitnm,  to  open  out,  expand  (intrans.). 
Pra-vikasat,  an,  anti,  at,  expanding,  opening, 

blossoming ;  (also  spelt  pra-i'ika^at.) 

nfcc-p  pra-m-krl,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -kari- 
tum,  -kar'ttum,  to  scatter  apart,  scatter  abroad,  strew 
about,  cast  asunder ;  to  disperse,  diffuse. 
Pra-vikirna,  as,  d,  am,  scattered  apart,  strewed 

about;  dispersed,  diffused. 

K^aCSt\\Kpra-vikhydta,  as,  d, am  (rt.  khyd), 
universally  known,  renowned ;  known  as,  named, called. 

Pra-i-ikhydti,  is,  f.  fame,  renown,  reputation, 
celebrity. 

jjfq'l*^  pra-vi-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -gatthati, 
-gantum,  Ved.  to  pass  away,  perish,  disappear. 
Pra-mjata,  as,  d,  am,  passed  away,  perished, 

disappeared. 

Ufa  'lit  pra-vi-ydh,  cl.  I.  A.  -gahate,  -od- 
liitum,  -r/ddlitim,  to  dive  into,  enter. 
Pra-mgahya,  ind.  having  dived  into,  having 

entered. 

vf^I^pra-vigraha,  as,  m.  (inVed.  gram.) 
exhibiting  distinctly  the  separation  of  words,  dividing 

or  breaking  up  the  Sandhi. 

Tjf^H<J  pra-vi-ghat,  cl.  10.  P.  -yhdtayati, 
•yitum,  to  divide,  disunite  (Kiratarj.  II.  46). 

Ttf^^^pra-m-caksh,  cl.  2.  A.  -fashte  (see 
rt.  ca/i-s/t),  to  declare,  mention,  name. 



pra-vi-6ar. 
pra-vishu. 

.  pra-ri-car,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -darati, 
-te,  -taritum,  to  go  forwards,  move  onwards,  ad- 

vance ;  to  rove  about,  roam  about  ;  to  go  through, 
walk  through,  roam  or  wander  through  :  Caus. 

•ddrayati,  -yitum,  to  examine  or  investigate  accu- 
rately. 

Pra-vidaran,  an,  anti,  at,  going  forwards,  mov- 
ing onwards  ;  going  through,  roaming  through. 

Pra-viildra,  as,  m.  discernment,  discrimination. 
Pra-mddrita,  as,  a,  am,  examined  or  investi- 

gated accurately. 

H^-*r^pra-vi-fal,  cl.  I.  P.  -dalati,  -fali- 
tum,  to  move  about,  shake,  quake,  tremble  ;  to  go 
astray,  deviate  ;  to  become  confused,  be  thrown  into 

confusion  :  Caus.  -Sdlayati,  -yitum,  to  set  id  motion, 
cause  to  tremble,  shake. 

Pra-vi<!alita,  as,  a,  am,  set  in  motion,  moved, 
shaking,  quaking. 

Hflf-f  pra-m-A,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -tinoti,  -ti- 
nute,  -Mum,  to  search  through,  investigate,  examine, 
test,  prove. 

P  '  ra-vi(aya,  as,  m.  investigation,  examination. 

H  11  P<|  «fl^  pra-vi-  fint,  cl.  10.  P.  -cintayati, 
-yitum,  to  think  about,  reflect  upon. 
Pra-vidintaka,  as,  ika,  am,  reflecting  before- 

hand, foreseeing. 

Pra-nfintya,  ind.  having  thought  about  or  re- 
flected upon. 

W^T7r«T  pra-viMana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  4. 
(II  with  pra),  comprehending,  understanding. 

HlquM  pra-vijaya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people. 

HfcisM  pra-vi-jna,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -janati, 
-jdnite,  -jndtum,  to  know  severally  or  in  detail, 
know  accurately. 

v^mc\^pra-vi-tan,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -tanoti, 
-tanute,  -tanitum,  to  stretch  forwards,  spread  out, 
extend  ;  to  begin  a  sacred  rite  ;  to  commence. 

Pra-vitata,  as,  a,  am,  stretched  forwards,  spread 
out,  expanded;  dishevelled. 

M  l<mi  >4  pra-vi-tap,  cl.  I.  P.  -tapati,  -tap- 
turn,  to  scorch  up,  pain  with  heat. 

Pra-vitapta,  as,  a,  am,  scorched  up,  pained 
with  heat. 

tj  I.  pra-vid,  Caus.  -vedayati,  -yitum, 
to  make  known  ;  to  possess  knowledge  or  wisdom, 
know,  understand  (Ved.)  :  Intens.,  Ved.  -veoidlti, 
to  find  often,  obtain  frequently. 

2.  pra-eid,  t,  f.  making  known,  proclaiming,  pro- 
clamation (SSy.  =pra-veilana). 

Pra-^ridvas,  van,  usht,  vat,  very  knowing, 
wise  (?). 

Pra-veda,  at,  m.  in  a-p1*,  q.v.  —  Praveda-krit, 
t,  t,  t,  Ved.  (perhaps)  making  known. 

Pra-vedana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  making  known, 
proclaiming,  announcing. 

Pra-vedin,  i,  ini,  i,  knowing  accurately,  well 
acquainted  with. 

Pra-vedya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made  known. 

.  pra-vidara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  An  with 

pra-m),  bursting  asunder. 
Pra-viddrana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to 

burst  asunder,  bursting,  tearing,  rending,  breaking; 
budding;  conflict,  war,  battle,  combat;  tumult, 
crowd,  confusion. 

Pra-viddrita,  as,  a,  am,  torn,  rent,  severed  ; 
opened,  expanded. 

pra-viddha.    Seepra-vyadh,p.64%. 

pra-vi-dru,  cl.  i.  P.  -dravati,  -dro- 
lum,  to  run  or  rush  apart,  disperse,  retreat. 

Pra-vidruta,  as,  a,  am,  running  apart,  dispersed, scattered. 

pra-vi-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhdti, 

-dhatte,  -dhdtiim,  to  place  apart,  divide  ;  to  medi- 
tate or  think  upon;  to  place  in  front,  put  at  the 

head,  pay  attention  to. 

Pra-vidhaya,  ind.  having  placed  in  front,  having 
paid  attention  to. 

pra-vidhvasta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown 
away  ;  tossed  about,  agitated. 

TlfV*T3^  pra-vi-nas,  cl.  4.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 

-nafyati  (-te),  -na&tum,  -nanshtum,  to  perish 
utterly,  be  destroyed. 

nTqMc5  pra-vipala,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
a  particular  minute  division  of  time,  a  small  part  of  a 

Vipala. 

ITftH^  pra-vi-bhaj,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -bhajati, 
-te,  -bhaktum,  to  part  asunder,  sever,  sunder,  sepa- 

rate ;  to  divide,  distribute,  apportion. 

Pra-mbhalita,  as,  d,  am,  parted  asunder,  severed, 
sundered,  separated  ;  divided,  distributed,  partitioned, 

apportioned,  shared;  variously  situated.  —  Pravi- 

bhakta-ras'mi,  is,  is,  i,  having  the  rays  distributed, distributing  rays. 

Pra-vibhajya,  ind.  having  parted  asunder,  having 
separated  ;  having  divided  or  apportioned. 

Pra-^ibhdga,  as,  m.  parting  asunder,  division, 
separation,  distribution,  classification  ;  a  part,  portion. 

—  Pravibhdga-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  subdivisions, 

subdivided.  —  Pravibhaga-s'as,  ind.  according  to 
the  several  portions  or  divisions. 

HiqiiT^  pra-vibhinna,  as,  d,  am,  broken 
or  torn  off,  wounded. 

pra-vi-bhvj,   cl.  6.  P.  -bhujati, 
-bhoktmn,  to  bow. 

^  ̂tJ^,  pra-vi-mut,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -munfati, 
-te,  -mokttim,  to  set  free,  release,  liberate;  to  lay 
aside,  relinquish,  resign,  abandon  :  Pass,  -mudyate, 
to  be  freed  from,  be  rid  of  (with  abl.). 

nfa«j3T^  pra-vi-mris,  cl.  6.  P.  -mrisati, 
-manhtum,  -mrashtum,  to  think  upon,  meditate, 
ponder,  reflect,  deliberate. 

Pra-vimriiya,  ind.  having  thought  upon,  having 
pondered  or  considered, 

M("<I<.  pravira,  as,  m.  a  species  of  fragrant wood,  yellow  sandal. 

flft  «,«  pra-virala,  as,  d,  am,  separated  by 
a  considerable  interval,  separate,  isolated,  few,  very 
rare,  very  scanty. 

J<fVrtlV«^  pra-vilambin,  i,  inl,  i  (fr.  rt. 
lamb  with  pra-vi),  hanging  forwards,  projecting, 

prominent. 

il  pra-vilaya.    See  pra-vi-li  below. 

pravila-sena,   as,   m.   (pramla 
probably  fr.  pra  +  vila  with  send),  N.  of  a  prince. 

H  H  n  i  PM  r^  pra-vildpin,  t,  inl,  i  (fr.  rt.  lap 
with  pra-vf),  grieving,  sorrowing,  lamenting. 

HTirtl  pra-vi-li,  cl.  4.  A.  -ttyate,  -letum, 

•Idttim,  to  become  dissolved,  melt  away;  to  'vanish 
away,  disappear,  fade  away. 

Pra-vilaya,  as,  m.  becoming  dissolved,  melting 
away  ;  complete  dissolution  or  absorption. 

HNcjH  pra-vilupta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  lup 
with  pra-vi),  cut  away,  removed,  lost,  fallen  or rubbed  off. 

pra-vi-lok,  cl.  10.  P.  -lokayati, 
-yitum,  to  look  forwards,  look  about. 

Pra-vilokayat,  an,  anil,  at,  looking  forwards, 
looking  about. 

pra-vi-vd,  cl.  2.  P.  -vdti,  -vdtum, 
Ved.  to  blow  asunder,  disperse,  scatter;  (Ssy.)  = 
nitaram  gamaya. 
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pra-viedda  (?),  as,  m.  altercation, 
dispute  (  =  vi-vdda). 

HrqfiKtfi  pra-vivikta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  m( 
with  pra-vi},  separated,  detached  ;  solitary. 
Pra-viveka,  as,  m.  probably  =  vi-veka,  q.  v. 

pra-vivrdjayishu.    See  under 
pra-vraj,  p.  645,  col.  2. 

Trfo$I  pra-vis,  cl.  6.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  -vi- 

3ati  (-te),  -I'eshtum,  to  enter  into,  enter,  come 
into,  go  into  ;  to  enter  upon,  begin,  commence  ;  to 

appear  :  Caus.  -vedayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  enter 
into,  allow  to  enter,  bring  into,  introduce  to  (with 

double  ate.)  ;  to  lead  into  (one's  home),  lead  (home, 
as  a  wife)  ;  to  lay  up,  store  up  :  Desid.  -vivikshati, to  wish  to  enter  into. 

Prarvlvikt&u,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  enter  into, 
being  about  to  go  into. 
Pra-viiat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  entering. 
Pra-vis?/a,  ind.  having  entered. 
Pra-vixhta,  as,  d,  am,  entered  into,  entered, 

gone  into,  come  into;  entered  upon,  engaged  in, 
occupied  with,  begun,  commenced  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 
the  mother  of  Paippaladi  and  Kausika. 

Pravishtaka,  am,  n.  entering  a  room  ;  entrance on  the  stage. 

Pra-ves~a,  as,  m.  entering  into,  entering,  entrance, 
ingress,  penetrating,  penetration  ;  the  entrance  or  door 
of  a  house,  &c.  ;  the  entrance  of  the  sun  into  a  sign  of 
the  zodiac  ;  entrance  on  the  stage  ;  coming  on,  setting 

in  (of  night)  ;  going  into,  being  contained  in  ;  income, 
revenue  ;  intentness  on  an  object,  engaging  closely  in 

a  pursuit  or  purpose  ;  the  syringe  of  a  clyster-pipe  ; 

pravefam  kri,  to  make  one's  entrance,  enter. 
Pra-ve3aha,  as,  ika,  am,  going  into,  entering, 

penetrating,  one  who  enters  ;  (at  the  end  of  comps.) 

=pra-ve^a;  (as),  m.  an  interlude  or  introductory 
scene  acted  by  inferior  characters  for  the  purpose  of 
acquainting  the  audience  with  any  events  supposed 
to  have  occurred  between  the  two  acts,  a  knowledge 
of  which  is  requisite  for  the  understanding  of  what 
follows  ;  (according  to  K5tavema  in  the  opening 

scene  in  S'akuntala,  Act  2,  the  object  of  the  Pravesaka, 
as  of  the  Vi-shkambha,  q.  v.,  is  to  connect  or  bind 
together  the  story  of  the  drama  and  the  subdivisions 

of  the  plot  by  concisely  alluding  to  what  has  hap- 
pened in  the  intervals  of  the  acts,  or  what  is  likely 

to  happen  at  the  end.) 

Pra-veiana,  am,  n.  entering  into,  entering,  en- 
trance, going  into  ;  sexual  intercourse  ;  an  entrance 

to  a  house,  principal  door  or  gate  ;  conducting  into, 
leading  into,  introducing. 

Pra-eeianlya,  to  be  entered,  to  be  introduced, 
&c.  (See  also  Gana  Anupravadanadi  to  P2n.  V. I,  III.) 

Pra-vesayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  made  to  enter, to  be  led  or  conducted  into. 

Pra-vetita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  go  in,  caused  to 
enter,  introduced,  brought  in,  sent  in. 

Pra-ve&n,  I,  inl,  i,  entering  ;  (at  the  end  of  an 
adj.  comp.)  having  an  entrance. 

I  .  pra-vetlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  entered  ;  to  be 
pervaded  ;  to  be  played  (as  a  musical  instrument)  ; 
to  be  led  or  conducted  into,  to  be  brought  into  ;  to 
be  placed  in  or  upon. 

2.  pra-vetlya,  ind.  having  caused  to  enter  into,  hav- 
ing sent  or  thrown  in,  having  sent  or  thrown  into. 

Pra-vesh/avya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  entered  ;  to  be 
penetrated  or  pervaded  ;  to  be  caused  or  allowed  to 
enter,  to  be  admitted. 

Pra-veshiri,  id,  trl,  tri,  one  who  enters  or  goes 
into,  entering,  going  in. 

JTiq^iH  pra-vislesha,  as,  m.  separation, 
parting. 

Hiqma  pra-vishanna,  as,  d,  am,  dejected, 
sad,  spiritless. 

pra-vishd,  f.  a   birch  tree;    [cf. 

upa-vishd,  prati-tisha.'] 
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pra-vishta,  pravishtaka.   See  under 

pra-ni,  p.  643,  col.  3. 

W  r^tji «.  pra-vistara  or  pra-vistara,  as,  m. 
circumference,  compass. 

JT^t  pra-vl,  cl.  2.  P.  -pe<i,  -refam,  Ved.  to 
desire,  love. 

n«fl<!J  pra-vina,  as,  a,  am  [cf.  vino], 
skilful,  clever,  proficient,  conversant  with,  skilled 
in,  versed  in,  an  adept ;  (as},  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

the  fourteenth  Manu.  —  PraciMU-ta,  f.  or  pravina- 

ti'd,  (inn,  n,  skill,  proficiency. 

M<=fK  pra-vlra,  as,  a,  am,  heroic,  strong, 
powerful;  best,  most  excellent;  (as),  m.  a  hero, 
warrior,  chief,  prince,  a  person  of  rank  or  distinction ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Pflru ;  of  a  son  of  Pra-finvat  and 

grandson  of  Pttru ;  of  a  son  of  Dharma-netra ;  of  a 
son  of  Hary-asva  ;  of  a  son  of  the  fourteenth  Manu  ; 
of  a  Candsla ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  descendants 
of  PravTra  (son  of  Pflru).  —  Pravira-bdhu,  «s,  m. 

•  strong-armed,"  N.  of  a  Rakshasa.  —  Pravlru-mra, 
as,  m.  '  best  of  heroes,'  N.  of  an  Asura. 

JT^1  pra-vri,  cl.  5.  9.  P.  A.  -vrinoti,  -vri- 
nute,  -vrinati,  -vrinite,  -varitum,  -varltum,  to 
choose  out,  choose,  select;  to  cover;  to  put  on  (a 

garment) ;  to  keep  off,  ward  off  (Ved.) :  Caus.  -va- 
rayati,  -yitum,  to  ask  for,  prefer ;  -vdrayati,  -yi- 
tum,  to  cover ;  to  defend ;  to  present  (?). 

Pra-vara,  as,  m.  a  call,  summons  (especially  of 
a  Brahman  to  priestly  functions) ;  an  invocation  ad- 

dressed by  a  Brihman  at  the  consecration  of  his  own 

fire  to  Agni  Havya-vahana  (in  such  invocations  Agni 
is  invited  to  bear  the  oblations  to  the  gods  as  he 

did  for  the  sacrificer's  ancestors,  and  the  names  of 
the  first  four  or  five  of  these  ancestors,  who  are 

most  nearly  connected  with  the  ancient  Rishis,  must 
then  be  added  to  each  invocation  of  Agni,  thus 

Gotama  invokes  Agni  An-girasa,  Agni  Ayasya,  Agni 
Gautama,  &c.) ;  a  line  of  ancestors  (so  named  in 

the  preceding  invocation  to  Agni) ;  one  of  the  forty- 
nine  Gotras,  as  opposed  to  the  eight  original  Gotras ; 
a  member  of  a  line  of  ancestors,  an  ancestor;  a 
Muni  who  contributes  to  the  credit  of  a  particular 
Gotra  or  family;  family,  race,  lineage,  kindred; 
ofispring,  descendants ;  a  covering,  cover,  screen  ;  an 
upper  garment ;  a  black  variety  of  Phaseolus  Mungo, 
Oppuntia  Dillenii ;  N.  of  a  messenger  of  the  gods 
and  friend  of  Indra;  of  a  D.uiava ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of 
a  river  which  falls  into  the  Go-dSvarl  near  TokS, 
and  is  celebrated  for  the  sweetness  of  its  water ; 

(am),  n.  aloe  wood  ;  a  particular  high  number ;  (as, 
a,  am),  most  excellent,  chief,  principal,  best  [cf. 

iankha-p"]  ;  prominent,  distinguished,  exalted,  emi- 
nent ;  better,  greater  (e.  g.  tatah  pravarah,  better 

or  greater  than  that) ;  eldest  (e.  g.  putra-praeara, 
the  eldest  son ;  in  some  of  the  preceding  adj.  senses 

perhaps  fr.  pra  +  vara ).  —  Pravara-dlpikd,  f.,  N. 
of  a  work.  —  Pravara-dhatu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a 
precious  metal.  —  Pravara-lihupatl,  is,  m.=pra- 
rara-sena.  —  Pravara-maiijan,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  by 
Purushottama.^Prflr'ara-mw/v/Aa/a,  an,  m.  excellent 
hair  (of  the  head).  —  Pravara-lalita,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  metre,  four  times  v   owwwv  —  w — . 

—  Pravara-vdhana,  att,  m.  du.  'having  the  best 
of  horses,'  an  epithet  of  the  Asvins.  —  Pravara- 

sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  princes  of  Kas'mTra,  one  of whom  is  also  called  Sreshtha-sena.  —  Pravard- 

'lltydya  (°ra-adh°),  as,  m.  '  book  of  ancestral 
lines,'  N.  of  the  eleventh  of  the  eighteen  Pari-sishtas 
belonging  to  the  White  Yajur-veda.  —  Pravarexa 

("rn-iia),  as,  m.  a  distinguished  nobleman  (?);  = 
pravara-sena.  —  Prarareivara  (°ra-is°),  at,  m., 
N.  of  a  temple  built  by  Pravara-sena. 
Pra-varana,  am,  n.  a  call,  summons,  invocation, 

(ati-pravarana,  excessive  invocation,  invoking  in 
too  great  a  number) ;  (with  Buddhists)  the  festivities 
at  the  end  of  the  rainy  season. 

Pra-vara,  as,  m.  a  covering,  cover,  clothing woollen  doth. 

Pra-rdraka,  at,  m.  (with  Buddhists)  the  festi 
vities  at  the  end  of  the  rainy  season ;  (am),  n.  a 
covering,  cover,  clojjiing. 

Pra-vdrana,  am,  n.  priority  of  choice;  satis- 
fying, granting  what  is  desired;  prohibition,  objec- 

tion, opposition ;  (with  Buddhists)  the  festivities  at 
the  end  of  the  rainy  season. 

Pra-vdrya,  an,  d,  am,  to  be  satisfied,  to  be 

gratified. Pra-vrita,  as,  a,  am,  chosen  out,  chosen,  selected. 

~Pravrita-homa,  as,  m.  or  prai-ritdhuti  (°ta- 
dh°),  is,  (.,  Ved. '  election-sacrifice,'  a  sacrifice  offered 
at  the  election  of  a  priest.  —  Pmrritahomiya,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  a  sacrifice  offered  at  the 
election  of  a  priest. 

H^^pra-vrij,  cl.  2.  A.  -vrikte,  -varjitum, 
Ved.  to  purify;  (SZy.)*=prakarthena  fhid,  to  cut 
or  strew  in  abundance  ;  =j>ra-bhH,  q.  v. 
Pra^varga,  as,  m.  sacrificial  fire  (=mahd-vira) ; 

an  excellent  assemblage  [cf.  <Za#a-/>°]  ;  (perhaps  a 
wrong  reading  for  pra-vargya.)  — Pravargdvarta- 

bltusftftna  (°</a-av°),  a*,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
Pra-vargya,  as,  m.  a  ceremony  introductory  to 

the  Soma  sacrifice,  pouring  fresh  milk  into  a  heated 
vessel  (called  mahd-vira  or  gharma),  or  according 
to  others  into  boiling  ghee  (Siy.  =  tapte  ghrite 

payuh-prakshepah).  —  Pravargya-vat,  an,  all, 
at,  Ved.  connected  with  the  Pravargya  ceremony. 

••  Prarargydbharana-bhushana  (aya-dkh,°),  as, 
m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 

Pra-^oarjana,  am,  n.  the  performance  of  the 
Pravargya  ceremony,  pouring  fresh  milk  into  a  heated 
vessel  or  into  boiling  ghee. 

Pra-vrijya  =  pra-vargya. 
Pra-vrinjana,  am,  n.=pra-rarjana. 
Pravrinjanlya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  used  at  the  Pra- 

vargya ceremony  (said  of  the  ma/id-mra,  q.  v.). 

H^I^I.  pra-vrit,  cf.  i.  A.  (also  P.  in  Put., 
Cond.,  and  Aor.)  -vartate,  -vartitum,  to  go  or  roll 
forwards,  roll  on,  flow  onwards,  proceed,  make 

progress,  go  on  well;  to  come  forth,  come  into 
being,  arise,  be  produced;  to  become,  exist;  to 

happen,  take  place,  come  to  pass;  to  begin,  com- 
mence (with  ace.  or  inf.) ;  to  engage  in,  enter  upon, 

be  occupied  in  (with  loc.) ;  to  behave,  conduct  one's 
self;  to  hold  good:  Caus.  -vartayati,  -yilum,  to 
cause  to  proceed ;  to  cause  to  flow  onwards ;  to  set 
in  motion  or  action,  instigate,  urge,  excite ;  to  throw, 
cast ;  to  produce,  create ;  to  devise,  invent. 

Pra-varta,  as,  m.  engaging  in,  undertaking ;  ex- 
citement, stimulus ;  (Ved.)  a  round  ornament. 

Pra-vartaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  setting  in  motion  or 
action,  setting  on  foot;  advancing,  promoting,  forward- 

ing ;  producing,  causing,  effecting,  inducing,  inciting, 
prompting,  instigating,  stimulating,  urging ;  (as),  m. 
the  original  instigator  of  any  act,  originator,  author, 
principal,  founder ;  an  arbiter,  judge ;  (am),  n.  (in 
dramatic  language)  the  entrance  of  a  character  on 
the  stage. 

Pra-rartana,  am,  n.  rolling  forwards,  revolving, 
rolling  on,  flowing  forwards,  going  or  moving  for- 

wards, coming  forth,  walking,  roaming,  wandering ; 

activity,  action,  acting;  applying  one's  self  to,  en- 
gaging in,  occupying  one's  self  in,  having  dealings 

with  (with  loc.  or  inst.)  ;  beginning,  commencing ; 

behaviour,  conduct,  procedure,  mode  of  living  ;  hap- 
pening, coming  to  pass,  coming  to  light,  appearing ; 

bringing  forward,  presenting  (Ved.) ;  pushing  for- 
ward, setting  on  foot,  setting  up,  establishing,  insti- 

tuting, erecting  [cf.  mah<iyantra-p'r\ ;  instigating 
to  action;  inciting,  prompting,  stimulating ;  directing, 

superintending;  employing,  employment;  exhorta- 
tion ;  informing ;  (d),  f.  inciting  or  stimulating  to 

action ;  ordering,  the  sense  of  tie  imperative  or  of 
the  precative  tense  (?). 

Pra-vartaniyn,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  set  in  motion, 
to  be  instigated  ;  to  be  used  or  employed. 
Pra-vartamdna,  as,  d,  am,  moving  on,  rolling 

on,  proceeding,  going  forth  ;  engaging  in,  practising, 
being  occupied  with,  doing ;  being  used  or  employed. 

Pravartamdnaka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  diminutive  of 

the  preceding;  (S5y.)  =  ati-iighram  abhf-yatihat, 
going  forth  hastily,  hastening  forth. 
Pra-vartayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  sets  in 

motion  or  action,  exciting  activity,  instigating  to 
action ;  establishing,  erecting,  a  builder,  founder ; 

applying  or  inflicting,  one  who  applies  or  inflicts. 
Pra-vartita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  roll  on  or  for- 

wards, caused  to  turn,  going  round,  revolving ;  set 
in  motion,  set  on  foot ;  set  up,  established ;  stimu- 

lated, excited,  incited,  instigated ;  lighted,  kindled ; 
caused,  made,  rendered;  informed,  apprized;  made 

pure  (= puvitri-krita,  Manu  XI.  ig6). 
Pra-vartitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  proceeded,  to 

be  acted,  to  be  practised. 

Pra-vartttri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  causes  or 
effects ;  one  who  establishes  or  determines. 

Pra-vartin,  i,  int,  i,  moving  forwards,  proceeding, 
advancing,  moving,  flowing ;  coming  forth,  flowing 
forth,  streaming ;  being  active ;  causing  to  flow ; 
setting  in  motion  or  action,  causing,  effecting,  pro- 

ducing;  spreading,  introducing;  using,  employing; 

a-pracartin,  i,  ini,  i,  immovable,  unchangeable, 
unalterable,  invariable. 

Pra-vartya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  excited  to  activity, 
to  be  instigated  or  stimulated. 

2.  pra-vrit,  t,  f.,Ved.=pra-vritti. 
Pra-vritta,  as,  d,  am,  proceeded,  going  to,  bound 

for,  (kutra  pravritto  'si,  where  are  you  going?); 
settled, fixed,  determined;  done;  begun, commenced ; 

beginning ;  engaged  in,  occupied  with,  entered  or 
embarked  upon ;  undertaking,  doing,  acting ;  unim- 

peded, undisputed  (as  dominion)  ;  round  ;  (att),  m. 

a  round  ornament ;  [cf.  pra-rarta.]  —  Pravritta- 
Icarman,  a,  n.  any  act  leading  to  a  future  birth. 
—  Prarritta-takra,  as,  d,  am,  'whose  wheels  roll 

on  unimpeded,'  having  universal  dominion.  —  Pra- 
vritta(akra-ta,  f.  unimpeded  or  universal  dominion. 
Pravrittaka,  am,  n.  the  entrance  of  a  character 

on  the  stage  ( =pra-vartaka) ;  a  kind  of  metre. 
Pra-vrttti,  is,  f.  continuous  flow  onwards,  pro- 

gress, advance,  advancement ;  success ;  coming  forth, 

appearing,  appearance,  manifestation;  rise,  source, 
origin,  beginning;  activity,  effort,  employment,  oc- 

cupation ;  active  life  (as  opposed  to  ni-vritti,  q.  v., 
and  to  contemplative  devotion,  and  defined  as  con- 

sisting of  the  wish  to  act,  knowledge  of  the  means, 
and  accomplishment  of  the  object)  ;  giving  or  apply- 

ing one's  self  to,  devoting  one's  self  to  (with  loc.)  ; 
course  or  tendency  towards,  addiction  to,  inclination 
or  predilection  for ;  application,  use,  employment ; 
continued  application,  perseverance ;  practice,  conduct, 
behaviour ;  currency,  continuance,  continuity,  pre- 

valence, permanence,  endurance;  the  applicableness 
or  validity  of  a  rule ;  fate,  lot,  destiny  ;  news,  tidings, 

intelligence  [cf.  dush-p°]  ;  cognition,  (vishayavati 
pravrittih,  a  sensuous  immediate  cognition) ;  the 
juice  that  exudes  from  the  temples  of  an  elephant  in 
rut ;  N.  of  AvantI  or  Oujein  or  any  holy  place ;  (in 

arithmetic)  the  multiplier.  —  Pravritti-j/ia,  as,  m. 

'  knowing  the  news,'  an  emissary,  agent,  spy. —  Pra- 
vritti-nimitta,  am,  n.  the  reason  for  the  use  of 
any  term  in  the  particular  significations  which  it 
beZK.  —  Prarritii-pardinniikha,  as,  i,  am,  dis- 

inclined to  give  tidings.  —  Pra .vritti-mdrya,  as,  m. 
active  or  worldly  life,  occupancy  about  the  business 
and  pleasures  of  the  world  or  with  the  rites  and 
works  of  religion. 

THfV  pra-cridh,  cl.  I.  A.  -vardhate,  -var- 
dhitum,  to  grow  up,  grow,  increase. 
Pra-vardhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  causing  to  grow, 

increasing,  enhancing. 

l'ra-c(irdhana,  as,  I,  am-,  who  or  what  causes  to 
grow  or  increase;  (am),  n.  augmenting,  increase. 
Pra-vriddha,  as,  d,  am,  grown  up,  full  grown ; 

increased,  expanded,  enlarged,  diffused,  spread  abroad, 
dispersed ;  large ;  swollen  (as  a  river)  ;  full,  deep  (as 

a  sigh) ;  haughty,  arrogant ;  violent. 

Pra-vri<hlhi,  is,  f.  growth,  increase  [cf.  fasya-p3, 
;  rising,  rise,  (arghasya  jt°,  rising  of 
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the  price  of  anything) ;  prosperity,  increasing  welfare, 
rising  in  rank  or  reputation. 

H'-HSJJ  pra-vriscya.     See  pra-vrasd,  col.  2. 

ny\  pra-vrish,  cl.  I .  P.  -varshati,  -var- 
ghltum,  to  begin  to  rain,  rain. 
Pra-varsha,  as,  m.  raining  fast,  ram. 
Pra-varshana,  am,  n.  raining,  causing  to  rain ; 

the  first  rain ;  N.  of  the  twenty-third  Adhyaya  of 
the  Bnhat-samhiti  of  Varaha-mihira. 

Pra-varshin,  I,  in't,  i,  raining,  causing  to  rain, 
showering,  discharging  ;  urdhra-pratarshin, '  rain- 

ing upwards,'  offering  sacrifices. 

1H£  pra-vrih,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -vrihati,  -te, 
-varhitiim,  -vardhum,  Ved.  to  tear  forth,  tear  away, 
tear  off,  tear  out ;  to  draw  out,  extract ;  to  rescue  ; 

to  tear  to  pieces,  destroy;  (Siy.)=pra-k>ihip,  to 

hurl,  fling ;  (A.)  to  draw  towards  one's  self,  attract. 
Pra-varha,  an,  d,  am,  chief,  principal,  first. 

T(3 pra-ve,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vayati,  -te,  -vatum, 

to  sew  lengthwise  [cf.  prota\ ',  to  pierce,  transfix ; 
to  infix,  impale. 

2.  pra-vayana,  am,  n.  (for  I.  see  p.  642,  col.  i), 
the  upper  part  of  a  piece  of  woven  cloth. 
Pra-vana,  am,  n.  the  edging  or  trimming  of  a 

piece  of  woven  cloth. 

Pra-vdni,  is  or  ?,  f.  a  'weaver's  shuttle. 

TJ^^i  pra-veka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vti  with 
pro),  choicest,  most  excellent,  best,  principal,  chief; 

(at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  mani-p".) 

H=H  pra-vega,  as,  m.  great  speed,  rapi- 

dity ;  [cf.  fiara-p°.~\ Pravegita,  of,  d,  am,  moving  swiftly,  rapid. 

VRZ  pra-veta,  as,  m.  barley;  [cf.pra-vata, 
prarata.] 

H'-lf*!!  pra-veni,  is  or  "i,  f.  a  braid  of  hair, 
the  hair  twisted  and  unadorned  (as  worn  by  widows 
and  by  wives  in  the  absence  of  their  husbands) ;  a 
piece  of  coloured  woollen  cloth  (used  instead  of  a 
saddle)  ;  the  housings  of  an  elephant ;  (?),  f.,  N.  of 
a  river. 

TfTrT  pra-vetri,  id,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vl  with  pro), 
a  charioteer. 

Pra-veya,  as,  d,  am,  see  Scholiast  on  Pin.  VI. 
1,83. 

W$pra-veda,  &c.    See  i.pra-vid,  p.  643. 

H^H  pra-vep,  cl.  I.  A.  -vepate,  -vepitum, 
to  tremble :  Caus.  -vepayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
tremble,  shake. 

Pra-vepa,  as,  m.  trembling,  quivering. 
Pravepaka,  at,  m.  trembling,  shivering,  shud- 

dering. 

Pra-vepathu,  us,  m,=pravepaka. 
Pra-vepana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-demon ; 

(am),  n.  trembling,  tremulous  motion,  shaking, 

agitation;  (also  wrongly  spelt pra-vepana.) 
Pravepanin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved. '  causing  (his  enemits) 

to  tremble,'  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
Pra-vepaniya,  as,  d,  am,  see  Scholiast  on  P5n. 
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Pra-vepin,  I,  ini,  i,  trembling,  shaking,  tottering. 

MltVrr  praverita,  as,  a,  am  (probably  for 

prdverita  fr.  rt.  ir  with  pra-ava,  but  said  by  some 
to  be  fr.  pra-d-irita),  thrown  about,  cast  or  hurled 
hither  and  thither  (  —  itastatah  pdtita,  Maha-bh. 
Svargarohana-p.  47). 

n=i«  pravela,  as,  m.  a  yellow  variety  of 

kidney-bean,  Phaseolus  Mungo. 

HM^I  pra-vesa,  &c.     See  pra-vis,  p.  643. 

T&l^pra-vesht,  cl.  I.  A.  -veshtate,  -veshti- 
tum,  to  cover  over,  cover,  surround. 
Pra-veshta,  as,  m.  an  arm ;  the  fore-arm  or 

wrist  [cf.  pra-I;oshtha] ;  the  fleshy  part  of  the 

back  of  an   elephant  on  which  the  rider  sits;    an 

elephant's  housings  ;  an  elephant's  gums. 
Pra-veshtita,  as,  d,  am,  covered  over,  covered, 

surrounded. 

praveshtaka,  a  various  reading  for 
pravishfaka,  q.  v. 

H^K'M  pra-veshtavyu,  pra-veshtri.  See 

under  pra-vis",  p.  643,  col.  3. 

pra-vodhri.     See  p.  642,  col.  3. 

pra-vyakta,  as,  d,  am,  evident,  ap- 
parent, manifest. 

Pra-vtjakti,  is,  f.  appearance,  manifestation. 

TW^  pra-vyath,  cl.  i.  A.  -vyathate,  -vya- 
thitum,  to  be  afflicted  or  distressed  ;  to  be  frightened, 
fear,  tremble  at  (with  gen.). 

Pra-vyatMta,  as,  d,  am,  distressed,  pained  ; 
agitated,  trembling. 

TX^V^pra-vyadh,  cl-4.P.  -vidhyati,  -vyad- 
dhum,  to  throw  away,  cast  down. 
Pra-viddha,  as,  ii,  am,  thrown  away,  cast  away. 

Pra-vyddha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  bow-shot,  the  dis- 
tance of  the  flight  of  an  arrow. 

M<*4i$  pra-vy-a-hri,  el.  l.  P.  A.  -harati, 
-te,  -hartum,  to  declare  beforehand,  foretell,  predict  ; 
to  howl,  yell,  roar. 

Pra-vydhdra,  as,  m.  (=prakrishtokti),  pro- 
longation or  continuation  of  discourse. 

TT3»r  pra-vraj,  cl.  i.P.  -vrajati,  -vrajitum, 
to  go  forth,  set  out,  travel  forth,  go  abroad,  go  into 

exile  :  Caus.  -vrdjayati,  -yitum,  to  send  into  exile, banish. 

Pra-vivrdjayishii,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  send 
into  exile,  desirous  of  banishing. 

Pra-majat,  an,  anti,  at,  going  forth,  travelling 
abroad. 

Pra-vrajana,  am,  n.  going  abroad,  migrating. 
Pra-vrajikd,  a  wrong  reading  for  pra-vrajita  or 

pra-vmjUa. 
Pra-vrajita,  as,  a,  am,  gone  forth,  gone  away, 

gone  abroad,  gone  into  exile  ;  (as),  m.  a  religious 
mendicant,  a  mendicant  or  ascetic;  the  pupil  or 
attendant  of  a  Jaina  or  Buddhist  mendicant  ;  (a),  f. 
a  female  ascetic  or  devotee  ;  spikenard,  Nardostachys 
Jatamami  ;  N.  of  another  plant,  =  muiidiri;  (am), 
n.  the  life  of  a  religious  mendicant. 

Pra-rrajyd,  f.  going  abroad,  migration,  emigra- 
tion ;  roaming,  travelling,  wandering  about,  espe- 

cially as  a  religious  mendicant  (in  a  dress  not 
authorized  by  the  Veda,  Manu  V.  89);  the  order 
of  a  religious  mendicant  ;  retirement  into  solitude. 

—  Prat'rajydvasita  (°ya-av°),  as,  m.  a  religious mendicant  who  renounces  his  order. 

Pra-vraj,  t,  m.  a  religious  mendicant  ;  [cf.  pari- 

vrdj,~\ 

Pra-vrdja,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  bed  of  a  river  (Say. 
=  atyanta-ni  mno  de^'o  nadydh). 
Pra-vrdjaka,  as,  m.  a  religious  mendicant  ;  (ikd), 

f.  a  female  ascetic. 

Pra-mdjana,  am,  n.  banishing,  banishment,  exile. 
Pra-vrdjin.  t,  m.,Ved.  a  religious  mendicant. 
Pra-vrdjya,  ind.  having  sent  into  exile,  having banished. 

Hct\pra-vras6,  cl.  6.  P.  -vrisdati,  -vrasti- 
tum,  -vraxhtiiiii,  to  tear  to  pieces,  lacerate,  wound. 
Pra-vrUfya,  ind.  having  lacerated,  having  wounded. 
Pra-vraMana  midhma-pravraiSdana,  as,  m.  an 

instrument  for  cutting  fuel,  a  knife  for  cutting  wood. 
Pra-vraska,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  cut. 

HjjM  pra-vlaya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vli  with 
pra),  Ved.  sinking  down. 

M^<JJ^I««  prasamyyu-vdka,  as,  m.,  see Vartlika  I.  to  P5n.  II.  4,  29. 

H^[*^  pra-sans,  cl.  I.  P.  -saysati,  -sansi- 
tum  (anomalous  3rd  sing.  Pot.  pra-faQSiyai),  to 

praise  forth,  praise,  eulogize,  laud,  extol,  commend, 

recommend ;  to  approve ;  to  esteem,  value ;  to  de- 
clare ;  (with  no)  to  disapprove,  blame,  censure. 

Pra-iansal;a,  as,  ikd,,  am,  praising,  commending, 
eulogizing,  laudatory,  flattering ;  a  praiscr. 
Pra-iansana,  am,  n.  praising,  eulogizing ;  (some- 

times incorrectly  spelt  pm-iiuniana. ) 
Pra-danxaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised,  praise- 

worthy, laudable,  commendable. 
Pra-s'ansd,  (.  praise,  commendation,  panegyric, 

eulogy,  applause,  flatteiy ;  fame,  reputation,  glory 

[cf.  stri-p°] ;  aprastuta-pras'ansd,  indirect  de- scription, a  description  of  anything  implied  by  the 
description  of  a  similar  or  contrary  object ;  (some- 

times incorrectly  spelt  pra-dandd.)  —  Pratfansd- 
mukhara,  as,  a,  am,  loud  with  praise,  praising 

loudly.  —  Pras'ansamukhardnana  (^ra-dn°),  as, 

d,  am,  '  one  whose  mouth  is  loud  with  praise,' 
speaking  loudly  in  praise  (of  anything).  —  Praianso- 
pamd  (^sd-tip0),  f.  laudatory  comparison,  comparing 
to  anything  superior. 
Pra-iansita,  as,  d,  am,  praised,  commended, 

eulogized,  extolled,  applauded. 

Pra-tfansitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised  or 
commended,  praiseworthy,  laudable,  commendable. 
Pra-fansin,  I,  ini,  i,  praising,  commending, eulogizing. 

Pra-fynstavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised,  praise- 

worthy, laudable;  [cf. pra-s'astavya.'] 
Pra-^ansya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised,  com- 

mendable, praiseworthy,  laudable  ;  preferable,  better  ; 
[cf.  I.  pra-tosya.] 

Pra-dasta,,  as,  d,  am,  praised,  commended ; 

eulogized,  extolled ;  laudable,  commendable,  admir- 
able, excellent,  good,  best ;  happy  ;  well ;  right ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
—  Pras"a$ta-kara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  (per- 

haps the  writer  of  a  work  entitled  Pra-sasta).  —  Pra- 
fasta-kalaifa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Pradasta- 

td,  f.  or  pras"asta-tva,  am,  n.  excellence,  goodness. 
—  Pra/Sasta-pdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Pra- 
iastddri  (°ta-acf),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  to 
the  west  of  Madhya-de5a. 

Pra-s"astarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised,  praise- 
worthy ;  [cf.  pra-fanstavya.] 

Pra-fanti,  is,  f.  praise,  eulogy,  fame ;  glorification, 
benediction  ;  excellence,  eminence  ;  instruction,  con- 

duct, guidance;  an  edict  (?) ;  praiasUm  dka,  to  bestow 

praise  upon,  speak  highly  of,  value  highly  (with'Ioc.). 
—  Pra<asti4crit,  t,  t,  *,Ved.  bestowing  praise,  prais- 

ing. —  Pratastt-prakds'iJiii,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Pra- 
iasti-ratndvali,  f.,  N.  of  a  poem  by  Visva-natha. 

1.  pra-s"asya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised  or  com- 
mended, praiseworthy,  laudable,  commendable ;  ex- 

cellent, eminent,  distinguished ;  to  be  called  happy, 

to  be  congratulated ;  [cf.  pra-fanstja.]  —  Praiasya- 

td,  f.  excellence,  eminence." 
2.  pra-iiasya,  ind.  having  praised  or  recommended. 

ka.     See  under  pra-sakha. 
-sad,  Caus.  P.  -satayati,  -yitum, 

to  cause  to  fall  down,  break  off,  pluck,  gather. 

Pra-s"attvan,  d,  m.  the  ocean ;  (art),  f.  a  river. 

H^|H  pra-fam,  cl.  4.  P.  -samyati,  -sami- 
lum,  to  become  calm  or  tranquil,  to  be  still  or 
unmoved ;  to  be  appeased  or  pacified,  be  soothed ; 
to  be  laid  or  made  to  settle  down  (as  dust) ;  to  be 
restrained ;  to  become  extinguished  ;  to  cease ;  to 

fade  away  :  Caus.  -iamayati,  -yitum,  to  tranquillize, 
make  calm  or  tranquil,  pacify,  soothe,  appease;  to 

extinguish,  quench,  allay ;  to  kill,  destroy ;  -i'dma- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  make  subject,  make  obedient, 
subdue,  conquer,  tranquillize. 
Pra-sama,  as,  m.  becoming  calm  or  tranquil, 

rest,  quiet,  quiescence,  calmness,  tranquillity,  peace, 

composure  (e.  g.  praiamam  upaihi,  go  to  com- 
posure, i.  e.  compose  yourself) ;  assuagement,  ap- 

peasement, tranquillizing,  removing;  becoming  ex- 
tinguished, extinction  (of  flames  &c.),  abatement; 

N.  of  a  son  of  Anaka-dundubhi  and  S'anti-devS ; 
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prasamait-kara. 'T  pros  hti-vdhin. 

(i),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Prax'aman-kara,  as,  «, 
am,  causing  the  cessation  of.  —  PraJama-sthita,  as, 
a,  am, being  in  a  slate  of  quiescence.— Praia  indyana 

(°ma-ay°),  as,  a,  am,  walking  in  tranquillity. 
Pra-samana,  as,  >,  am,  tranquillizing,  pacifying, 

calming ;  suppressing,  curing,  healing ;  (am),  n. 
reposing,  repose,  quiescence  ;  tranquillizing,  pacifying, 
calming ;  mitigating,  assuaging,  allaying,  composing  ; 

soothing  (fever  &c.);  curing,  healing;  extinguish- 
ing, quenching,  suppressing ;  abatement,  cessation  ; 

killing,  destroying,  slaughter ;  (scil.  astram),  N.  of 
a  magic  weapon ;  bestowing  aptly  or  fitly  (Manu 
VII.  56,  =  sat-pdtre  pratipddanam) ;  securing, 

keeping  safe;  labd/tasya  pruiamanam,  the  se- 
curing of  what  has  been  acquired  or  bestowing  it 

on  fit  objects ;  [cf.  labdhn-p°.] 
Pra-samayya,  ind.  having  appeased  or  tranquil- 

lized. 

Pra-tamita,  as,  a,  am,  tranquillized,  appeased, 
relieved;  quelled,  quenched,  allayed.  —  Pradamito- 

padrara  (°ta-up°),  as,  a,  am,  having  all  calamities 
or  hinderances  quelled  (—pra^anta-bddha). 
Pra-iamyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  tranquillized 

or  pacified,  being  appeased  ;  being  flattered. 
Pra-dan,  ind.,  see  Gana  Svar-idi  to  Pin.  I.  I, 

37 ;  [cf.  pro-saw.] 

Pra-s"dnta,  as,  a,  am,  tranquillized,  composed, 
quieted,  calmed,  calm  ;  tamed  ;  subdued ;  abated, 
ended,  ceased,  discontinued  (as  active  effort) ;  dead, 
deceased ;  relieved ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  divinity. 
—  Prasanta-kama,  as,  a,  am.  one  whose  desires 
are  calmed,  content.  —  Pratfdnta-ddritra-mati,  is, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Pra<dnta-6drin,  inas, 
m.  pi.  walking  tranquilly,  (perhaps)  an  epithet  of  a 
class  of  deities.  —  Pra^dnta-i'eshta,  as,  a,  am,  one 
whose  efforts  have  ceased,  resting.  —  Praiidnta-td,  f. 
tranquillity  (of  mind).  —  Praddnta-bad/ta,  as,  a, 
am,  having  all  calamities  or  hinderances  quelled  ( = 

praiamittrpadrara).  —  Pra$"Sntdtman  (°ta-dl°), 
a,  a,  a,  '  tranquil-souled,"  composed  in  mind,  peace- 

ful, calm.  —  Pradantorja  (°ta-ur°),  as,  a,  am,  one 
whose  strength    has   ceased,   weakened,  prostrated. 

—  Pradantaujas  (°ta-oj°),  as,  as,  as,=praidn- 
torja  above. 
Praddntaka,  as,  a,  am,  =  pra-ianta  above. 
Pra-ianti,  i»,  (.  becoming  calm  or  tranquil,  tran- 

quillization,  tranquillity  of  mind,  calm,  quiet,  pacifi- 
cation, composure ;  ceasing,  cessation,  rest ;  allaying, 

quenching,  extinguishing,  extinction.  —  Pradanti- 
duti,  (.  the  harbinger  of  rest,  forerunner  of  repose, 
an  epithet  of  old  age. 

Pro-dim,  n,  n,  n,  tranquil,  quiet. 
Pra-/Sama,  as,  m.  tranquillity,  quiescence;  paci- 

fying ;  laying,  suppressing. 

H^lQ  pra-sardha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  sridh 
with  pro),  Ved.  valiant  (said  of  Indra  ;  S3y.  =pra- 
karshendbhibhaintd). 

H^lrt  prasala,  a  various  reading  for  pra- 
sala,  q.  v. 

H^l^pra-s'as,  as,  f.  (fr.  rt.  sas  with  pra), 
Ved.  a  hatchet,  axe,  knife ;  (according  to  others)  = 

pra-iasia,  prwtasta-ddhedana. 

M^IW  pra-sasta,  &c.     See  p.  643,  col.  3. 

H9ITW  pra-sukha,  as,  a,  am,  having  great 
branches  (as  a  tree) ;  an  epithet  of  the  fifth  stage  in 
the  formation  of  an  embryo  (in  which  the  hands 
and  feet  are  formed,  in  this  sense  also  written  pra- 
i<aka) ;  (a),  f.  a  branch,  small  branch  or  twig ; 
(probably)  the  extremities  of  the  body.  —  Pmiaklia- 
'"'.  iin,  afi,  at,  having  many  branches. 
Praitakhika,  f.  a  branch ;  a  small  branch  or  twig. 

H^fl-ff  pra-santa,  Sec.     See  above. 

1T5n^  pra-sas,  cl.  2.  P.  -sasti,  -sasitum, 
lo  rule  over,  reign  over,  rule,  reign,  govern,  com- 

mand, enjoin  ;  to  teach,  instruct ;  to  chastise,  punish. 

Pni-'arana,  am,  n.  governing,  ruling ;  dominion, government;  enjoining,  enacting. 

Pra-.<dsita,  as,  a,  am,  ruled  over,  reigned  over, 
governed,  ruled  ;  enjoined,  enacted. 

Pra-idsitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  governing,  ruling,  a 
governor,  ruler. 

Pra-idftri,  td,  m.  '  director,"  title  of  a  priest  also 
called  MaitrSvaruna,  the  first  assistant  of  the  Hotri 
(Ved.);  a  king. 

1'i-ii-x'astra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  office  of  Pras'Sstri  ; 
the  Soma  vessel  of  the  Prasaslri;  (Siy.)  =pras'dstur 

yagalt. 
Pra-sishta,  an,  a,  am,  ruled  over,  reigned, 

governed,  commanded. 
Pra-sishlt,  its,  f.,  Ved.  injunction,  command,  order. 

Pra-s'is,  is,  f.,  Ved.  injunction,  command,  order; 
[cf.  I.  a-sVx.] 

-sithila,  as,  a,  am,  very  loose, 

relaxed,  lax.  —  PrasitJi  il'i-krita,  as,  d,  am.  rendered 
very  loose,  greatly  loosened.  —  Pratithili-bltuta,  as, 
d,  am,  become  loose  or  lax. 

Jtfijre  prasisha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man; 

(at),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants. 

wf^HM  pra-sishya,  as,  m.  the  disciple  of 
a  disciple,  scholar  of  a  scholar,  pupil  of  a  pupil. 

••  Pra^ishya-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  the  disciple  of 

a  disciple,  the  condition  of  a  pupil's  pupil. 

H^stMM  prasukriya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  be- 
ginning with  the  words  pra  dukra  (said  of  the 

hymn  Rig-veda  VII.  34,  l). 

M3ifs  pra-suddhi,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  sudh  with 

pra),  purity,  clearness. 
W3J*H  pra-sumbh,  cl.  6.  A.  -sumbhate, 

-Jumbhititm,  Ved.  to  decorate  or  adorn  one's  self 
highly;  (Sty.)  =  prakarihena  svakiyam,  ainjam 
alatt-kri. 

H3j>5j<*  pra-susruka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince 
(a  son  of  Maru  ;  cf.  pra-susruta). 

H^ll^l  pra-so£ana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  sud 
with  pra),  Ved.  burning  on,  continuing  to  burn. 

JT^lfa  pra-Josha,  as,  m.  (rt.  sush),  drying 
up,  becoming  dry,  exsiccating,  aridity. 

Pra-Hoshana,  as,  m.  *  drying  up,'  epithet  of  a 
kind  of  phantom  . 

n^Hj>ra-s<!ut  or  pra-sfyut,  cl.  I.  A.  -6to- 
tati,  -ityotati,  -iCotitum,  -fdyotitum,  to  pour  forth, 
shed,  distil,  sprinkle  ;  to  drip,  fall  in  drops. 

Pra-i(fitai  or  pra-tfyotat,  an,  antl,  at,  pouring 
forth,  sprinkling  ;  dripping,  falling  in  drops. 

TTW  i.  prasna,  as,  m.  basket-work,  a 

plaited  basket. 
TTW  2.  prasna,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  pra(li),  a 

question,  demand,  inquiry,  interrogation,  query  [cf. 

l;n*!r[a-p°~]  ;  judicial  inquiry  or  examination  [cf. 
sdkshi-p°]  ;  a  controverted  question,  point  at  issue, 
subject  of  inquiry,  controversy,  (pradnam  pm-bru, 

to  decide  a  controverted  point  ;  prax'nam  i,  to  lay 
a  question  before  any  one  (ace.)  for  decision  ;  prag- 

mas tava  pitari,  the  point  at  issue  is  before  thy 
father,  i.  e.  it  is  submitted  to  him  to  decide)  ;  a 
problem  for  calculation  ;  inquiry  into  the  future  (in 

astrology  ;  cf.  dipya-p°,  deva-p\  daiva-p°)  ;  a  par- 
ticular number  of  verses  of  the  Veda  repeated  from 

memory  by  a  pupil  to  his  Guru,  a  task,  lesson,  repeti- 
tion ;  a  term  applied  to  short  sections  in  various  works. 

—  Prafaa-koxhthi,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  on  divination. 
—  Pra^na-flutl,  f.  a  riddle,  enigma,  perplexing  or 
enigmatical  question.  —  Prasna-vivdka,  as,  m.,Ved. 
one  who  decides  controversies,  an  arbitrator.  ••  1  Vo/- 
na-vivdda,  as,  m.  a  controverted  question,  contro- 

versy. ••  Pra3na-vai*knava,  am,  n.,  N.    of  an 
astrological   work.  —  Pradna-vydkarana,  am,  n., 
N.  of  the  tenth  of  the  twelve  sacred  books  of  the 

Jainas.  —  Pradndrnava  (°na-arc),  as,  m.  'ocean  of 
questions,'  N.  of  a  work  on  astrology  (  =  Vaishnava- 
»'d«(ra).  —  Prainottara  (°na-ut  ),  as  or  am,  m.  or 

n.  (?),  a  particular  STabdahn-ka'ra  or  figure  of  speech. 
—  Pradnottara~mani-mdld  or  jtraxnottarft-mdld, 
f.,  N.  of  a  v/oik.  —  Pra<nottara-ratna-mdla,  {., 

N.  of  a  work.  —  Pra  •'unjainifliad  (°na-up°),  t,  {., 
N.  of  an  Upanishad  (consisting  of  six  questions  and six  answers). 

Pradnaya,  Norn.  P.  pradnayati,  -yitmn,  to 
inquire  after,  ask  about  (with  two  ace.). 
Prafnin,  i,  m.,  Ved.  an  inquirer,  one  who  inquires 

into  the  future  (Mahi-dhara  =  sakunadi-prafhtri). 
Prattlifavya,  as,  d,  urn,  to  be  asked  or  questioned 

about  (with  ace.  )  ;  deserving  to  be  consulted  ;  proper 
to  be  inquired  into. 
Prash/ri,  td,  tri,  tri,  asking,  demanding,  an  asker, 

inquirer,  questioner,  interrogator,  querist. 

prasnl,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  X.  of  a  race  of 
Rishis;  (incorrectly  for  priini,  q.  v.) 

/'/W/,;,  f.  incorrectly  far  pri/inl,  q.  v. 

fl'HIJ  pra-sratha,  as,  m.  orpra-sranthana, 
am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  tranth  with  pra),  laxity,  relaxation, flaccidity. 

ITSTral  pra-srabdhi,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  srambh 

with  pra),  trust,  confidence. 

ICsm  pra-sruya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sri  with 
pra),  respectful  demeanour,  affection,  regard,  solicit- 

ation, affection,  respect,  courtesy,  civility,  modesty  ; 

Modesty  personified  as  a  son  of  Dharma  and  Hri. 

—  Pradraya-vat,  (in,  ati,  at,—prasi'ai/in  btlow. 
Pra-s"rayana,  am,  n.  respectful  demeanour,  civi- 

lity, modes'.y. Prafrayin,  i,  inl,  i,  behaving  respectfully,  cour- 
teous, civil  ;  modest.  —  Pra*ratji-td,  f.  respectful 

demeanour,  courtesy,  civility,  modesty. 

Pra-irita,  as,  d,  am,  modest,  humble,  well- 
behaved  ;  (as),  m.  ,  N.  of  a  son  of  Anaka-dundubhi 
and  Santi-devS. 

B'SqUJ  pra-sravana,  an  incorrect  form 
for  pra-sravana,  q.  v. 

U  'st  q  «  pra-sravas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  loud- 

sounding,'  an  epithet  of  the  Maruts  ;  (S5y.)  =  pro- 
krishldnna,  having  or  bestowing  excellent  food. 

H^VJ  pra-slatha,  as,  d,  am,  very  loose, 

greatly  relaxed,  languid,  flaccid  ;  unnerved. 

Rf'MrT  pra-slita,  as,  m.  (for  pra-srita),  a 

term  applied  to  the  rule  of  Sandhi  according  to 
which  as  before  a  soft  letter  is  changed  into  o. 

Hf'yy  pra-slishta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  sllsh 
with  pra),  twisted,  entwined  ;  (a«),  m.  a  term 
applied  to  the  Sandhi  of  the  vowel  a  with  a  following 
vowel  and  of  other  vowels  with  homogeneous  vowels  ; 
also  to  the  vowel  resulting  from  this  Sandhi  and  of 
the  accent  with  which  such  a  vowel  is  pronounced  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man(?). 
Pra-slesha,  as,  m.  close  contact,  pressing  against  ; 

euphonic  coalition  of  vowels. 
irafV)  n  «4  pra-svasitavya,  as,  d,  am  (fr. 

rt.  JI'IYW  with  pra),  Ved.  to  be  caused  to  recover the  breath. 

1'ra-iivasa,  as,  m.  breathing  in,  inhaling,  breath, 

respiration. 

Tnrzf  prashtavya,  prashtri.    See  above. 

Ufi?  prashti,  is,  m.  (connected  with 

prishti,  q.  v.),  Ved.  a  horse  harnessed  at  the  side, 
a  side-horse  or  one  harnessed  outside  the  shafts  by 

the  side  of  the  other  yoke-horses  [cf.  dalishina-p3"]  ; 
(perhaps)  a  horse  in  front  of  those  harnessed  to  the 

yoke  or  to  the  chariot-pole  [cf.  adhi-pra#hli-yuga~\  ; 
(according  to  Siy.)  =  vdhana-traya-madl>ya-varti 
yiiga-vitfeshah,  a  sort  of  yoke  in  the  middle  of 
three  horses  ;  a  bystander,  companion  (SSy.  =  pdriica- 
st/ia).  —  Prashti~mat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  having 
side-horses  (as  a  chariot).  —  Prashti-rdltana,  as,  d, 

am,  or  prafhti~rdhin,  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  (a  chariot) 
drawn  by  side-horses  (and  thus  having  at  least  three 
horses). 
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TH?  pra-shtha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  stha  with  j 
pro.),  standing  in  front,  preceding,  prior ;  chief,  prin- 

cipal, best  [cf.  ratha-p"]  ;  a  leader,  conductor ;  (as),  j 
m.  a  species  of  plant ;  (i),  f.  the  wife  of  a  leader  or 

chief.  —  Pratfhtha-vah,  t,  m.  a  young  bull  or  steer 
training  for  the  plough ;  prashthauhi,  (.  a  cow  for 

the  first  time  wilh  calf;   [cf.  paxkfha-i'dh-~\ 

uPs^if^^  prashthi-vahin,  a  wrong  read- 
ing for  praskli-vahiu,  q.  v. 

Hutlimmpraslma-vaishnava, an  incorrect 
form  for  pratiM-vaisknava,  q.  v. 

'MJJ  pras,  cl.  I.  A.  prasate,  prasltum,  to 
^v  extend,  expand,  spread,  diffuse;  to  bring 

forth  young. 

J4«?»i  pra-sakta,  pra-sakti.  See  under 
pra-sarij  below. 

M«  Qi| •\^pra-sakshin.     See  p.  648,  col.  i. 

H«^l  i.  pra-san-khyd,  cl.  2.  P.  -khydti, 
-khydtum,  to  count  or  reckon  up,  number,  enume- 

rate, calculate. 

3. pra-iankhyd,  f.  total  number,  sum;  reflection. 
P  ra-sanlthydna ,  as,  d,  am,  meditating  (?as  an 

epithet  of  an  order  of  ascetics) ;  (as),  m.  payment, 
liquidation ;  a  sum  of  money ;  (am),  n.  enumerat- 

ing, enumeration  ;  reflection,  meditation  ;  reputation, 
renovm.  —  PrafankhydtM-para,  as,  a,  am,  en- 

grossed or  absorbed  in  meditation. 

HHtf  pra-ganga.     See  below. 

n*i%[pra-sanyha,as,  m.  a  great  multitude. 

Wl^%(pra-san-<!aksli,  cl.  2.  A.  -cashte,  &c. 
(see  rt.  faksh},  to  reckon  up,  recount,  enumerate. 

H^^tpra-sarij ',  cl.  I.  P.  -sajati,  -sanktum, 
to  become  attached  to,  feel  affection  for :  Pass,  -saj- 
yate,  to  cleave  to,  adhere  or  cling  to,  become  fixed 
upon  or  attached  to,  become  strongly  addicted  to 
(with  Joe.) ;  to  be  relevant  or  applicable,  to  apply. 

Pra-sakta,  as,  a,  am,  attached  to,  in  contact 
with,  united  to,  connected  with ;  cleaving  to,  adher- 

ing to,  fixed  upon  (with  loc.) ;  devoted  to ;  accom- 
panying ;  engaged  in,  applied  to,  used,  employed ; 

attained,  obtained,  gained ;  continual,  constant,  eter- 
nal ;  opened,  expanded ;  (am),  ind.  continually,  in- 

cessantly, eternally,  ever. 

Pra-saktavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  attached  to. 
Pra-sakti,  is,  (.  adherence  or  attachment  to,  ad- 

hesion, devotion  to,  addiction  to,  engagedness,  the 
being  occupied  with ;  bearing  upon,  applicability, 
application  (especially  of  a  rule  in  grammar;  ati- 
pra&akti,  too  wide  applicability ;  prasaktim  pra-yd, 
to  become  attached) ;  connection,  union,  association  ; 
inference,  conclusion,  deduction ;  a  topic  or  subject 

of  conversation  ;  occurrence  of  a  possibility  ;  perse- 
verance, energy ;  acquiring,  acquisition. 

Pra-saitga,  as,  m.  adherence  or  attachment  to, 
devotion  to,  devotedness ;  addiction  to  [cf.  surata- 

p°~\  ;  occupation  [cf.  virata-p°,  viruddka-p0] ;  con- 
nection, union,  association,  intercourse  [cf.  sti'i-p°] ; 

illicit  intercourse ;  connected  reasoning  or  argument ; 
connected  language  or  style ;  subject,  topic,  the  case 
as  stated  ;  occurrence  of  a  possibility,  contingency, 

case,  event  (e.  g.  edah  pl/tta-prananye,  in  the  event 
of  a  diphthong  being  prolated);  conjuncture,  occa- 

sion, circumstances,  time ;  introduction,  insertion  ; 
mention  of  parents ;  conjoint  result  (?) ;  revealing  a 
secret  (?) ;  second  or  subsidiary  incident  (?) ;  N.  of  a  Bud- 

dhist school ;  of  a  man  ;  prasangena  or  praxaitgat, 
ind.  through  connection  with  or  relation  to ;  with  all 
the  heart,  heartily,  earnestly;  on  the  occasion  of, 
in  consequence  of,  on  account  of,  because  of  (lit. 
from  its  happening);  when  the  occasion  presents 
itself,  occasionally,  incidentally ;  in  the  course  of 
(e.  g.  kathd-prasangena,  in  course  of  conversation). 
—  Prasanga-tas,  ind.  out  of  attachment  to  or 
respect  for ;  =  prasangena,  prasangdt.  —  Pra- 
eanya-nivdrana,  am,  n.  the  prevention  of  (similar) 

cases,  obviation  of  (like  future)  contingencies.  —  Pra- 
sanga-ratndvali,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Prasanga- 
•vat,  an,  atl,  at,  occasional,  incidental,  casual.  —  Pra- 
saitga-casdt,  ind.  according  to  the  time,  as  occasion 
may  demand,  by  the  force  of  circumstances.  —  Pra- 
sanga-vinivritti,  is,  f.  the  non-recurrence  of  a  case. 
—  Prasairga-sama,  as,  m.  a  particular  Jati  [q.  v.] 

in  logic.  —  Prasangd'iharana  ("ga-dbh"),  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  modern  poetical  anthology. 
Prasangin,  i,  ini,  i,  attached  to,  devoted  to; 

dependent  on,  contingent,  additional  ;  occasional, 
incidental  ;  secondary,  subordinate,  non-essential. 
—  Prasangi-ta,  f.  attachment,  addiction  to,  con- 

nection, intercourse  with. 

Pra-sajya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  attached  to,  to  be 
connected  with  ;  applicable.  —  Prasajya-pratishe- 
dha,  as,  m.  a  particular  kind  of  negation,  negation 
of  a  possible  case  (distinguished  from  pary-uddsa, 
q.  v.),  a  simple  prohibition  of  the  particular  matter 
specified  without  enjoining  what  is  different. 

Pra-sanjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  attaching  or  con- 
necting, combining,  uniting;  applying,  employing, 

bringing  into  use,  bringing  to  bear. 

-sad,  cl.  I.  6.  P.  -sidati,  -sattum, 
to  settle  down,  become  clear,  become  placid  or 
tranquil,  become  calm,  be  calm,  be  soothed  ;  to  be 
content  or  satisfied  ;  to  be  glad  ;  to  be  gracious 
or  propitious,  to  be  favourable,  favour  (with  gen.)  ; 

to  vouchsafe,  be  pleased  to  (with  inf.)  :  Caus.  -sd- 
dayati,  -yititm,  to  render  calm,  soothe,  appease, 
propitiate  ;  to  beg  pardon  of  (with  ace.)  ;  (A.)  to 
cause  to  be  gracious,  pray  for  grace  or  favour  :  Pass. 
of  Caus.  -sadyate,  to  be  rendered  calm,  to  be 
soothed  or  appeased. 

Pra-satti,  is,  f.  transparency,  brightness,  clearness, 
cleanness,  purity  ;  complacency,  graciousness,  favour. 

Pra-sanna,  as,  a,  am,  settled  down,  tranquil  ; 
clear,  blight,  pellucid,  limpid,  pure,  clean  ;  soothed, 
propitiated,  pleased,  delighted  ;  gracious,  propitious, 
kind,  kindly  disposed  towards,  favourable,  compla- 

cent ;  true  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  ;  (d),  f.  pro- 
pitiating, pleasing  ;  spirituous  or  vinous  liquor.  —  Pra- 

sanna-kalpa,  as,  a,  am,  almost  quiet,  tolerably 
calm.  —  Prasanna-td,  f.  or  prasanna-tra,  am,  n. 
brightness,  pellucidness,  clearness,  purity;  favour, 

kindness,  propitiousness,  good  humour.  —  Prasanna- 
pddn,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  work  by 
Dharma-ktrtti.  —  Prasanna-mukha,  as,  i,  am, 

1  placid-countenanced,'  having  a  pleased  or  approv- 
ing countenance,  agreeable-looking,  looking  pleased, 

smiling.  —  Prasanna-rdgliava,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
drama  by  Jaya-deva.  —  Prasanna-veitkatesvara- 

mdhdtmya  (°ta-ls'°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  legend  in  the 
Bhavishyottara-Purana.  —  Prasanna-salila,,  as,  d, 
am,  having  clear  or  limpid  water.  —  Prasanndtman 

{^na-dt°),  d,  d,  a,  gracious-minded,  propitious. 
—  Prasannerd  (°na-ini),  (.  spirituous  liquor. 

I.  pra-sdda,  as,  m.  clearness,  brightness,  pellucid- 
ness,  transparentness,  limpidness,  purity,  cleanness 

[cf.  ambu-p°]  ;  clearness  of  style,  perspicuity;  calm- 
ness, tranquillity,  absence  of  excitement,  repose, 

composure  ;  serenity  of  disposition,  good  humour, 
good  temper;  graciousness,  propitiousness,  favour, 

kindness,  kind  behaviour  [cf.  dush-p°,  drik-p°]  ; 
approbation  ;  Kindness  personified  as  a  son  of  Dharma 
and  Mauri;  a  propitiatory  offering  or  gift,  food 

offered  to  a  god  (  =  prasdda-dravya,  prasdddnna)  ', 
the  remnants  of  food  presented  to  an  idol  or  left  by 
a  spiritual  teacher  (both  of  which  any  one  may 
freely  appropriate  to  his  own  use)  ;  free  gift,  gratuity  ; 
well-being,  welfare  ;  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
Prakriya-kaumudl  ;  prasddat,  abl.  c.  through  the 
kindness  of,  by  the  favour  of.  —  Prasdda-dana, 
am,  n.  a  propitiatory  gift,  a  gift  in  token  of  favour, 
gift  of  food  by  a  superior.  —  Pra&dda-patta,  as, 
m.  a  turban  of  honour  (worn  as  a  token  of  royal 
favour).  —  Prasdda-pardnmukhft,  as,  I,  am,  not 

caring  for  any  one's  favour  ;  withdrawing  favour 
from  any  one  (with  gm.).  —  Pra8dda-patra,  am, 
n.  an  object  of  favour.  —  Prasdda-puraga,  as,  d, 

am,  inclined  to  favour,  favourably  inclined.  —  Pra- 
siiila-jiratilabdha,  as,  m.,N.  of  a  demon.  —  Fra- 
sdda-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  pleased,  delighted ;  gracious, 
favourable.  —  Prasdda-vittakn,  as,  d,  am  (perhaps 

an  incorrect  form  for  prasdda-vittama),  best  ac- 
quainted with  the  favour  (of  another),  preferred  to 

'all  others.  —  Prasdda-stha,  as,  d,  am,  abiding  in 
serenity,  kind,  propitious;  happy.  —Prasdddntam 

(°da-an°),  am,  n.  another  (mark  of)  favour.  —  Pra- 
sddl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurttte,  -kartum,  to 
bestow  as  a  mark  of  favour,  bestow  graciously,  present. 

2.  prasdda,  Nom.  P.  prasddati,  prasdditum,  to 
be  clear  or  bright. 

Pra-sddaTta,  as,  ika,  am,  clearing,  purifying, 
rendering  clear  or  pellucid ;  gladdening,  cheering, 

exhilarating;  propitiating,  courting  favour,  wishing 

to  win  any  one's  favour. 
Pra-sddana,  as,  i,  am,  rendering  clear,  purifying 

[cf.  ambu-p^,  toya-p°~\  ',  calming,  tranquillizing ; 
soothing,  cheering,  gratifying;  (as),  m.  a  royal 
tent;  (a),  f.  service,  worship;  (am),  n.  cleaning, 
freeing  from  soil  or  impurities ;  the  act  of  calming, 

tranquillizing,  composing,  soothing  (e.g.  netra-p°, 
administering  soothing  remedies  to  the  eyes) ;  cheer- 

ing, gratifying  [cf.  druti-p0^  ;  rendering  gracious, 
propitiating,  pleasing,  (tvat-prasddandt,  for  the  sake 
of  propitiating  thee)  ;  boiled  rice. 

Pra-sddaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  rendered  gracious, 
to  be  propitiated. 

Pra-sddayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  be  gracious, 
propitiating,  gratifying,  pleasing. 

Pra-sddayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  rendered 
gracious,  to  be  propitiated. 
Pra-sddita,  as,  d,  am,  purified,  cleansed ;  pleased, 

conciliated,  propitiated,  appeased,  reconciled ;  wor- 
shipped. 

Pra-sddin,  I,  ini,  i,  calming,  tranquillizing, 
soothing,  cheering,  gladdening;  showing  favour, 
treating  with  kindness ;  clear,  serene,  bright. 

Pra-sddya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  rendered  gracious, 
to  be  propitiated,  to  be  conciliated,  placable. 

Pra-sedivas,  van,  ditshi,  "cat,  one  who  has  be- 
come pleased  or  propitiated,  favourable. 

JWVT  pra-san-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati, 
-dhatte,  -dhdtum,  to  fix  or  fit  (an  arrow)  to  (the 
bow-string). 

Pra-sandhana,  am,  n.  combination  (e.  g.  of 
words  in  the  Krama,  q.  v.). 

Pra-sandhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu. 

bham.     See  p.  648,  col.  I. 

^ pra-sam-iksh,  cl.  I.  A.  -ikshate, 
-ikshitum,  to  look  at,  look  upon,  observe,  perceive, 

see ;  to  reflect  upon,  consider,  deliberate ;  to  ac- 
knowledge, recognise  as,  regard  as. 

Pra-samikshana,  am,  n.  considering,  deliberat- 
ing, discussing. 

Pra-samiltslid,  f.  deliberation,  judgment. 

Pra-saml/tshita,  as,  d,  am,  looked  at,  looked 
upon,  observed  ;  reflected  upon,  considered ;  regarded 
as,  declared. 

1 .  pra-samikshya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  considered 
or  weighed  or  discussed. 

2.  pra-samlkshya,  ind.  having  looked  at ;  having 
reflected  upon,  having  considered. 

U«*T1  fsTT  pra-samidita,  as,  a,  am,  praised, 
celebrated. 

H«*I1  pra-sayana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  si  with 

pra),  binding,  fastening. 
Pra-sita,  as,  d,  am,  bound  to,  bound,  fastened  ; 

adhering  to  or  engaged  in,  diligent,  attentive, 
zealous ;  attached  or  devoted  to,  engrossed  by ; 

(awl),  n.  pus,  matter. I.  pra-siti,  is,  f.  (for  2.  see  p.  648,  col.  2),  a 
ligament,  binding,  tie,  fetter. 

H*<pra-saru,  &c.     See  pra-sri,  p.  649. 

HtfA  pra-sarga,  pra-sarjana.  See  under 

pra-srij,  p.  649,  col.  2. 



648 ITCH}  pra-sarpa. 
TigrT  pra-suta. H«M  pra-sarpa,  &c.   See  pra-srip,  p.  649. 

H«rt  prasala,  as,  m.  the  cold  season, 
winter  (  =  hemanta;  also  read  praJala). 

WB^l   pra-salavi,  ind.,  Ved.   towards 
the  right  side,  (opposed  to  apa-salavi;  also  incor- 

rectly written  prasuri.) 

U*H  i.  2.  and  3.  pra-sava.  See  under 
I.  and  2. pra-fii,  col.  2,  and  z.^jra-sti,  p.  649. 

Utmj  pra-savya,  as,  a,  am,  turned  towards 
the  left,  (opposed  to  pra-dakihina) ;  contrary, 
reverse,  reverted,  inverted;  favourable;  (am),  ind. 
towards  the  left,  to  the  left  side. 

flH'£  i.  pra-sah,  cl.  I.  A.  -sahate,  -said- 
turn,  -sodhum,  to  bear  up  against,  be  able  to  with- 

stand, sustain,  endure ;  to  overpower,  conquer,  de- 
feat ;  to  make  an  effort;  to  be  able  (with  inf.). 

Pra-sakshin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  overpowering,  de- 
feating, victorious  (Sfy.  —  satrundm  prasahana- 

silah). 
Pra-sabham,  ind.  (an  ind.  past  part,  of  a  form 

sabh  =  sah,  cf.  2.  pra-sahya),  by  force,  forcibly, 
violently ;  importunately ;  exceedingly,  much  ;  N.  of 
a  variety  of  the  Trishtubh  metre.  —  Prasabha-da- 
mana,  am,  n.  forcible  taming  (of  wild  animals; 
according  to  a  Scholiast  =  baldtkdrena  mardanam). 
—  Prasabha-karana,  am,  n.  carrying  off  by  force, 
violent  seizure.  —  Prasabhoddhrita  (°bha-ud°),  as, 
5,  am,  torn  up  by  force,  forcibly  uprooted.  —  Pra- 
sabhoddhritdn  (°ta-ari),  is,  is,  i,  one  who  has 
forcibly  uprooted  his  enemies. 

2.  pra-sah  or  pra-sah,  -sat,  m.  (ace.  pra-sdham), 
overpowering  ;  an  epithet  of  Indra,  (Say.  =  fatrunam 
abhibhavita,  the  overcomer  of  foes) ;  force,  violence. 
Pra-saha,  at,  a,  am,  bearing  up  against,  with- 

standing; (as),  m.  a  beast  or  bird  of^prey;  endur- 
ance, resistance  (in  du,sh-p°,  q.  v.);  (a),  f.  a  kind 

of  Solanum  (  =  vrihatUca). 
Pra-sahana,  as,  m.  a  beast  or  bird  of  prey; 

(am),  n.  withstanding,  resisting;  overcoming,  de- 
feating; defeat;  bearing,  enduring;  embracing,  an 

embrace. 

1.  pra-saJiya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  resisted,  to  be 
conquered  or   defeated ;    a-prasahya,  not  to   be 
resisted,  irresistible. 

2.  pra-sahya,  ind.  having  withstood,  having  sus- 
tained ;  having  overpowered  or  conquered  ;  forcibly, 

violently,  by  violence,  by  force ;  exceedingly.  —  Pra- 
sahya-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  acting  violently,  violent  in 
action. •»  Prasahya-daura,  as,  m.  'a  violent  thief/ 
a  robber,  plunderer.  —  Prasahya-haraija,  am,  n. 
taking  away  by  force,  robbing,  plundering ;  [cf.  pra- 

sabha-harana.'] 
Pra-sahvan,  d,  art,  a, Ved.  overpowering,  defeat- 

ing ;  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
Pra-sah.    See  2.  pra-sah  above. 
Pra-sdha,  as,  m.  overpowering,  defeating ;  con- 

trolling one's  self ;  a-prasaha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  com- 
pletely master  of  one's  self,  not  subject  to  passion. 

imifrl<*l  prasdtikd,  f.  a  kind  of  rice  with 
small  grains  (  =  anu-vrihi;  cf.  pra-sadhikil). 

H«U^  pra-sada,  &c.    See  pra-sad,  p.  647. 

H«\^pra-sadh,  Caus.  P.  -sadhayati,  -yi- 
tum,  to  accomplish,  effect;  to  promote,  advance, 

further ;  to  make  one's  own,  acquire,  (according  to 
Kullaka  on  Manu  VII.  lQ$  =  atmasdt-kri) ;  to 
subdue ;  to  dress. 

J' '  ra-sadhaka,  an,  ikd,  am,  accomplishing,  per- 
fecting, one  who  accomplishes  or  perfects ;  cleansing, 

purifying;  decorating,  adorning,  ornamenting;  (as), 
m.  an  attendant  who  dresses  his  master,  a  valet  de 
chambre ;  (ilca),  f.  a  female  attendant  who  dresses 

her  mistress,  lady's  maid;  wild  rice;  fcf.  nrasd- tikd.] 

Pra-sadhana,  as,  I,  am,  accomplishing,  effecting ; 
one  who  accomplishes  or  effects  (Ved.);  (as),  m.  a 
comb ;  (i),  f.  a  drug,  commonly  called  iiddhi  ;  a 

comb,  (ke/Sa-p",  a  comb  for  the  hair);  (am),  n. 
bringing  about,  accomplishing,  effecting;  arranging; 

setting  in  order;  decorating,  decoration,  embellish- 
ment, ornament,  dress,  toilet;  a  comb.  —  Prasa- 

<l/iiinii-ndh>,  is,  m.  a  mode  of  decoration  or  em- 
bellishment. —  Prasadhana-i'iiesha,  as,  m.  the 

highest  decoration,  most  excellent  ornament. 
Pra-nadhita,  as,  d,  am,  accomplished,  finished, 

completed,  done  ;  proved  ;  ornamented,  decorated. 

—  Prasddhitdnga  (c'ta-ait°),  as,  I,  am,  having 
the  limbs  ornamented  or  decorated. 

Pra-sddhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  accomplished  or 
effected,  practicable  ;  to  be  destroyed  ;  to  be  defeated. 

WffT.pra-sara,  Sec.     See  pra-sri,  p.  649. 

k«I?  pra-saha.     See  I.  pra-sah,  col.  I. 

JTftr^pra-siV,  Pass,  -sicyate,  to  be  poured 
out  or  flow  forth,  to  be  scattered  ;  to  be  lost. 
Pra-seka,  as,  m.  flowing  forth,  flowing,  dropping, 

oozing  ;  sprinkling,  wetting  ;  emission,  discharge  ; 
running  or  watering  of  the  mouth  or  nose,  flow  of 
saliva  in  vomiting,  vomiting,  sickness,  nausea  ;  the 
bowl  of  a  spoon  or  ladle.  —  P  ratselia-ta,  f.  flow  of 
saliva  in  nausea  or  vomiting. 

Prasekin,  i,  ini,  i,  discharging  a  fluid  ;  suffering 
from  morbid  flow  of  saliva. 

pra-sita.     See  pra-sayana,  p.  647. 

2.  pra-siti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  so  with 
pra;  for  I.  see  pra-sayana,  p.  647),  Ved.  a  track, 
path,  course  (as  of  fire  &c.)  ;  an  attack,  assault  ;  a 
throw,  cast,  shot;  stretch,  reach,  extent,  compass; 
duration,  series,  succession  (e.  g.  dirghdm  anu  pra- 
sitim,  in  long  succession)  ;  dominion,  power,  autho- 

rity, influence  ;  (Say.)  =jvala,  a  flame  ;  =  band/tana, 
confinement. 

pra-sidh,  cl.  4.  P.  -sidhyati,  -sed- 
dhwn,  to  be  accomplished  or  effected,  to  succeed  ;  to 
be  gained  or  obtained  ;  to  be  established  ;  to  be  made 
known  or  certified. 

Pra-siddha,  as,  5,  am,  well  known,  notorious, 
renowned,  famous,  celebrated  ;  adorned,  ornamented. 

—  Prasiddha-lmhatriya-prdya,  as,  d,  am,  con- 
sisting for  the  most  part  of  renowned  Kshatriyas. 

—  Prasiddha-td,   f.  or  prasiddha-tt'a,  am,  u. 
celebrity,  the  being  well  known,  notoriety. 
Prasiddhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  descended 

from  Janaka  (a  son  of  Maru  and  father  of  Kritti- ratha). 

Pra-siddhi,  is,  f.  accomplishment,  success,  attain- 
ment ;  the  being  generally  known  or  admitted, 

celebrity,  fame,  notoriety;  ornament,  decoration. 

—  I  'rasiddhi-mat,  an,  all,  at,  generally  known, 
notorious,  famous. 

prasidika,  f.  a  small   garden  ; 
(also  read  prasedikd,  q.  v.) 

M*J  I.  pra-su,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -sunoti,  -sunute, 
-sotum,  Ved.  to  press  or  squeeze  out  Soma  juice, 
extract  the  juice  of  the  Soma  plant  (Say.  =  somd- 
bhishavatn  kri). 

1.  pra-sava,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  under  2.  pra-su 
below),  Ved.  pressing  out  Soma  juice. 

Pra-sut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  flowing  forth  (as  Soma  from 
the  Soma  press). 

Pra-sunvat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  squeezing  out  or 
extracting  Soma  juice. 

Pru-iwca,  as,  m.,  Ved.  pressing  out  Soma  juice, 
extraction  of  the  juice  of  the  Soma  plant. 

U?J  2.  pra-su  (sometimes  written  pra-su), 
cl.  i.  P.,  2.  4.  A.  -savati,  -iute,  -siiyate  (properly  a 
kind  of  reflexive  passive  form),  -sotum,  -savitum,  to 
procreate,  beget,  generate,  engender  ;  to  bring  forth, 

be  delivered  of,  bear  :  Pass,  -suyate  (ep.  also  P.  ~ti't, 
to  be  begotten  by  (with  abl.)  ;  to  be  brought  forth 
by,  be  bom  of  (with  loc.). 

2.  pra-sava,  as,  m.  (for  3.  see  under  2.  pra-su, 
p.  649),  procreating,  generating,  procreation,  genera- 

tion ;  the  production  of  young,  bringing  forth  or  bearing 

young,  childbirth,  parturition,  delivery,  travail,  labour ; 
conception;  birthplace,  source,  origin;  offspring, 

young,  progeny,  posterity,  (antah-p°,  containing 
offspring,  pregnant ;  kinalayn-pc ',  the  offspring  of  a 
twig,  a  young  shoot)  ;  a  flower,  blossom  [cf.  kanaka- 
p°,  pita-p°~\ ;  fruit.  —  Prasava-griha,  am,  n.  a  lying- 
in  chamber.  —  Prasaoa-dh/trmin,  i,  ini,  i,  charac- 

terized by  production,  productive,  prolific.  «-Pra- 
sara-bandhana,  am,  n.  the  foot-stalk  of  a  leaf  or 
flower,  the  leaf-stalk  or  peduncle.  ••  Prasara-vi- 
kdra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  prodigy  happening  at  the 
birth  of  a  child.  ~Pt'a*ava-vedana,  f.  the  pangs  of 

childbirth,  throes.  "Prasara-it/iali,  f. '  birthplace,' 
a  mother.  —  Prasava-stlidna,  am,  n.  a  receptacle  for 

young,  a  nest.  —  Prasavotthana  (°va-ut°),  am,  n., 
N.  of  the  seventeenth  Pari-sishta  of  the  Yajur-veda. 
—  Prasavonmukha  (°va-un°),  i,  f.  expecting  child- 

birth, about  to  be  delivered   (according  to   Malli- natha  =  dsanna-prasavd). 

Prasavaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Buchanania  Latifolia 

(=piyala). Pra-sarat,  an,  anfi,  at,  bringing  forth,  bearing ; 

(and),  f.  a  woman  in  labour. 
Pra-savana,  am,  n.  bringing  forth,  bearing 

children,  fecundity. 

I. pra-savitri,  td,  m.  (for  2.  see  under  2.  pra-su, 
p.  649),  a  procreator,  generator,  father;  (tri),  f. 
bringing  forth,  a  mother. 

i.  pra-savin,  i,  ini,  i  (for  2.  see  under  2.  pra- 
su,  p.  649),  bringing  forth,  having  or  bearing  young, 
producing. 
Pra-suta,  as,  a,  am,  brought  forth,  bora ;  (as 

or  am),  m.  or  n.  (?),  a  particular  high  number ;  [cf. 

mahd-p0.'] 

i.  pra-sii,  us,  us,  u  (for  2.  see  p.  649),  bringing 

forth,  bearing  [cf.  pitri-p°,  putrika,-p°,  stri^p0"]  ; fruitful,  productive;  (us),  f.  a  mother;  a  mare;  a 
young  shoot,  tender  grass  or  herbs,  sacrificial  grass, 
(Say. =praeavitry  oshadhl);  a  spreading  creeper, 
the  plantain.  —  Prasu-mat,  an,  (tti,  at,  or  prtusu- 
van,  a,  art,  a,  Ved.  furnished  with  flowers. 
Pra-tukd,  f.  a  mare, 
Pra-suta,  as,  a,  am,  procreated,  begotten,  en- 

gendered ;  brought  forth,  born,  produced,  grown ; 

begetting,  engendering ;  one  who  has  brought  forth, 
delivered ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  class  of  deities  under 
Manu  Cakshusha ;  (am),  n.  a  flower ;  any  productive 

source ;  (d),  f.  a  woman  who  has  brought  forth  a 
child,  a  woman  recently  delivered. 

I .  pra-suti,  is,  f.  procreating,  procreation,  beget- 
ting, generating ;  bringing  forth,  bearing  ;  calving  ; 

laying  eggs ;  birth,  production,  generation ;  coming 
forth,  growth  (of  fruits,  flowers,  leaves;  cf.  phrtla- 

p°) ;  a  production,  product ;  a  procreator,  begetter ; 
one  who  brings  forth,  a  mother;  offspring,  children, 

progeny;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Maru  and  wife  of 

Daksha.  —  Prasuti-ja,  am,  n. '  birth-produced,'  pain 
or  affliction  (mental  or  corporeal)  resulting  as  a  ne- 

cessary consequence  of  birth.  —  Prasuti-rdyu,  us, 
m.  air  generated  in  the  womb  during  the  pangs  of 
travail. 

Prasutika,  f.  a  woman  who  has  had  a  child,  a 

woman  recently  delivered  ;  =  I .  pra-suti  (at  the  end 

of  a  comp.,  cf.  nafyat-p°,  sal;rit-p°). Fra-suna,  as,  d,  am,  born,  produced ;  (am),  n. 

a  flower ;  a  bud,  blossom  ;  fruit.  —  Prasuna-bdna 

or  prasuna-vana,  as,  m.  '  having  flowers  for 
arrows,'  the  god  of  love.  —  Prasuna-varsha,  as, 
m.  a  shower  of  flowers  (rained  from  heaven). 

—  Prasundrijali   (°na-(iii°),  is,  is,  i,   presenting 
a  nosegay  of  flowers  held  in  both  hands  opened  and 

hollowed  (=pushpiinjali).  —  Frasuneshit  (°na- 
is/iu),  us,  m.  'flower-arrowed,'  an  epithet  of  the 

god  of  love. Prastinaka,  am,  n.  a  flower ;  a  bud,  blossom. 

Pra-suyat,  an,  and,  at,  being  born  (Mahi-bh. Santi-p.  5687). 

injrl  pra-sut.    See  under  i. pra-su,  col.  2. 
a-suta.     See  above. 



WR  pra-stava. 
TRpI  pra-sup,  pra-supta,  pra-supti.  See 

under  pra-svap,  p.  651,  col.  i. 

a-suva.  See  I .  pra-su,  p.  648,  col.  2 

t  pra-sus'ruta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince 
(a  sou  of  Maru ;  cf.  pra-3ux'ruka). 

hma,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

2.  pra-sii,  cl.  6.  P.  -suvati,  -savitum, 
Ved.  to  urge  forwards,  incite,  excite,  animate. 

3.  pra-sava,  as,  m.  (for  i.  and  a.  see  under  i. 
and  2.  pra-su,  p.  648),  Ved.  urging  forwards,  setting 
in  motion,  being  set  in  motion ;  a  current,  course, 
stream  ;  rousing  up,  excitement,  animation  ;  order- 

ing, enjoining ;  furtherance,  assistance,  help ;  pursuit, 
acquisition ;  one  who  urges  on  or  excites. 

2.  pra-savitri,  td,  trl,  tri  (for  1.  see  p.  648, 
co1:  3''  V.ed-  urSing  forwards,  setting  in  motion,  ex- 

citing, animating;  (Siy.  =  prakarshendl>hijndtri.) 
2.  pra-savin,  i,  irii,  i  (for  i.  see  under  2.  pra- 

su,  p.  648),  urging  forwards,  exciting  (?). 
Pra-savitri,  in  the  Rig-veda=2.  pra-savitri. 
2.  pra-suti,  is,  (.  (for  i.  see  under  t.  pra-su), 

urging  forwards,  impelling,  commanding ;  permission. 

H«=«I pra-suka.     See  p.  648,  col.  3. 

TTH  pra-sri,  cl.  i.  and  Ved.  cl.  3.  P.  -sa- 

rati,  -siiarti,  -sartum,  to  move  forwards,  go  for- 
ward, proceed,  advance ;  to  pass,  pass  by  (as  time) ; 

to  flow  onwards,  flow  forth  ;  to  spring  up ;  to  break 
forth,  break  out  (as  fire);  to  spread  abroad;  be 
diffused ;  to  be  stretched  forth,  be  extended,  extend  : 
Caus.  -sdrayati,  -ijitum,  to  cause  to  go  forwards, 
move  forwards,  stretch  forth,  hold  out;  to  spread 
out,  spread,  extend ;  to  expand,  open  wide ;  to  put 
forward,  exhibit,  expose  (for  sale). 

Pra-sara,  as,  d,  am,  moving  forwards,  proceeding, 
projecting;  (am),  n.  going  forwards,  unimpeded 

motion,  free  course  [cf.  vitthinna-dhuma-p°] ; 
spreading,  extending,  extension,  extent,  dimension, 
diffusion,  dispersion ;  expansion  ;  a  stream,  flow, 
flood,  torrent ;  (in  medicine)  morbid  displacement 
of  the  humors  of  the  body ;  multitude,  assemblage  ; 
a  fight,  combat,  battle,  war ;  an  iron  arrow ;  speed, 
velocity;  affectionate  solicitation;  (a),  f.  the  plant 
Pzderia  Fcetida.  —  Prasara-yuta,  as,  d,  am,  pos- 

sessing extension,  extensive. 

Pra-sarana,  am,  n.  going  forth,  running  forth, 
running  away,  escaping;  going  round;  spreading 
abroad,  spreading  over  the  country  to  forage ;  sur- 

rounding an  enemy;  morbid  displacement  of  the 
humors  of  the  body ;  complaisance,  amiability. 
Pra-sarani,  is,  or  pra-sarani,  f.  surrounding  an enemy. 

Pra-sarat,  an,  anil,  at,  going  forwards,  proceed- 
ing, projecting ;  spreading  out,  spreading,  expanding  ; 

bursting. 

Pra-sdra,  as,  m.  going  forth,  going  about,  spread- 
ing, extending,  extension,  expansion  ;  stretching  out 

[cf.  liii/M-p"]  ;  opening  (the  mouth) ;  going  out  to 
forage,  spreading  over  the  country  for  grass  and  fuel. 
Pra-sdrana,  am,  n.  causing  to  go  forwards, 

stretching  out,  extending,  spreading,  spreading  abroad, 
diffusing,  diffusion,  expanding,  expansion,  increase; 

displaying,  unfolding;  going  about;  surrounding 
an  enemy;  dispersion  of  an  army  by  detachments 
for  collecting  forage,  &e. ;  changing  a  semivowel 
into  a  vowel  [cf.  sam-prasdrana]  ;  (i),  f.  surround- 

ing an  enemy  ;  a  species  of  creeper,  Paederia  Fcetida. 
Prasdranin,  i,  irii,  i,  containing  a  semivowel 

liable  to  be  changed  into  a  vowel. 

Pra-sdrita,  as,  d,  am,  moved  forwards,  held 
out ;  stretched  out,  expanded,  extended,  spread,  dif- 

fused; laid  out,  exhibited,  exposed  (for  sale). 
Pra-sdrin,  i,  ini,  {,  coming  forth,  flowing  forth, 

moving  on;  going  along  gently,  gliding,  flowing, 
creeping;  stretching,  extending;  spreading  forth, 
spreading,  expanding,  expanded,  unfolded;  spread- 

ing round ;  (ini),  {.  the  plant  Paederia  Fcetida. 
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1.  pra-sdrya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  changed  into  a vowel. 

2.  pra-sarya,  ind.  having  stretched  forth,  having 
put  forth,  having  held  out. 
Pra-srita,  as,  d,  am,  gone  forwards,  gone, 

stretched  out,  stretched,  extended ;  diffused,  spread 
abroad,  dispersed;  lengthened,  long;  swift,  quick; 
modest,  humble  ;  attached  to,  engaged  in,  appointed  ; 

(as),  m.  the  palm  of  the  hand  stretched  out  and  hol- 
lowed as  if  to  hold  liquids ;  a  handful  (as  a  measure, 

=  two  Palas);  (a),  f.  the  leg;  (am),  n.  a  measure 
equal  to  two  Palas ;  (pra-srita  is  sometimes  incor- 

rectly written  for  pra-frita  and  even  for  pra-sita, 
c[.q.v.v,)  —  Prasrita-ja,  as,  m.  pi.  an  epithet  ol 
a  particular  class  of  sons  (Maha-bh.  Anusasana-p. 
2615). 

Pra-sriti,  is,  f.  progress,  advance;  streaming, 
flowing ;  the  palm  of  the  hand  hollowed,  a  handful ; 
a  measure  equal  to  two  Palas. 

P  ra-srimara,  as,  d,  am,  flowing  forth,  dropping, distilling. 

H^rs^pra-srij,  cl.  6.  P.  -srijati,  -srashtum, 
to  pour  away ;  to  lay  aside,  dismiss ;  to  quit,  leave, 
abandon ;  to  hurt,  injure, 

Pra-iarga,  as,  m.,  Ved.  pouring  forth,  flowing 
forth,  efflux  (Say.  =  varshana) ;  emission,  discharge. 
Pra-sarjana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  (perhaps)  throwing 

or  casting  forth. 

Pra-srishta,  as,  d,  am,  poured  away,  laid  aside, 
dismissed;  hurt,  injured:  (a),  f.  (probably)  a  par- 

ticular movement  in  fighting. 

VW{pra-srip,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarpati,  -sarptum, 
-sraptum,  to  creep  or  crawl  forth,  creep  on ;  to  go 

on,  proceed. 
Pra-sarpa,  as,  m.  going  to  the  part  of  the 

sacrificial  enclosure  called  the  Sadas;  (am),  n.,  N. 
of  a  Saman. 

1'm-sarpaka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  assistant  who  is 
under  the  superintendance  of  the  Ritvij  at  a  sacrifice 
or  a  mere  spectator  at  a  sacrifice  (so  designated 
from  entering  the  part  of  the  sacrificial  enclosure 

called  Sadas ;  cf.  pra-sripta)  ;  an  uninvited  guest, an  intruder  (?). 

Pra-sarpana,  am,  n.  going  forwards,  progressing, 
entering  (with  loc.)  ;  entering  the  part  of  the  sacri- 

ficial ground  called  Sadas;  refuge,  shelter  (Ved.; 
Say.=prakarsltena  sarpana-sddhanam,). 
Pra-sarpat,  an,  anti,  at,  advancing,  proceeding. 
Pra-sarpin,  i,  ini,  i,  creeping  or  crawling  forth, 

gliding  away;  coming  forth,  issuing;  going  to  the 
part  of  the  sacrificial  enclosure  called  Sadat. 

Pra-sripta,  as,  d,  am,  crept  or  crawled  forth, 
crept  away,  come  forth ;  entered  into  the  part  of  the 
sacrificial  ground  called  Sadas;  (as),  m.—pra-sar- 

paka,  q.  v. 
H«*K  pra-srimara.     See  above. 

S*J8  pra-srishta.     See  pra-srij  above. 

VW3i  pra-seka,  prasekin..  See  under 
pra-sid,  p.  648,  col.  2. 

prascdikd,  f.  a  various  reading 
for  prastdikd,  q.  v. 

H  ti  H;  1  t^  pra-sedivas.     See  p.  647,  col.  3. 

pra-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  (a 
son  of  Nighna  or  Nimna)  ;  N.  of  a  king  of  UjjayinI 
succeeded  by  Vikramarka  or  Vikramaditya.  -  Pra- 
sena-jit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  several  princes,  especially  of  a 
sovereign  of  S'ravastI  contemporary  with  S'akya-muni. 

JI?T^  pra-seva,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  siv  with  pra), 
a  sack,  a  leathern  bottle ;  a  small  instrument  of  wood 
covered  with  leather  and  placed  under  the  neck  of 
an  Indian  lute  to  render  the  sound  deeper. 

Praeevaka,  as,  m.  a  sack  [cf.  farma-p*];  a 
particular  part  of  a  lute  ( =pra-feva) ;  a  crooked 
piece  of  wood  at  the  end  of  a  lute. 

pra-s-kanva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic 

Rishi  with  the  patronymic  Kanva  (according  to  the 
Bhagavata-Purana,  a  grandson  of  Kanva),  author  of 
the  hymns  Rig-veda  I.  44-50,  IX.  95,  Valakhilya 
3,  2,  and  6,  8 ;  (an),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  descendants 
of  Praskanva. 

»*»^pra-skand,  cl.  i .  P.  -skandati,  -skan- 
tum,  to  spring  forward,  spring  forth ;  to  spring  down, 
leap  down,  alight :  Caus.  -skandayati,  -yitum,  to 
overleap,  spring  over,  leap  across,  cross  (a  river). 
Pra-skandat,  an,  anti,  at,  springing  forward, 

springing  forth. 

Pra-skandana,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  S'iva  ('  emit- 
ting semen  ?') ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  leaping  over,  spring- ing across ;  evacuation  by  stool,  diarrhcea,  dysentery. 

Pra-skandika,  f.  diarrhcea,  dysentery. 
Pra-skandin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  possessed  of extraordinary  strength. 

Pra-skandt/a,  ind.  having  sprung  forwards,  having 
leaped  down,  having  quickly  alighted. 
Pra-skanna,  as,  a,  am,  sprung  forward,  sprung 

forth;  dropped,  fallen;  defeated  in  battle;  (as),  m. 
a  transgressor,  sinner;  one  who  has  violated  the 
usages  of  his  caste  or  order,  an  outcast. 

*t*31*^ pra-skunda,  as,  m.  an  altar  or  ele- 
vated floor  of  a  circular  shape  ( =  fakrdkdrd  vedikd). 

H*St^pra-skhal,  cl.  i.  P.  -skhalati,  -sTcha- 
litum,  to  stagger  forwards,  stagger,  reel,  totter,  tumble. 
Pra-skhalat,  an,  anti,  at,  staggering  forwards, reeling,  tumbling. 

Pra-skhalana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  staggering, stumbling,  tumbling,  falling. 

TKrK.  pra-stara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  stri  with 
pra),  anything  strewed  about,  a  couch  of  leaves  and 
flowers ;  a  bed  or  couch  in  general ;  a  flat  surface, 
flat  top,  level,  a  plain  [cf.  prasdda-jf] ;  a  stone, 
rock ;  a  precious  stone,  gem,  jewel ;  a  paragraph, 
section  of  a  work  ;  (in  prosody)  a  tabular  represen- 

tation of  the  long  and  short  vowels  of  a  metre  (?) ; 
musical  notation  (?).  -  Prastara-ghatanopakarana 

(°na-up°),  am,  n.  an  instrument  for  breaking  or 
splitting  stones.  —  Prastare-shtha,  as,  a,  am  (rt. 
sthd),  Ved.  being  on  a  couch  or  bed. 
Pra-starana,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  couch,  bed ;  a  seat. 

Pra-starinl,  {.  a  species  of  small  shrub  (  =  go- lomika). 

Pra-stdra,  as,  m.  strewing  about,  spreading  out, 
scattering,  spreading,  covering  with  ;  a  process  in  pre- 

paring minerals;  a  bed  made  with  blossoms  and  leaves ; 
a  bed  or  couch  in  general ;  a  flower-bed  ;  a  jungle,  a 
thicket  or  wood  overgrown  with  grass ;  a  flat  surface, 
level,  plain ;  a  representation  or  enumeration  of  all 
the  possible  combinations  of  certain  given  numbers 

(see  Colebrooke's  Algebra,  p.  125);  N.  of  a  prince 
'a  son  of  Ud-gTtha  ;  in  this  sense  incorrertly  for^jra- 
stdra).  —  Praftdra-pankti,  is,  f.  a  kind  of  metre 
consisting  ofl2  +  I2  +  8  +  8  syllables. 

Pra-xtdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  extending,  spreading ;  (scil. 
arman)  a  particular  disease  of  the  white  of  the  eye. 
Pra-stira,  as,  m.  a  bed  or  couch  made  of  flowers 

and  leaves  (=pra-stara). 
J'ni-stirna,  as,  d,  am,  thrust  forward,  protruded  (as 

the  tip  of  the  tongue  in  pronouncing  the  dentals). 
J'rii-strita,  as,  d,  am,  spread  out,  spread,  ex- Bended  ;  disappeared. 

TlWK  pra-stita  or  pra-stima,  as,  a,  am 
fr.  rt.  styai  with  pra),  crowded  together,  clustering, 
warming ;  sounded,  making  a  noise. 

THff  pra-stu,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -stanti,  -staviti, 
stiife,  -xtuvitc,  -stofum,  to  praise  before  (anything 
else),  praise  first,  praise ;  to  begin,  commence ;  to 
peak,  say,  report,  relate,  propound :  Caus.  -stava- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  begin,  commence. 
Pra-tushtiishu,,  its,  us,  u,  wishing  to  begin, desirous  of  commencing. 

Pra-stara,  as,  m.  a  hymn  of  praise ;  =pra-stdva, a  favourable  moment,  &c. 

Pra-ntdva,  as,  m.  an  introductory  eulogy,  intro- 

~, 
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duction  ;  the  prelude  or  introductory  words  of  a 

Siman  (sung  by  the  Pra-stotri,  Ved.)  ;  the  prologue 
of  a  drama  (=pra-stdvand)  ;  beginning,  commenc- 

ing, commencement;  introducing  a  topic,  mention- 
ing, mention  ;  the  occasion  of  a  conversation,  a 

subject,  topic  ;  occasion,  opportunity,  time,  season  ; 

convenience,  (tara  prastdtena,  at  your  conveni- 
ence) ;  N.  of  a  prince  (a  son  of  Ud-gltha)  ;  = 

Jtela,  q.  v.  ;  (e),  ind.  on  a  suitable  occasion,  oppor- 
tunely ;  (ena),  ind.  on  the  occasion  of,  occasionally, 

opportunely;  suitably.  —  Fra*ta\'<i-<?intam<tiii,  is, 
m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Prastdra-tas,  ind.  on  the 

occasion  of;  kutlid-p",  in  course  of  conversation. 
~Prastdva-y(tjiia,  (is,  m.  *the  sacrifice  to  a  topic 
of  discussion,'  a  conversation  to  which  each  inter- 

locutor contributes  his  share  (and  therefore  compared 
with  a  sacrifice  at  which  each  person  present  offers  a 
contribution).  —  Praxtdva-ratndkara,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  work.  —  Prajstdva-sadrida,  <m,  i,  am,  suited  to 
the  occasion,  appropriate,  seasonable. 
Pra-stdvand,  f.  causing  to  be  praised  ;  causing  to 

mention  or  to  speak  of;  sounding  forth;  introduc- 
tion, commencement,  preface,  exordium  ;  a  dramatic 

prologue,  an  introductory  dialogue  usually  spoken  by 

the  manager  and  one  of  the  actors,  the  scene  be- 
tween the  prayer  and  the  beginning  of  the  first  act 

(of  which  several  varieties  are  enumerated,  viz.  the 

Udghatyaka,  Kathodghita,  Prayogatisaya,  Pra-var- 
taka,  and  Ava-lagita). 
Pra-stdvayat,  an,  anti,  at,  beginning,  com- 

mencing. 
Pra-stdvita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  be  told  or 

related  ;  mentioned. 

Pra-stdvya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  preluded  or 
introduced  with  a  Pra-stava  (as  a  Saman). 

Pra-stuia,  ae,  a,  am,  praised,  eulogized,  pane- 

gyrised ;  proposed,  propounded,  declared,  under  dis- 
cussion, revealed  ;  said  ;  expected,  desired  ;  ready, 

prepared  ;  accomplished,  done  ;  happened,  come  to 
pass  ;  made  or  consisting  of;  approached,  proximate  ; 
done  with  effort  or  energy  ;  (am),  n.  that  which  is 

propounded,  any  object  under  discussion,  a  proposi- 
tion. —  Praztuta-yajna,  as,  a,  am,  prepared  for  a 

sacrifice.  —  Prastutdnkura  ("ta-an"),  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  metaphorical  expression,  allusion  by  the 
mention  of  any  passing  circumstance  to  something 

latent  in  the  hearer's  mind  (as,  for  instance,  if  a  girl 
walking  in  a  garden  with  an  inconstant  lover  were 
to  ask  a  bee,  Why  go  to  the  thorny  plantain  when 
you  can  have  the  jasmine  flower?). 

Pra-stuti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  praise,  eulogium. 
Pra-stutya,  ind.  having  told  or  related,  having 

rehearsed. 

Pra-stotri,  ta,  m.,  Ved.  the  Ud-g5tri's  assistant 
who  sings  the  Pra-stava  (q.  v.). 

Prastotrlya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  Pra-stotri. 

TfWW  pra-stuta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  class  of 
deities  under  Manu  Cakshusha  ;  (an  incorrect  form 

for  pra-lihuta  or  pra-suta.) 

Htrt^on  pra-stoka,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Srinjaya;  Kutsasya  prastoTcah,  N.  of  a 
Saman. 

pra-stobha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  stubh 
with  pro),  allusion  to,  reference  to  (with  gen.)  ; 
rayer  artyirasatya  prastobhah,  N.  of  a  Siman. 

B**<pJ  pra-sthala,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

TfWT  pra-stha,  cl.  I.  A.  (ep.  also  P.) 
-H»hthaie  (-ti),  -sthatum,  to  set  out,  depart;  to 
proceed,  advance,  march  towards  (with  ace.  or  dat. 

or  with  prnti)  ;  (P.,  Ved.)  to  place  before,  set  before, 
deposit  :  Caus.  -sthdpuyati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  set 
forth,  cause  to  depart,  induce  to  retire  ;  to  send 
forth,  send  out,  dispatch,  send  away,  dismiss  ;  to 
send  into  exile,  banish  ;  to  urge  forwards,  push  on  : 
Desid.  -tifhfhdsali,  -te,  to  wish  to  advance. 

I'n/-.itha,  UK,  a,  am,  going  on  a  march  or 
journey,  going  to,  visiting,  abiding  in  [cf.  vana-p°]  ; 
stable,  firm,  solid  ;  expanding,  spread  ;  (ai,  am), 

m.  n.  table-land  on  the  top  of  a  mountain  ;  a  level 
expanse,  (at  the  end  of  names  of  towns  and  villages, 

cf.  indra-p°,  oshadhi-p°,  karira-p  ;  see  Pan.  IV. 
2,  no)  ;  a  particular  weight  and  measure  of  capacity 
(  =  32  Palas  =  J  of  an  Adhaka;  or=i6  Palas  =  4 
Kudavas  =  ̂   of  an  Adhaka;  or  =2  Sarlvas  ;  or  = 
6  Palas  ;  or  =  -f$  of  a  Drona)  ;  a  Prastha  of  anything 
or  anything  measuring  a  Prastha,  (according  to  the 
Su-sruta  a  man  should  never  lose  more  than  a 
Prastha  of  blood  in  being  bled);  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

man.  —  Prastka-pusltpa,  as,  m.  '  flowering  on  the 
mountain-top,'  a  species  of  plant,  a  variety  of  TulasI 
or  basil  with  small  leaves.  —  Prastha  m-paifa.  11*.  ii, 
am,  cooking  a  Prastha  (said  of  a  cooking  utensil 
capable  of  containing  one  Prastha).  —  Prast/M-rat, 
an,  all,  at,  hastening  away,  rapid,  (according  to 
Mzhi-dhmL  =  utkrishta-javopeta)  ;  (ati),  f.,  N.  of 
a  river. 

Pra-sthdna,  am,  n.  going  forth,  setting  forth, 
procession,  proceeding,  departing  ;  marching  forth, 
a  march,  the  march  of  an  army  or  of  an  assailant  ; 
sending  away,  dispatching  ;  departing  this  life,  dying 

[cf.  mafid-p°~\  ',  a  way  to  attain  (any  object),  course, 
method,  system  ;  a  sect  ;  an  inferior  kind  of  drama  the 
characters  of  which  are  slaves  and  outcasts.  —  Pra- 

xthiina-bheda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Madhu- 
sudana-sarasvatT.  —  Prasthdna-vat,  ind.  as  in  setting 

forth,  as  on  a  departure.  —  Prast/tdna-vilaila-gati 
or  prasthdna-mklava-gati,  is,  is,  i,  one  whose 
step  falters  in  walking.  —  Prasthdna-righna,  am, 
n.  an  obstacle  to  proceeding  or  to  sending  (anything)  ; 
non-attendance  at  a  festival,  impeding  its  taking  place. 

—  Prasthanavigh  rta-krit,  t,  r,  t,  causing  an  impe- 
diment to  pioceeding  or  to  dispatching  (anything). 

Prasthdnika,  belonging  or  relating  to  a  de- 
parture, to  a  course,  sect,  &c. 

Prasthdniya,  ae,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  or  re- 
lating to  a  departure. 

Pra-sthdpana,  am,  n.  causing  to  depart,  sending 
away,  dismissing,  dispatching,  (ditfah  prasthdpa- 
nam,  sending  into  all  quarters  of  the  world);  using, 

employing,  (dhvani-p°,  employing  a  metaphor)  ; 
appointment  to  an  embassy  ;  carrying  off  cattle  ;  (a), 
f.  sending  away,  dispatching. 

Pra-sthdpanlya,  ae,  d,  am,  to  be  sent  away, 
proper  to  be  sent  or  dispatched  ;  to  be  carried  or 
driven  off. 

Pra-sthapita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  depart,  sent 
away,  dismissed,  sent,  dispatched. 

1.  pra-sthdpya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sent  away,  to 
be  dispatched. 

2.  pra-sthdpya,  ind.  having  sent  forth,  having 
dispatched. 
Pra-sthdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  setting  forth,  starting, 

departing;  preparing  to  go  or  depart;  travelling, 
marching,  going. 

Pra-sthdvan,  d,  art,  a,  Ved.  hastening  away, 

rapid  (an  epithet  of  the  Maruts,  Say.  =  gamana- 

Prasthika,  at  the  end  of  adjectives  derived  from 
comps.  ending  in  pratthct,  cf.  drtlkaprasthiktt. 

J'rasthikd,  f.  a  species  ot  plant  (  =  amba-sfitha), 
Pra-sthita,  as,  d,  am,  set  forth,  set  out,  departed, 

gone  ;  an  epithet  of  particular  Soma  vessels  (Ved.). 

—  Prafthita-yajya,  f.,  Ved.  a  particular  YajyS  re- 
cited during  the  oblation  offered  with  the  Soma 

vessels  called  pro-it  liita. 
Pra-stkiti,  i»,  f.  setting  forth,  going  forth,  going 

away  ;  a  march,  journey. 

Pra-stheija,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  set  forth  or  departed. 

W5  pra-sna,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sna  with  pro), 
a  bath,  vessel  for  bathing. 

I'm-.-snatri,  td,  tn,  tri,  one  who  bathes,  a  bather. 
Pra-ttneya,  «x,  0,  am,  Ved.  to  be  bathed  in, 

suitable  fur  bathing. 

H«d=l  pra-snai-a,  pra-snavin.  See  under 
pra-snu,  col.  3. 

Tlf%7v  pra-snigdha,  as,  a,  am,  very  fatty 
or  greasy,  very  oily. 

H^  pra-snu,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -snauti,  -snute, 
-,<//" rittim,  to  pour  forth,  flow,  distil. 

J'ru-fiiaca,  as,  m.  dropping,  a  stream;  pouring forth,  flowing. 

J'ru-endrin,  i,tni,t,Ved.  pouring  forth,  dropping. 
Pra-snuta,  as,  d,  am,  poured  forth  ;  dropping. 

—  Praxnuta-ttani,  f.  having  breasts  that  distil  milk 
(through  excess  of  maternal  love). 

!•(  *l  H I  pra-snushd,  f .  the  wife  of  a  grandson . 

H*M ^ «1  pra-spnndana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  spand 

with  pra),  palpitating,  quivering,  trembling,  vibrating. 

TTPgi7  pra-sphut,    Caus.    or    cl.    10.    P. 
-spholayati,  -yitum,  to  cleave  through,  transfix, 
cleave,  split,  pierce ;  to  expand. 

Pra-sphtita,  as,  d.  am,  cleft  open,  expanded, 
blown  ;  manifest,  clear,  plain,  apparent,  evident ; 

divulged,  published,  spread  abroad. 
J'ra-K/>ho/aka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Niga. 

Pra-sphotana,  am,  n.  splitting,  falling  asunder ; 
expanding,  budding,  opening,  blooming ;  ripening  ; 

causing  to  blow  or  bloom ;  making  evident  or  mani- 
fest, revealing  ;  striking,  beating  ;  threshing  or  win- 

nowing corn ;  a  winnowing  basket ;  wiping  away, 
rubbing  out. 

W^T^pra-sphur,  cl.  6.  P.  -sphurati,  -sphu- ritum,  to  become  tremulous,  quiver,  palpitate, 
vibrate,  throb,  pulsate. 

Pra-sp/ittramdna,  as,  d,  am,  trembling,  quiver- 
ing, palpitating. 

Pra-sphurita,  as,  d,  am,  become  tremulous, 

quivering,  vibrating.  —  Prasphuritddhara  (°ta- 
adh),  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  lower  lip  quivers, 
with  quivering  nether  lip. 

TT^Tfir  pra-smriti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  smri  with 

pra),  forgetting,  forgetfulness. 

HRf5*..  pra-syand,  cl.  i.  A.  -syandate, 
-syanditvm,  to  flow  forth,  flow  away;  to  move 
rapidly,  dart,  fly. 

J'm-syanda,  as,  m.  flowing  forth,  trickling  out. 
Pra-syandana,  am,  n.  trickling  forth,  exudation. 
Pra-xyandamdna,  as,  a,  am,  moving  rapidly, darting,  flying. 

Pra-syandin,  I,  ini,  i,  flowing  forth,  trickling 
down. 

TreTCT pra-sransa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  srans  with 

pro),  Ved.  falling  down,  falling  asunder. 
Pra-sransin,  i,  ini,  i,  letting  fall,  dropping ;  (scil. 

yoni)  giving  birth  to  the  fetus  before  the  time, 
miscarrying. 

HB[  pra-sru,  cl.  i.  P.  -sravati,  -srotum, to  flow  forth  ;  to  let  flow,  pour  out. 

Pra-srara,  as,  m.  flowing  forth,  gushing  forth, 

oozing  out,  dropping ;  that  which  flows  forth,  a  flow, 
stream ;  milk  flowing  from  the  breast  or  udder ; 
urine ;  the  overflowing  scum  of  boiling  rice ;  (as), 

m.  pi.  falling  tears,  tears  gushing  forth.  —  1'rasrava- 
yultta  or  prasrava-samyakta,  as,  d,  am,  connected 
with  a  stream,  flowing  in  a  stream,  falling  in  drops, 

trickling;  flowing  with  milk. 
Pra-sramtia,  am,  n.  (often  incorrectly  written 

jira-trmaiia},  flowing  forth,  gushing  out,  oozing 
out,  trickling,  dripping,  leaking ;  dripping  or  fall  of 
water,  a  cascade,  cataract;  a  fountain,  spring,  well; 

a  spout,  the  projecting  mouth  of  a  vessel  ̂ out  of 
which  any  fluid  is  poured)  ;  streaming  forth  of  the 
milk  from  the  breast  or  udder;  a  pool  of  water 
formed  by  mountain  streams;  washing  away  of 

rocks  &c.  by  the  dripping  of  water ;  sweat,  perspi- 
ration; voiding  urine;  N.  of  a  place  where  the 

Sarasvat!  takes  its  rise,  (also  pldksham  prasrava- 

nam);  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  of  a  range  of  moun- 
tains on  the  confines  of  Malaya. 

Pra-sravin,  i,  ini,  i,  pouring  forth ;  yielding 

milk  ;  rich  in  milk. 
Pra-srdva,  as,  m.  flowing,  dropping;  urine; 

the  overflowing  scum  of  boiling  rice. 
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Pra-sruta,  as,  a,  am,  flowed  forth,  oozed  out, 

dropped,  issued. 
Pra-sruti,  is,  f.  flowing  forth,  oozing  out. 

JH3T  pra-svan,  cl.  I.  P.  -svanati,  -svani- 
tum,  Ved.  to  sound  loudly,  resound. 

Pra-xvaiia,  as,  m.  sound,  noise. 
Pra-svanita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  loud-sounding, 

resounding,  resonant. 
Pra-svdna,  as,  m.  a  loud  noise. 

JHsT^  pra-svap,  cl.  2.  P.  -svapiti,  -svap- 
tum,  to  fall  asleep,  go  to  sleep. 
Pra-sup,  p,  p,  p,  Ved.  sleeping,  asleep,  slumber- 

ing ;  (Say.  =  s'atrundm  hantri. ) 
Pra-supta,  as,  a,  am,  fallen  into  deep  or  sound 

sleep,  fast  asleep,  asleep,  sleeping,  slumbering.  —  Pra- 
mpta-ta,  f.  sleepiness. 
Pra-supti,  is,  f.  sleepiness,  somnolence ;  paralysis. 
Pra-svdpa,  as,  m.  falling  asleep,  sleep ;  a  dream ; 

(a»,  a,  am),  causing  sleep,  sending  to  sleep. 
Pra-svapaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  causing  to  fall  asleep ; 

causing  to  die,  slaying. 
Pra-svdpana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  sleep,  sending 

to  sleep  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  sending  to  sleep. 

P  m-svdpini,  f.  'sending  to  sleep,'  N.  of  a 
daughter  of  Sattrajit  and  wife  of  Krishna. 

"SC^CCZ^pra-seadas,  as,  as,  as,Ved.  agree- 
able, pleasant. 

SrefTT  pra-svdra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  svri  with 
pro),  Ved.  an  epithet  of  the  sacred  syllable  Om 
repeated  by  the  religious  teacher  at  the  beginning  of 
a  lesson. 

Mf*^  pra-svinna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  svid 
with  pra),  covered  with  perspiration,  sweated, 
heated,  perspired. 
Pra-sveda,  as,  m.  great  or  excessive  perspiration, 

sweat. 

Pra-svedita,  as,  a,  am,  sweated,  heated,  perspired, 
perspiring,  sweating ;  causing  perspiration,  hot. 
—  Prasredita-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  suffering  or  pro- 

ducing perspiration. 
Pra-svedin,  I,  ini,  i,  covered  with  perspiration, 

sweating. 

H^UlfH  praha-nemi  or  praha-nemi,  is,  m. 
the  moon  (incorrect  forms  for  graha-nemi,  q.  v.). 

H?«^  I.  pra-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti,  -hantwm, 
to  kill,  slay. 

Pra-hanana,  am,  n.  killing,  slaying  (Scholiast 
on  Pan.  vill.  4,  22). 
Pra-hata,  as,  d,  am,  struck,  beaten  (as  a  drum), 

smitten,  wounded,  killed ;  repelled,  repulsed,  over- 
come, defeated ;  spread,  expanded ;  contiguous, 

bounding,  limitating ;  conversant  with  the  principles 
of  science;  learned,  accomplished.  —  Prdhata-mu- 

•raja,  as,  a,  am,  having  drums  beaten,  sounding 
with  the  beating  of  drums. 

2.  pra-han  in  a-prahan,  q.  v. 
Pra-hantavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  killed  or  slain. 
Pra-hantri,  td,  tri,  tri,  striking  down,  slaying, 

a  slayer. 

TX^pra-hara,  &c.     See  pra-hri,  col.  3. 

W?§ pra-harsha,  &c.  Seepra-hrish,  col.  3. 

H^*(^ pra-has,  cl.  I.  P.  -hasati,  -hasituin, 
to  break  out  into  laughter,  laugh  heartily,  laugh  at, 
laugh  ;  to  mock,  deride,  ridicule. 
Pra-hasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasa. 

Pra-ha*at,  an,  anti,  at,  laughing  heartily,  laugh- 
ing, smiling;  (anil),  f.  Arabian  jasmine  (  =  yuthi, 

rdsanti) ;  a  large  chafing-dish  or  nre-pa_n. 
Pra-hasana,  am,  n.  laughing  loudly,  violent  or 

hearty  laughter,  laughing,  mirth,  merriment ;  laugh- 
ing at,  mocking,  deriding,  ridicule,  irony,  mockery  ; 

sarcasm,  satire  (as  a  branch  of  rhetorical  composi- 
tion) ;  a  kind  of  comedy,  a  farce. 

Pra-hasita,  as,  a,  am,  laughing,  cheerful ;  (am), 
n.  laughter,  mirth.  —  Prahasita-netra,  as,  m. 

'laughing-eyed,'  N.  of  a  Buddha. 

Pra-hasitiii,  ind.  an  anomalous  form  for  pra- 

hatya  below. 
Pra-hattya,  ind.  having  smiled  or  laughed. 
Pra-hdsa,  as,  m.  loud  laughter,  violent  or  hearty 

laughter,  laughing,  laughter;  ridicule,  mocking,  de- 

rision ;  satire,  irony  ;  an  actor,  a  dancer  ;  N.  of  S"iva  ; 
of  an  attendant  of  S'iva  ;  of  a  son  of  Varuna  ;  of  a 
Naga;  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage  (  =  Soma-tirtha); 
Jiharad-vdjasya  prahdiam,  N.  of  a  Sliman. 
Pra-hdsaka,  as,  m.  one  who  causes  laughter  or 

merriment,  a  jester. 

Pra-hasita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  laugh. 
Pra-hdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  laughing  aloud,  causing 

laughter,  diverting,  joking,  jesting  ;  satirical  ;  (i), 
m.  the  buffoon  of  a  drama  (  =  m-dushaka,  q.  v.). 

HSW  pra-hasta,  as,  d,  am,  having  long 
hands;  (as),  m.  the  open  hand  with  the  fingers 
extended  ;  N.  of  a  Rakshasa  ;  of  a  companion  of 
Surya-prabha  (see  Katha-sarit-s.  XLIV.  25). 
Prahastaka,  as,  d,  am,  scil.  tnia,  an  epithet  of 

the  verses  Rig-veda  VIII.  86,  13-15. 

JTI-T  i.  pra-hd,  cl.  3.  P.  -jahdti,  -hdtum, 
to  forsake,  desert,  leave,  quit,  abandon;  to  depart 

from  ;  to  throw,  cast,  fling  :  Pass,  -hiyate,  to  be  for- 
saken or  relinquished,  to  be  neglected;  to  fail,  be 

lost,  perish,  disappeir,  vanish  ;  to  cease. 

i.  pra-hd,  {.,  Ved.  a  good  throw  at  dice,  gain, 
winnings;  an  advantage;  (Sfy.  =  pra-hantri,  a 
smiter,  as  if  fr.  I.  pra-ltan.)  —  Prahd-vat,  an,  ati, 
at,  Ved.  acquiring  gain,  gaining;  (Say.  =praha- 
rana-vat,  dealing  blows,  smiting.) 

Pra-hdna,  am,  n.  relinquishing,  abandoning, 
omitting,  avoiding. 

Pra-hdni,  is,  f.  relinquishing,  abandoning  ;  want, deficiency. 

Pra-hdpana,  am,  n.  driving  away,  forced  aban- 
donment or  departure. 

Pra-hlna,  as,  a,  am,  left,  abandoned  ;  (as),  m. 
removal,  loss,  waste,  destruction.  —  Prahlna-jivita, 
as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  abandoned  life,  dead,  slain. 

.     See  pra-hri,  col.  3. 

i.  pra-hi,  cl.  5.  P.  -hinoti,  -hetum,  to 
send  forth,  dispatch,  send  to  (with  dat.  or  gen.  or 
ace.  of  the  person  and  ace.  of  the  thing)  ;  to  shoot 
(an  arrow  from  a  bow),  send,  cast,  throw,  discharge  ; 
(Ved.)  to  rouse  up,  urge  on  (?)  ;  to  propitiate  (?). 

Pra-hdyya,  as,  m.,Ved.  '  one  who  is  to  be  sent,' 
a  messenger  ;  [cf.  pra-heya^ 

i.  pra-hita,  as,  a,  am  (for  ̂ .  see  below),  sent 
forth,  sent,  dispatched  ;  shot,  discharged  (as  an  arrow 

from  a  bow)  ;  appointed,  commissioned  [cf.  a-p°~]  ; tlntinvHeh  pmhitah,  N.  of  a  SSman;  (am),  n. 
sauce,  gravy,  condiment.  —  Prahitan-gama,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  going  on  an  errand  or  mission. 

Pra-heti,  is,  m.  a  missile  weapon  (Ved.,  according 
to  Mah!-dhara  =  pra£n«/i/am  aywlham);  N.  of  a 
king  of  the  Rakshasas  ;  N.  of  an  Asura. 

Pra-hetri,  id,  m.  one  who  sends  forth  ;  one  who 
excites  or  impels. 

Pra-heija,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sent  away  or  dis- 
patched, serving  as  a  messenger. 

Uf?  2.  prahi,  is,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  pra- 

hri),  a  well. 

2.  pra-hita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  pra-dha, 
p.  631,  col.  3  ;  for  I.  see  above),  put  forth,  placed  ; 
stretched  out,  extended  ;  suitable,  appropriate  ; learned  (?). 

pra-hima,   see   Scholiast   on  Pan. VIII.  4,  16. 

TT?T«!J  pra-hma.     See  I.  pra-hd  above. 

TH|rT  pra-hu/a,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  hu  with  pro), 
sacrificial  food  offered  to  all  created  beings;  (am), 

n.  an  offering  of  food  to  all  created  beings  (  =  Jjhuta- 
yajha,  Manu  III.  74). 

Pra-hnti,  is,  f.,Ved.  an  oblation,  sacrifice;  (S5y: 
=  pralcriAtahutih,  an  excellent  oblation.) 

1'ra-hosha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  oblation,  sacrifice  (?). 
Prahoshin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  offering  oblations  or sacrifices. 

V^ pra-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati,  -te,  -har- 
turfi,  to  strike  at,  strike,  beat ;  to  wound,  hurt, 
injure;  to  attack,  assail,  assault;  to  cast,  throw, 
fling,  hurl  (with  dat.  or  ace.) ;  to  seize  upon ;  (with 

padena)  to  kick ;  (Ved.)  to  offer,  present. 
Pra-hara,  as,  m.  a  particular  division  of  time 

(comprising  about  three  hours,  =  6  or  7  Nadikas;  so 
called  from  its  lapse  being  announced  by  beating  a 

gong) ;  the  eighth  part  of  a  day,  a  watch  [cf.  ardha- 

p°]  ;  a  subdivision  of  S'ri-vasanta-rajs's  work  entitled 
Sakuna.  —  Prahara-kuturi,  (.  a  species  of  plant 

( =  kut.unibint).  —  Prahara-irirati,  is,  f.  the  end  of 
a  watch  ;  (an),  ind.  at  the  end  of  the  (morning) 

watch,  at  nine  o'clock  in  the  forenoon. 
Praharaka,  as,  m.  striking  the  hours ;  a  watch. 
Pra-harana,  am,  n.  striking,  beating;  casting, 

throwing;  attacking,  assailing,  assaulting;  fighting, 
war,  battle ;  repelling,  removing,  expelling ;  a 

weapon,  (krita-prahfirana,  practised  in  the  use  of 
arms,  cf.  kritastra) ;  the  box  of  a  carriage ;  a 
covered  car,  litter,  small  covered  pleasure-car,  (in 
this  sense  incorrectly  for  pra-vahatia,  q.  v.) ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna.  —  Praharana-Tcalilcd  or 

praharana-kalitd,  f.  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times 

Pra-haranlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  attacked  or 
assailed,  assailable  ;  to  be  fought  with ;  to  be  expelled 
or  removed ;  (am),  n.  a  weapon. 

Praharin,  i,  m.  '  one  who  announces  the  hours 

by  striking  a  bell,  beating  a  gong,  &c.,'  a  watchman, 
sentry ;  a  bellman. 

Pra-harishyat,  an,  atl  or  antl,  at,  intending  to 
strike  ;  wishing  to  take. 

Pra-hartavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  struck;  to  be 
attacked  or  assailed,  assailable. 

Pra-hartri,  id,  tri,  tri,  striking,  a  striker ;  one 
who  beats ;  fighting,  a  fighter,  assailant,  combatant, 
champion  ;  one  who  shoots,  a  shooter,  archer. 
Pra-hdra,  as,  m.  striking,  hitting;  a  stroke, 

blow,  slap,  knock,  thump  [cf.  tala-p°,  mush({-p°] ; 

a  kick  [cf.  pdda-p°~\ ;  a  cut,  thrust  [cf.  Jthadga-p°] ; 
killing,  wounding ;  pecking  ;  shooting,  hitting  (with 
a  missile),  a  shot,  hit.  —  Prahdra-karana,  am,  n. 
dealing  blows,  beating.  —  Prahdra-varman,  d,  m., 
N.  of  a  prince  of  Mithila.  —  Prahdra-valli,  f.= 

darma-katd,  mansa-rohint.  —  Pra hdrdrta  (°ra- 
dr°),  as,  d,  am,  bruised  or  wounded  by  a  blow, 
hurt  by  a  blow ;  (am),  n.  chronic  and  acute  pain from  a  wound  or  hurt. 

Pra-hdrana.,  am,  n.  a  desirable  gift;  (a  various 
reading  for  pra-vdrana,  q.  v.) 

Pra-hdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  striking,  smiting,  beating; 

attacking,  assailing  [cf.  randhra-p°]  ;  killing;  fight- 
ing, a  warrior,  champion,  hero. 

Pra-hdruka,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  carrying  off,  tearing 

away. 

Pra-hdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  beaten,  deserving 
to  be  beaten  ;  to  be  taken  away,  to  be  removed. 
Pra-hrita,  at,  d,  am,  struck,  beaten,  smitten ; 

seized ;  (am),  n.  a  stroke,  blow,  striking,  killing ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

U^H  pra-hrish,  cl.  4.  P.  -hrishyati,  -har- 
xhitum,  to  rejoice  beforehand,  be  glad  in  anticipation, 

anticipate  pleasure ;  to  be  very  glad,  rejoice  exceed- 
ingly, exult ;  Caus.  -harshayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 

be  glad,  gladden,  cheer,  inspirit,  encourage,  delight. 
Pra-liarsha,  as,  m.  extreme  joy,  hilarity,  mirth, 

gladness,  delight,  rapture,  exultation,  thrill ;  erection 
of  the  male  organ,  priapism ;  praharsham  kri,  to 

take  pleasure  or  delight  in  (with  \oc.).~Praharsha- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  delighted,  glad. 

Pra-harxhniia,  as,  i,  atn,  causing  erection  of  the 
hair  of  the  body,  causing  a  thrill  of  joy ;  making 

glad,  gladdening ;  delighting ;  delighted,  happy ; 
(as),  in.  the  planet  Mercury  or  its  ruler  [cf.  pra- 

Jtarshula"];  (i),  f.  turmeric,  (a  various  reading 
for  pm-harshini)  ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times 



652 pra-harshita. 
pragatha. ---  ,  uvuu-o-u--;  (am),  n.  joy,  delight; 

the  act  of  making  glad  or  rejoicing  ;  the  attainment 
of  a  desired  object. 

Pra-harshita,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  delighted,  de- 
lighted, very  happy. 

Pra-harshin,  I,  ini,  i,  causing  gladness,  gladden- 

ing ;  (ini),  f.  turmeric  [cf.  pra-hanhanT]  ',  a  kind 
of  metre,  —pra-karshani. 
Pra-hanhula,  as,  m.  the  planet  Mercury  ;  [c 

pra-harthana.] 
Pra-hrishta,  as,  a,  am,  exceedingly  pleasec 

overjoyed,  rejoiced,  delighted,  happy,  joyful,  gla< 
—  Prahrishta-manas,  as,  as,  as,  delighted  a 
heart,  rejoiced  in  mind,  exceedingly  glad.  —  Pra 
hrishta-ru/M,  as,  a,  am,  of  pleasing  form  ;  erect 

in  form.  —  Prahrishta-roman,  a,  m.  '  having  brist 

ling  hair,'  N.  of  an  Asura.  —  Prahrishldtman  C 
*Si°),  a,  dj  a,  delighted  in  soul,  rejoiced  in  mind. 

Prahrishtaka,  as,  m.  a  crow. 

H^rt* 

pra-henaka,   am,   n.   a  kind   o 
pastry  ;  victuals  or  sweetmeats  distributed  at  festivals 

[cf.  pra-helaka.] 

pra-heti,  &c.    See  i  .  pra-hi,  p.  65  1 

pra-helaka,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  hit  with 
pro),  a  riddle,  enigma  ;  a  kind  of  pastry  ;  sweet 
meats  &c.  distributed  at  festivals  (  =  pra-henaka). 
Pro-held,  f.  playful  dalliance,  loose  or  free  be 

haviour  ;  prahelaya,  sportively,  freely,  without  con 
straint. 

Pro-hell,  is,  or  prahdilta,  f.  an  enigma,  riddle 
puzzling  or  enigmatical  question. 

H^\H  pra-hosha,  prahoshin.  See  p.  651 
col.  3. 

Hf  It;  pra-hrdda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  hrdd  with 
pro),  N.  of  the  chief  of  the  Asuras  with  the  patro- 

nymic Kayadhava  (the  father  of  Vi-rocana)  ;  N.  ol 
a  son  of  Hiranya-kasipu  (he  was  an  enemy  of  Indra 
and  friend  of  Vishnu  ;  cf.  pra-hldda). 
Prahrddi,  ayas,  m.  pi.  the  attendants  of  the 

Asura  Pra-hrada. 

Hflti  pra-hrasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  hras  with 
pro),  shortening,  decrease;  languishing,  fading  away. 

H£\^pra-hlad,  cl.  I.  A.  -hladate,  -hlddi- 
tum,  to  be  delighted  :  Caus.  -hlddayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  rejoice,  gladden,  delight,  exhilarate  ;  to 
extinguish  (?). 

Pra-hlatti,  is,  f.  pleasure,  happiness,  joy;  (less 
correctly  for  pra-hlanni.) 
Pra-hlanna,  as,  a,  am,  pleased,  glad,  happy. 
Pra-hlanni,  is,  f.  pleasure,  delight,  happiness. 
Pra-hldda,  as,  m.  joyful  excitement,  pleasure, 

joy,  happiness  ;  sound,  noise  ;  N.  of  a  pious  Daitya 

(son  of  Hiranya-kasipu  ;  he  was  remarkable  for  his 
devotion  to  Vishnu,  and  was  on  this  account  perse- 

cuted by  his  father;  he  was  made  king  of  the 
Daityas  by  Vishnu,  and  was  regent  of  one  of  the 

divisions  of  PatSla,  cf.  pra-hrada  and  see  Vishnu- 
Purina  I.  17);  N.  of  a  Naga;  of  a  Praja-pati; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

Pra-ltlddaka,an,iku,  am,  causing  joy  or  pleasure, 
refreshing. 

Pra-hlddana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  joy  or  pleasure  ; 
(an),  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  causing 
joy  or  pleasure,  refreshing. 

Pra-hlddayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  rejoice, 
gladdening,  delighting. 

Pra-hlddita,  as.  il,  am,  rejoiced,  delighted. 
Fra-hliuiin,  i,  ini,  i,  causing  joy,  delighting; refreshing. 

B^  pra-hva,  ns,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  hvri  with 
pro),  bent  forwards,  inclined,  sloping,  slanting; 
bent,  bowed,  stooping;  bowing  humbly,  humble, 
modest  ;  inclined  towards,  intent  upon,  devoted  to, 

attached  to,  engrossed  by,  engaged  in;  (i),  f.,  N'. 
of  a  S'akti.  —  Prahrdnjali  (°ra-ari°),  it,  is,  i, stooping  or  bowing  with  the  palms  of  the  hands 

joined  and  put  to  the  forehead  in  token  of  respect. 
•• Prahvi-krita,  as,  rt,  am,  bent  forwards,  bowed, 
bent ;  subjected,  conquered,  won. 

Pra-hvitna,  am,  u.  bowing  down  in  reverence. 
Pra-hvana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  bent  forwards,  bent, 

bowed,  stooping. 

H<£rt  pra-hval,  cl.  I.  P.  -hvalati,  -litum, 
to  stagger  forwards,  quake,  tremble. 

U<$  H>1 41  pra-hvatikd,  {.  an  incorrect  form 
for  pra^valhikd,  q.  v. 

TRf  pra-hve,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -hvayati,  -te, 
-hvdttim,  to  call  to,  call  upon,  call,  summon,  invoke. 
Pra-hvaya,  as,  m.  calling,  summoning,  invoking, 

invocation. 

TPT  I.  prd  [cf.  rt.  pn],  cl.  2,  P.  prati, 
paprau,  prdsyati,  aprdsit  (Ved.  apras), 

praydt  or  preydt,  prdturn,  Ved.  to  fill :  Pass,  prd- 
yate,  to  be  filled  or  full. 

2.  pro,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  filling  (at  the  end  of 
comps. ;  cf.  antariktha-^prd,  kraturpra). 

I.  prdna,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  under  i.  pran, 
p.  654,  col.  3),  filled,  full,  replete. 
Praia,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  filled,  full  (S&y.=purna). 
Prati,  is,  f.  filling ;  the  span  of  the  thumb  and forefinger. 

UTSJ  prdnsu  (pra-an°),  «s,  us,  u,  high, 
tall,  lofty,  of  great  stature;  long;  (us),  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  Manu  Vaivasvata;  of  a  son  of  Vatsa-prl 
(or  Vatsa-priti).  —  Praniu-ta,  f.  height,  loftiness. 

—  Prans'u-laithya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  obtained  or 
reached  (only)  by  a  tall  person. 

BT^f  prak.     See  p.  653,  col.  2. 

»\<*<n\  prdkatya,  am,  n.  publicity,  mani- festation, notoriety. 

HI***,  prdkara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Dyuti-mat;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  the  Varsha  called  after Prakara. 

Hl«*<Uircn  prdkaranika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra- 

("arana),  appertaining  to  the  subject  of  discussion, 
Belonging  to  a  chapter,  belonging  to  a  class  or  genus. 

MIOHH  prdkarsha,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-karsha), 
V.  of  a  Saman. 

Prakarshika,  as,  I,  am,  deserving  preference. 

HlfTncti  prdkashika,  as,  m.  (said  to  be 

r.  rt.  kash  with  pra-a),  a  dancer  employed  by  a 

woman,  one  supported  by  another's  wife ;  a  catamite. 

H  i  <*i  i«-q  prdkdmya,  am,  n.  (fr._yra-kdma), 
Veedom  of  will ;  wilfulness,  following  or  obeying 

e's  own  will  or  inclination  ;  irresistible  will  or  fiat 
one  of  the  eight  attributes  of  Siva). 

HI«HI<  prd-kdra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  iri  and 
>ro  for  pra),  an  encircling  wall,  enclosure,  fence, 
ampart  (especially  a  surrounding  wall  elevated  on 
mound  of  earth).  —  Prdkara-karna,  ns,  m. '  wall- 

r,"  N.  of  a  minister  of  the  owl-king  Ari-mardana. 
•  Prdkdra-bhatijana,  an,  i,  am,  breaking  down 

amparis.  —  Prakdramardi.  in,  m.  a  patronymic 

rom  Prakara-mardin.  —  J'n~il;dra-mardin,  I,  m. 
rampart-crusher,'  N.  of  a  man.  •-  Prakdra-sfha,  as, 
I,  am,  standing  on  a  wall,  stationed  on  a  rampart. 

J'i'dkariya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  for  a  wall,  of  or  be- 
onging  to  a  wall ;  enclosed  by  a  wall,  walled. 
Prakarwka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  i .  kri  with  pra-a  f), 

led.  scattering  about  (?). 

HI**  \3tprakasa,  as,  m.  (fr. pra-kdsa),~Ved. 
metallic  mirror ;  (according  to  some  commentators) 
kind  of  ornament. 

Prakafya,  am,  n.  the  being  evident  or  manifest, 
ublicity;  celebrity,  fame,  renown. 

prd-kri  (pra-d-kri),  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -ka- 
oti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  Ved.  to  drive  away. 

a,  as,  d  or  i,  am  (fr.pra-kriti), 

original,  natural,  not  artificial,  essential,  unchanged, 
unaltered,  unmodified  ;  normal,  ordinary,  usual,  com- 

mon, uncultivated,  unrefined,   provincial,   plebeian, 

vulgar;  vernacular;  (in  the  San-khya  phil.)  belong- 
ing to  or  derived  from  Prakriti  or  the  original  ele- 

ment;   (in  astronomy)  an   epithet   of  one  of  the 
seven  divisions  of  the  planetary  courses,  (according 

to  Parasara  comprising  the  Nakshatras  SvSti,  Bha- 

ranT,  RohinI,  and   Krittika) ;  pnU-ritv   Ini/itk  or 
pralayuh  or  /wa^-sa/icViraA,  resolution  or  reabsorp- 
tion  into  Prakriti  or  the  original  element,  the  disso- 

lution of  the  universe ;  (as),  m.  a  low  man,  a  man 
following  a  degraded  profession ;  (am),  n.  any  pro- 

vincial or  vernacular  dialect  akin  to  Sanskrit,  espe- 
cially  spoken    by  the    female    characters    and    the 

inferior   personages    of  plays.  —  Prdkrita-kdma- 
dhenu,  us,  f.,  N.  of  a  Prakrit  grammar.  —  Prdkrita- 
tondrikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  Prakrit  grammar  by  Vara-rui!i 

(  =  prdkrita-prakds'a);  also  of  one  by  VamanS- 
carya.  —  Prdkrita-jvara,  as,  m.  common  or  usual 
fever  (occurring  from  affections  of  the  wind  in  the  rainy 
season,  of  the  bile  in  the  autumn,  and  of  the  phlegm 

in  the  spring).  —Prdkrita-tva,  am,  n.  original  or 
natural  state  or  condition.  —  Prakrita-dipiku,  f.,  N. 

of  a  commentary  on  the  Sarrkshipta-sara.  —  Pri- 
krita-pada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Prakrit  grammar  by 
Narayana.  —  2'rakrita-pi>tgala,  as  or  am,  m.  or 

n.  (?),  Pin-gala's  work  on  Prakrit  metres.  —  Prd- 
krU'a-prakdiia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Prakrit  grammar 
by  Vara-rudi  (=prdkrita-fandrikd).~Prdkrita- 
pralaya,  a*,  m.  the  total  dissolution  of  the  world. 
—  Prdkrita-bhdshin,  i,  ini,  i,  talking  or  speaking 
Prakrit.  —  Prakrita-manorama,  f.,   N.  of  Bhs- 

maha's  commentary  on  the  Prakrita-prakasa  ;  (also 
called  Mano-rama.)  —  Prdkrita-mdnusha,  as,  m. 
a  common  or  ordinary  mzn.  —  Prdkrita-niitra,  aw, 
n.  a  natural  friend  or  ally,  a  sovereign  whose  king- 

dom is  separated  by  that  of  another  from  the  country 
with  which  he  is  allied ;   [cf.  prdliritdri,  prdkrito- 

dasina.^^Prdkrita-lakshana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
work  ascribed  to  Panini.  —  Prnkrita-lankeirara 

(°lid-i£°),  as,  m.  (?),  N.  of  a  Prakrit  grammar.  —  Prd- 
krita-tfdsana,  am,  n.  a  manual  of  the  Prakrit  dia- 

lects. —  Prdkrita-sarvasva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Prakrit 

grammar    by   MSrkandeya-kavIndra.  —  Prdkritdri 

(°ta-ari),  is,  m.  a  natural  enemy,  a  sovereign  of  an 
adjacent  country  (whose  dominions  intercept  those  of 

the  Prakrita-mitra,  q.v.).  —  Prdkrit<xldslna  (°ta- 
nd°),  as,  m.  a  natural  neutral,  a  sovereign  whose 
dominions  are  situated  beyond  those  of  the  natural 

ally. 

Pr'ikritdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Pra- krita. 

Prdkritika,  as,  t,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 
Pra-kriti  or  the  original  element,  material,  natural, 
illusory. 

H I  $  *1  ̂ prdk-karman,  &c.     See  p.  653. 

H I  ISHM  i  an  i«c  prdkriynkaumuda,  as,  i,  am, 

belonging  or  relating  to  the  Prakriya-kaumudi,  q.  v. 

HIKJIfi'f  prdkshiilana,  an  incorrect  form 
for  pra-kfhdlana,  q.  v. 

HT**4!  prakharya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-khara), 

sharpness;  pungency;  ardour;  wickedness. 

TTtntl  pruyadya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  pra-gadin), 
see  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

prdg-apam,  &c.    See  under  praM. 

pragalhhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-gal- 
Itha),  boldness,  confidence ;  resoluteness,  determina- 

tion ;  pride,  arrogance,  effrontery ;  pomp,  parade, 

rank;  proficiency.  —  Pragatbht/u-vat,  fin,  att,  at, 
possessed  of  confidence,  bold;  vain,  proud. 

ni'lfV  prdoahi,  is,   m.,  Ved.,  N.   of  a 
teacher. 
Pragahiya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  referring  to 

PrJgarii. 
prdadtha,  as,i,am  (fr.  pra-gdthd), 



pragathika. 
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belonging  to  the  Pragathas,  i.  e.  to  the  eighth 
Mandala  of  the  Rig-veda;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic 
of  Kali;  ofBharga;  of  Harvata. 
Pragathika,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  eighth 

Mandala  of  the  Rig-veda. 

Hl'll*.  prdgdra,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  a 
building,  a  house  ;  a  principal  building  (?). 

Hl'llfjfi=*  pragatmika.    See  under  prahi. 

ffTff  prdyra  (pra-ag°),  am,  n.  the  highest 
point,  summit.  —  Prdgra-sara,  as,  a  or  I,  am,  going 
at  the  head,  foremost,  first,  best.  —  Prdgra-hara,  as, 
i,  am,  taking  the  best  share,  chief,  principal. 
Prdgrya,  as,d,am,  chief,  principal,  most  excellent. 

Mli|l2  prdgrdta,  am,  n.  thin  coagulated 
milk. 

t|  I  MH  W<{  prdgharma-sad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  abid- 
ing in  a  region  of  light;  (Say.^prakarsheiia 

dlpta-fthdne  vartamdnah.) 

UlVIri  prdghdta,  as,  m.  war,  battle  ;  (in- 
correctly for  pra-ghdta.^ 

HI*)K  prdghdra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  gJiri  with 
pro],  dropping,  oozing,  trickling  out,  aspersion  or 
pouring  out  of  any  oily  substance. 

UIU4U  prdghuna,  as,  m.  a  guest,  a  visitor, 

one  demanding  hospitality  ;  [cf.  prdhuna.'] 
Praghunakaoiprdghunika,as,m.=prdghuna. 
Prdghiirnaka  or  prdghurnika,  as,  m.  various 

forms  for  prdghunaka,  prdghunika  above. 

HI  j?  prdnga,  as,  m.  a  small  kind  of  drum 
or  tabor  (  =  panava). 
Prdngana  orprdngana,  am,  n.  a  court,  a  yard,  a 

court-yard  [cf.  angana,  aitgana\  ;  a  kind  of  drum. 

prdn-nydya,  &c.  See  p.  654,  col.  I. 

I  prdCandya,am,n.  (fr.pra-fanda), 
violence,  vehemence,  passion. 

MIMK  prdddra  (pra-d6°),  as,  a,  am,  con- 
trary to  or  deviating  from  ordinary  institutions  and 

observances  (?)  ;  (as),  m.  a  particular  insect. 

Prdddrya  {pro-ad0),  as,  m.  a  pupil,  scholar  (?). 

H  i  Pq  »q  nx  prdtinvat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Janam-ejaya  (  =pra-dinvat). 

HI  "I1  1  pragma.     See  p.  654,  col.  2. 

Wl^LprdiHra,  am,  n.  an  enclosure,  hedge, 

fence,  wall  ;  [cf.  kshaunl-p0,  mahi-p°.] 

TtT^fiprdturya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pradura),  mul- 
titude, quantity  ;  abundance,  copiousness,  plenliful- 

ness,  plenty  ;  (ena),  ind.  in  a  mass  ;  fully,  in  detail. 

Hiint^  prdietas,  asas,  m.  pi.  an  epithet 

of  the  ten  sons  of  Prac'ina-barhis  (  =pra-<!etas). 
PrdMasa,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Pra-c'etas; 

a  patronymic  of  Manu  ;  of  Daksha  ;  of  Valmlki. 

Hitt|  prdfya.     See  p.  654,  col.  2. 

TfT^prdch,  t,  t,  t  (fr.  rt.  prailh),  asking, 
inquiring,  an  inquirer,  questioner.  «•  Prdd-vivdka, 

as,  m.  '  one  who  interrogates  and  discriminates,'  a 
judge,  magistrate,  the  presiding  officer  in  a  court  of 
judicature  (Manu  VIII.  79,  181). 

mill  prdjaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  aj  with  pro), 
a  driver,  charioteer,  coachman. 

Prdjana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  whip,  goad. 

Prdjika,  as,  m.'a  hawk. 
Prdjitri,  td,  m.  a  driver,  charioteer,  coachman. 

Prdjin,  i,  m.=prdjika. 

HI1MI  prdjayd,  see  Gana  Sakshadadi  to 
Pan.  I.  4,  74. 

prajahita,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  Garha- 
patya  fire  maintained  during  a  longer  period  of  time, 
an  older  Garhapatya  fire. 

prajapata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  prajd- 
pati},  see  Gana  MahishySdi  to  Pin.  IV.  4,  48. 

Prdjdpatya,  as,  a  (or  ti),  am,  belonging  to 
or  derived  from  Praja-pati,  relating  to  Praja-pati, 
sacred  to  Praja-pati ;  (as),  m.,  with  or  without 
vivdha  or  vidhi,  the  third  or  according  to  Manu 
the  fourth  form  of  marriage  (that  in  which  the 
father  gives  his  daughter  to  the  bridegroom  without 

receiving  a  present  from  him,  but  with  the  convic- 
tion that  the  two  will  live  faithfully  together,  Manu 

III.  30) ;  scil.  upavdsa,  a  kind  of  penance  (lasting 
twelve  days,  food  being  eaten  during  the  first  three 
once  in  the  morning,  during  the  next  three  once  in 
the  evening,  in  the  next  three  only  if  given  as 
alms,  and  a  plenary  fast  being  observed  during  the 
three  remaining  days) ;  scil.  tithi,  the  eighth  day  in 
the  dark  half  of  the  month  Pausha ;  a  patronymic 

of  Patarr-ga ;  of  PrajS-vat ;  of  Yakshma-nasana ;  of 
Yajiia  ;  of  Vimada ;  of  Vishnu ;  of  Samvarana  ;  of 

Hiranya-garbha ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  the  first  black 
Vasudeva ;  a  N.  of  the  confluence  of  the  Garrga  and 

Yamuna,  =pra-ydga;  (am),  n.  a  particular  sacrifice 
performed  before  appointing  a  daughter  to  raise  issue 
in  default  of  male  heirs ;  scil.  6/ta  or  nakshatra, 
the  asterism  RohinT ;  generative  energy,  procreative 
power;  (as  or  am),  m.  or  n.  (?),  the  heaven  or 
sphere  of  the  Manes, =pitri-loka;  (a),  f.  giving 

away  the  whole  of  one's  property  before  entering 
upon  the  life  of  an  ascetic  or  mendicant ;  a  patro- 

nymic of  Dakshin5  ;  scil.  tfakati,  N.  of  an  asterism, 
the  chariot  of  Rohin!  (probably  =  o  $  f  S  t  Tauri). 

-•  Prdjdpatya-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition 
of  belonging  or  referring  to  Praja-pati. 
Prdjdpatyaka,  as,  &c.,  belonging  or  referring 

or  sacred  to  Praj5-pati. 

Prdjdvata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  prajd-vat),  see  Gana 
Mahishyadi  to  Pan.  IV.  4,  48. 

Prdjefa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  prajes"a),  Ved.  sacred  to 
PrajS-pati ;  (am),  n.  the  Nakshatra  RohinI. 

Prdjes'vara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  prajes'vara),  sacred  to 
Praja-pati. 

M I  i»i  «TC  prdjidhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

HiUjiCs**!  prdjimathikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  place. 

vlni^l  prajesa,  prdjesvara.  See  above. 

HTsT  prdjna,  as,  d  or  t,  am  (fr.  pra-jna), 
intellectual,  (opposed  totfdrira,  taijasa) ;  intelligent, 
wise,  clever ;  patient  in  investigation ;  (Ved.)  having 
no  deep  insight ;  (as),  m.  a  wise  or  learned  man,  a 
Pandit,  a  skilful  or  clever  man ;  a  kind  of  parrot 
with  red  stripes  on  the  neck  and  wings ;  (it  or  t),  {. 
a  clever  or  intelligent  woman ;  (i),  f.  the  wife  of  an 
intellectual  man,  wife  of  a  Pandit;  (a),  f.  intelligence, 

understanding.  —  Prdjiia-kaiha,  f.  a  story  of  a  wise 
man,  tale  about  a  wise  man.  —  Prdjaa-tva,  am,  n. 

or  prdjna-td,  f.  wisdom,  learning.  —  Prdjiia-mana, 
am,  n.  respect  for  learned  men.  —  Prdjna-mdnin  or 

prdjnam-mdnin,  i,  ini,  i,  thinking  one's  self  wise, 
fancying  one's  self  a  learned  man. 

HlTq  prdjya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  pro  with  rt.  aj 
or  ft.  pra  +  djya,  clarified  butter  used  for  obla- 

tions ?),  abundant,  plentiful,  much,  many,  great,  im- 
portant; \otiy.-Prdjya-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 

author  of  the  Rajavali-patSkS.  —  Prdjya-rikrama, 
as,  d,  am,  possessing  great  power.  —  Prdjya-vriMi, 
is,  is,  i,  sending  rain  in  abundance  (said  of  Indra). 

W^praui!  (pra-aM),  prdrt,  prd6~t,  prdk, turned  towards  the  front,  directed  forwards,  being 
before,  in  front,  foremost;  turned  towards,  inclined 
towards,  disposed,  ready,  willing  (Ved.) ;  turning 
eastward,  eastern,  easterly ;  previous,  prior,  former; 
prdnfam  kri,  to  place  in  front,  bring,  offer,  provide 
(Ved.);  to  promote,  further,  advance  (Ved.,  Say. 
= prakarshena  ga&hantam  feri);  to  spread  out, 
stretch  out  (Ved.) ;  prdndas,  m.  pi.  the  people  of 
the  east  eastern  people ;  eastern  grammarians ; 
pradi,  f.  the  east ;  prdk,  ind.  (with  abl.  or  rarely 
with  gen.  or  ace.),  before  (in  place  or  time  or  order), 

in  front ;  up  to,  as  far  as  (especially  in  the  technical 
language  of  grammatical  Sutras,  e.  g.  prdk  kaddrat, 
up  to  the  word  Kadara) ;  in  the  east ;  first,  at  first, 
formerly,  previously,  in  the  former  part  (of  a  book) ; 

at  dawn,  at  day-break,  early  in  the  morning ;  pt'dff 
era,  recently,  just;  (in  Buddhist  writings)  =  kim 
uta,  how  much  more  ?  much  more,  still  more ; 

prdia,  iud.,  Ved.  forwards,  onwards  ;  (Say.)  =  rijuna 
indrgcna,  by  a  straight  path ;  ijrdtas,  ind.,  Vtd. 
from  the  front.  —  Prdk-karman,  a,  n.  preparatory 

or  preliminary  medical  treatment;  an  action  done 
in  a  former  life.  —  Prdk-kalpa,  as,  m.  a  former 
age  or  era.  —  Prdk-kala,  as,  m.  a  former  age  or 
time,  a  previous  time.^Prdkkdlina,  as,  d,  am, 

belonging  to  former  or  ancient  times,  pertaining  to 
a  previous  time,  anterior,  ancient,  previous,  former. 

—  Prdk-kula,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  points  turned 
towards  the  east  (said  of  blades  of  Kusa  grass ;  ac-  - 
cording  to  Kulluka  on  Manu  II.  75  =prdg-agia) ; 

(am),  n.  the  point  of  a  blade  of  Kusa  grass  turned 
towards   the    east;    (also   written  prak-tula;    cf. 

prdfma-kula.}  —  Prdk-krita,  as,  a,  am,  done  be- 
fore ;    (aw),  n.  an  action  done  in  a  former  life. 

—  Prdk-kevala,  as,  d,  am,  manifested  from  the 
first  in  a  distinct  form  (without  preliminary  symp- 

toms, as  a  disease).  —  Prdk-<!urand,  f.  an  epithet 

of  the  female  organ  of  generation.  —  Prak-iiram, 
ind.  before  it  is  too  late,  in  good  time.  —  Prdk- 

dhdya,  am,  n.  a  shadow's  falling  eastward.  —  Prak- 
tanaya,  as,  m.  a  former  pupil  (perhaps  a  wrong 

reading  for  prdpta-naya).  —  Prdk-tula  =  prak- 
kula,  q.v.  —  Prdk-pada,  am,  n.  a  preceding  word, 
the  first  member  of  a  compound.  —  Prdk-punya- 

prabhava,  as,  d,  am,  caused  by  merits  accrued  in 
a  former  existence,  resulting  from  good  works  done 
in  a  former  state  of  being.  —  Prdk-pushpd,  (.,  see  . 
Vartt.  I.  to  Pan.  IV.  i,  64.  —Prdk-phala,  as,  m. 
the  bread-fruit  tree  ( =  panasa).  —  Prak-phalguni, 

f.  the  eleventh  of  the   lunar  mansions  (=puna- 

phalgurii,  <\.v.).  —  Prakphalguni-l>hava,  as,  m. 
Brihaspati  or  the  planet  Jupiter   (born  when  the 
moon  was  in  the  mansion  PrakphalgunT).  —  Prdk- 

phdlguna  or  prakpjidlgurteya,  as,  m.  the  planet 
Jupiter. »  Prdk-phdigunl  =purva^phdlguni,  q.  v. 

—  Prdk-s'as,  ind.  from  the   front,  from  the  east. 
—  Prdk-siras,  as,    as,    as,   or  prdk-^irasa-  or 
prdk&raska,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  head  turned 
forwards  or  to  the  east.  —  Prdk-s'ringa-vat,  an,  m., 
N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Prult-s'lishta,  a  various  reading  for 
pratlishta,  q.  v.  —  Prak-samstha,  as,  d,  am,  turned 
or  directed  eastwards. «-  Prdk-sandhyd,  f.  morning 

twilight.  —  Prdk-savana,  am,  n.  a  morning  libation. 
••  Prdk-soma,  as,  a,  am,  or  prdk-saumika,  as,  f, 

am,  preceding  the  Soma  sacrifice.  —  Prdk-srotas, 
ds,   as,  as,  flowing  eastward  (sometimes  wrongly 

spelt  prdk-s'rotas).  —  Prdg-agra,  as,  d,  am,  having 
the  tip  or  point  turned   forwards  or  towards  the 
east  (as  a  blade  of  grass).  —  Prdg-apam,  ind.  (fr. 
prdk  and   apam  fr.  apdk),  Ved.  from  the  front 
towards  the  back,  in  a  backward  direction.  —  Prdg- 

apardyata  (°ra-dy°),  as,  d,  am,  extending  eastward 
and  westward;  [cf.  prdg-dyata.~]  —  Prdg-abhdva, 
as,  m.  previous  non-existence  of  anything,  antecedent 
non-existence  or  privation,  the  non-existence  of  any- 

thing which    may  yet   be ;    non-existence  (of  an 
effect)  previous  (to  production) ;  (in  law)  the  non- 
possession  of  property  that  may  be  possessed.  —  Prd- 
gabJidva-viddra,   as,  m.,  N.   of  a   Nyaya  work. 
—  Prdg-abhihita,  as,  a,  am,  before-mentioned,  pre- 

viously mentioned.  —  Prdg-avastka,  f.  a  former  state, 
previous  existence.  —  Prdy-dyata,  an,  d,  am,  extend- 

ing towards  the  east;  [cf.  prdg-apardyata.~\  —  Prdg- 
dhnika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  forenoon  (  = 

paurvdhmka).  —  Prdg-ukti,  is,  f.  previous  utter- 
ance. —  J'rdg-'itttara,   as,   d,  am,   north-eastern ; 

(ena),  ind.  to  the  north-east  of  (with  abl.),  north- 
.eastwards.  —  Prdg-udak-plavana,  as,  d,  am,  in- 

clining towards  the  north-east,  situated  in  a  north- 
easterly direction.  —  Prdg-udaitmukha,  as,  t,  am, 

having  the  face  turned  to  the  east  or  north.  —  Prdg- 
udand,  an,  idl,  ak,  north-eastern ;   (»<<«),  f.,  scil. 
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prag-gamana-vat. 

ilii,  the  north-east  quarter,  the  north-east;  (ak), 
ind.  to  the  north-east.  —  Prdg-gamaita^vat,  an,  alt, 

at,  having  a  forward  motion,  going  forwards.  —  l'i  <~"J- 
tjiimln,  I,  ini,  i,  going  before,  preceding,  intending  to 

go  before ;  a  precursor.  —  Prt'ig-gttna,  us,  a,  am,  pos- 
sess! ng  the  previously  mentioned  quality .—Prdg-grina, 

«*,«,  a/N,Ved.  having  the  neck  turned  towards  the  east. 

—  Prdg-janman,  a,  n.  a  former  birth,  former  life. 
—  Prdg-jdti,  is,  f.  a  former  birth  (~purva-jan- 
man).  —  Prag-jyuti»ha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city,  the 
dwelling-place  of  the  demon  Naraka ;  (as),  m.,  with  or 
without  raja,  the  king  of  Prag-jyotisha,  an  epithet 
of  Bhaga-datta;    N.  of  a  country,  =  kdma-riipa  ; 
((is),  m,  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  living  in  the  city  of  Prag- 
jyotisha  or  its  environs ;  (am),  ind. before  day-break  (?), 
—  Prdgjyotisha-jyeththa,  as,  m.  an   epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —  Prdg-dakshina,  as,  a,  am,  south-eastern ; 
(am),  ind.  to  the  south-east,  south-eastwards.  —  Prag- 

ilakshindnd  (°na-arid),  an,  ddi,  ak,  turned  to  the 
south-east,   south-eastward.  —  Prdg-danda,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  having  the  stem  or  stalk  turned  towards 

the  east.  —  Prdg-dii,  k,  f.  '  the  eastern  quarter,'  the 
east.  —  Prdg-defa,  as,   m.  the    eastern   country, 
country  of  the  eastern  people ;  a  former  or  previous 
place.  •-  Prdg-dvdr,  r,  f.  a  door  on  the  east  side. 

—  Prdg-dvdra,  as,  a,  am,  having  doors  towards 
the  east ;    an  epithet  of  the  seven  lunar  mansions 

beginning  with  KrittikS  ;  (e),  ind.  in  front  of  or  before 
the  door.  —  Pragdvdrika,  as,  i,  am,  having  the 
door  on  the  eastern  side.  —  Prag-bodhi,  N.  of  a 
mountain.  —  Prdg-bhakta,  am,  n.  taking  medicine 
before  a  meal.  —  Prdg-blidga,  as,  m.  the  fore  part. 
••  Prdg-bhdra,  as,  m.  the  top  or  peak  of  a  moun- 

tain ;  a  multitude,  heap ;  bending,  inclining,  leaning 

[cf.  prddma-p°] ;    (as,   a,   am),   inclined,   bent. 
—  Prdg-bhdva,  as,  m.  prior  or  previous  existence ; 
superiority,  excellence ;  the  top  of  a  mountain  (in 

this  sense  a  various  reading  for  prdg-bhdra).  —  Prdg- 
bhdva-tas,  ind.  from  a  prior  state  of  existence.— Prag- 
rupa,  am,  n.  symptom  of  disease  (  =  puna-rupa). 
—  Prag-vania,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  supporting 
beam  turned  eastwards  (Ved.) ;  (as),  m.  the  space 
before  the  Vedi,  (perhaps)  a  kind  of  sacrificial  chamber 
having  columns  or  beams  towards  the  east  and  situ- 

ated opposite  to  the  Vedi,  (according  to  Malli-natha 
on   Raghu-v.  XV.   61  =  prddina-sthuno   yajna- 
4ala~miesha,h  ;  according  to  others,  a  room  in  which 
the  family  and  friends  of  the  person  performing  the 
sacrifice  assemble) ;  a  former  dynasty  or  generation ;  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu  (?).  —  Prdg-vadana,  am,  n.  a  for- 

mer decision  ;  anything  formerly  decided  or  decreed. 

—  Prdy-ra/a,  an  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  city. 
—  Prog-vat,  ind.  as  before,  as  previously,  as  for- 

merly, as  in  former  times,  as  in  the  preceding  part 
(of  a  book).  —  Prdg-vritta,  am,  n.  former  behaviour; 

n.  a  former  event,  previous  adventure,  a  story  of  the  past. 
— Prag-vesha  or  prdg-veia,  as,  m.  a  former  dress. 
—  Prdtf-hdra,  a  various  reading  for  prdg-bhdra, 
q.  v.  —  Priin-dyata,  an   incorrect   form   for  prag- 
dyata,  q.  v.  —  Prdit-ndsikd  or  prdn-ndsiki,  (.,  see 
Scholiast  on  P5n.  IV.  I,  60.  —  P rdit-nydya,  as,  m. 
(in  law)  a  former  trial  of  a  cause,  the  plea  of  a 
former  trial,  special  plea ;  (a*,  d,  am),  Ved.  turned 
forwards  or  eastwards  according  to  rule.  —  Praitnyd- 

yottara   (°ya-itt°),  am,  n.  the  rejoinder  of  the 
defendant  that  the  charge  against  him  has  already 
been  tried.  —  Prd>t-mukha,  as,  d  or  {,  am,  having 
the  face  turned  forward  or  towards  the  east,  facing 
the  east  (Manu  II.  51);  inclined  towards,  desirous 

of,  wishing.  —  Prddd-jihra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  moving 
the  tongue  forwards   (said  of  Agni ;    Say.  —prdg- 
deia-stl,ita-jikr,~i-slhdniya-jrdla).-Prddd-man- 
yu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  striving  to  move  forwards  (said 
of  Indra;    SJy.  =  apratihata-krwlha).  -  Prddl- 
pati,  is,  m.  '  lord  of  the  east,'  an  epithet  of  Indra. —  Prddi-mula,  am,  n.  the  eastern  horizon. 

Prid-lana,   ««,  i,  am,   former,  prior,  previous, anterior,  antecedent,  preceding;  early,  old,  ancientj 
(opposed  to  iddninlana);  relating  to  a  former  state 
of  existence,  resulting  from  acts  done  in  a  former 

\\k.  —  Prdkt<ina-karman,  a,  n.  any  act  formerly 
done  or  done  in  a  former  state  of  existence ;  fate, 

destiny.  —  Prdktana-janman,  a,  n.  a  former  birth. 
Prdktas  or  prdktdt,  ind..  Ved.  from  the  front, 

from  the  east. 

Pruijinya  (fr.  prdg  iva),  see  PSn.  V.  3,  70. 
Prdgghitiya  (fr.  prdgghitdt),  see  Pan.  IV.  4,  75. 

Prdgdis'iya  (fr.  prdg  dis~ah),  see  Scholiast  on Pan.  V.  3,  3. 

Prdgdtivyatlya  (fr.  prdg  divyatah),  see  PSn. IV.  I,  83. 

Prdgdhitiya,  a  wrong  reading  for  prdgghitiya. 
Prddd,  ind.    See  p.  653,  col.  3,  and  p.  654,  col.  I. 
Prddika,  f.  a  musquito ;  a  female  falcon. 
Prddina,  as,  d,  am,  turned  towards  the  front  or 

towards  the  east,  belonging  to  the  front  or  east, 
eastern,  easterly;  former,  prior,  preceding,  ancient, 
old  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  hedge,  fence,  wall ;  (d),  f. 
a  species  of  plant,  Clypea  Hernandifolia  ;  (am),  ind. 
in  front,  forwards ;  eastwards,  to  the  east  of  (with 

abl.) ;  before  (with  abl.) ;  atah  prddinam,  further 

on  from  that  point.  —  Prddina-dvitin  =prdd"md- 
i'itin,q.v.  —  Prddlna-kalpa,  as,  m.  a  former  Kalpa 

or  period  of  the  world's  duration.  —  Prddina-kula,  as, 
d,  am,=*prak-kula,  n.v.  —  Praflna-garbha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  Rishi  also  called  ApSntara-tamas. 
—  Prddlna-gdthd,  f.  an  ancient  story  or  tradition. 
—  Prddina-gauda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 
the  Sanivatsara-pradlpa.  —  Prddlna-griva,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  having  the  neck  turned  forwards  or  towards  the 
east.  —  Prddlna-td,  f.  or  prddlna-tva,  am,  n.  anti- 

quity, oldness.  —  Prddina-tilaka,  as,  m.  '  having  a 
mark  towards  the  east(?),'  the  moon.  —  Prddlna- 
paksha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  the  feathers  turned 
forwards  (as  an  arrow).  —  Prddlna-panasa,  as,  m. 

'  the  eastern  Jaka  tree,'  the  plant  ̂ Egle  Marmelos. 
—  Prddina-prakriyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  grammatical  work 
( =  prakriyd-kaumudl).  —  Prddlna-prdgbhdra, 
as,  d,  am,  bending  or  inclining  towards  the  east. 

—  Prddlna-barhis,  is,  m.  '  eastern  light  (?),'  N.  of 
a  PrajS-pati  of  the  race  of  Atri ;  of  a  son  of  Havir- 
dhaman   (or  Havir-dhana)  and   father  of  the  ten 
Praietasas ;  of  a  son  of  Manu ;  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
—  Prddtna-mata,  am,  n.  an  ancient  opinion,  a 
belief  sanctioned  by  antiquity.  —  P rddlna-yoga,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  of  an  ancient  teacher,  the  father  of 

Patanjali.  —  Prddlnayogl-putra,  as,  m.,Ved.,  N.  of  a 
teacher.  —  Prddinayogya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 

PrSftna-yoga ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school.  —  Prd- 
dlna-rafmi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  the  reins  directed 
forwards  (Say.  =  devdbhimukhti),—  Prddina-vanda, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  the  supporting  beam  turned 
forwards  or  towards  the  east;    [cf.  prdg-vanta.] 
—  Prddlna-vritti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on 
the  UnSdi-sOtras.  —  Prddlna-idla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

mzn.  —  Prddlna-s'iva-stuti,  is,  f.  an  ancient  hymn 
in  praise  of  Siva.  —  Prdf'mdrjra  (°na-ag°),  as,  d, 
am,  having  the  points  turned  towards  the  east  (said 

of  sacred  grass).  —  Prddlndmalaka  (°na-dm°),  as, 
m.  the  plant  Flacourtia  Cataphracta;  (am),  n.  the 

fruit  of  the  Flacourtia  Cataphracta.  —  Pradlnai'ita 
(^na-dv°),  am,  n.  the  sacrificial  cord  worn  over  the 
right  shoulder  and  passed  under  the  left  arm  (as  at  a 

Sraddha).—  Prai'lndc'itin  (°na-dv°),  I,  ini,  i,  or 
prddinopavita  (°na-up°),  as,  d,  am,  wearing  the 
sacrificial  cord  over  the  right  shoulder  and  under  the 
left  arm  (Manu  II.  63). 

Prddais,  ind.,  Ved.  forwards ;  [cf.  uddais,  iiidais, 

parddais.] 
Prddya,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  front,  situated  in 

front ;  being  in  the  east,  living  in  the  east,  belonging 
to  the  east,  eastern,  easterly ;  preceding,  prior,  ante- 

rior, previous ;  ancient,  old,  (opposed  to  ddhunika) ', 
an  epithet  of  particular  songs  belonging  to  the  SSma- 
veda ;  (ax),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  the  east,  the 
eastern  country,  the  country  south  or  east  of  the 

river  Sarasvat!  (which  flows  from  the  north-east 
towards  the  south-west)  ;  (d),  (.,  scil.  bhdshd,  the 
dialect  spoken  in  the  east  of  India.  —  Prddya-pada- 
I'ritti,  in,  f.  (in  Ved.  gram.)  a  term  applied  to  the 
rule  according  to  which  e  remains  in  particular  cases 

unchanged  before  a.  —  Pradya-blidshd,  f.  the  dialect 
of  the  east  of  India.  —  Prddya-vritti,  is,  (.  a  kind 
of  metre.  —  Prdfya-iapiaxama,  see  Scholiast  on 
P3n.  VI.  2,  ll.  —  Pra£yadhcaryu,  see  Scholiast 
on  PSn.  VI.  i,  10. 

Prddyaka,  as,  d,  am,  situated  in  the  east,  eastern, easterly. 

Prddydyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Praiya. 

pranj  (pra-anj),  cl.  7.  P.  priinakti, 
praiijitiim,  prdnktum,  Ved.  (?),  to  adorn,  deco- 

rate, embellish,  beautify. 

Prdnjana,  (im,  n.,  Ved.  paint  or  cement  (on  an 

arrow). 

Jjl^trt  prahjala,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  pra  -)-  ah- 
jali  ?),  straight  ;  honest,  upright,  sincere.  —  Prdnjala- 
td,  (.  straightness  ;  honesty. 

Ml^l??  pranjali  (pra-an°),  is,  is,  i,  hold- 
ing out  the  open  hands  slightly  hollowed  and  placed 

side  by  side  (as  if  to  hold  an  offering  ;  a  common 
mark  of  respect  and  salutation,  cf.  aiijali,  kritdn- 

jali)  ;  joining  the  palms  of  the  hands  in  a  suppli- 
cating manner  (Manu  II.  192).  —  PranjaU-dvaita- 

bhrit,  las,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 
Prdnjalika,  as,  d,  am,=prdnjal{, 
Prdnjalin,  i,  ini,  i,  =  pranjali. 

Hisi?fn  pradahati,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  ; 
see  Gana  TaulvalySdi  to  P5n.  II.  4,  61. 

prad-vivaka.    See  pra<!h,  p.  653. 

i.  pran  or  pran  (pra-an  or  pra-an), 
cl.  2.  P.  prdniti  (according  to  Vopa-deva  IX.  27, 
also  prdniti),  &c.,  to  breathe  in  ;  inhale,  inspire  ;  to 
blow  (as  the  wind,  Ved.)  ;  to  live  ;  to  smell  (intrans.)  : 

Caus.  P.  A.  primayati,  -te,  Aor.  prdninat,  to  cause  to 
breathe,  give  life  to,  animate  ;  Desid.  praninishati. 

2.  prdn  (pra-an),  n,  n,  n,  breathing  (?);  see PSn.  VIII.  4,  20. 

2.prdna,as,  m.  (for  I  .  see  under  rt.  I.prd,  p.  652), 

breathing,  breath,  respiration,  inspiration  and  expira- 
tion, breath  of  life,  spirit,  vital  action  or  life  generally, 

vitality  ;  a  vital  organ,  organ  of  sense,  vital  air,  (the 
vital  airs  are  variously  enumerated  as  three,  viz. 

prdna,  apdna,  and  vy-dna;  or  five,  viz.  prdna, 
apdna,  fam-dna,  vy-dna,  ud-dna;  or  with  the 
other  vital  organs  six  or  seven,  or  nine  or  ten,  or 
thirteen  ;  the  fivefold  enumeration  being  however 
the  most  usual  ;  and  the  first  of  the  five  or  prdna 

being  used  from  its  seat  in  the  lungs  to  express 
pre-eminently  life  and  vitality)  ;  air  inhaled,  wind  ; 
circulation  of  nutriment,  digestion  ;  the  place  of 

breathing,  the  mouth  and  nose  (?)  ;  any  one  as  dear 
as  the  breath  of  life,  any  beloved  object  (e.  g.  tvam 

me  prdna/t,  thou  art  as  dear  to  me  as  the  breath  of 
life  ;  cf.  pati-prdna)  ;  the  spirit  (as  opposed  to  the 
body)  ;  the  spirit  or  life  of  a  poem,  poetical  talent, 
inspiration  ;  the  soul  (^puriit&ha.)  ;  vigorous  action, 

energy,  strength,  power,  might  [cf.  yathd-prdndm]  ; 
breathing,  aspiration  (in  the  pronunciation  of  letters)  ; 
a  breath  as  a  measure  of  time,  viz.  the  time  required  for 

the  pronunciation  of  ten  long  syllables  =  £  Vinadiki  ; 
N.  of  a  Kalpa,  the  sixth  day  in  the  light  half  of  a 
month  of  Brahms  ;  myrrh  ;  a  mystical  expression  for 
the  letter  y;  an  epithet  of  Brahma  the  Supreme 
Spirit  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  the  Vasu,  Dhara  ;  of  one  of 
the  eight  Vasus  ;  of  a  Marut  ;  of  one  of  the  seven 
sages  in  the  second  Manv-antara  ;  of  a  son  of  Dhatri  ; 
of  a  son  of  Vi-dhatri  the  brother  of  DhStri  ;  (as), 

m.  pi.  the  five  vital  airs  or  modes  of  inspiration  and 
expiration  collectively  (see  above)  ;  1  ife,  vitality,  the  vital 
organs  or  organs  of  sense,  (according  to  Kulluka,  Manu 

IV.  143.  prdndh  =  ddkahur-ddinindriydni)  ;  (jti'd- 
ndn  mud,  to  resign  or  lay  down  one's  life  ;  prdiidn 
hd  or  pari-tyaj,  to  quit  life  ;  prdndn  raksft,  to 
save  life  ;  prdndn  ni-han,  to  destroy  life)  ;  prd- 
nais,  ind.  with  all  the  soul,  with  all  the  strength, 
with  might  and  main  ;  [cf.  Gr.  tpprfv,  uff-tftpaivopai  ; 

Cambro-Brit  fan,  '  the  breath  or  respiration,  a 

puff  of  breath,  a  sigh.']  —  Prana-kara,  as,  i, 



pranavaya. 
655 am,  'life-making,'  refreshing  the  spirits;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  the  father  of  the  author  of  the  Medinl.  —  Prd- 

na-karman,  a,  n.  a  vital  function.  —  Prdna-krid- 
iihra,  am,  n.  danger  to  life,  peril  of  life.  —  Prana- 
krishna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  of  various  works. 

—Prdna-graha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  Sonia  vessel. 
••  Prdna-ghdtaka,  as,  I,  am,  life-destroying,  de- 

structive to  life,  killing.  —  Prdna-yhna,  as,  i,  am, 
life-destroying,  deadly,  mortal.  —  Prdna-ddhid,  t,  t, 
t,  cutting  off  life,  shortening  life,  murderous.  —  Prd- 
na-ddheda,  as,  m.  the  cutting  off  of  life,  murder. 
-•  Prdna-toskanl,  i.,  N.  of  a  compendium  of  Tantra 
works.  —  Prdna-tydga,  as,  m.  abandonment  of 
life,  expiring,  death,  suicide.  —  Prdna-da,  as,  a,  am, 
life-giving,  saving  life ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  plant, 
=jivaka;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Terminalia  Chebula  (  = 
karltakl) ;  a  species  of  medicinal  plant,  =  rlddlii ; 
(am),  n.  water;  blood.  —  P  rdna-dakshind,  f.  the 
gift  of  life  ;  prdnadakshindm  da,  to  grant  any  one 
his  life.  —  Prdna-danda,  as,  m.  the  punishment  of 
death.  —  Prdna-dayita,  as,  a,  am,  dear  as  life ; 
(as),  m.  a  husband.  —  P  rdna-ddtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a 

life-giver,  one  who  saves  another's  life.  —  Prdna- 
ddna,  am,  n.  the  gift  of  life,  saving  any  one's  life ; 
resigning  or  laying  down  life ;  anointing  the  Havis 
with  Ghrita  during  the  recitation  of  sacred  texts 

supposed  to  restore  life  (Ved.).  —  Prdna-ddvat, 
an,  m.,  Ved.  life-giving,  conferring  life.  —  Prdna- 
durodara,  am,  n.  playing  or  gambling  for  life, 

staking  life.  —  Prdna-dyuta,  am,  n.  staking  life  or 
existence,  a  battle  for  life,  fighting  for  life.  —  Prdna- 

dyutdbliiderana  (°ta-abh°),  as,  d,  am,  played  or 
fought  with  life  as  a  stake  (said  of  a  battle  in  which 
life  is  as  it  were  gambled  with  or  staked,  see  Maha- 
bh.  Salya-p.  760).  —  Prdna-droUa,  as,  m.  an  attack 

or  attempt  upon  (any  one's')  life.  —  Praria-dhara, 
os,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Prdna-dhdra,  as,  d,  am, 
possessing  life,  living,  animate;  (as),  m.  a  living 

being.  ••  Prana-dharana,  am,  n.  the  support  or 
maintenance  of  life,  prolongation  of  life,  suste- 

nance ;  a  means  of  supporting  life ;  retaining  life, 

vitality.  —  Prdna-dhrik,  k,  k,  Ved.  sustaining  the 
breath,  prolonging  the  act  of  inhaling  the  breath ; 

[cf.  dhrik,  p.  459,  col.  i.]  —  Prana-n«(/ta,  as,  m. 
'  lord  of  life,'  a  husband,  lover ;  an  epithet  of  Yama ; 
N.  of  a  heresiarch  who  held  a  controversy  with 

S'arrkara  at  Pra-yaga.  —  Prdna-^iidda,  as,  m.  de- 
struction or  cessation  of  breath.  —  Prdna-nigraha, 

as,  m.  checking  or  obstructing  the  breath.  —  Prdna- 
pata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  prdna-pati),  see  Gana  to  P5n. 

IV.  i,  84.  —  Prdna-pati,  is,  m.  'lord  of  life,'  the 
soul ;  a  husband ;  the  heart  (?).  —  Prdna-patni,  f. 

'  wife  of  the  vital  breath,'  the  voice.  —  Prdna-pari- 
kraya,  as,  m.  the  price  of  life,  staking  one's  life  or 
existence.  —  Prdna^parikshlna,  as,  d,  am,  one 
whose  life  is  drawing  to  a  close.  —  Prdna-pari- 
graha,  as,  m.  possession  of  breath  or  life,  life, 
existence.  —  Prdna-parityaga,  a-s,  m.  abandoning 
or  resigning  life.  —  Prdiui-paripsd,  f.  desire  of  sav- 

ing life,  wish  to  escape.  ••  Prdna-pd,  as,  as,  am, 
Ved.  life-protecting,  preserving  life.  —  Prdna-prada, 
as,  d,  am,  life-bestowing,  restoring  life,  saving  life ; 
((i),  f.  a  species  of  medicinal  plant  (  =  riddhi). 
—  Prdna-pradayaka,   as,  ikd,   am,   or  prdna- 
praddyin,  I,  ini,  i,  life-bestowing,  restoring  life, 
saving  life.  —  Prdna-praydna,  am,  n.  departure  of 
the  breath  of  life,  end  of  life.  •-  Pruna-priya,  as,  d, 
am,  dear  as  life;  (as),m.  z\over.  —  Prdna-bddh(i,as, 
m.  danger  to  life,  fear  for  life,  extreme  peril.  —  Prd- 
na-biulillii,   in,   f.  sing.  (?),    life   and    intelligence. 

—  Prdua-blmli^ha,   as,    d,    am,   '  breath-eating,' 
'  air-eating,'  inhaling  merely  the  odour  of  food  or 
drink.  ~  Prdna-bhaya,  am,  n.  fear  for  one's  life, 
danger  to   life.  —  Prdna-bhdsvat,    van,    m.    the 

ocean  ('  the  light  of  life  1 ').  —  Prdna-bhuta,  as,  d, 
am,  being  the  breath  of  life.  —  Prdna-bhrit,  t,  t, 
/,  supporting  life  (Ved.) ;  containing  life,  possessed 
of  life,  living,  sentient ;  ((),  m.  a  living  being,  a 
nun ;    an  epithet  of  particular  bricks  used  in  the 
erection  of  an  altar.  —  Prdna-maya,  as,  I,  am,Ved. 
consisting  of  breath,  endowed  with  breath  or  life, 

living,  breathing.  <-Prdnamaya-kosha,  as,  m.  one 
of  the  cases  or  investitures  of  the  soul,  the  vital  case. 
—  Prdna-mokshana,  am,  n.  giving  up  the  ghost, 
resigning  life,  suicide.  —  Prdna-yama,  as,  m.  sus- 

pending the  breath  ( =pi'dndydma)-—Prdna-ydtrd, 
f.  support  of  life,  subsistence.  —  Prdnaydtrika,  as,  d, 

am,  necessary  for  the  support  of  life.—l'ranaytitrika- 
mdtra,  as,  t,  am,  possessing  only  the  necessaries 
of  life.  —  Prdna-yoni,  is,  (.  the  source  or  spring  of 

life.  —  Prdna-rakshandrtham  (°na-ar°),  ind.  for 
the  preservation  of  life.  —  Prana-rakshd,  f.  protec- 

tion or  preservation  of  life.  —  Prdna-randhra,  am, 

n.  '  breath-aperture,' the  mouth;   nostril.  —Prdna- 
rodha,  as,  m.  checking  or  suppressing  the  breath ; 
danger  to  life  ;  N.  of  a  particular  hell.  —  Prana-vat, 
an,  atl,  at,  having  breath  or  life,  breathing,  living, 

animated ;  possessing  power,  strong,  powerful.  —  Prd- 
na-mdyd,  f.  the  science  of  the  breath  or  vital  airs. 

—  P  rdna-vinds'a,  as,  m.  destruction  or  loss  of  life. 
—  Prdna-viplava,  as,  d,  am,  depriving  of  life. 
—  Prdna-myoga,  as,  m. '  the  separation  of  breath 
or  life,'  the  departure  of  the  spirit  at  the  hour  of 
dissolution,  death.  —  Prdna-vritti,  is,  f.  living,  acti- 

vity, vital  function.  —  Prdna-vyaya,  as,  m. '  expen- 

diture of  life,'  giving  up  the  ghost,  death.  —  Prdna- 
sakti,  is,  f.  a  particular  Sakti  of  Vishnu.  —Prdna- 
sanra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  whose  (only)  body  is  the 
breath  of  life  or  spirit.  —  Prdna-samyama,  as,  m. 
checking  or  suspending  the  breath  (as  a  religious 

exercise).  —  1'rdna-samrodha,  as,  m.  checking  or 
obstructing  the  breath.  —  Prdna-samrdda,  as,  m. 
a  controversy  between  the  vital  airs,  dispute  between 

the  organs  of  sense  (an  imaginary  contest  or  con- 
troversy between  the  senses  supposed  to  be  disputing 

for  precedence).  —  Prdna-samtfaya,  as,  rn.  danger 
to  life.  —  Prana-samh itd,  (.  a  manner  of  reciting 
the  Vedic  texts,  pronouncing   as   many   letters   as 
possible  during  one  breath.  —  Prdna-sankata,  am, 
n.  danger  to  life,  great  peril.  —  Prdna-sadman,  a, 
n.  the  abode  of  the  vital  airs,  the  body.  —  Prdna- 
santydga,  as,   m.  abandoning  or   resigning   life. 
•»  Prdna-sandeha,  as,  m.  danger  to  life,  risk  of 
life,  great  peril.  —  Prana-sannydsa,  as,  m.  giving 
up  the  ghost,  dying.  —  Prdna-sama,  as,  d,  am, 
equal  to  or  as  dear   as  life;   (as),  m.  a  lover,  a 
husband ;  (a),  f.  a  wife.  —  Prdna-sambhrita,  as,  m. 
wind,  air ;  (perhaps  a  wrong  form  for  prdna-sam- 
Ithnta.)  —  Prdna-sammita,  as,  d,  am, Ved.  reaching 
to  the  nose ;  dear  as  life.  —  Prdna-sdra,  as,  d,  am, 
whose  whole  essence  consists  of  life,  spirited,  full  of 

strength,  vigorous.  —  Prdna-sutra,  am,  n.  the  thread 
of  life.  —  Prdna-hara,  as,  I,  am,  taking  away  life, 
threatening  life,  causing  death,  destructive.  —  Prdna- 
hdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  taking  away  life,  causing 

death ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  poison  ( =  vatsa-ndblta). 
—  Prdna-hdrin,  t,  ini,  i,  taking  away  life,  causing 

death,  mortal,  deadly.  —  Prdndkarshin  (°na-dk°), 
i,  ini,  i,  attracting  the  vital  spirit.  —  Prdndgni/iotra 

(°na-ag°),  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?),  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 
—  Prdndghdta  (°na-dgh°),  as,  m.  destruction  of 
life,  killing  a  living  being.— Pranatarya  (°na-dd°), 
as,  m.  a  physician  to  a  king.  —  Pi'tindtipdta  (°na- 
at°),  as,  m.  an  attack  upon  life,  taking  away  life,  kill- 

ing a  living  being.  —  Prdndtman  (°na-dt°),  d,  m.  the 
vital  or  animal  soul,  the  lowest  of  the  three  souls  of 
a  human  being  (the  other  two  are  called  jlvdtman 

and  paramdtman,  q.q.  v.v.).  —  Prdndtyaya  (°na- 
at°),  as,  m.  the  passing  away  of  life ;  (e),  ind.  at  a 
time  when  life  is  in  danger  of  ceasing.  —  Prdndda 

(°na-dda),  as,  d,  am,  '  eating  away  life,'  causing 
death,  fatal.  —  Prdnddhika  (°«a-a<MO>  <**•  «>  am< 
'  more  than  life,'  dearer  than  life  ;  superior  in  vigour. 

—  Prdnddhindtho.  fna-adh"),  as,  m. '  lord  of  life,' 
a  husband.  —  Prdniidhipa  (Jna-adh°),  as,  m. '  ruler 
of  the  breath  of  life,'  the  soul.  —  Prdndnta  (°na- 
an°),  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  the  end  of  life,  death  ; 
prdndntam  dandam  arftati,  he  deserves  death  as 
a  punishment,  i.e.  he  deserves  the  punishment  of 
death.  —  Prdndntika,  as,  i,  tim,  destructive  to  life, 

fatal,  mortal,  capital  (as  punishment) ;  dangerous ;  last- 
ing to  the  end  of  life,  ending  with  life ;  (am),  n.  murder, 

assassination;  (am),  ind.  until  death.  —  Prdndpa- 
hdrin  (°na-apr'),  i,  iiii,  i,  taking  away  life,  fatal, 
deadly.  —  1  'randpdna,  (°na-a/>°),  an,  m.  du.  two  of 
the  vital  airs,  air  inhaled  and  exhaled  ;  Inspiration 

and  Expiration  personified  and  identified  with  the 

Alv'ms.  —  Prandbddha  (°na-db°),  as,  m.  injury  or 
danger  to  life,  any  act  injurious  to  life.—  I.  prdndyana 

(°na-ay°),  am,  n.  an  organ  of  sense.  —  Prdndydma 
("na-ay  ),  as,  m.  restraining  or  suspending  the 
breath  or  breathing  in  a  peculiar  way  through  the 
nostrils  during  the  mental  recitation  of  the  names 
or  attributes  of  some  deity,  (it  is  differently  performed, 

cf.  puraka,  kumbhaka,  redaka.)  —  Prdnayamin 

(°na-dy°),  I,  ini,  i,  checking  or  suppressing  the 
breath.  —  Prandrlha-vat  (°na-ar°),  an,  atl,  at, 

possessed  of  life  and  riches.  —  Praneda  (°na-Ua), 
as,  m.  '  lord  of  life,'  a  lover,  husband  ;  '  lord  of 

breath,'  N.  of  a  Marut  ;  (d),  f.  a  wife.  —  Prdnes'- 
vara  (°na-i^),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  (my)  life,'  a  hus- 

band, lover;  a  particular  formula;  (i),  f.  a  wife. 

—  Prdnotkramana  (°na-uf),  am,  n.  the  departure 
of  the  spirit,  flight  of  the  soul,  death.  —  Prdnot- 
sarga  (°na-ut°),  as,  m.  giving  up  the  ghost,  dying. 
—  Prdnopahdra  (°na-up'),  as,  m.  food  (regarded as  an  oblation  to  life). 

Prdnaka,  as,  m.  a  living  being,  an  animal  or 
sentient  being  ;  a  species  of  plant  (  =jivaka)  ;  myrrh  ; cloth,  clothes  (?). 

Prdnat,  an,  ati,  at,  breathing,  living. 
Prdnatha,  as,  m.  breathing  ;  air,  wind  ;  the  lord 

of  all  created  beings  (  =prajd-pati)  ;  a  sacred 
bathing-place  ;  (as,  a,  am),  strong,  powerful. 
Pranana,  as,  m.  the  throat;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 

breathing,  respiration  ;  living,  life  ;  producing  life, 

calling  into  life  ;  (as,  a,  am),  giving  life  to,  pro- 

ducing life.  —  Prdnandnta  (°na-an°),  as,  m.  the end  of  life. 

Prdnanta,  as,  m.  air,  wind  ;  a  kind  of  collyrium, 

=  rasdnjana;  (I),  f.  sneezing;  sobbing. 

Prdnayat,  an,  anti,  at,  restoring  to  life,  resusci- tating, reanimating. 

2.  prdndyana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  offspring  of  the 
vital  airs  (in  Vajasaneyi-Sanihita  XIII.  54  ;  according 
to  Mahi-dhara  prdndyana  ̂ prdnasydpatya). 
Prdninishu,  us,  us,  u  (see  Pan.  VIII.  4,  21), 

wishing  to  breathe  or  live,  wishing  for  life. 
Prdnita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  breathe,  kept  alive, 

animated,  longing  to  do  (anything). 

Prdnin,  i,  im,  i,  breathing,  living,  alive  ;  (J),  m. 
a  living  or  sentient  being,  living  creature,  animal  ; 
a  man.  —  Prdni-ghatin,  i,  ini,  i,  killing  living 

beings.  —  Prdni-jdta,  am,  n.  a  class  or  species  of 
animals.  —  Prani-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  a  living 

being,  sentient  existence,  life.  —  Prani-dyuta,  am, 
n.  gambling  with  fighting  animals,  setting  animals 
to  fight  for  wagers,  a  fight  of  animals  exhibited  for 
sport,  cock-fighting,  ram-fighling,  &c.  —  Prdm-pldd, 
{.  giving  pain  to  sentient  beings,  cruelty  to  animals. 
—  Prdni-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  possessed  of  or  peopled 

with  living  beings.  —  Prdni-mdtri,  id,  f.  the  mother 
of  a  living  being  ;  a  land  of  shrub  (  =garbha-ddtrl). 
—  P  'rdni-yodhana,  am,  n.  setting  animals  to  fight 
(=prdni-dyuta  abovel.  —  Prdni-hinsd,  f.   doing 
harm  to  any  living  creature,  injuring  or  killing  an 
animal.  —  Prdni-hita,  as,  a,  am,  favourable  or  good 
for  living  beings  ;  (d),  f.  a  shoe,  a  boot,  (in  this 
sense  probably  for  prdnahitd,  q.  v.)  —  Prdny-aitga, 
am,  n.  a  part  or  limb  of  an  animal  or  man,  any 
animal  product  (as  flesh,  bone,  milk,  ghee,  &c.). 

H  I  «y  «  n  pranatuja,  as,  m.  pi.  (with  Jainas) 

N.  of  a  subdivision  of  the  Kalpa-bhavas. 

pranahita,  f.  a  shoe,  a  boot; 

[cf.  prdni-Utd;  both  are  probably  corruptions.] 

Hl«UI*M  praniiyya,  as,  a,  am,  proper,  fit, suited. 

pranavaya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the 
twelfth  of  the  fourteen  Purvas  or  ancient  writings 

of  the  Jainas. 
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tt,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  nah  with 
pra),  Ved.  cement  (used  in  building). 

MUlTlf*)  prdnitya,  am,  n.  (probably  incor- 
rect for  prdmitya),  debt 

UTrf  prdta.     See  under  rt.  i.prd,  p.  652. 

WA^f-prdtar,  ind.  (fr.  I.  pra),  early  in  the 

morning,  at  day-break,  at  dawn  [cf.  abhi-p°] ;  on 
the  next  morning,  to-morrow  morning,  early  on  the 
morrow,  to-morrow ;  Morning  personified  as  a  son 
of  PushpSrna  and  PrabhS ;  prdtah  prdtah,  every 
morning;  [cf.  Gr.  irpait;  Old  Germ,  fro,  fruo; 

Mod.  Germ,  frilhe.']  —  Prdtah-karman,  a,  or 
prdtah-kdrya,  am,  n.  morning  business,  a  morning 
ceremony;  [cf.  prdtah-kritya  below.]  —  Prdtah- 
kdla,  as,  m.  morning-time,  the  early  time  of  day, 
early  morning,  first  break  of  day.  —  Prdtah-kritya, 
am,  n.  matutinal  duty,  morning  ceremonies,  a  reli- 

gious duty  performed  in  the  morning  (as  worship, 
ablution,  purification,  &£.).  — Prdtah-prahara,  as, 
m.  the  morning  watch,  the  first  part  of  the  day 

(from  six  to  nine  o'clock) ;  prdtah^prahare  gate, 
the  morning  watch  being  past,  at  nine  o'clock  in 
the  morning.  •-  Prdtah-fandhyd,  f.  morning  twi- 

light, dawn,  the  morning  devotions  of  a  Brahman ; 
morning  sacrifice.  —  Prdtah-samaya,  as,  m.  the 
morning-time,  early  morning,  day-break.  —  Prdtah- 
sava,  as,  m.  or  prdtah-saiiana,  am,  n.  the  morning 
libation  of  Soma  (accompanied  with  ten  ceremonial 
observances,  viz.  the  prdtar-anuvdka,  abhi-shava, 
tahfah-pavamdna-stotra,  savaniydh  paiavah, 
dhishny-upasthdna,  iavaniyah  puroddddh,  dvi- 
devatya-yrahdh,  dvi-devatya-thaksha,  ritu-yd- 
jdh,  djya  or  prauga  tastra).—  Prdtahsavanika 
or  prdtahsavamya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  or 
relating  to  the  morning  libation  of  Soma.  —  Prd- 
tah-sdva,  an,  m.,  Ved.  the  morning  preparation  of 
Soma,  morning  libation.  —  Prdtah-sndna,  am,  n. 
bathing  at  sun-rise,  morning  ablution.  —  Prdtah- 
sndyin,  i,  ini,  i,  bathing  early  in  the  morning. 
—  Prdtar-anuvdka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  'morning  recita- 

tion,' the  hymn  recited  at  the  commencement  of 
the  PrStah-savana.  —  Prdtar-abhivdda,  as,  m.,Ved. 
morning   salutation.  —  Prdtar-ahna,   as,   m.  the 
early  part  of  the  day,   forenoon  ;    N.    of  a  man. 
—  Prdtar-afa,  as,  m.  the  morning  meal,  breakfast, 

(a-prdtara^a,    not  breakfasting.)  —  Prataras'ita, as,  d,  am,  one  who  has,  had  the  morning  meal,  one 
who  has  breakfasted.  —  Prdtar-dhuti,  is,  f.,  Ved. 
the  morning  oblation,  the  second  half  of  the  daily 
Agni-hotra  sacrifice.  ••  Prdtar-itran,  d,  ari,  a,  Ved. 
going  out  early  in  the  morning ;  coming  at  day-break, 
an  early  guest  (Szy.=prdtar  dgatah).  —  Prdtar- 
geya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sung  or  chanted  in  the 
morning;    (as),  m.  a  minstrel  employed  to  wake 
the  king  in  the  morning.  —  Pratar-jit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
victorious  at  day-break ;    conquering  the  morning. 
—  Prdtar-dina,  am,  n.  the  early  part  of  the  day, 
forenoon.  —  Prdtar-dugdha,  am,  n.,Ved.  morning 
milk.  —  Prdtar-doha,  as,  m.  milking  in  the  morn- 

ing, morning  milk.  —  Prdtar-bhoktri,  td,  tri,  tri, 
one  who  makes  an  early  meal ;  (td),  m.  a  crow. 
—  Prdtar-bhajana,  am,   n.  the   morning   meal, 
breakfast.  —  Prdtar-yavan,  d,  ari,  a,  Ved.  going 
out  early  in  the  morning,  an  early  guest  [cf.  prdtar- 

itvan"\ ;   (ana),  m.  du.  an  epithet  of  the  Asvins 
(Say.  =prdtar  eva  yajna-gautdrau).  —  Prdtar- 
yuhta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  yoked  or  harnessed  early  in 
the  morning.  —  Prdtar-yuj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  yoking  or 
harnessing  early  in  the  morning  ;  yoked  or  harnessed 
early  in  the    morning  (said   of  a  chariot,  Say.  = 
prdtah-kdle  'ivair  yujyamdnah) ;  (jd),  m.  du.  an 
epithet  of  the  Asvins  (S%y.=prdtah-savana-gra- 
hena  samyuktau).  —  Prdtar-vastri,  ta,   tri,  tri, 

Ved.  shining  in  the  morning;  [cf.  dofihd-i'astri."] 
—  Prdtar-homa,    as,    m.   the    morning   sacrifice. 
—  Prdtat-tardm,  ind.  very   early   in    the    morn- 

ing. —  Pra(as-(ri(!«7v/a,  f.  an  epithet  of  the  river 
Garhg.1  (MahS-bh.  AnuSSsana-p.  1846). 
Prdtastana,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  the 

morning,  matutinal ;  (am),  n.,Ved.  early  morning  (the 
first  of  five  parts  of  the  day,  the  other  four  being  san- 
yava  or  morning,  midday,  afternoon,  and  evening). 
Prdtastya,  as,  Sec.,  belonging  or  relating  to  the 

morning,  matutinal. 

Vt\i\fiprdtara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga;  (in 
Gana  Krisasvidi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80,  a  various  reading 
for  pratara.) 

HlrKI  prdtardana,  as,  i,  am,  belonging 
to  or  derived  from  Pra-tardana. 

See  under  rt.  i.  pra,  p.  652. 

prdtikanthika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

prati-kantham),  seizing  by  the  throat  (?). 

UlfrlctiT prdtikd,  f.  the  China  rose,  Hibis- 
cus Rosa  Sinensis  (—Java). 

Jrrfif=irrf*r*T  prdtikdmin,  i,  m.  (fr.  prati- 
kdmam),  a  servant,  a  messenger. 

HI  frl  df<A'3iprdtikulika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  prati- 
JcZla),  opposed  to,  opposing. 

Prdtilculya,  am,  n.  contrariety,  adverseness,  con- 
tradiction, hinderance,  opposition,  resistance,  hostility, 

unfriendliness,  unpleasantness. 

I  Print")  1  pratijanma,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  prati- 
jana),  suitable  against  an  adversary. 

Hlfns'  prdtijna,  am,  n.  (fr.  prati-jna),  the 
subject  under  discussion. 

WTfrf "J*ft  pratitheyi,  f.  (fr.pra-tithi),  N.  of 
a  female  sage ;  (also  read  pratitheyi.) 

HI ("(1^=11  tier  pratidaivasika,  as,  I,  am  (fr. 
prati-divasam),  happening  or  occurring  daily. 

14 1  frt  fn  TM  <*  prdtinidhika,  as,  m.  (h.prati- 
nidhi),  Ved.  a  substitute,  proxy. 

MlTriMUJ  prdtipaksha,  as,  i,  am  (fr. prati- 
paksha),  belonging  to  an  enemy,  hostile ;  adverse, contrary. 

PrdtipaJtshya,  am,  n.  hostility,  enmity ;  asma- 
Itam  prdtipakshyam,  enmity  against  us. 

HrPn  M  Pq  <•  pratipathika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.pra- 
tipathika),  going  along  a  road  or  path. 

HlfflM^  prdtipada,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  2.  prati- 
pa<f),  forming  the  beginning  or  commencement ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
1'rdtipadika,  am,  n.  the  crude  form  or  base  of  a 

noun,  a  crude  word  or  noun  as  formed  by  either  Krit  or 
Taddhita  affix  before  receiving  a  case-termination,  a 
noun  in  its  uninflected  state,  (when  the  case-termina- 

tion is  added,  the  prdtipadika  becomes  a  pada,  or 
real  word) ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  fire ;  (as,  ?,  am), 
in  express  terms,  express,  explicit;  [cf.  prati-pa- 
dam.}  —  Prdtipadikdnurodha  (%-a-an°),  as,  m. 
conformity  with  the  words  or  express  terms  of  any 
statement;  (at),  ind.  in  conformity  with  express 
terms,  expressly. 

HlfrlMl*)  pratipiya  or  prdtipeya,  as,  m.  a 

patronymic  of  Balhika. 
HlfrtMTijfa'B  prdtipaurushika,  as,  i,  am 

(fr.  prati  +  paurusha),  relating  or  belonging  to 
manliness  or  valour. 

Mird"flV prdtibodha,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Prati-bodha ;  see  Gana  to  P5n.  IV.  I,  104. 

1'ratibod/tdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Prati- 
bodha;  see  Gana  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  loo. 

prdtibha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  prati-bhd), 
belonging  or  relating  to  divination;  (am),  n.,  scil. 
jiidna,  divination  ;  quick  apprehension  or  conception. 

HTfrnrpT  prdtUihdvya,  am,  n.  (fr.  prati- 
l>ha),  the  act  of  becoming  bail  or  surety,  suretiship, 
being  answerable  for  the  appearance  of  the  debtor 
or  for  his  being  trustworthy  or  for  the  payment  of 
his  debt  in  case  of  his  failing  to  do  it. 

prdtibhdslka,  as,   z,   am  (fr. 

prati-lhdsa),  having  only  the  appearance  of,  exist- 
ing only  in  appearance  ;  bearing  a  resemblance,  re- 

sembling, looking  like. 

HIIIK&^M  prdtiriipya,  am,  n.  (fr.  prati- 

ru.pa'),  similarity  of  form.  Sec. 
HTffft?tfH«If  pratilomika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

prati-loma),  against  the  hair  or  the  grain,  contrary 
to  natural  course  or  order,  hostile,  disagreeable. 
Pralilomya,  am,  n.  contrary  direction,  contrariety, 

inverted  order,  inversion,  the  being  at  variance  with 
the  natural  or  established  order  of  things,  reverse- 
ness  ;  opposition,  hostility,  hostile  feeling  ;  (at),  ind. 
out  of  opposition  to. 

HI  ̂=1^14  prdtivesika,  as,  m.  (fr.  prati- 
res'rt),  a  neighbour. 
Prdtiveimaka,  as,  f,  am  (fr.  pratwefS'man),  be- 

longing to  a  neighbour's  house,  neighbouring  ;  (ae), 
m.  a  neighbour. 
PrdHveiya,  as,  m.  a  neighbour  who  lives  opposite, 

a  next-door  neighbour,  (according  to  Kulluka  =  nt- 
rantara-griha-vdsin)  ;  a  neighbour  in  general. 
Prdtieefyaka,  as,  m.  a  neighbour. 

prdtisdkhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  prati- 
idkham),  a  grammatical  treatise  on  the  rules  regu- 

lating the  euphonic  combination  of  letters  and  their 

pronunciation  peculiar  to  one  of  the  different  S'akha's or  branches  of  the  Vedas,  i.  e.  to  one  of  those 
versions  of  the  Vedic  texts  handed  down  in  different 
families  in  different  parts  of  India,  (the  Pratisakhyas 
do  not  undo  words  in  the  same  way  as  the  VySkarana, 

but  take  actually  formed  words  as  they  occur  in  the 
hymns  and  teach  the  phonetic  changes  they  undergo, 
the  mode  of  pronouncing  the  accents,  &c.  ;  there 
exist  four  Pratisakhyas,  I.  a  Pratisakhya  to  the 

Sakala-sakha  of  the  Rig-veda,  called  S'akala-prSti- 
sakhya  and  ascribed  to  Saunaka;  2.  to  a  Sakha  of 
the  Taittiriya  or  Black  Yajur-veda  ;  3.  to  a  Sakha 
of  the  Madhyandinas  who  belong  to  the  family  of 

the  Vajasaneyins  or  authors  of  the  White  Yajur-veda, 
whence  this  is  called  the  Vajasaneyi-pratisakhya,  it 

is  attributed  to  Katyayana  ;  4.  an  Atharva-veda-prS- 
u'sakhya,  called  SaunaklyS  Caturadhyayika  ;  but  no 
Pratisakhya  has  yet  been  found  to  the  Sama-veda.) 
—  PratUdkhya-krit,  t,  m.  the  author  of  a  Pratisa- 

khya. —  Prdtisdkhya-bhdghya,,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  com- 
mentary by  Uata  on  the  Rig-veda-prStisakhya. 

prdtisrutka,  as,  «,  am  (fr.  prati- 

srut),  Ved.  existing  in  the  echo. 

HlTrlfy-*  prdtisvika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  prati- 
s-va),  own,  peculiar,  proper,  not  common  to  others  ; 
granting  to  every  one  his  own  due. 

Ulfri^rt  prdtihata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  prati- 

hata),  epithet  of  a  particular  Svarita  (  =  tairavi- rdma,  q.  v.). 

Prdtihantra,  am,  n.  (fr.  prati-hantri),  the  state 
or  condition  of  a  revenger  ;  vengeance. 

Tnftr?*!'  pratihartra,  am,  n.  (fr.  prati- 
hartri,  rt.  Tiri  with  prati),  the  office  or  duty  of 
the  Prati-hartri,  q.  v. 

PrdtiJidra,  as,  m.  (fr.  prati-hdra),  a  juggler. 
Prdlihdraka,  of,  m.  -pritihara. 

Prdtihdrika,  as,  i,  am,  containing  Prati-haras  (as 

a  Vedic  hymn)  ;  (as),  m.  a  juggler,  conjurer. 

Prdtihdrya,  am,  n.  juggling,  conjuring,  legerde- 
main ;  working  miracles  ;  a  miracle,  miraculous  phe- 

nomenon. 
Mlrflfrl'Sfi  prdtttika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  pratlti), 

existing  in  the  mind  or  imagination,  mental. 

HTfrty*^  pratitheyi,  a  various  reading  for 

pratitheyi,  q.  v. 
imrfaT  prntlpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  pratipa),  a, 

patronymic  of  Santanu. Prdtipika,  an,  i,  am,  contrary,  reverse,  retrograde. 



TffiT^  pratrida. 

prapta. 
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Hllj<{  pratrida,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Pra-trid. 

Wft^prdtyaksha  orprdtyakshika,  as,i,am, 
perceptible  to  the  eyes,  &c.(  =  pratyaktha,  q.v.). 

HliMiCPq  pratyagrathi,  is,  m.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Ptatyag-ratha. 

M I  (M  lit  <*  prdtyantika,  as,  m.  (fr.  praty- 
anta),  a  prince  of  the  Pratyantas ;  a  lord  of  the 
marches,  keeper  of  the  borders  (?). 

Timnf«K  pratyayika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  praty- 
aya),  relating  to  or  attended  with  confidence  or  trust, 
confidential,  trusty,  having  faith  in ;  (as),  m.,  scil.  prati- 
5A«,  a  surety  for  the  trustworthiness  of  a  debtor. 

H I  m  IB)  I  prdtyavekshd,  wrongly  for  praty- 
aveksha,  q.  v. 

Mimfpon  prdtyahika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  praty- 
aham),  occurring  or  happening  every  day,  daily. 

Hl«i(*(««  prdthamika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra- 
thama),  belonging  or  relating  to  the  first,  primary, 
first,  initial,  initiative,  prior,  previous ;  happening  or 
occurring  for  the  first  time. 
Prdthamakalpika,  as,  m.  (fr.  prathama  + 

kalpa),  one  who  has  just  commenced  the  perusal 
of  the  Vedas,  a  student ;  a  term  applied  to  a  Yogi 
just  commencing  his  course. 
Prdthamya,  am,  n.  the  being  first,  priority,  pre- 

cedence. 

KF^prdd  (pra-ad),  cl.  2.  P.  prdtti,  prat- 
turn,  to  eat  up,  consume,  devour. 

MI<jfS4j<W  prddakshinya,  as,  m.  (fr.  pra- 
dakshina),  keeping  the  right  side  towards  anything 
while  moving  round  it,  circumambulation  by  starting 
from  the  left  and  coming  round  to  the  right  (by 
way  of  reverence). 

Hl<;[  prd-dd  (pra-d-),  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -daddti, 
•datte,  -datum,  to  give,  bestow. 
Prdddya,  ind.  having  given  or  bestowed. 

Hlfr;m  prdditya  (pra-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
two  princes. 

M  PJ«J  rSf prddurdkshi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic ; 
(perhaps  an  incorrect  form  for  prddttr-akshi.) 

Hic*^  prddus,  ind.  (perhaps  fr.  pro.  for 
I.  pra+  I.  dur,  i.  e.  before  or  outside  the  door,  in 
open  daylight ;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ad  with  pra .;  accord- 

ing to  Pan.  VIII.  3,  41,  the  final  8  is  changed  into  sh. 
before  km&p  ;  and  according  to  Pan.VIIl.  3,87,  the 

radical  s  of  rt.  i .  as,  '  to  be,'  is  changed  to  xh  after 
pradtts  whenever  in  the  conjugation  of  this  rt.  the 

initial  a  is  dropped,  e.  g.  prdduh  shanti,  not  pra- 
duh  santi ;  prddus  appears  to  occur  only  in  con- 

nection with  the  its.  I.  (U,  I.  bhu,  and  I.  Tcri,  except 

in  the  comp.  pradush-pitam  given  as  an  example 
by  the  Scholiast  on  Pan.  VIII.  3,  41) ;  apparently, 
evidently,  manifestly,  visibly,  in  sight.  According 
to  native  lexicographers  the  senses  in  which  pradtis 
is  used  may  be  expressed  by  the  following  Sanskrit 

words,prdkd$Iyfi,ndman,sam-bhdvya,sam-bhava, 
pra-vritti,  vritti. 
Prddur-as  (see  rt.  I.  as),  cl.  2.  P.  asti,  &c.,  to 

be  apparent  or  evident,  to  be  manifest;  to  appear, 
arise,  exist. 

Prddur-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavitum,  to 
become  manifest,  become  visible;  to  appear,  arise, 
come  to  light,  exist ;  to  become  audible,  be  heard. 

—  I'rddur-bkdva,  «.«,  m.  the  becoming  manifest  or 
visible,  arising,  coming  into  existence,  appearance, 
manifestation  ;  the  appearance  of  a  deity  on  earth  ; 

the  being  evident ;  the  becoming  audible.  —  Prddwr- 
bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  become  manifest  or  evident,  come 
to  light,  manifested,  appeared,  revealed. 
Prddmh-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 

tum,  to  make  visible  or  manifest,  bring  to  light,  reveal, 
disclose,  exhibit,  manifest.  —  Prddush-karana,  am, 

n.  the  making  visible,  bringing  to  light,  manifesta- 

tion, production.  —  Pradiish-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made 
visible,  brought  to  light,  manifested,  displayed  to 
view.  —  Praduskkrita-rapus,  us,  u»,  us,  one  whose 
form  is  manifested,  appearing  in  a  visible  form  (as  a 

Aeity).  —  Pradush-kritya,  ind.  having  brought  to 
light,  having  produced. 
Prddushya,  am,  n.  appearance,  manifestation. 

~v 

Hl<53l  prddesa,  as,  m.  (fr.  pra-desa),  the 
span  of  the  thumb  and  forefinger,  the  space  measured 
by  the  span  of  the  thumb  and  forefinger;  place, 

country  (?).  —  PrSdesia-matra,  as,  I,  am,  only  a 

span  long  ;  prddes'amdtram  bhumeh,  a  mere  span of  land. 

Prddefana,  am,  n.  =pra-de.<ana,  a  gift,  Sec. 
Prddedika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra-defa),  authorized 

by  precedents  or  examples,  precedented  ;  significant, 
indicatory  of  the  original  meaning  ;  local,  limited, 
relating  to  a  part  ;  prddesSiko  gunah,  the  property 
of  a  word  indicatory  of  its  original  or  etymological 
meaning;  (as),  m.  a  small  landed  proprietor,  the 

owner  or  chief  of  a  district.  —  Prade^ikeaara  (°ka- 
».<"),  as,  m.  the  owner  or  chief  of  a  district,  a  small 
landed  proprietor,  (opposed  to  sdrvabhauma.) 

Prddedin,  t,  ini,  i  (fr.  prades'a),  a  span  long; 
(ini),  f.  the  forefinger,  (in  this  sense  probably  an 
error  for  pra-deiim.) 

MI^IH  prddosha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pra-dosha), 
belonging  or  relating  to  the  evening,  vespertine. 
Prildoshika,  as,  i,  am,=prddosha. 

^l<0^r«i  prddohani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Pra-dohana. 

prddyumni,  is,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Pra-dyumna. 

Hiaifn  prddyoti,  is,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Pra-dyota. 

TTT5  prd-dru  (pra-d-dru),  cl.  I.  P.  -dra- 
vati,  -drotum,  to  run  away  from,  flee  from;  to 
escape  to,  escape. 

mvf«i«*  pradhanika,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra- 
dhana),  an  implement  of  war,  a  destructive  weapon. 

JTTVT  prddhd,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
Daksha  and  mother  of  several  Apsarasas  and  Gan- 

dharvas  ;  [cf.  pra-dhd.'] 
1'radheya,  as,  i,  am,  descended  from  PrSdhS. 

H  I  n  I  l»t  <*  pradhanika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pra- 

dhana),  pre-eminent,  most  eminent  or  distinguished, 
best,  most  excellent,  superior  ;  predominant  ;  derived 
from  or  relating  to  Pradhana  or  primary  matter  (in 
the  San-khya  phil.). 

Prddhdnya,  am,  n.  predominance,  preponder- 
ance, prevalence,  ascendancy,  pre-eminence,  superi- 
ority, supremacy  ;  the  being  the  highest  object  ;  a 

principal  cause;  prndhanyena  or  prddhdnydt  or 

pradhanya-tas,  ind.  in  regard  to  the  highest  object, 
with  reference  to  the  chief  purpose  ;  in  the  highest 

degree,  chiefly,  principally,  especially.  —  Pradhdnya- 
stuti,  £•*,  in,  i,  receiving  especial  praise,  chiefly  praised, 
especially  celebrated. 

HlJlfl  prddhlta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  5.  i  with 

pra-adhi),  well-read,  highly  educated,  learned  (said 
of  Brahmans). 

Pradftyayana,  am,  n.  reciting,  reading,  studying. 

MI"4H*ll  prddhy-eshana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  3. 

ish  with  pra-adhi),  Ved.  incitement,  exhortation 
(to  study). 

TTR4  prddhva  (pra-adh°),  as,  a,  am,  being 
on  a  road  or  journey,  distant,  remote,  long,  a  long 

way  oft';  bent,  bowed,  inclined  ;  favourable,  conform- 
able ;  (as),  m.  a  car,  carriage  ;  (am),  ind.  favourably, 

conformably,  agreeably  ;  crookedly,  in  a  contrary 

way  (1).  —  Prddhvam-Tcri,  cl.  8.  P!  A.  -karoti,  -iht- 
rute,-kartum,lo  make  conformable,  to  bend  conform- 

ably, to  join  together  (as  the  hands)  in  token  of  good- 
will. —  Prddhvam-kritya,  ind.  making  conformable. 

Prddhvana  (pra-adh°),  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  bed  of 
a  river  or  stream. 

prddhvansana,  as,  m.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Pra-dhvansana. 

WTS^  prddhvara,  as,  i,  am,  an  epithet  of 
a  branch  of  a  tree  ;  (probably  an  incorrect  form.) 

TCT*^prdn.     See  f  .  prdn,  p.  654,  col.  3. 

Mills')  pranddi,  perhaps  incorrectly  for 
pra-nadl=pra-i)dll. 

Hfn  prdnta  (pra-an°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  edge, 
margin,  verge,  border,  (oshtka-prdntau,  the  corners 
of  the  mouth)  ;  boundary,  bound,  extremity,  extreme 

verge,  end  [cf.  yauvana-p°]  ;  back  part  ;  a  point, 
tip  (of  a  blade  of  grass)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Prdnta-ga,  as,  a,  am,  dwelling  near  the  boun- 

daries, living  close  by.  —  Pranta-tas,  ind.  along  the 
edge  or  border  (of  anything),  marginally,  along  or 

upon  the  extremity.  —  Pranta-durga,  am,  n.  '  bor- 
der-stronghold,' a  suburb   or  collection    of  houses 

outside  the  walls  of  the  town,  a  Petta  or  town  con- 

tiguous to  a  fort  and  separately  fortified.  —  Prdnta- 
puskpd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (having  flowers  along  the 
edge  of  the  stem?).  —  Prdnta-virasa,  as,  d,  am, 
finally  or  ultimately  insipid,  tasteless  in  the   end. 

—  Prdnta-stha,  as,  a,  am,  inhabiting  the  borders. 
Prdntdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Pr5nta. 

TTT»HT!  prdntara  (pra-an°),  am,  n.  a  long 
desolate  road,  a  lonesome  way  or  lane,  a  solitary  path  ; 

an  intervening  long  tract  of  country  between  two  vil- 
lages ;  a  forest  ;  the  hollow  of  a  tree.  —  Prdntara-iiin- 

ya,  am,  n.  a  long  tiresome  road  (zlsoprdnta-s'unya). 
TJT*I  i.  prdp  (pra-dp),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  prdp- 

noti,  prdpnute,  praptum,  to  attain  to,  reach, 
arrive  at  ;  to  extend,  stretch  ;  to  come  upon,  light 
upon,  meet  with,  find  ;  to  obtain,  get,  gain,  win  ; 
to  obtain  as  a  husband  or  wife  ;  to  bring  upon 

one's  self,  contract,  incur  (e.g.  dandam  prdp,  to 
incur  a  fine)  ;  to  suffer,  endure  (e.  g.  vadham  prdp, 

to  suffer  capital  punishment)  ;  to  flee  to  (e.  g.  ditah 

prdpan,  they  fled  to  the  various  quarters,  i.  e.  they 
fled  in  all  directions)  ;  to  pass  or  be  changed  into 

(in  gram.),  to  follow  (a  grammatical  rule);  to  be 
present,  be  at  hand  (Ved.)  :  Caus.  prdpayati,  -te, 

-yitum,  to  cause  to  attain  to,  cause  to  reach  or 
arrive  at,  cause  to  occupy  ;  to  lead  to,  bring  to  ; 
to  promote  or  advance  to,  appoint  to  (an  office)  ;  to 
drive  to  ;  to  cause  to  obtain  or  gain,  cause  to  possess. 

give  anything  to  any  one  (with  two  ace.)  ;  to  tell, 
announce  (Ramayana  VII.  103,  to)  :  Desid.  prep- 
sati,  to  try  to  attain  or  get  at,  strive  to  reach. 

2.prdp,p,p,p,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  obtaining. 
I.  prapa,  as,  m.  (for  3.  see  p.  658),  arriving  at, 

reaching,  attaining,  obtaining  ;  [cf.  d«*A-p°.] 
Prdpaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  causing  to  arrive  at,  leading 

to  (with  gen.),  conveying,  bringing;  causing  to  obtain, 
providing  with,  procuring  ;  a  procurer  ;  establishing, 
making  valid  ;  obtaining,  one  who  obtains. 

Prapana,  am,  n.  attaining  to,  attainment,  reach- 
ing, extending,  (bdlivoh  prdpandntc,  as  far  as  the 

arms  reach)  ;  obtaining,  receiving,  acquisition  ;  bring- 
ing to,  leading  to,  conveying  ;  procuring  [cf.  dush- 

prdpana]  ;  reference  to. Prdpanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  attained  to,  to  be 
reached,  attainable;  to  be  caused  to  attain,  to  be 

made  to  arrive  at  ;  to  be  provided  with  ;  to  be  pro- 

cured, procurable,  obtainable. 
Prdpayya,  ind.  =  3.  prdpya,  q.  v. 
Prdpita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  attain  to,  made 

to  arrive  at  ;  caused  to  occupy,  placed  upon  ;  led  or 
conducted  to,  brought  to,  conveyed  ;  promoted  or 
advanced  to,  appointed  to  ;  caused  to  obtain  or  gain, 
caused  to  possess  ;  procured. 

Prdpin,  t,  ini,  i,  attaining  to,  reaching,  coming 
to  ;  obtaining,  getting,  gaining,  receiving. 

Prapta,  as,  a,  am,  attained  to,  reached,  arrived 

at  [cf.  kara-p°,  hasta-p^  ;  come  upon,  lighted 
upon,  met  with,  found  ;  obtained,  got,  gained, 
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acquired,  procured,  won  ;  incurred,  contracted  ;  suf- 
fered, endured ;  one  who  has  attained  to  or  arrived 

at ;  arrived,  come,  present ;  come  to  a  close,  com- 
pleted, arrived  at  maturity;  (in  gram.)  obtained 

from  a  rule,  following  from  a  rule,  valid  in  conse- 
quence of  a  rule  (e.  g.  itl  prdpte,  because  it  so 

follows  from  a  preceding  rule);  (in  medicine)  de- 
scribed (as  a  symptom) ;  fixed,  placed ;  proper,  right ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Prdpta-kdrin,  i, 

itii,  «',  doing  what  is  fit  or  proper.  •- P  rapta-kula , as,  m.  a  time  or  moment  arrived,  a  favourable 
moment,  a  fit  time,  proper  season ;  (ox,  d,  am), 

one  whose  time  has  come  (e.  g.  pmpta-kalo  iMii, 
a  mortal  whose  time,  i.  e.  whose  last  hour,  is  couie) ; 
opportune,  seasonable,  suitable  ;  arrived  at  maturity, 
marriageable ;  fated,  destined ;  (am),  ind.  at  the 

right  time,  opportunely.  —  Prdptakdla-tva,  am,  n. 
the  being  a  favourable  moment,  timeliness,  season- 
ableness  ;  (tvat),  ind.  because  it  is  the  proper  season. 

—  Prdpta-jivana,   as,    a,   am-,   restored   to   life. 
—  Prdpta-doslM,  of,  a,  am,  one  who  has  incurred 
guilt,  one  who  has  committed  an  offence.  —  Prapta- 
pantatva,  as,  a,  am,  arrived  at  dissolution  into 
the  five  elements,  deceased,  dead.  —  Prdjitn-b  inlillt  i, 
is,  is,  J,  possessed  of  understanding,   enlightened, 

instructed,  intelligent;   regaining  consciousness,  be- 
coming conscious  (after  fainting),  recovering.  —  Prdp- 

ta-l>hdra,  at,  m.  a  draught-ox  or  beast  of  burden. 
~Prdpta-bkdva,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  attained 
to  any  state  or  condition,  of  a  good  disposition  ;  (as), 

m.  a  young  bullock,  an  ox,  (?  for  prdpta-bkdra.) 
—  Prdpta-manoratha,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has 
obtained  his  wish.  —  Prdpta-yauvana,  as,  a,  am, 
one  who  has  attained  the  age  of  puberty,  being  in 

the  bloom  of  youth.  —  Prdpta-rupa,  a*,  a,  am,  of 
a  proper  form,  fit,  proper,  suitable;  handsome,  pleas- 

ing, beautiful ;   learned,  wise,  educated.  —  Prapta- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  attained  to  or  arrived 

at ;    one  who  has   obtained  or  gained.  -•  Prdpta- 
vara,  as,  a,  am,  fraught  with  blessings.  —  Prdpta- 
ayavahdra,  as,  m.  a  young  man  come  of  age,, an 
adult,  one  able  to  conduct  his  own  affairs  and  respon- 

sible for  his  conduct.  —  Prdpta-surya,  as,  a,  am, 

having  the  sun  (vertical).  —  Praptdn  ujria  (°ta-an°), 
as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  received  permission  to  with- 

draw, allowed  to  depart.  •»  P  rdptdparddka  (°ta- 
ap°),  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  committed  an  offence, 
guilty  of  an  offence.  ••  Prdptdrtha  (^ta-ar°),  as,  a, 
am,  one  whose  object  is  attained,  successful ;  (as), 
m.  an  object  attained,  an  advantage  gained.  —  Prdp- 

tdrthagrahana  ftha-ag1),  am,  n.  the  not  securing 
of  advantages  gained.  —  Prtiptavasara  (°ta-av°), 
as,  a,  am,  taking  or  finding  occasion,  opportune, 
seasonable ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  time,  suitable  occasion. 

—  Prdptodaya  (°ta-ud°),  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has attained  exaltation,  fortunate. 

Prdptarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  attained  to,  to  be 
reached,  attainable ;  to  be  met  with  or  found  ;  to  be 

gained  or  obtained,  obtainable,  procurable ;  a  fanciful 
name  given  to  a  man  in  the  Panfa-tantra  (who, 
whenever  asked  his  name,  replied  prdptavyam  ar- 
tham  labhate  manushyah,  a  man  takes  anything 

that  is  to  be  got,  see  Panca-tantra,  p.  128.  17). 
Prapti,  is,  f.  attaining  to,  attainment,  reaching, 

arriving  at,  arrival,  coming ;  coming  or  lighting 
upon,  meeting  with,  finding ;  obtaining,  getting, 
gaining,  acquisition,  profit,  gain,  advantage ;  reach, 
range ;  the  power  of  obtaining  everything,  one  of 
the  eight  superhuman  faculties ;  obtaining  by  actions 
done  in  a  former  existence ;  discovering  by  percep- 

tion, guessing,  conjecture ;  the  being  valid,  holding 
good  (of  a  rule)  ;  lot,  share,  portion,  fortune,  luck, 
good  luck ;  (in  dramatic  language)  happy  denoue- 

ment, successful  termination  of  a  plot ;  (in  astrology) 
.N.  of  the  eleventh  lunar  mansion  (  =  iiyn,  liiMn) ; 
Prapti  personified  as  wife  of  STama  (associated  with 
Asti  as  a  daughter  of  JarJ-sandha)  ;  a  collection, 
assemblage,  quantity.  —  Prapti-mat,  an,  all,  at, 
one  who  has  attained  to  or  reached.  —  Prapti-samu, 

as,  m.  a  particular  jiili  Iq.v.)  in  logic.  —  ]'r<~ipty- 
dia,  f.  the  hope  of  obtaining  (an  object). 

1.  prdpya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  attained,  to  be 
arrived   at,  attainable,  obtainable,  acquirable,    pro- 

curable [cf.  sitklia-p°]  ;  proper,  fitting,  suitable. 
2.  prdpya,  ind.  having  attained  to  or  arrived  at ; 

having  come  upon  or  met  with  ;  having  obtained  or 
gained  ;  having  incurred  ;  having  suffered  or  endured. 

Prdpyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  attained  to  or  ar- 
rived at ;  taking  place  (according  to  a  rule  in  gram.). 

UTT  2.  prcipa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  pra  +  ap), 
abounding  with  water,  watery  (?). 

H IM UK «n  priipanika,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  pan 
with  pra  ;  according  to  Maili-natha  fr.  pra-pana), 
a  trader,  dealer,  retail  dealer ;  [cf.  dpanika.] 

JJlHM  prapeya  for  prddheya,  q.  v. 

H\<H**iprabandha'mkesara-prabandhd,(i.v. 
HllcH  prabalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-bala), 

superiority  of  force,  superior  force,  predominance,  as- 
cendancy ;  powerfulness,  power,  vigour,  might,  force. 

H I  =1 1  frt  <*  prabalika,  as,  m.  (fr.  pra-bala}, 
a  vender  of  coral,  coral  merchant. 

HI«flv<*  prabodhaka,  as,  m.  (=pra-bo- 
dltakti),  a  minstrel  employed  to  wake  the  king  in 
the  morning;  (a  various  reading  for  prabodhikn.} 

Prabodhika,  as,  m.  (fr.  pra-bodha),  dawn,  day- 
break. 

prdbhanjana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra- 
bhanjana),  presided  over  by  the  god  of  wind  ;  (am), 
n.,  scil.  nakshatra  or  bha,  the  Nakshatra  SvSti. 

ITW^  prdbhava,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-bhu),  pre- 
eminence, superiority,  supremacy. 

Prdbhavatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-bJuvvat),  superi- 
ority, power,  authority,  ascendancy. 

Prdbhutika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pra-bhuta),  see 
Varttika  II.  to  Pan.  IV.  4, 1. 

in*TT«FT  prabhakara,  as,  m.  (fr.  prabha- 

kara), a  follower  of  Prabha-kara,  the  designation 
of  a  particular  philosophical  sect  (a  branch  of  the 
MlmansS  school). 

HlHlfrtc*  prdbhdtika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra- 

bhdta),  belonging  or  relating  to  the  morning,  matu- tinal. 

"BIN  1 1 « <*  prabhasika,  as,  I,  am,  belonging 
to  the  place  Pra-bhasa,  q.  v. 

HT>JiT  prdbhrita,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-bliriti), 
a  present,  gift,  offering  of  ceremony ;  an  offering  to  a 
deity  or  sovereign ;  a  bribe ;  a  term  applied  to  the 
chapters  of  the  Surya-prajriapti.  —  Prabhritl-hrita, 
as,  d,  am,  given  as  a  present,  offered. 
Prdbhrilaka,  am,  n.  a  present,  an  offering. 

Hllfn  pramati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 

seven  sages  in  the  tenth  Manv-antara ;   (also  read 

prdptati;  cf.  pra-mati.) 

prdmdnika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pra- 
mdna),  forming  or  being  a  measure;  established 

by  proof,  resting  or  founded  on  an  authority,  pro- 
ceeding from  evidence  or  authority,  being  of  authority, 

authoritative  ;  authentic,  credibje  ;  true  ;  (as),  ni. 
one  who  accepts  proof  or  rests  his  arguments  on 
authority  ;  a  president,  the  chief  or  head  of  a  trade. 

—  I'ramdnika-tva,  am,  n.=prdmdni/a  below. 
Prdmdnya,  am,  n.  the  being  established  by  proof, 

the  resting  upon  authority  ;  the  being  an  authority ; 
the  being  a  rule,  the  being  a  proof;  proof,  evidence, 
authority;  authenticity,  credibility,  genuineness  (  = 

prftm<ina~td).~  Prdiitdnyd-cdilfi,  «.«,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Nyaya  work  by  Raghu-natha.«—  Prfimiinyft-f'tiliii, f,  m.  one  who  affirms  or  believes  in  proof. 

HIllH;*  prdmddika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pra- 
mdja),  arising  from  carelessness  or  negligence, 

blundering,  faulty,  erroneous,  incorrect,  wrong ;  prd- 

mddika-h  pdthaft,  a  wrong  reading.  —  I'rdmadika- 
tfa,  am,  n.  erroneousness,  incorrectness. 

Prdmddya,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant,  Gendarussa 

(  =  atarusha)  Adhadota  or"  Vulgaris  ;  (am),  n. 
madness,  frenzy,  fury  ;  intoxication. 

HlllW  pramitya,  am,  n.  debt. 

Ul*u<;«fi  pramodaka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pra- 
mofla),  charming,  transporting,  enchanting. 

H\f  praya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  5.  i  with  pra), 
setting  out  or  starting  (for  a  battle,  Ved.  ;  Say.  = 
pra-m'a,  entering,  or  =  ytiddha,  battle)  ;  going 
away,  departure,  departure  from  life,  seeking  death 
by  fasting,  sitting  down  and  fasting  to  deatn  (as  a 
religious  or  penitentiary  act,  or,  like  the  practice  of 
sitting  in  Dharna,  to  enforce  compliance  with  a  de- 

mand ;  often  used  in  connection  with  rt.  4.  as  or 

with  upa-vis,  e.  g.  prdycpm  dsmahe,  we  sit  down 
seeking  death  by  fasting;  but  in  such  examples 

prdyam  may  perhaps  be  regarded  as  the  indeclinable 
participle  of  rt.  5.  i  with  pra;  cf.  prayopane.'ia)  ; 
principal  part,  largest  portion,  plurality,  majority, 
majority  of  cases,  general  rule,  abundance,  plenty, 
excess,  (when  used  at  the  end  of  adj.  comps.  often 

translatable  by  '  in  most  cases,'  '  for  the  most  part,' 

'  as  a  general  rule,'  '  generally,"  '  well  nigh,'  '  almost,' 
'  nearly,'  e.  g.  danda-p°,  one  who  generally  inflicts 

punishment  ;  jila-p°,  almost  conquered  ;  cf.  arya- 
p°,  gata-p°,  dahkha-p°,  samstuta-p°  ,  siddha-p": 
or  translatable  by  '  abounding  in,'  '  much,'  '  exceed- 

ing,' '  abundant,'  e.  g.  s'dli-p^,  abounding  in  rice  ; 
cf.  hinsd-p°:  or  by  '  like,'  '  resembling,'  e.g.  amrita- 
prdya,  as,  d,  am,  like  nectar)  ;  a  stage  or  condition 
of  life  (as  youth,  age,  &c.)  ;  (am),  n.  sin(?);  pru- 
ycna,  ind.  for  the  most  part,  in  most  cases,  mostly, 
commonly,  as  a  rule  ;  in  all  probability,  probably, 

likely;  much  more,  much  rather.  —  Praya-gata, 
as,  d,  am,  near  departure  from  life,  nigh  unto  death. 

—  Prdya-ditta,  prdya-titti,  see  Scholiast  on  Pan. 

VI.  I,  157,  and  cf.  prayas'-diUa,  &c.  —  Prdya- 
dars'ana,  am,  n.  a  common  or  ordinary  pheno- 

menon. —  Prdya-bhava,  as,  a,  am,  being  com- 

monly the  case,  usually  met  vtith.  —  Prdya-riiHul- 

yin,  i,  ini,  t,  resolved  to  die  of  starvation.  —  Prd- 
yas-iitla,  am,  n.  (prdya  +  (itta  with  sr  euphonically 
inserted),   an   expiation,  expiatory  act,    atonement, 
penance,  satisfaction,  compensation,  indemnification, 

amends  ;  (as,  d,  am),  belonging  to  or  included  in 
an  expiation  or  atonement,  expiatory.  —  Prdya&itta- 
tallca,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Raghu-nandana. 
—  PrdyaMitta-dipika,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  on  ritual 
by  Vara-da.  —  PrdyaMitta-paddhati,  is,  f.,  N.  of 
a  work  by  Kama-deva.  —  PrdyaMitta-ratna,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  work  by  KamalSkara-bhatta.  —  Prayax- 
i'-ittii-viilhi,  is,  m.  a  prescribed  rule  of  penance  or 
expiation.  —  Prilyattfitta-vivcka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

work  by  Sula-pani  on  expiatory  ceremonies.  -•  Prd- 

yail-'-'itti,  is,  is,  i  (prdya  +  fitti  with  s"  euphoni- cally inserted),  expiating,  atoning;  (it),  f.  expiation, 
atonement,  penance.  —  P  rdyaifittika,  as,  I,  am, 

expiating,  expiatory,  performing  penance  (?)  ;  expi- 
able.  —  Prdyaitittin,   i,  irii,  i,   one   who   does 

penance  or  has  to  make  expiation.  "Pra  iimifitfi- 
mat,   nil,  all,   at,   making   atonement,    expiating, 

performing  penance.  —  I.  prayaitittiya,  Nom.  A. 
priiyaitittiyate,  -yitum,  to  have  to  expiate,  to  be 
obliged   to  perform   penance.  —  2.   prdyaiifittiya, 

as,  d,  am,  relating  to  expiation  or  penance,  expia- 
tory. —  P  rdyaMittiya-ta,  (.  obligation  to  make  an 

atonement.  —  PrayaMMendu-iickhara   (°ta-in°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  KaSl-natha  on  expiatory 
ceremonies.  —  F  '  rayopagamana  (°ya-up°),  am,  n. 
going  to  meet  death,  seeking  deith  (by  abstaining 

from    food).  —  Prdyopai'ish/a   (°ya-up°),   as,  5, 
am,   or   prdyopareiin,   i,   ini,    i,    one   who    sits 
down    in    expectation    of  death,    one    who   calmly 
awaits  the  approach  of  death  (by  abstaining  from 
food),  one  who  sits  in  Dharna  to  compel  compliance 

with  a  demand;    [cf.  prdyopaves'a.^  —  Prayijpa- 
vcifa  (°ya-itp°),  as,  m.  or  prdyopat'eitana,  am,  n. 
or  i>i'<ly»j>ai'f*<i  iiikd,  f.  abstaining  from  food  and 
awaiting  in  a  sitting  posture  the  approach  of  death, 
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prdvahani. 

(this  corresponds  with  the  practice  prevalent  in  some 
parts  of  India  of  sitting  in  Dharna  at  the  door  of  a 
house  to  extort  a  boon  or  gain  a  point  which  cannot 
be  accomplished  by  other  means ;  the  person  so 
sitting  observes  a  strict  fast  till  his  object  is  obtained, 
and  if  he  dies  in  the  process  the  sin  falls  on  the 

householder  who  refuses  compliance  with  his  de- 

mand.) —  Prayopeta  (°ya-up  ),  as,  a,  am,  prepared 
to  die,  resolved  to  die  (by  abstaining  from  food). 
Prat/ana,  as,  a,  am,  going  away,  going,  going 

well  (Ved.) ;  (am),  n.  entrance,  beginning,  com- 
mencement ;  the  course  or  path  of  life ;  going  for 

protection,  taking  refuge ;  departure  from  life,  death, 
voluntary  death,  (prdyanam  Itri,  to  court  death)  ; 
a  kind  of  food  prepared  with  milk.  —  Prdyandnta 

(°na-an°),  as,  m.  the  end  of  life;  (am),  ind.  till 
death,  unto  death. 

Prdyaniya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 
the  entrance  or  commencement,  introductory,  ini- 

tiatory ;  (ae),  m.,  scil.  ydga  or  karrna-miesha,  an 
introductory  libation  at  a  Soma  sacrifice;  scil.  ati- 
rdtra,  the  first  day  of  a  Soma  sacrifice  lasting  for 
several  days;  (am),  n.,  scil.  ahan,  the  first  day  of  a 
Soma  sacrifice  lasting  for  several  days. 

Prdya-tfas,  ind.  for  the  most  part,  mostly,  almost,  in 
all  probability,  always,  commonly,  generally,  usually ; 

(sometimes  wrongly  spelt  prdya-sas.) 
Prayas,  ind.  for  the  most  part,  mostly ;  commonly, 

usually,  frequently,  oftentimes,  generally,  nearly ;  in  all 
probability,  most  likely,  abundantly,  largely .~Prdyo- 
devatd,  f.  the  most  usually  worshipped  deity. 
Prayika,  as,  a,  am,  common,  usual,  general. 

—  Prayika-tva,  am,  n.  likelihood,  probability ; 
usage,  custom. 

Hi'Mrq  prdyatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-yata), 
purity,  cleanliness. 

f  prdyas-titta.    Seeprdya,  p.  658. 

prdydnika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra- 
yiini),  necessary  for  a  march,  suitable  for  a  journey. 

Prdydtrika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pra-ydtrd),  =^prd- 
ydnika. 

Ul-Ml«  prd-ydsa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  another 
form  for  pra-yasa,  q.  v. 

fllf<4«ti  prayika.     See  above. 

ITPJirPT*^  prdyuddheshin,  I,  m.  a  horse, 
(probably  an  incorrect  form ;  also  spelt  prayudlie- 
shin  ;  cf.  rt.  Jienh,  to  neigh.) 

VT^^prd-yudh  (pra-d-),  cl.  4.  A.  -yudh- 
yuic,  -yoddhum,  to  fight. 

HIM*U  pruyena.    See  under  pray  a,  p.  658. 

Ml«Jl'l  prdyoya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  perhaps  a 
wrong  reading  for  pra-yoga,  q.  v. 
Prdyogika,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  pra-yoga),  applied, 

used,  applicable ;  a  kind  of  sternutatory. 

Prayojya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  pra-yojya),  belonging 
or  relating  to  things  requisite  or  necessary. 

TfT^prdr  (pra-ri),  cl.  3.  P.  preyarti,  &c., 
Ved.  to  go  forth,  go,  move ;  to  set  in  motion,  pro- 

duce :  Caus.  prdrpayati,  -yitum,  to  set  in  motion, 
stir  up,  animate. 
Prdrpana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  stirs  up  or 

animates. 

TIT&^prd-rabh  (pra-a-),  cl.  I.  A.  -rabhate, 
-rabrlhum,  to  begin,  commence,  undertake. 
Prd-rabdha,  as,  a,  am,  begun,  commenced, 

beginning ;  (am),  n.  an  undertaking. 

Pru-rabdlii,  is,  f.  beginning,  commencement ; 
the  post  to  which  an  elephant  is  fastened. 

Pra-ramblia,  ae,  m.  beginning,  commencement ; 
an  undertaking,  enterprise. 

Pra-rambhana,  am,  n.  beginning,  commencing. 

Hl^j1?  prd-ruh  (pra-a-),  cl.  I.  P.  -rohati, 
-ndhian,  to  ascend,  rise. 
Prdroha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pra-roha),  one  who  is 

used  to  rise  or  ascend ;  (as),  m.  a  shoot,  sprout,  a 
new  branch  or  leaf  ( =pra-roha). 

HI  «jT*< prdrkshiya  (fr.pra+riksha),  Nom. 
P.  prdrkshiyati  =prarkshiyati,  q.  v. 

TIT^  prdr6  (pra-ar<S),  cl.  I.  P.  prarfati, 
prartitum,  to  praise,  celebrate  in  hymns  (S5y.  = 
stuti-rupabhir  vdgbhih  puj) ;  to  honour,  worship  : 
Caus.  prdrfayati,  -yitum,  to  praise,  honour. 

JTT3T  prdrj  (pra-arj),  Caus.  P.  prdrjayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  acquire;  to  grant,  bestow. 
Prdrjayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  grants  or 

bestows;  (used  to  explain  parjanya,  Nirukta  X. 

10.)  
^ 

HITJI  prdrjuna  (pra-ar°),  as,  m.  pi.,  N. of  a  people. 

HNU  prdrna  (pra-rina),  am,  n.  a  chief  or 

principal  debt. 

TIT^  prdrth  (pra-arth),  cl.  10.  A.  (rarely 
also  P.  and  according  to  some  grammarians  regarded 
as  a  Nom.  fr.  artha  with  pro),  prdrthayate  (-ti), 
-yitum,  to  wish  for,  desire,  require,  want ;  to  ask 
for,  beg  for,  pray  for,  request,  solicit,  ask  any  one 
for  anything  (with  two  ace.) ;  to  wish  or  want  to  do 

anything  (with  inf.) ;  to  pray,  prefer  a  suit  or  peti- 
tion, make  a  request. 

Prartha  (pra-ar°),  as,  m.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  fur- 
niture, gear,  harness,  apparatus,  equipment. 

Prdrthaka,  as,  ikd,  am,'  wishing  for,  asking, 
desiring,  soliciting,  begging,  an  asker,  solicitor;  a 

suitor,  petitioner,  candidate ;  a-pi'drthaka-vara,  a 
bridegroom  who  has  not  been  a  suitor  [cf.  Kulluka 
on  Manu  III.  27], 

Prdrthana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  desire,  wish;  longing 
desire  for ;  requesting,  asking,  begging  ;  supplication, 
suit;  prayer,  entreaty,  request,  application,  petition 

(the  object  may  be  expressed  by  the  loc.,  e.g.  Ruk- 
minydm  asya  prdrthand,  his  petition  or  suit  for 
RukminI ;  or  precedes  prarthana  in  a  comp.,  cf. 

aniijnd-p°) ;  prdrthanayd,  ind.  at  the  request  or 
petition  of  (any  one).  —  Prdrthand-bhan-ga,as,m. 
refusal  of  a  request,  asking  in  vain.  —  Prdrthand- 

Wtaiia  (°na-abh°),  as,  m.  absence  of  solicitation. 
—  Prdrthand-siddhi ,  is,  (.  accomplishment  of  a 
desire,  fulfilment  of  wishes. 

Prdrthaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  desired  or  wished 
for ;  to  be  asked  or  begged ;  to  be  prayed  for ; 
worthy  of  desire,  desirable,  proper  to  be  solicited ; 
(am],  n.  the  third  or  Dvapara  age  of  the  world. 
Prdrthayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  desired  or 

wished  for,  worthy  of  desire,  desirable ;  asulablia- 
prdrtJiayitarya,  one  the  object  of  whose  desire  is 
difficult  of  attainment. 

Prdrthayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  wishes  for  or 
asks  or  solicits,  an  asker,  inquirer,  solicitor,  impor- 
tuner,  beggar  ;  a  lover,  wooer,  suitor. 
Prdrthita,  as,  a,  am,  wished  for,  desired,  wished, 

required,  wanted ;  requested,  solicited,  asked  for, 
prayed  for;  killed,  hurt;  obstructed  or  opposed  by 
an  enemy ;  attacked.  —  Prdrthita-durlabha,  as,  d, 
am,  desired  but  hard  to  obtain.  —  Prarthita-vat, 
an,  all,  at,  one  who  has  asked  or  begged ;  asking, 
begging. 

PrdrtMn,  i,  ini,  i,  wishing,  desiring,  desirous  of, 
ambitious  for ;  attacking,  assailing,  assaulting. 
Prdrthya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  desired  or  wished  for 

by  any  one  (inst.  or  gen.);  desirable;  to  be  suppli- 
cated, implored,  petitioned,  &c. 

Td^prard(pra-ard),  Caus.  T.prardayati, 
-yitum,  Ved.  to  exert  beyond  measure,  overwork ; 
to  cause  to  flow  away. 

Prurdaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  making  efforts. 

ardia  (pra-ar°)  inpari-prdrdha,  q.v. 

prdrpana.     See  under  prar,  col.  I. 

riirsh  (pra-rish),  cl.  I.  P.  prarshati, 
prdrshitum,  to  flow  forth. 
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prarshabhiya  (fr.  pra+rishabha), 

Nom.  P.prdrshabhlyati,  -yitum,  —prarshabhtya, 

q'Iu 

Hit  prdrh  (pra-arh),  cl.  I.  A.  prdrhate, 

prdrhitum,  Ved.  to  distinguish  or  signalize  one's 
self. 

M  I  rt^T  prdlamba,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  pra-lamba), 
hanging  down,  suspended,  pendent  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind 
of  pearl  ornament  ;  the  female  breast  ;  a  species  of 

gourd  ;  (am),  n.  a  garland  hanging  round  the  neck 

and  reaching  to  the  breast  ;  [cf.  m»£(a-p°.] 
Prdlambaka,  am,  n.  a  garland  hanging  round 

the  neck  and  reaching  to  the  breast;  (ikd),  f.  a 

kind  of  golden  necklace. 

HlrsTsc!!  prdlepika,  as,  i,  am,  an  adj.  de- 
rived from  pra-lepikd. 

HIMM  I.  prdleya,  as,  i(?),  am  (anoma- 
lously fr.  pra-laya),  produced  by  melting;  (am), 

n.  (according  to  some  also  as,  m.),  hail,  snow,  frost, 
hoar-frost  (so  called  as  being  easily  dissolved),  dew. 

—  Prdleya-raimi,  is,  or  prdleydns"u  (°ya~an°'),  us, 
m.  the  moon  (said  to  have  cold  or  frosty  rays).  —  Prd- 
leya-lefa,  as,  m.  a  hailstone.  —  Praleya-Jaila.  as, 

or  prdifyddri  t^ya-ad0),  is,  m.  the  snowy  moun- 
tain, Hima-vat.  —  Prdleydsra  (°ya-a4°),  am,  n.  a 

cold  or  chilly  tear. 

2.  prdleya,  Nom.  P.  prdleyati,  -yitum,  to  re- semble hail. 

H!<swOT  prdlkdnya  (fr.  pro  +  Irikdra), 
Nom.  P.  prdlkdrlyati,  -yitum,  ̂ pralkdriya,  q.  v. 

H\<4prdv  (pra-av),  cl.  I.  P.  prdvati,  prd- 
vitum,  Ved.  to  attend  to,  observe  ;  to  take  interest 
in,  assist,  encourage,  animate;  to  protect,  defend, 

(Say.  =  prakarshcna  raksh,  to  defend  strenuously, 
to  protect  exceedingly)  ;  to  sate,  satisfy,  content. 

Prdmtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  a  protector,  bene- 
factor, guardian,  (Say.  =  rakshaka.) 

Prdvitra,  am,  n.  ,  Ved.  protection,  guardianship. 
Pram,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  attentive,  taking  care  of. 

rill  5  pravata,  as,  m.  barley;  [cf.pra-vata, 

pra-veta.~] 

WN<lI  prdvana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (according 
to  SSy.)  a  spade,  shovel  ;  (either  a  lengthened  form 
for  pra-i-ana  or  a  derivative  from  it.) 

Ui^Uu  prdrjani,  see  Ujjvala-datta  on Unsdi-sutras  II.  103. 

iHl^^prdvan  (fr.rt.  l.prd)  in  kratu-p°,  q.v. 

Wl  fl*{prava-mj  (pra-ava-),  cl.  3.  P.  A. 
-nenekti,  -nenikte,  -nektian,  Ved.  to  wash  away. 

tTT3R.prd-vara.  See  under/)ra-uri,  p.  660. 

prdvareya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Pra-vara. 

pravarga,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra-varga), 
Ved.  distinguished,  eminent  ;  (Say.)  pre-eminently  a 
scatterer  of  enemies  (=  prakarnheiia  fatrundm 
rarjayitd). 

Miqn°n  prd-vartaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (for  pra- 

rartaka),  bringing  to  light,  manifesting  ;  stirring 
up,  inciting  ;  founding,  a  founder. 

Hl=«r«t«^  prd-varshin,  i,  ijii,  »  (fr.  rt.  vrish 
with  pra),  Ved.  raining. 

prdvahani  for  prdvdhani,  q.  v. 

dra,  &c.    See  under  prd-vri. 

prdvdsa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra-vdsa), 
see  Gana  Vyushtadi  to  Pan.  V.  I,  97. 

Prdrdsika,  as,  I,  am,  see  Gana  Gud5di  to  Pan. 
IV.  3,  103,  and  Gana  Santapadi  to  Pan.  V.  I,  101. 

M  I  =(  I  ̂  Uu  prdvdhani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Pra-vJhana;  (also  wrongly  written  prdhani, 

prdvahani.) 
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a  patronymic  from  Pra- 
pra-saha. 

Prdvahancya,  as,  m, 
vShana. 
Prdvdlianeyaka,  as,  ika,  am  (fr.  prdvdhaneya), 

Prdvdhaneyi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Prava- haneya. 

HI  fart  praeitri.     See  under  prav,  p.  659. 

UHlJCI  pravinya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pro-etna), 
cleverness,  dexterity,  skilfulness,  proficiency,  accurate 
knowledge,  conversancy,  skill. 

HT^  pra-vri  (pro-a-),  cl.  5.  9.  i.  P.  A. 
-vrinoti,  -vrinute,  -vrinati,  -wrimte,  -varati,  -te, 

-varitum,  -varitum,  to  put  on,  dress  one's  self  in 
(with  ace.). 
Prd-vara,  as,  m.  an  inclosure,  a  fence,  hedge; 

[cf.  ma&i-p0.] 
Prd-varaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  district  (  =prd-vdra). 
Prd-varana,  am,  n.  a  covering,  cover,  an  upper 

or  outer  garment,  cloak,  mantle  [cf.  karna-p°,  ku- 
p°]  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (ira-prdvarana, 
as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Prd-oaramya,  am,  n.  a  covering,  upper  garment. 
Prd-vdra,  as,  m.  an  upper  or  outer  garment, 

cloak,  mantle;  (as),  m.=prd-varaka,  N.  of  a 
district  ;  (as,  a,  am),  belonging  to,  found  in  outer 
garments  or  cloaks.  —  Prdvdra-kartia,  as,  m. 
'cloak-eared,'  N.  of  an  owl.  —  Prdvdra-kita,  as, 
m.  '  clothes-insect,'  a  large  kind  of  white  ant. 
Prd-vdraTca,  as,  m.  an  upper  or  outer  garment, 

cloak. 
Pravdrika.,  as,  m.  a  maker  of  upper  garments 

or  cloaks. 

Prdvdriya,  Nom.  P.  prdvdriyati,  -yitum,  to 
use  as  an  upper  garment  or  cloak. 

Pra.-vuvu.rshu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  or  intending 
to  wear. 

Prd-vHta,  as,  a,  am,  covered,  enclosed,  encom- 
passed, screened,  sheltered;  (a*,  d,  am),  m.  f.  n. 

a  veil,  mantle,  cloak,  wrapper. 
Prd-vriti,  is,  f.  an  inclosure,  fence,  hedge  ;  spiritual 

darkness,  one  of  the  four  consequences  of  MiyS. 
Pra-vritya,  ind.  having  put  on,  having  dressed 

one's  self  in. 

H1^P^<*  pravrittika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pra- 
•vritti),  secondary,  derived,  derivative,  (opposed  to 
mukhya);  informed  of  what  is  passing,  well-informed. 

HI'jH,  pra-vrish,  t,  f.  (fr.  pra-vrish),  the 
rainy  season,  wet  season,  rains  ;  the  months  Ashadha 
and  SrSvana  (comprising  the  first  half  of  the  rainy 
season  which  lasts  in  some  parts  from  the  middle  of 
June  till  the  middle  of  October).  —  Pravrit-kdla, 
of,  m.  the  period  of  the  rains,  rainy  season.  —  Pra- 
vritkdla-vaha,  as,  a,  am,  flowing  only  in  the 
rainy  season  ;  (opposed  to  saddkdla-vaha.)  —  Prd- 
vrid-atyaya,  as,  m.  the  time  following  the  rainy 
season,  autumn.  —  Prdorishi-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced 
in  the  rainy  season,  occurring  during  the  rains. 

Prd-vrisha,  as,  a,  m.  f.  the  rainy  season,  the  rains. 
Prdi-rishdyanl,  (.  (fr.  prd-vrish),  a  kind  of 

weed  which  grows  most  luxuriantly  during  the  rains, 
Boerhavia  Procumbcns  ;  Mucuna  Pruritus. 
Prdvrishika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  rainy 

season,  born  or  produced  in  the  rainy  season  ;  (as), 
m.  a  peacock  (as  delighting  in  the  rains). 
Prdvrishina,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  relating 

to  the  rainy  season,  rainy. 
Prdvrishenya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  or  relating 

to  the  rainy  season  ;  coming  in  showers,  abundant, 
numerous,  much  ;  (a«),  m.  the  Cadamba  tree, 
Nauclea  Cadamba  [cf.  kadamba]  ;  Wrightia  Anti- 
dysenterica;  (a),  I.  the  plant  Mucuna  Pruritus;  a 
species  of  Punar-nava  with  red  flowers. 
Prdvrisheya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Prdvrishya,  as,  m.  a  species  of  Cadamba,  Wrightia 

pravepa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra-vepa), 
Ved.  revolving  easily,  rolling  easily,  (SHy.  —  kam- 

Antidysenterica ;  Hedysarum  Alhagi 
lazuli. (am),  n.  lapis 

pravenya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-veni  or 
pra-venT),  a  fine  woollen  covering. 

pana-s'i/a. ) 
JIH5H  pravesana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra-ve- 

s"ana),  given  on  entering,  to  be  done  on  entering, 
(see  Gana  Vyushtsdi  to  Pan.  V.  1,  97) ;  (am),  n. 
a  manufactory,  workshop. 

Prdveiika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pra-refa),  relating  to 
entrance  (into  a  house  or  upon  the  stage) ;  connected 
with  entry;  in  the  habit  of  entering;  praveiSiky 
dkshiptikd,  a  particular  air  or  song  called  A-kshiptiki 
sung  by  a  person  on  entering  the  stage. 

Ulclill  prdvrajya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-vrajya), 
wandering  as  a  religious  mendicant. 
Pravrdjya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-vrdj),  the  life  of  a 

wandering  religious  mendicant ;  vagrancy. 

HT3I  i.  />ros  (pra-as,  see  rt.  i.  as),  cl.  5. 
P.  A.  prdtnoti,  prdinute,  praiitum,  Ved.  to 
arrive  at,  reach,  (SSy.  =  prakarshena  vy-dp);  to 
fall  to  the  lot  or  share  of  any  one  (with  ace.). 

J'rashta,  as,  d,  am,  arrived  at,  attained,  gained. 
—  Prdshta-varna,  as,  d,  am,=prisni  (Nirukta 

X.  39)-  " 

IJT3T  2.  pros'  (pra-as,  see  rt.  2.  a/),  cl.  9. 
P.  A.  prds"ndti,  praimte,  praditum,  to  begin  to 
eat,  begin  eating ;  to  take  into  the  mouth ;  taste 
(Manu  II.  62);  to  eat,  consume,  devour;  (A.)  to 
drink  ;  to  enjoy,  sport  with,  dally  with  (with  inst.) : 

Pass,  prdjfyate,  to  be  fed :  Caus.  prds'ayati,  -yitum, to  cause  to  eat  or  devour,  give  to  eat,  feed. 

3.  prdi,  t,  f.,  Ved.  food,  provisions. 
Praia,  as,  m.  eating,  consuming,  feeding  upon, 

tasting  [cf.  ghrita-p°,  dhuma-p°};  food,  victuals 
[cf.  tdtushprafya]  ;  (occasionally  incorrect)  for  prd- 
sa,  q.  v. 
Praiaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  one  who  eats,  an  eater. 
Prosema,  am,  n.  the  act  of  eating,  feeding  upon, 

tasting ;  causing  to  eat  or  taste  [cf.  a«na-p°] ; 
feeding  (especially  applied  in  Manu  II.  29  to  the  cere- 

mony of  making  an  infant  taste,  for  the  first  time,  a 
little  honey  and  clarified  butter) ;  food,  victuals ; 
amrita-prdsana,  as,  m.  having  nectar  for  food, 
feeding  on  ambrosia,  an  immortal. 
Praianiya,  as,  a,  am,  eatable,  edible,  esculent, 

serving  for  food ;  (am),  n.  food,  victuals. 

Prdiavya,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  3.  pros'  or  prosa),Ved. 
food,  provisions ;  (S5y.)  =  sddhv-annddi,  hitam 
annddi,  good  or  wholesome  food,  &c. 

Prds"ita,  ox,  a,  am,  taken  into  the  mouth,  tasted  ; 
eaten,  devoured,  swallowed,  well  eaten ;  (am),  n.  an 
offering  of  rice  or  water  to  the  Manes  of  progenitors, 
obsequies  to  deceased  ancestors  (Manu  III.  74» 

pitri-yajndkhyam  nitya-s'raddham). 
Prdsilavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  eaten,  eatable, 

edible,  esculent,  allowed  to  be  eaten. 
Prdiitri,  id,  trt,  tri,  one  who  eats,  an  eater, eating. 

Prdditra,  am,  n.,Ved.  the  portion  of  Havis  eaten 
by  the  Brahman  at  a  sacrifice ;  the  vessel  in  which 
the  Brahman's  portion  of  Havis  is  placed ;  anything 
edible.  —  PrdilUra-harann.,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  vessel  in 

which  the  Brahman's  portion  of  Havis  is  placed. 
Prds'itriya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  in  a-prdiitriya,  not 

fit  for  the  Prasitra. 
Prdiin,  I,  ini,  i,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  eating, 

feeding  upon ;  amrita-prds'm,  i,  m.  eating  nectar, 

a  god. Prdsnat,  an,  ail,  at,  eating,  consuming,  de vouring. 

1 .  prdffya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  eaten,  eatable,  edible 
2.  prdiya,  ind.  having  eaten,  having  tasted  or 

sipped. 
I|l$l W)  prdsastya,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-sasta) 

the  being  praised,  praiseworthiness,  celebrity,  excel- 
lence, pre-eminence. 

HI  $11^  prdsdstra,  am,  n.  (fr.  pra-sdstri), 
the  office  of  the  Pra-SSstri,  q.  v. ;  government,  rule 
dominion. 

n\3^prasu(pra-asu),us,ns,  «,  Ved.  (accord  - 
ng  to  the  Nirukta  =  kshipra),  exceedingly  quick  or 
peedy,  swift  ;  (S5y.)  =  Somasya  pradakah,  an  eater 
or  partaker  of  Soma;  at—Vritrait/a  liinsakah, ' 
he  enemy  (or  injurer)  of  Vritra.  —  Proda-Hka/i,  or 
train-shah,  ihdt,  t,  t,  Ved.  leading  or  curbing  swift 
lorses,  having  fleet  horses ;  (Say.)  =  fighram  abfii- 
i/iai'itri,  rapidly  victorious. 

HISl  prdsu,  us,  m.=pard-lirama. 

Hl3i  g-  prd-sringa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
>rojecting  horns,  having  the  horns  bent  forward  ; 
According  to  Mahl-dhara  =  prakrishta-sringa- 

jukta.) 
=S  prdsnika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  prasna), 

containing  questions  or  inquiries  [cf.  bahu-p°] ;  (as), 
m.  an  inquirer,  asker,  examiner ;  one  who  decides  a 
dispute  or  quarrel,  an  umpire,  arbiter,  arbitrator ;  an assistant  at  a  spectacle  or  assembly  (?). 

Prddni-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

Hl?t|  i.  and  2.  prdsya.  See  under  2. 

prds",  col.  3. 
prasravana.     See  prasravana. 

prdslishta,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  pra- 
sVshta ;  in  Ved.  gram.)  N.  of  a  kind  of  Svarita 
produced  by  the  combination  of  two  short  is  ;  (also 

wrongly  read  prdk-s'lishta.) 

prdsvamedha  (pra-as°),  as,  m.  a 
preceding  horse  sacrifice. 
TIT?  prdshta.     See  under  I.  ̂ ras,  col.  2. 

ITT^  i.  pros  (pra-as,  see  rt.  I.  as),  cl.  2. 
P.  prdsti,  &c.,  Ved.  to  be  in  front  of,  be  in  an 
especial  manner  or  extraordinary  degree ;  to  be  pre- 

eminent, excel,  preponderate,  (Say.  =pra-bhu.) 

Hl«  2.  pros  (pra-as,  see  rt.  2.  as),  cl.  4. 

P.  i»-iixyati,  prdsitum,  to  throw  forth,  cast  away, 
hurl  forth,  fling  forth ;  to  throw,  cast,  discharge  (» 

missile) ;  ans'am  pro's,  to  cast  lots. Prdsa,  as,  m.  casting,  throwing;  interspersing, 
insertion;  a  barbed  missile  or  dart;  a  particular 
constellation  or  a  particular  position  of  a  planet ;  N. 

of  a  man. 
Prdsaka,  as,  m.  a  die,  dice. 
Prdsana,  am,  n.  throwing  forth,  casting  away ; 

throwing,  casting ;  throwing  down. 
Prdsika,  as,  i,  am,  armed  with  a  dart  or  javelin  ; 

(as),  m.  a  spearman,  lancer,  javelin-man. Prdsta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown  away,  thrown  off; 
thrown  into,  thrown,  cast,  hurled,  discharged;  ex- 

pelled, turned  out,  banished. 

TtTHTff  prdsanga,  as,  m.  (fr.  pra-sanga),  a 
kind  of  yoke  for  cattle. 

Prdsaitgika,  as,  i,  am,  resulting  from  attach- 
ment, proceeding  from  near  relation,  derived  from 

close  connection;  connected  with,  inseparably  con- 
nected, inherent,  innate  ;  pertaining  to,  belonging  to 

any  topic,  relevant ;  opportune,  seasonable ;  occasion- 
ally connected,  occasional,  incidental,  casual,  acci- 

dental, (opposed  to  adhikdrika)  ;  episodical. 
Prdsatujya,  as,  gi(1),  am,  harnessed  with  a 

yoke,  yoked ;  (as),  m.  any  animal  used  for  draught, 
a  draught-ox  or  one  yoked. 

1(141  x(  prdsafa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  sudden  and 
violent  shower  of  rain  ? ;  (i),  f.  a  flood  of  water 

produced  by  sudden  and  violent  showers  of  rain. 

ni*4M<t  prdsarpaka,  as,  m.=pra-sarpaka. 

TJTTT?  prd-sah,  t,  f.,Ved.  power,  force ;  prd- 
sahd,  by  force,  violently,  mightily,  (Say.  =  bulena.) 

Prd-saha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  power,  force,  (Say.)  =  s«- 
trundm  prakarshendbhibharita ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of 

the  wife  of  India. Prd-saha,  as,  d,  am,  overpowering,  subduing ;  ja- 

gat-prdsilha,  (in  which)  the  Jagat!  metre  predominates. 



prasada. priya-darsin. 
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\r,  prasada,  as,  m.  (fr.  pra-sad),  a 
lofty  seat  or  platform  for  spectators  ;  a  building 
erected  on  high  foundations  and  approached  by 
means  of  steps,  a  building  consecrated  to  a  deity  or 
inhabited  by  a  prince,  a  temple,  palace  ;  the  assembly 
room  and  confessional  hall  of  the  Buddhist  priest- 

hood. —  Prdtdda-kukkuta,  as,  m.  a  domestic 
pigeon.  —  Prdsdda-gata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  to  (the 
roof  of)  a  palace.  —  Prdsdda-tala,  am,  n.  the  flat 
roof  of  a  house  or  palace.  —  Prdsdda-pardmantra, 
Oi,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  magical  formula  (a  com- 

bination of  the  letters  ha  and  sa,=pard-prdsdda- 
mantra).  —  Prdsdda-pris/itha,  an,  m.  a  terrace  or 
balcony  on  the  top  of  a  large  house.  —  Prdsdda-pra- 
tishlhd,  (.  the  consecration  of  a  temple.  —  Prdsdda- 
prastara,  as,  m.  the  flat  roof  of  a  house.  —  Prdsdda- 
mandand,  f.  a  kind  of  orpiment.  —  PrStada-vSan, 
i,  ini,  i,  dwelling  in  a  palace.  —  Prdsdda-sdyin,  i, 
irii,  i,  accustomed  to  sleep  in  a  palace.  ~Prdsdda- 
Srimja,  am,  n.  the  spire  or  pinnacle  of  a  palace  or 
temple,  a  turret.  —  Prdtsdda-stha,  as,  a.  am,  stand- 

ing on  (the  roof  of)  a  palace.  —  Prdsddiigrya  ("da- 
ag'),  dni,  n.  pi.  the  most  excellent  or  beautiful 

palaces.  —  Prdsdddngand  (°da-a>t~),  f.  the  court- 
yard of  a  temple,  precints  of  a  shrine.  —  Prdsadd- 

rohana  (°da-drc),  am,  n.  the  going  up  into  a 
palace,  entering  a  palace.  —  Prdsdddrohamya,  as, 
d,  am,  relating  to  the  act  of  going  up  into  a  palace. 

PrdsdiHka,  as,  d  (!),  am  (fr.  pra-sdda),  kind, 
amiable,  friendly,  favourable  ;  given  by  way  of 
blessing,  given  as  a  favour  ;  beautiful. 

1.  prdsddiya,  Nom.  P.  prdiddiyati,  &c.,  to 

imagine  one's  self  to  be  in  a  palace. 
2.  prdsddiya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  palace, 

palatial. 

Mif*(<ii  prasika.   See  under  2.  pros,  p.  660. 

i  prasutika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  I.  pra- 
suti),  belonging  or  relating  to  childbirth. 

prdsenojitl,  f.  a  patronymic 
from  Prasena-jit. 

Hltta  prd-sfoa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  siv  with  pro), 

Ved.  a  rope  (forming  part  of  a  horse's  harness). 

HI  **<!=!  prdskanva,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  or 
relating  to  Pra-skanva  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

HIWIKO*  prdstdrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra- 
itdra),  see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  IV.  4,  72. 

Hl«nc(ch  prdstdvika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  pra- 
stdva),  forming  a  commencement  or  introduction; 
having  a  prelude  (as  a  hymn,  Ved.)  ;  useful  on 
occasion,  suiting  the  subject  under  treatment  ;  op- 
portune. 
Prdntutya,  am,  n.  (ft.  pra-stuta)  ,  the  being  pro- 

pounded or  discussed,  the  being  under  discussion. 

prdsthdnika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra- 
sthdna),  relating  to  departure  ;  favourable  or  auspi- 

cious to  a  departure  ;  [cf.  mahd-p°.] 

M  I  f«*4  °ti  prdsthika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra-stha), 
containing  a  Prastha,  weighing  a  Prastha,  bought  for 
a  Prastha  ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  kshetram,  a  field  sown 
with  a  Prastha  of  grain. 

Hltjmil  prdsravana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  pra- 
tra.va.na),  coming  or  derived  from  a  spring  or 
fountain  (as  water);  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  from 

Pra-sravana  ;  plakshah  prdsravanafi,  N.  of  a 
place,  the  source  of  the  Sarasvati  or  the  spot  where 
the  Sarasvati  reappears  [cf.  saras-vati]  ;  (also  spelt 
prdsravana.) 

Wlt-^  prdh  (pra-ah,  see  3.  ah),  only  in 
Perf.  prdha,  to  utter,  express;  to  announce,  pro- 

claim, declare,  state,  tell,  speak,  say  (with  ace.  of 
the  thing  and  dat.  or  ace.  of  the  person)  ;  to  record, 
hand  down  by  tradition  ;  to  call,  name  ;  to  consider 
or  regard  as. 

HT?f  praha,  as,  m.  instruction  in  the  art 
of  acting  or  dancing. 

M  i^flu  pruham,f  is,  m.  a  wrong  reading 
for  prdedhani,  q.  v. 

W^lf&b  praharika,  as,  m.  (fr.  pra-hdra), 
a  police  officer,  constable  (?). 

Prdhritdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Pra- hrita. 

TjnnST  prahuna,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  guest  (= 

pray/tuna). 
Prdhunaka,  as,  m.  =  prahuna. 
Prdhiinikd,  f.  a  female  guest. 

Ml  sjn  prahna  (fr.  pra  -f-  ahna),  as,  m.  the 
early  part  of  the  day,  forenoon,  morning;  (am,  e), 
ind.  in  the  forenoon,  in  the  morning.  —  Prdhne- 
tamdm,  ind.  very  early  in  the  forenoon.  —Prdhne- 
tardm,  ind.  earlier  in  the  forenoon,  very  early  in 
the  morning. 

Prdhnetana,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 
the  forenoon,  happening  in  the  morning,  matutinal. 

Hlf  iq  prdhrdda,  as,  m.  (fr.  pra-hrada), 

a  patronymic  of  Vi-roc'ana. 
Prdhrddi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Vi-roc'ana  and of  Bali. 

priya.     See  under  rt.  i.  pri  below. 

priydla.     See  p.  662,  col.  3. 

^TT  i.  pri,  cl.  9.  (and  I  ?).  P.  A.  prtndti, 
prlnlte,  prayati(7),  -Je(?),  piprdya,  pi- 

priye,  preshyati,  -te,  apraishlt,  apreshta,  pretnm 
(Vedic  forms  are  priniiln  =  prlnihi,  piprlhi,  api- 

pres,  apiprayat,  piprayasva),  (P.)  to  please,  de- 
light, gladden,  cheer,  regale  ;  to  act  kindly  to,  show 

kindness  to,  show  grace  or  favour  to  any  one  (with 

ace  )  ;  to  take  pleasure  in,  delight  in  (with  gen.  or 
loc.)  ;  to  love  ;  (A.)  to  be  pleased  or  gratified,  be 
glad  or  cheerful  :  Pass,  priyate  (by  some  regarded 
as  cl.  4.  A.  ;  ep.  also  P.  priyati),  to  be  pleased  or 
gratified,  be  glad  or  cheerful  ;  to  feel  affection  for, 
regard  with  affection,  love  ;  to  be  satisfied,  assent  : 

Caus.  prlnayati  (according  to  Siddhanta-kaum. 
p.  150  also  prdpayati,  and  according  to  Vopa-deva 
XVIII.  12  also  prayayati),  -yitum,  Aor.  api- 
prlnat,  to  give  pleasure  to,  please,  delight,  gratify  ; 
to  act  kindly  or  graciously  to,  treat  kindly  :  Desid. 

jnpnshati,  -te,  Ved.  to  wish  to  please  or  propitiate  : 
Intens.  pepriyate,  pepraytti,  pepreti  ;  [cf.  Zend 

frl,  '  to  love,  praise  ;'  fnj-a,  '  beloved,  a  friend  :' 
Gr.  0iAo-s,  <^iX«'«i  fr.  a  it.  <f>i\  for  <#>Ai,  irpoo-j, 
irpau-s  (Ion.  irpi]-v-s),  Trpq-6-TT](T)-s,  Trpaii-v-ai  : 
perhaps  Lat.  pla-ceo,  pla-co,  pius  for  priusCi), 
lat-tus  for  plie-tusQ),  filius  =  priya  (?)  :  Goth. 

fri-j-on,  '  to  love  ;'  frijond-s,  '  a  friend  ;'  fria-thva, 
'love,'  =  priya-tva;  faihu-freiks,  'money-lov- 

ing, avaricious:'  Old  Germ,  fra-o,  fro,  'joyful;' 
f  riant,  '  a  friend  ;'  fri-du,  fri-da,  '  peace  ;'  friit- 
dil,  fii-del,  f  re-del,  '  a  minion,  favourite  :'  Old 
Slav,  pri-ja-ti,  '  to  provide  ;'  pri-jtt-telu  =  Russ. 
prijdteli  —  Lhh.  preteliu-e,  'a  friend:'  Cambro- 
Brit.  pr'iawd.] 
Priya,  as,  d,  am,  beloved,  dear  to  (with  gen., 

loc.,  or  dat.),  dear,  valued,  amiable,  agreeable,  liked, 
desired,  desirable,  pleasing  ;  cusiomary,  familiar, 
wonted,  own  (Ved.,  cf.  <f>i\os)  ;  dear,  expensive,  high 

in  price  [cf.  iiriiju-illiiiiiijiikii,  /n-ii/dnna-tva]  ; 
(mostly  in  comps.),  loving,  liking,  kind,  favourable, 
affectionate,  fond  of  (also  with  loc.),  attached  to, 

addicted  to  [cf.  aksha-p°,  nartana-p°,  puru-p°~\  ; 
(as),  m.  a  lover,  husband  ;  (according  to  Kulluka  on 
Manu  III.  19)  a  son-in-law;  a  kind  of  deer  [cf. 
priyaka]  ;  a  species  of  medicinal  plant,  =  criililli  i  : 
(d),  (.  a  mistress,  wife  ;  a  woman  ;  news,  tidings, 
information  ;  small  cardamoms  ;  Arabian  jasmine  ; 
vinous  or  spirituous  liquor  ;  N.  of  various  metres, 
four  times  u  u  —  w  —  ;  a  metre  of  four  lines  of  which 
the  first,  third,  and  fourth  are  —  \j  —  ou  —  u  —  , 
and  the  second  u  -  Sec.  ;  another  variety  of  metre  ; 

(am),  n.  love ;  a  service,  kindness,  favour ;  a  pleasure  ; 
(am),  ind.  in  an  agreeable  manner,  in  a  pleasant 
way;  (ena),  ind.  willingly,  with  pleasure,  readily, 
gladly,  pleasantly,  agreeably  (  =  priya~priyena). 
—  Priyam-vada,  as,  d,  am,  speaking  kindly  or 
pleasantly,  pleasant  speaking,  sweet  speaking,  agree- 

able ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  bird  ;  N.  of  the  son  of  the 
chief  of  the  Gandharvas ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  metre, 
four  times  ouu  —  uvu  —  o  —  u  — ;  N.  of  a  woman. 

—  Priya-kara,  as,  I,  am,  causing  pleasure  or  en- 
joyment, giving  pleasure.  —  Priya-karman,  d,  d,  a, 

one  whose  actions  are  kind,  one  who  acts  kindly, 

kind;   (a),  n.  the  action  of  a  lover.  —  Priya-ka- 
latra,   as,  m.   a   man  who  is   fond  of  his   wife. 

—  Priya-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  desirous  of  showing 
kindness  to  (with  gen.),  well-wishing,  friendly  dis- 

posed,   benevolent.  —  Priya-kdmya,   as,    m.    the 
plant  Terminalia  Tomentusa.  —  Priya-kara,  an,  t, 
am,   doing  a    kindness   to    (with    gen.),    doing  a 
favour  or  acting   kindly  towards,   treating  kindly, 

pleasing,  gratifying ;  kind,  favourable,  affectionate ; 
congenial,  suiting.  —  Priya-kdraka,  as,  ikd,  am, 
causing  love,  causing  pleasure  or  gladness,  agreeable. 

—  Priya-kdraaa,  am,  n.  the  act  of  doing  a  favour ; 
(at),  ind.  for  the  sake  of  doing  a  favour.  —  Priya- 
kdri-tva,  am,  n.  the  act  of  showing  kindness,  kind 
treatment.  —  Priya-kdrin,  i,  im,  i,  showing  kind- 

ness to,  acting  kindly  towards,  doing  what  is  pleasing, 

acting  kindly.  —  Priya-krit,  t,  t,  t,  doing  a  kind- 
ness ;  ((),  m.  a  friend,  benefactor.  —  Priyakril-tama, 

as,  d,  am,  giving  the  greatest  pleasure,  doing  that 
which  pleases  most.  —  Priya-kshatra,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.    ruling    benevolently,    governing   propitiously 

(said  of  the  gods;  Sfy.=prinayitri-bala).—Pri- 

ya-gada,  as,  d,  am,  one  to  whom  sugar  is  agree- 
able, fond  of  sugar.  —  Priyart-kara,  as,  i,   am, 

acting  kindly  or  affectionately  to,  showing  kindness 
to  (with  gen.) ;    agreeable ;    exciting  or  attracting 
regard,  amiable;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava;  N.  of 
a  man;    (t),   f.,  N.  of  various  plants  (  =  brihaj- 
jivantl,  iveta-kantakdrl,    aiva-gandha).  —  Pri- 
yan-lcarana,  as,  i,  am,  acting  kindly  or  affection- 

ately to ;    exciting   or   attracting   regard,   amiable. 
—  Priyait-kdra,    as,  i,  am,=priya-kdra,   q.  v. 
—  Priya-iSatura,  as,  d,  am,  see  Vopa-deva  III. 
iio.  —  Priya-Cikinhu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  do 
what  is  pleasing  (to  any  one),  desirous  of  pleasing. 
—  Priya-jdta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  dear  when  born, 
born  beloved  or  desired ;  an  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Priya- 

jdni,  is,  m.  a  man  who  is  fond  of  his  wife.  —  Priya- 
jiva,  as,  d,  am,  one  to  whom  life  is  dear,  loving 
life,   living    long,   long-lived ;    (as),   m.   the   plant 
Calosanthes  Indica.  —  Priya-jivita,  as,  d,  am,  lov- 

ing \ife.-Priyajivita-ta,  f.  love  of  life.  —  Priya- 
ianu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  loving  the  body(?).  —  Priya- 
tama,  as,  d,  am,  most  beloved,  dearest ;  (as),  m.  a 

lover,  husband ;  N.  of  a  plant,  Celosia  Cristata,  = 

mayura-ttkha ;  (d),  f.  a  mistress,  wife.  —  Priya- 
tara,  as,  d,  am,  dearer,  more  beloved,  kinder ;  more 
expensive.  —  Priyatara-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  dearer 
to  any  one  (with  \<x.).  —  Priya-td,  f.  or  priya-tva, 
am,  n.  dearness,  the  being  dear ;  the  being  fond  of, 
affection,  love.  —  Priya-toshana,  as,  z,  am,  satisfy- 

ing a  lover;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  coitus.  —  Priya-da, 
as,  d,  am,  giving  agreeable  or  desired  objects ;  (d), 
{.  the  plant  Khinacanthus  Communis.  —  Priya-dattd, 
{.  a  mystical  name  of  the  earth ;  N.  of  a  woman. 

—  Priya-darsa,   as,   a,   am,   pleasant    or   agree- 
able to  look  at,  (opposed  to  dur-dartfa. )  —  Priya- 

<{>tr*<!na,  as,  d,  am,  pleasant  or  grateful  to  the 
sight,  good  looking,    lovely,  handsome;    (am),  n. 
the  look  of  a  friend ;  (as),  m.  a  parrot ;  a  kind  of 
date  tree;  Terminalia Tomentosa;  Mimusops Kauki ; 

a  plant  growing  in  wet  weather  on  trees  and  stones, 
(in    Marathi   called  dayadaphula,  in   Hindustani 

Jj-frJ  ̂ y^4^J ) ;  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Gandharvas ; 
of  a  son  of  Vasuki ;  N.  of  a  Kalpa ;  (I),  f.  a  kind 

of  bird,  Gracula  Religiosa ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  Maha-vlra.  —  J'riya-dariin,  i,  im,  i,   looking 
with  kindness   (upon   everything);    an    epithet  of 
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king   Asoka.  —  Prlya-ddsa,  at,   m.,  N.  of  the 
author    of    a    commentary    on    the    Bhakta-malS. 
—  Priya-demna,   as,   a,  am,   fond   of  play  or 

gambling.  —  Priya-dhanra,  as,  m.  '  fond  of  the 
bow,"  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Priya-Ma,  ind.,  Ved. 
lovingly,  kindly,  affectionately. «—  Pt'iya-dhdnyaka, 
Hi,   a,   am,  Ved.  causing   clearness   of  provisions, 

producing  scarcity  of  corn,  (opposed  to  subliikska- 
l;drin.)  —  Priya-dhiima,  as,  m.,  Ved.   fond   of 
home,  loving  the  sacrificial  enclosure ;  an  epithet  of 

Agni ;   (Say.  =  priya-sthdna,  fond  of  his  station.) 
—  Priya-dhdman,  a,  m.,  Ved.=priya-dlidma,  an 
epithet  of  Indra ;  (dnas),  m.  pi.  an  epithet  of  the 

Adityas.  —  Priya-pati,   is,  m.,  Ved.   lord  of  the 
beloved  or  desired  ;  (Maht-dhara)  =  priydiidm  pd- 
lakah.  -•  Priya-putra,  as,   m.   a   kind   of  bird. 
—  Priya-prada,  as,   m.,  N.  of  an  author  of  a 

S'aktamantrz.  —  Priya-prasadana,    am,    n.    the 
conciliation  of  a  husband,  reconciliation  with  any 

object  of  affection.  —  Priyaprasddana-vrata,  am, 
n.   a   vow   for   the    reconciliation    of    a    husband. 

—  Priya-prana,   as,   a,   am,   fond   of  life   (  = 
priydsu).  —  Priya-prdya,   as,   a,    am,    exceed- 

ingly kind   or  amiable ;   of  pleasing  speech,  well- 
spoken,  eloquent;  (am),  n.  eloquence  in  language. 

—  Priya-priyena,   ind.   with   pleasure,   willingly, 
readily,  gladly,  pleasantly,  agreeably.  —  Priya-prep- 
xu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  obtaining  a  beloved  object, 
lamenting  the  loss  or  absence  of  any  beloved  object, 

grievingfor  an  object  of  affection. —Priya-bhdshana, 
am,  n.  speaking  kindly,  kind  or  friendly  speech. 

«•  Priya-bhdshin,  I,  inl,  i,  speaking  kindly ;  (in'i), 
f.  a  kind  of  bird,  Gracula  Religiosa.  —  Priya-man- 
ijdit't,  as,  a,  am,  fond  of  trinkets  or  ornaments. 

—  Priya-madhu,  us,  m. '  fond  of  wine,'  an  epithet 
of  Bala-rama  the  half-brother  of  Krishna.  —  Priya- 
mdnasa,  as,  a,  am,  fond  of  the  lake  M.masa  (the 

Raja-hansa  or  Royal-goose).  —  Priya-mdlydnule- 

pana  (°ya-an°),  as,  m.,  N.   of  an  attendant  of 
Skanda.  —  Priya-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mythical 
Cakra-vartin.  —  Priya-medha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi 
(a  descendant  of  An-giras  and  author  of  the  hymns 
Rig-veda   VIII.    1-40,    57,    58,    76,    IX.    28); 
of  a  descendant  of  Aja-mTdha ;    (5s),  m.  pi.  the 
descendants  of  the  Rishi  Priya-medha.  —  Priya- 
medha-stuta,  as,  a,  am, Ved.  praised  by  those  who 
are  fond  of  sacrifices,  celebrated  by  pious  priests ; 

(Siy.=priya-yajnair  riskibhih  stutah.)  —  Pri- 
yam-bhavishnii,  us,  us,  u,  becoming  dear,  be- 

coming an  object  of  affection.  -•  Prlyambhavishnu- 
td,  f.  or  priyambhavishnu-tva,  am,  n.  the  becom- 

ing an  object  of  affection,  amiability.  —  Priyam- 
bhdviika,  as,  i,  am,  one  who  has  become  dear, 

become  an  object  of  affection.  —  l^Hyambhdvuka- 
td,  {.  or  pnyambhdvulia-tva,  am,  n.  the  having 
become  dear  or  beloved,  becoming  beloved,  amia- 

bility. —  Priya-yajna,  as,  a,  am,  fond  of  sacrifices, 
loving  sacrifices.  —  Priya-rana,  as,  a,  am,  delighting 
in  war,  warlike,  martial.  —  Priyii-ratha,  as,  a,  am, 
possessing  a  favourite  chariot,  (Say.  =prlyamdna- 

ratha-yukta)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (1).  —  ljriya- 
riipa,  as,  a,  am,  having  an  agreeable  form.  —  Priya- 
vaktri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who   speaks   kindly  or 

agreeably,   flattering,    a    flatterer.  —  Priya-vatiana, 
as,  a,  am,  one  whose  words  are  kind  or  friendly, 
kindly  spoken ;  (as),m.  =  bltaktimdnrogi;  («»»), 
n.  kind  or  flattering  speech,  term  of  endearment, 
endearing  expression.  —  Priya-vadas,  as,  n.  a  kind 
or  friendly  speech.  —  Priya-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  con- 

taining  the   word  jtriya.  —  P riya-vayasya,  as, 
m.  a  dear  friend.  —J'riya-varni,  {.  =  prlyangu,  a 

creeping  plant,  Echites  Frutesce'ns.  —  Priya-valli,  f. 
a  species  of  plant  ( =pHyattgu,  phalini).  —  Priya- 
raslu,  n.  a  favourite  object  or  topic.  —  Priya-vdk- 
mhila,  as,  a,  am,  accompanied  by  kind   words. 
-  Priya-cdif,  k,  f.  kind  or  agreeable  speech  ;  (k,  k, 
k),  one  whose  words    are    kind,  kind    in    speech, 
affable  in   address.  —  Priya-vaila,  as,  m.  kind   or 
agreeable   speech.  —  Priya-vidikd,  {.  a    kind    of 
musical    instrument.  —  Priyaraili-tii,   {.   speaking 
kindly,  kindliness  of  speech.  —  Priya-vadin,  i,  ini, 

i,  speaking  kindly  or  agreeably,  speaking  affection- 
ately, flattering,  a  flatterer  ;  (inl),  f.  a  kind  of  bird, 

Gracula  Religiosa.  —  1'riya-mndkrita,  as,  d,  am, 
abandoned  by  a  lover,  deserted  by  a  husband.  —  Pri- 

ya-ms'va,  as,  a,  am,  see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  I.  i,  29. 
—  I'riya-vrata,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  liking  pious  ob- 

servances, fond  of  obedience  (said  of  the  gods ;  Say. 

=priy!iui  karmdnl  yeshdm) ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
king  (a  son  of  Manu  and  Sata-rupS) ;  N.  of  a  priest. 

—  Priija-s'alujca,  ax,  m.  the  plant  Terminalia  To- 
mentosa  ;  (also  spelt  priya-sdlaka.)  —  Pnya-sra- 
vas,  as,  as,  as,  loving  glory ;  an  epithet  of  Krishna. 
—  Priya-sa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  granting  desired  ob- 

jects ;  (according  to  Say.  priyasasah = priyatamd 
dharah.)  —  Priya-3amvaaa,  as,  m.  the  society  of 
a  beloved  object,  the  society  of  loved  persons.  —  Pri- 
ya-sakha,  as,  d,  am,   one  to  whom   friends  are 
dear,  loving  friends ;  (as),  m.  a  dear  friend ;  the  tree 
Acacia  Catechu,  =  khadira;   (i),  f.  a  dear  female 
friend,  a  female  friend  or  companion,  a  confidante. 

—  Priya-sangamana,  am,  n.  '  the   meeting  of 
friends,'  N.  of  a  place  in  which  Indra  and  Vishnu 
are  said  to  have  met  with  their  parents  Aditi  and 

Kasyapa.  —  Priya-satya,  as,  d,  am,  pleasant  and 
true ;    (am),  n.  speech  at  once  pleasing  and  true, 
eloquent  and  truthful  discourse.  —  Priya-santati,  is, 

is,  »',  having  a  beloved  son.  —  Priya-sandes'a,  as, 
m.  a  tree  with  fragrant  flowers,  Michelia  Champaca. 

—  Priya-samdgama,  as,  m.  reunion  with  a  beloved 
object.  —  Priya-samu<!ita,   as,   d,  am,   befitting 
or  becoming  a  lover.  ~  Priya-sahatfari,  f.  a  dear 
female  companion,  beloved  wife.  —  PHya-sdlaka,as, 
m.  =priya-3dlaka,  q.v.  —  Priya-suhrid,  t,  m.  a 
dear  friend,  kind  or  good  friend.  —  Priya-stotra, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  fond  of  praise ;    (Say.  =priydni 
stotrdni  yasya.)  —  Priya-svapna,  as,  d,  am,  fond 

of  sleep,  sluggish.  —  Priydkhya  (°ya-dkh.°),  as,  d, 
am,  called   '  dear,'  a  lover,  mistress ;    announcing 
good  tidings  —  Priydkhydna,  (°ya-dkh°),  am,  n. 
agreeable    news,    pleasant   tidings.  —  Priydkhydna- 
purahsara,    as,    d,    am,  preceded   by   agreeable 

news,  preceded  by  pleasant  tidings.  —  FriyS-jiniit, 
as,  m.  any  dear  or  beloved  female.  —  Priydtithi 

(°ya-af),  is,  is,  i,   fond   of  guests,   a   lover   of 
guests,  hospitable.  —  Priydtman  (°ya-dt°),  d,  d, 
a,  of  a  pleasant  nature,  agreeable,  pleasant.  —  Priyd- 

dhdna  (°ya-ddh°),  am,  n.  a  friendly  office,  good 
service.  —  Priydnna  Cya-an°),  am,  n.  expensive 
food,  dear  provisions.  —  Priydnna-tva,  am,  a.  dear- 
ness   of  provisions,    dearth,   scarcity.  — Priydpaya 

(°ya-ap°),  as,  m.  the  absence  of  a  beloved  object. 
—  Priydpriya  (°ya-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  agreeable  and 
disagreeable,  pleasant  and  unpleasant.  —  Priydmbu, 

(°ya-am°),  us,  ns,  u,  fond  of  water ;  (us),  m.  the 

mango  tTee.  —  Priydrtham  (°ya-ar°),  ind.  for  the 
sake  of  a  beloved  object.  —  Priydrha  (°ya-ar°),  as, 
d,  am,  deserving  love,  amiable.  —  Priya-vat,  an, 
atl,  at,  Ved.  having  a  mistress,  enamoured,  being 

in  love  with.  —  Priyiisu  (°ya-asu),  us,  us,  u,  fond 

of  life  (=priya-prdiia).  —  Priydsiiya-mati  (°ya- 
as°),  (.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Priijaishin  (°ya-esh°), 
i,  inl,  i,  wishing  to  please,  friendly,   affectionate. 

—  Priyokti    (°ya-uk°),   is,    f.    friendly    speech. 
—  Priyodita  (°ya-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  well  or  kindly 
spoken,  pleasingly  uttered  ;  (am),  n.  kind  or  gentle 

speech.  —  Priyopapatti  (°ya-up°),  is,  f.  a  happy 
event  or  circumstance,  pleasant  occurrence.  —  Priyo- 

pabhoga  (°ya-up°),  as,  m.  the  enjoyment  of  a 
lover  or  of  a  mistress.  —  Priyopabhoga-bandhya, 
as,  d,  am,  barren  or  destitute  of  the  enjoyment  of  a 

\over.  — Priyosrtya  (°ya-usf),  as,  m.,  Ved.  loving 
cows,  amorous  (said  of  a  bull). 
Priyaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  variegated  or  spotted 

deer ;  a  kind  of  bird ;  a  bee ;  N.  of  several  plants, 
Nauclea  Cadamba ;  Terminalia  Tomentosa ;  saffron  ; 

=  priya>tgu,  a  kind  of  tree  ;  N.  of  an  attendant  on 
Skanda  ;  N.  of  a  man. 

Priyangu,  ns,  us,  m.  f.  panic  seed,  Panicum 
Italicum  ;  a  medicinal  plant  and  perfume,  commonly 

called  Priyan-gu  and  described  in  some  places  as  a  fra- 
grant seed  (^phalini) ;  Italian  millet;  long  pepper; 

Sinapis  Ramosa,  =  A'a(i»H;  (am),  n.  saffron.  —  Pri- 
yaityit-dvljia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country.— Priyaityu- 

fydmd,  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  NaravShana-datta. 
Priyd-kri,  d.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kiirutr,  -kartum, 

to  act  kindly  towards,  treat  kindly  (with  ace.). 

Priydla,  as,  m.  the  tree  Buchanania  Latifolia  (com- 
monly called  Piyal,  =  ptydla,  tdpasa-priya)  ;  (a),  f. 

a  vine,  a  bunch  of  grapes  ( =  drdkslid).  —  Priyala- 
tdla-kharjura-haritaki-vibhitaka,  a*,  m.  pi.  piy3lf 
palm,  date  and  yellow  and  beleric  myrobalan  trees. 

2.  prl,  is,  is,  »,,in  adlta-pri,  kadha-prl,  ghrita- 
pr't,  &c.,  q.q.  v.  v. 

i.prina,  as,d.  am  (for  2.  sees,  v.),  pleased,  satisfied. 
Prinana,  as,  d,  am,  pleasing,  gratifying,  appeas- 

ing, allaying,  soothing ;  (atn),  n.  the  act  of  pleasing 
or  delighting,  gladdening,  satisfying,  satisfaction, 
satiety;  a  means  of  gladdening  or  satisfying. 

]'i'~tnayitvd,  ind.  having  pleased  or  propitiated. 
Prtnita,  as,  d,  am,  pleased,  gratified,  delighted. 
Prita,  as,  a,  am,  pleased,  delighted,  gladdened, 

satisfied ;  joyful,  content ;  happy,  glad  ;  dear,  be- 
loved, loved;  gracious,  kind,  affectionate;  (am),  n. 

pleasure,  delight;  jest,  mirth.  —  Prita-tara,  tix,  >i, 

am,  more  highly  pleased,  much  gratified.  —  Pr'ita- manfts,  as,  as,  as,  pleased  in  mind,  gratified  in 
mind.  —  Pritatman  (ta-dt°),  d,  d,  a,  pleased  in 
mind,  rejoiced  in  spirit,  pleased,  satisfied,  content. 
Priti,  is,  f.  any  pleasurable  sensation,  pleasure, 

joy,  gladness,  happiness ;  enjoyment,  gratification,  sa- 
tisfaction [cf.  dtma-p°]  ;  graciousness,  grace,  favour, 

favourableness,  kindness,  propitiousness ;  friendly 

disposition,  liking,  fondness  for,  delighting  in,  friend- 
liness, amity,  regard,  harmony,  affection,  love;  con- 

ciliation ;  Joy  or  Gratification  personified  as  a 
daughter  of  Daksha ;  Love  personified  as  wife  of 

Kama-deva ;  the  second  of  the  twenty-seven  astro- 
nomical Yogas ;  N.  of  the  thirteenth  Kali  of  the 

moon ;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the  letter  dh ; 
prityd,  ind.  in  a  friendly  way,  amicably,  peaceably. 
—  Priti-kara,  as,  I,  am,  causing  pleasure ;  inspiring 

love  or  affection;    pleasing,   agreeable.  —  Priti-l;u- 
rana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  pleasure,  gratifying. 
—  Prlti-karman,  a,   n.  an  act  of  friendship  or 
love;    kind  action.  —  Priti-kilta,  N.  of  a  village. 

—  Priti-dandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Priii- 

jushd,  (.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  A-niruddha.  —  Prifi- 
trish,  t,  m.  a  N.  of  the  god  of  love.  —  Pritt-da, 
as,  d,  am,  giving  pleasure ;  inspiring  love  or  regard, 
affectionate ;  (as),  m.  a  jester  or  buffoon  in  a  play, 
the  Vidflshaka.  —  Prlti-datta,  as,  d,  am,  given 
through  love  or  affection ;  (am),  n.  (?),  property  or 

valuables  presented  to  a  female  by  her  relations  and 
friends  at  the  time  of  her  marriage,  and  constituting 

part  of  her  peculiar  property.  —  Frili-ddna,  am,  n. 

or  priti-daya,   as,   m.   '  gift  of  love,'  a  present made   from    love  or  affection,  a   kind   or  friendly 

present,  token  of  affection.  —  Prlti-dhana,  am,  n. 

money  given  from  love  or  friendship.  —  J'r'iti-pdtra, am,  n.  an  object  of  affection,  a  beloved  person  or 
thing.  —  J'riti-puroga,  as,  d,  am,    preceded   by 
affection,   affectionate,   loving.  —  Priti-pfmam   or 

priti-purrakam,  ind.  with  the  accompaniment  of 
kindness,  kindly,  graciously,  affectionately,  in  an  af- 

fectionate imrmer.  —  Priti-pramukha,  as,  a,  am, 

preceded    by    kindness    (=priti-purvak<i),    kind, 
friendly.  —  Prltipramukha-vaiana,  am,  n.  a  speech 
preceded  by  affection,  affectionate  words,  kind  speech 

( =  priti-iiiirrakdn  i  raSandni  or  according  to  others 
=  sneha-pradhdna-vai'anam,  speech   principally 
characterized  by   affection).  —  Priti-bhdj,  k,  k,  k, 

enjoying  friendship,  receiving  friendly  offices.  —  Pri- 
ti-bliojya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  eaten  joyfully  or  cheer- 

fully. —  Prlti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  pleasurable 
sensations,  pleased,  gratified ;  having  love  or  affection 
for  (with  loc.  or  gen.),  full  of  affection,  loving,  fond, 
affectionate,  kind;   favourable;   (ati),  f.  a  kind  of 

metre  consisting  of  four  lines,  alternately  u-u  — 
vu-*j  — ,  and  —  w  —  uu-t_/  — .  —  Priti-ma- 
-/;/rv.    ils,   as,    09,    joyous-minded,    joyful-hearted, 
pleased  in  mind,  content,  happy  ;  kind,  affectionate. 
—  Priti-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  up  of  affection, 
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arising  from  affection  or  joy.  —  Fr'iti- vafas,  as,  n. 
kind  or  friendly  words,  gracious  or  kindly  speech. 
—  Priti-vdda,  as,  m.  a  friendly  discussion.  —  Prlti- 
vivdha,  (is,  m.  a  love-marriage,  love-match.  —  Pn- 

ti-vis"rambha-bhajana,   am,    n.   a    repository   of 
affection  and  confidence.  —  Priti-irdddha,  am,  n. 
a   funeral  offering  to  the  Manes  of  both  parents 
performed  for  the  eldest  surviving  son,  and  to  be 
re-performed  at  some  other  period  by  this  son  in 
person.  ••  Priti-sangati,  fa,  f .  a  covenant  of  friend- 

ship, friendly  alliance.  —  P  riti-snirjdha,  as,  a,  am, 
moist  through  love  or  charming  through  affection 
(said  of  the  eyes). 

Priyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  pleased  or  pro- 
pitiated ;  being  glad  or  joyful ;  being  dear  or  beloved ; 

kind,  affectionate. 

Prend,  a  shortened  form  for  premna,  inst.  of 

preman,  q.  v. 
Preiii,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  gladdening,  delighting,  one 

who  delights  (by  praises);  (Siy.)=prerayitri,  in- 
citing, instigating. 

Pretri,  td,  trl,  (ri.Ved.  one  who  loves  or  cherishes, 

a  benefactor;  (Siy.)  =  tarpayitri. 
Prema,  as,  d,  am,  =  preman,  love,  affection, 

(at  the  end  of  adj.  comps. ;  cf.  sa-p°) ;  (a),  f.  = 
fireman  (in  premd-bandha) ;  a  kind  of  metre 
consisting  of  four  lines  (the  first,  second,  and  fourth 

being  — u  —  uo  —  \j  — ,  and  the  third  u  —  u  — 
&c.).  —  Premd-bandha=prema-band?ta,  q.  v. 
Preman,  a,  a,  m.  n.  love,  affection,  kindness, 

tender  regard,  favour;  sport,  pastime;  joy,  glad- 
ness, pleasure ;  (d),  m.  a  jest,  joke ;  wind,  air ; 

an  epithet  of  Indra ;  N.  of  various  men ;  premna 
(Ved.  also  prend),  ind.  through  love  or  affection. 

—  Prema-tattva-nirupana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Bengali 
poem  by  Krishna-disa.  —  Preina-narayana,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  king  (=prema-sdh{).  —  Prema-para,  us, 
a,  am,  intent  on  love,  filled  with  affection,  affec- 

tionate, loving,  constant.  —  Prema-pdiana,  am,  n. 
defluxion  of  rheum  or  of  tears.  —  Prcma-pdtra,  am, 
n.  an  object  of  affection,  a  beloved  person  or  thing. 
—  Prema-bandha,  as,  m.  or  prema-bandhana, 

am,  n. '  love-bond,'  the  ties  of  love,  love.  —  Prema- 
bltava,  as,  m.  state  of  affection,  love.  —  Prema-rafi- 
bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavitum,  to  become  (as 

it  were)  one  mass  of  affection.  —  Premardilhi  (°ma- 
ri°),  is,  f.  increase  of  affection,  ardent  love.  —  Prerna- 
vat,  an,  atl,  at,  full  of  love,  affectionate ;  (atl),  f. 

a  mistress.  —  Prema-vis'vasa-bhumi,  is,  f.  an  object 
of  love  and  confidence.  —  Prema-sdgara,  as,  m.  an 
ocean  of  love.  —  Prema-sdhi,  is,  m.  (fr.  preman 

+  sdhi  =  sLi< )  =  prema-ndrayana.— Premdmrita 

(''ma-am0),  am,  n. '  love-ambrosia,'  N.  of  a  metrical 
list  of  112  names  of  Krishna.  —  Premdiru  (°ma- 
as'°)>  »,  n.  a  tear  of  affection. 
Premin,  i,  ini,  i,  loving,  affectionate,  friendly. 
Preyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  fr.  priya),  dearer, 

very  dear,  more  agreeable,  more  desired ;  dearest, 
most  beloved  ;  kinder,  more  affectionate ;  (an),  m. 
a  lover,  husband  ;  (asi),  f.  a  mistress,  wife ;  (an,  as), 

m.  n.  (in  rhetoric)  flattery.  —  Freyas-kara,  as,  m.  the 
hand  of  a  lover.  —  Preyas-td,  f.  or preyax-tra,  am,  n. 

the  being  dearer,  being  very  dear.  —  Preyo-'patya, 
as,  m.  '  very  fond  of  offspring,'  a  heron. 
Preshtha,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  fr.  priya),  dearest, 

very  dear,  most  beloved,  greatly  beloved,  most 
agreeable,  most  desired ;  (as),  m.  a  lover,  husband ; 

(a),  f.  a  mistress,  wife;  a  leg.  —  Preshtha-tama, 
as,  a,  am,  dearest,  most  beloved. 

ifNl  2.  prlna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  I.  pro),  old, 
ancient,  former  (=prana,  pttrdna). 

»fl n  prttu,  us,  m.  a  bird  (?). 

pru  [cf.  rt.  plu],  cl.  i.  A.  pravate, 
puprme,  Sec.,  to  spring  up,  jump  up ;  to  go, 

move :  Caus.  pravayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  apupravat, 
apipravat,  to  reach  to,  extend  as  far  as  (with  ace.) : 
Desid.  of  Caus.  puprdvayishat{,  piprdvayishati. 
Prut,  t,  t,  t,  moving,  going,  (at  the  end  of  comps.; 

cf.  antariksha-p" ,  uda-p°,  upari-p°,  kruhna-p°.) 

LJU  pruth,  by   some   regarded   as  the 
O    \  proper  form  of  rt.  proth,  q.  v. 

MR    I.  prush  [cf.  rt.  plusK],  cl.  5.  9.  10. 
^  N  P.  A.  prwthnoti,  prushtntte,  prmhndti, 

prushnite,  pmshdyati,  -te,  proshitum,  Ved.  to 
]  scatter  or  sprinkle  down  in  drops,  rain,  shower, 
wet,  moisten  (in  these  senses  probably  fr.  pra  + 

uksh;  SSy.  =  sid);  cl.  9.  P.  prnshndti,  to  become 
moist  or  wet,  become  unctuous ;  to  pour  out,  sprinkle, 
shed,  discharge ;  to  fill ;  cl.  I.  P.  proshati,  to  burn  (in 

this  sense  probably  fr.  pra  -t- 1.  ush) ;  [cf.  Old  Germ. 

frits,  '  to  be  cold  ;'  Mod.  Germ,  frieren,  Frost.] 
2.  priish,  t,  t,  t,  sprinkling,  (at  the  end  of  comps. ; 

cf.  abhra-p°,  ghrita-p0.) 
Prushita,  as,  a,  am,  sprinkled,  wetted,  moist- 

ened ;  burning,  consuming ;  (Say.)  —  daydhum  pra- 
vrittah.  —  Prushita-psu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  of  a 
speckled  or  dappled  aspect,  piebald,  of  a  varied  hue 
(said  of  the  horses  of  the  Asvins  and  of  Indra ;  Say. 
=  vUitra-rupa). 

Prushta,  as,  d,  am,  burnt,  consumed. 
Prushtdya,  Nom.  A.  pruxhtdyate,  -yitum,  to 

sprinkle ;  (probably  incorrectly  for  pntshvdya  below.) 
Prushra,  a»,  m.  the  rainy  season,  the  rains ;  the 

sun ;  (d),  f.,  Ved.  a  drop  of  water,  a  frozen  drop 
of  water,  hoar-frost. 
Prushvdya,  Nom.  A.  prmshvayate,  -yitum,  to 

fall  in  drops,  trickle. 
Prosha,  as,  m.  burning,  combustion ;  [cf.plosha.] 
Prothaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

t^prii  in  kata-pru,  q.  v. 

Tf  pre  (pra-i,  see  rt.  5.  i),  cl.  2.  P.  praiti, 
praittim  (Ved.  preshe),  to  go  forth,  come  forth, 
appear  (Ved.) ;  to  go  on,  proceed  (especially  as  a 
sacrifice,  Ved.);  to  go  forwards,  go  farther;  to  go 
to,  come  to,  arrive  at,  attain,  reach ;  to  go  out ;  to 
depart  (this  life),  die  :  Intens.  preyate,  Ved.  to  drive 
or  go  forth  (in  a  chariot,  said  of  Ushas). 

Preta,  as,  d,  am,  departed,  deceased,  dead,  de- 
funct, a  dead  person ;  (as),  m.  the  spirit  of  a  de- 
parted person,  departed  spirit,  spirit  abiding  in  the 

lower  world,  the  spirit  before  obsequial  rites  are 

performed  ;  a  ghost,  an  evil  being  (especially  one  ani- 
mating the  carcases  of  the  dead).  —  Preta-karman, 

a,  n.  an  obsequial  act  or  rite,  funeral  rites.  —  Preta- 

kalpa,  as,  m.  '  obsequial  ordinance,'  N.  of  the 
second  part  of  the  Garuda-Purana.  —  Freta-kdrya, 
am,  n.  or  preta-kritya,  am,  d,  n.  f.  an  obsequial 
or  funeral  rite,  obsequial  ceremonies  in  honour  of 
the  dead  or  of  deceased  ancestors.  —  Preta-gatfi,  as, 
a,  am,  gone  to  the  departed,  dead.  —  Pre<a-</r«Aa, 

am,  n. '  house  of  the  dead,'  a  burying  ground.  —  Pre- 
ta-gopa,  as,  m.  the  Keeper  of  the  dead.  —  Preta- 

ddrin,  I,  m. '  roaming  among  the  dead,'  S'iva.  —  Pre- 
ta-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  a  departed  spirit,  the  being 
dead.  —  Preta-ddha,  as,  m.  the  burning  of  the 

dead.  — 7Veto-dVj«roa,  as,  m.  'smoke  of  the  dead,' 
the  smoke  of  a  funeral  pile ;  (according  to  Kulluka 
=  dahyamdna-tava-dhumn.)  —  Preta-wadi,  f. 
the  river  of  the  dead  (  =  raitaratfi,  q.  v.).  —  Preta- 
nara,  as,  m.  a  dead  man,  a  corpse,  a  ghost. 
—  Preta-nirydtaka  or  preta-nirhdraka,  as,  m.  a 
man  employed  to  carry  forth  dead  bodies ;  a  kinsman 
who  does  so.  —  Preta-paksha  or  preta-paks/taka, 
as,  m.   '  half-month  of  the  departed,  i.  e.  of  the 
Manes,'  N.  of  the  dark  half  in  the  Gauna  Asvina 
(so  called  as  peculiarly  appointed  for  the  celebration 
of  obsequial  rites  to  the  Pitris  or  Manes ;  =pUri- 

pakslta).  —  Preta-pataha,  as,  m.  'drum  of  the 
dead,'  a  drum  beaten  at  a  funeral.  —  Preta-pati,  is, 
m.  '  lord  or  ruler  of  the  dead,'  an  epithet  of  Yama. 

—  Preta-pdtra,  am,  n. '  vessel  of  the  dead,'  a  vessel 
used  in  obsequial  presentations.  —Preta-puru,  am, 
n.  the  city  of  the  dead,  the  abode  of  Yama.  —  Preta- 
praxadhcma,  am,  n.  the  laying  out  of  a  corpse. 
—  Preta-bhakshini,  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess.  —  Preta- 
bhdva,  as,  m.  the  state  of  the  departed,  the  being 
dead ;  samsiddliah  preta-bhdvdya,  ready  to  die. 
—  Pretabhdva-stha,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  the  state 

of  the  departed,  dead.  —  Freta-bhumi,  is,  f.  a  place 
in  which  the  dead  are  burned  or  buried,  a  cemetery. 

"Preta-manjari,  f.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the  Garuda- 
PurSna.  —  Preta-medha,  as,  m.  a  sacrifice  to  the 
dead,  funeral  sacrifice.  •- Preta- HI okxka,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  the  twenty-eighth  chapter  of  the  Magha-m3- 
hatmya.  —  Preta-rdkshasl,  f.  a  various  reading  for 
apeta-raJcshani,  =  tulwit.  —  Preta-rdja,  as,  m. 

'king  of  the  dead,'  an  epithet  of  Yama.  —  Preta-loka, 
as,  m.  the  world  of  the  dead,  the  region  of  disem- 

bodied spirits  (in  which  they  remain  for  one  year 
or  until  the  obsequial  rites  are  completed).  —  Preta- 
vat,  ind.  as  if  dead,  as  in  the  case  of  the  dead. 

—  Preta-mna,  am,  n.  '  grove  of  the  dead,'  a  place 
where  bodies  are  burnt  or  buried,  a  cemetery.  —  Pre- 
ta-vdhita,  as,  a,  am,  impelled  or  possessed  by  an 

evil  spirit.  —  Preta-s"ar~tra,  am,  n.  the  body  which 
accompanies  a  departed  spirit.  —Preta-iild,  f.  'stone 
of  the  dead,'  N.  of  a  stone  near  GayS,  on  which 
funeral  cakes  were  offered. —  Prrfa-&«MAi,  is,  f. 

or  preta-dauda,  am,  n.  purification  after  the  death 
of  a  kinsman.  —  Preta-drdddha,  am,  n.  obsequial 
ceremonies  offered  to  a  departed  relative  during  the 
year  of  his  demise  (fifteen  are  said  to  be  required). 
—  Preta-lidra,  as,  m.  one  who  carries  out  the  dead, 

a  near  kinsman.  —  PretddMpa  (°ta-adk°),  as,  m. 
'  lord  or  ruler  of  the  dead,'  an  epithet  of  Yama. 

-Pretddhipati(°ta-adh°),  is,  m.,Ved.  the  lord  of 
the  dead,  ruler  of  departed  spirits.  —  Pretdnna  (°ta- 
an°),  am,  n.  food  offered  to  the  Manes  or  distributed 
on  a  person's  death.  —  Pretdvdsa  ("ta-ai>°),  as,  m. 
4  habitation  of  the  dead,'  a  burial  ground,  cemetery. 

—  Pretdsthi  (°ta-as°),  i,  n.  the  bone  of  a  dead 
man.  —  Pretdtthi-dharin,  i,  m.  'wearing  dead  men's 
bones.'an  epithet  of  Rudra  (S'iva).  —  Preteda  (°ta-is"a) 
or  prete^vara  (°ta-ii°),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  the  dead,' 
an  epithet  of  Yama.  —  PretoddeJa  (°ta-iuf"),  as, 
m.  an  offering  to  the  Manes. 

Preti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  departure,  flight.  —  Preti-vat, 
an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  containing  the  word  preti  or  a 

form  of  pre.  —  Prettshani  (°ti-ish°),  is,  is,  f,  Ved. 
striving  to  move  forwards  (an  epithet  of  Agni ;  Say. 
= prdpta-gamana). 

Pretika,  as,  m.  the  soul  of  a  deceased  person,  a 

spirit,  ghost. 
Fretya,  ind.  having  departed,  having  died,  after 

death,  in  the  next  world,  in  the  life  to  come. 

—  Pretya^jdti,  is,  f.  rank  or  position  in  the  world 
to  come.  —  Pretya-bhaj,  Te,  k,  k,  obtaining  after 
death,  enjoying  the  fruits  of  anything  in  the  next 
world.  —  Pretya-bhava,  as,  m.  the  state  after  death, 
condition  of  the  soul  after  death,  future  state.  —  Pre- 

tyabhdcika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  state  after 

death,  (opposed  to  aihalaukika;  probably  an  incor- rect form  for  praityabhdvika.) 

Pretvan,  d,  arl,  a,  straying  about  (as  cattle) ;  (d), 
m.  wind,  air;  an  epithet  of  Indra;  [cf.  prertvan.] 

PrM-katd,  f.  (prehi,  2nd  sing.  impv.  of  pre  + 
kata),  a  rite  in  which  no  mats  are  allowed  (see 
Gana  Mayura-vyansakadi  to  Pan.  II.  I,  72)- 
Preld-kardamd,  f.  a  rite  in  which  no  impurity 

of  any  kind  is  allowed. 
Prehi-dvitlyd,  f.  a  rite  at  which  no  second  person 

is  allowed  to  be  present. 

Prehi-vdnijd,  f.  a  rite  at  which  no  merchants  are 
allowed  to  be  present. 

H*l*r/)rein/a  (fr.pra  +  eka),  Nom.  P.pre- 
klyati,  -yitum,  =  praiklya  ;  seeVopa-deva  II.  4. 

Tft^preksh  (pra-iksh),  cl.  I.  A.  prekshate, 
prekshitum,  to  look  towards,  look  at,  view,  see, 

behold,  regard,  observe ;  to  look  on  (without  inter- 

fering), allow,  suffer. 
Preksliaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  looking  at,  viewing, 

beholding,  seeing,  surveying,  intending  to  view; 
(as),  m.  a  looker,  spectator,  beholder,  surveyor, 

member  of  an  audience.  —  Preki<hakerita  (°/fa-Ir°), 
as,  d,  am,  uttered  by  a  spectator. 
Prekfhana,  am,  n.  looking  at,  viewing,  seeing, 

regarding,  being  a  spectator  ;  visiting ;  looking  wan- 
tonly; the  eye;  any  public  show  or  spectacle;  a 
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sight ;   a  place  where  public  exhibitions  are  held. 
—  Prekshana-kata,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  eye-ball,  the 
pupil  of  the  eye. 

Prekihaitaka,  as,  ika,  am,  looking  at,  viewing, 
a  spectator ;  (am),  n.  a  spectacle,  show,  a  play. 
Prekshanika,  as,  i,  am,  looking  at,  one  who  looks 

at  or  views ;  (a),  f.  a  woman  fond  of  seeing  shows. 
Prekshaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  seen  or  viewed, 

to  be  beheld  or  gazed  at,  visible,  apparent,  conspi- 

cuous [cf.  dush-fj°]  ;  worth  seeing,  worthy  of  being 
looked  at,  beautiful  to  the  view,  sightly ;  to  be  re- 

garded as,  resembling,  looking  or  appearing  like. 
—  Prekshamya-tama,  as,  a,  am,  most  woithy  of 

being  seen,  most  sightly.  —  Prekshaniya-tara,  as, 
a,  am,  more  worthy  of  being  seen,  more  sightly, 
more  conspicuous.  —  Prekfhaniya-ta,  (.  sightliness, 
conspicuousness,  beautifulness. 
Prekfhaniyaka,  as,  ika,  am,  visible,  apparent, 

conspicuous;  (am),  n.  a  play,  spectacle. 
Prekshat,  an,  anti,  at,  looking  at,  beholding, 

regarding,  observing. 
Prekihamdna,  as,  a,  am,  looking  at,  looking  on, 

viewing,  beholding,  regarding. 

Preksha,  f.  looking  at,  viewing,  beholding,  ob- 
serving, seeing,  regarding,  (sometimes  at  the  end  of 

a  comp.,  e.  g.  dharma-preksha,  regarding  or  con- 

sidering the  law ;  cf.  mukha-p°)  ;  sight,  view,  look, 
aspect,  appearance ;  being  a  spectator,  seeing  a  play 
or  dance ;  any  public  show  or  spectacle,  a  sight ;  a 

play,  dancing;  conceiving,  conception,  understand- 
ing, intellect ;  circumspection,  consideration  ;  reflec- 
tion, deliberation ;  the  branch  of  a  tree.  —  Prekshd- 

gdra  (°shd-ag°  or  °shd-dg°),  at,  am,  m.  n.  or 
prekshd-griha,  am,  n. '  spectacle-house,"  any  build- 

ing erected  for  a  show,  temporary  structure  consisting 

of  stalls  for  spectators,  a  play-house.  —  Prekfhii-rat, 
an,  atl,  at,  possessed  of  circumspection,  considerate, 
wise,  prudent.  —  Prekshd-sa  mdja,  as,  m.  an  assembly 
at  a  spectacle,  crowd  at  a  theatre;  (according  to 
Kulluka  =  nrityddi-sthdna-jana-samriddhi.) 
Prekshita,  as,  a,  am,  looked  at,  viewed,  beheld, 

seen ;  (am),  n.  a  look,  glance. 
Prekshitri,  to.,  tri,  tri,  one  who  looks  on,  a 

spectator. 
Prekshin,  t,  ini,  i,  looking  at,  viewing,  regarding ; 

watching  narrowly,  scrutinizing  [cf.  mukha-p°\; 
having  the  eyes  or  glance  of  [cf.  mriga-p°,  wiia-p0] ; 
jihma-prekshin,  looking  aside,  looking  askance. 
—  Prekflti-ti-'i,  am,  n.  the  act  of  watching  nar- 

rowly, scrutinizing. 
1.  prekshya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  looked  at,  to  be 

regarded  or  observed  [cf.  dush-p°] ;   to  be  seen, 
visible,  apparent,  brilliantly  conspicuous ;  to  be  looked 
at  patiently,  to  be  suffered  or  endured ;  worthy  of  being 

seen,  sightly,  conspicuous ;  N.  of  a  S'abdalan-kara. 
2.  prekshya,  ind.  having  looked  at,  having  beheld 

or  observed. 

Prekshyamiina,  as,  a,  am,  being  looked  at  or 
beheld,  being  seen. 

TtJ-iprenkh  (pra-mkh),  cl.  I.  V.prenkhati, 
prenkhitum,  to  tremble,  shake,  quiver,  oscillate, 
vibrate :  Caus.  prenkhayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
oscillate  or  vibrate,  swing  (trans.),  shake. 

Prenkha,  a»,  a,  am,  trembling,  shaking,  vibrating, 
oscillating,  swinging  (Ved.) ;  (as,  d,  am),  m.  f.  n. 
a  swing,  a  sort  of  hammock  or  swinging  cot  (either 

for  travelling  or  diversion) ;  iinkulnsi/a  vdmade- 
casya  preitkhah  and  mfirutdm  preitkhafi,  N.  of 
two  Samans ;  (d),  f.  dancing;  wandering,  travelling 
about,  roaming  (?) ;  a  particular  pace  of  a  horse. 

—  Prenkhettkliana  (GfcAa-?/*~),  am,  n.  swinging. 
Prenkhana,  as,  a,  am,  wandering,  moving  or 

igerc   
Prenkhaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  swung  or  made 

to  oscillate. 

Prenkhat,  an,  anil,  at,  shaking,  moving,  oscil- 
lating, vibrating  ;  wandering  (?)  ;  diffusing  (?)  ; 

touching  (?). 

I'reitkhayat,  an,  anti,  at,  swinging  (trans.). 
Preitkhita,  an,  a,  am,  swung,  shaken,  set  in 

motion,  made  to  oscillate  ;  being  in  contact  with  (?). 

Prenkholana,  am,  n.  swinging,  shaking,  oscil- 
lating ;  a  swing,  swing-cot  or  hammock. 

Prenkholaya,  Nom.  P.  prenkholayati,  -yitum, 
to  swing,  shake ;  [cf.  andolaya,  dndolaya,  hindo- 

laya.~} 
H^-oi  prengana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  ing  with 

pro),  see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  VIII.  4,  32. 

TTSpred(pra-id),c\.2.A..prette,preditum, 
Ved.  to  implore,  supplicate;  praise,  celebrate;  (Say. 

—prakarthena  stu,  to  praise  greatly,  celebrate  ex- 
ceedingly.) 

Mi<*  predaka,  an  incorrect  form  for  pre- 
rakti,  q.  v. 

TTfttt  preni.     See  p.  663,  col.  i. 

TTrTpreto.&c.  See  under pre,  p.  663,  col.  2. 

ITS  preddha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  indh  with 

pra),  Ved.  kindled,  lighted. 

TPT  pren  (pra-in),  cl.  8.  P.  prenoti,  &c., 
Ved.  to  send  forth,  impel  forwards  or  upwards. 

Hi-=t«1  prcnvana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  inv  with 

pra),  see  Varttika  II.  to  Pan.  VIII.  4,  2. 
Prenvaniya,  see  Virttika  II.  to  Pan.  VIII.  4,  2. 

M"*(i  prepsa,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  ap  with 
pra),  the  wish  to  attain,  desire  of  obtaining,  desire, 

longing  for ;  supposition,  assumption. 
Prepsu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  attain,  desirous  of 

obtaining,  wishing,  seeking,  longing  for  (with  ace.) ; 
aiming  at,  having  in  view ;  supposing,  assuming ; 
anxious  to  rescue  or  save ;  tat-prepsu,  us,  m.  (in 
Ved.  gram.)  epithet  of  a  particular  form  of  the 
Desiderative. 

TTT«T  preman,  &c.     See  p.  663,  col.  i. 

See  p.  663,  col.  i. 

(pra-lr),  cl.  2.  A.  prerte,  preri- 
tum,  to  move,  come  forward,  come  forth,  go  forth, 

rise,  appear  (Ved.) :  Caus.  P.  prerayati,  -yitttm, 
to  set  in  motion,  cause  to  move  forwards,  move ;  to 

drive  forwards,  push  on,  drive  onwards,  urge  or 

press  forwards ;  to  urge  on,  force  on,  hasten,  stimu- 
late, incite,  excite  ;  to  send  forth,  dismiss,  dispatch ; 

to  send ;  to  direct  towards ;  to  utter ;  to  ask. 
Preraka,  as,  ika,  am,  setting  in  motion,  urging 

on,  impelling,  inciting,  stimulating,  exciting ;  sending. 

—  Preraka-ti-a,  am,  n.  the  act  of  setting  in  motion, 

urging  on. 
Prerana,  am,  n.  driving  on  [cf.  pafu-p°]  ;  (am, 

d),  n.  f.  the  act  of  urging  on,  inciting,  driving, 
instigating  ;  impulse,  passion  ;  sending,  dispatching, 
directing,  ordering,  order,  direction,  commanding ; 
activity,  action ;  the  sense  of  the  causal  verb,  [cf. 

Vopa-deva  XVIII.  I.]  —  Preraniirtha  (°na-ar°), 
as,  a,  am,  having  the  sense  of  inciting  or  of  the 
causal  verb. 
Preraniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  urged  on  or  incited. 

Prerayat,  an,  anti,  at,  setting  in  motion,  mov- 
ing, directing  (the  eyts). 

Prerayitri,  tii,  tri,  tri,  one  who  urges,  an  insti- 
gator, inciting,  instigating ;  one  who  sends. 

Prerita,  as,  a,  am,  driven  forwards,  impelled, 
influenced,  instigated ;  excited,  urged,  stimulated ; 
incited  to  speak ;  sent,  directed,  dispatched  ;  ordered  ; 

touched  ;  (as),  m.  an  envoy,  a  messenger. 
Preritri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  urges  on  or  incites, 

an  inciter ;  one  who  sends. 
Prertvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  the  ocean,  the  sea ;  (art), 

f.  a  river. 
Preryamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  urged  on,  being 

incited. 

II  u    i.  presh,  cl.  I.  A.  preshate,  &c.,  to 
v,  go,  move ;  (also  read  hresh.) 

TT^  2.  presh  (pra-ish,  see  rt.  i.  ish), 
cl.  4.  P.  A.  preshyati,  -te,  presidium,  to  drive 
forth,  drive  away,  drive  forwards,  drive  on ;  to 
send  forth,  send  out,  utter ;  to  hurl,  fling,  cast ;  (P.) 

to  call  upon,  invite,  summon  (in  Vedic  ritual  said 
technically  of  the  presiding  priest  at  a  sacrifice  calling 

upon  the  assistant  priests  to  commence  a  recitation 
or  a  ceremony ;  with  ace.  of  the  object,  e. g.  tdinii 

preshyati  goya  bruhiti  I'd,  he  calls  upon  an 
assistant  priest  with  the  words  'Sing*  or  'Say*  to commence  the  recitation  of  a  Saman  ;  also  with  gen. 

of  the  object ;  also  with  dat.  of  the  deity  to  whom 
the  recitation  is  addressed  or  the  sacrifice  offered, 

e.  g.  Aynaye  preeliya,  call  upon  an  assistant  priest 
to    commence  the    offering  or  to  commence   the 

hymn  to  Agni) :  Caus.  preshayati,  -yitum,  to  send 
forth,  send  away,  dismiss ;  to  send  into  exile,  banish ; 
to  send,  dispatch ;  to  send  word  to,  send  a  message 

to;   to  hurl,  fling,  cast,  throw;   to  turn  or  direct 
(the  eyes). 

3.  presh,  t,  {.,  Ved.  pressing,  pressure ;  (/,  t,  (), 

pressing,  urging  on,  (Say.  =preraka.) 
Presha,  as,  m.  urging  on,  impelling  (Ved.= 

praislta) ;  pain,  affliction. Preshaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  sending,  dispatching ;  one 
who  orders  or  commands,  ordering,  directing. 

Preshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sending,  dispatching 

(a  messenger) ;  sending  on  a  mission,  commissioning, 

charging,  ordering,  directing,  commanding ;  execut- 
ing a  commission.  —  Preshana-krit,  t,  t,  t,  executing 

a  commission.  —  Preshanddliyaksha  (°na-adh°), 
as,  m.  a  superintendent  of  the  commands  (of  a 

king),  chief  of  the  administration. 
Preshaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sent  or  dispatched. 
Preshayat,  an,  anti,  at,  sending  forth,  sending 

away ;  turning,  directing  (the  eyes). 

Preshayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  sending  on  a  commis- 
sion, giving  orders. 

PresMta,  as,  d,  am,  sent  forth,  sent  away ;  sent 
into  exile,  banished  ;  sent,  dispatched  (on  an  errand) ; 
ordered,  directed ;  turned,  directed  (as  the  eyes). 

Presliitavat,  an,  atl,  at,  one  who  has  sent  or 
dispatched. 

Preshitavya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  called  upon 
or  invited  (to  commence  a  ceremony). 

Prethya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sent  or  dispatched, 

proper  to  be  sent  [cf.  kdrya-p°~]  ;  (as),  m.  a  mes- 
senger, servant,  menial,  slave  [cf.  grdma-p°] ;  (a), 

f.  a  female  messengei.  female  servant ;  (am),  n.  the 

being  a  servant,  servitude ;  [cf.  i!udra-p°.]  —  Preshya- 
kara,  as,  i,  am,  executing  orders.  —  Presfiya-jana, 
as,  m.  servants  collectively,  domestics,  an  establishment 
of  servants.  —  Preskya-td,  f.  or  prtshya-tva,  am, 

n.  the  being  a  servant,  servitude.  fPrfshya-lthaca, 
as,  m.  the  state  or  condition  of  a  servant,  servitude. 

—  Preshya-vadliu,  Us,  f.  a  female  servant,  hand- 
maid ;  the  wife  of  a  slave.  —  Preshya-varga,  as,  m. 

a  train  of  servants.  —  Preshyd-tva,  am,  n.  the  state 
of  a  female  servant,  being  a  handmaid. 

/'ictlii/amana,  as,  d,  am,  being  sent  forth,  being 
sent  or  dispatched  (on  an  errand). 

Pntinha,  as,  m.  an  invitation,  order,  command 
(especially  in  liturgieal  language,  =presha) ;  sending, 
directing ;  sorrow,  distress,  affliction ;  phrenzy,  in- 

toxication, insanity  (?).  —  Pra ifha-krit,  t,  t,  <,Ved. 

executing  orders  or  commands,  a  servant. 
Prauhanika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  prexliana),  executing 

orders  or  commissions  (as  a  means  of  livelihood), 
fitted  for  the  execution  of  commands. 
Prau/iam,  ind.,  Ved.  in  the  formula  praifhaih 

or  ishtiljhih  praisham  itehati,  he  strives  to  start 
(the  sacrifice  compared  to  an  animal  in  the  chase) 
with  invocations  or  exclamations. 

1'raishika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  praisha),  belonging 
to  or  connected  with  the  invitatory  formulas  (in 
liturgical  language). 

Praishya,  as,  m.  a  servant,  slave ;  (a),  f.  a  female 
servant ;  (am),  n.  the  being  a  servant,  servitude. 
—  Praishya-bhdva,  as,  m.  the  state  or  condition 
of  a  servant,  servitude. 



ire  preshfha. 

HIT  preshtha.     See  p.  663,  col.  I. 

-\ 

Iff?  prehana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  Ik  with  pro), 
see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  VIII.  4,  31. 

l  prehi-kat  a,  &c.   See  p.  663,  col.  3. 

praiklya  (fr.  pro  +  eka),  Nom.  P. 
praiklyati,  -yitum,  =  prekiya,  seeVopa-deva  II.  4. 

JTT  praiya,  am,  n.  an  abstract  noun  from 
priya,  see  Gana  Prithv-adi  to  Pin.  V.  i,  122. 
Praiyaka,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Priyaka. 
Praiya/tgaca,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  priyartgtt),  Ved. 

relating  to  panic-grass. 
Praiyamedha,  ax,  t,  am,  Ved.  an  adj.  from 

priya-medha  ;  (at),  m.,  N.  of  a  Saman;  a  patro- 

nymic o;~  Sindhu-kshit. 
Praiyarupalca,  am,  n.  an  abstract  noun  from 

priya-rupa. 
Praiyavrata,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 

Priya-vrata  ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  from  Priya-vrata. 
Praiyyaitgava,  a  wrong  form  for  praiyangava, 

q.v. 
Praiyyamedha,  as,  m.  a  patronymic;  (as,  i, 

am),  3.  wrong  form  for  praiyamedha,  q.v. 

Tfttprokta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.pra-vat),  spoken 
to,  addressed  ;  announced,  declared,  laid  down  as  a 

rule  or  axiom,  said,  told,  uttered.  —  Prokta-karin, 
t,  inl,  i,  doing  what  one  has  been  told. 
Proktavat,  an,  atl,  at,  one  who  has  said  or 

declared. 

Prodyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  declared  or  an- 
nounced, being  uttered  or  said. 

H\Qproksh  (pra-uksh),  cl.  6.  P.  \.prok- 
shati,  -te,  prokshitum,  to  sprinkle  upon,  besprinkle, 
sprinkle  ;  to  consecrate  (by  sprinkling),  consecrate  as 
a  sacrificial  victim  ;  to  sacrifice,  kill,  slay,  slaughter 
(a  sacrificial  victim)  :  Caus.  prokshayati,  -yitum, 
to  sprinkle,  sprinkle  with. 

Prokshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sprinkling  with 
water  (for  purification),  sprinkling,  consecration  by 
sprinkling  (of  a  sacrificial  animal  or  of  a  dead  body 
before  burial)  ;  immolation  of  victims,  killing  animals 
in  sacrifice  ;  a  text  to  be  repeated  at  an  anirnal  sacri- 

fice; (1),  f.  (generally  used  in  pi.)  water  for  sprinkling, 
holy  water,  water  for  consecrating  (mixed  with  rice 

and  barley  grains).  —  Pi-oks/tani-pdtra,  am,  n.  a 
vessel  for  sprinkling  water,  &c. 
Prokshani,  is,  f.  =  proks/utnl  above. 
Prokshaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  sprinkled,  fit  to  be 

sprinkled  ;  (am),  n.  water  used  for  consecrating. 
Proks/tat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  Ved.  sprinkling, 

consecrating. 

Proksftita,  as,  a,  am,  sprinkled,  purified  by 
sprinkling  ;  offered  in  sacrifice  ;  immolated,  killed, 
slaughtered. 
Prokshitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  sprinkled,  to  be 

consecrated. 

HI  Ml  <<  proghiya  (pra-ogha),  Nom.  V.pro- 
g/iiyati,  -yitum,  —  praughlya,  see  Vopa-deva  II.  4. 

Hl^<!S  prottanda  (pra-u6°),  as,  a,  am, 
exceedingly  terrible  or  horrible,  very  violent. 

Ju'^rT^rod-c'ar  (pra-ud-iar),  cl.  I.  P.  -da- 
rati,  -daritum,  to  utter  a  sound,  utter,  pronounce  : 
Caus.  -ddrayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  sound,  utter  a 
sound. 

Prod-darat,  an,  antl,  at,  uttering  a  sound, 
uttering. 

Prod-ddrita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  sound,  sounding. 

W^I*{proMais  (pra-ud°),  ind.  exceedingly 
high,  in  a  very  high  degree  ;  very  loudly. 

»JWc^  proi-thal  (pra-ud-sal),  cl.  I.  A. 
•dhalatt,  -dhalitum,  to  spirt  out,  gush  forth,  flow forth. 

Prod-dhalat,  an,  anti,  at,  spirting  out,  gushing 
forth,  flowing  or  issuing  forth,  flowing  out  or  up. 

'prot-chuna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  sv 
with  pra-ud),  swelled,  swollen. 

HHvj  proc-chri   (pra-ud-sri),   cl.    I.   P 
prodd/irayati,  -yitum,  to  set  up,  erect. 

Prod-dheita,  as,  d,  am,  high,  lofty. 

JHWrenT  proj-jdsana,  am,  11.  (fr.  rt.  jas 
with  pra-ud),  killing,  slaughter. 

JUTJJC^  proj-jval  (pra-ud-jval),  cl.  I.  P 
-jvalati,  -jralitum,  to  shine  brightly,  flash,  glitter. 

jftr^  p'-ojjh  (pra-vjjh),  cl.  6.  P.  projjhati, 
projjhltum,  to  abandon,  forsake,  avoid,  shun,  leave 
quit,  escape. 
Projjhana,  am,  n.  abandoning,  forsaking,  leaving 

quitting,  letting  go. 

Projjhlta,  as,  d,  am,  abandoned,  forsaken, 
quitted,  shunned,  avoided. 

iU>«  proMh  (pra-un6h],  cl.  I.  6.  P.  pron- 

dhati,  proi'id/iittim,  to  wipe  out,  efface. 
Prondhana,  am,  n.  wiping  out,  wiping  away, 

effacing ;  picking  up  the  remnants ;  [cf.  uildkana, 
and  cf.  also  Kulluka  on  Manu  II.  241.] 

HI:}  t  prod-di  (pra-ud-di),  cl.  i.  4.  A.  -da- 

yate,"-dlyate,  -dayitum,  to  fly  up,  fly  away,  fly  off. 
Prod-d'ma,  as,  a,  am,  flown  up,  flown  away. 
Prorf-di^a.ind.havingflown  up.having  flown  away, 

Hi<s*^  prodham,  ind.,  see  Gana  Tish- 
thadgv-adi  to  Pan.  II.  I,  17. 

MI<!«  prontha,  as,  m.  a  spitting-pot,  spit- 
toon. 

jftTI  prota,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  ve  with  pra), 
sewed,  stitched ;  extended  lengthwise  or  perpendicu- 

larly, sewed  with  the  threads  lengthwise  (as  the  warp 

of  •  a  piece  of  cloth,  opposed  to  ota,  q.  v.,  which 
means  extended  horizontally  or  sewn  with  the  threads 

crosswise  as  the  woof  of  cloth ;'  ota-prota  in  Maha- 
bh.  Udyoga-p.  1789  probably  means  'who  is  the 
woof  and  warp  of  the  universe,'  i.  e.  extended  every- 

where ;  according  to  the  Scholiast  ntah  protaxda  = 
tiryag  urdhoam  da  pale  tantava  ivdmisyutah) ; 
tied,  strung ;  joined,  connected ;  set,  inlaid  ;  trans- 

fixed, pierced,  impaled,  put  on  (a  spit) ;  (am),  n. 
cloth,  clothes.  —  Prototsddana  l^ta-uf),  am,  n.  a 
parasol,  umbrella. 
Pntaya,  Nom.  P.  protayati,  -yitum,  to  infix, insert. 

Protayitfd,  ind.  having  infixed  or  inserted. 
Proti,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Mlr*5  protkata  (pra-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  soil. 
bhritya,  a  head  servant,  favourite  servant. 

i(lr*«!«  i.protkantha  (pra-ut°),  as,  d,  am, 
stretching  out  or  lifting  up  the  neck. 

2.  protkantha,  Nom.  Caus.  P.  -kanthayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  awaken  longings,  excite  desires  in  (with  ace.). 

Jnr*1  protkarsha  (pra-ut°),  as,  m.  pre- 

protkmshta  (pra-ut°),  am,  n.  a  loud 
ay  or  uproar,  loud  sound  (Hari-vansa  13816). 

t4\H8*{pi'ot-khan  (pra-ud-khan),  cl.  I.  P. 
A.  -kltanati,  -te,  -kkanitum,  to  dig  up,  dig  through, 
dig  out,  dig  open. 
Prot-khata,  as,  d,  am,  dug  up,  dug  out. 

TTtr€f  prot-khai  (pra-ud-khui),  cl.  I.  P. 
-khdyati,  -khdtum,  to  dig  up,  dig  out. 

Hl»(l1  prottana  (pra-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved. stretched  out  widely. 

Hlrf^  prottunya  (pra-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  very 
high  or  lofty,  elevated,  prominent. 

Hi*'  prot-tri  (pra-ud-trl),  cl.  I.  P.  -tarati, 

-tarititin,  -tarltum,  to  cross  over,  pass  over;  to  rise 
or  come  out  fiom,  emerge. 
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prot-pat   (pra-ud-pat),   cl.    I.    P. 

-patati,  -patitum,  to  fly  up,  soar  alort. 

Hlrnq  prot-panna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  pad 

with  pra-ud),  produced,  originated,  developed. 

THr^W  protphulla,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  phgl 
with  pra-ud),  widely  expanded,  full-blown.  —  Prot- 
phuUa-nayana,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  eyes  wide 

open. 
Protphala  (pra-ut°),  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree 

resembling  the  fan-palm. 

Hiwtj  prot-sad  (pra-ud-sad),  Caus.  P. 
-sddayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  perish,  destroy,  re- 

move ;  to  pacify,  appease  (anger)  ;  to  draw  forth. 
Prot-sddana,  am,  n.  causing  to  perish,  destroying  ; contriving,  device  (?). 

Prot-eddya,  ind.  having  destroyed  ;  having  drawn forth. 

prot-sah  (pra-ud-sah),  cl.  i.  P.  A. 

-sahati,  -te,  -sahitum,  -sodhum,  to  make  effort, 
exert  one's  self;  to  take  courage,  take  heart:  Caus. 
•sdhayati,  -yitum,  to  incite,  instigate,  inspirit;  to exhort. 

Prot-sdha,  as,  m.  any  great  exertion  or  effoit, 
great  zeal,  ardour  ;  stimulus,  incitement. 
Prot-sd/taka,  as,  m.  an  instigator,  inciter,  ex- 

horter  ;  (in  law)  the  instigator  of  any  crime. 
Prol-sdhana,  am,'  n.  the  act  of  inspiriting  or 

inciting,  instigation,  stimulating  to  bold  and  vigorous 

effort. 
Prot-sdkita,  as,  d,  am,  incited,  instigated,  stimu- 

lated, encouraged. 

iffST  prot-sri  (pra-ud-sn),  Caus.  P.  -sa- 
rayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  go  forwards,  urge  on, 
incite  ;  to  exhort  ;  to  offer,  grant,  give. 
Prot-ndrana,  am,  n.  sending  away,  removing, 

getting  rid  of,  clearing  away,  expelling. 
Prot-sdrita,  as,  d,  am,  urged  forwards,  incited  ; 

removed,  got  rid  of,  ejected,  expelled  ;  offered, 

granted,  given  ;  relinquished. 
Prot-sdryamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  urged  on  or 

incited. 

proth,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  prothati,  -te, 
N  jirothitum,  to  pant,  neigh,  whinny,  snort 

(as  a  horse,  Ved.)  ;  to  be  equal  to,  be  a  match  for,  be 
able  to  withstand  (with  dat.  or  gen.)  ;  to  be  able,  to 
be  adequate  or  competent  ;  to  be  full,  be  complete 
or  ample  ;  to  subdue,  overpower  ;  to  destroy  :  Intens. 

(in  pres.  part,  poprutkat),  Ved.  to  neigh,  snort;  to 

champ  ;  (Say.  =  gfidsa-ltfiakshandnantara-bhdri- 
nam  oshtha-s'alidam  kri.) 
Protha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (according  to  UnZdi-s.  II. 

I.  2,  fr.  rt.  pro,),  the  nostrils  of  a  horse,  the  nose  of 
a  horse  or  the  tip  of  it;  the  snout  of  a  hog;  (as), 

m.  the  loins  or  hip  ;  the  womb  (?)  ;  an  embryo  ;  an 
excavation  or  cave  ;  a  petticoat,  old  clothes  ;  terror, 

fright  ;  (as,  a,  am),  travelling,  wayfaring,  a  traveller  ; 
notorious,  famous  ;  placed,  fixed. 
Prolhatha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  panting,  snorting. 

Prolhin,  ~i,  m.  a  horse. 

Hlft;  prod-i  (pra-ud-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -eti,  -etum, 
to  go  up,  rise. 

prod-gam  (pra-ud-gam),  cl.  I.  P. 
-yaddhati,  -gaittum,  to  extend   forward,  jut  out, 
jroject,  overhang. 

Prod-gata,  as,  d,  am,  projecting,  prominent. 

JTre  prod-gai  (pra-ud-gai),  cl.  I.  P.  -gd- 
yati,  -gdtum,  to  begin  to  sing. 
Prod-gita,  as,  a,  am,  begun  to  be  sung. 

HlqMNproa'-^AKsA  (pra-ud-ghush),  cl.  i.  P. 
gJiofhati,  -ghoshitam,  to  sound  forth,  resound  ;  to 
ill  with  cries  :  Caus.  -yhosJiayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
o  resound,  cause  to  sound  forth  ;  to  proclaim  loudly, 

proclaim. 8  G 
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Prod-ghushfa,  as,  n,  am,  resounding,  resonant, 
sounding  forth ;  making  a  loud  noise. 

Prod-gho/shana,  am,  u,  n.  f.  sounding  or  crying 
aloud ;  causing  to  sound  forth,  proclaiming,  procla- mation. 

J'rod-ghoshayat,  an,  antl,  at,  causing  to  sound 
forth,  proclaiming  loudly,  proclaiming. 

Hl$l*l  proddama  (pra-ud°),  as,  a,  am, 
unbounded,  immense,  vast,  hu^e. 

iftf  prod-dhri  (pra-ud-hri),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-dharati,  -te,  -dhartum,  to  lift  up,  draw  up  (water 
from  a  well) ;  to  save,  extricate. 

TTf^ST  prod-buddha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  budh 
with  pra-ud),  awakened  (in  a  metaphorical  sense). 
Prod-bodha,  at,  m.  awaking,  appearing,  appear- ance. 

iftfj^  prod-bhid  (pra-ud0),  cl.  7.  P.  A. 
-bhinalti,  -bhintte,  -bhettum,  to  break  forth,  burst forth. 

Prod-bhinna,  as,  d,  am,  broken  forth,  burst  forth ; 
germinated,  standing  erect. 

iflaff  prod-bhuta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  bhu 

with  pra-ud),  sprung  up,  arisen. 

V\V\ prod-yam  (pra-ud-yam),  cl.  I.  P. 
-yaMhati,  -yantum,  to  lift  up,  raise ;  to  throw  for- 

wards, throw,  cast. 

Prod-yata,  as,  d,  am,  lifted  up,  raised. 

MIS  i?  prod-vdha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vah  with 
pra-ud),  marriage. 

Hl«<^  pron-nad  (pra-ud-nad),  cl.  I.  P. 
-nadati,  -naditum,  to  roar  out,  roar. 

H\q\pron-nam  (pra-ud-nam),  Caus.  P. 
-namayati,  -yitum,  to  raise  up,  erect. 
Pron-nata,  as,  a,  am,  raised  up,  elevated,  very 

high,  towering,  very  lofty  ;  projecting ;  superior  to. 
Pron-namita,  as,  a,  am,  raised  up,  erected. 
Pron-namya,  iad.  having  raised  up  or  erected. 

Misf)  pron-nl  (pra-ud-ni),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -na- 
yati,  -te,  -netum,  to  bring  up,  lead  up,  raise,  elevate. 

wl**!^  pron-mad  (pra-ud-mad),  cl.  4.  P. 
-madyati,  -maditum,  to  begin  to  grow  furious, 
begin  to  rut  (as  an  elephant). 

Ml'Wll'H'^  pron-mdthin,  z,  inl,  i  (fr.  rt. 
m/ith  with  pra-ud),  destroying,  annihilating. 

Hlf*iTc^  pron-mtl  (pra-ud-mil),  cl.  I.  P. 
-milati,  -militum,  Ved.  to  open  the  eyes,  open  (as 
a  flower),  blossom ;  come  to  light,  appear :  Caus. 

•milayati,  -yitum,  to  open  the  eyes;  to  unfold, 
reveal,  bring  to  light,  discover. 

TnH  probh  or  prombh  (pra-ubh  or  pra- 
iimbh),  cl.  6.  P.  probhati,  prombhati,  probhitum, 
prombhitum,  Ved.  to  bind. 
Prombhana,  am,  n.  binding ;  filling  (1). 
Prombhita,  as,  d,  am,  bound ;  filled  (1). 

Ju«J prornu  (pra-urnu),  cl.  2.  P.  A.  pror- 
noti,  prornaiiti,  /irornutf,  prornavitum,  prornu- 

•Htum,  (P.)  to  cover  over,  cover  up,  cover,  envelop ; 
(A.)  to  be  covered  :  Intens.  prornonuyate,  to  cover 
or  envelop  completely. 
Prornunavishu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  cover  or 

conceal. 

Prornunuiiiti,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  cover. 

I'fornuvat,  an,  all,  at,  covering  over,  covering, enveloping. 

1'rnrnuvitri,  til,  tri,  tri,  one  who  covers  or envelops. 

VT&^prol-las  (pra-ud-las),  cl.  I.  P.  -la- 
sati,  -lasitum,  to  shine  brightly,  glitter. 

Pfil-latat,  an,  anti,  at,  shining  brightly  glit- tering. 

'  prol-ldghita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 

lagh  with  pra-ud),  recovered  from  sickness,  con- 
valescent, strong,  robust. 

iTtfyWH  prol-likhat,  an,  atl  or  antl,  at 

(fr.  rt.  lik!t  with  pra-ud),  making  lines  or  scratches, marking. 

Prol-lekhima,  am,  n.  drawing  marks  or  lines, 
scrutching,  marking. 

prosha.     See  rt.  i.  prush,  p.  663. 

proshalca,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 
(Maha-bh.  BhTshma-p.  376). 

iflfMri  proshita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  6.  vas 

with  pra),  sojourning  abroad  or  in  a  foreign  country, 
away  from  home,  absent,  abroad.  —  Proshita-truxa, 
as,  m.  fear  of  one  who  is  absent.  —  Proshita- 
bhartrika,  as,  a,  am,  whose  husband  is  abroad. 
—  Proshila-marana,  am,  n.  dying  abroad  or  in  a 
foreign  country.  —  Proshita-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  sojourn- 

ing away  from  home,  strange,  a  stranger. 
Proshya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  moving  to  distant 

places,  flowing  onwards  (as  water ;  perhaps  connected 
with  rt.  i.pruxh).  —  Proshya-pdpiyas,  an,  asi,  as, 
become  worse  by  sojourning  in  a  foreign  country, 
deteriorated  by  living  abroad. 

TThf  proshtha,  as,  m.  (perhaps  a  contrac- 
tion for  a  form  prava-stha  fr.  rt.  sthd  with  pru- 

ava),  a  bench,  stool ;  a  bull,  an  ox ;  N.  of  a  man  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (as,  i),  m.  f.  a  sort  of 
carp,  Cyprinus  Pausius  (  =  .t*aphari).~  Proshtha- 

pada,  as,  a,  m.  f.  (also  e,  f.  du.,  as,  pi.), '  the  foot  of 
a  stool,'  N.  of  a  double  Nakshatra  or  of  the  third 
and  fourth  lunar  mansions,  the  month  BhSdra  or 

August-September ;  (also  called  purva-bhddrapadd 
and  uttara-bhddrapadd  ;  cf.  iiakshatra,  bhddra- 
padd.)  —  Prosht ha-pada,  as,  t,  am,  one  whose 
feet  rest  on  a  bench ;  born  under  the  Nakshatra 

Proshtha-pada.—  Proshthe-faya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
sleeping  on  a  couch;  (S%y.)=prdngane  £ayanah, 

sleeping  or  lying  in  a  court-yard. 
Proshthika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Hi«*!l  prnshna  (pra-ush°),  as,  a,  am,  ex- 
ceedingly hot,  burning  hot,  scorching. 

nl«H  proshya.   See  under  proshita  ahove. 

Wf^proh  (pra-uh,  see  rt.  I.  uh),  cl.  I.  P. 
prohati,  prohitum,  Ved.  to  push  forward,  push 

away,  (according  to  Mahi-dhara  =  «ir-a&ri);  to 
throw  down;  (prohati  =  patayati.) 

i.  proha  in  proha-karatd,  (.  (proha,  2nd  sing. 
Impv.  of  proh),  a  various  reading  for  prehi-katii, 
q.  v.  —  Proha-kardamd,  f.  a  ceremony  at  which 
impurity  is  cleared  away  (see  Gana  Mayura-vyansa- 
kadi  to  Pan.  II.  I,  72). 

Prohana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  pushing  away  (1). 

Prohya-padi,  ind.  (perhaps)  by  or  in  pushing 
away  the  foot  (Gana  Dvidandy-5di  to  P5n.  V.  4, 
128). 

W^  2. proha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  u h  with  pra), 

logical  reasoning;  an  elephant's  foot;  the  ankle  of 
an  elephant ;  a  joint,  a  knot ;  (as.  a,  am),  skilful, 
clever ;  reasoning  logically,  a  reasoner,  disputant. 
Prohaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  reasoned  or  argued. 

I'rniiha,  as,  i,  am,  clever,  skilful ;  (an),  m.  con- 
sideration, reflection  ;  a  good  argument ;  the  foot  of 

an  elephant ;  a  joint. 

T(\%praukta,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  prokta),  having 

the  sense  of  '  proclaimed  by'  (said  of  a  suffix). 

H(Ml<4  praughiya  (fr.  pra  -f-  ogha),  Nom. 
P.  praitf/hiyati,  -yitum,  —  proghiya,  see  Vopa- deva  11.  4. 

W7  praudha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vah  with 

pro),  grown  up,  full-grown,  fully  developed,  matured, 
perfected  ;  mature,  adult,  old  ;  married  ;  luxuriant 
(as  a  plant) ;  great,  grand,  mighty,  strong ;  impulsive, 
impetuous,  violent ;  thick,  dense  (as  darkness) ;  full 
(as  the  moon) ;  filled  with,  lull  of,  (at  the  end  of 

comps.  ;  cf.  mridu-p°);  confident,  bold,  arrogant, 
audacious,  impudent  ;  forward  ;  raised  up,  lifted  up  ; 
controverted  ;  an  epithet  of  one  of  the  seven  Uilasas 

in  the  KuUrnava-tantia  ;  (in  music)  an  epithet  of 
one  of  the  seven  Rupakas  ;  praudham  lirahma- 
nam,  the  great  Brahmana  ;  (it),  (.  a  married  woman 
from  thirty  to  filly-five  years  of  age  ;  a  violent  or 
impetuous  woman  (described  as  a  Nayika  who 

stands  in  no  awe  of  her  lover  or  husband).—  I'niu- 
dlin-t'arita-naman,  dni,  n.  pi.,  N.  of  a  work  by 
Vallabha  A<!arya  on  the  titles  of  Krishna  derivtd 
from  one  hundred  and  twenty-eight  of  his  exploits 
during  adolescence.  —  Praudlia-tva,  a/ft,  n.  confi- 

dence, arrogance.  —  Praudha-paila,  us,  I,  am,  one 
whose  feet  are  raised  ona  bench;  [cf.  proshtha-pada.] 

—  Praudlta-pushpa,  as,  d,  am,  having  blossoms 
full-grown  (as  a  Uee).  —  Prau<lha-j>ratapa,  as,  ii. 

am,  of  mighty  prowess,  renowned  in  arms.  —  1'raii- 
dkapratapa-mdrtanda,  N.  of  a  work  attributed  to 
Pratapa-rudra  Gaja-pati  on  the  appropriate  seasons 

for  the  worship  of  Vishnu.  —  Praudha  -pn  'yd,  f.  a 
bold  or  confident  mistress  ;  (according  to  Malli-natha 
=pragalbha-l;antd.)  —  Prauilka-manoruma,  {., 
N.  of  a  commentary  by  Bhattoji-dikshita  on  his  own 
work  the  Siddhanta-KaumudI  —  Praudha-yaumna, 

as,  a,  am,  in  the  prime  or  bloom  of  youth.  —  J  V</"  - 
dJia-riida,  as,  m.  an  arrogant  expression.  —Prau- 

dhdngand  (°dha-an°),  f.  a  bold  or  impulsive 
woman.  —  Praudhdnta  (°dAi-an°),  N.  of  one  of 
the  seven  Uilasas  in  the  KuISrnava-tantra.  —  I'raii- 

dhuktl  (°dha-uk°),  is,  (.  a  bold  expression  or 

speech. Prauditi,  is,  f.  growth,  increase;  maturity,  per- 
fect state  (of  body  or  mind)  ;  full  development, 

elevation,  greatness,  grandeur  ;  sense  of  power,  self- 
confidence,  feeling  of  security,  arrogance  ;  audacity, 
boldness  ;  zeal,  enterprise,  exertion  ;  investigation, 
controversy,  discussion.  -•  Praudhi-vdda,  as,  m.  a 
bold  assertion,  confident  affirmation  ;  a  pompous 

speech. 
Praudhl-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavifum,  to 

grow  up,  increase,  come  to  maturity.  —  Pra  itiflti- 
L/nirat,  an,  antl.  at,  growing  up,  coming  to  maiu- 
Tity.  —  Praudhl-biiai-ii/ii/ut,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at, 
about  to  arrive  at  maturity. 

prauna,  as,  a,  am,  clever,  learned, 

skilful  ;  [cf.  praulia,  proha.~\ 
irhr  praiishtha,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 

Proshtha. 

Praushllmpada,  as,  m.  (fr.  prosh/ha-padn), 
scil.  m««i,the  month  Bhadra  (August-September); 

N.  of  one  of  Kuvera's  treasure-keepers;  N.  of  a 
ParWishta  of  the  Sama-veda  ;  (i),  (.,  scil.  paurna- 
mdsi,  full  moon  in  the  month  Bhadra. 

Praushthapadika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  proihtha- 
padd),  see  Pin.  IV.  2,  35. 

P  rauihthika,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Prosh- 
thika. 

JTT?  '  prauha.     See  under  2.  proha,  col.  2. 

3ns  plaka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  in  kasa-plukau, 

pudenda  muliebria. 
plaksh,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  plakshati,  -te, 
&c.,  to  eat,  consume  ;  (a  various  reading for  bhakflt.) 

3P!?  plnksJia,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

plush,  to  burn),  the  waved-leaf  fig-tree  or  Ficus  Infec- 
toria  (a  large  and  beautiful  tree  with  small  white 
fruit)  ;  the  holy  fig-tree,  Ficus  Religiosa  ;  the  tree 
Hibiscus  Populneoides,  Thespcsia  Populneoides  ;  a 
side  door,  private  or  back  door  ;  the  space  at  the 
side  of  a  door  ;  one  of  the  seven  Dvipas  or  continents 
into  which  the  world  is  divided  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (d), 

{.  a  N.  of  the  river  Sarasvatl.  —  Plakslia-jatS,  f. 

'  rising  near  the  fig-tree,'  an  epithet  of  the  Sarasvatl. 
—  Plukslta-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pil- 

grimage. —  Plukitha-iyrasravana,  am,  n.  *  the 
tig-tree  source,'  N.  of  the  place  where  the  Sarasvatl 
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takes  its  rise.  —  Plakiha-rdja,  as,  m.  'king  of  the 

fig-trees,'  N.  of  the  place  where  the  Sarasvati  becomes 
visible.  —  Plaksha-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  surrounded  by 
fig-trees  (Ficus  Infectoria) ;  (all),  (.,  N.  of  a  river 
(perhaps  the  Sarasvati).  —  Plaltsha-samudra-vd- 
(akd,  f.  an  epithet  of  the  river  Sarasvati.  —  Plakfka- 
sravana,  am,  a.,  N.  of  the  place  where  the  Saras- 

vati becomes  visible;  [cf.  plaksha-prasravana.] 

—  Plakshdratarana  (<Vm-a?,>°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
place  of  pilgrimage. 
Plakshakiya,  see  Gana  Nadadi  to  Pan.  IV. 

2.91. 
Plaksha,  as,  I,  ant,  belonging  or  relating  to  the 

waved-leaf  fig-tree  (Ficus  Infectoria) ;  (am),  n.  the 
fruit  of  the  waved-leaf  fig-tree  and  of  the  various 
trees  called  Plaksha ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  from 
PISkshi. 

Pldkshaki,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Plaksha. 
Pldkshayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Plakshi. 
Pldkihi,  is,  i,  m.  f.  a  patronymic  from  Plaksha. 

3TnT  plati,  is,  m.,Ved.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Plata,  a»,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Plati. 

U  g|  plab  or  plav,  cl.  i.  A.  plabate,  pla- 
\  vale,  &c.,  to  float,  =  rt.  plu,  q.  v. 

.MMl'l  playoga  (=pra-yoga?),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  man. 

Pldyogi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Asarrga. 

"SRplava,  plavaka,  &c.     See  col.  2. 
•HlKf  plaksha,  &c.     See  above. 

See  under  pie,  col.  3. 

a,  &c.     See  col.  3. 

t  plasi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  particular  part 
of  the  intestines ;  (according  to  Mahi-dhara  =  3tina 
or  siifia-miila-nddyah.) 

Jiiajon  plasuka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  plasu  — 
prd-tit),  Ved.  growing  rapidly ;  (according  to  the 
Scholiasts)  growing  again,  springing  up  again. 
Pldsudit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  quick,  speedy ;  [cf.  prdiu,^] 

|U,J  plih,  cl.  i.  A.  plehate,  piplihe,  ple- 
x  hitum,  to  go,  move. 

Plihan,  a,  m.  the  spleen. 
Plihan,  a,  m.  the  spleen  (which  with  the  liver 

is  regarded  by  the  Hindus  as  the  part  of  the  body 
from  which  the  blood  flows) ;  disease  of  the  spleen 
(said  to  be  equally  applied  to  enlargement  of  the 
mesenteric  glands,  &c.) ;  [cf.  Gr.  <nr\?)i',  air\ayx- 
vo-v;  Lat.  lien;  Bohem.  slez-ina ;  Lith.  bluz-ni-s ; 
Eng.  gpleen.]  —  Pliha-ghna,  as,  or  pllha-fatru, 

us,  m. '  destroying  spleen'  or  '  enemy  to  spleen,'  N: 
of  a  medicinal  plant,  Amoora  Rohitaka  (commonly 

Rohera  or  RohinT).  —  1'lihd-karna,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  (according  to  MahT-dhara)  suffering  from  a 
particular  disease  of  the  ear  called  pltlian.  —  Plihdri 

(°ha-ari),  is,  m.  'enemy  to  spleen,"  the  holy  fig- 
tree,  Ficus  Religiosa.  —  Pllhodara  (cha-ud^),  am, 
n.  enlargement  of  the  spleen,  disease  of  the  spleen. 

—  Plihotlarin,  i,  ml,  i,  affected  with  enlargement 
or  disease  of  the  spleen,  splenetic. 

Plthd,  f.—pliha/i. 

5Tl  pl'i  d-  9-  P-  plinati,  &c.,  to  go,  move. 

JT  plu,  cl.  i.  A.  (in  poetry  sometimes 
\3  also  P.)  plavate  (-ti),  pupluve,  ploshyate, 

aploshta  (2nd  pi.  aplodhoam),  ploshishta,  plo- 
ttim,  to  float,  swim ;  to  go  in  a  boat,  cross  in  a 
boat,  navigate;  to  bathe;  to  sway  to  and  fro, 
vibrate,  hover,  soar,  fly ;  to  fly  away,  haste  away ; 
to  blow  (as  the  wind) ;  to  fade  away,  disappear:  to 
leap,  jump,  spring,  (in  these  senses  originally  prn)  ; 
to  hop,  skip,  dance ;  to  spring  over,  jump  over, 
leap  across,  spring  upon,  spring  down ;  to  be  length- 

ened or  prolated  (as  a  vowel) :  Caus.  P.  pUrayati, 

-yitum,  Aor.  apupl/ivat,  apiplavat,  to  cause  to 
float  or  swim,  flood,  deluge,  inundate,  submerge  ;  to 

pour  water  upon,  sprinkle,  bathe,  wash ;  to  wash 
away,  remove ;  to  cause  to  leap ;  to  cause  to  stagger  ; 

to  lengthen,  prolate  (a  vowel)  :  Pass,  of  Caus.  plav- 
yate,  to  be  deluged,  to  be  overflowed,  to  be  inun- 

dated :  Desid.  of  Caus.  pipldvayishati,  pupldvayir 
shati :  Desid.  puplushate :  Jntens.  popluyate, 
poploti,  to  float  about,  swim  about ;  to  swim  rapidly ; 

[cf.  Gr.  ir\t-tu,  TT\(v-ffOfMi,  TT\O-O-S,  V\<U-TO-S, 
TT\OJ-T7]-S,     TtXvV-O),     -nXv-^UL,    TT\V-TO-S,    ir^VV-TJJp, 

TW(\OS  ;  perhaps  \ov-a  for  TrXov-to :  Lat.  plu-i-t, 
pluv-ia,  jlti-o,  jle-o,  pl6ra-re,  linter ;  perhaps 
fund-o  far  plund-0 ;  perhaps  pluma;  probably 
lav-o  for  plav-o :  Old  Lat.  per-plov-ere :  Umbr. 

pre-plo-tutu,  '  overflowed  :'  Goth.  Jid-du~8,  '  a 
river :'  Old  Germ,  flew-in, '  float ;'  fliu-z-u,  '  flow ;' 
fluz,  perhaps  Jlug :  Angl.  Six.  Jleot,  jteawan,  flod, 

fleogan,  jtiogan,  fleon,  flion,  aet-fowan,  fleotan: 

Iceland,  Jlut :  Old  Slav,  plov-a,  plou-ti,  'to  sail;' 
plu-ti,  '  to  swim  :'  Russ.  plavaju,  '  I  swim  :'  Lith. 
pldu-j-u,  plait-It, '  to  wash  off;'  plad-t-is  ;  plti-sti, 
'  to  swim  :'  Hib.  plod,  '  a  fleet ;'  plodaim, '  I  float ;' 
perhaps  lua  =  Gaelic  lit,  '  water ;'  luathaim,  '  I 
hasten,  I  move ;'  falcaim,  '  I  bathe ;'  Ivan,  '  a 
woman's  breast :'  Gaelic  plucas,  '  a  Rax,  ventris 

fluxio.'] Plava,  as,  a,  am,  swimming,  floating ;  leaping, 
jumping,  one  who  goes  by  leaps  or  jumps,  a  tumbler ; 
superior,  excellent  (Ved.) ;  (as),  m.  the  act  of 

swimming,  floating,  diving,  bathing  [cf.  jala-p°, 

dliarani-p°~\ ;  flooding,  a  flood,  the  swelling  of  a 
river ;  suffusion,  (nayana-p°,  suffusion  or  swimming 
of  the  eyes) ;  jumping,  leaping,  plunging,  going  by 
leaps  or  plunges ;  a  float,  raft,  boat,  canoe,  small 

ship ;  a  snare  or  basket  of  wicker-work  for  catching 
fish  (  =  palava);  a  kind  of  aquatic  bird.  Pelicanus 
Fusicollis  ( =  gdtra-samplava) ;  a  kind  of  duck  ( = 
Tcdrandava) ;  =jala-vai/a<a  ;  =jala-kaka  ;  —jala- 
knl;I;uta;  a  frog;  a  monkey;  a  sheep;  a  man  of 
low  or  degraded  tribe,  a  CSndala ;  an  enemy ;  the 
waved-leaf  fig-tree,  Ficus  Infectoria  ( =  plaks/ia) ;  a 
kind  of  weapon  ;  the  thirty-fifth  (or  ninth)  year  in  a 
cycle  of  Jupiter;  N.  of  various  Samans;  the  prolated 
utterance  of  a  vowel ;  protracting  a  sentence  through 

three  or  more  S'lokas  ( =  kttlaka) ;  a  kind  of  metre  ; 
a  declivity,  slope,  shelving  ground ;  proclivity,  incli- 

nation ;  returning,  return ;  urging  on,  inciting ; 
(am),  n.  a  species  of  grass,  Cyperus  Rotundus ;  a 
kind  of  fragrant  grass  ( =  gandha-trina) ;  [cf.  Gr. 

n\6oi,  Ti\oTov ;  Hib.  falc,  '  a  flood.']  —  Plava-ga, 
as,  m.  '  going  by  leaps,'  a  frog  ;  an  ape,  monkey ; 
a  sort  of  aquatic  bird,  the  diver ;  the  plant  Acacia 
Sirissa  ( =  sirlsha) ;  N.  of  the  charioteer  of  the  Sun ; 
of  a  son  of  the  Sun ;  (a),  f.  the  sign  of  the  zodiac 
Virgo.  —  Plava-gati,  is,  f.  going  by  leaps  and 

jumps;  (is),  m.  a  frog.  —  Plai'an-ga,  as,  a,  am, 
'  going  by  leaps,'  an  epithet  of  fire  as  flickering ;  (as), 
m.  an  ape,  baboon,  monkey;  a  deer;  the  waved-leaf 
fig-tree,  Ficus  Infectoria;  N.  of  the  forty-first  (or 

fifteenth)  year  in  a  sixty  years'  cycle  of  Jupiter. 
— •  Plavan-gama,  as,  m.  '  going  by  leaps,'  a  frog ; 
an  ape,  monkey ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  metre.  —  Plavan- 

gamendu  (°ma-in°),  ut,  m.  •  moon  among  the  apes,' 
an  epithet  of  Hanumat.  —  Flam-vat,  an,  atl,  at, 
possessing  a  ship,  owner  of  a  boat. 
Plavaka,  as,  m.  a  frog;  a  tumbler,  a  dancer,  a 

man  who  walks  on  the  edge  of  a  sword,  a  rope- 
dancer,  &c. ;  an  outcast,  a  Candsh  ;  the  waved-leaf 
fig-tree,  Ficus  Infectoria. 
Plavana,  am,  n.  swimming,  plunging  into, 

bathing ;  a  deluge,  inundation ;  jumping,  leaping, 

plunging;  capering,  one  of  a  horse's  paces;  flying; 
declivity,  inclination  ;  (as,  a,  am),  inclined,  stooping 

down,  (at  the  end  of  comps. ;  cf.  prag-u<Iak-p°.) 
Plavamana,  as,  a,  am,  floating,  swimming; 

going  in  a  boat,  crossing  in  a  bo.it ;  bathing ;  hover- 
ing, soaring;  blowing  (as  the  wind);  fading  away, 

disappearing ;  leaping,  springing,  bounding. 
J'lardka,  f.  a  boat,  a  raft. 
Plavika,  as,  d,  am,  ferrying  over  in  a  boat,  a 

ferryman. 

I'lavitri,  tii,  in,  tri,  leaping,  springing,  a  leaper. 

Plavfi,  as,  m.  flowing  over ;  filling  a  vessel  till  it 
overflows ;  submersion  ;  jumping. 

Pldvana,  am,  n.  bathing,  immersion,  ablution ; 
filling  a  vessel  till  it  overflows,  flooding,  deluging; 

inundation,  flood,  deluge ;  [cf.  jala-p0.] 
Plamyut,  an,  antl,  at,  causing  to  float,  flooding, inundating. 

Plavayitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  causes  to  swim, 
causing  to  cross  or  go  in  a  boat. 
Pldrita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  float,  made  to 

swim ;  made  to  overflow ;  overflowed,  deluged, 
inundated,  flooded ;  moistened,  soaked ;  covered 

with ;  [cf.  nulliira-p".'] Flavin,  I,  m.  spreading,  promulgating ;  (i),  m.  a 

bird. 
1.  pldcya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  submerged  or  inun- dated; to  be  steeped  or  soaked  in  anything  (with 

inst.) ;  to  be  jumped  or  leaped. 

2.  pldrya,  ind.  having  caused  to  float  or  swim  ; 
having  immersed  or  flooded ;  having  washed  away. 

Pluta,  as,  d,  am,  floated,  floating  or  swimming 

in  [cf.  uda-p°]  ;  bathed  in ;  inundated,  submerged, 
overflowed,  wet ;  covered  with,  filled  with  [cf.  ma- 

dhu-p°,  rajah-p°~\  ;  flown ;  jumped,  leaped,  one 
who  has  leaped,  gone  by  leaps  or  jumps  ;  protracted, 

prolated,  continuous  or  lengthened  to  three  Matras 
or  proiodial  instants  (as  a  vowel  in  pronunciation, 
cf.  mdtrd) ;  (am),  n.  leaping,  jumping,  tumbling ; 

bounding,  vaulting ;  capering,  one  of  a  horse's  paces. —  Pluta-gati,  is,  f.  going  by  jumps  or  leaps;  a 
bounding  motion,  galloping,  a  gallop  ;  (is),  m.  a  hare. 

Plutavat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  leaped  or 

jumped. Pluti,  is,  f.  overflowing,  a  flood ;  a  leap,  jump, 

skip,  hop;  bounding,  capering,  curvet,  one  of  a 
horse's  paces ;  prolation  (of  a  vowel). 

M  y   plush  [cf.  rt.  i.prusK],  cl.  I.  4.  9.  P. 
\J  N  ploshati,  plitshyuti,  plushijdti,  puplo- 

sJia,  ploshitum,  to  burn,  scorch,  singe ;  cl.  9.  P. 
to  sprinkle  ;  to  anoint,  embrocate ;  to  fill. 
Plukshi,  is,  m.  fire;  the  god  of  fire  (?) ;  the 

burning  of  a  house  ;  oil. 

Plusfui,  as,  m.  burning,  combustion. 
Plushi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  species  of  noxious  insect ; 

(according  to  MahT-dhara  =puttikd ;  according  to 
another  Scholiast  =  vakra-tunda.) 

Plushta,  as,  a,  am,  burned,  scorched,  singed. 
Plitshtdya,  Nom.  A.  plushldyate,  -yitum,— 

plushtdm  leri;  (perhaps  an  incorrect  form  for 
plnfihviiya=prwhrdya.) 

Ploxha,  as,  m.  burning,  combustion. 
Ploshana,  as,  I,  am,  burning,  scorching,  singeing. 

plus,  cl.  4.  P.  plusyati,  &c.,  to  burn, 

(a  various  reading  (or  plush) ;  to  share. 

3T pie  (rt.  $.  i  with  pla  for  pra)=pre,  q.  v. 
Fldya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  =prdya,  abundance,  q.  v. 

^^plenkha,  Ved.  =  prenkha,  a  swing. 

TJrg1  plev  [cf.  rts.  peb,  pee,  sev],  cl.  r. 
N.  A.  plevate,  &c.,  to  serve,  wait  upon. 

jfrrT   plota,    am,  n.   (probably  =  prota], 
cloth,  stuff;  a  bandage. 

?ffa plosha.     See  under  rt.  plush  above. 

WGSpsaras.    See  under  rt.  i.psa  below. 
mr  i.  psa,  cl.  2.  P.  psati  (3rd  pi.  Impf. 

(i/isus  or  apsdn),  papsati,  pidsyati,  ap- 
sdsit,  psdydt  or  pseydt,  psdtum,  Ved.  to  chew, 
masticate,  eat,  consume ;    to  go ;    [cf.  Old  Germ. 

splxd,  l  food  ;'  Mo.j.  Germ,  speise."} Psaras,  d-8,  n.,  Ved.  a  favourite  dish  or  kind  of 
food,  feast,  enjoyment,  (occurring  in  connection  with 

mahi;  cf.  madhu-p°);  food,  sacrificial  food;  dem- 
psaras,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  being  a  pleasure  for  the 
gods,  delightful  to  the  gods. 

2.  psa,  f.  eating,  food  ;  hunger. 
Psdta,  as,  d,  am,  chewed,  eaten;  hungry. 

Psdna,  am,  n.  eating,  food. 
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/'..«r,  r,  f.  or  psuras,  as,  n.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  fruit, 
(according  to  Say.an  epithet  o(ladn,=rupa-cat  which 
would  come  under  psu,  below)  ;  [cf.  Zend  /sAtt.] 

I'tit'ja  in  fix  LU-p*nyat  q.  v. 

*•§  psu,  Ved.  form,  aspect,  (at  the  end  of 
comps.  ;  cf.  aruna-psu,  rita-pstt.) 

*S  i.  pha,  the  twenty-second  consonant 
of  the  Nagarl  alphabet  and  the  second  letter  of  the 
fifth  or  labial  class,  being  the  aspirate  of  ̂ j,  and 
said  to  be  pronounced  like  ph  in  up/till,  loophole. 
—  Pha-kdra,  a»,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  ph. 

IB  2.  pha,  as,  a,  am,  evident,  manifest; 
(as),  m.  the  performance  of  a  mystical  rite  by  which 

Kuvera's  attendants  are  propitiated  ;  increasing,  swell- 
ing, enlarging,  expanding  ;  an  augmenter,  increaser  ; 

fruitfulness,  fertility,  gain;  a  high  wind,  a  gale; 
yawning  with  the  mouth  wide  open  ;  (am),  n. 
blowing,  panting  ;  bursting  with  a  popping  noise  (as 
air  bubbles  &c.)  ;  bubbling,  boiling;  angry  speech; 
unprofitable  or  idle  speech  ;  [cf.  pha.] 

|LdK  phakk,  cl.  I.  P.phakkati,paphakka, 

*X  phakkishyati,  aphakkit,  phakkitum,  to 
move  slowly,  go  softly,  creep,  steal  along  ;  to  have 
a  preconceived  opinion  ;  to  behave  ill,  act  wrongly, 
act  in  a  low  or  unjust  manner  ;  to  swell  :  Caus. 

phakkayati,  -yittan,  Aor.  apaphakkat:  Desid. 
piphakkishati:  Intens.  pdphakkyate. 
Phakka,  as,  m.  a  cripple. 
Phakkikd,  f.  a  preconceived  opinion,  previous 

statement  ;  a  position,  assertion  or  argument  to  be 
proved,  thesis  to  be  maintained  ;  logical  exposition 
or  elucidation  ;  a  sophism,  a  trick,  illusion,  fraud  ;  N, 

of  a  commentary  on  the  Tarka-sarrgraha. 

**y<*>  phagula,  as,   m.,  N.   of  a   man; 
(perhaps  incorrectly  for  phalyuiiu.) 

m  Wi  phanjl,  f.  the  plant  Clerodendrum 

Siphonanthus  ;  [cf.  jlrya-ph0,] 
Phanjlkd,  {.  Clerodendrum  Siphonanthus  ;  Li- 

peocercis  Serrata  (  =  deva-tdda)  ;  Alhagi  Maurorum 
(  =  dur-dlabhd). 
Phanji-pattrika,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  akhu- 

parni;  also  read  pltaaji-putrita). 

TR"£  phat,  an  onomatopoetic  word  used 
mystically  in  incantations. 

phata,  as,  a,  m.  f.  (probably  fr.  rt. 
;=n>hatd),  the  expanded  hood  or  neck  of  a 

serpent  [cf.  phana]  ;  a  tooth  ;  a  cheat. 

Tff8Jfl])ha<linga,  I.  a  cricket,  grasshopper, 
locust. 

LkJM  phan,  cl.  I.  P.  phanati,  paphdna 
\  (2nd  sing,  jiheuitha  or  paphaiiithn, 

3rd  pi.  pheniui  or  paphanus),  phanislnjuti, 
aphanit,  aphdnit,  phanitum,  to  go,  go  about, 
move  :  Caus.  phanayati,  phanayati,  -yitttm,  to 
cause  to  spring  or  run  (Ved.)  ;  phanayati,  to  scum, 

skim,  take  oft"  (the  surface  of  a  fluid)  ;  to  produce 
easily  or  without  exertion:  Desid.  pipha  it  i.ih  aft: 
Intern,  pamphanyate,  pamphainti,  pampha/iH. 

I'htitia,  as,  m.  (perhaps)  scum,  froth  (Ved.); 
(as,  a,  am},  m.  f.  n.  the  expanded  side  of  a  nostril  ; 
(as,  a),  m.  f.  the  expanded  hood  or  neck  of  the 
cobra  di  capello  (  =  phata)  ;  anyuli-phana-hfuitaka, 
one  in  whose  hands  the  fingers  take  the  shape  of  a 

hood;  [cf.  yo-phuna.']  —  1'liaaa-kara,  as,  m.  the 
cobra  di  capello.  Coluber  Naga';  a  snake  in  general. 
—  1'hinfa-yiri,  see  phuui-yiri.  —  I'/Mna-traya, am,  n.  three  hoods  (of  a  snake).-  l'ha:ja-dhara, 
at,  m.  =  phana-lMra;  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Phana- 

Vic-iWHH  phala-khandana. 

the  hood  of  a  snake.  —  Phaiia-mandala,  am,  n. 

'  hood-orb,'  the  rounded  hood  (of  a  serpent).  —  Pha- 
nu-rat,  an,  all,  at,  having  a  hood,  hooded  ;  (an), 

m.  the  cobra  di  capello,  a  snake  in  general.  —  Pha- 

na-jfraii,  f.  a  line  or  row  of  seipents'  hoods. 
—  Phaiia-*th(t,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  a  serpent's  hood 
(as  a  gem).  —  Phand-kara,  as,  m.=phana-kani. 
—  Phandtopa  (°na-dt°  or  °nd-dt°),  as,   m.  the 

swelling  of  a  serpent's  hood.  —  Phandtopin,  I,  itt'i, 
i,   having  the  hood   swollen  (said  of  a    serpent). 

—  Phandtapatra  (°na-dt°  or  °nd-dt°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  a  hood  for  a  parasol  (said  of  a  serpent). 

—  Phand-dhara,  as,  m.  =  phana-dltara.  —  l'ha- 
nd-phalaka,  am,  n.  the  flat  surface  of  a  serpent's hood.  —  Phund-bhara,  as,  m.  the  cobra  di  capello. 

—  Phund-bhrit,   t,   m.   '  hood-bearing,'  a   snake, 
serpent.  —  Phand-mani-sahaxra-nu',  {.  the  splendor 
of  the  thousand  jewels  on  the  hood  (of  the  serpent- 

king,  MSgha  IX.  2$).  —  Phand-mt,  an,  m.  'pos- 
sessing a  hood,'  the  cobra  di  capello,  a  snake. 

Phaiiikd,  f.  the  tree  F'icus  Oppositifolia.  —  Pha- 
mkednara  (°kd-U°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  eight 
Vlta-ragas  of  the  Buddhists ;  [cf.  phanindrefo'ara.] 
Phanikdrtt,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Pin-gala,  (perhaps 

incorrectly  for  phana-kara  or  phaiid-ki.tr a,  which 
would  be  analogous  to  his  epithets  ndga-rdja  and 
bhvjangeia) ;  N.of  a  people,  (also  read  karnikdra.) 

I'/mnita,  as,  d,  am,  gone;  diluted  (?). 
Phanin,  t,  m.  the  hooded  serpent,  cobra  di 

capello,  a  serpent  in  general ;  an  epithet  of  Rahu ; 
of  Patanjali:  a  species  of  herb  (  =  sarpiiu).  —  Pha- 
ni-l;anyd,  f.  the  daughter  of  a  serpent-demon. 

—  Phani-kef'ara  or  phani-kesara,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
Mesua  Roxburgh!!  (=ndga-kesara).  —  Phani-jd, 
(.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  Marath!  j/<ara8i).  —  Phani- 

jih  I'd,  f. '  serpent's  tongue,'  N.  of  a  plant  ( =  mahd- 
tatavan);  the  plant  Sida  Cordifolia  (  =  mahd-ea- 
manffd).  —  Phani-jihuikd,   f.  the   plant    Emblica 
OfRcmz\K;=phani-jihvd.  —  Phani-talpa-ga,  as, 

m.  '  resorting  to  a  serpent  as  a  couch,'  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu.  —  Phani-pati,  is,  m.  '  serpent-king,'  N. 
of  the  serpent  S'esha;  of  Patanjali.  —  Phani-priya, 
as,  m.  'serpent's  friend,'  wind.  — •  Phani-phena ,  as, 
m. '  snake's  saliva,'  opium  ( =  ahi-phena).  —  Phani- 
bhdrikd,   f.  the  tree   Ficus   Oppositifolia   (—pha- 
nikd).  —  Phani-bJtdshya,  am,  n.  the  commentary 
of  Patanjali  ( =  mahd-bhashya).  —  Phani-bhuj,  k, 

m.    'serpent-eater,'    a   peacock.  —  Phani-mukha, 
am,  n.  '  serpent's  mouth.'  a  kind  of  spade  used  by 
housebreakers.  —  Phani-lutd  or  phani-raUi.  f.  betel- 

pepper  ( =  ndga-ealli).  —  Phani-hantn,  f.  the  plant 
with  which  the  ichneumon  is  said  to  cure  itself  after 

the  bite  of  a  snake  ( —  gandha-ndkuli).  —  I'lunii- 
hrit,  t,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  kshudrd  dur-dlahhd). 

—  I'lttimmlra  (°i>i-in°),  as,  m.  'serpent-chief,'  an 

epithet  of  the  serpent-demon  S'esha ;  an  epithet  of 
Patanjali  (  =  phanin).  — Phattindresi-ara  (Va-is'c), 
«s,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  eight  Vita-ragas  of  the 

Buddhists;   [cf.  phaiiike* eara.]  —  Pkanl^a  (°ni- 
itfa),  as,  m.  '  serpent-chief,"  an  epithet  of  Patanjali 
(  =  pha7iin).  —  Pkanitfvara  (°m-isf°),  «s,  m.  '  ser- 

pent-chief,' an  epithet  of  the  serpent-demon  S'esha ; 
an  epithet  of  Patanjali  (-phanin). 

Phanlya,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?),  Cerasus  Puddum 

(  =  padma-kdshtha). 
1'liaiida,  as,  m.  the  belly  ( =phanda). 

infill <sl p> phanikhela,  as,  m.  a  quail;  (pro- 
bably incorrectly  for  phdla-kheld.) 

HjfillTi^ni  phanijjhaka,  as,  m.  marjoram 
and  another  similar  plant ;  (a),  f.  a  plant,  apparently 
a  species  of  basil  with  small  leaves  (commonly  called 
rdma-duti). 

Tffift  phani,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

TSTT  phut,  ind.  an  interjection,  in  phat-kri 

probably  an  error  for  phui-ki'i. 
Phat-kdrin,  I,  m.  a  bird. 

Kasmlra 
phatiha-su/ia,  N.  of  a  king  of 

"r*>- 

phatepura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city. 

phar  torphri=pri,  Ved.  to  fill. 

Pharcara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  filling,  (Say.  —pu- rayUri.) 

"^phara,  am,  n.  a  shield  (—phalaka). 

H)<5j  pharaiija,  N.  of  a  place. 

m<\qqi  phuruvaka,  am,  n.  a  betel-box  (= 

pOga-pdtra). 
m<%  pharendra,  as,  m.  Pandanus  Odora- tissimus. 

HIHKIM  pharpharaya,  Nom.  A.  pharplia- 

rdt/atc,  -yituui,  to  glance  about,  dart  to  and  fro. 

HiHiM"=h  pharpharika,  as,  m.  (said  to  be 

fr.  rt.  sphur),  the  palm  of  the  hand  with  the  fingers 
extended  ;  (d),  f.  a  shoe,  =  laudana,  q.  v. ;  (am),  n. 
softness,  sweetness ;  a  young  shoot  or  branch. 

phurv,  cl.  i.  P.  pharvati,  &c.,  Ved. 

phal,  cl.  i.  P.  phalati,  paphala 

(3rd  pi.  phelus),  phalishyati,  aphalil, 

phalitum,  to  split  (intrans.1,  cleave  asunder,  burst, 
cleave  open  (intrans.),  burst  open,  burst  asunder 
(Maha-bh.  Anusa.-aua-p.  7472);  to  bear  fruit,  yield 
or  produce  fruit,  (sampadah  phal,  to  bring  forth 
successes  as  fruit,  have  a  reward) ;  to  be  fruitful ;  to  have 
results  or  consequences ;  to  result ;  to  succeed  ;  to  be 
fruitful  in,  be  fulfilled  by  (with  abl.) ;  to  fall  to  the 
share  of  any  one  (with  loc.),  befall ;  to  be  useful ; 
to  become  ripe,  ripen ;  to  produce ;  to  shine  back, 
be  reflected ;  to  go  (for  pal) :  Cms.phdlayati,  api- 
phalat:  Desid.  piphaliahati:  \\Mens.pampludyate, 

pamphulti ;  [cf.  Gr.  €H-fj>\aiv-oj,  t-^Aafi-ov,  tf>\a- 
ff-^iu-s,  ira-(]>\a£-tv ;  perhaps  a</>eAo$,  o0cAA<u :  Lat. 

fla-i'e,  fla-tu-s,  Jld-men,  fld-brn-m,  jlu-s,  Jlvr-ea, 
Flora:  Osc.  Flusa:  Goth,  uf-bles-an,  bloth,  blii- 

ma:  Old  Germ,  bld-an,  'to  blow;'  blus-jan,  'to 
bloom ;'  bluot, '  a  blossom  ;'  bias, '  blowing ;'  bldsa, 

bla-tara,  'bladder;'  bluot,  'blood;'  bloz,  'proud:' 
Angl.  Sax.  blowan,  bloma,  blostma:  Cambro-Brit. 
pal,  'a  spread;'  palatl,  'a  shooting  or  spreading 

out ;'  paladu, '  to  spread  or  shoot  out.'] Phala,  am,  n.  a  fruit,  fruit  (especially  that  of  a 

tree);  produce,  crop;  a  kernel,  (dddima-ph°,  the kernel  of  a  pomegranate) ;  fruit  metaphorically, 

offspring,  progeny,  a  child  (Raghu-v.  XIV.  39) ;  a 
result,  consequence,  effect  [cf.  nish-plf,  punya-ph0, 

purah-ph^ ;  profit,  gain,  interest  on  capital,  ad- 
vantage, benefit,  utility ;  recompense,  reward,  prize, 

meed,  retribution  (good  or  bad) ;  detriment,  loss, 

disadvantage ;  (in  mathematics)  the  result  of  a  cal- 
culation, product  or  quotient,  result  (in  trigonome- 

try) ;  second  term  in  a  rule  of  three  sum ;  corrective 
equation ;  area  or  superficial  contents  of  a  figure ; 

a  nutmeg ;  the  three  myrobalans  ( =  tri-phald) ;  a 
testicle;  a  blade  (of  a  sword  or  knife,  cf.  khntlija- 

ph°)  ;  a  tablet,  board  [cf.  idri-pl?}  ;  a  shield  ;  the 
point  of  an  arrow,  head  of  a  dart  or  spear  ;  a  point 
or  spot  on  a  die;  a  ploughshare  (  —  iihdla);  the 
menstrual  discharge  [cf.  nava-jihalika,  jutiltpa]  ; 

a  gift,  giving ;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Wtightia  Antidy- 
senterica,  =  iu/o/a,-  (a),  f.  a  species  of  shrub,  = 

jhiajhirishta ;  (i),  (•  a  species  of  fragrant  plant 
(  =  phalinl,  priyangu);  a  kind  of  fish  (  =  phali). 
—  Phala-kaks/ta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vaksha.  —  Phala- 

'/.•«,  f.  the  plant  Asclepias  Echinata.  —  Phala- 
kiiiiiiina,    f.    desire    of   a    result    or    consequence. 
—  Pltala-kdla,  as,   m.   the   time    of  fruits,   fruit 
sexson.  —  Phala-krishiM,  as,  m.  Carissa  Carandas 
or  Flacourtia  Cataphracta  (  =  knshna-pdka-phala). 

—  Phala-kes'ara,  as,  m.  'having  fruit  for  hair,' 
the  cocoa-nut  tree  (the  fruit  of  which   is  covered 

with  a  fibrous  coat  resembling  hair).  —  Phala-kos'a 
or  ji/tala-koshaka,   as,   m.  the    covering   of  the 
testicles,  the  scrotum.  —  I'hala-khandana,  am,  n. 
the  destruction  of  fruits,  frustration  of  results,  dis- 
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appointing.  —  Phala-graha,  as,  a,  am,  'receiving 
fruits,'  deriving  profit  or  advantage,  benefited ;  (as), 
m.  the  deriving  profit  or  advantage,  being  benefited. 

—  Pliala-grahi,  is,  is,  i,  fruitful,  bearing  fmit  in  due 
season.  —  Phala-grahishnu,  us,  us,  u,  fruit-bearing, 

fruitful.  —  Phala-grdhin,  i,  m.  'fruit-bearer,'  a  tree 
(properlya  fruit  tree).  —  Phala-ghrita,  am,  n.,Ved. 

'  fruit-ghee,'  N.  of  an  aphrodisiac  for  men  (which 
is  composed  of  various  ingredients,  and  said  to  be 
the  invention  of  Bharad-vaja) ;  N.  of  a  powerful  me- 

dicament used  in  diseases  of  the  uterus.  —  Pkala- 

camasa,  as,  m.   '  fruit-goblet,'  a    cup    containing 
fruit  instead  of  Soma  (Ved.  the  fruit  consisting  of 
pounded  figs,  young  leaves,  and  sour  milk)  ;  the  bark 
of  the  Indian  fig-tree  (ground  and  eaten  with  curds 

by  way  of  penance).  —  Phala-ddraka,  as,  m. '  fruit- 
distributor,'a  particular  official  in  Buddhist  monasteries. 
—  Phaltt-doraka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  perfume.  «•  Pha- 
la-Mhadana,  am,  n.  a  house  built  of  wooden  boards. 

—  Phala-tas,  ind.  consequently,  accordingly,  virtu- 
ally. —  Phala-ta,  f.  or  phala-tva,  am,  n.  the  being 

fruit,  the  state  of  fruit.  —  Phala-traya,  am,  n. '  fruit- 
triad,'  three  sorts  of  fruit  collectively  (the  fruit  of  the 
vine  with  those  of  Grewia  Asiatica  or  Xylocarpus  Gra- 
natum  and  Gmelina  Arborea) ;  the  three  myrobalans. 

—  Phala-trika, am, n.  'fruit-triad, 'the  three  myro- 
balans. —  Phala-da,  as,  a,  am, '  fruit-giving,'  yield- 

ing or  bearing  fruit ;  bringing  profit  or  gain  ;  giving 
a  reward,  rewarding;  (as),  m.  a  tree  (properly  a 
fruit  tree).  —  Phala-ddtri,  td,  trl,  tri,  or  phala- 

d'lyin,  i,  ini,  i, '  fruit-giving,'  yielding  fruit ;  giving 
a  result.  —  Phala-nirvritti,  is,  f.  final  consequence 
or  result.  —  Phala-nivrittl,  is,  f.  cessation  of  con- 

sequences. —  Phala-nishpatti,  is,  f.  production  of 
fruit,  bearing  fruit,  yielding  profit,  having  the  desired 

results.  —  Phala-panfdmla,  am,  n.  a  collection  of 
five  kinds  of  acid  vegetables  and  fruits ;   (see  pha- 
lamla-paUaka.)  —  Pliala-parinati,  is,  f.  the  ripe- 

ness of  fruit.  —  Phala-pdka,  as,  m.  the  ripening  of 
fruit ;  the  fulness  of  consequences ;  Carissa  Carandas 

or  Flacourtia  Cataphracta ;    [cf.  pdka-phala   and 

krishna-pdkaphala.]  —  PJialapdkdnta  (°ka-an°), 
as,  a,  am,  ending  with  the  ripening  of  fruit ;  (a), 

f.  an  annual  plant.  —  Phalapdkdvasdnd  (°ka-av°), 
f. '  terminating  with  ripeness  of  fruit,'  an  annual  plant. 
—  1'halapdkin,  i,  m.  the  plant  Thespesia  Popul- 
neoides.  —  Phala-pdt ana,  am,  n.  knocking  down 
or  gathering  fruit.  —  Phala-pddapa,  ax,  m.  a  fruit 
tree.  —  Phala-^pu^tha,  as,  m.  a  particular  species 
of   esculent    root   or   bulb.  —  Phala-pura,    am, 
n.,   N.   of  a   city   (  —  phalaka-pura).  —  Phala- 
pushpa-vriddhi,  is,  f.  increase  or  growth  of  fruits 
and  ftovfm.  —  Fhala-pushpd  or  phala-pushpi,  f. 
Ipomcea  Turpethum  ( =plnda-khurjurl).  —  Phala- 

jH'tlipnpasobkita  ̂ pa-up0),  as,  a,  am,  adorned 
with   fruits  and  flowers.  —  Phala-pura  or  phnla- 

puraka,  as,  m.  'full  of  kernels,'  common  citron. 
—  Phtda-pratayana,  am,  n.  fruit-gathering,  gather- 

ing fruits.  —  Phala-jirajanana,  am,  n.  the  produc- 
tion of  fruit.  — Phala-prada,  as,  a,  am,  yielding 

fruit,  productive  ;  bringing  a  reward.  —  Pliala-pra- 
diiiia,  am,  n.  the  giving  of  fruits;   a  ceremony  at 

weddings.  —  Phala-prayukta,  as,  a,  am,  connected 
with    or    producing    consequences,   yielding    fruit. 

—  Phala-prasuti,  is,  f.  a  growth  of  fruit,  crop  of 
fruit.  —  Pliala-prdpti,  is,  f.  obtaining  (the  desired) 
fruit  or  result ;  enjoying  the  consequences  of  actions. 
—  Phala-priyd,  f.  a  species  of  fragrant  plant  (  = 
priyangii.).  —  Phala-prei>su,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to 
obtain  fruit,  desirous  of  attaining  results.  —  Phfda- 
lii'.iiilliiii,   i,  ini,  i,  forming  or  developing  fruit, 
setting  (said  of  blossom).  —  Phala-bandhya,  as,  a, 
am,  barren  or  destitute  of  fruit,  not  bearing  fruit ; 
[cf.  phaldbandhya.]  —  Phala-bhdr/a,  as,  m.  a 
share  in  any  product,  share  of  advantage  or  profit ; 
N.  of  an  astrological  work.  —  Phala-bhagin,  I,  ini, 
i,  sharing  in  the  profit  or  advantage,  partaking  of  a 

reward.  —  Phala-bhaj,  k,  k,  k,  receiving  or  having 
fruit,   having   consequences ;    sharing  in   a   reward. 

—  Phala-lihuj,  k,  k,  k,  enjoying  fruit.  —Phala- 
lltuti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman.  —  P liala-bhumi, 

is,  f.  '  the  land  of  retribution,'  a  place  of  reward  or 
recompense  (as  heaven,  hell,  8cc.).  —  Phala-bhrit, 
t,  f,  t,  fruit-bearing,  fruitful,  productive.  —  P/iala- 
bhoya,  as,  m.  enjoyment  of  consequences ;  possession 
of  rent  or  profit,  usufruct.  —  Phala-bhogin,  i,  ini, 
i,  enjoying  fruits  or  consequences,  receiving  profits. 

—  Phala-matiya,  f.  the  aloe  plant.  —Phala-mu- 
khya,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  aja-moda).  —  Phala- 
mudgarikd,  f.  a  kind  of  date  tree  (=pinda-khar- 
juri).  —  Phala-mula,  am,  n.  or  e,  n.  du.  or  ani, 
n.  pi.  fruits  and  roots.  —  Phalamulin,  i,  ini,  i, 

having  (edible)  fruits  and  roots.  —  Phala-yoga,  as, 
m.  the  attainment  of  an  object ;  remuneration,  wages. 

—  Phala-rdjan,  a,  m. '  king  of  the  fruits,'  a  water- 
melon. —  Phala-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  fruit-bearing,  fruc- 

tiferous, covered  or  laden  with  fruits,  fruitful ;  yielding 

results  or  consequences,  successful,  profitable,  advan- 
tageous ;  containing  the  result  or  end  of  a  plot ;  (atl), 

f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  priyariguj   cf.  pKalinT). 

—  Pltalavat-tva,  am,  n.  or  phalavat-td,  f.  fruit- 
fulness,  beneficial  results  or  consequences.  —  Phala- 
varti,  is,  f.  (in  medicine)  a  suppository.  —  Phala- 
vartula,  am,  n.  a  water-melon ;  (probably  as,  m.), 
the  plant  Gardenia  Latifolia.  —  Phala-valli,   f.   a 
series  of  quotients  in  the  solution  of  certain  arith- 

metical problems.  —  Phala-vikrayin,  i,  ini,  m.  f.  a 
fruit-seller,  fruiterer,  dealer  in  fruits.  —  Phala-vrik- 
sha,  as,  m.  a  fruit  tree.  —  Phala-vrikshaka,  as,  m. 

the  bread-fruit  tree.  —  Phala-s'ddava,  as,   m.  the 
pomegranate  tree.  —  Phala.'idli-tva,  am,  n.  the  bear- 

ing of  fruit ;  experience  of  consequences  or  results. 
—  Phala-sdlin,  i,  ini,  i,  bearing  or  yielding  fruit  ; 
experiencing  consequences,  sharing  in  results.  —  PAa- 

la-s'aifiira,  as,  m.  Zizyphus  Jujuba  (  —  badara). 
—  Phala-iSreshtha,    as,   m.  '  best   of  fruits,'   the 
mango  tree.  —  Phala-sanistha,  as,  d,  ant,  bearing 
fruit.  —  Phala-sampad,   t,  f.    abundance    of  fruit, 
good   result,  success,   prosperity.  —  Phala-sambad- 

dha,  as,  m.  '  fruit-endowed,'  the  tree  Ficus  Glome- 
rzto.  —  Phala-sambhara,  as,  d,  am,  or  pJiala- 

sambhu,  us,  us,  a,  produced  in  or  by  fruit.  —  Pha- 

la-sambhdrd,  f.  '  having  an  abundance  of  fruit,'  the 
tree  Ficus  Oppositifolia.  —  Phala-sahasra,  am,  n. 
a  thousand  fruits;   (e),  n.  du.  two  thousand  fruits. 
—  Phala-itddJiana,  am,  n.  a  means  of  effecting  any 
result.  —  Phala-siddhi,  is,  f.  acquiring  fruit,  reaping 
fruit,  realising  an  object;  a  prosperous  issue.  —  Phala- 
sthdna,  am,  n.  the  stage  in  which  fruits  or  results 

are  enjoyed. ~- Phala-sneha.  an,  m.  'having  oil  in 
the  fruit,'  a  walnut  tree.  —  Phala-h~mi,  is,  f.  loss 
of  fruit  or  profit.  —  Phala-hdrin,  t,  ini,  i,  fruit- 
seizing,  stealing  fruits.  —  Phala-hdri,  f.  an  epithet 
of  Kali  (a  form  of  Durga).  —  Phala-lii na,  as,  d, 

am,  void   of  fruit,  yielding   no   profit.  —  Phaln- 
hetu,  us,  us,  u,  one  who  has  results  for  a  motive, 
acting  with  a  view  to   results.  —  Phaldkdnkshd 

(°la-dk°),  f.  hope  or  expectation  of  favourable  con- 
sequences. —  Phaldkdnkshin,  I,  ini,  i,  desirous  of 

results,  wishing  for  favourable  consequences.  —  Pha- 

lagama  ("la-ay0"),  as,  m.  'arrival  of  fruits,' the  fruit 
season,  autumn.  — Phalddhya  (°la-ddh°),  f.  'rich 
in  fruit,'  a  variety  of  the  plantain  ( =  kdshlha-kadali). 
—  Phalddana  (°la-ad°),  as,  m.   '  fruit-eater,'  a 

parrot;    [cf.  phalds"anaJ]  —  Phalddhyaksha  (°la- 
adK"),  am,  n.  '  superintendant  of  fruits,'  the  tree 
Mimusops   Kauki.  —  Phaldnubandha   (°la-an°\ 
as,  m.  sequence  or  succession  of  results,  consequences, 

results.  —  Phalanumeya  (°la-an°),  as,  d,  am,  in- 
ferable from  consequences  or  results.  —  Phaldnusa- 

raiia  (°la-an°),  am,  n.  rate  or  aggregate  of  profits. 
—  J'haldnta  (°la-an°),  as,  m.  '  ending  with  fruit,' 
a   bamboo  (which  dies  away  after  bearing  fruit). 

—  Phaldnveshin  ("la-an°),  i,  wi,  i,  seeking  fruits 
or   results,   looking    for   a   reward.  —  Phaldpekshd 

(°la-ap°),  f.  regard  to  results,  expectation  of  conse- 
quences. —  Plialdpeta   (°la-ap°),  as,   d,  am,   de- 

prived of  fruit,  unproductive,  unfertile.  —  Phaldpha- 

likd  (°la-aph°),  [.,  see  Gana  Saka-parthivadi  to 
Varttika  to  Pan.  II.  i,  6<).  —  PhalabandTiya  (°la- 
ab°),  as,  a,  am,  not  barren  of  fruit,  bearing  fruit ; 
[cf.  phala-bandltya.]  —  Phaldbhoya  (°la-abk°), 

as,  m.  non-enjoyment  of  profits,  &c.  —  Phaldmla 

(cla-am°),  as,  m.  a  species  of  sorrel,  Rumex  Vesi- 
carius;  (am),  n.  a  tamarind.  —  Phalamla-panfaka 
(°£a-awi°),  am,  n.  the  five  acid  or  sour  fruits,  viz. 
bergamot,  orange,  sorrel,  tamarind,  and  citron ;  [cf. 

amla-pani?a  and  pjiala^paiifdmla."]  —  Phaldm- 
lika,  as,  d,  am,  (probably)  accompanied  with  sauce 
prepared  from  sour  tamarind  juice.  —  Phaldmma 

(°la-dr°),  as,  m.  a  fruit-garden,  orchard.  —  Phald- 
sYroo  (°la-aS°),  as,  m.  'fruit-eater,'  a  parrot;  [cf. 

phalddana.]  —  Phaldiln  (^la-ag"),  i,  ini,i,  feed- 
ing or  living  on  fruits.  —  Phaldsakta  (°la-as°),  as, 

d,  am,  attached  to  fruit  or  results,  acting  for  the 
sake  of  reward ;  fond  of  fruit,  seeking  to  pluck  fruit. 

—  Fhalasara   (°la-ds°),   as,   m.   a    decoction    of 
fruits.  —  Phaldsthi  (C7a-as°),  t,  n.  'having  a  hard 
kernel  for  fruit,'  a  cocoa-nut.  —  Phaldhara  (°la-ah°), 
as,  I,  am,   feeding  or  living  on  fruits,  gathering 
fmits.  —  Phale-gi'ahi  or  phale-grahi,  is,  is,  i,  or 

phale-grahin,  I,  ini,  i,  bearing  fruit  in  season,  fruitful 

(=phala-grahi).  —  Phalendra  (°la-in°),  as,  m. 
'fruit-king,'  a  species  of  Eugenia  (=rdja-jambii). 
—  Phale-pdka,  phale-pdkd,  phale-pdku,  see  Gana 
toPan.VII.3, 53.  —  Phale-pushpa,  (.  a  kind  of  small 
shrub  (=  drona-pushpi).  —  Phale-ruhd,   f.  the 
trumpet -flower,  Bignonia  Suaveolens.  —  Phalo66aya 

(°la-u6°),  as,  m.  the  collecting  of  fruits,  a  collection 

of  fruits.  —  Phalottamd  (°la-ut""),  f.  'best  of  fruits,' 
a  kind  of  grape  without  stones  (  =  kdkali-drdleshd) ; 
a  black  grape ;  the  three  myrobalans  ( =  tri-phald) ; 

the  benefit  arising  from  sacred   study  ('?);    a  small 
sort  of  rope(?).  -  Phalotpati  (°la-uf),  is,  m. 
the  mango  tree;   (perhaps  incorrectly  for  phalot- 

patti.)  —  Phalotpalti  (°la-uf),  is,  I.  production 

of  fruit,  profit,  gain,  advantage.  —  Phalodaka  ("la- 
ud0), as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Yaksha. - Phalodaya  ("la- 
ud0}, as,  m.  coming  forth  or  appearance  of  fruit ; 

profit,  advantage,  gain ;  appearance  of  consequences 
or  results,  consequence,  result,  recompense,  reward, 
retribution,    punishment ;    happiness,  joy ;    heaven, 

paradise.  —  Phalodgama  (°la-ud°),  as,  m.  the  pro- 

duction of  fruit,  appearance  of  fruit.  —  Phaloddes'a 
(°la-ud°),  as,  m.  regard  to  results.  —  Phalodbhava 
(°la-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  obtained  or  derived  from  fruits. 
—  Phalopajivin  (°la-tip°),  I,  ini,  i,  living  by  the 
cultivation  or  sale  of  fruits.  —  PJialopeta  (^la-up°), 
as,  d,  am,  possessing  fruits,  yielding  fruit. 
Phalaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (at  the  end  of  an  adj. 

comp.,  f.  ikd~),=p/tala,  fruit,  result,  consequence, 
profit,  gain  ;  menstruation  [cf.  nava-phaliki]  ',  a 
shield;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Mesua  Roxburghii; 

(am),  n.  a  board,  lath,  plank,  a  bench  ;  a  slab  at  the 

base  (of  a  pedestal ;  cf.  sphatika-ph") ;  any  flat  sur- 

face [cf.  phand-ph°~\  ;  a  slab  or  tablet  for  writing  on 
[cf.  <!itra-ph°,  ltpi-ph°]  ;  a  leaf  or  page  for  writing 
on  ;  the  stand  on  which  a  Buddhist  priest  keeps 
his  turban ;  a  broad  and  flat  bone,  the  os  frontis  or 
bone  of  the  forehead ;  the  palm  of  the  hand ;  the 
buttocks ;  a  particular  vessel ;  a  kind  of  cloth ;  the 
top  or  head  of  an  arrow ;  the  pericarp  of  a  lotus ; 

(it),  f.  a  various  reading  for  halakd  in  Gana  Prek- 
shadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  8o.  —  Plia!aka-pdni,  is,  m.  a 
soldier  armed  with  a  shield.  —  Phalaka-pura,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  town  in  the  east  of  India ;  [cf.  phala- 

pura.~\  —  Phalakti-yantra,  am,  n.  an  astronomical 
instrument  invented  by  Bhaskara.  —  Phalaka-sak- 
tha,  am,  n.  a  thigh  like  a  board,  (Scholiast  on  Pan. 
V.  4,  98.)  —  Phalakd-uana  or  phalakl-vana,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  forest  sacred  to  Sarasvati.  —  Pkalakdsd- 

dana  (°ka-ds°),  am,  n.  the  obtaining  or  reaching  a 
plank  (said  of  a  drowning  person). 

Phalakin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  boards,  boarded ;  armed 
with  a  shield  ;  (I),  m.  a  wooden  bench  ;  a  kind  offish, 

=  phali;  (i,  i"),  m.  n.  sandal-wood. Phalat,  an,  anti,  at,  bearing  or  yielding  fruit ; 
producing  consequences ;  bringing  gain  or  profit. 
—  Phalaj-jala-vasudeva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 
Phalana,  am,  n.  bearing  fruit,  fructifying ;  pro- 

ducing consequences. 

P/ialasa,  as,  d,  am,  possessed  of  fruit  ? ;   (as), 
m.  the  bread-fruit  or  Jaka  tree  (=panasa). 

8H 
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Phalahi,  f.  the  cotton  tree,  cotton  plant. 
Phali,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  fish  commonly  Phalai. 

Phalikd,  f.  a  kind  of  bean  ( =  nish-pdvi) ;  Thes- 
pesia  Populneoides. 
Phalita,  as,  a,  am,  that  has  produced  fruit, 

bearing  fruit,  yielding  fruit,  fruitful ;  yielding  a  result, 

followed  by  a  consequence,  successful ;  fulfilled,  ac- 
complished (as  a  desire) ;  produced  as  a  consequence  ; 

phalitam  vrikshalh,  fruit  was  borne  by  the  trees, 
the  trees  bore  fruit;  (as),  m.  a  tree  (properly  a 
fruit  tree)  ;  (d),  f.  a  menstruous  woman ;  (am),  n. 
a  kind  of  perfume  (  =  $aileya). 
Phalitacya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  accompanied  by 

fruits  or  good  consequences. 
Phalin,  I,  far,  »,  fruitful,  bearing  fruit,  (at  the 

end  of  comps. ;  cf.  sat-ph°) ;  productive  of  results 
or  consequences,  advantageous,  profitable ;  having 

an  iron  point  (as  an  arrow)  ;  (I),  m.  a  tree,  espe- 
cially one  in  fruit;  (inJ),  f.  a  medicinal  plant  (  = 

priyarrgu) ;  a  species  of  herb,  Echites  Dichotoma ; 
a  species  of  flower,  Celosia  Cristata ;  phalinl  yonih, 
(in  medicine)  the  vagina  injured  by  too  violent 
sexual  intercourse.  —  PhaJi-ga,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  cloud, 

(perhaps  '  a  receptacle  for  water ;'  Say.  phali  = 
t<rish(i-jala,  rain-water.) 
Phalina,  as,  d,  am,  fruitiul,  bearing  or  yielding 

fruit;  (as),  m.  the  bread-fruit  tree  (=panasa). 
Phali-kri,  d.  8.  P.  A.  phali-karott,  -Icurute, 

-kartum,  Ved.  to  separate  the  fruit  or  grain  from 
the  husks,  to  winnow,  thresh,  (according  to  a  Scholiast 

phall-karoti=avahatya  sukshma-tushelhyo  vi- 
yojayati.)  —  Phali-karana,  am,  n.  or  phali-kdra, 
as,  m.  separating  the  grain  from  the  husks,  the 
grain  (of  rice  &c.)  separated  from  the  husks.  —  Pha- 
li-krita,  at,  d,  am,  threshed,  winnowed. 
Phaliya,  see  Gana  UtkarSdi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  90. 
Phalya,  am,  a.  a  flower,  a  bud. 
Phdla,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  ploughshare,  (Say.= 

bhumi-viddraka-kdshtha) ;  a  kind  of  hoe  or 
shovel ;  a  bundle ;  the  forehead ;  (as),  m.  a  citron 

tree ;  an  epithet  of  MahS-deva ;  of  Bala-rama ;  = 
ut-pluti;  (as,  i,  am),  made  of  cotton  (as  a  gar- 

ment; in  this  sense  perhaps  fr.  phala).  —  Phdla- 
krishta,  as,  a,  am,  tilled  with  the  plough,  ploughed, 
furrowed ;  growing  on  arable  land,  produced  by 
cultivation ;  (am),  n.  ploughed  or  cultivated  soil,  a 

ploughed  field ;  a-phdlakrishta,  as,  d,  am,  grow- 
ing on  uncultivated  soil,  growing  wild.  —  Phala- 

gupta,  as,  d,  am,  '  ploughshare-defended,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Bala-rama ;  [cf.  haldyudha.]  —  Phdla-dati, 

f.  '  having  teeth  like  ploughshares,"  N.  of  a  female 
demon.  —  Phdldhata  (°la-dh"),  as,  d,  am,  'struck 
with  the  ploughshare,'  ploughed. 
Phdlikarana,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  phaTi-karana), 

Ved.  made  of  husks. 

Phulli,  is,  f.  full  expansion  or  perfection  (?) ;  see 
Vopa-deva  XXVI.  183. 
Phulla,  as,  d,  am  (past  pass.  part,  of  rt.  phal 

by  Pan.  VIII.  2,  55),  '  split  or  cleft  open,'  open, 
expanded,  blown  (as  a  flower);  in  full  bloom, 
flowering,  flowery,  in  blossom,  covered  with  flowers ; 
opened  wide,  dilated  (as  the  eyes) ;  smiling,  gay ; 

f(w),  m.,  N.  of  a  saint;  (am),  n.  a  full-blown 
flower ;  [cf.  Gr.  ̂ nJAXo-v ;  Lat./oKu-m.]  •-  Phulla- 
tuvarl,  f.  alum.  —  Phulla-ddman,  a,  n.  '  flowery 

garland,'  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times   , 
o^uuwv>-,-u  —  u  — ,  (also  called  pushpa- 

ddman,  q.v.)  —  1'hulla-drishti,  is,  w,  i,  oiphulla- 
'niynna,  or  phulla-nelra,  of,  il,  am,  having  full 
or  large  eyes,  having  the  eyes  dilated  (with  pleasure), 
smiling,  happy.  — Phulta-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
ctiy.  —  PhtiUit-pha/a,  as,  m.  the  wind  raised  in 

winnowing  com  (=phalla-phala).  —  I'lnMa-lo- 
fana,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  eyes  dilated,  looking 
pleased  or  happy;  full-eyed;  (o«),  m.  a  kind  of 
antelope;  (am),  n.  a  large  full  eye.  —  Phulla-vat, 

iln,  titi,  at,  expanded,  blossoming,  blowing.  —  I'hul- 

la-vadana,  as,  d,  am,  '  smiling-faced,'  looking 
pleased  or  happy.  —  Ph-ulldmbikii  (°la-anf),  f,  N. 
nf  a  woman,  wife  of  Go-vinda  and  mother  of  Nila- 

kantha  Catur-dhara.  —  I'hull/ii'unya-mdhatmya 

(°la-ar°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the  Agni- 
PurSna.  —  Phullotpala  (°la-ut°),  am,  a.  'whose 
lotuses  are  in  full  bloom,'  N.  of  a  lake. 

Phalli,  is,  f.  blossoming,  blowing. 

,  as,  m.,N.  of  a  mountain. 

pkalasatlna,  N.  of  a  country 
(Palestine?). 

"flp>5<*  phalahaka,  as,  m.  a  plank,  board 

(  =phalaku)  ;  N.  of  a  place  (?). 

r  phalayoshit,  t,  f.  a  cricket  ; ~ 

[cf.  phadin-yd,~\ Mi{£M  phalusha,  as,  m.  a  species  of  creeper. 

phaloni(i),  pudenda  muliebria. 

a,  as,d,  am,  having  an  expanded 

or  extended  body,  =  vi«dritdn-ga;  =  vis'odhitdnha; 
[cf.  Gr.  <t>o\x6s.] 

Hi<^J  phalgu,  us,  us  (us,  Vajasaneyi-sam- 
hitS  XXIV.  4),  u  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  phal;  perhaps 

fr.  rt.  sphurj),  reddish  (this  meaning  is  Vedic  and 
is  doubtful  ;  cf.  phalguna)  ;  small,  minute  ;  pithless, 
sapless,  unsubstantial,  (opposed  to  sdra)  ;  worthless, 
vain,  unprofitable,  unmeaning,  useless  ;  flimsy,  weak, 

feeble,  insignificant  ;  untrue  ;  (us),  f.  the  opposite- 
leaved  fig-tree,  Ficus  Oppositifolia  ;  a  red  powder 
usually  of  the  root  of  wild  ginger  (coloured  with 
sappan  wood  and  thrown  over  one  another  by  the 
Hindus  at  the  Holi  festival  ;  cf.  phalgutsava,  ho- 
Idkd)  ;  the  spring  season  ;  N.  of  a  river  flowing  past 

Gaya;  (u),  f.  du.,  N.  of  a  Nakshatra.  —  Phalgu- 
td,  f.  or  phalgu-tva,  am,  n.  worthlessness,  vain- 

ness, vanity,  uselessness,  insignificance.  —  Phalgu- 
ttrtha,  am,  a.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place  near 
Gzya.  —  Phalgu-da,  as,  d,  am,  giving  little,  nig- 

gardly ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  (  =  phalyu). 
—  Phalgu-prdsaha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  little 
strength.  —  Phalgu-vat,  an,  atl,  at  (?),  insignificant, 
worthless,  weak.  —  Phalgu-vdtikd,  f.  the  opposite- 
leaved  fig-tree,  Ficus  Oppositifolia.  —  Phalgu-vrinta, 
as  or  am,  m.  or  n.(?),  a  species  of  Symplocos. 

—  Phalgu*vrintdka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  Colosan- 
thes.  —  Phalgu-hastini,  f.,  N.  of  a  poetess.  —  Pftal- 

yutsava  i^gn-uf),  as,  m.  the  vernal  festival,  com- 
monly called  Holi,  in  honour  of  Krishna,  at  which 

the  people  throw  a  red  powder  over  one  another. 

Phalguna,  phalgunaka,  incorrect  forms  for 
phalguna,  phalgunaka. 

Pttalguna,  as,  I,  am,  red  ;  born  under  the  Nak- 
shatra PhalgunI  ;  (as),  m.  the  month  Phalguna  (  = 

phalguna)  ',  an  epithet  of  Arjuna  (  =  phalguna)  ; 
N.  of  a  man  ;  (i),  f-,  N.  of  a  double  Nakshatra  (q.v.) 

also  called  arju.nl;  the  opposite-leaved  fig-tree,  Ficus 
Oppositifolia  ;  N.  ofa  woman.  ~  PJialguna-svdrnin, 
I,  m.,  N.  of  a  temple  built  by  Phalguna.  —  Phal- 
gunl-bhai'a,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  planet  Jupiter 
(  =  phdlguni-b?uiva). 

P  Italy  imaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m. 

pi.,  N.  ofa  people. 
Phalgundla,  as,  m.  the  month  Phalguna  (= 

phiil</undla). 
Phalyuluka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  ofa  people. 
Phalgva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  insignificant,  frivolous. 
I'/idlguna,  an  incorrect  form  for  phalguna  below. 
Phalguna,  as,  t,  am,  belonging  to  the  Nakshatra 

PhalgunI  ;  born  under  the  Nakshatra  PhalgunI  ; 
(as),  m.,  sal.  mdsa,  the  month  during  which  the 
full  moon  stands  in  the  Nakshatra  PhalgunI  (February 

-March)  ;  an  epithet  of  Arjuna  [cf.  phalguna"]  ; 
the  plant  Terminalia  Arjuna,  =  -nadi-ja;  (i),  f.,  N.  of 
the  sixteenth  and  seventeenth  lunar  asterisms  (dis- 

tinguished as  purvd  and  uttarii,  'the  former"  and 
•the  latter,'  =  phalgu.ni)  ;  scil.  paurnamdsl,  the 
day  of  full  moon  in  the  month  Phalguna  on  which 
the  Holi  or  great  vernal  festival  of  the  Hindus  is 
celebrated;  (am),  n.  a  species  of  grass  used  as  a 
substitute  for  the  Soma  plant  (and  also  called  arju- 
ndnl);  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Phdlyund- 

nuja  (cna-an°),  as,  m.  'younger  brother  of  the 
month  Phalguna,'  the  vernal  month  Caitra.  —  Phal- 
guni-piiuniaiiius'i,  f.  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the 
month  Phalguna.  —  Phdlguni-bhava,  as,  m.  an 
epithet  of  the  planet  Jupiter  (=phalgunlj)ltava). 
Phiilgiinala,  as,  m.  the  month  Phalguna  (  = 

phalgunala). 1'hulguni,  is,  ra.  a  patronymic  from  Phalguna  (  = 
in-j.iii/i). 

Phdlyanika,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  the  Naksha- 
tra Phalgum  or  to  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month 

Phalguna  ;  (as),  m.,  scil.  mdsa,  the  month  Phalguna. 
Phdlyunya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from  PhatgunT. 

MIS  f««^T  phallakin,  I,  m.  a  kind  of  fish 

(  =phalakfn). 

HigHirt  phalla-phala,  as,  m.  =phulla- 
phdla  (probably  onomatopoetic),  the  wind  raised  in winnowing  grain. 

•fimffl'l  phashajiga  and  phashajima,  X. 
of  two  places. 

''RT  pha,  phas,  m.  heat  ;  useless  or  idle 
talk;  growth,  increase;  one  who  increases,  an  in- 

creaser;  [cf.  -2.  pha.'] at,  ind.  an  interjection  of  calling. 

phatakl,  f.  alum  (=sphati). 

i,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  phan),  unrefined 
sugar,  molasses  ;  flour  or  meal  mixed  with  curds  (  = karumbha). 

Phdnita,  am,  n.  (fr.  Caus.  of  rt.  phan),  the  in- 

spissated juice  of  «he  sugar-cane,  raw  sugar  ;  the 

inspissated  juice  of  other  plants  ;  [cf.  Arab.  Jy.  -ilj  ; 

Pers.  X*JU|  medieval  Lat.  penidium.]  —  Pha- 
niti-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  inspissated. 
Phdnta,  as,  d,  am  (a  contraction  of  phdnita), 

obtained  by  straining  or  filtering,  readily  or  easily 

prepared,  anything  made  by  an  easy  process  (as  a 
decoction  &c.)  ;  (as),  m.  an  infusion,  decoction, 
pounded  medicinal  substances  mixed  with  four  parts 
of  hot  water  and  filtered  ;  (am),  n.  the  first  particles 

of  butter  that  are  produced  by  churning.  —  Phdiftd- 

hrUa  (°ta-dh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  a  patronymic 
from  Phantahriti  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  Phan- 
tahriti.  —  Phdntakntdya.no.,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Phantahriti.  —  Phdntdhriti,  is,  m.,  N.  ofa 
man;  see  Pan.  IV.  I,  150. 

Phdntaka,  as,  m.  an  infusion,  decoction  (  = 

phdn'ji). 
Phdnda,  am,  n.  the  belly  (  =  phanda). 

Phdndin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-demon. 

TfiTTX/jAan,  Ved.  (Say.)  =  ayudha. 

Phdriva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (Say.)  =  dyudha-rat. 
.     See  col.  i. 

phalakhela,  f.  a  quail;    (also 
read  phanikhcla,  phalakhela  or  phalakhela.) 

WTfrtW  phalita,  perhaps  for  phanita. 

Milrt)<**,<li  phdllkarana.     See  col.  i. 

^^pT  phalguna,  &c.     See  col.  2. 
fa  phi,  is,  m.  a  wicked  man;  useless  or 

idle  talk  ;  anger,  passion. 

TTJf^R  phingaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird, 
the  fork-tailed  shrike  (  =  kaliitya,  kulinga). 

flM.g-  phiranya,  as,  m.  the  country  of  the 
Franks  (i.  e.  of  Europeans)  ;  the  disease  of  the  Franks, 

syphilis.  —  Phiranga-roli,  (.  European  bread. 
Phirangin,  i,  m.  a  Frank,  a  European. 

fffiUc5  phirala,  N.  of  a  place. 

fi)i(X^i  jihirinda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

if  phu,  us,  m.1  a  magical  formula  ;  useless 

or  idle  talk". 
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Tj&K  phuka,  as,  m.  a  bird. 

'ijj  phuta,  as,  d,  am,  m.  f.  n.  the  hood  or 
expanded  neck  of  a  snake  ( =phata,  phana). 

phuttikd,  f.  a  sort  of  woven  texture. 

TfUf^phut  or  phut,  an  onomatopoetic  word 
imitative  of  the  sound  made  by  blowing  or  puffing 
into  liquids,  or  by  the  boiling  or  bubbling  of  water, 
&c. ;  sometimes  expressive  of  disregard  or  contempt ; 
(used  only  in  connection  with  rt.  kri.)  —  Phut-kara, 
as,  m.  '  making  a  blowing  or  crackling  noise,'  fire. 
—  Phut-kartu-manas,  as,  as,  as,  wishing  to  make 
a   derisory  noise,  intending  to  cry  aloud.  —  Phut- 
kdra  or  phut-kdra,  as,  m.  blowing,  hissing,  whiz- 

zing ;  the  hiss  of  a  serpent ;  shouting  loudly,  shriek- 
ing, screaming.  —  Phutkdra-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  hissing ; 

shrieking.  —  Ph  ut-kdrya  in  a-phutkdrya,  as,  a,  am, 
requiring  no  blowing.  —  Phut-kri  oiphut-kri,  cl.  8. 
P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  blow,  blow  into ;  to 
scream,  shriek,  screech.  —  Phut-krita  or phut-krita, 
as,  d,  am,  blown,  blown  on,  blown  into,  breathed 
in.  cooled  by  blowing  into ;  blown  up  (as  a  bubble) ; 
screamed   aloud;    (am),  n.  the  sound  of  a  wind 
instrument;  a  loud  scream,  shriek.  —  Phut-kriti  or 
phut-kriti,  is,  f.  blowing,  hissing ;  screaming. 

hu,  ind .  an  onomatopoetic  word . 

"hupphu-kdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  panting,  gasping. 
Phupphusa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  lungs ;  [cf.  pup- 

phusa;  Gr.  (ftv-ffa,  </>u<ra-o;.] 

Ihllg^U  phumphud,  ind.  imitation  of  the 
sound  made  by  the  crackling  of  fire. 

Tjfp5U  phaliitga,  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.  (?), 
syphilis ;  [cf.  phimnga.] 

U.e*l  phull  (more  properly  regarded  as 
4t  ̂^,  a  Nom.  fr.  phulla),  cl.  I .  P.  phullati, 

puphulla,  &c.,  to  open,  expand  (as  a  flower), 
bloom,  blossom,  blow,  flower. 
Phullana,  as,  i,  am,  filling  with  air,  inflating. 

15^  phulla,  phulti,  &c.    See  p.  670,  col.  I. 

ija  0 en  phullarika,  as,  m.  a  district,  place; 
a  snake,  serpent. 

TjjiT  phut,  phut-kdra,  &c.    See  phut  above. 
i  phehfaka,  as,  ra.  a  kind  of  bird. 

vSS phet,  ind.  an  onomatopoetic  word  (= 

phet).  —  Phet-kura,  as,  m.  howling,  a  howl.  —  Phet- 
kdrin,  I,  ini,  i,  howling.  — Phetkdrini-tantra,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  work  on  magic. 

TJ35T  phena  =  pliena  below. 

m<ic  phenta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird. 

TSIT  phet,  ind.   an  onomatopoetic  word. 
—  Phet-kdra,  as,  m.  howling  (of  the  wind  or  of 
animals).  —  Phet-kdrin,  t,  int,  i,  howling;  (im),  f., 
N.  of  a   Tantra.  —  Phetkdnya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

li.  —  Phet-krita,  am,  n.  howling,  a  howl. 

^BH  phena  or  phena,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to 
be  fr.  phe,  substituted  for  rt.  spjtdy,  Unadi-s.  III.  3  ; 
by  some  derived  fr.  rt.  phan),  foam,  froth,  spume ; 

scum  [cf.  dugdha-ph°,  payah-phen't} ;  foam  of 
the  moulh,  moisture  of  the  lips,  saliva  [cf.  vrishali- 

phena-pita,  pham-ph°] ;  (as),  m.  white  cuttle-fish 
bone,  os  sepiae,  supposed  to  be  indurated  foam  of 

the  sea  [cf.  abd/ti-kapha,  abdhi-ph°,  samudra- 
ph°]  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Ushad-ratha  and  father  of 
Su-tapas;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  shrub,  =  sdtald; 
(7),  (.  a  kind  of  food ;  [cf.  Lat.  spuma ; 

Angl.  Sax.  fam,  fceman;  Slav,  pina,  'foam.'] 
—  Phena-giri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  near  the 
mouth  of  the  Indus ;    (also  written  phena-giri.) 
—  Phenci-td,  f.  frothiness,  vapour.  —  Phenardugdhd, 
{.  a  kind  of  small  shrub  (  =  dugdha-phenl).  —  Phe- 

na-pa,  a»,  d,  am,  '  froth-drinking,  foam-quaffing,' 
feeding  on  foam ;  (according  to  a  Scholiast  =  scayam 

patitaih  phaladibhir  Jivan;  also  spelt  phena- 

pa.)  —  Phcna-pinda,  as,  m.  '  a  mass  of  foam,'  a mere  bubble,  any  mere  fancy,  empty  idea,  nonentity, 
nonsense.  —  Phena-prakhya,  as,  d,  am,  foam-like, 
resembling  foam.  —  Phena-mehin,  i,  ini,  i,  dis- 

charging frothy  urine.  —  Phena-vat,  an,  all,  at, 
frothy,  foaming,  bubbling.  —  Phcna-cahin,  I,  m. 
'  carrying  off  the  scum,'  a  filtering  cloth  ;  '  foam- 
bearing,'  (perhaps)  the  thunderbolt  of  Indra  (Indra 
having  used  the  foam  of  the  sea  for  his  thunderbolt 
to  kill  the  demon  Vritra)  ;  (perhaps  rather)  an  epi- 

thet of  Indra  ;  [cf.  phendsani.~]  —  Phendgra  (°na- 
ag°),  am,  n.  '  surface  of  foam,'  a  bubble  on  the 
water.  —  Phendftani  (Ona-a3°),  is,  m.  *  having  foam 
for  a  thunderbolt,'  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Phendhdra 
(cna-aA°),  as,  d,  am,  living  on  foam,  feeding  on 
froth.  —  Phenopama  (°na-up°),  as,  a,  am,  foam- 
like,  resembling  foam  (said  of  life). 
Phenaka,  as,  m.  white  cuttle-fish  bone,  os  sepiae  ; 

(as,  a),  m.  f.  a  kind  of  pastry  ;  ground  rice  boiled 
in  water  ;  the  soap-berry  ?  ;  (ika),  f.  a  kind  of  pre- 

pared food  ;  froth. 
Phenala,  as,  d,  am,  frothy,  foamy;  [cf.  phenila.] 
Phendya,  Nom.  A.  phendyate,  -yitum,  to  foam, froth. 

Phendyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  foaming,  frothing. 
Phenila,  as,  d,  am,  foamy,  frothy,  spumous; 

(as),  m.  the  soap  plant,  Sapindus  Detergens  ;  the 
plant  Zizyphus  Jujuba,  =  badara;  (d),  f.  a  species  of 
plant  (  =  bdmba,  Immbi,  jala-brahmi,  sarpdkshi)  ; 
the  plant  Sapindus  Detergens;  (am),  n.  (probably) 
the  fruit  of  Sapindus  Detergens  ;  the  fruit  of  Zizyphus 
Jujuba  ;  the  fruit  of  Madana. 
Phenya,   as,   d,  am,  Ved.   existing    in 

(Mahi-dhara)  —  dindire  bhavah. 

foam; 

a,  as,  m.  (an  onomatopoetic  word; 
cf.  phet,  phet),  a  jackal. 
Pheranda,  as,  m.  a  jackal. 

HK.rt  pherala,  N.  of  a  place;  (perhaps 
wrongly  for  kerala.) 

Hi«.l  phe-rtusa,  as,  m.  (fr.  phe  onomato- 
poetic +  ram),  a  jackal  ;  a  Rakshasa,  a  goblin,  a 

demon  ;  (as,  d,  am},  fraudulent,  crafty,  a  rogue,  a 
cheat  ;  malicious,  noxious,  injurious. 

Pheru,,  us,  m.  a  jackal. 

phel,  cl.  i.  P.  phelati,  &c.,  to  go, lk»yl 
S 

'•KJ?  pliela,  am,  a,  n.  f.  remnonts  of  food, 
leavings  of  a  meal,  droppings  from  the  mouth,  refuse, 
orts  ;  a  particular  high  number. 

Pheli,  is,  or  pheli,  f.  remnants  of  food. 
Phelikd,  f.=pheli. 

esala  (?),  N.  of  a  place. 

i  phaulli  (fr.  phulla),  see  Scholiast  on 
VSrttika  III.  to  Pan.  VIII.  2,  42. 

"5T  i .  ba,  the  twenty-third  consonant  of  the 
Nigari  alphabet  and  the  third  of  the  labial  class,  often 
confounded  with  the  semivowel  u,  with  which  some 
grammarians  consider  it  optionally  interchangeable. 
—  Ba-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  ba. 

^  2.  ba,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Varuna;  water; 

a  water-jar.  According  to  lexicographers  ba  also  = 
bhaga,  gandhana,  vapana,  &c. 

banh,  also  written  vanh  (related  to 

2.  trih),  cl.  i.  A.  banhate,  babanJic,  ban- 
hit'i,  &c.,  to  grow,  increase :  Cans.  P.  banhayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  grow,  increase,  strengthen,  fix, 

make  firm ;  [cf.  bahala,  bahu,  bahula.~\ Hanhiman,  d,  m.  muchness,  abundance,  multitude. 
Banhishtha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  of  bahula),  very 

much,  very  many,  most  abundant,  very  abundant, 

very  great,  excessive. 

Banhlyae,  an,  asl,  at  (compar.  o(bnhula),  much 
more,  more  abundant,  very  many,  exceeding. 

"3"3T  baka,  &c.     See  vaka. 

T=Rt  bakura,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to 
native  authorities),  a  thunderbolt,  lightning,  anything 

shining  ;  perhaps  '  a  horn,  trumpet,  or  other  wind 

instrument  used  in  battle  ;'  [cf.  bdkura,  bekurd."\ 
=)'l^l<^  bagadada,  N.  of  a  city,  Bagdad. 
Bagaddru,  N.  of  a  place. 
Bagaddha,  N.  of  a  place. 

^^  banga,  as,  m.  the  country  of  Bengal  ; 
(usually  written  vanga,  q.v.) 

Bangdla,  as,  m.  (?),  N.  of  the  country  Bengal. 

^sf  baja,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (probably)  N.  of  a 
herb  used  as  a  charm  against  evil  spirits. 

^7  bat,  ind.  (perhaps  connected  with 
vddham,  q.v.),  Ved.  (a  particle  of  affirmation),  in 
truth,  certainly  (SSy  .  =  satyam)  ;  [cf.  Zend  bat,  bdj] 

=  rt.  vafh,  q.v. 

badapila,  f.,  N.  of  a  village. 

badavd,  f.  a  mare  ;  the  nymph 

AsvinT  or  the  personification  of  the  asterism  repre- 
sented by  a  horse's  head  ;  a  female  slave.  —  Bada- 

vdgni  (°vd-ag°),  is,  or  badavdnala  (°vd-an°),  as, m.  submarine  fire  ;  (in  mythology)  a  being  consisting 
of  flame  but  with  the  head  of  a  mare,  fabled  to  have 

sprung  from  the  thighs  of  Urva  and  to  have  been 
received  by  the  ocean.  —  Badavd-mukha,  as,  m. 
submarine  fire  ;  (am),  n.  the  infernal  regions.  —  Ba~ 
davd-suta,  au,  m.  du.  the  two  sons  of  AsVini,  (see 
aimn,  a3vim-kumdra.)  —  Badava-hrita^),  as, 
m.  the  paramour  of  a  female  slave,  a  slave. 

?3T  badd  or  bald,  ind.,  Ved.  =  bat,  q.  v. 

baddha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

ban  =  rt.  van,  q.v. 

banij,  k,  m.  (connected  with  the 
Vedicpani  fr.  rt.  2.  pan,  q.v.;  but  in  Ved.  and  later 
Sanskrit  often  written  vanif),  a  merchant,  (ku-banij, 
a  wicked  merchant)  ;  a  trader;  the  sixth  of  the  astrono- 

mical periods  called  Karana,  corresponding  to  the  half 
of  a  lunar  day  ;  (k),  f.  trade,  traffic.  —  Banik-patha, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  *  a  trader's  path  or  line,'  traffic,  com- 

merce; (as),  m.  a  merchant.  —  Banik-putra,  as, 
m.  a  merchant's  son,  son  of  a  trader,  a  young  mer- 

chant or  trader  ;  (t),  f.  a  merchant's  daughter,  a 
young  woman  of  the  merchant  class.  —  Baniy-ban- 
dhu,  us,  m.  '  trader's  friend,'  the  indigo  plant,  Indi- 
gofera  Tinctoria.  —  Banig-bhdva,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the 
state  of  being  a  merchant,  traffic,  trade,  commerce. 

—  Banig-vaha,  as,  m.  'carrying  merchants,'  a  camel. 
Banijya,  am,  a,  n.  f.  (for  bdnijya),  trade,  traffic. 

"^|J  banda,  as,  d,  am.     See  vanda. 
^rT  i.  bata,  ind.  (in  the  later  language 

vata),  Ved.  an  interjection  of  astonishment,  sorrow, 
or  regret,  generally  translatable  by  ah  I  oh  !  O  !  alas  ! 
alack  1  wo  !  woe  !  (the  word  bata  seems  originally 
to  have  stood  immediately  after  the  idea  beginning 
the  sentence  and  giving  rise  to  the  interjection,  e.  g. 
bato  batdsi  yama,  alas  !  thou  art  a  weak  person,  O 
Yama.)  According  to  native  lexicographers  the 
senses  in  which  bata  may  be  used  are  expressed  by 
the  following  Sanskrit  words,  kheda,  anu-kampa, 
anti-krofa,  i~i-smaya,  dicarya,  sau-tosha,  dhriti, 
a-mantrana,  nindd,  sam-bodhana. 

^TT  2.  bata,  as,  m.  (probably  for  vata, 
past  pass.  part,  of  rt.  van,  q.  v.),  Ved.  (according  to 
the  Nirukta)  a  weak  or  feeble  person. 

bad  or  band,  cl.  I.  P.  badati,  ban- 
dati,  babdda,  baditum,  Sec.,  to  be  steady, 

to  be  firm  ;  [cf.  rt.  I.  pad.] 
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.  badara,  as,  m.  (later  also  vadara), 
the  jujube  tree,  Zizyphus  Jujuba  or  Z.  Scandens  ; 
a  kind  of  mustard  (  =  dera-sarshupa)  ;  the  kernel 
of  the  fruit  of  the  cotton  plant  ;  N.  of  a  man  [cf. 
liddarayagd]  ;  (o),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants  ;  the 
cotton  shrub  ;  a  particular  species  of  bulbous  plant 
(  —  grish/i,  vdrdlu);  Mimosa  Octandra  (  =  cla- 
parni);  Clitoria  Ternatea  (  =  vishnu-krdnid)  ;  (i),f. 
the  jujube  tree  ;  the  cotton  shrub  ;  Mucuna  Pruritus 
(=kapi-kaddhu)  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  sources  of  the 
Gan-ga  and  of  the  hermitage  of  Kara  and  Narayana 
situated  near  it  [cf.  badarika]  ;  (am),  n.  the  edible 
fruit  of  the  jujube  ;  the  berry  or  pod  of  the  cotton 
shrub  ;  the  same  berry  used  as  a  weight.  —  Badara- 
kuna,  as,  m.  the  time  when  the  fruit  of  the  jujube 
becomes  ripe.  —  Badara-pddana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
sacred  bathing-place  ('  where  the  jujube  ripens').—  Ba- 
dara-phali,  (.  *  species  of  jujube  tree  (  =  bhu-ba- 
dart).  —  Badara-yutlta,  a  decoction  of  the  fruit  of 
the  jujube.  —  Badardmalaka  (°ra-dm°),  am,  n. 
Flacourtia  Cataphracta  (probably  the  fruit  rather  than 
the  plant  itself).  —  Badarl-ddhada,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a 
kind  of  perfume  (apparently  a  dried  shell-fish,  = 

s'ankha-nakhl)  ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  jujube  tree 
(  =  hasti-Tcolf).  —  Badart-tapovana,  am,  n.  the 
penance  grove  or  hermitage  at  Badari.  —  Badari- 
ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  temple  at  Badart.  —  Badari- 
narayana,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Badarl-pattra,  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  perfume  (  =  nakht).  —  Badaripattraka, 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  perfume,  a  leaf.  —  Badart-pddana 
=  badara-pddana,  q.  v.  —  Badan-prastJui,  03,  m., 
N.  of  a  city.  —  Badarl-phala,  am,  n.  the  fruit  of 
the  jujube  tree  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  a  variety  of 
Sephalika  or  Nyctanthes  with  blue  flowers.  —  Ba- 
dari-mula,  am,  n.  the  root  of  the  jujube  tree. 
—  Badari-cana  or  badarwana,  am,  n.  a  wood 
of  jujube  trees;  N.  of  a  place.  —  Badarwdsd,  f. 

'  dwelling  at  Badari,'  an  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Badari- 
xniln,  as,  m.  '  rock  of  Badari,'  N.  of  a  rocky  emi- 

nence at  the  source  of  the  Gan-gS  in  the  Himilaya 
range  (a  celebrated  place  of  pilgrimage,  the  Bhadri- 
nath  of  modern  travellers  ;  or  a  town  and  temple  on 
the  west  bank  of  the  Alaka-nanda  river,  in  the 
province  of  Sri-nagar). 
Badari,  is,  f.  =  badari,  the  jujube  tree. 
Badarika,  (.  (fr.  badara),  the  fruit  of  the 

jujube  (?)  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  sources  of  the  Gan-gS 
and  of  the  neighbouring  hermitage  of  Kara  and 

NSrayana  (=badarl).  —  Badarikdirama  (°kd- 
df),  N.  of  a  hermitage. 

T3T  baddha.    See  under  rt.  bandh,  col.  2. 

baddha-ppi,  n.  (perhaps  a  Prakrit 
form  for  baddlia-pani),  the  clasped  hand,  the  fist  ; 
(also  read  baddhdpi.) 

1.  badh,  to  bind,  for  bandh,  col.  2. 

2.  badh,  used  only  in  Desid.  A.  bi- 
.  bhattate,  to  abhor,  detest,  &c.  See  bibhatsa 

(which  is  by  some  considered  to  belong  to  rt.  badh). 

3-  badh  for  vadh,  to  kill,  &c.,  sub- 
stituted  in  some  tenses  of  rt.  han.     See 

radii  and  han. 
Badha,  as,  m.  killing,  murder,  &c.  ;  see  radha. 

—  Badha-kditkshin,  for  this  and  all  other  com- 
pounds of  badha  see  under  vadha. 

Badhaka,  badhya,  &c.  See  vadhaka,  vadhya, Sec. 

badhira.     See  p.  673,  col.  i. 
See  vadhu. 

badhyoga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

band.     See  rt.  bad,  p.  671,  col.  3. 

handi,  bandin,  &c.     See  vandi,  &c. 

bandidrayu,  N.  of  a  place  men- 
tioned in  the  Romaka-siddhanta. 

bandh  [cf.  rt.  bundK],  cl.  9.  P.  (ep. 
also  A.)  badhndti  (bndhnlte),  Impv.  2nd 

sing,  liailhdna,  babaiulha  (Ved.  3rd  pi.  bed/tun, 

2nd  sing.  A.  bedliishe),  bhantsyatl  (ep.  also  ban- 
dhishyatt,  -te), abhdntsit,  banddhmn  (ep.  also  bim- 
tlhitum),  to  bind,  tie,  6x,  fasten;  to  chain,  enchain, 
fetter;  to  fasten  or  tie  round,  bind  round,  put  on  (e.g. 
firam  badhnanti  munaya/f,  the  ascetics  put  on 
clothing  made  of  strips  of  bark)  ;  (A.)  to  bind  on 

one's  self,  put  on  ;  to  ensnare  ;  to  catch  (e.  g.  mat- 
sydn  baiulh,  to  catch  fish),  take  captive,  take 
prisoner;  to  shut  up,  confine,  imprison;  to  inflict 
punishment,  punish,  chastise;  to  bind  a  sacrificial 
victim,  offer,  sacrifice  (with  dat.  of  the  deity  to  whom 
the  victim  is  presented,  Ved.) ;  to  6x,  direct,  fasten 
(the  eyes  or  mind)  upon  (with  loc.) ;  to  shut,  close, 
stop,  stop  up,  preclude ;  to  arrest,  hold  back,  check, 
suppress ;  to  overpower,  oppress,  violate ;  to  bind 
together,  put  together,  fasten  together,  join,  com- 

bine, connect,  conglomerate,  unite  ;  to  construct, 
build  ;  to  construct  verses,  compose ;  to  bring  to  pass, 
effect,  produce,  evoke,  result  in,  be  followed  by 
(with  ace.) ;  to  form  fruit  (as  a  plant),  to  set ;  to 
strike  (root)  ;  to  take  up  (an  abode) ;  to  manifest, 
exhibit,  evince,  display,  show  (e.  g.  dhritim,  ba- 
dhdna,  show  thy  resolution) ;  to  entertain,  cherish, 
foster,  possess,  have,  contract,  form  ;  anjalim  bandh, 
to  place  the  two  hands  hollowed  side  by  side ; 
mushtim  bandh,  to  clench  the  fist ;  setiim  bandh, 
to  construct  a  dam,  build  a  bridge,  (bandhishye 

setuna  Gangdm,  I  will  span  the  Gan-gS  with  a 
bridge) ;  golam  bandh,  to  form  or  construct  a 
globe;  bhru-kulim  bandh,  to  knit  the  brows, 
frown;  sauhridyam  arsaJchyam  or  ajaryambandh 
to  contract  friendship;  vairam  bandh,  to  contract 
enmity :  Pass,  badhyate,  Aor.  abadhi  (?),  to  be 

bound ;  to  bind  on  one's  self,  put  on  :  Caus.  ban- 
dhayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ababandhat,  to  cause  to 
bind,  cause  to  be  bound  ;  to  order  to  be  imprisoned ; 
to  cause  to  be  joined  together  or  constructed,  cause 
to  be  built,  cause  to  be  embanked ;  (according  to 
the  DhStu-patha)  to  bind,  (in  this  last  sense  also 
bddhayati) :  Desid.  btbhatsati,  to  wish  to  bind : 
Intens.  bdbadhyatc,  bdbanddhi,  to  bind  fast,  tie 

firmly;  [cf.  Zend  band,  banda,  bas"-ta, '  bound ;'  Gr. 
irftSio,  vfia-iM  for  imff-pa,  vevOtpos ;  Lat.  pat- 
ibttlum,  pendo,  pendeo,  fi-lum  for  jld-lum,  fil- 

ms for  fiul-nis,  fid-es,  ftd-o  for  feido  =  irei0o>, 

faed-us;  Slav,  vjazati,  'to  bind;'  Goth,  bind-an, 
fastan;  Old  Germ,  fasti;  Angl.  Sax.  bindan, 

bonda,  baend,  bcest,  fast ;  Iceland,  fas-t.'] Baddha,  as,  a,  am,  bound,  tied,  fixed,  fastened ; 
chained,  enchained,  fettered  ;  fastened  or  tied  round, 

bound  on,  put  on,  girt  on,  dressed ;  caught,  captured, 
confined,  imprisoned ;  shut,  stopped,  closed,  pre- 

cluded ;  arrested,  held  back,  checked,  restrained, 
suppressed,  withheld;  joined,  connected,  combined, 
united  ;  formed,  constructed,  built,  embanked ;  inlaid, 

studded  [cf.  nti-b°,  loha-b°]  ;  composed  (as  verses) ; 
effected,  produced ;  directed  towards ;  formed,  set  (as 
fruit)  ;  struck  (as  a  root)  ;  firmly  rooted,  firm ;  placed 
side  by  side  (as  the  hollowed  hands) ;  clenched  (as 
the  fist) ;  knit  (as  the  brows) ;  contracted  (as  friend- 

ship or  enmity) ;  taken  up  (as  an  abode) ;  mani- 
fested, evinced,  displayed ;  entertained,  cherished, 

fostered,  possessed,  got ;  entangled,  involved,  en- 
meshed ;  congealed,  clotted  (as  blood ;  opposed  to 

drava,  q.  v.) ;  (at  the  beginning  of  adj.  comps. 
baddha  has  often  a  vague  sense  analogous  to  that  of 
jata,  q.  v. ;  see  examples  below);  (as  or  am),  m. 
or  n.?,  (with  Jainas)  that  which  binds  or  fetters 
the  embodied  spirit  (viz.  connection  of  the  soul  with 
deeds ;  it  consists  in  a  succession  nf  births  and  deaths 

as  the  result  of  works).  —  Baildha-kaksha,  as,  d, 
am,  one  who  has  the  loins  girt,  girt  about  the 

loins,  having  a  tightened  girdle.  —  Baddlia-kakshya, 

as,  d,  urn,  having  the  girdle  bound  or  girt  up, 

prepared,  ready.  —  Baddha-kata,  as,  d,  am,  made 
of  plaited  grass.  —  Baddha-kuma,  as,  d,  am,  one 
whose  desires  are  restrained.  -  Baddha-kemra,  as, 

d,  am,  having  hair  formed,  forming  hair.  -•  Baddha- 
Jcopa,  as,  a,  am,  having  anger  suppressed,  smother- 

ing resentment,  governing  math.  —  Baddha-yuda, 
am,  n.  a  dangerous  kind  of  obstruction  of  the 
bowels.  —  Baddhagudin,  i,  inl,  i,  suffering  from 
the  above  obstruction.  —  Baddha-goilhdngulitra- 

rat  (°</Aa-a/f°),  an,  ail,  at,  (in  archery)  having 
fastened  a  leathern  guard  on  the  left  arm  and 

fingers ;  [cf.  go-dhd.]  —  Baddltagodhd  nguli-trdna, 
as,  d,  am,  having  fastened  on  a  leathern  guard 
for  the  left  arm  and  fingers.  —  Baddha-ghanta, 

as,  d,  am,  having  bells  bound  on.—Baddha-ditta, 
as,  a,  am,  having  the  thoughts  fixed,  rivetting  the 
mind.  —  Baddha-jihra,  as,  d,  am,  tongue-tied, 
moving  the  tongue  with  difficulty.  —  Baddha-jna- 
td,  f.  the  state  of  having  acquired  knowledge,  great 
knowledge.  —  Baddha-tala,  us,  d,  am,  one  who 
has  put  on  a  leathern  guard  (for  the  left  arm). 

—  Baddha-tuna,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  quiver  fas- 
tened on,  girt  with  a  quiver.  —  Baddha-drishti,  is, 

is,  i,  having  the  eyes  fixed,  fixing  the  gaze  (upon 
anything).  —  Baddha-dmrada-setu,  us,  «x,  us,  hav- 

ing elephants  bound  together  for  bridges.  —  Bad- 
dha-dvesha,  as,  d,  am,  contracting  hatred.  —  Bad- 
dha-dhara-firavaha,  as,  d,  am,  checking  the  flow 
of  (tear)  drops.  —  Baddha-niifaya,  as,  •  d,  am, 
having  a  firm  conviction,  forming  a  firm  resolve, 
firmly  resolved.  —  Baddha-nistrMa,  as,  d,  am, 
girt  with  a  falchion.  —  Ba&lha-netra,  as,  a,  am, 

having  the  eyes  fixed,  fixing  the  eyes  (upon  any- 
thing). —  Baddha-nepathya.  as,  d,  am,  attired  in 

a  theatrical  costume.  —  Baddha-paitka-vat,  an, 

all,  at,  having  the  mud  dried  or  hardened.  —  Bad- 
dha-purisha,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  bowels  ob- 

structed or  constipated.  —  Baddhapurisha-tva,  am, 
n.  the  state  of  being  constipated,  obstruction  of  the 
bowels.  —  Badilha-pratijna,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
has  contracted  an  engagement,  one  who  has  made  a 

vow  or  promise.  —  Baddha-pralis'rut,  t,  t,  t,  iu 
which  echoes   are   formed,   resonant  with   echoing 

sounds.  —  Baddha-phala,  as,  m.  the  plant  Pon- 
gamia  Glabra  (^karanja).  —  Baddha-bhava,  as, 

d,  am,  having  the  mind  or  heart  fixed.  —  Baddha- 
liltliiiandhakam  (°ma-an°),  as,  d,  am,  enveloped 
in   terrible  darkness.  —  Baddha-bhii,   us,   f.  the 

lowest  floor  ('fixed  on  the  ground');  ground  pre- 
pared for  the  site  of  a  house.  — Baddha-thumika, 

as,  d,  am,  having  an  inlaid  floor.  —  Baddha-mulilta, 
as,   i,  am,  having   the   mouth   or  orifice  closed. 
—  Baddha-mushli,  is,  is,  i,  having  a  closed  fist ; 
close-fisted,  griping,  penurious,  covetous ;  [cf.  drid/ta- 

mushti.']  —  Baddhamitxhti-kara,  as,  m.  the  hand 
with  closed  &st.—Baddhamttshti-tva, am,  n.  the  state 

of  having  the  fist  closed  (for  holding  a  bow).  —  Bad- 
dha-mutra,  as,  d,  am,  stopping  or  obstructing  the 
urine.  —  Baddha-mula,  as,  d,  am,  striking  root 

firmly,  deeply  rooted.  —  Baihlhamiila-la,  f.  the  state 
of  being  firmly  rooted.  —  Baddha-mauna,  as,  d,am, 
one  by  whom  silence  is  observed,  keeping  silence. 
—  Baddha-rabhasa,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  formed 
an  ardent  attachment,  passionately  attached  (to  any 

one).  —  Badd/ia-rasdla,  at,  m.  a  species  of  mango 
(the  most  highly  prized  kind).  -•  Baddha-rdga,  as, 
d,  am,  filled  with  passion,  impassioned.  —  Baddha- 

rujya,  as,  d,  am,  having  attained  to  royalty.  —  Bad- 
dha-vatsd,  {.,  scil.  gaus,  a  cow  whose  calf  is  tied 
up  (in  the  stall).  —  Baddha-vandana-mdlaka,  as, 
ika,  am,  having  fastened  garlands  in  token  of  wel- 

come. —  Baddha-vardas,   as,  as,   as,  constipating 
the  bowels.  —  Iladdha-vasali,  is,  is,  i,  fixing  an 
abode.  —  Badtlfta-vdd,  k,   k,  k,  suppressing   the 
voice,  maintaining  silence,  taciturn.  —  lladdhavifka, 

as,  d,  am  (fr.  baddha  +  i-ish),  one  whose  bowels 
are  constipated,  costive.  —  Baddhai'itka-td,  f.  con- 
stipatinn  of  the  bowels,  costiveness.  —  lladdha-vin- 
mutra,  as,  d,  am,  obstructing  the  evacuations  by 
stool  and  by  the  bladder.  —  Jiaddha-vira,  as,  d, 
am,  whose  heroes  or  soldiers  are  bound. —Baddha- 
vepalhu,  us,  us,  u,  seized  with  tremor,  trembling. 
—  Baddha-vaira,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  con- 

tracted great  enmity  or  confirmed  hostility,  feeling 
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bitter  hatred.  —  Baddha-sas,  an  incorrect  form  for 

badra-gas,  q.  v.  —  Baddha-s'ikha,  as,  a,  am,  one 
whose  hair  is  tied  up  into  a  single  lock  upon  the 
crown  of  the  head ;  one  who  is  still  in  childhood, 

young,  a  child,  a  pupil  (not  yet  tonsured)  ;  (a),  f.  a 
sort  of  pungent  root,  (according  to  some)  a  kind  of 

garlic.  —  Baddha-s'ntra-manas-6ahshus,  us,  us, 
us,  having  the  ears,  mind,  and  eyes  fixed ;  fixing  the 

ears,  mind,  and  eyes.  —  Baddha-suta,  as,  m.  a  par- 
ticular preparation  of  quicksilver.  —  Baddha-sneha, 

as,  a,  am,  forming  an  attachment,  conceiving  affection 

for  (with  \oc.).  —  Baddhdnguli-tra  or  baddkdit- 

guli-trdna  (°dha-an°),  as,  a,  am,  having  a  finger- 
guard  fastened  on,  equipped  with  gauntlets.  —  Bad- 

dhdnjali  (°dha-a>i°),  is,  is,  i,  having  the  hands 
hollowed  and  placed  side  by  side,  with  hands  or 
palms  joined  in  humble  entreaty,  putting  the  joined 
hands  to  the  forehead,  saluting  respectfully;  with 

closed  hands.  —  Baddhd/ijali-puta,  as,  a,  am, 
forming  a  cup  with  the  hollowed  bands.  —  Bad- 

dhdtman  (°dha-df),  a,  m.  (with  Jainas)  a  soul 
which  is  bound  or  fettered  by  deeds  and  works 

previous  to  its  deliverance.  —  lladdlianaiula  (°dha- 
dn°),  as,  a,  am,  feeling  pleasure,  joyful.  —  Baddhd- 
nurdf/a  (°dha-an°),  as,  d,  am,  manifesting  love, 
feeling  affection.  —  Baddhdnusaya  (Jdha-an°), 
as,  d,  am,  one  whose  purpose  is  fixed,  of  fixed 

intent ;  taking  aim.  —  Baddlidmliaraiara-mdrga 

(°dka-am°),  as,  d,  am,  obstructing  the  path  of  birds 
(said  of  a  conflagration).  —  Baddhayudfia.  (°dka- 
dy°),  as,  d,  am,  accoutred  with  tarns.  — Baddha- 

tianka  (°dha-ds'°),  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  suspicions 
are  raised,  apprehensive.  —  Baddkotsava  (°dha- 
ut°),  as,  a,  am,  observing  a  festival,  enjoying  a 
holiday.  —  Baddhodyama  (°dha-ud2),  as,  d,  am, 
uniting  efforts,  making  united  efforts,  having  the 
energies  intently  fixed. 
Baddkaka,  ast  m.,  Ved.  one  who  is  bound,  a 

captive,  prisoner. 
Baddhvd,  ind.  having  bound  or  tied  ;  having  put 

on ;  having  joined. 
Badva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  large  number,  multitude ; 

a  particular  high  number,  (according  to  Say.)  100 
Kotis,  (according  to  others)  10,000  millions  ;  the 
number  13084.  —  Badva-ias,  ind.  in  large  numbers, 

in  multitudes  ;  (also  incorrectly  written  baddka-s"as.) 
Badvan,  d,  m.  a  causeway,  highway. 
Bad/lira,  as,  d,  am,  deaf,  (sometimes  written 

vadhira)  ;  [cf.  Hib.  bodhar  ;  Cambro-Brit.  byzar  ; 
Armor,  byzar. .]  —  Badhira-td,  f.  or  badhira-tva, 
am,  n.  deafness.  —  Badltirdndha  (°ra-an°),  as,  a, 
am,  deaf  and  blind ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  NSga,  son 
of  Kasyapa.  —  Badhirl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -ku- 
rute,  -kartum,  to  make  deaf,  deafen.  —  Badhirt- 
krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  deaf,  deafened. 
Badhiraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (as),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  his  descendants ;  (ikd),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

Badhirnya,  Norn.  P.  badhirayati,  -yilum,  to 
make  deaf,  deafen. 
BadKirita,  as,  a,  am,  made  deaf,  deafened. 
Badhiriman,  d,  m.  deafness. 
Had/mat,  an,  ati,  at,  binding,  tying ;  effecting, 

producing. 
Badhra,  am,  n.  lead ;  (i),  f.  a  thong. 
Badhrya,  am,  n.  a  shoe,  slipper. 
Bandha,  as,  m.  binding,  tying,  a  bond,  tie,  chain, 

fetter,  knot,  halter,  tether  [cf.  pdda-b°^  ;  a  ligature, 
bandage ;  laying  snares ;  catching,  capturing,  capture ; 
binding  in  fetters,  fettering,  confining,  imprisoning, 

confinement,  imprisonment,  custody  [cf.  rdja-b"^ ; 
fixing,  directing  (the  mind  towards  anything) ;  bind- 

ing together,  joining,  uniting  [cf.  pdni-V\ ;  joining 
the  hollowed  hands ;  forming,  constructing,  construc- 

tion, building,  erecting  (e.  g.  setor  bandhah,  the 
construction  of  an  embankment  or  bridge  ;  cf.  setu- 
V)  ;  embanking,  an  embankment,  throwing  a  bridge 
across  (a  river) ;  contracting  or  knitting  the  brows 

[cf.  bhrukuti-b°~\  ;  joining  the  hands  or  feet  in particular  positions,  any  posture  or  position  of  the 
limbs  or  body  generally,  a  position,  posture  (e.g. 

asana-b",  a  sitting  posture) ;  a  particular  position  of 

the  hands  and  feet  [cf.  malid-V,  mula-b°] ;  a  par- 
ticular position  in  coitus ;  connection,  intercourse, 

society;  agreement,  union  ;  manifestation,  exhibition, 

display  [cf.  rdrfa-b°]  ',  consequence,  result  (e.  g. 
arifhfa-b°,  having  welfare  as  a  consequence,  causing 
welfare) ;  a  sinew,  tendon ;  a  pledge,  deposit,  (per- 

haps rather)  pledging  [cf.  band/taka] ;  that  with 
which  anything  is  bound  together  or  bordered, 
border,  framework,  inclosure;  (in  philosophy)  bon- 

dage, (opposed  to  mukti,  moksha,  and  regarded  in 

the  San-khya  system  as  threefold,  viz.  prakriti-b°, 
tmkattkorb",  dakshind-V;  cf.  karma-V,  dak- 
shind-b°) ;  (in  rhetoric)  combination  of  sounds,  con- 

struction of  words ;  a  disease  in  which  the  eyelids 
cannot  be  wholly  closed  ;  (in  comp.  with  numerals) 

a  part  [cf.  itas"a-b°,  paMa-b°;  cf.  also  Lat.  pondus  ; 
Lith.  banda, '  a  herd  of  cattle ;'  Angl.  Sax.  bonda, 
bcend,  ba-st;  Hib.  6ad  =  Armor,  hot?,  'a  bunch, 

bush,  cluster,  tuft,  thicket.']  —  Bandha-karana,  am, 
n.  binding,  fettering,  restraining,  holding  back, 

preventing,  impeding.  •—  Bandha-kartri,  td,  trl, 
tri,  a  binder,  one  who  fetters  or  restrains.  —  Ban- 
clha-tantra,  am,  n.  a  complete  army,  or  one  pos- 

sessing the  four  divisions  of  chariots,  elephants,  horse, 

and  foot.  —  Bamlha-des'a,  N.  of  a  country  men- 
tioned in  the  Ratna-kosha.  —  Bandha-pdrushya, 

am,  n.  forced  construction  of  words.  —  Bandha- 
mciya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  bonds  or  ties,  serving 
for  a  bond,  being  of  the  nature  of  a  bond.  —  Ban- 
dha-mudrd,  f.  the  impression  or  mark  of  fetters. 
—  Bandha-motanikd  or  bandha-motinl,  f.  '  re- 

leasing from  bonds,'  N.  of  a  Yogini.  —  Bandha- 
stambha,  as,  m. '  binding-post,'  the  post  to  which 
an  elephant  is  tied.         >N 
Bandhaka,  as,  m.  a  binder,  one  who  is  employed 

in  binding ;  one  who  catches,  a  catcher  [cf.  ndga-b°] ; 
a  violator,  ravisher ;  a  band,  tie  [cf.  pajSu-W] ;  a  bank, 

dam,  dike  [cf.  jala-b°] ;  any  posture  of  the  body 
[cf.  malla-b°];  a  pledge,  deposit,  pawn,  (perhaps 
rather)  pledging ;  a  promise,  vow  ( =  satyan-kdra) ; 
exchanging,  barter ;  (in  comp.  with  numerals,  espe- 

cially at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  a  part,  portion 

(e.  g.  rinam  sa-dada-bandhakam,  a  debt  plus  one 
tenth)  ;  a  city ;  (am),  n.  binding,  confinement ;  (i), 

f.  an  unchaste  woman  ('  connected  with  many  men  ;' 
kumdra-bandhakl,  a  woman  unchaste  even  as  a 
girl) ;  a  harlot,  courtezan,  wanton  [cf.  bandhuki]  ; 
a  barren  woman  [cf.  bandhyd] ;  a  female  elephant. 
—  Bandhaka-tmt,  am,  n.  the  being  fettered. 
Bandhana,  as,  i,  am,  binding,  tying,  fettering 

[cf.  bhdva-b*] ;  holding  fast,  arresting,  checking, 
stopping ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  dependant  on, 
depending  upon ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  binding,  tying, 
fastening,  fettering ;  a  bond,  chain,  fetter ;  a  tether, 

halter ;  a  sinew,  muscle  [cf.  s"toAa-6°]  ;  binding  on, 
binding  round ;  binding  up ;  a  ligature,  bandage ; 
joining,  connection  ;  catching,  capturing ;  confining, 
confinement,  captivity,  bondage,  detention,  im- 

prisonment ;  a  gaol,  prison ;  inflicting  pain,  hurting ; 
putting  to  death;  joining,  connecting,  uniting; 
forming,  building,  constructing,  construction ;  setor 
bandltanam,  the  construction  of  an  embankment 

or  bridge  [cf.  setu-bandha,  setu-band/iana^ ;  a 
bar,  barrier ;  embanking,  an  embankment,  bridging 

over;  mixing,  alloying,  allovage  (of  metals);  con- 
junction, connection,  coherence ;  a  stalk,  stem,  pe- 

duncle [cf.  prasava-b"] ;  yita-bandhana,  a  com- 
position which  is  sung,  an  epic  poem  rehearsed  in 

singing  ;  (am,  i),  n.  f.  any  instrument  of  binding  or 
holding  together,  a  bond  (e.  g.  annum  prdnnsya 
bandhanam,  food  is  the  bond,  i.  e.  the  staff  of 
life),  band,  rope,  tie,  cord,  string,  garter,  thread ; 

a  tether,  halter  [cf.  pdda-b^  ;  a  chain,  fetter ;  a 
snare;  a  ligature,  bandage.  —  Bandhana-yranthi, 
is,  m.  the  knot  of  a  ligature ;  a  noose ;  a  rope  for 

tying  cattle.  —  Bandhana-pdlaka,  as,  m.  a  gaol- 
keeper,  gaoler,  turnkey.  —  Bandhana-rajju,  m, 
f.  a  rope  for  tying  cattle;  any  rope  or  string  used 

for  tying.  —  Bandhana-ves'man,  a,  n.  '  house  of 
bondage,"  a  prison.  —  Bandhana-stha,  as,  d,  am, 
being  in  prison,  living  in  confinement,  imprisoned, 

captive;  (as),  m.  a  prisoner,  captive.  —  Bandhana- 
sthdna,  am,  n.  (a  place  where  cattle  are  fastened), 

a  stall,  stable.  —  Bandhandydra  (°na-ag°  or  -dg°), 
as,  am,  m.  n.  '  house  of  bondage,'  a  prison.  —  Ban- 
dhanddhikdra  (°na-adh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  third 
chapter  of  the  first  part  of  the  Rasendra-kalpa-druma, 
a  medical  work  by  Rama-krishna.  —  Bandhandlaya 

l^na-df),  am,  n. '  house  of  bondage,'  a  prison. 
Bandhantya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bound  or  tied,  to 

he  bound  on,  to  be  bound  round ;  anything  bound 
on  or  tied  round  ;  to  be  confined,  to  be  captured  or 

taken  prisoner ;  to  be  embanked  ;  (as),  m.  (accord- 
ing to  a  Scholiast)  —  setu,  an  embankment. 

Bandhayitri,  td,  m.  one  who  binds  or  ties  up, 
a  binder. 

Bandhita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  be  bound  (e.  g. 
fatam  bandhitah,  caused  to  be  bound  for  a  hundred 
pieces  of  money,  i.  e.  imprisoned  for  a  debt  of  a 
hundred  pieces  of  money)  ;  bound. 

Bandhitra,  am,  n.  (?),  the  god  of  love,  love, 
desire  [cf.  vadhitra] ;  a  spot,  mole. 

Bandhin,  I,  ini,  i,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  binding 
[cf.  dr{dha-bandh{ni] ;  catching  [cf.  matsya-V] ; 
causing,  effecting,  producing,  exciting,  evoking  [cf. 

phala-b°,  rdga-b°] ;  showing,  exhibiting,  manifest- 

ing, evincing  [cf.  vdtmlya-b°~\. Bandhu,  us,  m.  connection,  conjunction,  relation- 
ship, association  ;  relation,  reference,  respect  (e.  g. 

kena  bandhund,  in  what  respect?);  one  who  is 
connected  with  or  belongs  to  (any  profession  or  tribe, 

especially  if  only  nominally  so  connected;  cf.  ksha- 
tra-b°,  dvija-b°,  brahma-b°) ;  a  kinsman,  relation, 

relative,  connection,  kindred  in  general  [cf.  indtri-ba~\ ; (in  law)  a  cognate  kinsman  in  a  remote  degree,  one 

subsequent  in  right  of  inheritance  to  the  Sa-gotra, 
(three  kinds  of  these  are  enumerated,  personal,  pater- 

nal, and  maternal :  the  first  »re  sons  of  the  deceased 

father's  sister,  of  his  mother's  sister,  and  of  his  ma- 
ternal uncle  :  the  second  are  the  sons  of  his  father's 

paternal  aunt,  of  his  father's  maternal  aunt,  and  of 
his  father's  maternal  uncle :  the  third  are  the  sons 

of  his  mother's  paternal  aunt,  of  his  mother's  ma- 
ternal aunt,  and  of  his  mother's  maternal  uncle) ;  a 

friend  [cf.  a-b°,  amrita-b",  rishi-b°] ;  a  husband ; 
a  brother ;  N.  of  a  flower  ( =  bandhuka) ;  N.  of  a 

metre ;  (in  astron.)  N.  of  the  fourth  mansion ;  N. 
of  a  Rishi  with  the  patronymic  Gaupayana  or  Lau- 
piyana,  author  of  two  hymns  in  the  Rig-veda  ;  (ac- 

cording to  Yaska  also)  wealth ;  according  to  PSnini 
a  feminine  word  ending  in  yd  must  change  yd  to  f 

before  bandhu  in  a  comp.,  e.  g.  kdrisha-gandhyd- 
bandhu  becomes  kdrisha-yandhi-bandhu ;  [cf. 

Hib.  badh, 'love,  friendship.']  —  Bandhu-kdma,  as, 
d,  am,  loving  relations,  affectionate  towards  relations 
and  friends.  —  Band/iu-kritya,  am,  n.  the  duty  of  a 
kinsman  orofafriend.a  friendlyoffice.friendlyservice. 

—  Bandhu-kshit,  t,  t,  t,Ved.  dwelling  among  rela- 

tions ;  (Say.)  having  the  quality  or  condition  of  kin- 
dred ;  (according  to  some  this  word  may  be  the  N. 

of  a  person  or  family. )  —  Bandhu-jana,  as,  m.  a 
kinsman,  relation,  friend  ;  kinsfolk,  relations.  —  Ban- 

dhu-jiva  or  bandhu-jivaka,  as,  m.  'living  in  associ- 
ation or  groups,'  Pentapetes  Phoenicea,  (a  plant  with  a 

red  flower  which  opens  at  midday  and  withers  away 
the  next  morning  at  sunrise) ;  (am),  n.  its  flower ; 

(kas),  m.,  N.  of  a  Cakra-vartin.  —  Bandltvjiva- 
pushpa,  am,  n.  the  flower  of  Pentapetes  Phcenicea. 
—  Bandkujivdbhi-tdmra  (uva-abh,°),  as,  d,  am, 
deep  red  like  the  blossom  of  Pentapetes  Phoenicea. 
—  Bamlhu-td,  f.  relations  collectively,  kindred,  kin 
(  =  bandhundin  samuliah);   relationship,   affinity, 
connection,  relation.  —  Bandhu-tva,  am,  n.  relation- 

ship, brotherhood,  *Sm\\.y.  —  Bandhu-dagdha,  as, 

a,  am,  '  destroyed  or  consumed  by  relations,'  i.  e.  an 
abandoned  wretch  ( =  hataka).  —  Bandhu-datta,  as, 
d,  am,  given  by  relations  or  by  a  kinsman ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  man ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman  ;  (am),  n.  a 
particular  kind  of  female  property  (given  to  a  girl 

by  her  relations  at  her  marriage).  —  Bandhu-ddydda, 
as,  m.  a  kinsman  and  heir.  -•  Bandhu-pati,  is,  m. 
lord  of  kindred  or  relations;    [cf.  bdndhupata.^ 
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d.  as,  m.  'kindred-protector,'  N.  of 
a  man.  —  Bandh't-pdlita,  as,  m.  '  kindred-pro- 

tected,' N.  of  a  prince.  —  Bandhurpvshpa-mdla.  a», 
a.  am,  wearing  a  chaplet  of  Bandhu  flowers.  —  Ban- 
dhitrpridh,  /,m.,Ved.  asking  relations,  inquiring  after 

kindred,  (S5y.  =  bandliundm  praihta) ;  [cf. prislt- 
ta-bandhu.}  —  Band/iu-prabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Vidyl-dhara.  —  Band/iu-priti,  is,  (.  affection  for  a 
friend,  love  of  relatives  or  friends.  —  Bandltu-bhdva, 
as,  ra.  friendship.  —  Bandhu-khathita,  am.  n.  ihe 

talk  or  speech  of  kindred.  —  Jlandha-mat,  tin,  at~i, 
at,  having  relations,  surrounded  by  relations  ;  (an), 
m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  king ;  (ati},  f.,  N.  of  two 
women;  N.  of  a  tovm.  —  Handhu-varidakii,  as,  m. 

'  deceiver  of  relatives,'  N.  of  a  Vidushaka.  —  Bandhu- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  relations  or  kindred.  —  Ban- 
dhu-varga,  as,  m.  the  whole  body  of  relations,  circle 
of  kinsmen,  kindred.  —  Bandhu-hina,  as,  a,  am, 
destitute  of  kindred,  relationless,  friendless.  —  lian- 
dhu-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make  a  friend 
of.  —  BandkH-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  a  friend. 
—  Bandhv-esha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  inquiring  after  kin- 

dred, (Say.  =  bandhunam  anveshanam.) 
BandhuTca,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  ban- 

dhuka,  bandhu-jiva) ;  a  bastard  [cf.  bandhula} ; 
(a,  i),  f.  an  unchaste  woman  ( =  bandhahT). 
Bandhukin,  i,  ini,  i,  coming  from  or  belonging 

to  an  unchaste  woman. 

Bandhuda,  (.  an  unchaste  woman ;  (perhaps 
wrongly  for  bandhurd.) 

Bandhura,  as,  a,  am,  uneven,  undulating,  fluc- 
tuating, wavy ;  bowed,  bent,  inclined,  depressed, 

crooked  ;  pleasing,  delightful,  handsome,  beautiful ; 
deaf;  injurious,  mischievous;  (as),  m.  a  goose;  a 

crane  ;  a  drug  (  =  vidanga  rishabha) ;  a  plant  ( = 
bandhuka) ;  oil-cake ;  the  vulva ;  (a),  f.  a  prostitute ; 
(as),  f.  pi.  the  meal  of  parched  corn;  (am),  n.  a 

diadem,  crest ;  [cf.  Angl.  Sax.  bendan.~\ Bandhurita,  as,  a,,  am,  bent,  inclined,  depressed. 
Bandhula,  as,  a,  am,  bent,  inclined,  depressed ; 

pleasing,  charming;  (as),  m.  an  attendant  in  the 
chamber  of  a  harlot ;  the  son  of  a  harlot,  a  bastard  ; 

Pentapetes  Phoenicea ;  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Bandhulan- 

vaya  (°la-an°),  as,  m.  the  posterity  of  Bandhula. 
Bandhuka,  as,  m.  a  shrub  bearing  a  red  flower, 

Pentapetes  Phoenicea  [cf.  bandhu-jira} ;  Terminalia 
Tomentosa;  (am),  n.  the  flower  of  Pentapetes  Phce- 
nicea.  —  Bandhuka-pushpa,  as,  m.  the  tree  Termi- 

nalia Tomentosa.  —  Bandh&kapushpa-rajas,  as,  n. 
the  pollen  of  the  above  flower. 
Bandhura,  as,  a,  am,  wavy,  undulating,  uneven  ; 

bowing,  bent ;  beautiful ;  (as),  m.  a  hole,  a  chasm. 

Bandhuli,  is,  m.  a  plant  ( =  bandhuka). 
Bandhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  bound  or  fettered, 

to  be  confined  or  imprisoned  ;  to  be  bound  together, 
to  be  joined ;  to  be  constructed  ;  detained,  confined, 

under  arrest ;  stopped  ;  not '  bearing  fruit  in  due 
season,  barren,  unfruitful,  unproductive,  fruitless,  idle, 
useless,  unprofitable,  vain  ;  not  having  the  menstrual 
courses ;  destitute,  deprived  of  (with  inst.  or  at  the 

end  of  a  comp.,  e.g.  prajd-ff,  destitute  of  offspring) ; 
(a),  f.  a  barren  or  childless  woman  ;  a  barren  cow; 
a  kind  of  perfume  commonly  called  Bila  —  Ban- 
dhya-td,  f.  or  bandhya-tva,  am,  n.  barrenness, 
sterility,  uselesmess ;  want,  deficiency,  scarcity,  desti- 

tution. —  Bandhya-parvata,  N.  of  a  district.  —  Ban- 
dhya-phala,  as,  a,  am,  fruitless,  useless,  idJe,  vain. 
—  Bandhyaphala-td,    f.    fruitlessness,    uselessness. 
—  Bandhiid-karkotaki,  f.  a  species  of  medicinal 
plant    given   to    barren   women ;     [cf.    putra-<lu.} 
-•  Bandhyd-tnnaya,   (is,   m.  =  bandhyd-putra, 
'!•  v.  —  Bamlhyd-ti-a,  am,  n.  sterility,  barrenness. 
—  t'liiulhya-duhitri,  ti,  f.  the  daughter  of  a  barren 
woman,  a  mere  chimaera  or  anything  merely  ima- 

ginary which   does  not  really  exist.  -  Bandhyd- 
jmtra,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  barren  woman,  i.  e.  any- 

thing merely  imaginary,  an  impossibility ;   [cf.  ga- 
yiitt:i-/,u«li/tn.}  —  limidhi/a-roga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
chapter  of  the   Prayogamrita,  a   medical  work   by 
Vaidya-cintimani.  —  Bandhya-suta,  as,  or  ban- 
dhya-funu,  Uf,  m.  =  bandtiya-putra,  q.  v. 

Bandhydyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  becoming  barren 
or  useless. 
Bandhra  or  banddhra,  am,  n.  a   band,  tie, 

(in  a-b°,  q.  v.) 

bapsa,  Ved.  =  riipa. 

baphara,  N.  of  a  place. 

babakana,  N.  of  a  place. 

«H  «l  I   bababd,   ind.,  Ved.   an    onomato- 
poetic  word  expressive  of  the  crackling  of  fire. 

babara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  N.  of 
(also  read  vatara.) 

babada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  village. 

babuana,  N.  of  a  place. 

a  place  ; 

•^J  babhra  (fr.  rt.  bhri  with  reduplication) 
in  pra-babhra,  q.  v. 
Babhri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  bearing,  carrying,  wielding, 

taking,  (Siy.  =  bhartri,  dhdrnka);  (in  Atharva- 

veda  XI.  I,  31  sqq.,  either  '  nourishing'  or  a  various reading  for  babhrtt,  q.v.) 

"^|  babhru,  us,  us  or  «s,  n  (said  to  be  a 
reduplicated  form  of  rt.  bhii),  deep  brown,  brown, 

tawny,  tan-coloured,  a  mixed  brownish  colour  (vari- 
ously applied  to  oxen,  to  the  horses  of  Indra,  of 

Rudra,  and  Soma,  to  plants,  to  dice  formed  of  nuts, 
&c.);  bald-headed  through  disease;  (us),  m.  a  man 
with  deep  brown  hair,  red-haired  person  ;  a  large  kind 
of  ichneumon,  an  ichneumon  generally ;  the  bird  Cu- 
culus  Melanoleucus  (  =  fatalca) ;  a  species  of  vege- 

table ;  an  epithet  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu ;  an  epithet 

of  S'iva ;  fire ;  N.  of  various  men  ;  of  a  descendant 
of  Atri  with  the  epithets  Daivavridha  and  Kaumbhya 
and  author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  V.  30,  14,  VIII. 

22,  10 ;  of  the  author  of  a  Dharma-s'astra ;  of  a 
disciple  of  Saunaka ;  of  a  son  of  Visva-mitra ;  of  a 
son  of  Visva-garbha  ;  of  a  Vrishni ;  of  a  son  of 
Druhyu ;  of  a  son  of  Roma-pSda  or  Loma-pada ; 
of  a  Gandharva  ;  N.  of  a  country  [cf.  babhru-desa} ; 
(u),  n.  a  tawny  or  brown  colour;  any  object  of  a 
tawny  or  brown  colour ;  [cf.  Gr.  (j>pv-vrj,  fppv-vo-s, 

Lat.  fur-ru-s,  perhaps  fu-scu-s;  Old  Germ,  brun 
=  Mod.  Germ,  braun  =  Eng.  brown.}  —  Babhru- 
karna,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  brown-eared,  having  brown 
ears.  — KaWtrw-nWa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country ;  [cf. 

babhru.}  —  Babhru-dhdtu,  us,  m.  '  dark  brown 
mineral,'  a  kind  of  ochre  (  =  S'U'Varu(t-gairiha}. 
—  Babhru-dhuta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  pressed  out  or 
extracted  by  Babhru  (as  Soma  juice;  Say.  =  babhru- 

ndbMshutafy.-'Babhru-nikds'a,  ax,  d,  am,  Ved. 
appearing  brownish,  of  a  brownish  look,  (according 

to  Mahi-dhara  =  kapila-varna-sadrifa.')  —  Jla- 
bhru-pingala,  as,  a,  am,  brown  and  tawny  (as  an 

owl).  —  Babhra-tntilin.   i,    m.   'brown-garlanded,' 
N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Babhru-raktra,  as,  d,  am,  '  ich- 

neumon-faced," having  the  face  of  an  ichneumon. 
—  Babhru-vdha  or  babhru-rdhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  Arjuna,  king  of  Mahodaya. 
Babhravl,  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga ;  (an  incorrect 

form  for  bdbhravi.) 

Babhruka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  brownish ;  (as),  m. 

(probably)  a  kind  of  ichneumon. 
Babhruka,  as,  d,  am,  see  Gana  LomSdi  to 

P5n.  V.  2,  loo. 

llabhlur'a,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  brownish,  (Mahl- 
dhara  =  kaptla-varua;  cf.  kttpii'a,  krishnatfa.) 

bamb,  cl.  I.  P.  bambati,  bambitum, to  go. 

bumbagaira,  N.  of  a  place. 

bumba,  a  proper  N. 

bamburevana,  N.  of  a  place. 

bambhara,  as,  m.  a  bee ;  [cf.  bhra- mara.} 

Bambhardll,  f.  a  fly ;  [cf.  bhambhardll.} 

bambhuri,  is.  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  one 

of  the  seven  tutelary  deities  of  the  Soma  plant. 

bara,  as,  in.  a  N.  of  Bala-rama  (= 
bala}. 

barata,  as,  m.  a  species  of  grain; 

[cf.  barlidta.} 
barasl,  f.  a  particular  article  of 

clothing  or  kind  of  woven  cloth  ;  (also  read  vartisl, 
rardsi,  vardil.) 

baru,  ws,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  descendant 

of  An-giras  and  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  96  ; 
N.  of  an  Aifgirasa. 

«tO<;i  baroda,  N.  of  a  place  in  Guzerat. 

«T§i  barku,  us,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man 
with  the  patronymic  VSrshna. 

barjara,  N.  of  a  place. 

barjaJia,   as,  am,   m.   n.,  Ved.  an 

udder,  (Say.  =*payasa  utpatti-stkdnam.) 
Barjahya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  nipple. 

barb,  cl.  I.  P.  barbati,  barbitum,  to 

go,  move. 

barbata,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  kind  of  bean, 

Dolichos  Catjang  [cf.  barata}  ;  (I),  f.  a  harlot,  pros- 
titute ;  [cf.  barbalira.} 

=l=»<ui  barbana,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  barb), a  blue  fly. 

T^Tl  barbara,  as,  m.  (also  written  var- 

vara,  q.v.,  cf.  ̂ (ip^apoj),  a  blockhead,  fool,  low  fel- 
low, barbarian,  any  one  not  a  Sanskrit  speaker,  not  an 

Aryan,  (used  mostly  in  the  voc.)  ;  (as  or  am),  m. 

or  n.  (?),  N.  of  a  district.  —  Barbara-la,  f.  (in  Ved. 
gram.)  a  stammering  pronunciation  of  the  letter  r. 
—  Barbara-sthdiia,  N.  of  a  district. 
Barbaraka,  barbarlka.    See  varvaralsa,  Sec. 

*f^<.  barbura,  am,  n.,  Ved.  water;  [cf. 

Gr.  P6p@opo-y;  Fr.  bourbe.} 
^T  barsa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  tip,  point,  thin 

end,  extremity.  —  Barsa-naddhi,  is,  f.,  Ved.  the 

tying  of  sacrificial  knots. 
^T3  barsva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  fleshy  forma- 

tion of  the  gums  round  the  socket  of  a  tooth,  a 
socket  of  a  tooth. 

barh  (also  written  varh,  q.  v.,  cf. 

N  rts.  brih,  vrih,  brinh,  vrinh),  cl.  I.  A. 
barhate,  babarhe,  barhitum,  to  speak;  to  hurt, 

injure,  kill  ;  to  give,  (according  to  another  reading) 
to  cover;  to  spread,  (this  sense  being  perhaps  only 

deduced  from  barkis,  q.v.);  to  be  pre-eminent  or 
excellent  ;  cl.  10.  P.  bar/iayati,  to  hurt,  injure,  kill. 

^*T  barha,  barhin.     See  varha,  varhin. 

•q^tU  barhana  (fr.  rt.  brink  for  vrink),  Ved. 

s'.rong  ;  occurring  only  in  the  Vedic  inst.  barhana, 
closely,  firmly,  strongly  ;  very,  really,  certainly. 
—  liarhana-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  energetic,  vigorous, 

earnest  ;  (according  to  S5y.)  injuring  enemies.  —  Bar- 
hands'va  (°na-arf°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  a  son 
of  Nikumbha. 
Sarhas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  strong,  firm  ;  occurring 

only  in  adri-bfirhat,  as,  as,  as,  firm  as  a  rock, 
fastened  by  rocks  ;  (or  according  to  Say.)  spread  out 

or  swollen  with  clouds,  and  in  dri-b",  q.  v. 
i.  barhwhtha,  (is,  d,  am,  strongest,  &c.  See  rar- 

hishtha.  (For  2.  barhi-shtha  see  p.  675,  col.  I.) 

^ff^barhis,  is,  m.  n.  (in  the  later  litera- 
ture generally  written  varhis  ;  probably  fr.  rt.  I.  or  2. 

vrih;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  rrfnh),  (that  which  is  plucked 

up),  a  bed  or  layer  of  Kusa  grass  (usually  strewed 
over  the  sacrificial  ground  and  especially  over  the 
Vedi,  to  serve  as  a  sacred  surface  on  which  to  present 
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the  oblations,  and  as  a  seat  for  the  gods  and  for  the 
sacrificers) ;  Kusa  grass,  sacrificial  grass ;  (is),  n.  the 
strewed  sacrificial  grass  personified  and  enumerated 

among  the  Pra-yaja  and  Anu-yaja  deities ;  sacrifice 
( =  tantra) ;  ether ;  water ;  a  kind  of  perfume,  = 

barhi-puxhpa ;  (is),  m.  fire,  light,  lustre,  splendor; 
Plumbago  Zeylanica  (to  which  plant  all  the  names 

of  fire  are  applied) ;  N.  of  a  son  'of  Brihad-raja ; 
(is/tos),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Barhis.  —  Barhih- 
pushpa,  am,  n.  =  barhi-pushpa.  —  Barhih-iSiish- 
man,  d,  m.  fire,  the  god  of  firt.  —  Barkih-shad, 
see  under  barhi-shad.  —  Barhih-shtha,  as,  m. 

'  standing  upon  the  sacrificial  grass,'  (perhaps)  a 
victim ;  (am},  n.  a  kind  of  perfume  commonly 
called  Bala ;  or  (according  to  some)  a  kind  of  fragrant 

grass,  Andropogon  Muricatus.  —  Barhih-shthd,  as, 
'li,  <tm,  Ved.  standing  or  placed  upon  the  sacrificial 

grass.  —  Barhi-knsuma,  am,  n.  —  barhi-puihpa. 
—  Barhi-puthpa,am,  n.  a  kind  of  perfume.  —  Bar- 
hir-jyotis,  is,  m.  fire,  the  deity  of  fire.  —  Barhir- 

inukha,  us,  m.   'fire-mouthed,'  a  deity  (so  called 
because  sacrifices  are  mostly  offered  to  the  gods  by 
fire).  —  Barhi-shad,  t,  t,  t  (liarhi  for  bar/tin  +  sad), 
sealed  on  sacrificial  grass;  (according  to  the  Nirukta) 
—  mahat,  gieat;  (das),  m.  pi.  the  Manes;  (in  the 
later  literature)  a  particular  class  of  Pitris  or  Manes, 
see  Manu  III.  196,  199  ;  (t),  m.  a  Pitri  or  deified 
progenitor ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Havir-dh5na  and  Havir- 
dhanl  (=prdfina-barhis}.  —  Barhi-shada,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  holy  sage  (  =  5arAm).  —  Barhish-ke^a,  as, 

m.  *  having  light  for  hair,'  fire,  Agni,  the  god  of  fire. 
—  2.  barhi-shtha,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  fragrant  grass 
or  perfume  ;  the  resin  of  the  Pinus  Longifolia,  see 

barhilf-ihtha ;    (for    I.    liarhishtha   see   p.  674, 
col.   3.)  —  Barhish-mat,  an,  ati,   at,    possessing 
sacrificial  grass,  (Say.  =  dstirnena  barkishd  yuk- 

tah) ',  (an),  m.  one  who  has  or  spreads  sacrificial 
grass,  a  worshipper,  sacrificer,  (Say.  -=yajiiena  yuk- 
tah) ',  having  fire  or  light,  blazing,  sh'ning;  (on), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Pracma-barhis ;  (ati),  (.,  N.  of  » 
wife  of  Priya-vrata  and  daughter  of  Visva-karman  ; 
N.  of  a  city  in  Brahmavsria. 
Barhiihka,  as,  d,  am,  formed  of  sacrificial  grass; 

covered  with  sacrificial  grass ;  a  perfume  commonly 
called  Bala,  (perhaps  a  species  of  Andropogon) ;  resin 
of  Pmus  Longifolia ;  (also  written  barhiska.) 
Barhishya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  or  fitted 

for  sacrificial  grass ;  Kajyapatya  bar/iishyam,  N.  of 
a  Saman. 
Barhiakn  —  barhlehka  above. 

jd  -jr   I.  bal  [cf.  rt.  vaf],  only  occurring 
x  in  Intens.  balbaliti,  Sec.,  Ved.  to  whirl 

round  in  a  circle. 

•g— T  2.  bal  [cf.  rt.  bhaf],  cl.  I.  P.  ba- 
\  lati,  babdla,  &c.,  to  breathe,  live ;  to 

hoard  grain ;  to  prevent  or  obstruct  wealth ;  A. 
balate,  to  speak;  to  hurt,  to  kill;  to  give,  (in  this 

sense  a  various  reading  for  rt.  bhal)',  to  describe 
[cf.  rt.  bhat] ;  cl.  10.  P.  balayati,  -yitum,  to 
breathe,  live ;  balayati,  -yitum,  to  support,  nourish, 
foster,  cherish,  bring  up,  rear ;  A.  bdlayate  (a  various 
reading  for  bhalayate),  to  explain,  describe. 
Bala,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  also  as,  m.),  power, 

strength,  might,  vigour,  (aurasam  balam,  native 
strength,  innate  power) ;  force,  violence,  rigour, 

severity ;  force  or  power  of  articulation  ;  force  con- 
sidered as  a  sixth  organ  of  action,  (Maha-bh.  Santi-p. 

9895  ;  cf.  karmendriya)  ;  (with  Buddhists)  one  of 

ten  forces ;  Power  personified  as  one'  of  the  Visve 
Devih  ;  massiveness,  stoutness,  bulkiness,  weight ; 
body,  form,  figure,  shape;  semen  virile;  military 
force,  forces,  troops,  a  host,  army,  (in  these  senses 
also  pi.) ;  gum,  myrrh ;  blood ;  a  sprout,  young 
shoot ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Bala-rama  the  elder  brother 
of  Krishna,  also  called  Bala-deva,  Bala-bhadra,  &c. ; 
(with  Jainas)  a  white  Bala  or  elder  brother  of  VSsu- 
deva,  (nine  of  these  are  enumerated  by  Hemacandra, 
viz.  Acala,  Vijaya,  Bhadra,  Su-prabha,  Su-darsana, 
Ananda,  Nandana,  Padma,  and  Rama);  N.  of  a 
son  of  Varuna  and  brother  of  SurS  ;  of  an  attendint 

on  Skanda ;  of  a  son  of  Krishna  ;  of  a  son  of  An-giras ; 
of  a  son  of  Pari-kshit ;  of  a  demon;  of  a  lexicographer 
(also  Vala) ;  a  species  of  carrion  crow ;  a  kind  of  tree,  = 
I .  baldya;  (d),  f.  an  aquatic  plant,  a  species  of  mallow, 
Sida  Cordifolia ;  (bale,  f.  du.  the  two  Bala  plants,  viz. 

Bala  and  Ati-bala,  cf.  ati-V ,  jyeshlha-b") ;  N.  of  a 
particular  charm  or  incantation  of  great  efficacy  [cf. 

ati-balu]  ;  N.  of  a  woman  ;  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha 
and  wife  of  Kasyapa;  of  a  female  divinity  who 
executes  the  orders  of  the  seventeenth  Arhat  of  the 

present  Ava-sarpim ;  (as,  a,  am),  strong,  stout, 

robust,  powerful;  sick  (=-amin?}',  balena,  ind.  by 
force,  by  the  power  of,  on  the  strength  of;  in  virtue 
of,  by  means  of,  through,  by ;  baldt,  ind.  by  force, 
forcibly,  violently ;  against  the  will  of,  without  the 
consent  of;  [cf.  Lat.  valur,  validus,  valeo,  de-bilis.] 
—  Jlala-kara,  as,   i,  am,  or  bala-krit,  t,  t,  t, 
inspiring  or  infusing  strength,  strengthening.  —  Bala- 

krita,  as,  d,  (tm,  done  by  force,  done'against  free 
consent.  —  Bala-kriti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  a  mighty  deed. 
—  Bala-kshobka,  as,   m.   a   commotion   in   the 
forces,  mutiny  in  an  army.  —  Bala-guptd,  {.,  N.  of 

a  woman.  —  Bala-6akra,  am,  n.  'circle  of  power,' 
dominion,  sovereignty,  supremacy ;  an  army,  host. 

—  Bala-dakravartin,  t,  m.  a  powerful  sovereign 
or  emperor.  —  Bala-dandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  ]lata-jii,as,  d,am,  produced  by  strength  or  power; 
(am),  n.  a  city-gate,  gate  in  general ;  a  field ;  fruit, 
grain  ;  war ;  a  pretty  figure ;  pith,  marrow  ;  (d),  f. 
a  pretty  or  handsome  woman;  the  earth;  Arabian 

jasmine ;    N.  of  a  river ;    (at  the   end  of  certain 
comps.  bnla-ja  may  optionally  take  Vriddhi  accord- 

ing to  Pan.  VII.  3,  25,  e.g.  eauvarna-balaja  or 

sauvarna-bdlaja.)  —  Bala-da,  as,  m.  '  strength- 

giving,'    a    form    of   Agni ;     an    ox,    bullock  ;     a 
medicinal  plant,  =jimka ;    (d),  f.  the  plant  Phy- 
salis  Flexuosa  (  —a&'Kii-gandhd);  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  RaudrasVa.  —  Bala-darpa,    as,    m.   pride    of 
strength;  reckless  ardour  of  troops.  —  Bala-da,  as, 

as,  am, Ved.  '  strength-giving,'  conferring  or  impart- 
ing power.— Baladi-bhii,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -bha- 

vitum,  to  become  an  ox.  —  Baladl-bhuta,  as,  a, 

am,  become  an  ox.  —  Bala-deya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the 
granting  of  p,>wer,  bestowal  of  strength,  (Say. = 
bala-ddna.)  —  Ilalii-devu,  as,  m.  air,  wind ;    the 
elder  brother  of  Krishna,  see  bala-rdma,  (he  is  said 
in  Miha-bh.  Adi-p.  7308  to  have  been  produced 
from  a  white  hair  of  Vishnu,  Krishna  having  been 
produced  from  a  black  hair,  and  is  regarded  as  a  Naga 

in  Maha-bh.  Anusasana-p.  6163);  N.  of  a  Naga- 
raja ;  N.  of  a  Brahman  ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  medi- 

cinal plant  (  =  trdyamdnd).  —  Baladeva-pattana, 
am,   n.,  N.  of  a  city.  —  Jlaladeva-svasri,  sd,   {. 

'  sister  of  Bala-deva,'  an  epithet  of  the  wife  of  Siva. 
—  Bala-dvish,  t,  m.  '  foe  of  the  demon  Bala,'  an 
epithet  of  Indra.  —  Bala-dhara,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Brahman;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Bhtma-sena. 
—  Bala-nigraha,  as,  m.  reducing  strength,  weak- 

ening. —  llala-nisudana,  a*,  m.  '  destroyer  of  the 
demon   Bala,'  Indra.  —  Bala-pati,  is,  m.   lord  of 
strength ;  a  general,  commander ;  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
—  Bala-prada,  as,  a,  am,  giving  strength.  —  Bala- 
prasu,  us,  f.  the  mother  of  Bala-deva,  Rohinl.— Bala- 
prdna,  am,  n.  strength  and  spirit.  —  Bala-band/M, 
us,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Manu  Raivata ;  of  a 

son  of  Bhrigu  in  the  tenth  Dvapara.  —  Bala-bhadra, 
as,  d,  am,  strong,  powerful ;  (as),  m.  a  strong  or 
robust  man ;  a  kind  of  ox,  the  gayal,  Bos  Gavaeus 

(  =  </«  vayit);  the  Iree  Symplocos  Racemosa,  com- 
monly called  Lodh  (  =  lodhra)  ;  N.  of  Bala-rama, 

q.  v.,  or  of  An-anta,  the  great  serpent  identified  with 
Bila-rama ;  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Bharata ;  N.  of 
various  men ;    N.  of  a  mountain-range ;   (d),  f.  a 
young  girl,  maiden  ;  a  species  of  medicinal  plant  ( = 
trayamdnd).  —  Bala-bhadrikd,   f.   a   species   of 
medicinal    plant   (=  bala-bhadrd).  —  Bala-bMt- 
salthi,  d,  m.  a  friend  of  the  slayer  of  Bala,  friend 
of  Indra.  —  Bala-bhid,  t,  t,  t,  breaking  up  or  routing 
an  army ;  ((),  m.  the  slayer  of  Bala ;  an  epithet  of 

Indra.  —  Bafa-b/trit,  t,  t,  t, '  might-bearing,'  power- 
ful, s'.rong.  —  Vala-rama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  elder 

brother  of  Krishna  and  third  of  the  Ramas,  (seventh 

son  of  Vasu-deva  and  DevakI,  but  transferred  to  the 
womb  of  RohinT ;  regarded  as  the  eighth  Avatar  of 
Vishnu,  sometimes  as  an  incarnation  of  the  great  ser- 

pent S'esha  or  An-anta  ;  he  is  also  called  Bala,  Bala- 
deva,  Bala-bhadra,  and  Halayudha.)  —  Balardma- 

panddnana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian.  —  liala- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  power,  powerful,  mighty, 
strong,  stout,  lusty ;  dense,  thick ;  preponderating, 
prevailing;  accompanied  by  an  army;  (»»),  m.,  N. 
of  the  eighth  MuhOrta;  (at),  ind.  powerfully,  strongly, 
vehemently,  stoutly,  lustily,  in  a  high  degree,  much, 
well.  —  Balarat-tara,  as,  d,  am,  more  powerful, 
stronger.  —  Balavat-ta,  f.  powerfulness,  mightiness ; 

superiority,  preponderance.  —  Bala-vardhana,  as, 
i,  am,  increasing  power,  strengthening,  ennobling ; 

(a*),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra. 
—  Bala-vard/iin,   i,   ini,   i,    increasing  strength, 

strengthening  ;  (ini),  f.  a  species  of  medicinal  plant 
(=jivaka).  —  Bala-V(irma-di;va,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Bala-varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince;  of  a 
merchant.  —  Bala-vijyiaya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  recog- 

nizable by  strength.  —  Ilala-vinydsa,   as,   m.  ar- 
rangement or  disposition  of  forces,  array  of  troops. 

—  Bala-vlrya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a   descendant   of 
Bharata.  —  Balavirya-pardkrama,    as,    d,   am, 

strong,  heroic,  and  valorous.  —  Bala-vritra-nisu- 
dana,  as,  or  bala-vritra-han,  fid,  m.  the  destroyer 
of  Bala  and  Vritra;  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Bala- 
vyasuna,  am,  n.  the  defeat  or  rout  of  an  army. 
—  Balacyasana-satikula,   as,  d,   am,  (a  king) 

embarassed  by  disorder  in  (his)  army.  —  Bala-idli- 
ta,  f.  the  possession  of  strength,  prowess.  —  Bala- 
idlin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  or  possessing  strength,  strong, 
vigorous.  —  Bala-sudana,   as,   i,   am,   destroying 

armies;    (as),  m.  'destroyer  of  the  demon  Bala,' Indra. —  T^aia-sena,  as,  m.t  N.  of  a  warrior;  (d),  f. 

a  strong  army,  an  army,  host.  —  Bala-stha,  as,  d, 

am,  strong,  vigorous,   powerful   [cf.  baldvastha'] ; (as),  m.  being  in  or  belonging  to  an  army,  a  warrior, 

soldier.  —  Bala-sthiti.  is,  f.  '  army-station,'  a  camp, 
encampment ;   a  royal  residence,  a  royal  camp  or 
quarters.  —  Bala-lian,  d,  ghni,  a,  one  who  slays  or 

destroys  armies;    (d),   m.   'destroyer  of  strength,' 
phlegm,  the  phlegmatic  humor.  —  Bala-hara,  as, 
d,  am,  taking  away  strength,  depriving  of  power ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bala-hma,  as,  a,  am, 
destitute  of  strength,  weak,  inarm.  —  Balahina-td, 
f.  the  being  destitute  of  strength,  weakness,  exhaustion, 
prostration  of  strength,  infirmity  from  fatigue  or  age. 

-  Baldlalia.  (°la-aV),  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

—  Baldgra  (°la-ag°),  am,  n.  the  utmost  strength, 
extreme   force,  excessive  might;    the  head   of  an 

army.  —  Bald/a  (°la-ata),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bean, 
Phaseolus  Mungo.  —  Bald-taila,  am,  n.  the  oil  of 
the  plant  Sida  Cordifolia.  —  Baldt-kdra,  as,   m. 

doing  anything  by  force,  acting  with  violence,  using 
or  employing  force,  application  of  force  or  violence, 

power  exerted  wrongfully,  oppression ;  violence,  ex- 
action ;    injustice ;    (in    law)  the  detention  of  the 

persnn  of  a  debtor  by  his  creditor,  and  the  violent 
measures  taken  by  the  latter  to  recover  his  debt; 

(ena),  ind.  by  force,  forcibly,  violently.  —  Baldtkd- 
rdbhildskin  (°ra-abh°),  i,  ini,  i,  wishing  to  use 
violence,  wishing  to  violate.  —  Baldlkdrita,  or  ba- 
Idt-ki-ita,   as,  d,   am,  treated   violently,   forced, 

overpowered,  overcome.  —  Baldtmikd  (°la-at°),  f. 
the  plant  Tiaridium  Indicum ;    a    species  of  sun- 

flower, Heliotropium  Indicum.  —  Balddhika  (cla- 
ad/f),  as,  d.am,  superior  in  strength,  surpassing  in 

power.  — Balddliikarana  (°la-adh°),  dni,  n.  pi. 
'  army  affairs,'  the  business  or  affairs  of  an  army. 

—  Balddkyakslia  (ln-adh°),  as,  m.  'inspector  of 
forces,' the  superintendent  or  commander  of  an  army,a 

general,  minister  of  war.  —  Baldnlku  (°/a-a?i°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Baldnuja  (cla-an°),  as,  m.  the 
younger  brother  of  Bala-deva ;  an  epithet  of  Krishna. 
—Balanvita  (la-an),  as,d,  am,  possessed  of  power, 

powerful,  strong;    leading  an  army.  —  B<-ildpal:ar- 

sham  (°la-ap°),  ind.  by  force.  —  Balabala  (°/a- 
ai°),  am,  n.  strength  and  weakness,  comparative 
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strength  and  want  of  strength,  relative  importance 
and  insignificance ;  (an,  a,  am),  strong  and  weak, 
strong  at  one  time  and  weak  at  another.  —  HalSbala- 
sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  elucidating  the  various 

apparent  discrepancies  in  Katantra's  grammatical 
2pharisms.—Balubaldkshepa-parihdra(°la-dksha), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Ananta-deva  on  the  com- 

parative dignity  of  the  various  gods  invoked  in  sacri- 

fice.— Baldbhra  (°la-abh°),  am,  n.  'army-cloud,' 
an  army  in  the  form  of  a  cloud.  —  Bald-mula, 
am,  n.  the  root  of  Sida  Cordifolia.  —  Baldrdti 

(°la-ar°),  is,  m.  •  enemy  of  the  demon  Bala,'  an 
epithet  of  Indra.  —  Baldrthin  (°la-ar°),  I,  ini,  i, 
seeking  power,  desirous  of  power.  —  Baiavalepa 

fla-av"),  as,  m.  pride  of  strength  or  prowess. 
—  Balasva  (°la-as"°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (called 
also  Karan-dhama).  —  lialasa  or  baldfa  (°la-as°  or 
-as"0),  as,  m. '  taking  away  strength  (?),'  a  particular 
disease,  perhaps  a  kind  of  consumptive  expectoration, 

( Mahl-dhara)  =  kshaya-ryddhi,  consumption,  phthi- 
sis; the  phlegmatic  humor  ( =  kapha,  thshman) ; 

a  swelling  in  the  throat  obstructing  the  passage  of 

food;    [cf.  a-baldsa.~]  —  Baldsaka,  as,  m.  a  yel- lowish spot  in  the  white  of  the  eye,  caused  by  disease. 

—  Salisa-gralhita,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  ophthalmia. 
—  Baldsa-basta,  as,  m.  a  disease  of  the  eye.  —  Ba- 

Idsama  (°la-as°),  ae,  m. '  unequalled  in  strength,'  N. 
of  one  of  the  Jaina  saints.  —  Baldsin,  »,  ini,  i,  con- 

sumptive, phthisical.  —  Baldha  (bala  +  aha  fr.  rt. 

ltd  with  al),  am,  n.  water.  —  Baldhra-kanda  (°la~ 
dh°),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  esculent  root  (=gulan(a- 
kanda).- Balotkatd  (°la-ut°),  (.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  Mstris  attending  on  Skanda.  —  Balotsaha  (°la- 
ut°),  as,  m.  ardour  of  troops  or  forces.  —  Balopa- 
panna   or  balopavishta  or  balopeta  (°la-up°), 
as,  d,  am,  possessed  of  power,  endowed  with  strength, 

mighty,  powerful.  —  Balaugha  (°la-ogha),  as,  m.  a 
multitude  of  troops  or  forces,  numerous  force. 
Balana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  strengthening,  making 

strong. 

Balaya,  Norn.  P.  balayali,  -yitum,  to  make 
strong,  strengthen  ;  (appearing  only  in  the  preceding 
derivative  balana  and  in  upod-balaya,  q.  v.) 

ISalala,  as,  m.  =  bala-rdma,  p.  675,  col.  2. 
1.  balaya,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree,  Capparis  Trifo- 

liata  (  =  bala). 

2.  balaya,  Nom.  P.  baldyati,  -yitum,  to  put 
forth  strength. 
Balikd,  f.  a  species  of  plant. 
i .  balita,  at,  d,  am,  strong  ? ;  (am),  ind.  strongly ; 

[cf.  2.  balita  at  p.  677,  col.  I.] 
Balin,  i,  ini,  i,  powerful,  strong,  mighty,  vigorous, 

stout,  robust  [cf.  bdhu-V] ;  (J),  m.  a  hog ;  a  bull ; 
a  buffalo ;  a  camel ;  a  soldier  [cf.  bala-stha] ;  a  N. 
of  Bala-rima  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vatsa-pr! ;  a  kind  of 
pulse,  Phaseolus  Radiatus  ;  a  sort  of  jasmine,  Jasmi- 
num  Pubescens ;  the  phlegmatic  humor  [cf.  baldsa]  ; 
(ini),  f.  the  plant  Sida  Cordifolia ;  [cf.  bala.] 
Baliman,  d,  m.  power,  strength ;  a-baliman,  d, 

m.,  Ved.  enfeeblement,  weakness. 

Balishtha,  at,  a,  am  (superl.  fr.  balin),  most 
powerful,  strongest,  mightiest,  stoutest,  very  strong; 
(with  abl.)  more  powerful,  stronger;  (is),  m.  a 
camel.  —  Balishlha-tama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  most 
powerful,  strongest,  mightiest,  stoutest. 

Balizhnu,  us,  us,  u,  disregarded,  despised ;  arro- 
gant, disrespectful  (?). 

Ballyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  fr.  baling,  more 
powerful,  stronger,  mightier,  exceedingly  powerful, 
very  strong ;  more  important ;  efficacious,  having  a 

powerful  effect;  [cf.  a-6°.]- Baity as-tara,  as,  a, 
am,  more  powerful,  stronger.  —  Baliyas-tca,  am, 
n.  pre-eminence  in  strength,  superior  power,  greater 
strength,  predominance  ;  excessive  strength,  extreme 
efficacy,  all  powerfulness. 

Baliyasa,  as,  d,  am,  =  'baliyas. 
Balula,  ae,  d,  am,  powerful,  strong,  mighty. 
Balya,  at,  a,  nm,   powerful,  strong,  vigorous; 

strengthening,  giving  strength ;  (at),  m.  a  Buddhist 
mendicant;  (a),  {.,  N.  of  various  plants,  ati-ltala, 
ai'-a-gandhd,  pra-edrini;  (am),  n.  semen  virile. 

balaksha.     See  valaksha. 

balakhin,  I,  ini,  i,  coming  from 
Balkh ;  [cCturakin.] 

'37'SJ?  balanga  and  balasha  and  balahasha, 
N.  of  places. 

balabha,  as,  m.  a  poisonous  insect. 

baldka,  as,  a,  m.  f.  (more  usually 
f. ;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  val,  cf.  raldka),  a  crane,  a  kind 

of  edible  crane ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Sska- 
pflrni ;  of  a  pupil  of  Jatukarnya  ;  of  a  hunter ;  of  a 
son  of  POru  and  grandson  of  Jahnu  [cf.  baldkdiva] ; 

of  a  son  of  Vatsa-prT ;  of  a  Kakshasa  ;  (d),  f.  a  mistress 
or  loved  woman ;  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Baldka-kau^ika, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Baliikd-pankti-hdsin, 
I,  ini,  i,  smiling  with  rows  of  cranes.  —  Baldkdtfva 

("fca-as"3),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Jahnu. 
BalStOd,  f.  a  species  of  small  crane. 
Baldkin,  i,  ini,  i,  abounding  in  cranes ;  (I),  m., 

N.  of  one  of  the  hundred  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra. 

=«rtl3'«n   balangaka,  as,    m.  the   spring 

baldnfita,  f.  the  lute  of  Rama. 

baldt-kdra.     See  p.  675,  col.  3. 

<4r4l€H  balddyd,  f.  Sida   Cordifolia  (= bald). 

«frti»0«i  baldmotd,  f.  a  kind  of  shrub  (= 

naga-damani). 

«I«ICO«K  balalaka,  as,  m.  Flacourtia  Cata- 
phracta  (  =  parity  iimalaTca)  ;  Carissa  Carondas  (?). 

balasura,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
balahaka.     See  valahaka. 

ball,  is,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt.  2.  bal), 
tax,  impost,  tribute,  royal  revenue  ;  an  oblation,  a 
gift  or  religious  offering  in  general  ;  the  offering  of 
a  portion  of  the  daily  meal  of  ghee,  grain,  rice  &c. 
to  all  creatures  of  every  description,  i.e.  to  gods, 

semi-divine  beings,  men,  animals,  and  even  trees 
&c.,  inanimate  objects,  but  especially  to  those  beings 

called  griha-devatdh  or  (  household  spirits,'  which 
were  supposed  to  hover  round  and  protect  households, 

(this  bali,  also  called  bhuta-yajna,  q.  v.,  was  one 
of  the  five  great  sacrifices  or  religious  rites,  some- 

times called  '  sacraments,'  which  Manu  enjoins  on 
every  householder  ;  cf.  brahma-yajna,  deva-yajiia, 

pitri-yajna,  manushya-yajna  :  it  was  performed 
by  throwing  up  into  the  air,  generally  at  the  door  of 
the  house,  the  remains  of  the  morning  and  evening 
meal,  uttering  at  the  same  time  a  Mantra  or  prayer 
to  some  of  the  inferior  deities,  either  to  Indra  and 
the  Maruts  or  to  Kuvera  and  his  followers,  the 
Guhyakas  &c.t  or  to  the  spirits  of  trees,  waters  &c.  ; 
the  real  consumers  of  the  offering  being  the  birds, 
dogs,  insects  &c.  in  the  neighbourhood  of  the  house  ; 
see  Manu  III.  67,  91,  IV.  21)  ;  any  oblation  or  act  of 
worship  not  being  a  real  sacrifice;  fragments  of  food 
left  at  an  oblation  or  a  meal  ;  a  victim,  any  victim 
offered  to  DurgJ  ;  the  handle  of  a  chowrie  or  fly- 
flapper  ;  three  folds  of  skin  at  the  end  of  the  rectum  ; 

N.  of  a  celebrated  Daitya,  a  son  of  Viroc'ana,  and 
also  called  MahS-bali,  (he  was  the  sovereign  of 
Mahibali-pura,  and  so  extended  his  empire  as  to 
acquire  dominion  over  the  three  worlds  ;  having 
omitted  however  in  his  arrogance  to  make  the  usual 
offerings  to  the  deities,  Vishnu  resolved  to  mortify 
his  pride,  and  assumed  the  form  of  a  Vamana  or 
dwarf,  as  the  son  of  Katyapa  and  Aditi  and  younger 
brother  of  Indra,  in  which  shape  he  appeared  before 
Bali  and  asked  as  much  land  as  he  could  pace  in 
three  steps  ;  this  Bali  granted,  and  Vishnu  expanding 
himself  deprived  him  in  two  steps  of  heaven  and 
earth,  but  in  consideration  of  his  virtues  left  PStila 

or  the  lower  regions  still  in  his  dominion  ;  cf.  tri- 
Hkrama)  ;  N.  of  Indra  in  the  eighth  Manv-antara  ; 
N.  of  a  Muni;  of  a  king;  of  a  son  of  Su-tapas; 

(is,  i),  f.  a  wrinkle,  skin  shrivelled  by  old  age ;  the 
fold  of  skin  in  stout  persons  (especially  females)  upon 

the  upper  part  of  the  belly  or  between  the  ensiform 
cartilage  and  the  navel;  the  ridge  of  a  thatched 
Too(.  —  ]iali-kara,  as,  I,  am,  paying  tribute;  offer- 

ing sacrifices;  producing  wrinkles.  —  Bali-karam- 
bha,  as,  m.  sacrificial  cake.  —  Bali-kannan,  a,  n. 
presentation  or  payment  of  tribute ;  offering  of 
oblations  to  all  creatures,  offering  victims  in  sacrifice. 

—  Bali-krit,  t,t,t,  paying  taxes,  tributary.  —  Bali- 
teshtita-rarnana,   am,  n.,   N.   of  the  thirty-first 
chapter  of  the  Krlda-khanda  or  second  part  of  the 
Ganesa-PurSna.  —  Bali-ddna,  am,  n.  the  presenta- 

tion of  an  offering  to  a  deity,  (when  presented  by 
the  worshippers  of  Vishnu  to  any  of  his  forms,  the 
offering  usually  consists  of  rice,  milk,  curds,  fruits, 
and  flowers ;  when  offered  to  the  terrific  forms  of 

S"iva  or  more  especially  to  those  of  Durg5,  it  consists 
of  living  victims,  as  sheep,  goats,  buffaloes,  and  the 
like,  the  heads  of  which  after  decapitation  in  presence 
of  the  idol  are  given  to  the  priests,  and  the  carcases 
carried  away  and  eaten  by  the  low  castes) ;  presen- 

tation of  grain  and  the  like  to  all  creatures.—  Hull- 

dhvansin,  I,  m.  'destroying  the  Daitya  Bali,'  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Bali-nandana,  ae,  m.  the 

son  of  the  Daitya   Bali,  the  Asura  Bsna.  —  Bali- 

niyamanodyata  (°na-ud°),  as,  a,  am,  prepared  to 
subdue  the   Daitya  Bali   (said  of  Vishnu).  —  Bali- 
ntshudana,  as,  m.,  in  RSmtyana  I.  47,  7,  a  wrong 

reading  for  bala-nisudana,  q.v.  —  Balin-dama, 

as,  m.  *  tamer  of  the  Daitya  Bali,'  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —  Balindama-prakhya,  as,  d,  am,  resem- 

bling the  tamer  of  the  Daitya  Bali,  equal  to  Vishnu. 
—  Bali-putra,  as,  m.  the  son  of  the  Daitya  Bali, 
the  Asura  Bana.  —  Baliputra^nokshana,  am,  n., 

N.  of  the  twenty-fifth  chapter  of  the  Krishna-khanda 
or  fourth  part  of  the  Brahma-vaivarta-Purana.  —  Bal i- 

puslttu,  as,  m,  (  nourished  by  offerings  or  oblations,' 
a  crow ;  [cf.  bali,  bali-b/uij,  bali-bhojana.]  —  Bali- 
podakl,  f.  the  plant  Basella  Cordifolia  (  =  upodaki). 

—  Bali-priya,  as,  m. 'fond  of  oblations,' the  Lodh 
tree,  Symplocos  Racemosa  (fabled  to  grow  faster  if 

perfumed).  —  Bali-landhana,  as,  m.  'binding  or 

subduing  the  Daitya  Bali,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.— Ba- 
li-bhadra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (various  reading  for 
bala-bhadra).  —  Bali-blmj,  k,  k,  k,  devouring  obla- 

tions ;  enjoying  offerings  (said  of  the  gods) ;  (/:),  m. 

a  crow  [cf.  bali,  bali-pushta] ;  a  sparrow ;  a  crape. 
—  Bali-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  paying  tribute,  tributary;  [cf. 

bali-hrit.]—  Bali-bhojana,  as,  m.  'eating  obla- 
tions,' a  crow;  [cf.  bali,  bali-bhuj.]  —  Bali-mat, 

an,  ail,  at,  possessing  the  oblation  offered  to  all 
creatures,  provided  with  the  sacrifice  to   all  beings 

(said  of  a  house;  according  to  MaIli-nStha=p«/a- 
yukta)  ;  receiving  taxes  or  tribute  (said  of  Agni) ; 

having  wrinkles,  wrinkled,  shrivelled,  flaccid.  «•  Bali- 
mandira,  am,  n.  the  abode  of  the  Daitya  Bali, 
the  infernal  regions.  —  liali-mdtra,  am,  n.  a  mere 
offering  (to  all  beings),  as  much  in  quantity  as  an 
oblation   to   all   creatures.  —  Bali-mukha,   ae,  m. 
'wrinkled-faced,'  a  monkey. ~ Bali-rindhya,   as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Raivata.  —  Baii-retman, 
a,  n.  the  abode  of  the  Daitya  Bali,  the  infernal 

regions.  — Bali-vydkula,  as,  d,  am,  distracted  or 
busily    occupied  with   offering  the   oblation  to   all 
creatures.  —  Bali-sanga,  as,  m.  the  lash  of  a  whip  (?). 
—  Jiali-sadman,  a,  n.  the  abode  of  Bali,  the  in- 

fernal regions.  —  Bali-sudana,  in  Ramayana  I.  47, 

2,  a  wrong  reading  for  bala-sudana,  q.v.  —Bali- 
ham,  i,  m.  '  Imiter  of  the  Daitya  Bali,'  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —  Bali-hurana,  as,  i,  am,  adapted  for  the 

presentation  of  oblations  (Ved.);  (am),  n.  the  pre- 
sentation of  a  gift  or  oblation.  —  Bali-kdra,  as,  I, 

am,   or  bali-hrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.    paying  taxes  or 
tribute,    (S5y.  =  Jcara-prada ;    cf.    liali-bhrit.) 
—  Ball-kri,  d.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make 
an  offering,  present  as  an  offering;    to  destine  or 
intend  for  an  oblation.  —  Bali-krita,  as,  d,  am, 

presented  as  an  offering,  intended  for  an  oblation. 
—  Bali-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  or  ball-mat,  an,  att,  at, 
having  curls,  curled  (as  the  hair).  -  Bali-mukha 
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=  ball-mulilia.  ••  Baly-upal'Jtyana,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
the  twentieth  chapter  of  the  Vasishtha-ramayana  or 

Yoga-vasishtha. 
Balika,  as,  m.  the  edge  of  a  thatched  roof,  (more 

properly  valika,  q.  v.) ;  N.  of  a  Naga-rSja. 
2.  balita,  as,  a,  am  (for  i.  see  p.  676,  col.  i), 

wrinkled,  having  wrinkles,  wizened. 
Balina,  as,  a,  am,  wrinkled,  shrivelled,  flabby, 

flaccid. 

Balibha,  as,  a,  am,  shrivelled,  wrinkled,  flaccid, 
withered. 

Bali.     See  p.  676,  col.  3. 
Balina,  as,  m.  a  scorpion ;  N.  of  an  Asura. 

balm.     See  p.  676,  col.  i. 

balivarda,  as,  m.  (according  to 
native  authorities  connected  with  bala,  strength,  and 

with  rt.  i-ridh,  vanla  being  for  vardha),  a  bull  or 
ox ;  (z),  f.f  N.  of  a  woman. 
Balivarda.     See  balivarda  above. 
Balivardin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Balivardineya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from  Balt- 

vardi. 

Balivardha  =  balivarda,  q.  v. 

~3f&il!balishtha,balishnu.  See  p. 676,  col.  I. 
%as.     See  p.  676,  col.  i. 

ballha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ; 

[cf.  balhika.'] 
f«st«t  balkasa,  am,  n.,  Ved.  dregs  or  sedi- 

ment left  in  the  distillation  of  ardent  spirits. 

^>«M  balbaja,  as,  m.  (in  the  later  litera- 
ture written  valvaja),  Eleusine  Indica,  a  species  of 

coarse  grass  (found  in  meadows  and  on  roads  in 

solitary  patches  and  not  liked  by  cattle).  —  Balbaja- 
maya,  (is,  i,  am,  made  of  the  grass  Eleusine  Indica. 
—  Balbaja-stuka,  Ved.  a  bunch  or  tuft  of  the  grass 
Eleusine  Indica. 

Balbajika,  as,  a,  am,  see  Gana  Kumududi  I.  to 
Pin.  IV.  2,  80. 

<q<:«irtr  balbald,  ind.,  Ved.  an  onomato- 

poetic  word.  —  Balbald-kurvat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved. 
stammering,  stuttering.  —  Balbala-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -ka- 

roti,  -kartum,  Ved.  to  stammer  in  speaking,"stam- 
mer,  stutter ;  [cf.  Lat.  balbutire.] 

<  balbutha,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man. 

balya.     See  p.  676,  col.  i. 

"^T  bnlla,  in  Maha-bh.  Drona-p.  1217, 
incorrectly  for  valga,  q.  v. 

«J«H  ballava,  as,  m.  (also  written  vallava, 

q.  T.),  a  cowherd  [cf.  go-vallava'] ;  N.  assumed  by 
BhTma-sena  when  cook  to  king  Virata;  a  cook;  (I), 
f.  a  cowherdess.  —  Ilallava-tva,  am,  n.  the  charge 
or  duty  of  a  cowherd.  —  Ballava-yuvati,  is,  or  &a/- 
lav a-yuvatl,  f.  a  young  cowherdess. 

°l  £)!<•>  ballala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  men ; 
of  the  author  of  the  Bhoja-prabandha  or  history  of 

king  Bhoja.  —  Balldla-miilra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Balldla-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet;  N.  of  a 
king  of  Bengal  who  reigned  in  the  eleventh  century 
of  our  era. 

^^  balva,  am,  n.  (also  written  valva),  N. 
of  the  second  Karana  or  astrological  division  of  the 
day ;  (also  called  balava  or  valava  ;  see  under  Pa- 
rana.) 

«r<?»rt  balvala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya, 
the  son  of  Ilvala ;  (Us),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (a 
various  reading  for  Tcalkala,  q.  v.) 

«f«sfi  balm,  incorrectly  for  valli,  q.  v. 

•ffW  balhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  country,  Balkh ; 
[cf.  balhika,  bdlhi.] 
Balhika,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 

of  a  people ;  (sometimes  also  written  valhika.) 

Balh'tka,  am,  n.  (also  written  vahltka),  =  bal- 
luka,  Asa  Fcetida. 

<t  bava,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  first  Karana 
or  astrological  division  of  the  day ;  (also  written 
vava ;  see  under  liarana.) 

4»oti«l  bashkaya,  as,  a,  am  (also  written 

vashkaya,  q.  v.),  Ved.  one  year  old,  a  yearling, 

(Say.  =  either  dditya,  the  sun,  or  eka-hdyano  vat- 
sah,  a  yearling  calf)  ;  born  later  or  after  (i). 
Bashkayani  (or  vashkayanl),  f.  a  cow  bearing 

many  calves ;  a  cow  whose  calf  is  full-grown. 
Bashkayinl  =  bashkayanl. 
Bashkiha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (according  to  Mahl- 

dhara)  =  tira-prasuta. 
^5T  basta,  as,  m.  (also  written  vasta,  q.  v.), 

a  goat.  —  Basta-karna,  as,  m.  the  Sal  tree,  Shorea 
Robusta  (  —  aja-karnaka).  —  Basta-gandhd,  f. 
shrubby  basil,  Ocymum  Gratissimum  ( =  aja-gan- 

dhd).  —  Baitagandhdkriti  (°dhd-dk°),  a  species  of 
plant  (=putra-ddtn).  —  Basta-mvkha,  as,  I,  am, 

'  goat-faced,'  having  a  face  like  that  of  a  goat.— Basta- 
mutra,  am,  n.  the  urine  of  a  goat.  —  Basta-moda, 

{.  '  goat's  delight,'  a  species  of  plant  ( =  aja-modd). 
—  Basta-vdsin,  i,  inl,  i,  making  a  noise  like  a 
goat;  (probably  an  incorrect  form  for  basta-vasin.) 
—  Basta-iringl,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  mesha- 

iringi).  —  Bastdntrl  (°ta-an°),  f.  Argyreia  Spe- 
ciosa  or  Argentea  (  =  i!kagalantri).-*Bastdbhivd- 
s'in  or  bastdbhivdsin  (°ta-ab/i°),  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  = basta-vdsin. 

^fs  basri,  ind.,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.) 
=  kshipram,  quickly,  swiftly. 

•war  bah  (another  form  of  rt.  banh),  to 
^  grow,  increase,  &c.  See  rt.  banh. 

Bahala,  as,  a,  am,  hard,  firm,  compact;  dense, 
thick  (as  any  substance  or  as  a  liquid)  ;  harsh  (as  a 
sound) ;  manifold,  multifarious ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of 

sugar-cane ;  (a),  f.  Anethum  Sowa  ( =  s"ata^piuhpd) ! 
large  cardamoms.  —  Bahala-gandha,  am,  n.  a 

species  of  sandal  ( =  s'ambara-dandana).  —  Bahala- 
dakshus,  us,  m.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  meaha-^rinyi; 
also  read  <!aksliur-bakala  and  dakshur-vahana). 
—  Bahala-td,  f.  thickness,   density,  compactness. 
—  Bahala-tvada,  as,  m.  the  white  flowering  Lodhra. 
—  Bahala-vartman,  a,  n.  a  particular  disease  of 
the  eyes,  a  swollen  eyelid.  —  Bahaldnga  =  bahala- 

dakshus,  <\.v.  —  Bahaldnurdga  (°la-an°),  as,  d, 
am,  deep  red. 
Baku,  us,  us  or  vi,  u  (of  rare  occurrence  in  the 

first  nine  Mandalas  of  the  Rig-veda ;  frequently  used 
in  the  Atharva-veda),  much,  abundant;  many,  nu- 

merous ;  frequent,  repeated ;  abounding  in,  rich  in 
(with  inst.,  Ved.)  ;  large,  great,  mighty  ;  fine,  hand- 

some, splendid  (Ved.) ;  Icim  bahund,  what  occasion 
is  there  for  much  (speaking)?  why  say  more?  in 
short,  in  fine ;  bahu,  ind.  much,  abundantly;  in  a  high 

degree,  greatly,  exceedingly,  very  [cf.  bahu-kalydna, 

bahu-titra,  bahu-sadrida'] ;  rather,  somewhat, 
very  nearly,  almost,  (at  the  beginning  of  a  comp. ; 
cf.  bahu-triiia,'  bahu-trivarsha) ;  bahu  man,  to 
think  much  of,  esteem  highly,  rate  high,  prize,  value. 

—  Bahu-kantaka,  as,  m. '  many-thorned,'  N.  of 
various  prickly  plants ;  a  species  of  Asteracantha  Lon- 
gifolia;    Hedysarum  Alhagi  (  —  yavasa);    Phcenix 
Pa.\udo5Z,  =  hintdla;  (a),  f.  Solanum  Jacquini  (  = 

agni-damani).  —  Bahu-kantd,  f.  '  many-thorned,' 
the  plant  Solanum  Jacquini.  —  Bahu-kanda,  as,  m. 

'  having  many  bulbous  roots,"  the  plant  Arum  Cam- 
panulatum;  (I),  {.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  karkafl). 

—  Baku-kara,  as,  I,  am, '  much-doing,'  doing  many 
things,  busy,  diligent ;  industrious,  laborious ;  effect- 

ing much,  serviceable  in  various  ways ;    one  who 
sweeps,  a  sweeper ;    (as),  m.  a  camel ;    (i),  f.  a 
broom.  —  Bahu-karaniya,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has 
much  to  do  or  complains  he  is  full  of  business,  one 
who  never  has  time  for  anything ;  [cf.  bahii-kritya.] 
—  Bahu-karnikd,  f.  =  dkhu-karnl,  Salvinia  Cucul- 
lata ;  [cf.  bahu-parnika.]  —  Bahu-kalydya,  as,  a 

or  I,  am,  very  illustrious,  most  noble.  —  Bahu- 

kdma,  as,  d,  am,  having  many  wishes,  cherish- 
ing many  desires.  —  Bahu-kdra,  as,  d,  am, 'much-  t 

doing,'  doing  or  effecting  much.  —  Bahu-kdlam,  ind. 
for  a  long  time,  for  a  long  while.  —  Bahukdllna, 

as,  d,  am,  of  long  standing,  old,  ancient.  —  Bahu- 
klta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Grama  in  the  north.  —  Bahu- 
kulina  or  bahu-kutya,  as,  d,  am,  see  Scholiast  on 

Pan.  IV.  i,  140;  [cf.  bdhu-k uleyaka.~\  —  Bahu- 
kusumita,  as,  d,  am,  '  many-blossomed,'  full  of 
blossoms.  —  Bah'1-kHrda,  as,  m.  a  species  of  cocoa- 
nut  (  =  madhu-ndlikerika).  —  Bahu-kritya,  as, 
d,  am,  =  bahu-karaniya,  q.  v.  —  Bahu-ketu,  us, 
m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Bahu-krama,  as,  m., 
Ved.  a  Krama  of  more  than  three  words ;  [cf. 

fcrama.]  —  Bahu-kshama,  as,  d,  am,  enduring 
much,  patient;  (as),  m.  a  Jaina  deified  saint;  a 
Buddha.  —  Bahu-kshdra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  alkali  (  = 

sania-kshdra) .  —  Bahu-gandha,  as,  d,  am, '  mrfch- 

smelling,'  strong  scented ;  (as),  m.  the  resin  of  Bos- 
wellia  Thurifera,  olibanum  ;  (a),  f.  a  bud  of  Michelia 

Charnpaka ;  Jasminum  Auriculatum  ;  Nigella  Indica 

=  krishna-jlraka;  (am),  n.  cinnamon.  —  BaJiu- 
yandha-td,  f.  musk.  —  Bahu-garhya-vdd,  k,  k,  k, 
saying  much  that  is  to  be  censured,  talking  much  and 

blamably,  too  talkative,  garrulous,  loquacious.  —  Ba- 

hu-gava,  as,  m. '  having  many  kine,'  N.  of  a  prince. 
—  Bahu-giri,  is,  N.  of  a  district.  —  Bahu-guda, 
f.  the  plant  Solanum  Jacquini.  —  Bahu-guna,  as, 
d,  am;  many-threaded,  composed  of  many  threads ; 
manifold,    multifarious,  much;    having  many  good 

qualities,  possessed  of  many  virtues ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  Deva-gandharva,  (Maha-bh.  Adi-p.  4814,  where 
however  bahu-yuna  is  more  probably  an  adj.  in  the 
last  of  the  preceding  senses.)  —  Bahu-guru,  us,  m. 
one  who  has  read  much  but  superficially  (  =  dum- 
baka).  —  Bahu-guhd,  f.  =  bahu-gudd.  —  Bahu-go, 

gaits,  gaus,  gu,    having   much   cattle.  —  Bahu- 
granthi,  is,  m.  '  many-knotted,'  the  plant  Tamarix 
Indica.  —  Bahu-graha,  as,  d,  am, '  much-receiving," 
receiving  or  taking  much,  holding  much.  ™  Bahu~ 

ddrin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  '  much-wandering,'  roaming 
widely.  —  Bahu-ditra,  as,  d,  am,  very  various  or 
manifold.  —  Bahu-ddhada,  as,  m.  the  plant  Alstonia 

Scholaris  ( =  sapta-parna).  ••  Bahu-ddhinnd,  f.  a 
species  of  plant  ( =  kanda-gudidi).  —  Bahu-janya, 
am,  n.  (?),  a  multitude  of  people.  —  Bahu-jalpa, 

as,  d,  am,  'much-talking,'  very  talkative,  loqua- 
cious. —  Bahu-java,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  very  swift,  (a  . 

word  used  in  Nirukta  XII.  43  to  explain  uru-jri, 

q.  v.)  —  Bahu-jdta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  grown  mighty, 
(a  word  used  in  Nirukta  XII.  36  to  explain  tuvi- 

jdta,  q.  v.)  —  Bahu-jila,  as,  d,  am,  '  much-know- 
ing,' possessed  of  great  knowledge.  —  Bahujna-td, 

f.  great  knowledge.  —  Bahu-tantri,  is,  Is,  i,  many- 
fibred  (said  only  of  the  body,  Pan.  V.  4, 1 59).  —  Ba- 
hutantrika,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  bahu+tantrl),  many- 

stringed,  having  many  strings  (as  a  musical  instru- 
ment). —  Bahu-tama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  very  many, 

most,  most  numerous ;  farthest,  remotest  (e.  g.  d 

bahutamdt  purushdt,  as  far  as  the  remotest  de- 
scendant). —  Bahu-tara,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  more, 

more  abundant,  more  numerous,  very  abundant, 

very  numerous ;  many,  most ;  greater,  mightier,  of 
greater  extent,  very  great;  (am),  ind.  more,  very 
much,  for  the  greater  part,  chiefly.  —  Bahutara- 
icaniia,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  corn  or  grain  ;  [cf.  guddha- 

kanifa."]  —  Bahu-tardm,  ind.  in  a  high  degree, 
highly,  exceedingly,  much.  —  Bahu-tat,  ind.  from 
or  by  much,  from  or  by  many ;  from  many  sides. 

—  Bahu-td,  f.  the  being  many,  numerousness,  much- 
ness, abundance,  plenty,  multiplicity,  plurality;  [cf. 

l>ahu-tva.~\  —  Bahu-tiktd,  f.  the  plant  Solanum  In- 
dicum  (  =  hdka-mddikd),  —  Bahutitha,  see  p.  679, 

col.  ̂ .  —  Bahu-trina,  am,  n.  rich  or  abounding  in 
grass ;  much  like  a  blade  of  grass,  (according  to  Malli- 
nStha  =  <Hn«-fcaZpa.)  —  Bahu-tra,  ind.  in  many 
ways  or  places,  amongst  many.  —  Bahu-trd,  ind.,Ved. 
amongst  many,  to  many.  —  Bahu-trivarsha,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  well-nigh  three  years  old.  —  Bahu-tva,  am, 
n.  the  state  of  being  much  or  many,  muchness,  abun- 
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dance,  multitude ;  plurality,  majority ;  (in  grammar) 

the  plural  number;  [cf.  bahu -t  a.]  —  Bahutvaldia,  as, 

m.  (fr.  bahu  +  tvad),  'having  much  bark,'  a  species 
of  birch  tree.  —  Bali  u-t  fad,  k,  m. 'having  much 
bark'  (=*bahutrakka) ;  Astonia  Scholaris  (  =  l>ahu- 
&hada).  —  Bahu-t/ta,  ind.  in  numerous  ways,  in 
various  manners.  —  Baku-da,  as,  a,  am,  'much- 

giving,'  liberal,  munificent.  —  Bahu-dakshina,  as, 
a,  am,  accompanied  with  many  fees  or  donations 

(as  a  religious  ceremony),  liberal,  bountiful.  —  Bahu- 
ilandika,  as,  d,  am,  or  bahu-dandin,  I,  inl,  i, 
having  many  staff-bearers.  —  liahu-danti,  f.,  N.  of 
a  woman.  ••  Bahudantl-suta,  as,  m.  the  son  of 
Bahu-danti ;  N.  of  an  author.  —  Bahu-darfaka,  as, 
ikd,  am,  or  bahu-dariin,  I,  inl,  i,  seeing  much, 
paying  attention  to  many  things,  circumspect.  —  Ba- 
hndarii-td,  f.  circumspection.  —  Bahu-ddman,  a, 
or  bahu-ddmd,  (.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending 

on  Skanda.  —  Bahu-ddyin,  i,  inl,  i, '  much-giving,' 
liberal,  munificent.  —  Bahit-dugdha,  as,  d,  am, 
having  much  milk ;  (a),  f.  a  cow  giving  much  milk ; 

(as},  m.  vttieM.  —  Bakudugdkikd,  f. '  having  much 
milk,'  the  plant  Tithymalus  Antiquorum  (which  yields 
a  caustic  milky  juice).  —  Bahu-dris'van,  d,  an,  a, 
one  who  has  seen  much,  a  great  observer  or  tourist. 

•-  Bahu-drishta,  at,  a,  am,  '  one  by  whom  much 
has  been  seen,'  very  experienced.  —  Bahu-devata, 
as,  d,  am, Ved.  addressed  to  many  deities  (as  a  hymn). 
— Bahudevatya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  bahu  +  devatd), 

Ved.  belonging  to  many  deities.  —  Bahu-deita-dar- 
rft»,  i,  ini,  »,  one  who  has  seen  many  countries  ;  (T), 

m.  a  great  traveller.  —  Bahudaivata,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 
bahu  +  devoid),  Ved.  relating  to  many  deities. 
—  Bahudaivatya,  as,  ti,  am  (fr.  bahu  +  devatd), 
relating  to  many  deities;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  work 

belonging  to  the  Saiva-darsana  and  mentioned   in 

Madhavadarya's  Sarva-dar^ana-san-graha.  —  Bahu-do- 
iha,  as,  d,  am,  having  many  faults,  full  of  faults  or 
defects,  very  wicked,  very  bad.  —  Bahu-dhana,  as, 
a,  am,  possessing  much  wealth,  wealthy,  rich.  —  Ba- 
hudhana-tva,  am,  n.  the  possession  of  great  wealth, 

wealthiness,  richness.  —  BaJvudhane&vara  (°na-U°), 
as,  m.  a  very  rich  man.  —  Bahu-dha,  see  p.  679, 

col.  3.  —  Bahu-dhdnya,  as,  m. '  abounding  in  corn,' 
N.  of  the  twelfth  or  forty-sixth  year  in  a  sixty  years' 
cycle  of  Jupiter  (this  year  being  supposed  to  be  par- 

ticularly fertile).  —  Bahudhdnyaka,  N.  of  a  place. 

—  Bahu-dhdra,  am,  n.  'many-edged,'  the  thun- 
derbolt of  Indra.  —  Bahu-dhivan,  d,  art,  m.  f., 

see  Vopa-deva  IV.  14.— Bahu-dhenuka,  am,  n.  a 
great  multitude  of  milch  cows.  —  Bahu-dheya,  as, 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school ;  (probably  an  incorrect  form.) 

—  Bahu-dhmata,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  often  annealed 

or  cast  (as  iron).  —  Bahu-ndtla,   as,   m.  '  loud- 

sounding,'  a  conch  shell.  —  Bahu-ndman,  d,  mnl, 
a,  having  many  mmes.  —  Bahu-patii,  us,  m,  u, 
very  clever.  — •  Bahu-pattra,  as,  I,  am,  many-leaved ; 
many-scaled ;    (as),  m.  an   onion ;    (i),  f.,  N.  of 
various  plants ;   Aloe  Perfoliata  ( =  griha-kanyd) ; 
basil ;  a  species  of  Solanum  ( =  brihati) ;  Asparagus 
Racemosus  (  =  goraksha-dugdhd) ;  =  jatukd  ;    a 
kind  of  drug,  Trigonella  Fcenum  Graecum ;  (am),  n. 

talc.  —  Bahupattrikd,  (.,  N.  of  various  plants ;  Fla- 
courtia  Cataphracta  ( =  mahd-iatdearl) ;  Trigonella 
Fcenum  Graecum.  —  Bahupatnika,  as,  d,  am,  (fr. 
ba hu  +  patnl),  having  many  wives ;  performed  by 

many  wives.  —  Bahupatnika-td,  f.  the  having  many 
wives,  polygamy.  —  Baltupatnl-krit,  t,  m.  one  who 
marries  many  wives.  —  Bahupatni-td,  (.  the  posses- 

sion of  many  wives,  polygamy.  —  Baku-pad,  pat,  m. 

'  many-footed,'  the  Indian  fig-tree  (so  called  from  i,s 
numerous  branches  growing  downwards  and  striking 
root  again).  —  Bahu-pitda,  as,  d,  am,  many-footed. 
-  liiihii-pannaga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Marut;  (also 
read  tiriihma-pannarja.)  —  Bahu-parna,  as,  1,  am , 
many-leaved,  having  many  leaves ;  (,w),  m.  a  species 
of  plant,  =  sapta-Khada  ;  (i),  f.  a  species  of  medi- 

cinal  plant,  Trigonella  Fcenum  Grzcum.  —  Ildku- 
parnikd,  f.  Salvinia  Cucullata   (  =  \>ahn-karnik<t). 
—  Baku-pain,  us,  us,  u,  one  who  has  many  cattle, 
rich  in  cattle.  —  Ba/tu-pdkya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one 

at  whose  house  much  is  cooked   (for  the   poor). 

—  Baku-pad,  t,  m.  =  ba/iu-pad,   q.  v.  —  Bahn- 
pddn,  at,  d,  am,  many-footed,  having  many  feet ; 
composed  of  several  Pidas  (q.  v.,  as  a  stanza,  Ved.) ; 

(as),  m.  the  Indian  fig-tree.  —  Baku-pdyya,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  protecting  mightily;  (Say.  =  either  bahu- 
bkir  gantavyah,  to  be  resorted  to  by  many,  or 
bahublu  rakshitavyati,  to  be  defended  by  many.) 

—  Bahu-putra,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  many 
children ;    having  many  sons ;    (as),   m.    Alstonia 

Scholaris  (=  sapta-parna) ;  N.  of  a  PrajS-pati ;  (i), 
f.  the  plant  Asparagus  Racemosus ;  Flacourtia  Cata- 

phracta ;  an  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Bahuputra-td,  f.  or 
bahuputra-tea,  am,  n.  the  possessing  many  sons. 
—  Bahu-putrikd,    f.,  N.    of  one   of  the    Matris 
attending  on  Skanda;  N.  of  a  particular  plant  (  = 
makd-iatdvari ;  cf.  bahupa(trikd).  —  Bahu-push- 

pa,  as,  m. '  many-blossomed,"  the  coral  tree  ( =pd- 
ribliadra).  —  Baku-pushpa-prabdla-vat,  an,  atl, 
at,  having  many  flowers  and  young  shoots.  —  Bahu- 

puskpa-phalopeta  (°la-up°\  as,  d,  am,  having 
many  flowers  and  fruits.  —  Bakupushpikd,  f. '  many- 
blossomed,'  the  plant  Grislea  Tomentosa.  —  Bahu- 
prakdra,   as,  d,  am,  of  many  kinds,  manifold ; 

(am),  ind.  in  many  ways,  manifoldly.  —  Bahu-pra- 
kriti,  Is,  is,  i,  (in  Ved.  gram.)  consisting  of  many 
primary  parts  or  verbal  elements  (as  a  compound). 

—  Bahu-praja,  ae,  d,  am,  having  many  children, 
having  a  numerous  progeny,  prolific;   (as),  m.  a 

hog  ;  a  species  of  grass,  Saccharum  Munjia.  —  Bahu- 
prajas,   as,  at,  as,  Ved.   having   many  children, 
having  a  numerous  progeny ;  (Say.)  =  bahu-prdny- 
upakdrin  or  prdnindm  pra-janayitd.  —  Bahu- 
pratijna,  as,  d,  am,  containing  more  than  one 
proposition,  complicated  ;  (in  law)  comprising  many 
counts  (as  a  plaint).— Bahu-pratyarthika,  as,  d, 
am,  having  many  adversaries  or  opponents.  —•Bahu- 

prada,  as,  d,  am, '  much-bestowing,'  liberal,  muni- 
ficent,  bountiful.  —  Bahu-pravdha,   as,   a,   am, 

'  many-streamed,'  flowing  in  many  streams.  —  Bahu- 
prasu,  us,  f.  a  mother  of  many  children.  —  Bahu- 

prds'niha,  as,  d,  am,  containing  many  questions. 
—  Bahu-priya,  as,  d,  am,  dear  to  many.  —  Bahu- 
preyasi  (even  m.  by  Vopa-deva  VI.  14?),  having 

many  loved  ones.  —  Bahu-phala,  as,  d,  am, '  many- 
fruited,'  rich   in   fruits,   fertile ;    (as),  m.  the  tree 
Nauclea  Cadamba;    (a),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants; 
Solanum  Indicum ;  another  variety  of  Solanum  (  — 
kshavikd) ;    Glycine  Debilis ;    (probably)  Convol- 

vulus Turpethum  ;    a  kind  of  cucurbitaceous  plant 

( =  kshudra-kdravelli) ;     Flacourtia    Cataphracta ; 
(i),  f.  the  opposite-leafed  fig-tree;    N.  of  various 
plants ;  Emblica  Officinalis ;  =  mrigervdru.  —  Ba- 
kupkalikd,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  —  bhu-badarl). 
—  Bahu-pkend,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (**sdtald). 
—  Bahu-bala,  as,  d,  am,  possessing  great  strength ; 
(as),  m.  a  lion.  —  Bahu-bdhu,  us,  us,  u,  many- 
armed;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. —Bahit-bij a,  as, 
d,  am,  having  much  seed ;   (am) ,  n.  the  fruit  of 
Anona   Reticulata  or  Squamosa.  —  Bahu-bhaksha, 

as,  d,  am,  eating  much,  a  great  eater.  —  Bahu- 
bhadra,  <is,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Jlahu-bhdgya, 

as,  d,  am,  of  great  good  fortune,  fortunate.  —  Bahu- 
bhdshi-td,  f.  the  being  a  great  talker,  talkativeness, 
garrulity,    loquaciousness.  —  Baku-bhdfkin,   i,  ini, 
i,  talking   much,  a  great  talker,  talkative,    garru- 

lous,  loquacious.  ~- Bahubhdshya,  am,  n.  talking 
much,  talkativeness,  garrulity,  loquaciousness ;  (pro- 

bably a  wrong  form  for  bdkubhdshya,  q.v.)—Ba- 

hu-bltuj,  k,  k,  k, '  much-eating,'  a  great  eater,  vo- 
racious. —  Bahu-bhuja,  as,  d,  am,  '  many-armed,' 

having  many  arms ;    (d),   f.  an  epithet  of  Durga. 

—  Buhu-bhrijj,  I,  t,  t,  '  much-frying,'  roasting  or 
frying  much.  —  Bahu-bhojana,  as,  d,  am,  eating 

much. -•  Baliu-bhauma,  «*,  i,  am,  'many-storied,' 
having  many  floors  or  stories. —  Baliu-maiijarl,  f. 
basil.  —  Bahu-mata,  as,  d,  am,  much  thought  of, 
highly  esteemed,  rated  high,  prized,  valued,  respected, 

considered  ;  having  many  different  opinions.  -•  Ba- 
hti-mati,  is,  f.  high  esteem,  value,  estimation ;  priz- 

ing highly,   preferring.  —  Bahu-matsya,   am,  n., 

Ved.  a  place  abounding  in  fish.  —  Bahu-madltya-ga, 

as,  d,  am,  'going  amongst  many,'  belonging  to 
many;  (according  to  Kulluka  =  ba/iu-sdd/Mranit, 
q.  v.)  ••  Bahu-mantarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  thought 
much  of,  to  be  esteemed  highly,  estimable.  —  Bahu- 

mala,  as,  m.  'having  much  dross,'  lead.  —  Bahu- 
mdna,  as,  m.  high  esteem  or  estimation,  great 
respect  or  regard  for  (with  loc.  of  the  person  or 
thing,  and  more  rarely  with  gen.  of  the  person)  ; 

respect,  reverence ;  (ami,  n.  a  gift  made  by  a  supe- 
rior to  an  inferior.  —  Bdhiimdnin,  I,  inl,  i,  thought 

much  of,  highly  esteemed,  being  in  high  estimation. 
—  Bahu-mdnya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  thought  much 
of,  to  be  highly  esteemed,  estimable.  —  Bahn-mdya, 

as,  d,   am,   practising   many  wiles,  artful,  deceit- 
ful, treacherous.  •- Jiahit-mdrgi,  f.  a  place  where 

many  roads  meet;  (also  read  bahu-mdrga,  am,  n.) 
—  Bahu-mdla  or  bahumalaka,  as,  d,  am,  pos- 

sessing many  necklaces.  —  Baliu-mitra,  as,  d,  am, 

having  many  friends;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Ba- 

hib-mukha,  as,  I,  am,  '  many-mouthed,'  speaking 
variously.  —  Bahu-mulra,  as,  d,  am,  making  water 
in  excess;  afflicted  with  diabetes. *~ Baftumutra-td, 

f.  excessive  discharge  of  urine;    diabetes.  —  Bahu- 
murti,  is,  is,  i,  many-formed,  variously   shaped, 

multiform ;  (is),  f.  the  wild  cotton  shrub.  —  Bahu- 
murdhan,  d,  d,  a,  many-headed ;  (a),  m.  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu.  —  Bahu-mula,  as,  d,  am,  many-rooted, 
having  many  roots;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of  reed  or  grass, 

Hyrieranthera  Moringa ;  (a),  f.  Asparagus  Racemo- 
sus ;  (i),  f.  Emblica  Officinalis.  —  Bahumulaka,  as, 

m.  a  species  of  reed ;  N.  of  a  Naga ;  (am),  n.  the 

sweet-scented  root  of  Andropogon  Muricatus.  —  Ba- 

humula-phaldnmta  (C7a-an°),  a«,  a,  am,  provided 
or  furnished  with  many  roots  and  frails.  —  Bahu- 
mulya,  as,  d,  am,  high-priced,  of  a  high  price, 
costly,  precious;    (am),  n.  a  large  sum  of  money. 
—  Bahu-mriga,   as,  d,  am,  abounding  in  deer. 
—  Bahu-yajvan,  d,  or  bahu-yajvd,  f.,  see  Vopa- 

deva  IV.  5.  —  Bahu-ydjin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  'much- 
sacrificing,'  conducting  many  sacrifices,  desiring  the 
management  of  sacrifices   (for  the  sake  of  gain). 

—  Bahu-yajand,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attend- 
ing on  Skanda.  —  Bahn-ratna,  as,  d,  am,  rich  in 

gems  or  jewels.  —  Bahu-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.   of  a 

king.  —  Bahu-randhrikd,    f.    '  much   perforated,' 
N.  of  a  particular  medicinal  root.  —  Bahu-ramya, 

as,  d,  am,  very  delightful,  affording  much  pleasure. 
—  Bahu-rasa,  as,  d,  am,  having  much  juice,  juicy, 

succulent  (Ved.) ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  mahd- 

jyotishmati).  —  Bahu-rds'i,  is,  is,  i,  (in  arithmetic) 
composed  of  numerous  terms ;  baku-raiihpukskah, 
a  set  of  many  terms.  —  Bahu-ripu,  ut,  us,  u,  one 
who  has  many  foes.  —  Baku-ruha,  f.  a  species  of 
plant  ( =  lianda-f/tulufi).  —  Baku-rupa,  as,  a,  am, 
many-formed,  multiform,  variously  shaped ;    many- 
hued,  variegated,  checkered  ;  of  varied  aspect,  varied, 
manifold;  (as),  m.  a  chameleon;  hair;  the  resin  of 
Shorea  Robusta ;  the  sun ;  an  epithet  of  Brahman ; 
of  Vishnu ;  of  Siva ;  of  the  god  of  love ;  N.  of  a 
Rudra ;  of  a  Buddha ;  of  a  son  of  Medhatithi  and 
of  a  Varsha  called  after  him ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  seven  tongues  of  fire.  —  Bahwrupaka,  as,  d, 
am,  multiform,  having  many  forms,  manifold  ;  (as), 

m.  a  kind  of  animal  (  =jdhaka).  —  Ba hurupaka- 
iaibhita,  as,  a,  am,  adorned  in  many  ways,  variously 

decoded.  — Buhurupaihtaka  (°pa-arh"),  am,  n. 
a  collective  name  for  eight  Tantras  (viz.  the  Brdhmi- 

lantra,  Mahe.<rari-t°,  Kaiimdfika-f,  Vai<hnavl- 
t  .  I  :>i',l/ii-t  , lndrdni-P,Cdmunifd-t°,S'iva-duti- 
t°).  —  Baltu-rekha,  as,  m.  pi.  many  lines,  wrinkles, 
furrows,  marks  of  care  or  pain.  —  Bahu-retas,  ds,  m. 

'  having  much  seed,'  an  epithet  of  Brahma.  —  Jlah  !?- 
rai,  rds,  rds,  ri,   having  great  riches,  very  rich. 
—  Jiahu-roman,  d,  d,  a,  having  much  hair,  exceed- 

ingly hairy  or  woolly;   (d),  m.  a  sheep.  —  Bahu- 
lavana,  as,  d,  am,  containing  much  salt ;  (am),  n. 
a  soil  impregnated  with  salt.  —  Bnhwatana,  am, 

n.  the  plural  number,  the  case-endings  and  personal 
terminations  in  the  plural  number.  •—  JJaltu-vat,  ind. 
(in  Ved.  gram.)  plurally,  in  the  plural  number  (e.  g. 
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apt  dvi-vad  apt  bahu-rat,  both  in  the  dual  and 

plural).  —  Bahu-varna,  as,  a,  am,  many-hued, 
many-coloured.  —  Bahuvarna-td,  (.  the  being  many- 
hued,  multiplicity  of  colours.  —  Bahu-varta,  N.  of  a 

place.  —  Jlahu-valka,  as,  m.  '  having  much  bark,' 
the  tree  Buchanania  Latifolia  (  =  priydla).  —  Bahu- 
valli,  f.  a  species  of  shrub.  —  Bahu-vadin,  i,  inl, 
i,  Ved.  talking  much,  garrulous,  babbling.  —  Bahu- 
rdra,  as,  m.  the  plant  Cordia  Myxa;  ((is),  m.  pi. 
many  times ;  (am),  ind.  often.  —  Bahuvdraka,as,  m. 
the  plant  Cordia  Myxa.  —  Bahuvaraka-phala,  am, 
n.  the  fruit  of  Cordia  Myxa.  —  Ba hu^vdrshika,  as, 

I,  am,  lasting  many  years,  many  years  old.  —  Bahu- 
•vi,  is,  is,  i,  containing  many  birds.  —  Bahu-vikrama, 

as,  a,  am,  very  powerful ;  of  great  prowess.  —  Bahu- 

vighna,  as,  a,  am,  presenting  many  obstacles, 
attended  with  many  difficulties.  —  Bahuvighna-td, 

f.  the  being  attended  with  many  obstacles  or  diffi- 
culties, multiplicity  of  lets  or  hinderances.  —  Bahu- 

md,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  much-knowing,  very  learned. 
—  Bahu-vidya,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  much 

learning,   very   learned.  —  Bahuvidya-td,  (.  great 
leamedness,  profound  learning,  erudition.  —  Bahu- 

vidha,  as,  a,  am,  of  many  sorts  or  kinds,  mani- 
fold, diverse,  various,  multiform;    (am),  ind.  di- 

versely, in  several  directions,  up  and  down.  —  Bahu- 
vistlrna,  as,  a,  am,  wide-spread,  widely  diffused ; 
(a),  f.  Abrus  Precatorius  (a  shrub  bearing  a  small 

red  and  black  berry  and  commonly  called  Kuc'ai). 
—  Bahuvist'trna-td,  f.  the  being  wide-spread,  wide 

diffusion.  —  Bahu-vy 'a,   as,  a,  am,  having  many 
seeds,  containing  much  seed ;  (am},  n.  the  custard 

apple,   Annona  Squamosa.  —  Bahu-vlrya,  as,  m. 

'  having  much  seed,'  the  plant  Terminalia  Bellerica ; 
Amaranthus  Polygonoides ;  Bombax  Heptaphyllum  ; 
Vangueria  Spinosa;    (a),  f.  Flacourtia  Cataphracta. 
—  Bahu-vyayin,  i,  inl,  i,  spending  much,  lavish, 

prodigal.  —  Bahu-vydla-nishevita,  as,  a,  am,  in- 
fested or  inhabited  by  many  snakes  or  wild  beasts. 

—  Bahu-vrihi,  is,  is,  i,  possessing  much  rice ;  (is), 
m.  a  relative  or  adjective  compound,  a  class  of  com- 

pounds in  which  the  last  member  being  a  substantive 

loses  its  independance  as  well  as  its  original  gram- 
matical character  and  together  with  the  first  member 

serves  only  to  qualify  or  define  another  word.     The 

word  bahu-vrihi,  '  possessing  much  rice,"  is  itself  an 
example  of  this  class  of  compounds ;   [cf.  tat-pu- 
rusha^]  —  Bahuvrihi-vat,  ind.  like  a  Bahu-vrihi 
or  relative  compound.  —  Bahu-fakti,  is,  is,  i,  pos- 

sessing great  power ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Ba- 
hu-fatru,  us,  us,  u,  having  many  enemies;   (us), 
m.  a   sparrow.  —  Bahu-fabda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the 
plural  number.  —  BaJiu-ialya,  as,  m.  a  variety  of 
Khadira  with  red  blossoms.  —  Bahu-fas,  see  p.  680, 
col.  I .  —  liahvrtasta  ,as,d,  am,  very  excellent ;  very 

right  or  happy.  —  Bahu-ddkha,  as,  a,  am, '  many- 
branched,'    having    many    branches    or    ramifica- 

tions. —  Bahus"dkha-tva,  am,  n.  the  having  many 
branches,  ramification.  —  Baku-^dla,  as,  m.  the  plant 

Tithyma'us  Antiquorum.  —  Bahitrs'dstra-jna,  as,  d, 
am,  acquainted  with  many  books  or  sciences.  —  Ba- 

hu-tikha,  as,  d,  am, '  many-pointed,'  having  many 
points;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  aquatic  plant  (—jala- 
pippall).—  BaTiu-fsunya,  as,  d,  am,  very  empty 

or  void.  —  Bahu-s'rirtya,  as,  d,  am, '  many-homed,' 
having  many  horns  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
—  Baliu-iruta,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  studied 
much,  very  learned,  well  taught ;  well  versed  in  the 
Vedas.  —  Bahn-xruti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  the  occurrence  of 

the  plural  in  the  text,  (bahu-irutes,  from  the  occur- 
rence of  the  plural  in  the  text,  because  the  plural  is 

found  in  the  text.)  —  Baliudrutiya,  as,  m.  pi. '  having 
deep  erudition,'  N.  of  a  Buddhist  school.  —  Bahii-s're- 
yaxt  (even  m.  by  Pan.  I.  2,  48,  Schol.),  having  many 
excellencies,  very  excellent.  —  Bahu-satya,  as,  m.,N. 

of  the  tenth  Muhurta.  —  Bahu-sadris'a,  as,  i,  am, 
very  similar,  very  fit  or  right.  —  Jtahii-santati,  is,  is, 
i,  having  a  numerous  posterity;  having  ajarge  after- 

growth: (is), m.aspeciesof  bamboo,  Bambusa  Spinosa. 
—  Bahvs-samputa,  as,  m.  a  species  of  bulbous  rool 
(  =  vi#hnu-kanda).—  Bahu-sasya,ae,d,am,  rich  in 

jrain;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  village.  —  Bahu-sddhftna,  as, 
d,  am,  possessing  many  resources.  —  Bahusddhana- 
td,  f.  the  possession  of  many  resources.  ~Bahu- 

sddhdrana,  as,  d,  am,  common  to  many.  —  Bahu- 
sdra,  as,  d,  am,  containing  much  pith,  pithy ; 
solid,  substantial ;  (as),  m.  the  tree  Acacia  Catechu. 

Bahusahasra,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  baku  +  sahasra), 

amounting  to  many  thousands.  —  Bahu-su  =  bahu- 
su,  <\.v.  —  Bahw-su,ta,  as,  d,  am,  having  many 
children,  having  a  large  progeny;  having  a  large 

,fter-growth  ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Asparagus  Racemosus. 
—  Bahti-suvarnaka,  as,  d,  am,  costing  or  possess- 

ing much  gold;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an  Agra-hara  on 
the  Ganges;    of  a  prince.  —  Baku-su,  us,  us,  n, 

'  much-bearing,'  fertile ;  (us),  (.  the  mother  of  many 
children;  zsow.  —  Bahii-sukta,  as,d,am,  consist- 

ing of  many  Suktas  or  hymns.  —  Bahu-suti,  is,  f.  a 
female  who  has  borne  many  children ;  a  cow  that 
calves   often.  —  Bahusuti-go,  gaus,   f.  a  cow  that 
calves  often.  —  Bahu-suvart,  f.,  Ved.  bearing  many 
children   (Say.  =  bahmndm  prajdndm  savitrl). 

—  Bahu-stavdvali  (°va-dv°),  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  collection 
of  hymns.  —  Baku-spris",  k,  k,  k,  reaching  to  many, 
generally  spread  or  diffused.  —  Baliu-svana,  as,  d, 

am,  '  much-sounding,'  making  many  sounds ;  (as), 
m.  an  owl.  —  Bahti-svarna-laksha-miilya,  as,  d, 
am,  worth  many  hundred  thousand  pieces  of  gold. 

Bahu-svdmika,  as,  d,  am,  having  many  owners 
or  proprietors.  —  Bahu-hiranya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an 
epithet  of  an  Ekiiha  commonly  called  Du-nasa.  —  Ba- 

hudalta  (°hib-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  having  much  water ; 
(as),  m.  a  kind  of  religious  mendicant,  a  mendicant 
who  lives  in  a  strange  town  and  begs  his  food  from 

house  to  house.  —  Bakudana  (°hu-od??),  am,  n. 
the  union  of  different  kinds  of  food  (?).  —  Bahv- 

akshara,  as,  d,  am,  many-syllabled,  of  many  syl- 

lables, polysyllabic.  —  Bahvakshardntya  (°ra-a«°), 
as,  d,  am,  being  at  the  end  of  a  polysyllabic  word. 

—  Bahv-agni,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  a  term  applied  to 
particular  verses  in  which  various  Agnis  are  men- 

tioned. —  Bahv-a(,  Is,  Jc,  k,  or  bahv-a<!ka,  as,  d, 
am,  (in  grammar)  having  several  vowels,  polysyllabic. 
—  Bahv-ajdvika,  as,  d,  am, Ved.  having  many  goats 

and  sheep.  —  Bahv-adhydya,  as,  d,  am,  'many- 

chaptered,'  consisting  of  many  chapters.  —  Bahv- 
anartha,  as,  d,  am,  fraught  with  many  ills,  attended 
with  many  evils.  —  Bahv-anna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
rich  in  food,  (according  to  SZy.^phala-miilddibhir 
upetah.)  —  Bahv-ap,  p,  p,  p,  or  baliv-apa,  as,  d, 
am,containing  much  water,  watery.  —  Bahv-apatya, 
as,  a,  am,  having  a  numerous  progeny,  one  who 
has  many  children,  having  many  young ;  (in  astro- 

logy) promising  or  foretelling  a  numerous  progeny  ; 
(as),  m.  a  hog ;  a  rat,  mouse  ;  (d),  (.  a  cow  that  has 
often  calved.  —  Bahv-abaddha-praldpin,  i,  inl,  {, 
talking  much  that  is  unmeaning,  speaking  much  folly. 
—  Bahv-abhidhdna,  am,  n.  (in  Ved.  gram.)  the 
plural  number.-  Jiuli r-artha,  as,  d,  am,  having 
much  meaning  or  import,  important ;  having  many 

objects.  —  Bahv-atfva,  as,  m. '  having  many  horses,' 
N.  of  a  son  of  Mudgala.  —  Baliv-ddin,  i,  inl,  i, 
eating  much,  a  great  eater.  —  Bain'-dM-tva,  am, 
n.  the  being  a  great  eater,  voraciousness.  —  Bahv- 
atin,  I,  inl,  i,  eating  much,  a  great  eater,  voracious, 
gluttonous ;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Dhrita- 
rSshtra.  —  BaTiv-dMarya,,   as,  d,  am,  containing 

many  wonderful  objects   (said  of  Indra's  heaven). 
—  Bahvdi6arya-maya,  as,  i,  am,  composed  of  or 

containing  many  wonderful  objects.  —  Bahv-h'vara, 
N.  of  a  sacred  place  on  the  bank  of  the  Reva  or 

NarmadS  river.  — Bahv-ri<*,  I;  k,  k, '  many-versed,' 
containing  many  verses;    (k),  f.  a  term  applied  to 

the   Rig-veda   or   to   a    Sakha    of  the    Rig-veda. 

—  Bahv-rida,  an,  m. '  having  many  verses,'  one  con- 
versant with  the  Rig-veda,  a  priest  of  it  or  the  Hotri 

priest  who  represents  it  in  the  sacrificial  ceremonies ; 

(£),  f.  the  wife  of  one  conversant  with  the  Rig-veda ; 

(as,  a,  am),  containing  many  veKes.  —  Jia/ivru'a- 
pari^ish/a,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Parisishta  belonging  to 

the  Rig-veda.  —  Bahvri<f'a~brdhmaiiu,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Brahmana  treating  of  the  sacrificial  duties  of  the 

Hotri  priests.  —  Bahvrifabrdhmanopanisluid  (°«a- 

up°),  t,  f.,  Ved.  the  Upanishad  'of  the  Bahvrica- Brahmana.  —  Bahvritdkhyd  ('6a-dkh°),  f. 'entitled 
Bahv-ric'a.'the  Rig-veda. — Bahvrttopanishad  (Va- 

up°),  t,  f.  the  Bahvric'a  Upanishad.*- Bahv-enas,  as, 
as,  as,  one  who  has  committed  many  sins,  very  sinful. 

Bahuka,  as,  d,  am,  bought  at  a  high  price,  dear- 
bought  ;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Calotropis  Gigantea  ( = 
arka) ;  a  crab ;  a  kind  of  gallinule ;  the  digger  of a  tank. 

Bahutaya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  manifold,  various. 
Bahutitlia,  as,  i,  am,  manifold,  various,  many, 

(lahutithe  'hani,  on  the  '  manieth '  day,  during 
many  days,  Nala  IX.  12);  much ;  (am),  ind.  much, 

greatly,  sorely,  in  a  high  degree. 
Bahu-dhd,  ind.  in  many  ways,  variously,  mani- 

foldly, multifariously ;  in  various  parts,  in  different 
forms ;  in  many  places,  in  various  directions ;  much, 

repeatedly;  bahudhd  kri,  to  make  manifold,  mul- 
tiply ;  to  make  public,  divulge.  —  BaJuulhd-gata, 

as,  d,  am,  gone  in  various  directions,  dispersed, 
scattered.  —  Bahudhdtmaka  (°dhd-dt°),  as,  ikd, 
am,  existing  in  various  forms,  manifold  in  essence. 
Bahura  =  bahula  in  the  comp.  bahura-madkya, 

as,  d,  am,  Ved.  thick  in  the  middle  (said  of  the 
Soma  juice  during  the  process  of  fermentation)  ; 

(Say.)  =  bahulam  angddikam  anushthdnam  ma- 
dhye  prdranibha-samdpty-antardle  yasya. 
Eahula,  as,  d,  am,  thick,  dense,  compact,  solid ; 

broad,  wide,  wide-spread,  spacious ;  capacious,  ample, 
large ;  abundant,  exceeding,  numerous,  manifold, 
many,  much;  abounding  in,  rich  in,  full  cf  (with 

inst.  or  in  comp. ;  cf.  vyddhi-b0) ;  accompanied  by, 
attended  with;  variously  applicable,  comprehensive 
(as  a  rule) ;  bora  under  the  Pleiades ;  black ;  (as), 
m.  the  dark  half  of  a  month ;  Agni  or  fire ;  N.  of  a 

Praja-pati ;  of  a  king  of  the  Tala-jan-ghas ;  (as),  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (a),  f.  a  cow  ;  cardamoms ;  the 
indigo  plant ;  N.  of  the  twelfth  Kal5  of  the  moon ; 
of  a  goddess ;  of  one  of  the  MStris  attending  on 
Skanda;  of  the  wife  of  Uttama  who  was  son  of 
UttSna-pada ;  of  a  mythical  cow  ;  of  a  river ;  (as), 
f.  pi.  =  krittikds,  the  Pleiades ;  (am),  n.  the  sky, 

air ;  white  pepper ;  a  particular  high  number ; 

(am),  ind.  often,  frequently.  —  Bahula-gandhd, 
f.  '  richly-scented,"  cardamoms.  —  Bahula-Cthada, 
as,  m.  a  red-flowering  Hyperanthera  Moringa  (  = 

rakta-s'igrii).  —  Bah.ula-tara,  as,  d,  am,  thicker, 
denser;  dvi^guno  bahulatarah,  twice  as  thick. 
—  Bahula-td,  f.  or  bahula-tva,  am,  n.  muchness, 

multiplicity,  abundance,  numerousness  j  the  being  rich 

in,  abounding  in,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) ;  compre- 
hensiveness. —  Baliula-varman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  en- 

veloped in  a  thick  covering.  —  Bahulanta  (°la-an°), 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  'thick  at  the  end,'  having  a  thick 
sediment   (as   Soma  juice ;    cf.  bahura-madliya). 

—  Bahiddbhimdna  (°la-abh°),  as,  d,  am,Vtd.  much 
threatening,  menacing  (said  of  Indra;  according  to 

Sfy.  —  mahdnubhava).  —  Bahuldldpa    (°la-dl°), 
'  much-talking,'  talkative,  garrulous,  loquacious.  —  Ba- 
huldvishta  (°la-dv°),   as,  a,   am,  Ved.   thickly 

peopled,  densely  populated.  —  Bahuldtfra  (°la-as°), 
as,  m.  'having  many  horses,"  N.  of  a  king.  —  Ba- 
huli-liarana,  am,  n.  multiplying,  magnifying;  win- 

nowing (for  pliali-karana?).  —  Bahuli-karishnii, 
us,  us,  u,  striving  or  endeavouring  to  increase.  —  Ba- 
huli-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make  wide, 
extend ;  to  increase,  aggrandize  ;  to  make  public,  pro- 

mulgate, divulge.  —  Bahuli-lirit a,  as,  d,  am,  made 
much  or  manifold ;  made  wide,  extended ;  increased, 

augmented,  aggrandized  ;  made  public,  promulgated  ; 
distracted;  threshed,  winnowed  (for  phali-krita?). 
—  Bahuli-bhdva,as,  m.the  becoming  wide-spread, 

becoming  public,  being  generally  known,  general  no- 
toriety. —  Baliull-liJt  u,  cl.  i .  P.  -bharati,  -bhavitum, 

to  become  wide-spread,  spread,  increase  (intrans.) ;  to 

become  public,  to  become  generally  known.  —  Ba- 
hull-lhfda,  as,  d,  am,  become  wide-spread,  spread, 
increased  ;  become  public,  generally  known. 
Bahulaka,  an  incorrect  form  for  bdhulaka,  q.v. 

Bahulika,  as,  f.  pi.  the  Pleiades  (  =  bahalds). 
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Bahu-das,  ind.  much,  abundantly,  plentifully,  nu- 
merously, in  great  numbers  ;  manifoldly  ;  frequently, 

repeatedly ;  generally,  commonly,  for  the  most  part. 

[  bahi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Pis'ada. 
buliis,  ind.  (in  the  later  language 

more  usually  vahis,  q.  v. ;  the  final  «  is  changed  before 
k  and  p  into  sh  according  to  Pan.  VIII.  3,  41),  out, 
without,  outside  (a  house,  village,  city,  kingdom,  &c., 
with  abl.) ;  on  the  outside,  outwards,  out-of-doors ; 
rahir  yam,  vahir  yd,  &c.,  to  go  out;  rathtrad 
or  vishmjad  eahish  kn,  to  place  outside  the  king- 

dom, banish  from  the  realm.  —  Bahih-sad,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  sitting  outside  (said  of  a  person  held  in  low 
esteem).  —  Bahir-dhd,  ind.,  Ved.  outside,  on  the 
outside,  to  the  outside  of  (with  abl.).  —  Bahirdhd- 
bhdva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  being  outside,  being  ex- 
ternal.  —  Bahir-redi,  ind.,  Ved.  outside  the  Vedi, 
without  the  Vedi  or  altar ;  [cf.  vahir-vedi,  vahir- 
vedika,  and  vdhirtedika.]  •*  Bahish-paridhi, 
ind.,  Ved.  outside  the  wooden  frame  called  Pari- 
dhi,  q.  v.  -•  Bahish-pavamdna,  am,  n.  (stil.  sto- 
tram),  Ved.,  N.  of  a  morning  Stotra  commonly 
consisting  of  three  Trices  and  sung  outside  the  Vedi 
(e.g.  the  verses  in  Rig-veda  IX.  n,  1-9);  (as), 
m.  the  morning  Stoma ;  (i),  f.  (sell,  stotriyd,  i.  e. 
ri<5),  the  morning  prayer.  —  Bahish-pavitra,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  destitute  of  or  wanting  the  Pavitra.  —  Ba~ 
hish-pinda,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  the  knots  out- 

wards. —  Bahish-prajna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one  whose 
knowledge  is  directed  towards  external  objects.  —  Ba- 
hish-prdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one  whose  breath  or 
life  is  without;  [cf.  vahish-prdna.]  —  Bahi-rajJu, 
ind.,  Ved.  outside  the  rope. 

M^l«H  bah'mara,  as,  m.  (also  written  va- 
hinara),  N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  prince ;  of  a  grandson 
of  Satanlka. 

^§  bahu,  bahuka,  bahula,  &c.  See  under 
rt.  bah,  pp.  677,  678,  679. 

bahutalavasd,  f.  Iris  Pseuda- 

bahurada,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people; 
(also  read  bdhubddha.) 

bahrdmakhana,  as,  m.= 

bahli,  bahlika,  bahUka,  various  read- 
ings for  baVii,  balhika,  balhtka,  q.q.  v.v. 

««i^«.  bdkura,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  scil.  driti, 
(perhaps)  a  kind  of  bag-pipe. 

bakula.     See  vakula. 

«l  I  »i «( I  ̂  I<J*-'*1'3  bdja-bdhddvra-dandra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  prince  who  was  the  patron  of  Ananta- 
deva  the  author  of  the  VyavahSra-didhiti,  a  work 
on  civil  law. 

ol  I J  bad  (according  to  Vopa-deva  vad), 
N  cl.  i .  A.  bddate,  bdditum,  to  bathe,  dive ; 

to  emerge ;    [cf.  Gr.  &a\av(iov :   Lat.  balneum : 

Old  Germ,  bad,  '  a  bath ;'  badon, '  to  bathe.'] 
<nisq  bddava.     See  vddava. 

11  si*,  bddira,  as,  m.  a  servant,  a  hired 
labourer. 

li<S  badha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  bah  or  bank; 

frequently  also  written  vddha,  q.  v. ;  according  to 
PSn.V.  3,  63,  the  compar.  is  sddhtyai  and  superl. 
sadhishlha),  loud,  strong;  (e),  ind.  loudly,  strongly, 
(according  to  Say.  =  dridha,  sthira);  (am),  ind. 
(almost  always  written  vadham),  much,  exceed- 

ingly; assuredly,  certainly;  (as  a  particle  expres- 
sive of  consent,  affirmation,  and  confirmation), 

be  it  so,  good,  very  well,  such  is  the  case,  yes. 
—  Bddha-sritvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  going  mightily, 
rushing  fearlessly  (Say.  =  6/utYa»»  sartd=  ' 
kita-gamana). 

bana,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ban  or 
run,  to  sound;  in  the  later  language  more  usually 

written  vdna,  q.  v.),  a  reed-shaft,  shaft  made  of  a 
reed,  an  arrow.  —  Bdna-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved,  made 

or  consisting  of  reeds,  rceden,  reedy  ;  (an),  m.  •  con- 
taining reed-shafts,"  a  quiver  ;  an  arrow. 

«ll[*U  bdni.     See  vdni. 

bdmja,  as,  m.  (fr.  banij),  a  mer- 
chant, trader  ;  (also  written  vdnija.) 

Biinijika,  as,  m.  a  trader,  merchant;  a  rogue, 
cheat  ;  submarine  fire. 

Bdnijya,  am,  n.  merchandize,  trade,  traffic,  com- merce. 

badara,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  badara),  be- 
longing to  or  derived  from  the  jujube  tree ;  made  of 

cotton;  (as,  d),  m.  f.  the  cotton  shrub;  (as),  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (am),  n.  the  jujube  ( =  ba- 
dara) ;  the  berry  of  Abrus  Precatorius ;  the  plant 

itself ;  =  t!ica,  (probably)  a  species  of  plant;  silk; 
water;  a  conch  shell  which  winds  in  a  direction 
from  left  to  right. 

Bddardyana,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  badara), 

N.  of  a  sage  (said  to  be  the  author  of  the  Sarlraka- 
sDtras  belonging  to  the  Uttara-mimansS  or  VedSnta 
philosophy  and  identified  with  VySsa,  the  reputed 
compiler  of  the  Vedas,  Maha-bharata,  Puranas,  &c. ; 
also  written  vddardyana) ;  N.  of  an  astronomer ; 

of  the  author  of  a  Dharma-s'astra ;  (as,  i,  am), 
composed  by  Badariyai.ia.  —  Bddardyana-sutra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  the  Vedanta  aphorisms  ascribed  to 
BadarSyana. 

Bddardyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  S'uka,  son of  BSdarayana  or  VySsa ;  a  N.  of  VySsa. 
Bddari,  is,  m.,  Ved.  (a  patronymic  fr.  badara), 

N.  of  a  philosophical  teacher  mentioned  in  the  Ba- 
darSyana-sutras. 
Bddarika,  as,  T,  am,  one  who  gathers  the  fruit 

of  the  jujube  tree. 

bddh,  cl.  i.  A.  (in  poetry  some- 
times also  P.)  bddhate  (-ti),  babddhe 

(babddha),  bddhishyatc,  abadhishta,  bddhitum, 
to  press,  press  hard,  oppress,  harass,  pain,  torment ; 
to  give  trouble,  trouble,  grieve,  vex,  disturb,  disquiet 
(with  ace.  or  gen.) ;  to  resist,  oppose,  thwart,  check, 
obstruct,  stop,  arrest,  prevent;  to  attack,  assault, 
assail ;  to  injure,  wrong,  violate ;  to  hurt,  damage ; 

to  drive  away,  chase  away,  repel,  remove ;  to  sus- 
pend, set  aside  (as  a  rule  in  grammar),  invalidate, 

abolish,  annul ;  to  clash,  mutually  oppose  each  other ; 
to  suffer  annoyance  or  oppression  (Ved.) ;  to  thrust 
apart  (Ved.) :  Pass,  bddhyate,  to  be  oppressed,  pained, 

&c.,  to  suffer  pain :  Caus.  bddhayati,  -yitnm,  Aor. 
ababddhat,  to  oppress,  annoy,  harass,  distress,  afflict, 

pain ;  to  overcome,  subdue,  conquer :  Desid.  Iii- 
bddhishate,  bibhatsate,  Ved.  to  feel  an  aversion 
from,  feel  disgust  or  loathing  for,  have  a  horror 
of  (with  abl.):  Intens.  bdbddhyatc,  bdb<i<tilhi, 
(probably  the  Ved.  form  badbadhe,  which  according 
to  SSy.  is  fr.  rt.  bandh,  belongs  to  this  Intens.  with 
the  following  senses),  to  reduce  to  great  straits,  hem 
in,  confine,  cramp ;  to  strike  or  knock  against  (for  want 

of  room,  Rig-veda  VII.  69,  i) ;  [cf.  Zend  vad,  'to 
strike ;'  raday, '  to  strike  back  :'  Gr.  (iraOov,  uO-t-ai, 
iv-oai-x^av,  ivv-oal-fato-t :  Lat.  ml-i,  X-d-i-um  : 

Russ.  b;V/a  =  Lith.  bSda,  'misery:'  Lith.  bednas, 
'  miserable  :'  perhaps  Goth,  balvja,  '  I  trouble,'  fr. 
badiy  a :  perhaps  Hib.  buairim,  '  I  vex,  aggrieve, 
trouble,'  fr.  buaidim.] 
Badha,  as,  d,  m.  f.  pain,  suffering,  trouble,  sorrow, 

affliction ;  annoyance,  molestation  [cf.  bhramara- 

b°]  ;  resistance,  opposition,  obstruction ;  injury,  de- 
triment, hurt,  damage  ;  violation,  infraction  ;  sus- 

pension, annulment  (of  a  rule) ;  danger,  peril,  jeopardy 

[cf.  prdna-b0]  ;  a  contradiction,  absurdity,  reductio 
ad  absurdum  ;  (as),  m.  a  harasser,  tormentor  (Ved., 

cf.  turi-b0) ',  opposing,  opposition,  hinderance,  ob- 
struction, obstacle,  oppression ;  objection ;  one  of 

the  five  forms  of  fallacious  middle  term,  the  being 

precluded  by  superior  proof;  (according  to  Naigh. 

11.  gff  =  bala ;  (d),  (.  refutation.  —  Biiilha-ra/tasya, 
am,  n.  or  bddka-buddhi-pratibandhakatd^Mdra, 
or  bddha-bittidhw'ddartha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Nyaya 

work  by  Hari-r3ma  Tarka-vSg-Isa  Bhattacarya.  —  Bd- 

dhdpavdda  (°dha-ap°),  as,  m.  denial  of  an  excep- 
tion, re-establishing  a  previous  rule. 

lldrihaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  oppressing,  harassing, 

paining  [cf.  iatru-V}  ;  one  who  hinders  or  opposes, 
a  hinderer ;  suspending,  setting  aside  (as  a  rule  in 
grammar) ;  invalidating,  annulling,  neutralizing ; 
(as),  m.  a  particular  disease  of  women  ;  a  species  of 
tree  (—giri-mdla,  rdja-vriksha);  (as,  i,  am),  be- 

longing to  or  derived  from  the  preceding  tree. 
—  Bddhaka-ta,  f.  or  bddhaka-tva,  am,  n.  the 
being  a  hinderer,  hinderance. 
Bddhana,  as,  ?,  am,  pressing  hard,  harassing, 

opposing ;  refuting ;  (d),  f.  uneasiness,  uncomfort- 
ableness,  trouble,  pain ;  (am),  n.  oppression,  the  act 
of  harassing,  annoying,  paining,  pain ;  opposing, 

hindering ;  precluding  ;  suspending,  removing,  setting 
aside  (a  rule),  annulling,  abolishing ;  refutation. 
Bd/lhamdna,  as,  d,  am,  oppressing,  harassing, 

paining,  annoying. 
Bddhita,  as,  d,  am,  pressed  hard,  oppressed, 

harassed,  pained,  tormented ;  resisted,  opposed,  ob- 
structed, hindered,  impeded,  thwarted,  checked ; 

self-refuted,  refuted ;  set  aside,  suspended  (as  a  rule), 

abolished ;  (in  logic)  contradictory,  absurd,  false,  in- 
compatible. —  Bddhita-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  sus- 

pended or  set  aside  (as  a  rule),  suspension,  abolition  ; 
the  state  of  being  refuted  or  contradicted. 
Bddhitarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  pressed  hard,  to  be 

harassed  or  annoyed,  to  be  pained ;  to  be  suspended 
or  set  aside,  to  be  annulled ;  to  be  removed. 
Bddhitri,  id,  trl,  tri,  one  who  presses  hard,  an 

oppressor,  harasser,  annoyer. 
Bddhitvd,  ind.  having  pressed  hard  or  harassed ; 

(in  grammar)  destroying  or  neutralizing  the  effect  of 

a  previous  rule. 
Bddhya,  Of,  d,  am,  to  be  pressed  hard  or  harassed 

or  distressed,  to  be  pained  [cf.  etrl-b°~\ ;  one  who  is harassed  or  pained ;  to  be  hindered  or  resisted,  to  be 
objected  to  or  opposed,  objectionable,  exceptionable  ; 
to  be  suspended  or  annulled  ;  preventable ;  suppressed, 

obstructed.  —  Bddhya^bddhaka-td,  f.  the  condition 
of  oppressed  and  oppressor.  —  Bddhya-retas,  as,  m. 
one  whose  generative  power  is  obstructed,  impotent. 
Badhyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  pressed  hard  or 

oppressed,  being  harassed  or  beset,  being  tormented. 
—  Jiddhyamdna-trn,  am,  n.  the  being  suspended 
or  set  aside,  suspension,  annulment. 

"4'lf*K<*  bddhiraka  (fr.  badhira),  see  Gana 
Arlhanadi  to  Pun.  IV.  2,  80. 

Bdilhirika,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from  BadhirikS. 

Bddhirya,  am,  n.  deafness. 
^TWt*T  bddhyoga,  as,  m.  a  patronymic from  Badhyoga. 

Bddhyogdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Ba- dhyoga. 

sTT^vftsrsN  bdndhakineya,  as,  m.  (fr.  ban- 

dhaki),  the  son  of  an  unmarried  woman,  a  bastard. 
^T5*re  bdndhava,  as,  m.  (fr.  bandhu),  a 

relation  (near  or  remote  and  including  wives  and  chil- 

dren), relative,  kinsman  [cf.  pitri-b0']  ;  a  maternal 
relation  ;  a  friend  [cf.  p(ka-b°~\  ;  (i),  f.  a  female  rela- tion. —  Bandhava-kara,  a*,  m.  an  epithet  of  Lalla- 

dlkshita,  a  commentator  on  the  Mric'-c'hakat!.  —  ]l<ln- 
dhava-tydga,  as,  m.  abandoning  a  kinsman,  for- 

saking a  relation.  —  Bdndharakro^in  (°ra-dk°),  i, 
ini.  i,  calling  out  to  or  bewailing  a  kinsman. 
Bdndhavaka,  as,  t,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 

kinsmen,  kindred. 
Bandhai-ya,am,  n. connection  by  blood,  relation- 

ship, consanguinity. 
Jldndhitka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bandhuka),  belonging 

to  or  derived  from  the  Bandhuka  tree. 

Bandhupata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bandhu-pati),  re- 
lating to  the  lord  of  kindred  or  relations. 
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bdpaya,  as,  m.  surname  of  the  scribe 
Kasl-natha-bhatta. 

bapya-deva,   as,  m.,  N.   of  the 
writer  of  a  particular  inscription. 

bu.baji-vyo.sa,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
an  author. 

<=n<m.  bdbara,  am,  n.  (fr.  babara),  epithet 
of  a  PancVratra  ;  N.  of  a  place. 

bubert,  f.,  N.  of  a  city. 

babhrava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  babhru), 

belonging  or  relating  to  Babhru  ;  (as),  m.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Babhru  ;  (i),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durgi 

(the  wife  of  Babhru,  i.  e,  Siva). 

Iiabhra.vaya.ni,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Ba- 
bhrava ;  N.  of  a  son  of  VisViUmitra. 

Babhrai-lya,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  bdbhravya),  the 
disciples  or  followers  of  Babhravya. 

Bdbhrarya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Babhru  ; 
N.  of  a  teacher. 

BdbhraryaTca,  as,  I,  am,  inhabited  by  Bsbhravyas. 

Bdbhruka,  as,  i,  am,  like  an  ichneumon,  (i.  e. 
probably)  brown,  brownish. 

^TCiara,  Ved.  an  opening,  aperture;  [cf. 
•jlhma-V,  nidina-V.] 

<riM;6  bdrahata,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Nara- 
hara-dasa  the  author  of  the  Hindi  work  Avatara- 

c*aritra  or  Caturvinsaty-avatara-c'aritra. 

1KK4  barejya,  N.  of  a  town. 

«fl°i6  T*.  bdrbattra  or  bdrvatira,  as,  m.  the 
kernel  of  the  mango  fruit  ;  a  young  shoot  ;  tin  ;  the 
son  of  a  harlot  ;  [cf.  barbatl.] 

barha,  bdrhina.     See  varha. 

bdrhata,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  brihat),  Ved. 

relating  to  the  Saman  called  Brihat,  celebrated  in  the 

Brihat-saman,  (according  to  Mahl-dhara  =  brihat- 

sdma-stitta.)  ',  relating  or  belonging  to  the  Brihatl 
metre,  representing  it,  consisting  of  it  ;  Bdrhatam 

I'djajidaukshnorandhram,  N.  of  a  Saman  ;  (am), 
n.  the  fruit  of  the  Brihat!,  a  variety  of  the  So- 
lanum. 

Bdrliatanuihtubha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  'brihat  +  ann- 
sh-tubh),  Ved.  consisting  of  a  Brihatl  and  an  Anu- 
shtubh. 

Bdrhatsdma,  f.  (fr.  brihat-sdman),Ved.,  N.  or 
epithet  of  a  woman. 

Bdrhadagna,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  ~brihad-agni),  the 
descendants  of  Brihad-agni. 

BdrJiadisltava,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Brihad- 
ishu  (with  i  lengthened). 

Bdrhaduktha,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  relating  or  be- 
longing to  Brihad-uktha  ;  {as),  m.  a  patronymic 

from  Brihad-uktha. 

Bdrhadgira,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  relating  or  belong- 
ing to  Brihad-giri. 

Bdrhadtlaivata,  am,  n.  (fr.  T)rihad-devatd\ 
~N.  of  a  work  also  called  Brihad-devatS  and  attributed 
to  S'aunaka. 
Barhadbala,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 

Brihad-bala. 

Bdrhadratha,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 

Brihad-ratha  ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  of  Jara-sandha  ; 
(sometimes  spelt  bdrahadratka.) 

Barhadrathi,  if,  m.  (fr.  brihad-raiha),  a  patro- 
nymic of  Jara-sandha. 

Bdrha-eata,  as,  i,  am,  containing  the  word  barha- cat. 

Bdrhaspata,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 
Brihas-pati,  descended  from  Brihas-pati,  sacred  to 
Brihas-pati. 

Bdrhaxpatya,  as,  ti,  am,  relating  to  or  coming 
from  Brihas-pati  ;  (as),  m.  a  pupil  of  Brihas-pati  ; 

an  infidel,  a  materialist  ;  an  epithet  of  S'amyu  ;  of 

Agni  ;  of  Tapur-murdhan  ;  of  Bharad-vSja  ;  (am), 
n.,  scil.  bha  or  nakshatra,  the  constellation  Pushya  ; 
the  Artha-sastra  of  Brihas-pati,  ethics,  morality; 

Barhanpatyam  mdnam,  'Jupiter's  measure  of 
time,'  a  method  of  reckoning  time.  —  Bdrhaspatya- 
jyotir-grantha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  mentioned 

in  Raghu-nandana's  Sanskara-tattva.  —  Bdrhaxpa- 
tya-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  mentioned  in 
the  Ananda-laharl. 

barhishada,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Barhishad. 

"ii<«  bal,  ind.,  Ved.  an  interjection  imi- tative of  the  sound  of  a  falling  body. 

bula,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2. 

bal),  young,  childish,  infantine,  immature,  not  full- 
grown  ;  newly  risen  (as  the  sun,  cf.  bdldtapa,  bdld- 
ditya,  bdldrka),  new  or  waxing  (as  the  moon, 
cf.  bdla-6andra,  Idlendii)  ;  puerile,  ignorant,  un- 

wise, uninstructed  ;  pure  (said  especially  of  a  female 
animal,  as  a  heifer  &c.,  fit  for  sacrifice)  ;  (as,  a), 

m.  f.  a  child  (especially  one  under  five  years  of  age, 
but  also  one  under  sixteen  years  of  age  generally), 
an  infant;  (in  law)  a  minor  (who  is  distinguished 
as  a  kumdra  or  boy  under  five  years  of  age  ;  $i$u, 
a  boy  under  eight  ;  poganda,  a  boy  from  the  fifth 
to  the  end  of  the  ninth  year,  or  where  the  next 
distinction  is  omitted,  till  the  sixteenth  year;  and 
kidora,  a  boy  from  the  tenth  to  the  sixteenth  year)  ; 
the  young  of  an  animal,  a  five  years  old  elephant 

[cf.  bdla-yaja]  ;  a  colt,  foal  ;  one  whose  under- 
standing is  not  matured,  a  simpleton,  fool  ;  a  tail,  an 

elephant  or  horse's  tail  ;  hair  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a 
kind  of  perfume  or  fragrant  grass,  Andropogon 
Schcenanthus  ;  (as),  m.  a  boy  ;  a  kind  of  fish, 
Cyprinus  Denticulatus  or  Cyprinus  Rohita  ;  N.  of  a 
prince;  (a),  f.  a  female  child,  girl,  young  woman 
not  more  than  sixteen  years  of  age  ;  a  woman, 

female  ;  small  cardamoms  [cf.  dandra-b°]  ;  Aloe 
Indica  [cf.  yhrita-kumari]  ;  a  species  of  plant,  com- 

monly called  Aknadhi  ;  a  variety  of  jasmine  ;  a 

species  of  flower,  Hibiscus  Tortuosus  ;  the  cocoa-nut  ; 
turmeric  ;  a  kind  of  metre,  the  quantities  of  the  first 
three  lines  being  \j  —  o  —  u  v  —  u  —  ,  and  that  of  the 
fourth  —  u  —  &c.  ;  N.  of  the  mother  of  BSlin  and 

Sugrlva,  (she  is  said  to  have  been  formed  by  Praja- 
pati  out  of  some  dust  which  had  fallen  into  his  eyes)  ; 

N.  of  a  mystical  prayer;  (T),  f.  a  kind  of  ear-ring; 

[cf.  Lith.  wdla-s,  '  horsehair.']  —  Bdla^Tsadall,  f.  a 
young  plantain  tree,  Musa  Sapientum.  —  Bdla- 

kdnda,  am,  n.  '  section  treating  of  the  boy  (Rama),' 
N.  of  the  first  book  of  the  Ramayana  according  to 
the  northern  recension  (called  Adi-kinda  in  the 
Bengali  recension)  ;  N.  of  the  first  book  of  the 
Adhyatma-ramSyana.  —  Bdla-kanda,  an,  am,  m. 

n.  a  young  jasmine  of  the  variety  Jasminum  Multi- 
florum  or  J.  Pubescens.  —  Bdlakunddnuvlddha 

("da-an0),  as,  a,  am,  adorned  with  young  jasmine 
blossoms.  —  Bdkt-krimi,  is,  m.  *  hair-insect,'  a  louse. 
—  Bdla-krishna,  as,  m.  the  boy  Krishna,  Krishna 
as  a  boy  ;  N.  of  various  men  ;  N.  of  the  father  of 
the  author  Sfan-kara-dlkshita  ;  of  a  friend  of  Mani- 
rama  (a  commentator  on  the  BhSminl-vilasa)  ;  of  the 
father  of  Maha-deva  (the  author  of  the  Nyaya-sid- 
dhanta-muktavalt-dipika,  a  commentary  on  the  Bha- 

sha-paricc"heda)  ;  of  a  son  of  Mahadeva-bhatta  and 
husband  of  Lakshml-devI  ;  of  a  son  of  Ran-ga-nitha 
and  father  of  Narayana  (a  commentator  on  the  Uttara- 
rama-cfarita)  ;  of  the  father  of  Rarvga-natha  and  Venl- 
mldhava-bandhu  ;  of  a  man  called  also  Gan-ga-dhara. 

—  Bdla-ltriyd,  f.  children's  act,  the  actions  or  con- 
duct of  children.  —  Bala*kridana,  am,  n.  child's 

play,  childish  amusement.  —  liala-kridanaka,  as, 

m.  a  child's  toy  or  plaything,  a   ball  ;    the   plant 
Cyprxa  Moneta  ;    an  epithet  of  Siva  ;    (am),  n. 

child's  play,  childish  sporls  ;  (dnt),  n.  pi.,  N.  of  the 
sixty-first  chapter  of  the  third  part  of  VatsySyana's 
Kama-sutra.  —  _C«la-A:firfa,  f.  child's  play,  children's 
amusements,  childish  sport,  juvenile  pastime.  —  Bd- 
liikridH-Tarnana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  eleventh  book 

of  the  Kumlra-sambhava.  —  Bdla-khilya,  as,  m. 

[cf.  viila-khilya],  a  divine  personage  of  the  size  of 
a  thumb,  (sixty  thousand  were  produced  from  Brah- 

ma's body,  and  surround  the  chariot  of  the  Sun ; 

see  Raghu-varjsa  XV.  10;  Wilson's  Vishnu-Purana, 
p.  34.)  —  Bala-gaja,  as,  m.  a  young  elephant. 
—  Bala-garbhini,  f.  a  cow  with  calf  for  the  first 
time.  —  Bala-gdda-d/iari,  f.,  N.   of  a  work   by 
Annam  Bhatta  ( =  tarka-dlpika).  —  Bala-gopala, 

as,  m.  '  the  boy  cowherd,"  Krishna  as  a  youthful 
herdsman.  —  Bdlayopcila-tirtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
teacher   of  the    commentator    Dhana-pati.  —  Bala- 

gopdla-yatindra  (°ti-in°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  scho- 
liast on  San-kara's  commentary  to  the  Kathopanishad. 

—  Bdla-gauri-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bath- 

ing-place in  S'rT-mala.  —  Bdla-graha,  as,  m.  'seizer 
of  children,'  a  kind  of  demon  (to  whom  nine  kinds 
of  demoniacal  possessions  are  ascribed);  any  demon 

who  delights  in  teasing  and  injuring  children.  ™  Bd- 
lagraha-pratishedlia,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of 

VSgbhata's  Ashtan-ga-hridaya-samhita.  —  Bdlagra- 
hopafamana  (°Aa-up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of 
the   Sarn-ga-dhara-paddhati.  —  Bdla-ghna,  as,  m. 
a   child-slayer,   one   who   has    killed   a   child,    the 
murderer  of  a  child  ;  (I),  f.  a  murderess  of  children 

(said  of  a  Rakshasi).  —  Bdla-iandra,  as,  or  bdla- 
<?andramas,  as,  m.  the  young  or  waxing  moon  (= 
balendu)  ;  a  term  for  the  moon  till  five  or  six  days 

old.  —  Bdlafandnka,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Bdla- 

darita.  or  bdlu-daritra,  am,  n.  *  childish  exploits,' 
juvenile  sports  or  pastime  ;  a  common  N.  of  works  or 
sections  of  works  treating  of  the  youthful  adventures 

of  a  deity ;  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Gane£a-Pur5na. 
•-  Bdladarita-ndman,  N.  of  a  work  by  Vallabha- 
dikshita  containing  the  titles  of  Krishna  derived  from 
128  of  his  youthful  adventures.  —  Bdla-darya,  as, 

m.  '  behaving  like  a  child,'  an  epithet  of  Karttikeya ; 
(a),  f.  the  conduct  or  behaviour  of  a  child.  —  Bdla- 
fiita,  as,  m.  a  young  mango  tree.  —  Bala-ja,  as, 

d,  am,  springing  or  produced  from  hair ;  (in  Maha- 
bh.  AnusSsana-p.  1611,  4587,  a  wrong  reading  for 

bdlbaja,  q.  v.)  —  Bala-tanaya,  as,  m.  a  young 
son ;  the  tree  Acacia  Catechu.  —  Bdla-tantra,  am, 

n.  midwifery,  the  care  of  a  lying-in  woman  and  of 
her  child.  —  Bdla-taru,  us,  m.  a  young  tree.  —  Bata- 

ta, {.   or  bdla-tva,   am,  n.  childhood,   boyhood. 
—  Bdla-tHna,  am,  n.  young  grass.  —  Bdladalaka, 

as,  m.  '  small-leafed,'  the  tree  Acacia  Catechu ;  [cf. 
lala-pattraJ]  —  Bdla-deva,  as,    m.,   N.  of  the 
father  of  Bava-deva,  q.  v.  —  Bdla-dhana,  am,  n.  the 

property  of  a  minor  or  infant.  —  Bala-dhi,  is,  m. 
a  hairy  tail  (as  that  of  a  horse).  —  Bdla-pandita, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bdla-pattra  or  bdla-pat- 

traka,  as,  m.  'small-leafed,'  Acacia  Catechu   (  = 
bdladalaka) ;    Hedysarum  Alhagi.  —  Bdla-pdda- 

pa,  as,  m.  a  young  tree.  —  Bdla-pdtya,  f.  an  orna- 
ment (of  gold,  silver,  &c.)  worn  between  the  hair 

when  parted   on  the  forehead;    a  string  of  pearls 
binding  the  hair.  —  Bdla-putra,  as,  a,  am,  having 

little  children,  possessing  very  young  children ;  pos- 
sessed of  young  offspring.-" Bdla-putraka,  as,  m. 

a  little  son.  —  Rdla-pushpika,  (.  a  variety  of  jas- 
mine (  =  yulhika).  —  Bdla-pushpi,  f.  a  variety  of 

jasmine,  Jasminum  Auriculatum.  —  Bdla-bandhana, 

as,  m.,Ved.  'child-fetterer,'N.  of  a  demon.  -.  Bdla- 
bodha,  as,  m. '  instruction  for  the  youthful,'  N.  of various  works  adapted  to  the  capacity  of  the  young 

or  inexperienced ;  of  a  commentary  by  the  mathe- 
matician Go-vinda  the  son  of  L3dama  on  a  Nyaya 

work  by  S'Sndilya ;  of  a  work  by  Vallabha  AfSrya 
on   devotion  to  Krishna.  —  Bdla-bodtiaka,  as,  I, 

am,  instructing  the  youthful  and  inexperienced,  en- 

lightening the  simple.  —  Bdla-bodhani,  f.  '  instruct- 
ing the  youthful,'  N.  of  a  Vedanta  work.  —  Bdla- 

bodhinl,  f.  '  instructing  the  youthful,'  N.  of  a  com- 
mentary by  an  anonymous  Vedanta  writer  on  the 

Vakva-sudha ;  N.  of  a  work  by  S'an-karac'arya  said 
to  epitomize  the  logical  portions  of  the  S'ariraka- 
mlmansa-bhashya.   —  Bdlabodhini-bhdva-prakd- 

iikd,  f. ,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  S'an-kara  Aiarya's 
Bala-bodhini.  —  Bala-bhanjaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
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man.  —  Bdla-bltadraka,  an,  m.  a  kind  of  mineral 

poison  (=s'dmbhava).  —  Bdla-bhdra,  ae,  m.  'a 
weight  of  tail,'  a  large  bushy  tail.  —  Bdla-bharata, 
am,  n.  'the  little  Bharata,'  (opposed  to  the  Maha- 
bharata  or  great  Bharata),  N.  of  a  work  ascribed  to 

Amara-candra  (being  a  compendium  of  the  Maha- 
bharata);  N.  of  a  drama  by  Raja-sekhara  (=pra- 
canda-pdndavti).—  Bdla-bhdva,  as,  m.  state  of  a 
child,  childhood,  minority,  infancy ;  the  state  of  a  planet 
which  has  not  risen  far  above  the  horizon  ;  (according 

to  Kulluka  on  Manu  VIII.  nS)  =  an-amdhdna, 
inattention  ;  (kala.ro  bdla-bhdcax,  feeble  childhood 
=  children  collectively.)— Bdla-bhritya,  as,  m.  a 
servant  from  childhood.  —  Bala-bhaishajya,  am,  n. 

a  kind  of  collyrium  (  =  rasdnjana,  q.  v.).  —  Bdla- 

bhojya,  as,  m.  'children's  food,'  pezse.  —  Hala- 
mati,  is,  is,  i,  '  childish-minded,'  one  who  has  a 
puerile  intellect.  —  Bdla-manddra-vrik*ha,  as,  m. 
a  young  coral  tree  (Erythrina  Fulgens).  —  Itdla- 
mula,  am,  n.  a  young  radish.  —  Bdlamiilaka,  as, 

m.  '  hairy-rooted  (?),'  a  species  of  plant.  —  Bdla- 
miishikd,  f.  a  small  rat,  mouse.  —  Bdla-mriga,  as, 
m.  a  young  deer,  fawn.  —  Bdla-rnrindla,  as,  am,  m. 
n.  a  tender  filament  or  fibre  of  the  lotus.  —  Bdlam- 
bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  of  a  commentator  on 

the  law-book  called  Mitakshara ;  (as,  i,  am),  com- 
posed by  Balam-bhatta.  —  Bala-yajnopavltalca 

(°na-up°),  am,  n.  the  sacrificial  thread  worn  across 
the  breast ;  a  sort  of  substitute  for  the  sacrificial 

thread,  a  string  or  scarf  as  worn  by  children  upon 

the  breast  (?);  [cf.  bdlopavita.']  —  Bdla-rdja,  am, 
n.  lapis  lazuli ;  [cf.  bdla-sHrya,  bala-vdyaja.~\ —  Bdla-rdmdyana,  am,  n.  the  little  or  abridged 
Ramayana ;  [cf.  bdla-bhdrata,  mahd-rdmdyana.] 
—  Bdla-rupa,  N.  of  a  work  mentioned  in  Vacas- 

pati-misra's  Vivada-iiintSmani.  —  Bdlarilpa-dhara, 

as,  m.  '  bearing  the  form  of  a  boy,'  an  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Bdlarupa-d/irik  (see  dhrik,  p.  459),  hav- 

ing the  form  of  a  boy,  assuming  the  form  of  a 

dwarf.  —  Bdla-roga,  as,  m.  a  child's  disease,  disease 
of  children.  —  Bala-latd,  f.  a  young  creeper.  —  Ba- 

la,-lild,  (.  child's  play,  childish  sport;  juvenile  pas- 
time. —  Bala-vatsa,  as,  m.  a  young  calf; '  favourite 

of  children,'  a  dove,  pigeon.  —  Bdla-vanitd,  f.  a 
young  woman.  —  Bdla-vdyaja,  am,  n.  lapis  lazuli. 

—  Bdla-vdsas,  as,  n.  'hair-raiment,'  woollen  gar- 
ments. —  Bdla-vdhya,  as,  m.  '  ridden  by  children,' 

a  wild  goat.  —  Bdla-tidhavd,  (.  '  child-widow,'  a widow  whose  husband  died  before  she  attained  to 

puberty.  —  Bdla-vinaskta  or  balavinashtaka,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bdla-vrikska,  of,  m.  a  young 

tree.  —  Bdla-vaidhavya,  am,  n. '  child-widowhood,' 
the  becoming  a  widow  in  childhood.  —  Bdla-vya- 

jana,  am,  n.  '  tail-fan,'  a  chowrie,  a  whisk,  fly- 
flapper  (generally  made  of  the  tail  of  the  Yak  or 
Bos  Grunniens  and  used  as  an  emblem  of  princely 

rank).  —  Bdla-vrata,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  Bud- 

dhist  saint    Manju-ghosha   or    Manju-s'ri.  —  Bdla- 
darman,  d,  m.t  N.  of  the  father  of  S'anda  and 
grandfather  of  Lakshml-dhara.  —  Bdla-irinf/a,  as, 

«,  am,  'young-horned,*  having  horns  not  yet  full- 
grown.  —  Bdla-saklti,  d,  m.  'child-friend,'  a  friend 
from  childhood.  —  Bdla-sai'tjivarta,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
the  thirty-third  chapter  of  the  second  part  of  the 
Ganesa-Purana.  —  Bdla-sandhyii,  f.  early  twilight, 

dawn.  —  Bdlasandhydbha  (°yd-dbha),  as,  d,  am, 
resembling  early  twilight,  of  the  hue  of  dawn,  of  a 

purple  colour.  —  Bdla-sdtmya,  am,  n.  'that  which 
is  suitable  for  children,'  milk.  —  Bdla-sinha,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Bdla-suhrid,  t,  m.  a  friend  from 

childhood,  a  friend  of  one's  youth.  —  Bala-surya  or 

bdlasiiryaka,  am,  n.  lapis  lazuli ;  [cf.  bala-riija.~\ 
—  Bata-sthdna,  am,  n.  the  position  or  condition  of 
a  child,  childhood,  youth,  youthfulness,  inexperience. 
—  lidln-hatya,  f.  child-murder,  infanticide.  —  Bala- 

hasta,  as,  m. '  hairy-hand,'  a  hairy  tail,  the  tail  of  a 
horse  or  any  hairy  animal.  —  Bdldkshl  ("la-ale"),  f.  a 
species  of  tree,  (commonly  called  ke.<a-push>a.)—Bd- 

Idgra  (°la-ag°),  am,  n.  a  pinnacle  ?,  (Mric-chakati, 
Act  I,  p.  21);  the  point  of  a   hair.  —  Bdldtapa 

(°la-dt°),  ae,  m.  '  early  heat  of  the  sun,'  the  newly 

risen  sun,  the  morning  sun-beams,  heat  of  the  morn- 
ing sun.  —  IKliittipa-rakta,  as,  d,  am,  red  or  roseate 

with  the  morning  sun-beams.  —  Bdldditya  (°la- 
dd?),  as,  m.  'youthful  sun,'  the  newly  risen  sun, 
morning  sun ;  N.  of  a  king  of  Kasmira ;  of  a  king 

of  Magadha.  —  Bdlddltydpaka  (°la-adh°),  as,  m. 
'child-instructor,'  a  teacher  of  youth,  tutor.  —  Bdld- 
li/itjapaka-td,  f.  the  office  of  a  teacher  of  youth,  a 

tutorship.  —  lidldjiatija  (c/a-«/r ).  am,  n.  young  off- 
spring, youthful  progeny.  —  Bdldbliydsa  fla-abh), 

«>-,  m.  early  application,  study  during  childhood. 

—  Bdldmaya  (°la~dm°),  as,  m.  a  child's  disease, 
disease  of  children.  —  Bdldmaya-pratisJiedha,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  the  second  chapter  of  the  Uttara-tantra  or 

sixth  part  of  Vagbhata's  Ashtan-ga-hridaya-samhita. 
—  Bdldruna  (cZa-ar°),  as,  m.  early  dawn ;  (as,  a, 
am),  like  early  dawn,  ruddy  as  early  dawn.  —  Bdldrka 
Cla-ar),  as,  m.  the  newly  risen  sun,  the  morning 
sun-beams,  heat  of  the  morning  sun.  —  Bdlarka-ko- 
mala,  as,  d,  am,  soft  as  the  orient  sun  (said  of  red 

dye).  —  Bdldvabodha  (cla-aif),  as,  m. '  instructing 
the  young  or  inexperienced,'  N.  of  a  short  treatise 
on  omens  drawn  from  the  movements  of  dogs.  —  Bd- 
Idvabodha-paddhati,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary 

on  San-khSyana's  Grihya-sutras.  —  Bdla-varnana, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  the  ninety-sixth  chapter  of  the  Sarn- 

gadhara-paddhati.  —  Baldvastha  (°la-av°),  as,  d, 
am,  being  in  a  state  of  childhood,  still  young,  juve- 

nile. —  Baldvastha,  f.  the  state  of  a  child,  youth, 

childhood.  —  Bdldioka  (°la-as"°),  as,  m.  a  young 
Asoka  tree.  —  Bdldsura  (°la-as°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
Asura.  —  Bdldsura-vadha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  eighty- 

fifth  chapter  of  the  second  part  of  the  Ganesa-Pu- 
rana. —  Bdld-hatyd,  f.  the  murdering  of  female 

children,   female   infanticide.  •-Bdlendu   (°la-in°), 
us,  m. '  young  moon,'  the  new  moon,  waxing  moon. 
—  Bdleitvara  (°la-tf),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Jata- 
dhara  and  father  of  Narayana  the  author  of  the 

Prakrita-pada,  a  grammatical  work.  —  Bdleshta  (°la- 
ish°),  as,  m.  'desired  by  children,'  a  jujube  tree. 
—  Bdlopadarana  (°la-up°),  am,  n.  or  bdlopaddra 
(rZa-wp°),  as,  m.  the  medical  treatment  of  children, 
any  medicine  or  remedy  suited  for  children.  —  Bdlo- 
patfaraniya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  first  chapter  of  the 

Uttara-tantra  or  sixth  book  of  Vagbhata's  Ashtan-ga- 
hridaya-samhita.  —  Balopavita  (°la-4ip°),  am,  n. 
a  cloth  used  for  covering  the  privities ;  the  sacrificial 
thread  ( —  bdla-yajnopavltaka). 
Bdlaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  young,  childlike,  childish, 

not  yet  full-grown ;  (as),  m.  a  child,  infant,  a  boy ; 
(in  law)  a  minor;  a  fool,  blockhead  ;  the  tail  of  a 
horse  or  elephant;  a  finger-ring;  a  bracelet;  a  kind 
of  perfume ;  N.  of  a  prince,  (also  called  Palaka) ; 
(ika),  f.  a  female  child  or  infant,  a  girl ;  sand ;  the 
knot  or  flower  of  an  ear-ring ;  the  rustling  of  leaves ; 

small  cardamoms  [cf.  ikshv^b°~\  ;  (am),  n.  a  variety of  Hibiscus,  Hibiscus  Mutabilis ;  [cf.  Hib.  ballach, 

'a  boy.']  —  Bdlaka-tva,  am,  n.  childhood,  child- 
ishness. —  Bdlaka-pralaptta,  am,  n.  childish  talk, 

foolish  prattle.  —  Bdlaka-priya,  as,  d,  am,  fond  of 

children;  (a),  f.  coloquintida,  colocynth  ;  Musa  Sapi- 
entum.  —  Bdlaka-kalyd,  f.  infanticide. 
Bdlaktya,  as,  d,  am,  childish,  infantine,  relating 

to  children. 
Bdldyani,  is,  m.  a  metronymic  from  Bala. 
Bali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  monkey,  brother  of  the 

monkey-king  Su-grlva,  (he  was  son  of  Indra  and  was 

said  to  derive  his  name  from  bala,  '  hair,'  as  being 
bom  from  the  hair  of  his  mother ;  he  was  slain  by 

Rama-ciandra,  see  Ramayana  IV.  21).  —  Bali- 

sambhava,  as,  m.  'sprung  from  Bali,'  N.  of  a  cele- 
brated monkey,  the  son  of  Bali.  —  Bdli-liantri,  td, 

m.  '  killer  of  Bali,'  an  epithet  of  Rama. 
Jidlin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  monkey,  son  of  Indra,— 

bull;  (ini),  f.  the  constellation  Asvinl. 
Baliman,  d,  m.  childhood,  youth,  youthfulness, 

boyhood,  immaturity. 
Bdliila,  as,  d,  am,  young,  childish,  puerile,  of 

tender  years  ;  ignorant,  inexperienced,  simple,  foolish 
(  =  bdla);  careless,  heedless;  (as),  m.  a  child;  a 
fool,  blockhead;  (am),  n.  a  pillow,  cushion  (  = 

Pers.  (^pJu).  —  Balisa-ta,  f.  or  bdlUa-ti'u,  am,  n. 
childishness,  youthfulness,  simplicity,  foolishness,  folly. 

—Itdl'uSa-mati,  is,  is,  i,  '  childish-minded,'  foolish. 
Bdlisya,  am,  n.  childishness,  youth,  youthfulness, 

boyhood,  folly,  thoughtlessness,  heedlcssness. 

Baleya,  as,  f,  am,  fit  for  an  offering  or  oblation 
(fr.  bali)  ;  descended  from  Bali  (fr.  bali)  ;  tender, 
soft,  fit  or  proper  for  children  (fr.  bala)  ;  (as),  m. 

an  ass  ;  a  kind  of  vegetable  (  =  anr/dra-valli)  ;  a  kind 
of  radish  (  —  ddnakya-mulaka);  N.  of  a  Daitya. 
-•  Bdleya-tfdka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable,  Sipho- 
nanthus  Indica. 

Bdlya,  am,  n.  boyhood,  childhood,  infancy  ;  child- 
ishness, puerility,  immaturity  of  the  understanding, 

folly,  thoughtlessness,  puerile  temerity.  —  Bdlya- 
kdla,  as,  m.  the  period  or  age  of  childhood.  —  Bd- 
lya-td,  f.  =  bdlya. 

«ur>f<<i«t|  bala-khilya.   See  p.  681,  col.  3. 

flrt^'l  balandana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
of  Vatsa-pri. 

•NTrtlf«S  bdldki,  is,  m.  a  metronymic  from 
Balaka. 

Bdldkyd,  f.  a  proper  N. 

"Ut-MMfa  bdlayani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  pre- 

ceptor. 
tlrtl^^i  bdldhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  ser- 

pent-demon. «u(V»^(  bdlisa.     See  col.  2. 

«flrt  iqi^'ill  bdlivardirteya,  as,  m.  a  pa- 

tronymic from  Ballvardin  ;  a  metronymic  from  BalT- 

vardl  ;  [cf.  balivardineya."] 
bdl'isa,  as,  m.  retention  of  urine. 

bdlu,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  bal), 

a  kind  of  drug;  (also  written  vain;  cf.  elavdlu.) 
Bdluka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  drug  and  perfume, 

(also  written  vdluka  ;  cf.  elavdluka)  ;  (d),  f.  sand. 

gravel  ;  powder  ;  camphor  ;  a  sand-bath  ;  (d  or  7),  f. 
a  species  of  cucumber,  Cucumis  Usitatissimus.  —  B(i~ 
lukd-gada,  as,  m.  a  species  of  fish,  Cheilodiprerus 

Calius  and  Butis.  —  Bdlukdlmikd  (°ka-dt°),  f.  '  hav- 
ing the  nature  of  sand,'  sugar.  —  Bdlukd-prabhd,  f. 

one  of  the  seven  hells  of  the  Jainas,  the  hell  of  sand. 

Bdlunki,  f.  a  species  of  cucumber,  Cucumis  Usi- 
tatissimus. 

Bdlungl  or  bdlungikd,  {.=bdlunki. 
Bdluka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  poison. 

«)I<«4'<J  bdlendu.     See  col.  2. 

bdleya.     See  above. 
bdloka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  (?). 

bulbaja,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  balbaja), 

made  of  the  grass  Eleusine  Indica. 
Balbajabliarika  (fr.  balbaja  +  bkdra),  as,  i,  am, 

laden  or  burdened  with  Balbaja  grass. 
Brdbajika,  as,  I,  am,  bearing  Balbaja  grass  ;  [cf. 

bdlya.     See  above. 
bdlhaka.     See  bdlhika  below. 

bdlhi,  N.  of  a  country,  Balkh ; 

(often  written  bdhli;  cf.  balhi.)  —  Bdlhi-ja  or 
bdlhi-jdta,  as,  d,  am,  born  or  bred  in  Balkh,  of 
the  Balkh  breed  (said  of  a  horse). 

Bdlhayana,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  or  derived 

from  Balhi. 
Bdlhika,  as,  m.  (also  written  bdklika,  •cdhlika, 

bdhlika,  and  incorrectly  bdlhaka),  a  king  of  the 
Balhikas ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Pratlpa ;  (as),  m.  pi. ,  N.  of 

a  people ;  (as,  i,  am),  coming  from  Balkh ;  (am), 

n.  saffron ;  Asa  Fcetida. 
Bdlhika,  as,  m.  (often  written  bdhlika  or  vd- 

hlika,  and  sometimes  for  bdhlka),  a  prince  of  the 
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Balhlkas  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Janam-ejaya  ;  of  a  son  of 
Pratipa  ;  of  the  father  of  RohinI,  wife  of  Vasu-deva  ; 
of  a  Gandharva;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people,  = 
balhika;  (t),  f.  a  princess  of  the  Biilhlkas  (an  epithet 
of  Madri,  Maha-bh.  Adi-p.  4886)  ;  (a«,  t,  am), 
belonging  to  or  derived  from  the  BalhTkas;  (am). 
n.  saffron;  Asa  Foetida.  —  Balhika-bhdsfid,  {.  the 
language  of  the  Balhlkas  (enumerated  among  the 

various  Prakrit  dialects).  —  Bdlhlkesa  (%'a  +  J»'°),  as, m.  lord  of  the  Balhikas. 

«fl««l<;«r  bdvd-deva,   as,   m.,   X.    of   the 
author  of  the  Arpana-mimansS,  a  treatise  on  sacri- 

ficial rites. 

Bdvd-xdstrin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
Svarodaya-vivarana,  q.  v. 

iFS^ie-i  bashkala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher 
(a  pupil  of  Paila)  ;  of  a  Daitya  ;  of  a  son  of  Anu- 
hrada  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family  regarded  as  be- 

longing to  the  Kausikas,  (also  written  vdskalds)  ;  N. 
of  a  school  ;  (a»,  a,  am),  large,  great?;  (as),  m.  a 
warrior  (see  i-dshkala).  —  Bdehkala-^dk7id,  f,  N. 
of  a  work.  —  Bdshkalopanishad  Cla-up°),  t,  f., 
N.  of  an  Upanishad. 

Bdshkalaka,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  or  derived 
from  the  Bashkalas. 

Bdshkali,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bashkala  ;  N. 
of  a  teacher. 

bashkiha,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Bashkiha. 

bdshpa,  bdshpaka,  bdshpin,  &c.    See 
vdshpa,  &c. 

baskala,  a   various   reading  for 
bashkala  above. 

basta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  basta,  a  goat, 

cf.  vasta),  belonging  to  or  coming  from  a  goat, 
goatish  ;  bantam  darma,  a  goat-skin  ;  (also  written 
odsta,  cf.  Manu  11.41.) 
Bdstdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Basta. 

c^  |^  bah.     See  rt.  vah. 

~m%  bdha,  as,  a,  m.  f.the  arm,=  I.  bahu  be- 
low ;  (m),  m.  a  horse  ;  (probably  for  vdha  fr.  rt.  vah.) 

1.  bdhava,  am,  n.  (fr.  lahu),  see  Gana  Prithv- 
adi  to  Pan.  V.  I,  122. 

2.  bdhava,  as,  am,  m.  n.,  Ved.  the  arm  (  =  4aA«). 
Bdhavi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bahu  ;  N.  of 

•4  teacher. 

Bdhdbdhavi,  ind.  arm  against  arm,  hand  to  hand 
(in  close  combat,  =  bdhubdhavi). 

'3\%Z  bdhata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author 
mentioned  by  Malli-natha  in  his  commentary  on  the 
Raghu-vansa. 

bdhada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

bdhddura,  as,  m.  a  modern  title 

of  honour  conferred  by  Muhammadan  kings  bearing 
some  resemblance  to  the  European  title  of  military 

knighthood  (  =  Pers.^jLjO). 

^H'^IMl^fa  bdhdbdhavi.     See  above. 
llh;^ri;c*  bdhirvedika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ba- 

hir-vedi),  Ved.  situated  or  taking  place  outside  the 
Vedi  ;  [cf.  bahirvedika.] 

*rnfte  bdhika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bahis),  being 
outside,  external,  exterior  ;  (probably)  being  abroad  ; 
belonging  or  relating  to  the  people  of  the  Panjab  ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  people  of  the  Panjab,  (opposed  to 

prdtya)  •  (as),  m.  an  inhabitant  of  the  Panjab,  a 
Panjab!;  N.  of  a  priest  ;  an  ox;  (am),n.,N.of  alake 
or  piece  of  water  in  the  country  of  the  Bahikas. 

""§  i.  bahu,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  bah  for  bank, 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  bddh;  by  some  grammarians  I. 
bdhw  is  slid  to  be  both  m.  and  f.  ;  for  v.  bahu 
see  col.  3),  the  arm,  (bahu  udyamya,  raising 

the  two  arms;  Lakshmano  Itdmasya  dakshino 

baliuh,  Lakshmana  is  Rama's  right  arm;  djanu- 
bdhu,  one  whose  arms  reach  as  far  as  his  kness ;  cf. 

ud-b°,  urdhva-b")  ;  the  fore-arm,  the  arm  between 
the  elbow  and  the  wrist,  (opposed  to  pra-aanda, 

q.  v.)  ;  the  fore-foot  of  an  animal,  (according  to  the 
commentators  especially  the  upper  part  of  the  fore- 

foot, but  perhaps  also  the  lower  part;  cf.  pri/lnp- 

b°) ',  the  whole  upper  extremity  of  the  body  (in 
medicine,  as  opposed  to  sakthi,  the  lower  extre- 

mity) ;  the  limb  of  a  bow  (Ved.) ;  the  bar  of  a 

chariot-pole  (Ved.);  a  door-post  [cf.  dvara-b°] ; 
(in  geometry)  the  base  of  a  right-angled  triangle, 
leg  of  a  triangle,  side  of  an  angular  figure  [cf. 

bahu-pratibahu] ;  the  shadow  of  the  gnomon  on  a 
sun-dial ;  the  constellation  Ardra,  (in  this  sense  also 
u,  m.  du.)  ;  N.  of  a  Daitya  ;  of  a  prince  (enumerated 
among  eighteen  who  brought  ruin  upon  their  families 
by  their  illegal  actions,  Maha-bh.  Udyoga-p.  2731) ; 
of  a  son  of  Vrika ;  of  a  son  of  Vajra  ;  (adjective  com- 

pounds having  bahu  in  the  sense  of '  arm '  at  the 
end  and  applied  to  the  names  of  persons  make 

their  fern,  in  u)  ;  [cf.  Zend  b&zu, '  the  arm  ; '  Gr. 
irij\v-s,  Upaxiaiv ;  Lat.  bracliium;  Old  Norse 

bog-r=0ld  Germ,  buoc,  'a  bow,  bend.']  —  Bdhw- 
kara,  an,  i,  am,  working  with  the  hands.  —  Bdhu- 
kuntha  or  bdhu-kubja,  as,  a,  am,  crippled  in  the 
arms.  —  Bdhu-kuntha,  as,  m.  a  wing.  —Bdhu- 
kshad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  offering  the  fore-legs  (i.  e.  the 
inferior  parts)  of  an  animal  (said  of  a  parsimonious 
sacrificer;  according  to  Say.  =  bdhubhir  yajamd- 

nah).  —  Bdku-ddpa,  as,  m.  '  arm-bow,'  the  dis- 
tance measured  by  the  extended  arms,  a  fathom. 

-Bdhu-fyut,  t,  t,  t,  in  Atharva-veda  XVIII.  3, 
25,  perhaps  for  Itahu-td.  —  Bdhu-fyuta,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  fallen  from  the  arm,  dropped  out  of 

the  hand;  (Say. =  bdhubhydm  pradyutah.)  —  Bd- 

ha-ja,  as,  m.  'arm-born,'  a  Kshalriya  or  man  of 
the  military  class  (as  sprung  from  the  arm  of  Brahma, 
Manu  I.  31);  a  parrot;  sesamum  growing  wild  or 
spontaneously.  —  Bdhu-jiUa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  swift 
with  the  arms ;  (Say.  =  bdhuh  prerakah  iatrundm 
yasya  tddrisah,  repelling  the  enemy  with  the  arms!) 
—  Bdhu-jya,  f.  the  cord  of  an  arc,  sine.  —  Bdhu-td, 
ind.,  Ved.  in  the  arms;  [cf.  deva-td,  i.  purusha- 

td.^  —  Bdhti-trdna,  am,  n.  'arm-fence,'  armour  for 
the  arms,  vantbrass.  —  Bdhu-danda,  as,  am,  m.  n. 

'  arm-starf,'  an  arm  like  a  staff,  the  arm  compared  to 
a  staff;  a  blow  or  punishment  inflicted  with  the  arm 

or  fist ;    [cf.  bhuja-daniia.]  —  Bdhu-dd,  f.  '  arm- 

giver,'  an  epithet  of  Suyala  (a  wift  of  Parikshir, 
Maha-bh.  Adi-p.  3795);  N.  of  a  river  said  to  rise 
in  the  Himalaya  and   probably  identical  with  the 
Vitasta  or  classical  Hydaspes  and  modern  Jhelum, 
(into  this  river  Gauri  the  wife  of  Prasena-jit  is  said 
to  have  been  transformed  ;  and  its  name  is  accounted 
for  by  a  legend  that  a  saint  recovered  his  lost  arms 

by  bathing  in  the  stream.)  —  Bdhu-pds"a,  as,  m. 
'  crossing  or  intertwining  the  arms,'  a  particular  atti- 

tude in  fighting.  —  Bdhu-pratibd hu,  u,  m.  du.  (in 

geometry)  the  opposite  sides  of  a  figure.  -  Bdhu- 
prasdra,  as,  m.  the  act  of  stretching  out  the  arms, 

embracing.  —  Bdhu-praharana,   as,  m.  '  striking 
with  the  arms,'  a  striker,  boxer ;  (am),  n.  boxing, 
wrestling.  —  Bdhu-phala,  am,  n.  (in  geometry)  the 
result  fiom  the  base  sine ;  the  sine  of  an  arc  of  a 
circle  of  position  contained  between  the  sun  and  the 

prime   vertical.  —  Bdhu-bala,   am,  n.  power  or 
strength  of  arm ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ;  (as,  d, 

am),  strong  in  the  ztm.  —  Bdhu-balin,  I,  in'i,  i, 
strong  in  the  arm.  —  Brl/iti-bddha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people;    (also  read  bdhu-bddhya,  bahu-rada.) 
—  Bdhit-bhaitgi,  is,  f.  bending  or  twisting  the  arms. 
—  Bdfm-bhushana,   am,  n.    or  bdhu-bhiishd,   f. 
'  arm-ornament,'  an  armlet,  an  ornament  worn  on 
the  upper  part  of  the  arm.  —  Bdhu-bhcdin,  t,  m. 

'  arm-breaker,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Bdhu-mat, 
dn,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  (strong)  arms ;  (dn),  m. 
an  epithet  of  Indra ;  (ati),  (.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Bdhu- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  or  done  with  the  arms. 

—  Bdhu-mdtra,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  as  long  as  the 

arm.  —  Bdhu-miila,  am,  n.  the  root  or  juncture  of 
the  arm,  armpit,  extremity  of  the  upper  part  of  the 
arm,  shoulder-blade,  the  region  of  the  shoulder. 
—  Bdhumula-vibhiishana,  am,  n.  an  ornament 
worn  on  the  extremity  of  the  upper  part  of  the  arm. 

•»  Bdhu-yitdd/ia,  am,  n.  '  arm-fight,'  a  close  fight, 
personal  struggle,  pugilistic  encounter,  boxing,  wrest- 

ling, pugilism.  —  Bdhu-yodha,  as,  or  bdhti-yodhin, 

i,  m.' fighting  with  the  arms,'  a  wrestler,  a  boxer.— Bd~ 
hu-latd,  (. '  arm-creeper,'  an  arm  (lithe)  as  a  creeper 

or  climbing  plant.  —  Bahulatdntara  (°td-an°),  am, 
n.  the  space  between  creeper-like  arms,  the  breast, 
bosom.  —  BdhU'latikd,  f.  an  arm  like  a  young 
creeper  or  climbing  plant.  —  Bdhur-vikshepa,  as, 
m.  the  act  of  throwing  the  arms  apart,  moving  the 

arms;  swimming.  —  Bdhu-mrya,  am,  n. strength  of 
arm,  personal  prowess.  —  Bdhu-vrilita,  as,  m.,Ved. 
N.  of  a  descendant  of  Atri  and  author  of  the  hymns 

Rig-veda  V.  71,  72.  —  B aim-try dyama,  as,  m. 
'arm-exercise,'  gymnastic  or  athletic  exercise.  —  Bd- 

hu-iakii,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Bdliu-s'ardhin, 
I,  j'ni,  i,  Ved.  '  relying  on  (his)  arms,'  mighty  in 
arm  or  prowess ;  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Bdku-s'dUn, 
i,  ini,  i,  possessing  (strong)  arms ;  (I),  m.  an  epithet 
of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  Danava ;  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rSshtra ; 

of  Bhima ;  of  a  prince.  —  Bdhu-s"ikhara, '  the  upper 
part  of  the  arm,'  the  shoulder.  —  Bdhu-sambliava, 
as,  m.'  arm-bom /'sprung  from  the  arms  (of  Brahma),' 
a  Kshatriya  or  man  of  the  military  class.  —  lidhu- 

sahasra-bhrit,  t,  m.  '  having  a  thousand  arms,'  an 
epithet  of  king  Arjuna  Kjrtavlrya  killed  by  Parasu- 

rama.  —  Bdhutltshepam  (°hu-ut°),  ind.  having  lifted 
up  the  arms,  having  raised  the  hands.  —  Bdhu-bd- 
havi,  ind.  arm  against  arm,  arm  to  arm,  hand  to 

hand  or  mutually  grappling  (in  close  combat,  =  lidhd- 
bdhavi).  —  Bdhv-arika,  as,  m.,  Ved.  bending  the 
arm.  —  Bdhv-ojas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  strength  of  arm ; 
(as,  as,  as),  strong  in  the  arm ;  strong  in  the 
fore-legs  (said  of  a  horse ;  Say.  =  bdhushu  pra- 
krishta-balavdn). 

Bdhuka,  as,  a,  am,  servile,  a  servant,  dependant ; 
swimming  with  the  arms ;  like  a  dwarf,  dwarfish ; 

(as),  m.  =  i .  bdhu, '  the  arm,'  at  the  end  of  a  comp. 
[cf.  7irasva-b°] ;  a  monkey ;  N.  of  a  Naga ;  of  a 
prince;  of  a  son  of  Vrika  (=1.  bd  hu);  N.  assumed 
by  Nala  after  his  transformation  into  a  dwarf  by  the 
serpent-demon  Karkotaka  and  upon  his  becoming 
charioteer  to  king  Ritu-parna,  (with  this  meaning 
also  written  vdhuka) ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

i.  bahula,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  p.  684,  col.  l),  mail 
or  armour  for  the  arms  j  N.  of  a  place  in  Dakshina- 

patha. 

"^T?  2.  bahu  (fr.  bahu,  p.  677,  col.  2),  oc- 
curring at  the  beginning  of  compounds  as  follow. 

(For  I.  balm  see  col.  I.) 

Bdhukita,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bahu-klta),  see  Gana 
Paladyadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  no. 

Bdhukuleyaka  (fr.  bahu  +  kula),  as,  m.  a  pa- 
tronymic ;  [cf.  bahukullna.] 

Bdhugarta,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  bahu  +  garta),  see 
Scholiast  on  Pan.  IV.  2,137. 

Bdhugunya,  am,  n,  possession  of  numerous  ex- 
cellences, great  advantageousness  ;  excess ;  (ena),  ind. exceedingly. 

Bdhudantaka  [cf.  bdhudantin],  belonging  to 

Indra,  (said  of  a  treatise  on  moral  duties  abridged 

by  Indra,  Maha-bh.  S'anti-p.  2204.) 
Bdhudantin,  I,  m.  (fr.  bahu  +  danta),  an  epithet 

of  Indra.  —  Bdhudanti-putra,  as,  m.  a  son  of  Indra, 
epithet  of  Jaya-datta  (son  of  Indra  and  reputed  author of  a  Tantra). 

Bdhudanteya,  as,  m.^bdhttdantin, 
Bdhubali,  is,  m.  (probably  fr.  bahu-bala),  N.  of 

a  mountain. 

Bdhubhdshya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ba7iti-bhdshin,  q.  v.), 
talkativeness,  garrulity,  loquaciousness. 

Bdhumitrdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bahu- mitra,  q.  v. 

Bahurupya,  as,  &c.  (fr.  bahu  +  rupya),  see 
Siddhaiita-kauinudi  on  Pan.  IV.  3,  106;  (am),  n. 
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(fr.  bahw-rupa),  the  possession  of  many  forms  or 
aspects,  manifoldness. 
Bdhuvartaka,  ai,  i,  am  (fr.  bahu-earta),  see 

Scholiast  on  Pin.  IV.  j,  126. 

Bdhuviddha,  ai,  m.  (fr.  a  form  bahu-viddha?), 
a  patronymic  (?). 
Bdhuidla,  at,  i,  am  (fr.  bahu-Jdla),  prepared 

from  Tithymalus  Antiquorum.  —  Bd}tuiiala-guda,as, 
m.  (in  medicine)  pills  prepared  from  Tithymalus  An- 
tiquorum  and  used  as  a  remedy  for  hemorrhoids  &c. 

Bdhuirutya,  am,  n.  (fr.  bahu-i'ruta),  great 
learning,  learnedness,  erudition. 

Bahvrifya,  am,  n.  (fr.  bahv-rif),  the  saaed 
tradition  of  the  Bahv-ricas,  traditional  teaching  of 
the  Rig-veda. 

bahuk  in  pra-b°,  q.  v. 

bdhubdna,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of 

king  Hammlra  ;  (also  read  vdhuvdna,  ddhubdna.) 

^TSc9  2.  bahula,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bahula;  for 

i.  see  p.  683,  col.  3),  manifold,  see  Gana  San-ka- 
ladi  to  P5n.  IV.  3,  75  ;  (as),  m.  the  month  Kart- 
tika  (when  the  moon  is  near  the  Pleiades  ;  fr.  la- 
hula,  the  Pleiades)  ;  (as),  m.  fire;  N.  of  a  prince; 
of  a  son  of  Sikya-muni  ;  (am).  n-  manifoldness,  a 

term  in  grammar  implying  the  optional  applicabi- 
lity of  different  mles.  —  Bahula-yriva,  as,  m. 

•  variegated-necked,'  a  peacock. 
Bdhulaka,  am,  n.  manifoldness,  diversity;  (at), 

ind.  in  consequence  of  the  diverse  or  indeterminate 
applicability  (of  a  rule),  from  the  various  application 
of  meanings  or  of  forms. 

Bdhuli,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Visvi-mitra. 
Jlii/iitlnjii,  as,  m.  (fr.  bahula,  the  Pleiades),  a 

metronymic  of  KSrttikeya. 

Bahulya,  am,  n.  (fr.  bahula),  abundance,  plen- 
tifulness,  plenty,  quantity,  multitude,  multiplicity, 
manifoldness,  variety;  the  usual  course  of  things, 
common  order  of  things;  (at,  ena),  ind.  in  the 
usual  course  of  things,  for  the  most  part,  usually, 
ordinarily,  commonly  ;  (at),  ind.  in  all  probability. 

l(|f!l|c(i  bdheyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  (perhaps) 

relating  to  or  current  among  the  Bihlkas. 

<4im  bahya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  bahis,  q.  v.  In 
classical  Sanskrit  this  word  is  more  usually  written 

vdhya,  but  in  the  Veda  bahii  and  bdhya  are  the 
usual  forms,  the  nom.  pi.  bdhye  following  the  pro- 

nominal declension),  being  outside,  situated  without 

(a  city  or  village  or  house),  outer,  external,  out- 
ward, exterior;  foreign;  (as),  m.  a  foreigner;  an 

outcast,  one  of  a  low  tribe;  (a),  f.,  scil.  tvad,  the 
outer  bark  (of  a  tree)  ;  (am,  ena,  e),  ind.  outside, 
on  the  outside,  without;  (at),  ind.  from  without. 

—  Bdhya-tas,  ind.  outside,  externally,  on  the  outside 
of  (with  gen.  or  abl.  ;  cf.  vdhya-tas). 

°|'l£4i  biihlaka,  bdhli,  bdhlika,  bdhllka,  &c. 
See  bdlhaka,  &c.,  p  682,  col.  3. 

bit  (also  written  nit;  cf.  rts.  vid 
and  hit),  cl.  i.  P.  betati,  betitum,  to 

address  harshly  ;  to  swear,  curse  ;  to  shout,  exclaim. 

f«tSdi  bitaka,  as,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  a  boil 
(  =pitaka,  q.  v.). 

fa7  bitha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  (according  to 
Yiska)  the  sky. 

Sec. 
bidala,  biddlaka,  &c.     See  viddla, 

bid  or  bind  (connected  with  rts. 
bhid,  bil,  Writ),  cl.  i.  P.  bindati,  bi- 

liitnl,!,  bindita,  binditum,  to  split,  cleave;  to 
divide  ;  to  make  or  constitute  a  part. 

Bidala,  am,  n.  (usually  written  viilala,  q.  v.,  and 
according  to  some  fr.  ft  +  dala),  anything  split  off, 
a  slip,  cutting,  chip  ;  a  split  bamboo  ;  a  split  pea  [cf. 

masura-tf]  ',  a  twig  ;  a  basket  made  of  split  bam- 
boos ;  gold-leaf,  &c.  ;  paste  of  pomegranates  ;  (as), 

m.    pastry,    a    cake  ;   the   tree    Bauhinia  Variegata 

(  =  kuddala,  ko-viddra)  ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Ipomcea 
Turpethum.  —  Bidala-kiiri,  f.,  Ved.  a  woman  em- 

ployed in  splitting  bamboos;  (Mahi-dhara^vatt.f'a- 
viddrint,    vans"a-patra-kariii~t  .)  —  Ittdala-xani- 
hita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  composed  or  made  up  of 
halves.  —  Bidali-krita,  as,  a,  am,  split,  cleft,  pierced  ; 
dei-V,  cleft  in  twain  ;  (generally  spelt  vulali-krita.) 
Bindavi  (fr.  bindu),  N.  of  a  place  ;  [cf.  baindavi.] 
Bindaviya,  as,  a,  am,  see  Gana  GahSdi  to  Pan. 

IV.  2,  138  ;  (as),  m.  a  prince  of  the  Hindus;  [cf. ~ 

Bindu,  us,  m.  (in  classical  Sanskrit  more  usually 
written  Hindu,  q.  v.,  in  the  Veda  lindu),  a  detached 
particle,  a  drop  ;  a  sphericle,  globule,  point,  dot,  spot  ; 

N.  of  a  descendant  of  An-giras  and  author  of  the 
hymns  Rig-veda  VIII.  83,  IX.  30. 

bind  —  rt.  bid,  q.  v. 

binduraka,  as,  m.  Hiraenia  .-Egyp- 

f^Hrftr^  bibodhayishu,  MS,  us,  u  (fr. 
Desid.  of  Caus.  of  rt.  I.  budh),  wishing  to  rouse,  in- 

tending to  wake;  [cf.  bubodliayishu.~\ 
r=fgj<*  bibboka,  as,  m.  (also  written  vw- 

voka,  nbboka,  q.q.  v.v.),  haughty  indifference;  (in 
erotic  poetry)  affectation  of  indifference  towards  a 
beloved  object  through  pride  and  conceit. 

flHVSjIViJ  bibhakshayishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr. 
Desid.  of  rt.  bhaksh),  wishing  to  eat,  desirous  of 
eating.  «-  Bibhakshayishu-danshtrin,  f,  ini,  i, 

'  having  teeth  desirous  of  eating,'  hungry-mouthed. 
f*rfHrHI  bibhitsd,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt. 

bhid),  a  desire  to  break  through  or  destroy,  wish  to 
pierce  or  penetrate  (with  ace.,  e.  g.  Drondnikam 
bibhitsa,  the  desire  of  breaking  through  the  army  of Drona). 

Bibhitsu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  breaking  through, 
wishing  to  pierce  or  penetrate  (with  ace.). 
Bibhedayishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of  Caus.), 

desirous  of  severing,  intending  to  divide  or  dis- 
unite. 

f^PBJ  bibhrakshu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of 

rt.  bhrajj),  wishing  to  roast  or  fry  ;  desirous  of  scorch- 
ing up,  intending  to  scorch  or  parch;  wishing  to 

destroy  ;  (us),  m.  fire. 
Bibhrajjishu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  fry  or  parch  ; 

(ua),  m.  fae.—Bibhrajjishu-pi'akhya,  as,  a,  am, 
resembling  fire,  (according  to  a  Scholiast  =  agni- tulya.) 

fsfifi^bibhrat,  at,  ati,at  (pres.  part,  of  rt. 
bhri,  q.  v.),  bearing,  carrying. 

bimba.     See  vimba. 

birdla  and  bildla  =  vidala,  q.  v. 

bil  (sometimes  less  correctly 
written  vil;  connected  with  rts.  bhil, 

bid,  bhid),  cl.  6.  10.  P.  bilati,  belayati,  to  split, 
cleave,  break,  divide. 

Bila,  am,  n.  (also  written  vila,  q.  v.  ),  a  hole 
(especially  of  a  mouse,  snake,  wild  beast,  &c.), 

hollow,  cavity;  a  gap,  pit,  chasm  ;  an  opening,  aper- 

ture, outlet,  (6atur-b",  Ved.  '  having  four  apertures 
or  outlets,"  said  of  the  udder  of  a  cow),  embouchure  ; 
the  hollow  of  a  dish,  bowl  of  a  spoon  or  ladle  ;  (as), 

m.  a  species  of  reed  or  cane,  Calamus  Rotang  (  = 

i-etasa)  ;  N.  of  UcYaih-sravas  (one  of  the  horses  of 

lndn).  —  Biles'vara-tirtka  (°la-iil°),  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  TTrtha. 

Bilma,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  slip,  chip,  (Say.  =  bhasa- 
nam  kashtham)  ;  a  broken  helmet  ;  an  ash-pit. 

ISilmin,  I,  ini,  i,  (according  to  Mahl-dhara)  having a  helmet. 

Billa,  am,  n.  (also  written  rilla),  a  pit,  hole, 

reservoir;  Asa  Foetida.  —  BHIa-mula,  f.  a  species  of 
esculent  bulbous  plant.  —  Billa-iu,  us,  f.  a  mother 
of  ten  children. 

Bilm,  as,  m.  (in  the  later  language  more  usually 

written  t'ilt'a,  q.  v.),  a  species  of  tree,  J^igle  Mar- 
melos,  the  wood-apple  (commonly  called  Bel ;  it  bears 
a  delicious  fruit,  which  when  unripe  is  used  for  medi- 

cinal purposes ;  its  leaves  are  employed  in  the  cere- 

monial of  the  worship  of  S'iva) ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit 
of  ̂ gle  Marmelos  ;  a  particular  weight,  —  I  Pala,  = 
4  Akshas,  =  ̂   Kudava;  a  kind  of  vegetable;  (a),  f. 
a  kind  of  drug  (  =  hiityu-pattri,  q.v^.^Bilva-ja, 
see  bailraja.  —  Bilva-tejas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent- 
demon.  —  Bilva-<lan(la,  as,  m.  'having  a  staff  of 
Bilva  wood,'  an  epithet  of  Sm.  —  Hilm-ndtha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Hatha-vidya.  —  Bilva- 

pattra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-demon.  ~Bilva- 
pattra-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  or  consisting  of 
Bilva  leaves.  -  Bilvapattrikd,  f.  a  N.  of  DakshS- 
yanl  under  which  she  was  worshipped  at  Bilvaka. 

—  Bilca-pdndara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  seipent-demon. 
—  Bilva-peiikd  or  bilva-pefi,  f.  the  dried  shell  of 
the  Bilva  fruit.  —  Biloa-mangula,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

poet  (also  called  Llla-suka,  the  author  of  the  Krishna- 
karnamrita,  a  poem  on  the  sports  of  Krishna  at 
Vrinda-vana).  —  Bilva-vana,  am,  n.  a  wood  of  Bilva 

trees.  —  Bilndmraka  (°va-dm°),  N.  of  a  place  on 

the  Reva  or  N  armada  river.  —  Bilvedvara  (va-is"°), 

N.  of  a  Lirrga.  —  Bilvodakes'vara  (°va-ud°,  °ka- 
js"c),  N.  of  a  temple  of  S'iva. 
Bilvaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-demon ;  of  a 

place  of  pilgrimage. 
BUvalciyd,  f.  a  place  planted  with  Bilva  trees. 
f«f<^Jll  bilhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  of 

a  poet,  (in  this  sense  also  written  vihlana.) 

^!4'  (=rt.  J"s)j  cl-  '  •  P-  besati,  &c., 
to  go. 

bisa,  bisha,  various  forms  for  bisa,  q.v. 

bishkald,  f.,  Ved.  parturient,  a 

woman  in  travail ;  [cf.  billa-sii,  bashkaya,  bash- 
kiha ;  according  to  some  a  masc.  form  vishkala  or 

bishkala  exists,  =  gramya-s'ukam,  a  tame  hog, 
which  by  reason  of  its  fecundity  has  the  name  bahi'- 
apatya,  having  much  offspring.] 

6is  (sometimes  written  vis,  q.  v.), 

cl.  4.  P.  bisyati,  &c.,  to  go,  move ;  to 
split ;  to  grow ;  to  urge  on,  incite ;  to  cast,  throw. 

lii-<i,  am,  n.  (in  classical  Sanskrit  more  usually 
written  visa,  q.v.),  a  shoot,  sucker;  the  film  or 
fibres  of  the  stalk  of  the  water-lily,  that  part  of  the 
stalk  of  the  lotus  which  is  underground,  (the  young 
shoots  of  the  Nelumbium  and  of  various  species  of 

the  Nymphaea,  particularly  of  the  Nymphaea  Edulis, 
as  well  as  the  parts  of  the  stalk  underground,  appear 
to  have  been  eaten  as  a  delicacy ;  at  the  end  of  an 

adj.  comp.  bisa  forms  the  fern,  in  a) ;  the  whole 

lotus  plant  (MahS-bh.  S'anti-p.  'jy'jtf.  —  Bisa-khd. 
at,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  digs  for  the  stalks  of  roots,  a 
digger  for  the  fibres  of  the  stem  of  the  lotus,  (also 
written  visha-khd.)  —  Bisa-vat,  an,  all,  tit,  Ved. 
abounding  in  lotus  fibres ;  (ati),  (.  a  place  abounding 
in  lotus  fiBres. 

bihlana.     See  bilhana  above, 

bija,  am,  n.  (in  classical  Sanskrit 
more  usually  written  mja,  q.  v.,  perhaps  fr.  rt.  jan 

with  ri),  the  seed  or  germ  of  plants  and  animals ; 
seed-corn,  com,  (see  mja.)  —  Bija-vat,  an,  all,  at, 

Ved.  possessing  seed. 

Bijaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet ;  [cf.  bhatfa-bijaha.'} bibh  (also  read  ttbh,  q.v.),  cl.  I. 

A.  bibhate,  Sec.,  to  commend,  flatter; 

to  boast. 
^>TJfr  bilhatsa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  Desid.  of 

rt.  Ijiiith),  loathsome,  disgusting,  nauseous,  revolting, 
detestable,  hideous ;  loathing,  detesting ;  envious ; 
cruel,  mischievous ;  wicked ;  changed  or  estranged  in 
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mind ;  (as),  m.  disgust,  abhorrence,  detestation ; 

•  the  disgusting,'  one  of  the  eight  Rasas ;  an  epithet 
of  Arjuna,  =  blbhatsu  ;  (a),  f.  (Ved.)  loathing,  ab- 

horrence ;  disgust.  —  Btbhatsa-ta,  f.  loathsomeness, 
detestableness.  —  Bibhatsa-rasa-nirdesa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  I45th  chapter  of  the  Samgadhara-pad- 
dhati. 

Bibhatsu,  us,  us,  u,  learning,  detesting,  feeling 

repugnance  or  abhorrence,  disgusted,  revolted ;  en- 
vious, emulous;  (Say.)  =kampamdna,  kampamd- 

ndvayava;  (us),  m.  an  epithet  of  Arjuna. 

«T1(V.«  birita,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to 
Yaska)  the  air ;  a  crowd,  multitude. 

b'irina  in  dur-lirina,  q.  v. 
buk,  ind.  an   onomatopoetic  word. 

—  BuJc-kdra,  as,  m.  the  roaring  of  a  lion  ;  the  cry 
of  any  animal. 

^i  buka,  see  Gana   Prekshadi  to  Pan. 
IV.  2,  80. 
Bukin,  I,  irii,  i,  fr.  buka  above. 

«!<&  bukk,  cl.  i.P.bukkatifbubukka,  buk- 
O  N  kitum,  to  bark;  to  sound;  cl.  10.  P. 

buJtkayati,  -yitum,  to  bark,  yelp ;  to  speak,  talk ; 
to  give  pain  (?). 
Bukka,  as,  a  or  f,  am,  m.  f.  n.  the  heart  [cf. 

vrikka]  ;  =  samaya  (perhaps  an  error  for  hridaya) ; 
(as),  m.  a  goit.  —  Bukka-mahipati,  is,  or  bukka- 

bh-updta,  or  bukka-rdya,  as,  TO.,  N.  of  two  kings 
of  Vijaya-nagara  or  Vidya-nagara ;  [cf.  bukkana 

below.]  —  Bukkagramansa  (fka-ag°),  am,  n.  the 
heart ;  (probably  a  compound  incorrectly  formed 

from  blending  the  two  equivalents  bukkd  =  agra- 
mansam.) 
Bukkana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (the  patron  of 

MSdhavSc'Srya  and  Sayanac'irya,  see  above). Bukkan,  a,  m.  the  heart. 

Bukkana,  am,  n.  the  barking  of  a  dog;  the  noise 
made  by  other  animals. 

si$ti  bukkasa,  as,  m.  a  Candala,  man  of 
the  lowest  class  [cf.  pukkafa,  pukkasa]  ;  (i),  f.  = 
kail,  (perhaps)  black  colour;  the  indigo  plant  (  = 
pukkafa,  pukkasa). 

oJ  Ji»  bung  (also  written  vung),  cl.  I .  P. 

O  *\  bungati,  &c.,  to  forsake,  desert,  abandon. 

but,  cl.  I.  10.  P.  botati,  botayati, 
&c.,  to  hurt,  kill. 

5!  J   burl,  cl.  6.  P.  budati,  Sec.,  to  cover, 

O  ~\  hide,  conceal,  (in  these  senses  a  various 
reading  for  it.  Cud,  q.  v.) ;  to  emit,  discharge,  (in 
these  senses  a  various  reading  for  rt.  pud,  q.  v.) 

^Psrt  budila  or  bulila,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N. 
of  a  man. 

mrf=rt.  bund,  q.  v. 

f  buddha,  buddhi.     See  cols.  2  and  3. 

budbuda,  as,  m.  (an  onomatopoetic 

word  imitative  of  the  sound  of  a  bubble  rising  to 
the  surface  of  any  fluid),  a  bubble  in  water  (frequently 
the  symbol  of  anything  transitory) ;  a  bubble  in 

feneral ;  an  embryo  five  days  old  (Ved.) ;  nayana- 

3,  the  pupil  of  the  eye ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras ; 
(am),  n.  a  particular  disease  of  the  eye.  —  Budbuda- 

tva,  am,  n.  the  being  a  '(mere)  bubble,  existence  as 
a  bubble  (attributed  to  an  embryo  five  days  old). 

—  Budbuda-yas'u,   us,   us,  u,  Ved.   frothy   as    a 
bubble,   frothy,   foamy;    (or   perhaps)    one   whose 
generative  power  is  a  mere  bubble,  impotent ;  (S3y.) 
=budbuda-vad  yatri  or  vyapana-fila. 

7J\J   !•  budh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  bodhati,  -te 
O    \  (Ved,  Impv.  2nd  sing,  bodhi,  but  this  is 

often  referred  to  rt.  i.bhil),  bubodha,  bubudhe,  bo- 
dhishyati,  -te,  abudhat,  abodhit,  abhutsat,  abud- 
dha,  bodhitum,  and  more  commonly  cl.  4.  A.  (ep. 

also  P.)  budhyate  (-ti),  bubudhe  (part,  bubiidhana), 
bhotsyate,  abodhi  or  abuddha  (ist  sing,  abhutsi, 
1st  pi.  abhutsmahi,  and  pi.  abhuddhvam),  bhut- 
sishta,  boddhum  (Ved.  budhi,  Say.  =  bodhc  sati; 
biulhanta,  abudhram,  bodhishat,  bubod/ias;  the 

original  sense  may  have  been  '  to  fathom  a  depth, 
penetrate  to  the  bottom  ;'  cf.  budhna)  ;  to  observe, 
mark,  heed,  regard,  attend  to  (with  ace.  or  gen.) ; 

to  perceive,  notice,  become  acquainted  with,  recog- 
nise ;  to  know,  understand,  comprehend ;  to  think, 

reflect ;  to  deem,  consider,  regard  as,  esteem  as  (with 
two  ace.)  ;  to  recover  consciousness  (after  a  swoon  or 

after  sleep  &e.),  come  to  one's  senses ;  to  wake  up, 
awake ;  to  admonish :  Caus.  bodhayati  (Ved.  also 

-te?),  -yitum,  Aor.  abubudhat  (Ved.  part,  bubu- 
dhana,  q.  v. ;  Pres.  part.  Pass,  bodhyamana,  q.  v.), 
to  cause  to  observe  or  attend,  excite  the  attention  of 

(with  ace.) ;  to  cause  to  know  or  understand,  render 
intelligible,  make  known,  inform,  teach ;  to  revive, 
re-animate,  restore  to  life,  to  bring  any  one  to  his 
senses,  cause  to  listen  to  reason,  admonish,  advise ; 

to  remind  any  one  of  anything  (with  two  ace.) ;  to 
raise,  cause  (a  perfume)  ;  to  wake,  wake  up,  rouse ; 
to  wake  (metaphorically),  cause  (a  flower)  to  expand  : 
Desid.  bubodhishati,  -te,  bubudhishati,  -te,  bu- 
bhutsate,  to  wish  to  observe,  desire  to  become  ac- 

quainted with:  Intens.  bobudhyate,  boboddM:  [cf. 

Zend  bud,  '  to  observe,  to  awake  :'  Gr.  -nvvO-hvo- 
luu,  t-Tw6-6/ii]i>,  V(v8-o-fuu,  nva-Ti-s,  iriv-at-s, 
viia-fia,  irtv6-rjv,  {3v86s :  Lat.  fundits:  Goth,  bud, 

'  to  bid ;'  biuda,  bauth,  b/idnm  :  Angl.  Sax.  bytne, 
botm,  beodan,  boda,  bodian:  Old  Germ,  biutan: 

Mod.  Germ,  biete,  ge-bictc:  Slav,  bud-i-ti,  'he 
awakens ;'  bud-Z-ti,  '  to  wake  :'  Russ.  bdju,  '  I 
wake ;'  bodrul,  '  wakeful :'  Lith.  bund-u,  Inf.  bu- 
de'ti, '  to  wake;'  bud-ru-s,  'wakeful.'] 
Buddha,  as,  a,  am,  recognised,  observed ;  known, 

understood ;  completely  conscious,  enlightened,  clever, 
wise,  knowing ;  wakened,  awake ;  (as),  m.  a  wise 
or  learned  man.  sage ;  (with  Buddhists)  one  who  is 
perfectly  enlightened,  the  Wise,  the  Enlightened  (i.e. 
one  who  by  perfect  knowledge  of  the  truth  is  libe- 

rated from  all  existence,  and  who  before  his  own 
attainment  of  Nirvana  or  annihilation  reveals  to  the 

world  the  method  of  obtaining  it) ;  the  Buddha  or 

'  Enlightened '  /car'  t£oxf]v  whose  original  appellation 

was  S'akya-muni  or  S'akya-sirtha,  (he  was  born  at 
Kapila-vastu,  a  city  and  kingdom  at  the  foot  of  the 

mountains  of  Nepal,  his  father,  S'uddhodana,  of  the 
family  of  the  Sikyas,  being  the  king  of  that  country, 
and  his  mother,  MSyadevI,  being  the  daughter  of 

king  Su-prabuddha ;  hence  he  belonged  to  the 

Kshatriya  caste,  and  his  name  S'akya  was  really  his 
family  name,  while  that  of  Gautama  was  taken  from 
the  class  or  race  to  which  his  family  belonged  ;  his 

other  names  of  Buddha,  'enlightened,'  and  SiddhSrtha, 
4  one  whose  objects  have  been  effected,'  being  pro- 

bably given  at  a  later  period ;  he  is  said  to  have 
entered  on  his  mission  in  the  district  of  Magadha  or 
Behar  about  the  year  588  B.  C.  and  to  have  died  at 
Kusi-nagara  in  Oude  in  the  year  543  B.  C. ;  there 

have  been  twenty-four  Buddhas  of  the  past,  S'akya- 
muni  or  Gautama  being  only  the  last  Buddha,  i.  e. 
the  Buddha  of  the  present  cycle ;  according  to  the 
northern  Buddhists  he  had  been  preceded  by  six  other 
Buddhas ;  others  enumerate  four ;  he  is  sometimes  re- 

garded as  the  ninth  incarnation  of  Vishnu) ;  (am),  n. 

knowledge.— Buddha-kalpa,  as,  m.  Buddha's  Kalpa, 
the  present  era  (which  has,  according  to  some,  had  four 

Buddhas  and  is  to  expect  another).  —  Buddha-kshe- 
tra,  am,  n.  the  district  of  a  Buddha,  a  term  applied 
to  the  neighbourhood  in  which  a  Buddha  appears. 

••  Buddha-yayd,  f.  '  Buddha's  Gaya,'  (with  Bud- 
dhists) an  epithet  of  the  city  Gaya  (in  Behar),  where 

S'akya-muni  and  all  the  other  Buddhas  are  said  to 
have  attained  to  true  wisdom.  —  Baddha-gupta, 

as,  m.,  N.of  a  prince;  (also  written  bitdha-gupta.) 
—  Buddha-guru,  us,  m.  a  Buddhist  spiritual  teacher. 
~Buddhfi-ghosha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  cele- 

brated for  his  learning,  who  lived  at  the  beginning 

of  the  fifth  century  A.  D.  —  Buddha-darita,  am,  n. 

'the  acts  of  Buddha,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Buddha- 
darita-kavya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  ascribed  to 
AsVa-ghosha.  —  Buddha-faritra,  am,  n.  'the  his- 

tory of  Buddha,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Buddha-darya, 
am,  n.  the  acts  or  life  of  Buddha.  —  Buddha-jna- 

na,  am,  n.  Buddha's  knowledge,  the  knowledge 
possessed  by  Buddha.  —  Buddhajnana-fri,  is,  m., 
N.  of  a  learned  Buddhist.  —  Buddha-tva,  am,  n. 
the  state  or  condition  of  a  Buddha,  the  dignity  of 

Buddha. *- Buddha-datta,  as,  m. 'given  by  Bud- 

dha,' N.  of  a  minister  of  king  Canda-mahSsena. 
—  Buddha-ddsa,  as,  m.  '  slave  of  Buddha,'  N.  of 
a   man.  —  Buddha-dis",   k,   m.,    N.   of  a   king. 
—  Buddha-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Buddha- 

dravya,  am,  n. '  the  property  of  a  Buddha,'  (pro- 
bably) a  term  applied  to  the  relics  found  in  a  Stupa 

(q.  v.),  =  staupika,  q.  v. ;   avarice,   covetous  accu- 
mulation (?).  —  Buddha-dvadaii-mata,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  the  forty-seventh  chapter  of  the  V5raha-Pur5na. 
—  Buddha-dharma,  as,  m.  the  law  of  Buddha. 
—  Buddha-dhanna-sangha,  as,  m.  pi.  Buddha, 
the  law,  and  the  congregation.  —  Buddha-nandi, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  the  eighth  Buddhist  patriarch ;  (perhaps 

a  wrong  reading  for  buddhananda.)  —  Buddha- 

paksha(1),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Buddha-pala, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Buddha-palita,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  disciple  of  Nagarjuna.  —  Buddha-purana,  am, 

n.  '  Buddha's  Purana,'  a  term  applied  to  the  Laghu- 
lalita-vistara   ascribed  to  Pmizm.  —  Buddha-bha- 

dra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Buddha-bhumi,  N.  of 
a  Buddhist  Sutra  work.  —  Buddha-mantra,  am,  n.  a 
Buddhist  prayer  or  charm  ( =  dharant).  —  Buddha- 

mdrga,  as,  m.  'the  path  of  Buddha,'  the  doctrines 
of  Buddha,  Buddhism.  —  Buddha-mitra,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  the  ninth  Buddhist  patriarch  (who  was  a  disci- 
ple of  Vasu-bandhu).  —  Buddha-ralisTiita,  as,  m. 

'  guarded  by  Buddha,'  N.  of  a  man ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 
a  woman. "Buddha-raja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

—  Buddha-vafana,  am,  n.  '  the  word  of  Buddha,' 
a  term  applied  to  the  Buddhist  Sutras.  —  Buddha- 
vat,  an,  oil,  at,  Ved.  containing  a  form  of  the  rt. 
T..budh.—Buddha-vana,  N.  of  a  mountain.— Bud- 
dha-visliaya,    as,    m.  =  buddha-kshetra,    q.  T. 

—  Buddhavishaydvatara  (°ya-av°),  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Buddha-sangiti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Bud- 
dha-sinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  -B«do!Aa-SOTa, 

as,  m.,  N.   of  a  prince.  —  Buddhagama  (°dha- 
dg°),  as,  m.  Buddha's  Doctrine  (personified).  ~  Bud- 
dhdndaka,  a  various  reading  for  buddhaiduka, 

q.v.  —  Buddhanusmriti  (°dha-an°),  is,  f.,  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  Sutra.  —  Buddhdnta  (°dha-an°),  as,  m., 
Ved.  waking  state  or  condition,  the  being  awake. 

—  Buddhavataniaka  (°dha-av°),  N.  of  a  work. 

—  Buddhavatdra  Cdha-av0),  as,  m.  '  Buddha's 
descent,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Khanda-pras'asti,  a 
poem  ascribed  to  Hanu-mat  and  treating  of  the  ten 

incarnations  of  Vishnu.  —  Buddhaiduka  i^dha-ed"), 
as,  m.  a  temple  in  which  relics  of  Buddha  are  pre- 

served  ( =  daitya).  —  Buddhokta-sansdrdmaya 
(°d/ia-uk°,  °ra-am°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
work.  —  JSuddhopdsaka  (°dha-up°),  as,  m.  a  wor- 

shipper of  Buddha. 
Buddhi,  is,  I.  perception,  (of  which  five  kinds  are 

enumerated,  or  with  maims  six ;  cf.  indriya,  bud- 

dhindriya) ;  observation,  intelligence,  understand- 
ing, intellect,  mind,  wisdom,  judgment,  discernment ; 

the  power  of  forming  and  retaining  conceptions  and 

general  notions;  (in  the  San-khya  phil.)  Intellect 
(  =  adhy-avasaya,  ascertainment)  as  the  second 
Tattva  coming  next  to  and  proceeding  from  Mula- 
prakriti  or  A-vyakta  [cf.  buddhi-tattva]  ;  compre- 

hension, knowledge;  presence  of  mind;  an  opinion, 
view,  notion,  idea,  impression  (e.  g.  etayd  buddhyd, 
under  this  idea  or  impression) ;  regarding,  deeming ; 
intention,  purpose,  plan,  design  (e.  g.  buddhya, 

with  a  purpose,  deliberately,  purposely  ;  a-buddhyd, 
unintentionally,  undesignedly;  anartha-buddhi,htiv- 

ing  evil  designs,  ill-intentioned ;  cf.  hita-b°)  ;  Intelli- 
gence personified  as  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife 

of  Dharma  and  mother  of  Bodha  ;  a  kind  of  metre, 

the  first  line  of  which  is  u-u  —  uv/-«  — ,  and 

8  M 
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the  second,  third,  and  fourth  —  \j  Sec. ;  buddhim 
kri,  to  turn  the  attention  to,  fix  the  mind  upon  (with 

loc.)  ;  to  form  a  purpose  or  design,  resolve  to  do  any- 
thing (with  inf.  or  with  dat.  or  loc.  or  with  prati 

and  ace.;  cf.  rt.  I.  Jtrf,  p.  246,  col.  I,  krita-V). 
*»  Buddhi-kdma,  {.,  N.  of  one  of  the  MStris 
attending  on  Skanda.  —  Buddld-kdrl,  f.,  N.  of  a 
princess.  —  Buddhi-gamya  or  buddhi-grdhya,  as, 
a,  am,  to  be  apprehended  by  the  intellect,  attainable 

by  the  reason  or  understanding,  intelligible,  —  litid- 
dhi-tintaka,  as,  a,  am,  thinking  intelligently; 

[cf.  fintayant'i  btuldhyd,  NalaV.  12.]  —  Buddhi- 
fdhdyd,  f.  reflex  action  of  the  understanding  on 
the  sou\.  —  Buddhi-<!yuta,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
_has  lost  his  intellect.  —  Buddhi-jlvin,  I,  inl,  i, 
subsisting  by  intelligence,  employing  the  reason, 
possessed  of  life  and  intelligence,  rational,  intelli- 

gent (Manu  I.  gf>).  —  Buddhi-tattva,  am,  n.  the 
Tattva  of  intellect,  the  second  Tattva  or  prin- 

ciple of  the  San-khya  phil.,  (it  is  the  second  of  the 

eight  Prakritayah  or  *  producers,'  coming  next  to 
and  proceeding  from  MDla-prakriti  or  A-vyakta ;  it 

is  described  in  the  Siddha'nta-s'iromani  as  proceeding 
from  both  Purusha  and  Prakrit!,  q.q.  v.v.)  —  Bud- 
dhi-tas,  ind.  from  the  mtnd  or  understanding,  by 
the  mind.  ••  Buddhi-pura,  am,  n.  the  city  of  the 
intellect.  —  Buddhi-purahsara  =  buddhi-purva 
below.  —  Buddhipura-mdJidtmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
section  of  the  Brahm a mla-Purana.  —  Buddhi-purva, 
as,  d,  am,  preceded  by  design,  intentional,  designed, 

purposed ;  (am),  ind.  intentionally,  designedly,  pur- 
posely. —  Buddhi-purvaJca,  as,  d,  am,  preceded  by 

design;  (am),  ind.  intentionally,  designedly,  pur- 
posely.— Buddhipurvaka-tva,  am,  n.  the  being 

preceded  by  design,  being  intentional  or  designed. 

—  Buddhi-prabha,  as,  m. ,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Bud- 
dhi-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  possessing  intelligence  or  under- 

standing, wise,  intelligent.  ••  Buddhi-bhrama,  as, 
m.  aberration  of  the  mind  or  intellect.  —  Buddhi- 

mat,  an,  ail,  at,  endowed  with  understanding,  in- 
telligent,   rational ;    wise,    learned ;    sharp,    acute, 

shrewd,  sensible;  humble,  docile;  famed,  known?  ; 

(a»),  m.  a  rational  being,  man(?).  —  Buddhima- 
tikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Buddhimat-tara,  at, 
d,  am,  more  intelligent,   wiser ;    very  intelligent, 

very  wise.  —  Buddhimat-td,  f.  or  buddhimat-tva, 
am,  n.  the  possession  of  intelligence  or  understand- 

ing, wisdom,  sagacity.  —  Buddhi-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
consisting  in  intellect.  —  Buddhi-yulcta,  as,  d,  am, 
endowed  with  intelligence  or  understanding,  intelli- 

gent. —  Buddhl-yoga,  as,  m.  devotion  of  the  intel- 
lect,   intellectual   union   with   the   Supreme   Spirit. 

—  Buddhi-vara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  minister  of  Vikra- 
maditya.  —  Buddhi-vindfa,  as,  m.  loss  of  under- 

standing, deficiency  of  intellect.— Buddhi-vildsa,  as, 
m.  play  of  the  mind,  sporting  of  the  fancy.  —  Bud- 
dhi-vildsim,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  LH5- 
vatl.  —  Buddhi-vivardhana,  as,  i,  am,  increasing 
the   understanding.  —  Buddhi-vishaya,  as,   m.  a 
matter  apprehensible  by  the  understanding.  —  Bud- 
dhi-vriddhi,  is,  f.  growth  of  the  understanding, 
increase  of  intellect ;    (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of 

Sm)nuaL.  —  Buddhirriililhi-kara,  as,  I,  am,  caus- 
ing increase  of  intellect,  giving  increase  of  wisdom. 

•• •  Buddhi-vaibhara,  am,  n.  strength  or  force  of 

understanding.  —  Buddhi-s'akti,  is,  (.  an  intellectual 
faculty.  —  Buddhi-tartra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

—  Buddhi-tastra,  as,  d,  am,  having  intelligence 
for  a  weapon,  armed  with  understanding.  —  Buddhi- 
dalin,  i,  im,  i,  possessed  of  intelligence,  intelligent. 

—  Buddhi-s'tuldha,  as,  d,  am,  pure  in  intention, 
honest  in  purpose  or  design.  —  Buddhi-iri-garbha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Buddhi-sampanna, 
as,  a,  am,  endowed  with  understanding,  intelligent, 
rational.  —  Buddki-sahdya,  as,  m.  a  counsellor,  a 
minister;    [cf.  dhl-takkn,  dhi-sadiva,  prajna-sa- 
hdya.]  —  Budd/ii-sdyara,  as,  m.  'ocean  of  wis- 

dom,' an  epithet  given  to  any  very  wise  man;  N.of a  lexicographer.  —  Bwldhi-stha,  as,  a,  am,  fixed  in 
the  mind,  present  to  the  mind.  —  lltuldhi-hina,  as, 
d,  am,  destitute  of  intelligence,  void  of  understand- 

ing, ignorant,  silly,  foolish.  —  Buddhihma-tva,  am, 
n.  want  of  understanding,  ignorance,  folly.  —  Bud- 

d/nndriya  (°illii-in°),  am,  n.  an  organ  of  percep- 
tion, a  perceptive  organ  of  sense,  (of  which  five  are 

enumeratad,  viz.  eye,  ear,  nose,  tongue,  and  skin,  or 
the  organs  of  seeing,  hearing,  jmelling,  tasting,  and 
feeling ;  opposed  to  the  karmendriydni  or  organs 

of  action,  q.  v. ;  manas,  '  the  mind,'  being  both  an 
organ  of  perception  and  of  action,  cf.  indriya.) 
—  Buddhy-atHa,  as,  d,  am,  beyond  the  reach  of 
the  understanding.  —  Bitddhy-avajiliina,  am,  n.  dis- 

regard for  or  contempt  of  any  one's  understanding. 
Buddkvd,  ind.  having  perceived,  having  observed 

or  marked ;  having  deemed  or  supposed ;  having 
become  awake,  having  waked. 

i.  budh,  bhut,  t,  t,  wise,  prudent  [cf.  a-6°]  ; 
waking,  awaking  [cf.  ushar-b°], 
Budha,  as,  d,  am,  wise,  intelligent,  sensible, 

prudent,  clever ;  waking,  awaking  [cf.  ushar-b"']  ; (as),  m.  any  wise  or  learned  man ;  N.  of  a  descendant 
of  Soma  (and  hence  called  Saumya,  Saumdyana, 

author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  I,  and  father  of 
Puru-ravas ;  he  is  identified  with  the  planet  Mercury, 
regarded  as  a  son  of  Soma  or  the  moon ;  he  is  also 
the  reputed  author  of  a  law-book)  ;  N.  of  a  de- 

scendant of  Atri  and  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda 

V.  I ;  of  a  son  of  Vega-vat  and  father  of  Trina- 
bindu ;  of  the  author  of  the  Kalpa-yukti,  (in  this 
sense  also  written  buddha)  ;  (a),  (.  Indian  spikenard, 
Nardostachys  Jatamansi ;  (e),  ind.  on  a  Wednesday 

(  =  budha-vdre).  —  Bu,dha-gupta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince ;  (also  written  buddha-gupta.)  —  Budha- 
(ara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  seventh  chapter  of  Bhattot- 

pala's  commentary  on  Var5ha-mihira's  Brihat-sam- 
hilS ;  of  the  twentieth  chapter  of  the  Mlna-raja- 
jstaka  ascribed  to  Yavanesvara.  —  Budha-jana,  as, 

m.  a  wise  man.  —  Budha-tdta,  as,  m.  'father  of 

Budha  or  the  planet  Mercury,'  the  moon.  —  Budha- 
dardana-idra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  twelfth  chapter 
of  the  Mina-raja-jataka  ascribed  to  Yavanesvara. 

—  Budha-dina,  am,  n.  'the  day  of  Budha  or  the 
planet  Mercury,'  Wednesday.  —  Budha-defa,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  place.  •-  Budha-manohara,  N.  of  a 

work.  —  Budha-ratna,  am,  n.  '  Budha's  gem/ an 
emerald.  —  Budha-vdra,  as,  m.  '  Budha's   day,' 
Wednesday ;  (e),  ind.  on  a  Wednesday.  —  Budha- 

ianti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  Haliyudha's  Purana- 
sarvasva.  —  Budha-sdnu,  us,  m.  =*parna,  q.  v. ;  = 

yajna-purusha.  •«  Budha-suta,  as,  m.   '  son  of 
Budha,'  an  epithet  of  Puru-ravas  the  first  king  of 
the  lunar  dynasty.  —  Budkashtami  (°dJia-ash°),  f. 
'  the  eighth  (day)  of  Budha,'  N.  of  a  festival.  -  Bu- 
dhdshtami-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  foriy-seventh 
chapter  of  the  Bhavishyottara-PurSna  or  second  part 
of  the  Bhavishya-PurSna. 
Budhdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  awakened,  waking 

(Ved.) ;  knowing,  wise,  prudent ;  (as),  m.  a  wise 
man,  sage ;  a  spiritual  guide,  holy  teacher,  a  theo- 

logian ;  one  who  speaks  kindly ;  [cf.  bodhana.] 
Hitilliita,  as,  d,  am,  known,  understood. 
Bitdhila,  as,  d,  am,  wise,  learned. 
Budhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  understood,  to  be 

observed  or  marked,  observable,  noticeable,  note- 

worthy [cf.  adva-b"]  ;  wakened ;  to  be  awaked,  to 
be  wakened. 
Budhyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  awakening,  waking. 
Bubudkdna,  as,  d,  am,  having  known  &c. ;  (Ved.) 

wakening,  waking,  rousing  (Say.  =  bodhayat). 
Bubodhayishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of  Caus.), 

wishing  or  intending  to  restore  to  consciousness, 

wishing  to  rouse  to  attention,  desirous  of  admon- 
ishing (with  ace. ;  cf.  bibodhayisku). 

Iluhhtttsd,  f.  (fr.  the  Desid.),  wish  to  become 
acquainted  with,  desire  to  know,  curiosity. 

Bubhutsu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  know,  eager  to 
learn,  desirous  of  knowing  all  things  (said  of  the 

gods) ;  curious. 

^pl  budhna,  as,  m.  (said  in  Unadi-s.  III. 
5.  to  be  fr.  a  form  budh  substituted  for  rt.  bandh, 
but  cf.  rt.  i.  budh),  Ved.  ground,  base,  basis  [cf. 

adri-b",  orf»fl-6°]  ;  depth,  lowest  part  ;  the  bottom 

of  a  vessel  [cf.  u(6d-b",  urdhra-l>°~\  ;  the  foot  or root  of  a  tree  ;  (according  to  Yaska)  the  sky  ;  the 
body;  an  epithet  of  Siva;  a  Rudra  (for  bmUtnya, 

q.  v.);  a  wrong  reading  for  bradhn't  =  vradhna  ; 

[cf.  Zend  bu-na,  '  bottom  ;'  Gr.  f)v96s,  vv9-priv, 
vvv$-a(,  fivoa&s,  fl68poi;  Lat.  fundus;  Old  Ice- 

land. bot-n  ;  Angl.  Sax,  bytne,  '  the  bottom  of  a 

ship,'  bot-m;  Old  Germ,  bodam.]  —  Bud/ma-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  having  a  foot  or  basis. 
Budhniya,  as,  d,  am,Ved.  =  budhnya  below. 
Budhnya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  on  the  ground 

or  at  the  base  ;  being  in  the  depth  ;  at  the  foot  ;  a 
Rudra  often  named  in  connection  with  ahi,  (Ahir 

Budhnyah,  '  the  serpent  of  the  deep,'  is  a  being 
enumerated  in  the  Nirukta  among  the  divinities  of 
the  middle  region,  the  depth  in  which  he  lives  being 
that  of  the  region  of  mist  ;  Ahi  Budhnya  is  also 

in  the  Veda  allegorically  identified  with  Agni  Gar- 
hapatya;  cf.  Gr.  mOtav  otya;  in  later  times  Ahi 
Budhnya,  often  incorrectly  written  Budhna,  Bra- 
dhna,  Vradhna,  Vridhnya,  Vradhnya,  is  regarded 
as  a  Rudra,  or  the  name  is  used  as  an  epithet  of 

S'iva;  cf.  ahir-bradhna,  ahir-budhna.) 

j  —  i    bund  or  bud  or  bundh  or  (und  (cf. 

3  v  rt.  i.  budh),  d.  i.  P.  A.  bundati,  -te,  bo- 
dati,  -te,  bundhati,  -te,  tundati,  -te,  &c.,  to  per- 

ceive, apprehend,  discern,  descry,  see;  to  hear;  to 
reflect,  understand. 

'J^  bunda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  arrow  (ac- cording to  YSska  and  Say.  =  ishu). 

^grar  I.  bandh,  cl.  I.  P.  bundhati,  =  rt. 
3     x  bund  above  ;    d.   10.  P.  bundhayati, 

-yitutn,  to  bind. 
bubudhana.     See  col.  2. 

bubura,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to 

YSska)  water. 

bubodhayishu.     See  col.  2. 

bubhuksha,  f.  (fr.  the  Desid.  of  rt. 

bhiij),  desire  of  eating,  appetite,  hunger;  the  desire 

of  enjoying  anything.  —  Bubhukfhapanaya  (°sha- 
ap°),  as,  m.  '  that  which  takes  away  hunger,'  food. 
—  Dubhukihd-pidita,  as,  d,  am,  pained  by  hunger. 

Bubkukshita,  at,  a,  am,  hungered,  hungry,  starv- 
ing, pinched  with  hunger,  famishing,  ravenous. 

Bubhukshu,  ut,  us,  it,  wishing  or  longing  to  eat, 

hungry  ;  longing  to  enjoy  (with  ace.),  desirous  of 
enjoyment;  (opposed  to  mumukshu,  q.  v.) 

bubhutsa,  bubhutsu.     See  col.  2. 

bubhurshu,  us,  us,  it  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt. 

blirf),  wishing  to  nourish,  desirous  of  supporting. 

^>T^o|r  bubhushaka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Desid. 
of  rt.  i  .  bku),  wishing  to  become,  desiring  to  be  of 
service  (to  another). 

Bubhushd,  f.  wish  to  become,  desire  of  being  or 

living. 

BubJiushu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  become,  de- 
sirous of  being  ;  wishing  to  become  powerful  or  to 

prevail  ;  desiring  to  be  of  service  (to  another). 

'JS^S  liiruda,  as,  m.  a  basket-maker,  a mat-maker. 

^i     i    but,  cl.  10.  P.  bolayati,  -yitum,  to 
3^N  cause  to  sink;    to  dip   (intrans.),  dive, 

sink,  plunge  into  and  emerge  again. 

bulila,  as,  m.,  Ved.  =  budila. 

bulla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

bulva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (perhaps)  ob- 

lique, transverse. 
*£$T  busa,  busha,  various  forms  for  busa. 

See  rt.  lus,  p.  687,  col.  I. 
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bus,  cl.  4.  P.  busyati,  Sec.,  to  dis- 
charge,  pour  forth,  emit,  let  loose  ;  to 

divide,  distribute  (  =  rt.  vyush). 
Susa,  am,  n.  (according  to  YSska)  water  ;  chaff 

and  other  refuse  of  grain  [cf.  khale-busam,  mrbusi- 
krita]  ;  refuse,  rubbish  ;  (am),  n.  wealth  ;  dry  cow- 
dung;  the  thick  part  of  sour  curds  or  coagulated 
milk  ;  (a),  f.  (in  dramatic  language)  a  younger 
sister  (?). 
Busasa,  as,  a,  am,  Gana  Trinadi  to  Pan.  IV. 

2,  80. 

dLI    bust  [cf.  rt.  pusf],  cl.  10.  P.  bus- 
O      \  tayati,  -yitum,  to  honour,  respect  ;  to 

disregard,  treat  with  disrespect;  to  bind. 

busta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  burnt  ex- 
terior of  roast  meat  ;  the  husk  or  shell  of  fruit  ;  [cf. " 

^JS  buUa,  as,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  the  heart 
(=bukka). 
Bukkan=bii,kkan,  q.  v. 

"3«(^H«^  lu1  a-sarman,   a,   m.,  N.  of  a 
man  ;  (also  written  f«ra-&jrman.) 

"^  busha,  a  various  form  for  busa  above. 
brink,  more  commonly  spelt  vrinh, 

Brinhana,  am,  n.  (see  vrinhana),  Ved.  a  means 
of  maintaining  or  preserving,  (according  to  a  Scholiast 
=  sandhdrana.) 

IICTM   bribad-uktha,  as,  m.,  Ved.   an 

epithet  of  Indra,  (according  to  Yaska  =  either  ma- 
had-uktha,  '  highly  lauded,'  or  vaktavyam  asmd 
uktham,  '  one  to  whom  praise  is  to  be  ascribed.') 

Y5  bribu,  us,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man, 
(according  to  Say.  he  was  the  carpenter  of  the  Panis.) 

°T^i  bribuka,  am,  n.,  Ved.  (according  to 
Yaska)  water ;  (perhaps  an  adj.) 

^ft  brishi=vrishi,  q.  v. 

1****  brisaya,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  demon; 
(Say.)  N.  of  Tvashtri. 

I.  brih,  cl.  6.  P.  brihati,8cc.,to  make 
effort,  to  raise,  &c.     See  rt.  I.  vrih. 

qi-j  2.  brih  (in  the  later  literature  written 
A  \  vrih,  see  rt.  2.  rrtA),  cl.  6.  P.  brihalt,  brin- 

hati,  barhitum,  Ved.  to  grow,  increase. 
3.  brih  in  brihas-pati,  col.  2. 
Briha  in  a-b°.     See  a-vriha. 
Brihat,  an,  ati,  at  (in  the  later  language  usually 

written  vrihat,  q.  v. ;  many  compounds  beginning 
with  brihat  will  be  found  under  vrihat),  Ved. 
thick,  compact,  massy,  massive ;  wide,  wide-spread, 
far  extended  ;  great,  large,  vast ;  ample,  abundant ; 
mighty,  powerful  (said  of  Indra,  Varuna,  Agni, 
Rudra,  Ushas,  and  Soma)  ;  high,  lofty ;  full-grown, 
mature,  old  ;  extended  (as  a  luminous  body),  bright ; 
clear,  loud  (said  of  sounds) ;  (ati),  f.,  N.  of  a  par- 

ticular metre  of  36  (viz.  8  +  8  +  12  +  8)  syllables ; 
a  term  applied  to  particular  bricks  forming  part  of 
the  sacrificial  fire-place ;  the  egg-plant,  Solanum 
Indicum  or  S.  Melongena  and  S.  Jacquini ;  speech  ? ; 
(at),  n.  (with  or  without  samara)  a  term  applied  to 
a  Saman  composed  in  the  Brihat!  metre ;  (at,  atd), 
ind.  much,  greatly,  highly,  mightily ;  clearly,  brightly ; 
[cf.  probably  Goth,  bairyahei;  Angl.  Sax.  beorh, 

beorg.']  —  Brihad-dhandas  (brihat  +  dhandas  = 
dhadis,  dhadman),  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  high-roofed, 
having  a  lofty  ceiling.  —  Brihad-dharira  (brihat  + 
jforiro),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a  vast  body  (said 

of  Vishnu).  —  Brihad-dhravas  (brihat  +  s'ravas), 
as,  as,  as,  Ved.  loud-sounding,  rattling  (as  a  chariot) ; 
loudly  extolled,  highly  lauded,  far-famed;  (Say.= 
prabhutdnna.)  —  Brihaj-jdla  (brihat  +jdla),  am, 
n.,  Ved.  a  large  net  or  snare.  —  Brihaj-jyotis  (bri-  \ 

hat+jyotis),  is,is,i,Ved.  bright-shining,  brilliant. 
—  Brihat-kirtti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  far-famed  (said  of 
Brihas-pati).  —  Brihat-ketu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  highly 
brilliant   (said    of  Agni)  ;    (Say.  =  prabhuta-pra- 
jtidna.)  —  Brihat-trina,  am,  n.,  Ved.  rank  or  coarse 
gnss.  —  Brihat-paldsa  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  large-leafed, 
having  great  leaves.  —  Brihat-prish/ha,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  having  the  Brihat-saman  as  the  basis  of  the 
Prishtha-stotra.  —  Brihat-saman,   d,   d,    a,  Ved. 
having  the  Brihat-saman  for  a  Saman ;  (d),  m.,  N. 
of  an  An-girasa.  —  Brihat-sumna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
of  great  benevolence  or  kindness,  very  benevolent  or 
gracious;  (Say.)  =prabhuta-dhana  or  prabhuta- 
sukha.—  Brihat-sp  hid, see  under  vrihat.— Brihad- 
antka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  powerful-looking ;  having  a 
great  army;  very  radiant  (said  of  Agni).  —  Brihad- 
aranyaka,  am,  n.  or  brihad-dranyakopanishad 

Cka-up°),  t,  f.,  Ved.,  N.'  of  a  celebrated  Upanishad forming  the  last  five  Prapathakas  or  last  six  Adhyayas 

of  the  S'atapatha-Brahmana.  —  Brihad-uktha,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  loudly  praised,  (Say.  —  vrihat-stotra, 
Mah!-dhara  =  mahdnti  Sa&trani  yasya)',  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  man  with  the  patronymic  VSmadevya,  and 
author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  X.  54-56.  —  Brihad- 
uksh,  Ved.  sprinkling  abundantly,  shedding  copiously 
(said  of  the  clouds ;  Say.  =  prabhftta-sektri).  —  Bri- 
had-uksha,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  =  brihad-uksh  ;  (ac- 

cording to  Mahl-dhara  on  Vajasaneyi-samhita  VIII. 

8),  an  epithet  of  Praja-pati  ( =  ma hdns'-da  sektd 
da).  —  Brihad-ukshan,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  one  who  has 
great  oxen ;  an  epithet  of  Agni ;  (Say.)  —prabhuta- 
raimi-yukta.  -•  Brihad-giri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.   (ac- 

cording to  Say.)=prabhuta-8tuti,  greatly  praised, 
highly  extolled  ;  an  epithet  of  the  Maruts  ;  (perhaps) 
calling  or  shouting  loudly ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  Yati. 
—  Brihad-grdvan,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  like  a  huge  stone. 
—  Brihad-diva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  the 
lofty  sky,heavenly,celestial;(S5y.)=2)raWmto-(fywii, 
prabhuta-dlpti,  exceedingly  splendid ;  (at),  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  Atharvan  and  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda 
X.  1 20;  an  epithet  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  1 20; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess  associated  with  Ila,  Sarasvati, 
and  others.  —  Brihad-devatd,  (.,  Ved.,  N.   of  a 
work  which  enumerates  and  explains  the  deities  to 
which  each  hymn  of  the  Rig-veda  is  addressed. 
—  BfUtad-dharma-purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work 
mentioned  in  the  S'akti-ratnakara.  —  Brihad-bhdnu, 
•us,  us,  u,  Ved.  shining  brightly  (said  of  Agni  and 
Indra;  S^y.—praudha-raimi,  'brilliant-rayed,'  or 
=mahd-dipta,  'having   great   brilliance').  —  Sri- 
had- ratha,  as,   d,  am,  Ved.  having  a   spacious 
chariot  (said  of  Ushas;   Say.  =  prabhuta-ratha) ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Brihad-rayi,  is,  is,  (, 
Ved.  having  abundant  possessions,  a  possessor  of  vast 
riches  (said  of  Vayu ;  Say.  =  mahd-dhana) .  —  Bri- 
had-ravas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  loud-sounding,  (Mahl- 
dhara  =  mahdn  dhvanir  yasya.)  —  Brihad-ri,  is, 
is,  i,  Ved.  =  briliad-rayi,  q.  v.  —  Brihad-renu,  us, 
us,  u,  Ved.  stirring  up  thick  dust  (in  battle,  said  of 
Indra ;  Say.  =  mahatah  pdnsnr  utthdpakah).—Bri- 
had-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  one  to  whom  the  Brihat- 
saman  is  addressed,  (Mahl-dhara  =  brihat-sdma- 
priya.)  —  Brihad-vayas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  grown 
strong,  very  powerful,  very  vigorous  (said  of  Agni 
and  of  the  Maruts).  —  Brihad-vasu,  us,  m.,  Ved., 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Brihan^ndrdyanopanishad,  f.,  N. 
of  an  Upanishad.  —  Brihan-mati,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  full 
of  devotion,  very  pious  (said  of  Soma) ;  (is),  m.,  N. 
of  a  descendant  of  An-giras  and  reputed  author  of  the 
hymns  Rig-veda  IX.  39,  40. 

Brihatikd.     See  vrihatika. 

Brihas-pati,  is,  m.  (in  the  later  language  more 
usually  written  vrihas-pati,  q.  v. ;  fr.  brihas,  gen. 

of  3.  brih+pati),  'lord  of  prayer (?),'  N.  of  a 
deity  (who  may  be  regarded  as  Piety  and  Re- 

ligion personified ;  he  is  the  chief  offerer  of 
prayers,  the  sacrificer,  and  priest  who  is  said  to 
intercede  with  the  gods  for  men,  and  to  protect  the 
pious  against  the  impious ;  hence  he  is  the  type  of 
the  priestly  order,  and  is  represented  as  the  Puro- 
hita  of  the  gods.  He  is  invoked  together  with  Indra 

in  Rig-veda  IV.  49,  and  in  the  Taittiriya-Upanishad 
associated  with  Indra  and  Praja-pati.  He  is  also 
called  brahmanas-pati,  q.  v.) ;  the  regent  of  the 
planet  Jupiter  and  preceptor  of  the  gods ;  the  name 
of  a  saint  and  law-giver,  (in  these  senses  more 
usually  written  vrihas-pati,  q.  v.)  —  Brihaspati- 
gupta,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Brihaspati- 
purohita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  Brihas-pati  for  a 
Puro-hita.  —  Brihaspati-pranutta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved, 
expelled  or  banished  by  Brihas-pati.  —  Brihaspati- 
prasuta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  ordered  or  enjoined  by 
Brihas-pati;  (Say.)=  brihatpati-mitrdbhimanin. 
—  Brihaspati-mat  or  brihaspati-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
Ved.  accompanied  by  Brihas-pati.  —  Brihaspati- 

Mras,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  '  Brihas-pati-headed,'  (pro- 
bably)   having   the   head    shaved    like    Brihas-pati. 

—  Brihaspati-sava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  festival  lasting 
one  day  (said  to  confer  the  rank  of  a  Puro-hita  on 
those  observing  it).  —  Brihaspati-stoma,  as,  m., 
Ved.,  N.  ofanEkaha. 

bri.     See  rt.  vrt. 

,jj«ji   l 

^c 

bekandta,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according 

to  Yaska)  a  usurer.  • 

«)«fj;(  bekurd,  f.,Ved.  (probably  connected 
with  bakura),  a  kind  of  musical  instrument  (?),  one 
who  plays  a  particular  musical  instrument  ?  ;  (accord- 

ing to  the  Nirukta)  a  voice,  sound. 
Bekuri,  is,  f.,  Ved.  =  tekurd;  (also  written 

vekuri,  bhekuri,  bhakuri.) 

beda,  f.  a  boat  ;  (written  also  veda.) 

bebhiditavya,  Fut.  Pass.  part. 
of  Intens.  of  rt.  bhid,  to  be  repeatedly  broken  &c. 

lies  (=rts.  bis,  pis,  vis,  pes,  ves), 
.  i.  P.  befati,  &c.,  to  go. 

baijavapa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patro- 
nymic from  BIja-vipa  ;  [cf.  vtja-vapa.] 

Baijavapayana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic  from Baijavapa. 

Baijavdpi,  &c.     See  vaijavapi,  &c. 
Baijika.     See  vaijika. 

baiddla,  &c.     See  vaidala. 

baidala,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bidala,  q.  v.), 
made  of  split  bamboos,  made  of  cane  ;  (as),  m.  a 
kind  of  pastry,  a  flat  unleavened  cake  (  =  bidala, 
q.  v.)  ;  a  leguminous  plant,  pulse  ;  (am),  n.  a  vessel 
made  of  wicker-work,  basket  made  of  reeds  ;  a 
basket  ;  (more  usually  written  vaidala.) 
Baidalika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  pulse  &c. 

«im  bainda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to 
Mahl-dhara),  N.  of  a  degraded  tribe,  a  NishSda. 

baindava,  &c.     See  vaindava,  &c. 

bailayana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bila), 
Gana  Pakshadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

Bailya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (a  various  reading 
for  bailva.) 

Bailydyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bailya. 
q^T  bailva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bilva),  relating  or 

belonging  to  the  tree  ./Egle  Marmelos,  coming  from 
the  Bilva  tree,  made  of  Bilva  wood  ;  covered  with 
Bilva  trees  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (am),  n.  the 
fruit  of  the  Bilva  tree. 

Bailvaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bilra),  Gana  Arihanadi 
to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

Bailvalci,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bilvaka. 
Bailvqja,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bilva-ja),  Gana  Rija- nyadi  to  PSn.  IV.  2,  53. 

Baihajaka,  as,  t,  am,  inhabited  by  Bailvajas. 
Baihamaya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bailva),  Scholiast on  Pan.  IV.  3,  155. 

Bailvavana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bilva-vana),  see  Gana Rajanyadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  53. 

Bailvavanaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bailravana),  in- 
habited by  Bailvavanas. 
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Bailvayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  liailva. 

4<*Hn  bailvayata,  bailvayatya,  see  Gana 
Kraudy-idi  to  Pin.  IV.  I,  80. 

^?"ll!X  baihlnari,  is,  m.  a  patronymic from  Bahlnara  ;  (also  written  ralhinari.) 

l"\«»isl  bokadi,  f.  the  plant  Argyreia  Spe- ciosa  or  Argentea  (  =  bastdntri). 

bokana,  N.  of  a  place. 

boddhavya,  boddhri.     See  below. 

^*I lodha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  budh),  know- 

ing, understanding ;  (as),  m.  perception,  apprehen- 
sion, observation,  conception,  thought;  knowledge, 

understanding,  wisdom,  intellect,  sense,  intelligence 

[cf.  dur-b°,  riparita-b°]  ',  waking,  becoming  awake, 
waking  state,  (bodham  pra-ya,  to  become  awake, 
wake  up;  said  of  a  spell,  i.  e.  to  begin  to  take  effect); 
the  opening  of  blossom,  bloom ;  making  known, 

informing,  instructing ;  awakening,  arousing  ;  a  de- 
signation, epithet ;  Knowledge  personified  as  the  son 

of  Buddhi ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  of  a  district. 

—  Bodha-kara,  as,  I,  am,  causing  knowledge ;  one 
who  informs  or  teaches,  a  teacher ;  one  who  wakens 

or  rouses ;  (as),  m. '  an  awakener,"  a  minstrel  who 
wakes  a  prince  or  chief  in  the  morning  with  music. 

—  Bodha-gamya,  as,  d,  am,  attainable  by  the  intel- 
lect, intelligible,  within  the  compass  of  the  understand- 

ing. —  Bodha-ghand<!drya  (°na-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  teacher.  —  Bodha-tHtta-vivarana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  work ;  (perhaps  wrongly  for  bodhi-6itta~ 
vivarana.)  —  Bodha-tas,  ind.  through  wisdom  or 
understanding.  —  Bodha-dhishana,  as,    m.   one 
whose  intellect  is  knowledge  (an  epithet  of  the  Su- 

preme Being  1).  —  Bodha-punam,  ind.  knowingly, 

consciously ;  a-b°,  unconsciously.  —  Bodha-prithvi- 
dhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Bodha-vdsara, 

as,  m.  '  the  day  of  waking,'  the  eleventh  day  in  the 
light  half  of  the  month  Karttika  (in  which  Vishnu 
awakes  from  his  sleep ;  =  bodhani)."Bodha-sudha- 

kara (°dhd-dk°), as,  m.,  N.  of  aVedanta  work.— Bo- 
dhatlta  (°dha-at°),  as,  a,  am,  beyond  the  reach  of 
the  understanding.  —  Bodhfitman  (°dha-dt°) ,  d,  m. 
(with  Jainas)  the  intelligent  and  sentient  soul.  —  Ito- 

dhdnanda-ghana   (°dha-dn°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
preceptor;   [cf.  bodha-ghanatdrya.]  —  Bodhdra- 

tiya-yati  (°dha~ar°),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Boddhavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  observed  or  re- 

garded, observable,  to  be  attended  to ;  to  be  per- 
ceived, perceptible,  to  be  recognised  ;  to  be  known 

or  understood,  intelligible ;  to  be  wakened  or  roused  ; 
to  be  enlightened,  to  be  admonished ;  to  be  informed, 
one  whose  attention  is  to  be  called  to  anything. 
Boddhri,  dhd,  dhrl,  dhri,  one  who  knows  or 

understands;  an  observer.  —  Boddhri-tva,  am,  n. 
the  being  one  who  knows  or  understands,  knowing, 
capacity  for  understanding. 
Bodhaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to 

know,  apprising,  informing,  instructing,  explaining, 

teaching,  an  instructor,  teacher  [cf.  bala-b0"]  ;  de- 
noting, indicating,  signifying  ;  arousing,  awaking ; 

(as),  m.  a  spy,  informer;  N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants.  —  BodhaJca-tva,  am,  a. 
the  state  of  causing  to  know,  giving  information  or 
instruction ;  capability  of  instructing. 
Bodhana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  the  simple  rt.  and  fr.  the 

Caus.),  making  known,  informing,  explaining,  teach- 
ing, instructing,  enlightening  [cf.  bdla-bod/iani] ; 

wakening,  rousing,  exciting ;  kindling,  inflaming ;  (as), 
m.  the  planet  Mercury;  N.  of  a  mountain ;  (i),  f.  intel- 

lect, understanding,  knowledge ; '  the  day  of  awaking,' 
an  epithet  of  the  eleventh  day  in  the  light  half  of  the 
month  KSrttika  on  which  Vishnu  awakes  from  his 
sleep  [cf.  utthanaikadafi]  ;  long  pepper ;  (am), 
n.  observing,  marking,  oercciving;  causing  to  per- 

ceive or  know,  instructing,  teaching;  signifying, 
denoting,  indicating ;  making  attentive ;  waking, 
being  awake ;  causing  to  wake,  awakening,  rousing, 
arousing ;  burning  incense  (regarded  as  the  '  awaken- 

ing' of  a  perfume) ;  '  the  awaking  of  DurgS,'  N.  of 
a  festival  on  the  ninth  day  of  the  dark  half  of  the 
month  Bhadra.  —  Bodhana^mantra,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  chapter  of  the  PurSna-sarvasva. 

Bodhaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  known  or  under- 
stood, intelligible,  to  be  apprehended ;  to  be  made 

known  or  explained. 

Jiodhan-tnanas,  Ved.  a  various  reading  for  bo- dhin-manas,  q.  v. 

Bodhayat,  an,  and,  at,  causing  to  know,  in- 
forming, apprising,  teaching ;  causing  to  wake,  wak- ening, rousing. 

Bodhayitavya,  as,  <i,  am,  to  be  caused  to  under- 
stand, to  be  made  acquainted  with,  to  be  informed 

of  (with  ace. ;  cf.  bodhitavya  below). 
Bodhayitri,  ta,  m.  one  who  causes  to  know,  a 

teacher,  preceptor ;  a  waker,  awakener. 
BodhaylsTinu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  Caus.),  wishing 

to  awaken,  intending  to  arouse. 
Bodhana,  as,  a,  am,  prudent,  clever;  (as),  m.  a 

prudent  man ;  an  epithet  of  Brihas-pati ;  [cf.  fc»- d/idna.] 

Bodhdyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  and  author 
of  the  Brahma-sutra-vritti,  a  philosophical  work. 
Bodhi,  is,  m.  (with  Buddhists  and  Jainas)  perfect 

wisdom  (by  which  a  man  becomes  a  Buddha  or 
Jina) ;  the  illuminated  or  enlightened  intellect  of  a 

Buddha  [cf.  deva-b°~] ;  the  tree  under  which  perfect wisdom  is  attained  or  under  which  a  man  becomes 

a  Buddha,  the  sacred  fig-tree,  Ficus  Religiosa  [cf. 
bodhi-taru)  ;  an  epithet  of  Buddha ;  N.  of  one  of 
the  thirty-four  Jatakas  of  Buddha;  'the  wakener,'  a 
cock ;  (ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  [cf.  bodha, 
baudhi] ;  (is,  is,  i),  wise,  learned  (?).  —  Bodhi- 
ditta-vivarana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  mentioned  in 
the  Sarva-darsana-sartgraha.  —  Bodhi-taru,  us,  or 

bodhirdruma,  as,  m.  '  tree  of  wisdom,'  the  sacred 
fig-tree  under  which  perfect  knowledge  is  obtained. 
—  Bodhi-da,  as,  m.  (with  Jainas)  an  Arhat.  ••  Bo- 
dhi-dhana,  as,  m.,  see  the  next.  —  Bodhi-dharma, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  patriarch  whose  original 
name  was  Bodhi-dhana.  —  Bodhi-bhadra,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Buddhist  teacher.  —  Bodhi-manda,  N.  of  a  seat 
which  was  said  to  have  risen  out  of  the  earth  under  the 

sacred  fig-tree  when  Sskya-muni  attained  to  Bodhi  or 
perfect  wisdom ;  =  bodhi-mandala.  —•  Bodhi-man- 

dala, am,  n.,  N.  of  the  place  where  Sakya-muni  at- 
tained to  Bodhi  or  perfect  wisdom.  —  Bodhi-vriksha, 

as,  m.  —  bodhi-taru.  —  Bodhi-sanghardma  Cgha- 

dr°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  monastery.  —  Bodhi- 
sattva,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  essence  is  wisdom ; 

(as),  m.  (with  Buddhists)  'one  who  has  Bodhi  or 
perfect  wisdom  as  his  essence,'  one  who  is  on  the  way 
to  the  attainment  of  perfect  knowledge  when  he  has 
only  one  birth  or  certain  births  to  undergo  before  ob- 

taining the  state  of  a  supreme  Buddha  and  then  Nir- 
vSna  [cf.  dei-a-V} ;  a  title  of  the  Buddha  HOT'  i(ox^y. 
—  Bodhitatlva-6arya.va.ta.ra  (?ya-aif)  and  bndhi- 

sattva-pakshanirdes'a,  as,  m.  and  bodhisattva-pi- 
taka,  N.  of  Buddhist  works.  —  Bodhisatlva-ta,  f.  the 
state  of  one  who  is  on  the  way  to  attain  perfect  wisdom. 

—  Bodhisatlra-buddhdnusmriti-samddhi  (Jdha- 
an°),  is,m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  Sutra  work.  —  Bodlii- 
sattva-b/iumi,  in,  f.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work.  —  Bo- 
dhisattva-samiMayd,  f.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  goddess. 
—  Bodhisattvavaddna-kalpa-latd  (°va-av°),  f., 
N.  of  a  collection  of  Buddhist  legends.  —  Bodhij- 
anga,  am,  n.  an  element  or  condition  of  the  state 
of  Bodhi  or  perfect  knowledge. 

Bodhita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  made  known, 
apprised,  explained,  informed,  instructed. 

Bodhitavya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  to  be 
made  known,  to  be  imparted  or  communicated. 

Bodhin,  i,  inl,  »  (fr.  the  simple  rt.  and  fr.  the 
Caus.),  knowing,  familiar  with ;  causing  to  perceive 
or  know;  making  known,  teaching,  revealing  [cf. 

tattra-bodhinl] ;  arousing,  awakening  [cf.  jndna- bodftint]. 

Bodhin-manas,  as,  as,  as  (according  to  the  Pada- 
pitha  fr.  a  form  bod/tit  +  manas),  Ved.  one  whose 

mind  is  awake,  watchful,  attentive  (Sfy. 
miina-mauaska}  . 

Bodhila,  as,  m.  (fr.  bodhi),  N.  of  a  man. 
Bodheya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  ;  [cf.  addha- 

b°,  baudheya.] 

Bodhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  known  or  understood, 
knowable;  perceivable,  intelligible,  to  be  appre- 

hended ;  to  be  informed  or  instructed,  to  be  admon- 
ished ;  to  be  declared  or  explained  ;  to  be  waked  ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  ofa  Rishi.  -  Bodhya-gitd,  f.,  N.  of  the  1  78th 

chapter  of  the  Slnti-parvan  of  the  Maha-bhSrata. 

Bauddha,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  intellect  or  un- 
derstanding ;  relating  or  belonging  to  Buddha  ;  (at), 

m.  a  Buddhist,  a  follower  of  the  religion  of  Buddha. 
—  Bawddha-darfann,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  section  of 

MadhavacSrya's   Sarva-darsana-san-graha.  —  Baud- 
dha-dhikkdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Udayana 
AcSrya,  refuting  Buddhist  doctrines  from  a  VaiSeshika 
point  of  view.  —  Bauddhadhikkara-gSdadhari,  f. 
and  bauddhadhikkara-gunanandi,  f.,  N.  of  two 
commentaries  on  the  following  commentary.—  Baud- 
dhadhikkdra-didhiti,  is,  N.  of  a  commentary  on 
the    Bauddha-dhikkira.  —  Bauddha-mata-nibar- 

hana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  twenty-eighth  chapter  of 

Anantananda-giri's  S"an-kara-vijaya. 
Baudha,  as,  I,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  the 

planet  Mercury  ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  of  Purfl-ravas 
son  of  Budha  and  grandson  of  Soma. 
Baudhdyana,  as,  m.  (fr.  budha  or  fr.  bodha), 

a  -patronymic  and  N.  of  a  teacher;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  school  ;  (as,  ;,  am),  relating  or  belonging  to 
Baudhayana  ;  Baudhdyanam  sutram,  N.  ofa  Sutra 
work.  —  Baudhayana-dar^a-purna-mdsa-prayo- 

ga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. Baudhdyaniya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  belonging 
to  Baudhayana  ;  (ds),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 

—  Baudhdyaniya-prayoga-sara,  N.  of  a  work  on domestic  observances. 

Baudhi,  is,  m.  (fr.  bodha;  but  according  to  a 
Scholiast  fr.  budha),  a  patronymic  from  Bodha. 

Baudhi-putra,  as,  m.  (baudhi  probably  f.  of 
baitdhya,  q.  v.  +  putra),  Ved.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 
Baudheya,  ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  ;  [cf.  5o- 

dheya.] 

Baudhya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bodha  ; 
(as,  dhi?,  am),  born  in  Bodha;  (as),  m.,  N.  of a  teacher. 

borasiddhi,  N.  of  a  place. 

baudhnya,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  budhna), 
N.  of  a  school. 

baubhuksha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  bubhu- 
kshd),  one  who  is  always  hungry,  a  starveling. 

«l|M   ?>yus  =  rt.  vyush,  to  divide. 

S{<l|   bran.     See  rt.  i.  prop. 

"STS  bradhna,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  fr.  rt. 

vridh ;  said  to  be  fr.  bradh  substituted  for  rt. ' 
bandh),  reddish  yellow  (said  of  Soma,  also  called 
babhru,  q.  v.,  of  the  Purodasa  and  of  the  sun ;  Say. 
=  ddityarHpenavasthitah) ;  bay  (as  a  horse),  fal- 

low ;  (according  to  Naighantuka  III.  3)  great,  mighty, 

large  (=mahat,  vrihat);  (as),  m.  a  horse  (ac- 
cording to  Naighantuka  I.  14) ;  the  sun  ;  the  root  of 

a  tree ;  a  son  (?),  the  body  (?) ;  a  particular  disease ; 
N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  son  of  Manu  Bhautya  ;  an  epi- 

thet of  S'iva;  of  Brahma;  (gender  uncertain),  lead  ; 
(in  sVjta-60,  q.  v.,  gender  uncertain),  the  point  or some  other  part  of  an  arrow.  —  Bradhna-tva,  am, 

n.  (according  to  Say.)  greatness,  mightiness  (  =  ma- hal-tva). 

Bradhnaiva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince ;  (probably 
wrongly  for  vadhryafva.) 

brahm,   cl.   I.   P.   brahmati,   &c., 
Ved.  to  go  or  move. 

brahma.     See  p.  692,  col.  3. 
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brahman,  a,  n.  (fr.  rt.  2.  brih  = 

2.  vrih  ;  cf.  rts.  vrinli,  vridh),  religious  devotion 
(regarded  as  an  impulse  or  feeling  gradually  growing 
up  and  expanding  so  as  to  fill  the  soul),  prayer  or 
any  pious  expression  in  the  worship  of  the  gods,  a 
hymn  of  praise  (Ved.,  Say.  =  stotra)  ;  a  sacred  text 
(especially  a  Mantra  used  as  a  spell  for  averting  evil 
influences,  forming  a  distinct  class  from  the  ridas, 

sdmdni,  and  yajunshi ;  and  hence  the  term  Brah- 
ma-veda,  q.  v.,  is  sometimes  applied  to  the  collec- 

tion of  texts  commonly  called  Atharva-veda) ;  the 
mystic  syllable  Om  [cf.  Manu  II.  83]  ;  the  sacred 
word  or  word  of  God  (opposed  to  vad,  the  word  of 

man),  the  sacred  text,  the  Veda ;  (in  Atharva-veda  X. 
7,  32,  X.  8,  I,  there  is  an  allusion  to  a  jyeshtham 

tn-ahma  or  original  pre-aeval  Veda  or  Deity  1  from 
which  the  existing  Vedas  have  been  drawn) ;  sacred 

learning,  divine  science,  religious  knowledge,  theo- 
logy (speculative  or  theoretical,  as  opposed  to  prac- 
tical religion,  i.  e.  tapas,  &c.)  ;  the  Brahmana  por- 
tion of  the  Veda  [cf.  brdhmana  and  Manu  IV. 

loo] ;  religious  life,  celibacy,  chastity  [cf.  brahma- 
(arya,  col.  3] ;  the  practice  of  austerity  or  penance  (  = 
tapas) ;  the  Supreme  Being  regarded  as  impersonal 
or  in  the  abstract  and  divested  of  all  quality  and 
action ;  the  highest  object  of  religious  knowledge, 

the  Supreme  all-pervading  Spirit  and  Soul  of  the 
Universe,  the  divine  essence  and  source  of  all  being 
from  which  all  created  things  emanate  and  to  which 

they  return,  the  Self-existent,  the  Absolute,  the 
Eternal  (  =  paramdtman,  dtman,  adhydtma,  pra- 
dhdna,  ksltetra-jna,  tattva;  Brahman  as  the  Su- 

preme Spirit  is  not  an  object  of  worship  in  the  usual 
sense  of  the  term,  but  is  meditated  upon  by  the 
devout  with  profound  veneration ;  he  appears  in  the 
Atharva-veda  as  the  Supreme  Deity,  and  in  X.  7,  24, 
a  highest  divine  essence  or  brahma  jyeshtham  is 
spoken  of)  ;  =  moksha,  emancipation  or  liberation 
from  mundane  existence;  the  class  occupied  with 

religious  knowledge,  the  Brahmanical  caste  as  a 
body,  the  priestly  or  sacerdotal  class  (cf.  Manu  IX. 
322 ;  in  one  or  two  passages  the  neut.  brahman 
appears  to  =  )  a  member  of  the  Brahmanical  caste, 
a  Brahman;  (according  to  the  Nirukta)  =  arma, 
food;=dhana,  wealth;  (a),  m.  one  who  prays,  a 
devout  man  [cf.  tuvi-V} ;  one  whose  calling  and 
business  consist  in  praying,  a  priest,  Brahman  [cf. 

oha-b°]  ;  one  versed  in  sacred  texts  or  in  spells,  one 
conversant  with  sacred  knowledge;  an  epithet  of 

Brihas-pati ;  one  of  the  four  principal  priests  or 
ritvijas  (the  other  three  being  the  Hotri,  Adhvaryu, 
and  UdgStri,  q.  q.  v.  v. ;  he  had  the  supervision  of 
the  sacrifice  and  was  required  to  know  the  three 
Vedas ;  as  the  most  learned  of  the  priests  he  had 
to  set  right  any  mistake  or  remedy  any  defect  in 
the  ritual ;  at  a  later  period  functions  based  espe- 

cially on  the  Atharva-veda  were  assigned  to  him ; 
his  three  Purushas  or  assistants  were  the  BrShma- 
nac(5hansin,  Agmdhra,  and  Potri) ;  Brahma  or  the 
Supreme  Being  regarded  as  a  person,  (in  the  later 

.  mythology  he  is  held  to  be  the  first  deity  of  the 
Hindu  triad  and  the  Creator  of  the  world ;  he  never 

appears  to  have  become  an  object  of  general  worship, 

though  a  qualified  reverence  is  paid  to  him  in  con- 
junction with  other  deities ;  the  sapta  Brahmdnah, 

or  seven  BrahmSs,  are  the  seven  PrajS-patis,  viz. 

Manti,  Atri,  An-giras,  Pulastya,  Pulaha,  Kratu,  and 
Vasishtha) ;  a  lifetime  of  Brahma  ( =  Brahmana 

dyuK) ;  the  sun  ;  an  epithet  of  S'iva ;  the  Veda  (?) ; 
intellect  (  =  budilht);  N.  of  a  star,  5  Aurigae;  epi- 

thet of  a  particular  astronomical  Yoga ;  N.  of  the 
servant  of  the  tenth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpim ; 
N.  of  a  magician  ;  of  the  ninth  Muhurta ;  [cf. 
Zend  barefma.  In  giving  the  meaning  of  the 
following  words  compounded  with  brahman,  the 
N.  Brahman  in  the  crude  form  will  be  used  in  all 
cases  where  the  distinction  between  the  neut.  Brahma 

and  the  masc.  Brahma  is  not  clearly  determinable.] 
—  Brahma-rishi,  see  brahmarshi.  —  Brahma- 
Tcanya  or  braJma-kanyaka,  Clerodendrum  Sipho- 

nanthus ;  (ka),  f.  '  daughter  of  Brahma,'  the  goddess 

Sarasvatl.  —  Brahma-kara,  as,  m.  an  impost  paid  to 
the  priestly  class.  —  Brahma-karman,  a,  n.  the  office 
of  Brahman  or  presiding  priest ;  the  work  or  office 
of  the  Brahmans,  the  religious  duties  of  the  priestly 

caste.  —  Brahmakarma-prakdsaka,  as,  m.  an  epi- 
thet of  Go-pala  (i.  e.  Krishna).  —  Brahma-karma- 

samddhi,  is,  is,  i,  occupied  with  and  meditating 
upon  the  Supreme  Spirit.  —  Brahma-kald,  f.  an 
epithet  of  DakshayanT  who  dwells  in  the  heart  of 

men.  —  Brahma-lialpa,  as,  a,  am,  like  Brahman 
or  the  Supreme  Being ;  (as),  m.  the  age  of  Brahman, 

epithet  of  a  particular  period  of  time.  —  Brahma- 
kdnda,  am,  n.—jndna-kdnda,  that  inner  portion 
of  the  Veda  which  relates  to  spiritual  knowledge 

or  the  knowledge  of  Brahma,  (opposed  to  liarma- 
kanda  or  the  knowledge  of  rites  and  ceremonies) ; 

N.  of  a  work  or  section  of  a  work  by  Bhartri-hari. 
—  Brahma-kaya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  particular 
class  of  deities.  —  Brahmakdyika,  as,  I,  am,  be- 

longing to  the  class  of  deities  called  Brahma-kSyas. 
—  Brahma-kdra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  making  prayers, 

offering  prayers;  (Say.)  =  annasya  hamr-ldksha- 
nasya  kartd,  preparing  sacrificial  food.  —  Brahma- 
kdshtha,  the  plant  Thespesia  Populnea ;  a  mulberry 

tree.  —  Brahma-kileya  (/),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Brahma-kilbisha,    am,   n.,  Ved.   an    offence 
against  Brahmans.  —  Brahma-kunda,  am,  n.,  N.  of 

a  sacred  poo\.  —  Brahma-kus'd,  f.  a  species  of  plant 
( =  aja-modd  ;  cf.  brahma-koi!i).  —  Brahma-kula, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sacred  mountain.  —  Brahma-kurfa, 
a  particular  kind  of  penance.  —  Brahma-krit,  t,  t,  t, 
making  or  offering  prayers,  singing  hymns  of  praise 

(Say.  =  stota-krit) ;  one  who  prays,  a  devout  wor- 

shipper (Ved.) ;  (t),  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra  ('  making 
pious  or  devout?,'  Ved.);    an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
—  Brahma-krita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Brahma- 
kr{ti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  the  making  of  prayers,  praying, 

devotion  (Say.  =  kriyamanam  stotram).  —  Brah- 
ma-keiu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Brahma-Tcoia, 
as,  m.  receptacle  or  treasury  of  the  Brahman,  i.  e. 
of  the  sacred  word  or  text,  &c. ;  (t),  f.  a  species  of 

plant  (  =  aja-modd  ;  cf.  brahina-kus'd) .  —  Brahma- 
kshetra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  district.  —  Brahma- 
khanda,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  first  book  of  the  Brahma- 
vaivarta-Purana.  —  Brahma-gandha,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
the  odour  or  perfume  of  Brahman.  —  Brahma-gar- 
bha,  as,  m.  the  embryo  of  a  Brahman  (?);  N.  of  a 
lawgiver ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  plant,  Polanisia  Ico- 
sandra.  —  Brahma-gam,  (.,  Ved.  a  cow  belonging 
to  a  Brahman.  —  Brahma-gdyatn,  f.,  N.  of  a  par- 

ticular magical  formula.  —  Brahma-gdrgya,  as,  m., 
N.   of  a  man.  —  Brahma-giri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mountain.  —  Brahma-gttd,  as,  f.  pi.,  N.  of  parti- 

cular  verses    ascribed   to   Brahma    (and    given    in 

Maha-bh.  Anus"asana-p.  2146-2152);  N.ofawork 
forming  chapters  6-9  of  the  Jriana-khanda  of  the 

S'iva-Purana  and  treating  of  the  Vedanta  and  Yoga 
systems.  —  Brahmagitd-vydkhyd,  (.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary by  Madhava  on  the  Brahma-gitS.  —  Brah- 

ma-gitikd,  f. '  the  song  of  Brahma,'  a  N.  of  certain 
vases.  — Brahma-gupta,  as,  m.,  fJ.  of  a  son  of 
Brahma   by  the  wife  of  the  Vidya-dhara  Bhima ; 
of  an  astronomer  born  A.  D.  598  ;  of  a  chief  of  the 
Bhakta  sect ;  of  a  Trigarta-shashtha,  (in  this  sense 
also  read  brdhmagupta) ;   (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
race.  —  Brahmaguptiya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the 
Brahma-guptas.  —  Brahma-gola,  as,  m.  '  the  globe 
of  Brahman,'   the  universe.  —  Brahma-gaurara, 
am,  n.  the  potency  of  the  weapon  given  by  the 

god  Brahma  (Bhatti-kavya  IX.  76).  —  Brahma- 
granthi,  is,  m.  a  term  applied  to  a  particular  joint 

of  the  body.  —  Brahma-graha,  as,  m.  =  brahma- 
rdkshasa,  q.v.  —  Brahma-yrahin,  i,  im,  f,  Ved. 
worthy  to  receive  that  which   is  holy;    (also  read 

brahmargha.)  —  Brahma-ghdtalia,   as,   m.  the 
slayer  or  murderer  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brahma-ghd- 
tin,  t,  ini,  i,  slaying  a  Brahman  ;  (I},  m.  (according 
to  a  Scholiast)  an  epithet  of  Bhrigu ;    (mi),  f.  a 
woman  on  the  second  day  of  the  menses.  —  Brahma- 

ghosha,  as,  m.  'prayer-sound,'  the  murmur  arising 
from  the  recital  of  prayers ;  the  sacred  word,  the  text 

of  the  Veda ;  the  reading  or  repeating  of  the  Veda. 

—  Brahma-ghna,  as,  i,  am,  slaying  a  Brahman; 
(as),  m.  the  slayer  or  murderer  of  a   Brahman ; 
(f),  f.  the  plant  Aloe  Perfoliata.  —  Bralima-fattra, 
am,  n.  the  wheel  of  Brahman,  circle  of  the  universe 

(Ved.);     epithet    of    a    particular    magical    circle. 
—  Brahma-tarya,  am,  n.  sacred  study,  religious 
studentship,  the  condition  of  a  young  Brahman  or 
student  in  the  first  period  of  his  life  [cf.  ddrama, 

brahma-ddriii]  ;  religious  self-restraint,  pious  auste- 
rity, the  controlling  of  the  senses,  abstinence,  chastity, 

sanctity ;  (as),  m.  a  religious  student ;  (a),  f.  chas- 
tity. —  Brahmafarya-vat,  an,  all,  at,  leading  the 

life  of  a  religious  student,  practicing  chastity.  —  Brah- 
maiarya-vrata,  am,  n.  a  vow  of  chastity.  —  Brah- 
madarya-skhalana,  am,   n.  falling   or   deviating 

from  chastity,   incontinence.  <••  Brahma-c'dranl,  f. 
=  bhargl,  Clerodendrum  Siphonanthus ;   (a  wrong 
form  for  brahma-ddriylJ^Brahma-ddrika,  am, 
n.  religious  studentship.  —  Brahma-ddrin,  I,  im,  i, 
studying  sacred  learning;    practicing  continence  or 
chastity ;  (?),  m.  a  Brahman  who  practices  chastity, 
especially  a  religious  student  (or  young  Brahman  in 
the  first  ddrama  or  period  of  his  life  [cf.  d^rama] 
from  the  time  of  his  investiture  with  the  sacrificial 
thread  till  he  marries  and  becomes  a  householder,  or 
one  who  remains  with  his  spiritual  teacher  studying 
the  Veda  and  observing  the  duties  of  a  student,  cf. 

Manu  II.   219;    the  title  of  Brahma-c'a'rin  is  also given  to  a  particular  class  of  ascetics,  and  to  Pandits 
learned  in  the  Veda,  and  by  the  Tantras  to  persons 
whose  chief  virtue  is  the  observance  of  continence  ; 

in  Atharva-veda  XI.  5.  great  powers  are  ascribed  to 
the  Brahma-iarin  ;  he  appears  in  some  particulars  to 
be  identified  with  the  Supreme  Being,  and  is  even 
said  to  be  the  source  of  the  brahma  jyeshtham  or 

primitive  Veda)  ;    N.  of  a  Gandharva ;    an  epithet 

of  Skanda;  of  S'iva;  (i),  f.  a  woman  observing  a 
vow  of  chastity ;  an  epithet  of  Durga  ;  N.  of  various 
plants,    Clerodendrum    Siphonanthus ;  =  karunl ; 

Thespesia  Populnea.  —  Brahma-c'odana,  as,  I,  am, 
Ved.  inciting  or  encouraging  prayer ;  urging  or  in- 

citing Brahmans  ;  (according  to  MahT-dhara  =  brdh- 
manandm  yajnam  prali  prerakah.)  —  Brahma- 

ja,  as,  m.  '  sprung  from  that  which  is  holy,'  an 
epithet  of  Karttikeya ;  (as),  m.  pi.  (with  Jainas)  N. 
of  a  class  of  divinities  enumerated  among  the  Kalpa- 
bhavas.  —  Brahma-ja-jna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  begotten 
by  and  knowing  Brahman ;   knowing  what  is  pro- 

duced  by  Brahman,   i.  e.    knowing   all   things  (?). 

—  Brahma-jatd  or  brahma-jatt,  f.  the  plant  Arte- 
misia Indica.  —  Brahma-janman,  a,  n.  divine  or 

spiritual   birth,  the  second  birth  effected  by  sacred 
study   or   knowledge,    investiture   with    the   sacred 
thread ;    (a,   a,   a),  begotten  by  or  sprung  from 
Brahman  (said  of  PrajS-pati).  —  Brahma-japa,  as, 

m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  particular  form  of  prayer.  —  Brah- 
ma-jdmala  —  brahma-yamala,  q.  v.  —  Brahma- 
jayd,   f.,  Ved.    the  wife  of  a   Brahman ;    (Juhu 
Brahma-jaya  is  the  reputed  authoress  of  the  hymn 
Rig-veda  X.  109.)  —  Brahma-jdra,  as,  m.  the 

paramour  of  a  Brahman's  wife.  —  Brahma-jivin,  i, 
irii,  i,  living  by  sacred  knowledge,  gaining  a  liveli- 

hood by  religious  learning;    (i),  m.  a  mercenary 
BrShman   (who  converts  his    religious   duties  into 
a  trade,  performing  sacrifice,  teaching  the  Veda  &c. 
for  hire).  —  Brahma-jushta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  grati- 

fied by  prayer  or  devotion.  -•  Brahma-juta,  at,  d, 
am,  Ved.  urged  on  by  prayer,  incited  by  devotion ; 

(Say.)  =  stotrendkrishta/t,  attracted  by  a  hymn  of 
praise.  —  Brahma-jna,  as,  a,  am,  knowing  sacred 
things,  one  who  has  spiritual  wisdom  or  who  knows 
Brahma   as   the    one   all-pervading    Spirit,  a  sage ; 
(as),  m.   an   epithet   of  Vishnu;    of  Karttikeya. 
—  Brahma-jnana,  am,  n.  divine  knowledge,  true 
knowledge  of  the  Deity  or  of  the  Veda,  knowledge 
of  the  universal  permeation  of  one  Spirit  as  taught 
by  the  Vedanta,  spiritual  wisdom.  —  Brahmajiidnin, 
i,  inl,  i,  possessing  true  knowledge  of  the  Deity, 
having   true   spiritual    knowledge ;    [cf.    brahma- 

jndna.~\  — Brahma-jya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  annoying 8N 
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or  using  violence  against  a  Brahman,  oppressing  a 
Brahman.  —  Brahma-jyeya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  act 
of  annoying  or  using  violence  against  a  Brahman. 
—  Brahma-jyeshtlta,  as,  m.  the  elder  brother  of 
BrahmS ;  (as,  a,  am),  Ved.  having  Brahman  for 
the  first  or  chief.  —  Brahma-jyotis,  n.  the  splendor 
of  Brahman,  brightness  of  the  Deity,  (also  written 

brahma  jyotis) ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  (is,  if,  t'.<), Ved.  having  the  splendor  of  Brahman,  having  the 

splendor  of  the  sacred  office ;  (according  to  a  Scho- 
liast)   having   the    splendor   of  a   presiding   priest. 

—  I.  brahman-vat,  an,  att,  at,  Ved.  accompanied 
by  prayer,  devout ;  having  sacred  acts ;  containing 
the  word  Brahman;  including  or  representing  the 
priesthood ;  (an),  m.  an  epithet  of  Agni ;  (atl),  f. 
an  epithet  of  IshtakS.  —  i.  brahman-rat,  ind.,  Ved. 
like   a  Brahman.  —  Brahma-tattva,  am,   n.  the 
true  knowledge  of  Brahma  or  the  Supreme  Spirit. 
—  Brahma-tarka-stava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedanta 

work  by  Appayya-dikshita.  —  Brahmatarkastava- 
vicarana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
Brahma-tarka-stava.-JBraAm.a-/as,   ind.  from  the 
Brahmanical  caste,  from  the  Brahmans.  —  Brahma- 

id,  {.  the  state  or  condition  of  a  Brahman,  '  Brah- 
manhood ;'  the  state  or  nature  of  Brahma  or  of  the 
Supreme  Spirit,  divine  nature.  —  Brahma-tola,  as, 
m.  (in  music)  N.  of  a  particular  measure  of  time. 

—  Brahma-tirtJiM,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pil- 
grimage on  the  Reva  or  Narmada  river;    Costus 

Speciosus  or  C.  Arabicus.  —  Brahma-tunga,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Brahma-tejas,  as,  n.  the 
glory  or  power  of  Brahman;    the  glory  or  lustre 

supposed  to  surround  a  Brahman,  Brahmanical  splen- 
dor;  (as,  as,  as),  having  the  glory  or  power  of 

Brahman  or  of  a  Brahman;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

Buddha.  —  Brahmatejo-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  or 
composed  of  the  glory  of  Brahman  or  the  Supreme 

Spirit,  having  divine  splendor.  —  Brahma-tva,  am, 
a.  the  office  of  the  Brahman  or  chief  priest ;   the 

state  or  condition  of  a  Brahman, '  Brahmanhood ;'  the 
state  or  condition  of  Brahma  or  the  Supreme  Spirit, 

identification  with  Brahma ;    godhead.  —  Brahma- 
tvaf,  k,  the  plant  Alstonia  Scholaris.  —  Brahmatva- 

paddhati,  is,  f. '  guide-book  for  the  office  of  a  chief 
priest,'  N.  of  a  work  by  RSma-krishna.  —  Brahma- 
da,  as,  a,  am,  imparting  religious  knowledge,  a  giver 
of  sacred  knowledge ;   (as),  m.  a  spiritual  teacher. 

—  Brahma-danda,  as,  m. '  staff  of  Brahman,'  epi- 
thet of  a  mythical  weapon  ;  the  curse  of  a  BrShman ; 

an  epithet  of  S'iva ;  a  species  of  plant  ( =  brahma- 
yashti) ;   epithet  of  a  particular  Ketu ;    (I),  f.  a 
species  of  plant  ( =  aja-dandl,  kanta-pattra-phald). 
—  Brahma-dandin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  sage.  —  Brahma- 
datta,  as,  a,  am,   given  by  BrahmS ;    given  by 
Brahma ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  man  with  the 
patronymic  CaikitSneya ;  of  a  king  of  the  Pan<5alas 
in  KSmpilya ;  of  a  king  of  the  Salvas ;  of  a  prince 
in  VarSnasi ;  of  a  prince  in  Sravasti ;  of  a  prince  in 

CampS ;    of  a   prince   in    Kusuma-pura ;    of  the 
twelfth  Cakra-vartin  in  Bharata ;  of  a  Brahman ;  of 
a  merchant ;  of  a  king ;  (da),  m.  pi.  his  descendants. 
—  Brahma-darbhd,  f.  Ligusticum  Ajowan.  —  Brah- 
ma-ddtri,  la,  tri,  tri,  =  brahma-da.  —  Brahma- 
dana,  am,  n.  the  gift  of  sacred  knowledge.  —  I .  brah- 
ma-ddya,  as,  m.  [cf.  I.  dayd],  the  gift  of  sacred 
knowledge,  instruction  in  the  Vedas ;  (as,  a,  am), 

imparting  or  teaching  sacred  knowledge.  —  2.  brah- 

ma-ddya,  as,  m.  [cf.  2.  ddya'],  sacred  knowledge as  an  inheritance  or  portion ;  the  earthly  possession 
or  portion  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brahmaddya-hdra,  as, 
',  am,  one  who  receives  the  gift  of  sacred  know- 

ledge. —  Brahmaddyada  (°ya-dda),  as,  m.  one 
who  receives  sacred  knowledge  as  his  inheritance,  i.  e. 
the  son  of  a  BrShman.  —  Jlmhma-<ldru,  u,  us,  n.  m. 
the  Indian  mulberry  tree,  Moras  Indica.  —  Brahma- 

ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  Narayana-dSsa 

(author  of  the  Pras'nJnuva) ;  of  a  king  who  reigned in  the  beginning  of  the  fifteenth  century.  —  Brahma- 
clina,  am,  n.  a  day  of  Brahma.  —  Jirahma-deya, 
as,  a,  am,  given  (in  marriage)  after  the  manner  of 
Brahmans,  married  according  to  the  BrShmo  vivSha 

(see  Manu  III.  lj).  —  Brahma-daitya,  am,  n.  a 
Brahman  changed  into  a  Daitya.  —  Brahma-dvdra, 
am,  n.  ingress  into  Brahma  or  the  Supreme  Spirit. 
—  Bralima-dvish,  t,  t,  t,  or  brahma-dvet<hin,  i, 

ini,  i,  '  prayer-hating,"  hostile  to  devotion  and  holy 
acts,  hating  religion,  godless,  impious  (said  of  men 
and  demons;   Say.  =  brdhmandndm  mantrdndm 
vd  dveshtd,  a  hater  of  Brahmans  or  hating  prayers ; 

cf.  brahma-i'idvish) ;  (according  to  Kulluka)  hating 
Brahmans.  —  Brahma-dvesha,  as,  m.    hatred   of 
Brahmans.  —  Brahma-dhara,  as,  d,  am,  possessing 
holy  knowledge.  —  Brahma-dharma-dvish,  t,  t,  t, 
one  who  hates  the  Veda  and  the  duties  prescribed  by 

it.  —  Brahma-dhdlu,  us,  m.  an  essential  portion  of 
Brahman.  —  Brahma-dhraja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bud- 

dha. —  Brahma-nadt,  f.  'the  river  of  Brahma,'  an 
epithet  of  the  Sarasvatl.  —  Brahma-ndbha,  as,  m. 

'  having  Brahma  on  the  navel,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu, 
(Brahma  having  arisen  from  a  lotus  which  sprang 
from  the  navel  of  Vishnu.)  —  Brahma-nala,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place  in  Benares.  —  Brah- 
ma-niritkta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  mentioned  in 
Madhava's  ParSsara-smriti.— Brahma-nirvana,  am, 
n.  extinction  in  Brahma,  absorption  into  the  Supreme 

Spirit.  —  Brahma-nisht ha,  as,  a,  am,  abiding  in 
Brahma,    absorbed    in   the    contemplation    of    the 

Supreme  Spirit ;  (as),  m.  the  mulberry  tree.  —  BraJi- 
ma-nida,  am,  n.  the  resting-place  of  Brahman  or  of 

'  the  holy.'  —  Brahma-nutta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  cast 
out  through  the  efficacy  of  a  sacred  text.  <•«  Brahma- 
pati,  is,  m. ,  Ved.  =  brahmanas-pati,  q.  v.  —  Brah- 

ma-pattra,  am,  n.  '  Brahman's  leaf,'  i.  e.  the  leaf 

of  Butea  Frondosa ;  [cf.  brahma-pddapa.~\  —  Brah- 
ma-patha,  as,  m.  the  way  to  Brahman  or  the 
Supreme  Spirit ;   the  way  to  Brahma.  —  Brahma- 
pada,  am,  n.  the  place  of  Brahman  or  the  Supreme 
Spirit,  the  place  or  nature  of  spiritual  being  ;   the 
station  or  rank  of  Brahma ;  the  station  or  rank  of 

a  Brahman.  —  Brahma-pannaga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Marut;    (also  read   bahu-pannaga.)  —  Brahma- 
parishadya  =  brahma-pdrshadya,  q.v.  —  Brah- 
ma-parnl,  f.  a  species  of  plant,  Hemionitis  Cordi- 

folia  ( =prt$'m-parn?).  —  Brahma-pareata,  am, 
n. '  mountain  of  BrahmS,'  N.  of  a  place.  —  Brahma- 
paldfa,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of  the  Atharva- 

veda;    (also   written   brdhmapalds'a.)  —  Brahma- 
pavitra,  as,   m.  Kus"a   grass,    Poa   Cynosuroides. 
—  Brahma-pddapa,  as,  m. '  tree  of  Brahman,'  the 
tree  Butea  Frondosa.  —  Brahma-parshadya,  as,  m. 

pi.  (with  Buddhists)  'retinue  of  Brahma,'  N.  of  a 
class  of  divinities.  —  Brahma-pdia,  as,  m.  '  noose 
of  Brahma,'  N.  of  a  mythical  weapon,  a  weapon 
given  by  Brahma  (Bhatti-kavya  IX.  75).  —  Brahma- 
pitri,  td,  m.   '  father  of  Brahma,'   Vishnu ;     [cf. 
brahma-nabha.]  —  BraJima-piidfa,    as,    m.  = 
brahma-rdkshasa,  q.v.  —  Brahma-putra,  as,  m. 
the  son  of  a  priest  or  Brahman  (Ved.) ;   (Say.)  = 
brdhmandddfiansin,  q.  v. ;    a  son  of  BrahmS  (as 
Sanat-kumara,  Manu,  &c.) ;  N.  of  a  river  (rising  at 
the  eastern  extremity  of  the  Himalaya  in  Thibet, 
flowing  through  Assam,  where  it  is  joined  by  the 
Sanpoo,  and  falling  with  the  Ganges  into  the  Bay  of 
Bengal) ;    of  a  place  of  pilgrimage  (probably  the 
source  of  the  Brahma-putra  river) ;  of  a  lake  ;  N.  of 
a  sacred  district ;  a  kind  of  vegetable  poison  ;  (I),  f. 

'  daughter  of  Brahma,'  an  epithet  of  the  river  Saras- 
vatl [cf.  brahma-nadt]  ;  a  kind  of  esculent  root  ( = 

vdrdhi).  —  Brahmaputra-td,  f.  the  being  a  son  of 
Brahman,  divine  sonship.  —  Brahma-pura,  am,  n. 

'  city  of  Brahma,'  N.  of  a  city  in  heaven  ;  of  a  city 
on  earth ;    of  a  kingdom ;    a  term  applied  to  the 
heart  (Ved.) ;  a  term  applied  to  the  body  (Ved.) ; 
(i),  f.  the  city  of  Brahma  (in  heaven),  the  capital  of 
Brahma  on  the  mountain  Kailasa ;  N.  of  any  city 
the  inhabitants  of  which  are  mostly  Brahmans ;  an 
epithet  of  Benares ;  N.  of  a  peak  in  the  Himalaya 

range.  —  Brahma-puraJca,   as,  m.  pi.,  N.   of  a 
people.  —  Brahma-pitrdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  eighteen  Puranas  so  called  as  revealed  by  Brahma 
to  Daksha,  (this  Purana  is  sometimes  placed  first  and 
therefore  called  Adi-Purana  ;  its  main  object  appears 

to  be  the  promotion  of  the  worship  of  Krishna.) 

—  Brahma-purusha,  an,  m.,  Ved.  an  assistant  of  the 
Brahman  or  chief  priest,  see  brahman;  a  minister 

of  Brahman  (said  of  the  five  vital  airs);  =  broAma- 
rdkshasa,  q.v.  —  Brahrna-purugara,  as,  I,  am, 

Ved.  preceded  by  Brahman  or '  the  holy.'  —  Brahma- 
purohila,  as,  m.,  Ved.  having  the  sacerdotal  class 
for  a  Puro-hita ;  (as),  m.  pi.  '  the  high  priests  of 
Brahman,'  (with    Buddhists)   epithet  of  a  class  of 
divinities.  —  Brahma-piishpi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ; 
(probably  wrongly  for  brdhmapushpa,  a  patronymic 
fr.  brahma-p/ishpa.)  —  Brahma-piita,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  purified  by  devotion;    purified   by   Brahman 
(Brahma  or  BrahmS).  —  Brahma-pralaya,  as,  m. 
the  universal  destruction  that  takes  place  at  the  end 
of  every  hundred  years  of  BrahmS,  in  which  even 
Brahma  himself  is  swallowed  up.—Brahma-prasuta, 

as,  d,  am,  Ved.  urged  or  requested  by  a  Brahman. 
—  Brahma-prdpti ,  is,  f.  obtainment  of  Brahma, 
absorption   of   the    soul   into   the   divine   essence. 

—  Brahma-priya,  as,  d,  am,  loving  or  delighting 
in  devotion.  —  Brahma-pri,  is,  is,  »,  Ved.  loving  or 

delighting  in  devotion ;  (Say.)  =  eomalakshanendn- 
nena  pntah.  —  Brahma-badha,  see  brakma-va- 
dha.—Brahma-band/utva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  (probably) 

the  office  or  occupation  of  a  priest's  assistant ;  (per- 
haps a  wrong  form  for  brdhmabandhava.)  —  Brah- 

ma-bandhu,  us,  m.  '  the  kinsman  of  a  Brahman,' 
an  unworthy  member  of  the  BrShmanical  class,  a 
contemptuous  term  for  a  Brahman ;  a  Brahman  only 
in  name ;  (according  to  Say.)  a  Brahman  who  does 
not  perform  his  SandhyS  or  devotions  at  sunrise  and 
sunset.  —  Brahmabandhu-td,  f.  the  being  a  Brah- 

man only  in  name.  —  Brahma-bala,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  man.  —  Brahma-bali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of 
the  Atharva-veda.  —  Brahma-bileya  (?),  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  man ;  (also  written  brahma-vileya.)  —  Brak- 

ma-btja,  am,  n.  '  germ  of  religious  knowledge,'  an epithet  of  the  mystical  syllable  Om  ;  a  mulberry  tree. 

—  Brahma-bodhyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river;  (also  read 
brahma-vedhya.)  —  Brahma-bruvina,  as,  d,  am, 

calling  one's  self  a  Brahman,  professing  or  pretending 
to  be  a  Brahman ;  [cf.  bruva.]  —  Brahma-bhadrd, 

f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  trdyamdnd).~Brahma- 
bhavana,  am,  n.  the  abode  of  Brahman.  —  Brahma- 
bhdga,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  share  of  a  priest,  the  portion 
of  a   Brahman  or  chief  priest;    a  mulberry  tree. 

—  Brakma-bhdva,  as,  m.  the  becoming  Brahma, 
entrance  or  re-absorption  into  the  Supreme  Spirit. 

—  Brahma-bhdvana,  as,  d,  am,  revealing  or  im- 
parting religious  knowledge.  —  Brahma-bhid,  t.  t, 

t,  '  dividing  Brahma,'  making  many  Brahmas  out 
of  the  one  Brahma.  —  Brahma-bhuvana,  am,  n. 
the  world  of  Brahma.  —  Brahma-bhuta,  as,  d,  am, 

become  (one  with)  Brahma  or  the  universal  spirit, 

entered  into  Brahma ;  (am),  n.  that  which  is  iden- 
tified with  the  universal  spirit,  condition  of  Brahma  (?). 

—  Bralima-bhuti,  is,  f.  twilight.  —  Brahma-bhii- 

mi-jd,  f.  '  growing  in  the  land  of  BrahmS,'  N.  of  a 
species  of  plant.  —  Brahma-bhuya,  am,  n.  the  be- 

coming (one  with)  Brahma,  identification  or  identity 
with  Brahma,  absorption  into  Brahma ;  final  felicity, 
ultimate  happiness ;  the  state  or  rank  of  a  Brahman, 
'  Brahmanhood.'  —  Brahmabhuya-tra,  am,  n.  the 
becoming  one  with  Brahma;   the  condition   of  a 
Brahman.  —  Brahma-bhuyas,  an,  asl,  as,  becom- 

ing one  with  Brahma,  being  absorbed  into  Brahma ; 

(as),  n.  absorption  into  Brahma.  —  Kraltma-man- 
gala-devatd,  f.  an  epithet  of  LakshmT.  —  Brahma- 

matha,    as,   m.   '  the   college    of   Brahman,'   N. 
of  a  college  of  theology  in  Kasmira.  —  Brahma- 
manddkt,   f.    Clerodendrum    Siphonanthus  ;     (also 

written  brahma-mandiiki ;   cf.  brdhmi.)  —  Brah- 
ma-mati,  is,  m.  (with  Buddhists)  N.  of  a  demon. 
—  Brahma-may  a,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  or  made  of 
Brahma,  identified  with  Brahma,  belonging  or  re- 

lating to  the  Veda,  (according  to   Malli-natha    on 
Kumara-s.  V.  30  =  vaidika)  ;   belonging  to  or  fit 
for  a  Brahman.  •— Brahma-maha,  as,  m.  a  feast 
in  honour  of  the  Brihmans.  —  Brahma-mdndiiki 
=  brahma-manduki,  q.  v.  —  Brahma-mitra,  as, 
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a,  am,  having  Brahman  for  a  friend,  befriended 
by  Brahman ;  having  the  Brahmans  for  friends ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Brahma-mimdnsd,  (. 
'  investigation  into  Brahma  or  the  spiritual  doctrine 
of  the  Veda,'  N.  of  the  Vedanta  philosophy  treating  of 
the  Supreme  Spirit  ( =  uttara-mimdma,  iariralia- 
mlmdnsd,  veddnta,  q.q.v.v.^.  —  BrahTnamJmdn- 

sd-bhdshya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  S'an- 
karac.lrya.  —  Brahmamtmdnsd-bhdshyakdra,  as, 

m.  *  commentator  on  the  Brahma-mTmansa,'  an 

epithet  of  S'an-karSc'arya.  —  Brahmamimdnsabhd- 
shya-vivarana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by 

Ananda-tTrtha  on  S'an-karac'arya's  Brahmamimansa- 
bhashya.  —  Brahma-murti,  is,  if,  i,  having  the 
figure  of  Brahma,  in  the  form  of  Brahma.  —  Brah- 
ma-murdha-bhrit,  t,  m.  '  carrying  the  head  of 

Brahma,'  an  epithet  of  S'iva  (as  having  in  a  dispute 
cut  off  one  of  BrahmS's  heads).  ••  Brahma-mekhala, 
as,  m.  the  plant  Saccharum  Munjia  (munja),  of 
which  the  sacred  thread  of  a  Brahman  is  made. 

—  Brahma-medhyd,  (.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Brahma- 
yajna,  as,  m. '  the  offering  of  prayer  or  of  repeating 
the  Veda,'  repeating  by  heart  or  recitation  of  a  sacred 
text,  teaching  and  repeating  the  Vedas  (regarded  as 
one  of  the  five  Maha-yajiias  or  great  sacrifices,  see 
Manu  III.   70,  where  Kulluka   explains  brahma- 
yajna  by  adhydpana  and  ailhyayana) ;  N.  of 
the  thirty-first  chapter  of  the  Srishti-khanda  of  the 

Padma-PurSna ;    [cf.  brahma-sattra.~\  —  Brahma- 
•yajna-mahatmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
PurSna-sarvasva.  —  Brahmayajna-vidhi,  is,  m.,  N. 

of  a  chapter  of  Madhava's  Parasara-smriti.  —  Brah- 
mayajnadi-vidhi  Cna-acP),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 

—  BraJima-yas'as,  as,  or  brahma-yas'asa,  am,  n., 
Ved.  the  glory  or  majesty  of  Brahman.  —  Brahma- 
yadasin,    I,   irii,   i,  Ved.    renowned   for   sanctity. 
—  Brahma-yashli,  is,  or  brahma-yashtikd,  or 
brahma-yashtl,  f.  the  plant  Clerodendrum  Sipho- 
nanthus;  Ligusticum  Ajowan.  —  Brahma-ydga,  as, 
m.    (probably)  —  brahma-yajna,   q.  v.  —  Brahma- 
ydtu,  us,   m.   epithet  of  a  particular  Yatu ;    [cf. 
deva-yatu.^  —  Brahma-ydmala,  N.  of  a  Tantra; 
(also   written   brahma-jamala.)  —  Brahma-yuga, 
am,  n.  the  age  of  the  Brahmans,  (opposed  to  ksha- 

trasya  yugam,  the  age  of  the  Kshatriyas,  Hari-vans'a 
11808.)  —  Brahma-yuj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  harnessed 
by   prayer   or   devotion   (i.  e.    bringing    Indra    in 
answer  to  the  prayers  of  men,  said  of  the  horses  of 

that  deity ;  Say.  =  parivridhena  maritrena  yujya- 
manah).  —  Brahma-yoga,  as,  m.  use  or  employ- 

ment of  prayer,  the  binding  power  or  efficacy  of 
devotion  (Ved.) ;  cultivation  of  spiritual  knowledge. 

—  Brahma-yoni,  is,  (.  original  source  in  Brahma, 
home  in  Brahma;  (it,  is,  i),  having  the  original 
source  or  home  in  Brahma;  descended  or  sprung  from 
Brahma  ;  (Is,  t),  f.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage  ;  (is), 
m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  ( =  brahma-girf).  —  Brahma- 
yoni-stha,  as,   d,  am,   intent  on   the   means   of 
attaining  sacred  knowledge  or  the  supreme  godhead, 

(according  to  Kulluka  on  Manu  X.  74  =  brahma- 
prdpti-kdrana-brahma-dhydna-nishtha.)—Brah- 
ma-raks/Ms,  as,  n.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  evil  demon  (  = 
brahma-rdkshasa,   q.v.).  —  Brahma-ratna,  am, 
n.  a  valuable  present  made  to  Brahmans.  —  Brahma- 
ratha,  as,  m.  the  chariot  or  carriage  of  a  Brahman. 
—  Brahma-randhra,  am,  n.  a  suture  or  aperture 
in  the  crown  of  the  head  and  through  which  the 
soul  is  said  to  escape  on  death.  —  Brahma-rasa,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  the  savour  of  Brahman,  the  savour  of 

divine  knowledge.  —  Brahma-rdkshasa,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  evil  demon,  a  fiend  of  the  Brahmanical  class, 
the  ghost  of  a  Brahman  who  in  his  lifetime  indulged 
a  haughty  and  disdainful  spirit ;  a  species  of  plant 
commonly  called  Thorarohida  ;  (i),  f.  epithet  of  one 
of  the  nine  Samidhs.  —  Brahma-raja,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  king;  of  a  man.  —  Brahma-rdta,  as,  m.  'given 
by  Brahma,'  an  epithet  of  S'uka  ;  N.  of  the  father  of 
Yajnavalkya.  —  Brahma-rdtra,  as,   m.  '  the  night 

of  Brahma,'  epithet  of  a  particular  hour  of  night. 
—  Brahma-rdtn,  is,  m.  an  epithet  of  Yajnavalkya ; 
(an  incorrect  form  for  brdhmarati.)  —  Brahma- 

ras"i,  is,  m.  the  whole  circle  of  sacred  knowledge, 
whole  mass  of  the  sacred  text ;  '  a  mass  of  holiness,' 
an  epithet  of  Parasu-rama ;  a  particular  constel- 

lation, (according  to  a  Scholiast— tJravana,  q.  v.) 
—  Brahma-riti,  if,  (.  a  kind  of  brass.  —  Brah- 
ma-rupim,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (commonly  called 

B5dan-gula).  —  Brahma-rekha,  f.  'line  of  Brahma,' 
the    lines  or  destiny  written   by    Brahma    on    the 
forehead   of    every   creature,    the    predestined    lot 

of  a  man.  —  Brahmarshi  (°ma-ri°),  is,  m.  '  Brah- 
manical sage,'  epithet  of  a  particular  class  of  sages 

[cC  risfti]  supposed  to  belong  to  the  Brahmanical 
caste    (as   Vasishtha,   &c. ;    higher  than   Maharshi, 

q.  v. ;     also    written    brahma-rishi,    see    Gram- 
mar 38.  h).  —  Brahmarshi-td,  f.  or  brahmarshi- 

tva,  am,  n.  the  being  a  Brahmarshi,  the  rank  of  a 

sage  of  the  Brahmanical  class.  —  Brahmarshi-des'a, 
as,  m.  'the  country  of  the  Brahmarshis,'  including 
Kuru-kshetra  and  the  country  of  the  Matsyas,  Pan- 

c"alas,  and  S'urasenakas  (see  Manu  II.  lty).  —  Brah- 
ma-lakshana-vdkydrtha    (°ya-ar°),    N.    of    an 
abridgement  of  the  Vedanta-sudha-rahasya.  —  Brah- 
ma-lithita,  am,   n.    or   brahma-lekha,   as,    m. 

'  Brahma's  writing,'  a  man's  destiny  written  on  his 
forehead  (  =  brahma-relihd).  —  Brahma-loka,  as, 
m.  the  world  of  Brahma,  i.  e.  the  heaven  or  place  of 

residence  of  Brahma,  (a  division  of  the  universe  and 
one  of  the  supposed  residences  of  pious  spirits.) 

—  Brahma-vaktri,  id,  m.  a  proclaimer  of  religious 
truths,  a  teacher  of  the  Veda.  —  I.  brahma-vat,  an, 
ad,  at,  possessed  of  Brahma;    possessing  religious 
learning. —•  2.   brahma-vat,  ind.  according  to  the 
sacred  text,  according  to  the  Veda.  —  Brahma-vada 
or  hrahma-vala,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school ;  (pro- 

bably an  incorrect  form.)  —  Brahma-vadya,  am,  n. 
knowledge  or  declaration  of  Brahma,  =  brahmodya, 

q.  v. ;  (as,  d,  am),  in  brahma-i-adyd  kathd,  see 
Vopa-deva  XXVI.  2i.  —  Brahma-vadha,  as,  m.  or 
brahma-vadhyd,   f.  the   murder    of   a   Brahman. 
—  Brahmavadhyd-krita,  am,  n.  an  act  of  Brih- 
manicide,  the  crime  of  killing  a  Brahman.  —  Brah- 
ma-vani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  (according  to  Mahi-dhara) 
devoted  to  the  Brahmans.  —  Brahma-vardas,  see 
brahma-vardasa.—Brahma-vardasa,  am,  n.divine 
glory  or  splendor ;  eminence  in  holiness  or  in  sacred 
knowledge,  spiritual  pre-eminence,  holiness  resulting 
from  the  study  and  observance  of  the  Vedas;  the 

sanctity  or  superhuman  power  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brah- 
ma-vardasin  or  brafima-vardasvin,  I,  inl,  i,  emi- 

nent in  religious  learning,  holy ;  illumined  by  the 
Vedas;  (I),  m.  an  illustrious  priest,  holy  Brahman, 
(Mahi-dhara  =  yajnddhyayana-fil6  brahmana/t.) 
—  Brahma-vardasya,  as,  a,  am,  see  Varttika  to 
Pan.  V.  i,  sg.'-Brahma-varta,  as,  m.  —  brahmd- 
varta,  q.  v.  —  Brahma-vardhana,  am,  n.  copper 
(which  is  considered  peculiarly  suitable  for  sacrificial 
utensils).  —  Brahma-vala  =  brahma-vada,   q.  v. 

—  Brahma-valK,  f.  Brahma's  tendril  or  creeper. 
—  Brahmaralli-lipi,  N.  of  a  woik.  ~  Brahma- 
vdfiya,   as,  d,  am,   epithet  of  a  kind  of  Muni. 
—  Brahma-vada,  as,  m.,  Ved.  speaking  of  sacred 
matters,  declaring  or  teaching  spiritual  knowledge, 
citing  the  Vedas;    (as,  a,  am),  =  brahma-vadin. 
—  Brahmavddi-lva,  am,  a.  the   being   an   ex- 

pounder of  the  Veda.  —  Brahma-vddin,  I,  inl,  i, 
one  who  recites  the  Veda,  a  defender  or  expounder 
of  the  Veda,  a  theologian,  speaking  of  or  discussing 
sacred  matters ;  one  who  asserts  that  all  things  are 
Brahma,  a  follower  of  the  Vedanta  system  of  philo- 

sophy. —  BraJima-vddya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  rivalry  in 
sacred  knowledge  or  in  magical  power,  (according  to 
the  commentator,  also  as,  d,  am ;    cf.  brahma- 
i;adya,  brahmodya.)  —  Brahma-rdluka,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Brahma-vdsa,  as,  m.  the  abode 
of  BrahmS,  the  heaven  of  Brahma.  —  Brahma-vd- 
has,  ds,  as,  as,  Ved.  one  to  whom  prayers  are 
offered  (said  of  Indra);  (Say.)  =  s(o(rara  prdpya- 
mdnah,  obtained  by  prayer  ;  —  stotrasya  vdhakah, 
the  accepter  of  prayer.  —  Brahmavit-tva,   am,  n. 
(fr.  brahma-vid),  knowledge   of  Brahma  or   the 
Supreme  Spirit.  —  Brahma-vid,  t,  t,  t,  or  brahma- 

mda,  as,  d,  am,  knowing  Brahma  or  the  Supreme 
Spirit,  a  theologian,  philosopher,  sage ;  skilled  in 
sacred  spells  or  magical  charms.  —  Bralima-vidyd, 

f.  knowledge  of  'the  holy'  or  of  Brahma;  know- 
ledge of  the  Supreme  Spirit  or  Soul  of  the  Universe ; 

N.  of  an  Upanishad.  —  Brahmavidyd-tirtha,  as,  m., 

N.  of  an  author.  —  Brahmavidydbharaiia  (°yd- 
dbh°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  AdvaitSnanda 
on  the  S'arlraka-mimansa-bhashya.  —  Brahma-vid- 
vas,  van,  ushi,  vas,  Ved.  one  who  knows  Brahma, 
knowing  the  Supreme  Spirit.  —  Brahma-vidvieh,  t, 

t,  it  —  brahifta-di'ish,  q.v.^Brahma-rindu,  us, 
m.  a  drop  of  saliva  sputtered  while  reciting  the  Veda ; 
N.  of  an  Upanishad  connected  with  the  Atharva- 

veda.  —  Brahma-vivardhana,  as,  m.  '  increasing 

religious  knowledge,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Brah- 
ma-vis'esha-fitta-^paripriddha,  f.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
Sutra  work.  —  Brahma-vrihsha,  as,  m.  '  the  divine 

tree '  or  '  Brahma  regarded  as  a  tree ;'  the  PalsSa 
tree,  Butea  Frondosa ;  the  glomerous  fig-tree,  Ficus 
Glomerata.  —  BraAma-vritti,  is,  f.  the  livelihood 
or  means  of  subsistence  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brahma- 

vriddha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  become  great  by  devotion, 
increased  by  prayer.  —  Brahma-vnddhi,  is,  m.,  N. 
of  a  man.  —  Brahma-vrinda,  am,  n.  a  company  or 
assemblage  of  Brahmans;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  city  of 

Brahma.  —  Brahma-veda,  as,  m.  'the  Veda  of 
sacred  spells  or  charms,"  a  N.  of  the  Atharva-veda ; 
the  Veda  of  the  Brahmans,  (opposed  to  kshatra- 

veda,  q.  v.) ;  knowledge  of  Brahma,  monotheism ; 
knowledge  of  the  Vedas.  —  Brahmaveda-maya,  as, 

i,  am,  consisting  of  the  Brahma-veda.  —  Brahma* 

vedi,  is,  f.  '  the  altar  of  Brahma,"  N.  of  the  country 
between  the  five  lakes  of  Rama  in  Kuru-kshetra. 

—  Brahma-vedin,  i,  inl,  i,  =  brahma-vid,  know- 
ing or  acquainted  with  the  Vedas  or  spiritual  know- 

ledge. —  Brahma-vedhyd,  another  form  for  brah- 
ma-bodhyd,  q.  v.  —  Brahma-vaivartOi  or  brahma- 

vaivartaka,  am,  n.  '  changes  of  Brahman'  (who  is 
identified   with    Krishna),  N.   of  a   Purina,   (this 
Purana,  which  is  one  of  the  most  modern  of  the 

eighteen,  contains  prayers  and  invocations  addressed 
to  Krishna,  descriptions  of  Vrindavana  and  Go-loka, 
with  tedious  narratives  about  Krishna  and  his  love 

for  the  Gopis  and  Radha.)  —  Brahma-vrata,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  religious  observance ;  a  vow  of  chastity. 

—  Brahma-s"alya,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (  = 
soma-valka) ;  the  tree  Mimosa  Arabica.  —  Brahma- 
ddyin,  i,  ini,  i,  resting  or  reposing  in  Brahma. 
—  Brahma-Jala,  f.  the  hall  of  BrahmS ;  N.  of  a 

sacred  place.  —  Brahma-s"dsana,  am,  n.  an  edict  ad- 
dressed to  the  Brahmans ;  a  command  of  BrahmS ; 

the  command  of  a   Brahman,  =  dharma-kllaka ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Grama.  ••  Brahma-tiros,  as,  or 

brahma-s^rshan,  a,  n. ( the  head  of  Brahma,'  N.  of 
a   mythical   weapon.  —  Brahma-s'wnbhita,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  cleansed  by  prayer,  adorned  by  devotion. 
—  Brahma-tri,  ts,  f.,  N.  of  a  SSman.  —  Brahma- 
drl-mantra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  Krishna- 
nanda's  Tantra-sara.  —  Brahma-sams'ita,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  sharpened  by  prayer  or  by  a  sacred  text  (Say. 
=  mantrena  tikshni-kritah).  —  Brahma-sanisad, 

t,  f.  Brahman's  hall  of  assembly  or  court.  —  Brah- 
ma-samstha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  wholly  devoted  to 
Brahma  or  to  religious  knowledge,  attaining  to  union 
with  Brahma.  —  Brahma-sainhitd,  f.  a  collection  of 
prayers ;  N.  of  a  short  treatise  on  the  Vedanta  system. 
—  BraJimasatnhild-vydkhyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  commen- 

tary on  the  Brahma-samhita.  •-  Bralima-safi,  f.  a 
N.  of  the  river  Sarasvati.  —  Brahma-sattra,  am,  n. 
the  sacrifice  or  offering  of  devotion  or  abstract  medi- 

tation, absorption  in  the  holy  one ;  study  and  teaching 
of  the  Vedas,  the  constant  repetition  of  the  Vedas  or 
a  particular  portion  of  the  Vedas  which  is  constantly 
studied  and  repeated  (Manu  II.  106 ;  cf.  brahma- 

yajna).  —  Brahma-saUrin,  I,  inl,  i,  offering  the 
sacrifice  of  prayer,  absorbed  in  the  holy  one.  —  Brah- 
ma-sadana,  am,  n.  the  seat  of  the  Brahman  or 
chief  priest  (Ved.) ;  the  abode  or  heaven  of  Brahma  ; 

N.  of  a  Tlrtha,  (in  this  sense  a  various  reading  for 
veda-vadana.)  —  Ilrahma-aadas,  as,  n.  the  resi- 
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dence  or  court  of  Brahma.  —  Brahma-sabhd,  (,  the 
hall  or  court  of  BrahmS.  —  Brahma-sambamllni, 

as,  m.  =  brahma-rdkshasa,  q.v.  —  Brahma-sam- 
bhai'd,  as,  a,  am,  sprung  from  Brahman ;  coming 
from  Brahma  ;  sprung  or  descended  from  Brahmans ; 

{as),  m.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  the  second  black  Vasu- 
deva ;  of  the  author  of  a  law-book.  —  Brahma-saras, 

as,  n.  'the  lake  of  BrahmS,'  N.  of  a  very  sacred 
bathing-place.  —  Brahma-sarpa,  as,  m. '  the  serpent 
of  Brahma,'  a  kind  of  snake,  —  Brahma-sava,  as, 
m.  '  divine  clarifying  process/  distillation  of  Soma, 
(Say.  brahma  =  Soma,)  or  the  (Soma)  distillation 
(performed)  by  Brahmans ;  N.  of  a  particular  libation. 
—  Brahma-sdgara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Brah- 

ma-sat, ind.  into  the  state  of  Brahma,  with  refer- 
ence to  Brahma.  —  Brahmasdt-krita,  as,  a,  am, 

absorbed  into  the  state  of  Brahma,  performed  with 
reference   to   Brahma.  —  Brahma-sdma,   am,   or 

brahma-sdman,  a,  n.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  Saman  (sung 
to  a  text  recited  by  the  Brahman  or  chief  priest 

or  by  the  Brahmanic'chansin).  —  Brahma-say ujya, 
am,  n.  intimate  union  or  identification  with  Brahma, 
entrance    into    Brahma.  —  Brahma-sdrshtitd,   f. 
equality  or  identification  with  Brahma,  union  with 
the  Supreme  Spirit,  (according  to  Kulluka  =  brah- 

mani ih  samdna-yati-td.)  —  Brahma-sdvarna,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  particular  Manu ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  his 
Manv-antara.  —  Brahma-sdvarni,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the 
tenth    Manu ;     (also    written    brahmd-sdvarni.) 
—  Brahma-siddkdnta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  astro- 

nomical works.  —  Brahma-siddhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Muni ;  (is),  {.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Mandana-misra. 

—  Brahma-suta,  as,  m. '  the  son  of  Brahma,'  i.e. 
the  Ketu  Brahma-danda.  —  Brahma-suvarfala,  £ 
a  species  of  plant  (an  infusion  of  which  is  drunk  as 
a  penance  for  eating  anything  left  by  a  cat,  crow, 

rat,  &c.,  Manu  XI.  159);   Helianthus;   Cleroden- 
drum  Siphonanthus  ( =  brdhmi).  —  Brahma-su,  us, 

m.  '  the  son  of  Brahma,'  an  epithet  of  A-niruddha, 
son  of  the  god  of  love ;  N.  of  Kama-deva,  the  god 
of  love.  —  Brahma-sutra,  am,  n.  the  sacrificial  or 
BrShmanical  thread  worn  over  the  shoulder ;  a  Sutra 

work  treating  of  true  divine  knowledge  or  of  the 
Vedanta  philosophy ;  N.  of  a  work  containing  the 
aphorisms  of  the  VedSnta  philosophy  ascribed  to 
B5d5r5yana  or  VySsa,  also  denominated  Vedanta- 

sutra  and  S'Sriraka-sOtra,  q.q.  v.v.  —  Brakmasutra- 
rijn-vydkhyd,  (.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Brah- 

ma-surras by  VijnSna-bhikshu  or  VijriSna-yati.— Brah- 
mas&tra-bhdshya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by 

S'an-kartc'Srya  ;  of  a  commentary  by  Ananda-tirtha. 
—  Brahmasutra-vritti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  commentary 
by    Bodhayana;    of  a   commentary    by    Bhairava- 

dlkshita-tilaka.  —  Brahmasutrdnubhdshya   ("ro- 

an0), am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Vallabhac'arya. 
•-  Brahma-sutrin,   i,  im,  i,    invested   with   the 

Brahmanical  cord.  —  Brahma-sunu,  its,  m.  (with 
Jainas)  a  sovereign  of  the  race  of  Ikshvaku ;  N.  of 
the  twelfth  king  of  Bharata.  —  Brahma-srij,  t,  m. 

'  the  creator  of  Brahma,'  an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Brah- 
ma-soma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sage.  —  Brahma-stamba, 

as,m.'  Brahman's  post  or  prop,'  the  world.  —  Brah- 
ma-stambi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (probably  a  wrong 
form  for  brdhmastambi,  a  patronymic  fr.  brahrna- 
stamba.)  —  Brahma-steya,  am,   n.  stealing   that 
which  is  holy,  stealing  the  Veda,  obtaining  a  know- 

ledge  of  the   Veda    by   illicit   means.  —  Jirahma- 
sthala,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city,  (also  read  brahma- 
pura) ;  N.  of  a  village.  —  lirahma-sthana,  am,  n. 

'  place  or  abode  of  Brahma,'  N.  of  a  Tirtha ;  (pro- 
bably as,  m.),  a  mulberfy  tree.  —  Brahma-sphuta- 

siddhdnta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astronomical  work  by 

Brahma-gupta  (whose   name   is   frequently  written 
Brthma-gupta).  —  Brahma-sva,  am,  n.  Brahma- 

nical property,  money  or  lands  belonging  to  Brah- 
mans. -  Brahma-evarupa,  as,  d,  am,  of  the  nature 

of  spirit,  of  the  same  essence  as  the  godhead.  —  Brah- 
masva-hdrtn,   i,   im,  i,  carrying  off  or  stealing 
the  property  of  BrJhmans.  -  Brahma-svdmin,   I, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Brahma-halya,  (.  killing  a 
Brfihman,    BrShmanicide,   or    any    crime    equally 

heinous.  —  Brahma-han,  d,  ahni,  a,  '  BrShman- 

slaying,"  murdering  a  Brahman,  the  murderer  or 
slayer  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brahma-huta,  am,  n.  the 
oblation  or  offering  to  BrShmans,  performance  of 
the  rites  of  hospitality  (especially  to  twice-born 
guests,  =  nri-yajria,  atithi-pujana,  one  of  the 
Maha-yajnas,  see  Manu  III.  74,  and  cf.  brdhmya- 
huta).<—  Brahma-hridaya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  star 
Capella.  —  Brahma-hrada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lake. 

•—  BrahmdJtshara  (Qma-ak°),  am,  n.  the  sacred 
and  mysterious  syllable,  the  syllable  Om  (regarded 

as  a  mystical  name  of  the  Deity).  —  Brahmdkskara- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  sacred  syllables. 

—  Brahmagra-bhu  (°ma-ay°),  us,  m.  a   horse ; 
[cf.  brahmdtma-bhu.]  —  Brahmdiljali  (°ma-an°), 
is,  m.  '  homage  to  the  divine,'  joining  the  hollowed 
hands  together  while  repeating  the  Veda  (either  as 
an  act  of  homage  or  to  mark  by  the  motion  of  the 
hands  so  placed  the  accentuation  of  the  Sama-veda ; 
cf.  Manu  II.  71);  obeisance  to  a  spiritual  preceptor 
at  the  beginning  or  end  of  a  repetition  of  the  Veda ; 

[cf.  a>ijali.~]  —  Brahmdiijali-krita,  as,  d,  am,  one who  has  joined   the  hollowed  hands   in  token  of 

homage  to  the  Veda.  —  Brahmdnda  (°ma-an°), 
am,  n.  '  the  egg  of  Brahma,'  the  mundane  egg,  the 
universe,  globe,  world ;  N.  of  a  Purana  and  of  an 
Upa-PurSna.  —  Brahmdnda-purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  eighteen  Puranas  so  called  as  revealed  by 
Brahma,  and  containing  an  account  of  the  egg  of 
Brahma  and  the  future  Kalpas,  (this  Purana  is  sup- 

posed to  be  only  extant  in  a  number  of  unauthentic 

fragments  or  Khandas.)  —  Brahmdnda-bhdndodara 

(°da-ud°),  am,  n.  the  interior  of  the  vessel-like  egg 
of  Brahma.  —  Brahmdtithi  (°ma-af),  is,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Kanva  (author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  VIII.  5). 

—  Brahmdt ma-bhft  (°ma-dt°),  us,  m.   a  horse; 

[cf.  brahmdgra-bhu.~\  —  Brahmddani  ("ma-ad"), 
(.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  hansa-padi).  —  Brahmd- 

dars"a  (°ma-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Vijna- 
naiarya.  —  Bra hmddi-jdtd  (°ma-ad°),  f.  the  river 
Godavari ;  (probably  an  incorrect  form  for  brahmd- 
drirjdtd;  also  written  brdhmddri-jdtd.)'~Brah- 

madi-firsJia  (°ma-dd°),  N.  of  a  place ;  (probably 
for   brahmddri-ilnha.)  —  I.  brahmddya   (°ma- 
dd°),  as,  d,  am  (fr.  brahma+  I.  ddya,  q.  v.),  be- 

ginning with  Brahma  (Manu  I.  50).  —  2.  brahmddya 

(°ma-dd°),  as,  d,  am  (fr.  brahma  +  2.  ddya,  q.  v.), 
Ved.  to  be  eaten  by  priests  or  Brahmans.  —  Brah- 
mddri-jdtd,  see   brahmddi-jdtd.  —  Brahmddhi- 

gama  ("ma-adh"),  as,  m.  or  brakmddkigamana, 
am,  n.  application  or  devotion  to  sacred  study,  repe- 

tition of  the  Vedz.  —  Brahmadhigamika,  as,  d, 

am,  proceeding  or  derived  from  the  study  or  repe- 

tition of  the  Veda.  —  Brahmananda  (°ma-dn°), 
as,  m.  'joy  in  Brahma/  the  rapture  of  absorption 
into  the  Supreme  Spirit,  beatitude,  bliss ;    N.  of  a 
imLn.  —  Brahmdnanda-pandaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of 

the  third  part  of  Bharatl-tlrtha's  Panca-daSi.  —  Brah- 
mdnanda-bhdrati    or   brahmdnanda-sarasmti, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  several  commentaries. 

—  Brahmdnanda-ralli,  f.,  N.  of  the  second  Valli 

of  the  Taittiriya  Upanishad.  —  Brahmdpeta  (°ma- 
ap°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  Rakshasas 
said  to  dwell  in  the  sun  during  the  month  Magha. 

—  Brahmdbhydsa  (°ma-nbli"),  as,  m.  the  study 
of  the  Vedz.  —  Brahmdmrita-i'iirshini  (°ma-am°), 
{.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  SVl-rSmananda  on  the 

Brahma-sutras.  —  Brahmdmbhas  (°ma-am°),  as,  n. 
'  holy  water,'  the  urine  of  a  cow.  —  Brahflidyana  or 

braitmdyana  (°ma-ay°),  as,  m. '  refuge  of  Brahma,' 
resorted  to  by  Brahma,  epithet  of  NSrayana ;    [cf. 

tridasdyana.]  —  Brahmdyatana  (°ma-dy°),  am, 
n.,  Ved.  a  temple  of  Brahma.  —  Brahmdyus  (°ma- 
dy°),  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brahmdranya 
(°ma-ar°),  am,  n.  '  forest  of  religious  knowledge,' 
a  grove  in  which  the  Vedas  are  read  and  explained  ; 

N.  of  a  forest.  —  Brahmdrambha  (°ma-ar°),  as, 
m.  beginning  to  repeat  the  Veda  (Manu  II.  71)* 

—  Brahmdryha  (°ma-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  worthy 
of  sacred  knowledge ;  worthy  of  Brahma ;  (in  the 
Kaushltaki   Upanishad  I.  I,  a  various  reading    for 

braJima-yrdhin,  q.  v.)  —  BraJimarpana  (°ma- 
ar1),  am,  n.  the  offering  or  oblation  of  sacred 
knowledge ;  N.  of  a  magical  spell  (see  manu). 

—  Brahmdlankdra  (°ma-al'),  as,  m.,  Ved.  the 
ornament  of  Brahma,   (according  to  a  Scholiast-. 

Jtiriuiyngarbha-yoffyam  manilanam.)  —  Brah- 

mdvarta   (°ma-dv°),   as,  m.   '  the  holy  land,'  an 
epithet  of  the  country  situated  between  the  rivers 
Sarasvati  and  Drishadvati  to  the  N.W.  of  Hastina- 

pura  (Manu  II.  17) ;  N.  of  a  Tirtha  ;  N.  of  one  of 

the  sons  of  Rishabha.  —  BraJimdcartrt-t~trtha,  am, n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha  on  the  Reva  or  Narmada  river. 

—  Brahmdvdsa  (°ma-dv°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedanta 
philosophical  work;   (also  called  Avimukta-nirukti.) 

—  Brahmdsana  (°ma-ds°),  am,  n.  the  seat  of  the 
Brahman  priest  (Ved.) ;  a  particular  posture  suited  to  de- 

vout religious  meditation.  —  Brakmdsana-nivishta, 

as,  d,  am,  seated  in  the  posture  called  Brahmasana. 

—  Brahmdstra  ("ma-as"),  am,  n.  'Brahma's  mis- 
sile,' N.  of  a  fabled  weapon  (supposed  to  be  the  gift 

of  Brahma)  which  deals  infallible  destruction  ;  '  the 

imprecation  of  a  Brihman,'  a  term  applied  to  a  par- 
ticular  kind  of  incantation.  —  Brahmdsya    ("ma- 

ds"), am,  n.  the  mouth  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brahma- 
huta  (°ma-ah°),  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one  to  whom 
oblations  of  prayer  or  devotion  have  been  made. 

—Brahmdhuti  (°ma-Sh°),  is,  f.  the  offering  of  prayer 

or  devotion  ;  [cf.  brahma-yajna,  brahma-sattra."] 
—  Brahmeddha  (°ma-4d°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  lighted 
or  kindled  during  prayer.  —  Brahme-faya  (brahme 

for   brahmani),   as,  m.   'reposing   or   resting    in 
Brahman,'  an   epithet  of  Karttikeya  ;    of  Vishnu. 
—  lirahmes'i'ara-tirtha  (*ma-is'°),  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  Tirtha  on  the  Rev5  or  Narmada  river.  —  lirah- 

mojjhatd   (°ma-iij°),   f.   neglecting    or   forgetting 
the  Vedas,    (according   to  Kulluka  on   Manu   XI. 
56  =  adhtta-vedasydnabhydsena  msmaranam.) 
—  Brahmodumbara,  another  form  for  brahmo- 

duMbara,  q.v.  —  Brahmotffira  (°ma'Ut°),  as,  d, 
am,  treating  particularly  of  Brahman  [cf.  brihad- 

brahmottara-khanda']  ;  consisting  chiefly  of  Brah- mans; (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  superhuman  being;  (ds), 

m.  pi.  '  mostly  Brahmans,'  N.  of  a  people  ;  (am), 
n.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the  Skanda-Purana.  —  Brak- 
mottara-Jshanda,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the 
Skanda-Purana.  —  Brahmottara-purdna,   am,   n., 

N.  of  a  supplementary  section  of  the  Brahma-Ptirana. 
—  Brahmoda-tlrtha  (°ma-ud°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tirtha  mentioned  in  the  S'iva-Purana.  —  Brahmo- 

dumbara (°ma-ud°),  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage. 

—  Brahmodya  (°ma-ud°),  am,  n.  rivalry  in  sacred 
knowledge,  playful  discussion  of  theological  problems 
or  enigmas,  reciting  or  explaining  the  Veda,  speaking 

or  treating  of  religious  knowledge.  —  Brahmopa- 

de$"a  (°ma-up°),  as,  m.  instruction  in  divine  know- 
ledge. —  Brahmopanishad  (°ma-up°),  t,  f.  mystical 

teaching   concerning    Brahma    (Ved.) ;    a   mystical 

Brahmanical  treatise ;    N.  of  an   Upanishad  men- 
tioned in  the  Tantra-sara  ;  of  an  Upanishad  belonging 

to  the  Atharva-veda.  —  Brahmaudana  (°ma-od°), 
as,  m.,  Ved.  boiled  rice  distributed  to  Brahmans 
and  especially  to  priests  at  a  sacrifice.  —  Brahmau- 

pagava  (°ma-aup°),  see   Scholiast   on   Pan.  VI. 

1,88. Brahma,  am,  n.  =  brahman,  the  Supreme  Spirit, 
the  Absolute ;  (brahma  is  also  used  for  brahman  at 
the  end  of  certain  compounds,  cf.  ku-brahma,  mahd- 
brahma.) 

Brahmanas-pati,  is,  m.  (fr.  brahmanas,  gen.  c. 

of  brahman  +  pati),  =  brihas-pati,  q.  v. 
1 .  brahmanya  (ft.  brahman),  Nom.  P.  brahma- 

nyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  pray,  be  prayerful  or  devout,  to 
be  religious. 

2.  brahmanya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  belonging 
to  Brahma  or  Brahma  ;   devoted  to  sacred  know- 

ledge; fit  for  a  Brahman;  friendly  to  Brahmans; 
religious,  pious ;  (a*),  m.  an  epithet  of  Karttikeya ; 
the  planet  Saturn  ;  the  mulberry  tree,  Morus  Indica ; 
the  plant  Saccharum  Munjia ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet  of 

Durga  ;  (Ved.)  devotion,  (in  this  sense  fr.  the  Nom. ; 
according  to  Say.  n.  pi.  =  brahmani  stotrdni  hamr- 
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lakikanany  annum  vd.)  —  Brahmanya-td,  f. 
friendliness  towards  Brahmans,  piety.  —  Brahmanya- 
tlrtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Brahma  niju- 
deva,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Brahmanya- 
bhrifkara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Brahmanyat,  an,  antl,  at  (ft.  the  Nom.),  Ved. 

praying,  prayerful,  devout;  (Say .)  =  stotram  What. 

lirahmdnl,  f.  the  S'akti  or  personified  female 
energy  of  Brahma,  the  wife  of  Brahma ;  an  epithet 

of  Durga,  (wrongly  written  bi'dhmd/il,  brahmani} , 
a  kind  of  perfume  ( =  renukd) ;  a  kind  of  brass  ( = 
raja-riti) ;  N.  of  a  river,  (in  this  sense  also  read 
l>rdhmai.>i.) 
Brahmin,  i,  ini,  i,  belonging  or  relating  to 

Brahma ;  (!),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  (as  possessing 
sacred  knowledge). 
Brahrnishtha,  as,  m.  (superl.  fr.  brahman),  a 

Brahman  in  the  highest  degree  (as  an  epithet  of 
learned  and  pious  Brahmans  or  princes)  ;  an  epithet 

of  Brihas-pati  (Ved.);  N.  of  a  prince;  (a),  f.  an 
epithet  of  DurgS. 
Brahml,  f.  sacred,  holy?  (used  as  adj.  in  Rig- 

veda  IX.  33,5;  Say.  =  brdhmana-prerita) ;  a  kind 
of  fish,  Macrognarhus  Pancalus  (commonly  called 

Pancal) ;  a  kind  of  vegetable  [cf.  jala-V*]  ;  the 
plant  Clerodendrum  Siphonanthus. 
lirahmiyai,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  fr.  brahman), 

Ved.  more  devout,  more  skilled  in  sacred  texts. 

Brahma,  as,  I,  am,  holy,  sacred,  divine;  be- 
longing or  relating  to  Brahman  (Brahma  or  Brahma) ; 

belonging  or  relating  to  the  Brahmans,  Brahmanical ; 
deposited  with  the  sacerdotal  class  (Manu  VII.  82)  ; 
favourable  to  the  sacerdotal  class  (as  a  view  or 
opinion) ;  relating  to  sacred  knowledge  ;  relating  to 
the  Veda  or  to  sacred  study ;  prescribed  by  the  Veda  ; 
fit  for  a  divine  state  or  condition  ;  brahmam  tirtham, 

the  part  of  the  hand  sacred  to  the  Veda,  (situated  at 
the  root  of  the  thumb,  Manu  II.  59) ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  marriage  ceremony,  (a  form  of  marriage 
in  which  the  bride,  clothed  in  a  single  robe  and 
otherwise  decorated,  is  bestowed  on  the  bridegroom 
without  anything  being  required  from  him  by  her 
father  or  friends;  described  in  Manu  III.  11,  27); 
N.  of  a  man  ;  a  patronymic  of  Narada;  of  Kavi ;  of 

C rdhva-nabhan ;  of  Raksho-han;  (I),  f.  the  S'akti 
or  personified  energy  of  Brahma,  (she  is  regarded  as 
one  of  the  eight  Mstris  or  divine  mothers  of  created 

beings;  in  Maha-bh.  Salya-p.  2655  they  are  said 
to  attend  Skanda) ;  speech,  the  goddess  of  speech, 
Sarasvat!  the  wife  of  Brahma ;  a  speech,  tale,  narra- 

tive ;  the  wife  of  a  Brahman ;  an  epithet  of  Durga ; 
the  constellation  RohinT ;  a  religious  practice,  pious 
usage  or  custom,  (brdkmyd,  according  to  pious 
usage) ;  a  woman  married  according  to  the  Brdhmo 
vivdhah  (Manu  III.  37);  a  female  fish  or  frog(?); 
a  species  of  ant ;  N.  of  various  plants,  the  moon- 
plant,  Asclepias  Acida  (  —  soma-mllarl  or  suma- 
valll) ;  a  kind  of  vegetable,  Clerodendrum  Sipho- 

nanthus [cf.  brahml] ;  =  vdrdhl-kanda ;  =  hilu- 
mofikd;  a  kind  of  brass;  N.  of  a  river;  (am),  n. 
the  part  of  the  hand  under  the  root  of  the  thumb ; 

sacred  study,  study  of  the  Veda.  —•  Brdhma-deyd,  f. 
a  girl  to  be  given  in  marriage  according  to  the 
Brahma  forms ;  see  under  brdhma.  —  Brdhma- 

pinyd,  f.  (?),  silver,  —  Brdhma-purdna,  see  brah- 
ma-purdna.  —  Brdhma-muhurta,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
a  particular  period  of  the  day  (that  included  between 
the  fourth  Ghatika  and  the  second  before  sunrise), 

dawn;  [cf.  brdhmya-m°.~\  —  Brdhma-vivdha,  as, m.  a  particular  form  of  marriage ;  see  under  brdhma. 

—  Brdhmdhn-rdtra  ('ma-aha*-rd°),  as,  m.  a  day 
and  night  of  Brahma,  a  period  of  two  thousand  ages 

of  the  gods  or  two  Kalpas  of  mortals.  —  Brdhmt- 
!;<iinlii,  as,  m.  a  species  of  bulbous  plant  (  =  varaht- 
l-anda).  —  ]irahmi-knnrtii,  inn,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred 
tank  or  reservoir. ••  Brdkmi-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tantra.  —  Brahmi-putra,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  woman 
married  according  to  the  Brahma  ceremony  (Manu 

III.  27,  37  ',  see  under  brdhma  above).  —•  Brahml- 
rasa,  as,  m.  the  juice  of  Cierodendrum  Siphonan- 

thus, &c. 

Brdhmakriteya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Brahma-krita. 

Brdhmagupta,  ai,  m.  pi.  (fr.  brahma-gupta), 
N.  of  a  race  ;  (also  read  brahma-yupta.) 

Brdhmagtipfiya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  Brahma- 
guptas ;  (also  read  brahmaguptlya.) 
Brahmana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  brahman),  belonging 

or  relating  to  a  Brahman,  Brahmanical,  befitting  or 
becoming  a  Brahman ;  given  by  a  Brahman  ;  relating 
to  prayer  or  religious  worship ;  (as),  m.  one  who  has 
divine  knowledge,  a  theologian,  priest,  a  Brahman 
or  man  belonging  to  the  first  of  the  four  original 
divisions  of  the  Hindu  body;  an  epithet  of  Agni ; 

N.  of  the  twenty-eighth  Nakshatra ;  (t),  f.  a  Brah- 
maness,  the  wife  of  a  Brahman ;  a  woman  of  the 

Brahmanical  caste ;  the  shrub  Clerodendrum  Sipho- 
nanthus ;  a  species  of  grass,  Trigonella  Corniculata 

(  =pril'l:d) ;  a  kind  or  vegetable,  Ruta  Graveolens  ; 
a  kind  of  wasp  (  =  naratl) ;  a  kind  of  large-headed 
ant ;  a  kind  of  lizard  with  a  red  tail  [cf.  brdhma- 
nika]  ;  N.  of  a  river,  =  brahmani ;  (according 
to  Nila-kantha  on  MahS-bh.  ASvamedhika-parva 

924)  =  buddhi ;  (am),  n.—brahma,  that  which  is 
divine,  the  divine  (Ved.) ;  sacred  or  divine  power 
(Ved.);  that  portion  of  the  Veda,  as  distinct  from 
the  Mantra  portion,  which  was  composed  by  and  for 
Brahmans  and  contains  rules  for  the  employment  of 
the  Mantras  or  hymns  at  various  sacrifices,  detailed 
explanations  of  these  sacrifices,  their  origin  and 
meaning,  with  tedious  illustrations  in  the  way  of 
legends  and  old  stories;  (this  Brahmana  portion  of 
the  Veda  is  a  kind  of  Hindu  Talmud,  but  like  the 

Mantra  portion  it  was  iruta,  i.e.  heard  by  the  sages  to 
whom  it  was  revealed  and  is  therefore  regarded  as  an 

integral  part  of  jr-uti  or  revelation ;  it  is  said  by 
Sayana  to  contain  two  parts,  I.  vidhi,  rules  or  direc- 

tions for  rites ;  3.  artha-vdda,  explanatory  remarks) ; 
N.  of  a  well-known  class  of  Vedic  works  in  prose 
which  contain  the  Brahmana  portion  of  the  Veda  as 
explained  above,  (each  of  the  four  Vedas  has  its  own 
Brahmana  appended  to  it;  the  Brahmana  of  the 

Bahvric'as  or  priests  of  the  Rig-veda  is  still  preserved 
in  two  works,  viz.  the  Aitareya,  sometimes  called 
AsValSyana,  consisting  of  eight  Parifikas  or  pentades 
of  Adhyayas,  subdivided  into  285  sections  or  Khandas, 
and  the  Kaushitaki-Brahmana,  sometimes  called  San- 
khayana,  which  two  Brahmanas  do  not  follow  the  order 

of  the  hymns  of  the  Rig-veda,  but  quote  them  as 
they  are  required  for  the  Hotri  priest,  part  of  the 
Aitareya  being  also  a  kind  of  commentary  on  the 
commencement  of  the  Rig-veda,  and  the  latter 
portion  giving  an  elaborate  description  of  the  Abhi- 
sheka  ceremony  or  inauguration  of  kings ;  the  white 

Yajur-veda  has  the  S'atapatha-Brahmana,  which  is  per- 
haps the  most  modern  and  interesting  of  all  these 

compositions ;  and  the  black  Yajur-veda  has  the  Brah- 
mana of  the  Taittiriyas,  which  though  distinct  from 

its  Samhita  differs  little  from  it ;  the  Sama-veda  has 
eight  Brahmanas,  the  best  known  of  which  are  the 
Praudha  or  Panca-vinsa  and  the  Shad-vinsa ;  the 
Atharva-veda  has  one  Brahmana  called  Go-patha) ; 
the  Soma  vessel  of  the  Brahman  priest ;  a  society  or 
assemblage  of  Brahmans,  a  conclave.  —  Brdhmana- 

i-iil/in,  as,  m.  pi.  the  BrShmanas  and  Kalpas  (two 
kinds  of  Vedic  works  closely  connected,  see  brak- 
mana,  kalpa) ;  (as,  a,  am),  Ved.  like  a  Brahman. 
—  Brdhmana-ghna,  an,  m.  the  killer  or  slayer  of 

a  Brahman.  —  Brdhmana-ildiiddla,  as,  m. '  a  C'an- 
dala  among  Brahmans,'  a  degraded  or  outcast  Brah- 

man (who  being  married  to  more  than  one  wife, 
allows  a  wife  of  a  lower  caste  to  wait  upon  him,  see 

Manu  IX.  87);  the  son  of  a  S'Odra  father  by  a 
Brahmani  mother.  —  Brdhmana-ja,  am,  n.  or 

brdhmana-jdta,  am,  n.,  Ved.  or  brdhmana-jatl, 
is,  f.  the  Brahmanical  caste,  sacerdotal  class.  —  Brdh- 

mana-jddya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  Brfm- 
manical  caste.  —  Jirdhmana-jivikd,  f.  the  occupation 
of  a  Brahman,  means  of  subsistence  for  a  man  of 

the  sacerdotal  class.  —  Brdhmana-td,  f.  or  brdhma- 
na-tva.  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition  of  a  Brahman  ; 
the  rank  or  dignity  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brdhmana- 

trd,  ind.  among  the  Brahmans.  —  Brdhmana-dd- 
Hlid,  f.  a  Brahmani  girl.  —  Brdhmana-dravya , 

am,  n.  the  property  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brdhmana- 
<l  rcxldn,  I,  ial.  i,  hating  Brahmans;  [cf.  brahma- 
dvish.]  —  Brdhmana-nindaka,  as,  m.  a  reviler  of 
Brahmans.  —  Brdhmana-patha,  Ved.  (probably)  N. 

of  particular  Brahmanas  (of  which  eight  are  enume- 
rated). —  Brdhmana-pala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince. 

—  Brdhmana-badha,     see     brahmana-vadJia . 

—  Brdhmana-briiva,  as,  m.  calling  one's  self  a 
Brahman,  professing  or  pretending  to  be  a  Brahman, 
a  Brahman  only  in  name,  a  Brahman  who  disgraces 
his  caste,  a  Brahman  by  birth  but  not  by  attention  to 
his  duties,  one  engaged  in  business  or  who  subsists  by 
avocations  properly  limited  to  the  other  castes ;  [cf. 

dvija-bruva,  brahma-bruvdna,  bruva.~\  —  Brdh- mana-bhuyishtha,  as,  d,  am,  principally  consisting 
of  or  containing  Brahmans.  —  Brdhmana-bhojana, 
am,  n.  the  feeding  of  Brahmans  (as  a  religious  act). 

—  Brdhmana-yajna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  sacrifice  in- 
tended for  Brahmans.  —  Brahmana-yashtikd   or 

brdhmana-yashtl,  f.  the  shrub  Clerodendrum  Sipho- 
nanthus. —  Brdhmana-rupa-bhrit,  m.  bearing  the 

form  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brdhmana-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 

Ved.  connected  with  a  Brahman  ;  possessed  of  or  fur- 
nished with  a  Brahmana,  q.  v. ;  according  to  a  Brah- 
mana.— Brdhmana-vadha,  as,  m.  killing  aBrahman, 

the  murder  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brdhmana-vara,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Brdhmana-vardasa,  am,  n., 

Ved.  the  splendor  or  dignity  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brdh- 

mana-vildpa,  as,  m.  '  the  Brahman's  Lament,"  N. of  an  episode  of  the  Maha-bharata  (Adi-parva6lO4), 

more  usually  called  Baka-vadha-parva  or  Vaka-badha- 
p°.  —  Brdhmana-framana-nyayatfinA.  according 

to  the   phrase  *a   BrShman   S'ramana'  (which    in- 
volves a  contradiction).  —  Brahmana-samstJta,  as, 

d,  am,  belonging  to  or  abiding  with  a  Brahman. 
—  Brdhmana-sattama,  as,  m.the  best  of  Brahmans. 
«•  Brdhmana-santarpana,  am,  n.^brdhmana- 
bhojana,  q.v.  —  Brdhmana-sarvasva,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  a  work  mentioned  in  Raghu-nandana's  Sanskara- 
tattva.  —  Brdhmana-sdt,   ind.   in  the   possession 
of  the  Brahmans ;  brdhmanasdt  Icri,  to  put  into 
the   possession    of  the    Brahmans,    present   to   the 

Brahmans ;  brdhmanasdd  as,  to  be  in  the  posses- 
sion of  the  Brahmans,  belong  to  the  Brahmans. 

—  Brdhmana-stuti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  portion  of  the 
Purana-sarvasva.  —  Brdhrnana-sva,  am,  n.  the  pro- 

perty of  a  Brahman.  —  Brdhmana-hita,  a»,  d,  am, 
suitable  to  or  fit  for  a  Brahman.  —  Brdhmanai- 

dhansin,  z,  m.  (fr.  brdhmandt  +  Sansin),  a  par- 
ticular priest,  the  assistant  of  the  Brahman  at  the 

Soma  sacrifice.  — BfdhmanadiHiansi-prayoga,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  BrdkmandMhanitiya,  am,  d, 

n.    f.,  Ved.   the   office    of    a    BrahmanSe'-c'hansin. —  BrdhmandMhansya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  relating 
to  the  Brahman56-<;hansin  ;  (d),  f.  the  office  of  a 

Brahmanic'-chansin.  —  BrdhmandtUcrama    (°na- 
af),  as,  m.  disrespect  towards  Brahmans.  —  Brdh~ 
mandtmaka  (°na-a«°),  as,  a,  am,  belonging  or 
referring  to  Brahmans ;  containing  an  account  of  the 

Brahmans.  —  Brdhmanddardana  ('na-ad°),  am, 
n.  absence  of  Brahmanical  instruction  or  guidance. 

—  Bratjaandpdiraya  (°na-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  seek- ing reWfe  in   Brahmans.  —  Brdhmandbhdshana 

Cna-dbh0),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  artificial  com- 
position (contained  ftithe  Kavi-kalpa-lata,  a  compen- 

dium of  versification  by  Devendra  or  Deves'vara). 
—  Urdhmandbhyupapatti  (°na-abh°).  is,  f.  pro- 

tection or  preservation  of  a  Brahman.  —  Brnhmanl- 
gdmin,  i,  m.  the  paramour  of  a  Brahmani  woman 
or  of  a  Brahman's  wife.  —  Brdhmani~tfa,  am,  n. 
the  being  a  Brahman!  woman.  —  Brdhmam-sat- 
tamd,  f.  the  best  of  Brahmani  women. 
Brdhmanaka,  as,  m.  a  bad  BrShman,  a  Brahman 

merely  by  name ;  N.  of  a  country  inhabited  by 
warlike  Brahmans  [cf.  brahmanaklya];  (ikd),  f. 

(probably)  a  species  of  lizard ;  [cf.  brahmani  and 

j>rahmana.~\ 
BrdhmanaKya,  as,  d,  am,  coming  from  or 

relating  to  the  country  Brahmanaka. 

80' 



694 TfH  brahmanakriteya. bhakshyamana. 

Brahmanakriteya,  as,  m.  (probably)  a  patrony- 
mic from  Brahmai.u-krita ;  (1),  {.  a  metronymic. 

Brdhmandyana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  descendant  of 
a  Brahman ;  a  Brihman  sprung  from  learned  and 
holy  progenitors. 
Brahmanika,  as,  i,  am,  derived  from  or  relating 

to  the  BrShmanas. 
Hrahmani.    See  under  brdhmana,  p.  693,  col.  2. 
Brdhmanya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  brdhmatia),  fit  for 

BrShmans ;  (as),  m.  the  planet  Saturn  [cf.  2.  brah- 
manya] ;  (am),  n.  the  state  or  rank  or  business  of 

a  Brahman,  the  dignity  of  a  Brahman,  Brihman- 

hood,  priesthood,  priestly  rank  or  character  [cf.  a-6°] ; 
a  multitude  or  assembly  of  Brahmans. 

Jtrahmadattdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Brahma-datta. 

Brdhmaprajdpatya,  coming  from  or  relating  to 
Brahma-prajSpati ;  seeV5rttika  11.  to  P5n.VI.  3,  6. 
Brdhmardti,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Yajnavalkya 

from  Brahma-r5ta  ;  [cf.  brahma-rdtri.~\ Brahmani,  f.  a  wrong  form  for  Itrahmam,  q.v. 
Brahmi,  is,  w,  i  (fr.  brahma),  Ved.  holy,  divine. 
BrdhmiJcd,  f.  =  brdhmi  and  brdhmana-yashtikd, 

Clerodendrum  Siphonanthus. 
Brahmi.     See  under  brdhma,  p.  693,  col.  I. 
Brdhmaudanika,as,m.(h.brahmuudana),sci\. 

agni,  a  fire  on  which  the  rice  of  Brahmans  is  boiled 
(Ved.). 
Brdhmya,  as,  ml,  am,=brdhma,  relating  to 

Brahman  (Brahma  or  Brahma)  or  to  the  Brahmans  ; 
(am),  n.,  scil.  hiita,  worship  or  veneration  paid  to 
Brahmans  considered  as  one  of  the  five  great  sacra- 

ments, (in  Manu  III.  ̂ 4  =  dvijdgrydrda  or  ma- 
nushya-yajnU^i  (acwrtling  to  some  also)  astonish- 

ment ;  =  drifyam.  —  Brdhmya-muhiirta,  as,  am, 
m.  n.  dawn,  the  Ijour  preceding  sunrise  ;  see  brdhma- 

m°.  —  Brdhmya-huta,  am,  n.  respect  shown  to 
twice-born  guests,  especially  to  Brahmans ;  hospitality, 
(in  Manu  III.  74  =  nri-yajna,  manitshya-yajiia,  see 
above ;  and  cf.  brahma-huta.) 

dlUCH  bradhnayana.  See  bradhna- 
yanya  below. 
Bradhnnyanya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 

Bradhna,  q.v.;  (not),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of 
Bradhna ;  (nt),  f.  a  metronymic.  See  Pin.  V.  3; 
"3- 

dICI  brahma,  brdhmana,  &c.    See  p.  693. 

^3  bruva.     See  col.  2. 

•jr  lirii  (a  defective  verb,  borrowing  all 
Cxbut  the  Pres.,  Impf.,  Pot.,  and  Impv.  fr.  rt. 

vat),  cl.  2.  P.  A.  bravlti,  brute  (1st  sing,  bravlmi, 

ep.brumi,istd\i.bruvas,  1st  pi.  brumas,  3rd  pi.  bru- 
ranti  or  ahus  fr.  3 .  ah,  the  Perf .  of  which  is  sometimes 
substituted  for  2nd  and  3rd  sing.,  2nd  and  3rd  du.,  and 

3rd  pi.  of  this  tense,  Pin.  III.  4,  84);  Impf.  iibra- 
vlt,  abrUta  (ep.  abravat,  bravit,  1st  sing,  abraram 

or  rarely  abruvam) ',  Pot.  bruyat  (sometimes 
wrongly  bruyat),  bruvita;  Irapv.bravttu.brutdm 

(and  sing,  br&hi,  briishva,  ep.  forms  bravlhi,  bru- 
vadhvam) ;  Perf.  uvaia  (see  rt.  vad) ;  Pres.  part. 

bruvat,  brncana,  (Ved.  forms  bravasi ,  bratat,  bra- 
ratha,  brutal,  part,  bravat;  in  Njla  XVII.  36,  a 
form  bruydsta  2nd  pi.  Free,  occurs,  but  this  is 
probably  a  wrong  reading  for  bruydi  tat) ;  to 
say,  speak,  inform,  tell ;  to  speak  to  (with  ace.  of 
the  thing  and  gen.  or  dat.  or  loc.  of  the  person) ; 
to  speak  about  any  person  or  thing  (with  ace.  or 

with  jimti  or  tuK/HsfitfU  after  ace.,  e.g.  S'akun- 
taldn  adhikritija  bravlmi,  I  speak  about  S'akun- 
tali) ;  to  declare,  announce,  publish,  proclaim,  pro- 

mulgate; to  answer;  to  call  or  profess  one's  self 
(usually  A.);  to  be  called  or  named  (A.);  (with 
anyathd,  q.v.)  to  decide  wrongly,  to  pronounce 
a  wrong  sentence  in  a  lawsuit ;  [cf.  rt.  ru :  Zend 

•mrii, '  to  speak  :'  Slav.  ml>i-i'-i-ti, '  to  make  a  noise  :' 
Old  Pruss.  billa,  '  I  say  :'  Lith.  liiloyu  :  Hib.  bri,  '  a 
word;'  bruiilheann,  '  talk,  speech  ;'  bruiileanaim, 
'  I  contend,  dispute  :'  Scot,  bruulhean,  '  speaking, 
speech,  talk,  tumult ;'  bruidhneach,  '  talkative,  lo- 

quacious:' Cambro-Brit.  Jmrf,  'a  chronicle,  pro- 

phecy ;'  brudher,  '  a  chronicler,  prophet :'  perhaps 
also  Gr.  fii-a, '  to  speak ;'  pri-pa,  pT)-rai(>,  X,o\.  /SpiJ- 

ro>p,  pri-rpa  ;  El.  pparpa,  '  a  sentence.'] 
Jlrura,  as,  d,  am,  calling  one's  self  by  a  name 

without  any  real  title  to  it,  (at  the  end  of  comps., 

e.  g.  Kshatriya-b°,  calling  one's  self  a  Kshatriya ; 
cf.  brdhmana-b°,  dvija-b0,) 

Itntrtit,  an,  all,  at,  speaking,  saying. 
Jiruriina,  as,  a,  am,  speaking,  telling,  saying; 

calling  one's  self,  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  brah- 
ma-b°.) 

bll,  Ved.     See  rt.  nil. 

bleshka,  am,  n.  a  snare,  noose. 

H  i.  bha,  the  twenty-fourth  consonant  of 
the  Nagar!  alphabet  and  the  fourth  letter  of  the  fifth 
or  labial  class,  being  the  aspirate  of  6,  and  said  to  be 

pronounced  like  bh  in  cabhorse.  —  Bha-kdra,  as, 
m.  the  letter  or  sound  bh. 

»T  2.  bha,  (in  Panini's  system)  a  N.  given 
to  the  weakest  base  or  base  of  nouns  before  the  vowel- 
terminations  beginning  with  the  ace.  plur.  (i.  e.  in  the 

'  weak  cases '  or  '  weakest  cases '  as  they  are  sometimes 
called  to  distinguish  them  both  from  the  attya  or 

'  strong  cases,'  sarva-ndma-sthdna,  and  the  pada  or 
'  middle  cases '),  before  feminine  affixes,  and  before 
Taddhitas  beginning  with  vowels  and  y. 

»T  3.  bha,  (in  prosody)  a  dactyl. —  BAa- 

vipuld,  f. '  abounding  with  dactyls,'  a  kind  of  metre. 
H  4.  bha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  bha),  N.  of  the 

planet  Venus  or  of  its  regent,  =  itikra  ;  semblance, 
mere  semblance,  delusion,  error ;  (a),  f.  light,  lustre, 

splendor,  a  ray  of  light  [cf.  anu-bhd  and  2.  bha] ; 
likeness,  resemblance,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf. 

agni-bha,  guda-bha,  tantn-bha) ;  the  shadow  of 
a  gnomon  [cf.  pala-bha] ;  (am),  n.  a  star,  a  planet, 
an  asterism,  a  lunar  mansion,  Nakshatra }  the  num- 

ber 2  7 ;  a  sign  of  the  zodiac.  —  Bha-kaksha,  f.  the 
path  of  the  asterisms.  ••  Bha-gana,  as,  m.  the  whole 
multitude  of  stars  or  constellations,  group  of  Naksha- 
tras  or  asterisms  ( =  bha-gana) ',  revolution  (of  the 
planets)  in  the  zodiac ;  the  zodiac.  —  Bha-gola,  as, 
m.  the  starry  sphere,  vault  of  heaven.  —  Bha-<?akra, 

am,  n.  '  circle  of  constellations,'  the  zodiac.  —  Bha- 
fakra-nabhi,  is,  f.  the  centre  of  the  zodiac.  —  Bha~ 
datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astrologer  (also  called 

Satya).  -•  Bha-panjara,  am,  n.  '  cage  of  asterisms,' 
the  zodiac.  —  Bha-pali,  in,  m. '  lord  of  the  asterisms,' 
the  moon.  —  Bha-mandata,  am,  n.  =  bha-<!aJira, 

q.v.  — Bha-lata,  f.,  N.of  a  shrub,  Paederia  Fcetida. 
—  Bha-i'arga,  as,  m.  the  whole  multitude  of  aste- 

risms, the  starry  hoA—Bha-viddnn,  t,  iiii,  i, 

passing  through  or  present  in  an  asterism.  —  Bha- 
.••iin'Uii,  is,  m.  'point  of  junction  of  the  asterisms,' 
N.  of  the  last  quarters  of  the  asterisms  ASleshS, 

Jyeshth5,  and  Revatl.  —  Bha-namiiha,  as,  m.  *  ag- 

gregate of  the  lunar  mansions,'  an  expression  for  the 
number  2  7.  —  Bha-nudaka,  as,  m.  '  indicator  of  astc- 
risnis,'  an  astrologer.  —  BhAniu  (bha-arf),  as,  m.  a 
portion  of  an  asterism.  »  Jthrna  (bha-tna),  as,  m. 

'  lord  of  stars,'  the  sun;  the  moon.  —]lhes"a  (bha- 
?»«),  as,  m.  the  regent  of  an  asterism  Sec. 

H  5.  bha,  as,  m.  (probably  onomato- 
poetic),  a  bee. 

H?T^  bhansas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  a  particular 
part  of  the  intestine  or  abdomen. 

HfjRoRT  Ihakkika,  f.  a  cricket ;  [cf.  pha- tjiitgd.] 

»T3i  lliakta,  bhakti.     See  p.  695,  col.  2. 

bhaksh  (probably  connected  with 
its.  bhaj  and  bhaiij),  cl.  10.  P.  bhaksha- 

/ati,  and  in  the  later  language  rarely  also  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
l>hakf<hfiti,-te,  bhakshaydmdsa,  liltn];*7taiiishyati, 
ababjialuhat,  bhakshayitum,  bhakshtium,  to  eat, 
eat  up,  devour,  (in  these  senses  rarely  used  in 
the  Veda) ;  to  drink,  quaff  (mostly  Ved.) ;  to  con- 

sume, bring  to  nought,  destroy;  to  use  up,  waste, 
impoverish ;  to  bite :  Caus.  bhakshayati,  -yitum 
(see  Varttika  VIII.  to  Pan.  I.  4,  52),  to  cause  to 
eat,  feed  any  one  (ace.)  with  anything  (inst. )  : 

Desid.  bibhakshayishali,  to  desire  to  eat,  wish  to 

devour  ;  [cf.  Zend  baz,  '  to  distribute ;'  bagh-a-s, 
'  a  piece ;'  bakhsh,  '  to  attain  :'  Gr.  <^ay-tiv,  0*17- 
a-s,  <pay-6v-fs,  perhaps  also  0a«os,  <fa<ri;\o»  :  Lat. 

fam-es  for  fag-mes,  fa-ba  for  fag-ba,  bacca  for 
bacsa  :  Goth,  basi, '  a  berry,'  fr.  basya  —  bhaksliya, 

q.v.] Bhaktha,  a*,  m.  eating ;  drinking,  quaffing 

(mostly  Ved.) ;  drink,  beverage ;  (in  the  later 
language)  food ;  (as,  d,  am),  having  (anything) 
for  food  or  for  a  beverage,  eating,  drinking,  living 

upon,  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  ab-bh°,  dhana- 
bh°,  mdnsarbh",  vnyu-bh°.)"Bha7;sha-kara,  as, 
m.  '  food-maker,'  a  cook,  baker,  pastry-cook,  con- 

fectioner. —  Bhakshan-kara,as,  m.  (fr.  bhnksham, 
ace.  of  bhaksha,  or  ind.  past  part,  of  rt.  bhak«h  + 
kdra),  Ved.  one  who  prepares  or  one  who  partakes 
of  food.  —  Bhakihan-krita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  drunk  ; 

eaten.  —  Bhaksha-pattrd,  f.  betel-pepper  ('  the  leaf 

of  which  serves  for  food '). 
Bhakshaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  one  who  eats,  an  eater, 

earing,  one  who  feeds  or  lives  upon,  (often  at  the  end 

of  comps.,  e.  g.  mdnsa-bh°,  iasya-bh,  q.v.);  vo- 
racious, gluttonous,  a  gourmand ;  (as),  m.  food  (in 

gaja-bh",  q.v.);  (ika),  f.  a  meal;  eating,  (at  the 
end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  ikshu-b7i°.) 
Bhakshann,  as,  i,  am,  eating,  one  who  eats  [cf. 

dddima-bh°,  pdpa-bh°] ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  eating, 
eating,  drinking,  feeding ;  the  being  eaten ;  (Ved.) 
a  drinking  vessel. 

Bhakfhamya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  eaten,  eatable, 
edible,  proper  for  {ood.  —  Bhakslianlya-td,  f.  the 
being  edible,  eatableness. 
Bhaks7iamdna,  as,  d,  am,  eating,  devouring. 
Bhakshayat,  an,  antt,  at,  eating,  devouring; 

consuming,  destroying. 

Bliakshayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  eaten,  edible, 
to  be  devoured. 

Bhakshayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  an  eater,  one  who 

eats ;  [cf.  bhakshitri.'] Bhakshayitvti,  ind.  having  eaten,  having  devoured. 
Bhakshita,  as,  d,  am,  eaten,  eaten  up,  devoured  ; 

mispronounced  in  a  particular  way ;  (am),  n.  food. 

—  lihakshi ta-&s7ia,  as,  m.  remnants  of  food,  leav- 
ings. —  BhakaMta&shahara  (°sha-dh°),  aa,  m.  a meal  of  leavings. 

Bhiikahilavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  eaten,  eatable, 

edible. 
Bhakshitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  an  eater,  one  who  eats ; 

[cf.  bh<iksltayitri.~\ Bhakshin,  i,  ini,  i  (mostly  at  the  end  of  comps.), 
eating,  devouring. 

Bhaksliivas,  ran,  ushl,  vat,  Ved.  one  who  has 
eaten,  eating ;  [cf.jaksliivas.] 

IHuikx/ii/a,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  eaten,  eatable,  edible, 
esculent,  fit  for  food;  (am),  n.  anything  eaten,  an 
article  of  food ;  food  in  general,  especially  such  as 
requires  mastication ;  water ;  (Y^),  m.  food,  (in  this 
sense  probably  only  erroneously  for  bTiakslta,  q.v.) 
—  Bhaksht/a-kdra   or    bhal;*hynn-kara,   as,   m. 

'  food-preparer,'  a  baker.  —  Hltakiiltya-bhakshaka, 
au,  m.  du.  food  and  the  eater.  —  Bhafcshya-vattu,  n. 
edible  matter,  eatables,  victuals,  viands.*-  Bhakshyd- 

bhaksliya  (  i/<i-<ib/i°),  am,  n.  what  may  and  what 
may  not  be   eaten,  food  allowed   and  prohibited. 

—  BJtakfliydldbu  (°ya-al°),  us,  f.  a   variety   of 
cucumber  (  =  rdjdldbn). 

BkakthyamSna,  as,  d,  am,  being  eaten  or 
devoured  ;  being  bitten. 
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Bhaksha,  as,  i,  am,  (probably)  habitually  eating, 

gluttonous  ( =  bhakshd  silani  asya,  Gana  C'hattradi to  Pan.  IV.  4,  62). 

NHJi<*  bhakshataka,  as,  m.  a  variety  of 
the  plant  Asteracantha  Longifolia. 

*U5jlcVl  bhakshali,  f.,  N.  of  a  place. 

*TT  bliaga.     See  col.  3. 

>H'(r|  bha-gana  for  bha-gana.  See  under 
4.  bAa,  p.  694,  col.  3. 

H1*KI1  bhaganarilya  (bhagana-\-raya?), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

»T*T(3  bhagala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

»TJl=)'rT  bhaga-vat.     See  p.  696,  col.  I. 
M'll(4  bhagala,  am,  n.  =  kapala,  a  skull. 
Bhagdlin,  I,  inl,  i,  bedecked  with  skulls ;  (f ),  m. 

an  epithet  of  Siva. 

HfrfH  bhagin,  bhagim,  lhagiratha.  See 
p.  696,  col.  a. 

JPI^T  bhagesa.     See  p.  696,  col.  i. 

HHT  bhayna.  See  under  rt.  i.lihanj,  p.  696. 

bhagni.     See  p.  696,  col.  3. 

lhankari,  f.  a  gad-fly. 

j  bhankti,  bhanga.     See  p.  697,  col.  I. 

bhangana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  carp, 

Cyprinus  Banganna. 

H^-lO  bhangari,  f.  a  gad-fly;  (perhaps 
an  incorrect  form  for  bhankari  above.) 

yrtst  bhaj,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  bhajati,  -te,  ba- 
N  bhdja  (2nd  sing,  babhaktha  or  bhejitha, 

3rd  pi.  bhejus),  bheje  (part,  bhejdna),  bha.kshya.ti, 

-te  (in  later  Sanskrit  also  Wiajishyatl,  -te),  abha- 
kshlt,  abhakta,  bftakshiskta,  (Vedic  forms  are, 

2nd  sing.  impv.  bhakshi,  abhdk,  abhakta,  bha- 
kshata),  bhaktum  (ep.  also  bhajitum),  to  assign, 
allot,  apportion,  dispense,  distribute ;  to  share,  divide 
(e.  g.  bhajeran paitrikam  riktitam,  they  may  divide 
the  property  of  their  father) ;  to  grant,  bestow ;  to 
supply,  furnish,  provide  (Ved.) ;  to  receive  as  a  por- 

tion, obtain  as  one's  share  (A.),  share  in,  partake  of 
(with  ace.  and  in  the  earlier  language  also  with  gen.) ; 

to  obtain,  get,  take  for  one's  self  (A.) ;  take  posses- 
sion of,  recover ;  to  enjoy,  possess,  have ;  to  enjoy 

carnally ;  to  embrace  (A.)  ;  to  be  devoted  to,  betake 

one's  self  to,  resort  to,  have  recourse  to,  go  to,  fre- 
quent (with  ace.) ;  to  come  to,  turn  towards  any 

one  (with  ace.) ;  to  favour  (A.) ;  prefer,  choose, 
elect ;  decide  in  favour  of,  declare  for ;  to  serve, 
honour,  revere,  worship,  adore,  esteem,  wait  upon, 
attend  upon  ;  to  be  attached  to,  love,  court  (affection) ; 

to  fall  to  the  lot  of  any  one  (ace.) ;  to  apply  one's 
self  to,  pursue,  practise,  cultivate,  be  engaged  in  ; 
to  cook,  dress  (food)  ;  to  employ,  engage.  The 
above  meanings  of  bhaj  may  be  variously  extended 
by  connecting  it  with  nouns,  e.  g.  patnlm  bhaj,  to 

take  as  a  wife ;  dsanam  bhaj,  to  take  a  seat ;  /•«/»<«/ 
bhaj,  to  assume  a  form  ;  sukham  (or  dufikham) 
bhaj,  to  experience  pleasure  (or  pain) ;  bhfiiunn 
Uiaj,  to  feel  terror  or  alarm;  mannam  b/iaj,  to 
become  silent;  murdham  bhaj,  to  fall  into  a  swoon, 
faint  away ;  (ayanam  bhaj,  to  go  to  bed,  lie 
down  to  rest ;  dtrfo  bhaj,  to  flee  in  all  directions, 

run  away:  Caus.  bhdjayati,  -yittim,  Aor.  abhl- 
bhajat,  ababhajat,  to  cause  to  share,  give  any  one 
(ace.)  a  share  of  anything  (gen.  or  ace.,  Ved.); 
to  divide ;  to  cause  to  go  towards,  cause  to  flee, 
put  to  flight,  pursue ;  (according  to  Vopa-deva)  to 

cook:  Desid.  bibhalahiiti,  -te:  Intens.bi'Mtiijytite, 
bdbhakti ;  [cf.  Gr.  ̂ xw-yoj,  tycuyvvfu  :  perhaps  Lat. 
fa-mulus,  familia :  Goth,  anda-bahtt,  lalitjnn: 
Angl.  Sax.  bacan :  Old  Germ,  bachan :  Hib. 

fuiyhtm,  '  I  get,  obtain  ;'  fuigheatt,  '  profit,  gain, 
remainder ;'  faghail, '  getting,  finding,  obtaining.'] 
Bhnkta,  as,  a,  am,  assigned,  allotted,  appor- 

tioned, distributed  [cf.  deva-bh°,  bhaga-bh3']  ;  di- vided ;  forming  a  part  of,  belonging  to ;  served, 
worshipped ;  loved,  beloved,  liked,  (when  compounded 
in  this  sense  with  nouns  denoting  places  especially 

preferred  by  particular  plants  or  particular  families, 
bhakta  is  regarded  as  an  affix,  according  to 

Pan.  IV.  2,  54);  occupied  with,  engaged  in,  en- 
grossed by,  attentive  to  ;  attached  to,  devoted  to, 

faithfully  adhering  to,  loyal,  faithful,  respecting, 
honouring  (with  loc.  or  ace.  of  the  object)  ;  dressed, 
cooked  ;  (as),  m.  a  worshipper,  adorer  ;  a  faithful 
attendant,  follower,  votary ;  (as),  m.  pi.  epithet  of 

a  Saiva  sect  ('  the  devoted ')  ;  epithet  of  a  Vaishnava 
sect;  (am),  n.  a  share,  portion;  a  share  of  food, 
food,  nourishment ;  a  meal,  regular  meal  [cf.  adho- 

bh°,  daturtha-bh°]  ;  boiled  rice;  any  eatable  grain 
boiled  with  v/a\er.  —  Bhakta-kansa,  as,  m.  a  dish 
of  food.  —  Bhakta-kara,  as,  m.  artificially  prepared 
incense,  incense  prepared  from  various  fragrant  resins 

and  perfumes.  —  Bhakta-kara,  as,  m,  *  food-pre- 
parer,'  a  cook.  —  Bhakta-dthanda,  am,  n.  (Mhanda 
for  dkanda),  desire  of  food,  appetite.  —  Bhakta-jd, 
f.  nectar.  —  Bhakta-td,  f.  or  bhakta-tva,  am,  n.  the 

being  a  part  of  anything,  belonging  to  (e.  g.  dhdtu- 
bhctktatva,  the  belonging  to  the  root) ;  devotedness, 
faith  in,  attachment  to.  —  Bhakta-turya,  am,  n. 

music  played  during  a  mea\.  —  Bhakta-da,  as,  or 
bhakta-ddtri,  ta,  or  bhakla-ddyaka,  as,  or 
bhakta-ddyin,  I,  m.  a  giver  of  meals,  supporter, 

maintainer.  —  Bhakta-data,  as,  m.  '  food-slave,'  a 
servant  or  slave  who  receives  his  meals  as  a  com- 

pensation for  his  services,  (according  to  Raghava- 
nanda  on  Manu  VIII.  415  =  bhaktddi-lobhena 

dasatvam  gatah.)  —  Bhakta-dve$ha,  as,  m.  aver- 
sion from  food,  loss  of  appetite.  —  Bhakta-dveshin, 

i,  inl,  i,  feeling  an  aversion  from  food,  one  who 
has  lost  his  appetite.  ™  Bhakta-puldka,  a  mouthful 
of  rice  kneaded  into  a  ball.  —  Bhakta-manda,  the 
scum  of  boiled  rice.  —  Bhaktamaya-stotra,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  work.  —  Bhakta-mdld,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  by 
Narayana-dasa.  —  lihakta-ruti,  is,  f.  desire  of  food, 
appetite.  —  Bhakta-rodana,  as,  I,  am,  exciting 
appetite,  appetizing.  —  Bhakta-vatsala,  as,  d,  am, 
kind  to  worshippers  or  faithful  attendants.  —  Bhakta- 

iarana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  receptacle  for  food,  store- 

room.—•  Bhakta-s'ald,  f.  (probably)  a  room  for  the 
reception  of  petitioners,  audience-chamber ;  a  din- 
ing-hall  (?);  a  store-room  (?) ;  an  alms-house  (?). 
—  Bhakta-siktha  or  bhnktasikthaka  =  Wiakta- 

puldka,  q.  v.  —  Bhaktabhilasha  (°ta-aj)h°),  as, 
m.  desire  of  food,  appetite.  —  Bhaktdmara-stotra 

(°ta-am°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Bhaktoddefaka 
(°in-!«Z°),    as,   m.    '  food-prescriber,'    a    particular 
official   in  a  Buddhist  monastery.  —  Bhaktopasd- 

dhuka  (°ta-up°),  as,  m.  '  food-dresser,'  a  cook. 
J!lirikti,ii,  f.  allotment,  partition,  division,  sepa- 

ration [cf.  kshetra-bk'~\  ;  dividing,  separating  into 
(various  forms  &c.,  cf.  blumgl-bhj) ;  division,  por- 

tion, share ;  variegation,  decoration,  embellishment, 
ornament ;  a  division  of  a  Saman  (also  called  Vidhi, 
of  which  sometimes  seven,  sometimes  only  five  are 
enumerated) ;  the  being  a  part  of.  belonging  to  ;  that 
which  belongs  to  or  is  contained  in  anything  else,  an 
attribute  ;  devotion,  devotedness,  attachment,  loyalty, 
loving  faith,  belief,  faith ;  love,  affection,  fondness 

for;  reverence,  homage.  —  Bhuktt-ktti-a,  nn, i, am, 
see  Pan.  III.  2,  21.  —  Bhakti-fandrodaya  (°ra- 
ud°),  as,  m.  '  rise  of  the  moon  of  devotion,'  N.  of 
a  viotk.  —  Bhakti-c'dheda,  a*,  m.  'distinctive  mark 

of  faith,'  a  coloured  streak,  the  separating  or  distin- 
guishing marks  of  devotion  to  Vishnu,  particular 

streaks  on  the  forehead,  nose,  cheeks,  breast,  and 
arms,  which  denote  a  follower  of  the  Vaishnava  sect. 

—  Bhakti-taraitijiin,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  liliakti- 
tas,  ind.,  Ved.  accurately.  —  Bhakti-namra,  as,  d, 
am,  bent   down    in    devotion,   making    obeisance. 
—  Bhakti-purvam  or  bhakti-piirvakam,  ind.  pre- 

ceded by  devotion,  devoutly,  reverentially.  —  JShakti- 

prakarana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  portion  of  Halayudha's Purana-sarvasva.  —  BhaJtti-praianta-varnann,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the  Ganesa-PurSna.—  Bhakti- 

prdrthand,  f.,  N.  of  a  portion  of  the  Purana-sarvasva. 
—  Bhakti-bhaj,  k,  k,  k,  possessing  pious  faith  or 
true  devotion ;   firmly  attached  or  devoted  to  (with 

\oc.).  —  JS/takti-mat,  an,  at'i,  at,  possessing  faith, 
devoted,  attached,  faithful,  loyal ;  religious,  devout ; 

accompanied  by  devotion.  —  Bhakti-mdrga^niru- 

pana,  am,  n.,N.  of  a  work.  —  Bliakti-m uktamll, 
{.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Bhakti-yoga,  as,  m.  faithful 
devotion,  loving  faith  ;  N.  of  the  first  chapter  of  the 
Siv»-gils..  —  Bh«kti-ratndvall,!.,  N.  of  a  work  on 
devotion  by  Vishnu-purl.  —  Bhakti-rasa,  as,  m.  a 
sense  of  devotion,  feeling  of  loving  faith.  —  Bhakti- 

rasamrita-sindhu    (°sa-am°)    and   bhakti-rasa- 
yana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  two  works.  —  Bhakti-rdga,  as, 
m.  affection  or  predilection  for  (with  loc.).  —  Bhakti- 
•vardhim,  1.,  N.  of  a  metrical  work  on  the  means 
of  increasing  religious  faith.  —  Bhakti-vdda.,  as,  m. 
declaration   of  devotion,   assurance    of  attachment. 
—  Bhakti-vitishta,  as,  a,  am,  distinguished  by 

faith  or  devotion.  —  Bhakti-iata,  am,  n. '  a  hundred 
verses  on  faith,"  N.  of  a  work  on  devotion  by  Surya. 
—  Bhakti-suldhdnta,  «s,  m.  or  lihaktuiddhdnta- 

vicriti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  two  works  ('  explanation  of  the 
fundamental   doctrines  of  faith').  —  Bhaktt-sudho- 
daya  (°dhd-ud°),  as,  m. '  production  of  the  nectar 
of  devotion,'  N.  of  the  first  part  of  the  Naradiya- 
Purana.  —  Bhaktl-siitra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  con- 

taining the  aphorisms  of  S'andilya.  —  Bhakti-hansa, 
N.  of  a  treatise    by  Vitthala-dikshita    on  faith   in 
Krishna.  —  Bhakti-hetu-nirnaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

disquisition  by  Vitthalesvara  on'  the^p'urces  of  faith and  devotion.  — Bliakty-ujwkrama,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  work  mentioned  in  the  S'akti-ratnSkara.  —  Bhakty- 
upahrita,  as,  d,  am,  offered  with  faith. 
Bhaktika,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  worship  or devotion. 

Bhaktila,  as,  a,  am,  attached,  faithful,  trusty 
(said  of  a  horse). 

Bhaktri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  an  adorer,  worshipper ; 
devotedly  attached.  —  Bhaktri-tva,  am,  n.  the  being 
an  adorer  or  worshipper,  adoration,  worship. 

I.  bhaktvd,  ind.  having  apportioned  or  divided. 
(For  2.  see  under  rt.  2.  bhauj,  p.  696,  col.  3.) 

Bhaga,  as,  m.  a  liberal  or  wealthy  master  ('  ap- 
portioner  of  food'),  gracious  lord,  patron  (a  frequent 
epithet  of  Savitri,  Ved.) ;  N.  of  an  Aditya  (regarded 
in  the  Veda  as  bestowing  wealth,  and  instituting  or 

presiding  over  love  and  marriage ;  he  is  brother  of 
the  Dawn,  and  the  afternoon  is  peculiarly  sacred  to 
him  ;  his  Nakshatra  is  the  Uttara-PhalgunI,  considered 

particularly  favourable  for  forming  alliances  by  mar- 
riage ;  according  to  a  legend  his  eyes  were  destroyed  by 

Rudra ;  Yaska  enumerates  him  among  the  divinities 
of  the  highest  sphere) ;  N.  of  the  sun  ;  of  the  moon  ; 
of  a  Rudra ;  good  fortune,  happiness,  happy  lot, 

prosperity,  affluence  [cf.  dur-bh°,  su-bh°]  ;  dignity, 
majesty,  distinction  ;  beauty,  loveliness ;  excellence ; 
amorous  pleasure,  dalliance ;  love,  affection ;  the 

pudenda  (pudendum  muliebre)  ;  (am),  n.  the  Nak- 
shatra called  Uttara-Phalguni ;  the  perinseum  of 

males ;  a  term  applied  to  a  MuhOrta  ;  (according  to 
native  lexicographers)  =  yatna,  prayatna,  kirtti, 

ya.'ias,  vairdyya,  i6(lid,  jni.no,,  mukti,  mtikflm, 
dliiinna,  strt;  (as,  a  or  Z,  am),  at  the  end  of 
comps.,  see  Gana  Bahv-adi  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  45  ;  [cf. 

Zend  l}agha  =  O\A  Pers.  baga,  'a  lord:'  Slav,  bog, 
'  a  lord  :'  Lith.  na-bagas,  '  a  poor  man  ;'  bai/ntti", 
*  rich :'  Goth,  ga-big*.^  •-  Bhaga-ghna,  as,  m. 

'  slayer  of  Bhaga,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  B/taga-tti, 
is,  f.  (fr.  Wtfigii  +  ilatti,  cf.  d-tta,  ni-tta,  pard- 
tta,  pari-tta,  pra-tta,  prati-tta),  Ved.  a  gift  of 
fortune.  —  Bliaga-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of 
Prag-jvotisha  ;  of  a  king  of  Kamrup.  —  Bliaga-dd, 

f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Main's  attending  on  Skanda. 
—  Bhaga-deva,  as,  m.  'whose  god  is  the  female 
organ,'  a  libertine,  a  lustful  man.  —  Bhaga-devata, 
as,  d,  am,  having  Bhaga  for  a  deity ;  (a),  f.  a 
hymeneal  divinity.  —Bhaga-daicata,  as,  i,  am. 
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having  Bhaga  for  a  deity ;  conferring  conjugal  feli- 

city;     (am),    n.    the     asterism    Uttara-Phalgunl. 
—  lihagadainitit-mdisa,  as,  m.  the  month  that  has 
Bhaga   for    its    deily,    i.  e.    the    month    Phalgirna. 

—  Bhaga-nandd,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Mltris  at- 
tending on  Skanda.  —  Bhaya-netra-ykna,  as,  or 

l'l<:i!;ii.netra-han,  a,  or  bhaganetra-nipdtana,  as, 

or  bhayanetra-liam,  as,  or  bltayanetra-hrit,  t,  or 
bliiir/anetrSpaharin  (°ra~ap°),  i,  or  lihai/aiu-trdn- 
taka  (°ra-an°),  as,  m.  '  the  destroyer  of  the  eyes 

of  Bhaga,'  an  epithet  of  S'm.  —  Bhagan-dara,  as, 
m.  (fr.  the  ace.  bhayam),  'rending  the  vulva,'  a 
fistula  in  the  pudendum  muliebre  or  in  the  anus  &c. 

(from  five  to  eight  varieties  of  this  disease  are  enu- 
merated);   N.  of  an  ancient  sage.  —  Bhaga-pttra, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  the  city  of  Multan.  —  Bhaga-bhakta, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.   fortune-favoured,   endowed  with 

prosperity    (SZy.  =  dhana-samyukta).  —  Bhaga- 

bhakshaka,  as,  m.  'living  by  the  vulva,'  a  pro- 
curer, pander,  one  who  lives  by  harlotry.  ••  Bhaga- 

vat,  see  below.  —  Bhaga-vitta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Bhaga-redana,   as,  i,  am,   proclaiming 
prosperity,  announcing  connubial  felicity.  —  Bhaga- 
lian,  a,  m.  the  slayer  of  Bhaga.  ~  Bhaga-hdrin,  i, 

m.  the  destroyer  of  Bhaga.  —  Bhagdkshi-han  (°ga- 
ak°),  d,  m.  '  destroyer  of  the  eyes  of  Bhaga,'  an 
epithet  of  Sivsi.  —  Bhagdnkura  (°ga-an°),  as,  m. 
the  clitoris.  —  Bhagddhdna  (°ga-ddh°),  as,  a,  am, 
bestowing  matrimonial  felicity,  granting  wedded  bliss, 

(accordingtoa  Scholiast  =  ais"varyadhayaka?)~Bha- 
yerita  (according  to  the  Pada-pStha  bhage  +  avita), 

as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (perhaps1)  satisfied  with  good  fortune, 
sated  with  prosperity.  —  Bhagela  (°ga-Ua),  as,  m., 
Ved.  the  lord  of  fortune  or  prosperity. 

Bhaga-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  possessing  fortune,  fortu- 
nate, prosperous,  happy  (Ved.) ;  glorious,  illustrious, 

excellent ;  venerable,  revered,  sacred,  divine,  holy 
(as  an  epithet  of  gods,  demigods,  and  other  holy 
personages ;  frequently  found  in  the  voc.  bhagavan 
[Ved.  bhagavas  and  bhagos,  see  VSittika  II.  to 
Pin.  VIII.  3,  I,  Vopa-deva  III.  149,  and  see  Pan. 
VIII.  3,  17,  where  bhagos,  like  aghos  and  bhos,  is 
said  to  drop  the  final  s  before  all  vowels  and  all  soft 
consonants]  as  a  respectful  mode  of  address,  and  also 
similarly  used  in  the  Veda  in  the  nom.  with  the  3rd 

sing,  of  the  verb ;  with  Buddhists  bhaya-vat  is 
respectfully  prefixed  to  the  titles  of  their  sacred 

writings) ;  (an),  m.  '  the  holy  one,'  '  the  revered 
one,'  a  deity,  a  god ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  of  Siva  ; 
of  a  Buddha;  of  a  Bodhi-sattva ;  of  a  Jina;  (ati), 

{.  an  epithet  of  DurgS ;  of  Lakshmi.  —  Bhagavat- 
thdstra  (bhagavat  +  iastra),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
section  of  the  Varaha-Purana.—  Bhayavati-gitd,  f., 
N.  of  a  poem.  —  Bhagavati-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Bhagavat-tva,  am,  n.  the  condition  of 
Bhagavat,  rank  of  Vishnu.  —  Bhagarat-padi,  f.  an 
epithet  of  the  source  of  the  Gan-gS  (said  to  have 
sprung  from  an  aperture  made  in  the  mundane  egg 
by  the  toe-nail  of  Vishnu  while  striding  his  celebrated 

three  paces).  —  BhagaiMt-padiibhashana  ("da- 
dbh"),  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  artificial  style  of  writing. 
—  Bhagavaty-artga,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  fifth  of  the 
twelve  sacred  writings  of  the  Jainas.  —  Bhagavat-sra- 

tantra-td,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  main'aining  that  Krishna 
is  supreme  and  uncontrolled  in  volition  and  authority. 

—  Bhagrirad-drdaiia-firfittnrd,  as.  m.,  N.  of  the 
seventy-third  chapter  of  the  Uttara-khanda  or  fifth 

part  of  the  Padma-Purana.  —  Bh(v/tiai<{(it°<*ana- 
md/idttitya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  seventy-eighth  chapter 
of  the  Utiara-khauda  or  fifth  part  of  the  Padma- 
Purana.  —  /thayarad-tipfinui/tina,   am,   n.,  N.  of 
the  100  and  loist  chapters  of  the  founh  part  of  the 
Brahma-vaivaria-Purana.  —  Hhrtii/trtttl-gita,  f.  (upa- 
nixJuid  being  sometimes  supplied,  or  in  the  fern.  pi. 
////<;</« r«'l-ijlld  Ujiani.i/uidas),'  the  mystical  doctrine 
sung  or  declared  by  Bhagavat,  i.  e.  Krishna,'  N.  of 
a  celebrated  episode  of  the  great  epic  poem  called 
Maha-bhtrata,  (it  is  really  a  comparatively  modern 
philosophical  poem  interpolated  in  the  Bhlshma-parva 
and  generally  divided  into  eighteen  chapters  com- 

mencing at  1.  830,  or  the  twenty-fifth  chapter  of  the 

Bhishma-p.,  and  ending  at  1. 1532  ;  it  is  in  the  form  j 

of  a  dialogue  between  Krishna,  acting  as  Arjuna's 
charioteer,  and  Arjuna  himself,  in  which  the  Pan- 

theism of  the  Vedanta  with  a  tinge  of  the  San-khya 
is  combined  with  the  later  principle  of  bhakti  or 
devotion  to  Krishna  as  the  Supreme  Being,  Arjuna 

being  therein  admonished  that  the  renunciation  of 
the  world  ought  not  to  involve  the  avoidance  of 
action  or  the  neglect  of  professional  duties)  ;  (am), 

n.  that  which  is  sung  or  proclaimed  by  Krishna. 

—lihagatadgitd-guifhdrtha-dipilcd  ("dha-ar"),  (., 
N.  of  a  metrical  commentary  on  the  Bhagavad-glta 
by  Madhu  sudana  9»atntl.'-Bhayarsadgit&*baS~ 

va-prakas'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  metrical  commentary 
on  the  Bhagavad-glta  by  Sadananda  VySsa.  —  Bha- 

gavadgitd-sdrdrtha-sangraha  (°ra-ar°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  metrical  commentary  on  the  Bhagavad-glta 

by  Jaya-rama  Tarka-vaglsa.  —  Bhagacad-gvna- 
varnana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  fifty-seventh  chapter 
of  the  fourth  part  of  the  Biahma-vaivarta-Purana.  , 

—  Bhagavad-dris'fi,  as,  t,  am,  Ved.  like  the  Su- 
preme, resembling  the  Supreme.  —  Bhagavad-dm- 

ma,   as,  m.  '  Bhagavat's  (i.  e.  probibly  Buddha's) 
tree,'  (perhaps)  a  term  applied  to  the  sacred  fig-tree. 
—  Bhagarad-bhakti-nirnaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
essay  by  Ananta-deva  on  faith  and  devotion.  —  Bha- 
gavad-bhakti-ratnava.il,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Bha- 

gavad-bhakti-rasdyana  (°sa-ay°),  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  work  by  Madhu-sudana  Sarasvatr,  consisting  of  me- 

morial verses  treating  of  faith  and  devotion,  on  the 
bads  of  the  BhSgavaia-Purana,  accompanied  by  a 
prose  exposition.  —  Bhagavad-bhakti-vildsa ,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Bhagavad-bhdskara,  N.  of  a 
work  on  law  by  Nila-kantha;    [cf.  bhagavanta- 

bhdsJcara.]  —  Bhagavad-yaui'anodgama  (°na- 
ud°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  seventh  chapter  of  the 
Krishna-kridita.  —  Bhagavad-rdta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

man.  —  Bhagavad-visesha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Bhagavan-nanda-samvdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
seventy-fourth  to  the  seventy-ninth  chapters  of  the 
Krishna-khanda  or  fourth  part  of  the  Brahma-vaivarta- 
Purana.  —  Bhagavan-ndma-kaumudi,  f.,  N.  of  a 

poetical  treatise  by  Lakshmidharac'arya  on  the  merit 
of  repeating  the  name  of  the  Deity. «—  Bhagavannd- 

makaumitdi-prakds'a,  as,  m.,   N.  of  a  metrical 
commentary  by  Ananta-deva  on  the  preceding  work. 

—Bhagai-anndma-mdhdtmya-grantha-san-graha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  metrical  composition  by  Raghuna- 
thendra  Yati  on  the  merit  of  repeating  the  name 

of  the  Deity.  —  Bhagavan-maya,  as, !,  am,  wholly 
devoted  to  Vishnu  or  Krishna. 

Bhagavadiya,  as,  m.  a  worshipper  of  Bhagavat, 
i.  e.  of  Vishnu ;  [cf.  bhavadiya.] 

Bhagaeanta  or  bhagai-anta-deva,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  prince,  the  son  of  Sahi-jeva  and  a  patron  of 
Nila-kantha.  —  Bhagaranta-bhdskara,  N.  of  a 

work ;  [cf.  bhagavad-bhdskara.] 
Bhagas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  =  bltaga,  q.  v. 
Bhagin,  J,  inl,  i,  prosperous,  happy,  fortunate ; 

grand,  splendid ;  (I),  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  on 
the  Amara-ko?a,  (in  this  sense  an  abbreviated  form  of 

Hi  iglrnthii  below);  (inl'),  (.  a  sister  ('the  happy 
or  fortunate  one');  a  woman  in  general.  —  Bliar/i- 
tama,  as,  d,  ant,  most  prosperous;  most  splendid, 

finest,  most  perfect.  —  Bhagini-pati,  is,  m.  or  bha- 

ij'titl-hliartri,  til,  m.  a  sister's  husband, ~Bhagint- 

sutfi,  as,  m.  a  sister's  son. lilin/jinikd,  f.  a  little  sister. 
Bhagini,  f.     See  under  bhagin  above. 

Bhaginlya,  as,  m.  (probably)  a  sister's  son. Shnijtratlta,  as,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  bhagin  +  mtlici), 
N.  of  an  ancient  king  (son  of  Dilipa  and  great-grand- 

son of  Sagara,  king  of  Ayodhya  ;  he  brought  down 
the  sacred  Gan-g5  from  heaven  to  earth  by  the  aid 
of  Siva,  who  is  fabled  to  have  received  the  stream 
on  his  head;  he  then  conducted  this  river  to  the 

ocean,  in  order  to  purify  the  ashes  of  his  ancestors, 
the  60,000  sons  of  Sagara,  who  were  reduced  to 
ashes  by  Vishnu  in  the  form  of  Kapila  when  they 

dug  through  the  earth,  then  under  his  protection, 
in  seeking  to  recover  the  sacrificial  horse  which  had 

been  stolen  from  their  father,  see  Ramayana  I.  36- 

44)  ;  N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  Amara-ko^a  and 
author  of  the  metrical  commentary  Nyaya-lillvati- 
bhava-prakasa ;  N.  of  an  architect  of  recent  date ;  of 

a  mountain.  —  Bliagiratha-prayatna,  as,  m. '  Bha- 
giratha's  labour,'  a  term  for  any  Herculean  effort  or 
exertion.  —  B/iagimtha-sutd,  f. '  daughter  of  Bhagi- 

ratha,'  an  epithet  of  Gan-ga  or  the  Ganges.  —  liha- 

glrathopdkhydna  (°tha-up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  the 
thirty-fifth  chapter  of  the  Vasishtha-ramayana. 

Bhagos.     See  bhaya-i'at,  col.  I. 
Bhagnl,  f.  =  bhagini,  a  sister. 
Bhajaka,  as,  m.  an  apportioner,  distributer  [cf. 

fimra-bh°];  one  who  serves  or  worships,  a  wor- 
shipper. 
Bhajat,  an,  anti,  at,  apportioning,  distributing, 

dividing ;  serving,  honouring. 

Bhajana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sharing ;  possession  ; 

serving,  service,  adoring,  adoration,  worship,  rever- 
ing, reverence  ;  the  act  of  waiting  or  attending  upon. 

—  Bhajana-td,  f.  devotion,  adoration.  —  Bhajana- 
vdnka,  as,  m.  a  particular  official  in  a  Buddhist 

monastery.  —  Bhajandmrita  (°na-am°),  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  work. 

Bhajaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  loved ;  worthy  of 
worship,  to  be  adored,  adorable,  venerable;  to  be 
waited  upon. 

Bhajamana,  as,  d,  am,  apportioning,  dividing, 

sharing ;  enjoying,  possessing ;  loving,  honouring, 
courting;  waiting  on,  serving;  fitting,  meet,  appro- 

priate ;  N.  of  various  princes. 
Bliaji,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince;  (also  read  bhajin, bhajina.) 

Bhajitavya,  as,  d,  am,  =  bhajaniya. 
Bhajin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Bhajenya,  as,  d,  am,  worthy  of  adoration, 

adorable. 

Bhajya,  as,  d,  am,  divisible,  to  be  divided  or 
shared ;  to  be  worshipped  or  adored,  adorable. 

Bhajyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  divided  or  shared  ; 

being  worshipped  or  adored. 

>?jTt.*l  bhajeratha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according 

to  the  Pada-patha  bhaje  +  aratha'},  occurring  in 
Rig-veda  X.  66,  2,  (a  doubtful  word.) 

1.  bhanj,   cl.   10.  P.    bhanjayati, 

-yitum,  to  speak ;    to  shine ;    [cf.  Hib. 

faighim,  'I  speak,  talk;'  faighle,  faiyhlcadh, 
'  words,  talk,  conversation  ;'  faigh,  '  a  prophet.'] 

2.  bhanj,  cl.  7.  P.   bhanakti,   ba- 
bhaiija,      b/taifkshyati,      abhaitkshif, 

bhanktum,  to  break,  fracture,  break  down,  break 
to  pieces,  shatter,  split ;  to  break  into,  make  a 
breach  in  (a  fortress,  with  ace.) ;  to  interrupt,  check, 
arrest,  suspend,  foil,  frustrate ;  to  disappoint :  Pass. 
bhajyate,  Aor.  abliaiiji,  abhdji,  see  Pan.  VI.  4, 

33  :  Caus.  bhaiijayali,  -yitum,  Aor.  ababhanjat  : 
Desid.  bibhankshati :  Intens.  bambhajyate,  bam- 
bhaiMi;  [perhaps  the  original  form  was  bhraiij  ; 
cf.  Gr.  frfiyvvfu,  fay/iiv,  faff/,  perhaps  also  dyvvfu  : 
Lat.  frang-o:  Goth,  brak,  ga-brika,  ga-brak, 

ga-brekum,  brik-an :  Angl.  Sax.  brak-an,  brec-an  : 
Lettish  braks,  '  fragile :'  Hib.  brisim,  '  I  break, 
dismember,  disunite  ;'  brit,  '  fraction  ;'  breadach, '  broken.'] 

2.  bhaktvd,  ind.  having  broken  ;  (a  less  common 
form  than  bhaitktvd,  q.  v.  For  I.  bhaktcd  see 

p.  69?,  col.  3.) 
Bkngna,  as,  d,  am,  broken,  broken  down,  broken 

to  pieces,  knocked  to  pieces,  shattered,  shivered, 
torn ;  broken  into  ;  routed,  defeated,  conquered, 
vanquished  ;  marred,  impaired,  demolished,  destroyed ; 
interrupted,  checked,  arrested,  suspended,  foiled, 
frustrated ;  disappointed ;  (airi),  n.  fracture  of  the 

1  leg.  —  Bhagna-krama,  am,  n.  the  breaking  of 

grammatical  order,  violation  of  grammatical  con- 
:  struction.—  Hhagna-deshta,  as,  d,  am,  broken  in 
effort,  disappointed,  defeated.  -•  Jthagna-jdnu,  us, 
its,  u,  broken-kneed,  having  a  fractured  leg.  —  Bhag- 

i  na-tdla,  N.  of  a  particular  air  (in  music).  —  Bhagna- 
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dansTitra,  as,  a,  am,  '  broken-tusked,'  having  the 
tusks  or  fangs  broken.  —  Bhagna-danta,  as,  a.  am, 
4  broken-teethed, 'one  whose  teeth  are  broken.— Bhag- 
na-darpa,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  pride  is  broken, 
crest-fallen,  humbled,  humiliated.  —  Bhagna-nidra, 
as,  d,  am,  one  whose  sleep  is  broken,  roused  from 

sleep.  —  Bhagna-pddarksha  (°da-rik°),  am,  n.  a 
collective  epithet  of  six  Nakshatras  (viz.  Punar-vasu, 
Uttarashadha,  Krittika,  Uttara-Phalguni,  Purva-Bha- 
drapada,  and  Visakha,  which  six  Nakshatras  are 
sometimes  called  Pushkarah).  —  Bhagna-pdrdva, 
as,  d,  am,  suffering  from  pain  in  the  sides,  having  a 

pain  in  the  s\de.  —  B7iagna-prishtha,  as,  d,  am, 

'  broken-backed,'  having  a  broken  or  bent  back ; 
coming  before  or  in  front  of(?).  —  Bhagna-pra- 
krama,  as,  m.  broken  or  interrupted  order,  dis- 

order, confusion ;  want  of  method  or  arrangement 

in  composition ;  [cf.  bhagna-krama.]  —  Bhagna- 

prakrama-td,  f. '  broken  arrangement,'  (in  rhetoric) 
N.  of  a  particular  fault  in  diction,  the  use  of  a  word 
which  does  not  correspond  to  one  used  before. 

—  Bhagna-pratijna,  as,   a,  am,    one   who   has 
broken   a   promise.  —  Bhagna-bdhu,  us,  us,  u, 
broken-armed.  —  Bhagna-bhdnda,  as,  d,  am,  one 
who  has  broken  an  earthenware  pot  or  a  number  of 

pots  and  pans.— Bhagna-manas,  as,  as,  as, '  broken- 
hearted,' having  a  broken  heart,  discouraged,  disap- 
pointed. —  Bhagna-manoratha,  as,  d,  am,  one 

whose  wishes  are  disappointed,  frustrated  or  disap- 
pointed in  expectation.  —  Bhagna-mdna,  as,  a,  am, 

one  whose  honour  is  tarnished,  disgraced,  dishonoured. 

•-  Bhagna-vislidnaka,  as,  d,  am, '  broken-horned,' 
having  broken  horns  or  tusks.  —  Bhagna-vrata,  as, 
d,  am,  one  who  has  broken  a  vow,  faithless  to  vows. 

—  Bhagna-s'akti,  is,  is,  i,  one  whose  strength  is 
broken,  shattered  in  strength.  —  Bhagna-sringa, 

as,  a,  or  I,  am,  '  broken-homed,'  having  broken 
horns.  —  Bltagna-sankalpa,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose 
designs   are   foiled   or  whose    plans  are  frustrated. 

—  Bhagna-sandhika,  am,  n.  buttermilk  ( =  ghola). 

•«  Bltagndtman  Cna~dt°),  a,  m.  *  broken-bodied,' 
an  epithet  of  the  Moon  (as  having  been  cut  in  two 

pieces  by  the  trident  of  S'iva  for  violating  the  wife 
of  Brihas-pati).  —  Bhagndpad  (°na-dp°),  t,  t,  t, 
one  who  has  overcome  misfortune,  one  who  has 

conquered  calamity.  —  Bha'jndia  (°na-as'°),  as,  d, 
am,  one  whose  hopes  or  expectations  are  broken, 

disappointed  in  expectation,  discouraged.  —  Bhagnot- 

sdha  (°na-u£°),  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  energy  is 
impaired,  broken  in  energy.  —  Bhagnodyama  (°na- 
ud°),  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  efforts  are  frustrated, 

baffled  in  one's  endeavours,  frustrated.  —  Bhagnoru- 
danda  (°na-uru-),  as,  d,  am,  '  broken-thighed,' 
having  the  bone  of  the  thigh  fractured. 
Bhankti,  is,  f.  breaking,  fracture. 
Bhanktri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  breaks,  breaking, 

a  breaker. 

Bhanktcd,  ind.  having  broken,  having  broken 
into. 

Bhattga,  as,  m.  breaking,  splitting,  shattering, 
breaking  down,  breaking  up ;  a  break,  breach ;  frac- 

ture [cf.  ast/i  i-Tih"]  ;  chasm,  fissure,  division  ;  break- 
ing up,  the  being  broken  up ;  breaking  to  pieces, 

separation,  analysis,  taking  to  pieces ;  a  piece  broken 

off,  detached  portion,  fragment  [cf.  mrindla-bh°~\  ; falling  to  pieces,  fall,  downfall,  ruin,  destruction ; 

decay  (e.  g.  kshana-bh",  momentary  decay ;  with 
Buddhists,  the  constant  decay  taking  place  in  the 
universe,  constant  flux  or  change) ;  defeat,  overthrow 
(opposed  to  jaya),  discomfiture ;  interruption,  stop- 

page, impediment,  suspension,  non-performance  [cf. 
danda-bli?]  ;  frustration,  disappointment ;  rejection, 

refusal  [cf.  pranaya-b/t"] ;  humiliation  ;  derogation, 
abatement ;  taking  to  flight,  flight ;  going,  motion  ; 
panic,  fear ;  bowing,  bending,  stretching  (e.  g.  gdlra- 

bh°,  the  bending  or  stretching  of  the  limbs) ;  knit- 
ting (the  brow)  ;  a  bend,  fold  (of  a  garment) ;  a 

wave;  paralysis,  palsy,  disease;  fraud,  deceit,  false- 
hood ;  a  water-course,  canal ;  hemp ;  N.  of  a  Naga ; 

=  bhanyi,  a  tortuous  course,  roundabout  mode  of 
acting  or  speaking;  (Ved.)  an  epithet  of  Soma, 

(according  to  Say.  bhajyale  yravabltih,  or  s"atru- iidm  bhanjakah);  (d),  f.  hemp  (Cannabis  Sativa)  ; 
the  plant  Convolvulus  Turpethum  ;  an  intoxicating 
beverage  prepared  from  the  hemp  plant ;  [cf.  Gr. 

afii ;  Lith.  banga,  '  a  wave,  flood.']  —  B/ianga- 
kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  a  breach,  making  a  fissure ; 
(as),  m. ,  N.  of  a  son  of  A-vikshit;  of  a  son  of 
Sattra-jit.  —  Bhanga-kdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Bhanga-naya,   as,   m.   removal   of  obstacles, 
removing   a   difficulty  in  argument   or    reasoning. 

—  Bhaitga-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  experiencing  a  fracture, 
being  broken.  —  Bitaitga-vdsd,  f.  turmeric.  —  Bhan- 

ga-s"ravas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;   [cf.  bhaitgya- 
vas.]  —  Bhaitga-sdrtha,  as,  d,  am,  deceitful, 

fraudulent,  dishonest.  —  Bhanrjd-hata,  am,  n.  the 

pollen  of  hemp.  —  Bhangdsura  (°ga-as°),  as,  m., 
see  bhdti-gdsuri.-'Bhartgd-svana,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  Rajarshi. 
Bhanyi,  is,  or  bhangt,  f.  breaking,  fracture, 

breach,  division  ;  bending ;  incurvation  ;  undulation ; 
a  wave ;  a  crooked  path,  tortuous  course ;  current  ; 
a  roundabout  mode  of  acting  or  speaking,  circum- 

locution ;  irony,  wit,  repartee ;  mere  appearance  or 
semblance,  pretext,  disguise,  trick,  fraud,  deception ; 
modesty;  a  step;  an  interval.  —  Bhangi-mat,  an, 
att,  at,  possessing  waves  or  undulations,  wavy, 

crisp,  curled.  —  Btiangi-bhakti,  is,  f.  division  or 
separation  into  (a  series  of)  waves  or  wave-like steps. 

Bhangin,  I,  ini,  i,  fragile,  transient,  transitory, 
perishable ;  (in  law)  defeated  or  cast  in  a  suit. 

—  Bhangi-lihdva,  as,  m.  the  state  of  being  bent, 
frowning  aspect. 

Bhaitgiman,  d,  m.  fracture,  separation,  breach; 
incurvation,  curliness ;  perversity,  foolishness ;  disguise, 
deceit ;  irony,  wit,  repartee. 

Bhanglla,  am,  n.  defect  in  the  organs  of  sense. 
Bhangura,  as,  d,  am,  apt  to  break,  fragile,  brittle ; 

frail,  transient,  transitory,  evanescent,  of  short  dura- 
tion, perishable  ;  changeable,  changeful,  variable  ; 

crooked,  bent,  wrinkled ;  curved,  curled,  crisped ; 

fraudulent,  crafty,  dishonest ;  (as),  m.  a  bend  or 
reach  of  a  river,  the  elbow  of  a  river ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 

two  plants  (  =  ati-vishd,  prtyangu).  —  Bhangura- 
td,  1.  fragility,  transitoriness.  —  Bhanrjura-nistaya, 
as,  d,  am,  forming  changeable  resolutions,  vacillating. 
—  Bhangurd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  (perhaps)  in- 

triguing, crafty,  treacherous. 
Bhanyuraya,  Nom.  P.  bhangurayati,  -yittim, 

to  break  to  pieces,  destroy ;  to  crisp,  curl  (trans.). 
Bhangya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  broken,  fit  to  be 

broken,  breakable :  (am),  n.,  scil.  kshetra,  a  field 

of  hemp.  —  Bhangya-gravas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ; 
[cf.  bhanga-sraras.^ 

Bhanjaka,  as,  tica,  am,  one  who  breaks,  break- 
ing, a  breaker  ;  what  breaks  or  severs,  what  divides 

or  destroys ;  (3d),  f.  breaking,  (in  comps.  affixed  to 
the  names  of  plants  to  denote  particular  games,  cf. 

mlddlaka-pu.8hpa-lh°,  tala-hlf.) 
Bhanjat,  an,  afi,  at,  breaking,  breaking  up,  de- stroying. 

Bhanjana,  as,  F,  am,  one  who  breaks,  breaking, 
a  breaker,  destroyer ;  one  who  checks  or  arrests,  one 
who  frustrates  or  brings  to  nought ;  causing  violent 
pain ;  (as),  m.  falling  to  pieces  or  decay  of  the 
teeth  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  breaking,  destroying,  de- 

molishing, shattering ;  routing ;  paining,  afflicting  ; 

interrupting,  checking,  arresting,  frustrating ;  remov- 
ing, dispelling  (a  doubt,  difficulty,  8cc.).  —  BhaA- 

jand-giri,  Is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
Bhatijanaka,  as,  m.  a  particular  disease  of  the 

mouth,  contortion  of  the  lips  and  decay  of  the 
teeth. 

B/ianjaru,  us,  m.  a  tree  growing  near  a  temple. 
Bhanjd,  f.  a  N.  of  DurgS. 

Bhanjin,  I,  inl,  i,  breaking,  removing,  dispelling  ; 

[cf.  mada-bh°.-] 
Bhariji  in  ddla-blf,  q.  v. 

HPanfW^  bhanjipattrika,  f.  the  plant 
Salvinia  Cucullata ;  [cf.  phanjipattrikd.] 

bhat,  cl.  I.  P.  bhatati,  bhatitum,  to 
hire ;  to  nourish,  foster,  cherish,  maintain  ; 

cl.  10.  P.  bhatayati,  -yitum,  to  speak,  converse: 
Caus.  bhatayati,  -yitum,  to  hire. 

Bhata,  as,  m.  (probably  connected  with  bhrita, 
q.  T.),  a  mercenary,  hired  soldier,  soldier  in  general, 
warrior,  combatant;  N.  of  a  particular  degraded 

tribe  [cf.  bhatta,  bhatla,  bhanda'];  an  outcast, barbarian ;  a  demon ;  N.  of  a  person  (perhaps  of 

a  Naga-raja);  (d),  f.  coloquintida.  —  Bhata-bhata- 
matri-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Bha- 
tdrka  (°ta-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  founder  of  the Valabhi  dynasty. 

iTTHTTT  bhatabhataya  (an  onoraatopoetic 

word),  Nom.  A.  bhatabhatdyate,  &c.,  to  make  a 
gurgling  sound,  gurgle. 

wfT&bhatitra,  as,  d,  am,  roasted  on  a  spit. 

HpJT  bhatkald,  f.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

HJ  bhatta,  as,  m.  (probably  connected 
with  bhartri,  q.  v.),  lord,  my  lord  (as  a  title  of 
respect  by  which  a  prince  is  addressed) ;  a  title  affixed 
to  the  names  of  learned  Brahmans  (the  proper  name 

being  sometimes  omitted,  e.g.  Bhatta  =  Kumdrila- 
bhatta,  a  respectful  designation  of  Rumania ;  cf. 

drya-bh°,  keddra-bh°,  govinda-bh°) ;  any  learned 
man,  doctor  or  philosopher ;  a  title  applied  to  the 
son  of  a  Brahman ;  best,  excellent ;  an  authority  (?) ; 

an  enemy  (?) ;  N.  of  a  particular  mixed  caste  of 

hereditary  panegyrists,  a  bard,  encomiast ;  in  RSma- 
yana  I.  12,  II,  incorrectly  for  bhata,  q.v.;  (d),  {., 
N.  of  an  enchantress.  —  Bhatta-kdrikd,  as,  f.  f\., 

N.  of  particular  Rarikas.  —  Bliatta-lceddra,  as,  m. 
=  keddra-bhatta,  q.v.  —  Bhatta-divdkara,  N.  of 
a  man;  [cf.  divd-kara.]  —  Bhatta-dipikd,  f.,  N. 
of  a  work  (  =  bhdtta-dipikd,  q.v.).  —  Bhatta-nd- 
yaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet ;  of  a  rhetorician. 
—  Bhatta-ndrayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  men. 
-  Bhatta-paddhati,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  work.  -  Bhatta- 

pdda,  as,  m.  pi.  '  the  feet  of  Bhatta,'  the  venerable Kumarila;  [cf.  pdda.]  —  Bhatta-praydga,  as,  m. 

'  the  chief  place  of  sacrifice,'  the  spot  where  the  Ya- 
muna falls  into  the  Gan-ga.  —  Bhatta-phalguna,  see 

phalguna.  —  Bhatta-balabhadra,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the  Brahma-sid- 
dhauta;  of  the  author  of  a  logical  treatise;  [cf. 

bala-bhadra.~]  —  Bhatta-lnjaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
poet.  —  Bhatla-bhdskara-mis'ra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
commentator.  —  Bhatla-madana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 

author;  [cf.  madana.^  —  Bhatta-malla,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  grammarian.  —  Bhatta-yaias,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  poet.  —  Bhatta-vdrttika,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Bhatta- 
riives'vara  (°va-i^°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhatta- 
4ankara  =  bhatta-s'ri-s'ankara,  q.  v.  —  Bhatta- 
6iva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  philosopher  mentioned  in  the 

San-kara-vijaya.  —  Bhatta-6'rl-s'anlfara,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  an  astronomer.  —  Bhatta-somefvara  (°ma-li!°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  mentioned  in  KamalSkara- 
bhatta's  S'udra-dharma-tattva.  —  Bhatta-svamin,  I, 

m.,  N.  of  a  poet  mentioned  in  the  S'am-gadhara- 
paddhati.  —  Bhattai'drya  (°ta-d<!°),  as,  m.  a  title 
given  to  a  learned  Brahman  or  any  great  teacher  or 
celebrated  instructor,  (especially,  according  to  the 

S'abda-kalpa-druma)  one  versed  in  the  doctrine  of 

Tutata  and  Udayanac'arya ;  a  great  doctor  or  philo- 
sopher ;  a  frequent  designation  of  KumSrila-bhatta 

[cf.  bhatta]  ;  N.  of  a  pupil  of  San-karadarya. 
—  BhattdtZdrya-duddmani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 
—  Bhattdtdrya-s'atd'vadhdna,  as,  m.  an  epithet 
of  Raghavendra.  —  Bhattdlankdra  (°ta-al°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  metrical  commentary  by  Ananta-bhatta 
on  the  Mimansa-nyaya-prakasa  or  Apadevi.  —  Bhat- 

fotpala  (°ta-ut°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Scholiast  of  the 
tenth    century  who  wrote   a   commentary   on   the 

works  of  Varaha-mihira.  ^  Bhattopama  ("ta-up"), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  learned  Buddhist. 

Bhattdra,  as,  m.  noble  lord  (affixed  as  an  honour- 
able title  or  distinction  to  proper  names) ;  (as,  d, 

am),  worshipful,  reverend,   entitled  to  homage  or 
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respect;  [cf.  dilha.l-Bhattdra-haru'andra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

Bhattdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  venerable,  respectable, 
entitled  to  reverence  or  to  homage;  (as),  m.  a 
sage,  a  Muni  or  saint;  noble  lord,  an  epithet  of 
gods  and  of  great  and  learned  men  (especially  applied 
to  Buddhist  teachers) ;  (in  dramatic  language)  a  king ; 
the  sun;  Ardea  Nivea?;  (ika),  f.  a  noble  lady, 
a  goddess,  tutelary  deity ;  [cf.  jayd-bhattarihd.] 

"  Bhattaralca-vara,  a»,  m. '  day  of  the  great  lord, 
i.  e.  of  the  sun,'  Sunday. 

Bhatti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  epic  poem 

described  below.  —  Bhatti-kdvya,  am,  a. '  the  poem 
of  Bhatti,'  N.  of  an  artificial  epic  poem  by  Bhatti 
(celebrating  the  exploits  of  Rama  and  illustrating 
Sanskrit  grammar  by  the  systematic  application  of  all 
possible  forms  and  constructions ;  cf.  bhartri-hari). 
Bhattika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  mythical  progenitor 

of  copyists  (son  of  Citra-gupta  and  grandson  of 
Brahma). 

Bkattirii,  f.  (a  Prakrit  feminine  fr.  bhartri,  per- 
haps adopted  into  Sanskrit  from  its  resemblance  to 

patnt),  a  woman  of  high  rank,  a  queen  (but  one 
not  crowned  or  consecrated  like  the  Devi)  ;  the  wife 
of  a  Brahman. 

Bhattlya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  Bhatta,  i.  e.  to 

Arya-bhatta.  —  Bhattiya-dipikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary on  Arya-bhatta's  explanation  of  the  SQrya- siddhanta. 

Bhattoji,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian,  author  of 

the  SiddhSnta-kaumudT.  —  Bhattoji-dikshita  or 
bhattoji-bhatta,  as,  m.  =  bhattoj{. 

*f%  bhada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular 
mixed  caste  ;  (also  read  bhanda.)  —  Bhada-han- 
mdtri-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

W5TT  bhadita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (5s), 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants. 

*TT Jc?  bhadila,  as,  m.  an  attendant,  ser- 
vant ;  a  hero ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his 

descendants. 

bhan  (perhaps  a  Prakrit  form  con- 
x  nected  with  it.  bhdsh),  cl.  i.P.  bkanati, 

T>abhana  (2nd  sing,  babhanitha),  abhdmt,  bha- 
ti  it  a  in.  to  sound  ;  to  utter  an  articulate  sound,  speak, 

say ;  to  call,  name :  Caus.  bhanayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
abjlihanat,  ababhdnat. 

Bhana  in  dur-bhana,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  to  be 
told  or  mentioned. 

Bhanana,  as,  »,  am,  speaking,  announcing,  pro- 
claiming. 

Bhananlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  told  or  said. 
Bhanita,  as,  a,  am,  sounded,  uttered,  spoken, 

said ;  (am),  n.  talking,  talk,  conversation. 
Bhaniti,  it,  f.  speech,  talking,  talk,  discourse ; 

(incorrectly  bhanati.) 
Bhanitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  a  speaker,  speaking,  talking. 
Bhanitvd,  ind.  having  spoken,  having  said. 

bhant,  cl.  10.  P.  bhantayati,  -yi- 
N  turn,  to  deceive. 

bhantaki,  f.  the  plant  Solanum 

Melongena ;  (also  read  bhanddki.) 

>i^e*i  bhantuka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Calo- 
santhes  Indica ;  (also  read  bhanduka.) 

bhand,  cl.  i.  A.  bhandatc,  bhandi- 
turn,  to  chide,  upbraid,  reprove ;  to  deride, 

mimic ;  to  jest ;  to  speak ;  cl.  IO.  and  I .  P.  bltanda- 
yati,  bhandatl,  to  be  fortunate ;  to  render  fortunate, 
prosper  (trans.) ;  to  do  an  auspicious  act. 
Bhanda,  ax,  m.  a  jester,  buffoon,  actor,  mime, 

mimic ;  N.  of  a  particular  mixed  caste  [cf.  bhada]  ; 
(a),  f.  in  <i;l,,-l)h°,  ̂ .v.  —  Bhanda-tapasvin,  t, m.  a  hypocritical  ascetic,  -  Bhanda.-ha.sini,  (.  a 
harlot,  prostitute. 

H/iandaka,  as,  m.  a  water  wag-tail. 
Bhandana,  am,  n.  armour,  mail ;  war,  battle ; 

evil,  wickedness,  mischief. 

Bhandara,  as,  m.  a  particular  kind  of  combat 
( =  kalaha-riscsha). 
Bhanddki.     See  bhantaki. 

Bhandikd,  f.  =  bhandi,  q.  v. 

Bhandi-jangha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Bhan'dita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. of  his  descendants. 

Hhandin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Bhaiidira,  as,  m.  =  bha>idila,  Mimosa  Seeressa; 

(i),  f.  =  bhaiidi,  q.  v. 
Bhandila,  as,  a,  am,  fortunate,  happy,  prosperous, 

auspicious  ;  (as),  m.  fortune,  welfare ;  a  messenger  ; 
an  artizan,  workman ;  the  plant  Mimosa  Seeressa 

(  =  iirieha);  N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his 
descendants. 

Bhandi,  f.  the  plant  Rubia  Munjista  (  —  man- 

jishlltd).  —  Bkandi-pnshpa-nikas'a,  as,  a,  am, 
resembling  the  flowers  of  Rubia  Munjista. 
BhandUakl  =  bhaiidl  above. 

Bhandira,  an,  m.  Amaranthus  Polygonoides ; 
Mimosa  Seeressa;  N.  of  a  lofty  Nyagrodha  tree 
upon  the  Go-vardhana  mountain;  (i),  f.  =  bhandi, 
q.v.  —  Bhandira-latikd,  (.^bhandi,  q.v. 

Bliandila,  as,  m.  =  bhandi,  q.  v. 
Bhanduka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Calosanthes  Indica ; 

(also  written  bhanduka ;  cf.  bhantuka.) 
Bhanduka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Calosanthes  Indica ; 

a  kind  of  fish. 

»T<frT  bhadanta,  bhadaka.  See  under  rt. 
bhand  below. 

iTJ  bhadra.     See  under  rt.  bhand  below. 
b/ian   (a   various   reading   for  rt. 

bhan),  cl.  I.  P.  bhanati,  bhanitum,  Ved. 
to  sound,  resound ;  to  cry  aloud,  shout. 

Hl^H  bhanandana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ; 

(wrongly  for  bhalandana.) 
bhand  or  bhad,  cl.  I.  A.  bhandate, 

bhanditum,  Ved.  to  be  greeted  with 
praise,  be  hailed  with  acclamations,  receive  applause ; 
to  be  fortunate  or  prosperous ;  to  be  excellent ;  to  be 

glad  ;  to  exhilarate ;  to  shine ;  to  make  fortunate,  to 
honour,  worship :  Caus.  bhandayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  prosper. 

Bhadanta,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  bhand, 
col.  i),  a  term  of  respect  applied  to  a  Buddhist;  a 

Buddhist  mendicant.  —  Bhadanta-gopa-dera  and 
bhadanta-goshaka  or  bhadanta-ghoshaka,  as,  m., 
N.  of  two  Buddhist  teachers.  —  Bhadanta-jndna- 
varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  ••  Bhadanta-dharma- 
trata  and  bhadanta-rdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  Bud- 

dhist teachers.  —  Bhadanta-varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a 

poet.  —  Bhadanta-srl-labha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bud- 

dhist teacher  (also  called  S'rf-labha). 
Bhaddka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  bhand),  for- 

tune, prosperity;  (as,  a,  am),  auspicious. 
Bhadra,  as,  d,  am,  good,  well,  prosperous, 

happy,  auspicious  (e.  g.  bhadra  di<,  the  auspicious 
quarter,  the  south) ;  favourable,  propitious,  gracious, 
kind,  friendly,  benevolent,  pious,  excellent,  (bhadro 

nripatih,  a  good  or  gracious  king ;  often  used 
in  voc.  sing.  m.  bhadra  as  a  familiar  mode  of 

address,  in  the  sense  of  '  my  good  sir,'  '  my  dear 
fellow ;'  and  in  voc.  sing.  f.  bhadre,  '  my  good 
lady,'  '  my  dear  madam ')  ;  pleasant,  enjoyable, 
desirable,  laudable,  commendable ;  lovely,  beauti- 

ful ;  beloved,  dear ;  specious,  plausible,  hypocritical, 
any  hypocrite  or  impostor,  (according  to  KullOka  on 
Manu  IX.  258  =  kalydnd6dra-prai^hanna-pdpa) ; 

(am),  n.  prosperity,  happiness,  welfare,  good  fortune, 
fortune,  (bhadrdni,  n.  pl.  =  bhadram,  good  for- 

tune ;  bhadram  a-vyahatam,  uninterrupted  happi- 
ness or  prosperity ;  bhadram  tc,  prosperity  to  thee  I 

bhadram  vah,  happiness  to  you  \  may  it  be  well 
with  you  \  frequently  mere  forms  politely  used  in 

conversation,  and  sometimes  equivalent  to  our  expres- 

sions *  if  you  please,'  'with  all  deference  or  respect 
for  you,'  &c.) ;  gold  ;  iron,  steel ;  a  fragrant  grass, 
Cyperus  Rotundus  [cf.  bhadra-miusta] ;  a  particular 

posture  in  sitting  (  =  bhadrdsann) ;  N.  of  the 
seventh  of  the  eleven  astronomical  periods  called 
Karanas;  of  various  Samara;  (as),  m.  a  bullock;  a 
term  applied  to  a  particular  kind  of  elephant ;  N.  of 
one  of  the  elephants  which  support  the  world  ;  a 

water  wag-tail  [cf.  bhadra-ndman]  ;  a  heap,  multi- 

tude (?) ;  Nauclea  Cadamba ;  Tithymalus  An'.iquorum ; 
an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  twelve  sons  of 
Vishnu  and  one  of  the  Tushita  deities  in  the  SvS- 

yambhava  Manv-antara ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  the 
third  of  the  nine  white  Balas ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu- 
deva  and  Pauravl ;  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva  and  DevakI ; 
of  a  son  of  Upaiaru-mat ;  of  an  actor ;  of  a  friend 
of  Bana  ;  of  a  son  of  Krishna ;  an  epithet  of  mount 
Meru  ;  (with  Buddhists)  N.  of  a  particular  world  ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  divinities  under  the 
third  Manu ;  N.  of  a  people  ;  (il),  f.  a  cow ;  N. 
of  various  plants  (=krishnd,  anantd,  rdsnd, 

pra-sdrini,  jivanfi,  apardjitd,  mil,  bald, 
xinnl.  tiafd,  danti,  haridrd,  ,<rcla-durrd,  lids- 

marl,  tSrvA-vUtAa,  kakodumbarikd);  Gmelina 
Arborea ;  a  kind  of  metre,  the  first  and  third  lines 

of  which  are  u-w  —  \j\j-\j — ,  and  the  second 
and  fourth  — v, —  &c. ;  N.  of  the  second,  seventh, 
and  twelfth  days  of  the  lunar  fortnight ;  of  a  goddess ; 

of  a  BuddhUt  woman ;  of  Djkshayani  in  Bhadre- 
Svara ;  of  a  VidyS-dhan  ;  of  a  daughter  of  Surabhi ; 
of  a  wife  of  Vasu-deva ;  of  the  wife  of  Vaisravana ; 
of  a  daughter  of  Soma  and  wife  of  Utathya ;  of  a 
daughter  of  Raudrasva  and  the  Apsaras  Ghritafr ;  of 
a  KakshivatI  and  wife  of  Vyushitasva  ;  of  a  daughter 
of  Meru  and  wife  of  Bhadrasva ;  of  a  daughter  of 
Sruta-klrtti  and  wife  of  Krishna ;  of  various  rivers  ; 

of  a  river  described  as  rising  on  the  northern  summit 

of  Meru  and  flowing  through  Uttara-kuru  into  the 
northern  ocean ;  the  celestial  Ganges  ;  bhadram, 

bhadrayd,  bhadrebhis,  ind.,  Ved.  auspiciously, 
favourably,  propitiously,  happily,  well,  rightly ;  [cf. 

Lat.  fastus  for  fad-tun,  fastir/ium,  fantidium, 

festivun :  Goth,  bats,  bat-iza,  '  better ;'  bai-ista, 
'  best :'  Angl.  Sax.  bet :  Old  Germ,  baz,  '  better  ;' 
beziro,  bezisto,  '  best :'  Goth,  ga-bat-non,  bot-a, 

bot-jan  :  Angl.  Sax.  b6t :  Hib.  feodhas,  '  better ;' 
badhach,  '  famous ;'  perhaps  maith  :  Cambro-Brit. 
mad, '  good.']  —  Bhadra-kanta,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Asteracantha  Longifolia.  —  Bhadra-kanyd,  f.,  N. 
of  the  mother  of  MaudgalySyana.  —  Bhadra-kapila, 

as,  m.  an  epithet  of  S'iva ;  [cf.  bhadra  and  kapila.] 
—  Bhadra-karnikd,  {.,  N.  of  Dakshayani  in  Go- 

karna.  —  Bhadra-karneivara  ("no-Is""),   N.   of  a 
sacred  bathing-place.  —  Bhadra-kalpa,  as,  m.  (with 

Buddhists)  '  the  good  or  beautiful  Kalpa,'  N.  of  the 
present  age;  of  a  Sutra  work.  —  BhadraJialpika, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  -•  Bhadra-kdra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people.  —  Bhadra-kdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  causing 

prosperity  or  welfare,  propitious,  prosperous.—  ll/ifi- 
dra-kdli,  (.,  N.  of  a  goddess ;  (in  the  later  mytho- 

logy) a  form  of  Durga   [cf.  Manu  III.  89]  ;  N.  of 
one  of  the  Mairis  attending  on  Skanda;  a  species 

of  plant  (= gandholl) ;    N.   of  a  village  on  the 

right   bank    of  the    Ganges.  —  Bhadraliall-ka- 
vaCa,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  thirty-seventh  chapter  of 
the  Ganesa-khanda  or  third  part  of  the  Brahma- 
vaivarta-PurSna.  —  Bhadrakidi-pujd-yantra,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  mystical  diagram  mentioned  in  KrishnS- 
nanda's  Tantra-sara.  —  Bliadrakall-manu,  us,  m., 

N.  of  the  ninth  chapter  of  the  Phet-karim-tantra. 
—  Bhadraltdll-maiitni,  at,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  chapter 

of  the  Tantra-sara.  —  Bhadra-kds~t,  f.  =  bltadra- 
mustd,  q.v.  —  Bhadra-kiishtha,  am,  n.  the  wood 
of  Pinus  Deodora  or  of  Pinus  Longifolia.—  Ithadra- 

kunibha,  as,  m.  '  auspicious  jar,'  a  golden  jar  filled 
with  water  from  a  holy  place  or  from  the  Ganges 
(used    especially    at   the   consecration   of  a    king). 
—  llhadra-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  causing  prosperity  or 

welfare  ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  the  twenty-fourth  Arhat 
of  the  future  Ut-sarpinT.  —  Bhadra-ganila,  am,  n. 
the  construction  of  magical    squares   or   diagrams. 

—  Bhadra-gandhika,  f.  the  plant  Cyperus  Rotun- 

dus ( =  mustaka) ;  the  creeping  plant  Asclepias  Pseu- 
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dosarsa.—  Bhadra-gaura,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  Bkadra-yhata  or  bhadra-ghataka,  as,  m.  a 
vessel  from  which  a  lottery  is  drawn.  •-  Bhadmii- 
kara,  as,  i,  fun,  auspicious,  propitious,  causing  pros- 

perity or  happiness ;    (as),   m.,  N.   of  a  person ; 

(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  town  in  Vidarbha.  —  Bkadmn- 
harana,  as,  t,  am,  causing  prosperity  or  happiness, 
prosperous.  —  Bhadra-tdru,  its,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Krishna.  —  Bhadra-iluda,  as,  m.  the  plant  Euphor- 

bia Tirucalli.  —  Bhadra-ja,  as,  m.  the  plant  Wrightia 
Antidysenterica.  —  Bhadra-jaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Bhadra-jiini,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  a  beau- 

tiful wife.  —  Bhadra-tara,  as,  a,  am,  more  pros- 
perous, happier;    better.  —  Bhadra-tarunl,  f.  the 

plant  Trapa  Bispinosa  (  —  kubjaka).  —  Bkadra-td, 
f.  or  bhadra-tva,  am,  n.  honesty,  probity;  pros- 

perity,  good  fortune.  —  Bliadra-tunga,  N.  of  a 
sacred  bathing-place.  —  Bhadra-turaga,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  Varsha.  —  Bliadra-danta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 

elephant.  —  Bhadra-dantikd,  f.  a  species  of  Croton. 
—  Bhadra-ddru,  us,  u,  m.  n.  a  sort  of  pine,  Pinus 

Deodora ;  Pinus  Longifolia.  —  Bhadraddrv-ddika, 
as,  m.  a  class  of  thirty-nine  medicinal  plants  and 
substances.  —  Bhadra-deha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Krishna.  —  Bhadra-dvlpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  island. 

—  Bhadr'a-ndman,  a,  m.  the  wood-pecker;  the 
water  wag-tail;    [cf.  bhadra.']  —  Bhadra-ndmika, 
f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  trdyamd>id).  —  Bhadra- 
nidhi,  is,  m.  '  treasure  of  fortune,"  a  term  applied 
to  a  costly  vessel  offered  to  Vishnu.  —  Bhadra- 
pada,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  metre ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  the 
third  and  fourth  lunar  asterisms  (  =  proshtha-pada  ; 
cf.   nakshatra).  —  Bhadrapadii-yoga,    as,    m., 

N.   of  the  twenty-eighth  chapter  of  Bhattotpala's 
commentary    on    Varaha-mihira's    Brihat-samhita. 
—  Bhadra-parna,  f.  the  shrub  Psederia  Fcetida. 
—  Bhadra-parni,  f.  the  tree  Gmelina  Arborea ;  the 
shrub  Paederia  Fosti<\3.  —  Bhadrapdda,  at,  I,  am, 
born  under  the  Nakshatra  Bhadra-pada.  —  Bhadra- 
pdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Bhadra-pl- 
tha,  am,  n.  a  beautiful  chiir,  splendid  seat,  throne ; 
a  kind  of  winged  insect,  (perhaps  incorrectly  for  a 

form  bhadra-ki/a.)  —  Bharlra-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  city ;    [cf.  bhadrd-nagara.]  —  Bhadra-balana, 
as,  m.  =  bala-bhadra,  N.  of  the  elder  brother  of 
Krishna.  —  Bhadra-bala,  (.  the  shrub  Paederia  Fce- 

tida;   Sida  Cordifolia   (—-bald).  —  Bhadra-bdhu, 
'us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva  by  RohinI  (Pau- 
ravi) ;  of  a  king  of  Magadha;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of 

one  of  the  six  S'ruta-kevalins  ;  of  the  author  of  certain 
Kalpa-sutras ;  of  the  author  of  the  Jatakambho-nidhi ; 

(us),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Bhadrabahu-s'dstrci,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  work  mentioned  in  Natayana's  Pra^nar- 
mvz.  —  Bhadrabdhu-svamin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  an  author 

mentioned  in  Caritra-sinha-gani's  Shaddarlana-vritti. 
—  Bhadra-bhuja,  as,  d,  am,  '  auspicious-armed,' 
whose  arms  confer  prosperity.  —  Bhadra-bhusham, 
f.,  N.  of  a  deity.  —  Bhadra-manas,  as,  f.,  N.  of 
the  mother  of  the  elephant  Airivata ;   [cf.  bhadra- 

renu.~\  —  Bkadra-manda,  as,  m.  epithet  of  a  parti- 
cular kind  of  elephant ;  (also  read  bhadra-mandra  ; 

cf.  bhadra,  manda,  mandra.)  —  Bhadramandra- 
mriga,  as,  m.  epithet  of  a  particular  kind  of  ele- 

phant. —  Bhadra-mallikd,  !.  a  species  of  plant,  Cu- 
cumis  Madraspatanus  (  =  gavdkshi).  — Bhadra-md- 
tri,  td,  f.  a  good  or  beautiful  mother.  —  Bhadra- 
mukha,  as,  t,  am,  one  whose  face  (i.  e.  whose 

look)  confers  prosperity ;   (a*1),  m.,  N.  of  a  N5ga. 
•—  Bhadra-munja,  as,  m.  a  plant  akin  to  Saccha- 
rum  Sara.  — -BAaaVa-muste  or  bhadra-miutd,  f.  a 
variety  of  Cyperus.  —  Bliadramustaka,  as,  m.= 

bhailra-mitsta  —  Bhadra-mriya,  as,  m.  epithet 
of  a  particular  kind  of  elephant.  —  Bhadra-yava, 
am,  n.  the  seed  of  Wrightia  Antidysenterica  (  = 

indra-yava).  —  Bhadra-yana,  as,  m.,  N.   of  a 
man ;    (commonly  written  bhadrdyana.)  —  Bha- 
draydniya,  as,  m.pl.,  N.  of  the  school  founded  by 

Bhadra-ySna ;  (commonly  written  bltadrayaniya.) 
—  Bhadra-yoya,  as,  m.,N.  of  a  subdivision  of  the 
PurSna-sarvasva ;  of  an  astrological  Yoga.  —  Bhadra- 
ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhadra-rudi ,  is, 

m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhadra-rupd,  {.,  N.  of  a 

woman.  —  Bhadra-renu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  Indra's  ele- 
phant; (also  read  bhadra-venu ;  cf.  bhadra-mtt- 

nas.)  —  Bhadra-rohini,  f.  a  species  of  plant.  —  Bha- 
dra-vata,  as,  m.  'the  auspicious  or  beautiful  fig- 
tree,'  N.  of  a  place.  —  Bhadra-vat,  an,  all,  at, 
fraught  with  good,  auspicious ;  (ati),  f.  a  wantoa, 
courtezan  (?  Ved.) ;  the  tree  Gmelia  Arborea ;  N.  of 
a  daughter  of  Krishna ;  of  a  wife  of  Madhu  (with 
the  patronymic  Pauravl) ;  N.  of  a  female  elephant ; 
(«(),  n-  the  tree  Pinus  Deodora ;  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

—Bliadra-rarman,  d,  m. '  Double  Arabian  Jasmine,' 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhadra-vallika ,  f.  the  plant  Hemi- 
desmus  Indicus.  —  BJtadra-valll,  f.  Jasminum  Sam- 
bac ;  Gasrtnera  Racemosa,  a  large  Bengal  creeper ; 

the  plant  Vallaris  Dichotomus.  —  Bhadra-vasana, 

am,  n.  splendid  apparel,  magnificent  array.  •-  Bha- 
dra-vo.6,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  speaking  auspiciously.  —  Bha- 
dm-vatya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  wishing  well,  congratu- 

lation. —  Bkadra-vddin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  uttering 
auspicious  cries  (said  of  a  bird).  —  BJtadra-vinda, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna.  —  Bhadra-virdj, 
/,  f.  a  kind  of  metre.  —  Bhadra-vihdra,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Buddhist  monastery.  —  Bhadra-venu,  another 
form  for  bhadra-rena,  q.  v.  —  Bhadra-vrdta,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  having  or  forming  a  happy  assem- 

blage. —  Bhadra-tiarman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  with 

the  patronymic  KauSika ;  [cf.  bhddradarmi."]  —  Bha- 
dra-s'dkha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  form  of  Skanda. 
—  Bhadra-iala-vana  =  bhadra-sdla^vana,  q.  v. 
—  Bhadra-flla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhadra- 
^otl,  is,  is,   i,  Ved.  beautifully  shining,  flashing, 

coruscating,  glittering.  —  Bhadra-founaka,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  mm.  —  Bhadra-sraya  or  bhadra-drlya, 
am,  n.  sandal-wood.  —  Bhadra-travas,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  son  of  Dharma.  —  Bhadra-s'rl,  Is,  f.  the 
sandal  tree.  —  Bhadra-tfrut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  hearing 

good,  hearing  pleasant  things.  —  Bhadra-s'reiiya,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhadra-shashthi,  f.,  N.  of  a 
form  of  Durga.  —  Bhadra-sdman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mzn.i-B/iadra-sara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king;  (also 
read  vindu-sara.)  —  Bhadra-8dla^vana,  (probably) 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  forest  (of  fine  Shorea  Robusta  trees). 
—  Bhadra-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  with  the 
patronymic  Ajatasatrava  ;  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva  and 
Devaki ;  of  a  son  of  Rishabha ;  of  a  son  of  Mahish- 
mat,  (in  this  sense  also  bhadrasenaka) ;  N.  of  a 
king  of  Kasmira ;  (with  Buddhists)  N.  of  the  leader 
of  the  host  of  the  evil  spirit  Mara-paplyas.  —  Bha- 
dra-somd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  in  Uttaia-kuru ;  a  N.  of 
the   Ganges.  —  B/iadra-hasta,   as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
beautiful-handed,    auspicious-handed    (said    of    the 

Asvins).  —  Bhadrd-karaiia,  am,  n.  '  making  beau- 
tiful,' the  act  of  shaving.  —  Bhadrd-kri,  cl.  8.  P. 

-karoti,  -kartum,  'to  make  beautiful,'  to  shave; 

[cf.  madrd-kri.]  —  Bhadrdksha  (°ra-ak°),  as, 
m.  '  fair-eyed,'  N.  of  a  king  [cf.  bhattdksha] ;  * 
particular  seed  of  which  beads  are  made  (?).  —  Bha- 

drdnga  (°ra-a»c),  as,  m. '  beauteous-framed,'  having 
a  handsome  person, 'an  epithet  of  Bala-bhadra.  —  Bha- 
drdtmaja  (°ra-dt°),  as,  m.  '  son  of  iron,'  a  sword. 
—  Bhadra-nagara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city ;  [cf.  bha- 
dra-ymra.]  —  Bhadrdbhadra  fra-abh°),  as,  d, 
am,  good  and  bad  ;  (am),  n.  good  and  evil.  —  Bha- 

drdyudha  (°ra-dy°),  as,  m. '  handsome-weaponed,' 
N.  of  a  giant ;  of  a  warrior.  —  Bhadrdyus  (°ra-dy°), 
us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bfiadrdvakdsa  (°ra-av  ), 
f.,  N.  of  a  sacred  rivei.  —  Bhadrd-vrata,  am,  n.  a 
particular  religious  ceremony;    (also  called  vishti- 

vrata.)  —  Bhadrds'rama  (°ra  or  °ra-d^°),  as,  m., 
N/  of  a  hermitage  mentioned    in  the  Sambhala- 
mahatrnya  portion  of  the  Skanda-Purana.  —  Bltadrd- 
iraya,  am,  n.  sandal-wood  (  =  bliadra-^raya,  q.v.). 

—  Bhadraz'va  (°ra-a^°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Dvipa  said 
in  the  Puranas  to  be  named  after  Bhadrasva,  son  of 

Agnidhra,  (some  systems  describe  Bhadrasva  as  one 
of  the  four  Maha-dvlpas  into  which  the  known  world 
is  divided,  while  another  states  it  to  be  one  of  nine 
Khandas  or  smaller  divisions  into  which  the  conti- 

nent is  distributed ;  in  either  case  it  is  the  eastern 

division) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva  and  RohinI ;  of 

a  son  of  Dhundhumara  ;  of  a  king  called  Bhadrasva 
Sveta-vahana  ;  of  a  son  of  Agnidhra  or  Agnidhra  ; 

(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Varsha  named  after  the  son  of 

Agnidhra.  —  Bhadrdsana  (°ra-ds°),  am,  n.  a 
splendid  seat,  chair  of  state,  throne;  a  particular 
posture  of  a  devotee  while  meditating,  (the  legs  being 
crossed  and  bent  underneath  the  body  and  turned  so 
as  to  bring  the  ankles  into  contact  with  the  perinxum 
while  the  soles  of  the  feet  are  held  close  to  the 

sides.)  —  Bliadrdha  (°ra-aha),  am,  n.,  Ved.  an 
auspicious  day,  favourable  season.  —  Bhadrendra 

(°ra-in°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mzn.  —  Bhadres'a  (°ra- 
z.s'a),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  S"iva.  —  Bhadresvtira  (°ra- 
Is"1),  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  various  statues  and  Lingas 
of  Siva;  N.  of  a  place;  of  a  Kayastha.  —  Bha- 

draild  (°ra-eld),  f.  large  cardamoms.  —  Bltadro- 
dani  (°ra-od°),  f  Sida  Cordifolia  ;  Uraria  Lagopodi- 
oides.  —  Bhadrodaya  fVa-wP),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  par- 

ticular medicinal  compound.  —  Bhadropavdsa-vrata. 

^ra-up°),  am,  n.  a  particular  religious  observance. 
Bhadraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  good  ;  fine,  handsome, 

beautiful  ;  (as),  m.  (according  to  a  Scholiast)  a  kind 
of  bean  ;  (probably)  Cyperus  Pertenuis  ;  the  Deodar 
tree,  Pinus  Deodora  ;  N.  of  a  man,  (also  called 

bhadrika,  q.  v.)  ;  of  a  king  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people  [cf.  blutdra]  ;  (ikd),  f.  an  amulet  ;  N.  of  a 
metre,  four  times-u-<juu-u-;  ofa  metre,  four 
times  uuuuou-o-v/-;  (aita),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman  ; 

(am),  n.  Cyperus  Rotundus  ;  a  particular  posture  in 
sitting  (  =  bhadrdsana,  q.  v.)  ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four 
times  —  \j  tj  —  »j  —  vii/u  —  u  —  wuu—  vj  —  ov^u—  • 

BJtadrdraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  eighteen lesser  Dvlpas. 

Bliadrdlapattrikd,  (.  Paederia  Fcetida  (=gan- dhdlT). 

Bhadrdll,  f.  =  bhadrdlapattrikd. 
Bhadrdvatl,  f.  a  species  of  tree. 
Bhadrika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  [cf.  bhadraka.] 
Bhadrina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Bhandad-ishti,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  bfiandat,  pres.  part.  P. 
of  rt.  bhand  +  iehti),Ved.  (perhaps)  hastening  amidst 
shouts  of  applause  ;  (Say.)  =  stuti-rupeshtir  yasya. 

Bhandana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  shouting  lustily,  ap- 
plauding, cheering  ;  (Mahi-dhara),  causing  to  prosper, 

(or)  beautifying,  embellishing;  (5),  f.  acclamation, 

applause,  praise. 
Bhandandya  (fr.  bhandana),  Nom.  P.  bhan- 

danayati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  shout  loudly,  howl,  yell, 
(used  only  in  the  pres.  part,  below.) 

Bkandandyat,  an,  anti,  a£,Ved.  shouting  loudly, 
howling,  yelling. 

Bhandamya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  a  word  formed  in 
Nirukta  XI.  19.  to  explain  bhadra,  q.  v. 

Bhandamdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  hailed  with  ac- 
clamations, greeted  with  applause. 

Bkandila,  am,  n.  fortune,  prosperity  [cf.  bhan- 
dila\  ',  tremulous  motion  ;  a  messenger  (?). 
Bhandishtha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  bhand  with  the 

termination  of  the  superl.),  Ved.  shouting  or  yelling 
most  loudly,  applauding  or  praising  most  highly. 

bhandhruka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place. 

,  &c.   See  under  4.  bha. 

bhappata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  who 
built  a  temple  named  after  him  Blwppatesvara. 

H*H  bhambha,  as,  m.  smoke  ;  a  fly. 

Bhamlthardlikd,  f.  a  gnat,  musquito,  gad-fly. 
Bhambhardll,  f.  a  fly. 

^TRTT^T  bhambha-rava,  as,  m.  (onomato- 

poetic),  the  lowing  ofa  cow;  (also  bambhd-rava.) 
>T*»TnHTt.  bhambhasara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

king  of  Magadha. 

VI  bhaya,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  bhl),  fear, 

alarm,  dread,  apprehension  (e.  g.  atma-bh°,  fear  for 
one's  life  ;  md  bhayam  kuru,  be  not  afraid  ;  cf. 

danda-bh°)  ;  dismay,  fright,  terror  (e.  g.  jagad-bh°, 
a  terror  to  the  universe);  cause  for  fear,  danger, 

peril,  risk,  jeopardy,  hazard  ;  the  blossom  of  Trapa 
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Bispinosa ;  (as),  m.  Fear  personified  as  a  son  of 
Nir-riti,  as  a  prince  of  the  Yavanas  and  husband  of 
the  daughter  of  Time;  sickness,  disease;  (<i(),  ind. 
from  fear,  for  fear;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
Kala  and  wife  of  the  RSkshasa  Heti.  —  Jlhaya- 
kampa,  as,  m.  tremor  from  fear,  the  tremor  of 

fear,  trembling  caused  by  fright.  —  Bhaya-kara,  as, 
i,  am,  or  bhaya-kartri,  td,  tri,  tri,  or  bhaya-kdra- 
ka,  as,  ika,  am,  or  bhaya-krit,  t,  t,  t,  fear-causing, 
fear-exciting,  terrifying,  dangerous,  perilous ;  fearful, 
formidable,  terrible.  —  Bhayan-kara,  as,  i,  am,  = 
bhaya-kara ;  (as),  m.  a  small  kind  of  owl  ( = 
dnndula)',  N.  of  one  of  the  Visve  Dev5h ;  N.  of 
various  persons ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris 
attending  upon  Skanda.  —  Bhayan-kartri,  ta,  tri, 

tri,  =  bhaya-kartri.  —  Bhaya-jdta,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  man.  —  Bhaya-dindima,  as,  m.  'terror-drum,' a 
drum  used  in  battle.  —  Bhaya-trdtri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  a 
deliverer  from  danger,  rescuer  from  peril.  —  Bhaya- 
da,  as,  a,  am,  causing  danger,  inspiring  fear; 

vahni-bh0,  causing  danger  from  fire ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  king.  —  Bhaya-dars'm,  I,  ini,  i,  apprehensive 
of  danger,  fearful.  —  Bhaya-ddya,  as,  a,  am,  or 

bhaya-ddyin,  t,  iiii,  i,  causing  danger,  inspiring 
fear ;  salila-bhayaddyin,  causing  danger  from  water. 
—  Bhaya-dmta,  as,  a,  am,  fleeing  for  fear,  run- 

ning away  in  terror,  routed,  put  to  flight.  —  Bliaya- 

nds'in,  i,  ini,  i,  destructive  of  fear  or  danger ;  (ini), 
f.  a  species  of  plant.  —  Bhaya-nimilitdksha,  as,  i, 
am,  having  the  eyes  closed  from  fear.  —  Bhaya- 
pratikara,  as,  m.  counteraction  or  removal  of  fear. 

—  Bhaya-prada,  as,  d,  am,  or  bhaya-pradayln, 
i,  ini,  i,  causing  danger,   inspiring  fear,  terrible. 
••  Bhaya-prastdva,  as,  m.  an  occasion  of  alarm, 
season  of  fear.  —  Bhaya-brdhmana,  as,  m.  a  timid 
Brahman.  —  Bhaya-bhrashta,  as,  d,  am,  scattered 
in  terror,  put  to  flight.  —  Bhaya-vidhdyin,  I,  ini,  i, 
causing  alarm,  alarming,  fearful.  —  Bhaya-vipluta, 
as,  a,  am,  overwhelmed   with   fear,  panic-struck. 
—  Bhaya-vihvala,  as,  d,  am,  disturbed  or  agitated 
with  fezi.  —  Bhaya-vyuha,  as,  m.  'array  against 

danger,'  a  term   applied  to  a   particular    mode  of 
marshalling  an  army  when  threatened  with  danger 
from  all  sides.  —  Bhaya-fda,  as,  a,  am,  of  a  timo- 

rous disposition,  timid.  —  Bhaya-ioka-samdvislita, 
as,  d,,  am,  affected  with  fear  and  grief,  filled  with 

sorrow  and  dismay.  —  Bhaya-samhrishta-roman, 
d,  d,  a,  having  the  hair  erect  with  terror,  horrified. 

—  Bhaya-santrasta,  as,  d,  am,  terrified  by  danger, 
scared  with  terror.  —  Bhayasantrasta-mdnasa,  as, 
d,  am,  having  the  mind  scared  with  terror.  —  Bhaya- 
stha,  Ved.  a  perilous  position,  dangerous  situation. 
—  Bhaya-sthdna,  am,  n.  an  occasion  of  alarm,  cause 

of  apprehension  or  fear.  —  Bhayasthdna-s'ata,  dni, 
n.  pi.  hundreds  of  occasions  of  fear.  —  Bhaya-hartri, 
ta,  tri,  tri,  or  bhaya-hdraka,  as,  ika^  am,  re- 

moving or  dispelling  fear,  a  remover  of  fear.  —  Bha- 
ya-hetu,  us,  m.  a  cause  for  fear  or  alarm,  danger. 

—  Bhaydtura  (°ya-df),  as,  d,  am,  distressed  with 
fear,  agitated  with  alarm.  —  Bhaydnvita  (°ya-anc), 
as,  d,  am,  filled   with   fear,  frightened,   alarmed. 

~Bhaydpaha-  (°ya-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  warding  off 
fear   or   danger ;    a   prince,   king.  —  Bhaydbddha 

(°ya-ab°),  as,  a,  am,  undisturbed  by  fear,  unex- 
posed  to  danger.  —  Bhaydrta  Cya-dr°),  as,  d,  am, 
distressed  with   fear,  alarmed,  terrified,   frightened, 

afraid.  —  Bhaydraha  (°ya-dv°),  as,  d,  am,  bring- 
ing fear  or  danger,  causing  alarm,  formidable,  fearful. 

—  Bhayaika-pravana  (°ya-ek°),  as,  a,  am,  wholly 
inclined  to  the  one  (feeling)  fear,  wholly  filled  with 
alarm,  wholly  absorbed  or  engrossed  by  fear.  —  Bha- 

yottara  (°ya-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  attended  with   or 
succeeded  by  fear;   [cf.  nttara.']- Bliayopaiama 
(  ya-up°),   as,   m.  soothing  or   allaying  fear,   en- couraging. 

Bhayamana,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  the  author  of 
the  hymn  Rig-veda  1. 100. 

Bhaydnaka,  as,  d,  am  (probably  ft.  liltaydna, 
an  old  anomalous  present  part.  A.  of  rt.  i.  bht), 
fearful,  frightful,  formidable,  terrible,  terrific,  horrible ; 
(am),  n.  terror;  (as),  m.  a  tiger;  Rshu  or  the 

Ascending  Node  personified ;  the  Rasa  or  sentiment 
of  terror  as  excited  by  poetical  or  dramatic  compo- 

sition.— Bhaydnaka-td,  f.  or  bhaydnaka-tva,  am, 
n.  tearfulness,  formidableness.  —  Bhaydnaka-rasa- 
nirdeia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  1441!!  chapter  of  the 
S'a'rn-gadhara-paddhati. 

Bhayya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  feared. 

»Ti;  bhara,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  bhri),  bearing, 

carrying ;  bringing,  getting  ;  granting  ;  cherishing, 
upholding,  supporting,  (often  at  the  end  of  comps., 

cf.  ritarn-bh°,  katam-bh°,  kulam-bh°,  deham- 
bh°,  pushtim-bh°,  vitvam-bh") ;  (as),  m.  the  act  of 
taking  or  carrying,  getting,  gaining,  taking  away, 
theft;  a  burden,  load,  weight,  mass,  (bharain  kri, 

to  place  one's  weight,  support  one's  self,  cf.  dur-bh°, 
su-W,  bhdra) ;  a  particular  weight  or  measure  = 
bkdra^io  TulSs=2<x>o  Palas;  a  large  quantity, 

great  number,  mass,  multitude,  bulk ;  attacking, 
battle,  contest  (Ved.) ;  raising  the  voice  (Ved.) ;  a 

joyful  song,  a  hymn  (Ved.) ;  [cf.  Gr.  /3<fy»s.]  —  Bha- 
ra-huti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  a  war-cry,  war-hoop ;  (is,  is,  i), 

sounding  a  battle-cry,  raising  a  war-shout.  —  Bhare- 
shu-jd,  as,  m.,  Ved.  '  born  or  produced  amidst  cries 
of  joy,'  an  epithet  of  Soma. 
Bharata,  as,  m.  a  potter ;  a  servant. 
Bharatika,  as,  i,  am,  =  bharatena  harati,  see 

Gana  Bhastradi  to  P5n.  IV.  4, 16. 

Bharana,  as,  i,  am,  bearing,  cherishing,  main- 
taining, nourishing,  supporting ;  (as,  I),  m.  f.  the  con- 

stellation Bharani ;  (i),  f.  the  creeper  Luffa  Fcetida 
or  a  similar  plant,  =  ghoshaka;  (nyas),  f.  pi.,  N.  of 
the  seventh  lunar  asterism  or  Nakshatra  containing 
three  stars  and  figured  by  the  pudendum  muliebre  ; 

(am),  n.  the  act  of  bearing,  supporting,  cherishing, 
maintaining,  nourishing ;  nutriment ;  wages,  hire  ; 
the  act  of  carrying ;  wearing ;  what  is  worn,  clothes 

(Ved.) ;  bringing,  procuring.  —  Bharanl-bhu,  us, 
m.  '  born  from  the  asterism  or  nymph  Bharani,'  an 
epithet  of  Rahu  or  the  Ascending  Node  personified. 

—  Bharany-dhvd,  f.  the  plant  Tiaridium  Indicum 
( =pana-pushpi). 
Bharani,  is,  m.  f.  (probably)  =  bliaranl,  q.  v. 

—  Bharani-shena  or  bkarani-sena,  •»,*,  m.,  N.  of 
a  man ;  [cf.  rohinirshena  or  rohini-sei.  •*.] 
Bharaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  borne,  to  be  herished, 

to  be  supported  or  maintained  ;  a  dependant. 

Bharanda,  as,  m.  a  master,  owner,  lord ;  a  hus- 
band ;  a  king ;  an  ox,  bull ;  a  worm  ;  the  earth  (?). 

1.  bharanya  (fr.  bharana),  Nom.  P.  bharanyati, 
&c., —sam-Tbhri,  q.  v. ;  [cf.  bhv/ranya.] 

2.  bharanya,  as,  d,  am  (for  bharaniya),  to  be 
maintained,  to  be  cherished  or  protected ;    (a),  f. 

wages,  hire  ;  a  woman  ;  (am),  n.  =  bharana,  cherish- 
ing, maintaining ;  wages,  hire  ;  the  asterism  Bharani. 

«•  Bharanya-bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  receiving  wages,  working 
for  hire ;  (k),  m.  a  hireling,  servant ;  a  labourer. 

Bharanyu,  us,  m.  a  master ;  a  protector  ( =  s"ara- 
nyu) ;  a  friend ;  fire ;  the  moon ;  the  sun. 
Bharat,  an,  anti,  at,  bearing,  holding ;  wearing ; 

possessing,  having ;  nourishing,  maintaining,  sup- 
porting. —  Bharad-vdja,  as,  m. '  bringing  or  bearing 

food,'  a  skylark  ;  N.  of  a  Rishi  the  author  of  various 
Rig-veda  hymns,  said  to  be  a  son  of  Brihas-pati, 
(Bharad-vaja  Barhaspatya  is  the  author  of  Rig-veda 
VI.  1-30,  37-43,  53-74;  IX-  67,  1-3  ;X.  137, 
I :  he  is  fabled  as  the  Puro-hita  of  Divo-dasa ;  but 
Divo-dasa  and  Bharad-vaja  may  be  the  same  person, 
cf.  Rig-veda  I.  116,  18 ;  VI.  16,  5)  ;  N.  of  one  of 
the  seven  sages  ;  of  an  author  of  a  law-book ;  of  a 
Buddhist  Arhat ;  N.  of  a  district,  (also  read  bhdrad- 
vaja) ;  N.  of  an  Agni ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  race  or 
family  of  Bharad-vaja;  [cf.  bhdradvaja.}  —  Bha- 
rad-vdjaka,  as,  m.  a  skylark.  —  Bharadvdja-pra- 
dur-bhdva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  division  of  the  Bhava- 
prakasa  treating  of  medicine.  —  Bharadvdja-sutra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Sutra  work.  —  Bharadvdjin  in  bha- 

radvdjindm  vratam,  N.  of  a  Sa"man ;  [cf.  bhd- radvdjin.] 

Bharata,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  supported,  being  sup- 
ported ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Agni  who  is  supposed 

to  be  maintained  or  kept  alive  by  the  care  of  men 

(Ved.) ;  N.  of  a  particular  Agni,  (he  has  a  son  Bha- 
rata and  a  daughter  Bharat!,  cf.  bharatha) ;  a  hired 

soldier,  warrior,  (perhaps  in  particular)  the  charioteer 
of  a  prince,  (hence  perhaps  the  Maruts  are  called 

sons  of  Bharata,  i.e.  of  'the  warrior'  Rudra)  ;  a 
('hired')  bard,  poet,  actor,  dancer,  mime  [cf.  bha- 
rata-putraka]  ;  a  weaver ;  (according  to  Naighan- 

tuka  III.  iS)  =  rito-y;  N.  of  an  Aditya;  N.  of 'a celebrated  hero  and  monarch  of  all  India,  (he  was 
the  first  of  a  series  of  twelve  Cakra-vartins  or  Sirva- 
bhaumas,  i.e.  universal  emperors;  as  son  of  Duh- 
shanta  or  Dushyanta  and  SakuntalS,  he  has  the 
patronymic  Dauhshanti  or  Daushyanti,  also  read 

daushmanti,  daushvanti,  &c. ;  in  Rig-veda  III. 

53,  24,  the  sons  of  Bharata  are  regarded  as  descend- 
ants of  Visva-mitra)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhruva-sandhi, 

father  of  Asita ;  of  a  son  of  Das'a-ratha  and  younger brother  of  Rama ;  of  a  son  of  Rishabha ;  of  a  son  of 

Viti-hotra;  an  epithet  of  a  Manu  who  gave  the 
name  to  the  country  Bharata  (Vishnu-Purana  II.  I); 
N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Bhautya ;  of  a  king  of  Asmaka ; 
of  an  ancient  Muni  (the  celebrated  author  of  the 
Gandharva-veda  or  AlarrkSra-sastra,  treating  of  dra- 

matic composition ;  the  term  is  also  applied  to  his 
work,  which  appears  to  have  been  a  body  of  Sutras 
or  rules  relating  to  every  branch  of  dramatic  writing 
and  theatrical  exhibition ;  although  said  to  be  lost, 
it  is  constantly  quoted  by  the  commentators  on  the 
Natakas  or  Indian  dramas) ;  a  barbarian,  moun- 

taineer, savage,  =  ksltetra ;  (hi),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

tribe,  '  the  descendants  of  Bharata  ;'  (dni),  n.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  particular  Varsha;  [cf.  6Adrato.]  —  Bharata- 
Jchanda,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of  Bharata-varsha 

(  =  kumdrikd)."Bharata-jna,  as,  m.  'knowing 
the  science  of  Bharata,'  conversant  with  dramatic 
writings  and  rules.  —  Bharata-tva,  am,n.  the  name 
'  Bharata.'  —  Bharata-dvadas'dha  (°sa-aha),  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  particular  festival.  —  Bharata-putraka, 

as,  m.  'son  of  Bharata,'  an  actor,  a  mime.  —  Bha- 
rata-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  (mentioned  in 
the  Bharataka-dvatrinsika).  —  Bharata-prasu,  us, 

{.  '  the  mother  of  Bharata,'  an  epithet  of  KaikeyT 
(wife  of  Da£a-ratha).  —  Bhamta-malla,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  grammarian.  —  Bharata-mallika,  as,  m.= 
bharata-sena,  q.  v.  —  Bharata-roha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  msm.'-Bharatarshabha  (°ta-rf),  as,  m.  'bull- 
like  descendant  of  Bharata,'  the  best  or  most  dis- 

tinguished of  the  Bhatatas ;  a  prince  of  the  Bharatas. 

—  Bharata-varsha,  am,  n.  'the  country  of  Bha- 
rata' (supposed  to  have  been  the  first  monarch  of  all 

India,  cf.  bharata,  col.  2),  a  N.  of  India  (  =  bAar 

rata).  —  Bharata-i'dkya,  am,  n.  'the  speech  of 
Bharata,'  N.  of  the  seventy-seventh  chapter  of  the 
Uttara-kSnda  or  seventh  book  of  the  Ramayana; 

N.  of  the  eighty-third  chapter  of  the  Patala-khanda 
or   fourth  part  of  the  Padma-Purana.  —  Bharata- 

sdrdula,  as,  m.  '  tiger-like  descendant  of  Bharata,* the  most  distinguished  or  excellent  of  the  Bharatas. 
—  Bharata-fresh/ha,  as,  d,  am,  or  Wiarata-sat- 

tama,  as,  d,  am,  '  best  of  the  Bharatas,'  the  most 
distinguished  of  the  descendants  of  Bharata.  —  Bha- 

rata-sena, as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  of  commentaries 

on  the  Megha-duta,  Raghu-van£a,  S'iSupala-vadha, and  Bhatti-kavya.  —  Bharata-svdmin,  i,  m.,  N.  of 
a  commentator  on  the  Vedas ;    of  an  astronomer. 

—  Bharaldgraja  (°ta-ag°),  as,  m.  '  the  elder  bro- 
ther of  Bharata,'  an  epithet  of  Rama.  —  Bharata-  - 

viisa  (°ta-dv°),  as,  m. '  abode  of  Bharata,'  N.  of  the 
twenty-ninth  chapter  of  the  Patala-khanda  or  fourth 

part  of  the  Padma-Purana.  —  Bharatds'rama  (°£a- 
as'°),  as,  m.  '  the  hermitage  of  Bharata,'  N.  of  a 

hermitage.  —  Bharateivara-firtha  (>ta-is'°),  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
Bharatha,  as,  m.  =  loka-pala,  a  world-protector, 

a  deity  presiding  over  one  of  the  regions  of  the 
world  ;  a  sovereign,  king ;  fire  [cf.  bharata]. 

Bharad-vdja.     See  under  bharat,  col.  2. 

Bharama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  [cf.  bhdrameya.'] Bharas,  as,  a.,  Ved.  bearing,  holding,  cherishing ; 

[cf.  visva-bk°, 
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Bhari,  is,  is,  i,  bearing,  possessing,  maintaining, 
supporting,  nourishing,  (often  at  the  end  of  comps., 

cf.  dtmam-bh°,  udaram-bh°,  kukshim-bh" .) 

Bharini,  f.  of  2.  bharita  below;  [cf.  harini.'] 1.  bharita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  bhara),  nourished, 

filled,  full  of;  [cf.  vasu,-bh°.~] 
2.  bharita,  as,  a,  or  bharinl,  am,=harita, 

green,  of  a  green  colour. 
Bharitra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  arm. 

Bhariman,  a,  m.  supporting,  nourishing,  cherish- 
ing; [cf.  bhanman.J 

Bkarisha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  rapacious,  avaricious, 

greedy. 
Bharlman,  a,  m.,  Ved.  a  household,  family ; 

bearing,  supporting,  nourishing,  cherishing  (in  this 
sense  the  gender  is  doubtful). 
Bharu,  us,  m.  a  husband,  lord ;  N.  of  Siva ;  of 

Vishnu ;  gold ;  the  sea. 

Bharnas,  as,  as,  ai,  Ved.  in  the  comp.  sahasra- 

bh°,  q.v. ;  (according  to  Say.  bJuirnas  =  bharana, 
q.v.) 
Bhartavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  borne  or  carried ; 

to  be  maintained,  to  be  nourished  or  supported  ;  to 

be  engaged  or  hired,  to  be  retained  in  service  or 
kept  in  pay. 
Bhartri,  id,  trl,  tri,  a  bearer,  carrier  (Ved.) ;  a 

cherisher,  nourisher,  holder,  supporter,  protector;  (to), 
m.  a  husband,  lord ;  master,  landlord ;  chief,  com- 

mander; (trf),  f.  a  female  supporter  or  nourisher; 

a  mother;  [cf.  jagafl-l>h° ',  divasa-fth°,  nri-bh°, 
pas"urbh",  proshita-bhartrltca.]  —  Bhartri-guna, 
as,  m.  the  excellence  or  virtue  of  a  husband 

(Manu  IX.  24).  —  Bhartri-ghna,  as,  I,  am,  mur- 
dering a  master  or  supporter;  (i),  f.  a  woman  who 

murders  her  husband.  —  Bhartrighna-tva,  am,  n. 
the  killing  or  injuring  a  master.  —  Bhartri-ta,  f.  or 
bhartri-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  relation  of  a  hus- 

band, husbandship  ;  manhood.  —  Bhartritdn-gata, 

as,  a,  am,  'gone  to  husbandship,'  married.  —  Bhar- 
tri-dars'ana-kdrtkshd,  f.  the  desire  of  seeing  a 
husband.  —  Bltartridariana-ldlaxd,  f.  longing  or 
eager  desire  to  see  a  husband.  —  Bhartri-ddraka, 

as,  m.  a  king's  son,  a  crown  prince,  prince  royal 
(especially  in  the  drama),  a  young  prince  designated 

as  heir-apparent ;  (ikd),  f.  a  king's  daughter,  princess. 
—  Bhartri-driiflia-vrata,  (.  strictly  faithful   to  a 
husband.  —  Bhartri-bhakta,  as,  a,  am,  devoted  to 
a  lord  or  husband.  —  Bhartri^mati,  f.  possessing  a 
husband,  a  married  woman.  —  Bhartri-mentha,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  poet;  [cf.  mentha.~]  —  Bhartri-yajiia, 
as,  m.f  N.  of  an  author.  •-  Bhartri-rajyapaharana 

(°ya-ap°),  am,  n.  seizure  of  a  husband's  kingdom. 
—  Bhartri-loka,  as,  m.  the  sphere  or  abode  of  a 
husband  (in  a  future  life).  —  Bhartri- t>yasana-pl- 

dita,  as,  a,  am,  afflicted  by  a  husband's  or  master's 
calamity.  —  Bhartri-vrata,  am,  n.  fidelity  or  devo- 

tion to  a  husband  [cf.  pati-vrata]  ;  (a),  f.  faithful 
to  a  husband,  a  virtuous  and  devoted  wife ;  [cf.pati- 

vratd.~\  —  Bh.artrivratd-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or 
condition  of  fidelity  to  a  husband.  —  Bhartri-s'oka- 
para,  as,  a,  am,  absorbed  in  grief  for  a  husband  or 

lord.  —  Bhartris'oka-parUdngin  (°ta-an°),  I,  inl, 
I,  whose  limbs  are  affected  by  grief  for  a  husband  or 

lord.  —  Bhartrisokabhipidita   (Qka-abh?),   a*,   a, 
am,  afflicted  by  a  husband's  sorrow  or  by  grief  for  a 
husband  or  lord.  —  Bhartri-sat,  ind.  to  a  husband, 
to  the  power  of  a  husband  ;  (with  kritd)  a  married 
woman.  — Bhartri-sthdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred 

place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Bhartri-svdmin,  I,  m.,  N.  of 
a   poet   mentioned    in   the    Sarn-gadhara-paddhati. 
—  Bhartri-hari,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  well-known  author 
(of  300  moral,  political,  and  religious  maxims  or 
apothegms  comprised  in  three  Satakas  called  Srin- 

gara-£°,  Niti-s°,  Vair5gya-s°,  also  of  some  gramma- 
tical Karikas,  and  of  the  Vakya-padlya ;  and  also, 

according  to  some,  of  the  Bhatti-kavya :  he  is  often 
designated  by  the  one  name  Hari,  and  though  little 
is  really  ascertained  about  his  history,  is  said  to  have 
been  the  brother  of  king  VikramSditya,  who  lived 
in  the  first  century  B.  C. ;  according  to  a  legend,  he 
wrote  his  apothegms  when  leading  the  life  of  an 

ascetic,  after  a  licentious  youth).  —  Bhartri-hma, 
cts,  d,  rttti,  abandoned  or  deserted  by  a  husband  or 
lord.  —  Bhartri-hema,  as,  m.  =  bhartri-hari,  col.  I  . 
Bhartrima  (?),  as,  a,  am,  maintained,  nourished, 

supported. Bharma,  am,  n.  =  lharman,  wages,  hire;  gold; 
a  coin  of  a  particular  value  ;  the  navel. 
Bharmanyd,  f.  wages,  hire. 

Bharman,  a,  n.  support,  maintenance,  nourish- 

ment, care  [cf.  arishta-bh",  garbha-bh°,jdtu-bh°]  ; 
a  burden,  load  ;  hire,  wages  ;  gold  ;  a  coin,  piece  of 

goid,  gold  coin,  piece  of  money  ;  the  navel  ;  [cf. bharma.] 

Bharvara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  = 
jagad-bhartri  or  prajd-pati. 

HM!  bha-ra-ga,  a  word  invented  to  ex- 
plain bharga  (bha  standing  for  bhdsayati,  ra  for 

raiijayati,  and  ga  for  gatchanty  asmdd  imdh 

prajdh). 
bharata.     See  p.  700,  col.  2. 

bharataka  or  bharadaka,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  particular  class  of  mendicants.  —  Bharataka- 
dvdtrinsika,  f.,  N.  of  thirty-two  popular  stories  (writ- 

ten to  ridicule  the  ignorance  and  folly  of  ascetics). 

bharanda.     See  p.  700,  col.  2. 
bharu.     See  col.  i. 

bharuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince; 
(also  written  kuruka  or  ruruka.) 

*44\4fod  bharuka66ha,   as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
country,  (also  read  maruka(clta)  ;  N.  of  a  people  ; 
of  a  Naga.  —  BharukaMha-nivasin,  i,  ini,  i,  an 
inhabitant  of  Bharukaccha. 

**>*!  bharuja,  as,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  i. 

bhrajj),  a  sort  of  jackal  ;  [cf.  bharuja,  bhdrujika.'] 
*it\6cn  bharutaka  or  bharutaka,  am,  n. 

(probably  fr.  rt.  bltrj),  fried  meat. 

»i«i»li  bharvja,  f.  (according  to  Yaska  fr. 
rt.  I.  bhrajj),  Ved.  a  particular  colour,  being  of  a 
particular  colour  (used  adjectively)  ;  bharuji  in  the 
Atharva-veda  may  be  a  N.  of  some  wild  animal  ;  [cf. 
bharuja,  which  is  variously  read  bharuja;  cf.  bftd- 

rujika.'] bhareshu-ja.     See  bhara,  p.  70x3. 

bhareha-nagari,  f.,  N.  of  a  town 

mentioned  in  Nila-kantha's  SVaddha-mayukha. 

>HT  bharga,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  a  rt. 
bhrij,  which  is  probably  here  for  rt.  bhrdj,  —  Gr. 
<p\(yai),  Ved.  radiance,  splendor,  lustre,  effulgence 
(Ved.  =  bhargas  below,  cf.  <pKo£  )  ;  N.  of  Siva  ;  of 
Brahman  ;  of  a  man  with  the  patronymic  Pragatha, 
author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  VIII.  49-50  ;  of  a 
king,  the  son  of  Venu-hotra  ;  of  Vlti-hotra  ;  of  Vahni  ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race  of  warriors  ;  (am),  n.,  N. 

of  a  SSman.  —  Bharga-s"iklia,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  men- 
tioned in  the  Siva-sfltra-vivriti. 

Bhargas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  radiance,  lustre,  effulgence  ; 
N.  of  Brahman  ;  of  a  Saman.  —  Bliaryas^vat,  an, 
aft,  at,  Ved.  clear,  shrill  (said  of  the  voice). 
Bharyya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva  (  =  bharga). 

*nT>TfH  bharga-bhumi,  is,   m.,  N.   of  a 
king  ;  [cf.  bhdrga-bhumi,  bhriga-bhumi.] 

*<Am<!J  bhargayana,  as,  m.  pi.  (probably) 
an  incorrect  form  for  bhdrgdyand. 

*T3[  bharthu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  men- 
tioned in  the  Samgadhara-paddhati. 

bharjana.  See  under  rt.  bhrij,  p.  720. 

bharnas.     See  col.  I. 

bhartavya.     See  col.  I. 

bhartri.     See  col.  i  . 

^T-JJ    bharts,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  bhartsayati, 
X  -te  (according  to  the  Dhatu-pStha  only  A.), 

-yitum,  rarely  cl.  I.  bhartsati,  (in  Atharva-veda  III. 
9,  5,  a  form  bhartsydmi  occurs),  to  menace,  threaten  ; 
to  reproach,  abuse,  blame,  reprove,  chide,  rebuke  ;  to 
deride  :  Pass,  bhartsyate. 

Bhartsaka,  as,  m.  a  threatener,  abuser,  reviler. 
Bhartsana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  threatening,  reviling; 

cursing  ;  threat,  menace,  reproach,  abuse  ;  a  curse. 
Bhartsa-pattri/cd,  f.  (fr.  bhartsa?  +pattra),  N. 

of  a  particular  plant  (  =  mahd-iiili). 
Bhartsita,  as,  d,  am,  threatened,  menaced,  reviled, 

abustd,  blamed,  upbraided,  rebuked  ;  (am),  n.  a 
menace,  threat,  curse. 

Bhartsyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  threatened  &c., 

being  reviled. f 

bharb  or  bharbh.     See  rt.  bharv. 

bharma,  See.     See  col.  2. 

bharmyasva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king, 

father  of  Mudgala  ;  (also  read  haryas~va;  cf.  bhdr- 

mya,  bhdrmyas'va,  bhrimyas'va.) 
Jj^r  bharv  or  bharb  or  bharbh  (connected 

V  with  rt.  I.  bhas),  cl.  i.  P.  bharvati  or 
bharbati  or  bharbhati,  Sec.,  Ved.  to  chew,  devour, 
eat  ;  to  hurt,  injure,  fight  ;  [cf.  Gr.  <j>ipti-a>,  <t>op@-fi  ; 
Lat.  herb-a;  Goth,  balvjan.] 

bharvara.     See  col.  2. 

bhars.     See  under  rt.  bhrans  or 

bhrai,  p.  724,  col.  I. 
bharshtavya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  i. 

bhrajj),  to  be  fried  or  roasted. 
bhal  or  bal  (connected  with  rt. 

bhall,  q.v.),  cl.  I.  A.  bhalate,  balate, 
&c.,  to  describe,  recount,  mention  ;  to  expound,  ex- 

plain ;  to  strike,  kill  ;  to  hurt,  injure  ;  to  give  ;  cl. 
10.  A.  bhdlayate,  bdlayate,  Sec.,  Ved.  to  describe  ; 

to  see,  behold  ;  to  throw  up  (?)  ;  [cf.  n{-bh°,  sam- 

W.] 

Hc5  i.  bhala,  ind.,  Ved.  certainly;  [cf. 

bal,  bat,  and  Marathi  bhalla,  'well!'] 
HcS  2.  bhala,  as,  m.  a  term  used  in  ad- 

dressing the  Sun. 
-lata,  f.     See  under  4.  bha. 

bhalandana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ; 

of  the  father  of  Vatsa-prI  or  Vatsa-prlti  ;  (as),  m. 
pi.  the  descendants  of  Bhalandana  ;  [cf.  bhalandana, 
bhdlandanaka,  bhanandanaJ] 

*Tc7R^  bhalanas,  m.  pi.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 
particular  family  or  race  (Rig-veda  VII.  18,  7). 

bhall  (connected  with  rt.  bhal),  cl. 
i.  A.  bhallate,  babhalle,  &c.,  to  tell, 

describe  ;  to  wound,  kill,  to  hurt,  injure  ;  to  give. 

Bhalla,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  kind  of  arrow  or  missile  with 
a  point  of  a  particular  shape  (perhaps  crescent-shaped)  ; 
(ant),  n.  an  arrow-head  of  a  particular  shape  ;  (as), 

m.  a  bear  [cf.  atfha-bh°,  bhalluka,  bhalluka']  ;  an epithet  of  Siva,  =  bhadra  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
tribe,  (also  read  malla)  ;  («),  f.  =  bhallataka,  the 
marking-nutplant,SemecarpusAnacardium[cf.  bhalla, 

bhalleya"];  (as,  d,  am),  propitious,  favourable  (  = bhadra,  Siva)  ;  a  term  used  in  addressing  the  Sun 

(  =  2.  bhala,  q.  v.).  —  Bhalla-pv/chl,  {.  '  bear's  tail,' 
N.  of  the  plant  Hedysarum  Lagopodioides.  —  Bhal- 

idksha  (°la-ak°),  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  expression  used 
in  addressing  a  flamingo  (  =  bhadrdksha,  q.  v.). 

Bhallaka,  as,  m.  =  bhalla,  a  bear. 
Blialldta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  =  bhallataka. 
Bhalldtaka,  as,  m.  (in  Amara-kosha  II.  4,  2,  23, 

also  lihallatak'i,  f.),  the  marking-nut  plant,  Seme- 
carpus  Anacardium;  (am),  n.  the  Acajou  or  cashew- 
nut,  the  marking-nut  (from  which  is  extracted  an 
acid  juice,  used  for  medicinal  purposes,  as  well  as  a 

80, 
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black  liquid  used  for  marking  linen).  —  lihallHtaka- 
taila,  am,  n.  the  oil  of  the  cashew-nut. 

Bhalluka,  us,  m.  a  bear  ;  [cf.  bltaluka,  bhdluka, 
biiiluka.] 
Bhalluka,  as,  m.  a  bear;  a  dog;  a  particular 

kind  of  shell  (  =  mahd-kaparda)  ;  a  particular 
plant,  a  species  of  Syonaka. 

HW?  bhallata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  men- 
tioned in  the  SSmgadhara-paddhati. 

HWfo  bhallavi,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man  ; 

[cf.  bhdllann,  bhdllaveya.] 
i  bhallaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

bhallata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king, 

(also  read  bhalltlka)  ;   of  a  mythical  being  ;  of  a 

mountain  ;  of  a  gate.  —  Bhalldta-nagara,  am,  n., 
N.  of  the  capital  of  king  SaSi-dhvaja. 
Bhalldda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king,  =  bhalldt  a  above. 

Hcjlrl  bhallata,  bhallataka.  See  under 
rt  bltall,  p.  701,  col.  3. 

ufijni  bhallika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (a), 

f.  the  marking-nut  plant  (  •=  bhallataka). 
bhalluka,  bhalluka.     See  above. 

bhalvati  (1),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man 

mentioned  in  the  Vayu-Purana. 

»f^  bhava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  bhu),  =  bhava, 

being,  state  of  being  (  =  sat-td),  existing,  existence; 
birth,  production,  origin;  worldly  existence,  life  ;  place 

of  being,  the  world  (  =  saw-sara)  ;  means  of  exist- 
ence ;  a  sound  state  of  being,  welfare,  prosperity,  health 

(=/Sreyas);  excellence,  superiority;  (according  to 
some)  =  dpti,  prdpti,  obtaining,  acquisition  ;  a  god, 
deity  ;  N.  of  a  deity  attending  on  Rudra  and  frequently 
mentioned  in  connection  with  Sarva  ;  (in  the  later 

mythology)  a  N.  of  Siva  or  a  form  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  a 
Rudra  ;  (according  to  some  =jala,  water)  ;  of  a  son  of 
MahS-deva  ;  of  Agni  (Ved.)  ;  N.  of  the  first  and  fourth 
Kalpa  ;  of  a  king  ;  of  a  son  of  Prati-hartri  ;  of  Vi- 
loman  ;  of  an  author  ;  (au),  m.  du.  the  god  Bhava 
or  Siva  with  his  wife  Bhavam  ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit 

of  Dillenia  Spetiosa,  =  bhavya,  bhavishya,  2.  bhd- 
•vana;  (as,  a,  am),  arising,  coming,  produced  or 
born  from,  originating  in,  relating  to,  (in  these 

senses  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.,  e.  g.  deha-l>h°, 
produced  from  the  body;  akdja-bhavd,  'coming 

from  heaven,'  said  of  SarasvatI  ;  cf.  aranya-bh°  '.) 
—  Bhav  a-kalpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  Kalpa 
mentioned  in  the  V3yu-Pur5na.  —  Bhava-kantara, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  (?),  the  wilderness  of  worldly  exist- 

ence. —  Bhava-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  phe- 
nomenon in  the  heavens.  —  Bhava-kshiti,  is,  f.  the 

place  of  birth.  —  Bhava-ghasmara,  as,  m.  the  burn- 
ing of  a  wood,  a  forest  conflagration.  —  Bhava-dan- 

dra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhava-ddhid,  t,  t,  t, 
preventing  births  or  transmigration.-*  Bhava-ddheda, 
as,  m.  the  destruction  of  the  world  ;  N.  of  a  Grama. 

—  Bhava-trdta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor  ;  of  a  son 
of  Bhava.  —  Bhava-dd,  (.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris 
attending  on  Skanda.  •-  Bhava-ddru,  u,  n.=oVva- 
ddru,  the  tree  Pinus  Deodora.  —  Bhava-deva,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Vyavahara-tilaka,  of  the 

Smriti-c'andra,    and    of    the    Prayas'c'itta-prakarana. 
—  Bhavadeoa-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 

the  Chandoga-paddhati.  —  Bhavadeva-mis'ra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  BhSva-prakaSa  ;    [cf. 

bhdvn-mis'ra.]  —  Bhava-nanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
actor.  —  Bhava-nandin,  i,  m.  '  son  of  Bhava,'  N. 
of  a  man.  —  Bhava-ndrja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author 
mentioned  in  the  Payo-graha-samarthana-prakara  by 
Vasudeva.  —  Jiham-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

—  Bhava-nasini,  t.  '  destroying  worldly  existence,' 
N.  of  the  river  SarayQ.  -  Bhava-tiigada-nibandha- 
vinaitin,  i,  inl,  i,  destroying  the  chains  and  fetters 
of  worldly  existence.  -  Bhava-nibandka-vindtin, 
a,  int.  i,  destroying  the  fetters  of  mundane  exist- 

ence.— Bhava-pratisandhi,  is,  m.  entering  into 
existence,  coming  into  being.  —  Bhava-bandhes'a 

("dha-is'a),  as,  m.  'the  lord  of  the  fetters  of  the 
world   or  worldly  existence,'   aq  epithet    of   Siva. 
—  Bhara-bhiij,  k,  k,  k,  sharing  the  world ;  expe- 

riencing existence,  living.  —  Bhava-bhdvana,   as, 

m. '  the  author  of  existence,'  a  N.  of  Vishnu.  •••  Bha- 
ra-bhuta,  as,  5,  am,  being  the  origin ;  that  Being 
through  whom   all  beings  exist,  the  source  of  all 
being.  —  Bhava-ljhuti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  who 
lived  in  the  eighth  century  A.  D.,  author  of  the  three 

well   known    dramas,   Malatl-madhava,    Maha-vlra- 
cVita    (sometimes   called  Vlra-carita),  and  Uttara- 

rama-c'arita.  —  Bhava-maya,  as,  t,  am,  consisting 
or  made  up  of  Siva,  produced  from  Siva.  —  Bluiva- 
modana,  as,  m.  '  the  liberator  of  the  world  or  of 

existence,"  an  epithet  of  Krishna.  •- Bhava-rud,  a 
drum  played  at  funeral  ceremonies.  —  Bhava-viti, 
is,   f.  liberation   from   the  world ;    cessation   from 

worldly  acts ;  end  of  the  world.  —  Bhava-samiulra, 

as,  or  bhava-sindhu,  us,  m.  the  ocean  of  existence 
or  life,  ocean  of  the  world.  —  Bhava-svdmin,  t, 

m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhavddala  (°va-ad°),  at,  m., 
N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Bhavdtiga  (°va-at°),  as,  a, 
am,  overcoming  worldly  existence.  —  Bhavatmaja 

(°va-dt°),  (.,  N.  of  the  goddess  ManasS.  -  Bhavd- 
nanda  (°va-dn°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  on 
the  Anumana-dldhiti ;   (;),  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary 

by   BhavSnanda-stddhSnta-vag-Is'a.  —  Bhavdnanda- 
siddhdnta-vdy-is'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author ;  [cf. 
siddhdnta-vdg-is'a.]  —  Bhavanandi-prakds'a,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Bhavanandl  by 

Maha-deva  Pandit.  —  Bhardnta-krtt  (°va-an°),  t, 
m.,   N.  of  Brahman  ;   of  Buddha.  —  Bhardntara 

("va-ari"),  am,  n.  another  existence ;  a  former  ex- 
istence ;  a  future  existence.  —  Bhavdbdhi  (°va-ab°), 

is,  m.  the  ocean  of  worldly  existence.  —  Bhavdbha- 

vau  Cva-abh°),  m.  du.  existence  and  non-existence ; 
prosperity  and  adversity.  —  Bhavdbhava  (°va-abh°), 
at,  m.  non-existence  of  the  wotid.—Bhavdbhibhdvit^ 

(°va-abh°),  t,  inl,  i,  overcoming  the  world.— Bhavd- 
bhishta  (°va-abh°),  as,  m. '  dear  to  Siva,'  bdellium. 
—  Bkavamburati  (°va-am°),  if,  m.  the  ocean  of 
life  or  of  worldly  existence.  —  Bhavdyand  Cva-ay°), 
{.  'coming  from  Siva,'  N.  of  the  Ganges.  —  Bkava- 
ranya  (°TO-ar°),  am,  n.  the  forest  of  worldly  ex- 

istence. —  Bhavdri  (°t>a-ari),  is,  m.  the  enemy  of 
life  or  existence.  —  Bhavdrnava  (°va-ar°),  as,  m. 
the  ocean  of  existence  or  of  life.— Bhavdrta  (°va- 
ar°),  as,  a,  am,  wearied  with  the  world,  sick  of 
worldly  troubles  or  the  vanities  of  life.  —  Bhaves'a 
(°TO-?&J),  as,  m. '  the  lord  of  existence  or  of  the 
world  or  of  life,'  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  king, 
the  father  of  Hara-sinha.  —  Bhavoddheda  (°va-ud°), 
as,  m.  the  destruction  of  the  world  or  of  existence. 

Bhavaka,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj. 
comp.)  =  bhava,  being,  existing,  existence  (e.  g. 

pardrtlta-bh9,  existing  for  others). 
1.  bhavat, an,  anti, at,  being,  becoming ;  present ; 

(fintT),  f.  time  being,  present  time ;    (with  some 
grammarians)  the  technical  term  for  the  present  tense  ; 
[cf.  bhavanti.] 

2.  bhavat,  an,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I .  bka,  to  shine, 
Unadi-s.  I.  64),  the  honorific  or  respectful  pronoun, 
generally  translatable  by  your  honour,  your  highness, 
your  worship,  your  lordship,  you  (used  respectfully 
for  the  second  personal  pronoun,  but  properly  with 

the  third  person  of  the  verb,  e.  g.  bhai'dn  daddtti, 
let  your  highness  give) ;  bhavan,  voc.  sing.  m. '  O 
sir,'  '  O  my  lord,'  or  contracted    into  bhos,  q.  v. ; 
bhavadbkis,  by  your  honour ;  {all),  f.  lady,  your 
ladyship ;  bhavatyas,  your  ladyships ;  bhavati,  voc. 

sing.  f.  'O  lady:'  Manu  II.  49  assigns  a  different 
position  in  the  sentence  to  this  honorific  pronoun 
according  to  the  person  using  it ;  a  Brahman  should 

say,  bh&VtsU  bhihxttaiii  flcki, '  good  lady  give  alms ;' a  Kshatriya,  bhiksfidm   bhavati  detd;   a  VaiSya, 
dehi  bhiksltam   bhavati :    this  honorific  pronoun 
bhavat  is  sometimes  used  when  tvam  occurs  in 
another  clause  of  the  same  sentence  ;  sometimes  the 

plural  is  employed  to  express  greater  courtesy  (e.  g. 
bhavantah  jjramdnam,  your  honour  is  an  authority) ; 
bhavat  is  exceptionally  found  in  construction  with 

bhavila. 

the  2nd  person  sing. ;  [cf.  atra-bh°,  tato-bh°,  tatra- 
bh°.]  —  Bhavat-putra,  as,  m.  your  honour's  son, 
your  highness'  son,  your  son.** Bhavad-dcra,  ast 
m.,  N.  of  a  man  mentioned  in  the  Smriti-kaustubha. 

—  Bhavad-vadana,  am,  n.  your  honour's  speech, 
your  speech.  —  Bhavad-fidlta,  as,  d,  am,  any  one 
like  your  honour  or  like  you.  —  JHittcail-riil/ti,  is, 
m.  your  honour's  manner  (i.  e.  the  way  in  which  you 
are  treated).  —  Bhavan-manyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 

king  ;    [cf.  bhu-manyti,   bhu-manyti.']  —  Bhavd- driksha,  as,  I,  am  (bhard  for  bhavat),  or  bhavd- 
drirl,  k,  k,  k,  or  bhavd-drisa,  as,  i,  am,  any  one 
like  your  honour  or  like  you. 

1.  bhavati,  (.  your  ladyship,  lady  (respectfully, 
see  under  2.  bhavat,  col.  2). 

2.  bhavati,  f.  a  particular  kind  of  poisoned  arrow. 
Bhavat u,  ind.  (3rd  sing.  Impv.),  be  it  so,  let  it 

be,  let  it  pass,  very  well ;  enough  I  no  matter ! 

Bhavadlya,  as,  d,  am,  your  honour's,  your,  thy, thine. 

Bhavana,  am,  n.  being,  existing,  becoming,  pro- 
duction, birth ;  nature ;  a  place  of  abode,  house, 

home,  dwelling ;  a  mansion,  (kamala-bhavana, 

as,  m.  'having  a  lotus  for  a  dwelling,'  a  N.  of 
BrahmS) ;  a  palace,  residence ;  an  edifice,  building, 
temple,  structure,  (often  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf. 

amrita-b/i',  garbha-bh°,  dara-bh°,  dcva-bh") ;  a 
site,  spot ;  the  place  where  anything  grows,  a  field  ; 
=  bhuvana,  water.  —  Bhavana-pati,  ayas,  m.  pi. 

or  bhavanadhifo  (°na-adlt°),  as,  m.  pi.  (with 
Jainas)  a  particular  class  of  gods  having  ten  inferior 

classes.  —  Bhavanodara  (°na-ud°),  am,  n.  the  in- 
terior apartments  of  a  house. 

Bhavaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  become,  to  be  about 
to  take  place  or  happen;  impending;  (am),  n.  it 
is  to  be  become ;  [cf.  bhavitavya.] 

Bhamnta,  as,  m.  time,  present  time ;  (t),  f.  a 
virtuous  wife. 

Bhavanti,  is,  m.  time  being,  present  time ;  [cf. 

bhavanti  under  I.  bhavat.~\ Bhavd-driksha,  bhavd-dris'.  Sec.    See  above. 
Bhatdni,  f.  (fr.  bhava),  N.  of  a  goddess  identified 

in  later  times  with  Parvati,  (she  is  the  wife  of  Siva 
in  her  pacific  and  amiable  form ;  according  to  the 
Matsya-Purana,  especially  adored  in  SthanesVara) ; 

N.  of  the  mother  of  the  commentator  Ganes'a  (wife of  Bhava-natha) ;  N.  of  a  river.  —  Bhavdnl-guru,  us, 

m.  '  the  father  of  Bhavani,'  the  Himalaya  mountain 
personified.  —  Bhavdm-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Bhavdni-pati,  is,  or  bhardni-vallabha,  as,  m. 
'  the  husband  of  Bhavani,'  Siva, 
Bhavika,  as,  d,  am,  beneficial,  suitable,  useful ; 

prosperous,  happy,  being  or  faring  well ;  (am},  n. 
a  salutary  state,  prosperous  condition ;  prosperity, 

welfare. 
Bhavila,  as,  a,  am,  =  bhUta,  been,  become, 

happened,  taken  place,  passed. 

Bhavitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  become,  to  be 
about  to  become,  to  be  about  to  take  place  or  happen ; 

(am),  n.  it  is  to  be  become,  (used  impersonally  with 
an  inst.,  e.  g.  bhavitavyam  tvai/d,  it  is  to  be  become 
by  thee,  i.  e.  thou  must  become ;  mayd  tava  anu- 
darena  bhavitavyam,  I  must  become  thy  com- 

panion ;  cf.  bhavaniya.)  —  Bhavitavya-td,  f.  the 
being  about  to  be,  the  state  of  being  necessary  to 
be,  necessary  consequence,  inevitable  necessity,  fate, 
destiny. 

Bharitri,  id,  trl,  tri,  —  bhavishnn,  being,  be- 

coming [cf.  tiro-bh°~\ ;  what  is  or  ought  to  be  or  to become,  about  to  be,  future  [Lat.  futurus] ;  immi- 
nent, impending,  disposed  or  inclined  to  be ;  being 

or  faring  well. 
Bhavitra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  world,  heaven,  the 

atmosphere ;  (according  to  S5y.,  Rig-veda  VII.  35, 9) 
=  bhuvanam  antariksham  udakam  vd  ;  [cf.  bhd- 

Bhavin,  t,  inl,  i,  living,  being,  having  life  and 
sensation  ;  (i),  m.  a  living  being. 
Bhamnin,  I,  m.  a  poet ;  (the  reading  bhavitia  is 

probably  incorrect.) 
Bhavila,  of,  a,  am,  =  bhavya,  being,  existing, 



bhavishnu. 

what  is  or  exists ;  what  is  to  be,  future ;  (as),  m.  = 
vita,  a  catamite,  voluptuary,  sensualist ;  N.  of  a  man 
(son  of  a  certain  Bhava). 
Bhavishnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  —  bhushnu,  bhavitri, 

being,  becoming,  disposed  or  inclined  to  be,  what  is 
or  ought  to  be  or  to  become  ;  to  be  about  to  come 

to  pass,  future ;  being  or  faring  well,  existing  hap- 
pily or  virtuously ;  (often  used  at  the  end  of  a  comp. 

after  an  adv.  in  am,  cf.  andham-bh°,  duram-bh°, 
nagnam-bh°,  palitam-bh",  priyam-bh°,  suliha- 

gam-bh°.) Bhavishya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  about  to  become ; 
to  be  about  to  come  to  pass,  future,  imminent,  im- 

pending ;  (am),  n.  the  future ;  (scil.  purdna),  N. 
of  a  Purana ;  the  fruit  of  Dillenia  Speciosa  ( =  bhava, 
2.  bhdvana).  —  Bhamshya-kdla,  an,  m.  the  future 
tense.  —  Bhaiiishya-gattgd,  (.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Bha- 
•vishya-jndna,  am,  n.  knowledge  of  futurity.  —  Bha- 
vishya-purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  one  of  the  eighteen 
Puranas;  [this  Purana  is  supposed  to  have  been 
communicated  by  Sumantu  to  Satanika,  a  king  of 
the  Pandu  family ;  the  original  is  said  to  have  been 

a  revelation  of  future  events  by  Brahma ;  the  ex- 
tant Purana  is  not  so  much  a  book  of  prophecies, 

as  a  manual  of  religious  rites  and  observances ;  the 
commencement  however  treats  of  creation  and  is 

little  else  than  a  transcript  of  Manu.]  —  Bhavishyot- 

tara  (^ya-uf),  or  bhavishyottara-purdna,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  the  second  part  of  the  Bhavishya-Purana, 
(like  that  Purana  it  is  a  sort  of  manual  of  religious 
observances.) 
Bhavishyat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  about  to  be  or 

become,  about  to  come  to  pass,  future;  (at),  n.  futu- 
rity, the  future,  future  time.  —  lihavishyat-tala,  as, 

m.  future  time,  futurity.  —  Bhavishyat-td,  f.  or  bha- 
vishyat-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  about  to  come  to 

pass,  futurity.  —  Bhavishyad-dkshepa,  as,  m.  de- 
nying that  a  possible  future  event  will  come  to  pass. 

—  Bhavishyad-vaktri,  Id,  trl,  fr  j,  or  bhavishyad- 
vddin,  I,  ini,  i,  predicting  future  events,  prophe- 
cying. 
Bhavitva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  future. 
Bhaviyas.     See  below. 
Bharya,  as,  a,  am,  being,  existing,  being  present ; 

to  be  become,  (sometimes  used  impersonally,  e.  g. 
lihavyam  anena,  it  is  to  be  become  by  him) ;  to 
be  about  to  be  or  become ;  to  be  about  to  come  to 

pass,  future  (  —  bhdvin)',  likely  to  be  or  occur,  on 
the  point  of  becoming  [cf.  dhenum-bhavyd]  ;  what 
ought  to  be,  suitable,  proper,  fit,  right  (  =  yogya) ; 
good,  excellent ;  showy  in  appearance,  handsome, 
beautiful,  nice,  pleasant ;  happy,  auspicious,  pros- 

perous, fortunate;  calm,  placid,  tranquil  in  mind; 
true ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  small  fruit  tree  commonly 

called  Kamaran-ga,  Averrhoa  Carambola ;  of  a  son  of 
Dhruva  or  the  pole-star ;  of  a  son  of  Priya-vrata ;  of 
a  Buddhist  teacher;  (as),  m.  pi.  a  particular  class 
of  gods  under  Manu  Cakshusha ;  (<z),  f.  an  epithet 

ofUma  (PSnv^O);  =  kari-plppali;  a  sort  of  pepper, 

Piper  Chaba,  (a  wrong  form  for  6avya) ',  (am),  n. 
that  which  is  or  exists  ( =  yad  bharati)  ;  being, 
existence,  the  being  present ;  future  time  (e.  g.  Wia- 
vad-bhiita-bhavye,  in  the  present,  past,  and  future) ; 
result,  fruit ;  the  fruit  of  the  Averrhoa  Carambola ; 
the  fruit  of  the  Dillenia  Indica ;  a  bone ;  (as,  am), 
m.  n.  a  division  of  the  poetical  Rasas  or  sentiments. 

—  Bhavya-jh'ana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
Niryukti-bhashya,  a  Gujarathi  commentary  on  certain 

Jaina  doctrines.  —  Bhai'ya-td,  f.  suitableness,  good- 
ness, excellence,  beauty;  futurity.  —  Bhavya-rupa, 

as,  d,  am,  *  cf  a  good  figure  or  form,'  good. 

bha-vipula.     See  under  3.  Ilia. 

bhavtyas,  an,  asl,  as,  Ved.  (pro- 
bably a  compar.  form  ft.  bhuri),  more  abundant, 

more  plentiful. 

Hf^RT  bhasira,  f.  a  sort  of  beet,  Beta 
Bengalensis. 

}TCT  bhash,  cl.  i.  P.  (in  epic  poetry  also 
X  A.)   bhaihati  (-te),  babhdeha,  bhushi- 

tum,  to  bark,  growl;  to  bark  at,  rail  against,  re- 
proach, revile  (with  ace.). 

lihafha,  as,  I,  am,  barking,  yelping;  chiding, 
Ved.;  (as),  m.  a  dog;  (1),  f.  a  bitch;  (a),  f.,  N. 
of  a  particular  species  of  plant  ( =  svarna-kshiri). 
Bhashaka,  as,  m.  a  barker,  a  dog. 
Bhashana,  as,  m.  a  barker,  a  dog ;  (am),  n.  the 

act  of  barking,  the  barking  of  a  dog. 
1.  bhashat,  an,  antl,  at,  barking,  howling. 

>Tmf  2.  bhashat (1),  m.  the  heart;  the 

thigh ;  wood. 

!•  bhas,  cl.  3.  P.  babhasti  (pi.  bap- 
sati,  Impv.  3rd  du.  babdhdm,  P5n.  VI. 

4,  loo),  bhasitum,  Ved.  to  chew,  chew  asunder;  to 
eat,  eat  up,  devour,  consume  [cf.  rt.  I .  p«a]  ;  to  crush  ; 
(according  to  the  Dhatu-patha)  to  blame  or  abuse 
[cf.  rt.  bharts] ;  to  shine  [cf.  rts.  I.  bha,  bhds]. 

2.  bhas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  ashes. 

Bhasad,  d,  m.  the  hinder  parts  [cf.  bhdsada~\ ; pudendum  muliebre  ;  mons  Veneris ;  the  sun  ;  a 

month ;  time  [cf.  bhasanta,  bhdsanta'] ;  a  sort  of duck ;  a  float,  raft. 

Bhasadya,  as,  d,  am,  being  or  situated  on  the 
hinder  parts. 

Bhasana,  as,  m.  a  bee ;  (also  bhasala  ?.) 
Bhasanta,  as,  m.  time;  [cf.  bhasad  and  bha- 

•canta.'] Bhasita,  as,  d,  am,  reduced  to  ashes ;  (am),  n. 
ashes. 

Bhastrakd,  f.  a  diminutive  fr.  bhastrd  below; 

[cf.  b/iastrdkd,  bhastrikd.~] Bhastrd,  f.  a  bellows  or  a  large  hide  with  valves 
and  a  clay  nozzle  so  used  ;  a  leathern  bottle  or  vessel 
(used  for  carrying  or  holding  water)  ;  a  skin,  pouch, 

leathern  bag  [cf.  mdtrd-bh"]  ;  a  particular  manner 
of  recitation ;  [cf.  bhdstrdyana.]  —  Bhastrd-phald, 
f.  a  species  of  plant ;  (also  written  bhastra-phald.) 
—  Bhastrd-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  furnished  with  a  bellows or  sack. 

Bhastrdkd,  f.  a  diminutive  fr.  bhastrd  above; 
[cf.  bhastrakd.] 
Bhastrika,  as,  I,  am,  (according  to  Pan.  IV.  4, 

i6)  =  bhastrayd  harati ;  (d),  i.  (diminutive  fr. 
bhastrd),  a  little  bag. 

Bhastri,  f.  =  bhastrd  above. 
Bhastriya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  a  bellows  or leathern  bag. 

Bhasmalia,  as,  d,  am,  in  bhasmakdgni=blta,s- 
mdgni,  q.  v. ;  (am),  n.  a  disease  of  the  eyes  (thick- 

ening of  the  membrane  with  indistinctness  of  vision) ; 
morbid  appetite  from  over-digestion  of  food  [cf. 
bhasmdgni]  ;  gold  or  silver ;  a  species  of  plant  ( = vidanga). 

Bhaaman,  d,  d,  a,  chewing,  consuming,  Ved. ;  (a), 

n.  '  what  is  crushed  or  consumed  by  fire,'  what  is 
reduced  to  ashes,  ashes ;  [cf.  bhdsmana.^  —  Bhasma- 

kdra,  as,  m.  '  making  ashes,'  i.  e.  using  the  ashes 
of  wood  in  place  of  soap  or  lye,  a  washerman. 
—  Bhasma-kuta,  as,  m.  a  heap  of  ashes ;  N.  of  a 
mountain  in  Kama-rupa;  [cf.  bhasmddala.^  —  Bhas- 
ma-krita,  as,  a,  am,  see  b/iasml-krita.  —  Bhasma- 
kaumudl,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Prana-krishna  on 
quicksilver  and  other  metals.  —  Bhasma-gandhd  or 

bhfisma-gandhikd  or  bhasma-gandhinl,  f. '  having 
the  smell  of  ashes,'  a  kind  of  perfume  (  =  renukd). 
—  Bhasma-yarbha,    am,   n.   the   tree   Dalbergia 
Ougeinensis,  =  tiniia;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  = 
kapild) ;  a  kind  of  perfume  ( = renukd).—  Bhasma- 
gunthana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  covering  with  ashes. 
—  Bhasma-iaya,  as,  m.  a  heap  of  ashes,  an  ash-heap. 
—  Jthasma-Mhanna,  as,  d,  am,  covered  with  ashes. 
—  Jihasma-jdbdla,  N.  of  an  Upanishad.  —  Bhasma- 
ta,  f.  the  state  or  condition  of  ashes ;  (bhaamatam 

yd,  to  go  to  ashes,  become  ashes.)  —  lihatma-tula, 
am,  n.  frost,  snow ;    a  shower  of  dust  ( =  pdnsu- 

varsha)',  a  number  of  villages.  —  Bhasmani-hnta, 
as,  d,  am,  '  one  who  has  sacrificed  in  ashes,'  i.  e. 
done  a  useless  v/mk.  —  Bhaema-punja,  as,  m.  a 
heap  of  ashes,  quantity  or  collection  of  ashes.  —  Bhas- 

ma-priya,  as,  m.  'friend  of  ashes,'  an  epithet  of 
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Siva.  —  Bhasma-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  ashes, 
changed  into  ashes,  dead.  —  Bhasma-meha,  as,  m. 
a  particular  disease  of  the  bladder,  a  sort  of  gravel. 

-  Bhasma-rdji,  f.,  Ved.  a  row  of  ashes,  line  or 
stripe  of  ashes.  —  Bhasma-rdsl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A. 
-karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  turn  into  a  heap  of 

ashes.  —  Bhasmards'i-krita,  as,  d,  am,  turned  or 
changed  into  a  heap  of  ashes.  —  Bhasma-renu,  us, 
m.  the  dust  of  ashes.  —  Bhasma-roga,  as,  m.  a 
particular  disease,  a  kind  of  bulimy  ;  [cf.  bhas- 

mdgni.]—Bhasma-rogin,  i,  im,  j,  afflicted  with 
the  disease  called  bulimy.  —  Bhasma-i'ohd,  f. '  grow- 

ing on  ashes,'  a  species  of  plant  (=dagdhd,  dag- 
dha-ruhd).  —  Bhasma-lepana,  am,  n.  the  act  of 
smearing  with  ashes.  —  Bhasma-vidhi,  is,  m.  any 
rite  or  ceremony  performed  with  ashes.  —  Bhasma- 

cedhaka,  as,  m.  camphor.  — Bhasma-s'ayyd-s'a- 
ydna,  as,  m. '  lying  on  a  couch  of  ashes,'  an  epithet 
of  Siva.  —  Bhasma-s'dyin,  I,  m.  '  lying  on  ashes,' 
an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Bhasma-iuddhi-kara,  as,  m. 

'performing  purification  with  ashes,'  an  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Bhaima-sdt,  ind.  to  the  state  of  ashes,  com- 

pletely into  ashes ;  (with  rt.  kri  or  nl,  to  reduce  to 
ashes ;  with  rt.  gam  or  yd  or  as  or  bhu,  to  go  to 
the  state  of  ashes,  become  ashes,  be  reduced  to  ashes.) 

—  Bhasma-sndna,  am,  a.   purification  by  ashes. 
—  Bhasmd-kri,   cl.   8.   P.  A.    -karoti,    -kurute, 

-kartum,  to  reduce  to  ashes.  —  Bhasmdkhya  (°ma- 
dkh°),  as,  d,  am,  called  ashes,  nothing  but  ashes. 
—  Bhasmdgni  (°ma-ag°),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  disease     « 
in  which  the  food   is  over-digested  or  as  it  were—! 
reduced  to  ashes,  a  kind  of  bulimy  (?).  —  Bhasmd- 

dala  (°ma-a<!°),  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain   in 
Kama-rOpa;    [cf.   bhasma-kufa.]  —  Bhasmdnta 

(°ma-an°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  ending  in  ashes,  finish- 
ing with  ashes  (said  of  the  body  when  burnt  on  the 

funeral  pyre)  ;  bhasmdnte,  Ved.  in  the  neighbour- 
hood of  ashes.  —  Bhasmanti,  ind.  ( =  bhasma-sa- 

mlpe),  near  ashes,  in  the  neighbourhood  of  ashes. 

—  Bliasmapas  (°ma-dp°),  f.  pi.  water  with  ashes. 
—  Bhasmdvritdn-ga  (°ma-dv°,  °ta-an°),  as,  d, 
am,  having  the  body  covered  with  ashes.  —  Bhas- 

mdhvaya  (°ma-dh°),  as,  m.  camphor.  —  Bhasmi- 
karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  reducing  to  ashes ;  com- 

pletely consuming  or  burning ;  calcining.  —  Bhasmi- 
Tcri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  make 
into  ashes,  reduce  to  ashes.  —  Bhasmi-kHta,  as,  d, 

am,  reduced  to  ashes;  calcined  (as a  metal).  —  Bfias- 
ml-kritya,  ind.  having  reduced  to  ashes.  —  Bhasml- 
bhdva,  as,  m.  the  state  or  condition  of  becoming 
ashes.  —  Bhasml-bhu,  cl.  i .  P.  -bhavati,  -bhamtum, 
to  become  ashes.  —  Bhasmi-bhiita,  as,  d,  am,  be- 

come  ashes,   reduced  to  ashes,   being  mere  ashes, 

being  wholly  worthless.  —  Bhasmoddhulita-vigraha 

(°wia-«d°),  as,  m.  '  whose  body  is  strewed  over 
with  ashes,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  -•  Bhasmoduapana 

(°ma-ud?),  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  act  of  pouring  or 
shaking  out  ashes. 

bhasad,  bhasana,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

bhastra,  bhastrika,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

bhasman,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

VJT  i.  bha  [cf.  rts.  I.  bhas,  bhash,  bhas~\, cl.  2.  P.  bhdti,  babhau,  bhdsyatl,  abhdstt, 

bhaydt,  bhdtum,  to  shine,  be  bright  or  luminous, 
to  be  splendid  or  beautiful;  to  be  conspicuous  or 

eminent ;  to  appear,  seem  ;  to  show  one's  self,  mani- 
fest any  feeling  ;  to  be,  exist :  Pass,  bhdyatc :  Caus. 

b/idpayali,  -yitum,  Aor.  ablbhupat,  to  cause  to 
shine  or  appear:  Desid.  bibhdsati:  Intens.  babhd- 

yate,  bdbheti,  bdbhdti;  [cf.  Zend  bti-nu,  'a  ray;' 
bd-ma,  '  brightness :'  Gr.  <prj-pi,  <p&-ax-ca,  <f>a-Ti-s, 

ipd-a-fia ;  <pa-e  (Homeric), (  he  appeared  ;'  viro-tfxtv- 
ffi-s,  <pa-os,  ipav-os,  <fcDs,  ̂ e'yy-oj,  tfia-i-9-a>,  (pae- 
iv-oj,  tpafi-v6-s,  0dvu-s,  tpaiSi^tos,  Tri-<pav-ffK-tu : 
Lat.  fd-rl,  fa-ma,  ffi-tu-m,  fd-s,  fa-bii-la,  fa-t- 
eo-r,  fa-c-s,  fa-c-ie-s,  fS.c-e-ta.-s,  far-ilia,  focus, 

fdimus  (fr.  the  Caus.):  Slav.  o-ba-i:-a-ti,  'incan- 
tare  ;'  ba-s-nl, '  a  tale.'] 
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2.  bhd,  bhds,  f.  [cf.  4.  bha~\, light,  brightness,  splen- 
dor (Ved.,<£  2. Mas);  lustre,  beauty ;  the  reflection  of 

any  object,  shadow ;  (as),  m.  the  sun.  —  Bha-rijlka, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  light-shedding,  radiating,  radiant 
(Say.  =  prakdJasya  prarjnyitri,  said  of  Agni). 
—  Bhd-kuta,  as,  m.  'having  a  point  or  peak  of 

light,'  a  species  of  fish,  (also  bhd-kuta) ;  N.  of  a 
mountain  (apparently  the    part   of  the    Himalaya 

called  Bhakur).  -  Bha-koia,  at,  m.  '  repository  of 
light,'  the  sun.  —  Bhd-gana,  as,  m.  the  whole  col- 

lection of  stars  or  constellations,   (for  bha-gana.) 
—  Bhd-tvakshas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  producing  light. 
—  Bhd-nikara,  as,  m.  a  multitude  of  rays,  a  mass 

of  light.  —  Bhd-nemi,  ii,  m.  'a  circle  of  light  or 

rays,'  the  sun.  —  Bhdn-da,  am,  a.  '  giving  light,' 
N.  of  an  Upa-Purana.  —  Bhd-mandala,  am,  n.  a 
circle  of  light,  crown  or  diadem  of  light,  garland  of 

lays.  —  Bhdmati,  f.  (fr.  bhd-mat),  or  bhdmati-ni- 
bandha,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Vacaspati- 

misra  on  S'an-kariic'arya's  commentary  on  the  Brahma- 
surras.  —  Bhdmatl-kdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Vadaspati- 
misra,  the  author  of  the  Bhimati  as  well  as  of  several 
other  treatises  on  the  different  systems  of  philosophy. 

—  Bhdmati-nibandha  =  bhamati,   q.  v.  —  Bhd- 
rufi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  mentioned  in  the 

Mitakshari  to   whom   a    commentary    on  Yfyna- 

valkya's  Dharma-s'astra  is  ascribed.  —  Bhd-rHpti,  as, 
a,  am,  (perhaps  fr.  bhds  +  riipa),  Ved.  light,  shining, 

bright,  splendid.  —  I.  bhd-vana,  am,  n.  (for  2.  bhd- 
vana,  see  p.  708,  col.  l),  a  forest  of  light,  sea  of 

glory,  a  mass  of  rays.  —  Bha-sarva-jna,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  an  author. 

Bhat,  bhdn,  bhantl  or  bhdti,  bhdt,  shining, 
splendid. 
Bhdta,  as,  a,  am,  shining,  bright,  splendid,  re- 

splendent ;  (as),  m.  dawn,  morning. 
Bhdtl,  is,  f.  light,  brightness,  splendor ;  the  being 

clear  or  evident,  perception,  knowledge  (=pra-t~tti). 
Bhdtu,  us,  m.  the  sun ;  [cf.  bhanu.} 
Bhdna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  appearing  or  growing 

visible,  appearance ;  being  clear  or  evident,  per- 
ception. —  Bhdna-tas,  ind.  in  consequence  of  the 

appearance.  —  Bhdna-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  the 
appearance. 
Bhdnaviya,  as,  I,  am  (fir.  bhanu),  Ved.  coming 

from  the  sun  (as  rays) ;  (am),  n.  the  right  eye. 
Bhanu,  us,  m.  appearance,  brightness,  light  [cf. 

ahi-bh°]  ;  a  ray  of  light ;  the  sun ;  beauty ;  N.  of 
an  Aditya  ;  day ;  a  sovereign,  king,  prince,  master ; 
N.  of  Siva  (  =  hara) ;  of  a  Deva-gandharva ;  of  a 
son  of  Krishna ;  of  a  Yadava ;  of  the  father  of  the 

fifteenth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpim  ;  of  a 

prince  (son  of  Prati-vyoma)  ;  of  a  son  of  Vis"va- 
dhara  and  brother  of  Hari-nStha;  of  a  pupil  of 
San-karSdarya ;  of  an  author ;  (aval),  m.  pi.  the 
Adityas  (children  of  Bhanu) ;  the  gods  of  the 

third  Manv-antara ;  (us),  f.  =  bhdnu-inatii,  a  hand- 
some woman ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  (wife  of 

Dharma  or  Manu  and  mother  of  Bhanu  or  Aditya) ; 
of  the  mother  of  Devarshabha ;  of  a  daughter  of 

Krishna ;  of  the  mother  of  the  DSnava  S'akuni. 
—  Bhdnu-kesara  or  bhdnu-kefora,  as,  m.  the  sun. 

—  B hdn ti-ja,  as,  m,  'son  of  the  Sun,'  the  planet 
Saturn.  —  Bhdnuji-dikshila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Bhattoji-dikshita.  —  Jlhiinu-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man  ;  of  the  author  of  the  Rasa-taran-gim ;  of  the 
author  of  the  Rasa-manjart.  —  Bhanii-dina,  am,  n. 
Sunday ;  [cf.  bhdnu-vara.]  —  Jlhanu-dlkskita,  as, 
m.,    N.   of  a   commentator   on    the    Amara-kosa. 
—  Bhdnu-dcca,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhdnw- 
paridita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  with  the  epithet  Sri- 
vaidya.  —  Bhdnu-phald,  f.  the  plant  Musa  Sapien- 
tum;  [cf.  ansumat-phald.^  —  Bhdnu-lhatta,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  preceptor  of  Narayana-dasa.—  Bhdnu- 
inat,  an,  atl,  at,  luminous,  splendid,  resplendent; 
beautiful,  handsome;  containing  the  word  lihdnu; 
(an),  m.  the  sun ;  N.  of  a  man  with  the  patronymic 
Aupamanyava  ;    of  a  warrior  on  the  side  of  the 
Kurus,   (according  to  the   commentator)  a  son    of 

Kalin-ga ;  of  a  son  of  Kusa-dhvaja  (or  Kes"i-dhvaja) ; 
of  Brihad-asva  [cf.  bhamt-ratha]  ;  of  Bharga ;  of  a 

son  of  Krishna  ;  (mati),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of 

An-giras  ;  of  a  daughter  of  Krita-vlrya  (wife  of  Ahani- 
y5ti)  ;  of  a  daughter  of  the  Yadava  Bhanu  ;  of  a 

daughter  of  Vikramaditya  ;  of  the  mother  of  S'an-kara 
(who  wrote  a  commentary  on  the  Sakuntala).  —  Bkd- 
numatin,  i,  m.  (ft.  lihanurmat  or  bhanu  +  mati), 

Ved.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhdnu-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
consisting  of  rays.  —  Bhdnu-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king,  a  son  of  Candra-giri  [cf.  bhdnu-ratha]  ;  of  a 
son  of  Udaya-sinha.  —  Bhdnu-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  king,  a  son  of  Candra-giri,  (also  written  bhdnu- 
ratha)',  N.  of  a  son  of  Brihad-asva;  [cf.  bhdnu- 

mat.~]"Bhdnu-i;ana,  am,  n.  'wood  of  the  sun,' 
N.  of  a  wood;  (also  read  bhdrga-vana.)  —  Bhiinu- 
varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhanu-vdra,  as, 

m.  'day  of  the  sun,1  Sunday;  [cf.  bhdnu-dina.] 
—  Bhdnu-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Bhdnula,  as,  m.  a  diminutive  from  Bhanu-datta 

(used  by  way  of  endearment). 
I.  bhdma,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  rt.  bhdm,  p.  706), 

light,  brightness,  splendor  ;  the  sun.  —  Bhdma-ni,  is, 

is,  i,  Ved.  '  bearing  light,'  an  epithet  of  Purasha. 
I.  bhdmin,  I,  ini,  i  (fr.  I.  bhdma;  for  2.  see 

under  rt.  bhdm),  shining,  glittering,  beautiful,  hand- 
some ;  proud  ;  (inl),  f.  a  handsome  woman  ;  N.  of 

the  daughter  of  a  Gandharva.  —  Bhdmini-vildsa,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  poem  by  Jagan-natha  in  four  chapters, 
(the  first  book  contains  allegorical  precepts,  the 
second  includes  amatory  subjects,  the  third  an  elegy 
[karuna]  on  the  death  of  a  wife,  the  fourth  teaches 
that  consolation  is  only  to  be  obtained  by  adoration 
of  Krishna.) 

bhansa.     See  under  4.  bha,  p.  694. 

h-kara,  bhdh-karana.  See  bhas- 
kara,  Sec.,  p.  709,  col.  a. 

HTJ^T  bhah-khara,  bhdh-pati,  bhdh-pheru, 
=  bhds-khara,  &c.,  see  Vopa-deva  II.  45. 

Hf^5  bhd-kuta,  bhd-kuta,  bhd-kosa.  See 
under  i.  bhd,  col.  I. 

HT^ift.  bhdkuri,  a  patronymic.  See  bhe- 
Jcuri,  p.  721,  col.  1. 
HT3i  I.  bhdkta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bhakta), 

regularly  fed  by  another  ;  a  dependent,  retainer  ;  fit 
for  food. 

2.  bhdkta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bhakti),  inferior,  secon- 

dary, (opposed  to  mukhya)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  '  the 
faithful  ones,  the  pious  ones,'  N.  of  a  Vaishnava  sect  ; 
of  a  S'aiva  sect. 
Bhdktika,  as,  I,  am,  =  I  .  bhdkta,  regularly  fed 

by  another  ;  (as),  m.  one  who  is  fed  by  another,  a 

dependent,  retainer. 
bhdksha.     See  p.  695,  col.  I. 

bhdkshalaka,  relating  to  or  com- 
ing from  the  place  Bhakshali. 

»TPT  i.  bhdga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  bhaj),  a  part, 
portion,  share,  lot,  division,  allotment,  partition, 

distribution  [cf.  daya-bh°]  ;  portioning  out  ;  good 
portion,  fortunate  lot,  good  fortune,  luck,  destiny 
(Ved.)  ;  a  fraction,  part  of  any  whole,  a  part  of  a 

whole  (e.  g.  s"ata-bh°,  the  hundredth  part)  ;  a  quarter 
(in  eka-bh°,  one  fourth  ;  trl-bh",  three  fourths)  ;  part 
of  anything  given  as  interest  ;  the  numerator  of  a 
fraction  ;  a  division  of  time,  the  thirtieth  part  of  a 
RaSi  or  zodiacal  sign  ;  a  degree  or  36oth  part  of  the 
circumference  of  a  great  circle  ;  a  quotient  ;  a  half 

rupee  ;  place,  spot,  region,  side,  border  ;  N.  of  a 
king,  (also  bhagavata)  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  branches 
of  the  river  Candra-bhSga,  q.  v.  ;  (as,  d,  am),  taking 
the  place  of  any  one,  representing,  (at  the  end  of 

adj.  comps.,  cf.  bhajana)  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  parti- 
cular Saman.  —  Bhdga-kalpana,  {.  the  allotment  of 

shares.  —  Bhaija-jiiti,  is,  f.  assimilation  of  fractions, 
reduction  of  fractions  to  a  common  denominator  ; 

[cf.  anda-savarnana.']  ~*  Bhdgajdti-tatwhtaya, 
am,  n.  four  modes  of  assimilation  of  fractions  or  of 

reducing  them  to  a  common  denominator.  —  Bhd- 

(jan-juya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  ma.n.  —  Bhaga-da,  an, 
as,  am,  Ved.  granting  or  giving  a  share.  —  Bhdga- 
dugha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  yielding  or  dealing  out 
portions,  distributing.  —  Bhdga-dha,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  paying  a  share,  discharging  or  paying  what  is 
due.  —  Bhdga-dheya,  am,  n.  share,  portion,  part, 
lot,  portion  allotted  by  destiny,  luck,  fortune,  fate, 
destiny ;  property ;  happiness ;  (as),  m.  revenue, 
tax,  dues,  impost ;  one  to  whom  a  share  is  due,  an 
heir,  co-heir;  (as,  i,  am),  Ved.  due  as  a  share  or 

fart.  —  Bhaga-bhaj,  k,  k,  k,  having  a  share  in  (any- 
thing), interested,  a  partner.  —  Bhdga-bhuj,  k,  m. 

'enjoying  taxes,' a  king,  sovereign.  —  Bhdga-mdtri, 
td,  f.  a  particular  rule  of  division.  —•  Bhdga-mukha, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mzn.  —  Ilhdga-lakshand,  f.  (in 
rhetoric)  insinuation  or  intimation  of  a  part. «  Bliil- 

ga-vijiieya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mzn.  —  Bhdga-eritti, 
is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Bliaya  rritti-Iiara,  as,  m .,  N . 
of  an  author  mentioned  in  the  Praudha-mano-rama. 

••  Bhdga-s'as,  ind.  in  parts  or  portions,  according  to 
a  share  or  portion ;  one  part  after  another,  by  turns, 
alternately;  by  and  by.  —  Bkdga-hara,  as,  d,  am, 
taking  a  part,  sharing;  (as),  m.  a  co-heir;  (in 
arithmetic)  division.  —  Bhdga-hdra,  as,  m.  (in 
arithmetic)  division;  [cf.  bhajana,  <*hedana.] 
—  Bltdga-hdrin,  i,  inl,  i,  inheriting;  (i),  m.  an 

hflT.  —  Bhagdnubaiidha-jdti  (°ga-an^),  is,  f. -assi- 
milation of  quantities  by  fractional  increase ;  reduc- 

tion of  quantities  to  uniformity  by  the  addition  of  a 

{mAion.  —  Bhdgdpahdra-jdti  (°ga-ap°),  is,  f.  assi- 
milation of  quantities  by  fractional  decrease,  reduction 

of  quantities  to  uniformity  by  the  subtraction  of  a 

fraction.  —  Bluigdrthin  (°ga-ar°),  i,  inl,  i,  desirous 
of  a  share  (as  of  a  sacrifice).  •-  Bhdrjdrha  (°ga-ar°), 
as,  d,  am,  entitled  to  a  portion  or  inheritance ;  to 

be  divided  according  to  shares.  —  Bhdgdsura  ("gn- 
as°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asmz.  —  £/idgi-kri,  cl.  8.  P. 
A;  -karoti,  -kurute,  -Isartum,  to  divide,  share. 

2.  bhdga,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  Bhaga  (as a  hymn). 

Bhdgaka,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.) 
=  I.  bhdga,  q. v.,  sharing,  dividing;  (as),  m. (?), 
a  divisor  (in  arithmetic). 

Bhagana,  am,  n.  (?for  bhd-gana,  col.  i),  the 

period  of  the  sun's  passing  through  the  signs  of  the 
zodiac;  the  zodiac;  the  circumference  of  a  great  circle. 

Bhagavata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bhaga-vat),  relating 
to  or  coming  from  Bhaga-vat,  i.e.  Vishnu  or  Krishna ; 
worshipping  Bhaga-vat ;  holy,  sacred,  divine  ;  (as), 
m.  a  follower  of  Bhaga-vat,  worshipper  of  Vishnu 
or  Krishna;  N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhdgamita-tdtparya, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Ananda-tlrtha  or  Madhu. 
—  Bhdgarata-purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  most 
celebrated   and   popular   of  the   eighteen   Puranas, 

especially  dedicated  to  the  glorification  of  Vishnu, 

(it  was  narrated  by  S'uka,  son  of  Vyasa,  to  king 
Parikshit,  grandson  of  Arjuna,  who  in  consequence 

of  a  hermit's  curse  had  been  bitten  by  a  snake,  and 
desired  to  die  with  his  thoughts  fixed  on  Vishnu ; 
the  tenth  book,  which  is  the  most  characteristic  and 

best  known  part  of  the  Purina,  is  devoted  to  the 

history  of  Krishna.)  —  Bhdgavata-bhdi'drtha-di- 

pikd   ("va-ar'),  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  S'ri- 
dhara  on  the  Bhagavata-Purana.  — •Bhdgai'ata-llla- 
rahasya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Jihdgavata-san- 
darbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Bhdgavata-sdra- 
samu&aya,  as,  m.  (perhaps)  N.  of  a  collection  of 
the  works   of  Vallabha.  —  Bhdgavatamrita  (°ta- 

am°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
Bhdgai-ati,  is,  in.  (probably)  a  patronymic  from 

Bhaga-vat. Bhdgavitta,  as,  m.  pi.  the  pupils  or  followers  of 

BhSgavittika. BhdgamUdyana,as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bhi- 

gavitti. 

Bhagamtli,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic  from  Bha- 

gavitta  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Kuthumi. 
Bhdgamttika,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bha- 

gavitti. 

Bhdgavittikiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  or  coming 

from  Bhagavittika. 
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705 Bhagika,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  a  part ;  forming 
one  part ;  having  a  part ;  fractional ;  bearing  interest, 

subject  to  a  fractional  deduction  for  interest,  (bhdgi- 

Team  s'atam,  one  part  in  a  hundred,  i.  e.  one  per 
cent ;  bhdgikd  vinJatih,  one  part  in  twenty,  i.  e. 
five  per  cent) ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

Bhdgin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  a  portion  or  share,  shar- 
ing, one  who  shares,  a  partner ;  sharing  in,  partaking 

of,  participating  in  [cf.  du,hkha-bh°]  ;  concerned 
in,  (apafriya-bhdgin,  concerned  in  a  loss) ;  one  to 
whom  a  share  is  due,  entitled  to ;  possessing,  a  pos- 

sessor, owner ;  consisting  of  parts  or  shares  ;  having 
a  good  portion,  having  luck,  lucky,  fortunate ;  (I), 
m.  a  co-heir ;  (inl),  f.  a  co-heiress. 

Bhagineya,  as,  m.  (ft.  bhaginl),  a  sister's  son ; 
(i),  f.  a  sister's  daughter. 
Bhdglyas,  an,  asl,  as  (compar.  of  bhdgin),  hav- 

ing a  larger  share,  entitled  to  a  larger  share. 
Bhaglratha,  as,  I,  am  (ft.  bhaglratha),  relating 

to  Bhaglratha ;  (»),  f.  a  N.  of  the  Ganges ;  also  of 
one  of  the  three  main  streams  or  branches  of  the 

Ganges,  viz.  the  great  western  branch;  [cf.  nava- 
dvlpa.i  —  Bhdglratha-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
place  of  pilgrimage. 

1.  bhdgya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  bhaga),  relating  to 
Bhaga ;  (with  yuga)  the  twelfth  or  last  lustrum  in 

Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  years ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  bha  or 
nakshatra,  the  asterism  of  Bhaga  or  =  the  seven- 

teenth asteiism  or  latter  Phalgun!  (see  nakshatra}. 
2.  bhdgya,  as,  a,  am  (ft.  bhaga  or  fr.  it.  bhaj), 

to  be  shared,  to  be  divided,  divisible  ( =  bhajya) ; 

entitled  to  a  share  ;  =  bhdglka,  forming  a  part,  sub- 
ject to  a  fractional  deduction  (e.  g.  bhdgyam  tfatam, 

one  for  a  hundred,  one  in  a  hundred,  one  per  cent) ; 

lucky,  fortunate  [cf.  nir-bh'~\  ;  (am  or  dni),  n.  sing, 
or  plur.  good  or  bad  fortune  (resulting  from  merit  or 
demerit  in  former  existences) ;  lot,  luck,  fate,  destiny, 
fortune  ;    happiness,  welfare  ;    sensual  pleasure  (?) ; 
(end),  ind.  by  good  fortune,  fortunately,  happily. 

—  Bhdgya-kramena,   ind.   in  course  of  fortune. 
••  Bhdgya~bhdva,  as,  m.  state  of  fortune.  -•  Bha~ 
gya-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  good  qualities,  possess- 

ing good  fortune,  fortunate;  happy,  prosperous. 
—  Bhdgyavat-td,  f.  fortunateness,   good   fortune. 

—  Bhdgya-vas"dt,  ind.  from  the  force  or  influence 
of  destiny,  through  the  will  of  fate,  through  fortune. 

•-  BhCtgya-vritti,  is,  f.  course  or  state  cf  fortune, 

destiny.  —  Wtaoyodaj/a  (°j/a-i<d°),  as,  m.  rise  or 
dawn  of  fortune,  commencement  of  good  fortune, 
rising  prosperity. 
Bhdj,  k,  It,  k,  (usually  at  the  end  of  comps.) 

sharing,  a  sharer;  sharing  in,  participating  in,  par- 
taking of;  entitled  to;  possessing,  a  possessor,  ob- 

taining, having,  enjoying  [cf.  riktha-bh°,  moksha- 

Z>fe°,  svapna-bh~~\  ;  perceiving,  feeling,  being  sensible 
of,  devoting  one's  self  to ;  forming  a  part  of,  be- 

longing to  (Ved.) ;  joined  or  connected  with  ;  occu- 
pying (as  a  seat,  place),  inhabiting,  living  in,  dwelling 

in  or  on  [cf.  vishtara-bh°,  harmya-bh°,  yamund- 
bfe°]  ;  seeking,  resorting  to,  going  to,  (anka-bhdj, 
going  to  the  side  or  to  close  proximity,  close  at  hand, 
soon  to  be  accomplished) ;  flowing  to ;  revering, 

worshipping  (e.  g.  ananya-bhdj,  worshipping  no 

other) ;  honouring  [cf.  labdha-varna-bh"]  ;  falling 
to  the  share  or  lot  of;  what  is  due,  duty,  concern, 

business,  (Bhatti-k.  III.  2l=kartavya.) 
Bhdjaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  Caus.  of  rt.  bhaj),  dividing ; 

(in  arithmetic)  a  divisor. 
B/idjana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  the  act  of  sharing, 

dividing ;  (in  arithmetic)  division  ;  a  vessel,  cup,  pot, 
dish,  plate,  (often  found  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g. 

jala-bh°,  pdna-bh°)  ;  a  particular  measure  =  an 
Adhaka  =  64  Palas ;  a  vessel  (metaphorically),  a  re- 

ceptacle for  anything,  repository,  recipient,  a  place  or 
person  in  which  anything  is  collected  or  in  whom 

any  quality  is  conspicuous  [cf.  priti-vis'rambha-blf] ; 
a  fit  person  in  general,  a  deserving  person,  clever  or 
capable  person  [cf.  piitra]  ;  the  act  of  representing 
or  taking  the  place  of,  representation ;  (at  the  end 
of  comps.)  a  representative,  deputy,  anything  which 
serves  for  or  is  equivalent  to  (Ved.) ;  bhdjanena,  in 

place  of,  in  lieu  of,  instead  of;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ; 

the  patronymic  formed  from  this  N.,  see  Gana  Gopa- 
vanadi  to  Pan.  II.  4,  67  ;  (as,  a,  am),  sharing,  par- 

ticipating in,  entitled  to  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  ;  relat- 
ing to,  belonging  to  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  Ved.). 

—  Bhdjana-td,  f.  or  bhdjana-tva,  am,  n.  the  state 
of  being  a  vessel  or  receptacle  for  anything,  the  pos- 

sessing (of  any  quality  &c.),  the  being  a  (fit)  vessd, 
fitness,  worthiness,  the  being  worthy  of  or  entitled 
to  ;  a  fit  object.  —  Bhdjana-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved. 
a  word  used  in  Nirukta  IV.  10,  XI.  19,  XII.  17, 
to  explain  the  word  bhadra.  —  Bhdjarii-bhilta,  as, 
a,  am,  having  become  a  vessel  or  receptacle  for 
anything,  i.  e.  having  become  a  participator  in  or 

possessor  of. 
Bhdjayw,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  communicating,  sharing 

with  others,  generous,  liberal. 
Bhdjita,  as,  a,  am,  shared,  divided,  distributed, 

apportioned,  allotted,  portioned  ;  (am),  n.  a  share, 

portion. Bhdjin,  t,  int,  i,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  sharing, 
participating  in  ;  connected  with. 

Bhdji,  f.  rice  gruel  (  =  s"rdnd). 
Bhdjya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  divided,  divisible,  to  be 

portioned  or  distributed  ;  (am),  n.  a  portion,  share  ; 
an  inheritance;  (in  arithmetic)  the  dividend. 

*ii'irt  bhagala,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Bhagala. 

Bhdgalalia,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  or  coming 
from  Bhagala.  4 
Bhdgali,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bhagala  ;  N. 

of  a  preceptor. 
Bhdgaleya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bhagali. 

bhagiratha.     See  col.  i. 

bJian-kdra,   perhaps  =.jlian-Tcara, 

q.v.;  [cf.  bheri-bK3.] 
»TTjf  bhanga,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  bhanga,  hemp), 

hempen,  of  hemp,  made  or  consisting  of  hemp. 
Bhdngaka  (ft.  bhanga,  a  fracture),  a  tattered  or 

ragged  cloth. 
Bhdngasuri,  is,  m.  (fr.  bhan-gdsura),  a  patro- 

nymic of  Ritu-parna.  —  Bhdngdsuri-nripajna  (°pa- 
df),  f.  the  command  of  king  Bharrgasuri. 
Bhdngina,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  bhanga),  bearing  or 

growing  hemp  ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  kshetra,  a  field  of 
hemp. 

^iljyco  bhangila,  N.  of  a  place. 
Bhdngileya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (as,  I,  am), 

coming  from  Bhai>gila(?). 

,  bhajana,  &c.     See  col.  I. 

bhtljak,  ind.  quickly,  swiftly  ;  (pro- 
bably incorrectly  for  tajak.) 

HT7  bhdta  (fr.  rt.  bhat),  wages,  hire,  rent. 
Bhdlaka,  as,  m.  price  paid  for  anything,  wages, 

hire,  rent. 

Bhati,  is,  f.  wages,  hire,  fee  ;  earnings  of  prosti- tutes. 

»TT£  bhatta,  as,  m.  a  follower  of  Bhatta 
(i.  e.  Kumarila-bhatta)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
—  Bliatla-fmta-mani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary 
by  Visvesvara-bhatta  (better  known  as  Gaga-bhatta) 
on  the  MrmaQsa-sfrtra.  _  Bhdtta-tantra,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  work.  —  Bhdtta-dmakara,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary by  Bhatta  Dinakara  on  the  MrmSnsa  work 

S'astra-dlpika.  —  Bhdtta-d"ipikd,f.,'N.  of  a  commen- 
tary by  Khanda-deva  on  Jaimini's  MlmSnsa-sutra. 

—  Bhdttatllpikd-prabhdraK,  (.,  N.  of  a  commen- 
tary  on    the    preceding   work    by   Sambhu-bhatta. 

—  Bhdtta-bhdshd-prakdtfikd,  f.  '  explanation  of  the 

language  of  the  Bhattas,'  an  index  to  the  terminology 
of  the   Bhattas  by  NarSyana-tlrtha   or  NarSyana- 
muni.  —  Bhdtta-bhdskara,  N.  of  a  work  by  j!va- 
deva,  being  a  concise  account  of  the  various  MTmarjsa 
schools  and  their  doctrines  ;  [cf.  bhdtta-dinakara.] 

—  Bhdtla-rahasya,  am,  n.  'the  secret  or  mystic 

doctrine  of  the  Bhattas,'  N.  of  an  elementary  Mr- 
mansa  disquisition  by  Khanda-deva. 

bhaditayana,  as,  m.  a  patro- 

nymic from  Bhadita. 

bhadilayana.  as,  m.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Bhadila,  q.  v. 

*iiw  bhdn,  Ved.  (onomatopoetic)  imitation 
of  the  noise  of  breathing  or  hissing.  , 

>TTO  bhdna,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  bhan,  q.  v.),  N. 
of  a  sort  of  dramatic  entertainment  (in  which  one 
only  of  the  interlocutors  appears  on  the  scene,  or 
described  as  a  narrative  of  some  intrigue  told  either 
by  the  hero  or  a  third  person).  —  Bhdna-stttdna, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place. 
Bhdnaka,  as,  m.  a  prodaimer,  announcer,  de- clarer. 

Bhanikd,  f.  a  kind  of  dramatic  performance;  [cf. bhdna  above.  ]  . 

HT*!5  bhanda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  bhan  orbhand?), 

the  plant  Thespesia  Populneoides  ;  (?),  f.  (perhaps)  = 

bhandi,  Rubia  Munjista  [cf.  l;dka-bh°,  kdla-bhdn- 
dikd]  ;  (am),  n.  any  vessel,  pot,  pan,  cup,  plate, 

dish,  pail,  vat,  utensil  [cf.  pdka-bh°,  pdna-bha~\  ; 
any  chest,  box,  trunk,  case  [cf.  ktshura-bh0^  ;  any 
implement,  tool,  instrument  ;  any  musical  instrument 

(  =  vddya-bh°)  ;  a  pack  or  bale  (of  goods  or  mer- 
chandise) ;  horse-trappings,  harness  ;  an  ornament  in 

general  ;  the  stock  (of  a  shopkeeper),  goods,  wares, 
merchandise,  the  capital  or  principal  (of  a  merchant)  ; 
the  bed  of  a  river,  the  space  between  its  banks  ; 

mimicry,  buffoonery,  the  practice  of  the  Bhanda  or 
professional  jester  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  wares,  merchandise. 

—  Bhdnda-gopaka,  as,  m.  the  keeper  of  vessels  or 
utensils  (in  a  Buddhist  temple).  —  Bhdnda-pati,  is, 

m.  a  possessor  of  wares,  a  merchant.  —  Bhdnda- 

puta,  as,  m.  '  sharpener  of  instruments,  i.  e.  razors/ 
a  barber.  —  Bhdnda-pushpa,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  snake. 
—  Bhdnda-prati-bhdndaka,  am,  n.  '  commodity 

for  commodity,'   computation  of  the  exchange  of 
goods,  barter  (in  arithmetic).  —  Bhdnda-bhajaka, 
as,  m.  the  distributer  of  vessels  or  utensils  (in  a 
Buddhist  temple).  —  Bhdnda-bharaka,  as,  m.  the 
contents  of  any  vtssA.  —  Bhanda-mulya,  am,  n. 
capital  consisting  of  wares.  —  Bhdnda-vadana,  am, 

n.  playing  on  a  musical  instrument.  —  Bhtiiida-s'ald, f.  a  store-house,  store-room,  magazine.  —  Hhdndd- 

gdra  i^fla-dg0),  am,  n.  a  store-room,  store-house,  place 
where  household  goods  and  utensils  are  kept  ;    a 

magazine,  treasury  ;  a  treasure,  store.  —  Blidiidiigd- 
rika,  as,  m.  the  overseer  of  a  store-house,  store- 

keeper, keeper  of  a  magazine  ;  a  steward,  treasurer. 
—  Bhdnddnusarin  (°da-an°),  i,  inl,  (,  hanging  to 
a  pot  or  vessel.  —  Bhdndd-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

city.  —  Bhdndodara  (°da-ud°),  am,  n.  the  cavity  or 
interior  of  a  vessel.  —  Bhdndopapurdna  (°da-up°), 
am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-Purana. 
Bhandaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  small  vessel,  cup, 

plate,  utensil,  box,  chest;  (ikii),  f.  an  implement, 

tool,  utensil  ;  =  bhandi,  see  hdla-bh^;  (am),  n. 

goods,  merchandise. 
Ilhdnddyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 
Bhdnddyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  (probably) 

from  Bhanda. 
Bhdnddra  =  bhdnddgdra  (of  which  it  is  a  corrupt 

or  contracted  form).  —  Bhdnddra-griha,  am,  n.  a 

store-house. 
Bhdnddrika,  as,  m.  =  blidnddgdrika,  q.v. 
Bhanddrin,  i,  m.  the  keeper  of  a  store-house, 

steward,  treasurer  (  =  bhdnddgdrika). 

Bhandi,  a  razor-case  ;  [cf.  bhdndi-vdha,  bhdn- 
dila,  and  kthura-bhdpdaJ\  —  JShdiidi-vd/ta,as,  m. 

a  barber.  —  llhdndi-iald,  f.  (probably)  a  barber's 

shop. 

Bhdndika,  as,  m.  a  barber  ;  [cf.  bhdndila, 
bhdndi.] 

Bhandijanghi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bhandi- 

jan-ghai 
8R 
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bhdrika. 

Bhandita,  as,  m.  pi.  of  bhanditya  below,  see 
Gana  Kai.ivadi  to  Pin.  IV.  3,  III. 

Bhanditayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bhan- 
dita ;  [cf.  bkaditdyauaJ] 

Bhanditya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bhandita  ; 
[cf.  bhdndita.] 

Bhdndini,  f.  (fr.  bhdnda),  a  chest,  a  basket  (  = 

Bhandila,  as,  m.  a  barber. 

Bhdndilayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bhan- dila. 

Bhandira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lofty  Nyag-rodha  tree 
on  the  Govardhana  in  Vrind5-vana  ;  =  va/a,  the 

Indian  fig-tree  [cf.  bhandira]  ;  N.  of  a  Danava. 
—  Bhandira-vana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  forest.  —  lihdn- 

dlravana-vasin,  I,  m.  'dwelling  in  the  Bhandira 
forest,'  N.  of  Krishna. 

bhdti,  bhdtu.     See  p.  704,  col.  I. 

l  bhddiga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

bhadra,  as,  m.  (fr.  bhadra),  the  month 

Bhadra,  =  bhddrapada  below;  (i),  f.,  scil.  tithi, 
the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month  Bhiidra. 
Bhddradarara,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  or  coming 

from  Bhadra-dSru,  q.  V. 
Bhadrapada,  as,  m.  (fr.  bhadra-padd),  the 

month  Bhadra  (a  rainy  month  corresponding  to  a 
period  in  our  calendar  from  about  the  middle  of 
August  to  the  middle  of  September)  J  (a),  f.  (also  e, 

du.,  as,  f\.),  =  bhadra-padd,  a  name  common  to 
the  third  and  fourth  lunar  asterisms  or  Nakshatras 

[cf.  nakshatra]  ;  (I),  f-  the  day  of  full  moou  in  the 
month  Bhadrapada. 

Bhndramatura,  at,  m.  (fr.  bhadra-mdtri),  the 
son  of  a  virtuous  or  handsome  mother. 

Bhddramaunja,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  made  from 
Bhadra  (a  kind  of  Cyperus  grass)  and  Muiija. 
Bhddravarmana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 

Bhadra-varman. 

Bhadras"armi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bhadra- sarman. 

Bhadrasdma,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bhadra- 
saman. 

»?T»t  bhdna,  bhdnu,  &c.    See  p.  704,  col.  i. 

»TT*ir  bhdnta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  perhaps  a 
participle  of  rt.  bham  below;  (according  to  Mahl- 
dhara)  =  vajra-rupa,  having  the  shape  of  a  thunder- 

bolt, or  =  (andra,  the  moon. 

HT^  bhdn-da,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa- 
Purana  (see  under  2.  bha,  p.  704,  col.  i). 

^JTTJ   bham,  cl.  I.  A.  bhdmate,  babhdme, 
X  &c.,  or  (by  DhStu-patha  XXXV.  20)  cl. 

IO.  P.  bhdmayati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  be  angry  or  wrath- 
ful ;  to  be  impatient  :    Intens.  labhamyate,  to  be 

very  angry. 
2.  bhdma,  as,  m.  (for  i.  see  p.  704,  col.  2  ;  for 

3.  see  below),  passion,  wrath,  fury,  anger;  (d),  f.  a 
passionate  woman  ;  =  satya-bhamd,  one  of  the 
wives  of  Krishna. 

Bhdmita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  enraged,  angry. 
2.  Ijhnmin,  I,  ini,  i  (for  I.  see  p.  704,  col.  a), 

passionate,  angry;  (ini),  f.  an  angry  or  passionate 
woman,  vixen,  (often  used  as  a  term  of  endearment, 
in  the  same  sense  as  mdnini.) 

*TP?  3.  bhdma  or  bhdmaka,  as,  m.  a  sister's husband. 

*ii*i^  bhdmaha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  Mano-rama  commentary  and  of  a  treatise  on 
the  art  of  rhetoric. 

_  bhdyajdtya,   as,  m.  (fr.  bhaya- 
jata),  a  patronymic  of  Kapi-vana  ;  of  Nikothaka. 

>TTC  bhdra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  bkri),  a,  burden, 
load,  weight,  gravity  [cf.  ati-bh°,  ama-bh"]  ;  heavy work,  labour,  toil,  trouble  ;  a  large  quantity,  mass, 

bulk,  (often  connected  with  words  meaning  '  hair,'' 
e.  g.  jatd-bhdra-ilhara,  wearing  a  great  quantity  of 

matted  hair)  ;  a  particular  weight  =20  Tulas  =  2ooo 
Palas  of  gold  ;  a  pole  or  yoke  for  carrying  burdens 

[cf.  udaka-bh?"]  ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Bhdra- i  ,  m.  one  who  earns  his  livelihood  by  carrying 

loads.  —  Bhara-bhdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  bearing  or 

carrying  a  load  or  weight.  —  Bhdra-bhuti-tirtha, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  -  Bhdra-bhrit,  t,  t,  f.Ved. 
=  bhdra-bhdrin.  —  Bhara-ya^hti,  is,  f.  a  pole  or 

yoke  (generally  laid  over  the  shoulder)  for  carry- 
ing burdens.  —  Bhdra-vat,  an,  att,  at,  having  a 

weight  or  load,  loaded,  burdened,  bearing  a  burden. 

—  Bhdravat-lva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  carrying  a 
load,  weightiness,  ponderousness.  —  •  Bhdra-vdh,  vat, 
likarailhi,  vat,  bearing  a  burden,  carrying  a  load. 
—  Bhara-vaha,  as,  rn.  a  bearer  of  burdens,  porter, 
carrier;  (i),  f.  indigo.  —  Bhdra-vdhana,  as,  m.  a 
burden-bearer,  beast  of  burden,  pack-bearer  ;  (am), 
n.  a  vehicle  for  loads,  a  cart,   waggon.  «—  Bhdra- 
vdhika,  as,  t,  am,  load-bearing,  carrying  burdens  ; 
(as),  m.  a  load-bearer,  porter.  —  Bhdra-vdhin,  I, 
ini,  i,  load-bearing,  carrying  a  burden  ;  (i),  m.  a 
burden-bearer,  porter.  —  Bhdra-vriksha,  as,  m.  a 
fragrant  substance  commonly  called   Kaksh!  (con- 

sidered variously  as  a  vegetable  or  a  mineral  product). 

—  Bhdra-saha,  as,  d,  am,  burden-bearing,  able  to 
carry  a  great  weight,  very  strong  or  powerful.  —  Bhd- 
ra-sddhana,  as,  t,  am,  or  bhdra-sddhin,  ?,  ini,  i, 
accomplishing  difficult  feats  (said  of  certain  weapons), 
effecting  great  objects.  —  Bhdra-hara,  as,  d,  am,  or 
blidra-hdra,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  load-bearing,  carrying 
a  weight,  bearing  burdens;  (as),  m.  a  burden-bearer, 
porter.  —  Bhdra-hdrika,  as,  I,  am,  burden-bearing, 
carrying  a  load  ;  relating  or  referring  to  the  carrying 
of  loads.  —  Bhdra-hdrin,  t,  ini,  i,  load-bearing, 
carrying  weights;    (i),  m.  an  epithet  of  Krishna. 

—  Bhdrdkrdnta  (°ra-dk°),  as,  d,  am,  oppressed 
by  a  burden,  overburdened,  heavily  laden,  bearing  a 
heavy   burden  ;    (a),  f.   a  species  of  the  Atyashti 
metre,  four  times  ----  ,uuuuu-,u-ou-o-; 

[cf.  manddkrantd."]  —  Bhdrdvatarana  or  bhdrd- 
vatdrana  (°ra-av°),  am,  n.  the  taking  down  or 
removal  of  a  burden,  taking  away  a  burden.  —  Bhd- 

rodhi  (°ra-udhi),  is,  f.  the  bearing  of  a  burden. 
—  Bhdroddharana  (°ra-ud°),  am,  n.  the  act  of 
raising  up  or  lifting  a  burden.  —  Bharodvaha  (°ra- 
ud°),  as,  m.  a  burden-carrier,  porter.  —  Bhdropaji- 
vana  (°ra-up°),  am,  n.  living  by  burdens,  earning 
a  livelihood  by  carrying  weights.  —  Bhdrauhi,  i., 
see  bhdra-vdh  above. 

Bkdraka,  am,  n.  a  load,  burden,  weight,  a  par- 
ticular weight;  (as,  ikd,  am),  loaded  with,  (at  the 

end  of  comps.  ;  cf.  pkani-bhdrika.) 
Bhdrdya,  Nom.  A.  bhdrdyate,  &c.,  to  become  a 

burden,  form  a  load  ;  to  be  like  a  load. 

Bhdrika,  as,  d,  am,  forming  a  load,  heavy; 
swollen  (said  of  a  particular  kind  of  elephantiasis)  ; 
(as),  m.  a  burden-bearer,  porter. 
Bharin,  i,  ini,  i,  bearing  a  load,  carrying  a 

burden,  a  bearer,  porter  [cf.  bhdra-bh°~\  ;  having weight,  heavy,  ponderous.  —  Bhdri-tva,  am,  n. 
heaviness. 

bharangl,  f.,  see  Gana  Kas'yadi  to Pan.  IV.  2,116. 

Jlhnrattyika,  as,  d  or  »,  am,  an  adj.  from  the 

preceding. 

»1IM!S  bharanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  fabulous 

bird,  (also  written  bhdrunda,  bheranda,bherunda); 
(T),  f.  the  female  of  the  above  bird. 

*TTOT  Ihdrata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  bharata),  de- 
scended from  Bharata  ;  belonging  or  relating  to  the 

Bharatas;  (with  sangrdma,  samiti,  yuddha,  sa- 
mara) the  war  or  battle  of  the  Bharatas;  (with 

l-at/iii,  iikhydna,  itihdsa)  the  story  of  the  Bharatas, 
the  history  or  narrative  of  their  war,  (in  this  sense 

also  bhuratam,  n.)  ;  (with  rariha)  India  (so  called 
from  its  king  Bharata,  son  of  Dushyanta;  in  this 
sense  also  bhdratam,  n.)  ;  an  inhabitant  of  India  or 
BtiSrata-varsha  ;  Bharatam  saras,  N.  of  a  lake  ; 

(as),  m.  a  descendant  of  Bharata;  N.  of  Agni  or 

Fire  (so  called,  according  to  Say.,  either  'as  sprung 

from  the  priests  called  Bharatas,'  or  '  as  bearer  of  the 
oblation');  an  actor,  a  mime  [cf.  bharata]  ;  N.  of 
Deva-sravas  ;  of  Deva-rata  ;  an  epithet  of  the  sun 
shining  on  the  south  of  Meru  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  Vedic 

goddess  (invoked  among  the  A-piI  deities  together 
with  Ila  and  SarasvatI  [cf.  a-prt]  or  sometimes  with 
Hotra  and  VarOtri  ;  according  to  Yaska,  Nirukta 
VIII.  13,  she  is  a  daughter  of  Aditya)  ;  the  goddess 
of  speech,  SarasvatI;  speech,  voice,  word,  eloquence, 
literary  composition,  the  dramatic  art,  dramatic  reci- 

tation or  declamation  ;  (with  vrilti)  a  particular  kind 
of  style;  a  quail;  N.  of  a  river;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a 

teacher  ('personified  speech');  Asva-mctllta  Bha- 
rata, N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  V.  27. 

—  BJtarata-tdtparya-nirnaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Bhamta-bhdi-a-dipa,  as,  m.  '  light  of  the 

meaning  of  the  Bharata,'  N.  of  Nila-kantha's  com- 
mentary on  the  Maha-bharata.  —  Bharaia-sangra- 

ha-dlpikd,   f.  =  bhdratdrtha-dipika,  n.v.  —  Bhd- 
rata-sattama,  as,  m.  the  best  of  the  descendants 
of  Bharata.  —  BTidrataddrya  (^a-acT),  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  preceptor  ;  of  Arjuna-misra  (a  commentator  on 

the    Maha-bhSrata).  -  Bhdratdrtha-dipika  (°ta- 
ar°),  f.  '  light  of  the  meaning  of  the  Bharata,'  N.  of 
a  commentary  by  Arjuna-misra  on  the  Maha-bharata. 

—  Bharatdrtha-pralidfa,  as,  m.   '  light   of  the 

meaning  of  the  Bharata,  *  N.  of  Narayana's  commen- 
tary on  the  Maha-bharata.  —  Bhdrati-kavi,  if,  m., 

N.  of  a  poet  mentioned  in  the  S'arn-gadhara-paddhati. 
—  Bhdrati-krishnaddrya  (°na-a6°),  as,  in.,  N.  of 
a  preceptor.  —  Bhdrati-dandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Bhdrati-tirtha,  am,    n.,  N.  of  a  sacred 

bathing-place  ;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
philosophical  treatise  Panda-das!,  (he  was  preceptor 
of  Madhavaiarya.)  —  Bharati-yati,  is,  m.,  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  Tattva-kaumudl-vyakhya.  —  Bhd- 
rati-vat,  an,  ad,  at,  Ved.  accompanied  by  Bharati  ; 

(an),  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Bhdrati-s'ri-nri- sinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Bhurateya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bharata 

(or  from  Bharata). 

*<KSIt  bhdradvdja,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  bharad- 
vaja),  coming  from  or  relating  to  Bharad-vaja  ;  (an), 

m.,  N.  of  Susha  Vahneya  ;  of  S'aunahotra  ;  of  Satya- 
vaha  ;  of  Sukesan  ;  of  S'aun-ga  ;  of  Drona  (who  was 
son  of  Bharad-vaja  and  preceptor  (Of  the  Kurus  and 
Pandus)  ;  of  one  of  the  seven  Rishis  ;  of  a  son  of 
Brihas-pati  ;  of  the  Muni  Agastya;  of  a  grammarian  ; 
the  planet  Mars  (according  to  the  Graha-yajna-tattva)  ; 
a  skylark  [cf.  bharad-vdja]  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people  [cf.  bharad-vdja]  ;  (i),  (.  a  particular  species 
of  bird  ;  the  wild  cotton  shrub  ;  N.  of  a  riter  ;  (am), 
n.  a  bone  ;  N.  of  a  country  ;  (a  various  reading  for 

bharad-viija.)  —  Bhdradvdji-putra,  as,  m.,  Ved., 
N.  of  a  preceptor. 

Bhdrcidrdjaka,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  or  relating 
to  Bharad-vaja. 

Bhdradvajayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from Bharad-vaja. 

Bhdradi'djin,  inas,  m.  pi.  (fr.  bharad-vdja-  or 
bhiiradmja),  N.  of  a  school  ;  [cf.  bharad-vajinJ] 
B/iaradcdjiya,  as,  d,  am,  coming  from  or  relat- 

ing to  Bharadvaja  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  school  of 
the  grammarian  Bharadvaja. 

>IK*IM  bhdrameya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Bharama,  q.  v. 

HTTTJ  bhdraya,  as,  m.  =  bhdradvdja,  a  sky- 
lark. 

bharava,  am,  n.  a  how-string  ;  (V), 

f.  sacred  basil. 
bharavi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 

the  poem  called  Kiritarjunlya. 

bhdraya.     See  col.  2. 

bhdri,  is,  m.  a  lion. 

Hlf*,<*  bhdrika,  &c.     See  col.  2. 
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bharujika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  bharitja), 

relating  to  or  coming  from  a  jackal. 

VTT^JJ  bhdrunda,  as,m.  =  bhdranda,  q.  v.  ; 

(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman  ;  of  a  wood  mentioned 
in  Ramayana  II.  71,  5. 

Wit  bhdrga,  as,  m.  a  king  of  the  Bhargas; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Pratardana  ;  of  a  king  also  called 

Bharga;  (I),  f.  a  queen  of  the  Bhargas;  the  plant 
Clerodendrum  Siphonanthus.  —  Bhdrrja-bhumi,  is, 

m.,  N.  of  a  king;  [cf.  bharya-bhumi  and  bhriyu- 

bhumi.']  —  Bhdrga-vana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  forest; 
(a  various  reading  has  bhdnu-vana.)  —  Bhdiya- 
tirt-kdnta-misra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

Bhdrgdyana,  as,  m.  (ft.  bharga),  Ved.  a  patro- 
nymic of  Sutvan. 

Bhdryi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bharga. 

bhdrgalesvara-tirtha  (°la- 
.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

. .  .  .'  bhdrgava,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  or 
coming  from  Bhrigu,  belonging  to  Bhrigu  ;  (as),  m. 

epithet  of  Cyavana  [cf.  danda-bh°]  ;  of  Gritsa-mada ; 
of  Dvi-gat ;  of  Drisana  ;  of  Itala ;  of  Markandeya ; 

of  Saunaka  ;  of  Ricika ;  of  Jamad-agni ;  of  Parasu- 

rama ;  of  Pramati ;  of  S'iva ;  the  planet  Venus  (pro- 
perly a  patronymic  of  Sukra,  regent  of  the  planet 

Venus  and  preceptor  of  the  Daityas) ;  an  archer,  a 

good  archer  (=dhanvin,  su-dhanvan);  an  ele- 

phant; (as),  m.  pi.  'the  descendants  of  Bhrigu,' commonly  called  Bhrigavas,  N.  of  a  particular  tribe  ; 

(5),  f.  a  female  descendant  of  Bhrigu ;  N.  of  Deva- 
yani ;  an  epithet  of  Lakshmi ;  an  epithet  of  Parvati ; 

=  dtind,  bent  grass,  Panicum  Dactylon  ;  =  riila- 

of  a  work.  —  Bhdrgava-priya,  as,  m.  '  dear  to 
S'ukra  or  to  the  planet  Venus,'  a  diamond.  —  Bhdrga- 

vdnSana-dipikd  (°va-ar°),  f.,  N.  of  a  workj  [cf. 
bhdrgava-dlpikd.]  —  Bhdrgavdlapa  (°va-dl°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  third  Act  of  the  Abhirama-mani-nataka. 

—  Bhdrgavopapurdna  (°va-up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of 
an  Upa-Purana.  —  Bhdrgavopdkhydna  (°va-up°), 
am,  n.,  N.  of  the  thirteenth  chapter  of  the  Vasishtha- 
ramayana,  commonly  called  Yoga-vasishtha. 
Bhdrgamya,  as,,  a,  am,  relating  to  or  coming 

from  BhSrgava. 

bhdrdvaji,   f.  =  bhdradvafi,   the 
wild  cotton  shrub. 

r  bhdrman  (fr.  rt.  bhri),  Ved.  bring- 
ing, waiting  upon,  serving. 

bhdrmya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  ol 
Mudgala. 

Bharmya-faa,  as,  m.  (fr.  Wirimyaiva),  a  patro- 
nymic of  Mugdala ;  [cf.  bharmydsva.] 

VTR  bhdrya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  bhri),  to  be 

borne,  to  be  supported,  to  be  cherished  or  nourished 
to  be  maintained,  dependent  for  a  livelihood  or 
another ;  (as),  m.  a  servant,  dependent,  mercenary 
(a),  f.  a  wife  (espoused  according  to  the  ritual  of  th 
Vedas),  any  wife;  the  female  of  an  animal.  —  Bhdr 

ydta  (°yd-dta),  as,  d,  am,  living  by  the  prostitution 
of  a  wife ;  [cf.  patny-dta.]  —  Bhdrydtika,  as,  m 

a  husband  under  the  rule  of  his  wife,  a  hen-pecke<' 
husband  ;  a  species  of  antelope  ( =  hariiidntara) 
N.  of  a  Mum.  —  Bhdryd-tva,  am,  n.  wifehood 
the  state  of  being  a  wife,  the  condition  of  a  wife 

—  Bhdryadhikdrika  (°yd-adh°),  as,  d,  am,  relat 
ing  to  the  chapter  on  wives.  —  Bhdryd-pati-tva 
am,  n.  the  being  man  and  wife,  conjugal  unioi 
—  Bhdryd-patl,  m.  du.  husband  and  vilk.  —  Jihdr 
ydrthin  Cyd-ar),  i,  m.  seeking  or  desiring  a  wife 
—  Bhdrya-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  a  wife.  —  Tihdi 
yd-vrlksha,  as,  m.  the  tree  Caesalpina  Sappan  (  = 
pattanija).  —  Bhdryorlha  (°yd-utlha),  as,  m.  = 
vdha-bhdrya,  married  (said  of  a  man). 
Hhdryaka  =  bhdryd,  a  wife,  (at  the  end  of 

comp.,  e.  g.  sa-bh",  q.  v.) 
Bltdrydru,  us,  m.  (fr.  bh&ryd),  the  father  of 

lild  by  another  man's  wife;  a  kind  of  deer  or 
ntelope  ;  N.  of  a  mountain. 

,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to 

ay.,  Rig-veda  IV.  21,  7),  a  N.  of  Indra  as  son  of 
harvara,  =  Jagad-bhartri,  Praja-pati,  (perhaps  to  be 

ferred  to  the  horses  of  Indra  as  '  bearing,'  '  carry- 
ig,"  fr.  rt.  bhri.) 

bhdrsya,  am,  n.  (fr.  bhrisa),  vehe- 
icnce,  violence ;  excessiveness. 

>Ttp5  bhdla,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I. 

hii ;  according  to  some  also  bkalas,  m.),  the  fore- 
ead,  brow;  light,  \\Klre.-Bhdla-krit,  t,  m.,  N. 
:  a  mm.  —  lShdla-fandra,  as,  m.  'having  the 

loon  on  his  forehead,'  an  epithet  of  GaneSa.  —  Bhd- 
itantlratarya  (°ra-«<!°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

—  Bhdla-dariana,  am,  n.  red  lead  ('  appearing  on 

he  forehead,'  being  used  to  stain  the  forehead  with 
nes  &c.).  —  Bhdla-dari!in,  i,  ini,  i,  watching 
le  brow  or  countenance  (said  of  a  servant  who  is 

ttentive  to  a  master's  wishes).  —  Bhdla-drU,  k,  or 
hdla-lofana,  as,  m.  'having  an  eye  in  the  fore- 
ead,'  an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Blidldnka  (°la-an°), 
,s,  a,  am,  having  (auspicious)  marks  on  the  fore- 
ead ;  (as),  rn.  a  man  born  with  lucky  lines  on  his 
orehead ;  a  sort  of  fish  (known  as  the  Rohi,  Cypri- 
ius  Rohita)  ;  a  tortoise  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  a  saw ; 

species  of  leguminous  plant  or  pot-herb. 

',  us,  m.  the  sun ;  [cf.  bhunu.~\ 
bhdlandana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patro- 

iymic  from  Bhalandana,  N.  of  Vatsa-pil ;  (also  read idlandana.) 

Bhdlandanaka,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  or  coming 
rom  Bhalandana. 

bhdlu.     See  above. 

Vicjcti bhdluka,  as,  m.  a  bear ;  [cf.  bhalla.] 
Bhdluka,  as,  m.=bhdlul:a  above. 

bhdluki,  is,  m.  (probably  a  patro- 
nymic), N.  of  a  Muni. 

Bhdlukin,  i,  m,,  N.  of  a  preceptor  ( =  vdluJtin). 
Bhuluki-putra,  as,  m.  (fr.  bhdluki,  f.),  Ved. 

'  the  son  of  Bhsluk!,'  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

bhalla,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  or  com- 
ing from  Bhalla,  q.  v. 

bhdllavi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Bhallavi. 
Bhdllamn,  mas,  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  Bhallavin  (?). 

«•  Bhdllavi-brdhmana,  am,  n.  and  bhdllavi- 
idkhd,  f.  and  bhdllam-iruti,  is,  f.  and  bhdllavy- 
upanlshad,  t,  f.,  N.  of  certain  Vedic  works. 
Bhdllaveya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic  from 

Bhallavi,  of  Indra-dyumna ;  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

—  Bhdllaveya-.<ru,ti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  work. 
—  Bhdllareyopanishad  (?ya-up°),  t,  f.,  N.  of  an 
Upanishad. 

bhdlluka  or  bhdlluka,  as,  m.  a  bear ; 
[cf.  bhalla,  bhalluka,  bhalluka,  bhdluka.] 

bhdlleya,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  or 
coming  from  Bhalla,  q.  v. 

bhdva,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  bhu),  becom- 
ing, being,  existing,  existence,  taking  place,  occurring, 

appearing,  appearance ;  state  of  being,  condition  of 
existence,  state,  condition,  relationship ;  manner, 
mode ;  true  condition  or  state,  truth,  (blidrena,  in 

truth,  really,  truly) ;  manner  of  being,  nature,  natural 
state,  innate  property,  temperament,  disposition, 
temper,  (eko  bhdvah,  a  simple  or  artless  nature) ; 
any  state  of  mind  or  body,  affection,  sentiment,  feel- 

ing, emotion,  passion,  (in  the  dramatic  system  of  the 
HindOs,  two  kinds  of  Bhavas  are  usually  enumerated, 

see  sthdyin,  vydbhi-tfdrin ;  but  other  divisions  are 
also  given,  see  anu-bhdva,  vi-bhdva,  sdttvika- 
bhriva) ;  feeling  of  love,  inclination,  attachment, 
(bhdvam  teshu  dakre,  he  felt  an  affection  for  them ; 
ta  tasmin  bhdcam  babandha,  she  fixed  her  affec- 

tions on  him) ;  inclination  or  disposition  of  mind, 

(yddris'ena  bhdvena,  with  whatever  disposition  or 
condition  of  mind) ;  sentiment,  idea,  thought,  opinion, 

supposition,   conjecture;    resolution,  intention,  pur- 
pose, (dridho  bhdvah,  a  firm  resolution) ;  purport, 

tenor,  scope,  drift;   meaning,   sense,  (Hi  bhdvah, 

'  such  is  the  sense,'  constantly  used  by  Indian  com- 
mentators at  the  end  of  their  interpretations) ;  con- 

templation, reflection,  abstract  meditation ;  the  seat 
of  the  feelings  and  affections,  the  heart,  soul,  mind, 

(paritashtena  bhdvena,  with  a  pleased  mind,  Manu 
IV.  227 ;  yadd  manyeta  bhdvena,  when  he  believes 
in  his  mind,   Manu  VII.    171;    but   according  to 
Kulluka,  bhdvena  here  =  tattva-tas,  truly);    that 
which  is  or  exists,  a  being,  living  creature,  thing, 

matter,  object,  substance,  (sarva-bhdreshu  nihspri- 
hah,  one  who  is  free  from  attachment  to  all  [earthly] 

objects) ;  behaviour,  conduct,  act,  action,  movement, 
gesture ;    amorous   gesture,   corporeal  expression  of 
amorous  sentiments,  wanton  sport,  dalliance  ( =  lild)  ; 

passing  from  one  state  to  another,  change  or  substi- 
tution of  one  nature  for  another,  (dantydndm  mm- 

dhanya-bhdvah,  the  change  of  dentals  to  cerebrals ; 
bho-bhdvah,  the  existence  or  substitution  [for  the 

name  of  a  person]  of  the  expression  bhos,  Manu  II. 

124);   birth ;   the  place  of  birth,  the  womb  ( = 
yoni) ;  the  place  of  being,  the  world,  universe ;  an 
organ  of  sense ;    superhuman  power ;  the  Supreme 
Being;  advice,  instruction:  (in  theatrical  language) 

a  learned  or  worthy  man,  a  man  of  dignity  or  conse- 

quence, gentleman,  master,  honourable  sir  [cf.  bhdva- 
miira,  2.  bhavat] :    (in  astronomy)   the  state  or 
condition  of  a  planet ;  an  astrological  house,  mansion, 
lunar  mansion  ;  N.  of  the  twenty-seventh  Kalpa;  of 

the  eighth  (forty-second)  year  in  Jupiter's  cycle  of 
sixty  years :  (in  Panini's  grammatical  system)  a  term 
for  an   impersonal   passive   or  neuter  verb   having 
neither  agent  nor  object  expressed  (e.g.  padyate, 
there  is  cooking,  i.  e.  cooking  is  going  on) ;   the 
abstract  idea  conveyed  by  a  word,  the  sense  of  the 
abstract  noun  (as  describing  the  state  or  condition  of 
anything ;   sometimes  used  at  the  end  of  a  comp. 
instead  of  the  affixes  td,  tea,  ya,  e.  g.  bdla-bhdva 
=  bdla-td,  &c.,  the  state  of  a  child,  childhood  ;  and 
even  added  pleonastically  to  the  abstract  noun  itself, 

e.  g.  tanutd-bhdva,  the  state  of  thinness) ;  the  sense 
of  a  noun  of  action  (as  expressing  the  idea  of  the 

root,  e.  g.  going,  doing,  &c.) :  =  misra-bhdva,  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  Bhava-prakasa.  —  Bhdva-kalpa- 
latd,  (.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Bhatta-mudgala  on 
the  BhSvanS-viveka,  q.v.-Bhdva-f/ambhiram,  ind. 
from  the  bottom  of  the  heart,  (bhdva-gambhtram 
jahamh,  they  laughed  heartily) ;  deeply ;  gravely. 
—  Bhdva-gamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  ascertained  by 
reflection  or  by  meditating  in  the  heart.  —  Bhdva- 

grdhin,  i,  inl,  i,  apprehending  the  sense,  appre- 
ciating the  sentiment.  —  Bhdra-tddd-mani,  is,  m., 

N.  of  a  work.  —  Bhdva-ja,  as,  m.  'produced   in 
the  heart,'  love ;  the  god  of  love ;   [cf.  mano-ja.] 
—  lihdra-jna,   a?,    d,   am,    knowing    the   heart. 
—  Bhdva-tas,   ind.  through  being,  in  consequence 

of  being,  (jndti-bhdvatas,  through  being  a  relation.) 
—  Bhdra-tva,   am,   n.  the  state  of  Bhava,   q.  v. 

—  Bhd  ca-dipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on 
the  Tattva-prakSsa ;  =  bhdrata-bhdvadipa,  —  Bhd- 

i-a-dipikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary.  —  Bhdva-nnrd- 

yana-mdhdtmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Bhdva- 
piuldrtha,  as,  m.  a  thing  which  has  a  real  or  posi- 

tive existence.  —Bhdva-pdda,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  lexi- 

cographer. —  Bhdca-prakds'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  medical work  by  Bhava-deva-misra.  —  Bhdvu-prakdtilid,  f., 

N.  of  a  grammatical  commentary.  —  Bhdva-pra- 

tyaya-vdddrtha  (°da-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work 
by  Mathura-natha  Tarka-vag-is'a  Bhattadarya.— Bhd- 
va-pradipikd,   (.,  N.  of  a    commentary    on    the 
Mfiiatl-madhava.  —  Bhdvfi-bandhana,   as,   d,   am, 

'  heart-enchaining,'  fettering  the  heart,  joining  hearts 
(as  love),  —  Bhdva-bodhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  revealing 
or  displaying  any  sentiment,  indicating  a  feeling  or 

passion.  —  lihava-miira,   as,  m.  (in  dramatic  lan- 
guage) a  gentleman,  a  man  of  dignity  or  consequence, 
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master,  sir ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Bhava-prakasa, 
(also    called    Misra-bhava    and    Bhava-deva-misra.) 
—  B/iiira-rama-krishna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  men- 

tioned in  the  second  part  of  the  Prabodha-candrodaya. 

—  Bhuea-rupa,  as,  a,  am,  'consisting  of  reality,' 
actually  being,  really  existing,  real,  actual ;    (aw), 
n.  (?),  N.  of  a  work.  —  Bhdva-vadana,  as,  ri,  urn, 
(in  gram.)  S'gnifying  a  state  or  action,  denoting  the 
abstract  notion  of  a  \eA.-Bham-vat,  tin,  atl,  at, 

being  in  a  state  or  condition.  —  Bhava-viifaka  (1), 
an  abstract  noun.—  Illulfa-rivdta,  as,  in.,  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  teacher.  —  Jihara-rritta,  as,  ii,  am,  relat- 

ing to  creation,  concerned  with  cosmogony;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  Brahma.  —  Bhdmvrittiya,  as,  a,  am,  an 

adj.  formed  from  bhaea-vritta.  —  Bhdva-s'ataka, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Bhdva-i'abala-td,  f.  or 
bhdva-iiabala,  (.  mixture  or  union  of  various  emo- 

tions. —  Bhava-ianti,  is,  (.  the   allaying   of  any 
(transitory)  emotion.  —  Bhava-inddhi,  is,  f.  purity 

of  mmd.  —  Bhdva-s'unya,  as,  a,  am,  void  of  affec- 
tion or   attachment.  -«  Bhdva-sams'uddhi,  it,  f. 

purification  of  the  natural  condition,  purity  of  nature. 

—  Bhdva-sandM,  is,  m.  union  of  emotions  or  feel- 
ings, co-existence  of  two  emotions,  a  vacillating  frame 

of  mind  between  conflicting  emotions  and  feelings. 
™  Bhdva-sama hita,  as,  a,  am,  fixed  or  collected 
in  mind,  abstracted,  devout.  —  Bhdva-earga,  a*,  m. 
the  intellectual  creation  (comprising  the  faculties  of 
the  human  mind  and  their  affections,  as  distinguished 

from  the  material  creation,  see  bhautika),  —  Bhara- 

sdra-viveka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Gan-gS-dhara 
Mahadakara.  —  Bhdra-stha,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  a 
state   of   love   or  affection,   attached,   enamoured. 

—  Bhava-snigdha,  as,  a,  am,  attached  in  heart  or 

mind,   affectionately  disposed.  —  Bhdvdkuta  (°va- 
dk°),  am,  n.  the  thoughts  of  the  heart  or  mind. 

—  Bhdvd-ganes'a-dikshita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  several  commentaries.  —  Blulvatmaka  (°va-at°), 
as,  a,  am,  'consisting  of  reality,'  real,  actual;  [cf. 
bhara-rupa.]  —  Bhavdtmaka-ta,  (.  reality.  —  Bha- 

vadvaita  (°va-ad°),  am,  n.  natural  cause ;  material 
cause  (as  thread  of  cloth).  —  Bhdvdnandl  (°ra-dn°), 
{.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Bhavananda  Siddhanta- 
vag-Tsa  on  the  Didhiti  or  SW-mani.  —  Bhavanandi- 
prakada,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  pre- 

ceding by  Mah5-<leva  Pandit.  —  Bhavanuga  (°ra- 
an°),  as,  a,  am,  'following  the  object,'  natural, 
simple,  not  forced  or  assumed ;   («.),  f.  a  shadow ; 

[cf.  bhdvdllna,.]*- Bhdvdntara  (°ra-an°),  am.  n. 
another  state,  a  different  state  or  condition.  —  Bhd- 

vabhdsa,  (°va-dbh°),  as,  m,  simulation  of  feeling  or 
emotion.  —  Bhdvdrtha  (°va-ar°),  as,  m.  the  simple 
or  inherent  meaning  (of  words),  the  obvious  purport 

(of  a  phrase  Sec.),  subject-matter.  —  Bhaviirtlia-di- 

pikd,  (. '  light  of  the  inherent  meaning,'  N.  of  a 
metrical  commentary  by  GaurT-kSnta  Sarvabhauma 
BhatUcSrya  on  the  Tarka-bhasha  ;   on  the  Vritta- 

ratnS-kara  by  Janardana-vibudha ;  =  bltagavata-bh°, 
q.  v.  —  Bhdvdlind  (°va-af),    f.   '  cleaving  to  an 
object,' a  shadow;  [cf.  bhdvdnugd.]  — Bhdvodaya 
(°va-ud°),  as,  m.  the  rising  of  emotion  or  passion. 
Bhdvaka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to 

be,  effecting;  promoting  anyone's  welfare;  imagin- 
ing, fancying ;  having  a  taste  for  the  beautiful ;  having 

a  poetical  taste ;  (as),  m.  sentiment,  feeling,  affec- 
tion, emotion ;  the  external  expression  of  amatory 

sentiments;  [cf.  bhiioiifa,  col.  2.] 

2.  bhdtana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.;  for  I.  bha- 
rana  see  p.  704,  col.  i),  causing  to  be,  causing, 
forming,  creating,  framing,  manifesting ;  promoting 

or  effecting  any  one's  welfare ;  imagining,  fancying ; 
teaching;  (as),  m.  a  creator,  producer,  efficient 
cause;  N.  of  Siva  (  =  dhydtri);  N.  of  the  twenty- 
second  Kalpa;  (a,  am),  f.  n.  the  act  of  causing  to 
be  or  creating,  manifesting,  manifestation ;  promotion 
of  any  one's  interests  ( =  vardhana);  the  act  of  form- 

ing in  the  mind,  conceiving,  imagination,  conception, 
fancy,  thought,  (tilturanaya,  in  thought,  in  imagina- 

tion); reflection,  meditation,  abstract  meditation,  con- 
templation ;  supposition,  hypothesis,  mental  perception, 

recollection ;  observing,  investigating  ;  settling,  fixing, 

determining;  (in  law)  proof,  demonstration,  argu- 
ment, ascertainment ;  (in  medicine)  saturating  any 

dry  powder  with  fluid,  steeping,  infusion,  drying  an 
article  by  day  and  keeping  it  moist  at  night;  (in 
arithmetic)  finding  by  combination  or  composition  [cf. 

samdsa-bh°'] ;  decorating  with  flowers  and  perfumes, 
scenting,  anointing;  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  = 
nature,  essence;  («),  f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad;  a  crow 

(  =  kd-rava) ;  water,  =  am6«;  (ain),  n.  apprehen- 
sion, perception ;  the  fruit  of  the  Dillenia  Speclosa 

( =  bharya,  l/havishya) ;  N.  of  a  wood,  (perhaps 
for  i.  bhd-vana,  q.v.)  —  Bhdrand-maya,  as,  i, 
am,  produced  by  imagination  or  fancy,  imaginary. 
—  Bhdvana-yukta,  as,  d,  am,  thoughtful,  full  of 
anxiety,  anxious.  —  Bhdvand-rirelca,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  commentary  on  a  metrical  treatise  on  the  nature 
of  injunction   according  to  the  theory  of  Madhu. 

—  Bhdvandiraya  (°na-d3°),  as,  m.  'the  refuge  of 

thought,'  an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Bhdvand-sara-san- 
graha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  VedSnta  work  by  Mudgala Bhatta. 

Bhdvanika,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
Bhdcaniya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  to  be 

manifested,  to  be  effected  or  accomplished ;  to  be 

conceived  or  imagined,  to  be  fancied ;  to  be  medi- 
tated on  ;  to  be  proved,  requiring  demonstration ;  to 

be  taught. 

Bhdi'ayat,  an,  antl,  at,  fancying,  imagining, 
calling  to  mind ;  reflecting  on,  meditating  on. 
Bhdvayavya,  as,  m.  (fr.  bhdvayu),  Ved.,  N. 

of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  I.  126,  6;  a 
patronymic  of  Svana-ja. 

Bhdmyitai-ya,  as,  ii,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  Ved. 
to  be  cherished,  to  be  protected  or  taken  care  of. 

BhdvayitH,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  causing  to  be ;  pro- 
moting the  welfare  (of  any  one),  cherishing,  taking 

care  of,  protecting ;  a  cherisher,  protector. 
Bhdvayu,  its,  us,  u,  Ved.  cherishing,  taking  care 

of,  protecting. 
Bhdrdta,  as,  m.  =  bhdvaka,  affection,  emotion, 

passion ;  the  external  expression  or  indication  of 
amatory  feeling ;  a  pious  or  holy  man ;  an  amorous 
man ;  an  actor ;  dress,  decoration. 

Bhdnka,  as,  i,  am,  actually  being  or  existing, 
real,  natural,  innate;  full  of  feeling  or  sentiment, 

expressive,  sentimental;  future;  (am),  n.  a  descrip- 
tion of  an  imaginary  object  so  vivid  that  it  actually 

appears  to  be  present,  describing  the  past  or  future 
as  present  ;  =  bhdruka,  language  full  of  feeling  or 
passion ;  (as),  m.  an  equation  involving  products  of 
unknown  quantities. 

Bhdvita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  caused  to  be, 
brought  into  being,  produced,  obtained,  got;  made 
to  thrive,  protected,  cherished,  fostered ;  made  to 
become,  transformed  into ;  made  to  exist  or  appear, 
manifested,  exhibited ;  made  to  exist  in  the  mind, 
presented  to  the  imagination,  conceived,  imagined, 
supposed,  thought  of;  thought  about,  meditated  on  ; 
fixed  on  (as  the  mind  or  thoughts) ;  purified  by 
meditation ;  known,  recognised,  acknowledged ; 
proved,  established ;  convicted ;  occupied  with,  per- 

vaded by,  filled  with  ;  inspired  by,  animated  ;  mixed 
with  (as  an  ingredient) ;  soaked  in,  saturated  with, 
steeped,  infused  ;  perfumed  with,  scented  ;  (in  arith- 

metic and  algebra)  involving  a  product  of  unknown 

quantities;  (am),  n.  a  product  obtained  by  multipli- 
cation, a  faclum.  —  BJtavita-butldU,  is,  is,  i,  one 

who  has  purified  his  mind  by  meditation  &c. ;  see  bhd- 

ritiltiiwn.  —  Jiln~iritii-riit,  dn,  atl,  at,  one  who  has 
imagined  or  conceived  or  infused  8K.*~Iihdpitdtmi<n 

(c<a-54°),  o,  «,  a,  one  whose  soul  is  purified  or  who 
has  purified  it  by  meditating  on  the  universal  soul, 
one  who  has  perceived  or  whose  thoughts  are  fixed 
on  the  Supreme  Spirit ;  thoughtful,  meditative ; 
ntent  upon,  engaged  in ;  a  sage ;  (d),  m.,  N.  of 
the  thirteenth  MuhQrta. 

Ithit  I'itaka,  the  product  of  a  multiplication ;  [cf.  ' 'tdrila  above.] 

llliiivitra,  am,  n.  the  three  worlds  (viz.  earth, 
leaven,  and  the  lower  regions  or  the  atmosphere), 
the  universe;  [cf.  bhavitra.] 

Bliiii'in,  i,  Ini,  i,  becoming,  being,  existing  [cf. 

bhrityn-bh",  purva-bhj~\ ;  about  to  be,  about  to come  to  pass,  future ;  predestined ;  what  ought  to 
be  ;  what  will  fall  to  the  share  of  (any  one);  attached 

to,  (Hari-bhdvin,  attached  to  Hari) ;  being  pos- 
sessed of,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  t.g.jnSna-mjtia- 

na-bh",  possessing  sacred  and  profane  knowledge) ; 
beautiful,  illustrious ;  (I),  m.  (according  to  the  Vaja- 
saneyi-pratisakhya)  every  vowel  except  a  and  il 
(perhaps  so  called  as  liable  to  become  changed  into 
the  corresponding  semivowels) ;  N.  of  the  caste  of 

S'Odras  in  Plaksha-dvlpa ;  (ini),  f.  a  distinguished 
or  handsome  woman ;  a  lady,  noble  lady  [cf.  bka- 

vya]  ',  a  wanton  woman  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris 
attending  on  Skanda :  of  a  daughter  of  a  Gandharva ; 

[cf.  a-niruddha-bk°.]  —  Jl)t<ivi-td,  f.  the  state  of 
being  or  becoming,  (tad-bliiirn-ljhiiri-td,  conform- 

ing one's  self  to  the  mode  of  thought  of  that  person) ; 
futurity,  predestination.  —  Bhdri-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  being  or  becoming,  the  being  obliged  to 
take  place,  inevitableness,  unavoidableness,  necessity. 

—  Bhdry-upadka,  as,  m.,  scil.  vimrjaniya,  a 
VisarjanTya  following  in  the  Pada-pStha  after  any 
vowel  except  the  vowel  a  or  a. 
Bharuka,  as,  a,  am,  being,  disposed  to  be,  about 

to  be,  becoming,  (sometimes  used  like  bhnri'/nnr 
at  the  end  of  a  comp.  after  an  adv.  in  am,  cf.  diih- 

yam-bh",  and/iam-bh°,  duram-bh°,  nagnam-bft", 
palitam-bh",priyam-bh):  happy,  well,  auspicious, 
prosperous ;  having  a  taste  for  the  beautiful,  having 
a  poetical  taste;  (as),  m.  (in  theatrical  language)  a 

sister's  husband ;  (am),  n.  language  full  of  feeling  or 
passion ;  happiness,  auspiciousness,  welfare. 
Bharya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  bhu  or  its  Caus.), 

being,  existing  at  the  present  time  (Ved.,  cf.  bharya) ; 
about  to  be  or  happen,  future,  to  be  become,  what 
must  or  ought  to  be  or  become,  (sometimes  used  for 
the  future  tense  of  the  verb,  e.  g.  Pulaho  bhdvyo 

maharshih,  Pulaha  is  to  be  reckoned  a  great  Rishi ; 
and  often  impersonally,  e.  g.  bhavyam  taya,  it  is 
to  be  become  by  her,  i.  e.  she  must  become) ;  to  be 

effected  or  accomplished,  to  be  performed ;  to  be  appre- 
hended or  perceived ;  to  be  imagined  or  conceived 

[cf.  dur-bh"] ;  to  be  convinced ;  to  be  argued  or 
proved  or  demonstrated ;  to  be  investigated  or  de- 

termined ;  (according  to  Vedic  commentators)  = 
bhamyarya,  to  be  honoured  or  worshipped?;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  king  (  —  b/tarya-ratha  or  bhanu- 
ratlia).  —  Bhavya-ta,  f.  or  bhdvya-tva,  am,  n. 

the  state  of  being  about  to  happen,  futurity.  —  Bhd- 

tya-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king;  [cf.  bhavya.~] 
bhavada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

bhavata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  2.  bhavat), 

your  honour's,  your,  thy  (respectfully). 

Bhdvatka,  as,  I,  am,  your  honour's,  your,  thy, 
thine. 

MNrfl  bhavala,  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Bha- vada. 

^Nli  bhacata.     See  col.  2. 

MMN  bhdcava,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr. 

bhdva  +  ava  fr.  rt.  at;),  delicate,  tender,  compas- sionate. 

vrrrr  i.  bhash  (connected  with  rt.  i. 

\  bhii  as  Gr.  <tr>)-/u  with  tfaivea),  cl.  I.  A. 
bhiixhate  (ep.  also  P.  -ti),  babhashe,  bhashitum, 
to  speak,  talk,  say ;  to  speak  to,  address  (with  ace. 
of  the  person  or  sometimes  with  ace.  of  the  person 
and  thing) ;  to  tell  or  announce  (anything)  to  (any 

one)  ;  to  speak  of  or  about ;  to  reply,  to  call  or 
name :  to  use  or  employ  in  speaking ;  to  describe : 
Pass,  bhdshyate,  to  be  spoken,  to  be  addressed  or 
spoken  to  (sometimes  with  ace.,  e.g.  sa  va6o  mu- 
nind  babhashe,  he  was  addressed  by  the  Muni  in  a 

speech) :  Caus.  bhdshayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ababhd- 
nhat  or  abibhashat,  to  cause  to  speak  or  talk ;  to 

say  or  speak ;  to  cause  disquietude,  disturb  (?)  :  Desid. 
bibhdshishate :  Intens.  bdbhdshyaie,  babhdshti. 
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Bhashaka,  as,  a,  am,  speaking,  talking  about, 

(at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 
Bhdshana,  am,  a.  speaking,  talking,  saying; 

speech,  talk  ;  kind  words,  kindness,  =  sdma-ddnddi  ; 
(in  theatrical  language)  expression  of  satisfaction  at 
the  end  of  a  drama,  applause  (?). 

Bhdshat,  an,  antt,  at,  speaking,  saying,  talking. 

Bhdshamdna,  as,  a,  am,  speaking,  saying,  talking. 

Bhdsha,  f.  speech,  language  [cf.  de.-ia-bh°,  para- 

bh°,  bhHta-bh°"\  ;  common  or  vernacular  speech  (in 
ancient  times  as  opposed  to  Vedic,  in  later  as  opposed 
to  Sanskrit),  any  Prakrit  dialect,  (the  five  Prakrits 

or  vernaculars,  viz.  Maha-rashtrl,  S'auraseni,  MagadhI, 
Pracya,  and  AvantI,  are  called  PaWa-vidha  Bhasha) ; 
description,  definition ;  (in  law)  an  accusation,  charge, 
complaint,  plaint ;  N.  of  SarasvatI  (goddess  of  speech) ; 
of  a  Ragim.  —  Bhdshii-jiia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

—  Bhdshdntara  (°shd-an°),  am,  n.  another  dialect 
or  version,  a  translation.  —  Bhdshd-pari<!<!heda,  as, 

m.  '  definition  of  (the  categories  of)  speech,'  N.  of 
a  compendium  of  the  Vaiseshika  branch  of  the  Nyaya 

system  of  philosophy  by  Visva-natha.  —  Bhdshd- 

pdda,  am,  a.  the  plaint  or  charge,  the  first  of  the 

four  stages  of  a  lawsuit.  —  Bhashd-matijari,  f.,  N. 
of  an  elementary  work  on  Sanskrit  grammar.  —  Bhd- 

shdrnava  (°shd-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by 
Cand'ra-sekhara.  -  Bhdshd-vritti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a 
commentary  on  Panini's  grammar.  —  Bhdshdvritty- 
artha-vritti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 

preceding  work.  —  Bhdshd-sama,  as,  m.  a  particular 
figure  in  rhetoric,  a  sentence  so  arranged  that  it  may 
be  either  Sanskrit  or  Prakrit.  —  Bhdshd-samiti,  is, 

{.  (with  Jainas)  one  of  the  Samitis,  moderation  in 

speech. 
Bhashika,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  common  or 

vernacular  speech. 

Bhashika,  f.  speech,  language. 

Bhdshita,  as,  a,  am,  spoken,  uttered,  said ;  (am), 
n.  that  which   is  spoken,    speech,  language,  talk, 

speaking.  —  Bhdshita-punska,  as,  am,  m.  n.= 
ukta-punsla,  q.  v. 
Bhdshitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  spoken  to  or 

addressed. 

Bhdshitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  a  speaker,  talker ;  speak- 
ing, talking,  telling. 

Bhdshin,  i,  im,  i,  speaking,  talking,  saying,  tell- 
ing, a  speaker,  (commonly  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf 

alpa-bh°,  prdkrita-bh°) ;  loquacious,  a  chatterer. 
Bhdshya,  am,  n.  speaking,  talking ;  any  work  in 

the  common  or  vernacular  speech ;  an  explanatory 
work,  exposition,  explanation,  commentary  in  genera 
(but  especially  the  explanation  of  technical  Sutras  or 

aphorisms) ;  Patanjali's  commentary  on  the  Sutras 

of  Panini  [cf.  mahd-bhdshya~\ ;  a  sort  of  house  o 
building.  —  lihdshya-kara  or  bhashya-kdra,  as 

or  bhdshya-krit,  t,  m.  'commentary-maker,'  the 
writer  of  any  explanatory  work  or  commentary,  a 
commentator,  scholiast,  an  expounder  of  technica 

Sutras  or  aphorisms ;  (especially)  an  epithet  of  Patan 
jali,  the  author  of  the  Maha-bhashya  or  great  com 
mentary  on  Panini ;  epithet  of  the  commentator 

Natha  and  S'an-karSc'arya.  —  Bhdxhya-tlkd,  (.,  N 
of  a  commentary  on  the  Maha-bhashya ;  of  anothe 
commentary  better  known  as  Srimad-bhashya-tika 

—  Bhdshya-pradipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Kaiyata's  com 
mentary  on  the  Maha-bhashya.  —  Bhdshyapradipa 

vivarana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  Isvarananda's  explanatio 
of  the  Bhashya-pradTpa.  —  Bhdshyapradlpoddyot 

(°pa-ud°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Nagoji-bhatta's  expla 
nation  of  Kaiyata's  Bhlshya-pradipa.  —  Bhdshya- 
ratna-prabhd,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
Sariraka-munansa-bhashya. 
Bhdshyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  spoken  to  or 

addressed. 

ITPl  2.  bhash  (fr.  rt.  bhash),  Ved.  occur- 
ring only  in  the  comp.  raksho-bhdih,  barking  like 

a  Rakshasa. 

bhdsha.     See  bhasa,  col.  2. 

if)<4H  bhdshan'ikshaulema,  as,  m. 1.,  N.  ofaracef.?). 

VTTTJ   i.  bhas  (connected  with  rt.    i. 

*\  bhd),  cl.  I.  A.  (in  epic  poetry  also  P.) 
hdsate  (-ti),  babhdse,  bhdsishyate,  abhdgishta, 
hdsitum,  to  shine,  to  be  bright;   to  appear;   to 

ppear  or  come  into  the  mind,  to  be  conceived  or 

magined,  to  become  clear  or  evident :  Caus.  bhdsa- 
jati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ababhdsat  and  abibhasat,  to 
make  shine,  illuminate;  to  cause  to  appear,  show, 
make  evident:  Desid.  bibhdsishate:  Intens.  bdbhd- 

vyate,  babhdsti;  [cf.  Hib.  beosach,  •  bright,  glitter- 
ng,'  perhaps  maw, '  sparkling ;'  probably  Lat.  fes- 

ra,  fas-tus.'] 
2.  bhds,  (.  n.  (according  to  some  ft.  rt.  I.  bhd, 

].v. ;  but  according  to  Panini  III.  2,  177,  fr.  rt.  I. 

ihdi),  light,  glare,  lustre,  brightness ;  a  ray  or  gleam 
}f  light,  (bhdsdm  nidhih,  receptacle  of  rays  of 
ight,  the  sun);  an  image,  reflection,  shadow ;  glory, 

plendor,  power,  majesty ;  wish,  desire.  —  Bhdsd- 
ketu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  bhasa  inst.  c.  +  ketu),  Ved. 
perceivable  by  light,  appearing  through  light ;  (Say. 
= jvdld-lakshana-jndpaka.)  —  Bhds-kara,  as,  t, 

am,  '  light-causing,'  shining,  glittering,  bright,  re- 
plendent ;  (as),  m.  the  sun,  (if  used  at  the  end  of 
an  adj.  comp.  the  fern,  will  end  in  o) ;  N.  of  Siva; 
ire;  a  hero;  the  plant  Calotropis  Gigantea  (  = 
arka);  N.  of  various  men;  of  a  famous  Hindu 

astronomer,  (also  called  Bhaskaralarya,  q.  v. ;  bhds- 
kara  is  often  found  at  the  end  of  names,  cf.  jndna- 

bh°,  brahmanya-bh°,  bhagavad-bh°,  bhagavanta- 
bh°,  bhdtta-bh°) ;  (am),  n.  gold ;  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
—  Bhdskara-nrisinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Scholiast 
of  the  last  century.  —  Bhdskara-priya,  as,  m. 

'fond  of  the  sun,'  a  ruby.  —  Bhdskara-bhatta,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Bhaskara-mis'ra,  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  author ;  (also  called  bha(ta-bh°.)  —  Bhds- 
kara-lavana,  am,  n.  a  particular  mixture  (contain- 

ing salt  &c.).  —  Bhdskara-varman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king  of  Kama-rupa ;  of  a  person  mentioned  in  the 

Dasa-kumSra-c'arita,  p.  194,  1.  14.  —  Bhdskara- 
vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  religious  observ- 

ance.— Bhdskara-farman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  com- 
mentator of  the  seventeenth  century;  [cf.  hari- 

bhdskara.]  —  Bhdskara-saptami,  f.,  N.  of  the 
seventh  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Magha. 

—  Bhdskard<!drya  (°ra-a<?°),  as,  m.,   N.   of  an 
author;  N.  of  a  celebrated  astronomer  and  mathe- 

matician who  lived  in  the  twelfth  century  and  wrote 

the  Siddhanta-siro-mani  (which  contains  treatises  on 

algebra,  arithmetic,  and  geometry,  called  Vija-ganita 
and  i.i\Z\zti).  — Bhdskari,  is,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr 
bhas-kara),  the  planet  Saturn ;    N.  of  a  Muni 
—  Bhdekariya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  or  coming 
from    Bhaskara ;     (as),    m.    a   pupil    of  Bhaskara 

—  Bhdskareshtd  (°ra-ish°),  f.  the  plant  Polanisia 
Icosandra.  —  Bhds-mt,  an,  all,  at,  possessing  light 
luminous,  splendid,  shining ;  (an),  m.  the  sun ;  light 
lustre,  brightness  ;  a  hero  ;  (ati),  f.  the  city  of  the 
sun ;  N.  of  a  work ;  (according  to  Naighantuka  I.  8 
=  vshas,  dawn ;  (yas),  (.  pi.  (according  to  Naighan 
tuka  I.  1 3)  =  nodi,  a  river.  —  Bhdsvati-karana 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
Bhasa,  as,  m.  (sometimes  written  bhdsha),  light 

lustre,  brightness ;  shining,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp 

e.  g.  fandra-bhasa,  shining  as  the   moon) ;   im 
pression  made  on  the  mind,  fancy;    a  vulture; 
cock ;   a  sort  of  bird  described  as  a  water-fowl ; 

s"akunta  ;  =  kukkuta  ;  =  nila-pakshah  pakshi ; 
cow-shed,  cattle-fold  (  =  goshtha);  N.  of  a  SSma 
(also  am,  n.) ;  of  a  man  ;  of  a  dramatic  poet ;  of 
son  of  a  minister  of  king  Candra-prabha ;  of  a  Da 
nava ;  of  a  mountain ;  (i),  f.  the  mother  of  the  Bhasas 

or  vultures ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Pradha.  —Bhdsa- 
karna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasa.  —  Bhasa-td, 
the  being  a  vulture  or  bird  of  prey  ;  vulturous  nature 
rapacity.  —  Bhdsa-vildsa-sanivdda,  as,  m.,  N.  o 
the  twenty-fifth  chapter  of  the  Vasishtha-ramayana 
commonly   called   Yoga-vasishtha.  —  Bhdsd-pura 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

Bhdsaka,  as,  ika,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to 

>pear,  making  evident,  showing,  manifesting;  en- 
'htening;  making  intelligible,  (usually  at  the  end  of 

omps.) ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  dramatic  poet.  —  Bhd- 
aka-tva,  am,  n.  enlightenment,  &c. 
Bhasana,  am,  n.  shining,  glittering,  illuminating. 
Bhdsanta,  as,  I,  am,  shining,  splendid ;  beautiful, 
andsome ;  (as),  m.  the  sun ;  the  moon ;  a  star,  an 
sterism;  the  bird  Bhasa,  q.v. ;  (I),  f.  an  asterism, 
Nakshatra. 

Bhdsamdna,  as,  d,  am,  shining,  radiant;  ap- 

rearing. 

Bhdsayat,  an,  and,  at,  making  to  shine,  illu- 
minating ;  shining,  radiant  (?). 

Bhasas,  as,  n.,Ved.  brightness,  light,  lustre. 

Bhdsdya,  Norn.  A.  bhdsdyate,  Sec.,  to  act  the 
art  of  the  bird  Bhasa,  to  appear  like  this  bird. 

Bhdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  shining, 

rilliant  (e.  g.  urdhva-bh° ,  shining  upwards ;  cf. 

yotir-bh°). 
Bhasu,  us,  m.  the  sun. 
Bhdsura,  as,  a,  am,  shining,  splendid ;  terrible, 

,n  this  sense  probably  an  incorrect  form) ;  (as),  m. 

crystal ;  a  hero ;  (am),  n.  Costus  Speciosus  or 
Arabicus;  [cf.  bhasvara.]  —  Bhisura-tva,  am,  n. 
plendor.  —  Bhdsura-pushpd,  f.  the  plant  Tragia 
nvolucrata  (  =  vrii6i-kdlT). 

Bhdsuraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lion  (in  Panca-tantra, >.  S3, '.  17)- 

Bhasya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  to  be  made 
visible,  to  be  brought  to  light.  —  Bhdsya-tva,  am, 
n.  the  state  or  condition  of  appearing,  visibleness. 

—  Bhasya-sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  section  in  the 
Cstantra  treating  of  the  meaning  of  grammatical 
brms. 

Bhdsvara,  as,  d,  am,  shining,  radiant,  brilliant, 
)right,  resplendent ;  (as),  m.  the  sun ;  a  day ;  N.  of 
a  satellite  of  the  god  of  the  sun;  of  a  Buddhist 

deity ;  (am),  n.  Costus  Arabicus  or  Speciosus  (= 
kushtha;  d.pra-bh°,  bhdsura). 

bhdsada,  as,  m.,  an,  m.  du.  (fr. 

bhasad),  Ved.  (perhaps)  the  buttocks. 

,  bhdsura,  &c.     See  above. 

ds-kara.  See  under  2.  bhds,  col.  2. 

..,„.  .  ̂  bhdstrdyana,  bhdstrdyanaka  (fr. 
bhastra),  see  Gana  Arlhanadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

bhdsmana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bhasman), 
made  or  consisting  of  ashes,  ashy. 

Bhdsmdyanya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bhas- 
man ;  bhasmdyands,  m.  pi.,  see  Gana  Kunjsdi  to Pan.  IV.  I,  98. 

bhihkha-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

king. 

fvrpT  bhiksh  (probably  for  bibhaksh, 1  ̂V  Desid.  of  rt.  bhaj),  cl.  I .  A.  (ep.  also  P.) 

bhikshate,  UbhikeheMikshishyate,  abhikshishta, 
bhiksMtum,  lit.  to  wish  to  share  or  partake ;  to  beg 
for,  ask  for ;  to  desire,  implore  (Ved.  with  ace.  and 

gen.,  e.g.  bhikshe  sumatim  turandm,  I  implore 
your  favour  against  eager  foes,  Rig-veda  I.  171,  i); 
to  solicit,  to  beg  alms  (with  abl.  of  person  or  with  a 

double  ace.) ;  to  obtain ;  to  ask  for  without  obtain- 
ing ;  to  be  weary  or  distressed  (?) ;  to  speak  (?) : 

Caus.  bhikshayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  beg,  &c. 
BMkshana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  the  art  of  begging, 

asking  alms. 
Bhikshamana,  as,  d,  am,  asking,  begging. 

Bhikshd,  (.  the  act  of  begging,  asking  [cf.  mdnsa- 
bh°]  ;  anything  given  as  alms  or  obtained  by  begging, 
(sometimes  in  comp.  with  the  object  asked  for,  e.  g. 

putra-bhikshdm  dehi,  grant  the  boon  of  a  son, 
lit.  a  son  as  alms) ;  alms,  food  given  as  alms  [cf. 

dur-bhiksha,  su-bh"];  hire,  wages  (  =  bhrlti); 
service.  —  Bhikshd-karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  ask- 

ing alms,  begging.  —  Bhikshd-dara,  as,  5,  am,  going 
about  begging;  a  beggar,  mendicant;  (as),  m.,  N. 

8  S 
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of  a  son  of  Bhoja,  (also  called  Wnkshu.)  —  Bhikshd- 
farana,  am,  n.  or  MAaU-tferpO,  am,  «,  n.  f. 
the  act  of  going  about  begging,  begging,  mendi- 

cancy.— Bhikfhd-dara,  as,  i,  urn,  —  bhikshd-fara. 

—  Bhikshdtana  (°shd-af),  at,  a,  am,  wandering 
about  begging  or  asking  for  alms,  begging,  men- 

dicity, mendicancy  ;  (as),  m.  a  mendicant  ;  N.  of  a 
poet;    (am),  n.  the   act  of  begging,  mendicancy, 

going  about  asking  for  alms  ;  N.  of  a  work  ;  bhik- 
shdtanam  kri,  to  wander  about  as  a  mendicant. 

—  Bltikshanna  (°s/w-a«°),  am,  n.  food  obtained 
as  alms  ;  [cf.  bhikshdhdra.]  —  Bhikshd-pdtra,  am, 
n.  a  mendicant's  bowl,  vessel  for  collecting  alms, 
alms-dish.  —  Bhikihd-praidra,  as,  m.  =  bhikshd- 
darana,  q.v.  —  llhiks/ia-bhiintla,  am,  n.  a  mendi- 

cant's bowl  or  vessel.  —  Bhik»hd-bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  living 
on  alms.  —  Bhikshd-mdnava,  as,  m.  a  beggar  boy, 

young  beggar  (as  a  term  of  contempt).  ̂ Bhikshd- 

yana  (shd-ay^),  am,  n.  the  act  of  plying  for  alms. 
—  Bhikshdrthln  (°shd-ar°),  ?,  ini,  i,  asking  for 
alms,  a  petitioner  for  charity  ;  begging  ;  a  beggar  or 

mendicant.  —  Bhiksharha  (°shd-ar°),  as,  d,  am, 
worthy  of  alms.  —  Bhikshd-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having 
or  receiving  alms,  begging.  —  Bhikshd-vdsas,  as,  n. 

the  garment  of  a  mendicant,  a  beggar's  dress.  —  Bhik- 
shd-vrittt,  is,  is,  i,  living  or  subsisting  on  alms, 

beggiag.  —  Bhikshds'i-tra  (°shd-d^°),  am,  n.  the 
eating  begged   food,   subsisting  on   alms  ;    mendi- 

cancy ;    profligacy,  roguery.  —  Bhikshds"in  (°shd- 
0,3°),  i,  ini,  i,  eating  begged  food,  living  or  sub- 

sisting  on   alms  ;    dishonest  ;     [cf.  bhaikxliatiya^} 

—  Bhikshdhdra  (°shd-dh°),  as,  m.  begged  food; 

[cf.  bhikehdnna.^  —  Bhikshotkara  <?shd-ut°),  as, 
m.  scattering  alms.  —  Bhikthopajivin  (°shd-up°),  i, 
ini,  i,  subsisting  by  alms,  one  who  lives  by  begging. 

Bhikshdka,  as,  i,  m.  f.  begging,  a  beggar,  men- 
dicant. 

Bhikshita,  as,  a,  am,  begged,  solicited  or  ob- 

tained as  alms  ;  [cf.  fudra-bh0."] 
Bhikshitavya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  begged  or 

asked  for. 

Bhikshin,  i,  im,  i,  begging,  asking  for  alms. 
Bhikshu,  us,  m.  a  beggar,  mendicant,  religious 

mendicant  (especially  a  Brahman  of  the  fourth  or 
mendicant  order,  i.  e.  one  in  the  fourth  iisrama  or 
last  stage  of  his  life  when  he  abandons  his  house  and 
family  and  subsists  entirely  on  alms  ;  cf.  dtframa, 

mahd-bh");  a  Buddhist  mendicant;  a  particular 
Buddha  ;  N.  of  an  An-glrasa  (author  of  the  hymn 
]J.ig-veda  X.  117);  of  a  son  of  Bhoja  (=bhikiha- 
6ara)  ;  N.  of  a  particular  species  of  plant,  =  ira- 
iiani,  =  kokildksha;  («),  n.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 

—  Bhikshu-daryd,  {.  'a  beggar's  course  of  life,' 
begging.  —  Bhikshib-tattva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Bhiksliu-aangka,  as,  m.  a  society  of  Buddhist 

mendicants.  —  Bhikshu-sam/hdtl,  f.  beggar's  clothes, 
old  or  ragged  raiment.  —  Bhikshu-sutra,  am,  n.  a 
collection  of  rules  or  precepts  for  mendicants.  -»  Bhik- 
shusutra-bhdshya-vdrttika,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary on  the  preceding. 

Bhikshtika,  as,  m.  a  beggar,  mendicant,  a  Brah- 
man of  the  mendicant  order  [cf.  bhikshu]  ;  (I),  f.  a 

female  mendicant.  —  Bhikshukl-pdraka  (?),  N.  of 
a  building  mentioned  in  Raja-taran-gin!  VI.  191. 
Bhikshum,  f.  a  Buddhist  female  mendicant  or 

nun,  (probably  a  Pili  form.) 
Bhikthya  (fr.  bhikehd),  Nom.  P.  bhikshyati, 

Sec.,  to  beg  or  ask  for  alms,  (a  doubtful  form.) 

Ithinda  or  bhinilaka  or  bhindltaka, 

as,  m.  or  bhindd,  f.  the  plant  Abelmoschus  Escu- 
leotus. 

bhitta,  bhitti,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

'•  bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  bhinatti, 
bhintte  (Ved.  also  cl.  I.  bhedati),  Impf. 

abhinat  (2nd  sing,  abhiitai  or  abhinat,  1st  sing. 
Ved.  abhedam,  2nd  sing,  abhet,  bhet\  Impv.  bhi- 
nathi  (and  sing,  bliindillii  or  blundhi),  bibheda 
(2nd  sing,  biblteditha),  bibhidc  (Part.  Wbhidvat), 
bhettyati,  -te,  Aor.  abhidai  and  abhaitsil,  abliitta 

(and  sing,  abhitthds),  Inf.  bhettum  (Ved.  bhet- 
iaval),  to  break,  split,  cleave,  slit,  cut  asunder,  sever, 
rend,  tear,  pierce,  penetrate ;  to  break  through  or 
down,  burst  through  (e.  g.  sctum  bhid,  to  break 
through  an  embankment ;  timiram  bhid,  to  break 

through  or  disperse  darkness)  ;  to  violate  (e.  g.  san- 
dhim  bhid,  to  violate  a  compact  or  alliance) ;  to 
interrupt,  disturb ;  to  tear  up ;  to  destroy ;  to  divide, 
separate;  to  open;  to  make  to  open  or  blossom, 
expand ;  to  divide  into  parts  or  portions,  disjoin, 
disunite ;  to  loose,  loosen,  dissolve  ;  to  unravel,  extri- 

cate ;  to  betray,  disclose ;  to  set  at  variance ;  to 
unsettle,  perplex ;  to  alter,  change,  make  to  differ ; 
to  distinguish,  discriminate :  Pass,  bhidyate,  to  be 
split ;  to  burst  (e.  g.  sTitena,  with  frost)  ;  to  be  torn 
asunder ;  to  be  destroyed  ;  to  be  harassed  or  afflicted  ; 
to  be  divided  or  separated ;  to  open,  be  opened, 
become  relaxed ;  to  expand,  blossom,  bloom ;  to 

become  loose,  be  loosened ;  to  separate  one's  self 
from,  keep  aloof  from  (with  inst.) ;  to  differ  or  be 
different  from  (with  abl.)  ;  to  alter,  change ;  to  be 

divulged :  Caus.  bhedayati,  -yitum,  abtbhidat,  to 
cause  to  break  or  split  &c.,  to  break,  split,  cleave, 
divide,  tear  or  dash  to  pieces ;  to  destroy,  overcome ; 
to  separate,  dissolve,  disunite,  unsettle  (in  opinion), 
perplex,  set  at  variance,  cause  dispersion ;  to  seduce  : 
Desid.  of  Caus.  bibhedayithati:  Desid.  bibhit- 
sati,  -te:  Intens.  bebhidyate,  bebhiditi,  bebhetti, 
to  break  or  split  repeatedly,  to  divide  or  cut  into 

again  and  again ;  [cf.  Lat.  findo,  fi-nis  fr.  fid- 

«is(?):  Goth,  bit,  'to  bite;'  beita,  bait,  bilum : Old  Germ,  biz.] 

Bhitta,  am,  n.  a  fragment,  broken  piece,  bit ;  a 

part,  portion ;  =  bhitti,  a  partition,  wall. 
Bkitti,  is,  (.  breaking,  splitting,  tearing,  dividing ; 

a  wall  of  earth  or  masonry,  a  partition  ;  a  mat  (made 
of  split  reeds) ;  anything  broken  or  divided  ;  a  rent, 
fissure ;  a  fragment,  bit,  piece,  portion,  part ;  a  place, 
spot ;  a  flaw,  defect,  deficiency ;  an  opportunity, 
occasion;  an  asylum (?).  —Bhitti-khdtana,  as,  m. 

'  wall-digger,"  one  who  digs  into  or  undermines 
walls,  a  rat;  [cf.  bhitti-pdtana.]  —  Bhitti-daura, 

as,  m.  '  wall-burglar,'  a  house-breaker  (the  mud  wall 
of  the  Hindu  cottages  being  easily  cut  through  by 

burglars).  —  Bhitti-pdtana,  as,  m. '  wall-overthrower, 
wall-destroyer,'  a  kind  of  rat ;  [cf.  bhitti-kkatana.] 
Bhittikd,  f.  a  partition,  wall ;  a  small  house- 

lizard;  (as,  a,  am)=bhitti  (at  the  end  of  an  adj. comp.). 

Bhittvd,  ind.  having  broken,  having  split,  having 
burst  through,  &c. 

2.  bhid,  t,  t,  t,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  breaking, 
splitting,  dividing,  piercing ;  a  breaker,  &c. ;  break- 

ing to  pieces,  destroying  [cf.  as"ma-bh°,  yiri-bh", 
gotra-bh°,  tamo-bh°,  pura-bh°] ;  (t),  f.,  Ved.  a 
breaker,  destroyer,  &c. ;  breaking,  splitting,  dividing ; 
difference  ;  different  sort,  kind. 

Bhidaka,  as,  m.  '  cutter  or  wounder,'  a  sword ; 

(ant),  n.  Indra's  thunderbolt. Bhidd,  f.  breaking,  splitting,  piercing,  bursting  in 
pieces,  tearing,  rending  [cf.  dur-bhida]  ;  dividing, 
separation  ;  difference  ;  sort,  kind,  species ;  coriander. 

Bhiddpana,  am,  n.  (fr.  an  irregular  Caus.  bhi- 
ddpaya),  the  act  of  causing  to  break,  causing  to 
pound  or  trample  on. 

Bhidi,  is,  or  b/Kdu,  us,  m.  Indra's  thunderbolt. 
Bhidira,  am,  n.  a  thunderbolt  (  =  bhidi  above). 
Bhidura,  as,  d,  am,  breaking,  splitting,  piercing, 

destroying ;  easily  broken  or  split,  fragile,  brittle ; 
divided,  variegated,  mingled  ;  (am),  n.  a  thunderbolt 

[cS.bhidira].  —  Bhidura-8i;ana,  as,  m.  'making  a 

piercing  sound,'  N.  of  an  Asura ;  (in  Hari-vans'a  2289 
also  read  mridura-svana,  sriiiiarah  khanah.) 

Jlhidclima,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  broken  or  split, 
easily  broken,  brittle,  fragile. 

Bhidya,  as,  m.  a  rushing  river  ('  one  bursting  its 
banks') ;  N.  of  a  river;  [cf.  pur-bh°.] 
Bhidyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  broken  or  split 

or  pierced ;  being  divided  or  separated ;  being  dis- 
tinguished. 
Bhidra,  am,  n.  a  thunderbolt. 

Jihid-rat,  an,  all,  at, Ved. containing  the  root  bhid. 
Jihindat,  an,  alt,  at,  breaking,  splitting,  cleaving, 

piercing,  destroying,  dividing. 

Jihindu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  breaking,  splitting ;  de- 

stroying ;  a  destroyer ;  (us),  m.  a  drop  [cf.  biiidu] ', 
(us),  f.  a  woman  bringing  forth  a  still-born  child,  a 
woman  who  bears  a  dead  child ;  [cf.  nindu.] 

H/iinddhi-Iin-aijd,  f.  (fr.  2nd  sing.  Impv.),  con- 
stant sprinkling  of  salt ;  [cf.  pada-F.] 

r>linina,  as,  at  am,  broken,  fractured,  split, 
(bliinnd  nauff,  a  leaky  ship,  a  wrecked  vessel); 
torn,  rent,  cloven,  pounded,  lacerated  ;  opened,  ex- 

panded, budded,  blossoming ;  divided,  separated 
into  parts,  anything  less  than  a  whole ;  detached, 
disunited,  disjoined ;  loosened  ;  separated  or  different 
from ;  distinct,  other,  different  (e.  g.  dtt-bftinno 
nipdtaff,  any  particle  other  than  an) ;  deviated, 
deviating  or  varying  from;  deprived  of,  without; 
furious  (as  an  elephant,  see  bh  tnna-karata) ;  mingled, 
mixed,  cleaving  to;  (as),  m.  a  flaw  or  defect  in  a 
jewel ;  (am),  n.  a  fragment,  bit,  part,  portion ;  (in 
arithmetic)  a  fraction ;  a  blossom ;  a  wound  from  a 

pointed  weapon,  a  stab ;  a  particular  mode  of  fight- 
ing mentioned  in  Hari-vansa  15978,  (also  read 

mitra.)  —  Bhinna-karata,  as,  m.  an  elephant  in 
rut  or  from  whose  divided  temples  the  juice  exudes. 

—  Bhinna-karna,  as,  d,  am,  having  divided  ears 
(said  of  particular  animals).  —  Bhinna-kuta,  as,  d, 
am,  deprived  of  a  chief  or  leader  (said  of  an  army). 

-*Bhinna-krama,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  order 
broken,  out  of  order  or  place,  displaced.  —  Bliinna- 
gati,  is,  is,  i,  going  with  great  strides,  going  quickly. 

—  Bhinna-garbha,   as,  d,  am,  disunited  in  its 
centre  (said  of  an  army),  broken  up,  disorganized. 

—  Bhinna-gdtrikd,  f.  a  kind  of  cucumber,  Cucumis 
Usitatissimus  (  =  karkatl).  —  Bhinna-gunana,  am, 
n.  multiplication  of  fractions.  —  Bhinna-ghana,  as, 
m.  the  cube  of  a  fraction.  —  BTiinna-jntiya,  as,  d, 
am,  of  a  different  tribe  or  caste.  —  Bhinna-tva,  am, 
n.  the  state  of  being  different,  difference,  variation. 

<~  Bhinna-dardin,  t,  ini,  i,  or  bhinna-dris',  /;, 
k,  k,  seeing  different  things,   seeing   a  difference, 
making  a  difference,  partial,   (opposed  to  eama- 

dars'in.)  —  Bhinna-des'o,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to 
different  or  various  places;  occurring  or  happening 

in  various  places.  —  BhinnadeJa-tva,  am,  n.  the 
condition  of  being  widely  distant.  —  Bhinna-deha, 

as,    d,    am,   '  whose   body  is   pierced,'  wounded. 
—  Bhinna-nait,  aus,  aus,  u,  or  bhinna-nauka, 

as,  d,  am,  'whose  ship  is  broken,'  shipwrecked. 
—  Bhinna-parikarman,  a,  n.  an  arithmetical  ope- 

ration with   fractions.  —  Bhinna-prakdra,  as,  d, 

am,  of  a  different  kind  or  sort.  —  Bhimta-likaga- 
hara,  as,  m.  division  of  fractions.  —  Bhinna-bha  nda, 
or  bhinna-bhdjana,  am,  n.  a  broken  pot  or  vessel, 

potsherd.  —  Jlhinna-bhiimdtman  (°na-dtrj),  a,  m. 
chick-pea,  Cicer  Arietinum.  —  Bhinna-VLarmxn,  it, 
a,  a,  pierced  in  the  vital  organs,  mortally  wounded. 

—  Bhinna-marydda,  as,  d,  am,  'whose  course  is 
broken  or  separated  from  the  right  way,'  uncontrolled, 
unrestrained;   unbounded.—  r>kinn>i-tiiastak<i-pin- 
ihtka  or  -piiidika,  as,  d,  am,  whose  skull  and 
forehead  is  cloven,  (an  elephant)  whose  frontal  globes 

are  opea.  —  Bhinna-yojani,  f.  the  plant  Plectran- 
thus  Scutellarioides  (=pashdna-bheda).  —  Bhii/n<i- 
liit'jn,  am,  n.  incongruity  of  gender  in  a  comparison. 
—  Jihinna-radana,  am,  n.  incongruity  of  number 
in  a  comparison.  —  Bhinna-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who 
has  divided.  —  Bhinna-varga,  as,  m.  the  square  of  a 
fraction.—  Hhinna-rardan,  ds,  as,  as,  or  bhinna- 

m  ri'itfka,  as,  a,  am, voiding  excrement, &c.  —  Bhin- 
na-iarna,  ax,  a,  am,  changed  in  colour,  discoloured, 
pale;  of  a  different  caste  or  tribe.  —  7?Ai»«a-rarf- 
man,  d,  a,  a,  separated  from  the  right  way ;  [cf. 

bhinna-marydda.~\^'  Bhiiiita-vitka,  as,  d,  am  (fr. 
hi:  iii  na  +  visit),  =  bhinna-vardas.— Itkinnavftka- 
trii,  m/i,  n.  the  state  of  one  who  voids  excrement, 
&c.,  (according  to  some  commentators)  change  of 
colour  in  the  kcts.  —  Hhinna-vrttta,  as,  d,  am, 

having  abandoned  the  path  of  duty,  leading  a  bad 
life;   containing  a  metrical  fauk.  —  Bhinua-vritti, 
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is,  is,  i,  having  different  occupations,  occupied  dif- 
ferently; leading  a  bad  life;  neglecting  prescribed 

observances,  following  bad  courses.  —  Bhinnavritti- 
td,  f.  the  following  of  evil  courses,  neglect  of  pre- 

scribed observances.  —  Bhinna-vyarakalita,  am,  n. 
subtraction  of  fractions.  —  Bhinna-samhati,  is,  is,  i, 
whose  union  is  broken,  disunited.  —  Bhinna-san- 
Tialana  or  bltinna-sankalita,  am,  n.  addition  of 
fractions.  —  Bhinna-svara,  as,  a,  am,  having  a 
broken  or  changed  voice,  hesitating  in  speech,  fal- 

tering ;  discordant.  —  Bhinnasvara-mukha-varna, 
as,  a,  am,  having  a  broken  or  changed  voice  and 
complexion.  —  Bhinna-hridaya,  as,  a,  am,  pierced 

through  the  heart.  —  Bhinndnjana  (°na-aii°),  am, 
n.  divided  antimony,  pounded  collyrium,  or  colly- 
rium  mixed  (with  oil  and  used  as  an  eye-salve),  eye- 
ointment  consisting  of  various  materials  pounded  and 

mixed.  —  RhinuaAjana-6ayopama  (°ya-up°),  as, 
a,  am,  like  a  quantity  of  pounded  antimony  or 
mixed  collyrium.  —  Bhiimdnjana-sannibha,  as,  a, 
am,  similar  to  pounded  antimony  or  mixed  pigment. 

—  Bhinndiijandkdra  (°na-dk°),  or  bhinndiijand- 
bha  (°na-abha),  as,  d,  am,  appearing  like  pounded 
antimony   or  mixed   collyrium.  ••  Bhinndbhinna 

(°na-abh°),  as,  d,  am,  distinct  and  not  distinct, 
separate  and  not  separate.  —  Bhiimdrlha  (°na-ar°), 
as,  d,  am,  having  a  dear  or  distinct  meaning,  clear, 
evident,  intelligible,  perspicuous.  —  Bhinndrtha-td, 
f.  clearness  of  meaning,   intelligibleness,   clearness. 

—  Bhinnodara  (°na-ud°),  as,  m.  a  brother  by  a different  mother,  a  half  brother. 

Bhinnaka,  as,  m.  'a  seceder,'  a  Buddhist  ;  N.  of 
a  musical  mode  or  Raga. 
Bhettavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  broken  ;  to  be  be- 

trayed ;  to  be  divulged. 
Bhettri,  Id,  tri,  tri,  breaking,  splitting,  piercing, 

bursting  through,  dividing,  &c.  ;  a  breaker,  splitter, 
piercer,  interrupter,  disturber,  troubler,  frustrator  ;  a 
divulger  (of  a  secret),  betrayer,  traitor  ;  a  factious  or 
seditious  man  ;  (td),  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  magical 
spell  recited  over  weapons. 

bhind,  a  various  reading  for  rt. 
bind,  q.  v. 

bhindapdla  or  bhindipdla,  as,  m. 
a  short  javelin  or  arrow  thrown  from  the  hand  or  shot 
through  a  tube  ;  a  stone  fastened  to  a  string  ;  (also 
read  bhindamdla,  bhindumdla,  bhindimdla,  bhin- 
dimald^) 

u,  bkinna,&c.  See  p.  710,  col.  3. 

bhiyas.     See  col.  2. 

fii(Vfi}eciiT  bhirintikd,  f.  a  species  of  plant, 

=  s"veta-gurij  a  ;  (also  read  bhrintikd.) 

bhil=ii.  bil,  q.  v. 

bhilma,  am,   n.  a  word  used  by 
Yaska  (Nirukta  I.  20)  to  explain  bilma,  q.  v. 

finU1  bhilla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  wild  mountain 
race,  probably  the  modern  Bheels,  (they  live  in  the 
Vindhya  mountains,  in  the  forests  of  Malwa,  Mewar, 
and  Kandesh,  and  in  the  Dakhin  to  the  north  of 
Poona  ;  they  were  formerly  notorious  for  their  depre- 

dations) ;  a  king  of  the  Bhillas  ;  (i),  f.  the  plant 
Symplocos  Racemosa.  —  Bhilla-gavi,  f.  =  ffaTayi, 
the  female  of  the  Bos  Gavaeus.  —  Bhilla-taru,  us, 
m.  Symplocos  Racemosa;  [cf.  bhilli.]  —  Bh  Ula- 
bhutthand,  f.  the  seed  of  the  plant  Abrus  Preca- 
torius. 

Bhillota  or  bhillotaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  species 
of  plant,  (perhaps)  =  bhilla-taru. 

bhiscd,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

I  .  bhishaj  (a  Vedie  verb  of  which 
the  3rd  sing,  present  bhishakti  occurs  in  Rig-veda 

VIII.  79,  2,  where  according  to  Say.  bhie'/takti  = bhishajyati),  to  heal  or  cure  ;  [cf.  bheshaja.] 
2.  bhiehaj,  It,  It,  k  (in  Unadi-s.  I.  137  derived 

fr.  rt.  i.lthl  with  vowel  shortened  and  affix  aj,  sit 
being  inserted),  healing,  sanative,  curative ;  (/;),  m. 
a  physician  ;  medicine,  a  remedy  ( =  bheshaja) ;  N. 
of  a  man  with  the  patronymic  Atharvana ;  of  a  son 

of  S'ata-dhanvan ;  (an),  m.  du.  the  Asvins;  [cf. 
s"ata-bh°.~\  —  Bhishak-lama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
most  healing ;  (ait),  m.  du. '  the  best  physicians,'  the 
Asvins.  —  Bhishak-tara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  more 

healing.  —  Bhishak-pds'a,  as,  m.  an  inferior  phy- 
sician, a  quack  doctor.  —  Bhishctk-priyd,  f.  '  dear 

to  a  physician,'  the  plant  Cocculus  Coidifolius  ( = 
gudu<Zi).  —  Bhishag-jita,  am,n.  'subdued  by  phy- 

sicians,' any  drug  or  medicine.  —  Bhishag-bhadra,  f. 
a  species  of  the  plant  Croton  ;  [cf.  bhadra-dantikd.^ 
—  Bhishag~vara,  as,  m.  the  best  of  physicians; 
(a«),  m.  du.  the  two  Asvins.  —  Bhishan-mdtri,  td, 
f.  the  plant  Justicia  Adhadota ;  [cf.  vaidya-mdtri.] 
Bhishajdcarta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Krishna. 
1.  bhishajya,  Nom.  P.  bhishajyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 

heal,  cure. 
2.  bhithajya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sanative,  healing, 

healthful ;   (a),  f.  the  act  of  healing  or  curing ;   a 

remedy,  cure;  [cf.  dur-bh°.] Bhishajyita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  healed,  cured,  (also 
incorrectly  read  bhishajjyita,  bhishajjiyita,  bhi- 
shajjayita.) 
Bhishnaja,  as,  m.,  see  Gana  Gargadi  to  Pan. IV.  i,  105. 

Bhishnajya,  Nom.  P.  bhishnajyati,  &c.,  Ved.= 
I.  bhishajya,  to  heal,  cure. 

f*T*Jn  bhishmd,  f.  a  various  reading  for 
bhissd  below. 
Bhishmikd,  bhishmitd,  bhishmishtd,  various 

readings  for  bhissatd  below. 

m«*JSI  bhissatd  or  bhissitd,  f.  parched  or 
fried  rice. 

Bhissa,  f.  boiled  rice. 

ftr?  bhihu  (?),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 

^?V  i.iJI,  cl.  i.  A.  bhayateCVed.);  cl.  3. 
P.  (Ved.  and  ep.  also  A.)  bibheti  (3rd  du. 

bibhitas  or  bibhitan,  3rd  pi.  bibhyati,  Part,  bibh- 
yat,  ep.  ist  sing.  A.  bibjiye),  Impf.  abibhet  (3rd  pi. 
abibhayus),  Pot.  bibhiydt  or  bibhiydt  (3rd  pi.  bi- 

bhiyus  or  bibhiyus,  bibhyeyus  Maha-bh.  S'anti-p. 
459).  bibhdya  or  bibhaydn-dakdra  or  bibhayam- 
dsa  (3rd  pi.  bibhyus.  Part,  bibhiras,  bibhyushl,  (.), 
bhcshyati,  Aor.  abhuishit  (2nd  sing,  abhaishis, 
ep.  ma  bhais  for  ma  bhaishis,  Ved.  forms  bites, 
bhema),bhetum  (Ved.  forms  bhayante,  abhayaiita, 
Part,  bhayamdna,  bhiydna,  Inf.  bhiyase,  cf.  bhiyas 
below;  according  to  the  Dhatu-patha  even  cl.  IO. P. 
bhdyayati),  to  fear,  dread,  be  afraid  of  (with  abl.  or 
gen.,  e.  g.  mrityor  bibheti,  he  fears  death ;  bibhemi 
te,  I  fear  thee  ;  very  rarely  with  inst.  or  ace.) ;  to  fear 
for,  be  anxious  or  solicitous  about  (A.) :  Pass,  bhi- 
yate,  Aor.  abhdyi:  Caus.  A.  bhishayate  (ep.  also 
P.  bhishayati),  bhdpayate,  Aor.  abibhifhata,  Sec., 
to  terrify,  put  in  a  fright,  intimidate ;  bhdyayati, 
Aor.  abibhayat,  &c.,  to  frighten  or  terrify  any  one 
(ace.)  with  anything  (inst.)  ;  Dcsid.  bibhlshati  : 
Intens.  bebhlyate,  bebhayitl,  bebheti ;  [cf.  Zend 

rt.  /»,  '  to  be  frightened :'  Gr.  <pe/3-o-/tai,  <p60o-t, 
<po@t-<>i,  tpo0e-o-pai,  <j>o/3-fpo-s:  Lith.  bij-au,  'I 

am  afraid ;'  baime,  '  fear ;'  bai-dau,  '  I  terrify ;' 
baisis,  '  terrible ;'  perhaps  belonging  to  the  Caus. 
bhlskaya;  byaiims,  'deformed,'  see  bliini;  baj- 
us,  'feir,'  =  bhaya:  Slav,  boj-a-ti,  'to  be  afraid:' 
probably  Goth.  Jia  for  bia,  fiandi:  Mod.  Germ. 
feind:  Eng./enrf;  Old  Germ.  bi-b6-n:  Angl.  Sax. 
bif-ian,  beof-ian:  Mod.  Germ.  bcb-en  =  Intens. 

bebheti.'] 
Bhiyas,  m.,  Ved.  fear,  apprehension,  dread,  (oc- 

curring only  in  the  ace.  and  inst.  sing.,  the  dat. 
sing,  bhiyase  being  used  as  Ved.  inf.  of  rt.  I.  bhit 
above ;  cf.  Zend  liienghe.) 

Bhiyctsdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  fearful,  timid. 
Bhiyd,  f.  fear,  apprehension,  dread. 
2.  bhl,  Is,  f.  fear,   apprehension,  alarm,   dread, 

(sometimes  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  acadya-bhl.) 
"Bhl-lcara,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  causing  or  exciting 
fear.  —  Bhl-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  fearful. 
Bhlta,  as,  d,  am,  frightened,  alarmed,  terrified, 

afraid,  fearful,  timid ;  placed  in  jeopardy  or  danger, 

imperiled,  (often  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  agn'i- 
bh',  afraid  of  fire;  mrityu-bh°);  (am),  n.  fear, 
alarm,  apprehension  ;  (am),  ind.  timidly.  —  Bliitan- 
lidra,  as,  d,  am,  making  afraid ;  (am),  ind.  making 
a  coward,  calling  a  coward,  (tarn  bhitatt-kdram 

dkrui^ya,  calling  him  a  coward.)  ••  Bhita-paritrdna- 
mstupt'dambha-pandlta  (  tu-up°),  as,  a,  am, 
clever  in  finding  fault  with  the  means  of  rescuing 
the  terrified.  —  BhUa-bhlta,  as,  d,  am,  very  much 
frightened,  exceedingly  afraid. —  I.  bhlta-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  one  who  is  afraid.  —  2.  bhita-vat,  ind.  like 
a  frightened  person,  timidly. 
Bhiti,  is,  f.  fear,  alarm,  apprehension,  dread, 

terror,  (often  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  dosha-blt°, 
deva-bh°) ;  tremor,  trembling,  shaking ;  danger. 
—  Bhiti-krit,  t,  t,  t,  causing  fear,  exciting  alarm. 
—  Bhtti-ndtitaka,  am,  n.  mimic  representation  of fear. 

Bhima,  as,  d,  am,  fearful,  dreadful,  terrible,  for- 
midable, horrible,  horrid,  terrific,  terrifying ;  (am), 

n.  horror,  terror ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  sorrel  ( — 
amla-vetasa),  Rumex  Vesicarius ;  N.  of  Rudra ;  of 

Siva ;  of  one  of  the  eight  forms  of  S'iva ;  of  one 
of  the  eleven  Rudras ;  of  a  Deva-gandharva ;  of  one 
of  the  Devas  called  Yajna-mush ;  of  a  I  );ui.iv.i ;  of  a 
Vidya-dhara ;  of  a  son  of  the  Rakshasa  Kumbha- 
karna ;  of  the  second  son  of  F'andu  (also  called 
Bhlma-sena  and  Vrikodara ;  he  was  only  the  reputed 
son  of  Pandu,  being  really  the  son  of  his  wife  Pritha 

or  Kunt!  by  Vayu,  god  of  the  wind  ;  he  was  remark- 
able for  his  vast  size  and  strength  and  voracious 

appetite ;  cf.  vdyu-putra) ;  N.  of  a  Vaidarbha ;  of 
a  son  of  Ilina ;  of  a  son  of  Amavasu  or  Amavasu 
and  father  of  Kanlana ;  of  a  son  of  Sattvata ;  of  a 

king  of  Dvaraka ;  of  several  kings ;  of  an  author ; 
of  a  poet;  of  the  father  of  Ananta;  (as),  m.  pi. 
the  race  of  Bhima ;  (d),  f.  a  whip ;  a  sort  of  perfume 
( =  rofland) ;  N.  of  a  form  of  Durga ;  of  an  Apsaras ; 
of  several  rivers ;  of  a  district  (probably  sacred  to 

Durga)  ;  of  a  town.  ™  Bltima-karman,  d,  d,  a, 
terrible  in  act,  of  terrific  prowess  ;  dreadful,  destruc- 

tive. —  Bhtma-kdrmuka,  as,  d,  am,  having  for- 
midable bows.  —  Bhlma-khanda,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

work  treating  of  the  Lin-ga  BhimesVara  (mentioned 
in  the  Skanda-Pur2na).—.BAz»ia-<7a£a,  as,  or  bhi- 

ma-gu,  us,  m.  (gava  or  gu=go),  N.  of  a  man; 

[cf.  bhaimagava.~\  —  Bhima-gupta,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  king.  —  Bhima-grdha-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having 
terrible  sea  monsters.  —  Bhima- (Sandra,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  king.  —  Bltima-jdnu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Bhlnm-td,  f.  terribleness,  fearfulness,  formidable- 
ness.  —  Bhlma-tithi,  is,  f.  the  day  of  Bhima  (  = 

bhimaikddatfi).  —  Bhima-dan'ana,  as,  d,  am, 
frightful  in  appearance  or  aspect,  frightful,  hideous. 

—  Bhima-dvddas'i,  f.,  N.  of  the  twelfth  day  of  the 
light  half  of  the  month  MSgha  (called  after  Bhima 
the  reputed    son    of  Pandu;    cf.   bhlmaikddaiii). 

—  BhimadvadaJi-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  sixty- 

fifth  chapter  of  the  Bhavishyottara-Purana.  —  Bhlma- 

dhanvan,  d,  m.  '  having  a  terrific  bow,'  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Bhlma-dhanvdyana,   '  bearing   dreadful 
bows,'  in  b/tlma-dhanvdyani  send,  Maha-bh.  Ud- 

yoga-p.  7633.  —  Bhlma-nagara,  am,  n.  '  Bhima's 
city,'  N.  of  a  town;   [cf.  Wiima-pura."]  —  Bh~tma- ndda,  as,  d,  am,  sending  forth  a  fearful  sound, 
sounding  dreadfully ;  (as),  m.  a  loud  or  fearful  sound ; 
a  lion ;   N.  of  one  of  the  seven  clouds  which  will 

cover  the  sky  at  the  destruction  of  the  world.  —  Bhi- 

ma-nayaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.-* Bhtma-pard- 
krama,   as,  d,   am,  possessing    fearful    power   or 
prowess ;  of  terrible  strength ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 

S'iva  ;  N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  work  mentioned  in  Raghu- 
nandana's  Sanskara-tattva.  —  Blilma-pdla,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhlma-pttra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town 
situated  on  the  Ganges;  [cf.  bhima-nagara.]  —  Bhi- 

ma-bula,  as,  d,  am,  possessing  fearful  or  tremendous 
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strength  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Dhrita- 
rSshtra  ;  of  one  of  the  Devas  called  Yajiia-mush, 
see  Maha-bh.  Vana-p.  14166.  —  Bhtma-bhata,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhima-bhat/a,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
an  author.  —  Bhima-bhttja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Bhima-multha,  as,  J,  am,  of  fearful  aspect  or 
appearance;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  monkey.  —  Bhlma- 
ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king;  of  a  son  of  Dhrita- 
rashtra  ;  of  Ketu-mat  (the  father  of  Divo-dSsa)  ;  of 
a  son  of  Vikriti  and  father  of  Nava-ratha ;  of  a  son 
of  Krishna  by  Satya-bh5mS ;   of  a  Rakshasa   [cf. 
bhaimaratha] ;    (a,  i),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  in  the 

Himalaya  mountains ;  (f),  f.  '  the  fearful  night,'  N. 
of  the  seventh  night  in  the  seventh  month  of  the 
seventy-seventh  year   of  life  (supposed  to  be  the 
ordinary  period  of  human  life ;  a  person  after  this 
period   is   thought   to   be    arrived   at  dotage   and 
exempt  from  all  religious  observances ;  bhtma-rathi 
is  probably  for  bklma-rdtrl  or  for  Prakrit  bhtma- 
rattl ;  cf.  kdla-rdtrf).'-Bhima-rupa,  as,  d,  am, 
of  terrible  form,  of  fearful  aspect.  —  Bhima-vikrama, 
as,  a,  am,  of  terrible  prowess,  tremendous  in  power 
or  strength ;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of 
Dhrita-rashtra.  -•  Bhima-vikrdnta,  as,  a,  am,  fear- 

fully  powerful    or    courageous ;    (as),   m.    a    lion. 
—  Bhima-vigraha,  as,  a,  am,  of  fearful  form,  ter- 

rific in  appearance,  gigantic.  •-  Bhima-vcf/a,  as,  d, 
am,  of  fearful  or  tremendous  speed,  terribly  swift 
or  impetuous;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of 
Dhrita-rashtra;  of  a  Danava.  —  Bhtma-vega-rava, 
as,  a,  am,  of  dreadful  speed  and  sound,  fearful  in 
velocity  and  noise ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons 

of  Dbrita-rashtra.  —  Bhima-s'ankara,  am,  a.,  scil. 
linga,  N.  of  one  of  the  twelve  most  sacred  Lin-gas. 
—  Bhima-iara,  as,  m.  '  having  fearful  arrows,'  N. 
of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rSshtra.  —  Bhlma-iasana,  as,  m. 
'  terrible  in  rule,'  N.  of  Yama.  —  Bhima-fdha,  as, 
m.  (s"aAa  =  sLi»),  'the  terrible  king,'  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Bhima-iukla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhima- 
sinha-pandita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  learned  man  and 
poet.  —  BhJma-sena,  as,   m.  'having   a  terrible 
army,'  N.  of  a  brother  of  Janam-ejaya ;  of  a  son  of 
Janam-ejaya ;  of  a  son  of  Riksha ;  of  the  second  son 
of  Pandu  [cf.  bhlma] ;  of  a  Deva-gandharva ;  of  a 
Yaksha ;  of  a  king  ;  of  a  grammarian  ;   of  a  phy- 

sician ;  a  kind  of  camphor ;  [cf.  bhaimaseni,  bhai- 
masenya.]  —  Bhimasena-maya,  at,  I,  am,  con- 

sisting of  Bhlmasena.  —  Bhima-svdmin,  »,  m.,  N. 

of  a  Brahman.  —  Bh'imiikara  (°ma-dk"),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhimd-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Bhimddy-updkhydna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  fifteenth 
chapter  of  the  Vasishtha-ramayana,  commonlv  called 

Yoga-vasishtha.  —  Bhlmes'a  (°ma-ls"a)  or  bhime- 
tvara  (°ma-is'°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  sacred  to 
Siva.  —  Bhimes'vara- tirtha  and  bhimes"vara-md- 
hdtmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  two  chapters  of  the  Reva- 
mahatmya  of  the  Siva-Purana.  —  Bhimaikadati 

(°ma-ek°),  f.,  N.  of  the  eleventh  day  in  the  light 
half  of  the  month  Migha;  [cf.  bhima-dvddas~t.^ 
"  Bhimottara  (°ma-ut°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Kum- 
bhanda.  —  Bhimodarl  (°ma-ud°),  f.  an  epithet  of Uma. 

ll/iimaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon;  (also  read 
bhishaka.) 
Bhimayu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  fearful,  dreadful. 
Bhimara,  am,  n.  war,  battle. 
Bltimala,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  =  bhrtna,  q.  v. 
ISInraka,  as,  m.  a  various  reading  for  bhlruka,  a 

kind  of  sugar-cane. 
Bhlru,  us,  us  or  us,  u,  fearful,  timid,  cowardly, 

(opposed  to  s"ura);  fearing,  afraid  of  (with  abl., 
e.  g.  marandd  bluruh,  afraid  of  death ;  or  at  the 
end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  pratijnd-blian(/a-/jhlru,  afraid 
of  breaking  a  promise);  (us),  m.  a  jackal  [d.pheru'} ; a  tiger ;  a  kind  of  sugar-cane ;  (u>,  us),  f.  a  timid 
woman;  a  shadow;  a  goat;  a  centipede;  Solanum 
Jacqumi  or  a  sort  of  prickly  nightshade ;  the  plant Asparagus  Racemosus,  (in  some  of  these  last  senses 
Slid  to  be  also  m.);  («),  n.  silver. - liKiru-ietat, 
as,  m.  •  timid-hearted,'  a  deer  ;  [cf.  bhiru-hridaya.] 
—  BKru-jana,   as,   m.   one   whose   servants   are 

cowards.  "Bhtru-td,  i.  or  bhim-tva,  am,  n.  fear- 
fulness,  timidity,  cautiousness,  cowardice ;  natural 
cowardice  (as  of  a  tiger,  cf.  bhiru,  col.  i).  —  Blnru- 
pattri,  (.  Asparagus  Racemosus.  —  Bhiru-maya, 
as,  I,  am,  fearful,  terrible,  frightful.  ••  Blriru-yod/ia, 
as,  d,  am,  having  cowardly  soldiers,  possessing  a 

cowardly  garrison.  —  Bhiru-randhra.  as,  m. '  having 
a  fearful  chasm,'  an  oven,  a  furnace.  —  Bltiru-sattva, 
as,  a,  am,  having  a  timid  nature,  fearful,  timid. 
—  Bhiru-hridaya,  as,  a,  am,  timid-hearted,  fearful, 

timid ;  (as),  m.  a  deer ;  [cf.  bhiru-6etas.~\ Blnruka,  as,  a,  am,  fearful,  timid,  timorous, 
cowardly ;  afraid ;  shy ;  formidable  ;  (as),  m.  an 
owl ;  a  bear  [cf.  bhtluka] ;  a  kind  of  sugar-cane, 
(also  written  bhiraka) ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (am),  n.  a 
wood,  forest.  —  Bhlruka-jana,  as,  m.  one  whose 
servants  are  cowards. 

Bhiruna,  as,  d,  am,  terrific,  &c.     See  a-bh°. Bliilu  =  bhlru,  col.  I. 
Bhiluka,  as,  d,  am,  — bhlruka  above ;  (as),  m. 

a  bear ;  [cf.  bhalluka,  bhlruka."] Bhtshaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  N.  of  one  of 

Siva's  attendants  [cf.  bhlmaka] ;  (ikd),  f.,  N.  of  a 

goddess. Bhlshana,  at,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  terrifying, 
frightening,  causing  alarm,  terrific,  awful,  formidable, 
horrible,  (often  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  datru- 

bh°,  terrifying  an  enemy) ;  (as),  m.  the  sentiment 
of  horror  (in  poetical  composition) ;  N.  of  a  form  of 
Bhairava  (  =  Yama) ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  the  olibanum 
tree,  Boswellia  Thurifera ;  the  plant  Phoenix  Paludosa 
( =  hintala) ;  a  pigeon,  dove ;  N.  of  a  Rakshasa ; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess,  (probably  a  form  of  Durga) ; 
(am),  n.  the  act  of  terrifying  or  frightening,  causing 
alarm  or  horror ;  anything  which  excites  terror. 
—  Bhishana-tva,  am,  n.  terribleness,  horribleness. 
Bhlshanaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  =  bhlshana,  terrify- 

ing, frightening,  intimidating. 
Bhishayamdna,  as,  d,  am,  terrifying,  fright- 

ening. 

1.  bhlshd,  f.  the  act  of  terrifying,  frightening, 
intimidation,  terror,  fright. 

2.  bhlshd,  ind.  (perhaps  contracted  fr.  bhiyasd, 
or  inst.  c.  of  bhls—3.  bhl),Ved.  from  fear. 
Bhishita,  as,  d,  am,  terrified,  frightened,  alarmed. 
Bhtshi-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  man  under  whose 

patronage  NarSyana's  commentary  on  the  Gita- 
govinda  was  composed. 
Bhishma,  as,  d,  am,—bliima,  terrible,  horrible, 

terrific,  fearful ;  (as),  m.  the  sentiment  of  horror  as 
the  object  of  poetical  composition;  an  epithet  of 
Siva  (Rudra);  a  Rakshasa,  imp,  goblin;  N.  of  a 
son  of  Santanu  and  Gan-ga,  (he  is  an  important 
personage  in  the  Maha-bharata,  being  the  half 
brother  of  both  Vicitra-vlrya  and  Vyasa, — Santanu, 
who  was  a  descendant  of  Bharata,  having  had  his 
son  Vicitra-virya  by  his  legitimate  wife  SatyavatI, 
but  Bhishma  by  Gan-g5  before  his  marriage ;  when 
Vicitra-virya  died  childless,  Bhishma  undertook  the 
government  of  Hastina-pur,  and  brought  up  his  three 
nephews,  the  sons  of  his  half  brother  Vyasa,  viz. 
Dhrita-rashtra,  Pandu,  and  Vidura;  whence  he  is 
sometimes  called  their  father ;  he  took  the  side  of 
his  grand-nephews,  the  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra,  against 
the  sons  of  Pandu ;  he  was  a  warrior  renowned  for 
his  continence,  wisdom,  bravery,  and  fidelity  to  his 
word)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  race  or  followers  of  Bhishma  ; 
(am),  n.  horror,  horribleness,  the  property  of  excit- 

ing fear  or  terror.  —  Bhislima-garjita-rjhosha- 
svara-roja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha;  [cf.  blriahma- 
svara-raja.]  —  BhisKma-janani,  f.  '  mother  of 
Bhishma,'  an  epithet  of  the  Ganges.  —  Bhishma- 
pantaka,  am,  n.  '  five  days  sacred  to  Bhishma,'  the five  days  from  the  eleventh  to  the  fifteenth  in  the  light 
half  of  the  month  Karttika.  —  Bhishmapantoka- 
vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  sixty-third  chapter  of  the 
Bhavishyortara-Purana.  —  Bhishma-parvan,  a,  n., 
N.  of  the  sixth  book  of  the  Maha-bharata.  —  Jl/i l<li- 

ma-mukti-praddyaka,  as,  m.  '  giving  release  to 
Bhishma,'  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Bhlshma-ratna-jyan- 
ks/id,  f.  trial  of  the  jewel  of  Bhishma.  —  Bhishma- 

su,  iis,  f.  '  mother  of  Bhishma,'  an  epithet  of  the 
Ganges.  ~  Bhishma-stava-rdja,  as,  m.  'Bhlshma's 
hymn  to  Krishna,'  N.  of  the  forty-seventh  chapter  of 
the  twelfth  book  of  the  Maha-bharata.—  Blnshma- 

svara-rdja,  as,  m.  '  king  of  terrible  sounds,'  N.  of 
a  Buddha ;  [cf.  bhishma-gatjita-ghosha-srara- 
ro/a.]  —  Bliishmdshtaim  (°ma-ash°),  f.  the  eighth 
day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Migha  (when 
there  is  a  festival  sacred  to  BhTshma). 
Bhtshmaka,  as,  m.  Bhishma,  the  son  of  Santanu 

(used  contemptuously) ;  N.  of  a  king  (the  father  of 
Rukminl  who  was  carried  off  by  Krishna). 
Bhetavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  feared  or  dreaded,  to 

be  apprehended,  (the  neuter  is  used  impersonally, 
e.  g.  na  bhetavyam,  it  is  not  to  be  feared,  i.  e.  one 
need  not  fear ;  often  with  abl.  or  gen.,  e.  g.  no- 
tasmdt  or  tasya  bhetavyam,  one  need  not  be  afraid 

of  him.) 

Bheya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  feared,  (the  neut.  may 
be  used  impersonally,  e.  g.  arcr  bhcyam,  one  must fear  an  enemy.) 

W1<!/)  bhim,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris 
attending  on  Skanda,  (in  Maha-bh.  Salya-p.  2645 also  read  blntl.) 

Wl«l(X«»I  bh'imarika,  {.,  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  Krishna  by  Satya-bhama ;  (also  read  bhimanikd.) 

*T^C  bh'tra,  as,  m.  pi.,  N^  of  a  people; 
(incorrectly  for  dbhira.) 

Wfa«F  bhiraka.     See  col.  i. 

*il<\  <*•«.  bhlrukatCha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people ;  (probably  for  bharukaMha.) 

Htw^JJTOT   bhila-bhushand.     See   bhilla- 
bhmhana,  p.  711.  col.  I. 

Hfaj  bhllu.     See  col.  2. 
Wile* bhishaka,  bhlshana,  bhlshd,  bhishma. See  col.  2. 

MfaZT*<lii  bKishata(arya  (?),  as,  m.,  N.  of 

an  author  mentioned  in  Raghu-nandana's  SaQskara- tattva. 

*J  bhu,  us,  us,  u,=.l>hu,  existing,  being, 
becoming,  produced,  (at  the  end  of  some  comps., 
cf.  agni-bhu,  pra-bhu,  scayam-bhu.) 

>j:^TC  bhuhkhara,  N.  of  a  country  in 

Independent  Tartary,  Bokhara ;  [cf.  bhuhkhdra.'] 
>T3r  bhuk,  ind.,  Ved.  an  exclamation  of 

surprise. 

JJIJjMMIc'i  bhukka-bhiipdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  king. 

*J3i  bhukta,  bhukti.     See  p.  713,  col.  3. 

>JT»T  bhvgna.     See  below. 

^  bhun,  a,  syllable  inserted  in  certain Samans. 

I-  bhuj,  cl.  6.  P.  bhujati,  bubhoja, 
bhoktum,  to  bend,  curve,  turn  round, 

make  crooked :  Pass,  bhujyate,  to  be  bent,  to 
incline  one's  self;  [cf.  Gr.  tptvy-w,  <pvy-^,  tyvfa, 

<pvyA-s,  tydfci'S,  <pv£i-fto-s,  probably  irvyajv  from 
<p vy6>v :  Lat.  fug-i-o,  fiig-a,  fug-ax,  fngitivu-s, 
fagare :  Goth,  biug-an :  Angl.  Sax.  big-an, 
bug-ail,  bedg,  beagrian,  boga,  eln-boga,  el- 
boga:  Old  Germ,  baug,  bogo,  elin-bogo,  buoc, 
buh :  Mod.  Germ.  b!eg-cn :  Eng.  bow,  elbow  : 

Slav,  blg-a,  '  I  flee  ;'  beg-l-1-c-l,  '  a  deserter :'  Lith. 
btg-u,  '  I  flee,  run  ;'  bug-ti, '  to  be  afraid  ;'  baug- 
ii-s,  '  fearful,  timid  :'  Hib.  bog-aim,  '  I  put  in 
motion ;'  bogha,  '  bow ;'  boghaighim,  '  I  bend ;' 

boghadoir,  '  an  archer.'] Bhugna,  as,  d,  am,  bent,  crooked,  distorted; 
curved  ;  bending,  stooping,  bowed. 

2.  bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  in  tn-bh",  q.  V. 
Bhuja,  as,  d,  m.  f.  the  arm,  =  I .  bdhu;  (often  at 
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the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.,  cf.  <!atur-bh°,  dafa-blf, 
bhadra-btt0) ;  *=pdni,  kara,  the  hand ;  (as),  m.  a 
bending,  bend,  curve ;  an  arm  or  branch ;  the  trunk 
(of  an  elephant) ;  a  side  (of  a  triangle  or  of  any 
mathematical  figure ;  prati-bhvja,  the  opposite 
side) ;  the  base  of  a  triangle ;  (in  astronomy)  the 
base  of  a  shadow ;  the  supplement  of  two  or  four 
right  angles  or  the  complement  of  three  right  angles ; 

(a),  f.  a  winding  ;=  I.  bhoga,  the  coil  of  a  snake ; 

[cf.  perhaps  Lat.  pug-nus  for  fug-nus,  'a  fist.'] 
—  Bhuja-kotara,  as,  m.  the  armpit.  —  Bhuja-ga, 

as,  m. '  going  crookedly  or  in  a  curve,'  =  bhujaitga, 
a  snake ;  (I),  (.  a  female  snake  ;  a  species  of  shrub, 

=  sarpim;    [cf.  bhujangi.]  —  Bhujaga-ddrana, 

as,   m.    '  snake-destroyer,'  an  epithet  of  Garuda ; 
(this  and  similar  compounds  may  be  applied  to  any 
of  the  natural  enemies  of  the  serpent  race,  as  the 

Ardea,  peacock,  ichneumon,  &c.)  —  Bhujaga-pati, 
is,  m.  the  king  of  snakes.  —  Bhujaga-pushpa,  as, 
m.  =  bhujaitga-^ushpa,  q.v.  —  Bhujaga-bhojin,  I, 

m.  *  snake-eater,'  a  peacock ;  Garuda. «-  Bhujaga- 
rdja,  as,  m.  '  snake-king,'  an  epithet  of  Sfesha. 
—  Bhujagarajaya,   Nom.  A.  bhujagardjayate, 
&c.,  to   become  or  act  like  the  king  of  snakes. 

—  Bhujaga-valaya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  bracelet  con- 

sisting of  a  serpent.  —  Bhujaga-tfis'u-srita,  as,  a, 
am,  going  or  moving  like  a  young  snake ;  (a),  f., 
N.  of  a  metre,  four  times  uuuouu-,«->u.  —  Bhu- 

jagdntaka  (°ga-an°),  as,  m.  'snake-destroyer,' an 
epithet  of  Garuda;  [cf.  bhujaga-ddrana.]  —  Bhu- 

jagdbhojin  (°ga-dbh°),  I,  m.  '  feeding  on  snakes,' 
an  epithet  of  Garuda.  —  Bhujagds'ana  (aga-a£°), 
as,m.'  snake-eater,'  Garuda.  —  BJttijagendra  (°ga- 
in°),  as,  m. '  snake-king,"  any  large  snake.  —  Bhuja- 
gedvara  (Oga-is**),  as,  m. '  snake-lord,'  an  epithet 
of  Sesha.  —  Blmjan-ga,  as,  m.  =  bhuja-ga,  a  snake, 
serpent,  (bhujan-ga  is  said  by  some  to  be  formed 
ft.  bhujam  as  an  indec.  part,  of  rt.  I.  bhuf) ;  a  term 
for  the  number  eight ;  the  paramour  of  a  prostitute ; 
the  dissolute  friend  of  a  king ;  a  catamite,  lecher ;  a 
species  of  Dandaka  metre ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (J),  f.  a 
female  snake,  a  young  female  snake;  a  species  of 

shrub,  =  sarpini  [cf.  bhujagf] ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a 
particular  metal,  (perhaps  lead ;  cf.  bhujan-gama.) 
—  Bhujanga-kanyd,  f.  a   young   female  snake. 

—  Bhujanga-ghdtinl,  f. '  killing  snakes,'  a  species 
of  plant,  (commonly  called  Kankalika,  considered  as 
an  antidote  and  said  to  be  a  sort  of  mustard  ;  = 

suri,  sarpakshi,  kshut-kart,  sprihd.)  —  Bhujanga- 

jihvd,  {.  'snake's  tongue,'  a  species  of  plant  (  = 
mahd-samangd).—Bhujanga-damani,  f.  a  species 
of  plant  (  —  nakuleshta}.  —  BKujanga-parnint,  f. 
a  species  of  plant  (  =  ndga-damani).  —  Bhujanga- 
pihita,  as,  a,  am,  covered  with  serpents.  —  Bhu- 
janga-pushpa,  a  species  of  plant,  =  naga-pushpa  ; 
[cf.  bhujaga-pushpa.]  —  Bhujanga-praydta,  am, 
n.  'snake-like  course,'  N.  of  a  metre,  four  times 
u  —  u  —  u  —  u  —  .—Bhujangapraydta-stotra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  hymn  addressed  to  Siva,  composed 

in  the  Bhujarrga-prayata  metre,  and  said  to  be  by 

S'an-karac'arya.  ••  Bhujangapraydtdshtaka    (°to- 
asK}),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  piece  of  poetry  in  praise  of 
Krishna.  —  Bhujanga-bha,  am,  n. '  snake-asterism,' 
N.  of  the  Nakshatra  Allesha.  —  Bhujanga-bhuj,  k, 

m.  '  snake-eater,'  a  peacock  ;  an  epithet  of  Garuda. 
••  Bhujanga-bhojin,  i,  m.  '  feeding  on  snakes,'  a 
particular  species  of  snake,  the  large  Indian  serpent 

(Boa  Constrictor),  =  rdja-sarpa ;  an  epithet  of  Ga- 
ruda. —  Bhujan-gama,    as,    m.  =  bhujan-ga,    a 

snake,  serpent ;  a  term  for  the  number  eight ;  an 
epithet  of  Rshu ;  N.  of  a  Naga;  (a),  f.  a  female 
snake,  a  female  snake-demon ;  (am),  n.  lead.  —  Bhu- 

janga-latd,  f.  betel-pepper  ( =  ndga-valll).  —  Bhu- 
janga-vijrimbhita,  am,  n.  a  species  of  the  Utkriti 

metre. «—  Bhujanga-s'is'u,  us,  m.  a  species  of  Vrihatl 
metre.  —  Bhujanga-sangatd,  f.  a  species  of  metre, 
four  times  \j u  —  u-u  —  «j-.  —  Bhujanga-kan,   a, 

m.  'snake-killer,'  Garuda.  —  Bhujanrjakshi   (°ga- 
akshi),  f.  the  ichneumon  plant,  =  nakuleshtd  ;  = 

rdsnd.  —  Bhujangdkhya  ("ga-dkh"),  as,  m.  the 

plant  Mesua  Roxburgh!!  (  =  ndga-kes'ara).-Bhu- 

jangikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  village.  —  Bhujangendra  ("ga- 
in0), as,  m.  the  king  of  snakes.  —  Bhujangerita 

(°ga-ir°),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  metre.  —  Bhujanges'a 
(^ga-i^a),  as,  m.  'snake-lord,'  an  epithet  of  Pirrga- 
laka.  —  Bhuja-jyd,  f.  (in  astronomy)  the  base  sine. 
—  Bhujajyd-phala,  am,  n.  the  result  from  the 
base  sine.  —  Bhuja-danda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  'arm- 
staff,'  an  arm  like  a  staff,  the  arm;    [cf.  bahit- 

danda.']  —  Bhuja-dala,   as,   m.  '  arm-leaf,'   the 
hand  ;  [cf.  bhujd-dala.]  —  Bhuja-nagara,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  town.  —  Bhuja-pratibhuja,  am,  n.  opposite 
sides  in  a  plane  figure.  —  Bhuja-phala,  am,  n.  = 
bdhu-phala,  the  result  from  the  base  sine.  —  Bhuja- 
bala,  am,  n.  strength  of  arm ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an 

author,  (also  called  bhuja-bala-bhima.)*~Bhuja- 

madhya,  am,  n.  '  the  part  between  the  arms,"  the 
breast.  —  Bhuja-mula,  am,  n. '  the  root  of  the  arm,' 
the  shoulder.  —  Bhuja-yashti,  is,   m.  {.^bhuja- 

danda.  —  Bhuja-mrya,  am,  n.  vigour  of  arm. 
—  Bhuja-fdlin,  ?,  irii,  i,  possessing  strong  arms ; 

[cf.  bdhu-s'alin.^  —  Bhuja-s'ikhara,  am,  n.  'the 
head  of  the  arm,'  the  shoulder.  —  Bhuja-tfras,  as, 
n.  'the  head  of  the  arm, 'the  shoulder,  the  shoulder- 

blade.  —  Bhuja-sams'raya,  as,  m.  going  for  pro- 
tection to  the  arms,  taking  refuge  in  the  arms  (of 

another).  —  Bhuja-sutra,  am,  n.  the  base  sine. 

•- Bhujd-kanta, as,  m.  ikanta—kantaka), 'hand- 
thorn,'  a  finger-nail.  —  Bhujdgra  (°ja-ag°),  as,  m. 
'  end  of  the  arm,'  the  hand  ;  the  shoulder.  —  Bhujd- 

dala,  as,  m.  'arm-leaf,'  the  hand  (  =  bhuja-dala). 
—  Bhujdntara  (°ja-an°),  am,  n.  '  the  interval  or 
part  between  the  arms  or  between  the  shoulders,'  the 
breast,  chest ;  (am),  ind.  between  the  arms,  in  the 

embrace.  —  Bhujantardla  (°ja-an°),  am,  n.  =  bhu- 
jdntara.  —  Bhujdplda  (°ja-dp°),  as,  m.  clasping  or 
embracing  in  the  arms.  —  Bhujd^madhya,  am,  n.  I 

'  the  middle  of  the  arm,'  the  elbow.  —  Bhujd-mula, 
am,  n.  =  bhvja-mula,  q.  v.,  the  shoulder. 

I.  bhuji,  is,  f.,Ved. clasping  round,  enfolding,  fold, 

(at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  daia-bh",  tenfold ;  cf. s~ata-bh°,  tri-bhuj.) 

i.  bhujyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  capable  of  being 
bent,  pliant,  flexible ;  easily  turned  or  guided  (said  of 
a  chariot;  according  to  SSy.  =  rakshaka,  see  rt.  3. 

bhuj) ;  (its),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Tugra  saved  from 
shipwreck  by  the  AsVins ;  of  Bhujyu  Lahyayani ; 

(perhaps)  a  snake  or  viper;  (according  to  some 
bfmjya  also)  =  bhdnila,  bhdjana,  a  pot,  vessel ;  = 
bhojana,  food ;  =  agn i,  fire. 

JJ^T  3.  bhuj  [cf.  rt.  bhaksK],  cl.  7.  P.  A. 
O  \  bhunakti,  bhunkte  (jrd  pi.  bhwijate, 

ep.  also  jrd  sing,  bhuigate,  Ved.  bhofate),  Impf. 
abhunak,  abhunkta.  Pot.  bhunjydt  (ep.  bhunjiydt 

and  bhunjct),  bhunjita,  Impv.  bhunaktu,  bkunk- 
tdm,  Perf.  babhoja,  bubTiuje  (ist  pi.  irreg.  bubhuj- 
mahe,  3rd  pi.  irreg.  bubhujrire),  2nd  Put.  bholtsh- 
yati,  -te,  Aor.  abhaukshtt,  abhukta  (Ved.  forms 
are  bhojam,  bhujema,  bhukshishlya),  bhoktum 
(Ved.  Inf.  bhuje,  bhvjase),  to  enjoy,  enjoy  a  meal, 
eat  and  drink,  eat,  consume,  (generally  A.,  especially 
if  without  an  object ;  in  Ved.  with  inst.  of  the  thing 
eaten,  but  in  later  Sanskrit  with  ace.) ;  to  possess, 
have,  make  use  of;  to  enjoy  carnally  (with  ace.) ;  to 
rule,  govern ;  to  suffer,  experience,  endure ;  to  pass 
(as  time),  live  through ;  (in  astronomy)  to  pass 
through,  fulfil ;  to  be  useful  to  any  person  (P.  with 
ace.  Ved.) :  Pass,  bhujyate,  to  be  enjoyed,  to  be 
eaten ;  to  be  possessed ;  to  be  brought  under  the 
power  of:  Caus.  bhojayati  (also  bhunjdpayati), 

-te,  -yitum,  Aor.  abubhujat,  to  cause  to  enjoy  or 
eat,  to  feed  (with  double  ace.  or  with  ace.  of  the 
person  and  inst.  of  the  thing,  e.g.  tarn  annam  or 
annena  bhojaydm-dsa,  he  caused  her  to  eat  food) : 
Desid.  bubhukshati,  -te,  to  desire  to  enjoy  or  eat,  to 
be  hungry  [cf.  bubhukshu] :  Intens.  bobJmjyate,  to 
be  eaten  frequently ;  bobhokti,  to  eat  frequently ;  [cf. 

Lat.  fung-or,  fru-or,  fr.  frug-or,  fruges,  fructus, 
frustum,  frustra,  frutex;  Goth,  bugjan,  biuhts, 
biukti,  bruks,  brukjan ;  Angl.Sax.&^c^an,  brucan, 
bryce;  Old  Germ,  bruchan;  Old  Island,  bruka.] 

Shukta,  as,  a,  am,  enjoyed,  eaten;  used,  pos- 
sessed ;  experienced,  suffered ;  passed  (as  time) ; 

(am),  n.  the  thing  eaten  or  enjoyed,  food  [cf.  ku- 
bh°]  ;  the  act  of  eating ;  the  place  where  any  person 
has  eaten.  —  Bhukta-purvin,  i,  inl,  i,  one  who 
has  eaten  before.  —  Bhukta-bhoga,  as,  d,  am, 

one  who  has  enjoyed  an  enjoyment  or  suffered  a 
suffering;  made  use  of,  used,  employed,  enjoyed. 
—  Bhukta-mdtre,  ind.  immediately  on  having  eaten. 
—  Bhultta-vriddlit,  is,  f.  the  swelling  of  food  (in 

the  stomach).  —  Bhv.kta-s'eilia  or  bhukta-deshaka 
or  bhukta-samujjhita,  am,  n.  what  is  left  after 
eating,    the    remnants   of    a   meal,    leavings,   orts. 

—  Bhukta-supta,  as,  d,  am,  sleeping  after  a  meal. 
—  Bhuktdsava  (°ta-as°),  as,  m.  (in  astronomy)  the 
equivalent  in   respirations  of  the  part  of  the  sign 

traversed.  —  Bhukto(6hishta  (°ta-ii6°),  am,  n.  the 
rejected  leavings  or  remnants  of  food  (=phelikd). 
Bhuktavat,  dm,  atl,  at,  one  who  has  eaten  or 

possessed. Bhuliti,  is,  f.  the  act  of  enjoying  or  eating,  enjoy- 
ment, eating ;  fruition,  possession,  usufruct ;  food  ;  (in 

astronomy)  the  daily  morion  of  a  planet  [cf.  paksha- 

bh°,  mdaa-bh°] ;  a  limit  [cf.  <?ra-6A°].  —  Bhukti- 
pdtra,  am,  n.  a  dish  for  food.  —  Bhukti-prada,  as, 
m.  the  plant  Phaseolus  Mungo  ( =  mudga).  —  Bh.uk- 
ti-matl,  f.,  N.  of  a  river ;  (also  read  mukti-mati.) 
—  Blmkti-varjita,  as,  d,  am,  excluded  from  enjoy- 

ment, not  allowed  to  be  enjoyed. 

Bhuktvd,  ind.  having  enjoyed  or  eaten;  having 
possessed.  —  Bhuktvd-suhita,  as,  d,  am,  satisfied after  eating. 

4.  bhuj,  k,  (.  enjoyment ;  profit,  advantage,  wel- 
fare, usefulness ;  (it,  k,  k),  enjoying,  eating,  consum- 

ing, an  eater,  &c.,  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  a»«a- 
bh°,  amrita-bh°,  kravya-bh°) ;  possessing,  ruling, 

(in  comp.  with  words  meaning  '  earth,'  e.g.  Jcdtfyapt- 
bh°,  a  ruler  of  the  earth,  i.  e.  king ;  cf.  kshiti-bh°) ; 
experiencing,  enduring,  suffering,  suffering  punish- 

ment for  (e.  g.  kilvisha-bh°,  suffering  for  a  crime) ; 
passing  (as  time),  fulfilling ;  useful  to,  serviceable  to. 

2.  bhuji,  is,   (.,  Ved.  enjoyment,   favour,  (Say. 

—  bhoga,  pari-bhoga) ;  (is,  is,  i),  one  who  causes 
enjoyment  or  grants  favours,  one  who  protects ;  (« ), 

m.  du.  an  epithet  of  the  two  Asvins,  (Siy.  =  havi- 
shdm  bhoktdrau,  eaters  of  the  oblations) ;  (is),  m. 
fire,  (see  Unadi-s.  IV.  141.) 

Bhujishya,  as,  d,  am,  granting  food,  useful 
(Ved.) ;  free,  independent;  (as),  m.  a  slave,  servant 
[cf.  UnSdi-s.  IV.  1 78]  ;  a  companion ;  a  string  worn 
round  the  wrist  (=hasta-sutraka,  which  some  in- 

terpret as  a  Dvand  va  comp. , '  the  hand '  and '  a  string '); 
(a),  f.  a  female  slave  or  servant,  maid-servant,  slave- 
girl,  hand-maid,  (perhaps  in  general)  any  woman 
dependent  on  or  working  for  others ;  a  harlot. 
Bhujman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  producing  or  giving  food ; 

(Say.  =  sarveshdm  bhojayitri.) 

Bhnjyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  enjoyed  or  eaten ; 

being  possessed. 
3.  bhujyu,  us,  m,  (for  I.  see  col.  7),  eating; 

=  b/tojana,  food. 

Bhunjat,  an,  att,  at,  enjoying,  eating,  &c. 
Bhunjdna,  as,  d,  am,  enjoying,  eating,  feeding 

on,  possessing. 
Bhoktavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  enjoyed,  to  be 

eaten ;  to  be  used  or  employed,  to  be  made  use  of; 
to  be  possessed ;  to  be  governed  or  ruled. 
Bhoktu-kdma,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Inf.),  wishing 

to  enjoy  or  eat,  &c. 
Bhoktri,  id,  tri,  tri,  an  enjoyer,  eater,  feeder 

[cf.  prdtar-b^] ;  enjoying,  eating ;  possessing ;  one 
who  employs  or  makes  use  of;  one  who  feels  or 

experiences  (joy,  sorrow,  &c.),  feeling,  experienc- 
ing ;  (td),  m.  a  possessor ;  a  king,  ruler ;  a  husband ; 

a  lover.  —  Bhoktri-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  an 
enjoyer  or  eater,  the  being  a  possessor  or  feeler; 

enjoyment,  possession ;  perception.  —  Bhoktri-s"akti, is,  f.  the  faculty  of  the  soul  as  the  enjoyer  and  pos- 
sessor of  nature. 

Bhokshyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  about  to  enjoy or  eat. 
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714 bhogya. bhuvana-sad. 

JShogya,  bhojariiya,  bhojya,  &c.     See  p.  723. 

Hfug'  bhujinga,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

*J£  bhutta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhutta- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  built  by  Bhutta.  —  Bhut- 
Mvara  (°/a-i4°),  N.  of  a  temple  (?)  built  by  Bhutta. 
Bhutva,  a  various  reading  for  bhutta. 

)JJ|£  bhund  [cf.  rt.  hund~\,  cl.  I.  A.  bhun- \3      x  date,  &c.,  to  support,  maintain ;  to  select ; 
to  take. 

HH-g  bltumanyit,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Bharata ;  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra. 

*£B(  bhuyya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  person  men- 
tioned in  Raja-taran-gini  VI.  264. 

yjr  bhur  (a  Vedic  rt.  not  occurring  in 
O  s  the  DhStu-patha  and  regarded  by  Say.  as  a 

Vedic  form  of  rt.  bhri,  to  bear),  P.  A.  bhurali,  -te, 
&c.,  to  move  rapidly,  make  a  short  quick  move- 

ment, be  active;  to  wish  for,  (Say.  bhuranta  = 
Mhanti) :  Intens.  jarbhuriti  (Pres.  part,  jarbhu- 
rana),  to  shoot  out  in  flames  (as  fire) ;  [cf.  bhurni; 
Gr.  TrofHpvpa ;  Lat.  fur-ertl\ 
Bhurana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  active,  (Say.  =  bhartri 

or  poshaka,  as  if  fr.  rt.  bhri) ;  (d),  m.  du.  epithet 
of  the  AsVins. 

Bhuranya,  Nom.  P.  bhuranyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 
be  active,  move  restlessly;  to  stir,  (SSy.  =ga(fhaii 
or  poshayati.) 

Bhiiranyat,  an,  antl,at,Ved. being  active,  stirring, 
restless ;  (Say.  =  dhdrayat,  supporting ;  poshayat, 
nourishing ;  or  gantum  it£ha,t,  wishing  to  go.) 
Bhuranyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  active,  stirring,  rest- 

less, uneasy  ;  eager ;  (Say.  =  havishdm  bhartri, 
bearer  of  the  oblations,  as  an  epithet  of  Agni ;  ac- 

cording to  Naigh.  II.  I5  =  kshipra,  quick);  (u), 
m.  du.  epithet  of  the  ASvins ;  (SSy.  =  sarvatra  gan- 
tdrau  or  yajnasya  bhartdrau.) 
Bhuramana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  moving  actively, 

struggling ;  (SSy.  =  bhriyamdna,  being  borne.) 
Bhurvani,  is,  ii,  i,  Ved.  active,  stirring,  restless, 

uneasy,  impatient ;  (according  to  Say.  =  attri,  eating, 
devouring,  as  if  fr.  bhurv  for  rt.  bharv,  q.  v.) 
Bhurvan,  Ved.  restless  motion  (of  water  &c. ;  but 

according  to  S5y.  on  Rig-veda  1. 134,  5,  bhurvani, 
loc.  sing.  =  bharanavati,  and  may  here  stand  either 
for  '  the  sacrifice'  which  bears  oblations  &c.  or  for 
'  a  cloud '  which  bears  water). 

*JT*^  bhuraj  (a  Vedic  verb  probably  con- 
nected with  rt.  bhur),  A.  bhurajate,  &c.,  (perhaps) 

to  bubble,  spout  up,  (but  according  to  Say.  bhura- 
janta  in  Rig-veda  IV.  43,  5,  <=prdpnuvanti.) 

*JTT3^6A«ry,  au,  f.  du.  (said  in  Unadi-s. 
II.  72.  to  be  fr.  rt.  bhri),  Ved.  the  two  arms ; 
heaven  and  earth ;  (in  Rig-veda  VIII.  4,  16)  a  pair 
of  scissors  or  shears,  (but  according  to  Say.  bhu- 
rijoh  here  =  bdhvoh,  of  the  two  arms) ;  a  carpen- 

ter's vice  or  implement  consisting  of  two  arms,  (but 
in  Rig-veda  IV.  2,  14,  Say.  makes  bhurijau  —  bd- 
hu) ;  (k),  f.  the  earth ;  N.  of  a  particular  metre  in 
which  a  Pada  has  one  or  two  superfluous  syllables ; 
N.  of  certain  insertions  in  liturgical  formularies. 

*j«5«!S  bhurunda,  as,  m.  a  species  of  animal 
[cf.  bharanda,  bhdrunda,  bherunda] ;  N.  of  a 

bhurbhurika  and  bhurbhurl,  f.  a 
sort  of  sweetmeat. 

^^  bhuva,   bhuvat,   bhuvana,  bhuvanyu, 
bhuvas,  Sec.    See  ool.  3,  and  p.  715,  col.  I. 

bhusunda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

bhusundi,  is,  or  bhusundi,  f.  a  kind 
of  weapon,  (perhaps  a  kind  of  fire-arms ;  sometimes 
incorrectly  written  Ihushundi  and  bhutundi.) 

y^   I.  bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  bhavati,  -te,  Impf. 
C^abharaf,  abharata,  Pot.  bhavet,  bhaveta, 

Impv.  bharatu,  bhai-atam  (Ved.  and  sing.  borJlti 
[but  referred  by  Say.  to  rt.  I .  budh],  yd  sing,  bhutu; 

in  Rig-veda  I.  94,  12,  lhavatdt),  Perf.  babhiiva, 
bulili  ace  (according  to  Vopa-deva  VIII.  33,  Pass,  and 
Inipers.  babhuve  or  bubhure,  2nd  sing,  babhuvitha, 
Ved.  babhutha,  and  pi.  babhura,  part,  babhiiras, 
InMiuvuslii,  f. ;  in  Rig-veda  I.  27,  2,  babhuyat  = 
bharatu),  ist  Put.  Wiacltii,  2nd  Fut.  bhavishyati, 

-te  (ep.  2nd  pi.  bhavishyadhvam),  Aor.  abhut, 
abhavishta  (3rd  pi.  abhuvau,  Ved.  forms  bhuvas, 
bhuvat),  Prec.  bhui/dt,  bhavishishta,  Cond.  abha- 
mshyat,  abhavifhyata,  bharitum  (Ved.  bhavitos, 
bhuve),  to  become,  be,  (ndbhijdndmi  bhaved  evam 
na  veil,  I  do  not  know  whether  it  may  be  so  or  not) ; 
to  be  in  any  state  or  condition,  (Tcatham  sa  bha- 

vishyati, in  what  state  will  he  be  ?) ;  to  be  bora 
or  produced ;  to  exist,  live,  (abhun  nripah,  there 
lived  a  king) ;  to  remain,  stay,  abide  (e.  g.  pathi 
bhava,  remain  thou  or  stay  thou  awhile  on  the 
road,  Megha-dOta  30) ;  to  arise,  spring  up,  happen, 

occur,  befall,  take  place,  (;/adi  sams"ayo  bhavet, 
if  a  doubt  should  arise,  cf.  Manu  XII.  108) ;  to  be 

possible,  (according  to  Pan.  III.  3,  146,  a  future 
tense  may  follow  bhavati  in  this  sense,  e.  g.  bhavati 
bhavdn  yajayishyati,  it  is  possible  or  it  may  happen 
that  you  will  cause  a  sacrifice  to  be  performed) ;  to 

turn  out,  lead  to  (with  dat.,  e.  g.  tan  nds"dya  bha- 
vati, that  leads  to  destruction;  tat  sangamiya 

bhavati,  that  leads  to  union) ;  to  serve  for,  tend  or 
conduce  to  (with  dat.,  e.  g.  tad  ddtur  anarthdya 
bhavati,  that  conduces  to  the  disadvantage  of  the 

giver) ;  to  conduct  one*s  self,  behave ;  to  become  the 
property  of  any  one,  belong  to  (with  gen.,  = '  to 
have,  to  possess,'  e.g.  tasya  bhrdta  bhavati,  of 
him  there  is  a  brother,  i.  e.  he  has  a  brother) ;  to  be 
on  the  side  of,  assist  (with  gen.,  e.  g.  ye  initrdndm 
na  bttavanti,  those  who  do  not  assist  their  friends ; 

or  with  the  affix  tas,  e.  g.  devd  Arjuna-to  'bhavan, 
the  gods  were  on  the  side  of  Arjuna) ;  to  be  occupied 
with  or  engaged  in  (with  loc.,  e.  g.  tapasi  bhava, 
be  thou  engaged  in,  i.  e.  devote  thyself  to  penance) ; 
to  be  of  importance  or  consequence,  become  pros- 

perous (Ved.) ;  to  turn  out  well,  Succeed  (Ved.) ;  to 
obtain,  attain  to  (Ved.,  cf.  Maha-bh.  Adi-p.  5366). 
The  senses  of  the  verb  may  be  almost  infinitely 
extended  when  bhu  is  compounded  with  a  preceding 
adjective  or  substantive,  the  final  of  which  if  a,  d,  i, 
an,  or  as  becomes  i;  if  us  or  u,  becomes  u  (e.g. 

fr.  agni,  agni-bhu,  to  become  fire ;  fr.  arus,  aru- 
bhu,  to  become  wounded ;  fr.  eka-mati,  ekamati- 
bhu,  to  become  unanimous ;  fr.  kathora,  kathon- 
bhU,  to  become  sharp ;  fr.  krinhna,  Ttrishni-bhu, 
to  become  black;  fr.  i.  Jtshapana,  Jcshapani-bhu, 
to  become  a  Buddhist  mendicant ;  fr.  go-6ara,  go- 
£ari-bhu,  to  become  visible ;  fr.  jarjara,  jarjari- 
bhu,  to  decay ;  fr.  taruni,  taruni-bhu,  to  become 
a  marriageable  girl ;  fr.  tivra,  tlvri-b/iu,  to  become 
violent  or  intense;  fr.  parikhd,  parikhl-bhu,  to 
become  a  ditch  or  moat;  fr.  pary-utsuka,  paryut- 

suki-bhii,  to  become  sorrowful ;  fr.  pra-nidlil,  [>ra- 
nidhl-bhu,  to  become  a  spy ;  fr.  praly-anantara, 
pratyanantari-bha  [also  read  pratyantarl-bhu], 
to  be  near ;  fr.  bandhaki,  bandhalii-bhu,  to  become 
a  harlot;  fr.  bhaiman,  bhasmi-bhu,  to  become 

ashes ;  fr.  ra/ww,  rahi-bhii,  to  become  solitary,  &c.). 
The  senses  of  bhu  may  also  be  variously  modified 
when  it  is  connected  with  adverbs  or  with  the  nega- 

tive na  (c.  g.  prithivl  na  bhacishyali,  the  earth 
will  not  exist,  i.  e.  will  perish  or  be  destroyed  ;  punar 

bhu,  to  marry  again,  see  Manu  IX.  1 75  ;  cf.  dvir- 

bhu,  prndur-bku,  tiro-bhu,  mithya-bhu,  vrithd- 
bhu;  anyathil  bhu,  to  become  otherwise,  i.  e.  to 
be  changed  or  be  falsified ;  agre  bhu,  to  be  in  front, 
to  precede,  &c.).  The  perfect  of  bhu  (babhiiva, 
&c.)  is  used  after  the  syllable  dm  like  the  perfect  of 
the  rts.  I.  as  and  I .  Icri  as  an  auxiliary  to  form  the 
perfect  of  verbs  of  the  loth  class,  derivative  verbs, 
and  others  mentioned  in  Gram.  r.  385  [cf.  Pfinini 
HI.  i,  40]  :  Pass,  bhuyale,  Aor.  abhdvi  (sometimes 
used  impersonally,  e.  g.  fair  bhavishyate,  by  them 
it  will  be  existed,  i.e.  they  will  exist) :  Caus.  bhdva- 

yati  (rarely  A.  -te),  -yitum,  Aor.  abtbhavat,  to 
cause  to  be  or  become  or  exist ;  to  bring  into  exist- 

ence or  being,  call  into  life ;  to  originate,  produce, 
effect,  cause,  create ;  to  cherish,  support,  protect, 
preserve,  foster,  animate,  enliven,  encourage ;  to 

devote  one's  self  to,  addict  one's  self  to ;  to  manifest, 
make  manifest,  exhibit ;  to  change,  transform  j  to 

purify ;  to  obtain,  attain  to,  get  (P.  A.) ;  to  cause  to 
exist  in  the  mind,  present  to  the  mind,  think  about, 
reflect  upon,  consider,  know ;  to  convince,  convict ; 
to  prove,  substantiate,  establish  ;  to  mingle,  mix ;  to 
soak,  saturate,  steep ;  to  perfume :  Pass,  of  Caus. 
bhdvyatf,  to  be  caused  to  be,  to  be  preserved :  Desid. 
of  Caus.  bibhmayishati,  to  wish  to  cause  to  be,  &c. : 
Desid.  bubhushati,  &c.,  to  wish  to  become  or  be : 
Intens.  bobhuyatc,  bobhavlti,  bobhoti,  Sec.  (Impv. 

3rd  sing.  Ved.  bobhutu),  to  be  or  become  very  fre- 
quently, to  be  generally,  to  take  various  forms  (with 

ace.,  Ved.) :  [cf.  Zend  bu,  '  to  be,  become :'  Gr. 
(pv-a,  t-Qv-v,  i-<t>v-s,  i-<t>v  =  abhuvam,  abhus, 

abhut,  <pv-o-pat,  <f>v-fi,  tftv-fft-s,  (ftv-fui,  tpv-r6-s, 
<t>vTtv-ca,  (ftv-\o-v,  <pv-\ri,  ipt-rv,  ipi-TV-pa,  (pt-Tv-ca, 

(poi-T&-<a  (?),  <pi»,  gen.  <f OITOJ,  '  the  generating  one," 
probably  =  l/harat:  Lat.  fu-a-m,  fu-i,  fu-turu-s, 
fo-re,fu-ttt-o,  -bam  (in  amabam)  =abhavam,  -bo, 
-bimus  =  bhavishyami,  bhavu!tydmas,fc-tu-s,  fe- 

cundu-s,  fe-nus,  fe-nu-m :  Osc.  Fu-tri-s :  Old. 
Sax.  biu-m  :  Angl.  Sax.  beo-m  :  Old  Germ,  bi-m, 
'I  am :'  Mod.  Germ,  bin :  Goth,  bau-an,  ' to 

dwell ;'  bau-ain-s  =  bhavana,  '  a  dwelling :'  Slav. 

by-ti :  Lith.  bti-ti,  '  to  be ;'  bii-ta-s,  '  a  house :' 

Hib.  fuUim, '  I  am.'] Bhava,  bharat,  bhavatu,  bhavita,  &c.  See 
p.  702,  cols.  I,  2,  3. 
Bhava,  bhdvaniya,  bhdcayat,  bhdvita,  bhdvya, 

&c.  See  pp.  707,  708. 

Bhuva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to  Mahi-dhara) 
an  epithet  of  Agni ;  =  bhuvas,  atmosphere  [cf.  bhu- 
va-bhartri,  bhur-bhuva-kara] ;  a  fungus,  mush- 

room (?).  —  Bhuvaspati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the  lord  of 
the  atmosphere  (as  contrasted  with  l>hurana-pati, 
q.  v.).  —  Bhuva-bhartri,  t<l,  m.  (according  to  a 
commentator)  the  lord  of  the  atmosphere  (as  con- 

trasted with  bhu-pati,  the  lord  of  the  earth). 
Bhuvat,  probably  an  old  Pres.  part.,  but  occurring 

only  in  the  following  compounds.  »  Bhuva<l-vat, 
an,  ail,  at,  Ved.  •  giving  prosperity ;'  (antes),  m. 
pi.  an  epithet  of  the  Adityas.  —  Bhuvad-vasu,  tie, 
us,  u,  Ved.  (according  to  the  Nirukta)  producing 
wealth,  (but  the  Pada-patha  separates  bhuvat  from 

vasu.) 

Bhuvana,  am,  n.  a  being,  animated  being,  living 
creature ;  man,  mankind ;  the  world  ;  heaven ;  earth ; 
place  of  being,  abode,  residence  (Ved.) ;  (as  a  va- 

rious reading  for  bfiavana),  a  house ;  —  2.  bhdvana, 
the  act  of  bringing  into  existence ;  becoming  pros- 

perous, prospering  (Ved.);  water;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  particular  month ;  of  a  Rudra  [cf.  bhuvanadhlda, 
lihiu-nneia};  of  a  man;  of  an  Aptya  (author  of 
the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  157).  —  Bhuvana-ioisa,  as, 
m.  the  globe  or  sphere  of  the  earth,  receptacle  of 

beings. ^ Bhuvana-^andra,  as,  m.  'moon  of  the 
world,'  N.  of  a  mw.  —  Bhuvana-tyafa,  as,  a, am, 
Ved.  shaking  the  world.  —  Bhuvana-jndna,  am,  n. 
knowledge  of  the  world.  *•  Bhuvana-traya,  am, 
n.  triad  of  worlds,  the  three  worlds,  viz.  heaven, 

atmosphere,  and  earth;  [cf.  tri-bhuvana.^'-Bhu- 
vana-dvayti,  am,  n.  the  two  worlds,  heaven  and 
earth.  —  Bhuvana-pati,  is,  m.  the  lord  of  beings  or 
of  the  world ;  [cf.  bhuva-pati^]  —  Bhuvana-pdvanOt 
as,  i,  am,  world-purifying;  (i),  (.  an  epithet  of  the 
Ganges.  —  Bhuvana-pratifh/hd-ddna-vidhi,  is, 
m.,  N.  of  the  I52nd  chapter  of  the  Bhavishyottara- 
Purana.  —  Bhuvana-bhartri,  td,  m.  lord  of  the 
world,  supporter  of  the  earth.  •-  Bhuvana-matt,  f.f 
N.  of  a  princess.  —  Bhuvana-malla-t'ira,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  man.  —  B/tuvana-rdja,  as,  m. '  king  of  the 
world,"  N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhuvana-vinydsa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  fortieth  chapter  of  the  Kurma-Purana. 
—  Bhuvana-tdsin,  I,  ini,  i,  ruling  the  world ;  (i), 
m,  a  king,  prince.  —  Bhuvana-sad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
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715 reposing  or  situated  in  the  world.  —  Bhuvana-hita, 
am,  n.  the  welfare  of  the  world. ~Bkuvanddbltnt(i 

Cna-ad^),  as,  a,  am,  astonishing  the  world.  —  Jihu- 
•eanddhitia  or  bhuvanadhitfvara  (°na-adh°),  as, 
m.  'lord  of  the  world,'  N.  of  a  Rudra;  [cf.  bkitva- 

ne6a.~\  — Bkuvanunanda  (°na-dn°),  as,  m.  'joy 
of  the  world,'  N.  of  a  mzn.—Bhuvandbhyudaya 
(°na-abh°),  as,  m.  '  prosperity  of  the  world,'  N.  of 
a  poem  by  S'arrkuka ;  of  the  nineteenth  chapter  of 
the  Krishna-kridita.  —  Bhuvandlokana  (°na-al°), 
am,  n.  the  act  of  looking  at  the  earth,  the  sight  of 

the  world.  —  Bhuvanefa  (°na-is"a),  as,  m.  '  lord  of 
the  world,'  N.  of  a  Rudra ;  of  a  place ;  (i),  f.,  N. 
of  a  goddess.  —  Bhitvanesdni  (°na-ls""),  f.  the  mis- 

tress of  the  world.  —  Bhuvamil-pdrijdta,  N.  of  a 

work  mentioned  in  Raghu-nandana's  Sanskara-tattva. 
—  Bhuvanedi-yantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mystical 

diagram   described    in   Krishnananda's  Tantra-sara. 
— Bhuvanes'vara  (°na-ii°),  as,  m.  a  lord  of  the 
earth,  king,  prince ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  (&),  f.  '  mis- 

tress of  the  world,'  N.  of  several  goddesses;  (am), 
n.,  N.  of  a  temple  and  city  sacred  to  Siva.  —  Bhu- 

vanes"vari-kava<!a,  am,   n.  '  the   armour  of  the 
mistress  of  the  world,"  N.  of  a  chapter  in  Krishna- 

nanda's Tantra-sara.  <~  Bhuvanedvari-tantra,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  3  Tantra  work.  —  Bhuvaneivari-puja- 
yantra,  am,  n.,,N.  of  a  mystical  diagram  described 

in  the  Tantra-sara.  —  Bhuvancs'vari-rahasya,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a   section   of  the   Rudra-yamala-tantra. 
—  Bhuvane-shtka  (bhutiane,  loc.  sing.  +  stha),  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  being  in  the  world  or  in  all  existing 

things.  —  Bhuvanaulias  (°na-ok°),  as,  m.  an  inha- 
bitant of  heaven,  a  god. 

Bhuvanti,  is,  m.  a  word  occurring  in  Vajasaneyi- 
samhita  XVI.  19,  (according  to  Mahl-dhara  fr.  bhu- 
ram  lanoti)  =  bhu-mandala-vistdrakah. 
Bhuvanyu,  us,  m.  a  master,  lord  ;  the  sun  ;  the 

moon ;  fire. 

Bhuras,  ind.  the  atmosphere,  ether,  sky ;  a  mys- 
tical word  (being  the  second  of  the  three  Vyahritis 

bhur  bhuvah  svar,  uttered  by  every  Brahman  in 
commencing  his  daily  prayers,  see  vydhriti,  and  cf. 
Manu  II.  76;  from  its  being  pronounced  between 
bhu,  the  earth,  and  svar,  heaven,  bhuvatt  is  supposed 

to  mean  '  the  atmosphere '  situated  between  the  two ; 
it  was  probably  originally  the  pi.  of  2.  bhu,  q.  v. ;  in 
Hari-vansa  11506,  Bhuvas  is  described  as  one  of  the 
mind-born  sons  of  Brahma) ;  the  second  of  the  seven 
worlds,  (according  to  the  system  which  supposes 
seven  worlds  rising  one  above  the  other) ;  N.  of  the 
second  and  eleventh  Kalpa  mentioned  in  the  Vayu- 
Purana.  —  Bhuvar-loka,  as,  m.  one  of  the  divisions 
of  the  universe,  the  space  between  the  earth  and 
heaven  (frequented  by  Siddhas  and  other  superhuman 
beings). 

Bhuvas-pati,  ii,  m.  (fr.  bhuvas,  gen.  sing,  of  2. 
bhH),—prnjd-pati,  q.v. 
Bhuvi-slttha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  blmvi,  loc.  sing,  of 

3.  bhu  +  stha),  standing  on  the  ground  (i.  e.  not 
in  a  chariot),  staying  or  dwelling  on  the  earth,  (op- 

posed to  dim-shlha,  q.v.)  —  Bhtivi-spri3,  k,  k,  Tc, 
touching  the  ground. 

Bhm-is,  m.  (?),  the  sea,  ocean ;  heaven. 
3.  bhu,  us,  us,  u,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.) 

being,  becoming,  springing,  taking  rise  [cf.  agni- 
bhu,  altshi-bhu,  asleshd-bhu,  gddhi-lihu,  giii- 
bku,  6itta-bhu]  ;  (us),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  N. 
of  an  Ekaha;  (us),  f.  the  act  of  becoming,  arising; 
the  place  of  being  or  abiding,  the  universe;  the 
earth  (as  opposed  to  the  other  two  divisions  of  the 
universe,  viz.  atmosphere  and  heaven) ;  ground,  floor ; 
land,  landed  property ;  earth  (as  a  substance) ;  space, 
site,  place  [cf.  kufa-b/iii,  kcfa-bhu]  ;  a  district, 
piece  or  plot  of  ground,  (bhuvas,  pi.  districts) ;  a 
mystical  word  (being  the  first  of  the  three  Vyahritis 
bhur  bhuvah  svar,  uttered  by  every  Brahman  in 
commencing  his  daily  prayers ;  in  this  sense  only  in 
the  nom.  sing.  bhus,  which  is  considered  indeclinable, 
see  bhur,  bhuvas,  vyahriti,  and  cf.  Manu  II.  76) ; 
the  base  of  a  triangle  or  of  any  geometrical  figure ; 
object,  matter,  subject-matter,  subject  (see  tivada- 

samviida-bhu,  cf.  tthana) ;  a  sacrificial  fire ;  a  sym- 
bolical expression  for  the  number  one  (derived  from 

the  earth  considered  as  one)  ;  a  term  for  the  letter  I. 

—  Bku-kadamba,  a*,  m.  a  species  of  plant  com- 
monly called  Kokasima  (  —  alambusha) ;  =  bhu- 

kadambaka;  (a),  f.  a  plant  commonly  called  Go- 
rakshamundi,  perhaps  Sphseranthus   Mollis.  —  Bltf,- 
kudambaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Ligusticum  Ajowan, 

=yavanl ;  (ikd),  (.  =  bhu-kadambd.  —Bhu-kan- 
da,  as,  m.  a  medicinal  plant  (=mahd-s'ravanikd). 
—  Bhu-kapittha,  as,  m.  the  plant  Feronia  Ele- 
phantum;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  this  plant.  —  Bhu- 
kampa,  as,  m.   an   earthquake ;    N.   of  a  man. 
—  B/tiikampa-lakshana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  thirty- 

third  chapter  of  Bhattotpala's  commentary  on  Var5ha- 
mihira's  Brihat-sarnhiiS.—  Bhu-karna,  as,  m.  (in 
astronomy)  the  diameter  of  the  earth,  the  radius  of 

the  equator.— Bhu-karni,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Bhu-karbuddraka,  as,   m.  the   plant   Cordia 

Myxa.  —  Bhu-kas'yapa,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vasu- 
deva  (the  father  of  Krishna).  •~Bhu-kdka,  as,  m. 

'  earth-crow,'    N.    of    several    birds,    a    species    of 
heron  ( =  svalpa-kanka) ;  the  curlew  ( =  kraunda) ; 
a  species  of  pigeon  ( =  nila-kapota).  —  Bhu-kdnda, 

as,  m. '  chapter  of  the  earth,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Bhuri-prayoga.  —  Bhu-kumbhl,  f.  a  plant  (  =  bhu- 
pdtall).  —  Bhu-kushmdndi,  f.  the  plant  Batatas 

Paniculata.  —  Bhu-kefa,    as,    m.  '  earth-hair,'  the 
Indian  fig-tree ;  the  plant  Blyxa  Saivala ;   (d),  f.  a 
Rakshasi  or  female  demon ;  (1),  f.  the  plant  Ver- 
nonia  Anthelminthica.  —  Bhii-kshit,  t,   m.  'earth- 

destroyer,'  a  hog.  —  Bhu-kshira-vatikd,  f.,  N.  of  a 
p\zce.  —  Bhu-kltanda,  as,  m.  'earth-section,'  N.  of 
a  section  of  the  Skanda-Purana  ;  of  a  section  of  the 

Padma-PurJna  (=bhumi-khanda).  —  Bhu-khar- 
jurl,  f.  a  species  of  date.  —  Bli  u-gata,  as,  a,  am, 
being  or  existing  on  the  earth.  —  Bhu-gara,  am,  n. 

'  earth-poison,'  a  particular  mineral  poison.  —  Bhu- 
garbha,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  poet  Bhava-bhuti. 
—  Bhu-griha,  am,  n.  an  underground  room  or 
chamber;    a  particular  part  of  a  diagram.  —  Bhu- 
geha,  am,  a.  an  underground  room.  —  Bhu-gola, 

am,  n. '  earth-ball,'  the  terrestrial  globe,  the  earth. 
••  Bhugola-vidyd,  f.  knowledge  of  the  terrestrial 
globe,  geography.  —  Bhugola-vrittdnta  and  bhu- 
gola-sangraha  and  bhugoTa-sdra,  N.  of  certain 
works  treating  of  the  earth.  —  Bhu-ghana,  as,  m. 

the  body.— Bhu-dakra,  am,  n. '  earth-circle,'  the 
equator  or  equinoctial  Iine.«  Bhu-fara,  as,  d,  am, 

going  on  the  earth  (opposed  to  dkds"a-gati),  mov- 
ing on  the  ground,  moving  on  land,  living  on  land 

(opposed  to  jala-fara),  inhabiting  the  earth,  ter- 
restrial, any  land  animal ;   (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 

Siva.  —  Bhu-<?hdyd  or  bhu-ddhdyd,  f.  or  (according 

to  some)  am,  n.  'earth-shadow,'  darkness.  —  Bhu- 
jantu,  us,  m.  'earth-animal,'  a  kind  of  snail,  an 
earth-worm  ( =  bhu-ndrja).  —  Bhu-jambu,  us,  or 
bhu-jambu,  us,  f.  wheat  (  =  nadeyi);   the  plant 
Flacourtia  Sapida  or  the  fruit  of  this  plant.  —  Bhu- 
tala,  am,  n.  the  face  of  the  earth,  the  surface  of 
the  ground,  the  earth.  —  Bhiitala-stha,  as,  a,  am, 
standing  or  being  on  the  face  of  the  earth.  •- Bhu- 
talikd,  f.  (probably  fr.  bhu-tala),  the  plant  Trigo- 
nella  Corniculata  (  =  prikkd).  —  Bhutalonmathana 

(°la-un°),  as,  m.  'earth-shaker,'  N.  of  a  Danava. 

"Bhii-trina,  as,   m.    [cf.  b!tu-t-trina~],  'earth- 
grass,'  the  plant  Andropogon  Schcenanthus ;  a  kind 
of   fragrant    grass    ( =  gandha-kheda,    rohislta). 

—  Bhuttama  (bhu-ut°),  am,  n. '  the  best  of  earths,' 
gold.  —  Bhu-dari-bhava,  f.  the  plant  Salvinia  Cu- 

cullata.  —  J?fci(-<?ara,  as,  m. ' earth-tearer,'  i.e.  root- 
ing up  the  earth,  a  hog.  —  Bhu-deva,  as,  m. '  earth- 

god,'  a  divinity  upon  earth,  a  Brahman  [cf.  bhu- 
gura] ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  several  persons ; 

of  the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the  Kasika-tilaka. 
—  Bhu-dhana,   as,   m.   '  whose   property   is  the 

earth,'  a  king,  prince.  —  Bhu-dhara,  as,  a,  am, 
'  earth-bearing,'  supporting  the  earth ;    dwelling  in 
the  earth ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  of  Krishna  ; 
of  Vatuka-bhairava ;    a  mountain ;   a  term  for  the 

number  seven  [cf.  kula-panata]  ;  a  kind  of  che- 

mical or  medical  apparatus,  a  sort  of  sand-bath  (?) ; 

N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  Surya-siddhanta.  —  Bhu~ 

dhara-gnhdntara-tas  (°A<i-a»°),  ind.  from  within 
the  caves  of  the  mountains.  —  Bhudhara-ja,  as,  m. 
'  mountain-born,'  a  tree.  —  Bhudhara-td,  (.  the  state 
or  act  of  supporting  the  earth.  —  Bhudhareilvara 

(°ra-i^°),  as,  m.  '  mountain-lord,'  an  epithet  of 
Hima-vat.  —  Bhu-dhdtri,  f.  '  earth-mother,'  an  epi- 

thet of  Vatuka-bhairava ;  the  plant  Flacourtia  Cata- 

phracta.  —Bhu-dhra,as,  m.  =  bhii-dhara,zmcmn- 
tain.  —  Bliu-narulana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhu- 

naga,  as,  m.  '  earth-snake,'  a  kind  of  snail  or  earth- 
worm. —  Bhu-niml>a,  as,  m.  the  plant  Gentiana 

Cherayta,  commonly  called  Cherayta.  —  Bh  u-iiipa, 

as,  m.  =  bhu-kadamba.  —  Bhu-netri,  td,  m. '  earth- 
leader,'  a  sovereign,  king,  prince.  •••  Bhu-pa,  as,  m. 
'earth-protector,'  a  sovereign,  king,  prince.  —  Bhiipa- 
ta,  !.  the  state  or  rank  of  a  king,  sovereignty,  king- 

ship. ~Bltu.-pati,  is,  m.  'lord  of  the  earth,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Rudra ;  of  Indra ;  of  Vatuka-bhairava ;  of 

one  of  the  VisVe-Devah  ;  a  king,  monarch,  prince ; 
N.  of  a  sacrifice!;  of  a  poet  (probably  Bhoja,  cf. 

bhu-pdla) ;  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant  ( =  rishabha). 

—  Bhu-pada,  as,  m.  'earth-fixed,  earth-rooted,'  a 
tree  ;   (i),  f.  Arabian  jasmine,  Jasminum  Zambac. 

—  Bhupa-putra,  as,  m.  a  king's  son,  prince.  —  Bliii- 
paridhi,  is,  m.  the  circumference  of  the  earth ;  the 
equinoctial  line.  ••  Bhu-paldtfa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
plant  commonly  called  Visali.  —  Bhu-pavitra,  am, 

n.  'earth-purifying,'  cow  -dung.  —  Bhupa-suta,  as, 

m.  a  king's  son,  prince.  —  Bhu-pdtalt,  f.  a  kind  of 
plant  (*=bhti-Jtumbhi).-*Bhu-pala,  as,  m.  'earth- 
guardian,'  a  sovereign,  king,  prince ;  an  epithet  of 
Bhoja-raja ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Soma-pala ;  of  a  country ; 

(i),  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  scale  in  the  Hindu  musical 
system.  —  Bhii-palana,  am,  n.  protection  or  govern- 

ment of  the  earth,  sovereignty,  dominion.  —  Bhu- 

pala-vallabha,  as,  m.  '  king's  favourite,'  N.  of  an 
author ;    of  an  astronomer.  —  Bhupdla-dri,  ts,  f. 

'  king's  fortune,'  N.  of  a  temple  of  Siva  mentioned 
in   the   Skanda-Purana.  —  Bhupala-sahi,   is,  m. 

(sdhi  =  Persian  5L->),  N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhu-putra, 

as,  m.  '  son  of  the  earth,"  the  planet  Mars.  —  Bhii- 

putri,  f.  '  daughter  of  the  earth,"  an  epithet  of  Sita 
(wife  of  Rama-candra).  •-  Bhu-pura,  am,  n.  a  par- 

ticular part  of  a  diagram ;  [cf.  bhu-grilta^]  —  Bhu- 

peshta  (°pa-ish°),  as,  m. '  liked  by  kings,'  a  kind  of 
fruit  tree  ( =  rdjddanl).  —  Bhu-prakampa,  as,  m. 
an  earthquake.  —  Bku-praddna,  am,  n.  a  gift  of 
land.  —  Bhu-phala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  rat  —  Bhu- 
badarl,  f.  a  species  of  jujube.  —  Bhu-bimba,  as,  am, 
m,  n.  '  earth-ball,'  the  globe.  —  Bhu-bhata,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  mza.~Bhu-l>hartri,  ta,  m.  'earth-supporter, 

earth-lord,'  a  sovereign,  king,  prince.  —  Bhu-bhdga, 
as,  m.  a  portion  of  ground,  a  place,  spot,  station ; 

[cf.  bhumi-bkdga.~\  —  Bhu-bhuj,  k,  m.  'earth-pos- 
sessor,' a  sovereign,  king,  prince.  —  Bhu-bhrit,  t,  m. 

'  earth-supporter,'  a  mountain  [cf.  kula-bh°~\ ;  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  a  king,  prince.  —  Bhu-mandala, 

am,  n. '  earth-circle,  earth-ball,'  the  terrestrial  globe ; 
the  circumference  or  circuit  of  the  earth.  —  Bhu-mat, 

dn,n\. '  possessing  the  earth,'  a  king,  prince.  —  I .  bhu- 
maya,  as,  I,  am  (for  2.  Utumaya  see  p.  717, 

col.  3),  made  or  formed  or  consisting  of  earth,  pro- 
duced from  the  earth,  earthen,  earthy,  terrene ;  (f), 

f.  an  epithet  of  C'haya  or  Shadow  (personified  as 
wife  of  the  Sun).  —  Bhu-mitra,  as,  m. '  earth-friend,' 
N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhu-yuktd,  f.  a  kind  of  palm  ( = 

bhunii-kharjuri).  —  Bhu-rati,  is,  m.  'earth-joy,' 
N.  of  a  magical  spell  recited  over  weapons  (personi- 

fied as  a  son  of  Krisasva).  —  Bhu-rundi,  f.  a  sort  of 
sun-flower,  Heliorropium  Indicum.  —  Bhu-ruh,  t,  m. 

'earth-grower,'  a  plant,  tree.  —  Bhu-ruha,  as,  m. 

'earth-growing,'  any  plant,  tree;  the  plant  Termi- 
nalia  Arjuna  and  Glabra.  —  Bhur-bhuva,  as,  m. 

(bhuva  =  bhuvas),  one  of  the  mind-born  sons  of 
Brahma  (mentioned  with  Bhur  and  Bhuvas  in  Hari- 
vagSa  1 1 509).  —  Bhurbhuva-kara,  as,  m.  a  dog. 
—  Bhurbhuva-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  of 

pilgrimage.  —  Bhur-loka,  as,  m.  the  terrestrial  world, 
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habitation  of  mortals,  the  earth ;  the  country  on  the 

southern  part  of  the  equator ;  [cf.  bhu-loka.']  —  BliH- 
lagnd,  f.  '  clinging  to  the  ground,'  the  plant  Andro- 
pogon  Aciculatus.  —  Bhu-latd,  f.  an  earth-worm,  a 
worm.  —  Bhii-Urtga,  N.  of  a  district  of  Sslva  [cf. 

bhaulingf] ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Bhulinga- 

sakuna,  as,  or  bhiiliitga-s'akunt,  is,  m.  a  species 
of  bird  described  in  MahS-bhSrata  Sabha-parva, 
1.  1546,  &c.,  (it  is  said  to  make  a  sound  like  mi 
sdhasam,  no  rashness  I)  —  Bhu-loka,  as,  m.  the 
terrestrial  world,  earth;  [cf.  bhur-loka.]  —  Bhu- 

loka-surandyaka,  as,  m.  '  earth-Indra,'  an  Indra 
of  the  earth.  —  Bhu-valaya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  cir- 

cumference of  the  earth ;  the  terrestrial  globe.  —  Bhu- 

vallabha,  as,  m.  '  earth's  favourite,'  a  king,  prince. 
—  Bhu^i'dh  (gen.  c.  bhuhas,  inst.  c.  bhuhd),  see 
Vopa-deva  III.  lo^.  —  Bhu-vritta,  am,  n. '  earth- 
circle,'  the  equator.  —  Bhu-ilakra,  as,  m.  '  earth- 
Indra,'  a  king,  prince.  —  Bhu-s"ami,  f.  a  kind  of 
Acacia  ( =  laghu-iaml).  —  Bhu-ilaya,  as,  m. '  lying 
or  dwelling  on  the  earth,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  any 

animal  living  in  the  earth ;  [cf.  bhumi-s'aya.']  —  Bhu- dayyd,  f.  a  couch  on  the  bare  ground,  lying  on  the 

ground.  —  Bhu-s"arkard,  f.  a  species  of  bulbous  plant 
commonly  called  Kadamakada-kanda.  •»  Bhu-s"ud- 
dhi,  is,  I.  purification  of  the  ground  (by  sweeping, 

burning,  &c.).—  Bhu-i"elu,  us,  m.  the  plant  Cordia 
Myxa.  —  Bhu-iravas,  as,  m.  an  ant  or  mole  hill. 

—  Bhu-sanskdra,  as,  m.,  Ved. '  preparation  of  the 

ground,"  a  term  applied  to  five  methods  of  preparing 
and  consecrating  the  Khara,  q.  v.,  at  a  sacrifice,  (these 

five  methods  are  called  pari-samuh,  upa-lip,  lekhdli 
kri,  pdnsu-nuddhrt,  adbhir   abhyuksh;   some 
enumerate  seven.)  —  Bhu-suta,  as,  m.  'son  of  the 

earth,'  the  planet  Mars;   (d),  f.  'daughter  of  the 
earth,'  an  epithet  of  Sit5  (wife  of  Rama).-.Zto«- 
sura,  as,  m.  '  earth-god,'  a  Brihman ;   [cf.  bhu- 

deva."\  —  Bhu-s-trina,  as,  m.  =  bhu-trina,  q.  v. 
~*Bhu-stha,  as,  a,  am,  standing  on  the  earth, 
living  on  the  earth.  —  Bhu-sprii,  Ic,  Tc,  Ic,  touching 
the  ground ;    (k),  m.  a  man ;  man,  mankind ;   a 

Vailya;  [cf.  bhumi-spri^.']  —  Bhu-svarga,  as,  m. 
'  heaven  on  earth,"  an  epithet  of  the  mountain  Su- 
meru.  —  Bhusvargdya  (fr.  the  preceding),  Nom.  A. 
bhusvargdyate,  &c.,  to  become  a  heaven  on  earth. 
—  Bhu-svamin,  i,  m.  a  landlord,  landholder. 
Bhuta,   as,   a,  am,   been,   become,   produced, 

formed,  being,  existing,  being  or  becoming  like, 
consisting  of,  (in  all  these  senses  often  at  the  end  of 

comps.,  cf.  dtma-bh°,  jiva-bh°,  dtra-bh",  bhava- 
bh°,  ittham-bh",  bhasma-bh°,  iaktu-btf) ;  being 
mixed  or  joined  with  [cf.  mdnsa-bhutodana,  bltd- 
vita] ;  actually  being,  really  happened,  true ;  right, 
proper,  fit ;  past,  gone,  former ;  obtained,  got ;  (as), 
m.  a  son,  child,  youth ;  a  great  devotee  or  ascetic 

[cf.  bhutendrtya-jayin]  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of 
a  priest  of  the  gods ;  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva  and 
Pauravl ;  of  a  son-in-law  of  Daksha  and  father  of 
numerous  Rudras ;  of  a  Yaksha  ;  the  fourteenth  day 
of  the  dark  half  of  the  lunar  month,  (in  this  sense 
also  a,  f. ;  cf.  bhuteshtd) ;  (am),  n.  that  which  is 
or  exists,  any  being  (whether  human  or  divine,  and 
applied  also  to  inanimate  objects  or  plants),  a  living 

being,  animal,  creature,  (in  these  senses  exception- 
ally as,  m.) ;  a  spirit  (good  or  evil),  the  spirit  of  a 

deceased  person,  a  ghost,  a  particular  class  of  super- 
human beings,  a  demon,  imp,  goblin,  (in  these 

senses  also  occasionally  as,  m.);  an  element,  (pro- 
perly a  gross  element,  of  which,  according  to  the 

Hindus,  there  are  five,  viz.  earth,  water,  fire,  air, 

ether,  cf.  mahd-bh°,  pdtida-bhaiitika ;  but  also 
exceptionally  a  subtile  element,  cf.  tan-mdtra;  the 
Buddhists  reckon  only  four  elements) ;  a  symbolical 
expression  for  the  number  five ;  the  place  of  being, 
the  world;  that  which  has  actually  been  or  really 
happened,  an  actual  occurrence,  fact,  matter  of  fact, 
the  real  state  of  the  case ;  that  which  is  past  and 
gone,  past  time,  the  past ;  well-being,  welfare,  pros- 

perity; (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  an  heretical  sect,  the 
followers  of  which  rub  their  bodies  with  ashes ;  (with 
Jainas)  a  class  of  the  Vyantaras.  -  Bhuta-karana, 

am,  n.  '  maker  of  past  meaning,'  a  term  for  the 
augment  in  Vedic  grammar  (cf.  Atharva-veda  Pra- 
tilikhya  III.  49).  —  Bhuta-kartri,  ta,  m.  'maker 
of  beings,"  Brahms,  the  creator.  —  Bhuta-karman, 
a,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (in  MahS-bh.  Drona-p.  1085). 
—  Bhuta-kdla,  aa,  m.  past  time,  the  preterite  tense. 
—  Bhutakdlika,  as,  »,  am,  relating  to  time  past. 
—  Bhuta-krit,  t,  t,  t,  forming  beings,  creative ;  (t), 
m.  the  creator.  —  Bhuta-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Manu   Dakshasavarni ;    of  a  Vetala  (KathS-sarit-s. 

123,  34).  —  Bhuta-kes"a,  as,  m.  a  particular  plant, 
root  of  sweet  flag  (  =  go-loml)  ;  the  plant  Mussaenda 
Frondosa;   (i),  f.  Nardostachys  Jatamansi  (=jata- 
mdnsi) ;  Vitex  Negundo  ( =  nirgundl) ;  white  basil ; 
Nyctanthes  Arbor  Tristis  ( =  Jephdlikd).  —  Bhuta- 
kesard,  f.  the  plant  Trigonella  Fcenum  Graecum. 

—  Bhtita-koti,  (with  Buddhists) '  the  highest  culmi- 
nating point  for  all  beings,"  absolute  nonentity  (  = 

s'unya-td).  —  Bhuta-krdnti,  is,  f.  possession   by 
spirits ;  (perhaps  for  bhutdkrdnti.)  —  Bhuta-gana, 
as,  m.  the  aggregate  or  whole  collection  of  beings ; 
the  troop  or  whole  class  of  demons  or  spirits,  any 

class  of  spirits  or  superhuman  beings,  ••  Bhutagana- 

dkipa  (°na-adh°),  as,  m. '  lord  of  the  Bhuta-ganas,' 
an  epithet  of  Nandin,  q.v.  —  Bhuta-gandhd,  f.  a 
particular  perfume  (used  perhaps  in  the  ceremonies 
with  which  the  Bhutas  are  worshipped,  =  murd). 

—  Bhuta-grasta,  as,  a,  am,  possessed  by  an  evil 
spirit.  —  Bhuta-grdma,  as,  m.  or  as,  m.  pi.  the 
aggregate  or  whole  collection  of  living  beings;   a 
multitude  of  spirits  or  ghosts;  the  world;  (as),  m. 
any   aggregate    of   elementary   matter,    the   body. 
—  Bhuta-ghna,  as,  i,  am,  destroying  or  removing 
spirits  or  demons;   a  camel;    garlic;  a  species  of 
birch;    (i),    f.    the    sacred    basil    (  =  munditikd). 
—  Bhuta-daturdafi,  f.  the  fourteenth  day  in  the 
dark  half  of  the  month  Karttika  (consecrated  to 

Yama).  —  Bhuta-(drin,  i,  m.  '  going  among  beings 
or  among  spirits,'  an  epithet  of  Sin,  —  Bhuta-tintd, 
f.  investigation -or  inquiry  into  the  elements.  —  B/JK- 
ta-jatd,  f.  the  plant  Nardostachys  Jatamansi  [cf. 
bhiita-kefi] ;  a  species  of  Valeriana,  Indian  spike- 

nard  (=>gandha-mansi).  —  Bhuta-jaya,  as,  m. 
victory  over  the  elements.  —  Bhuta-jyotis,  is,  m. 

1  light  of  living  beings,"  N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhuta-dd- 
mara,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Bhuta-tantra,  am,  n. 

'  the  doctrine  of  spirits,"  as  contained  in  the  Uttara- 
tantra  or  sixth  division  of  the  Ashtan-ga-hridaya. 
—  Bhuta-trina,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  ati- 
gandha).  —  Bhuta-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being 
an  element.  —  Bhuta-dayd,  f.  compassion  or  ten- 

derness towards  all  beings  or  creatures,  universal  be- 
nevolence or  compassion.  —  Bhuta-druh,  dhruk,  k, 

k,  injuring  beings,  injurious.  —  Bhuta-dhard,  f. '  sup- 
porting beings,'  the  earth.  —  Bhuta-dhdtri,  f. '  nurse 

or  mother  of  beings,'  the  earth.  ~Bhuta-d?idman, 
a,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  India.  —  Bhuta-dhdrim,  f.  = 
bhuta-dhard,  the  earth.  —  Bhuta-nanda,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhuta-ndtha,  as,  m. '  lord  of  beings 

or  spirits,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Bhuta-ndyikd,  f. 
'  leader  of  the  Bhutas,'  an  epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Bhu- 
ta-nddana,  as,  d,  am,  destroying  evil  beings ;  (as), 
m.  the  marking-nut  plant,  Semicarpus  Anacardium 
[cf.  bhalldtaka] ;  mustard;  pepper;  (am),  n.  Asa 
Fcetida ;  the  berry  or  seed  of  the  Eleocarpus  (used 

for  rosaries).  —  Bhuta-nidaya,  as,  m.  'aggregation 

of  elements,'  the  body.  —  Bhuta-pati,  is,  m.  'lord 
of  beings'  (especially  of  evil  beings),  an  epithet  of 
Rudra  ;  of  Bhava  and  Sarva  ;  of  Siva ;  of  Agni ;  the 

plant  Ocymum  Sanctum  or  sacred  basil.  —  BIMa- 
pattri,  f.  sacred  basil.  •*  Bhuta-pdla,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
the  guardian  of  living  beings.  —  Bhuta-pura,  as,  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  a  people;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Bhuta- 
pushpa,  as,  in.  the  plant  Calosanthes  Indica.  —  Bhu- 
ta-purnimd,  f.  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month 
Asvina  (when  the  Bhutas  are  worshipped).  —  Bhuta- 
purva,  as,  a,  am,  been   before,  existed   before, 
existing  formerly  or  previously,  prior ;   (am),  ind. 

formerly.  —  Bhutapurva-ta,  f.  tie  totality  of  past 
events,  all  that  has  happened  before,  all  former  cir- 

cumstances. —  BhtUa-prakriti,  is,  f.  the  origin  of 

all  beings. — Bhuta-pratishedlta,  as,  m.  the  ward- 
ing off  of  evil  spirits  or  demons.  —  Bhuta-bali,  is, 

f.  the  offering  for  all  beings,  see  bali.  —  Bhuta- 
brahman,  d,  m.  =  devala,  q.v.  —  Bhuta-bhartri, 
id,  tri,  tri,  supporting  the  elements  or  living  beings ; 

(td),  m.  '  lord  of  evil  beings,'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Bhuta-bhdva,  as,  d,  am,  elementary,  consisting 
of  the  elements.  —  Bhuta-bhdvana,  as,  d,  am, 

causing  the  existence  of  beings,  creating  or  caus- 
ing the  welfare    of  living  beings ;    (as),  m.   the 

creator  of  living  beings,  Brahma ;  Vishnu.  —  Bhuta- 
lihailid,  f.  or  bhuta-bhdshita,  am,  n.  the  lan- 

guage of  demons  or  Pis'Sias.  —  Bhutabhashd-maya, 
as,  5,  am,  composed  in  the  language  of  PiSacas. 
—  Bhuta-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  sustaining  the  elements, 
supporting  living  beings.  —  Bhuta-b/tairava,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  particular  medical  compound  (rasa) ; 

N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Bhutabhautika,  as,  I,  am,  con- 
sisting of  the  elements  or  of  anything  formed  from 

them.  —  Bhuta-maya,  as,  i,  am,  formed  out  of 
the  elements  or  out  of  created  beings ;  containing  or 
including  all  beings.  —  Bhuta-mahefvara,  as,  m. 

'  lord  of  the  Bhutas,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Bhuta- 

mdtri,  td,  f.  '  mother  of  all  beings,'  an  epithet  of 
GaurT,  Brahml,  Scc.  —  Bhuta-mdtra,  am,  d,  n.  f. 
the  rudiment  of  an  element ;  (as),  f.  pi.  the  subtile 
rudiments  of  the  elements,  (see  tan-matra) ;  the 
coarse  and  subtile  elements,  (in  this  sense  a  Dvandva 
comp.) ;  ten  primary  perceptions  (viz.  edC,  gandha, 

rupa,  dabda,  anna-rasa,  karman,  sukha-duhkhe, 
dtianda  or  rati  oiprajdti,  itya,  manas).  —  Bhuta- 
mdn,  f.  a  particular  perfume  (  —  6ldd).— Bhuta- 
yajna,  as,  m.  the  oblation  of  food  &c.  to  all  created 
beings,  (one  of  the  five  mahd-yajna,  see  bali.) 
—  Bhuta-yoni,  is,  f.  the  origin  or  source  of  all 
beings,  (an  epithet  applied  to  the  Supreme  Being.) 
—  Bhuta-raya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  gods 
under  the  fifth  Manu.  ™  Bhuta-rdj,  t ,  m.  '  king  of 

the   Bhutas,    lord   of  imps,'   an   epithet   of  Siva. 
-•  Bhuta-rupa,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  form  of  a 
Bhuta  or  evil  being,  imp-like.  —  Bhuta-lipi,  is,  f. 

'  demon-writing,'  N.  of  a  particular  magical  formula. 
—  I.  bhuta-vat,  an,  att,  at,  connected  with  or  con- 

taining the  word  bhuta.—  2.  bhuta-vat,  an,  ati, 
at,  having  been,  what  has  been. •- Bhuta-varga,  as, 
m.  the  whole  class  or  company  of  Bhutas  or  evil 

beings.  —  Bhuta-vddin,  -i,  inl,  i,  telling  the  real 

fact,  speaking  the  truth.  —  Bhtita-vdsa,  as,  m. '  the 
abode  of  evil  beings,'  the  tree  Belleric  Myrobalan, 
Terminalia  Bellerica,  (so  called  because  the  nuts  of 

this  plant  are  used  as  dice ;  cf.  bhutdvdsa.)  —  Bhuta- 

vdhana,  as,  m.  '  having  the  Bhutas  for  his  vehicle,' 
an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Bhutavdhana-sdrathi,  is,  m. 

'  charioteer  of  the  Bhuta  vehicle,'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Blmta-vikriyd,  f.  possession  by  evil  spirits,  epi- 

lepsy. —  Bhuta-vyndna,  am,  n.  the  knowledge  of 
evil  spirits  or  demons.  —  Bhuta-vid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 

knowing  all  beings.  —  Bhuta-i'idyd,  f.  the  know- 
ledge of  evil  beings  or  demons,  demonology.  —  Bhu- 

ta-rindyaka,  as,  m.  a  leader  of  evil  beings.  —  Bhu- 
ta-vishnu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  BhZta-vira,  as, 
m.  pi.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  rice.  —  Bhuta-vriksha,,  as, 
m.  '  demon-tree,'  the  tree  Trophis  Aspera ;   Calo- 

santhes Indica;  Terminalia  Bellerica.  —  Bhuta-vedn 
or  bhjita-vesi,  f.  a  white-flowering  Vitex  Negundo. 
—  Blmta-tuddhi,  is,  f.  purification  of  the  elements 

(of  the  body) ;  N.  of  a  work.  —  Bhuta-samsdra,  as, 
m.  the  world  of  sentient  beings  or  mortals.  —  Blinta- 
sankramin,    I,   ini,    i,  Ved.   going   through   all 

beings  (">).  — Bhiita-sangha,  as,  m.  the  whole  col- lection or  totality  of  beings,  the  aggregate  of  the 
elements.  —  Bhuta-sanddra,  as,  m.  possession  by 
evil  spirits,  demoniac  possession,  madness;   (i),  f. 

fire  in  a  forest,  a  forest  conflagration  (?).  —  Bhuta- 

santdpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura.  —  Bhuta-santa- 
pana,  as,  m.  '  harasser  of  living  beings,'  N.  of  a 
Daitya  (son  of  Hiranyaksha).  —  B/tuta-samprikta, 
as,  d,  am,  combined  with  elementary  matter.  —  Bhu- 
ta-samplava,  as,  m.  the  flooding  or  drowning  of 
all  creatures,  universal  deluge,  drowning  of  the  world. 

—  Bhuta-sarga,  as,  m.  a  class  or  order  of  created 
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beings  (usually  classified  into  eight  species  of  Deva- 
yonis  or  divine  beings,  men,  and  five  species  of 

Tiryag-yonis,  viz.  cattle,  birds,  wild  animals,  creep- 
ing things,  and  plants)  ;  elementary  creation,  crea- 
tion of  the  elements.  —  Bhuta-sdkshin,  i,  m.  an 

eye-witness  of  created  beings,  all-seeing.  —  Bhuta- 
iadhana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  (according  to  MahT-dhara) 
producing  creatures  or  created  beings  (as  the  earth) ; 

effecting  (objects)  for  living  beings.  —  Bhuta-sdra, 
as,  m.  a  variety  of  Colosantb.es  Indica.  —  Bhuta- 
sukshma,  am,  n.  a  subtile  element  (  =  tan-matra, 
q.  v.).  —  Bhuta-srishti,is,  f.  the  creation  of  Bhutas; 
the  illusions  effected  by  the  power  of  Bhutas;  the 
whole  class  of  Bhutas  collectively.  —  Bhuta-stha,  as, 
a,  am,  being  in  living  creatures,  existing  in  all 

beings,  residing  in  the  elements.  —  Bhuta-sthdna, 
am,  n.  the  dwelling-place  of  beings,  abode  of  living 
creatures.  —  Bhuta-hatyd,  f.  the  killing  of  a  being, 
destruction  of  a  living  creature.  —  Bhuta-hantri,  tri, 

f.  '  destroying  beings,  counteracting  evil  spirits,'  two 
plants  ( =  bandhyd-karkotaki  and  nila-durvd). 
—  Bhtita-hara,  as,  m.  bdellium.  —  Bhuta-hdrin,  i, 

n.  the  tree  Pinus  Deodora.  —  Bhutdns'a  (°to-an°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  106, 

(he  was  a  descendant  of  Kas"yapa.)  —  Bhutdnkus'a 
(°ta-an°),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  kshava,  lesha- 
vaka,  kshuraka,  tlkshna,  kr&ra).  —  Bhutdtmaka 

(°ta-dt°),  as,  d,  am,  possessing  the  essence  of  the 
elements,  consisting  of  the  elements,  composed  of 

the  elements.  —  Bhutdtman  (°ta-df),  a,  m.  '  soul 
of  all  beings,'  epithet  of  Brahman ;  of  Maha-purusha 
(Vishnu) ;    of  Siva   [cf.  sarva-bhutatman] ;    the 
individual  soul ;  the  elementary  or  vital  principle ;  a 
soul  or  mind  which  clings  to  the  elements,  a  carnal 
mind  (see  Yajnavalkya  III.  34) ;  war,  conflict ;  (a, 
a,  a),  whose  soul  is  subdued  or  purified  [cf.  bhdvi- 
tdtman] ;  whose  soul  is  the  elements,  consisting  or 
composed  of  the  [five]  elements,  epithet  of  the  body 
(in  this  sense  masc.,  and  in  Manu  XII.  12.  opposed 

to  kshetra-jna).—  Bhutddi  (°ta-ddi),  is,  m.  'the 
original  or  originator  of  all  beings,'  an  epithet  of  Ma- 
ha-purusha  or  the  Supreme  Spirit ;  (in  the  San-khya 
phil.)  an  epithet  of  Aharv-kara  as  the  principle  from 
which  the  five  Tan-m5tras  and  elements  are  evolved. 

—  Bhutddilia,  as,  a,  am,  beginning  with  the  ele- 
ments, the  elements,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a  term  applied 

to  Ahan-kara  as  the  source  of  the  elements ;    [cf. 

bhutiidi  above.]  —  Bhutddhipati  (°ta-adh°),  is, 
m.,  Ved.  the  lord  of  all  beings.  —  Bhutdnukampd 

(°ta-an°),  f.  compassion  towards  all  beings.  —  Bhu- 
tdntaka  (°ta-an°),  as,  m. '  destroyer  of  beings,'  the 
god  of  death.  —  Bhutdri  Cta-ari),  i,  n. '  enemy  of 

evil  beings,'  Asa  Fcetida.  —  Bhutdrta  (°ta-ar°),  as, 
d,  dm,  afflicted  by  evil  beings,  possessed  by  demons. 

—  Bh  Martha  ("ta-ar°),  as,  m.  anything  which  has 
really  happened,  anything  really  existing,  real  fact,  a 
matter  of  fact,  fact ;  an  element  of  life.  —  Bhutdr- 
tha-kathana  or  bhutdrtha-varnana,  am,  n.  nar- 

ration of  a  real  fact  or  of  a  past  event,  description  of 

past  occurrences.  —  Bhuidrthdmibhava  ("tha-an"), 
as,  m.  the  apprehension  of  a  matter  of  fact.  —  Bhu- 

tdrma  (°ta-ar°),  am,  n.,  see  PSnini  VI.  2,  91. 
—  Bhutdvasa  (°ta-dv°),  as,  m.  '  abode  of  beings,' 
an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  of  S'iva ;  the  plant  Terminalia 

Bellerica  [cf.  bhuta-vdsa'] ;  the  body  (as  the  abode 
of  the  elements).  —  BhutavisJita  (°ta-dv°),  as,  d, 
am,  occupied  by  evil  spirits,  possessed  by  a  devil. 

—  Bhiitdvefa  (°ta-dv°),  as,  m.  possession  by  a 
devil  or  evil  spirit,  demoniac  possession.  —  Bhutd- 

sana  (°la-ds°),  am,  n.  '  seat  of  Bhutas,'  N.  of  a 
magic  chariot.  —  Bhutejya  fta-if),  as,  d,  am,  wor- 

shipping evil  beings  or  spirits ;  making  oblations  to 
the  Bhotas   (see   bhiUa-yajiia).  —  Bhutendriya- 

jayin  (°fa-tti°),  I,  ini,  i,  'one  who  has  subdued 
both  the  elements  (of  the  body)  and  the  senses,'  a 
kind  of  ascetic  or  devotee.  -  BhutaSa  (°ta-ls'a),  as, 
m.  'lord  of  beings,'  Brahma;   Vishnu;    Krishna; 
'  lord  of  evil  beings,'  an  epithet  of  S'iva  (or  of 
an  idol  representing  him).- BTiuMvara  (°ra-«O, 
as,  m.  lord  of  beings  (said  of  man) ;   '  lord  of  evil 

beings,'  epithet  of  Siva.  -  Bhutcehlakd  (°ta-ish°), 

f.,  Ved.  a  particular  kind  of  brick.  —  Bhuteshta 

(°ta-ish°),  f.  '  liked  by  the  Bhutas,'  the  fourteenth 

day  of  a  half  month  ;  [cf.  bhiitd.']  —  Bhutodana 
(°ta-od°),  as,  m.  a  dish  of  rice  (eaten  to  counteract 
the  influence  of  demons).  —  Bhutonmdda  (°ta-un°), 
as,  m.  '  demon-madness,'  a  form  of  insanity  pro- 

duced by  the  influence  of  evil  spirits,  (twenty  kinds 

are  enumerated.)  —  Bhutopadetfa  (°ta-up°),  as,  m. 
referring  to  anything  already  occurring  or  existing. 

—  Bhutopamd  (°ta-up°),  f.,  Ved.  comparison  with 
a  living  being  or  animal.  —  Bhutopasrishta  (°ta- 
up°)  or  bhutopahata  (°ta-up°),  as,  a,  am,  possessed 
by  an  evil  spirit.  —  Bhutopahata-ditta,  as,  d,  am, 
having  the  mind  possessed  by  evil  beings. 
Bhutayana,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 
Bhuti,  is,  f.  being,  existence,  any  state  of  being ; 

birth,  production ;  well-being,  welfare,  prosperity, 

success,  good  fortune,  wealth,  riches,  fortune,  (a-bhu- 
ti,  misfortune,  calamity);  Welfare  personified  (  = 
Lakshml  or  =  the  wife  of  Ruci  and  mother  of  Manu 

Bhautya,  or  =  the  wife  of  Kavi  and  mother  of  Manu 
Bhautya ;  in  this  latter  meaning  also  bhutt,  f.) ; 

power,  grandeur,  majesty,  dignity ;  superhuman 
power  as  attainable  by  the  practice  of  austerity  and 
magical  rites  [cf.  vi-bhuti]  ;  ornament,  decorating 
elephants  with  many-coloured  stripes  ( =  gaja-man- 
dana) ;  ashes ;  fried  meat ;  N.  of  various  plants 
( =  vriddhi,  =  rohisha-triifa,  =  bhu-trina) ;  the 
rutting  of  elephants;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  class  of 

Manes;  of  Vishnu;  of  S'iva;  of  a  pupil  (or  son)  of 
Angiras  and  father  of  Manu  Bhautya  ;  of  a  Brahman ; 

[cf.  Gr.  <t>v-ai-s ;  Slav,  infinitive  by-ti  =  Lith.  bti-ti, 

'  to  be.']  —  Bhuti-karman,  a,  n.  any  auspicious  or 
festive  rite  (e.  g.  any  domestic  ceremony  performed 
at  a  birth,  marriage,  or  the  introduction  of  a  pupil  to 

his  preceptor).  ~  Bhuti-kalas'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
person  (mentioned  in  Raja-taran-ginl  VII.  26,  &c.). 
—  Bhuti-kama,   as,  d,  am,  desiring   prosperity, 
desirous  of  wealth  or  aggrandisement,  &c. ;   (as), 

m.  a  king's  councillor,  a  minister  of  state ;  an  epithet 
of  Brihas-pati.  —  Bhuti-kdla,  as,  m.  a  time  of  pros- 

perity or  good  fortune,  an  auspicious  hour,  a  happy 

moment.  —  Bhuti-kirtana,  am,  n.  '  praise  of  pros- 

perity,' N.  of  the  twenty-ninth  chapter  of  the  JiiSna- 
khanda  or  second  part  of  the  Siva-Purana.  -  Bhuti- 
kila,  as,  m.  a  hole,  pit,  moat,   ditch;   a  cellar,  a 
place    under    ground   for   concealing   wealth,   &c. 

—  Bhutirkrit,  t,  m.' causing  welfare,'  an  epithet  of 
S'iva;  N.  of  a  class  of  Manes.  —  Bhuti-kritya,  am, 
n.  =  bhuti-karman,  q.v.  —  Bhuti-garbha,  as,  m. 
a  N.  of  the  dramatic  poet  Bhava-bhflti.  —  Bhuti- 
tirthii,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending  on 

Skanda.  —  Bhuti-da,  as,  m. 'granting  welfare,' an 
epithet  of  S'iva;  N.  of  a  class  of  Manes.  —  B/tiiti- 
datta,  as,  m. '  fortune-given,'  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhu- 
ti-nidhdna,  am,  n.  '  receptacle  of  prosperity,"  the 
lunar  mansion  or  Nakshatra  Dhanishtha.  —  Bhuti- 

bhushana,  as,  m.  '  adorned  with  ashes,'  an  epithet 
of  S'iva.  —  Bhuti-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  possessing  welfare, 
prosperous,  fortunate,  doing  well,  affluent,    happy. 
—  Bhuti-malina,  as,  d,  am,  soiled   with   ashes. 
—  Bhuti-ytivaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  tribe.  —  Bhutt- 
laya,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place.  —  Bhuti-varman, 
d,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Prag-jyotisha ;  of  a  Rakshasa. 

-•  Bhuti-vdhana,  as,  m.   '  welfare-bringing,'  an 

epithet  of  S'iva ;  [cf.  bhuta-vdhana.]  —  Bhuti-sira, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhiiti-sita,  as,  a,  am, 

white   with   ashes.  —  Bhuti-srij,  t,   t,  t,  '  welfare- 

creating,'  causing  prosperity.  —  Bhutis'vara-tirtha 
("li-is"0),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place  men- 

tioned in  the  S'iva-Purana. 
Bhutika,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  plant  Ligusticum 

Ajowan  ;  (am),  n.  Gentiana  Cherayta  ;  Andropogon 
Schoenanthus ;  a  medicinal  plant  commonly  called 
Kayaphal  ( =  kat-trina)  ;  camphor  (=ghana-sdra); 

[cf.  draviiia-bh*.] Bhutika,  am,  n.,  N.  of  several  plants,  Gentiana 
Cherayta  ;  Curcuma  Zerumbet ;  =  dipya  ;  a  kind 

of  grass. 
Bhutrd,  ind.  having  been  or  become. 
Bhuma  =  bhumi  (at  the  end  of  some  comps.,  cf. 

utkrishta-bh°,  udaka-bh°,  vdag-bh",  kavi-bh°, 
krishna-bh°,  pdndu-lh" ;  and  occurring  separately 
in  the  Vedic  formula  dliruvdya  bhumdya  svdhd), 

Bhumaka,  a  proper  N.(?).  —  Bhumaka-tritiyd, 
f.  epithet  of  the  third  day  in  a  particular  month. 
Bliuman,  a,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  bhu  for  bahu  + 

iman),  the  earth,  world ;  a  territory,  district,  country, 
piece  of  ground  [cf.  bhumi,  Lat.  /IUTOUS];  a  being, 
the  aggregate  of  all  existing  things ;  (a),  m.  a  great 
quantity,  large  number,  abundance,  plenty,  multitude, 

majority ;  wealth ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Prati-hartri  and 
father  of  Udgltha  ;  (a),  f.,  Ved.  a  collection,  assembly  ; 
(mnd),  inst.  c.  (Ved.  bhund),  for  the  most  part, 

generally,  usually,  abundantly.  —  Bhumdnanda-sa- 
rasvati  (°ma-dn°),  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Bhumanyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king,  (also  read 

sumanyu  ;  cf.  bhumanyu.) 

2.  bhumaya  (fr.  bhuman;  for  I.  bhu-maya  see 
p.  715,  col.  3),  Nom.  P.  bhumayati,  £c.,  to  aug- 

ment, increase,  make  abundant. 

Bhumi,  is,  f.  (also  bhumi,  f.,  but  this  form  is 
more  commonly  Ved.,  where  occur  nom.  sing,  bhumi, 

gen.  bhumyds,  loc.  bhumydm),  the  earth,  soil, 
ground ;  a  territory,  country,  district ;  land,  estate, 
domain ;  a  place,  site  in  general,  situation,  (often  at 

the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  keia-bh") ;  position,  posture, 
attitude ;  the  floor  of  a  house,  story ;  a  step,  degree 

(metaphorically) ;  the  base  of  a  triangle  or  of  any 
geometrical  figure  ;  the  part  or  character  (of  an  actor 

in  a  play) ;  a  matter,  object,  subject  [cf.  mivasa- 

b.h°~\  ;  the  tongue ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Yuyu- 
dhSna  and  father  of  Yugan-dhara ;  [cf.  Lat.  hnmus  ; 

Hib.  aim.]  —  BKumi-kadamba,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
Kadamba;  (also  read  bhuml-kadamba.)  —  Bhumi- 
kandali,  f.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  kandalt).  —  Bhumi- 
kapdla,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  the  ground  for  a 
vessel  or  receptacle.  —  Bhumi-kampa,  as,  m.  or 

WivMi-kampana,  am,  n.  an  earthquake.  —  Bhiimi- 
kwshmdnda,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  viddri). 

—  Bhumi-khanda, '  earth-section,'  N.  of  the  second 

book    of  the   Padma-PurSna ;    [cf.   bhii-khanda."] —  Bhumi-Jcharjurikd  or   bhumi-kharjuri,  (.  a 
species  of  palm.  —  Bhumi-garta,  as,  m.  a  pit  or 
hole  in  the  earth.  —  Bhumi-guhd,  f.  a  hole  in  the 
earth.  —  Bhumi-griha,  am,   n.  an  under-ground 

chamber  [cf.  bhu-griha~\ ;  (as,  a,  am),  Ved.  whose 
house  is  the  earth  (said  of  a  dead  person).  —  BJiumi- 
dampaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Kzmpferia  Rotunda. 
—  Bhumi-<!ala,  as,  m.  or  bhumi-i!alana,  am,  n. 

an  earthquake.  —  B/mmi-ja,  as,  d,  am, '  earth-born,' produced  from  the  earth,  sprung  from  the  ground ; 

(as),  m.  the  planet  Mars ;  a  man ;  a  plant  (^bhumi- 
kadamba) ;  an  epithet  of  the  demon  Naraka ;  hell ; 
(a),  f.  an  epithet  of  Silt;    (am),  n.  a  species  of 
vegetable  (—gaura-suvarna).  —  Bhumija-guggu- 
lit,  us,  m.  a  species  of  bdellium.  —  Bhumi-jambu, 
us,  or  bhumi-jambukd,  or  bhumi-jambu,  us,  f.  a 

tree,=nadeyi;  [cf.  Ihu-jambu.]  —  Bhumi-jimn, 
I,  m.  'living  by  the  soil,  living  on  (the  produce  of) 
land,'  an  agriculturalist,  a  Vaisya  or  Hindu  of  the 
third  or  agricultural  class.  —  Bhumin-jaya,  as,  m. 

(bhumim,  ace.  of  bhumi), '  earth-conquering,'  N.  of a  son  of  Vir  Jta.  —  Bhumi-tala,  am,  n.  the  surface 
of  the  earth,  the  ground.  —  Bhumi-tundika,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  district.  —  Bhiimi-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of 
earth,   earthiness,  earth  (e.  g.  bhumitvam  eti,  he 

goes  to  or  becomes  earth).  •* Bhumi-dana,  am,  n. 
donation  of  landed  property.  —  Bhumi~dundubhif 

is,  m.,  Ved.  '  earth-drum,'  a  pit  or  hole  in  the  earth 
covered  over  with  skins.  —  Bhumi-drinha,  as,  d, 

am,  Ved.  firmly  fixed  on  the  ground.  —  Bhumi- 
deva,  as,  m. '  earth-god,'  a  Brahman ;  (F),  f.,  N.  of 
two  women.  —  Bhiimi-dhara,  as,  m.  '  earth-sup- 

porter,' a  mountain  ;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the 

number  seven  [cf.  kula-parvata'] ;  a  king,  prince. 
—  Bhumi-ndtha,  as,  m. '  earth-lord,'  a  king,  prince. 
—  Bhumi-pa,  as,  m. '  earth-protector,'  a  sovereign, 
king,  prince ;  a  Kshatriya.  —  Bhumi-paksha,  as,  m. 
a  swift  horse,  a  horse  with  good  paces  or  of  good 

breed.  —  Bh  umi-pati,  is,  m.  '  earth-lord,"  a  king, 

prince. —Bhumipati-tva,  am,  n. '  earth-sovereignty,' 8U 
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sovereignty,  kingship,  princedom.  —  Bhumi-pala, 

at,  m.  'earth-guardian,'  a  king,  prince.  —  Bhumi- 
pata,  as,  m.,  Ved. '  earth-fetter,'  a  plant.  —  Bhumi- 
pijada,  as,  m.  '  earth-pisa^a,'  the  wine-palm  or 
Palmyra  tree,  Borassus  Flabelliformis.  —  Bhumi-pu- 

tra,  as,  m.  '  earth-son,'  the  planet  Mars ;  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Bhiimi-purandara,  as,  m.  '  earth-Indra,' 
an  epithet  of  Dillpa.  —  Bhumi-bhdga,  as,  m.  a 

portion  or  plot  of  land,  place,  spot ;  [cf.  bhu-bhdga.'] 
—  Bhumi-bhuj,  k,   m.   'earth-possessor,'  a   king, 
prince.  —  Bhumi-bli  uta,  as,  a,  am,  become  earth ; 

being  on  the  ground.  —  Bhiimi-bhrit,  t,  m.  'earth- 
supporter,'  a  king,  prince;   a  mountain  [cf.  b/iu- 
bkrit].—  Bh&mi-bhedin,  i,  inl,  i,  differing  from 
(what  exists  on)  earth.  —  Bhumi^manda,  as,  m. 

*  earth-ornament,'  the   plant  Vallaris    Dichotomus ; 
(a),  f.  Arabian  jasmine.  —  Bhumi-mandapa-bhu- 
thana,  f.  the  plant  Gxrtnera  Racemosa.  —  llkumi- 
mat,  an,  ati,  at,   possessing   land,   having   land. 

—  Bhumi-mitra,  as,  m. '  friend  of  the  country,'  N. 
of  two   kings.  —  Bhumi-rakshaka,  as,    m.   the 
guardian  or  protector  of  a  country ;  a  swift  horse, 

horse  of  good  breed.  —  Bhiimi-ldbha,  as,  m. '  gain- 

ing or  returning  to  earth,'  dying,  death.  —  Bhumi- 
lepana,  am,  n. '  earth-ointment,'  cow-dung.  —  Bhu- 
mi-loka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  terrestrial  world.  —  Bhu- 

mi-vardhana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  '  earth-increasing,'  a 
dead  body,  corpse.  —  Bhumi-iaya,  as,  a,  am,  sleep- 

ing on  the  ground,  lying  or  living  on  the  ground, 
living  in  the  earth ;  (as),  m.  any  animal  living  in 

the  ground  or  earth  [cf.  bhu-fayd] ;  (as),  m.  a 
wild  pigeon  (=aranya-tataka) ;   N.  of  a  king. 
—  Bhumi-iayana,  am,  n.  or  Wiuml-fayyn,  f.  the 
act  of  sleeping  on  the  (bare)  ground.  —  Bhumi- 
shtha,  as,  a,  am,  standing  or  remaining  on  the 
earth  or  on  the  ground ;  lying  on  the  earth,  (ambu 

bhumi-shtham,  stagnant  water) ;  living  or  remain- 

ing in  one's  own  country  [cf.  para-6A°] .  —  Bhu- 
mi-sattra,  am,  n.  an  offering  consisting  of  a  dona- 

tion of  land.  —  Bhumi-sannive^a,  as,  m.  the  general 
appearance  or  configuration  of  a  country.  —  Bhumi- 

eambhava,  as,  a,  am, '  earth-born,  earth-produced,' 
produced  on  or  from  the  earth ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet  of 
SIt5.  —  Jlhumi-sai-a,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  of  the  nine 

VrStya-stomas.  —  Bhiimi-suta,  as,  m.  'earth-son,' 
the  planet  Mars.  ••  Bhiimi-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one 
of  the  sons  of  the  tenth  Manu ;  of  a  Buddhist  sage. 

—  Bhumi-stoma,  as,  m.  '  earth-stoma,"  N.  of  a 
Stoma.  —  Bhumi-snu, «s,  m.  an  earth-worm.  —  Bhu- 
mi-sprit!,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  touching  the  ground ;  blind ; 
cripple,   lame ;    (k),  m.  a  terrestrial  being,  man ; 
mankind ;  an  agriculturalist,  a  Vaisya  or  Hindu  of 
the  third  caste  who  cultivates  the  soil ;  a  thief,  one 
who  creeps  along  the  ground  to  carry  off  his  plunder ; 

[cf.  bhu-sprif.]  —  Bhumi-svdmin,  I,  m. '  land-lord,' 
a  king,  prince.  -•  Bhumi-kadamba,  see  bhumt-ka- 
damba.  —  Bhumi-kuravaka,   a  species  of  plant. 

—  Bhiimlildhd  ("mi-ic"5),  f.  desire  for  the  earth  or 
for  lying  on  the  ground.  —  Bhumindra  (°mi-in°), 
as,m.'  earth-chief,'  a  sovereign,  king,  prince.  —  Bhu- 
mi-parj,   is,  m.  =  bhilmi-pati.  —  Bhumi-bhuj,  k, 
m.  =  bhumi-bhuj.  —  Bhumt-ruh,  t,  or  bhumi-ru- 

ha, as, m.  'earth-growing,'  a  plant,  tree.  —  Bhumi- 
fvara  ("mi-Is"0),  as,  m. '  earth-lord,'  a  king,  prince. 
•-  Bhuml-saha,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree.  —  Bhumy- 
antara,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  next  country ; 

(as),  m.  the  king  of  an  adjacent  country.  —  Bhumy- 
dmalakl  or  bkHmy-ali,  f.  the  plant  Flacourtia  Cati- 
phracta.  —  BhUmy-dhvlya,  am,  n.  a  species  of  shrub. 

—  Bhumy-ekades'a,  as,  m.  one  portion  of  terri- tory. 

Bhumikd,  f.  earth,  ground,  soil;  a  place,  spot; 
the  floor  of  a  building  [cf.  mani-W\  ;  a  story,  flat 
roof  of  a  house ;  a  step,  degree  (as  in  the  Yoga  phil.) ; 
an  actor's  part,  character  in  a  play ;  theatrical  dress, the  costume  of  any  character  represented  on  the 
stage,  change  of  costume  (to  represent  different  cha- 

racters) ;  decorating  images  or  temples,  adorning 
gateways,  decoration  ;  a  preface  to  a  book. 

llhiimya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  bhumf),  Ved.  belonging 
to  the  earth,  terrestrial;  (Sly.  =  bhumer  arhas,  suited 

to  the  earth,  or  anlarikiharhas,  suited  to  the 
atmosphere.) 

Ilhuya,  am,  n.  becoming,  being,  existence,  con- 
dition, state,  abstract  state,  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf. 

amutra-bh°,  dtma-bh°,  deva-bh",  brahma-bh°.) 
i.  bhuyas,  an,  ael,as  (for  2.  bhuyas  sec  col.  3), 

becoming;  (as),  n.  the  act  of  becoming;  [cf. 

brahma-bh0.] 
Blutr,  ind.  (originally  =  blius,  nom.  sing,  of  2. 

bhu),  a  mystical  word  (the  first  of  the  three  VyShritis 
uttered  by  every  Brahman  in  commencing  his  daily 
prayers,  see  2.  bhu,  bltuvas,  vydhriti,  and  cf.  Manu 
II.  76) ;  the  lowest  of  the  seven  lower  worlds  (  = 
raiatala,  q.  v.) ;  a  spiritual  son  of  Brahma.  (For 
comps.  see  under  2.  bhu,  p.  7I5.  coU  '•) 

Bhiiri,  is,  is,  i  (according  to  some  contracted  fr. 
liu/tu-ni!  or  bahu-ri),  much,  many,  numerous, 
abundant,  copious,  frequent;  great,  large,  strong, 

mighty ;  (is),  m.  an  epithet  of  Brahma ;  of  Vishnu ; 
of  Siva ;  of  Indra ;  N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  son  of  Soma- 
datta  (king  of  the  Balhikas,  cf.  bhaura) ;  (i),  n. 

gold  [cf.  bhaurika'] ;  (i),  ind.  much,  abundantly, 
exceedingly,  often,  frequently,  repeatedly.  —  Bhuri- 
karman,  a,  a,  a,  doing  much,  performing  many 
exploits,  very  busy  (Ved.) ;  making  many  oblations. 
—  Bhuri-kdlam,  ind.  for  a  long  time.  —  Bhur i- 

gandhd,  f.  a  particular  perfume  (=purd).  —  Bhuri- 

gama,  as,  m«  '  much-going,'  an  ass.  —  Bhuri-gu, 
us,  us,  «  (gu=-go),  Ved.  having  many  oxen,  rich 
in  herds.  —  Bhuri-falcslMS,  as,  as,  as,  Ved. '  much- 

seeing,'  affording  manifold  appearances  or  aspects 
(said  of  the  sun).  —  Bhuri-ja,  as,  m.  pi.,  Ved.  many 
(sons)  born  at  the  same  time.  —  Bhuri-janman,  a, 
d,  a,  Ved.  having  many  births.  —  Bhuri-jyeshtha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  king  VWakshus.  —  Bhuri- 
tara,  as,  d,  am,  more,  more  abundant,  more  nu- 

merous. ••  Bhuri-td,  f.  muchness,  numerousness,  mul- 
titude. —  Bhuri-tejas,  as,  as,  as,  of  great  splendor 

or  brightness,  very  glorious;    (ds),   m.,  N.  of  a 
prince.  —  Bhuri-tejasa,  as,  d,  am,  possessing  great 

splendor ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  fire.  —  Bhuri-toka, 
as,  d,  am,  having  many  children.  —  Bhuri-da,  as, 

d,  am,  '  much-giving,'  liberal,  munificent.  —  Bhuri- 
ddkshina,  as,  a,  am,  attended  with  rich  presents  or 

liberal  rewards ;  bestowing  large  presents  to  Brah- 
mans  at  a  sacrifice,  &c. ;    giving   liberal  rewards, 
liberal ;    (am),   ind.  with  rich  offerings   or  liberal 

presents.  —  Bhuri-da,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  '  much-giv- 
ing,' very  liberal,  munificent.  —  Bhuri-ddtra,  as,  d, 

am, Ved.  rich  in  gifts  or  weapons  (rt.  i.  da  or  3.  da). 
••  Bhurirddna,am,  n.  great  liberality,  much-giving. 

—  Bhuri-ddvan,  d,  vari,  a, '  much-giving,'  a  muni- 
ficent giver,  very  liberal,  (compar.  bhuriddvat-tara,  a 

more  munificent  giver,  cf.  Psnini  VIII.  3, 1 7,  Vart.  2.) 

—  Bhuri-dugdhd,  f. '  having  much  milk,'  the  plant 
Tragia  Involucrata.  -•  Bhuri-dyumna,  as,  m. '  pos- 

sessing great  glory,'  N.  of  a  pious  prince  (son  of  Vira- 
dyumna) ;  N.  of  the  sons  of  two  Manus,  (also  read 
bhuri-dhdman.)  —  Bliuri-dhana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

having  much  wealth,  rich  in-  property.  —  Bhuri-dhd- 
inuit,  d,  mnt,  a,  possessing  great  splendor,  splendid, 
bright;  full  of  energy,  having  great  might;  (a),  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  the  ninth  Manu.  —  Bhuri-dlidyas, 

as,  as,  as,  Ved. '  much-nourishing,'  abundantly  satis- 
fying, much-supporting  (said  of  Parjanya  and  Soma). 

—  Bhuri^dfidra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. '  much-showering," 
yielding  abundant  T*ys.—Bhuri-nidhana,  as,  d,  am, 
having  various  terminations.  —  Bhuri-pattra,  as,  m. 

'  many-leaved,'  a  species  of  Andropogon  ( =  ukhar- 
vala).  —  Bhuri-palita-da,  f.  [cf.  palita],  a  species 
of  shrub  (=pandura-phalT).*»  Bhuri-pdni,  is,  is, 
I,  Ved.  many-handed.  —  Bhuri-pdddta,  as,  d,  am, 

possessing  many  foot-soldiers,  having  much  infantry. 

—  Bhuri-pas'a,  au,  m.  du.,  Ved.  '  holders  of  many 
fetters,'  an  epithet  of  Mitra  and  Varuna;  (Say.  = 
prabhuta-bandhana-8ddhana-pd3opetau.)—Bhu- 

ri-pushpd,  (.  'many-blossomed,'  fennel,  Anethum 
Sowa  (  =  s"ata-puthpa).  —  Bhuri-poahin,  I,  inl,  i, 
Ved.'  much-nourishing,'  cherishing  multitudes.— Bhu- 
ri-prayoga,  as,  a,  am,  having  many  uses,  variously 
used  or  applied,  in  common  use ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

dictionary  of  synonyms  by  Padmanabba-datla.  —  Bhu- 
ri/irtiyo</a-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  much 
used,  general  applicability.  —  Bhuri-prema  ft,  a,  m. 
'full  of  affection,'  the  ruddy  goose,  Anas  Casarca; 

[cf.  <!akra-vdka^]  —  Bhuri-phemd,  f.  'having  much 
exudation,'  a  species  of  plant  commonly  called  Cher- 
maghSs.  —  Bhuri-bala,  as,  m.  'having  much 
strength,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra  ;  (d),  f.  a 
species  of  plant  (  =  ati-bald).  —  Bhuri-bhdga,  as, 
d,  am,  having  great  good  fortune,  prosperous. 

—  Bhuri-bhdra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  '  much-weighted," 
heavily  laden.  —  Bhuri-lihoja,  as,  it,  am,  having 
much   enjoyment.  —  Bhuri-malU,  f.  a  species  of 

plant  (  =  amba-shtha;  cf.  bhuri-muliku).  —  Bhu- 

ri-mdya,  as,  m.  '  possessed  of  much  deceit,'  a  jackal. 
—  Bhuri-mula,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  '  many-rooted,' 
rich  in  roots.  ••  Bkuri-mrdikd,  f.  '  many-rooted,'  a 
species  of  plant  (  =  amba-shthd).  —  Bhurl^rasa,  as, 

m.  'having  much  juice,'  the  sugar-cane.  ~Bhuri- 

retas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  '  many-germed,'  rich  in  germ 
or  seed,  prolific,   much-fructifying.  —  Bhfiri-lagnd, 
i.  the  plant  Clitoria  Ternatea  (having  white  flowers). 

—  Bhuri-ldbha,  as,  d,  am,  having  much  profit, 

very  profitable;  (at),  m.  great  gain.  —  Bhiiri-mr- 
pas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  'many-shaped,  'presenting  many 
appearances.  —  Bhuri-vam,  its,  m.,  N.  of  a  minister 
or  councillor  ;  of  a  Brahman.  -•  Bhuri-vdra,  a-9,  d, 

am,  Ved.  rich  in  gifts;  (S5y.  =  yajamdnair  bahu- 
varam  varaiiiya,  cf.  pwu-vdra.)  —  Bhiiri-vikra- 
ma,  as,  d,  am,  having  great  valour,  very  brave. 
••  Bhuri-viyoga,  as,  d,  am,  having  many  separa- 

tions, causing  numerous  separations.  ~lihuri-vrishti, 
is,  f.  excessive  rain.  —  Bhuri-vetasa,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 

ing many  canes  or  reeds,  very  reedy.  —  Bhuri-ias, 
ind.  manifoldly,  variously,  in  many  ways.  —  B/iuri- 

s"ringa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  many-horned.  —  Bhuri- 
rfrawta,  as,  m.  great  fatigue.  —  B/iuri-^ravas,  as, 
m.  '  very  renowned,"  N.  of  a  son  of  Soma-datta  (king 
of  the   Balhikas).  —  Bhuri-irefJilkil-a,  N.   of  a 
building  in  Benares  ;  (also  read  bhiri-ireshtliaka.) 
—  Bhuri-shah  or   bhuri-shdh,   t,    m.,  Ved.    (a 

chariot)  bearing  or  carrying  much  (Say.  —  bhuri- 

bhdrasya  sodhd).  —  Bhuri-sli.ena,  as,  m.  'having 
many  armies,"  N.  of  a  man  ;  of  a  son  of  the  tenth 
Manu;  of  the  king  Siayiti.  —  Bhuri-stkdtra,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  having  many  stations,  being  at  many 

places  or  spots.  —  Bhuri-han,  d,  m.  '  many-killer,' N.  of  an  Asun.  —  Bhury-aksha,  as,  I,  am,  Ved. 

many-eyed.  —  Bhury-dsuti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  much- 
excited,  much-exciting;  (Say.)  having  much  Soma 
poured  forth  (  =  bahushu  deieshu  soma  dsuyate  or 
bahuni  somddi-havinshy  asuyante  ill  tddriiSah). 
—  Bhury-ojas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  great  power, 

very  vigorous. 
Bhurika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Bhushnu,  us,  us,  u,  =  lliavishnu,  bhavitri, 

being,  becoming,  being  or  faring  well  ;  desiring 
happiness,  wishing  for  wealth  and  prosperity  (see 
Manu  IV.  135). 

>TJ^R  bhfthkhara,  as,  d,  am,  coming  from 
Bokhara  (as  horses  &c.,  cf.  bhuhkhdra). 

>Joir  bhuka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  I.  bhu),  a  cavity,  hole,  chasm  ;  the  cavity  from 
which  a  stream  issues,  the  source  of  a  stream,  a 

spring  ;  time  ;  (as),  m.  darkness. 

M*'oi  bhukala,  as,  m.  a  restive  or  un- 

manageable horse. 

*JHTWl'  bhutali,  f.,  N.  of  two  plants  (= 
bhu-pd/ali,  musali). 

>J«TT  bhuna,  f.,  N.  of  a  district  ;  (for  bhuna, 
inst.  c.  of  bhuman,  see  bhiiman,  p.  717,  col.  3.) 

bhumi,  bhumi,  &c.    See  p.  717,  col.  3. 

bhiimiana  and  bhUmlyana,  N.  of 

two  places. 

WJTH  2.  bhuyas,  an,  asi,  as  (according  to 
PSnini  VI.  4,  158,  compar.  of  bahu,  q.  v.  ;  for  I. 
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bhuyas  see  p.  718,  col.  2),  more,  more  numerous, 

more  abundant ;  greater,  larger,  mightier  ;  more  im- 
portant ;  much,  many,  numerous ;  very  great,  impor- 

tant ;  vehement,  severe ;  abounding  in,  abundantly 
furnished  with  (with  inst.,  e.  g.  gwiair  bhuydn, 
abounding  in  qualities)  ;  (as),  ind.  more,  most,  very 
much,  much,  exceedingly,  largely,  over  and  above, 
still  more,  more  and  more,  further  on,  further,  be- 

sides, moreover,  even ;  again,  anew,  afresh,  fre- 
quently, repeatedly ;  bhdyo  bhuyah,  again  and  again ; 

pur  earn — bhuyah,  first — next;  in  the  first  place — 
in  the  next  place ;  (asd),  ind.  very  much,  exceed- 

ingly, beyond  measure,  excessively,  in  a  high  degree ; 
mostly,  generally,  as  a  general  rule;  [cf.  Hib.  bhus, 
a  sign  of  the  comparative  degree,  always  having  ni 

be  fore  it,  as  ni  bhus  airde, '  higher. ']  —  Bhuya-s'as, 
ind.  mostly,  generally,  as  a  general  rule,  commonly ; 
again,  anew,  afresh.  —  Bhuyas-kara,  as,  i,  am,  or 
b/myas-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  making  or  doing  more ; 
augmenting,  increasing.  —  Bhuyas-taram  or  bhu- 
yas-taram,  ind.  more,  anew,  afresh,  again.  —  Bhu- 

yas-tva,  am,  n.  '  moreness,'  the  being  more  or 
greater,  muchness,  a  large  quantity,  abundance,  mul- 

titude, manifoldness,  multiplicity ;  majority,  prepon- 

derance, surplus,  surplusage,  overplus.— Bh  uyo-mdya, 
as,  a,  am,  knowing  more,  more  learned. 
Bhuyasvin,  i,  tni,  i,  Ved.  more  numerous  or 

abundant ;  •  superior. 
Bhuyishtha,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  of  bahu),  most, 

most  numerous,  most  abundant ;  very  abundant 

or  numerous,  many,  much,  very  great,  very,  (67m- 
yishthe  nikate,  very  near,  in  the  closest  proximity) ; 
chief,  principal,  most  important ;  consisting  principally 
of,  chiefly  filled  with  or  characterized  by  ( =prdya, 

often  at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g.  iudra-\)h°,  q.  v. ; 
ahankdra-darpa-bhuyishtha,  chiefly  characterized 
by  or  filled  with  egotism  and  pride) ;  nearly  all, 
almost,  (especially  after  a  past  passive  part.,  e.  g. 

gata-bhuyishtha,  almost  gone ;  cf.  nirvdna-bh°) ; 
(am),  ind.  for  the  most  part,  mostly,  almost,  chiefly ; 
abundantly  or  numerously,  in  the  highest  degree, 
very  much ;  (end),  ind.  for  the  most  part,  mostly. 

—  Bhuyishtha-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  sharing  princi- 
pally,  enjoying  the  largest  share,  receiving  most. 

—  Bhuyishtha-das,  ind.  in  very  large  numbers,  very 
numerously. 

>jft&A«ri.     See  p.  718,  col.  2. 

*fft*^  bhurij,  k,  f.  the  earth ;  (incorrectly 
for  bhurij,  q.  v.) 

)Jn  bhiirja,  as,  m.  a  species  of  birch  (the 
Bhoj  or  Bhojpatra  tree,  the  bark  of  which  is  used 
for  writing  on) ;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  birca,  bircha; 

Mod.  Germ,  birke;  Engl.  birch;  Lith.  berza-s.~\ 
•-  Bhiirja-kantaka,  as,  m.  a  man  of  one  of  the 
mixed  classes,  the  son  of  an  outcast  Brahman  by 
a  woman  of  the  same  tribe  (see  Manu  X.  21). 

••  Bhurja-pattra,  as,  m.  =  bhiirja  above. 

>|TO  bhurni,  is,  is,  i  (probably  fr.  rt.  bhur, 
but  said  in  Unidi-s.  IV.  52.  to  be  fr.  rt.  oAri),Ved. 
active,  agile,  moving  restlessly,  restless,  wild,  excited, 

irritated,  (according  to  Say.  =  bhartri,  bharana- 
£ila,  supporting,  accustomed  to  bear) ;  (is),  f.  the 
earth  ;  a  desert,  a  country  ill-supplied  with  water. 

bhush,  cl.  i.  P.  bhushati,  bubhiisha, 
bltushitum,  to  strive  after,  use  efforts  for, 

care  for  (with  dat.,  Ved.);  to  adorn,  decorate;  (in 
the  Veda  a  rt.  bhush  is  found,  which  is  regarded  by 

Say.  as  a  form  of  I .  bhu  in  the  sense  of  '  to  obtain, 

attain;'  thus  in  Rig-veda  IV.  16,  II.  bhiishat  = 
pra-bhavate,  and  in  VIII.  92,  26.  bhushasi  =  bha- 
vasi);  cl.  10.  or  Caus.  bhushayati  (rarely  A.  -te), 
bhuxhaydm-dsa,  bhushayititm,  to  adorn,  decorate, 
embellish,  attire ;  to  spread  or  strew  over  with  (any- 

thing) ;  to  adorn  one's  self  (A.) ;  [cf.  Hib.  beosai- 
ghim,  '  I  adorn.'] 
Bhushana,  as,  i,  am,  decorating,  adorning ;  (as), 

m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu;  N.ofa  Daitya;  (as,am),m. 
n.  ornament,  decoration,  embellishment  (generally 

am,  n.,  often  at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  Ttarna-bh°; 
sometimes  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.,  e.  g.  kanaka- 
bhushana,  an,  a,  am,  decorated  with  gold);  (am), 

n. '  the  act  of  decorating  or  adorning,'  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Bhushana-td,  f.  the  being  an  ornament,  ornature. 

—  Bhushana-sdra-darpana,  as,   m.   'mirror  o 
the  essence  of  decoration,'  N.  of  a  commentary  on 
the  Vaiyakaraiia-bhQshana.— Bhushanendra-prabha 

(°tia-in°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Kinnaras. 
Bhiishaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  adorned,  &c. 
Bhushat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  striving  after ;  (Say.) 

adorning,  ornamenting  (  =  bhiishayat,  alattJcurvat). 
Bhushayat,  an,  anti,  at,  adorning,  &c. 
Bhushayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  decorated  or 

ornamented,  to  be  adorned. 

Bhiishayitva,  ind.  having  adorned,  having  deco- rated. 

Bhusha,  f.  adorning,  decorating,  ornament,  deco- 

ration ;  a  jewel ;  [cf.  karna-bh°,  bdhu-bh°.] 
Bhushita,  as,  a,  am,  adorned,  decorated,  orna- 

mented, embellished,  garnished. 

Bhushin,  I,  ini,  i  (fr.  bhushd),  adorned  or  deco- 
rated with  (usually  at  the  end  of  comps.). 

BhusJiya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  adorned  or  decorated. 

bhushnu.     See  p.  718,  col.  3. 

bhu-s-trina.     See  p.  716,  col.  I. 

jj  bhri  (allied  to  rt.  dhri  and  to  rt.  hri, 
t,  which  was  probably  evolved  fr.  rt.  bhri),  cl.  I . 

P.  A.  bharati,  -te,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  bibharti,  btbhrite 
(ist  du.  P.  blbhrivas,  3rd  pi.  bibhrati),  Impf. 

abibhar,  abibhrita  (yd  pi.  abibharus),  Pot.  bi- 
bhriydt,  bibhrita,  Impv.  bibhartu,  bibhritdm  (2nd 
sing.  P.  bibhrihi),  Perf.  babhdra,  babhre  (2nd  sing. 
P.  babhartha,  2nd  du.  P.  babhrivaby  Pan.VlI.  2,13, 

cf.  Gram.  369),  or  bibhardm-dakdra,  btbhardm- 
dakre  (also  bibhardm-dsa,  bibhardm-babhuva), 
ist  Fut.  bhartd,  2nd  Fut.  bharisliyati,  -te,  Aor. 
abhdrshit,  abhrita  (ist  sing,  abhdrsham,  2nd 
du.  abhdrshtam),  Prec.  bhriydt,  bhrishlshta, 

Cond.  abharishyat,  abharishyata  (Vedic  and  ir- 
regular forms  are  Pres.  bharti,  ist  pi.  bibhrimasi, 

Impf.  abibhrat,  bibharat,  Perf.  jabhdra,  jabhar- 
tha,  jabhrus,  A.  jabhre,  jabhrire,  jabharat,  ja- 
bhartana,  Aor.  abhdrisham,  bharshat,  abhd/f), 

Inf.  bhartum  (Ved.  bhartave,apa-bhartai;ai,  bhar- 
tos,  bharase,  bharadhyai),  to  bear,  carry ;  to  sup- 

port, maintain,  keep,  sustain,  nourish,  foster,  cherish, 

protect,  take  care  of;  to  hire,  keep  in  one's  pay, 
give  wages  or  pay  to  (generally  A.) ;  to  wear ;  to 
possess,  have ;  to  hold,  contain,  retain  (as  in  the 
memory)  ;  to  keep  up,  maintain  ;  to  endure,  suffer ; 
to  carry  to  (any  person  or  place),  bring ;  to  confer, 
bestow,  give,  produce ;  to  fill,  fill  up,  load ;  to  carry 
away,  take  away,  transport ;  to  raise  the  voice,  raise 
a  sound  (Ved.) ;  to  be  borne  along  rapidly  (A.  Ved., 

Lat.  ferri) ',  to  take  or  carry  away  for  one's  self, 
acquire,  gain  (A.  Ved.);  to  be  borne  upwards  (as 
sound,  A.  Ved.).  The  above  meanings  of  rt.  bhri 
may  be  variously  extended  by  connecting  it  with 
various  nouns,  e.  g.  yarbham  bhri,  to  conceive, 
become  pregnant  [cf.  garbham  dhri  under  rt.  dhri]; 
3ma4ru-loma-nakhdni  bhri,  to  wear  the  hair,  beard, 
and  nails  long,  i.  e.  allow  them  to  grow  without  cutting 
(Manu  VI.  6) ;  vibhramam  bhri,  to  make  playful 
movements  or  to  have  the  appearance  of  moving 
about ;  urjdm  bhri,  to  exert  the  strength  ;  kshitim 
bhri,  to  take  rare  of,  i.  e.  govern  the  earth :  Pass. 
bhriyate,  Aor.  abhdri  (Ved.  forms  bharate,  part. 

bhuramdna,  babhrdna,  bibhramdna) :  Caus.  bhd- 
rayati,  -yitum,  ablbharat,  to  cause  to  bear  or 
support  ;  to  put  out  to  hire,  engage  for  hire :  Desid. 
bubhurshati,  -te,  bibharishati,  -te  (Pan.  VII.  2, 
49),  to  wish  to  bear,  to  wish  or  intend  to  support  or 
maintain  [cf.  bubhurshu] :  Intens.  bebhriyate,  bar- 
bharti,  baribharti  (Ved.  3rd  pi.  bharibhrati,  part. 
bharibhrat),  to  bear  repeatedly,  to  bear  or  carry 
hither  and  thither;  to  maintain  continually;  [cf. 

Zend  bar,  *  to  bear,  bring :'  Gr.  tptp-a),  tptp-na, 
(ptp-f-rpo-y,  fpap-t-rpa,  tpop-o-s,  <popo-s.  <pop-d, 

tpOp-flU-3,     tp6p-TO-S,    (ptp-vfl  ;     tp&p-fjKl-KO-V ;     <f>fp- 

|  Tfpos,  tpip-iaro-s,  <p(p-Ta-TO-s ;  <fip-ft-a,  (pop-ft-i/ ; 
tpapos  ;  tfxop-icujitis  ',  8i-tppo-$,  St-<p0ipa  :  Lat.  feror 
-fer  in  belli-fcr,  fer-cu-lu-m,  fer-dx,  for-dw-i, 

far,  far-ma,  fer-ti-li-s,  for(t)-s,  for-tu-na,  for- 
tu-itu-s;  pro-bru-m,  op-pro-br-iu-m  (irpo-fyfp-tai), 
candela-bru-m ;  her-b-a,  fi-b-ra,  forb-ea :  Goth. 

bair-an,  '  to  bear  ;'  gaJjaur,  '  tax ;'  baur-ei  or 
baur-thei, '  a  burden ;'  ga-battr-th-s, '  birth ;'  bar-n, 
'  a  child ;'  ber-usyos,  '  parents ;'  barm-s,  '  womb  ;* 

barie,  '  barley ;'  brigg-an,  '  to  bring :'  Old  Germ. 
bur-di,  '  a  burden ;'  bdra,  '  a  barrow,  bier :'  Angl. 
Sax.  ber-an,  '  to  bear ;'  ftearm,  '  womb ;'  beam, 
'  a  child ;'  byrdhen,  '  a  burden  ;*  briny-an,  '  to 

bring :'  Slav,  bra-ti,  '  to  bear ;'  bre-me,  '  a  load ;' 
bra-k&,  '  wedlock :'  Boh.  bra-ti,  '  to  take ;'  ber-nl, 
'  tax  :'  Lith.  bir-na-s,  '  a  child,  servant :'  Hib.  beir- 
im,  '  I  bear,  carry.'] 
Babhrdna,  as,  d,  am  (Perf.  part.  A.),  one  who 

has  borne,  &c. ;  being  borne  (fr.  the  Pass. ;  according 

to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  III.  I,  S,  =  sarvair  dhdrya- 
mana). 

liibhrat,  at,  all,  at  (Pres.  part.  P.),  bearing, 
carrying. 

Bibhrdna,  as,  a,  am  (Pres.  part.  A.),  bearing, 
carrying. 

Bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  bearing, 

carrying  [cf.  iastrmtra-bh°~\,  supporting,  maintain- 
ing [cf.  dharma-bh°],  nourishing,  protecting  [cf. 

Icshiti-bh"]  ;  possessing,  having,  furnished  or  pro- 
vided with  [cf.  janma-bh'r]  ;  bringing,  procuring, 

conferring ;  a  bearer,  maintainer,  &c. 
Bhrita,  as,  d,  am,  borne,  carried,  supported, 

maintained,  cherished ;  hired,  kept  in  pay,  paid, 

(kshira-bhritah,  a  servant  whose  wages  are  paid 
with  milk,  Manu  VIII.  231);  possessed  of,  endowed 
with,  having  earned,  acquired,  gained  ;  filled,  full  of; 

(as),  m.  a  hireling,  hired  servant  or  labourer,  mer- 
cenary. —  Bhrita-bhuti,  is,  is,  i,  possessing  power 

or  prosperity,  powerful,  prosperous ;  smeared  with 
ashes.  —  Bhrita-randhra,  as,  d,  am,  filled  up  (as 
a  hole  or  depression). 

Bhritaka,  as,  d,  am,  hired,  kept  in  pay,  receiving 

wages ;  (as),  m.  a  hired  labourer,  a  servant.  —  Bliri- 
takadhydpaka  (°ka-adha),  as,  m.  a  hired  teacher, 
one  who  gives  instruction  for  pay.  —  Bhritakddhyd- 
pita,  as,  a, am,  taught  by  a  hired  teacher;  (o«),  m. 
a  student  who  pays  his  teacher. 

Bhriti,  is,  f.  the  act  of  bearing,  carrying,  sup- 
porting, maintaining,  nourishing ;  bringing  [cf. 

idhma-bh°~\ ;  service  for  wages ;  nourishment,  sup- 
port, maintenance,  sustenance,  food  [cf.  dur-bh^]  ; 

wages,  hire;  capital,  principal.  —  Bhriti-bhuj,  k,  k, 
k,  enjoying  or  living  on  wages ;  (k),  rn.  a  hired 
servant,  labourer.  —Bhriti-rupa,  a  reward  given  to 
a  person  in  lieu  of  wages  for  the  performance  of  a 

duty  for  which  stipulated  payment  or  hire  is  im- 

proper (as  for  the  performance  of  a  S"raddha  in behalf  of  another  person).— JShrity-adhydpana, 

am,  n.  instructing  for  wages,  teaching  (especially  the 
Vedas)  for  hire.  —  Bhrity-anna,  am,  n.  wages  and 
board. 

Bhritin,  i,  ini,  i,  supporting,  maintaining,  fos- 

tering. 

Bhritya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  nourished  or  main- 
tained ;  (as),  rn.  one  who  is  to  be  supported,  a 

dependent,  servant,  (kim-bhritya,  a  bad  servant), 
slave ;  subject ;  the  servant  of  a  king,  a  minister  [cf. 

rdja-bh°] ;  (o),  f.  fostering,  rearing ;  service,  de- 
pendence ;  maintenance,  support,  sustenance,  food ; 

hire,  wages.  —  Bhritya-kama-krit,  t,  t,  t,  acting 
kindly  to  servants.  —  Bhritya-jana,  as,  m.  a  person 
to  be  supported,  a  dependent.  —  Bhritya-ta,  f.  or 

bhritya-h'a,  am,  n.  the  condition  of  a  servant,  servi- 
tude, service,  dependence.  —  Bhritya-bharana,  am, 

n.  maintaining  or  cherishing  dependents  or  servants, 

&c.  —  Bhritya-bhartri,  td,  m.  one  who  maintains  or 
supports  dependents,  the  master  of  a  family.  —  Bhri- 
tya-bhdvin,  i,  ini,  i,  being  or  becoming  a  servant, 
about  to  become  a  dependent.  —  Bhritya-varga, 

as,  m. '  servant-class,'  the  whole  number  of  any  one's 
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servants,    assemblage    of    dependents,    household. 
—  Bhritya-vatsalya,  am,  n.  kindness  to  depend- 

ents or  servants.  —  Bhritya-i-ritti,  it,  f.  maintenance 
of  servants  or  dependents  (Manu  XI.  7).  —  Shri- 
tya-:Salin,i,  ini,  i,  having  many  servants.  —  Bhri- 
tyadhyapana    (°ya-adh°),   am,    n.  teaching   the 
Veda  for  hire  [cf.  bhrity-adhyapana].  —  i.  bhri- 
tyd-bhdva,  as,  m.  a  state  of  servitude  or  dependence. 
—  2.  bhritydbhdva  (°ya-abh°),  as,  in.  the  absence 
of  servants.  —  Bhrity l-bh u,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -bha- 
vitum,  to  become  a  servant,  enter  upon  service. 
Bhritydya,  Nom.  A.  bhrityayate,  Sec.,  to  behave 

like  a  servant. 

Bkritha,  Ved.  the  offering  (of  the  Soma) ;  the 
vessel  in  which  the  Soma  is  offered,  (according  to 
S5y.  on  Rig-veda  II.  14,  4,  bhrithe  =  somam  bi- 
bhrati  patre  or  somasya  bharane.) 

bhriys,  cl.  I .  IO.P.  bhrins'ati,  bhriysa- 
yati,  Sec.,  to  speak ;  to  shine. 

bkrikunfa  or  bhrikunsa  or  bhrikun- 
saka,  at,  m.  a  male  actor  or  dancer  in  female  attire 

[cf.  bhrukuns'a,  bhrukunf'a,  bhrakuns'a']. 
^«j(«  bhri-kuti,  is,  or  bhri-kuti,  f.  (cor- 

rupted ft.  bhru-kuti,  see  bhru),  contraction  or  knit- 
ting of  the  eyebrow,  a  frown ;  (I),  {.  a  species  of 

frog ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  a  goddess  executing  the 
commands  of  the  eighth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava- 
sarpin! ;  (is),  m.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  the  servant  of 
the  twentieth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpinl. 
—  Bhrikufi-mukha  =  bhrukuti-mukha,  q.  v. 

bhriksh   or  bhraksh,  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

.  bhrikshati,   -te,   bhrakshaii,  -te,  &c., 
various  reading  for  rt.  bhaksh,  q.  v. 

W^  bhrig,  an  onomatopoetic  word  used 
to  express  the  crackling  sound  of  fire. 

*|'l*l  I  IS  *  bhrigamatrika,  as,  m.  probably 
wrongly  for  mriga-matrika  or  mriga-matrika. 
See  mriga-matrika. 

HTf5  bhrigala,  see  Katyayana's  Srauta-s. 

IX.  ii,  25.'  
' 

bhrigavana.     See  col.  2. 

s,  m.,  avas,  m.  pi.  (fr.  rt.  I  .bhraj, 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I .  bhrajj,  to  scorch ;  according  to 
Siy.  on  Rig-veda  I.  127,  J,blirigavah  =  hari^hdm 
pdpdndm  vd  bhrasJitdraJi,  roasters  or  consumers  of 
oblations  or  of  sins),  Ved.,  N.  of  a  mythical  race  of 
beings  (frequently  mentioned  in  connection  with  Agni 
and  classed  in  Naighantuka  V.  5.  with  the  An-girasas, 
Atharvans,  Ribhus,  &c. ;  they  are  described  in  the 
Rig-veda  as  cherishing  Fire  brought  to  them  by  the 
Wind  [Matari-sVan],  or  as  kindling  Fire  from  the 
wood  of  attrition;  in  Rig-veda  IV.  1 6,  20,  and  one 
or  two  other  passages,  they  are  said  to  fabricate 
chariots) ;  the  descendants  of  Bhrigu ;  (us),  m.,  N. 
of  a  Rishi  regarded  as  the  ancestor  of  the  whole  race 
of  Bhrigus,  (he  is  sometimes  described  as  the  off- 

spring of  PrajS-pati,  but  in  Manu  I.  35.  is  enumerated 
among  the  ten  Maharshis  or  primeval  patriarchs 
created  by  the  first  Manu ;  according  to  Say.,  Varuna 
adopted  him  as  his  son,  whence  he  is  called  Varuni 
and  is  regarded  as  the  author  of  Rig-veda  IX.  65, 
X.  19) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  chief  Brahmanical  families 
(the  Aitasayanas  are  said  to  belong  to  it) ;  N.  of 
Krishna ;  of  a  son  of  Kavi ;  of  one  of  the  Praja-patis 
(produced  from  Brahma's  skin)  ;  of  one  of  the  seven 
sages  (an  Adhvaryu  at  the  Raja-sQya  of  Soma,  Hari- 
vansa  1334);    of  the  father  of  Cyavana   and  six 
others ;  of  the  father  of  DhStri  and  Vidhatri ;  of  the 
father  of  Sri  (by  Khyati) ;  of  the  author  of  a  Dharma- 
sSstra  (who  also  communicated  the  Ganesa-PurSna  to 
Soma-kanta) ;  N.  of  the  son  of  Jamad-agni ;  of  the Rishi  Jamad-agni  himself;  of  Sukra  or  the  planet 
Venus  (called  either  Bhrigu  or  the  son  of  Bhrigu ; the  day  of  Bhrigu  is  the  sixth  day  of  the  week,  i.  e. 
Friday);   N.  of  Rudra  (according  to  some);    of  a 
son  of  Artha-pati  and   uncle  of  the  poet  Bana ; 

table   land,  the   level   summit   of  a  mountain ;    a 
declivity,  slope,  cliff,  precipice  [cf.  bhrigu-patana]. 
—  Bhrigu-kattha,  N.  of  a  sacred  place  on  the 
northern  bank  of  the  river  Narma-da ;  (as),  m.  pi. 
the  inhabitants  of  this  place.  —  Bhriyu-ja  or  blingu- 

tanaya,  as,  m.  '  son  of  Bhrigu,1  the  planet  Venus. 
—  Bhrigu-tunga,  as,  m.  '  Bhrigu's  peak,'  N.  of  a sacred  mountain  in  the  Himalaya,  (sometimes  called 

bhrigos  tunga.)  —  Bhrigu-nandana,  at,  m.  '  son 
of  Bhrigu,'  the  planet  Venus  [cf.  bhrigu-ja,  bhrigu- 
ptttra,  bhrigti-suta]  ;  an  epithet  of  Parasu-rama. 
—  Bhrigu-patana,  am,  n.  a  fall  from  a  precipice, 

Scc.  —  Bhrigu-pati,  is,  m.  'chief  of  the  Bhrigus,' 
an  epithet  of  Para£u-r5ma.  —  Bhrigw-pata,  as,  m. 

precipitating  one's  self  from  a  precipice.  —  Btirigii- 
putra,  as,  m.  'son  of  Bhrigu,'  the  planet  Venus. 
—  Bhrigu-prasravana,  '  Bhrigu's  spring,"  N.  of  a 
mountain,  probably  =  Bhrigu-tun-ga.  —  Bhrigu-bhu- 
mi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  An-giras  (belonging  to  the 
family  of  the  Bhrigus ;  cf.  bharga-bhumi,  bhdrga- 
bhumi).  —  Bhrigtt-mandala,  am,  n.  (in  astronomy) 
'Bhrigu's  circle,"  N.  of  a  Karana,  <\.v.  —  Bhrigu- 
rakshasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  (said  to  have  sacri- 

ficed men  and  cows).  —  Bhrigu-vans'a,  an,  m. '  race 
of  Bhrigu,'  N.  of  a  family  deriving  their  origin  from 
Paraiu-rama.  —  Bhrigu-valll,   [.,  N.  of  the  third 
Valli  in  the  Taittiriyopanishad.  —  BJirigu-vara,  as, 

m.  the  day  of  Venus,  Vnfay.  —  Bhrigu-s'ardula, 
as,  m.  '  most  excellent  of  the  Bhrigus,*  an  epithet 
of  ParasWama.  —  Bhrigu-tSresJiflia,  as,  m.  '  best 

of  the  Bhrigus,'  epithet  of  Paras'u-rSma.  — Jf/trijM- 
sattama,  as,  m.  '  best  of  the  Bhrigus,'  epithet  of 
ParasWama.  —  Bhrigu-suta,  as,m.'  Bhrigu's  son," 
the  planet  Venus  or  S'ukra  (who  was  preceptor  of 
the  Daityas) ;  an  epithet  of  ParaSu-rama.  -•  Bhrigu- 
sunn,  us,  m.  '  Bhrigu's   son,1  the   planet  Venus. 
—  Bhrigiidvaha  (°gu-ud°),  as,  m.  '  offspring  of 
Bhrigu,'  an  epithet  of  Parasu-rama.  —  Bhrigv-angt- 
ras,  as,   m.,  Ved.,  N.   of  the   author  of  certain 
Atharva-veda  hymns  (supposed  to  avert  diseases). 
—  Bhrigv-angiro-vid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  (the  verses 
or  hymns  of)    Bhrigu  and   Aregiras  (i.  e.    of  the 
Atharvans  and  An-girasas  or  Atharva-veda).  —  Bhrigv- 

idvara-tirtha,  am,  n.  '  Tirtha  of  Bhrigu's  lord,'  N. 
of  a  sacred  bathing-place  on  the  Narma-d3. 
Bhrigavana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  imitating  Bhrigu, 

acting  like  Bhrigu,  i.e.  shining,  glittering  (Say.  = 
bhrigu-vad  a<!arat  =  dipyamana). 
Bhrigvandlya,  as,  m.  a  N.  (probably  wrong). 

ij^f  bhringa,  as,  a,  i,  m.  f.  (probably  fr. 
rt.  bhram,  cf.  bhramara;  said  in  Unadi-s.  I.  124. 
to  be  fr.  rt.  bhri),  a  species  of  large  black  bee,  the 
humble  bee;  (as),  m.  =  bhringarolft,  a  species  of 
wasp,  either  the  common  kind  or  the  Vespa  Solitaria ; 
the  fork-tailed  shrike,  Lanius  Caerulescens ;  a  bird, 
apparently  a  sort  of  shrike  different  from  the  pre- 

ceding ;  a  libertine,  catamite,  lecher ;  the  plant 
Eclipta  Prostrata  ( =  bhringa-rdja,  mdrkaca,  ke-ta- 
rdja)',  =  bhringara,  a  golden  vase  or  pitcher;  (F), 
f.  a  species  of  poisonous  plant,  =  atirvahd;  (am), 
n.  woody  Cassia  ( =  tvak-pattra) ;  the  plant  Eclipta 
Prostrata  or  Verbesina  Prostrata ;  talc ;  [cf.  panda- 

bh°J]  —  Bhringa-ja,  am,  n.  aloe  wood  or  Agallo- 
chum ;  (d),  f.  the  plant  Clerodendrum  Siphonanthus 
( =  lihargi).  —  Bhrhtya-parnika,  f.  small  carda- 

moms.— Bhriitga-prlya,  f. '  liked  by  bees,'  the  plant 
Gaertnera  Racemosa.  —  Bhrittga-marl,  f.  =  bhnn- 

fl<\ri.~Bhr'mg(i-'muUl;a,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  = 
bhramara-<!i!halli).  —  Bhriitga-raja,  as,  or  bkrin- 
ga-rajas,  as,  m.  the  plant  Eclipta  Prostrata. 
—  Bltri nga-rasa,  as,  m.  the  juice  of  the  plant 
Eclipta  Prostrata.  —  Bhrirtga-raja,  as,  m.  '  bee- 
king,"  a  species  of  large  bee,  the  humble  bee ;    a 
species  of  bird  (apparently  the  variety  of  shrike 
termed  Malabar,  Lanius  Malabaricus) ;   a  spreading 

shrub,  Eclipta  Prostrata  [cf.  ntla-bh°,  pita-W\  ;  a 
kind  of  oblation  or  sacrifice.  —  Bhringa-rajaka,  as, 
m.  a  species  of  bird.  —  Bhringaraja-rasa,  as,  m. 
the  juice  of  the  plant  Eclipta  Prostrata.  —  Ithringa- 

vallabhu,  as,  m.  'favourite  of  bees,"  a  species  of 

Kadamba  plant,  Ligusticum  Ajowan,  =  dhara-ka- 
damba  and  bhumi-kadamba  ;  (a),  f.  —  bkumi- 

jambu.  —  Bltri  itga-vriksha,  as,  m.  '  bee-tree,'  per- 
haps =  bhrin-ga-rajas.  —  Bhringa-soda  ra,  as,  m. 

the  plant  Eclipta  Prostrata.  —  Bhringad/iipa  (°ga- 
adh°),  as,  m.  '  bee-chief,"  the  queen  of  the  bees. 
—  Bhringananda  (°ga-dn°),  f.  'bee-joy,'  the  plant 
Jasminum  Auriculatum   (  =yuthikd).  —  Jthnitga- 

bhlskta  (°ga-abh°),  as,  m.  'liked  by  bees,'  the 
Mango  tree.  —  Bhrt/rgari  ("ga-an},  is,  m.  '  bee- 
enemy,'  a  species  of  flower  growing  in  Malwa  (  = 
Jtevikd).  —  Bhringdrali  (°ga-av°),  f.  a  line  or  flight 
of  bees.  —  Bhrlngdhra  (°ga-dh°),  as,  m.  the  plant 
Eclipta  Prostrata  ;   another  plant,  =jiralia  ;  (a),  f. 
another  plant  (  =  bhramara-<!<!halli).  —  lihrlnyi- 
phala,  as,  m.  the  hog-plum,  Spondias  Mangifera. 
—  Bhringesktd  (°ga-i$h°),  f.  Miked  by  bees,'  N. 
of  several  plants  (=gltrita-l;umari,  bhargi,  ta- 
ni.nl,  kaka-jambu). 

Bhringaica,  as,  m.  the  fork-tailed  shrike  ;  (at  the 
end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  =  bhrinfiat  a  bee. 
Bhringariti  or  bhringartti,  is,  m.  or  bhringa- 

rita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  S'iva's  attendants  ;  [cf. 

bhringin,  bhringiriti.'] Bhringarola,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  hhriitga  and 

rt.  ru,  to  cry),  a  kind  of  wasp  ;  [cf.  varola."] Bhringaya,  Nom.  A.  bhrinyayate,  -yitum,  to 
become  a  bee,  behave  like  a  bee. 
Bhrirtgdra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

bhn),  a  golden  pitcher  or  vase  ;  a  vase  used  at  the 
inauguration  of  a  king,  (it  might  be  made  of  any 
one  of  eight  different  substances,  viz.  gold,  silver, 
brass,  iron,  earthenware,  sandal-wood,  crystal,  or 
horn,  and  might  be  of  eight  differents  forms)  ;  (off), 
m.  =  bhringa-rdja,  the  shiub  Eclipta  Prostrata  ;  (i), 
f.  a  cricket  ;  (am),  n.  cloves  ;  gold. 

Bhringaraka,  as,  m.  =  bhriitgara  above. 
Bhringarika,  f.  =  bhringdri,  a  cricket. 
Bhringarlta,  as,  m.  =  bhrirtgarlla  under  bhriit- 

gariti  above. Bhriitgi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  S'iva's  attendants  ; [cf.  bhriitgin^] 

Bhrittyin,  i,  m.  the  Indian  fig-tree  ;  N.  of  one 
of  S'iva's  attendants  [cf.  bhnngarit!,  bhriitgirili]  ', 
N.  of  a  people;  (ini),  f.  a  species  of  tree  (~vati). 

—  Bhringiia   ("gi-ls'a),  'lord  of  the  Bhrin-gins,' 

an  epithet  of  S"iva. Bhringiriti  or  bhringtriti  or  bhringiriti  or 
bhringeriti,  is,  m.  =  bhringariti,  q.  v.  ;  an  epithet 
of  Siva?  ;  '[cf.  bhringUa.] 

bhrij  (connected  with  rt.  I.  bhrajj), 
cl.  i.  A.  bharjate,  babhrije,  bharjitum, 

to  fry,  parch,  roast  :  Caus.  b/tarjayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
ababharjdt,  ablbhrijat:  Desid.  bibharjishate  : 
Intens.  baribhrijyate,  barbharkti. 
Bharjana,  as,  d,  am  [cf.  bhrajjana],  roasting, 

frying,  baking;  annihilating;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 
roasting,  frying,  scorching,  parching  ;  a  frying-pan. 
Bhrikta,  as,  a,  am,  roasted,  fried;  [cf.  Lat. 

f  rictus,  frixus.] 

bfirijnyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

bhrijj,  bJirit,  t,  t  (fr.  rt.  I.  bhrajj), 

frying,  roasting,  baking  ;  [cf.  bahu-bha.~] 
Bhrijja  in  uda-bh°. Bhrijjana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  frying-pan. 

bhrid,    cl.   6.   P.  bhridati,    Sic.,   to 

dive,  plunge  ;  [cf.  rt.  krud.'] bhrinlya,  bhrimyate,  &c.,  Ved.  a 
verb  given  in  Naighanjuka  II.  1  2.  and  said  to  mean 

to  be  angry;'  [cf.  rt.  bhrl  and  JirinlyaJ} bhrintika.    See  bhirintika,  p.  711. 

bhrindi,  a  wave  ;  (also  read  bhandi.) 

*Jrt  bhrita,  bhritya,  &c.    See  p.  719,  col.  3. 

>JH  bhrima,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  bhram),  Ved. 
erring,  aberration,  error,  mistake. 
Bhrimala,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  perplexed,  bewildered. 



»jf*t  bhrimi. 
bheshaja. 

721 Bhrimi,  is,  is,  i,  [cf.  bhramf],  Ved.  whirling 
round,  wandering  about  (Sjy.  on  Rig-veda  IV.  32, 
2,  III.  62, 1 ,  =  bhramana-sila),  active,  quick,  ener- 

getic (SHy.  on  Rig-veda  I.  31,  1 6,  =  bhrdmaka  = 

karma-nirrahaka),  sprightly,  gay ;  (is),  m.  a 
whirlwind,  hurricane,  high  wind,  (according  to  Say. 
on  Rig-veda  II.  34,  I,  either  a  moving  cloud  or  a 
kind  of  lute);  a  whirlpool,  eddy;  (is),  f.,  Ved. 
quickness,  activity,  agility.  —  Bhrimy-ailw,  as,  m., 
Ved.,  N.  of  a  man  [cf.  bhdrmyadvd]. 

bhris  (connected  with  rt.  bhrans), 

"^  cl.  4.  P.  bhriiyati,  to  fall,  fall  down ;  cl.  6. 
P.  bhritfati,  &c.,  to  be  strong  or  vehement  (?). 
Bhrifo,  as,  d,  am  (probably  fr.  rt.  bhriS  with  a 

sense  '  to  be  strong,'  or  perhaps  contracted  fr.  bit  uri- 

S"as),  powerful,  mighty,  strong,  vehement,  intense, 
much,  exceeding,  frequent ;  (am),  incL  vehemently, 
strongly,  intensely,  in  a  high  degree,  much,  very, 
exceedingly,  excessively,  violently,  powerfully,  greatly, 
extremely,  eminently,  in  a  superior  manner,  beauti- 

fully, better,  often,  repeatedly,  quickly.  —  Bhrita- 
kopana,  as,  a,  am,  extremely  passionate,  very 
wrathful.  —  Bhriia-td,  f.  violence,  vehemence,  inten- 

sity; [cf.  bharfya.]  —  Bhriia-ddrmia,  as,  d,  am, 
very  terrible  or  cruel.  —  BhrUa-dufikhita,  as,  d, 
am,  very  much  afflicted,  very  unfortunate  or  unhappy. 
—  Bhrida-pidita,  as,  d,  am,  very  much  afflicted. 
—  Bhrija-vismita,  ax,  d,  am,  excessively  astonished 
or  perplexed.  —  Bhriia-ioka-vardhana,  at,  i,  am, 
greatly    increasing    grief    or    augmenting    sorrow. 

—  Bhrifo-samhrwhta,  as,  d,  am,  very  delighted, 
very  glad.  —  BhrUa-irid,  t,  t,  t,  perspiring  violently. 
—  lilirift-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  &c.,  to  become 
vehement,  to  become  very  powerful  or  strong. 

BhrUdya,  Nom.  A.  bhris'ayate,  &c.,  to  become 
powerful,  to  be  strong  or  vehement. 

I.  bhrishta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen,  &c. 
BhraJishtha,  as,  d,  am,  (superl.)  most  powerful, 

very  strong  or  violent,  very  vehement. 
Bhrafiyas,  an,  aii,  as,  (compar.)  more  powerful, 

stronger,  more  violent  or  vehement,  very  vehement. 

JJ1T  2.  bhrishta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  bhrajj), 
fried,  broiled,  grilled,  roasted,  parched,  scorched,  baked ; 
(am),  n.  roasted  mea.t.  —  Bhrishta-kara,  as,  m.  a 
preparer  of  roasted  or  fried  meat.  —  Bhrishtanna 

(°ta-an°),  am,  n.  rice  boiled  and  then  fried. 
I.  bhrishli,  is,  f.  the  act  of  frying,  broiling, 

roasting. 

Hfir  2.  bhrishti,  is,  f.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  hrish), 

Ved.  a  spike,  point,  top,  corner,  edge  [cf.  sahasra- 

bh°,  kshura-bh0,  tigma-bh°,  pidan-ga-bh^] ;  an 
empty  or  deserted  cottage,  a  deserted  garden  (  = 
iunya-vdti  or  Junya-vdtikd).—  Bhrishti-mat,  an, 
all,  at,  pronged,  toothed. 

ft  bhri,  cl.  9.  P.  bhrinati,  babhdra,  &c., 
£   to  blame ;  to  bear,  nourish,  maintain,  support, 

hold  [cf.  rt.  bhri]  ;  to  fry ;  to  bend,  be  crooked. 

*T^T  bheka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  bhi), 
a  frog,  (according  to  the  Katha-sarit-sagara  XX.  77, 
the  inarticulate  sounds  uttered  by  frogs  were  the 
result  of  the  curse  of  Agni,  who  was  betrayed  by 
them  to  the  gods  when  he  took  refuge  in  the  water) ; 
a  cloud;  a  timid  man  (  =  bhlru;  cf.  bhela);  (I),  f. 
a  female  frog;  a  small  frog;  a  kind  of  creeper, 

Hydrocotyle  Asiatica.  —  Bheka-parm,  f.  '  frog- 

leaved,'  a  plant  (  =  manduka-parm).  —  Bheka- 
bhuj,  k,  m. '  frog-eater,'  a  serpent,  snake.  —  Bheka- 
toMa,  as,  m.  the  croaking  of  frogs. 

H^ft  bhekuri,  is,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  particular 
asterisms  (according  to  Colebrooke  '  nymphs  of  the 
moon,'  cf.  Vajasaneyi-samhita  XVIII.  40,  Satapatha- BrShmana  IX.  4,  i,  9,  where  bhekuri  is  explained 
by  bhdkuri). 

T5  bheda  or  bhedaka,  as,  m.  (said  by  some 
to  be  fr.  rt.  bhil  with  change  of  I  into  d),  a  ram, 
sheep,  (in  this  sense  also  written  bhedra;  cf.  eda) ; 
a  raft,  float  [cf.  bhela] ;  N.  of  a  physician ;  of  a 

lexicographer  ;  of  a  Rishi  ;  (i),  (.  a  ewe  ;  N.  of  one 
of  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda  (associated  with 
Ed!  and  Samedl  in  MahS-bh.  Salya-parva  2631). 

—  Bheda-giri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
Bhedara,  a*,  m.,  N.  of  an  Agra-hara. 
Bhedra.     See  bheda,  col.  I. 

bhetavya.     See  p.  712,  col.  3. 

•V 

*i^«i  bhettavya,  bhettri.  See  p.  71  1,  col.  i. 

H^  bheda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  l.bhid),  breaking, 

splitting,  cleaving,  dividing,  separating,  dissolving; 
bursting,  tearing,  rending,  piercing,  perforation  ; 
breaking  in  or  through,  breaking  open  ;  violation, 
dissolution  ;  interruption,  disturbance  ;  breach,  rup- 

ture, fracture  [cf.  parva-bh°~\  ;  a  hurt,  injury,  wound  ; 
a  slit,  chasm,  fissure,  cleft,  chap  ;  division,  separation, 
partition,  part,  portion  ;  gaping,  parting  asunder  [cf. 

hanu-bh°]  ;  discrimination,  discernment  ;  distinction, 
difference,  kind,  sort,  species,  variety;  change,  alter- 

ation, modification  [cf.  mati-bli""]  ;  divulging,  dis- 
closure (of  a  secret),  betrayal,  treachery,  treason 

[cf.  rahasya-bh°,  mantra-bh1'']  ;  dissension,  em- broilment, disunion,  disagreement,  schism,  making 
mischief,  creating  divisions  (among  confederates)  ; 

seducing  or  enticing  an  ally  to  one's  own  party  by 
sowing  dissensions  &c.  (one  of  the  four  Upiyas  or 
means  of  success  against  an  opponent,  see  updya)  ; 
defeat  ;  (in  philosophy)  dualism,  duality  ;  (in  medi- 

cine) evacuation  of  the  bowels  ;  (in  astronomy)  a 
particular  separation  of  the  stars  ;  (kukshi-bheda,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  epithet  of  one  of  the  modes  in  which  an 
eclipse  terminates)  ;  (in  the  drama  according  to  the 
Sahitya-darpana)  =  samhati-bhedana,  protsdhana  ; 
N.  of  a  people  (Ved.)  ;  N.  of  a  man  (see  Atharva- 
veda  XII.  4,  49)  ;  (au),  m.  du.  pudendum  muliebre. 
—  Bheda-kara,  as,  I,  am,  or  bheda-kdrin,  i,  inl, 
i,  or  bhfda-Jcrit,  t,  t,  t,  making  a  breach,  breaking 
through,  bursting  asunder  ;  causing  separation,  pro- 

ducing dissension  or  disunion,  separating,  disuniting. 
~BJieda-ta8,  ind.  according  to  difference;  discrimi- 

nated, according  to  peculiarities  or  diversities  ;  sepa- 
rately, singly,  individually,  (opposed  to  yoga-pad.) 

—  Bheda-drishti,  is,  f.  viewing  or  holding  the 
Universe  and  the  Deity  to  be  different  and  distinct. 

—  Bheda-dhikkdra,  as,  m.  '  refutation  of  duality,' 
N.  of  a  treatise  by  Nri-sinha  Asrama  controverting 
the  Nyiya   philosophy   from  a  Vedanta   point  of 
view.  —  Bhedadhikkdra-satkriyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary by  Narayana  Asrama  on  the  Bheda-dhik- 
kara. —  B/ieda-prakdfa,  as,  m.  '  manifestation  of 

duality,'  N.  of  a  refutation  by  S'an-kara  Misra  of  the 
non-dualistic  Vedanta  theory  from  a  Nyaya  point  of 
view.  —  Bheda-pratyaya,  as,  m.  belief  in  dualism 
(in  opposition  to  the  doctrine  that  every  thing  is 
God).  —  Bheda-buddM,  is,  f.  perception  or  idea  of 
a  difference  or  distinction.  —  Bheda-vadin,  i,  m.  one 
who  maintains  the  doctrine  that  God  and  the  Uni- 

verse are  distinct.  -  Bheda-vldhi,  is,  m.  the  faculty 
of  discriminating  or  discerning  (between  two  different 
objects).  —  Bheda-vib/ushikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  philoso- 

phical work.  —  Bheda-saha,  as,  a,  am,  capable  of 
being   divided   or  disunited,  seducible,  corruptible. 

—  Bheddbheda,  au,  m.  du.  disagreement  and  agree- 
ment, disunion  and  union.  —  Bhedmmukha  (°da- 

un°),  ax,  i,  am,  just  about  to  burst  into  blossom. 
Bhedaka,  as,  ika,  am,  who  or  what  breaks  or 

breaks  open  or  divides  ;  breaking,  breaking  through, 
causing  division  or  separation  ;  piercing  ;  a  mischief- 
maker  ;  a  destroyer  ;  one  who  breaks  through  or  diverts 
(the  course  of  a  stream,  cf.  Manu  III.  163)  ;  distin- 

guishing, discriminating,  defining;  a  distinguisher  ; 
(as,  am?),  m.  n.  an  adjective;  (ika),  f.  the  act  of 
breaking  asunder,  destruction,  annihilation. 

Bhedana,  as,  d  or  *(?),  am,  breaking,  bursting, 
tearing,  splitting,  piercing,  perforating,  dividing,  se- 

parating ;  loosening  (as  the  feces,  in  medicine),  dis- 
solving, cathartic,  purgative;  (as),  m.  a  hog;  a 

species  of  sorrel  [cf.  amla-bh°]  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 
breaking  or  breaking  asunder,  bursting,  splitting, 
piercing,  cutting  up,  ripping  open,  dissolving,  loosen- 

ing, fracture,  rupture ;  the  act  of  dividing  or  sepa- 
rating, division,  separation,  discrimination,  making  a 

difference ;  disclosing,  betraying  [cf.  rahasya-bh"~\ ; dissension,  disunion,  discord,  disagreement;  Asa 

Fcetida ;  (in  astronomy)  passing  through  a  constel- lation or  asterism. 

Bhedandka  in  ghata-bli°,  q.  v. 
Bliedaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  broken,  frangible ; 

capable  of  being  split  or  cut  open ;  fit  to  be  separated 
or  distinguished. 

Bhedita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  broken, divided,  separated. 

Bhedin,  I,  inl,  i,  who  or  what  breaks  or  divides 
or  splits  &c.,  breaking,  splitting,  dividing,  opening, 

dissolving;  interrupting,  disturbing;  piercing,  per- 
forating ;  hurting,  wounding ;  loosening  (the  bowels), 

cathartic ;  separating,  distinguishing ;  separating  from 

(with  abl.) ;  causing  to  flow  (as  juice)  ;  having  a  dis- 
tinction or  division ;  (in  philosophy)  one  who  sepa- 

rates spirit  and  matter  or  holds  the  doctrine  of 
dualism ;  causing  dissension ;  (i),  m.  a  species  of 
sorrel;  the  ratan;  (inl),  f.  (with  Tantrikas)  N.  of  a 
particular  Sakti.  —  Bhedi-tva,  am,  n.  separation, 
division,  parting  asunder. 

Bhedira,  am,  n.  =  bhidira,  a  thunderbolt. 
Bhedura,  am,  n.  =  bhidwa,  a  thunderbolt. 
Bhedya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  broken  or  split,  to  be 

divided  or  pierced  or  cut ;  capable  of  being  broken 
or  divided  &c.,  frangible,  divisible,  fragile;  to  be 
cut  or  opened  (in  medicine) ;  to  be  disclosed  or 
betrayed;  to  be  separated  or  distinguished;  to  be 
defined ;  to  be  set  at  variance  or  disunited ;  to  be 

seduced  or  led  away ;  (am),  n.  a  substantive.  —  Bhe- 

dya-roga,  as,  m.  any  disease  treated  by  incision  or 
cutting.  —  Bhedya-linga,  as,  d,  am,  distinguished 

by  the  gender. 
Bhedyaka  in  utpala-bJt°,  q.  v. 
H»T  bhena,  bhe&.  See  under  4.  bha, 

p.  694,  col.  i. 
bhempura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Grama. 

bheya.     See  p.  712,  col.  3. 

bheyapdla  (?),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
*TC  bhera, as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  bhi), 

=  6Aeri,  a  kettle-drum.  i 
Bheri,  is,  or  bheri,  f.  (the  latter  is  the  more  usual 

form),  a  kettle-drum;  [cf.  Sbheri.]  —  Bheri-ghnat, 

an,  m.  'striking  a  kettle-drum,"  a  kettle-drummer. 
—  Bheri-Wian-kara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet,  (perhaps 

for  bheri-jhan-kdra.)—Bheri-svana-makd'8vand, 
f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda. 

*i^<!S  bherunda,  as,  d,  am  (connected  with 
rt.  I.  bla),  terrible,  formidable,  fearful,  awful,  (also 

read  bheranda) ;  (as),  m.  a  bird,  (perhaps  a  parti- 
cular species  of  bird,  also  read  bheranda,  cf.  bhd- 

randa) ;  a  species  of  beast  of  prey  (wolf,  jackal,  or 

hyena) ;  N.  of  a  form  of  S'iva ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a 
goddess  ( =  kali) ;  N.  of  a  YakshinI  or  female  attend- 

ant on  Durga ;  (am),  n.  conception,  impregnation, 
pregnancy,  (in  this  sense  perhaps  fr.  rt.  bhri.) 
Bherundaka,  as,  m.  a  jackal  [cf.  pheni]. 

W&  bhela,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  bhi),  timid, 

timorous,  fearful ;  foolish,  ignorant,  unwise,  simple- 
minded  ;  tall;  active,  agile;  unsteady  (literally  or 
figuratively),  inconstant ;  (as),  m.  a  boat,  skiff,  float, 
raft;  N.  of  a  Rishi  (supposed  to  be  the  author  of 
some  medical  works,  cf.  bheda). 

Bhelaka,  at,  am,  m.  n.  =  bhela,  a  boat,  raft. 

HtJ  bhelu,  a  particular  high  number. 

HtjgTJ  bheKpura,  f.,  N.  of  a  suburb  of Benares. 

)JW  bhesh  [cf.  rts.  I.  bhi,  bhyas],  cl.  I. 
N  P.  A.  bheshati,  bheshate,  &c.,  to  fear, 

dread,  be  afraid  ;  (according  to  others)  to  move,  go. 

*IH»I  bheshaja,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  I.  bhishaj), 

making  well  or  healthy,  sanative,  curative,  curing 
8X 
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(Ved.)  ;  (am),  n.  a  remedy  or  cure,  remedy  against 
(with  gen.)  ;  any  drug  or  medicament,  medicine, 

physic  [cf.  dsroua-Wt"]  ;  any  spell  or  charm  against 
diseases  (as  particular  verses  of  the  Atharva-veda)  ;  a 

kind  of  fennel,  Nigella  Indica;  (according  to  Nai- 
ghantuka  I.  12)  water.  —  Bheshaja-kalpa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Ashtan-ga-hridaya-sanihita  by 
Vag-bhata.  —  Bheshaja-tandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Bheshaja-td.  {.,  Ved.  curativeness,  healing 

power.  —  Bheshaja-bhakshana,  am,  n.  '  drug-eat- 
ing,' the  act  of  taking  medicine.  —  Bheshajagara 

(°ja-ag°),  am,  n.  'medicine-room,  drug-room,"  a 
druggist's  or  apothecary's  shop.  ••  Bheshajdnga  (°ja~ 
an"),  am,  n.  anything  taken  after  medicine,  any 
vehicle  or  medium  in  which  medicine  is  administered 

(as  water  gruel). 

Bheshajya,  as,  a,  am,  curative,  sanitary,  sanative. 

»fr!J  bhaiksha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bhiksha),  living 
by  alms,  subsisting  by  charity  ;  (ant),  n.  asking  alms, 

begging,  mendicancy,  (bhaiktfutni  far  or  bhai- 
kshaya  gam,  to  go  about  begging,  beg)  ;  anything 
obtained  by  begging,  begged  food,  charity,  alms. 

—  Bhaiksha-kafa,  as,  m.  '  alms-time,"  the  time  for 
alms  or  for  bringing  home  anything  obtained  as 

alms.  —  Bhaiksha-toraria  or  bhaiksha-c'arya,  am, 
n.  or  bhaiksha-daryd,  f.  the  going  about  begging, 
plying  for  alms,  collecting  alms,  begging.  —  Bhai- 
Jaha-jivikd,  f.  living  on  alms,  subsisting  by  begging, 
mendicancy.  —  Bhaiksha-bhuj,  k,  Jc,  It,  eating  alms- 
food,  living  on  alms  ;  (k),  m.  a  mendicant.  —  Bhai- 
Tcsha^vriUi,  is,  f.  the  living  on  alms,  mendicancy  ; 

(it,  is,  i),  living  by  charity.  —  Bhaikshdnna  (°sha- 
an°),  am,  n.  'alms-food,'  food  obtained  as  alms, 
begged  {ood.-Bhaiksh.afin  (°sha-ds"°),  i,  ini,  i, 
eating  alms-food  or  food  obtained  by  begging  ;  (t), 

m.  a  mendicant.  —  Bhaikshas'ya,  am,  n.  (ft.  the 
preceding),  the  living  on  alms,  subsisting  by  charity. 

—  Bha&shahdra  (°sha-dh°),  as,  a,  am,  eating 
begged  food  or  food  given  in  charity  ;  (as),  m.  one 
living  on  charity  (Manu  XI.  357),  a  mendicant. 
Bhaikshaka  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  = 

bhaUcsha,  alms. 
Bhaikshuka,  am,  a.  (ft.  bhikskuka),  a  number  of 

mendicants,  assemblage  or  collection  of  beggars. 
Bhaikshya,  an  incorrect  form  for  bhaiksha  above. 

—Bhaikshya-kdla,  bhaikshya-6arya,  bhaikshya- 
vritti,  see  bfiaiksha-kala,  &c. 

bhaidika,   as,   i,   am  (fr.    bheda), 
frangible,  liable  to  fracture  (?  Pan.  V.  I,  64). 

>TH  bhaima,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  bhima),  relating 
to  Bhima  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Bhima  ; 

(i),  f.  '  the  daughter  of  Bhima,'  a  patronymic  of 
Damayanti  ;  a  festival  on  the  eleventh  day  of  Migha, 
when  ceremonies  with  tUa  or  sesamum  are  performed 

in  honour  of  Bhima;  [cf.  Lith.  hulmi',  'terror.'] 
—  Bhaima^pravira,  as,  m.  the  bravest  of  the 
Bhaimas,  the  chief  of  the  Bhaimas. 

Bhaimagava,  as,  m.  (fr.  bhima-gava),  a  patro- 
nymic. 
Bhaimaratha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  bhima-ratha), 

relating  to  Bhima-ratha. 
Bhaimaseni,  is,  m.  (fr.  bhima-sena),  a  patro- 

nymic of  Divo-dasa,  (also  written  b/taimasini)  ; 
of  Ghatotkada,  (also  written  bhaimiseni.) 

Bhaimasenya,  as,  m.  (fr.  bhima-sena),  a  patro- 
nymic. 
Bliaimayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  (see  Scholiast 

on  Pin.  VI.  2,  34). 
Bhaimi,  is,  m.  (fr.  bhttna),  a  patronymic  of 

Ghatotkaia. 

bhuirava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bhiru),  for- 
midable, awful,  horrible,  terrific,  terrible,  horrid  ; 

miserable  ;  relating  to  Bhairava  ;  (as),  m.  a  form  of 
Siva,  (eight  forms  of  Bhairavas  are  enumerated,  viz. 
mahd-bh°,  samhdra-bh°  ,  nsitanga-bh"  ,  ruru-bh°, 
kala-bh°,  krodha-bh"  ,  tamra-^Ma-bh"  or  ka- 
pdla-bh",  (andra-fUda-bh"  or  rudra-bh°;  other 
names  of  these  forms  are  sometimes  given,  e.  g. 

vidyd-rdja,  kama-r",  naga-r°,  saC(handa-r°  , 
lamliita-r",  deva-r°,  ugra-r°,  vighna-r°)  ;  a  man 
representing  Bhairava;  a  Sivaganidhipa  ;  a  son  of 

Siva  by  TirS-vati  (who  was  wife  of  Candra-Sekhara, 
king  of  Karavlra-pura)  ;  N.  of  a  Naga  ;  of  a  Yaksha  ; 
of  the  author  of  the  PhetkSrini-tantra  ;  of  a  teacher 

of  the  Hatha-vidyi  ;  of  two  kings  ;  of  a  hunter  ;  of 
a  river  ;  of  a  Raga  or  musical  mode  calculated  to 
excite  emotions  of  terror  ;  (i),  f.  a  particular  form 
of  DurgS  ;  a  girl  of  twelve  years  (representing  that 
goddess  at  the  DurgS  festival)  ;  N.  of  a  Ragin!  or  of 
a  particular  scale  in  the  Hindu  musical  system  ;  (am), 

n.  terror,  horror,  the  property  of  exciting  terror, 
terribleness  ;  =  bhairava-tantra  below.—  Bhairava- 
kdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  causing  terror,  formidable. 

—  Bhairara-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  men- 
tioned in  Krishnananda's  Tantra-sSra.  —  Bhairava- 

tarjaka,  as,  m.  '  awful  threatener,'  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu  (properly  of  Suva).  —  Bhairava-tva,  am,  n. 
the  state   of  being   Bhairava  or  a  form  of  Siva. 
—  Bhairava-dikshita-tilaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 

author.  —  Bhairava-ndtha-tantra,  am,  n.  '  Tantra 
of  the  lord  of  terror,'  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Bhairava- 
ydtana,  I.  a  purificatory  torment  inflicted  by  Siva 
as  presiding  deity  of  Benares  on  those  who  die 
there,  to  render  their  spirits  fit  for  absorption  into 
the  essence  of  the  Supreme  (whereas  those  who  are 

punished  by  Yama  have  to  return  to  mundane  exist- 

ence). —  Bhairavdgratas  (°va-ag°),  hid.  in  the 
presence  of  Bhairava.  —  Bhairavdddrya  (°va-d<!°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Bhairavdnanda  (°va- 
dn°),   as,    m.,   N.   of  a  Yogin.  —  Bhairavendra 

(°va-in°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Bhairaveia,  (°va- 
ii>'a),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  terror,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu 
(properly  of  Siva). 
Bhairamya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  Bhairava  (as 

3.  Tantra). 

Bhairika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna  by 

Satya-bhSma. 

HW3f  bhaishaja,  as,  m.  (fr.  bheshaja),  a 

sort  of  quail,  Perdix  Chinensis  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  of  the 
patronymic  Bhaishajya  below;  (am),  n.  a  drug, 
medicine,  medicament. 

Bhaishajya,  as,  m.  the  descendant  of  a  physician  ; 

a  patronymic  from  Bhishaj  ;  (am),  n.  the  adminis- 
tering of  medicines  and  healing  applications  to  the 

sick  ;  curativeness,  healing  efficacy  ;  a  particular 
ceremony  (performed  as  a  remedy  for  sickness)  ;  any 

remedy,  drug,  medicine,  medicament.—  Bhaishajya- 
guru-vaidtirya-pralihd,  (.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work. 
—  Bhaishajya-ratnavali,  f.,  N.  of  a  medical  work. 
—  B  haishajya-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 
—  Bhaishajya-samudgata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi- 
sattva. 
Bhaishnaja,  as,  m.  pi.  of  the  following. 

Bhaishnajya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Bhishnaja. 

*i>*i<*  bhaishmaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  bhishmaka), 

a  patronymic;  (i),  f.  a  patronymic  of  Rukmirn. 

>lt  bho.     See  bhos,  p.  723,  col.  3. 

*ilWM  bhoktavya,  bhoktri,  &c.  See  p.  713, col.  3. 

i.  bhoga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  liny),  any 

winding  or  curve,  a  ring,  coil  ;  winding  ;  the  ex- 
panded hood  of  a  snake  ;  a  snake  ;  the  body  ;  a  par- 

ticular array,  an  army  in  column.  —  Bhoga-tva,  am, 
n.  the  state  of  being  curved  or  winding,  curvature, 
curvedness.  —  I  .  bhoga-vat,  an,  ati,  at  (for  2.  see 
col.  3),  furnished  with  windings  or  curves,  having 

rings,  ringed  [cf.  maJia-bh"}  ;  (an),  m.  a  snake  ;  a 
mountain  ;  (ati),  f.  a  female  snake-demon  ;  one  of 
the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda  ;  the  city  of  the 
snake-demons  in  the  subterranean  regions  [cf.  bho- 

gavatT\  ;  the  sacred  river  of  the  suake-demons,  or 
a  Tlrtha  in  that  river  sacred  to  the  serpent-king 
VSsuki  ;  N.  of  Ujjayini  in  the  Dvapara  age. 

I.  bhogin,  i,  ini,  i,  furnished  with  windings  or 
curves,  having  windings  or  rings,  curved,  ringed  [cf. 

mahd-bh°]  ;  (i),  m.  a  snake  [cf.  krisftna-bh°}. 

—  Bhogi-kdnta,  as,  m.  '  dear  to  snakes,"  air,  wind. 
—  Bhogi-ijandhikd,  f.    a    species   of   ichneumon 

plant.  —  Jlhogi-bhuj,  k,  m.  'eating  snakes,'  an  ich- 
neumon. —  Bhogi-vallobha,  am,  n.  '  beloved  by 

snakes,"   sandal.  —  Bhoglndra  (°gi-in°),  as,   m. 
'  king  of  snakes,'  an  epithet  of  Ananta  or  Sesha. 

2.  bhoga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  bhuj),  en- 

joyment, fruition  ;  eating  ;  use,  application  ;  usufruct, 
the  use  of  a  deposit  (Manu  VIII.  149)  ;  utility, 

advantage,  profitable  aim  or  object  ;  enjoyment  (of 
women),  sexual  enjoyment  ;  possessing,  possession  ; 

ruling,  governing,  protecting,  rule,  government  ; 
cherishing,  nourishing  ;  suffering,  experiencing;  en- 

during, feeling,  perception  (of  joy  or  sorrow),  pleasure; 
suffering,  passion;  any  object  of  enjoyment,  that 
which  is  eaten,  food  ;  food  offered  to  an  idol  ; 

festivity,  feasting,  a  repast,  feast,  banquet  ;  income, 
revenue  ;  gain,  profit,  produce  ;  money,  wealth  ; 
hire,  the  hire  of  dancing  girls  or  courtezans,  wages 
of  prostitution  ;  (in  astronomy)  the  passing  (of  an 
asterism)  ;  the  part  of  the  ecliptic  occupied  by  each 

of  the  27  lunar  mansions  or  Nakshatras,  i.e.  13° 
lo'  or  800';  (in  arithmetic)  the  numerator  of  a 
fraction  (?)  ;  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  lihoga-kara,  as, 
i,  am,  producing  or  affording  enjoyment,  procuring 
food  or  pleasure.  —  Bhoga-<)u66ha,  am,  n.  hire  of 
prostitution,  price  paid  to  harlots.  —  Bhoga-griha, 

am,  n.  '  pleasure-chamber,'  the  inner  or  private 
apartments,  women's  apartments,  zenana,  harem  ; 
[cf.  bhogu-sthdna.^  —  Bkoya-grdma,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  village.  —  Bhoga-jdta,  as,  d,  am,  produced  by 

enjoyment  or  by  suffering.  —  Bhoga-dattd,  (.,  N.  of 

a  woman.  —  Bhoga-dd,  (.  'granting  enjoyment,"  N. 
of  the  goddess  of  the  Pin-galas.  —  Bhoga-deva,  as, 

m.  '  having  pleasure  for  a  god  (?),'  N.  of  a  man 
(Raja-taran-gini  VIII.  ̂ i).  —  Bhoga-deha,  as,  m. 

'  the  body  of  suffering,'  the  subtle  body  which  a 
dead  person  takes  with  him  and  with  which,  accord- 

ing to  his  works,  he  experiences  either  happiness  or 

misery.  —  Bhoga-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

—  Bhoga-pati,  is,  m.  '  lord  of  possession,"  a  person 
in  actual  possession  (of  anything),  the  governor  or 
viceroy  of  a  town  or  province.  —  Bhoga-pdla,  a 

gtoom  ;  [cf.  bho'jika^]  —  Jihof/a-pisadika,  f.  hunger. 
—  Bhoga-prastlM,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
—  Bhoga-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Bhoga- 

bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  enjoying  pleasures.  —  Bhoga-bh  umi, 
is,  f.  '  land  of  enjoyment,'  the  place  where  people 
enjoy  the  reward  of  their  works,  Svarga  or  paradise, 

(opposed  to  karma-bhumi,  '  land  of  works.')  —  Bho- 
ga-bhritaka,  as,  m.  a  servant  who  works  only  for 
maintenance.  —  Bhoga-mandupa,  as,  m.  the  part  of 

the  temple  of  Jagan-nath  where  the  food  to  be  pre- 
sented to  the  idol  is  cooked.  —  Bhoga-ldbha,  as,  m. 

acquisition  of  enjoyment  or  profit  ;  the  gain  or  profit 
made  by  the  use  of  anything  deposited  or  pledged  ; 

welfare.—  2.  bhoga-rat,  an,   ati,  at   (for   I.   see 
col.   2),  furnished  with  enjoyments,  having  enjoy- 

ment, delightful,  pleasurable,  enjoyable,  affording  or 
yielding  enjoyment  ;   happy,  prosperous  ;   (an),  m. 

dancing,  acting  and  singing;   N.  of  Satya-bhamS's residence  (Hari-vansa  8978)  ;  (ati),  f.,  N.  of  a  town  ; 
epithet   of    the   night   of  the   second   lunar  day. 
—  Bhoga-vardhana,  N.  of  a  country;  (as),  m.  pi. 
its  inhabitants.  —  Ilhoga-rarman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a 

king  ;  of  a  merchant.  —  Bltoya-vastu,  u,  n.  an  object 
of  enjoyment.  —  Bhoga-sadman,  a,  n.  the  abode  of 

pleasure;  the  inner  or  women's  apartments.  —  llho- 
ija-isena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhoga-sthdna, 
am,  n.  the  body  as  the  seat  of  sensual  enjoyment  ; 

the  women's  apartments.  —  Bfiogadhi  (°ga-ddhi), 
is,  m.  a  pledge  or  deposit  which  may  be  used  until 

redeemed.  —  Jthoydnta  (°ga-an°),  as,  m.  the  end  of 
enjoyment  or  of  suffering.  —  Bhogayatana  (°ga-dy°), 
am,  n.  a  place  of  enjoyment  or  suffering.  —  Bho- 

garha  (°ga-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  fit  for  enjoyment,  to 
be  enjoyed  or  possessed  ;  (am),  n.  property,  wealth, 

money  ;    [cf.   Ithoijija^]  —  Bhogarhya  (°ga-ar°), 
am,  n.  corn,  grain.  —  Bhogdrali  (°ga-av°),  f.  an 
encomiastic   poem,   the    panegyric  of  professional 
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encomiasts  or  bards,  eulogium.  —  Bhogdi-dsa  (°ga- 
dv°),  as,  rn.  '  abode  of  pleasure/  the  women's  apart- 

ments ;  [cf!  bhoga-griha."} 
Bhogiha,  as,  m.  a  horse-keeper,  groom  (  =  bho- 

^ 
2.  bhoyin,  i,  ini,  i,  enjoying,  eating  ;  using,  pos- 

sessing ;  suffering,  experiencing,  undergoing  ;  an 
enjoyer,  possessor,  &c.  ;  full  of  enjoyments,  devoted 
to  enjoyments,  indulging  in  sensual  pleasures  ; 
wealthy,  opulent  ;  (z),  m.  a  voluptuary,  a  king, 
prince  ;  the  head  man  of  a  village  ;  a  barber  ;  a 
person  who  accumulates  money  for  a  particular  ex- 

penditure ;  (int  ),  f.  the  concubine  of  a  king  or  a 
wife  not  regularly  consecrated  with  him  ;  epithet  of 
a  kind  of  heroine. 

Bhoglna,  as,  a,  am,  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  [cf. 

mdtri-bhogina~]. Bhogya,  as,  a,  am,  enjoyable,  to  be  enjoyed,  to 

be  used,  (in  the  sense  *  to  be  eaten,'  bhojya  is  rather 
employed)  ;  to  be  endured  or  experienced  ;  useful, 
profitable  ;  (in  astronomy)  to  be  passed  ;  (a),  {.  a 
harlot,  courtezan,  prostitute  ;  (am),  n.  what  may  be 
enjoyed,  anything  that  may  be  possessed  or  used,  an 
object  of  fruition,  a  possession,  wealth,  money  ;  corn, 

grain.  —  Bhogya-td,  {.  or  bhoyya-ti-a,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  being  used  or  possessed,  usefulness,  profit- 

ableness, enjoyableness.  —  Bhogyddhi  (°ya-ddhi), 
is,  m.  =  bhogddhi,  p.  722,  col.  3. 
Bhoja,  as,  a,  am,  bestowing  enjoyment  or 

pleasure,  bountiful,  liberal,  (as  an  epithet  of  Indra 
or  as  the  title  of  a  king;  Ved.,  SSy.  =  phalasya 
ddtri  or  raJethitri  or  pdlayitri)  ;  enjoying,  leading 
a  life  of  enjoyment  or  sensuality  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

country  (  =  Patna  and  Bhagalpur,  cf.  bhoja-Ttata)  ; 
N.  of  a  celebrated  sovereign  of  Malwa  (supposed  to 
have  flourished  about  the  end  of  the  tenth  century  or 
beginning  of  the  eleventh  century,  and  to  have  been 

a  great  patron  of  learning,  see  bhoja-deva,  bhoja- 
rdja  below)  ;  a  king  of  the  Bhojas  (see  below)  ;  N. 

of  a  king  of  Vidarbha  (Raghu-v.  VII.  l)  ;  N.  of  a 
son  of  Vasu-deva  and  SSnti-devS  ;  of  Krita-varman  ; 
of  a  son  of  Ujjendra  and  founder  of  Bhoja-puri  ;  of 
a  lexicographer;  of  an  author  of  certain  medical 

works  ;  of  a  son  of  Kalas*a-deva  ;  (a),  f.  a  princess  of 
the  Bhojas  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Vira-vrata,  (also  read 
bhojya)  ;  a  cowherd  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ; 

the  descendants  of  Maha-bhoja  [cf.  mahd-bh°]. 
—  Bhoja-kata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  founded  by 
Rukmin  (Maha-bh.  Sabh5-p.  n66)  ;   the  country 
of  Bhoja,  the  present  Bhojpur,  or  the  vicinity  of 
Patna  and  BhSgalpur.—  Bhojakattya,  as,  a,  am, 
relating  to  or  coming  from  Bhoja-kata  ;  (as),  m.  pi. 
the  inhabitants  of  Bhoja-kata.  —  Bhoja-kanyd,  f.  a 
girl  of  the  race  of  the  Bhojas.  —  Blwja-kula-pra- 

dipa,  as,  m.  '  the  lamp  of  the  race  of  Bhoja,'  epithet 
of  a  king  of  Vidarbha  (Raghu-v.  VII.  26).  —  Bhoja- 
duhitri,  td,  f.  a  daughter  of  Bhoja,  a  princess  or 

queen  of  the  Bhojas  [cf.  bhoja-putrT].—  Jlhoja- 
ileva,  as,  m.  king  Bhoja  (said  to  have  been  king  of 
Dhari  in  Malwa  at  the  beginning  of  the  eleventh 
century  of  our  era  ;  his  capital  being  placed  by  some 
at  Ujjayini  or  Oujein;    he  was  a  great  patron  of 
literature,  and  is  the  reputed  author  of  several  works, 

e.g.  the  Yukti-kalpa-taru,  Vyavahara-samuc'c'aya, 
Sarasvatl-kanthabharana,  and  a  commentary  called 
Raja-martanda  on  the  Yoga-sutras;  cf.bhoja-rdja). 

—  Bkojadeva-^abddnus'dsana  (°da-an°),  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  grammatical  work  (mentioned  by  Ujjvala- 
datta,  Unadi-s.  I.  92).  —  Bhoja-nagara,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  towa  [cf.  bhoja-purd}.  —  Bhoja-narendra 

(°ra-in°),  as,  m.  or  bhoja-nripati,  is,  m.  king 
Bhoja,  =  bkoja-deva.  —  Bhoja-pati,  is,  m.  the  king 
of  the  Bhojas;  king  Bhoja  (see  bhoja-deva);  an 
epithet  of  Kansa.  —  Bhoja-ptitrl,  {.  a  daughter  of 
Bhoja,  a  princess  or  queen  of  the  Bhojas  [cf.  bhoja- 
duhitri].  —  Bhoja-pura,  am,  n.  or  bhoja-puri,  (., 

N.  of  a  town  [cf.  bhoja-nagara"].  —  Bhoja-pra- 
bandha  or  b7toja-Jrdja-prabandha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

Ballala's  biography  of  Bhoja  king  of  Dhara.—  Bko- 
ja-rdja,  as,  m.  the  king  of  the  Bhojas  ;  king  Bhoja 
(said  to  be  the  author  of  several  works,  and  described 

as  a  poet,  astronomer,  lexicographer,  and  philosopher, 
cf.  bhoja-deva).  —  Bhoja-rdjaka-vivarga,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  work  mentioned  in  the  S'imga-dhara-pad- 
dhati.  —  Bhojardja-rdrttika,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work 
mentioned  in  the  Saifkhya-tattva-kaumudi  by  Vaias- 

pati-mis'ra.  —  Bhojardja-vritti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  com- 
mentary on  the  Yoga-sfltra  by  Patanjali  (supposed 

to  have  been  written  under  the  patronage  of  king 

Bhoja).  —  Bhojardjiya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  or 

coming  from  Bhoja-raja.  —  Bhojddhipa  (°ja-adh°), 
as,  m.  *  king  of  the  Bhojas,'  an  epithet  of  Karjsa ; 
of  Kama,  the  half  brother  of  the  Pandus.  —  Bho- 

jddhirdja  (°ja-adh°),  <ts,  m.  the  king  of  the  Bhojas. 
—  Bhojdntd  (°ja-an°),  (.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Bhojen- 
dra  (°ja-in°),  as,  m.  the  king  of  the  Bhojas. 
Bhojaka,  as,  d,  am,  eating ;  (ft.  the  Caus.), 

giving  to  eat,  causing  to  eat,  nourishing;  (as),  m. 
one  who  gives  to  eat,  (perhaps)  a  waiter  at  table ; 
N.  of  a  class  of  priests  (or  Sun-worshippers,  supposed 
to  be  descended  from  the  Magas  by  intermarriage 
with  women  of  the  Bhoja  race). 

Bhojana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  or  giving  to  eat, 
feeding,  nourishing ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  N. 

of  a  river ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  giving  to  eat,  feed- 
ing, nourishing,  serving  up  or  dressing  food,  (in  these 

senses  fr.  the  Caus.)  ;  the  act  of  enjoying,  using, 
eating,  (in  these  and  other  senses  fr.  the  simple  rt., 

cf.  parna-bh°);  a  meal,  food,  (Im-bhojana,  bad 
food,  indifferent  viands);  anything  given  as  sustenance 
or  for  enjoyment,  anything  enjoyed  or  used,  property, 

possession ;  any  object  of  enjoyment.  —  Bhojana- 
kdla,  as,  m.  meal-time,  dinner-time,  supper-time. 

—  Bhojana-tydga,    as,   m.  '  food-abandonment,' 
abstinence  from  food,  hsting.  —  Bhojana-bhdnda, 
am,  n.  a  dish  of  meat.  —  Bhojana-bhumi,  is,  f. 

'eating-place,'  a  place  for  eating.  —  BTiajana-viie- 
sha,  as,  m.  choice  food,  a  dainty,  delicacy.  ••  Bho- 
jana-vritti,  is,  f.  course  or  act  of  eating,  a  meal, 
food.  —  Bhojana-veld,  f.  meal-time,   dinner-time, 
supper-time.  —  Bhojana-vyagra,  at,  a,  am,  occu- 

pied or  engaged  in  eating ;    bewildered   or  strait- 
ened for  want  of  food.  —  Bhojana-vyaya,  as,  m. 

expense  for  food.  —  Bhojanddhikdra  (°na-adh°), 
as,  m.  superintendence  over  food  or  provisions,  the 
office  of  a  master  or  overseer  of  the  kitchen,  commis- 

sariat, stewardship,  charge  of  provender. 
Bhojantya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  eaten  or  enjoyed, 

eatable,  edible;  (fr.  the  Caus.),  to  be  fed,  to  be 
made  to  eat  or  enjoy ;  (am),  n.  food. 

Bhqjayitavya,  as,  d,,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  to  be 
made  to  eat,  to  be  fed  or  nourished. 

Bhojayitri,  td,  trl,  tri  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to 
enjoy  or  eat,  feeding ;  one  who  makes  another  enjoy 
or  eat ;  a  promoter  of  enjoyment  or  amusement. 
Bhojayitvd,  ind.  having  caused  to  eat,  having  fed. 

Bhojas,  Ved.,  in  puru-bh°,  vliva-bh°;  [cf.  bho- 
jase  under  rt.  3.  bkuj,  p.  713,  col.  2.] 

Bhojika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 

Bhojin,  i,  irii,  t,  enjoying,  eating ;  using,  pos- 

sessing, &c.  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  a-s'rdddha- 
bh°,  griha-bh°,  bhujanga-bti"). 
Bhojya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  enjoyed  or  eaten, 

eatable,  palatable  [cf.  priti-bh°] ;  to  be  enjoyed 
carnally ;  to  be  used ;  to  be  suffered  or  experienced ; 
(fr.  the  Caus.),  to  be  made  to  eat,  to  be  fed  or 
nourished  ;  (us),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  («),  f.  a 
princess  of  the  Bhojas  [cf.  lihoja]  ;  (am),  n.  anything 
to  be  enjoyed  or  eaten,  food,  (kn-bhojya,  bad  food, 
indifferent  viands) ;  a  dainty ;  a  feast,  a  store  of 
provisions,  eatables ;  enjoyment,  advantage,  profit. 

—  Bhojya-ltdla,  as,  m.  eating-time,  dinner-time, 
meal-time.  —  Bhojya-td,  i.  or  bhojya-tva,  am,  n. 
the  condition  of  being  eaten,  the  state  of  being  food ; 

bhojyatdm  yd,  to  become  food.  —  Bhojya-maya, 
as,  i,  am,  consisting  ofhod.  —  Bhojya-sambhava, 

as,  m. '  having  its  origin  in  food,'  chyle,  chyme,  the 

primary  juice  of  the  body  [cf.  ra»a~\.  —  Bhujyoshna 
(°ya-u»h°),  as,  d,  am,  too  hot  to  be  eaten. 

W^J  bhota  or  bhota,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country, 

Bhota  (said  to  be  the  same  as  Tibet;  cf.  mahd-b7t°). 

—  Bhota-deia,  as,  m.  the  country  of  Bhota.  —  Bho- 

tanga  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country,  Bhootan. 
—  Bliotanta  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country 
[cf.  bhotdnga]. 

Bhottya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  Tibet,  Tibetan. 

—  Bhotiya-koil,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Bhautta,  at,  m.  a  Tibetan. 

bhomira,  f.  coral. 

bholanatha(l),  as,  m.  an  epithet 

of  Siva;  N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  Mugdha- 
bodha. 

Iholi,  is,  at.  a  camel. 

Ihos  (contracted  fr.  bhavas  for  bha- 
van,  Sir  !  voc.  sing,  of  2.  bhai'at,  q.  v.  ;  cf.  bhagos 
under  bhaga-vat,  p.  696,  col.  i),  an  interjection  or 
vocative  particle  commonly  used  in  addressing  another 

person  and  generally  translateable  by  'O!'  "Ho!' '  there  1'  '  Hallo  !'  '  Ah  1'  '  Alas  !'  (before  vowels  and 
soft  consonants  bhos,  like  bhagos  and  aghos,  is  said 
to  drop  the  final  s,  but  before  vowels  lihoy  is  also 
allowed,  see  P3n.  VIII.  3,  17,  18,  20,  22,  Vopa- 
deva  II.  49,  50  ;  before  hard  consonants,  bhos  or 
bhoh  is  the  form  required,  and  bhoh  before  a 
pause,  but  in  the  later  literature  bho  is  sometimes 
used  where  bhos  or  bhoh  would  be  more  correct; 

in  KathJ-sarit-sagara  XVIII.  an,  bhor  Hi  is  against 

the  rule  ;  in  Hari-vans'a  8301  bhos  occurs  in  the  middle 
of  a  sentence,  and  in  Bhagavata-PurSna  III.  23,  2, 
redundantly  at  the  end  ;  it  is  sometimes  repeated, 

e.  g.  bho  bho  rdjan  in  S'akuntala,  p.  1  2  ;  according 
to  lexicographers  it  may  be  used  as  an  interjection 
of  sorrow  and  of  interrogation.) 

M^*.  bhohara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  men- 
tioned in  the  S'Srn-ga-dhara-paddhati. 

Wi'l«ti  lihaugaka,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Bhogaka. 

^iiai^dS  bhaujakata,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to 

or  coming  from  Bhoja-kata. 

*T|3r3?  bhanjanga,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bhujan-ga), 
relating  to  a  snake,  snake-like,  snaky,  serpent-like, 
serpentine  ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  bha,  the  serpent  asterism, 
the  Nakshatra  ASlesha. 

bhauji,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from Bhoja. 

Bhaujiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  or  coming  from 
Bhauji. 

BJiaujya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  rank  of  a  king  with the  title  of  Bhoja. 

MTJ  bhautta.     See  above. 

HTrT  bhauta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bhuta),  relating 

to  existing  beings  ;  relating  to  or  possessed  by  evil 
spirits,  demoniacal,  crazy,  mad,  silly  ;  formed  of  the 
elements,  elemental,  material  ;  (as),  m.  an  attendant 
upon  idols,  a  worshipper  of  demons  and  spirits,  = 

devala  or  devalaka,  q.  v.  ;  (t),  f.  'time  of  ghosts 
or  spirits,'  night;  (am),  n.  =  bhutdndm  samuha, 
a  collection  or  assemblage  of  Bhutas. 

Bhautalsa,  as,  i,  am,  =  Wiauta,  possessed  by  evil 

spirits. 
Bhautika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bhtita),  coming  from 

or  relating  to  existing  beings,  belonging  to  created 
beings,  (bhautika  sarga,  the  creation  of  beings, 
the  corporeal  creation)  ;  relating  or  pertaining  to 
evil  spirits  ;  possessed  by  evil  spirits  ;  formed  of  the 
elements,  produced  by  the  coarse  or  visible  elements, 
relating  to  the  elements,  elemental,  existent,  material  ; 

(as),  m.  S'iva  (fr.  bhiiti,  ashes  ?)  ;  a  sort  of  monk  ; 
(am),  n.  anything  elemental  or  material  ;  a  pearl 
(probably  for  mauktika).'-Bhautika-matha,  as, 
m.  a  college  of  monks,  monastery,  convent.  —  Bhau- 

tika-vidyd,  f.  '  spirit-science,"  sorcery,  witchcraft. 
Bhautya,  as,  m.  (fr.  bhuti),  N.  of  a  Manu  ;  (as, 

ti,  am),  relating  to  the  preceding  Manu. 
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HI  If  I  (4  bhaupala,    as,   m.   (fr.  bhu-pala),  I  ruin,  overturn,  expel;  to  cause  to  be  lost,  cause  to 
the  son  of  a  king,  a  prince. 

bhauma,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bhiimi),  be- 
longing or  relating  to  the  earth,  dedicated  to  the 

earth ;  existing  on  or  in  the  earth,  produced  or  com- 
ing from  the  earth  or  ground,  earthly,  terrestrial, 

terrene ;  consisting  or  made  of  earth,  earthy ;  com- 
ing from  the  land  (as  revenue  &c.);  relating  to  the 

planet  Mars  or  to  his  day,  falling  on  Tuesday,  (in 
this  sense  fr.  bhauma,  the  planet  Mars) ;  (as),  m. 
water ;  light ;  ambergris  ( =  ambara) ;  a  red  flower- 

ing Punar-nava1 ;  a  metronymic  of  several  persons ; N.  of  a  kind  of  supernatural  being  or  spirit  haunting 
the  earth  ;  of  Atri ;  of  the  Daitya  Naraka ;  of  the 

planet  Mars,  (faro  bhaumasya,  Tuesday) ;  an  epi- 
thet of  the  twenty-seventh  MuhOrta ;  (t),  f. '  produced 

from  the  earth,'  an  epithet  of  Sits ;  (am),  n.  any- 
thing coming  from  the  earth,  dust,  &c. ;  a  particular 

mode  of  sitting  practised  by  Yogins ;  =  bliiimi,  ground, 
floor,  ceiling,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  —  Bhau- 
ma-6dra,  as,  m.  '  the  course  of  the  planet  Mars,' 
N.  of  the  sixth  chapter  of  Bhattotpala's  commentary 
on  VarSha-mihira's  Brihat-samhita.—  Bhauma-dar- 
ianOrCara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Mina- 
raja-jataka  ascribed  to  YavanesVara.  —  Bhaurna- 
deva-iipi,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  writing.  —  Bhau- 
ma-ratna,  am,  n.  cord.  —  Bhauma-cam,  as,  m. 
'  Mars-day,"  Tuesday. 
Bhaumaka,  as,  m.  any  animal  living  in  the  earth. 
Bhaumana,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  VisVa-karman, 

(for  bhauvana,  q.  v.) 
Bliaumika,  as,  i,  am,  being  or  existing  on  the 

earth,  earthly,  earthy,  terrestrial,  terrene,  belonging 
to  any  particular  piece  of  ground. 
Bhaumya  =  bhaamika  above. 

W^  bhaura,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Bhflri. 
Bhaurika,  as,  m.  the  superintendent  of  gold  in  a 

royal  treasury,  a  treasurer,  (fr.  bhuri,  gold.) 

H7iX<*l'<f*!J  bhaurikdyani,  is,  m.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Bhauriki  below. 

Bhauriki,  is,  m.  a  patronymic.  —  Bhauriki-m- 
dha,  as,  a,  am,  see  Pin.  IV.  2,  54. 

bhaulikayani,  is,  m.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Bhauliki  below. 

Bhauliki,  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 

bhaulingi,  is,  m.  (fr.  bhu-linga), 
a  king  of  BhQ-lirrga. 

bhauvana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bhuvana), 

belonging  to  the  world ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Visva- 
karman  [cf.  bhaumanu] ;  a  son  of  Manthu. 
Bhauvandyana,  as,  m.  (fr.  bhmana  or  bhau- 

vana), Ved.  a  patronymic. 

•*n<uf<;qi  bhauvddika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  i. 
&A5  +  adi),  belonging  to  that  class  of  roots  which 
begins  with  bhu,  i.  e.  belonging  to  the  first  class. 

bhauvdyana,  as,  m.  (fr.  bhuva), 
Ved.  a  patronymic ;  N.  of  Kapi-vana. 

VUJJ   bhyas,  cl.  I .  A.  bhyasate,  babhyase, 
•^  bhyasitum,  Ved.  to  fear,  be  afraid,  trem- 

ble   [cf.  rt.  i.  bhl]:   Caus.  bhydsayatl,   -yitum, 
Aor.  abibhyanat,  to  cause  to  fear,  frighten  :  Desid. 
bibhyasiehate :  Intens.  bdbhyasyate,  bdbhyasti. 

bhranJ  or  bhras  (sometimes  written 
bhrans ;  cf.  rt.  bltrU),  d.  4.  P.  bkro4- 

yati  (ep.  also  bhrafyate,  &c.),  cl.  i.  A.  bhranfate, 
liabhrnnia,  babhranie,  bhranslihyati,  -te,  abhra- 
iat,  alih-nmlishta,  bhranMiim,  Indec.  part,  bhran- Mra  or  bhrathfrn,  to  fall,  tumble,  drop  or  fill down,  fall  out;  to  decline,  decrease,  decay  fade disappear,  vanish,  to  be  ruined  or  lost ;  to  fall  from 
stray  from,  be  separated  from,  be  deprived  of  lose 
(with  abl.);  to  run  away,  flee  from  (with  abl )  • 
Caus.  bhrantayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ababhmnM.  to 
cause  to  fell,  throw  or  cast  down,  precipitate ;'  to 

disappear  or  vanish  ;  to  cause  to  be  separated  from, 
deprive  of  (with  ace.  of  person  and  abl.  of  thing)  : 
Desid.  bibhrans'ishali,  -te:  Intens.  bubhrafyate, 
bdbhrashti,  banibhradyate,  banlbhran&ti,  banl- 
bhmnshti;  [cf.  Angl.  Sax.  hreosan,  reosan,  'to 
fall  ;'  artson,  '  to  rise  :'  Goth,  ur-riscm,  us-hrii- 

jan,  af-hrisjan,  '  to  cast  off.'] 
Bhranto,  as,  m.  falling,  falling  off,  a  fall;  de- 

clining, decline,  decrease  ;  decay,  overthrow,  destruc- 
tion, ruin  (e.  g.  deia-bh",  ruin  of  a  country)  ;  dis- 

appearance ;  running  away  ;  separating  from,  aban- 
doning, deserting  ;  losing,  loss  [cf.  jdti-bh0]  ',  de- 

viating or  straying  from  (propriety  &c.). 
lihrantathii,  us,  m.=pra-bhranfathu,  q.  v. 
Bhransatui,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  the  simple  rt.  and 

Caus.),  causing  to  fall,  precipitating,  throwing  down  ; 
(am),  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  fall,  precipitating  ; 
falling  from,  being  deprived  of,  losing  (with  abl.). 
Bhran&ta,  as,  d,  am  (ft.  the  Caus.),  made  to 

fall,  thrown  down. 
Bhraniin,  i,  int,  i,  falling,  tumbling,  falling 

down,  falling  out,  falling  from  or  off,  coming  to 
ruin,  decaying  ;  causing  to  fall,  ruining,  annihilating  ; 

[cf.  tvartha-bh".'] Bhrashta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen,  dropped,  fallen 
down,  fallen  out  or  off;  declined,  decayed,  ruined, 

disappeared,  lost  ;  fallen  from,  strayed  from  (with-abl., 
e.  g.  sdrtkdd  bhrashta  ushtrah,  a  camel  strayed 
from  a  caravan)  ;  separated  from,  deprived  of  (with 
abl.)  ;  depraved,  vicious,  a  backslider  ;  (a),  f.  a  fallen 
or  unchaste  woman.  —  Bhrashta-kriya,  as,  d,  am, 
one  who  has  discontinued  or  omitted  prescribed  acts. 

—  Bhrash/a-guda,  as,  d,  am,  suffering  from  pro- 
lapsus ani.  —  Bhratthta-nidra,  as,  d,  am,  deprived 

of  sleep.  —  Bhrashta-yoga,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
has  fallen  from  devotion,  a  backslider.  —  Bhrashta- 
rdjya,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  from  or  deprived  of  a  king- 

dom. —  Bhrashtddhikdra  (°ta-adh°),  as,  a,  am, 
fallen  from  office,  deprived  of  office.  —  Bhraihtd- 
dhikara-tva,  am,  n.  loss  of  office. 
Bhrashtaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  (d«),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  his  descendants. 

Bhras'ya,  asid,am  (fr.  Caus.  of  rt.  bltra.1!  or  fr.  rt. 
bhrds'?),  Ved.  to  be  made  to  fall,  to  be  struck  down  ; 
(according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  X.  116,  5,  bhrd- 
fyani  =  dyudhdni,  'weapons/  and  connected  with rt.  bhrdi,  to  shine.) 

• 

bhratts.     See  rt.  bhrans,  col.  i. 

bhrakunsa  or  bhraknnsa,  as,  m.  an 

actor  in  female  apparel  ;  [cf.  bhrikuniSa,  bhrukuns'a, 
bhrtilcuns'a.] 

bhra-kuti  or  bhra-kuti  =  bhrii-kuti, 

t's,  f.  a  contraction  of  the  eyebrows,  frown.  —  Bhra- 
kuti-mnkha,  am,  n.  a  face  with  contracted  eyebrows, 
frowning  face,  (also  written  bhrikufi-mukha.) 

bhraksh.     See  rt.  bhriksh,  p.  720. 

I.  bhraj  ingiri-bhraj,([.v.;  (the  word 

bhraj  is  thought  to  be  fr.  a  lost  rt.  6/tro/  =  Lat. 
frango.) 

£13^2.  bhraj,  f.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  stiffness; 

[cf.  mrUa-bh°.] I  .  bhrnjj  (in  the  Dhatu-patha  writ- 
ten bhrasj;  cf.  rt.  bhrij),  cl.  6.  P.  A. 

bhrijjati,  -te  (for  bharjate,  see  it.bhrij),bablt  rnjj/i, 
babharjja,  babhrajje,  babharjje,  bhrashtd,  bhar- 
shtd,  bhrakshyati,  -te,  bharkshyati,  -te,  abhrd- 
kihit,  abhdrkshit,  abhrashta,  abharshta,  bhrash- 
tum,  bharshtum,  to  fry,  broil,  grill,  parch,  scorch, 
roast  (especially  grain)  :  Pass,  bhrijjyate  :  Caus. 
bhrajjayati,  bharjjayali,  -yitum,  Aor.  aba- 
bhrajjat,  to  fry,  roast  :  Desid.  bibhrakshati, 
-te,  bibharkshati,  -te,  bibhrajjishati,  -te  [cf.  6s- 
bhrakshu,  bibhrajjishu]  ;  Intens.  barlbhri/jyate, 
bdbhraehti  or  bdbharshti  (?)  ;  [cf.  Gr.  <j>p(if-<u, 

Lat. 

f  rictus,  frixus;  Old  Germ,  hr/i/  !/•'/«  =  Angl.  Sax; 1,1-iii-itn  =Old  Iceland.  brugga**Eng.  brew;  Hib. 

bruighim,  '  I  boil,  seeth.'] Bhrishta,  bhrish/i,  &c.     See  p.  721,  col.  I. 

2.  bhrajj,  bhrat',  t,  t  (or  bftHt,  t,  t,  if  fr. 
bhrijj,  q.  v.),  frying,  roasting,  (at  the  end  of  a 
comp.,  e.g.  dhdnd-bh°t  roasting  or  parching  grain, 

see  Pin.  VIII.  2,  36.)' Bhrajjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  frying,  parching, 
roasting  ;  [cf.  bhrijjana,  bharjana.] 
lihrashtavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  fried,  to  be 

parched  or  roasted. 
Bhranh/ra,  am,  n.  a  frying-pan,  gridiron. 
Bhrdshtra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  frying-pan  ;  (fls), 

m.  light,  ether  (in  this  sense  probably  to  be  con- 
nected with  rt.  bhrdtf)  ;  (as,  I,  am),  fried  or  cooked 

in  a  frying-pan.  —  Bhrdshtra-ja,  as,  d,  am,  pro- 
duced or  cooked  in  a  frying-pan  ;  (a),  f.  a  pan-cake 

made  of  rice-flour.  —  Bhrdshtram-indha,  as,  d,  am, 

heating  the  frying-pan,  one  who  fries  or  cooks. 
—  Ilhrdshtra-vratin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Bhrdshtraka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  frying-pan. 
Bhrashiraki,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  (also  read 

bhrdshtra-krit.) 

)J  JM    bhran  [cf.  rts.  bhram,  ran],  cl.  I. 
•s  P.  bhranati,  babhrdna,  bhranitwm,  to 

sound,  utter  a  sound. 

blira-bhanga,  as,  m.  =  bhru-bhanga 
under  o/w«,  p.  726,  col.  2. 

VTTT  bhram,  cl.  i.  4.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 

X  bhramati  (-te),  bhrdmyati  (-te;  accord- 
ing to  Pin.  III.  i,  70,  a  form  bhramati  is  admis- 

sible; the  form  bhramyati  is  doubtful),  babhrdma 
(2nd  sing,  babhramitha  or  bhremitha,  3rd  pi. 
babhramus  or  bhremus),  bhramishyati,  abhra- 
mit,  bhramitum  or  bhrdntum,  (perhaps  originally) 
to  fly  about  humming  (as  insects)  ;  to  roam  or 
wander  about,  rove  or  ramble  about,  go  or  move 
about,  (bhiksham  bhram,  to  go  about  begging)  ; 
to  stroll,  perambulate  ;  to  circulate,  revolve,  turn  or 
whirl  round,  move  in  a  circle  or  orbit,  move  round 
(as  the  stars  &c.)  ;  to  totter,  stagger  about,  waver  ; 
to  go  astray,  stray,  deviate  (from  rectitude),  err,  be 
in  error  or  mistake,  be  perplexed,  be  foolish  or 
ignorant;  to  move  to  and  fro,  move  unsteadily, 
flicker,  flutter,  vibrate,  quiver  (as  the  tongue,  eyes, 
flames,  &c.)  ;  to  surround  ;  to  roam  or  wander 

through,  go  over  (with  ace.,  e.  g.  des"am  bhram,  to wander  through  a  country)  :  Caus.  b/iramayati, 

bhrdmayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  abibhramat,  to  cause 
or  make  to  wander,  make  to  rove  or  roam  ;  to 
cause  to  turn  round  or  revolve;  to  whirl  round, 
swing  ;  to  cause  to  roll  or  roll  along  or  through  ; 
to  cause  to  err,  delude,  perplex,  embarrass,  con- 

fuse, seduce;  to  cause  to  move  to  and  fro,  wave, 

brandish,  agitate,  vibrate:  Pass,  of  Caus.  bhrdm- 
yate,  to  be  made  to  wander  or  whirl,  caused  to  err, 
made  to  go  astray  :  Desid.  bibhramixhati  :  Intens. 
bambhramyate,  bambhramiti,  bambhrdnti,  to 
roam  about  repeatedly,  move  frequently  to  and  fro, 
wander  through  ;  [cf.  Gr.  fipfp-oi,  u^ 
Ppop-o-s,  Upov-rJi,  paflpafoi,  ire/ufpri 

tpopfu-ff,  pinftai;   Lat.  frem-o,  frem-or, 
frem-itu-s;  Old  Germ,  brem-an,  Irremo,  briosa; 

Angl.  Sax.  bremman;  Old  Iceland,  brim,  '  surf.'] 
Bambhramyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  roaming  or  wan- dering about  repeatedly. 

Bhrama,  as,  m.  roving  or  roaming  about,  wan- 
dering about  ;  moving  or  going  round,  turning 

round,  whirling,  revolving,  moving  or  going  to  and 
fro  ;  straying,  erring  ;  a  flickering  flame  (Ved.)  ; 
a  circular  motion,  whirl  ;  a  whirlpool,  eddy  ;  a 

potter's  wheel  ;  a  lathe  ;  a  grindstone  ;  giddiness, 
dizziness  ;  wandering  of  mind  ;  confusion,  perplexity, 
error,  mistake,  aberration,  misconception,  misappre- 

hension, delusion  [cf.  sthanu-bh°]  ;  a  spring,  foun- 
tain, watercourse  ;  (at),  ind.  by  an  error  or  mistake.- 

—  Bhrama-tca,  am,  n.  whirling  round,  the  being 
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in  error  or  mistake,  erroneousness.  "Bhramdsakta 

(°ma-ds°),  as,  m.  '  occupied  in  grinding,'  a  knife- 
grinder,  sword-cleaner,  armourer. 
Bhratnaua,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  simple  rt.  or  Caus.), 

the  act  of  roaming,  wandering  about,  travelling,  tour- 
ing, a  tour ;  turning  round,  whirling ;  revolution^ 

the  orbit  (of  aplanet  &c.) ;  wavering,  staggering, 
tottering,  shaBfig  about,  unsteadiness,  deviation 
(from  rectitude)  ;  causing  to  go  round  or  move 

about ;  erring,  falling  into  error ;  giddiness,  dizzi- 
ness ;  (i),  f.  a  sort  of  game  (played  by  lovers,  pro- 

bably consisting  in  circular  movements  or  waltzes) ; 
a  leech  ;  N.  of  one  of  five  DhSranas  or  mental  con- 

ceptions of  the  elements  (viz.  that  of  the  wind ;  the 

others  being  stambhim,  earth;  dharinl,  water;  da- 
hanl,  fire ;  and  ioshini,  ether).  *  Bhramana-vila- 

sita,  N.  of  a  metre.— liiiramandrthe  (°na-ar°), 
ind.  for  the  sake  of  travelling. 
Bhramamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  roamed  about,  to 

be  wandered  through. 

Bhramat,  an,  and,  at,  roaming,  roving,  prowl- 
ing, wandering,  sauntering  about,  turning  round, 

whirling,  shaking,  &c.  —  Bhramat-kut'i ,  f.  a  sort  of umbrella,  a  concave  mat  carried  on  the  head ;  [cf. 

jangama-ku,ti.~\ Bhramamdna,  as,  a,  am,  wandering  about, 
whirling  round ;  being  in  error. 
Bhramara,  as,  m.  a  large  black  bee,  a  kind  of 

humble  bee,  any  bee ;  a  lover,  gallant,  libertine ;  a 

young  man  ;  a  potter's  wheel ;  a  particular  position 
of  the  hand ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (a),  f.  =  bhramara- 
Mhalli  below;  (i),  f.  a  bee;  the  plant  Jatuki, 

q.  v. ;  the  plant  Putra-datri,  q.  v. ;  (am),  n.  giddi- 
ness, vertigo,  epilepsy.  —  Bhramara-karandaka, 

as,  m.  a  small  box  containing  bees  (used  by  thieves 

to  extinguish  a  candle-light  by  letting  the  bees 
escape),  a  dark  lantern  (1).~BTiramara-klta,  as, 
m.  a  species  of  wasp  that  builds  its  nest  in  the 
corners  of  walls,  doors,  &c.,  Vespa  Solitaria.  —  Bhra- 
mara-kunda,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place  on  the 

mountain  Nila  (mentioned  in  Raghu-natha's  Rasika- 
ramana).  —  Bhramara-dShalli,  f.  a  species  of  creeper 

(=  lihringa-mulikd,  bhringdln'd,  bhramard). 

—  Bhramara-pada,  am,  n.  '  bee-foot,"  a  kind  of 
metre,  four  times  —  w  —  w  —  ut-rwuifi/v/w   . 

—  Bhramara-priya,  as,  m. '  dear  to  bees,'  a  par- 
ticular sort  of  Kadamba  plant  ( =  dhdrd-kadamba). 

—  Bhramara-bddhd,  f.  annoyance  caused  by  a  bee, 
molestation  by  a  bee.  —  Bhramara-mandala,  am, 
n.  a  circle  or  swarm  of  bees.  —  Bhramara-mdri,  f. 

'  bee-killing,'  a  particular  plant  or  flower  (growing 
in  Malwa,  =  bhriitfja-mdri,  bhramarari).—Bhra- 
mara-mlasita,  as,  a,  am,  (a  creeper,  lotus,  &c.) 
about  which  bees  hover  or  sport;    (am),   n.  the 
hovering  or  sporting  of  bees ;  (d,  am),  f.  n.  a  species 
of  metre,  four  times   ,www-.  —  Bhra- 

mardtithi  (°ra-at°),  is,  m.  '  bee-guest,' the  plant 
Michelia  Champaka.  —  Bhramarimanda  (°ra-<™°), 
as,  m.  '  bee-joy,'  N.  of  several  plants,  Mimusops 
Elengi,  Gsertnera  Racemosa  (  =  atimuktaka),  the 
red-flowering    globe    amaranth    ( =  raktdmlana). 

—  Bhrumardmbd-kshetra  (°ra-am°),  am,  n.,  N. 

of  a  district  sacred  to  Durg5  ;  [cf.  bhrdmart,  ambd.~\ 
—  Bhramardri  (°ra-ari),  is,  m. '  bee-enemy'  ( = 
bhramara-mdrl,  q.  v.).  —  Bhramardlaka  (°ra- 
oZD),   as,   m.   *  bee-curl,'  a   curl  on  the  forehead. 
—  Bhramardrali  (°ra-dv°),  f.  '  bee-line,'  N.  of  a 
species  of  the  Ati-sakkan   metre.  —  Bhramardsh- 

taka  (°ra-ash°),  am,  n.  '  eight  verses  on  the  bee/ 
N.  of  a  collection  of  eight  verses.  —  llhramareshta 

(°ra-ish°),  as,  m.  '  loved  by  bees,"  a  sort  of  Big- 
nonia ;  (d),  f.  the  plant  Clerodendrum  Siphonanthus 

( =  bhumi-jambii,  q.v.).  —  llhramarolsavd  (°ra- 
vf),  f.  '  bee-delight,"  the  plant  Gaertnera  Racemosa 
(  =  III:  nil,  i  lr:-:. 

Bhramaraka,  as,  m.  a  bee ;  a  whirlpool ;  (as, 
am),  m.  n.  a  lock  of  hair  or  curl  hanging  down  on 
the  forehead  ;  a  humming-top ;  a  ball  for  playing 
with ;  (ikd),  f.  the  act  of  wandering  or  straying  in 
all  directions.  —  Bhramarikd-drishti,  is,  f.  a  wan- 

dering glance  (?). 

Bhramdya  (fr.  bhramat,  see  Gana  Bhrisadi  to 
PJn.  III.  1,12),  Norn.  A.  bhramdyate,  &c.,  (pro- 

bably) to  begin  turnins;  round  or  revolving ;  to  roam 

about^bepbme  a  vagabond. 
Bhrami,  in  (according  to  some  also  bhrami),  f. 

whirling  or  turning  round,  turning  about,  going 

round,  circulating,  revolving  [cf.  samvatsara-blt0]  ; 
a  potter's  wheel,  a  turner's  lathe ;  a  whirlpool ;  a 
whirlwind ;  any  circular  arrangement  of  troops,  a  cir- 

cle formed  by  troops ;  an  error,  a  mistake  ;  N.  of  a 

daughter  of  S'isu-mura  and  wife  of  Dhruva. 
Bhramita,  as,  d,  am,  whirled  round,  made  to 

go  round,  &c. 
Bhramin,  i,  ini,  i,  roaming  about,  going  round 

or  about,  whirling  round,  revolving,  making  a  circuit, 
turning  round  (as  the  wind),  erratic. 

Bhrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  roamed,  wandered  (some- 
times impersonally,  e.  g.  tair  bhrdntam,  it  has 

been  wandered  by  them ;  and  even  with  ace.,  e.  g. 
deiam  bhrdntam,  it  has  been  wandered  through  a 
country) ;  whirled  round,  turned  round,  revolved, 
rolled  ;  confused,  perplexed,  bewildered,  gone  astray, 

mistaken,  in  error,  blundering ;  roaming  or  wander- 
ing about,  turning  round,  whirling,  rolling,  stagger- 
ing, flying  or  careering  round  and  round  (as  a  bird), 

moving  to  and  fro  ;  (as),  m.  an  elephant  in  rut ;  a 
species  of  thorn-apple,  —  rdja-dhusluraka  ;  (am), 
n.  roaming,  wandering  about,  moving  to  and  fro ;  a 
particular  mode  of  fighting ;  error,  mistake,  delusion, 

blunder.  —  Bhrdnta-c"itta,  as,  d,  am,  confused  or 
perplexed  in  mind.  —  Bhrdnta-buddhi,  is,  is,  i, 
confused  in  intellect,  perplexed  in  mind,  puzzled. 

Bhrdnti,  is,  f.  the  act  or  state  of  wandering  about, 
roaming,  going  round,  flying  about,  turning  round, 
revolution,  whirling,  rolling,  a  whirl  or  rapid  rotary 

motion ;  confusion,  perplexity,  delirium  [cf.  mati- 

bh°] ;  error,  going  astray,  mistake,  delusion,  false 
idea  or  supposition,  wrong  notion  (e.  g.  padma- 
bhrdntyd,  under  the  false  idea  of  [its  being]  a  lotus ; 
brdhmana-bhrdnti,  the  error  of  supposing  [those 
works  to  be]  Brahmanas) ;  unsteadiness ;  doubt,  un- 

certainty. —  Bhrdnti-l-ara,  as,  I,  am,  causing  error 

or  confusion.  —  Bhranti-nds'ana,  as,  m. '  destroying 
error,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Bhrdnti-mat,  an,  atl, 
at,  wandering  or  roaming  about,  whirling ;  erring, 
mistaken,  being  under  a  delusion,  labouring  under 
an  error;  entertaining  a  false  notion;  a  particular 
figure  of  rhetoric  (describing  an  error).  —  Bhranti- 
luira,  as,  d,  am,  taking  away  delusion,  removing 
error ;  (as),  m.  a  counsellor,  minister. 
Bhrdntvd,  ind.  having  wandered  about,  having 

roamed  through ;  having  whirled, 

Bhrdma,  as,  m.  roaming  about,  wandering,  un- 
steadiness, delusion,  error,  mistake. 

Bhrdmaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.  or  fr. 
bhrama),  causing  to  whirl;  causing  error  or  mis- 

take, bewildering,  perplexing,  puzzling,  deceitful, 
deceptive,  false;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of  loadstone  or 
magnet  (so  called  from  its  causing  iron  to  turn 
round) ;  sun-flower,  heliotrope ;  a  deceiver,  cheat, 
rogue ;  a  jackal ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  plant 
(commonly  called  Laghu-dhayati). 
Bhrdmana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  turn 

round,  swinging  or  turning  round ;  (i),  f.  '  the  be- 
wilderer,'  N.  of  a  female  demon. 
Bhrdmayat,  an,  antl,  at,  causing  to  turn  round, 

whirling  round,  bewildering. 

Bhramara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  Wiramara),  relating 
or  belonging  to  a  bee ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  kind  of 

magnet  or  loadstone  [cf.  bhrdmaka']  ;  (am),  n. 
whirling  round ;  dancing  round ;  vertigo,  giddiness, 
epilepsy;  honey;  a  village;  a  kind  of  coitus ;  («), 
f.  an  epithet  of  Durga  or  Parvati  (from  her  having 
assumed  the  form  of  a  bee  to  contend  with  Mahi- 
shasura?);  a  Yogini  or  female  attendant  on  Durga. 
Bhramarin,  I,  ini,  i  (fr.  bhrdmara),  whirling 

round,  revolving ;  affected  with  vertigo,  giddy ;  hav- 
ing epilepsy,  epileptic ;  made  of  honey. 

Bhramin,  I,  ini,  i,  confused,  perplexed. 

Bhrdmyat,  an,  antl,  at,  roaming  or  rambling 
about,  strolling  about,  perambulating ;  erring. 

Bhramyamana,  ae,  a,  am,  being  caused  to 
wander  about,  being  made  to  whirl  round,  being 
caused  to  err  or  go  astray. 

bhramatra,  a  particular  high  num- 
ber. 

bhras.  Seert.  bhrans,  p.  724,  col.  i. 

bhrasiman,  a,  m.  (fr.  bhrisa),  po- 

tency, mightiness,  vehemence,  violence,  excessive- ness,  strength. 

bhrasishtha,  bhra&yas.    See  under 

rt.  thrif,  p.  721,  col.  I. 
HIT  bhrashta,  bhrashtaka.     See   p.  724, 

col.  2. 

yytt(  bhrashtavya,  bhrashfra.   See  p.  724, 

col.  3. 

bhrasj.    See  rt.  I.  bhrqjj,  p.  724, 
COI.  2. 

i.  bhrdj  (connected  with  rts.  raj, 

Ihrai,  lihlai,  bhrej,  bhrij),  cl.  I.  A. 
bhrajate  (Ved.  and  ep.  also  P.  bhrajatt),  babhrdje 

(babhraja)  or  bhreje  (3rd  pi.  babhrdjire  or  bhre- 
jire,  Pan.  VI.  4,  125),  bhrdjishyate,  abhrdjishta 
(Ved.  abhrdt,  abhrdji),  bhrdjitum,  to  shine,  glitter, 

gleam,  glow,  flash,  beam,  sparkle:  Caus.  bhrdja- 
yati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ababhrdjat,  abibhrajat,  to 
make  to  shine,  illuminate,  irradiate  :  Desid.  bibkra- 
jishate:  Iatens.bdbhrdjyate,babhrashti;  [cf.  Gr. 

vp6-s,  <fi\u£  :  Lat.  ftdg-e-o,  fulg-ur,  fid-vu-i,  flag- 
ra-re,  flam-ma  for  flag-ma,  fld-men  for  flag-men, 

'  the  kindler,  i.  e.  priest  :'  Goth,  bairh-t-s,  '  mani- 
fest ;'  balrhtei,  '  light  :'  Angl.  Sax.  bearht,  beorht, 

probably  bide,  Utxc-an,  blic-an:  Old  Germ. 
beraht,  blanch,  blich-an,  blich,  bite,  blig:  Engl. 

bright  :  Russ.  blescu  :  Lith.  blizg-ti,  '  I  shine  :' 
Scot,  breagh,  '  shining,  beautiful  ;'  breachad,  boUlsg, 
'  splendor  ;'  boillsgeach,  '  splendid.'] 

2.  bhrdj,  bhrdt,  f.  (Pan.  VIII.  a,  36),  Ved.  light, 

lustre,  splendor,  glitter  ;  [cf.  deva-bk°,  na-6A°.] 
Bhrdja,  as,  d,  am,  shining,  gleaming,  glittering 

(Ved.)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  suns  ;  of 
a  particular  kind  of  fire  (mentioned  in  Hari-vansa, 
I.  10467);  of  a  Gandharva  protecting  the  Soma 

(Ved.  )  ;  of  a  work  composed  in  S'lokas  and  ascribed 
to  Katyayana  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

Bhrdjaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  the  Cans.),  causing 
to  shine,  illuminating,  making  bright  (said  of  the 
digestive  fire  and  bile  as  brightening  the  skin)  ; 

(am),  n.  the  bile,  bilious  humor,  gall. 

Bhrajat,  an,  antl,  at,  shining,  gleaming,  glitter- 

ing. —  Bhrdjaj-janman,  anas,  m.  pi.,  Ved.  '  having 
a  brilliant  native  place  or  origin,  brilliant  from  birth,' 
an  epithet  of  the  Maruts;  (Say.)  having  brilliant 

forms  (=dipta-s"arira).  —  Bhrdjad-rishti,  ayas, 

m.  pi.,  Ved.  '  bright-weaponed  '  (having  bright 
gleams  of  lightning),  an  epithet  of  the  Maruts; 
(Say.  =dipyamdndyudha.) 

Bhrajathu,  us,  m.  brilliance,  splendor,  glitter, 
beauty.  —  Bhrdjathu-mat,  dm,  atl,  at,  shining, 
beautiful  (said  of  a  woman). 

Bhrdjana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  the  act  of 
causing  to  shine,  illuminating. 

Bhrdjamdna,  as,  d,  am,  shining,  brilliant. 

Bhrdjayat,  an,  antl,  at,  causing  to  shine,  illu- 
minating. 

Bhrdjas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  sparkling,  glittering;  [cf. 

ayni-bh".']  —  Bhrdjas-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  spark- 
ling, glittering  ;  containing  the  word  bhrdjas.—Bhrd- 

jas^vin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  =  bhrdjas-vat  above. 
Bhrdjin,  i,  ini,  i,  shining,  gleaming,  glittering. 

Bhrajira,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  gods  under 
the  Manu  Bhautya. 

Bhrajishtha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  fr.  rt.  I.  bttraj), 

8  Y 
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shining  very  brightly,  highly  glittering  or  radiant; 
(at),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Ghrita-prishtha. 

Bhrdjishnu,  us,  ui,  u,  shining,  gleaming,  splen- 
did, radiant,  elegant  ;  (iw),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ; 

of  Siv3.-Bhrdjishiiu-td,  f.  radiance,  brightness, 
splendor,  splendid  appearance. 

Bhrdjis,  is,  f.  =  bhrdjas,  p.  ?25.—Bhrdjish- 
mat,  an,  ati,  at,  splendid,  shining. 
Bhrdjobhrddantya  (?),  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race. 

«TfJ  bhrdtri,  td,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  bhri, 

and  originally  meaning  'a  supporter'),  a  brother, 
uterine  brother,  own  brother,  (ku-bhrdtri,  a  bad 
brother)  ;  an  intimate  friend  or  relation,  a  cousin  or 

near  relative  in  general,  an  intimate  friend,  (some- 
times used  as  a  term  of  friendly  address)  ;  (tarau), 

m.  du.  brother  and  sister;  [cf.  Zend  bratar:  Gr. 

<pp&TT]p,  tppdraip,  <f>piiTp-ia,  ippdrp-a  or  ippri-TpT), 
<pptLTpi(-ai,  <ppaTp«J£-cu,  ipparpioi  Seat  :  Lat.  f  rater, 

fraternu-s,  frdtr-ia,  'a  brother's  wife  :'  Umbr./ro- 
ter:  Goth,  brothar,  pi.  bro-thra-hans,  '  brethren:' 
Angl.  Sax.  brodhor  :  Old  Germ,  bruodar:  Slav. 
brdtrS,  :  Lith.  broter-eli-s,  a  diminutive  ;  br6-li-s, 

'  brother  ;'  brotA-szi-s,  '  a  cousin  :'  Old  Pruss.  bra- 

ti-t  :  Russ.  brat:  Hib.  brathair.~\  —  Shrrltitr- 
jdyd,  f.  (bhrdtur,  gen.  sing.),  a  brother's  wife,  sister- 
in-law.  —  Bhrdtushrputra,  as,  m.  (bhratush  for 

lihriltus,  gen.  sing.),  a  brother's  son,  nephew;  (i), 
f.  a  brother's  daughter,  niece.  ••  Bhrdtri-gundhi, 
**,  is,  i,  or  bhrdtri-gandhika,  as,  a,  am,  a  brother 
only  in  appearance,  having  merely  the  name  of 

brother.  —  Bhratri-ja,  as,  m.  a  brother's  son;  (a), 
f  .  a  brother's  daughter.  —  Bhratri-jdyd,  f.  a  brother's 
wife,  sister-in-law.  —  Bhrdtri-tta,  am,  n.  fraternity, 
brotherhood.  —  Bhratri-datta,  as,  a,  am,  given  by 
a  brother  ;  (am),  n.  anything  given  by  a  brother  to 
a  sister  on  her  marriage.  —  Bhrdtri-dvitiyd,  f.  a 
festival  on  the  second  day  in  the  light  half  of  the 

month  Karttika  (on  which  sisters  give  entertain- 
ments to  brothers  in  commemoration  of  Yamuna's 

entertaining  her  brother  Yama).  —  Bhrdtri-patni,  f. 

a  brother's  wife.  —  Bhrdtri-padma-vana,  am,  n.  a 
group  of  lotus-like  brethren.  —  Bhrdtri-putra,  as, 

m.  a  brother's  son,  nephew.  —  Bhrdtri-bhaginyau, 
du.  a  brother  and  sister.  —  Bhrdtri-mat,  an,  ati, 

at,  having  a  brother  or  brothers.  —  Bhratri-vadhu, 

us,  f.  a  brother's  wife.  —  Bhrdtri-vala,  as,  a,  am, 
possessing  a  brother  or  brothers.  —  Bhratri-sru- 

tfura,  as,  m.  a  husband's  eldest  brother.  —  Bhrdtri- 
einha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Bhratri-hatyd,  f. 
fratricide. 

Bhratnka,  at,  a,  am,  having  a  brother,  (at  the 

end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  a-bhT)  ;  coming  from  a  brother, 
of  or  belonging  to  a  brother,  fraternal,  brotherly  (in 
this  sense  the  fem.  is  i). 

Bhrdtrivya,  as,  m.  a  brother's  son,  nephew, 
cousin  ;  a  rival,  enemy,  adversary  ;  [cf.  Lat.  fra- 
truelis.^  —  Bhrdtrivya-kshayana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 

destroying  rivals.  —  Bhrdtrivya-c'dtana,  as,  a,  am, 
scaring  or  frightening  away  rivals.  —  Bhriitrivya- 
•cat,  an,  ad,  at,  Ved.  having  rm\s.  —  Bhratrirya- 
han,  ha,  ghnl,  m.  f.  killing  or  striking  down  rivals 
(Atharva-veda  X.  9,  i). 
Bhrdtra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  brotherhood,  fraternity. 

Bhrdtnya  or  Wiriitrcya,  as,  m.  a  (father's) 
brother's  son,  nephew  ;  (as,  d,  am),  fraternal,  be- 

longing or  relating  to  a  brother. 

lihratrya,  am,  n.  =  bhrdtra  above. 

bhranta,  bhrama,  blframara,  bhram- 
yat,  Sec.     See  p.  725,  col.  2. 

)J  I  «JI  Ihriis  (connected  with  rts.  I. 

N  ll,r,-,j,  Wait).  cl.  I.  4.  A.  bhrdfate, 
l/i  ra.ii/nte  (Ved.  also  P.  bhrafyati),  babltriite  or 

hhreie  (3rd  pi.  Tmblirafire  or  'bhrrstre,  Pan.  VI. 4,  125),  bhrdtishyatc,  abhrdtishla,  bhrdtitum, 
to  shine,  glitter,  gleam,  blaze:  Caus.  bhrdsfru/itti, 
-?/t/UTrt,  Aor.  alxibhrddat,  abibhratlat  (Vopa-deva 
XVIII.  3):  DesiA.^bilihrasishale  :  Intens.  babhra.s'- 
ytite,  bdbhrai/fol. 

col.  3. 
bhrasya.     See  p.  724,  col.  2. 

bhriishtra,  bhrashtraka.     See  p.  724, 

bhrashtreya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
family  or  race  ;  (also  bhrdstreya.) 

bhras,  a  various  reading  for  rt. 
Uni!f,  col.  i. 

bhri,  cl.  9.  P.  bhrinati  or  bhriniiti, 

bibhrdya,  bhrexhyati,  abhraishlt,  bhre- 
lum  (?),  Ved.  to  be  angry  [cf.  bhriniya]  ;  to  fear 
[cf.  rt.  I.  bhi];   to  bear,  support,  nourish  [cf.  rt. 

bhri]  ;   to  injure,  hurt,  (SSy.  =  rt.  hins,  Rig-veda ' 

bhrukttBsa  or  bhrukunsa,  as,  m.= 
bhrukunsa,  q.  v. 

^^f?  bhru-kuti,  is,  or  bhru-kuti,  f.= 
bhrii-kuli  under  bhru.  —  Bhrukuti-band/ia,  as,m. 

knitting  the  brows,  frowning,  a  frown.  —  Bhrukutl- 
mnkha,  am,  n.  a  face  with  contracted  eyebrows,  a 
frowning  face;  (as,  I,  am),  having  a  frowning  face; 

(as),  m.  a  kind  of  snake. 

)J7J  bhrud,  cl.  6.  P.  bhrudati,  &c.,  to 
ON  cover  ;  to  collect. 

>f>Tj?  bhru-bhanga,  as,  m.  =  bhrii-bhanya under  bhru. 

*£3  bhruva.     See  below. 

^  bhrii,  us,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  bhram), 

an  eyebrow,  the  brow  ;  [cf.  agre-blf,  sn-bh",  bhrau- 
veya;  cf.  also  Zend  brvat;  Gr.  t>-tj>pv-*\  perhaps 
Lat.  fron(t)s=6<t>pv6(i*  ;  Old  Germ,  brawa  ;  Mod. 
Germ,  braue;  Angl.  Sax.  brcew;  Engl.  brow; 

Slav,  ftrifcl.]  —  Bhru-kuti,  is,  or  bhru-kuti,  f.  con- 
traction or  knitting  of  the  eyebrow,  a  frown  ,  a  look 

of  displeasure  ;  [cf.  bhri-lf,  bhra-k°,  bhru-k°.] 
—  Bhrukutl-kutilanana   (°la-an°),   as,    d,  am, 
having  a  face  wrinkled  with  frowns.  —  Bhru-kihe- 
pa,  as,  m.  contraction  of  the  eyebrows,  a  frown. 

—  Bhrukshepalapa  (°pa-iiP),  as,  m.  the  language 
of  frowns.  —  Bhril-iZdfiakfishla-mukta  (^pa-dk°), 
as,  d,  am,  drawn  and  discharged   from  the  bow 
of  the  eyebrows  (as  a  glance).  —  Bhru-jdha,  am, 
n.  the  root  of  the  eyebrows  (perhaps  the  inner  side). 

—  Bhru-bhanga  or  bhru-bheda,  as,  m.  contraction 
of  the  eyebrows,  a  frown.  ~*Bhrubhed  in,  t,  i/tl,  i, 
frowning,  contracting  or  wrinkling  the  brow,  attended 
with  frowns.  —  Bliru-mandala,  am,  n.  the  arch  of 

the  eyebrow.  —  Bhru-madhya,  am,  n.  the  interval 

between   the   eyebrows.  —  Bhru-lata,   f.    '  brow- 
creeper,'  a  creeper-like  eyebrow,  an  arched  eyebrow 
(curving  like  a  creeper).  —  Bhru-vikdra,  as,  m. 

'  change  of  the  eyebrows,'  contracting  the  brow, 
frowning.  —  lihru-vikshfpa,  an,  m.  contraction  of 
the  eyebrows,  a  frown.  —  Bhru-vtieshtita,  am,  n. 
playful  movement  of  the  eyebrows.  —  Jlhrii-vildsa, 
as,  m.  a  playful  or  graceful  motion  of  the  eyebrows, 
play  or  contraction  of  the  eyebrows,  amorous  play  of 
the  brows. 
Bhruta,  as,  d,  am,  =  Wiru  at  the  end  of  an  adj. comp. 

t^cji^l  Ihriikunsa  or  bhriikunsa,  as,  m.  a 
male  actor  in  female  attire. 

bhrvn,  cl.  10.  A.  bhriinayate,  &c., 

N  to  hope  ;  to  trust  ;  to  confide  ;   to  wish, 
desire  ;  to  fear. 

^TTf  bhruna,  os,  m.  (fr.  rt.  bhri;  perhaps 
for  original  bhurna),  an  embryo,  fetus,  unborn 
child  ;  a  child,  boy  ;  a  pregnant  woman  (  =  gar- 
bhini)  ;  a  Brahman  conversant  with  the  Vedas  (?)  ; 

[cf.  Gr.  tutipvov.^  —  Bhruna-glina,  as,  I,  am,  the 
killer  of  an  embryo,  one  who  occasions  or  procures 
abortion.  —  Jlhruna-hati,  is,  f.  the  killing  of  an 

embryo.  —  Bhritna-hatyd,  f.  the  killing  of  an  em- 
bryo, procuring  abortion  ;  any  sin  equally  heinous. 

—  Bhruna-han,  a,  ghnl,  m.  f.  the  killer  of  an 
embryo,  one  who  procures  abortion. 

Bhraunaghna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  bhruna-han),  re- 
lating to  the  killer  of  an  embryo. 

llhraunahatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  bhruna-han),  — 
bhruna-hatya,  the  killing  of  an  embryo. 

j-Hs  bhrej  (allied  to  rt.  I.  bhroj),  cl.  I. 
N  A.  bkrejnte,  bibhreje,  to  shine,  glitter, 

gleam,  &c. :  Caus.  bhrejayali,  -yitum,  abibhrejat. 

bhresh  [of.  rts.  bhraas,  hrtsK],  cl. 

l.  P.  A.  bhrcshati,  -te,  bibhresha,  bi~ 
bhreshe,  bhre«hitum,  to  go,  move ;  to  totter,  waver, 
slip,  fall,  make  a  false  step  ;  to  fear  ;  to  be  angry. 

Bhresha,  as,  m.  motion,  going,  proceeding ;  tot- 
tering, wavering,  slipping,  falling,  declining  or  falling 

(from  virtue),  deviation  (from  rectitude),  trespass, 
sin  ;  loss,  deprivation. 

Bhreshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going,  moving, tottering,  &c. 

lihraunaghna.     See  above. 

bhrauveya,  as,  m.  (fr.  bhrii),  a  me- tronymic. 

bhlaksh  (various   reading  for  rt. 
bhaksh;  cf.  rt.  bhraksh),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

bhlakshati,  -te,  &c.,  to  eat. 

jjiwj    bhlas  (connected  with  rt.  bhras), 
W       ̂   cl.  i.  4.  A.  blddsate,  bhldfyate,  ba- 

bhldte  or  bhles'e  (3rd  pi.  babhldtire  or  bhleJire), 
bhladitum,  to  shine,  gleam,  beam,  glitter,  &c. 

bhlas,  a  various  reading  for  rt. 
Wddi  above. 

JlW    bhlesh,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  bhleshati,  -te, 
C"     N  &c.,  =  rt.  bhresh,  to  go ;  to  fear,  &c. 

H  i.  ma,  the  twenty-fifth  consonant  of 
the  Nagan  alphabet  and  the  nasal  letter  of  the  fifth 
or  labial  class,  having  the  sound  of  the  English  m. 
—  I.  ma-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  ma. 

»T  2.  ma,  as,  m.  (in  prosody)  a  molossus 

or  foot  consisting  of  three  long  syllables.  —  2.  ma- 
kdra,  as,  m.  the  foot  called  molossus.  —  Makara- 

ripuJM,  f.,  N.  of  a  metre. 
*T  3.  ma,  the  singular  base  in  all  the  cases 

except  the  nom.  of  the  first  personal  pronoun  and 
related  to  the  verbal  termination  in  the  first  person 

singular,  (nom.  aham,  I ;  ace.  mam  or  ma,  me ; 
inst.  mayd ;  dat.  mahyam  or  me;  abl.  mat  or 
mad;  gen.  mama  or  me;  loc.  mayi);  at  the 
beginning  of  a  comp.  the  form  mad  is  used  for  the 
base,  see  I.  mad;  [cf.  aliam :  Zend  ma:  Gr.  lp(, 

(H-6-s:  Lat.  me,  me-n-s.  »n'iW  =  Umbr.  me-he: 
Goth,  mi-s,  '  to  me  ;'  mi-k,  ace.  '  me  :'  Slav,  mf, 
ace.  '  me  :'  Lith.  ma-n,  '  to  me.'] 

Malcat,  a  familiar  diminutive  of  3.  ma  (according  to 
theBhashyaon  Pin.  1. 1,  2^,e.g.makat]iitrika). 

T  4.  ma,  as,  m.  time,  season ;  poison, 

venom  ;  a  magical  or  mystical  formula ;  N.  of  the 
fourth  note  of  the  scale  (abbreviated  for  madhyama) ; 
the  moon  ;  N.  of  BrahmS  ;  of  Vishnu  ;  of  Siva  ;  of 

Yama  ;  (d),  (.  a  mother ;  measure  ;  light,  lustre  ; 
knowledge,  science  ;  binding,  fettering ;  death  ;  a 
woman's  waist ;  N.  of  Lakshm! ;  (am),  n.  happiness, 

good  fortune,  welfare ;  water. 

ij  j  manh  [cf.  rt.  I.  mah,  mahat,  &c.], 
^  cl.  i .  A.  manhate,  mamanhe,  manhitum  ; 

cl.  10.  P.  manhaynli,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  increase  ;  to 

give,  grant,  bestow,  offer,  (sometimes  with  ddnaya, 
to  give  as  a  present),  honour ;  to  speak ;  to  shine, 

(in  the  last  two  senses  cl.  i.  is  used  in  P.  man- 
hati,  Sec.):  Intensive  form  in  Rig-veda  V.  27,  I, 
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mdmahe  (or  according  to  the  Pada-patha  mamahe), 
part,  mamahdna. 
Manhana,  ind.  (perhaps  inst.  c.  fr.  a  form  maw- 

Aan  or  manhana),  Ved.  quickly,  soon,  promptly, 
willingly  ;  (according  to  Say.)  with  greatness,  great, 
praiseworthy;  giving,  granting,  bestowing  (  =  ma- 
hattvena,  mahattreita  or  mahimna  yukta,  puja- 
niya,  dana,  either  as  an  adj.  or  subst.). 
Manhaniya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  great,  valuable, 

praiseworthy,  worthy  of  honour;  [cf.  rt.  1.  mah, 
and  see  Nirukta  III.  13,  IV.  4.] 

M anhane-slitha  or  -shthd  (?),  according  to  Say. 
on  Rig-veda  X.  61,  i  =praddne  pravartamdna. 
Manhayat,  an,  antt,  at,  granting,  giving,  offer- 

ing. —  M anKay  ad-ray  i ,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  granting 
riches,  distributing  wealth  or  treasures. 
Manhayu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  Caus.),  Ved.  wishing 

to  grant  or  distribute,  liberal. 
Manhishtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  very  liberal ;  very 

mighty,  very  honourable,  (Say.  =  atidayena  pra- 
•cridd/M,  atifayena  pujya,  ddtri-tama) ;  exceed- 

ingly abundant ;  [cf.  Gr.  pey-taro-* ;  Goth,  moists, 

'  most,  greatest.']  —  Manhishtlia-rati,  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 
giving  most  abundantly,  very  bountiful,  very  rich, 

(Say.  =  pravriddha-dhana  or  pravriddka-ddna.) 
Manklyas,  an,  asl,  as,  giving  more  abundantly. 

*T3i  male,  ind.,  see  Gana  Svar-adi  to  Pan. 
I- 1,  37- 

*nB  maka,  as,  am,  m.  n.,  see  Gana  Ardhar- 
<!sdi  toPSn.  II.  4,  31. 

Maka-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

*(<*<*  makaka,  as,  m.  in  Atharva-veda 
VIII.  6,  1 2  (perhaps  a  particular  kind  of  animal,  or 
bleating,  lowing,  fr.  rt.  2.  md). 

tfZRT^makat.     See  3.  ma,  p.  726,  col.  3. 

*l«li»i<=lilM  makamakaya  (an  onomatopo- 
etic  verb),  makamakdyate,  &c.,  to  croak  (as  a 
frog),  to  make  a  croaking  noise.  ̂ 

ToITT  makara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sea  monster 
sometimes  confounded  with  the  crocodile,  shark, 
dolphin,  &c.,  (properly  a  fabulous  animal  regarded  as 

the  emblem  of  Kama-deva,  the  god  of  love,  cf. 
makara-ketana  below ;  also  a  symbol  of  the  ninth 
Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpini  j ;  N.  of  the  tenth 
sign  of  the  zodiac  (Capricornus) ;  the  tenth  are  of 
thirty  degrees  in  any  circle ;  a  particular  species  of 
insect  or  other  small  animal ;  an  array  of  troops  in 

the  form  of  a  Makara  (ManuVII,  187);  an  ear-ring 
in  the  shape  of  a  Makara  [cf.  makara-knndala 
below]  ;  the  hands  folded  in  the  form  of  a  Makara ; 
one  of  the  nine  treasures  of  Kuvera ;  one  of  the 

eight  treasures  of  the  magic  art  called  PadminI ;  a 
particular  magical  spell  recited  over  weapons ;  N.  of 
a  mountain ;  (I),  f.  the  female  of  the  sea  monster 
Makara  ;  N.  of  a  river.  —  Makara-kati,  f.,  N.  of  a 
woman.  —  Makara-kundala,  am,  n.  an  ear-ring 
shaped  like  a  Makarj.  —  Makara-ketana,  Of,  or  ma- 

kara-ketu,  us,  or  makara-ketu-ma,t,  an,  m. '  hav- 
ing the  Makara  for  an  emblem,'  or  '  having  a  fish 

on  his  banner,'  epithet  of  Kama-deva,  the  god  of 
\ove.-Makara-damktrn,  f.  '  Makara-toothed,'  N. 
of  a  woman.  —  i\Iakara-dhvftja,  as,  m.  '  Makara- 
bannered,'  epithet  of  Kama-deva,  the  god  of  love ; 
a  particular  array  of  troops;  a  particular  medical 

preparation  (  =  rasasindtira-viiiesha).  —  Makam- 

pdtaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  village.  —  Makara-rds'i,  is, 
m.  the  sign  of  the  Hindu  zodiac  corresponding  with 
Capricornus.  —  Makara-vilj/iiithana-ketana,  as, 

m. '  having  the  Makara  for  a  characteristic  ornament,' 
epithet  of  the  god  of  love.  —  Makara-sankramona, 
am,  n.  the  passage  of  the  sun  from  Sagittarius  into 
Capricornus.  —  Makara-taptaml,  f.,  N.  of  the 
seventh  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Magha 
(see  makari  saptami  under  makara).  — Makara- 

kara  (°ra-5k°),  as,  m. '  receptacle  of  Makaras,'  the 
ocean.  —  Makardkara  (°ra-ak°),  as,  m.  a  variety  of 
Casalpina  Banducella  (  =  shad-rjrantha).  -  Maka- 

rdksha  ("ra-ak°),  as,  m.  '  Makara-eyed,'  N.  of  a 

Rakshasa  (son  of  Khara).  —  Nakardnka  (°ra-a>t°), 
as,  m.  '  having  the  Makara  for  a  symbol  or  mark,' 
epithet  of  the  ocean  ;  of  the  god  of  love.  —  Maka- 

rdnana  (°ra-dn°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  S'iva's 
attendants.  —  Makardlaya  l^ra-aP),  as,  m.  'Ma- 
kara-abode,'  epithet  of  the  ocean  ;  a  symbolical  ex- 

pression for  the  number  four.  —  Makaravdsa  (°ra- 
av°),  as,  m.  *  Makara  -abode,'  the  ocean.  —  Maka- 
raiva,  (°ra-a^°),  as,  m.  '  whose  horse  is  the  Makara,' 
epithet  of  Vanma.  —  Makan-pattra,  am,  n.  or 
makari-lekha,  f.  the  mark  of  a  Makari  (on  the 
face  of  Lakshmi  ;  cf.  pattra-bhanga,  pattra-lekhd). 
—  Makari-prastha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  town. 
Makardyana,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  or  coming 

from  Makara. 

Makarin,  1,  m.  •  full  of  Makaras,'  epithet  of  the ocean. 

makaranda,  as,  m.  the  juice  or 

nectar  of  flowers  [cf.  maranda'],  the  honey  of 
flowers  ;  a  species  of  jasmine  ;  N.  of  various  persons  ; 
of  an  astronomer;  of  a  work  (  =  kufumdnjali-ma- 
karanda  or  supadma-makaranda)  ;  the  Indian 
cuckoo  (  =  kokila)  ;  a  bee  ;  a  species  of  fragrant 
Mango  ;  (am),  n.  a  filament  (especially  of  the 
lotus-flower)  ;  N.  of  a  pleasure-garden  in  Ujjayim. 
—  Makaranda-kana,  as,  m.  a  drop  or  particle  of 
flower-juice.  —Makarandakandya,  Nom.  A.  -yate, 
to  be  like  drops  or  particles  of  flower-juice.  —  Maka- 
randa-rat,  an,  afi,  at,  rich  in  the  juice  of  flowers  ; 
(all),  1.  the  flower  of  Bignonia  Suaveolens.  —  Maka- 
randa-vivriU,  is,  {.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by 
Citsukha  Muni  on  the  NySya-makaranda.  —  Maka- 

randa-s'arman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Makarandikd,  f.  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times 

u  -----  ,  u  u  u  u  o  —  ,  v  —  uu  —  u  —  j  N.  of  a 
daughter  of  a  Vidya-dhara. 

makashtu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

makuana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  race  of kings. 

makuta,  am,  n.  =  mukuta,  a  head- 
dress, crown,  tiara,  crest. 

•15111  makuti,  is,  m.  f.  an  edict  or  govern- 

ment order  addressed  to  the  Madras  (=*&udra-s'd- 
sana). 

15*;  makura,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
inank,  to  adorn),  a  looking-glass,  mirror;  the  stick 

or  rod  or  handle  of  a  potter's  wheel  ;  the  tree  Mimu- 
sops  Elengi  (  =  vakula)  ;  a  bud  ;  Arabian  jasmine  ; 
[cf.  muitura.] 
Makurana,  N.  of  a  place. 

Makula,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  tree  Mimusops  Elengi  ; 
a  bud  ;  [cf.  mukula.] 

M«Ji?  makushta  or  makushtaka,  as,  m.= 
makusk/ha  below. 

Makushtfia,  as,  d,  am,  slow,  going  slowly,  = 
manthara;  (as),  m.  or  mahush/haka,  as,  m.  a 
species  of  kidney-bean  or  of  rice  ;  [cf.  mukushtha, 

mapasltta.'] I'prt1*  makiilaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
medicinal  plant  (commonly  called  Danti,  =  muku- laka). 

fl^i^oti  makeruka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  para- sitical worm. 

rnakk  [cf.  rt.  mask],  cl.  I.  A.  mak- 
kate,  Sec.,  to  go,  move. 

,  as,  m.  a  dangerous  abscess 
in  the  abdomen  (peculiar  to  lying-in  women). 

H  spirt  makkula,  as,  m.  red  chalk  (=silii- 
jatii),  a  mineral  substance  considered  variously  to  be 
chalk  or  benzoin. 

Makkola,  as,  m.  chalk,  &c. 

TT'TIT  maksh  [cf.  rt.  mraksh~\,  cl.  I.  P. 
N  makshati,  &c.,  to  collect,  heap,  accumu- 

late ;  to  be  angry. 

Maksha,  as,  m.  or  a,  f.  a  fly  (Ved. ;  cf.  mafa, 

nila-m°,  madhu-m°) ;  (as),  m.  hypocrisy,  the 

concealing  of  one's  own  defects ;  wrath  ;  multitude 

(see  mraksha);  [cf.  Zend  makhshi,  'a  fly:'  Gr. 
pv-i-a,  '  a  fly ;'  fiov-t-a :  Lat.  mus-ca  :  Old  Germ. 
mnc-cft, '  a  gnat :'  Ang!.  Sax.  mic^e=Eng.  midge  : 

Old  Norse  my :  Slav,  mucha  =  Lith.  must, '  a  fly.'] 
—  Maksha-vlrya,   as,   m.   the   plant   Buchanania Latifolia. 

Makehika,  as,  d,  m.  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  mas', Un5di-s.  IV.  153;  cf.  maiaka),  a  fly,  bee;  [cf. 

nir-m",dhenu-mr!,madhu-m°.)~Makshikd-mala, 

am.  n.  '  excretion  of  bees,'  wax. 
Makshlkd,  f.=makshikd  above. 

FTST  makslm  or  makshu,  ind.  (properly  a 

form  in  loc.  pi.  fr.  rt.  manJi;  cf.  mankshu,  man- 

hand),  Ved.  quickly,  rapidly,  soon,  promptly,  imme- 
diately, directly,  (in  Rjg-veda  VIII..  26,  6,  a  form 

makshubhih  —  s~ighra-gamanaih  occurs) ;  (us),  m., 
N.  of  a  man ;  [cf.  Zend  mashu,  moshu ;  Lat. 

max.]  —  Makshwn-gama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (accord- 
ing to  Say.)  =  &ghram  gacchan,  going  quickly. 

—  Makshu-tama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  very  prompt, 
most  prompt  or  quick,  (Say.  =  ilgliratama. ) 
Makshuyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  quick,  rapid,  fleet, 

(Say.  =  8"ighra-gantn.) 

JJW  makh  or  mankJi,  cl.  i.  P.  makhati, 
^  rnankhati,  &c.,  to  go,  move. 

Makha,  as,  d,  am  (in  some  of  its  senses  probably 
fr.  a  rt.  makh  =  i.  mah  or  manh,  to  worship), 

Ved.  active,  lively,  sprightly,  cheerful,  free  (said  of 

the  Maruts  &c. ;  cf.  q~dur-m°) ;  adorable,  having 
sacrifices,  honoured  with  oblations  (Say.  =  manha- 

mya,  mahamya,  yajna^vat) ;  (as),  m.  a  sacrifice, 
sacrificial  oblation,  feast,  festival  [cf.  I.  maha],  any 

occasion  of  joy  or  festivity ;  (Ved.)  a  gift,  wealth 

[?  cf.  magha~\ ;  N.  of  a  mythical  being  (supposed  to 
be  alluded  to  in  Rig-veda  IX.  IOI,  13,  and  in  Vija- 
saneyi-samhita  XXXVII.  7,  57,  and  in  Satapatha- 
Brahmana  XIV.  I,  2,  17,  where  mention  is  made 

ofMakhasya  s"irah,  the  head  of  Makha,  but  in  some 
of  these  passages  makha  is  explained  by  yajna  and 

may  mean  '  the  victim ') ;  [cf.  Gr.  naxofiai,  fiAx'"fia> 
paiftag  (fr.  an  Intens.),  fJtaifiaKTrjs,  naipaKT'fipia ; 
Lat.  macdlum,  mactare,  macro,  maceria;  Angl. 
Sax.  m6ce;  Old  Norse  mtxkir.^  —  Makha-kriyd, 

f.  a  sacrificial  rite. ••  Makha-trdtri,  to.  m.  'pro- 

tector of  [VisVamitra's]  sacrifice,'  an  epithet  of  R5ma- 
(5andra  (son  of  DaSa-ratha).  —  Makha-dvish,  t,  m. 

'  enemy  of  sacrifices,'  an  evil  being,  demon,  Rakshas, 
(according  to  Malli-nStha  =  kratu-vighdtaka.) 

—  Makka-dveshin,  t,  m.  *  enemy  of  [Daksha's] 
sacrifice,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Makha-maya,  as, 

I,  am,  containing  or  representing  a  sacrifice.  —  Ma- 
kha-vat,  an,  m.  having  or  performing  sacrifices,  a 

sacrificer ;  '  companion  of  Makha,'  a  word  used  in 
Satapatha-Brahmana   XIV.    I,    I,   13,    to   explain 

inagha-vat,  q.v.  —  Makha-vahni,  is,  m.  sacrificial 
fire.  —  Makha-v&li,  f.  a  sacrificial  altar.  —  Makha- 

svamin,  I,  m.  'lord  of  sacrifice,'  N.  of  a  commen- 
tator on  the  Drahyayana-sutras ;  (also  read  magha- 

svdmin.)  —  MakJia-han,    d,   m.,  Ved.   '  killer  of 
Makha,'  an  epithet  of  Agni ;  of  Indra;  of  Rudra. 
—  Makhans'a-bhaj  (°kha-an°),  k,  k,  k,  receiving  a 
share  of  the  sacrifice;  (k),  m.  a  god.  —  Makhar/ni 

t^kha-ag°),  is,  or  makhanala  (^kha-anc),  as,  m. 
sacrificial  fire.  —  Makhdima  (°kha-an°),  am,  n. 
•sacrificial  food,'  the  seed  of  Euryola  Ferox.  —  Ma- 

khdpeta   (°kha-af°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasa. 
—  Makhtilaya  (°kka~df),  as,  in.  a  house  or  place 
for   sacrifice.  —  Makhasulirid   (°k)ia-as°),  t,   m. 
'  enemy  of  [Daksha's]  sacrifice,'  an  epithet  of  S'iva. 
Mukliasya,  Nom.  P.  A.  makhasyati,  -te,  &c, 

Ved.  to  be  cheerful  or  sprightly ;  to  wish  to  sacrifice; 
to  wish  to  grant  riches ;  (Say.)  to  wish  for  wealth, 
wish  for  honour. 

Makhasyu,  us,  us,  u,  cheerful,  sprightly,  merry, 
active,  free ;  wishing  to  sacrifice ;  wishing  for  wealth, 

(Say.  =  yajiiam  itthu,  dhana-kdma.) 
Makhya,  a  wrong  form  for  makha. 
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»T*T  maga,  as,  m.  a  magian,  a  priest  of 
the  sun;  (at),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  country  in  Sika- 
dvipa  inhabited  chiefly  by  Brahmans. 

magadha,  as,  m.  the  country  of  the 
Magadhas,  South  Behar ;  a  family  bard  or  minstrel 

who  sings  the  praises  of  a  chief's  ancestry  in  his 
presence  ;  (iis),  m.  pi.  the  people  or  the  country  of 
South  Behar  [cf.  magadha] ;  (a),  f.  the  town  of 
the  Magadhas;  long  pepper.  —Magadha-deia,  ax, 
m.  the  country  of  Magadha.  —  Magadka-purl,  f. 
the  city  of  Magadha.  —  Magadha-pratishtha,  as, 
a,  am,  dwelling  in  Magadha.  —  Magadha-llpi,  is, 
f.  the  writing  of  Magadha.  —  Magadka-rans'a-ja, 
at,  a,  am,  sprung  from  the  race  of  Magadha.  —  Ma- 

gadheicara  (°dha-ts'°),  as,  m.  a  king  of  the  Ma- 
gadhas ;  N.  of  Paran-tapa  (Raghu-v.  VI.  to) ;  of 

Jarasandha  (one  of  the  nine  adversaries  of  Krishna). 

—  Magadhodbhava  (°dha-ud°),  as,  a,  am,  born  in 
Magadha,  growing  in  Magadha;  (a),  f.  long  pepper. 
Magadhiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  or  coming 

from  Magadha. 
Magadhya,  Nom.  P.  magadhyati,  &e.,  to  sur- 

round ;  to  serve,  be  a  slave. 

H'l'o^  maganda,  as,  m.  =  kusldin,  a  usurer. 
*i'i<4  magala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

magava,  (with  Buddhists)  a  parti- 
cular high  number. 

magasa,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  war- 
rior caste  in  Saka-dvipa. 

JT^J  magu=maga,  q.  v. 

magundl,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  mythical 

being  whose  daughters  are  mentioned  in  Atharva- 
veda  II.  14,  2. 

f  magna.     See  under  rt.  majj,  p.  729, 
cot.  2. 

»nt  magha,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  manh),  a  gift, 

donation,  present,  reward  [cf.  kraivd-nf,  g<Mn°~] ; 
riches  [cf.  afea-m0,  iuui-m0] ;  wealth,  power,  (in 
all  the  preceding  senses  Ved.) ;  a  kind  of  flower ; 
(as),  m.  a  particular  drug  or  medicine,  (in  this  sense 
also  a,  f.) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  Dvlpas  or  divisions  of 
the  universe ;  of  a  country  (Arrakan) ;  pleasure ;  N. 
of  the  tenth  or  fifteenth  Nakshatra  (containing  five 
stars  figured  by  a  house,  apparently  a,  f,  f,  rj,  y 
Leonis ;  in  this  sense  often  maghdh,  pi. ;  cf.  nak- 
thatra  ;  Magha,  like  the  other  Nakshatras,  is  some- 

times regarded  as  a  wife  of  the  moon) ;  N.  of  the 
wife  of  Siva ;  (d, »),  f.  a  species  of  grain.  —  Maglia- 
tti,  is,  f.  (fr.  magha  +  datti ;  cf.  Wtaga-tti),  Ved. 
the  giving  of  wealth,  distribution  of  treasures,  the 
giving  and  receiving  of  presents;  (Say.  —  dhana- 
ddna,  dhana-ldblui.)  —  Magha-deya,  am,  n.,Ved. 
the  giving  of  presents.  —  Magha-rava,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Nishada.  —  Magha-va,  as,  m.  =  mtiyha-van, 
a  N.  of  Indra.  —  Magha-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  =  magha- 
van  below.  —  Magharat-tva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  libe- 

rality, munificence.— Magha-van,  vd,yhoni,  at  (ace, 
sing.  da.  pi.  m.  maghavanam  maghavdnau  mayho- 
nas,  inst.  mayhond  mayhavabltydm  mayhavabhis, 
dat.  mag/tone,  maghavabhydm,  Sec.,  see  Gram. 
155.  c;  the  form  magha-vat  above  may  be  option- 

ally used  throughout),  possessing  gifts,  rich,  wealthy, 
distributing  gifts  (often  as  an  epithet  of  the  person 
who  institutes  a  sacrifice  and  pays  the  priests),  liberal, 
munificent ;  (an),  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra  (especially 
m  the  post-Vedic  literature;  cf.  mahi-ma,  mdgha- 
vata,  maghavana) ;  epithet  of  the  chariot  of  the 
Asvins  ('filled  with  treasures,'  Say.  =  dltana-vat)  ; 
epithet  of  several  gods;  N.  of  a  Vyasa  or  arranger F  the  Puranas;  of  a  Danava;  of  the  third  Cakra- 
v,.rtm  m  Bharata  ;  (vana),  m.  du.,Ved.  epithet  of  the Asvins,  (Sly.  =  hairir-lakshandnnamntau  or  ilha- 

•tOtt);  (out),  f.  epithet  of  Ushas,  (Say.= 
d/uinai'ati.)  —  Magharan-nagara,  am,  n. '  Indra's 
city,'  N.  of  a  town.  -  Maijluivan-mukta-kulita, as,  am,  m.  n.  the  thunderbolt  hurled  by  Indra. 

—  Maglia-si-amin,  see  makha-svdmi  n.  —  Maghd- 
trayodafi,  (.  the  thirteenth  day  in  the  dark  half  of 
the  month  KhZdra.  —  AIaghd-trayodatTi-frdddha, 
am,  n.  a  ceremony  on  the  above-mentioned  day. 
—  Ma'/hii-l>h<i  fa,  as,  m.  or  mayhd-bftu,  us,  m. 

'  offspring  of  Magha,'  the  planet  Venus. 
*<*fl*t«?<4  maghrii-prastha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a town. 

mank  [cf.  rt.  vank],  cl.  I.  A.  man- 
kate,  mamanke,  mankishyate,  aman- 

kishta,  mankitum,  to  go,  move  ;  to  adorn. 
Mankit,  us,  u»,  w.Ved.  shaking,  vacillating,  oscil- 

lating ;  (dur-manku,  feeling  no  regret.) 
mankanaka,   as,    m.,   N.   of   a 

Rishi  ;  of  a  Yaksha  (also  read  matakruka). 

manki,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (men- 
tioned in  the  Maha-bh.  janti-p.  6589).  —  Manki- 

gita,  am,  n.  'song  of  Man-ki,'  N.  of  the  fifteenth 
chapter  of  the  Partha  Itihasa-samuc'caya,  containing 
episodes  from  the  Maha-bharata. 

mankila,  as,  m.  a  forest  confla- 

gration. T2jt.  mankura,  as,  m.  =  mukura,  a  mirror. 

T^aj  manktavya,  manktri,  manktva.    See 

p.  729,  col.  2. 
mankshana,  am,  n.  armour  for  the 

legs  or  thighs,  greaves  ;  [cf.  mankhuna,  matkiina.] 

*T^f  mankshu,  ind.  (=makshu,  q.  v.),  im- 
mediately, directly,  instantly,  quickly  ;  much,  exceed- 

ingly ;  truly,  really  ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  [cf. 
malcshu,  mdnksltavya}. 

?  mankh.  Seert.  makh,  p.  727,00!.  3. 

T^  mankha,  as,  m.  =  magadha,  &  royal 
bard  or  panegyrist  ;  a  mendicant  of  a  particular  order  ; 
N.  of  a  man. 
Mankhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (in  Raja-tararr- ginl  VIII.  3455). 

mankhana,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman  (in 

Raja-taran-ginI  VII.  105). 

«ljS*0  mankhuna,  am,  n.  :=  mankshana 

above. 

mang  [cf.  rt.  mank~\,  cl.  I.  P.  A. mangati,  &c.,  to  go,  move. 

*T]f  manga,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  head  of  a 
boat  ;  (as),  m.  a  mast  or  side  of  a  ship  [cf.  manda]  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  country  in  S'Ska-dvipa  inha- 
bited chiefly  by  Brahmans  ;  [cf.  maga  and  mriga.~\ 

Manginl,  f.  a  boat,  ship. 
mangala,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

mang,  Unadi-s.  V.  70),  happiness,  felicity,  good 
fortune,  good  luck,  success,  auspiciousness,  prospe- 

rity, welfare,  well-being,  bliss,  (in  these  and  some 
other  similar  senses  said  to  be  also  as,  m.)  ;  any- 

thing regarded  as  auspicious  or  tending  to  a  lucky 
issue,  a  good  omen,  an  auspicious  prayer,  blessing, 
benediction,  salutation  ;  any  auspicious  or  lucky 
object  (as  a  dress,  ornament,  amulet,  preservative)  ; 
any  happy  or  auspicious  event  (as  a  marriage  &c.)  ; 
a  festival,  festivity,  rejoicing,  solemnity,  any  solemn 
ceremony  or  religious  service  (as  a  thread-investi- 

ture &c.  ;  cf.  kautuka-m°)  ;  any  ancient  custom  ;  a 
good  work  ;  turmeric  ;  N.  of  the  capital  of  UdySna  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  Agni  j  of  the  planet  Mars  ;  N.  of  a 
king  belonging  to  the  race  of  Manu  ;  of  a  Buddha  ; 
of  a  poet  ;  of  a  chief  of  the  Cslukyas  ;  (a),  f.  a 
faithful  wife  ;  the  white-flowering  Durva  grass  ;  the 
blue-flowering  Durva  ;  a  sort  of  Karanja;  an  epithet 
of  Uma  ;  of  DakshyayanI  (as  worshipped  in  Gayi)  ; 
of  the  mother  of  the  fifth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava- 
sarpinl,  (according  to  Pan.  IV.  1,41,  mangala  may 
also  have  a  fern,  form  in  i)  ;  (as,  a,  am),  lucky, 

fortunate,  prosperous,  auspicious,  propitious,  faring 

well  or  happily;  bnve.  —  lHatigala-kai-ana,  am, 
n.  '  luck-causing,  success-effecting,'  the  act  of  reciting 
a  prayer  for  success  before  the  beginning  of  any 
enterprise.  —  Mangala-karalca,  as,  ika,  am,  or 

mangala-kdrin,  I,  inl,  i,  causing  welfare  or  pros- 
perity. —  Mangala-karya,  am,  n.  a  festive  occasion, 

solemnity  (as  a  marriage  &c.).  —  Mangalafktitltdra- 
,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  door-keeper  in  the  DhDrta- 

nartaka  by  Sama-raja.  —  Manyala-kxhauma,  am, 
n.  a  linen  cloth  worn  at  festivals.  —  Mangala-giri, 

is,  m.  '  mountain  of  fortune,'  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  Mairyalagiri-makatmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Mangala-graha,  as,  m.  an  auspicious  planet; 
a  lucky  star.  ~Manyala-yhata,  as,  m.  'auspicious 
jar,'  a  pot  full  of  water  oftcred  to  the  gods  on  fes- 

tivals; N.  of  an  elephant  (Katha-sarit-s.  LI.  160). 
—  Mangala-dandlka  or  mangala-dandi,  f.,  N.  of 
a  goddess,  =  Durga  (?).  —  Ma>tgala-<?<!/tdya,  as,  m. 
the  tree  Ficus  Infectoria  (=  plaits/la).  —  Maitgala- 
(urya,  am,  n.  a  musical  instrument  used  at  festivals  ; 

[cf.  manyaldtodya.^  —  Maitgala-devatd,  f.  a  tute- 
lary deity;  [cf.  brahma-m°!]  —  Maitgala-dhv  ani, 

is,  m.  an  auspicious  sound.  —  Mairgala-pattm,  am, 
n.  a  leaf  serving  as  an  amulet.  **  3[a>tgala-pdlhaka, 

am,  n.  '  blessing-reciter,"  a  professional  well-wisher 
or  panegyrist,  a  bard,  encomiast.  —  Maiigala-pdni, 
is,  is,i,  having  auspicious  hands.  —  Matigala-patra, 
am,  n.  an   auspicious   vessel,  a   vessel   containing 

auspicious  objects.—  Mangala-pura,  am,  n.  'city 
of  prosperity,'    N.    of  a   town  ;    [cf.   maityala.] 
—  Maityala-pushpa,  am,  n.  an  auspicious  flower. 
—  Mangalapushpa-maya,  as,  i,  am,  formed  of 
auspicious  flowers  (as  a  garland).  —  Mangala-pii- 
jita,  as,  a,  am,  honoured  with  a  sacrificial  fee  or 
offering.  —  Mattgala-pratieara,  as,  m.  any  auspi- 

cious string  or  cord  [cf.  mangala-sutra],  the  cord 
of  an  amulet  —  Mangala-prada,  as,  a,  am,  be- 

stowing welfare  or  prosperity,  auspicious;    (a),  f. 

turmeric.  —  Mangala-prastha,  as,  m.  '  auspicious- 
peak,'  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Mangala-mdtra-hhu- 
shana,  as,  a,  am,  only  adorned  with  turmeric  or 
with   the   Man-gala-sutra,  q.  v.  —  Mangala-cafas, 
as,  n.  a  benedictory  or  congratulatory  word,  auspi- 

cious expression,  wishing  joy,  benediction,  congratu- 
lation. —  Mangala-rat,   an,   all,   at,   auspicious, 

happy,  blessed;  (ati),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Tum- buru.  —  Mamjala-^dda,  as,  m.  benediction,  wishing 
joy,  benedictory  expression  ;  N.  of  a  Nyaya  work  by 
Hari-rama  Tarka-v3g-iia  on  the  effect  of  benedic- 

tions. —  Mangala-vadin,  I,  inl,  i,  pronouncing  a 
benediction,  wishing  joy,  expressing  congratulations, 
felicitating.  —  Mattgala-vadya,  am,  n.  a  musical 
instrument  played  at  festivals  ;  [cf.  matigaldtodya.] 

—  Maitgala-vdra,  as,   in.  'Mars-day,'   Tuesday. 
—  Maitgala-rUlhi,  is,  m.  any  auspicious  ceremony 
or  festive  rite  ;  preparations  for  a  festival.  —  Maic- 
gala-vrishabha,  as,  m.  an  auspicious  ox  or  one 

promising  good  \uck.*-Ma>tgala-s"ansana,  am,  n. the  act  of  wishing  joy,  uttering  a  benediction  or 

congratulation.  •—  Mangala-s'abda,  as,  m.  an  auspi- cious word,  expression  of  congratulation,  word   of 
good  omen,  felicitation.  —  Alaityala-sdman,  a,  n. 
an  auspicious  Saman.  —  Maitgala-sutra,  am,  n.the 
lucky  thread,  the  marriage-string,  (a  string  tied  by 
the  bridegroom  round  the  neck  of  the  bride  and 
worn  as  long  as  the  husband  lives  ;  in  Upper  India 
it  is  a  string  or  piece  of  silk  tied  round  the  wrist  and 
worn  only  during  the  marriage  celebration).  —  Man- 
r/ala-snana,  am,  n.  an    auspicious    ablution,   any 
solemn  ablution.  —  Mangalakshata  (°la-ak°),  as, 
m.  pi.  rice  cast  upon  people  by  Brahmans  in  bestow- 

ing a  blessing  at  marriages  &c.~Manyal(ir/'tri6 
(°la-ag°),  u,  n.  a  species  of  Agallochum.  —  Muinja- 
Iddarana  (°la-d<<°),  am,  n.  benediction,  prayer  for 
the  success  of  anything,  an  auspicious  introduction 
or  form  of  words  in  praise  of  some  deity  &c.  at  the 
commencement  of  a  written  work  or  of  any  under- 

taking ;  pronouncing  a  blessing,  wishing  joy.  —  Matt- 
galadara  (°Ja-dd°),  as,  m.  the  repeating  a  prayer 
for  success,  wishing  joy,  pronouncing  a  blessing, 



mangala6ara-yukta. manjarita. 
729 benediction,  any  auspidous  ceremony  or  observance, 

pious  usage.  ••  l\Ia>tyal(i<?ara-yukta,  as,  d,  am, 
accompanied  with  a  prayer  for  success  or  with  good 

wishes,  attended  with  benedictions  or  auspicious  cere- 

monies. —  Mangaldtodya  (°la-dt°),  am,  n.  a  drum 
beaten  on  festive  occasions  [cf.  mangala-t&rya]. 

—  Ma  ngalades'a-rriUa  (^la-ild°),  as,  m.  a  fortune- 
teller, professional  panegyrist  or  well-wisher.  —  3/a/t- 

galdyana  ("la-ay'1),  am,  n.  an  auspicious  way,  the 
way  to  happiness  or  prosperity ;  (as,  d,  am},  walking 

on  the  path  of  prosperity.  —  Maii-galdrambha  (cla- 
dr°),  as,  a,  am,  having  auspicious  commencements  ; 

(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  GaneS'a.—  Mangalartham 
(°la-ar°),  iud.  for  the  sake  of  good  fortune,  for  the 
sake   of  prosperity  or  happiness.  —  Mangaldrha 

C7a-«r°),  as,  a,  am,  worthy  of  prosperity  or  happi- 
ness. —  Mangaldlambhana  (°la-dP),  am,  n.  touch- 

ing anything  auspicious.  —  Mangaldlaya  (°la-al°), 
as,   d,  am,  dwelling    in    prosperity.  —  Mangala- 

vata  (°la-av°  or  °la-va°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place 
of   pilgrimage    mentioned    in   the    Kapila-samhitS. 

—  Mangalavdsa    ̂ la-dif),  as,    m.    'auspicious 
dwelling,'  a  temple.  —  Mangald-vrata,  am,  n. '  the 
vow  of  Um5,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  KiS'I-khanda 
of  the  Skanda-Purana ;  (as),  m.  'devoted  to  Uma,' 
an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mangald-idstra,  am,  n.  '  the 
book  of  UmS,'  N.  of  a  work  mentioned   in  the 
Paramartha-sara  by  Abhinava-gupta.  —  M anyaldsh- 

taka  ('la-ash"),  eight   lines  of  benediction   pro- 
nounced   for    good    luck    by    a    Brahman    on    a 

newly-wedded  pair  while  a  piece   of  silk   is   held 

between  them.  —  Manaaldhnilca  (°la-ah°),  am,  n. 
an  auspicious  ceremony  performed  daily,  any  daily 

religious  rite  for  success.  —  Mangaletihu,  (°la-id°), 
us,  us,  u,  wishing  well,  wishing  joy,  wishing  pros- 

perity or  happiness.  —  Mangales'vara-tlrtha  (°la- 
14°),  am,  n.  '  Tirtha  of  the  lord  of  prosperity,'  N. 
of  a  sacred  bathing-place  mentioned  in  the  Reva- 
mahatmya  division  of  the  Siva-Purana.  —  Martga- 

lopepsd  (°la-up°),  f.  the  wish  or  desire  for  pros- 
perity or  happiness. 

Mangalika,  N.  of  the  hymns  of  the  eighteenth 
K5nda  of  the  Atharva-veda  (?). 
Mangaliya,  as,  a,  am,  auspicious,  fortunate, 

prosperous. 
Mangalya,  as,  a,  am,  auspicious,  propitious,  for- 

tunate, lucky,  happy,  conferring  happiness,  pros- 
perous ;  beautiful,  pleasing,  agreeable ;  pious,  pure, 

holy;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  several  plants,  a  sort  of  pulse 
or  lentil ;  the  sacred  fig-tree,  Ficus  Religiosa ;  .35gle 
Marmelos ;  ̂ trdyatndnd;  the  cocoa-nut  tree,  Fe- 
ronia  Elephantum ;  a  species  of  Kararija  ( =  rithd- 
karanja) ;  =jlvaka ;  N.  of  a  Naga-raja ;  (d),  f., 
N.  of  several  plants,  a  species  of  very  fragrant  sandal ; 
a  sort  of  Agallochum  or  aloe  wood  ;  Anethum  Sowa, 

a  sort  of  fennel ;  Mimosa  Suma  (  =  s"ami) ;  =>adkah- 
piishpi ;  =  priyait-gu;  =  ffankha-puslipi  ;  —  md- 
sha-pnrm  ;  =jivanti,  riddhi,  haridrd  ;  =  dund  ; 
sweet  flag,  Acorus  Calamus ;  a  particular  yellow  pig- 

ment (  =  rofa.no) ;  a  particular  perfume  (  =  fidd) ; 
an  epithet  of  Durga  ;  (am),  n.  water  brought  from 
various  sacred  places  for  the  consecration  of  a  king, 

&c. ;  sour  curds ;  sandal-wood  ;  a  kind  of  Agallo- 
chum ;  gold  ;  red  lead.  —  Maitgalya-kustimd,  f. 

'  having  auspicious  blossoms,'  a  species  of  plant  ( = 
dankhn-punhpl).  —  Mangalya-danda,  as,  m. '  hav- 

ing an  auspicious  staff,'  N.  of  a  man.  —  Mangalya- 
ndmadheyd,  f.  '  having  an  auspicious  name,'  a 
species  of  plant  ( =jivanti).  —  Mattgalya-vastu, 
u,  n.  any  auspicious  object  or  fortunate  matter. 
Mamjalijalta,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  pulse  or  lentil, 

Cicer  Lens. 

*lJj'M  mangusha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

martgh,  cl.  I.  P.  manyhati,  &c.,  to 
adorn,  decorate ;  A.  manghate,  &c.,  to 

go,  move,  move  quickly ;  to  begin  moving,  start ; 
to  begin  ;  to  blame ;  to  cheat. 

4-|-d   mat  [cf.  rts.  man*!,  I.  mu(,  muh£\, 
N  cl.  i.  A.  madate,  mede,  maditum,  to 

cheat  ;  to  be  wicked  ;  to  boast  ;  to  be  vain  or  proud  ; 
to  pound,  grind. 

rfl  macakadatarii,  f.  a  species  of 

plant  (said  to  be=pa(oll;   also  read  medakata- 

tan't). 
HMrfi<*  madakruka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Yaksha 

and  of  a  sacred  spot,  guarded  by  him,  near  the 
entrance  to  Kurukshetra,  (in  Maha-bh.  Vana-p.  5079 
one  edition  has  mankanaka.) 

mf-ol'+l  mafartika,  f.  (at  the  end  of  a 

comp.),  excellence,  anything  excellent  or  good  of  its 

kind  (e.  g.  go-maiartilta,  an  excellent  cow  ;  cf.  ma- tallikd). 

mat-titta.     See  p.  734,  col.  I. 

maCftia,  as,  m.  (corrupted  fr.  matsya), 
a  fish. 

W^maj.     See  nir-maj,  p.  498,  col.  3. 

11^1  <.  majamudara=,\*  c-^  „  •**  maj- 

mu'-ddr,  a  record-keeper,  document-holder. 

*lf>i«_«*  majiraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man 
(Gana  SivSdi  to  P5n.  IV.  I,  112  ;  cf.  majiraka). 

ii  ̂ —i  majj  (in  the  Dhatu-patha  written 
\  masj),  cl.  6.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  majjati, 

(-te),  mamajja  (ind  sing,  mamajjitha  or  ma- 
manktha),  mankshyati  (ep.  also  majjishyati), 
amdnkshit  (ep.  2nd  sing,  amajjis;  with  particle 
md,  majjts),  manktum  or  majjitwm,  to  sink  (in 
water),  dive,  bathe,  be  submerged  or  immersed  ;  to 

dip  one's  self,  plunge,  bathe,  throw  one's  self  into 
water  ;  to  sink  down,  sink  under,  sink  into  (with 

loc.  or  ace.,  e.  g.  tamo  majjati,  he  sinks  into  dark- 
ness, Manu  IV.  8  1);  to  be  drowned,  perish  in 

water,  perish  ;  to  sink  into  misfortune,  become 
ruined  ;  to  despond,  be  disheartened  :  Caus.  majja- 

yati,  -yitum,  Aor.  amamajjat,  to  cause  to  sink  (in 
water),  immerse,  submerge,  dip,  bathe,  cause  to 
plunge  or  dive,  drown,  deluge,  cause  to  perish,  over- 

whelm :  Desid.  mimankshati,  mimajjishati  :  In- 
tens.  mdmajjyate,  mdmankti;  [cf.  Lat.  mergo: 

Lith.  merkiu,  'macero;'  mazgoj  »  =  Caus.  majja- 

ydmi.1 
Magna,  as,  d,  am,  plunged,  dived,  immersed  ; 

sunk,  drowned  ;  absorbed  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- tain. 

Manktavya,as,d,am,  to  be  dived  or  immersed. 
Manktri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  dives  or  plunges, 

diving,  plunging,  bathing,  performing  ablutions  ; drowning. 

ManTctvd  or  maktva,  ind.  (Psn.  VI.  4,  32),  hav- 
ing sunk  or  dived  ;  having  plunged  ;  having  im- 

mersed one's  self;  being  plunged. 

Majja,  as,  d,  am,  sinking,  diving  ;  [cf.  uda-m°.~\ Majjat,  an,  antl  or  all,  at,  sinking,  drowning, 
dipping,  bathing. 
Majjan,  d,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  majj  above, 

according  to  some  for  an  original  mai'jan?),  the 
marrow  of  the  bones  and  flesh  ;  the  pith  or  sap  of 
plants  ;  (in  the  later  medical  system)  the  element  or 
essential  ingredient  [cf.  dhdtu]  of  the  body  which 
is  produced  from  the  bones  and  itself  produces  semen  ; 
[cf.  Old  Germ,  marag  ;  Angl.  Sax.  mearg,  merg.] 

—  Majja-kHt,  t,  n.  'producing  marrow,'  a  bone. 
•—  Majjan~vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  marrowy,  (op- 

posed to  a-majjaka.)  —  Majja-samudbhava,  am, 
n.  '  produced  fiom  the  marrow,'  semen  virile. 

Majjana,  as,  m.  'the  diver,'  N.  of  a  kind  of 
supernatural  being  ;  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attend- 

ants ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  sinking  or  sinking  under 
water,  diving,  immersion  ;  dipping,  bathing,  ablution  ; 
perishing  in  water,  drowning;  deluging  ;  —  majjan 
above. 

Majjayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  causes  to 
sink  or  plunge. 

Majjala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Skanda's  attend- 
ants, (also  read  majjdna;  cf.  majjana.) 

Majjas,  as,  n.  =  majjan,  marrow. 
Majjd,  {.  the  marrow  of  the  bones  or  flesh  [cf. 

nir-majja~]  ;  pith,  sap,  the  sap  of  plants.  —  Majjd- 
gata,  as,  d,  am,  seated  in  the  marrow  (as  a 
disease).  —Majjd-ja,  as,  m.  a  species  of  bdellium 

(=bhumija-guggtilu).  —  Majja-meha,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  particular  disease  of  the  urinary  organs.  —  Mujjd- 

rajas,  as,  n.  a  particular  hell  ;  bdellium.  —  Majjd- 
rasa,  as,  m.  '  marrow-secretion,'  semen  virile. 
—  Majjd-sdra,  am,  n.  nutmeg. 

Majjdna,  as,  m.  =  majjula,  col.  2. 
Majjikd,  f.  the  female  of  the  Indian  crane. 

Majjuka,  as,  d,  am,  repeatedly  or  habitually 
diving  (used  in  Nirukta  IX.  5.  to  explain  the  word 
mandiika). 

iTi^m  majjusha,  f  .  =  manjusha. 
*lT«itiT  majmana,  ind.  (inst.  case  of  a  form 

majman;  cf.  manhand),  Ved.  in  one  mass,  to- 

gether, collectively,  in  one  body,  generally  ;  with1  or 
by  strength,  by  might,  by  intensity  (Say.  =  balena, 
according  to  Naighantuka  II.  9.  majmana  —  bala)  ; 
[cf.  Lat.  maymentum,] 

•it  '3-1  mahC,  cl.  I.  A.  ma.hta.te,  &c.,  to 
^v  cheat  ;  to  be  wicked,  Sec.  (  =  rts.  maf, 

I.  mni,  munf);  to  hold;  to  grow  high  or  tall;  to 
adore  ;  to  shine  ;  to  go,  move. 
Manfa,  as,  m.  a  stage  or  platform  supported  by 

columns,  a  scaffold  or  temporary  structure  erected  for 
spectators  on  festive  occasions  ;  an  elevated  shed 
raised  on  bamboos  in  a  field  (where  a  watchman  is 
stationed  to  protect  the  crop  from  cattle,  birds,  &c.)  ; 
a  bedstead,  couch,  bed,  sofa  ;  a  chair  ;  a  seat  of 
state,  throne;  a  pulpit.  —  MaMa-mandapa,  as,  m. 
a  sort  of  temporary  open  shed  standing  upon  bamboo 

posts  ;  a  platform  erected  for  marriage  ceremonies  or 
other  festive  occasions. 

Mandaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  stage,  platform,  tem- 
porary scaffold  erected  on  a  house;  a  couch,  bed; 

any  frame  or  stand  ;  a  kind  of  brazier  or  stand  for 
holding  fire  ;  (ikd),  I.  =  dsandt,  a  chair  ;  a  trough, 

tizy.  —  Man<!akdifraya  (cka-ds"°),  as,  ra.  '  bed- 
infesting,'  a  bed-bug,  house-bug.  —  ManfaJtdsura 
(°ka-as°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura.  —  Maniakasura- 
dundubhirvadha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Krlda-khanda  of  the  Ganesa-PurSna. 

Mandaydyya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  brother  of  Caunda- 

Mantuka  in  madana-mantukd,  q.  r. 

man]   (connected  with  rts.  marj, 
mrij),  cl.  10.  P.  manjayati,  -yitum,  to 

wipe,  clean,  cleanse,  purify,  wipe  off  ;  to  sound. 

Manjara,  am,  n.  a  cluster  of  blossoms  ;  a  species 

of  plant  (  =  tilaka)  ;  a  pearl  ;  [cf.  deva-m°.] 
Manjari,  is,  or  man/an,  f.  a  cluster  of  blossoms  ; 

a  compound  pedicle  or  flower-stalk,  a  branching 
flower-stalk;  a  flower-bud;  a  shoot,  sprout,  sprig, 

stalk,  (often  at  the  end  of  titles  of  works,  cf.  pra- 

dipa-m")  ;  N.  of  a  work  by  Bhattac'arya-c'udamani (abbreviated  fr.  the  full  title  Ny3)  a-siddhanta-man- 
jart)  ;  a  parallel  line  or  row  ;  a  spedes  of  plant  (  = 

tilaka);  N.  of  a  metre,  four  times  uu-u-, 
uuu-o  —  u-;  of  another  consisting  of  four  lines 
of  12,  8,  16,  and  20  syllables;  a  pearl;  a  creeper; 
=  tulasi,  holy  basil  ;  [cf.  Gr.  /jApyapov,  napyapiryt  ; 

Lat.  margariia.]  —  Manjan-idmara,  am,  n.  a 
fan-like  sprout.  —  Manjari-namra,  as,  m.  '  bent 
down  with  clusters  of  flowers,"  the  plant  Calamus 
Rotang.  —  Manjari-ynitjarita,  (is,  d,  am,  having 

pearls  and  gold.  —  Matijari-prakds'a  or  nyaya- 
siddltdnta-manjarl-prakds'a,  as,  m.  a  commen- 

tary by  Bhaskara  or  Laugakshi  Bhaskara  on  the 
NySya-siddhanta-manjart  (an  elementary  treatise  on 
the  Nyaya  system).  —  Ma.rijari-sdra  or  nydya-sid- 
dhdnta-manjari-sdra,  am,  n.  a  commentary  by 
Yadava  Vyasa  on  the  NySya-siddhanta-manjar!. 

Marijarikd,  f.  =  manjarl  in  katu-m",  pusftpa- 
m°;  N.  of  a  princess. 
Manjarita,  Of,  d,  am,  having  clusters  of  flowers 8Z 
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or  branching  flower-stalks;  mounted  on  a  stalk  (as 
a  bud  &c.). 

Mat'ijii,  (.  a  cluster  of  blossoms,  a  branching  flower- 
stalk  ;  a  creeper ;  =  aja,  a  she-goat. 
Manji,  it,  or  manji,  (.  a  cluster  of  blossoms.  Sec 

[cf.  aitt/iira-mariji] ;  a  creeper.  —  Ma/'iji-jiltala,  f 
the  plantain  tree,  Musa  Sapientum. 

Manjilid,  (.  a  harlot,  courtezan. 
Manjiman,  a,  m.  (fr.  manju),  beauty,  loveliness, 

elegance. 
MniijifJitha,  as,  a,  am  (probably  superl.  01 

man/it,  according  to  P5n.  fr.  manji},  bright  rec 
(as  the  Indian  madder) ;  (u),  f.  Bengal  or  Indian 

madder,  Rubia  Munjista  ;  [cf.  tndnjishtha.]  — Man- 

jishtlidbha  (°tha-dbh,°),  as,  a,  am,  having  the 
colour  of  Indian  madder.  ••  Marijishthd-meha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  disease  in  which  the  urine  is  of  a  light 

red  colour.  —  Manjishthd-mehin,  i,  inl,i,  suffering 
from  the  above  disease.  —  Manjishthd-riiga,  as,  rn. 
the  colour  or  dye  of  the  Indian  madder ;  an  attach- 

ment charming  and  durable  as  the  colour  of  the 
Indian  madder,  permanent  attachment. 
Manjlra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  ornament  for  the 

feet  or  toes,  a  ring,  bangle,  foot-ornament,  anklet; 
(am),  n.  a  post  round  which  the  string  of  the  churn- 
ing-stick  passes ;  a  metre,  four  times  u-u  —  u 
—  vj-u  — ;  (<z),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

Manjlraka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N, ;  [cf.  maajiraka.'] Maiijila,  as,  m.  a  village  inhabited  especially  by 
washermen. 

Mat'iju,  »«,  us,  u  (perhaps  corrupted  fr.  mano- 
jna,  but  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  man/),  beautiful,  lovely, 

charming,  pleasing,  agreeable,  sweet.  ~Manju-kulft, 
as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Manjit-kedin,  i,  m.  'beautiful- 
haired/  an  epithet  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu.  —  Maiiju- 
gamana,  as,  a,  am,  going  beautifully  or  with 
graceful  movements;  (d),  f.  a  goose;  a  flamingo. 

—  Manju-garta,  a  N.  of  Nepal.  —  Manju-gir,  ir, 
Ir,  ir,  having  a  charming  voice,  singing  sweetly. 

—  Manju-giti,  is,  f.  a  metre  consisting  of  29  +  30 
syllables.  ••  Manju~gunja,  as,  m.  a  charming  murmur 
or  humming.  —  Manju-ghosha,  as,  a,  am,  having  a 
sweet  voice  or  cry,  uttering  a  sweet  sound ;  (as),  m. 
=  manju-frt ;  N.  of  a  deity  worshipped  by  the 
Tintrikas ;  (a),  f. ,  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Alanju- 
ihnt  and  manjtt-ndtha,  as,  m.  =  matijurdri. 

—  Manju-ndfi,  (.  a  beautiful  woman  ('destroying 
or  eclipsing  other  beautiful  women  ?') ;    epithet  of 
the  wife  of  Indra;  of  DurgS  ;  (perhaps  for  manjtt- 
ndri.)  ••  Manju-netra,  am,  n.  a  beautiful  eye ;  (as, 
a,  am),  \ovt\y-eyeA.~Maiiju-pattana,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  town  built  by  Manju-sVl.  —  Manju-pdthaka, 

as,  m.  '  repeating  beautifully,"  a  parrot.  —  M ariju- 
prdna,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Brahmi.  —  Muii}n- 
hJuidra,  as,  m.=manjn-iri.  —  Manju-bhdshm,  I, 
ini,  i,  sweetly  speaking ;  (ini),  f.  a  particular  metre. 
—  Manju-manjlra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  beautiful  foot- 
omament.  —  Manju-mati,   i.,  N.   of  a   princess. 
—  Manj ti-vaktra,  as,  d,  am,  beautiful  faced,  lovely, 
handsome.  —  Maiiju-vdd,  lc,  k,  k,  speaking  beauti- 

fully (as  a  parrot).  —  Jtlanju-rddin,  i,  ini,  i,  speak- 
ing delightfully;    (im),   f.   a  kind   of  metre,   four 

times  u  -  ̂   — >w uu-u-u-;    N.  of  a   woman. 
—  Manjn-iiri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  most  cele- 

brated Bodhi-sattvas  among  the  northern  Buddhists. 
—  Maiiju^ri-jjuri/jriiV/id,  {.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work. 

•  Mai'iju4ri-]t<iri'ata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  Manjiuiri-mula-ttnitra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
work.  —  Miitijiixri-rikriilita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Bud- 

dhist work.  —  Manju-sauralha,  am,  n.  a  kind  of 
metre,  two  lines  of  u  u  u  u-uu-  «-u  -,o  o-i/- 
ooo-u-o-.  —  Maiiju-svana,  as,  a,  am,  sweet- 
sounding.  —  Maiiju-svara,   as,   m.  =  manjti-iSri  ; 
(at,    a,   am),   sounding    or    buzzing    sweetly    (as DCCSJ. 

Manjula,  as,  a,  am,  beautiful,  pleasing,  agreeable charming,  lovely,  sweet,  soft,  melodious;  (,,«)  m 
a  species  of  water-hen  or  gallinule  (  =  oVi,,,,-,/,,,. 
jala-raitha,  jnla-ranku)  ;  (d),  (.,  N.  of  a  'river  ; 
(am),  n.  a  bower,  arbour  (  =  kiti'ija)  ;  a  spring,  well,' natural  water-course  or  channel  (  ̂jaldMala) ;  the 

maiija. 

fruit  of  Fiois    Oppositifolia,  Vallisneria   Octandra ; 

variegated  or  the  state  of  being  variegated  (  =  s"a- vala  or  fairala?). 

Mnnjulikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

H^HIT  mahjushd,  f.  (sometimes  written 
mruijusha;  according  to  UnSdi-s.  IV.  77,  fr.  rt. 
majj),  a  box,  chest,  case  (for  a  bow  &c.) ;  recep- 

tacle, (sometimes  at  the  end  of  titles  of  works, 

cf.  dh.dtu-nydya-m°) ;  a  basket,  large  basket,  ham- 
per ;  N.  of  a  work  by  NSgesa  (abridged  from  the  full 

title  VaiySkarana-siddhSnta-manjushS) ;  N.  of  a  com- 
mentary on  a  work  called  Jagadlsa-toshin!;  =  )na«- 

jiihtha,  Bengal  madder ;  a  stone.  —  Manjushd- 

kundikd,  f.  'key  to  the  ManjushS,'  N.  of  a  com- 
mentary by  Krishna-mitra  on  NSgesa's  ManjushS. 

ftfatijushaka,  as,  m,,  N.  of  a  species  of  celestial 

flower ;  [cf.  mahd-m°.] 

HT8S  mataka  (formed  fr.  mritaka),  a  dead 
body,  corpse. 

matatl,  f.  (probably)  =  matatl,  hail. 

matatl,  f.  hail. 

matasphati,  is,  m.  incipient  arro- 
gance or  pride  ( =  darpdrambha). 

«1<SI*1«|<4  matamataya  (an  onomatopoetic 
verb),  matdmaidyati,  Sec.,  to  make  the  sound 
Mats-mats ;  [cf.  pata-patd.] 

HJrmSil  matuta-6andi,  f.,  N.  of  a  Rak- shasT. 

«lg=ti  mattaka,  as,  m.  =  madaka,  Eleusine 
Coracana ;  (am),  n.  the  ridge  or  top  of  a  roof. 

«i«*t«  matmata,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  species  of 
demon  or  evil  spirit. 

TTTT  math  [cf.  rt.  month"],  cl.  i.  P.  ma- •^thati,  Sec.,  to  dwell,  inhabit;  to  grind; 
to  go. 

Matha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (probably  connected  with 
the  preceding  rt.),  a  hut,  cottage,  especially  the  re- 

tired hut  of  an  ascetic,  a  building  inhabited  by  a 
devotee  and  his  disciples,  a  small  retired  room  occu- 

pied by  a  pupil,  a  pupil's  cell ;  a  cloister,  convent, 
monastery,  a  school,  college  (especially  for  young 
BrShmans  prosecuting  sacred  studies) ;  a  temple ;  a 
carriage  or  cart  drawn  by  oxen ;  (i),  f.  a  cell ;  a 
cloister.  —  Mafha-kefava-dhdrint,  f.  epithet  of 
NandS  the  founder  of  the  college  of  Kesava  (Rsja- 
tar.  V.  2^).  —  Matha-sthili,  is,  is,  i,  staying  or 
residing  in  a  college  of  priests. «3/a//iac//< /;></// 

(°tha-adh°),  is,  or  mathddltyaksha  (°tha-adh°~), 
as,  m.  the  superintendent  of  a  monastery,  principal 

of  a  college,  &c.  —  Mathdyatana  (°tha-ay°),  am, 
n.  a  monastery,  convent,  college. 
MatMkd,  f.  a  hut,  cottage ;  a  cell. 

*T7T  mathara,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
man,  and  included  in  the  Gana  Kadaradi,  see  Pan. 

II.  2,  38),  intoxicated;  (perhaps)  persisting  in  any- 
thing (with  loc.)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  (according 

to  some)  of  a  Muni ;  [cf.  mdthara.~\ 

"5IlrtTlij<*l    mathosllothikd,    f.     (pro- 
bably) N.  of  a  woman. 
madaka,  as,  m.  Eleusine  Coracana 

~cf.  mat.laka"] ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
madava  or  madava-riijya,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  a  district  in  Kasmlra. 

madda-dandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man 

'mentioned  in  Raja-taran-ginI  VIII.  3416). 
maMu,  us,  or  madduka,  as,  m.  a  sort 

of  drum  ;  [cf.  mddiluka."] ii  in    man,  cl.  i.  P.  manati,  mamuna,  Sec., 
\  to  sound,  murmur. 

Matii,  if,  m.  f.  (usually  m.,  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  man, 
Jn5di-s.  IV.  117;  a  form  mani,  f.,  is  also  given), 

mani-pali. 

a  jewel,  gem,  precious  stone  (especially  a  pearl,  bead, 
or  other  globular  ornament) ;  an  ornament  or  amulet 
in  general  ;  anything  excellent  of  its  kind  (e.  g. 

kltftga-mani,  a  jewel  of  a  bird) ;  a  crystal  [cf.  kdCa- 

nt°]  ;  a  magnet,  loadstone  ;  glans  penis ;  clitoris ; 
the  fleshy  excrescences  or  processes  on  the  neck  of  a 

goat ;  =  mani-bandha,  the  wrist;  a  water-pot  (  = 
nUiijara) ;  N.  of  a  Naga ;  N.  of  a  companion  of 
Skanda  (associated  with  Su-mani  in  MahS-bh.  Salya- 

p.  2534) ;  N.  of  a  sage  (in  Mah5-bh.  SabhS-p.  441) ; 

of  a  son  of  YuyudhSna  (in  Hari-vans'a  9207;  also 
read  rui.it) ;  of  a  work  (abridged  from  the  full  title 

of  Taltva-c'intamani,  q.  v.) ;  of  a  collection  of  magical 

formulas ;  [cf.  Gr.  pawns,  fiovvoi ;  Lat.  monile.'] "  IHani-kantha,  as,  m.  the  blue  jay  or  roller  bird  ; 
N.  of  a  NSga.  —  Manilianlhaka,  as,  m.  a  cock. 

—  Mani-kania,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  'jewel-eared,' 
having  an  ornament  of  any  kind  (as  a  mark)  on  the 

ear;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  i?iva-lii>ga  in  K5ma-rupa; 
(i),  f.  =  maiii-karnikd  below.  —  Matii-karntkd,  f., 
N.  of  a  sacred  pool  or  tank  in  Benares  much  fre- 

quented by  pilgrims,  (also  written  mani-karniki) ; 
of  a  daughter  of  Canda-ghosha.  —  Manikarnikd- 
mahirnan,  d,  m.  and  manikarnikd-stotra,  am,  n., 

N.  of  two  works  by  GarrgS-dhara.  —  Manikarnikd- 

mdhatmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  twenty-second  chapter 
of  the  Uttara-khanda  of  the  Siva-Purana.  —  Mani- 

karnis'vara  (°ni-i3°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Siva-lin-ga  at 
Benares.  —  Manikarne^vara,  ("no-is'"),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  ti  S'iva-lin-ga  in  KSma-rGpa.  ••  Mani-kdf*a,  as,  m. 
the  feathered  part  of  an  arrow.  —  Mani-kdn<!ana, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  (mentioned  in  MahS-bhS- 
rata  Bhishma-p.  426).  —  Mani-kdnana,  am,  n.  a 
wood  or  grove  containing  jewels ;  the  neck,  throat 
(as  covered  with  jewels).  —  Mani-kdra,  as,  m.  a 
worker  in  precious  stones,  lapidary,  jeweller ;  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  work  called  Mani ;  of  the  author 

of  the  NySya-<!intSmani.  —  Mani-kuttikd,  f.  [cf. 
kuttaka],  N.  of  one  of  the  Mstris  attending  on 
Skanda.  —  Ulani-kumma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Jina. 

—  Mani-kii/a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  in  KSma- 
rupa.  —  Maiii-krit,   t,  m.  =  mani-^ara.  —  JV/ajit- 
ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  comet  or  meteor. 

—  Mani-ga  na,  as,  m.  a  multitude  of  pearls.  —  Mani- 

guna-iiikara,  as,  m. '  a  multitude  of  strings  of  pearls," 
a   species   of    the   Ati-sakkari   metre,    four   times 
ooouuuu»j,uouuuu— .  —  Mani-griva,  as,  d, 

am,  'jewel-necked,'  wearing  a  necklace;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Kuvera.  —  Mnni-<!uda,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  Vidya-dhara ;  of  a  king  of  Ssketa-nagara  ( =  ratna- 

fuda);    of  a   NSga.  —  Mani-fAidrd,  f.   'jewel- 
holed,'  N.  of  two  medicinal  herbs ;  =  medd.  —  J\Ia  11  i- 

jalii,    '  having  jewel-like   water,"    N.   of  a    river. 
—  Mcni-tdraka,  as,  m.  'jewel-eyed'  [cf.  tdraka]  ; 
the  Indian  crane.  —  Mani-danda,  as,  d,  am,  'jewel- 

handled,!  having  a  handle  adorned  with  jewels.  —  Ma- 
ni-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Mani-dara,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  chief  of  the  Yakshas.  —  Mani-darpana, 
an,  m.  a  mirror  adorned  with  jewels  or  consisting  of 

jewels;  N.  of  a  work  on  music.  —  Muni-didhiti, 
is,  {.,  N.  of  a  work  (abridged  from  the  full  title 
of  AnumSna-manididhiti).  —  Manididhiti-gudhiir- 

tlta-pnikdfikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  BhavS- 
nanda  Siddh5nta-vag-isa  on  the  Mani-dldhiti  (said 
to  be  an  epitome  of  the  Drdhiti).  —  Mani-dipa  or 

mani-di/jika,  na,  m.  'jewel-lamp,'  a  lamp  having 
jewels.  —  Mitni-dnfJia,  as,  m.  a  flaw  or  defect  in  a 

iewel.  —  Mani-dvipa,  as,  m.  'jewel-island,'  N.  of  a 
mythical  island  in  the  ocean  of  nectar;  the  hood  of 

the  serpent  Ananta.  —  Mani-dhami,  us,  m.  'jewel- 
bow,'  a  rain-bow;  N.  of  a  king,  (also  read  maui- 
dhdna   or   mani-dhdnya.)  —  Mani-dhanus,   us, 
n.  'jewel-bow,'  a  rain-bow.  —  Mani-dliara,  as,  d, 
am,  having  or  wearing  jewels  or  beads.  —  Mani- 
dhdna,  see  'inam-dhanu  above.— •Mani-ndga,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  snake-demon ;  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing- 
place.  —  Mani-nirydtana,  am,  n.  the  restitution  of 
a  jewel.  —  Mani-padma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi- 

sattva.  —  Mani-parmta,  as,  m.  'jewel-mountain,' 
N.  of  a  mythical  mountain.  —  Mani-pali,  f.  'jewel- 
keeper,'  a  woman  who  has  charge  of  pearls  Sec.,  a 
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female  keeper  of  jewels.  —  Mani-piu!<!hi,  f. '  jewel- 
tailed,'  having  jewels  &c.  on  the  tail ;  [cf.  mani- 
bdla.]  —  Mani-pura,  am.n.  =  mani-piira.  —  Mani- 
pushpaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  conch-shell  of  Saha- 

deva  (Bhagavad-gvtS  I.  16).  —  Mani-pushpes'rara 
(°pa-is'°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants. 
—  Mani-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town  in  Kalin-ga 
(situated    on  the   sea-shore   and    the   residence    of 
Babhru-vahana) ;  the  pit  of  the  stomach  or  a  mysti- 

cal circle  on  the  navel ;  (as),  m.  the  navel ;  a  sort 
of  bodice  (worn  by  women  and  richly  adorned  with 
jewels).  —  Manipuraka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mystical 
circle  on  the  navel.  —  Maiiipdra-pati,  is,  m.,  N. 
of  king  Babhru-vahana.  —  Manipura-vibhedana, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  jewel.  —  Manipures"vara  (°ra-if), 
as,  m.  =  man{pura-j>ati ;  (also  written  manipn- 

res'vara.)  —  Mani-pradana,    am,   n.,   N.   of  the 
thirty-fourth  chapter  of  the  Sundara-kanda  of  the 
Ramayana.  —  Mani-pradipa,  as,  m.  =  mani-dipa. 
—  Mani-prabhd,  f.  'jewel-splendor,'  N.  of  a  par- 

ticular metre,  the  first  line  of  which  is  —  \j  —  vj»j 
-o  — ,  and  the  second,  third,  and  fourth  u-o  — 
uu-u  — ;    of  a  lake.  —  Mani-praveka,  a   most 
excellent  jewel;    [cf.  praveka.]  —  Mani-bandha, 
as,  m.  the  fastening  or  putting  on  of  jewels ;  the 
wrist  (as  the  place  on  which  jewels  are  fastened)  ;  a 
kind    of   metre,    four    times   -uu-u-uu-    [cf. 
mani-madhya] ;    N.  of  a  mixed  race.  —  Mani- 
bandhana,  am,  n.  the  fastening  on  of  jewels,  a 
string  of  pearls,  an  ornament  of  pearls ;  the  part  of 
a  ring  or  bracelet  where  the  jewels  are  set ;  the  wrist 
or  fore-arm  from  the  wrist  to  the  elbow.  —  Mani- 

l)ala,  as,  a,  am,  'jewel-tailed'  or  having  jewel-like 
lumps  on  the  tail,  (according  to  Mahi-dhara  on  Vaja- 
saneyi-samhita  XXIV.  3  =  mani-duddha-bdla  or 
mani-varna-kefo.)  —  Mani-blja,  as,  m.  '  having 
jewel-like  or  pearl-like  seeds,'  the  pomegranate  tree. 
••  Mani-bhadra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the 
Yakshas  (the  tutelary  deity  of  travellers  and  mer- 

chants, probably  another  name  for  Kuvera)  ;  of  a 
Jina  or  Jaina  teacher  ( =purva-yaksha) ;  of  a 
brother  of  Kuvera ;  of  a  Sreshthin ;  [cf.  mdni- 

bhadra.~\  — Manibhadraka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
race  (in  Maha-bh.  Bhlshma-p.  2099  ;  also  readpori- 
bhadraka) ;  of  a  serpent-demon.  —  Mani-bhava, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  five  Dhyani-Buddhas 
—  Mani-bh{tti,  is,  f. '  jewel-walled,'  N.  of  the  palace 
of  the  serpent-demon  Sesha.  —  Mani-bhu,  us,  f.  a 
floor  inlaid  with  jewels.  —  Mani-bhumi,  is,  f.  a  floor 
inlaid  with  precious  stones ;  a  mine  of  jewels  ;  [cf 

kuttima.~\  —  Mani-bhumikd,  f.  a  floor  inlaid  with 
jewels;    (according  to  a  Scholiast  manibhumikd- 
karman  =  kritrima-putrikd-nirmdna.)  —  Mani- 
manjari,  f.  rows  of  jewels  or  pearls ;  a  species  o 
the  Ati-dhriti  metre,  four  times  u   uuuu 
—  w-uu  —  o  — .  —  Mani-mandapa,  as, m.  'jewel 
palace,  crystal-palace,'  N.  of  the  residence  of  Sesh; 
and  of  Nairrita,  the  ruler  of  the  south-west  quarter 
—  Mani-matidita,  as,  d,  am,  set  or  studded  will 
jewels  or  pearls.  —  Mani-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessin 
or  adorned  with  jewels,  jewelled ;  (an),  m.  the  sun 
N.  of  a  Yaksha  ;  of  a  servant  of  Siva ;  of  a  Rakshas 
of  a  Niga ;  of  a  king  (who  was  Vritra  in  a  forme 
birth) ;  of  a  mountain ;  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage 
(ati),  f.,  N.  of  a  town  of  the  Daityas ;  of  a  river 
—  Mani-madhya,  am,  n.,   N.   of  a  metre,  fou 
times  -uu — ,-u<j-.—Man{-mantha,  as,  m 
N.  of  a  mountain;  (am),  n.  =  mdnimantha,  rock 
salt.  —  Mani-maya,  as,  i,  am,  formed  or  consistin 
of  jewels,  set  or  studded  with  gems,  jewelled.  —  Me 
nimaya-bltii,  us,  f.  a  floor  made  of  gems,  a  jewelle 
floor ;  (urns),  f.  pi.  jewelled  floors.  —  Mani-mahet'i 
fts,  m.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage  mentioned  i 
Raghu-natha's  Rasika-ramana.  —  Mani-mdld,   (. 
string  of  jewels  or  pearls,  necklace  of  precious  stones 
a  circular  impression  left  by  a  bite  (especially  i 
amorous  dalliance)  ;  lustre,  splendor,  beauty ;  epithe 
of  Lakshml ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times  —  v  u  — 
--ou  —  .  —  Mani-mis'ra,a8,  m.,  N.  of  theautho 
of  the  Nyaya-ratna.  —  Mani-muktd,  f.,  N.    of 
river.  —  Mani-mekhala,  as,  d,  am,  girdled  wit 

ems,  surrounded  by  jewels.  —  Mani-mcyha,  as,  m., 
.  of  a  mountain.  —  Mani-yash/i,  is,  m.  f.  a  jewelled 
aff  or  stick.  —  Mani-rata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bud- 
list  teacher;  (perhaps  for  mani-ratha  or  mano- 
atha.)  —  Mani-ratna,  am,  n.  a  jewel,  gem, 
recious  stone.  —  Maniratna-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
Tmed  or  consisting  of  jewels,  jewelled.  —  Mani- 
atna-mdld,  f.  '  garland  of  jewels,'  N.  of  a  philo- 
ophical  treatise  ascribed  to  San-karac'Srya.  —  Mani- 
atna-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  containing  jewels,  jewelled. 
—  Mani-ratha,  see  mani-rata.  —  Mani-raga,  as, 

,   am,   'jewel-coloured,'  having  the  colour  of  a 
ewel ;  (as),  m.  'jewel-colour,'  the  colour  of  jewels; 
kind  of  metre,  four  times  -u-o^-uu — ; 

am),  n,  vermilion  (  —  hingula).—Mani-raja,  as, 
jewel-king,  jewel-chief,'  (probably)  a  diamond 

cf.  manindra].  —  Mani-rdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
uthor ;  of  a  commentator  who  lived  in  the  begin- 

ing  of  this  century.  —  Mani-ling&ivara  (°ga-is'°), 
is,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  eight  Vlta-ragas.  —  Mani- 
arman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  merchant.  —  Mani-vdla, 
ee  mam-bdla.  —  Mani-vdhana,  as,  m.  'jewel- 
'earer,'  an  epithet  of  Kusamba  (in  Maha-bh.  Adi-p. 
1363).  —  Mani-vis'esha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  jewel ;  an 
xcellent  jewel.  —  Mani-vija,  am,  n.  a  pomegranate. 
—  Mani-s'ankha-s'arkara,  as,  d,  am,  having  jewel- 
ike  shells  and  gravel.  —  Mani-gara  —  mani-sara. 
••  Mani-fiild,  f.  a  jewelled  slab.  —  Mani-drin-ga, 
as,  m.  (probably)  N.  of  the  sun.  —  Mani-iaila,  as, 
m.  'jewel-mountain,'  N.  of  a   mountain.  —  Mani- 
tydma,  as,  d,  am,  dark-blue  like  a  jewel,  i.  e.  like 
a  sapphire  ;  (according  to  a  Scholiast  mani  =  indra- 
nila.)  —  Manirsara,  as,  m.  a  string  of  pearls,  an 

ornament  of  pearls,  a  necklace,  (wrongly '  written 
m(ini-sara.)  —  Mani-sd,ra,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Maiii- 
iutra,  am,  a.  a  string  of  pearls.  —  Mani-sopdna, 
am,  n.  steps  or  stairs  set  with  jewels,  a  jewelled 
itaircase ;  a  staff  or  stick  set  with  jewels  (?).  —  Mani- 
skandJia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  snake-demon.  —  Mani- 
stambha,  as,  m.  a  post  or  column  set  with  jewels, 
a  jewelled  post  or  pillar.  —  Mani-sraj,  k,  f.  a  garland 
of  jewels.  —  Mani-harmya,  am,  n.  a  jewelled  palace, 
crystal-palace  ;  N.  of  a  particular  palace.  —  Manindra 
(°ni-in°),  as,  m.  'jewel-chief,'  (probably)  a  diamond 

[cf.  mani-rdja'].  —  Maniivara-tirtha  (°ni-is°), 
am,  n.,N.  of  asacred  bathing-place.  —  Many-aloka, 
N.  of  a  commentary  by  Jaya-deva  Tarkllan-kSra  on 
part  of  the  Tattva-c'intamani,  (also  called  dloka.) 
•  Manydloka-kantakoddhdra  (°ka-ud°),  as,  m. 

'  removing  thorns  from  the  Many-aloka,'  N.  of  a 
commentary  on  the  Many-aloka. 
Manika,  as,  m.  a  jewel,  gem,  precious  stone ; 

(as,  ant),  m.  n.  a  water-jar  or  pitcher;  (according 

to  Say.)  globular  formations  of  flesh  on  an  animal's 
shoulder ;  [cf.  mdnikya.~\ 
Manila,  am,  n.  a  murmuring  sound,  an  inarticu- 

late sound  said  to  be  uttered  at  cohabitation,  murmur 
libidinosum. 

Manila,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  fleshy  excres- 
cences (as  on  the  dew-lap  &c.). 

Maniva,  as,  d,  am,  in  a-maniva,  (perhaps' 
'having  no  jewels'  (opposed  to  su-mani,  q. v.) 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-demon. 
Manidaka,  as,  m.  a  king-fisher,  halcyon ;  (am), 

n.  a  particular  jewel,  the  moon-stone  (probably  a 
sort  of  crystal ;  cf.  tandra-kdnta). 
Maniya,  Nom.  A.  maniyate,  &c.,  to  become  a 

jewel. 
Manivaka,  am,  n.  a  flower. 

HW  mana  (fr.  Arabic  (-j^),  a  particulai 
measure  of  grain  by  weight  =  40  ser,  mentioned  b 
Hindu  writers  as  used  by  the  Turushkas  or  Muham 

madans,  a  'maund.' 
»1*U3»  manau  (fr.  Arabic  ̂ _»),  N.  of  the 

seventh  Yoga  (in  astronomy). 

mani.     See  p.  730,  col.  2. 

TTWf^I  manittha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astro- 

731 mantapi,  f.  a  species  of  pot-herb 
(  =  Jtshudropodaki). 

*((«!«  manti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (pro- 

bably wrongly  for  mdnti.) 
'M»J  month,  cl.  I.  A.  manthate,  &c.,  to 

\desire  eagerly,  long  for;  to  remember 
with  regret,  to  meditate  sorrowfully,  grieve  for. 

mantha,   as,   m.   a   sort    of  baked 
sweetmeat. 

manthaka,  a  particular  musical  air ; 

[cf.  prati-m°,  mandaka."] mand  (connected  with  rts.  2.  mad, 
\  mand),  cl.  I .  P.  mandati,  mamandn, 

mandilum,  to  adorn  one's  self;  cl.  I.  A.  mandate, 
fee.,  to  clothe,  dress;   to  surround,  encompass;   to 
ivide,  distribute ;  cl.  10.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  manda- 
tati  (-te),  -yitum,  to  adorn ;  to  rejoice,  exhilarate ; 

cf.  Lat.  mund-u-s,  mund-are.~\ Manda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (in  Unadi-s.  I.  113.  said 
o  be  fr.  rt.  man),  that  part  of  any  fluid  which 
rises  and  collects  on  the  surface  in  the  process  of 
ermentation  or  while  boiling;   the  scum  or  thick 
lily  matter  which  forms  on  the  surface  of  any  liquor 
ir  liquid ;  the  thick  part  of  milk,  cream,  (dadhi-ja 

manda,  sour  cream ;  cf.  dadhi-m°) ;  the  spirituous 
>art  of  wine,  &c. ;  the  scum  of  boiled  rice  (or  any 
jrain) ;  skimmings,  scum,  foam  or  froth  in  general ; 
>arm,  ferment ;   gruel ;    the  best  part  of  anything, 
essence,  pith  (=sara);  the  head;  (as),  m.  orna- 

ment, decoration ;  the  castor-oil  tree,  Ricinus  Com- 

munis  [cf.  amaniia'] ;   a  particular  species  of  pot- 
lerb ;   a  frog  [cf.  mandukd]  ;  (a),  f.  the  emblic 
myrobalan  tree  (  =  amalaki);  spirituous  or  vinous 
iquor,  brandy ;  (am),  n.  (Ved.)  an  oar  (?  connected 
with  manga).  —  Manda-karna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man;  [cf.  mandakarni.^  —  Manda-iUra,  as,  m., 
S*.  of -a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  family  of  Manda- 
citra.  —  Manda-pa,  as,  a,  am,  drinking  the  scum 
of  boiled  rice  or  of  any  liquor,  sipping  cream,  &c. ; 

[as,  am),  m.  n.  an  open  hall  or  temporary  shed  erected 
on  festive  occasions,  (in  this  sense  probably  fr.  manda, 

an  ornament,  +  3.  pa)  ;  a  temple  or  building  conse- 
crated to  a  deity ;  a  pavilion,  shed,  tent ;  an  arbour, 

bower ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (a),  f.  a  sort  of  pulse  or 
leguminous  plant  ( =  nis/ipavi).  —  Mandapa-kshe- 
tra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  sacred  district.  —  Man- 
dapa-pratishtha,  f.  the  consecration  of  a  temple. 
—  Manda-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of  cream  or 
from  the  scum  of  any  liquid.  —  Manda-hdraka, 

as,  m.  a  distiller  of  spirits,  &c.  —  Mandodaka  (°rfa- 
«d"),  am,  n.  barm,  yeast;  the  decorating  of  walls, 
floors,  &c.  on  festive  occasions  ',  =  ti.tta-raga,  mental 
excitement ;  (according  to  some)  =  titra-rdga,  varie- 

gated colour. Mandaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  a  sort  of  thick  gruel 
made  of  rice  &c.,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.g. 
priya-mandaka,  fond  of  this  dish) ;  (as),  m.  a 
sort  of  pastry  or  baked  flour;  a  particular  musical 

air  [cf.  ma.n(Uaka~]  ;  (is),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people, (also  read  mandaka ;  cf.  mandika.) 
Mandana,  as,  d,  am,  adorning,  dressing  out, 

decorating ;  fond  of  ornament ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
man,  —  mandami-mifra  below;  (am),  n.  the  act 

of  adorning  or  decorating,  bedecking  one's  self,  de- 
coration, jewels,  trinkets,  (mandanarn  kurutc,  she 

adorns  herself)  ;  ornament,  embellishment ;  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Nundana-kaw.,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Pandit. 
—  Mandana-'mis'ra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  philosopher 

(also   called    Suresvarac'arya   and  Visva-rupac'arya). 
—  Mandandrha  (°na-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  worthy  of 
ornaments. 
Mandanaka  in  mukha-m°,  q.  v. 
Mandapika,  as,  m.  or  mandapikd,  f.  (fr.  manda- 

pa  above),  a  little  pavilion ;  a  small  shed,  shop. 
Mandayanta,  as,  m.  an  ornament;  an  actor;  an 

assembly  of  women;  food;  (z),  f.  a  woman. 
Mandika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N,  of  a  people ;  (also  read 

dun/lika.) 
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Naiidita,  as,  a,  am,  adorned,  ornamented,  deco- 
lated;  (as),  m.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  one  of  the 

eleven  Ganadhipas;  a  Visishtha.  —  Mandita-pu- 
tra,  ai,  m.  =  mandita,  N.  of  one  of  the  eleven 
Ganadhipas. 

mgHmanda-pa.  See  under  mantfa,  p.  731, 
col.  3. 

*U|jU(4  mandapula,  boots  with  legs,  high 
boots,  jack-boots. 

«<|ij!l  mandari,  f  .  a  sort  of  cricket  ;  [cf. 

mandarika.'] 
mandala,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr. 

governor  of  a  province,  king  of  a  country,  a  monarch, 
emperor.  —  Mandall-kantnn,  am,  n.  the  act  of 
making  round,  rounding,  gathering  in  a  ball  or 
circle,  coiling,  tkc.  —  MaHiliili-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti, 
-karlum,  to  make  round,  form  into  a  circle  or  ball, 

form  into  a  ring,  coil.  •-  Mandali-krita,  as,  d,  am, 
formed  into  a  circle,  made  circular,  rounded,  curved, 

tense,  bent  (as  a  bow).  —  Mandali-nritya  =  man- 

dala-nritya,  q. \.-> Mandali-lihu,  cl.  I.  P.  -lilia- 
vati,  -bhavitum,  to  become  round,  to  form  a  circle. 

—  Mandall-Wi.Ma,  as,  d,  am,  become  round,  be- 
come circular  or  rounded,  curved,  bent  (as  a  bow). 

—  Mandalefa  (cla-lsa)  or   mandaleieara  (°la- 
is"1),  ai,  m.  the  lord  of  a  district,  ruler  or  governor 

rt  mand),  round ;  (as),  m.  a  circular  array  of  troops,  of  a  province.  -  Mandalefa-tva
,  am  n.  rulership 

an  arm'y'  drawn  up  in  a  circle  ;  a  species  of  snake ;  a  of  a  province,  governorship.  -  Mandalottama  (  la- 

doe-  (am),  n.  a  disk  (especially  the  disk  of  the  sun  O,  am,  n.  the  bes
t  or  most  excellent  empire, 

or  moon) ;  anything  round  (e.  g.  adarfa-manda-  principal  kingdom. 

Jam,  a  mirror  •  cdpa-mandalam,  the  circular  bend        Mandalaka,  am,  n.  a  disk
 ;  a  circle ;  a  district 

of  a  strung  bow);  a  circle,' globe,  ball,  orb,  wheel,     province;   a  cutaneous  dis
ease,  white  leprosy  with -    •  •   -     •       •  v     .,        round  spots ;  a  circular  array  of  troops ;  a  group ;  a 

mirror;  (as),  m.  a  dog.  —  Mandalaka-rdjan,  d, 
m.  the  king  of  a  small  district  or  province. 
Mandalaya,  Nom.  P.  mandalayati,  Sec.,  to 

make  round  or  circular. 

Mandalaya,  Nom.  A.  mandaldyate,  -yitum,  to 

become  a  circle,  form  one's  self  into  a  circle  or  ring, 
coil  one's  self. 
Mandaldyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  becoming  circular, 

forming  one's  self  into  a  circle  or  ring,  coiling  one's 

circumference,  ring,  (said  to  be  also  as,  m.)  ;  the 
path  or  orbit  of  a  heavenly  body  ;  a  great  circle  (in 
astronomy)  ;  the  visible  horizon  ;  a  halo  round  the 
sun  or  moon  ;  any  circular  figure  or  diagram  ;  a  sort 
of  mystical  diagram  formed  in  summoning  a  divinity, 
&c.  ;  a  circular  bandage  (in  surgery)  ;  a  round  mark 

(as  a  mark  caused  by  a  finger-nail,  &c.)  ;  a  parti- 
cular attitude  or  position  of  the  feet  in  shooting  ;  a 

district,  arrondissement,  territory,  province  (sometimes 
at  the  end  of  modem  names  as  in  Coro-mandal,  the 
whole  circle  of  territory  over  which  one  of  the  twelve 
emperors  termed  Cakra-vartins  was  supposed  to  have 
reigned  in  ancient  times)  ;  a  surrounding  district  or 

territory,  the  circle  of  a  king's  near  and  distant 
neighbours  (with  whom  he  must  maintain  political 
and  diplomatic  relations  ;  four  or  six  or  ten  or  even 
twelve  such  neighbouring  princes  are  enumerated)  ; 
a  multitude,  assemblage,  group,  troop,  collection, 
band,  whole  body,  association,  society,  company, 

heap  ;  a  division  of  the  Rig-veda,  (the  whole  Sam- 
hiti  of  the  Sakala  school,  which  is  the  only  extant 

Sakha  or  recension  of  the  Rig-veda,  is  divided  into 
ten  Mandalas,  and  these  into  85  Anuvakas  or 
sections,  and  these  again  into  1017,  or  with  the 
eleven  additional  hymns,  into  1028  Siiktas  or  hymns, 
which  again  are  divided  into  10,417  Rii^s  or  verses, 
and  these  into  153,826  Padas  or  words;  the  other 
method  of  division  is  into  Ashtakas,  Adhyayas, 

Vargas,  Rlcs,  and  Padas  ;  cf.  varga)  ;  a  sort  of 
cutaneous  eruption  or  leprosy  with  circular  spots,  (in 
this  sense  also  n.  pi.)  ;  a  sugar-ball,  sweetmeat  ;  a 
sort  of  perfume  (  =  vydghra-nakha)  ;  a  particular 
oblation  or  sacrifice  ;  (i),  f.  a  circle,  Sec.  ;  an  assem- 

blage, company,  corporate  body,  church,  multitude, 
crowd  ;  walking  round,  whirling,  circular  motion  ;  a 
nest;  bent  grass,  Panicum  Dactylon  (see  durvd). 
—  Mandala-karmuka,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  circular 

bow  or  whose  bow  is  bent;   [cf.  mandall-kritaJ] 
—  Ufandala-fihna,  am,  n.  the  sign  or  mark  of  a 
circle.  —  Mandala-nritya,  am,  n.  a  circular  dance 
(especially  a    dance    like    that   said  to   have    been 
danced  by  the  Gopls  round  Krishna  and  his  mistress 
Radha  ;   also  read  mandall-nritya).  —  Mandala- 
nydsa,  am,  n.  the   putting   down   or   drawing  a 
circle  ;  mandala-nydxam  kri,  to  describe  a  circle. 

—  Mandala-pattrUid,    f.    a   red-flowering   Punar- 
rnxli.  —  Mandala-pufiihalca,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
insect.  —  Mandala-brahmana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an 

Upanishad.  —  'Zlandala-lhaga,  as,   m.  part  of  a circle.  —  Mandala-oata,  as,  m.  an  Indian  fig-tree 
forming  a  circle  ;  [cf.  mandolin.^  —  Mandala-var- 
tin,  i,  m.  the  governor  of  a  province,  ruler  of  a 

small  kingdom;    [cf.  falra-vartin.']  —  Mandala- 
rarslia,  am,  n.  (probably)  general  rain  extending 
over  a  whole  country,  lasting  rain.  —  Mandala-tas, 
ind.  by^circles,  in  circles,  in  nngi.  —  Maiidalagra 
<?la-arf),  as,  a,  am,  round-pointed,  having  a  round 
point  or  end  ;  (as),  m.  a  bent  or  rounded  sword,  a 

scimitar,  sabre;   (am),  n.,  scil.  snstra,  a  surgeon's 
circular  knife.  —  Mandaladhipa  or  mandalddlMa 
(ia-adlf),  as,  m.  the  lord  of  a  district,  ruler  or 

self. 

Mandaldyita,  as,  a,  am,  formed  into  a  circle  or 
ring;  round,  circular, *=vartula?;  (am),  n.  a  ball, 

globe. 

Mandalita,  at,  a,  am,  made  round  or  circular, 

(pari-mandalita,  rounded,  whirled  round.)  —  Man- 
dalila-hasta-kdnda,  as,  m.  having  a  trunk  formed 
In  rings  or  circles  (said  of  an  elephant). 

Mandalin,  f,  inl,  i,  forming  a  circle  or  ring, 
made  up  into  a  coil  or  ball ;  possessing  or  ruling  a 

country ;  (I),  m.  '  marked  with  round  spots,'  a  par- 
ticular kind  of  snake  (  =  oo-»oso);  'ringed,'  any 

snake ;  the  ruler  of  a  district  or  province ;  a  pole-cat ; 
a  cat;  a  dog;  the  Indian  fig-tree  [cf.  mandala- 

iiata~\ ;  the  sun. 
*l(VjSrr  mandita.     See  col.  I. 

mandu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi;  [cf. 

mandavya."] Manduka  in  panlca-m°,  q.  v. 
manduka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  ft.  rt. 

mand),  a  frog;  N.  of  a  particular  breed  of  horses ; 
the  plant  Calosamhes  Indica ;  N.  of  a  Rishi ;  of  a 

Naga;  (according  to  some)  =  gddha-tejas  ? ;  (a), 
f.  the  plant  Rubia  Munjista,  =  maAjixhtha;  ('),(• 

a  female  frog;  N.  of  several  plants  (  =  manduka- 
parnl)  ;  Hydrocotyle  Asiatica  ;  Polanisia  Icosandra  ; 
Clerodendrum  Siphonanthus ;  a  particular  shrub  (com- 

monly called  KhulakudI)  ;  a  wanton  woman  ;  (am), 
n.  a  kind  of  coitus ;  (if  manduka  occurs  at  the  end  of 

an  adj.  comp.  the  fem.  ends  in  a.)  —  Manduka-kula, 
am,  n.  a  collection  or  assemblage  of  frogs.  —  Man- 
duka-gati-ldlasa,  as,  d,  am,  ardently  desiring  the 
gait  of  a  frog.  —  Manduka-parna,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
several  plants,  Calosanthes  Indica,  =  kapitana;  (i), 
f.  Rubia  Munjisla ;  Clerodendrum  Siphonanthus ; 
Polanisia  Ico;andra;  Hydrocotyle  Asiatica;  a  par- 

ticular shrub  (commonly  called  Khulakud!).  —  Man- 

dukaparnikd,  f.  =  mandiika-parin.  —  Manduka- 
pluti,  is,  f.  '  frog-leap,'  the  passing  over  or  skipping 
of  several  Sutras  and  supplying  from  a  previous  Sutra 

(in  grammar).  —  Manduka-mdtri,  td,  f. '  the  mother 
of  frogs,'  the  plant  Clerodendrum  Siphonanthus. 
—  Manduka-yoga,  as,  m.  a  particular  kind  of  ab- 

stract meditation  in  which  an  ascetic  sits  motionless 

like  a  frog.  —  Mandukayoga-niyata,  as,  d,  am, 
intent  upon  the  frog-meditation.  —  Mandukayoga- 
iayana,  am,  n.  lying  like  a  frog  in  deep  medita- 

tion. —  Mandika-s'ayin,  I,  ini,i,  lying  like  a  frog 
—  Manduka-aarasa,  am,  n.  a  frog-pond,  pond 

ull  of  frogs  [cf.  Pan.  V.  4,  94].  —  Mandalt'rn»- 
:ritti  (jka-an°),  is,  f.  '  frog-course,'  skipping  over 
or  omitting  at  intervals;  [cf.  manduka-pluti.] 

mandura,  am,  n.  rust  of  iron,  scoria", 

dross."—  Mandura-dhdniki,  {.,  Ved.  a  particular 
ibusive  and  indelicate  expression. 

tf^rnat  or  mad,  abl.  of  3.  ma,  q.  v.  (serv- 
ng  for  the  base  of  the  singular  number  of  the  first 
personal  pronoun  at  the  beginning  of  compounds,  the 
aroper  form  in  these  cases  being  mad,  see  I.  mad). 

Mat-krita,  mat-para,  Sec.  See  under  I.  mad, 

p.  734,  col.  i. 
TrT  mata.     See  p.  740,  col.  3. 

•RrHf  matanga,  as,  m.  (according  to  some 
fr.  malarn  +  ga,  going  wilfully),  an  elephant ;  a 
cloud  ;  N.  of  a  Muni  (mentioned  in  Maha-bh.  Adi-p. 
2925,  &c.);  of  a  Danava;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  family 
of  this  Muni.  —  Matanga-ja,  as,  m.  an  elephant. 

—  Matangaja-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  an  elephant. 

—  Matanga-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing- 

place  (mentioned  in  the  S'iva-Purana).  —  Matanga- 
deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  fabulous  being.  —  Matanga- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Matanga-rdpi,  f., 
N.  of  a  sacred  tank.  —  Matanga-hataka,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  man. 

Matangini,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Mandara. 

M flP?) e«l|  matallika,  f.  (at  the  end  of  a 

comp.),  anything  excellent  of  its  kind  [cf.  ma6ar- 
dika,  </o-OT°]  ;  a  particular  metre,  four  times  u  -  u  - 

Matalli,  f.  =  malallika,  anything  excellent  of 
its  kind. 

matasna,  e,  n.  du.,  Ved.,  N.  of 
certain  internal  organs  of  the  body,  (perhaps)  the 

kidneys;  (according  to  Mahl-dhara  on  Vajasaneyi- 
samhita  XIX.  85)  =  Kridayobhaya-parfca-tthe 
asthint,  two  bones  situated  on  either  side  of  the 
heart. 

mati.     See  p.  740,  col.  3. 

matinara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

matila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

mati-kri.     See  below. 

matutha,  as,  m.  (ft.  rt.  man),  an  in- 
telligent person  (  =  medluivin). 

T5Jf3  matula,  (with  Buddhists)  a  parti- 
cular high  number. 

*Tr=B  i.  matka,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  p.  734, 

col.  i),  a  bug,  =  matkuna  below. 
Malkana,  as,  m.  a  bug ;  a  flea ;  a  beardless  man ; 

an  elephant  without  tusks ;  a  small  elephant ;  a 
buffalo  ;  a  cocoa-nut ;  (a),  f.  pudendum  (of  a  young 

girl,  =  ajafa-Zoma-tAfl<7a);  N.  of  a  river;  (am), 
n.  armour  for  the  thighs  or  legs,  greaves  ( =janghd- 

trdna;  cf.  ma/tkshana).  —  Hatkundri  (°na-ari), 
is,  m.  '  bug-enemy,'  hemp. 
Matkunikd  or  matkulika,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the 

Mstris  attending  on  Skanda. 

f^1  matta,  matta-kala,  matta-gdmini,  mat- 
ta-dantin,  &c.  See  p.  734,  col.  2. 

JfiU  i.matya,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  p.  741),  a 

harrow,  roller  ;  a  club  (perhaps  with  teeth,  Ved.) ;  har- 

rowing, rolling,  making  even  or  level ;  [cf.  modi.'] Mati-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  harrow, 
roll,  make  even  by  rolling. 

*n5R  matsa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  mad,  to  re- 

joice), =matsya,  a  fish  ('the  gay  one');  the  king  of the  Matsyas,  (also  read  matsya,  q.  v.) ;  (I),  f.  = 

matsyd,  p.  733,  col.  i.  —  Matsa-ganta,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  fish-sauce  (  —  vyanjana-vis'es/ia;  perhaps 
for  matsa-ghanta,  cf.  matsya-ghanta). 

Matsara,  as,  d,  am  (according  to  Unadi-s.  III. 
73.  fr.  rt.  2.  mad;  according  to  others  fr.  mat  + 
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sri),  exhilarating,  intoxicating  (Ved.;  according  to 

Szy.  =  tripti-kara,  tripti-hetu,  satisfying) ;  envious, 
grudging,  jealous,  hostile ;  selfish,  self-interested ;  in- 

satiate, greedy,  covetous ;  niggardly ;  wicked  ;  (as), 
m.  the  exhilarater,  i.  e.  Soma ;  envy,  jealousy,  en- 

mity, hostility ;  greediness  after,  selfish  eagerness  for 
or  addiction  to  (with  loc.) ;  anger,  passion ;  (as,  d), 

rn.  f.  a  gnat,  musquito  (usually  fern.).—  Matsara- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  =  matsara,  exhilarating,  in- 

toxicating, (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  IX.  97, 
32  =  madakara-rasa-yukta,  having  intoxicating 
juice.) 

Matsarin, »,  ini,  i,=matsara,  exhilarating,  in- 
toxicating (Ved.,  Say.  =•  madayitri) ;  envious,  jealous, 

grudging  ;  greedy  alter,  selfishly  eager  for  or  addicted 
to  (with  loc.);  wicked,  depraved,  bad.  —  Matsarin- 
tama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  very  exhilarating,  very  in- 

toxicating (Siy.=ati$ayena  madayitri  or  mada- 
Icdrin). 

Matsya,  as,  m.  a  fish  ('  the  gay  one ') ;  a  parti- 
cular species  of  fish  (probably  the  Saphari);  (in 

astronomy)  the  figure  of  a  fish  (  =  timi,  q.  v.) ;  a 
king  of  tie  Matsyas  (also  called  Matsa ;  cf.  Maha-bh. 
Virata-p.  16,  18,  145,  Adi-p.  2393,  2396,  where 
the  name  is  applied  to  Virata  as  having  been  found 
by  fishermen,  along  with  his  sister  Matsya  or  Satya- 
vati.in  the  body  of  the  Apsaras  Adrika,  metamorphosed 

into  a  fish) ;  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Deva-mitra  S'akalya, 
(also  read  vatsya) ;  a  particular  luminous  appear- 

ance ;  (ail),  m.  du.  the  twelfth  sign  of  the  zodiac 
or  Pisces  (figured  by  two  fish)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people  and  country  (mentioned  in  Manu  II.  19.  as 
forming  part  of  the  district  called  Brahmarshi),  the 
country  of  Virata ;  (syd  or  si),  (.,  N.  of  the  sister 

of  king  Virata ;  [cf.  Hib.  meas,  '  a  fish ;'  measach, 
'  fishy.']  —  Matsya-karaiidikd,  f.  a  fish-basket,  any 
hamper  or  receptacle  for  fish.  —  Matsya-kurmddy- 

avatdrin  (°ma-ad?),  ?,  m.  'descending  (and  be- 
coming incarnate)  as  a  fish,  tortoise,  Sec.,'  an  epithet 

of  Vishnu.  —  Matsya-gandha,  as,  a,  am,  having 
the  smell  offish;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race;  (a),  f. 
epithet  of  Satya-vati  (mother  of  Vyasa,  also  called 
Mma-gandhS ;  see  matsya  above) ;  a  species  of 
aquatic  plant  (  =  ldrtgali,jala-pippali).—  Matsya- 
ghan/a,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish-sauce  or  dish  of  fish ; 

[cf.  matsa-ganta.]  —  Matsya-ghdta,  as,  m.  the 
killing  of  fish,  i.  e.  the  occupation  of  a  fisherman. 

—  Matsya-ghdtin,  I,  m.  'fish-killer,'  a  fisherman. 
—  Matsya-jdla,  am,  n.  a  fishing  net.  —  Slatsya- 
jivat,  an,  or  matsya-jivin,  i,  m.  'living  by  fish, 
i.  e.  living  by  catching  fish,'  a  fisherman ;  [cf.  matsyo- 
pajlvin^  —  Malsya-deia,   at,  m.    '  the   country 
Matsya,'  N.  of  a  country  mentioned  in  the  Ratna- 
kosha;  [cf.  mate/a.]  —  Matsya-dvddail  ormatsya- 
diiddatikd,  {.,  N.  of  the  twelfth  day  in  one  of  the 
halves  of  the  month  Margasirsha.  —  Matiya-dvipa, 

as,  m. '  fish-island,'  N.  of  a  Dvlpa.  —  Matsya-dhdm, 
{.  '  fish-holder,'  a  fish-basket,  a  small  basket  used  by 
fishermen,  (also  sometimes,  but  less  accurately,  applied 
to  a  kind  of  snare  of  reeds  or  grass  which  is  left  in 
the  water  and  entangles  the  fish  that  swim  with  the 

current.)  —  Matsya-dhvaja,  as,  m.  a  fish-shaped 
standard ;  N.  of  a  mountain  in  Kama-rupa.  ••  Matsya- 

ndtlia,  as,  m. '  fish-lord,'  N.  of  a  man  ( =  matsyen- 
dra,   q.  v.).  —  Matsya-ndri,    f.   '  fish- woman,  half 

fish,  half  woman,'  epithet  of  Satya-vati.  —  Matsya- 
nddaka  or  malsya-ndilana,  as,  m.  '  fish-destroyer," 
a  sea-eagle,  ospizy.  —  Matsya-pittd,  (.  '  fish-bile,'  a 
species   of    medicinal    plant    (  =  katu-rohinl ;    cf. 
matsya-vinnd).  «-  Matsya-purdna,  am,  n.  '  fish- 

Purana,"  N.   of  one  of  the  eighteen   Puranas,  so 
called  as  communicated  by  Vishnu  in  the  form  of  a 
fish  to  thje  seventh  Manu,  sometimes  called  Vaivas- 

vata ;  [cf.  matsydvatdra.]  —  Matsya-prddurbhdva, 
as,  m.  'fish-manifestation,'  N.  of  the  thirty-sixth 
chapter  of  the  Narasinha-Purina ;    [cf.  matsydva- 
tdra.]  —  Matsya-lmndha,   as,   m.    a   fisherman. 
—  Matsya-bandltana,  am,  n.  a  fish-hook,  angle; 
(t),  f.  a  fiih:baiket.  —  Matsya-band/tin,  i,  m. '  fish- 

catching,'  an  angler,  fisherman;    (ini),   f.  a    fish- basket   (various    reading   for    matsya-bandhani). 

—  Matsya-madhava,  am,    n.,  N.   of  a  Ttrtha. 
—  Mateya-raitka  or  matsya-ranga  or  malsya- 
ranyal;a,  as,  m.  a  halcyon,  king-fisher.  —  Matnya- 

rdja,  as,  m.  '  fish-king,'  the  fish  Cyprinus  Rohita ; 
the  king  of  the  Matsyas.  —  Matsya-vid,  t,  t,  t,  know- 

ing fish,  an  ichthyologist.  —  Matsya-vinnd,  f.  a  plant 

(=katukd).  —  Matsya-vedhana,  am,  I,  n.  f.'fish- 
piercing,"  a  fish-hook,  angle ;    (I),  f.  a  cormorant. 
—  Matsya-sagandh in,  I,  im,  i,   having  a  fishy 
smell.  ••  Matsya-sanghdta,  as,  m.  a  multitude  of 
fish,  a  shoal  of  young  try  or  small  fish.  —  Matsya-san- 
tanika,  as,  m.  a  particular  dish  of  fish  (eaten  with 
condiments  and  oil).  —  Matsya-sukta,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  work  mentioned  in  Krishnananda's  Tantra-sira. 

—  Matsya-han,  a,  m.,  Ved.  '  fish-killer,'  a  fisher- 
man. —  Matsydkshaka  (°ya-ak°),  as,  m.  or  mats- 

ydkshakd  or  matsyahshl,  f. '  fish-eyed  (?),'  N.  of  a 
species  of  Soma  plant;  (according  to  some  mats- 

ydkshi  and  matsydkshikd  =  ganda-durvd,  accord- 
ing to  others  maisyakshl  =  Mlamo6ikd,  Hingcha 

Repens ;  matsydkshi  is  sometimes  read  matsydngi.) 

—  Matsydd  (°ya-ad),  t,  t,  t,  or  matsydda  (°ya- 
dda),  as,  a,  am,  '  fish-eating,'  feeding   on  fish. 
••  Matsyddani,  f.  =jala-pippali,  a  particular  plant. 

—  Matsydvatdra  (°ya-av°),  as,  m.  '  fish-descent,' N.  of  the  first  of  the  ten  incarnations  or  manifesta- 

tions of  Vishnu  (during  the  reign  of  the  seventh 
Manu,  the  whole  earth,  which  had  become  corrupt, 

was   destroyed    by  a  flood,   and   all   living   beings 
perished,  except  the  pious  Manu  himself,  and  the 
seven   Rishis,  who  were  preserved  by  the  help  of 
Vishnu  in  the  form  of  a  fish,  after  having  been  di- 

rected by  him  to  enter  a  large  ship  with  the  seeds 
of  all  existing  things  ;  while  the  ship  floated,  fastened 
to  the  fish,  Manu   entered  into  conversation  with 
him,  and  his  questions,  with  the  replies  of  Vishnu, 
form  the  substance  of  the  Matsya-Purana,  q.  v. ;  in 
the  Vana-parvan  of  the  Maha-bharata,  1.  12746- 
12804,  trie  fish  is  represented  as  an  incarnation  of 

Brahma) ;  N.  of  a  division  of  the  Khanda-pras'asti, 
ascribed  to  Hanumat,  treating  of  the  ten  manifesta- 

tions of  Vishnu.  —  Matsydvatdra-kathana,  am,  n. 

'  the  tale  or  narration  of  the  fish-descent,'  N.  of  the 
thirty-seventh  chapter  of  the  Uttara-khanda  of  the 

Padma-Purana.  -  Matsyaiana  (°ya-aiS°),  as,  m. 

'  feeding  on  fishes,"  a  halcyon,  king-fisher.  —  Matsya- 
sura  (°ya-as°),  as,  m. '  fish-Asura,'  N.  of  an  Asura. 
—  Matsydsura-s'atfa-vadha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
ninety-second  chapter  of  the  Krida-khanda  or  second 

part  of  the  GanesVPurana.  —  Matsyendra  (°ya-in°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Hatha-vidya.  —  Mats- 

yc&ara-tlrtha  (°ya-i^°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 
—  Matsyodarin  ("ya-ucP),  I,  m.,  N.  of  Matsya  or 
Vhata  as  the  brother  of  Matsyodarl.  —  Matsyodari 

(°ya-uf),  f.  a  N.  of  Matsya  or  Satya-vati,  who  with 
her  brother  Matsya  was  found  in  the  body  of  the 
Apsaras  Adrika  metamorphosed  into  a  fish,  (also  read 
matsodari) ;  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place  in  Benares. 
—  Matsyodariya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  belly 
of  a  fish  ;  (as),  m. '  son  of  Satya-vati  or  Matsyodarl,' 
an  epithet  of  VySsa.  —  Matsyopajlvin  (°ya-up°),  i, 
m.  '  living  by  fish,'  a  fisherman ;  [cf.  matsya-jlvat.] 
Matsyaka,  as,  m.  a  little  fish. 

See  p.  732,  col.  3. 
matsya.     See  col.  i. 

«i«Hii!S<*T  matsyandika  or  matsyandi,  f. 
(corrupted  fr.  madhu-syandi?),  granulated  sugar, 
coarse  or  unrefined  sugar. 

4-J7J  l-  math  (or  manth,  q.  v.),  cl.  1.9.  P. 
\  (ep.  also  A.)  mathati  (Ved.  mathdyati), 

manthati,  mathndti  (-te),  mamantha  or  less  usually 
mamatha  (2nd  sing,  mamanthilha,  3rd  du.  ma- 
manthatus  or  less  usually  mamathatus,  3rd  pi. 
mamaMhus  or  mamathus,  Ved.  methus,  methire), 
manthishyati  or  mathisnyati,  amanthit  (Ved. 
inatkit),  Inf.  manthituin  or  mathitutn,,  to  rub 
together  (Ved.) ;  to  stir,  stir  up,  excite  (in  Ved. 
with  agnim,  to  excite  fire  by  rubbing  two  pieces  of 
wood  together) ;  to  stir  or  whirl  round,  shake  to- 

gether, shake,  agitate  ;  to  churn,  produce  by  churn- 
ing (sometimes  with  two  ace.,  e.  g.  sudhdm  lishlra- 

nidhim  mathndti,  he  churns  nectar  out  of  the 
ocean  of  milk)  ;  to  agitate,  confuse  ;  to  crush,  grind, 
pinch  ;  to  grind  down,  oppress,  afflict,  distress,  trouble  ; 
to  destroy,  kill,  annihilate,  hurt  ;  to  tear  off,  dislocate, 

disjoint  :  Pass,  mathyate  (ep.  also  -ti),  to  be  stirred 
up  or  churned,  &c.  :  Caus.  mantltayuti  or  less 

usually  mdthayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  stirred  up 
or  churned,  &c.  :  Desid.  mimanthishati,  mimathi- 

shati:  Intens.  mdmathyate,  mdmantli,  mdman- 
thiti,  Impf.  3rd  sing,  amdman;  [cf.  Gr.  /liros, 

IMTfvaj,  f.iavddvoj,  fioOo-s,  p&9<uv,  Ilpo-fajO-fv-s  — 
pra-mantha-s,  q.  v.  ;  Lat.  ment-ula  ;  Slav,  met- 

ezi,  '  tumult  ;'  Lith.  met-uri-s,  ment-wre,  '  a  churn- 
ing-stick  ;'  Hib.  muidhe,  meadar,  '  a  churn,  milk- 

pail.'] 

2.  math.     See  mathin  below. 
Matha,  as,  m.  =  mdtha,  q.  v. 
Mathaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.  his 

descendants. 
Mathan  (mathnd,  inst.  c.  sing.),  a  piece  of  wood 

for  producing  fire  by  attrition  ;  friction,  rubbing 
(Ved.,  Say.  mathnd  =pramdthanena,  lodanena). 
Mathana,  as,  i,  am,  rubbing;  stirring  round; 

churning  ;  hurting,  injuring,  destroying  ;  a  destroyer 

[cf.  pura-m°,  madhu-w°~\  ;  (as),  m.  the  tree Premna  Spinosa  (the  wood  of  which  is  used  to 

produce  fire  by  attrition)  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  rub- 
bing, friction  ;  the  act  of  stirring  round,  churning 

[cf.  amrita-m°,  manthana]  ;  the  act  of  hurting, 
injury,  harsh  treatment,  destruction  ;  N.  of  a  weapon. 

—  Mathanddala  ("no-ad"),  as,  m.  the  mountain 
(Mandara,  q.  v.)  used  as  a  churning-stick  by  the  gods 
and  Danavas  in  churning  the  ocean  of  milk;  [cf. 

mantha-s'aila."] 
Mathi,  is,  is,  t  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  Ved. 

rubbing,  churning,  destroying,  killing  [cf.  urd-m°]  ; 
(is),  m.  a  churning-stick,  any  staff  for  stirring  or 
churning  ;  [cf.  mathin.] 

Mathita,  as,  d,  am,  stirred  round,  shaken  about, 
churned,  agitated  ;  crushed,  ground,  pinched,  nipped  ; 

oppressed,  afflicted,  distressed,  anxious;  destroyed, 
killed  ;  dislocated,  disjointed  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  de- 

scendant of  Yama  (the  reputed  author  of  the  hymn 

Rig-veda  X.  19);  (am),  n.  buttermilk  without 
water,  pure  buttermilk. 
Matkitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  stirs  or  churns, 

one  who  destroys  or  annihilates,  a  destroyer. 

Mathitvd  or  manthitvd,  ind.  having  stirred,  hav- 
ing churned,  &c. 

Mathin,  manlhds  (nom.  voc.  sing,  manthds  fr.  a 
base  manthas,  the  other  strong  cases  fr.  a  base 
manthan,  ace.  pi.  and  other  weak  cases  fr.  a  base 
math,  middle  cases  fr.  mathin,  see  Gram.  162  ; 
hence  nom.  pi.  manthUnas,  ace.  pi.  mathas,  inst. 
sing.  du.  pi.  mathd,  mathi&hydm,  mathibhis),  a 

churning-stick,  churn-staff,  any  stick  for  stirring  or 
churning  ;  the  penis  ;  a  thunderbolt  ;  wind. 
Mathlna  (said  to  be  fr.  mathin  above),  Nom.  P. 

mathlnati,  &c.  (meaning  doubtful). 
Mathna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  shaken  about,  agitated, 

whirled,  (but  mathnd  in  Rig-veda  I.  181,  5,  is 
regarded  by  Say.  as  inst.  sing,  of  mathan  above.) 
Mathnat,  an,  ail,  at,  stirring  round,  shaking 

about,  churning,  .agitating;  oppressing. 

Mathya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  rubbed,  to  be  churned, 
to  be  extracted  or  produced  by  churning. 

Mathyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  stirred  or  churned, 

being  rubbed. 
Mathra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  tearing  or  whirling 

along  (Say.  =  mathana-$ila). 
Mantha,  manthya,  &c.     See  under  rt.  manth. 

,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.,  in  Atharva- 
veda  II.  35,  2,  for  madhavya. 

»Wf  mathd,  ind.,  Ved.  a  Nidhana  formula. 

H«iin  mathata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman; 
[cf.  mamatha.] 

mathura,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
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734 mathurd-kdnda. mada-hastirii. 

I.  math),tf.  of  a  man;  (a),  f.,N.  of  an  ancient  town 
held  in  great  honour  as  sacred  to  Krishna  (situated 
in  the  province  of  Agra  on  the  right  bank  of  the 

river  Yamuna1  or  Jumna1,  not  far  from  the  hil!  Go- 
vardhana  in  Vrindi-vana,  the  scene  of  the  amours 

and  exploits  of  Krishna ;  it  is  described  in  Vishnu- 
PurSna  XII.  I.  as  having  been  founded  by  Satru- 
ghna ;  it  was  the  birthplace  of  the  god  Krishna,  and 
under  the  modem  name  of  Muttra  is  to  this  day 

the  resort  of  crowds  of  devotees ;  according  to  Kul- 
Iflka  on  Manu  II.  19,  the  town  forms  part  of  a 
district,  called  Brahmarshi,  belonging  to  Sflrasena) ; 

N.  of  two  other  towns ;  [cf.  mathura,  madhurd.'] —  Mathurd-kdnda,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the 

Mantra-rahasya-prak5s°ikS.  —  Mathurd-ndtha,    as, 
m.  '  lord  of  Mathura,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna ;  N.  of 
several  men;  (t),  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
Tattva-cintSmani   by  MathurS-nStha.  —  Mathurd- 
niveia,  at,  m.,  N.  of  the  sixty-third  chapter  of  the 
Uttara-kHnda  of  the  RsmSyana.  —  Mathurd-ma- 

hdtmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  VSrSha-PurSna 
(containing  an  account  of  the  city  and  temples  of 

Mathuri).  —  Mathurd-setu,  us,  m.  '  the  bridge  of 
MathurS,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Mathureia  (°rd-lila), 
as,  m.  '  lord  of  MathurS,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna ; 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  S'abda-ratnavall,  a  dictionary 
of  synonyms. 
Mathura,  f.  =  mathura  above. 

*fi^i.  mad  [cf.  mat,  p.  732,  col.  3],  a  form 
derived  fr.  mat,  abl.  of  3.  ma,  and  serving  for  the 
base  of  the  first  personal  pronoun  in  the  singular 
number  (especially  at  the  beginning  of  compounds 

as  follow).  —  Mad-ditta,  as,  d,  am,  having  the. mind 
(fixed)  on  me,  thinking  of  me.  —  Ma(-(harlra, 

am,  n.  (mad  +  rf°),  my  body.  —  Mat-krita,  as,  d, 
am,  made  by  me ;  uttered  by  me ;  (e),  ind.  for  the 

sake  of  me,  on  my  account.  —  Mat-tarn,  as,  d,  am, 
better  or  more  than  mine.  —  M at-tas,  ind.  from  me. 

—  Mat-para,  as,  a,  am,  devoted  to  me.  —  Mat- 
putra,  as,  m.  the  son  of  me,  my  son.  —  Mat-pra- 

suta,  at,  a,  am,  produced  from  me.  —  Ufat-sakas'e, 
ind.  in  my  presence.  —  Mat-iakhi,  a,  m.  my  com- 

panion, my  friend.  —  Mat-sandes"a,  as,  m.  news  of 
me,  tidings  of  me.  —  Mat-samaksham,  ind.  in  the 
presence  of  me,  in  my  sight.  —  Mat-sddru'ya,  am, 
n.  the  likeness  or  resemblance  of  me.  —  Mad-artka, 
as,  m.  my  purpose ;  (am),  ind.  for  the  sake  of  me. 
••  Mad-deha,  am,  n.  my  body.  ••  Mad-bandhana- 
samudbhava,  as,  d,  am,  caused  by  the  binding  of 

me,  i.e.  by  my  bondage.  —  Mad-bhakla,  as,  d, 
am,  devoted  to  me.  —  Mad-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  mad- 
bhavati,  &c.,  to  become  I.  —  Madrik,  ind.  (fir. 

madryant),  Ved.  to  me,  towards  me  (S5y.  =  mad- 
abhimukham).  —  Madryani!,  an,  driil,  ak  (fr.  I. 
mad  with  adri  substituted  for  ad  and  rt.  and), 
Ved.  directed  towards  me,  extending  to  me;  (ak), 
ind.  towards  me.  —  Madryadrik,  ind.,  Ved.  =  ma- 
drik  (with  reduplication  of  affix  adri  ;  cf.  tadryand). 

—  Mad-vatana,  am,  n.  my   word,   my   order ; 
mad-vadandt,  in  my  name,  from  me.  —  I.  mad- 
vat,  ind.  like  me;    (for  2.  madvat  see   p.  736, 

col.  I .)  —  Mad-varglna  or  mad-varglya  or  mad- 

•eargya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  my  class  or  to  my 
party,  connected  with  or  related  to  me.  —  Mad- 

•vidha,  as,  d,  am,  like  me,  equal  to  me,  of  my 
sort  or  kind.  —  Mad^viyoga,  as,  m.  separation  from 
me.  —  Mad-vihitia,  as,  d,  am,  separated  from  me. 

—  Man-mayo,,  as,  i,  amr  '  consisting  of  me,'  full 
of  me,  like  me,  attached  to  me ;  come  forth  from 
me,  proceeding  from  me. 

p.  matka,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  see  p.  732,  col.  3), mine,  my. 

Madlya,  as,  a,  am,  mine,  my  own,  belonging 

i.madya,  Norn.  P.  madyati,  &c.,  see  Pan.  VII. 
2,  98.  (For  2.  madya  see  p.  735,  col.  3.)  ' 
•J»  2.  mad  [cf.  rts.  mand,  mad],  cl.  4. ^  P.  (rarely  A.  in  Ved.)  madyatl  (-«.),  ma. maila,  amadit,  maditum  (Vedic  forms  are  madali 

mandati,  -te  [see  rt.  mand],  mademahi,  matti, 

mamatfi,  mntsva,  mamaddhi,  mamattti  by  PSn. 
VI.  i,  192,  mamattana,  mamadas,  mamadan, 
mattat,  matsati,  amatta,  amatsits,  amatsata, 
amandata,  amandit,  see  rt.  mand),  to  become 
drunk  or  inebriated,  (perhaps  originally  madidum 
esse,  to  be  moist) ;  to  be  mad ;  to  be  drunk  with  joy, 
&c. ;  to  revel,  revel  in,  delight  in  (with  inst.,  gen., 
loc.,  and  rarely  ace.) ;  to  be  glad,  rejoice,  be  happy  ;  to 
enjoy  heavenly  bliss ;  to  be  cheerful  or  gay ;  (Ved.) 

to  gladden,  delight,  amuse,  exhilarate,  intoxicate, 
inspire,  animate :  Caus.  madayati,  madayati,  -iji- 
tum  (Ved.  Inf.  mddayadhyai),  Aor.  amimadal, 

amamadat,  to  intoxicate,  inebriate,  delight,  exhi- 
larate, gladden,  satisfy ;  A.  (-re),  to  be  glad,  rejoice, 

be  pleased,  be  happy,  delight  in ;  to  enjoy  heavenly 
bliss :  Desid.  mimadishati :  Intens.  mamadyate, 

mdmatti;  [cf.  Gr.  /ta5-apo-s,  iiaS-a-<u,  na56$, 
lia&ifa,  /uivoi;  Lat.  mad-e-o,  mad-i-du-s,  mad- 
e-sc-o,  mdile-facio,  ma-na-re  from  mad-;ia-re,' 
probably  Goth,  mai-s,  mat-jam;  Angl/Sax.  mcete, 

miet-an;  Eng.  mad;  Hib.  misge,  'drunkenness;' 
Pers.  O  •••  »  mas-t  from  med-t.] 
Matta,  as,  d,  am,  intoxicated,  inebriated,  drunk, 

(often  used  metaphorically,  as '  drunk  with  love,  with 

joy,  with  pride,  passion,  &c.') ;  mad,  insane,  furious ; 
in  rut,  ruttish  (said  of  animals  of  all  kinds,  but  espe- 

cially of  an  elephant) ;  amorous,  lustful,  wanton ; 
delighted,  overjoyed,  excited ;  proud,  arrogant ;  (as), 
m.  a  drunkard  ;  a  madman  ;  a  furious  elephant,  an 

elephant  in  rut ;  a  buffalo  ;  the  Indian  cuckoo ;  a  thorn- 
apple  ;  N.  of  a  RSkshasi ;  (a),  f.  any  intoxicating 
drink,  spirituous  or  vinous  liquor ;  a  particular  metre, 
four  times   , »  »  u  u  — .  —  Matta-kdla,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Lsta.— Matta-kd&ini,  f.  'ap- 
pearing intoxicated,'  a  bewitching  or  wanton  woman  ; 

(sometimes  written  matta-kdfim  and  matta-kd- 
shint.)  —  Matta-krida,  f.  a  kind  of  metre.  —  Matta- 

gdmini,  f.  '  having  the  gait  of  an  elephant  in  rut,' a  woman  with  a  rolling  walk,  a  bewitching  or  wanton 
woman.  —  Matta-dantin,  i,  m.  a  furious  elephant 
or  one  in  rut.  —  Matta-naga,  as,  m.  an  elephant  in 
rut;  N.  of  an  author.  —  If. atta-mayura,  as,  m.  an 
amorous  peacock  or  one  drunk  with  passion,  a  wild 
or  excited  peacock ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  metre,  four 
times   ,  uuuu —  .  —  Mattamayuralca,  as, 
a,  am,  behaving  like  an  amorous  peacock;  (as), 

m.  pi.  epithet  of  a  particular  warrior-tribe.  —  Matta- 
mdtanga-lildkara,  a  kind  of  metre.  —  Matta-vd- 
rana,  as,  m.  an  elephant  in  rut,  a  furious  elephant ; 
(as,  am),  m.  n.  a  fence  against  drunkards,  &c.,  a 
fence  or  hedge  round  the  house  of  a  rich  man ;  a 
turret,  a  little  room  on  the  top  of  a  large  building  or 
palace ;  a  veranda ;  a  pavilion ;  =  nir-yuha,  q.  v. ; 

(am),  n.  pounded  betel-nuts.  —  Mattavdrana-vi- 
krama,  as,  m.  the  strength  or  might  of  a  furious 
elephant.  —  Matta-vilasini,  f.  a  particular  metre, 
four  times  —  v  u  —  w  w  —  \j  \j  —  uw  —  \j  u  —  ui»  —  \>  — . 

—  Mattdkridd  (°ta-dk°),  f.  a  particular  metre,  four 

—  Mattdlamba  fta-aP),  as,  m.  a  fence  or  hedge 
round  the  house  of  a  rich  man ;  [cf.  matta-rdrana.] 

—  Mattebha-kumb/ta-parindhin  (°ta-ibh°),  i,  inl, 
i,  round  as  the  frontal  globes  of  an  elephant  in  rut. 

—  Matteblin-gamana  ("ta-ibh"),  f.  a  woman  hav- 
ing the  gait  of  an  elephant  in  rut,  a  woman  with  a 

lounging   or    rolling   walk ;    [cf.   matta-gdminl.] 
—  Mattebha-vikr idita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular 
metre,    four   times    \j\j  —  \j\j- w  —  owu   w —  w — . 

Mattaka,  as,  d,  am,  somewhat  drunk  or  inebri- 
ated, somewhat  arrogant  or  proud ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 

a  BrShman  in  Raja-taran-ginT  VI.  339. 

Mattakls'a,  as,  m.  (?  fr.  mattakl  +  tia),  an  ele- 

phant. 
Mada,  as,  m.  intoxication,  drunkenness,  inebriety ; 

madness,  insanity,  frenzy ;  ardent  passion,  lust,  rut- 
tishness,  rut  (especially  of  an  elephant),  lascivious- 
ness,  wantonness,  sensual  enjoyment ;  love,  desire, 
passion,  ardour,  inspiration ;  delight,  rapture,  joy ; 
pride,  arrogance,  presumption,  conceit,  petulance; 
any  exhilarating  or  intoxicating  drink,  spirituous 

liquor,  wine ;  Soma ;  honey ;  the  juice  or  ichor  that 

exudes  from  an  elephant's  temples  when  in  rut ; 

semen  virile  ;  musk  [cf.  mriga-mada']  ;  any  beautiful object ;  a  river  ;  Intoxication  or  Insanity  personified 

(a  monster  created  by  Cyavana,  see  Mah5-bh.  Vana- 
p.  10389,  Anus3sana-p.  7317,  7322);  N.  of  a  son 
of  BrahmS ;  of  a  DSnava ;  of  a  servant  of  Siva ; 

gritsamadasya  mudah,  N.  of  a  Siman ;  (I),  f. 
any  drinking  vessel,  cup,  &c.  ( =  fashaka-rastu)  ; 
any  agricultural  implement,  a  plough,  &c.  (  =  kri- 
shaka-vastu).  —  Mada-kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing 

intoxication,  making  drunk,  intoxicating.  —  Mada- 
karin,  i,  m.  an  elephant  in  rut.  —  Mada-kala,  as, 
d,  am,  uttering  low  sounds  of  love ;  sounding  softly, 
speaking  indistinctly  or  like  a  drunkard,  indistinct, 
inarticulate ;  ruttish,  under  the  influence  of  rut  (as 
an  elephant)  ;  furious,  mad  ;  (as),  m.  an  elephant. 

—  Matla-kdrana,  am,  n.  a  cause  of  pride  or  arro- 
gance. —  Mada-kdrin,  i,  inl,  i,  or  mada-krit,  t, 

t,  t,  making  drunk,  intoxicating.  —  Mada-kohala, 
as,  m.  a  bull  set  at  liberty  (at  a  festival  and  allowed 
to  range  about  at  will).  —  Muda-gandha,  as,  m.  a 
species  of  plant,  =  sapta-Cthadd  ;  (a),  f.  an  intoxi- 

cating beverage ;  hemp,  Linum  Usitatissimum  (  = 

atas'i).  —  Mada-yamana,  as,  m. '  having  an  excited 
or  reeling  gait,'  a  buffalo.  —  Mada-gum-paksha, 
as,  a,  am,  having  wings  heavy   with  honey  (as 

bees).  —  Mada-ghnl,  f.  'destroying  intoxication,'  a 
species  of  leguminous  plant  (^putikd).  —  Mada- 
<!gut,  t,  t,  t,  distilling  juice  or  ichor  (as  an  elephant 
in  rut),  lustful,  wanton,  drunk;  joy-bestowing,  in- 

spiriting, gladdening,  exhilarated  by  the  Soma  juice ; 
destroying  or  overcoming  pride,  (according  to  Say. 

on  Rig-veda  I.  126,4,!.  51,  2=4atrundm  gar- 
vasya  dydvayitri  or  mada-srdvin) ;  (t),  m.  an 
epithet  of  Indra  ;  (la),  m.  du.,  Ved.  an  epithet  of  the 
Alvins.  —  Mada-tyuta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  staggering 

or   reeling   with   intoxication   (Ssy.  =  maddrtham, 

prerita).  —  Mada-jala,  am,  n.  the  juice  of  rut, 
the  ichor  of  a  ruttish  elephant.  —  Mada-jvara,  as, 
m.  the  fever  of  passion ;  fever  of  pride  or  arrogance. 

—  Mada-dvipa,  a*,  m.  an  elephant  in  rut.  —  Mada- 
dhdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Mada-pati,  is,  m., 
Ved.  lord  of  the  Soma  juice  (epithet  of  Indra  and 
Vishnu,  Rig-veda  VI.  69,  3).  —  Mada-prayoga, 
as,  m.  the  issue  of  the  fluid  from  the  temples  of  an 

elephant  in  rut.  —  Mada-praneka,  as,  m.  or  mada- 
prasravana,  am,  n.  the  oozing  out  or  exudation  of 

the  juice  from  an  elephant's  temples  (when  in  rut). 
—  Mada-bhaiij in,  i,  inl,  i,  removing  or  dispelling 

(the  effects  of)  intoxication  ;  («'»r),  f.  the  plant  Aspa- 
ragus Racemosus.  —  Mada-matta,  f.  a   particular 

metre.  —  Mada^mtu!,  k,  k,  k,  emitting  or  distilling 

juice,  being  in  rut  (as  an  elephant).  —  Mada-mohita, 
as,  a,  am,  infatuated  by  drunkenness  or  intoxication 

(Manu  XI.  98),  infatuated  by  pride.  —  Mada-rakta, 
as,  d,  am,  affected  with  love,  agitated  by  passion, 

amorous.  —  Mada-raga,  as,  m.  'affected  by  passion 

or  by  intoxication,'  the  god  of  love ;  a  drunken  man  ; 
a  cock.  —  Mada-rudra-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
author.  —  Mada-ldtha,  f.  a  line  formed  by  the  juice 

(exuding  from  an  elephant's  temples);    a  kind  of 
metre,  four  times   uu  — ;  N.  of  a  woman. 
—  Mada-vari,  n.  the  juice  of  rut,  the  ichor  of  a 

ruttish  elephant.  —  Mada-i-ikuhipta,  as,  d,  am,  dis- 
tracted by  passion,  agitated  by  lust,  in  rut  (as  an 

elephant).  —  Mitda-vihvala,  as,  d,  am,  stupefied 

with  liquor,  mad  with  lust  or  pride.  —  Mada-mrya, 
am,  n.  the  strength  of  passion ;  the  heroism  of  love. 
-  Mada-vriddha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  invigorated  by 

Soma,  exhilarated  by  the  Soma  juice.  —  Mada^vrid- 
dhi,  in,  f.  invigoration  (caused)  by  Soma.  —  Mada- 

rrinda,  as,  m. '  having  a  quantity  of  juice  or  ichor,' 
an  elephant.  —  Mada-faka,  as,  m.  Basella  Cordi- 
folia.  —  Mada-toiindaka,  am,  n.  nutmeg ;   (also 
written   mada-saundaka.)  —  Mada-sdra,  as,  m. 
the  cotton  shrub.  —  Mada-sthala,  or  mada-sthdna, 

am,  n.  'place  of  intoxication,'  a  drinking-house, 
ale-house,  dram-shop,   tavern.  —  Madq-srdvin,  i, 

inl,  i,  distilling  juice  as  an  elephant  in  rut.  —  Mada- 
hastinl,  f.  a  species  of  Kataiija  (  =maha-karanja). 



mada-hetu. 
madya. 

••  Mada-hetu,  w,  m. '  cause  of  intoxication,'  the 

plant  Grislea  Tomentosa.  —  Maddkula  (°da-dk°), 
as,  a,  am,  agitated  by  passion,  full  of  lust,  furious 

with  rut.  —  Maddgha  (Jda-agha),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man;  (as),  m.  pi.  his  descendants. ••  Madddkya 

(°da-ddh  ),  as,  a,  am,  rich  in  wine  or  liquor,  filled 
with  wine,  intoxicated,  drunk ;  (a*),  m.  the  palmyra 
tree  or  palm  which  yields  an  intoxicating  liquor ;  (<z), 

f.  a  red-flowering  Barleria.  —  Maddtattlia  (°da-dta), 
as,  m.  =  maddtyaya  below.  —  Maddtmdnanda 

(°da-dtma-dn°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Ma- 
ddtyaya (°da-at°),  as,  m.  'passing  off  of  wine,' 

disorder  resulting  from  intoxication  (as  head-ache, 

crop-sickness,  &c.) ;  [cf. pdndtyaya.~\  —  Maddndha 
(°da-an°),  as,  a,  am,  blind  through  drunkenness, 
blinded  by  intoxication,  dead  drunk,  intoxicated ; 
blinded  by  passion  or  pride,  infatuated;  dissolute, 

arrogant;  (a),  f.  a  particular  metre,  four  times 

  u  w  -  u  -  o  — .  —  Maddpanayana  fda-ap*), 
am,  n.  the  removal  of  intoxication.  —  Madamndta 

(°da-dm°),  as,  m.  a  kettle-drum  carried  on  an  ele- 
phant. —  Maddmbara  (°da-am°),  as,  m.  the  ele- 
phant of  Indra ;  an  elephant  in  rut.  —  Madalasa 

(°da-al°),  as,  d,  am,  lazy  from  drunkenness,  languid 
with  passion,  indolent  from  pride,  slothful ;  (d),  f., 

N.  of  the  daughter  of  the  Gandharva  Visva-vasu 
(carried  off  by  the  Daitya  PatSla-ketu  and  subse- 

quently the  wife  of  Kuvalayas"va) ;  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Maddldpin  l^da-df),  I,  m.  'uttering  sounds  of 

love  or  of  joy,  singing  delightfully,'  the  Indian  cuckoo 
or  koil.  —  Madd^vat,  an,  afi,  at,  Ved.  intoxicated, 

drunk.  •  Maddvasthd  (°da-av°),  f.  a  state  of  passion, 
wantonness,  lustfulness,  ruttishness,  rut.  —  Maddhva 

(°da-dh°),  as,  m.  musk.  —  Made-raghu,  us,  us,  it 
(ft.  the  loc.  made),  Ved.  eager  with  enthusiasm, 
enthusiastic,  (according  to  Say.  madakare  dhane 

gantd.)  —  Madotkata  (°da-uf),   as,  a,  am,  ex- 
cited by  drink,  intoxicated;  excited  by  passion  or 

lust,  furious  with  passion ;  furious,  mad,  excited  by 
pride,  arrogant,  haughty ;  under  the  influence  of  rut, 
ruttish  (especially  an  elephant) ;  (as),  m.  an  elephant 
in  rut ;  a  dove ;  N.  of  a  lion ;  (a),  f.  an  intoxicating 

beverage ;   N.  of  the  goddess  Dakshayan!  as  wor- 

shipped in  Caitraratha.  —  Madodagra  (°da-uf), 
or  madoddhata  (°da-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  excited  with 
drink,   intoxicated,   excited   with   passion,   furious; 

puffed  up  with  pride,  arrogant,  haughty.  -•  Madon- 

matta  (°da-un°),  as,  d,  am,  intoxicated  with  passion 
or  pride,   furious.  —  Madoryita  (°da-ur°),  as,  d, 
am,  swollen  with  pride,  haughty  with  arrogance. 

—  Madolldpin  (°da-ulj),  I,  m.  the  Indian  cuckoo ; 
[cf.  maddldpin.] 
Madana,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  intoxicating, 

maddening,  delighting,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  passion,  love, 
sexual  love,  lust ;  N.  of  K5ma-deva,  the  god  of  love  ; 
a  kind  of  embrace ;  the  season  of  spring ;  a  bee ; 

bees-wax ;  N.  of  several  plants,  Vanguiera  Spinosa 

[cf.  madana.-kantaka~\ ;  the  thorn-apple,  Datura Metel ;  Phaseolus  Radiatus ;  Acacia  Catechu  ;  Alan- 
gium  Hexapetalum  ;  Mimusops  Elengi ;  N.  of  several 

men  [cf.  bhat/a-m°,  madana-nripa,  madana- 

pdla,  madana-rdja"] ;  (d,  i),  f.  any  intoxicating drink,  spirituous  liquor ;  (f),  f.  musk ;  a  species  of 

plant,  =  ati-muktaka  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  intoxi- 
cating or  exhilarating ;  gladdening  ;  (scil.  wttra),  N. 

of  a  mythical  weapon  ('the  intoxicater,  maddener'). 
—  Madana-kantaka,  as,  m,  =  madana,  the  plant 
Vanguiera  Spinosa.  —  Madana-kdku-rava,  as,  m. 

'  uttering  low  sounds  of  love,'  a  pigeon,  dove.  —  Ma- 
dana-k/ishta,  as,  a,  am,  pained  by  love.  —  Ma- 

dana-griha,  am,  n. '  abode  of  love,'  N.  of  a  parti- 
cular Prakrit   metre.  —  Madana-gopdla,   as,   m. 

"  herdsman  of  love,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna ;  N.  of  the 
preceptor  of  Vaikuntha-puri,   (also  written   simply 
ffO-pdla.)  —  ]Uadana-daturdaiSi,  f.,  N.  of  a  festival 
in  honour  of  Kama-deva  on  the  fourteenth  day  in 
the  light  half  of  the  month  Caitra.  —  Madana-tra- 
yoda.fi,  f.,  N.  of  a  festival  in  honour  of  Kama-deva 
on  the  thirteenth  day  of  the  light  half  of  the  month 
Caitra.  —  Madana-dans/itrd,  f.,  N.  of  a  princess. 

—  Madana-damana,  as,  m. '  Ksma-deva's  subduer,' 

an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Madana-dahana,  as,  m. 
Kama-deva's  burner  or  consumer,'  an  epithet'of 

Siva  or  Rudra ;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the 
number  eleven.  —  Madana-dvddasi,  f.  the  twelfth 
day  of  the  light  half  of  the  month  Caitra  (sacred  to 
Kama-deva).  —  Madana-ndlikd,  f.  a  faithless  wife. 
—  Madana-nripa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
Madana-vinoda  glossary.  —  Madana^pakshin,  I,  m. 

'  spring-bird  (?),'  a  sort  of  raven.  —  Madana-pdtlia- 
ka,  as,  m.' announcer  of  spring,' the  Indian  cuckoo. 

Madana-pdrijdta  or  madana-parijdta,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  compendium  of  rules  on  morality  and  ritual 
compiled  from  older  codes  by  Vilvesvara  under  the 

patronage  of  king  Madana-pala.  —  Madana-pala, 
as,  m.  (sometimes  simply  madana),  N.  of  a  king 
to  whom  several  works  are  ascribed  or  under  whose 

patronage  they  were  composed ;  [cf.  madana-pdri- 
jdta,  madana-vinoda,  madana-rdja]  —  Mada- 
na-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Madana-prabha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vidya-dhara.  —  Madana-phala,  am, 
n.  the  fruit  of  the  plant  Vanguiera  Spinosa.  —  Ma- 
dana-bddhd,  {.  the  pain  or  disquietude  of  love. 

Madana-bJiavana,  am,  n.  'abode  of  love  or 
matrimony,'  a  particular  station  or  state  of  the 
heavenly  bodies  (in  astrology) ;  =  madandlaya,  q.  v. 

—  Madana-matUukd,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Ma- 
dana-vega  and  Kalin-ga-sena  (the  sixth  Lambaka  in 
the  Katha-sarit-sSgara  is  called  after  her).  —  Madana- 
manjari,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman ;   of  a  daughter  of 
Dundubhi,  king  of  the  Yakshas  ;  of  a  kind  of  raven. 

—  Madana-mahoteava  (°hd-ut°),  as,  m.  a  great 
festival  held  in  honour  of  Kama-deva.  —  Madana- 

mdlinl,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Madana-mis'ra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Madana-modaka,  a  particular 

medicinal  powder.  —  Madana-mohana,  as,  m. '  the 

infatuater  of  the  god  of  love,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna. 
—  Madana-vatna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Ma- 
danaratna-pradipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  ascribed 
to  king  Madana-sinha.  —  Madana-rdja,  as,  m,,  N. 

of  a  man.  —  Madana-npu,  us,  m.  '  Kama-deva's 
enemy,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Madana-rekhd,  f.,  N.  of 
the  supposed  mother  of  Vikramaditya.  —  Madana- 
lalita,  am,  n.  play  of  love,  amorous  sport  or  dalli- 

ance ;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times   
uuuuu   u  u  >->-.  —  Madana-lekha,  as,  d, 
m.  f.  a  love-letter;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman;  of  a 
daughter  of  Pratapa-mukha,  king  of  Varanasi.  —  Ma- 
dana-vaiia,  as,  d,  am,  subdued  by  or  subject  to 
love,  in  love.  —  Madana-vahni-MkhdvaK,  f.  the 
flame  of  the  fire  of  love.  ••  Madana-vinoda,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  glossary  by  Madana-nripa  (composed 
under  the  patronage  of  Madana-pala).  —  Madana- 

vega,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Vidya-dharas. 
—  Madana-s~aldkd,  f.  a  species  of  thrush,  Turdus 
Salica  ( =  sdrikd) ;  the  female  of  the  Indian  cuckoo ; 

an  aphrodisiac.  —  Madana-s"ikhi-pidd,  (.  the  pain 
of  the  fire  of  love.  —  Madana-sdrikd,  f.—sdrilcd, 
Turdus  Salica.  —  Madana-sinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

king  (said  to  be  the  author  of  the  Madana-ratna- 
pradipa).  —  Madana-sundari,    f.,    N.    of  various 
women.  —  Madana-send,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of 

Vlra-bhata,  king  of  Tamra-lipti;    of  a  merchant's 
daughter.  —  Madana-hard,  f.  ( =  madana-griha), 
N.  of  a  particular  Prakrit  metre.  —  Madandgraka 

(°na-ag°),  as,  m.  a  species   of  grain,   Paspalum 
Scrobiculatum  (=kodrava).—Madandnkus'a  (°?ia- 
an°),  as,  m.  the  penis ;  a  finger-nail ;  [cf.  kdmdn- 

ku<!a.~\  —  Madandddrya  (°«a-«<T),  ax,  m.,  N.  of 
a  certain  preceptor.  —  Madanatura  (°na-dt°),  as, 
d,  am,  love-sick,  sick  with  \ove.-Madandditya 

(°na-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Madandntaka 
(°na-an°),  as,  m.  '  Kama-deva's  destroyer,'  an  epi- 

thet of  Sivz.  —  Madaniiyudha  (°na-dy°),  am,  n. 
pudendum  muliebre.  —  Madandyusha  (°na-dif), 
as,  m.  a  species  of  shrub  (  =  kdma-vriddhi).  — Ma- 

dandlaya (°na-dl°),  am,  n.  '  love-dwelling,'  pu- 
dendum muliebre  ;  a  lotus  ;  a  sovereign,  prince ;  = 

madana-lhamna.  —  Madandvastha  (°na-av°), 
as,  d,  am,  being  in  a  state  of  love,  enamoured,  in 
love ;  (<7),  f.  the  state  of  being  in  love,  enamoured 
state,  separation  of  lovers  (?).  —  MadaneMhu.-plw.la 
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},  as,  m.  a  species  of  mango  (=laddha- 

rasdla).  —  Madaiiotsava  (°na-ut°),  as,  m.  Kama- 
deva's  festival,  the  Holi  or  vernal  festival  (held  in 
the  spring,  in  honour  of  the  god  of  love)  ;  a  parti- 

cular game ;  (d),  f.  a  courtezan  of  Svarga.  —  Madanot- 

suka  ("na-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  pining  or  languid  with 

love.  —  Madanodydna  (°na-ud°),  am,  n.  '  love's 
garden,'  N.  of  a  garden. 
Madanaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Artemisia  Indica 

(said  to  be  a  transposition  for  damanaka,  q.  v.). 

Madandya,  Nom.  A.  madandyate,  &c.,  to  be 
like  Kama-deva,  to  resemble  the  god  of  love. 
Madanikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

Madanlya,  as,  d,  am,  intoxicating  (used  in  Ni- 
rukta  V.  i.  to  explain  madya) ;  causing  love,  exciting 

passion. 
Madayat,  an,  antl,  at,  intoxicating ;  exhilarating, 

delighting,  gladdening ;  (antf),  f.  Arabian  jasmine ; 
wild  jasmine  ( =  vana-mallikd) ;  N.  of  the  wife  of 
Kalmasha-pada  or  Mitra-saha. 

Madayantikd,  f.  (fr.  madayantl),  Arabian  jas- 
mine; N.  of  a  woman. 

Madayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  an  intoxicater,  maddener, 
delighter ;  intoxicating,  &c. 

Madayitnu,  us,  us,  u,  intoxicating,  exhilarating ; 
maddening  ;  gladdening  ;  (us),  m.  the  god  of  love  ; 
a  distiller  of  spirituous  liquor ;  a  drunken  man ;  a 

cloud ;  (us,  u),  m.  n.  spirituous  liquor. 

Maddmada,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  perpetual  ex- citement. 

Maddra,  as,  m.  a  hog ;  an  elephant,  an  elephant 
in  rut ;  =  dhurta,  a  thorn-apple,  (according  to  some, 

'  a  cheat,  rogue ') ;  a  lover,  libertine  ( =  kdmuka) ;  a 
kind  of  perfume,  (probably)  musk ;  N.  of  a  king. 
Madin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  intoxicating;  rejoicing, 

gladdening ;  delightful,  lovely ;  [cf.  mandin."]  —  Ma- din-tama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  very  intoxicating  or 
exhilarating  (as  Soma);  very  gladdening;  (Say.  = 

mddayitritama.)  —  Madin-tara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
more  intoxicating,  more  gladdening ;  very  gladden- 

ing, &c. ;  (Say.  =  atyartham  mddayitri.) 
Madira,  as,  d,  am,  intoxicating;  gladdening, 

delightful,  lovely ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  red-flowering 
Khadira ;  (d),  f.  spirituous  liquor,  any  inebriating 
drink,  wine,  nectar ;  =  matta-khaiijana,  a  species  of 
wagtail  at  the  pairing  season,  a  wagtail  in  general ; 
a  kind  of  metre ;  N.  of  one  of  the  wives  of  Vasu- 
deva ;  an  epithet  of  Durga ;  N.  of  the  mother  of 
Kadambarl.  —  Madirdksha  (°ra-alt°),  as,  I,  am, 

'  having  intoxicating  or  fascinating  eyes,'  lovely-eyed  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  younger  brother  of  Satanika;  (i), 
f.  a  fascinating  woman.  —  Madird-griha,  am,  n. 

a  drinking-house,  tavern,  dram-shop,  public-house. 

—  Madirdyata-nayand  ("ra-dy"),  (.  a  mistress 
with  fascinating  and  long  eyes.  —  Madird-vati,  f., 
N.  of  the  thirteenth  Lambaka  in  the  KathS-sarit- 

sJgara.  —  Madird-^dld,  f.  a  drinking-house,  dram- 

shop. —  Madirdxva  (°ra-as'°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Rajarshi  and  of  a  king  (son  of  Dasasva  and  grand- 

son of  Ikshvaku,  see  Maha-bh.  AnuSasana-p.  91). 

—  Madird-sakha,  ae,  m.   '  friend  of  wine,'  the 
mango  tree.  —  Madirdsatia  (°ra-as°),  as,  m.  any 
intoxicating  beverage  or  spirituous  liquor.  —  Madi- 
rekshana  ("ra-ik"),  as,  a,  am,  having  intoxicating  or 
fascinating  eyes ;  (d),  f.  a  fascinating  woman.  —  Ma- 
dtrekshana-vallabfid,  f.  a  mistress  with  fascinating 

eyes,  a  fascinating  woman.  —  Madirotkata  ("rd-ut"), 
as,  d,  am,   excited  or  intoxicated  with  spirituous 

liquor.  —  Madironmatta  (°rd-un°),  as,  d,  am, 
drunk  with  wine  or  spirituous  liquor. 
Madishtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  very  intoxicating  or 

exhilarating  (as  Soma) ;  very  gladdening  or  delightful ; 

(a),  f.  any  intoxicating  drink,  spirituous  liquor. 
Madishnu,  us,  us,  u,  a  word  used  in  Nirukta  IV. 

12.  to  explain  mandu,  cheerful,  joyful. 
Maduyha,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  plant  yielding 

honey  or  of  a  species  of  liquorice. 

Maderu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  either 
very  much  intoxicated  or  worthy  of  praise. 

2.  madya,  as,  d,  am  (for  i.  see  p.  734,  col.  i), 
intoxicating,  exhilarating,  gladdening,  lovely ;  (am), 
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n.  any  intoxicating  drink,  vinous  or  spirituous  liquor, 
wine.  —  Madya-kila,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  insect  or 
animalcule  bred  in  vinegar,  &c.  —  Madya-<liiiiii>i, 
as,  m.  a  species  of  tree  (  =  mada).  —  31atlya-pa, 
at,  a,  am,  a  drunkard,  a  wine-drinker,  one  who 
drinks  intoxicating  liquor  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava. 
—  Madya-panka,  as,  m.  vinous  liquor  for  distilling, 
mash.  —  Madya-pdna,  am,  n.  the  drinking  of  in- 

toxicating liquors  ;  any  intoxicating  drink.  —  Madya- 
padana  (°pa-dd°),  am,  n.  a   drunkard's  meal. 
—  Madya-pita,  as,  a,  am,  =p~ita-madya,  one  who has  drunk  wine  or  spirits;    drunk,   intoxicated,   a 
drunkard.  —  Madya-pushpa,  t,  f.  Grislea  Tomen- 
tosa  (the  blossoms  of  which  are  used  in  distilling). 
—  Madya-bija,  see  matlya-vija  below.  —  Madya- 
bhdjana,  am,  n.  '  a  wine-glass,'  a  vessel  for  drinking 
intoxicating  liquors.  —  Matlya-likunila,  am,  n.  a 
vessel  for  intoxicating  liquors.  —  Mad>/a-manda,  as, 
m.  yeast,  barm,  froth.  —  Madya-vdsini,  (.  Grislea 
Tomentosa  (the  blossoms  of  which  are  used  in  dis- 

tilling). —  Madya-vlja,  am,   n.  a  drug  used  to 
procure  fermentation,  leaven  ;   lees  of  wine.  —  Ma- 
dya-sandhdna,  am,  n.  distillation  of  spirit.  •»  Ma- 
dydmoda  (°ya-dm°),  as,  m.   Mimusops   Elengi. 
—  Madydsattaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  (Raja- 
taran-gini  VIII.  276,  perhaps  for  madydsaktaka.) 
Dfadra,  am,  n.  joy,  happiness  ;  (as),  m.  a  country 

to  the  north-west  of  Hindustan  proper,  the  land  of 

Madra  ;  a  king  of  Madra  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  S'ivi 
the  progenitor  of  the  Madras  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Raudrasva  ;  of 
a  river  ;  a  personification  of  the  first  note  or  Mur- 
Ihana  in  the  Gandhara-grama  ;  (i),  f.  a  princess  of 
Madra.  —  Madra-kara  or  madran-kara,  as,  a  or 
i,  am,  causing  joy,  giving  delight,  delighting.  —  Ma- 
dra-kula,  cf.  mddrakulalia.  —  Madra-gdra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  man,  (also  written  madra-gdri.  )  —  Ma- 
dra-nagara,  am,  n.  the  city  of  the  Madras.  —  Ma- 
dra-ndbha,  as,  m.  a  particular  mixed  caste  (Mahfi- 
bh.  Anusfisana-p.  2585).  —  Madra-pa,  as,  m.  the 
ruler  of  the  Madras.  —  Ufadra-bdnija,  as,  m.  a 
merchant  who  goes  to  Madra.  —  Madra-sutd,  f. 

'  daughter  of  the  king  of  Madra,'  an  epithet  of  Madrl, 
the  second  wife  of  Pamlu  ;  [cf.  niaoV?.]  —  Madrd- 
kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  shear,  shave. 
MadraJca,  as,  ikd,  am,  belonging  to  or  produced 

in  Madra  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  degraded  people  in 
the  Dakshinapatha  ;  (as),  m.  a  king  of  the  Madras, 
an  inhabitant  of  Madra  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Sivi  the 
progenitor  of  the  Madra  people  ;  (ikd),  (.  a  Madra 
woman,  (also  madrikd,  q.  v.)  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  kind 
of  song  ;  a  particular  metre,  four  times  -  u  ̂   -  ̂  
—  (JVW—  ,W  —  WWW  —  W  —  U«JW—  . 

Madrdya,  Nom.  P.  A.  madrdyati,  -te,  So:.,  to 
be  glad. 

2.  madvat,  an,  all,  at  (for  i.  mad-vat  see 
p.  734,  col.  l),  Ved.  containing  a  form  or  derivative 
of  it.  2.  mad;  intoxicating,  gladdening. 
Madvan,  a,  art,  a,  Ved.  addicted  to  intoxication, 

fond  of  enjoyment,  giving  enjoyment,  intoxicating  ; 
(d),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

«i<<f(<«i  madadin,  see  Gana  Pragadyadi  to 
Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

•K^rmi^i  madarpitapura,  am,  n.  (said  to 
be  ft.  I.  mad  +  arpita-pura),  N.  of  a  town,  (also 
read  padadika-ptira.) 

madarmada,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
fish  ;  [cf.  mahonmada  under  ma/tat^] 

THJ  madi  or  madika,  f.  a  kind  of  harrow 
or  roller  ;  [cf.  mafya.] 

*"0<3  madmu,  N.  of  a  place  (?  Medina) 
mentioned  in  the  Romaka-siddhantabyS'rishavayana. 
Tifta  madiya.     See  p.  734,  col.  i. 
*TsJ  madgu,  us,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 

I.  7.  fr.  rt.  may),  a  particular  aquatic  bird,  a'kind  of 
cormorant,  shag,  diver  [cf.  kdka-m",  jala-m1']  ;  a 
species  of  wild  animal  frequenting  the  boughs  of 

trees  (  =  parna-mriga)  ;  a  kind  of  snake  (  =  miltt- 
dliaiia)  ;  a  particular  fish  ;  a  kind  of  galley  or  vessel 
of  war,  a  ship  ;  a  man  of  a  particular  degraded  tribe 
or  mixed  caste  who  live  by  killing  forest  animals 
(described  as  the  offspring  of  a  Brahman  by  a  woman 
of  the  Vandin  or  bard  class,  cf.  Manu  X.  48),  au 

outcast  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  SVaphalka  [cf.  upa-m°], 
Madgura,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt.  nuijj,  but  ac- 

cording to  Unidi-s.  I.  42.  fr.  rt.  2.  mad),  a  species 
of  fish  (Macropteronatus  Magur)  ;  a  kind  of  sheat- 
fish  [cf.  A'ar«a-m°]  ;  a  diver,  pearl-fisher,  —  Mad- 
i/>ir«-/n-iyd,  (.  the  female  of  the  above  fish. 
Madguraka,  as,  m.  =  madgura,  the  fish  Ma- 

cropteronatus  Magur. 

Madyurasl,  f.  a  species  of  fish  (=grdma-mad- 

gurikd). 
ifj^mad-bhu.     See  p.  734,  col.  i. 
TO  i.  2.  madya.     See  pp.  734,  735. 

T^[  madra.     See  col.  i  . 
madrabala  =  mudrabala,  q.  v. 

madrarma,  am,  n.,  cf.  Pan.  VI.  2,  91. 

eo|i<jqc9^  madruka-sthall,  f.,  cf.  Pan.  IV. 
2,  127. 

madrumarakantha,  am,  n.,  cf. 
.  2,125. 

nt,  madrik.  See  p.  734,  col.  i. 

-vafana,  mad-vidha,  &c.    See 

p.  734,  col.  i. 
IV^T  madhavya.     See  p.  738,  col.  i. 

V*J  madhu,  us,  us  or  us  or  vi,  u  (connected 
with  rt.  2.  mad,  but  in  Unadi-s.  1.  19.  said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  man;  for  declension  of  neut.  see  Gram.  115  ;  in 
Ved.  the  gen.  of  the  neut.  may  be  madltos,  inst. 
mad/iva,  loc.  madhau,  fern.  nom.  pi.  madhvls), 
sweet,  of  a  pleasant  taste  or  flavour,  pleasant,  agree- 

able; (it),  n.  anything  sweet  (especially  if  liquid), 
mead  ;  Soma  (Somyam  madhu,  Rig-veda  1.  19,  9)  ; 
honey  (said  to  possess  intoxicating  qualities  and  to  be 
of  eight  kinds)  ;  milk  or  anything  produced  from 
milk  (as  butter,  melted  butter,  ghee,  Ved.)  ;  the  juice 
or  nectar  of  flowers,  any  sweet  intoxicating  drink, 
wine,  spirituous  liquor  ;  sugar  ;  sweetness  ;  water  ; 
N.  of  one  of  the  Brahmanas;  a  particular  metre, 
four  times  u  u  ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  the  first  month  of 

the  year,  =  C'aitra  (March-April)  ;  the  spring  ;  Bassia 
Latifolia;  Jonesia  Asoka;  liquorice  (  =  madhuka, 
madhu-driima)  ;  N.  of  an  Asura  or  Daitya  (gene- 

rally associated  with  Kaitabha  and  along  with  him 
slain  by  Vishnu)  ;  N.  of  another  Asura  (father  of  the 
Rakshasa  Lavana  and  killed  in  Madhu-vana  by 
Satru-ghna,  who  founded  there  the  city  of  Mathura 
or  Madhura  ;  this  Asura  is  sometimes  identified  with 
the  previous  one)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  the  third  Manu  ; 
of  one  of  the  seven  sages  under  Manu  Cakshusha  ; 
of  various  princes,  of  a  son  of  Vrisha,  of  Deva- 
kshatra,  of  Bindumat,  of  Arjuua  Kartavlrya  ;  N.  of 
a  teacher  [cf.  madlmi]  ;  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  (avas), 
m.  pi.  the  race  of  Madhu,  =  the  Yadavas  or  Ma- 
thuras;  (us),  f.  a  particular  plant,  =  Jiv5  or  Jivanti; 

[cf.  Zend  madhu,  '  honey  ;'  Gr.  ptB-v,  fj.tO-6-ai, 
/ii9-v-ffK-<u,  fi(\i  in  which  9  or  8  is  changed  into  A; 
Lat.  mel,  mellis  for  melris  =  mcdris  (?)  ;  Angl  .  Sax. 
metl-ii,  med-o;  Old  Germ,  met-o,  medti;  Slav. 

med-H;  Lith.  mid-n-s,  'honey;'  Hib.  mil,  gen. 
meala,  '  honey.']  —  Marlhu-kantha,  as,  m.  the 
Indian  cuckoo,  koil  (  =  kokila).  —  Madhu-kara,  as, 
m.  (  honey-maker,'  a  bee  ;  a  lover,  libertine  ;  Eclipta 
Prostrata  (  =  bhrini/a-rdja-vriksha)  ;  Asparagus 
Racemosus  ;  Achyranthes  Aspera  ;  sweet  lime  ;  (i), 
f.  a  female  bee.  —  Madhukara-gana,  as,  m.  a 
swarm  of  bees.  —  Madhukara-rdjan,  d,  m.  the 
king  of  bees,  i.  e.  the  queen  bee.  —  SlaiUinkani- 
ireni,  is,  (.  a  line  of  bees.  —  Matlhukara-saha,  as, 
or  madhukara-sdhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king,  son  of 
PraUpa-rudra.  —  Madhukaraya,  Nom.  A.  madhu- 

karayate.  Sec.,  to  act  the  part  of  a  bee,  represent  a 
bee.  —  Madhukarika,  (.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Ma,- 
dhu-karkalikd,  f.  a  species  of  Madhura-jambira  (  = 
•mad/mm  or  madhu-!iharjurikd).  —  Madhu-kur- 
katl,  f.  a  kind  of  citron,  sweet  lime ;  a  kind  of  date 
(  =  madhu-bija-iium ).  —  Madhu-karna,  see  Gana 

Kumud-adi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  8o.  —  M(iit/tii-kai!d,'(. (  =  madli.utnati  ka3a,  Rig-veda  I.  22,  3),  Ved.  the 
whip  belonging  to  the  Asvins  with  which  they  are  said 
to  mix  up  the  Soma  juice  (described  in  Atharva-veda 
IX.  J,  I,  Sec.  as  produced  from  the  heaven,  earth,  air, 
ocean,  fire,  or  as  a  daughter  of  the  Wind)  ;  an  imple- 

ment furnished  with  thongs  for  whipping  up  milk  &c. 
—Madhu-kanda,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  first  Kanda  of  the 
Brihad-aranyakopanishad.  —  Madhu-kdnana,  am, 
n.  =  madhu-vana,  the  forest  of  the  Daitya  Madhu. 
—  Madlm-kdra,  an,  m.  '  honey-maker,"  a  bee ;  (f ), 
f.  a  female  bee.  —  Madhu-kdrin,  i,  m.  a  bee.  —  Ma- 
dhu-kukkuiilia.  or  madhu-kukkuti,  f.  a  kind  of 
citron   tree    with    ill-smelling    blossoms    [cf.  piiti- 
pushpika] ;  (ikd),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  madhura). 
—  Madhu-ktimbha,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Mltris 
attending  on  Skanda.  —  Madhu-kulyd,  f.  a  stream 
of  honey,   honey  in  streams   (sometimes   used  to 
express  an  overflowing  abundance  of  good  things) ; 

N.  of  a  river  in  Kus'a-dvlpa.  —  Madliu-kula,  as,  d, 
am,  whose  banks  consist  of  Madhu.  —  Madltu-krit, 

t,  t,  t,  making  honey  or  sweetness ;  ((),  m.  '  honey- 
maker,'  a  bee.  —  Madhu-kcsala,  as,  m.  'honey- 
insect,'  a  bee.  —  Madhu-kos'a  or  madhn-kosha,  as, 
m.  '  honey-receptacle,'  a  bee-hive  ;   a  honey-comb. 
—  Madhu-krama,  as,  m.  a  bee-hive ;   a  honey- 

comb;  (as),  m.  pi.  a  drinking  bout,  drunkenness. 
—  Madhu-kshira,  ai,  m.  Phcenix  Silvestris.  —  Ma- 
dhurkharjurikd  or  madhu-kharjuri,  f.  a  kind  of 
date.  —  Madkii-gandhika,  as,  a,  am,  sweet-smell- 

ing. —  Madhu-gayana,  as,  m.  the  Indian  cuckoo. 
—  Madhu-gurijana,  as,  m.  Hyperanthera  Moringa. 
—  Madhu-graha,  as,  m.  a  libation  of  honey  (in 

the  Vaja-peya).  —  Madhu-ghosha,  an,  m.  'sweetly- 
sounding,'  the  Indian  cuckoo.  —  il/u<M»-(V//m/*(,  f. 
a  particular  shrub  (  =  mayura-s'ikhd).  —  3fadhu- 
Mhanda,  as,  m.  (a  later  form  of  madhu-Mhandas), 
N.  of  one  of  the  seven  sages  (in  Hari-vansa  1462). 
—  Madhu-ildhandas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  middlemost 
(51st)  of  VisvSmitra's  101  sons;  (asas),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  all  the  sons  of  VisvSmitia.  —  Madhu-fyut,  t,  t,  t, 
or  madJm-<!yuta,  as,  d,  am,  dropping  honey,  dis- 

tilling honey,  overflowing  with  sweets.  —  Madhu-ja, 
as,  d,  am,  obtained  from  honey ;  (d),  f.  sugar  made 
from  honey,  sugar-candy ;  the  earth  ;  (am),  n.  bees- 

wax. —  Mailhii-jambira,  madhii-jambha,  or  ma- 
dhii-jambhala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  citron.  —  Madhu- 

jtiia,  as,  d,  am,  'honey-bom,' sprung  or  produced  from 
honey.  —  Madhu-jit,  t,  m.  '  conqueror  of  the  Daitya 
Madhu,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Madhu-jiliva,  as, 

d,  am,  Ved. '  honey-tongued,  sweet-tongued '  (said  of 
fire,  because  of  the  butler  melted  upon  it) ;  sweetly- 

speaking,    (Ssy.  =  madhura-bhdshi-jihropeta.) 
—  Madhu-trina,  am,  n.   sugar-cane.  —  Madhu- 
trai/a,  am,  n.  the  three  sweet  things  (sitd,  mdk- 
sJdkd,  and  sarpin,  q. q.  v.v.).  —  Madhu-tva,  am,  n. 
sweetness.  —  Madhu-dlpa,  as,  m.  '  lamp  of  spring,' 
the  god  of  \ove.-l\Iadhu-diigha,  as,  a,  am,Ved. 
milking   (i.  e.  yielding)   sweetness  ;    (SSy.)  water- 
yielding.  —  Madhu-diita,  as,  m. '  the  messenger  of 
spring,'  the  mango  tree ;  (F),  f.  Bignonia  Suaveolens. 
—  Madhu-dogha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the   milking  of 
sweetness;  (Say.)  water-yielding  (as  adj.  =  udal;axya, 
dohaka  or  vrishty-udakasya  kartri).  —  Madhu- 
doha,  as,  m.  the  milking  out  or  extracting  of  honey, 
the  extracting  of  sweetness.  —  Madhu-dra,  as,  m. 
'  hastening  after  honey  or  sweets'  [cf.  rt.  2.  dra],  a 
bee ;  a  libertine.  —  Matlhitrtlrava,  as,  m.  a  red-blos- 

somed Hyperanthera  Moringa.— Madhu-druma,  as, 
m.  Bassia  Latifolia  (see  madhuka),  the  mango  tree. 

—  Madhu-drish,  t,  m. '  the  foe  of  the  Daitya  Madhu,' 
an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Madhii-dha,  as,  as,  am,  Ved. 
dispensing  or  holding  sweetness ;   (Say.  madhu  = 
madhurdni  stuti-lakshandni  vakydni  or  dditya, 
or  stoma.)  —  Madhu-dhatu,  its,  m.  a  kind  of  yellow 
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pyrites  (see  makthika).  —  Madhu-dhara,  as,  a, 
am,  Vcd.  pouring  out  sweetness;  pouring  down 

water,  (Say.  ~  udaha-flhdra  yasya.)  —  Madhu- 
dhiira,  f.  a  stream  of  honey ;  N.  of  a  mythical 
river.  —  Madhu-dhuli,  is,  f.  molasses,  unrefined 
brown  sugH.  —  Madhu-dhetiu,  us,  f.  honey  offered 
to  BrShmans  in  the  form  of  a  milch  cow.  —  Madlut- 

nadl,  f.  a  cell  in  a  honey-comb ;  an  epithet  of  the 
hymns  Rig-veda  III.  54,  55.  —  Madhu-ndlikeraka, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  cocoa-nut.  —  Madhu-nirgama,  as, 
m.  the  departure  of  spring.  —  Madhu-nisudana,  as, 

and  madhu-nihantri,  (a,  m. '  destroyer  of  Madhu,' 
an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Madhu-netri,  ta,  m.  a  bee. 

—  Madhuno-leha  (?),  as,  m. '  licker  of  honey,'  a  bee. 
—  Madhun-tama,  as,  a,  am  (a  superlative  of  madhu, 
formed  analogously  to  madin-tima),  very  intoxi- 

cating, sweetest.  —  Madhu-pa,  as,  a,  am,  honey- 
drinking,  drinking  sweetness,  (madhupah  khagah, 

a  bee) ;  (as),  m.  a  bee.  —  Madhu-patala,  as,  m.  a 
bee-hive.  —  Madhu-pati,  is,  m.  '  chief  of  the  race 

of  Madhu,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Madhu-parka, 
as,  m.  a  mixture  of  honey,  an  offering  of  honey 
and  milk,  a  respectful  offering  to  a  guest  or  to  the 
bridegroom  on  his  arrival  at  the  door  of  the  father 
of  the  bride  (sometimes  consisting  of  equal  parts  of 
curds,  honey,  and  clarified  butter,  see  Manu  III.  119, 
V.  41) ;  the  ceremony  of  receiving  a  guest ;  N.  of  a 
son  of  Garuda.  —  Madhuparka-ddna,  am,  n.  the 
offering  of  the  Madhu-parka.  —  Madhuparka-pdnt, 
is,  is,  i,  having  the  Madhu-parka  oblation  in  the 
hand,  offering  the  Madhu-parka.  —  Madhu-parka- 

(amana  (°ka-dd°),  am,  n.  the  tasting  of  the  Madhu- 
parka.  —  Madhu-parkika,  as,  a,  am,  presenting 
the  offering  of  honey,  &c.  —  Madhw-parkya,  as,  a, 
am,  worthy  of  the  honey  offering  (Pan.  V.  i,  66). 
—  Madhu-parnikd,  f.  Gmelina  Arborea ;  the  indigo 
plant,  Indigofera  Tinctoria;    a  species  of  creeper, 

Lycopodium   Imbricatum  ;    Cocculus  Cordifolius  ;  = 
sudariana,  —  Madhu-parm,  f.  Cocculus  Cordi- 

folius ;  Gmelina  Arborea ;  Indigofera  Tinctoria ;  the 
pomegranate  tree  ;    Lycopodium  ;    Menispermum  ; 

sweet  lime.  —  Madhu-pa,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  honey- 
drinking,  drinking  sweetness.  —  Madhu-pdni,  is,  is, 
i,  Ved.  having  honey  or  sweetness   in  the  hand. 

—  Maslhupa-tama,  as,  a,  am,  excessively  drink- 
ing sweetness  or  Soma,  (Say.  —  aiiiayena  madhoh 

somasya  pdtri.)  —  Madhu^pdna,  am,  n.  sipping 
the  nectar  of  flowers.  —  Madhupana-kala,  as,  a, 
am,  indistinct  through  the  sipping  of  the  nectar  of 
flowers  (as  the  humming  of  bees).  —  Madhu-pdyin, 

i,  m. '  honey-drinker,'  a  bee.  —  Madhu-pdla,  as,  m. 
a  honey-keeper  (RSmSyana  V.  60,  10).  —  Madhu- 
pdlikd,  f.  Gmelina  Arborea.  —  Madhu-pingdksha 

(°ga-ak°),  as,  I,  am,  having  eyes  as  yellow  as  honey ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Madhu-ptlu,  us,  m.  a 
species  of  tree,  a  kind  of  Pllu  tree.  —  Madhu-pura, 
am,  n.  the  city  of  the  Daitya  Madhu ;  N.  of  a  city  in 
Northern  India ;  (z),  f.  the  city  of  the  Madhus,  i.  e. 

Mathura.  —  Madhu-pushpa,  as,  m.  Bassia  Latifolia ; 
Acacia  Sirissa  ( =  tirisha) ;  Jonesia  Asoka ;  Mimu- 
sops  Elengi ;  (a),  f.  Croton  Polyandrum,  or  Croton 
Tiglium  ;  Tiaridium  Indicum.  —  Madhu-pu,  us,  us, 
u,  Ved.  becoming  clear   in   sweetness.  —  Madhu- 
prid,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  dispensing  sweetness;    (Say.) 
granting  the  sweet  fruit  of  the  sacrifice.  —  Madhu- 
prishtha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  whose  back  or  surface 

consists  of  sweetness  (said  of  Soma).  —  Madhu-peya, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  sweet  to  drink ;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  the 
drinking   of  sweetness  (of  Soma  &c.).  —  Madhu- 
pranaya,  as,  m.  fondness  for  wine,  addiction  to 

wine.  —  Madhupranaya-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  fond  of 
or  addicted  to  wine.  —  Madhu-pratlka,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  having  a  sweet  mouth  or  face,  having  sweetness 
in  the  mouth  ;  (Say.)  having  sweetness  in  every  part 
(  =  ghrita-prayuktdvayavah) ;   epithet  of  certain 
supernatural  powers  and  properties  belonging  to  a 
Yogin.  —  Mailhu-prameha,,  as,  m.  honey-like  or 
saccharine  urine,  diabetes.  —  Madhu-prdsana,  am, 
n.  putting  a  little  honey  into  the  mouth  of  a  new- 

born male  infant,  one  of  the  Sanskaras  or  purificatory 
.ceremonies  of  the  Hindus.  -  Madhu-priya,  as,  a, 

am,  fond  of  honey  or  the  juice  of  flowers ;  (as),  m. 
a  kind  of  shrub,  =  bhumi-jambu,  Ardisia  Solanacea ; 
an  epithet  of  Bala-bhadra.  —  Nadhu-pluta,  as,  a, 
am,  swimming  with  honey,  mixed  with  honey. 
—  Madhu^psaras,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  longing  for 
sweetness ;  (Say.)  feeding  on  the  sweet  Soma  juice, 
or  of  sweet  form  (  =  madhurasya  soma-rasasya 
bhakshayitri  or  manohara-rupa).  —  Madhu-pha- 
lu,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  cocoa-nut ;   Fiacourtia  Sapida 
or  Cataphracta.  —  Madhu-phaKkd,  f.  a  kind  of 
date  (  =  madhu-kharjurikii).  —  Madhu-bahuld,  f. 
Gzrtnera  Racemosa.  —  Madhn-bija,  as,  m.  a  pome- 

granate tree.  —  Afadhu-bijapura,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
dtmn.  —  Madhu-brdhmana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Biah- 
mana.  —  Madhu-bhakshana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter 
of  the  Bala-kanda   of  the  Rsmayana.  —  Madhu- 
bhadra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Madhu-bhatja,  as, 
a,   am,  Ved.  whose    lot   or   portion  is  sweetness. 
—  Mad/tu-bhdva,  as,  m.  a  particular  Prakrit  metre. 
—  Madhti-bhid,  t,  m.  'the  slayer  of  the  Daitya 
Madhu,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Madhu-bhuj,  Tc, 
k,  k,  enjoying  sweetness  or  gladness.  —  Madhu-bhu- 
mika,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  a  Yogin  or  ascetic  in  the 
second  order  or  degree.  —  Madhu-maksha,  as,  a,  m. 

f.  or  madhu-makihikd,  (. '  honey-fly,'  a  bee.  —  Ma- 
dhu-majjan,  a  kind  of  tree  ( =  dkhota).  —  Madhu- 
mat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing  or  containing  sweetness, 
sweet;  pleasant,  agreeable ;  mixed  with  honey,  honied; 
rich  in  honey,  richly  provided  with  the  juice  of  flowers ; 
containing  the  word  madhu;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a 
country ;  of  a  city  ?  ;  (ante),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ; 
(all),  (.  Gmelina  Arborea ;  N.  of  a  particular  step  or 
degree  in  the  Yoga  [cf.  bhumika]  ;  of  a  particular 
supernatural  faculty  belonging  to  a  Yogin ;  of  a  kind 
of  metre,  four  times  uuouuu-;  of  a  river ;  of  a 
city  in  Saurashtra  ;  of  a  daughter  of  the  Daitya  Madhu 
(wife  of  Hary-aJva).  —  Madhu-matta,  as,  a,  am, 
drunk  with  wine  or  mead ;  intoxicated  or  excited  by 
the  spring ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (as),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people.  —  Madhu-math,  t,  or  madhu-ma- 

thana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  '  the  destroyer  of  the  Daitya 
Madhu,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Madhiwnada,  as, 
m.  the  intoxication  of  wine.  —  Madhu-manta,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Madhu-mantha,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  drink  mixed  with  honey.  —  Madhu-maya,  as, 
t,  am,  made  of  honey,  honied,  sweet  as  honey, 
sweet,  luscious.  —  Madhu-malli,  f.  Jasminum  Gran- 
diflorum.  —  Madhu-mastaka,  am,   n.  a  kind  of 
sweetmeat  (made  of  honey,  flour,  oil,  and  ghee). 
—  Madhu-mddhava,  aw,  m.  du.  or  am,  n.  the  two 
spring  months,  (madhu-madham,  in  the  spring.) 
—  Madhu-widdhavi,  f.  any  spring  flower  abounding 
in  honey  or  a  particular  species  of  flower;  a  kind  of 
intoxicating  drink ;    a  kind   of  metre,   four  times 
—  u-uvu-uu-u  — ;  a  particular  RSgin!  or 
musical   mode(?);    N.   of  a   commentary  on   the 
Amara-kosa.  —  Madhu-mddhvlka,  am,  n.  any  in- 

toxicating drink;  a  particular  spirit  or  intoxicating 
drink  distilled  from  the  flowers  of  the  Bassia  Lati- 

folia;   [cf.  madhu-madhai-l^  —  Madhu-maralca, 
as,  m.  'destroyer  of  honey,'  a  bee;    [cf.  madhu- 

sudana.~\  —  Madhu-mdlapattrikd,  f.  a  species  of 
small  shrub  (  =  <HvtlUka).  —  Madlm-mii!m,  as,  a, 
am,  mixed  with  honey  or  sweet  milk ;  (as),  m.,  N. 

of  a  man   (the  son  of  Bhava-candra).  —  Madhu- 

mura-naralca-vinas'ana,  as,  m.  '  the  destroyer  of 
(the  Daityas)  Madhu,  Mura,  and  Naraka,'  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu  (Krishna).  —  Madhu-mula,  am,  n.  the 
edible  root  of  Amorphophallus  Campanulatus,  a  sort 
of  yam,  the  Indian  potato.  —  Madhu-meha,  as,  m. 
honey-like  or  saccharine  urine,  diabetes.  —  Madhu- 

mcha-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  passing  saccharine 
urine.  —  Madhu-mehin,  I,  iiti,  i,  suffering  from 
saccharine  urine  or  diabetes.  —  Marlhu-yashti,  is, 
or  madhu-yashfi ,  f.  sugar-cane  (  =  iikta-parvan). 
—  Madhu-yashtikd,  f.  liquorice,  liquorice-stick  (  — 
yashti-madhukd ;  the  root  of  Abrus  Precatorius  is 
said  to  be  similarly  used).  —  Madhu-rasa,  as,  m. 
juice    of  honey,  sweetness ;   sugar-cane ;    the  wine 
palm;  («),  f.  Sanseviera  Roxburghiana ;  a  vine,  a 
bunch   of  grapes ;    a  kind  of  Asclepias,  Gmelina 

Arborea ;  (as,  a,  am),  sweet-flavoured,  sweet.  —  Ma- 

dhu-ripu,  us,  m. '  the  enemy  of  the  Daitya  Madhu,' an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna.  —  Madhu-rulta,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Ghrita-prishtha.  —  Madhu-renu, 

us,  m.  a  species  of  tree  (=kata-bhi).  —  Mad/iu- 
lagna,  as,  m.  a  red-blossomed  Moringa.  —  Madhu,- 
latd,  f.  a  kind  of  grass  (=4ulT).  —  Madhu-lih,  t, 

or  madhu-leha,  as,  or  madhu-lehin,  I,  m. '  honey- 
sucking,' a  bee.  —  Madhu-lolupa,  as,  m.  'longing 
after  honey,'  a  bee.  —  Madhu-vafas,  as,  as,  as, 
Ved.  sweet- voiced,  sweetly  speaking.  —  Madhu-vati, 
(.,  N.  of  a  district.  —  Madhu-vaiia,  as,  m.  the  Indian 
cuckoo;  N.  of  the  forest  of  the  ape  Sugriva  (which 
abounded  in  honey) ;  of  the  forest  of  the  Daitya  Madhu 
on  the  Yamuni  (where  Satru-ghna,  after  slaying 
Lavana,  son  of  Madhu,  founded  the  city  of  Mathura 
or  Madhura;  it  was  sacred  to  SarasvatI).—  Madhu- 

varna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  honey-coloured,  having  an 
agreeable  aspect;  sweet;  N.  of  a  being  attending  on 
Skanda.  —  Madhu-valli,  f.  liquorice  (  =  yashti-ma- 
dhu,  JflitanaTfa).  —  MadJm-ratiya,  as,  a,  am,  be- 

ginning with  the  words  madhu  vdta/f.  —  Madhu- 
•vara,  as,  m.  pi.  drinking  repeatedly,  tippling,  ca- 

rousing. —  Madhu-rahana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  bearing 
or  carrying  sweet  things  (as  honey,  milk,  &c. ;  said 
of  the  chariots  of  the  AsVins).  —  Madhu-vahin,  I, 
int,  i,  bearing  or  carrying  sweet  things ;  (irii),  (., 

N.  of  a  river.  —  Madhu-vidya,  f.  '  the  science  of 
sweetness,'  epithet  of  a  particular  mystical  doctrine. 
—  Madhit-v idfish,  t,  m. '  the  enemy  of  (the  Daitya) 

Madhu,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Madhu-vlja,  as,  m. 
the  pomegranate.  —  Madhu-vridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  in- 

creasing sweetness,  abounding  in  sweetness.  —  Ma- 
dhu-vrisha,  as,  a,  am,  dropping  or  raining  sweet- 

ness. —  Madhu-vrata,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.   occupied 
with  sweetness ;  (SSy.)  discharging  the  functions  of 
water,  =  udakartha-karman ;    (as),  m.   a   bee. 

—  Madhuvrata-pati,  is,  m.  'king  of  bees,' i.e. 
the  queen  bee.  —  Madhuvrata-varutha  (?),  a  swarm 

of  bees.  —  Sfadhu-s'arkara,  f.  honey-sugar.  —  Ma- 
dhu-iakha,  as,  a,  am,  having   sweet  branches; 
(as),  m.  Bassia  Latifolia.  —  Madhu-Hgru,  us,  m. 
Moringa  Pterygosperma.  —  Madhu-tishta  or  ma- 
dhu-desha,  am,  n.  bees-wax,  wax.  —  Madhu-Mut  or 
madhu-iltyut,  t,  t,  t,  or  madhu-Sfyuta,  as,  a,  am, 
distilling  sweetness,  overflowing  with  sweets,  (Say. 

=  madhu-sravin.)  —  Madhu-drava,  see  madhu- 

srava.  —  Madhu-s'ri,  is,  f.  Beauty  of  Spring  (per- 
sonified).— Madhu-s'reni,  f.  the   plant  Sanseviera 

Roxburghiana  (of  Ceylon).  —  Madhu-s"vasa,   f.  a 
species  of  plant  ( =ji vantt).  —  Madhu-shut,  t,  t,  t 
(shut  for  sut),  Ved.  generating  sweetness,  producing 
a  sweet  taste  ;  (Say.)  distilling  the  sweet  Soma  juice 
( =  sornam  abJushunvaf).  —  Madhushut-tama,  as, 
a,  arre,Ved.  excessively  distilling  or  producing  sweet 
juice.  •- Madhu-shfhana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  =  madhu- 
sthana,  ([.v.  —  flfadhu-shyanda,  see  madhtt-syan- 

da.  —  Madhu-sakha,  as,  m.  'friend  of  spring,'  the 
god  of  love.  —  Madhu-sankds'a,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
looking   sweet,  appearing  pleasant.  —  Madli  u-san- 

dris"a,  as,  i,   am,  Ved.  sweet-looking,  appearing 
lovely  (Atharva-veda  I.  34,  $).  —  Madhu-sambhava, 

as,  a,  am,  producing  honey  or  sweetness.  —  Madhu- 

sahaya,  as,  m.  '  companion  of  spring,'  epithet  of 
the  god  of  love.  —Madhu-sat,  ind.  to  honey,  into 
the  state  of  honey.  —  Madhusad-bhuta,  as,  a,  am, 
become  honey,   become   sweet.  —  Madhit-sdratM, 

is,   m.  'having  spring  for  a  charioteer,'  epithet  of 
the  god  of  love.  —  Madhu-sikthaka,  as,  m.  a  kind 

of  poison.  —  Madhu-suhrtd,  t,  m.  'the  friend  of 

spring,'  the  god  of  love.  —  Madhu-sudana,  as,  m. 
'  destroyer  of  honey,'  a  bee  [cf.  madhu-mdraka~\  ; 
'  destroyer  of  the  demon  Madhu,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu 
or  Krishna ;  N.  of  a  scholar  to  whom  a  recension  of 

the  Maha-nataka  is  attributed  [cf.  madhit-saras- 

vafi,  madhu-gurit] ;  (z),  f.  Bengal  beet.  —  Madhu- 
sudana-sarasvati,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  of  various 
works.  —  Madhu-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of 
Madhu-pura.  _  Madhu-skanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Tirtha.  —  Madhu-sthdna,  am,  n. '  bee-place,"  a  bee- 
hive (  =  <!ai!hdla).  —  Madhu-syanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
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one  of  the  sons  of  Visvamitra.  ••  Hadltu-srava,  of, 
<i,  cun,  dropping  sweetness,  distilling  sweets;  (as), 
m.  Bassia  Latifolia;  Sanseviera  Zeylanica ;  (a),  f., 

N.  of  various  plants,  =jivantl  (Sanseviera  Roxbur- 
ghiana) ;  =  hansa-padi,  liquorice ;  N.  of  the  third 
day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Sravana ;  N.  of 
a  river  sacred  to  SarasvatI ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

—  Madhu-sravas,  as,  m.  Bassia  Latifulia.  —  Ma- 

dhu-svara,  as,  m.  'sweet-voiced,'  the  Indian  cuckoo. 
—  Madhu-han,  a,  m.  a  destroyer  of  honey ;  a  col- 

lector of  honey ;  a  particular  bird  of  prey ;  '  the  slayer 
of  the   Daitya   Madhu,*  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or 
Krishna  ;  a  soothsayer.  —  Madhu-hanlri,  Id,  m. '  the 

slayer  of  the  Daitya  Madhu,'  epithet  of  Rama  as  an 
incarnation  of  Vishnu.  —  Madhu-hastya,  as,  a,  am, 

Ved.  '  sweet-handed,'  having  sweetness  in  the  hand. 
—  MadhuMhishta  (°dhu-u<!°),  am,  n.  bees-wax; 
[cf.    madhit-fishfha,    madhu-s'esha.]  —  Madhiu!- 
dhithta-sihita,  as,  a,  am,  covered  on  the  outside 
with  wax  (said  of  baskets,  Maha-bh.  Vana-p.  I  7132). 

—  Ufadhiittha  fdhu-ut°),  as,  a,  am,  made  or  pro- 
duced from  honey;  (am),  n.  bees-wax.  —  Madhut- 

thita  Cdhu-ut°),  am,  n.  '  produced  from  honey,' 
wax.  —  Mwlhutsava  (°dhu-ut°),  as,  m.  the  spring 
festival  (on  the  day  of  the  full  moon  in  the  month 

Caitra).  —  MadhOdaka  (°dAu-«cP),  am,  n.  '  honey- 
water,"  honey  diluted  in  water,  hydromel.  —  Madhu- 
daTta-prairavana,  as,  a,  am,  flowing  with  honey 

and  water.  —  Madhudydna  (0aV«t-uS°),  am,  n.  a 

spring  garden.  —  Madhupaghna  Cdhu-up°),  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  city,  =  MathurS  or  Madhura.—  MadJiv- 
aksha,  as,  I,  am,  having  eyes  of  the  colour  of 
honey  (said  of  Agni).  —  Madhv-ad,  t,  t,  £,Ved.  eating 
sweetness.  —  Madhv-amas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having 
sweet  springs  or  waters  (said  of  a  river ;  Say.  =  ma- 
dhurodaka).—Mad1n'-ashthild,  f.  a  lump  of  honey, 
honey  in  lumps,  clotted  honey.  —  Madhv-dfdrya, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vaishnava  teacher  of  the  thirteenth 

century.  —  Madhv-adhdra,  as,  m.  bees-wax.  —  Ma- 
dhv-dpdta,  as,  a,  am,  having  honey  at  the  begin- 

ning, having  sweetness  at  the  first  taste,  (madhvd- 
pato  mshdsvddaA,  in  Manu  XI.  9,  is  probably  a 

proverb,  'beginning  with  the  taste  of  honey  but 
ending  with  swallowing  poison.')— Madhv-amra, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  mango  tree  (  =  baddha-rasdla). 
**  Madhv-dlu,  u,  or  madhv-dluJca,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  plant  with  sweet  tubercles,  sweet  potato.  —  Madhv- 
dvdsa,  as,  m.  the  mango  tree.  —  Madhv-afin,  I, 
int,  i,  eating  honey  or  sweets,  enjoying  sweetness. 
—  Madfiv-asava,  as,  m.  a  decoction  of  honey,  an 
intoxicating  drink  made  from  honey  or  from  the 
blossoms  of  the  Bassia  Latifolia,   sweet  spirituous 

liquor.  —  Madhvasava-kshiva,  as,  a,  am,  drunk 
with  liquor  distilled   from  honey.  —  Madlivasara- 
nilta,  as,  m.  a  preparer  of  sweet  intoxicating  drinks, 
a  distiller.  —  Mad/iv-asvada,  as,  a,  am,  honey- 
flavoured,  having  the  taste  of  honey.  —  Madhv- 
dhuti,  is,  f.  a  sacrificial  offering  consisting  of  sweet 
things,  an  oblation  of  honey,  &c. 
Madhavya,  as,  a,  am,  fitted  or  authorized  to 

drink  Soma ;  consisting  of  Soma ;  sweet ;  (as),  m. 
=  Madhava,  the  second  month  of  spring. 
Madhuka  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  =  mao7<«; 

(as,  a,  am),  sweet ;  sweet-speaking,  mellifluous, 
melodious;  of  the  colour  of  honey;  (as),  m.  a  par- 

ticular tree,  =  mailhuka  (Bassia  Latifolia) ;  =  aioka ; 

=  valli;  a  bard,  panegyrist  (?  randi-bheda  for 

•calli-bheda) ;  the  liquorice-root ;  a  species  of  bird ; 
N.  of  a  man;  (a),  f.  a  particular  plant  (  —  •valli- 
Iheda) ;  Menispermum  Glabrum,  Glycyrrhiza  Gla- 
bra ;  a  black  kind  of  panic-grass  ;  (am),  n.  liquorice ; tin. 

Madhuni,  f.  a  species  of  shrub  (commonly  called MlkadahatS  or  Mikadacauli). 

Madkura,  a,,  <j,  'am,  sweet,  honied,  pleasant, 

o  —          ,     „    v-™»  •  •••«;><i3«iii<t-ij. 

2839),  melodious;  (a*),  m.  a  particular  drug  tjl- 
raka) ;  a  kind  of  sugar  (giuia)  ;  the  red  sugar-cane 
(raktelcshu) ;  a  kind  of  mango  (rdjdmra) ;  a  Mo- 

ringa  with  red  blossoms  (ralda-tiyru) ;  rice ;  N.  of 
one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda  ;  of  a  Gandharva ; 

(n ),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants,  Anethum  Sowa ;  Ane- 
thum  Panmorium  ;  =  medii ;  a  kind  of  medicinal 

plant  (  =  madhull,  madhu-karkatika) ;  Asparagus 
Racemosus ;  Bengal  beet ;  liquorice  ;  sour  rice-water ; 
N.  of  a  city  (  =  Mathura,  MadhOpaghna,  now  called 
Muttra);  N.  of  the  tutelary  deity  of  the  race  of 

Vandhula;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  musical  instrument; 
(am),  n.  sweetness,  syrup,  treacle ;  poison ;  tin ; 
(am),  ind.  sweetly,  pleasantly,  agreeably;  (ena), 

ind.  sweetly,  kindly,  in  a  friendly  or  agreeable  man- 
ner. —  Madhtira-kanlaka,  as,  m.  '  having  sweet 

bones,'  a  kind  of  fish.  —  Madhura-kkarjurikd  or 
madhura-kharjuri,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (=mo- 

dhv"i-madhurd).~  Madhura-jumblra,  as,  m.  a 
species  of  citron  or  lime  (= madhn-jamlira).  —  Ma- 
dhura-ta,  f.  or  madhura-tva,  am,  n.  sweetness, 
suavity,  pleasantness,  pleasingness,  agreeableness, 
amiability,  softness.  —  Madhura-traya,  am,  n.  the 

three  sweet  things,  sugar,  honey,  and  butter.  —  Ma- 
dhura-tvafa,  as,  m.  Grislea  Tomentosa.  —  Ma- 
dhura-nirghosha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  evil  spirit  or 
demon.  —  Sladhura-nisvana,  as,  a,  am,  sweet- 
voiced,  sweet-sounding.  —  Madhura-pragita,  as,  a, 
am,  having  an  agreeable  note  (as  a  bird),  singing 

sweetly.  —  Madhura-phala,  as,  m.  (  =  rdja-va- 
dara),  a  species  of  plant.— Madhura-bhashitri,td, 
m.  a  sweet  or  kind  speaker.  ••  Madhura-bhdshin, 

t,  int,  i,  sweet-speaking,  speaking  kindly.  —  Ma- 
dhura-rdvin,  i,  tilt,  i,  sounding  sweetly,  uttering 
sweet  cries.  —  Mad litira-vafana,  as,  a,  am,  sweetly- 
speaking.  —  Madhura-ralli,  f.  a  kind  of  citron  (  = 
madhu-liijapura).  —  Madhura-vat!,  It,  k,  If, 
sweetly-speaking,  uttering  kind  or  friendly  words. 
—  Madhura-wjapura,  as,  m.  the   sweet   lime. 
—  Madhura-sambhasha,  as,  a,  am,  discoursing 

agreeably.— Madhura-erava,  f.  a  kind  of  date  tree. 
—  Madhura-srara,  as,  a,  am,  sweet-voiced,  utter- 

ing a  sweet  or  agreeable  sound,  sounding  sweetly  or 

agreeably.  —  Madhurakshara  (°ra-ak°),  as,  a,  am, 
uttering  sweet   words,    speaking   kindly,    sounding 
sweetly,  sweet,  mellifluous,  mellow,  melodious ;  (ant), 
n.  pi.  sweet  or  kind  words.  —  Madhuraniruddha 

(°ra-an°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  drama   by   Cayani- 
Candra-sekhara-R5ya-guru.  —  Madhurdmla  (°ra- 
am°),  as,  a,  am,  sweet  and  sour,  subacid.  —  Madhu- 
ramlaka  (°ra-am°),  as,  m.  the  hog-plum,  Spondias 
Mangifera.  —  Madhurdmla-phala,  as,  m.  a  par- 

ticular tree  ( =  ara).  —  Sfadhurdldpd  (°ra-df),  as, 
m.  'sweetly-talking,'  a  kind  of  thrush  or  Maina, 
Turdus   Salica.  —  Madhitri'ilubunl  (°ra-aP),  f.   a 
kind  of  cucumber  (=rdjdldbu).—  Madhurdvatla, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (in  Raja-taran-gin!  VII.  767). 

—  Madhurashtaka  (°ra-ash°),  am,  n.  a  collection 
of  eight  verses  by  Vallabhacarya  (in  which  various 
attributes  of  Krishna  are  described,  each  containing 

the  word  madhura).  —  Madhurodaka  fra-ud'), 
as,  m.,  scil.  samudra,  '  the  sea  of  sweet  or  fresh 
water,"  N.  of  the  outermost  of  the  seven  great  seas 
which  encompass  Meru. 

Madhuraka,  as,  ika,  am,  sweet,  pleasant,  agree- 
able; (as),  m.  a  species  of  medicinal  herb,  =jlvaka  ; 

(ika),  f.  an  aromatic  plant,  Anethum  Panmorium,  a 

kind  of  fennel ;  (am),  n.  the  seed  of  Anethum  Pan- 
morium. 

Madhuraya,  Nom.  P.  madhurayati,  -yitum, 
to  sweeten,  display  sweetness. 
Madhurita,  as,  d,  am,  sweetened,  rendered  sweet. 
Madhitriman,  d,  m.  sweetness,  suavity,  pleasant- 

ness, agreeableness. 
Madhula,  as,  d,  am,  =  madhura,  sweet,  &c. ; 

(ant),  n.  an  intoxicating  drink,  spirituous  liquor. 
Madhvlikd,  f.  black  mustard ;  N.  of  one  of  the 

Matris  attending  on  Skanda. 

Madhuvila,  f.  epithet  of  the  river  Saman-ga, 
Maha-bh.  Vana-p.  10692. 
Madhuxhthila  (perhaps  for  madliu  +  ashjhlld), 

Bassia  Latifolia ;  [cf.  madltv-ashthild.'] 
Madhus,  us,  n.  =  madhu,  Ved.  sweetness;  (ac- 

cording to  Ujjvaladatta)  =pavitra-dravya. 

Madhusya,  Nom.  P.  madhusyati,  Hcc.,  to  wish 
for  honey,  long  for  sweets,  &c. 
Madhuka  (fr.  madliu),  as,  m.  a  bee;  Bassia 

Latifolia  (all  the  parts  of  which  tree  are  useful, 
arrack  being  distilled  from  the  blossoms  and  oil 
extracted  from  the  seeds) ;  (am),  n.  liquorice ;  the 
flower  of  the  Bassia  Latifolia. 

Madhuyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  eager  for  sweetness  or 
for  the  sweet  Soma  juice ;  (Say. )  mixing  the  Soma 

juice  (  =  madhurasya  somdder  mis"rayitri). 
Madhiila,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Bassia  (=jalaja- 

<lirija-madhuka-vriltshau) ;  (I),  f.  liquorice ;  a 
kind  of  citron ;  the  mango  tree ;  a  particular  plant 

(=madhttrd,  madhuli) ;  a  kind  of  grain. 
Madhulaka,  as,  ika,  am,  sweet,  agreeable ;  (as), 

m.  a  kind  of  Bassia  which  grows  in  watery  places ; 

(ikil),  f.  a  kind  of  bee ;  N.  of  various  plants  ;  San- 
seviera Zeylanica ;  water  Bassia ;  a  kind  of  grain 

(commonly  called  pdtharlgopadhumi,  enumerated 
among  the  inferior  kinds  of  grain,  cf.  go-lomikd) ; 
liquorice;  a  kind  of  citron,  =  matlhiili ;  (am),  n., 
Ved.  sweetness,  honey. 

Madhvaka,  as,  m.  a  bee. 
Madhvala,  as,  m.  repeated  tippling,  carousing. 

Madhvasya,  Nom.  P.  madhvasyati,  &c.,  to  long 
for  honey,  &c.,  to  crave  after  anything  sweet. 

Madhrijd,  f.  (perhaps  fr.  madhvi,  irreg.  loc.  + 
ja),  any  intoxicating  drink  or  beverage,  spirituous 

liquor. THI  madhya,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  connected 

with  the  pronominal  base  3.  ma),  middle,  middle- 
most, midmost,  central,  in  the  middle,  in  the  midst 

of  (used  especially  in  Ved.  like  the  Latin  m&lius, 

e.  g.  madhye  durone,  in  the  midst  of  the  sacrificial 
chamber,  Rig-veda  I.  69,4;  madhye  samudre,  in 
the  midst  of  the  ocean)  ;  placed  in  the  middle,  being 
in  the  middle,  intermediate,  intervening,  (madhyo 

de4ah,  a  middle  country) ;  of  a  middle  kind,  mid- 
dling, of  a  middling  size  or  quality,  middle-sized, 

moderate  ;  (in  astronomy)  mean  ;  standing  between 
two,  impartial,  neutral;  lowest, worst  (  =  udhama); 

right,  just,  reasonable ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  the  middle, 

midst,  (madhye  'hnah,  in  the  middle  of  the  day, 
at  midday;  madhye  nisdydh,  at  midnight),  the 
centre,  (in  these  senses  usually  am,  n.) ;  a  middle 

state  or  condition  (e.  g.  madhyam  dainya-har- 
shayoh,  a  condition  between  sorrow  and  joy) ;  mean 
or  common  time  in  music ;  the  inside  or  interior  of 

anything  (e.  g.  bilva-madhya,  the  inside  of  the 
Bilva  fruit) ;  the  middle  of  the  body,  the  waist 
(especially  of  a  woman);  the  trunk  of  the  body, 
the  belly,  abdomen ;  the  flank  of  a  horse ;  the  middle 
term  or  mean  of  the  progression ;  cessation,  pause, 

interval ;  (am),  n.  a  particular  high  number,  ten 
thousand  billions ;  N.  of  a  country  between  Sindh 
and  Hindustan  proper;  (a),  f.  the  middle  finger; 
a  particular  metre  of  four  times  three  syllables,  (in 
this  sense  also  am,  n.);  a  young  woman,  a  girl 
when  grown  up  or  arrived  at  puberty ;  (am),  ind. 

(i.  e.  ace.  sing,  used  adverbially),  into  the  midst,  into 
the  inside,  into,  in  (e.g.  nagara-madhyam  ga6- 
dhati,  he  goes  into  the  city ;  jana-madhyam  ri- 
refa,  he  entered  into  the  midst  of  the  people) ; 

(ena),  ind.  between,  on  the  inside,  through  the 
midst,  through  (e.  g.  nadlm  madhyena  jagmnh, 
they  went  through  the  river) ;  (at),  ind.  from  the 
midst,  out  of  the  middle,  from  among,  out  of  (e.  g. 

ekd  stri  tdsdm  madhydt,  one  woman  from  among 

them) ;  (e),  ind.  in  the  middle,  in  the  midst,  mid- 
way ;  in  the  presence  of,  between,  among,  amongst, 

midst,  within,  in  (e.g.  samudra^madhye,  in  the 
midst  of  the  sea ;  nagaraiya  mudhye,  in  the  city ; 

likrnvor  madliyc,  between  the  eyebrows ;  devdndm 
madhye,  in  the  presence  of  the  gods;  madhye 
kartum,  to  place  between,  i.  e.  to  employ  as  a 
mediator ;  to  place  in  the  middle,  place  before,  pro- 

pose) ;  madhye  is  used  by  commentators  in  explain- 

ing the  loc.  case ;  [cf.  Zend  maidhya,  '  nicdius ;' 
madh-ema, '  middlemost :'  Gr.  piaao-t  for  ptffyos, 
fiioo-t:  Lat.  med-iu-s,  di-midi-us:  Oscan.  me/- 
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ia-i  =  ' mediae,'  loc.  sing.:  Goth,  midjl-s,  'me- 
dius ;'  mid-uma,  '  the  middle :'  Old  Germ,  missa, 
missi,  mix- :  Angl.  Sax.  mldd,  ge-midlian,  mis-: 

Slav,  mesdu,  '  among  :'  Lith.  vidu-s,  '  interior ;' 
vidui,  '  within  ;'  vidu-rys,  '  the  middle.']  —  Ma- 
dhya-karna,  a  half  diameter,  radius.  —  Ma- 
dhya-kuru  (probably  used  in  m.  pi.),  N.  of  a 
country,  ••  Madhya-kaumudi,  f.  =  madhya-sid- 
dhanta-kaumudi,  q.  v.  —  Madhya-kshdmd,  f.  a 
slender-waisted  woman  ;  '  slender  in  the  centre,"  N. 
of  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times   ,  v  u  it  w  v  u 

  .  —  Madhya-ga,  as,  a,  am,  going  in  the 
middle,  being  in  the  middle  or  among,  being  in  or 
on,  (usually  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  vipaiii- 

m°,  mdrga-m°,  bahu-m°.)  —  Madhya-gata,  as,  a, 
am,  going  in  the  middle,  being  in  the  midst,  be- 

tween, under.  —  Madhya-gandha,  as,  m.  'having 

a  middling  scent  (?),'  the  mango  tree.  —  Madhya- 
grcthana,  am,  n.  the  middle  of  an  eclipse.  ••  Ma- 
dhya-6drin,  I,  inl,  i,  going  in  the  midst  or  among. 
—  Madhya-tthaya,   f.  (in   astronomy)  mean    or 
middle  shadow.  —  Madhya-jlhva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the 
middle  of  the  tongue  (said  to  be  the  organ  of  the 
palatals).  —  Madhya-jya,  (.  the  sine  of  the  meridian. 
—  Madhya-tamas,  as,  n.,  Ved.   darkness  in  the 
form  of  a  circle,  circular  or  annular  darkness,  central 

darkness.  ••  Madhya-tas,  ind.  from  or  in  the  middle, 
centrally,  centrically.  —  MadJiya-td,  f.  the  state  of 
being  in  the  middle,  mediocrity.  —  Madhya-tdpinl, 
f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad.  ••  Madhya-dina  for  ma- 
dfiyan-dina,  q.v.  —  Madhya-dlpaka,  am,  n.  (in 

rhetoric)  '  illuminating  in  the  middle,'  N.  of  a  figure 
in  which  light  is  thrown  on  a  description  by  the 
use  of  an  emphatic  verb  in  the  middle  of  a  stanza 

(Bhatti-kSvya  X.  24).  —  Madhya-de^a,  as,  m. 
middle  region,  middle  space,  the  central  or  middle 
part  of  anything;    (  =  madhyam  nabhasah),  the 
meridian  ;  the  middle  of  the  body,  waist ;  the  trunk 
of  the  body,  belly,  abdomen  ;  the  midland  country, 

central  region,  the  country  lying  between  the  Hima- 
layas on  the  north,  the  Vindhya  mountains  on  the 

south,  Vinasana  on  the  west,  Prayaga  on  the  east, 
and  comprising  the  modern  provinces  of  Allahabad, 
Agra,  Delhi,  Oude,  &c. ;  (as,  a,  am),  belonging  to 
the  midland  country,  of  midland  origin,  living  in  the 

midland   country.  —  Madhya-deftiya  or  wadhya- 
desya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  midland  country, 
of  midland  origin,  living  in  the  midland  country. 

—  Madhya-deha,  as,  m.  the  middle  of  the  body, 
the  trunk  of  the  body,  belly,  &c.  —  Madltya-nihita, 
as,  a,  am,  placed  in  the  middle,  fixed  in  the  centre, 

inserted,  fixed  into  (anything).  —  Madhyan-dina, 
as,  m.  (according  to  some  am,  n.),  midday,  noon; 
the  midday  offering ;  Midday  (personified  as  a  son 
of  Pushpa-pSrna  by  PrabhS) ;  Bassia  Latifolia ;  N. 
of  a  disciple  of  Ysjnavalkya ;  (as,  a  ?,  am),  meri- 

dional, meridian,  belonging    to   midday ;    middle, 

central   ( =  mddhyandina,    q.  v.).  —  Madliyan- 
dina-samaya,  as,  m.  midday-time,  noon.  —  Ma- 
dhyan-dinlya,  as,  a,  am,  meridional,  meridian, 
belonging  to  noon  or  midday.  —  Madhya-patita, 
fallen  in  the  middle,  lying  between  or  in  the  midst. 
—  Madhya-parimdna,  am,  n.  the  middle  measure 
or  magnitude  (or  that  between  an  atom  and  infini- 

tude). —  Madhya-pdta,  as,  m.  falling  or  going  in 
the  midst,  intercourse,  commerce ;  (in  astronomy) 
the  mean  occurrence  of  the  aspect.  —  Madhya-Tiha, 
(in  astronomy)  the  meridian  ecliptic  point. —  Ma- 
dhya-bhakta,  as,  a,  am,  eaten  in  the  middle  (a 
term  applied  to  any  medicine  taken  in  the  middle 
of  a  meal).  —  Madhya-bhdya,  as,  m.  the  middle 
part  or  portion ;    the  middle  of  the  body,  waist. 

—  Madhya-bhdva,  as,  m.  middle  state  or  condition ; 
mediocrity  ;  a  middling  or  moderate  distance  (neither 
far  off  nor  close  at  hand).  —  Madhya-manoramd, 
f.,  N.  of  a  grammatical  work  (an  abridgement  of 
the  ManoramS).  —  Madhya-mamlira,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  the  author  of  the  MahSbhSrata-tatparya-nirnaya  ; 
the  title  of  a  book.  —  Madhya-yava,  as,  m.  a  weight 
of  six  white  mustard  seeds.  —  Madhya-yogin,  I,  inl, 
i,  Ved.  (in  astronomy)  being  in  the  middle  of  a 

conjunction,  completely  covered  or  obscured.  —  Ma- 
dhya-rdtra,  as,  m.  or  madhya-rdtri,  is,  f.  mid- 

night ;  madhya-rdtrau,  at  midnight.  —  Madhya- 
rekhd,  f.  the  middle  line,  the  central  or  first  meridian, 
the  line  conceived  by  the  Hindus  to  be  drawn  through 

Lan-ka,  Ujjayini,  Kuru-kshetra,  and  other  places  to 
mount  Meru,  (the  first  meridian  being  drawn  by 
the  Hindus  through  Ujjayini  or  Oojein  proves  that, 
during  the  time  of  king  VikramSditya,  this  city  was 
the  cradle  of  the  Hindu  science  of  astronomy ;  it  is 

in  lat.  ?3°  10',  long.  75°  47'  E.)  —  Madhya-lagna, 
am,  n.  the  point  of  the  ecliptic  situated  on  the 
meridian,  the  meridian  ecliptic  point.  —  Madhya- 
lild,  f.  title  of  a  work.  —  Madhya-loka,  as,  m.  the 
middle  world,  earth,  abode  of  mortals.  —  Madhya- 

lokeia  (°ka-lia),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  the  middle  world 
or  earth,"  a  king.  —  Madhya-rayat,  as,  as,  as, 
middle-aged.  —  Madhya-vartin,  I,  inl,  i  (generally 
at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  being  in  the  middle,  being 
or  situated  between,  being  among ;  abiding  in  the 
midst  or  in  the  centre,  central,  middle ;  (I),  m.  a 

mediator.  -  Madhya-valll,  f.,  N.  of  a  Vail!  of  the 
Taittirlyopanishad  (probably  from  being  in  the 
middle  of  the  book).  —  Madhya-vidarana,  am, 
n.,  Ved.,  N.  of  one  of  the  ten  modes  in  which  an 

eclipse  ends.  —  Madhya-vritta,  am,  n.  the  navel. 
—  Madhya-farira,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  middle- 
sized  body  or  one  of  moderately  full  habit.  —  Ma- 
dhya-idyin,  I,  inl,  i,  lying  in  the  midst,  lying 

within.  ™  Madhya-siddhdnta-kaumudi,   f.   '  the 
middle-sized  Siddhanta-kaumud!,'  N.  of  an  abridge- 

ment  of   the    Siddhanta-kaumudI   by   Varada-rija. 
—  Madhya-sutra,  am,  n.  the  central  meridian; 

[cf.  madliya-rek}id.~]  —  Madhya-st7ta,  as,  a,  am, 
standing  or  being  in  the  middle,  being  in  the  middle 
space   (i.  e.  the   air),  central,   intermediate,  being 

within,  in,   among,   between   (e.  g.  sdgara-s'oka- 
madkyastha,  being  in  a  sea  of  sorrow) ;  being  of 
a  middle  condition  or  middle  kind,  middling  ;  stand- 

ing between  two  persons  or  parties,  acting  as  me- 
diator, mediating,  free  from  party  spirit,   neutral ; 

belonging  to  neither  party  or  to  both  parties ;  re- 
garding indifferently,  impartial,   indifferent ;    (as), 

m.  an  umpire,  judge,  arbitrator,  mediator ;  an  epi- 
thet of  SiviL.  —  Madhyastha-td,  (.  middle  state  or 

character;  mediocrity;  intermediate  situation;  me- 
diatorship;    indifference,  impartiality.  —  Madhya- 
sthala,  am,  n.  a  middle  place  or  region ;  the  centre ; 
the  middle  of  the  body,  waist;  (  =  kati-de£a),  the 
hip.  —  Madhya-sthdna,  am,  n.  a  middle  place  or 
station ;  the  middle  space  (i.  e.  the  air) ;  a  neutral 

soil.  —  Madhya-sthita,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  the  mid- 
dle, situated  in  the  midst  or  between ;  central,  inter- 

mediate,  being  between  (with   gen.).  —  Madhya- 
sthita-td,  f.  indifference.  —  Madhya-sthity-ardha, 
(in  astronomy)  the  mean  half  duration.  —  Madhya- 
svarita,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  Svarita  accent  on 
the  middle  syllable.  —  MadhydksJiara-vistara-lipi 

(°ya-ak°),  is,  {.,  N.  of  a  particular  kind  of  written 
character.  —  Madhydnguli,   is,   or  madliydnyull 

(°ya-an°),  f.  the  middle  finger.  —  Madhydditya 
(°ya-ad*),  as,  m.  the  midday  sun.  —  Madhyanta- 
vihhdga-s'dstra  (°ya-an°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
work.  —  Madhydntika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 

Arhat.  —  Madhydmlakesara  (°ya-am°),  the  citron. 
—  Madhydrjuna  (°ya-ar°),  N.  of  a  district.  —  Ma- 
dhydrjtma-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha  on  the 
southern  bank  of  the  KSveri.  —  Madhyd-rarsha, 
am,   n.,  Ved.    the   middle    of  the   rainy   season. 

—  Madhyasthi  (°ya-a»°),  the  plant  Grewia  Asiatica. 
—  Madhydhdrinl-lipi,  is,  (.  a  particular  kind  of 

written  character.  —  Madhydhna  Cya-ah°),  as,  m. 
midday,   noon ;    N.  of  a  pupil  of  San-karacarya. 
—  Madhydhna-Tcdla,  as,  m.  midday-time.  —  Ma- 
dhydhna-hritya,  am,  n.   midday  duty;    midday 
business  or  observance.  —  Madhydhna-krtyd,  f.  a 
religious  ceremony  to  be  performed  at  midday.  —  Ma- 
dhydlina-vela,  f.  noontide.  —  Madhydhna-sama- 
ya,  as,  m.  time  or  period  of  midday.  —  Mndhydhna- 
savana,  am,  n.  a  midday  sacrifice.  —  Madhydhna- 
sndna-vidhi,  is,  m.  midday  ablution,  any  noon- 

day purificatory  rite.  —  MadhyaJinendu-prdbha- 

karna  (°na-in°),  the  hypothenuse  of  the  moon's 
midday  shadow.  —  Madhye-kshdmd,  f.  slender 
or  attenuated  in  the  middle,  thin  at  the  waist ; 

[cf.  madhya-kshdmd.']  —  Madhye-gangam,  ind. in  the  middle  of  the  Ganges,  in  or  into  the 
Ganges.  —  Madhye-guru,  us,  us  or  vi,  u,  (pro- 

bably) containing  a  long  syllable  in  the  middle. 

—  Madhye-jyotis,  is,  f.,  Ved.  epithet  of  the  Trish- 
tubh  in  which  a  pada  of  eight  syllables  stands  be- 

tween two  of  twelve.  —  Madhye-nagaram,  ind.  in 
the  middle  of  a  city,  within  the  city,  inside  the  city. 

—  Madhye-nadi,  ind.  in  the  middle  of  the  river, 
in  the   river,  into  the   river.  —  Madhyendranila 

(°ya-in°),  as,  a,   am,  having  a  sapphire  in  the 
middle.  •- Madhye-prishlham,  ind.  in  or  on  the 
middle  of  the  back,  on  the  back.  —  Madhye-bhakta, 
am,   n.   a   medicine   to   be   taken   whilst   eating. 

—  MadJiyebha-bandhana  (°yaJbh°),  am,  n.  a  band 
or   rope   round   an   elephant's   body.  —  Madhye- 

madhyamdnguli-kurparam  (°ma-ait°),  ind.  be- 
tween the   middle   finger   and   elbow.  —  Madhye- 

vdri,  ind.  in  the  middle  of  the  water,  in  or  under 
the  vimer.  —  Mad/iye-vmdhydtavi  (ya-af),  ind. 
in  the  forests  of  the  Vindhya  range.  —  Madhye- 

iydma,  as,  d,  am,  black  in  the  centre.  —  Madhye- 
sabham,  ind.  in  the  midst  of  the  assembly,  in  the 

assembly,  before  all  the  assembled  company.  —  Ma- 

dhyoddtta  ("jra-Mcf),  as,  d,  am,  having  the  Udatta 
(acute  accent)  on  the  middle  syllable. 

Madhya-tas,  ind.  from  the  middle,  from  or  out 
of  the  midst,  in  the  midst,  in  the  centre,  from  the 

centre,  among,  between,  out  of  (e.  g.  vdri-madhya- 
tah,  out  of  the  water ;  Saranvatya  Drishadratydd- 

fa  madhyatafi,  between  the  SarasvatI  and  the  Dri- 
shadvati ;  prdfyam  madhyatah,  to  the  east  of  the 
central  meridian).  —  Madhyataft-kdrin,  I,  m.  epi- 

thet of  the  four  principal  priests  (viz.  the  Hotri,  Adh- 
varyu,  Brahman,  and  UdgStri). 

Madhyanya,  as,  d,  am,  occupying  a  middle  place, 
having  a  middle  rank  or  position  (in  any  caste  &c.). 

Madhyama,  as,  d,  am,  middle,  middlemost,  mid- 
most, central,  in  the  middle,  in  the  midst,  (used  like 

the  Latin  medius,  e.  g.  madhyame  gulme,  in  the 
midst  of  the  troop),  being  in  the  middle,  placed  in 
the  middle ;  intermediate,  intervening ;  of  a  middle 
condition  or  quality,  middling,  of  a  middle  size, 

middle-sized,  moderate ;  (in  astronomy)  mean ;  be- 
longing to  the  meridian ;  standing  between  two 

persons  or  parties,  impartial,  neutral ;  middle-born, 
neither  the  oldest  nor  the  youngest ;  (as,  am),  m. 
n.  the  middle  of  the  body,  waist;  (as),  m.  (  = 

madhya-des'a),  the  midland  country;  (in  music) 
epithet  of  the  fourth  or  fifth  note ;  the  middlemost  of 
the  three  musical  scales,  a  particular  musical  mode  or 

R5ga ;  (in  grammar)  the  second  person  ( =  madhya- 
ma'purusfia,  q.  v.)  ;  the  governor  of  a  province  ; 
epithet  of  a  particular  sect  of  Buddhists ;  a  kind  of 
antelope ;  N.  of  the  eighteenth  Kalpa ;  (as),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  Buddhist  sect;  (a),  f.  the  middle  finger;  a 
girl  arrived  at  puberty,  a  marriageable  woman ;  (  = 

karnikd),  the  pericarp  of  a  lotus  ;  a  central  blossom  ; 
a  metre  of  four  times  three  syllables ;  (am),  n.  the 

middle ;  N.  of  the  twelfth  Kanda  of  the  Satapatha- 
BrShmana,  the  fourteenth  according  to  the  K3nva 
school ;  (in  astronomy)  the  meridian  ecliptic  point ; 
[cf.  Goth,  miduma,  midums.]  —  Madhyama- 
kakshd,  1.  the  middle  enclosure  or  court-yard.  —  Ma- 
dhyamn-khatfda,  am,  n.  (in  algebra)  the  middle 
term  of  an  equation ;  N.  of  the  second  part  of  the 
Ssmgadhara-samhitS.  —  Madhyama-gati,  is,  f. 

(in  astronomy)  mean  motion  of  a  planet.  —  Ma- 
dhyama-grdma,  as,  m.  the  middle  scale  in  music. 
—  Madliyama-jdla,  as,  d,  am,  middle-born,  born 
between   (two  other  children),  middlemost.  —  Ma- 

dhyama-tlkd,  f.  title  of  a  work  by  KumSrila.  -•  Ma- 
dhyama-pada,  am,  n.  the  middle  member  (which 
is  sometimes  omitted  and  requires  to  be  supplied  in  a 

compound  consisting  of  two  words).  —  Madhyama- 

pada-lopa,  as,   m.  the  omission   of  the   middle 
member  of  a  compound  (as  in  S'dka-parthiva,  the 
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Icing  of  the  era,  for  S'aka-priya-parthiva,  the 

king  dear  to  the  era).  —  Mai!hyama-)xitla-lopin,  ' 
m.,  scil.  tnmSfii,  a  compound  which  omits  the 
middle  member. —  Madhyama-pdiiilaca,  an,  m. 

'  the  middlemost  of  the  five  PSndavas,'  Arjuna. 
—  Madhyama-purutlta,  as,  m.  the  second  person 
in  verbal  conjugation  or  a  termination  of  the  seconc 

person ;    [cf.  prathama-purutha,   uttama-puru- 
tha.]  —  Madbyama-lihritaka,  as,  m.  a  husband- 
man,  a  farm-labourer  who  works  both  for  his  master 

and   himself.  —  Madhyama-yana,  am,  n.   (with 

Buddhists)  '  the  middle  passage,'  the  middle  way  to 
salvation.  —  Madhyama-riltra,  as,  m.  midnight 
—  Madhyama-i-ekha,  f.  the  central  meridian  of  the 
earth,  a  line  conceived  to  be  drawn  through  Lan-kS, 
Ujjayinf,  Kuru-kshetra,  and  Meru ;    [cf.  madhya- 
rekhd.]  —  Madhyama-loka,   as,  m.  the   middle 
world  (between  heaven  and  the  nether  world),  the 

earth.  —  Madhyamalolia-pala,  as,  m. '  protector  of 
the  middle  world,'  a  king.  —  Madhyama-lokcndu 
(°ka-in°),  it*,  m. '  moon  of  the  middle  world,'  a 
king.  —  Madhyama-vayas,   at,   n.   middle  age. 
—  Madhyama-vayaska,  as,  a,  am,  middle-aged. 
—  Madhyama-vah,  t,  t,  f.Ved.  (according  to  Say.) 
driving  at  middling  or  slow  speed  ( =  manda-ga- 
manena  vahaka) ;   driving  with  a  horse  in  the 
middle  or  with  only  one  horse  between  the  shafts  (?). 

—  Madhyama-fi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  lying  or  being 
the  middle,  (perhaps)  an  intercessor;  (S3y.)  =  ma- 
dhyama-sthnne  mrtamdna.   (In  V5jasaneyi-s.  XII. 
86,  the  nom.  -fir  in  madhyama-fir  is  derived  by 
Mahl-dhara  fr.  rt.  .<ri,  to  injure,  and  the  comp.  is 
said  to  =  marma-ghdtaka.)  —  Madhyama-sangra- 
ha,  as,  m.  intrigue  of  a  middling  character  (present- 

ing flowers  &c.  to  another's  wife).  —  Madhyama- 
sdhasa,  as,  m.  the  middlemost  penalty  or  amerce- 

ment  (Manu  VIII.  138,    263),    punishment    for 

crimes  of  a  middle  degree ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  vio- 
lence or  outrage  of  the  middle  class  (injuring  build- 
ings, throwing  down  walls,  &c.).  —  Ofadhyama- 

stha,  at,  a,  am,  standing  or  being  in  the  middle 
(see  Gana  Brahmanftdi  to  Pin.  V.  I,  124).  —  Ma- 
dhyama-sthd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  standing  in  the 
middle,    forming   the   centre   (of  a   community). 
—  Madhyama-stheya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  state  of 
standing  in  the  middle  or  forming  the  centre.  —  Ma- 

dhyamagama  <?ma-dg°),  as,  m.'  the  middle  Agama,' 
N.  of  one  of  the  four  Agamas  of  the  Buddhists. 

—  Madhyamaitgiras  Cma-a»°),  as,  m.  the  middle 
An-giras  (law-giver),  the  middle-sized  An-giras.  —  Ma- 

dhyamanguli  (°ma-an°),  is,  (.  the  middle  finger ; 
[cf. madhydnguli.^—Madhyamdtreya  (°ma-a<°), 
as,  m.  the  middle  Atreya  (law-giver),  the  middle- 

sized  Atreya  work.—Ma<]hyamadi  (°ma-adi),  is,  f.  a 
particular  musical  scde.—Madhyamaslhikara  ("ma- 

adh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  first  chapter  of  the  Surya- 
siddhanta.  —  Madhyamdharana  (ama-dh°),  am, 
n.  (in  algebra)  the  elimination  of  the  middle  term 

in  an  equalion.  —  Madhyameieara  (1ma-is'°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga  of  Siva  held  in  great  esteem  at 
Benares.  — Madhyame-shthd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  = 
mailhyama-stha  above. 
Matlhyamaka,  as,  ika,  am,  middlemost,  mid- 

most ;  common  (said  of  property  &c.) ;  (ika),  f.  a 
girl  arrived  at  puberty,  a  marriageable  woman ;  N. 
of  the  second  or  middle  Grantha  of  the  Ksthaka. 

I'lhyamalca-vrltti  or  madhyamiia-rril/i, 
is,  (.,  N.  of  a  book.  —  Madhyamakdl<i>tkdra  fka- 
af),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  vtork.-Mad/tya- 
makaloka  (°ka-SF),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist work. 

of 
,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

Vadhyamiita,   as,   m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school 
Buddhists,  the  followers  of  NigSrjuna 

"'  am'  middlemost. 

Madhya,  ,nd.  (probably  an  old  inst.),  Ved.  in  the middle,  in  the  midst,  between  (with  gen  e  g madhya  kartor  vil,ita,  spread  in  the  middle  of  the work,  Rig-veda  I.  115,4). 
Madhyayu,  us,  us,  n,  Ved.  being  a  mediator, 

seeking   mediation,   intermediate,  (Say.   madhya- 
=  aemdkam  iriyam  yafasam  (a,  madhye 
itiiH  kdmtiyatnartd/i,) 

TI«I  madhva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  founder  of 
a  sect  of  Vaishnavas  in  the  south  of  India  in  the 

thirteenth  century,  hence  called  the  Madhva  sect, 

(his  N.  was  properly  Ananda-tlrlha  Bhagavat-plda, 
he  is  also  called  Madhu.)  —  Madhva-guru,  ns,  or 

madhmfarya  (°»a-a<<°),  of,  m.  =  madhra  above. 
—  Madhva-mukha-bhanya,  as,  m.  or  madhva- 

mukha-mardana,  am,  n.  'the  bruising  of  the  face 
of  Madhva,'  N.  of  a  work  by  Appi  Dikshita  refuting 
Madhva's  notions  respecting  the  VedSnta.  —  M a- 
dhvdddrya-vijaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  book. 

madhvaka,  &c.     See  p.  738,  col.  3. 

madhv-aksha,  &c.      See  p.  738, 
col.  i. 

man  [cf.  rt.  mna],  c\.  8.  A.  manure, 
cl.  4.  A.  (also  less  commonly  P.)  manyate 

(-ti),  cl.  I.  P.  manati,  mene,  mania,  manita, man- 

tyate  (-ti),  maniihyate,  amanita,  amata,  aman- 
sishta,  (the  following  are  Vedic  forms  generally 
referable  to  cl.  8,  cl.  I,  or  even  cl.  a,  man-cote, 
manvahe,  manmahe,  manamalie,  manavate, 
amanmahi,  amamata,  mananta,  manai,  mansi, 

manxase,  mansate,  munsai,  mansish/a,  mansl- 
mahi;  in  Rig-veda  VII.  88,  2,  according  to  Say., 
mansi  =  stavdn i,  and  in  I.  84,  17.  mansate  = 
jCinati),  mantuni  (Ved.  inf.  mantave,  mantavai), 

to  think,  believe  (e.  g.  eko  'ham  asmlty  dtmdnam 
tram  manyase,  thou  believest  thyself  to  be  alone, 
cf.  Manu  VIII.  91;  prdpta-kalam  amanyata,  he 
believed  that  the  time  was  arrived,  Maha-bh.  Vana- 

parva  2  206) ;  to  suppose,  conceive,  imagine,  con- 
jecture ;  to  mind,  consider,  reflect  upon,  regard, 

deem  (e.  g.  sukltavan  manyate,  he  deems  it  fortu- 
nate) ;  to  hold  or  take  for  (with  ace.,  e.  g.  na  mam 

anyatha  mantum  arhasi,  deign  not  to  take  me 
for  any  one  else,  i.e.  to  doubt  me);  to  esteem, 
estimate,  prize,  value,  honour,  (bahu  man,  to  think 
much  of,  esteem  or  value  highly,  with  ace.,  e.  g. 
bahu  mene  tarn,  he  esteemed  him  highly ;  laghu 
man,  to  think  lightly  of,  value  lightly,  disesteem, 
e.  g.  trinam  ica  laghu,  manyate  patim,  she  values 
her  husband  as  lightly  as  a  straw ;  na  man,  to  think 
nothing  of,  disregard,  disesteem ;  sadhu  man,  to 
think  well  of,  approve,  commend,  with  ace.,  e.  g. 
kah  sadhu  manyeta  nishphalam  arambliam,  who 
would  approve  a  fruitless  undertaking ;  or  with  iti, 
e.  g.  Jcfiihim  sadhv  iti  manyante,  they  commend 
agriculture  ;  asadhu  man,  to  think  ill  of,  disapprove  ; 
tfindya  man,  to  value  at  a  straw,  esteem  lightly, 

e.  g.  rdjyam  trinaya  manye,  I  make  light  of  em- 
pire) ;  to  think  fit  or  right  (e.  g.  yadi  manyase, 

if  thou  thinkest  fit)  ;  to  agree  with  any  one,  be  of 
the  same  opinion ;  to  think  upon,  have  the  heart 
and  soul  fixed  upon,  set  the  heart  or  mind  on  (e.  g. 
santanam  menlrc.they  set  their  minds  on  offspring) ; 
to  hope  for,  wish  for  (sometimes  with  gen.) ;  to  have 
in  the  mind,  intend,  intend  for ;  to  remember,  think 

of,  meditate  on  (as  in  prayer ;  according  to  Naigh. 
III.  19.  manmahe  and  maniimalie  are  included 

among  the  seventeen  yddnd-kanndua/i) ;  to  men- 
tion, declare ;  to  think  out,  excogitate,  invent ;  to 

perceive,  observe,  know,  understand,  comprehend  ; 
to  be  considered  or  regarded  as,  to  be  taken  for, 

appear  as,  seem  (e.g.  manyante  jlvanto  'pi  mritah, 
though  living  they  are  regarded  as  dead) ;  manye, 
I  think,  methinks,  is  sometimes  inserted  parentheti- 

cally in  a  sentence  without  influencing  the  construc- 
tion :  Caus.  P.  mdnayati,  -yitiim,  Aor.  amlma- 

nat,  to  honour,  esteem,  value  highly,  show  honour 
to,  pay  respect  to ;  A.  manayate,  Sec.,  to  esteem 

one's  self  highly :  Desid.  mtmansate,  to  think  over, 
reflect  upon,  consider,  examine ;  to  call  in  question, 
to  doubt  (with  loc.  of  the  thing  called  in  question) : 
Desid.  of  Desid.  mimansuhate :  Intens.  manman- 

yate ;  [cf.  Zend  man,  'to  think;'  upa~man  = 
fra-man,  'to  persevere;'  mananh, 

mail. 

'mind,  spirit;'  mad,  madh,  'to  treat  medically;' 
mad/la,  'wisdom,  medical  science;'  rohu-mad  = 
iro\.v-fia6rjs  :  Gr.  fifv-ca,  ̂ t-/jov-a,  [itf-os,  1 
MtV-Tiy-j,  'Aya-ftf-fifon',  ftaiv-o-pat,  / 

av-u,  nrjvv-ia :  Lat.  man-e-o,  me-min-i,  M  inertia, 
men-tio,  men-{ti)-s,  menti-o-r,  mend-ax,  mon-e-o, 
Mone-ta,  re-min-i-sc-o-r,  com-min-i-sc-or,  com- 
men-tu-m,  commen-ta-riu-s,  med-fo-r,  re-med- 
{u~m,  med-icu-s,  med-i-tari :  Goth,  man,  'to 
think;'  ga-mun-an,'io  call  to  mind ;'  mun-s= v6rjfia; 
ga-min-thi  =  ia>fia;  mun-d-o-n,  'to  consider;' 
mundrei,  'a  mark:'  Old  Germ,  minnia,  mimta, 
'  love ;'  man-e-n,  man-o-n,  '  to  warn ;'  mcina, 
'  opinion ;'  munt-ar, '  active,  wakeful :'  Lith.  menu, 
'I  remember;'  pri-maims,  'pnident;'  min-iu, 
'to  consider;'  at-men-u,  at-min-ti-s,  'memory;' 
mand-ru-i,  'active,  wakeful:'  Slav,  min-e-ti,  'to 
think;'  po-man-a-ti=itftjfiov(viiv ;  j,a-m$-ti  — 
fwfipij ;  ma-d-ru  =  <pp6vifi.os :  Russ.  m  njtt, '  I  sup- 

pose :'  Hib.  muinim, '  I  teach,  instruct ;'  and  perhaps 
smuainim,  '  I  think,  imagine,  devise,  consider.'] 
Mata,  as,  d,  am,  thought,  believed,  understood, 

supposed ;  conceived,  imagined,  conjectured ;  con- 
sidered, regarded,  deemed,  held,  regarded  as,  taken 

for ;  esteemed,  thought  well  or  ill  of,  commended, 

valued  [cf.  liahu-m°] ;  honoured,  respected,  ap- 
proved (sometimes  with  gen.,  e.  g.  rajndm  mata, 

honoured  or  approved  by  kings) ;  thought  fit  or 
right,  sanctioned  ;  thought  upon,  hoped  for,  wished 
for  (sometimes  with  gen.) ;  intended,  designed, 
aimed  at ;  kept  in  mind,  meditated  on,  remembered 

(as  in  prayer),  mentioned  ;  thought  out,  excogitated, 
invented ;  perceived,  observed,  known,  recognised, 
comprehended,  understood ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Sambara,  (also  read  mana) ;  (am),  n.  a  thought, 
idea,  opinion,  sentiment,  view,  doctrine,  belief, 
creed,  tenet,  sect;  advice,  counsel;  commendation, 
approbation,  sanction ;  disposition  of  mind,  design, 

aim,  intention,  purpose,  wish;  knowledge.  —  Ma- 

tdksha  (°(a-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  one  well  skilled  in 
dice.  —  Matdntara  (°ta-an°),  am,  n.  another 
opinion ;  a  different  creed  or  sect.  —  Matavalam- 

bana  (°ta-av°),  am,  n.  the  holding  or  embracing  a 
particular  creed.  —  Matdi-ulanMn  (°ta-av°),  i,  !nl, 
i,  holding  or  embracing  the  acts  of  a  particular  sect. 
Mati,  is,  i.  devotion,  prayer,  worship,  devotional 

hymn,  sacred  utterance  (Ved.) ;  that  which  is  sensi- 
ble, intelligent,  mindful,  a  monitor,  adviser  (Ved. ; 

according  to  Say.  in  Rig-veda  VIII.  18,  7.  matih  = 
mantri,  a  monitress,  X.  91,  8.  matim  =  mantd- 
ram) ;  the  mind,  understanding,  intelligence,  intel- 

lect, wit,  sense,  discernment,  judgment  (e.  g.  utpan- 

neshti  karyeshu  in(iti)'  na  hlyatc,  he  does  not  lose 
his  senses  in  emergencies)  ;  a  mind  set  on  any  object, 

design,  intention,  resolution,  determination  (with 
dat.  or  loc.,  e.  g.  naralcdya  matis,  a  mind  set  on 
hell;  Sratane  matih,  a  mind  fixed  on  hearing; 
kdme  matis,  a  mind  set  on  love ;  matim  kri  or 

dhd  or  dhri,  or  d-dhd,  or  sam-d-dhd,  to  fix  or 
direct  the  mind,  resolve,  determine ;  matim  dri~ 
dltdm  dsthaya,  having  made  a  firm  resolution, 
with  dat.  or  loc.,  e.  g.  matim  gamandya  or  ga- 
mane  karoti,  he  resolves  on  going) ;  thought,  idea, 

conception,  opinion,  notion,  belief,  conviction,  impres- 
sion, mode  of  thought,  view,  creed  ;  counsel,  advice  ; 

esteem,  respect,  reverence,  regard  (with  loc.,  e.  g. 

dharme  matih,  regard  for  justice) ;  disposition  of 
mind,  wish,  desire,  inclination ;  memory,  remem- 

brance, recollection ;  Opinion  personified  (and  iden- 
tified with  Subalalmajl  as  one  of  the  mothers  of  the 

ive  sons  of  PSndu,  or  regarded  as  a  daughter  of 
Daksha  and  wife  of  Soma,  or  as  the  wife  of  Viveka) ; 
a  kind  of  vegetable  or  pot-herb ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a 
king ;  matyd,  ind.  wittingly,  knowingly,  purposely, 
intentionally,  designedly,  on  purpose,  according  to 

one's  opinion,  with  the  idea  that,  under  the  impres- 
sion that  (e.  g.  ryaf/hra-matyd,  under  the  impres- 
sion of  its  being  a  tiger) ;  [cf.  Gr.  nfJTti ;  Lat. 

mem,  mentis  ;  Goth,  ga-mun-de, '  memory ;'  Slav. 
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prainanti,~\  —  Mati-Jcarman,  a,  n.  an  act  of  the 
understanding,  mental  act.  —  Mali-gati,  is,  f. '  men- 

tal courf  e,'  mode  of  thought.  —  Mali-garbha,  as, 
d,  am,  '  containing  intelligence,'  clever,  intelligent. 
—  Mati-dilra,  an,  m.  epithet  of  Asva-ghosha.  —  Ma- 
ti-darsana,  am,  n.  the  act  or  faculty  of  seeing 
into  the  thoughts  or  intentions  (of  others).  —  Mati- 

dd,  f.  'insight-giving,'  N.  of  two  plants  (Car- 
diospermum  Halicacabum  and  =  s'imridikskupa, 
=  balyd).  —  Mati-dvaidha,  am,  n.  difference  of 
opinion.  —  Mali-dltvaja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  nephew 
of  Saskya-pandita.  —  Mati-nara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Mali-nirnaya,  as,  m.  title  of  an  artificial 
poem.  —  Mati-nisdaya,  as,  m.  a  steadfast  opinion, 

firm  conviction.  —  Mali-purva,  as,  a,  am,  'pre- 
ceded by  mental  purpose  or  design,'  purposed,  in- 

tended; (am),  ind.  purposely,  intentionally,  wit- 
tingly, knowingly.  —  Mati-purvaka,  am,  ind.  know- 
ingly, purposely,  wittingly.  —  Mati-pralcarsha,  as, 

m.  superiority  of  mind,  cleverness,  talent.  —  Nati- 
bhadra-gani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Pandit.  —  IMati-bheda, 
as,  m.  change  of  opinion  or  of  views.  —  Mati- 
bhrama,  as,  m.  or  mati-bhrdnti,  is,  f.  confusion 
of  mind,  perplexity ;  error,  mistake,  misapprehen- 

sion. —  Mali-mat,  an,  alt,  al,  clever,  intelligent, 
sensible,  wise,  prudent,  judicious ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a 

son  of  Janamejaya.  —  Mati-multura,  as,  m.  title  of 
a  medical  work.  —  Mati-vardhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  commentator  (thought  to  have  lived  towards  the 
end  of  the  seventeenth  century).  —  Mati-vid,  t,  t, 

t,  Ved.  knowing  (one's)  devotion  or  (one's)  aim. 
—  Mati-vibhranfa,  as,  m.  failure  or  infatuation 
of  miad,  madness.  —  Mati-dbhrama,  as,  m.  con- 

fusion or  error  of  mind,  mistake.  —  Mati-ttdUn,  i, 

ini,  i,  '  possessing  intelligence,'  clever,  intelligent. 
—  Mali-Juna,  as,  a,  am,  deprived  of  mind,  without 

sense,  stupid.  —  Matls'vara  (°ti-ts'°),  as,  m.  'lord 
of  mind,"  epithet  of  Visva-karman. 

2.  matya,  am,  n.  (for  i.  see  p.  732,  col.  3),  the 
means  of  acquiring  knowledge ;  the  exercise  or 
application  of  knowledge. 
Matva,  ind.  having  thought;  having  believed; 

having  considered  ;  having  known  or  understood  ; 
having  remembered. 
Mana,  as,  m.  Indian  spikenard,  Nardostachys 

Jatamansi ;  N.  of  a  son  of  S'ambara. 
Manana,  as,  a,  am,  thoughtful,  careful ;  (am), 

n.  the  act  of  thinking  or  considering,  reflection, 
thought,  intelligence,  understanding,  intrinsic  know- 

ledge or  science  (as  one  of  the  faculties  connected 

with  the  senses),  meditation,  (is"vara-manana, 
meditation  on  the  Supreme  Spirit) ;  prayer,  (used  in 
Nirukta  VIII.  6,  X.  42,  to  explain  manman) ;  (a), 
ind.,  Ved.  thoughtfully,  prayerfully,  (Say.  =  mana- 
nena.) 

Mananiya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  thought  or  con- 
sidered, to  be  reflected  or  meditated  on,  proper  to 

be  thought  of,  deserving  thought  or  reflection,  to  be 
minded. 

MananyaC!),  see  Rig-veda  X.  106,  8. 
Manas,  us,  n.  mind  (in  its  widest  sense  as  applied 

to  all  the  mental  powers),  intellect,  intelligence,  un- 
derstanding, perception,  sense,  conscience,  will ;  (in 

phil.)  the  internal  organ  of  perception  and  cognition, 
the  faculty  or  instrument  through  which  thoughts 
enter  or  by  which  objects  of  sense  affect  the  soul  (in 

this  sense  manas  is  always  regarded  in  Hindu  phi- 
losophy as  distinct  from  the  soul  [dtman,  purusna]; 

in  the  Sarrkhya  system  it  is  an  internal  organ  standing 
between  the  organs  of  perception  and  the  organs  of 
action,  as  an  eleventh  organ  which  partakes  of  the 
nature  of  both  [cf.  indriya]  ;  the  Vedanta  doctrine 
is  very  similar,  and  in  both  the  appropriate  functions 
or  operations  of  manas  are  defined  to  be  sartkalpa, 
judging,  and  vikalpa,  doubting;  according  to  the 
NyayH-sulras,  the  property  of  the  internal  organ 
manas  is  its  not  giving  rise  simultaneously  to  more 
notions  than  one,  hence  in  this  philosophy  it  is  held 

to  be  an  a'otnic  organ  or  inlet  to  the  all-pervading 
soul,  not  allowing  this  latter,  as  the  thinker  or  knower, 
to  receive  more  than  one  thought  or  conception  at 

once ;  according  to  this  system  manas  is  a  drauya, 

or  substance ;  it  is  paramdn a-rupa,  in  the  form  of 
an  atom,  and  though  distinct  from  the  all-pervading 
soul  is  like  it,  nitya,  eternal ;  in  the  San-khya  manas, 
as  the  internal  organ  whose  vritti  or  function  is 
sankalpa,  judging  or  determining,  has  a  special 
connection  with  both  buddhi,  whose  function  is 

adkyavasayao!  ascertainment,  and  a&a»fc<mz,whose 
function  is  abhimdna  or  self-consciousness ;  and  in 
the  Yoga  and  Vedanta  manas  is  connected  with  both 
these  and  a  fourth,  viz.  (itta,  the  organ  of  thinking, 
whose  operation  is  said  to  be  anu-sandhana,  in- 

vestigation ;  in  the  San-khya  manas  is,  as  it  were, 
a  portion  or  modification  of  buddhi,  which  is  there 

called  mahat  as  the  'great'  source  of  the  other  in- 
ternal instruments  ahankara  and  manas;  in  the 

Vedanta  manas,  whose  operation  is  judging  and 
doubting,  is  specially  associated  with  buddhi,  whose 
function  is  said  to  be  nitfdaya  or  ascertainment,  these 
two  being  held  to  include  under  them  ahankara  and 
(Ma,  and  all  four  together  constituting  the  whole 
anlab-karana  or  internal  instrument;  in  the  Atharva- 
veda  XIX.  9,  5,  manas  is  enumerated  after  the  five 
senses  as  a  sixth ;  in  the  Rig-veda  it  is  sometimes 

joined' with  hrid  or  hridaya,  the  heart,  cf.  IV.  37, 
2,  X.  10,  13;  in  Manu  VII.  6.  with  tSakshus,  the 
eye) ;  the  spirit  or  spiritual  principle,  the  breath  or 
living  soul  which  escapes  from  the  body  at  death 

(called  asu  in  animals),  mind,  thought,  imagin- 
ation, conception,  idea,  fancy,  (manasd  dintilant 

karma,  an  act  thought  of  in  the  mind ;  manaso 
javlydn,  swifter  than  thought,  Rig-veda  I.  183,  i; 
manasi  nihitak,  impressed  on  the  mind,  Megha- 
dDta  98 ;  manah  kri,  to  direct  the  mind  or  thoughts 
towards  any  object,  with  loc.  or  dat.,  e.  g.  pipe  or 

papaya  kurute  manah,  he  directs  his  mind  to  sin ; 

manah  sam-d-dhd,  to  recover  the  senses,  collect  one's 
self) ;  excogitation,  reflection,  reflecting,  opining ; 
the  thing  excogitated  (Say.  =  stotra,  a  hymn),  in- 

vention ;  intention,  design,  purpose,  inclination,  will, 

wish,  (yadi  manasd  manyase,  if  thou  hast  the  in- 
clination, if  thou  art  minded ;  sometimes  with  dat., 

e.  g.  manas  lasmai  dakre,  he  felt  an  inclination 
for  him ;  in  this  sense  manas  is  occasionally  used 
at  the  end  of  compounds,  and  even  with  the  infin., 

like  kdma,  q.  v.,  e.  g.  sva-kanyd-praddna-m", 
intending  or  wishing  to  give  his  own  daughter  in 

marriage ;  drasktu-m°,  having  a  mind  to  see, 
wishing  to  see);  heart,  affection,  desire,  longing 
after ;  disposition,  mood,  temper,  good-will,  favour ; 
spirit,  energy,  mettle  ;  N.  of  the  twenty-sixth  Kalpa  ; 
of  lake  Manasa ;  manaso  donah,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

—  Mana-dpa,  as,  d,  am,  gaining  or  winning  the 
heart,  taking  the  fancy,  attractive,  pleasing,  beautiful. 
—  Mana-ringa,  as,  d,  am,  a  word  of  doubtful 
meaning  in  Rig-veda  X.  106,  8.  —  Manah-kdnta 
=  manas-kdnta,  q.  v.  -  Manah-kshejta,  as,  m. 

'  tossing  of  the  mind,'  mental  perplexity  or  confusion. 

—  Manah-pati,  is,  m.  '  lord  of  the  heart,'  epithet 
of  Vishnu.  —  Manah-paryaya,  as,  m.  (with  Jainas) 

'  the  state  of  mental  perception  which  precedes  the 
attainment  of  perfect  knowledge,'  epithet  of  the  last 
stage  but  one  in  the  perception  of  truth.  —  Manah- 
pidd,  (.  pain   of  mind,  mental  agony.  —  Manah- 
p&ta,  as,  a,  am,  purified  by  the  heart,  pure  in  heart 
or  intention,  pure  of  mind,  conscientious.  •-  Manah- 
pranlta,  as,  d,  am,  dear  to  the  heart,  agreeable  to 
the  mind.  —  Manah-prasdda,  as,  m.  serenity  or 

peace  of  mind.  *~  Manah-priti,  is,  (.  'heart-joy,' 
gladness  of  heart.  -  Manah-iihshd,  f.,  N.  of  a  book. 

—  Manah-iild,  f.  realgar,  red  arsenic,  (also  written 

manah-Mla,  as,  m.)mmMana/ts'ild-guhd,  f.  a  cave 
of  red  arsenic.  —  ManahtHld-dandana-dhavana, 
am,  n.  a  fluid  prepared  from  red  arsenic  and  sandal. 

—  Mana/is'ild-viddhurila,  as,  d,  am,  inlaid  with  red 
arsenic,  covered  or  smeared  with  red  arsenic.  —  Ma- 

nahdiloddaya  (°£a-w<f°),  a.?,  m.  a  quantity  or  col- 
lection of  red  arsenic.  —  Manah-xiyhra,  as,  a,  am, 

swift  as  thought.  —  Manah-slmshtha,  ani,  n.  pi., 
sell,  indriyani,  having  the  mind  for  a  sixth  (said  of 
the  five  organs  of  sense),  —  Manah-sartkalpa,  as, 

m.  desire  of  the  heart.  —  Manaft-sanga,  as,  m. 
attachment  of  the  mind,  fixing  the  thoughts  (on  any 

object),  constant  reflection.  —  Manah-sad,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  staying  in  the  mind.  —  Manah-santdpa,  as, 
m.  mental  anguish  or  grief,  sorrow  of  heart,  —  Ma- 
nah-sdra-maya,  as,  i,  am,  forming  the  substance 

of  the  heart  or  mind.  •-  Manah-sild  =  mana.h-s'ild, 
q.  v.  —  Manah-sukha,  as,  d,  am,  agreeable  to  the 
mind,  of  a  pleasant  taste.  —  Manah-slha,  as,  d,  am, 

'  mind-staying,'  abiding  or  dwelling  in  the  heart. 
—  ManaJi-slhirikarana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  strength- 

ening or  confirming  the  mind.  —  Manah-sthairya, 
am,  n.  firmness  of  mind.  —  Manah-svamin,  I,  m., 
N.  of  a  Brahman.  —  Manah-hansa,  a  kind  of  metre, 
four  times  uu-u-u  v-u-uu-o-.  —  Manai- 

fit,  t,  t,  t, Ved.  reflecting  in  the  mind  (in  Satapatha-Br. 
X.  5-  33  =  manaso  Cita).  —  Manasas-pati,  is,  m., 
Ved.  the  lord  or  presiding  genius  of  the  mental  powers 
and  life  of  men.  —  Manasa-gupta,  f.,  see  Pin.  VI. 

3,  4.  —  Manasdjndyin  (faa-af),  I,  ini,  i,  perceiv- 
ing with  the  soul,  perceiving  intellectually,  Pan.  VI. 

3,  t-i.  —  Manasa-daUa,  f.,  see  Pan.  VI.  3,  4.  —  Ma- 
nasi-kdra,  as,  m.  reflecting  in  the  mind,  reflection. 
"Manasi-ja,  as,  d,  am,  mind-bom,  heart-born, 

mental ;  (at),  m.  love,  the  god  of  love  or  Kama- 
deva ;  the  moon.  —  Manasija-manda,  as,  d,  am, 
slow  or  inert  in  love.  —  Manasi-faya,  as,  a,  am, 
reposing  in  the  heart ;  (as),  m.  love,  the  god  of  love ; 
the  moon.  —  Manas-kdnta,  as,  a,  am,  dear  to 

the  heart,  pleasant,  agreeable.  —  Manas-Jcdra,  as, 
m.  perfect  consciousness,  full  perception,  attention 
of  the  mind  to  its  own  sensations,  consciousness  of 

pleasure  or  pain.  —  Manas-keta,  as,  m.,  Ved.  mental 
perception  or  conception,  idea,  notion.  —  Manas-tas, 
ind.  from  the  heart,  from  the  mind.  —  Manas-tdpa, 

as,  m.  '  burning  of  the  mind,'  mental  pain,  anguish, 
distress  of  mind,  agony ;  remorse,  repentance,  com- 

punction, regret.  —  Manas-tola,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
lion  on  which  DurgS  is  carried.  —  Manas-tushti,  is, 

f.  satisfaction  of  mind,  heart's  content.  —  Manas- 
tejas,  as,  as,  as,  having  the  glory  or  vigour  of 
Manas  (Atharva-veda  X.  5,  28).  —  Manas-tokd,  f. 

epithet  of  Durga.—  Manas-tva,  am,  n.  intellectual 
state,  the  state  or  condition  of  mind.  —  Manas-papa, 

see  Atharva-veda  VI.  45,  i,  and  PiStis'akhya  II.  79. 
—  Manas-maya,  as,  i,  am, Ved.  spiritual  (as  opposed 
to  material).  —  Manas-val,  an,  all,  al,Ved.  full  of 
sense  or  spirit ;  containing  the  word  manas.  ••  Ma- 
nasvi-garnita,  as,  d,  am,  censured  by  the  wise, 
despised  by  intelligent  persons.  —  Manasm-ta,  f.  in- 

telligence,   high-mindedness,   magnanimity ;    hope, 
expectation,   dependence.  —  Manas-vin,  i,  ini,  i, 
full  of  mind  or  sense,  intelligent,  clever,  intellectual, 
prudent,  wise ;  fixing  the  mind,  attentive ;  (i),  m. 
the  fabulous  animal  called  Sarabha ;  N.  of  a  Nsga ; 

(ini),  f.,  N.  of  the  mother  of  the  moon  [cf.  ma- 

nasi-ja'];    epithet  of  DurgS;   N.  of  the  wife  of 
Mrikandu  ;    a  virtuous   woman  or  wife.  —  Mano- 

gata,  as,  d,  am, '  mind-gone/  existing  in  the  mind, 
resting  or  concealed  in  the  mind  or  heart,  passing  in 
the  mind ;  affecting  the  mind,  desired ;  (am),  n.  that 
which  rests  in  the  mind  or  heart,  what  is  passing  in 
the   mind,    idea,  thought,  notion,  opinion;    wish, 

longing.  —  Mano-gati,   is,   f.  '  heart's-course,'  the 
heart's  desire ;  (is,  is,  i),  going  whithersoever  one 
will.  —  Mano-gamya,  as,  d,  am,  conceivable  by 
the  mind.  —  Mano-gam,  f.  wish,  desire.  —  Mano- 

gupta,  as,  d,  am,  cherished  or  concealed  in  the 
mind,  thought  or  meditated  on  secretly;    (a),  f. 

red    arsenic   (  =  mana!i-s'ild).  —  Mano-grahana, 
am,  n.  the  act  of  seizing  or  captivating  the  mind ; 
seizure  of  the   mind.  —  Mano-grahin,   i,  ini,   i, 
mind-captivating.  —  Mano-grdhya,  as,  d,  am,  to 
:>e  grasped  or  comprehended  by  the  mind ;  seizing 
or  captivating  the  mind.  —  Mano-ja,  as,  d,  am,  or 

mano-janman,  a,  d,  a,  mind-born,  heart-born; 

'as  or  o),  m.  love,  the  god  of  love ;  [cf.  raanasi- 
;a.]  —  Mano-java,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  speed  or  swift- 

ness of  thought;   (as,  d,  am),  swift  as  thought; 
quick    in    thought    or    apprehension ;     resembling 
a   father   (=  pitri-sanniSha),  fatherly,  paternal, 

9C 
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parental ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Anila  or  the  Wind ; 
of  a  son  of  Rudra  Isana ;  of  Indra  in  the  sixth 

Manv-antara  ;  of  a  son  of  Medhaiithi  and  of  a  Varsha 
named  after  him ;  of  a  fabulous  horse ;  (a),  (.,  N. 

of  one  of  the  seven  tongues  of  flame ;  of  a  parti- 
cular plant  (  =  ayni-jihra);  of  one  of  the  Matris 

attending  on  Skanda ;  (a*,  am),  m.  n.  (probably  n.), 
N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place  or  Tirtha ;  (am),  ind. 
swiftly  as  thought,  with  the  speed  of  thought.  —  Ma- 

no-javas, as,  as,  as,  Ved.  swift  as  thought;  (ac- 
cording to  Mahldhara)  an  epithet  of  Yama.  —  Mano- 

jarasa,  as,  a,  am,  resembling  a  father,  fatherly. 
—  Mano-javi-tra,  am,  n.  the  being  swift  as  thought, 
swiftness  like  that  of  thought.  —  Mano-jauin,  ?,  ini, 
i,  swift  as  thought.  —  Mano-ja-rriddhi,  is,  m.  a 
species  of  shrub  (  =  kdma-vriddhl).—  Mano-jdta, 
as,  a,  am,  mind-bom,  sprung  up  in  the  mind  or 
soa\."Mano-jighra,  as,  a,  am,  scenting  out  or 
guessing  the  thoughts.  —  Mano-ju,  us,  iis,  «,  Ved. 
swift  as  thought  (said  of  the  Maruts,  of  chariots, 

horses,  &c.).  —  Mano-jna,  as,  a,  am,  agreeable  to 
the  mind,  pleasing,  lovely,  beautiful,  charming ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  Candharva ;  (a),  f.  =  manah-iila,  red 
arsenic;   N.  of  various  plants  (  —  bandhyd-karko- 

taki,  dcartaki,  sthula-jiraka,  jdtl) ',  an  intoxi- 
cating drink ;  a  king's  daughter,  princess ;  (am),  n. 

the  wood  of  the  Pinus  Longifolia ;  [cf.  mdnojnaka.] 

—  Manojna-ghosha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. -.3fa- 
nojna-td,  f.  agreeableness,  charmingness,  attractive- 

ness, beauty.  —  Manojna-iabddbhigarjUa  (°da- 
abh°),  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  Kalpa.  •-  Nanojna-svara, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Gandharva.  ••  Mano-danda,  as,  m. 
complete  control  over  the  thoughts  (Manu  XII.  10). 

—  Mano-datta,  as,  a,  am,  'given  by  the  mind,' 
given  up   in  thought,  mentally  devoted.  —  Mano- 
ddha,  as,  m.  heart-burning,  vexation  or  distress  of 
mind.  —  Mano-dahin,  i,  m.  '  heart-inflamer,"  the 
god  of  love.  —  M ano-duhkha,  am,  n.  heart-ache, 
pain  or  anguish  of  mind ;  mental  affliction.  —  Mano- 
dushta,  as,  a,  am, defiled  with  evil  thoughts,  depraved 

in  mind.  —  Mano-'dhindtha,  as,  m. '  heart-lord,'  a 
lover,  husband.  —  Mano-dhrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  having 
the  mind  restrained  or  controlled  (Say.  =  samyata- 

manaska);   prudent,  intelligent.  —  Mano-'minix- 
thdna,  am,  n.  absence  of  mind,  inattention.  —  jlfa- 

no-ndia,  as,  m.  loss  of  mind;  [cf.  mano-laya.] 

—  Mano-nita,  as,  a,  am,  '  taken  by  the  mind,' 
chosen,  approved,  preferred ;  [cf.  manah-pranlta.] 

— >  Mano-'nuga,  as,  d,  am,  *  going  after  or  follow- 
ing the  mind,'  suiting  the  mind,  agreeable  to  the 

heart,  gratifying,  pleasing ;  (a»),  m.,  N.  of  a  district ; 

[cf.  hridaynnuga^]  —  Mano-'pahdrin,  i,  ini,  i, 
ravishing  or  enrapturing  the  mind,  captivating  the 

heart,  gratifying.  —  Mano-bhava,  as,  a,  am,  being 
or  arising  in  the  mind,  mind-born,  created  by  the 
fancy  or  imagination;    (ox),  m.  love,  the  god  of 

love;    [cf.  mano-ja."]  —  Mano-'bhinives'a,  as,  m. close  application  of  the  mind,  tenacity  of  purpose. 

••  Mano-'bhipraya,  as,  m.  aim  or  wish  of  the 
heart,  heart's  desire.  —  Mano-'bhiprdya-ga,  as,  d, 
am,  agreeable  to  the  mind  or  heart,  desired.  —  Mano- 

'bhirdma,  as,  a,  am,  mind-gratifying,  delighting 
the  heart,  pleasing  the  mind ;  N.  of  the  spot  where  | 
Buddha  Tamala-pattra-landana-gandha  (Maha-maud- 
galySyana)  appeared.  —  Munu-bhildsha,   as,   m. 

the  heart's  desire  or  wish.  —  Mano-bliu,  us,  m. 
'  mind-born.'  the  god  of  love,  the  passion  of  love. 
—  Mano-lihrit,   t,   I,   t,    supporting  the  mind  or 

spirit.  —  Mano-mathana,  as,   m.  '  heart-agitating,' 
the  god  of  love.  —  Mano-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consist- 

ing of  spirit  or  mind,  spiritual,  mental.  —  Man'imaya- 
kofa,  at,  m.  the  mental  sheath  (the  second  of  the 

blile  sheaths  in  which  the  soul  is  encased  according 
to  the  Vedanta  philosophy).- Mano;nu*hi,  is,  is, 

ed    stealmg  the  mind,  seizing  the  under.tanding <«,d  of  disease  or  evil  spirits).- M.mo-muh,  t,  t,  t, Ved.  mmd-bewildering,  infatuating  the  mind.  -  Ma- ;:-tva.   am,   n.   the  going  at  will.  _  Mano- 
yayin,  t,  mi,  i,  going  at  pleasure,  going  at  will 
(said  of  a  chariot  &c.) ;    swift,   quick  as  thought 
-Mano-yaj,  k.  It,  k,  Ved.  yoking  or  harnessing 

themselves  at  will  or -by  mere  wish,  i.e.  without 
effort    (Say.  =  manah-sankalpa-rndtrena    rathe 
yujyamdiuiti,  said  of  the  horses  of  Agni) ;  swift  as 
thought  (SZy.  —  manah-samdna-gatayah,  said  of 
the  ninety-nine  steeds  of  Vayu) ;  suiting  itself  to  the 
mind,  adapted  to  the  understanding ;  (Say.)  to  be 

gained  by  praise  (  =  mananlyena  stotrena  prdpya, 
Rig-veda  VIII.  13,  i(> ;  —  manasd  yujyamdna,  IX. 

100,  $).  —  Mano-yoga,  as,  m.  application  of  the 

mind,  attention.  —  Mano-yoni,  is,  m.  'mind-bom,' 
N.  of  the  god  of  love.  —  Mano-rarijana,  am,  n. 
the  act  of  pleasing  the  mind,  pleasantness;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Jidadhana ;  of  a  commentary  on  the 
Lllavatl .  —  Mano-rata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 

patriarch, (perhaps  for  mano-rat/ta.)  —  Mano-ratha, 

as,  m. '  vehicle  of  the  mind,'  a  wish,  desire,  (mano- 

rathdya  nds'ame,  I  do  not  hope  for  the  wish,  i.  e. 
to  see  my  wish  fulfilled ;  sva-manoratham  dsan- 
nam  matrd,  having  deemed  that  his  wish  was  near 
fulfilment)  ;  a  desired  object ;  (in  the  drama)  a  wish 
expressed  in  an  indirect  manner,  a  hint ;    N.   of 
various  persons ;   of  a  Buddhist  teacher ;   (d),  f.  = 

manoratha-prabhd,   q.  v.  —  Manoratha-Jcusuma, 

am,  n. '  wish-flower,'  i.  e.  a  wish  or  desire  compared 
to  a  flower.  —  Manoratha-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tirtha.  —  Manoratha-tritlyd,  {.,  N.  of  the  third 
day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Caitra.  —  Mano- 
ratha-tritiyd-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  vow. 
—  Manoratha-ddyaka,  as,  d,  am,  fulfilling  or 
answering  expectations ;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Kalpa- 

vriksha.  —  Manoratha-druma,  as,  m.  'tree  of  de- 

sire '  (a  term  or  metaphorical  expression  for  the  god 
of  love).  —  Manoratha-dvd<las"i,  f.  epithet  of  the 
twelfth  day  in  a  particular  half  month.  —  Manoratha- 

dvddaii-vrata,  am,  n.  a  religious  observance  on 
the  preceding  day.  -•  Manoratha-prabhd,  f.,  N.  of 
a  woman.  —  Manoratha-maya,  as,  I,  am,  consist- 

ing of  wishes.  —  Manoratha-siddha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  man.  —  Manoratka-siddhi,  is,  f.  the  fulfilment 
of  a  wish;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Manoratha- 
srishli,  is,  f.  creation  of  the  fancy,  phantasm  of 

the  imagination.  —  Mano-rama,  as,  d,  am, '  mind- 

delighting,'  gratifying  the  mind,  attractive,  pleasing, 
agreeable,  charming,  beautiful ;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
NSga,  (the  form  of  the  word  is  doubtful) ;  (d),  (.  a 

kind  of  pigment  ( =  go-rodana) ;  a  particular  metre, 
four  times  vuw  —  w-w-u  — ;    N.  of  a  Buddhist 
goddess ;  of  an  Apsaras ;  of  the  wife  of  Kartavirya ; 
of  the  wife  of  Dhruva-sandhi,  king  of  Ayodhya, 
and  mother  of  Sudar£ana ;  of  a  daughter  of  Vidya- 
dhara   Indivara,  wife  of  Svarocis,  and  mother  of 

Vijaya;  N.  of  a  river;  of  a  mountain;  of  a  medical 
work ;  of  a  commentary  by  Bhamaha  on  the  apho- 

risms of  Vara-rudi.  —  Mano-riljya,  am,  n.  the  king- 
dom of  the  imagination,  dominion  of  the  feelings. 

—  Mano-'rltita,  as,  m.  ( =  mano-ratka),  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  teacher.  —  Mano-laya,  as,  m.  loss  of  con- 

sciousness, dissolution  or  destruction  of  the  mind. 

—  Mano-laulya,  am,  n.  eagerness  of  mind,  fancy, 
caprice,  frolic,  freak,  whim.  —  Mano-vatl,  (.,  N.  of 
a  woman ;  of  an  Apsaras ;  of  a  daughter  of  the  Vidy3- 
dhara  CitrSifgada  ;  of  a  daughter  of  Asura-pati  Su- 
maya ;  of  a  mythical  town  on  mount  Meru.  —  Mano- 

'valambikd,  i.  title  of  a  work  of  theC'aitanya  school. 
—  Mano-riinflid,  f.  or  man(M-dil6hita,  am,  n. 

heart's  wish,  the  mind's  desire.  —  Mano-vdta,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  desired  by  the  mind,  agreeable ;  wished 

for ;    (Say.)  =  mano-veya,  having  the   velocity  of 
thought.  —  Manfi-rikdra,  as,  m.  change  of  mind 
or  feeling,  emotion  of  the  mind.  —  Mano-rid,  I, 

m.  '  spirit-knower'  (five   hundred  are  reckoned  as 
followers   of  the  Jina  Maha-vira).  «•  Mano-vina- 
yana,   am,  n.  mental    discipline,  the   disciplining 
of    the    mind.  —  Mano-virudiVta,   ait,    d,   am, 

'  opposed  to  thought,'  incomprehensible ;    (a*1),  m. 
pi.  epithet  of  a  group  of  divine  beings ;  [cf.  tvli'a- 

v iruddha.~\  — •  Mano-vritli,  is,  f.  state  or  frame  of 
mind,  disposition,  temper;  operation  of  the  mind, 
activity  of  spirit,  volition,  fancy.  —  Mano-vega,  as, 

m.  speed  or  velocity  of  thought.  —  Mano-veda-$"iras, 
as,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  text ;  (generally  in  pi.  °-4l- 

,,/,!.<;.)  —  Mano^vyathd,  f.  mental  pain,  anxiety  of 
mind,  anguish.  —  Mano-hata,  as,  d,  am,  wounded 
at  heart,  frustrated  in  expectation,  disappointed. 

—  Nano-kan,  d,  m.,  Ved. '  soul-destroying,'  N.  of  a 
demon ;  of  a  destructive  Agni.  —  Mano-hara,  as,  d, 
am,  heart-stealing,  heart-ravishing,  heart-enrapturing, 
taking  the  fancy,  captivating,  bewitching,  fascinating, 
attractive,  delightful,  charming,  pleasing,  beautiful ; 

(as),    m.  a  kind  of  jasmine   (kunda) ;   title  of  a 

book  (properly  daivajna-m",  cf.  budha-m°) ;  N. of  the  third  day  of  the  civil  month  (karma-masa) ; 

(a),  f.  epithet  of  two  kinds  of  jasmine  (jdtl  and 
svarna-yuthi) ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  N.  of  the  wife 
of  Varcasvin  and  mother  of  Sisira,  &c. ;  N.  of  the 

wife  of  Dhara  and  mother  of  S'is'ira,  &c. ;  (am),  n. 
gold.  —  Manotiara-tara,  as,  d,  am,  more  charming, 
attractive  or  beautiful.  —  Manoharatara-tva,  am, 
n.  greater  beauty.  —  Ulanahara-viretvara,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  teacher.  —  Manohara-farman,  d,  m.,  N. 

of  the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the  S'ruta-bodha, 
entitled  Su-bodhanl.  —  Manohara-sinha,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  king.  —  Mano-tiartri,  td,  tr>,  tri,  or  mano- 

harm,  i,  ini,  i,  heart-stealer,  heart-stealing  (  =  ma- 
iio-hara,  q.v.).  —  Mano-hdrikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
—  Ifemo-hari,  f.  an  unfaithful  or  inconstant  woman. 
—  Mano-ttldda,  as,  m.  heart-joy,  gladness  of  heart. 
—  Mano-hlddin,  i,  ini,  i,  heart-gladdening,  pleas- 

ing,  beautiful.  —  Mano-hvd  ( =  manas  +  dhi'd   or 

+,  hve  +  a),f.  red  arsenic ;  [cf.  manah-s'ild,  mano- 

guptd.] Manasa,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  liishi ;  (am),  n. 
=  }»a»as  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.g.  vdn-maruuie, 
n.  du,  word  and  thought ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess 

(described  as  consisting  of  a  particle  of  Prakrit!  and 

as  daughter  of  Kasyapa,  sister  of  the  serpent-king 
Ananta,  wife  of  the  Muni  Jarat-k3ru,  mother  of  the 
Muni  Astika,  and  protectress  of  men  from  the  venom 

of  serpents,  cf.  visha-hari).  —  Manasd-devi  =  ma- 
nasd.  —  Manasd-pandami,  f.  the  fifth  day  in  the 
dark  half  of  the  month  AshSdha  (when  there  is  a 

festival  in  honour  of  the  goddess  Manasa).  —  Ma- 
nasd-rdma,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Manasin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  having  a  mind  or  soul, 
having  intellect. 

Manaska,  as,  d,  am,  =  manas  at  the  end  of  an 
adj.  comp.,  e.  g.  gata-manaska,  having  the  mind 
fixed  on,  thinking  of  (with  loc.) ;  tan-manaska, 
thinking  of  that. 

Manasya,  Nom.  P.  A.  manasyati,  -te,  Sec., 
Ved.  to  have  in  mind,  intend ;  to  think,  reflect. 

Manasyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  (perhaps)  wishing, 

desiring ;  (MS),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince,  the  son  of  Pra- vira  ;  of  a  son  of  Mah5nta. 

Hand,  Ved.  devotion,  attachment,  zeal;  praise, 

(Say.  =  raananam,  stotram);  a  devout  sacrificer, 
(in  Rig-veda  IV.  33,  i.  mandyat  =  ritena  yaja- 
miiinli/a) ;  a  malevolent  disposition,  (Say.  =  hanmiti 
manyamdnd  buddhih,  a  mind  meditating  murder) ; 
thought,  reflection  ;  a  vessel  or  weight  of  gold  ?  (in 
this  sense  thought  to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  ma,  but  according 

to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VIII.  78,  2.  mand  =  mana- 
nlyaui).  —  Mand-vasu,  us,  us,  u  (according  to 
Say.)  =  stuti-dhana,  affluent  in  praise ;  rich  in 
devotion  (said  of  the  Asvins). 

Manaaa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  praising,  glorifying. 

Mandya  (fr.  nmnd),  Nom.  P.  mnndyati,  &c., 
Ved.  to  meditate,  reflect  upon;  to  be  zealous  or devoted. 

Mniidy't,  f.  (fr.  manu),  Manu's  wife. 
Mandyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  zealous,  devoted,  desiring 

praise,  (SSy.  =  stuli-kdma) ;  intelligent,  thoughtful, 
(Say.  =  m«nosa  yttkta,  endowed  with  thought.) 

Mandvi,  (.  (fr.  manu),  Manu's  wife ;  [cf.  ma- 

iiijl.~\ 

Mani-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  Sec.,  see 
Vopa-deva  VII.  84. 

^f<lll~l.*/||j,  (.  thought,  reflection,  understanding, 
intellect,  wisdom,  sagacity,  intelligence,  conception, 

idea,  (ku-manisha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  weak 
understanding,  stupid ;  paro  manishayd,  beyond 

all  conception,  Rig-veda  V.  17,  2  ;  but  according  to 
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743 SSy.,  supreme  in  understanding) ;    prayer,  request, 
desire,  wish;  hymn,  praise  (Ved.,  Say.  —stuti). 
Manlshikd,  f.  intelligence,  sagacity,  understand- 

ing, (sra-manishikaya,  according  to  one's  own 
judgment.) 

Manlshita,  as,  a,  am,  cherished  in  the  mind, 

wished,  desired,  aimed  at ;  loved,  liked,  agreeable ; 
(am),  n.  wish,  desire,  longing. 
Mantshin,  i,  int,  i,  thoughtful,  intelligent,  wise, 

sage,  sagacious,  prudent,  (ku-mantshin,  I,  ini,  i, 
having  little  wisdom,  stupid) ;  (Ved.)  offering  prayers 
or  hymns,  praying,  praising;  (i),  m.  a  singer,  a 
priest  (Ved.) ;  a  Pandit,  learned  Brahman,  teacher, 
instructor. 

Manu,  us,  m.  (Ved.)  thought,  mental  faculty  (  = 
manana-sakti) ;  (Ved.)  a  sacred  text,  prayer,  incan- 

tation, spell  (  =  mantra,  perhaps   erroneously  thus 
explained  in  Maha-bh.  Adi-p.  52);  (Ved.)  a  man, 
mankind,  as  opposed  to  evil  spirits,  (in  Rig-veda  III. 
60,  3,  the  Ribhus  are  called  the  sons  of  man,  ma- 

nor napatah) ;  the  Man  par  excellence,  or  the  repre- 
sentative man  and  father  of  the  human  race  (regarded 

in  the  earlier  mythological  system  as  the  first  to 
have  instituted  sacrifices  and  religious  ceremonies; 

and  in  Rig-veda  1. 1 39,  9,  associated  with  the  Rishis 
Kanva   and   Atri ;    in  the   Aitareya-Brahmana  de- 

scribed as  dividing  his  possessions  among  some  of 
his   sons  to  the   exclusion   of  one   called  Nabha- 

nedishtha,  q.  v. ;  called  Samvarana  as  author  of  Rig- 
veda  IX.  101,  IO-1 2  ;  Apsava  as  author  of  Rig-veda 
IX.  106,  7-9 ;  in  the  fifth  chapter  of  the  Nighan- 
tavas  numbered  among  the  thirty-one  divine  beings 
of  the  upper  sphere,  and  as  father  of  men  even  iden- 

tified with  Praja-pati ;  but  the  name  Manu  is  especially 
applied  to  fourteen  successive  mythical   progenitors 
and  sovereigns  of  the  earth,  described  in  the  code  of 
Manu  I.  63  and  in  the  later  mythology  as  creating 
and  supporting  this  world  of  moving  and  stationary 
beings  through  successive  Antaras  or  long  periods  of 
time,  see  manv-antara,  col.  2  :  the  first  in  order  of 
these  Manus  is  called  Svayambhuva,  as  sprung  from 

Svayam-bhu,  the  Self-existent,  who  being  identified 
with    Brahma,   according  to  one   account,  divided 
himself  into  two  persons,  male  and  female,  whence 
was  produced  Viraj,  and  from  him  the  first  Manu ; 
or   who,  according  to   another  account,  converted 
himself  at    once    into  the  first  man  called   Manu 

Svayambhuva,  and  the  first  woman  called  S'ata-rupa  ; 
this  Manu  Svayambhuva  is  described  in  Manu  I.  34 
as  a  sort  of  secondary  creator,  who  commenced  the 
work  of  creation    by  producing  ten   Prajapatis  or 
Maharshis,  of  whom  the  first  was  Nariti,  Light, 
see  praja-i'dti ;  and  to  this  first  Manu  is  ascribed 
both  the  celebrated  law-book  known  as  the  '  code  of 

Manu,'  see  manii-samhita,  as  well  as  an  ancient 
Sutra  work  on  Kalpa  or  Vedic  ritual ;  he  is  himself 

sometimes    called   Praja-pati,  and   rarely   Hairanya- 

garbha  as  son  of  Hiranya-garbha,  and  Prac'etasa  as son  of  Pradetas :    the  next  five  Manus   in   regular 
succession  are  called  Svarocisha,  Auttami,  Tamasa, 
Raivata,  Cakshusha :  the  seventh  Manu,  called  Vai- 

vasvata, Sun-born,  is  the  Manu  of  the  present  period  ; 
he  is  held  to  be  the  son  of  Vivasvat  or  the  Sun,  who 

according  to  RamSyana  II.  no,  6,  was  the  son  of 

Kasyapa,  son  of  Marie's,  this  latter  being  described 
as  proceeding  directly  from  Brahma,  and  thus  adding 
to  the  confusion  in  the  different  Hindu  accounts  of 

the  gradation  of  personages  interposed  between  the 
Supreme  Being  and  the  created  world  ;  this  seventh 
Manu,  called  Vaivasvata,  and  sometimes,  from  his 

piety,  Satya-vrata,  is  regarded  as  the  progenitor  of 
the  present  race  of  living  beings,  and  has  been  com- 

pared to  the  Noah  of  the  Old  Testament  from  various 

legends  current  in  Sanskrit  literature  of  his  preser- 
vation from  a  great  flood  by  Vishnu  or,  according 

to  some,  by  BrahmS  in  the  form  of  a  fish  :  he  is 
also  variously  described  as  the  son  of  Aditya  or  as 
one  of  the  twelve  Adityas,  as  the  author  of  the 
hymns  Rig-veda  VIII.  2  7  -3 1 ,  as  the  brother  of  Varna, 
who  as  son  of  the  Sun  is  also  called  Vaivasvata,  as  the 

founder  and  first  king  of  Ayodhya,  afterwards  reigned 

over  by  his  son  Ikshvaku,  and  as  father  of  115  who 
married  Budha,  son  of  the  Moon,  the  two  great  solar 
and  lunar  races  being  thus  nearly  related  to  each 
other ;  the  eighth  Manu  or  first  of  the  future  Manus, 

according  to  the  Vishnu-Purana  III.  2,  will  be  Sa- 
varni ;  the  ninth,  Daksha-savarni ;  the  tenth,  Brahma- 
savarni ;  the  eleventh,  Dharma-savarni ;  the  twelfth, 
Rudra-sSvanii ;  the  thirteenth,  Raucya  or,  accord- 

ing to  some,  Deva-savarni ;  and  the  fourteenth, 
Bhautya  or  Indra-savarni) ;  (ai-'as),  m.  pi.  the  mental 
faculties;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the  number 

fourteen ;  {us},  f.  Manu's  wife  ( =  manavi) ;  Tri- 
gonella  Corniculata.  —  Manu-kuldditya  Cla-acf"), 
as,  m.  '  sun  of  the  race  of  Manu,'  N.  of  a  prince. 

Manu-ga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  sons 

of  Dyuti-mat.  —  Manu-ja,  as,  m.  '  Mauu-born,"  a 
man ;  (a),  f.  a  woman.  —  Manuja-pati,  is,  m. 
'  lord  of  men,'  a  prince,  king.  —  Manuja-luka,  as, 
m.  'the  world  of  men,'  the  earth. —  Manuja-vyd- 

ghra,  as,  m. '  man-tiger,'  chief  of  men,  any  eminent 
or  illustrious  man.  —  Manu-jdta,,  as,  a,  am,  de- 

scended from  man  or  from  Manu,  Ved. ;  (as),  m.  a 

man.  —  Manujdtmaja  (°ja-dt°),  as,  m;  '  son  of 
man,'  a  man ;  (a),  f.  a  woman.  —  Manujddhipa 

(°ja-adh°),  as,  or  manujddhipati  ("ja-adh0),  is, 
m.  '  sovereign  of  men,'  a  prince,  a  king.  —  Manujl- 
kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -Tcaroti,  -kartum,  to  change  into  a 

man.  —  Manujendra  (°ja-itt°),  or  manujes'vara 
Q'o-W),  as,  m.  a  prince,  a  king.  —  Manitjendra- 
putrl,  (.  a  king's  daughter.  —  Mamt-jyeshtha,  as,  m. 
a  sword  ;  ( the  oldest  man,'  one  of  the  names  of  Danda 

or  punishment  in  MahS-bh.  S'anti-p.  4430.  —  Manu- 
tantu,  us,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man ;  [cf.  mdnu- 

tantavya.']  —  Manu-Clrtha,  am,,  n.,  N.  of  a  TIrtha. 
—  Manu-tva,  ant,  n.  the  rank  or  office  of  a  Manu. 
—  Manu-pranlta,  as,  a,  am,  taught  or  promulgated 
by  Manu.  —  Manupranita-tva,  am,  n.  the  being 
taught  or  promulgated  by  Manu. — Manu-prita,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  beloved  of  men ;   favourable  to  men. 

Manu-bhu,  us,  m.  (  =  manu-ja),  man,  mankind, 
a  man.  —  Manu-yuga,  am,  n.  the  age  or  period  of 

a  Manu ;  [cf.  manv-antara.']  —  Mann-raj,  t,  m. 
'king  of  men,'  epithet  of  Kuvera.  —  Mann-vat,  ind., 
Ved.  like  men,  as  becomes  men.  —  Manu-vrtta,  as, 

a,  am,  Ved.  chosen  by  men.  —  Manu-s'nahtlta,  as, 
m.  '  best  among  men,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Manu- 
sanihitd,  f.  the  collection  of  laws  commonly  known 

as  '  the  laws  or  institutes  of  Manu'  (ascribed  to  Manu 
Svayambhuva  probably  to  secure  for  it  the  sanctity 
on  which  its  authority  rests),  Manu.  —  Manu-sava, 
as,  m.,  Ved.  libation  or  sacrifice  of  men,  or  performed 

by  men;  Manu's  libation  or  sacrifice.  —  Manv-an- 
tara, am,  n.  the  period  or  age  of  a  Manu,  (this 

period,  according  to  Manu  I.  79,  comprises  about  71 
great  Yugas  or  ages  of  the  gods  [cf.  malta-ytiga], 
which  are  held  equal  to  12.000  years  of  the  gods  or 

4,320.000  human  years  or  -jijth  of  a  day  of  Brahma ; 
each  of  these  periods  is  presided  over  by  its  own 
special  Manu  with  his  own  gods  and  Rishis  and 
other  divine  personages,  see  manu,  col.  I ;  six 
such  Manv-antaras  have  already  elapsed,  and  the 
seventh,  presided  over  by  Manu  Vaivasvata,  is  now 
supposed  to  be  going  on ;  seven  more  are  to  come, 
making  fourteen  Manv-antaras,  which  together  make 
up  one  day  of  Brahma) ;  (a),  f.  epithet  of  various 
festivals,  of  the  tenth  day  of  the  light  half  of  the 
month  Ashadha,  of  the  eighth  in  the  dark  half  of 
the  same  month,  and  of  the  third  in  the  light  half 

of  Bhidra.  —  Manv-artha-miiklavali.,  f.  '  pearl- 
necklace  of  the  meaning  of  Manu,'  N.  of  Kulluka- 
bhatta's  commentary  on  the  laws  of  Manu.  —  Manv- 
iddha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  kindled  by  men.  —  Manv- 
Ixa,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  according  to  a  commentator  = 
jtidnexa,  but  probably  a  wrong  reading  for  manishd 
=  mani*hay(j. 

Maninha,  as,  m.  (fr.  mantis),  Ved.  a  man ;  (I), 
f.,  see  under  manushya  below.  ••  Manushendra 
(°sAa-i«°)  =  manujendra,  q.  v. 
Manushya,  as,  shl,  am,  human,  useful  to 

man,  friendly  to  man  (Ved.,  said  of  the  chariot  of 
the  Asvins) ;  (as),  m.  a  man,  ordinary  mortal, 

common  person ;  (Ved.)  a  class  of  Manes  ('  fathers 
of  men')  who  receive  the  Pinda  offering;  (shi),  f. 
a  woman,  wife;  [cf.  Goth,  mannisks;  Angl.  Sax. 

mennesc,  mennisc;  Old  Germ.  mannisco.~\  —  Ma- 
nushya-kdra,  as,  m.  the  deed  of  a  man,  human 
exertion ;  [cf.  purusha-kdra.]  —  Manushya- 
kilbisha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  transgression  against  men. 
•- Manushya-krita,  as,  a,  am,  done  by  men; 

committed  against  men  (Ved.).— Manushya-gan- 
d/tarva,  as,  m.  pi.  the  human  Gandharvas  (inferior 
to  the  Deva-gandharvas).—  Manushya-fara,  at,  I, 
am,  Ved.  having  dealings  or  intercourse  with  men. 
—•  Manushya-Mhandasa,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  metre 
of  men.  —  Manushya-jd,  as,  us,  am,  Ved.  born  of 

a.  —  Manushya-jiiti,  f.  the  human  race,  man- 
kind. —  Manusnya-ta,  f.  or  munushya-tva,  am, 

n.  manhood,  humanity,  the  state  or  condition  of 

man,  (manushyatam  etya,  having  assumed  the 
state  of  a  man,  becoming  man,  RimSyana  I.  14, 

tf.)  —  Manushya-tra,  ind.,  Ved.  among  men,  to 

men.  —  Manushya-deva,  as,  m.  'man-god,'  a  god 
among  men,  a  lirfihman  ;  a  prince,  king.  —  Ma- 
nushya-dharma,  as,  m.  the  law  or  duty  of  man, 
the  state  or  character  of  mm.  —  Manushya-dhar- 
man,  a,  m.  epithet  of  Kuvera,  the  god  of  wealth. 

—  Manushya-mdrana,  am,  n.  manslaughter,  homi- 
cide, (unintentionally)  killing  a  man  (Manu  VIII. 

2g6)."Manushya-yajna,  as,  m.  'man-offering,' the  sacrifice  or  act  of  devotion  due  to  men  (i.  e. 

atithi-pujana,  the  honouring  of  guests  or  hospi- 
tality ;  this  is  one  of  the  five  Maha-yajiias  or  great 

acts  of  devotion,  cf.  mahd-yajna,  nri-yajna,  brah- 
ina-yajita,  deEa-yajiia,ptiri-yajna,  bhuta-yajna). 
—  MannsJiya-ratha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  chariot  of  men. 
—  Manushya-rdja,  as,  or  manushya-rajan,  d, 
m.,  Ved.  a  human  king.  —  Manusliya-rupa,  am,  n. 
human  form.  —  Manuehya-loka,  as,  m.  the  world 

of  men.  —  Manus/iya-vis",  t,  or  manushya-vidd, 
(.,  or  manushya-uifa,  am,  n.  mankind,  human- 

kind, the  race  of  men.  —  Manushya-s'onita,  am,  n. 
human  blood.  —  Manusliya-sablid,  f.  an  assembly  of 

men  ;  a  multitude,  crowd,  meeting ;  a  place  of  meet- 
ing or  assembly.  —  Manushya-sava,  as,  m.  libation 

or  sacrifice  of  men,  sacrifice  performed  by  men.— Ma- 

ntishyendra  (°ya-in°),  as,  m.  the  chief  or  best  of 
men,  any  illustrious  or  good  man.  —  Manushyes'vara 
(°ya-U°),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  men,'  a  prince,  king. 
Manus,  us,  m.,Ved.  ( =  manu),  man,  the  father  of 

men,  Manu ;  [cf.  Gr.  MiVcus ;  Lat.  mas,  man's ; 

Goth,  man,  manna;  Angl.  Sax.  man,  mann.'] —  Maimr-hita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  friendly  to  men, 
good  for  men.  —  Manusli-vat  or  manushyat,  ind., 
Ved.  like  man  or  men  ( =  manushya-vat) ;  among 
men,    for   men ;    like   Manu,   as   Manu,  as   with 
Manu. 

Manota,  f.,  Ved.  the  hymn  Rig-veda  VI.  I  (con- 
taining the  word  manotri  and  used  in  sacrificing) ; 

the  deity  to  whom  the  offering  during  the  recitation 

of  that  hymn  is  dedicated,  (according  to  the  Brah- 
mana  =  Agni.) 

Manutri,  ta,  trl,  tri,Ved.  an  inventor,  discoverer, 
disposer,  manager ;  an  honourer,  bestower,  honouring, 

appreciating,  &c.,  (Say.  =  mantri,  ddtri,  pra-jndtri, 
mdnayitri;  in  Rig-veda  VI.  I,  I,  manota  is  said 
to  mean  devandnt  mano  yatrotavi  or  sambcid- 
dham,  the  divinity  on  whom  the  mind  of  the  gods 
is  fastened  or  concentrated.) 

Mantavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  thought,  to  be  be- 
lieved, to  be  considered  or  reflected  on,  to  be  re- 

garded, to  be  conceived,  conceivable,  imaginable, 
supposable ;  to  be  admitted ;  to  be  maintained ;  to 
be  observed  ;  to  be  approved  or  sanctioned. 
Mantl,  is,  f.,  see  Pan.  VI.  4,  39. 

Mantu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  an  adviser;  a  manager,  dis- 
poser, director,  arbiter  [cf.  manotri] ;  advice,  counsel, 

(in  Rig-veda  I.  ̂ 52,  I,  mantavah  according  to  Say. 
=  mananlydh,  to  be  regarded)  ;  a  fault,  offence, 
transgression  ( =  aparddha) ;  a  man,  mankind  ;  lord 

of  mm,  =  prajd-pati ;  (us),  f.  thought,  understand- 
ing, intellect;  [cf.  Gr.  /japrctJo/icu.]  —  Mantu-mas, 

voc.  c.,  Ved.  (only  used  in  this  form ;  according  to 
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mantuya. 

manyu-mi. 
Siy.  =J«ana-faO,  a  good  counsellor,  wise,  sagacious, 
intelligent  (said  of  PQshan  and  Indra). 

Mantuya,  Nom.  P.  mantuyati,  -yitum,  to 
transgress  against ;  (according  to  others)  to  be 
angry ;  to  be  offended  or  jealous. 

Mantri,  id,  trt,  tri,  a  thinker,  thinking,  reflect- 
ing ;  (ta),  m.  a  wise  man,  sage,  adviser,  counsellor, 

mentor ;  [cf.  Gr.  MtVrcup.] 
Mantra,  as,  m.  (according  to  some  also  am,  n.), 

'  instrument  of  thought,"  speech,  sacred  speech  or 
text,  a  prayer  or  hymn  or  words  of  adoration  ad- 

dressed to  a  deity  (it  may  consist  of  a  single  text  or 
verse,  and  when  recited  is  regarded  as  possessing 
mystical  and  supernatural  powers ;  if  metrical,  and 
intended  for  loud  recitation,  such  a  Mantra  is  called 
rid,  praise ;  if  in  prose,  and  intended  to  be  muttered 
in  a  low  tone,  it  is  called  yajus  or  one  fit  for  sacri- 

fices ;  if  metrical,  and  intended  for  chanting  or  in- 
toning, it  is  called  sdinan  or  one  fit  for  using  at 

Soma  ceremonies :  the  Mantra  portion  of  the  Rig- 
veda  [see  n<f]  contains  1017  Sflktas  or  hymns,  which 
are  subdivided  as  explained  under  mandala,  q.  v.) ; 
that  portion  of  the  Veda  (as  distinguished  from  the 
Brlhmai.ia,  q.  v.)  which  includes  the  SamhitS  or 
collection  of  hymns  and  prayers  described  above; 
a  formula  sacred  to  any  individual  deity  (e.g.  Om 
Viihnave  namah,  Om  Stivdya  namah) ;  a  mystical 
verse,  magical  formula,  incantation,  charm,  spell ; 
consulting  or  concerting  together,  counsel,  advice, 
opinion,  resolution,  plan,  design,  intention,  device, 
secret  plan,  secret,  (in  these  senses  connected  with 

it.  mantr,  p.  745.)  —  Mantra-karana,  am,  n.  the 
act  of  making  or  composing  sacred  texts,  the  recital 
of  a  sacred  text ;  the  Vedic  texts.  —  Mantra-kalpa- 
druma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  SVl-ghanananda- 
dJsa.  —  Mantra-kdra,  as,  m.  a  maker  or  composer 

of  hymns,  a  composer  of  sacred  texts.  <••  Mantra- 
kdrya,  am,  n.  subject  of  consultation.  —  Mantra- 
kola,  as,  m.  council. time,  time  of  deliberation  or 

consultation.  —  Mantra-kus'ula,  as,  a,  am,  experi- 
enced in  counsel,  skilled  in  giving  advice.  —  Jlfan- 

tra-krit,  t,  m.  a  composer  of  hymns  (Ved.) ;  one 
who  recites  a  sacred  text ;  a  counsellor,  adviser ; 

an  emissary,  envoy,  ambassador.  —  Mantra-krila, 
as,  a,  am,  consecrated  by  Mantras.  —  Mantra- 
kytnda,  as,  a,  am,  knowing  the  sacred  texts. 

—  Mantra-kos/ia,  as,  m.  '  treasury  of  texts,'  N.  of 
a  book.  —  Mantra-gandaka,  as,  m.  knowledge, 
science  ( =  vidya).  —  Mantra-gupta,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a   man.  —  Mantra-gupti,   is,    f.   secret   counsel. 
—  Mantra-gudha,  as,  m.  a   secret   emissary  or 
agent,  spy.  —  Mantra-griha,  am,  n.  a  council- 
chamber.  —  Mantra-fuddmani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 

work.  -'Mantra-jala,  am,  n.  water  consecrated  by 
charms  or  sacred  texts.  —  Mantra-jihva,  as,  m. 

'  having  sacred  texts  for  tongues,'  N.  of  fire.  —•  Man- 
tra-jna,  as,  a,  am,  knowing  sacred  texts ;  experi- 

enced in  counsel ;  (as),  m.  a  counsellor,  adviser ;  a 
learned  lirahman,  a  priest ;  a  spy.  —  Mantra-jyotis, 
is,  {.,  N.  of  a  book.  —  Mantra-tantra-netra,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  book.  —  Mantra-tantra-prakafo,  at, 
m.,  N.  of  a  book.  —  Mantra-las,  ind.  with  respect 
to  the  sacred  texts,  from  or  by  the  Mantras,  from  or 
by  mystical  charms  or  incantations;    from  advice, 

advisedly,  deliberately,  designedly.  —  Mantru-toya, 
am,  n.  water  consecrated  by  Mantras  or  spells ;  [cf. 
mantra-jala,  mantrodaka.]  —  Mantra-da,  as,  a, 
am,  or  mantra-ddtri,  td,  trt,  tri,  teaching  sacred 
texts ;    giving   advice ;    a   spiritual    guide,    teacher, 
preceptor.  —  Mimtra-dar&n,   i,  ini,  i,   knowing 
the  Vedic  texts ;  (F),  m.  a  Brahman  learned  in  the 
Vcdas;  a  «eer  or  composer  of  a  hymn.  —  Mantra- 
diillati,  is,  m.  •  having  sacred  texts  for  rays,"  N. 

hre.  -  Mantra-dipaka,  as,  m.  •  lamp  of  the 
Mantras,'  N.  of  a  book.  -  M antra-drU,  k,  k,  k, beholding  or  discovering  sacred  texts;  knowing 
sacred  texts ;  skilled  in  counsel ;  (k),  m.  a  composer of  hymns;  counsellor,  adviser.- Mantra-devoid  ( 
the  deity  invoked  in  a  sacred  text.  -  Mantra-deva- 
prakAHka,  f.,  N.  of  a  book.  -  Mantra-druma, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  Indra  in  the  sixth  Manv-antara! 

—  Mantra-dliara,  as,  or  mantra-dhdrin,  i,  m. 
possessing    good    counsel,   an    adviser,    counsellor. 
—  IMantra-ni rnaya,  as,  m.  decision  or  settlement 
of  counsel,   final   determination    after   deliberation. 

—  Mantra-patl,  is,  m.  lord  or  owner  of  a  sacred 
text  or  texts.  •»  Mantra-paltra,  am,  n.  a  leaf  in- 

scribed with  a  sacred  text  or  prayer.  —  Mantra- 

pada,  am,  n.  the  words  of  a  sacred  text.  —  Mantra- 
pdrdyana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Mantra-puta, 
as,  a,  am,  purified  by  sacred  texts.  —  Mantra-pu- 

tatman  (°ta-dt°),  d,  m.  epithet  of  Garuda.  —  Mau- 
tra-prakds'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  book.  —  Mantra- 
prayoga,  as,  m.  application  of  spells  or  charms, 

magical  means.  —  Mantra-pras'na-kanda,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Vedic  work.  —  Mantra-phala,  am,  n.  fruit 
of  counsel,  effect  or  consequence  of  advice.  ••  Man- 
tra-bija,  am,  n.  the  seed  (i.  e.  first  syllable)  of  a  spell ; 
seed-like  counsel,  counsel  regarded  as  a  seed  or  germ. 

—  Mantra-bhdshya,  am,  n.  title  of  tata's  com- 
mentary  on  the  Vsjasaneyi-samhita.  —  Mantra- 

bheda,  as,  m.  breach  of  counsel,  betrayal  of  counsel 

or  of  a  concerted  plan ;  a  particular  magical  incan- 
tation;   (as),  m.  pi.  various  kinds  of  Mantras  or 

spells.  —  Mantra-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  or 
made  up  of  spells.  —  Mantra-mahodadhi,  is,  m. 

*  ocean  of  Mantras,*  title  of  a  work  by  Mahidhara. 
—  Mantra-mnktdvali  (°td-dv°),  f.,  N.  of  a  book. 
—  Mantra-murti,  is,  m.  '  whose  body  consists  of 
sacred  texts,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mantra-mu  la,  as, 
d,  am,  rooted  in  counsel;   rooted  in  Mantras  or 

spells;  (am),  n.  magic.  —  Mantra-yantra,  am,  n. 
'  Mantra-implement,'  an  amulet,  a  mystical  diagram 
with  a  magical  formula.  —  Mantra-yantra-prakdia, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  book.  —  Mantra-yulcti,  is,  f.  em- 

ployment of  Mantras  or  spells ;    magical   means. 

"Mantra-yoga,  as,  m.  the  employment  of  Man- 
tras or  sacred  texts ;    magic.  —  Mantra-raJiasya- 

prakds'ikd,    f.  title   of  a  book   by  Nlla-kantha. 
—  Mantra-raja,  as,  m.  '  king  of  spells,'  N.  of  a 
particular  magical  formula.—  i.  mantra-vat,  ind.  in 
conformity  with  sacred  texts,  accompanied  by  the 
recitation  of  sacred  texts;  according  to  all  rules  of 
consultation.  —  2.  mantra-vat,  an,  att,  at,  accom- 

panied with  sacred  texts  or  hymns;   having  spells, 
enchanted  (said  of  a  weapon) ;  entitled  to  use  the 

Mantras',   initiated ;    having    or   hearing    counsel. 
—  Mantra-varjam,  ind.  without  any  sacred  text 
(Manu  X.  1 2  7).  —  Mantra-varna,  as,  m.  the  con- 

tents of  a  •sacred  text  or  hymn ;   (a*),  m.  pi.  the 
single  letters  of  a  sacred  text.  —  Mantra-varnana, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  the  ninety-seventh  chapter  of  the 
Sundara-kSnda  of  the  RamSyana.  —  Mantra-vddin, 
I,  m.  a  reciter  of  sacred  texts,  one  conversant  with 
Mantras  or  spells,  an  enchanter.  —  Mantra-nd,  t, 
t,  t,  knowing  or  skilled  in  sacred  texts,  knowing 
magical   formulas;    skilled  in  counsel;    (t),  m.  a 
counsellor ;    a  priest ;   a  BrShman  learned  in  the 

Vedas;   a  spy.  —  Mantra-vidya,  f.  the  science  of 
Mantras  or  spells,  magic  art. «-  Mantra-vija,  see 
mantra-bija.  —  Mantra-vydkhyd,  f.  explanation  of 

the  sacred  texts  of  the  Veda. «-  Mantra-s'dstra,  am, 
n.  'magic  science,'  N.  of  a  book.  —  Mantra-trull, 
is,  f.  the  hearing  of  counsel  or  deliberation,  a  con- 

sultation overheard.  —  Mantra-irutya,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
obedience  to  advice,  following  counsel,  (S5y.  =  mctn- 
trenapratlpddyam) ;  tradition  respecting  the  correct 
use  of  the  sacred  texts.  —  Muntra-sanskdra,  as,  m. 
a  (nuptial)  rite  performed  with  sacred  texts,  (accord- 

ing  to   KullOka  =  vivfika.)  —  Mantrasanekdra- 
krit,  t,  m.  a  husband  who  has  performed  the  above 

rite.  —  Mantra-sanskriyd,  f.  a  rite  accompanied 
with  spells,  a  magic  rite.  —  Manlra-samhita,  f.  the 
collection  of  the  Vedic  hymns.  —  Mantra-sadfud-n, 

as,  m. '  effecting  by  Mantras  or  spells,'  an  enchanter, 
magician.  —  Mantra-eddhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of 
effecting  or  subduing  by  magic ;  a  magical  formula, 
incantation,  spell.  —  Mantra-sddhya,  as,  d,  am,  to 
be  subdued  by  spells,  to  be  effected  or  attained  by 
incantations ;  to  be  attained  by  consultation ;  to  be 
overcome   or    brought    into   subjection    by   advice. 

—  Mantrasddhya-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  attainable 

or  subduable  by  spells,  the  being  attainable  by  con- 
sultation. ••  Mantra-siddha,  as,  d,  am,  accom- 

plished by  or  expressed  in  sacred  texts ;  effected  by 
Mantras  or  spells,  aided  by  an  incantation.  —  Mantra- 
siddhi,  is,  f.  the  accomplishment  or  operation  of 
a  spell ;  the  effecting  or  carrying  out  of  a  deliberation 
or  advice.  —  Mantra-sutra,  am,  n.  a  charm  fastened 

on  a  string.  —  Mantra-spris",  k,  k,  k  (  —  mantrena 
fprisat),  obtaining  anything  by  means  of  spells  or 
incantations  (see  PSn.  III.  2,  58).  —  Mantra-hma, 
as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  hymns ;  contrary  to  sacred 

texts.  —  Mantrddhdrana  (°ra-ddh°),  am,  n.  striv- 
ing to  obtain  by  spells  and  incantations,  conjuring. 

—  Mantrdrtka-dipa  (°ra-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

book  by  RSghavendra.  —  Mantrdrshddhydya  ("ro- 
ar0, °sha-adh°),  as,  m.  'chapter  on  the  Vedic  Rishis,' 

a    Rishy-anukramanI   of  the  Kjthaka  Yajur-veda. 

—  Mantrdvali  (°ra-dv°),  f.  a  series  of  sacred  texts. 

—  Mantreda  (°ra-ifa)  or  mantroSvara  (°ra-is"°), 
as,  m.  '  lord  of  spells  or  incantations,'  (with  a  certain 
class  of  S'aivas)'  N.  of  a  particular  superior  being. 
—  Mantrodaka  (^ra-wP),  am,  n.  water  consecrated 

by  sacred  texts.  —  Mantropashta  ml  ha,  (°ra-up°), 
as,  m.  encouragement  by  counsel,  advice,  direction. 
Mantrana,  mantrayat.    See  p.  745,  col.  i. 

Mantri,  is,  m.  =  mantrin,  a  king's  councillor, minister. 

Mantrika  at  the  end  of  comps.  =  mantrin.  See 
sa-mantrika. 

Mantrika,  f.  (ft.  mantra),  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 
Mantrita.     See  p.  745,  col.  2. 

Mantrin,  i,  ini,  i,  wise,  clever  in  counsel ;  elo- 

quent (Ved.)  ;  knowing  sacred  texts  or  spells,  know- 
ing incantations,  a  conjurer,  enchanter;  (t),  m.  a 

king's  councillor,  minister,  adviser,  counsellor,  (kim- 
mantrin,  a  bad  counsellor.)  —  Mantri-td,  f.  or 
mantri-tva,  am,  n.  ministership,  ministry,  the  office 
or  vocation  of  a  minister  or  councillor,  councillorship. 

—  Mantri-dhura,  as,  d,  am,  able  to  bear  the 
burden  of  the  office  of  a  counsellor.  —  Mantri-pati, 
is,  or  mantri-pradhdna,  as,  or  mantri-muknya, 
as,  or  mantri-i;ara,  as,  or  mantri-s'reshlha,  as, 
m.  a  prime  minister.  —  Mantri-prakdnda,  as,  m. 
an  excellent  councillor ;  [cf.  go-prakdnda.]  —  Man- 
tri-vat,   ind.    like   a  councillor,   like   a   minister. 
—  Mantri-drotriya,  as,  m.  a  minister  (who  is)  a 
SVotriya  or  conversant  with  the  Vedas. 

Manya,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  thinking  one's 
self  [cf.  panditam-m",  jnam-mf] ;  appearing  as, 
being  accounted  as. 
Manyantt,  {.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Agni  Manyu. 
Manyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  thinking,  believing, 

supposing,  fancying,  considering;  attending  to,  re- 
specting, esteeming,  honouring ;  approving,  com- 
mending, praising ;  perceiving,  remembering. 

I.  manyd,  (.  (for  2.  see  p.  747,  col.  i),  know- 
ledge; respect (?). 

Manyu,  us,  m.  f.  (Ved.)  spirit,  spiritedness,  courage, 
mettle  (as  of  horses),  mind ;  (Say.)  sacrificial  act, 
sacrifice,  offering,  hymn  ( =  karman,  ydga,  stotra) ; 
high  spirit  or  temper,  ardour,  zeal ;  pride ;  passion, 
anger,  wrath,  indignation,  resentment,  rage,  fury, 

(manyus  tan  manyum  rttfhati,  fury  then  en- 
counters fury,  or  rage  then  recoils  on  rage,  Manu 

VIII.  351) ;  sorrow,  grief,  affliction,  trouble,  distress, 
vexation ;  Anger,  Rage,  Indignation  personified  ; 
N.  of  the  author  of  Rig-veda  X.  83,  84  (as  Tapasa 

or  son  of  Tapas),  of  Rig-veda  IX.  97,  10-12  (as 

VSsishtha  or  son  of  Vasishtha)  ;  epithet  of  S'iva ;  of 
a  Rudra ;  of  Agni ;  N.  of  a  prince  (son  of  Vitatha) ; 

[cf.  Gr.  liajva.']  —  Manyu-tas,  ind.  from  anger,  in  a 
rage.  —  Manyu-dushita,  as,  d,  am,  troubled  by 

pride  or  jealousy.  —  Manyu-dei'a,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
—  Manyu-parita,  as,  d,  am,  filled  with  or  affected 
by  anger.  —  Manyu-mat,  an,  att,  at,  spirited,  high- 
spirited,  zealous  ;  angry,  wrathful,  enraged ;  sorrowful, 
distressed ;  vehement,  passionate ;  (an),  m.  epithet 

of  Agni.  —  Miinyurmaya,  as,  t,  am,  formed  of 
anger,  consisting  of  wrath,  filled  with  resentment. 

Manyu-mi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  destroying  (hostile) 
spirit  or  fury ;  destroying  in  fury,  furious  with  anger ; 



manyu-samana. 

(S5y.  =  Jcopasya  nirmatri  or  paresham  Icrodliasya 
hinsaka  or  manyu-kartrt  or  manytina  minat  = 
hinsat.)  —  Manyu-s'amana,  as,  t,  am,  Ved.  ap- peasing or  pacifying  anger.  -  Manyu-shmin,  i, 
ini,  i,  Ved.  preparing  or  offering  Soma  in  anger, 
(Say.=Jcrodhena  somam  sunvat);  offering  Soma 
with  zeal  or  devotion.  -  Manyn-sukta,  am,  n.  the 
Manyu  hymn,  (probably  an  epithet  of  Rig-veda  X. 83.  84.) 

Manyuya  in  a-prati-manyuyamana,  q.v. 
Mamana,  as,  a,  am,  thinking,  conceiving ; minding,  regarding. 

*T«TT^f  manak,  ind.  (perhaps  mana  +  and, 
but  in  Rig-veda  X.  61,  6,  mandnak),  a  little, 
slightly,  somewhat,  in  a  small  degree,  (danam  ma- 
nag  api,  a  gift  however  small ;  kdlam  manak,  a 
little  time,  in  a  little  while ;  na  manak,  not  at  all, 
not  in  the  slightest  degree) ;  slowly,  tardily ;  only, 
merely ;  [cf.  Gr.  fiay6s,  fuvw  in  fiivwea,  puvv  in 
uivvSu :  Lat.  min-or,  min-imus,  minu  in  minuo  : 
Goth,  mine,  minz,  minnists :  Hib.  min,  'small, 
fine;'  micro,  'small,  little.'] _ Manak-kara,  as,  a or  i,  am,  doing  little,  lazy,  sluggish ;  (am),  n.  = 
mangalyd,  a  kind  of  fragrant  Agallochum  or  aloe 
wood  (having  a  perfume  like  that  of  jasmine).  -  Ma- 
ndk-priya,  as,  a,  am,  a  little  dear,  somewhat  dearer or  more  valuable. 

manda-ta. 745 

r  manaka,  f.  a  female  elephant. 

r  mandjya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

HIM!  manayi,  manavi.   See  p.  742,  col.  3. 

*i(ijj-i  maninga,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

l1I«emonU-a,  am,  n.  eye-salve,  collyrium, powdered  antimony  or  other  substances  used  as  an 
application  and  ornament  to  the  eye. 

ilTf  mani-kri.    See  p.  742,  col.  3. 
*^i  <Jj"'tlii  manimusha-grama,  as,  m.,  N. of  a  village. 

5  manwaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Bhavya,  the  son  of  Priya-vrata,  and  of  a  Varsha named  after  him. 

T«J  manu.     See  p.  743,  col.  i. 

f  manushya.     See  p.  743,  col.  2. 

T  mano-gata,  &c.    See  p.  741,  col.  3. 
illni  manota.     See  p.  743,  col.  3. 
11  KM  mano-ratha.     See  p.  742,  col.  2. 

i  •»!<*<  mantavya,   mantu.      See  p.   743, col.  3. 

4-|fd  mantr  (properly  to  be  regarded  as 
V  a  Nom.  fr.  mantra),  cl.  10.  A.  (ep.  also 

P.)  mantrayate  (-ti),  mantraydm-dsa,  mantra- 
yitum,  to  speak,  talk  (Ved.) ;  to  take  counsel,  con- 

sult, deliberate,  ponder  over,  determine  (sometimes 
with  inf.,  e.g.  ava-tartum  sarve  mantraydm-dauh, 
they  all  determined  to  descend) ;  to  counsel,  advise, 
propose  any  measure,  give  any  one  advice  (with  ace! 
of  the  person  or  with  gen.  of  the  person  and  ace.  of 
the  thing  advised  or  consulted  about,  e.  g.  mantra- 
yndhvam  hitam  mama,  give  me  friendly  advice ; 
mantrayam-asu  rahasydni,  they  consulted  about 
secret  matters) ;  to  consecrate  with  sacred  or  magical 
;xts,  enchant  with  spells  or  charms :  Pass,  mantr- 

yate,  to  be  consulted  or  deliberated ;  to  be  advised. 
Mantra.    See  p.  744,  col.  i. 
Mantrana,  am,  n.  or  mantrana,  f.  the  act  of 
"Wilting,  consultation,  deliberation  ;  advising,  coun- 
ellmg  consulting  in  private.  -  Mantranarha,  see Gana  Utkaradi  to  Psn.  IV.  2,  90. 
Mantrayat,  an,  anil,  at,  counselling,  advising consulting. 
Mantrayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  consulted  or 

advised;  (am),  n.  that  which  is  to  be  advised. 

Mantrila,  as,  a,  am,  spoken,  consulted,  delibe- 
rated, determined  ;  advised,  counselled  ;  consecrated 

with  sacred  texts  or  magical  formulas,  enchanted, 
charmed ;  (am),  n.  advice,  counsel. 

'Jf'VJ   mantlt>  another  form  of  rt.  i. N.  math,  q.v. 
Mantha,  as,  m.  stirring  round,  churning ;  shaking 

about,  agitating ;  killing,  slaying ;  a  drink  in  which 
other  ingredients  are  mixed  by  stirring,  a  mixed 
beverage,  (usually  =  sdktava)  parched  barley-meal 
stirred  round  in  milk ;  a  spoon  for  stirring ;  a  churning- 
stick  ;  a  kind  of  antelope ;  the  sun,  a  ray  of  the  sun 
(  =  aniu);  a  disease  of  the  eye,  cataract,  opacity, 
excretion  of  rheum ;  an  instrument  for  kindling  fire 
by  friction.  —  Mantha-guna,  as,  m.  a  churning-cord, 
the  cord  or  string  used  for  turning  the  churning-stick. 
—  Manthagum-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made  into  a 
churning-cord  (said  of  the  serpent  Vasuki).- Man- 
tha-ja,  am,  n.  'produced  by  churning,'  butter. -  Mantha-danda  or  mantha-dandaka,  as,  m.  a 
churning-stick.  —  Mantha-dandi-krita,  as,  a,  am, 
made  into  a  churning-stick.  -  Mantha-parvata  or 
mantlia-iaila  or  manthdfala  (°tha-a<!°),  as,  or 
manthadri  (°tha-ad°),  is,  m.  the  mountain  Man- 
dara  (which  served  for  a  chuming-stick  at  the  churn- 

ing of  the  ocean  of  mi\k).-Manthdvala  (°tha- 
dv°?),  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  snake;  (according  to Say.)  an  animal  which  hangs  from  the  boughs  or 
trees  with  its  head  downwards.  -  Manthodaka  (°tha 
ud°),  as,  m.  the  ocean  of  milk,  (perhaps  wrong' for  mandodaka.)-ManthodadM  (°tha-ud°),  is m.  '  churning-sea,'  sea  of  milk. 
Manthaka,  as,  m.  a  churner,  agitator ;  N.  of 

man ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants. 
Manthana,  as,  i,  am,  kindling  fire  by  friction 

(as),  m.  a  churning-stick;  (m.  or  n.?),  an  instru 
ment  for  kindling  fire  by  friction ;  (t),  f.  a  churn, 
vessel  for  butter;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  kindling  fir 
by  rubbing  pieces  of  wood  together ;  the  act  of  shak 
ing,  shaking  about,  agitating,  churning  (milk  int< 
butter);   churning  out  (of  A-mrita).-. Manthana 
fjkati,  f.  a  chuming-vessel  (for  butter),  churn,  a  com mon  earthen  pot  used  for  churning. 
Manthaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  churned,  &c. 
Mantharu,  us,  m.  the  wind  raised  by  flapping away  flies,  the  wind  from  a  chowrie. 
Manlhd,  (.  a  churning-stick;  (  =  methika),  Tri 

gonella  Fcenum  Gra?cum. 

Manthana,  as,  m.  '  the  shaker  (of  the  universe), 
an  epithet  of  S'iva;  a  chuming-stick;  a  kind  of metre,  four  times  -  -  u  -  „  u ;  [cf.  Hib.  maide,  '  a 
stick,  wood,  timber.']  -Manthdna-bhairava,  as m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Katha-vidya. 
Manthanaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass  (  =  dridha- mula,  trinanhripa,  harita). 
Manthitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  stirs  or shakes  about,  stirring,  &c. 
Manthitvd,  ind.  having  churned.  See  mathitva. 
Manthiu,  i,  ini,  i,  shaking  up,  stirring,  agitating 

exciting;  paining,  afflicting;  (i),  m.  Soma  juice with  meal  mixed  in  it  by  stirring  (Ved.);  semen 
virile  [cf.  urdhca-manthin];  (ini),  [.  a  churn 
churmng-vessel  (for  butter)  ;  •  the  shaker,'  N.  of  one 
af  the  Mains  attending  on  Skanda.  -  Manthi-pa, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  drinking  Soma  which  is  stirred  and 
mixed  (with  meal  &c.).  -  Manthi-vat  or  manthl- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  connected  with  mixed  Soma. 
-  Manthi-Mu,  U,  is,  is,  Ved.  sparkling  like mixed  Soma. 

Manthya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  rubbed,  to  be 
kindled  by  friction  (said  of  fire) ;  to  be  churned,  &c. 

*H*n:  manthara,  as,  a,  am  (allied  to  manda, 
tco\.  3),  slow,  lazy,  tardy,  hesitating,  moving  slowly, 
trailing,  inert,  inactive,  dull,  stupid,  silly ;  low,  hollow, 
deep  (as  sound),  having  a  low  tone  ;  curved,  bowed, 
crooked,  bent,  distorted,  humpbacked;  broad,  wide; 
large,  bulky;  (as),  m.  a  treasure,  treasury,  store; 
the  hair  of  the  head;  wrath,  anger;  fruit;  an 
obstacle,  hindrance ;  a  churning-stick ;  fresh  butter ; 
a  spy,  informer ;  the  month  VaiSakha ;  an  antelope, 

deer ;  a  fortress,  stronghold ;  the  mountain  Mandara 
[cf.  mantha-panata] ;  (d),  (.,  N.  of  a  humpbacked 
female  slave  of  Bharata's  mother  Kaikeyi,  (according to  one  account,  an  incarnation  of  the  Gandharvl 
Dundubhl ;  according  to  another,  a  daughter  of  Viro- 
cana  :  she  instigated  Kaikeyi,  the  favourite  wife  of 
Dasa-ratha,  to  plot  the  banishment  of  RSma-candra, 

by  suggesting  that  his  elevation  to  the  throne  would' involve  the  degradation  of  Bharata,  see  Ramayana 
II.  8);  (am),  n.  safflower  (=kusumbhl).-Man- thara-ta,  f.  slowness,  tardiness.  -  Manthareshana 

(  ra-ish  ),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.'of his  descendants  (see  Psn.  II.  4,  66). 
Mantharita,  as,  d,  am,  made  slow  or  lazy   re- laxed. 

1'N^ mantharu,  manthya,  &c.    See  col.  2. 

7T«tT  mana  (connected  with  rt.  2.  mad, \  q.v.;  cf.  rt.  mand),  cl.  I.  A.  mandate 
(Ved.  madatt,  mandati,  see  rt.  2.  mad),  to  become 
drunk  or  inebriated  (Ved.) ;  to  be  glad ;  to  rejoice 
(Ved.) ;  to  exhilarate  (Ved.) ;  to  be  praised  to  be 
celebrated  (Ved.)  ;  to  praise  (Ved.) ;  to  sleep  (Ved.) ; 
lo  languish,  be  languid;  to  move  slowly,  tarry, loiter,  hesitate,  stand  still,  pause ;  to  be  beautiful  to shine. 

Manda,  as,  a,  am,  slow,  tardy,  moving  slowly  or 
softly,  loitering,  inert,  inactive,  idle,  lazy,  laggardly ; 
cold,    unimpassioned,    apathetic,   phlegmatic;    dull| 
heavy,  stupid,  silly,  foolish,  weak-minded,  self-willed ; 
low,  deep,  hollow,  low-sounding,  soft  (said  of  the 
voice  &c.)  ;  weak,  weakly,  slight,  slack  (as  a  bow)  ; 
dull,  faint  (as  light) ;  little,  miserable,  ill,  feeble  (as 
the  digestive  faculty  &c.),  sick,  bad,  evil,  wicked 
vile;    unhappy,  unlucky;   weakly  indulgent,  good- natured;   drunken,  addicted  to  intoxication;   (as), 
m.  the  planet  Saturn  ;  the  (upper)  apsis  of  a  planet's 
course  or  (according  to  some)  its  anomalistic  motion  ; 
epithet  of  Yama ;    one  of  the  three  kinds  of  ele- 

phants   [cf.    mandra,    bhadra-manda,    mrina- 

•manda] ;  the  end  of  the  world,  the  dissolution  '(pra- laya)  of  all  things;    (a),  f.   a  pot,  vessel;   scil. 
sankranti,  a  particular  astronomical  conjunction; 
N.  of  DskshSyam ;   (am),  ind.  slowly,  tardily,  by 
degrees,  gradually ;  softly,  gently,  (mandam  man- 
dam,   very  slowly  or  gently,   step    by  step,   e.  g. 
mandam  mandam  nudati  pavanas  tvdm,  the 
breeze  wafts  thee  very  gently  onwards)  ;  idly,  indo- 

lently, weakly,  feebly,  slightly,  faintly,  (mandam 
ufthvaean,  sighing  faintly);   deeply,  in  a  low  or 
soft   tone,  in   a   low  voice,  (mandam  mandam 
uvdfa,  he   spoke    very  softly);    [cf.  Hib.  matt, 
slow.']  -  Manda-l-arnl,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 
—  Manda-karman,  a,  n.  the  process  for  the  apsis 
of  a  planet's  course;  (d,  d,  a),  having  little  to  do, nactive.  —  Manda-kdnta,  as,  d,  am,  slightly  or 
faintly  bright,  of  a  dull  lustre.  -  Manda-kdnti,  is, 
m.  'having  a  soft  lustre,'  epithet  of  the  moon. 
—  Manda-kdrin,    t,   ini,  i,    acting  or   working 
lowly,  acting  foolishly,  going  to  work  in  a  foolish 
manner.  —  Manda-ga,  as,  d,  am,  moving  or  flow- 
ng  slowly ;  (a*),  m.  the  planet  Saturn  ;  (as),  m.  pi. 
pithet  of  the  S'udras  in  S'aka-dvlpa ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of 

river.  —  Manda-yali,  is,  is,  i,  having  a   slow 
motion,  moving  slowly.- Mandagati-tua,  am,  n. 
lowness  of  motion,  tardiness.  —  Manda-gamana, 
is,  a,  am,  who  or  what  goes  slowly ;  (am),  n.  the 
ct  ofjnoving  or  going  slowly,  slow  motion.  -  Man- 

ia-gamin, I,  ini,  i,  going  slowly,  marching  slowly. 
—  Manda-fetas,  as,  as,  as,  having  little  conscious- 
ess,   hardly  conscious,    fainting   away;    absent   in 
nind.  -  Manda-fthdya,  as,  d,  am,  of  little  bril- 
ance,  dull,  dim,  faint,  lustreless.  -Manda-janani, 
the  mother  of  Manda  or  Saturn  (and  wife  of 

jrya).  —  Manda-jaras,  as,  as,  as,  slowly  growing 
A.  —  Manda-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  produced  slowly rising  slowly.  _  Manda-tara,  as,  d,  am,  more 
ow,  very  slow,  &c. ;  (am),  ind.  very  slowly  or 
ently.  -  Manda-td,  f.  or  manda-tva,  am,  n. owness,  tardiness,  inertness,  inactivity,  indolence; 
ulness,  heaviness,  stupidity,  simplicity,  folly,  weak- 
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ness,  feebleness ;  faintness  (of  light  &c.) ;  littleness, 

insignificance.  —  Manda-dhdra,  as,  il,  am,  flowing 
in  a  slow  stream.  —  Afanda-dhi,  is,  Is,  i,  slow- 
witted,  possessing  little  intelligence,  simple,  silly. 
—  Manda-ndga,  in,  m.,  N.  of  a  man,  (perhaps 
more  correctly  malla-ndga.)  —  Mandn-imridhi, 
If,   m.  (in  astronomy)   the   epicycle  of  the  apsis. 

—  Manda-pdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi.—  Manda- 
jinijiia,  as,  ii,  am,  slow-witted,  possessed  of  little 
understanding,  foolish.  —  3Ia»da-prana,  OS,  a,  am, 
having  slow  or  weak  breath.  —  Manda-phala,  am, 
n.  (in  astronomy)  equation  of  the  apsis  or  (accord- 

ing to  some)  the  anomalistic  equation  of  a  planet ; 

(as,  d,  am),  having  unimportant  results  or  effects ; 

bearing  little  fruit.  —  Manda-buddlii,  is,  is,  i,  slow- 
witted,  dull-witted,  possessed  of  little  understanding, 

stupid,  foolish.  —  Manda-bhdgin,  i,  irii,  i,  unfortu- 
nate, ill-fated,  unhappy.  —  Manda-bhdgya,  as,  a, 

inn,  or  manda-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  ill-fated,  unfortunate, 
unhappy,  wretched,  miserable ;  (am),  n.  adverse  for- 

tune, misfortune.  —  Mandabhdgya-td,  f.  ill-fortune, 
ill-fatedness,    misfortune.  —  Manda-bhdshinl,    f. 
a  kind  of  metre  ( =  manju-bhdihini).  —  Manda- 
mali,  is,  is,  i,  slow-minded,  dull-witted,  possessed 
of  little  understanding,  slow  in  apprehension,  dull, 
stupid,  foolish ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  wheelright  (in  the 
Hitopadesa,  p.  63).  —  Manda-mandam,  ind.  slowly, 

softly,  in  a  low  tone.— Manda-manddtapa  (°da- 
df),  as,  i,  am,  having  decreasing  sunshine.  —  Man- 
da-medhas,  as,  as,  as,   dull-witted,  possessed  of 
little  understanding.  —  Manda-raimi,  ii,  is,  i,  hav- 

ing weak  or  faint  rays,  dim.  —  Manda-vdhini,  f. 

'  gently  flowing,'  N.  of  a  river.  —  Manda-visha,  as, 
ii,  am,  containing  little  poison,  having  little  venom ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  snake.  —  Manda-vi&arpa,  as,  m. 

'  slowly  crawling,'  N.  of  a  snake.  —  Nanda-msarpin, 
i,  ini,  i,  crawling  or  creeping  slowly ;  (ini),  f.,  N. 
of  a  louse.  —  Ulanda-mrya,  as,  a,  am,  having  little 
vigour,  weak.  —  Manda-vrishti,  is,  f.  slight  rain. 
—  Manda-samlraiia,   as,    m.   a   gentle   breeze. 
—  Manda-smita,  am,  n.  or  manda-hdsa,  as,  m. 
or  manda-hdsya,  am,  n.  a  gentle  laugh,  smile. 

—  Manddkrdntd  Cda-ak°),  f.  '  slowly  advancing,' 
N.  of  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times   .w^uu-, 
_  „  —  v  —  (the  Megha-dota  of  KalidSsa  is  written 
in  this  metre,  cf.   bhdrdkrdntd).  —  Manddks/M 

(°da-ak°),  as,  I,  am,  weak-eyed  ;  (am),  n.  bashful- 
ness,   sense    of   shame,    embarrassment,    modesty. 

—  Manddgni  (°da-arf),  is,  is,  i,  having  weak 
digestion,  dyspeptic ;  (is),  m.  slowness  or  weakness 

of  digestion.  —  Manddtman  (°da-dt°),   d,  d,  a, 
slow-minded,  simple,  foolish.  —  Mandddara  (°da.- 
ad*),  as,  d,  am,  having  little  respect  (for  another 
person),  caring  little  for,  remiss,  slack,  neglectful, 
inattentive,  disregarding,  neglecting.  —  Manddnala 

(°da-an°),    as,   d,   am,  having   weak    digestion. 
—  Manddnala-tra,  am,  n.  weakness  of  digestion. 

—  Manddnila  (°da-an°),  a»,  m.  a  gentle  breeze, 
zephyr.  —  Manddyus  (°da-dy°),  us,  us,  us,  short- 

lived.— j.  manddri-td  (°da-ar°),  f.  hatred  of  the 
bad,  the  having  foolish  enemies ;  (for  2 .  see  under 

•ma.iula.nn,  col.  3.)  —  Manddsu.  (°da-asu),  us,  us, 
u,  having  slow  or  weak  breath,  one  from  whom  the 

breath  of  life  is  departing.  —  Mandi-kri,  cl.  8.  P. 
-/.•'in/I I,  -karlum,  to  weaken,  to  diminish.  —  Mandi- 

b)i'~n-a,  as,  m.  slowness,  tardiness,  stupidity.  —  Man- 
di-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -Itharitum,  to  become 
weak  or  faint,  diminish.  —  MandlJih  uta,  as,  d,  am, 

'  become  slow,'  dull,  stupid.  —  Mando((a  (°da~iti!°), 
as,  m.  (in  astronomy)  the  upper  apsis  of  the  course 

of  a  planet.  —  Mandotsdlui  (°da-uf),  as,  d,  am, 
weak  in  effort,  unenergetic.  -  Mandodarl  (°da- 
iuT),  f.,  N.  of  Havana's  favourite  wife  (mother  of 
Indra-jit) ;  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda ; 
of    the   mother   of   the    lexicographer   Jata-dhara. 
-  MandodanSa   (°ri-W«),  as,  m.   •  Ma'ndodart's 
lord,    N.  of  Havana.  -  Mandodari-suta,  as,   m 
•son  of  Mandodarl,'  Intact. -Jfandodtaa  (°aa- us/i  ),  at,  u,  am,  tepid,  moderately  warm,  luke- 

warm,  temperate;    (am),  n.  gentle   heat,  warmth. 
—  Mandoshna-td,  f.  moderate  temperature,  gentle 

heat,  lukewarmness.  —  MandatUsukya  (°da-aut°), 
as,  d,  am,  having  no  great  desire. 
Mandaka,  as,  d,  am,  simple,  silly,  foolish  ;  (as), 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people;  [cf.  mandaka.'] Manilal,  an,  atitl,  at,  rejoicing,  delighting. 
—  M<iiii/<t<l-vlra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  rejoicing  men, 
delighting  heroes,  (Say.  —  virdn,  hanhayati  yah; 
cf.  mawlayat-sakha.) 
Mandana,  as,  d,  am,  gay,  cheerful  (Ved.)  ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  San-karaiarya  ;  (a?»),  n.  praise, 
eulogium  ;  (with  a  sect  of  PaSupatas)  a  term  for  a 
particular  limping  gait. 

Mandamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  rejoicing  in, 

praising,  (Say.  =  sturat.) 
Mandaya,  Nom.  P.  mandayati,  -yitum,  to 

retard  ;  to  weaken,  diminish,  slacken. 

Mandayat,  an,  anil,  at  (fr.  the  Cans.),  delight- 
ing, rejoicing;  (anti),  f.  epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Man- 

dayat-sakha,  as,  d,  am,  rejoicing  friends;  (Say.) 
the  friend  of  the  delighter  (Indra). 

Mandayu,  us,  us,  u,  gay,  cheerful,  happy. 
Mamlara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sacred  mountain  (the 

residence  of  various  deities  ;  it  served  the  gods 
and  Asuras  for  a  churning-stick  at  the  churning  of 

the  ocean  for  the  recovery  of  the  Amrita  and  thir- 
teen other  precious  things  lost  during  the  deluge; 

Vishnu  is  fabled  to  have  become  incarnate  in  the 

form  of  a  Kurma  or  tortoise  for  the  purpose  of 
sustaining  this  mountain  on  his  back,  the  serpent 
Vasuki  serving  as  a  rope  with  which  to  whirl  it 
round,  cf.  MahS-bh.  Adi-p.  mi,  &c.);  heaven 
(  =  searga,  cf.  meru)  ;  an  ornament  of  pearls  of 
eight  or  sixteen  strings  ;  N.  of  a  tree  of  paradise  or 

one  of  the  five  trees  in  Indra's  heaven  (  =  mare- 
dara)  ;  a  mirror  ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times  -  u  u  ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Hiranya-kasipu  (also  called  Mandara)  ; 
N.  of  a  BrShman;  of  a  VidyS-dhara;  (as,  d,  am), 
slow,  tardy,  sluggish,  &c.  (=manda,  q.  v.);  large, 

bulky  ;  thick,  dense,  firm  ;  (am),  ind.  slowly,  slug- 
gishly. —  Mandara-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the 

Vidya-dharas  ;  (  i),  f.,  N.  of  this  king's  sister.  —  Man- 
daradeciya,  as,  d,  am,  coming  from  or  belonging 
to  Mandara-deva.  —  Mandara-dronl,  f.  a  valley  of 
the  mountain  Mandara.  —  Mandara-bhramana, 

am,  n.  the  whirling  round'  of  the  mountain  Mandara. 
—  Mandara-vdrinl  or  mandardvdsd  (°ra-a»°),  f. 
'  dwelling  on  Mandara,'  epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Man- 
dara-harina,  as,  m.  (sometimes  written  manda- 
hdra),  N.  of  one  of  the  eight  Upa-dvipas  in  Jambu- 
dvipa. 

Mandardya,  Nom.  P.  A.  mandardyali,  -te, 
-y  it  HM,  to  be  like  the  mountain  Mandara. 
Mandasdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  delighted, 

pleased,  gladsome,  (Siy.  —  hrishyat,  modamana); 
exhilarated,  inspirited,  inebriated;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
Agni  or  fire  ;  life  ;  sleep. 
Mandasdnu,  us,  m.  sleep  ;  life. 

Manddya,  Nom.  P.  A.  mandayati,  -te,  to  go 
slowly,  tarry,  delay,  linger,  loiter  ;  to  be  tardy  ;  to 
be  weak  or  faint. 

Munddyamdna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  going 
slowly  or  tardily,  delaying,  slow,  tardy. 
Manddsya,  incorrect  for  manddksha,  q.  v. 
Mdtidin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  delightful,  cheering,  ex- 

hilarating, invigorating,  inspiriting  (said  of  Soma)  ; 

rejoicing,  cheerful,  inspirited.  —  Mandi-nispriil,  k, 
k,  k,  Ved.  longing  for  Soma  ;  sipping  Soma,  (Say. 
=  so»ja»j  spriiat.) 

Mandiman,  d,  m.  slowness,  &c.  (see  Gana  Prith- 
vidi  to  Pan.  V.  I,  122). 

Manditfhtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  most  exhilarating, 

giving  the  greatest  enjoyment, tama.) 

Mandu,  us,  us,  M,Ved.  rejoicing,  cheerful,  pleased. 
Mandra,  o»,  d,  am,  sounding  agreeably,  speaking 

pleasantly,  pleasing,  delighting,  causing  joy,  pleasant, 

agreeable  (Ved.)  ;  pleased,  delighted  (Ved.)  ;  com- 
mendable, praiseworthy  (Ved.)  ;  low,  base,  hollow, 

dead,  deep  (as  sound),  rumbling  ;  (as),  m.  a  low 
tone,  deep  sound  ;  the  low  or  base  tone  (sthdna) 
of  the  voice  (as  opposed  to  the  middle  or  madhyama 

and  the  high  or  uttama)  ;  a  kind  of  drum  ;  a  species 
of  elephant  ;  (am),  ind.  with  a  low  or  hollow  sound. 
—  Mandra-jihva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  *  pleasing- 
tongued,'  whose  tongue  exhilarates,  pleasant-voiced 
(said  of  Agni,  Brihas-pati,  &c.).  —  Mandra-tara, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  giving  great  joy.  —  Mandrdjanl 

(°ra-af),  (.,  Ved.  'uttering  pleasant  sounds,"  the 
tongue;  the  voice  (  =  •»«<!,  Naigh.  I.  Ii). 
Maudraya,  Nom.  A.  mandrayatc,  -yitum,  to 

praise,  honour?  (  =  ar(ati,  Naigh.  III.  14). 

mandata,  as,   m.  the  coral   tree, 
Erythrina  Fulgens. 

See  col.  2. 

mandana,    mandayu,    &c.        See col.  2. 

nm<.  mandara.     See  col.  2. 
mandasana.     See  col.  2. 

mandaka,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

mand),  praising,  praise  ;  a  stream,  current,  (perhaps 
fr.  manda  +  aka,  going  slowly.) 

Manddkini,  f.,  N.  of  an  arm  of  the  Ganges 

(flowing  down  through  the  valley  of  Kedara-nStha 
in  the  Himalayas)  ;  the  river  Ganges  ;  the  heavenly 

Ganges,  the  river  of  heaven  ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four 
times  wwww  —  o  —  o—  with  a  cesura  after 

the  seventh  syllable  ;  (in  astronomy)  N.  of  a  parti- 
cular conjunction. 

mandakranta.     See  col.  i  . 

*m^li.  mandara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 
fir.  rt.  mand),  the  coral  tree,  Erythrina  Indica  or 
this  tree  regarded  as  one  of  the  five  trees  of  paradise 

(svarga)  ;  a  white  variety  of  Calotropis  Gigantea  ; 
thorn-apple  (  =  dhurta)  ;  heaven  [cf.  mandara]  ; 
an  elephant  [cf.  manda,  mandra]  ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  Hiranya-kasipu  (also  called  Mandara)  ;  N.  of  a 
Vidya-dhara  ;  N.  of  a  hermitage  and  desert  spot  on 
the  right  bank  of  the  Ganges  where  there  are  said 
to  be  eleven  sacred  pools  ;  N.  of  a  mountain,  (per- 

haps for  mandara)  ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  plant.  —  Man- 
dura-(Zet'a,a8,m.,N.ofaking.—  Manddra-pushpa, 

am,  n.  a  flower  of  the  MandSra  tree.  —  Manddra- 

mdld,  f.  a  garland  of  MandSra  flowers  ;  N.  of  a  celes- 
tial being,  the  daughter  of  Vasu.  —  Manddra-vatl, 

f.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Manddra-shathl  Itl,  (.,  N.  of 
the  sixth  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Magha. 
—  Manddra-shashthi-vrata,  am,  n.  a  particular 

religious  observance  on  the  above  day.  —  Manddra- 
saptaml,  f.,  N.  of  the  seventh  day  in  the  above 
month.  —  Manddra-saptami-vrata,  am,  n.  a  parti- 

cular religious  observance  on  the  above  day. 

Manddraka,  as,  m.  Erythrina  Indica  or  this  tree 
regarded  as  one  of  the  five  celestial  trees  ;  (ikd),  f., 
N.  of  a  woman.  —  Manddraka-dina,  am,  n.  epi- 

thet of  a  particular  day. 

Manddrava,  as,  and  manddru,  us,  m.  —  man- 
dara, the  coral  tree. 

Mandarin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  MandSra  trees, 
abounding  in  them.  —  2.  manddri-td,  f.  (for  I.  see 

col.  I),  the  state  of  possessing  or  abounding  in  Man- dara trees. 

ikuktira,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
fish,  (also  read  mallikukuda.) 

mandin.     See  col.  2. 

mandira,  am,  n.  (according  to  some 
also  d,  (.  and  as,  m. ;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  mand),  a 
habitation,  dwelling,  house,  palace ;  a  temple,  pagoda ; 
an  apartment ;  a  town ;  a  camp ;  any  abode  or 
dwelling,  (sometimes  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp., 

e.  g.  kshlrubdhi-mandira,  as,  d,  am,  dwelling  in 
the  ocean  of  milk);  (a),  f.  a  stable,  =  mandurd, 

p.  747 ;  (as),  m.  the  sea ;  the  hollow  or  back  of the  knee,  the  ham  ;  N.  of  a  Gandharva.  —  Man- 

dira-patfii,  us,  m. '  household  animal,'  a  cat.  —  Man- 
dira-mani,  is,  m.  '  house-gem,  temple-jewel,'  epi- thet of  Siva. 
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Mandura,  f.  a   stable  for  horses  ;    a  mattress, 

sleeping-mat,  bed. 

^itjlcji  mandi-kri,  mandi-bhu.    See  p.  746, 
col.  I. 

*f*i$tt.mandira,  as,  m.  (probably)  a  proper 

manclu.    See  p.  746,  col.  2. 

mandeha,  as,  m.  pi.  a  kind  of  Rak- 

epithet  of  the  S'udras  in  Kus"a-dv!pa. 
mandra.     See  p.  746,  col.  2. 

mandha,   as,   m.,  Ved.   a   kind   of 
antelope. 

«l»*<irj  mandhatri,  fa,  m.  (fr.  man  =  manas 

+  dhdtri,  q.v.),  Ved.  'a  thinker,'  an  intelligent 
man  (  =  medhavin,  Naigh.  III.  15);  a  devout  or 
pious  man  ;  N.  of  a  king  (son  of  YuvanasVa),  [cf. 
mdndhdtrt]  ;  N.  of  a  man. 

*|i*i«i  manmatha,  as,  m.  (probably  an  in- 
tensive form  fr.  rt.  i.  math  or  manth,  according  to 

others  fr.  man  =  manas  +  matha,  '  agitating  '),  love, 
the  god  of  love,  amorous  passion  or  desire,  (pa- 
roksha-manmathojana/i,  people  who  know  nothing 
of  love)  ;  the  elephant  or  wood-apple,  Feronia  Ele- 
phantum  ;  epithet  of  the  twenty-ninth  (third)  year 

in  a  sixty  years'  cycle  of  Jupiter  ;  N.  of  a  physician 
(written  at  full  S'ri-nara-vaidya-manmatha)  ;  (a), 
{.,  N.  of  Dakshayam.  —  Manmatha-kara,  as,  I, 
fini,  causing  or  exciting  love  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  a 
being  attending  on  Skanda.  —  Jlf  an  mat  ha-y  u&lhu, 
am,  n.  strife  of  love,  amorous  strife  or  contest. 

—  Manmatha-lekha,  as,  m.  a  love-letter.  —  Man- 

mathdnanda  (°tha-dn°),  as,  m.  '  love's  joy,'  N. 
of  a  kind  of  mango  (  =  mahardja-<!uta).  —  Man- 

mathdlaya  (^tha-aP),  as,  m.  'love's  abode,'  the 
mango  tree.  —  Manmatheivara-tirfha  (°tha-i3°), 
am,  n.  '  Tirtha  of  the  lord  of  love,'  N.  of  a  sacred 
bathing-  place.  —  Manmathoddlpana  (°tJia-iuP), 
am,  n.  the  act  of  kindling  or  inflaming  love. 
Manmathin,  i,  ini,  i,  enamoured,  impassioned, 

amorous,  in  love. 

nw\^manman,  a,  n.  (fr.  rt.  man,  to  think), 
Ved.  thought,  understanding,  disposition  of  mind 

[cf.  dur-m°]  ;  expression  of  any  desire  of  the  mind, 
wish,  desire  ;  hymn,  hymn  of  praise,  prayer,  petition, 
(Siy.  =  mananiyam,  mananiyam  phalam,  ma- 
•naniyam  stotram,  manana-vati  stulih.)  —  Man- 

ma-ias,  ind.,  Ved.  according  to  the  mind's  desire, 
with  hymns,  with  praise,  (according  to  Say.  =  man- 
mand=stotrena.)  —  Manma-sadhana,  as,  i,  am, 
fulfilling  the  desires  of  the  mind,  accomplishing 
wishes  ;  appearing  right  to  the  mind. 

«l«*l«1  manmana,  as,  m.  confidential  whis- 

pering (=gadgada-dhvani,  karna-m&le  gupta- 
Idpa)  ;  love,  the  god  of  love. 

*1«*<4  man-may  a.  See  under  I.  mad, 
p.  734,  col.  i. 

*1»M*H«1  manyamana.     See  p.  744,  col.  3. 

*T5TT  2.  manya  or  manydkd,  f.  (for  I.  manya 
see  p.  744,  col.  3),  the  back  of  the  neck,  the  tendon 
of  the  cervical  or  trapezium  muscle  forming  the  nape 
of  the  neck  (musculus  cucullaris  or  trapezius).  —  Ma- 

nya-gata,  as,  d,  am,  being  on  the  nape  of  the 
neck,  situated  in  the  back  of  the  neck.  —  M  any  d- 
graha,  as,  m.  spasm  or  contraction  of  the  above 
cervical  muscle.  —  Manyil-stamliha,  as,  m.  stiffness 
or  rigidity  of  the  neck  ;  a  peculiar  disease  of  the  neck. 

»Hg  manyu.     See  p.  744,  col.  3. 

*l*^Tlt.  manv-antara,  manv-iddha,  &c. 
See  p.  743,  col.  2. 

*OIB  mapashta  or  mapashtaka  or  mapu- 
ulitaka,  as,  m.  (  =  maieushtaka,  mayush(aka),  a 
kind  of  bean,  (written  also  mapushlltaka.) 

mandura.  Hi^H^J  mayura-ratha. 
JTftfPC  maphira,  N.  of  a  place. 

mabhr,  cl.  i.  P.  mabhrati,  to  go, 
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move. 

*TT  mama,  gen.  case  of  the  first  personal 

pronoun  [cf.  3.  ma,  asmad]  used  in  certain  com- 

pounds and  to  form  a  few  derivatives ;  [cF.  a~m°,  nir- 
m°,  m&maka,  mdmakina.^  —  Mama-lcdra,  as,  m. 

or  mama-kritya,  am,  n.  interesting  one's  self 
about  anything.  —  Mama-ta,  f. '  mineness,'  the  sense 
of  '  meum,'  the  considering  anything  as  belonging 
to  one's  self,  sense  of  ownership  or  self-interest, 
appropriation,  selfishness ;  individuality ;  pride,  arro- 

gance, self-sufficiency,  attachment  to,  interest  in  [cf. 
mama-tva  below] ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Utathya  and 
mother  of  Dirgha-tamas,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig- 
veda.VI.  10,  2,  Mamatd  ndma  brahma-vadini 
Dtrgha-famaso  mdtd.)  —  Mamatd-yukta,  as,  d, 
am,  filled  with  selfishness,  selfish,  miserly ;  (as),  m. 
a  selfish  man,  miser,  egotist.  —  Mama-tva,  am,  n. 

'  mineness,'  regarding  as  one's  own,  sense  of  owner- 
ship, attachment  to,  interest  in  (generally  with  loc. 

c.,  e.  g.  mamatvam  me  tasmin,  I  take  an  interest 
in  that;  dltane  mamatvam  na  kartavyam,  one 
must  not  become  attached  to  wealth) ;  pride,  arro- 

gance ;  [cf.  mama-td  above.]  -•  Mama-satya,  am, 
n.,  Ved.  contest  or  struggle  for  ownership,  (the  con- 

tending parties  are  supposed  to  say  mama  safyam 

jaya  iti.) Mamaka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  my,  mine  (see  P5n. 
IV.  3,  3 ;  cf.  mdmdka). 

Mamdya,  Nom.  A.  mamdyate,  -yitum,  to  envy 
any  one  (ace.  c.). 

twi^mamat,  ind.,  Ved.  mamat — mamat, 
at  one  time  —  at  another  time;  (but  according  to 
Sa.y.  =  madyat,  pra-mddyat,  pra-matta),  exult- 

ing, impassioned,  intoxicated  with  joy. 

*T*rP5T  mamdtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman; 
(also  mathdta.) 

*i*imnif>  mamapatdla,  as,  m.  (according 
to  Unadi-s.  V.  50.  fr.  rt.  maty,  to  bind,  with  affix 
dla,  y  being  rejected,  m  substituted  for  v,  and  the 
augment  Spat  added)  =  vishaya,  an  object  of  sense. 

'JJU   mamb,  cl.  i.  P.  mambati,  Sec.,  to 

N  go,  move. 
«i««i  mamma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Mam- 

ma-svdmin,  N.  of  a  temple  built  by  Mamma. 

*nW3i  mammaka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

«l*ni  mammata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 

of  the  KSvya-prakas'a  and  the  San-glta-rama-mala, 
(said  to  be  a  contraction  for  mahima-bhatta,  also 
written  mammata-bhatta.) 

mamri,  is,  is,  i,  mortal.    See  a-m°. 
may,  cl.  I.  A.  may  ate,  -yitum,  to 

go,  move ;  [cf.  perhaps  Lat.  meare.~\ 
*HT  I.  may  a,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  ma,  to 

form),  used  as  an  affix  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  to 

express  '  made  of,  consisting  of,  full  of,'  £c.  (e.  g. 
suvarna-maya,  made  of  gold,  golden ;  cf.  kd.ihlha- 

m°,  jala-m",  krodha-m°,  tejo-m";  in  later  Sanskrit 
the  fern,  is  sometimes,  but  rarely,  in  d)  ;  (as~),  m., 
N.  of  an  Asura  (described  sometimes  as  the  artificer 
or  architect  of  the  Daityas,  sometimes  as  versed  in 
magic,  astronomy,  and  military  science) ;  N.  of  an 
astronomer,  (according  to  some  =  riToAf/«ifos) ; 
N.  of  an  author;  (d),  f.  medical  treatment,  the 
practice  of  physic,  administering  remedies.  —  Maya- 
kehetra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  district.  —  Mayaksltetra- 
mdhatmya,  am,  n.  title  of  a  book.  —  Maya-grama, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  village.  —  Maya-nirmita,  as,  d, 
am,  made  by  Maya.  —  Maya-saras,  as,  n.,  N.  of 

a  pool.  —  Mayardma  (°ya-«r°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man.  —  Mayejvara  (°ya-i&°),  as,  m.  Maya. 

*Tll  2.  maya,  as,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  2.  ma), 
a  horse ;  a  camel ;  a  mule ;  (i),  f.  a  mare. 

TT  3.  maya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  mi),  hurting, injuring. 

1*17  mayata,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
may),  a  hut  of  grass  or  leaves  ;  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  8l)=pra-edda  (?prdsdda). 

*nr«J  mayanda,  Ved.  (according  to  MahT- 
dhara)=mnyo(fa  (against  the  accentuation). 

*1M8<*  mayashtaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bean. 

•\m^mayas,  as,  n.,Ved.  pleasure,  delight, 
enjoyment,  refreshment.  —  Mayas-liara,  as,  t,  am, 
Ved.  causing  enjoyment,  giving  pleasure.  —  Mayo- 
Wiava,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  =  mayo-Lhu  below;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  descend- 
ants of  Mayo-bhava.  —  Mayo-bhu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved. 

causing  pleasure,  delighting,  giving  enjoyment,  bene- 
fitting  (said  of  Soma,  of  the  AsVins,  &c.). 

*|l«4C'tJ  mayi-vasu  (fr.  mayi,  loc.  sing,  of 
3.  ma  +  vasu),  Ved.  used  in  a  particular  formula. 

H^  mayu,  us,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  I. 
7.  fr.  rt.  I.  mi;  by  .some  referred  to  rt.  2.  ma),  N. 
of  a  class  of  attendants  on  Kuvera,  a  Kim-purusha, 
Kin-nara,  chorister  of  Svarga,  celestial  musician  ;  an 

antelope,  deer.  —  Mayu-rdja,  as,  m.  '  king  of  the 
Kim-purushas,'  epithet  of  Kuvera. 

*TJJB^i  mayushtaka,  as,  m.  (=makush- 
takd),  a  kind  of  bean. 

mayuka,  as,  m.  =  mayura,  q.  v. 

mayukha,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt.  i. 
mi,  but  according  to  Unadi-s.  V.  25.  fr.  rt.  4.  ma), 

a  kind  of  peg  for  hanging  woven  cloth  or  skins 

upon  (Ved.)  ;  the  pin  or  gnomon  of  a  sun-dial  (  = 
kila)  ;  a  ray  of  light,  brilliance,  light,  lustre,  bright- 

ness, flame  ;  beauty  ;  epithet  of  an  Agni  ;  abbrevi- 
ated title  of  a  book  ;  (wrongly  written  mayusha.) 

—  MayuTcha-frikta,    as,  d,  am,  Ved.  touching 
(one  another)  with  rays  (as  two  planets).  —  Mayii- 
kha-mdld  or  mayukha-mdlikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary on  the  Sastra-dipika  by  Somanatha  Bhatta. 
—  Mayukha-vat,  dm,  all,  at,  having  rays,  radiant, 
brilliant.  —  Mayuklidditya  (°kha-ad°),  as,   m.  a form  of  the  sun. 

Mayukkin,  i,  ini,  i,  radiant,  brilliant. 

T^T  mayura,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt.  2. 
ma,  but  according  to  Unadi-s.  I.  68.  fr.  rt.  I.  mi), 

a  peacock  ;  a  species  of  flower,  cock's  comb,  Celosia 
Cristata  ;  Achyranthes  Aspera  ;  a  kind  of  instrument 
for  measuring  time  ;  N.  of  an  Asura  ;  of  a  poet  ;  of 

a  mountain  ;  (I),  f.  a  peahen  ;  a  pot-herb,  Basella 
Rubra;  (am),  n.  a  particular  posture  in  sitting;  N. 

of  a  city  ;  [cf.  mdyura.]  —  Mayura-karna,  as,  m. 

'  peacock's  ear,"  N.  of  a  man,  see  Gana  S'ivadi  to 
Pan.  IV.  I,  112;  (as),  m.  pi.  his  descendants. 
—  Mayura-kctu,  its,  m.  '  having  a  peacock  on  (his) 
banner,'  epithet  of  Skanda.  —  Mayura-gati,  is,  (. 
'  peacock's  gait,'  epithet  of  a  kind  of  metre,  four 

—  Mayiira-grlvaka,  am,  n.  blue  vitriol.  —  Mayura- 

ghrita,  am,  n.  '  peacock's  fat,'  epithet  of  a  kind  of 
medicine.  —  Mayura-fataka,  as,  m.  the  domestic 
cock.  —  Mayura-ditralca,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  forty- 
seventh  Adhyaya   in  the  Varaha-Brahmana  ;    [cf. 
varhi-titraka.]  —  Nayura-fuda,    am,    n.    (= 

sthaui.ieyaka),  a  kind  of  perfume  ;  (a),  (.  a  peacock's 
crest  ;   cock's  comb,  Celosia  Cristata.  —  Mayura- 
jaitga,  as,  m.  Bignonia  Indica.  —  Mayura-tuttha, 
am,  n.  blue  vitriol.  —Mayura-tva,  am,  n.  the  state 
or  condition  of  a  peacock.  —  Mayura-pattrin,  I,  ini, 
i,  having  the  feather  of  a  peacock,  feathered  with 

peacock's  feathers  (said  of  an  arrow).  —  Mayiira- 
padaka,  am,  n.  a  scratch  or  impression  in  the  form 

of  a  peacock's  foot  made  with  the  finger  nails.  —  Ma- 
yura-pura,  am,  n.  '  peacock's  town,'  N.  of  a  hill. 
—  Mayura-bidald,  f.  a  kind  of  shrub  (  =  am?<«- 
slitha).  —  Mayura-ratha,  as,  m.  '  having  a  peacock 
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for  a  vehicle,'  epithet  of  Skanda.  —  Mayura-roman, 
a,  a,  a,  Ved. '  peacock-haired,'  having  hair  or  manes 
like  peacocks'  feathers  (said  of  Indra 's  horses).  —  Ala- 
yurararma-daritra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  book.  «-3fa- 
yura-varman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Mayura- 

vyansaka,  as,  m.  (  =  dhurta-inayi'tra),  see  PSn. 
II.  i,  •ji.  —  Mayiira-s'ataka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Ma- 
yflra's  poem  in  a  hundred  Slokas  on  the  sun,  hence 
also  called  SQrj'a-sataka.  —  jl/ayKTO-ffrtrmnn,  a,  m., 
N.  of  a  poet.  —  Maym-a-iikhd,  f.  a  peacock's  crest; 
a  kind  of  shrub,  cock's  comb,  Celosia  Cristata. 
—  Mayura-iepa,  as,  d,  am,  peacock-tailed,  (ma- 
yura-iepyd,  m.  du.,  Ved.  epithet  of  two  horses 
of  Indra.)  —  Mayura-sdrin,   i,   ini,   i,    strutting 

like  a  peacock;  (I'M!),  f.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  metre, 
four  times  -^-o-u-u  — .  —  Mayurdri  (°ra- 
ari),  is,  m.  '  enemy  of  the  peacock,'  a  chameleon, 
lizard.  —  Mayurdshtaka  (°ra-ash°),  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  poem  in  eight  S'lokas  by  MayOra,  descriptive  of 
his  daughter's  charms.  —  Mayiires'a  (Va-tsVi),  as, 
m.   'peacock-lord,'  N.  of  a   man.  —  Mayiireia- 
vivdha-rarnatia,  am,  a.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 

Ganesa-PurSna.  —  Mayiiresvara  (°ra-ts"°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Lin-ga. 
Mayuraka,  as,  m.  a  peacock;  cock's  comb, 

Celosia  Cristata ;  Achyranthes  Aspera ;  N.  of  a  poet ; 
(as,  am),  m.  n.  blue  vitriol;  (ikd),  f.  a  kind  of 
venomous  insect ;  ( =  amba-shthd),  a  kind  of  shrub ; 
[cf.  puti-mayurikd,.] 

»?t.  mara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  mri),  Ved.  death, 
dying ;  the  world  of  death,  i.  e.  the  earth ;  (as,  d, 

am),  killing;  [cf.  a-m",dur-m°,nri-m°J]  —  Mard- 
rdma  (°ra-dr°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya. 
Maraka,  as,  m.  an  epidemic,  pestilential  disease, 

contagious  disorder,  plague,  murrain,  mortality  [cf. 
mdraka,  mdri] ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Marana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  dying,  death  ;  a  kind 

of  poison  (  =  ratsa-ndbha  ;  perhaps  wrongly  for 
mdrana) ;  a  refuge,  asylum,  (probably  for  Tarawa) ; 

marandya  kalpita,Ved. '  formed  for  death,' mortal, 
deadly.  —  Marana-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  by  death. 
—  Marana-dharman,  d,  d,  a,  having  the  property 
of  mortality,  mortal.  —  Marana-niifaya,  as,  d, 
am,  determined  to  die.  —  Marana-s'lla,  as,  d,  am, 
liable  to  death,  mortal.  —  Marandgresara  (°na- 
ao°),  as,  a,  am,  preceding  in  dying,  dying  before 
(any   one).  —  Marandtmaka   (°na-df),   as,  ikd, 
am,  consisting  of  death,   causing  death.  —  Mara- 
ndnta  or  maranantika  (°na-an°),  as,  d,   am, 
ending  in  death,  having  death  for  the  end  or  termi- 

nation. —  Marandbhimtikhfi  (°na-abh°)  or  mara- 
nonmukha  (°na-aw°),  as,  d  or  i,  am,  on  the  point 
of  death,  near  death,  moribund,  in  articulo  mortis. 

Maraniya,  as,  a,  am,  '  to  be  died,'  doomed  to die,  liable  to  die. 
Marata,  as,  m.  death. 
Mardyin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  destroying  enemies ; 

(SSy.  =  datrundm  mdraka.) 
Mardyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  = 

marana-itla,  mortal,  [cf.  dur-mardyu,  according 
to  the  commentator  =  durmarana-hetu  or  durma- 

Mariman,  d,  m.  death,  dying. 
Marishnu,  us,  us,  u,  liable  to  death,  mortal. 
Marishyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  about  to  die,  mori- bund. 

*n.<*rT  marakata  or  marakta,  am,  n.  an 

emerald  ;  [cf.  Gr.  a/iapaySo-s ;   Lat.  smaraydiis.'] 
—  Marakuta-pattri,  f.  a  kind  of  climbing  plant. 
—  .W"/"/ ./M.-m"?t/,  /*,  m.  f.  the   emerald  gem. 
—  Mnrnhila-maya,  as,  F,  am,  made  of  emerald. 
—  3Inriikttta-sila,  f.  an  emerald  slab.  —  Maraki 
fydma,  as,  i,  am,  dark  (green)  as  an  emerald. 

1*-*^  maranda  or  marandaka,  as,  m.  (= •nv/>ir/a),  the  juice  or  nectar  of  flowers. - Ma- 
RMdatlftai   (°da-ok°),   as,    n.    'nectar-abode,'    a flower ;  (also  read  marandavkasa.) 

iirtf  marakall,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (= 

maraya,   as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  an 
Ekaha;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  various  Samara. 

See  col.  I. maraym,  marayu 

marara,  as,  m.  a  corn-loft,  granary, 
place  where  grain  is  kept. 

*1<-KI*1  mararama.     See  mara,  col.  I. 

«l«.lrt  marala,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
mri),  soft,  mild,  bland,  tender;  (as),  m.  a  flamingo ; 
a  goose ;  a  kind  of  duck  (kdrandava) ;  a  horse ;  a 
grove  of  pomegranate  trees;  a  villain,  rogue;  a 
cloud ;  lamp-black  (used  as  collyrium) ;  a  particular 
mode  of  joining  the  hands. 
Ma  rdlaka,as,  m.  a  kind  of  duck  or  goose  ( =  kala- 

hansa) ;  a  particular  mode  of  joining  the  hands. 
*ifoi  marifa,  as,  m.  pepper,  the  pepper 

shrub  ( =  kakkolaka;  cf.  mdrlda) ;  a  kind  of  tree 
(=maruva) ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (am),  n.  black  pepper. 
—  Marida-pattraka,  as,  m.  Pinus  Longifolia  (sa- rala). 

Marina,  as,  m.  pepper,  &c.,  =  marida  above ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Kasyapa  and  of  a  son  of  Sunda,  (in- 

correctly for  mdrida,  q.  v.) 

*<Cir^  mariti,  is,  m.  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

mri,  probably  connected  with  marut,  col.  3),  a  par- 
ticle of  light  (distinct  from  the  rays  of  the  sun) ;  a 

ray  of  light  (of  the  sun  or  moon) ;  light,  (somasya 
marldih,  moonlight) ;  mirage,  =  maridikd  ;  (is), 

m.,  N.  of  a  Praj5-pati  or  '  lord  of  created  beings' 
(variously  regarded  as  son  of  Svayambhu,  as  son  of 
Brahma,  as  son  of  Manu  Hairanyagarbha,  as  one 

of  the  seven  sages  and  father  of  Kasyapa,  or,  accord- 
ing to  Manu  I.  35,  as  the  first  of  the  ten  lords  of 

creatures  engendered  by  the  first  Manu  or  Manu 
Svayambhuva  for  the  peopling  of  the  universe,  the 

other  nine  being  Atri,  An-giras,  Pulastya,  Pulaha, 
Kratu,  Pradetas  or  Daksha,  Vasishtha,  Bhrigu,  and 

Narada) ;  N.  of  Krishna  (as  a  Marut,  Bhagavad-gita 
X.  21) ;  of  a  Daitya;  of  a  Maharshi ;  of  a  father  of 
PaurnamSsa ;  of  a  law-giver  and  astronomer ;  of  a 
king ;  of  a  son  of  Samraj  and  father  of  Vindumat ; 

of  a  son  of  Tlrthan-c'ara  Rishabha ;  of  a  pupil  of 
S'arrkarSc'arya ;  (  —  Ttripana),  a  miser,  niggard; 
(is),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  title  of  a  commentary  on 
the  SiddhSnta-Siromani ;  [cf.  mania,  mdridiJ] 
—  Maridi-garbha,  as,  d,  am,  containing  or  con- 

cealing particles  of  light  within  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  world  ;  a  class  of  gods  under  Manu  Dskshasavarni. 

—  Marifi-toya,  am,  n.  a  mirage ;  [cf.  marifikd.~\ 
—  Maridi-pa,  as,  d,  am,  sipping  particles  of  light, 
receiving  nourishment  from  particles  of  light  (Ved.) ; 
a  kind  of  spirit  or  tutelary  deity ;  (as),  m.  pi.  epithet 

of  a  mythical  race  of  Rishis.  —  Maridi-pattana, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city ;  [cf.  maruft-pattana.~\  —  Ma- 
ridi-mat,  an,  all,  at,  having  rays,  possessed  of 
rays,  radiant,  brilliant;  (an),  m.  the  sun.  —  Marldi- 
millin,  i,  ini,  i,  garlanded  with  rays,  encircled  by  rays, 
splendid,  radiant  (said  of  the  sun,  moon,  &c.). 

Miinfika,  as,  m.  (with  Buddhists)  N.  of  a  world  ; 
(d),  f.  mirage,  illusory  appearance  of  water  in  a 
desert,  vapour  which  in  hot  and  sandy  countries 
appears  in  the  distance  like  a  sheet  of  water. 

Maridin,  J,  ini,  i,  possessing  rays,  radiant ;  (i), 
m.  the  sun. 

*»O^J»1  marlmrija,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens. 
of  rt.  mrij),  rubbing  or  cleaning  repeatedly,  cleaning 

very  much. 

*TT?t*JST  marlmrisa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens. 
of  rt.  mrif),  Ved.  feeling  about,  groping. 

»l<lt)f*l  marly  ami,  is,  f.  Mary.  —  Mari- 

yami-patra,  as,  m. '  son  of  Mary,"  epithet  of  Christ 
(in  the  Romaka-siddhSnta). 

T^  maru,  its,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt.  mri), 
a  wilderness,  desert,  sandy  desert,  any  arid  region  or 
soil  destitute  of  water ;  practising  asceticism  in  a 
wilderness,  abstinence  from  drinking,  &c. ;  a  moun- 

tain,  rock  ;  a  kind  of  plant  ;  N.  of  a  Daitya  usually 
associated  with  Naraka  ;  of  a  Vasu  ;  of  a  prince,  the 

son  of  S'Ighra  ;  of  a  king  belonging  to  the  Ikshvfiku 
family;  of  a  son  of  Hary-asVa;  (at,Yis),  m.  pi.,  N. 

of  a  country  (Marwar)  and  its  inhabitants  ;  [cf.  pro- 
bably Angl.  Sax.  mor.]  —  Marurkattha  or  maru- 

kutta,  N.  of  a  country.  —  MarukaM/ia-nivdsin, 

i,  ini,  i,  inhabitant  of  Maru-kac'c'ha.  —  Maru-ja,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  perfume  (  =  naW(i);  a  tree  akin  to 
the  Mimosa  Catechu  ;  (a),  f.  a  particular  species 

of  plant  (  =  mrigen-aru).  —  Maru-jdtd,  f.  Carpo- 
pogon  Pruriens  or  some  kindred  plant  (  =  laahu- 

kuhiriJ.  —  Maru-dcfo,  as,  m.  'desert-land,'  N.  of 
a  country.  —  Maru-druma,  as,  m.  an  ill-scented 

kind  of  Mimosa.  —Maru^Jvipa,  as,  m.  'desert- 
elephant,'  a  camel.  —  Maru-dhanvan,  a,  or  maru- 
dhanva,  as,  m.  a  wilderness,  sandy  desert  [cf. 

dhanvari]  ;  N.  of  the  father-in-law  of  the  VidyS- 
dhara  Indivara.  —  Ufaru-dhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

country.  —  Maru-patha,  as,  m.  a  desert  district,  wil- 
derness, sandy  desert.  —  Maru-priya,  as,  m.  '  fond 

of  the  desert,'  a  camel.  —  Maru-Wiava,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  place.  ~*Marii-l>kii,  us,  f.  the  province  of  Mar- 
war;  («ros),  f.  pi.,  N.  of  this  country  and  of  its 
inhabitants  ;  (according  to  some  =  ddferakdh.) 
—  Martt-lhutl  ,  is,  or  maru-bhutika,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  son  of  Yaugandhar5yana.  —  Maru-bhiimi,  is, 
f.  a  desert  land,  wilderness,  waste,  sandy  desert  ;  N. 

of  a  country,  Marwar;  [cf.  ma™.]  —  Marubliiimi- 
tva,  am,  n.  desert  state  or  condition.  —  Marubhu- 
ru,J>a,as,  m.  Capparis  Aphylla  (=Jtarira).  —  Maru- 

mah'i,  (.  wilderness,  sandy  desert.  —  Maru-mdrga, 
as,  m.  a  way  through  a  desert.  —  Maru-sambkavti  , 

am,  n.  '  produced  in  a  desert,'  a  kind  of  horse-radish 
(ddnakya-mulaka)  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants  (  = 
mahendra-vdrummdkshudra-durdlab/id).—Ma- 
ru-sthala,  am,  n.  or  mara-sthali,  f.  a  desert  spot, 
wilderness,  sandy  desert,  waste.  —  Maru-sthd,  f.  a 

kind  of  plant  (s=kshudra-duralabha).  —  M(irud- 
bhavd  (°ru-ud°),  (.,  N.  of  various  plants  ;  the 
cotton  shrub  ;  Alhagi  Maurorum  ;  a  kind  of  Mimosa 
(  =  l;gJtu<lrit-khadira);  a  cucumber,  [cf.  marmi- 

bhavd.^  —  Maru-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bJmvati,  -blian- 
tum,  to  become  a  wilderness  or  sandy  desert. 

*H»4  maruka,  as,  m.  a  peacock  ;  [cf.  ma- 

ruka.~\ 

maru6i-pattana,  N.  of  a  city. 

maruta,  f.  =  marunda  below. 

marunda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of 

Kanya-kubja  ;  of  a  dynasty  ;  (u),  f.  a  woman  with 

a  high  forehead  [cf.  marutd~\. 
H<\rT  marut,  t,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  mri, 

thought  by  some  to  be  fr.  an  obsolete  rt.  mar  =  pap- 

ftatpaj  and  meaning  '  to  shine  ;'  fanciful  etymologies 
are  given  by  native  authors,  as  ma  ruda/t,  '  do  not 
cry,'  according  to  the  legend  told  in  Ramayana  I. 
46,  20,  Hari-vaflSa  249  ;  according  to  the  Nirukta 
XI.  13,  the  Maruts  are  so  called  because  they  are 
•iiiitn-fiic'nin  ma/itid  ramntiti  va),  wind,  (pan£a 
marutah,  the  five  winds  in  the  body),  air,  breath  ; 

the  god  of  the  wind  (lather  of  Hanu-mat  and  regent 
or  guardian-deity  of  the  north-west  quarter  of  the 
sky)  ;  any  god,  deity,  immortal  ;  N.  of  a  Ssdhya  ; 
epithet  of  the  prince  Brihad-ratha  ;  =  riti'-ij,  q.  v.  ; 
a  kind  of  plant,  i=  marmaka  ;  ((as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
the  gods  of  the  winds  and  storms  (the  companions 
and  friends  of  Indra.  and  even  sometimes  described  as 

his  superiors,  and  like  him  very  prominent  as  favourite 
deities  in  the  early  mythology,  so  that  the  word 
marut  is  sometimes  applied  to  any  god,  cf.  Raghu-v. 
XII.  IOI  ;  they  are  said  in  the  Veda  to  be  the  sons 
of  Rudra  and  Pri^ni,  the  latter  being  explained  by 

Say.  as  '  the  many-coloured  Earth,'  but  thought  by 
some  to  be  a  personification  of  the  speckled  clouds; 
they  are  also  described  in  the  Veda  as  sons  and 
brothers  of  Indra,  as  children  of  the  ocean,  as  sons 
of  heaven,  as  armed  with  golden  weapons,  lightnings, 
and  thunderbolts,  as  splitting  Vritra  into  fragments, 
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as  clothed  with  rain,  as  shaking  the  mountains  and 
overturning  trees,  as  having  iron  teeth  and  roaring 
like  lions,  as  residing  in  the  north,  as  riding  with 
whips  in  their  hands  in  golden  cars  drawn  by  ruddy 
horses,  with  which  the  chariots  are  said  to  be  winged, 
and  which  are  sometimes  called  Prishatih,  q.  v. ;  they 
are  reckoned  in  the  Nighantus  among  the  gods  of 

the  middle  sphere,  and  in  Rig-veda  VIII.  96,  8, 
are  held  to  be  sixty-three  in  number,  forming  nine 
Ganas  or  troops  of  seven  each ;  in  the  Post-vedic 
literature  they  are  described  as  the  children  of  Dili, 
either  seven  or  seven  times  seven  in  number,  and  are 

sometimes  said  to  be  led  by  Matari-svan  ;  the  legend 
in  the  Ramayana  and  Hari-vansa,  referred  to  above, 
relates  that  the  Asuras  or  sons  of  Dili  having  been 
subdued  by  Indra  and  the  Suras,  their  mother  im- 

plored her  husband  Kasyapa,  son  of  Marie"!,  to 
bestow  on  her  an '  India-destroying"  son ;  her  request 
was  granted,  but  Indra,  with  his  weapon  Vajra, 
divided  the  child  with  which  she  was  pregnant  into 

forty-nine  pieces,  which  commenced  uttering  grievous 
cries  till  Indra  in  compassion  afterwards  transformed 
them  into  the  Maruts  or  Winds);  (t),  f.  Trigonella 
Corniculata, ^prikkd;  (t),  a.  an  ill-scented  kind 
of  plant  ( =  granthi-parna) ;  in  Naigh.  I.  2.  marut 

is  said  to  be  a  synonym  of  hiranya,  'gold,'  and  in 
III. .7.  of  rupa,  'form,  beauty;'  [cf.  marutaJ] 
—  Hamt-kara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bean,  Dolichos 
Catjang.  —  Marut-karman,  a,  n.  or  marut-kriyd, 
{.  breaking  wind,  flatulency.  —  Marut-kona,  as,  m. 
the  north-west  quarter  of  the  sky.  —  Marut-tanaya, 

as,  m.  '  son  of  the  wind,'  an  epithet  of  Hanumat. 
—  Marut-tama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  quite  equal  to  the 
Maruts,  swifter  than  the  winds;  (Say.)  going  with 
the  speed  of  the  Maruts  ( =  marudvad-  veya-gd- 
minau,  said  of  the  Asvins).  —  Marut-pata,  as,  m. 

a  sail.  —  Marut-pati,  is,  m.  'lord  of  the  Maruts,' 
title  of  Indra.  —  Marut-patha,  us,  m.  the  path  or 
region  of  the  air,  atmosphere,  sky,  heaven.  —  Ma- 

rut-pdla,  as,  m.  '  protector  of  the  Maruts,'  epithet 
of  Indra.  —  Marut-putra,  as,  m. 'son  of  the  wind- 

god,"  epithet  of  Bhima  (the  second  of  the  PSndu 
princes) ;    of  Hanumat.  —  Marut-plava,   as,   m. 

'springing  with  the  rapidity  of  wind,'  a  lion.  —  Ma- 
mt-phala,  am,  n.  'fruit  of  the  wind,"  hail.  —  Ma- 
rut-mat  =marut- eat   (see  Gana  YavSdi  to  Pan. 
VIII.   2,  9).  —  Marut-vat,    an,   atl,  at,    (Ved.) 
attended  by  the  Maruts  (said  of  Indra,  Vayu,  Vishnu, 
Sarasvali,  Agni,  Soma) ;  (Ved.)  containing  the  word 
marut;  (an),  m.  a  N.  of  Indra;  of  Hanumat;  of 
a  son  of  Dharma  by  Marutvati;  a  cloud;  (antas), 
m.  pi.  a  class  of  gods  (perhaps  =  the  Maruts)  repre- 

sented as  children  of  Dharma  or  Manu  by  Marutvati ; 
(atl),   f.,   N.    of  a  daughter  of  Daksha,   wife  of 
Dharma   (Manu),   and    mother  of  the  Marutvats. 

—  Marutratiya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  related  or  belong- 
ing to  Indra  Marutvat  (said  especially  of  the  graha 

at  the  midday  libation,  and  the  dastra  recited  after- 

wards). —  Marulvatya,  as,  d,  am,  =  marutvat'iya 
(see  Pan.  IV.  2,  32).  —  Marut-sakha,  as,  m.  'hav- 

ing the  wind  for  a  friend,'  epithet  of  fire  [cf.  vayu- 
sakha~\  ;  of  Indra.  —  Slarut-sakhi,  khd,  m.  f.,  Ved. 
having  the  Maruts  for  friends  (said  of  Indra  and 

SarasvatI).  —  Marut-sahdya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having 
the  wind  for  a  companion  (said  of  fire).  —  Marut- 

suta,  as,  m. '  son  of  the  wind,'  epithet  of  Hanumat. 
—  Marut-stotra,   as,  a,   am,  Ved.  (according  to 
Say.  =  maritdb/iiti  saha  stotram  yasya),  united 
in  praise  with  the  Maruts ;   praised  by  the  Maruts. 
—  Marut-sloma,  as,  m.,  Ved.   a  Stoma  of  the 
Maruts ;  N.  of  an  Ekaha.  —  Marad-dndola,  as.  m. 
a  kind  of  fan  made  of  the  skin  of  a  deer  or  burlalo. 

—  Marud-whta,   as,  m.   bdellium  (=gugyulu). 
—  Marud-eva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king,  father  of  the 
Arhat  Rishabha ;  N.  of  a  mountain ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of 
the  wife  of  Marud-eva  and  mother  of  Rishabha. 

—  Marad-gana,  as,  m.  the  host  or  troop  of  the 
Maruts ;  the  host  of  the  gods ;  (as,  d,  am),  being 
with  or  attended  by  the  troops  of  the  Maruts  (Ved., 
said  of  Indra  and  Soma) ;  N.  of  a  Tinhz.  —  Marud- 

dhvaja,am,n.  'wind-sign,  wind -banner,"  the  down 

of  cotton  floating  in  the  air,  flocculent  seeds  wafted 

by  the  vtind.  —  Marud-baddha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
sacrificial  vessel  ;  a  section  of  the  Sama-veda  ;  epithet 
of  Vishnu.  —  Mariid-bhaed,  f.  (  =  tamra-mula),  a 
kind  of  shrub,  (perhaps  for  marudb/iavd.)  —  Ma- 
rud-ratha,  as,  m.  a  horse;  a  car  in  which  idols 
are  dragged  about.  —  Marzul-rartman,  a,  n.  the 
path  or  region  of  the  air,  atmosphere,  heaven,  sky. 
—  Marud-vaha,  as,  m.  smoke,  fire.  —  Marud- 
vritd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  =  kuveri  ;  (probably  for  ma- 
rud-vndhd.)  —  Marud-vriddhd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river 
(—marud-vridhd).  —  JUarud-vridha,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  rejoicing  in  the  winds  or  in  the  Maruts,  (ac- 

cording to  Say.)  increasing  with  the  winds  ;  (a),  f., 
N.  of  a  river  in  the  Panjab;  (according  to  the  Ni- 
rukta)  a  river  in  general.  —  Marud-mga,  as,  m. 

'  having  the   velocity  of  wind,"  N.  of  a    Daitya. 
—  Marim-ndma,  containing   the   names   of  the 
Maruts.  —  Marun-mald,  f.  a  sort  of  grass,  Trigo- 

nella Corniculata,  a  plant  commonly  called  Belsunth. 
—  Marul-loka,  as,  m.  the  world  of  the  Maruts. 
Maruta,  as,  m.  wind  ;   a  god,  deity  ;  Bignonia 

Suaveolens  (  —  ghanta-pdtali)  ;  N.  of  a  man  (  = 

marutta)  ;  of  a  son  of  S'lghra. 
Manilla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  kings  with  the 

patronymic  Avikshita  ;  of  a  king  of  the  lunar  race  ; 

of  a  son  of  Karandhama  ;  of  a  son  of  S'ineyu  ;  wind, agale(?). 

*i  «>•?!<*  maruttaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
plant  (  =marmaka,  q.  v.). 

T^aj  marundha,  N.  of  a  city. 

*i^3  marula,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  duck  ;  [cf. mardla.] 

l^f  maruva,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Ocimum. 
Martnaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  plants  ;  Vangueria 

Spinosa  ;  marjoram  or  a  similar  plant  ;  a  species  of 
flower  (  =  tilalca);  a  kind  of  Ocimum  (  =  kltara- 
pattra)  ;  a  variety  of  the  citron  or  lime  (said  to  be 
a  thorny  plant  and  to  bear  a  small  fruit)  ;  a  tiger 

(  =  bhaydnaka)  ;  Rahu  or  the  ascending  node  per- 
sonified (—bhaydnaka)  ;  a  crane;  (as,  d,  am), 

terrible  (  =  bhaydnaka). 

T^i  maruka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
mri),  a  kind  of  stag  (=mriga,);  a  peacock  [cf. 
maruka]  ;  Curcuma  Zerumbet 

maroli,  is,  or  marolika,  as,  m.  the 
sea-monster  Makara. 

H*  marka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (fr.  rt.  mar<!= 

marj),  purifying,  cleansing,  (according  to  Say.  = 
marjayitri,  ifod/iayitri  ;  but  according  to  others, 

'dying  away,  becoming  extinguished,"  as  if  fr.  rt. 
mri)  ;  N.  of  the  Purohita  of  the  Asuras  who  is  held 

to  be  a  son  of  S'ukra  (Ved.)  ;  a  demon  or  spirit 
presiding  over  various  sicknesses  of  childhood  (Ved.)  ; 

N.  of  a  Yaksha;  (  =  s'arira-vdyu),  the  wind  in  the 
body,  the  vital  breath  which  pervades  the  body, 

(according  to  some,  'wind  and  body');  an  ape, 
monkey  (  =marka/a  below). 

Markaka,  as,  m.  (  =  marka/a  below),  Ardea 
Argala  ;  a  spider. 

Markata,  as,  m.  an  ape,  monkey;  a  kind  of 
large  crane,  Ardea  Argala,  the  adjutant  bird  or  Indian 
crane  ;  a  spider  ;  a  sort  of  poison  or  venom  ;  a  mode 
of  coitus  (strl-karandntara)  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  (i),  f. 
a  female  ape,  female  monkey  ;  N.  of  various  plants  ; 
Guilandina  Bonduc  ;  cowatch,  Carpopogon  Pruriens  ; 
Achyranthes  Aspera  (  =  apdmdrga  ;  —  aja-moda  ;  cf. 
markata,  mdrkaft).  —  Markata-karna,  as,  d  or 

i,  am,  '  monkey-eared,"  having  ears  like  those  of  an 
ape.  —  Markata-joda,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  chin 
of  a  monkey.  —  Marka/a-tinduka,  as,  m.  a  kind 

of  ebony  (ku-pilu).  —  Ma,rkata-danta,  as,  a  and  i, 

am,  '  monkey-toothed,"  having  teeth  like  those  of 
an  ape.  —  Markaia-ndsa,  as,  d,  am,  '  monkey- 

nosed,"  having  a  nose  like  that  of  an  ape.  —  Mar- 
kata-pippali,  f.  Achyranthes  Aspera  (  =  apdmdrga). 
<-  Marka/a-pota,  as,  m.  a  young  ape  or  monkey. 

—  Markata-priya,   as,   m.   (=Jcshira-vriksha), 
Mimosa   Kauki.  -•  Markata-lofana,  as,  d,  am, 

'  monkey-eyed,"  having  eyes  like  those  of  an  ape. 
—  Markata-vasa,  as,  m.  a  spider's  web,  cobweb. 
—  Marka/a-tirsha,  am,  n.  cinnabar,  vermilion. 

—  Markala-hrada,  as,  m.  'apes'  pool,'  N.  of  a 
pool  in  the  neighbourhood  of  Vaisaii.  —  Marka- 
tdsya  (°<a-as°),  as,  d,  am,  monkey-faced ;  (am), 
n.  copper.  —  Markati-bliiita,  a*,  d,  am,  one  who 
has  become  an  ape.  —  Markaii-vrata,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  particular  religious  observance.  —  Markatendu, 

us,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  markata-tindtt),  ebony  ( =  kdka- 

iinduka}.  —  Markatotplavana  (°ta-ut°),  am,  n. 
the  leaping  of  a  monkey,  the  act  of  springing  like an  ape. 

Markataka,  as,  m.  an  ape,  monkey;  a  spider: 
a  kind  of  fish ;  a  kind  of  wild  panic ;  a  species  of 

grain ;  a  Daitya ;  (ika),  f.  a  female  ape. 
markata.     See  col.  2. 

markara,  as,  m.  Eclipta  Prostrata 

[cf.  mdrkara]  ;  (d),  f.  a  hollow,  hole,  cavity,  chasm, 
hole  made  under  ground  ;  a  vessel,  pot  ( =  bhdnda) ; 
a  barren  woman. 

'M^I  mart,  cl.  10.  P.  mardayati,  -yitum, 
V  Ved.  to  endanger,  imperil ;  (  =  rt.  bliarts), 

to  revile,  menace,  threaten;  (  =  rt.  Kins),  to  injure, 

hurt;  (  =  rt.  mdrj),  to  sound;  to  go,  move;  to 
take,  (in  these  last  senses  regarded  by  some  as  a 
Sautra  rt.) ;  to  cleanse. 

'i  i  ji  marj,  cl. I . P. marjati, &c., to  sound, 
N  (allied  to  rts.  man!,  mdrj,  muj.) 

W^marju,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  mrij),  a  washer- 
man i^pitha-marda,  a  catamite ;  (us),  f. cleansing, 

washing,  cleanliness,  purification. 

Marjya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  cleansed  or  pre- 
pared (said  of  Soma). 

ITfVrT  marditri,  ta,  trl,  tri  (fr.  rt.  mrid), 
Ved.  one  who  shows  favour  or  pity,  a  giver  of  joy 

or  felicity,  (Say.  =  sukhayitri.) 

*Trf  marta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  mri;  frequent  in 

the  Rig-veda,  less  so  in  the  Vajasaneyi-Samhita),  a 
mortal,  a  being,  man ;  the  world  of  mortals,  the 
earth ;  [cf.  Gr.  popr&s,  (Sports ;  Lat.  mortitus, 
mortdlis.^  —  Marta-bhojana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  food  of 
mortals,  nourishment  of  men. 

Martavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  died,  what  must  or 
should  die,  liable  to  die,  mortal;  (am),  n.  it  must 
be  died  (used  impersonally) ;  the  necessity  of  dying, 

death,  (martavye  sati,  death  being  inevitable ;  cf. 
Lat.  moriendum.) 

Martya,  of,  d,  am,  who  or  what  must  die, 
doomed  to  die,  mortal;  (as),  m.  a  mortal,  a  man, 

a  being,  person ;  the  world  of  mortals,  the  earth ; 

(am),  n.  that  which  is  mortal,  the  body.  —  Marlya- 
krita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  done  by  mortals.  —  Martya- 
td,  (.  or  martya-lva,  am,  n.  mortality,  humanity, 

the  condition  of  a  man,  man's  estate,  (martyatam 
prdptalf,  one  who  has  become  man.)  —  Martya- 
tvana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  ways  of  man.  —  Martija- 
dhanna,  as,  m.  the  law  of  mortals,  mortality  ;  (as), 
m.  pi.  the  laws  or  conditions  prevalent  among  men. 

—  Martya-dharman,  d,  d,  a,  having  the  character 
or  properties  of  a  mortal,  mortal.  —  Martya-nivdsin, 
i,  m.  a  mortal  inhabitant  (of  the  world),  man,  man- 

kind. —  Martya-bltdva,  as,  m.  the  state  of  men, 
human  nature.  —  Martya-bhitvana,  am,   n.  the 
world  of  mortals,  the  earth.  —  Martya-mahita,  as, 
d,   am,  honoured    by  mortals ;    (as),   m.    a    god. 

—  Martya-mukha,  as,  m.  *  mortal-faced,"  a  being 
in  which  the  figure  of  a  man  and  animal  is  com- 

bined, a   Kin-nara,  Yaksha,  attendant  on  Kuvera. 
—  Martya-loka,  as,  m.  the  world  of  mortals,  the 
earth.  —  Martyeshita  (°ya-inh°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
sent  by  men,  instigated  by  mortals. 

Martya-trd,  ind.,  Ved.  among  men. 

^  marda,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  mrid;  at  the  end 
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of  a  comp.)  crushing,  grinding,  rubbing,  shampooing, 

braising,  destroying,  ruining  (see  anga-m",  ari-m", 
Jedka-m°,  kdsa-nf,  dakra-m°,  pani-mf,  pufu-m", 
pltha-m°);  (as),  m.  grinding,  pounding;  a  violen 
blow,  a  hard  stroke  (e.  g.  graha~m°  =  graha-yud- 
dha,  the  battle  of  the  planets ;  a>tga-m°,  violent 
pains  in  the  limbs). 

Mardaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.J 

crushijc,  grinding,  pounding,  rubbing;   destroying, 
annihflfting,  subduing ;  a  crasher,  &c.  (see  anga-u 

kdka-m°,  kdsa-m",  6akra-m°,  tdla-m"). 
Mardana,  ai,  i,  am,  crushing,  grinding,  pound- 

ing, bruising,  rubbing,  pressing,  destroying,  ruining ; 
attacking,  subduing,  plaguing,  tormenting ;  a  crusher, 
destroyer,  annihilates,  &c.,  (<!andrdrka-mardana, 

'  the  tormenter  of  the  sun  and  moon,'  an  epithet  of 
Rihu) ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Vidyi-dharas ; 
(am),  n.  the  act  of  crushing,  grinding,  destroying; 
the  act  of  pressing,  kneading,  rubbing ;  paining, 
afflicting;  laying  waste,  devastating;  breaking  up 
(as  of  ice,  snow,  &c.) ;  opposition  (of  planets;  cf. 

graha-m°) ;  the  act  of  rubbing  the  body,  rubbing 
in  unguents,  anointing;  [cf.  ari-m°,  kdma-m', 
kdsa-m°,  pansu-m°.] 
Mardaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  crushed,  to  be 

bruised,  to  be  trodden  down,  fit  to  be  bruised  or 
pounded ;  to  be  rubbed  (as  the  body). 
Mardayitvd,  ind.  having  crushed  or  bruised, 

having  rubbed,  Sic. 

Mardala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  drum ;  [cf.  guro-m°, 
tdla-m°,  tdla-mardaka.] 
Mardita,  as,  d,  am,  crushed,  pounded,  ground, 

thrashed ;  rubbed,  kneaded,  squeezed ;  strung,  tied  (?) ; 
obtained  (?). 

Marditavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  crushed  or  ground, 
to  be  laid  waste  or  trodden  down. 

Mardin,  i,  inl,  i,  crushing,  grinding,  destroying. 

mardala.     See  above. 

marb  (allied  to  rt.  barb),  cl.  I.  P. 

marbaU,  marbitum,  to  go,  move  (  =  rt. 
marc,  q.  v.). 

flf»^  marman,  a,  n.  (fr.  rt.  mri),  any  open 
or  exposed  part  of  the  body  particularly  liable  to  be 

mortally  wounded,  a  vital  part,  mortal  spot,  vulne- 
rable point,  tender  place,  weak  or  sensitive  part  of 

the  human  body  (of  which  there  are  said  to  be  a 
hundred  and  seven);  any  vital  member  or  organ, 

(antar-marman,  tie  heart,  inmost  soul) ;  the  core 
of  anything,  the  quick ;  the  joint  of  a  limb,  any 
joint  or  articulation ;  anything  which  requires  to  be 
kept  concealed ;  a  secret  quality,  secret  foible ;  secret 
design  or  purpose,  hidden  meaning ;  anything  hidden 

or  recondite,  secret  recess ;  a  secret,  njystery ;  truth  ; 
[cf.  Lat.  membrumJ]  —  Marma-kila,  as,  m.  a  hus- 

band. —  Marma-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  to  the  vitals, 
piercing  to  the  joints  or  marrow,  excessively  painful 

or  poignant.  —  Marma-ghna,  as,  I,  am,  wounding 
mortally,  striking  the  vitals,  piercing  to  the  core, 

excessively  painful.  —  .ftfarma-c'ara,  am,  n.  the  heart 
—  Marma-f6h(d,  t,  t,  t,  cutting  through  the  joints 
or  vitals,  cutting  to  the  quick  or  core,  wounding 
mortally,  excessively  painful  or  injurious.  —  Marma- 
Mheda,  as,  m.  the  act  of  cutting  through  the  vitals, 
cutting  to  the  quick,  causing  intense  suffering  or  pain. 
—  Ntirma-jna,  a»,  a,  am,  knowing  weak  or  vulne- 

rable points,  knowing  secrets  or  the  hidden  circum- 
stances of  any  affair,  knowing  mysteries,  familiar 

with  the  most  secret  or  recondite  portions  of  a  sub- 
ject;  having  a  deep  insight  into  anything,  deeply 

versed  in,  exceedingly  acute  or  clever;  (as),  m.  any 
very  acute  or  learned  man.  -  Marma-jndna,  am, 
n.  knowledge  of  a  secret.  _  Marma-tSdana,  as,  i, 
im,  pammg  or  piercing  to  the  quick.- Marma- 
tra,  ,,m,  a.  'vitals-protector,'  a  corselet,   coat   of Jail.- Marma-pdraga,  at,  d,  am,  one  who  has 
penetrated  into  the  interior  or  secret  recesses  of  any 
matter,  thoroughly  conversant.  -  Marma-plda  ( 
pa.n  in  the  inmost  soul.  - Marma-bheda,  ds,'m. piercing  the  vitals,  penetrating  the  most  vulnerable 

parts.  —  Marma-iihedana,  as,  m.  'piercer  of  the 
vitals,'  an  arrow.  ••  Manna-bhedin,  i,  ini,  i, '  heart- 

piercing,'  penetrating  the  vitals,  piercing  or  cutting 
to  the  quick,  wounding  mortally,  fatal ;  (I),  m.  an 

arrow.  —  Marma-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  or 

relating  to  the  vitals,  containing  secrets.  —  Marma- 
raja,  as,  m.  a  proper  N,  —  Marma-vid,  t,  t,  t, 
knowing  weak  points,  knowing  the  deepest  or  re- 

condite parts  of  any  subject,  knowing  secrets ;  any 

acute  or  intelligent  person.  —  Marma-vidarana,  as, 

i,  am,  tearing  the  vita!s,  mortally  wounding.  —  Mar- 
mii-ribhedin,  i,  ini,  i,  =  marma-l>hed!n  above. 
—  Marmavedi-td,  (.  the  knowing  weak  points  or 
secrets.  —  Afarma-redin,  i,  ini,  i,  =  marma-vid 
above.  —  Marma-sthala  or  marma-sthana,  am, 

n.  a  vital  part,  vulnerable  place.  —  Marma-sprid,  k, 
k,  k,  touching  or  grazing  the  vitals,  piercing  to  the 
core,  penetrating  the  most  sensitive  parts,  stinging 

to  the  quick,  intensely  painful,  very  sharp  or  corro- 
sive, poignant,  cutting,  stinging.  —  Marmdtiga, 

(°ma-at°),  as,  d,  am,  piercing  deeply  into  the  joints 
or  vitals,  causing  acute  pain.  —  Marmdnve&kana 

Cma-an°),  am,  n.  the  act  of  seeking  out  vulnerable 
points,  probing  the  vitals  or  most  sensitive  parts.— Mar- 
mdnveshin  (°ma-an°),  i,  ini,  i,  seeking  out  vul- 

nerable places,  probing  sensitive  parts.  —  Marmdva- 
rana  ("ma-dv1),  am,  n. '  vitals-protector,'  a  corselet, 
coat  of  mail.  —  Marmdvarana-bJiedin,  i,  ini,  i, 

piercing  armour,  penetrating  a  coat  of  mail.  —  Marmd- 
vidh,  t,  t,  t,  piercing  through  vulnerable  places ; 

piercing  the  vitals,  penetrating  the  joints.  —  J\Iarmd- 
vin,  Vcd.,  see  Pan.  V.  2,  i22,Varttika  2. 

Marmilta,  as,  d,  am,  knowing  weak  points, 
knowing  what  is  recondite  or  secret,  very  acute  or 

penetrating,  intelligent  (  =  marma-vid,  q.  v.). 

wT!  marmara,  as,  d,  am  (an  onomato- 

poetic  word),  rustling  (as  trees,  garments,  &c.),  mur- 
muring; (as),  m.  a  rustling  sound,  murmuring, 

murmur;  a  kind  of  garment;  (i),  f.  a  species  of 

pine  tree,  Pinus  Deodora ;  [cf.  Gr.  nop-pvp-ai :  Lat. 
mur-mur,  mur-mur-a-re :  Old  Germ,  mur-mul- 

on:  Lith.  mur-m-u,  'murmur;'  murm-len-ti,  'to 
murmur.']  —  Marmara-pattra-moksha,  as,  d,  am, 
having  leaves  railing  with  a  rustling  sound.  ••  Mar- 
mari-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  to  begin  to  rustle  or 
murmur.  —  Marmari-bhiila,  as,  a,  am,  rustling, murmuring. 

Marmaraha,  as,  ikd,  am  (used  in  f.  in  connection 
with  sird),  epithet  of  a  vein  in  the  tip  of  the  ear. 
Marmardya,  Nom.  A.  marmardyate,  &c.,  to 

rustle,  murmur,  make  a  rustling  or  murmuring  sound. 

i^0<»  marmarika,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  mri),  a  low  or  wicked  man ;  a  poor  man,  pauper. 

«i  -\ 
lpfSl  marmrijenyu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Intens. 

of  rt.  mrij),  Ved.  excessively  cleansing ;  (SSy.)  to 

be  worshipped  by  all  (  =  san-aih  paMaranlya). 

*T^J  marmrityu,  see  Gana  Vanaspaty-adi to  Pan.  VI.  2, 140. 

*f  marya,  as,m.(fr.  rt.  mri), Ved.  a  mortal; 
a  man,  (especially)  a  young  man  ;  a  male ;  a  lover, 
wooer,  suitor  [cf.  perhaps  Lat.  mas,  maritus] ;  a 
stallion,  horse ;  a  camel ;  (ds),  m.  pi.  the  Maruts 

(Rudra's  people);  people  (in  general).  —  Marya- 
tas,  ind.  from  or  among  men  or  suitors.  —  Marya- 

s~ri,  is,  is,  i,  adorned  as  a  lover  or  suitor;  (Say.)  to 
x  had  recourse  to  by  men  (  —  martyaih  iraya- 
niyalf). 

Maryalta,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  little  man;  a  male 
animal,  male  in  general ;  (Say.)  people. 

HTt  marya,  f.  (perhaps  to  be  connected 
with  marya  above),  a  boundary,  limit. 
Maryddd,  f.  a  limit,  boundary,  border,  verge, 

frontier,  bounds,  coast,  bank,  shore,  mark,  landmark, 

end,  termination,  terminus,  (dharma-marydddm 
rakehan,  keeping  within  the  bounds  of  the  law ; 
[ti  tidjitra-maryddd,  such  is  the  definition  of  the 
aw-books) ;  the  bounds  of  morality  or  propriety, 

moral  law,  established  rule  or  custom,  fixed  usage, 
rule  of  decorum  or  decency,  any  clearly  defined  rule, 
distinct  law  or  definition ;  a  covenant,  agreement, 
bond,  contract,  (sthird  maryddd  badhyatdm,  let 
a  firm  covenant  be  ratified ;  agni-sdkshika-mar- 
yddo  bhartd,  a  husband  who  has  entered  into  the 
marriage-contract  with  the  sacrificial  fire  for  a  witness) ; 
continuance  in  the  right  way,  keeping  within  limits, 
decorum  of  behaviour,  propriety  of  conduct,  steadi- 

ness, rectitude ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Avallna  (daughter 
of  a  king  of  Vidarbha) ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Devatithi 
(daughter  of  a  king  of  Videha).  —  Maryddd-giri, 

is,  or  maryddadala  (°da-a<!a),  as,  or  maryddd- 
parvata,  as,  m.  a  mountain  which  forms  a  boundary 
line,  a  frontier  mountain.  —  MarydJd-dhdvana, 

nut,  n.  running  towards  a  mark.  —  3Iaryddd-bhe- 
daka,  as,  m.  a  destroyer  of  landmarks.  —  Maryddd- 
sindhu,  N.  of  a  work.  ~MaryMli-kri,  cl.  8.  P. 
-karoti,  -kartum,  to  make  anything  a  limit,  form  a 
boundary,  to  reach,  attain. 
Maryddin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  limits  or  boundaries ; 

keeping  within  bounds ;  (I),  m.  a  neighbour,  bor- 
derer. 

II  J   man,  cl.  I.  P.  maroati,  mareitum, 

\  to  fill ;  to  go,  move  (  =  rt.  marb,  q.  v.) : 
Caus.  marrayati,  to  sound,  utter  a  particular  sound 

(=rt.  mar?'). Tff  marsa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  mm),  any 
substance  used  to  excite  sneezing,  a  sternutatory  [cf. 

prati-maria]  ;  consideration,  deliberation  ;  counsel, advice. 

Mariana,  am,  n.  touching,  rubbing;  inquiring 

into,  examining  ( =  mimdnsd) ;  deliberating,  advis- 
ing, counselling;  explaining,  explication;  rubbing 

off,  removing. 

TM  marsha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i .  mrisfi),  patience, 

endurance ;  [cf.  a-m°,  dur-m°.~\ Marshana,  as,  i,  am,  bearing,  enduring,  forgiv- 
ing, pardoning ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  enduring  or 

bearing,  forbearance,  patient  endurance,  patience, 

resignation ;  [cf.  a-m°,  agha-m°,  dur-m°."\ Marshaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  borne  patiently, 
to  be  forgiven  or  excused. 
Marshita,  as,  d,  am,  borne,  endured,  borne 

patiently,  endured  with  resignation,  patient,  (a-mar- 
shita,  as,  d,  am,  impatient,  angry) ;  forgiven, 
excused  ;  (am),  n.  patience. 
Marshita-rat,  an,  atl,  at,  one  who  has  borne  or 

endured  or  forgiven. 

Marshin,  i,  ini,  i,  patient,  forbearing,  long-suf- fering, forgiving. 

marshikd,  f.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  metre. 

ma/,  cl.  i.  A.,  10.  P.  malate,  mala- 
yati  or  maldjiayati,  to  hold,  possess. 

Mali,  is,  f.  holding,  having,  possession. 

*?c5  ma/a,  am,  n.  (also  in  some  senses  as, 

m. ;  perhaps  connected  with  rt.  mlai ;  in  Un5di-s. 
I.  109,  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  mrij,  the  penultimate  and 
final  being  rejected  and  ala  added),  dirt,  filth,  dust, 

impurity,  any  impure  matter,  excrement,  refuse,  sedi- 
ment, dregs,  scum,  alloy  or  dross  of  metal,  rust; 

moral  impurity,  taint,  sin ;  (with  Saivas)  original 
sin,  natural  impurity,  (usually  as.  m.) ;  the  secretions 
of  the  Dhatus  (described  in  medical  works  as  phlegm 

from  chyle,  bile  from  the  blood,  nose-mucus  and 
ear-wax  from  the  flesh,  perspiration  from  the  fat, 
nails  and  hair  from  the  bones,  gum  or  rheum  of  the 
eye  from  the  brain,  &c. ;  according  to  Manu  V.  135, 
the  twelve  maldh  or  impure  excretions  of  the  body 
are  as  follow,  va*a,  ditkra,  asrjj,  majjd,  mutra, 

i-ish,  ghrdna-vish,  liarna-vish,  ilfshman,  as"rw, 
duskikd,  sveda,  adeps,  semen,  blood,  dandruff, 
urine,  feces,  mucus  of  the  nose,  ear-wax,  phlegm, 
tears,  rheum,  and  sweat) ;  brass  or  a  kind  of  metal 
inferior  to  lead,  (in  this  sense  only  am,  n.)  ;  cam- 

phor ;  cuttle-fish  bone,  Ossa  Sepiie ;  tanned  leather, 
a  leather  garment,  (this  is  thought  to  be  the  meaning 

of  mala  in  Rig-veda  X.  136,  i) ;  (d),  f.  Flacourtia 
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751 Cataphracta;  (as,  a,  am),  dirty,  mean,  niggardly, 

covetous ;  unbelieving,  godless ;  [cf.  Gr,  /x«A.a-s, 
H(\aiv-a,  fioKiiv-ta,  pupov,  nap/iapos,  fiapfiaipai : 
Lat.  malu-s,  mal-itia,  mali-gn-^us,  male-jicurs : 
Goth,  mail,  '  a  wrinkle :'  Old  Germ,  meil,  '  a 

spot :'  Angl.  Sax.  smere,  smerian,  smerwian,  smy- 
rian :  Lith.  m6li-s,  '  loam ;'  mdyna-s,  '  blue.'] 
—  Mala-karshana,   as,    i,   am,   removing   dirt, 
cleansing  filth,  detergent.  —  Mala-ku'.a,   N.  of  a 
country.  — Mald-koshthaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man; 
[cf.  malla-kosktaka.^  —  Mala-ga,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
(^perhaps)  a  fuller,  washerman.  —  Mala-grahi,  see 
Vopa-deva  XXVI.  48.  —  Mala-ghna,  as,  I,  am,  re- 

moving dirt,  freeing  from  spots  or  dirt,  cleansing, 
detergent;    (as),  m.  the  bulbous  root  of  Salmalia 
Malabarica  (salmali ;  cf.  mala-hantri );  (t),  f.  a 

species  of  shrub  (  =  ndga-damani).  —  Mala-ja,  as, 
a,  am,  arising  from  filth  or  dirt,  produced  from  dirt 
or  dregs ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  [cf.  malaka, 
malada,  malaya] ;  (am),  n.  purulent  matter,  pus. 
—  Mala-tva,  am,  n.  dirtiness,  filthiness,  impurity. 

—  Mala-diydhdnga  (°d/ia-att°),  as,  I,  am,  having 
the  limbs  defiled  with  dirt,  having  the  body  soiled 
with  dust.  —  Mala-dushita,  as,  a,  am,  soiled  with 
dirt,   dirty,   filthy,   foul.  —  Mala-drava,    as,    m. 

'liquefaction  of  the  feces,' diarrhcea,  purging.  —  Mn- 
la-drdi'in,  I,  inl,  i,  dissolving  impurity,  purging ; 
(f),  m.  Croton  Jamalgota  (=jaya-pdla).  —  Mala- 
dhdtri,   (.  '  dirt-nurse,'  a  nurse  who  attends  to  a 
child's  necessities.  —  Mala-dhdrin,  I,  m.  a  religious 
mendicant,  especially  one  of  the  Jaina  sect.  —  IMala- 
paitkin,   t,  ini,  i,  covered  with  dust  and    mire. 

-•Mala-pu,  us,  f.  Ficus  Oppositifolia  [cf.  mala- 

yu];  («?),  n.  (said  ta)  =  s'ringi  and  nala.  —  Mala- 
prishtha,  am,  n.  '  dust-page,'  the  outer  or  first 
page  of  a  book  (left  unwritten  because  liable  to  be 

dirtied).  —  Mala-bhuj,  It,  k,  k,  feeding  on  impurity, 
eating  filth;  (Ic),  m.  a  aovi.'-Mala-bhedinl,  f.  a 
species  of  plant  ( =  Jiatukd).  —  Mala-mallaka,  am, 
n.  a  piece  of  cloth  passing  between  the  legs  and 

covering  the  privities  ( =  kaupina).  —  Malamal- 
laka-iesha,  as,  a,  am,  having  nothing  left  but  a 
small  piece  of  cloth  to  cover  the  privities.  —  Mala- 
mdsa,  as,  m.  an  intercalary  month,  an  intercalated 
thirteenth  month  (in  which  no  religious  ceremonies 
should  be  performed).  —  Malamasa-tattra ,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Smriti-tattva.  —  Mala-vat, 
an,  all,  at,  covered  with  dirt,  containing  impurity, 
dirty,  filthy.  —  Malavad-vdias,  as,  as,  as,  wearing 
dirty  or  impure  clothes;  (d<),  f.  a  menstruous 

woman;  [cf.  malodvasan.']  —  Mala-^dhin,  i,  inl, 
i,  carrying  filth  or  soil,  flowing  with  impurity,  bear- 

ing or  containing  dirt.  —  Mala-nnaiim,  £  '  dirt- 

destroyer*  ( =  dankha-punhpi),  a  species  of  plant. 
—  Mala-visodhana,   as,  i,  am,  cleansing  away 
filth,  washing  away  impurities.  —  Mala-risarga,  as, 
m.  or  mala-visarjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  removing 
dirt,  cleansing  away  filth,  evacuation  of  the  feces, 

discharging  the    bowels,   purging.  —  Mala-s"uddhi, 
is,  f.  clearing  away  of  feculent  matter,  evacuation  of 
the  bowels.  —  Mala-hantri,  td,  m.  the  bulbous  root 

of   the    Salmalia    Malabarica ;     [cf.    mala-ghna.] 
••  Mala-hd,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Raudrasva. 
—  Mala-hdraka,  as,  il;d,  am,  taking  away  impu- 

rity, removing  sm.  —  Maldlcarshin  (?la-dV),  i,  m. 

'  dirt-remover,'  a  sweeper,  scavenger.  —  Maldpakar- 
sjiana  (°la-ap°),  am,  n.  the  act  of  removing  dirt 
or  impurity,   purification,  cleaning,   cleansing ;    re- 

moval of  sin.  —  Maldpahd  (°la-ap°),  (.,  N.  of  a 
river.  —  Maldbha   (°la-ablta),   as,  d,  am,   dirty- 
looking.  —  Maldri  (°la-ari),  is,  m.  'dirt-enemy,'  a 
kind  of  natron  (see  sarra-ki/tdra).  —  Maldvarodha 

(°la-av°),  as,  m.  obstruction  of  the  feces,  constipa- 
tion of  the  bowels.  —  Maldvaha  (la-OT°),  as,  d, 

am,  bringing  or  causing  defilement,  soiling,  dirty- 

ing ;    defiling,   disgracing.  —  Maldiaya   (^la-di°), 
at,  m.   'receptacle  of  feculent  matter,'  the  belly. 
—  Malotsarga  ("la-ut"),  as,  m.  evacuation  of  the 
feces,  purging  of  the  bowels.  -  Malodvdsas  (°la- 

ud°),  ds,  f.  a  woman  who  has  put  off  her  soiled 
clothes  (after  her  period  of  impurity). 

Malina,  as,  d,  am,  dirty,  foul,  filthy,  impure, 
soiled,  unclean  ;  stained,  tarnished,  rusty,  sullied, 
tainted  ;  morally  impure,  sinful,  depraved,  vile,  bad  ; 
dark,  obscure,  obscured,  clouded,  beclouded  (as  the 
intellect)  ;  of  a  dark  colour,  dark,  dark  gray,  brown, 
black  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Tansu  (according  to 

some  Anila)  ;  (d  or  J),  f.  a  woman  during  menstrua- 
tion ;  (am),  n.  sin,  fault,  defect  ;  buttermilk  ;  borax. 

—  Malina-td,  f.  or  malina-tva,  am,  n.  dirtiness, 
foulness,  filthiness,  impurity,  moral  impurity,  sinful- 
ness,  wickedness,  blackness,  moral  blackness.  —  Ma- 

lina-prab/ia,  as,  d,  am,  '  whose  light  is  obscured,' 
obscured,  clouded.  —  Malina-mtikha,  as,  d  or  i, 

am,  '  dirty-faced,  black-faced,  dark-faced,"  vulgar, 
low,  vile,  wicked  ;    cruel,  fierce,  savage  ;   (as),  m. 

fire  ;    a  kind  of  ape  {  =  go-ldnqula)  ',   a  departed 
spirit,  ghost,  apparition,  evil  spirit  (  =preta).  —  M  a- 

lindmbu,  (°na-am"),  u,  n.  '  black-fluid,'  ink.  —  Ma- 
lindsya  (ana-as°),  as,  d,  am,  '  dirty-faced,  dark- 
faced,'  vulgar,  low;  savage,  cruel,  ferocious.  —  Ma- 
lini-karaiia,  am,  n.  the  act  of  making  dirty,  soiling, 
staining,  making  impure;   an  action  which  defiles. 
—  Malini-karaifiya,  as,  a,  am,  fitted  to  cause 
pollution,  occasioning  defilement  (Manu  XI.  125). 
—  Malinl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 
tum,  to  make  dirty,  soil,  stain  ;  to  darken,  make 

obscure.  —  Malini-lhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhai'i- 
tum,  to  be  or  become  dirty. 

Malinaya,  Nom.  P.  malinayati,  -yitiiiu,  to 
soil,  make  dirty,  defile,  slain,  tarnish. 
Malinita,  as,  d,  am,  dirtied,  soiled,  tarnished, 

defiled  ;  tainted,  corrupted,  wicked. 
Maliniman,  d,  m.  dirtiness,  filthiness,  impurity, 

blackness,  darkness. 

Matishlha,  as,  d,  am,  excessively  dirty,  filthy  ; 
(a),  f.  a  woman  during  menstruation,  menstruous. 

Malnnasa,  as,  d,  am,  dirty,  unclean,  foul,  im- 
pure, soiled,  stained,  sinful,  wicked  ;  dark,  of  a  dark 

or  dirty  gray  colour  ;  (as),  m.  iron  J  vitriol  of  iron, 

green  vitriol. 
Mallyas,  an,  a*i,  as,  excessively  dirty,  filthy; 

very  sinful,  wicked. 

m.  king  of  Malaya.  —  Malaya-panata,  as,  m.  the 
Malaya  mountain.  —  Malaya-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
town.  —  Malaya-prabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Maliiya-bhubhrit,  t,  m.  the  Malaya  mountain. 
—  Malaya-b/iumi,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  district  in  the 

i  Himalaya,  —  Malaya-mdlin,  I,   m.    a    proper   N. 

|  —  Malaya-vail,  f.  a  proper  N.,  (also  malayd-vati.) 
|  —  Malaya-vdta,   as,   m.  =  malaydnila  below. 
—  Malaya-vdsinl,  f.    '  dwelling   on   the   Malaya 
mountain,' epithet  of  Durga.  —  Malaya-sinmi,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  two  kings.  —  Malayddala  (°ya-adj),  as, 
or  malayddri  (°ya-ad°),  is,  m.  the  Malaya  moun- 

tains answering  to  the  western  Ghats.  —  Malaydnila 

(°ya-an°),  as,  m.  wind  (blowing)  from  Malaya  or 
the  western  Ghats  (an  odoriferous  wind  prevalent  in 
Southern  and  Central  India  during  the  hot  season). 

—  Malayodbhava  (°ya-ud°), 
tftyi^malayu,  us,  f.  (^ 

Oppositifolia. 
irt*.  malara,  (with  Buddhists)  a 

cuiar  high  number. 

*iro^<^l   malava-desa,  as,  m.,  N. 
country. 

Ht4l«M  malaka,  f.  a  female  messenger,^ 
confidante;  a  loved  woman,  amorous  woman  (= 
kdminl) ;  a  female  elephant. 

malt.     See  p.  750,  col.  3. 

malika,  as,  m.  (=(sLL«),  a  king. 

malina.     See  col.  2. 

malada,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 

[cf.  malaka,  malaja,  malaya~\  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a daughter  of  RaudraSva,  (also  malandd.) 

irtl  malana,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

mal),  a  tent  ;  (am),  n.  crushing,  grinding  (=mar- dana). 

«lrtHlrt<;5^  malaprala-des'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  country.  —  Malaprala-deifiya,  as,  d,  am,  belong- 

ing to  or  a  native  of  Malaprala-des'a. 
•irtMK.  malabiira,  the  country  Malabar. 

—  Malabdra-deda,  as,  m.  the  Malabar  country. 

TWl  malaya,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

mal,  Unidi-s.  IV.  99),  N.  of  a  mountainous  range 
in  Malabar,  the  western  Ghats  in  the  Dekkan  (these 
mountains  abound  in  sandal  trees)  ;  the  country  that 
lies  to  the  east  of  the  Malaya  range,  Malabar  ;  N.  of 
a  son  of  Garuda,  (also  read  malaya)  ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  Rishabha  ;  a  garden  ;  a  celestial  grove,  =  naitdana- 
vana;  (ds),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people;  of  a  country 

(  =  s'aildnita-detfa)  ;  one  of  the  minor  Dvipas  or 
divisions  of  the  world  ;  (d),  f.  Ipomcea  Turpethum  ; 
N.  of  a  woman.  —  Malaya-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 
prince.  —  Malai/a-gandhini,  f,  N.  of  a  VidyS-dhar!  ; 
of  a  companion  of  Uma.  —  Malaya-giri,  is,  m.  the 
Malaya  mountains  in  Malabar  answering  to  the 
western  Ghats  ;  a  district  in  the  south  of  India  ;  N. 

of  a  commentator  on  the  Jivabhigama-sutra.  —  Ma- 

laya-ja,  as,  d,  am,  growing  on  the  Malaya  moun- 
tain ;  (as),  m.  a  sandal  tree  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 

sandal-wood,  sandal  ;  (am),  n.  epithet  of  Rihu. 
—  Maluyaja-rajas,  as,  n.  the  dust  of  sandal.  —  Ma- 

layajdlepa  (°ja-dP),  as,  m.  sandal  unguent.  —  Ma- 
laya-dci!a,  as,  m.  the  country  of  Malaya.  —  Halaya- 

drtima,  as,  m.  '  Malaya  tree,'  a  sandal  tree.  —  Ma- 
laya-dhvaja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Pandyas  ; 
of  a  son  of  Meru-dhvaja.  —Malaya-narapati,  is, 

!r.  Intens.  of  rt.  mlui), 

in  deva-w 
Malimlu,  us,  m.  (probably  a  mutilated  form), 

Ved.  a  robber,  thief,  (according  to  Mahldhara)  a 

housebreaker,  burglar  ( =  vandi-kdra) .  —  Malimlu- 
send,  (.,  Ved.  a  band  of  robbers,  gang  of  thieves. 

Malimlufa,  as,  m.  '  one  who  goes  about  in  the 
dark,'  a  thief,  robber ;  a  demon,  imp  ;  a  gnat,  mos- 

quito, any  fly  that  bites  or  stings ;  wind,  air ;  frost, 
snow ;  fire,  burning,  blazing ;  a  Brahman  who  omits 
the  five  great  sacrifices ;  an  intercalary  lunar  month, 
intercalated  thirteenth  month  (introduced  every  third 

year  to  approximate  the  lunar  and  solar  modes%|f 

computation;  cf.  mala-mdsa).  —  Malimlu  ' 
ha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Smriti-tattva  ( = 
mdea-tatt-ca). 

maluka,  as,  m.  the  belly  (?). 

maluda,  maluma,  (with  Buddhists) 
particular  high  numbers. 

maluka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  worm. 

malmald-bhavat,  an,  and,  at, 

Ved.  flashing  (=jvalat,  Naigh.  I.I?),  glittering, 

glistening,  crackling. 

mall  (allied  to  rt.  mal),  cl.  I.  A. 

mallate,  &c.,  to  hold,  have. 
*T^  malla,  as,  m.  a  wrestler  or  boxer  by 

profession,  (the  offspring  of  an  outcast  Kshatriya  by  a 
Kshatriya  female.cf.ManuX.  2 2, XII.  45) ;  an  athlete, 
a  very  strong  man ;  N.  of  various  men  ;  epithet  of  a 

king  named  Narayana ;  N.  of  the  twenty-first  Arhat 
of  the  future  Utsarpini ;  a  vessel  for  drinking,  vessel, 

cup ;  the  cheek  and  temple,  the  hemicranium  ;  the 
remnant  of  an  oblation ;  a  kind  of  fish,  =  kapdlin  ; 

(ds),  m.  pK,  N.  of  a  people;  (d),  f.  a  woman; 

Arabian  jasmine  [cf.  mallikd"]  ;  ornamenting  the 
person  with  coloured  unguents  (  =  pattra-valli) ',  N, 
of  two  women  ;  (as,  d,  am),  strong,  stout,  athletic, 

robust;  good,  excellent.  —  Malla-koshta  or  malla- 
hoshfaka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Malla-krldd,  (.  a 
wrestling  or  boxing  match,  athletic  sports.  —  Malla- 
ghatt,  f.  a  kind  of  dancing  or  pantomimic  gesture 
( =  natya-ri>lesha).—Malla-ja,  am,  n.  black  pepper. 
—  Malla-turya,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  drum  beaten 
during  a  wrestling  match.  —  Malla-deva,  as,  m.,  If. 
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of  the  author  of  the  Kiila-jn.ina,  a  medical  work. 
—  AlaUa-dvadait,  (.,  N.  of  the  twelfth  day  in 

a   particular  half  month.  —  Malladvailas'i-vrata, 
am,   n.,  N.    of  a    particular  religious  observance. 

—  Malla-naga,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  ViisySyana,  author 
of  the   K5ma-sGtras  (a  work  on  amorous  topics)  ; 

Indra's  elephant;  a  letter-carrier.  —  Mall<i-/mra  or 
malld-pitra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city.  —  Malta-ban- 

dhantara   (°(Ma-a)ic),  a   particular  posture  with 
wrestlers.  —  Malla-bhu,  Hi,  (.  a  wrestling  ground, 
place  for  athletic  contests,  a  palxstra  or  arena;  the 

site  of  any  conflict,  afield  of  battle.  —  Malla-b/iiimi, 
ie,  f.  a  wrestling  ground,  arena  for  athletic  contests  ; 

N.  of  a  country.  ~  J\Ialla-yatrat  f.  a  train  or  pro- 
cession of  wrestlers,  a  wrestling  match.  —  MuUa- 

ytuldha,  am,  n.  '  a  prize-fight,'  pugilistic  encounter, 
wrestling  or  boxing  match,  athletic  contest.  —  Malla- 
Taahtra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  kingdom.  —  Malla-vastu, 
u,  n.,  N.  of  a  place,  see  Pan.  IV.  a,  1  20  ;  [cf.  mal- 
Jcwidstara.]  —  Malla-ridya,  f.  the  ait  of  boxing  or 

wrestling.  —  Malla-veda,  ai,  m.  a  wrestler's  dress. 
—  Malla-^ala,  f.  a  room  for  wrestling  or  boxing, 

wrestling  place,  gymnasium.  —  Mallari  (°la-ari), 
is,  m.  '  the  enemy  of  the  Asura  Malla,'  an  epithet  of 
Krishna;   of  Siva;    N.  of  a  commentator  on  the 

Graha-laghava  (his  commentary  appears  to  be  called 
Mallari).  —  MallarMnahatmya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
portion  of  the  Adhyatma-ramayana.  —  Mallarjuna 

fla-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Mallasura,  at, 
m.  the  Asura  Malla,  N.  of  an  Asura. 

Mallaka,  as,  m.  a  tooth  ;  a  lamp-stand,  lamp, 
any  vessel  made  out  of  a  cocoa-nut  shell  for 
holding  oil  (whether  for  culinary  purposes  or 
for  burning  as  a  lamp),  an  oil  vessel  ;  a  cup 
or  leaf  in  which  anything  is  wrapped;  N.  of  a 
Brahman  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (ika),  (. 
jasminum  Zambac  (both  the  plant  and  the  flower)  ; 
an  earthenware  vessel  of  a  peculiar  form  ;  a  lamp- 
stand,  oil-lamp  ;  a  species  of  fish  ;  N.  of  a  metre, 
four  times  —w-w  —  w  —  u;  of  another  metre,  four 
times  \j  —  u  v  —  u  v  —  u  v  —  \j  \j  —  w  w  —  w  w  —  w  u  —  . 

—  Mallika-gandka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  Agallochum  ; 
[cf.  malli-gandhi.]'—  Mallika-thad,  t,  or  mal- 
likd-dhadana,  a   shade   for   a   hmp.  —  Mallikd- 
pushpa,  as,  m.  Citrus  Decumana  ;  Wrightia  Anti- 
dysenterica. 

*T^^  mallava,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ; 
(also  read  ballava.) 

mallanaka-grama,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  village. 

*i«i<.  mallard,  as,  m.  epithet  of  one  of 
the  six  musical  Ragas  or  scales  ;  (t),  f.  epithet  of  a 
RaginI,  wife  of  the  Raga  Vasanta,  also  of  the  Raga 

Megha  ;  [cf.  mallari  under  malla.~\ 
•llff  malli,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  mall),  having, 

holding  ;  N.  of  the  nineteenth  Arhat  of  the  present 

Ava-sarpinI  ;  (also  t),  f.  (  =  mallika),  Jasminum 

Zambac;  [cf.  bhuri-m",  madhu-malll.^  —  Malli- 
gandhi,  is,  is,  i,  smelling  like  jasminum  Zambac  ; 

(i),  n.  a  kind  of  Agallochura.  •*  Malli-natlia,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  poet  and  celebrated  commentator  on  the 

Raghu-varjsa,  Kumara-sambhava,  Megha-dflta,  SiSu- 
pala-badha,  and  Kiratarjunlya,  (he  probably  lived  in 
about  the  fourteenth  or  fifteenth  century.)  —  Malli- 
pattra,  am,  n.  a  mushroom  or  fungus.  —  i  Malli- 
bhushana-dei-a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

mallika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  goose 
with  dark-coloured  (malina)  or  brown  legs  and 
bill;  a  shuttle;  the  mouth  MSghz.-Mallika- 
purva,  as,  a,  am,  preceded  by  the  word  mallika 

•  K-    maUOtarpSrta  arjuna  =  maUikdrjitna). 
Mallikakshu,  (ka-ak°),  as,  m.  epithet  of  a  par- 

ticular breed  of  horses  (with  white  spots  on  the  eyes) ; a  kmd  of  goose ;  (i),  f.  a  female  dog  with  white 
spots  on  the  ty^.-Mallikikhya  (°ka-akh°),  as .  (probably  for  mallikakska  above),  a  kind  of 

-MallUsarjuna  (ka-ar°),  at,  m.'a  form  of  Siv"a ; 

(am),  n.  epithet  of  a  Lirrga  consecrated  to  Siva  on 
the  STrl-saila.  ••  MallikilrjujM-sriitya,  N.  of  a  place. 

<lfc)=til  mallika.   See  under  mallaka,  col.  I . 

mallini,  f.  Gaertnera  Racemosa. 

mallivara,  N.  of  a  place. 

malli.     See  under  malli,  col.  i. 

iWI  <*<-  mallikara,  as,  m.  a  thief. 

>HiJ  mallu,  us,  m.  a  bear ;  [cf.  bhalla.~] 
13*.  malliira  (probably  a  corruption  of 

manaara),  rust  of  iron  ;  see  Unadi-s.  IV.  90. 
*T^  malva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  unwise,  foolish, 

silly ;  [cf.  mali-ya] 
»T5?  malha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  soft 

excrescences  in  the  dew-lap  (as  a  cow?). 

«i<s^«u  malhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (son 
of  DSmodara) ;  of  a  poet. 

mac   (connected  with   rts.   mavy, 
I.  mii),  cl.  i.  P.  mavati,  mavitum,  to 

bind :  Intern,  mammavyate,  mdmavyate,  mdmoti, 
mamaviti. 
Marita,  as,  a,  am,  bound,  strung,  tied. 

T^X  mavara,  (with  Buddhists)  a  parti- 
cular high  number. 

mavy   (connected    with    rt.   mav 
above),  cl.  I.  P.  mavyati,  mavyitum,  to 

bind. 

mas',  cl.  i.  P.  masati,  masitum,  to 
hum,  buzz,  sound,  make  a  noise ;  to  be 

angry ;  [cf.  rt.  mis'.] Maia,  as,  m.  a  hum,  humming,  buzzing ;  anger ; 

a  gnat,  musquito;  [cf.  maksha.]  —  Mafa-d<!/uida, 
as,  m.  Andropogon  Serratus.  -•  Maila-liari,  f.  a 
musquito-curtain  ( =  majaka-ltari,  q.  v.). 
Ma-faka,  as,  m.  (incorrectly  spelt  masaka),  a 

gnat,  musquito,  any  fly  that  bites  or  slings  [cf.  mak- 
shika]  ;  a  particular  skin  disease  (causing  dark  bean- 
like  pustules  or  eruptions)  ;  a  leather  water-bag ;  N. 
of  a  preceptor  with  the  patronymic  Gargya  (the 
composer  of  a  Kalpa-sutra) ;  N.  of  the  district  in 
Slka-dvlpa  inhabited  by  Kshatriyas.  —  Madaka-kuti, 

is,  or  mas'aka-kuti,  f.  a  whisk  for  scaring  mus- 
quitoes ;  [cf. jangama-kuti.]— Ma^aka-jambhatia, 

as,  i,  am,  Ved.  driving  away  musquitoes.  —  Maifa- 
ka-varana,  a  whisk  for  scaring  musquitoes.  —  Ma- 
daka-hari,  f.  a  bed-curtain  for  protection  against 

musquitoes,  musquito-curtains ;  [cf.  maf'a-hari.] 
—  Maiiakdrtha  fka-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  used  for 
musquitoes,  employed  on  account  of  musquitoes; 
madakarlho  dhumah,  smoke  employed  for  driving 
off  musquitoes. 

Mas'akavatl,  f.,  N.  of  a  district  or  of  a  river. 
Maisakin,  i,  m.  Ficus  Glomerata. 

*l^ljll<  masarsara,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 
man  in  Rig-veda  I.  122,  15. 

masuna,  as,  m.  a  dog. 

masu-labara,  N.  of  a  place. 

mash  (connected  with  rt.  I.  mush), 

cl.  I.  P.  mashati,   mashitum,  to   kill, 

hurt,  injure. 

imj«!J  mashardna  or  mashurana,  N.  of  a 

place. 

mashi,  mashi.    See  masz,  masi,  col.  3. 

mashk.     See  rt.  masyt,  p.  753. 

•imti*.  mashnara,  N.  of  a  tract  of  country. 

*l"*im  mashmashd,  ind.  (an  onomatopo- 
etic  word,  also  read  masmasa).  —  Maghmashd-kri, 
Ved.  to  reduce  to  dust,  grind  to  powder. 

uij  i.  mas,  cl.  4.  P.  masyati,  &c.,  to 
NV  measure,  weigh  ;  mete  ;  to  change  form, 

become  decomposed  (?). 

Masa,  as,  m.  measure,  weight. 
Slasana,  am,  n.  meting,  measuring  ;  hurting  [cf. 

rt.  mash]  ;  a  species  of  medicinal  plant  (  =  soma- raji). 

i.  masta,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  753,  col.  i), 
measured  ;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr.  ufartij] 
Masti,  is,  (.  meting,  measuring,  weighing. 

*f^2.  mas  =  mas,  in  fandra-m°. 
masaka.     See  masaka,  col.  2. 

masamasa,    an     onomatopoetic 
word  allied  to  masmasd. 

masara,  f.  a  sort  of  lentil  or  pulse 

masara  or  masaraka,  as,  m.  a  sap- 

phire, an  emerald  ;  N.  of  a  place. 

*rfH  masi,  is,  m.  f.  or  mast,  f.  (often 
written  mashi,  maehi;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  mas,  to 

measure,  but  thought  by  some  to  be  connected  with 
matsya,  a  fish,  ink  being  originally  made  from 
cultle-fish),  ink,  a  black  liquid  made  from  burnt 
bones  &c.  and  used  for  ink  ;  a  black  powder  (used 
to  beautify  the  eyes),  soot,  lampblack  ;  the  stalk  of 

the  Nyctanthes  Arbor  Tristis  ;  [cf.  masikd."]  —  Masi- 
Itupi,  f.  an  ink-bottle.  —  Masi-jala,  am,  n.  ink. 
—  Nasi-dhana,  am,  I,  n.  f.  an  ink-bottle,  ink-stand. 

—  Masi-pattya,  as,  m.  a  writer,  clerk,  accountant. 

—  Masi-palha,  as,  m.  '  ink-path,'  a  pen.  —  Masi- 
pi-asu,  us,  (.  an  ink-bottle;  a  pen.  —  Masi-mani, 
is,   (.   an   ink-bottle.  —  Masi-vardhana,  am,  n. 
myrrh.  —  Musi-jala,  am,  n.  ink.  —  Masi-dhdni,  f. 
an  ink-bottle,  ink-stand.  —  Matsl-varna,  as,  a,  am, 
ink-coloured,  black  as  ink.  —  Masy-adhara,  as,  m. 

an  ink-receptacle,  ink-bottle,  ink-stand. 

Matsika,  as,  m.  a  serpent's  hole  ;  (a),  f.  Nyctan- 
thes Arbor  Tristis  ;  [cf.  mo-si.] 

Masina,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  mas, 
Unidi-s.  II.  49),  pounded,  well  ground  (  =  su- 
piohta),  finely  pounded  ;  (am),  n.  alliance  by  the 
right  of  presenting  the  Pinda  to  a  common  proge- 

nitor (  =  sa-pindaka). 

nWlfii  masina,  f.  linseed,  Linum  Usita- 
tissimum. 

*rajT  masura,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i. 
mas,  Unadi-s.  I.  44),  a  sort  of  lentil  or  pulse,  Ervum 
Hirsutum;  (a),  f.  a  lentil;  a  harlot.  —  Mutura- 
kariia,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Masura,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  pulse  or  lentil,  Ervum 
Hirsutum,  Cicer  Lens  (  —  manyalyaka)',  a  pillow; 
(a),  f.  the  preceding  lentil  ;  a  harlot  ;  (i),  {.  erup- 

tion of  pimples  or  pustules,  a  kind  of  small-pox  ; 
Ipomcea  Turpethum  (  —  tri-vrit)  ;  —  rakta-trivrit. 
—  Masura-kartia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  his  posterity.  —  Masura-bidald  or  ma- 
sura-vidala,  f.   Ipomcea  Turpethum  ;  Ichnocarpus 
Frutescens  (the  seeds  of  which  resemble  a  split  lentil)  ; 

(perhaps)  a  split  lentil.  —  Masura-sanr/harama,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  monastery. 
Masuraka,  as,  m.  a  pillow  ;  (Sea),  f.  eruption  of 

lentil-shaped  pustules,  small-pox  ;  a  procuress  ;  a 

musquito-curtain  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  ornament  on 
Indra's  banner. 

H*J<r«jd  masu-rakshita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king. 

masiisya,   am,  n.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 

grain  growing  in  some  northern  country. 
TWT5T  masrina,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

I  .  mas),  soft,  tender,  smooth  ;  bland,  mild,  unctuous, 

shining  ;  (  =  karkafa),  hard  ?  ;  (a),  f.  linseed,  Linum 
Usitatissimum. 
Masriiiita,  as,  a,  am,  softened,  smoothened, 

polished. 



mask. 

*T^  mahas. 753 mask  (according  to  Vopa-deva 
,  mashk,  cf.  rt.  makk),  cl.  I.  A.  maskate, 

&c.,  to  go,  move. 

msti^maskara,  as,  m.  a  bamboo;  a  hollow 
bamboo  cane. 

Maskarin,  i,  m.  a  religious  mendicant,  a  Brahman 
in  the  fourth  order  (who  carries  a  bamboo  cane) ; 
the  moon ;  N.  of  a  man. 

4-(^3t  mas;'.     See  rt.  majj,  p.  729. 

JTCfT  2.  masta,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i. 
mas;  probably  connected  with  mastu  below;  for 
I.  masta  see  rt.  I.  mas),  the  head.  —  Masta-ddru, 
us,  m.  Pinus  Deodora.  —  Masta-mulaka,  am,  n. 

'  root  of  the  head,'  the  neck  or  the  upper  part  of  it 
supporting  the  head. 
Mastaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  head,  the  skull ; 

the  summit  or  highest  peak  of  a  mountain,  top  of 
a  tree,  the  head  or  top  or  upper  part  of  anything 

(e.g.  dulll-maiitakam  dropya,  having  placed  on 
the  top  of  the  hearth) ;  the  tuft  of  leaves  which 
grows  at  the  top  of  various  species  of  palm  trees ;  a 

particular  formula  used  by  Saivas.  —  Mastaka-jvara, 

as,  m.  'head-fever,'  head-ache.— Mastaka-pindaka, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  a  round  protuberance  on  the  temples 

of  an  elephant  in  rut.  —  Mastaka-mulaka,  am,  n. 
=  masta-mulaka,  q.  v.  —  Mastaka-lunga,  the 

membrane  of  the  brain.  —  Mastaka-s'ula,  am,  n. 
sharp  or  shooting  pain  in  the  head,  head-ache. 

—  Mastalta-meha,  as,  m. '  head-marrow,'  the  brain. 
—  Mastakdkhya  (*ka-dkh°),  as,  m.  the  top  of  a  tree. 
Mastika,  am,  n.=mastaka,  the  head. 

Mastishka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (incorrectly  spelt  mas- 
tiska),  the  brain ;  any  medicine  or  substance  acting 
upon  the  brain;  [cf.  Slav.  mo£jd.]  —  Mastishka- 
tvad,  k,  f.  the  membrane  surrounding  the  brain 
(dura  mater?). 

Mastu,  a,  n.  the  upper  part  of  thickened  sour  milk, 

sour  cream  ;  the  watery  part  of  curds,  whey.  •-  Mastu- 
lunga  or  mastu-lungaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the 
brain ;  [cf.  mastaka-lunga.]  —  Mastv-dmikshe,  f. 
du.  whey  and  curds. 

1  masti.    See  under  rt.  I.  mas,  p.  752. 
i  mastishka.     See  above. 

'  mastu.     See  above. 

'  masmasd.   See  mashmashd,  p.  752. 
«1«*(1  masmd,  f.  a  proper  N. 

j  i-j  i.  mah  (originally  perhaps  magh, 

x^  meaning  '  to  be  great,'  cf.  its.  manh, 
makh),  cl.  I.  P.  (Ved.  and  ep.  also  A.)  mahati 
(-te),  mamuha,  mahitd,  mahixhyati,  mahlttim 
(Ved.  inf.  mahe) ;  cl.  10.  P.  A.  mahayati,  -te, 
&c.  (Vedic  forms  mdmahe,  mdmahasva,  mama- 
has),  to  gladden,  make  cheerful,  enliven,  inspirit, 
excite ;  (SSy.)  to  make  great,  increase,  aggrandize 

(e.  g.  md  nah  kdmam  mahayantam  d  dhak,  dis- 
appoint not  the  desire  that  would  make  us  great, 

liig-veda  1. 178,  i) ;  to  value  highly,  esteem  highly, 
hold  in  great  esteem,  honour,  revere,  do  honour  to, 
worship,  adore  ;  (A.,  Ved.)  to  rejoice  in,  delight  in ; 

to  be  honoured  or  glorified,  (in  Rig-veda  VI.  15,  2, 

prafastibhir  mahayase  is  rendered  by  Say.  'thou 
art  honoured  by  excellent  hymns') :  Caus.  mahayati, 
-yitum :  Desid.  mimahishati :  Intens.  mdmah- 
yate,  to  honour,  protect,  preserve  (Ved.) ;  [cf.  Gr. 

ptrxava.-a6<u,  pity-os,  /jiS^fl-os,  nifapov :  Lat. 

magnus,  mactus :  Goth,  mag,  '  I  can ;'  mah-t-s, 
'  might ;'  magaths,  magus,  '  a  boy ;'  magan, 
magu,  man:  Old  Germ,  magan,  'great,  heavy;' 
machon,  '  to  make  :'  Mod.  Germ,  yeiitach  :  Angl. 
Sax.  mag,  magan,  maht,  meaht,  miht,  mcegn, 

meagn,  macian:  Slav,  mog-a, '  I  can ;'  po-mos-ti, 
'  to  help  :'  Lith.  mag-oju,  '  help  :'  Hib.  moyh, 
modk,  '  respect,  honour :'  Cambro-Brit.  myged, 
'  respect ;'  mygaw,  '  to  revere.'] 

3.  mail  (a  Vedic  adj.  used  in  dat.  make,  gen.  and 
abl.  sing.,  and  ace.  pi.  mahas,  inst.  mahd),  great, 
powerful,  mighty;  abundant;  (according  to  some) 
old,  aged  (in  connection  with  pitri,  main). 
Maha,  as,  m.  [cf.  maliha,  magka],  a  feast, 

festival  [cf.  kdma-m°,  dhanur-m°,  brahma-m0} ; 
a  sacrifice,  offering,  oblation ;  (as),  m.  a  buffalo  [cf. 
mahisha] ;  light,  lustre,  brilliance ;  (d),  f.  a  cow 

[cf.  mdhd] ;  the  plant  Ichnocarpus  Frutescens ;  Hedy- 
sarum  Lagopodioides ;  (as,  i,  am),  great,  mighty, 
abundant  (Ved.) ;  (i),  f.  the  earth,  &c. ;  see  mahi, 
5.  v.  —  Maha-td,  f.  greatness,  mightiness. 
Mahaka,  as,  m.  an  eminent  or  distinguished 

man  ;  a  tortoise ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
Mahakka,  as,  m.  a  wide-spread  fragrance,  widely 

diffused  perfume. 

Mahat,  an,  ati,  at  (originally  pres.  part,  of  rt.  I. 
mah,  but  making  in  nom.  sing.  du.  pi.  mahan,  ma- 
hdntau,  mahdntas,  ace.  sing.  du.  pi.  mahdntam, 
mahdntau,  mahatas,  inst.  mahatd,  &c.,  see  Gram. 
142  ;  in  Ved.  the  ace.  sing,  mahdm  occurs,  see 
mahd ;  in  ep.  the  crude  or  neut.  form  mahat  is 
sometimes  used  for  the  correct  form  mahdntam;  at 

the  beginning  of  Karma-dharaya  and  Bahu-vrihi  com- 
pounds mahd,  q.  v.,  is  generally  substituted  for  ma- 

hat,  but  in  Tat-purushas  and  a  few  exceptional  cases 
mahat  is  retained),  great,  mighty,  strong,  big,  large, 

huge,  full-grown,  ample,  extensive,  long,  (mahan 
adhvd,  a  long  road ;  mahad  dyus,  long  life ;  ma- 

hati kathd,  a  long  story) ;  far  advanced,  late,  (n»a- 
haty  apardhne,  late  in  the  afternoon) ;  numerous, 
abundant,  much,  many,  (janasya  mahato  madhye, 
in  the  presence  of  many  people) ;  abounding  in 
(sometimes  with  inst.  c.)  ;  rich  in ;  high  (in  price) ; 

gross,  thick,  dense,  (bhutdni  mahdnti,  the  gross 
elements ;  mahat  tamas,  thick  darkness)  ;  loud, 

(mahan  ghoshah,  a  loud  noise) ;  important,  signifi- 
cant, (mahati  vdrtd,  important  news ;  mahat  kar- 

yam,  an  important  affair) ;  high,  lofty,  eminent, 
noble,  (mahat  sthdnam,  a  lofty  position ;  mahat 

kulam,  a  distinguished  family) ;  excellent,  distin- 

guished ;  (an),  m.  (in  the  San-khya  phil.)  '  the  great 
principle,'  the  intellect  (  =  buddhi,  i.e.  the  second 
of  the  twenty-five  Tattvas  produced  from  Pradhana 
or  MOla-prakriti  and  itself  producing  the  third  prin- 

ciple or  Ahan-kara,  being  thus  both  a  Vikriti  and  a 
Prakriti ;  buddhi,  intellect,  is  called  mahat  to  dis- 

tinguish it  from  the  Tattva  manas,  mind,  with 
which  and  with  Ahan-kara  it  is  connected  and  to 

both  of  which  it  is  superior) ;  the  superior  of  a 
monastery;  a  camel;  epithet  of  Rudra  or  of  a 
Rudra ;  (scil.  gatia),  epithet  of  a  class  of  Manes ; 
N.  of  a  Danava ;  N.  of  a  king ;  (atl),  f.  the  egg- 

plant ( =  brihatl) ;  the  seven-stringed  or  (according 
to  some)  hundred-stringed  Vina  or  lute  of  Narada ; 
(at),  n.  greatness,  power,  dominion ;  infinity ;  the 
greater  part,  (mahati  rdtrydh,  Ved.  when  the 
greater  part  of  the  night  is  past) ;  (scil.  tatti'a), 
the  great  intellectual  principle  or  intellect  (the  second 
Tattva  of  the  San-khya  phil.  described  above) ;  sacred 
knowledge ;  (at),  ind.  greatly,  exceedingly,  much, 
very ;  [cf.  Gr.  pty-a-s,  ftdfav,  fify-iffro-s,  f^fya- 
\vv-ai,  ̂ (y-(0-ot,  pa\a,  fw\\ov,  prjitos,  fuutptis, 
natcapfs :  Lat.  may-nu-s,  major,  maximu-s,  ma- 
gis,  magis-ter,  magistra-tus :  Goth,  mik-il-s, 

'  great ;'  mikil-jan  =  ntyaMvftv ;  mais, '  greater ;' 
maist,  'greatest:'  Old  Germ,  mihhil,  mSr^  —  Ma- 
ha-rithi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  =  maharshi  ;  see  Gram. 
38.  h.  —  Mahat-dhabda,  as,  m.  (for  mahat  + 

iabda),  the  word  mahat;  [cf.  mahd-Jabda.'] 
—  Mahat-kalha,  as,  d,  am,  being  the  talk  of  the 

great,  mentioned*by  the  great,  living  in  great  men's 
mouths.  —  Mahat-kanda,  as,  am,  m.  n.,  N.  of  a  sec- 

tion of  the  Atharva-veda  Samhita.  —  Mahat-kshetra, 

as,  a,  am,  occupying  a  wide  district  or  territory.— Ma- 
hat-tatffa,  am,  n.  the  Mahat  or  great  principle,  i.  e. 
Intellect,  (see  above  under  mahat.)  —  Mahat-tama, 

as,  d,  am,  greatest,  mightiest,  most  powerful ;  ex- 
ceedingly great  or  mighty  or  powerful.  —  Mahat- 

tara,  a*,  a,  am,  greater,  mightier,  stronger ;  exceed- 
ingly great  or  mighty  or  strong ;  (as),  m.  the  oldest, 

most  respectable,  principal ;  the  head  or  oldest  man 
of  the  village  ( =  grdma-kuta,  daladhaka) ;  a  man 
of  the  fourth  or  servile  caste,  a  Sndra  (?) ;  a  courtier, 

chamberlain ;  N.  of  a  son  of  KaSyapa  (or  of  Kas- 

yapa) ;  (i),  f.  a  particular  form  of  the  Buddhist 
goddess  Tira.  —  Mahattaraka,  as,  m.  a  courtier, 
chamberlain.  —  Mahat-td,  f.  or  mahat-tva,  am,  n. 

greatness,  magnitude,  majesty,  mightiness,  largeness, 
amplitude,  great  extent,  intensity,  violence,  height, 
high  position,  elevated  station,  high  consideration  or 
estimation,  importance.  —  Mahattva-rahila,  Oi,  d, 

am,  deprived  of  majesty  or  greatness.  —  Mahai-sena, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Mahat-seva,  f.  service  of 

the  great,  homage  (rendered)  to  great  men.  —  Ma- 
hat-sthdna,  am,  n.  a  high  place,  lofty  position  ;  (also 
read  mahd-sthdna.)  —  Mahad-avasa,  as,  m.  a 

great  or  roomy  dwelling.  —  Mahad-dda,  f.  great 
expectation,  high  hope.  —  Mahad-dsdaryam,  ind. 
very  surprising.  —  Maluul-diraya,  as,  d,  am,  de- 

pendent upon  or  attached  to  the  great ;  (as),  m.  the 
protection  of  the  great,  having  recourse  to  the  great, 

taking  refuge  with  great  people.  —  Mahad-guna, 

as,  d,  am,  possessing  the  virtues  of  the  great.  —  Ma- 
hadguna-tva,  am,  n.  the  possession  of  the  virtues 
of  the  great.  —  Mahad-bila  or  mahad-vila,  am, 
n.  the  atmosphere,  ether,  (the  more  correct  form  is 
mahd-bila,  q.  v.)  —  lUahad-bhaya,  am,  n.  a  great 

danger  or  emergency ;  fear  of  great  people.  —  Ma- 
had-bhH,  d.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  &c.,  to  be  great  or 

full.  —  Mahad-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  be- 
come great.  —  Mahad-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  con- 
nected with  the  word  mahat.  —  Mahad^jdruni,  f. 

a  species  of  plant  ( =  mahendra-vdrum).  —  Mahad- 
vyatikrama,  as,  m.  a  great  transgression. 
Mahan,  n.,  Ved.  (used  only  in  the  inst.  sing. 

mahnd),  greatness,  mightiness,  power,  abundance 

(e.g.  in  Rig-veda  V.  33,  10.  mahnd  =  mahat- 
tvena,  with  greatness ;  mahnd  may  sometimes  be 

translated  '  greatly,  mightily,  amply,  powerfully,' 
and  in  VII.  37,  I.  there  is  one  example  of  the 

inst.  pi.,  e.  g.  abhi  somair  mahabhih  prina- 

dhvam,  '  sate  yourselves  amply  with  the  libations,' 
or  according  to  Say.  '  be  satiated  with  the  copious 

libations'). Mahana,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  worshipped,  adorable. 
Mahamya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  honoured,  worthy 

of  honour,  praiseworthy,  illustrious,  glorious.  —  Ma- 
haniya-klrtti,  is,  is,  i,  of  illustrious  fame.  —  Ma- 
haniya-s'dsana,  as,  d,  am,  ruling  a  magnificent 
empire  (Raghu-v.  III.  69). 

Mahanta,  as,  m.  the  superior  of  a  monastery. 
Mahayat,  an,  antl,  at,  making  glad,  &c. ;  (Say.) 

making  great. 

Mahaydyya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  enjoyment ;  venera- tion, honour;  (S%y.=pujd.) 

Mahaye,  dat.  sing,  in  Rig-veda  X.  65,  3,  (ac- 
cording to  some)  =  mahe,  Ved.  inf.  of  rt.  I .  mah,  for 

joy,  for  enjoyment;  (according  to  SSy.  —pujdr- 
thain),  for  honour. 
Mahayya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  enjoyed ;  to  be honoured  (  =pujaniya). 

Mahar,  ind.  (originally  mahas,  q.  v.,  final  s  being 
irregularly  changed  to  r  before  soft  letters),  the 
fourth  of  the  seven  worlds  which  rise  one  above  the 

other,  (coming  between  Svar  and  Janas  and  said 
to  be  one  krore  of  Yojanas  above  the  polar  star ;  it 

is  supposed  to  be  the  abode  of  those  saints  who 
survive  a  destruction  of  the  world,  cf.  loka;  the 

word  mahar  is  sometimes  regarded  as  a  fourth 

Vyahriti,  q.  v.)  —  Mahar-loka,  as,  m.  the  fourth 
of  the  seven  worlds  as  described  above. 

Mahartvij,  maharddhi,  maharshabha,  ma- 
harshi. See  under  mahd,  p.  754,  col.  I. 

Mahas,  as,  n.  pleasure,  enjoyment  (Ved.);  a 
feast,  festival ;  a  sacrifice,  oblation  [cf.  maha,  ma- 
kha,  magha]  ;  a  festive  hymn,  hymn  of  praise ; 
greatness,  might,  power,  strength,  dominion  (Ved.) ; 
abundance,  fulness,  superfluity,  multitude  (Ved.) ; 

light,  ray  of  light,  lustre,  splendor ;  the  fourth  of  the 
seven  worlds,  the  fourth  Vyahriti  (see  mahar  above) ; 

,  water  (according  to  Naigh.  I.  12);  (at), 
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ind.,  Ved.  joyfully,  cheerfully,  willingly,  swiftly, 
quickly,  (but  SSy.  in  most  cases  where  maJias  may 
be  taken  adverbially  treats  it  as  an  adj.  =  mahat)  ; 

[cf.  Zend  masai;  Gr.  /«)/«>«.]  —  Mahas-tva,  am, 
n.  greatness,  mightiness.  —  Mahas-fat,  an,  all,  at, 
giving  pleasure,  causing  enjoyment  ;  great,  mighty  ; 
full  of  light  or  lustre,  glorious,  splendid  ;  (an),  m.,  N. 

of  a  king.  —  Mahas  -rln,  i,  ini,  i,  full  of  light,  bril- 
liant, bright,  lustrous,  glorious,  splendid,  luminous. 

Maltasa,  am,  n.  knowledge  ;  kind,  sort,  manner, 
mode(?). 

Mahd  =  mahat,  great,  &c.  (inVed.  used  in  ace.  sing. 

ma/tiim  =  ma!idntam,e.  g.  Rig-veda  III.  49,1  .  iamii 
mahdm  Indram,  praise  the  great  Indra,  see  also 

Rig-veda  II.  22,  1,  III.  i,  3  ;  in  both  the  earlier  and 
later  language  maha  is  a  substitute  for  mahat,  q.  v., 

at  the  beginning  of  Karma-dharaya  and  Bahu-vrihi 
and  a  few  irregular  compounds  as  follow.)  —  Ma- 

hartvij  ("ha-rif),  k,  m.,  Ved.  '  great  priest,'  epithet 
of  the  four  chief  priests  or  Ritv-ij,  viz.  the  Hotri, 
Udgatri,  Adhvaryu,  and  Brahman  ;  (also  read  ma- 

hatvij.)  —  Maharddhl  ("hd-riddhi),  is,  f.  great 
prosperity  or  affluence,  great  perfection,  supernatural 
power;  (is,  is,  i),  very  perfect;  very  prosperous, 
very  rich,  very  opulent  or  wealthy.  —  Maharddhika 

(°hd-rid°),  as,  a,  am,  possessed  of  great  pros- 
perity, having  great  supernatural  powers.  —  Mahard- 

dhi-priipta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Garudas. 
—  Maharddhi-mat,  on,  atl,  at,  possessing  great 

prosperity,  rich  in  blessings.  —  Maharshabha  (°hd- 
rish°),  as,  m.  a  great  bull.  —  Maharshi  (Jhd-rishi), 
is,  m.  a  great  Rishi,  any  great  sage  or  saint,  (accord- 

ing to  Manu  I.  34.  there  were  ten  Maharshis  created 
by  Manu  Svayambhuva,  whose  names  were  Mallei, 

Atri,   An-giras,    Pu'astya,    Pulaha,   Kratu,  Pracetas, 
Vasishtha,  Bhrigu,  Narada,  who  are  also  called  the 
ten  PrajS-patis;  some  restrict  the  number  of  Ma- 

harshis to  seven,  and  some  add  the  names  of  Daksha, 
Dharma,  Gautama,  Kanva,  Valmiki,  Vyasa,  Manu, 
Vibhandaka,  &c.);  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  of  Buddha; 

a  proper  N.  —  Mahd-kankara,  (with  Buddhists) 
a  particular  high  number.  —  Mahd-kaM/ia,  as,  m. 

*  having  vast  shores,'  the  sea  ;  Varuna,  god  of  the 
sea  ;    a  mountain.  —  Mahd-katitata-irom,   f.   (a 
woman)  having  large  hips  and  buttocks.  —  Mahd- 

kantakini,  f.  '  having  large  thorns,'  the  prickly  pear, 
Cactus  Indicus.  —  Mahdkathaka-tokra  (°hd-ak°), 
am,  n.  epithet  of  a  particular   magical   diagram. 
—  Makd-kanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  tuberous 
plants,  a  sort  of  yam,  garlic  (  =  rdjdluka,  mulaka, 
ddnakya-mulaka,  rakta-laduna,  rdja-paldttdu)  ; 
Hingtsha  Repens.  —  Mahd-kanya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
man;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants.  —  Ulahd- 
kaparda,  as,  m.  a  species  of  shell.  —  Maha-kapdla, 

as,  m.  *  large-headed,'  N.  of  a  Rakshasa;  epithet  of 
one  of  the  attendants  of  Siva.  —  Mahd-leapi,  is,  m. 

'  great  ape/  N.  of  a  king  ;  of  one  of  the  attendants 
of  Siva  ;  one  of  the  thirty-four  incarnations  of  Buddha. 
—  Mahfi-kapittha,  as,  m.  the  tree  jEgle  Marmelos 
(see  bilea).  —  Mahd-kapila-paMardtra,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  work.  —  Mahd-kapota,  as,  m.  a  species  of 

serpent.  —  Mahd-kapola,   as,   m.   '  great-cheeked,' 
N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Siva.  —  Miihd-kambu, 
tts,  MS,  u,  quite  naked,  stark  naked  ;  (us),  m.  epithet 
of  Siva.  —  Mahd-kara,  us,  m.  a  large  hand,  a  large 
revenue  or  rent  ;   N.  of  a  Buddha  ;   (as,  d,  am), 

large-handed  ;  having  a  large  revenue  ;  having  great 
rays.  —  Malia-karaiija,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Kararija 
(  =  kaka-ghni).  —  Mahd-karabha,  (with  Buddhists) 
a  particular  high  number.  —  Maha-karambha,  as, 

m.  a  particular  poisonous  plant.  —  Miiln'i-hii-iin'i. 
ax,  d,  am,  very  compassionate,  exceedingly  pitiful. 
—  afoAoiaruno-fa,    f.    great    compassionateness. 
—  Mnliiikiirii  ,,a-im  iiiliirika,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Bud- 

-r!, i,   „,.,  N.  of  a 
Of 
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-Maha-karnl,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man   MahA- 
karnikdra,  as,  m.  Cathartocarpus  (Cassia)  Fistula. 

—  Malid-karman,  a,  n.  a  great  work;  (a,  a,  a), 
accomplishing  great  works,  doing  mighty  deeds ;  (a), 
m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mahd-kald,  f.  the  night  of 
the  new  moon  or  the  day  of  conjunction  of  sun  and 
moon  (=1.  umd)  when  obsequies  are  performed  to 
the  Manes  of  the  Pitris.  —  Mahd-kalopa,  as,  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  Sakha  or  school ;  (also  wriiten  mahii-kd- 
lopa,  probably  for  mahd-kdliipa.)  —  Mahd-katpit, 
as,  m.  a  great  Kalpa,  a  great  cycle  of  time   [cf. 

kalpd] ;  an  epithet  of  Siva,  (according  to  a  com- 
mentator =  divya-bhu*hana.)  —  Mahd-kalydna, 

am,  n.  a  particular  medicinal  compound  or  mixture ; 

[cf.  Icalyaifoka.']  —  Mahd-kavi,  it,  m.  a  great  poet, 
classical  poet  (as  KSlidSsa,   MSgha,   Bharavi,   Sri- 
harsha ;   cf.  mahd-kdvya) ;    an  epithet  of  Sukra. 
—  M ahd-kdtydyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  disciple  of 
Buddha.  —  Maha-kdnta,  as,  m.  '  very   pleasing, 

greatly  loved,'  an  epithet  of  Siva;  (a),  f.  the  earth. 

—  Mahd-kdya,  as,  d,  am, '  large-bodied,'  of  great 
stature,  tall,  gigantic,  bulky,  stout ;  (as),  m.  an  ele- 

phant ;    epithet  of  Vishnu ;    of  Siva ;   of  a  being 

attending  on  Siva,   (according  to   some  =  nandi, 
q.  v.) ;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Garudas ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 

one  of  the  Mains  attending  on  Skanda.  —  Mahd- 

kdya-s"irodhara,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  large  body 
and  neck.  —  Mahdkdra  (°hd-dk°),  as,  a,  am, '  large- 
formed,'  great,   extensive.  —  Mahd-kdrttiki,  f.  the 
night  of  full  moon  in  the  month  KSrttika,  when  the 
moon  is  in  the  constellation  Rohim.  —  Mahd-kdla, 
as,  m.  a  form  of  Siva,  an  epithet  of  Siva  in  his 

character  of  the  destroying  deity  (being  then  repre- 
sented of  a  black  colour  and  of  more  or  less  terrific 

aspect) ;  a  sacred  spot  consecrated  to  this  form  of  the 

god ;  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants,  (according  to 
some  =  nandi) ;    an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;    N.  of  a 
teacher ;  N.  of  a  species  of  gourd  or  plant  of  the 
cucurbitaceous  order  with  an  exterior  resembling  an 

orange  but  with  a  pulp  like  cow-dung  (Trichosanthes 
Palmata,  Cucumis  Colocynthus) ;  the  mango  tree  (?) ; 
(with  Jainas)  one  of  the  nine  treasures ;  (i),  f.  a 
form  or  epithet  of  DurgS  in  her  terrific  form ;  N.  of 

one  of  Durga's  attendants ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  one 
of  the  sixteen  Vidyadevls ;  of  a  goddess  who  exe- 

cutes the  commands  of  the  fifth  Arhat  of  the  present 

Ava-sarpinl ;    (am),  n.,    N.    of  a   Lin-ga  or  place 
sacred  to  Siva  in  UjjayinT.  —  Mahdkdla-tantra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Mahdkdla-pura,  am,,  n. 

'  Mahikala's  city,'  Ujjayim.  —  Mahakdlaveya  or 
maltdkdleta,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Sakha  or  school. 
—  Mahakala-samhita,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Mahd- 
kdli-mata,  am,  n.;  N.  of  a  Tantra  work.  —  3/aAo- 
kdli-yantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  magical 
diagram.  —  Mahd-kdleya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

—  Mahakalcs'vara  ("la-is"0),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga 
at  Ujjayin!;  [cf.  nuihd-kdla.]  —  Mahd-kalopa,  as, 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school ;  [cf.  maha-kalopa.]  —  Mahd- 
kiifya,  am,  n.  a  great  or  classical  poem  (applied  as 
a  distinguishing  title  to  six  chief  artificial  poems,  viz. 

the  Raghu-vans'a,  Kumara-sambhava,  and   Megha- 
duta  by  KSlidasa,  the  Sisupala-badha   by  Magha, 
the  KiratarjunTya  by  Bharavi,  and  the  Naishadhiya 

or  Naishadha-&rita  by  Sr!-harsha  ;  according  to  some 
the  Bhatti-kavya  is  also  a  Maha-kavya).  —  Maha- 

kdxa,  as,  m.  (probably)  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Miihd- 
kddi,  (.,  N.  of  the  tutelary  goddess  of  the  Mataihga- 
jas.  —  Maha-kdtyapa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  disciple  of 

Buddha.  —  l\Iahd-k~ita-parvata,  fis,  m.,   N.  of  a 
mountain  in  Gandha-madana.  —  Mahd-kunda,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Siva.  —  tlahd- 
kumdra,,  as,  m.  the  eldest  son  of  a  reigning  king, 

an    hereditary  prince.  —  Ma/ifi-kitmudd,    f.  =  ku- 
mudd,   Gmelina    Arborea.  —  jlliihd-kumbhi,   f.  = 

kuml>hl  =  katphala,  a  species  of  plant.  —  Mahd- 
kuta.,  am,  n.  a  great  family,  nnble  family ;  ((is,  d, 

am),  being  of  a  great  family,  sprung  from  a  noble 
family,  of  noble  birth  or  descent,  high-born,  noble. 
— •  Mahd-kulina,  as,  d,  am,  sprung  from  a  great 

or  noble  family,  nobly  born,  aristocratic.  —  Mahd- 

kulma-td,  f.  noble  birth.  —  Mahdkulotpnnna  (°la- 
uf),  or  mahiikulndlhin-a  (°la-url°),  as,  d,  am, 
sprung  from  a  great  or  noble  family.  —  Mahd-kufa, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Cakra-vartin.  —  Mahd-kushtha,  am, 

n.  '  great  cutaneous  eruption,'  N.  of  seven  forms  of 
cutaneous  eruption.  —  Mahd-kupa,  as,  m.  a  deep 

well.  —  Mahd-kiirma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  jl/o- 
hd-kuln,  as,  d,  am,  having  high  banks  or  lofty 

shores ;  (according  to  x>me=mahd-kula*),  of  high 
birth.  —  Malia-krifihra,  am,  n.  great  pain,  great 

penance,  (used  as  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  in  Maha-bh. 
Santi-p.  12864.)  —  Maha-kritya-parimala,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  magical  spell  or  incantation  ( = 

tnanu). ~ Mahd-krithiiw,  as,  m.  'very  black,'  a 
species  of  serpent.  —  Mahd-ketti,  us,  m. '  having  a 
great  banner,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mahd-kes"a,  as,  i, 
am,  having  thick  or  strong  hair;  (as),  m.  epithet 

of  Siva.  —  Mahd-kofa,  as,  m.  a  large  sheath  or  case ; 
(as,  d,  am),  having  a  large  sheath  or  case ;  (as), 
m.  epithet  of  Siva  (as  having  a  large  scrotum)  ;  (i), 

f.,  N.  of  a  river ;  of  the  tutelary  goddess  of  the 

Matan-ga-jas ;  (also  read  mahd-kdsi.)  —  Mahd-koia- 
phald,  f.  a  species  of  gourd  (  =  deva-dali).  —  Mahd- 
kottdtakl,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  hatti-ghoshd). 
—  Mahd-kaushitaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  work  ; 

(incorrectly    mahd-kaushitaki.)  —  Mahd-kaush- 
thila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  disciple  of  Buddha.  —  Mahd- 
kratu,  us,  m.  a  great  sacrifice  (such  as  the  R3ja- 
suya  and  the  AsVa-medha ;  cf.  mahd-yajna).  —  Ma- 

hd-krama,  as,  m.  'wide-striding,'  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —  Mahd-krodha,  as,  a,  am,  excessively 

angry,  very  wrathful;    (as),  m.  epithet   of  Siva. 
^Mahdksha  (°hd-ak°)t  as,  i,  am,  *  large-eyed/ 

having  great  eyes ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Ma- 
hd-kshatrapa,   as,    m.   a   great   satrap.  —  Mahd- 
kshdra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  natron.  —  Mahd-kshira, 
as,  m.  sugar-cane.  —  Mahd-kshobhya,  (with  Bud- 

dhists) a  particular  high  number.  —  Mahd-kharva, 
as,  am,   m.  n.  a   high   number,  ten  billions  (?). 
—  Mahd-khahala,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Sakha  or 
school ;  (also  read  mahd-khallava.)  —  Mahd-khdta, 

as,  d,  am,  having  a  large  ditch  or  moat.  —  Malta- 
khyita,  as,  d,  am,  greatly  renowned,  very  famous. 
—  Maha-ga,    as,    d,    am  (I),  great,    prosperous. 

—  Mahd-yangd,  f.  the  great  Gan-ga,  N.  of  a  river. 
—  Mahd-gaja,  as,  m.  a  great  elephant ;  one  of  the 
elephants  that  support  the  earth ;   [cf.  dik-karinJ] 
—  Mahd-gana,  as,  m.  a  great  multitude,  a  great 
crowd ;  (as),  m.  pi.  great  hosts ;  a  great  corporate 

body.  —  Maha-ganapati,  is,  or  mahd-ganaSa  (°na- 
is"a),  as,  m.  '  great  leader  of  the  troops  (of  Siva's 

attendants),'  N.  of  Ganes"a  or  a  form  of  Ganes"a. 
—  Maha-gati,  (with  Buddhists)  a  particular  high 

number.  — •  I .  mahu gada  (°Aa-aj7°),  as,  m. '  great 
antidote,' a  kind  of  medicinal  compound.  —  2.  mahd- 
gada,  as,  m.  great  sickness,  severe  illness,  fever. 
—  3.  mahd-gada,  as,  d,  am,  armed  with  a  great 
club.  —  Muhd-gandha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  strong 
odour.smelling  strongly,  exceedingly  fragrant;  (os),m. 

a  kind  of  cane  growing  near  water  (  —jai(t-vetasa)  ', 
Wrightia  Antidysenterica ;    (a),  f.  Uraria  Lagopo- 
dioides ;  =  kevikd-puxhpa  ;    epithet  of  CamundS  ; 
(am),  n.  a  kind  of  sandal-wood  (  =  hnri-fandana); 
myrrh.  —  Ulahn-gaya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  'having  a  great 
house,'  epithet  of  Agni ;  (Say.  =mahadbhir  devd- 
dibhir  abhigantneijah  or  malidnti  yajiia-grihani 

yasya.)  —  Mahd-yarta,  as,   m.   epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Mu/iii-garbha,  as,  m.  a  great  womb,  large  in- 

terior, great  source  of  generation  ;  epithet  of  Siva  ; 

(as,  d,  am),  having  a  large  womb,  whose  womb  is 
great ;   having  a  large  interior ;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
Danava.  —  Maha-tjala,   as,  a,  am,    long-necked, 
thick-necked.  —  Mahd-gava,  as,  m.  Bos  Gavaeus. 
—  Mahd-giri,  is,  m.  a  great  mountain;   N.  of  a 
Danava ;    (with  Jainas)   N.  of  one  of  the  Da5a- 

purvins.  —  Matid-ylia,  o*p,  m.  '  a  great  singer,'  epi- 
thet of  Siva.  —  Mahii-guna,  as,  m.  a  chief  quality 

or  property,  cardinal  virtue,  great  excellency;  (a», 

d,  am),  possessing  great  excellencies,  distinguished  ; 
efficient,   efficacious ;    (a-s),  m.,   N.   of  a  teacher. 

—  Mahdguna-tva,  am,  n.  the  possession  of  great 
properties  or  virtues,  great  excellence.  —  Mahd-guru, 
•us,  m.  a  very  venerable  person.  —  Mahd-gidmd,  f. 
a  species  of  plant  ( =  soma-valll).  —  M a hd-guha, 
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at,  m.  z  species  of  parasitical  worm ;  (a),  f.  the 

plant  Hemionitis  Cordifolia.  —  Maha-grishti,  is,  f. 
a  cow  with  a  large  hump.  —  Mahd-godhuma,  as,  m. 
large  wheat,  a  particular  kind  of  wheat.  —  Mahd- 
gauri,  f.  one  of  the  nine  forms  of  Durga ;  N.  of  a 
river.  —  Mahii-granthika,  as,  a,  am,  (in  medicine) 

forming  great  knots.  —  Mahd-graha,  as,  m.  '  the 
great  planet/  an  epithet  of  Rahu.  —  Mahd-grdma, 
as,  m.  a  great  multitude  (Ved.) ;  a  great  village ; 
N.  of  the  ancient  capital  of  Ceylon  (said  to  be  the 

Maa-fpa/i/tov  of  Ptolemy  and  the  modern  M3gama). 

—  Mahd-yriva,  as,  d,  am,  'long-necked,'  having  a 
long  neck  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva ;  a  camel ;  N. 

of  one  of  Siva's  attendants;    (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people.—  Malid-grlvin,  I,  m.  'long-necked,'  a 
camel.  —  Maltd-ghata,  as,  m.  a  great  pitcher ;  a 

proper  N.  —  Mahd-yhasa,  as,  m.  *  great  eater,'  N. 
of  one  of  Siva's  attendants.  —  Mahd-ghilza,  as,  d, 
am,  abounding  with  grass  or  fodder ;  (as),  m.  = 
mahato  mahatyd  vd  ghdsah,  PSn.  VI.  3,  46, 

Varttika  I.  —  Mahil-ghurnd,  {.  ardent  spirits,  spiri- 
tuous liquor.  —  Mahd-ghrita,  am,  n.  ghee  kept  a 

long  time  (used  for  medicinal  purposes).  —  Mahd- 
ghora,  as,  d,  am,  very  terrible  or  formidable,  very 
horrible ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  hell.  —  Mahd-ghosha, 
as,  m.  a  loud  noise ;  (as,  a,  am),  making  a  loud 

noise,  loud-sounding,   noisy;    (a),   f.  a  species  of 
plant  ( =  karltata-iringi  —  tringi) ;  gum  olibanum 
tree,  Boswellia  Thurifera ;  (am),  n.  a  market,  fair. 

••  Mahdflhotlta-svara-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi- 

sattva.  —  Mahdghoshdnugd  (°sha-an°),  f.,  N.  of  a 
particular  Tantra  detiy.  —  Mahaghoshedrara  (°sha- 
14°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Yakshas.  —  Ma- 
hanga  (°Aa-a»°),  as,  I,  am,  Marge-bodied,  large- 
limbed,'  having  a  great  body  or  limbs,  bulky,  big ; 
(as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva ;  a  camel ;  a  kind  of  rat 
(  =  makd-mushika) ;     Asteracantha     Longifolia, 
Plumbago  Zeylanica.  —  Mahd-fakra,  am,  n.  a  great 

wheel;  (as),  m.  'having  a  great  wheel  or  circle,' 
N.  of  a  Danava.  —  Mahd-takra-pravcs'a-jAdna- 
mudra,    f.   epithet   of  a    particular    MudrS,   q.  v. 

—  Mahd-fakravarti-ta,  f.  the   rank   of  a  great 
Cakra-vartin  or  universal  monarch.  —  Maka-fakra- 
vartin,  i,  m.  a  great  emperor  or  universal  monarch. 
—  Mahd-faTcravdda  or  mahd-dakravdla,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  mythical  mountain.  —  M ahd-dandu,  us,  f.  a 
species  of  culinary  plant.  ~  Mahd-fanda,  as,  m.  a 

very  violent  or  passionate  man  ;  N.  of  one  of  Yama's 
two  servants ;  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants ;  (a),  f. 
epithet  of  Camunda.  —  Mahd-daturuka,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  jackal  (in  the  Panca-tantra).  —  Makd-6apala, 
{.  a  kind  of  AryS  metre.  —  Sfahu-fomii,  us,  f.  a 
large  army,  a  great  battalion.  —  Mahd-<?ampd,  f.,  N. 
of  a  country  or  kingdom.  —  Maha-faryd,   f.  the 
great  course  of  life  (applied  to  the  life  of  a  Bodhi- 

sattva).  —  Mahailala   (°ha-ai!°),  as,   m.   a   great 
mountain.  —  Mahdfdrya  (°hd-d<!°),  as,  m.  '  the 
great  teacher,"  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mahd-ditta,  see 
Gana  Sutan-gamadi  to  Pin.  IV.  2,  80;  (a),  f.,  N. 
of  an  Apsaras.  —  MahaiHt-tra,  am,  a.  (fr.  mahd  + 
5.  <!it),  the  state  of  great  thoughtfulness  or  intelli- 

gence (>).  —  Mahd-(!itrapdtala,  a  species  of  plant. 
—  Mahii-dina,  as,  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  Great 
China.  —  Maha-dunda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
mendicant.  —  Mahd-dudd,   f.,    N.   of  one  of  the 

Mains  attending  on  Skanda.  —  Mahd-dhada,  as, 
m.  Lipeocercis  Serrata.  —  Mahd-dhdya,  as,  m.  the 
Indian  fig-tree.  —  Mahd-dhidrd,  f.  a  species  of  plant 
(  =  mak<i-medd).—  i.  mahdja  (^hd-aja),  as,  m.  a 
large  he-goat.  —  2.  mahd-ja,  as,  d,  am,  high-born, 
nobly  born,  aristocratic,  noble.  —  Mahd-jatd,  f.  a 
great  braid  or  coil  of  hair,  the  matted  or  twisted  hair 

of  Rudra  or  Siva ;  (as),  m.  '  wearing  a  great  braid 
or  coil  of  matted  hair,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mahd- 
jatru,  us,  us,  u,  having  a  great  collar-bone ;  (us), 

m.  epithet  of  S'm.  —  Mahd-jana,  as,  m.  a  great 
multitude  of  men,  the  populace,  (mahajane,  in  the 
presence  of  a  great  number  of  men,  in   public) ; 
a  great  or  eminent  man,  great  persons;  the  chief  or 
head  of  a  trade  or  caste ;  a  merchant,  banker,  trades- 

man ;  [cf.  mdhdjdnika.']  —  Mahdjaniya,  as,  d,  am, 

mercantile,  commercial,  —  mahdn  jano  yasya,  see 
Pan.  V.  I,  9,  VSrttika  lo.  —  Mahd-jambu,  us,  or 

mahd-jambu,  us,  f.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  vrihat- 
phald).  —  Mahd-jambha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of 
Siva's  attendants.  —  Mahd-jaya,  as,  d,  am,  very 
victorious  (Ved.) ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga ;  (a),  f. 
epithet  of  Durga.  —  Mahd-java,  as,  d,  am,  very 
impetuous,  very  swift,  very  fleet,  exceedingly  rapid ; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda, 
(also  read  mano-java.)  —  Mahd-jdti,  is,  f.  Gsertnera 
Racemosa.  —  Mahd-jdtiya,  as,  d,  am,  rather  large, 
tolerably  big,  moderately  large ;  of  an  excellent  sort 

or  species.  —  Mahd-jdnu,  us,  m.  '  large-kneed,'  N. 
of  a  Brahman  ;  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants.  —  Mahd- 
jdbilla,  as,  m.,  see  Pin.  VI.  2,  ̂ S.  —  Mahd-jdll,  f. 
a  species  of  Ghoshs  with  yellowish  flowers  ( =  rakta- 

kos"dtaki).  —  Mahd-jihva,  as,  m.  'long-tongued,' 
epithet  of  Siva;  N.  of  a  Daitya.  —  Mahd-jndna- 
f/itd,  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  Tantra  deity.  —  Mahd- 
jndna-yuta,  S.  epithet  of  the  goddess  Manasa. 
—  Mahd-jndnin,  I,  m.  a  great  sage  or  soothsayer ; 
epithet  of  Sha.  —  MaJtd-jyaishthi,  f.  epithet  of  a 
night  of  full  moon  coinciding  with  certain  phenomena 
in  the  heavens  in  the   month  Jyaishtha.  —  Mahd- 

jyotishmati,  f.  a  species  of  plant,  (in  Hindi  vadl- 
mdlakangunl.)  •—  Mahd-jyotis,  is,  is,  is,  having 
great  splendor,  very  splendid  or  brilliant ;  (is),  m.  an 

epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mahd-jvdla,  as,  d,  am,  blazing 
or  shining  greatly,  very  brilliant ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet 
of  Siva ;  a  sacrificial  fire ;  N.  of  a  hell ;  (a),  f.  one 

of  the  Vidya-devls  or  goddesses  of  learning  peculiar 

to  the  Jainas  (for  sandstra-m°?)."Mahdnjana 
(°Aa-aH°),  as,  m.  (  —  aiijana),  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  Mahdnji  (°/id-an°),  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  broad 
spots.  —  Mahatam  (°hd-af),  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people.  —  Mahatam  (°hd-af),  f.  a  great  forest. 
—  Mahd-dakara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator. 

—  Mahadhya  (  ha-ddh°),  as,  d,  am,  very  rich, 
very  wealthy  ;  (as),  m.  Nauclea  Cadamba.—  Mahd- 
nagni,  see  mahd-twgrii.  —  Mahd'tattva,  am,  n. 

'  the  great  principle,'  the  intellect  (or  second  of  the 
San-khya  Tattvas,  see  maJiat) ;  (d),  (.,  N.  of  one  of 
Durga's  attendants.  —  Mahd-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a   Saiva   work.  —  Sfahd-tapah-saptami,  f.  '  the 
seventh  (day  in  a  particular  half  month)  of  severe 

penance,'  a  particular  festival.  —  Mahd-tapana,  as, 
m. '  greatly  burning,'  N.  of  a  hell.  —  Mahd-tapas,  as, 
dft,  as,  doing  severe  penance,  performing  great  re- 

ligious austerities,  very  austere,  rigidly  ascetic ;  (as),  m. 
a  great  ascetic ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  N.  of  a  Muni. 

—  Mahii-tamah-prabhd,  f.  'having  thick  darkness 
for  its  light,'  N.  of  the  lowermost  of  the  twenty-one 
Narakas  or  hells  (where  great  darkness  is  the  only  light). 

—  Mahd-tamas,  as,  n.  'gross  (spiritual)  darkness,' 
N.  of  one  of  the  five  degrees  of  A-vidya.—  Maha- 

taru,  us,  m.  '  large  tree,'  Tithymalus  Antiquorum  ; 
Euphorbia  of  various  kinds.  —  Mahd-tala,  am,  n. 

'  very  deep,'  N.  of  the  sixth  of  the  seven  lower  worlds 
or  regions  under  the  earth  inhabited  by  the  NSgas  or 

serpent-demons, &c. ;  see  pdtdlit.—Mahd-tdpas'tlta, 
•nm,  n.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  Sattra.  —  Mahd-tdrd,  (.,  N. 
of  a  Buddhist  goddess.  —  Mahd-tdli,  f.  a  species  of 
plant  (  =  dvftrtakl).  —  Mahd-tiHa,  as,  d,  am,  very 

bitter;  (as),  m.  the  large  Nimb  tree,  Melia  Sem- 
pervirens ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants  ( =  yara-tiktd, 
=p<lthd).  —  Mahd-tiktaka,  as,  d,  am,  extremely 
bitter;  (with  sarpia)  a  particular  medicinal  com- 

pound.— Maha-titibha,  (with  Buddhists)  a  parti- 
cular high  number.  —  Mahd-tithi,  is,  (.  the  great 

lunar  day,  the  sixth  day  of  a  lunation.  —  Maha- 
ttkshna,  as,  d,  am,  exceedingly  sharp  (said  of 
weapons,  perception,  &c.);  very  pungent  (said  of 

flavours);  (d),  f.  the  marking-nut  plant  (see  bh'tl- 
ldtaka).  —  Makd-tUfliti-jAdna-mudrd,  f.  epithet 
of  a  particular  MudrS,  q.  v.  —  Mahd-teja,  as,  d.  am, 
or  mahd-tejas,  as,  as,  as,  having  great  energy  or 
vigour,  very  vigorous,  of  great  splendor,  full  of  fire, 
very  bright ;  (ds),  m.  a  hero,  demigod ;  N.  of  Agni 
or  fire  ;  of  Skanda ;  of  a  warrior ;  of  a  king  of  the 

Garudas ;  (as),  n.  quicksilver,  mercury.  —  Mahiitejo- 
yarbha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  meditation.  —  Maha-taila, 

am,  n.  any  valuable  or  precious  oil,  (or  perhaps)  N. 

of  a  particular  kind  of  oil.  —  Mahdtodya  (°hd-df), 
am,  n.  a  great  drum.  —  Mahdtman  (  hd-dt?),  d,  d, 

a,  '  high-souled,'  magnanimous,  having  a  great  or 
noble  nature,  noble-minded,  high-minded,  lofty- 
minded,  generous,  noble,  highly  gifted ;  eminent, 

distinguished,  mighty,  powerful ;  (d),  m.  the  Su- 
preme Spirit,  great  soul  of  the  universe  ( =  para' 

mdtman);  the  great  principle,  i.e.  Intellect  (  =  maha- 
tattva,  q.v.);  scil.  gana,  N.  of  a  class  of  Manes. 

—  Mahdtma-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  '  high-souled,'  mag- 
nanimous, highly  gifted.  —  Mahdtmya,  as,  d,  am 

(fr.  mahdtman  above),  magnanimous.  —  Mahd- 
tyaya  fhd-af),  as,  m.  great  pain,  great  destruction, 
any  great  evil  or  calamity;    (as,  a,  am),  causing 

great  pain  or  destruction,  very  pernicious.  —  Mahd- 
tydga,  as,  m.  great  liberality  or  generosity ;  (as,  a, 

am),  extremely  liberal,  very  generous.  —  Mahdtydga- 
maya,  as,  i,   am,  consisting  of  great   liberality. 
—  Mahd-tydgin,  I,  ini,  i,  making  great  sacrifices, 
extremely  liberal  or  generous ;    (i),  m.  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Ofahd-trikakud,  t,  or  mahd-trikakubji,  p, 

m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  Stoma.  —  MaJid-tripura-Kundari- 
l-aiiata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  magical  spell  or 
incantation.  —  Mahd-tri&ula,  am,  n.  a  great  trident. 
—  Mahd-danshtra,  as,  d,  am,  having  great  tusks 

or  fangs ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Vidya-dhara ;  of  a  man. 
—  Mahd-danda,  as,  m.  a  great  staff;  a  long  arm ; 
severe  punishment;    (as,  a,  am),  carrying  a  long 

staff;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  servant  or  officer  of  Yama. 
—  Mahd-danta,  as,  m.  a  great  tooth,  especially 
the  tusk  of  an  elephant ;  (as,  d,  am),  having  large 
teeth  or  tusks  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva ;  an  elephant 
with  large  tusks.  —  Mahd-damatra,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  work.  —  Mahd-dambha,  as,   d,  am,   practising 

great  deceit,  very  deceitful ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Mahd-daridra,  as,  a,  am,  extremely  poor. 

—  Makd-dai!d,  f.  the  influence  of  a  predominant 
planet.  —  Mahd-ddna,  am,  n.  a  great  gift,  epithet  of 
certain  valuable  gifts  or  the  giving  of  different  kinds 
of  valuable  presents  to  the  priests  (sixteen  such  gifts 
are  particularly  enumerated)  ;  (as,  d,  am),  accom- 

panied by  valuable  presents  (said  of  a  sacrifice  &c.). 

—  Mahd-ddru,  u,  a.  (=  deva-ddru),  Pinus  Deo- 
dora,  the  Deodar  tree.  —  Mahddi-katabht,  f.  a 

species  of  plant  (= dveta-kinihi ;  also  read  mahdli- 
katal>hi),  —  Mahd-divdkirtya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Sriman.  —  Mahd-dundu,  us,  m.  a  great  military 
drum;  (also  read mahd-dvandva.)*~Maha-durga, 
as,  a,  am,  very  difficult  to  be  crossed ;  (am),  n.  a 
great  calamity  or  danger.  —  Mahd-duta(?),  N.  of 
a  Buddhist  Sutra  work.  —  Mahd-dushaka,  as,  m.  a 

species  of  grain.  —  Mahd-driti,  is,  m.  a  great  leather 

bag  or  pouch.  —  Mahd-deva,  as,  m.  'the  great 
deity,'  especially  as  an  epithet  of  Rudra  or  Siva  (the 
third  deity  of  the  Hindu  triad) ;  epithet  of  Vishnu ; 
N.  of  various  persons  ;   of  the  father  of  the  poet 

Jaya-deva ;  of  a  commentator  on  the  Nyaya-siddhanta- 
muktSval! ;  of  the  son  of  Mukunda  (author  of  the 

Atmatva-jati-vic'ara  and  SsdriSya-vada)  ;  of  a  son  of 
Somanatha,  a  commentator  on  the  Hiranya-kesi- 

kalpa-sutra;  of  a  poet;  of  a  mountain;  (i),  f. 'the 
great  goddess,'  especially  as  an  epithet  of  DurgS  or 
Parvati,  the  wife   of  Siva ;    N.  of  Dakshayam  in 

Sala-grama  ;  epithet  of  Lakshm!  the  wife  of  Vishnu  ; 
the  first  wife  of  a  king ;  N.  of  various  women ;  (am), 

n.t  N.  of  a  Tantra;    [cf.  diva-tantra.]  —  Mtthd- 
dcra-tantra,  am,  n.  the  Maha-deva  Tantra.  —  Ma- 

hddeva-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  dignity  of '  the  great 
deity.'— 3/tahddeva-paiidita  and  mahddeva-bliatta 
and  inahddeva-bhatta-dinakara  and  mahddeva- 
vddindra  and  muhddeva-sarasvati,  N.  of  certain 
learned  men  and  authors.  —  Mahddei'ii-pura,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  city.  —  Mahddeua-mani,  is,  m.  a  species 
of  plant.  —  Mahdderl-tva,  am,  n.  the  rank  of  first 
wife  of  a  king.  —  Mahudevtya,  as,  d,  am,  belong- 

ing to  or  composed  by  Maha-deva.  —  Mahd-daitya, 

as,  m.  '  the  great  Daitya,'  N.  of  a  Daitya  in  the 
Manv-antara  of  Bhautya  ;  of  the  grandfather  of  the 
second    Candra-gupta.  —  Malid-dairgha-tamasa, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Mahadbhuta  (°/ta-ad°), 
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as,  d,  am,  very  wonderful  or  marvellous;  (am),  n., 

Ved.  a  great  marvel. —  3/u/m-ctyw/i,  is,  is,  i,  of 
great  splendor,  supremely  glorious,  very  bright  or 
radiant.  —  Maha-dyota,f.,  N.  of  a  particular  Tantra 
goddess.  —  Mahd-drdvaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  medi- 

cinal compound ;  [cf.  draraka.~]  —  Miihd-ilruma, 
as,  m.  a  great  tree,  Ficus  Religiwa ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Bhavya.  —  Mahd-drond  or  mahd-droni,  f.  a  species 
of  plant.  —  Mahd-dvandva,  see  mahd-dundu. 
—  Mahd-dcara,  am,  n.  a  great  door  or  gate,  the 

outer  gate  of  a  temple,  &c.  —  Mafid-dhana,  am,  n. 
great  spoil  or  booty  (taken  in  battle,  Ved.) ;  a  great 
contest,  great  battle  (Ved.) ;  great  wealth  or  riches ; 
agriculture,  husbandry;  (01,  d,  am),  costing  much 
money,  very  costly  or  precious,  sumptuous,  expensive, 
valuable ;  having  much  money,  rich,  wealthy ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  man;   (am),  n.  anything  costly  or 
precious ;  gold ;  incense ;  costly  raiment,  rich  apparel. 
—  Mahd-dhana-pati,  is,  m.  a  very  rich  man ;  [cf. 
dhana-pati.]  —  Mahd-dhanur-dhara,  as,  or  ma- 
hd-dhanushmat,  an,  m.  a  great  archer  or  bowman. 
-•Mahd-dhanus,  its,  us,  us,  having  a  great  bow, 
a  great  archer;  (us),  m.  epithet  of  Sm.  —  Mahd- 
dharma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  of  the  Kinnaras. 
—  Mahd-<lhdtu,  us,  m.  'the  great  metal,  the  great 

element,'  gold ;   lymph ;   epithet  of  Siva ;  =  meru- 
parvata,  q.v.  —  Mahddhipati  (?hd-adh°),  is,  f., 
N.  of  a  particular  Tantra  deity.  —  Mahd-dhi,  is,  is, 
i,  having  a  great   understanding.  —  Mahd-dhura, 
see  Pin.  V.  4,  74.  —  Mahd-dhriti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 

king.  —  Mahd-dhvani,  is,  m.  'loud-voiced,  making 
a  loud  noise,'  N.  of  a  DSnava.  —  Mahddhvanika 

(°hd-adh°),  as,   d,   am,  '  who  has  gone  a  long 
journey,'  dead.  —  Mahddhvara  (°Ao-adA°),  as,  m. 
a  great  sacrifice.  -•  Mahd-dhvdna,  as,  m.  a  loud 

sound.  —  Mahdnaka  (°hd-dn°),  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
large  drum.  —  Mahd-nakha,  as,  d,  am,  having  great 
nails  or  claws ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mahd- 
nagara,  am,  n.  a  great  city  or  N.  of  a  city,  see 
Pan.  VI.   2,  89.  —  Mahd-nagna,  as,  m.  (Ved.) 

'quite  naked,'  a  lover,  paramour;    a  great  officer 
of  state,    high  official ;    (i),   f.   (Ved.)  a  mistress, 

(also   read   mahd-nagni.)  —  MaJid-nata,  as,  m. 

'  the  great  actor,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mahd-nada, 
as,  m.  a  great  river  or  stream ;  N.  of  a  river ;  (i), 
f.,  N.  of  a  well-known  river  which  rises  on  the 

south-west  of  Bengal,  and  after  an  eastward  course 
of  520  miles  divides  into  several  branches  at  the 
town  of  Cuttack,  and  falls  by  several  mouths  into 
the  Bay  of  Bengal ;  any  great  river  which  has  a  long 
course ;  N.  of  various  streams ;  epithet  of  the  Ganges. 

—  Mahdnadi-sdgara-satfgama,  as,m.'  confluence 
of  the  Maha-nadi  and  the  ocean,'  N.  of  a  place. 
—  Mahdnana  (°Aa-a»°),  as,  d  or  i,  am,  having  a 
great  mouth  or  face.  —  Mahdnanda  (°hd-dn°),  or 
mahd-nanda,  as,  m.  great  bliss,  the  great  joy  of 
deliverance  from  further  transmigration,  final  eman- 

cipation ;  N.  of  a  disciple  of  Buddha ;  N.  of  a  king ; 
of  a  river ;  (d),  i,  ardent  spirits ;  a  festival  on  the 
ninth  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Magha ; 
N.  of  a  river.  —  Mahdnanda-tva,  am,  n.  the  state 
of  final  emancipation,  supreme  blessedness.  —  Mahd- 
nandi,  is,  m.,   N.   of  a    son    of  Nandivardhana. 

—  Mahd-naraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  twenty- 
one  hells  or  places  of  torment  (see  Manu  IV.  88-90). 
—  Mahd-nala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  reed,  Arundo  Ben- 
galensis.  —  Mahd-navami,  f.  a  festival  on  the  ninth 

day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Asvina  [cf.  Pan. 
I.  2,  43]  ;  the  last  of  the  nine  days  or  nights  dedi- 

cated to  the  worship  of  DurgS,  the  last  day  of  the 
DurgS-pflja.  -  Mahdnasa  (°hd-an°),  am,  n.  a  large 
carriage,  heavy  waggon  or  cart ;  a  kitchen  (in  this 
tense  also  rarely  as,  m.),   cooking  utensils;   (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  (;),  f.  a  cook,  kitchen-maid, 

—  elephants  that  support 
he  world.  -  Mahanir/ahana,  as,  m.  (?),  epithet of  Siva  (Maha-bh.  Anusasana-p.  1339);  °f  a  Sra- 
vaka.  —  Mahd-ndtaka,  am,  n.  a  great  drama,  epi- 

thet especially  of  the  Hanuman-nitaka  (but'  also 

applied  to  the  Bala-r5m5yana).  —  Mahd-iu'idi,  (.  a 
great  tubular  vessel ;  sinew,  tendon.  —  Mahd-ndda, 
as,  m.  a  loud  sound,  loud  cry,  roaring,  bellowing ;  (as, 

d,  am),  loud-sounding,  roaring  or  bellowing  loudly, 
making  a  loud  noise;  (as),  m.  a  great  drum;  a 
muscle,  shell ;  thunder-cloud,  rain-cloud ;  an  elephant ; 
a  lion;  a  camel ;  the  ear;  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a 

Rakshasa;  (a»»),  n.  a  musical  instrument.  —  3ln/nl- 
ndnd-tva,  am,  n.  epithet  of  certain  ceremonial  rules 
or  rubrics.  —  Mahi-nabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Hiranyaksha;  N.  of  another  Danava ;  epithet  of  a 
magical  spell  or  incantation  pronounced  over  weapons. 

—  Mahd-ndman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  relation  of  Sakya- 

muni ;   (mnl),  f.  a  Parisishta  of  the   Sama-veda : 
(mnyas),  f.  pi.,  scil.  rifas,  epithet  of  nine  verses  of 
the  Sima-veda  in  the  Sakvarl  metre  beginning  with 
the  words  Vidd  Maghavan.  —  Mahdndmnika,  as, 

d,  am,  relating  to  the  Mahu-namm  or  Maha-namni 
verses  above.  —  Malidndnmi-vrata,  am,  n.  a  reli- 

gious observance  in  which  the  Maha-iiamn!  verses 
are  recited.  —Mahd-ndrdyana,  as,  m.  'the  great 
NjrSyana,"    Vishnu.  —  Mahd»drdyano]>anisttad 
(°na-up°),  t,  (.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad  of  the  Yajur- 
veda.  —  Mahd-nasa,  as,  d,  am, '  great-nosed,'  hav- 

ing a  great  nose ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mahd- 
nidra,  as,  d,  am,  sleeping  soundly,  fast  asleep, 

sleeping   long ;    (d),    f.  '  the   great   sleep,'    death. 
—  Mahd-nindda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga.  —  Mahd- 
nimba,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  large  Nimb  tree,   Melia 
Sempervirens   (Bukayun).  —  Mahd-niyama,   as, 

m.  'great  vow,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  (in  Maha-bh. 
Santi-p.  12864).  —  Mahd-niyuta,  am,  n.  (with 
Buddhists)   a    particular    high    number.  —  Mahd- 
niraya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  hell ;  [cf.  nir-aya.]  —  Mahd- 
nirashta,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  gelded  bull;  [cf.  nir-axh/a.] 

—  Mahd-nirvdna,  am,  n.  'the  great  NirvSna,'  the 
total  extinction  of  individuality.  —  Mahd-nis,  f.  [cf. 

3.  Mis'],  the  dead  of  night,  midnight  (Manu  IV. 
1 29).  —  Mahd-ni^d,  f.  midnight,  the  dead  of  night, 
the  time  after  midnight  [cf.  rnahd-rdtra] ;  epithet 
of  Durga.  —  Mahd-nifitha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

Jaina  sect.  —  Mahd-nlda,  as,  m. '  very  low  (in  caste),' 
a  washerman,  fuller.  —  Mahd-tiila,  as,  d  or  i,  am, 
dark  blue,  deep  black ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  sapphire 
or  emerald  (=indranila-vUesha) ;  a  kind  of  bdel- 

lium   (  =  guggulu) ;    Verbesina    Scandens,    Eclipta 
Prostrata  (= bhringa-rdja) ;  N.  of  a  Nsga ;  of  a 
mountain ;  (d),  f.  a  species  of  plant,  =  malia-janiliu, ; 
(i),  (.,  N.  of  two  plants  (=nildpardjitd,  vrihan- 
nilf).  —  Mahdnlla-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra. 
••  Mahdnlla-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  or  made 
of  sapphire,  filled  with  sapphires.  —  Mahdnildbhra- 

jdliya  (°la-ab/S),  Nom.  P.  -jdllijati,  &c.,  to  re- semble a  dense  mass  of  black  clouds.  —  Mahdnilo- 

pala  (°la-up°),  as,  m. '  dark-blue  stone,'  a  sapphire. 
•-Mahdnubhdva  (~'hd-an°),  as,  d,  am,  being  in 
high   esteem,    worthy,  mighty,    exalted,    dignified, 
pre-eminent,  just,  virtuous;  (as),  m.  a  gentleman. 
—  Mahdnubhdva-tva,atu,  n.high  esteem,  great  dig- 

nity, worthiness,  mightiness.  —  Mahdnurdga  (°hd- 
an°),  as,  m.  great  love,  excessive  affection.  —  Mahd- 
nritya,  as,  m. '  a  great  dancer,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  M a- 
hd-nctra,  as,  d,  am,  large-eyed,  having  large  eyes ; 
(as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  -.  Mahd-nemi,  is,  m.  a 

crow.  —  Mahdntaka  (°hd-an"J,  as,  m.  'the  great 
finisher,'  death;  epithet  of  Sivz.  —  Mahtlndhakdra 
(*hd-anc),   a-s,  m.   thick    darkness,  gross    spiritual 
darkness.  —  Mahiindhra  (°hd-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
people  and  of  their  country.  —  Ulahdndhralca  (hd- 

an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  VidehS ;  (also  read 
mahldhraka.)  —  Mahd-nt/dya,  as,  m.  a  principal 
rule.  —  Mahd-tiydsa,  N.  of  a  grammatical  commen- 

tary. —  Mahdnvaya  (°hd-an°),  as,  d,  am,  being  of 
noble  family  or  distinguished  lineage.  —  Mahd-pa- 
ksha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  great  party  or  numerous 

adherents  ;  having  a  great  family  ;  (as),  m.  '  great- 
winged,'  a  kind  of  duck  ;  epithet  of  Garuda  ;  (t),  f. 
an  owl.  —  Mahdpayd  (°hd-dp  ),  i.  a  great  river  or 
stream;  N.  of  a  river.  —  Mahd-/>anka,  as,  am,  m. 
n.  deep  mire,  a  great  slough  or  quagmire.  —  Mahd- 
pankti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  metre  of  forty-eight 

syllables.  —  Maltd-pandamiila,  am,  n.  the  five 
great  roots  ;  [cf.  pani'a-mula.]  —  Mahd-panfa- 
visha,  am,  n.  the  five  great  poisons  (viz.  iringi, 
k<'il<i-kiitu,mustaka,vatsa-ndbhu,iia>tkha-karni). 
—  Mahd-pandita,  as,  d,  am,  greatly  learned,  one 
who  is  a  great  scholar ;  (as),  m.  a  great  Pandit  or 

philosopher.  —  Mahd-pattra,  as,  m.  '  having  large 
leaves,'  a  kind  of  pot-herb ;  (d),  f.  a  species  of  plant 
(  =  mali.d-jambu).  —  Malid-patha,  as,  m.  the  prin- 

cipal path  or  road  (to  a  town  or  house),  chief  road, 
high  street  (in  a  city),  high  road,  main  road,  high- 

way ;  epithet  of  Siva ;  the  long  journey,  the  passage 
into  the  next  world,  the  way  of  all  flesh,  (maltd- 
patham  yd,  to  go  the  long  journey,  to  die)  ;  the 
long  pilgrimage  to  the  shrine  of  Siva   on  mount 
Kedara  or  the  same  pilgrimage  performed  in  spirit 
(i.  e.  deep  absorption  into  Siva)  ;  the  knowledge  of 
the  essence  of  Siva  acquired  in  this  pilgrimage ;  the 

mountain-tops  from  which  the  faithful  throw  them- 
selves to  obtain  a  speedier  entrance  into  heaven ;  N. 

of  the  book  which  treats  of  the  above  subjects ;  N. 

of  a  hell ;  (am),  n.  =  brahma-randhra,  q.  v.  —  Ma- 
hdpatha-gama,  as,  m.  or  mahd-gamana,  am,  n. 

1  going  the  great  or  universal  way,'  going  the  way  of 
all  flesh,  dying.  — •  Mahdpathika,  as,  m.  one  who 
goes  the  great  pilgrimage,  (such  a  man  is  reckoned 
in  Maha-bh.  Santi-p.  2874  among  the  Brahmana- 
candjlas.)  —  MaJid-pada,  a  word  of  doubtful  mean- 

ing in  Rig-veda  X.  73,  i.—Malid-pada-pankti, 

is,'f.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  metre  of  thirty-one  syllables. 
—  Mahd-padma,  am,  n.  a  white  lotus,  the  figure 
or  form  of  a  large  or  white  lotus ;  N.  of  a  city  on 
the  right  bank  of  the  Ganges ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one 
of  the  nine  treasures  of  Kuvera  ;  (with  Jainas)  N.  of 

a  particular  treasure  inhabited  by  a  Naga ;  N.  of  one 
of  the  eight  treasures  connected  with  the  PadminI 
magical  art;  a  particular  high  number  (=100,000 
Padmas,  variously  reckoned  at  one  hundred  thousand 
millions,  one  million  of  millions,  or  one  hundred 
billions ;  in  this  sense  also  am,  n.)  ;  N.  of  a  hell ; 

a  kind  of  serpent ;  N.  of  a  Naga  or  serpent-demon 
dwelling  in  the  Maha-padma  treasure  above ;  N.  of 
the  southernmost  of  the  elephants  that  support  the 

world ;  epithet  of  Nanda  [cf.  mahdpadma-pati] ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Nanda ;  a  Kinnara  or  attendant  on 

Kuvera.  —  Mahdpadma-patt,  is,  m.  epithet   of 
Nanda.  —  Mahdpadma-saras,    as,    or    mahd- 

padma-salila,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  lake.  —  Mahd- 
padya,  am,  n.  a  great  or  classical  verse ;  [cf.  mu/nl- 

kdvya.~\  —  Maltdpadi/a-shatka,  am,  n.  six  classical verses  in  praise  of  king  Bhoja  (ascribed  to  KalidSsa). 

—  Mahd-panthaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  disciple   of 
Buddha.  —  Mahd-pardkrama,   as,   d,  am,  very 

brave,  of  great  prowess ;    [cf.  mahd-vlrya-pard- 

krama.~\  —  Mtihd-pardhna,  as,  m. '  mid-afternoon,' 
a  late  hour  in  the  afternoon ;  [cf.  mahd-nis'd,  tnahd- 
rdtra.^  —  Mahd-parinindna,  title  of  a  Buddhist 
Sutra.  —  Mahd-pavitra,  as,  d,  am,  greatly  purifying, 

greatly  protecting  against  unfavourable   influences  ; 
(as),  m.  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Maha-paiu,  us,  m. 
large  cattle.  —  Mahd-pdlala,   a  species  of  plant. 
—  Mahd-pdta,  as,  m.  a  long  flight;  (as,  d,  am), 

far-flying  (said  of  an  arrow).  —  Mahd*j>dtaka,  am, 
n.  a  great  crime  or  sin,  a  crime  of  the   highest 
degree  (five  such  are  enumerated  in  Manu  XI.  54, 
viz.  killing  a  Brahman,  drinking  intoxicating  liquors, 
theft,  committing  adultery  with  the  wife  of  a  spiritual 
teacher,  and  associating  with  any  one  guilty  of  these 
crimes) ;    any  great  crime  or  heinous  sin,  a  great 
transgression.  —  Mahdpdtakin,  i,  ini,  i,  guilty  of 
one  of  the  five  great  crimes,  a  great  criminal  or  one 
guilty  of  heinous  sin.  —  Mahd-pdtra,  as,  m.  a  prime 

minister;   [cf.  pdtra."]  —  Mtihd-pdda,  as,  d,  am, 
'  large-footed,'  having  large  feet ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Mahd-pdna,  am,  n.  a  costly  beverage,  ex- 

pensive drink.  —  Mahd-pdpa,  am,  n.  a  great  crime 
(see  mahd-pdtaka).  —  Mahd-pdpman,  d,   d,  a, 

doing  much  evil,  very  wicked,  very  hurtful.  —  Ma- 
hd-pdranika,   as,  m.,  N.    of  a  disciple  of  Bud- 

dha. —  Mahu-pdrushaka,     a    species    of    plant. 

—  Mahd-pdrcvata,  am,  n.  a  species  of  fruit  tree 
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(=i'rihat-pdrevata,svarna-parevata,Iiinftvada- 
pdrevala).  —  Haha-parfva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava ; 
of  a  Rakshasa.  —  Sfaha-fala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

—  Mahd-pds'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  officer  of  Yama ; 
of  a  Naga.  —  Mahd-pds"upata,  as,  m.  a  great  or 
zealous  worshipper  of  Siva  Palu-pali,  (mahd-pds'u,- 
patam  1'ratam,  the  great  vow  connected  with  the 
worship  of  Siva.)  —  Mahdpdsaka,  as,  m.  a  Buddhist 
lay-brother,  (incorrect  for  mahopdsaka.)  —  Mahd- 
pindltaru,  us,  m.  a  species  of  tree  ( =pindl-taru, 
Hindi  pedird).  —  Malid-pilu,  us,  m.  a  species  of  tree 
( =  vri/iat-pilu).  —  Mahapilu-pati,is,  m.  epithet  of 
Indra  (?),  see  Ujjvala-datta  on  Unadi-s.  I.  38.  —  Ma- 
hd-puns,  man,  m.  (perhaps)  N.  of  a  mountain,  see 
Maha-bh.  Bhlshma-p.  427.  —  Mahd-puma,  as,  m. 
a  great  man.  —  Mahd-punya,  as,  a,  am,  very  good 
or  pure  or  holy ;    (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  sacred    river. 

—  Mahd-putra,  as,  m.  a  grandson (?),  see  Gana 

Sutan-gamadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80  ;  [cf.  mdhdputri.'] 
—  Mahd-pura,  am,  n.  a  great  stronghold  or  fortress ; 
N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place ;  (i),  f.  a  great  fortress 
or  city.  —  Mahd-purdna,  am,  n.  a  great  Purana. 
—  Mahd-purusha,  as,  m.   a  great  man,  eminent 
personage,  great  saint  or  sage,  great  ascetic ;  epithet 
of  five  great  personages  or  rulers  born  under  certain 
constellations ;  the  great  soul,  the  Supreme  Spirit ; 
epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Mahdpurueha-ta,  f.  the  state 
or  condition  of  a  Maha-purusha.  —  Mahd-purusha- 
dantd,  f.  Asparagus  Racemosus.  —  Malid-purusha- 
dantikd,  f.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  mahd-satdi-arl ; 
cf.  pii,rusha-dantikd).  —  Mahdpuruska-mdyd,  f., 
N.   of  a   particular  formula   or    magical   sentence. 

—  Mahd-pushpa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  worm  ;  (a),  f. 
Clitoria  Ternatea  (  =  a-pardjitd).  —  Mahd-pujd,  f. 
great  honour,  great  and  solemn  worship  on  extra- 

ordinary occasions ;  a  particular  religious  ceremony. 

—  Mahd-pdta,  as,  d,  am,  exceedingly  pure.  —  Ma- 
hd-pHrusha  =  mahd-purusha,  q.  v.  —  Mahd-pur- 
na,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Garudas.  —  Ma/id- 
prishtha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  great  or  broad  back ; 
{as),  m.  a  camel;  (am),  n.  epithet  of  six  Anuvakas 
in  the  fourth  Ashtaka  of  the  Rig-veda  used  at  the 
As  va-medha  sacrifice. —Mahd-prishlha-yala-skan- 
dha,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  large  back  and  neck  and 
shoulders.  —  Mahd-paingya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Vedic 
text.  —  Mahd-pailhmasi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
—  Mahd-potayala,  as,  m.  a  species  of  large  rush 
or  reed.  —  Mahd-pralidfa,  as,  m.  title  of  a  medical 

work ;    [cf.   bhdva-prakds'a.i  —  Mahd-prajdpali, 
is,  m. '  great  lord  of  creatures,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ; 
(I),  f.,  N.  of  Sakya-muni's  aunt  and  foster-mother 
(the  first  woman  who  embraced  the  doctrines  of 

Buddha).  —  Ma/M-prajdvatl,  f.  =  mahd-prajdpatl. 
—  Mahd-prajiid-pdramita-sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  Sutra  work.  —  Mahd-prandda,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Cakravartin.  —  Mahd-pratdpa,  as,  d,  am,  very 
dignified  or  majestic,  very  puissant.  —  Mahd-prati- 
bhdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Mahd-pra- 
tlhdra,  as,  m.  a  chief  door-keeper,  superior  porter. 
••  Mahd-praddna,  am,  n.  a  great  gift.  —  Mahd- 
pradlpa,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mahd-prapan<<a, 
as,  m.  the  great  universe  or  visible  world.  -•  Mahd- 
prabha,  as,  d,  am,  shining  brightly,  exceedingly 
brilliant ;  (as),  m.  lamp-light,  the  light  of  a  lamp ; 
(d),  f.  great  brightness.  —  Mahdprabhd-manrlala- 
vyulia-jiidna-mudi'd,    f.    epithet   of    a   particular 
Mudra,  q.  v.  —  Mahd-prabhdva,  as,  d,  am,  exceed- 

ingly mighty  or  powerful.  —  Mahd-prabhu,  us,  m. 
a  great  master,  mighty  lord ;  a  king,  prince  ;  a  very 
holy  man  or  great  saint ;  a  chief ;  epithet  of  Indra ; 

of  Siva;  of  Vishnu.  —  Mahdprabha-tva,  am,   n. 
the  dignity  of  a  mighty  \md.-Mahd-pralaya,  as, 
m.  the  total  annihilation  of  the  universe  at  the  end 

of  a  Kalpa,  an  entire  dissolution  and  destruction  of 
all  things  after  a  period  commensurate  with  the  life 
of  Brahma,  when  the  seven  Lokas  and  their  inha- 

bitants together  with  all  the  sainls,  gods,  and  Brahma 
himself  are  annihilated ;    N.  of  a  Hindi  poem  by 

Jagaj-jlvana-dasa.  —  Mahd-pravriddha,  as,  d,  am, 
of  lofty  growth,  see  Pan.  VI.  2,  38.  -  M ahd-pra- 
sada,  as,  m.  a  great  favour  or  kindness;  a  great 

present  (of  food  Sec.  distributed  among  the  persons 
present  at  the  worship  of  an  idol) ;  (as,  d,  am) 
exceedingly  gracious,  of  great  kindness,  very  kind 

—  Mahd-prasuta,  a  particular  high  number.  —  Ma- 
hd-prasthdna,   am,  n.  setting  out  on  the  greal 
journey,  departing  this   life,  dying.  —  Mahd-praa- 
thdiia-parvan  or  mahd-prastluinika-parvan,  a, 
n.,  N.  of  the  seventeenth  book  of  the  Maha-bharata. 

—  Mahd-prdjtla,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  very  wise,  ex- 
ceedingly clever  or  intelligent.  —  Mahd-prdna,  at 

m.  the  hard   breathing  or  aspirate  (heard  in  the 
utterance  of  the  aspirated  letters  kh,  yh,  dh,  jh,  th, 

dh,  th,  dli,  ph,  bh,  s",  sh,  s,  h,  and,  according  to some,  of  Anusvara    proper,  Visarga,   Jihvamuliya, 
and  Upadhmaniya) ;  great  spirit  or  power ;  (as,  d, 
am),  pronounced  with  the  hard  breathing  or  aspirate 

(as  the  above  letters) ;  the  letter  h;  (as),  m. 'making 
a  harsh  breathing  or  cry,'  a  raven  ;  [cf,  alpa-prdna, 

mdhdprdna.~\  **  Mahdprdsthdnika,    as,  I,  am, 
relating  to  the  great  journey  or  departure  from  life, 

relating  to  death.  —  Mahd-priti-vega-sambhava- 
mudrd,   f.   epithet   of   a   particular    Mudra,   q.  v. 

—  Mahd-pr'tti-harshd,  {.,  N.  of  a  particular  Tantra 
deity.  —  Mahd^plava,  as,  m.  a  great  flood.  —  Mahd- 
phanaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Nlga.  —  Mahd-phala, 
am,  n.  great  fruit;  great  reward ;  (as,  d,  am),  very 
fruitful,  bearing  much  fruit ;  bringing  a  rich  reward  ; 
(as),  m.  j92gle  Marmelos ;  (d),  f.  a  bitter  gourd ;  a 
kind  of  spear.  —  Mahd^phetkdrlya,  N.  of  a  book. 
—  Ma/td-phend,   f.  cuttle-fish  bone,    Ossa  Sepiae. 
—  M ahd-banij,  k,  m.  a  great  merchant.  —  Malta- 
bandha,  as,  m.  a  peculiar  posture  of  the  hands  or 

feet  (in  Yogz).  —  Mahd~bandhyd,  f.  a  female  en- 
tirely barren.  —  Mahd-babhru,  us,  m.  a  kind  of 

animal  living  in  holes.  —  Malid-bala,  as,  d,  am, 
exceedingly  strong,  very  powerful  or  mighty ;  (as), 
m.  wind,  storm;  a  Buddha;  scil.  tjana,  epithet  of  a 

class  of  Manes ;  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants  (?) ; 
of  an  Indra  in  the   Manv-antara  of  Tamasa  and 

Raucya ;  of  a  Naga ;  of  a  king  and  various  other 
persons ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending 
on  Skanda  ;    a  species  of  plant,  =  bald,  ati-bald  ; 
(am),  n.  lead ;  a  particular  high  number ;  N.  of  a 

Lin-ga  (  =  gokarnes~a-linga;  cf.  mahdbales'vara). 
—  MahSbula-s'akya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Ma- 
hdbala-sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  Sutra  work. 
—  Mahdbaldksha,  a  particular  high  number.  —  Ma- 
hd-bali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  giant  Bali.  —  Mahdba- 
leivara  (°fa-i6<°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva ;  (am),  n.  (  = 
mahd-bala),  a   particular  high  number.  —  Mahd- 
bddha,  as,  d,  am,  causing  great  pain,  very  painful. 
—  Mahd-bdrhata,   as,    i,   am,  Ved.,  fr.  ma/id- 
bril<ati.  «•  Mahd-bdhu,   us,  us,  u,   long-armed, 

strong-armed,  powerful   [cf.  dirgha-bahu'] ;   (us), 
m.  epithet  of  Vishnu;   N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of 
Dhrita-rashtra ;  of  a  Danava  ;  of  a  Rakshasa.  —  Ma- 
lid-bimbara  =  mahd-vimbara,  q.  v.  —  Mahd-bila, 
am,   n.   the  atmosphere,  ether;    a  water-jar;    the 

heart,  the  mind ;  a  cave,  a  hole ;  [cf.  maAao"-6i7a.] 
—  Mahd-bija  =  mahd^vlja,  q.  v.  —  Mahd-bljya  = 
ma/id-vijya,   q.  v.  —  Mahd-buddha,   as,   m.  the 
great  Buddha.  —  Mahd-buddhi,   is,   is,  i,   having 
great  understanding,  extremely  clever,  very  sensible  ; 
(is),  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura ;  of  a  man  mentioned  in 

Katha-sarit-sagara  CXV1II.  44.  —  Malw.-biu.lhna, 

as,  d,  am,  Ved. '  large-based,'  having  a  wide  bottom 
or  base  (said  of  a  mountain).  -  Mahd-brihati,  f. 

the  egg-plant,  Solanum  Melongena ;  (Ved.)  a  kind 
of  metre,  or  four  padas  of  eight  and  one  of  twelve 

syllables.  —  Mahd-bodhi,  is,  m.  the   great  intelli- 
gence of  a  Buddha ;  a  Buddha ;  a  particular  incar- 
nation of  Buddha.  —  Mahdbodhi-sanghdrdma,  as, 

m.,  N.   of  a  Buddhist  monastery.  —  Mahdbodhy- 
attffauati,   f.,    N.    of  a    particular   Tantra   deity. 
—  Mahd-brahma,  as,  or  malid-brakman,  d,  m.  a 
"real  Brahman ;   the  great  Brahman,  the  Supreme 
Spirit,  God ;  (as  or  anas),  m.  pi.  (with  Buddhists) 
a  class  of  gods.  —  Mahd-brdhmana,  as,  m.  a  great 
Brahman  ;  a  priest  who  officiates  at  a  Sraddha  or 
funeral  ceremony  in  honour  of  deceased  ancestors 

(  =  nindita-brahman,  'a  contemptible  Brahman,' 

because  this  title  is  applied  contemptuously  in  Bengal 
to  a  low  caste  Brahman  who  officiates  at  funeral  rites 

and  is  the  first  feasted  after  the  period  of  mourning  ; 

it  is  also  applied  to  a  Brahman  who  performs  reli- 
gious   ceremonies   for   Sudras   and    mixed   castes) ; 

(ani),  n. '  the  great  Brahmana,'  epithet  of  the  Paric"a- vinsa-Brahmana.  —  Mahd-bhata,  as,  m.  a    great 

warrior ;  N.  of  a  Kshatriya  ;  of  a  Danava.  —  Itlahd- 
Wtadra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain ;  (a),  f.  Gmelina 

Arborea ;    epithet   of  the   Gan-ga ;    N.  of  a  lake. 
—  Mahd-bhaya,  am,  n.  great  danger  or  peril ;  (as), 
m.  Great  Danger  personified  as  a  son  of  Adharma 
by  Nirriti  [cf.  bliaija]  ;  (as,  d,  am),  accompanied 

with  great  danger  or  peril ;  very  dangerous  or  for- 
midable. —  Mahd-bhaya,  as,  d,  am,  one  to  whom 

a  great  portion  or  lot  has  fallen,  highly  fortunate  or 
blessed,   very  prosperous ;    eminent  in  the  highest 
degree,  illustrious,  highly  distinguished ;  virtuous  in 
a  high  degree,   pure,  holy ;    (as),  m.  great   luck, 
happiness,  prosperity ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  DSkshayani  in 
Mahalaya.  —  Mahdbhdga-td,  f.   or  maJidbhdga- 
tva,  am,  n.  high  excellence,  great  good  fortune  or 
happiness,  great  prosperity,  exalted  station  or  merit ; 

the  possessing  of  the  eight  cardinal  virtues.  —  Mahd- 
bhdgavata,  as,  m.  a  great  worshipper  of  Bhagavat ; 
(am),  n.  the  great  Bhagavata  Pur2na ;    N.  of  an 
Upa-Purana.  —  Mahd-bhayin,  I,  ini,  i,  exceedingly 
fortunate.  —  Mahd-lthdyya,  am,  n.  great  luck  or 
happiness,  extreme  good  fortune,  high  excellence, 
exalted  position.  —  Mahd-bhdnda,  am,  n.  a  great 
vessel.  —  Maha-bhdra,  as,  m.  a  great  weight  or 
burden,  heavy  load.  —  Mahd-bhdrata,  am,  n.  (with 

yuddha  or  dkkyana  or  some  similar  neuter  substan- 
tive expressed  or  understood),  '  the  great  war  of 

the  Bharatas'  or '  the  great  narrative  of  the  war  of  the 
Bharatas,'  N.    of  the    great   epic   poem   in  about 
215,000   lines    describing  the    acts,   rivalries,   and 
contests  of  the  sons  of  the  two   brothers   Dhrita- 
rashtra  and  Pandu,  descendants  of  Kuru  and  Bharata, 
who  were  of  the  lunar  line  of  kings  reigning  in 

the  neighbourhood  of  Hastina-pura,  (the  poem  con- 
sists of  eighteen  books  and  the  supplement  called 

Hari-vansa,  the  whole  being  attributed  to  the  sage 
Vyasa,  who  was  son  of  SatyavatI  and  father  of  Dhrila- 
rashtra  and  Pandu  by  the  widows  of  his  brother 

Vicitra-vlrya  ;  in  the  San-graha-parvan  266,  the  word 
mahd-bhdrata  is  said  to  be  derived  from  mahd- 

bhdra,  '  great  weight,'  and  a  form  mahd-bhdrata, 
as,  m.  is  also  given;  cf.  Pan.  VI.  2,  38.)  —  Mahd- 
bhdrata-tdtparya-nirnaya,  title  of  a  work.  —  Ma- 
hdbhdrata-darpana,  as,  m.  title  of  a  work.  —  Ma- 
hdbhdrata-yuddha,  am,  n.  the  great  war  of  the 
Bharatas.  —  Mahdbhdrata-vydkhydna,    am,    n. 
title  of  a  woik.  —  Mahd-bkdratika,  as,  m.  (per- 

haps) one  who  knows  the  Maha-bh5rata.  —  Mahd- 

bltdshya,  am,  n.  (contracted  for  vydkarana-m°), 
'  the  great  (grammatical)  commentary,'  N.  of  Patan- 
iali's  great  commentary  on  the  grammatical  Sutras  of 
Pamni.  —  Mahdbhdshya-dipikd,   {.,  N.   of  Bhar- 
tri-hari's  exposition  of  the  Maha-bhashya.  —  Mahd- 

bhdshya-pradlpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Kaiyata's  exposi- tion of  the  above  Maha-bhashya.  —  Mahd-bhdsura, 
as,  d,  am,  extremely  brilliant;   (as),  m.  epithet 

of  Vishnu.  —  Mahd-b/tikshu,  us,  m. '  the  great  men- 
dicant,' an  epithet  of  Sakya-muni.  —  Mahdbhijana 

°hd-abh°),  as,  m.  high  or  noble  lineage  or  race, 
noble  descent.  —  Mahdbhijana-jdta,  as,  d,  am, 

sprung  from  a  noble  race  or  family,  of  noble  birth 

ir  descent.  —  dlahdbhijiid-jiidndbhibhu  (°hd-abh°, 
°na-abh°),  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Malidbhi- 
dna  (°hd-abh°),  as,  m.  great  self-conceit,  great 

wide,  arrogance.  —  Mahdbhisliava  (°hd-abh°),  as, 
m.  the  great  extraction  or  distillation  of  Soma.  —  Ma- 

hdb/tisheka  (°hd-abh/),  as,  m.  solemn  unction ;  N. 
of  the  fourteenth  Lambaka  in  the  Katha-sarit-sagara. 

Mahdbhixyandin  (°/id-abh°),  I,  ini,  i,  generating 
jreat  moisture.  —  Mahd-bhtta,  as,  d,  am,  greatly 
errified,  very  timid,  pusillanimous,  cowardly  ;  (d), 

'.  a  sort  of  sensitive  plant,  Mimosa  Pudica.  —  Mahd- 
bhiti,  is,  f.  great  terror,  great  danger  or  distress. 

—  Mahd-bhlma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Siva's 
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attendants;  epithet  of  Sjntanu;  [cf.  mahd-btilsh- 

ma.]  —  M<(hd-bhim,  us,  m.  'very  timid,"  a  sort  of 
beetle  or  fly  found  in  cow-dung.  —  Mahd-b/iisha- 
naka,  as,  a  or  ika,  am,  causing  great  distress, 
exceedingly  fearful.  —  Mahd-bhtfkma,  as,  m.= 
mahd-bUima,  q.  v.  —  Malia-liliuja,  as,  H,  am. 
long-armed,  having  long  arms,  strong-armed, 
powerful.  —  Mahd-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  being  great, 
great ;  (as),  m.  a  great  creature  or  being,  (xthdvard 

jangama&'a  MoMMfitJi*,  great  objects  both  sta- 
tionary and  movable) ;  (am),  n.  a  great  element, 

primary  element  (of  which  five  are  reckoned,  viz. 
ether,  air,  fire,  water,  earth  ;  cf.  Manu  I.  6) ;  a  gross 
element  (in  phil.  as  distinguished  from  a  subtile 
element  or  Tan-m5tra,  q.  v.).  —  Mahdbhuta-rihata- 
fldna,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  religious  gift.  —  jl/K/i/i- 
bltumi,  it,  (.  a  great  country.  —  Maha-lhiishana, 
am,  n.  a  costly  ornament.  —  Makd-bltringa,  as,  m. 
a  species  of  Verbesina  with  blue  flowers  (  =  nlla- 
bhringa-rdja).  —  Mahd-bheri-kd  rail  a,N.  of  a  Bud- 

dhist Sutra  work.  —  Makd-bhairava,  as,  m.  a  form 

of  Siva  or  Bhairava ;  'N.  of  a  Liifga  ;  (as,  f,  am), related  to  or  connected  with  Maha-bhairava.  —  Ma- 

hdbhairava-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.— i.ma- 

hd-bhoga,  as,  m.  [cf.  i.  bhoga],  a  great  curve  or 
coil,  great  hood  (of  a  snake),  great  winding ;  (as,  a, 
am),  having  great  windings  or  coils,  having  a  great 

hood;  (as),  m.  a  serpent.— 2.  mahdbhogn  (°hd- 
abh°),  as,  a,  am,  having  a  wide  girth  (as  a  tree) ; 
having  a  large  compass  or  circumference.  —  3.  maka- 
bhoga,  as,  m.  great  enjoyment ;  (as,  a,  am),  caus- 

ing or  possessing  great  enjoyment ;  (a),  f.  an  epithet 

of  Durgi.— I.  mahdbhoga-i'Ot,  an,  ail,  at,  or 
mahd-bhogin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  a  large  hood. 
—  2.  mahdbhoga-rat,  an,  all,  at,  having  great 
enjoyments.  —  Mahd-bkoja,  as,  m.  a  great  monarch ; 

N.  of  a  king.  ••  Maha-bhota  or  mahdbhota-des'a, 
as,  m.  Great  Tibet.  —  Mahd-bhauma,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  king.  —  Mahdbhra  (°hd-abh°),  am,  n.  a  great 
or  dense  cloud.  —  Mahd-maklia,  as,  m.  a  great 
sacrifice,  principal  sacrifice  (see  mahd-yajna),  —  Ma- 
Jta-manjushaka,   as,   m.    epithet   of  a   particular 
celestial  flower.  —  Mahd-mani,  is,  m.  a  costly  gem, 
precious  jewel  (as  the  diamond,  ruby,  &c.) ;  epithet 
of  Siva.  —  Ma hd-maniduda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  N3ga 
or  serpent-demon.  —  Mahd-mandala,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  king.  —  Mahd-mandalil:a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  NSga. 

—  Mahd-manduka,  as,  m. '  large  frog,'  a  species  of 
frog  (described  as pite-manrfu&a).— Mahd-mata,as, 
a,  am,  highly  esteemed  or  honoured.  —  Mahd-mati, 
is,  is,  i,  great-minded,  magnanimous,  high-minded, 
clever ;  (is),  m.  the  planet  Jupiter ;  N.  of  a  king  of 

the  Yakshas;  of  a  Bodhi-sattva ;   (is),  1.,  N.  of  a 
woman  (wife  of  KarunSkara  and  mother  of  Padma- 
nabha) ;  (i),  f.  epithet  of  a  particular  lunar  day  per- 

sonified as  a  daughter  of  An-giras.  —  Mahd-matta, 
as,  a,  am,  being  in  strong  or  violent  rut  (as  an 

elephant).  —  Mahd-matsya,  as,  m.  a  large  fish,  sea- 
monster.—  Mahd-mada,  as,  m.  great  pride  or  in- 

toxication ;  the  strong  or  violent  rut  (of  an  elephant), 
strong  passion ;    (an,  a,  am),   greatly  intoxicated, 
being  in  strong  or  violent  rut ;  (as),  m.  an  elephant 
in  rut,  an  elephant.  —  Maha-manas,  as,  as,  as,  or 
mahdmanaska,  as,  a,  am,  great-minded,    high- 
minded,  magnanimous,  liberal,  munificent ;  proud- 
minded,  proud,  haughty ;  (as),  m.  a  fabulous  animal, 

=  s'nrabha,  q.  v.  [cf.  manas-mn]  ;  N.  of  a  king. 
-  Mn/iii-mani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king ;   (probably 
incorrect  for  mahd-mati  or  maha-mani.)  —  l\faln~i- 
manimhya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  -  M ahd-mantra, 
n*,  m.  any  very  sacred  or  efficacious  text  (of  the 
Veda  &c.) ;  a  great  spell,  efficacious  charm.- Malia- 

intninusnrini  (°ra-an°),  f.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist ^•  —  Miiha-mtmtrin,  t,  m.  a  chief  counsellor 
prime    mi-iUtcr ;    a  great   statesman  or  politician. -M"  "'••'.  ">,  m.  a  species  of  plant 
_JfoM-«ayM,  f,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  goddess; 
[cf.  maha-mayuri.]  -  Maha-tnarakata,  as,  m. 
a  great  emerald ;  (a*,  a,  am),  adorned  with  great emeralds;  (also  read  mahd-mdrakata.)  -  Mahd- 
malaya-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  seven  pagodas 

hewn  out  of  the  rocks  near  Madras. —  I. 

iituliii,  as,  m.  a  great  festival.  —  2.  mahdmaTia,  as, 
it,  am  (probably  an  old  intensive  form),  very  mighty, 
of  great  might,  Ved. ;  greatest  of  the  great,  very 

wealthy  ;  greatly  to  be  worshipped,  S5y.  =  atiia- 
yena  sarraih  pnjaiiiya  or  mahd-dhana  or  ma- 
hatam  apt  makat ;  (a),  f.  epithet  of  a  con- 

stellation ;  [cf.  the  similar  forms  ghandghana,  pa- 
tdpata,  raddvada^  —  Mnhd-mahas,  ami,  n.  pi. 
great  lights  or  glories.  —  Mahdmahima-tva,  am, 
n.  excessive  greatness.  —  Malid-maMman,  d,  m. 
excessive  greatness,  true  greatness ;  (d,  n,  a),  very 
great,  extremely  great,  truly  great,  high  and  mighty. 
—  M'thd-mahivrata,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.   exercising 

great  power,  very  powerful   and  effective,  accom- 
plishing great  and  mighty  acts ;  (S5y.  =  mahaniya- 

tiali  n-karman.)  —  Mahd-mahes'oardyatana  (°ra- 
dy°),  am,  n.  a  particular  region  of  the  gods.  —  Mahd- 
mahopddhydya  ("hd-up"),  as,  m.  a  very  great 
preceptor,  very  venerable  teacher.  —  Maha-mdnsa, 
am,  n.  costly  meat,  epithet  of  various  kinds  of  meat 

and  especially  of  human  flesh.  —  Mahdmdnsa-vi- 
kraya,  as,  m.  selling  human  fiesh.  —  Mahdmdtya 

(Ohd-am0),  as,  m.  the  prime  minister  of  a  king. 
—  Mahd-mdtra,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  great  in  measure, 
great,  the  greatest,  best,  most  excellent ;  (as),  m.  a 
man  of  high  rank  or  great  substance,  prime  minister, 
great  officer  of  state,  high  official,  counsellor,  general, 

&c. ;    an  elephant-driver  or  keeper  (  —  Hindustani 
mahdwat) ;  a  superintendent  of  elephants ;  (?),  f.  a 

spiritual  teacher's  wife,  wife  of  a  prime  minister  or 
high  official,  great  lady.  —  Maha-mdnasikd,  f.  (with 
Jainas)  N.  of  one  of  the  sixteen  Vidya-devTs.  -•  Ma- 
hi-mdnasi,  f.    a  goddess  peculiar  to  the  Jainas. 
•-  Matid-mdnin,    i,   ini,   i,   exceedingly   proud. 
—  Mahd-mdya,  as,  d,  am,  having  great  deceit  or 
illusion,  practising  great  illusion  or  deceit,  very  illusory ; 
(as),  m.  epithet  of  Vishnu ;   of  Siva ;   N.  of  an 
Asura ;    of  a  VidyS-dhara ;    (d),  (.  great  deceit  or 
illusion,  worldly  illusion,  the  divine  power  of  illusion 
(which  makes  the  material  universe  appear  as   if 
really  existing  and    renders    it   cognizable    by  the 
senses),  the  Great  Illusion  (the  illusory  nature  of 
worldly  objects  personified  and  identified  with  DurgS) ; 
N.  of  a  wife  of  Suddhodana.  —  Mahdmdyd-dhara, 
as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Mahdmdyd-tom- 

bara  or  mahdmdyd-s'ambara'tantra,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  Tantra.  —  Mahd-mdyuri,  f.  (with  Buddhists) 
one  of  the  five  tutelary  goddesses ;   [cf.  mahd-ma- 

yuri.']  —  Mahdmdyun-stotra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  col- lection of  Stotras.  —  Mahd-mdraJcata,  as,  d,  am, 
richly  adorned  with  emeralds ;  [cf.  mahd-marakata.] 

—  Mahd-mdri,  f.  •  the  great  destroying   goddess,' 
an  epithet  of  Durg3  ;  a  great  pestilence  or  mortality, 
the  cholera ;  [cf.  man.]  —  Malid-mdrga,  as,  m.  a 
great  road,  main  street,  high  street,  high  road ;  [cf. 

mahd-patha^  —  Mahd-mdla,  as,  d,  am,  wearing 
a  great  garland  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Malid- 
mdlikd,  f.  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times  v  u  v  u  o  \j 
—  u  — ,  v  —  w  —  u  — .  ••  Mahd-mnsha,  as,  m.  a 

species  of  large  bean   (  =  rdja-mds)ta).  —  MaJul- 

mdhes"mra,  as,  m.  a  great  worshipper  of  Mahesvara 
(Siva).  —  Mahd-mina,  ax,  m.  a  kind  of  fish.  —  Ma- 
hd-mul;lia,  am,  n.  a  great  mouth,  the  great  embou- 

chure of  a  river ;  (as,  i,  am),  large-mouthed,  having 
a  large  mouth  (said  of  Siva) ;  having  a  great  em- 

bouchure ;  (as),  m.  a  crocodile ;  N.  of  a  man  (per- 
haps a  brother  of  Ksheman-kara).  —  Maha-mudi- 

linda,  a  species  of  plant.  —  AIahd-miu!iliniia-par- 
vata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  fabulous  mountain. 
—  ]\[iili(i-rtttiut!(inikd  or  maltd-miindi,  f.  a  species 

of  plant  (  =  mahd-s'rdminh<l).  —  Malia-mu.drd,  f. 
a  particular  posture  or  position  of  the  hands  or  feet 
(in  the  practice  of  Yoga,  q. v.);  a  particular  high 

number.  —  Ma lid-mum,  is,  m.   a   great   Muni  or 
sage ;  N.  of  Vy5sa ;  epithet  of  Buddha  ;  of  Agastya ; 
of  a  Jina  ;  the  coriander  plant ;  (i),  n.  any  medicinal 
herb  or  drug;  coriander  seed.  —  Mahd-mudha,  as, 
d,  am,  very  foolish  or  infatuated,  a  great  simpleton. 

—  Mahd-milrliha,  as,  m.  a  great  fool.  —  Mahd- 
miirti,  is,  is,  i,  large-formed,  great-bodied,  having 

maha-yana. 

a  vast  body;  (!•<),  m.  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Maha- 
•miifddhun,  d,  d,  a,  great-headed,  large-headed, 
having  a  huge  head ;  (a),  m.  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Mtihd-mida,  am,  n.  a  large  root,  large  or  full- 
grown  radish  (opposed  to  bdla-mula,  q. v.);  (as), 
m.   a   species   of  large   onion   ( =  rdja-paldndu). 
—  Mahd-mii/ya,   as,   5,   am,    high-priced,   very 
costly  or  precious,  highly  valuable ;  (as),  m.  a  ruby. 
—  Mahd-mu-tkaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  large  mouse 
or  rat.  —  Mahd-mriga,  as,  m.  a  large  animal  (espe- 

cially any  large    forest   animal    usually   chased    by 
hunters,    as   a    boar,    buffalo,    &c.) ;    an    elephant. 
—  Mahd-mrity/i,  us,  m.  great  death,  chief  death; 

epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mahdmrityuii-jaya,  as,m.'  con- 

quering great  death,'  epithet  of  a  particular  sacred  text 
addressed  to  Siva,  (also  mahdmrityunjuya-manlra.) 

—  Mahd-mridka,  am,  n.  a  great  battle.  —  Mahd- 
megha,  as,  m.  a  great  cloud,  dense  cloud  ;  an  epithet 
of  Siva ;   N.  of  a  man ;   (also  read  megha-rega.) 

—  Mahdmeglia-nh'dsin,  i,  m.  '  dwelling  in  thick 
clouds,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mahdmegha-svana  or 
mahdmegha-nibha-mana,  as,  d,  am,  sounding 
like  immense  thunder-clouds.  —  Makdmeghaugha- 

nirghosha  (°gha-ogh°),  as,  a,  am,  sounding  like  a 
multitude  of  large  thunder-clouds.  —  Mahd-meda, 
as,  m.  the  coral  tree,  Erythrina  Indica ;  a  species  of 
medicinal  plant   ( =  purodbhava ;   there   is  also  a 
form  mahd-medd).  —  Mahd-medha,  as,  m.  a  great 

sacrifice  ( =  as'rti-medha).  —  Mahd-med/id,  f. '  great 
intellect,  the  great  intelligence,'  epithet  of  DurgS. 
—  Mahd-meru,  us,  m.  the  great  Meru.  —  Mahd- 
maitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha ;    (i),  f.  great 

friendship,    excessive    attachment.  —  Malidmaitri- 
samddhi,  is,  m.  (with  Buddhists)  epithet  of  a  par- 

ticular kind  of  devotion.  —  Mahd-moha,  as,  m. 
great  confusion  or  infatuation  of  mind ;  (a),  f.  an 
epithet  of  Durga.  —  Maha-mohana,  as,  i,  am,  very 

confusing,  extremely  bewildering,  causing  great  in- 
fatuation. —  Mahd-wiaudgalydyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  disciple  of  Buddha.  —  Mahdmbuka  (°hd-am°), 
as,  m.  (perhaps  for  mahdmbuda),  an  epithet  of 

Siva ;    [cf.   mahd-mcghaJ]  —  Mahdmbuja   (°hd- 
am°),  am,  n.  a  particular  high  number,  a  billion. 
—  Mahdmla  (°hd-am°),  as,  d,  am,  very  acid,  ex- 

ceedingly sour ;    (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  Indian 
tamarind ;   acid  seasoning.  —  Makd-yaksha,  as,  m. 

a  great  Yaksha,  a  chief  of  the  Yakshas  [cf.  yaksha- 
pati]  ;  N.  of  a  servant  of  the  second  Arhat  of  the 
present  Ava-sarpini ;  (di),  m.  pi.  a  class  of  Buddhist 

deities ;    (I),  f.  a  great  female  Yaksha.  —  Maha- 
i/akslia-senapatt,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  Tantra 
deity.  —  Mahd-yajna,  as,  m.  a  great  sacrifice  or 
offering,  a  principal  act  of  devotion,  (of  these  great 
religious  offerings  or  devotional  acts  there  were  five, 
according  to  Manu  III.  69-71,  viz.  brahma-yajna, 

tlern-yajna,pitri-yajna,manushya-yajiia,b/ruta- 
yajna,  q.q.  v.v.,  or  devotional  acts  having  reference 
severally  to  the  Veda,  the  gods,  the  Manes  of  ances- 

tors, men,  and  all  created  beings);    an  epithet  of 

Vishnu.  —  MaJiayajAa-bhdga-hara,  as,  m. '  receiv- 

ing a  share  of  the  great  sacrifice,'  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
—  Mttltd-yaiitrd,  ant,  n.  a  great  machine,  great 
mechanical  work  (as  a  lock,  dike,  &c.).  —  Mahd- 

yantra-praeartana,  am,  n.  the  engaging  in  or 
erecting    great   mechanical    works    (such    as   dikes, 
bridges,  &c.).—  Maltd-yama,  as,  m.  the  mighty 
Yama.  —  Malid-yamaka,  am,  n.  a  verse  in  which 
all  four  Padas  contain  words  with  exactly  the  same 
sounds,  but  different  senses  (e.g.  KiratSrjunlya  XV. 

52,  where  VikdxamlyurjagatlKamdrgandh  is  re- 
peated four  times  with  different  significations).  —  3Ia- 

hd-yaitas,  as,  as,  as,  or  mahdyataska,  as,  d,  am, 

very  glorious,  very  famous  or  illustrious,  renowned, 
celebrated ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  fourth  Arhat  of  the 
past  UlsarpinI ;  N.  of  a  learned  man ;  (ds),  f.,  N. 

of  one  of  the  MStris  attending  on  Skanda.  —  Mahd- 

yasa  (°hd-ay°),  as,  d,  am,  having  much  iron  (as 
an  arrow),  having  a  large  iron  point  (  =  mahd-pka- 
laka).  —  Maha-ydtrd,  f.  a  great  pilgrimage,   the 
pilgrimage  to  KasI  or  Benares ;  N.  of  a  work  upon 

omens.  —  Mahd-ydna,  am,  n.  'the  great  vehicle' 



mahayana-deva. 
mahd-vakya. 

759 (opposed  to  hSna-ydna),  epithet  of  a  later  system 
of  Buddhist  teaching  promulgated  by  Nagarjuna,  and 

treated  of  in  the  Maha-yana-sutras ;  (as),  m. '  having 

a  great  chariot,'  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Vidya-dharas. 
•-  Mahayana-deva,  as,  m.  an  honorary  title  of 
Hiouen-thsang.  —  Mahayana-parigrahaka,  as,  m. 
a  follower  of  the  Maha-yana  doctrines.  —  Mahdydna- 

prabhasa,N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Mahdydna-yoga- 
dastra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Mahdydna-san- 
graha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work ;  (also  called  ma/id- 

yana-samparigraha-s'dstra.)  —  Mahdydna-sTitra, 
am,  n.  '  a  Sutra  serving  as  a  great  vehicle,'  epithet 
of  several  Buddhist  Sutras.  —  Mahd-ydma,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Mahd-ydmya,  as,  m.  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu.  —  Mahd-yuya,  am,  n.  a  great  Yuga  or 
Yuga  of  the  gods  (  =  four  Yugas  of  mortals  or  the 
aggregate  of  the  Krita,  Treta,  Dvapara,  and  Kali  Yugas 
=  4,3  2O.&OO  years  of  mortals  ;  a  day  and  a  night  of 
Brahma  comprise  2000  Maha-yugas).—  Mahayuta, 

a  particular  high  number.  —  Mahdyudha  (°hd-dy°), 
as1,  d,  am,  having  £reat  or  strong  weapons ;  (as),  m. 
epithet  of  Siva.  —  Maha-yogin,  i,  m.  a  great  Yogin ; 
N.  of  Vishnu ;  of  Siva ;  a  cock.  —  Maha-yogedvara 

(°ga-id°),  as,  m.  a  great  master  of  the  Yoga  system. 
—  UTahd-yeni,  is,  f.  excessive  dilation  of  the  female 
organ.  —  Mahd-yaudhdjaya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
—  Mahd-raksJtas, as,n.  a  great  Rakshasa.  —  Malid- 
.rakshd,  f.  (with  Buddhists)  a  great  tutelary  goddess, 
(five  in  number,  viz.  Maha-pratisar3  or  PratisarS, 
Maba-mayuri   or  Maha-mayurl,   Maha-sahasra-pra- 

mardani  or  -pramardinT,  Maha-s'Ttavati  or  -s'etavatl, 
and   Maha-mantranusa'rini.)  —  Mahd-rakshita,  as, 
m.   a    proper  N.  —  Mahd-rajata,  am,  n.  gold  ; 

thorn-apple ;   [cf.  maha-rajana.~\  —  Maha-rajana, 
am,  n.  the  safBower  ( =  kusumbha)  ;  gold ;  (as,  a, 
am),  coloured  with  saffron,  (perhaps  for  mdhdra- 
jana.)  —  Mahd-rana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  great  battle, 

great  war.  —  Mahdranya  (°hd~ar°),  am,  n.  a  large 
.wood,  great  forest.  —  Mahd-ratna,  am,  n.  a  costly 
jewel,  precious  gem,  most  precious  of  all    gems. 
—  Mahdratna-jrratimandita,  as,  m.,  N.   of  a 
Kalpa  or  cycle.  —  Mahdratna-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
consisting  of  costly  gems,  full  of  precious  stones. 
—  Mahdratna-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  adorned  with  costly 
gems,  covered  with  orecious  stones.  —  Mahdratna- 
varshd,  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  Tantra  goddess.  —  Ma- 
hd-ratha,  as,  m.  a  large  car,  great  chariot ;  a  great 
warrior  or  hero,  (in  this  sense  not  necessarily  a  Bahu- 
vnhi  comp.,  as  shown  by  the  accent,  cf.  also  ratha, 
a  warrior,  hero) ;  N.  of  a  Rakshasa ;  of  a  son  of 

Visvamitra;   of  a  king  (  =  Suddhodana  in  another 
birth)  ;  N.  of  a  minister  of  king  San-kara-varman  ; 
desire,   longing  [cf.  mano-ratha] ;    (as,  d,  am), 
having  a   great   chariot,  possessing   large   chariots. 

—  Mahdratha-tva,  am,  n.  heroism,  the  being  a 
great  warrior.  —  Mahd-rathyd,  f.  a  great  street,  high 
street ;  mahdrathyd  pun,  a  city  having  large  streets. 

—  Mahdrambfta  (°hd-dr°),  as,  d,  am,  performing 
great  undertakings,  enterprising,  busy,  industrious. 

—  Mahd-rava,  as,  d,  am,  loud-sounding,  uttering 
loud  cries,  loud  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  of  a  Daitya, 

(also  read  mahd-bala.)—  Maha-ra.<mi-jdlarabhdsa- 
garbha,as,  m.,  N.  ofa  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Makd-rata, 
as,  m.  a  precious  mineral ;  quicksilver;  (as,  d,  am), 

very  savory,  having  much  flavour ;  (as),  m.  a  sugar- 

cane (  =  kos'a-kdra) ;    Phcenix   Sylvestris ;    Scirpus 
Kysoor ;  (am),  n.  sour  rice-water.  —  Mahdrasa-vat, 
an,  all,  at,  having  much  flavour,  very  pleasant  to 

the  taste;  (ati),  f.  a  kind  of  food.  —  Mahd-rdja, 
as,   m.    a   great   king,   reigning    prince,    supreme 
sovereign  ;  (with  Buddhists)  a  great  lord,  great  ruler, 
(these  are  four  in  number,  constituting  together  with 
their  attendants  a  class  of  divine  beings)  ;  a  deified 

Jaina  teacher ;  an  epithet  of  Manju-s'ri ;  a  follower 
of  the  sect  of  Vallabh3c5rya  ;  a  finger-nail.  —  Mahd- 
rdjaka,  as,  m.  =  mahd-rdjika,  col.  2.  —  Mahdrdja- 
kulina,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  race  of  great 

kings.  —  Mahdraja-duta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  mango. 
—  Mahdrdja-druma,  as,  m.  Cathartocarpus  (Cassia) 
Fistula.  —  Mahardja-mi.'fra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man 

(son  of  Manikya-mis'ra).  -  Mahdrdjddhirdja  (°ja- 

adh°),  as,  m.  a  paramount  sovereign,  universal 
emperor.  —  Mahd-rdjik a,  as,  m.  pi.  epithet  of  a 
class  of  gods  or  demigods  (variously  reckoned  at  236 
and  220  in  number);  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
—  Mahd-rdjni,  f.  a  great  queen,  the  principal  wife 
ofa  Raja,  a  queen  in  her  own  right,  reigning  queen  ; 

epithet  of  DargS.  —  Mahd-rdjya,  am,  n.  the  rank 
or  title  ofa  reigning  sovereign,  sovereignty.  —  Malid- 
rdtra,  am,  n.  midnight,  the  dead  of  night,  late  at 
night,    the   time    after   midnight,    close    of  night. 
—  Mahd-rdtri,  is,  or  mahd-rdtrl,  f.  midnight,  the 
dead  of  night,  time  after  midnight ;  the  great  night 
of  the  complete  destruction  of  the  world  ;  the  eighth 

day  (or  night)  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Asvina. 
—  Mahd-rdmdyana,  am,  n.  the  great  Ramayana. 
—  Mahd-rdshtra,  am,  n.  a  great  kingdom  or  realm, 

'  the  great  country,'  i.e.  the  Mahratn  or  Maratha  (or 
more  commonly  Mahratta)  country,  the  land  of  the 
Mahrattas  in  the  west  of  India ;  a  kind  of  metre ; 

(ds),  m.  pi.  the  Maratha  people,  commonly  called 
Mahrattas;  (i),  f.,  scil.  bhdshd,  the  Mahratt!  (or 
more  properly  Marathi)  language,  the  language  of 
the  Mahrattas ;  epithet  of  various  plants,  a  species  of 

culinary  plant  ( =jala-pippali).  —  Mahardshtraka, 
as,  ikd,  am,  belonging  to  the  great  or  Maratha 
country  or  to  the  land  of  the  Mahrattas ;  (as),  m. 
pi.  the  Maratha  people  (commonly  called  Mahrattas). 
—  Mahdrashtriya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the 
Maratha  country  or  people,  belonging  to  the  Mah- 

rattas. —  Mahd-rishta,   as,  m.   a  species  of  tree 
allied   to   the    Melia    Bukayun    (  =  mahd-nimba). 
—  Maha-ruj,  Tc,  k,  k,  or  mahd-ruja,  as,  d,  am, 

causing  great  pain,  very  painful.  —  Mahd-rudra,  as, 
m.  '  the  great  Rudra,'  a  form  of  Siva ;  (I),  f.  a  form 
of  Durga. •- Maha-ruru,  us,  m.  a  species  of  ante- 

lope (—mahd-mriga).  —  Mahd-rupa,  as,  d,  am, 
large-formed,  mighty  in  form,  great  in  mien ;  (as), 
m.  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  Kalpa  or  cycle  ;  resin  ; 

(a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  DurgS's  attendants.  —  Maha- 
rupaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  drama.  —  Stahd-riipin, 

i,  ini,  i,  large-formed,  great    in  shape    or   mien. 
—  Mahd-retas,  as,  as,  as,  abounding  in  seed,  hav- 

ing great  virile  energy ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva ; 

[cf.  mahd-mja.']  —  Malid-roga,  as,  m.  a  severe  or 
dangerous  illness,  grievous  malady  (applied  to  the 
following    disorders,    unmdda,   trag-dosha,   rdja- 

yakshman,  s"vdsa,  madhu^meha,  bhagan-dara, 
udara,  as'marty.  —  Mahd-rogin,  I,  ini,  i,  suffering 
from  a  severe  illness,  very  ill.  —  Mahd-roda,  a  species 
of  plant.  —  Mahd-roman,  d,  d,  a,  having  large  or 
thick  hair  on  the  body ;  (d\  m.  epithet  of  Siva ;  of 
a  king ;  of  the  superior  of  a  Buddhist  monastery ; 

[cf.  mahd-loman.'}  —  Mahd-raudra,  as,  d,  am, 
very  terrible,  very  awful ;  (i),  f.  an  epithet  of  Durga  ; 
[cf.  mahd-rudri.^^Mahd-raurava,  as,   m.,  N. 
of  one  of  the  twenty-one  hells  or  places  of  torment 
(enumerated  in  Manu  IV.  88-90) ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a 
Saman.  —  Mahd-rauhina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon. 

—  Maltdrgha  (°hd-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  high-priced,  very 
costly  or  precious,  extremely  valuable;  (as),  m.  a 

sort  of  quail,  Perdix  Chinensis  (  =  ldvaka).  —  Ma- 
lidryha-td,  f.    great   costliness,    preciousness,    high 
va\ae.  —  Mukargha-ru]xt,  as,  d,  am,  magnificently 
formed,  of  splendid  form.  —  Mahdrghya,  as,  d,  am, 

very  costly,  precious,  valuable.  —  Malidrghya-td,  (. 

=mahargha-td.  —  Mahar<!is  (°hd-ar°),  is,  is,  is, 
having  great  flames,  flaming  high.  —  Malidrnava 

("hd-ar"),  as,  m.  'the  mighty  sea,"  great  sea  or 
ocean  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  title  of  a  book  by  Visve- 
sVara  [cf.  kritya-mahdrnai-a,  smriti-mahdrnava] ; 

(as),  m.  pi. '  dwelling  by  the  ocean,'  N.  of  a  people. 
—  Mahdrtha  (°hd-ar°),  as,  m.  a  great  thing,  a 
great  matter  ;  weighty  or  important  meaning ;  (as, 
«,  am),  having  large  substance,  rich  ;  great,  dignified  ; 
having  great  meaning,  very  important;  significant, 

weighty;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  DSnava;  (am),  n.  (ac- 
cording to  a  commentator)  —  mahd-bhdshya.  —  Ma- 

harthalta,  as,  d,  am,  having  great  substance,  rich, 
valuable  ;  having  great  meaning,  very  important,  &c. 
••  Maltdrtlia-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  great  mean- 

ing, very  significant,  very  important,  of  great  conse- 

quence, very  dignified.  —  MaJiardraJta  (°hd-ar°), 
am,  n.  wild  ginger  (  =  ranardraka).  —  Mahardha 
(°ha-ar°),  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant,  (commonly 

Mahaja.)  —  Mahdrbuda  (°ha-ar'J),  am,  n.  ten 
Arbudas  =  one  thousand  millions.  —  Mahdnna  (°hd- 
ar°),  see  Pan.  VI.  2,  <)O.—Mahdrha  (chd-ar°), 
as,  a,  am,  very  worthy  or  deserving,  very  valuable 
or  precious,  costly,  splendid ;  excellent,  eminent ; 

(am),  n.  white  sandal-wood.  —  Malid-lakshmi,  is, 
f.  the  great  Lakshmi  (properly  the  Sakti  of  N5r5- 
yana  or  Vishnu,  but  sometimes  identified  with 
Durga,  the  wife  of  Siva,  or  with  SarasvatI,  the  wife 
of  Brahma) ;  epithet  of  a  girl  thirteen  years  old,  or  of 
one  not  arrived  at  puberty,  who  represents  the  goddess 

DurgS  at  the  Durga  festival ;  N.  of  a  woman  (mother 
of  Gan-ga-dasa) ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times 
—  u  —  v  —  w  — .  —  Malidlakshmi-stotra,  am,  n. 

meditation  and  prayer  in  the  worship  of  Lakshmi. 

—  Mahdlaya  Cha-dl°),  as,  m.  a  great  dwelling;  a 
great  temple,  great  monastery  ;  a  temple  in  general ; 
a  place  of  refuge,  sanctuary,  asylum ;  the  Loka  or 
world  of  Brahma ;  a  tree  8fc!  sacred  to  a  deity ;  a 

place  of  pilgrimage ;  the  Supreme  Being  or  great 
Universal  Spirit  ( —paraindtman) ;  a  particular  half 

month  (  —  kanydgatdpara-paksha  and  sanrdttw,- 
mya-krisltna-paksha) ;  N.  of  a  place ;  of  a  man ; 

(perhaps  am,  n.),  N.  of  a  Lin-ga ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a 

particular  festival,  the  day  of  the  moon's  change  in 
the  month  Bhadra  and  the  last  day  of  the  Hindu 

lunar  year.  —  Mahdlasa  (°hd-al°),  as,  d,  am,  very 
lazy,  extremely  idle ;  (a),  (.,  N.  of  a  woman  (mother 
of  the  commentator  Narayana).  —  Mahdli-katabhl, 
f.,  see  mahddi-Tta/abhi.  —  Mahd-linga,  am,  n.  a 
great  Lin-ga  or  phallus ;  N.  of  a  place ;  (as,  a,  am), 

having  a  great  phallus  or  virile  organ ;  (as),  m.  epi- 
thet of  Siva.  —  Mahd-lila-sarasvati,  f.  a  form  of 

TarS,  q.v.  —  Mahdluyi-paddhati,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a 
book.  —  Mahd-lodhra  or  mahd-lodha,  as,  m.  a 

species  of  Symplocos  (the  Bengali  pdtiyalodha, 

the  bark  of  which  is  used  as  an  astringent).  —  Maka- 
loman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  the  superior  of  a  Buddhist 
monastery;    [cf.  mahd-roman.^  —  Maha-lola,  as, 
d,  am,  excessively  eager;  (as),  m.  a  crow.  —  Mahd- 

loha,   am,   n.  '  great  iron,'  a  magnet,  loadstone ; 
[cf.  krishna-loha."]  —  Mahd-vans'a,  as,  m.  great 
lineage  or  race ;  (as,  a,  am),  sprung  from  a  great 

race  or  family.  —  Mahdvans'a-sainudblia'va,  as,  d, 
am,  sprung  or  descended  from  a  great  race  or  family. 
—  Mahd-vaniya,  as,  d,  am,  springing  from  a  high 
or  noble  race,  belonging  to  a  very  noble  family. 

~ Mahdvakdia  (°hd-av°),  as,  a,  am,  having  great 

space,  very  spacious,  very  roomy  or  wide.  —  Mahd- 
vaktra,  as,  d,  am,  large-mouthed,  wide-mouthed, 
having  a  big  mouth  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  ofa  Rakshasa 
or  Danava.  —  Mahd-vakshas,  as,  as,  as,  broad- 
chested,  having  a  great  or  wide  breast;   (ds),  m. 
epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mahd-vajraka,  am,  n.   (i.  e. 

taila),  a  kind  of  oil  mixed  with  several  other  ingre- 
dients  for  medicinal   purposes.  —  Mahd-vanij,   see 

mahd-banij.~Mahd-mda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  'speaker 

of  great  words,'   proclaimer    or   teacher   of  Vedic 
knowledge.  —  Mahd-vadha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  mighty 
or  destructive  weapon,  destructive  thunderbolt ;  (as, 

d,   am),  carrying  a  mighty  weapon  or  destructive 
shaft;   (Say.  =  maluwajra.)  —  Mahd-vana,  am, 
n.  a  great  wood,  large  forest ;    N.  of  a  Buddhist 
monastery  in  a  forest  in  UdySna;    N.  of  a  large 
forest  in  Vrind3-vana ;  (as,  d,  am),  having  a  great 

forest.  — •  Mahd-vapa,  as,  ni.  a  species  of  medicinal 

plant,  Erythrina  Indica  (  —  maltd-meda).  —  Maha- 
rara,  f.  Diirva  grass.— Malid-vardha,  as,  m.  'a  great 
boar,'  epithet  of  Vishnu  in  his  boar  incarnation  ;  N. 
ofa  king ;  ofa  work  mentioned  in  the  Sarva-darSana- 
san-graha.  —  Mahdvaroha  (°hd-av°),  as,  m.  Ficus 
Infectoria.  —  Mahd-vartana,  am,  n.  high  wages, 

large  pay  or  allowance.  —  Malid-valfi,  f.   a  large 
climbing-plant ;  Gaertnera  Racemosa.  —  Mahd-vasa, 
as,  m.  the  Gangetic  porpoise,  Delphinus  Gangeticus. 
—  Mahd~vasu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  possessing  much 

substance,  very  wealthy.  —  Mahd-rastu,  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Mafuwdkya,  am,  n.  any  long  continuous 
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composition  or  literary  work  (such  as  the  Mah5- 
bhirata,  RSm3yana,  Raghu-vansa,  &c.)  ;  a  principal 
sentence,  great  proposition,  epithet  of  twelve  mystical 
utterances  of  the  Upanishads  (e.  g.  tattraui  '<»/, 
aham  brahmilxitti,  brtthmaivedam  sarvam,  &c., 
especially  of  the  mystic  words  Tatteam  and  Out); 

N.  of  an  Upanishad.  —  Miilid-cdta,  as,  m.  a  great  or 

stormy  wind,  s'.rong  blast.  —  MaJinc^ta-r^'nUii,  i<, 
m.  a  great  or  severe  nervous  disorder.  —  Mahd-vdtsa- 
pra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  SSman.  —  Mahd-vddiit,  i,  m.  a 
great  controversialist.  —  Malid-rdmadevya,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Mahd-rayu,  us,  m.  a  great  gale  or 
storm,  tempestuous  wind,  strong  blast  ;  air  (as  an 
element)  .  —  Mahd-vdrdha,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Mali  a- 
vdruni,  f.  the  festival  on  the  thirteenth  day  of  the 

moon's  decrease  in  the  month  Caitra.  —  Mahd-vdrt- 
tika,  ant,  n.  'the  great  Varttika  or  critical  com- 

mentary,' epithet  of  KatySyana's  Vjrttikas  on  the 
Sutras  of  Panini  ;  [cf.  mdhdvdrttilta.]  —  Mahd- 
vdrshikd,  f.  a  species  of  plant.  —  Mahd-vdlabhida, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  Sastra  or  hymn.  —Maliti- 
vdhana,  a  particular  high  number.  —  Mahd~xi~ 
krama,  as,  a,  am,  very  valorous  or  courageous, 
very  heroic  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  lion  ;  of  a  Naga. 
—  Mahd-vikramin,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 
—  Mahd-vighna,  as,  m.  a  great  obstacle.  —  Mahd- 
vijna,  as,  a,  am,  very  wise  or  intelligent.  —  Mahd- 
videha,  N.  of  a  sacred  district  ;  (a),  f.  (in  the  Yoga 
system)   epithet  of  a  certain  tjritti   or   condition 

of  the  manas  or  mind.  —  Mahd-vidya,  f.  a  great 
or  exalted  science  ;    a  form  of  DurgS.  —  Maha- 

vidyut-prabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga.  —  Mahd- 

vidyeivarl  (°yd-li°),  (.,  N.  of  a  goddess  (perhaps  a 
form  of  Durgi).—  Maha-vipula,  f.  a  kind  of  Arya 
metre.  —  Mahd-vibhdshd,  f.  a  general  alternative,  a 
rule  containing  a  general  alternative.  —  Maha-ribhd- 

shd-s'dstra,  am,  n.  title  of  a  book.  •-  Mahd-vibhuta, 
a  particular  high  number.  —  Mahd-mihuti,  is,  is,  »', 
possessing  superhuman  power  ;  (is),  m.  epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —  Mahd-vimbara,  a  particular  high  number. 
••  MaJtd-virdva,  as,  a,  am,  loud-sounding,   far- 
resounding,  (according   to    Malli-nltha  =  dirgha- 

s"abda.)  —  Mahd-vila  =  mahd-blla.  —  Mahd-vi- 
vaha,  a  particular  high  number.  —  Mahd-vis'ishta, 
as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  for  mahad-vidishta),  greatly 
or  highly  distinguished,  see  Pan.  VI.  3,  46.  —  Mahd- 

visha,  am,  n.  'great  poison,"  a  kind  of  poison  enu- 
merated among  the  Kauda-vishaui  ;   (as,  d,  am), 

very  poisonous  or  venomous  ;  (as),  m.  Coluber  Naga 
(=kdla-sarpa),  a  kind  of  small  serpent  said  to  have 
two  heads.  —  Mahd-vishura,  am,  n.  or  mahdvi- 
shuva-sankrdnti,  is,  f.  the  vernal  equinox,   the 

moment  of  the  sun's  passing  into  Aries  (differing  by 
several  days  from  European  computation).  —  Mitlid- 
vishnu,  us,  m.  the  great  Vishnu.  —  Mahd-vihdra, 
as,  m.  a  great  Buddh'st  monastery  ;  N.  of  a  parti- 

cular monastery  in  Ceylon.  —  Mahdvihdra-vdsin, 
inas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  school.  —  Ufahd-vidi, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  twenty-one  hells  or  places 
of    torment    (enumerated    in    Manu    IV.    88-90). 
—  Maltd-vlja,  as,  d,  am,  having  much  seed  ;  (as), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Siva;  [cf.  mahd-retas.]  —  Mahd- 
vljya,  am,  n.  the  septum  of  the  scrotum  and  part 

of  the  perina-um,  the  perineum.  —  Mahd-v  ita,  Of, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Savana.  —  Mahd-vira,  as,  m.  a 
great  hero  ;  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  an  archer,  bowman  ; 
a  lion  ;  epithet  of  Garuda,  the  bird  and  vehicle  of 
Vishnu  ;  fire,  sacrificial  fire  ;  a  sacrificial  vessel  ;  the 
thunderbolt  of  Indra:    a  white  horse;    the  Indian 
cuckoo  or  koil  (  =  kokila)  ;  a  kind  of  hawk  (  =  san- 
(ana);  a  species  of  plant  (  =  eka-vira);  N.  of  a 
king  ;  of  a  son  of  Brihad-ratha  ;  of  a  son  of  Priya- 
vrata;  of  a  son  of  Savana,  (also  read  mafia-vita)  ; 
N.  of  the  last  or  twenty-fourth  Arhat  of  the  present 
Ava-sarpml,  (he  is  the  last  and  most  celebrated  Jaina er  of  the  present  age,  and  is  supposed  to  have noimshed  in  the  province  of  Behar  in  the  sixth 
century  before  the  Christian  era)  ;  («)  f  a  specics 
of  plant  (-teKra-kdkoty.-Mnhanra+'arita  or 

. 

mahavira-faritra,  am,  n.  '  the  exploits  of  the  great 
hero  (RSma),'  N.  of  a  celebrated  drama  by  Bhava- 

bhuti ;  '  the  exploits  of  MahJ-vIra  (the  Arhat),'  N.  of 
a  book,  (in  this  last  sense  usually  written  malidrira- 
taritra.)  —  JUahd-rlrya,  as,  d,  am,  of  great 
strength  or  energy,  very  energetic,  very  powerful 
or  mighty,  very  potent ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Brahma ; 
of  an  Indra  in  the  Manv-antara  of  Tamasa  or  of 
Rauiya ;  of  a  Buddha ;  of  a  Jina  or  Jaina  saint ;  of 

a  king  (son  of  Brihad-ratha  or  of  Brihad-uktha ;  also 
read  mahd-vira)  ;  of  a  king  (son  of  Bhavan-manyu 
or  of  Manyu) ;  of  a  Buddhist  Bhikshu  ;  of  a  species 
of  edible  bulbous  root,  =  vdrdhi-kanda;  (d),  f.  the 
wild  cotton-shrub  ( =  mahd-daldrari) ;  epithet  of 
Sanjiia  the  wife  of  Sflrya.  —  Mahd-vriksha,  as,  m. 

a  great  tree ;  a  species  of  Euphorbia.  —  Malidvrikslia- 
kshira,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  milky  juice  of  the  above 
tree.  —  Mahd-rriddha,  as,  d,  am,  very  old  or  aged. 
—  Mahd-vrinda,  am,  n.  a  particular  high  number 
(  =  100,000  Vrindas).  —  Mahd-vrisha,  as,  m.  a 

great  bull;  (d*),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Mahd- 
I'Hhatl,  see  mahd-brihati.  —  Mahd-veya,  as,  m. 
great  impetuosity,  extreme  velocity,  excessive  speed, 
great  swiftness  or  fleetness ;  (as,  d,  am),  very  im- 

petuous, very  fleet  or  swift,  excessively  rapid  ;  surg- 
ing, raging  (as  the  sea) ;  (as),  m.  an  ape  ;  the  bird 

Garuda ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending 
on  Skanda.  —  Mahdvega-labdha-sthdma,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  king  of  the  Garudas.  —  Mahd-vegavati,  f. 
a  species  of  plant.  —  Mahd-vedi,  is,  f.  the  great  Vedi. 
—  Mahd-redha,  as,  m.  epithet  of  a  particular  posi- 

tion of  the  hands  or  feet  (in  the  practice  of  Yoga). 

—  Mahd-rela,  as,  d,  am,  having  high  tides  or  strong 
currents,  billowy,  surgy.  »•  Mahd-vaipulya,  am,  n. 
great  magnitude,  wide  extent.  —  Mahdvaipulya- 
sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  Sutra  work.  •-  Mahd- 

vaira,  am,  n.  great  enmity.  —  Mahd-i'airdja,  ant, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  ••  Mahd-vais"vadeva,  Ved.  epithet 
of  a  Graha,  q.  v.  —  Ulahd-vaidvdnara-vrata  and 

mahd-vais'vdmitra  and  mahd-vaishtam'jha,  am, 
D.,  N.  of  three  Samans.  —  Mahd-vyddhi,  is,  m.  a 
great  or  severe  disease ;  the  black  leprosy.  —  Mahd- 
vydhriti,  is,  f.  a  great  Vy5hriti  or  mystical  word, 
(the  three  words  BJtur,  lihuvaA,  Svar,  pronounced 
after  the  Pranava  Om,  are  the  three  great  VySbritis, 

see  vydhriti.)  —  Ma>td-vyutpatti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a 
Sanskrit-Tibetan  lexicon.  —  Malid-vyuha,  as,  m. 
epithet  of  a  Samadhi;  N.  of  a  Deva-putra.  —  Mahd- 
vrana,  am,  n.  a  serious  wound. ~MaItd*vratat 
am,  n.  a  great  duty,  fundamental  duty  (five  in  num- 

ber, according  to  the  Jaina  system,  viz.  refraining 
from  injury  to  life,  truth,  honesty,  chastity,  and  free- 

dom from  worldly  desire) ;    a  great  vow ;    a  great 
religious  observance ;  (Ved.)  epithet  of  a  Saman  or 
Stotra  appointed  to  be  sung  on  the  last  day  but  one 
of  the  Gavam-ayana  (applied  also  to  the  day  itself 

or  its  ceremonies  or  to  the  S'astra  following  the 
Stotra);  the  rule  or  vow  of  the  Pasupatas,  =pds'u- 
pata-vrata;  (as,  d,  am),  one  who  has  undertaken 
solemn  religious  duties  or  vows,  performing  a  great 
vow,  great  in  the  performance  of  religious  vows, 
very  devotional ;  observing  the  rule  or  vow  of  the 
PiSupatas,  a  Palupata ;  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig- 
veda  I.  45,  3,  and  Nirukta  III.  ij)  =  malti-vratit, 
q.v.  —  Mahdvrata-rat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  connected 
with    the    MahS-vrata    Saman,  Sic.  —  MaJidvrata- 

vesha-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  wearing  the  dress  of  a  Pasupata. 
—  Mahdvratika,  as,  d,  am,  related  to  the  Maha- 
vrala  Samau,  &c. ;  observing  the  rule  of  the  Pasu- 

patas, a  PSSupata.  —  Maharratika-vesha,   as,   a, 
am,  dressed  as  a  Palupata.  —  Miiha-vratin,  ?,  iiti, 
i,  observing  the  rule  or  vow  of  the  Pasupatas ;  (i), 

m.  a  Pasupata ;  an  epithet  of  S'iva ;  a  devotee,  ascetic 
( =jotinga) ;  =  uras-kata  (?).  —  Maharratiya,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  the  Maha-vrata  Saman  or  to 
the  Maha-vrata  day. »  Mahd-vrdta,  as,  it,  am,  Ved, 
accompanied  by  a  great  host  (of  Maruts,  said  of 
Indra;   Say.  marudb/iir  mdtttin  vrdtah  ftamuho 

yasya).  —  Mahd-rr'i1ii,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  large  rice. 
—  Mahdia   (°hii-d<°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son   of 
Krishna.  —  Mahd-faliuni,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Cakra- 
vartin.  —  Mahd-iSakti,    is,  is,   i,   very    powerful, 

very  mighty ;  (i»),  m.  epithet  of  S'iva ;  of  Kartti- 

keya;  of  a  son  of  Krishna.  —  Mahd-s'anktt,  us,  m. 
the  sine  of  the  sun's  elevation.  —  Mu.ltii-s'a.itkha,  as, 
m.  a  great  conch-shell ;  the  temporal  or  frontal  bone, 
the  forehead ;  a  human  bone ;  a  particular  high 
number  ( =  ten  Nikharvas  or  1 ,000,000,000) ;  one 

of  Kuvera's  treasures ;  N.  of  a  N5ga  or  serpent- 
demon.  —  Maiidsaitklia-maya,  as,  >,  am,  formed 
of  the  temporal  or  frontal  bone.  —  Mattd-daftta,  as, 

m.  a  species  of  thorn-apple  ( =  rdja-d/tattura). 

—  Mahd-s'anapuxhpikd,    f.   a   species   of  plant. 
—  Mahd-iatd  or  mahd-satiirarl,  f.  a  species  of 

plant  ( =  bahu-pattrikd).  —  Maftds'ana  (^kd-a^°)t 
as,  d,  am,  eating  much,  very  voracious,   a  great 

eater;    (as),  m.,   N.  of  an  Asura.  —  Mahdiani- 
dhraja  (°hd-as"°),  as,  m.  a  great  banner  consisting 
of  the  thunderbolt  and  its  lightning,  (according  to 

Malli-natha  on  Raghu-v.  3,  56  =  mahdu  asani- 

rupo  dhvajah.)  —  Slahd-s'abda,  at,  m.  a  great noise,  loud  sound,  loud  cry ;  the  word  mahd ;  any 
official  title  beginning  with  the  word  mahd;  (as, 

d,  am),  making  a  loud  sound,  very  noisy,  very  loud. 

—  Malui-faml,  f.  a  large  Acacia  Suma.  —  Malid- 

tiambhu,  us,  m.  the  great  Sivz.  —  Mahds'aya  (°hd- 
d^°),  as,  m. '  the  great  receptacle  (of  water),'  the 
sea,  ocean;  (us,  d,  am),  having  a  noble  disposition, 
high-minded,  magnanimous,  liberal,  munificent,  open, 
unsuspicious ;  (as),  m.  a  respectable  person,  gentle- 

man ;  (sometimes  a  term  of  respectful  address  =  Sir, 
Master.)  —  Maltd-guyana,  am,  n.  a  great  bed  or 
couch.  — i  Malui-sayyd,   f.  a  great  or  lofty  couch, 

royal  couch  or  seat,  throne.  —  Mahd-s"ara,  as,  m.  a 
species  of  reed  ( =  stlt  Tda-iara).  —  Maha-tolka,  as, 
m. '  large-scaled,'  a  kind  of  prawn  or  sea  crab  (Manu 
HI.  272).-* Mahd-tfastra,  am,  n.  a  great  weapon, 

powerful  weapon.  —  Mahd-s'dka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of 
vegetable.  —  Mahd-3akya,  as,  m.  a   great  S'akya. 
—  Mahd-idklta,  as,  a,  am,  having  great  branches; 
(<l),  f.  a  great  recension  of  the  Vedic  text ;  the  plant 

Uraria  Lagopodioides.  —  Mahd-s'dnt i,  is,  f.,  Ved., 
N.  of  a  great  expiatory  formula  (for  averting  evil). 

—  Mahd-s'dla,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  large  house; 
(as),  m.  a  great  householder  (=mahd-gri/tastha) ; 
N.  of  a   son   of  Janam-ejaya ;    [cf.  mahd-tfilaJ] 
—  Mahd-idli,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  large  and  sweet- 

smelling  rice;    [cf.  mahd-crihi^]  —  Mafta-itdlina, 

as,  a,  am,  very  modest,  exceedingly  bashful.  —  3laln~i- 
ddlvana,  am,  n.  '  great  fomentation,'  epithet  of  a 
particular  remedy.  —  Mahd-idsana,   am,  n.  great 
rule  or  dominion,  great  edict  or  order  of  government ; 

(as,  d,  am),  exercising  great  dominion,  having  great 

power ;  (as),  m.  (perhaps)  a  minister  who  enforces 
the  royal  edicts.  —  Muhdtirah-samudbhara,  as,  m. 
(with   Jainas)   N.    of    the    sixth    black  Vasudeva. 

—  Mulid-iiras,  as,  as,  as,  '  great-headed,'  having 
a  large  head  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  serpent ;  a  species 

of  lizard;    N.  of  a  man;    of  a  Dauava.  —  Jlahi'i- 
sirodhara,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  long  or  thick  neck. 
—  Makd-Jild,  f.  a  kind  of  weapon.  —  Mahd-iiva, 

as,  in.  the  great  S'iva. •- Ma/id-s'itavatl,  f. '(with 
Buddhists)   N.  of  one  of  the  five   great  tutelary 

goddesses  (see  mahd-rakshd  ;  also  read  mahd-s"eta- 
i-ati).  —  Mahd-s~itd,  f.  a  species  of  plant.  Asparagus 
Racemosa  (  =  ilata-muli).'~]tfahd-!tirsha,  as,  m., 
N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants.  —  Malid-fila,  as,  m., 
N.   of  a  son   of  Janam-ejaya ;    [cf.  mahd-iula^] 
—  Mahd-iukti,  is,   f.   a  pearl  muscle,   mother  of 
peail.  —  Mahd-dukld,  f.  an    epithet   of  Sarasvatl. 
—  Malul-siili/ira,  am,  n.  silver.  —  Mahd-xutlra, 
as,  m.  a  Sudra  in  a  high  position  ;  an  upper  servant ; 
a  cowherd,  herdsman  ;  (F),  f.  a  female  cow-keeper,  a 
herdsman's  wife ;  (d),  f.  a  Sfldra  woman  in  a  high 
position.— Mahd-sunya,  am,  n.  'the  great  vacuity 
or  vacancy,'  epithet  of  a  particular  spiritual  state  of 
SL\oj>\n.  —  Ma/id-ilunyatd,  f.  (with  Buddhists)  '  the 
great  void,'  an  epithet  of  one  of  the  eighteen  vacuities 
or  vacancies.— Mahd-ietavati,  (.,  see  mahd-fttavati. 

—  Mahd-dairisha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Mahd- 
toila,  as,  m.  a  great  rock  or  mountain ;  N.  of  a 
mountain.  —  Mahii-tona,  as,  m.  'the  great  Sona/ 

N.  of  a  river ;    [cf.  s"ona.]  —  Mahd-faundi,  f.  a 

species  of  plant  (=$'veta-kinihi).  —  Mahd-s'aushira, 



mahasman. mahendra. 

761 as,  m.  a  kind  of  scurvy  in  the  mouth.  —  Mahasman 

(°hd-a$°),  a,  m.  a  precious  stone,  ruby.  —  Maha- 
s"ma.<una,  am,  n.  '  the  great  cemetery  or  place  of 
burial, '  epithet  of  the  city  of  Benares  (whither  Hindus 
are  in  the  habit  of  going  to  die).  —  Mahd-fydmd, 
{.  Ichnocarpus  Frutescens;  Dalbergia  Sissoo.  —  Ma- 

hds~rama  ("hd-ds'°),  as,  m.  '  the  great  hermitage,' 
N.  of  a  sacted  bathing-place.  —  Mahd-framana,  as, 

m.  '  the  great  religious  mendicant,'  an  epithet  of 
Sakya-muni.—  Mahd-ttrdvaka,  as,  m.  a  great  Sra- 
vaka  or  disciple  (of  Sfakya-muni).—  Mahd-.trdva- 
niliii,  f.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  mundl,  mahd-mitndi, 

8te.).—3tahd-fravani,  f.  a  species  of  plant,  (per- 
haps) Sphseranthus  Indicus.  —  Mahd-tfri,  is,  f.,  N.  of 

a  Buddhist  goddess ;  an  epithet  of  Lakshml.  ••  Mahd- 

3ruti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Gandharva.  —  MahdiSva  (°hd- 

0,$*°),  cts,  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Mahd'iva-s'dld  (°hd- 
as'°),  f.  a  great  stable,  principal  stable,  royal  stables. 
—  Mahd-ivdsa,  as,m.  'great  breathing  or  difficulty  of 

breathing,'  a  kind  of  asthma.  —  Mahd-s'i'eta,  as,  d, 
am,  very  white,  of  a  dazzling  whiteness;  (a),  f.  a  white 
variety  of  the  Convolvulus  Paniculatus  or  Batatas 

Paniculata.Clitoria  Tematea  ( =  iSveta-kinihi,  mahd- 
tfanapushpikd)  ;  white  or  candied  sugar ;  an  epithet 

of  Sarasvati ;  of  Durga;  N.of  a  woman.—  Mahd-^veta- 

ghantl,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  —  mahd-s'anapusk- 
pikd).  —  Ma/id-shashlhl,   f.    a    form    of  Durga. 
—  Mahd-shodhd-nydsa,  as,  m.  epithet  of  a  parti- 

cular position  of  the  hands  and  feet.  —  Mahashtaml 

(°hd-a#h°),   (.  '  the  great  eighth,'  epithet  of  the 
eighth  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Asvina  (or 

festival  in  honour  of  Durga,  called  the  Durga-puja). 
—  MahdMami-sandhi-pujd,  (.  the  festival   de- 

scribed above.  —  Mahd-sankala,  as,  d,  am,  very 
intricate  or  difficult,  full  of  great  difficulties,  very 

troublesome.  —  Mahd-sankrdnti,  is,  f.  'the  great 

passing,'   the    sun's    entrance    into    Capricorn,    the 
winter  solstice.  —  Mahd-sanjnd,  f.  a  particular  high 
number.  —  Mahd-satt,  f.  a  highly  virtuous  woman, 
a  very  constant  or  faithful  wife,  any  woman  who  is 

a  pattern  of  conjugal  fidelity.  —  Mahd-satobrihati, 
Ved.  a  kind   of  metre.  —  Mahd-satomukhd,  f.  a 
kind  of  metre.  —  Mahd-sattd,  f.   absolute  being, 
absolute  existence.  —  Mahd-sattra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a 
great  Soma  sacrifice,  a  great  festival  on  which  Soma 
is  offered.  —  Mahd-sattva,  as,  m.  a  great  creature, 
large  animal ;  (am),  n.  great  essence  or  being ;  (as, 
d,  am),  having  a  great  or  noble  essence,  noble, 

good,  virtuous,  just ;  (05),  m.  epithet  of  a  Bodhi- 
sattva ;   of  Kuvera  [cf.  mahd-sanna] ;    of  Sakya- 
muni  as  heir  to  the  throne.  —  Mahdsattva-baflha, 
as,  m.  the  killing  of  a  great  creature  or  large  animal. 
—  Mahd-satya,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Yama.  —  Mahd- 

sana  (%a-«s"),  am,  n.  a  great  seat,  splendid  throne. 
—  Mahdsana-paritthuda,  as,  d,  am,  amply  sup- 

plied  with    seats   and    furniture.  —  Mahd-sandhi- 
riyraha,  as,   m.  the  office  of  prime   minister  of 

peace    and    war;     [cf.    mahd-sdndhimgrahih/i.'] 
—  Mahd-sanna,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Kuvera;    [cf. 

mahd-sattva.']  —  Mahd-saptami,   f.    '  the    great 
seventh,'  epithet  of  a  particular  seventh  day.  —  Mahd- 
saphara,  as,  m.  a  species  offish.  —  Mahd-samangd, 
f.  a  species  of  plant  (called  in  Hindi  kagahiyu). 

—  Mahd-samaya,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  SDtra.  —  Mahd- 
samdpta,  a  particular   high    number.  —  Mahd-sa- 

mudra,  as,  m. '  the  great  sea,'  the  ocean.  —  Mahd- 
samlhava,  as,   m.  epithet  of  a  particular  world. 

—  Mahd-sammata,  as,  d,  am,  highly  honoured  or 
esteemed ;  (as),  m.  (with  Buddhists)  N.  of  the  first 
king  of  the  present  age  of  the  world ;    N.  of  a 
Turushka  chief.  —  Mahdsammatiya,  ds,  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  Buddhist  school.  —  Mahd-sammohana,  as,  I, 
am,  greatly  bewildering,  greatly  confusing  the  mind  ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Mahd-sarasvati,  f. 
the  great  Sarasvati.  —  Mahd-saroja,  am,  n.  a  parti- 

cular high  number  ( =  mahdmbuja).  —  Mahd-sarga, 
as,  m.  a  great  or  completely  new  creation  (after  a 
complete  destruction  of  the  world),  a  renovation  of 
the  universe.  —  Maha-sarja,   as,   m.   Terminalia 
Tomentosa ;  the  jack  tree,  Artocarpus  Integrifolia. 
—  Mahd-sarjia,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  SSmau.  —  Mahd- 

saha,  as,  d,  am;  much-enduring,  bearing  much ; 

(as),  m.  Trapa  Bispinosa;  (a),  f.  the  globe  Ama- 
ranth or  Gomphraena  Globosa ;  Glycine  Debilis ;  a 

medicinal  plant,  Wrightia  Antidysenterica.  —  Mahd- 
sahasra-pramardani  or  -pramardini,  f.  (with 
Buddhists)  N.  of  one  of  the  five  great  tutelary  god- 

desses ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  Sutra. *-Malid- 
sdgara-prathd-gamlhira-dhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king  of  the  Garudas.  —  Maha-sdrtghika,  ds,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  Buddhist  school,  (sometimes  spelt  mahd- 
sattghika.)  —  Muhd-sddhanabhdga,  as,  m.  a  great 
executive  minister  or  officer  of  state.  —  Mahd-sadhu, 

us,  vl,  u,  very  good,  exceedingly  virtuous,  excel- 
lent;  (fi),  f.=mahd-sati,  q.  v.  —  Mahd-sdnta- 

pana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  '  greatly  tormenting,'  a  kind of  severe  penance  (viz.  subsisting  for  six  successive 

days  respectively  on  cow's  urine,  cow-dung,  milk, 
curds,  ghee,  and  water  in  which  Kusa  grass  has  been 
boiled,  and  fasting  on  the  seventh  ;  or  instead  of  one 
day  some  authorities  assign  a  period  of  three  days  to 
each  penance,  considering  the  first  kind  as  the  common 
Santapana,  see  ManuXI.  212  ;  others  omit  the  sixth 
and  seventh  penance,  making  the  whole  last  fifteen 

days).  —  Maha-sdndhivigrahika,  as,  m.  the  prime 
minister  of  peace  and  war ;  [cf.  mahd-sandhivigraha.] 

—  Mahd-sdman,  a,  n.  a  great  Saman.  —  Mahd-sd- 
manta,  as,  m.  a  great  lord  of  the  borders ;  a  large 
border  district  (?)  or  great  realm.  —  Mahd-sdmaraja, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.— Mahd-sdmdnya,  am,  n.the 
widest  universality,  generality  in  the  broadest  sense. 
—  Mahd-sdra,  as,  d,  am,  having  great  sap  or  vigour, 
strong;  (as),  m.  a  tree  akin  to  the  Acacia  Catechu; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  city  (?).  —  Mahd-sdrathi,  is,  m. 

'  the  great  charioteer  (of  the  sun),'  epithet  of  Aruna 
or  the  Dawn.  —  Mahd-sdrtha,  as,  m.  a  great  caravan. 
—  Maha-sdvctasa,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Sfmun.  —  Mahd- 
sdhasa,  am,  n.  excessive  violence,  great  cruelty  or 
outrage,  brutal  assault ;  extreme  audacity.  —  Mahd- 
sdhasika,  as,  m.  a  daring  robber  or  one  who  uses 
great  violence,  one  who  carries  off  property  openly 
and  by  force  ;  an  assaulter,  violator.  —  Mahd-sdha- 
sika-td,  f.  great  violence,  excessive  energy;  great 
boldness  or  daring;  mahd-sdhasikatayd,  with  the 
greatest  energy,  in  a  very  decided  manner.  —  Mahasi 

(°hd-asi),  is,  m.  a  large  scimitar  or  sword.  —  Mahd- 
sinha,  as,  m.  a  great  lion ;  a  fabulous  animal  with 

eight  legs  ( =  s"arabha) ;  N.  of  two  princes.  —  Mahd- 
sinha-gati,  is,  is,  i,  having  the  gait  or  bearing  of 
a  noble  lion.  —  Mahdsinha-tejas,  ds,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Buddha.  —  Mahd-siddha,  as,  m.  'very  perfect,' a 
great  saint,  perfect  Yogin.  —  Mahd-siddhdnta,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  Arya-bhatta's  work  on  astronomy.  —  Mali  d- 
siddhi,  is,  f. '  great  perfection,"  a  particular  form  of 
magical  power  (of  which  eight  kinds  are  enumerated). 

—  Mahd-sukha,  am,   n.   great  pleasure,  excessive 
enjoyment ;  copulation  ;  (as),  m. '  having  great  joy, 

very  happy,'  a  Buddha.  —  Mahd-sugandha,  as,  a, 
am,  very  fragrant;    (a),  f.  a  species  of  plant,  = 

gaitdha-ndkuli,  sarpdksht ;    (am),  n.  a  fragrant 
unguent.  —  Mahd-sugandhi,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  anti- 

dote. —  Mahd-siulars'ana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  C'akra- 
vartin.  —  Mahd-siiparna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  great  bird. 

—  Mahasura  (°hd-as°),  as,  m.  '  a  great  Asura  or 
demon,'  N.  of  a  Danava;    (i),   f.   'great  female 
demon,'  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Mahd-suhaya,  as,  m. 
a  high-spirited  horse.  —  Mahd-aukta,  am,  n.,  Ved. 
a  great  hymn;  (dni),  n.  pi.  the  great  hymns  of  the 
tenth  Mandala  of  the  Rig-veda  (i.  e.  1-128) ;  (as),  m. 
the  composer  of  the  great  hymns  (of  the  tenth  Man- 

dala).— Mahd-sukshma,  as,  d,  am,  very  fine  or 
minute,  very  subtile  ;  (d),  f.  sand.  —  Mahd-siifi,  is, 
m.  (with  vyuha)  a  particular  military  array  or  mode 
of  arraying  troops  in  battle.  —  Mahd-suta,  as,  m.  a 

military   drum.  —  Mahd-setu,   us,    m.   '  the   great 
bridge,'  an  epithet  of  certain  sacred  syllables  pro- 

nounced before  a  particular  mystical  formula.  —  Ma- 

hdsena-nares'vara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  the 
eighth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpinl ;  [cf.  ma- 
hasena-nare^vara.]  —  Malta-send,  f.  a  great  army; 
(as,  d,  am),  having  a  great  army;   (as),  m.  the 

i  commander  of  a  large  force,  a  general ;  an  epithet  of 

Kfirttikeya  or  Skanda ;  of  S'iva ;  the  father  of  the 
eighth  Jina  or  Jaina  saint  of  the  present  era  ;  N.  of 
various  sovereigns. —Mahdsend-vyuha-pardkrama, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Mahd-soma,  as,  m.  a  species 
of  Soma  plant.  ~  Mahd-skandha,  as,  d,  am,  large- 
shouldered,  broad-shouldered,  high-shouldered,  hav- 

ing large  or  high  shoulders ;  (as),  m.  a  camel ;  (d), 

(. '  having  a  strong  stem,'  Eugenia  Jambolana.  —  Ma- 
hd-skandhin,  I,  m.  a  kind  of  fabulous  animal  with 

eight  legs.  —  Mahd-stupa,  as,  m.  '  the  great  Stflpa 
or  pile,'  N.  of  a  great  Buddhist  temple  or  structure 
for  containing  relics.  —  Mahd-atoma,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  having  a  great  Stoma.  —  Mulinstra  (°hd-as°), 
am,  n.  a  great  weapon,  powerful  missile.  —  Mahd- 

sthali,  f.  '  the  great  ground,'  the  earth.  —  Mahd- 
stharira,  as,  m.  (with  Buddhists)  a  very  aged 
Bhikshu,  —  Mahd-sthdna,  am,  n.  a  great  position, 

high  position  or  station,  lofty  rank.  —  Mahdsthdna- 

prdpta,  as,  m. '  one  who  has  attained  a  high  station,' 
N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Mahd-sthdla,  a  species  of 
plant.  —  Mahd-sndyu,  its,  m.  a  great  artery.  —  Ma- 

hdspada  (°/m-«sc'),  as,  d,  am,  having  a  great 
position,  mighty,  powerful.  —  Mahd-smriti,  is,  f. 
great  tradition  ;  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Mahdsmriti- 
maya,  as,  I,  am,  containing  the  great  tradition. 

—  Mahdsya   (°hd-ds°),    as,  d,   am,  Ved.   large- 
mouthed,  having  a  big  mouth.  —  Mahd-sragvin,  i, 
inl,  i,  wearing  a  great  garland  ;  (i),  m.  epithet  of 

Siva;  [cf.  mahd-mdla.^  —  Mahd-svana,  as,  m.  a 
loud  sound  or  noise ;  (as,  a,  am),  making  a  loud  noise, 

loud-sounding,  very  noisy ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  drum  or 
trumpet  (—malla-tdrya) ;  N.  of  an  Asura  ;  (am), 
ind.  noisily,  loudly.  —  Mahd-svara,  as,  d,  am,  loud- 
sounding,  loud-voiced,  crying  aloud.  —  Mahdsvdda 

(°hd-dsa),   as,  d,  am,  tasteful,   savoury.  —  Mahd- 
svdmin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator.  ••  Mahd- 

hansa,  as,  m.  'the  great  Hansa'  (q. v.),  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu.  —  Mahd-hantt,  us,  us,  u,  large-jawed, 
having  large  jaws ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  Naga ;  of  a 

Danava;    of  a  being  attending  on  S'iva.  —  Malid- 
liaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Mahd-harmya,  am, 
n.  a  great  building  or  palace,  stately  edifice,  splendid 

mansion.  —  Mahdhava  (°hd-dh°),  as,  m.  a  great 
war  or  battle,  pitched  battle.  —  Mahd-havis,  is,  n. 

the  principal   oblation  at  the  Saka-medha  sacrifice 

(Ved.) ;  clarified  butter  (used  as  an  epithet  of  S'ivajt 
who  is  also  called  Havis  in  Maha-bh.  Anulasana-p.  ' 
1196);  (is,  is,  is),  Ved.  relating  to  or  connected 
with  the  offering  called  Maha-havis.  —  Mahd-hasta, 
as,  d,  am,  large-handed,  having  large  hands ;  (as), 

m.  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Mahd-hastin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved. 
possessing  large  hands.  —  Mahd-hdsa,  as,  m.  great 

laughter,  loud  laughter.  —  Mahdhi  (°hd-ahi),  is,  m. 
a  great  serpent.  —  Mahdhi-yandhd,  f.  a  species  of 
plant  (^yaiidka-ndkitli).  —  Mahd-hiinavat,  an, 
m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Mahdhi-ralaya,  as,  d, 

am,  encircled  with  great  serpents.  —  Mahdhi-s'a- 
yana,  am,  n.  the  sleeping  (of  Vishnu)  on  the  great 
serpent.  —  Mahd-hctu,  a  particular  high  number. 
—  Mahd-hailihila,  see  Pan.VI.  2,  38.  —  Mahdhna 

(°hd-ah°),  as,  m.  midday,   far   advanced  time  of 
day,  the  afternoon  ;  [cf.  mahd-nisd,  mahd-rdtra.] 
•« Mahd-hrada,  as,  m.  a  great  tank  or  pool;  N. 
of  a  sacred  bathing-place  and  of  a  mythical  pool ; 

epithet  of  S'iva;  [cf.  tirtha-m°.]  —  Mahd-hrasva, 
OS,  d,  am,  very  short,  exceedingly  low;    (d),  (. 
cowitch,    Carpopogon   Pruriens,    Mucuna    Pruritus. 
—  Malii-lcri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  Sec.,  to  make  great, 

magnify,  exalt.  —  Mahetfha  (°Aa-id°),  at,  d,  am, 
desirous  of  great  ends,  striving  after  great  things, 

having  lofty  aims  or  aspirations,  ambitious;    mag- 
nanimous, high-minded,  liberal.  —  MaheMha-td,  f. 

the   having   great  aims,    ambition.  —  Mahendra 

(°ha-in°),  as,  m.  great  Indra ;  any  great  chief  or 

leader,  (sarva-devdndm  m",  the  great  chief  of  all 
the  gods) ;  N.  of  a  younger  brother  (according  to 
others  a  son)  of  Asoka  ;  of  a  king  ;  of  a  mountain 
or  range  of  mountains  (said  to  be  one  of  the  seven 
principal  chains  in  Bharata-varsha  or  India,  and  some- 

times identified  with  the  northern  parts  of  the  Ghats 
of  the  Peninsula) ;  N.  of  a  place ;  a  particular  high 
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number ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river ;  (I),  f.  a  species  of 

plant,  =  mahendra-vdruni  ;  [cf.  mahi-m°,  md- 
hmdra.]  —  Mahendra-kadali,  f.  a  species  of 
banana.  —  Maheiutru-ltarman,  ii,  it,  a,  performing 
deeds  equalling  great  lniri*.  —  Mahtndra-kt1//,  «>. 

m.  great  Indra's  banner.  —  M,i/n  ntlr<i-tiii]>ta,  at,  m. 
•  protected  by  great  Indra,'  N.  of  a  king.  —  Ma/tcn- 
dfQrdipO,  '(*,  in.  'great  Indra's  bow,' a  rainbow; 
[cf.  indra-dapa.]  —  Mah?ndra-tm,  am,  n.  the 
name  or  rank  of  great  Indra.  —  31<tli''ndra-<lhvqja, 

<18,  m.  great  Indra's  banner.  —  J/<//u'H'*V<i-Ha//ari, 
f. '  great  Indra's  city,'  i.  e.  Amara-vati.  —  Mitln  inli-n- 
pala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  ̂ faht-ndt'a-mttntiin, 

/,  m.,  Ved.  '  great  Indra's  counsellor,'  an  epithet  of 
the  planet  Jupiter  or  Brihaspati.  —  JUahendra-rar- 
ntan,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Mahenilrft-vdriini, 
(.  a  species  of  plant.  —  Mafiendra-sakti,  it,  m.  a 
proper  N.  —  Mtihendra-sinlta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Maliendrani  (fr.  mahendra),  f.  the  great 

Indra's  wife,  i.e.  Sa<Si.  —  Mahendrdditya  (°ra-dd°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Mahendrlya  or  mahen- 
driya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  mahendra  above),  sacred  to 
or  belonging  to  great  Indra.  —  Mahendr 

(°ra-ut°),  as,  m.  the  festival  of  the  great  Indra. 
—  Mahes'a  (°hd-is'a),  as,  m.  the  great  lord,  the 
great  god  j  epithet  of  Siva  ;  of  a  Buddhist  deity  ;  of 
various  men ;  of  a  lexicographer ;  of  a  son  of  Kasi- 
natha ;    of  the  father  of  Kshema-karna ;   [cf.  ma- 
he sU.]  —  Maheda-bandhu,  us,  m.  a  fruit  tree,  jEgle 

Marmelos.  —  M aheidkhya  (  3a-dkh°),  as,  ii,  am, 
having  the  name  of  '  great  lord,'  highly  distinguished 
or  eminent.  —  M aheiana  (°hd-is"'),  as,  m.  'great 
lord,"  epithet  of  Siva ;  (i),  f.  '  great  lady,'  epithet  of 
Parvatl.  —  Mahes'-itri  (°hd-i4°),  tii,  m.  'great  lord,' 
epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mahefvara  (°hd-i^°),  "*•  m-  a 
great  lord,  sovereign,  chief,  (tridas'dndni-m0 ',  chief 
of  the  gods,  i.e.  Indra;  loka-m°,  lord  of  the  world, 
i.  e.   Krishna ;    devdsura-m0,   lord   of   gods   and 
Asuras,  i.e.  Siva^;  a  N.  of  Siva;  God  (as  opposed 

to  pra-kriti);  epithet  of  Vishnu;  N.  of  a  Deva- 
putra ;  of  a  Yaksha ;  of  various  men ;  of  the  son  of 

Brahma  (the  author  of  the  Vis'va-prakis'a  and  Saha- 
sarfka-iaritra) ;  of  the  father  of  Bhaskara ;  of  the 
author  of  the  Vamana-vritti-tikS ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the 
Loka-palas  or  guardians  of  the  world  (Indra,  Yama, 

Agui,  and  Varuna)  ;  (I),  f.  'great  lady  or  mistress,' 
an  epithet  of  DiirgS  ;  of  Dskshayanl  in  MahS-kala ; 
a  kind  of  brass  or  bell-metal  ( =  brahma-riti,  rdja- 

riti) ;  Clitoria  Teraatea.  —  Mahedvara-kara-i'yutd, 

f.  '  dropped  from  the  hand  of  Siva,'  an  epithet  of 
the  river  Kara-toys,  q.  v.  —  Mahesrara-tva ,  am, 
n.  supreme  lordship  or  sovereignty,  supreme  dominion 
or  empire.  —  Ma/iefrara-suldhdnta,  as,  m.—pa- 

.•.'iijititi-Jastra,  q.v.  —  Maheshu  (^hd-ifhu),  us,  m. 
a  great  arrow;  (us,  us,  «),  having  a  great  arrow. 

—  Maheshudhi  (°hd-iih°),  is,  m.  f.  a  great  quiver. 
—  Maheshvdsa  ("hd-islt"),  as,  m.  a  great  archer 
or  bowman,  a  warrior,  champion.  —  Maheshvdsa- 
tama,   as,    m.    a   very    great    archer    or   warrior. 

—  Mahaikoddishta  ("hd-eka-wl"),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
kind  of  funeral  ceremony  or  festival.  —  Mahaitareya 

(°ltd-ait'),  am,  n.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  text.  —  Ma- 
hairanda  (°hd-er°),  as,  m.  a  species  of  Ricinus 
(  —  sthnl/iiritn<la).  —  i\Iiiliaild   (hd-dd),   f.   great 

cardamoms.  —  Mahaidvarya  ("Aa-atV"),   am,  n. 
supreme    lordship  or  sovereignty,  great   power  or 

dominion.  —  Mahoktha  ("hd-uk"),  as,  m.  a  large 
bull  or  ox,  great  ox,  full-grown  bull.  —  Mtthoksha- 
ta,  (.  the  state  or  age  of  a  great  bull.  —  MahoMhraya 

(  Aa-ut10),  as,  d,  am,  of  great  height  or  elevation, 
very  elevated  or  lofty.  -  Mahotlid   ('ha-ut"),   f. 
(probably  for  maholka,  q.v.),  lightning.- Mahot- 
tuma   (hi-ut°),  N.   of  a  particular  fragrant  per- 

fume (•).-  M'!/,nt/,,tla  (  /,,;.„,  j_  ,,,„_  „    a  iarge 
water-lily,  the  lotus,  Nelumbium  Speciosum ;   (a) f.,  N.  of  Dakshayanl  in  Kamalafaha.  -  Mahotpdta 
(  ha-ut'),  as,  a,  am,  very  portentous,  having  great prodigies.  -  Mahottartga    (hd-uf),   a   particular 
high   number.  —  Malmtfnra  Chd-ut'),  as,   m.  a 

great  festival  ;    any  great    rejoicing,    great  'joy  or 
gladness ;  the  god  of  love  [cf.  ma<lana-m"~\ ;  (as. 

a,  am),  very  festive,  holding  a  great  festival.  —  jlfa- 
hotsaiia-maya,  as,  t,  am,  consisting  of  great  festi- 

vals, observing  great  festivals.  —  Utaftotsd/ia  (°hd- 
«ia),  as,  m.  great  effort  or  exertion,  great  diligence  ; 
(as,  d,  am),  possessing  great  energy,  making  great 
efforts  or  exertions,  very  energetic  or  persevering. 

—  Mahodadlii   (°hd-tid°),   is,   m.  '  great   water- 
receptacle,'  the  great  ocean,  a  great  sea  (of  which 
Mahodadhis,  according  to  some,  there  are  four); 

epithet  of  lndrz.  —  Ma/todadhi-ja,  as,  m.  'ocean- 
born,'  a  muscle,  shell.  —  Mahodaya  (°hd-ud°),  as, 
in.  great  happiness  or  prosperity ;    great  elevation 
or  eminence,  pre-eminence,  sovereignty,  greatness, 
pride ;  final  beatitude,  the  final  emancipation  of  the 

soul ;  (ad,  d,  am),  giving  or  possessing  great  happi- 
ness, great  in  prosperous  results,  very  fortunate  or 

lucky,  very  prosperous,  of  great  prosperity,  having 
great  light  or  splendor,  very  glorious;    feeling  or 

thinking  one's  self  excessively  lucky ;  (as],  m.  one 
who  has  great  elevation  or  eminence,  a  lord,  master; 

N.  of  a  mountain  ;  of  the  city  and  district  of  Kanya- 
kubja  or  Canouj,  (in  this  sense  also  a,  am,  f.  n.) ; 
N.  of  a  Vasishtha ;    of  a  royal  chamberlain  (who 

built  a  temple  called  after  himself,  Mahodaya-sva- 
min) ;  N.  of  another  person ;  sour  milk  with  honey ; 
(a),  f.  Uraria  Lagopodioides ;  N.  of  a  mythical  town 
on  mount  Mem ;  of  a  hall  or  dwelling  in  the  world 

of  the  moon.  —  Mahodara  (°hd-ud°),  am,  a.  a 
large  belly  or  abdomen,  enlargement  of  the  abdomen ; 

dropsy;    (as,  ?,  am),  big-bellied,  having  a  large 
stomach  or  protuberant  belly;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
Naga ;  of  a  DSnava ;  of  a  Rakshasa ;  of  a  son  of 
Dhrita-rashtra ;  of  a  son  of  VisvSmitra  ;  of  a  BrSh- 

man;   (1),  f.  Asparagus  Racemosus.  —  Maliodara- 

mukha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants. 
—  Mahodares'vara  (°ra-iV),  am,   n.,  N.  of  a 
Lin-ga.  —  Mahodarya,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Maho- 

dara (°hd-ud°),  as,  a  or  i,  am,  mighty,  powerful. 
—  Mahodyama  (hd-ud°),  as,  m.  great  effort  or 
exertion,   extreme  energy;    (as,  a,  am),  making 
great  exertions,  using  great  efforts,   very  laborious 
or  industrious,  very  diligent  or  persevering;  studi- 

ously occupied  or  busily  engaged  in.  —  Mahodyoga 

(°hd-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  making  great  exertions,  very 
laborious  or  industrious.  —  Mahomtata  (°ltd-un°), 
as,  d,  am,  very  high,  exceedingly  lofty,  much  ele- 

vated ;  (as),  m.  the  palm  or  palmyra  tree.  —  Malion- 

iiati  (°hd-un°),  is,  f.  great  elevation,  high  position, 

high  rank.  —  Mahonmada  (°hd-un°),  as,  m.  exces- 
sive intoxication,  great  ecstasy;    a  species  of  fish 

(commonly  called  Phala'i;  cf. maddrmada).—  Ma- 
honmdtia  (°hd-un°),  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  extensive; 

weighty  (?).  —  Mahopakdra  (°hd-up°),  as,  m.  great 
aid  or  assistance.  —  Maliopanishad  (°hd-iip°),  t,  f. 
a  great  Upanishad.  —  Maltopanisliada  (°hd-up°), 
am,  n.  a  great  secret  science  or  mystical  doctrine. 

—  Mahopamd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river ;  (also  read  mahd- 

pagd.)  —  Mahopdd/iyaya  (°ha-up°),  as,  m. 'great 
teacher,  great  preceptor,'  epithet  of  Vidya-natha ;  of 
Bharavi.  —  M nhopdsaka  (°hd-up°),  as,  m.  a  Bud- 

dhist lay-brother  (see  mahdpasaka).  —  Mahoraga 

(°Aa-ur'),  as,  m.  a  great  serpent,  a  great  Naga  or 
serpent-demon  forming  one  of  the  classes  inhabiting 
Patala,  (with  Jainas  the  Mahoragas  are  a  class  of 
Vyantaras) ;  (am),  n.  the  root  of  the  Tabemsemon- 

tana  Coronaria.  —  Maltoraska  ( Vm-«r°),  as,  a,  am, 
'  broad-chested,'  having  a  wide  breast ;  (as),  m.  epi- 

thet  of  Siva.  —  Maltolkd    (°hd-ul°),    f.   a   great 
meteor :  a  great  torch  or  firebrand  ;  lightning  (V  see 

mahotkd').~  Mahoshtha  (c/t«-os/ic),  as,  a  or  i, 
am,  great-lipped,  having  large  lips :  (as),  m.  epi- 

thet of  Siva.  —  Mahaugha  (hd-ogha),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  son  of  Tvashtri  (katha-sarit-s.  VIII.  48,  95). 

—  Mahaujas  ("hd-oj"),  as,  n.   great  vigour   or 
energy,  great  might  or  power;  (os,  as,  as),  having 
great  vigour  or  energy,  very  vigorous,  full  of  vital 
power,  very  mighty  or  powerful,  having  great  splendor 
or  glory ;  (as),  m.  a  hero,  champion ;  N.  of  a  king ; 
(osas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  particular  race  or  people. 

—  Mahaujasa  (°hd-oj°),   am,  n.   the   discus   of 
Vishnu.  —  Mahaujaeka  (°/id-of),  as,  d,  am,  = 

mahau.jas.'-Makaudavahi  (°hd-aud°),  ii,  m., 
N.  of  a  Vedic  teacher.  —  Mahaushadlia  (°M- 
aush"),  am,  n.  a  very  efficacious  drug,  a  sovereign 
remedy,  panacea ;  epithet  of  certain  very  strong  or 
pungent  plants,  such  as  dried  ginger,  garlic,  Allium 
Ascalonicum,  birch,  long  pepper  ( =  bhumy-dkulya, 
vdrdhi-lianda,  •catsa-nabha).  —  Ma/iaushadhi, 

is,  or  maJtausliadhl  (°hd-osh°),  (.  a  great  or 
very  efficacious  medicinal  plant ;  epithet  of  various 
medicinal  plants ;  (is),  f.  DOrvS  grass ;  a  sort  of 
sensitive  plant,  Mimosa  Pudica;  (i),  f.  Hingtsha 
Repens  (  =  4vda-l;antakuri,  Irdhmi,  Itatuka); 
dried  ginger. 

JfoMHte,  as,  a,  am,  great,  large;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  king. 

Mahuyya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  enjoyed  ;  to  be honoured,  (Say.  =  pnjya.) 

Slahi  (used  in  Ved.  as  an  adj.  in  nom.  and  ace. 

sing.  n)  —  mahat, praudha,  great,  excessive,  large; 
(i),  ind.  greatly,  very,  exceedingly,  much ;  in  Rig- 
veda  I.  130,  7,  mahi  =  ma7iate,  dat.  c. ;  (is,  i), 
m.  n.  greatness;  (is),  m.  =mahat,  intellect;  (is), 
f.  =  mahi,  the  earth.  —  Nahi-kera,  us,  us,  m,  Ved. 

(according  to  SZy.=praudha'karman),  performing 
great  rites  or  ceremonies ;  (perhaps)  praising  highly, 

greatly  extolling.  —  Mahi-kzUatra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
possessing  great  power,  very  mighty ;  (S.1y.  =pra- 
bhuta-bala. )  —  Mahi-datta,  as,  m.  (malti  for 

mahi),  'earth-given,'  N.  of  a  man.  —  Mahi-ddsa, 
as,  m.  (malii  for  mahi),  Ved.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

ItarS  (Aitareya).  —  Mahidasa-budha  or  mahiddsa- 
lihatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  (=mahi- 

dhara).  —  Mahi-nasa,  as,  m.  a  form  of  Siva  or 
Rudra.  —  Mahi-magha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
much  wealth,  opulent ;  having  much  food ;  (Say. 

=  mahad  dhanam  annam  fit  yasya.)  —  Mahi- 
mat,  dn,  ati,  at,  much,  abundant.  —  Mahi-vridh, 
t,  t,  t,  Ved.  giving  great  wealth,  increasing  great 
wealth  (  =  mahatim  dhandndm  vardhayitri); 

greatly  rejoicing.  •- Mahi-vrata,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
having  great  power,  ruling  mightily,  accomplisher  of 
great  acts,  performing  mighty  deeds;  (Say.  =pra- 
bhuta-karman,  mahd-karman,  mahd-rrata, 

q.v.)  —  Mahi-shvani,  is,  is,  i  (i.e.  mahi  +  svani), 
Ved.  very  noisy,  making  a  great  noise ;  (Say.  = 

prabhuta-dhvani.) 
Malttta,  as,  d,  am,  honoured,  celebrated  at  a 

festival,  revered,  highly  esteemed,  proper,  right; 

(as),  m.,  scil.  gana,  epithet  of  a  class  of  Manes ; 
N.  of  a  man ;  of  a  Deva-putra ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a 

river,  (also  read  a-hitd) ;  (am),  n.  the  trident  of 
Sivai.  —  Mahitdmbhas  (°ta-am°),  as,  as,  as,  whose 
waters  are  honoured  or  esteemed  (Kirat.  V.  7). 

Mtthiti'd,  ind.  having  honoured  or  esteemed. 
I.ma/ttn,  t, i«i,i,Ved.  great,  powerful,  extensive. 

—  I.  mahi-td,  f.  or  mahi-tt'a,  am,  n.  greatness, 

might,  power,  magnitude.  —  Mald-tvana,  am,  a., 
Ved.  greatness,  might,  power ;  mahitrand,  inst.  c. 
=  mahattzena,  by  greatness.  —  Mahin-tama,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  greatest,  most  powerful,  very  extensive. 

2.  mahin,  i,  int,  i,  keeping  a  feast,  observing  a 
festival,  festive.  — 2.  mahi-td,  f.  the  observance  of 
a  festival,  festivity. 

Mahina,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  great,  powerful,  exten- 
sive; (am),  n.  sovereignty,  dominion  (  =  rdjya). 

Mahiman,  d,  m.  greatness,  magnitude,  grandeur, 

majesty,  glory;  might,  power,  energy;  exaltation, 
high  rank ;  a  great  person,  anything  great ;  N.  of  a 
man ;  the  magical  power  of  increasing  size  at  will ; 

illimitability,  magnitude  (as  one  of  Siva's  attributes) ; 
epithet  of  two  Grahas  at  the  AsVa-medha  sacrifice 

(Ved.) ;  rnahimnah  starah,  '  praise  of  (Siva's) 
majesty,'  title  of  a  poem  in  thirty-four  stanzas;  ma- 
himnd,  ind.  (Ved.  mahin/j),  mightily,  powerfully, 

forcibly.  —  Mahima-lhatta,  as,  m.,  N .  of  an  author. 
—  Mahima-tittndara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Mahimd,  f.   greatness,  Scc.  =  mahiman   above. 

—  Mn/iimd-vat,  dn,  m.,  scil.  gana,  epithet  of  a 
class  of  Manes. 
Mahisha,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  great,  powerful ;  (as), 

m.  'the  great  or  powerful  animal,'  a  buffalo  [cf. 



mahisha-kanda. 
Tf?75T  mahila. 

} ;  N.  of  an  Asura  or  demon  slain  by 
Durg3  ;  of  a  Sadhya ;  of  a  sage  (associated  with 
Atreya  and  Vara-ruci  as  author  of  a  commentary  on 

the  Pratis'Skhya  of  the  Yajur-veda) ;  the  emblem  and 
vehicle  of  Yama  ;  the  emblem  of  one  of  the  Jaina 

saints ;  (5s),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  [cf.  mdhisha']  ; 
(?),  f.  a  buffalo-cow,  (qrdmya-mahisJii,  a  tame 

buffalo-cow) ;  '  powerful  woman ,'  any  woman  of 
high  rank,  especially  the  first  or  properly  conse- 

crated wife  of  a  king,  a  queen  consort,  any  queen, 

(farm  mahishyafi,  all  the  king's  wives);  the 
female  of  a  bird ;  (according  to  some)  an  im- 

moral woman  or  money  gained  by  a  wife's  prosti- 
tution [cf.  maltishika]  ;  a  species  of  medicinal 

plant ;  [cf.  dhama-mahisht."]  —  Mahisha-kanda, as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  with  a  tuberous  root. 

••  Mahisha-ga,  as,  dt  am,  riding  upon  a  buffalo. 

—  Mahisha-ghnl,  f. '  slayer  of  Mahisha,'  an  epithet 
of  Durga.  —  Mahisha-tua,  am,   n.   the  being   a 
buffalo,  the  state  or  condition  of  a  buffalo.  —  Ma- 

Jiuha-dhvaja,  as,  m.   'having  a   buffalo  for  an 
emblem,'  epithet  of  the  god  Yama.  —  Malti*ita- 
pdla  or  mahisha-pdlaka,  as,  m.  a  buffalo-keeper, 
herdsman    of  buffaloes.  —  Maltisha-mardini,    f. 

'  crusher  of  Mahisha,'  the  goddess  DurgS.  —  Mahi- 
sha-valli,  f.  a  kind  of  creeper.  —  Mahisha-vdhana, 

as,  m.  '  having  a  buffalo  for  a  vehicle/  epithet  of 
the  god  Yama.  —  Mahishdksha  or  mahiehakthaJca 

(°shd-ak°),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bdellium ;  [cf.  gug- 

gulu.~]  —  Mahtshdnand    (°sha-dn°),   f.  'buffalo- 
faced,'  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda. 
—  Mahishdrdana  (^sha-ar3),  as,  m.  epithet  of 
Skanda.  —  MahisJidsura  ^sha-as°),  as,   m.  the 
Asura  or  demon  Mahisha  who  was  slain  by  DurgS, 
(the  country  of  Mysore  is  said  to  take  its  name  from 

this  vmTd.)  —  Mahishdmra-yhdtini,   f.  'slayer  of 
the  Asura  Mahisha,' an  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Mahi- 
ehdsura-mathani   or   mahishdsitra-mardani  or 

maJiishdsura-sudan'!,  f.  'destroyer  of  the  Asura 
Mahisha,'  an  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Maliishasura- 
sambhava,  as,  m.  ('  produced  in  Mysore  ?'),  a  kind 
of  bdellium.  —  Mahishusurdrdini   (°ra-ar°),    f. 
'  slayer  of  the  Asura  Mahisha,'  an  epithet  of  Durg2. 
—  Mahishl-kanda,   as,   m.  =  mahisha-lranda, 
q.  v.  —  Mahi*hi-pdla,  as,  m.  a  keeper  of  buffalo- 
cows.  —  Mahishi-priyd,  f.  a  species  of  grass  ( =  iuli). 
—  Mahishi-bhdva,  as,  m.  the  state  or  condition  of 
a  buffalo-cow.  —  Mahishi-stambha,  as,  m.  a  pillar 
or  column  adorned  with  a  buffalo's  head. 

MaliishaTca,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  [cf. 
mdhisha,  mdhishaka.] 
Mahishtha,  as,  d,  am,  greatest,  largest;  [cf. 

mahiyas."] Mahishmat,  an,  all,  at  (fr.  mahi^ha},  possessing 
buffaloes,  rich  in  buffaloes;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  king; 
(ad),  f.  epithet  of  a  particular  lunar  day  (personified 

as  a  daughter  of  An-giras). 
Mahinhvat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  rejoicing,  refresh- 

ing :  (according  to  SSy.  =  ribtsa  ?,  a  cave.) 

Mahi,  f.  (fr.  maha,  q.  v.),  '  the  great  world ;' 
the  earth,  world  [cf.  urn,  prithvi] ;  soil,  ground, 
land,  landed  property ;  a  country,  kingdom  ;  earth 
(as  a  material,  see  Manu  VII.  70) ;  any  space, 

sphere,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  III.  56,  2, 
mfihi  =  loka,  the  world) ;  the  ground  or  base  of  a 
triangle  or  other  plane  figure  ;  a  large  army  (Ved.) ; 

a  cow,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  IV.  41,  5, 
mahi  gaus  =  mahatl  gans,  a  large  cow) ;  the  plant 
Hingtsha  Repens ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times  o  — ; 
N.  of  a  divine  being  associated  with  Ida  and  Saras- 
vat!  ;  N.  of  a  river  (rising  in  the  province  of  Malwa 
and  falling  into  the  gulf  of  Cambay  after  a  westerly 
course  of  280  miles) ;  a  stream,  water,  (according  to 
Say.  on  Rig-veda  II.  1 1 ,  2,  mahlh  —  mahatlr  apah, 
the  great  waters) ;  (1),  du.,  Ved.  heaven  and  earth, 
(according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  80,  u,  mahl  = 
mahatyau  dydvd-prithivyau.)  —  Maht-kampa, 

as,  m. '  earth-tremor,'  an  earthquake.  —  Mahi-kshit, 
t,  m. '  earth-ruler,'  a  king,  prince,  sovereign.  —  Mahi- 
tandra,  as,  m. '  earth-moon,'  N.  of  a  king.  —  Mahi- 
dara,  as,  d,  am,  or  mahi-ddrin,  I,  ini,  i,  '  earth- 

going,'  moving  or  going  on  the  earth,  (opposed  to 
antar~il:slia-ga.}  —  Mahi-ja,  as,  d,  am,  '  earth- 
born,'  produced  on  the  land  or  ground ;  (rts),  m.  a 
plant,  tree;  'son  of  the  Earth,'  the  planet  Mars; 
(am),  n.  green  ginger.  —  Mahl-tata,  N.  of  a  place. 
—  Mahi-tala..  am,  n.  the  surface  of  the  earth, 

ground,  soil.  —  Mahi-ddsa,  see  mahl-dasa.—Malii- 
dwrga,  am,  n.  a  fortress  (made)  of  earth,  earth-fort. 

—  M ahi-dhara,  as,  i,  am,   'earth-bearing,'  sup- 
porting the  earth  ;  (as),  m.  a  mountain  ;  epithet  of 

Vishnu ;  N.  of  a  Deva-putra  ;  of  a  king ;  of  a  mer- 
chant ;  of  a  Sutra-dhara ;   of  a  celebrated  commen- 

tator on  the  Vajasancyi-samhita",  &c.  (who  flourished 
towards  the  end  of  the  sixteenth  century) ;  of  various 
other  commentators.— Mahidhara-datta,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  man.  —  Mahi-dhra,  as,  m.  (dh  ra  =  dhara), 

'  earth-supporter,'  a  mountain ;  a  symbolical  expression 
for  the  number  seven  [cf.  1; ula-panala] ;  epithet  of 
Vishnu.— Mahidhraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king;  [cf. 

mahdndhralca.'j—Mahina  (°hl-ina),  as,  m. '  earth- 
ruler,' a  king,  prince.  —  Mahl-ndtha,  as,  in.  '.earth- 
lord,'  a  king,  Scc.  —  Maht-pa,  as,  m.  'earth-pro- 

tector,' a  king,  &c. ;  N.  of  a  lexicographer.  —  Mahl- 
patana,  am,  n.  falling  to  the  earth,  bowing  down 
to  the  ground,  humble  obeisance.  —  Mahl-pati,  is, 

m.  '  earth-lord,'  a  king,  sovereign,  —  Mahipatl-t  m, 
am,  n.  sovereignty.  —  Mahi-pdla,  as,  m.  'earth- 
protector,'  a  king,  prince  ;  N.  of  various  sovereigns. 
•—Mahipala-putra,  as,  m.  a  king's  son,  prince. 
—  Mahl-putra,  as,   m.  'son    of  the  Earth,'  the 
planet  Mars.  —  Mahi-prishtha,  am,  n.  the  surface 

of  the  earth.  —  Mah'i-praTtampa,  as,  m.  'earth- 
tremor,'  an  earthquake.  —  Mahl-praroha,  as,  m. 

'  earth-growing,'  a  tree ;  [cf.  mahi-ja,  mahi-ruh.~] 
—  Mahl-prddlra,  am,  n.   'earth-fence,'  the  sea. 
—  MaJii-pravara,  as,  m.  '  earth-enclosure,'  the  | 
sea.  —  ]\Iahi-bhat(a,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian. 

—  Mahi-bhartri,  td,  m.  '  earth-supporter,'  a  king, 
sovereign.  —  Maht-bhdra,  as,  m.  '  earth-burden,' a 
burden  for  the  earth.  —  M ahi-bhuj,  k,  m.  'earth- 

enjoyer,    earth-possessor,'  a  king,    ruler,   sovereign. 
—  Mahl-bhrit,  t,  m. '  earth-supporter,'  a  mountain  ; 
a  king,  sovereign,  rater.  — Mahl-maghavan,  d,  m. 
'  earth-Indra,'  a   king.  —  Mahi-mandala,   am,   n. 
the  circumference  of  the   earth,  the  whole  earth. 

—  Mahi-maya,  as,  t,  am,  made  of  earth,  consisting 
of  earth,  earthen.  —  Mahi-mahendra,  as,  m. '  great 

Indra   of  the    earth,'  a   king,  sovereign.  —  Mahl- 
mriga,  as,  m.  the  earthly  antelope  (in  Ramayana 
III.  49,  45,  opposed  to  tdrd-mriga,q.v.)  —  Mahi- 
rajas,  as,  n.  '  earth-dust,'  dust  or  particles  of  dust. 
—  Mahl-raiia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dharma  by 
Visva.  —  Nahl-rata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king,  (also 
read  bahl-nara.)  —  Mahl-randhra,  am,  n.  a  hole 

in  the  earth.  —  Mahi-ruh,  t,  m.  '  earth-grower,'  a 
plant,  tree  (Kirat.  V.  10;  cf.  kalpa-m°).  -  Mahi- 
ruha,  as,  m.  'earth-growing,'  a  plant,  tree;  Theca 
Grandis.  —  MaTil-latd,  f.  an  earth-worm,  dew-worm. 
—  Mahi-iasaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  school. 

—  Mahlivara  (°Af-i.<0),  as,  m. '  earth-lord,'  a  king, 
prince,  sovereign.  —  Mahi-saitgama,  N.  of  a  place. 

—  Mahi-suta,  as,  m.  'earth-son,'  the  planet  Mars. 
—  Mahi-su.ro,   as,    m.  'earth-god,'    a    Brahman. 
—  Mahi-sunu,  us,  m.=mahi-suta.  —  Maliy-nt- 
tara,  us,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

Mahlya,  Nom.  A.  (ep.  also  P.)  mahiyate  (-tf), 
-yititm,  to  be  glad,  to  be  joyous,  to  be  happy,  (in 
this  sense  chiefly  Vedic) ;  to  be  exalted,  rise  to  a 
high  position  ;  to  be  highly  esteemed  or  honoured  ; 
to  thrive,  prosper:  Pass,  form  mahiyyate,  to  be 
honoured,  to  be  exalted,  &c. 

Mahiyamana  or  mahtyyamdna,  as,  a,  am, 
being  worshipped  or  reverenced,  being  treated  with 
respect,  being  exalted. 

Mahiyas,  an,  asi,  as,  greater,  mightier,  &c., 
very  great,  (mahlydn  hdsah,  very  loud  laughter.) 
Mahlyd,  f.,Ved.joyousness,  happiness,  exultation. 
Mahiyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  joyous,  happy,  rejoicing, 

delighting ;  (a-mahiyu,  N.  of  the  author  of  Rig- veda  IX.  61.) 

Mahlyai  in   Rig-veda  I.  113,  6  (according   to 
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i  —  mahalya{,  dat.  c.  said  to  mean 

'  for  greatness.' Mahe-nadi,  voc.  c.  of  mahi-nadi,  in  Rig-veda 
VIII.  74,  15- 

Mahemati,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  high-souled,  liberally- 
minded;  (Say.  =  mahate  phalaya  matir  yasya; 
but  according  to  modem  scholars  mahe-mate  in 
Rig-veda  VIII.  13,  n,  may  be  voc.  sing,  of  mold- 
mati.) 

Mahc-vridh,  Ved.  various  reading  for  mahi- vridh,  q.  v. 

*T?TT  mahat.     See  p.  753,  col.  2. 

H??pr«^  maha-dyuman  (probably  maha 
+  dyuman),  N.  of  a  Tlrtha  ;  (according  to  others) 
an  epithet  of  the  sun. 

,  mahanlya,  &c.     See  p.  753, 

col.  3. 

mahamada-edala,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  prince  (=muhammad  'adil). 
«i?**i<;  mahammada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 

(  =  muhammad). 
•ipqiin  mahayayya,  mahayya.  Seep.  753, 

col.  3. 

JH-^maiar,  mahar-loka,  &c.  See  p.  753, 

col.  3. 

*l^«.*5{  maharenu,  N.  of  a  place. 
*i  ?  frt  »^  mahartvij,  &c.    See  under  maha, 

p.  754,  col.  i. 
i^5f  mahalla,  as,  m.  (fr.  Arabic  J.s*  ma- 

hall),  a  eunuch  in  a  king's  palace  or  in  a  harem. 
Mahallaka,  as,  m.  a  large  house,  mansion  ;  a 

eunuch  in  a  king's  palace;  (as,  ilia,  am),  old, 

feeble  ;  (ikd),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Pra-hlsda. 
Mahallika,  as,  m.  =  mahalla  above. 

*nn^  mahas,  mahas-vat,  &c.  See  p.  753, 
col.  3,  and  p.  754,  col.  I. 

T1W  mahasa.     See  p.  754,  col.  i  . 

*i?*>«11«.*a<.  mahasena-naresvara  =  ma- 
hasena-naredvara,  q.  v.,  (according  to  the  commen- tator maha  =pujya.) 

«is>*0*U  ma/iasona,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

.     See  p.  754,  col.  i. 

aha-kankara,  maha-kattha,  &c. 
See  under  mahd,  p.  754,  col.  I. 

TjTrfire   mahdbhisha,   as,    m.,    N.   of   a 
sovereign  of  the  race  of  Ikshvaku. 

Hf?T  mahi,  mahi-keru,  &c.     See  p.  762, 

col.  3. 

Hfi#<*r  mahika,  f.  mist,  frost,  (for  mihika, 

q.V.) 
«i(Vrr  mahita.     See  p.  762,  col.  3. 

Jn.     See  p.  762,  col.  3. 

maliindhaka,  as,  m.  a  rat;   an 

ichneumon  ;  the  string  of  a  pole  for  carrying  loads. 

HfiJM  mahipa,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
*1  15*1  nmahi-mat.  See  mahi,  p.  762,  col.  3. 

'RH-T'T  maliiman,  mahima.  See  p.  762, 

col.  3. 

*li^flK  mahimnara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
*((?<.  mahira,  as,  m.  (for  mihira,  q.  v.), 

the  sun  ;  [cf.  mdhira."]  —  Mahira-kida,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  king  ;  [cf.  mihira-hula.] 

ifprtl  mahila,  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
I.  55.  fr.  rt.  I.  mah),  a  woman,  female;  a  woman 
literally  or  figuratively  intoxicated,  (in  Prakrit  = 
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mada-mattd  slrt,  cf.  mahela) ;  a  species  of  odori- 
ferous plant  ( =  renukd).  —  Mahildkhya  fU-Seh  ), 

f.  (  =  mahild),  a  species  of  odoriferous  plant.  — .1/u- 
//  ildh  nujd  (  Id-dh"),  f.  =priyaitgu,  q.  v. 
Mahild,  f.  a  woman,  female. 
Mahilukd,  {.,  Ved.  epithet  of  a  cow. 
Maheld  or  mahelikd,  f.  a  woman,  female. 

mahildropya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
city  in  the  south;  [cf.  miiiildmpya.] 

mahisha.     See  p.  762,  col.  3. 

mahl,  mahi-kampa,  &c.     See  p.  763, 
col.  I. 

«l^l  cf  mahl-kri.     See  p.  761,  col.  3. 

firtal  mahlya.     See  p.  .763,  col.  2. 

*<{:")  Mrq  mahiya-tva,  see  Gana  Vimuktadi 
to  Pan.V.  2,  61;  [cf.  maAiyo-<i;a.] 

mahlld.     See  above. 

.  maheMha,  &c.     See  p.  761,  col.  3. 

mahetlha,  N.  of  a  country. 

mahendra,  &c.    See  p.  761,  col.  3. 

maherana,  as,  m.  Boswellia  Thu- 
rifera  ;  (also  spelt  maherund.) 

maheld.     See  above. 

mahesa,  mahesvara,  &c.    See  p.  762, 
col.  I. 

H^<*lf^«  mahaikoddishta,  &c.  See  p.  762, 
col.  I. 

mahoksha,  &c.     See  p.  762,  col.  i. 

mahotika  or  mahoti,  f.  the  egg- 

plant. 
«i^f<i^fl««  mahovisiya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

Saman. 

«i^Tv  mahaugha,  mahaujas.  See  p.  762, 
col.  2. 

J?jJ  inn  /mil  in  puru-m°,  q.  v. 
Hfl^M  mahmada-khana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

man  (  =  muhammad  khan). 

*T?PT  mahman,  see  Atharva-veda  X.  2,  6. 

*fi?I  mahya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vivas- 
rat  ;  (also  read  sahya.) 

^•?l<  mahy-uttara.  See  under  mahl  at 
P-  763- 
HgUI  mahlana,  as,  in.,  N.  of  a  king  who 

founded  a  temple  called  after  him,  Mahlana-svamin, 
(perhaps  more  correctly  malhana.) 
Mahlana-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city,  (perhaps 

for  mahlana-pura.) 

*TT  I.  ma,  ind.  (causing  a  following  c%  to 

be  changed  to  eVA,  see  Gram.  48.  c),  a  particle  of 
prohibition  and  of  negation,  usually  translatable  by 

'  not,'  or  sometimes  used  as  a  conjunction  and  equi- 
valent to  'that  —  not,  lest,  would  that  —  not;'  [cf. 

the  use  of  Gr.  rf  ;  Lat.  ««.]  Ma  is  most  com- 
monly employed  in  prohibition  or  deprecation,  when 

it  may  be  joined  with  the  imperative  (e.  g.  ma 
brdhi,  speak  not  ;  ma  lajjasra,  be  not  ashamed  ; 
maimiii  rathi,  speak  not  thus)  ;  often  also  with  the 
aorist,  especially  in  later  Sanskrit,  when  the  augment 
is  generally  dropped  (e.  g.  ma  krithdh,  do  not 
make  ;  ma.  tya1:»hlh,  do  not  abandon  ;  ma  Mali, 
grieve  not  ;  ma  bhaishih,  fear  not  ;  ma  ninaiali, 
destroy  not;  ri/athdm  mdnubhuh,  feel  not  pain; 
or  with  the  sense  'lest,'  as  in  'Manu  VIII.  15, (l/iarmo  na  hantaryo  ma  no  dlinrmo  h-tlo  fa- 
f/fiit.  justice  must  not  be  destroyed,  lest  justice  being 
destroyed  destroy  us)  ;  often  with  addition  of  the  par- 

ticle tma  (e.  g.  ma  ima  cddih,  speak  not  ;  md  sma 

gamah,  go  not);  sometimes  with  the  imperfect, 
the  augment  being  still  cut  off  (e.  g.  ma  sma 
bhamt,  may  he  not  become:  ma  sma  karot,  let 
him  not  do ;  mainam  ubhibhdnhathdh,  do  not 
speak  to  him,  cf.  Pan.  VI.  4,  74) ;  occasionally,  in 
epic  poetry  &c.,  with  an  aorist,  without  elision  of 
the  augment  (e.g.  ma  kilos  tram  aty-agdt,  let 
not  the  season  pass  by  thee ;  sraddhd  no  ma  vy- 

agamat,  may  faith  not  depart  from  us) ;  not  unfre- 

quently  with  the  potential,  in  the  sense  of  '  wishing 
that  anything  may  not  happen"  (e.  g.  ma  sma 
janayet  putram  idriiam,  may  she  not  bring  forth 
such  a  son  I  ma  Yamam  patyeyam,  may  I  not  see 
Yama !  ma  kurydd  akdryam,  O  that  he  may  do 
nothing  wrong  !) ;  and  even  with  the  precative  (e.  g. 
ma  b/iuydt,  may  it  not  be  !) ;  more  rarely  with  the 

potential,  in  the  sense  of  'prohibition'  (e.g.  ma 
smainaiii  pratynd'ikxJictlidh,  do  not  look  at  him) ; 
sometimes  with  the  future,  in  the  sense  of  '  lest, 

that — not'  (e.  g.  ma  tvdm  fapsyc,  lest  I  curse  thee, 
that  I  may  not  curse  thee) ;  even  with  the  fut.  pass, 

part,  (maivam  prdrthyam,  it  must  not  be  so  re- 
quested); and  even  with  the  pres.  part.  (e.g.  ma 

jlmn  yo  duAklia-dagdho  jirati,  he  ought  not 
[to  be]  living  who  lives  consumed  by  pain) ;  some- 
limes  ma  takes  the  place  of  the  simple  negative  na 

(e.  g.  gaddha  i-d  ma  rd,  you  can  go  or  not  go  ; 
mdjetavyah,  he  is  not  to  be  conquered  ;  ma  gan- 
tum  arhasi,  thou  oughtest  not  to  go ;  katham  ma 
bhiit,  how  may  it  not  be) ;  occasionally  without  a 
verb,  which  must  be  supplied  from  the  context  (e.  g. 
ma  iSabdam,  i.  e.  with  ellipsis  of  kuruta,  do  not 
make  a  noise ;  ma  ndma  rakshinah,  may  it  not 
be  the  watchmen !  maivam  or  ma  tavat,  not  so, 
i.  e.  let  it  not  be  so ;  or  with  ma  repeated,  thus 

ma  ma,  ma  mairam).  In  the  Veda  mil  is  some- 
times followed  by  the  particle  a,  blending  with  it 

into  mo  (e.  g.  Rig-veda  V.  65,  6,  ma  mc.gltonah 
pari  khyatam  mo  asmakam  [putrm],  deny  us 
not  who  are  rich  in  offerings,  nor  indeed  our  sons 

[according  to  Say.  mo = maim];  and  Rig-veda  I. 
38,  6,  mo  shu  vadhit  [SHy.=sarvathd  vadhftm 
md  kdrshlf],  let  him  not  on  any  account  destroy) ; 
[cf.  Zend  and  Old  Pers.  md ;  Gr.  ̂ 17 ;  perhaps  Lat. 
««.]  —  Ma-Cira,  as,  a,  am,  not  long,  short ;  (am), 
ind.  without  delay,  shortly,  quickly  (generally  after 
an  impv.  or  before  an  aor.  without  augment,  and 

sometimes  for  na-firam,  e.g.  gaddha  md-diram 
or  md-diram  gamah,  go  without  delay;  vrajish- 
ydmi  md-diram,  I  will  set  forth  without  delay). 
—  Md-vilambam  or  md-vilambitam,  ind.  without 
delay,  shortly,  quickly. 

•JTT  2.  ma,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  (in  Ved.  P.) 
mimdti,  mimite,  mame,  mdtum,  to  low, 

bellow,  roar,  bleat,  sound,  make  any  sound  or  cry 
(especially  said  of  cows,  calves,  goats,  &c. ;  according 
to  Nirukta  II.  9,  mdyum  mimdti  —  mayum  sabdam 
karoti;  cf.  rt.  mtm,  mimayati,  2.  maya,  mayti, 

mayura) :  part,  of  the  Intens.  mcmyat,  in  Rig-veda  I. 

162,  2,  said  to  mean  '  bleating  as  a  goat ;'  (according 
to  Say.  =  either  hanyamana,  fr.  rt.  7»7,  or  meme- 
tfabdam  Iturvat.) 

I.  mdyu.     See  p.  772,  col.  2. 

•JTT  3.  md,  cl.  2.  P.  mdti,  cl.  3.  A.  mimite 
(3rd  pi.  militate,  part,  mimdna),  Impf. 

ami'mira  (3rd  pi.  aiiw'mote),  Pot.  mimila,  Impv. 
iiiiiultdin  (2nd  sing,  mimlslira,  also  P.  mimilii ; 
used  according  to  Naigh.  III.  19,  yddiid-karmani, 
in  the  act  of  praying) ;  cl.  4.  A.  mdyate,  mamau, 

in" in/:  (3rd  pi.  mamire),  masyati,  -te,  annlsit, 
amasta,  Prec.  meyat,  mdsishta,  mdtum,  to 
measure,  mete ;  to  measure  off,  mark  off,  limit ;  to 
measure  (by  any  standard),  compare  with,  (tadiyfiir 
nayanair  amimita  lofane,  she  compared  her  eyes 
with  theirs,  Kumara-s.  V.  15);  to  measure  across, 
measure  or  pass  through,  traverse  (with  adhvanah, 
in  Rig-veda  I.  146,  3;  but  according  to  Say.  mimdna 
=  fit  nijiddayitri,  making,  causing) ;  to  measure  out, 
apportion,  deal  out,  impart,  give,  grant  (e.  g.  in 

Rig-veda  IV.  44,  6,  nu  no  rayim  mimdthdm  is 

said  to  mean  'mete  out  opulence  for  us');  to  pre- 
pare, arrange ;  to  form,  make,  create,  construct, 

build,  effect  (Ved.) ;  to  display,  exhibit,  show,  dis- 

play one's  self  (e.g.  in  Rig-veda  III.  29,  II,  yad 
amimita  matari  is  said  to  mean  'when  he  has 
displayed  himself  in  the  maternal  atmosphere  or 

firmament,'  where,  according  to  Say.,  tejas  is  to  be 
understood) ;  to  correspond  in  measure,  find  measure 

or  room  in  (cl.  2.  with  loc.,  e.  g.  te  yaSo-riisir 
bhuvana-tritayodare  mdti,  thy  mass  of  fame 
finds  room  in  the  interior  of  the  three  worlds) ;  to 
infer,  conclude :  Pass,  miyatc,  Aor.  amdyi,  to  be 

measured  &c.,  to  be  inferred :  Caus.  mdpayati,  -yi- 

tum,  Aor.  amimapat,  to  cause  to  be  measured  or 
built,  to  have  measured  out  or  prepared  ;  to  measure, 

mete  off;  to  build,  erect:  Desid.  P.  A.  mitsati,  -tc 
(Pan.  VII.  4,  54,  58) :  Intens.  mamati,  mdmeti, 

memlyate  (Pan.  VI.  4,  66);  [cf.  Zend  ma,  'to 
measure  or  make ;'  ma,  f. '  measure  :'  Gr.  fit-rpo-v, 
UtTp-to-s,  fu-i^i-o-ftai,  la-nrj-ait,  tu-n-o-s :  Lat. 
mS-td-re,  me-id-ri,  me-ti-or,  mensa,  mensfira: 

Old  Slav,  me-ra :  Lith.  me-ra,  '  measure ;'  ma-tu- 
ti,  '  to  measure  ;'  meta-s,  '  time,  a  year :'  Russ. 

mje-ra,  '  measure ;'  mje-ritj,  '  to  measure :'  Hib. 
mead, '  a  balance,  a  scale ;'  meadaighim, '  I  weigh, 

balance,  consider.'] 
4.  ma,  mds,  f.  measure,  (in  the  formula  md 

ftiandah, pra-md  6handah,  prati-md  fhandah) ; 
Ved.  a  kind  of  metre. 

I.  mdta  (at  the  end  of  comps.  after  a  proper  N.) 

=  mdtri,  (according  to  a  Varttika  used  only  in  voc. 
sing.  For  2.  mdta  see  p.  768,  col.  i.) 
Mdtaya  (fr.  miitri),  Nom.  P.  mdtayati,  &c. ; 

amamatat  =  mdtaram  dkhyat,  Schol.  on  Pan.  VII. 

4.  2- 

Mdta,  f.  =  I.  matri,  a  mother,  q.  v. 

Miitdli,  (.  (fr.  mdtd  +  dli), '  the  mother's  friend,' N.  of  a  being  attending  on  DurgS. 

Mdti,  is,  f.  measure ;  accurate  knowledge. 
Mdtura  (fr.  mdtri),  a  mother,  (used  at  the  end  of 

comps.;  cf.  dvai-m°,  bhddra-m°,  Pan.  IV.  i,  115.) 
Mdtula,  as,  m.  (fr.  matri  with  change  of  r 

into  I),  a  maternal  uncle;  epithet  of  the  solar  year; 

the  thorn-apple  tree  [cf.  mdtula-putraka"] ;  a  species of  grain  ;  a  kind  of  snake  [cf.  mdtuldhi]  ;  (d  or  i), 
f.  the  wife  of  a  maternal  uncle,  maternal  aunt; 

hemp,  common  Bengal  S'an,  a  species  of  Crotolaria ; 
(as,  a  or  I,  am),  belonging  to  or  existing  in  a 
maternal  uncle.  —  Mdtula-putraka,  as,  m.  the  little 
son  of  a  maternal  uncle ;  the  fruit  of  the  thorn-apple. 

-  Mdtttlahi  (°la-ahi),  is,  m.  a  kind  of  speckled  or 
variegated  snake. 
Mdtulaka,  as,  m.  maternal  uncle  (a  more  endear- 

ing term  than  mdtula) ;  the  thorn-apple ;  (as,  i, 

am),  belonging  to  or  coming  from  a  maternal  uncle (Pan.  IV.  2, 104). 

Mdtuldni,  f.  the  wife  of  a  maternal  uncle  ;  hemp, 
Crotolaria  Juncea ;  a  kind  of  pulse  ( =  kaldya). 

MTitidcya,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  maternal  uncle,  a 

cousin  ;  (i),  f.  a  daughter  of  a  maternal  uncle. 
j\latulya,  am,  n.  (perhaps)  the  house  of  a  maternal uncle. 

Mdtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  measurer  (cf.  dhdnya-m°; 
in  Nirukta  XI.  5,  the  moon  is  called  mdtd,  '  the 
measurer ') ;  a  maker,  former,  creator,  arranger,  pre- 
parer  (Ved.) ;  a  knower,  one  who  infers  correctly  or 
has  true  knowledge  (-jndtri,  pra-mdtri);  (td), 
m.,  N.  of  a  particular  mixed  caste;  N.  of  an  author; 

(Id),  f.  (nom.  du.  miitarau,  nom.  pi.  mdtarai, 
ace.  pi.  warm,  see  Gram.  129),  the  maker  (of  the 
child  in  the  womb,  cf.  jd-mdtri)  ;  a  mother  (some- 

times at  the  end  of  adj.  comps.,  e.g.  Kunti-m°, 
having  Kunti  for  a  mother,  i.  e.  son  of  Kunti)  ; 

mother'  as  a  jespectful  term  used  in  addressing 
females,  near  relatives,  and  elderly  women  generally ; 
mother  earth  [cf.  Rig-veda  I.  89,  4,  V.  42,  16]  ; 

a  cow  ( =  yo,  a  cow  being  sometimes  called  lokasya 

mdtd,  mother  of  the  world)  ;  space,  ether,  the  firma- 
ment [cf.  mdtari-foan] ;  epithet  of  Lakshmt  (?) ; 

epithet  of  DurgJ ;  N.  of  DakshayanI  in  Siddha- 
pura  (also  read  Siddha-vana)  and  KaySvarohana ; 



tnutara-pitarau. 
matra. 

765 (tard),  du.,  Ved.  the  two  parents,  father  and  mother ; 
epithet  of  heaven  and  earth ;  epithet  of  the  two 
pieces  of  wood  used  in  kindling  fire  (regarded  as  the 

parents  of  Agni,  who  is  called  di't-iuittii,  having 
two  mothers ;  in  this  sense  also  mdtaras,  pi.) ; 

(taras),  f.  pi.  the  divine  mothers  or  personified  ener- 
gies of  the  principal  deities  (sometimes  reckoned  as 

seven  in  number,  viz.  Brahml  or  Brahmani,  Mahe- 
svarl,  Kaumaii,  Vaishnavl,  VSrahi,  Indram  or  Aindi! 

or  Mahendri,  C'amunda ;  sometimes  eight,  viz. 
Brahmi,  Mahesvari,  Raudri,  VarahT,  Vaishnavl, 

Kaumaii,  C'arma-munda,  Kala-san-karshim ;  some- 
times nine,  viz.  Brahmani, Vaishnavl,  Raudri,  Varahi, 

Narasinhika,  Kaumarl,  Mahendrf,  Camunda,  C'an- 
dika ;  sometimes  sixteen,  viz.  Gauri,  Padma,  Sfaci, 

Medha,  Savitri,  Vijaya,  Java,  Deva-sena,  Svadha, 
Svaha,  Santi,  Pushti,  Dhriti,  Tushti,  Atma-devata, 
Kula-devata ;  these  divine  mothers  being  closely 
connected  with  the  worship  of  the  god  Siva  and 
attending  on  his  son  Skanda  or  Karrtikeya,  to  whom 
at  first  only  seven  Matris  were  assigned,  but  in  the 
later  mythology  an  innumerable  number,  who  are 
sometimes  represented  as  having  displaced  the  original 

divine  mothers) ;  N.  of  eight  classes  of  female  ances- 
tors or  female  Manes  (mothers,  grandmothers,  great- 

grandmothers,  paternal  and  maternal  aunts,  &c.) ; 
according  to  Naigh.  I.  1 3,  mdtarah  =  nadl,  a  river, 
[cf.  Rig-veda  III.  9,  2,  where  the  waters  are  also 
called  matarah,  mothers ;  cf.  also  I.  34,  8,  where  the 

seven  rivers,  Garfga  &c.,  are  called  sapta-mdtri; 
according  to  native  lexicographers  mdtri  has  also  the 

following  senses,  v{-bhuti,  revatt,  ak/iukarni,  in- 
dra-vdrunl,  mahd-srdvanl,  jatd-mdnsl :  cf.  Gr. 
prirrip,  Dor.  fuirrip ;  Lat.  mater ;  Old  Germ. 
muotar;  Old  Slav,  mati;  Lith.  mote;  Hib.  ma- 

tkair.~]  —  Matara-pitarau,  m.  du.  mother  and 
father,  parents.  —  Mdtari-purusha,  as,  m.  a  man 
(who  acls  or  speaks)  against  his  mother,  a  cowardly 

bully;  [cf.  pitari-s"ura.~\  —  Mdtari-s'va  (fr.  the 
next),  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mdtari-ivan,  a,  m. 
(according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  III.  29,  II,  fr. 

matari  —  antarikshe,  in  the  atmosphere,  +  s'rasiti 
=  desk/ate,  breathes  or  moves;  or  according  to 

.  others  fr.  matari  +  rt.  tfft),  N.  of  a  divine  being 

described  in  Rig-veda  I.  60,  I,  &c.  as  bringing 
down  the  hidden  Agni  to  the  Bhrigus,  and  identified 

by  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  93,  6,  Sec.  with  Vayu,  the 
Wind ;  N.  of  Agni  himself,  (according  to  Say.  on 

Rig-veda  I.  96,  4,  so  called  as  sarvasya  jagato 
nirmdtary  antarikshe  tfvasan  rartamdnah) ;  air, 

wind,  breeze  (personified  in  Maha-bh.  Udyoga-p. 
3599  as  son  of  Garuda) ;  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Mattl- 
pitri,  tarau,  m. du.  mother  and  father,  parents;  [cf. 

Pan.  VI.  3,  31.^  —  Mdtd-pitri-vihina,  as,  a,  am, 
bereft  of  father  and  mother,  without  father  or  mother. 

•-Mdtd-putra,  an,  m.  du.  mother  and  son.  —  Mdtd- 
maha,  as,  m.  a  maternal  grandfather;  (i),  f.  a 
maternal  grandmother ;  (alt),  m.  du.  a  grandfather 

and  grandmother  on  the  mother's  side;  (us),  m.  pi. 
a  mother's  father,  grandfather,  and  ancestors ;  (as,  I, 
am},  =  mdtdmahlya  below.  —  Mdtdmahtya,  as,  a, 
am,  related  or  belonging  to  a  maternal  grandfather. 

—  Mdtuh-s'vasri  or  mdtuh-svasri,  a,  f.  a  mother's 
sister,  maternal  aunt;  [cf. mdtri-shvasri.]  —  Mdtri- 

ka-c<!hida,  as,  m.  '  the  cutter  otf  of  his  mother's 
head,'  an  epithet  of  Parasu-Rama.  —  Mdtri-krita, 
as,  d,  am,  done  or  performed  towards  a  mother ; 

done    by   a   mother.  —  Mdtri-kefata.  as,    m.    a 

mother's  brother,  maternal  uncle.  —  Mdtri-yana,  as, 
m.  the  assemblage  of  divine  mothers  (as  worshipped 
in  an  especial  manner  in  the  western  parts  of  India). 

—  Aldtri-yandhinl,  f.  'having  but  the  smell  (i.e. 
the  name)  of  mother,'  an  unnatural  mother.  —  Md- 
tri-garblut,  as,  m.  a  mother's  womb.  —  Mdtrigar- 
bha-stha,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  the  mother's  womb. 
—  Mdtri-gdmin,  I,  m.  'going  to  a  mother,'  one 
who  has  committed  incest  with  his  mother.  —  Mdtri- 

gupta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Mdtrigitptdbhi- 

shenana  (°ta-dbh°),  am,  n.  an  expedition  against 
MJtri-gupta.  —  Mdtri-gotra,    am,   n.  a    mother's 
family ;  (as,  d,  am),  belonging  to  a  mother's  family. 

~Mdtr!-gr~imi:it  as,  m.  the  aggregate  of  mothers, 
i.  e.  the  female  sex,  womankind  ;   N.  of  a  village. 

—  Matn-ffhdta  or  mdtri-ghdtnka,  as,  or  matri- 
gltdtin,  I,  or  mdtri-yhna,  as.  m.  one  who  kills  his 
mother,  a  matricide.  —  IUdtri-ghdtiika,   a*,   m.  a 

matricide  ;  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Mdtt'i-dakra,  aim, 
n.  a  kind  of  mystical  circle,  an  astrological  figure ; 
the  circle  or  assemblage  of  divine  mothers.  —  Mdtri- 

takra-pramathana,  as,  m.  'afflicter  of  the  circle 
of  divine  mothers  (?),'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Md- 
tri-Sefa,  as,  m,  a  proper  N.  —  HIdtri-tama,  as,  d, 
(tin,  Ved.  very  motherly  or  maternal    (said  of  the 

waters;    according    to    Sty.  —  matri-vaj  jagatdm 

Idta-kdrin).  —  Mdtri-tas,  ind.  on  the  mother's  side, 
in  right  of  the   mother.  —  Mdtri-td,  f.  maternity, 
the  state  of  a  mother,  the  being  a  mother.  —  Matri- 
tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Hldtri-datta,  as, 

m.  'mother-given,'  N.  of  a  man;  («),  f.,  N.  of  a 
woman.  —  Mdtri-dattiya,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Mdtri- 

deva,  as,  m.  having  a  mother  for  one's  god.  —  Md- 
tri-d'tsha,   as,   m.  the  defect  or  inferiority   of  a 
mother  (who  is   of  a  lower  caste,  Manu  X.  14). 

—  Hldtri-n-andana,  as,  m.  '  mother's  joy,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Karttikeya.  —  Mdtri^ndman,   a,   n.,  scil. 

sukta,   epithet  of  a  class  of  sacred  texts   in   the 

Atharva-veda  ;  (d),  m.,  N.  of  the  reputed  author  and 
deity  of  these  texts ;  (d,  mm,  a),  named  after  the 

mother ;  [cf.  pitri-ndman.]  —  Mdtri-nivdtam,  ind. 

to  a  mother's  shelter  or  protection,  to  a  mother's 
side  (Pan.  VI.  2,  S).—Mdtri^paksha,  as,  5,  am, 
relating  to  the  mother,  belonging  to  the  maternal 
line.  —  Mdtri-pdlita,   as,   n.,   N.    of  a    Danava. 

—  Mdtri-pitri-kril dbhydsa  (°ta-abh°),  as,  d,  am, 
trained   or  exercised  by  one's  father  and  mother. 
—  Mdtri-pujana,  am,  n.  the  worship  of  the  divine 
mothers.  —  Mdtri-bandhn,  us,  m.  a  relation  on  the 

mother's  side ;   (it),  n.  blood   relationship  on  the 
mother's  side.  —  Mdtri-bandhu,  Us,  f.  a  mother 
only  in  name,  an  unnatural  mother ;  [cf.  brahma- 

bandhu.~]  —  Mdtri-bdndhava,  as,  m.  a  relation  on 
the  mother's  side.  —  Mdlri-bkdva,  as,  m.  the  state 
or  condition  of  a  mother,  maternity.  —  Mdtri-bheda- 
tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.— Mdtri-bhogina, 
as,   d,   am,   fit  or  proper  to    be   possessed  by   a 

mother;  [cf.  Scholiast  on  Pan.  V.  I,  9.]  —  Mdtri- 
mandala,  am,  n.  the  assemblage  or  company  of 
divine  mothers.  —  Mdtrimandala-vid,  t,  m.  a  priest 
of  the  Mstris.—  Mdtri-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  pos- 

sessing a  mother,  accompanied  by  a  mother,  having 
a  mother.  —  Mdtri-mdtri,  td,  f.  'the   mother  of 
mothers,'  an   epithet  of  Parvatl.  —  Mdtri-mukha, 
as,   m.   'mother-faced,'   a  simple  or  foolish  man, 
simpleton.  —  Mdtri-mrishta,  as,  d,  am,  adorned 

by  a  mother.  —  Mdtri- modaka,  N.  of  Uvata's  com- 
mentary on  the  VSjasaneyi-samhita.  —  Mdtri-yajna 

or  mdtri-ydga,  as,  m.  a  sacrifice  or  oblation  to  the 
Matris.  —  Matri-vat,  ind.  as  a  mother,  like  a  mother, 
as    towards   a    mother.  —  Mdtri-vatsala,  as,   m. 

'mother-loving,'  an  epithet  of  Karttikeya.  —  Mdtri- 
vaflJut,  as,  m.  the  murder  of  a  mother,  matricide. 

—  Mdtri-vartin,   I,   ini,   i,  behaving  well    to    a 
mother,  dutiful  to  one's  mother;  (i),  m.  a  proper  N. 
—  Nutri-riihin,  i,  inl,  i,  carrying  one's  mother ; 
(inl),  {.  a  kind  of  bird  ( =  valgidd).  —  Mdtri-indd- 
shita,  as,  d,  am,  tainted  by  the  mother,  inheriting 

a  taint  through  the  mother.  —  Mdtri-s'dKita,  as,  m. 
a  man  who  is  led  or  guided  by  his  mother,  a  sim- 

pleton. —  Mdtri-shashtha,  as,   i,  am,   having  a 
mother  as  a  sixth  person,  six  with  a  mother  or  inclu- 

sively of  a  mother.  —  Mdtri-shvasri,  d,  f.  (also  in- 

correctly mdtri-svasri),  a  mother's  sister,  maternal 
aunt.  —  Mdtrishvaseya,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  maternal 

aunt,  a  mother's  sister's  son ;    (J),   f.  a  mother's 
sister's  daughter,  the  daughter  of  a  maternal  aunt. 
—  Mdtri-shvasrlya,  as,  in.  a  mother's  sister's  son, 
the  son  of  a  maternal  aunt ;  (it),  f.  a  mother's  sister's 
daughter.  —  Mdtri-sinhi,  f.  the  plant  Justicia  Gen- 
darussa.  —  Mdtri-Iian,  d,   m.   (said  to  be  Ved.), 
murderer  of  his  own  mother,  a  matricide.  —  Mdtrl- 
Jcri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoli,  -Tiartum,  to   adopt  as  a 
mother,  see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  VII.  4,  27. 

Mdtnka,  as,  d,  am,  coming  from  or  belonging 
to  a  mother,  maternal ;  (as),  m.  a  maternal  uncle  ; 

(d),  f.  a  mother ;  source,  origin  ;  a  divine  mother ; 
a  nurse ;  a  grandmother ;  epithet  of  eight  veins  on 
both  sides  of  the  neck,  (probably  so  called  after  the 
eight  divine  mothers) ;  epithet  of  certain  diagrams 
wiitten  in  characters  to  which  a  magical  power  is 

ascribed ;  the  aggregate  of  such  characters  or  the 
alphabet  employed  in  such  a  manner,  (probably  only 
the  fourteen  vowels  with  Anusvara  and  Visarga  were 
originally  so  called,  alter  the  sixteen  divine  mothers) ; 
a  wooden  peg  driven  into  the  ground  for  the  support 

of  the  siatf  of  Indra 's  banner  (Ved.) ;  an  epithet  of 
the  Buddhist  works  included  in  the  Abhidharma- 
pitaka ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Aryaman  ;  =  karana. 
—  Miitrikd-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  mystic 
characters.  —  Mdtrikd-yantra,  am,  n.  a  kind  of 

mystical  diagram.  —  Mdtrihdrnava  (ckd-ar°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work.  —  Mdtrikd-hridaya,  am , 
n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work. 

Mdtra,  am,  d,  n.  f.  (the  feminine  «  being  the 
earlier  and  the  more  usual  simple  uncompounded 

form),  measure,  quantity,  sum,  size,  duration,  measure 
of  any  kind,  whether  of  height,  depth,  breadth, 
length,  distance,  time,  number,  (commonly  at  the 
end  of  comps.,  and  sometimes  added  redundantly ; 
the  form  at  the  end  of  adjective  comps.  is  generally 
deduced  fr.  mdtrd,  (.,  while  other  comps.  are 
assigned  to  mdtra;  when  compounded  to  express 

'  as  long,  as  high,  as  broad,  as  thick,  as  deep,  as 

wide,  as  great,  &c.,'  i.  e.  having  a  certain  measure 
or  size,  the  fem.  is  usually  in  I ;  when  compounded 

with  pass,  participles,  the  fem.  form  is  usually  in  a  .• 
the  following  examples  will  serve  to  make  the  com- 

mon usage  of  this  word  clear, — angula-mdtram,  a 

finger's  breadth ;  jdnu-mdtre,  at  the  height  of  the 
knees  ;  nara-mdtre,  at  the  depth  of  a  man's  length  ; 
Icroda-mdtre,  at  the  distance  of  a  kos ;  rekhd-md- 
tram  apt  na  vyatiyus,  they  did  not  transgress  even 
the  breadth  of  a  line ;  tdla-mdtra,  as,  I,  am,  of 
the  size  of  a  palm ;  naaa-mdtra,  as,  i,  am,  large 
as  a  mountain ;  yava-mdtra,  as,  i,  am,  of  the  size 
of  a  barleycorn  ;  etdvan-mdtra  or  tdvan-mdtra,  as 

great  as  this,  as  large  as  this,  so  much ;  artha-md- 
tram,  a  certain  sum  of  money;  varsha-mdtram, 

for  the  period  of  a  year ;  varsha-mdtrena,  within 

a  year's  time ;  ksJiana-mdtram,  for  the  space  of  a 
moment,  for  an  instant;  bhumi-shtha-mdtratas, 
from  the  first  moment  of  setting  foot  upon  the  earth  ; 

data-matram,  a  hundred  in  number,  about  a  hun- 
dred) ;  the  full  or  simple  measure  of  anything,  the 

whole,  the  entire  thing  or  class  of  things,  the  one 

thing  and  no  more,  the  totality,  (often  in  this  sense 

at  the  end  of  comps.  and  equivalent  to  '  mere,  only, 

even,  just,"  frequently,  but  not  always,  assuming  the 
gender  and  number  of  the  word  with  which  it  is 

compounded,  e.g.  ndma-mdtram,  nothing  but  the 
name ;  mamtshya-mdtrah  kripanah,  a  poor 
wretch  who  is  a  mere  man ;  paddti-mdtrah,  a 
simple  foot-soldier ;  utlara-mdlram  na  daddti, 

he  gives  not  even  an  answer;  rati-mdtram,  mere 
sensuality;  rarsha-mdtram,  only  a  year;  pdda- 
mdtram,  a  single  PSda;  iloka-mdtram,  a  single 
verse ;  klntin-matram,  only  a  little ;  iabda-md- 
trena,  by  mere  sound  ;  vadana-mdtrena,  by  mere 
words ;  ukta-mdtre  va<?ane,  on  the  mere  utterance 
of  the  speech;  r/rantha-mdtre,  only  in  books; 
jndna-mdtre,  on  the  mere  information;  bhukta- 
mdtre,  just  after  eating ;  dardana-mdtram,  mere 
sight;  jdta-mdtra,  as,  d,  am,  just  born;  najtva- 
mdtram,  not  even  a  living  germ  ;  prdna-dhdrana- 
mdtra,  as,  d,  am,  barely  sufficient  for  the  support 
of  life ;  ydtrd-mdtram  bhunjita,  he  should  eat  just 
enough  for  support;  dghrdta-mntra,  as,  d,  am, 
merely  or  barely  smelt;  dhydta-mutropaf/dmin, 
coming  merely  when  thought  upon;  Kfhatriya- 
mdtram,  a  Kshatriya  in  general ;  jlva-mdtram  tut, 
hinseta,  one  should  not  hurt  any  living  thing ; 

dvdra-mdtre  'pi  gopuram,  Gopura  signifies  a  door 
in  general ;  in  these  meanings  eka  is  sometimes  redun- 

dantly added,  e.  g.  pranipdta-matrailia-s'ara.nas, 
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one  whose  sole  refuge  is  prostration  of  the  body) ;  a 
definite  measure,  standard,  rule,  (in  these  and  the 
following  senses  usually  a,  f.) ;  the  correct  measure ; 
moderation ;  a  unit  of  measure,  a  foot ;  the  lowest 
division  of  time,  a  moment ;  a  prosodial  instant,  the 

unit  in  metre,  the  length  of  time  required  to  pro- 
nounce a  short  syllable,  the  prjsodial  time  of  a  short 

vowel,  (in  this  sense  usually  d,  f . ;  a  long  vowel 
contains  two  Matras  and  a  proiated  vowel  three) ; 

a  measure  of  time  in  music ;  a  minute  portion,  par- 
ticle, atom  ;  a  little,  trifle  ;  an  element ;  the  primitive 

and  subtle  type  of  elementary  matter ;  matter,  sub- 
stance, the  material  world,  the  world  of  sense  (usually 

«,  f.)  ;  materials,  property,  goods,  possessions,  house- 
hold furniture,  money,  wealth,  substance,  means  of 

subsistence,  livelihood ;  the  upper  or  horizontal  limb 

of  the  Nagarl  characters;  an  ear-ring,  jewel,  orna- 
ment ;  (ayd),  ind.  in  small  portions,  in  a  slight 

degree,  moderately ;  [cf.  Gr.  /lirpov.]  —  Mdtrd- 
tfhatvl-a*,  as,  or  mdtrd-vritla,  am,  n.  metre  mei- 
sured  only  by  the  number  of  prosodial  instants  (a  long 
vowel  containing  two  Matras  and  a  proiated  vowel 
three),  metre  measured  only  by  the  time  occupied 
in  pronunciation  without  any  particular  reference  to 

the  kinds  of  feet.  —  Mdtra-bhastrd,  f.  a  money-bag, 

purse.  —  Mdtrdrdha  (°ra-ar°),  am,  n.  half-measure, 
half  of  a  prosodial  instant.  •-  Mdtrd-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
containing  a  particular  measure.  —  Mdtrd-vasti,is,  m. 

an  oily  clyster.  —  Mdtrdiita  fYd-arf3),  am,  n.  eating 
moderately.  —  Mdtrdtitiya,  as,  a,  am,  treating  of 

moderate  eating.  —  Mdtrdf!in  (°ra-«s  ),  i,  ini,  i, 
eating  moderately.  —  Mdtrd-sanya,  as,  m.  attach- 

ment to  materials,  regard  for  household  possessions 

or  utensils  (Manu  VI.  57).  —  Mdtrd-samaka,  N.  of 

a  class  of  metres.  —  Mdtrd-spars'a,  ag,  m.  material 
contact,  the  concurrence  of  material  elements. 

Mdtralca  =  mdtra  at  the  end  of  comps.  (e.  g. 
fhdyd-mdlrdka,  lasting  only  as  long  as  a  shadow ; 
•mantra-brdhmaiia-mdtrakdt,  from  the  Mantras 
and  Brahmanas  alone ;  jata-matrdka,  just  born) ; 
(ikd),  f.  =  mdtra,  the  prosodial  time  of  a  short 
vowel,  &c. 

Mdtratas,  iad.  —  mdtrdt,  mdtre  (at  the  end  of 
comps.,  see  under  mdtra),  from  the  first  moment,  at 
the  moment  of,  &c. 

Mitrika  =  mdtra  at  the  end  of  comps. ;  (a),  f.  a 
prosodial  instant,  a  simple  sound,  see  under  mdtraka 
above ;  (as,  d,  am),  material,  of  the  nature  of  matter, 
containing  a  short  vowel  (Ved.). 
Mdtriya,  Nom.  P.  A.  mdtriyati,  -te,  &c.,  to 

wish  one's  self  a~mother ;  to  treat  one  as  a  mother 
(with  ace.). 

Mdna,  mapaka.  Sec.     See  pp.  770,  JJi. 
Mita,  meya,  &c.     See  s.  v. 

•113x1  mdittha,  N.  of  a  place ;  (also  read 
maunatlia.) 

•II SI JJ  mdnst'atu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  (probably 
some  colour),  light  yellow,  dun-coloured  (an  epithet 
of  Mitra  or  of  a  horse  or  horses ;  according  to  Say. 

on  Rig-veda  VII.  44,  3,  =  manya.ma.nan  stuvato 
jandnidetayatejdndtiyadcdabhimanyamdndni 
Sii'nyate  ndiayati  yah,  one  who  is  mindful  of  his 
adorers,  or  destroying  those  that  despise  him ;  ac- 

cording to  Naigh.  I.  14,  mnni6atvah  =  aivdh). 

Mdniffatva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  yellowish,  (this  word 
occurs  with  doubtful  meaning  in  Rig-veda  IX. 
97.  4-) 

*H^  mans,  n.  =  mdnsa,  flesb,  meat,  &c. 
(see  below ;  mans  is  defective  in  nom.  and  ace.  sing, 
and  du.,  the  inst.  is  mdnsd,  ace.  pi.  miin.ii,  inst. 
dat.  abl.  du.  mdnlhydm,  &c.).-Mdns-pa<!ana, 

>.  am,  Ved.  used  for  cooking  meat"  (said  of  a caldron)  _  Mdns-paka,  as,  m.  =  mdnsa-pdka, q.v.  (Pin.  VI.  i,  144). 
Mdnm,  am,  n.  (s»id  to  be  fr.  rt.  man;  a  fanciful 

derivation  fr.  mam  ta  is  given  in  Manu  V.   ec) flesh,  meat,  animal  food,  (according  to  some  also  ,V 
m.);  the  flesh  of  fish;  the  fleshy  part  or  pulp  of 
miit;   (at),  m.,  N.  of  a  mixed  caste  (  =  mansa- 

ril.-ntri,  selling  meat;  cf.  m~insa-Mieda) ;  a 
worm  ;  time ;  (i),  f.  =jatii-mdnsi,  Nardostachys 

Jatamansi;  a  sort  of  drug;  =  mri//NiM'if/m'/a ;  [cf. 
Old  Germ.  mSa, '  food ;'  Mod.  Germ.  Mm,  Gfmiise; 
Slav,  manso :  Lith.  mesa ;  Hib.  maise,  '  food, 
victuals.']  —  Mdnsa-kafthapa,  as,  m.  a  fleshy 
abscess  on  the  palate.  —  Miinsa-kandt,  f.  a  fleshy 

protuberance  or  swelling  of  the  flesh.  -•  Mdnita- 
jfedma,  as,  d,  am,  fond  of  meat  or  flesh.  —  Mdnta- 
k<irin,  i,  ini,  i,  flesh-making,  flesh-preparing;  (i), 
n.  blood.  —  Mdnsa-khanda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  bit 

of  flesh  or  meat.  —  Miinsa-ffranthi,  is,  m.  flesh- 
swelling,  a  gland.  —  Mdnxa-ffhadd,  f.  a  species  of 
plant.  —  Mdnsa-M/teda,  as,  i,  m.  f.  or  mdnsa- 

Mhcdiii,  i,  m.  '  flesh-cutter,'  N.  of  a  mixed  caste. 

—  Mdnsa-ja,  am,  n.  'flesh-born,'  the  marrow  of 
the  flesh,  adeps,  bt.  —  Mdnxa-tdiut,  as,  m.  a  polypus 

in  the  throat.  —  Mdn*a-tej<tx,  as.  n. '  Hesh-marrow,' 
fat,  adeps;   [cf.  mdn*a-ja.\  —  Mdnsa-tva,  am,  n. 
fleshiness,  the   being  flesh;    the  derivation  of  the 
word  manna  (Manu  V.  55).  —  Mdnsa-dagdlia,  am, 
n.  cauterizing  of  the  flesh.  —  Mdnsa-dalana,  ag, 
m.  a  plant,  Amoora  Rohitaka.  —  Mdnsa-drdvin,  i, 
m.  a  species  of  sorrel,  Rumex  Vesicarius.  —  Mdnsa- 
nirydtta,  as,  m.  the  hair  of  the  body.  —  Mdnsan- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at  (fr.  Ved.  mdntan),  fleshy.  —  Mdnsa- 

pa,  as,  m.  '  flesh-sucker,'  epithet  of  a  Pisac"a ;  of  a 
Danava.  —  Mdnza-pafana,  as,  I,  am,  meat-cook- 

ing ;  (am),  n.  a  vessel  for  cooking  meat.  -•  Afdnsa- 
parivarjana,   am,   n.  avoiding   meat,   abstaining 
from  animal   food.  —  Mdnsa-parii'ikrayin,   i,   m. 
a    flesh-monger,  dealer   in   flesh.  —  Mdnsa-pdka, 
as,  m.   a  kind  of  disease  (destroying  the    mem- 
brum  virile).  —  Mdnsa-pitaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a 
basket  of  meat,  a  large  quantity  of  flesh  or  meat. 

—  Mdnsa-pinda-fjrihlta-vadana,  as,  d,  am,  car- 
rying a  piece  of  flesh  in  the  mouth.  —  Mdnsa-pitta, 

am,  n.  a  bone.  —  Mdnsa-pefi,  f.  a  piece  of  flesh ; 
an  epithet  of  the  fetus  from  the  eighth  till  the  four- 

teenth day  [cf.  pes"t] ;   a  muscle.  —  Mdnsa-phald, 
f.  the  egg-plant,  Solanum  Melongena.  —  Mnnsa- 
bhaksha,  ag,  d,  am,  or  mdnsa-bltakshaka,  as, 
ikd,  am,  flesh-eating,  carnivorous,  eating  meat ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  Dinava.  —  Mdnsa-bhakuhana,  am,  n. 

the  act  of  eating  meat,  eating  animal  food.  —  Mdnsa- 
bhikshd,  f.,  Ved.  begging  for  meat  as  alms,  soliciting 
flesh  as  alms.  —  Mdnsa-bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  flesh-eating, 

eating  meat.  —  Mdnsa-bhutodana  (°ta-od3),  am, 
n.  '  boiled  rice  mixed  with  meat,'  rice  and  meat. 
—  Mdnsa-bhettri,  td,  tri,  tri,  flesh-cutting,  inflict- 

ing a  flesh-wound,  piercing  the  flesh.  —  Mdnsa- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  flesh ;  mdnsa-mayi 

pes"i,  a  piece  of  flesh.  —  Mdnta-mdsd,  (.  a  species  of 
plant,  =  mdsha-parni  ;  (also  read  mdnsa-mdshd.) 
—  Mdnsa-mukha,  as,  i,  am,  having  flesh  in  the 
mouth.  —  Mdnsa-yutha,  am,  n.  a  quantity  of  flesh. 
—  Mdma-yoni,  is,  is,  i,  flesh-born ;    (fo),  m.  a 
creature  of  flesh  and  blood.  —  Mdnsa- rasa,  as,  m. 

meat-broth,  soup.  —  Mdnsa-rufi,  is,  is,  i,  fond  of 

flesh,  having  a  relish   for    animal   food.  —  M dnsa- 
rohini  or  mdnsa-rohi,  f.  a  species  of  fragrant  plant. 

—  Mdnsa-latd,(. '  flesh-tendril, 'a  wrinkle.  —  Mdnsa- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  or  possessing  flesh.  —  Mdneor 
riknti/a,  as,  m.  the  sale  of  meat.  —  Mdn,ia-rikr<i- 
yin,  i,  ini,  i,  or  mdnsa-Ttkretri,  td,  tri,  tri,  selling 
meat,  a  meat-seller;  (munMWikrayin,  is  used  as  a 
term  of  reproach  for  a  low  or  vile  person.)  —  J/un.*a- 
vriddhi,  is,   (.  an    increase    or   growth   of  flesh. 

—  Mdnsa-s"da,  as,  it,  am,  accustomed  to  eat  meat; 
fleshy.  —  Mdn<a-s'onita,   am,   n.  flesh   and  blood. 
—  Mdnsa- ionita-pankin,  i,  ini,  i,  miry  with  flesh 
and  blood.  —  Mdnsa-sanghuta,  as,  m.  a  swelling  of 
the  flesh.  —  Mdnxa-xdra,  as,  m. '  flesh-essence,  flesh- 

marrow,'  fat;  (as,  d,  am),  having  the  flesh  predo- 
minant among  the  seven  constituent  parts  of  the 

body.  —  Mdma-snelta,  as,  m. '  flesh-marrow,'  adeps, 
fat.  —  M dnsa-hdsd,  f.  skin.  —  Mdnsdd  (°sa-ad), 
t,  t,  t,  or  mdnsdda  (°sa-ada  or  -ado),  as,  d,  am, 
or  mnn'ddin  (°sa-dd°),  >,  ini,  i,  flesh-eating,  car- 

nivorous. —  Mdnsdrgala  fsa-ar°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  a 
piece  of  flesh  hanging  from  the  mouth  (of  a  lion 

[  &c.).  —  MdiiKdrbuda  (°sa-ar°),  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
disease  of  the  membium  virile.  —  MdnsdJana  (°ea- 

j  a,*0),  <"».  "•  flesh-meat ;  the  act  of  eating  flesh- meat.  —  Mdnxii.'!i-tr<t,  am,  n.  the  state  of  one  who 

eats  flesh,  the  devouring  of  flesh.  —  Mdnsds'in  (°sa- 
o»'°),  i,  ini,  i,  eating  flesh,  living  upon  meat. 
—  Mdnxdshtakd  (°sa-ash°),  (.,  N.  of  the  eighth  day 
in  the  dark  half  of  the  month  M5gha  (on  which 

meat  is  offered  to  the  Manes).  —  Mdmdhdra  (°sa- 

«A°),  as,  m.  animal  fjod.  —  Mdnseslitd  (°sa-ish°), f.  a  kind  of  bird,  the  flesh  of  which  is  considered  a 

delicacy  (  =  va/yul<i).  —  Mdn>iOnnati  (°sa-tm°),  is, 
{.   a  swelling  of  the  flesh.  —  Mdnsopajivin  ("sa- 

up°),  i,  m.  living  by  flesh,  a  dealer  in  meat.  —  ,Ua»- 
saudana  (°ea-od°),  as,  m.  meat  and  boiled  rice. 
—  Miinnaudanikn,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  the  preceding), see  Pan.  IV.  4,  67. 

MriHxala,  a*,  d,  am,  fleshy ;  lusty,  brawny,  mus- 
cular ;  powerful,  strong  (sometimes  applied  to  sound) ; 

pulpy  (as  fruit).  —  Mdnsala-pliald,  f.  Solanum  Me- 

longena; [cf.  mdnsa-phuld.~] Mdnsika,  as,  d,  am,  —  mdnsdya  prabhavati, 
see  Gana  Santapadi  to  Pin.  V.  I,  loi;  (as),  m.  a 
butcher,  a  seller  of  meat. 

Mdnsikd,  f.  (fr.  mdnsi),  the  plant  Nardostachys 

Jatamansi. Mdnsini,  f.  Nardostachys  Jatamansi. 
Mdnsiya,  Nom.  P.  mdnsiyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  long 

for  flesh. 

ll«HK  miim-sprishta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.,  ac- 
cording to  a  Schol.  a  comp.  fr.  mam  +  sprishta. 

Trat1^  mdkanda,  as,  m.  the  mango  tree  ; 
(t),  f.  the  Myrobalan  tree,  Myrobalan ;  N.  of  other 

plants  ( =  Hindi  mddrdni,  mdktmi) ;  yellow  sandal- 
wood,  yellow  sanders  ;  N.  of  a  city  on  the  Ganges. 
Miiltandaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  belonging  to  the  town 

Makandi ;  (ikd),  f.  =  mdkandi,  the  city. 
Mdkandika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

*U«Ht  makara,  as,  j,  am  (fr.  makara), 

related  or  belonging  to  the  sea-monster  Makara ; 

makara  dkara,  'the  mine  of  Makaras,'  the  sea; 
mdkaram  dsanam,  a  particular  posture  in  sitting ; 
mdkaro  vyiihah,  a  particular  form  of  military  array  ; 

mdkari  saptami=makara-saptami,tfie  seventh 
day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Magha. 

*ll«m,»^  mdkaranda,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  maka- 
randa),  coming  from  or  consisting  of  the  juice  of 
flowers. 

licnfrt  mdkali,  is,  m.  the  moon ;  N.  of 

Indra's  charioteer ;  [cf.  mdtali.~\ 
•U°fi8<4  mdkashteya  (fr.  makashtu),  a  pa- 

tronymic. 

*ll«lin,«n«1  mdkdra-dhydna,  am,  n.  (pro- 

bably fr.  I .  md  4-  kdra),  a  particular  method  of  ab- 
stract meditation,  kind  of  reverie. 

•nfcftH  md-kim,  see  Gana  Cadi  to  Pan.  I. 

4,  57;  [cf.  na-kim.] Md-kis,  ind.,  Ved.  not  (  =  Lat.  ne,  e.g.  Rig-veda 

I.  147,  5,  md-kir  no  duritdya  dhdyih,  consign  us 
not  to  misfortune)  ;  no  one  ( =  Lat.  ne-quis,  e.  g. 
Rig-veda  VIII.  5,  39,  md-kir  end  pathd  gdt,  let 
none  proceed  by  that  path  ;  according  to  Say.  anena 

miinjcna  anyo  na  r/antum  s"aknoti). W:i-l;im,  ind.,  see  Gana  Cadi  to  P5n.  I.  4,  57, 

(according  to  S5y.)  =  I.  md  ;  [cf.  na-kim.] 

*ir<*I  mdki,  f.  du.,  Ved.  (Say.)  =  nirmd- 

tryan  bhuta-jdtasya,  the  two  creators  or  originators 
of  all  beings,  (said  of  heaven  and  earth.) 

*ll<*"l*(  mdkina,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  3.  ma),  Ved. 
(according  to  Say.)  my,  mine. 

mdkuli,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  snake. 

mdkota,  N.  of  one  of  the  places  in 
which  Dakshayanl  is  worshipped. 

*l!«j<M  makshavya,  as,  m.  (fr.  makshu), 
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Ved.  a  patronymic,  N.  of  a  preceptor  ;  [cf.  man- 

ks/iavya."] 
makshika,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  makshika), 

coming  from  or  belonging  to  a  bee;  (am),  n.,  scil. 
mafUM,  honey  ;  a  kind  of  honey-like  mineral  sub- 

stance or  pyrites,  (various  kinds  are  described,  see 

KVarna-m?,  rii/tya-itt  ',  kansya-rrt°,  vit~m°)  ;  [cf. 
Old  Germ,  waits,  *  wax  ;'  Angl.  Sax.  vdx,  vex,  veax  ; 
Lith.  waszka-s  ;  Russ.  rosk.]  —  Mdkshika-ja,  am, 

n.  '  honey-boni,'  bees  '-wax.  -«  Makshiku-pUala,  as, 
m.  a  species  of  cocoa-nut  (  =  madh.u-ndlikerika). 

—  Mdkshika-s'urkard,  {.  a  kind  of  sugar,  candied 
sugar.  —  Mak$hika,-&vatnin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  place. 

—  3f3uMka4raya  (°ka-a3a),  am,  n.  bees'-wax  ; 
honey-comb. 
Mdktthlka,  am,  n.  =  makshika,  honey.  —  Ma- 

l-f/tJka-dhdtu,  u,  n.  a  kind  of  pyrites  (described 

above).  —  Mdkshika-s'arkara,  f.  clarified  sugar  (  = 
sitdkhanda). 

•IKS  makha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  makha),  of  or 
belonging  to  a  sacrifice,  sacrificial. 

HT*t«t  mdgadya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  magadin), 
see  Gana  Pragadyadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

TPTV  magadha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  magadha), 
relating  to  or  bora  in  or  living  in  or  customary  among 
the  Magadhas  or  the  Magadha  country;  md'f'ttj/ii 
Widshd,  the  Magadha  language;  (as),  m.  a  king 
of  the  Magadhas  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people,  the 
Magadhas;  opprobrious  epithet  of  a  mixed  caste 
(still  numerous  in  Guzerat,  and  called  the  BhSts), 
the  son  of  a  Kshatriya  mother  and  Vaisya  father, 
the  poetical  panegyrist  of  a  king,  a  bard,  minstrel 
(whose  duty  is  to  recite  the  praises  of  kings  in  their 
presence  with  allusions  to  their  genealogy  and  the 
deeds  of  their  ancestors,  or  to  attend  the  march  of 

an  army  and  animate  the  soldiers  by  martial  songs  ; 
frequently  associated  with  suta  and  randin)  ;  N.  of 

one  of  the  seven  sages  in  the  fourteenth  Manv-antara  ; 
of  a  son  of  Yadu  ;  white  cummin  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 

the  warrior-caste  in  Sakya-dvipa;  (d),  f.  a  princess 
of  the  Magadhas  ;  long  pepper  ;  (i),  f.  a  princess  of 
the  Magadhas  ;  the  daughter  of  a  Kshatriya  mother 
and  VaiSya  father  ;  the  language  of  the  Magadhas  ; 
N.  of  a  river  (  =  tfopa);  Jasminum  Auriculatum  ; 
long  pepper  ;  white  cummin  ;  anise  or  dill  ;  a  species 
of  cardamoms  (grown  in  Guzerat)  ;  refined  sugar  ;  a 
kind  of  metre  (VeA.).  —  Mdgadha-deiiya,  Of,  a, 
am,  belonging  to  or  born  in  the  land  of  the  Ma- 

gadhas. —  Hldgadha-pura,  am,  n.  'the  city  of  the 
Magadhas,'  N.  of  a  city. 
Mdgadhaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (ita), 

f.  long  pepper. 
Mdgadhika,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  Magadhas. 

*TTV  magha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  magha),  related 
to  the  constellation  Magha  ;  (an),  m.,  scil.  masa, 
the  month  Magha  which  begins  with  the  winter 

solstice  (  =  January-February)  ;  N.  of  a  poet  (son  of 
Dattaka  and  author  of  the  ?isupala-vadha  or  Magha- 
kavya)  ;  (i),  f.,  scil.  titlii,  the  day  of  full  moon  in 
the  month  Magha;  Hingtsha  Repens.  —  M  agha- 
kdvya,  am,  n.  the  poem  of  Magha,  i.  e.  the  Sisu- 
pala-vadha.  —  Mdgha-daitanya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  the  eighth  book  of  the  Kalpa-latS.—  Mdyha- 
pnkshika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  one  of  the  two 
halves  of  the  month  Mugha.  —  M  dgha-mdhdtmya, 

am,  n.'  the  majesty  of  the  month  Magha,'  N.  of  a  part 
of  thePadma-Purana.—  jl/f73Aa-«nnna,am,n.  bathing 
or  religious  ablution  in  sacred  pools  &c.  in  the  month 

of  Might.  —  Mdgfii-paks/ta-i/ajaniya,  am,  n.  the 
first  day  of  the  month  Phalguna  ;  [cf.  yajantya.] 

M'lr/hya,  am,  n.  the  flower  of  the  Jasminum 
Multirlorum  or  Pubescens. 

«im«il  mughama,  f.  a  female  crab  (=  kar- 
Icatl). 

illtif  mdghavata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  magha- 
mt),  belonging  to  Indra;  (i),  (.,  scil.  dii,  the  east. 
—  Mi<ghavata-<!dpa,  as,  m.  the  rainbow. 

Maghavana,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  magha-van),  belong- 
ing to  Indra,  ruled  by  Indra  (P5n.  VI.  4,  128). 

Aldyhona,  am,  n.  liberality  (Ved.);  (i),  f.,  scil. 
dU,  the  east,  the  eastern  quarter. 

M  i'.j.  manksh     (connected     with     rt. 

«^  X'awA'8/i),  cl.  i.  P.  mankshati,  mdn- 
kshitum,  to  wish,  long  for,  desire. 

•ilS'sq  mdnkshavya,  as,  m.  (fr.  mankshu), 
a  patronymic  (Gana  GargSdi  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  105); 

mdnkshavydyani,  f.  (Gana  Lohitadi  to  Pan.  IV. I,  18). 

fTTJfc^  mdngala,  am,  n.  (fr.  mangala),Ved. 
epithet  of  a  particular  liturgical  formula  addressed  to 
the  Asvins. 

Maitr/ali,  is,  m.  a  patronymic,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
J\l  ditgal  ika,  as,  i,  am,  auspicious,  propitious, 

tending  to  good  fortune,  wishing  for  prosperity,  in- 
dicating good  fortune. 

Mangalikd,  f.  (fem.  of  an  unused  form  manga- 
laka),  N.  of  a  woman. 

Mdngalya,  as,  a  (V),  am,  =  mangalya,  conferring 
happiness,  auspicious ;  (a*),  ni.  ./Egle  Marmelos ; 
(am),  n.  an  auspicious  thing,  amulet ;  a  benediction  ; 
an  auspicious  or  festive  ceremony,  festivity,  festival ; 

prosperity,  happiness,  welfare,  propitiousness.  —  Mdn- 
galya-mridanga,  as,  m.  a  tabour  or  drum  beaten 
on  festive  occasions.  —  Mangalyarha  (°ya-ar°),  f. 
a  species  of  plant  (  =  trdyamdna), 

ii^-wi  mungushya,  as,  m.  (fr.  mangusha), 

a  patronymic  (Gana  KurvSdi  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  151). 

TT^  mala,  as,  m.  a  way,  road;  [cf.  ma- 
tha,  mat/to.] 

^l^pj  mafala,  as,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  I.  ma-\- 
dala),  a  thief,  robber  ( =vandi-kara) ;  a  crocodile, 

&c.  ( =  grdha) ;  sickness,  illness ;  [cf.  lcari-m°, 

gaja-m".'] 

ifllSp^  madakiya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  gram- marian. 

mdddla  in  parna-m°,  q.  v. 

matika,  f.  =  makshika,  a  fly  [cf . 

griha-m°~\ ;  a  species  of  plant  ( —  amba-shtha ;  cf. 
kaka~m°). 
Mad  in  Ttdka-m°  and  dhvarrksha-m° ;  cf.  ma- 

dikd  above.  —  Hafi-pattra,  am,  n.  a  species  of 
medicinal  plant  (  =  8ura-parna). 

TTf^.'T  ma-tiram.     See  p.  764,  col.  2. 

iilrt  majala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird,  the 
blue  roller. 

Majala-jmra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city. 

*nCW««  majika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

•nil*, oft  majiraka,  as,  m.  (fr.  majiraka), 
a  patronymic  (Gana  Sivadi  to  Pan.  IV.  i,  112). 

*rr3Tt>T  majlja,  N.  of  a  place;  (also  read 
majuja  and  majuja.) 

*?lfe»  maiijishtha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  manjish- 
fha),  red  as  madder,  red  as  the  dye  made  from 
the  Manjishths  ;  (am),  n.  red,  red  colour. 
MdnjisJithaka  or  manjishthika,  as,  i,  am,  red 

as  Bengal  madder,  dyed  with  madder,  red. 

•llWKIi  mdnjiraka, as,  m.  (fr. mahjlraka), 
a  patronymic  (Gana  Sivadi  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  112). 

»ii6lt1<*  mdtamraka,  as,  m.  a  species  of tree. 

•IIICMIK.  mdtiydri  or  mdtiydri,  N.  of  a 
city. 

TT7  mdtha  or  mdthya,  as,  m.  a  road ;  [cf. 
mdtlta,  md<!a.] 

mdtharu,  as,  m.   (fr.  ma(hara),   a 

patronymic,  a  proper  N. ;  =  Vyasa  ;  N.  of  one  of 
the  sun's  attendants ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ; 

(I),  f,  N.  of  a  woman. Mdtharaka,  see  Gana  Dhumadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2, 

137.  
' 

Mdthariyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  (Gana  Hari- tadi  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  loo). 

Miitharya,  as,  m.  (fr.  mathara),  a  patronymic, 
see  Schol.  on  Unadi-sutras  V.  39. 

mathavya,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

miithi,  f.  armour,  mail. 

JJl  J  mad,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  mddati,  -te,  &c., 
\  to  measure,  weigh,  (a  various  reading  for rt.  mdh.) 

Malta,  as,  m.  measure,  weight,  quantity  ;  a  species 
of  tree  (=  madya-drumii,  also  read  mada.-dru.ma). 

ilSM  madava,  as,  m.  a  particular  mixed caste. 

*IISI*J  mdddrya  (fr.  maddra),  see  Gana 
Pragadyadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  So. 

Hlfij  mddi,  is,  m.  a  palace. 

>?T1^r  mddduka  or  mdddukika,  as,  m. 
(fr.  madduka,  q.  v.),  a  drummer,  player  on  the Madduka. 

TnT?  mddhi,  is,  f.=dala-snasd,  the  fibre 
or  vein  of  a  leaf  ( =  pattra-dira) ;  the  germ  of 
leaves,  the  young  leaf  before  it  opens ;  honouring, 
respecting,  reverencing,  (in  this  sense  fr.  rt.  mah) ; 
dejection,  sadness,  affliction ;  poverty,  indigence, 
manifestation  of  poverty,  declaration  of  distress ; 

anger,  passion ;  a  back  or  double  tooth ;  the  hem 
or  border  of  a  garment ;  N.  of  a  district. 

Madhi,  f.  =  danla-iira,  a  back  or  double  tooth. 

HTO  mdna,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (= mdnalta). 

Mdnaka,  as,  m.  a  small  shrub,  Arum  Indicum ; 
the  bulbous  root  of  the  Arum  Indicum ;  [cf.  md- 
naka,.] 

«mo«l  manava,  as,  m.  a  youth,  lad,  young- 

ster, (especially)  a  young  Brahman;  a  man,  little 
man,  manikin  (used  contemptuously)  ;  a  pearl  orna- 

ment of  sixteen  strings  [cf.  ardha-m°~\ ;  epithet  of one  of  the  nine  treasures  of  the  Jainas. 

Mdnavaka,  as,  m.  a  lad  or  boy  not  exceeding 
sixteen  years  of  age ;  a  little  man,  dwarf,  (mdyd- 
manavako  Harih,  Vishnu  disguising  himself  under 
the  form  of  a  dwarf)  ;  a  manikin  (contemptuously)  ; 

a  silly  or  childish  man,  an  ignorant  or  ridiculous 

man,  (in  the  drama  used  as  an  epithet  of  the  VidO- 
shaka  or  jocose  friend  of  the  king)  ;  a  pupil,  scholar, 

religious  student ;  a  pearl  ornament  of  a  particular 
number  of  strings  (e.  g.  of  sixteen,  twenty,  or  forty- 
eight  strings) ;  (ikd),  f.  a  young  girl,  damsel,  wench ; 
(am),  n.^mdnavaka-krlda,  a  kind  of  metre,  four 
times  -uu  —  ou-.  —  Mdnavaka-krida,  am, a, 

n.  f.  'boy's  play,'  N.  of  a  kind  of  metre.  —  Mana- 
i-aka-krldanakfi  or  mdnavaka-krlditaka,  am,  n. 
=  mUnavaka-krida. 

Manavlna,  as,  a,  am,  proper  for  boys  or  lads, 

boyish,  childish. 
Alanavya,  am,  n.  a  multitude  or  company  of  boys 

or  lads,  boyhood. 

TnHi?{5  manahala,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people. 

*t  I  KM «« I  mdnikd,  f.  a  particular  weight, 
=  2  Kudavas,  =  I  Sarava,  =  8  Palas. 

IIKUIII^  mdnikdmbu,  us,  f.,   N.   of  a 
woman,  the  mother  of  the  Scholiast  Vitthala. 

•HKJJ-W  mdnikya,  am,  n.  a  ruby  [cf .  ranga- 

m°] ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of small  house-lizard.  —  Manikya-dandra,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  king  of  Tira-bhukti.  —  Mdnikya-maya,  as,  i, 

am,  made  or  consisting  of  rubies.  —  Mdnikya-malla, 
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as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (patron  of  Manohara-sarman 
the  commentator  on  the  SVuta-bodha).  —  ManiL-i/n- 
mis>«,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mdtiikya-rdya,  as, 
m.  a  proper  N.  —  ifdnikya-suri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Gujiruthi  author  and  of  other  persons. 

*nfijr*PC  manUara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (accord- 
ing to  a  commentator)  the  tutelary  genius  of  the 

war-chariot. 

Naii'u'ani,  as,  tn.  =  mdnibhadra  below. 

,  mdnipdra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

mdnipdla,  see  Gana  Mahishyadi 
to  Pan.  IV.  4,  148. 

Miliilpdlika,  see  Gana  Revatyadi  to  Pan.  IV.  I, 

mdnibandha,  am,  n.  =  mani- 
inantha,  q.  v. 

«1I  (ViiHj  manibhadra  =  mani-bhadrtf,  a 
fcmg  of  the  Yakshas. 
Munivara  =  manibhadra  above. 

•nfiun"-^  manimantha,  am,  n.  (fr.  mani- 
mantha),  salt  brought  from  the  mountain  Mani- 

mantha, rock-salt,  sea-salt. 
Mdninutnta,  am,  n.  =  miini  mantha  above. 

«1  I  fvi^^limdnirupyaka  (fr.  mani  +  rupya), 
see  Pan.  IV.  2,  104. 

Hlftp  mdnti,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  teacher; 
(aya°i),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants;  [cf.  manli, 
Hientha.] 

•mjs  manda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

*ll<!S°l>(<5  mdndakarni,  is,  m.  (a  patro- 
nymic fr.  manda-karna),  N.  of  a  Muni. 

ir<!SM  mandapa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  mandapa), 
belonging  to  a  temple. 

THJSK.II  mandarika  (fr.  mandara),  see 

Gana  An-gulySdi  to  Pan.  V.  3,  108. 

«lH!Siw«n  mdndalika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  man- 
data),  relating  to  a  province,  ruling  a  province  ; 
(CM),  m.  the  governor  of  a  province. 

*inisq  mdndava,  am,  n.  (fr.  mantlu),  N.  of 
a  SJman  ;  t'llain  mandavam,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Mondavi,  f.  (fr.  mandarya  below),  N.  of  a 

daughter  of  Kusa-dhvaja  and  wife  of  Bharata  ;  a  N. 
of  DskshSyam  at  Mindavya. 

M>~t/tdavya,  as,  m.  (fr.  mandu),  a  patronymic, 
N.  of  a  teacher  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of 
Msmlavya;  N.  of  a  people  ;  (as,  am),  m.  or  n.  (?), 
N.  of  a  place.  —  Mandavya-^pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

city  on  the  Gods.  —  Mdndaeyes'vara  (°ya-lf),  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga.  —  Mutulurijesvara-tirtha,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage. 
Mdndaryayana,  as,  i,  m.  f.  (fr.  mdndarya),  a 

patronymic  (Gana  Lohiiadi  to  Pin.  IV.  I,  1  8). 

•IKIJ^H  manduka,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  manduka), 
N.  of  a  school.  —  Manduki-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
teacher. 

Mandukayana,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school.  —  Man- 

duknyan~i-]mtra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 
Mdndukdyani,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Mandukl,  is,  m.  (fr.  manduka),  a  patronymic 

(Pan.  IV.  i,  119). 
Mdndukeya,  as,  m.  (fr.  manduka),  a  patronymic, 

N.  of  a  teacher  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  his  descendants  ;  (am), 
n.  the  doctrine  or  teaching  of  MandOkeya. 

Milifdukeyiya,  relating  to  or  connected  with  Man- 
dokeyi. 

M'ntduki/a,  probably  an  adj.  from  manduka. —  Mdndukya-iSruti,  is,  f.  the  Mjndukya  revela- 
tion or  teaching.  -  Mandukyopanishcul  ("ya-up"), 

t,  f.,  N.  of  a  short  but  important  Upanishad  of  the 
Atharva-veda. 

•iin  2.  mdta,  as,  i,  m.  f.  (for  i.  see  p.  764, 
col.  3),  Ved.  a  metronymic  from  Mali  in  Van-mail. 

mdtanya,  as,  m.  (fr.  matanga),  an 
elephant  ;  any  large  animal  like  an  elephant  ;  (at  the 
end  of  comps.)  anything  the  best  of  its  kind  (e.  g. 

valdliaka-mtitaiHjds,  '  elephants  of  clouds,'  i.e.  '  best 
of  clouds,'  an  epithet  of  the  Sanwartaka  clouds  ;  cf. 
matavi/a-nakra  below)  ;  Ficus  Religiosa  ;  epithet 
of  the  twenty-fourth  astronomical  Yoga  ;  a  Canclsla, 
a  man  of  the  lowest  rank,  an  outcast  ;  a  kind  of 
Kirlta  mountaineer,  barbarian  ;  N.  of  the  servant  of 
the  seventh  and  of  the  twenty-fourth  Arhat  of  the 
present  Ava-sarpinT  ;  of  a  Pratyeka-buddha  ;  of  an 
author;  of  a  Naga;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  mythical  being 
regarded  as  progenitress  of  the  whole  elephant  tribe  ; 
of  a  form  of  DurgS  ;  of  the  wife  of  Vasishtha. 
—  Matanqa-ja,  as,  d,  am,  coming  from  or  belong- 

ing to  an  elephant,  elephantine.  —  Matanga-diva- 
kara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Mataitga-nakra, 
as,  m.  a  crocodile  as  large  as  an  elephant.  —  Ma- 
tanrja-makara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  marine  monster. 
••  M  atanga-sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  Sutra. 

—  Afdtangoisanga  (°ga-vt°),  as,  m.  the  back  of an  elephant. 

mataya.     See  p.  764,  col.  5. 

matari-purusha,    &c.       See 

p.  765,  col.  i. •i  i  n  fog  matari-sva,  matari-svan.  See 

p.  765,  col.  i. 
HI  dirt  matali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Indra's 

charioteer,  (said  to  be  also  read  matuU.)"Matali- 

sdrathi,  is,  m.  '  having  Matali  for  his  chaiioteer,' 
an  epithet  of  Indra. 
Mdtaliya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  or  concerning 

Mstali. 

•iinrtl  matali,  i,  m.  (only  found  in  the 
nom.  sing,  and  without  any  case-ending,  cf.  prithT), 
Ved.,  N.  of  a  divine  being  associated  with  Yama  and 
the  Manes. 

iini1<i*i  mdtavafasa,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Mata-va<5as. 

•iini  miita.     See  p.  764,  col.  3. 

*ii  n  i  IM  n  mdtd-pitri,  mdtd-maha,  &c.  See 

p.  765,  col.  i. 
«nfn  mdti,  mdtura,  &c.  See  p.  764, col.  3. 

•njrt  matula.     See  p.  764,  col.  3. 

•ngog-  mdtulanga  or  mdtulinga  or  md- 
ttdilitya,  as,  m.  (the  original  form  is  probably  mii- 
tulimga),  a  citron  tree  ;  (a  or  i),  f.  another  species 
of  citron  tree,  sweet  lime  ;  (am),  n.  a  citron  ;  (ac- 

cording to  a  commentator  matulatfga  =  ruddhalca, 
perhaps  for  rufaka.)~Mdtulu,itga-phala,  am,  n. 
the  fruit  of  the  above  tree.  —  Mdtuluttga-rasa,  as, 
m.  the  juice  of  the  above  tree.  —  Mdtuliini/asava 

(°ga-dsu),  att,  m.  a  liquor  distilled  from  the  above 
tree. 
Matulumjaka,  as,  m.  =  matulunga  ;  (ikii),  f. 

the  wild  citron  tree. 

mdtuldn't.     See  p.  764,  col.  3. 
HTH  matri.     See  p.  764,  col.  3. 

*llrj«h  mdtrika.     See  p.  765,  col.  3. 

fTW  mdtya,  see  Pan.  IV.  i,  85. 

*TTW  mdtra,  mdtraka,  mdtrika.  See  p.  "jd^, 
col.  3,  and  p.  766,  col.  I. 

*1IW<  mdtsara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  matsara), 
selfish,  envious,  jealous,  stupid. 
Mdtmrika,  as,  i,  am,  envious,  jealous,  spiteful, 

malicious  ;  showing  envy  or  jealousy,  &c. 
Matsaryu,  am,  n.  envy,  jealousy,  malice,  spite, 

(matsaryam  kri,  to  show  jealousy)  ;  displeasure, 
dissatisfaction. 

mdtsya,  as,  -si(?),  am  (fr.  matsya), 

fishy,  coming  from  or  belonging  to  a  fish,  fish-like 
(e.g.  matsyam  rupam,  a  fish-like  form,  the  form 
or  snape  of  a  fish)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the 
Matsyas;  of  a  Rishi.  —  Afdtsya-purana,  am,  n.  = 
matrtya-purana,  q.  v. 
Matsyaka,  as,  I,  am,*=mitsya,  fishy,  relating 

to  a  fish  ;  [cf.  paundra-m°;  cf.  also  Hib.  meatach, 
'  fishy.'] 

Miltxyagandhu,  us,  m.  pi.  (fr.  matsya-gandha), 
N.  of  a  race. 

tfatiySca,  as,  m.  a  fisherman;  (wrongly  read 
mateika.) 

Mdtzyeya,  as,  m.  pi.  the  Matsya  people. 

Tni  mdtha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  math),  churn- 
ing, stirring  ;  hurting,  injuring,  killing,  destruction, 

annihilation  ;  a  way,  road  ;  [cf.  ma/ha.'] 
•11  11  mdthava,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  patronymic; 

[cf.  maditava-l 

Ttf'qfrioh  mathitika,  an  adj.  fr.  mat  hit  a 
by  Pin.  V.  3,  83,  VSrttika  7. 

TT*ft  mdthura,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mathura), 
coming  from  or  belonging  to  MathurS,  an  inhabitant 
of  Mathura  ;  composed  by  Mathura,  related  to  Ma- 

thura ;  composed  by  Mathura-natha  (e.g.  mat/in  ri 
tippani,  the  commentary  of  Mathura-natha)  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Citra-gupta  and  of  other  persons  ; 
(am),  n.  the  gate  leading  to  Mathura.  —  Mdthura- 
des"ya,  as,  a,  am,  coming  from  or  belonging  to the  country  of  Mathura. 

Mathuraka,  as,  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  Ma- thura. 

,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  mad),=mada, 
drunkenness,  intoxication,  stupor  ;  joy,  delight,  exhi- 

laration ;  pride,  passion.  —  Madananda  (°da-dn  ), 
as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Madaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  Caus.  of  rt.  2.  mad), 

intoxicating,  causing  intoxication,  stupefying  ;  exhi- 
larating, gladdening  ;  (as),  m.  a  gallinule  (  =  da- 

iyu/ia).*-Madaka-tea,  am,  n.  the  property  or 
state  of  causing  intoxication. 
Mudana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  Caus.  of  rt.  2.  mad), 

intoxicating,  stupefying,  maddening  ;  gladdening, 
exhilarating  ;  (as),  m.  the  god  of  love  ;  Vanguiera 
Spinosa  ;  the  thorn-apple  ;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants, 
=  m<ikandi,  =  vijayd;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  intoxi- 

cating, intoxication,  inebriation  ;  exhilaration,  the  act 

of  delighting  ;  cloves  ;  '  the  stupefier,'  epithet  of  a mythical  weapon,  (in  this  sense  also  read  madana.) 

Mddaniya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  mddana  above),  intoxi- 
cating, inebriating  ;  (dm),  n.  an  intoxicating  drink. 

Mildayitnu  or  midayMnu,  «s,  «s,  «  (fr.  Caus. 
of  rt.  2.  mad),  Ved.  intoxicating,  inebriating  ;  glad- 

dening. 

Madayana,  as,  m.  (fr.  jnada),  a  patronymic. 
Mddin,  I,  inl,  i  (fr.  Caus.  of  rt.  2.  mad),  intoxicat- 

ing, stupefying  ;  gladdening  ;  [cf.  gandha-m°.] 
*lT<pr  mddugha,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the 

plant  called  Madugha. 

'HlglUT  mddurnd,  !.,  N.  of  a  village. 

*J1  gS^madris,  k,  k,  k  (fr.  3.  ma+2.  dris), 
like  me,  resembling  me. 

Miidriksha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  3.  ma  +  driksha),  = 
in  iiilrisa  below. 
Madrisa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  3.  ma  +  drisa),  like  me, 

resembling  me. 

HUT  mddya,  incorrectly  for  mdndya,  q.  v. 

HI'5^i  mddraka,  as,  m.  (fr.  madra),  a 
prince  of  the  Madras  ;  (ikd),  f.  a  woman  belonging 
to  the  Madra  nation,  (more  properly  madrikd.) 

Mddrakulaka  (fr.  madra-kula),  see  Gana  Dhu- madi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  127. 

Mddra-nagara  (fr.  madra-nagara),  see  Scholiast on  Pin.  VII.  3,  24. 

Mddravati,  f.  '  princess  of  the  Madras,'  N.  of  the 
wife  of  Pari-kshit  ;  Madr!  the  second  wife  of  Pandu. 
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—  Mailravati-suta,  as,  m.  'son  of  the  Madra 

princess,'  epithet  of  either  Nakula  or  Saha-deva. 
Mddri,  f.  '  princess  of  the  Madras,'  N.  of  the 

second  wife  of  Paridu  and  mother  of  the  twins  Na- 

kula and  Saha-deva,  (they  were  said  to  be  the  two 
youngest  of  the  sons  of  Pandu,  q.  v.,  but  were  really 
the  sons  of  Madrl  by  the  Asvins,  cf.  nakula,  kunti) ; 
the  wife  of  Saha-deva ;  wife  of  Kroshtu ;  wife  of 
Krishna;  a  species  of  plant  ( =  ati-visha).  —  Mdihi- 
nandana,  as,  m.  (mddri  for  mddri  to  suit  the 

metre,  cf.  kunti-nandana),  'son  of  Madri,'  epi- 
thet of  either  Nakula  or  Saha-deva.  —  Mddn-pati, 

is,  m.  '  husband  of  Madrl,'  epithet  of  Pandu. 
—  Mddri-prithd-pati,  is,  m.  'husband  of  Madrl 
and  Pritha/N.  of  Pandu. 

Mddreya,  as,  m. '  son  of  Madrl,'  epithet  of  either 
Nakula  or  Saha-deva ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

*1 1  r  en  **(  {•) oR  mddritkasthalaka  (fr.  madru- 

ka-sthaK),  see  Gana  Dhumadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2, 127. 

•1111*1  inddhava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  madhu),  made 

of  honey,  honey-like,  sweet ;  relating  to  spring, 
vernal;  belonging  or  peculiar  to  the  descendants 

of  Madhu,  i.  e.  the  Yadavas,  (rnddhat'e  'hani,  on  a 
spring  day;  mddhavi  lakshmi/i,  vernal  beauty  or, 
in  Hari-vansa  9597,  the  fortune  of  the  Yadavas; 
mddhavi  devi,  N.  of  the  earth) ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet 

of  the  second  month  of  spring;  the  month  Vai- 
sakha  ( =  April-May) ;  spring ;  a  son  or  descendant 
of  Madhu,  a  man  of  the  race  of  Yadu ;  an  epithet  of 

Krishna  (Vishnu) ;  of  Parasu-rama  (as  an  incarnation 
of  Vishnu) ;  of  Indra ;  of  a  son  of  the  third  Manu ; 
of  one  of  the  seven  sages  under  Manu  Bhautya ;  of 

another  ancient  sage  ;  of  a  leader  of  the  Pania-ratra 
sect ;  of  the  author  of  the  Rug-viniscaya ;  of  the 
father  of  Dadabhai  and  grandfather  of  the  astrological 
writer  Narayana ;  of  the  father  of  the  commentator 

Somesvara ;  of  various  other  persons ;  Bassia  Lati- 
folia  or  a  species  of  leguminous  plant,  =  krishna- 
mudga  ;  (i),  f.  honey-sugar,  clayed  or  candied  sugar ; 
an  intoxicating  drink  made  of  honey,  mead  ;  'spring- 

flower,'  Gxrmera  Racemosa  [cf.  vdsantt] ;  a  kind 
of  panic-grass ;  sacred  basil ;  =  misi  (according  to 
some,  a  sort  of  dentifrice)  ;  a  procuress,  bawd ;  afflu- 

ence in  cattle  or  herds;  a  woman  of  the  race  of 

Madhu  or  Yadu  (e.  g.  An-anta,  wife  of  Janam-ejaya ; 
Sampriya,  wife  of  Viduratha ;  Kunti,  wife  of  Pandu) ; 

N.  of  Dakshayani  in  Srl-Saila;  of  Durga;  'of  a Matri  attending  on  Skanda ;  of  a  daughter  of  Yayati ; 
of  a  commentary  (probably  named  after  the  author 
Madhava) ;  (am),  n.  sweetness ;  (in  Schol.  on  Pan. 
IV.  4, 129,  a  fern,  form  mddhavd  is  given,  agreeing 
with  tanuh.)  —  Mddhava-kara ,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

medical  writer.  —  Mddhai'a-kala-nirnaya,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  work  written  by  Madhavacarya.  —  Mddhava- 
gupta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mddhava-farita,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Mddhava-deva,  as,  m.  a  proper 
N.  —  Mddhava-niddna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  by 
Madhava  ( =  rug-vinif!<!aya).—Mddhava-pandila, 
ai,  m.,  N.  of  a  scholar.  —  Mddhava-prd<!l,  {.,  N. 
of  a  place.  —  Mddhava-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various 
persons  ( =  madhavatdrya).  —  Mddhava-bhikshu, 

us,  m.  a  proper  N.  (=mddhavas'rama).  —  Md- 
dhava-mdgadha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Mddhava- 
yatmdra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Madhara-ya/iit, 
i,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mddhiim-rniiumanda-saras- 

vatl  (°ma-dn~),  m.,  N.  of  the  teacher  of  the  com- 
mentator Sivananda.  —  Mddhai-a-valli,  f.  Gaertnera 

Racemosa.  —  Mddhaua-iri,  is,  f.  the  beauty  or  glory 
of  spring.  —  Mndha/ca-sinha  and  mddhava-sena, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  two  kings.  —  Mddhava-send-rdjan, 

a,  m.  '  king  of  the  army  of  spring'  or  '  of  sweet- 
ness,' N.  of  a  king.  —  Mddhava-somayajin,  I,  m. 

a  proper  N.  ( =  madhavdtdrya).  —  Mddhavdddrya 

(°va-d<!°),  as,  m.  'the  learned  Madhava'  or  'the 
teacher  Msdhava,'  N.  of  a  celebrated  scholar,  son  of 

MSyana  and  brother  of  SSyanic'arya  and  Bhoga- 
Datha,  q.q.  v.v.,  (he  is  sometimes  called  simply  Ma- 

dhava, and  regarded,  together  with  Sayana,  as  author 
of  the  celebrated  commentary  on  the  Rig-veda;  also 
author  of  the  Kala-nimaya,  of  the  Nyaya-mala-vistara, 

of  the  commentary  ParJs'ara-smriti-vyakhyS,  of  the 
San-kshepa-s'an-kara-vijaya,  of  the  Sarva-darsana-san- 
gTaha.)  —  Mddhavdnanda-kdvya-  (°va-dn°),  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  poem  by  Nanda-pandita.  —  Madha- 

vdnala  (°va-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  M  a- 
dhavdnaldkhydna  ("va-anala-dkh0),  am,  n.,  N. 
of  an  erotic  work  by  the  above.  —  Mddhavds'ra  ma 
("va-ds"0),  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mddhavi-latd,  f. 
the  creeper  Gasrtnera  Racemosa  (bearing  white  fra- 

grant flowers).  —  Mddhavi-vana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

forest.  —  Mddhavendra-puri  (°va-in°),  m.,  N.  of 
an  author.  —  Madhaveshtd  (°va-ish°),  f.  a  species 
of  tuberous  plant  (  =  vdrdhi-kanda)  ;  an  epithet  of 

Durga.  —  Mddhavoiita  (°va-ud°),  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  perfume  (  =  kakkolaka).  —  Mddhavodbhava 

("ta-ud*"),  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  rdjddanl). 
Mddhuvaka,  as,  m.  a  spirituous  liquor  (prepared 

from  honey  or  from  the  blossoms  of  the  Bassia  Lati- 
folia)  ;  (ikd),  f.  Gtertnera  Racemosa  ;  a  kind  of 
metre,  four  times  *_»  —  u  o  —  u  »j  —  o  o  —  *_»  o  —  u  v  — 
o  w  —  v  —  ;  N.  of  a  woman  ;  a  female  attendant. 

Mddhav'tya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  or  belonging  or 
devoted  to  Madhava  or  to  Madhavac'arya  ;  composed 
by  him.  —  Mddhavlya-dhdtu-vritti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a 
treatise  on  Sanskrit  roots  by  Sayana  (dedicated  to  his 

brother  Madhava).  —  Mddhavlya-veddrtha-pra- 

kafo,  N.  of  Sayana's  commentary  on  the  Rig-veda. 
Mddhavya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Madhu, 

see  Pan.  IV.  i,  106. 

I.  mddhva,  ai,  i,  am  (fr.  madhu),  sweet;  (i), 
f.  a  kind  of  spirituous  liquor  ;  =  mddhavi,  Gaertnera 
Racemosa  ;  =  mddkura-kantaka,  a  kind  of  fish; 

(I),  m.  du.,  Ved.  '  possessing  or  loving  sweetness,'  an 
epithet  of  the  ASvins  ;  (Say.)  =  madhu-purna-pdtra- 
ytiktau;  (in  this  last  sense  perhaps  fr.  a  base  md- 
dhvi.)  —  Mddhvi-madTmra,  f.  a  species  of  date 
(  =  madhura-kharjuriltd). 
Mddhtaka,  am,  n.  =  madhavaka,  an  intoxicating 

beverage  prepared  from  honey. 
Mddhrika,  as,  m.  a  person  who  collects  honey. 
Mddhvika,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  intoxicating  drink 

distilled  from  the  blossoms  of  the  Bassia  Latifolia  ; 

wine,  spirit  distilled  from  grapes  ;  [cf.  madhu-m°^\ 
—  Mddhvika-phata,  as,  a.  a  species  of  cocoa-nut 
(  =  madhu-ndlikeraka). 

«il«««  madhuka,  as,  i,  am  (ft1,  madhuka), 
coming  from  or  belonging  to  the  Madhuka  tree  ; 

'  mead-maker,'  an  epithet  of  the  Maireyakas  or  of  a 
particular  mixed  caste. 

mddhukara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  madhu- 
kara),  coming  from  a  bee  or  from  honey,  belonging 
to  a  bee,  resembling  a  bee,  (mddhulcarl  vrMih,  a 
mode  or  course  of  life  resembling  that  of  a  bee),  be- 

longing to  honey,  Sec.  ;  (i),  f.  gathering  alms  after  the 
manner  of  a  bee  by  going  from  door  to  door  ;  alms 
obtained  from  five  different  places  by  the  third  class 
of  religious  mendicants. 

Mddttukarnika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  madliu-karna'), see  Gana  Kumudadi  2.  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

MadfutMumdaia,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  madlm-Mhan- 

daa),  Ved.  relating  to  or  coming  from  Madhu-c'cfhan- 
das  ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  of  Agha-marshana  ;  of 

Jetri. 
Mddhuparkika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  madhu-parJca), 

relating  to  the  Madhu-parka  ;  offered  or  presented 
as  a  token  of  respect  to  a  guest. 

Uluilhumata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  madhu-mat),  be- 
longing to  or  descended  from  Madhu-mat  ;  (as),  m. 

pi.  the  inhabitants  of  Kas°mlra;  belonging  to  the 
river  Madhu-mati,  (mddhumatam  jalam,  water 
from  the  Madhu-mati.) 

Mddhmnataka  (fr.  madhu-mat),  see  Gana  Ka<!- ibadi  to  Pan.  IV.  i,  134. 

Mddhukara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  madhu-kara), 
gathered  or  collected  after  the  manner  of  bees. 

*TT*J^  mddhura,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  madhura), 
composed  by  Madhura  ;  relating  to  Madhura  ;  (I), 
f.  sweetness,  amiableness  ;  mead  ;  spirituous  or  vinous 

liquor;  (ant),  n.  the  blossom  of  Jasminum  Zambac. 

Mndhurya,  as,  a  or  -rt  (?),  am  (fr.  madhura), 
speaking  sweetly  or  kindly;  (am),  n.  sweetness, 
pleasantness,  attractiveness,  gracefulness ;  kindness, 
friendliness,  amiability ;  (in  rhetoric)  the  succession 
of  single  words  in  a  sentence. 

*<iwon  madhuka,  as.  i,  am  (fr.  madhiika), 

made  from  Bassia  Latifolia ;  (according  to  Kulluka) 

=  madhura-bhdshin,  sweetly  speaking,  kindly 
speaking ;  an  epithet  of  the  Maitreyakas  (a  mixed 
caste ;  cf.  madhuka,  col.  2). 

HI«V1  madhuti,  m.  du.,  Ved.  (probably 

formed  after  the  analogy  of  mddfivi,  see  under 
I.  mddhva,  col.  2),  an  epithet  of  the  Asvins. 

«il«rt  mddhula,  as,  m.  (fr.  madhula),  a 

patronymic. 
HT*fl  mddliya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  madhya), 

middle,  central,  mid. 

Mddhyandina,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  madhyan-dina), 
Ved.  belonging  to  midday,  meridional,  midday, 

(mddhyandine  savane,  at  the  midday  rite) ;  middle, 

central ;  (ds),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  branch  of  the  Vsjasa- 
neyins  and  of  an  astronomical  school  who  fixed  the 
starting-point  of  planetary  movements  at  noon ;  (am), 
n.,  scil.  tlrtha,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha;  [cf.  mddhyandi- 

nlyaka.~]  —  Mddhyandina-yuga,  Ved.  belonging 
to  the  midday  oblation.  —  Mddhyandina-s'dkhd,  S. 
the  school  of  the  Madhyandinas. 

Mddhyamlindyana,  ai,  m.  probably  a  patro- 
nymic, N.  of  a  preceptor. 

Mddhyandini,  Is,  m.  a  patronymic,  N.  of  a 

grammarian. Mddhyandinlya,  as,  d,  am,  usual  or  customary 
at  the  midday  oblation  (Ved.);  'belonging  to  the 

school  of  the  Madhyandinas,'  an  epithet  of  NarS- 

yana. 

Mddhyandiniyalca,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 
Mddhyandineya  =  mddhyandina,  q.  v. 

«n«*4«1  mddhyama,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  madhyama), 

relating  to  the  middle,  middlemost,  middle,  central ; 

middle-born ;  (ds),  m.  pi.  epithet  of  the  RishU  to 
whom  the  middle  portion  (Mandala  II-VII)  of  the 
Rig-veda  Samhita  is  attributed ;  N.  of  a  race. 
Mddhyamaka,  as,  ika,  am,  =  mddhyamika; 

(ikd),  f.  epithet  of  the  middle  section  of  the  Ks- thaka. 

Mddhyamakeya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people,  = 
madhyamakeya. 

Mddhyamasthya,  am,  n.  (fr.  madhyama-stha), 
the  state  of  standing  or  being  in  the  middle,  see 
Gana  Brahmanadi  to  Pan.  V.  I,  124;  [cf.  ma- 

dhyasthya.~\ 
Mddhyamika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  or  belonging 

to  the  middle,  middlemost,  middle ;  (ds),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  Buddhist  school ;  of  a  people  in  the  central 

part  of  India. Mddhyamineya,  as,  m.  (fr.  madhi/amd),  a 
metronymic,  see  Gana  Kalyanyadi  to  PSn.  IV.  I, 126. 

JTTWTW  mddhyastha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  madhya- 

stha),  being  in  a  middle  state,  indifferent,  impartial, 

neutral ;  (am),  n.  middle  state  or  condition ;  indif- 
ference, impartiality. 

Mddhyasthya,  am,  n.  '  the  state  of  standing  in 
the  middle  or  between  two,'  indifference,  impartiality, 
neutrality ;  the  office  of  umpire,  mediation,  inter- 
cession. 

*liw4l(jjcn  mddhydhnika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 
madhyahna),  belonging  to  midday,  taking  place 
at  noon. 

*TR«!  2.  mddhva,  as,  m.  (for  i.  see  col.  2), 
an  adherent  of  Madhva. 

man  (connected  with  rt.  man),  cl. 

N  i.  P.  mdnati,  &c.,  to  honour,  respect, 
revere,  worship;  cl.  10.  P.  mdnayati,  &c.  (pro- 

perly Caus.  of  rt.  man),  to  honour,  &c. 
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770 mana. 
^  munasaukas. 

1 .  mana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  man),  opinion, 

conception,  (also  am,  n.);  a  good  opinion  of  one's 
self,  conceit,  self-reliance,  self-confidence,  arrogance, 
pride,  haughtiness ;  honour,  respect,  consideration, 

(also  exceptionally  am,  n.);  regard  for  others,  de- 
monslralion  of  respect,  paying  honour;  a  wounded 
sense  of  honour;  anger  or  indignation  excited  by 

jealousy  (especially  in  women),  female  caprice,  sulki- 
ness,  hatred  ;  object,  purpose,  will  (Ved.) ;  (in  astro- 

logy) an  epithet  of  the  tenth  house ;  a  blockhead  (?) ; 
an  agent  (?) ;  a  barbarian  (?)  ;  N.  of  the  father  of 

Agastya  (Ved.) ;  (an),  m.  pi.  the  family  or  descend- 
ants of  M5na  (Ved.).  —  Mdna-kalaha,  as,  m.  any 

quarrel  caused  by  pride  or  jealousy,  rivalry,  jealousy ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Mana-kali,  is,  m. 
quarrelling  or  dissension  caused  by  pride,  mutual 
disdain  or  ill-will.  —  Mana-krit,  t,  t,  t,  showing 
honour  or  respect  (to  others).  •—Mdiia-kshat!,  /*, 
f.  a  wound  inflicted  on  the  honour  (of  another), 
injury  to  reputation,  wounding  or  hurting  pride, 

humiliation.  —  Mdna-granthi,  is,  m.  injury  to 
honour  or  pride.  —  Mdna-tas,  ind.  from  honour, 

through  honour,  for  honour's  sake.  —  Mana-tunga, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Mana-ti-a,  am,  n. 
haughtiness,  arrogance,  &c. ;  see  I.  mdna  above. 
—  I.  mdna-da,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  mana  +  2.  da), 
giving   honour,   paying   honour,  showing   respect ; 
honour-giver,  pride-inspirer,  (a  respectful  mode  of 
addressing  husbands  and  lovers,  usually  in  voc.  sing.) ; 
(as),  m.  a  mystical  epithet  of  the  letter  a ;  (as),  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  a  people  [cf.  mdla-da"]  ;  (a),  f.  epithet  of the  second  Kala  or  digit  of  the  moon ;  (am),  n., 
scil.  astro,  epithet  of  a  particular  magical  weapon. 

••2.  mana-da,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  mana  +  3.  da), 
destroying  arrogance  or  pride.  —  Mdna-dhana,  as, 
a,  am,   rich  in  honour.  —  Mdna-dhmdta,  as,  a, 
am,  puffed  up  with  pride.  —  Mana-para,  as,  a, 
am,  wholly  addicted  to  pride,  intensely  proud,  very 
arrogant  (see  para) ,    (a),   f.,   N.  of  a   woman. 
—  MdiM-parikhandana,  am,  n.  loss  of  honour, 
wounding  or  offending  pride,  humiliation.  ~Mdna- 
prdna,  as,  a,  am,  one  to  whom  honour  is  (as  dear) 
as  life,  valuing  honour  or  reputation  as  highly  as  life. 

—  Mdna-bhanga,  as,  m.  loss  of  honour,  injury  to 
reputation,  humiliation.  —  Mdna-Wirit,  t,  t,  t,  pos- 

sessing   pride,    (according   to    Malli-natha  =  aA-att- 
kdrin.)  —  Mana-manohara,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Ma- 
natiianohara-kara,  as,  m.  the  author  of  the  above 
(—vdy-Mvara).'- Mdna-maya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
particular  article  of  luxury  (?)  mentioned  in  Hari-vansa 
8455.  —  Mana-mahat,  an,  all,  at,  great  in  pride, 
extremely  proud.  —  Mdna-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  possessing 
honour  or  pride,  proud,  haughty,  disdainful,  high- 
spirited  ;   (atl),  f.  a  haughty  or  disdainful  woman 

(angry  from'  wounded  pride  or  jealousy).  —  jV/i  iui- 

•mrjika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  JI/<">/<«- 
I'arjita,  as,  a,  am,  stripped  of  honour;  humble, 
lowly;    defamatory,   slanderous,   abusive.  —  Mdiia- 

't'ardhana,  as,  i,  am,  enhancing  honour,  increasing 
respect.  —  Mdna-sdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
Malava.  —  Mdna-sin/ia,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Md- 
na-han,  d,  glint,  a,  destroying  pride  or  honour, 

humbling,  an  humbler,  abaser.  —  Mdndnanda  (°na- 
dn°),  an,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  of  a  DurgS-mantra. 
™  3/<  (^na-ap°),  n.  du.   honour  and 
dishonour.  —  Mdndrha  (°na-ar'~),  as,  d,  am,  worlhy 
of  honour,  entitled  to  respect.  —  Mandsukta  (°na- 

tis  ),  UN,  i~i,  tint,  addicted  to  pride,  haughty,  arro- 
gant, proud.  —  Munotael:a  -/lardkrauia-vyasanin 

(  na-itt  ),  i,   ini,   i,  possessing  pride,  haughtiness, 
prowess,  and  intense  diligence.  -Mdnonnati  ("i«i- 

gancc. 

'<*,    1,   am   (fr.  Caus.   of  rt.   man), 
>unng,  serving  as  a  honorarium  or  token   of 

respect;  (d,  am),  f.  n.  the  act  of  honouring,  paying honour,  showing  respect. 

Mananiya,  ax,  d,  am,  to  be  honoured,  deserving honour  from  any  one  (with  gen.). 

Mdjiayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  honoured  or 
respected,  deserving  honour. 

i'itui/itri,  td,  tri,  tri,  honouring,  respecting,  an 
lonourer,  one  who  honours  or  respects. 
Manila,  as,  d,  am,  honoured,  respected  ;  (am), 

n.  honouring,  showing  honour  or  respect,  honour. 
—  Mdnita-eena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
Mdnin.     See  s.v.,  p.  771,  col.  I. 

Mdnya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  respected  or  honoured, 
worthy  of  honour,  honourable,  respectable,  venerable, 

held  in  honour;  a  patronymic  (Ved.)  ;  =  mailrd- 
varuni,  author  of  Rig-vedaVIII.  56,  (in  the  last  two 
senses  fr.  mana,  father  of  Agastya)  ;  (a),  f.  Trigo- 
nella  Corniculata,  (wrongly  for  ntdlyd.)  —  Mdnija- 
tva,  am,  n.  honourableness,  respectability,  worthiness. 

TPT  2.  mana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  ma),  a 

building,  edifice,  house,  dwelling  (Ved.)  ;  a  prepara- 
tion, decoction,  (perhaps  used  in  this  sense  with 

reference  to  the  Soma  plant  in  Rig-veda  X.  144,  5)  ; 
(am),  n.  the  act  of  forming  or  making  (Ved.)  ; 
form,  appearance  (Ved.)  ;  the  act  of  measuring  or 
meting,  measure  in  general,  dimension,  computation 

of  time,  &c.  (e.  g.  nri-m°,  a  man's  height  ;  antara- 
m",  difference  of  dimension  ;  cf.  tdrakd-m°,  data- 

in',  giri-m°,  fliando-m°)  ;  any  instrument  for 
measuring,  a  measuring-rod,  measure,  rule,  standard 

[cf.  iirdAro-ro°,  kuta-m°]  ;  (Ved.)  a  particular 
measure  or  weight  (  =  krishnala  or  raktika,  a 
Gunja  seed;  according  to  the  commentators  loo 
Manas  =5  Palas  or  Panas,  or,  according  to  others, 

^  or  £  of  a  Khari)  ;  likeness,  resemblance  (  =  upa- 
mana)  ;  proof,  demonstration,  means  of  proof  (  = 

pra-mana,  q.  v.).  —  3.  mdna-da,  as,  d,  am,  mea- 
suring.— Mdna-danda,  as,  m.  a  measuring-rod. 

—  M  dna-dhdnikd,  f.  =  karkati,  a  cucumber.  —  Md- 

nam-pada,  as,  d,  am,  see  Schol.  on  Vopa-deva 

XXVI.  55;    [cf.  alpam-p3,  mitam-p°.]-Mann- 
yo/ja,  as,  m.  the  correct  mode  of  measuring  and 

weighing  (Manu  IX.  330).  —  Mdna-randhrd,  f.  a 
kind  of  water-clock  or  clepsydra,  a  perforated  copper 
vessel  which,  placed  in  water  and  gradually  filling, 

serves  to  measure  time,  (according  to  some,  mdna- 
randhn  ;    cf.   tdmrl.)  —  Mdiia-sutra,   am,  n.  a 

measuring-cord   [cf.  pramdna-slUra"]  ;    a  cord  or chain  of  gold  or  some  other  material  worn  round 

the  body.  —  Manditgula-mahdtantra  (°na-ait°), 
am,   n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Mdnddfiydya  (°na- 
adlt?),  as,  m.  'chapter  on  measurement'  (of  time), 
N.  of  the  fourteenth  chapter  of  the  Surya-siddhfinta. 

—  M  ̂ noniitniiil'tl   (°na-un°),  f.,  see  Gana  Saka- 
pSrthivadi,  Siddhanta-kaumudi  on  Pan.  II.  I,  69. 
Mdnaka  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  =  2.  mdna, 

measure,  &c.  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  =  mdnaka,  Arum 
Indicum,  a  plant  having  an  edible  root;  (ikd),  (.  a 
particular  spirituous  or  vinous  liquor  ;  =  mdnikii,  a 
particular  weight  (  =  2  Anjalis,  =  8  Palas  ;  according 
to  others,  the  fourth  or  eighth  part  of  a  Khari). 

manaftsila,  as,  ~i,  am  (fr.  manah- 
sild),  consisting  of  realgar  or  red  arsenic. 

inTT  mtinana,  &c.     See  col.  I. 

»n«11  manava,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  manu),  de- 
scended from  man  or  from  Manu,  belonging  or 

proper  to  man  or  Manu,  human;  (Ved.)  propitious 
to  men  ;  (as),  m.  a  human  being,  man  ;  a  lad,  boy, 

(for  mdnava,  q.  v.)  ;  a  patronymic  of  Nabha- 
nedishtha  ;  of  Saryata  ;  of  Cakshus  ;  of  Nahusha  ; 

of  Bhrigu  ;  of  Su-dyumna  ;  of  Karusha  ;  of  Deva- 
huti  ;  (tls),  m,  pi.  the  children  of  men,  mankind  ; 
the  subjects  (of  a  king)  ;  N.  of  a  school  of  the  black 

Yajur-veda;  (i),  (.  a  daughter  of  man  or  Manu,  a 
woman  ;  N.  of  a  goddess  (executing  the  commands 
of  the  eleventh  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpini)  ; 
N.  of  one  of  the  eleven  VidyS-devTs  ;  (am),  n.  a 

man's  length  (as  a  measure,  Ved.)  ;  =  miinara- 
l;ul  fift-sutra,  q.  v.  ;  N.  of  a  Saman  ;  a  particular 
mulct  or  fine  ;  [cf.  Goth,  manna,  fr.  mannan, 

perhaps  for  manuan  ;  Germ.  Mann,  'a  man.'] 
—  Miinata-kal/M-siitra  or  mdnava-sutra,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  well-known  Sutra  work  on  Kalpa  or 

ritual  (see  tnanu). •- Mdnava-deva,  as,  m.  'man- 

god,  god  among  men,' a  king,  prince.  —  3/anaro- 
il/uiniKi-sdslra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  code  of  laws 
attributed  to  Manu  (see  manu-suiii/titii).  —  Miinava- 

pati,  t'x,  m.  '  man-lord,'  a  king,  sovereign.  —  Md- 
navdi'ala  (°va-a<!"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
—  Mdnavddya  (°va-dd°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  SSman. 
—  Mdnavcndra  (°m-in°),  as,  m. '  nun-chief,  man- 
lord,'  a  king.  —  Munavottara  (°va-ut°),  am,  n., 
N.   of  a  SSman.  —  Mdnavopapurdna   ("rn-u/i  ). 
am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-Purana.  ••  Mdnavaugha  (°va- 
ogha),  with  guru,  epithet  of  a  particular  class  of 
composers  of  mystical  prayeis  [cf.  the  kindred  words 
Divyaugha,  Siddhaugha]. 

M~/i/avasya,  Nom.  P.  A.  mdnavasyati,  -te,  &c., 
Ved.  to  act  like  men ;  (S5y.)  to  wish  for  men. 

ttatumugat,  an,  antl,  at,  acting  like  men ; 
(SSy.)  wishing  for  men,  i.  e.  priests. 
Manaviya,  as,  d,  am,  descended  or  derived  from 

Manu;  (am),  n.  a  particular  fine  [cf.  mdnara]. 

Mdnareya,  as,  d,  am,  descended  or  derived  from 
Manu  ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic. 

Mdnarya,  us,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Manu,  PSn. 
IV.  I,  105  ;  (dyam),  (.,  see  Pin.  IV.  1,  18  ;  (am), 
n.  a  number  of  boys,  assemblage  of  youths,  (for mdnarya.) 

Hll^frtcn  manavartika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a,  people ;  (also  read  mdnavarjaka,  mdnavalatta, 
gava-vartila  ;  cf.  malavarti.) 
•illti  manasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  manas),  be- 

longing to  the  mind  or  spirit,  mental,  spiritual,  (as 
opposed  to  itdrira,  corporeal ;  mdnasam  tirtkani, 

a  spiritual  bathing-place  or  the  lake  Manasa  so  called) ; 
expressed  only  in  the  mind  (e.g.  mdnasam  stotrnm, 
a  silent  hymn  of  praise),  tacit,  implied  ;  present  in 

the  mind,  only  to  be  conceived  in  the  mind,  (abha- 
ranafr  mdnasaih,  with  every  conceivable  orna- 

ment) ;  dwelling  on  the  lake  MSnasa,  (in  this  sense 
fr.  nidnafa,  am,  n.  the  lake  Manasa,  see  below)  ; 

(as),  m.  a  form  of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  a  Naga ;  of  a 
class  of  ascetics ;  of  a  son  of  Vapush-mat ;  of  a  pre- 

ceptor; (as),  m.  pi.  a  particular  class  of  Manes 
(regarded  as  sons  of  Vasishtha) ;  epithet  of  the 
VaiSyas  in  Sska-dvipa;  (i),  {.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
sixteen  Vidya-devis  [cf.  makd-manasikd] ;  (am), 
n.  the  mental  powers,  mind,  spirit,  the  seat  or  faculty 
of  reason  and  feeling,  heart,  soul,  (in  these  senses 

frequently  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  li/iaya-san- 
tra$ta-'iii°) ;  tacit  or  implied  consent  (in  law) ;  N. 
of  a  sacred  lake  and  place  of  pilgrimage  on  mount 
Kailasa  in  the  Himalaya  mountains,  (the  native  place 

of  the  wild  geese  or  swans ;  constant  allusions  are 
made  to  this  lake  in  Hindu  poetry,  and  the  Hansa 

or  Raja-hansa,  a  kind  of  wild  goose,  is  described  as 
migrating  to  its  shores  every  year  at  the  breeding 
season);  a  kind  of  salt.  —  Manasa-Alrin,  i,  inl,  i, 
frequenting  lake  Manasa ;  (i),  m.  a  wild  goose  or 

swan.  —  Mdnasa-janman,  d,  m.  '  mind-born,' the 
god  of  love;  [cf.  mano-janmati .^  —  Mdn<ma-4va, 
am,  n.  thoughtfulness,  spirituality,  the  belonging 
to  spirit,  fulfilment  of  anything  in  mere  thought. 

—  Mdiutxa-nayana,  am,  n.  '  guidance  to  the  lake 
Manasa,'  N.  of  a  logical  work  by  Jivana.  —  Mdnsisa- 

•  :  •ddatii,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
above  work.  —  -l/J/«'*"-n'/,  /;,  f.,  Ved.  mental  or 

spiritual  disease.  —  M,liiuxu-riya,  <i*.  ii,  am,  swift 
as  spirit  (i.  e.  thought) ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Mdu<i*<i-.<i":.  /.',  f.,  Ved.  mental  sorrow  or  grief. 

—  M<iiit!*<i-.-;tfitt<~/f<<t.  <(.*,  m.  mental  anguish,  sorrow 
of  heart.  —  Munafdlaya  (°*a-dl°),  as,  m. '  dwelling 
on  the  lake  MSnasa,'  a  wild  goose  or  swan;  [cf. 

•.~\  —  Manasotlara   ("sa-uf),  as,  m., 

N.  of  a   mountain  range;    [cf.  uttara-manasa.'} 
—  MaiiaKiMiifii  ("sa-ul"),  as,  m.,  N.  ofaVedanta 
work  by  Suresvara  Acarya  or  Dakshina  Acarya,  a 

disciple  of  S'an-kara  Ac'arya.  —  Manasolldsarpra- •t    and  miinaiatl/ilsa-vnt/ilnta   and    mmm 

xtjlliixa-vrittdnta-vildsa,  as,  m.  names  of  commen- 

taries on  the  above  work.  —  Mauasiuikais  (°sa-ok°), 



manasayana. 
may  a. 

as,  as,  as,  dwelling  on  the  lake  Manasa  ;  (as),  m. 
a  wild  goose  or  swan,  the  Raja-hansa. 
Manasayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Manas, 

see  Pan.  IV.  1,  no. 

Mdnasika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  manaa  or  fr.  md- 
nasa),  mental,  spiritual  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu. 

Mdnasya,.as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Manas,  see 
P5n.  IV.  I,  105. 

*il«1*»n  mduas-krita,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (ac- 
cording to  Mahi-dhara)  =  pujdyd  abliimdiiasya 

cd  kartri. 

)  mdna-sthali,  f.,  manasthalaka, 
see  Pan.  IV.  2,  127. 

*(l«1ig;  mdndnka,  as,  m.  (perhaps  for  ma- 
Idnka),  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Vrinda-vana. 

*U*1I<41  mdndyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

*l[1i«4  mdndyya,  mdndyydyanl,  see  Gana 
Gargadi  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  105,  and  Gana  LohitSdi  to 
Pan.  IV.  I,  iS. 

*ufl<*  manika  •=.  manin  in  pandita-m°  ', 
q.  v.  (For  manika  see  mdnaka,  p.  770,  col.  2.) 

mdnita.     See  p.  770,  col.  2. 

,  manin,  I,  inl,  i  (fr.  rt.  man  or  fr.  I. 
mana),  thinking,  being  of  opinion,  (in  these  and 
the  following  senses  often  at  the  end  of  conips.)  ; 
considering,  regarding,  taking  for  ;  fancying  or  ima- 

gining one's  self,  taking  one's  self  for  [cf.  pandita- 
m°]  ;  fancying  that  one  possesses  (e.  g.  kshamatd- 
mdnin,  fancying  that  one  possesses  ability);  being 
regarded  or  taken  for  ;  honouring,  esteeming  highly  ; 

having  a  high  opinion  of  one's  self,  proud,  haughty, 
proud  of  anything  (e.  g.  dhanato  mdni  narah,  a 

man  proud  of  his  wealth)  ;  maintaining  one's  honour, 
proud  (in  a  good  sense)  ;  highly  honoured  or  esteemed  ; 

disdainful,  angry,  resentful,  sulky  ;  (z),~  m.  a  lion  j (inl),  f'  an  anSry  or  disdainful  woman  or  one 
offended  with  her  lover;  a  species  of  odoriferous 
plant  (  =phall,  i.  e.  priyangu)  ;  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  Vidura-stha  and  wife  of  Rajya-vardhana  ;  a  kind 
of  metre,  (probably  incorrect  for  malirii.)  —  Mdni- 
td,  f.  or  mdni-tva,  am,  n.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  the 
fancyingthat  one  possesses,  imagining  or  fancying  one's 
self,  taking  one's  self  for  (e.g.  ajridnejiidna-mdnitd, 
the  fancying  when  in  ignorance  that  one  has  know- 

ledge) ;  haughtiness,  pride  ;  honouring,  paying  respect  ; 
the  being  honoured,  receiving  honour. 

*nf»1'*J  manindha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astro- 
nomer, (also  read  manindha;  cf.  manittha.) 

*n«Jrttl<*l  mdnutantavya,  as,  m.  (fr.  mamt- 
tantu),  Ved.  a  patronymic  of  Aikadasaksha  ;  [cf. 
mdrutantavya.] 

HTJJ1  mdnusha,  as,  ~i,  am  (fr.  manus), human,  belonging  to  mankind,  appertaining  to  men  ; 
humane,  kind,  favourable  or  propitious  to  men  ;  (as), 
m.  a  man,  human  being,  (often  at  the  end  of  comps., 

and  sometimes  with  fern.  d,c(.a-m°,ati-m°;  /.-«/•//;/- 
m°,  a  human  being  in  some  sense  of  the  word,  incar- 

nate in  human  form)  ;  epithet  of  the  signs  of  the 
zodiac  Gemini,  Virgo,  and  Libra  ;  (  1  ),  f.  a  woman  ; 
scil.  tikitsd,  a  branch  of  medicine,  the  administering 
of  drugs  and  herbs  (as  opposed  to  usiirl  and  dam 

<'i!;i(xd);  (am),  n.  the  manner  or  ways  of  men, 
condition  of  man,  humanity  ;  the  doings  or  actions 
of  man,  human  action  or  effort,  manhood  ;  N.  of  a 
place.  —  Aldnuyha-td,  f.  or  miititi,xlia-ti'a,  tutt,  n. 
humanity,  the  state  or  condition  of  man,  manhood, 

manliness,  human  existence,  man's  estate.  —  Mrin.ii- 
sha-pradhana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  fighting  for  men, 
(used  in  Rig-veda  I.  52,  9.  as  an  epithet  of  the 
Manns.)  —  Manutha-biiddha,  as,  m.  a  human 
Buddha,  (opposed  to  dhydnt-buddha.)  —  Mdnu- 

sha-mansdda  (°sa-di1a),  as,  a,  am,  eating  human 
flesh.  —  Mdiiusha-rdkshasa,  as,  m.  a  fiend  in 
human  form,  a  Rakshasa-like  man.  -  Mdnus/ta- 

laukika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  the  world  of  men, 
proper  for  man,  human.  —  Mdnutha-eambhava,  as, 
d,  am,  coming  from  a  man,  produced  by  men. 

—  Mdnusliopeta  (^sha-up°),  as,  d,  am,  joined  with human  effort. 
Maaushaka,  as,  I,  am,  human. 
Mdnushl-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  &c.,  to  become 

man,  take  human  form. 
Mdmixluja,  am,  n.  (fr.  manuthya),  the  being  a 

man,  humanity,  manhood,  manliness,  human  nature, 

man's  estate ;  (as,  -shl,  am),  human,  manly,  belong- 
ing to  man  or  humanity. 

Mdnushyaka,  as,  I,  am,  human;  (am),  n.  hu- 
manity, human  condition,  human  nature ;  a  multi- 

tude of  men. 

HI1ISK*  ma.nojn.aka,  am,  n.  (fr.  mano-jna), 
beauty,  agreeableness,  loveliness. 

Hltt^  mdntavya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Mantu,  see  Pan.  IV.  I,  105. 
Mantarydyanl,  f.,  see  Pan.  IV.  1, 18. 

«lin.|  mantra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mantra),  Ved. 
proper  or  peculiar  to  Vedic  texts,  belonging  to  sacred 
texts,  relating  to  mystical  verses  or  spells. 
Mdntrararnika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  mantra-vania), 

contained  in  the  text  of  a  Vedic  hymn. 
Mdntrika,  as,  m.  (fr.  mantra),  one  who  recites 

a  text  or  spell,  one  conversant  with  spells  or  incan- 
tations, an  enchanter,  sorcerer. 

*iliWn  mdntrita,  as,  m.  pi.  the  descend- 
ants of  Mantritya,  see  Pan.  IV.  2,  III. 

Mdntritya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Mantrita, 
see  Pan.  IV.  I,  105. 

DT^T  month,  cl.  I.  P.  mdnthati,  &c., 
N.  (according  to  Vopa-deva,  Dhatu-patha 

III.  9)  =  rt.  manth  or  I.  math,  to  hurt,  injure,  &c. 
Manthya,  as,  d,  am,  see  Gana  San-kasadi  to Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

*ll»''m.MU!f  mdnthareshani,  is,  m.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Manthareshana  see  Schol.  on  Pin.  II. 

4,66. 
il'MM  mdntharya,  am,  n.  (fr.  manthara), 

weakness. 

mdnthdla,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 
animal,  (according  to  Mahi-dhara)  a  species  of  mouse. 

*il^  mdnda,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  mand  or  2. 

mo(Z),Ved. '  gladdening,'  an  epithet  of  water  in  certain 
formularies ;  (as,  i,  am),  relating  to  the  higher  apsis 

of  a  planet's  course ;  mdndain  karma,  the  process 
of  correction  for  the  apsis ;  mdndam  phalam,  the 
equation  of  the  apsis,  (in  these  latter  senses  fr. •rii'{il.-l'l,  q.T.) 

Mdndya,  am,  n.  (fr.  manda),  slowness,  sluggish- 
ness, laziness  ;  stupidity,  torpor ;  apathy  ;  weakness ; 

indisposition,  illness,  sickness;  mdndyam  kri,  to 
make  one's  self  ill. 
Mandra  (fr.  mandra),  see  Gana  ChattrSdi  to 

P5n.  IV.  4,  62. 

•tl^K  mdnddra  or  mdnddrava,  as,  m.  a 
species  of  tree  (  =  manddra;  cf.  manddrata). 

•n^lM  mriiiddrya  (fr.  manddra),  see  Gana 
Pragadyadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80;  perhaps  used  as  a 
proper  N.  in  Rig-veda  I.  165,  15. 

*il»*U(i  mandhatri,  td,  m.  (according  to 

some  fr.  mum,  '  me,'  +  dhatri, '  a  drinker,"  this  king 
having  once  sucked  Amrita  from  the  finger  of  Indra, 
who  thereupon  used  the  exclamation  which  afterwards 

became  the  prince's  name),  N.  of  a  king  (son  of 
YuvanSsva,  author  of  Rig-veda  X.  134;  also  read 
mandkdtri,  q.  v.) ;  N.  of  a  sovereign  in  more 
recent  times,  —  ftldndlidtii-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
city  ;  (also  read  mdndhdttd-tripura. ) 
Mdndhatra,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  Mandhatri ; 

(as),  m.  a  patronymic  from  Maiidhatri. 

771 mdndhyoda,  as,  m,  a  patro- 
nymic (?). 

•H^tj  indnmatha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  manma- 
tha),  relating  to  or  concerning  love,  excited  by  love, 

belonging  to  the  god  of  love. 
mdnya.     See  p.  770,  col.  2. 

mdnyamdna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  pa- 
tronymic from  Manyamana ;  according  to  Say.  on 

Rig-veda  VII.  18,  20,  derakam  din  mdnyamdnam 

jagliantha  may  be  translated, '  thou  hast  slain  Devaka 
the  son  of  Manyamana ;'  according  to  others,  '  thou 
hast  slain  the  god,  the  proud  one.' 
*u-<^  mdnyava,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to Manyu. 

TTTTift  many  avail,  f.,  N.  of  a  princess ; 

(perhaps  for  mdlya-vati.) 
TtT«li  mdpaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  Caus.  of  rt. 

3.  md),  serving  for  measuring  or  weighing,  a 
measurer,  &c. 

Mdpana,  as,  m.  a  pair  of  scales,  balance ;  (a),  f. 
measuring ;  measuring  or  meting  out,  making  a  place 
for  a  sacrifice,  measure ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  measur- 

ing ;  forming,  making,  formation. 
II  SIM  mdpatya,  am,  n.  (perhaps  fr.  I.  md 

+  apatya,  i.  e.  not  a  child  in  the  ordinary  sense, 
cf.  manasi-ja;  according  to  others  fr.  Caus.  of  rt. 
me),  a  term  applied  to  the  god  of  love  or  Kama- 
deva,  (according  to  some,  mdpatya,  as,  m.) 

•n^Kmaiara,  N.  of  a  place. 

TW  mama,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mama,  gen.  sing, 
of  3.  ma),  mine,  my ;  mother,  uncle,  (in  this  sense 
like  tdta,  q.  v.,  and  commonly  in  voc.  sing.) 
Mamaka,  as,  ikd  or  Ved.  f,  am,  my,  mine; 

selfish,  greedy,  covetous ;  (us),  m.  a  miser,  niggard ; 
a  maternal  uncle ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  goddess ; 
[cf.  mamukhiJ] 
Mdmakina,  as,  d  or  i  (?),  am,  my,  mine. 
Mdmateya,  as,  m.  (fr.  mamatd),  a  metronymic 

of  Dirgha-tamas ;  (also  read  sdmanteya.) 

mdmanasdyati,  is,  m.  a  patro- nymic  (?). 

HTTp^Tt  mdmalla-devi,  f.,  N.  of  the 
mother  of  Srl-harsha  (author  of  the  Naishadhiya- faritra). 

mdmidi,  is,  m.  a  proper  N. 

mdmukhi,  f.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 

goddess. 
I     mdmwda-gojanavi,     m.  = 

'•  e-  Mahmud  of  GhaznI. 

mdm-pas'ya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  mdm, 
ace.  of  aham  +  paJya),  Ved.  regarding  or  looking at  me. 

*THt  mdya,  as,  d,  am  (according  to  some 
fr.  rt.  3.  md,  according  to  others  fr.  rt.  man  +  ya), 

illusory,  possessing  magical  powers  or  powers  of  illu- 
sion (said  of  Vishnu)  ;  (as),  m.  an  illusionist,  conjurer, 

juggler  ;  an  evil  spirit,  Asura  ;  (d),  f.  art,  wisdom, 
(according  to  Naighantuka  HI.  9  =prajnd),  extra- 

ordinary or  supcniatural  power,  wonderful  power, 
(in  these  meanings  only  in  the  earlier  language); 
illusion,  trick,  artifice,  deceit,  deception,  fraud,  jug- 

glery, sorcery,  witchcraft  ;  wickedness,  villany  ;  a 
political  trick,  diplomatic  artifice  ;  an  illusory  image 
or  apparition,  phantasm,  phantom,  anything  unreal, 

anything  which  deceives  the  sight  (e.  g.  sinha-m°,  a phantasm  in  the  form  of  a  lion,  a  phantom  lion)  ; 
philosophical  illusion,  idealism,  unreality,  (in  the 
San-khya  system  applied  to  Prakriti  as  the  source  of 
all  apparent  material  objects);  Illusion  personified, 
(sometimes  identified  with  Durga  as  the  authoress  of 
spells,  sometimes  regarded  as  a  daughter  of  Anrita 
and  Nirriti  or  Nikriti  and  mother  of  Mrityu  or  as  a 
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daughter  of  Adharma) ;  one  of  the  four  PJsas  or 
snares  which  entangle  the  soul  (with  Saivas)  ;  pity, 

compassion ;  N.  of  the  mother  of  Sakya-muni  or 
Buddha;  N.  of  two  metres,  four  times   , 
—  v v  —  v  u  — ,  and  o  —  u  —  u u  —  v  —  twice 

alternately   with    — u   uu-u  — ;    (  =  mdyd- 
yjuri),  N.  of  a  city;  of  the  city  Gaya  ;  (as),  (.  pi., 
Ved.  ideal  products  of  the  mind.  —  Maya-rat,  an, 
utj,  at,  Ved.  =  mayo-tat,  q.v.  —  Mdgd-kupdlika, 
am,    n.,   N.    of    a    particular    drama.  —  Maya- 

kdra,  as,  or  mdyd-krit,  t,  m.  '  illusion-maker,'  a 
conjurer,  juggler.  —  Mdyd-6ana,  as,  a,  am  (see 
dana),  skilled  in  illusion,  famous  for  juggling;  illu- 

sive, deceptive.  —  Mdydddra  (°ya-arf°),  as,  a,  am, 
practising  illusion  or  deceit,  acting  deceitfully,  (op- 

posed to  sddlii--dddra.)  —  Mdyd-j~irin,  i,  m. '  living 
by  illusion,'  a  conjurer,  juggler.  —  Mdyd-tantTa,  am, 
D.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  jV/il ydlm aha  (°ya-dt°),  as, 
ikd,  am,  consisting  of  illusion,  essentially  illusory. 

•-  Maya-da,  as,  m.  'giving  or  causing  illusion,'  an 
alligator,  crocodile.  ••  Mdyd-dartfana,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  chapter  of  the  Bhavishya-Purana.  —  Mdyd-dem, 

{.,  N.  of  the  mother  of  the  Buddha  HOLT' 
STakya-muni ;  of  the  wife  of  Pra-dyumna.  •• 

devi-suta,  as,  m.  '  the  son  of  Mayi-devT,"  an  epi- 
thet of  Sakya-muni.  —  Mdyd-dhara,  as,   i,  am, 

possessing  illusion,  skilled  in  magic,  deceitful.  —  Md- 

ydnvita  (°yd-an°),  as,  d,  am,  possessing  illusion, 
deceitful,  guileful.  •-  Mdyd-patu,  us,  us  or  m,  u, 
skilled  in  illusion  or  magical  arts,  delusive,  fraudulent. 

—  Mdyd-pati,  ii,  m.  'lord  of  illusion,'  a  master 
in   illusions,   the    husband   of  Illusion   personified. 

—  Mdyd-pur,  ur,  or  mdyd-puri,  {.,  N.  of  a  city; 
[cf.  mdyd.]  —  Mdyd-prayoga,  as,  m.  the  application 
or  employment  of  magic.  —  Mdya-phala,  am,  n.  a 

gall-nut.  —  Mdyabhyudayana  Cya-abh°),  as,  m.,N. 
of  a  Kayastha  (RSja-taran-gini  VIII.  1819).  —  Mdyd- 
maya,  as,  «,  am,  consisting  of  illusion,  formed  of 
or  creating  illusion,  illusive,  illusory,  deceptive,  en- 

chanted, unreal,  magical.  —  Mdyd-mdnavaka,  as, 
d,  am,   appearing    magically  as   a   boy  or  dwarf. 
—  Mdyd-mriga,  as,  m.  an  illusory  antelope,  a  phan- 

tom deer.  —  Mdyd-yantra,  am,  n.  enchantment. 
"Mdydyantra-vimdna,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  en- 

chanted chariot,  magical  ca.  —  Mdyd-yoga,  as,  m. 
the  application  or  employment  of  illusion,  employ- 

ment of  magical  zns.  —  Mdyd-yodhiu,  i,  ini,  i, 
fighting  illusively  or  with  deceitful  artifices.  —  Maya- 
rasika,  as,  d,  am,  taking  pleasure  in  deceit,  fond 

of  illusion  or  deceit ;  [cf.  mdyd-vasika.]  —  Mdyd- 
Tdvana,  as,  m.  Ravana  in  an  illusory  or  disguised 

form.  —  Mdyd-vadana,  am,  n.  a  deceptive  or  hypo- 
critical speech.  —  Mdya-vatu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 

of  the  Savaras.  —  Maya-rat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing 
powers  of  illusion,  having  magical  powers,  employing 
deceit,  deceptive,  illusory,  unreal ;  skilled  in  magical 
arts ;  (an),  m.  an  epithet  of  Kansa  ;  (all),  f.,  N.  of 

the  wife  of  Pra-dyumna ;   of  the  wife  of  a  VidyS- 
dhara;   of  a  princess;    of  a  particular  magical  art 

personified ;  of  an  authoress  of  certain  magical  incan- 
tations. —  Mdyd-vasika,  as,  d,  am,  practising  de- 

ceit, deluding,  a  deceiver,  cheat,  (perhaps  for  'innijn- 

/V/M'/.-«.)  —  Mdyd-vdda,   as,  m.  '  the  doctrine  of 
illusion,'  a  term  applied  to  Buddhism.  —  Mdydvdda- 
sandiifhani,  f. '  destroyer  of  the  doctrine  of  illusion,' 
N.  of  a  controversial  work  against  the  non-dualistic 

doctrine  of  the  VedSnta.  —  M dyd-vul,  t,  t,  t,  'illu- 

sion-knowing,' experienced  or  skilled  in  magical  arts. 
—  Miliifi-rin,  i,  inl,  i,  possessing  illusion  or  magical 
powers ;  employing  deceit,  using  tricks,  deluding  or 
deceiving  others ;  illusory,  creating  illusions ;  (I),  m. 
a  magician,  conjurer,  juggler ;  a  cat ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Maya;  (i),  n.  a  gall-nut. - Mnyd-suta,  as,  m.  'son 
of  Mays,'  epithet  of  Sakya-muni  or  Buddha. 

Wdyayin,  I,  int,  «,=  mdyd-vin  above. 
.  as,  <7,  am,  illusory,  creating  illusion; 

practising  deceit,  deceiving  others,  deceitful,  decep- 
tive tncldih ;  Mm.  a  conjurer,  juggler;  (am),  „. a  gall-nut.  -  Mnyika-bhairava,  am,  n  N  of  a Tantra. 

Mdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  possessing  powers  of  illusion. 

having  supernatural  powers  ;  illusory,  unreal,  decep- 
tive, subject  to  Maya  (said  of  the  soul,  cf.  innijit)  ; 

(i),  m.  a  conjurer,  juggler,  magician  ;  a  cheat,  de- 
ceiver ;  epithet  of  Brahma  ;  of  Siva  ;  of  Agni  ;  of 

Kama;  (i),  n.  magic,  magical  art  [cf.  dur-m°]  ;  a 
gall-nut.  —  Mityi-ji/iala,  am,  n.  a  gall-nut. 

Miiycya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  mdyd),  see  Gana  Nadyadi to  Pan.  IV.  4,  35. 

•il*t<u  mayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 
Madhava  and  Sayaiu. 

*UM<*  mdyava,  as,  m.  (fr.  mayu  or  mayu), 
Ved.  a  patronymic. 

See  col.  i. 
rnaya-vat. 

«H«U  mayd.     See  under  mdya,  p.  771. 

•i  I  <<  i  =di  M  I  frt  <*  mdyd-kdpdlika,  mdyd-kara, 
Sec.     See  col.  I. 

*<  i  Ml  in   mdydti,   is,   m.  =  nara-bali,  the 
sacrifice  or  oblation  to  men. 

«llf*lo*  mdyika,  mdyin.     See  col.  I. 

i.  mayu,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  ma),  Ved. 
the  act  of  bleating,  lowing,  bellowing,  roaring,  yell- 

ing, braying,  making  any  sound  or  cry  ;  '  the  bleater 
or  bellower,'  a  kind  of  animal  or  epithet  of  a  Kim- 
purusha  [cf.  mayu,  maya,  mayura]  ;  sometimes  at 

the  end  of  comps.,  [cf.  aja-m°,  urdh  va-m°,  ,oo-i»°.] 
Mdyuka,  as,  d,  am  (probably  for  mdyuka),  bel- 

lowing, roaring,  &c. 

JTPJ  2.  mayu  (probahly  fr.  rt.  3.  md,  to 
measure),  =  dditya,  the  sun,  (according  to  Nirukta 
II.  9,  XI.  42.) 

*TPJ  3.  mayu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  (in  Unadi-s.  I. 
i.  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  mi,  to  throw  or  scatter  through 

the  body),  gall,  bile,  the  bilious  humor. 

ITH^i  mdyuka  (according  to  Naigh.  III. 

i)=hrasva;  [cf.  pra-ro0.] 
«11<J«J»1  mdyurdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Kuvera  [cf.  mayu-rdja]  ;  N.  of  a  poet. 

mdyuka.    See  under  I  .  mayu  above. 

mdyura,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mayiira),  be- 
longing to  or  coming  from  a  peacock;  made  of 

peacocks'  feathers;  drawn  by  peacocks  (said  of  a 
chariot)  ;  dear  to  peacocks  ;  (i  ),  f.  a  species  of  plant, 

=  aja-modd,'  (am),  n.  a  flock  of  peacocks.  —  Md- 
yura-kalpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  Kalpa  or 

long  period  of  time. 
Mayftraka,  as,  m.  a  peacock-catcher,  one  who 

catches  wild  peacocks  either  to  tame  them  or  in 
order  to  make  various  articles  with  their  feathers. 

Mdyuntkarna,  as,  m.  (fr.  mayura-kariia),  a 

patronymic. Mdyurika,  as,  m.  a  fowler  who  catches  peacocks, 

peacock-catcher. 
mdyobhava  or  (more  correctly) 

mdyobhavya,  am,  n.  (fr.  mayo-lhu),  Ved.  well- 
being,  enjoyment. 

*1I*M  mdyya.     Seepuru-m°,  p.  585,  col.  I. 

*TT^  mar,  r,  r,  r  (fr.  Caus.  of  rt.  mri),  a 
killer,  destroyer. 
Mara,  as,  i,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  killing, 

destroying,  slaying  ;  (as),  m.  death,  pestilence  (Ved.)  ; 
slaying,  killing  ;  hindrance,  obstruction,  impediment, 
opposition  ;  the  god  of  love  ;  the  passion  of  love  ; 
(with  Buddhists)  the  Destroyer,  Evil  One,  Devil,  (in 
this  sense  also  a*,  m.  pi.)  ;  the  thorn-apple  ;  (i),  f. 
a  plague,  pestilence,  epidemic  ;  Pestilence  personified 
as  the  goddess  of  death,  and  identified  with  Durga  ; 

[cf.  agha-'mdra,  trishnd-m°,  poA-m0.]  —  Mdra- 
jit,  t,  m.  '  conqueror  of  Mara,"  N.  of  a  Buddha. 
•-  Mdra-blja,  am,  n.  epithet  of  a  particular  magical 
formula.  —  Mdra-vat,  iin,  uti,  at,  full  of  love,  im- 

passioned, enamoured.  —  Mdrdnlta  ("ra-an°),a$,d, 

mdrl6ya. 

am,  displaying  tokens  of  love.  —  Mdrdtmaka  (°ra- 
dt  ),  as,  ikd,  am,  essentially  destructive,  murderous. 
—  Mdrdbhib/m  (Va-ooA3),  us,  m. '  overthrower  of 
Mara,'  epithet  of  a  Buddha.  —  Mdrdri  (°ra-ari), 

is,  m.  '  the  enemy  of  the  god  of  love,'  N.  of  S"iva. 
~Mari-mrita,  Ved.  a  spectre,  apparition. 
Mdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 

killing,  slaying ;  (as),  m.  any  deadly  or  pestilential 
disease,  plague,  pestilence ;  a  slayer,  destroyer,  mur- 

derer, the  god  of  death ;  a  falcon,  hawk ;  (ikd),  C. 

a  plague,  pestilence. 
Mi'irakayita,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  mdra  +  kuya),  be- 

longing to  the  retinue  or  attendants  of  Mara  (with Buddhists). 

Mdrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  killing,  slaying, 

slaughter,  being  killed,  destruction ;  a  magical  cere- 
mony having  for  its  object  the  destruction  of  an 

enemy ;  (scil.  astro),  '  the  slayer,'  epithet  of  certain 
mythical  weapons ;  epithet  of  a  particular  process  in 
reducing  metals,  calcination ;  a  kind  of  poison  [cf. 

marana\ ;  (i),  f.  '  the  slayer,'  epithet  of  one  of the  nine  Samidhs. 

Mdri,  is,  f.  any  deadly  disease,  pestilence,  plague  ; 

killing,  slaying;  ruin.  —  Mdri-i-yasaita-vdraka,  as, 
ikd,  am,  averting  plague  and  distress ;  (as),  m.  an 

epithet  of  Kumara-pala. 
Mnrita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  killed,  slain, destroyed. 

Mdrin,  i,  inl,  i  (fr.  rt.  mri  or  fr.  mdra),  dying ; 
killing,  a  slayer,  murderer  (at  the  end  of  comps.). 

Mdriya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  god  of  love. 
Maruhu,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  dying,  perishing. 

Mdryamana,as,d,am,be'mi>  killed  or destroyed,&c. 
«1H,«tiff  mdrakata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  marakata), 

of  or  belonging  to  an  emerald,  like  an  emerald, 
emerald-coloured,  having  any  of  the  properties  or 
qualities  of  an  emerald.  —  Mdrakata-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state  or  property  of  an  emerald,  emerald  colour. 

mdrajdtaka,  as,  m.  a  cat  (?). 

•11  <,<;  I  «* IXmararfaiara,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

*nTT  marapa,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

*n*^»  mdrava,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  man),  desert, 

belonging  to  a  wilderness  or  any  wild,  uncultivated 
region,  living  or  being  in  a  wilderness ;  (;),  f.  epithet 

of  a  particular  musical  scale. 

•niV-M  marica,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  manVa),  made 

of  pepper,  peppery ;  (with  c'wrna),  ground  or  pounded 

pepper. 

Mdrii!ika,  as,  d,  am,  prepared  or  seasoned  with 

pepper,  peppered. *n(Vfl  marita.     See  above. 

mdrisha,  as,  m.  (for  mdrsha,  q.  v.), 

an  honourable  man,  a  respectable  or  venerable  person, 
(in  the  voc.  as  a  respectful  mode  of  address,  and  in 
dramatic  language  sometimes  applied  to  the  manager 
or  one  of  the  principal  actors);  a  species  of  pot-herb 

or  vegetable,  Amaranthus  Oleraceus  [cf.  alpa-md- 
rixha,  manhOtd]  ;  (<is),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people; 
(d),  f.,  N.  of  the  mother  of  Daksha ;  of  the  wife  of 
Sura ;  of  a  river. 

5rJ.     See  under  mdra,  col.  2. 

mania,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  or 

relating  to  or  composed  by  Maricfi ;  (as),  m.  son  of 
Marici,  a  patronymic  of  KaSyapa ;  N.  of  a  Rakshasa ; 
a  royal  elephant ;  a  species  of  plant,  =  kakkola  ;  (T), 
f.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  goddess,  the  mother  of  Sakya- 
muni  (  —  mdyd-dem,  q.  v.) ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras; 
(am),  n.  a  collection  or  grove  of  pepper  plants,  (in 
this  sense  fr.  marlda)  ;  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
Siddhanta-siromani ;  [cf.  marida.]  —  Mdridopapu- 

rdna  (°da-up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-Purana. 
"'i,  is,  m.   a  metronymic  from  MaricX  see 

Gana  Bahvadi  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  96. 

Mdrtfya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Martfi,  (used 

as  an  epithet  of  the  Agni-shvattas.) 



marunda. 

'  marunda,  as,  m.  a  serpent's  egg ; cow-dung ;  a  place  spread  with  cow-dung ;  a  road, way. 

*1H>ff  maruta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  marut),  of  or 
belonging  to  the  Mamts,  proceeding  from  the  Ma- 

ruts, relating  to  or  consisting  of  the  Maruts ;  belong- 
ing to  air  or  wind,  relating  to  or  proceeding  from 

wind,  windy,  aerial ;   (as),  m.  =  marut,  air,  wind ; 
the  god  of  the  wind ;  breath,  breathing ;  the  wind 
in  the  body,  vital  air,  one  of  the  three  humors  of 
the  body ;  the  trunk  of  an  elephant ;  N.  of  a  Marut ; 
a  prince  of  the  Maruts ;  a  N.  of  Agni ;  (Ved.)  a  son 
of  the  Maruts ;  (Ved.)  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  and  of 
Rudra,  &c. ;  (iix),  m.  pi.  the  Maruts  (regarded  as 
children  of  Dili)  ;  N.  of  a  people,  (also  read  ma- 
daka) ;  (a),  (.,  N.  of  a  woman ;  (f),  f.,  scil.  cKs'  or 
vidif,    the    north-west    quarter;    (am),    n.,   scil. 
riksha  or  nakshatra,  the  constellation  Svati ;  N.  of 
a  Saman  ;  a  burnt  offering  on  conception  (?).-  Md- 
ruta-ptima-randhra,  as,  d,  am,  having  cavities 
filled  with  wind  (said  of  reeds). —  Mdruta-maya, 
as,  I,  am,  consisting  or  having  the  essence  of  wind, 
windy.  —  Mdnita-vrata,  am,  n.  '  wind-like  duty,' 
penetrating  everywhere  (as  a  king  by  means  of  spies). 
—  Mdruta-isunu,  us,  m.  'son  of  the  wind,'  epithet 
of  Hanumat.  —  Mdrutdtmaja  (°(a-dt°),  as,  m. '  soi 
of  the  wind,'  epithet  of  fire ;  of  Hanumat.  -  Mdru 
tapaha  (°ta-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  expelling  the  wind  o the  body,  removing  windy  humor ;  (as),  m.  Capparis 
Trifoliata.  —  Mdrutdpurna  (°ta-dp°),  as,  d,  am, 
filled  with  wind.  —  Mdrutds'ana  (°ta-ai°),  ae,  >' am,  feeding  on  air  alone,  fasting ;  (as),  m.  a  snake 
[cf.  patanafana]  ;  N.  of  one  of  Skanda's  attendants ; 
of  a  Danava.  -  Mdrutdiva  (°ta-a.'f),  as,  d,  am, 
(perhaps)  having  horses  rapid  as  the  wind;  (Say.)  a 
patronymic  from  Marutasva.  -  Mdmteivara-tlrtha 
(°ta-itf°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
Mdruti,  is,  m.  (fr.  marut  or  mdruta),  'son  of 

the  Maruts,  son  of  the  Wind,'  a  patronymic  of Dyutana  (Ved.);  of  Bhlma;  of  Hanumat. - Md- 
rutt-prashtha,  as,  d,  am,  led  on  or  preceded  by Hanumat. 

^njntitH  marutantavya  for  manutanta- 
vya,  q.  v. 

•N 

"KJ^T  marudeva,  N.  of  a  mountain.  See 
marnd-eva,  p.  749,  col.  I. 

*TT^V  marudha,  N.  of  a  place. 

•iUjfN.  maruvara,  N.  of  a  country. 
\  marka,  as,  m.  =  mdrkava,  q.  v. 

markata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  markata), 
apish,  monkey-like. --Mdrka/a-pipilikd,  f.  a  small black  ant. 

Mdrkati,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Markata. 

H144J5  markanda,  as,  m.  =  markandeya 
below;  (as,  d,  am),  composed  by  Markanda. 
-  Mdrkanda-purrina,  am,  n.  =  mdrkantkija- 
purdna.  —  Milrl.-anilesi-ara-tirtha  (°da-i$'°)  am n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

Mdrkandiya,  am,  n.  a  species  of  shrub  (=Wiumy- dhulya). 
Mdrkandeya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Mri- 

kandu,  (according  to  others  also  Mrikanda) ;  N.  of 
an  ancient  sage  (the  reputed  author  or  narrator  of 
the  Markandcya-Purana);  (ds),  m.  pi.  the  descend- 

ants of  Markandeya;  (am),  n.  =  mdrkan(kyasya 
tirtham;  (as,  i,  am),  delivered  or  composed  by 
M5rkandeya.-3farf-an*ya-pi(rana,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  one  of  the  eighteen  Puranas,  (in  this  Purana 
Jaimini,  the  pupil  of  Vyasa,  applies  to  Markandeya 
to  be  made  acquainted  with  the  nature  of  Vasiideva 
•  Krishna,  and  for  an  explanation  of  some  of  the 

incidents  of  the  Maha-bharata ;  the  sage  excuses 
himself,  and  refers  Jaimini  to  some  sapient  birds  of 
celestial  origin,  residing  in  the  Vindhya  mountains, 
and  profoundly  versed  in  the  Vedas ;  these  birds 
whose  chief  is  called  Pin-gsksha,  answer  Jaimini's 

murja. 

773 questions  and  explain  various  difficult  points,  such  as, 
'  Why  was  Vasudeva  born  a  mortal  ?  How  was  it 
DraupadI  became  the  wife  of  the  five  PSndus  ?'  Sec., 
Sec.  The  answer  to  these  inquiries  and  the  addition 
of  various  legends  constitute  the  bulk  of  this  Purana, 
and  make  it  a  kind  of  supplement  to  the  Maha- 
bharata  ;  it  differs  from  all  the  other  Puranas  in  its 
narrative  rather  than  sectarial  character.) 

markava,  as,  m.  Eclipta  Prostrata ; 
(sometimes  incorrectly  spelt  mdrkara;  cf.  mar- 
kara.) 

4-||J|  mar9  (connected  with  rts.  mrig, 
\  I.  mrij,  but  more  properly  to  be  regarded 

as  a  Nom.  fr.  mdrga  below),  d.  i.  10.  P.  (ep.  also 
cl.  i.  A)  mdrgati  (-te),  mdrgayati,  mdrgitum, 
mdryayitum,  to  seek,  seek  for ;  to  hunt  after,  chase ; 
to  search  through,  trace  out ;  to  seek  after,  seek  10 
obtain,  strive  to  attain;  to  follow  after,  strive  after; 
to  request,  ask,  beg,  solicit  anything  from  any  one 
(with  abl.  of  the  person  and  ace.  of  the  thing,  or 
with  double  ace.),  to  ask  in  marriage ;  to  seek  to 
purchase  or  buy ;  to  make  or  prepare  a  road  (?)  ;  to 
go  (?)  ;  to  feather  an  arrow  (?) ;  to  purify,  adorn,  (in 
this  sense  evidently  for  rt.  mdrj=  I.  mrij,  q.v.) 
Minya,  as,  m.  (in  some  of  its  senses  fr.  mriga), 

hunting  or  tracing  out  game ;  following  after,  seek- 
ing, search,  investigation,  inquiry ;    the  track  of  a 

wild  animal,  any  track,  path,  road,  way,  (mdrge, 
on  the  way,  on  the  road ;  madhye  mdrge,  in  the 
middle  of  the  way;   mdrgam  dd,  with   gen.  of 
the  person,  to  give  up  the  way  to  any  one,  move 
out  of  any  one's  way ;  mdrge  pratalitah,  he  set 
out  on  his  way) ;  the  path  or  course  of  a  planet,  of 
the  wind,  &c. ;  (in  medicine)  a  way,  passage,  chan- 

nel, canal  (in  any  part  of  the  body) ;  the  intestinal 
canal,  anus;    a  way,  means,  (viyraha-mdrga,  a 
means  of  warfare) ;   the  right  way,  proper  course ; 
mode,  manner,  method,  characteristic,  usage,  habit, 
custom,   use,   (amdrgena,   in   an   unfair   manner; 
malla-mdrgdh,  the  usages  of  wrestlers ;  yuddha- 
mdrga,  a  mode  of  fighting,  stratagem,  manoeuvre) ; 
a  title  or  head  in  law,  ground  for  litigation ;  style, 
diction ;  a  high  style  of  acting  or  dancing  or  singing 
(as  opposed  to  a  vulgar  style) ;  (in  dramatic  language) 
pointing  out  the  way,  indicating  how  anything  is  to 
take  place;  (in  geometry)  a  section;  (as,  I,  am), 
coming  from  or  belonging  to  wild  animals,  belonging 
to  an  antelope  or  deer,  (in  this  sense  fr.  mriga)  ; 
(as),  m.  musk  [cf.  mriga-mada] ;  the  constellation 
Mriga-siras;    the  month  Margasirsha  (November- 
December).-  Mdrga-torana,  am,  a.  a  triumphal 
arch  erected  over  a  road.  -  Mdrga-darsaka,  as,  m. 
way-shower,'  a  guide.  - Mdrga-ddyinl,  f.  -giving 

up  the  way,'  N.  of  DakshayanI  at  KedSra.  -  Mdrga- dranya,  as,  m.  a  city  or  town  on  the  road.  -  Mdrga- 
druma,  as,  m.  a  tree  growing  by  the  way-side. 
-Mdrga-dhemi,  us,  m.  or  mdrga-dhenuka,  am, 
n.  a  Yojana,  a  measure  of  distance  =  4000  fathoms 
or  4  Kos,  above  8  miles,  (perhaps  originally  a  mile- 
tone   representing  a  cow.)  -  Mdrya-pa,   as,  or 
marga-pati,  is,  m.  '  road-inspector,'  N.  of  a  parti- cular official.- Marga-patha,  as,  m.  a  course,  road 
nOl.-Marga-pffi,  f.  'road-protectress,'  N.  of  a 
goddess.  -  Mdrga-bandhana,    am,   n.   a   road- 
obstruction,  anything  which  blocks  up  a  road,  a  bar- 

ricade. -  Marya-madki/a-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  in 
the  middle  of  the  road,  being  on  the  road.  -  Mdrga- 
rakshaka,  as,  m.  a  road-keeper,  guard.  -  Mdrga- 
rodhin,  t,  ini,  i,  road-obstructing,  blocking  up  a 
road.  -  Mdrga-mtt,  f.  epithet  of  the  tutelary  god- 

dess of  travellers.  -  Mdrga-vafanuga  (°Aj-a»°)  or 
mdrga-vaidydta  ("ia-dy"),  as,  d,  am,  remaining 
on  the  road,  going  or  situated  along  the  road.  -  Mdr- 
ga-idkhin,  I,  m.  •  way-side  tree,'  a  tree  by  the  road- 

side. -  Mdrgafirsha,  see  col.  3.  -  Mdrga-fodhaka, 
as,  m.  'road-clearer,'  a  pioneer. - Mdrga-stha,  as, 
d,  am,  being  on  the  road,  a  traveller.  -  Mdrga- 
harmya,  am,  n.  a  mansion  or  palace  on  a  high-road. 
—  Mdrgugata  (°ga-dg°)  or  mdrgdyata  (°ga-dy°), 
as,  d,  am,  come  from  the  road  or  a  journey,  a 

traveller,  wayfarer.  -  Mdrgeila  (°ga-l3a),  as,  m.= 
mdrga-pa,  col.  2,-Mdryaishin  ("ga-esh"),  i,im, 
i,  'road-seeking,'  searching  for  a  road  or  path. 

—  Mdrgopadis  (°ga-up°),  k,  m.  '  road-shower,'  a 
guide,  leader. 
Mdrgaka,  as,  m.  the  month  Mireasirsha  •   fcf 

prati-m°.] Mdrgana,  as,  i,  am,  seeking,  searching  for  ;  in- 
vestigating; begging,  requiring,  asking,  desiring; 

(as),  m.  a  beggar,  solicitor,  suppliant,  mendicant; 
an  arrow;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the  number 
five  derived  from  the  five  arrows  of  the  god  of  love  ; 
(am,  a),  n.  f.  the  act  of  seeking  or  searching  for,  inves- 

tigation ;  research,  inquiry  ;  the  act  of  begging,  soli- 
citation, affectionate  solicitation  or  inquiry,  (in  some 

of  these  senses  usually  d,  f.)  -  Mdrgana-td,  f.  the 
being  an  arrow,  the  state  or  nature  of  an  arrow  ; 
mdryanatdm  gatah,  become  an  arrow.  —  Mdrgana- 
priyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Praclha. 
Marganaka,  as,  m.  a  beggar,  solicitor,  mendicant. 
Mdrgamdna,  as,  d,  am,  seeking,  searching  for, tracing  out,  investigating. 

Mdrgayat,  an,  ant't,  at,  seeking,  searching  for, investigating,  hunting  after. 

MdrgaiSim,  as,  or  mdrga/firas,  as,  m.  (fr. 
mriga-s'iras),  the  month  Margasirsha. 
Mdrgafirsha,  as,  i,  am,  born  under  the  constel- 

lation Mriga-siras  ;  (with  and  without  mala),  N.  of 
the  month  in  which  the  full  moon  enters  the  con- 

stellation Mriga-siras,  the  tenth  or  (in  later  times) 
the  first  month  in  the  year  =  November-December  ; 
(i),  {.  (with  and  without  paurnamdsT),  the  day  on 

which  the  full  moon  enters  the"  constellation  Mriga- s'iras,  the  fifteenth  day  of  the  first  half  of  the  month 
Mjrgas'Irsha. Mdrgafirshalca,  as,  m.=  mdrga  flrsha. 

Mdrgdra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to  Mahi-dhara) 
a  patronymic  from  Mrigari;  one  who  catches  fish with  his  hands. 

Mdrgika,  as,  m.  a  hunter,  huntsman  ;  a  traveller, 

wayfarer. 
Mdrgita,  as,  d,  am,  sought,  searched,  sought  or 

inquired  after,  pursued,  hunted  after;  desired,  re- 

quired. 
Mdrgitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sought  or  sought 

after  ;  to  be  searched  through  ;  to  be  striven  after. 
Margin,  i,  m.  one  who  dears  or  guards  the  way, 

a  pioneer,  guide. 

i.  mdryya,  as,  d,  am  (for  a.  see  under  rt.  roar; 
below),  to  be  sought  or  searched  for. 

Mdrgyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  hunted  after  or 
searched  for,  being  chased. 

HPinft  margamarsM,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Vi^vSmitra,  (also  read  mdrdamarihi.) 

maraamitra,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

margayatha,    as,    m.    a    patro- 
nymic (?). 

ll'l5*  margava,  as,  m.  a  particular  mixed 
caste  (born  from  a  NishSda  and  an  Ayogava  female). 
•\\'\<mmargaveya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  patro- 

nymic or  metronymic  of  a  Rama. 

•H'lf^K  margasira,  margas'irsha.  See above. 

mdrgtyaea  or  •atdrg'iyavadya,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

l-  I0-  P-  marjayati,  -yitum, 
to  wipe,  scour,  cleanse,  purify,  (in  these 

senses  allied  to  rt.  I.  mrij,  fr.  which  the  derivatives 
below  may  be  formed) ;  to  sound,  make  a  parti- 

cular sound,  (in  this  sense  connected  with  rts.  marc" man;  mailj.) 

2.  mdrgya,  as,  d,  am  (properly  fr.  rt.  r.  mrij;  for I.  see  above),  to  be  wiped  away  or  removed,  to  be scoured,  to  be  cleansed  or  purified. 

Mdrja,  as,  d,  am,  cleaning,  scouring;  a  cleaner 
scourer  [cf.  astra-m°,  <fastra-m°]  ;  (as),  m.  an  epi- 

thet of  Vishnu  ;  purification,  cleansing ;  a  washerman. 
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774 marjaka. 

Mdrjaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  cleansing,  scouring,  clean- 
ing, purifying  ;  a  cleaner,  scourer,  sweeper  ;  (per- 

haps) =  mdrjana,  Symplocos  Racemosa. 
Mdrjana,  as,  t,  am,  wiping  away,  cleansing, 

purifying,  washing;  (as),  m.  Symplocos  Racemosa; 
(d),  f.  washing,  cleansing,  purifying  ;  the  sound  of  a 
drum  [cf.  rt.  marj]  ;  (i),  f.  a  broom,  besom,  brush  ; 

N.  of  one  of  DurgS's  female  attendants  ;  (am),  n. 
the  act  of  wiping  or  rubbing  off;  the  act  of  cleaning, 
scouring,  cleansing,  sweeping;  cleansing  the  person 
by  wiping  or  bathing  or  rubbing  it  with  unguents  ; 
the  act  of  wiping  away  or  effacing;  (udtftishta- 
mdrjanam,  removing  leavings.) 
Mdrjaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  cleaned,  to  be 

cleansed  or  purified  ;  to  be  swept  or  brushed. 
Ma,  jam,  as,  m.  a  cat,  (probably  so  called  from  its 

habit  of  constantly  cleaning  itself)  ;  a  polecat,  civet- 

cat  [cf.  gandha-m°]  ;  a  wild  cat,  =  aranya-mar- 
jdra  ;  (f),  f.  a  female  cat;  a  civet-cat;  musk. 
—  Mdrjdra-kanl  ha,  as,  m.  'having  the  throat  or 
cry  of  a  cat,"  a  peacock.  —  Mdrjdra-karana,  am,  n. 
a  particular  posture  in  sexual  intercourse.  —  Mdrjdra- 

karnikd  or  mdrjdra-karni,  f.  '  cat-eared,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Osmunds.  —  Mdrjdra-gandlid,  f.  a  species 

of  Mudga-parm  or  pulse,  Phaseolus  Trilobus.  —  Mdr- 
jdra-gandhikd,  f.=mudga-parnt,  q.  v.  —  Mdr- 
jdra-liirgin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  the  nature  or  charac- 

teristics of  a  cat.  —  Marjarl-kramana,  am,  n.  a 
particular  kind  of  coitus. 
Mdrjdraka,  as,  m.  a  cat  ;  a  peacock  (so  called 

from  its  cat-like  cry). 
Marjdri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Saha-deva. 

Mdrjanya,  as,  m.  a  cat;  a  S'udra;  one  who 
cleanses  or  purifies  his  body  (  =  kaya-s'odhana). 
Mdrjdla,  as,  m.  =  mdrjdra,  a  cat. 
Mdrjdliya,  as,  d,  am,  '  fond  of  washing  or  ablu- 

tion, delighting  in  purification,'  an  epithet  of  Siva  in 
MahS-bh.  Vana-p.  1628,  (according  to  the  Scholiast 

=  £uddha-deha  =  kirdta)  ;  (as),  m.  a  cat  ;  a  S'udra  ; 
sell.  dltisltf>/a,  a  heap  of  earth  to  the  right  of  the 
Vedi  on  which  the  sacrifici.il  vessels  are  cleansed 
(Ved.);  N.  of  the  seventeenth  Kalpa. 
Mdrjdlya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  fond  of  washing  or 

ablution,  delighting  in  purification  ;  (according  to 
S3y.)  entitled  to  worship. 
Marjita,  as,  a,  am  (see  rt.  I.  mrij,  with  which 

this  and  the  following  may  be  connected),  scoured, 
cleansed,  purified,  swept,  brushed,  adorned;  (a),  f. 
curds  with  sugar  and  spice. 
Marshtavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  cleansed,  to  be 

scoured  or  purified,  to  be  swept  or  brushed. 
MarMi,  is,  (.  washing,  cleaning,  cleansing,  puri- 

fying, cleansing  the  person  or  anointing  it  with  oil  ; 

(»'.<),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sarana.  —  Mdrshli-mat, an,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sarana. 

mdrddkava,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Mridsku. 

Mdrddkardyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  MSr- 
dakava. 

•HsT«ft  mdrdika,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  mrid), 
Ved.  gladdening,  rejoicing;  (am),  n.  compassion, 
grace,  favour,  (in  this  sense  fr.  mridika.) 

TTSJJ'^I  mdnlyartha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants. 

*ilii<|S  mdrtanda,  as,  m.  (fr.  mritanda, 
but  the  old  form  is  probablymarranrfa  below),  the 
sun,  the  sun-god,  (sometimes  used  iu  titles  of  books  ; 
cf.  £hando-m°,  prameya-!tamala-m°)  ;  an  Aditya  ; a  symbolical  expression  for  the  number  twelve;  a 
hog,  baa.—MSrlaatfa-tttaka-tvimin,  i,  m.,  N. 
of  a  preceptor.  _  Martaiiila-rnllaUid,  f  '  beloved  of 
the  sun,'  the  plant  Polaniiia  Icosandra. 

.,.''';  •"•'"•  «*•  m-  ((r-  mritdnda),  a  bird  (Ved.)  ; '  the  bird  iii  .the  sky,'  the  sun,  a  statue  of  the  sun-god. martavatsa,  am,   n.  (fr.   mrita- 
vatid),  Ved.  bora  dead,  still-born. 

marttika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  mrittika), 

made  of  clay  or  loam,  earthen ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of 
pitcher  or  earthenware  vessel ;  the  lid  of  a  pitcher. 
Mdrttikdvata  (fr.  mrittikdcati),  N.of  a  country; 

epithet  of  the  king  of  that  country ;  N.  of  a  city ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  of  a  princely  race. 

Al'irttikdvalaka,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  the  country Marttika  vata. 

TTW  martya,  as,  «(?)>  am  (fr-  martya), 
mortal,  corporeal;  (fim),  n.  the  corporeal  or  mortal 
part,  mortality. 
Marty  iva,  as,  i,  m.  f.  (fr.  mrityu),  a  patronymic of  Antaka. 

Mdrtyunjaya,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  patronymic  from Mrityun-jaya. 

TTro  mdrtsna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  mritsna),  Ved. 
ground  fine  or  small. 

•nqg-  miirdanga,  am,  n.  (fr.  mridanga), 
a  city,  town ;  (as),  m.  a  drummer. 
Mdrdangika,  as,  m.  a  drummer. 

mdrdamarshi.    See  margamarshi. 

mdrdava,  as,  m.  (fr.  mridu),  a  patro- 
nymic ;  a  particular  mixed  caste,  (in  this  sense  per- 

haps incorrectly  for  margava) ;  (am),n.  softness,  weak- 
ness, suppleness,  pliancy,  kindness,  indulgence,  gentle- 
ness, mildness,  leniency,  good  nature ;   kindness  or 

fentleness  towards  (with  gen., e.g.  mdrdavam  sarva- 
hutdndm,  gentleness  towards  all  living  creatures). 
—  Mdrdava-bhava,  as,  m.  the  state  of  being  soft 
or  pliant,  pliancy,  suppleness.  —  Mdrdam-kri,  cl.  8. 
P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  make  soft,  make  weak  or  indul- 

gent. —  Mdrdavl-kritd,  f.  made  soft,  weak,  self- 
indulgent,  lax. 

Mdrdavdyana,  as,  m.  (fr.  mdrdava'),  a  patro- 

nymic. »ll({*»  mdrdeya,  as,  m.  =  mrider  apatyam. 
—  Mdrdeya-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city. 

*udT«ti  mdrdvlka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mridmkd), 
coming  from  or  made  of  grapes ;  (am),  n.  wine. 

*TTM  mdrsha,  as,  m.  (fr.  marsha),  a  vene- 
rable or  honourable  man,  respectable  person ;  a  kind 

of  vegetable ;  [cf.  mdrisha.] 
Mdrshika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable  (  =  md- risha). 

•11804  mdrshtavya,  mdrshti.     See  col.  I. 

•llrt  mala,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  ma), 
N.  of  a  district  (lying  west  and  south-west  of  Ben- 

gal) ;  a  barbarian  or  mountaineer  of  a  particular 
tribe ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
barbarous  tribe  of  people;  (a),  f.  a  wreath,  garland, 
chaplet,  crown;  a  row,  line  (—pankti,  Kiratarju- 
mya  V.  9) ;  a  chain,  string,  rosary,  necklace  [cf. 

aksha-m°]  ;  a  collection,  group  [cf.  nakihatra-m>~\  ; a  series,  regular  succession,  (ndmndm  mdld,  a  col- 
lection of  words  arranged  in  order,  a  vocabulary,  dic- 

tionary ;  cf.  nama-m0) ;  (in  rhetoric)  a  series  of 
epithets,  a  string  of  similes;  (in  the  drama)  the 
offering  of  many  things  to  obtain  a  wish ;  a  streak, 
(tadin-mdld,  a  flash  of  lightning)  ;  N.  of  a  river ; 
of  a  lexicon ;  of  a  metre  containing  two  lines  of 
—  u  —  v  v  —  u  —  and  two  of  \j  —  o  —  ^  v  —  »j 
-  - ;    of  another   metre,  four   times   u  u  u  u  u  u , 
ouuvuuuo—  [cf.  sraj] ;  of  a  Prakrit  metre  of 
twice  45  and  43  +  27  instants;  (am),  n.  a  field,  a 
forest  or  wood  near  a  village ;  deceit,  fraud,  artifice ; 
(as,  d,  am),  low,  base.  —  Mala-fakraka,  am,  n. 
the  hip-joint.  —  Mdla-bhanjikd,  f.  (mala  for  mdld), 

'  breaking  the  garland,'  N.  of  a  game.  —  Mdla-b/ta- 
rin,  I,  inl,  i  (mdla  for  mdld),  bearing  or  wearing 
a  garland,  having  a  chaplet  or  crown,  garlanded. 
—  Mdld-Itantha,  as,  m.  the  plant  Achyranthes  As- 
pera.  —  M  a  ld-kanda,  as,  m.  a  species  of  bulbous 
plant.  —  Mdld-kara  or  mdld-kdra,  as,  m.  a  wreath- 
maker,  garland-weaver,  florist,  gardener ;  the  mixed 
caste  of  gardeners ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Visva-karman  by 
a  S'udra  woman  or  by  Ghritac'I;   (i),  f.  a  woman 

malin. 

who  weaves  garlands,  a  wreath-maker.  —  Mald-Jtuta- 
dantl,  (.,  N.  of  a  Rskshasl.  —  Mdld-gunn,  as,  m. 
the  string  of  a  garland,  a  necklace.  —  Mdldguna- 

pariluli  iptd,  f.  '  invested  with  the  marriage  string,' 
a  marriageable  woman.  —  Mdla-guyd,  f.,  scil.  liitd, 
a  species  of  venomous  spider.  —  Mdld-grant/ii,  is, 

m.  =  mdld-diirvd,  q.v.—Mdldnka  (°ld-an°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king  (the  author  of  a  commentary  on 
the  Mslati-mSdhava,  and  of  the  VrindS-vana).  —  Md- 
Id-trina  or  mdldtrinaka,  am,  n.  a  fragrant  grass, 
Andropogon  Schcenanthus.  —  Mdla-dipaka,  am,  n. 
(in  rhetoric)  a  particular  figure  of  speech,  a  closely 
linked  or  connected  climax.  —  Mdld-dund,  C.  a 
species  of  Durva  grass.  —  Mdld-dhara,  as,  i,  am, 
having  or  wearing  a  garland,  wearing  a  chaplet  or 
crown,  crowned  ;  N.  of  a  class  of  divine  beings  ;  N. 
of  a  man ;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasi ;  (am),  n.  a 
species  of  the  Aty-ashti  metre,  four  times  w  \j  u  «j  ̂  
-u-vjuu-u —  u-.  —  Mdld-prastha,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  city.  -~Mdld-phala,  am,  n.  the  seed  of 
Elzccarpus  Ganitrus  (employed  for  rosaries).  —  Mdld- 
manu,  ws,  m.,  Ved.  or  muld-mantra,  as,  m.  a 
sacred  text  or  saying  written  in  the  form  of  a  wreath. 
•»  Mdld-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  garlands ;  con- 

sisting of  lines  or  streaks  in  regular  succession. 
—  Mdldrishfd  (°ld-ar°),  f.  a  species  of  plant  ( = 
pd6l).  —  Mttldlikd  or  mdldli  ("la-dr),  f.  Trigo- 
nella  Corniculata.  —  Mdla-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having 
a  wreath  or  garland,  garlanded,  wreathed,  crowned ; 
(atl),  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Upa-barhana ;  of  the 
wife  of  KuSa-dhvaja.  —  Mdlopamd  (°ld-up°),  f. 
'  string  of  comparisons,"  a  particular  figure  in  rhetoric 
(e.  g. '  heroism  adds  glory  to  thy  character,  as  heat  to 
tie  sun,  the  sun  to  the  day,  the  day  to  the  sky'). 
Mdlaka,  as,  m.  the  Nimb  tree,  Melia  Semper- 

virens;  a  wood  near  a  village;  (a),  f.  a  garland; 
(akl),  (.,  see  Gana  GaurSdi  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  41 ; 
(ikd),  f.  =  mdld,  a  garland,  Sec. ;  a  necklace ;  a  row, 
series,  collection  of  things  arranged  in  a  line ;  a 
species  of  jasmine  (  —  saptald);  linseed,  Linum  Usi- 
tatissimum  [cf.  nava-mdlika}  ;  a  kind  of  bird  [cf. 

mdlika"]  ;  an  intoxicating  drink  ;  a  daughter ;  a palace ;  N.  of  a  river ;  (am),  n.  a  garland,  &c.,  a 
ring ;  Hibiscus  Mutabilis. 

i.  milaya  (for  2.  see  p.  775,  col.  i),  Nom.  P.  md- 
layati  (Aor.  amamdlat  =  mdldm  dkhyat),  Schol. onPSn.  VII.  4,  2. 

Mdldkd,  f.  =  mdlika.    See  under  mdlaka  above. 
Mali,  is,  is,  i,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  wreathed, 

garlanded,  crowned  [cf.  s«-m°] ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  - 
son  of  the  Rskshasa  Su-keSa. 

Mdlika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  mdld),  relating  or  belong- 
ing to  a  garland ;  (as),  m.  a  garland-maker,  a 

gardener,  florist ;  a  painter,  colourist,  dyer ;  a  species of  bird;  [d.maHkiJ] 

Mdlika,  (.     See  under  mdlaka  above. 
Mdlita,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  garlanded, 

crowned,  encircled,  encompassed,  surrounded. 
Mdlln,  t,  inl,  i,  garlanded,  wearing  a  garland  or 

chaplet,  crowned  ;  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  wearing  a 
garland  or  necklace  of,  crowned  with,  wreathed  with, 
encircled  by  (e.g.  nagari  {ampaka-mdlinl,  a  city 
encircled  by  Campaka  trees ;  prithivi  samudra- 

mdlini,  the  sea-girt  earth ;  cf.  an<u-m°,  urmi-m°, 
kirlta-m°,  mariti-m°,  hema-m°) ;  (t),  m.  a  wreath- 
maker,  garland-maker ;  a  florist,  gardener ;  N.  of  a 
son  of  the  Rakshasa  Su-keSa  [cf.  mall];  (int),  f. 
the  wife  of  a  wreath-maker  or  gardener,  a  female 
florist ;  N.  of  a  city  (  =  dampd) ;  N.  of  two  plants 
( =  agni-iilsha  and  ditr-alabhd) ;  N.  of  a  celestial 
maiden  ;  of  a  divine  MStri  (one  of  the  seven  Matris 
of  Skanda) ;  an  epithet  of  DurgS ;  N.  of  one  of 

DurgS's  female  attendants ;  epithet  of  a  girl  seven 
years  old  (representing  DurgS  at  the  festival  of  that 

goddess) ;  N.  of  a  R.'sksnasI,  the  mother  of  Vibhl- shana ;  N.  assumed  by  Draupadi  (while  resident 
with  king  VirSta,  cf.  Maha-bh.  VirSta-p.  246) ; 

N.  of  Sveta-karna's  wife,  daughter  of  Su-daru ; 
of  the  wife  of  Priya-vrata ;  of  the  wife  of  Ruci  and 
mother  of  Manu  Raucya ;  of  the  wife  of  Prasena-jit ; 
of  the  celestial  Ganges  ( =  Ganyd  =  Manddkint) ; 
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of  various  other  rivers ;  N.  of  various  metres,  four 
times   -\j   ,  four  times  uvjuu-uu-u- 
v»  — ,  four  times  u  u  u  u  u  o  — ,  —  \j  —  u  — ;  the 
personification  of  a  particular  musical  mode ;  a  poeti- 

cal stanza  consisting  of  alternate  verses  or  hemistichs 
of  eight  and  seven  syllables ;  it  is  especially  used  to 
conclude  a  section  or  canto.  —  Malinl-tantra,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Mdlini-vijaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  work. 

1.  mdliya,  Nom.  P.  mdllyati,  &c.,  to  wish  one's 
self  a  garland,  &c. 

2.  mdliya,  as,  d,  am,  destined  or  fitted  or  suited 
for  a  garland,  &c. 
Mdleya,  as,  m.  (fr.  mail),  a  patronymic,  =  mdlin, 

N.  of  a  Rakshasa  ;  (d),  f.  great  cardamoms. 

Mdlya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  a  gar- 
land, &c.,  proper  or  fit  for  a  garland ;  (as),  m.  a 

patronymic ;  (d),  f.  the  plant  Trigonella  Corniculata ; 
(am),  n.  a  wreath,  garland,  chaplet,  crown ;  a  flower. 

—  Mdlyagandya,  Nom.  A.  (fr.  mdlya-guna),  md- 
lya-gundyate,  &c.,  to  become  the  string  of  a  garland, 
to   appear    like    a    wreath,   to   become    a    garland. 

—  Mdlya-jlvaka,  ax,  m.  one  who  lives  by  making 
or  selling  wreaths.  —  Mdlya-pindaka,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Naga.  —  Mdlya-pushpa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  hemp 
( =  saya).  —  Mdlya-puthpikd,  f.  a  species  of  plant 

(  =  s'ana-puslipl).  —  Malya-vat,  an,  all,  at,  gar- 
landed, crowned,  adorned  with  crowns  or  garlands ; 

(an),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasa,  the  son  of  Su-kesa ;  of 

one  of  Suva's  attendants ;  of  a  mountain  or  moun- 
tainous range  (described  as  one  of  the  smaller  moun- 

tains of  India  proper,  lying  eastward  of  mount  Meru) ; 
(all),  f.,  N.  of  a  liver.  — Mdlya-vritti,  is,  m.  one 
who  subsists  by  making  or  selling  garlands.  —  Mdlyd- 

pana  (°ya-dp°),  as,  m.  a  market  for  the  sale  of 
wreaths  or  garlands,  garland  market,  flower  market. 

«l|p»<*l^(  malakausa,  as,  m.  =  kausika,  a 
particular  Raga  or  musical  mode. 

•llrtin  malati,  is,  f .  =  malati  below. 
Mdlatitcd,  {.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending 

upon  Skanda ;  of  a  woman. 
Mdlatl,  f.  Jasminum  Grandiflorum  (both  the 

plant  and  its  blossom  ;  it  bears  fragrant  white  flowers 
which  open  towards  evening) ;  a  species  of  plant  (  = 

•visalyd);  Bignonia  Suaveolens;  a  shrub,  Echites 
Caryophyllata ;  a  bud,  blossom ;  a  maid,  virgin, 
young  woman  ;  moonshine,  moonlight ;  night ;  N. 
of  various  metres,  Viz.  four  times  w  — ww  — o,  four 
times  uu^u-uu—  v  —  u  — ,  and  four  times  —  o  v 
-w-uo-uu-uu-uu-uu   ;  N.  of  a 

river ;  of  a  woman ;  of  Kalyana-malla's  commentary 
on  the  Megha-duta  :  (probably)  =  kdi'a-mala,  = 
mdlati-tira-ja.  —  Mdlati-kshdraka,  as,  m.  (pro- 

bably) borax.  —  Mdlati-tlra-ja,  as,  m.  borax  (found 
on  the  bank  of  the  Malati).  —  Mdlatl-tlra-sam- 
bhava,  am,  n.  white  boiax.  —  Malatl-fattrikd,  f. 
=jdti-pattrl,  the  outer  shell  of  a  nutmeg.  —  j\ld- 
latl-phala,  am,  n.  a  nutmeg.  —  Mdlatl-mddfiava, 
am,  n.  '  Malati  and  Madhava,'  N.  of  a  celebrated 
drama  by  Bhava-bhiiti  (so  called  from  the  names  of 

the  heroine  and  hero).  —  Mdlati-mdld,  f.  a  garland 
of  jasmine  blossoms ;  N.  of  a  lexicon. 

TTc5<^  miilada,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ; 
(also  read  mdnada.) 

«ilcO«<  2.  malaya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  malaya; 
for  I.  malaya  see  p.  774,  col.  3),  coming  from  the 
Malaya  mountains ;  (as),  m.  sandal-wood  ;  N.  of  a 
son  of  Garuda ;  (am),  n.  the  unguent  prepared  from 
sandal ;  a  caravansary. 

•UeST  mdlava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country 
(Malwa  in  central  India) ;  of  a  Raga  or  particular 
scale  in  music;  of  a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  inha- 

bitants of  Malwa ;  (a),  {.,  N.  of  a  river ;  (I),  f.  a 
princess  of  the  Malavas;  N.  of  the  wife  of  AsVa-pati 
and  progenitress  of  the  Malavas  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of 
Prakrit  metre,  16+12  +  16+12  instants;  (as,  i, 
am),  relating  or  belonging  to  the  Malavas.  —  Md- 
lava-gupta,  ax,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Mdlav a- 

deia,  as,  m.  the  country  of  Malava  or  Malwa. 

—  M  dlava-nrip'ati,  is,  m.  a  king  of  Malava.  —  Ma- 
lava-rudra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Mdlaxa-n- 
sliaya,  as,  m.  the  country  of  Malava  or.  Malwa. 
—  jUdlava-dri,  Is,  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  musical 

mode  or  scale.  —  MalavadhiiSa  (°va-ailh°)  or  md- 
latendra  (°va-in°),  as,  m.  a  king  of  Malava. 
Mdlavaka,  relating  to  the  province  of  Malava  or 

Malwa;  (a/s),  m.  the  country  of  the  Malavas;  a 
native  of  Malava  or  Malwa  ;  (ika),  f.  Ipomcea  Tur- 
pethum  ;  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Mdlarikdgnimitra 

(°kd-aga),  am,  n.  '  Malavika  and  Agnimitra,'  N.  of 
a  drama  by  Kalidasa  (so  called  from  the  names  of 
the  heroine  and  hero). 

Malaviya,  as,  a,  am,  native  of  or  belonging  to 
Malava. 

Mdlavya,  as,  m.  epithet  of  one  of  the  Maha- 
purushas  born  under  particular  constellations  (Ved.)  ; 

a  prince  of  the  Malavas.  —  Mdlavya-des'a,  N.  of  a country. 

Mlrt^fcf  malavarti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  people. 

«1Trt«l  malasl,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  (com- 
monly called  Kesapushta). 

iirt^ltCT  malahayana,  as,  m.  a  patro- 

nymic. mala.     See  under  mala,  p.  774. 

malayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

malin,  &c.     See  p.  774,  col.  3. 

malindya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- tain. 

malinya,  am,  n.  (fr.  malina),  foul- 
ness, uncleanness,  dirtiness,  pollution,  defilement,  im- 

purity; sinfulness;  trouble,  affliction;  blackness, obscurity. 

malu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular 

mixed  caste  ;  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants  ;  (us), 
(.  a  species  of  creeper  (  =  pattra-i)alll,pattra-lata); 
a  woman.  —  Mdlu-dhdna,  as,  m.  a  particular  kind 
of  snake  ;  (I),  f.  a  species  of  creeper. 

Mdluka  in  kriskna-m°,  probably  for  mdluka. 
Mdluka,  as,  m.  Ocimum  Sanctum  ;  [cf.  Icrishna- mdluka.] 

•lie}';  maluda,  (with  Buddhists)  a  parti- 
cular high  number. 

iicjT  malura,  as,  m.  a  fruit  tree,  vEgle 
Marmelos  ;  Feronia  Elephantum. 

TTW  malla,  as,  m.  (fr.  malla),  N.  of  a 
particular  mixed  caste. 

Mdllavdstava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  malla-vdstu),  see 
Schol.  on  Pan.  IV.  2,  120. 

Mdllacl,  f.  a  wrestHng  or  boxing  match,  exhibi- 
tion of  wrestlers  (=malla-ydtrd). 

HT531  mdlvya,  am,  n.  (fr.  malva),  foolish- 
ness, inconsiderateness,  thoughtlessness,  awkwardness, 

(opposed  to  dhairya.) 

u-vat,  ind.,  Ved.  like  me. 

ma-vilambam,  ma-vilambitam. 
See  under  I.  ma,  p.  764. 

TT%W  mavella,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu 

(prince  of  Cedi). 

iiqgcfl  mdvellaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people ;  (also  read  mdvelaka,  mdvehaka.) 

*ll^ir«^<*  mas'abdika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ma 
fabdah,  see  I.  ma),  commanding  silence,  prohibi- 

tive, prohibiting  ;  a  prohibitor,  forbidder. 

TIT  masha,  as,  m.  a  bean,  (the  sing,  is 
used  for  the  plant,  the  pi.  for  the  fruit)  ;  Phaseolus 
Radiatus,  a  valued  kind  of  pulse  having  seeds  marked 
with  bljck  and  grey  spots,  (akris/itil  wiixhdh, 

'  wild  beans,'  epithet  of  a  Rishi-gana,  to  whom  Rig- 

veda  IX.  86,  I .  is  ascribed) ;  a  particular  weight  of 

gold,  &c.  =  5  Krishnalas  =  T'j  Suvarna,  (the  weight 
in  common  use  is  said  to  be  about  seventeen  grains 

troy) ;  a  cutaneous  eruption  resembling  beans ;  a 
fool,  blockhead.  —  Mdsha-taila,  am,  n.  an  oily 

preparation  from  beans.  —  M asha-parm,  f.  a  kind 
of  leguminous  shrub,  Glycine  Debilis  ( =priini- 
panifj.  —  Masha-vardhaka,  as,  m.  a  goldsmith, 

jeweler.  —  Mdsha-s'aravin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
—  Md&ha-s'cts,  ind.  after  the  manner  of  a  M5sha, 
Masha-wise,  Masha  by  MSsha.  —  Mashajya  (°sha- 
dj°),  am,  n.  a  dish  of  beans  dressed  or  cooked  with 
ghee.  —  Mdshdda  (°sha-ada  or  °sha-dda),  as,  m. 
1  bean-eater,'  a  tortoise.  ••  Mtishds'a  (^sha-dfa),  as, 
m.  '  bean-eater,'  a  horse.  —  Masliona  or  mdshona 

(°sha-una),  as,  a,  am,  minus  a  Masha,  lacking  one 
Masha;  see  Gana  Giri-nadyadi  to  Pan.  VIII.  4,  10. 
Hasliaka,  as,  m.  a  bean ;  a  particular  weight  of 

gold,  &c.  =  7  or  8  Gunjas,  =  according  to  some, 

about  4^  grains ;  (as,  d,  am),  amounting  to  or 
worth  a  particular  number  of  Mashas,  (at  the  end  of 

comps.,  cf.  pan6a-m°.) Mdsha$aravi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic,  (probably  fr. rndslia-iardnn.) 

Mdshi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  MSsha. 
MIdshika,  as,  I,  am,  worth  one  Masha,  amounting 

to  or  worth  a  particular  number  of  Mashas,  (at  the 

end  of  comps.,  cf.  pan6a-m°.) 
MasJiinu,  as,  d,  am,  sown  with  beans ;  (am),  n. 

a  bean  field,  a  field  producing  black  kidney-beans. 
Mashya,  as,  d,  am,  fitted  or  suited  for  beans 

(=mos/ii«a);  amounting  to  or  worth  a  particular 
number  of  Mashas,  (used  in  this  sense  at  the  end  of 

comps.  after  numerals,  &c.,  cf.  dei-m°,  adhyardha- 

m°) ;  (am),  n.  a  field  of  kidney-beans. 
TR^  i.  mas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  =  mans,  flesh, meat. 

2.  mas,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  ma;  accord- 
ing to  Panini  and  Vopa-deva  used  in  all  cases  except 

the  nom.  sing.  du.  pi.  and  ace.  sing,  du.,  according 
to  the  lexicographers  and  Garga  also  in  the  nom. 
sing. ;  inst.  pi.,  Ved.  mddbhis),  the  moon ;  a 

month ;  [cf.  purna-m",  pushpa-m°:  cf.  also  Zend 
maon/t,  '  moon,  month ;'  maonha,  '  moon :'  Gr. 
ftrjv  for  fJL^vs,  Ion.  pfts,  ̂ trjy-Tj,  fjujv-idio-s,  JEol. 
lifjvv-os  for  /ITJVO-OS  :  Lat.  mensii,  Mena,  men- 
struus:  Goth,  mena,  menoth-s:  Old  Germ,  ma- 
not :  Angl.  Sax.  mona,  monadh :  Lith.  menu, 

'  moon ;'  menesi-s,  '  month  :'  Old  Slav,  mese-ci, 
'  moon,  month.'] 

Mdsa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (but  usually  m.),  the  moon 

(cf.  pui'na-m°;  in  this  sense  occurring  in  Ved.  in 
the  comp.  aurya-mdsd,  sun  and  moon,  see  Rig-veda 
VIII.  83,  2,  X.  64,  3,  &c.,  where,  however,  moid 
may  be  referred  to  2.  mds)  ;  a  month  or  the  twelfth 

part  of  the  Hindu  year,  (usually  a  lunar  month  con- 
sisting of  thirty  Tithis ;  there  may  be  also  a  Saura  or 

solar  month,  equal  to  the  sun's  passage  through  a 
sign  of  the  zodiac,  a  Savana  month  consisting  of 
thirty  risings  and  settings  of  the  sun,  a  Nakshatia 
month  regulated  by  the  lunar  asterisms,  and  a  B3r- 
haspatya  month  depending  on  the  motions  of  the 
planet  Jupiter ;  the  lunar  month  being  of  two  kinds, 
as  reckoned  from  the  new  or  full  moon,  completes 
six  modes  of  monthly  computation)  ;  (maze,  after 

the  lapse  of  a  month);  a  symbolical  expression  for 
the  number  twelve;  [cf.  Lat.  mensi-s ;  Hib.  mtos ; 
Cambro-Brit.  mis.]  —  Masa-lcdlika,  as,  d,  am, 
lasting  for  a  month,  available  for  a  month,  monthly; 

masakdliliam  velanam,  a  month's  wages.  —  Misa- 
Cdr'tka,  as,  d,  am,  practising  (anything)  for  a  month. 
—  Mn-~ii-jrda,  as,  d,  am,  one  month  old.  —  Mdsa- 
jna,  as,  d,  am,  knowing  the  months ;  (as),  m.  a 
species  of  gallinule  (  =  datyuha).  —  Mdsa-tama, 

as,  a,  am,  monthly  [cf.  ard/ia-m",  samvatsara- 
tama]  ;  completing  a  full  month  ( =  mdsa-puraifa). 
—  Mdna-tdla,  as,  d,  am,  having  time  measured 
monthwise  ?  (apparently  applied  to  the  sound  of  cym- 

bals &c.,  which  lasts  a  long  while).  —  Mcua-tulya, 

as,  d,  am,  equal  to  a  mouth  or  to  a  number  of  mouths. 
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—  Maxa-lrayz,  am,  n.  three  months.  —3T~i*atra- 
ydmdlti  (°i/«-ar°),  ind.   for  the   space    of  three 
months.  —  Mdsa-deya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  paid  or 
discharged  in  a  month  (as  a  debt).  —  Mdsa-dhd, 
ind.  by  the  month,  monthly.  —  3ldtit-]idfai,  as,  <i, 
am,  Ved.  maturing  or  producing  results  in  a  month. 
—  JUasa-purea,  as,  a,  am,  a  month  before,  a  month 
earlier,  (in  this  sense  puna  has  not  the  pronominal 
declension.)  —  Masa-pramita,  as,  n,  am,'  measured 
by  months,'  occurring  once  a  month  ;  (as),  m.  new 
moon.  —  Mata-praceia,  as,  m.  the  beginning  of  a 

month.  —  Mdsaprarixil  m<//"<»(  (°s~a-dn°),  am,  n., 
N.  of  an  astronomical  work.  —  Mdsu-l>hukfi,  is,  (. 

the  (sun's)  monthly  course;    [cf.  pofe&»-oA«4*».] 
—  3ld»a-mana,  ai,  m.  a  yezT.  —  Mdsa-varttika, 
{.  a  species  of  wagtail  (•»W»Jkapt).«.8f4»O-Au, 
ind.  by  the  month,  monthly,  month  by  month  ;  for 
months.  —  Mdsa-sandayika,  as,   a,  am,  having 
provisions  for  a  month.  —  Sfiua-ttoma,  as,  m  ,  Ved., 
N.  of  an  Ekaha.  —  Mdsddhipa  (°sa-adh°),  as,  and 
Ved.  mdsddhipati  (°sa-adh°),  is,  m.  the  regent 
or  planet  presiding  over  a  month.  —  Mdsdnumd- 
sika,  ai,  d,  am  (fr.  md»a  +  anu-mdm),  performed 
from  month  to  month,  monthly.  —  Mdsdnta  (°«a- 
an°),  at,  m.  the  end  of  a  month,  day  of  new  moon. 
—  Mdsapai-arga  (°sa-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  con- 

tinuing a  month  at  the  most.  —  Mdsdvadhika  (°sa- 
ai)°),  os,  d,  am,  having  a  month  as  the  limit,  happen- 

ing in  the  period  of  a  month  at  the  latest.  —  Mdsd- 
hdra  (°ia-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  taking  food  only  once 
a  month.  —  Mdsopardsa  ("sa-up),  as,  m.  fasting 
a  whole  monlh.  —  Mdsopavdsinl  (  sd-ujf*),  f.  a 
woman  who  fasts  a  whole  month;   (ironically)  a 
lascivious  woman,  procuress. 
Mdsaka  =  mdsa,  a  month;  [cf.  ddturmdsalca.] 
Mdsala,  an,  m.  a  year. 

Mdsika,  ai,  i,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  re- 

lating or  pertaining  to  a  month  [cf.  ardha-m°~\  ; monthly,  happening  every  month  (e.g.  masikttm 

srail'lham,  a  monthly  Jraddha  ;  cf.  aehta-m°)  ', 
lasting  or  continuing  for  a  month  (e.  g.  mdsiko 
vyddltiA,  a  sickness  which  continues  for  a  month)  ; 
performed  or  paid  &c.  within  or  after  a  month, 
payable  in  a  month,  to  be  restored  in  a  month  ; 
engaged  for  a  month  or  by  the  month  (as  a  teacher, 
servant,  &c.)  ;  dedicated  to  a  particular  month  ; 
(am),  n.  a  particular  Sraddha  or  funeral  rite  per- 

formed every  new  moon,  •»  Mdsik-dnna  (°&a-ara°), 
am,  n.  the  food  given  at  a  monthly  oblation  to  the 
Manes  (Manu  XI.  157). 
Mdsina,  as,  d,  am,  one  month  old  ;  monthly. 
Mdsya,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  a  month 

old,  lasting  or  continuing  a  month. 

*<If|tf  masana,  am,  n.  Vernonia  Anthelmin- 
thica  ;  the  seed  of  this  plant  (?). 

»n*n;  masara,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  particular 
made  dish,  a  mixture  of  the  water  in  which  rice  and 
millet  are  boiled  with  yeast,  grasses,  &c.  ;  (as),  m. 
the  meal  of  parched  barley  mixed  with  sour  milk  or 
buttermilk  and  covered  with  grass  ;  the  scum  of 
boiled  rice,  rice-gruel. 

*tl*j<o|i^j  inasiirakarna,  as,  m.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Masura-karna. 

masitrl,  f.  a  beard. 

masurn,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  masura),  of 
the  shape  of  a  lentil,  lentil-shaped  ;  consisting  or 
made  of  lentils  or  pulse. 

'JJ  I  J  miih,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  maliati,  -te,  &c., 
^;  to  measure,  mete. 

Hif:<*«?qrt"J  mahaka-sthall,  f.,  N.  of  a place. 
,  pertaining  to  the  above. 

Mi'ihaki,  is,  m.  (probably  a  patro- nymic fr.  mahaka),  N.  of  a  preceptor  ;  [cf.  dhan- 

doga-m°.~\ mahata,  as,  «,•  am  (fr.  mahat),  see 

Gana  Utsadi  to  Pin.  IV.  i,  86;  (am),  n.  great- 
ness (?),  see  Gana  Prithvadi  to  Pan.  V.  I,  122. 

indhana,  as,  m.  a  Brahman. 

maha,  f.  a  cow;    [cf.  maha,  mahl, 

mit. 

energy  of  Siva,  one  of  the  divine  Matris  ( =  ParvatI 
or  Durga) ;  N.  of  a  river ;  a  species  of  climbing 
plant  (  =  yava-tikld).  —  Maheivara-tantra  and 
mdhetvari-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Ma- 
heiranpupurdna  (°ra-up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  an 
Upa-PurSna. 

mrihiikula  or  mahukulina,  as,  t, 

am  (fr.  mahd-J;ula),  of  noble  family  or  lineage, 
nobly  born,  of  illustrious  descent. 

Mah'idamasya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic  from Maha-camasa. 

Mdhdditti,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  mahd-ditta),  see  Gana 
Sutan-gamSdi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  So. 
Md/idjanika  or  mdhdjanina,  at,  i,  am  (fr. 

mahd-janu),  fit  for  or  suitable  to  great  persons  ;  fit 
for  merchants. 

Mdhdtmika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mahatman),  high- 
minded,  magnanimous,  noble,  lofty,  exalted,  digni- 

fied, majestic  ;  of  great  sanctity  or  honour  ;  glorious. 
Mdhdtmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  mahatman),  greatness 

of  soul,  high-mindedness,  magnanimity,  exalted  state 
or  position,  greatness,  majesty,  dignity  ;  the  peculiar 
efficacy  or  virtue  of  any  divinity  or  sacred  shrine  ;  a 
work  giving  an  account  of  the  merits  of  any  holy 

place  or  object  ;  [cf.  deri-m,0,  bhdva-ndrdyana-ni0.] 
Mdhdnada,  as,  i,  am,  (fr.mahd-nada),  relating 

to  a  great  river,  see  Gana  Utsldi  to  Pan.  IV.  i,  86. 
Mdhdnasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mahdnasa),  relating 

or  belonging  to  a  large  carriage;  belonging  to  a 
kitchen,  &c.  ;  see  Gana  UtsSdi  to  PSn.  IV.  I,  86. 
Mdhdndmana  or  mdhdndmika  or  mdhdndm- 

nika,  an,  i,  am  (fr.  malia-namni),  Ved.  relating  to 
or  connected  with  the  Maha-namnl  verses  ;  =  maha- 

ndmnyo  brahmadaryam  asya,  =  inahd-ndmriiS 
darati  or  tdtdm  vratam  darati  [cf.  mahilnam- 
ii  ikft]  ;  mahanamika.  or  mahdnilmnika,  as,  m. 
a  Brahman  versed  in  the  above  portion  of  the 
Vedas. 

-  Mdliapufri,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  mahd-putra),  see  Gana 
Sutan-gamSdito  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 
Mdhdprdna,  as,  F,  am  (fr.  maha-prdna),  relat- 

ing to  the  hard  breathing  or  aspirate,  having  the 
hard  breathing,  &c.  ;  see  Gana  UtsSdi  to  Pan.  IV. 

1,86. Mahalihagya,  am,  n.  =  maha-bhdgya,  great 
good  fortune,  great  prosperity. 
Mdhdrajana,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  mahd-rajana),  dyed with  saffron. 

Mahdrdjika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mahd-raja"),  attached or  devoted  to  or  honouring  the  reigning  prince  ; 
imperial,  fit  for  a  great  king,  royal. 
Mdhdrdjya,  am,  n.  (fr.  mahd-raja),  the  rank  of 

a  reigning  prince  or  great  sovereign. 
Maharashtra,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  mahd-rdshtra), 

belonging  to  the  Mahrattas  or  Mar.ithas  ;  (i),  f.  the 
Mahratta  language,  (more  properly  Marath!.) 

Mi'thdvdrttiha,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  mahd-vdrttika), 
familiar  with  Katyayana's  VSrttikas. 
Ndhdvrafi,  f.  (fr.  mahd-vrata),  the  doctrine  of 

the  P5$upatas. 
Mdhdvratiya,  a  wrong  reading  for  mahdvratiya, 

q.v. 

Mahendra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mahendra'),  relating 
or  belonging  to  great  Indra  (e.  g.  makendram  dha- 

nits,  great  Indra's  bow,  i.e.  the  rainbow;  milftcn- 
dram  ambhat,  great  Indra's  water,  i.  e.  rain-water; 
mdhetulri  diV,  great  Indra's  region,  i.  e.  the  eastern 
quarter);  fit  or  proper  for  mighty  Indra;  eastern, 

running  or  flowing  eastward  ;  (as),  m.  =  s'ubha- 
danda-videsJia  ;  a  patronymic  ;  epithet  of  the 
seventh  MuhOrta;  (I),  f.  the  energy  of  Indra,  one 
of  the  seven  divine  Matris  and  one  of  the  Matris  of 
Skanda  ;  a  cow  ;  (scil.  dU),  the  east  ;  (scil.  rid),  a 
hymn  in  praise  of  Indra  (Ved.).  **Mdhendra~ja, 
as,  m.  pi.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  a  class  of  gods.  —  H  d- 
hendra-vdnl,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

JUdhetT,  f.  (fr.  mahein),  a  N.  of  DurgS. 

Mdhes'mra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mahcs"mra),  relating 
or  belonging  to  the  great  lord  Suva  ;  worshipping 

S'iva  ;  (as),  m.  a  worshipper  of  S"iva  ;  (i),  f.  the 

mahika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ; 
(also  read  mdhisha.) 

»ilfi5'*nM*?q  mahiklprastha,  N.  of  a  village 
in  the  north  of  India;  see  also  Schol.  on  P5n.  IV. 

2,  1  10. 
mahitthi,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 

preceptor. 
fllf^W  mahitya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 

Mahita,  see  Gana  Gargadi  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  105; 
(mtl/titds,  m.  pi.,  see  Gana  Kanvadi  to  Pan.  IV. 2,  III.) 

TT%W  mahitra,  am,  n.,  scil.  sukta,  epithet 
of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  185  (beginning  with  the 
words  inahi  trindm). 

llfeH  miihina,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  mah), 

Ved.  great,  exalted,  joyful,  joyous,  gladsome,  exhila- 
rated ;  giving  pleasure,  yielding  enjoyment  ;  an  epi- thet of  the  place  in  which  Soma  is  prepared  ;  (a?»), 

n.  sovereignty,  dominion,  kingdom.  —  Mdhind-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  exhilarated,  excited  ;  endowed  with 
might,  mighty;  (Say.  =  mahimopeta.) 

mahira,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra. 

muhisha,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  mahisha), 
coming  from  or  belonging  to  a  buffalo  or  buffalo  cow  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  district;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people;  [cf.  mahisha,.]  —  Mahisha-stltati,  f.,  N. 
of  a  place. 
Mdhishaka,  as,  m.  a  buffalo  herdsman,  buffalo 

keeper  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
M<~i/tishika,  as,  m.  a  buffalo  herdsman,  one  who 

lives  by  keeping  or  breeding  buffaloes;  (said  to 
mean)  the  paramour  of  an  unchaste  woman,  one 
who  lives  by  the  prostitution  of  his  wife  ;  (a  or  I), 
f.,  N,  of  a  river. 
Mdhishya,  as,  m.  a  particular  mixed  caste,  the 

son  of  a  Kshatriya  father  and  a  VaiSya  mother,  (whose 
business  is  attendance  on  cattle  with  the  practice  of 
astronomy  and  music.) 

HlfijUHl  mdhishmati,  f.  of  mahishmata 

(fr.  mahishmat),  N.  of  a  city  founded  by  Mahish- 
mat  or  by  Muc*u-kunda. 
Mdhishmateyaka,  see  Gana  Kattryadi  to  Pan. 

IV.  a.  95. 

«n^l«1  mahlna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  a 

patronymic. 
HI£l^r«l  mfi/iiyatva,  Ved.  beginning  with 

the  word  mahiya-tva  (?). 

mohiiradatta,  N.  of  a  place. 

mahula,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

mahendra.     See  col.  2. 

mahcya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mahl),  made 
of  earth,  earthen,  relating  to  the  earth,  terrestrial  ; 
(as),  m.  the  son  of  the  earth,  the  planet  Mars; 
coral  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (»),  f.  a  cow. 

mahela,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

i.  mi  (in  some  of  its  senses  connected 
with  rt.  3.  ma),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  minoti,  minute, 

mamau  or  mimdya,  mimye,  mdsyati,  -te,  amdsit, 
amdsta,  mdtum,  Ved.  to  fix  or  fasten  in  the  earth  ; 
to  found,  establish  ;  to  erect,  build  ;  to  measure  ;  to 
judge,  observe,  perceive  ;  to  cast,  throw,  throw  away 
or  about,  scatter  ;  [cf.  mayukha.^ 

Mil,  t,  (.,  Ved.  a  post  (erected  or  fixed  in  the 

ground),  a  column;  [cf.  garta-m°,  apa-m",  pra- 
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I.  mita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  fixed  in  the  earth, 
founded,  established ;  erected,  built ;  cast,  thrown, 

thrown  away,  scattered.  —  Mita-jiiti,  us,  m,  u,  Ved. 
having  well-compacted  or  firm  knees;  (S3y.  =  san- 
kui!ita-jdnii;  mita-jihil>ltih=prahvairjannl>lii?i, 
with  bended  knees.)  —  I .  tttita-medhtt,  us,  a,  am, 
having  firmly  established  strength  or  power. 

I.  miti,  if,  f.,  Ved.  fixing,  erecting,  establishing. 

fji  2.  mi,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  minati,  miriite,  &c., 
=  rt.  I.  mi,  q.  v. 

f*iR^  miksh  or  mimiksh  (thought  by  some 
to  be  desiderative  forms  fr.  a  lost  rt.  mitf,  contained 

in  the  words  -miira,  miila,  but  referred  by  native 
commentators  to  the  rt.  l.mih,  q.  v.),  mimikxhnti, 
mimikshus,  mimikahe,  to  mix,  stir  up,  to  give  a 
relish  to ;  (A.)  to  mix,  be  mixed :  Caus.  mekaliai/ati, 

-yitum,  to  stir  up,  mix,  mingle ;  [cf.  myalush.~\ 

TJJU    migh  =  it.  I.  mih,  only  in  nime- 
s^  yhamana,  as,  a,  am  [cf.  megha],  Ved. 

emitting  moisture;  (Say.  =  n^aH(fi  avdnmukhdni 
vrishty-udakdni   siMat,   sprinkling    down    rain- 
water.) 

(iir'ini  mifita,  (.,  N.  of  a  river;  (various 
reading  for  niHfitd.) 

fH'si0*  miMhaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
patriarch. 

fji  ar  miifh,  cl.  6.  P.  mitthati,  mimiddha, 
A^  mifdhitum,  to  annoy,  hurt,  pain ;   to 

obstruct,  hinder. 

mihj,  cl.  10.  P.  mihjayati,  -yitum, 
to  speak ;  to  shine. 

Ti  Pa  <*  1 11  r%f  =fc  mifij  ikd-minjika,  am,  n., 
N.  of  two  beings  sprung  from  the  seed  of  Rudra. 

(«lfVl«H!l  minmina,  as,  a,  am,  speaking 
indistinctly  through  the  nose. 

ftTi^  mil.  See  under  rt.  I.  mi,  p.  776, 
col.  3. 

ftrif  2.  mita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  ma;  for 
1.  mita  see  above),  measured,  meted,  measured 
off,  measured  out,  containing  a  particular  measure, 

measuring,  (aksltardiii  shat -trins'ad  Gi'ii/ntfi 
mita,  the  Gayatri  measuring  or  consisting  of 

thirty-six  syllables) ;  defined,  limited,  bounded ; 
measured,  moderate,  regular,  scanty,  frugal,  sparing, 
little,  brief,  succint,  concise  (e.  g.  mitam  daildti, 
he  gives  little  or  sparingly ;  mttd  tikd,  a  concise 

commentary) ;  examined,  investigated,  known,  un- 
derstood ;  (as],  m.,  N.  of  a  divine  being  (associated 

with  Sammita).  —  Mitait-yama,  as,  a,  am,  taking 
measured  steps,  going  deliberately  or  slowly ;  (as, 
a),  m.  f.  an  elephant.  —  2.  mita-dm,  us,  vs,  u,  run- 

ning or  moving  in  a  measured  manner  (Say.  =pari- 
mita-yati ;  but  in  Rig-veda  VII.  7, 1,  Say.  explains 
mita-dm  by  dagdha-druma,  consuming  forests) ; 
(us),  m.  the  ocean,  sea.  —  Mita-dhvaja,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  k\ng.  —  Mita-l>lti~ishitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  speaking 
in  a  measured  or  deliberate  manner,  speaking  seldom 

or  sparingly.  —  Ulita-bhdsMn,  i,  iiii,  i,  speaking 
little,  seldom  speaking;  (ini),  f.,  N.  of  two  concise 
commentaries.  —  Mita-Wiulla,  as,  a,  am,  or  inita- 
bhuj,  k,  If,  k,  eating  sparingly,  moderate  in  diet, 
moderate,  temperate.  —  Mita-mati,  is,  is,  i,  narrow- 
minded,  having  a  contracted  understanding.-^,  iiiittt- 
medha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  few  sacrifices.  ••  Mi- 
tam-pada,  as,  d,  am,  cooking  a  measured  portion 
of  food,  cooking  little ;  cooking  food  by  measure,  a 
miser,  sparing,  niggardly,  stingy,  covetous ;  cooking 
little  (as  applied  to  a  culinary  utensil),  small-sized ; 

[cf.  Jcim-pafa.]  —  Mitn-rdvin,  i,  ini,  i,  roaring  or 
sounding  moderately  or  in  a  measured  manner,  (used 
in  Nirukta  XI.  13.  to  explain  marut;  according  to 

others  a  wrong  reading  for  a-m°,  roaring  beyond 
measure.)  —  Mila-roSin,  used  in  Nimkta  XI.  13.  to 
explain  marut.  —  Mita-vdd,  k,  k,  lc,  of  measured 
speech,  speaking  little,  prudent  or  deliberate  in 

speaking.  —  Mita-vyayin,  i,  ini,  i,  one  who  mea- 
sures expenses,  economical.  —  Mita-xdyin,  i,  ini,  i, 

sleeping  little  or  sparingly.  —  Mitdkshara  ("t<t-ak'), 
as,  a,  am,  having  measured  syllables,  composed  in 
verse,  metrical ;  short  and  comprehensive  (as  a 
speech)  ;  (<Z),  f.,  N.  of  various  concise  commentaries  ; 
of  a  celebrated  commentary  by  VijnSnesvara  on 

Yajnavalkya's  Dharma-sSstra ;  of  a  commentary  by 
Hara-datta  on  the  Gautama-smriti ;  of  a  commentary 

by  N'itySnandas'rama  on  the  Chandogya  Upanishad. 
—  Mifdkxkard-kara,  as,  m.  '  author  of  the  Miti- 

ksharS,'  an  epithet  of  VijiianesVara.  —  Mildkshard- 
rydkltydna,  dm,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  bv 

Lakshml-devT  on  Vijnanes'vara's  MitJkshara.  —  Mi- 
tdkshard-siddhdnta-sanffraha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
abbreviation  by  RSdha-manohara-sarman  of  Vijna- 

nes'vara's MitSkshara ;  (as,  a,  am),  speaking  with 
caution,  acting  with  circumspection.  —  Mitdrtha  (°ta- 
ar"),  as,  m.  measured  or  accurate  meaning;  (as, 
d,  am),  of  measured  or  restricted  meaning.  —  Mi- 

tdrthaka  (°ta-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  of  measured  mean- 
ing, speaking  with  caution ;  (as),  m.  a  cautious 

envoy.  —  Mitdrtha-bhdshin,  i,  ini,  i,  speaking 
words  of  well-weighed  or  measured  import.  —  Mitd- 

s"ana  (°ta-as"°),  as,  I,  am,  eating  little  or  sparingly, 
moderate  in  diet,  abstemious.  —  Mitdhdra  ('ta-dfi"), 
as,  m.  moderate  food,  scanty  diet,  moderation  in 

eating;  (as,  d,  am),  taking  little  food,  sparing  in 

diet.  —  M itokti  (°ta-uk°),  is,  m.  moderate  or  in- 
frequent speech,  speaking  little. 

i,  miti,  is,  f.  (for  I.  initi  see  col.  i),  measuring, 
measure,  weight,  value,  quantity ;  determining ;  accu- 

rate knowledge  [cf.  mdti]  ;  proof,  evidence. 

Mitvd,  ind.  having  measured,  &c. 

1*13  I.  mitra,  as,  m.  (originally  mittra, 
fr.  rt.  i.  mid,  or  according  to  some  fr.  rt.  mith  + 
tra ;  cf.  medin),  a  companion,  associate,  friend,  (in 
this  sense  generally  neut.,  except  in  Ved. ;  see  am,  n. 
below) ;  N.  of  an  Aditya  or  form  of  the  sun  (as  a 
Vedic  deity  commonly  associated  with  Varuna,  both 
Mitra  and  Varuna  being  frequently  invoked  together 
with  another  of  the  Adityas  called  Aryaman  ;  Mitra 

is  regarded  in  Rig-veda  VIII.  47,  9,  as  son  of  Aditi ; 
elsewhere  he  is  called  the  deity  of  the  constellation 

Anu-radha,  and  father  of  Ut-sarga  :  according  to 
Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  89,  3,  Mitra  presides  over  the 
day  as  Varuna  over  the  night ;  hence  the  closest  con- 

nection subsists  between  these  two  deities,  who  are 

more  frequently  invoked  together  than  Varuna  is 
invoked  singly ;  together  they  uphold  and  rule  the 
earth  and  sky,  together  they  guard  the  world,  toge- 

ther they  promote  religious  rites,  avenge  sin,  and 
are  the  lords  of  truth  and  light;  associated  with 
Aryaman,  they  are  represented  as  awful  deitits,  haters 
and  dispellers  of  all  falsehood ;  in  only  one  hymn, 

Rig-veda  III.  59,  Mitra  is  celebrated  alone,  and  is 
there  described  as  calling  men  to  activity,  sustaining 
earth  and  sky,  and  beholding  all  creatures  with  un- 

winking eye;  in  Rig-veda  VII.  6l,  I,  the  sun  is 
described  as  the  eye  of  Mitra-Varuna) ;  the  sun ; 
N.  of  a  Marut ;  of  a  son  of  Vasishtha ;  of  the  third 
Muhurta ;  (d),  [.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras,  (also  read 
Citra) ;  N.  of  the  mother  of  Maitreya  and  Maitrey! ; 
N.  of  one  of  the  wives  of  Dasa-ratha,  (cf.  su- 
mitrd ;  according  to  some,  in  this  sense  mitrl) ; 
(am),  n.  a  friend,  (aurasam  mitram,  a  friend  con- 

nected by  blood  relationship) ;  an  ally,  the  next 
neighbour  of  a  king ;  epithet  of  a  mode  of  fighting, 
(also  read  Ithinna) ;  friendship  (Ved.).  —  Mitra- 
karana,  am,  n.  the  making  of  friends,  making 

one's  self  friends.  —  Mitra-karman,  a,  n.  a  friendly 
office.  —  Nitra-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  desirous  of  friends, 
wishing  for  friends.  —  Slitra-karya,  am,  n.  the 
business  of  a  friend,  a  friendly  office,  friendship. 

—  Mitrn-krit,  t,  m.  '  friend-maker,"  N.  of  a  son  of 
the  twelfth  Manu.  —  Ulitra-krit i,  is,  f.,  Ved.  (ac- 

cording to  Say.)  a  friendly  office.  —  Mitm-kaustu,- 
bha,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mitra-kru  or  mitra-kru, 
Ved.  (probably)  N.  of  an  evil  being ;  see  Rig-veda 
X.  89,  l^.  —  lHitra-gupta,  as,  d,  am,  protected  by 

Mitra ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Mitra-gupti,  is, 
f.  protection  of  friends.  —  Nitra-yhna,  as,  I,  am, 

'  friend-killing,'  treacherous;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Ra- 
kshasa ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  (also  read  titra- 

glmi.)  —  Mitra-jna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon  (said 
to  steal  oblations).  —  Mitra-td,  f.  or  mitra-tva,  am, 
n.  friendship,  friendliness,  alliance,  intimacy,  (mi- 
tratdm  samprdptafi,  one  who  has  become  a  friend.) 
—  M itra-turya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  victory  or  triumph  of 
friends.  —  Mitra-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  of  one 
of  the  sons  of  the  twelfth  Manu.  —  Mitra-druh, 

-dhrak,  ic,  k.  or  -dhrut,  t,  t  (see  2.  druh)  or  mitra- 

di'ohin,  i,  ini,  i,  seeking  to  injure  a  friend,  the  be- 
trayer of  a  friend,  a  false  or  treacherous  friend ;  [cf. 

Zend  mithra-druj.^  —  Mitra-droha,  as,  m.  injury 
or  betrayal  of  a  friend.  —  Mitra-dvlsh,  t,  t,  t,  or 

mitra-dceshin,  i,  tin,  i,  hating  or  injuring  a  friend  ; 
(t),  m.  a  treacherous  friend.  •*  Mitra-dharman,  a, 
m.,  N.  of  a  demon  (said  to  steal  oblations).  —  Mitra- 
dhd,  ind.,  Ved.  in  a  friendly  manner.  —  Mitra- 
dhita,  am,  n.  or  mitra-dhili,  if,  f.  or  mitra-dheya, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  a  covenant  or  contract  of  friendship, 

friendly  compact.  •-  Mltra-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  lord  of 
friends  or  of  friendship.  —  Nitra-pada,  am,  n. 

'  Mitra's  place,'  N.  of  a  particular  locality.  —  Mitra- 

pratikshd,  f.  regard  for  a  friend.  —  Mitra-liandhu- 
hlna,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  friends  or  relations. 
••  M itra-bdhu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of 
the  twelfth  Manu ;  of  a  son  of  Krishna.  -•  Mitra- 

bha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  friendly  constellation,  Mitra's Nakshatra,  i.  e.  Anu-radha.  —  Mitra-bhdnu,  us,  m., 

N.  of  a  king.  —  Mitra-bhdva,  as,  m.  a  state  of 
friendship,  friendliness,  friendly  disposition.  —  Mitra- 
bhii,  us,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mitra-lihrit,  t,  t,  i.Ved. 
entertaining  or  receiving  a  friend.  —  Mitra-bheda, 
as,  m.  separation  of  friends,  breach  of  friendship ; 
N.  of  the  first  book  of  the  Panda-tantra.  —  Mitra- 

mahas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  (perhaps)  having  plenty  of 
friends,  rich  in  friends ;  having  a  friendly  light, 
causing  a  favourable  lustre ;  (SSy.)  =  milrdndm 

pujaka,  anukula-diptimat,  hitakdri-tejas,  &c. 
—  M itra-mis'ra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
Vlra-mitrodaya.  —  Mitra-yajna,  as,  m.,   N.  of  a 

man.  —  Mitra-yuj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  joining  one's  self 
to  a  friend,  joining  a  friend  to  one's  self;  (k),  m., 
N.  of  a  man  ;  (jas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants. 
—  Mitra-yuddlta,  am,  n.  a  contest  of  friends,  a 
strife  or  quarrel  between  friends,  conflict  of  allies, 

id.  —  Mitra-labdhi,  Is,  f.=mitra-ldbha  below. 
Mitra-ldWui,  as,  m.  acquisition  of  friends  or  of 

friendship,  forming  friendship ;  N.  of  the  first  book 

of  the  Hitopades'a.  —  Mitra-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having 
friends,  possessing  friends ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  demon 
(said  to  steal  oblations)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  the  twelfth 
Manu;  of  a  son  of  Krishna;  (ati),  f.,  N.  of  a 

daughter  of  Krishna.  —  Mitra-vatsala,  as,  d,  am, 
affectionate  towards  friends,  winning,  captivating, 

engaging.  —  Mitra-vana,  am,  n.  '  Mitra's  wood,' N.  of  a  forest.  —  Mitra-varana,  am,  n.  choice  of 

friends,  the  act  of  choosing  of  friends  or  acquaint- 
ances. —  Mitra-vardas,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mitra- 

vardha,  see  Gana  Dhfimadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  127; 

[cf.  maitravardliaka.~\  —  Mitra-vardhana,  as,  i, am,  making  friends  prosperous,  prospering  friends 
(Ved.) ;  N.  of  a  demon  (said  to  steal  oblations). 
—  Jtitra-vardhra,  see  Gana  DhumSdi  to  P5n.  IV. 

2,127.  —  Mitra-varman,  d,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mi- 
tra-vdha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  the  twelfth  Manu. 

—  Mitra-vid,  t,  m.'a  friend-knower,'  one  who  knows 
friends,  (various  reading  for  mantra-rid,  a  spy.) 

—  Mitra-vinda,  as,  d,  am, '  finding  friends,  acquir- 
ing friends,'  epithet  of  an  Agni ;  (att),  m.,  N.  of- a 

son  of  the  twelfth  Manu ;  of  a  son  of  Krishna ;  of 

a  preceptor ;  (d),  f.  epithet  of  an  Ishti ;  N.  of  a  wife 
of  Krishna.  —  Mitra-vishaya,  as,    m.  friendship. 

Klitra-raira,  am,  n.,  Ved.  dissension  among 
riends.  —  Mitra-s'arman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  various 
persons.  —  Mitra-dix,  is,  is,  is  (sis  fr.  rt.  .<iis,  cf. 

~m'is),  ruling  over  friends  or  allies;  see  Vopa-deva 
XXVI.  (19.  —  Mitra-saptami,  f.  epithet  of  the 
seventh  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  MSrga- 
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778 mitra-samprapti. 

strsha.  —  Mitra-samprapti,  is,  {.  '  acquisition  of 
friends,'  N.  of  the  second  book  of  the  Panca-tantra. 
—  Mitra-saha,  as,  a,  am,  tolerant  of  friends,  in- 

dulgent towards  friends ;   (as),  m.,   N.  of  a  king, 
(also  called  Kalmdsha-pada) ;  N.  of  a  Brahman. 
—  Mitra-sdha,  as,  a,  am,  =  mitra-saha  above. 
—  Alitra-sahvayd,  [.,  N.  of  a  divine  being.  —  Mi- 
tra-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sou  of  the  twelfth  Manu ; 
of  a  grandson  of  Krishna ;  of  a  Buddhist ;  of  a  king 
of  the  Dravida  country.  —  Mitra-hatya,  f.  the  mur- 

der of  a  friend.  ••  Mitra-han,  a,  m.  one  who  kills 

or  murders  a  friend;    [cf.  mitra-yhna.']  —  Mitra- 
hu  =  mitram  hvayati,  see  Vopa-deva  XXVI.  72. 

—  Mitrakhya  (°ra-dkh°),  as,  a,  am,  named  after 
Mitra.  —  Mitrafdra  (°ra-d<!°),  as,  m.  treatment  of 
friends,  conduct  to  be  observed  towards  a  friend. 

—  Mitrdtithi  (°ra-af),is,  m.,  Ved.  a  proper  N. 
—  Mitrdnitgrahatia  (°ra-an°),  am,  n.  the  act  of 
favouring  friends  or  causing  them  prosperity.  —  HI i- 

trabhidroha  (°ra-abh°),  en,    m.  =  milra-droha, 
q.  v.  —  Mltrd-vnruna,  au,  m.  du.  Mitra  and  Varuna, 
see  p.  7  7  7,  under  I .  mitra  ;  (mitrd-varunayor  aya- 
nam,  N.  of  a  particular  festival.)  —  Mitravaruna- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  accompanied  by  Miira  and 
Varuna.  —  Mitrdvaruniya,  am,  n.  the  office  of  the 
Ritvij  MitrS-varuna.  —  Mitrd-vasu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Visva-vasu,  king  of  the  Siddbas.  —  Mitrl-kri, 
cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurutc.  Sec.,  to  make  a  friend, 
make  any  one  a  friend,  make  any  one  friendly  to 

one's  self.  —  Mitri-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati.  Sec.,  to 
become  a  friend,  make   friends  with  (with   inst.). 

—  Mitri-bhuya,  ind.  becoming  a  friend  or  friendly. 

—  Mitreru    (°ra-iru),   us,    us,   u,  Ved.    (Say.) 
troubling  friends,  disturbing  friends  or  friendly  wor- 

shippers ( =  mitrdndm  yajamdndndm  irayitri,= 

mitrandm  bddhaka).  —  Mltretfvara  (°ra-t.s'°),  sell. 
Kara,  N.  of  a  statue  of  Siva  erected  by  Mitra-sarman. 

—  Mitrodaya  (°ra-ud?),  as,  m.  a  friend's  welfare, 
the  success  or  prosperity  of  a  friend  ;  sunrise ;  N.  of 

a  work  by  Mitra-misra  on  jurisprudence,   (abbre- 

viated from  mra-m0.") 
2.  mitra,  Nom.  P.  mitrati,  &c.,  to  be  friendly, 

act  in  a  friendly  manner. 
Mitraka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Mitraya,  Nom.  P.  mitrayati,  Sec.,  (probably)  to 
befriend. 

Mitrayu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  mitraya  above),  friendly- 
minded  ;  winning  or  acquiring  friends,  attractive ;  = 

loka-ydtrdbhijria,  possessing  worldly  prudence,  ac- 
quainted with  the  traditions  and  customs  of  mankind ; 

(us),  m.  a  friend ;  N.  of  a  teacher ;  of  a  son  of 

Divo-dasa ;  (aras),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race. 
Mitraya,  Nom.  A.  mitrdyate,  &c.,  (probably)  to 

desire  or  wish  for  a  friend. 

Mitrayu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  mitraya  above),  desiring 
a  friend,  seeking  friendship  (Ved.);  (us),  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  Divo-dasa,  (also  read  mitreyu) ;  N.  of  a 
preceptor. 
Mitrin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  befriended,  having  a  friend  ; 

united  by  friendship. 

Mitriya,  an,  d,  am,  friendly,  coming  from  or 
relating  to  a  friend. 
Mitriya,  Nom.  P.  mitriyati,  &c.,  to  treat  any 

one  as  a  friend  or  companion,  to  seek  to  make  a 
friend  of  any  one. 

Mitriyat,  an,  and,  at,  becoming  a  friend,  acting 
as  a  friend,  deserving  friendship. 
Mitrya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  —  mitriya;  (at  the  end 

of  a  conip.)  see  Gana  VargySdi  to  Pan.  VI.  2, 131. 

f*T3Tmi<i)a.     See  p.  777,  col.  2. 

|4-{VJ   ""'*  (connected  with  rts.  meth, 
^~  midh,  medh,  i.  mid,  med,  mil),  cl.  I. 

P.  A.  methati,  mithali,  methate,  &c.,  to  meet  or 
issoaate  with;  to  unite,  pair;  to  meet  as  rivals,  be mtually  antagonistic,  wrangle,  contradict,  revile  ;  to 
take  hold  of,  grasp  ;  to  understand,  perceive,  know  • to  hurt,  injure ;  to  strike,  kill. 
Mithatyd,  ind.,  Ved.  alternately,  emulously  (ac- 

cording to  Say.  mitkatyd  is  inst.  c.  of  mithati  = ninsd.) 

Mithas,  ind.  together,  mutually,  reciprocally,  with 
each  other,  in  common,  to  one  another ;  from  each 
other;  between  one  another,  secretly,  privately,  in 

secret;  alternately,  by  turns.  —  Mithas-tur,  Ved. 
following  closely  on  one  another  (as  day  and  night), 

alternating,  emulous,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 

VI.  49,  3,  mithas-turd  =  jxtrasparam  bddha- 
yantyau,  mutually  opposing  each  other.) «« Mitha- 
spridhya,  as,  d,  am,  emulating  or  vying  together, 
mutually  emulous.  —  Mitho-avadya-pa,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  mutually  averting  calamities.— Mitho-yodha,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  hand  to  hand  fighting  with  one  another. 
Mitliu,  ind.,  Ved.  falsely,  wrongly,  pervertedly, confusedly. 

Mithuna,  as,  d,  am,  paired,  forming  a  pair; 
(as),  m.,  Ved.  a  pair  (male  and  female,  boy  and 
girl,  son  and  daughter),  a  twin  couple,  a  brace, 
couple  or  pair  in  general,  (in  Ved.  usually  m.  du., 

e.  g.  sapti  mithimd,  a  pair  of  horses ;  go-mithunau, 
a  pair  of  cows ;  in  the  later  language  mostly  neut.) ; 

(am),  n.  a  pair,  couple,  brace;  twins;  union,  junction ; 
congress  of  the  sexes,  pairing,  cohabitation,  copula- 

tion ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Gemini,  or  the  third  arc 

of  30°  in  a  circle,  (in  this  sense  also  as,  m.) ;  (in 
gram.)  a  root  compounded  with  a  preposition;  a 
term  applied  to  a  particular  kind  of  small  statue  at 
the  entrance  of  a  temple.  —  Mithuna-tva,  am,  n. 
or  mithuna-bhdva,  as,  m.  the  state  of  being  a 
pair  or  forming  a  couple.  —  Mithuna-vratin,  i,  ini, 
i,  devoted  to  sexual  cohabitation,  practising  copula- 

tion. —  Mithuni-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to 
cause  to  pair  or  couple,  effect  the  union  of  the  sexes. 

—  Mithiml-fdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  coupling  together,  co- 
habiting, having  sexual  intercourse.  —  Mithuni-bhd- 

va,  as,  m.  copulation,  cohabitation,  amorous  incli- 
nation.— Mithum-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  Sec.,  to 

become  paired,  to  be  joined  or  united  in  couples,  be 

arranged  in   pairs.  —  Mithuni-bhuya,  ind. 'being 
joined  in  pairs,  forming  or  uniting  in  couples.  —  Mi- 
thune-tfara,  as,  d,  am,  going  in  pairs,  living  in 
pairs ;  (as),  m.  the  Cakra-vSka. 
Mithundya,  Nom.  A.  mithundyate.  Sec.,  to  co- 

pulate, couple,  pair,  cohabit  sexually. 
Mithuyd,  ind.,  Ved.  invertedly,  distortedly,  per- 

versely, falsely,  incorrectly ;  [cf.  mithyd  below.] 
Mithus,  ind.,  Ved.  =  mithuyd  above,  (mithur 

bhu,  to  turn  out  badly,  fail) ;  reciprocally,  mutually 
( •=  mithas). 

Nithu-dris',  Ic,  k,  k,  Ved.  seen  or  appearing  alter- 
nately. 

Mitho,  ind.=mi<Aas,  q.  v.,  cf.  Gana  SvarSdi  to 
Pan.  I.  i,  37. 

Mithyd,  ind.  (probably  a  contracted  form  for 
mithuyd  above),  invertedly,  distortedly,  contrarily, 
perversely,  falsely,  incorrectly,  wrongly,  improperly, 
(kathatn  mayi  mithyd  pravartase,  why  dost  thou 
act  improperly  towards  me?);  untruly,  deceitfully, 
in  a  lying  manner,  (with  vad,  vat,  bra,  to  speak 
falsely,  to  make  a  false  assertion)  ;  in  vain ;  mithyd 
at  the  beginning  of  a  comp.  is  often  equivalent  to  an 

adj.,  and  translatable  by  '  false,  untrue,  sham,  unjust,1 
&c. ;  Mithya,  Untruth,  is  personified  as  the  wife  of 
A-dharma.  —  Mitliyd-karman,  a,  n.  false  act,  failure. 
—  Mithyd-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  See.,  to  make  false, 
falsify,  utter  a  falsehood,  contradict :  Caus.  P.  -kdra- 

yati,  &c.,  to  pronounce  [a  word]  wrongly  once : 
Caus.  A.  -kdrayate,  to  pronounce  wrongly  over  and 
over  again;  see  Pan.  I.  3,  <ji.  —  Mithyd-kapa,  as, 
m.  feigned  resentment,  pretended  anger.  —  Mithyd- 
kraya,  as,   m.  a  false  price.  —  Mithyd-graha  or 

mithydgraha  (°yd-dg°),  a*,  m.  improper  persist- 
ency, useless  obstinacy.  —  Mithyddarat  (°yd-dd°), 

an,  anti,  at,  acting  or  practising  falsehood.  —  Mi- 
thyd-caryd.  f.  false  behaviour,  hypocrisy.  —  Mithyd- 

cdra   (°yd-ac°),   as,  d,  am,  dealing  falsely,  per- 
versely ;  hypocritical,  sanctimonious ;   (as),  m.  im- 
proper or  incorrect  conduct,   wrong  treatment  (in 

medicine).  —  M itii  i/d-jalpifa,  am,  n.  a  false  report 
or  rumour.  —  Mithyd-jndna,  am,  n.  a  false  con- 

ception, misapprehension,  error,  mistake.  —  Mithyd- 
tva,  am,  n.  falsity,  unreality;  illusion;  (with  Jainas) 

mid. 
the  lowest  of  the  fourteen  steps  which  lead  to  final 
emancipation;  inversion;  perversion  (as  one  of  the 
eighteen  faults  of  a  Jaina  system).  —  Mithydtilin,  i, 

ini,  i,  being  in  a  state  of  illusion.  —  Mithyd-dar- 
.<ana,  am,  n.  a  false  appearance ;  false  doctrine, 
heresy.  —  Mlthyd-drishti,  is,  f.  false  doctrine,  he- 

resy, denial  of  future  existence,  atheism.  —  Mithya- 

dhyavasiti  (°yd-adh°),  is,  f.  '  fruitless  trouble,' 
epithet  of  a  figure  of  speech  expressing  the  impossi- 

bility of  a  thing  by  making  it  depend  upon  some 

impossible  contingency  (e.  g. '  only  one  who  wears  a 

crown  of  air  can  engage  the  affections  of  a  harlot'). 
—  Mithya-nirasana,    am,    n.   denial    by    oath. 
—  Mithyd-pandita,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  makes  a 
false  pretence  to  learning,  educated  or  learned  only 

in  appearance.  —  Mithyapardila  t°yd-ap°),  as,  m. 
a  false  accusation.  —  Mithyd-purusha,  as,  m.  a  mere 
sham  person,  a  man  only  in  appearance.  —  Mithyd- 

pratijna,  as,  d,  am,  false  to  one's  promise,  faithless, 
treacherous.  —  MitJiya-pravddin,  I,  ini,  i,  speaking 

falsely,  \ymg.-Mithyd-pravritti,  is,  f.  an  erro- 
neous course  of  action,  wrong  function  (of  the  senses), 

misdirected  effort.  —  Mithyd-prasupta,  as,  a,  am, 

falsely  or  pretendedly  asleep,  feigning  sleep.  —  Mi- 

thyd-phala,  am,  n.  an  imaginary  or  vain  advantage 
or  reward.  —  Miihydbhigridhna  (°yd-abK"),  as,  a, 

am,  unjustly  covetous.  —  Slithydbhidha  (°yd-abh°), 
f.  a  false  name.  —  Mithydbhidhdna  (°yd-abk°), 
am,  n.  a  false  or   untrue   expression  or  assertion. 

—  Mithydbhiyoga  (°yd-abh°),  as,  m.  an  unjust 
claim,  a  false  accusation,   groundless  charge.  —  Mi- 

thydbhifansanu,  am,  n.  or  mithyabhis'asti  (°yd- 
abh°),  is,  f.  a  false  accusation.  —  Mitkydbhiiamsin 
(°yd-abh°),  i,  m.  a  false  or  unjust  accuser.  —  Mithyd- 
bhii'dpa,  as,  m.  an  unjust  claim,  false  accusation ; 
a  false  prediction.  —  Mithyd-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati, 
Sec.,  to  be  false,  Sec.  —  Mithyd-mati,  is,  f.  false 
opinion,  error,  ignorance,  mistake.  —  Mithyd-mdna, 
as,  m.  false  pride.  —  Mithyd-yoga,  as,  m.  wrong 
use  or  employment.  —  Mithyd-vadat,  an,  and,  at, 

speaking  falsely.  —  Mithyd-  radhydnuliirtana  (°ya- 
an°),  am,  n.  the  proclaiming  that  any  one  has  been 
unjustly  sentenced  to  death.  —  Mithyd-vdkya,  am, 
n.  an  untruthful  speech,   falsehood,  lie.  —  Mithyd- 
vdc,  k,  k,  k,  whose  words  are  false,  untruthful,  lying. 
—  Mithyd-rdda,  as,  m.  false  or  untruthful  speech, 
a  falsehood,  lie ;  declaring  the  falsehood  of  an  accu- 

sation ;  (as,  d,  am),  speaking  untruly,  lying.  —  Mi- 
thyd-vddin,  i,  ini,  i,  speaking  untruly,  lying,  a 
liar ;  declaring  an  accusation  to  be  false.  —  Mithyd- 
vdrttd,  f.  false  report.  —  Mithyd-vydpdra,  as,  m. 

wrong  occupation,  meddling  with  another's  affairs. 
—  Mithyd-sdkshin,  i,  m.  a  false  witness.  — Mithyd- 
sdkshi-praddtri,  id,  trl,  tri,  bringing  forward  false 

witnesses.  —  Mithydhdra  (°yd-dh°),  as,  m.  impro- 
per nourishment,  wrong  diet.  —  Mithyottara  (°yd- 

ut°),  am,  n.  (in  law)  an  untrue  answer,   false  or 
prevaricating  reply.  —  Mithyopaddra  (°yd-up°),  as, 
m.  a  feigned  or  pretended  service  or  kindness ;  (in 

medicine)  wrong  treatment. 
foftj  mithi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Nimi 

and  king  of  Mithili. 
mithita,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

mithila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king,  the 

founder  of  Mithila ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people, 

probably  the  inhabitants;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  city  said  to 
have  been  founded  by  Mithi  or  Mithila,  (it  was  the 
capital  of  Videha  or  the  modern  Tirhut,  and  residence 

of  king  Janaka.)  —  filithiliidhipciti  (Jld-adh°),  is, 
m.  lord  of  Mithila,  i.  e.  Janaka. 

mithya.     See  col.  2. 
1.  mid,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  medali,  -te,  See., =  rt.  mith,  q.  v. 

2.  mid  or  mind,  cl.  I.  A.  medate, 
mimide,medishyati,amidat,meditum; 

cl.  4.  P.  A.  medyati,  -te,  mimeda,  mimide,  medish- 
yati,  amidat,  meditum;  cl.  10.  P.  mindayati, 
medayati,  Sec.,  to  become  fat ;  to  be  unctuous  or 
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greasy ;  to  liquefy,  melt ;  to  feel  affection  for  any  one, 

love  [cf.  mitra,  rt.  snih"\ ;  to  rejoice  (Ved.  ?) :  Caus. 
medayati,  -yitum,  to  fatten,  make  fat  (Ved.) ;  [cf. 
Gr.  fuMai :  Old  Germ,  minna,  minni,  '  love  :' 
Lith.  myliu, '  I  love ;'  mielae, '  dear :'  Russ.  milyl, 
'  kind,  affable.'] 
Minna,  as,  a,  am,  become  fat,  fat;  unctuous; 

affectionately  disposed  towards  any  one. 

f»T5  middha,  am,  n.  sloth,  indolence ; 
sleepiness,  torpor;  dulness,  heaviness  of  spirits  or 
intellect. 

midh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  medhati,  -te, 
medhitum,  =  rt.  mith. 

mindd,   f.,  Ved.  a  bodily  defect, 
fault,  blemish ;  [cf.  Lat.  menda.] 

fo ("«« «i  minmina  =  minmina,  p.  777,  col.  I. 
minv  (connected  with  rts.  ninv, 
sinv),    cl.    I.    P.    minvati,    &c.,   to 

sprinkle,  moisten,  water  ( =  rt.  pinv) ;  to  worship, 
serve,  gratify  by  service. 

(*f«l^'T  mimankshd,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt. 
majj),  the  wish  to  plunge  into  water,  desire  of 
bathing  or  diving. 
Mimankshu,  us,  us,  v,  being  about  to  plunge 

into  water,  desirous  of  bathing  or  diving. 

lH*irf  mimata,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.;  [cf. 
maimata.] 

fi^iV'qm  mimanthisha,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of 
rt.  math  or  manth),  the  desire  of  stirring  up  or 
shaking,  desire  of  destroying,  &c. 
Mimanthishu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  stir  up, 

wishing  or  being  about  to  shake  or  destroy. 

fal^iVg  mimardayishu  or  mimardishu, 
us,  i>»,  « (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  I.  mrid),  wishing  to  crush, 
being  about  to  crush  or  grind  to  powder. 

fafVa^  mimiksha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Desid.  of 
rt.  I.  mih),  Ved.  mixed,  mingled;  (according  to 
SSy.  on  Rig-veda  VI.  34,  4,  mimiksha  may  = 
vrisKty-udakandm  sektri,  the  sprinkler  of  rain- 

waters. ) 
Mimikshu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  mixed,  mingled ;  being 

mixed,  &c. ;  wishing  to  rain  down,  desirous  of 
bestowing;  (Say.  =  varahitum  Mthut.) 

(miyaksh.   See myaksh,  p.  800,  col.  I . 

miyedha,  as,  m.  food  set  before  the 
gods,  a  sacrificial  meal  or  oblation,  (perhaps)  =  medha, 
a  sacrificial  animal  or  victim,  (according  to  Say.  de- 

rived fr.  medha;  cf.  Zend  myazda.) 
Miyedhya,  as,  a,  am,  partaking  of  or  receiving 

the  sacrificial  food,  worthy  of  the  oblation ;  (Say.  = 
medhasya  yajnaxya  yoyya  or  yajnarha.) 

f*TOS  mirapha,  (with  Buddhists)  a  parti- 
cular high  number. 

r«n.nsirf  mird-khdna,  as,   m.,  N.  of  a 
Pathan  chief  (khdna  =  ̂ Vi). 

T*?K«»T  mirika,  f.  a  species  of  plant,  (con- 
nected with  irikd,  q.  v.) 

ftWt.  mirmira,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  a  form  mir 

—  rt.  I.  misli),  Ved.  (according  to  a  commentator) 
blinking. 

"fij  «J'  mil  (thought  by  some  to  be  ori- 
N  ginally  a  Nom.  fr.  a  Prakrit  form  milla 

=  miira),  cl.  6.  P.  A.  milati,  -te,  mimela,  mi- 
mile,  melitum,  (generally  P.)  to  unite,  be  united 
with,  join,  accompany ;  to  meet  together,  come  toge- 

ther ;  to  meet,  assemble,  associate ;  to  mix,  combine, 
be  present  at ;  to  be  connected  with  ;  to  meet  or  fall 
in  with  (with  inst.  or  gen.  or  loc.  of  the  person  or 
with  saha  and  inst.) ;  to  find ;  to  meet,  encounter, 
(dvandva-yuddhena  dvau  militau,  two  persons 
met  in  single  combat) ;  to  clash,  impinge,  concur ; 

to  happen,  come  to  pass :  Caus.  melayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  meet,  bring  together,  assemble,  convene. 

Milat,  an,  ati  or  antl,  at,  joining,  accompanying ; 
meeting ;  assembling ;  concurring,  combining ;  hap- 

pening. —  Milad-ryddha,  as,  a,  am,  uniting  with 
hunters,  accompanied  by  huntsmen. 
Milana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  mixing  with,  coming 

in  contact  with,  associating  with ;  concurring,  en- 
countering, coalescing,  meeting ;  contact. 

Milita,  as,  a,  am,  united,  mixed,  combined, 
connected  ;  found,  met,  encountered. 

Militvd,  ind.  having  met  together,  having  united. 
Milin,  i,  ini,  i,  mixing  with,  combined  with, 

provided  with,  possessing. 

mild  in  dur-mild,  q.  v. 

milindaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
snake. 

f*lrtl(*irrt«^  milimilin,  i,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Siva  (which  is  said  to  contain  a  Mantra  addressed  to 

S'iva,  consisting  of  the  following  eighteen  syllables, 
Om,  rudra  fili  fili  (Hi  iili  mill  mill,  om  evaha). 

ftn^T  milla,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

|j  I'm   mis  (connected  with  rt.  mas),  cl. 
N  i.  P.  meiati,  iiu'.-iititm,  to  make  a  noise, 

sound ;  to  be  angry. 

misara,  N.  of  a  place. 

misi,  is,  or  misi,  f.  Anethum  Pan- 
mori  and  Anethum  Sowa  ( =  misi) ;  common  anise ; 
Indian  spikenard,  Nardostachys  Jatamansi. 

ftsj^  misrisha,  N.  of  a  place  (also 
written  misrisha). 

misr  or  misr  (probably  a  Nom. 
fr.  miira  below),  cl.  10.  P.  miirayati, 

midrdpayali,  &c.,  to  mix,  mingle,  blend,  combine, 
unite,  mix  with  (with  inst.)  ;  to  add ;  [cf.  Gr.  /uVy-w, 
fuy-vu-fu,  (-fiiy-rjv,  f-fu^97j-v,  piy-a,  fuy-fia,  piy- 
Srjv,  iuy-ASf»,  fti£ts :  Lat.  misc-e-o,  mix-tu-s,  mis- 
tu-s,  mix-tH-ra,  mis-tA-ra,  mix-ti-o,  mis-ti-o, 
misc-ellu-s,  miscell-dneu-s :  Old  Germ,  miscjan, 
misk-iu,  '  mix  thou  :'  Angl.  Sax.  miscan :  Slav. 
mes-i-ti:  Lith.  mi»z-ti;  misz-ini-s,  'a  mongrel;' 
maisz-y-ti,  'to  mix."] 
Miira,  as,  a,  am  (thought  by  some  to  be  fr.  a 

lost  rt.  mis',  connected  with  milish,  desiderative  of 
rt.  I.  mih;  by  others  referred  to  rt.  mis'  above), 
mixed,  mingled,  blended,  joined  ;  mixed  or  blended 
with  (with  inst.  or  sometimes  gen.),  combined ; 
associated,  connected,  (na  miirah  sydt  pdpakrid- 
bhih,  one  should  not  associate  with  the  wicked) ; 
mixing,  adulterating  (e.  g.  mixing  or  adulterating 
corn) ;  tangled,  intertwined  ;  manifold,  diverse ;  (at 
the  end  of  a  comp.)  having  a  mixture  or  mixed 
collection  of  anything,  for  the  most  part  consisting 

of,  consisting  chiefly  of  (e.  g.  badarl-mis'rain  ka- 
nanam,  a  forest  consisting  for  the  most  part  of 
Badart  trees ;  arya-vidagdJia-mitras,  for  the  most 
part  worthy  and  learned  persons) ;  (as),  m.  a  respect- 

able person  (cf.  arya-m";  in  this  sense  frequently 
used  at  the  end  or  beginning  of  a  proper  name, 
especially  that  of  a  scholar,  by  way  of  respect,  cf. 
Krishna-m°,  l)hava-m°,  Madhu-m°;  and  some- 

times used  alone  as  an  abbreviation  for  a  name  ending 
in  mi-ira,  e.  g.  mitra  =  Mandana-misra) ;  N.  of  the 
author  of  the  Karma-pradipa  and  of  various  other 
persons ;  epithet  of  a  kind  of  elephant ;  (am),  n. 
mixing,  mixture;  a  species  of  radish  (  =  fanakya- 
mulak a).  —  Mvlra-lceiava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author 
( =  Ke^ai-a-dasa).  —  Mifra-keil,  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 
—  Mis"ra-<?attirl>huja,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Miira- 

ja,  as,m.'  of  mixed  birth  or  breed,'  a  mule.  —  Mi&ra- 
jfiti,  is,  is,  i,  being  of  mixed  birth  or  breed,  of 
mixed  parentage,  any  one  whose  parents  belong  to 
different  castes.  —  Midra-ta,  f.  mixedness,  the  being 
mixed,  mixing,  mingling.  —  Miira-dina-kara,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  SiSupala-badha. 
—  Miira-dhdnya,  as,  a,  am,  made  by  mixing 

various  kinds  of  grain;  (am),  n.  mixed  grain.  —  Mi- 
ira-pushpa,  f.  Trigonella  Fcenum  Grsecum  (  =  me- 
thikd').'—  Mifra-bhdva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  BhSva-prakSsa,  a  medical  work,  (also  Bhava, 

Ilhava-mifra.)  —  Mi$"ra-latalcana,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  father  of  Misra-bhava.  —  M I3ra-varna,  as,  a, 
am,  being  of  a  mixed  colour ;  (om),  n.  a  kind  of 
black  aloe  wood  ( =  krisJinaguru).  —  Mitfravarna- 

phalil,  (.  Solanum  Melongena.  —  Mis"ra-vyai-ahdra, 
as,  m.  (in  arithmetic)  investigation  of  mixture, 
ascertainment  of  composition  (as  principal  and  in- 

terest joined,  &c.).  —  Miira-iabda,  as,  m.  a  mule 
(  =  misra-ja).  —  Miiri-karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of 

mixing,  an  ingredient,  seasoning.  —  Mis"ri-kri,  cl.  8. 
-karoti,  &c.,  to  make  mixed,  mix,  mingle.  —  Mi£ri- 
bhava,  as,  m.  becoming  mixed,  mixing,  mingling. 
—  Mis~ri-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavitum,  to 
become  mixed,  mix,  intertwine. 
MiGraka,  as,  a. am,  mixing,  adulterating,  mingled, 

miscellaneous ;  mixed,  adulterated ;  (aft),  m.  a  mixer 
or  compounder ;  an  adulterator  of  articles  of  com- 

merce, mixer  of  bad  wares  with  good  ones ;  (am), 
n.  salt  produced  from  salt  soil ;  N.  of  a  Tlrtha ;  of 
a  grove  or  garden  of  paradise;  a  particular  kind 
of  song  or  singing.  —  Misraka-vana,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
Indra's  pleasure-grove. 
Mis'rana,  am,  n,  the  act  of  mixing,  uniting ;  (in 

arithmetic)  addition. 
Miiramya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  mixed  or  mingled. 
MUrita,  as,  d,  am,  mixed,  mingled,  blended, 

united,  joined ;  added ;  respected,  respectable. 
Miirin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  Nsga. 
Misreyd,  f.  (connected  with  miii,  q.  v.),  Anethum 

Panmori  or  a  species  of  anise. 

Miiila  =  miira  in  a-m°,  ni-m°,  sam-m°, 

Mj  y  i.  mish  [cf.  rt.  mil],  cl.  6.  P.  mi- 
\  shati,  mimeaha,  meshishyati,  amesKit, 

meshitum  (the  simple  rt.  appears  to  be  used  only 
in  the  present  participle),  to  open  the  eyes,  have  the 
eyes  open ;  to  look  at,  look  at  or  look  on  unwil- 

lingly, look  on  angrily  or  with  the  eyes  contracted, 
wink  at  (generally  used  in  the  present  participle, 
the  construction  being  that  of  a  genitive  absolute, 
e.  g.  mishato  bandhu-vargasya,  the  whole  number 
of  relatives  looking  helplessly  on,  i.  e.  before  their 
very  eyes  or  in  spite  of  them ;  mishatdm  vah,  in 
spite  of  you) ;  to  rival,  contend  with,  resist,  emulate  ; 
[cf.  Gr.  fuaos,  perhaps  also  HVGJ  :  Lat.  mico ;  per- 

haps nico,  nic-to,  fr.  nimic-o,  nimic-to  =  nimi- 
shdmi :  Russ.  miyaju,  mischu,  '  I  wink  ;'  Lith. 
mirkloju,  'I  wink;'  megmi,  '  I  sleep.'] 
Misha,  as,  m.  rivalry,  emulation,  envy ;  (am),  n. 

deceit,  fraud,  trick,  illusion,  false  appearance  (e.  g. 
suda-misham  Jritah,  having  assumed  the  form  of 
a  cook ;  darfana-mishiit,  under  the  pretext  of 
seeing) ;  [cf.  mrisAd.] 

fjju  2.  mish  (connected  with  rt.  3. N  mrish),  cl.  i .  P.  meshati,  mimesjia, 
meshitum,  to  sprinkle,  moisten,  wet. 
Mishla,  as,  d,  am,  sprinkled,  moistened;  nice, 

savoury,  dainty,  delicate  ;  sweet,  sugary,  (in  this  sense 
thought  by  some  to  be  for  I.  mrishta  fr.  rt.  I.  mrf/,to 
cleanse) ;  mixhtam  pat/as,  water ;  (am),  n.  a  sweet- 

meat ;  a  dainty  or  savoury  dish.  —  Mishta-kartri, 
td,  trl,  tri,  a  maker  of  dainties  or  delicacies,  a 
skilful  cook.  —  Mishta-pdtaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  cook- 

ing savoury  food  or  delicacies.  —  Mithta-bhuj,  k,  k, 
k,  an  eater  of  dainties,  eating  delicacies.  —  Mithta- 
•vakya,  as,  d,  am,  speaking  pleasantly  or  agreeably. 
—  Mishtdnna  (°ta-an°),  am,  n.  sweet  or  savoury 
food,  sweetmeats,  sauce,  gravy,  seasoning,  a  mixture 
of  sugar  and  acids  &c.  eaten  with  rice  or  bread. 

•  Mishtds'd  ("ta-ds'd),  f.  desire  for  delicacies. 
i»lMl»im<l  mishamishdya,  Nom.  A.  misha- 

mishdyate,  Sec.  (an  onomatopoetic  word),  to  crackle, 
crepitate,  make  a  crackling  sound. 

fr(V  mishi,  is,  f.  spikenard ;  fennel,  &c., 
=  misi. 

Mishikd,  f.  Nardostachys  Jatamansi. 
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mis,  cl.  4.  P.  misyati,  &c.,  Ved. 
.  to  go. 

l«i«<,  misara,  N.  of  a  place,  (perhaps  = 
J1/?V,  Egypt ;  cf.  mitora.) 
Misaru,  N.  of  a  place. 

Misaru-mis'ra,  of,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the Vivida-iandra. 

firftr  misi,  is,  f.  a  sort  of  fennel,  Anethum 

Sowa;  Anethum  Panmori;  common  anise,  Pimpi- 
nella  Anisum  ;  spikenard,  Nardostachys  Jatamansi ; 

a  sort  of  lovage ;  =  aja-modd  ;  =  u&ri ;  [cf.  miH, 
7H1.V/U.] 

niisr.     See  misr,  p.  779,  col.  2. 

i.  mih,  cl.  i.  P.  (in  poetry  also  A.) 
mehati  (-te),  mimeha,  mekshyati,  ami- 

tt,  medhuni,  to  make  water,  void  or  pass  urine, 
to  rain  down  moisture,  wet,  moisten,  sprinkle;  to 
emit  seed  or  seminal  fluid  (  =  retah-tek.am  kri): 
Caus.  mehayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  amimihat,  to  cause 
to  make  water,  &c. :  Desid.  mimikshati,  to  wish 
to  mix  or  stir  up,  to  mix,  unite,  mix  intimately  [cf. 
milcsJi] :  Intens.  memehyate;  [cf.  Gr.  a 

ct-a>,  ttiaii'aj.  fuap6*  :  Lat.  mi-n-g-o,  mej-o,  mic-tu-s  : 
Goth.  maitatu-s,  '  dung  :'  Angl.  Sax.  mig,  mige, 
mdh,  mif/on  :  Mod.  Germ.  Mi*t  :  Iceland,  mig: 

Lith.  myz-u;  mig-la,  'mist:'  Slav,  mig-la."] 2.  mih,  t,  f.,  Ved.  mist,  fog  ;   falling  of  water  ; 
'uiilio  napdt,  the  demon  of  the  mist. 

Mihika,  f,  mist,  fog  ;  frost,  snow  ;  [cf.  mahika.'\ 
Mihira,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  I.  51.  fr. 

rt.  I.  mih  above),  the  sun  (=the  Persian  _/*-•)  !  a 
cloud  (as  raining  down  moisture)  ;   wind,  air  ;  the 
moon  ;   an  old  man,  sage  ;   N.  of  an  author  (an 

abbreviation   of  VarJha-mihira  ;    cf.  padma-m°). 
—  Mihira-kula,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Mihira- 
datta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.-*Mihira-pura,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  city  built  by  Mihira-kula.  —  Mihira-rnti, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (son  of  BhaganarJya).—  Mihi- 
redvara  (Vo-irf°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  temple  built  by Mihira-kula. 
Mihirana,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
Atidha,  as,  a,  am,  passed  (as  urine)  ;  urined, 

watered  ;  (am),  n.,  also  milha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a 
battle,  combat,  struggle. 
Midhuaha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Indra  by 

Paulomt. 
Miiihvas,  an,  an,  as  (the  declension  follows  that 

of  a  perf.  part.,  e.  g.  ace.  sing.  masc.  midhvansam, 
dat.  mldhtishe  or  milhushe,  cf.  Maha-bh.  Vana-p. 
1628,  voc.Ved.  mtdhms),  bountiful,  liberal  (applied 
to  Rudra.  Agni,  Varuna,  Mitra,  Vishnu,  Parjanya, 
and  Indra);  pouring  forth  seed  (  =  reta/i-fil;/r!}, 
prolific  (applied  to  a  goat)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Daksha. 
—  Mlilliiish-lama,  an,  a,  am,  Ved.  most  bountiful 
or  liberal  ;  (as),  m..the  sun  ;  Siva  ;  a  thief. 

miliiliiropya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a ' 

city  in  the  south  of  India  ;  [cf.  maliiliiropya.'] 
TIT  i  .  MI,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  miniiti,  inlnite  (Ved. 

miniiti),  miiaiiyn  (3rd  du.  mimyatus), 
mimye,  MOByatt,  -te,  (iniiixit,  aniii*td,  iiiiifuiii 
(Ved.  forms  miskta,  amcshanta,  atn>'i/j,  Ved.  inf. 

with  )tm,  -mil/,  i  .a.  Hiii/e,  -metos;  ind.  part,  -maya, 
cf.  jiru-mi  ;  chiefly  Vedic),  to  lessen,  diminish, 
reduce  ;  to  injure,  destroy,  kill  ;  to  violate,  transgress  ; 
to  annul,  change,  alter  ;  to  be  lessened,  disappear,  be 
tost  or  destroyed  ;  to  stray,  go  astray  ;  cl.  4.  A.  -ml- 
!>'<>'  ,  to  perish,  be  destroyed,  die  :  Caus.  mdpayati, 
Aor.  amimapat,  to  cause  to  perish,  destroy,  kill, 

rvi  T4'  93  :  Dtsid'  mitmi''>  -te.  Pin.  VII.  4, F.  Lat.  pro-minere,  e-minere,  minere.  )trv- 
minare,  e-miiutx,  eo-nuuu,  miiwirf.] 2.  mi  in  manyu-mi,  q.  v. 

STita,  as,  a,  am,  in  /.ra-mlta.     See  pra-rei. 
Mina,  an,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  Ill    3   fr 

rt.  i.  mi  above),  a  fish  [cf.  norfa-w']  ;  the  sign  of 

mis. 

the  zodiac,  Pisces;  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Yoga 
system,  =  mlna-ndtha  ;  (a\  f..  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
UshS  and  wife  of  Kasyapa.  —  M ina-kctana,  a",  m. 
'fish-bannered,'  an  epithet  of  the  god  of  love. 
-•  Minfi-<jan(Ui>l,  f.  an  epithet  of  Satya-vatI ;  [cf. 
matsya-gandhd.]  —  Mina-godhikii,  (.  a  pool,  pond. 
—  Mina-ghdtin,  I,  m.  'fish-killer,'  a  fisherman;  a 
crane.  —Mlna-td,  (.  the  state  or  condition  of  a  fish. 
—  Mina-dhmana-toya,  am,  n.  water  in  which  fish 
have  been  washed.  —  Mina-niithn ,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
teacher  of  the  Yoga  system.  —  Nma-netrd,  f.   a 
species  of  DOrvS  grass  (  =  ganda-durva;  cf.  netra- 
mind).  —  Mina-ranka  or  mina-raitga,  as,  m.  a 
kingfisher.  —  Mlna-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a   king. 
—  Mma-riija,  as,  m.  the  king  of  the  fishes ;  N.  of 
an  astrologer.  —  Mlnaraja-jdtaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
an  astrological  work  by  YavanesVara.  —  Mlna-rat, 
an,  ati,  at,  possessing  fish,  abounding  in  fish.  —  Ml- 
ndksha   (°na-ak°),  as,   m.  '  fish-eyed,'  N.  of  a 
Rakshasa ;  (i),  f.  a  species  of  Soma  plant,  a  kind  of 
DQrvS  grass  [cf.  matsydksht] ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
Kuvera.  —  Mindyhdtin  (°na-dgh°),  i,  m.  =  mina- 
ijhiitin,  q.  v.  —  Mindnda  (°na-an°),  am,  n.  fish- 
spawn,  roe,   milt;    (i),  f.  moist   or    brown    sugar. 

—  Miniilaya  (°na-al'),  as,  m.  'abode  of  fish,'  the 
sea,  ocean. 
Minara,as,  m.  a  kind  of  sea-monster  ( =  makara). 
Mindmrina,  as,  m.  =  dardtirdmra,  a  kind  of 

sauce  or  condiment,  fish-sauce ;  a  wag-tail. 

3.  mi,  cl.  I.  IO.  P.  mayati,  mayayati, 
Sec.,  to  go,  move;  to  understand,  know; 

[cf.  Lat.  mean,  movere.] 

{midam,  ind.  in  a  low  tone,  softly. 
midha,  midhvas,  midhushe,  milhushe, 

&c.     See  col.  I. 

mina.     See  col.  I. 

iT\  II    mim,  cl.  I.  P.  mimati,  mimitum, 

^  cl.  10.  P.  (or  Caus.)  mimayati,  -yitum, 
to  go,  move;  to  sound ;  [cf.  rt.  2.  ma.] 

*<TH'l'*t  mtmansa,  Desid.  base  of  rt.  man, 

q.v. 

MimansaTca,  as,  m.  one  who  thinks  over  or 
reflects  deeply  upon,  one  who  examines  or  proves ; 
an  examiner,  investigator,  prover ;  a  follower  of  the 
Purva-mimansa  system,  (see  below.) 
Mlmamana,  as,  m.  one  who  examines  or  proves, 

a  tester,  prover,  examiner,  investigator. 
Nimansa,  f.  reflection,  consideration,  opinion, 

investigation,  examination,  discussion,  (Jtavya-m0, 
the  theory  of  poetry,  art  of  poetry  ;  N.  of  a  work)  ; 

'  examination  (of  the  sacred  text),'  N.  of  one  of  three 
great  divisions  of  orthodox  Hindu  philosophy  (divided 
like  the  Nyaya  and  Saifkhya  into  two  systems,  viz. 
the  Purva-mlmaysa  or  Karma-mTmarisa  founded  by 

Jaimini,  and  the  Uttara-mTmSnsa  or  Brahma-mimfinsa 

or  S'atTraka-mimansa  by  Badarayana,  the  latter,  how- 
ever, is  more  commonly  called  the  Vedfmta  system, 

while  the  Purva-nilmansa  is  usually  called  the 
Mimausa  ;  though  the  Mlmansa  by  Jaimini  is  classed 
among  the  six  orthodox  systems  of  philosophy,  it 
does  not  concern  itself  like  the  others  with  the 

nature  of  soul,  mind,  and  matter,  but  rather  with  a 

correct  interpretation  of  the  ritual  of  the  Veda  and 
the  solution  of  doubts  and  discrepancies  in  regard  to 
the  Vedic  texts  caused  by  the  discordant  explanations 
of  opposite  schools ;  it  may  therefore  be  described  as 
a  critical  commentary  on  the  first  or  ritual  portion 
of  the  Veda,  and  its  only  claim  to  the  title  of  a 

philosophy  consists  in  its  philosophical  method  of 
interpretation,  the  topics  being  arranged  according 
to  particular  categories,  such  as  authoritativeness, 
indirect  precept,  &c.,  and  treated  according  to  a 
kind  of  logical  sequence,  which  commences  with 
the  proposition  to  be  discussed,  the  doubt  arising 
about  it,  the  Purva-paksha  or  prima  facie  and  wrong 

view  of  the  question,  the  right  argument  or  refuta- 
tion of  the  Purva-paksha,  and  the  conclusion;  see, 

nillita. 
moreover,  Purra-mimiinsii :  Jaimini,  whose  date  is 
unknown,  taught  his  system  in  twelve  books,  each 
book  containing  either  four  or  eight  chapters,  and 
each  chapter  being  subdivided  into  sections  compris- 

ing one  or  more  Sutras ;  the  oldest  commentary  on 
these  obscure  aphorisms  being  the  Bhashya  of  Sabara- 
svamin,  explained  by  the  great  Mlmansa  authority 
Kumarila-svamin  or  Kumarila-bhatta,  and  again  elu- 

cidated by  Madhavacarya  in  the  Jaiminlya-nyaya- 

mala-vistara).  —  Mimdnsd-krit,  t,  m. '  the  author  of 

the  Mlmansa  system,'  an  epithet  of  Jaimini.  —  Ml- 
mdnsd-kautuhala-vritti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  commen- 

tary by  Vasudeva  Adhvarin  (also  called  VSsudeva 
DTkshita)  on  the  Mlmansa-sutras  of  Jaimini.  —  Mi- 
mdnsd-kaustubha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by 
Khanda-deva  on  the  Mimansa-sutras  of  Jaimini. 
—  Mimdnsa-jiva-rakfhd,   (.,   N.   of  a    Mlmansa 
work.  ••  Mimamd-tattva-ifawlrikd,  f.,  N.  of  a 
work  by  Gopala-bhatta  on  various  MTmansa  topics. 
—  Mlmdnsd-tantra-i'drttika,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary by  Kumarila-svamin  on  the  Sutras  of  Jai- 
mini.  —  Mimansd-ntiya-vircka,   as,   m.,   N.   of  a 

commentary  by  Bhavanatha-mis'ra  on  the  Mlmarjsa- 
sutras  of  Jaimini.  —  Mlmdnsd-nt/riya-prakdffa,  as, 
m.,  N.   of  a  celebrated   elementary  work   on   the 

MimSnsa  system  by  Apa-deva  (son  of  Ananta-deva 
and  pupil  of  Govinda).  —  Mimdmd-paribhdehd,  {., 
N.  of  an  elementary  treatise  by  Krishna-dlkshita  on 

the  Mlmansa.  —  Mim'naii-lilii'ixhiia-virarana,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Kumara-svamin  on  a 
work  entitled  Mlmansa-bhashya.  —  Mtmdnsdrtha- 

pradipa  (°sd-a,r°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  disquisition  by 
S'atvkara-sukla  on  the  provab'.eness  of  the  Veda.  —  Mi- 
mdnsd-ri<Uii-bkusha>ja,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Mlmansa 

work   by   Gopala-bhatta,   written    in    refutation    of 
the  Vidhi-rasSyana.  —  Mimdnsd-tHromani,  is,  m. 

'  crest-gem  of  the  Mimagsa,'  epithet  of  an  author, 
(also  called   Nila-kantha.)  —  Mimdnsa-mrrasva, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Halayudha.  —  Mimansd- 
sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  twelve  books  of  aphorisms 

by  Jaimini  on  the  interpretation  of  the  Veda ;  see 
Mlmansa,  col.  2.  —  Mimdnsd-stavaka,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Mlmansa  work  by  RaghavSnanda. 

Mimansitvd,  ind.  having  considered  or  reflected 

upon. 

Mimansya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  thought  over  or 
reflected  upon,  to  be  examined  or  considered. 

*ffr  mira,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  mi, 
perhaps  connected  with  rt.  I.  mih),  the  sea,  ocean; 
a  particular  part  of  a  mountain  ;  a  limit,  boundary ; 
a  drink,  beverage. 

tf\l^\l^KTfmtramira-siita,as,  m.aproperN. 

Miramird,  (.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
mil  (connected  with  rt.  i.  mish, 

and  perhaps  originally  a  Nom.),  cl.  I. 
P.  milati,  mimila,  milialtyati,  amilit,  militum, 

to  close  (the  eyes),  wink,  twinkle,  close  or  contract 
the  eyelids ;  to  close,  be  closed  (as  the  eyes) ;  to  fade, 

disappear,  vanish ;  to  assemble,  gather  together,  be  col- 
lected ( =  rt.  mil  intransitively) :  Caus.  milayati,  Aor. 

amimilat  and  amimilat,  to  cause  to  close,  close 

(applied  to  the  blossom  of  flowers  as  well  as  to  the 
eyes)  :  Desid.  mimilishati :  Intens.  memibjatt. 

'  Milat,  an,  anti,  at,  closing  (as  the  eyes) ;  wink- 
ing, twinkling. 

Mllana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  closing  the  eyes; 

winking,  blinking,  twinkling ;  the  closing  of  a 
flower ;  (in  rhetoric)  a  covert  or  concealed  simile, 
see  millta  below. 
Milayitvd,  ind.  having  closed  (as  the  eyes). 
Milil';,~i  in  nlla-miliha,  q.v. 
Millta,  as,  a,  am,  closed  ;  twinkled  ;  half  opened, 

unblown,  partly  opened  (as  a  young  bud  &c.) ;  dis- 
appeared, vanished  ;  assembled,  gathered  together ; 

(am),  n.  a  simile  merely  implied  (e.  g.  Jtshauma- 

vatyo  IM  lakshyantc  jyottndydm,  'clad  in  linen 
they  are  not  perceived  in  the  moonlight,'  where comparison  between  the  whiteness  of  the  linen  and 
of  the  moonlight  is  implied.) 
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TTT^r    I.  mlv,  cl.  I.  P.  mivati,  mivitum, 

>v  to  move. 
I.  muta,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  rt.  I.  mu),  moved, 

in  kdma-muta,  q.  v. 

jjl  j    2.  miv  (connected  with  rt.  plv), 
\  cl.  I.  P.  mivati,  mivitum,  to  grow  fat, 

to  be  large  or  corpulent. 

W1«H  micaga,  (with  Buddhists)  a  parti- 
cular high  number. 

«0l«,  mlvara,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  mi), 

hurting,  killing,  hurtful,  injurious,  mischievous  ;  vene- 
rable, worthy  of  esteem ;  (as),  m.  a  general,  leader 

of  an  army. 

nlqi  miva,  f.  (probably  fr.  2.  ml;  said  to 

be  fr.  I.  ml),  the  tape-worm,  a  worm  generated  in 
the  intestines,  Ascarides ;  air,  wind,  (in  this  sense 

also,  according  to  some,  mivan,  a,  m.) ;  =  ilkara  (1) ; 

=-sara  ('/). 
H  mu,  vs,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  mu,  q.  v.),  a  bond, 

binding,  confinement ;  an  epithet  of  Siva ;  final 
emancipation ;  a  funeral  pile ;  a  reddish  brown  or 
tawny  colour. 

munsala,  N.  of  a  place. 

mukandaka,  as,  m.  probably  an 
error  for  su-kftndaka,  an  onion. 

»J<*<1  mukaya,  as,  i,  m.  f.,  see  Pan.  IV. 
».  63.  ̂  

^<*lflc4l  mukabild  =  Ibli*. 

*1«*lf*,«UI  mukarina  =  ij ,U-. . o  J 

J^muiu,  MS,  m.  =  muiti,  liberation;  (an 
artificial  word,  formed  fr.  rt.  2.  m«<<,  to  explain  mu- 
kun-da,  q.  v.,  for  which  purpose  others  assume  mu- 
1mm,  ind.) 

»JcJ7  mukuta,  am,  n.  a  tiara,  diadem, 
crown  (said  to  be  crescent-shaped  ;  the  kirita  being 
pointed,  and  the  mauli  having  three  points) ;  a 

crest ;  a  peak,  point,  head  [of.  M-m°]  ;  N.  of  a 

place ;  {as),  m.  a  proper  N.  (contracted  fr.  lit'ija- 
mukuta)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  or  of  a  race ; 
(d),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending  upon 

Skanda ;  (i),  f.  snapping  the  fingers  ( =  mudull, 
fr.  rt.  2.  mud).  —  Mukula-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
sacred  bathing-place.  —  Mukute-karshdjaana,  am, 
n.  epithet  of  a  tax  or  tribute  raised  for  a  royal 
diadem  (in  the  east  of  India).  —  Multuteivara  (ta- 

li'), as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king ;  (i),  f.  a  N.  of  Da- 
kshayani  in  Makota  (Mukuta).  —  Mukuteivara- 
tirtlui,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

Mukutin,  I,  inl,  i,  crowned,  wearing  a  diadem. 

g^ljf  mukutta,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ; 
(also  read  sukatta.) 

*J5*!el  mukunti,  f.  a  kind  of  weapon; 
(perhaps  an  error  for  su-kunthl. ) 

3^*<<  mukun-da,  as,  m.  (according  to  an 
artificial  etymology,  fr.  muka,  q.  v.,  mukun-da 

being  said  to  mean  'giver  of  liberation"),  N.  of 
Vishnu  (sometimes  transferred  to  Siva)  ;  of  a  parti- 

cular treasure ;  a  kind  of  precious  stone ;  quicksilver ; 

the  resin  of  Boswellia  Thuril'era,  gum  olibanum ;  a kind  of  drum  or  kettle-drum ;  N.  of  various  learned 

men  ( =  Gmiinda,  Viiriihatiijika-mukunda,  Mu- 
kunda-pandita) ;  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Makunda- 
deua,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  princes  of  Orissa  (  = 

vlra-m°).  —  Mukunda-priya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  certain 
teacher;  of  the  father  of  the  commentator  Rama- 

nmdz.  —  Mukunda-bhatta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

—  Mukunda-mdld,  (.  '  Mukunda-garland,'  N.  of  a 
prayer  in  twenty-two  verses  addressed  to  Mukunda 

(Vishnu).  —  Mukunda-mis'ra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Brahman.  —  Mukunda-muni,  is,  or  mukunda- 
rdja,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  AIuhunda-rama,  as, 

m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mukunda-s"arwan,  a,  m.,  N.  of a  scribe. 

Mukundaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  grain  reckoned 
among  the  Ku-dhanyas  ;  an  onion  (  =  su-kundaka, 
sw-kandaka;  cf.  mukandaka). 

Mukundu,  us,  m.=inukunda,  the  resin  of  BOE- 
wellia  Thurifera,  gum  olibanum. 

,  as,  m.  a  mirror  (=makura; 

cf.  karna-mukura,  mati-m°)  ;  the  stick  or  handle 
of  a  potter's  wheel  ;  Mimusops  Elengi  ;  Jasminum 
Zambac  (  =  kula-vriksha)  ;  a  bud  (  =  mukida below). 

Mukurila,  as,  a,  am,  (probably)  =  mukulita 
below;  see  Gana  TSiakadi  to  Pan.  V.  2,  31. 

5^(5  ntukula,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (perhaps  con- 
nected with  rt.  2.  mud),  a  bud,  opening  bud  or 

calyx  of  a  flower,  (in  these  senses  also  written  ma- 

kula,  q.  v.)  ;  anything  shaped  like  a  bud,  (das"ana- 
m°,  a  bud-like  tooth)  ;  a  bud-like  junction  or  bring- 

ing together  of  the  fingers  of  the  hand,  (in  this  sense 
only  as,  m.)  ;  the  body  ;  the  soul  or  spirit  ;  N.  of 
a  king  ;  of  another  person  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of 

metre,  four  times  ---  w-.  —  Alukuldgra  (°la- 

ag°),  am,  n.  a  particular  surgical  instrument  with 
a  bud-like  point.  —  Mukuli-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti, 

-kartum,  to  close  (the  hands)  in  the  form  of  a  bud. 
—  Mukull-krita,  as,  a,  am,  closed,  shut  (as  a  bud). 
—  M  ukuli-bhava,  as,  m.  closing,  being  closed  (as a  flower). 

Mukulaya,  Nom.  P.  mukulayati,  Sec.,  to  close, 
cause  to  close  (the  eyes,  &c.). 

Mukulita,  as,  a,  am,  budded,  having  buds,  blos- 
soming, full  of  blossoms;  closed  like  a  bud,  half 

closed  ;  half  shut  (as  the  eye),  blinking,  winking  ; 

closed,  shut.  -  M  ukulitdksha  (°ta-ak°),  as,  i,  am, 
having  half  closed  eyes. 

MukiUin,  i,  inl,  i,  budding,  budded,  having  buds. 

3$tf  mukusntha,  as,  a,  am,  =  manthara; 
(as),  m.  a  species  of  bean  ;  [cf.  makushtha.] 
Mukushthaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  bean. 

mukulaka,  as,  m.=^makulaka,  a 
species  of  plant  (commonly  Danti). 

5^i  rnukta,  muktl,  &c.  See  p.  782,  col.  3, 
and  p.  783,  col.  2. 

•jBjTslT  muks/nja,  f.  a  net,  snars. 

*pJT  mukha,  am,  n.  (said  in  Unadi-s.  V. 
20.  to  be  fr.  rt.  khan,  to  dig,  with  the  final  rejected 
and  mv,  prefixed),  the  mouth  ;  the  face,  countenance, 
(in  this  sense  often  at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.g.  bhru- 

kutl-mukha,  a  frowning  face  ;  especially  at  the  end 
of  adj.  comps.  when  the  fern,  is  generally  mukkl, 
e.  g.  salialendii-mukhi,  a  woman  with  a  full  moon- 
like  face  ;  cf.  a&m-ii?)  ;  the  beak  of  a  bird,  snout 
or  muzzle  of  any  animal,  (in  these  senses  said  to  be 
also  as,  m.)  ;  a  direction,  quarter,  (in  this  sense 
also  often  at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g.  add-mukha, 
din-mukha,  quarter  or  region  of  space  ;  antar- 
mukham,  ind.  in  the  direction  of  or  towards  the 
interior;  and  more  frequently  at  the  end  of  adj. 

comps.  in  the  sense  of  'looking  towards,  facing,' 
when  the  fern,  is  generally  -mukhi.  cf.  ubhayato-m°, 
adho-m°,  ndati-m";  makha-mukha,  going  to  the 
sacrifice)  ;  opening,  aperture,  mouth  of  a  vessel,  &c.  ; 
entrance,  egress  (e.  g.  Vindhydtavi-mukhe,  at  the 
entrance  of  the  Vindhya  forest  ;  srargasya  mukham, 
the  entrance  into  heaven)  ;  the  entrance  to  a  house  ; 
the  mouth  or  embouchure  of  a  river  ;  the  fore  part, 
front,  van  (of  an  army),  head,  top;  the  head,  tip  or 

point  of  anything,  (stana-mukha,  the  tip  or  nipple 
of  the  breast  ;  angull-mukha,  the  tip  of  the  finger  ; 
tfara-runkha,  the  point  of  an  arrow)  ;  the  edge  of 
any  sharp  instrument  ;  surface,  upper  side  (e.  g. 

vuha-kumliham  payo-mukham,  a  vessel  of  poison 
with  milk  on  the  surface)  ;  the  chief,  principal,  best, 

most  excellent  (e.  g.  Nakshatranam  mukham  dan- 

drah,  the  moon  is  chief  of  the  Nakshatras) ;  intro- 
duction, beginning,  commencement,  (often  at  the  end 

of  comps.  when  the  fem.  is  -mukha  or  -mukhi,  but 
oftener  the  latter,  e.  g.  Ganga-mukhmam  or  Ganga- 
mukhanam  saritam,  of  the  rivers  beginning  with 

the  Ganges ;  mahil^rathii  Jayadratha-mukhah, 
the  heroes  beginning  wilh  Jayad-ratha,  i.  e.  Jayad- 
ratha  and  the  other  heroes ;  cf.  the  use  of  ddi)  ; 

the  opening  or  previous  incidents  of  a  drama,  the 
original  cause  or  source  of  the  action,  the  first  act ; 
(in  algebra)  the  first  term,  the  initial  quantity  of  the 
progression;  the  apex  or  side  opposite  to  the  base 
of  a  mathematical  figure ;  source,  cause,  occasion, 

ground ;  means,  expedient ;  scripture,  the  Veda  ; 
sound  (1) ;  Artocarpus  Locucha  or  Lakui!a,  (in  this 
sense  m,  m.)  ;  (ena),  ind.  with  reference  to,  according 

to.  —  Mukha-kamala,  am,  n. '  face-lotus,'  a  lotus- 
like  face.  —  Mukha-khura,  as,  m.  'mouth-razor,'  a 
tooth.  —  Itlukha-gftndhaka,  as,  m.  'mouth-scent- 

ing,' an  onion.  —  Mukha-ahanta,  f.  'mouth-bell,' 
a  particular  sound  made  with  the  mouth  ( =  hula- 

hull).  —  Mukha-dandra,  as,  m.  '  face-moon,"  a 
moon-like  face,  lovely  fsce.  —  Mukha-dapala,  an, 

a,  am, '  one  whose  mouth  is  ever  moving,'  talkative, 
loquacious,  garrulous  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  Arya  metre. 
—  Mukha-dapetikd,  f.  a  slap  on  the  face,  box  on 

the  ear ;    [cf.  durjana-m°.~\  —  Mukha-dlri,  (.  the 
tongue.  —  Mukha-ja,  as,  a,  am,  produced  from  or 

in  the  mouth ;  (as),  m.  '  mouth-born,'  a  Btahman, 
(so  called  as  being  sprung  from  the  mouth  of  Brahma  ; 
cf.  Manu  I.  31.)  —  Mukha-jaha,  am,  n.  the  root 
or  point  of  issue  of  the  mouth,  the   top  of  the 

pharynx.  —  i .  mukha-tas,  ind.  from  or  out  of  or  at 
the  mouth,  in  the  mouth,  in  the  face ;  at  the  head, 

in  the  front. —  2.  mukha-tas  =  mukhe  tasyati,  see 
Scholiast  on   Pan.    III.   4,   f)l.  —  Mukha-daghnn, 

as,  i,  am,  reaching  to  the  mouth.  —  Mukha-du- 
shana,  as,  m.  '  mouth-defiler,'  an  onion.  —  Mukha- 
dushika,  f.  '  face-disfiguring,'  an  eruption  which  dis- 

figures the  face  of  young  people.  —  Mukha-dhauta, 
f.  a  plant,  Clerodendrum  Siphonanthus.  —  M ukha- 
nasika,  am,  n.  the  mouth  and  nose.  -•  Mukha- 

nirlkshaha,   as,   m.   '  face-gazer,"   an   idler,    lazy 
person.  —  Mukha-nivdsinl,    f.  'dwelling   in   the 
mouth,'  an  epithet  of  Sarasvatl.  —  Mukka-pata,  as, 
m.  '  face-cloth,"  a  veil.  —  Mukha-paka,  as,  m.  in- 

flammation of  the  mouth.  —  Xukha-pinda,  as,  m. 
a  lump  or  piece  of  food  in  the  mouth,  mouthful  of 
food.  —  Mukha-purana,  am,  n.  filling  the  mouth, 
a  mouthful  of  water,  a  mouthful  in  general.  —  Mu~ 
kha-pratimukha,  speech  and  reply (f).-Mukha- 
prasdda,  as,  m.  the   light   of  the   countenance, 
graciousness  of  aspect.  —  Mukha-priya,  as,  a,  am, 

pleasant  in  the  mouth ;  (as),  m.  an  orange.  —  Mu- 
kha-preksha,  as,  a,  am,  or  mukha-prekshin,  i, 
inl,  i,  observing  or  watching  the   face  (to  detect 

any  one's  intentions).  —  Mulcha-bandha,  as,  m.  a 
preface.  —  Mukha-bandhana,  am,  n. '  mouth-bind- 

ing,' the  fastening  of  an  aperture,  a  lid,  cover ;  an 
introduction,  preface.— Mukha-biihtiru-paj-ja  (°hu- 
fir°),  as,  it,  am,  sprung  from  the  mouth,  arm,  thigh, 
and  foot  (Manu  I.  8j).  —  Mukha-bahuru-pada-tat 
(°hu-iir°),  ind.  from  the  mouth,  arms,  thighs,  and  feet. 

—  Mukha-bhushana,    am,   n.    'mouth-ornament,' 
betel ;    tin  (I).  —  Mukha-bheda,  as,  m.  distortion 
of  the  face.  —  flfukha-mandanaka,  as,  m.  a  species 
of  tree  (  =  tilaka).  —  Mukha-ntandala,  am,  n. 

face-orb,"  the  face,  countenance.  —  Mukha-man- 
dikd,  f.  a  particular  disease  or  the  deity  presiding 

over  it ;  (also  read  mitkha-mandinikii.)  —  Mukha- 
?nanrfi,f.,N.  of  oneof  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda. 
—  Mitkha-mddhurya,  am,  n.  a  particular  disease  of 
the  phlegm.  —  Mukha-marjana,  am,  n.  washing  or 
cleansing  the  mouth  (after  meals,  &c.).  —  Mukha- 

moda,  as,  m.  Hyperanthera  Moringa.  —  Mukham- 
pada,  as,  m.  a  beggar.  —  Mukha-yantrana,  am,  n. 
•mouth-curb,"  the  bit  of  a  bridle.  —  Mukha-raga, 
as,  m.  colour  of  the  face.  —  Mukha-ruj,  k,  (.  or 

mukha-roga,  as,  m. '  mouth-disease,"  any  disease 
of  the  mouth.  —  Mukfiaroyika,  as,  a,  am,  relating 

to  mouth-disease.  •-  Mukha-rogin,  i,  ini,  i,  diseased 
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in  the  mouth.  —  Muiha-langala,  as,  m. '  using  the 

snout  for  a  plough,'  a  hog.  —  Mukha-lepa,  ai,  m. 
anointing  the  face,  anointing  the  upper  side  (of  a 
drum) ;  a  disease  of  the  phlegmatic  humor ;  [cf.  atyo- 
/xih/atJ  —  .Miik/iii-rdt,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  a 
mouth,  having  a  mouth.  —  Mukftu-vullabhu,  us,  m. 
a  pomegranate  tree.  —  Miiklia-riilikii,  f.  a  species 
of  plant  (  —  fiiulni-xhtlifl).  —  Muk/ia-riidi/a,  am,  n. 
a  wind-instrument,  any  instrument  of  music  sounded 
with  the  mouth ;  (in  the  worship  of  Siva)  a  kind  of 
musical  sound  made  with  the  mouth  (by  striking  it 

with  the  hand).  —  Maklia-cana  or  •m«W»i-rii«»«, 

us,  m. '  mouth-perfume,'  a  perfume  used  to  scent  the 
breath;  fragrant  grass  (-  gandJiu-trina).  —  Mu- 
kha-vipuld,  f.  a  kind  of  AryS  metre.  —  Hlnklta- 
tUuHthikii,  f.  a  she-goat.  —  Mukha-vishtha,  f.  a 
species  of  cockroach.  —  Mukhu-eyadanu,  am,  n. 
the  act  of  opening  the  mouth  wide,  gaping.  —  MH- 

kha-s'aptia,  O9,  it,  am,  foul-mouthed,  scurrilous. 
—  Mtikha-s'udilhi,  is,  (.  cleanness  of  the  face  or 
mouth,   cleansing  or  purifying  the  mouth  (as  by 
eating  betel-nut,  &c.).— Mukha-iesha,  as,  ii,  am, 
having  only  the  face  left;  (a»),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Rahu.  —  Mukha-iodhana,   as,  i,  am,  '  mouth- 

cleansing,'  cleansing  the  mouth  ;    sharp,  pungent ; 
(us),  m.  pungency,  sharp  of  pungent  flavour;  (am}, 
n.  the  cleansing  of  the  mouth ;  cinnamon.  —  Mukha- 

x'odhin,  i,  inl,  i,  cleansing  the  mouth ;  (i),  m.  a 
lime  or  citron,  citron  tree.  —  Muklta-fSosha,  as,  m. 
dryness  of  the  mouth.  —  Mukha-Joshin,  i,  ini,  i, 
suffering  from  dryness  of  the  mouth.  —  Midcha-xri, 
is,  f.  beauty  of  countenance,  a  beautiful  face.  —  Mu- 
kha-tihthUa,    us,    a,   am    (probably    for    iiinkhri- 
shthila),—  mukha-tapka.  —  Mukha-sambhata, 

us,  m.  '  mouth-born,'  a  Brahman ;  [cf.  mukha-ja^\ 
—  Mukha-sukha,  am,  n.  'ease  of  pronunciation,' 
causing  ease  of  pronunciation  or  facility  of  utterance. 

—  Mukha-tura,  am,  n. '  lip-nectar,'  the  moisture 
of  the  lips.  —  Makka-srdva,  as,  m.  flow  of  saliva, 

salivation,  saliva.  —  Mukhakara  (°kha-ak°),  as,  m. 
'  form  of  the  countenance,'  mien,  look,  appearance. 
—  Mukhagni  (°kka-a{f°),  is,  m.  a  forest  conflagra- 

tion ;  a  sort  of  goblin  with  a  face  of  fire ;  fire  put 
into  the  mouth  of  a  corpse  at  the  time  of  lighting 
the  funeral  pile ;  a  sacrificial  or  consecrated  fire ;  [cf. 

mukholka.^^Mukhiigra  (°kha-ag"),  am,  n.  the 
extremity  of  the  mouth,  extremity.  —  Mukhanila 

(°kha-un°),  as,  m.' mouth-wind, 'wind  of  the  mouth, 
breath.  —  Muk/iiimaya  ("kha-iim°),  as,  m.  disease  of 
the  mouth.  —  Mukkamrita  fktut-am0),  am,  n.  the 
nectar  of  the  mouth  or  countenance,  (a  term  used  in 

flattering  addresses.)  —  Mujchariis  (°kJiM-ar°),  is,  n. 
'  mouth-flame,"  hot  breath  (?).  _  Miikhdrjaka  (°kha- 
ar"),  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  arjaka).  —  Mu- 
khasava  (rkhu-H#°),  as,  m.  '  lip-moisture/  nectar 
of  the  lips.  —  Mukhastra  (°kha-a»°),  as,  m. '  mouth- 
armed,'  a  crab.  ••  M ttkhiisrava  (°kha~iis°),  as,  m. 
=  mukha-srdra.  —  Muk/ii-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati, 
-bhavitum,  see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  III.  4.  61.  —  Mu- 

klieniln  ("kharin"),  u»,  m.  a  moon-like  face,  beau- 
tiful face.  —  Mukhe-bhava,  as,  it,  am,  Ved.  formed 

in  the  mouth.  —  Muk/totkirna  ("kha-ut"),  as,  m. 
a  proper  N.  —  Mukholkii  (°kha-ul*),  (.  =  mukhayni, a  forest  fire. 

Mukhatiya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  i.  mukha-tas;  cf. 
piir.<ratiya),  being  in  the  mouth  or  in  the  front. 

Mukhara,  as,  a,  am,  talkative,  loquacious,  gar- 
rulous, noisy,  making  any  continuous  or  tedious 

sound  (said  of  birds  and  bees  and  tinkling  orna- 

ments, cf.  un-m°);  sounding,  resonant  or  resound- 
ing with  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  praiisrun- 

mitkhura,  resonant  with  echoes);  expressive  of, 
(avana-mukhara  girah,  voices  expressive  of  re- 

proach);  foul-mouthed,  scurrilous,  speaking  harshly 
or  abusively  ;  ridiculing,  mocking ;  (as),  m.  a  crow  ; 
a  conch  shell;  a  leader,  principal,  chief,  ringleader; N  of  a  Naga:  (i),  f.  the  bit  of  a  bridle  -jtf«- 
khara-ta,  f.  talkativeness,  garrulity,  noisiness.  -  Mu- 
khari-karana,  am,  n.  making  resonant,  speaking harshly,  rallying,  mocking.  -  M  ukhari-kri.  cl.  8.  P 
-karoti.-kartum,  to  make  resonant,  cause  to  resound. 

Mukltnrata,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.;  (ikii),  f.  = 
niuk/iiiri.  the  bit  of  a  bridle;  talking,  conversation. 

Mukftnr.iya,  Norn.  P.  mitkhnrayati,  -yitum,  to 
make  noisy  or  resonant  ;  to  notify,  declare. 
Mukharita,  as,  a,  am,  rendered  noisy,  made 

resonant,  sounding,  ringing. 

3fuklili/<t,  us,  ii,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 
being  at  the  top  or  head,  being  foremost,  being  at 
the  entrance. 

Miiklii/u,  (is,  (T,  am,  being  in  or  on  the  mouth  or 
face  ;  belonging  to  the  mouth  or  face,  coming  from 
the  mouth,  &c.  ;  being  at  the  head  or  at  the  begin- 

ning, principal,  chief,  prime,  primary,  original,  first, 
eminent,  pre-eminent,  first-rate,  most  excellent  or 
important,  original;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  the 
chief,  most  excellent  among,  first  or  best  of  (cf. 

di'ijiiti-in',  dt'ijd-irt0,  mantri-m1,  viira-mukftya  ; 
sometimes  even  used  like  iidi,  e.  g.  Xiinli/aiji- 
m  ul;l,  yam  iniitri-taTtram,  the  whole  circle  of  MStris 
beginning  with  NarayanT);  (us),  m.  a  leader,  guide  ; 
N.  of  a  tutelary  deity  presiding  over  one  part  of  an 
astrological  house  which  is  divided  into  8  1  or  63 
divisions  or  Padas  ;  (an),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of 
gods  under  Maim  Savarni  ;  (aw),  n.  a  principal  or 
essential  rite,  chief  ordinance  ;  reading  or  teaching 
the  Vedas;  the  month  reckoned  from  new  moon  to 

new  moon.  —  Afukhya-dandra,  the  principal  lunar 
month  which  ends  with  the  conjunction  (as  opposed 

to  the  gauna-ddndra.  or  secondary  lunar  month 
which  ends  with  the  opposition).  —  Mukhya-tas, 
ind.  principally,  chiefly,  particularly,  especially,  par 
excellence.  —  Mukhya-ta,  f.  or  mukhya-tva,  am, 

n.  pre-eminence,  the  being  best  or  chief,  principal- 
ness,  primacy,  highest  rank  or  position.  •-  Mukhya- 
nripa,  as,  or  mukhya-rdj,  t,  m.  a  paramount 
sovereign,  reigning  monarch.  —  MiMiyamantri-ta, 
f.  the  office  or  rank  of  prime  minister.  «•  Mitkluffi- 
mantrin,  i,  m.  a  prime  minister,  chief  councillor  ; 

[cf.  mantri-mukhya^]  —  Mukhya-s"as,  ind.  princi- 
pally, particularly,  chiefly,  before  all,  next.  —  Mu- 

khyiirtka  (°ya-ar°),  as,  m.  primary  meaning  (of  a 
word,  as  opposed  to  its  gaundrtha  or  secondary  or 

metaphorical  meaning),  original  sense,  first  signifi- 
cation ;  (as,  a,  am),  employed  in  or  having  the 

original  sense. 

mukhandl  or  mukhundl,  f.  a  kind 
of  weapon. 

^*}c-jl   mukhuli,   f.,  N.   of  a   Buddhist 

goddess. «'!<;«  mugadasa,  mitgademu,  mugala-stha- 
na,  names  of  places. 

55^  muguha,  as,  m.  a  species  of  gallinule 
(  =  datyuha). 

<j'*T  miiydha,  &c.     See  under  rt.  i.  muh. 

*(J?  miiitya,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Mungata,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

JJ-J    i-  mu6  [cf.  rt.  muni],  cl.  I.  A.  mo- 
O    N  (ate, 

&c. ,  mo<!itum,  =  rt.mai!,  q.  v.,  to  cheat, 

2.  mn£,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  mundati,  -te, 
inumoda,  mumnde,  mokshyati,'tc,  amu- 

i'af,  amukta  (Vedic  forms  mnninii,  miMatu, 
ntnintrfre,  mumoktit,  mumuydhi,  mil  muuk  = 
mil  HMiUa  in  VSjasaneyi-s.  I.  25,  amumuktam, 
niniimfata,  muwofali,  mumoiatam,  mukshata), 
inftktum,  to  loose,  loosen,  let  loose,  free,  let  go, 
release,  liberate,  (kaittliam  mmiSati,  he  loosens  his 
throat  or  voice,  i.  e.  raises  a  cry  ;  vanaya  dhenum 

niniii'u'a,  he  let  the  cow  go  into  the  wood;  prdnan 
mtii',  to  let  loose  the  breath  of  life,  i.  e.  to  deprive 
of  life,  kill)  ;  to  set  free,  unloose,  open  ;  to  let  go, 
relinquish,  abandon,  forsake,  leave,  quit,  put  off, 
shake  off,  lay  aside,  give  up,  (deham  mundati,  he 
quits  the  body,  i.  e.  dies  ;  mudyatiirit  vishadah,  let 
despondency  be  shaken  off)  ;  to  give  up,  grant, 
bestow  ;  to  sacrifice  ;  to  set  on  one  side,  take  away, 

set  apart,  except ;  to  let  go,  discharge,  emit,  effuse, 
shed,  send  forth,  send,  throw,  cast,  fling,  hurt,  shoot, 
(rdaaniayam  varsham  mumofo,  he  discharged  a 

shower  of  arrows ;  Indrorajratii  iitnl,'*/i>/<it?,  Indra 
will  hurl  his  thunderbolt;  kutad  dtinanani  nitimoSa, 
he  threw  himself  down  from  a  peak) ;  to  send  away, 

dismiss  ;  to  spit  out ;  to  void  ;  to  emit  sounds,  utter  ; 
to  put  on  (A.) :  Pass,  mufyate  (ep.  also  mufyati, 
and  Fut.  mnkthyati),  to  be  loosed,  to  be  let  loose 
or  set  free,  to  be  released  from  (with  abl.  or  some- 

times with  inst,  e.  g.  muiyale  patakaih,  he  is  loosed 

from  sins) ;  to  become  loose,  free  or  deliver  one's 
self,  escape,  (yady  etebhyo  mudyase,  if  thou  deliver 
thyself  from  these  men  ;  na  me  mokshyati  jiran, 

he  shall  not  escape'  from  me  alive) ;  to  abandon,  to 
deviate  or  go  astray  from,  (yadi  dltunndd  na 

mmSyate,  if  he  go  not  astray  from  virtue)  :  Caus. 

inn:'aij(iti,  -te,  Aor.  ainumttdat,  modayilum,  to 
cause  to  loose,  cause  to  be  liberated,  cause  to  let  go, 
cause  to  shed ;  to  loose,  unloose,  set  loose  or  free, 
set  at  large,  liberate ;  to  open  (a  road) ;  to  redeem 

from  (with  abl.,  Manu  III.  37);  to  unyoke,  unhar- 

ness, (as'raft  modayati,  he  unyokes  the  horses)  ; 
to  let  go,  give  away,  bestow ;  to  cause  to  give  up  or 
let  go  or  discharge  or  shed ;  to  gladden,  delight, 

rejoice,  yield  enjoyment :  Desid.  of  Caus.  mumot'a- 
yishati,  Ved.  to  wish  or  intend  to  liberate,  desire  to 
be  freed  from  (the  bondage  of  existence,  &c.) : 

Desid.  mumukshati,  -te,  to  wish  or  be  about  to  set 
free  or  let  go  or  give  up ;  to  wish  or  be  about  to 
hurl,  wish  to  cast,  (vajram  mumukshan,  being 

about  to  hurl  a  thunderbolt) ;  to  wish  to  free  one's 
self  or  get  loose  ;  to  desire  final  liberation  or  beati- 

tude [cf.  rt.  moksh,  moknha~\ :  Intens.  momokti, 
momiidyate  ;  [cf.  Gr.  p.voa-ai,  pvit-os,  pvKrrip,  airo- 
HVKTI£QJ, /iuf a,  Mvita\rj  (?),  VLvtfrjvrj (?), j«3f ivo$ :  Lat. 
mttny-o,  mucu-s,  m&cere,  mucor,  mAcedo :  Slav. 

mok-na-ti, '  to  be  wet ;'  mociti, '  to  wet.'] 
Mukta,  as,  a,  am,  loosened,  loosed,  let  loose, 

set  free,  relaxed,  (muktair  avayaraih,  with  loos- 
ened or  relaxed  limbs) ;  unloosed,  opened,  open  [cf. 

mukta-hasta~\  ;  redeemed,  released,  extricated,  libe- 
rated, emancipated  (from  sin  or  from  worldly  exist- 
ence), finally  happy,  saved  ;  abandoned,  relinquished, 

quitted,  left,  put  off,  laid  aside  ;  given  up;  bestowed, 
granted,  given ;  discharged,  emitted,  shed,  thrown, 
cast,  hurled,  darted,  shot,  sent,  sent  forth,  poured 

forth,  (varnodakaih  kandana-driitga-muktaih, 
with  coloured  waters  poured  forth  from  golden  vials) ; 
ejected,  spit  out;  fallen;  deprived;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  seven  sages  under  Manu  Bhautya ;  N. 
of  a  cook  in  Raja-taran-ginI  VII.  1635,  &c. ;  (a),  f., 
sell.  dj.<,  the  quarter  just  quitted  by  the  sun  (e.  g.  if 
the  sun  be  in  the  south,  the  south  is  Slid  to  be 

praptiirkii,  and  the  south-east  mukta)  ;  a  pearl  (as 
loosened  or  set  free  from  the  pearl-oyster  shell) ;  a 
courtezan,  harlot;  a  species  of  plant,  =  rasnii ;  (am), 
n.  the  spirit  released  from  corporeal  existence. 
—  Muktu-kaitha,  as,  a,  am,  letting  the  hem  of 
the  lower  garment  hang  down  or  leaving  it  loose 

and  untucked;  (as),  m.  a  Buddhist.  —  Mukta-kan- 
6u.Ua,  as,  m.  a    snake  that    has   cast    its   slough. 
—  MiMa-ltanlha,  as,  a  or  i,  aw,  having  a  loos- 

ened or  free  throat,  raising  a  cry,  shrill ;  (am),  ind. 

aloud.  —  3fukta-kara,  a",  a  or  i,  am,  open-handed, 
liberal,  bountiful.  —  M/ikta-kefa,  as,  a  or  i,  am, 

'  loose-haired,"  having  flowing  hair,  having  the  hair 
dishevelled   or  hanging   down.  —  Mukta-fakshiut, 

us,  us,  us,  having  the  eyes  opened ;  (us),  m.  *  cast- 
ing glances,'  a  lion.  —  JJf ukta-detas,  as,  as,  as,  one 

whose  soul  is  liberated  (from  existence),  emancipated. 
—  Mukta-ta,  f.  or  mukta-tva,  am,  n.  emancipation, 

liberation,  the  being  liberated  from  existence.  —  Mu- 
kta-dhvani,  is,  i*,  i,  giving  out  thunder   (as  a 
cloud).  ••  Mukta-nidra,  as,  a,  am,  freed  from  sleep, 
awakened.  —  Mukta-nirmnka,  as,  ii,  am,  —  mitkla- 
kanduka,  q.  v.  —  Mukta-phutkdra,  as,  a,  am, 
filtering-  a  scream,  screaming.  — Mukta-phutkriti, 
is,  f.  uttering  a  shriek,  shrieking ;  hissing.  —  Mukta- 
bandhana,  as,  a,  am,  released  from  bonds,  freed 
from  fetters.  —  Mukta-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  one  whose 
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soul  is  liberated,  emancipated.  —  Mukta-manrluka- 
kiintha,  IK,  a,  am,  having  frogs  croaking  loudly 

(lit.  with  loosened  throats).  —  Mukta-murdhaja, 

ns,  a,  am,  =  mukta-kes'a,  q.  v.  —  Mukta-rodho- 
ititamba,  as,  a,  urn,  quitting  the  hip-like  bank. 
—  Mnktii-rosha,    us,  a,   am,  one  who   has   laid 
aside  or  relinquished  angei.  —  Jlukta-lajjn,  as,  a, 
am,  casting  away  shame.  -Multi  a-vasana,  ay,  a, 
am,  one  who  has  put  off  his  clothes,  going  about 
naked ;    (as),   m.  an  epithet  of  a  Jaina    ascetic. 

—  Niikta-i'ydpara,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  re- 
signed an  office  or  occupation.  —  JUitkta-iamiaifa, 

ns,  a,  am,  free  from  doubt,  certain.  —  Muktn-xaifga, 
as,  d,  am,  free  from  worldly  or  selfish  attachment, 

disinterested.  —  Mukta-namin,  I,  m. '  lord  of  eman- 
cipation,' N.  of  a  statue  erected  by  a  king  (Raja- 

taran-gim  IV.  188).  —  Makta-liasta,   as,  a,  am, 
open-handed,  liberal,  easily  parting  with  possessions, 
giving  away,  profuse  ;  loosed,  let  go.»-Mitkta~kana, 
as,  m.  (for  muktd-karna),  a  proper  N.  —  Multld- 
kaldpa,  as,  m.  an  ornament  made  of  strings  of 

pearls,  pearl  necklace.  —  Muktdkdra  (°td-dkj),  as, 
a,  am,  having  the  look  or  appearance  of  a  pearl. 
—  Mul;takara-ta,  f.  the  form  of  a  pearl,  likeness 

to  a  pearl.  —  Mnkta-lteiava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  statue 

of  Krishna.  —  Mttktdgdra  (°td-ag°  or  -dg°),  am,  n. 
'pearl-abode,'  the  pe-irl-oyster. ••  Muktd-giiiia,  (?>', 
m.  a  string  of  pearls ;  the  excellence  of  a  pearl,  lustre 
or  water  of  a  pearl.  —  Muktd-jdla,  am,  n.  an  orna- 

ment of  pearls,  a  string  or  multitude  of  pearls,  a 

pearly  zone ;    [cf.  muktH-pTiala-jala.~\  —  Mnktd- 
jdla-maya,  as,  I,  am.  made  or  consisting  of  pearls. 

—  Muktdtman  (°ta-dt°),  d,  m.  the  emancipated 
soul,  the  soul  released  from  matter ;  (a,  d,  a),  one 
whose  soul  is  liberated,  emancipated.  —  Muktd-dd~ 

man,  a,  m.  a  string  of  pearls.  —  Muktd-palala, 

am,  n.  a  mass  of  pearls.  —  Muktdpida  (°ta-dp°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king;  of  a  poet.  —  Mulitd-pura, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mythical  city  in  the  Himalaya  moun- 

tains. —  Muktd-pushpa,   as,  m.  Jasminum   Multi- 

florum  or  Pubescens.  —  Mukta-prasu,  Us,  f.  '  pearl- 
bearing,'  mother   of  pearl,  the    pearl-oyster ;    [cf. 

niiiL'td-matri,  mauktika-pramvd.~]  —  Mukt/i-prd- 
lamba,  as,  m.  a  string  of  pearls,  pearl  ornament, 

(also  read  muktd~pralamba.)  —  Mukta-phala,  am, 
n.  a  pearl ;  a  species  of  flower ;  the  fruit  of  the  Lavali 
plant,  the  custard  apple ;  camphor ;  title  of  a  work 

by  Vopa-deva ;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Savaras.  —  Mu- 
Ittdphala-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Vidya- 
dharas.  —  Muktdphala-jilla,  am,  n.  =  muktd-jdla. 
—  Muktdphala-dhraja,  as,  m.,  N.   of  a  king. 
—  Muktdphala-pankshii,  f.,  N.  of  the  eighty-first 
Adhyaya  in  theVaraha-brahmana-samhita.  —  Muldd- 

phala-latd,  f.  a  string  of  pearls  ;  [cf.  muktd-latn  .~\ 
—  Muktd-mani,  is,  m.  '  pearl-gem,'  a  pearl ;   [cf. 
mukta-ratna.]  —  Muktd-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  or 
consisting  of  pearls,  pearly.  —  3Iitktd-mdtri,  td,  f. 
mother  of  pearl,  a  pearl-oyster ;  [cf.  mukid-prasu.] 

—  MuktdmuHa  (°ta-am°),  an,  d,  am,  loosed  and 
not  loosed  (applied  especially  to  weapons  which  may 
be  wielded  or  hurled,  as  clubs,  javelins,  Sec.).  —  Mu- 

ktdmbara  (°ta-ama),  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  put 
off  his  clothes,  naked  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  a  Jaina 

ascetic;  [cf.  mukta~rasana.~\—Mu,ktd-ratna,  am, 
n.    '  pearl-gem,'  a    pearl ;    [cf.   mauktika-ratna.] 
—  Miiktil-lat/1,  (.  a  string  of  pearls,  pearl  necklace ; 

N.  of  a  woman.  —  Muktdvali  (°td-dv'J\  f.  a  pearl 
necklace;  N.  of  various  works ;  of  a  dictionary;  of 

a  commentary  on  the  Megha-duta ;  of  the  wife  of 
Candra-ketu.  —  Muktdvali-praltdiia,   ax,   m.,   N. 
of  a  commentary  by  Dinakara-bhatta  on  the  NySya- 
siddhSnta-muktavali ;    of  a  commentary  by  Mani- 
rima.  —  Muldd-iukti,  is,  f.  a  pearl-oyster  ( =  mau- 

ktikn-s'ukti').—Muktdsana  (°ta-ds°),  as,  d,  am, 
leaving  a  seat,  rising   from  a  seat;    (am),  n.  the 
mode  in  which  the  emancipated  are  said  to  sit,  a 
particular  posture  of  ascetics  (  =  siddhdsana,  q.  v.). 

—  Muktd-eena,  a»,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Vidya- 
dharas.  —  Muldd-sthula,  as,  d,  am,  big  as  a  pearl. 
—  Muktd-sphota,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  pearl-oyster.  —  Mu- 
letd-sraj,  k,  f.  a  chaplet  of  pearls.  —  Muktd-Jidra, 

a*,  m.  a  string  of  pearls,  pearl  necklace.  —  MuJtte- 

jfoara  (°<a-!s°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga. 
Mtiktaka,  as,  dt  am,  detached,  separate,  inde- 

pendent ;  (am),  n.  a  missile,  any  misbile  weapon  ; 

a  separate  or  detached  S'loka  the  meaning  of  which 
is  complete  in  itself;  simple  prose  (freed  from  all 
compound  words) ;  a  kind  of  metre. 

Mukti,  is,  (.  loosing,  release,  deliverance,  liberation, 
setting  free,  becoming  free,  freedom,  emancipation 

(e.  g.  ddsatm-miikti,  release  from  servitude  ;  cf. 
xapti-mj);  final  liberation  or  emancipation,  final 
beatitude,  the  delivery  of  the  soul  from  the  body 

and  exemption  from  further  transmigration,  the  re- 
absorption  of  the  Jlvatman  into  the  Paramaiman  or 
Supreme  Soul  of  the  universe  ;  unloosing,  opening  ; 

abandonment,  putting  off,  giving  up,  leaving  otl'; discharging  (rain,  a  missile,  &c.) ;  throwing,  casting, 
flinging,  hurling,  shooting,  sending  ;  discharge  (of  a 

debt,  cf.  rina-m") ;  N.  of  a  divine  being,  the  wife 
of  Satya.  —  M ukti-kshetra,  am,  n.  a  place  where 
final  emancipation  is  attainable  ;  N.  of  a  sacred  place. 

—  Mtikti-yrantka,  as,  m.  a  book  of  precepts  for 
the  attainment  of  final  emancipation.  —  Mukti-din- 
tdmaiti-mdhdtmya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  M itktv- 
pati,  is,  m.  lord  of  bliss  or  beatitude.  —  Muldi-pura, 
'tut,  n.,  N.  of  a  DvTpa.  —  Muldi-mandapa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  temple.  —  Mukti-matl,  f.,  N.  of  a  river, 
(also  read  bhukti-mati  and  ,<ukti-mati.)  — Muktl- 
mdrga,  as,  m.  the  way  of  liberation,  path  to  final 
emancipation.  —  MuklMnukta,as,  m.  incense,  frank- 

incense. —  Mukti-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  freedom, 
freed  from  (with  abl.).  —  Mukti-odda,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  work.  —  Mukti-ridara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  philoso- 

phical work.  —  M/ikti-tena,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Muktikd,  {.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 
Muklrd,  ind.  having  loosed  or  freed  or  let  go,  (mu- 

kh'a  hdsam,  having  broken  out  into  loud  laughter) ; 
having  left  or  abandoned,  having  resigned ;  having 
put  on  one  side,  having  excepted,  excepting,  except, 
(>/ut]fUiam  muktva  ndnyad  asti  me,  except  a 
battle  there  is  nothing  else  for  me) ;  having  discharged 
or  shed,  having  thrown  or  flung. 

3.  mu<?,  it,  k,  k,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  freeing 

or  delivering  from  [cf.  anho-m°]  ;  discharging,  drop- 
ping, letting  fall,  emitting,  throwing,  shooting,  sending, 

(tara-vrishti-mud,  discharging  showers  of  arrows ; 

jala-lava-mud,  letting  fall  drops  of  rain ;  cf.  a-m", 
jala-m°,  toya-m°,  payo-m°,  pania-m°.) 

Mufa,  as,  i,  am,  in  nakha-mut!a  and  a~mu<!l',<\.v. 
Mudira,  as,  d,am,  liberal,  munificent,  generous  [cf. 

mukta-hasta']  ;  (as),  m.  virtue ;  wind  ;  a  deity. 
Mudyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  freed  or  released, 

being  abandoned  by. 
MiitUat,  an,  all  or  antl,  at,  or  imtnfdna,  as,  d, 

am,  loosing,  freeing  ;  giving  up,  relinquishing ;  dis- 
charging, shooting,  casting,  shedding. 

Mumukihat,  an,  anti,  at,  desiring  emancipation. 
Mumukshd,  f.  desire  of  liberation  or  final  eman- 

cipation. 

Mttmukshu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  freeing,  wish- 
ing to  deliver  or  liberate ;  eager  to  -be  free  (from 

mundane  existence),  striving  after  emancipation ; 
wishing  to  let  go  or  give  up ;  wishing  to  emit  or 
discharge  ;  about  to  shoot ;  (us\  m.  a  sage  striving 
after  emancipation.  —  Mimvikshu-td,  f.  or  mumu- 
kshu-tva,  am,  n.  desire  of  liberation  or  of  final 
emancipation. 
Mumuddna,  as,  m.  a  cloud. 

Mtimndu,  us,  m.  (mentioned  with  Un-mucu  and 
Pra-muc°u),  N.  of  a  Rishi. 
Mumodayishii,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  liberating, 

wishing  to  set  free. 
Moktavya,  molctri.  Sec.     See  s.  v. 

mufaka,  as,  m.  lac,  gum-lac. 

muti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Cakra-vartin. 

mucilinda,  as,  m.  a  species  of 

flower;  N.  of  a  Naga;  of  a  C'akra-vartin  ;  [cf. 
?na/id-m0.]  —  Mutilinda-panata,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  mythical  mountain ;  [cf. 

mucukunda,  as,  m.  Pterospermum 
Suberifolium ;  N.  of  an  ancient  king  (or  Muni) ; 

N.  of  a  son  of  Mandha'ri  (who  asked  the  gods  to 
grant  him  the  enjoyment  of  long  and  unbroken 
sleep  as  a  reward  for  the  assistance  he  had  rendered 
them  in  subduing  the  demons ;  the  gods  .complied 
with  his  request,  and  decreed  that  whosoever  disturbed 
him  should  be  burnt  to  ashes  by  fire  emanating  from 
his  body ;  Krishna,  in  order  to  destroy  Kala-yavana, 

i  enticed  him  into  the  cave  where  Mucukunda  was 

asleep,  and  the  latter  being  thus  roused  cast  upon 

Kala-yavana  an  angry  glance  which  reduced  him 
to  ashes ;  see  translation  of  Vishnu-Purana,  p.  567)  ; 

N.  of  a  son  of  Yadu  ;  of  the  father  of  Candra-bhaga  ; 
of  a  poet  of  Kasmira ;  of  a  Daitya.  -•  Mudukunda- 
prasdduka,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Krishna. 

^•541  mufufi,  f.  (fr.  rt.  2.  mn6),  snapping 
the  fingers  [cf.  pu6dhati\  ;  the  fist ;  a  pair  of  forceps. 

fT^  much,  cl.  I.   P.  muffhati,   &c.,  a ON.  various  reading  for  rt.  yutk,  q.  v. 

TTT^T  muj,    cl.    I.   P.   mojaii,    Sec.,   and 
O    X  munj,  cl.  I.  P.  munjatl,  &c.,  to  sound, 

give  out  a  particular  sound  ;  (according  to  Vopa-deva 
also)  cl.  10.  P.  mojayati,  Sec.,  and  munjayati,  See., 
to  sound  ;  to  cleanse  ;   [cf.  rt.  I .  mrij :  cf.  also  Gr. 
Lat.  mugio.] 

JJ^d  muni  (connected  with  rts.  man(, 
O  N  mrund,  mlitnf),  cl.  I.  P.  mundati,  &c., 

to  go,  move;  cl.  I.  A.  mundate,  &c.  =  rt.  mat!, 
q.  v.,  to  cheat,  to  be  wicked,  Sec. 

Mtittfaka,  as,  m.  a  specie!  of  tree  (=  mushkaka- vriksha). 

4-|3jl 

munj.     See  rt.  muj  above. 

Munja,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  rush  or  grass,  Saccharum 
Munja  (which  grows  to  the  height  of  ten  feet  and 
is  used  to  form  the  Brahmanical  mekhala  or  girdle 
as  well  as  in  basket-work  )  ;  the  Brahmanical  girdle 
or  the  sacred  cord  of  a  Brahman  (as  made  of  the 
Munja  grass,  but  in  this  sense  the  more  proper  form 
is  mauiija;  cf.  Manu  II.  27,  42,  43)  ;  an  arrow  (?)  ; 

N.  of  a  person  with  the  patronymic  Sjma-sravasa  ; 
of  a  Brahman  ;  of  a  poet  and  king  of  UharS  ;  of  a 
prince  of  Campa.  —  M  iinja-kelu,  us,  m.  a  proper 

N.  —  Munja-kes'a,  as,  m.  '  rush-haired,'  epithet  of 
S'iva  ;  of  Vishnu  ;  of  a  king  ;  of  a  teacher  ;  of  a  dis- 

ciple of  VijitSsu.  —  Murijakesa-vat,  an,  m.  'having 
rush-like  hair,'  epithet  of  Krishna.  ••  Munja-kes"{n, 
i,  inl,  i,  having  rush-like  hair;  (I),  m.  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu;  a  proper  N.  —  Munja-grdma,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  village,  (also  read  ramya-grdma.)  —  Munja- 
nejana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  freed 
from  grass  or  rushes  (  —  trinena  dod/iita,  apagata- 
trina).  —  Miirijan-dhaya,  as,  I,  am,  sucking  rushes. 
—  Munja-prishtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place  on  the 
Himalaya  mountains.  —  Muiija-bandhana,  am,  n. 
investiture   with  the    Brahmanical   girdle    or    cord. 

—  Miinja-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  Munja  grass. 

—  M  anj  a-mekhalin,  i,  m.  '  Munja-girdled,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Vishnu;   of  Siva.  —  Munja-va'.a,  N.  of  a 

place  of  pilgrimage;    [cf.   muii/aeala.]  —  Mtuija- 
vat,  an,  atl,  at,  overgrown  with  rushes,  rushy  ;  (an), 
m.  epithet  of  a  particular  species  of  Soma  plant  ;  N. 
of  a  mountain  of  the  Himalaya   range.  •-  Munja- 

vdsas,  ds,m.'  rush-clothed,'  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Mun- 

jdditya  (°ja-d(F),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Mitn- 
jddri  (°ja-ad°),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Muiija- 
vata  CJa-av°),  N.  of  a  place  (  =  munja-prishtha). 
—  M  <iMJi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoli,  -kartum,  to  reduce 

to  Munja  grass,  i.  e.  to  tear  to  shreds. 
Munjaka,  a  various  reading  for  maunjaka,  q.  v. 

Mtuijara,  am,  n.  the  fibrous  root  of  the  lotus. 
Munjdla,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant. 
MuAjdtaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree  ;  a  kind  of 

vegetable  (  =  pushpa-ildka-bheda)  ;  =  munj  a. 
Munjdla,  ai,  m.,  N.  of  an  astronomer. 
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mut  (connected  with  rts.l.  mrid, put, 

,  pund,  pud,  path),  cl.  I.  6.  IO.  P.  motati, 
mutati,  ni'i/ai/ati,  &c.,  to  crush,  grind,  break,  (see 
motaka,  mo/ana);  to  blame,  rebuke,  (in  this  sense 
only  cl.  6.  mutati.) 

Muta  in  nir-m°,  q.  v. 

jj  j  mud,  cl.  I.  P.  modati,  &c.,=  rt.  mut 
\3  N  above. 

JJ  Jjl    muii,    cl.   6.    P.   munati,   &c.,   to 
O     \  promise. 

munt,  cl.  I.  P.  muntati,  &c.,=  rt. 

'\  mut  above. 

II  MJ   munth,  cl.  I.  A.  munthate,  &c.,  to 

O      N  run   away ;    to  protect,   (pdlane  being 
given  as  a  various  reading  for  palayane.) 

iiiij    mund,  cl.  I.  P.  mundati,  Sic.,  to 

\i      \  grind,  (in  this  sense  =  rt.  mut  and  con- 
nected with  rt.  I.  mrid)  ;  to  shave,  shear;  cl.  I.  A. 

mundate,  munditum,  to  be  pure;  to  sink;    [cf. 

Lat.  mund-o,  mundu-s.~] Munda,  as,  d,  am  (perhaps  connected  with  rt.  I. 
mrid),  shaved,  bald,  having  no  hair  on  the  head ; 
hornless,  destitute  of  horns,  having  no  horns  (Ved.) ; 
stripped  of  top  leaves  or  branches,  lopped  (as  a  tree) ; 
pointless,  blunt ;  low,  mean ;  (a«),  m.  a  man  with 
a  shaved  head ;  a  bald  or  shaven  head,  bald  pate, 
shorn  poll ;  the  forehead ;  a  tree  stripped  of  its  top 
branches,  the  trunk  of  a  lopped  tree,  a  pollard;  a 
barber  ( =  mundaka) ;  N.  of  a  king ;  of  a  Daitva ; 
an  epithet  of  R5hu ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ; 
(d),  f.  a  (close-shaved)  female  mendicant;  a  species 
of  plant  (  =  mundirikd);  Bengal  madder;  (i),  f.  a 

species  of  plant  ( =  malid-s'rdvanikd) ;  N.  of  one 
of  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda ;  (am),  n.  the 

head  ;  iron  [cf.  munda-loha,  munddyasa] ;  myrrh. 
—  Munda-danaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pulse  (  = 
kaldya).  —  Munda-dhdnya,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  grain 
(without  awns;  cf.  mttnda-^TiU^.  —  Munda'prish- 
tha,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Munda-phala,  as,  m.  a  cocoa- 
nut  tree,  (the  fruit  being  one  step  towards  a  human 

head  made  by  Vis"vamitra  when  he  proposed  attempt- 
ing a  creation   in  opposition  to  that   of  Brahma.) 

—  Munda-mandall,  f.  a  number  of  shaven  heads ;  a 

number  of  troops  of  an  inferior  description.  —  Munda- 
mdld,  f.  or  mundamdld-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  ot  a 
Tantra.  —  Munda-mdlint,   f.   a   form   of  Durga. 

—  Mui.ida-lolia,  am,  n.  iron;  [cf.  a*hta-lo/taka, 
munddyasa,  mundita.]  —  Munda-veddnga,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-demon,.  —  Muiida-ildK,  in,  m. 
a  species  of  rice.  —  Munddkltya   ("da-dklf),  (.  a 
species   of  plant  (  ̂mahd-drdvanilid).  —  Mundd- 

yasa   (°da-ay°),    am,    n.    iron.  —  Muiiddsana 
(°da-ds°),   am,  n.  a  particular  posture   in  sitting. 
—  Munde^cara-tirtha  ( 'da-if"),  am,  n.,  N.  of a  Tlrtha. 
Mundaka,  as,  m.  the  lopped  trunk  or  stem  of  a 

tree,  a  tree  stripped  of  its  branches ;  a  shaver,  barber ; 
(ikd),  f.  a  species  of  plant ;  (am),  n.  the  head  ;  N. 
of  the  chapters  into  which  the  Mundakopanishad  is 

divided.  —  Mandakopanisliatl  (°ka-up°),  f.,  N.  of 
a  well-known  Upanishad  of  the  Atharva-veda  (con- 

taining three  short  chapters  or  Mundakas,  each  of 
which  comprises  two  sections  or  Khandas,  and  said 
to  take  its  name  from  the  word  mfintla  because 

every  one  who  comprehends  its  secret  doctrine  is 

'  shorn,'  i.  e.  liberated  from  ail  error,  a  similar  idea 
being  probably  involved  in  the  name  of  the  Kshuri- 

kopanishad  or  '  Razor  Upanishad  :'  the  Mundaka 
is  one  of  the  most  interesting  of  the  numerous  Upa- 
nishads,  on  account  of  the  reasons  which  it  gives 
for  the  superiority  of  these  works  over  the  Veda  and 
its  ritual ;  thus,  according  to  Mundaka  I.  4,  there 
aie  two  sciences,  the  higher  and  the  inferior ;  the 
inferior  is  the  knowledge  of  the  Rig-veda,  Yajur- 
veda,  S5ma-vcda,  Atharva-veda,  pronunciation,  ritual, 
grammar,  explanation  of  Vedic  texts,  prosody,  and 
the  astronomical  calendar ;  but  the  higher  knowledge 
is  that  by  which  the  imperishable  Brahma  is  com- 

mut. 
mudrita-mukha. 

prehended).  —  Mumlakopanishad-dipikd,  f.,  N.  of 
a  commentary  on  the  above. 

Mundana,  am,  n.  shaving  the  head,  tonsure; 

protecting,  defending,  [cf.  rt.  munlh.'] Mnadanaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  rice,  =  munda- 
iiili  ;  (ikd\  (.  in  maha-m°,  q.  v. 

3lu>fdayii,'Nom.  P.  mitndayati,  -yitmn,  to  shave, 
shear,  cut  off  the  hair,  shave  the  head  closely. 
Munddra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  at  which  the  sun 

was  worshipped. 

Miin/iita,  as,  a,  am,  shaved,  closely  shaven,  bald, 

shorn,  lopped  ;  (am),  n.  iron  ;  [cf.  munda-loha  .] 
—  M  undita-siras,  as,  as,  as,  shaven-headed,  ba'd- 

pated. 
Munditikd,  (.  a  species  of  plant,  (commonly 

mundiri  or  mundinikd;  cf.  mundanaka.) 

Slundin,  I,  ini,  i,  shaven,  close-shaved,  bald  ;  horn- 
less, having  no  horns  ;  (I),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  ; 

a  barber.  —  Mundiivara-tirtha  (°di-i£°),  am,  n., 

N.  of  a  TTnha;  [cf.  dandi-mundis'i-ara.] 
Mundibha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  proper  N.,  (the  author 

of  Vajasaneyi-samhitS  XXV.  9.  is  so  called.) 
Mundirikd,  (.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  mundd  = 

Mundiri,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  gramana,  pra- 
iTajita). 

mutkala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

T  mutkhalin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  Deva- 

putra. >JW  mutya,  am,  n.  a  pearl. 

^jtjlVrt  mutha&ila,  (in  astrology)  N.  of 
the  third  Yoga  (  =  J.j  :..«). 

jig  I.  mud,  cl.  10.  P.  modayati,  moda- 
O  \  yitum,  to  mix,  mingle,  blend,  unite. 

jj-j  2.  mud,  cl.  i.  A.  modate  (ep.  occa- 
O  N  sionally  P.  modati,  &c.),  mtimude,  mo- 

dishyate,  amodishta,  moditum,  to  be  glad  or 

joyous  or  happy,  to  rejoice,  enjoy  one's  self,  rejoice 
in,  have  pleasure  in  (with  inst.  or  loc.,  e.  g.  putra- 
pautrair  modasva,  rejoice  thou  in  children  and 

children's  children  ;  tasmin  na  modamalie,  we  do 
not  uke  pleasure  in  that)  :  Caus.  modayati,  amu- 
mudat,  modayitum,  to  rejoice,  delight,  give  pleasure 

or  joy,  exhilarate,  yield  enjoyment  ;  [cf.  Lith.  mu- 
drus.] 

3.  mud,  t,  f.  joy,  pleasure,  delight,  joyfulness, 
joyousness,  gladness,  happiness,  rejoicing;  joy  per- 

sonified as  the  daughter  of  Tushti  (Contentment)  ; 

intoxication;  a  species  of  medicinal  plant  (  =  i)rid- 
dhi)  ;  a  wife,  woman  (?).  —  Mud-l>kaj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved. 
possessing  joy,  feeling  or  experiencing  pleasure. 

M  '"/irL'itra,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

Mndd,  f.  pleasure,  enjoyment,  joy,  gladness.  —  Mu- 
ilijnrita  (Odd~an°),  as,  a,  am,  tilled  with  joy, 
pleased,  delighted.  —  Miulii-rat,  an,  all,  at,  rejoic- 

ing, glad,  delighted  ;  (ati),  (.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
king  Viduratha.  —  Muda-vatii,,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Prajati. 

Mudita,  as,  a,  am,  rejoiced,  joyful,  happy,  de- 
lighted, glad  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  a  particular  sort  of 

servant;  («),  f.  joy,  gladness;  (am),  n.  pleasure, 
happiness  ;  a  particular  kind  of  sexual  embrace. 
—  .\Iinlita-bhadra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
M  "(lira,  as,  m.  a  cloud  ;  a  lover,  libertine  ;  a  frog. 
Mudl,  f.  moonshine,  moonlight. 

Mudga,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  mud  above, 
UnSdi-s.  I.  127)'  a  sort  °f  kidney-bean,  Phaseolus 
Radiatus  or  Phaseolus  Mungo  (both  the  plant  and 

its  beans)  ;  a  cover,  covering,  lid  ;  a  kind  of  sea- 
bird,  (in  this  sense  for  madgu,  <\.v.)  —  Mudya- 

[lii'i  ,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  city.  -•  Mtidya-pwiii,  f.  a  sort 
of  kidney-bean,  Phaseolus  Trilobus.  —  Muili/n-lilinj, 

Jct  or  lmadg<i-lth(jjin,  i,  m.  'eating  Mudga-beans,' 
a  horse.  —  Mudga^iitodaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sweet- 

meat or  confectionery.  ~Mudga-vat,  are,  ati,  at, 

having  beans,  &c.  —  Mudgardrakavata  (°ga-dr  ), 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

Mudgapa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 
Mudgara,  as,  m.  (probably  connected  with  mud- 

ga), a  hammer,  mallet;  a  hammer-like  weapon, 
mace ;  a  staff  weighted  at  the  bottom  with  iron  for 

breaking  clods  of  earth ;  a  kind  of  dumb-bell  or 
club-like  piece  of  wood  used  for  exercising  the  arms ; 
a  bud  (  =  kwaka)',  a  species  of  jasmine,  (also  am, 
n.  probably  the  blossom);  N.  of  a  Naga;  (am),  n. 

a  particular  posture  in  sitting.  —  Mudgara-gomin, 
I,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mudgara-parnaka,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Naga.  —  Mudgara-pindaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  Naga.  —  Muflyardkdra  (°ra-dk~),  as,  d,  am, 
hammer-shaped,  shaped  like  a  mallet. 
Mudgaraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 
hammer ;    (a*)»  in.   Averrhoa  Carambola ;    [cf. 

la,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  mudga),  N.  of 
a  Rishi  with  the  patronymic  Bharmyasva,  (said  to 

be  the  author  of  Rig-veda  X.  102)  ;  N.  of  a  disuple 
of  Sakalya  ;  of  a  disciple  of  Deva-mitra  ;  of  a  son  of 
Vis\5mitra;  of  various  persons;  (ae),  m.  pi.  the 
descendants  of  Mudgala  ;  N.  of  a  people  ;  (am),  n.  a 

species  of  grass  (  =  roltixha)  ;  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 
Mudgatani,  f.,  Ved.  the  wife  of  Mudgala. 

Mudyashta,  as,  m.  a  species  of  bean  (  =  ma- 
kiis/ilhata,  &c.  ;  also  spelt  mudgashtha,  mud- 
gashtaka,  mudgashthaka). 
Mudra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  joyous,  joyful,  glad. 

W5  mudga.     See  col.  2. 

T?  mudra.     See  above. 

mudra,  f.  a  seal  or  any  instrument 

used  for  sealing  or  stamping,  a  seal-ring,  signet-ring 

[cf.  anguli-m?],  any  ring  ;  the  stamp  or  impression 
made  by  a  seal,  &c.,  any  stamp,  print,  impression, 
mark,  form,  (mudrdm  dd,  to  set  or  affix  a  seal  to 
anything)  ;  type,  lithograph  ;  a  stamped  coin,  cash  ; 
any  coin  or  piece  of  money,  a  rupee  ;  a  metJal  ;  an 

image,  sign,  badge,  token  (especially  a  token  of 
divine  attributes  impressed  upon  the  body)  ;  shutting, 

closing  (e.  g.  oshtlta-mudrd,  closing  of  the  lips, 
sealed  lips)  ;  a  mystery  ;  a  general  N.  for  certain 
positions  or  intertwinings  of  the  fingers  commonly 
practised  in  devotion  or  religious  worship  and  held 

to  be  symbolical  [cf.  tarka-m°~\  ;  the  natural  expres- sion of  things  by  words  (in  rhetoric),  calling  things 

by  their  right  names.  —  Mudra-kara,  as,  m.  a 
maker  of  seals,  engraver,  coiner.  —  M  udraksltara 

(  ru-nh°),  am,  n.  type,  print.  —  Mudrakthepa 
(  r<i-dk':),  as,  m.  taking  away  or  removing  a  seal. 
—  Mudrdnka  or  mudrditkita  (Va-a»°),  as,  d, 
am,  stamped  or  marked  with  a  seal,  stamped,  sealed, 

signed,  marked,   printed.  —  Mudrd-bala,   am,   n. 

(with  Buddhisls)  a  particular  high  number.  —  Mudrd- 
mdrga,  as,  m.  an  aperture  believed  to  exist  on  the 
crown  of  the  head  (through  which  the  soul  is  said 

to  escape  at  death,  =  ttrahma-randhra).  <-Miulrd- 

yantra,  am,  n.  a  printing-press.  —  Mudrd>jant«~i- 
laya  (°ra-al°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  printing-office. 
—  Mudrd-raksliaka,  as,  m.  the  keeper  of  the  seals. 
—  Mtulrd-raksl<t*ii,  tun,  n.  •  the  Rakshasa  and  the 

ring,'  N.  of  a  drama  by  Visakha-datta.  —  Mtulrd- 
lipi,  is,  f.  print,  lithograph. 

Mmlraria,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sealing,  sealing  up, 
closing. 

MuJraya,  Nom.P.  mtidrayati,  uiiiilrui/itum,  to 
seal,  stamp,  print,  mark,  impress  a  stamp,  &c. 
Mndrikd,  f.  a  little  seal,  seal;  seal-ring,  signet- 

ring  [cf.  aitguli-m°]  ;  a  stamp,  impression  ;  a  stamped 
coin  ;  a  particular  surgical  instrument  ;  a  sealed  or 

signed  paper;  N.  of  certain  positions  or  intertwin- ings of  the  fingers  practised  in  devotion,  (see  mudra 
above.) 

Mmlrita,  as,  d,  am,  sealed,  stamped,  impressed, 
printed,  marked,  bearing  the  impress  of  anything  ; 
contracted,  dosed,  sealed  up  ;  unblown  (as  a  flower)  ; 

arranged  or  intertwined  in  a  particular  form  (said 

of  the  fingers  of  the  hand,  cf.  mudra).  —  Mudrita- 
muklia,  as,  i,  am,  having  the  mouth  closed,  having 
the  lips  sealed. 
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785 >JVt  mudha,  ind.  (perhaps  connected  with 
rt.  I.  muh  and  mudha),  in  vain,  uselessly,  unprofit- 
ably,  to  no  purpose,  without  any  purpose  or  object. 

muni,  is,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  man, 

to  think  or  perceive,  Unadi-s.  IV.  122;  perhaps 
connected  with  /iovos,  alone,  whence  the  Eng.  ntonk 
is  said  to  be  derived;  cf.  also  pia  fr.  els),  impulse 
(Ved,  ?)  ;  an  inspired  saint,  holy  man  endowed  with 
divine  inspiration  or  one  who  has  attained  more  or 
less  of  a  divine  nature  by  mortification  and  abstraction ; 
a  sage,  seer,  ascetic,  devotee,  monk ;  (especially)  a 
recluse  who  lives  alone  and  has  taken  the  vow  of 

silence  [cf.  mctutxt]  ;  epithet  of  Agastya ;  of  Vyasa  ; 
of  Panini,  &c.  [cf.  mimi-traya]  ;  of  a  Buddha  or 
Arhat  [cf.  idkya-muni] ;  of  a  son  of  Kuru ;  of  a 
son  of  Dyuti-mat,  &c. ;  the  internal  monitor  or 
conscience,  (according  to  Kulluka  on  Manu  VIII.  91 
=paramdtman,  the  Supreme  Spirit) ;  N.  of  various 
plants,  Agali  Grandiflora  ( =  arjasti,  agastya) ;  Bu- 
chanania  Latifolia ;  Butea  Frondosa ;  Terminalia 

Catappa  ;  the  mango  tree;  Artemisia  Indica ;  (ayas), 

m.  pi. '  the  celestial  Munis,  the  seven  Munis,'  an 
epithet  of  the  seven  stars  of  Ursa  Major ;  a  symbo- 

lical expression  for  the  number  seven  ;  (is  or  mimi), 
(.  a  female  Muni ;  (is),  {.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
Daksha  and  wife  of  Kasyapa,  mother  of  a  class  of 

Gandharvas  and  Apsarasas,  (see  mauneya.)  —  Muni- 

keia,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  Ved.  '  monk-haired,'  wearing 
long  hair  like  a  Muni.  «•  Muni-kttarjurikd,  f.  a 
species  of  date.  —  Mimi-6ita,  see  Gana  Sutaivgamadi 
to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80.  —  Muni-tthada,  as,  m.  'seven- 

leaved,'  N.  of  a  plant  (  =  sapta-d<!kada).  —  Muni- 
jndna-jyanta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scribe.  —  Muni- 
taru,  us,  m.  Agati  Grandiflora.  —  Muni-td,  (,  or 
mum-tea,  am,  n.  the  state  or  character  of  a 

Muni,  saintship,  monkhood.  —  Mimi-traya,  am, 

n.  'the  Muni-triad,'  i.e.  Panini,  Katyayana,  and 
Patanjali.  —  Muni-defa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place. 

—  Muni-druma,  as,  m.  'the  sage  Agastya's  tree,' 
Agati  Grandiflora ;  Calosanthes  Indica.  —  M uni-nir- 
mita,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  dindi&t).  —  Muni- 
padi,  (.,  see  Gana  Kumbhapadyadi  to  Pan.  V.  4, 

139.  —  Huni-parampara,  (.,  Ved.   a   tradition 
handed  down  from  one  Muni  to  another  in  regular 

succession.  —  Mimi-pittala,  am,  n.  copper.  —  Mimi- 
pungava,  as,  m.  an  eminent  szge.  —  Mu,ni-putra, 
as,  m.  Artemisia  Indica.  —  Muni-putraka,  as,  m. 
a  wagtail.  —  Muni^pushpaka,  am,  n.  the  blossom 
of  Agati  Grandiflora.  —  M uni-puga,  as,  m.  Areca 

Triandra.  —  M uni-bheshaja,  am,  n.  'sage's  medi- 
cine,' fasting ;   the  fruit  of  the  yellow  Myrobalan ; 

Agati  Grandiflora ;  Terminalia  Chebula  or  Citrina. 
—  Nuni-marana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  district.  —  Muni- 

liaiui,  am,  n.  a  hermit's  grove,  a  wood  inhabited  by 
ascetics.  —  Mimirvara,  as,  m.  an  excellent  Muni, 
best  of  ascetics  or  holy  sages.  —  Muni-vdkya,  am, 
n.  the  saying  or  sentence  of  a  holy  sage.  —  Muni- 
virya,   as,   m.,  N.   of  a   divine   being   reckoned 

among  the  Visve  Devah.  —  Muni-vrata,  as,  a,  am, 
observing  the  vow  of  a  Muni,  i.  e.  keeping  perpetual 
silence.  —  Muni-^reshtha,  as,  m.  an  excellent  sage, 
eminent  saint.  —  Mani-sattra,  am,  n.,  Ved.,  N.  of 
an  Ishti,  q.  v.  —  Muni-suvrata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
twelfth  Arhat  of  the  past  Ut-sarpim ;  of  the  twen- 

tieth of  the  present  Ava-sarpini,  (also  called  simply 
Muni.)  —  Muni-sthala,  see  Gana  Kumudadi   to 
Pan.  IV.  2,  80.  —  M imi-sthana,  am,  n.  an  abode 
of  ascetics,  the  hermitage  of  a  recluse  or  holy  sage. 

—  Mimi-ltata,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  king  Pushpa- 

mitra.  —  Munindra  (°n{-in°),  as,  m. '  chief  of  sages 
or  ascetics,'  a  great  sage  or  ascetic ;    epithet  of  a 
Buddha ;  of  Sakya-muni ;  of  Bharata ;  of  Siva ;  of 
a  Danava.  —  Munindra-td,  f.  the  rank  of  a  great 

Muni.  —  Muni-vati,  f.,  see  Gana  S'aradi  to   Pan. 
VI.  3,  i-zo.  —  Mitni-vaha,  see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  VI. 

3,  121.  —  Munh'a  (°ni-Ua),  as,  m.  '  chief  of  sages 
or  ascetics,"  a  great  sage   or  ascetic.  —  Munis vara 
(°ni-U°),  as,  m.  '  chief  of  sages  or  ascetics,'  a  great 
sage  or  ascetic ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  of  Buddha  ; 

N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  Siddhanta-S'iromani. 

—  Mumj-anna,  dni,  n.  pi.  the  food  of  ascetics 
(consisting  mostly  of  roots  and  fruits).  ••  Muny- 
ayana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Ishti,  q.  v.  -•  Muny- 
dlaya-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
Munika,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Alunis'a,  as,  a,  am,  full  of  ascetics. 
munthahd,    munthd,    astrological 

munnabhatta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

mumukshd,  mumukshu.    See  p.  783, 

mumuCana,  mumuiu.     See  p.  783, 

terms. 

col.  2. 

Col.  2. 

mumurat.     See  under  rt.  mri. 

mumushishu.     See  p.  786.  col.  2. 

"*1HT  mumurshd,  mumurshu.     See  rt.  mri. 

mumokshayishu.    See  under  rt. 

moksh,  p.  797,  col.  2. 

3*1  I'M  fa1?  mumofayishu.  See  p.  783,  col.  2. 
a,  as,  m.  aproperN. 

mummuni,  is,  m.  a  proper  N. 

3^1.  mur,  ur,  Ved.  (fr.  rt.  mri),  a  mortal, 
(Say.  =  marana-svabhdva,  marana-^tla.) 

*H^2.  mur,  ur,  f.  (fr.  rt.  murdh),  fainting; 
see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  VI.  4,  21. 

5^  3.  mur,  ur  (fr.  rt.  mure),  binding, 
tying. 

jj  j  4.  mur,  cl.  6.  P.  murati,  &c.,  to  en- 
O  N.  compass,  surround,  encircle,  entwine,  bind 

together  ;  [cf.  perhaps  Lat.  murus."] 5.  mur,  ur,  Ved.  a  wall  (?). 
Mura,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya  slain  by  Krishna  ; 

(a),  f.  a  species  of  fragrant  plant  (named  after  the 
Daitya)  ;  said  to  be  the  N.  of  the  wife  of  Nanda 

and  mother  of  Candra-gupta  ;  (am),  n.  encompass- 

ing, surrounding.  —  Mura-jit,  t,  m.  'conqueror  of 
Mura,'  epithet  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu.  •-  Mura-da, 
as,  m.  '  Mura-cutting,'  the  discus  of  Vishnu.  —  Mura- 
dcifh,  t,  m.  'foe  of  Mura,'  epithet  of  Krishna  or 
Vishnu.  —  Mura-bhid,  t,  m.  '  cleaver  of  Mura,'  epi- 

thet of  Krishna  or  Vishnu.  —  Miira-iitardana,  as, 

m.  '  crusher  of  Mura,'  epithet  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu. 
—  Mura-ripu,  us,  m.  '  enemy  of  Mura,'  epithet  of 
Krishna  or  Vishnu.  —  Mura-vairin,  i,  m.  '  enemy 
of  Mura,'  epithet  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu.  —  Mura- 
hun,  hd,  m.  '  slayer  of  Mura,'  epithet  of  Krishna  or 
Vishnu.  —  Murdri  ("ra-ari),   is,  m.  '  enemy   of 
Mura,'  epithet  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu;    N.  of  the 
author  of  the  MurSri-nataka  or  Anargha-raghava; 
N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Katantra  grammar. 
—  Murari-gupta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Caitanya. 
—  J/uran-ttu/a£a,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  drama  by  Mu- 
rSri,  =  Anargha-raghava.  —  Murari-bhatta,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  teacher.  —  Miirdri-mis'ra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
scholar,  =  Murari    (author    of  the    Murari-nataka). 
—  Murdri-rijaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  drama. 

^JVHJS  muraganda,  as,  m.  an  eruption  on 
the  face  (  =  varanda). 

murangi.     See  murungi,  col.  3. 

'JoflMrTI  murati-pattana,  N.  of  a  town 
in  the  Dekhan,  (also  read  mariiH-paUana.) 

*TT»J  muraja,  as,  m.  (thought  by  some  to 

be  a  comp.  of  mura  +ji),  a  kind  of  drum,  tam- 

bourine ;  a  Srloka  artificially  arranged  in  the  form  of 

a  drum  ;  (a),  f.  a  great  drum  ;  N.  of  Kuvera's  wife. 
—  Muraja-pJiala,  as,  m.  the  jack  fruit  tree,  Arto- 
carpus  Integrifolia. 

Murajaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants. 
muranda,  as,  m.  a  country  to  the 

north-west  of  Hindustan  (called  also  Lampaka,  and 
now  Lamghan  in  Cabul)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people  ;  [cf.  murunda.'] murandald,  I.,  N.  of  a  river  (= 

murald;  thought  by  some  to  be  Narma-da). 
3*.*1<!S  muramanda  (probably  incorrect) 

for  murayanda,  q.  v. 

>j*.rt  murala,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt.  4. 
mur),  a  species  of  fresh-water  fish  ;  a  king  of  the 
Muralas  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ;  (a),  f.,  N. 
of  a  river  in  the  country  of  the  Keralas,  =  muran- 

dala,q.v.;  (i),  {.  a  flute,  pipe.  —  Murali-dhara, 
as,  m.  '  flute-bearer,'  an  epithet  of  Krishna. 
Muralika,  (.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

muravara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
the  Turushkas. 

murasiddbada,  N.  of  a  city 

murdda,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

*J^S  muru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  country  ;  N.  of 
a  Daitya  slain  by  Krishna  [cf.  M-ura]  ;  (said  to  be) 
a  species  of  plant  (in  explanation  of  maurvt)  ;  a  kind 
of  iron.  —  Muru  deia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country  ;  [cf. maru-deda.] 

g«sg-l  murungi,  f.  Moringa  Pterygos- 
perma,  (also  spelt  murangi.) 

g<;«!S  mitrmida,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people,  [cf.  MapovvSat,  a 
people  mentioned  by  Ptolemy.] 
Murundaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  in  Udyana. 

i  murutdna-desa,  as,  m.,  N.  of a  country. 

murdh,  cl.  I  .  P.  murfhati,  mumur(ha, 

murthishyati,  amurdhit,  murthitum, 
to  settle  into  a  fixed  or  solid  form,  assume  definite 

shape  or  substance,  acquire  consistency  ;  to  congeal, 
become  dense,  thicken,  coagulate,  stiffen  ;  to  become 

torpid  or  stupefied,  become  senseless,  lose  conscious- 
ness, faint  away,  swoon,  be  troubled  in  mind  ;  to  be 

infatuated  ;  to  increase,  grow,  become  strong,  gather 

strength,  become  stronger  or  more  intense,  acquire 
vehemence  or  power,  be  powerful  or  effectual,  take 

effect,  (marutasya  ranhah  s"ilo<!<!haye  na  mur- 
<?hati,  the  velocity  of  the  wind  has  no  power  against 
a  mountain)  ;  to  be  a  match  for  ;  to  be  frequent  ; 
to  fill,  penetrate,  pervade  ;  to  make  to  sound  loudly, 

play  loudly  :  Caus.  murdliayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
settle  into  a  fixed  or  solid  form,  give  form  to,  form 

(Ved.)  ;  to  congeal,  curdle  (Ved.)  ;  to  stupefy,  cause 
to  faint,  make  senseless  ;  to  strengthen,  augment  ; 
to  excite  ;  to  cause  to  sound  loudly,  play  (a  musical instrument). 

Murkha,  as,  d,  am,  stupid,  foolish,  silly,  igno- 
rant, dull,  unintelligent  ;  inexperienced  in  (with  loc.)  ; 

(as),  m.  a  fool,  blockhead  ;  a  sort  of  bean,  Phaseolus 
Radiatus.  •-  Murkha-td,  f.  or  murkha-tva-  or 

murkha-bhuya,  am,  n.  stupidity,  folly,  foolishness, 
dulness.  —  Murkha-bhrdtrfka,  as,  m.  one  who  has 
a  foolish  brother.  —  Murklui-mandala,  am,  n.  a 
collection  or  assemblage  of  fools.  —  Murkha-vyasani- 
nayaka,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  foolish  and  vicious 
commander.  —  Miirkha-sata,  am,  n.  a  hundred  fools. 
—  Murkhi-bha,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavitum,  to 
become  stupid  or  foolish. 
Murkhiman,  d,  m.  dulness,  stupidity,  folly  (= 

murkha-td). 

MUrdhat,  an,  and,  at,  becoming  senseless,  faint- 
ing, swooning. 

Murdhana,  as,  t,  am,  stupefying,  causing  insen- 
sibility (applied  to  one  of  the  five  arrows  of  Kama- 

deva  or  Cupid)  ;  strengthening,  augmenting,  con- 
firming ;  (am,  d),  n.  f.  fainting,  swooning,  syncope  ; 

vehemence,  violence,  prevalence,  growth,  increase, 

(in  this  sense  usually  am,  n.)  ;  swelling  or  rising  of 
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sounds,  ao  intonation,  note,  a  tone  or  semitone  in 
the  musical  scale,  the  seventh  part  of  a  GrSma  or 
scale,  (each  Grama  or  scale  consisted  of  seven  notes 
and  contained  also  seven  MOnShanas)  ;  modulation, 
melody,  (in  these  senses  usually  a,  f.);  a  particular 
process  in  metallic  preparations,  calcining  quicksilver 
with  sulphur,  (in  this  sense  only  am,  n.) 

Nurfltayitvd,  ind.  having  caused  to  thicken  or 
coagulate,  having  curdled  (Ved.)  ;  having  augmented  ; 
having  caused  to  sound  loudly. 

Martha,  (.  fainting,  loss  of  consciousness,  a  swoon, 

stupor  ;  spiritual  stupor  or  blindness,  delusion,  hallu- 
cination ;  the  rising  of  sounds,  diatonic  scale  ;  a  par- 

ticular process  in  calcining  me\a\s.  —  Murdhiil;iili<:i>n 

(°cV«z-a/(°),  OS,  m.  (in  rhetoric)  expressing  vehement 
dissent  or  disapprobation  by  fainting.  —  ItuTOna- 
partta,  ae,  a,  am,  overcome  with  faintness  or 
swooning,  fainting  away,  insensible,  (according  to  a 
Scholiast  =  nisMana.)  —  Murfhd-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
suffering  from  faintness,  swooning  away. 

Mamhdla,  as,  a,  am,  fainting,  fainted,  swooning, 
insensible. 

Murdhita,  as,  a,  am,  stupefied,  rendered  sense- 
less, fainted,  fainting,  insensible,  bewildered,  infatu- 
ated ;  intoxicated  ;  stupid,  ignorant  ;  rendered  vehe- 

ment or  violent,  intensified  ;  grown,  increased,  aug- 
mented, swollen  ;  rising  upwards,  lofty  ;  filled  with  ; 

calcined  (as  quicksilver  ;  cf.  murdhana)  ;  (am),  n. 
epithet  of  a  kind  of  song  or  air. 

Murta,  as,  a,  am,  thickened,  congealed,  coagu- 
lated, curdled  (Ved.)  ;  settled  into  any  fixed  shape, 

formed,  substantial,  solid,  material,  corporeal,  em- 
bodied, incarnate  ;  real  (said  of  the  practically  useful 

division  of  time  as  opposed  to  the  a-murta,  the 
unreal  or  imaginary  division);  stupefied,  unconscious, 
fainted,  insensible.  —  Murta-tva,  am,  n.  the  posses- 

sion of  a  form,  embodiment,  corporality,  incarnate 

existence,  materiality.  —  Murta-mdtra,  am,  n.  that 
which  is  merely  material,  only  corporeal. 

Miirti,  is,  f.  (often  written  murtti),  any  solid 
body,  any  tangible  or  material  form,  (in  philosophy) 
anything  which  has  definite  shape  and  limits  (as 
earth,  air,  fire,  water,  and  mind,  but  not  akaia, 
ether),  a  material  element  (especially  as  a  component 
part  of  the  human  body),  body,  form,  visible  shape, 
matter,  substance  ;  embodiment,  manifestation,  in- 

carnation, personification,  (miirtir  dharmasya  s"as"- 
vati,  an  eternal  personification  of  justice  ;  cf.  tapo- 

m°)\  an  image,  statue,  figure,  form;  beauty;  N. 
of  the  first  astrological  house  ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
Daksha  and  wife  of  Dharma  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  one 
of  the  sages  under  the  tenth  Manu  ;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr. 

flplrat,  iu>fufi^.']  —  Mi~irti-ti!.':,  ind.  from  the  form, 
bodily,  substantially.  —  Murti-tva,  am,  n.  the  being 
or  having  a  body,  corporeity,  embodiment,  materiality, 
(mirtitve  parikalpitah,  made  into  bodily  shape.) 

••  Murti-dhara,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  body,  em- 
bodied, corporeal,  incarnate.  —  Murti-pa,  as,  m. 

'  image-keeper,'  a  priest  who  guards  an  idol.  —  Murti- 

l>li>~itit.  as,  m.  the  state  of  assuming  a  solid  form, 
corporeity.  —  Murti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  a 
material  or  bodily  form,  material,  embodied,  corpo- 

real, incarnate,  personified  [cf.  kha-m°,  vis"va-m°~\  ; 
(an),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  KuSa  ;  (at),  n.  a  body. 
—  Mftrti-maya,  as,  i,  am,  possessing  a  particular 
form.  —  Milrti-matra,   f.    a    particle   of  matter. 
—  Murti-linga,  perhaps  =  PrSg-jyotisha,  the  city  of Naraka. 

murbhim,  f.  a  chafing-dish,  small 
fire-place,  fire-pan. 

murmura,  as,  m.  (an  onomatopoetic 
word),  a  fire  made  of  chaff,  burning  chaff;  the  god 
of  tare;  N.  of  one  of  the  horses  of  the  sun;  (a), f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

murv  [cf.rt.  i.mii],  cl.  i.  P.miirvati, 
muri-itum,  to  bind,  tie;  [cf.  mind.] 

*1<V%   mul  =  rt.  mul,  q.  v. 

mvlalin,  1,  m.  or  mulali,  f.,  Ved. 

(probably)  a  species  of  edible  lotus. 

*J^T^  musafi,  musala,  musalika,  musalin. 
See  musatl,  musala,  musalika,  musalin. 

3^15(5  mufallaha  or  musallaha,  an  astro- 

logical term  (  =  i*^Lo^). 
I.  mush,  cl.  i.  P.  moshati,  moshi- 
tum,  =  rt.  mash,  to  kill,  q.  v. 

JJH  2.  mush  [cf.  rt.  i.  mush],  cl.  9.  P. 
ON  mushnati  (rarely  cl.  6.  P.  mushati),  mu- 

mosha,  moshishyati,  amoshlt  (Ved.  forms  mo- 
shati, moshatha,  mushdyate),  moshitum,  to  steal, 

filch,  pilfer,  rob,  plunder,  seize,  carry  off;  to  steal 
away,  tear  away,  ravish  ;  to  captivate,  enrapture ;  to 
surpass,  excel;  cl.  4.  P.  mushyati,  moshitum,  =  n. 

mus,  to  break,  destroy,  (according  to  the  commen- 
tator on  Bhatti-kSvya  XV.  16,  where  amushah  is 

explained  by  khanditavdn  asi) '  Pass,  mushyate : 
Caus.  moshayati,  Aor.  amumushat :  Desid.  ma- 
mushishati,  -shitum,  see  Pan.  I.  2,  8 :  Intens. 
momushyate,  momoslM. 
Mumushishw,  us,  us,  n,  wishing  to  steal,  intend- 

ing to  rob ;  (us),  m.  a  thief,  robber.  —  Mumushishu- 
vat,  ind.  like  a  thief. 

3.  mush,  t,  (.  stealing,  theft;  (t,  t,  t),  robbing, 
stealing,  taking  away  (at  the  end  of  comps.) ;  dis- 

pelling (darkness,  &c.)  ;  surpassing,  excelling. 
MushaJ:a,  as,  m.  a  mouse,  =  mushaka,  q.  v. 
Mushd,  {.  =  musha,  a  crucible. 

Mashi,  is,  ia,  i,  stealing,  &c.  (in  mano-m°,  q.  v.). 
Mushita,  as,  a,  am,  stolen,  robbed,  plundered ; 

stript ;  deceived,  cheated ;  ravished,  carried  off,  torn 

away,  bereft  of,  deprived  of,  free  from.  —  Mushita- 
fetas,  as,  as,  as,  bereft  of  sense,  deprived  of  con- 
sciousness. 

Mushiiaka,  as,  Oca,  am,  stolen  in  a  low  or  vile 
manner ;  (am),  n.  stolen  property. 
M ushitrd,ind.  having  stolen,  having  carried  off,  &c. 
Miishivan,  a,  m.  (mushivanam,  ace.  c.),  Ved.  a 

thief,  robber. 

Mushka,  as,  m.  (perhaps  originally '  a  little  mouse,' 
fr.  mush  =  t.  mush  +  ka),  a  testicle;  the  scrotum ; 
a  species  of  tree  (  —  mushkaka) ;  a  muscular  or 
stout  person  (=mansala) ;  a  thief;  a  crowd,  heap, 
quantity,  multitude,  mass;  (cm),  m.  du.  pudenda 
muliebria.  —  Nushka-kafdhu,  us,  (.  an  eruption  on 
the  scrotum.  —  Mushka-defa,  as,  m.  the  region  of 
the  scrotum.  —  Mushka-dvaya,  am,  n.  the  two 
testicles.  —  Mushka-bhdra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having 
large  testicles,  (Say.  =pravriddha-mushka.)  —  Mu- 
shka-vat,  tin,  all,  at,  Ved.  having  testicles;  an 
epithet  of  Indra  as  author  of  Rig-veda  X.  38. 

—  Mushka-s'unya,  as,  m.  'one  who  is  without 
testicles,'  a  castrated  person,  eunuch,  guard  of  the 
women's  apartments.  —  Mitshka-b'opha,  as,  m.  swell- 

ing of  the  testicles.  —  Mushka-srotas,  as,  n.  the  vas 

deferens  (in  anatomy).  —  Mushkabarha  (°ka-db°), 
as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  gelds  or  castrates. 
Mushkaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree  (the  ashes  of 

which  are  used  as  a  cautery). 

JUuthkara,  as,  a,  am,  having  testicles ;  (as),  m. 
a  man  with  large  testicles ;  a  species  of  small  animal 
or  insect  (Atharva-veda  VI.  14,  2). 
Aftuhta,  as,  a,  am,  a  rare  form  for  mushita, 

q.  v. ;  (aid),  n.  theft,  robbery. 
Afushti,  is,  m.  f.  stealing,  filching,  pilfering ;  the 

closed  or  clenched  hand  (perhaps  originally  'the 
hand  dosed  to  grasp  anything  stolen');  the  fist, 
(gudhdnyusht/ta-hrita-miitili/i,  the  clenched  fist 
with  the  thumbs  turned  in) ;  a  fistful,  handful  [cf. 

darbha-m",  i«sa-m°,  keia-m°,  gddha-m"]  ;  a  par- 
ticular measure  (  =  a  handful  =  I  Pala);  a  hilt  or 

handle  (of  a  sword,  &c.) ;  a  compendium,  abridg- 
ment; (according  to  Maht-dhara  on  Vajasaneyi-s. 

XXIII.  24)  the  penis  (  =  linga);  [cf.  Old  Germ. 

fust;  Angl.  Sax.  fyst.~\  —  Mushti-karana,  am,  n. clenching  the  fist.  —  Mushti-tii,  f.  firmness  of  grasp. 

—  Muehti-des"a,  as,  m.  the  part  of  a  bow  which  is 

grasped  in  the  hand,  the  middle  of  a  bow.  —  MH- 
s/i/i-tli/utn,  (tin,  n.  a  kind  of  game,  odd  or  even, 
(commonly  called  puramutkheld.)  —  Mushtin- 
lUniiiia,  as,  i,  am,  blowing  into  the  closed  hand. 
—  Mushfin-dhaya,  as,  a,  am,  sucking  the  fist 
or  closed  hand;  (as),  m.  a  child,  boy.  —  Muehti- 

jidta,  as,  m.  pummelling,  boxing.  —  MuMi-pra- 
lifira,  as,  m.  a  blow  with  the  kt.  —  Miuih/i-ban- 
dha,  as,  m.  clenching  the  fist,  dosing  the  hand  (in 

taking  hold  of  anything)  ;    a  handful.  —  Mushti- 
bandhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  clenching  the  fist. 
—  Mushti-mulcha,  as,  I,  am,  having  a  fist-like  face. 
—  3Iuskti-meya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  measured  or 
spanned  with  the  hand,  (madhyma  mushti-meyena, 
with  a  waist  which    might   be   spanned  with  the 

fingers.)  —  Mushti-yuddha,  am,   n.  a  fight  with 
fists,  pugilistic  encounter.  —  Mushti-sangraha-pl- 
dita,  as,  d,  am,  squeezed  by  a  grasp  with  the  fist, 

griped.  —  Mushti-ltali/ii,  f.,  Ved.  a  hand  to  hand 
engagement.  —  Mushli-han,  a,  ghni,  a,  Ved.  fight- 

ing hand  to  hand  (said  of  common  soldiers  as  opposed 

to  those  who  fought  in  chariots).  —  Mushti-kri,  cl. 
8.  P.  -karoti,  Sec.,  to  dose  the  hand,  dench  the  fist. 
—  Mitshti-kriti/a,   ind.   having  clenched  the  fist. 
—  Mushti-mushti,  ind.  fist  to  fist,  hand  to  hand 

fighting,  fisticuffs. 
JHushtika,  as,  m.  a  particular  position  of  the 

hands;  a  goldsmith  ;  N.  of  an  Asura  ;  (as),  m.  pi., 

N.'  of  an  outcast  race,  =  dombas  ;  (d),  f.  the  fist, 
hand  ;  (am),  n.  a  fight  with  fists,  pugilistic  encounter, 
fisticuffs.  —  Nitshtika-ghna,  as,  m.  *  slayer  of 
Mushtika,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Ulushtika-svas- 
tika,  as,  m.  a  particular  position  of  the  hands  in 
dancing.  —  Muxhtika-kathana,  am,  n.  talking  with 

the  fingers.—  •  Mushtikantaku  (cka~an°),  as,  m. 
'  annihilator  of  Mushtika,'  an  epithet  of  Bala-deva, 
the  brother  of  Krishna. 
Mushnat,  an,  all,  at,  stealing,  robbing,  taking 

away,  depriving  of;  captivating;  excelling,  surpass- 
ing, eclipsing. 

Mushyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  robbed,  being 

plundered. M  ustu,  us,  m.  f.  =  musliti,  the  fist. 

HMoi  mushala,  mushalya.   See  musala,  Sic. 

H»=*  mushthaka,  as,  m.  black  mustard. 

mus  [cf.  rt.  2.  mush,  cl.  4],  cl.  4.  P. 

musyati,  Sec.,  to  break  in  pieces,  cleave, 
divide,  cut,  destroy. 

Mttsala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (often  spelt  mushala  and 
less  correctly  mufala),  a  pestle,  a  kind  of  wooden 
pestle  used  for  cleaning  rice  ;  a  mace,  club,  (dakra- 
musalah  sangrdmah,  a  battle  fought  with  discuses 

and  clubs)  ;  a  particular  surgical  instrument  ;  a  par- 
ticular constellation  ;  the  twenty-second  astronomical 

Yoga  or  division  of  the  moon's  path  ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
VisvSmitra  ;  (i),  f.  the  plant  Curculigo  Orchioides; 
Salvinia  Cucullata;  the  house-lizard.  —  Musala-mu- 

sali,  ind.  club  against  club.  —  Musalayudha  (°la- 
dy°),  at,  a,  am,  dub-armed  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Bala-deva.  —  Musall-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bharati,  -blia- 

ritum,  to  become  a  club.  —  Musaloliikhala  (°la- 
uf),  am,  n.  a  pestle  and  mortar. 
Musalaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  (ikd),  f.  a 

common  lizard. 

Musalita,  as,  d,  am,  see  Gana  Tirakadi  to  Pan. 
V.  2,  36. 

Musalin,  i,  ini,  i,  armed  with  a  club  ;  (i),  m.  an 

epithet  of  Siva  ;  of  Bala-deva. 
Mmallya  or  musalya,  as,  a,  am,  deserving  to  be 

pounded  to  death  or  to  be  put  to  death  with  a  club. 
Musra,  am,  n.  a  pestle;  a  tear  (in  this  sense  = 

nsrit,  q.  v.). 

gH7t  musnfi,  f.  a  white  variety  of  Pani- 
cum  Italicum,  (also  read  muiatl.) 

musallaha.    See  musallaha,  col.  2. 

musaragaha,  coral  or  a  kind  of 
white  coral. 
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MII  must,  cl.  10.  P.  mustayati,  musta- 
O  \  yitum,  to  gather,  collect,  heap  up,  accu- 

mulate. 
Musta,  as,  d,  am,  m.  f.  n.  a  species  of  grass, 

Cyperus  Rotundus  ;  (am),  n.  the  root  of  the  Musta 

grass;  [cf.  bkadm-m°.^  —  Musta-giri,  is,  m.,  N. 
of  a  mountain.  —  Mustdda  (°ta-ada  or  °ta-dda), 
as,  m.  '  grass-eater,'  a  hog,  a  wild  boar.  —  Mustdbha 
(°ta-dbh°),  am,  n.  a  species  of  Cyperus. 
Mustaka,  as,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  a  species  of  grass, 

Cyperus  Rotundus;  (as),  m.  a  particular  vegetable 

poison. 

*T^J  mustu.     See  p.  786,  col.  3. 

WET  musra.     See  p.  786,  col.  3. 

M-J  i.  muh,  cl.  4.  P.  muhy  all,  mumoha, 

O  ̂  mohishyati  or  mokskyati,  amukat,  mo- 
hitum  or  mogdhum  or  modhum,  to  become  stupe- 

fied or  unconscious,  to  be  faint,  lose  consciousness, 
to  be  perplexed  or  embarrassed  ;  to  be  disturbed  in 
mind;  to  err  or  be  mistaken;  to  be  foolish  or 

stupid  or  infatuated  ;  to  fail  :  Caus.  mohayati,  -yi- 
tum, Aor.  amumiihat,  to  stupefy,  bewilder,  per- 
plex, infatuate,  deprive  of  consciousness  ;  to  throw 

into  disorder  ;  to  cause  to  err  ;  to  mistake  (A.,  e.  g. 
adhrdnam  mohayante,  they  mistake  the  way)  : 
Intens.  mmnuhyate,  momogdhi,  momodki,  to  be 
in  great  perplexity  or  greatly  embarrassed. 

Mttgdha,  as,  a,  am,  stupefied,  perplexed,  stupid, 
ignorant  ;  infatuated,  enamoured  ;  foolish,  silly,  sim- 

ple, mistaken,  erring  ;  inexperienced,  artless,  inno- 
cent, rendered  attractive  by  youthful  simplicity, 

charming,  tender,  lovely,  beautiful;  (a),  f.  a  young 
and  beautiful  female.  —  Mugdlia-kathd,  f.  a  story 
of  a  fool,  tale  about  a  fool.  —  Mtigdha-td,  f.  or 
mugdtta.-tva,  am,  n.  stupidity,  silliness,  ignorance  ; 
simplicity,  artlessness,  loveliness,  charmingness,  grace- 

fulness. —  Mur/dha-dris',  k,  k,Jt,  lovely-eyed,  hav- 
ing beautiful  eyes.  -•  Nugdha-dhl,  Is,  is,  i,  or 

mugdha-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  silly,  simple,  a  simpleton. 

—  M  ugdha-bodka,  am,  n.  'instructing  the  igno- 
rant" (scil.  ryakarana),  N.  of  a  celebrated  grammar 

by  Vopa-deva  (a  grammarian  who  is  supposed  to 
have  flourished  in  the  thirteenth  century,  and  who  is 

regarded  as  a  great  authority  in  Bengal).  —  Miijdlta- 
bodha-pariiiishta,  am,  n.  a  supplement  or  appendix 
to  the   Mugdha-bodha.  —  Muydhabodha~})radipa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Mugdha-bodha. 
—  Muydhabodha-sambodhini,  f.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary on  the  Mugdha-bodha.  —  •  Mtigdha-bodhini, 
(.,  scil.  tiled,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Bharata-malla 
on  the  Amara-kosha  and  of  a  commentary  by  Bha- 
rata-mallika  (probably  identical  with  the  preceding 
author)  on  the  Bhatti-kavya.  —  Mugdlta-bkdva,  as, 
m.  stupidity,   simplicity,   inexperience.  —  Mur/'ll/a- 
vat,  an,  atl,  at,  perplexed,  embarrassed,  infatuated, 

mistaken.  —  Mugdhdkshl  (°dha-ak°),  f.  a   lovely- 
eyed  woman.  —  Ulngdtidgrani  (°rfA*t-aj7°),  is,  m. 
the  greatest  of  simpletons,  the  stupidest  of  the  stupid. 

—  Mugdhd-dakra,  am,  n.  a  particular   mystical 
circle.  —  Mugdlidnana  (°dha-dn°),  as,    d,   am, 
lovely-faced. 

2.  muh,  k,  It,  k,  or  t,  t,  t,  perplexing,  embarrass- 

ing, infatuating  ;  [cf.  mano-mtth.'] Muhira,  as,  d,  am,  foolish,  stupid  ;  (as),  m.  a 

blockhead  [cf.  muhera]  ;  '  the  bewilderer,'  epithet 
of  the  god  of  love. 
Muhu,  ind.  =  mtt/W8,  Ved.  suddenly,  in  a  moment. 
Muliuka,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  moment,  instant  ;  [cf. 

muhurta."] 
Muhus,  ind.  (perhaps  originally  '  in  a  bewildering 

manner'),  suddenly,  all  at  once,  in  a  moment,  in  an 
instant  (Ved.)  ;  for  a  moment,  for  a  time,  awhile  ; 
at  every  moment,  repeatedly,  constantly  ;  muhus  — 
muhus,  at  one  moment  —  at  another  ;  at  one  time 

—  at  another  ;  muhur  muhiis,  at  every  moment, 
repeatedly,  again  and  again,  over  and  over  again; 

on  the  other  hand  ;   [cf.  punar.']  —  Muhur-glr,  ir, 
ir,  Ir,  Ved.  swallowing  suddenly  ;  (Say.)  ever  being 
hymned  (  =  sarvadti  yiyamdnah).  —  Muhur-bhd- 

shd,  f.  or  muhur-vafas,  as,  n.  repeating  what  is 
said,  repetition,  tautology.  ••  Muhur-bhtij,  k,  m 

'  constantly  eating,'  a  horse.  —  Muhu^-darin,  i,  inl, 
i,  occurring  repeatedly,  recurring  over  and  over  again 
—  Muhus-kdma,  as,  d,  am,   loving  or  desiring 
again  and  again.  —  Muhus-tanais,  ind.  at  repeatec 
intervals,  repeatedly,  constantly. 
Muhurta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  moment,  an  instant, 

any  short  space  of  time,  (muhurtdt,  after  an  instant, 
immediately,  directly,  at  once;  muhurtena,  after  an 
instant,  after  a  little  while  ;  ku-muhurta,  an  inau- 

spicious moment,  cf.  dur~jn°,  prati-m°)  ;  a  particu- 
lar division  of  time  (see  Manu  I.  64)  ;  the  thirtieth 

part  of  a  day,  a  period  of  forty-eight  minutes  ;  (as), 
m.  an  astrologer;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  Muhurtas  or 
Hours  personified  as  the  children  of  Muhurta  ;  (a), 

f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  (wife  of  Dharma  or 
Manu  and  mother  of  the  Muhurtas).  —  Muhurta- 
kalpa-druma,  as,  m.  and  muhurta-gana-pati, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  works.  —  Muhiirta-dintamam,  is, 
m.,  N.  of  an  astrological  work  by  Rama  the  son  of 

Ananta.  —  Muhurta-ja,  as,  m.  pi.  children  of  Mu- 
hurta ;  [cf.  mauhurtika.]  —  Muhdrta-tattva,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Muhurta-dipaka,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  an  astrological  work  by  Maha-deva.  —  Muhurta- 
dipikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  M  ahurta-mdrtanda, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astrological  work  by  Narayana. 
—  M  uhurla-vallabhd,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on 
the   Muhurta-martanda.  —  Huhurta-stoma,  as,  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  an  Ekaha.' 
Muhurtaka  =  muhurta,  a  moment,  instant;  an 

hour. 

Muhera,  as,  m.  =  muhira,  a  fool,  blockhead  ;  [cf. 
perhaps  Gr.  uiupo-s  ;  Lat.  moru-s,  mor-osw-s.] 
Mitdha,  as,  d,  am,  stupefied,  bewildered,  per- 

plexed, confounded,  confused  [cf.  din-m°],  uncer- 
tain how  to  act  ;  infatuated  ;  stupid,  dull,  silly,  foolish, 

simple,  ignorant;  mistaken,  deceived,  erring,  gone 
astray  or  adrift  ;  wrong,  out  of  the  right  place  (as 
the  fetus  in  delivery),  abortive  ;  causing  confusion, 
confounding;  epithet  of  a  particular  position  in  the 
Yoga  system  ;  (as),  m.  a  fool,  blockhead,  dolt,  idiot  ; 
a  sluggard  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  an  epithet  of  the  elements 
in  the  Sairichya  philosophy.  —  Mudha-garbha,  as, 
m.  difficult  delivery;  a  dead  fetus.  —  Mudha- 
grdha,  as,  m.  a  confused  notion,  misconception, 
infatuation.  —  Mudha-fakshur-gada-ddhctri,  td,  m. 
the  remover  of  the  defect  of  vision  of  the  foolish. 

—  Muftha-detana,  as,  d,  am,  or  mudha-detas,  as, 
as,  as,  bewildered  in  mind,  foolish,  simple,  silly. 
—  MudUa-td,  f.  or  mudha-tva,  am,  n.  stupidity, 
infatuation,  bewilderment,  confusion,  simplicity,  folly, 
ignorance  ;  error,  mistake,  (granthi-mudhatd,  mis- 

take or  confusion  in  disentangling  a  knot.)  —  Mudha- 
dlii,  Is,  is,  i,  or  mudha-buddhi,  or  mudha-mati, 

is,  is,  i,  'silly-minded,'  silly,  simple,  foolish.  —  Mu- 
dha-2>rabhu,  m,  m.  the  chief  of  fools,   a  great 
blockhead.  —  Mddha-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  his  descendants.  —  Miidlia-vat, 
ind.  like  a  foo\.  —  Mudha-s(ittva,  as,  d,  am,  'silly- 

minded,'  infatuated,  insane.  —  Mudltatman  ("dha- 
dt°),  d,  d,  a,  bewildered  or  stupefied  in  mind,  un- 

conscious, insensible,  foolish,  a  fool.  —  Mudhes'vara 
(°dlia-lf),  as,  m.  the  greatest  of  fools,  a  great  sim- 

pleton, arrant  blockhead  ;  N.  of  an  ascetic. 

See  col.  i. 

muhiirta.     See  above. 

^T    I.   mii    (connected    with    rts.   mav, 
Cs  mavy),  cl.  i.  A.  mavate  (sometimes  P.  -it), 

to  bind,  tie,  make  fast  :    Caus.  Aor.  amlmavat  : 

Desid.  of  Caus.  mimavayishati,  see  Scholist  on  Pan. 
VII.  4,  80. 

2.  mu,  its,  (.  binding,  tying. 

Muka,  as,  d,  am,  dumb,  silent,  speechless,  mute 

[cf.  eda-m°,  kalla-m^  ;  wretched,  poor  ;  (as),  m. 
a  mute  ;  a  poor  man  ;  N.  of  a  Danava  ;  of  a  Naga  ; 

[cf.  Lat.  mut.us,']  —  Muka-td,  f.  or  riiukci-tva,  am, 
n.  dumbness,  muteness,  silence.  —  Muha-blidva,  as, 

m.  the  state  of  being  dumb,  dumbness.  —  Mukdn- 

daja  (°ka-an°),  as,  d,  am,  having  the  birds  silent 
(said  of  a  forest).  —  Mftkambikd  (°ka-am°),  f.  (per- 

haps) a  form  of  Durga  ;  mukdmbikdydh  sadanam, 

N.  of  a  place.  —  Mukl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kar- 
tum,  to  make  dumb,  render  speechless,  put  to 
silence. 

Mukimftn,  d,  m.  dumbness,  muteness,  silence. 
i.  muta,  as,  a,  am  (for  i.  see  rt.  I.  miv),  bound, 

tied  ;  woven  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.,  Ved.  a  woven  basket ; 
a  woven  band  of  cloth  or  fillet.  —  Muta-kdrya,  as, 
d,  am,  consisting  of  plaited  work  or  basket  work. 
Mutaka,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  little  basket. 

^«n  rt  *.!  *1  mukalaraya,  as,  m.,N.  of  a  king. 

*£*f T1  miidtpa,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people; 

[cf.  mutiba.'] •inir^  muja-vat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- 
tain; (ant as),  m.  p!.,  N.  of  a  people. 

l^llrt^q  mujala-deva,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
1C  mudha,  rnudha-6etas,  &c.    See  col.  2 . 

^TT  i.  and  2.  muta.  See  under  rt.  i.  mw and  rt.  I.  TOM. 

mutiba,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

Ipt  miitra,  am,  n.  (probably  connected 
with  rt.  i.  mih;  but  according  to  Unadi-s.  IV.  162. 
fr.  rt.  mud,  to  discharge ;  by  others  connected  with 
rts.  i.  miv  and  minv),  the  fluid  secreted  by  the 
kidneys,  urine.  —  Mutra-kara,  as,  I,  am,  producing 
urine.  —  Mutra-kriddhra,  am,  n.  painful  discharge 
of  urine  in  minute  quantities,  strangury ;  a  class  of 

urinary  affections  (of  which  eight  kinds  are  enume- 
rated, including  gravel,  stone,  &c.).  —  Mutra-krid- 

dhrin,  I,  int,  i,  labouring  under  painful  discharge 
of  urine,  suffering  from  strangury.  —  Mutra-krita- 
vdsax,  ds,  as,  as,  Ved.  steeped  or  soaked  in  urin^. 
—  Mutra-kofa,  as,  m.  tie  scrotum.  —  Mutro- 

kshaya,  as,  m.  insufficient  secretion  of  urine.  —  Md- 
tra-granthi,  is,  m.  a  knot  or  induration  on  the 
neck  of  the  bladder.  —  Mutra-ghdta  =  mutrdghdta, 
q.  v.  —  Mutra-jathara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  swelling  of 
the  belly  in  consequence  of  retention  of  urine.  —  Mu- 
tra-dosha,  as,  m.  urinary  disease.  —  Mufra-niro- 
dha,  as,  m.  obstruction  or  retention  of  urine.  -•  Mu- 
tra-patana,  as,  m.  the  civet  cat.  —  Mutra-patha, 
as,  m.  the  urinary  passage.  —  Mutra-parikshd,  (. 
examination  of  urine,  uroscopy ;  N.  of  a  chapter  of 

the  S'arn-gadhara-samhitfi.  —  Mutra-pufa,  am,  n. 
'  urine-cavity,'  the  lower  belly.  —  Mutra~purls!ia, 
am,  n.  urine  and  excrement.  ••  Mutra-praseka,  as, 

m.  the  urethra.  —  Mutra-phald,  f.  Cucumis  Utilissi- 
mus  ( =  karkati) ;  another  species  of  cucumber  ( = 
trctpushi).  —  Mutra-Wtdvita,  as,  d,  am,  saturated 

with  urine.  —  Mutra-mdrga,  as,  m.  'urine-canal,' 
the  urethra.  —  Mutramdrga-nirodhana,  am,  n. 
obstruction  of  the  urethra.  —  Miitra-vardhaka,  as, 

ikd,  am,  increasing  urine,  diuretic.  —  Mutra-vaha, 

as,  d,  am,  conveying  urine.  —  Mutra-vibandha- 
ghna,  as,  I,  am,  preventing  suppression  of  urine, 
causing  discharge  of  urine.  —  Mutra-visha,  as,  d, 
am,  poisonous  with  urine.  —  Mutra-vriddhi,  is,  f. 

copious  secretion  of  urine.  —  Mutra-s'akrit,  t,  n. 
urine  and  excrement.  —  Mdtra-s'ukra,  am,  n.  a 
disease  in  which  semen  and  urine  are  ejected  toge- 

ther. —  Mutra-ittla,  as,  m.  urinary  colic.  —  Mutra- 
sankshaya,  as,  m.  insufficient  secretion  of  urine 
[•=mutra-kshaya).  —  Mutra-Sanga,  as,  m.  urinary 
obstruction,  a  painful  and  bloody  discharge  of  urine. 
—  Mutra-sangin,  I,  ini,  i,  suffering  from  the 
above  disease.  —  Mdtrdghtita  (^ra-dgh°),  as,  m. 
affection  of  the  urine,  urinary  disease  (of  which  twelve 
or  thirteen  kinds  are  enumerated).  —  Mutrdtlta 

'°ra-af),  as,  m.  '  past  the  proper  time  for  voiding 
urine,'  a  particular  kind  of  retention  of  urine.  —  Mu- 
trdtfayct  (°ra-aV°),  as,  m.  '  urine-receptacle,'  the 
ower  belly.  —  Mutrdsdda  =  mutrauka-sdda,  q.  v. 

Mutrotsanga   (°ra-uf)  =  mutra-sanga,   q.  v. 
Mutrauka-sdda,  (°ra-ok°),  as,  m.  a  disease  in 
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which  the  urine  assumes  various  colours  and  is  voided 
with  pain. 

Mutraya,  Nom.  P.  mutmyitti,  -yitum,  to  dis- 
charge urine  ;  to  make  water  against  or  upon  (with 

«     ace.):  Intens.  mvmutryate. 
Mutrala,  as,  it,  am,  promoting  (the  secretion  of) 

urine,  diuretic  ;  (a),  f.  Cucumis  Utilissimus  ;  another 
species  of  cucumber,  =  vdluki  ;  (am),  n.  a  species 
of  cucumber  (  =  trapusha). 
Mutrita,  as,  a,  am,  voided  as  urine,  discharged 

like  urine  ;  soiled  with  urine. 

Mutrya,  aa,  d,  am,  urinary,  belonging  or  relating 
to  urine. 

IT;  I.  mura,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  =  mudha, 

stupefied,  bewildered,  stupid,  dull,  foolish  ;  [cf.  a-m°, 

a-pram°.~\ 
Ig,  2.  mura,  as,  d,  am  (perhaps  fr.  a  form 

mu  =  rt.  I.  TOtr),  Ved.  rushing,  impetuous  ;  (accord- 
ing to  Say.)  destroying,  killing  (  =  maraka,  ft.  it. 

mn)-  —  Mura-deva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  epithet  of  a  par- 
ticular kind  of  demon  ;  (S3y.)  sporting  in  destruction 

(  =  marana-krida). 

3.  mura,  am,  n.,  Ved.  =  m«Ja,  a  root. 

mura,  N.  of  a  country. 

miirkha.     See  p.  785,  col.  3. 

!  murkhalika,  f.  an  arrow  in  the 

form  of  a  bird's  heart. 

murdhana.     See  p.  785,  col.  3. 

9  murna.     See  under  rt.  inn,  p.  793. 

f  murta,  murti.     See  p.  786,  col.  I. 

murdhan,  d,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  I.  158. 
said  to  be  ft.  rt.  mure,  to  bind),  the  forehead,  brow, 
skull ;  the  head  in  general ;  a  head,  chief,  leader, 
superior,  (sarveshdm  bhutdndm  miirdhii  raja,  the 
king  is  the  head  of  all  creatures) ;  the  highest  or 
foremost  or  most  prominent  part,  surface,  top,  point, 
peak,  summit,  (parvatasya  murdhd,  the  top  or 

peak  of  a  mountain) ;  '  the  summit,'  epithet  of  a 
particular  spiritual  condition  with  Buddhists ;  (in 

geometry)  the  base,  (opposed  to  agra) ',  murdhni 
or  murdhani,  at  the  head  or  highest  point,  at  the 
beginning  or  commencement,  in  the  front,  (atish- 
than  manujendrdndm  murdhni,  he  stood  at  the 
head  of  the  kings  of  men ;  sartgrdma-murdhani, 
in  the  front  of  the  battle);  before,  above,  over. 
—  Murdha-karni  or  murdha-karpan,  (.  or  mur- 
dha-khola,  am,  n.  a  broad-brimmed  hat  (worn  as 
a  shelter  from  rain);  an  umbrella.— JUurdha-ja, 
as,  m.  *  head-born,'  the  hair  of  the  head,  (in  this 
sense  usually  as,  m.  pi.) ;  the  mane ;  N.  of  a  king  (a 
Cakra-vartin).  •—  Murdliaja-rdya,  as,  m.  colouring 
or  dyeingthe  hair.— Murdha-jyotis,  is,  n.  =  brahma- 
rainlhra,  q.v.  —  3fiirdha-tas,  ind.,  Ved.  upon  the 
hezA.—Murilha-tailika,  as,  m.,  with  fasti,  epithet 
of  a  kind  of  Errhine  for  the  head.  —  Alili'tUt'in-t'"/, 
an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  containing  the  word  murdhan; 
(an),  m.,  N.  of  a  Gandhatva ;  of  an  An-girasa  or 
Vama-devya,  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  88. 
—  dliinUM-pdta,  as,  m.  the  splitting  of  the  skull. 
—  MunlliH-jiiijila,  as,  m.  a  lump  upon  the  head 
(of  an  elephant  in  rut).  —  Murdha-pushptt ,  as,  m. 
the  tree  Mimosa  Sirissa  (siriiha).  —  Mufdha-rasa, 
as,  m.  the  scum  of  boiled  rice,  rice-water.  —  Mur- 
dha-vcshtana,    am,   n.    a   turban,   fillet,    diadem. 
—  .Mfinllidiita.  (°dha-an°),  as,  m.  the  crown  of 
the  head.-,V,;,,//,,,/,/(,v/,,v,va  ("dha-abh''),  as,  d, 
inn,  having  the  head  sprinkled,  anointed,  inaugu- 

rated, consecrated,  installed ;  (as),  m.  a  consecrated 
king ;  a  man  of  the  Kshatriya  or  warrior  caste ;  a 
royal  counsellor,  minister ;  =  Murdlu'ivasikta  below. 
-  M urdhibhisheka  fdha-abh*),  as,  m.  'head- 
sprinkling,'  the  act  of  consecrating  any  one  (as  king), 
anointing,  inaugurating.  -  Murdhdvaeikta    (°tlha- 
av°),  as,  m.  epithet  of  a  particular  mixed  caste,  the 

son  of  a  Br3hman  father  by  a  Kshatriya  mother ;  = 
murdhdbhisMkta,  a  consecrated  king. 
Miirdha  =  murdhan  (at  the  end  of  certain  comps., 

cf.  dvi-m°,  rrt'-Hi0). Murdhaka,  as,  m.  a  Kshatriya. 
Murdhanija,  as,  d,  am,  being  on  or  in  the  head, 

belonging  to  the  head,  capital ;  coming  from  the 
head  or  skull,  cerebral  (a  term  applied  to  a  class  of 
letters  representing  sounds  formed  high  in  the  mouth 
or  by  keeping  back  the  tip  of  the  tongue  as  far  as 
possible  in  the  head  and  slightly  turning  it  upwards, 
e.  g.  ri,  ri,  (,  (h,  d,  dh,  n,  r,  sh;  these  letters  are 
sometimes  called  linguals) ;  uppermost,  highest,  su- 

perior, pre-eminent ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  mother  of Veda-liras. 

Murdhtian,  a,  m.  =  murdhan. 

TTT  murvd,  f.  (according  to  some  also 

murvi,  f. ;  probably  fr.  rt.  murv"),  Sanseviera  Rox- 
burghiana,  a  sort  of  creeper  from  the  fibres  of  which 
bow-strings  and  the  girdle  of  the  Kshatriyas  are  made, 

a  sort  of  hemp  for  bow-strings ;  [cf.  maurva.~\ —  Miirvd-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  Murva. 
Murvikd,  f.^m&rvd. 

mul  (more  properly  to  be  regarded 
as  a  Nom.  fr.  mitla  below),  cl.  I.  P. 

mTtlati  (according  to  Vopa-deva  also  A.  -te),  mu- 
mula,  mulltum,  to  be  rooted  or  firm,  stand  fast, 
take  or  strike  root:  Cans,  mulayati  (according  to 
Vopa-deva  also  molayati),  mulayitum,  Aor.  amu- 
mulattto  plant,  transplant;  to  grow,  sprout,  shoot, 

germinate. Jilula,  am,  n.  a  root  (literally  and  metaphorically) ; 
the  root  of  any  plant  or  tree,  (mulam  kri,  to  take  or 
strike  root) ;  the  root  of  Arum  Campanulatum  ;  the 
root  of  long  pepper  and  of  Costus  Speciosus  or  Ara- 
bicus;  basis,  groundwork,  beginning,  origin,  com- 

mencement, cause,  (muldd  drabhya,  having  com- 
menced at  the  beginning)  ;  the  bottom  of  anything, 

foot,  (tfailasya  mulam,  the  foot  of  a  mountain) ; 
basis,  lower  part,  lower  end,  (vinayd  mulam,  the 
lower  end  of  a  lute  which  rests  against  the  body  of 
a  player)  ;  the  end  or  juncture  of  anything  by  which 

it  is  joined  to  anything  else  [cf.  bdhu-m°,  karna- 
m°]  ;  outermost  edge  or  border ;  original,  original 
text  of  any  work  (as  distinguished  from  the  scholia 
or  commentary) ;  an  old  or  hereditary  servant  or 
dependant,  an  aboriginal  native  or  inhabitant;  ori- 

ginal property,  capital,  principal,  stock ;  a  chief  or 
capital  city ;  square  root ;  the  twenty-fourth  or, 
according  to  some,  seventeenth  or  nineteenth  lunar 
asterism  containing  eleven  stars,  (in  this  sense  as, 
am,  m.  n. ;  cf.  yiakshatra) ;  immediate  neigh- 

bourhood or  proximity ;  a  copse,  thicket ;  a  vendor 
not  a  true  owner,  (according  to  Kulluka  on  Manu 
VIII.  202.  mulam  =  a-srami  vikretd) ;  a  particular 
position  of  the  fingers  [cf.  mula-bandha] ;  (as), 
in.  an  epithet  of  SadS-siva;  (a),  f.  Asparagus  Race- 
mosus ;  the  asterism  Mula;  (I),  f.  a  species  of  small 
house-lizard ;  (as,  d,  am),  original,  first ;  own, 
proper,  peculiar,  (in  Manu  VII.  184.  mulii  is  said 
to  mean  a  king's  own  territory.)  —  Mula-karrnan, 
a,  n.  'root-machination,'  magical  employment  of 

roots,  magic ;  [cf.  muli-karman,  mula-krit.~\ —  Miila-kdra,  as,  m.  the  author  of  an  original 
work.  —  Mula-karaiia,   am,   n.    first    or  original 
cause. —  J\Ird<i-hdrikd,  f.  a  fire-place,  furnace,  oven. 

—  M ula-kriMhra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  'root-austerity,' 
a  kind  of  penance,  living  solely  on  roots.  —  Mula- 
krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  preparing  roots  for  magical  uses. 

—  Mula-kes'ara,  as,  m.  a  citron.  —  Mula-khd- 
nuka,  as,  m.  '  root-digger,'  one  who  digs  for  roots, 
a  collector  of  roots.  —  Mula-guna,  as,  m.  '  root- 
multiplier,'  the  coefficient  of  a  root  (in  algebra). 
—  Mulaguna-jdti,  is,  f.  assimilation  and  reduction 
of  the  root's  coefficient  with  a  fraction.  —  Miila- 
grantha,  as,  m.  an  original  text ;   an  epithet  of 
the  very  words  uttered  by  Sikya-muni.  —  Mula- 
dflteda,   as,  m.    '  root-cutting,'  cutting    away  the 
roots,  cutting  up  by  the  roots,  uprooting.  —  Mula-ja, 
as,  a,  am,  '  root-born,'  growing  from  roots,  pro- 

duced from  a  root,  radical ;  formed  at  the  roots  of 
trees  (as  an  ant-hill) ;  (as),  m.  a  plant  growing 
from  a  root  (as  a  lotus)  ;  (am),  n.  green  ginger. 

—  Mula-jdti,  is,  f.  chief  or  principal  origin  ',  =  mu- 
laguna-jdti,  col.  ̂ .—Mula-tax,  ind.  from  the  root, 
on  the  root,  on  the  lower  side  (Ved.),  (a  mulatai, 
from  the  root  upwards,  from  the  beginning.)  •-  Mu* 
la-trikona,  am,  n.  epithet  of  tile  third  astrological 
house.  —  Mula-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition  of 
a  root,  the  being  a  root,  the  having  a  foundation  or 
source    in    anything,    (mulatvdt   prajdndm   raja 
skandhah,  the  king  is  the  stem  through  his  subjects 
being  the  root ;  Veda-mulcttva,  the  statement  that 
the  Veda  is  the  original  source  of  all  knowledge ; 

S'dstra-mulatva,  the  being  founded  upon  the  ̂ as- 
tras.)  —  Mula-deoa,  as,  m.  =  mura-deca,  an  epithet 
of  Kansa  [cf.  mula-btiadra] ;  N.  of  the  murderer 
of  Su-mitra  the  son  of  Agni-mitra ;  of  an  author ;  of 
a  preceptor.  —  Mula-dracya,  am,  n.  original  pro- 

perty, capital,  principal,  stock;  [cf.  mula-dhana.] 
—  Miila-dvdra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  principal  door.  —  Mu- 
la-dvdravati,  f.  the  original  or  ancient  Dv3ra-vati, 
the  older  part  of  that  city;  [cf.  laghu-dvdravati, 

mula-nagara.~\  —  Mula-dhana,  am,  n.  original 
property,   capital.  —  Mula-dhdlu,  us,   m.    lymph. 
—  Mula-nagara,  am,  n.  old  town,  (opposed  to  the 
suburbs  or  dakhd-nagara.)  —  lUiila-naiia  or  mula- 
ndiaka,,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mula-nikrirdana, 
as,  I,  am,  cutting  away  the  roots,  utterly  destroying, 
destroying   root   and   branch.  —  Mula~partii,  f.  a 
species  of  plant  ( =  manduka-parni).— Mula-pdka, 
as,  m.,  see  P5n.  VII.  3,  53.  —  Mula-purusha,  as, 
m.  the  male  representative  of  a  family,  the   last 

male   of  a   race.  —  Muta-pulis'a-siddhdnta,   as, 
m.  the  original  Siddhanta  of  Pulisa.  —  Mula-push- 
kara,  am,  n.  =pushkara-mula,  q.  v.  —  Mula-poti, 
{.  a  species  of  culinary  plant  ( =  potikd).  —  Mula- 
prakriti,  is,  f.  (in  phil.)  the  original  root  or  germ 
out  of  which  matter  or  all  apparent  forms  are  evolved, 

the  primary  cause  or  '  originant ;'  (ayas),  f.  pi.  the 
four  principal  sovereigns  to  be  considered  in  time  of 
war  (viz.  the  Vi-jigishu,  Ari,  Madhyama,  and  Ud- 
asina  ;    cf.  pra-kriti,  sdkhd^prakriti).  —  Mula- 
pranihita,  as,  d,  am,  (perhaps)  placed  under  the 
surveillance    or   brought   under  the   notice  of  old 
(thieves  employed  as  spies ;  according  to  Kulluka  on 
Manu    IX.    269  =  rdja-niyukta-purana-faura- 
varge  sdvadhdna-bhutdh).  —  Mula-phala-da,  as, 
m.  the  Jaka  or  bread-fruit  tree.  —  Mula-phald^ana 

Cla-a4°),  am,  n.  feeding  on  roots  and  fruits.  —  Mula- 
banig-dltana,  am,  n.  a  merchant's  original  property or  capital.  —  Mula-baiulha,  as,  d,  am,  (probably) 

having  roots,  deep-rooted  ;  (as),  m.  a  particular  po- 
sition of  the  fingers.  —  Mula-barhana,  as,  I,  am, 

Ved.  tearing  up  by  the  roots,  uprooting ;  (i,  aw), 
f.  n.  the  Nakshatra  Mula;   (am),  n.  the  act  of 

uprooting.  —  Mula-bhadra,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 

Kansa,  the  uncle  of  Krishna;    [cf.  mula-deca.~] —  Mula-bhava,  as,  d,  am,  springing  or  growing 
from  mots.  —  Mula-lilidm,  as,  m.  a  load  of  roots. 
—  M ula-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  the  root  or 

original.  —  Miila-bhritya,  as,  m.  an  old  or  here- 
ditary servant,  one  whose  father,  grandfather,  &c. 

were  servants  before  him,  (opposed  to  a-ijantu.) 
—  Mula-mantra,  as,   m.  an    original    or   funda- 

mental lext ;  an  epithet  of  a  particular  sacred  text. 
—  Mida-mdd/iava,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Miilamd- 
dhava-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place. 
—  Miilii-iiiitra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mula-rasa, 
as,  m.  Sanseviera  Zeylanica.  —  Mula-rdja,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  king.  —  Mula-ramdyuna,  am,  n.  the  ori- 

ginal Ramayana,  i.  e/Valmiki's  Ramayana.  —  M ula- 
vadana,  am,  n.  'primary  word,' an  original  text. -  \liiln-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  possessing  edible  roots; 

(perhaps)  practising  magic  with  roots.  —  Miila-vdpa, 
as,  m.  one  who  plants  roots.  ••  Mula-vdriii,  I,  m.  a 

proper  N.  —  Mula-vitta,  am,  n. '  original  property,' 
capital,  principal.— Mula-vidyd,f.' principal  science,' epithet  of  a  particular  Mantra  (  =  dvddavdkshara, 
f\.\.),  —  Maln-eiiiasana,  am,  n.  radical  or  entire 
destruction.  —  Mula-vibhuja,  as,  d,  am,  bending 
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down  roots ;  (as),  m.  a  chariot.  —  Mula-viretana, 
am,  n.  a  purgative  prepared  from  roots.  —  Mulct- 
vyasana-vritti,  is,  f.  the  hereditary  occupation  of 
executing  criminals  (Manu  X.  38).  —  3Iula-vratin, 

i,  inl,  i,  living  exclusively  on  roots.  •-  Muia-s'akuna, 
as,  m.  (in  augury)  the  first  bird.  —  MUla-sdkata  or 

mula-s'dkina,  am,  n.  a  field  planted  with  edible 
roots.  —  Miila-sripati-tlrtha-,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tirtha.  —  Mida-sangha,  as,  m.  a  society  or  sect. 

•-Mida-sarvdstivdda  (°va-as°),  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  Buddhist  school.  —  Mula-sddhana,  am,  n.  a  chief 
instrument,  principal  expedient.  —  Mula-sutra,  am, 
n.  a  principal  Sutra.  —  Mula-sthala,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  place.  —  Mula-sthdna,  am,  n.  principal  place ; 
foundation,  base  ;  the  air,  atmosphere ;  God ;  Mool- 

tan ;  (i),  f.  an  epithet  of  Gaurl.  —  Mulasthdita- 
tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha  (  =  bhdskara). 

—  Mula-sthdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  existing  from  the  begin- 
ning; (i),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mula-srotas,  as,  a. 

the  fountain-head  of  a  river,  principal  current.  —  Miila- 
Itara,  as,  a,  an,  taking  away  the  roots  of  anything, 

uprooting,  utterly  destroying,  eradicating.  —  Mula- 
hara-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  plucking  up  by  the 

roots,   eradicating,   utter    ruin.  —  Miiladhdra   (°la~ 
ddh'J),  am,  n.,  scil.  At/era,  epithet  of  a  mystical 
circle  situated  above  the  generative  organs ;  (accord- 

ing to  a  Scholiast)  the  navel.  —  Muldbha  (°la-dbhc), 
am,  n.  a  Tzdish.  —  Miilabhidhanna-dastm  (~la- 
abh^),  am,  n.  the"  original  Abhidharma-sastra.  —  J/«- 
Idyatana  (°la-dy°),  am,  n.  an  original  residence. 
—  Muldvidj/a-vinds'aka   (°Za-av°),   as,  ikd,  am, 
(probably)  destroying  ignorance  at  its  roots,  eradi- 

cating  ignorance.  —  Mulds'in   (°/a-(i.s'°),  I,   inl,  i, 
'root-eating,'  living  upon  roots.  —  Miildhvd   (°la- 
ah°),  am,  n.  a  radish.  —  Muli-karman,  a,  n.=mula- 
karman,  q.  v.  •-  Mull-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  a 
root,  become  a  source  or  origin.  —  lfHo66fada  flo- 

ut"), an,  m.  cutting  up  the  roots,  utter  destruction. 
—  Mulotk/idta  (°la-ut°),  as,  a,  am,  dug  up  by 
the  roots,  utterly  destroyed ;   (am),  n.  digging  up 

roots.  —  Mulotprtfana  ('la-ut°),  am,  n.  the  digging 
up  of  roots.  —  Mulotpdtana-jloin,  I,  m.  one  who 
lives  by  digging  for  roots  ( —  muta-khdnaka).  —  Mu- 

laushadhi  (la-osh°),  ie,  f.  a  species  of  plant. 

Mi'daka,  as,  ikd,  am,  (at  the  end  of  comps.) 
having  roots,  rooted  in,  springing  from ;  born  under 
the  constellation  Mula ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  an  taculent 

root ;  a  radish  [cf.  <?dnakya-m°,  nepdla-m~~\ ;  a sort  of  yam ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable  poison  ; 
N.  of  a  prince,  a  son  of  ASniaka ;  (ikd),  f.  a  root. 

—  Mulaka-pana,  as,  m.  a  handful  or  bunch  of 
radishes,  &c.  (for  sale).  •—  Mulaka-parnt,  f.  Moringa 
Pterygosperma.— Mulaka-potikd,  f.  a  radish.  —  Mii- 
laka-muld,  (.  the  plant  Lipeocercis  Serrata. 
Mutasa,  as,  d,  am,  see  Gana  Trinadi  to  Pan. 

IV.    2,  80. 

MiilUia,  as,  a,  am,  living  on  roots ;  radical, 
original ;  primary,  principal ;  (as),  m.  an  ascetic, 
devotee  ;  (a),  f.  a  multitude  or  collection  of  roots. 

•JaRlitdrtha  (°ka-ar°),  as,  m.  a  radical  fact; 
[cf.  yoga.] 
Matin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  a  root  or  stock  or  origin, 

&c. ;  ( i),  m.  a  tree. 
Mulina,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  root,  growing  from 

a  root  (not  bulbous  or  tuberous ;  cf.  phala-mulina) ; 
=  mul:i-krit,  q.  v. ;  (as),  m.  a  plant,  tree. 
Midera,  as,  m.  a  king ;  Indian  spikenard,  Nar- 

dostachys  Jatamansi  ( =jatd-mdnsi,  ja/d). 
Mitlya,  as,  d;  am,  being  at  the  root;  to  be  torn 

up  by  the  roots,  to  be  eradicated  ;  to  be  bought 

for  a  price,  to  be  bought,  purchasable ;  (am),  n.  ori- 
ginal value ;  price,  worth,  value,  a  sum  of  money 

given  as  payment  (e.  g.  datum  muiyma,  to  part 
with  for  a  certain  price,  sell ;  dattud  kintin  mul- 
yena,  having  given  something  in  payment ;  mul- 
yena  grihita,  bought  for  a  price) ;  wages,  salary, 
payment  for  service  rendered  ;  earnings,  gain  ;  = 
mula,  capital,  principal ;  an  article  purchased.  —  M&- 

lya-karana,  am,  n.  making  the  worth  or  value  of 
anything,  turning  into  money.  —  Mulya-vivarjita, 
<U,  a,  am,  devoid  of  price,  priceless,  invaluable. 

mulata,  miilati,  see  Gana  Gauradi 
to  Pan.  IV.  I,  41. 

M  y  i.  mush  (=:rt.  2.  mush],  cl.  I.  P. 
C^  X  muahati,miishitum,  to  steal,  rob,  plunder. 

2.  mush,  t,  Ved.  a  mouse. 
JlSdut,  as,  d  or  i,  m.  f.  a  rat,  mouse  ;  (a),  f.  a 

crucible,  (said  to  be  also  as,  m.  and  t,  f.)  ;  Lipeo- 
cercis Serrata  ;  =  gavdksha,  a  round  window,  air- 

hole ;  [cf.  Gr.  fjtvs  ;  Lat.  mils,  mus-culu-s,  mus- 

cip-ula  ;  Old  Germ,  mils  ;  Slav.  mys-i."\  —  M  u- 
shd-karnl,  (.  an  aquatic  plant,  Salvinia  Cucullata. 
—  Mushd-tuttha,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  vitriol.  —  Mu~ 
slti-karana,  am,  n.  melting  in  a  crucible. 
Mushaka,  as,  m.  a  thief;  a  rat,  mouse;  a  kind 

of  metre  ;  a  particular  part  of  the  face  ;  (as),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people  ;  (ikd),  f.  a  rat,  mouse,  a  female  rat 
or  mouse  ;  a  species  of  leech  ;  Salvinia  Cucullata  ;  a 

crucible  ;  (akd),  f.  a  rat,  mouse,  female  rat.  —  Mu- 
tlink'i-karnikd  or  mushaka-karnl  or  mushaka- 

murl,  f.  =  mushd-karni,  q.  v.  —  Mushakdda  (°ka- 
ada),  as,  m.  '  mouse-eater,"  N.  of  a  Naga.  —  Mnsha- 
kardti  (°ka-ar°),  is,  m.  '  mouse's  foe,'  a  cat. 
Mushana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  stealing,  pilfering, filching. 

Mitshat,  an,  anil,  at,  stealing,  filching,  plun- 
dering. 

Mushika,  as,  m.  a  thief,  plunderer  ;  a  rat,  mouse 

[cf.  gandha-mushika,  mahd-mushika"]  ;  Mimosa 
Sirissa  (  =  s'i>isA«);  N.  of  a  country  (the  part  of 
the  Malabar  coast  between  Quilon  and  Cape  Como- 

rin)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people,  (also  read  bhii- 
shika);  (a),  f.,  see  under  mushaka.  —  Mushika- 
iiii-rKenha,  as,  d,  am,  not  differing  from  a  mouse, 
the  same  as  a  mouse.  —  Mushika-parni,  f.  an 
aquatic  plant,  Salvinia  Cucullata.  —  Mushika-ratha, 

as,  m.  *  rat-vehicled,  riding  on  a  rat,'  an  epithet  of 
Ganesa  (see  ganeia,  p.  2fC)).  —  ]\>Iu8kika-vishdna, 

am,  n.  a  mouse's  horn,  i.e.  an  impossibility;  [cf.  dafa- 
vishdna.1  —  Miishika-nthala,  am,  n.  (probably)  a 

mole-hill.  ••  Mushikdnka  (°ka-att°),  as,  m.  'cha- 
racterized by  a  rat,'  epithet  of  Ganesa.  —  Miishikdn- 

fana  (r'ka-a>i°),  as,  m.  '  going  on  a  rat,'  an  epithet 
of  Ganesa.  —  Mushikdda  (°ka-ada)  =mu*hakdda. 
—  Mus/iika-dat,  an,  ati,  at,  or  mfishikd-danta, 

as,  d  or  i,  am,  '  mouse-toothed,'  having  the  teeth 
of  a  mouse.  —  Mushikdntakrit  (°ka-an°),  t,  m. 
'mouse-destroyer,'  a  &tt.  —  Mushikdrdti  =  mut<ha- 
kdrdti.  —  Mwihikdhvaya  (°ka-dh'),  as,  m.  Salvinia 
Cucullata.  —  Mushikutkaru,  (cka-u(J  or  °kd-ut°),  as, 
m.  a  mole-hill. 
Miifhikaka  or  mftshlkika,  f.  (diminutive  of  mu- 

shikd),  a  little  rat  or  mouse. 
Mushikdra,  as,  m.  a  male  mouse. 
j\lu*hita,  as,  d,  am,  stolen,  &.c.  =  mushita,  q.  v, 
Nii-hi-parnikd,  f.  —  miiehika-parnl,  q.v. 
Miix/iika,  as,  d,  m.  f.  =  munhika,  a  rat,  mouse. 

—  Muxhika-karni,  {.  =  mu8hd-karnit  q.v. 

I^MIM*!.!  mushyayana,  as,  'a,  am,  born  of 
unknown  parents,  (probably  for  dmushydyana.) 

musarih-pha  and  musarlpha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  fourth  Yoga. 

^  mri,  cl.  6.  A.,  hut  in  Perf.,  Futures,  and 
£,  Cond.  only  P.  (ep.  occasionally  both  P.  and  A. 

in  all  the  tenses),  mriyate,  mamdra,  HMrishyoti, 
amrita,  mrixhivhta,  mart/cut  (epic  forms  mriynti, 
miiyanti,  mnyeyam,  mriyeyuit,  nunnre,  mamrire, 
Ved.  forms  marati,  marate,  maruti,  amar>it  ; 
the  form  mitmumt,  Rig-veda  VIII.  97,  3,  is  said 

by  Say.  to  =  mdrayatu  =  vinds'ayattt,),  to  die,  de- 
cease, depart  from  life  :  Pass,  mriyate  (sometimes 

used  impersonally  with  inst.  c.),  Perf.  mamre,  Aor. 

amdri:  Caus.  mdrayati,  -yitttm,  Aor.  amimarat, 
to  cause  to  die,  kill,  slay,  put  to  death  :  Desid.  mu- 
iniii'shali,  to  wish  to  die,  be  about  to  die,  be  at  the 
point  of  death,  face  death  :  Intens.  memrjyate,  mar- 

mdrti  ;  [cf.  Zend  mar,  'to  die  ;'  mare-ta,  '  mortal  ;' 
maretan,  '  man  :'  Gr.  d-n0po-To-$,  d/t-tipua-io-s,  0po- 
r6-s,  fj-op-ru-s,  pap-aiv-v,  napa-o-fji6-i  :  Lat.  mor- 

i-o-r,  mor-(tfj-s,  mor-tuu-us,  mort-ali-s,  mor- 
l>u-s,  mar-c-c-o,  marc-e-sc-o,  marc-i^dn-s:  Angl. 
Sax.  itta-m&ran,  mordher,  myrdhro,  mordh: 

Goth,  maur-th-r :  Slav,  mr-e-ti,  'to  die;'  mor-u, 

'plagus,  death;'  s-mr»-(»,  'death;'  mrt-tvu,  'a 
dead  man :'  Russ.  u-miraju,  '  to  die ;'  mertvyi, 

'  dead ;'  s-mer-tj,  '  death  :'  Lith.  mir-ti,  '  to  die ;' 

mdr-a-s, '  plague ;'  mdrai, '  bier ;'  s-mer-ti, '  death :' 
Hib.  marbhaim, '  I  kill,  slay ;'  marbhan, '  a  corpse, 
dead  body.'] 
Mumurshd,  f.  (fr.  Desid.),  desire  of  death,  wishing 

to  die,  being  at  the  point  of  death,  impatience  of  life. 
Mumurshu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  die,  being  about 

to  die,  being  at  the  point  of  death. 

Mrita,  as,  d,  am,  dead,  deceased,  deathlike,  tor- 
pid, useless ;  calcined,  reduced  (said  of  metals) ;  (am), 

n.  death,  (mritebhijah  pramritam  ydnti,  they  pass 
from  death  to  death,  i.  e.  from  one  death  to  another) ; 

=  taitya,  a  grave ;  begging,  food  or  alms  obtained 
by  begging.  —  Mrita-kalpa,  as,  a,  am,  almost  dead, 
well-nigh  dead,  insensible,  fainted.  -»Mrita-griha, 

am,  D.  '  house  of  the  dead,'  a  grave.  —  Mrita-6ela, 
am,  n.  the  garments  of  the  dead  (worn  by  Candalas). 

—  Mrita-jirana,  as,  I,  am,  giving  life  to  the  dead, 
raising  the  dead  to  life.  —  Mrita-ddra,  as,  m.  one 
whose  wife  is  dead,  a  widower.  —•Mrita-ndtha,  as, 

d,  am,  one  whose  lord  is  dead.  —  Mnta-nirydtaka, 
as,  m.  one  who  carries  out  dead  bodies.  —  Mrita-pa, 

ox,  m.  a  person  who  guards  a  dead  body.  —  Mrita- 
pd,  as,  m.  a  person  who  watches  a  dead  body,  a 

man  of  the  lowest  caste  who  collects  dead  men's 
clothes,  conveys  dead  bodies  to  the  river  side  to  be 
burnt,  executes  criminals,   &c. ;    N.   of  an  Asura. 

—  MHta-putra,  as,  m.  one  whose  son  is  dead. 
—  Mrita-praja,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  children  are 
dead.  —  Mrita-prdya,  as,  d,  am,  well-nigh  dead, 
almost  dead.  —  Mrita-bhraj,  Ved.  one  who  has  lost 
the  power  of  erection.  —  Mrita-matta  or  mrita- 
mattaka,  as,  m.  a  jackal.  —  Mrita-manas,  as,  ds, 
as,  Ved.  unconscious,  insensible.  —  Mrita-vat,  ind. 
like  one  dead.  —  Mrita-vatsd  or  mrita-vatsika,  f., 

Ved.  whose  offspring  or  first-bom  child  dies.  —  Mrita' 

vastra-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  wearing  a  dead  man's  clothes. 
—  Mrita-vdrshika,  the  period  of  the  short  rains 
(said  to  last  twenty-four  hours,  while  the  rdrshika, 
last  a  month,  and  the  dirgha-vdrshika  three  months 
all  but  a  day).  —  MHta-dankd,  f.  the  fear  entertained 
of  a  person   being  dead.  —  Mrita-sabda,  as,  m.t 

Ved.  report  of  any  one's  death.  —Mrita-sanskdra, 
as,  rn.  funeral  rites  or  ceremonies.  —  M rita-sanj l- 
vana,  as,  i,  am,  reviving  the  dead,  bringing  the 
dead  to  life ;  (i),  f.  the  revival  of  a  dead  person,  a 
Mantra  for  reviving  the  dead ;  (am),  n.  the  revival 

of  a  dead  person  ;  bringing  the  dead  to  life.  —  Mrita~ 
saiijivin,  i,  inl,  i,  reviving  or  giving  life  to  the 
dead,  bringing  the  dead  to  life ;  (inl),  f.  epithet  of 

a  kind  of  formula;  a  species  of  shrub  (  =  gorakxha- 

dugdhd)  ;  N.  of  a  commentary  on  Pin-gala's  Chan- dah-sistra.  —  Mi ita-sutaka,  am,n.  bringing  forth  a 

still-born  child  ;  (as),  m.  a  term  applied  to  quicksilver 
in  a  particular  state.  —  Ulrita-sndta,  as,  d,  am,  one 
who  has  washed  himself  after  a  death  or  funeral, 
bathed  after   mourning ;    dying   immediately  after 
ablution.  —  Mrita-ttnfina,  am,  n.  ablution  after  a 
death  or  (unei*\.—Mrita-sva-moktri,  td,  m.  'let- 

ting alone,  i.  e.  not  taking,  the  property  of  deceased 

persons,'  an  epithet  of  Kumara-pala.  —  Mrittt-hdra, 
as,  or  mi'ifa-hiirin.,  I,  m.  a  carrier  of  the  dead,  one 
who  bears  a  corpse  to  the  funeral  pile.  —  Mritdrtga 

(°ta-an  ),  am,  n.  a  dead  body,  corpse.  —  Mritdn- 
gdra  (°ta-ait'J),  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mritdnda 
(°ta-an"l,  am,  n.  a  seemingly  dead  or  lifeless  egg 
(as  opposed  to  a  living  egg  or  testicle ;    cf.  mdr- 
tdnda, '  a  bird'  which  is  produced  from  the  seemingly 

lifeless  egg);    (as),  m.  the  sun;    [cf.  mritanda.~\ 
~Mritddhdna  (°ta-ad/^),  am,  n.  placing  a  dead 

body  (on  the  funeral  pile).  —  Mritdfona  (°ta-as°), 
as,  a,  am,  living  upon  the   dead.  —  Mritdfauda 

("fa-ds"0),  am,  n.  impurity  contracted  through  the 

death  of  any  one.—Mritahan  or  mritdhas  (°ta- 
ah°),  n.  the  day  of  any  one's  death.  — 
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(°ta-ur°)i  at,  a,  am,  titen  from  the  dead.  —  Jtfrt- 
to>il>haia  (°ta-iuf),  as,  m.  the  tea,  ocean;  (per- 

haps for  amritwlli/uirii.) 
Mritaka,,  CM,  am,  m.  n.  a  dead  man,  a  corps* ; 

(am),  n.  death,  decease.  —  MHtakdntaka  ("to- 
on"), as,  m.  'consumer  of  corpses,  demolisher  of 

carcases,'  a  jackal. 
Mriti,  in,  f.  death,  dying ;  [cf.  Lat.  man  (mor- 

ti-i) ;  Slav,  i-ntrl-tl ;  Lith.  s-mer-ti-i.] 
Mritiman,  a,  m.  mortality. 
Jlrityu,  ta,  m.  (ep.  also  f.),  death,  dying,  decease, 

demise,  (a  hundred  kinds  of  death  are  enumerated 
from  disease  or  accident,  and  one  natural  kind  from 
old  age) ;  Death  personified,  the  god  of  death,  Yama 
the  judge  of  the  dead ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  N.  of 
a  son  of  A-dharma  by  Nir-riti ;  an  epithet  of  Brahma  ; 
N.  of  MayS  ;  of  Kali ;  of  a  teacher ;  of  VySsa  in 
the  sixth  Dvjpara ;  of  one  of  the  eleven  Rudras ;  of 
an  Ekaha  ;  of  the  eighth  astrological  house ;  of  the 
seventeenth  astrological  Yoga ;  the  god  of  love  [cf. 
mara] ;  mrityor harah  and  mrityor  vikarna-bh ate, 
names  of  SSmans ;  aktila-mrityu,  *  untimely  death,' 
N.  of  a  being  attendant  on  Padma-pini.  —  Mrityu- 
kanyd,  f.  the  goddess  of  death.  —  Mriti/u-jit,  t,  m. 
1  conqueror  of  death,'  N.  of  an  author,  (also  called 
Mrityujid-bhattaraka) ;  N.  of  a  work  by  the  same 
author.  —  Mrityun-jaya,  as,  a,  am,  overcoming 

death ;  (a*),  m.  '  death-conqueror,'  an  epithet  of 
Siva;  N.  of  an  author.  —  Hfrityuiijaya-tirtha  and 
mrityu-tlrtha,am,  n.,  N.  of  two  Tlrthas.  ••>  Mrityu- 
turya,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  drum  beaten  at  funeral 
ceremonies.  —  Mrityu-da,  ai,  a,  am,  death-giving, 
fatal.  —  Mrityu-duta,  aa,  m.,  Ved.  'death-messen- 

ger,' one  who  brings  the  news  of  a  death.  —Mrityv.- 
dvdra,  am,  n.  death's  door,  the  door  that  leads  to 
death.  —  Mrityu-nds'aka,  Oi,  m.  '  death-averter,' 
quicksilver.  —  Mrityti-ndtona,  am,  n.  '  death-de- 

stroying,' the  drink  of  immortality.  —  Mrityu-patha, 
ai,  m.  a  way  or  path  leading  to  death.  —  Mriti/u-pd, 
at,  m. '  death-quaffing,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Mrityu- 
•pdia,  at,  m.  death's  noose  (these  are  variously  rec- 

koned at  101  or  even  more  than  1000  in  number). 

—  Mrityu-pttshpa,  at,  m.  '  death-flowered,'  the 
sugar  cane  (so  called  because  it  dies  after  the  loss  of 
its  flowers).  —  Mrityu-pratibaddlia,  as,  d,  am, 
subject  or  liable  to  dcuh.  —  Mrityii-pliala,  as,  m. 
a  species  of  cucumber,  =  mahd-kala  =  mahiikala- 
phala  ;  (a  or  t),  f.  the  plantain,  Musa  Sapientum  ; 
(am),  n.  a  sort  of  fruit  considered  as  poisonous. 
— Mrityu-band.hu,  ue,  m.,  Ved.  'companion  of 
death,'  a  man.  —  Mrltyu-bija,  see  mrityu-vija. 
—  Mrityu-bhanguraka,  as,  m.  a  drum  beaten  at 
funeral  ceremonies.  —  Mrityu-bhaya,  am,  n.  danger 
or  peril  of  death ;   fear  of  death.  —  Mrityu-bhita, 
at,  a,  am,  afraid  of  death.  —  Hrityu-bhritya,  as, 
m.  a  servant  of  death ;  (figuratively)  sickness,  ma- 

lady, disease.  —  Mrityu-mat,  an,  all,  at,  having 
death,   subject  to   death.  —  Mrityu-mdra,  as,  m. 
(with  Buddhists),  N.  of  one  of  the  four  MSras  or 
devils.  —  Mrityu-mrityu,  us,  m.  the  death  of  death, 
i.  e.  a  remover  or  preventer  of  death.  —  Mrityu- 
rij.  f,  m.  '  death-king,'  the  god  of  death,  Yama. 
—  Mrityu-rupin,  i,  •'»?,  i,  death-formed,  having  the 
form  of  death ;  (i»«),  f.  mystical  epithet  of  the  letter  rf. 

—  Mrityu-langhanopanishad  ("na-up"),  t,  (.,  N. 
of  an   Upanishad.—  j[rilyu-lnka,  as,  m.  'death- 
world,'  the  world  of  death  (the  fifth  of  the  seven 
worlds),  the  world  of  the  dead,  abode  of  Yama. 

—  Mrityit-raMana,  as,  m. '  death-cheater,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Siva;    a  raven,  carrion-crow;   /Egle  Mar- 

meloi.  —  Mrityu-vija,  ae,   m.    '  dying   alter   the 
production    of    seed,'    a    bamboo,    bamboo-cane. 
—  Mriti/M-taiijinana.  as,  i,  am,  restoring  from 
death  to  life,  making  alive  again  [cf.  mrita-sanji- ;  ('),  i.,  N.  ol  a  section  of  the  Tantra-sira. 
—  Mrtlyu-tit,  ind.  to  death,  to  the  power  of  death  ; 
mrityu-fit  kri,  to  deliver  any  one  over  to  death 
-  Mritywta,  d»,  m.  pi.,  Ved.  •  death's  sons,'  epi- 

thet of  a  class  of  Ktlm.-Mrityu-suH,  it,  {.  'dying 
in  bringing  forth,'  a  female  crab.  -  Mrityu-tend,  f. the  army  of  the  god  of  death.  —  Mrltyu-htta,  us, 

m.  cause  of  death  ;  mrityu-hctaw,  d»t.  c.  for  the 
sake  of  death,  in  order  to  kill. 

Mrityuka,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  = 
mrityu. 
Mriyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  dying,  departing  from life. 

ncfujs  mrikanda,  as,  or  mrikandu,  us,  m., 
N.  of  an  ancient  sage,  the  father  of  Mirkandeya. +4  ti| 

=  it.  mraksh,  q.  v. 

Mrikaha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  a  curry-comb, 
comb  or  any  instrument  for  scraping  ;  (according  to 
Sly.  on  rvig-veda  V1I1.  66,  3)  purifying,  cleansing  ; 
rubbed,  cleansed  (  =»rodAato,  pra-kshdlita). 
Mrikihaka-ndtalca,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Nstaka. 
Mrikshini,  f.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  mraksh,  in  the  sense 

of  '  tearing  up  the  ground'),  Ved.  (perhaps)  a  rapid 
stream,  torrent. 

JJJI  mrig  (more  properly  to  be  regarded 
t,  N  as  a  Nom.  fr.  mriga),  cl.  4.  P.,  10.  A. 

mrigyati,  mrigayate  (ep.  also  P.  -ti),  Sec.,  to 
chase,  hunt,  pursue  ;  to  seek,  search  for,  seek  after  ; 
to  investigate,  examine  ;  to  strive  for,  aim  at  ;  to 
visit  ;  to  desire  or  request  or  beg  anything  (ace.) 
from  another  (abl.,  gen.,  or  with  sakaiat)  ;  antar 
mrig,  to  examine  or  investigate  inwardly,  i.  e.  in 
the  mind  :  Pass,  mrigyate,  to  be  searched  or  sought 
after,  to  be  pursued. 

Mrlgii,  as,  m.  a  wild  beast  ;  an  animal  in  general, 
any  quadruped,  a  deer,  stag,  antelope,  musk-deer  ; 
game  in  general  ;  the  spots  on  the  moon  represented 
as  a  hare  or  antelope  ;  the  celestial  antelope  or  the 
Nakshatra  Mriga-Siras  ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Ca- 

pricorn (or  the  tenth  arc  of  30°  in  a  circle);  an 
elephant  characterized  by  particular  marks  (one  of 
the  three  classes  of  elephants)  ;  a  particular  kind  of 
large  bird  (Ved.)  ;  epithet  of  a  demon  or  of  Vritra 
in  the  form  of  a  deer  slain  by  Indra  (Ved.)  ;  N.  of  a 
celestial  being  or  tutelary  divinity  occupying  a  parti- 

cular place  in  an  astrological  house  divided  into  eighty- 
one  compartments  (Ved.)  ;  epithet  of  a  particular 
class  of  men  whose  conduct  in  coitus  resembles  that 
of  the  roebuck  ;  N.  of  the  district  in  Saka-dvipa 
inhabited  principally  by  BrShmans,  (also  read  manga, 
cf.  maga)  ;  =  mriga-nabhi,  musk  ;  the  month  MSr- 
gasirsha;  a  particular  Aja-pala  sacrifice;  seeking, 
search  (<=margana);  pursuit,  hunting,  chase;  re- 

search, inquiry,  investigation  ;  asking,  soliciting,  beg- 
ging ;  (<),  f.  a  female  deer  or  antelope,  doe  ;  N.  of 

the  mythical  progenitress  of  the  antelopes  ;  epithet 
of  a  particular  class  of  women  ;  a  particular  metre, 
four  times  -«-;  demoniacal  possession,  epilepsy. 
—  JUriga-kaka,  au,  m.  du.  a  deer  and  a  crow. 
—  Afriga-kdnana,  am,  n.  a  forest  abounding  in 
game;   a  park,  preserve;   [cf.  mrigdraiiya,  mri- 

gayd-vana.']  —  Mriga-lohlra,  am,  n.  antelope's 
milk,  doe's  milk.  —  Mriga-gdminl,  (.  a  kind  of 
medicinal   substance    (  =  vidangd).  —  Mriga-gra- 
hana,  am,  n.  the  capture  of  a  deer.  —  JUrtya-car- 
mlya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Mriya-daryd,  f. 
the  acting  like  a  deer  (a  kind  of  penance,  see  mriga- 
iarin  below).  *•  Mriga-i'drin,  »,  inl,  i,  acting  like 
a  deer  (as  certain   devotees;    cf.  go-farin,  which 

appears  to  mean  '  acting  like  a  cow,  using  the  mouth 
instead  of  the  hands').  —  Mriga-tailaka,  as,  m.  (?), 
a  wild  cat,  pole-cat.  —  Mriya-ju  nib  uka,  au,  m.  du. 
a  deer  and  a  jackal.  —  Mriga-jala,  am,  n.  'deer- 
water,'  mirage;    see  mriga-trish.  —  Mrigajala- 
unana,  am,  n.  bathing  in  the  unreal  waters  of  a 
mirage,  (a  term  for  any  impossibility.)  —  Mriga-jati, 
ayas,  f.  pi.  the  deer  species,  whole  race  of  deer. 
—  M  riya-jdlikd,  (.  a  net  for  snaring  game.  —  Mriga- 
jtvana,  as,  m.  one  who  lives  by  hunting,  a  hunter, 
huntsman.  —  Mrign-tirtha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  'animal 
track,'  epithet  of  the  path  by  which  the  priests  at 
the  end  of  the  Savana  leave  the  sacred  place  to  attend 
to  their  bodily  vnnU.  —  Mriga-trith,  t,  or  mriga- 
triihd,  or  mriga-truhiid,  or  mrfga-triehni,  is,  or 

mriga-trithnikd,  f.  '  deer-thirst,'  mirage,  vaponr 
floating  over  sands  or  deserts,  fancied  appearance  of 
water  in  deserts.  —  Mriga-toya,  am,  n.  the  water 
of  a  mirage.  —  Mriga-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  a  deer 
or  antelope,  the  state  or  condition  of  a  deer.  —  Mriga- 
dania  or  mriga-dantaka,  as,  m.  '  animal-biter/ 
a  hunting-dog,  dog.  —  Mriga-ddva,  as,  m.  a  wood 
for  game,  park,  preserve.  —  Mriga-drii,  k,  f.  '  deer- 
eyed,"  a  woman  with  eyes  like  an  antelope's ;  (k), 
m.  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Capricorn.  —  Mriya-dyut, 
t,  t,  t  (see  I.  dyut,  p.  437),  attacking  a  deer,  a 
hunter.  —  Mriga-dyu,  us,  us,  u,  delighting  or  tak- 

ing pleasure  in  deer ;  (us),  m.  a  hunter.  —  Mriga- 
dvija,  as,  m.  pi.  beasts  and  birds.  —  Mriga-dhara, 
as,  m. '  bearing  deer-like  marks,'  the  moon  (which, 
according  to  the  Hindus,  is  sported  like  a  deer  or  a 
hare)  ;  N.  of  a  minister  of  Prasena-jit.  —  Mriga- 
tlhiima,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Mriga-dhurta  or  mriya- 
dhitrtaka,  as,  m. '  animal-deceiver,'  a  jackal.  —  Jtfri- 
ga-nayanii,  f.  a  fawn-eyed  woman.  —  Mriga-nabhi, 
is,  m.  '  deer's  navel,'  musk ;  a  musk-deer ;  [cf. 
na&Ai.]  —  Mriganabhi-jd,  f.  musk.  —  Mriyanabhi- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  or  consisting  of  musk. 
—  Mriga-nirmoka-vasana,  as,  a,  am,  clothed  in 
the  cast-off  skin  of  a  deer.  —  Mriya-netra,  as,  a, 
am,  having  the  Nakshatra  Mriga  for  a  leader,  re- 

lating to  this  Nakshatra ;  (a),  f. '  fawn-eyed,'  a  woman 
with   eyes  like   an   antelope's.  —  Mriga-pakshin, 
inai,  m.  pi.  beasts  and  birds.  —  Miija-pati,  is,  m. 
'  lord  of  the  beasts,'  a  lion ;   a  tiger ;  a  roebuck. 

••  Mriga-pada,  am,  n.  a  deer's  foot,  deer's  track 
( =  mrigyah  padam).  —  Mriga-palika,  f.  a  musk- 
deer.  -•  Mriya-piplii,  us,   m.  *  deer-marked,'  the 
moon.  —  Mriga-pota  or  mriija-potaka,  as,  m.  a 

young  deer,  fawn. «—  Mriya-prabhu,  u*,  m.  '  lord 
of  the  beasts,'  the  lion.  —  Mrtga-preksht n,  I,  inl, 
i,  looking  at  (anything)  like  a  deer,  having  the  eyes 

of  a   deer ;    [cf.    vrilca-p°.~]  —  Hfriya-badhajiva 
("dha-af),  as,  m.  'living  by  killing  deer,'  a  deer- 
killer,  hunter.  —  Mrtga-bandhini,  f.  a  net  for  snar- 

ing game  or  for  confining  deer.  —  Mriga-bnlaka, 
as,  m.  a  young  deer.  —  Mriga-bhakshd,  f.  Nardo- 
stachys  Jatamansi.  —  Mriga-bhojani,  f.  coloquintida, 
colocynth,   bitter  apple.  —  Mriga-mada,    as,   m. 
musk.  —  Mrigamada-vasa,  f.  a  musk-bag.  —  MH- 
ga-manda,  as,  m.  epithet  of  a  class  of  elephants ; 
(d),  f.  the  mythical  progenitress  of  lions,  Srimaras, 
and  Camaras ;  [cf.  mriga-vati.]  —  Mrtya^mandra, 
as,  m.   epithet  of  a  class  of  elephants.  —  Mriga- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  coming  from  or  consisting  of 
wild  animals.  —  Mriga-mansa,  am,  n.  deer's  flesh, 
venison.  —  Mnga-imitrika,    f.    a    species    of  wild 
animal ;  a  doe.  —  MHya-masa,  as,  m.  the  month 
M.lrgaslrsha.  —  Mriga-mukha,  an,  m.  the  sign  of 
the  zodiac  Capricorn ;    [cf.  mrigasya^]  —  Mriga- 
yutha,  am,  n.  a  herd  of  deei.  —  Mrigayutha-pa, 
as,  m.  lord  of  the  herd  of  deer.  —  Mriaa-rasa,  {.  a 
species  of  plant  ( =  mrigddanl,  saha-devi).  —  Ulri- 
ya-raj,  t,  m. '  king  of  the  beasts,'  a  lion,  the  sign 
of  the  zodiac  Leo;  a  tiger.  —  Mriga-raja,  as,  m. 
'  king  of  the  beasts,'  a  lion,  the  sign  of  the  zodiac 
Leo;  a  tiger;  the  moon.  —  Mrigaraja-dharin,  t, 

m.  (probably)  the  moon ;  '  lion-shaped,"  the  sign  of the  zodiac  Leo.  —  Mrigaraja-lakshman,  d,  d,  a, 

'  characterized  by  the  lion  (or  the  moon),'  bearing 
that  surname  (  =  tinha-fihna).  —  Mriga-rdtika,i. 
a  species  of  medicinal  plant  (  =jirantl).  —  Mriga- 

ripu,  us,  m.  '  the  enemy  of  wild  animals,'  the  lion. 
—  Mriga-r&pin,  i,  ini,  i,  '  deer-shaped,'  being  in the  form  of  an  antelope.  —  Mriga-roma-ja,  as,  d, 

am,  '  produced  from  animal's  hair,'  woollen.  —  Mri- 
ga-takshman,   a,   or    mrlga-ldnthana,,    as,    m. 
'  spotted  like  a  deer,'  the  moon.  —  Mrigaldndhana- 
ja,  as,  m.  'son  of  the  moon,'  the  planet  Mercury. 
—  Mriga-lekhd,  (.  the  deer-like  streak  on  the  moon. 
—  Mriga-Mana,  as,  m.  '  deer-eyed,'  the  moon ; 
(a  or  i),  f.  a  woman  with  eyes  like  an  antelope's. 
—  Mriga-vati,  f.,  N.  of  the  mythical  progenitress 
of  the    bears    and    Srimaras.  —  Mriga-vadhdjiva 
(°dha-df),  at,  m.  '  one  who  lives  by  killing  wild 
animals,'  a  huntsman.  —  Mfiga-vana,  am,  n.  a  forest 
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abounding  in  wild  animals,  a  park,  preserve.  — 
gavana-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing- 
place  on  the  NarmadS  river.  —  Mriga-vallabha,  as, 

m.  '  liked  by  deer,'  a  species  of  grass  (  =  kundara), 
—  Mriga-vahana ,  as,  m.  '  having  a  deer  for  a 

vehicle,'  epithet  of  VSyu,  god  of  the  wind  (who  is 
sometimes  represented   mounted  on  an   antelope), 

air,  wind. ~  Mriga-vithi,  f.  'deer-track,'  an  epithet 
of  that  portion  of  the  moon's  course  which  includes 
the  constellations  SVavana,  Sata-bhishaj,  and  PGrva- 

bhadra-padS  ;   [cf.  mrigdlchya.']  —  Mriga-rainika, am,  n.  epithet  of  a  particular  posture   in  sitting. 

—  Mriga-vyadha,  as,  m.  a  hunter  of  wild  animals, 
huntsman ;    the  dog-star  or  Sirius ;    an  epithet  of 
Siva;   N.  of  one  of  the  eleven  Rudras.  —  Mi~iga- 
vyddha-sarpa-iukara,  as,  m.  pi.  the  deer,  hunter, 
snake,  and  bo»r.~Mnga-vyddhtya,  as,  a,  am, 
relating  to  the    hunter   and  the   deer.  —  Mriga- 
rydla-nishevita,  as,  d,  am,  infested  by  wild  beasts 
and  serpents.  —  Mriga-idyikd,  f.  the  lying  or  re- 

clining posture  of  an  antelope  (e.  g.  fayila  mriga- 
idyikdm,  let  him  lie  as  still  as  an  antelope).  — JlfH- 

ga-s"dva,  as,   m.  a  young  deer,  fawn.  —  Mriga- 
idvaka,  as,  m.  =  mriga-idva.  —  Mriya$avdksha 

(°va-ak°),   as,  i,  am,  '  fawn-eyed,'  having   eyes 
like  those  of  a  young  deer  or  fawn.  —  Mnga- 

dira,  09,  a,  m.  f.  the  Nakshatra  Mriga-s*iras,  (see 
nakshatra.)  —  Mriga-iiras,  as,  n.,  N.  of  the  tenth 
or,  according  to  some,  third  or  fifth  Nakshatra  or 
lunar  mansion  (containing  three  stars,  one  of  which 

is  \  Orionis  and  figured  by  an  antelope's  head ;  see 
nakshatra) ;  (as,  as,  as),  born  under  the  Nakshatra 

Mriga-siras ;  (as),  m.,  sell,  hasta,  a  particular  posi- 
tion of  the  hands.  —  Mriga-sirxha,  am,  n.  the  con- 

stellation Mriga-s'iras,  (according  to  some  also  as,  a, 
m.  f.) ;  (as,  a,  am),  born  under  the  constellation  Mriga- 

s'iras  ;  (as),  m.,  scil.  mdsa,  the  month  Margas"irsha  ; scil.  hasta,  epithet  of  a  particular  position  of  the 

hands,  (also  mriga-s'irshaka.)  —  Mriga-dirshan,  a, 
m.  the  constellation  Mriga-siras.  —  Mriga-sTtkara , 
an,  m.  du.  a  deer  and  a  boar.  —  Mriga-iringa,  am, 

n.  a  stag's  horn.~Mriga-s'riitga-vratin,  inas,  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  a  particular  sect.  —  Mriga-s'reththa,  as, 
rn.  •  best  of  beasts,  chief  of  animals,'  a  tiger.  —  Mri- 
ga-saktha,  am,  n.  =  mrigasya  sakthi,  Pan.  V.  4, 
gfi.  —  Mricja-sattama,  as,  m.  the  best  of  antelopes. 
—  Mriga-sattra,   am,  n.,  Ved.,  N.   of  a  festival 

lasting  nineteen  days.  —  M riya-han,  a,  m.  'deer- 

slayer,'  a  huntsman.  —  Mriyakstil   ("ga-alt"),  f.   a 
fawn-eyed  woman,  a  woman  with  eyes  like  an  ante- 

lope's ;  coloquintida,  colocynth ;  —  tri-ydmd.  —  Mri- 
gdkhara  (°ga-5kh°),  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  lair  or  den 
of  a  wild  beast,  the  hole  of  any  wild  animal.  —  Mri- 

gdkhya,  (°ga-dkh°),  as,  a,  am,  named  after  the 
deer,  (mrigdkhyd  mthi,  a  portion  of  the  moon's 
course  which  comprises  three  constellations  beginning 

with  Maitra.)  —  Mrigditka  (°ga-an°),  as,  m. '  deer- 
spotted,  spotted  like  a  deer,'  the  moon;  camphor; 
the  wind  [cf.  mrif/a^vdhana]  ',  N.  of  a  sword  (in 
Katha-sarit-s.  X.  45) ;  of  a  man.  —  Hfriganka-datta, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Amara-datta  (king  of  AyodhyS) ; 
of  the  father  of  Aruna-datia.  —  Mrigditkadattiya, 
as,   a,   am,   relating    to    MrigSn-ka-datta.  —  Mri- 
gditka-rasa,  as,  m.  epithet  of  a  kind  of  formula. 
—  Mrigdnka-lekhd,   (.,  N.  of  the  daughter  of  a 
king  of  the  Vidya-dharas.  —  MHgdnka-vati,  (.,  N. 
of  the  wife  of  Dharma-dhvaja,  king  of  Ujjayin! ;  of 
the  wife  of  Mrigan-ka-sena.  —  Mrigdnka-stna,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Vidya-dharas.  —  Mni/dn- 

gand  (°ya-an°),  f.  a  female  deer,  doe.  —  Mrigajina 
(°ga-ajj),  am,  a.  a  deer-skin.  —  Mrigdjiva  (°ga- 
o;3),  as,  m.  '  subsisting  by  wild  animals,'  a  hunts- 

man ;  a  hyena.  —  Mrigatavi  (°ga-at°),  f.  =  mriga- 
kdnana,  q.v.  —  Mrigdnda-ja  (°ga-an°),  (.  musk. 
—  Mrigad   (°ga-ad),  t,  m.  '  animal-devourer,'  a 
tiger.  — Mrigddana   (°ga-ad°),  as,   m.    'animal- 
devourer,'  a  hyena;  a  hunting  leopard;  (»),  f.  colo- 

quintida,  colocynth    (  =  indra-vdruni).  —  Mrigd- 

dhifia  (°ga-adh°),  as,  m.  'king  of  animals,"  a  lion. 
—  M rigddhipatya,  ('ga-ddh"),  am,  n.  dominion 
over  wild  animals.  —  Mrigddhirdja  (°ga-adh°),  as, 

m.  =  mrigddkipa.  —  Mrigdntaka  (°ga-an°),  as, 
m.  '  animal-destroyer,'  a  cheete  or  hunting  leopard. 

—  Mrigdrdti  (°j/a-ar°),  i>,  m.  '  enemy  of  wild 
animals,'  a  lion ;  a  dog.  —  Mrigdri  (°ga-ari),  it,  m. 
'  enemy  of  wild  animals,'  a  lion ;  a  tiger ;   a  dog, 
hound  ;  a  species  of  Moringa  with  red  blossoms  (  = 

rakt a-s'igru, ;  cf.  mdrydra).  —  Mrigd-vati,  f.,  N.  of 
DakshayanI  on  the  Yamuna  ;  N.  of  several  princesses. 

—  Mrigavatl-daritra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Mri- 
gdvidh  (°ga-dv°),  t,  m.  a  deer-killer,  huntsman. 
—  Mrtgdsya   (°ga-ds°),  as,  d,   am,  'deer-faced,' 
having  the  head  or  face  of  an  antelope ;   (a$),  m. 

the   sign   of  the   zodiac  Capricorn ;    [cf.    mriga- 

mukha.]  —  Mrigl-kimda,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Sfrit/i- 
tva,  ant,  n.  the  state  or  condition  of  a  female  deer 

or  doe.  —  Mrigi-drv!,  It,  f.  'deer-eyed,  fawn-eyed,' 
a  woman  with  eyes  like  an  antelope's.  —  Rft'igi- 
pati,  is,  m.    '  husband   of  Mrig!,'  an  epithet  of 
Krishna.  —  Mrigi-lotfand,  f.  '  fawn-eyed,'  a  woman 
with  eyes  like  an  antelope's.  —  Mrigekshana  (°ga~ 
tk''),  am,  n.  the  eye  of  an  antelope  or  fawn,  an  eye 
like  a  deer's ;    (d),   f.  '  fawn-eyed,'  a  woman  with 
eyes   like    an    antelope's ;    coloquintida,   colocynth. 
"Mrigcndra  (°ga-in°),  as,  m.  'king  of  beasts,'  a 
lion ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Leo ;  a  tiger ;  a  parti- 

cular metre,  four  times  \j-\j',    N.  of  an  author; 

(am),  n.,  N.  of  Mrigendra's  work;   of  a  Tantra. 
—  Mrigendra-dataka,    as,   m.   a   hawk,  falcon. 
—  Mrigendra-td,  f.  lordship  over  the  beasts,  do- 

minion  over  wild   animals.  —  Mrigendra-mukha, 

am,  n.  a  lion's  mouth  ;  a  particular  metre,  four  times 
vuuu  —  w  —  \j  —  *j  — .  —  Mrigendra-vrishdbha, 
an,,  m.  du.  a  lion  and  a  bull.  —  M rigendrdni,  f. 
Gendarussa  Vulgaris  ( =  alar-ashaka  ;    cf.  tinhi). 

—  Mrigendrdsana  (°ra-ds°),  am,  n.  '  lion's  seat," 
a  throne ;  [cf.  sinhdsana.]  —  Mrigendrdsya  (°ra- 
a»°),    as,    m.    '  lion-faced,'    an    epithet   of   Siva. 
—  Mrigervdru  (°ga-ir°),  coloquintida,  colocynth ; 
a  species  of  animal;  a  white  deer  (?).—  Mrigervd- 

ruka  (°ga-ir°),  a  species  of  animal  (said  to  dwell 
in  holes  or  caves).  —  Mriges'vara  (°ga-l^°),  as,  m. 
'  lord  of  beasts,'  a  lion ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Leo. 
—  Mrigeshta  ("ga-ish°),  as,  m.  a  species  of  jasmine. 
«—  Mrigairvdru  or  mrigairvdruka  (^ga-er°)  = 
mrigervdru.  —  Mrigoltama  (°ga-ut°),  as,  m.  best 
of  antelopes,  a  beautiful  antelope  or  deer ;  (am),  n. 

the  Nakshatra  Mriga-liras.  —  Slrigottamdnga  ("go- 
ut"), am,  n.  '  antelope-head,"  the  Nakshatra  Mriga- siras. 

Mrigand,  f.  seeking,  searching,  search,  investiga- 
tion, research,  inquiry. 

Mriganyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  hunting  wild  animals. 
Mrigamdna,  as,  a,  am,  seeking,  pursuing,  hunt- 

ing. 

Afrigaya,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  demon  conquered 

by  Indra ;  [cf.  mriga.'] 
Mrigayas,  da,  m.,  Ved.  a  wild  animal. 
Mrigayd,  f.  hunting,  the  chase ;  the  Chase  per- 

sonified as  one  of  the  attendants  of  Revanta.  —  Mri- 

gayd-ydna,  am,  n.  the  going  out  to  hunt,  a  hunting 
expedition.  —  Mrigaydranya  (°yd-ar°)  ormrigayd- 
vana,  am,  n.  a  forest  prepared  or  suited  for  hunting, 

a  park,  preserve ;  [cf.  mriya-kanana."]  —  Mrigayd- 
&la,  as,  d,  am,  accustomed  to  the  chase,  attached to  hunting. 

Mrigaydna,  as,  a,  am,  searching  for,  hunting 
after,  chasing,  pursuing. 

Mrigayitva,  ind.  having  searched,  having  investi- 

gated. 
Mrigayw,  ws,  m.  a  huntsman ;  a  jackal ;  an  epi- thet of  Brahma. 

Mriga/va,  (with  Buddhists)  a  particular  high  number. 
Jfrigavya,  am,  n.  hunting,  the  chase ;  the  butt 

or  mark  in  archery,  a  target. 

MHgdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymns 

Atharva-veda  IV.  23-29  ;  of  a  minister  of  Prasena- 
jit  [cf.  mriga-dhara]  ;  =  mrigdra-sukta  below. 
—  Mrigdra-sukta,  am,  n.  the  hymns  Atharva-veda 

IV.  23-29.  —  Mrigdreshti  (°ra-ish°),  is,  (.  epithet 
of  Taittirlya-samhitS  IV.  7, 15,  and  of  Atharva-veda IV.  23-29. 

Mrigita,  as,  a,  am,  chased,  hunted  after,  sought,. 
searched  for,  pursued. 

Mrigu,  us,  f.,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.),  N.  of  the 
mother  of  Rama  MSrgaveya. 

Mrtgya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  hunted  after,  to  be 

sought  or  inquired  after. 
Mrigyamdna,  at,  d,  am,  being  searched  for, 

being  sought  or  inquired  after. 

JJ^mnV,  k,  f.  (fr.  rt.  mar<5),Ved.  threaten- 
ing ;  injury  ;  a  snare  ;  [cf.  a-mrikta.] 

Mrifaya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (perhaps)  liable  to 
destruction  or  decay,  transitory,  going,  moving. 

^IPl  mrit-faya,  mrii-thakatika.  See 
under  2.  mrid,  p.  792,  col.  2. 

II  -A   mridh  or  mar<!h,  cl.  6.  A.  mri((Tiate, 

t,^.  &c.,  to  pass  away,  perish. 

jj  J  I.  mrij  [cf.  rts.  marj,  mm],  cl.  2. 
t,  \  P.  mdrshti  (ep.  also  A.  mdrshte,  3rd  pi. 

mrijanti  or  mdrjanti;  Ved.  3rd  sing,  mrijati,  -te), 
Impf.  amdrt  (3rd  pi.  amrijan  or  amdrjan),  Impv. 
marshtu  (2nd  sing.  mriddJif),  mamdrja  (3rd  pi. 

mamrijits  or  mamarjui),  mdrjishyati  or  mdrksh- 
yati  (Ved.  mrakshyate),  amdrjit  or  amdrkshit 
(Ved.  amrikskat),marjitum  or  mdnhtum,  to  wipe, 
rub,  cleanse,  clean,  purify,  wash  off,  clear  away  ;  to  rub, 
stroke  ;  to  make  smooth  or  glossy,  curry  (as  a  horse)  ; 

to  deck,  adorn,  make  ready  ;  (A.)  to  wipe  off  (impu- 

rity from  one's  self)  upon  some  one  else  (loc.  c.)  ; 
to  go  (Ved.);  cl.  i.  P.  marjati,  mririjati,  Sec.,  to 
sound,  (in  this  sense  connected  with  rts.  muj,  munj, 

cf.  rt.  mar/)  ;  cl.  10.  P.  A.  or  Caus.  mdrjayati,  -te 

(Ved.  marjayati,  -te),  -yitum,  to  wipe  off;  to  wash 
or  cleanse  one's  self  (in  this  sense  only  A.),  purify 

one's  self,  become  purified  ;  to  adorn  ;  to  move 
about,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VII.  39,  3. 
marjayanta  =  paritaryante)  :  Pass,  mrijyate,  Aor. 
amdrji,  to  be  wiped  or  washed,  &c.  :  Caus.  mdrja- 

yati, -yitum,  Aor.  amamdrjat  or  amimrfjat,  to 
cause  to  wipe  or  cleanse,  &c.  :  Desid.  mimdrjishati 

or  mimrikshati  :  Intens.  marlmrijyate  (Ved.  mor- 

mrijyate),  marimarshti,  marimdrshti,  marmdr- 
shti,  to  rub  or  wipe  off  repeatedly,  to  keep  rubbing 

or  wiping  off;  (A.)  to  be  continually  cleansing  one's 
self;  [cf.  Zend  marez,  'to  wipe:'  Gr.  a/jii\y-ai, 

ot  (for 

H\dyoi),  f&\a,  ya\a>tTos  (for  fAaxro)  :  Lat. 
mulg-e-o,  mulc-tu-s,  mulctra,  mulctru-m,  merg-a, 
merg-e(t)s,  mulier,  lac  (for  mlac)  :  Old  Germ. 
milch-u,  '  I  milk  :'  Goth,  miluks,  '  milk  :'  Angl. 
Sax.  meoluc,  meolc,  melcan,  mearc,  meartian, 
ge-mearc  :  Slav,  mlz-a  :  Lith.  mdz-u  ;  perhaps  Hib. 

breitgaim,  '  I  soothe  ;'  bleaghaim,  '  I  milk.'] 
Mdrjita,  as,  d,  am  (equally  to  be  connected  with 

rt.  mdrj),  wiped,  cleansed,  purified,  clean,  smooth, 
bright;  washed  away,  removed;  rubbed,  smeared, 
besmeared,  &c.  ;  see  mdrjita,  p.  774'  c0'-  *• 

2.  mrij,  t,  t,  t,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  wiping, 
rubbing;  wiping  off  or  away. 

Mrija,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  drum. 
Mrijat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  wiping  away,  cleansing, 

effacing,  (also  pra-mrijat,  Kir3t3rj.  III.  4,  3.) 
Mrija,  (.  wiping,  cleansing,  washing,  purifying, 

purification,  ablution  ;  purity,  cleanliness  ;  a  pure 

skin,  clear  complexion  ;  complexion.  —  Mrijd-na- 

gara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Mrijdnvaya  ("jd- 
(tnv),  as,  d,  am,  possessing  or  endowed  with  clean- 

liness, cleansed,  clean.  —  Mrijd-mt,  an,  ati,  at,  pos- 
sessed of  cleanliness. 

Mrijita,  as,  d,  am,  wiped,  wiped  away,  rubbed 
off,  removed. 

Mrijya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cleansed,  to  be  purified  ; 
to  be  wiped  away  or  removed  (=2.  mdrgya). 

i.  mrishta,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  793»  c0^  l)» 
washed,  cleansed,  clean,  pure  ;  smeared,  besmeared  ; 

prepared,  dressed,  savoury,  (mri.thtam  annam,  deli- 
cate food,  dainties  ;  cf.  mishta)  ;  (am),  n.  pepper. 

—  Mrishta-gandha,  at,  m.  (probably)  an  agreeable 
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or  appetizing  smell  or  sarour.  —  Mrishtagandha 
pa  rana,  as,  m.  a  fragrant  breeze.  — 
at,  a,  am,  exceedingly  delicate  or  savoury.  —  Mri 
ihla-luntUa,  as,  a,  am,  torn  up  (as  a  root)  am 

*  washed.  —  J/ri«/t/it-ruf ,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  containing 
a  form  of  rt.  I.  mrij.  —  Mrithta-vdkya,  as,  a,  am 
speaking  sweetly  (  =  mish.{a-vdkya).  —  Nititkta 
saliln,  as,  d,  am,  having  bright  or  pure  water. 

I.  mrithti,  it,  f.  (for  2.  see  p.  793,  col.  I),  cleans- 
ing, cleaning,  preparation,  dressing  (of  food,  Manu 

III.  255);  a  savoury  repast,  (according  to  Kulluka 
=  umiddcJi  sanskdru-risesha.) 

Mrijihteruka,  as,  d,  am,  eating  dainties  or  deli- 
cacies, luxurious,  selfish ;  liberal. 

mrid  (Ved.  mril),  cl.  6.  9.  P.  mri- 
,  dati,  mridnati,  mamarda,  mardislnjati, 

amardit,  Murtlilum  (Ved.  cl.  6.  P.  mrilati,  d. 

10.  P.  mrilayati.  Sec.),  to  be  gracious  or  favour- 
able, be  gracious  towards  (with  dat.) ;  to  forgive,  par- 
don, spare;  to  treat  graciously,  rejoice,  delight,  make 

happy ;  to  rejoice,  be  delighted  or  happy :  Caus. 
mardayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  amlmridat  or  amamar- 
dat :  Desid.  mimardishati :  Intens.  marlmridyate, 

marlmartti;  [cf.  Gr.  /ic/X-ia, 
to-t. Lat.  blan- 
dus  :  Goth,  mild-s,  '  affectionate  :'  Old  Germ,  mil- 
ti,  '  mild  :'  Slav,  mil-u,  '  pitiable  ;'  mil-ovati,  '  to 
pity  ;'  mil-oitt,  '  pity  :'  Lith.  myl-iu  ;  meilu-s, 
'  lovely  ;'  meile,  '  love.'] 
Mrida,  as,  a,  am  [cf.  mridu,  col.  3],  showing 

mercy,  gracious  (Ved.)  ;  (as),  m.  a  N.  of  Agni  or 
Fire  ;  of  Siva  ;  (a,  ?),  f.  an  epithet  of  Parvart  [cf. 

mrt'rfanf]  ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  hiranya,  a  particular 
weight  of  gold(?). 
Mridana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  showing  grace  or 

favour,  making  happy,  delighting. 
Mridaya,  as,  a,  am,  showing  grace  or  mercy; 

a-mridaya,  unmerciful. 
Mriddku,  us,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Mridani,  f.  the  wife  of  Mrida  or  Siva,  i.  e.  P5r- 

vatl.  —  Mridani-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
Mridltri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  =  marditri,  one  who 

shows  favour. 

Mfitfika,  as,  m.  '  gracious,'  N.  of  Siva  ;  a  fish  ; 
(according  to  some)  an  antelope,  [cf.  mrigaJ] 
Mrilayat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  showing  grace  or 

favour,  favouring.  —  Mrilayat-tama,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  exceedingly  gracious. 
Mrilaydku,  ««,  us,  u,  Ved.  gracious,  kindly  dis- 

posed, showing  grace,  making  happy. 
Mrilika,  am,  n.,  Ved.  grace,  mercy,  kindness  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Vasishtha,  author  of  the  hymns 
IJig-veda  IX.  97,  25-27,  and  X.  150. 

«jsg;*u  mritlankana,  as,  m.  (according  to 
UnSdi-s.  IV.  24.  fr.  rt.  mrid),  a  child,  boy. 

ii  IN    mrin   (connected   with    rts.    mri, 
t,    N  mri),   cl.   6.   P.  mrinati,  mamarna, 

mrinitum,  to  kill,  slay;  [cf.  Gr.  napvaftai."] 
«i«Ulrt  mrindla,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 

also  I,  f.),  the  edible  fibrous  root  of  some  kinds  of 
lotus,  a  lotus  fibre  or  small  fibre  attached  to  the  stalk 

of  a  water-lily;  (i),  f.  a  lotus  fibre;  (am),  n.  the 
root  of  the  fragrant  grass  Andropogon  Muricatus. 

a,  as,  m.  the  fracture  of  a  lotus 

fibre.  —  Mriniila-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  lotus 
fibres  or  roots.  —  Mriiidla-isutra,  am,  n.  the  fibre 
of  a  lotus  stalk. 

Mrinntaka,  as,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  = 
mrinaln;  (ika),  (.  the  edible  root  of  a  lotus;  a 
proper  N. 

Mriiialln,  i,  m.  a  lotus;  (tnl),  f.  a  lotus  plant; 
a  group  of  lotuses  ;  a  place  where  lotuses  grow. 

mriti-maya,  incorrectly  for   nirin- 
maya  under  2.  mrid,  col.  3. 

*TT  mrita.    See  under  rt.  mri,  p.  789,  col.  3. 
^Tnp  mritanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father 

of  the  tun;  the  sun;  [cf.  mritanda,  mdrtanda.} 

mritamada,  am,  n.  blue  vitriol. 

mritalaka  or  mrittala  or  mritta- 
laka,  am,  n.  (probably  connected  with  2.  mrid), 
a  kind  of  loam  or  clay. 

mrit-kara.   See  under  2.  mrid  below. 

mrityava,   probably   incorrect   for 
rnrit-pada,  below. 

*[W  mrityu.     See  p.  790,  col.  I. 

HWT  mritsa,  mritsna.     See  below. 

i.  mrid  [cf.  rts.  mrad,  mrid"],  el.  9.  P. 
£•  ̂   mridnati  (ep.  also  A.  mridnite),  cl.  I.  P. 

mardati  (cp.  also  A.-tc),  mamarda  (yd  pi.  mamri- 
il««  or  iiminat'flit,^),mainride,mardisht/ati,amar- 
</('.  inarditttm,  to  press,  squeeze;  to  grind,  pound, 
bruise,  reduce  to  powder,  pulverize  ;  to  crush,  dash 
to  pieces,  tiample  upon,  treat  harshly,  lay  waste  ;  to 
overcome,  surpass;  to  rub,  stroke,  wipe,  (hastena 
mamride  laid/am,  he  wiped  his  forehead  with  his 
hand)  ;  to  rub  against,  touch,  graze,  pass  through  (as 
a  constellation,  in  astronomy)  ;  to  rub  away,  wipe 
away,  destroy;  (according  to  Naigh.  II.  14)  to  go, 
(in  this  sense  cl.  I.  P.):  Pass,  mridyate,  to  be 

pressed  or  ground,  &c.  :  Caus.  mardayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  atnamardat  or  amlmridat,  to  press  or  squeeze 
hard,  to  crush,  break,  trample  upon,  tread  under  foot, 
oppress,  treat  harshly,  wear  out,  torment,  plague, 
destroy,  kill  ;  to  rub  ;  to  cause  to  be  trampled  upon, 
&c.  :  Desid.  mimardishati,  to  desire  to  crush,  wish 

to  pound  ;  to  be  about  to  crush,  &c.  :  Intens.  marl' 

mridyate,  marlmartti,  &c.  ;  [cf.  Gr.  a-plpS-ai, 
5-0},  a-fia\l)-vi'-w,  a-/xaAo-s  :  Lat.  mord- 

e-o,  mand-o,  mol-o,  mol-a,  malleus  (for  mar- 

dens)  :  Goth,  malvja,  '  I  pound  ;'  mala,  '  I  grind  ;' 
a  moth  :'  Angl.  Sax.  s-melte,  '  to  melt  ;' 

malt,  meltan,  miltan,  smeortan  :  Old  Germ. 

smilzu  ;  amylt,  '  serene,  calm  ;'  mah,  smeszan  : 
Lith.  iii'ilii,  '  I  grind  ;'  mald-inw,  mal-iim,  '  I 
cause  to  be  ground  ;'  molj,  '  a  moth  :'  Hib,  meilim, 
I  grind  ;'  millim,  '  I  spoil,  ruin.'] 
Mrittika,  f.  earth,  clay,  loam  ;  fresh  earth  ;  a 

kind  of  fragrant  earth.  —  Mrittika^vati,  f.,  N.  of  a 
»wn. 

Mritsa,  f.  good  earth  or  clay  ;  earth,  clay  ;  a  kind 

of  fragrant  earth. 
Mritsna,  as,  am,  m.  n.  dust,  powder;  (a),  f. 

'ood  earth  or  clay  ;  a  kind  of  fragrant  earth  ;  clay  ; 

"cf.  martsna.]  —  Mritsnu-lihiindaka,  am,  n.  a 
cind  of  earthen  vessel  (  =  us/ttrika). 

2.  mrid,  t,  f.  earth,  soil,  clay,  loam;  a  piece  of 
earth,  lump  of  clay  ;  a  mound  of  earth  ;  a  kind  of 

ragrant  earth  ;  [cf.  panilu-m°.]  —  Mnt-i'aya,  as,  m. 
a  heap  of  earth.  *~Mfi<!-4hdli<i(ikd,  f.  (i.e.  mrit  + 
vakatikd),  a  small  cart  made  of  clay,  toy-cart  ;  (a,  am), 

'.  n.,  N.of  a  celebrated  drama  (supposed  to  be  the  oldest 
Sanskrit  play  extant)  by  king  Sudraka.  —  MriMha- 
-.atfkd-setu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Lalla- 
dikshita  on  the  above  drama.  —  Mrit-thila-mayn, 
as,  I,  am  (i.  e.  mril  +  xilii  +  mayo,),  made  of  clay 
and  stone.  —  M  rit-kana,  a  small  lump  or  clod  of 
earth  or  clay.  —  MHtkana-td,  f.  the  state  of  a  clod 
of  earth.  —  Ml  it-kara,  of,  m.  a  worker  in  clay, 
lotter.  —  Mrit-kanxya,  am,  n.  an  earthen  pitcher, 

earthen  vessel.  ~Mt'it-kird,  f.  'earth-scattering,'  an 
•arth-worm;  a  species  of  cricket.  —  Mrit-kh<(lini, 

.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  (arma-ka^'a).  —  Mrit-pada, 
as,  m.  a  baker  of  clay,  potter.  —  Mrll-iiiilra,  am, 

a    vessel    of  clay,    earthen    vessel,  earthenware. 
•-  Mrit-pinda,  as,  m.  a  dod  of  earth,  lump  of  clay. 

—  Mrit/iiuda-tas,  ind.  from  a  lump  of  clay.  —  Mi  -il- 
>raA'.-/icpa,  scattering  earth  ovtr  anything  (as  a 
means  of  purification,  Manu  V.  125).  —  Mrit-jtliall, 
.  Costus  Speciosus  or  Arabicus.  —  Mrid-dhvaya,  f, 
species  of  fragrant  earth.  —  Mi-id-iju,  as,  a,  am, 
•eing  in  the  earth,  growing  in  day;  (as),  m.  a 
pecics  of  fish.  —  Afrid~f/hata,  as,  m.  an  earthen  pot 

pitcher.  —  A/;  id-bhaiida,  am,  n.  a  vessel  of  clay, 
earthen  pot,  earthenware.  —  Alrid-bhandavasesham 

(°rfa-of°),  ind.  so  that  only  an  earthen  vessel  is  left. 
—  Mriil-vdri-iiwa,  it,  it,  i,  purified  with  earth  and 
water  (Manu  V.  io6).  —  Mrin-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
made  of  earth  or  clay,  earthen  ;  mrin-mayam 
patram,  an  earthenware  mse\.  —  SIri>i-maru,  us, 
m.  a  stone,  rock  (?).  —  Mrtl-loshia,  am,  n.  a  lump 

of  clay,  clod  of  earth. 
Mridava,  am,  n.  (fr.  mridu),  contrasting  excel- 

lence or  merit  of  any  kind  with  demerit  (in  drama- tical language). 

Mridd,  {.,  Ved.  =  2.  mrid;  [cf.  probably  Lat. 

merda;  Goth,  mulda;  Angl.  Sax.  molde.]  —  31  ri- 
da-kara,  at,  m.  a  thunderbolt. 

M/  idita,  as,  a,  am,  pressed,  squeezed  ;  crushed, 
bruised,  pounded,  ground,  trampled  upon,  trampled 
down,  laid  waste  ;  rubbed  ;  (am),  n.  a  particular 
disease  of  the  membrum  virile. 

MHilim,  (.  good  earth  or  soil. 
Mridu,  nt,  m  or  ci,  «  (compar.  mradiyas,  su- 

perl.  mradifhtha,  q.  q.  v.  v.  ;  cf.  rt.  tarad,  from 

which  in  Unadi-s.  I.  29.  mridu  is  said  to  be  de- 

rived), '  ea^ly  pressed  or  squeezed,'  soft,  tender,  sup- 
ple, nexible,  pliant  ;  mild,  gentle  ;  weak,  moderate  ; 

blunt  ;  slow  ;  (us),  m.  the  planet  Saturn  [cf.  manda]  ; 

N.  of  a  king  ;  (vi),  f.  a  vine  with  red  grapes  [cf.  mri- 
dvilta]  ;  (u),  n.  softness,  mildness,  gentleness  ;  [cf. 
Gr.  {3pa5vs  (fr. 

like  &paT6-s  fr.  pporu-s)  • 
Lat.  Itardus,  mollis  (fr.  mains  for  modvis  or 

iifi'i'l*),  mollifies,  mollire,  blandus;  Old  Germ. 
milti;  Mod.  Germ.,  Angl.  Sax.,  and  Eng.  mild  ; 

Russ.  molodijl,  '  young  ;'  Hib.  meirbli,  '  slow, 
tedious,  weak.'  |  —  Mridii-krishyayasa,  am,  n.  'soft- 
iron,'  lead.  —  Mfidu-koshtha,  as,  d,  am,  having 
relaxed  bowels,  relaxed,  easily  affected  by  medicine. 
—  MrisJii-kriyd,  f.  the  act  of  softening,  mollify- 
\\\z,.  —  Mridu-rjana,  as,  m.  =  mridu-rarga  below. 
—  Mridu-gandhika,  as,   m.  a  species  of  plant. 
—  Mridii-ijamana,  as,  d,  am,  going  softly,  having 
a  soft  or  gentle  gait  ;  (a),  f.  a  goose  or  female  swan. 
—  Jl  ndu.-gdmin,  i,  inl,  i,  going  softly,  having  a 

soft  or  gentle  gait.  —  Mndu-tarmin,  i,  m.  a  species 

of  birch  tree  (  =  tannin).  —  31t'id<t-('apa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Danava.  —  Mndu-iit'liada,  as,  m.  a  species 
of  birch  tree  ;  a  kind  of  mountain  Pilu  tree.  —  JUralit- 
jdtiya,  as,  d,  am,  somewhat  soft,  slightly  weak. 
—  Mridu-td,   {.   or  mridu-tva,  am,   n.  softness, 

gentleness,  tenderness,  mildness,  weakness  ;  mridu- 
tarn  gam  or  vraj,  to  become  mild  or  weak,  be 
appeased.—  Mridtt-tala,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree 
(  =  s'ri-tala).  —  Mridii-tikf]tiia,  (is,  a,  am,  soft  and 
violent,  gentle  and  harsh,  (used  as  an  epithet  of  the 
two  Nakshatras  Krittika  and  Vi-sakha.)  —  Mridu- 

trat:,  k,  or  mridu-tvafta,  as,   m.  'having  a  soft 
bark,"  a  species  of  birch  toee.  —  dlridii-]ia/tra,  as, 
m.  '  soft-leafed,'  a  rush,   reed.  —  JUntlu-parusha- 

ijmia,  au,  m.  du.  'the  qualities  of  mild  and  harsh," mildness  and  harshness.  —  Mridu-parvaka,  as,  m. 

or  mriilu-parvan,  a,  n.  '  soft-jointed,'  a  reed,  cane. 
is,  is,  i,  'soft-handed,'  having  a 

delicate  hand.  —  Mni/ii-jtttlictkn,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 

sheat-fish,  silurus.  —  Mriau-pushpa,  as,  m.  '  having 
soft  flowers,'  Acacia  Sirissa  (  =  siriisha).  —  ]lndu- 
farra,  u.-,  a,  am,  commencing  softly,  friendly  at 
first,  gentle,  tender;  (am),  ind.  mildly  or  friendly 
at  first,  gently,  tenderly,  blandly,  softly,  coaxingly. 

—  ̂Ir'n'  u-fiftti/uiiui,  as,  ft,  am,  Ved.  (to  be  pro- 
nounced) with  a  gentle  effort.  —  Mridii-prlya,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a   Danava.  •—Mriil'i-fn'trudha,   as,   d, 
am,  full  of  gentleness  ;  mild  and  haughty.  —  Mriiln- 

phala,   as,   m.   'having  soft  fruit,'  N.  of  various 
plants  (  —  rii-atfkata,  mkantalta,  mndhn-nulike- 
raka).  —  Mridu-bkashin,  >,  i>ii,  i,  speaking  sweetly. 
—  Mrii/ii-mritsna,  as,  a,  am,  consisting  of  soft  or 

fine  particles  or  atoms.  —  Mridu-roma-i'at,  an,  or 
mridu-lomaka,  as,  m.  •  having  soft  hair,'  a  hare. 
—  .!//  idit-rarrja,  as,  m.  the  group  of  Nakshatras 
called  mridu  (viz.  Anu-radha,  Citra,  Revati,  and 

Mriga-siras).  —  Mridu-vdd,  k,  k,  k,   'soft-voiced,' 
mild   in  speech.  —  Mndii-nlta,  as,   m.   a  gentle 
breeze,  zephyr.  —  Mridu-vid,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Svaphalka.  —  Mridu-sparisa,  as,  d,  am,  soft  to  the 
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touch,  soft.  —  Mridu-kridaya,  as,  a,  am,  tender- 
hearted, kind.  —  Mridutphala  (°a"u-ui°),  am,  n. 

the  blue  lotus,  Nymphza  Cyanea.  —  Mridv-anga, 
at,  a  or  i,  am,  '  tender-limbed,"  delicately  formed  ; 
(i),  f.  a  delicate  woman  ;  (am),  n.  tin.  —  Mridv- 
ai'agraha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  easily  indicating  the 
division  of  the  members  of  a  compound. 
Mriduka,  as,  d,  am,  soft,  tender,  gentle  ;  (am), 

ind.  softly,  gently,  tenderly. 
Mridura,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  SVaphalka,  (also 

read  mudara.)  —  Mridvra-svana,  see  under  bhi- 
dura-svana. 

Mridula,  as,  d,  am,  soft,  tender,  mild,  gentle  ; 
(am),  n.  water;  Amyris  Agallocha  (  =  a-guru). 
Mridu-as,  cl.  2.  P.  mridv-asti,  Sec.,  to  be  or 

become  soft. 

Mridu-bhava,  as,  m.  the  becoming  soft. 
Mridu-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  Sec.,  to  become  soft. 
Mridyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  crushed  or  bruised. 
Mridmkd,  f.  a  vine  ;  a  bunch  of  grapes. 

«J<;«<5  mridankti.ru,  us,  or  mridankura,  as, 
m.  <he  green  pigeon,  Columba  Hariala. 

*J^1F  mridanga,  as,  m.  (according  to 
UnSdi-s.  I.  1  20.  fr.  rt.  I.  mrid),  a  kind  of  drum, 
labour;  noise,  din;  a  bamboo  cane;  (i),  f.  a  species 
of  plant  (=ghoshdtaki).  —  Mridanga-phala,  as, 
m.  the  jack  or  bread-fruit  tree.  —  Mridanga-pha- 
lini,  {.  =  mridanrji. 
Mridangaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times 

a,  a*,  a,  am  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  I. 
mrid,  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  mri),  sporting,  sportive  ; 
passing  quickly  away,  transient. 

mridani,  incorrect  for  mriddni. 

mridi.     See  mardeya. 

mridunnaka,  am,  n.  gold. 

mridura.     See  above. 

ftvt  I-  mridh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  mardhati,  -te, 
t,^\  mardhitum,  (Ved.)  to  kill,  injure,  hurt; 

to  contemn,  neglect,  forget,  disregard,  be  disgusted 
with  (with  ace.)  ;  to  be  moist ;  to  moisten  ;  [cf.  pro- 

bably Gr.  fM\Snnus ;  Goth,  maurthr ;  Angl.  Sax. 

mordher,  mordhnr;  Old  Germ.  muZfj'an.] 
2.  mridh,  t,  f.,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  combat, 

fight,  battle  ;  one  who  contemns  or  injures ;  an  ad- 
versary, foe,  enemy. 

Mndha,  am,  n.  combat,  fight,  war,  battle ;  (said 
to  be  also  at,  m.) 
Mridhas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  war,  battle ;  contempt,  indif- 

ference; mridhas-kri,  to  disdain,  contemn,  injure. 
Mridhra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one  who  injures,  an 

enemy ;  (ani),  n.  pi.  disdain,  contempt,  abuse, 
insult,  contumely.  —  Mridhra-vdt,  k,  k,  k,  Ved. 
speaking  injuriously  or  contumeliously,  insulting. 

f*"t  mrin-maya,  mril-loshta,  &c.  See 
under  t.  mrid. 

t+Gfo  mn7,  Ved.     See  under  rt.  mrid. 

I.  mris  (often  confounded  with 
rt.  I.  mrish),  cl.  6.  P.  mrisati  (some- 

times also  A.  mrisate),  mamarda,  markshyati  or 
mrakshyati,  amrikshat  or  amiirkshU  or  amru- 
kshit,  marshtum  or  mrashlum,  to  touch,  stroke, 
handle;  to  rub,  rub  off;  to  touch  (mentally),  con- 

sider, reflect,  deliberate ;  [cf.  Lat.  mulc-e-o,  (pro- 
bably also)  mulc-o  :  perhaps  Hib.  mear,  '  a  finger, 

toe ;'  mearacht,  '  fingering  or  touching  a  musical 
instrument.1] 

2.  mrii,  k,  Ic,  k,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  one  who 
strokes  or  touches,  a  stroker,  (see  Gram.  1 8 1.) 

2.  mrishta,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  and  3.  see  under 
rts.  I.  mrij  and  3.  mrish),  touched,  stroked,  rubbed, 
handled  ;  considered,  reflected  upon,  deliberated. 

2.  mrishli,  is,  f.  (for  I.  and  3.  see  p.  792,  col.  I, 
and  this  page,  col.  2),  touching,  stroking,  contact. 

mrisaya  for  mricaya,  q.  v. 

jju  i.  mrish  (often  confounded  with 
i  X  rt.  i.  mris),  cl.  4.  P.  A.  mrishyati,  -te 

(rarely  cl.  I .  P.  A.  marshati,  -te),  mamarsha,  ma- 
mrishe,  marshithyati,  -te,  amarshit  (ep.  amri- 
shat),  amarshishta,  marshitum,  to  bear,  endure, 
suffer ;  to  permit,  let,  allow ;  to  bear  patiently,  (mu- 
hurtam  mrishyatdm,  have  patience  for  a  moment) ; 
to  forget,  let  slip  (from  the  mind),  neglect ;  to  par- 

don, forgive,  excuse ;  cl.  10.  P.  A.  or  Caus.  marsha- 
yati,  -te  (according  to  Vopa-deva  also  mrishayati, 
-te),  -yitum,  Aor.  amimrishat  or  amamarshat, 
amtmrishata  or  amamarshata,  to  bear,  suffer; 
endure,  tolerate,  allow,  put  up  with ;  to  forgive, 
excuse,  pardon;  [cf.  Goth,  marzjan;  Old  Germ. 
marrjan  ;  Angl.  Sax.  myrran.] 

2.  mrish,  t,  7,  t,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  one  who 
bears  or  endures,  bearing,  (see  Gram.  181.) 
Mrisha,  ind.  (probably  an  old  inst.  fr.  a  form 

mrisha,  and  perhaps  meaning  originally  '  with  for- 
getfulness'),  in  vain,  to  no  purpose,  uselessly;  wrongly, 
incorrectly,  ISRely",  untruly,  untruthfully,  lyingly, 
feignedly,  (sometimes  used  like  a  substantive,  e.  g. 
varjanlyam  mrisha  budhaih,  untruthfulness  is  to 

Ee'avoided  by  the  wise);  mrisha  kri,  to  act  falsely, 
feign ;  Mrisha,  as  •  Untruth,'  is  personified  as  the  wife 
of  A-dharma.  —  Mrishd-jndna,  am,  n.  false  or  spu- 

rious knowledge,  ignorance,  folly.  —  Mrishd-tva, 
am,  n.  incorrectness,  falsity.  —  Mrishd-ddna,  am, 
n.  '  false  gift,"  feigned  or  insincere  promise  of  a  gift. 
—  Mrishd-drishti,  is,  is,  i,  having  a  false  view  or 
opinion.  —  Mrishddhydyin   (°shd-adh°),  I,  m.  a 
species  of  crane,  Ardea  Nivea,  (compared  to  a  reli- 

gious hypocrite,  hence  its  names  tdpasa,  ddmbhlka, 

tirtha-sevin.)  —  Mrishdnus'dsin  ffhd-an"),  i,  ini, 
i,  punishing  unjustly.  —  Mrishd-bhdshin,  i,  ini,  i, 
speaking  falsely  or  untruthfully,  a  liar.  —  Mrishdr- 

thaka   (°shd-ar°),   as,   d,   am,   having    a    false 
sense  or  meaning,   untrue,   absurd ;    (am),   n.   an 

impossibility,  absurdity    (as  a  rabbit's    horn,  &c.). 
—  Mrishd-iid6,  k,  f.  an  untrue  or  satirical  speech, 
sarcasm,  irony.  —  Mrishd-mda,  as,  m.   an  untrue 
speech,  lie;  sarcasm,  irony;  (as,  a,  am),  speaking 
falsely  or  untruthfully,  a  liar.  —  Mrishd-nddin,  i, 
ini,  i,  speaking  falsely  or  untruthfully,  a  liar ;  (f), 
m.  one  who  brings  forward  an  unjust  or  unfounded 

charge,  a  false   accuser.  —  Mrishodya  (°shd-ud°), 
as,  d,  am,  speaking  untruthfully,  lying,  a  liar ;  (am), 
n.  untruthfulness,  lying. 

Mrishdya  (fr.  mrisha),  Nom.  A.  mrishdyate, 
&c.,  to  err,  be  mistaken,  hold  a  wrong  notion  or 

opinion. Mrishila  in  apa-mrishita,  q.  v. 

JJ  M  3.  mrish  (connected  with  rt.  2. 
t,  -\  mish),  cl.  i.  P.  marshati,  mamarsha, 

marshitum,  to  sprinkle,  pour  out. 
3.  mrishta,  as,  d,  am,  sprinkled. 
3.  mrishti,  is,  f.  (for  i.  and  2.  see  under  rts. 

I.  mrij  and  I.  tnnV),  sprinkling. 

«  H  rrt  *  mrishdlaka,  as,  m.  the  mango  tree. 

1?  mrishta.  See  under  rts.  I .  mry ,  I .  mris, 
and  3.  mrish. 

"J3  mri  (connected  with  rts.  mri  and 
£  mrin),  cl.  9.  P.  mrindti,  mamdra,  marish- 

yati,  amdrit,  martum,  Ved.  to  bruise,  smash,  crush, 
break  ;  kill,  hurt,  injure. 

3/itrna,  as,  d,  am,  crushed,  broken ;=  2.  muta, 
bound  ;  [cf.  rt.  murv.] 

•J3  me,  cl.  i.  A.  may  ate,  mame,  masyate, 
amdsta,  mdtam,  to  change,  exchange,  barter: 

Caus.  mdpayati,  -yitum,Ao  cross  over,  (perhaps  fr. 
rt.  31  mo) :  Desid.  mitsate :  Intens.  memiyate, 

mdmeti,  mdmdti;  [cf.  Gr.  d-fitl0-a,  a^d^-o-fmi, 
d-fjttv-ffa-a&at,  Trap-a/jLtifi-etv,  dfAoi@rf,  /tof-ro-s ; 
Lat.  me-a-re,  mov-e-o,  mo-tu-s,  mo-tio,  mo-men- 
tu-m,  mu-ta-re,  mu-tuu-s,  communis,  munus : 

Goth,  maithms,  maidjan,  ga-mains :  Angl.  Sax. 

madhm,  mane,  man,  ge-mcene :  Slav,  me-na, 
'  change :'  Lith.  mai-na-i,  '  exchange  ;'  main$-ti, 
'  to  change,  exchange.'] 
Mdpaydna,  as,  d,  am  (fr,  the  Caus.),  crossing 

over  (fr.  rt.  3.  ma  /). 

*Ni  meka,  as,  m.  (probably  onomato- 

poetic),  a  goat. 
«i«Bf>>  mekala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people,  (also  wrongly  read 

melaka);  (d),  {.,  N.  of  a  river  (=mekala-kan- 
yakd).  —  Mekala-kanyakd  or  mekala-kanyd,  f. 
'  daughter  of  Mekala,'  an  epithet  of  the  Narmada 
river.  —  Mekalakanyakd-tata,  N.  of  a  district. 
—  Mekalddri  (°la-ad°),  is,  m.  the  Mekala  moun- 

tain. —  Mekalddri-jd,  f. '  sprung  from  the  Mekala 
mountain,'  an  epithet  of  the  Narmada  river. 

•iiS(<u  mekshana,  am,  n.  (fr.  miksh),  Ved. 
a  wooden  stick  or  spoon  for  stirring  up  the  Caru  or 
taking  small  portions  from  it. 

•na&lmekhald,  f.  a  girdle,  belt,  waist-belt, 
(in  one  or  two  instances  as  or  am,  m.  or  n.) ;  the 
zone  of  a  woman ;  the  triple  zone  worn  by  the  first 
three  classes,  (according  to  Manu  II.  42.  that  of  a 
Brahman  ought  to  be  of  murija,  that  of  a  Kshatriya 

of  mured,  that  of  the  Vais"ya  of  ttana  or  hemp) ; 
the  girth  of  a  horse ;  a  band  or  fillet ;  anything 

girding  or  surrounding  [cf.  sdgara-m°];  a  sword- 
belt,  baldric ;  a  sword-knot  or  string  fastened  to  the 
hilt ;  the  place  of  the  girdle,  the  hips  ;  the  cords  or 
lines  drawn  round  an  altar,  or  on  the  four  sides  of 
the  hole  in  which  sacrificial  fire  is  offered ;  the  edge 
or  slope  of  a  mountain  [cf.  ni-tamba]  ;  Hemionitis 
Cordifolia ;  N.  of  a  place ;  of  a  woman ;  of  the 
NarmadS  river,  [cf.  mekala]  —  Mekhala-kan- 
yalcd  =  mekala-kanyakd,  q.  v.  —  Mekhald-pada, 
am,  n.  the  place  of  the  girdle,  the  hips.  —  Mekhald- 
bandha,  as,  m.  investiture  with  the  girdle ;  the 
rites  connected  with  such  investiture.  —  Mekhald-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  having  a  girdle  or  belt,  wearing  a 
fillet.  —  Mekhald-vin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  wearing  a 
girdle.  —  Mekhali-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum, 
to  put  on  a  girdle,  to  put  on  the  sacrificial  string. 
Mekhaldla,  as,  m. '  having  a  girdle,"  epithet  of 

S'iva;  (according  to  a  Scholiast =mekhalayd lan- 

fyita.) 
Mekhalika,  as,  d,  am,  wearing  a  girdle. 
Mekhalin,  i,  ini,  i,  wearing  a  girdle ;  (i),  m.  an 

epithet  of  S'iva;  a  BrShmanical  student  or  youth 
who,  previous  to  his  marriage,  wears  a  girdle  suited 
to  his  caste,  Brahma-farm. 

4-|  tJ   mep'i  =  rt.  migh. 

Megha,  as,  m.  a  cloud,  (kdla-m°,  a  black  cloud) ; 
cloudy  weather ;  a  mass,  multitude  ;  a  fragrant  grass, 
Cyperus  Rotundus ;  N.  of  one  of  the  six  Kfigas  or 
musical  scales ;  of  a  Rakshasa ;  of  the  father  of  the 
fifth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpinl;  of  a  poet, 
(also  read  meta) ;  of  a  mountain ;  (am),  n.  talc ; 

[cf.  Gr.  o-[tix-\Tj ;  Goth,  milh-ma,  '  a  cloud  ;' 
Lith.  mig-la,  '  a  mist.']  —  Megha-kapha,  as,  m. 
'cloud-phlegm,'  hail.  —  Megha-karnd,  f.,  N.  of  one 
of  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda.  —  Meg/ia-kdla, 
m.  'cloud-time,'  the  rainy  season.  —  Megha-kutd- 
bhigarjites'vara  (°la-abh°,  °ta-l^°),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Megha-gambhira,  as,  d,  am, 
deep  as  (the  rumbling  of)  a  cloud.  —  Megha-gar- 
jana,am,  n.  'cloud-rumbling,' thundering,  thunder. 
—  Megha-giri,  is,  m.,  N.   of  a  mountain.  —  Me- 
ghatt-kara,  as,  I,  am,  l  cloud-making,"  producing 
clouds.  —  Megha-dintaka,   as,   m.    'anxious   for 
clouds,'  the  Cataka  bird  (supposed  to  drink  only 
rain-water,  and  therefore  naturally  eager  for  rainy 

weather).  —  Megha-ja,  as,   d,  am,  '  cloud-born," 
coming  from  the  clouds ;    (as),  m.  a  large  pearl. 

—  Megha-jdla,  am,  n.  '  cloud-collection,'  a  mass 
of   clouds,    thick   clouds ;    talc.  —  Megha-jivaka 

or  rnegha-jtiana,  as,  m.  '  living  on  clouds,"  the 
Cataka  bird.  —  Megha-jyoiis,  is,  n.  (according  to 

90. 
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the  Amara-kosha,  is,  m.\  '  doud-light,'  a  flash  of 
lightning,  the  fire  produced  from  lightning.  —  M 

ijambara,  <«,  m.  thunder;  [cf.  imnhi'idainbarii.'] 
—  Mfijha-tai-ii,  us,  m.,  Ved.  '  cloud-tree,'  a  parti- 

cular form  of  cloud.  —  Mft/ha-t  iiitira,  am.  n.  'cloud- 

darkness,'  darkness  resulting  from  a  clouded  sky, 

cloudy  or  rainy  weather.  —  Ifcgha-trn,  inn,  n.  the 

being  a  cloud,  the  state  of  a  cloud,  cloudints*  :  «*• 
'  '•'/<"-:/"»'.  to  become  a  cloud.- ,  . 

.  Of,  m.'cioud-light,'  lightning.  —  Meglin-li'ii- '  - 

/',  w,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura.— 
avara-rdja,  an,  m.,  N.of  a  Buddha.  —  Merjlta-duta, 
as,  m.  '  cloud-messenger,'  N.  of  a  celebrated  poem 
by  KJlidSsa.  -  Mnihiiilida-fdila-tamaiyd,  f.,  N. 

of  a  work.-  J/.;;/<m/;if«''/ii.///a.  Cta-abh°),  as,  a, 
. 

am,  entitled  'cloud-messenger.'—  Meyha-dvara,  am, ' , 

n.  'cloud-gate,'  heaven,  the  sky,  etfiet.  — 
niiila,  as,  m.  '  cloud-noise,'  sound  of  rain,  thunder  ; 
(at,  a,  am),  sounding  or  rumbling  like  thunder, 
making  a  noise  like  thunder  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet 
of  Varuna  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  attendants  of  Skanda  ; 
of  a  Danava  ;  of  a  son  of  Havana,  afterwards  called 

Indra-jit,  as  having  conquered  Indra  (see  Rsmayana, 
Uttara-kSnda  XXXIV)  ;  of  a  frog  ;  Amaranthus  Po- 
lygonoides;  the  Pallia  tree,  Butea  Frondosa.  —  Me- 
gltanada-jit,  t,  m.  'conqueror  of  Megha-n5da  or 
Indra-jit,  son  of  RSvana,'  an  epithet  of  Lakshmana, 
the  favourite  brother  of  Rama  (the  account  of  his 

fighting  and  killing  Indra-jit  is  in  RSmSyana, 
Yuddha-k5nda  LXVH-LXX).-.!/-  •jliandda-tlrtlta, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place  on  the  NarmadS 

mei.  —  MeglunintlHiutlnsln  (°da-an°),  i,  m.  're- 

joicing in  the  rumbling  of  thunder-clouds,'  a  peacock. 
—  Megha-nddin,  I,  ini,  i,  sounding  or  making  a 
noise  like  thunder  ;  crying  with  joy  at  the  appear- 

ance of  clouds  ;  (T),  m.,  N.  of  a  DJnava.  —  Megha- 

ndman,  a,  m.  '  cloud-named,"  a  fragrant  grass,  Cy- 
perus  Rotundus.  —  3[cgha-nirghosha,  as,  m.  the 
rumbling  of  clouds,  thunder  ;  (as,  a,  am),  sounding 
or  making  a  noise  like  thunder.  —  Megha-pn  itkti, 
it,  (.  a  line  or  succession  of  clouds.  —  Megha-par- 
vata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Megha-pdll,  i. 
a   proper   N.  —  Meyha-puthpa,   am,   n.  'doud- 
blossom,'  water  j  river-water  ;  hail  ;  (a*),  m.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  four  horses  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna.  —  Me- 

gha-prishtha,  as,    m.,  N.  of  a  son   of  Ghrita- 
prishtha.  —  Megha-pradipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Mcglut-praedha,  ai,   m.,   N.   of  one  of  the 
attendants  of  Skanda.  —  Megha-prasava,  as,  m. 

'  cloud-offspring,'  water.  —  Megha-baddha,  as,  m. 
epithet  of  a  paiticular  formula.  —  Meg/ta-bala,  as, 
m.  a   proper  N.  —  lUegha-bhagiratha-thakknra, 
at,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  •*  JHegha-bhuti,  is,  m.  a 
thunderbolt.  —  Megha-matijari,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  king  Vijaya-pSla.  —  Afegha-matha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  monastery  or  college  built  by  and   named  after 

Megha-vShana.  —  Meyha-mandala,  am,  n.  the 
sphere  of  the  clouds,  region  of  the  clouds,  firma- 

ment,  atmosphere.  —  Megha-maya,   as,    i,    nut. 
formed  or  consisting  of  clouds,  cloudy.  —  3Icgha- 

mdla,    as,   a,   am,   '  cloud-wreathed,    cloud-capt,' 
crowned  with  clouds  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  ; 
of  a  Rakihasa  ;  of  a  son  of  Kalki  by  Rama  ;  (a),  f.  a 
line  or  succession  of  clouds,  gathering  of  clouds  ;  N. 

of  a  work  by  Ketali-klrtti  treating  of  the  astrological 
significance  of  various  kinds  of  clouds  ;  of  one  of  the 

Matris  attending  upon  Skanda.  •*  llegha-malin,  i, 
ini,   »,   cloud-wreathed;    (T),    m.,    N.    of  one   of 

Skanda's  attendants  ;  of  an  Asura  ;  of  a  king.  —  Me- 
.wni.it,  m.  '  cloud-source,'  smoke,  fog.—  31  1  ,//,,i- 
.  as,  m.  '  cloud-noise,'  thunder  ;  (as,  ii,  am), 

thundering  like  a  cloud  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
Mitris  attending  upon  Skanda.  -  Mcgha-rdga,  as, 
m.  the  musical  scale  Megha  (being  supposed  capable 
of  bringing  down  rain  from  heaven).  -  Menha-rdja, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  -  3lfr,ha.-nji,  is,  or  me- 
•jli'i-raji,  f.  a  line  of  clouds.-  Meyha-nm,,  as,  m. 
'  doud-jounding,'  a  kind  of  water-bird.  -  Megha- rtMi'i  f.  a  line  of  douds.-.  i.  me- 
gha-vat,  an,  ,ili,  <it,  enveloped  in  douds,  overcast 
with  douds;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  -2.  me- 

gha-vat,  ind.  like  a  cloud.  —  Megha-rana,  N.  of 
an  Agra-h3ra  named  after  Megha-vshana.  —  _!/<>//»<- 

.  us,  m.  'cloud-form,'  a  mass  of  clouds  which 
appear  to  assume  some  shape.  —  Megha-  rarna,  as, 

'  cloud-coloured,'  having  the  hue  of  a  cloud  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  man  ;  of  a  crow  in  the  Hitopadesa  ; 

(«),  f.  the  indigo  plant.  —  Megka-mrtmaii,  a,  n. 
'cloud-path,'  the  atmosphere,  sky.  —  Meglta-vahtii, 
is,  in.  '  cloud-fire,'  lightning.  —  3leglta-vd/»u,  as, 
at,  as,  'cloud-robed,'  dad  in  clouds;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  Daitya.  —  Mfgha-vdhana,  as,  a,  am,  'having 
clouds  for  a  vehicle,'  riding  upon  the  clouds  ;  (as), 
m.  an  epithet  of  Indra  ;  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  a  king  ;  of 

a  king  of  Kasmira  ;  of  the  twenty-second  Kalpa. 
iiti,  i,  riding  upon  a  cloud; 

methi. 

Mairjhn,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  the   clouds, 
cloudy ;  descended  from  clouds  (Ved.). 

(ini),  (.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending  upon 

Skauda,  (also  read  mexhtt-rdkitii.)  —  Mcyha-mtdna, 

n.*,  in.,  Ved.  'cloud-canopy,'  an  expanded  mass  of 
clouds,  a  sky  overcast  with  clouds  ;  (am),  n.  a  par- 

ticular metre,  four  times  \j  v  -  «j  \j  —  w  u  —  .  —  Mt-- 
gha-visphiirjita,  am,  n.  the  rumbling  of  clouds, 
thundering;  thunder;  (a),  f.,  scil.  vritti,  a  parti- 

cular metre,  four  times  u  -----  ,uu<juo-,-<j 
—  w  —  ,   (in  this  sense  also   am,   n,)  —  Meffha- 
vriiida,  am,  n.  a  mass  of  clouds.  —  Megha-cn/n, 

as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Megha-vetfman,  a,  n.  'cloud- 
abode,'  the  sky,  atmosphere.  —  Megha-iydma,  as, 
a,  am,  dark  as  a  cloud.  —  Meyha-sakha,  as,  m. 

'  cloud-friend,'  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Mfgha-san- 
ghiita,  as,  m.  an  assemblage  or  multitude  of  clouds. 
—  Megha-sandeia,   as,   m.  —  megha-diita,   q.  v. 
—  Megha-sandhi,  Is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Magadha. 

•-  Megka-sambhava,  as,  m.  'cloud-produced,'  N. 
of  a  Naga.  —  Megha-sdra,  as,  m.  'cloud-essence,'  a 
kind  of  camphor  (  =  fina-karpura).  —  Megha-su- 

hrid,  t,  m.  '  cloud-friend,  '  a  peacock  (described  as 
delighting  in  the  rainy  season).  —  Megha-itanita, 

am,  n.  '  doud-rumbling,'  thunder.  —  Meghastani- 
todbhava  (°ta-tid°),  as,  m.  Asterarantlia  Longi- 
folia.  —  Megha-scana,  as,  a,  am,  '  cloud-sounding,' 
loud  as  a  (thunder)  cloud  ;  (a),  (.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
Matris  attending  upon  Skanda.  •—  Megha-svara  or 
meghasrara-raja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Me- 
g/ta-svdti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Megha-hrdda, 
as,  a,  am,  shouting  or  roaring  like  a  thunder-cloud. 

•~  Meyhakhya  (°glia-3Jth'J),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Persian 
king,  (also  read  meghaksha  ;  —  Prakrit  mehakkho)  ; 
(am),  n.  Cyperus  Rotundus;  talc.  —  Meghagama 

(°g/M-ay°),  as,  m.  '  approach  of  douds,'  the  rainy 
season.  —  MeghiMhanna  or  megh&MhadHa  (°gha- 
0(5"),  as,  d,  am,  overspread  with  clouds,  covered 
with  clouds,  clouded.  —  Meghatopa  (°gha-dt°),  as, 
m.  'cloud-swelling,'  a  dense  cloud.  —  Meghddam- 
bara  (°gha-dd°),  as,  m.  'cloud-drum,'  thunder; 
[cf.  meglia-dambara.]  —  Meglimmmld  (°glia-drf), 
{.  'rejoicing  in  clouds,'  a  kind  of  crane.  —  Meghd- 

"ni  (°gha-ana),  i,  m.  •  rejoicing  in  clouds,'  a 
peacock;  [cf.  megha-suhrid.]  —  3Ieghanta  (°glia- 
an°),  as,  m.  '  coming  at  the  end  of  the  rainy  season,' 
the  autumn.  —  Meghdri  (°gha-ari),  is,  m.  'cloud- 
enemy,'  the  wind.  —  Meghdvatata  (°glia-av°),  as, 
d,  am,  overspread  with  clouds,  overcast.  —  Mn//iii  rttli 

(°gha-5v°),  (.,  N.  of  a  princess.  —  Meghdithi  (°gha- 
as°),  i,  n.'  cloud-bone,'  hail.  —  Megliaspada  (°gha- 
ds"),  am,  n.  '  cloud-region,'  the  atmosphere,  sky, 

ether,  heaven.  —  Mcyhe<rara-lirtha  ("glia-ti"), 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  TTrtha  on  the  RevS  or  Narmada 

river.  —  Meglnnlnl-ii  (ijhd-ud°),  am,  n.  'cloud- 
water,'  rain.  -  Mi:i/n>iliiya  (°gha-ud°),  «v,  m. 
'  cloud-rising,'  rising  clouds.  —  Meghaiinmukhya 
(°ghii-au°),  am,  n.  the  act  of  looking  up  eagerly 
or  longing  for  clouds  (said  of  a  peacock). 

Megliaya,  Norn.  P.  meyhayati,  -yitiim,  to  make 
cloudy,  cause  cloudy  weather. 

Mnj/iiiynt,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  making  cloudy; 
(nut.!),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  trfc  seven  Krittikfi*. 

Meghdya,  Norn.  A.  meghdyate,  -yitunt,'Vcd.  to form  clouds,  become  cloudy. 

Mi'jliiin,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  the  douds; 
according  to  Pan.  mfijhija  at  the  end  of  a  comp. 

arluili  or  megha  iva. 

menya-nutha,  as,  m.,   N.   of  a 
race  (?).  —  Mengandtlia-bhat(a,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet;  [cf.  megha  J] 

met!aka,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

mat),  dark-blue,  dark-coloured,  black  ;  (as),  m. 
dark-blue  colour,  black  ;  blackness  ;  an  eye  of  a 

peacock's  tail  ;  a  teat,  nipple  ;  smoke  ;  a  cloud  ;  Mo- 
ringa  Pterygosperma  ;  a  kind  of  gem;  (am).  n- 
darkness  ;  sulphuret  of  antimony.  —  AMakdpagd 

(°ka-ap°),  f.  'dark-blue  river,'  an  epithet  of  the 
Ytamol.—l[e<!aieibhidha  (°!ca-abh°),  {.  a  species 
of  creeper  (  =pdtdla-garudi). 

meiakafulanl,  f.  a   various 
reading  for  madakaddtani,  q.  v. 

mecurudi  (?),  X.  of  a  place. 

met  (  =  rt.  mret),  cl.  i.  P.  metati, 
metitum,  to  be  mad. 

metula,  f.  the  myrobalan  tree  (=: 
amalalii). 

fl7  metha,  as,  m.  an  elephant  keeper  [cf. 

menda~\  ;  an  elephant  driver  (  =  yantri)  ;  a  ram 
[cf.  merlltra]. 

*?f<r  methi,  methi.     See  methi  below. 

JJ  J  med,  cl.  I.  P.  medati,  &c.,  =  rt.  met 
^  above. 

mecli  or  meli,  is,  m.,  Ved.  crackling, 

emitting  sparks,  rustling  (said  of  wind,  fire,  &c.)  ; 

any  jingling  or  murmuring  sound  ;  (a  reading  medaras 
is  given  for  the  pi.  medayas.) 

T^t  medhi,  f.     See  methi  below. 

>1<J  medhra,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  I.  mih  -\-tra; 
according  to  native  lexicographers  also  as,  m.),  mem- 
brum  virile,  the  penis  ;  (as),  m.  a  ram  ;  [cf.  mi- 

dhvas,  mentlha,  meeha.~\  —  Medhra-<?arii<an,  u, n.  or  medhra-trad,  k,  f.  the  fore-skin,  prepuce. 

—  Medhra-ja,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  M<  ttlu'ir- roga,  at,  m.  venereal  A\ieate.~Medhra-4ringi,  f. 
Odina  Pennata  (  =  me8lta-.iringi,  said  to  be  a 

milky  plant,  the  fruit  of  which  is  crooked  and  there- 
fore like  a  ram's  horn). 

Mul/traka,  as,  m.  the  penis;  a  ram. 
Meiid/ta,  as,  m.  (formed  fr.  medhra  above),  a 

ram. 

Mendhaka,  as,  m.  a  ram  ;  a  proper  N. 

Mendltra,  as,  m.  =  mcndha  above;  membrum virile. 

KTJiJ  mentha,  as,  m.  an  elephant  keeper  or 

feeder  (  =  metha)  ;  N.  of  a  poet  (  =  bhartri-mejf- 
tha). 

Menda,  as,  m.  an  elephant  keeper. 

irtiq  meturya,  as,  m.  (with  Jainas)  X.  of 
one  of  the  eleven  Ganadhipas. 

TrJ  we/ri,  td,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  mi),  Ved.  one 
who  erects  a  column  ;  (but  according  to  S5y.  on  Rig- 
veda  IV.  6,  2,  mcta  is  f.  and  =  s(/t«no,  a  column, pillar.) 

ineth  (connected  with  rt.  mith, 

q.  v.),  cl.  i.  P.  A.  methati,  -te,  metM- 
tum,  to  meet  ;  (A.)  to  meet  one  another,  associate  ; 
to  reproach,  revile  ;  to  strike,  hurt,  kill  ;  to  know, 

understand. Methi,  is,  m.  (perhaps  connected  with  rt.  I.  mi), 

a  pillar,  post  ;  a  pillar  in  the  middle  of  a  threshing- 
floor  to  which  oxen  are  bound,  any  central  body, 
(also  written  medhi,  mefllii,  medhi,  me/hi,  methi, 

(.;  medhi-bhiila  or  medhl-bhuta,  forming  a  solid 
pillar  or  centre)  ;  a  post  to  which  cattle  are  tied  ;  a 
prop  for  supporting  the  shafts  of  a  carriage  ;  (1),  f.  = 
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l;ii.  —  MetM-slitTia,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  standing 
at  the  post  to  which  cattle  are  bound. 
Methikd  or  methini,  f.  a  sort  of  grass,  Trigonella 

Fcenum  Grsecum. 

Tf<J  med  =  rt.  I.  mid,  q.v. 

Jfc*  meda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  mid],  fat  (= 

medas  below)  ;  a  species  of  plant  (  =  alainbiishd)', 
a  particular  mixed  caste  (the  son  of  a  Vaideha  by  a 
Karavara  female);  N.  of  a  serpent-demon;  (a),  f. 
a  root  resembling  ginger  (said  to  be  one  of  the 
eight  principal  medicines,  used  especially  in  cases  of 
fever  and  consumption)  ;  (i),  f.,  see  Gana  Gauradi 

to  Pan.  IV.  1  ,  41  .  —  Meda-ja,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
bdellium  (  =  b!tumija-guggulu).  —  Meda-pdta,  N. 
of  a  place.  —  Meda-pdtlia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  branch 
of  the  Vatsa  family.  —  Meda-bhilla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
degraded  tribe.  —  Mfdn-.<iras,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

—  Medodbhavd  (°da-ud°),  {.  =  medd  above. 
Medaha,  as,  m.  spirituous  liquor  used  for  dis- 

tillation. 

Hedana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  act  of  fattening. 
Medas,  as,  n.  fat,  marrow,  lymph  (as  one  of  the 

seven  Dhatus  or  constituent  elements  of  the  body, 

and  supposed  to  be  a  serous  or  adipose  secretion  that 

spreads  amongst  the  muscular  or  fleshy  fibres,  per- 
forming the  same  functions  to  the  flesh  that  the 

marrow  of  the  bones  performs  to  them  ;  in  Hindu 
physiology  its  proper  seat  is  said  to  be  the  abdomen)  ; 
vigour,  energy  (Ved.)  ;  corpulence  ;  excessive  fatness, 
morbid  or  unnatural  corpulence  (  =  meda-dosha)  ;  a 

mystical  term  for  the  letter  v;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr.  five-  j 
\6-s  for  fi($v\6-s  ;  Lat.  maliitta  for  medusla  or 

mediirla.]  —  Medah-pu<!*!ha  or  medah-piMhaka, 
as,  m.  the  fat-tailed  sheep.  —  Mcdah-sara,  as,  a, 
am,  one  in  whom  the  Dhatu  fat  predominates;  («), 

{.=medd.  —  Medas-krit,  t,  n.  •  fat-producing,'  the 
body,  flesh.  —  Medas-tcjas,  as,  n.  '  strength  of  the 
Medas,'  bone.  —  Medas-pinda,  as,  m.  a  lump  of 
fat.  —  Medas-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  Ved.  possessed  of  fat, 

fat.  —  Medas-vin,  I,  ini,  i,  '  having  Medas,'  corpu- 
lent, fat  ;  robust,  stout,  strong.  —  Aledo-ffanda,  as,  m., 

Ved.  a  kind  of  fatty  excrescence.  —  Medo-granthi,  is, 
m.  a  lump  or  knot  of  fat,  a  fatty  tumor.  —  Medo-ja, 

am,  n.  *  produced  by  Medas.'  bone.  —  Medo-dhara, 
(.  a  membrane  in  the  abdomen  containing  the  fat, 

the  omentum.  —  Medo-'rbuda,  am,  n.  a  farty  tumor 
unattended  with  pain.  —  Medo-vatl,  f.  =  medd. 
—  Medo-vaha,  am,  n.  (in  anatomy)  a  vessel  con- 

veying fat,  a  lymphatic.  —  Medo-vriddtti,  is,  f. 
increase    of  fat,  corpulence  ;    enlargement   of  the 
scrotum. 

Medin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  associated  with  another  as 

a  friend  or  companion  [cf.  mitra\  ;  a  partner,  con- 
federate, ally  ;  (Say.)  having  Medas,  possessing 

vigour  or  energy,  =  medasd  yukta  =  balavat  ;  (  ini), 
f.  the  earth,  land,  soil,  ground,  landed  property; 

spot,  place  [cf.  yuddha-m"^  ;  Gmelina  Arborea  ;  = 
mcdd,  q.  v.  ;  N.  of  a  lexicon  ;  (sometimes  in  comps. 

spelt  medini.)  —  Medini-kosJia,  N.  of  a  lexicon. 

—  Medinl-ja,  as,  m.,  Ved.  '  earth-born,'  the  planet 
Mars.  —  Medini-drava,  as,  m.  dust.  —  Medim-pati, 

is,  m.  '  lord  of  the  earth  or  of  the  country,'  a  prince, 
king.  —  MedintiSa  (°nl-l£a),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  the 
earth  or  of  the  country,'  a  prince,  king  ;  (am),  n., 
scil.  tantra,  N.  of  a  Tantra. 

Medura,  as,  a,  am,  fat  ;  smooth,  soft,  bland,  unc- 
tuous ;  thick,  dense  ;  (with  inst.  or  at  the  end  of  a 

comp.)  thick  with,  as  thick  as,  full  of,  covered  with. 
\         Medurita,  as,  a,  am,  thick,  thickened,   made 

dense  ;  unctuous. 

Medya,  as,  a,  am,  fat  ;  thick,  consistent,  (opposed 
to  drnva.) 

medin'i,  f.    See  under  medln  above. 
See  above. 

medh  (=rts.  midh,  mith),  cl.  I.  P. 

S  A.  medhati,  -le,  Sec.,  to  meet,  associate, 
accompany  ;  to  hurt,  kill,  immolate  ;  to  revile  ;  to 

understand :  Cans,  medhayati,  -yitiim,  to  cause  to 
understand. 

Mcdha,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  kills  or  immolates ; 
(as),  m.  (also  am,  n.  in  Ved.),  the  juice  of  meat, 
broth,  nourishing  or  strengthening  drink  (Ved.) ; 
marrow  (especially  of  the  sacrificial  victim),  sap,  pith, 
essence  (Ved.) ;  a  sacrificial  animal,  victim  ;  an  animal 
sacrifice ;  an  offering,  oblation,  sacrifice  in  general ; 
N.  of  the  reputed  author  of  Vajasaneyi-sarphita,  33, 

92  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Priya-vrata;  see  Gana  Paiadi 
to  Pan.  III.  i,  134 ;  (a),  f.  vitality,  strength,  vigour, 

power,  ability  (Ved.) ;  mental  vigour  or  power,  un- 
derstanding, intelligence,  intellect,  prudence,  wisdom ; 

retentiveness,  memory;  Intelligence  personified  as 
the  wife  of  Dharma  and  daughter  of  Daksha ;  a 
form  of  Dakshayanl  in  KasmTra ;  a  form  of  Saras- 
vati ;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the  letter  dh ; 
(according  to  native  authorities  also)  a  sacrifice ; 
(according  to  Naigh.  II.  lo)  =  dhana;  (as),  f.  pi. 
the  products  of  the  understanding,  ideas,  perceptions, 

thoughts,  opinions.  —  Medha-ja,  as,  m.  '  sacrifice- 
born,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Medha-pati,  is,  m., 
Ved.  '  lord  of  sacrifice,'  Rudra.  —  Medha-sdti,  is, 
{.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  expression  of  devotion,  service  or 
worship  of  the  gods ;  (according  to  Say.)  the  receiv- 

ing or  giving  of  the  oblation.  —  Medhd-kdra,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  inspiring  mental  power,  causing  intelli- 

gence, bestowing  wisdom.  —  Medhd-krit,  t,  t,  t, 
causing  mental  power  or  intelligence ;  (t),  m.  a 

species  of  culinary  plant  (=sitavara).  —  Medhd- 
tdltra,,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Medha-janana,  as, 
I,  am,  productive  of  wisdom ;  (Ved.)  N.  of  a  rite 
(and  of  its  appropriate  sacred  text)  for  producing 
mental  and  bodily  strength  in  a  new-born  child  or 
in  a  youth.  —  Medha-jit,  t,  m.  an  epithet  of  Katya- 

yam.  —  Medliatithi  (°dhd-af),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Kanva  (author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  I.  12-23, 
VIII.  I,  &c. ;  cf.  medhyatithi j ;  of  the  father  of 
Kanva ;  of  a  son  of  Manu  Svayambhuva ;  of  one 
of  the  seven  sages  under  Manu  Savarna ;  of  a  son 

of  Priya-vrata ;  of  a  lawyer  or  commentator  on  the 

Manava-dharma-s'Sstra ;  of  a  river;  a  parrot  [cf. 
medhd-mn}.  —  Medha-rudra,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of 
Kalidasa.— Medhd-vat,  an,  att,  at,  possessing  wis- 

dom, intelligent,  wise  ;  (atl),  f.  a  species  of  plant  ( = 
mahn-jyotishmatt)  ;  a  proper  N.  —  Medhd-vara, 
as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Meilhan-ta,  f.  cleverness, 
prudence,  judiciousness.  —  Medha-vin,  »,  ini,  i,  pos- 

sessed of  mental  power,  intelligent,  intellectual,  wise, 
judicious,  endowed  with  sound  judgment,  having  a 
good  memory ;  (I),  m.  a  learned  man,  sage,  teacher, 
Pandit ;  a  parrot  [cf.  medhatithi]  ;  an  intoxicating 
beverage,  (in  this  sense  perhaps  an  error  for  ma- 
dliam) ;  N.  of  a  Brahman ;  of  a  king  (son  of 
Su-naya  and  father  of  Nripaii-jaya)  ;  of  a  son  of 
Bhavya  and  of  a  Varsha  named  after  him  ;  an  epithet 
of  Vyadi ;  (ini},  f.  epithet  of  the  wife  of  Brahma. 

—  Medhd-s&kta,  am,  n.  epithet  of  a  particular  Vedic 

hymn. Medhayu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  full  of  sap  or  marrow, 

strong,  powerful ;  (Say.)  =  san-grdmeddhu,  eager  for 
war,  or  =  yajiia-kramanedt'hu. 

Jtledfian,  as,  n.  =  medha,  a  sacrifice  (Ved.) ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Svayambhuva  ;  of  a  son  of 
Priya-vrata;  (as,  as,  as),  at  the  end  of  an  adj. 
comp.  =  metlltS,  intelligence,  knowledge,  understand- 

ing (e.  g.  atma-medha.i,  knowing  or  understanding 

the  Supreme  Spirit) ;  [cf.  alpa-m°,  dur-m0.] 
Medhasa,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Medhii.     See  under  mcdha  above. 

Nedhira,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  medhii),  Ved.  wise,  in- 
telligent, clever. 

Medhishtha,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  of  medhd-mn), 
wisest,  most  intelligent. 

MedJayas,  an,  asl,  as  (compar.  of  medha-vin), 
wiser,  more  intelligent. 

Medhya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  media},  full  of  sap, 
vigorous,  mighty  (Ved.) ;  fresh,  uninjured  (Ved.) ; 
belonging  to  a  sacrifice  ;  fit  for  a  sacrifice  or  oblation, 
free  from  blemish  (as  a  victim) ;  clean,  purified,  pure 

(not  defiling  by  contact  or  by  being  eaten) ;  =  me- 

dhira,  wise,  Intelligent,  (in  this  sense  fr.  :dha; 
according  to  Pan.  =  medhdyd  m  Imavah  ;  =  m<  Ihiim 
arhati.)  —  HTcdhya-tama,  as,  a,  am,  most  pure, 
purest.  —  Medhya-tara,  as,  a,  am,  more  pure,  f 

purer.  —  Medhya-tii,  f.  or  medltya-tva,  am,  n. 

purity,  (especially)  ceremonial  purity.  —  Medhya- 
mandira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Medhya- 

maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting  of  pure  matter.  —  Me- 
dhydtithi  (°ya-at°),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  (a  Kanva 
and  author  of  Rig-veda  VIII.  I,  3-29,  IX.  41-43). 

med&i,  medhi.  See  methi,  p.  794,  col.  3, 

mend,  f.  a  woman  (Ved.) ;  the  female 

of  any  animal  (Ved.);  speech,  =  mirf  (Ved.);  (ac- 
cording to  Madhava)  the  sound  of  thunder ;  (accord- 

ing to  Say.)  N.  of  the  daughter  of  Vrishan-asva  (the 
latter  being  sometimes  called  Mena);  N.  of  an 

Apsaras  (wife  of  Hima-vat  and  mother  of  Parvati)  ; 

of  a  river.  —  Mend-jd,  f.  '  daughter  of  Mena,'  P3r- 
vati.  —  Mend-dhava,  as,  m.  '  husband  of  Mena,' Hima-vat. 

Menaka,  (.,  N.  of  the  daughter  of  Vrishan-asva ; 
of  an  Apsaras  (wife  of  Hima-vat).  —  Ulenakatmaja 

(°kd-dt°),  f.  '  daughter  of  Menaka,'  Parvati.  -  Me- 

nakii-prdne^a,  as,  m. '  husband  of  Menaka,'  Hima- vat.  —  Menakd-hita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Rasaka  or 
kind  of  drama. 

Meni,  is,  f.,  Ved.  a  missile  weapon,  a  thunder- 
bolt ;  a  various  reading  for  mena,  speech  (Naighan- tuka  I.  II). 

Menila,  f.,  N.  of  a  princess. 
Memda,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

•iMi^-  me-nada,  as,  a,  am,  making  the 
sound  me;  (as),  m.  a  goat;  a  cat;  a  peacock. 

*rf«T  meni.     See  above. 

HPfVoFT  mendhika  or  mendhi,  f.  a  plant, 

Lawsonia  Alba  (a  reddish  dye  is  extracted  from  its 
leaves,  used  for  staining  the  palms  of  the  hands,  the 
tips  and  nails  of  the  fingers,  and  the  soles  of  the 

feet). 

jjy   mep,  cl.  I.  P.  mepati,  mepitum,  to 
N  go,  move ;  to  worship  (?). 

JJ  d    meb  (=rt.  mev),  el.  i.  A.  mebate, 
\  fiiebiliini,  to  worship,  serve. 

*TT  memo,  (with  Buddhists)  a  particular 

high  number. 

»i(*lM  memisha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens.  of 

rt.  r.  mish),  Ved.  in  ati-m°,  opening  the  eyes wide,  staring. 

*i«4  meya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  ma),  to  he 

measured,  measurable,  to  be  spanned  [cf.  mushti- 

m°] ;  capable  of  being  estimated,  discernible. 
»TToR  meraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  enemy  of 

Vishnu  ;  a  seat  covered  with  bark. 

*i^j  meru,  us,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  IV.  101, 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  mi),  N.  of  a  fabulous  mountain 
regarded  as  the  Olympus  of  Hindu  mythology,  (it  is 

said  to  form  the  central  point  of  Jambu-dvlpa,  all 
the  planets  revolving  round  it,  and  is  compared  to 
the  cup  or  seed-vessel  of  a  lotus,  the  leaves  of  which 
are  formed  by  the  different  Dvipas;  its  height  is 
said  to  be  84,000  Yojanas,  16,000  of  which  are 
below  the  surface  of  the  earth ;  its  shape  is  variously 
described,  as  square,  conical,  spherical,  or  spiral,  and 
its  four  faces  are  variously  coloured,  being  white 
towards  the  east,  yellow  to  the  south,  black  to  the 
west,  and  red  to  the  north ;  the  river  Ganges  falls 
from  heaven  on  its  summit,  and  flows  thence  to  the 
surrounding  worlds  in  four  streams ;  the  regents  of 
the  four  points  of  the  compass  occupy  the  corres- 

ponding faces  of  the  mountain,  the  whole  of  which 
consists  of  gold  and  gems ;  its  summit  is  the  resi- 

dence of  Brahms,  and  a  place  of  meeting  for  the 
gods,  Rishis,  Gandharvas,  &c. ;  when  not  regarded 
as  a  fabulous  mountain,  it  appears  to  mean  the 
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highland  of  Tartary  north  of  the  Himalaya)  ;  the 
central  or  most  prominent  bead  in  a  rosary,  large 
middle  gem  of  a  necklace;  the  most  prominent 
finger  -joint  in  certain  positions  of  the  fingers  ;  N.  of 
a  Cakra-Tartin  ;  of  a  person  mentioned  in  Raja- 
taran-ginl  VIII.  1418  ;  epithet  of  a  particular  kind 
of  temple  ;  N.  of  the  palace  of  GSndhJrt,  one  of 
the  wives  of  Krishna  ;  (us),  1.,  N.  of  the  wife  of 
Nabhi  and  mother  of  Rishabha.  —  Meru-kalpa,  at, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Meru-kuta,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
the  summit  of  Meru  ;  (on),  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha. 
—  Meru-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra.  —  Meni- 
tunga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Jaina.  —  Meru-duhitri,  td, 
(.  the  daughter  of  Meru.  —  Meru-dri^ran,  a,  a  or 
an,  a,  one  who  has  seen  or  visited  Meru.  —  Meru- 
deel,  (.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Meru  (wife  of  Nabhi 
and  mother  of  Rishabha,  who  was  an  incarnation  of 

Vishnu).  —  Meru-dhnman,  a,  m.  'having  Meru  for 
a  habitation,'  an  epithet  of  Sin.  —  Meru-dhvaja, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Meru-nanda,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  son  of  Sva-rocis.  —  Meru-parvata,  as,  m.  the 
mountain  Meru.  —  Meru-putri,   f.  a  daughter  of 
Mem.  —  Meru-prishlha,  am,  n.  the  summit  of 
Meru;   heaven,  the  sky.  —  Meru-prabha,  as,  a, 

am,  resembling  Meru  ;  shining  like  Meru.  —  Meru- 
prabha-vana,   am,   n.,  N.   of  a   forest.  —  Meru- 
prastdra,  as,  m.  a  term  for  a  representation  of  all 
the  possible  combinations  of  a  metre  having  a  fancied 

resemblance   to  mount   Meru.  —  Meru-bala-pra- 
mardin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a   king   of  the  Yakshas. 

—  Merv.-bhv.ta,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Meru- 
mandara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Meru-ma- 
hibhrit,t,  m.  mount  Meru.  —  Meru-yantra,  am, 
n.  (in  mathematics)  a  figure  shaped  like  a  spindle. 

—  Meru-vardhana,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Meru- 
varsha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Varsha.  —  Meru-vraja, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city.  —  Meru-s'ikhara-dliara-ku- 
mdra-bhuta,  a*,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Meru- 
dri-garbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Meru- 
tdvarna,  as,  or  meru-sdvarni,  is,  m.  a  general  N. 
for  the  last  four  of  the  fourteen  Manus.  —  M  eru- 

susambJiara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Kum- 

bhandas.  —  Mem-adri-karnikd,   f.    '  having   the 
Meru  mountain  for  a  seed-vessel,'  the  earth. 
Meruka,  as,  m.  fragrant  resin,  incense  ;  N.  of  a 

district  in  the  north-east  of  Madhya-desa. 

merutu,  (with  Buddhists)  a  parti- 
cular high  number. 

Merudu,   (with    Buddhists)    a    particular    high 
number. 

merunda,  f.  a  particular  goddess, 
(probably  incorrect  for  bherundd.) 

fl«5  mela,  as,  a,  m.  f.  (fir.  rt.  mil),  meeting, 
coming  together,  union,  intercourse  ;  an  assembly, 

company,  society  ;  (in  modern  dialects)  a  large  con- 
course of  people  collected  at  stated  periods  for  reli- 

gious or  commercial  purposes;  a  fair;  (a),  f.  a 
musical  scale  ;  (with  Buddhists)  a  particular  high 

number  ;  any  black  substance  used  for  writing,  ink- 
powder,  ink,  (in  this  and  the  following  senses  pro- 

bably connected  with  Gr.  /it'Aas)  ;  antimony,  eye- 
salve  ;  the  indigo  plant.  —  Meld-nanda,  as,  d,  m.  f. 
an  ink-bottle  ;  [cf.  mela-mandii  below.]  —  Meld- 
nanddya,  Nom.  A.  meldnandayate,  &c.,  to  be- 

come an  ink-bottle.  —  Mddndlm,  us,  f.  (1  m.)  or 

melandhuka  (ld-an°),  as,  m.  an  ink-bottle.  —  3fe~ 

i'l-mnndd,  f.  an  ink-bottle.  —  Meldmbu,  us,  m.  an 
ink-bottle  ;  (probably  for  melandh.it.) 

M'  laka,  as,  m.  meeting,  union,  coming  together, 
intercourse  ;   a  congress,  assembly,  a  company  [cf. 
nataka-m"];  melakam  kri,  to  assemble  together; firaha-mdaka,  a  conjunction  of  the  planets.  —  Me- 
laka-lavana,  «,„,  n.  a  kind  of  salt  (  =  mriUikd- 
lunina;  cf.  l:»h,lra.-mdaJia,  iuhiira-mritiikd). 
M'/ana,am,  n.  the  act  of  meeting,  union,  coming together,  junction,  assembling,  associating  with  ;  an 

encounter;  mixing  with,  mixture  ;  adding  to. 
Melin/at,  an,  anti,  at  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to 

be  mixed  or  added  to,  mixing,  adding. 

Meldpalca,  as,  m.  (fr.  the  Cans.),  uniting,  bring- 
ing together  ;  conjunction  (of  planets). 

Meldyana,  am,  n.  mixing  together,  combination. 
Mela  and  meluda,  (with  Buddhists)  a  particular 

high  number. 

jj  j    men  (=rts.  mlev,  meb),  cl.  I.  A. 
\  mevate,  mevitum,  to  worship,  serve. 

mevada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man. 

mevdrya  for  metarya,  q.  v. 

H  fijl  4  1  mes'ika  in  kala-m°,  q.  v. 

T$ft  mm,  f.,  Ved.  epithet  of  water  in  a 
particular  formula,  (also  read  meshi.) 

*N  mesha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  mish;  accord- 
ing to  some  fr.  rt.  I.  mish),  a  ram,  wether,  sheep, 

(in  Ved.  applied  also  to  a  fleece  or  anything  woollen)  ; 

the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Aries,  or  the  first  arc  of  30° 
in  a  circle  ;  a  kind  of  drug  ;  a  species  of  plant  [cf. 

mesha-kusuma,  mcsha-pushpd]  ;  N.  of  a  demon 
said  to  possess  children  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  carda- 

moms ;  («),  f.  an  ewe  ;  Nardostachys  Jatamansi  ; 

Dalbergia  Ougeinensis  ;  [cf.  kdla-m°.]  —  Mcsha- 
Itamhala,  as,  m.  a  sheep's  fleece  or  woollen  dress 
serving  for  an  outer  garment,  a  woollen  rug  or 
blanket.  —  Mesha-kusuma,  as,  m.  Cassia  Tora;  [cf. 

meshdkshi-kumma.]  —  Mesha-pdla  or  mesha-pd- 
laka,  as,  m.  a  shepherd.  —  Mesha-pitslipd,  f.  a 
species  of  plant.  —  Mesha-mansa,  am,  n.  the  flesh 
of  sheep,  mutton.  —  Mesha-yutha,  am,  n.  a  flock 
of  sheep.  —  Mesha-lodana,  as,  m.  Cassia  Tora. 
—  Mesha-valli,  f.  Odina  Pinnata.  —  Mesha-rdhin, 
i,  ini,  i,  riding  on  a  ram  ;  (ini),  f.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda,  (also  read  megha- 
vdhini.)  —  Mesha-mshdnikd,  f.  =  mesha-fringi, 
q.  v.  —  Mesha-dringa,  as,  m.  a  species  of  tree 
(enumerated  among  the  drumdndm  rdjdnah);  a 
species  of  poisonous  plant;    (i),  f.  Odina  Finnata. 
—  Mesha-hrit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Garuda,  (also 

read  megha-hrit.)  —  Meshdkshi-kusuma  ("sAa- 
ak°),  as,  m.  Cassia  Tora.  —  Meshdnda  (°«Au-an°), 
as,  m.  '  having  ram's  testicles,'  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
•-  Meshdntrl  (°sha-an°),  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  = 

ajdntrl,  dhagaldntri).~Meshdlu,  (°sha-dlu),  us, 
m.  a  species  of  plant  (=varvard).~Meshahvaya 

(°sha-ah°),  as,  m.  Cassia  Tora. 
Meshaka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  vegetable,  —jlva- 

idka  ;  (ikd),  f.  an  ewe  ;  [cf.  kdla-meshikd.~\ Meshaya,  Nom.  A.  meshdyate,  &c.,  to  act  like  a 

goat. 

Meshdyita,  as,  d,  am,  acting  like  a  ram  or  goat. 

H^i.*u  meshurana,  am,  n.  (a  word  bor- 
rowed fr.  the  Gr.  ptaovpdvijiM),  epithet  of  the 

tenth  astrological  house. 

T^  mcha,  as,  m.  (according  to  some  also) 

am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  I.  mih),  making  water;  urine,  (me- 
iiain  kri,  to  make  water  ;  a-meha,  retention  of 

urine)  ;  urinary  disease,  excessive  flow  of  urine,  dia- 

betes ;  a  ram  (  =  mesha)  ;  a  goat  ;  [cf.  Gr.  iu>i\6i.~\ 
—  Meha-ghni,  f.  'curing  diabetes,'  Indian  saffron. 
—  Neha-hdta,  N.  of  a  place  ;  [cf.  meda-pdta.] 
Mehat,  an,  anil,  at,  urining,  passing  urine. 
Mchatnu,  us,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  river. 

Mehana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  passing  urine  ;  mem- 
brum  virile,  the  penis;    the  urinary  duct;    urine; 

(as),  m.  a  species  of  tree,  =  mushkaka  ;    (a),  f. 
(according  to  some)  =  mahild,  q.  v. 
Mehana,  ind.,  Ved.  (lit.  in  streams),  abundantly. 

—  ,iy  chand-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  bestowing  abun- dantly. 

Mehin,  i,  ini,  i,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  making 
water  ;  suffering  from  a  particular  urinary  disease. 

'H^I  maigha.     See  p.  794,  col.  3. 

13  mailra,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  I.  mitra),  coming 
or  derived  from  a  friend,  given  by  a  friend,  of  or 

belonging  to  a  friend  ;  friendly,  amicable,  well-dis- 
posed, kind,  benevolent,  affectionate  ;  of  or  belonging 

to  the  god  Mitra,  q.  v. ;  (as),  m.  •  a  friend  to  all 
creatures,'  a  BrJhman  who  has  arrived  at  the  highest 
state  of  human  perfection ;  a  particular  mixed  caste 
or  degraded  tribe  (the  offspring  of  an  outcast 
Vaisya,  Manu  X.  23  ;  cf.  maitreyaka) ;  scil.  san- 
dhi,  an  alliance  grounded  on  good-will ;  epithet  of 
the  twelfth  astrological  Yoga  ;  the  anus,  fundament ; 

a  man's  N.  much  used  in  grammatical  examples  [cf. 

Caitra  and  the  Latin  Cains']  ;  N.  of  a  preceptor ; 
(i),  f.  (according  to  native  authorities  f.  of  maitrya), 

friendship,  friendliness,  good-will,  (in  the  Buddhist 
system)  universal  charity,  love  ;  friendship  for,  good- 

will towards  (with  loc.) ;  association,  intimate  con- 
nection, union,  contact ;  Benevolence  personified 

(daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Dharma)  ;  the 
Nakshatra  Anu-radha ;  (am),  n.  friendship ;  the 

Nakshatra  Anu-radha  presided  over  by  Mitra ;  a 
prayer  addressed  to  Mitra  early  in  the  morning; 
evacuation  of  excrement  presided  over  by  Mitra, 

(maitram  kri,  to  discharge  excrement,  see  Manu 
IV.  152);  N.  of  a  SOtra  work;  (in  Ved.  said  to  be) 
=  i.  mitra,  a  friend.  —  Maitra-kanyaka,  as,  m.  a 
proper  N.  —  Maitra-td,  f.  friendship,  friendliness, 
benevolence,  kindness.  —  Maitra-bha,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  the  Nakshatra  Anu-radha.  —  Maitra-s'dkhd,  f., 
N.  of  a  school.  —  Mailra-sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

Sutra  work.  —  Maitrdksha-jyotika  (°ra-ak°),  as, 
m.,«N.  of  a  particular  class  of  evil  beings  or  demons 
who  feed  on  purulent  carcases  (Manu  XII.  72). 

—  Maitri-ndtha,  os,m.,  N.of  an  author.  —  Maitri- 

purifa,  as,  d,  am,  preceded  by  friendship.  —  Maitri- 
bala,  as,  d,  am,  whose  strength  is  benevolence ; 
(as),  m.  epithet  of  a  Buddha;   N.  of  a  king  (re- 

garded as  an  incarnation  of  S'akya-muni).  —  MaitTl- 
bhdva,  as,  m.  state  of  friendliness,  friendship. 
Haitraka,  am,  n.  friendship. 

Maiiravardhaka  (fr.  mitra-mrdha  ;  also  read 
maitravardhraka,  fr.  mitra-vardhra),  see  Gana 
DhDmadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  127. 

Maitrdbdrhaspatya,  Ved.  belonging  or  pertain- 
ing to  Mitra  and  Brihas-pati. 

Maitrdyana,  am,  n.  (fr.  maitra  +  ayana),  be- 
nevolence ;  (an),  m.  a  patronymic,  see  Gana  Nadadi 

to  Pan.  IV.  i,  89,  (in  this  sense  fr.  I.  mitra);  N. 
of  the  author  of  a  Grihya-sutra ;  (ds),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  school  (named  after  Maitri) ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  the 

mother  of  Purna ;  of  a  female  teacher.  —  Maitrd- 

yana-grihya-paddhati,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  by 
Prathama-purusha  on  the  sixteen  Sanskaras. 
Maitrayandka,  see  Gana  Arihanadi  to  Pan.  IV. 

2,  80. Maitrdyani  or  maitrdyant,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 

Maitrdyamya,  ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school.  —  Mai^ 
trdyamya-pariiishta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
Maitrdyanya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 
Maitrdvaruna,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  descended  or 

derived  from  Mitra  and  Varuna,  of  or  belonging  to 

them ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  (see  Rig-veda  VII. 
33,  II);  of  Agastya ;  of  Valmlki ;  epithet  of  one  of 
the  officiating  priests  (the  first  assistant  of  the  Hotri, 
who  was  also  called  Pra-sastri ;  cf.  ];okila-nf). 
—  Maitrdraruna-fruti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work. 

Maitrdvaruni,   is,    m.  the   son  of  Mitra    and 
Varuna,  a  patronymic  of  Manya  or  Agastya;  of 
Vasishtha;  of  Valmlki. 

Maitrdvarunlya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  relating  to 
the  Maitravaruna  Ritvij ;  (am),  n.  the  office  of  the 
preceding. 

Maitri,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  teacher  (from  whom 
the  Maitry-upanishad  derives  its  title). 
Maitrika,  am,  a.  (fr.  I.  mitra  or  maitra),  a 

friendly  office,  (used  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.) 

Maitrin,  »,  ini,  i  (fr.  maitra),  friendly,  benevo- 
lent, a  friend. 

Maitreya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  matin),  friendly,  re- 
lating to  a  friend,  benevolent;  (as),  m.  (Ir.  mi- 

trayu),  a  patronymic  of  Kausharava ;  of  Glava, 
(according  to  a  Scholiast  a  metronymic  fr.  mitrd) ; 
N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva  and  future  Buddha ;  of  the 

Vidushaka  in  the  Mric-chakatika  ;  of  a  grammarian 

(^inailreya-rakihita);  a  particular  mixed  caste, 
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=maitreyalca;  (f),  f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad  (pro- 
bably as  composed  by  Maim) ;  of  the  wife  of  Yajna- 

valkya ;  of  certain  other  women.  —  Maitreya-rak- 
shita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian.  —  Maitreya- 
rana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  forest.  —  Maitreya-sutra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Sutra  work. 

Maitreyaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  mixed 
caste  or  degraded  tribe  (the  offspring  of  a  Vaideha 
father  by  an  Ayogavi,  whose  business  is  to  praise 
great  men  and  announce  the  dawn  by  ringing  a  bell, 
Maim  X.  33) ;  (ilia),  f.  descent  from  Mitrayu ; 

a  contest  between  friends  or  allies  (  =  mitra-yud- 
dha). 

Maitrya,  am,  n.  friendship. 

Itfi'lo'J  maithila,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  be- 
longing to  Mithila  ;  (a*),  m.  a  king  of  MithilS  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.  the  people  of  Mithila  ;  (i),  f.  an  epithet 
of  Slta  (daughter  of  Janaka,  king  of  Mithila).  —  Mai- 
thila-riidas-pati,  is,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Maithilika,  as,  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  Mithila1. 
Maithileya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from  Maithili. 

«i^1  maithuna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mithuna), 
paired,  coupled,  forming  a  pair  or  one  of  each  sex ; 

united  by  marriage ;  relating  or  belonging  to  copu- 
lation, (maithunam  vdsas,  a  garment  worn  during 

sexual  intercourse);  entered  into  (as  a  marriage) 
for  the  sake  of  cohabitation ;  (am),  n.  copulation, 
coitus,  sexual  intercourse  or  connection  ;  union,  con- 

nection ;  marriage,  matrimony,  (at  the  end  of  an 

adj.  comp.  maithuna  forms  its  fem.  in  a.)  —  Mai- 
thuna-gata,  as,  a,  am,  engaged  in  copulation. 
—  Mait/tima-jvara,  as,  m.  the  excitement  of  sexual 
passion.  —  Maithitna-dharmin,  I,  inl,  i,  cohabiting, 
copulating.— Mait/tuna-vairdr/ya,  am,  n.  abstinence 
from  sexual  indulgence.  —  Maithuni-bliuva,  as,  m. 
(fr.  maithuni-bhH),  copulation,  sexual  union. 
Maithunika  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  =  maithu- 

nin. 
Maithunika,  (.  union  by  marriage. 
Maithunin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  sexual  intercourse, 

sexually  united ;  (i),  m.  one  who  has  had  sexual 
connection  with  a  woman ;  Ardea  Sibirica,  [cf. 

lcamin.~\ 
Maithunya,  as,  a  or  -n»(?),  am,  proceeding 

from  sexual  passion,  caused  by  the  desire  for  sexual 
union ;  relating  to  copulation. 

^VrfifJ  maidhdtitha,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  re- 
lating to  Medhatithi ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

Maidhdva,  as,  m.  (fr.  medhd-vin),  the  son  of 
a  wise  man. 

Maidhdvaka,  am,  n.  (fr.  medha-vin),  intelli- 
gence, prudence,  wisdom. 

Maidhydtitha,  am,  n.  (fr.  medhyatithi),  N.  of 
a  Saman. 

nil*  mainaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  mend),  N.  of  a 

mountain  (son  of  Hima-vat  by  Mena  or  Menaka, 
and  said  to  have  alone  retained  his  wings  when  Indra 
clipped  those  of  the  other  mountains ;  according  to 
some  this  mountain  was  situated  between  the  southern 

point  of  the  Indian  peninsula  and  Lan-k5) ;  N.  of  a 

Daitya.— M ainu ka-svasri,  sd,  f. '  sister  of  Mainaka,' 
an  epithet  of  Parvatl. 

*|r|irt  mainala  or  mainika,  as,  m.  (fr. 

mina),  a  fisher,  fisherman. 

maineya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

mainda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ape  or 

monkey-demon  killed  by  Krishna.  —  Mainda-mar- 
dana,  as,  or  mainda-han,  hit,  m.  '  killer  of 

Mainda,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna. 

*WiT  maimata  and  maimatayana,  (is,  and 
maimatayani,  is,  m.  (fr.  mimata),  patronymics. 

*K=i  mairava,  as,  t,  am,  relating  or  be- 
longing to  mount  Meru. .ss 

i  mairavana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura. 

maireya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (according  to 

the  lexicographers  only  am,  n.),  a  kind  of  intoxi- 
cating drink  (extracted  from  the  blossoms  of  the 

Lythrum  Fructicosum,  with  sugar,  &c.). 

Maireyaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  —  maireya  above; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  mixed  caste. 
*tft5»^  mailinda,  as,  m.  a  bee. 

H1HMIK<  maisradhanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  misra- 
dhdnya),  a  dish  prepared  by  mixing  various  kinds 

of  grain. 

maihika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  meha),  relat- 

ing to  urinary  disease. 

>n  mo  (ma  +  u),  Ved.  and  not,  nor,  not 
indeed  (see  under  I  .  ma). 

>ft=S  moka,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  2.  mud),  the  cast- 

off  skin  of  an  animal  [cf.  nir-nf]',  (i),  f.,Ved.  night. 
Moktavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  set  free  or  released 

or  liberated  ;  to  be  let  go  or  given  up  or  delivered  ; 
to  be  flung  or  hurled,  to  be  wielded,  to  be  sent  (as 
a  missile). 

Moktu-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  wishing  to  let  go,  de- 
siring to  shoot  or  cast. 

Moktri,  la,  tri,  tri,  a  releaser,  liberator,  deliverer, 
rescuer,  saviour  ;  one  who  pays  or  discharges  (a  debt), 

a  payer. 

moksh,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  mokshati,  -te 

(more  properly  to  be  regarded  as  an 
anomalous  Desid.  fr.  rt.  i.  mud),  to  set  free,  liberate  ; 

to  free  one's  self  from  or  wish  to  do  so  (A.)  ;  cl.  10. 
P.  (ep.  also  A.)  mojishayati  (-yate),  -yitum  (perhaps 
to  be  regarded  as  a  Nora.  fr.  moksha  below),  to  free, 
set  free,  set  at  liberty,  liberate,  emancipate  ;  to  set 
free  from  (with  abl.)  ;  to  detach,  extract;  to  loose, 
untie,  undo  ;  to  wrest  away,  wrest  from  (with  abl.)  ; 
to  shed,  cause  to  flow  ;  to  cast,  hurl,  fling. 
Hlnmokihayishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  Desid.), 

wishing  to  set  free,  desiring  to  liberate. 
Mokfha,  as,  m.  emancipation,  deliverance,  free- 

dom, liberation,  escape,  release  ;  release  from  worldly 
existence,  final  emancipation,  eternal  bliss  resulting 

from  the  soul's  final  liberation  and  its  exemption  from 
further  transmigration  ;  death  ;  epithet  of  particular 

sacred  hymns  conducive  to  final  emancipation  ;  de- 
livery, discharge  ;  the  act  of  loosing,  loosening, 

untying,  unbinding,  undoing,  solving,  (pras'na-m°, 
the  settling  of  a  question)  ;  acquittance  of  an  obli- 

gation ;  (in  astronomy)  the  liberation  of  an  obscured 
planet,  end  of  an  eclipse,  the  last  contact  or  separa- 

tion of  the  eclipsed  and  eclipsing  bodies  ;  shedding, 
causing  to  flow;  the  act  of  discharging,  casting, 
flinging,  shooting;  strewing,  scattering;  separating, 
falling  off,  falling  down  ;  a  species  of  tree  (  = 
musliltaka).  —  Moksha-kdnkshin,  i,  ini,  i,  de- 

sirous of  liberation  or  final  emancipation.  —  Moksha- 

kriya-tam&Smi,  as,  a,  am,  affording  a  method 
for  effecting  liberation.  —  Mokfhu-jitana,  am,  n. 
knowledge  of  the  beatitude  attained  through  final 
emancipation.  —  Moksha-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tlrtha.  —  Moksha-dd,  (.,  N.  of  a  female  ascetic. 
—  3]  uksha-deva,   as,    m.    an    epithet   applied    to 
Hiouen-thsang.  —  Moksha-dvara,  am,  n.  'gate  of 
emancipation,'  an  epithet  of  the    sun.  —  Moksha- 
dharma,    as,   m.    law   or    rale    of    emancipation. 

—  N<tkshadhanna-par'van,  a,  n.  '  section  relating 
to  the  law  or  rules  of  emancipation,"  N.  of  a  section 
of  the  twelfth   book   of  the  Mah5-bharata,  from 

Adhyaya  174  to  the  end.  —  Mukxlidtllitiriniirtha- 
ill/iiL-d  (°ma-ar°),  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
preceding  section  of  the  Maha-bharata.  —  Mokuha- 

puri,   f.  'city  of  emancipation,'  an  epithet  of  the 
city  of  Kancl.  —  Moksha-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  receiving 
final  emancipation.  —  Moks/ta-malta-paruhad,  t,  (. 

'  great  emancipation-assembly,'  the  great  Buddhist 
general  council.  —  Moksha-mdryri,  an,  m.  'path  of 
emancipation.'  N.    of  a   Jaina   work.  —  Mokxha- 
lakthmi-vildsa,  as,  m.,N.  of  a  temple.  —  Moksha- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  final  emancipation,  con- 

nected with  eternal  bliss.  —  Moksha-i'ins'aka,  am,  n. 
'  twenty  verses  on  emancipation,'  epithet  of  the  verses 
Hari-vansa  14348  sqq.  —  Afoksha-s'astra,  am,  n. 
the  doctrine  of  final  emancipation.  —  Moksha-sd- 
dhana,  am,  n.  means  of  emancipation.  —  Mokshan- 

taran-ga  (°sha-an°),  as,  a,  am,  nearest  or  next 
to  final  emancipation.  —  Mokshopdya  (°sha-up°), 
as,  m.  means  of  emancipation;  a  sage,  saint,  de- votee (?). 

Mokshaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 
setting  at  liberty,  freeing,  delivering,  emancipating ; 

(as),  m.  a  species  of  tree  ;  one  who  looses  or  unties 
or  sets  free,  a  deliverer,  liberator. 
Mokshana,  as,  I,  am,  liberating,  emancipating ; 

(am),  n.  the  act  of  loosing,  loosening ;  emancipa- 
tion, releasing,  rescuing,  setting  at  liberty,  liberation ; 

letting  go,  giving  up,  resigning,  abandoning,  desert- 
ing ;  squandering ;  shedding,  causing  to  flow ;  [cf. 

rakta-m°.~\ 

Mokshaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  let  go  or  liberated, 
to  be  given  up  or  resigned,  to  be  disregarded  or 
neglected,  (a-mokfhanlya,  inevitable.) 
Mokshcimdna,  as,  d,  am,  setting  free,  liberating. 
Mokshayat,  an,  anil,  at,  setting  free,  liberating. 
Mokshayitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  frees  or  libe- 

rates, a  liberator,  emancipator. 

Mokshiya,  Nom.  A.  mokshayate,  -yitum,  to 
become  emancipated,  tend  to  emancipation. 

Mokshita,  as,  a,  am,  set  free,  let  go,  liberated, 
allowed  to  be  at  large. 

Mokshin,  I,  inl,  i,  striving  after  emancipation ; 
emancipated,  redeemed. 

Mokshya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  set  free  or  liberated ; to  be  saved. 

*n*T  moga,  as,  m.  the   chicken-pox   or 
some  similar  disease. 

11  M  moyha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  muh), 

vain,  useless,  aimless,  fruitless,  unprofitable,  (amo- 
ghatithi,  a  guest  who  does  not  come  causelessly  or 
uselessly) ;  left,  abandoned ;  idle ;  (as),  m.  an  en- 

closure, hedge,  fence ;  (a),  f.  the  trumpet  flower, 
Bignonia  Suaveolens ;  a  species  of  plant,  the  seeds  of 
which  are  used  as  a  vermifuge,  =  vidanga;  (am),  ind. 

in  vain,  uselessly.  —  Mogha-karman,  a,  a,  a,  one 
whose  actions  are  fruitless  or  unavailing,  observing 

useless  ceremonies.  —  Mogha-jiiana,  as,  a,  am,  one 
whose  knowledge  is  useless  or  unavailing,  cultivating 

any  but  religious  wisdom.  —  Mogha-td,  f.  vainness, 
uselessness,  aimlessness,  erringness,  (a-moghataya 

yutam  astram,  a  weapon  endowed  with  unerring- 
ness,  Kiratarj.  VI.  40);  idleness.  —  Mogha^pushpa, 
{.  a  barren  woman.  —  Moyha-hasin,  i,  inl,  i,  laugh- 

ing without  any  cause  or  occasion.  —  Moijhaia, 

(°yha-di°),  as,  a,'  am,  one  whose  hopes  are  vain. 
—  Moglii-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make 
vain,  render  useless,  foil,  frustrate,  baffle,  disappoint. 

—  Mogla-lhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavitum,  to 
become  useless  or  aimless,  be  foiled.  —  Moghi-bhuta, 
as,  d,  am,  become  useless,  rendered  vain,  foiled. 

Moyholi,  is,  m.  an  enclosure,  hedge,  fence ;  [cf. 

mogha  above.] 

*n^f  moi'a,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  muf),  Mo- 

ringa  Pterygosperma ;  (probably)  the  plantain  tree, 
Musa  Sapientum;  (a),  f.  Musa  Sapientum  (  =  ka- 
dalt,  rambhd) ;  the  cotton  shrub  ;  the  indigo  plant ; 

(z),  f.  Hingtscha  Repens  [cf.  hila-modi] ;  (am),  n.  a 
plantain,  banana  (the  fruit).  —  Moda-niryasa  or  mo- 

di-rasa or  moda-sara  or  moda-srdva,  as,  or  moda- 
sntt,  t,  m.  the  resin  of  Gossampinus  Ramphii. 
Mofal;a,  as.  Hid,  am  (fr.  Caus.  of  rt.  2.  muf), 

liberating,  emancipating;  (as),  in.  a  liberator,  one 
who  has  abandoned  all  worldly  passion  and  desire, 
an  ascetic,  devotee ;  Moringa  Pterygosperma ;  the 
plantain  tree,  Musa  Sapientum ;  (ikd),  f.  Musa 

Sapientum. Modana,  as,   I,   am,   releasing,    freeing   from ; 

casting,  darting;  (i),  f.  a  species  of  plant,  —  kanta- 
kdrl ;    (am),   n.  the   act  of  releasing,  liberating, 
liberation,  emancipation,  setting  free,  loosing,  (rina- 
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inofana,  the  releasing  from  a  debt,  paying  a  debt 
for  any  one)  ;  the  act  of  unyoking,  unharnessing  ; 
letting  loose,  discharging,  emitting.  —  Motana-pat- 

takn,  '  clearing-cloth,'  a  filter. 
Afotanikd,  f.  a  proper  N. 
MoSantya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  released  or  set  free, 

to  be  let  loose  ;  to  be  resigned  or  given  up. 
Motayitarya,  o.s,  a,  am,  to  be  set  free  or  re- 

leased, (sometimes  with  inst  of  the  thing  from  which 
there  is  release)  ;  capable  of  being  set  at  liberty. 

Mo^ayitri,  tdt  tri,  tri,  freeing,  setting  free,  re- 
leasing. 

Modayitcd,  ind.  having  freed  or  loosed,  having 
unharnessed. 

Ifoidla,  as,  m.  the  pith  or  heart  of  the  banana 
tree  ;  the  fruit  of  the  banana  ;  a  kind  of  pungent 

seed,  Nigella  Indira  ;  sandal-wood. 

Modi  in  hita-m",  q.  v. 
Mo(ita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  be  released,  set  at 

liberty,  emancipated. 

Mo£in,  i,  in'i,  i,  setting  free,  liberating. 
Mofya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  set  free  or  released  ;  to 

be  given  up  or  restored. 

motika,  as,  m.  a  leather  manu- 

facturer, shoe-maker,  &c.  ;  [cf.  Hindi  .js-j^.] 

«li«<»  motaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  mut), 

a  globule,  pill  ;  motakam  netra-rogdndm,  a  pill  to 
be  used  as  a  remedy  against  ophthalmia  ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  an  author  ;  (t),  f.,  N.  of  a  RSginI  ;  (am),  n. 
a  broken  or  crushed  leaf. 

Motana,  as,  i,  am,  crushing,  pressing,  rubbing, 

grinding,  tearing,  destroying  [cf.  gaja-m°^  ;  (as), 
m.  wind,  air  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  crushing,  breaking, 
grinding,  strangling,  (gala-motana,  wringing  the 

neck);  [cf.  anguli-m°.] 
Motanaka,  am,  n.  crushing,  entire  destruction; 

a  kind  of  metre,  four  times  —  uu-vju-uu-. 

T  mota,  f.  Sida  Cordifolia. 

moti  in  karna-m°,  q.  v. 

mottayita,  am,  n.  showing  affec- 
tion in  the  absence  of  a  loved  object  by  various  ways 

of  recalling  him  to  mind,  the  silent  expression  of 
returned  affection,  (one  of  the  ten  Bhavas  or  proper- 

ties of  women.) 

*TT?  modha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  family. 
Modhaka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Hfal  mona,  as,  m.  dried  fruit;  a  kind  of 

fly  (  —  nakra-makehikd)  ;  a  basket  in  which  snakes are  carried. 

Monaka,  a  word  used  to  explain  dimbikd. 

«ilrfl«.i*i  rn.otira.ma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
KSnada. 

*u^  moda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  mud),  pleasure, 
delight,  gladness,  joyousness,  joyfulness  ;  fragrance, 
perfume  [cf.  d-moda]  ;  N.  of  a  Muni  ;  (  a),  f.  = 
aja-modd,  q.  v.  —  Moda-kara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Muni.  —  Moda-modini,  f.  '  delighting  by  fragrance,' 
Eugenia  Jambolana  (  =jambu).  —  Modakhya  (°da- 
(ikh?),  as,  m.  the  mango  tree.  —  Modd-yiri,  is, 

m.,  N.  of  a  country.  -  Modddhyd  (\la-ddh°),  f. 
—  aja-modd,  q.  v.  —  M  odd-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of a  city. 

Nrulaka,  ai,  a  or  i,  am,  delighting,  rejoicing, 
pleasing,  gladdening,  exhilarating,  causing  happiness 
or  delight  ;  glad,  cheerful  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  small 
round  sweetmeat  or  a  sweetmeat  in  general;  (in 
medicine)  a  sort  of  pill  ;  (as),  m.  a  particular  mixed 
caste  (the  son  of  a  Kshatriya  by  a  SOdra  mother); 
('««),  n.  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times  -  o  u  -  v,  u  - 
u^-«v,;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  mythical  club r  weapon.  -  Modaka-kara,  as,  m.  a  sweetmeat- 
maker,  confectioner.  -Moilaka-mnya,  at,  I,  am 
composed  of  sweetmeats.  _  Modaka-tarava,  as, am,  m.  n.  a  dish  of  sweetmeats. 

Morlalitta,  f.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.  after  nu- 
merals), a  sweetmeat. 

Mariana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  giving  joy, 

gratifying,  gladdening,  delighting,  (generally  at  the 
end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  hravyada-yana-modana, 

giving  joy  to  numbers  of  beasts  of  prey,  MahS-bh. 
Urona-p.  1576);  (am),  n.  the  act  of  pleasing  or 
affording  pleasure  ;  joy,  pleasure  ;  =  u&hinMa-mo- 
dana,  wax. 
Modaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  rejoiced  at,  to  be 

delighted  in,  delightful. 
Modamdna,  as,  a,  am,  rejoicing,  being  glad. 
Modayat,  an,  anti,  at,  rejoicing,  delighting  ; 

(and),  f.  a  sort  of  wild  lovage,  Ptychotis  Ajowan  ; 
Arabian  jasmine. 

MoilayantikdJ.  =  morlaynnfi,  Ptychotis  Ajowan. 

Moddkin,  i,  m.  (probably)  N.  of  a  hill  (Maha-bh. Bhlshma-p.  427). 

Modayani,  i«,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Moda. 
Modita,  as,  a,  am,  pleased,  gratified,  delighted  ; 

(am),  n.  pleasure,  delight. 
Modin,  t,  inl,  i,  rejoicing,  glad,  pleased,  cheerful, 

merry,  happy  ;  making  glad,  gladdening,  gratifying, 

delighting,  (often  at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  glta-m°)  ; 
(inl),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants  (  —  aja-moda,  mal- 
likd,  yiithikd,  vritta-mallikd)  ;  musk  ;  an  intoxi- 

cating beverage. 
Modosha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

*i\«j*j  momuaha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  Intens.  of 
rt.  I.  muK),  very  much  perplexed,  greatly  embar- 

rassed ;  mad,  insane. 

*1K6  morata,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant 

with  sweet  juice  (  =  kshira-morata)  ;  the  milk  of  a 
cow  recently  calved,  biestings,  (according  to  lexico- 

graphers, am,  n.);  (a),  f.  =  m«ma,  hemp  used  for 
bow-strings,  Sanseviera  Roxburghiana  ;  (am),  n.  the 
root  of  the  sugar-cane;  the  flower  of  Alangium 
Hexapetalum  ;  the  root  of  this  plant. 

Morataka,  am,  n.  the  root  of  the  sugar-cane. 

«1IU<*  mordka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  king  Pravara- 

sena's  minister  (founder  of  the  temple  called  after 
him  mordka-bhavana). 

morika,  f.,  N.  of  a  female  poet. 
Mori,  N.  of  a  family. 

•\\tvi\<*t'Z.morvani-kara,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
>fN  mosha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  mush),  a 

robber,  thief,  plunderer  ;  robbery,  theft,  stealing  ; 

plundering,  sacking,  (nagara-mosha,  plundering  a 
city)  ;  anything  robbed  or  stolen,  stolen  property. 
—  Mosha-krit,  t,  t,  t,  one  who  practises  theft,  a 

thief.  —  Moshdbhidars'ana  (°sha-abh°),  am,  n. 
seeing  or  witnessing  a  robbery. 
Moshaka,  as,  m.  a  thief,  robber. 

Moshana,  as,  i,  am,  robbing,  plundering,  carry- 
ing off;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  robbing,  plundering, 

stealing,  defrauding,  embezzling. 
Moshayitnw,  us,  m.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  a  Brahman  ; 

the  Indian  cuckoo. 

Mosha,  f.  robbery,  theft. 
Mofhtri,  (d,  m.  a  robber,  thief. 

*ftlf  moha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  muh),  uncon- 
sciousness, loss  of  consciousness,  fainting,  a  swoon  ; 

delusion,  bewilderment,  perplexity,  distraction, 
phrenzy;  weakness  of  intellect,  ignorance,  folly, 
foolishness,  infatuation  ;  error,  mistake,  going  astray  ; 
pain,  affliction  ;  wonder,  amazement,  astonishment  ; 
Infatuation  (personified  as  the  offspring  of  Brahmil)  ; 
(in  phil.)  darkness  or  delusion  of  mind  preventing 
the  discernment  of  truth  (leading  men  to  believe  in 
the  reality  of  worldly  objects  and  to  addict  themselves 
to  mundane  or  sensual  enjoyment)  ;  a  magical  art 
employed  to  bewilder  an  enemy  (  =  mo/ta/*a);  mo- 
hat,  ind.  through  ignorance,  from  folly  or  infatuation. 

—  Moha-kalila,  am,  n.  a"  thicket  or  snare  of  illu- 
sion.— Moha-<!udottara  (°da-ut°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

work.  —  Moha-jdla,  am,   n.  the  net  of  delusion, 
the  snare  or  fetters  of  illusory  objects,  the  fascination 

of  the  world.  —  Moha-nidru,  f.  '  sleep  of  infatua- 

tion,' thoughtless  assurance,  overweening  confidence. 

—  Moha-pd-ia,  as,  m.  the  snare  of  (worldly)  illu- 
sion. —  Moha.-man.tra,  as,  m.  an  infatuating  spell, 

deluding  charm.  ~Moha-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consist- 
ing of  infatuation,  leading  to  delusion,  perplexing. 

—  Moha-mudgara,  as,  m.  '  hammer  of  ignorance 
or  infatuation,'  N.  of  a  metrical  exposition  of  the 
VedSnta  philosophy  ;    of  another  work.  —  Moha- 

ratri,  is,  f.  '  night  of  bewilderment,'  the  night  when 
the  world  is  to  be  destroyed.  —  Moha-vat,  an,  all, 
at,  possessed  of  infatuation,  infatuated,  foolish,  igno- 

rant. —  Moha-sastra,   am,   n.   erroneous  or  false 

teaching,  false  doctrine.  —  Afoha-s'ulottara  (°la-ut°), 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Mohopama  (°ha-up°),  {. 
'  error-comparison,'  a  rhetorical  figure  in  which  there 
is  a  confusion  of  the  subject  and  object  of  a  comparison 

(e.  g.  '  regarding  thy  face,  O  dear  one,  as  the  moon, 
I  run  after  the  moon  as  if  it  were  thy  face  '). 
Mohaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  bewildering,  confusing, 

infatuating,  causing  ignorance  or  folly. 

Mohana,  as,  i,  am,  stupefying,  depriving  of  con- 
sciousness or  sensation,  bewildering,  perplexing, 

puzzling,  confusing,  deceiving,  deluding,  leading 
astray,  infatuating,  fascinating  ;  (as),  m.  the  thorn- 
apple  ;  epithet  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  five  arrows 
of  Kama-deva,  the  god  of  love  ;  (a),  f.  the  flower 
of  a  sort  of  jasmine  ;  a  sort  of  grass,  Trigonella  Cor- 
niculata;  (I),  {.  Basella  Cordifolia;  a  term  for  a 
particular  magical  formula  or  incantation  ;  N.  of  a 
female  demon  (daughter  of  Garbha-hantri)  ;  of  an 
Apsaras  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  stupefying,  bewildering, 
perplexing,  deluding,  puzzling,  deceiving,  fascinating  ; 
stupor,  loss  of  sensation,  unconsciousness,  the  being 
deluded  or  infatuated,  delusion,  infatuation,  decep- 

tion, embarrassment,  mistake  ;  temptation,  seduction  ; 
sexual  intercourse;  a  magical  charm  or  incantation 
used  to  bewilder  an  enemy;  the  formula  used  in 

that  process  (especially  certain  magical  hymns  of 
the  Atharva-veda)  ;  any  means  employed  for  per- 

plexing or  deluding  others  ;  N.  of  a  town.  —  Mo- 
hana-danda,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mohana-dtisa 
or  mohana-diisa-mi^ra,  as,  m,,  N.  of  the  author 

of  a  commentary  on  the  Maha-nataka  or  Hanuman- 
nStaka.  —  Mohana-prakriti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil 
of  San-karSdarya.  —  Mohana-bhoga,  as,  ni.  a  parti- 

cular kind  of  sweetmeat.  —  Mohana-lata,  f.  a  plant 
which  has  the  power  of  fascinating.  —  Mohana-val- 
likd  or  mohana-valli,  f.  a  species  of  plant.  •-  Mo- 

htutittra  (°na-as°),  am,  n.  a  weapon  charmed  to 
fascinate  or  bewitch  the  person  against  whom  it  is 
directed. 

Mohanaka,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  the  month 
Caitra,  (also  written  mohanika)  ;  (iltii),  f.  a 

species  of  plant. 

Mohaniya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  delusion,  de- 
pending on  illusion  or  error,  resulting  from  infatua- 

tion, producing  delusion  ;  perplexing,  puzzling,  con- 

fusing. 

Mohayat,  an,  and,  at  (fr.  the  Caus.),  stupefying, 
bewildering,  depriving  of  sense. 
Mohayitri,  Id,  trl,  tri,  one  who  perplexes  or 

deludes,  a  perplexer,  infatuator. 

Mohita,  as,  d,  am,  stupefied,  perplexed,  bewil- 
dered, infatuated,  deluded,  beguiled,  fascinated,  (often 

in  comps.,  e.  g.  kdma-moldta,  infatuated  by  love.) 
Mohin,  I,  inl,  i,  stupefying,  confusing,  puzzling, 

perplexing,  illusive,  fallacious,  beguiling,  alluring, 
fascinating;  (ini),  f.  a  fascinating  woman;  N.  of  an 
Apsaras  ;  the  flower  of  a  species  of  jasmine. 
Mohuka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  deluded,  falling 

into  error  or  confusion,  going  astray. 

w«S  mauka,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Muka. 

maukali  or  maukuli,  is,  m.  a  crow, 

[cf.  maudyali."] 
maukunda,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to 

Mukunda,  i.  e.  Vishnu. 
•lifWion  maaktika,  am,  n.  (fr.  muktd),  a 

pearl  (properly  '  a  collection  of  pearls').  —  Mauktika- 
gump/tika,  f.  a  female  stringer  of  pearls.  —  Mauk- 
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tika-tandula,  as,  m,  a  kind  of  white  Yavanala. 

—  Mauktfka-daman,  a,  n.  a  string  of  pearls;  a 
kind  of  metre,  four  times  v>-vu-i/o-uu-<--. 

—  Mauktika-prasavd,    (.  a   pearl   muscle;    [cf. 
muktd-prasH.^  —  Mauktika-mdrana,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  subject  treated   of  in   the  Dhatu-ratna-m5la. 

—  Mauktika-miiltl,  f.  an  ornament  of  pearls,  a  pearl 
necklace;  a  species  of  metre,  four  times  -uo  —  ,uu 
\j  *j  —  .  —  Mauktilta-ratna,  dm,  n.  a  pearl  gem, 

pearl  ;  [cf.  mukta-ratna.~\  —  Mauktikaratna-td,  f. 
the  state  or  condition  of  a  pearl.  —  Mauktika-iukti, 
is,  f.  a  pearl  oyster  ;  [cf.  mitkta-iukti.]  —  Mauktika- 
sara,  cu,  m.  a  string  of  pearls.  —  Maulctilidbha 

(°ka-abh°),  as,  a,  am,  resembling  pearls.  —  Mauk- 
tikdvali  (7;a-ai>°),  f.  a  string  of  pearls  ;  [cf.  muk- 

tdvali.~\ 
*?!•«  maukya,  am,  n.  (fr.  muka),  the  state 

of  being  dumb,  dumbness,  speechlessness. 

ffT%$  mauksha,  am,  n.  (fr.  moksha),  N.  of 
a  S5man. 

Maukshika,  as,  I,  am,  (in  astronomy)  relating  to 
the  release  of  a  planet  (from  an  eclipse),  relating  to 
the  end  of  an  eclipse. 

*TT^  maukha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  mukha),  relat- 
ing or  belonging  to  the  mouth  or  face,  frontal  ;  (am), 

n.  a  fault  or  defect  connected  with  the  mouth. 

Maukhika,  as,  I,  am,  =  maukha  above. 
Mattkhya,  am,  n.  precedence,  pre-eminence. 

*TT^R  maukliara  (fr.  nmkhara),  epithet  of 

a  family  or  race  ('  talkative  ?  '). 
Mauklt&i'i,  it,  m.  a  patronymic. 
Naukhari,  f.  =  maukharya  below. 
Maukharya,  am,  n.  talkativeness,  garrulity,  lo- 

quaciousness ;  scurrility,  defamation,  abusiveness, 
abuse,  calumny,  vilification;  (a),  the  feminine  form 
of  Maukhari  above,  (according  to  Scholiast  on  Pan. 

1V.J,  79.) 

TT^Uf  maugdhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  mugdha), 
simplicity,  innocence,  inexperience,  silliness  ;  a  femi- 

nine grace  (asking  a  lover  to  tell  what  is  already 
known);  charm,  beauty;  (also  incorrectly  written 
mauydha.) 

*l)**(  maiighya,  am,  n.  (fr.  moyha),  vain- 
ness, uselessness. 

mania,  am,  n.  (fr.  mo6a),  the  fruit  of 
the  banana  or  plantain  tree. 

*imirt  mavjavata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  miija-vat), 
Ved.  coming  from  or  produced  on  the  mountain 

Muja-vat  ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  of  Aksha  (author  of 
the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  34  ;  also  read  maujavat). 

*Traf  mauhja,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  muiija),  made 
of  Muiija  grass  or  its  fibres  ;  resembling  Munja  grass  ; 
(as),  m.  a  blade  of  Munja  grass  ;  (I),  f.,  scil.  me- 

khalU,  a  Brahman's  girdle  or  cord  made  of  a  triple 
string  of  Muiija  grass;  any  girdle.  —  Maunji-tri/ia- 

khyu,  (_°na-akh°),  as,  m.  Munja  grass.  —  Maunji- 
dhara,  as,  a,  am,  wearing  or  carrying  Munja  grass. 
—  Mauiiji-nibandhana,  am,  n.  the  binding  on  of 
the  girdle  of  Muiija  grass,  ligation  of  the  sacrificial 
cord  (Manu  II.  27).  —  Mauriji-pattra,  f.  Eleushie 
Indica.  —  Ulaunjt-bandhana,  am,  n.  the  ligation  or 
binding  on  of  the  Munja  grass  girdle,  investiture 
with  the  sacred  thread,  (in  Manu  II.  169.  shortened 
on  account  of  the  metre  to  maunji-bandhana.) 
—  Maunjlbandhana-tihnita,  as,  a,  am,  distin- 

guished by  the  ligation  of  the  Munja  zone  (Manu 
II.  170). 

MaunjaJca,  as,  m.  a  blade  of  Muiija  grass  ;  (also 
read  mutijalta.) 

Maui'ijakdyana,  aa,  m.  a  patronymic. 
Mauiijavata,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  coming  from  the 

mountain  Muiija-vat;  (also  read  maujavata,  q.  v.) 
Matinjdyuna,  aa,  m.  (fr.  munja),  a  patronymic  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warlike  family  ;  (I),  f.  a  princess 
of  the  Maurijayanas. 

Maunjdyanlya,  at,  m.  a  king  of  the  Mauiijayanas. 

Mannjln,  I,  ini,  i,  girt  with  or  wearing  a  girdle 
of  Muiija  grass,  (ndya-maunjin,  wearing  a  snake for  a  girdle.) 

Maunjiya,  as,  a,  am,  made  of  Muiija  grass. 

ll&l  maudhya,  as,  m.  (fr.  mudha),  a  patro- 
nymic ;  (am),  n.  stupidity,  want  of  understanding, 

folly,  fatuity,  ignorance,  simplicity  ;  spiritual  folly. 

•<  I  r<js  ̂ wlimaundi-nikaya,  as,  m.  (maundi 
fr.  munda),  a  proper  N. 

HlHi-J  maundya,  am,  n.  (fr.  munda), 
shaving  of  the  head,  the  having  the  head  shaved, 
tonsure  ;  baldness. 

1U3  mantra,  am,  n.  (fr.  mutra),  a  quantity 

of  urine,  chamber-lye, 

flT^  mauda,  as,  m.  pi.  (probably  fr.  moda), 

N.  of  a  school  ;  (as),  m.  a  pupil  of  this  school. 
Maudahdyana,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family. 

TT<pS  maudaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  modaka), 

relating  to  sweetmeats  ;  dealing  or  trading  in  sweet- 
meats ;  (am),  n.  a  particular  version  of  a  sacred  text 

by  Mauda,  (in  this  sense  connected  with  mauda above.) 

Maudakika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  modaka),  consisting 

or  composed  of  sweetmeats;  (a*'),  m.  a  seller  of 
sweetmeats,  confectioner. 

Maudanika  (fr.  modana),  see  Gana  KaSySdi  to 
Pan.  IV.  2,116. 

Maudaneyaka,  see  Gana  Kattryadi  to  Pan.  IV. 
2.95- 

Maudamdnika  (fr.  modamdna),  see  Gana  K5s- 
yadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  Il6. 
Maudakin,  a  various  reading  for  moddkin. 

Wits  maudga,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  mudga),  relating 

to  a  bean  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Maudgika,  as,  i,  am,  purchased  with  beans. 
Maudylna,  as,  I,  am,  sown  with  beans,  fit  for 

being  sown  with  kidney-beans,  bearing  beans  (said of  a  field). 

•tisfrt  maudgali,  is,  m.  (fr.  mndgala),  a 
crow  [cf.  maukali]. 
Maudgalya,  descended  or  sprung  from  Mudgala  ; 

(as),  m.  a  proper  N.  ;  patronymic  of  Naka  ;  of 
Sata-balaksha  ;  of  L5n-gal5yana  ;  a  particular  mixed 
caste  ;  maudgalds,  m.  pi.,  see  Gana  Kaiwadi  to  P5n. 
IV.  2,  in. 

Maudgalyayana,  as,  m.  (patronymic  fr.  maud- 
galya),  N.  of  a  pupil  of  ?5kya-muni. 
Mawdgalyiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  or  coming 

from  Maudgalya. 

maudgika,  maudg'ma.    See  above. 
mauna,  as,  m.  (fr.  muni),  a  patro- 
nymic; (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  dynasty;  (J),  f.,  N. 

of  the  fifteenth  day  in  the  dark  half  of  the  month 
PhSlguua,  when  a  ceremony  of  bathing  in  silence  is 
performed;  (am),  n.  the  office  or  position  of  a 
Muni  or  holy  sage;  silence,  taciturnity.  *»  Mauna- 
bhatta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Mauna-mantrdva- 

bodha  (°ra-av°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Sundara- 
Sukla.  —  Mauna-mudrd,  f.  the  MudrS  or  attitude 
of  silence.  —  Mauna-vrata,  am,  n.  a  vow  of  silence  ; 

(as,  d,  am),  observing  a  vow  of  silence,  holding 

one's  tongue;  [cf.  muni-mata.~]  —  Maunavrata- 
dhurin,  I,  ini,  i,  or  mauna-vratin,  i,  ini,  i,  ob- 

serving a  vow  of  silence.  —  Mauna-sammati,  is,  f. 
silent  assent. 

Maunika,  as,  t,  am,  resembling  a  Muni  or 
inspired  sage,  like  a  Muni. 

Maun'uHti  (fr.  muni-dita),  see  Gana  Sutan-ga- mSdi  to  Pin.  IV.  2,  80. 

Maunin,  i,  ini,  i,  silent,  observing  silence,  taci- 
turn, reserved,  not  speaking;  (i),  m.  =  muni,  an 

ascetic,  hermit,  holy  sage,  one  who  has  overcome  his 
passions  and  retired  from  the  world  ;  (sometimes  at 

the  end  of  proper  names,  e.  g.  yop~matlta-m°,  the 

Muni  GopInStha.)  —  Mauni-tra,  am,  n.  silence, 

taciturnity,  reticence. 
Maunisthalika  (fr.  mnni-sthala),  see  Gana 

Kumudadi  2.  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  So. 

Mauneya,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  muni),  N.  of  a  school  ; 
(as),  m.  f.  pi.  epithet  of  a  class  of  Gandharvas  and 
Apsarasas  ;  (am),  n.  the  position  or  office  of  a Muni  (Ved.). 

*iiitj  maunda,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  ;  (also 
read  maudga,  moda.) 

•i!  *,!»)<*  maurajika.,  as,  m.  (fr.  muraja),  a 
drum-beater,  drummer. 

^13  maurava,  as,  z,  am  (fr.  murw),  coming 
from  or  relating  to  the  Daitya  Muru. 

I.  maurva,  as,  i,  am,  made  from  the  iron  called 

maurkhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  murkha),  stu- 
pidity, folly,  fatuity,  (sometimes  less  correctly  read maurjiha.) 

TIM  maurya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Mura  ;  a  metronymic  from  Mur5  ;  N.  of  a  dynasty 

beginning  with  Candra-gupta.  —  Maurya-datta,  as, 
m.  a  proper  N.  —  Maurya-pulm,  as,  m.  (with 
Jainas),  N.  of  one  of  the  eleven  Gamidhipas. 

Iflq  2.  maurva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  miirvd),  made 
of  the  Sanseviera  Roxburghiana,  coming  from  or 
relating  to  muna  or  bow-string  hemp;  (T),  f.  a 
string  or  girdle  made  of  murva,  the  string  of  inves- 

titure for  a  Kshatriya  (Manu  II.  42);  a  bow-string; 

(in  geometry)  the  chord  of  an  arc.  —  Maurvt-mekha- 
lin,  I,  Ini,  i,  wearing  a  girdle  made  of  miirvd. 
MaurrikS,  f.  (in  geometry)  the  chord  of  an  arc. 
Maurmka  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  —  maurvi, a  bow-string. 

Hh5  maula,  as,  a  or  i,  am  (fr.  mula),  pro- 
ceeding from  a  root,  radical,  original  ;  handed  down 

from  antiquity  (as  an  old  custom,  &c.)  ;  ancient,  of 

old  standing  ;  living  from  olden  times  or  for  genera- 
tions in  any  country,  indigenous  ;  of  pure  or  good 

extraction,  nobly  bom,  of  a  good  family  ;  holding 

an  office  from  ancient  times,  brought  up  in  a  king's 
service  for  generations,  (maulo  mantri  or  mauUih 
sadivah,  an  old  minister,  one  born  in  the  country  or 
one  whose  forefathers  have  held  the  same  office,  see 
Manu  VII,  54,  where,  according  to  Kulluka,  maulah 
=pitri-pitdmaha-kramena  sevakatt)  ;  hereditary, 
(maulah  parthivah,  an  hereditary  prince.) 

Maulabhdrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mula-bhdra),  car- 
rying a  load  of  roots. 

Mauli,  is,  m.  (probably  fr.  mula),  the  head,  the 

top  of  anything;  the  plant  Jonesia  Asoka;  a  patro- 
nymic ;  (ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  tribe  ;  (is),  m.  f.  a 

diadem  [cf.  mukuta],  crown,  crest  ;  a  tuft  or  lock 
of  hair  left  on  the  crown  of  the  head  after  tonsure, 

a  top-knot  (  =  fuda)  ;  hair  ornamented  and  braided 
round  the  head,  =  oV«imnii7a;  (is),  f.  the  earth,  (in 

this  sense  according  to  some  mauli,  f.)  —  JtfauZi- 
mani,  if,  m.  f.  a  crest  gem,  jewel  worn  in  a  diadem. 
«-  Mauli-mandana,  am,  n.  an  ornament  for  the 
head.  —  Mauli-mdld  or  mauli-mdlikd,  f.  a  wreath 
or  crown  worn  on  the  head.  —  Mauli-mdlin,  i,  ini, 
i,  having  a  wreath  or  crown  on  the  top  of  the  head  ; 

wlaydtlala-maulimdlin,  having  the  eastern  moun- 
tain for  its  crest  (said  of  the  sun).  —  Mauli-mukuta, 

am,  n.  a  diadem  for  the  head,  tiara  ;  [cf.  mukuta.] 
—  Mauti-ratnft,  am,  n.  a  crest  jewel,  crown  jewel, 
head  jewel.  —  Mauly-abharana,  am,  n.  a  head 
ornament. 

Maulika,  as,  i,  am,  producing  roots,  &c.  ;  coming 
from  or  belonging  to  the  root,  radical,  original  [cf. 

mulika]  ;  chief,  principal,  being  of  low  origin,  (op- 
posed to  kultna)  ;  inferior;  (as),  m.  a  digger  of  roots, 

a  dealer  in  roots  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Maulikya,  am,  n.  an  abstract  noun  from  mulika, 

see  Gana  PurohitSdi  to  Pan.  V.  I,  128. 

Maulin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  a  diadem  or  crown, 
diademed,  crested  ;  having  at  the  top,  (sometimes  at 
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the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  takra-mavli  sakatah,  a 
cart  having  tbe  wheels  uppermost.) 
Mauitya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

Maul  y  11,  as,  -It,  am,  being  at  the  root ;  (am), 
o.  price,  (for  miilya.) 

«iMrt  mauli.     See  p.  799,  col.  3. 

Jfl^lrt  mausala,  maushala,  Sec.,  incorrectly 
for  maintain  below. 

«ftrMf<*  maushiki,  is,  m.  a  metronymic 
from  Mushika. 

liihi-putra,  OK,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

*rnn  maushta,  f.  (fr.  mushti),  a  combat  with 

fists,  boxing  match,  sparring,  playing  at  fisticuffs. 

Mnufh!~il;a,  at,  m.  a  cheat,  impostor,  rogue, sharper. 

•lit) co  mausala,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  musala), 

dub-shaped,  club-formed ;  relating  to  the  battle  with 
clubs,  (mausalam  parra  —  mausala-parvan  be- 

low) ;  fought  with  clubs  (as  a  battle) ;  an  epithet  of 
a  Madhu-parka  (composed  of  ghee  and  spirituous 
liquor);  (as),  m.  pi.  of  mausalya  below.  —  .!/<(!<- 

taJa-parvan,  a,  n.  '  Musala-section,'  N.  of  the  six- 
teenth book  of  the  Maha-bh3rata  (in  which  is  de- 
scribed the  death  of  Krishna  and  Balarima  and  the 

self-destruction  of  Krishna's  family  through  the  curse 
of  some  BrShmans  ;  it  is  narrated  that  in  consequence 
of  this  curse,  the  Andhakas  and  Ysdavas  indulged 
in  intoxicating  Hquois  which  led  to  a  general  quarrel 
in  which  the  infuriated  relatives,  having  no  weapons, 
plucked  the  rushes  [eraka],  and  with  these,  turned 
to  dubs  by  the  working  of  the  curse,  slaughtered 
each  other). 

Mausalya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Musala. 

«mjp>  mausula,  as,  m.  a  Moslim,  Mussul- 
man, Muhammedan. 

HT^n  mauhurta,  as,  m.  (fr.  muhurta),  an 
astrologer. 
Mauhurtila,  as,  t,  am,  lasting  for  a  moment  or 

instant,  momentary;  relating  to  a  particular  time; 
(as),  m.  an  astrologer;  N.  of  a  class  of  celestial 
beings  (children  of  Muhurta). 

^  mna  in  carma-mna,  q.  v. 

jy  r  mna  (connected  with  rt.  man,  with 
which  mna  was  originally  identical),  cl.  I. 

P.  manati,  mamnau,  mndsyati,  amuaslt,  mnd- 
ydt  or  mncyiit,  mniitum,  to  bind  or  fix  in  the 
mind,  repeat  over  in  the  mind,  fix  in  the  memory 
by  frequent  repetition,  repeat;  to  study  or  learn 
diligently ;  to  remember ;  to  celebrate,  praise  (Ved.) : 

Pass,  mnayate :  Caus.  mnupayati,  -ijitum,  Aor. 
amimnapat :  Desid.  mimniisati:  Intens.  miminii- 
yale,  mamndti,  mamneti;  [for  comparisons  see 

.  under  rt.  man.] 
Mnata,  at,  a,  am,  fixed  in  the  mind,  repeated, 

learnt,  remembered ;  [cf.  d-m°,  samo-m".] 

m^myaksh  (a  Vedic  verb,  of  which  the 
following  forms  are  found,  myttk*hnti.  ininii/uksha, 
mimiks/uil'  it),  iiiiniikslilrc,  amyak, 

:l'shat),  to  be  fixed  in  or  on ;  to  be  in  any 
place  or  state ;  to  be  near,  to  be  present,  to  be  at 
hand ;  to  go  to,  reach ;  to  be  associated  or  united  ; 

(SSy.  =  prapnoti,  sangaci!liate,  tamhato  bha- rali.) 

'4j|^|   mraksh  or  mriksh  (connected  with x  its.  I.  mrij,  muksh),  cl.   I.  P.  mrak- 
thati,  mrikshati.  Sec.,  to  accumulate,  collect,  as- 
lemble;  tomb;  cl.  jo.  P.  mraksliayati,  mriktha- 
yatt.  Sec.,  to  accumulate,  collect;  to' combine,  mix; nib,  smear,  anoint ;  to  speak  indistinctly  or  incor- 

rectly ;  (according  to  some)  to  divide,  cut. 
ft,   rubbing,  destroying,  (in 

rut-Mis  ,  q.  v.)  ;  (at),  m.  concealment  of  one's  vices or  failings,  hypocrisy,  slyness.-  .!/n,/.-.,/,,,./.-,,V,Y,,, 

a,  an,  a,  Ved.  rubbing  to  pieces,  destroying '(said  of Indra;  Sjy.  =  cadha-kartrf). 

Mrakshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  rubbing  in  or  on, 

anointing,  smearing  the  body  with  unguents ;  any- 
thing to  be  rubbed  on,  ointment,  oil. 

™rad  (another  form  of  rt.  I.  mrid, 

q.v.),  cl.  I.  A.  mradate,  mamrade,  mra- 
ditum,  to  rub  ;  to  grind,  pound,  reduce  to  powder ; 
to  tread  or  trample  on :  Caus.  mradayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  amamradat :  Desid.  mimradishate :  Intens. 

mnmradyate,  mamratti. 

Mrada,  mradae,  in  urna-mrada,  urna-mra- 

das,  q.q.  v.v. 

^Tl  mradaya  (fr.  mridu),  Nom.  P.  mra- 
dayati, -yitum,  Ved.  to  make  soft  or  smooth ;  to 

polish. 
Mradiman,  a,  m.  softness,  tenderness,  mildness, 

gentleness.  —  Mrailimamita  (°ma-an°),  as,  a,  am, 
endowed  with  sofmess,  soft,  mild,  kind. 

Mradishtha,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  of  mridu.),  very 
soft,  exceedingly  mild,  softest. 
Mradiyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  of  mridu,), 

softer,  milder. 

«4in«1  mratana,  am,  n.  Cyperus  Rotundus. 

mrit  [cf.  rt.  mri],  cl.  4.  P.  mrityati, 
Ved.  to  decay,  moulder  away,  be  dissolved. 

(Vj«i«ii«u  mriyamana.     See  p.  790,  col.  2. 

JJ  J  mrut  [cf.  rts.  mruht,  mlu6~],  cl.  I. O  X  P.  mrofati,  Aor.  amrucat  or  amroclt, 
&c.,  to  go,  move :  Desid.  mtimmiishati,  mmnro- i!isJtati. 

Mrnka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  destructive  Agni  (men- 
tioned in  Atharva-veda  V.  31,  9) ;  of  a  flame. 

j  j  -f-4   mrunc,  cl.  l.  P.  mruhtuti,  &c.,= 
O     N  rt.  mruc  above. 

TT7  mret  or  mred  (=rts.  met,  mlet),  cl. 
X  I.  P.  mretati,  mredaH,  to  be  mad. 

*rt rt>  mlakta  (1),  as,  a,  am,  stolen. 

•jr^p'WT  mlaksh,  cl.  10.  P.  mlakshayati, 
\  to  cut,  divide. 

*rtlrt  mlata,  mlana,  mlayin,  mlasnu.  See col.  3. 

ftcT?  mlishta,  &c.  See  under  rt.  mleth 
below. 

^.-^1^1  mlu6  [cf.  rt.  mruf],  cl.  I.  P. 
O  X  mlocuti,  Aor.  amludat  or  amlofit, 

Sec.,  to  go ;  to  go  down :  Desid.  mumlut'usliati, 

mumlo<'i 
Mlukta  in  apa-mlukla,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  retired, 

withdrawn,  concealed,  hidden. 

J.-JJJ    mlnnr,   cl.   I.  P.  mluiifati,  &C., 

\5      N  =rt._mZi(t(  above. 

^TJP^I  mlup,  another  form  of  rt.  mlu6 

Hfliipta  in  vpa-mlupta,  as,  a,  am,  retired,  with- 
drawn, concealed,  hidden. 

mlech,  cl.  I.  P.  rnledchati,  mimlet- 
Via,  mletfhitum,  cl.  10.  P.  mleccJui- 

yfiti.  -yitftm,  to  speak  confusedly  or  barbarously; 
to  talk  an  unintelligible  or  foreign  language,  to  speak 

a  provincial  or  barbarous  dialect. 
Mli*)t!<i,  II',  d.  run  [cf.  Pan.  VII.  a,  18],  spoken 

barbarously  or  indistinctly,    indistinct   (as   speech), 

foreign,  barbarous  ;  =  mlana,  withered,  faded,  faint; 
(am),    n.    indistinct    speech,    a    foreign    language. 

—  M/ishtokti   CVa-K/j"),  is,   f.  indistinct  or  bar- 
barous speech. 

Mlcd'lm,  it",  ni.  a  foreigner,  barbarian,  non-Arian, 
man  of  an  outcast  race,  (a  generic  term  for  a  person 

speaking  any  language  but  Sanskrit  and  not  conform- 
ing to  the  usual  Hindu  institutions) ;  a  wicked  or 

bad  man,  sinner ;  foreign  or  barbarous  speech,  igno- 
rance of  the  language  ot  the  country ;  (am),  n.  copper. 

—  AlMfha-lianda,  as,  m.  'foreign-root,'  Allium 

'iTihisnu. 

Ascalonicum,  garlic.  —  Mlt(cha-jati,  is,  m.  a  man 
belonging  to  one  of  the  MlecYha  or  barbarian  races, 
a  barbarian,  savage,  mountaineer  (as  a  Kirata,  Sfa- 
vara,  Pulinda).  —  Mlecdha-desa,  as,  m.  a  foreign 
or  barbarous  country,  any  country  inhabited  by 

people  of  a  language  and  institutions  different  from 
the  Hindus.  —  Mlecclui-niraha,  as,  m.  a  host  or 
swarm  of  barbarians.  —  AtlcMlttt-lilidsltd,  f.  a  foreign 
or  barbarous  language.  —  Jlledi'ha-bhojana,  as,  m. 
'  food  of  foreigners  or  barbarians,'  wheat ;  (am),  n. 
=ydraka,  half-ripe  barley.  —  Mlectha-mandala, 
am,  n.  the  country  of  the  Mlecchas  or  barbarians. 

—  MleMJia-mukka,  am,  n.  'foreign  countenance,* 
copper  (see  mli-A'/t<l*</it).  —  Mli alut-cdc,  k,  k,  k, 
speaking  a  barbarous  or  foreign  language,  speaking 

the  language  of  the  Mlecchas,  (opposed  to  drya^vdi?, 
speaking  the  language  of  the  Aryas,  Manu  X.  45.) 

—  Mleddhdkhya  (°t'ha-akh°),  am,  n.  'called  Mlec'- 
caz,'  copper.  —  Mlefflias'a  (Y&a-utfa),  as,  m. '  food 
of    barbarians,'    wheat ;     [cf.    mle£cha-bltojana^\ 

—  Mlen'hasya  (°tfia-ds°),  am,  n.  '  barbarian-face," 
copper,  (so  named  because  the  complexion  of  the 
Greek  and  Muhammedan  invaders  of  India  was  sup- 

posed to  be  copper-coloured  ;  cf.  -ntledMtdkltya.) 
Mlecfliana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  speaking  unintel- 

ligibly or  confusedly ;  speaking  in  a  foreign  or  bar- 
barous tongue. 

Mlecchita,  as,  a,  am,  spoken  barbarously  or  un- 
intelligibly, foreign,  barbarian;  (am),  n.  a  foreign 

tongue,  ungrammatical  speech. 
Mleffhitaka,  am,  n.  the  speaking  in  a  language 

unintelligible  to  others,  foreign  speech. 

f.fJL ^  mht  or  mled  (=rt.  mret),  cl.  I. X  P.  mle/ali,  mledati,  &c.,  to  be  mad. 

mlev  [cf.  rt.  mev],  cl.  i.  A.  mle- 
vate,  &c.,  to  serve,  worship,  gratify  by 

mlai,  cl.  i.  P.  mlayati  (ep.  also  A. 

mlayate,  and  cl.  2.  P.  mldti,  mldnti), 
mamlau  (mamle),  mldsyati,  amldsit,  mlaydt  or 

mleydt,  mldtum,  to  wither,  fade,  decay;  to  be 
faint  or  languid,  grow  weary,  languish ;  to  become 
weak  or  feeble  ;  to  become  thin  or  emaciated  ;  to 

be  dispirited  or  downcast ;  to  be  sad :  Caus.  mliipa- 
yati,  -yitiim,  to  cause  to  wither  or  fade ;  to  enfeeble, 
make  languid  or  dispirited,  emaciate ;  [cf.  Gr.  0\airr<a 
=  Caus.  mldpayati,  pui\vs,  j«u\t>po«.] 

Mlata,  as,  d,  am,  faded,  withered ;  made  white 

by  tanning  (said  of  leather). 
Mldna,  as,  a,  am,  withered,  faded ;  wearied, 

weary,  wan;  languid,  languishing;  enfeebled,  ema- 
ciated, faint,  feeble,  weak ;  dispirited,  dejected,  sad, 

downcast,  melancholy ;  foul,  dirty  [cf.  mala]  ;  black, 

dark-coloured ;  (am),  n.  a  withered  or  faded  state, 
withering,  fading ;  absence  of  brightness  or  lustre. 
—  Mlilna-l-shma,  as,  d,  am,  withered  and  lan- 

guishing. —  Mlana-td,  f.  witheredness,  the  state  of 
being  faded ;    the  being  out  of  spirits ;    lassitude, 

languor.  —  Mliiiia-i/iinift*,  <7.s  i~is,  as,  depressed  in 
mind,  dispirited.  —  Mliina-vaktra,  as,  a,  am,  hav- 

ing a  downcast  countenance.  —  Mlana-sraj,  k,  k,  k, 
having  a  withered  or  faded  garland.  -^Mluttdnga- 

(°»«-«if°),  as,  J,  am,  having  enfeebled  limbs,  weak- 
bodied;  (i),  (.  a  woman  during  the  menses. •* Mlii- 
•iiiiii/riya  (  tui-ln  ),  as,  d,  am,  having  enfeebled senses. 

Mltliii,  is,  f.  withering,  fading,  decay;  languor, 
faintness,  lassitude,  weariness,  emaciation;  growing 

thin  ;  dejection,  sadness ;  foulness,  filth. 
Mlriyat,  an,  antl,  at,  fading,  withering ;  lan- 

guishing. —  Mlayad-raktra,  an,  d,  am,  having  a 
haggard  or  sorrowful  face,  having  an  emaciated 

appearance. 
Mldyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  fading,  withering,  lan- 

guishing. Mlayin,  i,  ini,  i,  becoming  faded  or  withered ; 

growing  thin  or  emaciated. .V/.7.«Hi(,  us,  us,  u,  becoming  faded  or  withered; 

growing  thin  or  emaciated. 
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*T  i.  ya,  the  twenty-sixth  consonant  of 
the  Nagarl  alphabet,  being  the  semivowel  of  the 
vowels  i,  I,  and  allied  to  the  soft  palatal  consonant  j, 
and  having  the  sound  of  the  English  y,  (in  Bengal 
it  is  usually  pronounced  j.)  —  Ya-kdra,  as,  m.  the 

letter  or  sound  ya.  —  Yakdrddi-pada  f^ra-dd0*), 
am,  n.  a  word  beginning  with  the  letter  or  sound 

ya. 
*t  2.  ya,  (in  prosody)  a  bacchic  or  foot 

consisting  of  a  short  syllable  followed  by  two  long 
ones. 

1  3.  ya,  the  actual  base  of  the  relative 
pronoun  in  declension,  though  yad,  q.  v.,  is  used  as 
the  base  in  comps.  and  in  the  derivative  yadiya,  (the 
declension  follows  that  of  the  demonstrative  pronoun 
tad,  q.  v.,  y  being  substituted  for  the  initial  letter  of 
that  pronoun  throughout.) 

T  4.  ya,  as,  m.  (in  some  senses  fr.  rt.  I. 

yd\  one  who  goes  or  moves,  a  goer,  mover ;  air, 
wind  ;  a  carriage  ;  union,  joining ;  restraining ;  fame, 
Celebrity  ;  barley ;  light,  lustre ;  abandoning ;  N.  of 
Yama;  (a),  f.  going,  proceeding;  a  car,  carriage; 
restraining,  checking ;  religious  meditation ;  getting, 
obtaining ;  N.  of  Lakshml ;  pudendum  muliebre. 

^tfoB  yak,  (in  grammar)  a  term  for  the 
syllable  ya,  which  is  the  sign  of  the  Passive. 

foR^  yakan,  a  defective  word  optionally 
substituted  for  yakrit  in  certain  cases.  See  below. 

"Qicpi^yakrit,  t,  n.  (all  the  cases  except  the 
Nom.Voc.  sing.  du.  pi.,  Ace.  sing.  du.  are  optionally 
formed  from  a  base  yakan,  hence  Ace.  pi.  yakrinti 

or  yakdui,  last.  sing.  du.  pi.  yakritd  or  yaknd,  ya- 
kridbhydm  or  yakdbhydm,  yakridbhis  or  yaka- 
bhis,  see  Pan.  VI.  I,  63,  Vopa-deva  III.  39,  III.  165, 
Gram.  144),  the  liver;  [cf.  Gr.  J/iraf,  Lat.jecur; 

(perhaps)  Angl.  Sax.  lifer;  Lett,  ak-ni-s ;  Bohem. 

jatra,  '  the  liver.']  —  Yakrit-koia,,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
the  cyst  or  membrane  enveloping  the  liver.  —  Ya- 
krid-dtmikd,  f.  a  kind  of  cockroach.  —  Yakrid- 

udara  or  yakrid-ddlya  or  yakrid-ddly-udara, 
am,  n.  an  enlargement  of  the  liver.  —  Yakrid-carna, 
as,  a,  am,  liver-coloured,  of  the  colour  of  liver. 

—  Yaki'id-vairhi,    z,    m.    Andersonia    Rohitaka. 
—  Yakrin-medas,  as,  n.  liver  and  fat.  —  Yttkril- 
lama,  as,  or  yakril-loman,  anas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people. 

nni  yaksh  (connected  with  rt.  I.  yaj), 

\  cl.  I.  P.  yakshati,  (according  to  some 
originally)  to  move,  stir  (as  a  living  being) ;  to 
honour ;  cl.  10.  A.  yakshayate,  ayayuks/iata,  &c., 
to  worship,  honour;  (according  to  Say.  pra-yak- 
shanta  in  Rig-veda  I.  132,  5  =  prakanfteifti 
yajante,  they  diligently  worship.) 

Yaksha,  am,  n.  (the  neut.  form  is  found  only  in 
Ved.),  a  living  supernatural  being  (or  a  being  deserv- 

ing of  worship,  cf.  rt.  I.  yaj),  an  unsubstantial  or 
spiritual  apparition,  a  ghost,  spirit;  (according  to 

Say.)  worship,  adoration  (  =  jiuju);  sacrifice  (  = 
yajiia);  anything  honoured  or  revered;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  certain  mythical  beings  or  demigods  who, 
like  the  Guhyakas,  are  attendants  on  Kuvera,  the 
god  of  wealth,  and  employed  in  the  care  of  his 
garden  and  treasures,  (they  are  variously  described 
as  sons  of  Pulastya,  of  Pulaha,  of  Krodha,  of  Kas- 

yapa;  or  in  Hari-varjs'a  11794.  as  sprung  from  the 
feet  of  Brahma ;  according  to  the  Vayu-Purana  they 
were  descended  from  KhasS  or  Khasa,  who  had  two 

sons,  Yaksha  and  Rakshas,  severally  the  progenitors 
of  the  Yakshas  and  Rakshasas ;  the  Vishnu-Puraria 
I.  5«  narrates  that  they  were  produced  by  Brahma  as 
beings  emaciate  with  hunger,  of  hideous  aspect,  and 

with  long  beards,  and  that  crying  out  '  let  us  eat," 
they  were  denominated  Yakshas,  [fr.  jaksh,  to  cat] ; 
in  the  Brahma-Purana  thirteen  Yakshas  are  appointed 

by  Vishnu  as  guardians  of  a  particular  city ;  though 
generally  regarded  as  beings  of  a  benevolent  and 
inoffensive  disposition,  like  the  Yaksha  described  in 

Kalidasa's  Megha-duta,  they  are  nevertheless  occa- 

sionally classed  with  Pisac'as  and  other  malignant 
spirits ;  the  Buddhists  give  them  a  prominent  posi- 

tion, describing  them  in  some  of  their  legends  as 
cruel  demons  who  feast  on  human  flesh  and  have 

the  power  of  raising  storms ;  in  others,  as  harmless 

beings  who  delight  in  songs,  dances,  &c.) ;  a  sub- 
division of  a  Vyantara  (with  Jainas) ;  N.  of  Kuvera ; 

of  a  Muni ;  of  the  palace  of  Indra  ;  (i),  f.  a  female 

Yaksha;  N.  of  Kuvera 's  wife;  (as,  d,  am),  aVedic 
word  said  to  be  formed  fr.  the  Aor.  of  rt.  I.  yaj, 

and  used  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  —  YaJuha-kar" 

dama,  as,  m.  an  ointment  or  perfumed  paste  con- 
sisting of  camphor,  agallochum,  musk,  and  kakkola, 

or,  according  to  some,  saffron,  in  equal  proportions  ; 
(according  to  others  the  ointment  also  contains 

sandal-wood.)  —  Yaksha-k&pa,  as,  m.  'Yaksha- 

tank,'  N.  of  a  place.  —  YakdM-graha,,  as,  m.  *  the 
being  possessed  by  Yakshas,'  N.  of  a  particular  kind 
of  insanity.—  Yakehagraha-paripidita,  as,  d,  am, 
afflicted  with  the  preceding  insanity.  —  Yakutia-tarn, 

tts,  m.  •  Yaksha-tree,'  the  Indian  fig-tree.  —  Yaksha- 
frt,  f.  or  yaksha-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition 
of  a  Yaksha,  the  being  a  YaUsha.  —  Yakska-dara, 
N.  of  a  district.  —  Yaksha-ddsi,  f.,  N.  of  a  wife  of 

S'Qdraka.  —  Yakxha-dris',  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  having  the 
look  or  appearance  of  a  Yaksha,  having  a  living  or 
visible  appearance,  bodily,  corporeal,  (but  according 
to  Say.  =  utsavasya  drathla,  a  gazer  or  spectator 
at  a  festival.)  —  Yaksha-dhupa,  as,  m.  the  resin  of 
Shorea  Robusta ;  resin  in  general ;  incense.  —  Yak- 
s!ia-nayaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  servant  of  the  fourth 
Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpim.  —  Yaksha-patl, 
is,  m.  a  king  of  the  Yakshas;  N.  of  Kuvera. 

—  Yaksha-pdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Yaksha- 

ball,  i'f,  m.  an  oblation  to  the  Yakshas.  —  Yaksha- 
bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  '  Yaksha-bearing,'  nourishing  or 
supporting  the  Yakshas ;  receiving  worship,  receiving 
that  which   is  honoured;    (fiy.=pHjita^i  havir- 
iidikam  dadhana/f.)—  Yaksha-mulla,  as,  m.  (with 
Buddhists)  N.  of  one  of  the  five  LokesVaras.  —  Yak- 

sha-rasa,  as,   m.   a    kind    of  intoxicating   drink. 

—  Yaksha-rdj,  t,  m.  '  king  of  the  Yakshas,'  N.  of 
Kuvera ;  of  Mani-bhadra ;  a  palaestrum  or  place  pre- 

pared for  wrestling  and  boxing.  —  Yaksha-rdja,  as, 

m. '  Yaksha-king,'  N.  of  Kuvera.  —  Yakshardt-pun, 
{.,  N.  of  Alaka,  the  capital  of  Kuvera  (supposed  to 
be  situated  on  mount  Kailasa).  —  Yuksha-ratri,  is, 

f.  '  the  night  of  the  Yakshas,'  N.  of  ?  Hindu  festival 
( =  dlpdlt,  q.  v.).  —  Yaksha-varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of 

a  commentator  on  S'akatayana.  —  Yaksha-vitta,  as, 
d,  am,  one  whose  property  is  like  that  of  the  Yakshas, 
one  who  has  merely  the  guardianship  of  property 
and  does  not  make  use  of  it  himself.  —  Yakdta- 

sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Yaksha-sthala,  as, 

m.  (?),  N.  of  a  place.—  Yiikslirntgiiiiu,  (°sha-an°), 
(.  a  Yaksha  woman.—  Yakshiiitgi  ("slut-an°),  {., 
N.  of  a  rmr.  —  Yal;shaHhipa  (Jsha-adh°),  as,  or 
yakshddhipati   (°sha-adh°),  u,   m.  'lord  of  the 
Yakshas,'  N.  of  Vaisravana  or  Kuvera.  —  Yaksha- 

malalia  (°sha-dm°),  am,  n.  the  fruit  of  a  species 
of  date  called  Pinda-kharjura.  —  Yakshamsa  (°sha- 
dv°),  as,  m. '  the  abode  or  residence  of  the  Yakshas,' 
the  Indian  fig-tree.  —  Yakshi-tm,  am,  n.  the  state 
or  condition  of  a  female  Yaksha,  the  being  a  Yakslii. 

—  Yakshendra  (> fta-»»°),  as,  m.  a  king  of  the 
Yakshas;   N.  of  Kuvera.  -  Yakshi  (°sha-lf),  t, 
m.,  N.  of  the  servants  of  the  eleventh  and  eighteenth 

Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpinT.  •«  Yaksheda  (°sha- 

is'a)  or  yakshefoara  ("sha-la"'),  as,  m.  a  king  of the  Yakshas ;  N.  of  Kuvera.  —  Yak*hodumbaruka 

(°fha-iid°),  am,  n.  the  fruit  of  the  Ficus  Rcligiosa. 
Yaksltaka,  as,  m.  =  yakshit,  N.  of  certain  mythi- 

cal beings  attending  on  Kuvera. 
Yakshana,  am,  n.  probably  for  jaksJtana,  q.  v. 
Yakshan,  probably  for  yakxhinan,  q.  v. 
Yitkshin,  *,  i/il,  i,  having  life,  living,  really  exist- 

ing (said  of  Varuria);  adorable,  (?>ay. 

(int),  f.  =  yakshi,  a  female  Yaksha ;  N.  of  Kuvera's wife ;  a  sort  of  female  fiend  attached  to  the  service 

of  Durga  and  frequently,  like  a  sylph  or  fairy,  main- 
taining intercourse  with  mortals.  —  Yakshi  ill-tea, 

am,  n.  the  state  or  condition  of  a  female  Yaksha, 
the  being  a  Yakshi. 

Yakshu,  it*,  m.,  avas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family  or race. 

Yakshma,  as,  m.  sickness,  disease  in  general  or 
N.  of  a  large  class  of  diseases  (probably  of  a  con- 

sumptive nature)  ;  pulmonary  disease,  consumption. 
—  YaTcshma-ndiana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  destroying 
or  removing  sickness ;  (as),  m.  the  reputed  author 

of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  161,  (having  the  patro- nymic Prajapatya.) 

Yakshman,  d,  m.  pulmonafy  consumption,  con- 

sumption, decline  (  =  s'osha,  kskaya).  —  Yakshma- 
grihlta,  as,  d,  am,  seized  with  consumption,  afflicted 
with  or  suffering  from  consumption.  —  Yakshma- 

grasta,  as,  a,  am,  attacked  by  consumption.  —  Ya- 
kshma-rjrajui,  as,  m.  a  consumptive  seizure,  attack 
of  consumption.  —  Yakskma-ghnt,  f.  '  destroying 
consumption,'  grapes,  raisins. 
Yakshmin,  t,  im,  i,  consumptive,  phthisical ; 

(!),  m.  one  who  suffers  from  pulmonary  consump- tion (Manu  III.  154). 

Yakshiuodhd,  f.  a  kind  of  sickness. 

1^1  yakshya,  yakshyamana.  See  under 
rt.  I.  yaj. 

T^J  yan,  (in  grammar)  a  term  for  the 
syllable  ya,  which  is  the  sign  of  the  Intensive. 
—  Yart-anta,  as,  m.  (in  grammar)  the  Atmane- 
pada    Intensive    formed    by    reduplication    and   the 
addition  of  the  syllable  ya.  —  Yan-luk,  the  dropping 
or  omission  of  ya  (i.  e.  according  to  the  theory  of 
grammarians  a  blank  substituted  for  the  ya  of  the 

Intensive).—  Yanlug-anta,  as,  m.  the  Parasmai- 
pada  Intensive  formed  without  ya.  —  Yanlug-anta- 
iiromani,  N.  of  a  treatise  on  the  Intensive  without 

ya. 

«cos.r^  yaMhat,  yaMhamana.  See  under 
rt.  yam,  p.  809,  col.  I. 

*4  "diT^  ya6-6handas.     See  under  yad. 

j\  j  i.  yaj,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  yajati,  -te, 
\  Impv.  yctjatu,  yajatam  (2nd  sing.  P., 

Ved.  yakshi,  A.  yakshva,  2nd  pi.  yajadhea  for 

i/ajaiUtvam),  Pert',  iydja  (2nd  sing,  iyajitha  or iyaahlha  or  yejitha,  yd  du.  ijatus,  3rd  pi.  ijue), 
ije  (3rd  pi.  ijire,  part,  ijdna,  cf.  Manu  XI.  87), 
1st  Fut.  yashtd,  and  Fut.  yakshyati,  -te,  Aor. 
aydkshit  (ist  du.  aydkshva,  1st  pi.  aydkihma, 

3rd  sing.,  Ved.  aydt,  2nd  sing,  ayds  ;  other  Vedic 
forms  yakshat,  yakshatas,  yakshatdm),  ayashta 
(ist  sing,  ayakshi,  1st  du.  ayakshvahi,  1st  pi. 
ayakshmahi,  yd  pi.  ayakshata),  Free,  ijyat  (3rd 
du.  ijyastam,  3rd  pi.  ijydsus),  yakshish/a  (2nd 
pi.  yaktthtdfivatn),  Cond.  ayakthyat,  ayakvlt- 
yata,  Indec.  part,  ishtvd  (ishtvinam,  Pan.  VII. 
I,  48),  Inf.  yashtum  (ep.  ijitmn,  Ved.  yashlave, 
yajtidlujai),  to  worship  with  sacrifices  or  oblations, 
make  an  offering  or  oblation,  sacrifice,  (in  Ved. 

generally  A.  if  the  sacrificer  makes  the  offering  on 
his  own  account,  in  the  later  language  properly  P. 
when  used  with  reference  to  the  sacrificing  priest, 
and  A.  when  referring  to  the  person  who  provides 
the  sacrifice,  see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  I.  3,  72,  and 

Vopa-deva  XXIII.  58) ;  to  sacrifice  or  make  an 
oblation  to  a  particular  deity  (with  ace.  of  the  deity 
to  whom  the  sacrifice  or  offering  is  made,  and  inst. 
of  the  means  by  which  the  sacrifice  or  oblation  is 
performed,  e.  g.  havishd  yakshi  defdn,  worship 
the  gods  with  an  oblation  ;  and  dat.  of  the  thing  for 

which  the  offering  is  made,  e.g.  i/iikalu'd  snitma- 

n't*i~iya  rutlram,  worship  Rudra  fur  a  sound  under- 
standing ;  also  wilh  dat.  or  even  loc.  of  the  person 

to  whom  the  offering  is  made,  or  with  pruti  after 
the  ace. ;  rarely  with  ace.  of  the  thing  for  which 
the  offering  is  made,  e.  g.  yajante  anya  sakhyam, 
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yakshya. 

yajna-kraiu. they  sacrifice  for  his  friendship)  ;  to  worship,  adore, 
honour,  venerate,  revere,  respect  ;  to  consecrate, 
dedicate,  inaugurate  ;  to  invite  to  a  sacrifice  (Ved.)  ; 

to  honour  with  one's  presence,  come  to,  (according 
to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  1.  75,  •;.  yakn/ii=-saity(u!<!/ta- 
sm)  :  Pass,  ijyate,  Impf.  aijyata  (Pres.  part.  Pass. 

ijyamana,  ep.  ijyat),  to  be  sacrificed,  to  be  wor- 
shipped, &c.  :  Caus.  yajayati,  -yate,  -yituin,  Aor. 

tiyiyajat,  to  cause  to  sacrifice  or  worship,  <Scc.  ;  to 
assist  at  a  sacrifice  ;  to  perform  the  office  of  the 

sacrificing  priest  :  Desid.  yiyttktliati,  -te,  to  desire 
to  sacrifice  or  worship,  wish  to  make  an  offering  : 

Intent,  yayujiititf.  ii>~uinj'ili,  ijHijaslili  ;  [cf.  Zend 
yaz,  'to  honour,  worship;'  Gr.  af-o-fuu,  a-y-io-s, 
ay-vu-s,  ayi^oj,  ffayi^ot,  017-04.] 

Yakiliya,  a»,  a,  a>h,  Ved.  to  be  sacrificed  or  wor- 
shipped, Sec.,  (according  to  SSy.  on  Rig-veda  VIII. 

60,  3  =  yashtavya.) 
Ytiks/iyamana,  as,  a,  am,  about  to  perform  a 

sacrifice,  wishing  to  make  a  sacrifice. 
2-  yaj,  (,  I,  t  [cf.  Pin.  VIII.  2,  36],  sacrificing, 

worshipping,  a  sacrificer,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf. 

iliri-y",  deva-y°.) 
Yaja,  as,  m.  a  sacrifice,  &c.  (at  the  end  of  a 

comp.)  ;  =  agni,  fire.  —  Yaja-praisha,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  having  a  Praisha  or  invitation  with  the  word 

VJa. Yajat,  an,  anii,  at,  sacrificing,  worshipping. 
Yajata,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  worthy  of  worship,  (S5y. 

=  i/ajanlya,  yaAtavya)  ;  adorable,  holy,  godly, 
divine  (said  of  Agni,  India,  and  other  gods,  also  of 
the  chariot  of  the  Asvins)  ;  august,  sublime,  dignified, 

awe-inspiring,  awful;  (as),  m.  an  officiating  priest 
at  a  sacrifice  (  =  rite-ij)  ;  the  moon  ;  N.  of  Siva  ;  of 
a  Rishi  with  the  patronymic  Atreya  (author  of  the 
hymns  Rig-veda  V.  67,  68  ;  cf.  Zend  yazata). 

Yajati,  is,  m.  a  technical  term  for  those  sacrificial 
ceremonies  to  which  the  verb  ya.ja.ti  is  applied  (as 
distinguished  from  juhoti,  q.  v.),  a  solemn  sacrifice, 

(according  to  Kulluka,  juhoti-yajati-kriyilh  — 
homa-yagiidi-riipah  kriyah,  oblations  to  fire  and 

solemn  sacrifices,  Manu  II.  84.)  —  Yajati-des'a,  as, 
m.  or  yajati-ithana,  am,  n.  the  place  or  position 
south  of  the  Vedi  or  sacrificial  altar. 

Yajatra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  worthy  of  worship 

(SSy.  =  yajaniya,  yashtavya),  deserving  of  adora- 
tion, adorable,  worthy  of  sacrifice  (said  of  Agni,  of 

Varuna,  and  the  Adityas,  and  of  heaven  and  earth)  ; 
(as),  m.  =  ayni-Jtolrin,  a  Brahman  who  has  main- 

tained his  consecrated  fire;  (am),  n.=agni-hotra, 
the  maintenance  of  the  sacrificial  fire. 

Yujatka,  Ved.  (only  found  in  the  dat.  yajathaya, 
often  =  the  inf.  yashtum),  worship  of  the  gods, 
sacrifice,  (SSy.  =  yajiia,  yajana)  ;  an  adorer,  wor- 

shipper, (Szy.=*yas/i.lri.) 
Yajana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sacrificing,  sacrifice,  wor- 

shipping ;  a  place  of  sacrifice  ;  N.  of  a  TSrtha. 

Yajauiya,  as,  a,  am  (ft.  yajana),  relating  to 
sacrifice  or  worship  ;  (am),  n.,  scil.  ahan,  the  day 
of  sacrifice  or  consecration,  i.  e.  the  first  day  of  the 

month,  [cf.  maghl-pa/tsha-y"^] 
Yajaula,  rw,  m.  a  sacrificer,  worshipper  (?). 
^njiimiiiia,  as,  a,  am,  worshipping,  sacrificing, 

SK.  ;  (as),  m.  a  person  who  institutes  or  performs 
a  regular  sacrifice  and  pays  the  expences  of  it,  a 
person  who  employs  a  priest  or  priests  to  perform 
a  sacrifice  or  any  fixed  or  occasional  religious  cere- 

monies, any  person  who  intends  performing  or  is 
able  to  btar  the  cost  of  a  regular  sacrifice  ;  a  patron, 
host,  rich  man,  householder,  respectable  person, 
gentleman,  (as  the  person  who  employs  priests  to 
sacrifice  is  generally  a  householder,  the  title  YajamSna 
(as  come  to  signify  in  modern  times  '  the  head  of  a 
family,'  '  chief  of  a  caste  or  tribe,'  '  head  man  of 
a  community  ;'  the  family  priest  employed  by  a Yajamana  is  sometimts  an  hereditary  functionary 
and  cannot  be  dismissed  as  long  as  he  performs  his 
limctioiit  efficiently)  ;  (i),  f.  the  wife  of  a  Yajamana. 
-  tajiiiiiaMa-tra,  am,  n.  the  rank  or  position  of  a YajamSna.  —  Yajamiina-'irnhinnit'i.  am  n  Ved 

iu.  ,  Yajamana'lolca 
Ihe  Brahmana  of  the  Yt 

as,  m.  the  world  or  heaven  of  sacrificers.  —  Yaja- 
maiut-sisltya,  us,  m.  the  pupil  of  a  Brahman  who 
defrays  the  expences  of  a  sacrifice. 
Yujumanalia,  as,  m.  =  yajamana,  the  person 

paying  the  cost  of  a  sacrifice. 
Yajas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  honour,   worship,  sacrifice, 

Yaja,  (.,  N.  of  a  female  tutelary  being  (mentioned 
in  connection  with  Sita,  Sama,  and  BhOti). 

Yajalia,  as,  a,  am,  making  offerings  or  presents, 
liberal,  munificent. 

Yiiji,  is,  m.  one  who  institutes  or  performs  a 
sacrifice,  a  sacrificer ;  sacrificing,  honouring,  worship- 

ping, (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  dera-y") ;  a  sacri- 
fice, (in  this  sense  the  gender  is  doubtful) ;  the  root 

Yajin,  I,  ini,  i,  a  worshipper,  sacrificer,  offerer  of 
oblations ;  worshipping,  honouring. 

Yajishtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  worshipping  very 
much,  worshipping  or  honouring  in  the  highest 

degree. 
Yajishnu,  us,  us,  u,  worshipping  or  adoring  the 

gods  with  sacrifices,  making  sacrifices  to  the  deities, sacrificing. 

Yajlyas,  an,  asl,  as,  Ved.  honouring  more,  mak- 
ing better  offerings  or  sacrifices. 

Yaju,  iis,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  ten  horses  of 
the  moon. 

Yajasha  in  rig-yajusha,  am,  n.  the  Rig  and  the 
Yajur-veda. 

YajushJca  in  a-yajushka,  q.  v. 
Yajus/iya,  as,  a,  am  (ft.  yajus),  Ved.  relating to  ceremonial. 

Yajus,  us,  n.  religious  reverence,  veneration,  wor- 
ship, oblation,  sacrifice  (Ved.) ;  that  by  which  a 

sacrifice  is  effected,  a  sacrificial  prayer  or  formula ;  a 

text  of  the  Yajur-veda  or  rather  a  technical  term  for 
certain  words  or  Mantras  muttered  in  a  peculiar 
manner  at  a  sacrifice,  (these  Mantras  were  properly 

in  prose  as  distinguished  from  the  metrical  rid  which 
was  recited,  and  the  metrical  sdman  which  was 

sung,  see  mantra,  a.  fid;  although,  however,  the 
prose  Yajus  is  a  distinctive  feature  of  the  Yajur-veda, 
this  Veda  is  in  real  fact  chiefly  composed  of  verses 

taken  from  the  Rig-veda,  which  may  then  also  be 
called  Yajus,  cf.  Yajur-veda-  below) ;  N.  of  the 
Yajur-veda,  q.  v.,  (in  this  sense  also  frequently  ya- 

junshi,  n.  pi.);  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  man.  —  Yajuh- 
sahhin,  i,  ini,  i,  familiar  with  a  Sakha  of  the 
Yajur-veda.  —  Yajur-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of 
verses  of  the  Yajur-veda ;  [cf.  rin-maya.]  —  Yajur- 
lakshmi,  Is,  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  formula.  —  Yajur- 
vid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  the  Yajus,  conversant  with 
sacrificial  formulas,  one  who  is  familiar  with  the 

Yajur-veda.  —  Yajur-vidhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 

—  Yajur-veda,  as,  m.  '  the  sacrificial  Veda,'  the 
collective  body  of  sacred  Mantras  or  texts  which  con- 
ititute  the  Yajur-veda,  (these  Mantras,  though  often 
consisting  of  the  prose  Yajus,  are  frequently  identical 
with  the  Mantras  of  the  Rig-vtda,  the  Yajur-veda 
seing  only  a  collection  of  liturgical  forms  or  rather  a 
sort  ot  sacrificial  prayer-book  for  the  Adhvaryu  priests 
formed  out  of  the  Rig-veda,  which  had  to  be  dissected 
and  re-arranged  with  additional  texts  for  sacrificial 
purposes ;  to  serve  these  purposes,  the  hymns  of  the 
Rig-veda  are  scattered  about  piecemeal,  verses  of  the 
same  hymn  being  often  transposed,  verses  from  dif- 

ferent hymns  combined,  and  even  those  of  different 

poets  brought  together  into  one  and  the  same  hymn ; 
in  fact  the  compilation  of  the  Yajur-veda  resulted 
from  the  gradual  growth  of  a  complicated  ritual  in 
connection  with  those  sacrifices  without  which  the 
Hindu  believed  it  was  impossible  to  secure  the  favour 
of  his  gods,  and  for  the  performance  of  which  the 
unsystematic  collection  of  hymns  in  the  Rig-veda 
was  unsuited  :  the  great  characteristic  feature  of  the 
Yajur-veda  is  its  division  into  two  distinct  collections 
of  texts,  the  one  called  Taittirlya-samhita  or  Krishna, 

i.  e.  '  Black '  [because  in  it  the  Samhita  or  simple 
collection  of  texts  and  Brahmana  or  explanation  of 
the  rite»  in  which  the  texts  were  employed  is  con- 

fused]  ;  the  other  called  Vajasaneyi-samhitJ  or  fuikla, 
i.e. 'White'  [because  in  this,  which  is  thought  to  be 
the  more  recent  of  the  two  recensions,  the  Samhita  is 
cleared  from  confusion  with  its  Brahmana,  and  there- 

fore looks  white  and  orderly] :  the  order  of  sacrifices, 

however,  of  both  divisions  of  the  Yajur-veda  is  simi- 
lar, two  of  the  principal  being  the  Daria-purna-masa 

or  sacrifice  to  be  performed  at  new  and  full  moon,  and 

the  Asva-medha  or  horse-sacrifice;  cf.  Taittirlya- 

samhita,  Vajasaneyi-samhitd.)  —  Yajurreda- 
tfraddha,  N.  of  a  work  (treating  of  the  prayers  and 
rites  to  be  used  at  the  anniversaries  of  the  death  of 

parents  according  to  the  school  of  the  Yajur-veda). 
—  Yajur-vedin,  I,  ini,  I,  familiar  with  the  Yajur- 

veda.  —  Yajurredi-vrishotsarga-tattm  ("fha-ut"), 
am,  n.,  N.  of  part  of  the  Smriti-tattva  by  Raghu- 
nandana  on  the  release  of  a  bull  according  to  the 

teaching  of  the  Yajur-veda.  —  Yajtirredi-s'raddha- 
tattva,  am,   n.,  N.  of  certain   verses  by   Raghu- 
nandana  on  the  anniversaries  of  the  death  of  parents 

according  to  the  school  of  the  Yajur-veda.  —  Ya- 

jush-Tirita,   as,  <7,  am,  Ved.  performed   with   a 
Yajus,    consecrated    or   dedicated   with   a   sacrificial 

formula.  —  Yajush-krili,  is,  (.,  Ved.  consecration  or 
dedication  with  a  sacrificial  formula.  —  Yajush-kriya, 
{.,  Ved.  a  rite  or  ceremony  accompanied  with  a 

Yajus.  —  Yajush-lama,    Ved.    superl.   of  yajus. 
••  Yujtish-fara,  Ved.  compar.  of  yajus.  —  Ytijitsh- 
tas,  ind.,Ved.  from  a  Yajus ;  in  relation  to  a  Yajus  ; 

on  the  authority  of  the  Yajur-veda.  •*  Yajush-ta,  f. 
or  yajush-tva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  state  of  a  Yajus. 

—  Yajusk-pati,  is,  m.  '  lord  of  the  Yajus,'  N.  of 
Vishnu.  —  Yaj ash-patra,  am,  n.,  see  Gana  Kaskadi 
to  Pan.  VIII.  3,  48.  —  Yajush-mat,  an,  all,  at, 
Ved.  any  rite  accompanied  with  a  sacrificial  formula, 

(yajushmatya  ishtakcis,  a  term  for  certain  bricks 
used  in  building  the  sacrificial  altar.)  —  Yajus-sdt, 
ind.  to  the  state  of  a  Yajus.—  Yajudara  (yajns  + 

udara),  as,  m.,Ved. '  Yajus-bellied,  having  the  Yajus 
for  a  belly,'  epithet  of  Brahman. 

Yajiia,  as,  m.  prayer,  devotion,  homage,  praise, 
(used  in  the  older  language  with  these  meanings; 

cf.  Zend  yas'na) ;  worship  of  a  deity,  respect  or 
reverence  for  a  deity,  act  of  worship  or  devotional 

act  in  general,  (the  five  most  important  acts  of  de- 
votion which  ought  to  be  performed  daily  by  every 

twice-born  man  are  bhuta-y",  mantts/iya-y",  pitri- 

y",  deaa-y°,  brahma-y",  q.q. v.v. ;  cf.  mahd-y°); 
a  sacrifice  (this  is  the  most  common  sense  of  the 

word),  any  offering  or  oblation,  (dinta-yaj/ia,  a 
sacrifice  in  thought,  mental  offering) ;  Sacrifice  (per- 

sonified) ;  a  form  of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Ruci 
Akuti ;  of  Indra  under  Manu  Svayambhuva ; 

(according  to  native  authorities  also)  N.  of  Agni ;  = 
iitman;  Yajiia  prajapatya,  N.  of  the  reputed 
author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  130.  —  Yajna- 
karman,  a,  n.  a  sacrificial  act,  sacrificial  rite  or 

ceremony;  (a,  a,  a),  occupied  or  engaged  in  a 
sacrifice.  —  Yajna-kalpa,  as,  a,  am,  resembling  or 

'ike  a  sacrifice,  of  the  form  or  nature  of  an  offering. 

—  YnjAorkdma,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  '  sacrifice-loving,' 
desiring  sacrifice,  eager  for  worship.  —  Yajiia-karu, 
us,    i,    am,    occupied   or   engaged   in   a   sacrifice. 

«•  Yajita-kdla,  a?,  m.  '  sacrifice-time,'  a  season  for 
sacrifice  ;  N.  of  the  last  lunar  day  in  each  half  of  a 

month.  —  Yajiia-k'daka,  as,  m.  '  sacrifice-post,'  the 
>ost  to  which  the  victim  is  fastened.  —  Yajria-kunda, 
am,  u.  a  hole  in  the  ground  for  receiving  the  sacri- 

icial  fire.  •*  Yaj/ia-ki'it,  t,  t,  t, '  sacrifice-doing,'  wor- 
hipping,  performing  or  arranging  a  sacrifice,  em- 
Joyed  or  occupied  in  a  sacrifice ;  causing  or  occa- 
ioning  sacrifices ;  ((),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  a 
>riest  conducting  a  sacrifice ;  N.  of  a  king.  —  Yajtla- 
;rintatra,  am,  n.  a  fragment  or  portion  of  a  sacii- 
ice.  —  Yajna-ketu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  one  who 
s  conversant  with  sacrifice ;  having  the  sacrifice  for 
a  mark  or  sign,  the  announcer  of  a  sacrifice,  (Sly. 

—  yajnah  prajnapaJco  yatya);  N.  of  a  Rakshasa 
in  Ramayana  VI.  18,  14).—  Yajiia-kopa,  «s,  m., 
>J.  of  a  Rakshasa.  —  Yajaa-Jcratu,  us,  m.  a  sacri- 

ficial rite  or  ceremony  in  honour  of  the  gods;   a 
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complete  rite  or  chief  ceremony ;  a  personification 

of  Vishnu  ;  (ai'as),  m.  pi.  the  Yajria  and  Kratu 
sacrifices.  —  Yaji\a-kriyd,  f.  sacrificial  act,  any  sacri- 

ficial rite  or  ceremony.  —  Yajiia-yatha,  f.  a  sacrificial 
verse  or  any  memorial  verse  connected  with  the 

ritual  of  a  sacrifice.  —  Yajiia-giri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 

mountain.  —  Yujna-yhua,  as,  i,  am,  'sacrifice- 

destroying,'  interrupting  sacrifices ;  (as),  m.  a  demon 
who  interrupts  sacrifices,  a  malicious  or  evil-omened 
demon.  —  Yajna-dliiiya,  as,  m.  a  goat  for  sacrifice. 

—  Yajiia-jtla,  as,  a,  am,  '  sacrifice-knowing,'  con- 
versant with  sacrifices,  understanding  the  worship  of 

the  gods.  —  Yajiia-tati,  is,  f.,  Ved.  a  sacrificial  offer- 
ing, performance  of  a  sacrifice.  —  Yajiia-tanu,  ws, 

(.  a  form  of  worship ;  epithet  of  certain  Vyahritis ; 

of  certain    sacrificial   bricks    (ishtaka).  —  Yajtia- 
tantra-sudlid-nidhi,  is,  m.,   N.  of  a  work   on 
Vedic  ritual  by  Sayanacarya.  —  Ydjiia-tantra-siitra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Sutra  work.  —  Yujna-trdtri,  td,  m. 

'sacrifice-protector,'  N.  of  Vishnu.  ~Yajna-dakshi- 
na,  f.  a  sacrificial  gift  or  present,  a  fee  or  donation 
given  to  the  priests  engaged  in  the  performance 

of  a  ceremony.  —  Yajna-datta,   as,   m.  'sacrifice- 

given,'  a  proper  N.  (commonly  used  in  examples). 
—  Yajiiadattaha,  as,  m.  (a  diminutive),  dear  little 

Yajna-datta.  —  Yajnadatta-vadha,  as,  m.  '  Yajna- 

datta's  death,'  N.  of  an  episode  of  the  Ramayana. 
—  Yajiiadatta- ifarman,  d,  m.  a  proper  N.  (often 
used  in  examples).—  Yajna-dlkshd,  f.  initiation  into 
sacrifices,  admission  to  sacrificial  rites,  due  perform- 

ance of  the  sacrifice  (see  Manu  II.  169).  —  Yajna- 

deva,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Yaji'ta-drarya,  am,  n. 
any  sacrificial  utensil,  anything  used  for  sacrifice,  a 
sacrificial  vessel.  —  Yaj/ta-druh,  -dhruk  or  -dfirut, 
m.  an  enemy  of  sacrifices,  a   Rakshasa.  —  Yajiia- 
dhara,  as,  a,  am,  bringing  the  sacrifice,  bearing  an 

offering;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Yajita-dltii'd, 
attt  d,  am,  Ved.  experienced  in  or  conversant  with 
the    worship   of   the   gods ;    constant    in    sacrifice. 

—  Yaji'ia-ndrdyana,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Yaji'ia- 
n&rayagardilciMta,  as,   m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
—  Yajiia-nirra/ia,  as,  m.  the  accomplishment  or 
carrying  out  of  a  sacrifice.  —  Yajiia-nirvritti,  is,  f. 
completion  or  reward  of  a  sacrifice,  fruit  of  a  sacri- 

ficial offering.  —  Yajiia-mshkrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  arrang- 
ing the  sacrifice.—  Yajiia-ni,  Fs,  is,  i,  Ved.  conduct- 
ing worship,  directing  the  sacrifice ;  (?«),  m.  a  par- 

taker of  the  sacrifice,   (Say.  =  yajiiasya  nirvdha- 
kah.)<~Yajna-neini,  is,  m.  'surrounded  by  sacri- 

fices,' an  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Yajila-pali,  is,  m.  lord 
of  the  sacrifice,  (applied  to  the  person  who  institutes 
and  bears  the  expence  of  a  sacrificial  ceremony);  N. 
of  Soma  and  of  Vishnu  (as  gods  in  whose  honour 

an  offering  is  made);  of  an  author.  —  Yajiia-patni, 
f.  the  wife  of  the  person  who  institutes  a  sacrifice, 

(as  taking  part  in  the  ceremony.)  —  Yajiia-patha, 
as,  m.t  Ved.   path    of  worship,  way  of  sacrifice. 

—  Yajiia-jmd  or  yajna-fiad,  Ved.  (perhaps)  walk- 
ing on  sacrifices,  (a  feminine  form  yajna-padl  is 

given.)  —  Yajiid-pai'iljhdsha,  f.,  N.  of  a  Sutra  work 
by  Apastambha.  —  Yajila-jmrit*,  us,  n.,  Ved.  a  joint 

or  part  of  a  sacrifice.—  Yajita-pas'u,   us,  m.  an 
animal  for  sacrifice,  victim  ;  a  horse.  —  Yttji'ta'patra, 
am,  n.  a  sacrificial  vessel.  —  Yajilapatrlya,  as,  a, 

am,  proper  or  suitable  for  a  sacrificial  vessel.  —  Yajt'ta- 
pdrdva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work;   (us),  m.,  N.  of  an 

author  (according  to  some).—  Y'ajiia-puns  pumdn, 
m.  'soul  of  sacrifice,'  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Yajiia-pud- 
iha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  tail,  i.e.  the  last  part  or  con- 

clusion of  a  sacrifice.  —  Yajiia-piiraiS-tarana,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Yajna-puriislta  or  yajiia-pu- 
rtisha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Yajria-pniifaii't, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  the  eighty-fifth  chapter  of  the  Utlara- 

kai.ida  of  the  Ramayana.  —  Yaji'ta-pri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 
taking  pleasure  in  sacrifices.—  Yajiia-pltala-da,  as, 
d,  am,  yielding  the   fruit  of  sacrifices;    (as),   m. 

'  recompensing  or  rewarding  for  sacrifice,"  an  epiihet 
of  Vishnu.  —  Yaj/la-band/iu,   us,   m.,  Ved.   com- 

panion of  sacrifice.  —  Yajita-bahu,  us,  m. 'arm  of 

sacrifice,'  N.  of  Agni  ;    of  Priya-vrata.  —  Yajiia- 
Ijfiattga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  Fifth  Act  of  Vaidya-natha's 

'  C'itra-yajna-nStaka. **Yajna-bhaya,  as,  m.  a  part 
or  portion  of  a  sacrifice;  (as,  d,  am),  having  a 
share  in  a  sacrifice,  partaking  of  an  offering ;  (as), 

m.  a  god,  deity.  —  Yajiiabhdya-bhvj,  k,  k,  k,  en- 
joying a  share  in  a  sacrifice :  (k),  m.  a  god,  deity, 

—  Yajnab/idgeili'ara  ('ga-u°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Indra. 
—  Yajna-bkajana   or   yajna-bhdnda,  am,   n.  a 
sacrificial  vessel  or  utensil.  —  Yajiia-btidvana,  as,  d, 
am,  causing  or  promoting  sacrifice;    (as),   m.  an 
epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Yajna-bhdvita,  as,  d,  am, 
honoured  with  sacrifices  (said  of  the  gods).  —  Yajna- 
bhuj,  Tc,  k,  k,  enjoying  sacrifice,  taking  pleasure  in 
offerings;  (k),  m.  a  god,  deity  (especially  Vishnu). 

—  Yajna-bhumi,  is,  f.  'sacrifice-ground,'  a  place 
for  sacrifice.  —  Yajha-bhushana,  as,  m.  'sacrifice- 
ornament,'  white  Darbha  grass.  —  Yajiia-bhrit,  t,  m. 
'  sacrifice-bearer,'  an  arranger  or  institutor  of  a  sacri- 

fice, one  who  institutes  or  bears  the  expence  of  a 

sacrifice  ;    an   epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Yaji'ia-bholttri, 
ta,  m. '  enjoyer  of  sacrifice,'  N.  of  Krishna.  —  Yajna- 
mandala,  am,  n.  a  sacrificial  ring  or  circle,  place 

for  sacrifice.  —  Yajiia-manas,  as,  as,  as,  having  the 
mind  or  attention  set  on  sacrifices.  —  Yajiia-man- 
man,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  intent  on  sacrifices,  delighting 
in  sacrifice,  (Say. =yajildrtham  matimat,  yajvan.) 

—  Yajiia-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  sacrifices, 

containing  sacrifice.  —  Yajna-mahotsava  (0An-«(0), 
as,  m.  a  great  sacrificial  feast  or  ceremony.  —  Yajna- 
mdli,  is,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Yajna-miikha,  am,  n., 
Ved.  an  introduction  to  a>  sacrifice,  commencement 

of  a  sacrifice.  —  Yajna-mush,  (,  t,  t,  '  sacrifice-steal- 

ing,' robbing  a  sacrifice ;  (t),  m.  a  demon  who  lies 
in  wait  and  carries  off  a  sacrifice.  —  Yajna-murti, 

is,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Yajiia-meni,  Ved.  =  dyudha 
(according  to  the  commentator).  —  Yajiia-ya&tsa, 
am.  n.,  Ved.  the  beauty  or  splendor  of  a  sacrifice. 

—  Yajiia-yoyya,  as,  d,  am,  suited  or  proper  for  a 
sacrifice ;  (as),  m.  Ficus  Glomerata.  —  Yajna-rasa, 

as,  m. '  juice  or  fluid  of  sacrifice,' the  Soma.  —  Yajna- 
rdj,  t,  m.  '  king  of  the  sacrifice,'  the  moon,  (per- 

haps for  yajva-rdj;  cf.  yajeanam  patih  under 
yajvan.)  —  Yajna-rwtt,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava. 
—  Yitjiiii-rctas,  as,  n.  '  seed  of  sacrifice,'  the  Soma. 
—  Yajnarta  ("na-rita),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  suitable  or 
proper  for  sacrifice  (?)  ;    set    apart  for  sacrifice  (?). 

—  Yajiia-linga,  at,  m.  '  having  sacrifice  for  his 
attribute,'  N.  of  Krishna.  —  Yajiia-nailas,  as,   n., 
Ved.  a  sacrificial  word  or  speech ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
preceptor  (having  Rajastambayana  as  his  patronymic). 
—  Yajiia-vat,  tin,  all,  at,  Ved.  having  or  possessing 
sacrifice,  worshipping.  —  Yajna-canas,  Ved.  loving 
sacrifice.  —  Yajna-vardTia,  as,   m.  Vishnu  in  the 
boar-incarnation ;     [cf.   yajna-sukara^]  ••  Yajna- 
rardhana,  as,  7,  am,  Ved.  increasing  or  promoting 
sacrifice.  —  Yujiia-narman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

—  Yaji'ia-valka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.—  Yajna-valli, 
r.  =  soma-vattl,  Cocculus  Cordifolius.  —  Yajna-vdta, 
as,  m.  'sacrifice-enclosure,'  a  place  prepared   and 
enclosed  for  a  sacrifice.  •-Yajila-vdma,  as,  m.  a 
proper  N.  —  Yajiia-mntu,  u,  n.,  Ved.  a  place  for 
worship  or  sacrifice,  sacrificial  ground.  —  Yajiia-vdha, 
as,  d,  am,  conducting  or  accompanying  the  sacrifice, 
conveying  the  sacrifice  to  the  gods ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 

one  of  Skanda's  attendants.  —  Yajna-vdhana,  as,  m. 
the  conductor  of  a  sacrifice,  a  Brahman ;    '  having 

sacrifice  for  a  vehicle,'  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  of  S'iva. 
—  Yajiia-i'd/uis,  ds,  as,  as,  Ved.  bringing  or  offer- 

ing sacrifice,  a  worshipper,  ofTerer  of  sacrifice ;  re- 
ceiving sacrifice  (said  of  the  gods  and  of  the  Maruts). 

—  Yajiia-vdhin,  i,  fni,  i,  conducting  or  accompany- 
ing the  sacrifice,  conveying  the  sacrifice  to  the  gods. 

—  Yajiia-vid,  t,  t,  t,  '  sacrifice-knowing,'  skilled  in 
sacrifice.  —  Yajna-tidya,  f.  knowledge  of  sacrifice, 
skill  in  sacrifice.  —  Yajila-vibhrashta,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  one  whose  sacrifice  has  failed  or  is  profitless. 

—  Yajita-virya,  as,  m.  '  whose  might  is  sacrifice,' 
epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Ytijna-vrikska,  as,  m.  'sacri- 

fice-tree,' the  banian  or  Indian  fig-tree.  —  Yajna- 
vriddha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  exalted  with  sacrifices, 

delighted  with   offerings  (said  of  Indra).  —  Yajna- 
vrid/t,  Ved.  pleased  with  sacrifices  or  abounding  in 

sacrifices.  —  Yajtia-vedi,  is,  or  yajiia-vedi,  f.  an 
altar  for  sacrifice,  a  place   prepared   for  a  sacrifice. 

—  Yajna-ves'asa,  am,  n.,  Ved.  interruption  of  wor- 
ship or  sacrifice,  desecration  or  profanation  of  sacrifice. 

—  Yajiia-vodhave  (vodhave,  dat.  c.  of  vodku,  used 
as  an  inf.  of  rt.  rah),  Ved.  to  accompany  or  attend 
the  sacrifice,  to  convey  the  offering  to  the  gods. 

"Yajna-vrata,   as,  d,  am,  Ved.  observing  the 
sacrifice,  conforming  to  the  ritual  or  observance  of 

sacrifice.  —  Yajita-s'atru,  us,  m.  an  enemy  of  sacri- 
fices ;  N.  of  a  Rakshasa.  —  Yajna-garana,  am,  n. 

'  sacrifice-shed,'  a    building   or   temporary  structure 
under  which  sacrifices  are  performed.  —  YajAa-idld, 
f.  a  sacrificial  hall ;  =  agni-sarana,  a  house  or  place 
for  keeping  the  sacrificial  fire.  —  Yajtla-tdstra,  am, 
n.  the  science  of  sacrifice,  ordinances  or  rules  relating 

to  sacrifices.  —  Yajnas'ustra-vid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing 
the  rules  or  ordinances  for  sacrifices.—  Yajiia-tfi&hta, 

as,  d,  am,  (anything)  left  from  a  sacrifice  or  oblation. 
—  Yajna-s"ushtd$ana,  ("/a-as"0),  am,  n.  the  eating 
of  the  remains  of  a  sacrifice,  a  repast  on  the  remnants 
of  a  sacrifice  (Manu  III.  118).  —  Yajna-fda,  as,  d, 

am,  accustomed  to  perform  sacrifices,  frequently  per- 
forming sacrifices;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 

—  Yajna-s'esha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  remains  or 
residue  of  a  sacrifice  (Manu  III.  285).  —  Yajna-tri, 
is,  is,  i,  promoting  or  favourable  to  sacrifice,  (Say. 

=  yajAasya  sampad-rupah) ;   (Is),  m.,  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Yajna-iSreaUtM,    f.   Cocculus   Cordifolius. 
—  Yajiia-samMta,   as,   d,    am,  Ved.   excited   by 
offerings  or  sacrifices.  —  Yajna-samsthd,  {.,  Ved.  the 
constitution  or  basis  of  a  sacrifice,  form  of  a  sacrifice. 

—  Yo^/ia-saa'ana,  am,  n.  a  sacrificial  hall.  —  Yajna- 
sadas,  as,  n.  an  assembly  or  number  of  people  at 
a  sacrifice.  —  Yajiia-samriddhi,  is,  f.,  N.  of  the 

eighty-sixth   chapter   of  the   Uttara-kanda   of  the 
Ramayana.  —  Yajiia-samblidra,  as,  m.  apparatus  or 
materials  for  a  sacrifice.  —  Yajna-sddh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 

'  sacrifice-effecting,'  accomplishing  sacrifices.— Yajna- 

sddhana,  as,  i,  am, '  sacrifice-effecting,'  accomplish- 
ing sacrifices ;  occasioning  or  causing  sacrifices,  (used 

as   an   epithet  of  Vishnu.)  —  Yajna-sdra,  as,  m. 

'  essence  of  sacrifice,'  N.  of  Vishnu ;  Ficus  Glome- 
rata. —  Yajna-sdrathi,  N.  of  a  Saman.—  Yajiia- 

siddhi,  is,  f.  the  completion  or  accomplishment  of 

a  sacrifice,  the  due  performance  of  a  sacrificial  cere- 
mony ;  obtaining  the  objects  of  a  sacrifice.  —  Yajria- 

sukara,  as,  m.  Vishnu  in  his  incarnation  as  a  boar 

(  =  yajna-Ji)araha).'-Yajna-sutra,  am,  n.  a  sacred 
cord  worn  over  the  left  shoulder  and  under  the  right 
arm  at  sacrifices,  the  sacrificial  thread  or  cord,  (see 

yajilopavita.)  —  Yajna-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Dru- 
pada;    of  a  king  of  Vidarbha;   of  a  Danava;    of 
Vishnu ;  of  various  men.  —  Yajna-soma,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  several  Brahmans.  —  Y'ajiia-sthala,  am,  n.  a  place 
for  sacrifice ;  N.  of  an  Agra-hara ;  of  a  GrSma ;  of 
a  town.  —  Yajna-sthdnu,  us,  m.  a  sacrificial  post  or 
stake.  —  Yajiia-st/idna,  am,  n.  a  place  for  sacrifice. 
—  Yajiia-svdmin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman.  —  Yajiia- 
kan,  d,  -a/mi,  a,  destroying  sacrifice,  injuring  or 
vitiating  sacrifice,  interrupting  worship ;  (d),  m.,  N. 

of  S'iva.  —  Yajna-hana,  as,  d,  am,  =  yajiia-han 

above;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasa. ••  Yajna-hri- 

daya,  as,  d,  ant,  '  whose  heart  is  sacrifice,'  liking sacrifice    above    everything    else,    loving    sacrifice. 

—  Yajiia-hotri,  td,  m.  an  offerer  at  a  sacrifice ; 
invoker  of  the  (gods  who  are)  worthy  of  worship, 

(Say.  =  yaslitavyandm  devdndm  dhvdtri);  N.  of 

a  son  of  Manu  Uttama.  —  Yajtldntfa  (°iia-an°),  as, 
m.  a  part  or  share  of  a  sacrifice.  —  Yajiidn^a-bhuj, 

k,  m.  'enjoying  a  share  in  sacrifices,'  a  god,  deity. 
—  Yajndgdra  (°na-aga  or  -dg°),  am,  n.  a  shed  for 
sacrifice.  —  Y'ajiiiitga  (°>ia-aitrj),  am,  n.  'sacrifice- 
limb,'  a  part  of  a  sacrifice,  any  means  or  instrument 
or  implement  of  a  sacrifice;  (as),  m.  the  glomeious 

fig-tree,  Ficus  Glomerata;  Acacia  Catechu;   Clero- 
dendrum  Siphonanthus ;  N.  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna ; 

of  S'iva;  ((7),  f.  Cocculus  Cordifolius.—  Yajiidttnan 
(°na-df),  d,  m.  '  soul  of  sacrifice,'  N.  of  Vishnu. 
—  Yajndtma-tnisra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 

Parthasarathi-misra.  —  Yajndnukdfiin  (°>ia-an°)t  i, 
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yajiiunta. TTrT^  yatas. 
in  i,  t,  Ved.  looking  at  or  inspecting  sacrifices,  (accord- 

ing to  a  commentator  —  itaji'm-ttittrn-iu<tlc>~t<iinu- 
tamartha)  —  YajASnla  (°Aa-an°),  at, m.  the  con- 

clusion or  termination  of  a  sacrifice ;  a  supplementary 

sacrifice.—  Y»ji'n~i>it(i-l:rit.  t.  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu. 
—  YajAdjiiitana  ("Aa-uy  ),  am,  n.  a  place  for  sacri- 

fice. —  Yajaayiulha  (°na-dy  >,  am.  n.,  Ved.  'sacri- 
fice-instrument,' any  vessel  or  utensil  employed  at  a 

sacrifice,  (ten  are  usually  enumerated.)—  YajAdyu- 
dkin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  having  or  furnished  with  sacri- 

ficial utensils.  —  YujAari  (  Aa-ari),  is,  m.  'foe  of 

sacrifices,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Yajiidrtka  (°Aa-ar°), 
at,  d,  am.  serving  for  a  sacrifice  ;   (am),  ind.  for 

the  sake  of  sacrifice.  —  Yajndrha  (°Aa-ar°),  as,  a, 
am,  deserving  sacrifice  ;  suitable  or  fit  for  sacrifice ; 

(au),  m.  du.  epithet  of  the  two  Alvins.  —  YajAdra- 

yai-a  (°iia-ai'°),  as,  m.  'whose  limbs  consist  of 
sacrifices,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.—  YajAdvasdna  (°na- 
av°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  ninety-third  chapter  of  the 
Uttara-klnda  of  the  Ramjyana.  —  Yajnaiana  (°na- 
at°),  as,  m.  '  consumer  of  sacrifices,'  a  god,  deity. 
—  YajAti-fiih,   t,   /,   /,  Ved.  mighty  in  sacrifice ; 
bearing  the  sacrifice,  (Say.  =  »/'i//ia»#a  vodhri  or 

dhdrayitrf.)  —  Yajnefa  (°Aa-iia),  as,  m.  'lord  of 
worship  or  of  sacrifice,'  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  of  the  sun. 
—  YajAes'vara  frfa-is"0),  as,  m. '  lord  of  worship  or 
of  sacrifice,'  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  an  author ; 
(i),    f,    N.    of   a   particular   magical    incantation. 

—  Yajnetvardrya  (°ra-dr~),  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
—  Yajnefhu  (°Aa-isftu),  us,  m.  a  proper  N.—  )"</;'- 
neshta  (°/ia-?sA'),  am,  n.  a  species  of  fragrant  grass 
(=  dirgha-rohiihaka).  —  YajAodumbara 
nf),  as,  m.  =  ndumbara,  Ficus  Glomerata.  —  Yaj- 

nopakarana  (°Aa-up°),  am,  n. '  sacrifice-instrument, ' 
any  utensil  or  implement  useful  or  necessary  for  sacri- 

fice. —  YajAopacita  (°/ia-«p°),  aw,  n.  the  solemn 
investiture  of  youths  of  the  first  three  castes,  BrSh- 
mans,  Kshatriyas,  and  Vaisyas,  with  a  peculiar  thread 
or  cord  worn  over  the   left  shoulder  and  hanging 
down  diagonally  across  the  body  to  the  right  hip,  by 
which  they  are  considered  regenerated  and  admitted 

to  the  twice-born  classes,  see  upa-naya;  (in  the 
later  language)  the  sacred  thread  itself,  (originally,  it 
appears,  worn  at  sacrifices  and  restricted  to  the  first 
three  tribes,  as  explained  above;  in  modern  times 
assumed  by  other  mixed  castes  in  various  parts  of 
India,  as  by  the  Vaidyas  or  medical  caste  in  Bengal ; 

according  to  Maim  II.  44,  a  Brahman's  thread  should 
be  of  cotton,  a  Kshatriya's  of  flax  or  hemp,  a  Vaisya's 
of  woollen  thread,  and  the  youths  should  be  invested 

at  particular   ages,   see  upa-naya  and  cf.  yajna- 
siltra ;  this  thread  is  commonly  called  Janeo,  which 

is  probably  corrupted  fr.  yajnop°.)  —  Yajiiopavita- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  or  yajnopavitin,  I,  ini,  i,  invested 
with  the  sacred  thread  ;  [cf.  upavitin.]  —  Yajaapri- 

taka  (°Aa-up°),  as,  m.  an  honourer  of  sacrifices, 
one  who  performs  a  sacrifice. 

Yajnata  =  ydjaka,  q.  v. 
YajAdya  (fr.  yajna),  Norn.  P.  yajnayati,  -yitum, 

Ved.  to  perform  a  sacrifice  or  be  diligent  in  sacri- 
ficing. 

YajAilyajniya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman,  (so  called 

from  the  verse  Rig-veda  1. 168, 1,  which  begins  with 
-i/a/>ia  ;   it  is  also  called  Agnishtoma-saman, 

from  coming  at  the  end  of  the  Agni-shtoma.) 
YajAdyat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  one  who  performs 

<  e  or  is  eager  to  make  offerings. 
(rt,  f.,  N.  of  a  town, nri.) 

'  <,  m.  liutea  Frondosa ;  =  yajtiadattaka, 
(see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  V.  3,  78  ;  cf.  devika.) 

.  ini,  i,  having  sacrifices,  abounding  in 
[cf.  ndlcshdyanayajAin]  ;  (I),  m.  epithet 

.w;';!?;'"1'  "fl-?1  am' W0rthy  of  worsl>'P  «  sacrifice, d,  godly,  divine,  adorable, 

,  (perhaps 

..       ,  '    O   J>   ••«•»« |    auuiiiuic, 

•pplied  to  gods  and  to  anything  belonging  to  them 
.  g.  the  chariot  of  the  Asvins ;  also  to  rivers  &c  )  • 
ctwe  or  eager  m  the  worship  of  the  gods,  skilful'in sacrifice,  having  a  capacity  for  sacrifice ;  pious  de- 

voted, holy ;  belonging  to  worship,  relating  to  a 

e 
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sacrifice,  suitable  or  fit  for  sacrifice,  sacrificial  ;  (as), 

m.  a  god,  deity  ;  N.  of  the  Dvapara  or  third  Yuga. 

—  YajAiya-dda,   as,   m.  '  sacrificial  country,'  the 
country  of  the  Hindus,  Hindustan  or  that   region 
in  which  sacrificial  ceremonies  can  be  duly  performed, 
the  country  in  which  the  black  antelope  is  native, 

see  Manu  !I.  23.—  YajAiya-iala,  f.  a  hall  for  sacri- 
fice, sacrificial  hall  ;  a  temple,  shrine. 

Ynjiiiyat,  Ved.  a  word  used  in  S'atapatha-Br.  IX. 
2,  3,  IO.  to  explain  adhtarijat. 
YajAlya,  as,  d,  am,  suitable  or  fit  for  sacrifice, 

proper  for  the  performance  of  a  sacrifice,  sacrificial  ; 

(as),  m.  the  glomerous  fig-tree,  Ficus  Glomerata. 
—  YttjAiya-bra/tma-pddapa,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
plant  (  =  rikattkatu). 

Yajya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  worshipped,  adorable  ;  to 
be  sacrificed,  &c.  ;  (am,  d),  n.  f.  worshipping,  sacri- 

ficing, in  deva-y",  q.  v. 
Yajyamana,  as,  d,  am,  =  ijyamdna. 
)"///'*,  us,  us,  u,  worshipping,  adoring,  honour- 

ing ;  devout,  pious,  godly  ;  taking  part  in  a  sacrifice, 
an  assistant  priest  at  a  sacrifice  ;  (us),  m.  an  Adhvaryu 

priest  or  one  conversant  with  the  Yajur-veda  ;  =  ya- 

jltlll'llKl. 

Yajvan,  a,  art,  a  (a  feminine  form  in  am  is  said 
to  exist),  worshipping,  sacrificing  ;  a  worshipper, 
adorer,  honourer;  a  sacrifices  one  who  performs 
sacrifices  in  due  form  or  agreeably  to  the  ritual  of  the 
Veda,  sacrificial,  effective  of  sacrifices,  (Say.  =  ydga- 
nishpadaka)  ;  yajvandm  patih,  N.  of  the  moon. 

Yajvin,  i,  ini,  i,  =yajran  above. 
Yaslitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  worshipped,  &c. 
i.  yashti,  i»,  f.  (for  2.  yashti  see  s.  v.),  sacrificing, 

(perhaps  incorrect  for  3.  ishti.) 

}  uxhtu-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  desiring  to  worship, 
wishing  or  intending  to  sacrifice. 

Yashtri,  id,  tri,  tri,  one  who  worships  or  sacri- 
fices, a  worshipper,  sacrificer  (=yajamdna). 

*HH  yanva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Yanvdpatya  and  yanvdpatyottara,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  two  Sarnaus. 

TTrT  i.  yat,  yan,  yafi,  yat  (fr.  rt.  5.  i), 
going,  passing,  moving. 

2.  yat  (connected  with  rt.  yam),  el. 
N  i.  A.  (Ved.  and  ep.  also  P.)  yatate  (-ti), 

yete  (3rd  pi.  yetire),  yatishyate,  ayatish/a,  yati- 
t  n  in.  to  join,  connect,  unite  (Ved.  P.);  to  excite, 
arouse  (Ved.  P.,  according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VII. 
36,  2.yatati  =  yatayati,pravartayati,  he  arouses, 
animates  to  exertion)  ;  to  join  or  attach  one's  self  to, 
unite  one's  self  with,  associate  with  (Ved.  A.)  ;  to 
come  together  or  be  arranged  in  order  (Ved.  A.)  ; 

to  proceed,  go  (Ved.)  ;  to  try  to  join  one's  self  with 
(with  loc.);  to  endeavour  to  reach  (Ved.  A.);  to 
strive  or  endeavour  after,  struggle  after,  be  eager  or 
anxious  for  (with  loc.  or  dat.  or  even  ace.,  or  with 
one  of  the  following  prepositional  words,  arthe, 
art/iaya,  arthant,  hetos,  jtrati,  or  with  the  inf.); 

to  exert  one's  self,  endeavour,  take  pains,  make 
effort,  persevere,  observe  caution,  be  watchful;  to 
strive  against,  be  engaged  in  mutual  contest,  contend 
together  (Ved.):  Caus.  y,ltayati,  -yate,  -yitum, 

Aor.  ay'iyatat,  to  join,  connect,  associate,  unite 
(Ved.  P.)  ;  to  join  or  attach  one's  self  to  (Ved.  A.)  ; 
to  join  or  unite  to  (Ved.  P.)  ;  to  requite,  recompense, 
repay,  restore,  return,  give  up  ;  to  cause  to  be  repaid 
or  requited  or  restored  ;  to  receive  in  requital  (A.)  ; 
to  cause  to  strive  or  make  effort,  animate,  encourage, 
instigate;  to  cause  to  contend  (Ved.);  to  pain, 
harass,  distress,  torture,  vex,  annoy  ;  to  reprehend, 
despise:  Desid.  yiyatishate  :  Intens.  yayatyate, 

yilyiilli;  [cf.  according  to  some  Gr.  C<7Te/al-] 
Yatdl,  an,  anti,  at,  exerting  one's  self,  striving 

after,  Sec.,  (in  Rig-veda  V.  48,  5.  yatat  =  uddha- rnt,  extirpating.) 

*  'i>"na,aui,  n.  the  act  of  making  effort  or  exertion, 
an  effort,  endeavour. 

Yataniya,  an,  a,  am,  to  be  exerted  or  persevered 
or  striven  after  ;  (the  neut.  may  be  used  impersonally, 
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e.  g.  ladd  yatamyam  muktau,  one  must  always 
strive  after  final  emancipation.) 

Yatamdna,  «s,  a,  am,  striving,  endeavouring, 
struggling,  persevering,  making  effort,  taking  pains. 

Yatavya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  an  unused  ya^«),Ved.= 

j/rai/utna-vut. Yatdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  uniting  or  coming  to- 
gether (in  regular  order),  ranging ;  proceeding,  (Say. 

/micartamana.) 

Yatita,  as,  d,  am,  striven,  endeavoured,  attempted, 
tried,  striven  after,  (sometimes  with  inf.  used  pas- 

sively, e.  g.  esha  tvayd  hantntn  yatitah,  he  was 
attempted  to  be  killed  by  thee)  ;  endeavouring,  tak- 

ing pains;  (the  neut.  may  be  used  impersonally, 
e.g.  yatitam  niayd  yantum,  it  was  attempted  by 
me  to  go,  it  was  my  intention  to  go.) 

\tititavya,  (is.  d,  am,  to  be  strived  for  or  after, 
to  be  endeavoured ;  (the  neut.  is  used  impersonally 
wijh  loc.,  e.  g.  arthdrjane  yatitacyam,  one  must 
strive  for  the  acquisition  of  money.) 

Yat una,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  going,  moving,  (Sly.  = 

gantri.) I.  yatta,  as,  ii,  am  (for  2.  see  under  rt.  yam), 
endeavoured,  making  effort  or  exertion,  taking  care, 
watchful ;  prepared,  ready ;  ready  for  (e.  g.  rane 
yattah,  ready  for  battle,  or  with  an  inf.) ;  resolved  ; 
cared  for,  attended  to  (as  a  chariot,  Sec.). 

Yatna,  as,  m.  effort,  endeavour,  exertion,  energy, 
diligence,  perseverance,  zeal ;  labour,  work,  trouble, 
pains,  difficulty ;  effort  for,  endeavour  after  (with 
loc.,  e.g.  paropakritau  yatnah,  an  effort  for  the 
benefit  of  another)  ;  yatnam  kri,  to  make  effort, 
use  exertion,  take  pains,  strive;  (ena),  ind.  with 

effort,  diligently,  vigorously,  eagerly,  with  all  one's 
might ;  carefully ;  (a(),  ind.  from  effort,  with  effort, 
after  great  exertions ;  in  spite  of  every  effort ;  neces- 

sarily. —  Yatna-tas,  ind.  from  effort,  diligently,  vigo- 

rously, eagerly,  zealously;  carefully.  —  Yittna-praii- 
pddya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  explained  with  difficulty, 
difficult,  not  easy.  —  Yatna-rat,  an,  all,  at,  pos- 

sessing energy,  making  or  using  effort,  energetic, 
using  exertion,  strenuous,  laborious,  assiduous,  perse- 

vering, diligent;  striving  after,  taking  pains  about 
(with  loc.).  —  Yatnavat-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or 
condition  of  making  effort,  diligence,  zealousness. 

—  Yatndkshepa  (°na-<lk"),  as,  m.  (in  rhetoric)  the 
making  an  objection  notwithstanding  an  effort  to 
repress  it. 

Yatya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  strived  for  or  after,  to be  exerted. 

TrT  yata.     See  under  rt.  yam,  p.  809. 

TrTT  yatama,  as,  d,  at  (superl.  of  3.  ya  or 
yail ;  see  Gram.  236),  who  or  which  (of  many). 

Ydtainathd,  ind.,  Ved.  in  which  of  many  ways, 

(yidamutlid  katauuitlui,  in  the  same  way,  as 

always.) 

Yatara,  as,  a,  at  (compar.  of  3.  ya),  who  or which  (of  two). 

Yatarat/id,  ind.  in  which  of  two  ways. 

•Mrt*^  yatas,  ind.  (fr.  the  pronom.  base 
3.  ya;  correlative  of  tolas,  q. v.,  and  often  used 
for  the  ablative  or  even  instrumental  cases  yasitiat, 

yebliyas,  yasyds,  ycna,  Sec.  of  the  relative  pronoun 
iffnl,  but  oftener  as  an  adverb  or  conjunction),  from 
which,  from  what,  whence ;  in  consequence  of 
which,  for  which  reason,  wherefore ;  because,  since, 
whereas,  as,  for ;  fiom  which  place,  wherefrom, 

from  any  place  ;  where,  whither,  in  which  direction  ; 
from  which  .time,  from  which  time  forward,  ever 

since,  (yato  jdtd,  from  her  birth  up  to  the  present 
time,  ever  since  her  birth) ;  that,  s/>  that,  on  con- 

dition that ;  ynta-i/afiiK,  from  whichever,  from 
whatever,  from  whatever  place,  from  wherever, 
whencesoever,  wherever,  whithersoever;  yatrts-tatas, 
from  whichever,  from  which  place  soever,  from  this 
or  that  person  or  place,  from  any  one  whatever, 

from  any  place  whatsoever,  any  whither,  any  where- 
soever ;  yata  eva  Tmtai  (a,  from  this  or  that  place, 

from  any  place  whatever ;  yatah-pruWtriti,  whence- 



yato-ja. 
forward,  from  which  time  forward,  from  what  time  • 
[cf.  Gr.  S-0M-;  Slav,  jundu-se.']  -  Yat o-jd,  at, as  am  or  yatodbhaea  (°ta3-ud>),  as,  a,  am produced  from  which.  -Yatu-mula,  as,  d  am  ori- ginating in  or  from  which. 

'  i.  yati  (fr.  the  pronom.  base  3.  ya  • correlative  of  tati,  q.v.;  declined  in  plur.  only,  ail 
the  cases  except  the  nom.  voc.  ace.  taking  termina- 

tions, e.g.  mst.  yatilhis,  dat.  and  abl.  yatibhyas 
gen.  yatinam,  loc.  yatishu,  see  Gram.  227  a) 
as  many  (  =  Lat.  quot);  as  often;  how  many;  how often.  (For  2.  yati  see  p.  809,  col.  I.) 

Yatitha,  as,  I,  am, '  as  maniest,  the  as  manieth ;' [cf.  tatitha,] 
Yatidhd,  ind.,  Ved.  in  as  many  parts,  in  as  many ways. 

*J\miyatiyasa(>),  am,  n.  silver. 
TipiT  yatukd  or  yatuka,  f.  a   species  of 

plant  (  =  rajan~i,jananT). 
r  yatuna.     See  p.  804,  col.  3. 

yat-kara,  yat-kama,  yat-karanam, yat-kratu.  Sec.     See  p.  808,  col.  i. 

TM yatna,  yatya,  &c.    See  p.  804,  col.  3. 
1W  yatra,  ind.  (fr.  the  pronom.  base  3. 

ya  ;  correlative  of  tatra,  q.  v.,  often  used  for  the 
loc.  cases  yasmin,  yasydm,  yeshu,  &c.,  but  oftener 
as  an  adverb  or  conjunction),  in  which  place,  where 
•wherein,  wherever,  whither;  when;  whereas,  be- cause, since ;  that,  so  that ;  yatra  yatra,  wherever 
wheresoever,  whithersoever,  whensoever;  yatra- 
tatra,  in  any  place  whatever,  anywhere,  (yatra- 
tatra  dine,  on  any  day  whatever,  on  whatever  day 

like);  yatra-kutra,  in  any  place  whatever; 

that  the  kmg  w,u  do  that .  l.idd,d       h-  g.  f eehyaMi,  know  that  she  will  return);  whereas 
since  because;  when,  as  when,  as  if;  as  soon  as-  as 
:  nght  or  proper  (  =  yathd-mt);  how!  (as  an exclamation);  yatha— tatha,  as— so;  as— just  so (instead  of  tatltd,  the  other  similar  correlatives  evam 

'-va,  tadmt,  tad  evam  are  often  found  in  the  cor responding  clause) ;  yatha  yatkd—tathd  taihd,  in 

yatha-dhishnyam. 

whatever  manner that  manner;  according  as 
"«"*-i  t  MAUlUllJK  35   SO  " 

m  whatever  degree  or  proportion— in  that  degree  or proportion;  by  how  much  the  more— by  so  much ie  more;  yathd-tathd,  in  whatever  manner  in 
any  manner  or  way,  in  every  way,  as  always,  as  ever  • yatha-kathantit,  in  any  way,  in  any  manner,  any wise,  somehow  or  other,  anyhow;  tad  yatha,  as here  follows,  that  ,s  to  say,  namely,  as  for  example; 
yatha-kathd,  as  much  as;  yathd-kathd  (a  now »nd  then,  rarely,  unfrequently ;  yalhaiva  (yatha 
eta  just  K.-Yatha-rishi,  ind.,  Ved.  according 

^ J:5lV  I5"0?"1'  .38.  *),  -  Yathar^ 

805 
  'tyata  Cthd-dkh'"),  as,  a,  am  as previously  described  or  mentioned,  before  mentioned 

-Yathakhydnam  Cthd-dW).  ind.  in  accordance vim  any  narrative  or  statement,  according  to  the  cir- cumstances narrated,  as  stated.  -  Yatha-Zata,  as  a 
am  as  gone,  as  previously  gone  ;  yathdgala  (°thd- 

"9  ,'^  ̂ T6'  aS  °ne  Came;  *  one  came  ('"to  the world),  without  sense,  stupid  [cf.  yathajatal]  yathd- 
gatamor  yathagatena,  ind.  by  the  way  one  came 
-  1  athagamam  (°thd.-dff),  ind.  according  to  tra- dition as  handed  down.-  Yathd.gdtram,  ind.  Ved. 
according  to  hmbs,  limb  after  limb.  -  Yatha-yu- 
nam,  md.  according  to  Gunas  or  qualities.  _  Yatha. or  habitations, 

h"         \"    v"i'-   V  *ey  6°  to  'heir  respective 
h°™^-}atha-9nMtam,  ind.,  Ved.  as  taken,  just laid  hold  of,  as  come  to  hand,  in  regular  order  or succession.  _  Yathd-gotra-kula-kalpam,  ind.  ac- 

cording to  the  usages  of  a  family  or  race.  -  Yathdgni 

he Tff  V"»  -        ',  aCCOrdi"g  '°   <the  size  «0 
me   nrc. ••  i  at /ifj-nt^fi /ititiffntt    ;^,j     ir_j     .          , . Cthd-rin,  ind.  according  •T^.-lSS  he 7?*  V  «"-  ̂   «"-*«  '°   <* 

Cthd-rita),  ind.  according" to  the  season;  fn    ±d"  o  Z ̂  «^«.*«9«»,  ind..  Ved.  _™lng 
ance  with  a  fixed  time,  corresponding  to  th  7  S'^ement'  Conformably  to  what  was  men 
season.  —  Vntl,nri,,l-n  i°n,z  .Jios    Ir  -        '     °  tioned.—  Xatliangam  (thd-an°\.inA.  VrA  ,™-™j 

r  bloo    s  a 

—  "•**•»  "-"li^spunuiiiy 

season.  -Yathartuka  (°tha-ri(3),  as, 
responding  to  the  season  of  the  year 
pwshpita,  as,  d,  am,  bearing  flowers  c 
the  right  season.  -  Yatharshi  (°thd-r 
yatha-riihi  above.  —  Yathdns'a-tas  (°t 
according  to  shares  or  portions,  in  due  proportion proportionably.  -  Yathd-kaniMham,  ind.  accord! 
mg  to  the  youngest,  from  the  youngest  to  the  oldest ; [cf.  yalha-jyeshtham.]  -  Yatha-kartavya  as  a 
am,  as  proper  to  be  done ;  (am),  n.  what  'is  ' or  proper  to  be  done  (under  any  particular  circum- stances).-rory,a-/«/ma|  ind.  in  accordance  with 
any)  act.on,  according  to  actions,  in  accordance  with 

I".  "J.  aP°°rdlng to  circumstances.  -  Yathd-karma- 

'"" 

•g 

(°thd-a>t°),  ind.,  Ved.  accord- 
loers,  limb  after  limb.  —  Yathd- 
I.  Camasa  after  Camasa.  -  la- according  to  custom,  as 

,'     '    '    -    '  U  Proceeding-  "  "cling. 't";  <".  «,  am,  as  thought  of  or  con- 

/ •   ̂ f™ -          ~«i  vw^   in  aiij>    jjittLc   wnatcver  j 

every\vhere,  in  every  part ;  yatra-kutradit  or  yatra-  I  ,„,,,                               —--....«.  -  j.  uuui-narma-  I  Ved.  according  to  birth 
Icutrapi,  m  whatever  place,  in  some  place  or  other  v",','",    ,   accordance  w"h  actions  and  qualities,  by  sort  -  Yatkdioln      inH  "  V  A •"  ""  "'--  -u-'--            '  Yalha-kalpam,  ,nd.  in  conformit  "° *"!"*• md"  ,ved.  according  to 

L      •  -•     j"«\.^)    in    awiuc    ^jatc   Ul    OIlli 

in  any  place  whatever,  anywhere,  in  whichever  (e. 
yatra-kutrdpi  janmaiti,  in  whichever  birth) ;  ya- tra-kvatana  or  yatra-kvapi  or  yatra-kva  ta  or 
yatra-kva  vd,  wherever,  whithersoever,  anywhere, anywhither ;  whenever,  as  often  as,  every  time  •  at 
any  time  ;  hither  and  thither.-  Yatra-kdmam,  ind, 
wherever  it  pleases,  according  to  pleasure  or  wish 
-  Yatra-kamdi-asdya  ("ma-ar"),  as,  m.  the  super- natural power  of  taking  up  an  abode  or  tiamnorfinij  I 

one's  self  anywhere  on'e  ifkel,  (tht  pier  is  S  "o?  I  aCC°rdmg-  *  "" belong  to  some  Yogins.)  _  Yatrakd-mdvasdiii-td 
i.  oiyatrakutiuicasrnji-tva,  am,  n.  =  yatra-kdmd 
vasaya  above.  -Yatrakdmdvasdyin,    I,   inl    i having  the  power  of  taking  up  a  residence  or  trans- 

I.,  Ved.  according  to  precept,  in  conformity  with injunction.  -  Yathd-dhamlasam,  ind.,  Ved.  accord- 
ing to  metre,  one  metre  after  another.  -  Yathd-jdta 

as,  d,  am,  just  as  born;  senseless,  stupid,  foolish  a natural ;  barbarous,  outcast;  (am),  ind.  according  to 
race  or  family,  family  by  family.- Yathd-jdti,  ind Ved.  according  to  birth,  according  to  kind  or  class  sort 
hv     «nrt       v>>A9J_.Z         *      i       -r»     . 

V  /i  -  77  «CB«H  ana  qualities. 

**2S^£JE3^£*  I  -iU  or^aSt^ne^^cZ^ 4  .o  ̂ K'J^\SS^S^^£^ 
tlui-jmmam,  md.  according  to  knowledge,  to  the 
best  of  one's  knowledge  or  judgment.  -  Yathd- yyeMham,  md.  according  to  the  oldest,  by  seni- ority, according  to  rank,  from  the  oldest  to  the 
youngest.  -  Yathd-tattvam,  ind.  in  accordance  with 

--,  as,  d,  am,  conformable  to  desire 
(acting)  according  to  wish;  (am),  ind.  according  to wish  as  one  likes,  at  pleasure,  agreeably,  eafily comfortably.  _-  Yathdkdmdriitdrthin  (°ma-a£ 

•n.  »,  mi  ̂ ,  honouring  suppliants  by  conform! 
mg  to  their  desires  _  v/.*i«. /.^_.-..  -  ,  -  • 

r  desircs-  yatt**t£i£i^  I iruth; as  ̂  -  ̂ i;;^™^  ^ ent,  wilful,  |  exactly,  precisely,  strictly,  accurately.  -Yathd-tatha, as,  a,  am,  conformable  to  truth  or  the  exact  state 
of  the  case,  nght,  true,  accurate;  (am),  ind.  in  con- 

correct  for  ya 

v  tj,  -  j  -  .f  »  •"^'"'^•."Jii,  pleasure, •  Yatha-ltayam,  md.,  Ved.  '  according  to  body  01 
form     acceding  to  Ae  dimensions  (of  any^i^g). ^    I  fit/I  tl-l.'it  I'fl  in       inJ    !•  .         ̂     .    .    -      •'  O/ 

an  abode  wherever  the  evening  finds6  one,  spading 

' ccording  to  time,  in  due  time,  al 

Yatratya,  as,  d,  am,  where  being,  dwelling  in 
which  place   relating  to  which  place,  of  which  pLe,  I 
whose  (used  relatively).  

5"e>  as 

col.  2. 

-VH/»tl.A,tt    y     Iflll- 

),  as,  tkd,  am,  according  to  nature  or  character having  which  nature.  -  Yathd-datta,  as,  d,  am,  as 
given,  —  lathd-darfanam,  ind.  according  to  every occurrence,  in  every  single  case.  -  Yathd-ddyam 
ind^according  to  shares  or  portions.  -  Yathd-dik  or i,  ind.  according  to  the  various  quarters 

ind.  (fr.  the  pronom.  base 
p.  <,«.,;  torreianve  of  tathd,  q.  v.),  in  which  manner, 

^;tSwi,htat;  W=5:5;  I  -t:sf :  *-. «"« =* satyena,  so  truly) ;  that,  so  that,  in  order  that  (with 
pot.  or  not  unfrequently  with  pres.  impf.  perf.  fut nr    Q/M«    •    I..   *U-      T_      i 

or  aor.;  in  me  ea^lng^  "^  ̂V^  n  thTs^nse     I  T^^^^^'^^--"70^*^^ r^^  *? **  KZ% ?%™?;  dr^r; ^:^±;- ™***™t 
^ssa^^^iBiaas  FF?  "&tt&»sft 
'^SAS^r^Si.  £r  srl^-^H^"^^^ respectively,  in  due  form,  properly  -  Yatha  k  -,>*,!'     S  ?        "  j'  °d''y   co"stitution.  -  i.  yatha- 
ind.,  Ved.  according  to  t£Lv^£°*™'     ^JP:  a.CCOrdin?.  to  PIa<*s.-2.  yathLtam 

(am),  :         w 

injunction.-  Yathd-diksham,  ind.  in  areordan'ce' with   relieious    observances.  -  Yathd-d^h/am   or 

.   ilth,  ind.  as  seen  or  observed  —  " 
devatam,  ind.,  Ved.  deity  after  deity,  divinity  "by 

'lamst/iati'i^-itle- 

that,  whether,  (often  used  as  an  introduction  to'a direct  sentence  after  verbs  of  knowing,  believing, 
hearing,  doubting,  &c.,  either  with  or  without  ifi,  | 

ti,  it  i: 

.       1  ,.  O  --.v^»j.    ̂   Wl/((t-/.  •'i/Hll/tltllt. md   according_  to  power  or  ability,  as  much  as  pos-! sible.  .•  _1  iitl,,  /-/-.i,7/.  ;,»/>>,//  ;n^  ,.,:*k  «n  j...  _.^. sible, security 
l-0},a  •    j      -, "'  th ''' dUC 

i°ti-  -jo\~:  j   ?  '"  PIaces-  — 2-  yathdtlcsi 
(  t!m-ad°-)  md.  according  to  direction  or  injunction. lat/ia-dravya,  as,  d,  am,  according  to  property 
proportioned  or  conformable   to  wealth.  - .  Yathd- 

'.armam,  ind.  according  to  duty  or  right,  in  proper ,, 

according   to   authority.-  Yathd-dhithLon 

9T 



SOG 
yathadhlta. yatha-vritta. 

ind.,  Ved.  according  to  the  position  or  arrangement 

of  the  Dhishnya.  —  Yathddhita  (°lkd-adlt°),  as, 
d,  am,  as  read,  conformable  to  the  text;  (am),  ind, 

according  to  the  text.—  Yalhadhydpalcaiit  (°thd- 
adh°),  ind.  according  to  the  teacher,  agreeably  to 
the  instructions  of  a  teacher.  —  Yathd-ndma,  ind., 

Ved.  according  to  name,  name  by  name.  —  Yalhd- 
Ot,  .1,  am,  exactly  as  NSrada 

announced,  being  just  as  Narada  stated.  —  YiitJu'i- 
'I'tam,  ind.,  Ved.  as  gone  forth  or  out.  —  Ya- 

thil-niruptam,  ind.,  Ved.  as  presented  or  offered. 
—  Yathd-nirdixhln,  as,  d,  am,  as  directed  or  en- 

joined, before    mentioned  or  described,   previously 

directed.  —  Yattn'i-nilajiam,  ind.   each   in   its  own 
resting-place  or  lair  (said  of  animals).  —  Yalhd-ni- 
vdsin,   i,   t»«,   i,  wherever  dwelling  or   abiding. 

—  Yathdntkam  (°t/t~i-<iii°),  ind.  according  to  the 
extent  of  the  army,  as  far  as  the   host  extended. 

—  Yathdnupurvam  (°r7ia-a?i°)   or  yatJidnttpur- 

ryam  oryaihdnupurryd  (t/iil-/~m°),  ind.  according 
to  a  regular  series,  in  regular  order  or  succession, 

successively.—  Yathdnnbhutam  ^tlid-an1),  ind.  ac- 
cording to  experience,  by  previous  experience.  —  Ya- 

tlnliinrufxim  (°thd-an°),  ind.  according  to  form  or 
rule,  in  exact  conformity,  orderly,  properly.  —  Ya- 
tha-nyantam,  ind.  as  thrown  down,  as  deposited. 
—  Yathd-nydyam,  ind.  according  to  rule,  according 
to  justice,  justly,  rightly,  fitly,  as  is  fitting  or  suitable, 

properly.  —  Yathd-nyupta,  as,  a,  am,  as  presented 
or  offered,  in  the  order  presented.  —  Yathd-panyam, 
ind.  according  to  the  (value  of  the)  wares  or  com- 

modities. —  Yatha-padam,  ind.,  Ved.  according  to 
the  Pada  or  word.  —  Yathdparddlui-danda,  as,  a, 
inn.  inflicting  punishment  in  proportion  to  the  crime. 

—  Yathdparddham  (°thd-ap°),  ind.  according  to 
the  offence  or  error.  —  Yatha-paru,,  ind.,  Ved.  ac- 

cording to  joints,  joint  after  joint,  limb  by  limb. 

—  Yathd-puram,  ind.  as  before,  as  on   previous 
occasions.  —  Yathd-purva,    as,   a,   am,  being  as 
before,  previous,  former;   (am),  ind.  as  before,  as 
previously;  in  succession,  one  after  another.  —  Ya- 

tha-prajiiam,  ind.  according  to  knowledge.— Ya- 
thd-pratigunam,  ind.  according  to  qualities,  to  the 

best  of  one's  abilities.—  Yathd-pratijnam,  ind.  ac- 
cording to  agreement,  as  settled  or  arranged.—  Ya- 

thd-pratirupam,  ind.,  Ved.  as  is  suitable  or  fitting. 
—  Yathd-pratyarham,  ind.   according  to   merit. 
—  Yatha-pradishfam,  ind.  according  to  direction 
or  precept,  as  is  suitable  or  proper.  —  Yathd-pra- 
deiam,  ind.  according  to  direction  or  precept,  in  a 
suitable  or  proper  manner;    according  to  place,  in 
a  suitable  or  proper  place,  at  proper  places,  on  all 

sides.  —  Yathd-firadlidnatas   or   yat/>d-pradhd- 
nam,  ind.  according  to  precedence  or  superiority, 

by   rank.  —  Yathd-prayogam,   ind.   according   to 
usage  or  practice.—  Yatha-pradnam,  ind.  in  accord- 

ance with  the  question.  —  Yathd-prastutam,  ind. 
conformably  to  the  circumstances.  —  Yathd-prdnam, 

ind.  according  to  one's  whole  soul,  with  all  one's 
might. ^Yathii-prdp tn,  as,  a,  am,  as  obtained  or 
arrived,  in  conformity  with  a  particular  state  or  con- 

dition,  suitable   or   conformable  to   circumstances; 

(am),  ind.  in  conformity  with  rule,  regularly,  pro- 
perly. —  Yalhdprdpta-svara,  as,  m.  an  accent  ac- 

cording to  rule.  —  Yatlu~i-i>rdrtliitam,  ind.  according 
to  wish,   by  request.—  Ynt/i':-/,i-lti.    iV,   in,  i,  in 
accordance  with  love  or  affection,  affectionate,  loving. 

-  y-ithd-phalam.  ind.  according  to   fruit,  when 
bearing   fruit.  —  Yatliii-liiilniii,    ind.    according   to 

power,  with  all  one's  might,  to  the  best  of  one's 
ability ;  according  to  the  (condition  of  the)  army, 
according  to  the  (number  of)  forces.-  Yatha-liijnm 
—  yathd-mjam,  q.T.-Fotta-btM&ZM,  ind.  accord- 

ing to  knowledge,  to  the  best  of  one's  judgment. 
-Yatha-U,,,!;!,,,,   (/,/,,,;.,v,7,  inst.  Ci  of  lhaiti), md.  with  full  or  entire  devotion.  _  Yathd-bhakshi- 
tarn,  ind.  as  e»ten.- J'«r/,,i-a<mtnam,  ind    ac- cording to  houses,  house  by  house.  -  Yathd-bhd- 
ijam,  md.  according  to  shares  or  portions,  according 
to  the  share  of  each,  proportionably ;  each  in  his 
respective  place,  in  the  proper  place.-  Yatha-bhii- 

janam.  ind.,  Ved.  each  in  his  proper  place  or  posi- 
tion.—  Yatlid-Widm,  as,  m.  conformity  to  any 
destined  state,  destiny ;  (as,  ii,  am),  having  which 
nature  or  condition,  being  of  which  nature.  —  Yathd- 

liliikdmam  (°tki~t-abh°),  ind.  according  to  wish  or 
iefhe.  —  YathdliliijAdyam  (°thd-abh°),  ind.,  Ved. 
as  one  has  perceived  or  ascertained.  —  Yatltdlilii- 

preta  (°thd-abh°),  as,  ii,  am,  as  wished  or  intended ; 
desired  ;  (am},  ind,  according  to  one's  desire  or  wish, 
agreeably,  pleasantly.  —  Yathdbhimata  (°t)id-abh°), as,  ii,  am,  as  wished,  desired,  approved ;  (ant),  ind. 

according  to  wish  or  will,  at  pleasure,  at  will,  wher- 

ever desire  leads  one,  (same  yathabhimata-des'am 
yatdh,  they  all  went  to  the  place  that  each  wished.) 

—  Yathdbhirdmam  (°thd-abh°),  ind.  according  to 
loveliness,  according  to  the  degree  of  charmingness 

(belonging to  each).—  Yathdbhirui'ita  (°thd-aj>h°), 
as,  «,  am,  accordant  with  taste  or  liking,  pleasurable, 
agreeable,    pleasant,    pleasing.  —  YathdbhirS  pam 

(°tlid-abh°),  ind.  according  to  Scholiast  on  Pan.  II. 
i,  7  =  abhi-rupasya  yoijyam,  according  to  beauty 

of  form(?).—  Yathdbhilasliita  (°thd-aJ>h°),  as,  a, 
am,  as  wished,  desired.  —  Yathabhilikhita  (°thd- 
abh°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  painted  in  the  manner  stated. 
—  Yathdbhivi'ishtam  (°thd-abh°),  ind.,  Ved.  ac- 

cording to  the  quantity  of  rain  that  has  fallen.  —  Ya- 

thdbhihitam  ("thd-abh?), ind.  as  spoken.—  Yathd- 
bhishta  ("thd-abh"),  as,  d,  am,  as  wished,  liked, 

desired,  (yathdl>lush(a-dis'am  jagmu/i,  they  went 
to  the  quarter  that  each  wished.)  —  Yathd-blmtam, 
ind.  in  accordance  with  fact,  according  to  what  has 

happened;    according  to   the   truth.—  Yathd-liku- 
yaso-vdda  (bhuyasas,  gen.  c.  of  bhiiyax),  as,  m., 

Ved.   a   general   rule.  —  Yathdbhyarthita    (°tltd- 
abk°),  as,  d,  am,  as  already  requested,  previously 
asked  for.  —  Yathd-mangalam,  ind.,  Ved.  according 
to  custom.  —  Yathd-mati,  ind.  according  to  opinion ; 

to  the  best  of  one's  judgment.  —  Yatkd-manishitam, 
ind.  according  to  wish,  by  desire  or  request.  —  Yathd- 
mdtram,  ind.  according  to  measure  or  quantity. 

—  Yatkd-mdnam,  ind.  according  to  measure   or 
dimensions,  according  to  the  circumference.  —  Ya- 
thd-mukham,  ind.  according  to  face  or  appearance, 
from  face  to  face.  —  Yathdmukhma,  as,  d,  am, 

looking  straight  at  (with  gen.).  —  Yathd-mukhyam, 
ind.  according  to  the  chief  (persons),  as  regards  the 
chiefs ;  (ena),  iud.  by  way  of  precedence  or  prefer- 

ence, before  all.  —  Yathdmiuitam  (°thd~dm°)  or  ya- 
thdmndyam  (°thd-dm°),  ind.  in  accordance  with 
sacred  tradition  ;  according  to  the  tenour  of  a  sacred 
text.  —  Yathd-yajits,  ind.  according  to  the  Yajus. 

—  Yathdyatanam  (°thd-dy°),  ind.,  Ved.  each  in 
his  own  place  or  abode.—  Yathd-yatham,  ind.  (fr. 
yathd  +  yatha),in  a  proper  manner,  as  is  fit  or  proper, 
rightly,   properly,  suitably,  fitly;    in  regular  order, 
severally,  by  degrees,  gradually.  —  YatJtd-yuktam  or 

yathd-yukti  or  yathnyukti-tas,  ind.  as  is  fitting, 
in  a  proper  manner,  fitly,  rightly,  suitably,  according 
to  circumstances.  —  Yathd-yiUham,  ind.  according 
to  herds,  by  (locks.  —  Yathd-yogam  or  yathd-yo- 
gena,  ind.  as  is  fit,  in  a  suitable  manner,  according 
to  circumstances,  according  to  requirements ;  in  due 

order.  —  Yatha-yogya,  as,  d,  am,  accordant  with 
propriety ;  (am),  ind.  as  is  fitting  or  proper,  suitably, 
properly,  fitly.  —  Yathd-yoni,  ind.  according  to  the 
womb,  according  to  birth.  -  YatKdrabdha   (°thd- 

dr°),  as,  d,  am,  as  begun  or  commenced,  previously 
commenced.  —  Yatlidrambham  (°tlta*ar°),  ind.  ac- 

cording to  the  commencement,  in  regular  order  or 
succession.  —  Yat/td-rasam,,  ind.  according  to  the 
sentiments.—  Yathd-ru/!am  or  yathd-rwtt,  ind.  ac- 

cording to  taste,  according  to  pleasure  or  liking. 
—  Yathd-rftpa,  as,  d,  am,  accordant  with  (beauty 
of)  form,  having  a  handsome  form,  suitable ;  (am), 
ind.   according  to  the   form  or  appearance ;    in    a 
suitable  way,  properly,  duly ;  of  the  same  shape  or 

appearance.  —  Yathdrtha  (°thd-ar°),   an,   d,   am, 
accordant  with  reality,  conformable  to  truth  or  the 
true  meaning,  agreeing  with  fact,  true,  actual,  real, 
genuine,  right,  fit,  suitable ;  (am),  ind.  according  to 
the  meaning,  conformably  to  the  sense,  according  to 

the  aim  or  object,  according  to  truth  or  fact,  suitably, 
fitly,  truly,  really.  —  Yathdrthaka,  as,  d,  am,  = 
yuthartha,  having  a  suitable  meaning,  right,  true, 
real.  —  Yathdrtha-tattvam  (i.  e.  yathd  +  artlia- 

t°),  ind.  '  according  to  the  reality  of  the  matter,' 
in  accordance  with  the  truth,  truly,  really.  —  Ya- 
tltdrtha-ta*,  ind.  in  accordance  with  the  truth, 

truly,  rightly,  fitly.  —  Yathdrtha-td,  f.  suitableness, 
fitness,  rectitude,  propriety,  genuineness,  the  state  of 
appearing  to  the  greatest  advantage  (KiratSrj.  VIII. 

49).  —  Yathdrtha-bltdshin,  i,  inl,  i,  speaking  fitly 
or  truly.  —  Yalhdrtha-varna,  as,  m. '  having  a  true 
colour  or  appearance,'  a  spy,  secret  emissary ;  [cf. 

yathdrha-vania^  —  Yathdrthakshara  (°tha-ak°), 
as,  d,  am,  significant  in  every  syllable,  of  which 
the  letters  or  syllables  express  the  true  sense.  —  Ya- 

tharthita  (°thd-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  as  asked,  pre- 

viously asked.  —  Yatharthitvam  (°thd-ar°),  ind. 
according  to  design  or  purpose.  —  Yatlidrpita  ('thd- 
ar°),  as,  d,  am,  as  delivered.  —  Yathdrlia  (°tltd- 
ar°),  as,  d,  am,  as  deserving,  according  to  merit, 
corresponding  to  desert,  as  is  fit  or  right,  appropriate, 

suitable,  just,  adequate ;  (am),  ind.  according  to 
merit  or  worth,  agreeably  to  propriety,  suitably,  fitly. 

••  Yathdrhanam  (°thd-ar°),  ind.  according  to 
merit  or  worth ;  according  to  propriety.  —  Yathdrha- 
tas,  ind.  according  to  worth  or  merit,  according  to 

propriety,  as  is  proper  or  suitable,  justly.  —  Yathdrlia- 
rarna,  as,  m. '  having  a  suitable  appearance,'  a  spy, 
secret  agent.  —  Yat/td-labd/ia,  as,  d,  am,  as  ob- 

tained or  met  with,  as  found  at  first,  previously 

found.—  Yaflu'i-l'ili/iam,  ind.  according  to  what  one 
finds,  just  as  it  happens  to  occur ;  according  to  gain 
or  profit.  —  Yathd-lingam,  ind.,  Ved.  according  to 
characteristic  marks  or  tokens.  ••  Yathd-lokam,  ind., 

Ved.  according  to  room  or  place.  —  Yatharakds'am 
(cthd-av°),  ind,  according  to  room  or  space ;  in  the 
proper  place ;  according  to  opportunity  or  leisure,  on 
the  first  opportunity,  as  occasion  or  leisure  may 
occur.  —  Yatha-vat,  ind.  according  to  propriety,  as 
is  fitting,  duly,  becomingly,  properly,  rightly,  suitably, 

precisely,  exactly,  truly;  according  to  law;  as  (  = 

yathd).  —  Yathdrad-grahana,  am,  n.  right  com- 
prehension. —  Yathu-vayas  or  yathd-vayasam,  ind. 

according  to  age,  of  the  same  age.  —  Yathd-varnam, 

ind.  according  to  caste,  by  caste.  —  Yathd-rai'na- 
vidlidnam,  ind.  according  to  the  rules  or  laws  of 
caste.  —  Yathd-ra^am,  ind.,  Ved.  according  to 

pleasure  or  inclination.  —  Yathdvasaram  (°t?td-av°), 
ind.  according  to  opportunity,  as  occasion  may  re- 

quire, on  every  occasion.  —  Yatha-vastu,  ind.  accord- 
ing to  the  state  of  the  matter,  precisely,  exactly, 

accurately,  strictly.  —  Yathdvastham  (°thd-av°),  ind. 
according  to  slate  or  condition ;  according  to  circum- 

stances, each  according  to  his  own  circumstances, 

—  Yatharasatu  (°thd-dv°),  ind.  according  to  dwell- 
ings, each  to  his  own  abode.  —  YatJid-vdstu,  ind. 

in  accordance  with  the  site  or  ground.  —  Yathd- 
rittam,  ind.  by  virtue  of  (the  right  of)  property 

(Ved.) ;  according  to  possession,  in  proportion  to 
power  or  substance.  —  Yathd-ridyam,  ind.  according 
to  knowledge.  —  Yathd-vidha,  as,  d,  am,  of  which 
kind  or  sort  ( =  Lat.  rjualis) ;  of  such  a  kind  or 
sort,  such  as.  —  YatJui-mdhdnam  or  yathd-vidhd- 
nena,  ind.  according  to  prescription  or  rule,  by 
order.  —  Yathd-vidhi,  ind.  according  to  direction 
or  precept,  according  to  rule,  duly,  fitly,  suitably, 

(in  Hari-vansa  7138.  yathd-vidhim  occurs  on  ac- 
count of  the  metre.)  —  Yathd-vibhavam,  ind.  accord- 

ing to  power  or  ability,  in  proportion  to  property  or 
resources.  —  Yatha-tijam,  ind.  according  to  the  seed 
or  germ.  —  Yathd-vtryatti,  ind.  according  to  strength 
or  vigour,  in  respect  of  manliness  or  courage.  —  Ya- 
thd-mtta,  ow,  d,  am,  as  happened  or  occurred,  as 
ensued  ;  as  done,  as  acted  ;  (am),  n.  a  previous  occur- 

rence or  event ;  the  circumstances  or  details  of  an 

event,  (avedayad  yal/id-vrittam,  he  related  the 
details  of  the  occurrence,  he  told  exactly  how  it 

happened) ;  (am),  ind.  according  to  the  occurrence 
or  event,  according  to  all  the  circumstances,  circum- 

stantially, truly;  according  to  the  metre.  —  Yathd- 



yathd-vritti. 
vrittdnta  (°ta-an°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  event  or 
adventure  just  as  it  occurred.  —  Yathd-vHtti,  ind. 
according  to  way  or  mode  of  life.  —  Yathd-vrid- 
dham,  ind.  according  to  age  or  seniority.—  Yatha- 
vriddhi,  ind.  according  to  increase,  in  accordance 

with  the  waxing  (of  the  moon,  &c.).  —  Yathii-vya- 
vahdram,  ind.  conformably  to  custom,  according  to 

usage.  —  Yathd-vyddhi,  ind.  according  to  the  (nature 
of  a)  disease  or  sickness.  —  Yathd-vyutpatti,  ind. 
according  to  the  view  propounded  ;  according  to  the 

etymology.  —  YatJui-tfaiti  or  yatha-idktya,  ind. 

according  to  power  or  ability,  to  the  utmost  of  one's 
power,  as  far  as  possible.—  Yathds'ayam  (°thd-ds'°), 
ind.  according  to  intention  or  wish ;  according  to 

stipulation.  —  Yatlia-farlram,  ind.  according  to 
body,  body  by  body.  —  Yathd-sdstram,  ind.  accord- 

ing to  the  S'astras  or  sacred  codes  of  law,  according 
to  the  precepts  of  science,  as  the  law  ordains.  —  Ya- 

tha4a&traniisarin  (°ra-a?i°),  I,  ini,  i,  observing 
the  S'astras  or  scriptures,  following  the  precepts  of 
the  sacred  codes  of  law.  —  Yatha-ftlam,  ind.  in  con- 

formity with  character,  agreeably  to  disposition. 

—  Yatha-fraddham,  ind.  according  to  inclination 
(Ved.) ;  according  to  faith,  in  all  faith,  in  all  fidelity, 

confidently,  confidingly. —Yathds'ramam  (°thd-iv!°), 
ind.  according  to  the  ASrama  or  period  of  life,  (see 

d$'rama.)—Yat]ids'ra'yam  (°thd-d3°),  ind.  accord- 
ing to  the  connection  or  dependance  (of  anything), 

according  to  the  mode  of  connection  (of  one  thing 
with  another).—  Yathd-iruta,  as,  a,  am,  corres- 

ponding to  (what  has  been)  heard,  agreeing  with  a 
report;    (am),  n.  a  corresponding  or  suitable  tra- 

dition; (am),  ind.  as  heard,  as  reported,  according 
to  report ;  according  to  sacred  precept  or  injunction, 

according  to  Vedic  precept.  —  Yathd-tfruti,  ind.  ac- 
cording to  revealed  precept,  in  accordance  with  the 

injunctions  of  sacred  books,  conformably  to  the  pre- 

cepts of  the  Veda.  —  Yatlui-s'reshtham,  ind.  in  order 
of  merit  (so  that  the  best  is  placed  first) ;  in  order  of 

precedence.  —  Yathd-samstham,  ind.  according  to 
circumstances.  —  Yathd-samhitam,  ind.  in  accord- 

ance with  the  Samhita.  —  Yatha-sakhyam,  ind.  ac- 
cording to  friendship.  —  Yathd-sanlcalpita,  as,  d, 

am,  corresponding  to  wish,  in  accordance  with  (a 

proposed)    plan,    answering   expectations.  —  Yathd- 

saitkkya,  *  Relative  order,'  a  figure  in  rhetoric  which 
separating  each  \erb  from  its  immediate  subject  so 
arranges  verbs  with  verbs  and  subjects  with  subjects 
that  each  may  answer  to  each ;  (am,  ena),  ind.  ac- 

cording to  number,  number  for  number  (so  that  in 
two  rows  composed  of  similar  numbers  the  several 
terms  of  one  row  correspond  with  those  of  the  other). 

—  Yathd-sangam,  ind.  according  to  need  or  exi- 
gence, as  required,  suitably,  so  as  to  adapt  (itself), 

opportunely.  —  Yathd-satyam,    ind.   in    accordance 
with  truth,  agreeably  to  the  reality.  —  Yathdsanam 

(°thd-ds°),  ind.,  Ved.  each  in  proper  place  or  seat, 
according  to  proper  position.  —  Yathd-sandisUla, 
as,  a,  am,  as  agreed  or  directed ;  (am),  ind.  accord- 

ing to  direction  or  order.  —  YatJui-sandhi,  ind.,  Ved. 
according  to  Sandhi.  —  Yathd-samayam,  ind.  ac- 

cording to  agreement,  according  to  established  cus- 
tom ;  according  to  time,  at  the  proper  time.  —  Y«- 

thd-samdmndtam,  ind.  as  repeated,  according  to 
what  has  been  mentioned.  —  Yathd-sampad,  ind., 
Ved.  according  to  the  event,  as  may  happen.  —  Ya- 
thd-sampratyayam,  ind.  according  to  agreement. 
—  Yathd-sampradayam,   ind.    according   to   tra- 

dition, in  accordance  with  traditional   teaching  or 
usage.  —  Yathd-sambandham,   ind.   according   to 
relationship.  —  Yathd~sa.tnbhava,  at,  d,  am,  accord- 

ant with  possibility,  possible  ;  (am),  ind.  compatibly, 
according  to  the  previous  order, successively.  —  Yatltd- 
sambhavin,  i,  ini,  i,  or  yathd-sambhdvita,  as,  d, 
am,  compatible,  corresponding,  suitable,  appropriate. 

—  Yathd-savanam,  ind.  according  to  the  order  of 
the  Savana  (Ved.);    according  to  the  time,  at  the 
proper  season.  «•  Yathd-sdma,  ind., Ved.  according  to 
the  order  of  the  Saman.  —  Yathd-sdmarthyam,  ind. 
according  to  ability  or  power.  —  YatJtd-sdram,  ind. 
according  to  quality  or  goodness.  —  Yathd-siddh'i , 

as,  a,  am,  as  effected ;  just  as  prepared,  just  as 

cooked  (said  of  food).—  Yathd-sitkham,  ind.  ac- 
cording to  ease  or  pleasure,  at  ease,  at  will  or  pleasure, 

comfortably,  agreeably,  pleasantly,  happily.  —  l"a- thdsvkha-mukha,  as,  d  or  t,  am,  having  the  face 
turned  in  any  direction  one  pleases.—  Yathd-stitt, 
ind.,  Ved.  according  to  the  order  of  the  Stut,  Stut  by 
Stut.  —  Yathd  stutam  or  yatJid-stomam,  ind.,  Ved. 
according  to  the  order  of  the  Stoma.  —  Yathd-sthdna, 
am,  n.  the  right  or  proper  place ;  (as,  d,  am},  each 
in  proper  place,  arranged  in  order ;  (am,  e),  ind. 
according  to  place,  each  according  to  the  right  place, 
all  in  regular  order,  according  to  rank,  in  order, 

properly,  suitably;  instantly.  —  Yathd-sthdma,  ind., 
Ved.  in  the  proper  place,  in  regular  order  (  =  yatnd- 
sthdnam).  —  Yathd-sthita,  as,  d,  am,  accordant 
with  circumstances,  standing  properly ;  right,  proper, 

fit,  true ;  (am),  ind.  according  to  place  or  circum- 
stances ;  in  statu  quo ;  properly,  truly,  certainly, 

assuredly.  —  Yatka-sthiti,  ind.  in  accordance  with 
usage  or  custom,  as  usual,  as  on  previous  occasions. 
—  Yathd-smriti,  ind.  according  to  recollection,  ac- 

cording to  the  precepts  of  the  law-books.  —  YatJia- 
smriti-maya,  as,  t,  am,  as  remembered,  as  fixed  in 
the  memory.  —  Yathd-sva,  as,  d,  am,  each  accord- 

ing to  (his,  her,  their)  own,  every  one  his  own ; 
(am),  ind.  each  on  (his,  her,  their)  own  account, 
each  for  himself  or  in  his  own  way,  individually, 

properly.  —  YatTid-svairam,  ind.  according  to  incli- 
nation or  wish,  at  pleasure,  freely,  independently. 

—  YatJulhdra  (°thd-dh°),  as,  a,  am,  having  suit- 
able food,  eating  anything  that  comes  in  the  way. 

—  Yathelishitam  (nthd-ik°),  ind.  according  to  what 
was  actually  seen,  as  beheld  with  one's  own  eyes. 
—  YatheMha  (°tkd-i<?°),  as,  d,  am,  agreeable  to 
wish  or  desire ;    (a),  f.  a  suitable  wish  or  desire ; 
yathcddhayd,  inst.  c.  according  to  wish,  at  will  or 
pleasure;  (am),  ind.  according  to  wish  or  desire,  at 
pleasure,  ad  libitum,  agreeably,  pleasantly.—  Yathed- 
dhaJcam,  ind.  =  yatheddham  above.  —  YatJietam 

(°thd-et°),  ind.,  Ved.  as  happened,  as  it  turned  out, 
(also  written  yathaitam.)  —  Yathepsayd  (°thd-ip°), 
ind.  according  to  wish  or  inclination,  at  pleasure. 

—  Yathepsita  (°tha-ip°),  as,  d,  am,  as  wished, 
agreeable  to  wish  or  expectation,  wished  for,  desired ; 
(am),  ind,  according  to  wish  or  desire,  agreeably  to 
fancy,  agreeably,  pleasantly,  spontaneously,  ad  libitum, 

wantonly.  —  Yaikesh/a  (°thd-isli°},  as,  d,  am,,  as 
wished  or  desired,  agreeable  to  wish,  accordant  with 
desire,  wished  for,  desired,  loved,  dear ;  (am),  ind. 

according  to  wish  or  inclination,  at  pleasure,  plea- 
santly, agreeably ;  carelessly ;   according  to  sacrifice 

(Ved. ;  in  this  sense  fr.  2.  i»ltta).  —  Yatlieshta-gati, 
in,  is, i,  or  yatheshta-ddrin  or  yathesJita-sandnrin , 
t,  ini,  i,  going  according  to  will  or  inclination,  going 
where  one  wishes,  independent,  free ;  (J),  m.  a  bird. 

—  Yatkeshta-tas,  ind.  according  to  inclination  or 
wish,  at  pleasure,  independently.  —  Yalhesktdddra 

(°ta-d<!°),  ax,  d,  am,  doing  what  one  likes,  unre- 
strained, licentious.—  Yathenhtdsana  (°ta-ds°),  as, 

d,  am,  sitting  down  as  one  likes.  —  Yathaitam  = 

yathetam  above.—  Yatholtta  (°thd-uk°),  as,  d,  am, 
as  said  or  spoken,  as  told  or  directed,  previously  told 
or  prescribed,  enumerated  before,  above  mentioned  ; 
(am),  ind.  according  to  what  has  been  stated,  as 
mentioned  before,  as  previously  described  or  related  ; 

yathohtcna,  in  the  above  mentioned  way.  —  Ya- 
thokta-vddin,  I,  ini,  i,  speaking  as  told,  reporting 

accurately  what  has  been  said.  —  Yathodita  (°thd- 
Hd°),  as,  d,  am,  accordant  with  propriety  or  equity, 
proper,  fit, suitable, becoming;  (am), ind. suitably, fitly, 

properly.  —  Yatlwttara  (°thd-ut°) ,  as,  d,am,  follow- 
ing in  regular  order  or  succession,  succeeding  one  an- 

other; (am), ind. in  regularorderorsuccession,oneafter 

another.  —  Yathots£ham(°thd-ut°), ind.  according  to 
power  or  ability,  with  all  one's  might.  —  Yathodaya 
(°thd-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  next  following ;  (am), 
ind.  according  to  means  or  circumstances,  in  propor- 

tion to  one's  income.  —  Yathodita  (°thd-uf),  as,  a, 
am,  as  said  or  spoken,  previously  told,  before  stated, 
above  mentioned ;  (am),  ind.  as  mentioned  before 
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or  above,  according  to  a  previous  statement.  —  Ya- 

thodf/ata  (°thd-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  as  arisen ;  as  one 
came  (into  the  world),  without  sense,  childlike, 

stupid;  [cf.  yathdgata^]  —  Yathoddishta  (°tkd- 
wd'),  as,  d,  am,  as  indicated  or  described,  before 
mentioned ;  (am),  ind.  in  the  manner  stated,  in  the 

above  mentioned  way.  —  Yathoddes'am  f^thd-ud^), 
ind.  according  to  direction,  in  the  manner  pointed 

out.  —  Yathodbhavam  (°thd-ud°),  ind.  according  to 
rise  or  origin.  —  Yathopajosham  (°tha-uji°),  ind. 
according  to  inclination  or  pleasure,  according  to 

desire.  —  Yathopadishta  (°tha-up°),  as,  a,  am,  as 
specified  or  indicated,  as  stated,  before  mentioned  ; 

(am),  ind.  in  the  manner  above  mentioned  or  pre- 

viously described.  —  Yathopadcs'am  (°lha-up°),  ind. 
according  to  advice  or  suggestion,  according  to  in- 

structions or  orders.  —  Yatkopapatti  (°tha-tip°),  ind. 
according  to  the  event  or  occasion,  as  may  happen. 

—  Yatkopapanna  l^tkd-up°),  as,  a,  am, as  happened, 
occurring  naturally,  unconstrained,  natural.  —  Yatho- 

papddam  (?thd-up°),  ind.,  Ved.  as  may  occur  or 
happen.  —  Yathopamd  (°thd-up°),  f.  (in  rhetoric) 
a  comparison  expressed  byyathd.^Yathopayogam 

(°tha-u,p°),  ind.  according  to  use  or  need,  according 
to  requirements  or  circumstances.— Yatkopatmdram 

(°thd-up°),  ind.,  Ved.  according  to  recollection,  as 

one  may  happen  to  remember.  —  Yathopddhi  (°thd- 
up°),  ind.  according  to  the  condition  or  limitation, 
according  to  the  supposition.  —  Yathopta  ̂ thd-up°), 
as,  d,  am,  as  sown,  in  proportion  to  the  seed  sown. 

—  YaihauJtasam  (°tha-ok°'),  ind.,  Ved.  each  accord- 
ing to  (his)  abode.  —  Yathauditya  ("thd-aud"),  am, n.  a  corresponding  or  suitable  way;  yathauditydt, 

in  a  suitable  manner,  fitly,  suitably ;  (am),  ind.  accord- 
ing to  propriety,  properly,  fitly,  duly. 

1<J  yad,  yas,  ya,  yad  (the  actual  base  of 
this  relative  pronoun  is  ya,  except  in  compounds 

and  in  the  derivative  yadiya  ;  its  proper  correlative 

is  tad,  q.  v.,  but  other  demonstrative  pronouns  and 

pronominals,  such  as  etad,  idam,  adas,  tddris"a, 
idrida,  sarra,  often  occur  in  the  correlative  clauses ; 

see  3.  ya),  who,  which,  what,  that,  whoever,  which- 
ever, whatever,  any.  The  relative  yad  often  pre- 
cedes the  noun  to  which  it  refers,  this  noun  being 

either  put  in  the  same  case  with  the  relative  or 
joined  with  the  demonstrative  (e.  g.  yasya  nava&ya 

buddhih  sa  balavdn  or  yasya  buddhih  sa  naro 
balardn,  of  whatever  man  there  is  intellect  he  is 

strong) ;  sometimes  the  relative  stands  alone,  an 
antecedent  noun  or  pronoun  being  understood  from 

which  it  takes  its  gender  and  number  (e.  g.  dktt- 
nena  Mm  yo  na  daddti,  what  is  the  use  of  wealth 
[to  him]  who  does  not  give?) ;  or  the  relative  itself 
may  be  dropped  (e.  g.  na  Jfaroty  a-kdryam  tarn 
dryam  aliuh,  they  call  him  honourable  [who]  does 

nothing  improper  to  be  done).  Sometimes  the  rela- 
tive yad,  with  or  without  its  demonstrative,  appears 

to  be  used  redundantly  to  eke  out  the  metre,  or 

perhaps  to  give  force  to  the  noun  with  which  it  is 
connected,  even  the  neut.  sing,  being  occasionallv 
thus  used  in  connection  with  words  of  a  different 

gender  and  number,  and  the  relative  being  itself 

almost  untranslatable  (e.  g.  yan  maraiiam  so  'sya 
I'itrdma/i,  that  very  death  is  his  rest ;  andhojadaff 

pWia-sarpt  saptatyd  sthaviras'-t'a  yah,  a  blind man,  an  idiot,  a  cripple,  and  a  man  seventy  years 

old;  yat  Tcshdntlh  samaye  s"rutih  Siva  S'ivety- 
uktir  manu-nirvritir  asau  mukti-marge  stkitih, 

forbearance,  obedience  to  ordinances,  saying  *  Siva, 
S'iva,'  contentment  of  mind,  this  is  continuance  on  the 
road  of  emancipation);  and  sometimes  this  redundant 
or  emphatic  use  of  yad  causes  a  sudden  change  of 
construction  from  accusative  to  nominative  (e.  g. 
apohcta  rasdn  aimano  lavanaiii  daira  pafavo 
ye  da,  he  should  avoid  liquids,  stones,  and  salt,  and 
all  cattle).  The  relative  yad  is  often  repeated  to 

express '  whoever,' '  whatever,' '  whichever,'  &c.  (e.g. 
yo  yah,  whatever  man ;  yd  yd,  whatever  woman ; 
yad  yad,  whatever  thing;  yo  yo  ydvatitka/i, 
whichever  [is]  how  many  soever  degrees,  i.  e.  in 
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proportion  as  each  of  which  is  advanced  in  the  series) ; 
or  the  repetition  of  yad  may  be  caused  by  a  kind  of 
attraction,  the  second   relative   being  equivalent  to 
an  indefinite  pronoun  (e.g.  yo  yasya  bhdrah  sydt, 
whatever  may  be  the  disposition  of  any  one ;  yac 

rotate  yaemai,  whatever  is  pleasing  to  any  one) 
or  the  relative  may  be  used  to  express  similar  inde 
finite  meanings  when  joined  with  kas&t,  toKaaa 

ko  'pi,  katfa,  l-o  ra  (e.g.  yah  kattil  or  yah 
kaifana,  whosoever ;   yat  kiudit  or  yat  kiiifa 
whatsoever ;  yena  kendpy  upiiyena,  by  any  means 
whatsoever;    ydni  kiini  (a  mitrani,  any  friends 

whatsoever;  yusmai  kasniui  (a,  to  any  one  what- 
ever;   yatmln  kaimin   ra  dcie,   in  any  country 

whatever);   or  even  with  a  demonstrative  pronoun 

(e.g.  yasmai  taimai,  to  any  one  whatever;  y as- 
mat  tasmat,  from  any  one,  from  this  or  that  per 
son;  yena  tena  karmand,  by  any  act  whatever): 
or  sometimes  the  relative  yad  is  used  alone  with  the 

indefinite  sense  '  any  one,'  Sec.  (e.  g.  striyam  spri- 
ied  yah  sangrahanam  smritam,  should  any  on 
touch  a  woman  it  is  called  an  adulterous  act ;  yam 
ajdm  vriko  hanydt  pah  tat  kihisham  bhavet, 
if  a  wolf  kill  any  she-goat  the  blame  must  be  on  the 
keeper).    Yad  is  also  connected  in  a  peculiar  manner 
with   the   personal   pronouns,  which,  when  placed 
immediately  after  the  relative,  appear  to  derive  force 

or  emphasis  from  this  juxtaposition  (e.  g.  yo  'ham, 
I  that  very  person  who ;  yas  ttam,  thou  that  very 
one  who,  &c.).     Yad  in  the  neut.  sing,  is  used  as 

an  adverbial  conjunction   equivalent  to  '  for  which 
reason,'  '  on   which    account,'   '  wherefore,'  '  since,' 
'as,'  'because,'  'when,'  'while,'  'if,'  'with  regard 
to,'  '  as  to,'  &c. ;  or  still  oftener  as  a  simple  con- 

junction meaning  '  that,'  especially  after  the  verbs  of 
saying,  hearing,  &c.,  or  such  words  as  kama,  yulfla, 

difarya,  &c.  (e.g.  dhivarair  uktatn  yat — ,  it  was 

said  by  the  fishermen  that  — ;  s'rutam  trayl  yat  — , 
it  has  been  heard  by  thee  that  — ;  ditaryam  yat  — , 
it  is  a  wonder  that  — ) ;  frequently  followed  by  a  verb 
in  the  indicative  (e.  g.  ayam  nutano  nydyo  yad 
ardtim  hatvd  santdpah  kriyate,  this  is  a  new 

doctrine  that  having  killed  an  enemy  remorse  is  expe- 
rienced) ;  less  frequently  in  the  potential  (e.  g.  esha 

me  l-dmo  yat  sa  rajyam  dpnuydt,  this  is  my  desire 
that  he  may  obtain  the  kingdom) ;  yad  api,  although ; 

ya(-fa,  that  (according  to  Pan.  III.  3,  148,  with 
potential,  after  expressions  of  impossibility,  disbelief, 
hope,    disregard,   reproach,    and    wonder,   e.  g.  na 

s'rad-dadhe  yaMa  tatra-bhavan  vfithalam  yd- 
jayet,  I  do  not  believe  that  your  Highness  will  allow 

a  S'udra  to  sacrifice)  ;  yad  vd,  or,  or  else,  whether, 
(in  the  writings  of  commentators  yad  vd  generally 
occurs  when  an  alternative   reading  or  meaning  is 

proposed,  and  may  commonly  be  translated  by  '  or,' 
'or  else'):  in  philosophical  writings  yah  is  said  to 
be  used  as  a  synonymn  for  piinishah :   [cf.  Zend 

ya :  Gr.  S-s,  TJ,  o,  u>a,  uis :  Golh.ja-bai, '  if;'  jau, 
'whether:'   Lith.  ji-n,  'he;'  ji,  'she;'  ju,  'it:' 
Slav,  i,  ja,  je-l  —  Yad-dhandas,  as,  as,  a»,  having 
which  metre.—  Ya6-fhlla,  as,  a,  am  (yad  + .«/«). 
having  which  disposition.  —  Yat-kara,  as,  i,  am, 
which  doing  or  undertaking.  —  Yat-kdma,  Of,  a, 
ftm,  Ved.   which  desiring,   wishing  which.  —  Y/it- 

"1,    ind.,  Ved.   with    which    view   or   design. 
—  Y'tt-kdranam  or  yat-kdrandt,  ind.  for  which 
cause  or  reason,  on  which  account,  in  consequence 
of  which;    since,  because,   as,  while.  —  Yat-kdrin, 

,  i,  which  doing  or  undertaking.  —  Yat-kiiii!e- 

dam  (' Va-iVanO,  the  commencement  of  the  sacred 
text  Rig-veda  VII.   89,   5,  (incorrectly  read  yat- 

-  Yiit-Mtf,  ind.  on  account  of  which, 
or  which  reason,  wherefore,  why.-  Yat-kratu,  us, 
tw,  u,  Ved.  having  which  resolution,  forming  which 
m.-},,d-«Um-e,  ind.  in  the  absence  ot"  which 
>r  want  of  which,   in  default  of  which.  -  lad- 

fern,  having  which  object  in  view,  hav- 
ing which  intention  ;  (n,,,,  f),  ind.  on  which  account, 

for  which  purpose,  for  the  sake  of  which,  wherefore! 
why,  &r. :  as,  since,  when,  because,  whereas.—  1 'ad- 
dtmalca,  at,  Hid,  am,  having  which  being  or  exist- 

ence. —  Yad-rtti'ha,  f.  acting  as  one  lists,  following 
one's  own  inclination,  self-will,  spontaneity,  wilful 
ness,  independence,  (according  to  native  lexicogra- 

phers =  svairitd,  «recVAa,  svdtthandya,  nirni- 
mitta} ;  accident,  an  accidental  occurrence  or  event, 

chance,  contingence,  (yad-ridt'hayd,  as  one  likes, 
of  one's  own  accord,  spontaneously,  by  accident, 
accidentally,  incidentally,  by  chance,  unexpectedly)  ; 

(in  grammar)  a  noun  which  is  neither  a  generic  nor 
specific  term  nor  noun  of  agency,  one  either  not 
derived  from  authority  or  not  possessing  meaning. 
—  Yadriddhd-tas,  ind.  spontaneously,  by  accident, 

&c.  (  —  yad-ri(<!haija.  above).—  YadfUihabMjna 

(0(f/ia-ah/i°),    as,    m.    a   voluntary   or    self-offered 
witness.  —  Yadriddlid-ldb/ia-tunhta,  as,  d,  am, 
satisfied  with  obtaining  what  comes  spontaneously, 

easily  satisfied.  —  YadriMhd-saimdda,  as,  m.  acci- 
dental or  spontaneous  conversation,  incidental  inter- 
course. —  Yadri&'hika,  as,  m.,  scil.  putra,  a  son 

who  offers  himself  for  adoption.  —  Yad-devata  or 

yad-devatya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  which  god- 
head or  divinity.  —  Yad-deandva,  am,  a.,  N.  of  a 

Sfunan .  —  Yad-dhetos,  ind.  (dhetos  for  hetos,  abl.  c. 
of  hetu),  from  which  reason  or  cause,  on  which 
account.  —  Yad-bhavishya,  as,  m.  one  who  says 

'  what  will  be,'  or '  what  must  be  must  be,'  one  who 
believes  in  the  power  of  fate  ;  a  fatalist ;  N.  of  a  fish 
(in  the  HitopadeSa).  —  YadriyaA6  or  yadryand, 
ait,  drift,  ak  (fr.  yad  with  adri  substituted  for  ad 
and  rt.  and;  cf.  madryanf),  Ved.  moving  or  turn- 

ing in  which  direction,  extending  to  which  point, 

reaching  whither  or  to  what  place  or  in  which  di- 

rection, (incorrectly  written  yadranc",  yaddrat'u?.) 
—  Yad-vat,  ind.  in  which  way,  as,  (used  as  a  corre- 

lative of  tad-vat  and  evam. )  —  Yad-rada,  as,  d, 
am,  talking  anything,  talking  nonsense,  saying  no 
matter  vrha.t.~Yadvdhishthiya,  am,  n.  (fr.  yad 

vdhiehtham,  the  first  two  words  of  Rig-veda  V. 
25,  7),  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Yad-vidha,  as,  d,  am,  of 
which  sort  (  =  Lat.  qiialis).  —  Yad-v ritta,  am,  n. 
anything  which  has  occurred,  an  adventure ;  any  form 
of  yad.  —  Yan-nim ittam,  ind.  on  which  account, 
for  which  reason,  in  consequence  of  which,  through 
which.  —  Ya  n  manhish  tli  lya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
—  Yan-madhye,  ind.  in  the  centre  of  which.  —  Yan- 
ntaya,  as,  i,  am,  formed  or  consisting  of  which. 

—  Y'an-mdtra,  as,  d,  am,  having  which  measure, 
of  which  dimensions  or  circumference,  &c.  —  Yan- 
mftrdhan,  a,  m.  the  head  of  whom. 

Yada  =  yad  above,  (occurring  only  in  the  form 
yadam  at  the  end  of  an  adverbial  comp.) 

Yadd,  ind.  at  what  time,  when,  whenever,  (gene- 
rally followed  in  the  correlative  clause  by  tadd  or 

tatas  or  tarhi  or  in  Ved.  by  dd  it) ;  whereas, 
since,  as;  if;  yadd  yadd,  whenever;  yadd  tadd, 
at  any  time  whatsoever;  yadd  yadd — tadd  tadd, 
as  often  as — so  often  ;  yadaiva — tadaica,  when 
indeed — then  indeed ;  yadd  prabhriti — tadd  pra- 
llifiti,  from  whatever  time — from  that  time  forward ; 

yadd-kudd-fa,  Ved.  as  often  as,  whenever ;  yadd- 
kadd-i'it,  at  any  time;  na  yaild-kndd-dit,  never 
at  any  time :  yadd  is  sometimes  joined  in  the  same 
sentence  with  other  relatives  used  indefinitely  (e.  g. 

i/o  'Hi  yasya  yaild  ntdnsam,  when  any  one  eats he  flesh  of  any  one). 

Yadi,  ind.  (in  Ved.  sometimes  lengthened  to  yadl), 
if,  in  case  that ;  whether ;  if  haply,  if  perchance ;  pro- 

vided that,  when.  As  a  conjunction  meaning  '  if,' 
yadi  is  sometimes  joined  with  the  present  indicative 
e.g.  yadijivati  bhadrdni  pafyati,  if  he  live  he 
kvill  behold  prosperity) ;  sometimes  with  the  poten- 
:ial  (e.  g.  yadl  rdjd  dandam  na  pranayet,  if  the 
dng  were  not  to  inflict  punishment ;  or  with  omis- 

sion of  yadi,  e.g.  rrtkn  liani/dd  ajdm,  if  a  wolf 
should  kill  a  goat) ;  sometimes  with  the  future  (e.  g. 
jadi  na  karishyanti  tat,  if  they  will  not  do  that) ; 
lometimcs  with  the  aorist  or  even  imperfect  or  perfect 

e.g.  yadi  I'rajd-patir  na  vapur  asrdkshit,  if 
he  Creator  had  not  created  the  body ;  yady  clan 

a  me  'kathai/at,  if  he  were  not  to  tell  me  that ; 
yady  aha,  if  he  had  said) ;  sometimes  with  the  con- 

ditional (e.  g.  yady  anujiidm  addsyat,  if  he  should 
give  permission)  ;  sometimes  yadi  may  be  translated 

by  '  that  '  (e.  g.  ndianse  yadi  jlvanti,  I  do  not 
expect  that  they  are  alive)  ;  rarely  yadi  is  joined 
redundantly  with  dcd  (e.  g.  yadi  (et  sydt,  if  it 
should  be)  ;  or  with  purii  (e.  g.  purd  yadi  patydmi, 

before  that  I  see)  ;  yady-api,  even  if,  although, 

(followed  by  tathdpi,  q.  v.,  or  tadapi  in  the  corre- 
lative clause)  ;  yadi  ra,  or  if,  or  whether  ;  or  else,  or  ; 

or  rather  (  =  atha  ra)  ;  yadi  —  yadi  vd,  yadi  vd  — 

yarii  rd,  yadi  vd  —  vd,  if  —  or  if,  whether  —  or. 
Yadiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  whom,  whose, 

belonging  to  which  or  what,  (yadiya-kariindt, from  whose  favour.) 

yadavajadavarya,  N.  of  a Saman. 

•ttfj  yadu,  MS,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  hero 
(often  mentioned  in  the  Veda  together  with  Turvasa 
or  Turvasu,  and  described  as  preserved  by  Indra  during 
an  inundation,  see  Rig-veda  I,  1  74,  9)  ;  N.  of  a  son 

of  Yayati,  (in  the  later  mythology  Yadu  and  Puru 
are  both  sons  of  Yayati,  the  fifth  monarch  of  the 
lunar  dynasty,  Krishna  being  descended  from  Yadu 

[cf.  yadu-ndtha  below],  and  both  Bharata  and 
Kuru,  the  ancestor  of  the  Pjndu  princes,  being 
descended  from  Puru  ;  Yadu  is  also  described  as  a 
brother  of  Turvasu)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu  (king  of 

Cedi)  ;  of  a  son  of  Hary-asva  ;  (according  to  some) 
N.  of  a  country  on  the  west  of  the  Jumna  river, 
about  Mathura  and  VrindS-vana,  over  which  Yadu 

ruled,  (according  to  other  authorities  the  kingdom 
of  Yadu  is  the  Dakshina  or  peninsula  of  India); 

(avas),  m.  pi.  the  family  and  descendants  of  Yadu 

[cf.  yddava]  ;  =  daiSdrhdh,  q.  v.  —  Yadu-kulodvaha 
Cla-utf)  or  yadudvaha,  as,  m.  'supporter  of  the 
family  of  Yadu,'  N.  of  Krishna.  —  Yadu-dhra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Yadu-ndtha,  as,  or  yadu- 

pati,  is,  m.  'lord  of  the  Yadus,'  N.  of  Krishna. 
—  Yadu-pungava,  as,  m.  a  chief  of  the  Yadus. 
—  Yadu-vanfa,  as,  m.  the  family  of  Yadu.  —  Ya- 
dtt-i-lra-mukhya,  as,  m.  '  leader  of  the  heroes  of 
Yadu,'  N.  of  Krishna.  —  Yadu-treihtha,   as,   m. 

'  best  of  the  Yadus,'  N.  of  Krishna. 

•M^wil   yad-riccha,   yad-dhetos,   yad-vat, Sec.     See  col.  2. 

yady-api.    See  under  yadi  above. 

H  f^^yadriyand,  yadryaM.    See  col.  2. 
Tfglyadca,  f.  —  buddhi,  perception,  mind, intelligence  (?). 

llfidj  yantavya,  yanti,  yantri,  &c.     See 

p.  809,  Col.  2. 

Mrdl    yantr  (more  properly  regarded  as \  a  Nom.  fr.  yantra,  p.  809,  col.  2,  cf. 

yantraya),  cl.  I.  10.  P.  yantrati,  yantrayati, 
&c.,  to  restrain,  curb,  check,  bind,  fasten,  confine  ; 
to  strain  ;  to  force. 

Yantrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  restraining,  control- 
ling, curbing,  checking,  binding,  fastening,  confining  ; 

restraint,  restriction,  limitation,  (dluira-yantrana, 
restriction  in  diet)  ;  a  means  of  fastening,  bond, 

bandage;  the  application  of  a  bandage  (also  d,  f.)  ; 
constraint,  compulsion,  force,  torturing,  pain,  anguish, 
(in  these  senses  also  d,  f.)  ;  guarding,  protecting, 

protection  ;  (i),  f.  a  wife's  younger  sister. Yantr  ita,  as,  d,  am,  restrained,  curbed,  checked  ; 
bound,  fastened,  fettered,  confined  ;  bound  by,  sub- 

ject to  ;  one  who  strains  every  nerve,  one  who 
makes  exertions  or  takes  pains.  —  Yantrita-lcatka, 

as,  a,  am,  restrained  in  speech,  constrained  to  be 
silent.  —  Yantrita-sdyalca,  as,  m.  one  who  has  fixed 

an  arrow  (in  a  kind  of  self-acting  bow  or  machine 
which  discharges  itself  when  touched). 

T«?f  yantra,  yantraya,  yantrin,  &c.  See 
p.  809,  cols.  2,  3. 

yan-maya,  yan-matra.     See  col.  2. 



yabh,  cl.  i.  P.  yabhati,  yayabha, 
,  yapsyati,  ayaps'it,  yabdhmn,  to  know carnally,    have   sexual    intercourse    with,    lie   with  • 

Desid.  A.  yiyapsate,  to  desire  sexual  intercourse 
Yabhana,  am,  n.  copulation,  sexual  intercourse. 
Xabhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  carnally  known. 
Yiyapsyamdna,  as,  a,  am  (ft.  the  Desid.),  desir- ing to  be  carnally  known. 

^m  yam  (connected  with  rt.  2.  yat), 
\  cl   i.  P.  yaddhati  (Ved.  and  ep.  also  A. 

yaddhate,  Ved.  also  yamali,  -te),  yaydma  (2nd 
sing,  yayantka  or  yemitha,  3rd  pi.  P.  yemus  vd 
sing.  A.  yeme,  3rd  pi.  yemire,  Part.  A.  yemdna) 
yansyah,  ayansit  (Vedic  forms  are  yamat,  yansi 
yamus,  yandiii,  yanta,  yantam,  yamat,  yans~an 
ayansam,  aydn,  ayansi,  yansate,  ayansata), 'van- turn,  yamitum  (Ved.  yamam,  yautave,  yami- tavai),  to  sustain,  support,  hold  up,  maintain  (Ved  )  • 
to  support  one's  self  (A.,  Ved.);  to  raise,  hold  up,' lit  up  (Ved.);  to  raise  (a  sound,  &c    Ved)-  to 
stretch  out,  extend,  spread  (Ved.);  to  keep  in,  hold back,  restrain,  check,  stop,  rein,  curb,  tame,  govern 
control,  regulate,  suppress;  to  offer,  present;  grant! >estow,  confer,  give  to  any  one  (with  loc.  or  dat )  •  to 
present  with  anything  (inst.,  Ved.) ;  to  offer  or  resign 
one  s  self,  give  one's  self  up  to  (A.,  Ved.) ;  to  dis- 

play, exhibit  (Ved.);  to  go,  approach  (Ved.):  Pass 
yamyate,  ayami,  to  be  raised  or  lifted  up,  &c 
(Ved.);  to  be  held  back  or  restrained,  &c. ;  to  be 
offered,  &c. :    Caus.  yamayati,   (or  according  to others)  yamayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  aylyamat,  to  cause 
to  hold  back  or  restrain,  &c. ;  to  restrain,  hold  in 
check,  keep  in  order,  control ;  to  offer,  give,  present 
serve  with  (food,  &c.) :  Desid.  yiyansati:  Intens' yanyamyate,  yanyamiti,  yanyanti;  [cf.  Gr.  fij 
ia,  j^na,  tffiepos :  Lat.  jijunits,  frcena,  emo  ( sumo)  sub-imo,  demo  (for  de-imo):  Lith.  imm 
to  take :  Slay,  imami :  Russ.  imaju :  Hib.  ioma 

mm,  •  I  drive,  force,  compel ;'  iomain, '  a  driving. Xaddhat,  an,  anti,  at,  restraining,  controlling 
Yatthamana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  stretching  ou extending ;  distributing. 
Tata,  as,  d,  am,  restrained,  held   in,   curbe 

kept  in  check,  governed,  &c.;   limited,  moderat 
temperate;  (am),  n.  the  spurring  or  guiding  of  a 
elephant  by  means  of  the  rider's  feet.  -  Yata-gi ir,ir,  ir,  one  who  restrains  speech,  keeping  silence 
[cf.  yata-vad.]-Yatan-i-ara,  as,  m.,  Ved.   on 
who  regulates,  a  regulator,  (Say.  =  yamana-kartri 

(ala-ftlta,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  controls  th 
thoughts  or  restrains  the  feelings,  subdued  in  mind 
-  Yatadittatman  (°ta-df),  d,  d,  a,  one  who  con 
trols  the  soul  and  spirit,  of  subdued  or  well-governe 
mind.  -  Yata-manyu,  us,  us,  u,  restraining  or  con trolling  anger.-  Yata-manasa,  as,  a,  am,  =  yata ditta  above. -Yata-maithuna,  as,  d,  am,  abstain 
mg  from  sexual  intercourse  or  restraining  all  desir 
for  it.-Yafa-raAfti,  is,  fc,  j,  Ved.  having  wel held  or  guided  reins.  -  Yatavak-tva,  am,  n    the stole  of  being  restrained  in  speech,  reticence.  -  Yata- 
vaf,  k,  k,  k,  restraining  speech,  observing  silence 
eticent.  -  Yata-vrata,  as,  a,  am,  observing  vows keeping  to  engagements,  holding  to  any  promisee 

observance -Yala-srud,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  raising  or lifting  up  the  sacrificial  ladle,  stretching  out  or  extend- 
ing the  ladle ;  [cf.  udyata-srud.]  -  Yatdtman  (°ta- 

at  ),  a,  a,  a,  self-restrained,   restraining  or  curbing 
the  soul   governing  one's  self.  -  Yatdtma-vat,  an, ati  at,  having  a  subdued  mind,  self-restrained.-  Ya- 

«"-o  (  ta-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  abstaining  from  food temper;  te  in  eating,  abstemious.-  Yatendnya  <°ta- n  ),as,  a,  am,  having  the  organs  of  sense  restrained of  subdued  passions,  chaste  pure 
2.  I"*,",  f.  (for  I.  see  p.  805,  col.  i),  restraint, control,  check;  guidance;  stopping,  ceasing,  rest term;  a  pause  (in  music);  caesura  (in  prosody)-  a 

widow,  (,„  this  sense  also  yati;  cf.  yatini) ;  (is) m.  an  ascetic  devotee,  one  who  has  restrained  his 
passions  and  abandoned  the  world  ;  N.  of  a  mythical 
race  of  ascetics  (connected  with  the  Bhrigus  and, 

*T»T  yabh. 

according  to  one  legend,  said  to  have  taken  part  in 
the  creation  of  the  world) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Brahma  • 
of  a  son  of  Nahusha ;  of  a  son  of  Visvamitra ;  (with 
Jamas)  N.  of  a  class  of  ascetics;  N.  of  S'iva-  = 
mkara.  -  Yati-6dndrdyana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  par- 

ticular kind  of  penance  (Manu  XI.  218)  —Yati- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  a  Yati  or  ascetic.-  Yati- 
dharma,  as,  m.  the  duty  of  an  ascetic  or  devotee 
-  iati-dharman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  SVa-phalka -  Xatul/iarma-samuMaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work 
on  the  duties  of  ascetics.  _  Yati-pandaka,  am,  n., W.  ol  nve  stanzas  on  the  subject  of  ascetics. -  Yati- 
patra,  am,  n.  an  ascetic's  vessel,  a  wooden  vessel for  collecting  alms,  (sometimes  a  hollow  bamboo  or 
an  earthen  bowl  or  a  gourd  is  used  for  that  purpose  ) 
-  Yati-bhrashta,  as,  a,  am,  wanting  the  caaura (m  grammar  or  prosody).  _  Yati-mattkuna,  am,  n 

'  copulation  or  cohabitation  of  devotees  the  un- 
chaste hie  of  ascetics.  -Yati-varya,  as,  m.  N 

of  the  author_  of  a  commentary  on  Siro-mani's Uidhiti.  -  }  ati-vildsa,  as,  m.  a  proper  N  -  Yati- 
sdntapana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  kind  of 
penance,  (a  panda-gavya  lasting  for  three  days  ) -  taty-anuak/hdna-padd/tati,  is,  (.,  N  of  a  trea- 

tise on  the  duties  of  ascetics  by  San-kara  Ananda 
Yatin,  i  m.  =  2.  yati,  an  ascetic;  (ini),  f.  a  widow. lati.     bee  under  2.  yati,  col.  I. 
2.  yatta,  as,  a,  am  (for  i.  see  p.  804  col  5)  = 

yata,  col.  I,  (occurring  rarely  in  ep.  poetry,  and  only when  required  by  the  exigency  of  metre.) 
Yatea,  ind.  having  restrained,  having  curbed  or 

Yantavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  held  in  or  restrained  •  to be  checked  or  controlled,  to  be  guided  or  managed 

Yanti,  is,  f.,  see  Pan.  VI.  4,  39.  .    6 Yanturam,  ace.  sing,  m.,  in  Rig-veda  III.  27,  n 
HI.  19,  2.  explained  by  Say.  as  an  irregularity  for yantaram,  and  used  as  an  epithet  of  Agni  (  =  sar- 

vasya  myantdram,  regulator  of  all). 
Yantri,ta,  tri,  tri,  restraining,  controlling;  guid- 

ing, directing,  &c.;  one  who  restrains,  a  governor 
•uler,  director,  manager,  a  guider,  driver  (of  a  chariot' 
waggon,  &c.);  an  elephant  driver  or  rider;  fixing' one  who  fixes  or  makes  fast  (Ved.);  giving,  a  giver 
(Ved);  m  Naighantuka  M.  !9.  yantdra,  is  Enu- merated among  the  yadnakarmanae. 
Yantra,  am,  n.  a  means  or  instrument  for  holdine 

or  restraining  or  fastening  anything,  a  prop,  support, 
tay,  fence    tamer;   a  fetter,   band,  fastening,  tie rtong,  cord,  rein,  trace,  harness;   a  surgical  Ltm- ment   (especially   any    blunt    instrument,    such    as tweezers,  a  vice,   &c.,  opposed    to   tastra);    any istrument,  machine,  engine,  implement,  apparatus 

vessel,  appliance,  (kupa-yantra,  a  machine  for  draw- 
ing water  from  a  well ;  cf.  jala-y°,  taila-f,  gola- 

y ')•,  a  lock,  bolt,  Sec.;  restraining,  res traim,  con- straint,  force,  (yantrena,  forcibly,  violently)-    an amulet,  a  diagram  of  a  mystical  nature  or  astrological character  used  as  an  amulet.  -  Yantm-karandikd, 
f.  a  kind  of  magical  basket.  -  Yantrakarma-'krit, ,  m.  a  person  who  makes  instruments  or  machines machinist,  artisan.  -  Yantra-yamda,  as,  m.  an 
nage  of  Garuda  mechanically  contrived  to  move  by tselt.  -  Yantra-griha,  am,  n.  an  oil-mill ;  a  manu- zA™y-Yantra-gola,  as,    m.   a   kin*   of  pea 
-  Yantra-teshtita,  am,  n.  any  magical  work  or peration,  enchantment.  -  Yanlra-takshan    S   m constructer  of  machines,  maker  of  instruments;  a reparer  of  charms  or  spells.  -  Yantra-dridha   as 
am,  secured  by  a  lock  or  bolt  (as  a  doo'r).'-  Yan- a-dhara-gr^a,  am,  n.  a  room  fitted  up  with  a ind  of  shower-bath,  a  bath-room  with  flowing  water- cf.  dkara-ynhal-Yantra-ndla,  am,  n    a  me- hanical  p.pe  or  tube,  the  pipe  of  a  well.  -  Yantra- 

utraka  as,  iki,  m.  f.  a  mechanical  doll  or  puppet ted  w.th  strings  or  any  contrivance  for  movin/the 
mbs.  -  Yantra-peehanl,  f.  a  hand-mill.  -  Yantra- 
•akdsa,   a,     m.,   N.   of  a    work   (attributed    to xhm-p^.-Yantra-pravdha,  as,  m.  an  arti- lal  stream  of  water,  machine  for  watering  -  Yan 
i-maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting  of  a  machine,  arti- 

yama. 
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finally  made  or  constructed.  -  Yantra-mdtrika,  (.. 
N.  of  one  of  the  sixty-four  Kalas.  _  Yantra-mdrqa as,  m  an  aqueduct,  canal.-  Yantra-mukta,  as  d 
am,  thrown  by  any  kind  of  machine  (said  of  wea- 

pons). -  Yantra-yu.Ua,  as,  d,  am,  furnished  with 
(all   necessary)  implements  or  apparatus,  (yantra- 
yulita  nauh,  a  boat  fitted  out  with  oars  sails  &c  ) 
- •  lantra-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  or  furnished with  , i  machine --Yantra-sara,  as,  m.  a  missile 
shot  off  by  machinery.  -  Yantra-sutra,  am,  n.  the 
cord  attached  to  a  jointed  doll  or  puppet.  -  Yantrd- 
kara  (  ra-ak°)  and  yantroddhara  Cra-utf)  as 

m,  N.  of  two  works. _ Yantrdr&dha  (°ra-'ar°) as,  a  am,  fixed  or  mounted  on  the  revolving  engine (of  the  universe).  -Yantralaya  (°ra-dF),  as,  m. 
a  printing-office,  press.  _  Yantrotkshiptopala  ("ra- 

nt,  ta-up  ),  as,  m.  a  stone  shot  off  by  a  machine (sling,  balhsta,  &c.)._  Yantropala  (°ra-up°),  a 
am,  m.  n.  a  mill-stone,  mill. 
Yantraka,  as,  ika,  am,  restraining,  a  restrainer 

tamer,  subduer;  (as),  m.  one  acquainted  with  instru- 
ments or  machinery,  a  maker  of  instruments  or machines,  machinist,  artisan ;  (am),  n.  a  bandage 

(in  medicine) ;  a  turner's  wheel,  lathe. 
Yantraya,  Norn.  P.  yantrayati,  -yitum,  to  bind 

confine,  restrain,  (see  rt.  yantr) ;  to  put  on  bandages, «c. ;  to  place  in  splints,  &c. 
Yantrin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  or  furnished  with  har- 

ness or  trappings  (said  of  a  horse) ;  furnished  with  an amulet;  tormenting,  a  tormentor,  harasser,  painer; 
(tni),  f.  a  wife's  younger  sister. 
Yama,  at,  m.  a  rein,  curb,  bridle  (Ved.) ;    a driver,   charioteer  (Ved.);    restraining,  controlling 

taming,  keeping  in  check,  restraint,  (vdddm  yamah 
restraint  of  words,  silence);  self-control, 'any  great' moral  duty  or  observance,  (as  opposed  to  niyama 
a  minor  duty  or  observance,  see  Manu  IV    304- some  of  the  Yamas  are  as  follow,  'restraining  the 
organs  of  sense,'  -chastity,  and  the  control  of  all 
sensual  desires,'  •  refraining  from  violence  or  injury  ' '  patience,1 '  truthfulness,'  •  honesty') ;  a  twin,  one  of 
a  pair  or  couple,  a  fellow,  (yamau,  •  the  twins,'  an epithet  of  the  A^vins  and  of  their  twin  children  by M5drl,  called  Nakula  and  Sahadeva) ;  a  symbolical 
expression  for  the  number  two;  N.  of  the  god  who 
presides  over  the  Pitris,  q.y.,  and  rules  the  spirits  of 
the  dead,  (he  is  regarded  in  Post-vedic  mythology 
as  the  appointed  Judge  and  •  Restrainer'  or  Punisher 
t  the  dead,  in  which  capacity  he  corresponds  to  the Greek  Pluto  and  to  Minos;  he  is  one  of  the  eight 

guardians  of  the  world  as  regent  of  the  South  quarter 
m  which  direction   in  some  region   of  the  lowe^ world  is  his  abode,  called  Yama-pura ;  thither  a  sou! 
when  it  leaves  the  body,  is  said  to  repair,  and  there 
after  the  recorder,  Cirra-gupta,  has  read  an  account 

its  actions  kept  in  a  book  called  Agra-sandhSnl 
it  receives  a  just  sentence,  either  ascending  to  heaven 
or  to  the  world  of  the  Pitris  or  being  driven  down 
to  one  of  the  twenty-one  hells   [called  the  awful provinces  of  the  kingdom  of  Yama]  to  be  born 
again,  after  undergoing   its   appointed   recompense 
ot  bliss  or  pain,  in  higher  or  lower  forms  of  being  • in  unison  with  these  functions  Yama  is  sometimes 
called  'king  of  Justice'  or   simply  -Justice'  [see a/iarma-raja,  dharma],  sometimes  •  Rod-bearer ' • '  Noose-bearer'  [see  danda-dkara,  patM,  some- 

times '  lord  of  the  Pitris  or  Manes'  [see pitri-patH sometimes  -king  of  Death'  or  simply  -Death'  fsee mntywdj,  mrityu,  kdla,   antaka],   sometimes 
god  of  the  SYaddha'  [see  ̂ Sddha-deea] :  in  the Vana-parvan  of  the  Maha-bharata,  1.  16^4  where there  ,s  a  story  of  his  appearing  to  a  dying  man,  he is  described  as  dressed  in  blood-red  garments,  with 

a  glittering  form,  a  crown  on  his  head,  glowing eyes  and,  like  Varuna,  holding  a  noose,  with  which binds  the  spirit  after  drawing  it  from  the  body 
m  size  about  the  measure  of  a  man's  thumb :  he  is otherwise  represented  as  grim  in  aspect,  green  in 

colour,  dotn  d    in    re(]>   rjdi       on  f  b-ftg holding  a  club  in  one  hand  and  noose  in  the  other  • 
ne  is  said  to  possess  two  four-eyed  watch-dogs,  called 

9U 
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yama-kulindi. 

yamund. Karhura  [  =  Cerbcrtis  f],  'spotted,'  and  Syama, 
•  dark,"  which  guard  the  road  to  his  abode :  in  the 
later  mythology  he  is  always  represented  as  a  terrible 
deity  inflicting  tenures,  called  yiitana,  on  departed 
souls :  according  to  some  the  earlier  legends  point 

to  the  original  meaning  of  his  name  being  *  twin,' 
and  make  him  a  kind  of  first  man.'Yama  and  his 
twin  sister  YamI  being  the  first  pair  of  beings 

bora  from  Vivasvat,  '  the  Sun,'  and  his  wife  Sa- 
ranyO  ;  the  seventh  Manu,  another  form  of  the  first 
man,  being  also  born  from  the  Sun,  and  so  regarded 
as  a  brother  of  Yama,  [see  especially  Rig-veda  X.  IO, 
part  of  which  is  ascribed  to  the  authorship  of  Yama 
Vaivasvata,  and  cf.  Valvasvata]  ;  Yama  is,  how- 

ever, described  as  resisting  sexual  alliance  with  his 
sister;  Yama  is  also  regarded  as  the  regent  of 

the  Nakshatra  ApabharanI  or  BharanI,  see  yama- 
deeatd) ;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  hymn  to  Vishnu ; 

of  the  author  of  a  Dharma-s'astra ;  of  the  planet 
Saturn,  (Saturn  being  regarded  as  the  son  of  Vivasvat 

and  ChayS) ;  of  one  of  Skanda's  attendants  (men- 
tioned together  with  Ati-yama) ;  a  crow  [cf.  yama- 

dutaka] ',  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  deities  with 
Buddhists ;  (t),  f.,  N.  of  Yama's  twin  sister,  who  is 
identified  in  Post-vedic  mythology  with  the  river 
goddess  Yamun5  ;  {am},  n.  a  pair,  brace,  couple ; 
^in  gram.)  the  twin  letter  of  any  consonant,  (when  a 
nasal  consonant  follows  immediately  after  one  of  the 
four  other  consonants  in  each  class,  the  consonant 

preceding  the  nasal  may  be  doubled,  and  the  inter- 
posed letter  is  then  called  its  yama  or  twin,  thus  in 

kkit,  the  interposed  k  is  a  yama;  but  this  inter- 
posed letter  is  generally  understood,  and  not  written 

in  practice)  ;  pitch  of  the  voice,  tone  of  utterance, 

key;  (as,  a  or  i,  am),  twin-born,  twin,  double, 
coupled,  paired.—  Yama-kdlindl,  f.,  N.  of  Sanjfis 
(wife  of  the  Sun  and,  according  to  one  account, 

mother  of  Yama).  —  Yama-kinkara,  as,  m.  Yama's 
servant,  a  messenger  of  death.  —  Yama-kita,  as,  m. 
a  wood-louse;  an  earth-worm.  —  Yama-klla,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Yama-ketu,,  us,  m.  Yama's 
ensign  or  mark ;  a  sign  of  death.  —  Yama-koti,  is, 
or  yama-kott,  (.,  N.  of  a  mythical  town  (fabled 

by  astronomers  to  be  situated  90°  or  1235  Yojanas 
east  of  Lan-ki).  —  Yama-kshaya,  as,  m.  Yama's 
abode.  —  Yama-gdthd,  f.  a  verse  or  hymn  treating 
of  Yama.  —  Yama-gtta,  am,  n. '  the  hymn  of  Yama 

(in  praise  of  Vishnu),'  N.  of  the  seventh  chapter  of 
the  third  book  of  the  Vishnu-Purana,  in  which  Yama 
instructs  his  ministers  to  keep  clear  of  the  worshippers 

of  Vishnu,  that  god's  votaries  being  admitted  by  him 
to  be  exempt  from  his  authority.  —  Yama-ghanta, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astronomical  Yoga.  —  Yama-ghna, 

at,  m.  'destroying  Yama  or  death,'  epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —  Yamaha,  as,  a,  am,  twin-born ;  (as), 
m.  a  twin ;  (au),  m.  du.  twins.  —  Yama-jata  or 
yama-jataka,  as,  a,  am,  =  yama-ja  above.— Ya- 

rna-jit,  t,  m.  'conqueror  of  Yama,'  N.  of  Siva. 
—  Yaina-jihva,  f.  '  Yama's  tongue,'  N.  of  a  pro- 

curess (in   Katha-sarit-s.  LVII.   59).  —  Yama-tar- 
pana,  am,  n.  presenting  libations  to  Yama  on  the 
fourteenth  day  of  the  dar  k  half  of  the  month  ASvina. 

—  Yama-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Yama- 
tva,  am,  n.   the  being  Yama,  the  name  Yama. 
—  Yama-danshtra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura ;  of  a 
Rikihasa;   of  a  warrior  on  the  side  of  the  gods; 

!»',  i.  Yama's  tooth,  (Yamadanshtriintaram  ga- 
lah,  one  who  has  fallen  into  the  jaws  of  Yama  or 
Death)  ;  (as),  f.  pi.  the  last  eight  days  of  the  month 
Asvina  and  the  whole  of  KSrttika  considered  as  a 
period  of  general  sickness.  -  Yama-danda,  as,  m. 

Yama's  rod.  —  Yama-iluta,  as,  m.  Yama's  messenger or  minister  (employed  to  bring  the  souls  of  the  dead 
Yama's  judgment-seat,  and  thence  conduct  them 

)  their  final  destination)  ;  a  crow  (as  boding  evil or  death) ;  (J),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  nine  Samidhs. 
•  tama-dutaka,   as,   m.  Yama's    messenger   or 

minister;  a  crow  ;  (,'foi),  f.  Indian  tamarind. _ Ya- 
ma-i/fvat,-,,   (.,  N.  of  the   lunar  asterism  BharanI as  presided  over  by  Yama,  (also  am,  n.)-  Yama- 
dairatn,  as,  a,  am,  having  Yama  for  lord  or  ruler. 

—  Yama-druma,  as,  m.  'Yama's  tree,'  Bombax 
Heptaphyllum.  —  Yama-dvitlyd,  (.,  N.  of  the  second 
day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Karttika  (when 
brothers  and  sisters  dress  up  and  exchange  gifis  and 
compliments  in  allusion  to  the  attachment  of  Yama 
and  his  sister  YamI ;  cf.  bhrdtri-dmtiyd).  —  Yama- 

drlpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  island.  —  Yama-dhani,  f. 
Yama's  dwelling  or  abode.  —  Yama-dhiira,  a*,  m. 
a  kind  of  double-edged  weapon.—  Yama-nakthatra, 

am,  n.  Yama's  asterism  or  lunar  mansion,  (see  above 
under  yama.)  —  Yama-rarfra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  hav- 

ing Yama  as  a  guide  or  leader.—  Yama-pas'a,  as, 
m.  the  snare  or  noose  of  Yama.  —  Yama-pura,  am, 
n.  the  city  or  abode  of  Yama,  (see  above  under 

yama.)  —  Tama-purusha,  as,  m.  Yama's  servant  or 
minister.  —  Yama-prastha-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
town,  where  Yama  was  especially  worshipped.  —  Ya- 

ma-priya,  as,  a,  am,  dear  to  Yama,  beloved  by 
Yama;  (as),  m.  the  Indian  fig-tree,  Ficus  Indica. 

—  Yama-bhaginl,  (.  '  Yama's  sister,'  the  river  Ya- 
munS  or  Jumna.  —  Yama-mdrya,  as,  m.  Yama's 
road  or  path.  —  Yamamdrga-gamana,  am,  n.  the 

going  or  entering  on  Yama's  road,  receiving  the 
recompense  for  one's  actions.  —  Yama-ydtand,  f. 
the  torment  or  torture  inflicted  by  Yama.  —  Yama- 

ratlia,  as,  m. '  Yama's  vehicle,"  i.e.  a  buffalo.  —  Ya- 
ma-rdj,  t,  m.  king  Yama.  —  Yama-rdja,  as,  m. 
king  Yama ;  N.  of  a  physician.  —  Yama-rdjan,  a, 
m.  king  Yama;  (a,  d,  a),  Ved.  having  Yama  as 

king,  subject  to  Yama.  —  Yam a-rdjya  or  yama- 

rdshtra,  am,  n.  Yama's  kingdom,  the  dominion  of 
Yama.  —  Yamarksha  (°ma-rik°),  am,  n.,  Ved.  a 
lunar  mansion  or  asterism  supposed  to   be   under 

Yama  or  Saturn.  —  Yama-loka,  as,  m.  Yama's  world, 
the  region  of  Yama.  —  Yama-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  pos- 

sessing restraint,  one  who  governs  himself  or  keeps 
the  passions  in  subjection,  self-restrained,  temperate, 
moderate.  —  Yama-vatsd,  f.,  Ved.  a  cow  bearing 

twin  calves.  —  Yama-vdhana,  as,m.'  Yama's  vehi- 
cle," i.  e.  a  buffalo.  —  Yama-vishaya,  at,  m.  Yama's 

realm  or  empire.  —  Yama-vrata,  am,  n.  a  religious 

observance  or  vow  made  to  Yama ;  Yama's  method 
or  manner  (i.  e.  punishing  offences  without  regard 
to  persons  or  without  partiality,  as  one  of  the  duties 
of  kings,  see   Manu  IX.  307) ;    N.  of  a   Sainan. 
—  Yama-tikha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vetsla.— Yama- 
sYaya,  as,  m.  the  residence  or  place  of  resort  of  Yama, 
the  Southern  quarter.  —  Yama-4reshtha,  as,  d,  am, 
among  whom  Yama  is  the  chief  or  takes  precedence 

(said  of  the  Pitris).  —  Yama-iva,  as,  m.  Yama's 
dog,  (see  under  yama.)  —  Yama-sadana,  am,  n. 
Yama's  seat  or  abode.  —  Yama-sabha,  as,  d,  m. 
f.  Yama's  council  or  court  of  justice,  the  tribunal 
of  Yama.  —  Yamasabhiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to 

Yama's  court  of  justice.  —  Yama-sdt,  ind.  to  the 
power  of  Yama ;   yamasdt  kri,  to  make  over  to 
Yama,  deliver  over  to  the  god  of  death ;  y amount 
kriia,  made  over  to  or  devoted  to  Yama,  sent  to 

Yama.  —  Yama-sddana,  am,  n.  Yama's  seat  or 
abode  (  =  yama-sadana).  —  Yama-sS,  us,  f.  bring- 

ing forth  twins ;  (us),  m.  Yama's  father,  the  Sun. 
—  Yama-sukta,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  hymn  in  honour 
of  Yama.  —  Yamo-siirya,  am,  n.  a  building  with 
two  halls  or  porches,  one  with  a  western,  the  other 
with  a  northern  aspect.  —  Yama-stoma,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  an  Ekaha.  —  Yama-svasri,  sd,  f. '  Yama's  sister,' 
N.  of  the  river  Yamuna  (commonly  called  Jumna) ;  N. 

of  DurgS.  —  Yama-hdrdikd,  {.,  N.  of  one  of  Devi's 
female  attendants.  —  Yama-hdsetSi'ara-tlrtha  (°»a- 

iOi  am>  "•>  N-  ofa  Tlrtha.-  Yamdtiriitra  ('mo- 
at'), as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  Sattra  of  forty-nine  days 

duration.  —  Yamadartiana-trayodafi  (°ma-o<f ), 
f.,  N.  of  a  particular  thirteenth  lunar  day.  ••  Yamd- 

dan'anatrayodasl-vrata,  am,  n.  a  religious  observ- 
ance on  the  above  day,  (those  who  perform  this  are 

said  to  be  exempted  from  seeing  Yama.)  —  Yamd- 

ditya  (°ma-dtl°),  as,  m.  a  particular  form  of  the 
sun.  —  Yamdmiga  (°ma-an°),  as,  a,  am,  following 
Yama,  being  in  attendance  on  Yama.  —  Yamajm- 

<*ara  (°ma-a»°),  as,  m.  a  servant  or  attendant  of 

Yama.  —  Yamantaka  (°ma-an°),  as,  m.  Yama  (re- 

garded) as  the  destroyer  or  god  of  death  [cf.  kiilan- 
taka] ;  'Yama's  destroyer,'  N.  of  S"iva;  (an),  m. 
du.  Yama  and  the  god  of  death.  —  Yamari  (°mo- 

ari),  is,  m.  'Yama's  enemy,'  N.  of  Vishnu.—  1'a- 
mdlaya  (°ma-dl~),  as,  m.  Yama's  abode.  —  Yameia 
(°ma-is'a),  as,  d,  am,  having  Yama  as  lord  or 
chief;  (am),  n.  the  Nakshatra  BharanI.  —  Yamt- 

svara  (°ma-is'°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga. 
Yamalca,  as,  m.  restraint,  check,  8cc.,=yama, 

(in  this  sense,  according  to  some,  am,  n.)  ;  =  vrata, 
a  religious  obligation  or  observance  ;  a  twin,  one  of 
a  pair  or  couple,  a  fellow ;  scil.  sneha,  two  similar 
greasy  substances,  oil  and  ghee ;  (am),  n.  (in  medi- 

cine) a  double  band  or  bandage ;  (in  artificial  poetry) 

the  repeating  or  setting  in  opposition  in  the  same 
stanza  of  words  or  syllables  different  in  meaning  but 
similar  in  sound,  a  kind  of  play  on  words  or  parono- 

masia, (the  following  kinds  are  enumerated,  yuk- 

inlda-yamaka,  a-yuk-pdda-y°,  ddyanta-y",  pd- 
dddl-y°,  pada-madhya-y° ,  pddania-y°,  pailiitli- 

madhya-y0,  pddddyanta-y°,  madhydnta-yj,  kdn- 
oi-y°,  garbha-y°,  dakravdla-y°,  pushpa-y°,  maha- 
y°,  mithuna-y°,  vritta-y°,  mpatha-y°,  samudya- 
y°,  sarva-y",  yamakdvali-y  ) ;  N.  of  a  kind  of 
metre,  four  times  \j  w  u  w  u  ;  a  couple  of  similar 
substances  (as  serum  and  marrow,  oil  and  ghee)  ;  (as, 

d,  am),  twin,  twin-born,  fellow,  doubled,  twofold. 
—  Yamaka-kdeya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  artificial  poem 
ascribed  to  Ghata-karpara.  —  Yamaka-tva,  am,  n. 
the  being  a  Yamaka,  (see  above.) 

Yamana,  as,  i,  am,  restraining,  curbing,  taming, 

governing,  managing;  (o«),  m.  the  god  Yama; 
(am),  n.  the  act  of  restraining  or  holding,  curbing ; 
binding ;  the  being  restrained,  stopping,  ceasing, 
term,  cessation,  rest. 

Yamala,  as,  d,  am,  twin,  one  of  a  pair  or  couple, 
paired,  doubled ;  (as),  m.  a  term  for  the  number 
two;  (au),  m.  du.  twins,  a  pair,  couple,  brace;  (a), 
f.  a  kind  of  hiccough ;  N.  of  a  Tantra  deity ;  of  a 

river ;  (I),  f.  a  pair ;  a  sort  of  dress  consisting  of 
two  pieces  (body  and  petticoat) ;  (am),  n.  a  pair. 
—  Yamala-ddnti,  is,  f.   a   purificatory  ceremony 

after  the  birth  of  twins.  —  Yamaldrjuna  (°la-ar"), 
au,  m.  du.  two  Arjuna  trees  which  obstructed  the 
path  of  Krishna,  when  a  child,  and  were  uprooted 

by  him,  (according  to  Hari-varj^a  3449,  his  foster- 
mother  Ya^o-da  had  tied  him  to  an  ulukhala  or 

large  wooden  mortar,  but  such  was  the  strength  of 
the  child  that  he  not  only  dragged  away  the  mortar 
but  the  twin  Arjuna  trees  with  which   it  came  in 
contact;    these  trees  were  afterwards  personified  as 
the  enemies  of  Krishna,  and  in  the  later  mythology 

they  are  regarded  as  metamorphoses  of  Nala-kubara 
and  Mani-grTva,  two  sons  of  Kuvera.)— Yama^ar- 

junaka  (°la-ar°),  au,   m.   du.  —  yamaldrjuna. 
—  Yamaldrjuna-bhanjana,  as,  m.  or  yamaldr- 
juna-han,  d,  m.  epithet  of  Krishna   or  Vishnu. 
—  Yamalodbhava  (°la-ud°),  as,  m.  the  birth  of 
twins. 
Yamasnno,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  champing  the  bit, 

holding  the  reins  or  bridle ;  (SSy.  =  trinddikam 
ntuadchat,  holding  or  champing  grass,  &c.) 
Yamdnikd  or  yamdm,  f.  Ptychotis  Ajowan ;  [cf. 

kshetra-y°,  yavdnika."} Yamdya,  Nom.  A.  yamdyate,  -yitum,  to  repre- 
sent or  be  like  Yama,  the  god  of  death. 

Yamika,  am,  n.,  with  agastyasi/a,  N.  of  a 

Saman. 
Yamita,  as,  d,  am,  restrained,  checked,  curbed. 
Yamin,  I,  tni,  i,  restraining,  curbing,  controlling ; 

(i),  m.  one  who  restrains  himself,  a  sage  who  has  sub- 
dued his  senses ;  (ini),  f.,  Ved.  bringing  forth  twins. 

Yamishtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  guiding  or  managing 
best,  most  skilful  in  restraining  or  guiding  (horses). 

Yamu«<i,  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  commonly  called 
the  Jumna  (personified  as  YamI,  the  twin  sister  of 
Yama,  q.  v.,  and  hence  regarded  as  daughter  of  the 
Sun  as  well  as  sister  of  the  seventh  Manu  or  Manu 

Vaivasvata ;  this  celebrated  river  rises  in  the  Hima- 
laya mountains  among  the  Jumnotri  peaks  at  an 

elevation  of  10,849  feet,  and  flows  for  860  miles 
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before  it  joins  the  Ganges  at  Allahabad,  its  water 
being  there  clear  as  crystal,  while  that  of  the  Ganges 
is  yellow  ;  the  confluence  is  a  very  sacred  spot  with 
the  Hindus,  and  the  river  Sarasvati  being  supposed 
to  join  the  other  two  rivers  underground,  the  place 

is  called  tri-venl,  q.  v.) ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  the 
Muni  Matan-ga.  —  Yamunii-janaka,  as,  m.  the 
father  of  YamunS ;  N.  of  the  god  of  the  Sun. 
—  Yamund-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Ya- 
mund-<lvipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  district.  —  Yamund- 

pati,   is,   m.   '  lord   of  Yamuna,'  N.  of  Vishnu. 
—  Yamimd-prabhava,  as,  m.  the  source  of  the 
river  Yamuna  (celebrated  as  a  place  of  pilgrimage). 

—  Yamund-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  living  on  the  Yamuna. 
—  Yamund-bMd,  t,  m.,  N.  of  Bala-deva  (so  called 
from  his  having  divided  the  river  into  two  parts  with 
his   ploughshare).  —  Yamund-bhrdtri,  td,  m.  the 
brother  of  Yamuna,  i.  e.  Yama.  —  Yamunashtaka 

(°nd-ash°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  short  poem  (consisting 
of  eight  stanzas)  on  the  glories  of  the  river  Yamuna. 

—  Yamundshta-padi  (°nd-ash°),  1.,  N.  of  a  short 
poem  on  the  YamunS. 

1.  yamya,  as,  a,  am,,  restrainable,  to  be  curbed 
or  controlled. 

2.  yamya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  yama),  Ved.  being  a 

twin,  (Say.  =yama-rupa,  mithuna-bJiJUa) ;  twin- 
like,  belonging  to  twins;  (5),  f.  night,  (according 
to  Naighantuka  I.  7.) 

<4»«;  (•  n  yamadagni,  an  incorrect  reading 
for  jamad-agni. 

M*l«^«^  yamanvan,  a,  m.  or  yamanva,  f.  a 
term  for  a  form  increased  by  Vriddhi. 

M*1MI  yamaya,  N.  of  the  sixth  astrono- 
mical Yoga. 

TJWnraiJ  yamayishnu,  in  Sama-veda  I.  5, 
i,  i,  3  =  namayishnu,  q.  v. 

<4«ip>  yamala.     See  p.  810,  col.  3. 

yamunda,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

yamushadeva,  N.  of  a  kind  of 

woven  cloth  mentioned  in  Raja-tararhgini  I.  399. 

HH^«RT  yameruka,  f.  a  kind  of  drum  or 
gong  on  which  the  hours  are  struck. 

TWrfir  yayati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  celebrated 
monarch  of  the  lunar  race  (son  of  king  Nahusha, 
whom  he  succeeded ;  he  first  married  the  daughter 

of  Usanas  or  S'ukra,  Devayanl,  who  had  been  thrown 
into  a  well  by  S'armishtha,  daughter  of  Vrisha-parvan ; 
Yayati  having  found  her  and  wedded  her,  she  de- 

manded that  S'armishtha,  who  had  ill-treated  her, 
should  become  her  handmaid ;  this  was  granted,  but 
Yayati  then  fell  in  love  with  the  handmaid  and 
secretly  married  her,  for  which  the  father  of  Deva- 
yani  inflicted  on  him  premature  decay ;  from  the 
two  wives  of  YaySti  came  the  two  lines  of  the  lunar 
race,  Yadu  being  the  son  of  Devayanf,  and  Puru  of 

S'armishtha ;  Yayati  Nahusha  is  represented  as  the 
author  of  Rig-veda  IX.  101,  4-6).  —  Yaydti-darita, 
am,  n.  the  history  of  Yayati ;  N.  of  a  drama  in  seven 

acts  by  Rudra-deva  (celebrating  the  amours  of  Yayati 

and  S'armishtha).  —  Yaydti-patana,  am,  n.  *  fall  of 
Yayati,'  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Yayati- 
vijaya,  as,  m. '  Yayati's  victory,'  N.  of  a  work. 

. yayavara  for  yaydvara,  q.  v. 

yayi,  is,  is,  i,  or  yayi,  Is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt. 

I.  yd),  Ved.  going,  moving,  hastening,  swift,  quick ; 

(is),  m.  a  horse ;  a  road ;  S'iva ;  a  cloud,  (in  this 
sense  the  gender  is  doubtful.) 

Yayin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  S'iva. 
Yayivas,  van,  yuahl,  vat,  who  or  what  has  gdne. 
Yayu,  us,  us,  u,  going,  moving,  hastening,  quick, 

swift ;  (us),  m.  a  horse  fit  for  sacrifice  ('  one  running 
about  wild ')  ;  a  horse  (generally). 

*TT^  yarhi  (fr.  the  pronom.  base  3.  ya; 
its  proper  correlative  is  tarhi  or  etarhi,  but  it  may 

be  followed  by  tadd,  tatra,  atha,  &c.),  when,  at 
what  time,  whenever,  while,  whereas,  since,  as, 

because  ;  (yarhi  is  found  in  construction  with  either 
pres.  or  pot. ;  also  with  impf.  or  perf.  or  aor.) 

T^1 1.  yava,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  first  half  of 
a  month,  (generally  in  the  pi. ;  according  to  the 
commentators  = purva-jaakshdh  ;  also  written  yava) 

Yavan,  a,  m.  =  I.  yava  above. 
i.  yavya,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  col.  3),  a  month 

(as  containing  a  yava,  see  above). 

*T^  2.  yava,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  yu),  Ved. 
warding  off,  keeping  off,  averting,  preventing,  re- moving. 

Yavayavan,  a,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  keeps  off  or 
averts. 

^  3.  yava,  as,  m.  (perhaps  connected 

with  rt.  2.  yu),  barley,  (in  the  earliest  times  pro- 
bably any  grain  or  corn  yielding  flour  or  meal) ;  a 

barley-corn  ;  (as  a  measure  of  length)  a  barley-corn 
=  iy  or  (according  to  others)  ̂   of  an  anyula;  (as  a 
weight)  a  barley-corn  =  6  grains  of  white  mustard 
seed  or  (according  to  others)  =  12  mustard  seeds  = 
2  fjunja;  (in  palmistry)  a  figure  or  mark  on  the 
hand  resembling  a  barley-corn,  a  natural  line  across 
the  thumb  at  the  second  joint  compared  to  a  grain 
of  barley  and  supposed  to  indicate  good  fortune ;  N. 
of  a  particular  astronomical  Yoga,  (viz.  when  the 
favourable  planets  are  situated  in  the  fourth  and 
tenth  mansions  and  the  unfavourable  ones  in  the  first 

and  seventh) ;  speed,  velocity  (?) ;  a  double  convex 

lens(?);  [cf.  Zend  yava;  Gr.  ff<4;  Lith.jawo-g.] 
—  Yava-kri,  is,  m.  a  buyer  or  purchaser  of  barley ; 

a  proper  N. ;  [cf.  yava-krita.~\  —  Yava-krita,  as, 
m.  '  purchased  with  barley,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Bharad- 
vaja.  —  Yava-kshara,  as,  m.   an   alkali   prepared 
from  the  ashes  of  burnt  barley-straw,  saltpetre,  nitre, 
nitrate  of  potash.  —  Yava-kshetra,  am,  n.  a  field  of 

barley.  —  Yava-kshoda,  as,  m.  barley-meal.  —  Yava- 
khada,  see  Gana  Vrihy-adi  to  Pan.  V.  2,  116. 

—  Yava-godhuma-ja,  as,  a,  am,  produced  from 
barley  and  wheat,  prepared  with  barley  and  wheat. 

—  Yava-griva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  'barley-necked,' 
whose  neck  is  like  a  grain  of  barley  (said  of  a  fowl ; 

called  also  yava-siras,  q.  v.).  —  Yava-daturthl,  f.  a 
sort  of  game  played  on  the  fourth  day  in  the  light 
half  of  the  month  Vaisakha  (when  people  throw 
barley-meal  over  one  another).  —  Yava-durna,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  barley-meal.  ~Yava-ja,  as,  m.  =  yava- 
kxhdra ;    Ptychotis  Ajowan   (=yavarii).  —  Yava- 
tikta,  (.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  tonkhini).  —  Yava- 
dvipa,  as,  m.  the  island  Yava,  (also  written  jala- 
dvipa.)  —  Yava-ndla,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  grass  or 
grain,  Andropogon  Bicolor;  barley-straw  (?).—  Ya- 
•vandla-ja,  as,  m.  an  alkali  made  from  the  ashes 
of  the  above  plant,  nitre ;  [cf.  yava-kshdraJ]  —  Ya- 
va-pishta,  am,  n.  barley-meal.  —  Yava-prakhya, 
as,  a,  am,  resembling  barley-meal ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a 
particular  eruption  or  small  tumor  like  a  barley-corn. 
—  Yava-praroha,  as,  m.  a  shoot  or  ear  of  barley. 
—  Yava-phala,  as,  m.  the  bamboo  cane ;   Indian 
spikenard,  Nardostachys  Jatamansi ;  Wrightia  Anti- 
dysenterica;    the  tree  Ficus  Infectoria;   an  onion. 

—  Yava-busa,  am,  n.  the  husk  or  chaff  of  barley. 
—  Yavabusaka,  as,  a,  am,  (to  be  paid)  at  the  time 
of  the  production  of  barley-husk   (as  a  debt;    cf. 
Panini  IV.  3,  48).—  Yava-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  pos- 

sessing or  abounding  in  barley ;  containing  barley, 
mixed  with  barley;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  Gandharva; 
of  the  author  of  a  Vedic  hymn  ;  (atl),  f.  a  kind  of 
metre,  twice  —  y-u  —  w  —  o  —  »j  —  u,  v>  -  u  —  o  —  \j 

—  u  —  o  — ;   (at),  n.  abundance  of  grain  (Ved.). 
—  Yava-wiadhya,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  middle 
like  a  barley-corn,  i.  e.  stout  or  broad  in  the  centre 
and  thin  or  tapering  at  the  ends ;  (as),  m.  a  kind 
of  drum  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  metre  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind 

of  penance  ( = yava-madhyama,  q.  v.) ;  a  particular 
measure  of  length.  —  Yava-madhyama,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  lunar  penance,  (see  ddndrdyana.)  —  Yava- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  barley,  made  of 

barley.  —  Yava-mdtra,  as,  i,  am,  measuring  a  barley- 
corn, as  large  as  a  grain  of  barley.  —  Yava-mushti, 

is,  m.  f.  a  handful  of  barley.  —  Yava-laaa,  as,  m. 
nitre,  saltpetre.  —  Yava-vaktra,  as,  a,  am,  having 
a  head  or  point  like  a  grain  of  barley.  —  Yava-Mras, 
iis,  as,  as,  having  a  head  shaped  like  a  grain  of 

barley,  (see  yava-grh-a.)~  Yava-ituka  or  yava- 
iulia-ja,  as,  m.  =  yava-kshara,  a  kind  of  alkaline 
salt  prepared  from  the  ashes  of  burnt  barley-straw. 
—  Yavw-swra,  am,  n.  malt-liquor,  an  intoxicating 

drink  prepared  from  barley,  beer.  —  Yanahara  (°ra- 
ak°),  as,  d,  am,  barley-shaped,  shaped  like  a  barley- 

corn. —  Yamiyra-ja   (°va-ag°),  as,  m.  =  yava- 
kshara,  N.  of  a  plant,  Ptychotis  Ajowan  (  =  ya- 

vani).  —  Yavagrayana  (°i'a-dga),  am,  n.  the  first- 
lings or  first-fruits  of  barley.— Yavankura  (°va-an°), 

as,  m.  a  shoot  or  blade  of  barley.  —  Yavadita  (°va- 

a<?°),  as,  a,  am,  laden  with  barley.—  Yavad  (°va- 
ad),  t,  t,  t,  eating  barley,  living  on  barley.  —  Ya- 
vanna  (°va-an°),  am,  n.  barley-food,  boiled  barley. 
—  Yavapatya   (°va-ap°),  am,  n.  =  yava-kshara. 
—  Yavdmla-ja  (°va-am°),  am,  n.  sour   barley- 
gruel.  —  Yavas'ir  (°va-d^°),  ir,  ir,  ir,  mixed  or 
malted  with  barley.  —  Yavahdra  (°va-dh°),  as,  a, 
am,  having  barley  for  food,  living  on  barley.  —  Ya- 

vdhva  (°va-ah°),  as,  m.  =  yava-Ttshara.  —  Yavot- 
tha  (°va-ut°),  am,  n.  =  yavdmla-ja.—  Yavodara 
(°va-ud°),  am,  n.  the  body  or  thick  part  of  a  grain  of 
barley  used  as  a  measure  of  length.  —  Yav  orvard  (°va- 
ur°),  f.,  Ved.  a  field  sown  with  barley,  barley-field. 
Yavaka,  as,  m.  barley  ;=yava-prakdra,  a  sort 

of  barley. 

Yavakya,  as,  a,  am,  producing  barley,  sown  with 
barley,  fit  for  barley. 

Yavakshd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Yavayu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  desiring  barley  or  corn, 

(SSy.  =  yaveddhu.) 
Yavasa,  am,  n.  (according  to  some  also  as,  m.), 

grass,  fodder,  food,  pasturage,  pasture,  meadow  grass. 
—  Yavasa-prathama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  beginning 

with  or  depending  on  good  pasturage,  well-nurtured ; 
(according  to  Mahi-dhara  on  V5jasaneyi-s.  XXI.  43. 

first  or  best  of  all  kinds  of  food.)—  Yavasdd  (°sa- 
ad),  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  eating  or  consuming  grass,  grazing, 

pasturing,  feeding.  —  Yavasdnnodakendhana  (°sa- 
anna-u<F,  °ka-in°),  am,  n.  grass,  corn,  water,  and 
fuel.  —  Yavasodaka  (°aa-ud°),  e,  n.  du.  grass  and water. 

Yavdgv,  us,  f.  (in  Unadi-s.  III.  81.  said  to  come 
fr.  rt.  2.  yu),  sour  gruel,  rice-gruel  (made  from  rice 
boiled  with  water  and  said  to  be  composed  of  six 
measures  of  water  to  one  of  rice) ;  any  thin  decoction 
of  other  kinds  of  grain,  &c.,  (according  to  some,  a 
decoction  in  which  four  measures  of  grain  are  steeped 

in  sixty-four  measures  of  water  and  the  whole  boiled 
down  to  half  the  original  quantity.)  —  Yavdgu-maya, 
as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  Yavagfl. 

Yai-dnika,  f.  Ptychotis  Ajowan. 
Yavdni,  f.  a  kind  of  bad  barley ;  Ptychotis  Ajowan. 
Yavdsa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  yu),  =  ydsa, 

Alhagi  Maurorum ;  a  species  of  Khadira ;  (d),  f.  a 

kind  of  grass  (=gunddsini).  —  Yavdsa-s'arkard,  f. 
a  kind  of  sugar  made  from  Yavasa. 

Yavdsaka,  as,  m.  Alhagi  Maurorum. 
Yavdsini,  f.  a  district  abounding  in  Yavasa. 
Yavika  or  yavila,  as,  d,  am,  having  or  producing 

barley. 

Yavin,  I,  inl,  i,°=yavika  above. 
2.  yavya,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  yavya  see  col.  2), 

suitable  or  fit  for  barley;  sown  with  or  consisting  of 
barley ;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  a  stock  of  barley  or  fruit ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family  of  Rishis ;  (am),  n.  a 
field  of  barley ;  (Ved.)  epithet  of  certain  Homa- 
mantras ;  (d),  {.,  Ved.  a  river,  stream  (in  Rig-veda VIII.  98,  8). 

Yavyd-vati,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  river  (in  Rig-veda 
VI.  27,6,  identified  by  Say.  with  HariyOpIya,  which 
he  describes  as  the  N.  of  a  river  or  of  a  city) ;  N.  of 
a  district. 

yava-kshara.     See  col.  2. 
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yava-ganda. «lfgn<j«lil  yashti-madhuka. 

yaraganda,  as,  m.  =  yuva-ganda, 
a  kind  of  eruption  on  the  face. 

^q«1  yavana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  or  2.  yu, 
or  connected  with  rt.  jn  —  l.  jti),  one  who  keeps 
back  ;  one  who  mixes,  &c.,  see  Gana  Nandyidi  to 
Pin.  III.  1,  134;  a  fast  horse,  courser,  (in  this  sense 

fr.  rt.  I.  j'u  and  connected  with  juruHu,  tor  which  it 
is  sometimes  a  false  reading)  ;  speed,  velocity,  (con- 

nected with  rt.  I.  jti)  ;  an  Ionian,  Greek,  (in  UnSdi-s. 
II.  7.).  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  yu);  a  king  of  the 
Greeks  ;  a  Muhammadan,  (sometimes  applied  to 
both  the  Muhammadan  and  European  invaders  of 
India  as  coming  from  the  same  quarter)  ;  any 
foreigner;  a  barbarian  generally  (Manu  X.  44); 
the  country  of  the  Yavanas  (sometimes  applied  to 
Bactria,  Ionia,  Greece,  and  more  recently  to  Arabia)  ; 
a  carrot;  olibanum;  (iis),  m.  pi.  the  lonians  or 
Greeks  ;  the  Greek  astrologers  ;  N.  of  a  dynasty  ; 
(i),  f.  a  Greek  or  Muhammadan  woman  ;  the  wife 
of  a  Yavana  ;=jar«ni,  a  curtain.—  Yavana-defa, 
at,  m.  the  country  of  the  Yavanas.  —  Yavanadefa- 

ja,  '  growing  in  the  country  of  the  Yavanas,'  styrax 
or  benzoin.  —  Yavana-dvishta,  as,  m.  '  haled  or 
disliked  by  Yavanas,'  bdellium.  —  Yavana~piiru, 
am,  n.  the  city  of  the  Yavanas,  (probably)  Alex- 

andria. •-  Yavana-priya,  am,  n.  'dear  to  Yavanas,' 
pepper.  —  Yavana-munija,  as,  m.  a  bald  Yavana, 
one  with  a  shaved  head.  —  Yavana-setta,  an,  m.  a 

proper  N.  —  Yavanftfarya  (°na-dd°),  as,  m.  an 
astronomical  writer  (frequently  quoted  by  Vaiaha- 
mihira  and  other  ancient  Hindu  astronomers,  perhaps 

any  Greek  astronomer).  —  Yavanari  ("na-ari),  it, 
m.  '  enemy  of  the  Yavanas,'  N.  of  Krishna  or 
Vishnu  ;  of  a  king  of  VatanasT.  —  Yavanetvara 

(°na-i3°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Mina- 
r  aia-jataka.  —  Yavaneshta  (°na-ish°),  as,  a,  am, 
liked  by  the  Yavanas  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  onion  or 
garlic  ;  Azadirachta  Indica  ;  (a),  f.  the  wild  date 
tree  ;  (am),  n.  lead  ;  an  onion,  garlic  ;  pepper. 

PMKHMJM,  as,  m.  a  particular  kind  of  grain; 
(ikd),  f.  =*yavani,  a  Yavana  woman  ;  =javanikd, 
a  curtain  or  screen,  an  outer  tent,  a  screen  of  cloth 
surrounding  a  tent  ;  a  reil. 

Yavaitani,  f.  the  writing  of  the  Yavanas. 

yava-nala.     See  p.  811,  col.  2. 

yavaya  (fr.  yuvan),  Nona.  P.  yava- 
yatl,  -yitum,  to  make  young. 

«*i«*«  yavayasa,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Varsha 
in  Plaksha-dvipa. 

T  yaeasa.     See  p.  811,  col.  3. 

See  p.  81  1,  col.  3. 

yavana,  as,   a,   am,   quick,   swift, 
rash,  (incorrectly  for  javdna,  part.  ft.  rt.  I.  ju.) 

«4  =u  P»i  <*T  yavdnikd.     See  p.  811,  col.  3. 

«4im  yavdsha=:yevasha,  q.  v. 
Yavashika,  see  Gana  I  .  Kumudadi  to  Pan.  IV. 

a,  80. 
Yavashin,  see  Gana  Prekshidi  to  Pin.  IV.  2,  80. 

•nf^g   yavishtha,   as,   d,    am   (superl.  of 
yuvan),  youngest,  very  young,  last-born  ;  (as),  m. 

a  younger  brother  ;  N.  of  Agni  (called  '  the  youngest  * 
or  '  last-bom  '  of  the  gods,  either  as  produced  from 
wood  or  as  placed  on  the  altar  after  everything  else)  ; 
N.  of  a  Brahman;    (Si),  m.  pi.  his  descendants; 
nyni  j/arithllta,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hVnm  Rig- 

veda  VIII.  91  ;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  jungitto.]  -  I.  'ya- il,  an,  ail,  at,  containing  the  word  ya- 
'!><L.  —  2.  <jnfishilia-rat,  ind.  like  a  youth. 

><»  •,'..'</'<!/".   ,,f,   ,;.   ,i,n,  Ved.  youngest  =  ya- MlftfAo,  (Siy.  -  ynmtnma.) 

•'m,  ati,  as  (compar.  of  yuvan) younger;  (an),  m.  a  younger  brother;  a  Sodra  (as 
opposed  to  one  of  the  three  higher  castes)  ;  (asi),  f. 
a  younger  sister  ;  [cf.  Golh.  juAwa.] 

Ma,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

,  „   yatlnara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Ajamldha ;  of  a  son  of  Dvimldha  and  of  BharmySsva 
and  of  VahySsva. 

TTfajX  ynrlyudh,  t,  t,  t  (fr.  Intens.  of  rt. 
i.  yutllt),  Ved.  eager  to  fight,  fond  of  war,  warlike, 
(also  written  yacyudh.) 

i.2.yavya.     See  p.  8 n,  cols.  2,  3. 
a&a.     See  col.  3. 

M^l<;  yasada,  am,  n.  a  species  of  mineral 

(commonly  called  dast'i,  which  according  to  some is  zinc  or  pewter). 

*(?(*^  yasas,  as,  n.  (in  Unadi-s.  IV.  190. 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  as";  according  to  some  for  ori- 

ginal daiat  =  Lat.  decus,  fr.  a-  lost  rt.  dot),  beautiful 
or  handsome  appearance,  beauty,  splendor,  magnifi- 

cence, worth,  excellence  (Ved.) ;  honour,  glory, 

praise,  renown,  fame,  reputation,  distinction,  cele- 
brity ;  Fame  (personified  as  the  son  of  K5ma  and 

Rati  or  of  Dharma  and  Kirtti) ;  an  object  of  honour 
or  respect,  a  person  of  respectability ;  favour,  parti- 

ality (Ved.) ;  =  udaka,  water  (Ved.);  anna,  food 
(Ved.) ;  =  dhana,  wealth  (Ved.) ;  N.  of  a  Saman  ; 
(as),  m.  a  proper  N. ;  (ds,  as,  as),  Ved.  beautiful, 
handsome,  splendid,  resplendent ;  worthy,  excellent ; 
renowned,  honoured,  respected,  venerated  ;  pleasant, 

pleasing,  agreeable,  estimable ;  [cf.  Gr.  8oK-t-<u, 

dec-el,  decus,  dignu-s,  doceo  ;  probably  Angl.  Sax. 
to,  tah  ;  Old  Germ.  zeAa.]  —  Yaiah-karna,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  king.  —  Yaiah-kaya,  as,  m.  a  body  consisting 
of  fame  or  glory,  i.  e.  glory,  reputation.  —  YarfaA- 
ketu,  its,  m.,  N.  of  various  kings.—  Yas'ah-pataha, 
as,  m.  a  drum,  a  double  drum.  —  Yadah-pala,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Yaiah-prakhydpana,  am,  n. 
spreading  abroad  or  proclaiming  the  glory  (of  any 

one).  —  Yaiah-fartra,  am,  n.  =  yas'ah-kdya  above. 
—  Yafah-s'esha,  as,  d,  am,  having  nothing  left  but 
glory  or  fame,  i.  e.  dead ;   (as),  in.  death,  dying. 

—  Yafas'-Candra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Yafos- 
kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  renown,  conferring  fame 
or  distinction,   famous,  glorious;   (as),  m.,  N.  of 
various  men.  —  Yadaxkara-svamin,  N.  of  a  temple 

founded  by  a  certain  Yasas-kara.  —  Yas'au-kama,  as, 
d,  am,  honour-loving,  desirous  or  eager  for  fame, 
ambitious.  —  YaJus-kdmya,   Nom.   P.  -kdmyati, 
&c.,  to  desire  honour  or  fame,  be  eager  for  renown. 

•-  Yas"as-kdmyat,  an,  anti,  at,  desiring  fame,  de- 
sirous of  glory.  —  Yadas-krit,  t,t,t,  causing  honour, 

conferring  dignity  or  renown.  —  Yatfas-tama,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  most  renowned  or  resplendent.  —  Ya- 
tfas-vat,  dn,  ati,  at,  possessing  honour  or  glory, 
full  of  honour,  honourable,  glorious,  famous ;  pleasant, 
pleasing,  excellent,  handsome ;  agreeable,  estimable ; 

(all),  (.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Yas'ost'f-toma,  a*,  it, 
am,  most  famous  or  renowned.  —  Yaias-vin,  i,  ini, 
i,  possessing  honour  or  glory,  renowned,  famous,  cele- 

brated, glorious ;  excellent,  handsome ;  (ini),  f.  epithet 
of  a  particular  artery ;  N.  of  several  plants,  wild  cotton 
( =  i-ii  iia-kiirpdsi,  yava-tiktd,  makil-jyotishmati) ; 

N.  of  one  of  the  MJtris  attending  on  Skauda.  —  Yas'o- 
r/opi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  Srauta- 
sQtras  of  Katyayana.  —  Yaio-rjhna,  as,  i,  am,  de- 

stroying the  appearance  or  beauty  (Ved.) ;  destroying 
fame  or  reputation.  —  Yato-da,  as,  d,  am,  glory- 
giving,   bestowing   distinction,   conferring   fame    or 
renown  ;  (as),  m.  quicksilver ;   (a),  f.,  N.  of  the 
wife  of  the  cowherd  Nanda,  (she  resided  at  Go-kula, 
and  was  the  foster-mother  of  Krishna,  who  immedi- 

ately after  his  birth  as  son  of  DevakI  and  Vasu-deva 
was  entrusted  to  her  care,  that  he  might  be  protected 
from  the  enmity  of  Kansa) ;    N.  of  the  wife   of 
Mah3-vira  and  daughter  of  Samara-vfra ;  N.  of  the 
daughter  of  a  class  of  Manes.—  Xa$o-datta,  as,  m. 

a  proper  N.  —  Yas"o-dd,  ds,  iis,  am,  Ved.  glory- 
giving,  conferring  beauty,  (for  yatfo-dd,  f.  of  yas'o- da.   see   above.)  —  Yadodd-garbha-sambhutd,    f. 

epithet  of  Durgl.  —  Yas'oda-nano'a,  as,  m.  Ytio- 
ds's  son,  i.  e.  Krishna.  —  Yato-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  Buddhist  mendicant;  of  a  son  of  RSma-c'andra ; 
(i),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Vaiuateya  and  wife  of 
Brihan-raanas.  —  Yas'o-dJiana,  am,  n.  a  fund  or 
stock  of  fame;  (as,  d,  am),  whose  wealth  consists 
of  fame,  rich  in  renown,  renowned,  famous  (said  of 

persons);  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Yaso-dhara, 
as,  d,  am,  maintaining  or  preserving  glory,  uphold- 

ing renown ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  fifth  day  of  the 
civil  month  (karnta-mdsa) ',  of  the  eighteenth 
Arhat  of  the  preceding  and  of  the  nineteenth  of  the 
future  UtsarpinI ;  of  a  son  of  Krishna  by  RukminI, 
(also  read  yaso-vara) ;  of  various  other  men  ;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  the  fourth  night  of  the  civil  month ;  of  the 

mother  of  Rahula ;  of  several  other  women.  —  Yas'o- 
dltii,  ds,  ds,  am,  conferring  splendor  or  fame. 
—  Yaxo-dkdman,  a,  n.  site  or  abode  of  glory. 

—  Yas'o-nandi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Yas"o-bha- 
f///t,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  possessing  fame,  rich  in  glory, 
famous,  renowned.  —  Yato-bhuyina,  as,  d,  am,  or 
yatfo-bhagya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.,  see  Pan.  IV.  4,  131. 
—  }'<iio-bhadra,  as,  m.  (with  Jainas)  N.  of  one  of 
the  six  S'ruta-kevalins.  —  Yaso-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  bearing 
fame,  possessing  renown,  famous,  renowned ;  bring- 

ing glory.  —  Yctfo-mati,  f.,  N.  of  the  third  lunar 
night.  —  Yatio-matya,  ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

—  Yaio-rnddhava,  as,  m.  a  form  of  Vishnu.—  I'o- 
tfo-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  author.—  Yatfo- 

rdja,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Yado-rds'i,  is,  m.  a 
heap  or  mass  of  glory,  a  glorious  deed.  —  Yas'o- 
M:Aii  f.,  N.  of  a  princess.  —  Yas"o-vat,  dn,  ati,  at, 
possessing  fame  or  glory ;  (ati),  f.,  N.  of  various 
women ;  of  a  district  (originally  of  a  stream  ;  some- 

times 'abbreviated  into  yas'o-i'ati)  ',   of  a  mythical 
town  on  mount  Mem.  —  Yas"o-vara,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  Krishna  by  RukminI,  (see  yaio-dhara.) 
—  Yafo-varlman,  a,  n.  the  path  of  glory,  road  to 
fame.  —  Yaio-varman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet ;   of 

several  other  men,  (yas"o-varmaka  is  found  at  the 
end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  —  Yas"o-Aaw,  a,  ghni,  a,  de- 

stroying fame  or  reputation.  —  Yado-hfira,  as,  dt 
am,  taking   away    fame,  depriving   of  reputation, 
dishonouring;    N.  of  a   place,   (gender   doubtful.) 

—  Yanahara-jit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  Kacu-rSya.  —  Yaio- 
hina,  as,  a,  am,  shorn  of  fame  or  glory. 

Yas~a  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  =  yaias,  cf.  ati-y°; 

(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Yas'asa  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  =  yas"as. 
Yasasya,  as,  d,  am,  famous,  glorious,  renowned, 

celebrated,  honoured ;  bestowing  glory  or  distinction, 
producing  fame,  creditable ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  ( = 
jiranti);  of  another  plant  (  =  riddhi). 

Ya&asyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  seeking  favour. 
*)««*(  yashtavya,  yashtri.      See   p.  804, 

col.  2. 

iffi?  2.  yashti,  is,  f.  (rarely  m.),  or  yashti, 
f.  (probably  fr.  rt.  yam;  for  I.  yashti  see  p.  804, 

col.  2),  a  staff,  stick,  wand ;  a  start' armed  with  iron, mace,  dub ;  a  pole,  column,  pillar ;  a  perch ;  a  stem,  sup- 

port ;  a  palisade ;  a  flag-staff  [cf.  dhvaja-y°~] ;  a  stalk, stem,  blade;  a  reed;  a  branch;  the  arm  (  =  lihuja- 
dunila);  anything  thin  or  slender  (e.g.  anga- 
yanhti,  a  slender  or  delicate  form ;  asi-yashti,  a 
sword-blade ;  cf.  giltra-y°,  iarira-y°,  Wmja-y°) ;  a 
string,  thread  (  =  tantu,),  string  of  pearls,  necklace 

[cf.  hdra-y°]  I  a  particular  kind  of  pearl  necklace ; 
liquorice  (  —  yashti-madhuka,  madhitkii);  sugar- 

cane (  =  madhu-yash(i);  Clerodendrum  Siphonan- 
thus  (  =  bhdri/i);  any  creeping  plant.—  Ya*ltti- 
tjriha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  district.  —  Yashti-graha, 
as,  a,  am,  carrying  a  stick  or  staff;  (an),  m.  a  club- 
bearer,  mace-bearer,  staff-bearer.—  Yashti-nivdsa, 
as,  m.  a  pole  serving  as  a  perch  (for  peacocks, 
Raghu-v.  XVI.  14);  a  pigeon-house  standing  on 
upright  poles ;  [cf.  vdsa-yash(i.]  —  Yashti-prdna, 
as,  a,  ant,  one  whose  strength  or  power  is  as  slender 
as  a  stalk  or  reed,  powerless  or  feeble  as  a  reed 
(  =  yashtir  renu-danda  erapriinah  faktir  yasya 
MiA) ;  out  of  breath.  —  Yarhti-mat,  dn,  ati,  at, 
having  a  stick  or  staff,  furnished  with  a  flag-staff. 
—  Yashti-madhu,,  u,  n.  or  yashti-madhukil ,  f. 
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liquorice.  —  Yashti-yantra,  am,  n.  a  particular 
astronomical  instrument.  —  Yaishti-pmhpa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  plant,  Putranjiva  Roxburghii ;  [cf.  putra- 

jwa.~\  —  Yathti-madhu,  u,  or  yashti-madhuka, 
am,  n.  =  yashti-inad/itt.—  Yashty-dyhdt«,  ax,  m. 
a  blow  with  a  stick,  a  cudgeling,  beating.  —  Yashty- 
dhva  or  yash/y-dhvaya,  us,  m.  liquorice. 

Yashtika,  as,  m.  a  species  of  water-fowl  ( =jala- 
Jeukku/a;  cf.  ko-yashti) ;  a  bird,  the  lapwing; 
(o),  f.  a  staff,  stick,  club  ;  a  particular  pearl  ornament 
or  necklace  (especially  of  one  string) ;  an  oblong 
pond  or  tank ;  liquorice. 

Yashtl.     See  under  2.  yashli,  p.  812,  col.  3. 
Yashtika,  am,  n.  liquorice  ( =  yashtitnadhu). 

*tg*Si  yashtraska  (?),  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people. 

nil  j/as  (probably  connected  with  rt. 

^v  yam],  cl.  4.  i.  P.  yasyati,  yasati,  ya- 
yiisa,  yaiitmn,  to  froth  up,  foam  (Ved. ;  but  ac- 

cording to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VII.  104,  2,  yayastu 
=  dydsam  prdpnotu^u/iakMyutatn),  to  make 
great  effort  or  exertion,  strive,  endeavour,  labour, 

preserve,  trouble  one's  self;  to  strive  after  (with 
dat.)  ;  [cf.  Gr.  f(-ai  ((fv-vvfu,  i-£<a-n<u,  £ia-afv), 

f(a-/ia,  j,"«-;xa,  fi-n-t,  £ea-r6-i,  fij-Xo-* ;  Old 
Germ.  jeis-an,  ger-ja-n.] 

Yasitud  or  yastvd,  ind.  making  effort,  endeavour- 
ing. 

Yaska,  at,  m.  a  proper  N. ;  (Si),  m.  pi.  the  de- 
scendants of  Yaska ;  y  ailed  gairikshitdh,  N.  of  a 

school. 

Yasya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  endeavoured,  to  be  done 

with  energy  or  perseverance ;  (according  to  a  com- 
mentator) =  vadhya,  to  be  killed,  fit  or  ready  for 

slaughter.  —  Yfi*ya-tva,  am,  n.  effort,  energy ;  fit- 
ness for  slaughter ;  death. 

JJWrT  yasmat,  ind.  (abl.  of  3.  ya  or  yad; 
correlative  of  tasmdt,  q.v.),  from  which,  from  which 
cause,  since,  as,  because ;  that,  in  order  that. 

1^  yaha,  as,  m.  or  yahas,  as,  n.,  Ved. 
water ;  strength,  power. 

11|  yahu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  =  mahat,  great ; 
(us),  m.  =  apatya,  offspring,  a  child,  (in  Rig-veda 
VIII.  60,  13,  Agni  is  called  sahaso  yahuJi,  Say.= 
sahasah  putrah.) 

Yahva,  ai,  I,  am,  Ved.  =  mahat,  great,  mighty, 
powerful,  &c. ;  (perhaps)  being  in  continual  motion 
or  activity,  restless,  active ;  continual,  perpetual  (said 
of  Agni,  Rudra,  and  Soma) ;  continually  moving  or 
flowing ;  (vyas),  f.  pi.,  Ved.  flowing  or  running 
water,  a  river,  (sapta  yahvih,  the  seven  great  rivers) ; 
(Til),  f.  du.  epithet  of  heaven  and  earth,  of  night 
and  day,  of  evening  and  morning,  (according  to 

Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  142,  7,  yahvl  means  'the  two 
children,'  according  to  some  it  may  mean  '  the  two 
hands')  ;  (as),  m.  =ynjamdna,  a  sacrificer  (accord- 

ing to  Unadi-s.  I.  154). 
Ydkvat  (fem.  atl),  Ved.  =  yahva  above;  (accord- 

ing to  Say.  yahvati  =  mahatl,  great.) 

•JTT  I.  ya,  cl.  2.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  yati  (-te), 
Impf.  ayat  (3rd  pi.  ayan  or  ayits).  Pot. 

ydydt,  Impv.  ydtu  (2nd  sing,  ydhi),  yayau  (and 
sing,  yayatha  or  yayitha,  1st  pi.  yayima,  Part. 
yayivas),  yasyati,  ayd*it  (Vedic  forms  aydsus, 
ydsat,  ydsishtham,  ydslAta),  yiitum  (Ved.  ydtave, 
ydtuvai),  to  go,  proceed,  move,  set  out,  march,  travel, 
journey ;  to  go  away,  withdraw,  retire ;  to  pass 
away,  pass  by,  elapse  (said  of  time)  ;  to  extend,  last 

(said  of  time,  e.  g.  mdsam  yati,  it  lasts  for  a-  month) ; 
to  take  place,  come  to  pass,  prosper,  succeed ;  to 
proceed,  behave,  act ;  to  go  or  come  to,  travel  or 
journey  towards,  approach,  arrive  at,  reach  (with  ace. 
or  even  dat.  or  loc.  or  with  prati  after  an  ace.)  ; 

to  go  or  march  against ;  to  go  to  any  state  or  con- 
dition, to  become,  be  (with  ace.  and  especially  ace. 

of  an  abstract  noun,  e.  g.  vinddam  yati,  he  goes  to 
destruction,  i.  e.  he  is  destroyed ;  kdthinyam  yati, 

it  goes  to  hardness,  i.  e.  becomes  hard)  ;  to  under- 
take, obtain,  get  (with  ace.)  ;  to  go  in  to,  have  carnal 

intercourse  with  (with  ace.)  ;  to  go  to  for  any  object, 
request,  implore,  solicit  (with  double  ace.,  e.  g.  yami 
vo  dravinam,  1  go  to  you  for  money,  I  solicit 
wealth  of  you  ;  tvdm  faranam  yami,  1  go  to  thee 
for  help);  to  find  out,  discover,  perceive.  The 

meanings  of  yd  may  be  variously  extended  by  com- 
bining it  with  other  words  and  phrases,  e.g.  pa- 

Idyya  yd,  to  run  away ;  lidhir  yd,  to  go  out ; 
adho  yd,  to  go  down,  sink ;  kihemena  yd,  to 

escape  safely  ;  khandatfo  yd,  to  fall  to  pieces  ;  xata- 
dftd  yd,  to  fall  into  a  hundred  pieces ;  ydtrdm 
yd,  to  undertake  a  journey ;  mrigaydiii  yd,  to  go 
out  hunting;  dirasd  mahlin  yd,  to  bow  down  to 
the  ground  with  the  head ;  agodftram  nayanayor 

yd,  to  become  invisible ;  di'eshyatdm  yd,  to  become 
hated ;  vilayatn  yd,  to  be  dissolved ;  karnau-  yd, 
to  come  to  the  ears,  be  heard ;  kare  yd,  to  come  to 
hand,  be  obtained ;  vaitam  yd,  to  be  subject  to 

(with  gen.) ;  prakritim  yd,  to  return  to  one's 
natural  state ;  nidrdm  ya,  to  fall  asleep  ;  nidhanam 
yd,  to  die;  dardanam  yd,  to  become  visible,  be 
seen  ;  udayam  yd,  to  rise  (said  of  stars,  &c.) :  Pass. 
ydyate,  to  be  gone,  &c. :  Caus.  ydpayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  ayiyaput,  to  make  or  cause  to  go  or  proceed, 
cause  to  set  off  .or  march,  command  to  go  away, 
drive  away,  remove,  cure  (a  disease)  ;  to  cause  to 
pass  by  or  elapse,  pass  or  spend  (as  time,  night,  &c.) ; 
to  cause  to  subsist,  support ;  to  cause  to  arrive  at  or 
obtain  (with  a  double  ace.,  e.g.  tarn  friyam  yd- 
jHttfftti,  he  causes  him  to  obtain  fortune)  ;  to  induce  : 
Desid.  yiydsati,  to  wish  or  intend  to  go,  to  desire 
to  proceed,  &c. :  Intens.  ydydyate,  ydyeti,  ydydti, 

to  go  frequently,  &c. ;  [cf.  Gr.  lawTtu  (  —  Caus.  yd- 
paydini),  trjiu,  ij-aai  ( =  ydsydmi),  perhaps  also  some 
forms  like  levat :  Lat.  jacio  ;  Janus,  januaJ] 

2.  yd,  as,  as,  am  [cf.  4.  ya,  p.  801,  col.  i], 

going,  proceeding,  moving,  &c.  (at  the  end  of  a 
comp.,  see  eva-yd,  titra-yd,  deva-yd). 

I.  ydt,  ydn,  ydtl  or  ydntl,  ydt  (for  2.  ydt  see 
s.  v.),  going,  proceeding,  moving ;  that  which  moves 

(e.  g.  Rig-veda  1.32,15,  Indro  ydto  'vasitasya  raja, 
Indra  the  sovereign  of  all  that  is  movable  and  im- 

movable). —  Ydt-sattra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  '  continuing 
sacrifice,'  N.  of  certain  solemn  ceremonies  which  go 
on  for  a  long  period,  (also  called  Sarasvata.) 

Ydta,  as,  d,  am,  gone,  proceeded,  marched, 
passed,  &c. ;  gone  to,  attained,  obtained  (with  ace.)  ; 
passed  by  or  away,  elapsed,  escaped ;  (am),  n.  the 
act  of  going,  going,  march,  proceeding ;  motion, 
(often  confounded  with  ydna,  q.v.);  the  past  time 
(e.  g.  ydtam  andgatam  da,  the  past  and  the 
future)  ;  the  guiding  or  driving  of  an  elephant  with 
a  goad.  —  Ydta-ydma,  as,  d,  am,  or  ydta-ydman, 
d,  d,  a,  that  which  has  completed  its  course  or  (ac- 

cording to  others)  that  which  has  stood  for  a  night 
(and  so  become  flat  and  stale),  used,  spoiled,  im- 

paired, useless,  rejected ;  raw,  half  ripe ;  who  or 
what  has  run  out  or  completed  a  course,  exhausted, 

old,  aged.  —  Ydtaydma-ti'a,  am,  n.  uselessness, 

unprofitableness;  old  age.  —  Ydtdnuydta  ("ta-an"), 
(t  tn,  n.  the  going  and  following.  —  Ydtdydta  (°ta- 
dy°)  or  ydtopaydta  (°ta-up°),  am,  n.  a  going  and 
coming;  intercourse.  —  Ydtopaydtika,  see  Gana 
Aksha-dyutSdi  to  Pin.  IV.  4,  19. 

1.  ydtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  gone  or  set  out,  to 
be  marched ;   to  be  gone  against,  to  be  assailed  or 
attacked,  (the  neuter  is  used  impersonally.) 

2,  ydtavya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  2. ydtu.  below),  service- 
able against  witchcraft,  keeping  orf  Rakshasas. 

Ydti,  is,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  the  Intens.),  see  Pan.  I. 

I,  58. 
"Sattka,  as,  m.  a  traveller,  (probably  incorrect  for ydtrika.) 

1.  ydtu,  3rd  sing.  Impv.  of  rt.  I.  yd  above  (often 
used  as  an  interjection),  let  it  go,  let  it  pass,  be  it  so, 
no  matter. 

2.  ydtu,  us,  us,  u,  a   goer,   one  who  goes  or 
moves ;  (i«),  m.  a  traveller,  wayfarer ;  wind  ;  time  ; 
(perhaps)  sorcery,  witchcraft,  (but  according  to  Say. 

ydtu  means  either  karmaiidm  hinsu,  injury  of  rites, 
or  pldd,  pain,  torture) ;  a  kind  of  evil  spirit,  Rakshasa, 
demon;  (u),  n.  a  weapon,  (according  to  Say.  as 
inflicting  ydtand,  pain) ;  a  Rakshasa,  evil  spirit, 
demon.—  Ydln-ghna,  as,  t,  am,  destroying  Yatus; 

(as),  m.  bdellium.—  Yatu-£dtana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved. 
'  Yatu-removing,'  driving  away  Rakshasas.  —  Ydtit,- 

jamlhana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  '  Y5tu-destroying,'  de- 
stroying Rakshasas  or  demons.  —  Ydtu-ju,  us,  us,  u, 

Ved.  incited  by  Yatus,  impelled  by  Rakshasas ;  (Say.) 

pressing  forwards  or  eager  to  torment  (said  of  demons). 
—  Ydtu-dhdtia,  as,   m.  an   evil  spirit,   Rakshasa, 
demon  ;  (i),  {.  a  female  Rafohasa.  —  Ydta-mat,  du, 
atl,  at,  Ved.  practising  witchcraft  or  sorcery,  evil- 
disposed,  injurious,  malignant;  composed  of  demons 
or  Rak»hasas,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  1. 133, 

3,  ydtu-iiuit  means  either  '  possessing  injury,'  '  in- 
flicting injury,"  or  'possessing  injurious  weapons,'  or 

'  possessing  demons.')—  Ydtu-vid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  skil- 
ful in  sorcery  or  witchcraft,  learned  in  the  practices 

of  Rakshasas.  —  Ydtu-han,  d,  ghnl,  a,  Ved.  destroy- 
ing witchcraft. 

Ydtu-mdvat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  (according  to  the 
Pada  text  of  the  Rig'veda  and  Atharva-veda  PrSti- 

s'Skhya  IV.  8.  this  word  is  divided  ydtu-mdvat,  not 
ydtumd-vat  as  might  be  expected),  =  ydtu-mat, 

'  practising  sorcery,  &c.,'  (but  according  to  Say.  ydtu 

—  ydtand, '  torment,'  and  ma  =  vydpdra, '  practice,' as  if  fr.  2.  ydtu  with  rt.  3.  ma.) 

i.  ydtri,  td,  tri,  tri  (for  2.  see  p.  815,  col.  2), 

going,  proceeding,  &c.,  being  on  a  journey  or  march ; 
(td),  m.  a  goer,  traveller ;  a  driver,  charioteer,  coach- 

man ;  a  destroyer,  slayer,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig- 
veda  I.  32,  l^  =  hantri;  according  to  modern 

scholars  the  meaning  may  be  '  an  avenger,'  as  if  fr. 
rt.  2.  yat;  cf.  3.  ydt,  riya-yd.) 

Ydtrika,  as,  m.  a  wayfarer,  traveller,  (wrongly 
for  ydtrika.) 

Ydtra,  f.  going,  setting  off,  journey,  travel,  march, 
the  march  of  an  army,  expedition,  (ydtrdm  yd  or 

dd,  to  undertake  an  expedition  or  campaign,  take 
the  field) ;  going  on  a  pilgrimage ;  a  company  of 
pilgrims;  a  festive  train,  procession,  the  procession 
of  idols ;  a  feast,  festival  ( =  utsava) ;  a  sort  of 
dramatic  entertainment ;  a  road ;  support  of  life, 
livelihood,  subsistence,  provisions ;  passing  away  time ; 

going  to  and  fro;  intercourse,  (laukiki  ydtra  or 

jagad'ydtfd,  worldly  intercourse) ;  way,  means,  ex- 
pedient ;  practice,  usage,  custom ;  N.  of  a  particular 

kind  of  astrological  work  (especially  of  one  by  Varaha- 
mihira,  the  full  title  of  which  is  Yoga-yStra).—  Yd- 
t i'd-I:tt  rana,  am,  n.  the  setting  forth  on  a  journey, 
a  march.  —  Ydtrd-kdra,  as,  m.  the  author  of  a  work 
of  the  Yatrs  class.  —  Ydtrd-gamana,  am,  n.  the 
going  on  a  journey  or  expedition.  —  Ydtrd-prasartga, 
as,  m.  engaging  in  or  performing  a  pilgrimage. 

—  Ydtrd-jthala,  am,  n.  the  fruit  of  an  expedition, 

success  of  a  campaign.  —  Ydtrd-mahotsava  (°hd- 
ut°),  as,  %m.  a  great  festive  procession.  —  Ydtrdr- 
tham  Crd-ar01),  ind.  for  the  sake  of  marching.  —  Yd- 
trotsata  (°rd-ut°),  as,  m.  a  festive  procession. 

Ydtrika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  a  march,  relating 
to  an  expedition  or  campaign,  marching,  journeying, 

performing  a  pilgrimage ;  relating  to  the  support  of 
life,  requisite  for  subsistence  ;  customary,  usual ;  (as), 

m.  a  traveller ;  a  pilgrim ;  (am),  n.  a  march,  expe- 
dition, campaign ;  provisions  for  a  march,  supplies, 

&c. ;  N.  of  a  particular  class  of  astrological  works; 
[cf.  ydtrd.] 

Ydtrin,  i,  ini,  i,  being  on  a  march,  being  in  a 

procession. Ydna,  as,  am,  m.  n.  way,  road,  path  (Ved.); 
(am),  n.  the  act  of  going,  moving,  riding ;  marching 
or  proceeding  (against  an  enemy),  attacking;  re- 

treating, retreat;  a  journey;  a  procession;  a  con- 
veyance or  vehicle  of  any  kind,  carriage,  waggon, 

chariot,  car  ;  a  litter,  palanquin  ;  (with  Buddhists)  the 
vehicle  or  means  of  arriving  at  knowledge,  the 
means  of  release  from  repeated  births ;  (I),  f.,  see 

Gana  Gauradi  to  Pan.  IV.  I,  41 ;  [cf.  Lat.  janua.'] 
—  Ydna-kara,  as,  m.  'carriage-maker,' a  wheel- 

9X 
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yana-patra. 

wright,  carpenter.—  Yana-patra  or  yana-pdtraka, 

am,  n. '  going-vessel,'  a  ship,  boat.  —  Ydnapdtrikd, 
(.  a  small  vessel,  boat.—  Ydnu-l>lt<in-ga,  as,  m.  the 
fracture  of  a  vessel  or  boat,  shipwreck.  —  Ydna- 
mukha,  am,  n.  the  fore  part  of  a  waggon  or  chariot, 

the  poie  or  part  where  the  yoke  is  fixed.  —  i  ana- 
yana,  am,  n.  riding  in  a  carriage,  driving  in  a 
chariot,  a  drive.—  Yana-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  a 

carriage  or  vehicle;  travelling  in  a  carriage.—  Ydna- 
sald,  (.  a  coach-house,  cart-shed.  —  Yana-tvaniin, 
t,  m.  the  owner  of  a  vehicle. 

Yinalia,  as,  m.  a  vehicle,  carriage. 
Yapa,  as,  m.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  the  causing  to  go ; 

[cf.  kdla-y°.] 
Ydpaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to 

go  or  come,  causing  to  pass  away  or  spend,  bringing, 
granting,  bestowing. 
Ydpana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  to  go  or  pass  away, 

bringing  to  an  end  ;  mitigating,  alleviating,  curing ; 
prolonging  or  supporting  life ;  (d,  am),  f.  n.  the 
causing  to  go,  act  of  driving  away  or  expelling,  ex- 

pulsion, removal,  rejection;  the  cure  or  alleviation 
(of  a  malady);  the  causing  (time)  to  pass  away, 
spending  time,  wasting  time,  delay,  procrastination ; 
loitering,  staying ;  maintenance,  support  ( =  vartana, 
ydtrd) ;  exercise,  practice. 
Ydpaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  caused  to  go,  to  be 

passed  or  spent  (as  time)  ;  to  be  removed  or  cured, 
to  be  expelled. 
Ydpayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  go  or  pass, 

spending. 
Ydpita,  at,  a,  am,  caused  to  go ;  spent  (as  time) ; 

expelled. 
Ydptd,  f.  twisted  or  plaited  hair  ( =jatd). 
Ydpya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  passed  or  spent  (as  time) ; 

to  be  removed  or  cured ;  to  be  expelled  or  rejected ; 
low,  vile,  contemptible,  little,  trifling,  unimportant. 

—  Ydpya-tva,  am,  n.   curability.  —  Ydpya-ydna, 
am,  n.  a  palanquin,  litter. 

I.  ydma,  at,  m.  (for  2.  ydma  see  p.  816,  col.  I), 
motion,  course,  going,  proceeding,  coming ;  a  road, 
way,  path  (Ved.) ;  progress  (Ved.) ;  a  carriage, 
chariot  (Ved.) ;  a  night-wa.tch,  period  or  watch  of 
three  hours,  the  eighth  pan  of  a  day ;  a  wandering 
star,  planet  (?);  ydmasya  arkah,  N.  of  a  Saman; 
(a*),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  gods ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a 
daughter  of  Daksha  (wife  of  Dharma  or  Manu; 
sometimes  written  Yami) ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  night. 
—  Ydma-koia,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  covering  up  or 
obstructing    the   way,    (Say.  =  mdrga-pratiban- 

dhaka. )  —  Ydma-ghosKa,  as,   m.    *  sounding  the 
watches,'  a  cock ;  a  metal  plate  on  which  the  night- 
watches  or  hours  are  struck,  a  drum  or  gong  used 
for  a  similar  purpose,  (in  this  sense  said  to  be  also 

a,  f.)—  Yama-tiirya,  am,  n.  or  ydma-dundubhi, 
it,  m.  or  ydma-ndli,  f.  a  kind  of  drum  or  metal 
plate  on  which  the  night-watches  or  hours  are  struck, 
a  clock.  —  Ydma-mdtra,   am,  n.  a  mere  watch, 

only  three  hours.  —  Ydma-yama,  as,  m..  a  regular 
or  stated  occupation  for  every  hour.  —  Ydma-vati,  f. 

'possessing  watches,"  night. •» Ydma-vritti,  it,  f. 
the  being  on  watch,  standing  on  guard.  —  Ydma- 
truta,  as,  d,  am,  renowned  for  going  or  speed, 
(Say.  =  sighra-gamantnn  vixruta. ) 

I.  ydman,  a,  n.  (for  j.  see  p.  816,  col.  i),  Ved. 
going,  motion,  course  ;  flight,  flying ;  coining,  arrival ; 
a  march,  expedition ;  the  act  of  approaching  or 
addressing  (with  prayers,  entreaties,  &c.),  invocation, 
supplication;  offering,  oblation,  sacrifice,  (ydman 
is  used  in  some  passages  as  a  Ved.  loc.  without  ter- 

mination);  punar-yaman,  a,  d,  a,  coming  into 
use  again ;  [cf.  yata-ydman.]  —  Ydma-hu,  us,  us, 
u.  Veil,  one  who  allows  himself  to  be  invoked  by 
prayers  or  offerings,  ready  or  inclined  to  assist ; 
(Say.)  to  be  invoked  to  come  or  to  be  invoked  at 
the  right  time  ( =  yamnndrtltam  dlivdtarya  or kale  kr,Uavya).-Ydma-kuti,  is,  (.,  Ved  invo- 

cation for  assistance ;  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 
VIII.  8,  iS.  ylmaJiiMu—detaa&m  dhvdnam 
yeshu  yiigethu,  in  sacrifices  at  which  there  is  an 
invocation  of  the  gods.) 

i.  yami=yaml  under  i.  ydma.  (For  2.  yaml 
see  p.  816,  col.  2.) 

Ydmika,  as,  d,  am,  being  on  watch  or  guard ; 

(as),  m.  a  nighNwatcher,  watchman,  one  who  an- 
nounces the  watches,  one  on  guard  or  duty  at  night ; 

(ikd),  f.  =  yamini,  night.  —  Ydmika-bliata,  as,  m. 
a  night-watcher,  watchman. 

Yilminaya  (fr.  ydminl),  Nom.  P.  yaminayati, 
-yitum,  to  appear  like  night. 
Yaminl,  f.  (fr.  I.  ydma),  night  (as  possessing 

watches) ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  PrahlSda  ;  of  the  wife 

of  Tarksha  (mother  of  S'alabha).  —  Ydmini-pati,  is, 
m.  the  husband  or  lord  of  night,  the  moon. 

Yamira,  as,  m.  the  moon ;  (a),  f.  night. 

I.  ydmeya,  as,  m.  (fr.  I.  ydmi),  a  metronymic. 
Ydmyd,  f.  (fr.  i.  yama),  =  yamini,  night,  (for  ya- 

myd,  the  south,  see  under  yamya,  p.  816,  col.  I.) 
Ydymara,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Intens.),  going 

repeatedly ;  wandering  in  all  directions,  having  no 
fixed  or  permanent  abode ;  (as),  m.  a  vagrant  men- 

dicant, saint ;  a  horse  selected  for  the  horse  sacrifice 

('  wandering  at  large ") ;  a  Brahman  who  has  pre- 
served his  household  fire  (?) ;  N.  of  Jarat-karu  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family  of  Brahmans  (to  which 

Jarat-kiru  belonged) ;  (am),  n.  the  life  of  a  wan- dering beggar. 

Ydyin,  i,  ini,  i,  going,  moving,  travelling,  jour- 
neying, marching,  running,  riding,  driving,  flying ; 

a  traveller,  passenger;  riding  or  going  in  or  on, 
(generally  at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g.  gaja-^ydyin, 

riding  on  an  elephant ;  cf.  nau-y°)  ;  going  to,  jour- 
neying towards ;  going  on  an  expedition,  taking  the 

field,  going  to  war;  opposing  each  other  (said  of 
planets ;  cf.  grdha-yuddha). 

I.  ydvan,  d,  m.  (for  2.  see  p.  817,  col.  i),  Ved. 
a  rider,  horseman,  horse-soldier ;  an  invader,  aggres- 

sor, enemy,  (Say.  =  abhir/antri) ;  going,  driving, 

riding  (at  the  end  of  a  comp. ;  cf.  agra-y°,  puna- 

f). 

Yasyat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  about  to  go,  about 
to  proceed. 

Yiydsu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  Desid.),  wishing  to  go, 
intending  to  set  off  or  depart,  desirous  of  taking  the 
field  or  entering  on  an  expedition ;  intending  to  fly away. 

IT  3.  yd,  fern,  of  the  relative  pronoun 
yad.  See  p.  807,  col.  3. 

TTTfFB  ydkritka  (fr.  yakrit),  see  Pan.  VII. 

3.  51- 

TH!f  ydksha,  as,  I,  am  (ft.  yaksha),  be- 
longing or  peculiar  to  the  Yakshas. 

'TTTT  ydga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  yaj),  an  offer- 
ing, oblation,  sacrifice ;  any  ceremony  in  which 

offerings  and  oblations  are  presented.  —  Ydga-kar- 
man,  a,  n.  a  sacrificial  rite  or  ceremony.  —  Yilga- 
kdlu,  as,  m.  time  of  sacrifice.  —  Yaya-mandapa, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  a  hall  for  sacrifices,  a  temple.  —  Yaga- 
santdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Jayanta  (son  of  Indra). 
—  Yiya-eutra,  am,  n.  the  sacrificial  cord,  sacred 
thread,  (see  yajna-sutra.) 

n  i  J  ydi,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  ydfati,  ̂ te,  ya- 

^^  ydfa,  yayiuie,  y&isliyati,  -te,  ayiVU, 
ayatishta,  ydditum,  to  ask,  beg,  solicit,  pray,  re- 

quest, desire,  entreat,  require,  implore,  supplicate, 
importune  (with  double  ace.,  e.g.  devam  varam 
ydiate,  he  solicits  a  boon  from  the  god  ;  also  with 
abl.  and  rarely  with  gen.  of  person,  e.  g.  annam 

pardt  or  parasya  yadate,  he  begs  food  from  an- 
other ;  or  the  thing  asked  may  be  compounded  with 

arihe  or  artham,  e.  g.  mokshdrtham  yddate,  he 
asks  for  deliverance ;  or  may  be  in  ace.  with 

prati,  e.  g.  sutam  prati  yaydde,  he  asked  for 

a  son ;  or  in  dat.,  e.  g.  tarn  yaydte  'bhijava- 
hdrdya,  he  asked  him  for  food);  to  offer  any- 

thing (ace.)  to  any  one  (dat.),  tender  (e.  g.  yatati 
vittam  yiirave,  he  offers  property  to  the  Guru) ;  to 
promise  (?) ;  kanyiim  yod,  to  be  a  suitor  for  a  girl, 
to  ask  a  girl  in  marriage  from  any  one  (abl.  or  rarely 

yajamana. ace.) :  Pass,  ydfyate :  Caus.  yd(ayati,  -yltum,  Aor. 
ayayd&it,  to  cause  to  ask,  &c. :  Desid.  yiydtHsliati, 

-te,  (in  Rig-veda  VIII.  67,  i,  yd<!i#hdmalie  =  yd- 
tamahe):  Intens.  ydyddyate,  ydydkti  (1st  sing. 

yayaimi),  to  ask  repeatedly,  importune;  [cf.  Gr. 
curia,  which  however  may  be  connected  with  rt. 

arth ;  cf.  also,  according  to  some,  fortea.'] 
Ydfaka,  as,  i,  am,  asking,  one  who  asks  or 

solicits,  a  petitioner,  asker.  beggar;  (t),  f.  a  female 

beggar  or  petitioner.  —  Ydi'aka-vritli,  is,  f.  the 
occupation  or  profession  of  a  beggar. 

Yddana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  asking,  begging,  re- 

questing ;  asking  in  marriage,  (liuhitri-yd/lana,  the 
being  a  suitor  for  a  daughter)  ;  (d),  f.  asking,  solicit- 

ing, requesting,  entreating,  petitioning ;  a  request, 
petition,  entreaty. 
Yddanaka,  as,  m.  an  asker,  petitioner,  an  impor- tunate man. 

Yddaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  asked,  to  be  desired 
or  requested. 

Yddamdna,  as,  a,  am,  asking,  begging,  re- 
questing, soliciting. 

Ydttta,  ai,  d,  am,  asked,  prayed  for,  begged, 
requested,  solicited,  entreated,  importuned  (with  ace., 

e.g.  Dasaratho  Sdmam  ydfitah,  Dasaratha  was 
asked  for  Rama) ;  requisite,  necessary. 

Ydiliaka,  am,  n.  anything  borrowed,  any  article 
borrowed  for  use. 

Yaiitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  asked  or  solicited. 
Ydftiri,  id,  tri,  tri,  one  who  begs  or  solicits,  an 

asker,  petitioner  ;  a  suitor,  wooer. 
Ydditvd,  ind.  having  asked,  having  solicited. 
Ydtin,  i,  ini,  i,  asking,  desiring,  requesting. 
Ydfishnu,  us,  us,  u,  disposed  to  ask,  habitually 

asking  or  begging,  soliciting  favours,  importuning, 

an  importunate  person.  —  Ya<!ithi,iu-ta,  f.  the  habit 
of  soliciting  favours,  importunity. 
Yd6nd,  f.  the  act  of  asking,  requesting,  begging, 

solicitation,  asking  alms,  mendicancy,  mendicity ;  a 

petition,  request,  prayer,  entreaty ;  the  being  a 
suitor,  making  an  offer  of  marriage.  —  Yddnd-jlcana, 

am,  n.  subsisting  by  begging  or  mendicancy.  —  Yd6- 
nd-prdpta,  as,  d,  am,  obtained  by  begging  or 
asking.  —  YdAm-bhanga,  as,  m.  failure  of  request, 
an  unsuccessful  entreaty,  useless  request.  —  Yddiid- 
va6as,  as,  n.  words  used  in  begging  or  entreating. 

Yd6nya,  as,  m.  or  ydfriyd,  f.,  Ved.  =yddnd  above. 
Yddya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  asked  or  solicited,  to  be 

importuned,  to  be  asked  for  alms,  to  be  desired  or 
requested ;  to  be  required ;  (am),  n.  the  making  a 

request. 
Yafyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  asked  or  solicited, 

being  prayed  for. 

ydc-fhreshtha.    See  under  2.  ydt. 

yaj,  t,  t,  t  (fr.  rt.  I.  yaj),  one  who 
sacrifices  or  offers  oblations,  an  offerer,  sacrificer; 

[cf.  hayamedlta-ydj.'] Ydja,  as,  m.  a  sacrificer  (in  ati-y°,  q.v.) ;  boiled  or 
cooked  rice ;  food  in  general ;  N.  of  a  Brahmarshi. 

Ydjaka,  at,  m.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  a  sacrificer,  sacri- 
ficing priest,  one  who  offers  sacrifices  or  oblations,  a 

priest  officiating  at  a  sacrifice,  (often  at  the  end  of 

a  comp.,  cf.  grdma-y°,  ndksliatm-y3 ;  sometimes 
compounded  with  the  person  who  institutes  the  sacri- 

fice, e.  g.  Kshatriya-yiijaka,  the  sacrificer  for  a 
Kshatriya ;  cf.  S«dra-y0) ;  a  royal  elephant ;  a  furious 
elephant  or  one  in  rut.  —  Ydjaka-tva,  am,  n.  the 
condition  or  office  of  a  sacrificing  priest. 

Ydjana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  the  act  of  con- 
ducting a  sacrifice  or  causing  it  to  be  performed, 

superintending  or  assisting  at  the  sacrifices  of  others, 
(sometimes  with  gen.,  e.g.  vrdtydndm  yajanam 

kriti-d,  having  officiated  at  a  sacrifice  for  outcasts, 
Manu  XI.  197 ;  aydjya-ydjana,  sacrificing  for  those 
who  have  no  right  to  sacrifice,  Manu  III,  65.) 

Yajaniya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus. ),  to  be  made 
or  allowed  to  sacrifice,  to  be  assisted  at  a  sacrifice, 
one  for  whom  it  is  allowable  to  officiate. 

Ydjamdna,  am,  n.  (fr.  yajamana),  the  part  of  a 
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sacrificial  ceremony  performed  by  the  YajamSna  or 
institutor  of  the  sacrifice  himself. 

Yajamanika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  Yaja- 
mana,  belonging  to  the  institutor  of  a  sacrifice. 

Ydjayitri,  til,  m.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  one  who  con- 
ducts a  sacrifice  or  causes  it  to  be  performed,  the 

officiating  priest  at  a  sacrifice. 

Yaji,  is,  f.  a  sacrifice,  oblation;  (is),  m.  accord- 
ing to  Ujjvala-datta  on  Unadi-s.  IV.  1 24  =  yashtri, 

a  sacrificer,  the  institutor  of  a  sacrifice. 
Yajika,  f.  a  sacrifice,  oblation. 

Ydjin,  i,  ini,  i,  sacrificing,  conducting  a  sacrifice, 
one  who  officiates  at  a  sacrifice,  a  sacrificer,  (usually 

at  the  end  of  comps. ;  cf.  deva-y°,  bahu-y°) ;  wor- 
shipping, adoring. 

Ydjuka,  at,  a,  am,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  habi- 
tually sacrificing  or  making  offerings. 

Yajna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  yajna),  belonging  to  sacri- 
fice. 

YdjAatura,  as,  m.  (ft.  yajila-tura),  a  patro- 
nymic of  Rishabha ;  (am),  n.,  N,  of  a  S.unan. 

Ydjnadattaka  (fr.  yajna-*datta),  see  Gana  Arl- 

hanadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,'8o. 
Ydjnadatti,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Yajna- 

datta;  Kuven  (?). 

Ydjnadeva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

YdjAapata  (fr.  yajna-pati),  see  Gana  Asva- 
patyadi  to  Pan.  IV.  i,  84. 

YdjAavalka,  as,  i,  am,  composed  by  or  derived 
from  Yajnavalkya ;  (is),  m.  pi.  ofydjnavalkya,  see 
Gana  Kanvadi  to  Pin.  IV.  z,  III. 

Ydjnamlkiya,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  Yajnaval- 
kya, composed  by  or  descended  from  Yajnavalkya ; 

(am),  n.,  scil.  dharma-iastra,  the  code  of  Yijna- 
valkya. 

Yajnavalkya,  as,  m.  (fr.  yajna-valka),  N.  of  an 
ancient  sage  frequently  quoted  as  an  authority  in  the 
Sata-patha-Brahmana,  (the  first  reputed  teacher  of 
the  Vajasaneyi-samhita  or  White  Yajur-veda,  revealed 
to  him  by  the  Sun,  cf.  Taittiriya-samhitd,  Vdja- 
saneyi-samhitd) ;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  celebrated 
code  of  laws  (by  some  identified  with  the  preceding 
sage  ;  this  code  is  only  second  in  importance  to  that 
of  Manu,  and  with  its  most  celebrated  commentary, 
the  Mitakshara,  is  the  leading  authority  of  the 
MithilS  school ;  it  is  much  later  than  Manu,  and 
probably  in  its  present  form  dates  from  about  the 
first  century  of  our  era)  ;  the  family  of  Yajnavalkya ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad ;  (as.  Id,  am),  relating 
to  Yajnavalkya,  composed  by  or  derived  from  Yjjna- 
valkya.  —  Yajnavalhya-gita,  f.,  N.  of  a  poem  in 
commendation  of  the  practice  of  Yoga  attributed  to 
Yajnavalkya.  —  Ydjnavalkya-tikd,  f.,  N.  of  several 
commentaries  on  the  code  of  Yajnavalkya  (besides 
the  Mitakshara  by  VijnSnesvara,  there  are  other 

commentaries  by  Deva-bodha,  Dharmes*vara,  Bhfuuci, 
Visva-rupa,  and  Sola-pSni).  —  Yajnavalkya-dhar- 

ma-tfastra,  am,  n.  Yajnavalkya's  code  of  laws. 
—  Ydjnavalkya-s'ikshd,  f.,  N.  of  a  treatise.  —  Ydj- 
navalltya-smriti,  ii,  f.  the  body  of  law  as  delivered 
by  Yajnavalkya. 

Ydjnaiena,  ae,  or  ydjnaseni,  is,  m.  (fr.  yajna- 
sena),  a  patronymic  of  Sikhandin ;  (i),  f.  a  patro- 

nymic of  Draupadl  (as  daughter  of  Yajnasena). 

Yaj liiiyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Yajiia. 

Yajnika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 
sacrifice,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a  sacrificer  or  the  officiating 
priest  at  a  sacrificial  ceremony,  the  institutor  of  a 
sacrifice,  one  skilled  in  sacrificial  rites,  a  Ritualist ; 
N.  of  various  kinds  of  plants  &c.  used  at  a  sacrifice ; 

of  KuSa  grass ;  of  z  red-flowering  Khadira ;  the 
sacred  fig-tree  ;  Butea  Frondosa.  —  Yajnika-deva, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  on  KstySyana's  Srauta- 
sOtra.  —  Ydjnika-vallabhd,  {.,  N.  of  a  work,—  Yaj- 

nikdnanta  fka-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 
—  YajAikairaya  (°/ta-a#c),  at,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu. 
YdjAikya,  am,  n.  (fr.  yajnika),  the  laws  or  ob- 

servances relating  to  sacrificial  rites  ;  sacrificial  cere- 
monies in  general,  a  sacrifice. 

Ydjniya,  as,  t,  am,  =  yajniya,  sacrificial,  belong- 
ing to  sacrifices  ;  fit  or  suitable  for  sacrifice  ;  (as), 

m.  one  skilled  in  sacrificial  rites,  (in  this  sense  a 
various  reading  for  yajnika) 

Ydjniya  probably  incorrect  for  yajniya. 

Ydjya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  to  be  made  or 
allowed  to  sacrifice,  one  on  whose  behalf  a  sacrifice  is 
made  ;  to  be  sacrificed  ;  sacrificial  ;  (as),  m.  a  sacrificer, 
performer  of  a  sacrifice  for  others  ;  the  person  for 

whom  a  sacrifice  is  performed,  the  master  or  insti- 

tutor of  a  sacrifice  ;  (d),  f.,  scil.  rio",  the  sacred  text 
uttered  at  the  moment  of  making  the  offering,  the 
words  of  consecration  used  at  a  sacrifice  ;  (am),  n. 

property  or  presents  obtained  by  officiating  at  sacri- 
fices. —  Ydjya-td,  f.  or  ydjya-tva,  am,  n.  the  rank 

or  position  of  a  sacrificer  or  of  one  for  whom  a 
sacrifice  is  performed.  —  Ydjya-vat,  an,  ati,  at,Ved. 
having  the  YSjya  or  consecrating  text. 

Ydjvana,  as,  m.  (fr.  yajvan),  the  son  of  a  sacri- 
ficer. 

<4l>^r<;<*  yajurvaidika,  as,  t,  am  (fr. 
yajur-veda),  belonging  or  relating  to  the  Yajur- veda. 

Ydjusha,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  the  Yajus,  belong- 
ing to  the  Yajur-veda  ;  (as),  m.  an  observer  of  reli- 

gious ceremonies  as  prescribed  in  the  Yajur-veda. 
Ydjushmati,  (.,  scil.  ishtakd,  a  kind  of  brick  used 

for  the  sacrificial  altar;  [cf.  yajush-mat.~\ 
See  col.  i.  and  above. yana,  yajya. 

2.  yat,  ind.  (properly  obsolete  abl.  fr. 
the  pronom.  base  3.  ya,  cf.  tat  ;  for  I  .  yat  see  p.  8  1  3, 
col,  2,  for  3.  yat  see  below),  inasmuch  as,  so  far  as, 

so  long  as,  since,  (but  according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 
1.  80,  i>,,yat  =  yantam,  pervading;  VII.  88,  4,  yat 
—  yatah  —  ga(6hatah,  passing;  VI.  ji,  6,  yat  — 
ydni  [karmdni],   which   [actions]  ;    according  to 
some  yat  is  an  interjection  of  pleasure  ;  of  alarm  ;  of 
restlessness.)—  Ydd-dhresktha,  as,  d,  am  (i.  e.  yat 
+  ireshtha),  Ved.  the  best  possible  ;    [cf.  yavad- 
dhreshtha;  but  according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  III. 

53,  21,  yat   is  a  separate  word,  and  means  'an 

enemy,"  as  if  fr.  rt.  2.  yat.~\ 

TTr^  3.  yat  (fr.  rt.  2.  yat),  in  rina-ydt,  Ved. 
the  avenger  of  guilt  or  debt. 

TRifyata,  &c.     See  p.  813,  col.  2. 

*tinn  yatana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.  of  rt. 
2.  yat),  the  act  of  requiting,  requital,  retaliation, 
recompense,  reward,  return;   vairaiya  ydtanam, 
requital  of  hostile  acts,  revenge,  vengeance  ;  (a),  f. 
requital,  (ydtanam  da,  to  make  requital,  revenge)  ; 

recompense,  retaliation,  reward  [cf.  vaira-y°]  ;  acute 
pain,  torment,  anguish,  agony,  (especially)  punish- 

ment inflicted  by  Yama,  the  pains  of  hell  ;  personified 
as  the  daughter  of  Fear  (bhaya)  and  Death  (mrityu). 

—  Ydtandrthiya  (°nd-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  fit  for  tor- 
ment, capable  of  suffering,  susceptible  of  the  pains  of 

hell. 

Ydtayat,  an,  antt,  at,  joining,  connecting,  uniting 
(Ved.)  ;  existing,  animating  (Ved.)  ;  requiting,  re- 

compensing, &c.  —  Yatayaj-jana,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
uniting  or  bringing  men  together  ;  animating  man- 

kind, impelling  men  to  exertion  (said  of  Mitra, 
Varuna,  and  Aryarnan  ;  according  to  Say.  on  Rig- 
veda  I.  136,  3,  the  meaning  as  applied  to  Aryaman 

may  be  'tormenting  [irreligious]  men  in  hell'). 

•Mirl(«>«JM  yatala^rdya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

*nn°M  yatavya.     See  p.  813,  col.  2. 

Mintj'M  ydtasruda,  am,  n.  (fr.  yata-srud), 
=  yauktasruda,  N.  of  a  Satnan. 

yatanaprastha,  N.  of  a  place. 
Ydtdnapraslhaka,  relating  to  the  above  place. 

VI  Qyatu,  yatu-ghna,  &c.     See  p.  813. 

*)I<J  2.  ydtri,  td,  f.  (ace.  yataram,  nom. 
ace.  du.  yatarau,  nom.  pi.  ydtaras;  said  in  Unadi-s. 

II.  98.  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  yat),  a  husband's  brother's wife.    (For  I.  ydtri  see  p.  813,  col.  3.) 

MlQa^i  ydtnika,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  yatna),  N. 
of  a  Buddhist  school. 

yatya,  as,  m.  (fr.  the  Caus.  of  rt. 

2.  yat),  '  to  be  tormented,  subject  to  the  torments  of 
hell,'  an  inhabitant  of  hell,  a  condemned  spirit. 

Mlcqi  yatra,  ydtrika,  &c.  See  p.  813, 
col.  3. 

yat-sattra.     See  p.  813,  col.  2. 

yatha  (fr.  rt.  I  yd),  in  dlrgha-ydtha, 

q.v. 

tHMlliMl^i  ydthakathdfa,  am,  n.  (fr.  yatha 

katKd  to),  anything  which  occurs  now  and  then  ; 
that  which  happens  under  any  circumstances. 

Yathdkiiim,  f.  or  yathakamya,  am,  n.  (fr.  yathd- 
kdma),  the  acting  according  to  will  or  desire,  doing 

as  one  thinks  fit  or  proper,  conformity  to  one's wishes. 

Ydthdtathya,  am,  n.  (fr.  yathd-tatham),  a 
proper  state  or  condition,  proper  way  or  course, 
reality,  rectitude,  propriety,  truth  ;  (am,  ena),  ind. 

according  to  truth,  in  reality,  as  is  proper.  —  Yatka- 
tathya-tas,  ind.  from  the  truth,  according  to  truth, 
in  reality. 

Ydthdtmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  yathatmari),  real  nature 
or  essence,  true  character. 

Ydthilrtkika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  yathdrtha),  con- 
formable to  truth  or  reality,  just,  true,  right,  real. 

Yatharthya,  am,  n.  conformity  with  truth  or 
fact,  consistency  with  reality,  the  true  or  real  mean- 

ing ;  suitableness,  justness,  rightness,  application,  use, 
accomplishment,  attainment  of  an  object. 

Ydthasamstarika,  as,  i,  am,  (fr.  yathd-sam- 
stara),  letting  the  covering  tie  according  (to  the 
original  position). 

ydda-lsa,  yddah-pati.    See  below. 

yddamdna,  as,  d,  am  (Pies.  part. 
A.  fr.  an  old  form  ydd,  which,  according  to  Say.,  is 
a  substitute  for  rt.  ydd),  Ved.  closely  connected  with, 
seeking  connection  or  association  with,  wishing  to 

mix,  (Siy.  =  sangatim  yddamdna,  but  in  Rig-veda 
VII.  69,  3  =  gaddhat  or  gamayat.) 

TPJ^  yddava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  yadu),  relating 
to  Yadu,  descended  or  coming  from  Yadu;  (as),  m. 

a  descendant  of  Yadu  ;  N.  of  Krishna  ;  of  a  lexi- 
cographer; of  an  astronomer;  (as),  m.  pi.  the 

descendants  of  Yadu  ;  =  mddhavah,  vrishnayah  ; 

(i),  f.  a  Yadava  female  ;  N.  of  Durga  ;  (ami,  n.  a 
stock  of  cattle.  —  Yadava-giri,  N.  of  a  country. 
—  Yddava-pandita,  as,  m.  =  yddava-vydsa.  —  Ya- 
dava-rdya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Yddava-vydta, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Siddhinta-san-graha 
and  of  a  commentary  on  the  Nyaya-siddh5uta-man- 
jari.   —  Yddava-idrdSia,   as,   m.    '  YJdava-tiger, 
chief  of  the  Yidavas,'  N.  of  Krishna.  —  Yddavd- 

ddrya  (°va-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher.  —  Ydda- 
vabhyudaya  (°va-aW),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Yddavendra  fva-in°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Krishna  ; 
of  an  author.  —  Yddavodaya  (^va-ud°),  as,  m.  '  rise 
of  the  Yadavas,'  N.  of  a  drama. 
Yadavaka,  ds,  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Yadu. 
Yddva,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  the  family 

of  Yadu  ;  (as),  m.  a  son  or  descendant  of  Yadu. 

<{\$^yadas,  as,  n.  a  fluid,  water  ;  a  river  ; 
semen  ;  desire,  lust  (Ved.  originally  '  close  carnal 
connection  ;'  cf.  yddamdna)  ;  any  animal  living  in 
water,  any  large  aquatic  animal,  a  monster  of  the 
deep,  sea  monster  ;  yddasdm  ndthah  or  yadastim, 

proWmA  or  yddasdm  patih,  'lord  of  sea  ani- 
mals,' N.  of  Varuna  ;  the  ocean.  —  Ydda-ida,  as, 

m.  '  lord  of  marine  animals,'  the  sea.  —  Yddah-pati, 
is,  m.  '  lord  of  sea  animals,'  the  ocean,  sea  ;  N. 
of  Varuna.  —  Yddo-ndtha,  as,  m.  '  lord  of  sea 
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monsters,'  N.  of  Varuna.  —  Tddo-nirdsa,  as,  m. 
4  abode  of  sea  animals,'  the  ocean,  sea. 

}(!</«,  us,  m.  a  fluid,  liquid,  water. 

Ydditra,  an,  i,  (int,  \'cd.  embracing  sensually  or 
voluptuously,  (according  to  Siy.  on  IJig-veda  1.  126, 

6,  yddui'i  =^ 
yd-driksha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  3.  ya  + 

a,  fr.  rt.  I.  rfrif),  looking  or  appearing  like 
which,  what  like,  which  like,  as  like,  of  which  sort 

or  nature,  (used  correlatively  to  tddnkslia,  q.  v.  :  cf. 
Gr.  $Xif,  !jAi<ro«  ;  Lat.  yualis.) 

l««ViV,  k.  1:  i-  (Ved.  nom.  ySdrin),  or  yadriifa, 

at,  i,  'am  (tee  2.  drU,  driia),  which  like,  what like,  as  like,  of  whatever  kind  or  nature,  whoever, 
whichever,  whatever,  which,  what,  (used  correlatively 
to  tadrii  and  tddrisa)  ;  yadrvSa,  tadrida,  any 

one  whatever,  anybody  whatsoever.  —  Yadrig-yuna, 
at,  a,  am,  of  whatever  qualities. 

yddritthika.  as,  I,  am  (fr.  yad- 

jitSfha),  voluntary,  spontaneous,  independent  ;  acci- 
dental, casual,  unexpected  ;  (a*),  m.  an  officiating 

priest  who  does  as  he  pleases. 

ydd-rddhya,  as,  a,  am  (i.e.  I.  yat 
+  rddhya),  obtainable  by  moving  or  living  creatures, 

(according  to  SSy.  on  Rig-veda  II.  38,  %  =  gat- 
fhatam  rddhga  ;  or  according  to  modern  scholars, 
the  word  may  be  used  adverbially,  as  if  fr.  2.  yat  + 

rddhyam,  '  as  far  as  is  practicable,'  '  as  well  or  as 
quickly  at  possible,"  cf.  yai-ilkreshtha.) 

TITS  yddva.     See  p.  815,  col.  3. 

TJTT  yana,  &c.     See  p.  813,  col.  3. 

*uf«t!««»  yantrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  yantrd), 
belonging  to  instruments  or  implements,  relating  to 
blunt  surgical  instruments,  (see  yantra)  ;  artificially 
or  mechanically  refined  (said  of  sugar). 

ka,  ydpana,  yaptd.  See  p.  814, 
col.  i. 

ydbha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  yabh),  sexual 
intercourse.  —  Ydbha-vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  sexual 
intercourse. 

yabhis,  ind.  (inst.  pi.  fern.  fr.  the 

pronom.  base  3.  ya,  tee  yad),  Ved.  whereby,  that, 
in  order  that. 

2.  yama,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  yam;  for 
I.  yama  see  p.  814,  col.  i),  restraint,  forbearance, 

&c.,  =  i/a/«a;  (as,  i,  am),  relating  to  Yama,  (in 
this  sense  fr.  yama)  ;  coming  or  derived  from  Yama, 
done  or  ordered  by  Yama  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  several 

Simans.  —  Ydmottara  (°ma-ut),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a Saman. 

Ydmaka,  an,  m.  du.,  N.  of  the  Nakshatra  Punar- 
vasfl  ;  (i),  f.  the  voc.  yamaki  is  used  as  a  term  of 
abuse. 

2.ydman  —  y<iiuiit  in  anlar-ydman.  (For  I.  see 
p.  814,  col.  I.) 
Yamin  in  aniar^ydmin,  q.  v.  (For  yiiminl  see 

p.  814,  col.  i.) 

Yi~im/fa,at,  -ml,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  Yama, 
like  or  resembling  Yama,  &c.,  (ydmya  riksha,  the 
Nakshatra  Bharani  presided  over  by  Yama)  ;  southern, 
southerly,  (yamye  or  ydmyeua,  in  the  south,  in 
a  southerly  direction)  ;  (u«),  m.,  scil.  nara  or  pu- 
rutha  or  duta,  a  servant  of  Yama  ;  N.  of  Agastya  ; 
of  Siva  ;  of  Vishnu  ;  sandal-wood  ;  (a),  f.  the  lunar 
asterism  Bharani;  scil.  dii  or  aid,  the  southern 
quarter,  south,  (for  yatiiya,  night,  see  p.  814,  col.  2.) 
-  Ydmya-ta»,  ind.  from  the  south.  -  Yamya- 
tirtfut,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  -  IT,,,,  ,,„-,„!  fa,  as, 

ie  noose  or  fetter  of  Yama.  -  V,},,,  ,/dyana 
(  ya-ay^,  am,  n.  the  sun'i  progress  south  of  the equator,  the  winter  solstice  (  =  dakt/iinayana). 
~  }  </'t-«O,  a»,  a,  am,  southern  and 
northern,  going  from  south  to  nurth.  -  Yilmi/ottara- 
vritta,  am,  n.  south  and  north  circle,  the  solstitial 
colure.  -  Ydmyedbhdta  (°yd-ud),  at,  a,  am,  aris- 

ing or  growing  in  the  south  ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of 
tree  (  =  sri-tala), 

ydmakim,  t.=  2.  ydmi  below. 

ydmadiita,   as,   m.   pi.  (fr.  yama- 
duta),  N.  of  a  family. 

YtliiHimttiu,  nut,  n.  (fr.  yama-ratha),  scil.  vrata, 
N.  of  a  particular  religious  observance  relating  to Yama. 

yamanemi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Indra. 

«tl»lrO  yamala,  am,  n.  =  yamala,  a  pair; 
N.  of  a  class  of  Tantra  works,  (often  wrongly  written 

jamala.  ) 
Ydmaldyana  (fr.  yamala),  see  Gana  Pakshsdi 

to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

Ydmaliya,  am,  n.  (fr.  yamala),  N.  of  a  work 
or  of  a  class  of  works. 

«<lHlri  yiimatri,  td,  or  ydmdtrika,  as,  m. 

=jdmdtri,  a  daughter's  husband,  son-in-law  ;  [cf. 
Gr.  flvarfp-a  ;  Lat.  janitr-i-c-es  ;  Old  Germ. 
eidum  ;  Angl.  Sax.  adhuni,] 

ydmdyana,  as,  m.  (fr.  yama),  a 
patronymic  of  various  authors  of  Vedic  hymns  ;  of 
TJrdhva-krisana  ;  ofKumara;  of  Damana;  of  Deva- 

sravas  ;  of  Mathita  ;  of  S'an-kha  ;  of  San-kasuka. 

<<lf»i  2.  ydmi,  is,  or  ydmi,  f.  (for  I.  ydmi 

see  p.  814,  col.  2),  =^'am»,  svairi,  a  sister,  female 
relation  ;  a  daughter-in-law  ;  a  woman  of  rahk  or 
respectability  (  =  kula-ntn). 

2.  yimeya,  as,  m.  (for  I.  see  p.  814,  col.  a),  a 
sister's  son,  nephew. 

ydmika.     See  p.  814,  col.  2. 

yamitra,  as,  m.  =jdmitra. 

*ul»ir{)  ydmini,  yumira.   See  p.  814,  col.  2. 

yiiini.  See  under  I.  yama,  p.  814, 

col.  I,  and  2.  yami  above. 

ydmuna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  yamuna),  be- 
longing or  relating  to  the  river  Yamuna  (commonly 

called  Jumna),  coming  from  it,  growing  in  it,  &c.  ; 
(as),  m.  a  metronymic;  N.  of  a  mountain;  of  an 
author;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people;  (am),  n., 
scil.  an/ana,  antimony,  collyrium  ;  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

—  Ydmundtai'ya  (°«a-a<?°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pre- 
ceptor (author  of  the  Stotra-ratna). 

yamuneshtaka,  am,  n.  lead. 

Cri  yamundayani,  is,  m.  a  patro- 
nymic from  Yamunda. 

Ydmunddyattika  or  yamunddyaniya,  as,  m. 
patronymics  from  Yamunda,  (used  contemptuously, 
cf.  Pan.  IV.  I,  149.) 

«4l«4  ydmya.     See  col.  I. 

a,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Intens. 

of  rt.  I.  yaj),  frequently  sacrificing,  constantly  mak- 
ing offerings,  devout  ;  (as),  m.  a  performer  of  fre- 

quent sacrifices. 

ydynta,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  Ya- 
y5ti,  belonging  to  YaySti,  &c. ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  the 
eighteenth  chapter  of  the  ninth  book  of  the  Bhaga- 
vata-Purana  (containing  an  account  of  Yayati). 

«H«n<*«.  ydydvara,   ydyin.     See   p.   814, 
col.  i. 

*)l«m«<*U  ydrkdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

1.  ydva=  i.  yava,  q.  v. 

2.  yava,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  3.  yava),  relat- 
ing to  barley,  consisting  of  barley,  made  or  prepared 

from  barley,  =  yavaka;   (as),  m.  a  kind  of  food 
prepared  from  barley ;  lac  or  the  red  dye  prepared 
from  the  cochineal  insect. 

Yaraka,  ax,  am,  m.  n.  a  kind  of  food  prepared 
from  barley,  barley-gruel ;  half  ripe  barley ;  awnless 

barley  ;  forced  rice  ;  a  sort  of  kidney-bean  ;  a  kind 
of  pulse,  Dolichos  Biflorus  ;  a  kind  of  pulse  said  to 
be  peculiar  to  K^smtra  ;  lac,  the  red  dye. 

Yarakritika,  as,  m.  (fr.  yava-krita),  one  con- 
versant with  the  history  of  Yava-krita. 

^  ydvat,  an,  ati,  at  (fr.  the  pronom. 
base  3.  ya;  correlative  of  tavat,  q.v.),  as  great,  as 
large,  as  much,  as  many  (  =  Lat.  quol),  as  often,  as 
far,  as  long,  how  much,  how  many,  of  what  sort 
or  kind,  (for  examples  see  tarat);  yiimt-tdvat, 

'  quantum-tantum,'  an  expression  used  in  algebra 
for  the  relation  of  the  first  unknown  quantity  and 

its  co-efficient)  ;  yiirantah  kiyanta/i,  as  many  as. 
Yiirnt,  ind.  (i.e.  ace.  sing.  neut.  used  adverbially), 
as  greatly,  as  much  as,  as  many  as,  as  often  as  ;  as  far 
as,  as  long  as,  while,  whilst,  during  ;  meanwhile,  in  the 
mean  time  ;  as  soon  as,  the  moment  that  ;  till,  until, 
until  such  a  time  as  (with  pres.  or  pot.  or  fut.  or  aor. 
or  impf.)  ;  that,  in  order  that  ;  when  (  followed  by 

the  correlative  fa  eat.  meaning  'then');  even,  just. 

Yacat  meaning  'during.'  'for,'  'until,'  'up  to,'  'as 
far  as,'  &c.  is  often  used  like  a  preposition  with  an 
ace.  (e.  g.  vartham  ydvat,  for  a  year  ;  mdsam 
ekam  ydvat,  during  one  month;  ydrad  varshuni 

dvadaxa,  for  twelve  years;  tfatam  jaum'mi  yiirat, 
for  a  hundred  births;   sui'yodayunt until 

sunrise;  iarpa-i-immm  t/deat,  up  to  the  serpent's 
hole)  ;  or  with  indeclinable  words  like  adya  (e.  g. 

adya  ydvat,  up  to  to-day)  ;  or  sometimes  with  a 
nominative  followed  by  iti  (e.  g.  anta  Hi  ydvat,  as 
far  as  the  end  ;  trinsad  iti  ydvat,  as  many  as  thirty, 

up  to  thirty  ;  panto  ydvad  iti,  up  to  five)  ;  ydvad-a 
and  sometimes  even  ydi-at  alone  may  be  used  with 

a  following  abl.  to  express  '  up  to,'  '  as  far  as,' 
'  until,'  &c.  (e.  g.  yavad-d  samapandt  or  simply 
ydvat  sarndpandt,  until  the  completion)  ;  ydvan 
na,  as  long  as  not,  before  that,  until  that  ;  no, 

param  or  na  ketalam  —  ydvat,  not  only  —  but  also  j 
ydvatd,  ind.  (i.e.  inst.  c.  used  adverbially),  as  far  as, 
as  long  as  ;  up  to,  until  ;  as  soon  as,  the  moment 
that;  ydvat  i,  ind.  (i.e.  loc.  c.  used  adverbially), 
as  far  as,  as  long  as,  &c.  ;  [cf.  Gr.  f^us  ;  Lat.  quan* 

tus?~].  —  Y:dva<l-<!hakyam,  ind.  (i.e.  ydvat  +  dak- 
yam),  as  far  as  possible,  according  to  ability.  —  Yd- 
i'a*!-<!lia8,  ind.  (i.  e.  yarat  +  s"as),  Ved.  as  often  as, 
as  many  times  as,  in  as  many  ways  as.  —  Ydvad- 

dJiaftram,  ind.  (i.  e.  ydvat  +  s"5),  Ved.  as  far  as 
the  Sastra  extends.  —  Ydmd-chesham,  ind.  (i.  e. 

ydi-at  +  O,  Ved.  as  much  as  is  left,  as  many  as 
remain.  —  Ydvat-fhreslitha,  as,  d,  am  (i.e.  ydvat 

+  s"°),  Ved.  the  best  possible.  —  Ydvad-dhlolcam, 

ind.  (i.  e.  ydvat  +  s"°),  according  to  the  number 
of  the  S'lokas.  —  Ydvaj-jawma,  ind,  throughout 
life,  all  one's  life  long.  —  Ydvaj-jivam  or  ydvaj- 
jlvena,  ind.  throughout  life,  during  the  whole 
of  life,  for  life,  for  the  rest  of  hfe.  —  Ydrajjivika, 

as,  d,  am,  Ved.  life-long,  as  long  as  life,  lasting  for 
life.  —  Ydvajjivika-td,  f.  the  lasting  for  life.  —  Yd- 
vat-l:apdlam,  ind.,  Ved.  according  to  the  circum- 

ference of  the  cup  or  bowl.  —  Ydvat-Jcdmam,  ind., 
Ved.  as  much  as  one  likes,  according  to  desire. 
—  Yavat-kalam,  ind.  for  the  whole  period,  as  long 

as  (anything  may  last).  —  Ydrtit-kritrai,  ind.,  Ved. 
as   often  as,  as  many  times  n.—  Ydrat-tarasuiit, 
ind.,  Ved.  according  to  power  or  ability  (  —  yavad- 
balam,  yathd-f!akti).~Ydvat-tiimta,  ai,  d,  am, 
Ved.  as  far  as  soaked  with  fat.  —  Ydvat-pramdtia, 

as,  a,  am,  as  great,  as  big,  as  large.  —  Ydvat-sam- 
sdram,  ind.  as  long  as  the  world  lasts.  —  VaraJ- 
sattvam,  ind.  as  far  as  ability  goes,  to  the  best  of 

one's  understanding.  —  Ydrat-sabandhti,  ind.,  Ved. 
as  far  as  relationship  extends,  inclusive  of  all  relations. 
—  Ydrat-samasta,  as,  d,  am,  as  many  as  form  the 

whole,  large  as  it  is.  —  Ydvat-svam,  ind.,  Ved.  as 
much  as  one  possesses,  according  to  one's  property. 
—  Yjmil-aityina,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  forming  as  large 
a  member  or  limb.  —  Ydvad-antam  or  ydvad-an- 
tiii/ti,  ind.  as  far  as  the  end,  to  the  last.  —  Ydvad- 

afihlkfhnam,  ind.  for  a  moment's  duration,  for  an 
instant.  —  I'ai'od-amaJ/'am,  ind.  corresponding  to 



yuvad-artha. 
the  number  of  the  vessels,  as  many  drinking-vessels 
as  (there  may  be).  —  Yamd-artha,  as,  S,  am,  as 
many  as  necessary,  corresponding  to  requirement; 
(am),  ind.  as  much  as  may  be  useful,  according  to 
need.  —  Ydead'Ciha,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  corresponding 

day  ('the  how-manieth  day').  —  Y'dvad-a^bhuta- 
samplacam,  ind.  up  to  the  dissolution  of  the  crea- 

tion, to  the  end  of  the  world.  —  Yavadayuh-pra- 
mana,  o#,  «,  am,  measured  by  the  duration  of  life, 

lasting  for  life.  —  Yavad-aywsham,  ind.,  Ved.  as 
long  as  life  lasts,  all  through  life,  for  the  whole  of 
life.  —  Yarad-ayus,  ind.  as  long  as  life  lasts,  all 
through  life,  for  life.—  Yarad-ittham,  ind.  as  much 
as  necessary.  —  Ydvad-ipsitam,  ind.  as  far  as  agree- 

able, as  much  as  desired.—  Ydvad-ukta,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  as  far  as  stated,  as  much  as  stated.  —  Ydvad- 
uttamam,  ind.  up  to  the  furthest  limit  or  boundary. 

—  Ydvad-rjamam,  ind.  as  fast  as  one  can  go,  as 
quickly  as  possible.  ••  Ydvad-balam,  ind.  as  far  as 
strength  goes,  as  long  as  strength  lasts,  to  the  best  of 

one's  ability,  with  all  one's  might  or  strength.  —  Ya- 
vad-bhdshita,  as,  a,  am,  as  far  as  has  been  said,  as 
much  as  said.—  Ydvad-rdjyam,  ind.  for  the  whole 
teign.  —  Ydvad-vedam,  ind.  as  much  as  gained  or 
obtained.  —  Ydvad-vydpti,  ind.  to  the  utmost  reach 
or  extent.  —  Ydvan-mdtra,  as,  a,  am,  having  which 
measure,  of  which  size,  as  large,  extending  as  far  ; 
moderate,  insignificant,  unimportant,  diminutive, 
little;  (am),  ind.  in  some  measure  or  degree,  a 
little. 

Ydvatitha,  as,  t,  am  (a  kind  of  ordinal  ofydvat 

or,  according  to  some,  an  old  superl.),  •  the  how- 
manieth,'  '  as-rnanieth,'  in  how  many  soever  degrees advanced. 

2.  yavan  =  i.  yava.     (For  I.  yavan 
see  p.  814,  col.  2.) 

Tl^T  3.  yavan  (ft.  rt.  I.  yu)  in  rina-yavan, 
q.  v.;  [cf.  2.  yava.] 

*tiqif  i.  yavana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  yavana  ; 
for  2.  see  col.  2,  for  3.  see  col.  3),  bora  or  produced 
in  the  land  of  the  Yavanas  ;  (as),  m.  incense  (as 
coming  from  the  country  of  the  Yavanas). 

^IMIlrt  ydvanala,  as,  m.  =  yava-ndla, 

q.  v.  ;  (1),  {.  sugar  extracted  from  Yava-nala.  —  Yd- 
vandla-nibha  or  ydvandla-sara,  a.s,  m.  a  kind 
of  cane  or  reed  resembling  the  YSvanSla. 

See  col.  2. 

yavasuka,  as,  m.  (fr.  yava-s'uka) 
=  yava-kfhdra,  a  kind  of  alkaline  salt  prepared 
from  the  ashes  of  burnt  barley-straw. 

*iiqt<  yavasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  yavasa),  a  heap 
or  quantity  of  grass;  fodder,  provender,  provisions. 

yavasa  (fr.  yavasa),  see  Gana  Pa- 

las'Sdi  to  Pan.  IV.  3,  141. 
ydvya.     See  col.  3. 

yiisu,,  n.  (perhaps  connected  with  rt. 
),  embracing,  embrace,  sexual  union,  (according 

toSSy.  on  Rig-vedal.  126,  6.yns'uni=prajanana- 
sambandhini  karmdni  =  bhoyah.) 

yusodhareya  (fr.  yafo-dhara), 
as,  m.  a  metronymic  of  Rahula  (the  son  of  Sakya- 
muni). 

ycisobhadra  (fr.  yaso-bhadra),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  fourth  day  of  the  civil  month  (karma- 
mdsa). 

ydshttka  (fr.  2.  yashti),  as,  i,  am, 
armed  with  a  stick  or  club,  having  a  staff  of  office  ; 
(as),  m.  a  warrior  armed  with  a  club. 

yiisa,  as,  m.  =  yavasa,  Alhagi  Mau- 
rorum  ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  thrush,  Turdus  Salica. 

yuska,  as,  m.  (fr.  yaska),  a 

nymic,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Nirukta  or  commen- 
tary on  the  difficult  Vedic  words  contained  in  the 

lists  called  Nighantus,  (these  consist  of  three  divisions, 
1.  the  Naighantuka  or  a  list  of  synonymous  words, 
2.  the  Naigama  or  words  usually  occurring  in  the 
Veda  only,  3.  the  Daivata  or  words  relating  to  deities 
and  sacrificial  acts ;  according  to  some,  these  three 
lists  were  drawn  up  by  Yaska  himself,  and  then  com- 

mented on  in  his  Nirukta,  which  quotes  Vedic  pas- 
sages in  illustration  of  the  words,  and  is  the  oldest 

Vedic  commentary  extant;   Yaska   is  supposed   to 
have  lived  before  Panini) ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of Yaska. 

Ydfln'iyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Yaska. 
Ydskdyanlya  or  ydskiya,  as,  m.  pi.  the  pupils 

of  Yfiskayani. 

PMC"!  yittha,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

TMlBjTf  yiyakshat,  an,  anti,  at,  or  yiya- 
kshamdna,  as,  ii,  am  (fr.  the  Desid.  of  rt.  I.  yaj), 
purposing  to  sacrifice,  wishing  to  worship. 

Yiyakshu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  or  intending  to 
sacrifice,  desirous  of  worshipping. 

yiyavishu.     See  col.  3. 

yiyasu.     See  p.  814,  col.  2. 

•n  i.yu  (said  in  Dhatu-patha  XXIV.  23. 
O  to  be  a-misrane,  i.  e.  the  opposite  in  meaning 

to  rt.  2.  yu  below,  which  is  midrane,  but  rt.  I.  yu  is 
entirely  Vedic),  cl.  3.  P.  yuyoti,  (yuyudhi  according 
to  Pan.  III.  4,  88) ;  Impv.  2nd  sing,  yuyodhi;  the 
other  forms  are  Vedic,  e.  g.  ymjota,  yuyavat,  yu- 
vanta,  aydvi,  ydvts,  yusham,  yoshat,  yoshati, 
yaushits,  yaushtam,  yaus,  Inf.  yotave,  yotavai, 
yotos,  Ved.  to  separate,  remove,  exclude,  ward  off; 
to  protect  from  (with  abl.)  ;  to  keep  off  (with  ace.) ; 
to  drive  away,  scatter,  (Say.  =prithak-kri)  ;  to  keep 
apart,  to  be  or  remain  separate,  (Say.  ̂ prithag- 
bliu);  cl.  10.  A.  ydvayate,  &c.,  to  despise (?): 

Caus.  yavayati,  ydvayati,  -yltum,  to  cause  to 
separate  or  remove  or  keep  off,  &c. :  Intens.  yoyu- 
yate,  yoyaviti,  to  be  violently  separated  or  rent 
asunder,  (Say.  =  atyartham  prithag-bhu.) 

2.  yavana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus. ;  for  i.  yavana 
see  col.  i,  for  3.  see  col.  3),  the  act  of  removing  or 
keeping  off. 

Ydmyat,  an,  anti,  at  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to 
keep  off,  warding  off,  protecting.  —  Yavayat-sakha, 
as,  m.  a  protecting  friend  or  companion.  —  Ydva.- 

yad-clveshas,  as,  at,  as,  Ved.  driving  away  hostile 
beings  (said  of  Ushas,  who  is  supposed  to  make  the 
Rakshasas  and  other  malignant  spirits  vanish  at  her 

approach). 
I.  yut,  t,  t,  t  (for  rt.  2.  yut  see  s.  v.),  keeping  off, 

preventing. 
I.  yuta,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  col.  3),  separated, 

separate.  —  Yuta-dveshas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  delivered 
from  enemies,  relieved  from  foes,  (Say.  —prithay- 
bhula-fatruka.) 

•n  2.  yu  (allied  to  rt.  i.  yvj),  cl.  2.  P., 
O  cl.  9.  P.  A.  gauti  (jrd  pi.  yuetinii),  yundti, 

yuntte,  yuydfa  (2nd  sing,  yuyaviiha,  3rd  pi.  yu- 
yuvus),  yuyuve,  yavishyati,  -te,  ayavit,  aya- 
vishta,  yavifmn,  (these  forms  are  rarely  found  in 
classical  Sanskrit,  but  the  following  are  fonnd  in  the 
older  language,  yaumi,  yuvatc,  yuvdsc,  yuvasva, 
ayuvata,  yute,  yurate,  yutdm,  (ni)yuyotam,  yu- 

yavat,  yuyuve,  yuvitd,  (ni)yOya),  to  attach,  har- 
ness, bind,  fasten ;  to  join,  unite,  connect ;  to  mix, 

combine ;  to  gain  possession  of  (Ved.) ;  to  bestow, 
confer  {Ved.) ;  to  worship,  honour  (according  to 
Naigh.  III.  14) :  Pass,  yiiyatc,  1st  Put.  ydvitd,  2nd 
Fut.  yavishyate,  Aor.  ayavi,  Prec.  yairiskishta, 
to  be  joined  or  mixed :  Caus.  ydvayati,  -yitum, 

Aor,  ay'tyavat :  Desid.  of  Caus.  yitjavayixhati : 
Desid.  yiyavishati,  yuyushati,  to  wish  to  unite  or 
join ;  to  yoke :  Intens.  yoi/uyate,  yoyaviti,  yoyoti, 
to  unite  very  closely;  [cf.  Gr.  (tMnrv-m  (perhaps 

for  fawvt;/«),  fa-vr;,  ̂ Siarpov ;  Lat.  jurare,  jus, 
ja.ro,  jubere.] 

iuj.  817 
3.  yavana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.;  for  I.  see 

col.  1,  for  2.  see  col.  2),  the  act  of  uniting  or  join- 
ing, mixing,  mingling,  blending. 

Yilri/a,  as,  d,  tun,  to  be  joined  or  mixed,  to  be 
united  or  mingled  ;  miscible  ;  =  ydpya,  unimportant, 

insignificant. 
Yiyai'ishd,  f.  (fr.  the  Desid.),  the  wish  to  mix 

or  blend. 

Yiyavishu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  mix  or  blend ; 
wishing  to  fill  or  cover. 

2.  yuta,  as,  d,  am  (often  at  the  end  of  comps.), 

fastened  to  or  on,  attached  to  [cf.  i-adii,'a-y°]  ;  added, 
joined,  united ;  connected  or  joined  with,  accom- 

panied, attended  by,  furnished  with,  endowed  with, 
possessed  of,  filled  with,  covered  with ;  (am),  n.  a 

particular  measure  of  length  =  4  Hastas. 
Yutaka,  as,  d,  am,  attached,  connected,  joined, 

united ;  (am),  n.  a  pair,  couple ;  union,  alliance, 
friendship,  forming  friendship ;  a  nuptial  gift  or 

present  ( =  yautaka) ;  a  sort  of  cloth  or  dress ;  a  sort 
of  dress  worn  by  women ;  the  edge  of  a  garment, 

border  of  a  woman's  dress ;  the  edge  of  a  winnow- 
ing basket;  suspicion,  doubt,  uncertainty  (  —  sam- 

s"aya) ;  an  asylum,  refuge  ( =  sam-s"raya). 
Yuti,  is,  f.  uniting,  joining,  junction,  union ;  the 

being  furnished  with  (with  inst.) ;  the  obtaining  pos- 
session of;  the  sum,  total  number;  (in  arithmetic) 

addition ;  (in  astronomy)  conjunction. 

^T  3.  yu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  rt.  i.  yd),  Ved. 
O   going,  moving,  (SZy.=ga<!(!lia£);  coming  to 

misfortune,  incurring  evil,  (Say.  on  Rig-veda  VIII. 
1 8,  \T,=ydtri,  apagamana-illa   or  duhkham 
ga&hat.) 

•n  4.  yu,  the  actual  base  of  the  dual  and 
3  plural  numbers  of  the  second  personal  pro- 

noun, (see  yuslimad.) 

*J^  ywk(>.)  or  yut(>),  ind.  badly,  ill; 
(these  appear  to  be  wrong  forms.) 

Tp?  yukta,  yukti,  &c.     See  p.  818- 

^T  yvga,  yugma,  yugya,  &c.  See  p.  818, 
col.  2,  and  p.  819,  col.  I. 

£Mi^  yugat,  in  Naigh.  II.  15.  a  various reading  for  dyu-gat,  q.  T. 

£  ymtg,  cl.  I.  P.  yungati,  yuyunga, 
yungitwn,  to  desert,  relinquish,  abandon. 

yunga  in  a-yunga,  q.  v. 

yungin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular mixed  caste. 

n-i.    yufh  (connected  with  rt.  I.  yu),  cl. 
ON.  i.  P-  yuddhati,  yuyuffna,  yu&kitum, 

to  leave,  quit,  go  away,  depart  (Ved.) ;  to  err,  be 

negligent  or  inattentive. 

jl^l  i.  yuj  (connected  with  rt.  2.  yu), 
O  \  cl.  7.  P.  A.  yunakti,  yuakte  (said  to  be 

also  cl.  i.  P.  yojati),  yuyoja,  yuyuje  (Ved.  3rd  pi. 

yuynjre),  yokshyati,  -te,  ayujat  or  ayaukshlt, 
ayukta  (epic  forms  (anu)yunjase,  3rd  sing,  yunjate, 
ayaajani,  yiuijata;  Vedic  forms  yuje,  yunajate, 

yoja,  yojam,  yojate,  yuyojate,  ayuji,  ayujran, 
yujanta,  ayukshata),  yoktum  (Ved.  Inf.  yuje), 
to  yoke,  join,  attach,  join  together,  unite,  fasten, 
connect,  add ;  to  harness,  put  to  (horses,  &c.) ;  to 

join  one's  self  to,  come  into  union  or  conjunction 
with  (e.  g.  Rofiimm  iafi  yunakti,  the  moon  unites 
with  Rohinl) ;  to  adhere,  cleave  to  (A.) ;  to  apply, 

fit,  fix ;  to  use,  employ,  make  use  of;  to  make 

ready,  prepare,  fit  out,  arrange ;  to  appoint,  institute ; 
to  enjoin,  charge ;  to  put  on,  place  on,  fix  on,  fasten 
on  (as  an  arrow  on  a  bow-string) ;  to  put  in,  infix, 
insert,  inject ;  to  fix  the  mind  (manas,  fittam,  &c.) 

on  anything  (loc.) ;  to  direct,  turn,  bend  the  thoughts 

(tintdin,  &c.)  towards  any  object  (loc.) ;  to  concen- 
trate or  fix  the  mind  (in  order  to  obtain  union  with 

ttle  Universal  Spirit) ;  to  be  absorbed  or  deeply  en- 
gaged in  meditation,  meditate,  think  upon ;  to  join 

9Y 
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ot  connect  with  (with  inst.),  bring  into  the  posses- 

sion of,  furnish  or  endow  with  (with  inst.),  bestow 
anything  (ace.)  upon  any  one  (loc.  or  gen.),  grant, 
confer :  Pass,  yiijyate  (ep.  also  yujyati),  Aor.  ayuji, 
to  be  yoked  or  joined  ;  to  be  fastened  or  united  ;  to 

be  harnessed ;  to  be  put  to ;  to  join  or  connect  one's 
self  with,  be  in  conjunction  with,  to  adhere,  cleave 
tn ;  to  be  applied ;  to  be  fit  or  proper,  to  be  adapted 

or  suitable,  to  be  right ;  to  be  made  ready  or  pre- 
pared; to  be  placed  or  fixed  on,  to  be  directed 

towards ;  to  be  absorbed  or  immersed  in ;  to  medi- 
tate ;  to  be  joined  or  endowed  with  or  possessed  of 

(with  inst.) ;  to  participate  in,  attain  to,  possess, 

obtain  (with  inst.):  Caus.  yojayati,  -yate,  -yilmn. 
Aor.  ayiiyujat,  to  cause  to  join  or  unite ;  to  cause 
union  or  conjunction  ;  to  .yoke,  harness,  put  to ;  to 
join,  unite,  fasten,  connect,  add ;  to  apply,  fix,  fit, 
p'ace,  lay ;  to  use,  make  use  of;  to  prepare,  arrange, 
equip,  undertake,  execute  ;  to  appoint,  employ,  com- 

mission, appoint  to  (with  loc.) ;  to  fix  on,  place  on 
or  in ;  to  fix  the  mind  (manas  or  dtmdnam)  on, 
direct  the  thoughts  &c.  to  (with  loc.) ;  to  concen- 

trate the  attention  on,  be  immersed  or  engrossed  in 
(with  loc.);  to  furnish  or  endow  with  (with  inst.); 
to  make  to  possess  or  partake  of  (with  inst.),  cause 
to  share  in,  present  with,  bestow  upon ;  to  urge  or 
incite  any  one  (ace.)  to  anything  (dat.),  to  excite, 
instigate ;  to  surround ;  to  think  little  of,  esteem 

lightly,  despise  (A.) :  Desid.  yuyukshati,  -te,  to 
wish  to  join  or  unite,  to  desire  to  appoint,  to  desire 
to  place  in  any  employment  or  occupation  ;  to  wish 
to  fix  or  place ;  to  be  about  to  place  or  put  on ;  to 
intend  to  fix  (the  mind)  on  ;  to  wish  to  be  absorbed 
in  :  Intens.  yoyujyate,  yoyufiti,  yoyokti ;  [cf.  Gr. 
{tvy-vv-iu  ((-(vy-rj-v),  ((vy-fta,  £tvy-os,  o^o-fuf, 
av-£v(,  fvy-6-s,  (vy-6-r;  Lat.  ju-n-g-o,  jiwnen- 
tu-m,  con-jux,  jug-u-m,  jugeriwn,  juxta ;  Goth. 
juk,  ga-juk  ;  Old  Germ,  joh,  joch  ;  Angl.  Sax.  yeo- 

can,  geoce  ;  Slav,  ig-o  ;  Lith.  junga-s,  jung^iu.~\ 
Yukta,  as,  a,  am,  yoked,  joined,  united,  con- 

nected, attached,  fastened,  harnessed ;  used,  em- 
ployed, prepared,  fitted  out,  arranged,  ready,  arranged 

in  regular  order,  adapted,  fitted,  fit,  suitable,  just, 
proper,  right,  moderate,  due,  (yulctah  kalena  yah, 

one  who  makes  use  of  the  right  opportunity ;  dyati- 
yukta,  suitable  or  profitable  for  the  future) ;  ap- 

pointed, engaged,  occupied ;  fixed  on,  intent  on 
(with  loc.  or  at  the  end  of  a  comp.) ;  occupied  with, 
immersed  in,  engaged  in,  absorbed  in,  attentive, 
attached  to,  given  up  or  devoted  to,  absorbed  in 
abstract  meditation  or  in  the  religious  exercise  called 
Yoga ;  exercised  in,  skilled  in,  experienced,  skilful, 
clever;  active,  energetic;  joined  with,  furnished 
with,  endowed  with,  filled  with,  possessed  of,  having, 
possessing  (with  inst.  or  at  the  end  of  a  comp.); 
connected  with,  relating  to;  proved,  inferred,  de- 

duced by  argument ;  (in  gram.)  primitive,  i.  e.  not 
derivative  ;  (am),  ind.  collectively,  in  troops  (Ved.) ; 
suitably,  properly,  rightly,  fitly,  duly,  well ;  (as),  m. 
a  sage  or  saint  who  has  become  united  with  the 
Universal  Soul,  one  who  is  so  absorbed  in  meditating 
on  the  Supreme  Spirit  as  to  be  free  from  all  feeling 
and  psssion ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Raivata ;  of  one 
of  the  seven  Rishis  under  Manu  Bhautya ;  (it),  f., 
N.  of  a  plant  (commonly  called  Elani,  cf.  yukta- 
rasa) ;  (a»t),  n.  a  team,  yoke ;  a  measure  of  four 

cubits,  (incorrectly  for  a.  yuta.)  —  Yitkta-kai-nt<in, 
ii,  H,  a,  invested  with  any  office  or  function,  ap- 

pointed to  any  work.  —  Yukta-karin,  i,  mi,  i,  or 

y'lktn-krit,  t,  t,  t,  doing  properly  or  suitably,  acting 
litly.  -  Yul:ta-<jra>-ii>t,  ii,  ii,  a,  Ved.  having  the 
stone  (for  bruising  the  Soma)  prepared,  (Say.  = 
tidi/atii-graviiu.)-.  Yukta-lama,  as,  a,  am,  most 
fit ;  most  absorbed  in  or  intent  on,  very  much 
devoted  to.  -  Yukla-lara,  as,  ii,  am,  more  fit,  very 
intent  on  or  attentive,  very  much  on  one's  guard 
(Manu  VII.  186).-  Ynl.-ta.-tm,  am,  n.  application, 
use,  employment ;  suitabkncji.  fitness,  propriety. 
—  Ynkttf-'Sanaa.'ca^a,  am,  employing  eft  "PP'ynig punishment;  punishing  justly.-  Yuklwb,  ,i,i''r',  *'• 
the  inflicting  of  just  punishment.-  Yul.-t,,'... 

i'is,  iix,  as,  reaJy-mimlcd,  fixing  the  mind,  attentive. 

—  Yukta-mdtuala,  as,  a,  a»i~Ved.  properly  stout  or 
fleshy.  -  Yuki'ii-ratha,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  kind 
of  cleansing  clyster ;  of  a  sort  of  elixir.  —  Yukta-rasd, 
(.  a  species  of  plant  (=*yukta).  —  Yakta-rupa,  as, 
ii,  ant,  suitably  formed,  symmetrical,  suitable,  proper, 
fit,  moderate ;  fit  for,  corresponding  to  (with  loc.  or 

gen.);  (am),   ind.  suitably.—  Yul;t«-rnt,  (In,  afi, 

at,  Ved.  containing  the  verb  yuj.  —  Yukta-s'itoshija 
(°ta-usfi°),  as,  a,  am,  of  moderate  cold  and  heat. 
—  Yukta-sena,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  army  is  ready 

(for  marching).—  Yuktitseiaya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  I 

to  one  whose  army  is  ready  for  marching.  —  Yuktil-  ': 
yas  ("ta-ay^),  as,  n.  '  bound  with  iron,'  a  sort  of 
spade  or  shovel.  —  Yaktiiyukta  Cta-ay'),  am,  n. 
the  proper  and  improper,  right  and  wrong.  —  Yuk- 

tdrohin  (°ta-ar°),  I,  inl,  i,  see  Pan.  VI.  2,  81. 
—  Yuktartlta  ("ta-ar0),  as,  a,  am,  having  mean- 

ing, filled  with  significance,  sensible,  rational,  signi- 
ficant. —  Yaktatva,  ("to-orf"),  °*>  ">  am<  Ved-  nav" 

ing  yoked  horses ;   consisting  of  horses,  (according 

to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  V.  41,  5  =  adva-sahita,  ac- 
companied with  horses.) 

Yukti,  is,  {.  yoking,  joining,  junction,  juncture, 
union,  connection,  combination  ;  putting  to,  harness- 

ing ;  application,  use,  employment,  practice,  usage ; 
appliance,  means,  plan,  scheme,  expedient,  (dravya- 
yuktibhis,  by  the  appliances  of  money)  ;  trick,  con- 

trivance, device,  stratagem ;  charm,  spell ;  suitableness, 
adaptedness,  adjustment,  fitness,  aptness,  propriety, 
correctness ;  skill,  dexterity,  ingenuity,  art ;  reasoning, 

argument,  argumentation,  inference,  induction,  deduc- 
tion from  circumstances ;  probability,  provableness ; 

reason,  ground,  motive ;  (in  the  drama)  connection 
of  events  in  the  plot,  concatenation  of  incidents,  in- 

telligent weighing  of  the  circumstances ;  (in  gram.) 
connection  of  words,  a  sentence ;  (in  law)  enumera- 

tion of  circumstances,  specification  of  place,  time, 
&c. ;  (in  rhetoric)  emblematic  or  mystical  expression 

of  purpose ;  supplying  an  ellipsis ;  sum,  total ;  mix- 
ture or  alloying  of  metals ;  conjunction  (in  astro- 

nomy) ;  yuktyd,  inst.  c.  by  means  of,  by  virtue  of 
(at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  ;  by  device  or  stratagem, 
cunningly,  craftily,  cleverly,  artfully,  skilfully,  under 
pretext  or  pretence ;  properly,  suitably,  fitly,  duly ; 
yuktim  kri,  to  make  arrangements,  take  measures ; 
to  find  a  means,  discover  a  remedy ;  to  employ 

stratagem.  —  Yukti-kathana,  am,  n.  statement  of 
argument,  giving  reasons.  —  Yukti-kara,  an,  i,  am, 
causing  fitness,  suitable,  proper,  fit ;  established, 

proved.  —  Ynkli-kalpa-taru,  its,  m.  [cf.  kalpa- 

toru],  'Kalpa  tree  of  prosperity,'  N.  of  a  work 
ascribed  to  king  Bhoja  (describing  the  virtues  and 

good  qualities  that  ought  to  be  found  in  a  king's 
ministers,  army,  &c.).  •-  Yukti-jna,  as,  a,  am, 
knowing  the  proper  application,  knowing  the  means 
or  remedy ;  skilled  in  mixing  (substances).  —  Yukti- 
tas,  ind.  by  means  of,  by  virtue  of  (at  the  end  of  a 
comp.) ;  by  stratagem  or  craft,  craftily,  cleverly, 
artfully,  under  some  pretence  or  pretext ;  in  a  suitable 
manner,  properly,  fitly,  duly,  according  to  propriety 
or  justice.  —  Yukti-lthiifhri,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Yuk- 
ti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  joined,  united,  tied  ;  possessing 
fitness,  full  of  contrivances  or  plans,  fertile  in  expe- 

dients, ingenious,  clever,  inventive,  able,  competent ; 
furnished  with  arguments,  based  on  argument,  proved. 

•»  Yuktimat-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  based  on  argu- 
ment, the  being  proved.  —  Yukti-yukta,  as,  a,  am, 

possessing  fitness  or  aptness,  experienced,  expert, 
skilful ;  possessing  fitness  or  reason,  suitable,  proper, 

fit ;  established,  proved.  —  Yukti-s'dstra,  am,  n.  the 
science  of  what  is  suitable  or  proper.  —  Yukti-sneha- 

prapurani,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  S'astra- 
dipikS  by  Rama-krishna  Bhatta,  (the  work  is  also 
called  Siddhanta-candrika.) 

Yuktra,  ind.  having  yoked,  having  joined,  having 
harnessed ;  having  equipped  or  furnished  ;  (a  form 
y/mktva  is  also  found.) 

Yiiga,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  yoke ;  (am),  n.  a  pair, 

couple,  brace ;  a  double  S*loka  or  two  Slokas  so  con- 
nected that  the  sense  is  only  completed  by  the  two 

together ;  a  race  or  generation  of  men,  (generally  in 
Ved.  with  mdnus/ia  or  mamuhya) ;  a  period  or 
astronomical  cycle  of  five  years,  a  lustrum,  (especially 
such  a  period  in  the  cycle  of  Jupiter)  ;  an  age  of  the 
world,  long  mundane  period  of  years,  (of  which  there 
are  four,  each  preceded  by  a  period  called  Sandhya, 

'twilightj'aud  followed  bya  period  called  Sandhyans'a, 
'  portion  of  twilight ;'  viz.  I .  Krita  or  Satya,  2.  Treta, 
3.  Dvapara,  4.  Kali,  of  which  the  first  three  have 
already  elapsed,  while  the  Kali  is  that  in  which  we 
are  supposed  to  live  ;  the  first  consists  of  4000  divine 
years  with  400  for  each  of  its  twilights,  the  second 
of  3000  with  300  for  each  twilight,  the  third  of 
2000  with  200  for  each  twilight,  the  fourth  or  Kali 
of  1000  with  100  for  each  twilight ;  but  since  a  divine 

year  equals  360  years  of  men,  the  four  Yugas  com- 
prise severally  1,728,000,  1,296,000,  -864,000, 

and  432,000  years,  the  aggregate  4,320,000  con- 
stituting '  a  great  Yuga,'  or  Maltd-yitga,  q.  v. ;  the 

regularly  descending  numbers  in  the  above  series 

represent  a  corresponding  physical  and  moral  deteri- 
oration in  those  who  live  during  each  age,  the  present 

or  Kali-yuga  being  the  worst ;  this  last  Yuga  is  sup- 
posed to  have  commenced  310 1  or  3102  years  B.C.); 

a  measure  of  length  (  =  4  Hastas  or  cubits)  ;  a  sym- 
bolical expression  for  the  number  4  and  sometimes 

for  the  number  12;  N.  of  a  particular  position  or 
configuration  of  the  moon  ;  of  a  particular  Nabhasa 
constellation  (of  the  class  called  San-khya-yoga,  when 
all  the  planets  are  situated  in  two  houses) ;  a  species 
of  drug  or  medicinal  plant  ( =  vriddhi) ;  [cf.  Gr. 
ft/761' ;  Lat.  juyitm ;  Angl.  Sax.  ioc,  iuc,  geoc^] 

—  Yvya-Jcilaka,  as,  m.  the  pin  of  a  yoke.  —  Yuya- 
kahaya,  as,  m.  the  end  of  a  Yuga,  destruction  of 
the  world.  —  Yuga-dirgha,  as,  d,  am,  long  as  a 
chariot  yoke.  —  Yugan-dhara,  as,  d,  am,  holding 
or  bearing  the  yoke;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  the  pole  of  a 
carriage  or  wood  to  which  the  j'oke  is  fixed ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  particular  magical  formula  spoken  over 
weapons ;  of  a  king  ;  of  a  mountain ;   of  a  forest ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Yuga-pa,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Gandharva.  —  Yuga-pattra  or  yuga-pattrv-ka, 

as,  m.  mountain  ebony,  the  plant  Bauhinia  Varie- 
gata.  —  Yuga-pattrikd,  f.  the  plant  Dalbergia  Sissoo. 

—  Yugapat-prapti,  is,  f.  simultaneous  arrival,  arriv- 
ing all  together.  —  Yiuj'i-patl,  ind.  '  being   in   the 

same  yoke  or  by  the  side  of  each  other,'  together, 
at  one  time,  at  the  same  time,  simultaneously,  at 

once,  all  at  once,  all  together.  —  Yuga-pars'vaka  or 
yuga-pdrs'va-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  at  the  side  of 
the  yoke  (said  of  a  young  ox  in  training).—  Yuga- 

puruna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the  Garga-sarn- 
hita.  —  Yuga-lidhii,  us,  us,  u, '  yoke-armed,'  having 
arms  like  a  yoke,  long  armed.  —  Yaga-bkanga, 
as,  m.  the  breaking  of  a  yoke.  —  Yuga-matra,  am, 
n.  the  length  of  a  yoke  ;  (as,  i,  am),  as  large  as  a 

yoke.  —  Yuga-varatra  or  ywja-varatra,  see  Gana 
Khandikadi  to  Pan.  IV.  a,  ̂ .  —  Yuga-ryayata- 
bahu,  us,  us,  w,  having  arms  long  as  a  yoke ;  long 

armed.  —  Ytiganifaka  (°'ja-an°),  as,  m.  '  part  of  a 
Yuga  or  lustrum,'  a  year,  (also  yugansaka.)~Yu- 

giidi  (°ga-ddi),  is,  m.  the   commencement  of  a 
Yuga,  the  beginning  of  the  v/or\d.—  Yngddi-krit, 
t,  m.,  N.  of  Sivz.  —  Yugatlijina,  </*,  m.  the  first 

Jina  of  a  Yuga.  —  Yugadijina-iri,  is,  m.,  N.  of 

Rishabha.  —  Yugadisa  (°di-iiia),  as,  m.  'first  lord 
of  a  Yuga,'  N.  of  Rishabha.  —  Yugfulya  ("ga-dd3), 
{.  the  first  day  of  a  Yuga  or  age  of  tlie  world ;  the 

anniversary  of  it.  —  Yngadhyaksha  (°ga-adli°\  as, 
m.  '  superintendent  of  a  Yuga,'  epithet  of  Prajapati ; 
of  S'iva.  —  Yugdnta  (°ga-an°),  as,  m.  the  end  of 
the  yoke;    the  meridian,  midday,   noon;    the  end 
of  a  generation ;  the  end  of  an  age  or  Yuga,  destruc- 

tion of  the  world.  —  Yugdntaka,  (is,  m.  the  end  of 
an  age,  end  of  the  world.  —  Yugdnta-bandhu,  us, 
m.  a  real  and  constant  friend.  —  Yuyuntara  (?ga- 

an°),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  yoke,  a  peculiar  yoke ;  the 
second  half  of  the  arc  cutting  the  meridian  described 
by  the  sun ;   another  generation,  a  succeeding  age. 

—  Yugdnt/'igni  (°ta-ag°),  is,  m.  the  fire  at  the  end 
of  the  world.  —  YugeJa  (°ga-lfa),  as,  m.,  Ved.  the 
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lord  or  ruler  of  a  lustrum.  —  Yugorasya  (°ga-ur°), 
08,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  array  of  troops. 

Yugala,  am,  n.  a  pair,  couple,  brace,  (updnad- 
yugalam,  a  pair  of  shoes  ;  kan/ha-iiiretita-hasta- 
yugald,  having  both  her  hands  applied  to  her  neck)  ; 

'  double  prayer,'  N.  of  a  prayer  offered  up  to 
Lakshmi  and  Narayana.  —  Yagulii-lhaktit,  as,  m. 

pi.,  N.  of  a  subdivision  of  the  C'aitanya  Vaishnavas. 
—  Yugalakhya   (°te-aiA°),  as,   m.   a   species  of 
plant. 

Yugalaka,  am,  n.  a  pair,  couple,  brace;  a  couple 
of  S'lokas  or  two  verses  so  connected  that  the  sense  is 
only  completed  by  the  two  together. 

Yugaldya,  Nom.  A.  yuyatdyate,  &c.f  to  be  like 
or  represent  a  pair  (of  anything). 

Yuyaldyitu,  as,  a,  am,  representing  or  like  a  pair. 
Yugdya,  Nom.  A.  yuguyate,  &c.,  to  appear  as 

long  as  a  Yuga,  to  seem  like  eternity. 
Yugin  in  vaitrayngiii,  q.  v. 

Yugma,  as,  a,  am,  even  [cf.  a-y°~\  ;  (am),  n.  a pair,  couple,  brace;  twins;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac 

Gemini  ;  a  couple  of  S'lokas  or  two  verses  so  con- 
nected that  the  sense  is  only  completed  by  the  two 

together;  junction,  union,  mixing,  uniting;  conflu- 
ence (of  two  streams).—  Yitgma-ja,  au,  m.  du. 

twins.  —  Yugma-pattra,  as,  m.  mountain  ebony, 
Bauhinia  Variegata  (  =  yuga-pattra).  —  Yugma- 
pattrikd,  f.  Dalbergia  Sissoo  (  =  yuya-pattrika). 
—  Yugma-parna,  as,  m.  Bauhinia  Variegata  ;  Al- 
stonia  Scholaris.  —  Ynqma-phald,  (.,  N.  of  various 
plants    (  =  indra-dirbi[t,    tfUMtaU,   gaiidhikd). 

—  Yugma-phalottama  (°la-uf),  as,  m.  Asdepias 
Rosea.  —  Yugma-vipuld,  f.  a  species  of  metre. 
Yugmaka,  as,  a,  am,  even;  (am),  n.  a  pair, 

couple,  brace  ;  a  couple  of  S'lokas  or  verses  connected 
by  the  construction  of  the  sentence  (the  sense  being 
completed  only  by  the  two  together). 

Yugman,  a,  d,  a,  or  yugmat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved. 
even. 

Yugmin,  I,  inl,  i,  an  adj.  ft.  yugma. 

Yugya,  as,  a,  am,  fit  or  proper  to  be  yoked  or 
harnessed  ;  belonging  to  a  yoke  ;  yoked,  harnessed  ; 
drawn  by  (e.  g.  asva-yugya,  drawn  by  horses)  ;  any 

yoked  or  draught  animal  ;  (am),  n.  a  vehicle,  car- 
riage, car,  chariot  ;  jamadagncr  vratam  yugyam, 

N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Yugya-vdha,  as,  m.  a  coachman, 

driver.  —  Yugya-stha,  ae,  d,  am,  being  in  a  car- 
riage, a  person  in  a  carriage. 

2.  yuj,  k,  k,  k  (often  at  the  end  of  cotnps.  ; 
when  uncompounded  the  strong  cases  ought  to 
have  a  nasal  inserted,  e.  g.  yuit,  yanjau,  yuiijas, 

ymljam,  ynnjau),  yoked,  joined,  connected,  joined 
to,  harnessed,  drawn  by,  (fatur-ijaj,  drawn  by  four 
horses;  adva-satumra-yuj,  drawn  by  a  thousand 
horses  ;  Itayottama-yuj,  drawn  by  the  best  horses)  ; 
yoked  or  joined  together,  any  one  who  is  joined 
or  yoked,  a  yoke-fellow,  yoke-mate,  companion  ; 
furnished  or  provided  with,  filled  with,  affected  by, 

possessed  of,  possessing  (e.  g.  prlti-yuj,  possessing 
pleasure,  pleased;  Icaiita-yaj,  possessing,  i.e.  grant- 

ing desires,  cf.  dharma-yij)  ;  exciting,  an  exciter, 
(yttn  btuya/i,  exciter  of  fear)  ;  in  couples  or  pairs, 
even,  not  odd,  not  single,  not  separate  [cf.  a-yitf]  ; 
(k  or  n),  m.  a  pair,  couple,  the  number  two;  a 
joiner,  one  who  joins  or  unites  ;  one  who  devotes 
his  time  to  abstract  contemplation,  a  sage  ;  a  measure 

of  300  poles  (?)  ;  yajau,  m.  du.  the  sign  of  the 
zodiac  Gemini  ;  the  two  Asvins  ;  [cf.  Lat.  con-jux, ~ 

Yuja=2.  yuj,  '  even,'  '  not  odd,'  in  a  few  comps. 
Yujya,  as,  d,  a/n,Ved.  connected,  united,  friendly  ; 

related,  allied  ;  suitable,  fit,  fitting,  proper  ;  of  the  same 
kind,  homogeneous  ;  a  kinsman  ;  (ana),  n.  union, 

connection,  relationship  ;  jamadagncr  vratam  yuj- 
yam,  N.  of  a  SSman,  (also  read  yugyam.) 
Yujyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  united  or  joined 

or  connected  with  (with  inst.)  ;  being  furnished  or 
provided  with,  possessing  (with  inst.). 

Yunjaka,  ax,  a,  am,  applying,  performing,  exer- 

cising, practising,  (dhydna-ytti'ijaka,  practising devotion.) 

Yunjat,  cm,  atl,  at,  uniting,  joining;  uniting  spi- 
ritually, practising  devotion. 

Yitiijdiia,  as,  d,  am,  uniting,  combining,  joining 
with ;  suitable,  fitting,  proper ;  successful,  prosperous ; 

(as),  m.  a  driver,  coachman,  charioteer ;  a  Brahman, 
one  who  by  the  religious  exercise  called  Yoga  endea- 

vours to  obtain  union  with  the  Supreme  Soul. 

Yiinjdnaka,  as,  a,  am,  containing  the  word 

ytuijana. Yui/uksliamaya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Desid.),  wish- 
ing to  join  or  unite ;  wishing  to  effect  spiritual  union 

(with  the  divine  essence),  devout. 

Yuyujdna,  as,  d,  am  (Perf.  Part.  A.),  one  who 
has  yoked  or  joined.—  Yayujdna-sapti,  I,  m.  du., 
Ved.  having  harnessed  or  yoked  their  horses  (said  of 

the  two  Asvins;  Say.  =rathe  yujyamdnds'vait). 
Yaktavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  yoked  or  joined  or 

united,  to  be  united  (spiritually) ;  to  be  applied  or 
made  use  of,  applicable,  practicable  ;  to  be  appointed 
to  (any  office),  to  be  charged  with  (with  loc.,  e.  g. 

kiii'mfiifi  yoktaryah,  to  be  charged  with  a  business) ; 
to  be  fixed  on  or  directed  to  (as  the  mind)  ;  to  be 

furnished  or  endowed  with,  to  be  made  to  be  pos- 
sessed of  (with  inst.). 

Yoktri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  yokes  or  harnesses, 
a  harnesser,  driver,  coachman ;  an  exciter,  rouser. 

Yoktra,  am,  n.  any  instrument  for  tying  or  fas- 
tening, a  tie,  fastening,  band,  cord,  halter,  rope, 

thong,  girth  ;  the  tie  of  the  yoke  of  a  plough ;  the 
thongs  by  which  an  animal  is  attached  to  the  pole 
of  a  vehicle. 

Y'uktraka,  am,  n.  =  yoktra  above. 
Yoktraya  (fr.  yoktra),  Nom.  P.  yoktrayati,  &c., 

to  tie,  bind,  fasten,  wind  round. 

Yoga,  yogya,  &c.  See  p.  821,  col.  2,  and 

p.  823,  col.  2. 
Yojana,  yojayitri,  yojitri,  yojya.  Sec.  See 

p.  823,  cols.  2,  3. 

'5^'^  yuhjanda,  N.  of  a  place. 
u  j    2.  yut  (allied  to  rt,s.jut,jyut,  dyut ; 
O  N  for  I.  yut  see  p.  817,  col.  2),  cl.  I.  A. 

yotate,  &c.,  to  shine;  [cf.  Hib.  itidh,  'a  day;' 
an-iudh,  '  to-day ;'  iodhna,  '  brightness,  purity  ;' 
'clean,  pure.'] 

TJ?T  yuta,  yutaka.  See  under  rts.  i.  and  2. 
yti,  p.  817. 

yuti.     See  p.  817,  col.  3. 

yut-kara,  yud-bhii.     See  under  2. 
yudh,  col.  3. 

Jg  yuddha.     See  col.  3. 
•TOT  i.  yudh,  cl.  4.  A.  P.  (in  Post-Vedic 
O  N  literature  usually  A.  except  where  the  metre 

requires  P.)  yudhyate  (-tt),  yuyudhe  (3rd  pi.  P. 
yuyudhuh),  yotsyate  (yotsyati),  ayuddha  (ayo- 
dhlt),  yoddhum  (Ved.  Inf.  yuulhaye],  to  fight, 
combat,  oppose  in  battle  (with  ace.) ;  to  overcome 
in  battle,  conquer,  vanquish  (with  ace.) ;  to  fight  or 
contend  with  (with  inst.  or  inst.  with  saha,  e.g. 
ittt/rubhiA  or  fotrukhift  xaha  yadlnjatc,  he  fights 
with  enemies);  to  fight  for  or  about  (with  loc., 

Ved-.) ;  to  wage  war,  fight,  engage  in  battle  or  war ; 
(according  to  Naigh.  II.  14)  to  go  (P.):  Pass,  yu- 
dhyaie,  to  be  fought :  Caus.  P.  yodhayati  (rarely 
A.  -te),  -yitum,  Aor.  ayuyudhat,  to  cause  to  fight, 
make  to  fight  with  (with  inst.) ;  to  order  to  fight ; 
to  make  war  upon,  attack,  fight  against,  oppose ;  to 
overcome  in  battle,  vanquish,  conquer ;  to  defend  : 
Pass,  of  Caus.  yodhyate,  to  be  made  to  fight,  &c. ; 

Desid.  yuyutsati,  -te  (in  ep.  often  P.  on  account 
of  the  metre),  to  be  desirous  or  anxious  to  fight;  to 
wish  to  conquer;  to  prepare  to  fight:  Caus.  of 
Desid.  yuyutaayati,  to  make  desirous  of  fighting, 
make  eager  for  battle  :  Intens.  yoyudhycite,  yoyod- 

dhi ;  [cf.  Zend  yitd :  Gr.  vff-^juvT},  va-\uv\  Hib. 
iodhna,  'spears,  arms'  (  =  a-yudha);  ioilnach, 
'  valiant ;'  iodhlan, '  a  hero :'  (perhaps  also)  Angl. 

Sax.  giulh  :  (perhaps)  Old  Germ,  gund,  '  battle.'] 

Yuddha,  as,  d,  am,  fought,  encountereJ ;  over, 
come,  subdued,  conquered ;  (am),  n.  war,  battle, 

conflict,  fight,  combat,  struggle,  contest,  strife,  en- 
gagement ;  (in  astronomy)  opposition,  conflict  of  the 

planets.  —  Yuddha-kdnda,  am,  n.  'battle-section,' 
N.  of  the  sixth  book  of  Valmiki's  Ramayana ;  of 
the  sixth  book  of  the  Adhyatma-ramayana.  —  Yud- 
dhakdri-tva,  am,  n.  making  war,  fighting.  —  Yud- 
dha-kdrin,  I,  inl,  i,  making  war,  fighting,  con- 

tending, struggling,  engaging  in  battle.  —  Yuddha- 
kli'tti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  S'an-kaiacarya. 
—  Yuddha-gawl/tana,  am,  n.  a  battle  like  the 
dance   of  the   Gandharvas.  —  Yuddha-jaydrnava 

(  ya-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the  Jyotih- 
Sastra.  —  Yuddha-jayopdyn  (°ya-up°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  work.  —  Yuddha-jit,  t,  t,  t,  victorious  in  battle. 
—  Yitddha-dyuta,  am,  n.  the  game  of  war,  luck 
of  battle,  chance  of  war,  (see  dyuta.)  —  Yaddha- 
dharma,  as,  m.  the  law  of  war.  —  Yiulilhci -fiardit- 
mukha,  as,  i,  am,  averse  from  fighting.—  Yuddha- 
purl,   {.,  N.  of  a   town.  —  Yuddha-l>hu,  us,  or 

yuddha-bhumi,  is,  f.  battle-ground,  a  field  of  battle. 
—  Yuddha-maya,  as,  z,  am,  consisting  of  war,  re- 

sulting from  battle,  relating  to  war,  warlike,  martial. 
—  Yuddlta-mdrga,  as,  m.  a  mode   of  fighting, 
stratagem,    manceuvre.  —  Yuddha-mushti,   is,   m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Ugra-sena.  —  Yuddha-medini,  f. 
battle-ground,  a  field  of  battle.—  Yuddha-yojaka, 

as,  d,  am,  preparing   for  war,  eager   for   battle. 

—  Yuddha-ranga,  as,  m.   '  battle-arena,'  field  of 
battle;   (as,  a,  am),  whose  arena  is  battle;   (as), 
m.,  N.  of  Karttikeya.  —  Yuddha-vastu,  n,  n.  an 
implement  of  war.  —  Ymldha-vidyd,  f.  the  science 

of  war,  military  art.  —  Yuddha-mra,  as,  m. '  battle- 
hero,'  a  valiant  man,  warrior,  hero,  champion ;  he- 

roism, bravery  (as  one  of  the   Rasas).—  Yuddha- 
iaktl,  is,  f.  warlike  vigour  or  prowess.  —  Yitddha- 
tfdlin,  i,  inl,  i,  warlike,  courageous,  valiant,  bold. 

—  Yuddha-sdra,    as,   m.  '  battle-goer,'  a   horse. 
—  Yuddhdfdrya   (°dha-d<!°),  as,   m.   '  war-pre- 

ceptor,' a  military  instructor,  one  who  teaches  the 
use  of  arms.  —  Yuddiiaji  Cdha-dji),  is,  m.,  N.  of 

a  descendant  of  An-giras.  —  Yuddhadkmn  (°dha- 

adh°),  d,  d,  a,  going  or  resorting  to  battle.  —  Yvtd- 
dhdrthin  (°dha-a,r°),  i,  im,  i,  desirous  of  war, 

seeking  war.  —  YuddJidvasdna  (°dha-av°),  am,  n. 
cessation   of  war,  truce.  —  Yuddhodyama   (°dha- 
ud°),  or  yuddhodyoga  (°dha-ud°),  as,  m.  pre- 

paring for  battle,  vigorous  and  active  preparation  for 

war.  —  Yuddhonmatta   (°dha-un°),   as,   d,   am, 
'  battle-mad,'  fierce  or  frantic  in  battle ;   (Of),  m., 

N.  of  a  Rakshasa.  —  Yuddhopakarana  (°dha-up°), 
am,  n.  a  war  implement,  accoutrements. 

Yuddhaka,  am,  n.  =  yuddha,  war,  battle,  &c. 
Yuddhin,  t,  inl,  i,  relating  to  war  or  battle,  &c. 

1.  yudh,  t,  t,  t,  warring,  fighting  ;  a  fighter,  war- 
rior, soldier,  hero,  champion ;  (t),  f.  war,  fight, 

battle,  combat,  conflict,  struggle,  contest.  —  Yut- 
kdra,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  making  war,  waging  war, 

fighting,  contending.  —  Yud-bhu,  us,  f.  battle-ground, 
a  field  of  batik-.  —  Yudhd-jit,  t,  t,  t  (yudhd,  inst.  c.), 
conquering  or  vanquishing  by  means  of  war;  (t), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kroshtu  by  a  woman  called 
Madrl ;  of  a  son  of  Kekaya  (uncle  of  Bharata)  ;  of 

a  son  of  Vrishni ;  of  a  king  of  Ujjayini.  —  Yiidhd- 

manyu,  us,  m.  (yudhd,  inst.  c.),  N.  of  a  warrior 
on  the  side  of  the  Pandavas.  —  Yudhi-dr&*h1ha,  as, 

d,  am,  pre-eminent  in  battle.  —  Yudhi-shthira,  as, 

m.  (yudhi,  loc.  c.  +  sthira),  'firm  or  steady  in 
battle,'  N.  of  the  eldest  of  the  five  reputed  sons 
of  Pandu,  (though  nominally  the  son  of  Pandu,  he 

was  really  the  child  of  PrithS  or  KuntI,  Pandu's  wife, 
by  the  god  Dharma  or  Yama,  whence  he  is  often 
called  Dharma-putra  or  Dharma-r5ja ;  as  the  eldest 
of  the  five  Pandavas,  he  ultimately  succeeded  Pandu 

as  king,  first  reigning  over  Indra-prastha,  and  after- 
wards, when  the  Kuru  princes  or  sons  of  Dhrita- 

rashtra  were  defeated,  at  Ha=tina-pura) ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  Krishna  ;  of  two  kings  of  Kasmlra ;  of  a  potter 
(in  Parica-tantra,  p.  217);  of  a  preceptor;  (as),  m. 

pi.  the  descendants  of  Yudhi-shthira,  son  of  Pandu. 
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—  YudhisltlMra-purogamii,   o.-p,   a,   am,   having 
Vuilhi-shthira  as  leader,  led  on  by  Yudhi-shthira. 

i«,  m.,  Ved.  a  proper  N. 

Yudhaji,  cf.  yavilli'i'iinjii. 
Yitdftd-jit,  ytidhd-manyu.    See  under  2.  yitdli. 
Yadliajira,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.,  (perhaps  for 

yuiidhnjiva.) 
Ymlhana,  as,  m.  a  man  of  the  second  or  military 

order,  a  warrior ;  an  enemy. 

Yitdhi'tsiira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  king  Nanda. 

Yii'lhi,  \'ed.  fighting,  contending,  battle,  (usually 
occurring  in  the  dat  yitdkaye  used  as  a  Ved.  Inf. 

in  the  sense  'to  fight.') 
Yudhika,  as,  a,  am,  fighting,  contending,  (per- 

haps an  incorrect  form.) 
'kat-gama,  us,  a,  am  (yudhtm,  ace.  c.), 

Ved.  going  to  battle. 

Yiitlhi-shthira.     See  under  2.  yudh. 
Yadhenya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  fought  with, 

to  be  overcome  in  battle. 

Yudhma,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  warlike,  martial ;  (as), 
m.  a  warrior,  champion,  soldier,  (Say. =yoddhri) ; 
a  battle,  fight;  an  arrow;  a  bow;  (according  to 

some) = tfesha-saitgrdma  ;  =  tarabha. 
Yudhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  fought  with;  to  be 

conquered  or  subdued,  conquerable. 
Yudliyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  fighting,  making  war. 
Yudhydmadhi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  proper  N. 
Yudhvan,  a,  a,  a,.Ved.  warlike,  martial,  a  warrior. 

Yuyutsat,  an,  and,  at,  wishing  to  fight. 
Yuyittxu,  (.  (fr.  the  Desid.),  the  wishing  to  fight, 

desire  for  war,  eagerness  for  battle,  pugnacity,  enmity. 

—  Yuyutsa-rahita,  as,  a,  am,  without  wish  or  in- 
tention to  fight,  cowardly. 

Y'uyutsu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  fight,  desiring 
war,  eager  for  battle;  anxious  to  fight  with  (with 
inst.  or  with  eaha,  sdrdham,  &c.  with  inst.) ;  pug- 

nacious, hostile,  ambitious;  (us),  m.  a  combatant; 
N,  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra. 

Yuyudhan,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Mithila. 
Yuyudkdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Satyaka,  (he 

was  one  of  the  allies  of  the  Pandavas) ;  a  Kshatriya, 
warrior ;  epithet  of  Indra. 

Yuyudlii  or  yuyudhi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  warlike, 
martial,  pugnacious. 

Yoteyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  about  to  fight,  ready  to 

fight. 
Yoddhavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  fought  or  contended, 

to  be  overcome  in  battle,  (the  neuter  may  be  used 
impersonally,  e.g.  kair  mayd  saha  yuddharyam, 
by  whom  is  it  to  be  fought  with  me.) 

Yoddhu'-kama,  as,  «,  am,  wishing  to  fight, 
anxious  for  battle. 

YmliJIiri,  dhil,  m.  a  fighter,  warrior,  champion, 
combatant,  soldier. 

Yodka,  as,  m.  a  fighter,  warrior,  champion,  com- 

batant, soldier;  battle,  war  (in  dur-y°,  mitho-y°, 
q.  q.  v.  v.)  ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times  -  v  —  u  - . 
—  Yodtta-dharma,  as,   m.   the   law   of  soldiers, 
military  law,  duty  of  the  Kshatriya  caste.  —  Yodha- 
muhlnja,  as,  m.  a  chief  warrior,  leader.  —  Yailha- 
vira,  as,  m.  a  hero,  warrior.  —  Yodha-sa/ni-arft, 
as,   m.  challenging   to  battle,   mutual  defiance   of 
combatants.  —  Yodha-hara,   as,    a,   am,   carrying 

warriors.—  Yodhdgdra  (°aVi.a-ay°),  at,  m.  a  soldier's 
dwelling,  barrack. 

Yodhaka,  as,  m.  =  yodha,  a  fighter,  warrior. 

fodhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  fighting,  battle,  war, 
striic.  —  Yudhana-pura-firtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tlrtha. 

)  odhaHu-pmra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 
"',  'lit,  aiiti,  at,  fighting,  making  war. 

5  wlhil;a.  epithet  of  a  particular  mode  of  fighting ; 
[cf.  yiuulhilia.'] 

Yuitltin,  i,  ini,  i,  fighting,  contending,  waging 
war,  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.g.  ./(Yy^fm-yodAin. 
righting  with  divine  weapons;  cf.  haya~y°);  con- 

quering, subduing,  a  conqueror  (c.  g.  <;„ 
yullidi,  conquering  the  Danavas) ;  (?),  m.  a  warrior. 
—  Yotlhi-eana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place. 

Yudlilyas,  an,  asl,  as  (compar.  ofyoiUta),  more 
warlike  or  manial. 

Ywlhi'ija,  as,  m.  =  yodha,  a  warrior,  combatant; 

(ay),  m.  p!.,  N.  of  a  race. 
Yn</hya,  ut,  <~i,  am,  to  be  fought,  to  be  overcome 

in  battle,  to  be  conquered  or  subdued,  conquerable  ; 

(ils),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

*4rl>4   yunlh  =  rt.  punth,  q.  v. 

•JTCT  VUP<  cl.  4-  P.  yupyati,  yuyopa,  ayu- 
O  N  pat,  &c.,  to  confuse,  trouble,  perplex  ;  to 

efface,  destroy,  obliterate  ;  to  make  level  or  smooth  ; 

to  be  concealed,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I. 
104,  4.  yuyopa  =  f/udham  unit)  :  Caus.  yopayati, 
-yiluiii,  to  efface,  obliterate,  destroy:  Intens.  yo- 

yttpyate. Yopana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  effacing  (foot-prints 
or  traces,  &c.)  or  anything  used  for  effacing  or  obli- 

terating ;  the  act  of  oppressing,  obstructing,  molest- 
ing, perplexing,  confusing,  destroying,  effacing,  obli- 

terating (sometimes  at  the  end  of  comps.;  cf.pada-y0, 

jana-y°). Yopayat,  an,  and,  at,  effacing,  obliterating, 
obstructing,  perplexing. 

3*{  yuyu,  us,  m.  a  horse,  (probably  incor- rect for  yayu.) 

yuyuk-kltura,  as,  m.  a  hyena.     ' 
yuyutsa,  yuyutsu,  yuyudhana,  &c. See  col.  I. 

ynyuri.     See  ymjuvi,  p.  821,  col.  2. 

~*J3  yuva,  the  actual  base  of  the  dual  of  the 
second  personal  pronoun,  (yiivdm,  nom.  ace.  you  two  ; 
yuvdbhydm,  inst.  dat.  abl.  ;  yuvayos,  gen.  loc.  ; 
Ved.  forms  yuvam,  yuvabhydm,  yuvos.)~Yuva- 
drik,  ind.,  Ved.  directed  towards  both  of  you. 
—  Yuva-dhita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  placed  or  arranged 
for  you  both  ;  beneficial  to  you  both,  (Say.  yuvd- 

bhydm vihita.)  —  Yma-datta,  as,   d,  am,  Ved. 
given  by  both  of  you.  —  Yuvd-nlta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
brought  by  both  of  you.^  Yuvd-yu,},  k,  k,  k,  Ved. 
yoked  for  you  both,  harnessed  by  you  both.  —  Yuvd- 
vat,  an,  afi,  at,  Ved.  belonging  to  both  of  you. 

I.  yuvat  (for  2.  yuvat  see  col.  3),  Ved.  abl.  du. 
of  the  2nd  personal  pronoun,  (according  to  Say.  on 

Rig-veda  1.  109,  1.  yuvat  =  yurfibhydm.)  —  Yuvad- 
demlya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  (each  of)  you  for 
a  divinity. 

Yavayu  or  yuvdyit,  us,  m,  u,  Ved.  longing  for 

both  of  you,  (Say.  yUiroyu,  =  yuvdm  kdmuyamd- 
«a);  intended  for  you  both. 

Yui'dku,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  belonging  to  both  of  you. 

y^oir  yuvaka.     See  col.  3. 
vc)r|  yuvan,  a,  yuvati  or  yuvatl  or  yuni,  a 

(said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  yu,  but  according  to  some  for 

dyuvan,  fr.  3.  dyti,  or  rt.  2.  div,  'to  shine;'  com- 
par. yaviyas,  q.  v.  ;  superl.  yavishtha,  q.  v.),  young, 

youthful,  juvenile,  adult,  arrived  at  puberty  (applied 
to  men  or  animals)  ;  endowed  with  native  or  natural 
strength,  strong,  excellent,  good,  healthy  ;  (a),  m.  a 
youth,  young  man,  a  young  animal  ;  (in  the  Veda 
yuvan  is  also  applied  to  Indra,  Agni,  and  various 
other  gods)  ;  the  younger  descendant  of  any  one  (an 
elder  descendant  being  still  alive)  ;  N.  of  the  ninth 

year  in  Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  years  ;  (yuvati,  is), 
f.  a  girl,  young  woman,  any  youthful  female,  any 

young  female  animal,  (iltha-yuvati,  a  young  female 
elephant  ;  the  term  yuvati  is  also  applied  in  the 
Veda  to  Ushas,  Night  and  Morning,  Heaven  and 
Earth)  ;  turmeric  ;  (yuvati),  (.  =  yuvati,  a  young 
woman  ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Virgo  ;  [cf.  Lat. 

jiireni-s,  jun-iur,  Ji'nins,  jimix:  Goth,  juggs  : 
Angl.  Sax.  iony,  iung,  yeony,  geoyudh  :  Lith. 

jauna-s  :  Slav,  junu,  '  a  youth  ;'  junosti,  '  youth.'] 
—  Yu.va-khnla.ti,  is,  is,  i,  bald  in  youth  ;  yuva- 
kltalatl,  f.  bald  in  girlhood.  —  Yuva-ganda,  as,  m. 
an  eruption  on  the  face  of  young  people.  —  Yura- 

jarat,  an,  oil,  at,  appearing  old  in  youth,  becoming 
old  at  an  early  age.  -  Yiii-a-jilni,  is,  if,  i,  Ved. 

having  a  young  wife.  —  Yuva-t~i,  f.  or  yuva-ti'a, 
am,  n.  youthfulness,  youth.  —  Yuvati-jana  or  yu- 
vati-jana,  as,  m.  a  young  woman.  —  Yuratishta, 
(  li-i*/i°),  f.  yellow  jasmine  (  =  *ivm«i-//«r/iifot). 
—  Yura-palita,  as,  d  (?),  am,  grey-haired  in  youth. 
—  Yani-jiraii/ayn,  ax,  m.  a  suffix  forming  the  so- 
called  Yuvan  patronymics.—  Yuva-marin,  i,  iiii,  i, 

Ved.  dying  in  youth.  —  Yuvii-raja,  03,  m.  'young 

king,'  an  heir-apparent  associated  with  the  reigning 
sovereign  in  the  government,  a  crown  prince ;  epithet 
of  Maitreya  the  future  Buddha;   one  of  the  Jaiua 
Pontiffs.  —  Yv.ru rajn-tra   or  yura-riijya,  am,  n. 

the  rank  or  position  of  an  heir-apparent  to  a  throne. 

—  Yura-rajan,  a,  m.  =  yuva-rdja  above.  —  l"«ra- 
raja-sabilti-bhi'ij,  1;,  It,  It,  possessing  the  title  of 
heir-apparent.  —  Yuva-valina,  as,  d,  am,  having 
wrinkles  in  youth  or  at  an  early  age.  —  Yuvi-bku, 
cl.  i.  P.  -lihardti,  -bhacitum,  to  become  young. 
—  Yuvi-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  young. 
Yttcaka,  ax,  m.  =  yuran,  a  youth. 

3.  yuvat,  Ved. = yuvan,  youthful,  Rig-veda  X, 
39,  8.    (For  I.  yuvat  see  col.  2.) 

Yuvati  or  yuvati.     See  under  yuvan,  col.  2. 
Ynvanyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  youthful,  juvenile. 
Yuvada,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  young,  youthful,  juvenile. 

yuvana(?),  as,  m.  the  moon. 

yuvanasva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
father  of  Mandhatri ;  of  various  persons.  «•  Yuva- 
rul'ica-ja,  as,  m.  the  son  of  Yuvanasva,  i.e.  Man- 

dhatri (an  early  sovereign  of  the  solar  dynasty). 

<4=i»<4  yuvanyu,  yuva-roja,  &c.    See  above. 

^T  yuva,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  one  of  Agni's arrows. 

*}=il^<»  yuva-datta,  yuvuyu,  &c.  See 
under  yima,  col.  2. 

<j=»l*l  yuvama,  N.  of  a  town. 

<jgi4l«i  yushta~grama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
village. 

'  yushmad,  a  form  derived  from  yusli- 
mat,  abl.  pi.  of  the  pronominal  base  4.  yu,  and 
serving  for  the  base  of  the  2nd  personal  pronoun  in 
the  plural  number  and  at  the  beginning  of  some 
compounds ;  the  actual  base,  however,  in  most  of 
the  plural  cases  is  yushma,  which  is  also  found  in  a 

few  compounds,  cf.  ytishmd-datta  below ;  the  fol- 
lowing forms  are  found,  yuyam,  nom.  pi.  you; 

yushman,  ace.  yon;  yufhmabhis,  inst.  by  you; 

yuskmabkyam,  dat.  to  you ;  yushmat  or  yushmat- 
tas,  abl.  from  you ;  yiislaiiikam,  gen.  of  you,  (in 
Ved.  the  final  nasal  may  be  dropped,  e.  g.  yushmd- 
kaika  for  yusftmdkam  eka) ;  yiishmasa  (Ved.  also 

yushme),  loc.  in  you,  cf.  Rig-veda  VIII.  47,  8; 
[cf.  Zend  yus;  Gr.  iiueis,  JEo\.  l/i/ifs  (fr.  iff/its)  ; 
Goth,  and  Lith.  /«-«.]  —  Yushmad-artha,m,  ind. 
for  you,  on  your  account.  —  Yushinad-iiyatta,  as, 
d,  am,  dependent  upon  you,  at  your  disposal. 
—  Yushmad-vafya,  am,  n.  (in  gram.)  the  second 
person.  —  Yushmad-ridha,  as,  d,  am,  of  your  kind 
or  sort,  like  you.  <•  Yushma-datta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

given   or    bestowed    by   you ;     [cf.    yi(.vd-datta.~\ —  Yushmd-drM,  k,  Tc,  k,  or  yushmd-driia,  as,  i, 
am,  like  you,  similar  to  you,  resembling  you,  one 

such  as  you ;   [cf.  m&drii,  tvd-drii]  —  Yushmd- 
ita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  led  or  accompanied  by  you. 
-  Yushma-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  belonging  to  you. 

-  Yushmeshita  (°md-i#h°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  excited 
or  instigated  by  you.  —  Yushmota  (°md-uta),  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  protected  or  loved  by  you. 

Y'ushmad'iya,  as,  d,  am,  your,  yours,  your  own, 
belonging  to  you. 
Yushmayat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  seeking  you, 

addressed  to  you,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  II. 

39,  7  =  2/« 



yushmdka. 

yoga. 
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Yushmdka,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  your,  yours;  [cf. 

yushmdka  under  yiishmad.'] 
TJ  yu,  its,  m.  (according  to  some  f.),  soup, 

pease-soup,  broth  (  =  yuslia). 

^oR  yuka,  as,  a,  m.  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2. 
yu),  a  louse.  —  Yiika-dem,  f.,  N.  of  a  princess. 
—  Yuka-Ukiha,  am,  n.  lice  and  nits. 

^=FT  yukara,  see  Gana  Kyis'as'vadi  to  Pan. IV.  2,  So. 

^fil  yuti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  2.  yu),  joining, 
mixing,  mixture,  junction,  connection,  union,  addi- 

tion ;  [cf.  yuti,  mhir-yiiti.] 

f^t  yutha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (usually  am,  n. ; 
fr.  rt.  2.  yu),  a  flock,  herd  (of  birds,  animals,  &c.) ; 
a  bevy,  troop,  band ;  a  multitude,  number,  large 

quantity;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  jasmine  (='yuthikd). 
—  Yutha-ga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  class  of  gods  under 
Manu  Cakshusha.  —  Yutha-ndtha,  as,  m.  the  lord 
of  a  band,  leader  of  a  troop,  head  of  a  flock  or  herd ; 

a  large  elephant.  —  Yutha-pa,  as,  or  yutha-pati, 
is,  m.   a  keeper  or  protector  of  a  troop,  lord  or 
captain  of  a  band  ;  the  leader  of  a  herd  (especially 

of  elephants),  a  large  elephant.  —  Y'utha/>ati-sakd- 
s'am,  ind.  to  the  chief  of  the  herd.  —  Yiitha-pai'i- 
lihrashta,  a*,  a,  am,  fallen  out  or  strayed  from  the 
herd.  —  Yutha-pasu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  tax 
or  tithe.  —  Yutha-pdla,  as,  m.  =  yutha*pa.  —  Yu- 
tha-lhrashta  or  yutha-mbhrashtci,  as,  d,  am,  = 

yutlta-paribhrashta  above.  —  Y'iitha-mukhya,  as, 
m.  the  chief  or  captain  of  a  troop.  —  Yutha-s'as,  ind. 
in  troops  or  bands,  in  flocks  or  herds,  gregariously. 
••  Yutha-hat(t,  as,  d,  am,  =  yutha-paribhrashta. 

<—  Yuthdgrani  (°tha-ag°),  is,  m.  a  leader  of  a  band 
or  troop.  —  Yuthl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,   to 
make  or  form  into  a  herd,  to  unite  in  a  flock. 

Yuthaka  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  =  yutha. 
Yutlifira,  an  adj.  fr.  yutha,  see  Gana  Asmadi  to 

Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

Yuthikd,  (.  a  kind  of  jasmine,  Jasminum  Auricu- 
latum  ;  globe-amaranth ;  Clypea  Hernandifolia. 

Yuthya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  a  herd  or 
flock ;  being  at  the  head  of  the  herd  ;  belonging  to 
a  troop  or  herd  of  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.). 

*J«T  yiina,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  2.  yu),  a  band, 
cord,  string. 

Yuni,  is,  f.  joining,  connection,  union. 

^•fqri^  ynnarvan,  a  Vedic  word  of  which 
the  sense  is  doubtful. 

^«ft  yZni,  f.  of  yuvan,  q.  v. 

^Jt  yiipa,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 

III.  27.  fr.  rt.  2.  yu,  'to  bind;'  but  according  to 
some,  more  probably  fr.  rt.  yup),  a  smooth  post  or 
stake  to  which  the  sacrificial  victim  is  fastened,  any 
sacrificial  post,  (usually  made  of  bamboos  or  Khadira 
wood ;  in  Ramayana  I.  13,  24,  25,  where  the  horse 
sacrifice  is  described,  twenty-one  of  these  posts  are 
set  up,  six  made  of  Vilva,  six  of  Khadira,  six  of 

Palasa,  one  of  Udumbara,  one  of  S'leshmataka,  and 
one  of  Deva-daru) ;  a  column  erected  in  honour  of 

a  victory,  a  trophy  (=jaya-stambha);  N.  of  a  par- 
ticular conjunction  of  the  class  Akritl-yoga  (i.  e. 

when  all  the  planets  are  situated  in  the  first,  second, 

third,  and  fourth  houses).  —  Ytlj>a-ka/aka,  as,  m.  a 
wooden  ring  at  the  top  of  the  sacrificial  post ;  (ac- 

cording to  some)  an  iron  ring  at  its  base.  —  Yupa- 
karna,  as,  m.  the  part  of  a  sacrificial  post  which  is 

sprinkled  with  ghee.  —  Yupa-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of 
BhOri-sravas.  —  Yurpa-d/Hiedana,  am,  n.  the  cutting 
of  the  sacrificial  post.  —  Ytipa-ddrii,  n.  the  wood 
for  the  sacrificial  post.  —  Yupa-dnt,  us,  m.  Acacia 
Catechu  (the  wood  of  this  tree  being  especially  suit- 

able for  the  sacrificial  post).—  Yupa-driuita,  as,  m. 
=  yupa-dru  above ;  =  rakta-khadira.  —  Yupa- 

dhvaja,  as,  m.  'having  the  sacrificial  post  as  an 
emblem,'  epithet  of  the  sacrifice  (personified).  —  Yw- 
pa-lakshana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a.  Parisishta  of  KStya- 

yana.  —  Y'upa-lakshya,  as,  m.  a  bird  (said  to  be  so 
called  as  'having  a  post  [round  which  a  snare  is 
tied]  for  its  aim').—  Yr^ia-ntt,  an,  atl,  at,  having 
a  sacrificial  post.  —  Yupa-rdha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the 
carrier  or  bearer  of  the  sacrificial  post.  —  Yupa- 
vraska,  as,  m.  the  cutter  of  the  sacrificial  post. 

—  Yiipah-slia  (°pa-ak°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasa, 

(also  read  yu/idkhya.)—YuiJdgra  (°pa-ag°),  am, 
n.  the  top  of  the  sacrificial  post.—  Yupdhuti  (°pa- 
<5/('),  is,  {.  an  offering  at  the  erection  of  the  sacri- 

ficial post.  —  YupoMhraya  (°pa-«<O>  ai>  m-  the 
ceremony  of  erecting  the  sacrificial  post. 

Yfijtlya  or  yiipya,  as,  d,  an,  fit  or  suitable  for 
a  sacrificial  post. 

/iiyam.    See  yushmad,  p.  820,  col.  3. 

yuyudhi  =  yuyudhi,  p.  820,  col.  I. 

yuyuvi,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  I.  yu;  ac- 
cording to  the  Pada-patha  yuyuvi),  Ved.  setting 

aside,  removing. 

•jnj  yush  [cf.  Ti-jitsK],  cl.  i.  P.  yitshati, 
Cs  N  &c.,  to  injure,  hurt,  wound ;  to  kill ;  [cf. Slav,  juchu.1 

TR  yusha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  con- 
nected with  rt.  yush  above ;  cl.jiisha),  soup,  broth, 

pease-soup,  the  water  in  which  pulse  of  various  kinds 
has  been  boiled  ;  (as),  m.  the  Indian  mulberry  tree  ; 

[cf.  probably  Gr.  £o>/toj,  fvSos;  LaL  jus;  Slav. 

jucha.] 
Ytishan,  a  form  optionally  substituted  for  yusha 

in  all  the  cases  except  Nom.  Voc.  sing.  du.  pi.,  Ace. 

sing.  du.  (e.  g.  Ace.  pi.  yushun  or  yushnah,  Inst. 
sing,  yushena  or  yushnd,  du.  yushdbhydnt  or  yu- 
flifililiijdm,  &c.). 

Yus  =  yusha  above ;  [cf.  yu.'] 
*l«T  yena,  ind.  (inst.  of  3.  ya  or  yad),  by 

which,  by  means  of  which,  by  which  way,  in  which 
manner,  in  whatever  way  or  manner,  in  which  direc- 

tion, whither,  where,  in  whatever  direction,  where- 
soever ;  on  which  account,  in  consequence  of  which, 

wherefore  ;  because,  since,  as ;  that,  so  that,  in  order 
that  (with  pot.  or  pres.  or  fut.). 

*W«T  yemana,  am,  n.=jemana,  eating. 

•s 

M*<*1l»t5  yeyajamaha,  as,  m.  a  term  for 
the  expression  ye  yajdmahe,  which  immediately 
precedes  the  Yajya  or  formula  of  consecration. 

<4^IM'(  yeyayeya  (°ya-ay°),  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 
I.  yd),  that  which  is  to  be  gone  after  and  not  to  be 

gone  after. 
^<*IH  yevasha,   as,  m.,  Ved.,   N.   of  a 

noxious  insect,  (also  read  yavdsha.) 

•jrjt  yesh,  cl.  i.  P.  yeshati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 
\  boil  up,  bubble;  to  flow,  leak;  cl.  I.  A. 

yeshatc,  &c.,  to  exert  one's  self,  endeavour,  perse- vere, =rt.  pesh,  q.v. 

Yexhnt,  a,n,  uittl,  at,  boiling  up,  bubbling;  flow- 
ing, leaking;  (Say.  on  Rig-veda  III.  53,  22=sra- 

vat.) 

.  epithet  of  a  Muhurta. 

7?  yeshtha,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  fr.  rt.  I.  ya), 
going  very  quickly,  moving  with  the  greatest  rapidity, 
(Say.  Rig-veda  VII.  56,  6  —  yatritama,  atiiayma, 
f/uiilri,  but  Rig-veda  V.  41,  3  =  yantritama,  re- 

straining greatly,  as  if  fr.  rt.  yam.) 

TU^T  yok,  md.=jyok,  for  a  long  time. 

<Jta«l  yoktavya,  yoktri,  yoktra,  &c.     See 

p.  819,  Col.  2. 

<Tl'l  yoga,  as,  m.  (in  one  or  two  excep- 
tional cases  am,  n. ;  fr.  rt.  1 .  y  uj),  the  act  of  yoking, 

joining,  junction,  conjunction,  uniting,  union,  con- 
tact ;  the  harnessing  or  putting  to  (of  horses) ;  a  yoke, 

team,  (shad-yoga,  having  a  team  of  six) ;  convey- 
ance ;  the  arraying  or  equipping  (of  an  army), 

arrangement,  disposition ;  applying,  fixing,  application, 

use,  employment,  appointment,  institution ;  the  put- 
ting on  armour;  armour;  the  fixing  (of  an  arrow  or 

other  weapon)  ;  application  of  a  remedy  or  medicine, 
remedy,  cure ;  mode,  manner,  method,  means,  (yo- 

gena  or  yoydt  at  the  end  of  comps.  — '  by  means 
of," '  by  reason  of," '  through ')  ;  an  expedient,  artifice, 
plan,  device,  (yogcna,  artfully,  craftily);  a  super- 

natural means,  charm,  incantation,  spell,  magic, 

magical  art ;  fraud,  deceit  [cf.  yoya-nanda~] ;  side, 
part,  argument ;  occasion,  opportunity ;  fitness,  pro- 

priety, suitability,  aptness,  congruity,  (yogcna,  suit- 
ably, fitly,  in  accordance  with,  conformably  to) ;  the 

performance  or  execution  (of  anything) ;  undertaking, 

occupation,  work,  business;  gaining,  acquiring,  ac- 

quisition [cf.  yoya-kshema~\ ;  accession  of  property, substance,  wealth,  thing;  connection,  consequence, 

result,  (yogat  at  the  end  of  comps.  = '  in  consequence 
of,'  e.  g.  karma-yoydt,  in  consequence  of  actions, 
i.  e.  of  destiny) ;  combination  or  mixing  of  various 
materials,  association,  mixture ;  contact,  (with  Jainas) 
contact  or  mixing  with  the  outer  world ;  (in  the 

San-khya  phil.)  one  of  the  ten  Mulikarthas ;  con- 
nection with,  the  partaking  or  possessing  of  (with 

inst.) ;  conjunction  (in  astronomy,  cf.  nakshatra- 
yoga),  lucky  conjuncture ;  (in  arithmetic)  addition, 
sum,  total ;  the  being  connected  together,  depend- 
ance,  relation,  regular  order  or  series,  (katha-yoya, 
conversation) ;  a  period  of  time,  (kdla-yogena,  after 
the  lapse  of  some  time ;  nava-yoga,  nine  times) ; 
a  combination  or  configuration  of  stars,  a  constella- 

tion, asterism,  (these  with  the  moon  are  called  in 

astronomical  works  dandra-yoguh,  and  are  thirteen 
in  number ;  without  the  moon  they  are  called  kha- 

yogah  or  nabhasa-yogdh,  and  are  divided  into 
akriti-yogah,  sankhyd-yogdh,  diraya-yogah,  and 
dala-yogiih  ;  two  others  are  added,  called  dKigraka- 

yogah) ;  (in  astronomy)  N.  of  a  particular  division 
of  time  or  astronomical  period,  (a  period  of  variable 

length  during  which  the  joint  motion  in  longitude 

of  the  sun  and  moon  amounts  to  30°  20' ;  the  terra 
yoga  in  this  sense  is  a  mere  mode  of  indicating  the 
sum  of  the  longitude  of  the  sun  and  moon ;  twenty- 
seven  such  Yogas  are  enumerated,  beginning  with 
I.  Vishkambha,  and  ending  with  27.  Vaidhriti,  or 

according  to  some  authorities  twenty-eight) ;  the 
leading  or  principal  star  of  a  lunar  mansion ;  etymo- 

logy, derivation  of  the  meaning  of  a  word  from  its 
root ;  the  etymological  meaning  of  a  word  (opposed 

to  riidhi);  (In  gram.)  the  connection  of  words 
together,  dependence  of  one  word  upon  another, 
construction;  a  rule,  aphorism,  precept  [cf.  yoga- 

vilthngd];  application  of  effort,  endeavour,  diligence, 
assiduity,  zeal,  attention,  (purnena  yogena  or  jala- 

purnena  yogena,  with  all  one's  powers,  with  over- 
flowing zeal) ;  application  or  concentration  of  the 

thoughts,  fixing  the  mind  on  a  particular  point  and 

keeping  the  body  in  a  fixed  posture,  abstract  con- 
templation, meditation ;  the  systematic  practice  of 

the  above  abstract  contemplation  or  meditation ;  the 

Yoga  system  of  philosophy  as  established  by  Patanjali, 
(the  Yoga  is  the  name  of  the  second  of  the  two 
divisions  of  the  San-khya  system,  its  chief  aim  being 
to  teach  the  means  by  which  the  human  soul  may 
attain  complete  union  with  IsVara  or  the  Supreme 

Being,  whose  existence  it  establishes,  while  the  origi- 
nal system  or  San-khya  proper,  without  acknowledging 

a  Supreme  Being,  teaches  the  successive  development 
of  the  Tartvas  or  principles  of  creation  from  an  origi- 

nal Tattva,  called  Prakriti  or  Pradhana ;  according  to 
Patanjali,  the  author  of  the  second  system,  Yoga  is 

defined  to  be  '  the  preventing  of  the  modifications 
of  ditta  or  the  thinking  principle  [which  modifica- 

tions arise  through  the  three  PramSnas,  perception, 
inference,  and  verbal  testimony,  as  well  as  through 
incorrect  ascertainment,  fancy,  sleep,  and  recollection] 

by  abhydsa  or  the  constant  practice  of  keeping  the 
mind  in  its  unmodified  state  [clear  as  crystal  when 
uncoloured  by  contact  with  other  substances],  and  by 

vairagya  or  dispassion ;'  this  dispassion  being  ob- 
tained by  pratfidhana  or  devotedness  to  Isvara, 
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the  Supreme,  who  is  defined  as  a  particular  Purusha 
or  spirit  unaffected  bv  afflictions,  works,  &c.,  and 

having  the  appellation  Pianava  or  Om,  which  mono- 
syllabic is  to  be  muttered  and  its  meaning  reflected 

on  in  order  to  attain  knowledge  of  ihe  Supreme  and 
the  prevention  of  the  obstacles  to  Yoga  :  the  eight 
means  or  stages  of  Yoga  or  mental  concentration 

are,  I.  yima.  forbearance;  2.  nit/a  ma,  religious  ob- 
servances; 2-dsana,  postures;  A.pr&fiy&ma,  regu- 

lation of  the  breath  ;  s.  pratySMra,  restraint  of  the 

senses;  6.  dhawia,  steadying  of  the  mind;  -;.dhija- 
na,  contemplation  ;  8.  tamidhi,  profound  medita- 

tion, which,  according  to  the  Bhagavad-gI:S  VI.  13, 
is  to  be  practised  by  fixing  the  eyes  ou  the  tip  of 
the  nose  :  true  liberation  is  the  cessation  of  all  idea 

of  self  and  the  separation  of  matter  and  spirit  or 

Ttaiealija,  isolation  :  the  self-mortification  and  asce- 
ticism of  the  Yoga  connects  it  closely  with  Buddhism)  ; 

the  union  of  the  individual  soul  with  the  universal 

soul,  devotion,  pious  seeking  after  God  ;  any  single 
act  or  rite  conducive  to  Yoga  or  abstract  contem- 

plation ;  (personified  as)  the  son  of  Dharma  and 
Kriya  ;  a  follower  of  the  Yoga  system  of  philosophy  ; 
a  traitor,  violator  of  confidence,  spy  ;  N.  of  a  com- 

mentator on  the  Paramartha-sara  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of 

Plvarl  (daughter  of  the  Pitris  called  Barhishads')  j  of 
a  S"akti.  —  Y'oga-kakshfi,  f.  =yoga-patta.  —  Yoga- 
Icanyd,  (.,  N.  of  the  infant  daughter  of  YaSo-dS 
(substituted  as  the  child  of  DevakI  for  the  infant 

Krishna  and  therefore  killed  by  Kansa,  but  imme- 
diately raised  to  heaven  as  a  beautiful  girl  ;  as  she 

ascended  she  warned  Kansa  of  his  doom,  see  Hari- 

vaofa  3340).  —  Yoga-karandaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
minister  of  Brahma-datta  ;  (ikd),  (.,  N.  of  a  female 
ascetic  (prarrdjikd).  —  Yoga-kundalinl,  {.,  N.  of 
an  Upanishad.  —  Yoga-kshema,  as,  m.  the  security 
or  secure  possession  of  what  has  been  acquired,  the 
keeping  safe  of  property  ;  the  charge  for  securing 
property  (from  accidents),  insurance,  (in  Mauu  IX. 

219.  the  term  yoga-kshcma  is  applied  to  counsel- 
lors, family  priests,  &c.  as  the  cause  of  security)  ; 

property,  substance,  profit,  gain  ;  security,  well-being, 
welfare,  prosperity;  (am),  n.  or  (au),  m.  du.  gain 
and  security,  maintenance  and  protection,  the  acqui- 

sition and  preservation  of  property,  making  fresh 
gains  as  well  as  keeping  what  has  been  acquired,  (in 
these  senses  the  word  must  be  regarded  as  a  Dvandva 

comp.)  —  Y'ogakshema-kara,  as,  I,  am,  causing 
gain  and  security,  causing  protection  of  what  is 
acquired,  one  who  tikes  charge  of  property,  a 

keeper.  —  Yoga-gati,  is,  f.  state  of  union,  original 
jtate,  primitive  condition.  —  Yoga-fcJishus,  us,  ra. 

'  contemplation-eyed,'  one  whose  eye  is  meditation, 
epithet  of  a  Brahman.  —  Yoga-fara,  an,  m.,  N.  of 
Hanumat.  —  Yoga-fandrikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Yoga-dintdmauif  w,  ra.,  N.  of  a  philosophical 
treatise    in    four   chapters   by  Sivananda  Sarasvatl. 

••  Yoga-?urna,  as,  am,   m.  n.   magical  powder. 
—  Yoga-ja,  at,  a,  am,  produced  by  or  arising  from 
Yoga  or  meditation;  (am),  n.  agillochum.  —  Yoga- 
tattva,  am,  n.  the  principle  of  Yoga;   N.  of  au 

Upanishad.—  Yui/u-tatlca-prakat'a  or  yoga-tattca- 
jrrakdiSaka,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Yoga-tantra,  am,  n. 
a  book  treating  of  the  Yoga  system  of  philosophy  ; 
(with  Buddhists)  N.  of  a  class  of  writings.—  Yoga- 
taramja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Yor/a-talpa,  am, 

n.   '  Yoga-couch,'  =  y  oga-n  idrd.  -•  Yoga-tas,   ind. 
conjointly  ;    suitably,   properly  ;    conformably  to,  in 
accordance  with  ;  seasonably,  in  due  season  ;  through 
devotion,  by  the  power  of  magic,  &c.  ;  by  means  of, 
in  consequence  of,  (often  at  the  end  of  comps.) 
-  Kwa4and&  or  yogn-tara,  (.  the  chief  star  in  a 
Nakshatta.  _  Fopa-ttrotuli,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  -  Yo- 

i-tfa,  am,  n.  the  state  of  Yoga.  -  Y  'oga-ddna, 
,  n.  gift  of  the  Yoga,  communicating  the  Yoga 

am, 

doctri 
doctrine;  a  fraudulent  gift.  -  TojNJ-dipOlo,  f.,  N. 
of  a  work.-  \,i,/,,  ,;,,-,,,  a,,  m-i  jj.  of  a  jaina 
author.—  }w/u-cMari«m,  i,  ini,  ,',  doing  homage to  the  Yoga.  —  Yogn-d/tdrand,  f.  continuance  or 
perseverance  in  devotion.  —  Yoya-naiula,  at,  m. 
the  fal»e  Nanda,  (opposed  to  satya-naiida.)  - 

nutha,  as,  m.  '  Yoga-lord,'  N.  of  S'iva ;  of  Datta. 
—  Yugu-niirilta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish  (-ganjata'}. 
—  Yuija-nidrd,  f.  '  contemplation-sleep,'  a  state  of 
half  contemplation,  half  sleep,  or  a  state  between 

sleep  and  wakefulness  which  admits  of  the  full  exer- 
cise of  the  mental  powers  (supposed  to  be  peculiar 

to  devotees),  light  sleep;  (especially)  the  sleep  of 

Vishnu  at  the  end  of  a  Yuga ;  Vishnu's  Sleep  per- 
sonified as  a  goddess  and  said  to  be  a  form  of  DurgS  ; 

(according  to  others)  the  great  sleep  of  Brahma, 

during  the  period  between  the  annihilation  and  re- 
production of  the   universe.  —  Yoga-nidrdlu,  us, 

m.,  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Yoga-nilaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
Siva.  —  Yogan-dhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular 
formula  recited  over  weapons ;  N.  of  a  minister  of 

S'jt.ini Ua ;  of  Pindola.  —  Yoga-patta  or  yoga-pat- 
taka,  am,  n.  the  cloth  thrown  over  the  back  and 
knees  of  an  ascetic  during  meditation.  —  Yoga-pati, 

is,  m. '  Yoga-lord,'  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Yoga-patnj,  f. 
•  wife  of  Yoga,'  N.  of  Plvarl,  (called  also  yoga  and 
yoga-mdtri.)  —  Yoga-patJia,  as,  m.  the  road  lead- 

ing to  Yoga.  —  Yoga-pada,  am,  n.  the  state  or  con- 
dition of  contemplation.  —  Yoga-padaka,  am,  n., 

N.  of  a  particular  garment  worn  during  contempla- 
tion. —  Yoga-pdtarijala,  as,  m.  a  follower  or  dis- 

ciple of  Patanjali  as  teacher  of  the  Yoga  doctrine. 

—  Yoga-pddukd,  f.  a  magical  shoe  (supposed  to 
carry  the  wearer  wherever  he  wishes).—  Yoga-pd- 

ran-ga,  as,  m.  *  conversant  with  Yoga/  N.  of  S'iva. 
—  Yoga-pi(ha,  am,  n.  a  particular  posture  during 
religious  contemplation.  —  Yoya-ftrapta,  as,  a,  am, 
obtained  through  abstract  meditation.  —  Yoga-bala, 
am,  n.  the  force  of  devotion,  the  power  of  magic, 

supernatural  power.  —  Yoga-blja,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Yoga-l)ltdvand,  f.  (in  algebra)  composition 
of  numbers  by  the  sum  of  the  products.  —  Yoga- 
bhdshya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Vyasa. 

—  Yoga-bhdskara,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Yoga-bhrashta, 
as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  fallen  from  the  practice  of 

Yoga.  —  Yoga-mani-prabhii,  {.,  N.  of  a  commen- 
tary on  the  Yoga-sutra.  —  Yoga-maya,  as,  I,  am, 

coming  or  resulting  from  Yoga  or  contemplation; 

(as),  ni.,  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Yogamaya-jiidiia,  am, 
n.  knowledge  derived  from  contemplation.  —  Yoga- 
mahiman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Yoga-matri,  td, 
{.  mother  of  Yoga ;  epithet  of  Pivari.  —  Yoga-may  d, 
f.  the  Maya  or  magical  power  of  the  Yoga.  —  Yoga- 
mdrtanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Yoija-mdld,  f. 

•  garland  of  magic  &c.,'  N.  of  a  work  on  magic. 
—  Yoga-muktdvali  (°ta-dva),  f.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Yoya-murti-dhara,  as,  m.  pi. '  bearing  the  form 
of  the  Yoga,'  epithet  of  a  class  of  Manes.  —  Yoga- 
yajiiaralkya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.—  Yuga-'/iltrd, 
i.  the  road  or  way  to  union  with  the  Supreme  Spirit, 
the  way  of  profound  meditation ;  N.  of  a  work  by 
Varaha-mihira.  —  Yoga-yulita,  as,  d,  am,  or  yoga- 

yogin,  t,  ini,  i,  immersed  in  deep  meditation,  ab- 
sorbed in  the  Yoga.  —  Yoga-yuj,  k,  k,  k,  possessing 

Yoga.  —  Yoga-ranga,  as,  m.  the  orange  tree  ( = 
naramja}.—  Yoyu-ratna,  am,  n.  a  magical  jewel ; 

'jewel  of  remedies.'  N.  of  a  work  on  medicine. 
—  Yofja-ratna-iudld,  f.  *  string  of  jewels  of  spells,' 
N.  of  a  work  on  sorcery  and  various  magical  arts 
ascribed  to  Nigarjuna,  (it  is  also  called  AScarya- 
ratna-m3:fi,  and  is  probably  an  epitome  of  a  much 
larger  work.)  —  Yoga-ratna-samiMaya,   as,  m. 

'collection  of  jewels  of  remedies,'  N.  of  a  medical 
work  by  Candrata.  —  Yoga-ratndkara  (°na-il!;J), 
as,  in.  '  mine  of  jewels  of  charms  or  remedies,'  N. 

of  a  work.—  Yoga-ratndrali  (°na-dv'J),  {.  'string 
of  jewels  of  charms,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Yoga-ratha, 
as,  m.  the  Yoga  as  a  chariot.  —  Yoga-rafayana, 

n  in.  n.  '  Yoga-elixir,'  N.  of  certain  verses  or  a  com- 
position ascribed  to  S'iva.—  Yoga-rahasya,  am,  n. 

'  Yoga-secret,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Yoga-raja,  as,  m. 
'king  of  medicines,'  N.  of  a  particular  medicinal 
preparation  ;  a  king  or  master  in  the  Yoga.  —  Yoga- 

rajo/ianuhad  (°ja-up°),  t,  (.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 
—  Yiya-fudha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  special  as  well 
as  an  etymological  and  general  meaning,  (said  of 

certain  words,  e.  g.  pattka-ja  means  '  growing  in 

mud"  and  '  a  lotus-flower ;'  the  English  word  parasol 
is  an  example  of  a  similar  kind.)  —  Yuija-roSana, 
(.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  magical  ointment  (having  the 

power  of  making  invisible  or  invulnerable).—  Yoga- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  connected,  united,  joined ;  one 
who  applies  himself  to  or  practises  the  Yoga. 

—  Yoga-vartika,  f.  a  magical  lamp,  magic-lantern. 
—  Yoga-raha,  as,  d,  am,  bringing  about,  causing, 

promoting,  furthering.—  Yoya-i'dtlaspatya,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  work.  —  Yoga-vdrttika.  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
commentary  on  the  Patanjala-bhSshya  by  Vijtiana- 
bhikshu,    (also    called    Patanjala-bhashya-vSrttika.) 
—  Yoya-vdsishtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  by  an 
unknown  author  treating  of  the  way  of  obtaining 
final  happiness  and  reckoned  among  VedSnta  treatises, 
(it  is  in  the  form  of  a  dialogue  between  Vasishtha 
and  his  pupil,  the  youthful  Rama,  and  is  considered 
as  an  appendage  to  the  KSmSyana  of  Valmlki,  to 
whom  it  is  attributed ;   it  is  also  called  Vasishtha- 

rSmayana.)  —  Y'ogavdsieh/ha-tdtparya-prakdfa, 
N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  preceding  work.  —  1  o- 
gavdsuihlha-sdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  abridgement 

or  abstract  of  the  Yoga-vasishtha.  —  Y'ogavdsishtlia- 
sdra-daudrikd,  (.  and  yugavatishthasdra-vlvriti, 
is,   f.,   N.  of  two   commentaries   on    the  preced- 

ing abridgement.  —  Yogardsishthiya,  as,  d,  am, 
relating  to  the  Yoga-vasishtha.  —  Yoga-vdha,  as, 
in.  a  term  for  the  sounds  Visarjanlya,  JihvSmOliya, 

UpadhmSnlya,  and  NSsikya ;  (i),  f.  alkali ;  honey ; 
quicksilver.  —  Yoga-v&hin,    i,   ini,  i,   contriving 
artifices (?),  plotting,  scheming;  (»),  n.  a  menstruum 
or  medium  for  mixing  medicines.  —  Yoga-vikraya, 

as,  m.  a  fraudulent  sale.  —  Yroga-vid,  t,  t,  t,  know- 
ing the  (right)  means,  understanding  the  proper  way 

or  method,  skilful ;  conversant  with  the  Yoga ;  (t), 

m.,  N.  of  S'iva ;  a  follower  of  the  Yoga  doctrines ; 
a  practiser  of  devotional  exercises ;   a  magician ;  a 
compounder  of  medicines.  —  Yoga-ribhdga,  as,  m. 
the  disuniting  or  separation  of  that  which  is  usually 
combined  together  into  one,  the  separation  of  one 
rule  into  two,  making  two  rules  of  what  might  be 

propounded   as   one.  —  Yoga-vritti-sangraha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  certain  selected  annotations  by  Udayakara 
Pathaka  on  the  Yoga-sutras.  —  Yoga-sata,  am,  n., 

N.  of  a  medical  work.—  Yoga-fatulidkhyiiiM  (°ka- 
a/t'/ij),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Sanatana.  —  Yoga- 
iabda,  as,  m.  the  word  Yoga ;  a  word  the  meaning 
of  which  is  plain  from  the  etymology.  —  Yoga-dari- 

rin,  i,  ini,  i, '  Yoga-bodied,'  whose  body  is  Yoga. 
—  Yoga-iayin,  i,  ini,  i,  half  asleep  and  half  ab- 

sorbed in  religious  meditation.  —  Yoga-rostra,  am, 

n.  the  S'Sstra  relating  to  the  Yoga  system  (especially 
that   of  Patanjali) ;    the   Yoga   philosophy,    Yoga 

doctrine.  —  Yoga-tikshd,  (.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad, 

(for  yoga-iikha  ?).  —  Yoga-tiltha,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upa- 
nishad. —  Yoga-samaiddM,    is,    f.   perfection   in 

Yoga.  —  Yoga-sangralia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Yoga-sumadhi,  is,  m.  the  absorption  of  the 
soul  in  profound  meditation  peculiar  to  the  Yoga 
system.  —  Yoga-tiara,  a  universal  remedy,  panacea; 

N.  of  a  work  on  the  Yoga  system.—  Yoga-sdra- 
sangraha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  short  treatise  on  the 
doctrines  of  the  Yoga  system  by  Vijiiana-bhikshu. 
—  Yoya-tiildha,  as,  d,  am,  perfected  by  means  of 
the  Yoga  or  profound  abstraction:  (<J),  f.,  N.  of  a 

sister   of  Vafas-pati.  —  Yoga-suld/ianta-i'andrika 
and  yoga-siddhi-yrakriya,  t.,  N.  of  two  philoso- 

phical works.— Yoga-siddhi-nutt,  dm,  ati,  at, "ex- 
perienced or  skilful   in  the  art  of  magic.  —  Yoga- 

sudhd-nidhi,  it,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Yoga-sutra, 
nut.  n.  the  aphorisms  on  the  Yoga  system  of  philo- 

sophy ascribed  to  Patanjali,  (these  consist   of  four 
PSdas  or  chapters ;  the  oldest  commentary  on  them 

is  said  to  be  by  Vyasa,  and  there  are  other  commen- 

taries on  that  by  Vac'aspati-mis'ra,  Vijiiana-bhikshu, 
Bhoja-deva,  NSgoji-bhatta,  &c.)  —  Yoga-leva,  f.  the 
practice    or    cultivation    of     religious    abstraction. 
—  Yoya-stha,  as,  a,  am,  remaining  engrossed  in 

Yoga.  —  Yoga-hridaya,  am,  n. '  heart  of  the  Yoga," 
N.  of  a  work.  —  Yogagni-maya  (°ga-ag°),  as,  i, 
am,  Ved.  filled  with  the  fire  of  the  Yoga,  attained 
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through  the  ardour  of  devotion.—  Yogditga  (°ga- 
an°),  am,  n.  a  means  of  attaining  Yoga,  (tight 
such  An-gas  are  enumerated,  viz.  yama,  niyama, 
dsana,  prdndydina,pratydhdra,  d/idrand,  dhyd- 
na,  and  samddki,  or  according  to  another  authority 
six,  viz.  unmet,  prana-samrodha,  with  the  last 
four  as  enumerated  above;  see  under  yoga.)  —  Y&- 

gu6a.ro,  (°ga-d<!°),  as,  m.  the  observance  or  practice 
of  the  Yoga;  N.  of  a  Yoga  work;  a  disciple  or 
follower  of  a  particular  Buddhist  sect  or  school ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  particular  sect  or  school  of 
Buddhists,  (they  maintain  the  eternal  existence  of 
conscious  sense  or  intelligence  [yijaana]  alone.) 

—  Yoydi'drya  (°ga-a6°),  as,  m.  a  teacher  of  the 
art  of  magic ;  a  teacher  of  the  Yoga  system  of  phi- 

losophy. —  Yogdrijana  ("ga-a>i°),  am,  n.  a  healing 
ointment;  the  Yoga  as  a  salve.—  Yogdtman  (°ga- 
dt°),  a,  a,  a,  whose  soul  or  essence  is  Yoga ;  one 
who  fixes  the  mind  on  the  Yoga  system.  —  Yorja- 

dhamana  (°ga-ddh°),  am,  n.  a  fraudulent  pledge. 
—  Yogdnanda  (°ga-dn°),  as,  m.  the  delight  or  joy 
of  the  Yoga.  —  Yogdnutfdxana  (°gq-an°),  am,  n. 
'  Yoga-instruction,'  the  doctrine  of  the  Yoga,  the 
system  or  precepts  of  Patanjali.  —  YogdnuJdsana- 

sutra,  am,  n.  =  yoga-sutra.—  Yogdnta  (°ga-an°) 
or  yogdntikd  (scil.  gatt),  N.  of  the  seven  divisions  into 
which,  according  to  Parisara,  the  orbit  of  Mercury  is 

divided.  —  Yogdpatti  (°ga-ap°),  is,  (.,  Ved.  modi- 
fication of  usage  or  custom.  —  Yogdnibara  (°ga- 

am°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  deity.  —  Yogdranga, 
ax,  m.=yoga-ranga.—  YogdrUdlta  (°ga-dr°),  as, 
a,  am,  engaged  in  profound  meditation  or  devotion. 

—  Yogdsana  (°ga-ds*),  am,  n.  the  posture  or  mode 
of  sitting  proper  for  profound  and  abstract  meditation, 

a  way  of  sitting  similar  to  that  of  the  Yoga.  —  Yo- 

aendra  (°ga-in°),  as,  m.  a  master  or  adept  in  the 
Yoga.—  Yogetfa  (°ga-i/!a),  as,  m.  a  master  of  the 

"  Yoga,  any  principal  sage  or  Yogin,  epithet  of  Yajna- 
valkya; of  Siva;  N.  of  the  city  of  Brahma.—  Yo- 

geivara  {°ya-l$°),  as,  m.  a  master  or  adept  in  the 
Yoga,  any  principal  sage  or  Yogin ;  one  who  has 
obtained  superhuman  faculties,  a  magician ;  a  deity, 
the  object  of  devout  contemplation ;  epithet  of 
Krishna ;  a  VetSla  (as  perfectly  skilled  in  magical 

arts) ;  an  epithet  of  Yajnavalkya  [cf.  yogeia\  ;  N. 
of  a  son  of  Deva-hotra ;  of  a  Brahma-rakshasa ;  (»), 
f.  a  mistress  of  the  Yoga ;  a  fairy ;  N.  of  a  goddess ; 

of  a  Vidy5-dhari ;  a  species  of  plant  (  —  Itandhyd- 
karkotaki).  —  YogetSvara-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
TTrtha.  —  Yoye$oara-tva  or  yor/aisrfirya  (?ga- 

aid0),  am,  n.  perfect  mastery  of  the  Yoga.  —  Yo- 
geshta  (°ga-ish°),  am,  n.  tin ;  lead.  —  Yogopani- 
shad  (°ga-up°),  t,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upauishad. 

Yogaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Agni  (as  the  nuptial  fire). 
Yogas,  as,  n.  meditation,  religious  abstraction; 

the  half  of  a  lunar  month. 

Yogdya,  Nom.  A.  yogdyate,  &c.,  to  become 
Yoga,  to  be  changed  into  religious  contemplation  or 
devotion. 

Yogi  —  yofjin  (occasionally  occurring  in  ep.  where 
the  metre  requires  yoglnam.  for  yogindm). 

Yogita,  ay,  d,  am,  bewitched,  enchanted,  under  the 
influence  of  charms  or  sorcery,  mad,  crazy,  wild. 

Yogin,  t,  ini,  i,  who  or  what  joins  or  effects 
junction,  being  in  conjunction  with  (at  the  end  of  a 

comp.,  e.g.  candra-yogin,  being  in  conjunction 

with  the  moon ;  cf.  soma-y°) ;  connected  with, 
endowed  or  provided  with,  possessed  of,  relating  to 

(at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  kdla-y°,  connected 
with  fate ;  cf.  svddu-y°) ;  possessed  of  magical 
powers ;  practising  or  following  the  Yoga  philo- 

sophy; (i),  m.  a  follower  of  the  Yoga  system,  a 
Yogin  or  contemplative  saint,  a  devotee,  ascetic  in 
general ;  a  religious  or  devout  man,  a  magician, 
conjurer,  one  supposed  to  have  obtained  supernatural 

powers;  N.  of  Yajnavalkya ;  of  Arjuna;  of  Vishnu; 
of  Siva  ;  of  a  Buddha ;  of  a  particular  mixed  caste  ; 
(ini),  f.  a  female  demon  or  being  endowed  with 
magical  power,  a  fairy,  witch,  sorceress  (represented 
as  an  attendant  of  Siva  or  DurgS ;  eight  Yoginis 
are  enumerated  as  created  by  and  attendant  on 

;  Durga) ;    epithet   of  a   particular  Tsutrika  Sakti ; 
;  (with  Buddhists)  a  woman  representing  any  goddess 
who  is  the  object  of  adoration  ;  N.  of  Durga.  —  Yogi- 

id,  f.  or  yogi-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  connected 
with,  the  having  reference  or  relation  to  (at  the  end 

I  of  a  comp.),  connection,  relationship,  the  state  or 

condition  of  a  Yogin.  —  Yogi-danda,  as,  m.  a  kind 

of  reed  or  cane  ( =  retra).  —  Yogi-nidrd,  f.  '  a 
Yogin's  sleep,"  light  sleep,  wakefulness.  —  Yoginl- 
jdl'i-damltara,  am,  n.  and  yogini-jnaniiriiava  \na- 

ar°),  as,  m.  and  yoyini-tuntra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  three 
Tantra  works.  —  Yoginl-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 
—  Yogini-bhairava  and  yoffini-hridaya,  am,  n., 

N.  of  two  Tantra  works.  —  Yogi-ptitni,  f.  a  Yogin's 
wife.  —  Yogi-mdtri,  td,  m.  a  Yogin's  mother.  —  Yo- 
gi-raj,  t,  m.  a  king  among  Yogins.  —  Yogindra 

(°gi-in°)  or  yogUa  (°gi-iia),  as,  m.  a  chief  or  lord 
among  contemplative  saints;    N.  of  Yajnavalkya. 

—  Yogis'cara  (°gi-is'°),  as,  m.=yogis'a;  (i),  f., 
N.  of  a  goddess. 

Yoglya  (fr.  yoga),  Nom.  A.  yogiyate,  &c.,  to 
regard  as  Yoga,  treat  as  Yoga. 

Yogya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  yoga  and  fr.  rt.  I.  yuj), 
fit  for  the  yoke  (Ved.) ;  belonging  to  a  particular 
remedy  (Ved.) ;  useful,  serviceable,  fit,  becoming, 
suitable,  proper,  appropriate,  fit  for,  qualified  for, 
capable  of,  able  to  (with  dat.,  loc.  or  even  gen.  or 
at  the  end  of  a  comp.  or  with  active  or  passive 

inf.,  e.  g.  sa  tat-sddhandya  yogyah,  he  is  fit  for 
accomplishing  that ;  nei/am  vanasya  yogya,  she  is 
not  fit  for  a  forest ;  Itanna-yogya,  fit  for  work ; 
ime  yogya  Sdkshasair  yoddhum,  they  are  able  to 
fight  with  the  Rakshasas;  dhettum  yogyam  tat, 

that  is  fit  to  be  cut) ;  fit  for  Yoga,  proper  for  reli- 
gious meditation ;  (as),  m.  a  calculator  of  expedients ; 

the  asterism  Pushya ;  (d),  f.  preparation,  contrivance 

(Ved.,  Say.  Rig-veda  III.  6, 6, '  materials  or  appliance 
for  harnessing') ;  exercise,  practice,  (especially)  bodily 
exercise,  gymnastics,  warlike  or  martial  exercise, 
drill ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Surya ;  (am),  n.  a  species 

of  plant  ( =  riddhi) ;  sandal-wood ;  a  vehicle,  con- 
veyance, carriage ;  a  cake ;  milk.  —  Yogya-td,  f.  or 

yogya-tva,  am,  n.  suitableness,  propriety,  fitness, 
consistency,  appropriateness ;  ability,  capability. 

—  Yogyatd-vdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  certain  verses  by 
an  unknown  author.  —  Yogyd-ratha,  as,  m.  a  car- 

riage employed  in  military  exercises. 
Yojalta,  as,  ikd,  am,  uniting,  joining ;  one  who 

yokes  or  harnesses,  a  harnesser,  groom ;  an  arranger, 

preparer,  contriver,  effecter ;  [cf.  yuddha-y°.] 
Yojana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  joining,  junction,  har- 

nessing, yoking ;  that  which  is  yoked  or  harnessed 

(as  '  a  yoke  of  oxen,'  '  pair  or  team  of  horses,'  '  a 
vehicle  or  its  trappings ;'  so  explained  by  some  in 
Rig-veda  VI.  62,  6,  Sec.,  but  in  Rig-veda  I.  88,  5. 

yojanam  is  explained  to  mean  '  a  means  for  inducing 
the  gods  to  yoke  their  horses,'  i.  e.  a  hymn) ;  a  stage 
or  distance  gone  in  one  harnessing  or  without  un- 

yoking ;  a  particular  measure  of  distance  sometimes 
regarded  as  about  equal  to  an  European  league  (i.e. 
4  or  5  English  miles,  but  more  correctly  =  4  Krolas 
or  about  9  miles ;  according  to  other  calculations  = 
1\  English  miles,  and  according  to  some  =  8  Krolas) ; 
a  way,  course,  road  (Ved.) ;  a  line,  row  (Ved.  ?) ; 
the  act  of  applying,  application,  fixing,  arranging, 

preparing,  preparation,  (ahdra-y°,  preparation  of 
food) ;  erecting,  constructing,  (in  these  senses  some- 

times il,  f.)  ;  application  of  the  sense  of  a  passage, 
the  putting  together  of  the  sense,  construction  ^in 
gram.) ;  application  of  effort,  exertion  (Ved.,  Say.  = 

udyoga) ',  the  act  of  inciting  or  exciting,  instigation ; 
application  of  the  thoughts,  concentration  of  the 
mind,  abstraction,  directing  the  thoughts  to  one 

point  ( =  yoga) ;  the  Supreme  Being  or  Soul  of  the 
Universe ;  (d),  f.  union,  connection ;  grammatical 
construction.—  Yojana-gandha,  as,  a,  am,  whose 
scent  or  fragrance  extends  for  a  Yojana,  diffusing 

!  perfume  to  the  distance  of  a  Yojana  ;  (d),  f.  musk  ; 

j  epithet  of  Satya-vsti  the  mother  of  Vyasa ;  of  STti. 
—  Yojana-gandhikd,  f.  epithet  of  Satya-vatl.  —  Yo- 

\  jana-parm,  f.  Bengal  madder,  Rubia  Munjista  (  = 

matijishthd).  —  Yojana-iiallika  or  yojana-valll, 
f.  —  yojana-parifi,  col.  2.—  Yojana-iata,  am,  n. 
a  hundred  Yojanas. 

Yojanika,  as,  d,  am,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj. 
comp.  after  a  numeral)  so  many  Yojanas  long,  mea- 

suring so  many  Yojanas. 
Yojamya,  at,  d,  am,  to  be  joined  or  united  ;  to 

be  applied  ;  to  be  added  ;  to  be  made  use  of  or 
employed,  serviceable,  useful  ;  to  be  connected  with 

(with  inst.)  ;  to  be  set  to  work  ;  to  be  grammati- 
cally connected  or  arranged. 

Yojanya  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.,  e.  g. 

lliashti-y°,  sixty  Yojanas  distant. 
Yojayitavya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.  of  rt. 

I.  yuj),  to  be  joined  or  applied;  to  be  used  or 
employed  ;  to  be  chosen  or  selected  ;  to  be  endowed 
or  furnished  with  (with  inst.). 

Yojayitri,  td,  tri,  tri  (fr.  the  Caus.),  who  or 
what  joines  or  unites  ;  joining,  combining,  one  who 
applies  or  sets,  a  setter  (of  precious  stones),  one  who 
enchases,  &c. 

Yojita,  as,  a,  am,  joined,  united,  mixed  ;  applied, 
arranged,  concerted. 

Yojitri,  td,  tri,  tri  (fr.  rt.  I.  yuj),  one  who 
unites  or  joins,  a  joiner,  uniter,  connecter. 

Yojya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  1.  yuj),  to  be  joined  ; 
to  be  applied  or  directed  to;  to  be  appointed  or 
arranged  ;  to  be  made  use  of  or  employed,  to  be 
brought  in  use  ;  to  be  added  to  (with  loc.)  ;  to  be 
endowed  or  furnished  with  (with  inst.)  ;  to  be  shared 
in  ;  one  on  whom  the  mind  is  to  be  fixed  or  concen- 

trated, an  object  of  Yoga. 

<N«««  yotaka,  as,  m.  a  combination  of 
stars,  &c.,  constellation. 

yotu,  us,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt.  2.  yu), 
=  pari*mdna,  measure  in  general  ;  cleaning,  puri« 

fying,  separating  (?fr.  rt.  I.  yu). 

*ft3  yotra,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  2.  yu),  =  yoktra, 
a  fastening,  tie,  band,  cord,  rope,  line  ;  the  tie  or 
cord  that  fastens  the  yoke  of  the  plough  to  the  neck 

of  the  ox.—  Yotra-pramdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 

^RH*H«T  yotsyamdna.    See  p.  820,  col.  i. 

<Tl««4  yoddhavya,  yoddhri,  yodha,  yodhin, 
&c.  See  p.  820,  col.  I. 

<Tl«1rt  yonala,  as,  m.  =yava-nala. 

^nftf  yoni,  is,  m.  f.  (rarely  fern,  in  the 
older  language  ;  sometimes  also  yoni,  f.  ;  said  to 
be  fr.  rt.  a.  yu),  the  womb,  uterus,  matrix,  vulva, 
vagina,  female  organs  of  generation  ;  site  of  birth  or 
production,  any  place  of  birth  or  origin,  native  place  ; 
a  home,  abode,  site,  lair,  nest  ;  birth,  origin,  source 

[cf.  jagad-y",  karma-y°~\,  spring,  fountain,  (at  the 
end  of  an  adj.  comp.  =  '  originating  in,'  'arising  or 

proceeding  from,'  '  sprung  from,"  '  produced  by,'  e.  g. 
aguru-yonir  dhupah,  aromatic  vapour  proceeding 
from  aloe  wood)  ;  a  repository,  receptacle,  seat  ;  a 

mine  ;  family,  race,  stock,  caste,  the  form  of  exist- 
ence or  station  fixed  by  birth,  a  class  or  particular 

nature  of  created  existence  (e.g.  that  of  a  man, 
Brahman,  animal,  &c.)  ;  the  regent  of  the  Nakshatra 
Purva-phalgunI  ;  water;  a  mystical  term  for  the 
sound  e.  —  Yoni-hunda,  am,  u.,  N.  of  a  particular 
mystical  diagram.  —  Yoni-guna,  as,  m.  the  property 
of  a  womb,  quality  of  a  place  of  origin.  —  Yoni- 
yrantha,  as,  m.  =  6handas,  q.  v.  —  Yoni-ja,  as,  d, 
am,  born  or  produced  from  the  womb,  viviparous, 

(opposed  to  a-y°,  q.  v.)—  Yoni-tan,  ind.  from  birth, 
by  blood.  —  Yoni-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  an  origin 
or  source  ;  the  arising  from  or  being  based  on. 
—  Yoni-devatd,  (.  the  Nakshatra  Purva-phalgunI. 
—  Yoni-desa,  as,  m.  the  region  of  the  womb  or 
the  generative  organs.  —  Yoni-dvdra,  am,  n.  the 
orifice  of  the  womb  ;  N.  of  a  sacred  balhing-place. 
—  Yoni-ndsd,  f.  the  upper  part  of  the  female  organ, 

the  point  of  union  of  the  labiae.  —  Yoni-bhrunia, 
as,  m.  fall  of  the  womb,  prolapsus  uteri.  —  Yoni- 
mat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  connected  with  the  womb 
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yoni-mukta. ransu-jihva. 

or  with  the  mother.—  Yoni-mukta,  as,  a,  am 
Ved.  released  from  birth  or  from  being  born  again 
—  Y»ni-mul:hn,  am,  n.  the  orifice  of  the  uterus. 
—  Ytmi-mudrii,  (.,  N.  of  a  particular  position  o 
the  fingers.—  Y<i>t!-ranjana,  am,  n.  the  menstrua 
excretion.—  Yoni-rnya,  ax,  m.  disease  of  the  femali 
organs   of  generation.—  Ymii-liiKja,   am,   a.   the 
clitoris.  —    i  i'/i,    ii,    (.   contraction    o 

closure    of  the   vagina.  —  Ywi-*i<u];iirtt,    as,   m 

'  confusion  of  births,'  mixture  of  caste  by  unlawfu 
intermarriage,  misalliance.—  Yijni-yinnlnin<IJiii,  «.< 
m.  relation  by  marriage,  affinity.  —  Yt>ni-w;,, 
as,  d,  am,  =  yuni-ja.~  Y&ny-ar&ts,  as,  n.  a  flesh) 
excrescence  in  the  female  organ  (  =  kanda),  pro- 

lapsus uteri  (?). 
Yonln,  i,  ln>,  i,  =  yoni,  at  the  end  of  an  adj 

comp. 

Yonya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  forming  a  womb  or 

receptacle  (for  the  waters ;  Say.  =  udaka-nirga- 
mana-dvdra). 

«IIHI  yopana.    See  under  rt.  yup,  p.  820. 

«Hl«Ui  yoshana,  f.  (probably  fr.  rt.  2.  yit, 
cf.  yman;  according  to  others  connected  with  rt. 

l.jttsh),  a  girl,  maiden,  young  woman,  wife;  (ac- 
cording to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  V.  52,  14)  a  hymn, 

praise. 

}"o8Aa»,  anus,  f.  pi.  (apparently  only  used  in 
plur.),  Ved.  women,  young  women,  maidens ;  epi- 

thet of  the  ten  fingers  (in  Rig-veda  IX.  I,  7,  &c.). 
Yoshd,  f.  a  girl,  young  woman,  woman,  female, 

wife ;  epithet  of  the  early  dawn  (Ved.,  but  according 
to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  1. 123, 9.  yoshd  =  miirayanti, 
blending)  ;  the  female  of  an  animal,  a  mare  (Ved.) ; 
speech,  (SZy.=m(idhyamika  fill;.) 

Yoshit,  t,  f.  a  woman,  female,  wife ;  the  female 

(of  an  animal,  e.  g.  ali-yoshit,  a  female  bee). 
—  Yoshit-krita,  as,  a,  am,  done  by  a  woman, 
contracted  by  a  female.  -  Yoshit-pratiyiitana,  f. 
the  image  or  statue  of  a. woman.—  Yoshit-sarpa, 
as,  m.  a  serpent  of  a  woman,  a  woman  like  a  ser- 

pent. —  Yoshid-ratna,  am,  n.  a  jewel  of  a  woman, 
a  most  excellent  woman.—  Yoshin-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
formed  like  a  woman,  representing  a  woman. 

Yoshild,  I.  a  woman,  female,  wife. 

Yoshitva,  ind.  (said  to  be  a  kind  of  ind.  part, 
derived  fr.  yoshit),  having  made  into  a  woman. 

*m^  yos,  ind.  welfare,  happiness,  (gene- 
rally used  in  Ved.  after  4am ;  according  to  Siy. 

yoh  =  yavanam, '  the  warding  off  of  dangers,'  as  if 
ft.  rt.  i.  JIM,  or  mkhasya  miirayitd,  'the  mixer 

or  causer  of  happiness,'  as  if  fr.  rt.  2.  t/a,.) 

i  yohula,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

T  yaukariya  (fr.  yukara],  see  Gana 
Kriiasvadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

yauktasrufa,  am,  n.  (fr.  yvkta  + 

ante*),  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Yauttafva,  am,  n.  (fr.  yuktadm),  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Yavktdtvadjfa  and  yauktdivottara,  am,  a.,  N. 

of  two  Simans. 

S  yauktika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  yukti),  any- 
thing which  connects  or  binds,  suitable,  proper,  fit  ; 

founded  on  reasoning,  logical  ;  inferrible,  dcducible  ; 
usual,  customary;  (as),  m.  a  king's  companion  or 
awociate  (  =  narma-tafiva). 

jftn  yauga,  as,  m.  (fr.  yoga),  a  follower 
f  the  Yoga  system  of  philosophy 

' 
am 

'"""••"'.'.,       ,      . *«i* 
Yangandhrtrnyamya,   M 

belonging  to  YaugandharSyana. 

1'a"  .  '»•  a  king  of  the  Yugan-dluras. 

,  . 

Yaiiyapada,  am,  n.  =  yaitgapadya  below. 
Yaugapctdi/a,  am,  n.  (fr.  yuga-pad),  simulta- 

ncousness,  contemporaneousness ;  yauyupadyena  — 

yii'in-pad ,  simultaneously,  together. 
Yiingtiviirafra,  am,  n.  =  yuga-i-aratriiniim  sa- 

i.  see  Gana  KhandikSdi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  45. 
Y-nnjikii,  ax,  i.  in, i,  useful,  applicable;  proper, 

customary,  usual ;  belonging  to  a  remedy,  remedial ; 
derivative,  suiting  the  derivation,  agreeing  with  the 
etymology,  derived  from  the  etymology,  (yaugiki 
sanjild,  a  word  retaining  that  signification  which 

belongs  to  it  according  to  its  etymology;  ynit'jtl.'n- 
ruilh/i,  a  word  which  has  both  an  etymological  and 
special  meaning,  cf.  ynga-rudha);  relating  to  the 
Yoga,  proceeding  or  derived  from  the  Yoga. 

^I'tl^irrT'*  yaujanasatika,  as,  t,  am  (fr. 

ynjana  +  data),  one  who  goes  a  hundred  Yojanas ; 
one  who  deserves  to  be  approached  from  a  distance 

of  a  hundred  Yojanas;  [cf.  Jtraus'as'atika.'] YaiLJanika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  yojana),  going  or 
extending  a  Yojana. 

yaut  or  yaud,  cl.  i.  P.  yautati, 
,  yaudati,   £c.,   Caus.  Aor.   ayuyantat, 

Sec.,  to  join  or  fasten  together ;  [cf.  yo/aka.] 

yautaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  i.  yutaka), 

anything  which  rightfully  belongs  to  or  is  the  pro- 
perty of  any  one ;  (am),  n.  private  property,  (espe- 

cially) property  given  at  marriage,  a  woman's  dowry, 
nuptial  gift,  presents  made  to  a  bride  at  her  marriage 
by  her  father  or  friends ;  (according  to  some  also)  a 
ifi  to  the  bridegroom. 

Yautaki,  is,  m.  a  patronymic;  yautakyd,  {.,  see 
!ana  Kraudy-adi  to  Pan.  IV.  i,  80. 

Yautuka,  am,  n.  =  yautaka  above. 

•MI<T<J  yautava,  am,  n.  measure  in  general 
=pautava,  q.  v.). 

^tftrar  yauthika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  yutha),  be- 

onging  to  a  band  or  troop,  belonging  to  a  flock  or 
lerd ;  (as),  m.  one  belonging  to  the  same  flock  or 
company,  a  companion,  comrade. 

Yanthya,  see  Gana  San-kasadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

TnV  yaudha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  yodha),  warlike, 
martial. 

Yawlhajaya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  various  Samans. 
Yaudltika,  epithet  of  a  particular  mode  of  fighting 

(Hari-vansa  15980;  also  read  yodhilut). 
Yaud/iishthira,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  yudhi-shthira), 

elating  or  belonging  to  Yudhi-shthira ;  (as),  m.  a 
descendant  of  Yudhi-shthira;  (i),  (.  a  female  de- 

scendant of  Yudhi-shthira. 

Yaudhishl/iiri,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Yudhi- hthira. 

Yaudheya,  as,  m.  a  king  of  the  Yaudheyas;  N. 
if  a  son  of  Yudhi-shthira  ;  =  yoddhri,  a  warrior; 
as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warlike  race. 

)  '<  i  u:  Hi  tyaka  =  yaudheya. 

*N«T  i.  yauna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  yoni),  relating 
o  the  womb  or  place  of  birth,  uterine ;  concerning 
r  relating  to  marriage  or  to  affinity;  resulting 
hrough  marriage ;  connected  by  the  mother's  side, 
»nnubial ;  (am),  n.  matrimonial  connection,  con- 
ugal  alliance,  marriage,  relationship  by  marriage ; 
at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  proceeding  from, 
rising  from  (e.  g.  agni-i/atina,  proceeding  from 
re).—  Yamia-samlandJia,  as,  m.  relationship  by 
larriage,  affinity. 

2.  yauna,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people, 
(probably  contracted  for  Yavana.) 

yaupa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  yvpa),  relating 
o  the  sacrificial  post. 

Yaupya,  see  Gana  San-kiSadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  So. 

TTJ^TTMT  yaayudhani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic from  YuyudhSna. 

^K  yauvata,  am,  n.  (fr.  yuvati),  a  num- 

ber of  girls,  assemblage  of  young  women  ;  =  yau- 
tava. 

Yiiiirateya,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  young  woman. 

<4I<J«1  yauvana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  yuran),  ju- 

venile ;  (am),  n.  youth,  youthfulness,  the  prime  of 
life,  bloom  of  youth,  puberty,  manhood,  (at  the  end 

of  an  adj.  comp.  the  fern,  ends  in  ii,  cf.  ]»-apta-y°)  ; 
a  number  of  young  people  (especially  of  young 
women);  any  youthful  act  or  juvenile  indiscretion  ; 
N.  of  the  third  grade  or  degree  in  the  mysteries  of 
the  Sttast.'-Tauvana-JcanfaJba,  a.<,  am,  m.  n. 
an  eruption  common  in  youth,  pimples  &c.  on  the 
face  of  young  people.—  Ytiurana-ilarpa,  as,  m. 
the  pride  of  youth,  rashness,  juvenile  indiscretion  or 
conceit.—  Yaurana-daiia,  I.  the  period  of  youth. 
-  Yam-ana -jndakd,  (.  =  yaurana-kantuka. 
—  Yaumna-prdnta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  extreme 
verge  or  end  of  youth.  —  Yauraiia-bhinna-faifava, 
as,  a,  am,  whose  childhood  is  divided  by  youth, 
passing  from  childhood  to  manhood.  —  Yauvana- 
matta,  as,  d,  am,  intoxicated  by  (the  pride  of) 

youth  ;  (d),  f.  a  species  of  metre,  four  times  -  u  «  — ,   w^  — .—  Yanvana-lakshaiia,  am, 
n.  a  sign  or  characteristic  of  youth ;  charm,  loveli- 

ness, grace ;  the  female  breast.—  Yaiirrjnu-rat,  an, 
all,  at,  possessing  youth,  being  in  youth,  young, 

youthful.—  Yavrana-sr~i,  is,  f.  the  beauty  of  youth- 
fulness.  —  Yauvana-stha,  as,  d,  am,  '  being  in  the 
bloom  of  yorith,'  arrived  at  puberty,  youthful,  mar- 

riageable.— Yauranavastha  (°«o-af0),  f.  the  state 
of  youth,  youthfulness,  puberty.—  Yauvanodlhifla 

(?na-udj),  as,  m.  the  ardour  of  youthful  passion, 
sexual  love  or  inclination ;  KSma-deva,  the  god  of love. 

>'" "i-anaka,  am,  n.  *=  yaurana,  youth. 
YauvaH&fva,  as,  m.  (fr.  yuvanafva),  a  patro- 

nymic of  Mandhatri ;  a  patronymic  of  a  grandson 
of  Mandhatri. 

Yauvanus"vaka,  as,  or  yamanatfvi,  is,  m.  a 
patronymic  of  Mandhatri. 

)  "I'l'miika,  as,  m.l?),=yauvana,  youth. 
)  auttenm,  i,  ini,  i,  youthful. 
Yauvardjika,  as,  d  or  i,  am  (fr.  yui'a-raja),  see 

Gana  Kasyadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  116. 

Y,i'/rtirrt/ya,am,  n.  (ft.yuva-r'ija),  the  rank  or 
office  of  a  Yuva-raja  or  heir-apparent  associated  in 
the  kingdom  ;  the  rights  and  privileges  of  heir- 
apparent,  right  of  succession  to  the  kingdom. 

<Jlim«(  yaushinya,  am,  n.  womanhood; 

[cf.  yoahan."] 
<ul+il*  yanshmaka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  yushma), 

your,  yours,  belonging  to  you. 
Yaus/tmdkina,  as,  i,  am,  your,  yours. 

C  i.  ra,  the  twenty-seventh  consonant  of 
the  Nagarl  alphabet,  being  the  semivowel  of  the 
vowels  ri,  rl,  and  having  the  sound  of  the  English  r 
in  real.  —  lla-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  ra. 

C  2.  ra,  as,  m.  fire ;  heat,  warmth ;  burn- 
ing, scorching ;  love,  desire ;  speed  ;  (d),  f.  —  vi~ 

lihrama;  giving,  =  ddna;  gold,  =  kHAdana ;  (i), 

f.  going,  motion,  =gati;  (am),  n.  =  tejas,  bright- 
ness, splendor. 

^3.  ra,  (in  prosody)  a  cretic  or  a  short 
between  two  long  syllables.  —  Ra-vipida,  f. '  abound- 

ing in  cretics,'  N.  of  a  metre. 

T^J  rausu,  us,  us,  u  (said  by  some  to  be 
fr.  rt.  ran,  but  according  to  Nirukta  VI.  17.  and 
Say.  fr.  rt.  ram),  Ved.  cheerful,  joyful,  delightful ; 

(u),  ind.  cheerfully,  delightfully,  (SHy.  =  ramani- 
i/efliu,  i.  e.  iiji/ddt-fiafi/if/iii,  in  oblations,  &c.) 
—  Ratixii-ji/im,  as,  a,  tint,  Ved.  having  a  pleasing 
tongue  or  voice,  (Sly.  =  ramaniya-ji:alopeta,  pos- 

sessing a  pleasing  tongue  of  flame.) 



rank. 
ragh. 
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rank  (connected  with  rt.  langh;  cf.  |  daka,  am,  n.  an  amulet  in  the  shape  of  a  small 

rt.  ramjh),  cl.  i.  P.  ranhati  (also  Ved.  A.  j  basket.  —  Rakshd-griha,  am,  n.  'watch-room,'  a 

3<>"\ 

ranhate),  raranha,  ranhitum,  to  go,  move  with 
speed,  hasten ;  to  make  to  run  or  go  rapidly,  cause 
to  flow ;  to  flow :  Caus.  ranhayati  (according  to 
some  also  ranhdpayati),  to  cause  to  move  rapidly, 
urge  on;  to  cause  to  flow;  to  go;  to  speak;  to 
shine,  (in  the  last  two  senses  a  various  reading  for 

rt.  i'anh)  ;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr.  rpfx-ta ;  Goth,  thray- 

Kanha  =  ranhas  below. 
Ranhana,  am,  n.  going  swiftly,  hastening. 
Ranhati,  i»,  f.  (?),  speed,  velocity ;  the  speed  of 

a  chariot. 

Ranhamdna,  as,  d,  am,  moving  or  flowing 
rapidly,  (Say.  =  rejam  kurvdna.) 
Ranhas,  as,  n.  speed,  quickness,  velocity ;  eager- 

ness, vehemence,  violence,  impetuosity ;  N.  of  Siva, 
(Vehemence  personified) ;  of  Vishnu. 
Ranhasa  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  =  ranhas. 
Ranhi,  is,  f.,  Ved.  the  act  of  running  or  flowing, 

a  running  stream ;  the  making  to  run,  pursuing, 
hunting ;  speed,  haste,  flight. 
Rdrahdna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  Intens. ;  in  Pada-p5tha 

rarahana),  Ved.  going  quickly,  hastening,  swift. 

rak  (connected  with  rts.  rag,  ragh, 
lak,  lag),  cl.  10.  P.  rakayati,  &c.,  to  taste, 

relish ;  to  obtain,  gej. 
Raka,  as,  m.  the  sun  gem ;   crystal ;   a  hard 

shower. 

*.°ti*U  rakasd,  f.  a  mild  form  of  leprosy. 

TH  rakka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Rakka- 
jayd,  (.,  N.  of  a  statue  of  Sri  erected  by  Rakka. 

T3>  rakta,  raktaka,  rakta-kangu,  &c.  See 
p.  826,  col.  3,  and  p.  828,  col.  1. 

\rakti,  &c.     See  p.  828,  col.  i. 

TOT   i.  raksh  (thought  by  some  to  be 

^  X  connected  with  rt.  ranj  as  a  kind  of  Desid. 
form  of  that  rt.),cl.  l.P.rakshati  (Ved.  and  ep.also  A. 
rakshate),  raraksha,  rakshiihyati,  arakshlt  (an 
earlier  form  arakshlt  is  also  given,  Ved.  Let  rak- 
sMshat),  rakshitum,  to  guard,  watch,  take  care  of, 
protect,  preserve,  save,  keep,  (rahasyam  raksh, 
to  keep  a  t  secret),  hold,  maintain,  tend,  (paiitn 
raksh,  to  tend  cattle) ;  to  govern,  rule  over,  (kshi- 
tim  or  vasudhdm  raksh,  to  govern  the  earth) ;  to 
spare,  save ;  to  protect  or  save  from  (with  abl.) ;  to 

take  care,  beware  of,  be  on  one's  guard  against; 
to  take  refuge  or  shelter  (A.) :  Caus.  rakehayati, 
-yitum,  Aor.  ararakshat,  to  guard,  watch,  protect: 
Desid.  rirakshishati,  to  wish  to  guard,  intend  to  pro- 

tect from  (with  abl.) :  Intens.  rdrakshyate,  rdrdsh/i, 
to  protect  very  carefully  ;  [cf.  probably  Gr.  apK-e-to, 

dpKto-s,  a\KT-f)p,  aXa\KTr)p,  a\Krj,  d\t£aj ;  Lat. 
arc-e-o,  arx;  Goth,  ga-rehsns.] 

3.  raksh,  t,  t,  t,  guarding,  watching,  protecting, 
tending,  &c.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  go-raksh). 
Raknha,  as,  I,  m.  f.  a  guard,  guardian,  protector, 

keeper;  protecting,  preserving,  watching,  keeping, 

&c.  (often  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  go-r°) ;  (a),  f. 
the  act  of  protecting  or  guarding,  protection,  care, 
preservation,  security ;  a  guard,  watch ;  any  preser- 

vative, any  act  or  right  performed  for  protection  or 
preservation,  a  sort  of  bracelet  or  amulet,  any  mys- 

tical token  used  as  a  charm ;  a  tutelary  divinity  [cf. 

maha-f~\  ;  ashes  (used  as  a  preservative) ;  («  or  i), f.  a  piece  of  thread  or  silk  bound  round  the  wrist  on 

particular  occasions  (especially  on  the  full  moon  of 
SrSvana,  either  as  an  amulet  and  preservative  against 
misfortune,  or  as  a  symbol  of  mutual  dependence, 
or  as  a  mark  of  respect;  among  the  Rsjputs  it  is 
sometimes  sent  by  a  lady  of  rank  or  family  to  a 
person  of  influence  whose  protection  she  is  desirous 
of  securing  and  whom  she  thus  adopts,  as  it  were,  as  a 
male  relative  or  brother).  -  Ralcsha-pdla  or  raksha- 
pdlaka,  as,  m.  a  protector,  guard   Raksha-bha- 
gavati,  f.=prajild-pdramitd.  —  Raksha-karan- 

lying-in  chamber,  room  appropriated  to  a  lying-in 
woman.  —  Rakshddhikrita  (°sha-adh°),  as,  a,  am, 
entrusted  with  the  protection  or  superintendence  (of 
a  country,  &c.),  placed  over  the  government;  (as), 
m.  a  superintendent  or  governor  (of  a  province), 

magistrate,  superintendent  of  potice.  —  Rakshddhi- 

pati  (°shd-adh°)  or  rdkshd-pati,  is,  m.  one  placed 
over  for  protection,  a  superintendent  of  police. 
—  Rakshd-pattra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  birch  tree  ( = 
bhurja).—Raksha-purusha,  as,  m.  a  watchman, 

guard,  protector.  —  Rakshdpekshaka  (°sha-apa), 
as,  m.  a  doorkeeper,  porter ;  a  guard  of  the  women's 
apartments ;  a  catamite ;  an  actor,  mime.  —  Itakshd- 
pradipa,  as,  m.  a  light  kept  burning  for  protection 
(against  evil  spirits,  &c.).  —  Rakshd3>hushana,  am, 
n.  an  ornament  or  amulet  worn  for  protection  (against 

evil   spirits,  Sec.).  —  Rakshabhyadhikrita  (°shd- 
abft3),  as,  d,  am,  and  as,  m.  =  rakshddhikrita. 
—  Rakuhd-maitgala,  am,  n.  a  ceremony  performed 
for  protection  (against  evil  spirits,  8cc.).  —  Rakshd- 
mani,  is,  m.  a  jewel  worn  as  a  preservative  (against 
evil  spirits,  Scc.).  —  Rakshd-malla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
kmg.  —  Rakehd-mahaushadhi,  is,  f.  a  sovereign 
remedy  serving  as  a  preservative  (against  evil  spirits, 
&c.).  —  Rakshd-ratna,  am,   n.  =  rakshd-mani. 
—  Rakshd-ratna-prafilpa,  as,  m.  a  lamp  shining 
or  brilliant  with  gems  used  as  a  preservative  (against 
evil  spirits,  &c. ;   cf.  ratna-pradtpa).  —  Rakshdr- 

tham  (°shd-ar°),  ind.  for  the  sake  of  guarding,  for 
guarding.  —  Rakshd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  or  en- 

joying protection,  protected,  guarded.  —  Rakshd-sar- 
shapa,  as,  m.  mustard  as  a  preservative  (against  evil 
spirits). 

Rakshdka,  as,  ikd,  am,  who  or  what  protects  or 

guards  or  tends  [cf.  go-r°~\ ;  guarding,  protecting; 
(as),  m.  a  guardian,  protector;  a  guard,  watch; 
(tkd),  f.  a  female  guardian  or  protector ;  an  amulet, 
charm,  anything  worn  as  a  preservative  (  =  rakshd). 

—  Rakshakdmbd  (°ka-am"),  (.,  N.  of  the  wife  of RSmSnuja. 

Rakshana,  as,  m.  a  protector,  defender,  guardian ; 
N.  of  Vishnu  ;  (a),  f.  the  act  of  protecting  or  guard- 

ing, watching  over,  protection ;  (i),  f.  a  rein,  bridle ; 
(am),  n.  the  act  of  guarding,  watching,  protecting, 
tending,  caring  for,  preserving,  protection,  (paiu- 
ndm  rakshanam,  the  tending  of  cattle) ;  a  ceremony 
performed  for  protection  or  preservation.  —  Raksha- 

ndrtham  (°na-ar°),  ind.  for  the  sake  of  guarding  or 
protecting.  —  Rakshanopdya  (°na-up°),  as,  m.  a means  of  safety. 

Rakshandraka  or  rakshaniraka,  as,  m.  (pro- 
bably connected  with  rt.  I.  raksh),  morbid  retention 

of  urine. 

Rakshant,  u,  f.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  trdyamdnd). 
Rakshaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  guarded  or  pre- 

served, to  be  protected ;  to  be  watched  or  guarded 
against,  defensible. 

RaJishat,  an,  anil,  at,  guarding,  protecting,  pre- serving. 

Rakshamdna,  as,  d,  am,  protecting,  guarding, 
being  on  one's  guard,  watching  against. 

I.  rakshas,  as,  as,  at  (for  3.  see  col.  2),  protecting 
(at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  palhi-r°,  q.  v.) 
Rakshd,  {.  guard,  protection,  &c. ;  see  raksha, 

col.  I ;  (for  rakshd  =  rdkshd,  lac,  see  rakshd.) 
Rakshi,  is,  is,  »,Ved.  guarding,  protecting  (at  the 

end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  pathi-r°,  pasVr0). 
Rakshika,  as,  m.  (fr.  rakshd),  a  guard,  protector, 

policeman.  —  Rakshika-purusha,  as,  m.  a  watch- 
man, policeman. 

Rakshita,  as,  a,  am,  guarded,  protected,  taken 
care  of,  preserved,  maintained,  kept;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  teacher  of  medicine ;  of  a  grammarian  ;  (a),  f., 
N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Rakshita-vat,  an,  all,  at,  con- 

taining the  idea  of  raksh  or  '  protecting,  &c.' 
Rakshitaka  in  ddra-rakshitaka,  relating  to  the 

guarding  or  protection  of  wives ;  (ikd),  f.  a  proper  N. 
Rakshitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  guarded,  to  be 

protected  or  taken  care  of,  to  be  guarded  against  or 

kept  off. Rakshitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  guards  or  protects, 

a  guardian,  guard,  protector,  watch,  sentinel. 
Rakshin,  I,  inl,  i,  a  guardian,  protector,  defender, 

guard,  sentinel ;  guarding,  protecting,  protecting 
from  (often  at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g.  amrita- 

rakshin,  guarding  the  nectar;  cf.  ripu-r",  sarva- 
r°).  —  Rakshi-rarga,  as,  m.  an  assemblage  of  guards 

or  sentinels,  body-guard.  ' Rakshna,  as,  m.  protection  (  =  trdna). 
Rakshya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  guarded  or  protected, 

to  be  token  care  of;  to  be  watched  against;  to  be 

concerned  about,  to  be  on  one's  guard  against  (with 
abl.).  —  Rakshya-tama,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  protected 
most  carefully,  requiring  the  greatest  watching,  most 
worthy  of  protection. 
Rakshyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  guarded  or 

protected. Rdrakshdria,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  excessively  pro- 
tecting. 

ruj    3.  raksh  (probably  a  form  of  rt. 
^^\  riksh  =  rts.  ris,  1.  riah,  q.  q.  v.v.),  Ved. 

to  hurt,  injure,  destroy,  damage. 
2.  rakshas,  as,  n.  hurt,  injury,  damage  (Ved., 

but  according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VII.  104,  23. 

rakshas  =  Rdkshasa-jdti,  '  the  race  of  Rskshasas,' 
and  in  I.  36,  2O.  rakshas  =  lialam,  '  strength ') ; 
'  the  injurer,'  (according  to  some  a  kind  of  euphe- 

mism fr.  rt.  i.  raksh,  like  Eu^itWSfs) ;  an  evil 
being  or  demon,  an  ogre,  malignant  spirit,  a 
Rakshasa,  (these  beings  play  an  important  part  in 
the  Hindu  religious  and  mythological  system ;  see 
their  description  under  rdkshasa) ;  (as),  m.,  Ved. 
an  evil  and  malignant  being,  a  nocturnal  fiend  or 

Rakshasa,  (see  rdkshasa.)  —  Raksha-is"a,  as,  m. 
'  lord  of  the  Rskshasas,'  N.  of  RSvana.  —  Rakshah- 
sabha,  am,  n.  an  assemblage  or  multitude  of  Rak- 
shasas.  —  Rakshas-tva,  am,  n.  the  nature  of  a 
Rakshasa,  demoniacal  nature  or  disposition,  fiend- 
ishness,  malignity,  malice.  —  Rakshas-pdia ,  as,  m. 
a  contemptible  Rakshasa,  despicable  demon ;  [cf. 

paiaJ]  —  Rakshas-vin,  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  having  or 
attended  by  Rskshasas,  demoniacal,  evil-disposed, 

malignant;  (Say.)  powerful,  strong  ( =  bala-vat). 
—  Raksho-gana,  as,  m.   a   class  or  company  of 
demons.  —  Raksho-gana-bhojana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
hell  where  human  beings  are  eaten  by  Rskshasas. 

—  Raksho-ghna,  as,  I,  am,  driving  back  or  repel- 
ling   Rakshasas,    killing  or   destroying   Rskshasas; 

(as),  m.  Semecarpus  Anacardium;  white  mustard; 
(i),  f.  Acorus  Calamus;    (am),  n.  sour  rice-gruel. 

—  Raksho-janani,  f. 'producing  Rskshasas,'  night. 
—  Ilaksho-'dhidevatd,  f.  the  chief  goddess  of  the 
Rakshasas.  —  Itaksho-bhdsh,  f,Ved.  barking  or  mak- 

ing a  noise  like  a  Rakshasa,  (see  2.  bhash.)  —  Rak- 

sho-mttkha,  as,  m.  '  Rakshasa-faced,'  N.  of  a  man ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  his  descendants.  —  Raksho-ynj,  k,  k,  k, 
Ved.  associated  with  Rskshasas.  —  Raksho-vdha, 

as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race.  —  Raksho-mkshobhirfi,  f. 

'agitating  or  exciting  the  Rskshasas,'  N.  of  a  god- 
dess. —  Raksho-hana,   as,    d,  am,  =  raksho-han. 

—  Rakshoh'tnaka,  containing  the  word   raksho- 
hana.  —  liaksho-hatya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  killing  or 
destruction  of  Rskshasas.  —  Raksho-han,  hd,  ghnl, 
ha,  Ved.  destroying  or  killing   Rakshasas;    (hd), 

m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  162  ; 
bdellium. 
Rakshasya,  as,  d,  am,  useful  for  (keeping  off) 

Rskshasas,  anti-demoniacal. 

J  hJ    rakh  or  rankh  (connected  with  rts. 
^  \  rikh,  rinkh),  cl.  I.  P.  rakhati,  rankhati, 

&c.,  to  go,  move. 

TTT  ra9i  cl-  T-  P-  ragati,  raraga,  aragit, 
X  &c.,  to  doubt,  suspect ;  cl.  10.  P.  rdgayati 

=  rt.  rak,  to  taste,  &c. 

ragh  (=  rt.  rak),  cl.  10.  P.  raghayati, 
to  taste,  relish ;  to  obtain ;  cl.  I .  A.  ranghate, 

Sec.,  to  go,  (see  rt.  rangh) ;  [cf.  Lith.  ragatija.] 10  A 



826 raghu. 

T!9  rayhu,  us,  ghvi,  u  (fr.  rt.  ranh  or 

rangh),  Ved.  fleet,  rapid,  rushing,  (Say.  -fighra- 

ijamin);  eager;  light  (  =  laghu),  fickle;  (us),  m. 

a  racer,  fleet  courser  (Ved.) ;  N.  of  an  ancient  king 

and  ancestor  of  Rama,  (in  the  Raghu-varjsa  he  is 

described  as  the  son  of  Dilipa  and  Su-dakshina,  and 

in  III.  21.  the  name  Raghu  is  said  to  have  been 

given  to  him  as  'going'  to  the  end  of  the  Sastras 
and  to  the  destruction  of  his  enemies ;  he  was  the 

father  of  Aja,  the  father  of  Dasa-ratha,  and  was 

therefore  great-grandfather  of  Rama ;  but  different 

accounts  are  given  of  RSma's  genealogy,  and  in 
Ramayana  II.  Iio,  28.  Raghu  is  said  to  be  son  of 

Kakutstha ;  in  the  Hari-vansa  two  Raghus  are  men- 

tioned among  the  ancestors  of  Rama) ;  N.  of  a  son 

of  Sakya-muni ;  of  the  author  of  the  Kavi-darpana ; 
an  abbreviation  for  Raghu-varjsa,  q.v. ;  (aras),  m. 

pi.  the  Raghus  or  descendants  of  Raghu ;  [cf.  rd- 

ghara.]  -  Raghu-kara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  KSlidSsa  the 

author  of  the  Raghu-vansa.  —  Raghu-ja,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  produced  from  a  fleet  courser  or  racer.  —  Ra- 

gliu-tippani,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Raghu- 

yans'a.  _  Raghu-tanaya,  as,  m.  son  of  Raghu,  N. 
of  Rsma.  —  Raghu-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  VirudJvall;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on 
the  Tattva-cmtamani  by  Raghu-deva.  —  Raghu-drn, 
its,  us,  u,  Ved.  going  or  running  quickly,  running 
like  a  race-horse.  —  Raghu-nandana,  as,  m.  a 
descendant  or  son  of  Raghu,  N.  of  Rsma ;  N.  of  an 
author  of  several  treatises  on  religion  and  law.  —  Ra- 
ghu-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  R5ma  ;  of  various  persons ; 
of  the  author  of  the  Rasika-ramana.  —  Raghn-pati, 

is,  m.,  N.  of  Rlma ;  of  the  father  of  the  lexicogra-  j 
pher  Jata-dhara.  —  Raghu-patma-janhas,  as,  as,  \ 
as,  Ved.  light-winged,  (Say.)  having  a  light-falling 

foot  ( =  laghu-patana-samartha-pdfla).  —  Raghu- 
jmtran,  d,  ari,  a,  Ved.  lightly  flying,  going  or 

moving  quickly;  [cf.  Lat.  acci-piter  =  Sansk.  diu- 
patvan.]  —  Raghu-pratinidhi,  is,  m.  image  or 
counterpart  of  Raghu.  —  Raghw-pravara,  as,  m., 
N.  of  Rama.  —  Raghu-manyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved. 

having  light  or  little  wrath,  mild-tempered,  (SSy.  = 
laghu-krodha) ;  full  of  eagerness  or  zeal.  —  Raghu- 
ydman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  going  quickly,  moving  lightly. 
—  Raghu-rdma,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Raghu- 

vans'a,  as,  m.  the  race  or  family  of  Raghu ;  N. 
of  KSlidisa's  celebrated  poem  in  honour  of  the  race 
of  Raghu,  (it  consists  of  nineteen  chapters  or  books ; 
cf.  mahd-kdvya.)  —  Raghuvanfa-tilaka,  as,  m. 

•ornament  of  the  race  of  Raghu,'  epithet  of  Rama. 

—  Raghuvanfa-sanjivarii,  (.,  N.  of  Mallinatha's 
commentary  on  the  Raghu-varjSa.  —  Raghu-vara, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  RSma.  —  Ragtm-vartanl,  is,  is,  i, 
Ved.  lightly  rolling  or  turning  (said  of  a  chariot  and 
of  a  horse).  —  Itaghu-vira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Rama; 
of  an  author  ( =  Raghu-deva).  —  Raghu-shyad,  t,  t, 
t  (i.e.  raghu +  sy ad),  Ved.  moving  quickly,  hasty, 
speedy,   rapid,   (Say.  =  sighra-gamana,  sTghram 

syandamdna.)~Raghiittama  (°yhu-ut?),  as,  m. 
'  best  of  the  Raghus,'  N.  of  RSma.  —  Raghudvaha 
(°ghu-ud^),  as,  m.  '  offspring  of  Raghu,'   N.  of Rama. 

Raghiyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  of  raghu),  Ved. 
more  rapid  or  fleet,  very  swift. 

Raghuyat,  an,  anti,  at  (Part.  fr.  an  unused  Nom. 
rayhuya),  moving  fleetly  or  rapidly,  (Say.  =  figJtram 
gaddhut.) 

Raghuyu,  ind.  (fr.  rooA»),Ved.  quickly,  swiftly, 
lightly,  (Sly.^ftyhra-gdmin,  as  if  raghu-yd.) 

liarjhuyat,  an,  anti,  at,Vcd.  =  raghuyat  above. 

TJ;  ranka,  as,  a,  am,  niggardly,  mean, 
indigent,  poor,  miserable,  hungry,  (kanka-ranka, 
*  hungry  or  half-starved  crane ;  cf.  jala-r  ,  matsyn- 
r) ;  slow ;  (a«),  m.  a  beggar. 

t3|f  ranku,  us,  m.  a  species  of  deer  or 
antelope;  N.  of  a  place. - Ranku-mdlin,  i,  m., 
N.  ofaVidya-dhara. 

TT  ranktri.     See  raktri,  p.  828,  col.  i . 

rankshu,  N.  of  a  river. 

rankh  =  rt.  rakh,  q.  v. 

^••SC  rang  (=  rt.  ring),  cl.  i.  P.  rangati, 
*\  &c-f  *«  go,  move. 

^3f  ranga,  ranyin,  &c.     See  p.  828. 

t^fj(  ranyoji,  is,  or  rangoji-bhatta,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  Kondabhatta  and  brother  of 
Bhattoji. 

rangh  [cf.  rt.  rank],  cl.  I.  A.  ran- 

„  ghate,raranghe,raitghitum,logo,hzsten, 

run;  cl.'io.  P.  or  Caus.  ranghayati,  -yitum,  to 
speak ;  to  shine. 

lliittrjlias,  as,  n.  =  ranhas,  haste,  speed,  velocity. 

rat,  cl.  10.  P.  radayati,  ratayam- 
dsa,  radayitum,  to  make,  form,  fabricate, 

create,  produce ;  to  prepare,  get  ready,  contrive, 

plan,  arrange,  dispose ;  to  complete,  effect ;  to  com- 
pose, write  (a  book  or  any  literary  work) ;  to  string 

together;  to  adorn,  decorate;  to  place  in  or  on 
(with  loc.),  fix  on;  to  direct  (the  thoughts  &c.) 
towards:  Caus.  radayati,  to  cause  to  make  or  do 
(with  two  ace.)  ;  to  cause  to  move,  put  in  motion  ; 

[cf.  Lat.  locate,  locus:  Angl.  Sax.  logian,  'to 
place;'  loh.] 
Radana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  making,  forming,  form- 

ation, creation,  arranging,  putting  in  order,  managing, 

directing,  preparing;  (a,  am),  f.  n.  arrangement, 
disposition,  management,  preparation,  performance, 
accomplishment,  fabrication ;  a  literary  production, 
work,  composition  ;  dressing  of  the  hair ;  stringing 
flowers  or  garlands,  the  arrangement  of  troops,  array  ; 

a  creation  of  the  mind,  artificial  image,  (artha- 
radand,  striving  after  or  accomplishing  an  object ; 

g~tti-radand,  a  musical  or  vocal  composition ;  niedta- 
radand,  a  building)  ;  according  to  native  lexicogra- 

phers radand  =pan-spanda  or  pari-syanda,  pra- 
ti-yatna,  granthana,  gumpha,  vyuha,  nieefa, 

sthiti ;  also  «=  pds"a,  bhdra,  palcsha,  uddaya, 
'  abundance,'  '  quantity,'  when  compounded  with  a 

word  meaning  '  hair '  (e.  g.  Iceia-radand,  abundance 
of  hair)  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Tvashtn. 

Radayat,  an,  anti,  at,  making,  forming,  com- 
posing. 
Radayitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  makes  or  com- 

poses, a  composer,  author. 
Radayitvd,  ind.  having  made  or  formed,  having 

arranged,  &c. 

Radita,  as,  d,  am,  made,  formed,  fabricated,  pro- 
duced, prepared,  made  ready,  concerted,  contrived, 

planned,  arranged,  completed,  effected,  composed, 

written  ;  strung  together ;  decorated,  adorned  ;  fas- 
tened, placed  in  or  on  (with  loc.)  ;  directed  towards ; 

furnished  or  equipped  with,  provided  with  (with 
inst  or  at  the  end  of  a  comp.) ;  (as),  m.  a  proper 

N.  —  Radita-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  composed  or 
written.  —  Radita-dhi,  is,  is,  i,  having  the  mind 

directed  to  (with  loc.),  intent  on.  —  Radita-pankti, 
is,  is,  i,  forming  a  line.  —  Radita-dikhara,  as,  d, 

am,  having  the  summit  adorned.  —  Raditdrtha  ("te- 
ar"), as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  obtained  his  object 

(—kfttirtha). 

4^31   raj.     See  rt.  rahj. 

l!nja,  rajaka,  rajani,  rajas,  &c.  See  p.  828, cols,  a,  3. 

T^T  raji,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon  or  king 

subdued  by  Indra,  (according  to  Say.,  Rig-veda  VI. 
26,  6,  raji  means  'a  maiden  or  a  kingdom  called 

Raji;'  and  X.  105,  2,  'heaven  and  earth'  or  'the 
sun  and  moon,"  but  the  meaning  is  obscure) ;  N.  of  a son  of  Ayu. 

rf>nr  rajishtha,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  of  riju), 
Ved.  =  rijishtha,  most  honest  or  upright. 

Rajiyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  of  riju),  Ved.  more honest. 

raa^lcqi  rakta-karaviraka. raji-kri,  rajo-yatra,  &c.    See  p.  829, 
col.  i. 

rajju,  us,  f.  (at  the  end  of  a  com]), 
sometimes  us,  m. ;  in  the  older  language  also  rajju, 

Ved.  ace.  rajjvaiu,  gen.  rajjriis  [Manu  XI.  1 68] 

and  raj [/cw ;  suid  in  Unadi-i.  I.  16.  to  be  fr.rt.spy; 
according  to  some,  perhaps  for  original  srajyu,  cf. 

sraj),  a  rope,  cord,  string,  line,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj. 
comp.  the  fern,  may  be  rajjuhd);  N.  of  certain 
sinews  or  tendons  proceeding  from  the  vertebral 
column  (in  anatomy)  ;  a  lock  of  braided  hair,  braid 
=  reni);  N.  of  a  particular  constellation;  [cf.  Lat. 

ligare,  stringerc;  Old  Germ,  stricch,  stric,  ttrac- 
chian;  Angl.  Sax.  streccan.]  —  Rajju-kantha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Rajjit-dala,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
a  species  of  tree.  —  Rajju-ddlaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
wild-fowl.  —  liajju-peda,  (.  a  rope  basket.  —  Jtajju- 

bhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Rajju-miitra- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  condition  of  being  only  a  rope. 

—  Rajj u-mla,  as,  m.  —  rajju-ddlaka,  a  wild-fowl. 
—  Rajju-s'arada,  as,  a,  am,  newly  drawn  up  by  a 
rope  (said  of  water;    PSnini  VI.  2,  ()).  —  Iluiju- 
sarja,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  mpe-msker.  —  Rajjiiild/iii/a 

(°ju,-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  drawn  up  by  means  of  a  rope. 
—  Rajjv-avalambiii,  i,  /«/,  i,  hanging  by  a  siring. 

Rajjavya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  material  for  a  rope. 

ranch.     See  ni-rah6hana. 

rahj  or  raj,  cl.  i.  4.  P.  A.  rajati, 

-te  (ep.  also  raiijati),  rajyati,  -te,  ra- 

raaja  (3rd  pi.  rarajatus  or  raranjatas),  rarai'ije, ranks/tyati,  -te,  ardnkshit,  arankta,  rajydt, 
rattkshlfhta,  raitktum,  to  be  dyed  or  coloured,  to 

redden,  grow  red,  glow ;  to  dye,  tinge,  colour ;  to 
be  affected  or  moved,  to  have  the  passions  or  feelings 

roused,  to  be  exated ;  to  be  pleased  or  delighted 

with  (with  inst.) ;  to  attach  one's  self  to,  be  attached 
or  devoted  to,  (perhaps  in  this  sense  connected  with 
rt.  lay)  ;  fall  in  love  with,  be  enamoured  of  (usually 
with  loc.) ;  to  go,  (in  this  sense  cl.  I .  P.  according 
to  Naighantuka  II.  14):  Caus.  ranjayati,  -yate, 

-yitum,  to  dye,  colour,  paint,  make  red,  redden, 
illuminate  ;  to  rejoice,  gratify,  exhilarate,  charm  ;  to 
cause  to  be  attached,  to  conciliate;  (according  to 

Naighantuka  III.  I4)  =  rt.  ard,  to  worship,  (also 

rajayati) ;  to  hunt,  (in  this  sense  only  rajayali) : 
Desid.  rirankshati,  -te:  Intens.  rarajyate,  rd- 

rankti,  to  be  greatly  affected  or  excited ;  to  be 

intensely  attached  or  devoted;  [cf.  Gr.  pif-co,^ fia-y- 
(v-s,  fay-fv-s,  pty-tv-i,  ftiy-os,  ftf-pa,  faffou, 

fijy-ot,  \fy-vov:  probably  Angl.  Sax.  ye-regnian, '  to  colour.'] 

Rakta,  as,  d,  am,  coloured,  dyed,  painted,  tinged, 

stained ;  reddened,  red,  crimson,  of  a  red  colour ;  nasal- 
ized (said  of  a  vowel,  cf.ro H-^a);  affected  by  passion, 

excited,  incited,  impassioned,  passionately  fond  of, 

attached,  affected  with  love  or  interest  towards ;  lov- 

ing, dear,  beloved ;  lovely,  pleasant,  agreeable,  sweet, 

charming ;  fond  of  play,  engaging  in  pastime,  sport- 

ing; (as),  m.  red  colour;  safflower;  Barringtonia 

Acutangula;  epithet  of  Siva;  (a),  f.  lac  (  =  lulmh<~i.) ; 
Abrus  Precatorius ;  Bengal  madder,  Rubia  Munjista  ; 

=  ttslitra-kdndt ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  tongues 

of  fire;  the  female  personification  of  a  particular 

musical  mode ;  (am),  n.  blood  ;  copper ;  saffron ; 

the  fruit  of  the  Flacourtia  Cataphracta  ;  vermilion ; 

cinnabar  ;=padmaka;  [cf.  Gr.  ̂ iSov ;  Hib.  rot.] 

-  /i'«i«a-i-a»(7«,U8,m.Panicum  Italicum.-./i'a/rfa- 

Icanta,  as,  m.  a  species  of  Celastrus.  -  Rakta- 
kantha,  as,  i,  am,  or  rakta-kan/hin,  i,  int,  i, 

sweet-voiced,  having  an  impassioned  voice  or  note ; 

(as),  m.  =  kokila,  the  Indian  cuckoo.  —  Itaktukan- 

tha-khnga,  as,  m.  a  sweet-voiced  bird.  —  Rakta- 

kadamba,  as,  m.  a  red-flowering  Kadamba.  —  liak- 

ta-kadati,  f.  a  species  of  Musa  or  plantain.  —  liakta- 
kanda,  as,  m.  coral ;  N.  of  two  bulbous  plants  (  = 

raktdlu,  rdja-paldndii).  —  Rakta-kandala,  as,  m. 
coral.  —  liakta-kamala  or  rakta-kambala,  am,  n. 

a  red  lotus-flower.  —  Bakta-karatiira  or  rakta- 

karariraka,  as,  m.  a  red-flowering  Oleander, 
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Nerium  Odorum  Rubro-simplex.  —  Rakta-kdnAtna, 
as,  m.  Bauhinia  Variegata.  —  Rakta-kdndd,  (.  a 
red-flowering  Punarnava.  —  Rakta-kashlha,  am,  n. 
Caesalpina  Sappan.  —  Rakta-ktimud't,  am,  n.  the 
flower  of  Nymphsea  Rubra,  red  lotus.  —  Rakta-kri- 
mijd,  f.  red  lac.  —  Rakta-kefara,  as,  m.  Rottleria 
Tinctoria ;  the  coral  tree.  —  Rakta-kairava  or  rakta- 
kokanada,  am,  n.  the  flower  of  Nymphza  Rubra, 
a  red  lotus-flower.  —  llalita-koilataki,  (.  a  species  of 
plant  (=*mahd-jdll).  —  Rakta-khadira,  as,  m.  a 
red-flowering  Khadira.  —  Rakta-khddava,  as,  m. 
a  species  of  foreign  date.  —  Rakta-gandhaka,  am, 
n.  myrrh.  —  Rakta-garbhd,  f.  Lawsonia  Alba.— Rak- 
ta-gnlma,  as,  m.  a  particular  form  of  the  disease 
called  tfiilina.  —  Rakta-gulmini,  f.  a  female  suffering 
from  the  above-mentioned  disease.  —  Rakta-gairika, 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  ochre.  —  Rakta-granthi,  is,  m.  a 

kind  of  Mimosa.  —  Rakta-griva,  as,  m.  '  red- 

necked,' a  kind  of  pigeon;  a  Rakshasa.  —  Rakta- 
fjhna,  as,  I,  am,  blood-destroying,  corrupting  the 
blood  ;  (as),  m.  Andersonia  Rohitaka;  (I),  f.  a  kind 
of  DGrva  grass.  —  Rakta-dandana,  am,  n.  red 
sandal ;  Cssalpina  Sappan  ;  saffron.  —  Rakta-<!ilra- 
ka,  <is,  m.  a  species  of  shrub.  —  Rakta-dillika,  (. 
a  kind  of  Chenopodium.  —  Rakta-durna,  am,  n. 
vermilion.  —  Rakta-Mhardi,  is,  f.  vomiting  or 
spitting  blood.  —  Rakta-ja,  as,  a,  am,  produced 
from  blood,  —  Rakta-jantuka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
worm,  an  earth-worm.  —  Rakta-jihva,  as,  a,  am, 
red-tongued ;  (as),  m.  a  lion.  —  Rakta-tara,  as,  a, 
am,  more  red ;  more  attached,  very  attached ;  (am), 

n.  =  rakta-gairika.  —  Rakta-td,  f.  redness;  the 
nature  of  blood ;  the  being  affected  by  passion. 

—  Rakta-tunda,   as,   m.   'red-beaked,'    a    parrot. 
—  Rakta-tundaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  worm.  —  Rak- 

ta-trind,   f.    a   species    of   grass  f(  =  go-mutrikd). 
—  Rakta-tejas,  as,  n.  flesh.  —  Rakta-trivrit,  t,  f.  a 
red-flowering  Trivrit.—  Rakta-tva,  am,  n.  redness; 
the  being  affected  by  passion,  affection.  —  Rakta- 
dantikd  or  rakta-danti,   f.  'red-toothed,'  N.  of 
Durga  or  Parvatl.  —  Rakta-dala,  f.,  N.  of  two 
plants   (  =  <!ii>iUikd,  nalikd).  —  Rakta-dmhana, 
as,  i,  am,  corrupting  or  vitiating  the  blood.  —  Rak- 

ta-drii,  k,m.'  red-eyed,"  a  pigeon.  —  Rakta-dhdtit, 
us,  m.  red  chalk  or  orpiment,  earth,  ruddle ;  copper. 

—  Rakta-nayana,  as,  i,  am,  red-eyed,  having  red 
eyes ;    (as),  m.  a  kind  of  partridge,  Perdix  Rufa. 
—  Rakta-nddl,  f.  a  flstulous  ulcer  on  the  gum  caused 
by  a  bad  state  of  the  blood.  —  Rakta-ndla=jiiiantl, 
a   kind   of  lotus.  —  Rakta-ndstka,   as,  m.   'red- 

beaked,'  an  o<n\.—Rakta-netra,  as,  a  or  i,  am, 
red-eyed.  —  Raktanetra-td,  f.  or  ralttanetra-tva, 
am,  n.  the  state  of  having  red  or  blood-shot  eyes. 
—  Rakta-pa,  as,   a,  am,   blood-drinking,  blood- 

sucking;   (as),  m.  a   Rakshasa;    (a),  f.  a  blood- 
sucker, leech;  a  Dakini  or  female  fiend.  —  Rakta- 

pakeha,  as,  m.  '  red-winged,"  epithet  of  Garuda. 
—  Rakta-pata,  as,  (i,  am,  wearing  a  red  cioth  or 
garment ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  mendicant  ( =  sdnkkya- 
bhikshu).  —  Raktapati-krita,  as,  m.  changed  into 
a  rakta-pafa  mendicant.  —  Rakta-pattrd,  f.  Boer- 
havia  Erecta  Rosea.  —  Rakta-pattrdnga,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  red  sandal.  —  Rakta-pattrika,  f.,  N.  of  two 
plants   ( =  ndkull,  rakta-punamavd).  —  Rakta- 
jiadi,  f.  a  species  of  plant.  —  Rakta-padma,  am, 
n.  a  red  lotus-flower,  large  red  water-lily.  —  Rakta- 
parna  =  rakta-punarnava.  —  Rakta-pallava,  as, 
m.  Jonesia  Asoka.  —  Rakta-pakt,  f.  the  egg-plant. 
—  Rakta-jidta,  as,  m.  bloodshed,  spilling  of  blood. 
—  Rakta-pdtd,  f.  a  leech.  —  Rakta-pdda,  as,  a.  or 
i,  am,  red-footed ;  (as),  m.  a  bird  with  red  feet,  a 
parrot;  an  elephant;  a  war-chariot ;  (t),  f.  Mimosa 
Pudica.  —  Rakla-pdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  blood-drinking ; 
(i),   m.   a    bug ;    (ini),   f.  a    blood-sucker,  leech. 
—  Itakta-pdrada,  am,  as,  n.  m.  cinnabar.  —  Rakta- 
jmtikd,  f.  a  red  boil  or  ulcer.  —  Rakta-pinda,  as, 
m.  Hibiscus  Rosa  Sinensis ;  (am),  n.  the  flower  of 
this  plant ;  a  spontaneous  discharge  of  blood  from 
the  nose  and  mouth ;  a  red  pimple  or  boil ;  a  species 

of  climbing  plant,  Ventilago  Madraspatana.  — /toi'to- 
pindaka,  as,  m.^raktdlu.  —  Rakta-jntta,  am,  n. 

'blood-bile,'  a  peculiar  disturbance  of  the  blood 
caused  by  bile,  plethora,  spontaneous  hemorrhages 
from  the  mouth,  nose,  &c.  (accompanied  with  fever, 

head-ache,  vomiting,  purging,  &c.).  —  Raktapitla- 
kara,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  causing  the  above  disease. 

—  Raktnpitta-hd,   (.    'removing   rakta-pitta,'   a 
kind  of  Durv5  grass.  — Rakta-pittin,  t,  ini,  i,  sub- 

ject to  or  suffering  from  rakta-pitta.  —  Rakta-pu<<- 
Aaka,  as,  ika,  am,  red-tailed  ;  (ika),  (.  a  kind  of 
lizard.  —  Jtakta-punarnard,  f.  a  red-flowering  Punar- 
navi.  —  Rakta-push/m,  am,  n.  a  red  flower ;  (as, 
d,  am),  red-flowered,  bearing  red  flowers ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  various  plants,   Bauhinia  Variegata  Purpuras- 
cens ;  =  kara-rira  ;  =  dddiina  ;  =  vaka  ;  =  bandit  il- 

ka ;  =  pun-ndga ;  (a),  f.  Bombax  Heptaphyllum  ; 
(i),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants,  Grislea  Tomentosa;  = 
pdtali ;  =  javd  ;  =  dvartakl ;  =  naya-damani;  = 
karurn  ;  —  ushtra-kdndi.  —  Rakta-pmhiiaka,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  various  plants,  =  palate  ;=parpata;=* 

ialmali  ;    (ika),  f.  Mimosa    Pudica  ;  =  rakta-pu- 
narnavd  ;  =  bhu-pd/all.  —  Rakta-puya,  N.  of  a 
hell.  —  Rakta-puraka,  am,  n.  the  dried  peel  or 
integument  of  the  mangostan.  —  Rakla-pdrna,  as, 
d,  am,  full  of  blood.  —  Raktapurna-tva,  am,  n. 
the  being  full  of  blood,  fulness  of  blood.  —  Rakta- 

paitta  or  rakta-paittika,  adjectives  from  rakta- 
pitta.— Rakta-pradara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  flow  of 
blood  from  the  womb.  —  Rakta-prameha,  as,  m.  a 
disease  of  the  bladder,  the  passing  of  blood  in  the 

urine.  —  Rakta-pravdha,  as,  m.  a  stream  of  blood. 
—  Rakta-prasara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  plants  (  = 
rakta-karamra,  raktdmldna).  —  Rakta-phala, 
as,  d,  am,  having  or  bearing  red  fruit ;  (as),  m.  the 

Indian  fig-tree;  (a),  f.  Momordica  Monadelpha;  = 
svarna-valli.  —  Rakta-phena-ja,  as,  m.  a  part  of 

the    body,   (probably)   the   lungs.  —  RaJcta-bindtt, 
rakta-bija,  &c.,  see  rakta-vindu,  Scc.  —  Rakta- 

bhava,   am,   n.  'blood-produced,'  flesh.  —Rakta- 
bhdra,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  love,  amorous,  ena- 

moured. —  Rakta-manjara,  as,  m.   Barringtonia 
Acutangula.  —  Rakta-mandala,  as,  d,  am,  having 
a  red  disk  (said  of  the  moon);    having  devoted 

subjects;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  red-spotted  or  red- 
ringed  snake  ;  (<7),  f.  a  particular  venomous  animal ; 
(am),  n.  a  red  lotus-flower.  —  Rakta-mandala-td,  (., 
Ved.  the  appearance  of  red  spots  on  the  body  caused 
by  a  bad  state  of  the  blood.  —  Rakta-matta,  as,  d, 
am,  drunk  or  satiated  with  blood  (said  of  a  leech). 

—  Rakta-matsya,  as,  m.  a   species  of  red  fish. 
—  Rakta-maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting  of  blood,  full 
of  blood,  bloody.  —  Rakta-mastaka,  as,  d,  am, 

red-headed  ;    (as),  m.   a  species  of  heron,   Ardea 
Sibirica.  —  Rakta-mddri,  f.  a  particular  disease  pe- 

culiar to  women.  —  Rakta-mukha,  as,  a  or  I,  am, 

red-faced,  having  a  red  mouth;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an 
ape.  —  Rakta-mutra-td,  i.  the  voiding  of  blood  with 
urine.  —  Rakia-miilaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  mustard. 
—  Rakta-mula,  f.  Mimosa  Pudica.  —  Rakta-meha, 

as,  m.  the  voiding  of  blood  with  urine.  —  Rakta- 
moksha,as,  m.  or  rakta-mokshana,  am,  n.  blood- 

letting, bleeding,  venesection,  &c.  —  Rakta-yaskti, 
is,  or  ralda-yash/ikd,  f.  Rubia  Munjista.  —  Rakta- 
ydrandla,  as,   m.  =  tuvara-ydvandla.  —  Rakta- 
rdji,  is,  m.  a  particular  venomous  insect ;  a  peculiar 
disease   of  the   eye.  —  Rakta-*rdji,  f.  a   particular 
venomous  insect ;  cress,  Lepidium  Sativum.  —  Rakia- 
renu,  us,  m.  vermilion ;  a  bud  of  Butea  Frondosa ; 
Rottleria  Tinctoria ;  a  sort  of  cloth ;  an  angry  man. 
—  Rakta-renukd,   f.  a  bud    of  Butea   Frondosa. 

—  Rakta-raivataka,  am,  n.  a  species  of  fruit  tree 
( =  mahd-parevata).  —  Rakta-laiuna,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  garlic.  —  Rakla-lofana,  as,  d  or  i,  am, 
red-eyed ;   (as),  m.  a   pigeon.  —  Rakta-vati  or 
rakta-varati,  f.  small-pox.  —  Rakta-rarga,  as,  m. 
lac ;    N.  of  various  plants,  the  pomegranate  tree ; 

Butea  Frondosa  ;  Pentapetes  Phcenicea  ;  Rubia  Mun- 
jista ;  two  kinds  of  saffron ;  safflower.  —  Rakta-var- 

i_ta,  as,  m,  red  colour ;  the  colour  of  blood  ;  (as,  d, 

am),  red-coloured ;   (as),  m.  the  cochineal  insect, 
—  indra-gopa;   (am),  n.  gold.  —  Rdkta-vardha- 
na,  as,  i,  am,  increasing  or  promoting  the  formation 

of  blood ;  (as),  m.  Solarium  Melongena.  —  Rakta- 
varihabki,  us,  f.  =  rakta-punarnavd.  —  Rakta- 
msana,  as,  d,  am,  red-clad,  clad  in  red  garments, 
clothed  in  red  ;  (as),  m.  a  Brahman  in  the  fourth 
order  or  stage  of  life  as  a  religious  mendicant. 

—  It/ikta-vdta,  as,  m.  a  particular  disease.  —  Rakta- 
vdluka,  am,  d,  n.  f.  vermilion.  —  Rakta-vdsas,  as, 

as,  as,  or  rakta-vdsin,  I,  ini,  i,  wearing  red  gar- 
ments, clad  in  red.  —  Rakta-vikdra,  as,  m.  altera- 

tion or  deterioration  of  blood.  —  Rakta-vidradhi, 

is,  m.  a  blood-red  boil,  a  boil  or  ulcer  filled  with 
blood.  —  Rakta-vindu,  us,  m.  a  red  spot  forming  a 
flaw  in  a  jewel ;  a  drop  of  blood.  —  Rakta-ttija,  as, 

m.  the  pomegranate  tree ;  N.  of  an  Asur.i.  —  Rakta- 
vljakd,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  —  taradi).  —  Rakta- 
vrikslta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  iree.^Rakta-vrittd,  f. 
Nyctanthes  Arbor  Tristis.  —  Rakta-sdli,  is,  m.  red 
rice,   Oryza  Saliva.  —  Rakta-ddsana,  am,   n.  ver- 

milion. —  Rakta-digru,  us,  m.  red-flowering  S'igru. 
—  Rakta-s'irshaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  heron;  Pinus 
Longifolia  ;  the  resin  of  Pinus  Longifolia.  —  Rakta- 
dukra-td,  f.  bloody  condition  of  the  semen.  —  Rakta- 

dringika,  am,  n.  poison,  vertom.  —  Rakta-s'mas'ru, 
us,  its,  u,  having  a  red  beard.  —  Rakta-dma-fru^ 
tiroruha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  red  beard  and  hair. 

—  Rakta-fydma,  as,  d,  am,  dark-red.  —  Rakta- 
shthivana-ta  or  rakta-thlhivt,  f.  the  spitting  of 
blood.  —  Rakta-sattkwta,  as,  m.  safflower.  —  Rakta- 

sankodaka,  am,  n.  a  red   lotus-flower.  —  Rakta- 

sanjna,  am,  n.  saffron.  —  Rakta-sandans'ikd,  f.  a 
blood-sucker,   \eech.— Rakta-sandhyaka,  am,   n. 
the  flower  of  Nymphaa  Rubra.  —  Rakta-saroruha, 
am,  n.  a  red  lotus-flower.  —  Rakta-sarshapa,  as,  m. 
Sinapis  Ramosa.  —  Rakta-sahd,  f.  the  red  globe- 
amaranth.  —  Rakta-sdra,  as,  d,  am,  whose  essence 
or  predominating  quality  is  blood,  of  a  sanguinary 

disposition;    (as),  m.  a  species  of  plant,  =  aw£a- 
iietasa,  rakta-khadira ;    (am),   n.   red    sandal ; 

Cxsalpina   Sappzn.  —  }takt(t-sir,/'i/am<tni,   is,  m.  a 
beautiful  red-flowering  shrub  (Hibiscus  Phceniceus). 
—  Rakta-surydya,  Nom.  A.  -surydyate,  &c.,  to 
represent  or  be  like  a  red  sun.  —  Rakta-saugan- 
dhika,  am,  n.  a  red  lotus-flower.  —  Rakta-srag- 

anulepin,  i,  m.  (probably)  '  wearing  a  red  garland 
and  being  anointed,'  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Rakta-srdva, as,  m.  a  flow  of  blood,  hemorrhage  (Ved.) ;  a  kind 
of  sour  sorrel  or  dock.  —  Rakta-liansd,  f.,  N.  of  a 

Ragim.  —  Rakta-hma,  as,  d,  am,  bloodless,  cold- 
blooded. —  Raktdkdra  Cta-dk°),  as,  m. 'having  a 

red  appearance,'  coral.  —  Raktdkta  (°ta-dk°),  as,  d, 
am,  dyed  red ;  sprinkled  or  besmeared  with  blood  ; 

(am),  n.  red  sandal  or  Caesalpina  Sappan.  —  Raktd- 
ksha  (°ta-ak°),  as,  i,  am,  red-eyed,  having  red  or 
blood-shot  eyes ;  fearful,  dreadful,  —  krura;  (as),  m. 
a  buffalo ;  Perdix  Rufa ;  a  pigeon ;  the  Indian  crane ; 

N.  of  a  sorcerer;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  the  fifty-eighth 

year  in  a  Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  years.  —  Raktdkfhi 
(°ta-ak°),  is,  or  ralttdkshln,  I,  m.,  N.  of  the  fifty- 

eighth  year  in  a  Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  years.  —  Rak- 
tdnka  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.  coral.  —  Raktdnga  (°ta- 
an°),  as,  m.  '  red-bodied,'  a  species  of  bird  ;  a  bug  ; 
a  species  of  plant  (  —  kdmpilla,  kampilla);   the 
planet  Mars  ;  the  disk  of  the  sun  or  moon  ;  N.  of  a 

serpent-demon  ;    (d,  f ),  f.  a  species  of  plant,  =jl- 
•mntt;   (?),   f.   Rubia  Munjista;   coral;    (am),  n. 
coral;    saffron;    a  species  of  plant  (  =  kampilla). 

—  Raktdtisdra  or  raktdttsdra  (°ta-at°),  as,  m. 
'blood-diarrhoea,'  dysentery,  bloody  flux.  —  Raktd- 
dhard  (cta-ad/t°),  f.   a  Kinnarl.  —  Rakliidhara 

(^ta-ddh°),   as,   m.    'blood-receptacle,'  the    skin. 
— Raktddhimantha  (°ta-adh°),  as,  m.  inflamma- 

tion of  the  eyes,  ophthalmia  with  discharge  of  blood. 

—  Raktdnta  (^ta-an°),  as,  d,  am,  having  red  ex- 
tremities, having  the  corners  (of  the  eyes)  inflamed. 

—  Raktdpaha  ("ta-ap0),  am,  n.  myrrh.  —  Raktd- 
pdmdrga   (°ta'ap°),   as,   m.   red-flowering   Apa- 
marga.  —  Raktdbha   (°ta-dbh°),   as,   d,  am,    red- 
looking,   having  a  red   appearance.  —  IlaktabhM- 

yanda  (°£a-aWi°),  as,  m,  ophthalmia  brought  on  by 
the  state  of  the  blood,  redness  of  the  vessels  of  the 

eye  with  a  watery  discharge.  -•  Raktdmishddd  ("ta- 
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/u),  ax,  a,  am,  eating  blood  and  flesh. 

—  lt<iktdtnl»irii  (  ln-nm"),  am,  n.  a  red  garment; 
(ai,  a,  am),  wearing  a  red  cloth,  clad  in  red  gar- 

ments ;  (as),  m.  any  vagrant  devotee  wearing  red 

garments ;  (<1 ),  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess.  —  Raktdmbara- 
tva,   am,   n.  the  wearing  of  red  garments   (with 
Buddhist  monks).  —  Itaktambara-dhara,  at,  a, 

om,  wearing  red  garments.  —  l^'I:f^mbu-pura  (°ta- 
am°),  as,  m.  a  stream  or  flood  of  blood.  —  Rak- 

iamlm-rulta  ('(o-am°),  om,  n.  a  red  lotus-flower. 
—  Huktamra  (°ta-am°),  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant 
(  =  koiamra).  —  ]liiktariina  (°ta-ar°),  as,  a,  am, 
blood-red,  red  as  blood.  —  Raktdrbitda  (°te-ar°),  as, 

m.  a  bloody  tumour.  —  Itiiktiirman  (°ta-ar°),  a,  n. 
a  particular  disease  of  the  eyes.—Raktars'as  (°ta-ar°), 
as,  n.  a  form  of  hemorrhoids.  —  Raktdlu  ("ta-dlu), 
u»,  or  raktdluka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  red  yam, 

Dioscorea  Purpurea.  —  Raktatoya  ('la-US''),  as,  m. 
'  blood-receptacle,'  any  viscus  containing  or  secreting 

blood  (as  the  heart,  liver,  spleen).  —  Raktaioka  (°ta- 
ai°),  as,   m.  red-flowering   Asoka.  —  Raktekshu 
(°ta-ilc°),  us,  m.  red  sugar-cane.  —  Raktairanda 
(°ta-tr°),  at,  m.  the  red  Ricinus  or  castor-oil  plant. 
—  Raktairvaru  (°ta-er°),  us,  m.  a  kind  of  cucum- 

ber (  =  indra-caruni).  —  Raktotklishta  (°ta-uf), 
at,  m.  a  particular  disease  of  the  eyes.  —  Raktotpala 

(°ta-ut°),  as,  m.  Bombax  Heptaphyllum ;  (am),  n. 
a  red  lotus,  the  flower  of  Nymphsea  Rubra.  —  Rak- 

totpaldbha  (°la-dbh°),  a>,  a,  am,  being  like  the 
colour  of  Nymphza  Rubra,  resembling  the  red  lotus. 

—  Raktopala  (°ta-up°),  am,  n.  red  chalk,   red 
earth,  red  ochre  or  orpiment,  indurated  ochre  or 

clay  iron-stone. 
Raktaka,  as,  a,  am,  red;  passionately  attached 

to,  fond  of,  enamoured ;  pleasing,  entertaining, 
amusing ;  bloody,  containing  blood ;  (as),  m.  a  red 
garment ;  an  amorous  or  impassioned  man ;  a  sporter, 
player ;  N.  of  various  plants  bearing  red  flowers, 
Pentapetes  Phoenicea ;  the  globe-amaranth ;  =rakta- 
figru  ;  =  raktairanda. 
Raktald,  f.  =  kaka-tundi. 
Rakti,  is,  f.  pleasingness,  attractiveness,  charming- 

ness,  loveliness ;  the  being  attached,  affection,  attach- 
ment, devotion,  loyalty ;  =  raktikii,  the  seed  of  Abrus 

Frecatorius.  —  .Kafc^-ma*,  in,  att,  at,  possessing 
charms,  charming,  lovely,  attractive. 

Raktika,  f.  Abrus  Precatorius ;  the  seed  or  grain 
of  this  plant  used  as  a  weight  =  ̂   or  |  or  -f^  of  a 
Mashaka ;  (according  to  some,  the  seed  weighs  about 
I-j^  of  a  grain  troy,  the  artificial  Ratti  or  Raktika 
should  be  double  that  weight,  but  in  common  use  it 
averages  nearly  i\  grains.) 
Rakthnan,  a,  m.  redness,  red  colour. 
Raktri,  ti,  trl,  tri,  one  who  colours  or  dyes,  a 

colourist,  painter,  (more  correctly  ranktrt.) 
Raktvd  or  raitklvd,  ind.  having  dyed ;  having 

attached  one's  self  to. 
Ranga,  at,  m.  colour,  paint,  pigment,  dye,  hue ; 

the  nasal  modification  or  nasalizing  of  a  vowel ;  a 
place  of  public  amusement  or  for  dramatic  exhibi- 

tions, theatre,  play-house,  amphitheatre,  stage,  arena, 
place  of  public  contest,  place  for  athletic  exercises  or 
feats,  sports,  &c. ;  a  place  of  assembly  ;  an  assembly  or 
assemblage  of  spectators ;  a  field  of  battle ;  dancing, 
singing,  acting,  diversion,  mirth ;  borax ;  an  extract 
obtained  from  Acacia  Catechu  ;  a  proper  N. ;  (am), 
n.  tin  ( =  vattga  ;  in  this  sense  also  as,  m.).  —  Ranga- 

kdra  or  ranga-karnka,  as,  m.  '  a  colour-maker,' 
painter,  colourist.  -  Ramja-kash/ha,  am,  n.  Czsal- 
pina  Sippan.  -  Ranga-ks/iei  ra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

place.  —  Ranga-tam,  as,  m.  '  a  stage-goer,'  stage- 
player,  actor,  player,  performer,  &c. ;  a  gladiator. 

:/''./'«,  a  in,  n.  red  lead,  vermilion.  —  Jtnitya- 
•>aka,  at,  m.  'living  by  colours,'  a  painter,  an 
tor,  performer.—  /,'<((,;/, /-,/„,  ,,s  m  borax;  an extract  from  Acacia  Catechu;  a  particular  white 

>amt  (  =  ,-,  -"->•'>"'.!:-:).- Ranga-datta, (probably)  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  drama.  -  Ranga-ddyakd 
am,  n.  a  particular  kind  of  earth  (  =  ka,itkiistttha) 
-Ba»ga-drbfU,  f.  a  sort  of  white  paint  (  = 
'lriil/ia-ia>rga).  —  Ranga-<lecttt,l,  f.  a  goddess  lup- 

poscd  to  preside  over  sports  and  diversions,  the  god- 
dess or  genius  of  pleasure.  —  Ranga-drar,r,  f.  a  stage- 

door,  the  door  or  entrance  of  a  theatre.— Rnmja-dvara, 
am,  n.  a  stage-entrance,  stage-door  ;  the  prologue  of 
a  play.  •—  Raitga-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  men  ; 
of  the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the  VikramorvasI 

(A.  D.  1656);  of  a  commentator  on  the  SOrya- 
siddh.mta.  —  Ranga-patdkd,  {.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
—  Ranga-pattrl  or  ranga-puxhpi,  (.  the  indigo 
plant.  —  Ratt-ga-pitha,  am,  n.  a  place  for  dancing. 
—  llanga-praveia,  as,  m.  entering  on  the  stage, 
engaging  in  theatrical  performances.  —  llanya-bhuti, 
is,  f.  the  night  of  full  moon  in  the  month  Aivina. 
—  Ranga-bh&mi,  in,  f.  a  place  for  acting,  stage, 
theatre,  arena;    a  battle-field, i-Ranga-iHangala, 
am,  n.  a  stage-festival,  rejoicing  or  festive  ceremony 
on  the  stage.  —  Raitga-inandapa,  a*,  am,  m.  n.  a 
play-house,  theatre.  —  Ranga-mandala,  am,  n.  the 
circuit  of  an  arena  or  assembly.  —  Ranga-madhya, 

am,  n.  the  middle  of  an  arena.  —  Rattga-malla, 
as,  m.  a  proper  N. ;  (<),  f.  the  Indian  lute.  —  Ranga- 
manikya,  am,  n.  a  ruby  (  =  mai)ikya}.  —  Ranga- 
mdtri,  ta,  f.  lac  or  the  insect  which  forms  the  red 

dye  ;    a  bawd  ;  =  truti.  •-  Ranga-mdlrikd,  f.  lac. 

—  Ranga-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king ;  of  a  learned 
man,  (also  called  Ran-garija-dlkshita,  &c.)  —  Ilanga- 
lattni,  f.  Nyctanthes  Arbor  Tristis.  —  Rattga-vati, 
f.,  N.  of  a  woman  (who  killed  her  husband  Ranti- 
dev3.).  —  Rattga-vallikd  or  rattga-vaili,  f.,  N.  of 
a  kind  of  plant  used  at  sacrifices.  —  Ranga-vastu,  u, 

n.  any  colouring  substance,  paint.  — Ran-ga-vdta, 
a  place  or  arena  enclosed  for  contests,  plays,  dancing, 

8K.  —  lianga-vdrditgand  (°ra-an°),  f.  a  kind  of 
dancing  girl.  -.  Ranga-vidyd-dhara,  as,  m.  a  pro- 

ficient in  or  teacher  of  the  art  of  acting.  —  Ranga- 
mja,  am,  n.  silver.  —  Ranga-idld,  f.  a  play-house, 
theatre,  dancing-hall,  dancing-room.  —  Ranga-stha, 
as,  a,  am,  standing  in  an  arena.  ~*  Raitgangana 

Cga-an°),  am,  n.  the  area  of  an  amphitheatre  or 
arena,  an  arena  or  place  of  public  contest.  —  Ran- 

gdngd  (°ga-an°),  (.  a  particular  white  substance 
( =  sphatl).  —  Rangajlva  (°ga-dj°),  as,  m.  'living 
by  colours,'  a  painter ;  one  who  lives  by  the  stage, 
an  actor,  performer.  —  Rangdri  (°ga-an),  is,  m.  a 
fragrant  Oleander.  —  Rangdvatarana  (°ga-av°), 
am,  n.  entering  on  the  stage,  engaging  in  theatrical 
performances ;  the  profession  of  an  actor.  —  Ranga- 

vaturaka  (°ga-av°),  as,  or  raitgdvatdrin,  i,  m. 
one  who  enters  the  stage  or  engages  in  theatrical 

performances,  a  stage-player,  actor.  —  Rattgefa  (°ga- 

ifa),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Range&ari  (°ga-is'°), 
(.  (probably)  N.  of  the  wife  of  Ran-gesa.  -  Rate- 

geththdluka  (°tha-dl^),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  bulbous 
root  or  onion,  (also  rangefhthalu.)  —  Rangopa- 

jiirin  (°ga-up°),  i,  or  rangopajivya,  as,  m.  one 
who  lives  by  the  stage,  a  stage-player,  actor. 
Rangana,  am,  n.  (probably)  dancing,  merry- 

making, &c. 

Rangin,  I,  im,  i,  colouring,  dyeing,  painting; 
passionate,  impassioned ;  attached  to,  devoted  to, 
finding  enjoyment  in ;  acting  or  exhibiting  on  a 
stage,  being  an  actor ;  (i«i),  f.  Asparagus  Race- mosus. 

Raja,  as,  m.  =  rajas,  dust  [cf.  ni-r°~]  ;  the  pollen of  flowers ;  the  menstrual  excretion,  (in  this  sense 
also  am,  n.) ;  the  quality  of  passion,  (see  rajas) ; 

emotion,  affection  ;  N.  of  one  of  Skanda's  attendants  ; 
of  a  king  (a  son  of  Vi-raja). 

H'ljaha,  as,  m.  a  washerman  (so  called  from  his 
being  occupied  in  the  cleaning  or  whitening  of 
clothes ;  the  washermen  are  regarded  as  a  degraded 
caste  of  Hindus) ;  a  parrot ;  N.  of  a  king ;  (i),  f.  a 

washerman's  wife,  washerwoman  ;  epithet  of  a  woman 
on  the  third  day  of  the  menses ;  (ika),  f.  a  washer- 
woman. 

llajata,  an,  a,  am  [cf.  rt.  i.arj],  white,  whitish, 
silver-coloured,  silvery,  (rajatatn  hiranyam,  white 
gold,  i.  e.  silver) ;  silver,  made  of  silver,  like  silver  ; 

(am),  n.  silver  [cf.  arjima~]  ;  gold  ;  a  pearl-ornament or  necklace ;  blood  ;  ivory ;  N.  of  a  particular  moun- 
tain (perhaps  of  KailSsa) ;  of  a  particular  lake ;  an 

asterism,  constellation ;    [cf.   Gr.   dpyo-i,   apy-q-i, 
apyv-po-s ;    Lat.    arg-entu-m ;     Hib.    airgiod.] 
—  Rajuta-kumbha,  a»,  m.  a  silver  yn.  —  Rajuta- 
huln,   N.   of  a  peak  on   the   Malaya   mountains. 
—  llnjata-ilnnshira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vajra- 
darishtra   (a  king  of  the  VidyS-dharas).  —  Rajata- 

dyuti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Huiumit.  —  Rirjtita-uulilia, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  fabulous  being.  —  Rajata- 
ii&bhi,  is,  is,  i,  having  a  white  navel ;  (is),  m.,  N. 
of  a  descendant  of  Kuvera.  —  Rajatit-parvata,  at, 
m.  a  silver  mountain;  N.  of  a  particular  mountain. 

—  Rajata-patra   or   rajata-bhajana,  am,  n.  a 
silver  cup,  silver  vessel  of  any  kind.  —  Rajata-pras- 
tha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Kailasa.  -•  Rajata-maya,  as,  i, 
am,  made  of  silver,  silver.  —  Rajata-vaha,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  man  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  his  descendants.  —  Raja- 

tndri  (°ta-ad  ),  is,   m.  '  silver-mountain,'  N.   of Kailasa. 

Rajatakara,  N.  of  a  place. 

Rajana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  person  with  the  patro- 
nymic Kauneya ;  a  ray,  beam  ;  (am),  n.  colouring, 

dyeing ;  safflower. Rajanaka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  ( =  rajana). 
Rajani,  it,  or  rajanl,  f.  (the  latter  is  the  more 

common ;  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ranj  in  the  sense  '  to 
colour,'  cf.  rajas),  night ;  N.  of  DurgS ;  a  species 
of  plant  ( =jani,  jatuka,  jata-krit) ;  Curcuma 

Longa,  (all  words  meaning  'night'  appear  to  be 
used  for  this  plant) ;  Curcuma  Aromatica ;  the  indigo 

plant;  N.  of  a  river;  [cf.  Hib.  reag,  'night.'] 
•-  Rajani-kara,  as,  m.  '  the  night-maker,'  the 
moon.  —  Rajani-fara,  as,  m. '  night-rover,'  a  Rik- 
shasa ;  [cf.  rajanl-dara.']  —  Rajanim-mam/a,  as, 
d,  am,  passing  for  or  looking  like  night.  —  Riyani- 
rdkshasl,  f.  night  regarded  as  a  Rakshasi.  —  Rajani- 

kara,  as,  m. 'the  night-maker,"  the  moon.  —  Ra- 
jam-gandha,  as,  m.  Holianthes  Tuberosa ;  (a),  f.  a 
species  of  plant  bearing  white  flowers.  —  Rajani- 
dara,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  wandering  in  the  night, 
moving  about  by  night ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  the 
moon ;  a  Rakshasa,  an  evil  spirit ;  a  night-watcher  ; 

a  thief.  —  Rajanidara-natha,  as,  m.  '  lord  or  pro- 
tector of  night-wanderers,'  epithet  of  the  moon, 

(wrongly  read  rajanl-iSaya-natha.)  —  Rajanl-jala, 

am,  n.'  night-dew,'  rime,  hoar-frost.  —  Jin jnni-dvan- 
dva,  am,  n.  a  period  of  two  nights  with  the  inter- 

mediate day.  ~  Rajani-pati,  i»,  m. '  the  lord  or  hus- 
band of  night,'  the  moon.  —  Rajani-miikha,  am,  n. 

'  front  or  beginning  of  night,'  evening,  nightfall. 

—  Rajani-ramana,  as,  m. '  the  husband  of  night,' 
the   moon.  —  Rajanl-hasa,  f.  Nyctanthes   Arbor 
Tristis. 

Rajaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  enjoyed,  enjoyable, charming. 

Rajaytirl,  f.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  Ved.  a  female  painter 
or  colourist. 

Rajas,  as,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ranj  in  the  sense 
•to  colour,'  cf.  rt.  2.  arj;  according  to  some  the 

original  meaning  may  have  been  '  dimness,'  cf.  ra- 
jani  and  Goth,  riquis),  the  sphere  of  vapour  or 
mist,  region  of  clouds,  atmosphere,  air,  firmament 
(Ved. ;  sometimes  represented  as  the  expante  of 
heaven  or  sky  in  general)  ;  ally  sphere  or  world  or 
division  of  the  world  (so  used  in  Ved.  according  to 

Yaska  and  Say. ;  the  dual  rajasl  = '  heaven  and  earth,' 
or  perhaps  '  the  lower  and  higher  atmospheres  '  im- 

mediately above  the  earth ;  trl/ii  rajdnsi  —  '  the 
three  worlds '  or  earth,  atmosphere,  and  sky ;  some- 

times even  six  such  spheres  are  enumerated) ;  vapour, 

mist,  clouds,  rain-water,  water  (according  to  Nirukta 

IV.  19) ;  gloom,  gloominess,  dimness,  darkness ;  im- 
purity, dirt,  dust,  powder,  speck  of  dust,  any  small 

particle  of  matter,  (go-rajas,  a  speck  of  dust  on  a 
cow's  hair ;  a  mote  in  a  sun-beam ;  edaka-rajat, 

a  speck  of  dust  on  a  sheep's  fleece) ;  the  dust  or 
pollen  of  flowers;  cultivated  or  ploughed  land  (as 

1  dusty '),  arable  land,  fields ;  the  '  darkening'  quality, 
passion,  foulness,  impurity;  (in  philosophy)  the 
second  of  the  three  Gunas  or  qualities,  (the  three  are 
called  tnttva,  goodness,  rajas,  passion,  and  iamas, 
darkness;  cf.  gnna:  of  these  rajas  is  sometimes 
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identified  with  tejas,  energy  or  activity :  it  is  said  to 
predominate  in  air,  and  to  be  active,  urgent,  and 
variable) ;  passion,  emotion,  feeling,  affection ;  the 
menstrual  excretion  ;  tin  ;  (according  to  Nirukta  IV. 

19)  =jyotist  (than  ;  ('l^)t  m->  N.  of  a  Rishi,  son  of 
Vasishtha.  —  Raja-udi'dta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one 

who  has  put  off  soiled  clothes ;  [cf.  malodvasas.'] 
—  Rajah-pal  ala,  am,  n.  a  coating  of  dust.  —  Ba- 
jah-putra,   as,   m.   the   son   of  passion   (a   term 
applied  to  a  person  when  the  object  is  to  mark 

his  being  of  no  particular  note;   cf.'  rajas-tola). 
—  Rajah-pluta,  as,  a,  ant,  filled  with  (the  quality 
of)  passion.  —  Rnjah-saya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  silver, 
made  of  silver.  —  Rajah-suddhi,  is,  f.  a  pure  or 

right  condition  of  the  menses.  —  Rajah-spris",  k,  k, 
k,  touching  the  dust  or  the  ground,  touching  the 

earth.—  Rajas-tamaska,  as,  a,  am,  being  under 
the  influence  of  the  two  qualities  rajas  and  ta- 

mos, (see  above.)  —  Hajas-tamo-maya,  as,  t,  am, 
made  up  or  consisting  of  the  qualities  rajas  and 

tamos,  —  Rcijas-tur,   ur,   ur,   ur,  Ved.   hastening 
through  the  sky  or  atmosphere,  (Say.)  dust-scattering 

(  =  pdnsos  tparayitri)  or  water-scattering  (  —  uda- 
kasya  preraka).  —  Rajas-toka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the 
child  or  offspring  of  passion;    avarice,  greediness. 

*•  Rajas-vala,  as,  a,  am,  having  water  (Ved.  = 
udaka-vat) ;  covered  with  dust,  dusty ;  full  of  the 
quality  rajas,  full  of  passion ;  (as),  m.  a  buffalo ; 
(a),  f.  a  menstruating  woman,  a  female  during  the 
menses ;    a   marriageable   woman.  —  Rajas-vin,   i, 
inl,  i,  dusty,   full  of  dust  or  pollen;    full  of  the 

quality  rajas.  —  Raji-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  Sec.,  to 
change  or  turn  into  dust.  —  Rajeshita  ( fr.  raja  for 

rajas  +  ishita),  according  to  Sly.  on  Rig-veda  VIII. 
46,  28.  rajas  =  ushlra   or   gardabha,    ishita  — 
prdpita.  —  Rajo-gdtm,  as,  m.,  N.   of  a  son  of 
Vasishtha.  ™  Rajo-guna,  as,  m.  the  quality  rajas 
or  passion,  (see  under  rajas.)  —  R aj oguna-maya, 
as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  or  having  the  quality  rajas. 

—  Rajo-grahi,  is,  is,  i,  see  Vopa-deva  XXVI.  48. 
—  Rajo-dardana,  am,  n.  the  (first)  appearance  of 
the   menstrual   excretion.  —  Rajo-nimilita,  as,   a, 
am,  blinded  by  passion  or  desire.  —  Rajo-bandha, 
as,   m.  suppression    of  menstruation.  —  Rajo-bala, 
am,  n.  darkness,  (perhaps  more  correctly  rajo-vala.) 
—  Rajo-megha,  as,  m.  a  cloud  of  dust.  —  Rajo-raea, 
as,  m.  darkness.  —  Rajo-hara,  as,  m.  '  remover  of 
impurity,'  a   washerman.  —  Rajo-harana-dharin 
(according  to  HalSyudha  II.  i8<))  =  vratin. 
Rajasa  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  =  ra/ct8 

(e.  g.  a-prapla-rajasd,  not  yet  having  menstruated) ; 
(as,  d,  am),  obscure,  dark,  dim,  Ved. ;  (perhaps) 
dirty,  unclean,  impure. 
Rajasdnu,  us,  m.  a  cloud  ;  soul,  heart  ( =  tittri). 
Rajaska  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  =  rajas 

in  ni-r°,  vi-r°,  q.q.  v.v. 
1.  rajasya,  Nom.  P.  rajasyati,  &c.,  to  become 

dust,  to  be  scattered  as  dust. 

2.  rajasya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  the  quality 
rajas;  dusty. 
Rajita,as,ii,am  (for  ranjita),  affected,  moved, &c. 
Raiija  \ajala-raiija,  q.v. 
Raiijaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  —  raiijana, 

colouring,  dyeing;  causing  affection  or  passion,  ex- 
citing love  or  pleasure,  gladdening,  rejoicing,  pleas- 

ing ;  (as),  m.  a  colourist,  dyer,  painter ;  an  inciter 
of  affection  &c.,  stimulus ;  a  species  of  plant  ( = 

kampillaka) ;  biliary  humor  on  which  vision  de- 
pends ;  (akl),  f.  a  female  colourer  or  dyer ;  (am), 

n.  red  sandal ;  vermilion. 

Ranjana,  as,  i,  am,  colouring,  dyeing,  (fes"a- 
raiijana,  dyeing  the  hair)  ;  exciting  passion  or  love  ; 

gratifying,  exhilarating,  delighting,  rejoicing,  (jana- 

ranjanl, '  men-rejoicing,'  N.  of  a  particular  formula) ; 
conciliating,  befriending ;  (as),  m.  Saccharum  Munja, 
=  munja;  (I),  f.  the  female  personification  of  a 
particular  musical  mode  ;  (probably)  friendly  saluta- 

tion ;  N.  of  various  plants,  the  indigo  plant ;  Nyc- 
tanthes  Arbor  Tristis ;  saffron ;  a  kind  of  fragrant 
perfume;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  colouring,  dyeing; 

colour,  dye;  the  act  of  pleasing,  delighting,  concili- 

ating, rejoicing,  giving  pleasure ;  nasalizing  (in 
gram.) ;  red  sandal-wood.  —  Ranjana-dru,  us,  m.  a 
kind  of  tree. 

Raiijanaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree. 
Raiijanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  coloured  or  dyed ; 

to  be  rejoiced  or  pleased ;  anything  which  may  be 

rejoiced  at. 
Raiijita,  as,  d,  am,  dyed,  coloured,  tinted ;  affected, 

moved ;  highly  delighted. 
Ranjini,  f.,  N.  of  various  plants,  the  indigo  plant; 

Rubia  Munjista;  [cf.  ran/ani.] 

rat,  cl.  I.  P.  ratati,  rardta,  &c.,  to 

shout,  howl,  yell,  cry,  scream,  roar,  bellow ; 
to  call  out,  proclaim  aloud  ;  to  shout  with  joy, 
applaud :  Caus.  ratayati.  Sec.,  to  shout,  &c. ;  to 
speak  [cf.  rt.  rath] :  Intens.  rdratiti,  to  scream 
aloud. 

Ratana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  shouting,  &c. ;  cry  or 
shout  of  applause,  approbation. 
Ratanti,  {.,  N.  of  the  fourteenth  day  in  the  dark 

half  of  the  month  Mlgha. 
Rafita,  as,  d,  am,  screamed,  shouted,  &c. ;  (am), 

n.  a  roar,  yell,  scream,  cry. 

TJT  rattd,  f.,  N.  of  a  princess. 

TTT  rath  [cf.  rt.  rat],  cl.  i.  P.  rathati, 

\  &c.,  to  speak ;  [cf.  Old  Germ.  rediSn,  re- 

dinon;  Old  Sax.  rethjon,  rethinon,  'to  speak;' 
perhaps  Goth,  rasda.] 

T^  radda,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. ;  (a),  f.,  N. 
of  a  princess. 

ran  (thought  by  some  to  be  deve- 
N  loped  out  of  a  base  ramnd,  fr.  rt.  ram), 

cl.  i.  P.  (Ved.  also  d.  4.  P.)  ranati  (ranyati), 

rarana,  ardnlt  (Ved.  forms  rarana  or  in  Pada- 
patha  rarana,  ranishtan),  ranitum,  to  rejoice, 
exult ;  to  take  pleasure  in  (with  loc.,  rarely  with  ace., 
Ved.) ;  to  delight  (Ved.) ;  to  sound,  ring,  rattle, 
jingle ;  to  shout :  Caus.  P.  A.  ranayati,  ranayate, 

*yitum,  Aor.  arlranat  or  araranat  (Ved.  forms 
rdranat,  ardranus,  rdrandhi,  rdrantu,  rard- 
nata),  to  cause  to  rejoice;  cause  to  be  pleased, 
delight ;  to  rejoice  or  be  pleased  at,  delight  in  (with 
loc.,  Ved.) ;  to  make  to  sound,  cause  to  sound  forth  ; 
to  praise;  to  go  (P.):  Desid.  riranishati :  Intens. 

ranranyate,  ranranti;  [cf.  Hib.  ran,  'a  squeal, 
roar ;'  ranach,  *  a  roaring.1] 
Rana,  as,  m.  joy,  delight,  gratification,  pleasure 

(Ved.) ;  sound,  noise ;  the  quill  or  bow  of  a  lute ; 
going,  motion ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  battle,  war,  combat, 

fight,  conflict.  —  Rana-karman,  a,  n.  '  war-busi- 
ness,' war,  battle,  combat,  fighting.  —  Rana-kdmin, 

I,  inl,  i,  desirous  of  war,  wishing  to  fight.  —  Rana- 
kdmya,  Nom.  P.  -kdmyati,  &c.,  to  wish  for  battle. 
—  Rana-kdrin,  I,  inl,  i,  Ved.  causing  battle  or 
strife.  —  Rana-krit,  t,  t,  t,  causing  joy,  gratifying, 
delighting   (Ved.) ;    fighting,  a  fighter,  combatant, 
warrior.  ••  Rana-kshiti,  is,  f.  or  rana-kshetra,  am, 

n.  or  rana-kshoni,  is,  f.  place  of  battle,  battle-field. 
—  Rana-godara,  as,  d,  am,  engaged  in  war,  fight- 

ing. —  Rana-jaya,  as,  m.  victory  in  battle.  —  Ra- 
nan-jaya,  as,  m.  (ranam,  ace.  c.),  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Rana-turya,  am,  n.  a  war-drum,  military  drum. 
—  Rana-dara,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Rana-dun- 
dubhi,  is,  m.  a  military  drum.  —  Rana-dttrgdtlhd- 
rann-yantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  amulet. 

—  Rarja-pandita,  as,  m.   '  skilled   in   battle,'  a 
warrior.  —  Rana~pnra~svdmin,  I,   m.,  N.    of  a 
certain  statue  of  Surya.  —  Rana-priya,  as,  d,  am, 
battle-loving,  fond  of  war  or  battle,  warlike ;  (as), 

m.  3  falcon ;  (am),  n.  the  fragrant  root  of  Andro- 
pogon  Muricatus.  —  Rana-bhata,  as,  m.  a  proper 
N.  —  Rana-bhu,  us,  or  raria-bhumi,  is,  f.  a  battle- 

ground, field  of  battle.  —  Rana-matta,  as,  d,  am, 
furious   in  battle;    (as),  m.  an  elephant.  —  Rana- 
mdrga-kovida,  as,  d,  am,  experienced  in  the  art 
or  ways  of  war.  —  Rana~mukha,  am,  n.  the  front 
or  van  of  battle;    the  van  of  an  army.  —  Rana- 
mushti,  is,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  visha-mushti). 

—  Raita-murdhan,  d,  m.  the  front  or  van  of  a 
fight.  —  Rana-ranka,  as,  m.  the  space  between  the 

tusks  of  an  elephant.  —  Rana-raittja,  as,  m.  *  battle- 
stage,'  a    place  or  field   of  battle.  —Ranaranga- 

malla,  as,   m.  =  bhoja-n~ija,  q.v.~Rana-rana, 
as,  m.  'the  buzzer,'  a  gnat,  musquito  ;  (am),  n.  a 
longing,  anxious  desire ;   regret  (for  a  lost  object). 
—  Jtana-ranaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  anxiety,  anxious 
regret  for  some  beloved  object ;  desire,  love ;  (as), 

m.  the  god  of  \ove.-Rana-lakshmi,   is,  f.  the 

fortune  of  war;    the  goddess  of  battle.  —  Rana- 
vanya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Rana-vddya,  am, 
n.  a  military  instrument  of  music,  martial   music. 

—  Rana-vis'arada,  as,  a,  am,  skilled   in   war. 
—  Raiia-vritti,  is,  is,  i,  having  war  or  battle  for  a 
profession.  —  Rana-iikshd,  f.  the  art  or  science  of 

war.  —  Rana-s'iras,  as,  n.  the  head  or  front  of  a 
battle.  —  Rana-iura,  as,  m.  a  hero  in  war,  warrior. 
—  Rana-samrambha,  as,  m.  the  fury  of  battle. 
—  Rana-sankula,  am,  n.  the  confusion  or  noise  of 
battle,  a  melee,  mixed  or  tumultuary  combat.  —  Ra- 
na-sajjd,  f.  military  accoutrement.  —  Rana-sattra, 
am,  n.  war  or  battle  regarded  as  a  sacrifice.  —  Rana- 

sahdya,  as,  m. '  war-helper,'  an  ally.—  Rana-stam- 
bha,  as,  m.  '  battle-pillar,'  a  monument  of  war  or 
battle,  trophy,  column;  N.  of  a  country  (Chitore?). 

—  Rana-sthdna,  am,  n.  a  battle-place,  field  of 
battle.  —  Rana-si'dnin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  statue  of 

S'iva  as  lord  of  battle.  —  lianagni  (°na-ag°),  is,  m. 
the  fire  of  battle,  battle  regarded  as  fire.  —  Randgra 

(°na-ag°),  am,  n.  the  head  or  front  of  a  battle. 
~Randnga  (°na-a»°),  am,  n.  'war-implement,' 
weapon  of  war   or   battle,   any  weapon,  a  sword. 

—  Ranattgana  (°na-an°),  am,  n.  a  battle-place, 
field  of  battle,  (also  raniingana.)  —  Ranaji  (°na- 

dji),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Ssdhya.  —  Ranajira  (°na-aj°), 
am,  n.  area  or  arena  for  fighting,  battle-field.  —  Ra- 

ndtodya  (°na-at°),  am,  n.  a  battle-drum,  military 
drum.  —  Randditya  (°na-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 
of  Kasmira  ;    of  another   person.  —  Randnia-lcrit 

(°na-an°),  t,  m.  '  making  an  end  of  battle/  N.  of 
Vishnu.  —  liana peta  (°na-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  flying 
away  from  battle  (Kirat.  XV.  $$).  —  Raiidbldyoga, 

(°na-abh°),  as,  m.  engaging  in  battle,  warlike  en- 
counter. —  Randrambhd  (°na-dr°),  (.,  N.  of  the 

wife  of  Ran  aditya.  —  Randrambhd-svdmi-deva,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  statue  erected  by  RanarambhS.  —  Ra- 

ndlankarana(°na-al°),  as,  m.  a  heron  ( =  kanka). 

—  Ranmani  (°na-av°),  is,  f.  battle-ground,  a  field 
of  battle.  —  Ranagva  (°na-as'°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Rane^ara,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  going  or  mov- 

ing about  in  the  field  of  battle  (said  of  Vishnu). 

—  Ranetfa  ("aa-lfo)  or  raneivara  (°na-I»'°),  as, 
m.  =  rana-svdmin.  —  Rane-svaMha,  as,  m.  a  cock. 

—  Ranaishin  (°na-es°),  i,  inl,  i,  eager  for  battle. 
—  Rayotkata  (°na-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  furious  or  mad 
in  battle ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Skanda's  attendants ; 
of  a  Daitya.  —  Ranotsdha  (°na-ut°),  as,  m.  prowess 
in  battle.  —  Ranodddma  (°?ia-ud°),  as,  a,  am, 

eager  for  battle.  —  Ranoddes'a  (°>.ia-ud°),  as,  m.  a 
field  of  battle ;  a  part  or  quarter  of  a  battle. 
Ranaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
Ranat,  an,  anti,  at,  sounding,  rattling ;  going. 

—  Ratpat-kdra,  as,  m.  a  rattling  or  clanking  sound ; 
any  sound  ;  humming  (of  bees). 
Ranita,  as,  d,  am,  sounded,  sounding,  rattling ; 

(am),  n.  sound,  any  ringing  or  rattling  sound. 
Ranitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  rejoicing  in,  delighting 

in,  (S5y.  =  ramana-fila.) 
Ranya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  agreeable,  enjoyable, 

delightful,  pleasant ;  fit  for  fighting,  warlike ;  (am), 

n.,  Ved.  joy,  pleasure;  war,  battle.  —  Ranya-jit,  t, 
t,  t,  Ved.  conquering  in  battle,  victorious  in  war. 
—  Ranya-vdi,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  speaking  agreeably. 
Ranva,  as,  d,  a/tt,Ved.  pleasant,  delightful,  agree- 

able, lovely  ;  joyous,  gay ;  sounding ;  to  be  praised, 
worthy  of  praise.  —  Rama-sandris,  k,  k,  k,  Ved. 
looking  lovely,  appearing  beautiful,  (Say.  =  ra»»a- 

niya-dars'ana.) 
Ranvan,  in  Rig-veda  V.  44, 10,  according  to  S5y. 

=ramaniya,  agreeable,  pleasant. 
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830 randa. ratha. 

TT!5  randa,  as,  a,  am  (in  Unadi-s.  1. 113. 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  raw),  mutilated,  maimed,  crippled, 

(incorrect  for  vanda,  q.  v.) ;  faithless  (in  iakhd- 
ninda,  q.  v.) ;  (at),  m.  a  man  who  dies  without 
male  issue ;  a  barren  tree ;  (a),  f.  a  term  of  abuse 

in  addressing  women,  a  slut ;  a  widow,  (billa-randd, 
a  young  widow) ;  Salviuia  Cucullata ;  N.  of  a  species 

of  metre.  —  Ranilds'ramin  (Vn-osf0),  i,  m.  one  who 
loses  a  wife  after  the  forty-eighth  year. 

liaiidaka,  as,  m.  a  barren  tree. 

tST  rajiya,  ranva,  &c.    See  p.  829,  col.  3. 

I  MJ  rani'  (:=rts.  ramb,  rinv,  rimb),  cl. 

S.  I.  P.  ranrali,  to  go;  (a  form  ram  for 
rt.  ran  occurs  in  Taittirlya-s.  I.  2,  5, 1,  where,  accord- 

ing to  the  commentator,  raiivatu  =  ratnayatu.) 
Ranvita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  ranv  for  rt.  ran),  in 

Rig-veda  II.  3,  6.  according  to  SSy.  =  fabdita, 
ttuta,  sounded,  praised,  or  gaddhat,  going. 

TW  rata,  rati,  &c.     See  p.  833,  cols.  I,  2. 

<.mnft  ratandhri,  f.  a  fog,  mist. 

<nifl<*  ratambuka,  e,  n.  du.  the  two 

cavities  immediately  above  the  hips. 

"fQratu,  us,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  a  Sautra  rt. 
rit),  the  river  of  heaven,  the  celestial  Ganges ;  a 
true  speech. 

T5T  ra/na,  am,  n.  (rarely  as,  m.;  according 

to  Unldi-s.  III.  14.  fr.  rt.  ram),  a  gift,  present 
(Ved.,  in  this  sense  perhaps  connected  with  rt.  I.  ra) ; 
property,  goods,  riches,  possessions  (Ved.) ;  a  jewel, 
gem,  treasure,  precious  stone,  pearl ;  anything  valu- 

able or  desirable,  (according  to  SSy.  on  Rig-veda  1.41, 
6,  Sec.  ratnam  =  ramaniyum) ;  any  precious  thing, 
anything  excellent  or  best  of  its  kind  (e.  g.  pulra- 
ratna,  an  excellent  son ;  go-ratnani,  excellent 

cows ;  cf.  pum-r°,  strl-r°) ;  a  magnet,  loadstone 
[cf.  mani] ;  =  ratna-havis  (Ved.);  (as),  m.  a 
proper  N.  —  Ratna-kandala,  of,  m.  coral.  —  Ratna- 
icara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Kuvera.  —  Ratna-karandaka, 
N.  of  a  Buddhist  work.  —  Ratna-kalada,  as,  m.  a 

proper  N.  —  Ratna-kald,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
—  Ratna-kirtti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Ratna- 
Ituta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain ;  of  a  Bodhi-sattva ; 
of  an  island.  —  Ratnakuta-sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  Sutra  work.  —  Ratna-kettt,  us,  m.,  N.  of 
a  Buddha ;  of  a  Bodhi-sattva ;  (said  to  be  a  name 
common  to  2000  future   Buddhas.)  —  Ratna-koli, 
N.  of  a  SamSdhi.  —  Ratna-lcoto  or  ratna-kosha, 

as,  m. '  repository  of  jewels,'  N.  of  various  works. 
—  Ratna-kthetra-kuta-sandarfana,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  Bodhi-sattva,  (also  written  ratna-ddhattra-kuta- 
eandarfana.)  —  Ratna-khadta,  as,  a,  am,  set  or 
studded  with  gems.  —  Ratna-khani,  is,  f.  a  jewel- 
mine,  mine  for  precious  stones.  —  Raina-garblta, 
as,  a,  am,  holding  precious  stones,  filled  with  jewels, 
containing  jewels ;  (as),  m.  the  sea;  N.  of  Kuvera; 
of  a  Bodhi-sattva;  of  a  commentator  on  the  Vishnu- 

Purlna;    (a),  f.  the  earth.  —  Ratna-griva-tirllxi, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  ••  Ratiia-dan- 
dra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  god  (said  to  be  the  guardian 
deity  of  a  jewel-mine)  ;  of  a  Bodhi-sattva ;  of  a  son 

of  Vimbisira.  —  Ratna-fandramati,  it,  m.  a  proper" 
N.  —  Ratna-duda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva ;  of 
a  mythical  king.  —  Ratna-iiuda-paripriMhd,  f.,  N. 
of  a  work.  —  Ilatna-dtUiattra,  am,  n.  'jewel-um- 

brella,' an  umbrella  (adorned)  with  precious  stones. 
•—Ifatna&lMUrti-k&la-ttindarfana,  as,   m.,   N. 
of  a   Bodhi-sattva.  -Ratna<<<!kaUrdbhyud{/atdva- 
bUm  (  m-aW,  °ta-av°),  as,  ra.,  N.  of  a  Buddha. 
—  Ratna-tyo-'bhyudgata-raja,  at,  m,  N.  of  a Buddha.  -.  Ratnatraya,    am,   n.    (with   Jainas) 
4  jewel-triad,'  three  jewels  or  excellent  things  (viz. samyag-dariatia,  ximyay-jAtHa,,  and  tamyak- tAritrd).  -  Itfitnatraya-parlkfiha,    (.,   N.  of  a 
treatise  on  the  Vedlnta  by  Apya-dikshita.  -  Itatna- 
datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  persons.  —  Ratna-dar- 

pana,  as,  m.  •  jewel-mirror,'  a  looking-glass  (orna- 

mented) with  jewels ;  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
Sarasvatl-kanthabharana.  —  Ratna-dlpa,  as,  m. 

•jewel-lamp,'  a  lamp  in  which  jewels  give  out  light, 
a  gem  serving  as  a  light,  (such  gems  are  fabled  to 

be  in  Vili\3.)-Ratna-d'ipikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Ratna-druma,   (probably)  coral;    [cf.   ratna- 

vrikdta.']  —  Ratnadruma-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made 
or  composed  of  coral,  resembling  coral.  —  Ratna- 

dvlpa,  'jewel-island,  pearl-island,'  N.  of  a  particular 
island.  —  Ratna-dhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 

Jagad-dhara.  —  Ratna-dhd,  as,  iis,  am,  Ved.  getting 
or  possessing  wealth,  possessed  of  riches  or  precious 
things,  (ratnaclha-tama,  superl.   possessing   great 
riches.)  —  Ratna-dhmu,  us,  f.  an  offering  of  jewels 

(properly  in  the  shape  of  a  cow,  see  dhe>m).  —  Rctt- 
na-dheya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  giving  away  or  distri- 

bution of  wealth,  (according  to  Say.  also  =  ddta  vyam 

ratnam,  treasure  that  ought  to  be  given,  and  ra- 
mantya-dhanasya  datri,  giver  of  precious  wealth.) 
—  Ratna-dhvaja,  as,   m.,  N.   of  a   Bodhi-sattva. 

—  Ratna-nadi,    f.    'jewel-river,'   N.    of  a   river. 
—  Ratna-ndbha,  as,  m.  'having  a  jewel  on  the 
navel,'  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Ratna-nifaya,  as,  m.  a 
heap  or  collection  of  jewels,  Szc.  —  Ratna-nidlt!,  is, 

m.  '  receptacle  of  pearls,  mine  of  jewels,'  epithet  of 
the  s'ea ;   of  Meru ;   N.  of  Vishnu ;    a  wagtail  (in 
this  sense  probably  for  rata-nidhi).  —  Ratna-pa- 

rikshd,  f.  'jewel-testing,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Ratna- 

pareata,  as,  m.  'jewel-mountain,'  a  mountain  con- 
taining jewels;  N.  of  Meru.  —  Ralna-pdni,  is,  m., 

N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva ;  of  a  grammarian.  —  Ratna- 
pdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Batna-pura,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  town.  —  Ratna-prakdta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
dictionary.  —  Ratna-pradlpa,  as,  m.  =  ratna-dipa. 
—  Ratna-prdbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  class  of 
deities ;  of  a  king ;  (a),  f.  epithet  of  the  earth ;  N. 
of  a  hell  (with  Jainas) ;   of  various  women ;   of  a 

NSgi ;  of  the  seventh  Lambaka  of  the  Katha-sarit- 

sagara.  —  Ratna-bahu,  us,  m.  '  jewel-armed,'  N.  of 
Vishnu.  —  Ratna-bhdj,  k,  k,k,  distributing  gifts  or 
wealth  (Ved.) ;  acquiring  or  possessing  jewels,  pos- 

sessing treasures.  —  Ratna-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  being 

a  gem  or  jewel.  —  Ratna-maAjart,  {.,  N.  of  aVidya- 

dhari ;    of  a  woman   in  the  Hitopades'a.  —  Ratna- 
mati,  is,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Ratna-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
made  or  consisting  of  jewels,   abundantly  studded 
with   precious   stones.  —  Ratna-mdld,  f.  a  jewel 
necklace,  pearl  necklace,  &c. ;  N.  of  various  works ; 
of  a  lexicon ;  of  a  Dharma-sSstra ;   of  a  work  by 

Sn-pati   (  =  jyotishu-r°) ;  —  nydya-ratnamdld. 
—  Ratnamald-vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  a  necklace 

of  jewels  or  pearls;  (all),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  RadhS's 
female  attendants.  —  Ratnamdlikd,   f.   (diminutive 

fr.  ratna-mdld),  a  little  jewel  necklace.  ••  Ratna- 
mdlin,  i,  ini,  i,  adorned  with  a  necklace  of  jewels. 

—  Ratna-mukuta,  as,  ra.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 

—  Ratna-mukhya,   am,    n.   '  chief  of  jewels,'  a 
diamond.  —  Ratna-mudrd,   f.,  N.   of  a   SamSdhi. 
—  Ratna-mudrd-hasta,as,  m.,N.  ofa  Bodhi-sattva. 
—  Ratna-megha-sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
Sutra  work.—  Ratna-yashti,  w,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bud- 

dha. —  Ratna-yugma-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 
—  Ratna-rakskita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  two 
translators  of  the  Karanda-vyuha  into  Tibetan.  ̂   Rat- 

na-rdj,  t,  m.  'jewel-king,'  a  mby.  —  Ratna-rdji, 
is,  f.  a  string  of  pearls.  —  Ratna-radi,  is,  m.  a  heap 
of  precious  stones,   collection  of  jewels ;    the  sea, 

ocean.  —  Ratna-rekha,  (.,  N.  ofa  princess.  —  RatiM- 

lingefvara    (°ga-i^°),   at,    m.   (with    Buddhists) 
Svayam-bhfl  in  his  visible  form.  —  Ratna-rat,  an, 
(itl,  at,  accompanied  with  gifts  (Ved.) ;   possessing 
wealth  or  treasure,  abounding  in  precious  stones, 
decorated  with  jewels ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain ; 

(atl),  (.  the  earth;  N.  of  various  women.  —  Ratna- 
vardhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  person  (who  erected  a 

statue  of  S*iva  called  after  him  ratnavar(lfianes"a}. 
—  Ratna-varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  merchant.  —  Rat- 
na-varsha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Yakshas. 
—  Ratna-varshukd,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  mythical 
car  Pushpaka  (supposed  to  rain  or  pour  forth  jewels ; 

i  see  pushpalta).  —  Ratna-visuddha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

world.  —  Ratna-vrikfha,  (probably)  coral.  —  Ratna- 

falaka,  (.  a  sprout  or  sprig  of  jewels  —  Ittitna-iSastra,  • 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Agastya.  —  Ratun-sikhara, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Ratna-tikhin,  i,  m., 

N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Ratna-s"ekhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  Guna-sthana-prakarana.  —  Ratna~ 
ihashthi,  f.  the  sixth  day  of  a  particular  fortnight. 

—  Ratna-sangraha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  on  law. 
—  Ratna-sanghata,  as,  m.  a  number  or  collection 
of  jewels.  —  Ratnasanyhfita-mdya,   as,  *,   am, 
made  or  consisting  of  a  number  of  jewels.  —  Ratna- 

samudgala,  N.  of  a  Samadhi.  —  Ratna-sa  mbhava, 
(t$,  m.,  N.  of  a  Dhyani-buddha ;  of  a  Buddha ;  of  a 

Bodhi-sattva;  of  the  place  where  the  Buddha  S'as'i- ketu  is  to  appear.  —  Ratna-sagara,  as,  m.,  N.  ofa 
work.  —  Ratna-sdnu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  the  mountain 
Meru.  —  Ratna-sii,  us,  us,  u,  producing  jewels ; 

(iis),  f.  the  earth.  —  Ratna-suti,  is,  f.  the  earth. 
—  Ratna-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  ofa  king.  —  Rutna-sva- 
min,  N.  of  a  temple  founded  by  Ratna.  —  Ratna- 
havis,  is,  n.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  particular  oblation  in 
the  R5ja-sOya  having  reference  to  whatever  may  be 

reckoned  among  a   king's  most  valuable  treasures. 
—  Ratndkara  I^na-Ulf),  as,  m.  a  jewel-mine;  the 
sea,  ocean ;  N.  of  a  Buddha  ;  of  a  Bodhi-sattva ;  of 
a  poet ;  of  the  author  of  the  Vrata-kalpa-druma ;  of 
various  other  persons ;   of  a  horse  descended  from 
Uc/aih-sravas  ;    of  various  works ;    of  a   Dharma- 
sastra ;  of  a  work  on  music  ;  of  a  work  on  rhetoric ; 

of  a  town,  (in  this  sense  probably  am,  n.)  —  Ratnd- 

kara-nighanla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  dictionary.  —  Rat- 

ndnlca   (°na-ait°),  as,   m.,   N.  of  Vishnu's   car. 
—  Ratndnguriyaka  fna-an°),  am,  n.  a  finger- 
ring  (set)  with  precious  stones,  (also  written  rat- 

ndngullyaka.)  —  Ratnddhya  (°na-ddh°),  as,  d, 
am,  abounding  in  jewels.  —  Ratnd-devi,  f,  N.  of 

a  princess.  —  Ratnadri  ("na-ad?),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 

mythical   mountain.  —•  Ratnddhipati   (°na-adh°), 
is,  m.  a  superintendent  of  treasures  or  valuables ;  N. 

of  a  king.  —  Ratnd-p ura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

—  Ratnabharana  (°na-dbh°),  am,  n.  an  ornament 
made  of  jewels.  —  Ratndr/iis  (°na-ar°),  is,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Buddha.  —  Ratndloka  (°Ka-aZ°),  as,  m.  the 
lustre  or  brilliance  of  a  gtm.  —  Ratnd-vat>,  f.,  N. 

of  a  tovrn.—Ratndvabhdsa  (°»a-rc»°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Kalpa.  —  Ratndmll  (°na-dv°),  f.  a  string  of 
pearls,  row  of  jewels,  pearl  necklace;  N.  of  a  parti- 

cular rhetorical  figure ;  of  various  women  ;  of  a  cele- 
brated comedy  by  Harsha-deva ;  of  a  Tantra  work  ; 

of  various  other  works.  —  Ratnavall-nibandha,  as, 

m.,  N.  ofa  work.  —  Ratndsana  (°na-ds°),  am,  n. 
a  throne  ornamented  with  jewels.  —  Ratnendra  (°na- 
in°),  as,  m.  'jewel-chief,'  a  very  precious  jewel. 

—  Ratneiuara  (°na-i£°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  various 
persons;   (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Linga.—Ratnottamd 
(°na-ut°),  (.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  deity.  —  Ratnodbhava 
(°na-iid°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  saint.  —  Rat- 
nolkd  (°na-ul°),  (.,  N.  ofa  Tantra  deity. 
Matnaka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Ratnin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  having  gifts,  receiving 

presents  or  offerings,  possessing  treasures,  having 

precious  things,  (SHy.  —  ramanlya-dhana-vat  or 
ramaniya-phala-rat,  having  valuable  riches  or 

rewards)  ;  epithet  of  certain  persons  in  whose  dwell- 
ing the  Ratna-havis  (q.  v.)  is  offered  by  a  king. 

^fgf  ratni,  is,  m.  f.  (a  corrupted  form  of 

aratni),  the  elbow ;  a  measure  of  length  ( =  the  dis- 
tance from  the  elbow  to  the  end  of  the  closed  fist,  a 

cubit) ;  (is),  m.  the  closed  fist.  —  Ratni-prishtfuika, 
am,  n.  the  elbow. 

TjKJ?  raty-anga.     See  under  rati,  p.  833. 

TT  ratha,  as,  m.  {according  to  some  fr. 

rt.  4.  n,  according  to  Unadi-s.  II.  t.  fr.  rt.  ram, 
according  to  Nirukta  IX.  II.  fr.  rt.  rank),  a  two- 
wheeled  vehicle,  carriage,  car,  chariot,  war-chariot; 
a  vehicle  or  equipage  in  general,  (applied  also  to  the 
vehicles  of  the  gods ;  in  Ved.  applied  sometimes  to 
the  driver  as  well  as  the  vehicle,  but  according  to 

SSy.  on  Rig-veda  V.  63,  1.  ratha  =  ranliana-na- 
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Widva,  of  a  swift  nature,  going  swiftly)  ;  a  warrior, 
hero,  champion  ;  the  body  ;  the  foot ;  a  limb,  mem- 

ber, part ;  Calamus  Rotang ;  Dalbergia  Ougeinensis ; 
=p(iurusha  ;  pleasure,  delight,  desire  [cf.  mano- 
ratha,  ratha-jit] ;  (i),  f.  a  small  carriage;  [cf. 
probably  Gr.  pi 9os  ;  Lat.  rota ;  Old  Germ,  rad ; 
Angl.  Sax.  rad,  lidh;  Goth,  lithus;  Lith.  ratns  ; 

Hib.  roth.^  —  Ratha-katyd  or  ratha-kadya,  (.  a 
quantity  of  chariots,  assemblage  of  cars.  —  Ratha- 
Ttara,  as,  m.  —  ratha-kdra  below.  —  Ratha-kal- 

paka,  as,  m.  an  officer  who  has  charge  of  a  king's 
chariots,  the  arranger  or  superintendent  of  a  great 

man's  equipages.  —  Ratha-kdmya,  Nom.  P.  -kam- 
yati,  Sec.,  to  long  for  a  chariot,  wish  to  be  yoked 

(said  of  a  horse,  8cc.).  —  Ratha-kdya,  am,  n.  the 
whole  body  or  collection  of  chariots  (constituting  one 
division  of  an  army).  —  Ratha-kdra  or  ratha-kd- 
raka,  as,  m.  a  chariot-maker,  coach-builder,  wheel- 

wright, carpenter  (regarded  as  the  son  of  a  Mahishya 
by  a  Karam).  —  Rathalidra-tra,  am,  n.  the  trade 
or  business  of  a  carriage-builder.  —  Ratha-kutum- 
bika,  ax,  or  ratha-kutumbin,  t,  m.  a  carriage- 
driver,  charioteer,  coachman.  —  Ratha-kubara,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  a  chariot-shaft,  pole  of  a  carriage.  —  Ra- 
tha-krit,  t,  m.  a  carriage  or  chariot-maker,  wheel- 

wright (regarded  as  the  son  of  a  Mahishya  by  a 
Karanl) ;  N.  of  a  Yaksha.  —  Batha-ketu,  us,  m.  the 
flag  or  banner  of  a  chariot.  —  Ratha-krdnta,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  particular  time  (in  music).  —  Ratha- 
krita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  purchased  for  the  price  of  a 

chariot.  —  Ratha-kshaya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  abiding 
or  remaining  in  a  chariot.  —  Ratha-kshobha,  as, 
m.  the  shaking  about  of  a  chariot.  —  Ratha-ganaka, 

as,  m.  '  car-numberer,'  (probably)  an  officer  who 
numbers  or  counts  a  great  man's  chariots.  —  Ratha- 
garbhaka,  as,  m.  *  an  embryo-carriage,'  i.  e.  a  litter, 
sedan-chair,  palanquin.  —  Ratha-gupti,  is,  f.  '  car- 
preservative,'  a  fence  of  wood  or  iron  protecting  a 
war-chariot  from  collisions,  &c.  —  Ratha-gritxa,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  a  clever  or  skilful  charioteer.  —  Ratha-go- 
pana,am,n.  =  ralha-gupti.  —  Ratha-granthi,  U, 
m.  the  knot  or  fastening  of  a  chariot.  —  Ratha-gho- 
sha,  as,  m.  the  sound  or  rattling  noise  of  a  chariot. 
—  Ratha-dakra,  am,  n.  a  chariot-wheel.  —  Ratha- 
dakra-<Ht,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  arranged  in  the  form  of  a 
chariot-wheel.  —  Ratha-darana,    as,    m.   'chariot- 

foot,'  a  chariot-wheel;  the  ruddy  goose.  —  Ratha- 
darya,  f.  chariot-course,  chariot-exercise,  chariot-race, 
travelling  or  going  by  carriage,  (frequently  in  pi.) 
—  Ratha-darshana,  Ved.   a  particular  part  of  a 
chariot,  the  middle  part  where  people  sit,  (according 

to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VIII.  5,  19.  ratha-darshaiie 

=  rathasya  drash/avye  madhye  des"e.)  —  Ratha- 
(itrd,  (.,  N.  of  a  nvei.  —  liatha-jangha,  (.  a  par- 

ticular part  of  a  carriage,  the  hinder  part.  —  Ratha- 
jit,    t,    t,   t,   Ved.   conquering   chariots,    obtaining 

chariots  by  conquest ;  gaining  desire,  winning  affec- 
tion,   (see   ratha.)  —  Ratha-juti,  is,   is,  i,  Ved. 

rushing  along  in  a  chariot;    (is),  m.  (perhaps)  a 
proper  N.  —  Ratha-jndna,  am,  n.  knowledge  of 
chariots,  skill  in  driving.  —  Ratha-jndnin,  I,  inl,  i, 
skilled  in  managing  a  chariot,  skilful  in  driving  a 

carriage.  —  Ratha-jvara,  as,  m.  a  tmvi.  —  Ratha- 
tur,  ur,  ur,  ur,  Ved.  urging  a  chariot,  drawing  a 

carriage,  (Say.  Rig-veda  I.  88,  2  =  rathaxya-pre- 
rayitri.)  —  Ratha-daru,  u,  n.  wood  suitable  for 
carriage  building.  —  Ratha-dru,  us,  or  ratha-dru- 
ma,  as,  m.  Dalbergia  Ougeinensis.  —  Ratha-dhur, 
ur,  f.  the  pole  of  a  chariot,  shaft   of  a  carriage. 

—  Ratha-dhur-gata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  or  standing 
upon  the  fore-part  of  a  chariot.  —  Ratha-ndbhi,  is, 
f.  the  nave  of  a  chariot-wheel.  —  Ratha-nirghosha 
or  mtha-nirhrdda,  as,  m.  the  sound  or  rattling  of 
a  chariot.  —  Ratha-nisvana,   as,  m.  sound  of  a 
chariot.  —  Ratha-nitla,   as,  m.  the  seat  or  inner 
part  of  a  chariot.  —  Ratha-nemi,  is,  f.  the  rim  or 
circumference  of  a  chariot- wheel.  —  Ilathan-tara, 
am,  n.  (ratham,  ace.  c.),  N.  of  various  Simans ; 
(as),  m.  a   form   of  Agni  (regarded  as   a  son  of 
Tapas);  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  wife  of  Tansu.  -  Ratha- 
patha,  as,  m.  a  carriage  road.  —  Ratha-parydya, 

as,  m.  Calamus  Rotang.  **Ratha-pada,  as,  m. 

'  carriage-foot,'  a  carriage  or  chariot-wheel.  ••  Ratha- 
pwtgava,  as,  m.  chief  of  warriors.  —  Ratha-prash- 
tha,  as,  m.  any  one  who  goes  before  or  leads  a 
chariot.  —  Ratha-prd,,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  (according 
to  SZy.)  =  rathasya  purayitri,  filling  a  chariot 
(with  riches,  said  of  Vayu)  ;  (as),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

•*  Ratha-prota,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  fixed  or  fastened 
in  a  ar.  —  Ratha-proshtha,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
—  Ratha-psd,  as,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  ••  Rathalian- 

dha,  as,  m.  '  carriage-fastening,"  the  fastenings  or 
harness  of  a  chariot.  —  Ratha-mandala,  as,  am, 
m.  n.  a  number  of  chariots.  —  Ratha-madhya-stha, 

as,  d,  am,  standing  in  the  centre  of  a  car.  —  Ratha- 
mahotsnva,  as,  m.  a  great  car-festival,  the  solemn 
procession  of  an  idol  on  a  car.  —  Ratha-mtikha,  am, 
n.  the  front  or  fore-part  of  a  carriage.  — Ratha- 

ydtrd,  f.  'car-procession,'  the  festive  procession  of 
an  idol  on  a  car  (especially  the  procession  of  the 

car   of  Jagan-natha).—  Ratha-ydna,  am,  n.  the 
going  by  carriage  or  in  a  chariot.  —  Ratha-ydvan, 
a,  a,  a,  Ved.  going  by  carriage  or  in  a  chariot. 
••  Ratha-yuga,  as,  m.  a  chariot  yoke.  —  Ratha- 
yuj,  k,  k,  k,  yoking  carriages,  harnessed  to  chariots 
(Ved.);    (k),   m.   a  charioteer.  —  Ratha-yuddha, 
am,  n.  a  chariot  fight,  a  battle  (between  combatants 
mounted)  on  chariots.  •-  Ratha-yutha,  as,  am,  m. 
n.  a  quantity  or  number  of  chariots.  —  Ratha-yo- 
jaka,  as,  m.  the  yoker  or  harnesser  of  a  chariot. 
—  Ratha-yodha,  as,  m.  one  who  fights  from  a 

chariot.  —  Ratka-rdja,  as,  m.  '  chariot-king,'  N.  of 
an  ancestor  of  Sakya-muni.  —  Ratha-vania,  as,  m. 
a  number  of  carriages.  —  Ratha-vat,  an,  atl,  at, 
having   or  possessing   carriages,   accompanied   with 
chariots ;  containing  the  word  ratha.  —  Ratha-vara, 
as,  m.  an  excellent  chariot ;  excellent  warrior.  —  Ra~ 
tha-vartman,  a,  n.  a  carriage-road,  highway,  street. 
—  Ratha-vdha,  as,  i,  am,  drawing  a  carriage  or 
chariot ;  (at),  m.  a  carriage-horse,  a  horse  yoked  in 
a  carriage ;    a  coachman,   charioteer.  —  Ratha-va- 
haka,  as,  m.  a  coachman,  charioteer.  —  Ratha-va- 
hana,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. ;   (am),  n.  a  movable 
platform  or  stand  on  which  carriages  may  be  placed. 
—  Riitha-vijiidna,  as,  m.  or  ratha-vidya,  f.  skill 
in  managing  chariots,  the  art  of  driving  cars.  —  Ra- 
tha-virnodana,  am,  n.  the  unyoking  of  a  chariot. 
—  Jlntha-vimodamya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the 
unyoking  of  chariots.  —  Ratha-viti,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a 
proper  N.  —  Ratha-vithl,  f.  a  carriage  way,  high- 

road,  street.  —  Ratha-vega,  as,  m.  the  speed   or 
velocity  of  a   chariot.  —  Ratha-vraja   or  ratha- 
vrdta,  an,  m.=ratha-van4a.  —  Ratha-!>'akti,  is, 
f.  the  staff  which  supports  the  banner  of  a  war- 

chariot.  —  Rat]ia-s"ald,   f.  a  coach-house,    carriage- 
shed.  —  Ratha-^ikshd,  f.  the  art  of  driving  a  chariot, 

coachmanship.  —  Ratha-s'iras,  as,  or  ratha-slrsha, 

am,  n.,  Ved.  =  ratha-mukha.  —  Ratha-s'reni,   is, 
f.  a  row  of  carriages,  line  of  chariots.  ••  Ratha- 
sanga,  as,  m.  a  hostile  encounter  of  chariots.  —  Ra- 
tha-sattama,  as,  m.  a  most  excellent  chariot ;  the 
best  of  warriors.  —  Ratha-saptaml,  f.,  N.  of  the 
seventh  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month  Magha 
(so  called  as  the  beginning  of  a  Manvantara  when  a 
new  Sun  ascended  his  car).  —  Ratha-sSrathi,  is,  m. 
a  charioteer,  coachman.— •  Ratha-sutra,  am,  n.  rules 
or  directions  about  carriage  building.  —  Ratha-stha, 
as,  d,  am,  being  on  a  chariot,  mounted  on  a  car ; 

(d),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Rathas-pati,  is,  m.  (rathas 
probably  a  form  of  the  genitive ;  cf.  vanas-pati), 
Ved.  the  deity  presiding  over  pleasure  (or  over  war- 

chariots).—  Ratha-spris",  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  touching  the 
chariot.  —  Ratha-svana,  as,  m.  the  sound  or  rattling 
of  chariots;  (as,  a,  am),  Ved.  having  the  sound  of 
a  chariot  (?),  having  a  sounding  chariot ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  Yaksha.  -  Rathdktha  (°tha-ak°),  as,  m.  a 
carriage  axle;  a  measure  of  length.  =  104  An-gulas; 

N.  of  one  of  Skanda's  attendants.  —  Rathdgrya  (°tha- 
ay°),  as,  m.  the  best  warrior,  (sometimes  incorrectly 
written  rathdyra.)  —  Rathdnga  (°tha-an°),  am,  n. 
any  part  of  a  carriage,  (in  this  sense  also  as,  m.) ;  a 
carriage-wheel,  chariot-wheel ;   a  discus  (especially 

that  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu) ;  a  potter's  wheel  or 
lathe;  (as),  m.  the  ruddy  goose,  Anas  Casarca,  = 
dakra-vdka;  (J),  f-  a  species  of  plant,  =  riddhi ; 

(a),  f.,  see  rathdhvd.  —  Rathanga-tulydhvayana 
(°ya-dh°\  as,  m.  '(a  bird)  having  the  same  name 
as  the  wheel  of  a  carriage,'  i.  e.  the  Anas  Casarca 
or  ruddy  goose  (  =  dakra-vdka).  —  Rathdnga-nd- 
maka,  a*,  or  rathdnga-ndman,  d,  or  rathdrtga- 

saiijna,  or  rathditya-sd/wa,  or  rathdngahva  (°ga- 
dh°),  or  rathdngdhi'aya  (°ga-dh°),  as,  m.  =  ra- 
thdnga-tubjtilmnjana  above.  —  Rathcmga-nemi, 
is,  (.  the  circumference  or  felly  of  a  chariot-wheel. 

—  Rathdttga-pdm,  is,  m.  '  having  a  wheel,  i.  e.  a 
discus  in  hand,'  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Itathanga-ironi- 
vimbd,  (.  having  buttocks  like  a  wheel,  i.  e.  semi- 

circular. —  Rathdnlka  (°tha-an°),  am,  n.  an  array 
or  army  of  war-chariots.  —  Rathdntara  (°tka-an°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor,  (for  rathHara) ;  N.  of  a 

Kalpa.  —  Rathdbhra  (°tha-abh°)  or  rathdbhra- 
pushpa,  as,  m.  Calamus  Rotang. — Rathd-rathi, 
ind.  (fr.  ratha  +  ratha),  carriage  to  carriage,  chariot 

against  chariot,  in  closest  fight ;  [cf.  nakhd-nakhi.] 

—  Rathdrudha  (°tha-ar'),  as,  d,  am,  mounted  on 
a  chariot.  —  Ratharoha  (°tha-dr°),  as,  d,  am,  sit- 

ting or  mounted  on  a  chariot,  one  who  fights  from 
a  chariot ;   (as),  m.  the  mounting  or  ascending  a 

chariot,  entering  a  carriage.  —  Ratharohin   (°tha- 
flr°),  i,  inl,  i,  mounting  a  car,  one  who  rides  on  or 
fights  from  a  chariot.  —  Rathdrbhaka  (°tha-ar°), 
as,  m.  a  small  carriage.  —  Rathd-vatta,  as,  m.  a 

proper  N.  —  Rathdvayava  (°tha-av°),  as,  m.  any 
part  or  portion  of  a  carriage.  —  Ratkdvarta  (°tha- 
dv°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Ra- 
thdiva  (°tha-ai!°),  as,  m.  a  carriage  or  chariot- 
horse  ;  (am),  n.  a  carriage  and  horse.  —  Rathd-sah, 
an,  m.  du.,  Ved.  able  or  fit  to  draw  a  chariot  (said 

of  the  two  horses  of  Vayu).  —  Rathahar  (°tha-ah°) 
or  rathdhna  (°tha-ah°)  or  rathdhnya,  am,  n., 

Ved.  a  day  by  carriage  or  chariot,  a  day's  journey  by 
carriage.  —  Rathdhvd  (Di/trt-a/i°),  f.,  N.  of  a  river, 
(also   read   rathdnkd,  rathdrtgd.)  —  Rathe-<!itra, 

as,'  d,   am,  Ved.   variegated    or    glittering  on  a 
chariot.  —  RatheJa  ('tha-ifa),  as,  m.  the  owner  or 
master  of  a  carriage,  a  warrior  or  combatant  fighting 

from  a  chariot ;  (o),  f.  the  pole  of  a  carriage,  ̂ for 

the  next.)  —  Ratheshd  (°tha-ishd),  f.  the  pole  or 

shaft  of  a  carriage,  chariot-pole.  —  Ratheshu  (°tha- 
ishn),  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  arrow.  — Rathe- 
shthd.  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  standing  on  a  car  or  chariot, 
moving  or  going  by  carriage,  a  warrior  or  combatant 
fighting   from   a   chariot ;    [cf.   Zend   ratha'Sta..] 
—  Rathodha  (°tha-udha)  or  ratholha,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  carried  on  a  chariot  or  carriage.  —  RatKottartitt 

(°tha-ut°),  as,  m.  an  excellent  chariot  or  carriage. 
—  Rathotsava  (°tha-uf),  as,  m.  the  car-festival,  a 
solemn  procession  of  an  idol   mounted  on  a  car. 

—  Rathoddhata    (°tha-ud°),   as,   a,  am,  Ved. 
haughty  on  his  car ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  metre, 
four  times  -u-uuu-^-u-;    N.  of  a  work. 

•rRathodvaha  (°t/ia-ud°)  or  rathopastha  (°tha- 
up°),  as,  m.  the  seat  of  a  chariot,  seat  for  driving, 
driving-box  (as  lower  than  the  main  body  of  the  car), 

the  hinder  part  of  a  car.  —  Rathoraga  (°tha-ur°),  as, 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —Rat/toshma  (°tha-ush°), 
f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Rathaugha  (°tha-ogha),  as,  m. 
a   number   of  carriages    or    chariots.  —  Rathaujas 

(°tha-<y'),  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  the  strength  of  a 
chariot,  as  strong  as  a  chariot. 
Rathaka,  as,  m.  a  particular  part  of  a  house. 
Rathayd,  (.,  Ved.  desire  for  carriages  or  chariots. 
Rathayit,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  desiring  or  wishing  for 

carriages. 

Ratharya,  Nom.  P.  r.atharyati,  Sic.,  Ved.  to  go 
or  travel  by  carriage  or  chariot. 
Ratharvl,  f.,  Ved.  epithet  of  a  serpent. 

Rathasyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Rathika,  as,  t,  am,  going  by  carriage  or  chariot, 

any  one  who  travels  or  rides  in  a  carriage,  the  owner 
of  a  car  or  carriage. 

Rathita,  as,  d,  am,  equipped  or  furnished  with  a 
chariot. 
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Sathin,  I,  tni,  i,  having  or  possessing  a  chariot 
or  carriage,  going  in  a  car,  travelling  or  riding  in 
a  carriage  ;  consisting  of  chariots  ;  accustomed  to 

chariots  (said  of  horses,  Ved.)  ;  belonging  to  car- 
riages ;  (i),  m.  an  owner  of  a  carriage,  lord  of 

chariots ;  a  warrior  who  fights  from  a  chariot ;  (ini), 
f.  a  number  of  carriages  or  chariots. 

Hiitliimi,  «,-•,  a,  am,  possessing  a  carriage,  riding 
in  a  chariot. 

Itathira,  at,  a,  am,  possessing  a  carriage  or 
chariot,  going  in  a  carriage ;  hastening,  quick, 
speedy ;  (««),  m.  a  warrior. 
Bathiraya,  Norn.  P.  rathirdyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 

go  quickly,  hasten ;  (Siy.)  to  possess  a  chariot 
Rtithirdyat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  hastening ;  having 

chariots. 

linthl  (a  Vedic  word  formed  fr.  ratha,  and  used 
as  both  adj.  and  subst. ;  rathyam  ace.  sing.,  rathyas 
ace.  pi.),  one  going  by  chariot,  one  who  is  furnished 
with  a  chariot  or  carriage ;  forming  a  cart-load,  as 
much  as  a  cart  will  carry,  carried  on  a  waggon,  be- 

longing to  a  chariot;  a  carriage-driver,  coachman, 
charioteer,  a  warrior  who  fights  from  a  chariot ;  a 
guide,  leader,  master,  lord.  —  Rathl-tama,  as,  m., 
Ved.  chief  or  best  of  charioteers,  (SSy.  =  atidayena 
rathin  or  atUayma  ranhitri.)  —  Rathi-tara,  as, 
«,  am,  a  better  or  superior  charioteer;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  preceptor;  (at),  m.  pi.  his  descendants. 
Rathikara,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Rathiya,  Nom.  P.  rathiyati,  &c.,  to  desire  a 

chariot ;  to  go  or  travel  in  a  chariot. 

Rathiyat,  an,  and,  at,  Ved.  desiring  a  chariot ; 
going  in  a  chariot. 
Rathya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  a 

carriage  or  chariot,  accustomed  to  a  carriage ;  delight- 
ing in  roads  (?) ;  (<1»),  m.  a  carriage  or  chariot-horse, 

(also  d,  f.) ;  a  part  of  a  chariot ;  (a),  f.  a  road  for 
carriages,  high-road,  main  road,  a  place  where  several 
roads  meet ;  a  number  of  carriages  or  chariots,  assem- 

blage of  cars;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  carriage  equipments 
or  harness,  chariot  trappings,  a  wheel  or  any  part 
of  a  carriage;  (perhaps)  a  chariot-race  or  contest 
with  chariots ;  a  conveyance,  carriage  (?).  «•  Rathya- 
faryd,  f.-=ratha-<!anfa,  q.v.  —  Rathydvasarpana 

(°yo-oti°),  am,  n.  walking  down  a  road.  —  Rathyo- 
pasarpana  (°yd-up°),  am,  n.  walking  to  a  road. 

rod,  cl.  I.  P.  radati,  rarada,  raditum, 

to  scratch,  scrape;  to  split,  chop,  divide, 
tear,  break,  rend ;  to  gnaw ;  to  dig ;  to  open  (a 
road  &c.,  Ved.) ;  to  guide,  lead,  conduct  (Ved.) ;  to 
convey  anything  to  any  one,  give,  dispense  (Ved.) ; 
[cf.  Lat.  rad-o,  rod-o,  ros-tmm,  perhaps  radius; 
probably  Goth,  letan;  Angl.  Sax.  latan] 
Hilda,  as,  a,  am,  scratching,  scraping,  splitting, 

rending,  tearing,  gnawing;  (as),  m.  the  act  of 

scratching  or  gnawing,  &c. ;  a  tooth ;  an  elephant's 
tusk ;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the  number  thirty- 

two.  —  Rada-Mhada,  as,  m.  '  tooth-covering,'  a 

lip;  \tf.danta-tthada.~\- llmlaitkum  (°da~an°), at,  m.  the  point  of  a  tooth.  —  Radd-vasu,  us,  us, 
u,  Ved.  dispensing  wealth. 

I I'uliinn,  as,  m.  a  tooth,  tusk ;  an  elephant's  tusk ; 
(am), n.  the  act  of  splitting,  tearing,  rending,  gnawing. 
—  Radana-dthada,  as,  m.  —  rada-<!(hada,  a  lip. 

ll'idniiiku,  (.  a  proper  N. 

Jtadanin,  i,  m.  •  tusked,'  an  elephant. 
Rodin,  i,  m.  '  tusked,'  an  elephant. 

T^  radda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  eleventh  Yoga. 
X*  raddha,  raddhri.     See  col.  2. 

rady,  cl.  I.  P.  radyati,  &c.,  to  be firm* 

radh  or  randh,  cl.  4.  P.  radhyati 
X  rarandha  (1st  pi.  rumW/,;,,,,,  or  re- 

dhma)  rodMlfaarf  or  r,,t^,,li,  ,,radltat  or 
ararulhat  (Vedic  forms  r,1n«,/,  ,„,  m. 
OUma,  nind/n,  randh'is).  Inf.  rmldlmm,  rndhi- 
tum,  1-iinilhituin,  to  become  subject  to  any  one 
(dat.),  to  be  subdued  (Ved.);  to  be  destroyed, 

rat/tin. 
TVJ1IH  rabhasuna. 

perish  (Ved.);  to  be  completed  or  matured  [cf. 
rt.  r<7'//t]  ;  to  bring  into  subjection,  subdue ;  to  op- 

press, injure,  hurt,  torment,  kill:  Caus.  P.  rnndha- 
yati  (Ved.  also  A.  -te),  -yitum,  Aor.  ararandhal 
(Ved.  rlradhaC),  to  make  subject,  subdue ;  to  pain, 
torment,  oppress,  hurt,  injure,  destroy,  bring  to 

nothing ;  to  cook,  prepare  food :  Desid.  riradhi- 
shati  or  riratsati :  Intens.  rdradhyate,  rdraddhi, 
to  give  into  the  power  of,  hand  over  to ;  [cf.  Lat. 

lado  ;  Angl.  Sax.  rendan,~\ Rnddha,  as,  d,  am,  subdued,  hurt,  injured. 
Raddhri,  dhd,  m.  one  who  subdues  or  oppresses, 

a  subduer,  conqueror,  oppressor,  tormentor. 
Radhita,  as,  d,  am,  injured,  hurt. 
Radhitri,  td,  trt,  tr{,  injurious,  hurtful. 
Radhra,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  radh,  but 

in  the  first  sense  perhaps  fr.  a  form  radh  =  rt.  ridh 
or  radh,  q.  V. ;  cf.  Zend  aredra),  Ved.  prosperous, 
happy,  rich,  wealthy,  liberal ;  worshipping  or  gaining 
the  favour  of  the  gods ;  injuring,  (Say.  =  samriddha 

or  rddhaka  or  drddhaka  or  hinsaka.)-'Radhra- 
doda  or  radhra-fodana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  bestowing 
wealth,  assisting  or  encouraging  the  prosperous ; 
driver  or  impeller  of  enemies,  (Say.  =  samriddhd- 
ndm  preraka  or  hinsnkdnam  dodaka.)  —  Ra- 
dhra-tura,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (according  to  some)  = 
rad^ira-^oda  above,  (according  to  S5y.  on  Rig- 
veda  VI.  18,  4.  radhra-turah  is  gen,  c.  of  radhra- 
tur,  a  subduer,  injurer.  Sec.) 

Randhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  subduing,  destroying. 
Randhana,  as,  I,  am,  one  who  destroys,  a  de- 

stroyer ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  destroying  or  annihilat- 
ing ;  the  act  of  cooking,  preparation  or  dressing  of food. 

Randhandya,  Nom.  P.  randhandyati,  &c.,Ved. 
to  make  subject,  deliver  into  the  power  of,  (Say.= vadi-kri.) 

Randhas,  as,  or  randhasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man 
belonging  to  the  family  of  Andhaka. 

Randhi,  is,  f.  subjection,  subjugation  (Ved.) ;  the 
being  prepared  or  cooked ;  cooking. 
Randhita,  as,  d,  am,  subdued ;  destroyed ;  cooked, dressed  (as  food). 

Randhisha,  as,  m.,  Ved. =hantri,  a  destroyer 
(Vajasaneyi-s.VIII.  55). 

<,*T  i.  ran  =  rt.  ran,  q.  v. 

i.  ranti,  is,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to  some)  a 
fighter,  warrior,  (but  according  to  Sly.  ranti  =  ra- 
mamdna,  ramana-s~ila,  delighting,  taking  pleasure, as  if  fr.  rt.  ram,  see  2.  ranti  at  p.  833,  col.  3.) 
Rantya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (according  to  some) 

agreeable,  pleasant,  (perhaps  to  be  connected  with  rt. 

ram,  but  in  Rig-veda  X.  39,  3.  another  reading  has 
ranhya.) 

f^2.  ran  in  Rig-veda  1. 120, 7,  according 

to  Say.  =rdtdrau  =  ddtdrau, '  givers.'as  if  pres.  part. 
of  rt.  I.  rd,  the  sing,  being  substituted  for  the  dual. 

*sn*i  rantavya,  ranti,  rantri.    See  p.  833. 

TTjJ  rantu,  us,  f.  a  way,  road ;  a  river. 
*.T«(  rantya.     See  above. 

<^rtl  randala,  f.,  N.  of  Sanjua  (wife  of the  Sun). 

randh  =  rt.  radh,  q.v. 

Randhaka,  randhana,  &c.     See  above. 

f^t  randhra,  am,  n.  (rarely  also  os,  m.; 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  radh,  probably  connected  with  rt. 
rad),  a  slit,  split,  opening,  fissure,  aperture,  hole, 
chasm,  vent,  cavity,  (nine  openings  are  usually 
reckoned  in  the  human  body,  viz.  two  in  the  nose, 
eyes,  and  ears  respectively,  one  in  the  mouth,  urethra, 
and  anus,  and  there  is  an  imaginary  tenth  opening 
in  the  skull) ;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the  number 

nine ;  N.  of  a  particular  part  of  a  horse's  head ;  a 
defect,  fault,  flaw,  imperfection,  weak  part,  assailable 
point ;  N.  of  the  eighth  astrological  mansion.  -  Ran- 

dhra-lianla,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (=jala- 
varvumkri).  —  Randhra-praharin,  i,  in  i,  i,  attack- 

ing the  weak  places  (of  an  enemy ).  —  Iiandhra- 
babhru,  us,  m.  a  rat.  —  Randhra-vanifa,  as,  m.  a 
hollow  bamboo.  —  Randhragata  (°ra-ajj°),  am,  n. 
a  disease  which  attacks  the  throat  of  horses.  —  Ran- 

dhran unarm  (°ra-an°)  or  raiidhrani'eshin  (°ra- 
an°),  i,  inl,  i,  looking  out  for  flaws,  picking  holes, 
seeking  for  weak  or  assailable  points ;  [cf.  (hidran- 

veshin.]  —  Randhranveshana  (°ru-an°),  am,  n. 
the  act  of  seeking  for  weak  places,  picking  holes, 

searching  for  Rzv/s.  —  Randhrapekshin  (°ra-ap°),  i, 
ini,  i,  watching  for  weak  or  assailable  places,  spying 
out  holes,  looking  out  for  an  assailable  point. 

•rn  rap  [cf.  rt.  lap],  cl.  i.  P.  rapati, 
X  rardpa,  &c.,  Ved.  to  talk  (frivolously), 

chatter;    to   murmur;    to  praise,  (S5y.  arapat  = 
aatauf) :  Intens.,  Ved.  rdrapiti,  to  make  a  loud crackling  noise. 

Rdpya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  said  or  spoken. 

TT^rapas,  as,  n.  [cf.  repas],  defect,  fault, 
sin;  hurt,  injury,  (Siy.^pdpa,  but  Rig-veda  1.69, 
4.  rapdnsi  =  b<idhakani  rakshasadini,  disturbing 
or  injurious  Kakshasas,  &c.) 

J  l,^J  raps,  a  Vedic  root,  only  occurring 
X  in  the  pres.  part,  below  and  with  the 

preps,  pra  and  m;  [cf.  vi-rap^.] 
Rapifad-udhan,  a,  d  or  dhni,  a,  Ved.  having  a 

full  or  distended  udder,  (Sty.-mahodhaska.) 

T?«  rapsu  (according  to  Mahl-dhara)  = rupa, 

Rapsudd,  da.,  in  Rig-veda  VIII.  72,  12  (the 
meaning  is  obscure). 

raph  or  ramph,   cl.  I.  P.  raphati, 
ramphati,  &c.,  to  go  [cf.  rt.  rarph] ;  to 

injure,  hurt,  kill ;  [cf.  rts.  riph,  riph  ;  cf.  also  Lat. 
rep-o,  zerp-o.] 
Raphita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  injured,  hurt. 
TW  rabdhri.     See  below. 

rabh  (originally  connected  with  rts. 

X  grabh,  labh),  cl.  I.  A.  (in  poetry  also  P.) 
rabhate  (-ti),  rebhe,  rapsyate,  arabdha,  rabdhum, 
to -seize,  take  (Ved.) ;  to  take  hold  of,  clasp,  embrace  ; 
to  desire  vehemently,  regret;  to  act  rashly:  Pass. 
rabhyate,  arambhi :  Caus.  rambhayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  ararambhat :  Desid.  ripsate :  Intens.  rdra- 
bhyate,  rdrambhiti,  rdrabdhi;  [cf.  Gr.  ftavvvm, 
\an@dva :  Lat.  rabies,  robur :  Goth,  arbaiths,  li- 
ban :  Angl.  Sax.  earfedh,  earfodh,  leofian,  lifan, 

lybban,  (perhaps  also)  a-refian , '  to  bear ;'  a-r&fnan, 
'  to  take  away  :'  Old  Germ.  Mia,  laliun.] 

Itubilhri,  dhd,  dhri,  dhri,  seizing,  taking  hold  of; 

beginning  [cf.  d-rabK]  ',  who  or  what  seizes,  &c. 
Rabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ape  (in  RSmayana  IV. 

33.  14)- 
Ralhas,  as,  n.  violence,  impetuosity,  (rabhasd, 

with  impetuosity,  violently),  zeal ;  force,  energy, 

power,  strength,  strengthening  food,  oblation  (Ved.). 
—  Rabhaa-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  possessing  impe- 

tuosity, violent,  impetuous,  zealous.  —  Rabho-dd,  ds, 
as,  <IM,  Ved.  bestowing  strength  or  force,  (Say.  = 
bafautfCk  ddtri.) 
Rabhasa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rabhas  above),  impe- 

tuous, violent,  rapid,  fierce,  wild ;  eager ;  powerful, 
strong,  energetic ;  strengthening,  invigorating  (Ved.) ; 

joyful ;  (as),  m.  violence,  impetuosity,  vehemence, 
haste,  speed,  velocity,  precipitation,  (rabhasdt  or 
rubhasena,  with  violence,  impetuously,  in  great 
haste,  quickly) ;  passion,  anger,  ill  temper,  rage ; 
passionate  fondness;  joy,  pleasure;  regret,  sorrow; 
N.  of  a  magical  incantation  recited  over  weapons ; 
of  a  Danava ;  of  a  king  (son  of  Rambha) ;  of  a 

lexicographer ;  of  a  Rakshasa ;  of  an  ape  (in  Rama- 

yana  IV.  39,  7).  —  Rabhaea-pala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
lexicographer. 

itiihhasdna,  as,  d,  am,  \ed.  =  rabhasa,  impe- 
tuous, violent,  rapid. 
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Rabhi,  is,  f.,  Ved.  (according  to  some)  a  particu- 
lar part  of  a  car  or  chariot,  (but  according  to  Say., 

Rig-veda  VIII.  5,  29,  rabhi  is  an  adj.  =  dram bha- 

nlya  or  dlambhana-bhuta,  'supporting.') 
liabhishllin,  <rs,  a,  am,  Ved.  most  violent  or 

impetuous,  very  strong. 
BabMyas  or  rabhijas,  an,  asi,  as,  Ved.  more 

impetuous,  very  strong. 
I.  rambha,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  p.  834,  col.  i),  a 

prop,  support,  staff,  stick ;  a  bamboo ;  N.  of  the 
fifth  Kalpa  ;  of  a  son  of  Ayu  ;  of  a  son  of  Vivinsati ; 

of  a  king  of  Vajra-ralra ;  of  the  father  of  the  Asura 
Mahisha  and  brother  of  Karambha ;  of  an  ape  (in 
Ramayana  IV.  39,  20,  &c.)  ;  (a),  f.  the  plantain, 
Musa  Sapientum ;  a  sort  of  rice ;  a  kind  of  metre, 
four  times  uu^v   ;  N.  of  Gauri  or  of  Dak- 
shayaiii  in  the  Malaya  mountains ;  N.  of  a  celebrated 

Apsaras  (wife  of  Nala-kubara  and  carried  off  by 
Havana ;  RambhS  is  best  known  as  a  beautiful 

nymph  of  Indra's  paradise  ;  she  is  sometimes  regarded 
as  a  form  of  Lakshnu,  when  she  sprang  with  thirteen 
other  precious  things  fiom  the  froth  of  the  churned 
ocean ;  she  takes  her  place  in  Hindu  mythology  as 
a  kind  of  popular  Venus  or  type  of  female  beauty) ; 
a  harlot.  —  Rambha-tritiya,  f.,  N.  of  the  third  day 
of  the  first  half  of  the  month  JyaisMha  (so  called 
because  HindO  women  on  this  day  imitate  the 
beautiful  nymph  Rambha,  who  bathed  on  the  same 
day  with  particular  ceremonies).  —  Rambhdbhisdra 

(bhd-abh°),  as,  m.  'the  meeting  or  assaulting  of 
Rambha,'  N.  of  a  drama.  —  Rambhd-vrata,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  particular  ceremony,  (see  above.)  —  Ram- 

bhoru  (°bha-uru),  IM,  us  or  us,  u,  having  beautiful 
thighs,  (see  uru.) 
RambhaJia,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Rambhin,  I,  m.,  Ved.  'carrying  a  stick,'  an  old 
man;  (Say.)  a  door-keeper,  porter;  (im),  f.,  Ved. 
(probably)  a  particular  vessel  or  ornament. 
Ripsu,  us,  us,  u  (fir.  the  Desid.),  wishing  to  seize 

or  take  hold  of,  &c. 

Tfa'HT  rabhineya  (?),  a  patronymic. 

TW5T5  rabhenaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent- 
demon. 

j  jj  ram,  cl.  i.  A.  (in  poetry  also  P.) 

\  ramate  (~tt),  reme,  ran^yate,  aransta  (in 
the  Veda  also  cl.  9.  P.  ramnnti,  See.),  ranliim,  (and 
with  a  preposition  sometimes)  ramitum,  to  stop, 
stay,  calm,  tranquillize,  (in  these  senses  cl.  9.  P., 

Ved.) ;  to  rest,  repose,  remain  quiet,  take  one's  ease 
(cl.  i.  A.) ;  to  remain,  stay,  pause  ;  to  like  to  stay  or 
remain;  to  make  happy,  rejoice,  please  (cl.  I.  P. 
and  A.) ;  to  be  pleased  or  delighted,  to  rejoice  (tl.  I. 
A.) ;  to  be  pleased  with  or  rejoice  at,  take  delight  in 
(with  loc.  or  inst.  or  with  saha  and  inst.) ;  to  play 
or  sport  with,  dally  with  (with  inst.  or  with  sahfi 
and  inst,  or  with  sdrdham  &c.  and  inst.)  ;  to  have 
sexual  intercourse  with  (with  inst.),  know  carnally 

(with  ace.) ;  to  couple  (said  of  deer) :  Caus.  rama- 
yati  (according  to  some  also  rdmayati),  -yitum, 

Aor.  ar'iramat  (Ved.  ramnydmakah,  Pan.  III.  I, 
42),  to  cause  to  stay,  stop  (Ved.) ;  to  calm,  tranquil- 

lize (Ved.) ;  to  delight,  gratify,  please,  rejoice,  amuse, 
give  pleasure,  cause  (sexual)  enjoyment ;  to  cause  to 
couple  (said  of  deer) ;  to  be  pleased  or  delighted,  to 
rejoice:  Desid.  rimyate:  Intens.  ranrnmi/ntf, 
ranranti,  ranramiti  (Ved.  rdrandJii,  according  to 

Say.  =  ramasva,  cf.  P5n.  VI.  4,  103);  [cf.  Zend 
ram,  rdm-a,  airi-ma ;  Gr.  ijpe/jia,  fipffta-?o-s, 
fjpffjL-ta,  ijp(fi-t-ajt  -fjpf^ii^oj,  (pij-fjio-s,  fprjp-ia, 
ipr]H-6-<a,  i-a-\(p-ls;  Goth,  rim-is;  Old  Germ. 
rawa,  rumca,  rawen,  resti,  rastjan;  Angl.  Sax. 
rest,  rextan ;  Lith.  ram-a-s,  rom-u-s,  rim-ti, 

ram-dy-ti  ;  Hib.  reamhain,  '  pleasure.'] 
Rata,  as,  a,  am,  pleased,  delighted,  amused, 

gratified,  satisfied,  happy;  enamoured  of,  fondly 
attached  to ;  delighted  with,  taking  pleasure  in, 
pleased  with  (with  inst.)  ;  intent  on,  addicted  to ; 
devoted  to,  occupied  in,  engaged  in  (with  loc.) ;  in 

the  mother  of  Day  (in  Maha-bh.  Adi-p.  2584) ;  ' 
(am),  n.  pleasure,  enjoyment,  enjoyment  of  love,  i 
sexual  union,  coition,  copulation ;  the  private  parts  • 

ya).  —  Rata-lilla,  as,  m.  a  dog.  —  Rata- 
kujita,  am,  n.  lascivious  murmur.  —  Rata-guru,, 
us,  m.  a  husband.  —  Rata-jvara,  as,  m.  a  crow. 

Rata-tdlin,  I,  m.  a  libertine,  voluptuary .  —  Rata- 
tali,  f.  a  procuress,  bawd.  —  Rata-ndrdta,  as,  m. 
(according  to  some)  =  rata-ndrida  (except  in  the 
first  meaning).  —  Rata-ndrida,  as,  m.  a  voluptuary; 

a  dog ;  N.  of  Kama-deva,  the  god  of  love ;  lasci- 
vious murmur.  —  Bata-nidhi,  is,  m.  a  species  of 

bird  (the  wagtail).  —  Rata-bandha,  as,  m.  sexual 

union.  —  Ratarddhika  (°ta-rid°),  am,  n.  a  day; 
bathing  for  pleasure ;  the  aggregate  of  eight  auspi- 

cious objects.  —  Rata-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  con- 
taining a  form  of  the  rt.  ram.  —  Rata-vrana,  as, 

m.  a  dog.  —  Rata-iayin,  I,  m.  a  dog.  —  Rata- 
hlndaka,  (is,  m.  a  ravisher  or  seducer  of  women  ;  a 

ibertine.  —  Ratdndulia  (°ta-ana),  as,  m.  a  dog. 
—  Ratdmarda-  (^ta-dm°),  as,  m.  a  dog. — Ratd- 

yani  ("ta-ay"),  f.  a  prostitute,  harlot.  —  Ratdrthin 
(°ta-ar°),  i,  ini,  i,  wishing  for  sexual  enjoyment, 
amorous,   lascivious ;    (ini),   f.  a  wanton  woman. 

—  Ratotsava  (°ta-uf),  as,  m.  'love-festival,'  feast 
of  sexual  enjoyment.  —  Ratodvaha  (°ta-itd°),  as, 
in.  the  Indian  cuckoo. 

Rati,  is,  f.  rest,  repose  (Ved.) ;  pleasure,  enjoy- 
ment, delight,  joy,  amusement ;  love,  affection,  fond- 

ness ;  fondness  for,  pleasure  jn,  attachment  or  addic- 
tion to  (with  loc.); -the  pleasure  of  love,  sexual 

passion,  sexual  intercourse;  the  pudenda  ;  =  raci- 
griha,  q.  v. ;  the  goddess  of  Love  or  Sexual  Passion 
personified  as  the  wife  of  Kama-deva ;  N.  of  the 
sixth  Kala  of  the  moon ;  of  an  Apsaras  ;  of  the  wife 

of  Vibhu  (mother  of  Prithu-shena) ;  of  a  magical 
incantation  recited  over  weapons ;  a  mystical  term 
for  the  letter  n ;  N.  of  a  metre,  four  times  -  u . 
—  Rati-kura,  as,   i,  am,   pleasure-causing,  joy- 
making,  preparing  love  or  happiness ;  being  in  love, 
enamoured,  =  kdmin  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  a  Samadhi. 
—  Rati-karman,  a,  n.  sexual  intercourse.  —  Rati- 

l;dnta-tarJ;a-vdg-is'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator 
on  the  Mugdha-bodha.  —  Rati-kuhara,  am,  n.  pu- 

dendum  muliebre.  —  Rati-kriya,   f.  sexual   inter- 
course. —  Rati-kheda-supta,   as,  d,  am,  sleeping 

after  the  fatigue  of  sexual  enjoyment.  —  Rati-guna, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Deva-gandharva.  —  Rati-griha,  as, 

m.  '  pleasure-house,'  a  brothel ;  pudendum  muliebre. 
—  liati-darana-samanta-svara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king  of  the  Gandharvas.  —  Rati-janaka,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  king.  —  Rati-jaha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Samadhi. 
—  Rati-jna,  as,  d,  am,  skilled  in  the  art  of  love. 
—  Rati-taskara,  as,  m.  a  ravisher,  seducer.  —  Rati- 
ndgri,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  coitus.  —  Rali-pati,  is,  m. 

'  Rati's  husband,'  i.  e.  KSma-deva,  the  god  of  love. 
—  Eati-pdia,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  coitus.  —  Rati-pra- 
piirna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  Kalpa  or  age. 

—  Rati-priya,  as,  m. '  beloved  by  Rati,'  i.e.  Kama- 
deva  ;  (a),  f.  a  N.  of  Dakshayanl,  (also  read  rar»- 

priyd.)  —  Rati-bhavana,  am,  n.  'pleasure-abode,' 
a  house  for  prostitution,  brothel.  —  Rati-manjari, 
{.,  N.  of  an  erotic  work.  —  Rati-mat,  an,  atl,  at, 
having  enjoyment  or  pleasure,  gay,  cheerful,  pleased, 
gratified.  —  Rati-madd,  f.  an  Apsaras.  —  Rati-man- 

dira,    am,    n.    '  plersure-house,'  a.  pleasure-room, 
pleasure-temple;  Love's  dwelling;  pudendum  muli- 

ebre. —  Rati-mitra,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  coitus.  —  Rati- 

rana-rlhlra,  as,  d,  am,  bold  or  energetic  in  Love's 
contests.  —  Rati-ramana,   as,   m.   Rati's   lover  or 
husband,  i.  e.  Kama-deva.  —  Rati-rasa,  as,  m.  the 
taste  or  pleasure  of  love,  sexual  enjoyment ;  (as,  d, 
am),  having  the  flavour  or  taste  of  love,  as  sweet  as 
love.  —  Rati-raxa-gldni,  is,  (.  lassitude  after  sexual 

enjoyment.  —  Rati-rahasya,   am,   n.   '  secrets  or 
mysteries  of  love,' N.  of  an  erotic  work  by  Kokkvoka. 
—  Rati-laktha,  am,  n.  sexual  intercourse.  —  Rati- 
lampafa,  as,  d,  am,  desirous  of  sexual  enjoyment, 
lascivious,  lustful.  —  Rati-lola,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon. 

—  Rati-vara,  as,  m.  Rati's  husband,  Kama-deva; 
dined  to,  disposed;  loved,  beloved;  (a),  f.,  N.  of    a  gift  or  offering  vowed  to  Rati.  —  Rati-vardhana, 

as,  i,  am,  increasing  love.  —  Rati-valfi,  {.  love 
regarded  as  a  creeper.  —  Rati-fakti,  is,  f.  the  faculty 
of  sexual  enjoyment,  virile  power.  —  Rati-iura,  as, 

m.  '  love-hero,'  a  man  of  great  procreative  power. 
—  Rati-samyoga,   as,   m.  sexual  union.  —  Rati- 
saiiihita,  as,  d,  am,  accompanied  with  love,  abound- 

ing in  affection.  —  Rati-satmrd,  f.  Trigonella  Cor- 
niculata.  —  Rati-sarvasva,  am,  n. '  the  whole  essence 

of  love,'  N.  -of  a  work  on  erotic  subjects.  —  Rati- 
sitndara,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  coitus.  —  Rati-sena,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Colas.  —  Raty-anga,  am, 

n.  pudendum  muliebre. 
Ratikd,  f.  a  particular  musical  mode  (?). 

Rati,  f.  =  rati,  the  wife  of  Kama  and  goddess  of 
love,  (lengthened  on  account  of  the  metre.) 
Ratvd,  ind.  having  sported  or  dallied. 
Eantavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  rejoiced  at,  to  be 

loved,  lovable,  lovely,  amiable ;  (am),  n.  pleasure, 
enjoyment,  play. 

2.  ranti,  is,  f.  (for  i.  see  p.  832,  col.  2),  amuse- 
ment, pleasure,  delight  (?Ved.,  if  ranti  has  this 

sense,  it  may  equally  be  referred  to  rt.  I.  ran;  it  is 
said  also  to  be  used  as  a  term  of  endearment  for  a 

cow) ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  lexicographer  (  =  rantt-deva). 
—  Ranti-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu;  of  a  king 
(son  of  San-kriti) ;  of  a  lexicographer ;  a  dog.  —  Ranti- 
ndra  or  ranti-bhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
Rantti-manas,  as,  as,  as  (rantu  for  rantum, 

inf.  of  rt.  ram),  inclined  to  take  pleasure,  wishing 

to  enjoy  sexual  pleasures. 
Rantri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  liking  to  remain,  de- 

lighting in. 
Rama,  as,  d,  am,  pleasing,  delighting,  rejoicing, 

gratifying,  giving  pleasure,  delightful  [cf.  mano- 
rama]  ;  dear,  beloved ;  (as),  m.  joy;  a  lover,  hus- 

band, spouse  ;  the  god  of  love,  Kama-deva ;  the  red- 
flowering  Asoka;  (d),  f.  a  wife,  mistress;  N.  of 
Lakshml,  the  goddess  of  fortune ;  good  luck,  fortune, 
riches,  opulence  ;  splendor,  pomp ;  N.  of  the  eleventh 
day  in  the  dark  half  of  the  month  Ksrttika ;  of  a 

daughter  of  Sas'i-dhvaja  and  wife  of  Kalki.  —  Ramd- 
kdnta,  as,  m.  '  lover  of  Ram5,'  Vishnu.  —  liamd- 
dhava,  as,  m.  '  husband  of  Ram5,'  Vishnu.  —  Ra- 
mddhipa  (°md-adh°),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  Rams,' 
Vishnu.—  Rama-ndtha,  as,  m.  'lord  of  Rams,' 
Vishnu  or  Krishna  ;  N.  of  a  poet ;  of  a  commentator 

on  the  Amara-kos'a.  —  Ramd-pati,  is,  m.  '  husband 
of  Kami,'  Vishnu  or  Krishna.  —  Ramd-priya,  am, 
n.  'dear  to  RamS,'  a  lotus. ••  Ramd-vesfita,  as,  m. 

turpentine.  —  Ramds'raya  (°ma-as°),  at,  m.  'Ra- 
mi's  refuge  or  protection,'  Vishnu.  —  Rames"a  (°ma- 
is'a)  or  rameivara  ("ma-is"3),  as,  m.  '  Rama's  lord,' Vishnu  or  Krishna. 

Ramaka,  as,  a,  am,  sporting,  playing,  dallying, 

jesting;  (as),  m.  a  lover,  wooer,  suitor.  —  Ramaka- 
tva,  am,  n.  affection. 
Ramana,  as,  I,  am,  causing  pleasure,  pleasing, 

gratifying,  delighting,  rejoicing,  agreeable,  delightful, 
charming ;  (as),  m.  a  lover,  wooer,  spouse,  husband, 
(kshapd-ramana,  the  husband  of  night,  the  moon) ; 
the  god  of  love  or  Kama-deva ;  an  ass ;  a  testicle ;  a 
species  of  tree  ( =  mahd-rishta) ;  N.  of  a  mythical 
son  of  Mano-hara ;  of  Aruna  or  the  charioteer  of  the 

sun  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (5),  f.  a  charming 
woman,  a  wife,  mistress ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times 

u  u  -  ;  N.  of  DakshSyanI  in  Rama-tlrtha ;  (i),  f.  a 
beautiful  young  woman,  a  mistress,  wife ;  Aloe  Indica 
( =  bald) ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times  ̂   d  —  or  four 
times  ̂   u  —  u  u  - ;  N,  of  a  female  serpent-demon  ; 
(am),  n.  sporting,  playing,  dalliance,  amorous  sport, 
love,  sexual  pleasure  or  intercourse ;  joy  or  pleasure 
in  general ;  the  hinder  parts,  the  hip  and  loins,  the 

pudenda  (= jaghane.) ;  the  root  of  Trichosanthes 
Diceca  ;  N.  of  a  forest.  —  Ramana-vasati,  is,  f. 

the  dwelling-place  of  a  lover. 
Ramanaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Varsha ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  the  regent  of  this  Varsha,  (he  was  a  son  of 

Yajna-bJhu);  ofaDvlpa;  of  a  son  of  Vlti-hotra. 
I.  ramaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  enjoyed,  pleasant, 

agreeable,  delightful,  beautiful,  lovely,  charming, 
handsome.  —  Ramaniya-tama,,  as,  a,  am,  most 10  C 
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charming.  —  Ramainya-td,  f.  or  ramaniya-tra, 
am,  n.  pleasantness,  agreeableness,  delightfulness, 
beauty,  charm. 

2.  ramainya,  (fr.  raman't),  Nom.  A.  ramani- 
iiul,  ,  &c.,  to  represent  or  take  the  place  of  a  wife, 
to  be  the  mistress  of  any  one  (gen.). 
H'unantyaka,  am,  u.  pleasantness,  beauty,  (for 

Ramanya,  as,  a,  o;»,  (probably)  =  i.  ramamya. 
H'linati,  is,  (.,  Ved.  a  place  of  pleasant  resort  ;  (is, 

t»,  t),  liking  to  remain  in  one  place,  not  straying  (Ved., 
said  of  a  cow)  ;  (i*),  m.  a  lover  ;  paradise,  heaven  ; 
a  crow  ;  time  ;  the  god  of  love,  Kama-deva. 
Huma  ntiina,  as,  a,am,  playing,  sporting.disporting. 
Ramayat,  an,  anil,  at  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing 

delight,  giving  pleasure  ;  enjoying. 
Ramya,  an,  a,  am,  to  be  enjoyed,  enjoyable, 

pleasing,  pleasant,  delightful,  agreeable,  beautiful, 
handsome;  (a*),  m.  Michelia  Champaka  (  =  <<«>«- 
paJca)  ;  =  vaka-vriksha  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Agnldhra  ; 
(a),  f.  night  [cf.  rdmya]  ;  Hibiscus  Mutabilis  ;  N. 
of  a  female  personification  of  a  particular  musical 
mode  ;  of  a  daughter  of  Meru  (wife  of  Ramya)  ;  of 
a  river;  (am),  n.  the  root  of  Trichosanthes  Dioeca; 
semen  virile.  —  Ramya-grdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
village.  —  Ramya-td,  f.  or  ramya-tva,  am,  n. 
pleasantness,  enjoyableness,  agreeableness,  pleasure, 
beauty.  —  Ramya-puihpa,  as,  m.  Bombax  Hepta- 
phyllum.  —  Ramya-phala,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant 
(=karasltara).  —  Ramya-iri,  is,  m.,  N.  ofVishnu. 
—  Ramya-sanu,  us,  us,  u,  having  pleasant  peaks 
or  summits  (said  of  a  mountain).  —  liamydkshi  Cya- 
ak°),  is,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Ramyaka,  as,  m.  Melia  Sempervirens  ;  the  root 

of  Trichosanthes  Dioeca  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Agnldhra  ; 
(a),  f.,  scil.  siddhi,  N.  of  one  of  the  eight  perfec- 

tions in  the  San-khya  system,  (in  this  sense  also  am, 
n.)  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Varsha  called  after  Agmdhra's 
son  Ramyaka. 
Ramra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Aruna,  the  charioteer  of 

the  sun  [cf.  ramana]  \  beauty,  splendor. 

ramatha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 
in  the  west  of  India,  (also  read  ramata,  ramatha)  ; 
(am),  n.  =  ramatha,  Asa  Fcetida.  —  Ramatha- 
dftvani,  is,  m.  Asa  Foetida. 

ramitangama,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

ramph.     See  rt.  raph,  p.  832. 

J  4^J    ramb  [cf.  rt.  rambh  below),  cl.  I. 
^  N  A.  rambate,  rarambe,  Sec.,  to  sound  ;  to 

go  (cl.  I.  P.  rambati,  cf.  rt.  ranv);  to  hang  down, 
hang  loosely  (  =  rt.  lamb). 

rambh  [cf.  rts.  ramb,  lambK],  cl.  I. 
fi.rambhate,  &c.,  to  sound,  roar,  bellow, 

low  (as  cows),  Sic.,  make  a  noise  ;  (for  rambh,  as  a 
form  of  rt.  rabh,  see  rt.  rabti  at  p.  832.) 

2.  rambha,  as,  a,  am  (for  i.  see  p.  833,  col.  i), 
sounding,  roaring,  lowing,  &c.  ;  (a),  f.  a  sounding, 
roaring  ;  the  lowing  (of  cattle). 
HtiuMaman't,  as,  a,  am,  sounding,  roaring, 

bellowing,  lowing. 

TUT  ramya,  ramra,  &c.     See  above. 

TJ|   ray  [cf  .  rt.  lay}  ,  cl.  i  .  A.  ray  ate,  reye, 
V  &c.,  rayttum,  to  go. 

TH  raya,  as,  in.  (fr.  rt.  ri),  the  stream  of 
a  river,  current  ;  rapid  flow,  quick  motion,  velocity, 
speed,  swiftness,  (raydt  or  rayena,  quickly,  imme- 

diately, straightway)  ;  course  [cf.  samvat»ara-r°]  ; 
impetuosity,  vehemence,  violence,  ardour,  zeal,  im- 

petuous onset  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  PurQ-ravas  ;  of  a  king. 
—  '"'"  'itru-riildltdnta  or  rdija-ji  ,  N. of  a  work  —  Raya-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  a rapid  current  or  course,  swift. 

lta>/Mlha,  as,  a,  am,  very  swift  or  fleet,  very 
vehement;  (a«),  m.,  N.  of  Agni  ;  of  Kuvera;  of 
Brahman  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  various  Samans. 

rayaka,  as,  m.  =  ravaka. 

TfH  rayi,  is,  m.  (sometimes  also  is,  f. ;  fr.  rt. 
I.  rd  ;  the  following  forms  occur  in  the  Veda,  rayim, 
rayibhi*, raymam,  rayyd,  rayyai, rayydm;  cf.  2. 
rai),  Ved.  property,  goods,  possessions,  treasure,  wealth; 
stuff,  materials;  (rayer  ditgiraeasya  prastobhah, 
N.  of  a  Ssman.)  —  Rayi-da,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  giving 
property,  a  bestower  of  wealth.  —  Rayi -pat! ,  is,  m., 
Ved.  a  lord  of  property  or  wealth.  —  Rayi-mat,  an, 
ati,  at,  Ved.  possessing  property,  well  off,  rich ; 
containing  the  word  rayi.  —  Rayi-rid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
obtaining  or  possessing  property  or  wealth.  —  Rayi- 
vridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  abounding  in  riches,  (Say.  = 
rayya  or  dhanena  mddha.)  —  Rayi-shdd,  k,  k,  k 
(i.e.  rayi  +  sad),  Ved.  sharing  or  possessing  pro- 

perty, (Say.  =  dhana-samavayin.)  —  Rayi-shdh,  t, 
t,  t  (i.  e.  rayi  +  sdh),  Ved.  ruling  over  property, 
(Say.  —  raylndm  abhibharitri.)  —  Rayi-s)ilhd,ds, 
as,  am  (i.e.  rayi  +  sthd)  or  rayf-sthdna,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  being  a  receptacle  of  riches,  possessing 
wealth  or  property. 

Rayikva,  as,  m.  =  ra«iwf,  a  proper  N. 
Rayin-tama,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  of  an  unused 

form  rayin;  cf.  Pan.  VIII.  2.  17),  Ved.  possessing 
much  property,  very  wealthy. 
Rayiyat,  an,  anti,  at  (pres.  part.  fr.  a  Nom.  fr. 

rayi),  Ved.  wishing  for  property,  desiring  riches. 
Rayishin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  desiring  treasures,  (appa- 

rently an  incorrect  form.) 

<«uig  rayydvatta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N, 

UJ3  rardta,  am,  n.  (an  earlier  form  of 

lalata,  q.  v.),  the  forehead,  brow ;  (1),  f.  the  fore- 
head ;  twisted  grass  used  in  a  particular  manner  for 

the  Havir-dhSna  (Ved.). 
Rardtya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  the 

forehead ;  (d),  f.  twisted  grass,  (see  rarati  above) ; 
the  horizon. 

<«,!<*  «^  raravan,  a,  a,  a  (fr.  rt.  I.  ra), 

liberal,  bountiful,  (Say.=AoOT'A  prayaMhat.) 

TtR  rarph  [cf.  rt.  rapK\,  cl.  i.  P.  rar- 
^  S.  phati,  Sec.,  to  go. 

^rtlllKC  ralamd-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

poet ;  [cf.  ramd-natha.'] 
TJ9T  raid,  f.  a  species  of  bird. 

*.a=*  rallaka,  as,  m.  a  woollen  cloth, 
woollen  coverlet,  blanket ;  a  species  of  stag  or  deer ; 
an  eyelash. 

*T^  rava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  nt),  a  cry,  shriek, 
bray,  yell,  howl,  roar  (of  animals,  wild  beasts,  &c.) ; 
song,  singing  (of  birds  &c.) ;  hum,  humming ;  clamour, 
outcry  ;  talk ;  thunder ;  sound,  noise  (in  general). 
Havana,  as,  a,  am,  crying,  screaming,  roaring, 

shrieking,  singing,  making  an  outcry  or  noise  of 
any  kind,  sounding,  sonorous  ( =  tfabduna)  ;  jesting, 
a  jester  (  —  bhandaka) ;  sharp,  hot  (  =  ttkshna) ; 
unsteady,  fickle,  changing,  =  datidala, ;  (as),  m.  a 
camel ;  the  Koil  or  Indian  cuckoo  ;  N.  of  a  man  ;  of 

a  serpent-king ;  (am),  n.  brass,  bell  metal. 
Rnvat,  an,  anti,  at  (for  ruvat,  q.  v.,  pres.  part.  P. 

of  rt.  i.  ru),  eying  out,  raising  a  cry,  bellowing. 
Bavatha,  as,  m.—rava  (Ved.);  the  Koil  or 

Indian  cuckoo. 
Rapamana,  as,  a,  am  (anomalous  pres.  part.  A. 

of  rt.  I  ./•((),  crying,  roaring,  raising  a  cry. 
Ravas  in  puru-ravas,  brihad-ravas,  q.q.  v.v. 
Ravdiia,  as,  d,  am,Ved.=ravamdna  above. 
Ravitri,  ta,  tn,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  cries  or  calls 

out,  crier,  screamer. 

<.l<*  ravaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Dharana  or 
particular  weight  of  pearls  (thirty  making  the  Dha- 

rana ;  also  read  rayaka,  rivalca). 

*.q«U«S  ravanaka,  a  filter  made  of  cane  or 
bamboo. 

tft  rati,  is,  m..(said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  ru), 

rasmi. 

a  particular  form  of  the  sun  (sometimes  regarded  as 
one  of  the  twelve  Adityas)  ;  the  sun  (in  general)  or 
the  god  of  the  sun ;  a  mountain ;  N.  of  a  Sauvlraka ; 
of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  the  right  canal  for  the 
passage  of  the  vital  air  (?).  —  Ravi-kara,  at,  m.,  N. 
of  a  commentator.  —  Ravi-kdnta,  as,  m.  a  sort  of 
crystal  (  =  surya-kanta).  —  Ravi-yupta,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  poet.  —  Ravi-dakra,  am,  n.  a  particular  astro- 

nomical diagram  (the  sun  represented  as  a  man  car- 
rying the  stars  on  the  various  parts  of  his  body). 

—  Ravi-jet,  as,  m. '  child  of  the  sun/  N.  of  a  parti- 
cular Ketu ;  the  planet  Saturn.  —  Ravi-tanaya,  as, 

m.  the  son  of  the  sun,  the  planet  Saturn.  —  Ravi- 
tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Ravi-tejas,  as, 
n.  the  radiance  of  the  sun.  —  Ravi-datta,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  priest;  of  a  poet.  —  Ravi-dina,  am,  n.  the 
day  of  the  sun,  Sunday.  —  Ravi-dlpta,  as,  sun- 
lighted,   sun-illuminated.  —  Ravi-deoa,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  poet.  —  Ram-nandana,  as,  m.  'son  of  the 
sun,'  Manu  Vaivasvata;    the   ape   Sugriva.  —  Ravi- 
pattra,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  shrub.  —  Ravi-putra,  as, 
m.  the  son  of  the  sun,  the  planet  Saturn.  —Rarri- 
priya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  plants,  =  lakuca  ;  = 
dditya-y>attra;  =  rakta-karavira;  (d),  {.,  N.  of 
Dakshayan!  in  Garrga-dvara ;  (am),  n.  a  red  lotus- 
flower;    copper.  —  Ravi-bimbo,,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the 
sun's   disk.  —  Ravi-mandala,   am,   u.  the   sun's 
orb  or  disk.  —  Ravi-ratna,  am,  r\.  —  ravi-kdnta. 

—  Ravi-ratnaka,   am,    n.   '  sun-jewel,'   a    ruby. 
—  Ravi-locana,  as,  m.  'sun-eyed,'  N.  of  Vishnu; 
of  Siva.  —  R avi-loha,  am,  n.  copper.  —  Ravi-vdra, 
as,  m.  or  ravi-vdsara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  day  of 

the  sun,  Sunday.  —  Ravi-sankrdnti,  is,  f.  the  sun's 
entrance  into  a  sign  of  the  zodiac.  —  Ravi-sanjnaka, 

am,  n.  copper  ('  called  after  the  sun ').  —  Ram-sama- 
prabha,  as,  d,  am,  radiant  as  the  sun. —Ravi-sd- 
rathi,  is,  m.  the  sun's  charioteer,  i.  e.  Aruna  or  the 
Dawn.  —  Ravi-suta,  as,  m.  son  of  the  sun,  the  planet 
Saturn ;  the  ape  Sugriva.  —  llavi-sundara^rasa,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  particular  elixir.  —  Ravi-sunu,  »»,  m. 
son  of  the  sun,  the  planet  Saturn. 

<f=lrj  ravitri.     See  col.  2. 

i:fat^  ravinda,  am,  n.  =  aravinda,  a  lotus, 
lotus-flower. 

ra-vipula.  See  under  3.  ra, p.  824. 

rav'ishn,  us,  m.  the  god  of  love, 
K5ma-deva,  (also  read  varlshu.) 

I^PU  ras'and,  f.  (connected  with  rasmi 
below),  a  rope,  cord,  line ;  a  rein,  bridle ;  a  girth, 

girdle,  zone,  woman's  zone  or  girdle,  (in  this  and 
the  previous  senses  often  incorrectly  written  rasand) ; 
the  tongue,  (in  this  sense  incorrect  for  rasatid) ;  a 

finger  (according  to  Naigh.  II.  5).  —  liasana-sam- 

mita,  as,  d,  am  (ratfana  for  ras'and),  Ved.  as 
long  as  the  rope  on  the  sacrificial  post.  —  RaGand- 
lialdpa,  as,  m.  a  woman's  girdle  formed  out  of 
several  strings  or  threads ;  [cf.  kaldpa,  raimi- 

kalapa.]  —  BaianaJcrita  (°nd-dk"),  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
guided  by  a  cord,  managed  with  a  bridle.  —  Radand- 
guna,  as,  m.  the  cord  of  a  girdle.  —  Ra^audyutid- 
spadu  (°na-ds°),  am,  n.  the  place  for  the  girdle, 
waist.  —  Ratanopamd  (°nd-up°),  f.  'string  of  com- 

parisons,' a  form  of  simile  (when  the  object  to  which 
anything  is  compared  is  made  the  subject  of  another 
comparison,  which  again  leads  to  a  third  and  so  on). 

RaAauaya,  Nom.  A.  ras'andyate,  Sec.,  to  be 
guided  by  a  rein  or  bridle  (?). 
Ratandyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  guided 

by  a  rein. tfipT  rasmi,  is,  m.  (in  one  passage  is,  f. ; 

connected  with  ras'and  above ;  in  Unadi-s.  IV.  46. 
said  to  be  fr.  rail,  substituted  for  rt.  I .  as",  to  per- 

vade ;  perhaps  connected  with  rt.  I.  las,  to  shine),  a 
string,  rope,  cord ;  a  bridle,  rein,  leash  ;  a  measuring 
cord  or  rope  ;  a  goad,  whip  ;  a  finger  (Ved.) ;  a  ray 

of  light,  beam  [cf.  ans"nt\ ;  an  eyelash  (=pa/csA- 
man) ;  (in  Vajasaneyi-s.  XV.  6.  said  to)  =  anna  ; 
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[cf.  probably  Lat.  laqueus.']  —  Bas'mi-kalapa,  as, 
m.  a  pearl-necklace  &c.  consisting  of  fifty-four  (or 

according  to  others  fifty-six)  threads.  —  Ras'mi-ketu, 
us,  m.  '  beam-bannered,'  epithet  of  a  Rakshasa ;  of 
a  particular  comet  (Ved.).  —  Raimi-krlda,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  Rakshasa.  —  Ras"mi-pati,  is,  in.  a  species  of 
plant  (  =  ravi-pattra).  —  Ras'mi-pavitra,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  purified  by  rays  or  beams.  —  Ra'smi-pra- 

bhdsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Ras'mi-'inanflala, 
am,  n.  a  circle  or  garland  of  rays.  —  Bas'mi-mat,  an, 
ati,  at,  having  rays  or  beams,  radiant ;  (are),  m.  the 

sun ;  a  proper  N.  —  Rafmi-maya,  as,  i,  am,  formed 
of  beams,  consisting  of  lays.  —  Basmi-mdUn,  i,  ini, 
{,  encircled  or  garlanded  with  rays.  —  Rafimi-muda, 

as,  m.  '  ray-emitting,'  the  sun.  —  Ratmi-raja,  as, 
m.  a  proper  N.  —  Ratimi-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having 

rays,  radiant ;  (dn),  m.  the  sun,  (also  ras'mi-vat.) 
—  Bas'mi-s'ata-s'ahasra-paripurria-dhvaja,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha. 

Barman,  only  found  in  inst.  c.  m.  raima  =  rai- 
mind,  by  a  rein  (Rig-veda  VI.  67,  i). 

Ra'imin  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  =  ras'mt. 
Eas'misa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava. 

'ill  i.  ras  [cf.  rt.  i.  ras],  cl.  I.  P.  (some- 
\  times  also  A.)  rasati  (-te),  rardsa,  ra- 

sishyati,  arasit  or  arasit,  rasitum,  to  roar,  howl, 
bellow,  neigh,  yell,  cry,  scream,  cry  out,  sound,  make 
any  sound  or  noise  ;  to  sing ;  to  resound,  reverberate ; 
(according  to  Naigh.  III.  14)  to  praise  :  Caus.  rasa- 

yati,  -yitum,  Aor.  arlrasat :  Desid.  rirasishati : 
Intens.  rdrasyate,  rdrasti,  to  cry  out  loudly,  scream 
aloud ;  [cf.  Goth,  razda ;  Old  Germ,  rartjan, 
rerjan  ;  Angl.  Sax.  reordian,  rarian^} 
Rasat,  an,  anti,  at,  crying,  sounding,  making 

any  sound. 
I.  rasana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  roaring  or  screaming, 

crying,  tinkling,  sounding,  &c.,  the  shaking  or  rum- 
bling (of  the  earth),  croaking  (of  frogs) ;  sound,  noise. 

I.  rasita,  as,  d,  am,  sounded,  uttering  inarticulate 
sounds ;  (am),  n.  a  roar,  scream,  cry,  noise,  sound ; 

the  rattling  of  thunder.  —  Rasitds'in  (°t a-iis  °),  i, 
ini,  i,  consuming  or  destroying  by  mere  noise. 

I .  rasitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  roars  or  bellows. 
Rdrasyamdna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Intens.),  crying 

out  or  howling  very  loud. 

2.  ras  (perhaps  to  be  regarded  as  a 
.  Nominal  fr.  rasa  below),  cl.  I.  4.  10.  P. 

rasati,  rasyati,  rasayati  (also  rasdpayati ;  in 
Ved.  occasionally  A.  rasayate),  to  taste,  relish;  to 
feel,  perceive,  be  sensible  of;  to  love  :  Pass,  rasyate  : 
Desid.  rirasayishati,  to  desire  to  taste. 
Rasa,  as,  m.  (perhaps  connected  with  rt.  ram), 

the  sap  or  juice  of  plants,  juice  of  fruit ;  juice  of  the 

sugar-cane,  syrup ;  (metaphorically)  the  best  or  finest 
or  prime  part  of  anything,  essence,  marrow;  any 
liquid  or  fluid,  (gavdm  rasah,  milk),  water,  liquor, 
drink  ;  milk ;  melted  butter ;  any  mixture,  draught, 
elixir,  potion  ;  nectar  ;  poison,  poisonous  drink  ; 
soup,  broth  ;  a  constituent  fluid  or  essential  juice  of 
the  body,  serum,  (especially)  the  primary  juice  called 
chyle  (formed  from  the  food  and  changed  by  the 
bile  into  blood) ;  mercury,  quicksilver  (sometimes 

regarded  in  philosophical  works  as  a  kind  of  quint- 
essence of  the  human  body  or  as  possessing  some 

supernatural  power  over  its  juices ;  elsewhere  regarded 
as  the  seminal  fluid  of  Siva) ;  semen  virile ;  taste, 
savour,  fhvour,  relish,  (the  six  principal  tastes  are  said 
to  be  madhura,  amla,  lamina,  kaluka,  tikta,  and 
kashdya,  q.q.  v.  v.);  a  symbolical  expression  for  the 
number  six ;  anything  used  to  give  relish,  a  condi- 

ment, sauce,  spice,  seasoning  ;  the  organ  or  instrument 
of  taste,  the  tongue ;  taste  or  inclination  for  anything, 
appetite,  enjoyment  of  anything,  love,  affection, 
desire  ;  anything  that  stimulates  enjoyment,  pleasure, 
charm,  grace,  elegance,  beauty,  sweetness,  spirit,  wit ; 
taste,  style,  character  (of  a  work) ;  taste,  sentiment, 
feeling,  emotion,  pathos,  affection,  passion,  dispo- 

sition, (in  dramatic  composition  ten  Rasas  are  enu- 
merated, viz.  irimjdra,  love ;  vira,  heroism ;  bi- 

bhatsa,  disgust;  rattdra,  anger  or  fury;  ftdsya, 

mirth;  bhaydnaka, terror;  karuna, pity ;  adbhuta, 

wonder ;  sTmta,  tranquillity  or  contentment ;  vdt- 
ealya,  paternal  fondness :  according  to  some  only 
nine  or  eight  are  enumerated,  the  last  or  last  two 
being  omitted)  ;  myrrh  ;  any  mineral  or  metallic  salt 
(as  sulphur,  borax,  green  vitriol,  &c.);  a  metal  or 
mineral  in  a  state  effusion;  gold;  a  kind  of  metre 
consisting  of  four  times  seventy  syllables ;  =  iabda  ?  ; 

(d),  {.  moisture,  humidity  (Ved.) ;  N.  of  a  river 
(Ved.) ;  a  mythical  stream  supposed  to  flow  round 
the  earth  and  the  atmosphere  (Ved.) ;  the  lower 
world,  hell  [cf.  rasd-tala^  ;  the  earth,  ground,  soil ; 
the  tongue ;  N.  of  various  plants,  Clypea  Hernandi- 
folia;  Boswellia  Thurifera;  Panicum  Italicum;  a 

vine  or  grape ;  =  kdkoli  ;  (am),  n.  myrrh  ;  milk ; 
taste ;  [cf.  according  to  some,  Gr.  Sp6ffos ;  Lat.  ros, 
ror-is  (for  ros-is) ;  Lith.  rassa ;  Russ.  rosa.] 
—  Rasa-karpura,  am,  n.  sublimate  or  muriate  of 
mercury  (made  with  sulphur,  mercury,  and  common 
salt ;  the  crystals  formed  in  the  first  operation  are 
sublimed  a  second  time).  —  Rasa-karman,  a,  n.  or 
rasa-kalpand,    f.   preparation  of  quicksilver,   any 
process   undergone    by   quicksilver.  —  Rasa-kalyd- 
nini-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  ceremony ; 
of  the  twenty-second  chapter  of  the  Bhavishyottara- 
Purana ;  of  the  sixty-second  chapter  of  the  Matsya- 
Purana.  —  Rasa-kulyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  in  Kusa- 
dvipa.  —  Basa-ketu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  prince.  —  Basa- 
kesara,  am,  n.  camphor.  —  Basa-komala,  am,  n. 
a  particular  mineral.  —  Rasa-kriya,  f.  application  of 
fluid  remedies  or  fomentations.  —  Rasa-gandha,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  gum-myrrh.  —  Rasa-gandhaka,  as,  m. 
myrrh ;    brimstone,  sulphur.  —  Basa-garbha,  am, 
n.  a  collyrium  made  from  the  juice  of  the  Curcuma 
Xanthorrhiza :    a    mineral    preparation,    vermilion. 

—  Rasa-graha,  as,  d,  am,  apprehending  or  per- 
ceiving flavours,  having  a  taste  for  enjoyments,  ap- 

preciating pleasures ;    («»),  m.  the  organ  of  taste. 
—  Rasa-grdhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  apprehending  or 
perceiving  flavours,  sensible  of  flavour.  —  Rasa-gha- 
na,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  full  of  juice,  consisting  entirely 

of  juicer—  Rasa-ghna,  as,  m.  borax.  —  Rasa-dan- 

drikd,   (.,   N.    of  San-kara's   commentary    on   the 
Abhijiiana-sakuntala.  —  Rasa-tintdmani,  ii,  m.,  N. 
of  a  medical  work.  —  Basa-ja,  as,  d,  am,  originating 
in  fluids,   produced  from  liquids;    proceeding  from 
chyle ;   born  in  passion  ;   (as),  m.  sugar,  molasses ; 
any  insect  engendered  by  the  fermentation  of  liquids ; 
(am),  n.  blood.  —  Rasa-jna,  as,  d,  am,  knowing 
tastes,  discriminating  or  appreciating  flavour  or  excel- 

lence, knowing  what  gives  real  enjoyment,  knowing 
the  true  essence  of  things,  capable  of  discerning  the 

spirit  or  beauty  of  anything,  well  versed  in  any  know- 
ledge ;  (as),  m.  a  poet  or  man  of  discrimination, 

any  writer  who  understands  the  Rasas ;  an  alchemist 
who  understands  the  magical  properties  of  mercury ; 
a  physician;  a  preparer  of  mercurial  and  chemical 
compounds;  (d,  am),  f.  n.  the  tongue.  —  Rasajna- 
td,  (.  or  rasajiia-tva,  am,  n.  knowledge  of  flavours ; 
acquaintance  with  the  true  essence  of  things,  poetical 
skill  or  taste ;  alchemy ;  discrimination,  skill,  expe- 

rience. —  Rasa-jndna,  am,  n.  knowledge  of  tastes 
(a  branch  of  medical  science).  —Rasa-ji/eshfha,  as, 
m.  the  first  or  best  taste,  sweet  taste,  sweetness ;  the 
sentiment  of  love.  —  Rasa-tanmdtra,  am,  n.  the 
subtile  element  or  rudiment  of  taste.  —  Rasa-tama, 
fix,  m.,  Ved.  the  juice  of  all  juices,  best  juice,  essence 

of  essences.  —  Raxa-taraityini,  f.,  N.  of  a  treatise 
on  poetical  sentiment  or  pathos  by  Bhanu-datta ;  of 
another  work.  —  Basa-tas,  ind.  according  to  taste  or 
flavour.  —  Rasa-td,  f.  or  rasa-tva,  am,  n.  fluidity, 

juiciness,  the  being  chyle,  state  of  chyle.  —  7i'«-«- 
tejas,  as,  n.'  strength  of  the  chyle,'  blood.  —  Rasa- 
da,  as,  d,  am,  emitting  juice  or  sap,  emitting  resin  ; 

(as),  m.  '  giver  of  fluids  or  mixtures,'  a  physician. 
Rasa-darpana,  as,  m.  '  mirror  of  the  Rasas,' 

N.  of  a  medical  work.  —  Rasa-ddlikd,  f.  a  kind  of 

sugar-cane.  —  Basa-dipikd,  f.  '  lamp  of  the  Rasas,' 
N.  of  a  medical  work.  —  Rasa-drdvin,  i,  m.  a  kind 
of  citron  (  =  madhnra-ja»tbira).—Rasa-dhdtu, 

u,  n.  'fluid-metal,'  quicksilver.  —  Basa-ndtha,  as, 

m.  'chief  of  fluids,'  quicksilver,  mercury.  —  Rasa- 

ndyaka,  as,  m. '  leader  or  lord  of  quicksilver,'  N.  of 
Siva.  —  Basa-nivritti,  is,  f.  cessation  or  loss  of 
taste,  &c.  —  Basa-netrikd,  f.  realgar,  red  arsenic. 
—  Basan-tama,   as,   a,   am,  Ved.  =  rasa-tama, 
—  Rasa-paddhati,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  medical  work. 
—  Basa-pdka-ja,  as,  m.  'produced  by  the  cooking 

of  juices,'  sugar.  —  Rasa-pdi'aka,  as,  m.  'cooker  of 
sauces  or  flavours,'  a  cook.  —  Basa-parijdta,  as,  m. 
'  the  Parijsta  tree  of  Rasas,'  N.  of  a  work  on  medi- 

cine. —  Bam-pushpa,  am,  n.  a  particular  preparation 
of  mercury,  a  kind  of  muriate  formed  by  subliming 
in  close  vessels  a  mixture  of  sulphur,  mercury,  and 

common  salt.  —  Rasa-pradipa,  as,  m.  '  lamp  of 
the  Rasas,'  N.  of  a  work  on  medicine ;  of  a  work 
on  rhetoric.  —  Basa-prabandha,  as,  m. '  connection 
of  Rasas,'  any  poetical  composition,  (especially)   a 
drama.  —Basa-phala,  as,  m.  a  cocoa-nut  tree  (the 
fruit  of  which  contains  a  fluid).  —  Rasa-bandhana, 

am,  n.  (probably)  a  particular  part  of  the  intestines. 
—  Rasa-bodlta,  as,  m.  knowledge  of  taste  (especially 

in  poetic  composition).  —  Rasa-bhartga,  as,  m.  in- 
terruption   or   cessation    of    passion   or   sentiment. 

—  Rasa-bhava,  am,    n.  '  produced   from   chyle,' 
blood.  —  Rasa-bhasman,  a,  n.  calx   or  oxide   of 

mercury .  —  Rasa-bheda,  as,  m.  a  particular  prepa- 
ration of  quicksilver.  —  Rasa-bhedin,  I,  inl,  i,  dis- 

charging juice  (said  of  fruits  which  burst  with  ripe- 
ness). —  Basa-bhojana,    as,  d,  am,    feeding   on 

liquids  or  fluids ;  (am),  n.  an  entertainment  given  to 
Brahmans  in  which  they  are  feasted  with  the  juice 

of  mangoes.  —  Rasa-maiij an,  f.,  N.  of  a  treatise  by 
Bhanu-datta   on  the  Rasas,  (describing  the  various 
kinds  of  heroes  and  heroines,  their  feelings,  passions, 

and  peculiarities.)  —  Rasa-maya,  an,  I,  am,  formed 
of  juice   or  sap,  consisting  of  fluid,  juicy,  liquid  ; 

savoury ;    consisting  of  quicksilver ;    full  of  taste, 

delightful,  of  great  beauty,  charming.  —  Basa-mala, 
am,  n.  the  refuse  of  the  juices  (of  the  body),  impure 

excretions.  —  Basa-mahdrnava,  as,  m.  'ocean  of 
Rasas,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Basa-mdtrikd,  f.  '  mother 
of  taste,'  the   tongue.  —  Basa-mdtra,  am,  n.  = 
rasa-tanmdtra.  —  Basa-mdld,  f.,  N.  of  a  Prakrit 

metre  consisting  of  four  times  twenty-four  instants. 
—  Basa-y dmala,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  medical  work. 
—  Rasa-yoga,  as,  m.  pi.  scientifically  mixed  juices 
or  prepared  mixtures.  —  Baia-ratna,  am,  n.  'jewel 
of  Rasas,'  N.  of  a  medical  work.  —  Basa-ratna- 
dipikd,  f.  and  rasa-ratna-pradipa,  as,  m.  and 
rasa^ratna-hdra,    as,    m.   and    rasa-ratndkara 
(°na-dk°),  as,  m.  and  rasa-ratndrali  (°na-mf), 
f.  and  rasa-rahaaya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  various  works 
treating   of  the   Rasas  and   of  medicine.  —  Rasa- 

rdja,  as,  m.  •  king  of  fluids,'  quicksilver ;  =  rasdn- 
jana.  —  Raia-rdja-lakshmt,  is,  f.  and  rasa-rdja- 
tonkara,  and  rasa-rdjahansa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  three 
medical  works.  —  Rasa-leha,  ax,  m.  quicksilver. 
—  Ram-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  juice  or  sap,  full  of 
juice,  juicy,  succulent ;  tasteful,  sapid,  savoury,  luscious, 
well-seasoned,  well-flavoured,  strong;  containing  the 

essence  (of  anything)  ;    moist,  well-watered  ;  tasty, 
charming,    elegant,    graceful,    beautiful ;    possessing 
love  and  the  other  Rasas ;  impassioned,  full  of  feel- 

ing (in  rhetoric  applied  to  the  poetical  description  of 
inanimate  objects  as  affected  by  emotions  of  love  and 

jealousy);   spirited,  witty;   (ati),  f.  a  kitchen;  N. 
of  an  erotic  poem  ;    of  a  supplement  to  the  San- 
kshipta-sara   by  Jumara-nandin.  —  Rasavat-td,   f. 
juiciness,  savouriness,  sapidity  ;  tastefulness ;  elegance, 

beauty,  gracefulness.  —Rasa-varja,  as,  m.  avoidance 
of  tastes  or  flavours.  —  Rasa-vaha,  as,  d,  am,  bring- 

ing or  producing  juice.  —  Basa-vikraya,  as,  m.  the 
sale  of  stimulating  juices  or  liquors.  —  Rasa-vikra- 
yin,  i,  m.   syrup-seller,    liquor-seller,  a   dealer    in 
essences    or   spices.  —Rasa-rid,   t,   t,   t,    knowing 
tastes,  knowing  or  appreciating  flavours,  having  good 

taste,  discriminating.  —  Rasa-vitesha,  as,  m.  a  more 
excellent  juice  or  flavour.  —  Rasa-idstra,  am,  n.  the 
science  of  Rasas,  alchemy.  —  Rasa-dodhana,  as,  m. 

borax;  (am),  n.  purification  of  quicksilver.  —  Easa- 
sangraha-siddhanta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  medical  work. 
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n,  as,  m.  'ocean  of  Rasis,'  N.  of  a 
work  on  medicine  ;  of  a  work  on  rhetoric.  —  Itasa- 

.  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  second  book  of 
the  Kiranavali.  —  Rifa-slddlia,  as,  d,  am,  brought 
to  peifection  by  means  of  quicksilver;  skilled  in 
alchemy  ;  well  versed  in  or  conversant  with  the 

poetical  Ra.<as,  accompiUhed  in  poetry.  —  Hata-tid- ~ 
urn! 

kara   and   rata-ludiumbhodU  (  aha-nm")  and 
rutakara  ,  M.  of  various  works  on  medi- 

cine or  on  the  Ras^s.  —  Rasa-sidilhi,  is,  (.  per- 
fection attained  by  means  of  quicksilver,  knowledge 

of  the  art  of  performing  various  chemical  operations 
with  mercury  which  with  cerlain  mystical  rites  secure 
health  and  wealth  to  the  adept;  skill  in  alchemy. 
—  Rasa-sinilura,  am,  a.  a  sort  of  factitious  cin- 

nabar made  with  zinc,   mercury,  blue  vitriol,   and 

nitre  fused  together.  —  Rasa-sthiina,  am,  n.  cin- 
nabar or  vermilion.  ••  Rasa-ftridaya,  am,  n.,  N.  of 

a  work  on  alchemy.  —  Rasd-khana,  as,  m.  '  digging 

or  scratching  in  the  soil,'  a  cock.  —  Rasdgrnja  ("sa- 
ag°),  am,  n.  =  ratdnjana.  —  Rasdnjana  (°sa-an°), 
am,  n.  vitriol  of  copper  or  a  sort  of  collyrium  pre- 

pared  from    it  with  the    addition   of  Curcuma  or 
(according  to  some)  from  the  calx   of  brass  with 
Amomum  Anthorrhiza  or  (according  to  others)  from 

lead-ore.  —  Rasddhya    (°sa-ddliu),    a*,    a,   am, 
abounding  in  juice  or  sap,  abounding  in  moisture  ; 

(as),  m.  Spondias  Mangifera.  —  Rasd-tala,  am,  n., 
N.  of  one  of  the  seven  hells  or  regions  under  the 
earth,  (see  patala)  ;  the  lower  world  or  hell  in  general, 
(not  to  be  confounded  with  Naraka  or  the  place  of 
punishment)  ;  N.  of  the  fourth  astrological  mansion. 

—  Rasdtmaka  (°sa-at°),  of,  ikd,  am,  having  juice 
or  sap  for  its  essence,  consisting  of  nectar  ;  having 

the  nature  of  liquid  or  fluid  ;  characterized  by  sapi- 
dity or  savour  ;  having  taste  or  flavour  ;  having  grace 

or  elegance  for  its  essence,  elegant,  beautiful.  —  R  a- 

tadana  (°«o-aef  ),  am,  n.  the  taking  or  drawing 
up  of  moisture,  drying  up  or  absorption  of  fluid, 

sucking,  suction.  —  Rasddhdra  (°sa-ddh°),  as,  m. 
'  receptacle  of  fluids  or  moisture,'  the  sun.  —  Rasd- 
dharana  (°sa-ddk°),  am,  n.,  Ved.  retention   of 
moisture   (by  the   sun's   nys).~>RasddMka   (°sa- 
adh°),   as,  a,  am,  full   of  taste,  tasty,   elegant, 
abounding  in  enjoyments;  (as),  m.  borax;  (d\  f.  a 

species  of  plant.  —  Rasddhipatya  (°sd-ddh°),  am, 
n.  dominion  over  the  lower  world.  —  Rasddhyaksha 

(°$a-o<W),  as,  m.  a  superintendent  of  liquors  or 
fluids.  —  Rasanupraddna  (°sa-an°),  am,  n.,  Ved. 
the  bestowing  of  moisture,  (according  to  Yaska  one 

of  the  functions  of  Indra.)  —  Rasantara  (°sa-an°), 
ai,  m.  another  taste  or  flavour  ;  another  pleasure  or 
enjoyment  ;  different  passion  or  emotion,  change  of 

feeling  or  sentiment.  —  Rasa-payin,  I,  m.  'drinking 

with  the  tongue,'  a  dog.  —  Rasdbltdsa  (°sa-dbh°), 
as,  m.  the  semblance  or  mere  appearance  of  senti- 

ment, a  sentiment  attributed  to  an  inanimate  object  ; 
the  unsuitable  manifestation  of  a  sentiment.  —  Rasd- 

bhiniveia  (°»a-ai>h°),  as,  m.  accession  of  sentiment, 
intentness  of  feeling  or  passion.  —  Rasilbhti'yanjikd 

(°sa-abh°),  (.,  N.  of  a  commentary.  —  Rasabhyan- 
tara  (°sa-abh°),  am,  n.  inside  the  waters.  —  lia- 
sdmrita  (°ta-am°)   and   rasamrita-simlhu   and 
rasdmbliodhi  and  rasambho-nulhi  fsa-am),  N. 
of  various  medical  works.  —  Rasdmla  fsa-am),  OS, 
m.  a  kind  of  sorrel  (  =  amla-retasa)  ;  vinegar  made 
from  fruit;  sour  sauce,  (especially)  tamarind  sauce; 

=  vrikshdmla,  tukra.  —  Rafdyana  (°sa-ay°),  ax, 
m.  a  particular  drug  used  as  a  vermifuge  (  =  eidattga)  ; 
an  alchemist  ;  N.  of  Garuda  ;  (F),  f.  a  canal  or  chan- 

nel for  the  fluids  (of  the  body\  a  vessel  conveying 
chyle,  a  lacteal  or  absorbent  vessel  ;   N.  of  various 
plants,  ---  ijiuluf,,  kiU-a->nr,,<;  ,   i,,<tli.~,.l-aranja,  go- 

mdnsa-tShada  ;  (am),  n.  a  medi- 

minalia  Chebula  or  Citrina.  —  Rasayana-sreshlha 

as,  m.  'best  of  elixirs,'  mercury.  —  Rasdniava  (°sa 
ar*)  and  rasdlmtk-iim  i  .-«-«/'*,  as,  m.  two  work: 
on  medicine.  —  Rasalaya  (°sa-aT>,  as,  m.  the  sea 
or  abode  of  the  Rasas  ;  the  seat  of  enjoyments ;  (as) 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Rasaratdra  (°sa-av°) 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  medical  work.  —  Raxada  (  M-oda) 

as,  m.  the  drinking  or  consuming  of  liquors.  —  Ha- 
fi~i.-in  (  fii-as'°),  I,  ini,  i,  drinking  or  enjoying 

liquids.  —  Rasiixir  (csa-ds'°),  ir,  ir,  ir,  Ved. 
with  juice  or  liquid,  (Say.)  mixed  with  milk.  —  Ra- 

•~\  ("sa-cis"5),  f.  a  kind  of  creeper  (=paldfi) 

—  Rasdsvdda  (°sa-as°),  rt^,  m.  the  sipping  of  juices 
or  liquids ;    the  perception  of  enjoyment,  sense  o 

joy  or  pleasure.  —  Raiaseddin  ("sa-as"),  i,  ini,  i 
tasling  juice,  perceiving  or  apprehending  flavours ; 

(1)1  m.  'juice-sipper,'  a  bee.  —  Rasdhva  (°<ta-dAc), 
as,   m.  turpentine,  the  resin  of  Pinus  Longifolia. 

—  Rasendra  (°sa-in°),  as,  m.  'chief  of  fluids  or 
metals,'  quicksilver,  mercury ;  the  philosopher's  stone 
(the  touch  of  which  turns  iron  to  gold).  —  Rasendra- 
kalpn-drnma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Rama- 
krishna  treating  of  the  preparation  of  mercury  and 
minerals  or  metals  for  medicinal  uses.  —  Ratendra- 

6intd-mani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  similar  work  to  the 

above  by  Rima-iandra.  —  Rases'vara  ("sa-ii"),  as, 
m.  'lord  of  fluids  or  metals,'  mercury,  quicksilver; 

[cf.  rasmdra.}  —  Rases'vara-darsana,  am,  n.  the 
science  of  the  application  of  mercury  to  various  che 
mical  and  magical  operations,  the  doctrine  of  alchemy. 
—  Rasedrara-siddhdnta,  as,  m.,   N.  of  a  work 
establishing  the   efficacy  of    mercury   in   alchemy. 

—  Rasottama  (°sa-ut°),  as,  m.  Phaseolus  Mungo, 

=  mudga  ;    (am),  n.  (?),  '  best  of  liquids,'  milk. 
—  Rasotpatti  (°sa-ut°),  is,  f.  production  of  taste 
or  flavour;   development  of  passion  or  sentiment; 

generation  of  the  vital  fluids.  —  Rasodad/ii  (°sa-ud°), 
•is,  m. '  ocean  of  Rasas,'  N.  of  a  rhetorical  treatise  on 
the  Rasas.  —  Rasodbhava  (°sa-ud°),  am,  n.' pro- 

duced in  water,'  a  pearl.  —  Rasopala  (°sa-up°),  am, 
n.  'water->tone,'  a  pearl.  —  Rasolldsa  (°sa-^d°),  as, 
m. '  the  spontaneous  evolution  of  the  fluids  (or  juices 

of  the  body,  without  nutriment  from  without),'  N. 
of  one  of  the  eight  Siddhis  or  states  of  perfection, 
(also  written   rasolldsd) ;    springing  up  of  deaire, 

increase  of  longing  (for  anything).  —  llasaukas  (°sa- 
ok°),  dnsi,  n.  pi.  the  habitations  of  the  lower  world  ; 
(ds,  as,  as),  inhabiting  the  lower  regions ;  (da),  m. 
an  inhabitant  of  the  lower  world. 

Rasaka,  as,  m.  stewed  or  boiled  meat,  broth, 
soup  made  from  meat,  (also  am,  n.) 

Rcsat,  an,  anti,  at,  tasting,  perceiving  flavour. 
2.  rafana,  a*,  m.  (for  I.  ra*ana  see  p.  835, 

col.  I),  phlegm  (regarded  as  the  cause  of  taste  to  the 
tongue) ;  (d),  f.  the  tongue ;  N.  of  two  plants,  = 
rdsnd  ;  =  gandha-bhadrd  ;  (incorrectly)  =  raiand  ; 
(am),  a.  tasting,  taste,  flavour,  savour;  the  organ  of 
taste ;  the  being  sensible  of  (anything),  perception, 

apprehension,  sense.  —  Rasand-rada,  as,  m. '  having 
the  tongue  for  teeth,'  a  bird.  —  Hasana-lih,  t,  m. 
'  licking  with  the  tongue,'  a  dog.  —  Rasanendriya 
("na-in"),  am,  n.  the  organ  of  taste,  the  tongue. 
Rasayati,  is,  f.  (fr.  a  Norn,  base  rasaya),  taste, 

flavour. 

Rtisayitarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  tasted,  tasty, 

palatable. Rasayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  tastes,  a  taster. 
Rasayitvd,  ind.  having  tasted. 
Rasayaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass. 
Rasdyya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  a  Nom.  rasaya),  Ved. 

to  be  made  savoury  or  tasteful ;  juicy,  tasteful, savoury. 

Rasdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  plants  and  trees, 

the  mango  tree ;  the  sugar-cane ;  a  kind  of  sugar- 
cane (  —  putidraka) ;  the  olibanum  tree;  the  bread- 

cine  supposed  to  prevent  old  age  and  prolong  life,  j  fruit  tree;  wheat;  a  kind  of  grain  ;  a  kind  of  mouse; —     - 
an  elixir,  elixir  vitz;  any  medicine  or  medicinal 
compound;  alchemy,  chemistry,  the  employment 
of  mercury  a  a  remedy  or  for  magical  purposes; 
(according  to  native  lexicographers  also)  buttermilk ; 
poison ;  long  pepper  (?).  -  Raidyana-phala,  (.  Ter- 

(«),  f.  curds  mixed  with  sugar  and  spices ;  the 
tongue ;  DflrvJ  grass ;  Desmodium  Gangeticum ;  a 
vine  or  grape ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  sugar-cane ;  (am), 
n.  frankincense ;  gum-myrrh. 

,  f.  any  tubular  vessel  of  the  body  (espe- 

cially one  conveying  the  fluids),  a  vein,  artery;  a 
nerve,  tendon. 

limsrdihd,  (.  Hemionitis  Cordifolia. 

/i'n.«i'/ra,  as,  n,  am,  =  xa-rasa,  tasty,  savoury, 
flavoured,  well-tasted,  sapid,  tasteful  (as  a  dish,  com- 

position, &c.),  full  of  feeling  or  passion,  impassioned, 
graceful,  elegant,  beautiful ;  spirited,  witty,  faceiious, 
humourous ;  having  a  discriminating  taste,  apprehend- 

ing or  appreciating  flavour  or  excellence,  appreciative ; 
having  a  liking  or  passion  for,  taking  pleasure  in, 
deligtiting  in  (sometimes  with  loc.  or  at  the  end  of 
a  comp.) ;  fanciful ;  lustful ;  (as),  m.  a  man  full  of 
feeling  i,r  passion;  a  libertine;  Ardca  Sibirica  (  = 
eamsa);  a  hoise;  an  elephant!  («),  f.  the  juice  of 
the  sugar-cane,  molasses ;  curds  with  sugar  and  spice ; 

the  tongue  [cf.  nuand']  ;  a  woman's  girdle  [cf. 
i'a.\'i/«a].  —  Httsika-ld,  (.  tasttfulness,  savouriness, 
sapidity  ;  tas:e,  feeling,  the  having  a  taste  for ;  taking 
pleasure  in.  —  Raslka-raiijanl,  {.,  N.  of  a  commen- 

tary. —  Rasika-ramrtna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  poem  by 

Raghu-natha,  (it  consists  of  eighteen  chapters,  and 
contains  the  life  and  adventures  of  Dur-visas,  a 
Vaishnava  preceptor  and  ascetic. )  —  RasikCi-bhdrya, 
as,  m.  a  man  who  has  a  passionate  wife  or  one  full  of 
feeling.  —Rasikexrara,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  rasika, 

a  passionate  woman,  +  is"vura),  N.  of  Krishna. 
2.  rasita,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  p.  835,  col.  i), 

tasted  ;  having  taste  or  flavour  or  sentiment ;  covered 
or  overbid  with  gold,  gilded,  plated,  (in  this  sense  fr. 

rasa,  gold,  +  ita) ;  (am),  n.  vinous  liqur.r,  wine. 
Rasita-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  one  who  has  tasted,  &c. 

2.  rasitri.  Id,  tri,  tri,  =  rasaijitri,  a  taster. 
Rosin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  juice  or  sap,  juicy,  liquid ; 

tasteful,  spirited,  full  of  feeling,  impassioned  ;  having 

good  taste,  having  a  taste  for  the  beautiful. 

Rasya,  as,  d,  am,  juicy,  tasty,  savoury,  palatable ; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants,  =  rosna ;  —pdthd ;  (am), 
n.  blood  (supposed  to  be  produced  from  chyle). 

Rasyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  tasted. 

J3J«T  rasuna,  as,  m.  =  rasona,  lasuna. 
Rasona  or  rasonaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  garlic, 

shalote,  Allium  Ascalonicum. 

rasna,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  ras), 
a  thing,  object. 

rn h (perhaps  originally radh),cl.  I. P. 

rahati,  rardha,  rahitum,  cl.  10.  P.  raha- 
yati,  ararahat  or  ariraAa((?),  rahrtyitum,  to 
leave,  quit,  relinquish,  abandon,  desert,  give  up, 
surrender,  resign ;  [cf.  Gr.  \avOavai,  t\a6ov,  \a&pa, 

a\ri6rjs;  (probably)  Uproot;  perhaps  also  A<5x<>», 
\exas :  Lat.  fates ;  lectitm,  lego :  Goth,  ligan, 

la</ja»  :  Angl.  Sax.  lecgan,  licgan :  Lith.  leidmi, 

idziu.~\ 

Raha,  as,  m.  =  i.  rahas  below.  —  Raha-rudlia- 
bhdra,  as,  d,  am,  withdrawn  into  privacy,  being 
private  or  in  secret.  —  Raha-sil,  Us,  f.,  Ved.  a  woman 

wringing  forth  (a  child)  in  secret,  a  had  woman  who 
conceals  the  birth  of  her  child.  —  Raha-stha,  see 
under  I.  raftas  below. 

Raliana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  quitting,  desertion, 
abandonment ;  separation. 

Rahayat,  an,  anti,  at,  quitting,  abandoning. 
i.  rahas,  as,  n.  (for  2.  see  p.  837,  col.  i),  loneliness, 

solitariness,  solitude,  privacy,  secrecy,  retirement,  (ra- 
Iia4,  in  secret,  secretly,  privily ;  rahassu,  privately,  in 
jrivate,  secretly) ;  a  lonely  or  deserted  place,  private 
>r  solitary  abode,  hiding-place;  a  secret,  mystery, 
mystical  truth ;  sexual  intercourse,  copulation ;  a 
>rivity ;  (as),  ind.  in  a  solitary  place,  in  secret, 

secretly,  clandestinely,  privately,  privily,  (opposed  to 

>ra-ki'txam.)  —  Rahah-slha  or  rnha-stha,  as,  a, 
am,  standing  or  being  in  a  lonely  plare  or  in  private, 
wing  apart,  being  alone ;  being  in  the  enjoyment  of 

.  —  Rahas-kara,  as,  i,  am,  executing  a  secret 
ommission.  •-  Ru hl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  Sec.,  or 
ahi-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhaiati,  &c.,  to  withdraw  to 
solitary  place,  retire  apart.  —  Rahi-bhiita,  as,  d, 

am,  withdrawn  to  a  lonely  place,  retired.  —  Raho- 



rahasa. 
raga-shadava. 
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gala,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  a  lonely  place,  being  alone ; 
secret,  clandestine,  concealed,  private. 

Rahasa  in  anu-r°,  &c.  =  I .  rahas,  p.  836,  col.  3. 
Rahasanandin  or  rahasanandin  (?),  i,  m.,  N. 

of  a  grammarian. 
Rahasya,  as,  a,  am,  secret,  private,  clandestine, 

concealed ;  mysterious ;  fit  to  be  concealed ;  (am), 
n.  a  secret,  any  secret  doctrine  or  mystery,  anything 
hidden  or  recondite,  mystical  or  esoteric  teaching ; 
an  Upanishad  (Manu  II.  165);  (arn),  ind.  in  secret, 
secretly,  privately ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river ;  of  two 

plants,  =  rdsnd  ;  =  pallia.  —  Rahasya-traya-sara, 
'essence  of  the  three  mystical  doctrines,'  N.  of  a 
treatise  by  Ven-kata  Aiarya  (being  a  short  exposition 
in  verse  of  the  doctrines  of  the  VedSnta  according  to 

RSmanuja).  —  Rahasi/a-dharin,  I,  ini,  i,  secret- 
possessing,  being  in  possession  of  a  secret  or  mystery, 
initiated  into  a  secret  rite  or  mystery.  —  Rahasya- 
bheda,  as,  m.  or  rnhasya-bhedana,  am,  n.  or 

rahasya-vibheda,  as,  m.  revealing  a  secret,  dis- 
closure of  a  secret  or  mystery.  —  Rahasya-vrata,  am, 

n.  '  mysi|cal-vow,'  the  mystic  science  of  obtaining 
command  over  magical  weapons. 
Rahasyii,  us,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Rahita,  as,  m.  (perhaps  for  raJtn-'/a),  a  coun- 
sellor, minister ;  a  ghost,  spirit ;  a  spring. 

Rahdya  (fr.  rahas),  Nom.  A.  rahdyate,  &c.,  to 
be  lonely  or  private,  &c. 

Rahita,  as,  a,  am,  left,  quitted,  forsaken,  aban- 
doned, deserted  ;  lonely,  solitary  ;  deserted  by,  sepa- 

rated from,  free  from,  deprived  of,  void  or  destitute 
of,  without  (with  inst.  or  at  the  end  of  comps.  or 
sometimes  at  the  beginning,  e.  g.  bhartrd  rahita,  a 

woman  separated  from  her  husband ;  ratna-rahita 
or  rahita-ratna,  destitute  of  gems) ;  (am),  n.  pri- 

vacy, secrecy,  (rahite,  loc.  c.  in  secret,  in  privacy, 
secretly,  privately.) 
Rahi-kri,  rahi-bhu.    See  under  I.  ratios,  p.  836. 

2.  rahas,  as,  n.  =  ranhas,  swiftness, 

rapidity.     (For  I.  raJias  see  p.  836,  col.  3.) 

^'|iy  rahitgana,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family 

belonging  to  the  race  of  An-giras ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  IX.  37,  38. 

TT  I.  ra,  cl.  2.  P.  (Ved.  also  A.)  rdti  (-te), 
*  rarau,  &c  (Vedic  forms  rdsate,  ardsata, 

rdsan,  rdsat  [see  2.  rds],  rdsva,  rarats,  rard- 
thdm,  rardsva,  raridfivam,  ririhi,  rart,  rardthe, 
rarima,  rarivas,  rdsiya,  Inf.  rdtave),  to  grant, 
give,  bestow,  impart,  give  up,  surrender. 
Rardna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  giving,  bountiful,  (see 

Rig-veda  I.  117,  24.) 
2.  ra,  as,  as,  am,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  grant- 

ing, bestowing,  giving ;  (for  ra,  fern,  of  2.  ra,  see 
p.  824,  col.  3.) 
Rdkd,  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  III.  40.  fr.  rt. 

I.  ra  above),  the  goddess  presiding  over  the  actual 

day  of  full  moon  (or  regarded  as  the  Full  Moon's 
consort;  Anu-mati  is  supposed  to  preside  over  the 
previous  day) ;  the  day  of  full  moon,  full  moon ;  N. 

of  a  daughter  of  An-giras  and  Smriti ;  of  a  daughter 
of  An-giras  and  SVaddha  ;  of  the  wife  of  DhStri  and 
mother  of  Pratri ;  of  a  RakshasT,  mother  of  Khara 

and  SfGrpa-nakha  ;  of  a  daughter  of  Su-malin  ;  of  a 
river  ;  itch,  scab ;  a  girl  in  whom  menstruation  has 

just  commenced.  —  Rdkd-fandra,  as,  m.  full  moon. 

^Rdkd-nis'd,  f.  the  night  of  full  moon.  —  Ililkd- 
patl,  is,  or  rdkd-ramana,  as,  m.  'husband  of 
Raka,'  full  moon.  —  Rdkd-rilihdvari,  f.  the  night 
of  full  moon.  —  Rdkdvibhdi'ari-jdnt,  is,  m.  'the 

consort  of  the  night  of  Raka,'  full  moon.  —  Rakd- 
da^artka,  as,  or  rdka-datin,  i,  m.  full  moon. 

—  Rdkendivara-landhu  (°kd-in°),  us,  m.  full 
moon.  —  Rdl;es"a  (°kd-i:!a),  as,  m.  full  moon;  N. of  Siva. 

Rdta,  as,  a,  am,  given  (Ved.  rdtam  astn,  '  let 
it  be  given;'  cf.  Lat.  ratum  esto),  presented,  be- 

stowed (often  at  the  end  of  comps. ;  cf.  asmad-r°, 
kirtti-r°,  deva-r°,  brahma-r°);  (as),  m.  a  proper 
N.  —  Rdta-manas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  a  ready 

or  willing  mind,  ready,  willing.  —  Rdta-havis,  is, 
is,  is,  Ved.  one  who  offers  oblations.  —  Rata-havya, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one  who  willingly  presents  offerings, 
a  liberal  offerer  or  worshipper  (of  the  gods),  one  to 
whom  the  offering  is  presented,  one  who  receives 
the  oblation;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  with  the 
patronymic  Atreya  (author  of  Rig-veda  V.  65. 66). 

Rdti,  is,  is  or  i,  i,  Ved.  ready  or  willing  to  give, 
generous,  favourable  ;  ready,  willing  ;  (is),  m.  a 

friend,  (opposed  to  a-rdti)  ;  (is),  f.  the  act  of  giving 
or  granting,  bestowal,  presentation,  favour  ;  a  gift, 
present,  offering,  oblation  ;  Indrasya  ratih,  N.  of 
a  Saman.  —  Rati-shdi!,  k,  k,  k  (shd6  for  sdf),  Ved. 
granting  favours,  dispensing  gifts,  liberal,  bountiful, 

generous. Rdvan,  a,  m.,Ved.  a  giver,  bestower;  [cf.  a-r".] 
ra.ii.la,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

)  rakini,  f.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  goddess. 

«.!«  rdkya,  as,  &c.,  coming  or  descended 
from  Raka. 

rdkshasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  2.  rakshas, 

q.  v.),  of  or  belonging  to  a  Rakshas  or  evil  demon, 
like  a  Rakshas,  demoniacal,  infested  by  demons  ; 
(sell,  vivdha  or  ridhi)  one  of  the  eight  forms  of 
marriage  (the  violent  seizure  and  rape  of  a  girl  after 
the  defeat  or  destruction  of  her  relatives,  see  Manu 

I"-  33)  ;  (as),  m.  an  evil  being  or  demon,  an  evil 
or  malignant  spirit,  a  Rakshas,  (the  Rakshasas  are 

sometimes  regarded  as  produced  from  Brahma's foot,  sometimes  with  Ravana  as  descendants  of 

Pulastya  ;  elsewhere  they  are  styled  children  of 
Khasu  or  Su-rasa  ;  according  to  some  they  are  dis- 

tinguishable into  three  classes,  one  sort  being  of  a 
semi-divine  nature  and  ranking  with  Yakshas  &c., 
another  corresponding  to  Titans  or  relentless  enemies 
of  the  gods,  and  a  third  answering  more  to  demons, 
imps,  fiends,  goblins,  going  about  at  night,  haunting 
cemeteries,  disturbing  sacrifices  and  .  devout  men, 
animating  dead  bodies,  ensnaring  and  even  devouring 
human  beings,  and  generally  hostile  to  the  human 
race  ;  this  last  class  is  the  one  most  commonly  de- 

noted by  the  term  Rakshas  or  Rakshasa  ;  their  place 
of  abode,  according  to  the  Ramayana,  was  Lan-ka  in 
Ceylon,  where  resided  their  chief,  Ravana,  q.  v.  ;  in 
Ramayana  V.  10,  17,  &c.  they  are  fully  described; 
some  have  long  arms,  some  are  fat,  others  thin,  some 
dwarfish,  others  enormously  tall  and  humpbacked, 
some  have  only  one  eye,  others  only  one  ear,  some 
enormous  paunches,  others  projecting  teeth  and 
crooked  thighs,  while  others  can  assume  noble  forms 
and  are  beautiful  to  look  upon  ;  they  are  further 
described  as  biped,  triped,  quadruped,  with  heads  of 
serpents,  donkeys,  horses,  elephants,  and  every  ima- 

ginable deformity  ;  cf.  2.  rakshas)  ;  a  king  of  the 
Rakshasas;  (with  Jainas)  one  of  the  eight  classes  of 
Vyantaras  ;  epithet  of  the  thirtieth  MuhOrta  ;  one 

of  the  astronomical  Yogas  or  divisions  of  the  moon's 
path  ;  N.  of  a  minister  of  Nanda  ;  of  a  poet  ;  (a«, 

am),  m.  n.  epithet  of  the  forty-ninth  year  in  the 
Jupiter  cycle  of  sixty  years;  (I),  f.  a  Rakshasa 
female,  RSkshasI  or  female  demon  ;  the  island  of 

the  Rakshasas,  i.  e.  Lan-ka  or  Ceylon  ;  epithet  of 
a  malignant  spirit  supposed  to  haunt  one  of  the 
four  corners  of  a  house  ;  night;  a  kind  of  perfume 
(  =  (andd)  ;  a  large  tooth,  tusk.  —  Rakshasa-kdvya, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  poem.  —  Rakshasa-yraha,  as,  m. 

'  Rakshasa-demon,'  epithet  of  a  particular  kind  of 
insanity  or  seizure  (produced  by  evil  spirits).  —  Rdk- 
shasa-td,  f.  or  rdkshasa-tva,  am,  n.  fiendishness, 
the  state  or  condition  of  a  Rakshasa.  —  Rdkshasd- 

laya  i^sa-aP),  as,  m.  abode  of  the  Rakshasas. 
—  Rakshasi-karana  ,  as,  m.  the  act  of  changing 
into  a  Rakshasa.  —  Rdkshasl-lhuta,  as,  a,  am, 
become  or  changed  into  a  Rakshasa. 

TJTSJIraksha,  f.  (sometimes  written  raksha), 
=  Idkshd,  lac. 

i.lBJltt  rakshoglma,  as,  i,  am,  treating  of 

or  relating  to  the  slayer  of  a  Rakshas ;  agastyasya 

rdkshoyhnam  and  agne  rdkshoghnam,  N.  of  two Samans. 

Rdkuho'sura,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  or  treating 
of  a  Rakshas  and  Asura ;  containing  the  words  rak- 

shas and  asura. 

TTKI   rakh  [cf.  rt.  lakli],  cl.  I.  P.  rakhati, 
\  Sec.,  Caus.  Aor.  arardkhat,  to  be  arid  or 

dry ;  to  adorn ;  to  suffice,  be  able  or  competent ;  to 

impede,  prevent. 

Wl  rnaa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ranj),  the  act  of 

colouring  or  dyeing,  tinting  [cf.  murdhaja-r°~\ ; colour,  hue,  tint,  dye,  red  colour,  (sometimes  at  the 
end  of  an  adj.  comp.,  e.  g.  krimi-raya,  as,  d,  am, 
red  as  cochineal,  dyed  with  cochineal) ;  affection, 

emotion,  passion,  feeling ;  a  musical  mode,  (six  pri- 
mary modes  or  orders  of  sounds  are  enumerated, 

viz.  Shairava,  Kaudika,  Hindola,  Dipaka,  S'ri- 
rd<ja,  and  Meyha  ;  or  S'rl-raga,  Vasanta,  Pan- 
taina,  Shairava,  Meyha,  and  Na/a-ndrdyana; 

or  Mdlava,  Malldra,  S'rl-raga,  Vasanta,  Hil- 
lola,  and  Kanidta :  these  six  Ragas  or  modes  are 
supposed  to  have  been  originally  connected  with  the 
six  Ritus  or  seasons,  each  mode,  like  the  several 

seasons,  moving  some  Raga  or  affection  of  the  mind  ; 
they  are  personified,  and  each  of  the  six  is  wedded  to 
five  consorts,  called  RJginis,  and  is  the  father  of  eight 
sons ;  sometimes  six  RSginTs  are  assigned  to  each 
R5ga) ;  a  musical  note,  harmony,  music ;  the  quality 
Rajas,  q.  v. ;  feeling  or  mental  affection  in  general, 
love,  sympathy,  interest  in  anything,  joy,  pleasure ; 
vehement  longing  or  desire ;  regret,  sorrow ;  greedi- 

ness, envy  ;  anger,  wrath  ;  loveliness,  beauty,  charm, 
attraction  ;  nasalization  ;  N.  of  a  particular  process  in 
the  preparation  of  quicksilver;  a  king,  prince ;  the 
sun  ;  the  moon ;  (a),  f.  F,leusine  Coracana,  a  sort  of 
grain  (commonly  called  RSggy,  much  cultivated  in 
the  south  of  India) ;  N.  of  the  second  daughter  of 
An-giras ;  [cf.  according  to  some,  Gr.  ̂ ^717,  perhaps 

for  ̂ 0^17.]  —  Rdga-khadava,  see  rdga-shddava. 
—  Rdga-khdndava,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  sweetmeat ; 

[cf.  rdga-shddava."l  —  Rdga-kMndavika,  as,  m.  a 
maker   of  the  above  sort  of  sweetmeat.  —  Rdga- 
iurna,  as,  m.  Acacia  Catechu  (a  tree  yielding  an 

astringent  resin,  the  wood  of  which  is  used  in  dye- 
ing);  a  red  powder  (which  the  Hindus  throw  over 

each  other  at  the  vernal   festival  called  Holi ;    cf. 

holdkd) ;   red  lead ;    lac ;    Kama-deva,  the  god  of 
love.  —  Raga-Mhanna,  as,  m.  the  god  of  love  or 
Kama-deva ;  N.  of  Rama.  —  Rdga-da,  as,  a,  am, 

colour-giving,  colouring,  passion-inspiring ;  (as),  m. 

a   kind    of  shrub,  =  tail-am ;    (d),    f.  'producing 
various    colours,'   crystal.  —  Rdga-dravya,   am,    n. 
'  colour-substance,'  paint,  dye.  —  Rdga-patta,  a  kind 
of  precious  stone.  —  Rdga-pitshpa,  as,  m.  Penta- 
petes  Phcenicea ;  the  red  globe-amaranth ;  (i),  f. 
the  Chinese  rose.  —  Rdga-prasava,  as,  m.  Penta- 
peles  Phcenicea;  the  red  globe-amaranth. «- Rdga- 
bandha,  as,  m.  the  connection  of  the  Ragas,  ex- 

pression or  manifestation  of  affection,  affection, 
passion.  —  Rdya-bandhin,  I,  ini,  i,  exciting  or 
inflaming  the  passions.  —  Riif/a-bhanjana,  as,  m.f 
N.  of  a  Vidya-dhara.  —  Rdga-manjarikd,  f.  a  dimi- 

nutive from  rdga-marijari  below  ('wicked  Raga- 
manjarl').  —  Rdga-manjari,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
—  Rdga-maya,  as,  I,  am,  '  consisting  of  colour  or 
of  red  colour,'  red-coloured,  red ;    dear,   beloved. 

—  Rdga-mald,  f. '  string  or  series  of  musical  Ragas,' 
a  chapter  on  the  subject  of  musical  Ragas ;  N.  of  a 
work    on   the    musical    Ragas    by    Kshema-karna. 
—  Raga-yuj,  k,  m.  a  ruby.—Rdga-rajju,  us,  m. 

Kama-deva,  the  god  of  love.  —  Rdga-latd,  f.  'Pas- 
sion-creeper, Passion-flower,'  N.  of  Rati  (wife  of 

Kama-deva).  —  Rdga-lekhd,  f.  a  streak  or  line  of 
paint,  stroke,  the  mark  ot  dye.  —  Rdga-vat,  an,  ati, 

at,  having  colour, coloured,  red;  impassioned.  —  Rd- 
ga-vibod/ia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  celebrated  treatise  on 
the  musical  Ragas  and  theory  of  music.  —  Rdga- 

vrinta,  as,  m.  '  Passion-stalk,'  N.  of  Kama-deva, 
the  god  of  \ove.-Raga-shddava,  as,  m.  a  sweet- 10  b 
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meat  made  from  grapes  and  pomegranates  together 
with  a  kind  of  broth  made  from  Phaseolus  Mungo ; 

(according  to  others)  half  ripe  mango  fruit  m  'de 
into  syrup  with  ginger,  cardamoms,  oil,  butter,  &c., 

(also  written  rai/a-kli'ninta,  rjyu-thiifihaca  ;  cf. 
:,'<ii/i//firu.)  —  lidga-sutra,  am,  n.  any 

coloured  thread  or  string ;  a  silk  thread ;  the  siring 

of  a  balance.  —  Ragdrtgi  (°(ja-ait°)  or  riigdilhyd 
(°ga-dJh°l,  f.  Rubia  Munjisia  (~naijithjha). 
—  Rdgdtmaka  (°ya-dt'),  as,  i/;<(,  am,  composed 

of  or  characterized  by  passion,  impassioned.  —  l{~iyii- 

nugarivriti  (°ga-an°),  is,  f,  N.  of  a  work.  —  ll'i- 
gdiulha  (°ga-an°),  as,  a,  am,  blind  with  passion 
or  desire.  —  Raydia-ita  (°ga-an°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
colour   or   dye,  coloured ;    affected  by  passion  or 

desire.  -  Ragdyata   (°ya-ay°).   am,   n.    excess   of 
passion,  the  coming   on  or   uprising   of  excessive 

passion.  ••  Rdyarnava  (°ga-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of^a 
work  on  the  musical  Ragas.  —  Rdtjarha  ("gu-ar  ), 
as,  a,  am,  worthy  of  affection,  any  suitable  object 

of  affection.  —  Rdgds"ani  (°ga-a3  ),  is,  m.  a  Bud- 
dha; a  Jina.  —  Rdgodreka  ("ga-wf),  as,  m.  excess 

of  passion. 
Riigadali,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  lentil  (  =  masura). 
Rdgdru,,  us,  us,  u,  one  who  raises  hopes  of  a  gift 

which  he  afterwards  disappoints. 

Rdgin,  i,  int,  i  (fr.  it.  ranj  and  fr.  raga), 
coloured,  dyed,  painted,  having  a  particular  colour 
(applied  to  a  kind  of  Amaurosis  or  blindness  when 
it  affects  the  second  membrane  of  the  eye,  as  opposed 

to  a-rdgin,  which  affects  the  first) ;  red,  of  a  red 
colour ;  full  of  passion  or  feeling ;  impassioned, 
labouring  under  emotion,  given  up  to  passion ;  full 
of  love,  loving,  affectionate,  warm,  susceptible,  in 
love ;  passionately  fond  of,  devotedly  attached  to, 
taking  great  pleasure  in  (with  loc.  or  at  the  end  of 
a  comp.),  eagerly  desirous  of,  having  great  taste  or 
relish  for  (anything) ;  colouring,  painting,  dyeing ; 
rejoicing,  delighting,  gladdening,  exhilarating;  (i), 
m.  a  painter ;  a  lover ;  a  lustful  man,  libertine ;  a 

sort  of  grain  ( =  &a hutara-kanis'a) ;  (int),  f.  a 
modification  of  the  musical  mode  called  Raga,  (thirty 

or  thirty-six  Raginis  are  enumerated,  either  five  or 
six  being  assigned  to  each  Riga  and  personified  as 
his  wives)  ;  a  wanton  and  intriguing  woman  ;  N.  of 
the  eldest  daughter  of  Menaka ;  a  form  of  Lakshml. 

—  Rdgi-td,  f.  the  state  of  being  coloured  or  impas- 
sioned,   affectionateness,    tenderness,    fondness    for, 

longing  after,  eager  desire  for  (with  loc.  or  at  the 
end  of  comps.). 

J  |«  i.  ragh  [cf.  rt.  Kgh],  cl.  I.  A.  ra- 
^  ghate,  rardghe,  rdghitum,  to  be  able  or 

competent:  Cans,  rdghayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ara- 
raghat. 

2.  ragh,  rat;,  m.  an  able  or  efficient  person. 

MM5*  rdghava,  as,  m.  (fr.  raghu),  a  de- 
scendant of  Raghu ;  a  patronymic  of  Aja ;  of  Dasa- 

ratha ;  (especially)  of  Rama-candra ;  of  a  more 
recent  king  (author  of  the  Hasta-ratnavall) ;  of  the 
author  of  the  Ganesa-stuti  hymn ;  of  a  serpent- 
demon  ;  sea,  ocean ;  a  species  of  large  fish ;  (ait), 
m.  du.  the  two  Raghavas,  i.  e.  Rama  and  Laksh- 
mana.  —  Rdghava-toitauya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 
—  Rdyhava-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet ;   of  the 
father  of  Damodara  and  grandfather  of  Jarn-gadhara  ; 
of  the  author  of  the  Laghu-6intana.  —  Raghaea- 

l»~iiidavtya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  artificial  poem  by 
Kavi-rlja  giving  a  narrative  of  the  acts  of  both 
Raghavas  and  Pandavas  in  such  a  way  that  it  may 
be  interpreted  either  as  a  history  of  one  or  the  other 
family.  -Rayhaca-Wuitla,  as,  m.,  N.of  an  author. 
—  Itdtjltava-vildia.,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Rd- 
oAatunanrfa  (°va-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of Han-nanda ;  of  the  author  of  the  NyayavalMTdhiti ; of  the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the  Manava- 
dharma-sastra.  -  Hayhacanuja-ga  (°vu-an°),  as, a,  am,  referring  to  the  younger  brother  of  Rama. 
—  Rd'jhavdbhyudaya.  (°ca-alh°),  at,  m.  'rise  of 
Rama,'  N.  of  a    drama.  -  Rdijhavdyaiia  (°va- 
ay°),  am,  n.  Rama's  history,  i.e.  the  RamSyana. 

-  Riighavendra  fww'n0).  as,  m.  '  RSghava-chief,' 
N.  of  several  persons.  —  RdyhaveJvara  (°va-~n!°), 
'  R5ghava-lord,'  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  Lin-gas. 
Rdgltariya,  am,  n.  the  work  composed  by  Rl- 

ghava. 

U^joS  rankala,  as,  m.  a  thorn. 

<J3,>et  rankava,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  the 
Ran-ku  species  of  deer  ;  made  from  the  hair  of  the 
Ran-ku  deer,  woollen  ;  coming  from  Ran-ku  (said  of 
animals,  see  PSn.  IV.  2,  100);  (am),  n.  woollen 

cloth  made  of  deer's  hair,  a  woollen  cover  or  gar- 
ment ;  a  rug,  blanket.  —  Rditkavdjina  (°va-af), 

am,  n.  a  woollen  skin.  —  Rdnkavdstarana  (°ra- 
d.f),  am,  n.  a  woollen  coverlet.  —•  Rdnkai'dstrita 

(°va-as"),  as,  d,  am,  covered  with  a  woollen  rug. 
Rdttkavaka,  as,  i,  am,  coming  from  Ran-ku 

(said  of  men,  see  P§n.  IV.  2,  100). 

Rdnkardyana,  as,  i,  am,  coming  from  Ran-ku 
(said  of  animals). 

TTjf  rattya,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

<jf?<u  rangana,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  flower 
(commonly  called  Ran-gan). 

<j  Pqn  ratita,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Racita. 

Rdtitdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Racita. 

i.  raj  (perhaps  connected  with  rt. 
rij,  originally  raj),  cl.  I  .  P.  A.  (in  Ved. 

only  P.)  rdjali,  -te  (Ved.  also  cl.  2.  rashti,  ardd), 
rardja  (2nd  sing,  rardjitha  or  rejitha,  3rd  pi. 
rardjith  or  rejuh),  rardje  or  reje,  rdjitum  (Ved. 
rajase),  to  reign,  rule,  exercise  sovereignty,  to  be  a 
king  or  sovereign,  to  be  the  first  or  chief  (of  any- 

thing) ;  to  rule  over  (with  gen.)  ;  to  govern,  direct 
(with  ace.);  to  be  illustrious  or  eminent;  to  shine, 
glitter,  glisten,  be  radiant  or  splendid  ;  to  appear  as  : 
Caus.  rdjayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  arardjat,  to  reign, 
rule  ;  to  illuminate,  make  radiant  :  Desid.  rii'dji- 
shati,  -te:  Intern,  rdrdjyate,  rdrdshti;  [cf.  Lat. 
rego,  di-rigo,  rex;  Goth,  ragino,  reikja  (  = 
rdjya),  reik-s,  '  a  chief;'  Old  Germ,  rfc/w.] 

2.  raj,  t,  t,  t,  shining,  radiant  (at  the  end  of 
comps.);  (t),  m.  =  rdjan,  a  king,  sovereign,  chief; 
any  principal  object  or  anything  the  best  of  its  kind 
[cf.  daitkha-rdj]  ;  N.  of  an  Ekaha  ;  a  metre  of 
four  times  twenty-two  syllables  ;  (1),  {.,  Ved.,  N.  of 

a  goddess;  (according  to  Mahi-dhara)=?*a/ya,  a 
kingdom;  [cf.  Lat.  rex;  Goth.  m£g.] 
Raja,  us,  m.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  =  rdjan,  a 

king,  prince,  sovereign,  chief;  any  principal  object 

or  anything  the  best  of  its  kind  ;  [cf.  ryuha-r°;  at 

the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  the  fern,  ends  in  d.~\ 
Rdjaka,  as,  d,  am,  illuminating,  irradiating, 

splendid;  (as),  m.  a  little  king,  petty  prince  ;  = 
rajan  (often  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.);  N. 
of  various  persons  ;  (am),  n.  a  number  of  kings  or 
sovereigns. 

Rdjaklya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rdjaka),  of  or  belonging 
to  a  king,  kingly,  princely,  royal. 

Rdjat,  an,  ant'i,  at,  ruling;  shining,  (an  ano- malous form  rdjatfim  for  riijantam  is  given.) 
Rajan,  d,  m.  (for  fern,  rajili  see  p.  840,  col.  3),  a 

king,  sovereign,  prince,  ruler,  chief,  governor,  (at  the 
end  of  an  adj.  comp.  the  fem.  may  be  formed  in 
three  ways,  viz.  either  like  the  masc.  or  fr.  raja,  and 
declined  like  the  fem.  of  Siva,  or  with  raj  HI  de- 

clined like  nodi,  e.  g.  baJtu-rajan,  having  many 
kings,  makes  its  fem.  sing.  du.  either  bahu-rdjd, 
-rdjdnau  or  liahu-rdjii,  -rdje  or  bahu-rdjni,  -rd- 
./«»/««,  see  Pan.  IV.  1,28;  sometimes  rajan  is  found  at 
the  end  of  a  comp.  where  raja  would  be  more  correct  ; 

cf.  ndga-rajan,  ka^i-r°)  ;  a  man  of  the  military 
caste,  Kshatriya,  a  man  of  the  royal  tribe  (  =  rdja- 
nya)  ;  N.  of  Yudhi-shthira  ;  a  master  ;  the  moon  ; 
Indra;  a  Yaksha;  N.  of  one  of  the  eighteen  attend- 

ants on  Surya  (identified  with  a  form  of  Guha)  ; 

government,  guidance,  (this  is  said  to  be  the  sense 
in  only  one  passage,  Rig-veda  X.  49,  4  ;  according to   Say. 

rdjandrt/iam.)  —  Rdja-risM 

rdjarshi.  —Raja-kathd,  f.  a  history  of  kings,  royal 

history.  —  Rdja-kadamba,  as,  m.  'royal  Kadamba,' 
a  sort  of  Kadamba.  —  Raja-kandarpa,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  woik.  —  Rdja-kanyaid  or  rdja-kanyd,  f.  a 

king's  daughter,  princess.  —  Ildja-kara,  as,  m. 
king's  tax,  tribute  paid  to  a  king,  royal  tribute  or 
taxes.  —  Rdja-karkafi,  f.  a  kind  of  cucumber  (  = 

i'liinkiirkati).  —  Rdja-karna,  as,  m.  an  elephant's 

tusk.  —  Raja-kurtii,  td,  m.  '  king-maker,' one  who assists  at  the  coronation  of  a  king;  (tdras),  m.  pi. 

those  who  place  the  king  on  the  throne.  —  Rdja- 
kaniian,  a,  n.  the  business  or  duty  of  a  king;  any 
service  performed  for  a  king,  royal  service ;  the 
Soma  ceremony ;  (dm),  n.  pi.  royal  or  state  affairs. 
—  lidja-kalasa,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Raj/n-kala, 

f.  the  sixteenth  part  of  the  moon's  disk,  a  crescent 
of  the  moon.  —  Haja-ktdi,  is,  m.  a  bad  king  who 
does  not  protect  his  subjects.  —  Ruja-kaxeru,  vx,  m. 
a  fragrant  grass,  Cyperus  Rotundus ;  («),  n.  the  root 

of  Cyperus   Perienuis.  —  Rdja-kdrya,   am,  n.    a 

king's  duty  or  business,  state  affairs.  —  Itma-kun- 
jtira,  as,  m.  'an  elephant  among  kiflg/^^Beat  or 

powerful  monarch.  —  Raja-kumdra,  as,  m^Fking's 
son,  prince.  — Rdja-kumdrikd,  f.  a  king's  daughter, 
princess.  —  Rdja-kula,  am,  n.  a  king's  fimily,  royal 
family ;  the  court  of  a  king ;  a  court  of  justice  ;  a 

royal  pa.hce.  —  Rdjakula-bhatta,  as,  m.  any  learned 
man  attached  to  a  royal  household.  —  Rdja-kulya,as, 

d,  am,  of  royal  race,  of  regal  descent.  —  Rdja-kush- 
mdnda,  as,  m.  Solatium  Melongena.  —  Rdja-krit, 
t,  m.  =  rdja-kartri.  —  Raja -krita,  as,  d,  am,  made 
or  performed  by  a  king.  —  Rdja-krita-pratijiia,  as, 

a,  am,  one  who  has  fulfilled  the  king's  conditions. 
—  Raja-kritya,  am,  n.  king's  duty  or  business, 
state  affairs.  —  Raja-kritvan  =  rdja-kartri  (followed 

by  an  ace.,  Bhatti-k.  VI.  i^o).  —  RSja-ko.<dtaka, 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  fruit.  —  Raja-kraya,  as,  m.,  Ved. 

purchase  of  Soma.  —  Rdja-kriyd,  f.  the  business  of 
a  king,  royal  or  state  affairs.  —  Rdja-kshavaka,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  mustard.  —  Rdja-kharjiiri,  f.  a  kind 
of  date  tree  (  =  nripa-priyd).  —  Raja-yana,as,m. 

a  host  of  kings.  —  Rdja-ga^i,   f.   Bos   Grunniens. 
—  Rdja-gdmin,  t,  ittl,  i,  going  to  the  king  or 
ruler,  devolving  or  escheating  to  the  sovereign  (as 

property  &c.  to  which  there  are  no  heirs).  —  Raja- 

girl,  is,  m. '  king's  hill,'  N.  of  a  place ;  a  species  of 

vegetable  ( =  rajadrfy.  —  Rdja-guru,  us,  m.  a  king's 
minister,  royal  counsellor.  —  Rdja-guhya,  am,  n.  a 

royal  mystery.  —Raja-griha,  as,  m.  a  king's  house, 
royal  dwelling,  palace ;  N.  of  the  chief  city  in  Ma- 

gadha  (said  to  be  nine  Yojanas  distant  from  Patali- 
putra)  ;  (as,  d,  am),  belonging  to  the  city  R5ja-griha. 
—  Rdja-griJiaka,  as,  d,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  the 
city  Raja-griha.  —  Ritja-geha,  as,  m.  =  rdja-griha, 

a  palace.  •-  Rdja-gi'ivu,  as,  m.  a  species  offish.  —  Rd- 
ja-gha,  as,  m.  a  king-killer,  regicide ;  (as,  a,  am), 
sharp,  hot  —  Rdja-fiTina,  am,  n.  a  mark  or  sign  of 

royalty,  insignia  of  royalty ,  regalia.  —  Raja-iihnaka, 
am,  n.  the   organs  of  generation   (  =  upa-ttha). 
—  Rdja-jakshman  for  raja-yakshman,  q.  v.  —  Rd- 
ja-jambu,  us,  f.  a  species  of  JambO ;  a  species  of 

date   tree.  —  Rdja-tanaya,   as,  m.   a  king's   son, 

prince;  (a),  f.  a  king's  daughter,  princess.  —  Rdja- 
tarait-gini,  f.  '  stream  or  current  history  of  kings,' 
N.  of  a  celebrated  history  of  the  kings  of  Kasmira 
or    Cashmere   by  Kalhana   (written   A.  D.   1148). 

—  Riija-taru,  us,  m.  Cathartocarpus  or  Cassia  Fis- 
tula ;    Pterospermum    Acerifolium.  —  Rdja-tarunl, 

f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  the  globe-amaranth.  —  Raja-tat, 
ind.  from  a  king.  —Rdja-td,  (.  or  rdja-tva,  am,  n. 
kingship,  royalty,  the  rank  or  function  of  a  king, 
sovereignty,  princedom,  kingly  dignity  or  authority, 

government.  —  Rdja-tdla,  as,  m.  or  raja-tali,  {.  a 
betel-nut  tree ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  measure 
or  time  in  music.  —  Rdja-timisha,  as,  m.  Cucumis 
Sativus.  —  Rdja-tlrtha,   am,   n.,    N.    of  a    Tirtha. 
—  Rdja-tiutga,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Jldja-lemi- 
tha,  as,  m.  —  rdja-timisha.  —  Raja-danda,  as,  m. 

a  king's  sceptre,  kingly  authority,  punishment  in- 
flicted by  a  king;  fine  payable  to  a  king.  —  Rdja- 

dattd,  f.  a  proper  N.  —  Raja-danta,  as,  m.  a  prin- 
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cipal  tooth,  front  tooth;  a  proper  N.  —  Rdjadaxti, 

is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Raja-danta.  —  Rdja-dar- 
iana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  seeing  or  appearing  before 
a  king,  a  royal  audience ;  N.  of  a  kind  of  artificial 

composition.  —  Rdja-ddra,  as,  ni.  pi.  a  king's  wife, 
royal  consort;  the  wives  of  a  klng.  —  Raja-duhitri, 

td,  f.  a  king's  daughter,  princess.  —  Rdja-duta,  as, 
m.  a  king's  ambassador.  —  Rdja-dund,  (.  a  kind  of 
high-growing  Durva  fpass.  —  Rdja-drisJiad,  t,  f., 
N.  of  the  larger  or  lower  mill-stone.  —  Raja-deva, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lexicographer  (  =  bhoja-rdja-dmi). 
—  Rdja-dnima,   as,   m.  =  rdja-eriknha.  —  Rd)a- 

droha,  as,  m. '  the  act  of  injuring  a  king,'  high  trea- 
son, rebellion.  —  Rdjardrohin,  I,  m.  'king-injurer,' 

a  traitor,  rebel.  —  Rdja-dvdr,  r,  {.  or  rdja-dvdra, 

am,   n.    the  king's  gate,  gate  of  a    royal   palace. 
—  Rdja-dvdrika,  as,  m.  a  royal   porter  or  gate- 

keeper. —  Raja-dhattura  or  rdja-dhatturaka,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  thorn-apple.  —  Rdja-dharma,  as,  m. 

a  king's  duty ;    (ae),  in.  pi.  royal  duties,  rules  or 
laws  renting  to  kings.  —  Rdjadharma-kaustubha, 

N.  of  ̂•''f^'he  bmriti-kaustubha.  —  Rdja-dhar- 
man,  ̂ ^.,  N.  of  the  king  of  the  cranes  or  herons 
(a  son  of  KaSyapa,  Maha-bh.  Santi-p.  6337).  —  Ra- 

jadharmdnuxdsana  (°ma-an°),  am,  n.  'instruc- 
tion in  the  duties  of  kings,'  N.  of  the  first  section  of 

the  Santi-p.  of  the  MahS-bhSrata.  —  Rdja-dhdna  or 
rdja-dhdnaka,  am,  n.  or  rdja-dhdnikd,  or  rdja- 

dhdni,  f.  a  royal  city,  metropolis,  capital,  a  king's 
residence,    pi\zce.  —  Rdja-dhdnya,   am,    n.   'royal 

grain,'  Panicum   Frumentaceum ;    a  kind    of  rice. 
—  Itdja-dhdmun,  a,  n.  a  king's  residence,  royal 
palace.  —  Rdja-dhira,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Rdja- 

dhura,  as,  m.  or  rdja-dliurd,  f. '  king's  yoke,'  the 
burden  of  government.  —  Rdja-dhuxturaka,  or  rdja- 
dhurta,  as,  m.  a  species  of  large  Datura  or  thorn- 
apple.  —  Rija-nagari,  f.  a  royal  city.  —  R dja-nan- 

dana,  as,  m.  a  king's  son,  prince.  —  Rdja-naya, 
as,  m.  royal  conduct  or  policy,  the  administration 

of  government,  politics.  —  Rdja-ndpita,  as,  m.  a 
royal  barber,  a  first-rate  barber.  —  Rdja-ndman,  d, 
m.  Trichosanthes  Diceca.  —  Rdja-nighantu,  us,  or 
rdja-nighanta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  dictionary  of  materia 
medica  (including  many  herbs  and  plants)  by  Hara- 
hari-pandita,  (also  written  rdja-nirghanta.)  —  Rdja- 
nirdhuta-datida,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  under- 

gone punishment  from  a  king.  —  Rdja-niveiana, 

am,  n.  a  king's  abode,  palace.  —  Raja-niti,  is,  f. 
royal  conduct  or  policy,  the  administration  of  govern- 

ment, statesmanship,  politics.  —  Rdja-nila,  am,  n. 
an  emerald.  —  Rajan-vat,  an,  ati,  at  (anomalous  for 
raja-vat,  see  Pan.  VIII.   2,  14),   having  a  good 
king,  governed  by  a  just  monarch   (Raghu-v.  VI. 
2l).  —  Rdja-patola  or  rdja-patolaka,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  cucumber,  Trichosanthes  Diceca ;  (i),  f.  = 

madhura-paloUC!).  —  Rdja-pat/a,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  precious  stone,  a  diamond  of  inferior  quality  (slid 
to  be  brought  from  VirSta-desa  in  the  north-west  of 
India) ;  a  royal  fillet  or  tiara.  —  Rdja-pattikd,  f.  = 
ddtaka-pakahin.  —  Rdja-pati,   is,   m.    a   lord   of 

kings.  —  Rdja-patni,  f.  a  king's  wife,  royal  consort, 
queen.  —  Rdja-patha,  as,  m.  the  king's  highway,  a 
main  road,  public  road,  principal  street.  —  Rdja-pa- 
thdya,  Nom.  A.  -pathdyate,  &c.,  to  represent  or 
be  like  a  main  road.  —  Rdja-pada,  am,  n.  the  rank 
of  a  king,  kingship.  —  Rdja-paddhat i,  is,  f.  a  main 
road,    principal    street.  —  Rdja-parnl,   f.    Psederia 
Fcetida.  —  Rdjit-patdu  •/«,  us,  m.  a  particular  kind 
of  onion.  —  Rvja-pdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king;  of  a 

royal  family.  —  Rdja-jritri,  td,  m.  a  king's  father. 
~Rdja-pilu,  its,  m.  a  species  of  tree  (=mahd- 

pilu).—  Raja-putra,  as,  m.  a  king's  son,  prince; 
a  Kshatriya  or  man  of  the  military  tribe  (in  the 
Hindu  caste  system) ;  the  son  of  a  VaiSya  by  an 
Ambashthl  or  the  son  of  a  Kshatriya  by  a  Karani ; 
a  Rajpoot  (the  name  of  a  cla>s  of  persons  who  claim 
descent  from  the  ancient  Kshatriyas) ;  the  planet 
Mercury  (regarded  as  the  son  of  the  moon) ;  a  kind 

of  mango;  (i),  f.  a  king's  daughter,  princess;  a 
female  of  the  Rajpoot  tribe ;  N.  of  several  plants,  a 

bilter  gourd  ( =  kdtu-tumbi) ;  a  kind  of  jasmine 

j  (=jdll,mdlatl);  a  kind  of  perfume  (  =  rei}iHca) ; 
a  kind  of  meul  (  =  rdja-riti) ;  a  musk-rat;  (d),  f., 

Ved.  '  having  kings  for  sons,"  a  mother  of  kings. 
—  Rdja-putraka,  am,  n.  a  number  of  kings'  sons, 
assemblage  of  princes.  —  Rdja-piitrikd,  {.  a  king's 
daughter,  princess;   a  species  of  bird  (  —  iarari). 
—Rdja-putriya,  am,  n.,N.  of  a  work.  —  Raja-pura, 
am,  u.  a  royal  city,  the  residence  of  a  king;  N.  of  a 
city ;  (1),  f.,  N.  of  a  city.  —  Raja-purusha,  as,  m.  a 

royal  servant  or  attendant ;  a  king's  minister.  —  Rdja- 
pushpa,  as,  m.  Mesua  Roxburgh!! ;  (i),  f.  a  species 
of  plant  (  =  l;aru>il).  —  Rdja-puga,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  Areca  or  betel-nut  palm.  —  Rdja-purusha,  as,  m. 
=  raja-purtuha  above. —  Rdja-paurushika,  as,  I, 

am,  being  in  a  king's  senicc.  —  Rdja-pauruehya, 
am, .  n.  (fr.  rdja-ptinisha),  the  state  of  a   royal 

servant,  the   being  a  king's   minister.  —  Rdja-pra- 
Icriti,  is,  (.  a  king's  minister.  —  Rdja-pradeya,  as, 
d,  am,  to  be  given  or  presented  to  a  king.  —  Rdja- 
prasdda,  as,  m.  royal  favour.  —  Rdja-priya,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  onion  ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  plant  ( = 

karunl).—Rdja-preshya,  as,  m.  a  king's  servant; 
(am),  n.  royal  service,  service  of  kings,  (more  cor- 

rectly rdja-pralshya.)  —  Rdja-/>hanijj/iaka,  as, 
m.  an  orange  tree.  —  Raja-phala,  am,  n.  'royal 
fruit,'  the  fruit  of  Trichosanthes  Dioeca ;    (as},  m. 
'  bearing  royal  fruit,"  a  species  of  tree,  =  rdjddam ; 
(a),  (.  Eugenia  Jambolana.  —  Rdja-badara,  as,  m. 
a  species  of  jujube  tree;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of  Justicia 

plant ;  salt.  —  Rdja-bandha,  as,  m.  imprisonment  by 
the  king.  —  Raja-bald,  f.  Pzderia  Fcetida.  —  Rdja- 
bdndhava,  as,  m.  a  relation  of  a  king,  royal  rela- 

tion ;   (i),  f.  a  female  relation  of  a  king.  —  Rdja- 

bhafa,  an,  m.  a  king's  soldier,  soldier  of  the  royal 
army.  —  Raja-bhatti/ci,  f.  a  species  of  water-fowl. 
—  Rdja-bhadraka,  as,  m.  Costus  Speciosus  or  Ara- 
bicus;    Azadirachta  ]nd\cz.  —  Rdja-bhaya,  am,  n. 

king's  risk,  danger  from  a  king,  fear  of  a  king. 
—  Rdja-bhavana,  am,  n.  a  king's  abode,  royal 
palace.  —  Rdja-bhdryd,   f.   a   king's  wife,   queen. 
—  Rdja-bhuya,   am,   n.  =  raja-td,    royalty,  &c. 
—  Rdja-bhrit,  see  Gana  San-kaladi  to  Pan.  IV.  2, 

"jS'  —  Raja-bhrita,  as,  d,  am,  hired  by  the  king, 

being  in  the  king's  service  ;  (as),  m.  a  king's  soldier. 
—  Rilja-bhritya,  as,  m.  a  servant  of  a  king,  royal 
servant  or  minister,  courtier,  any  public  officer.  —  Rd- 

ja-bhoga,  as,  m.  a  king's  meal,  royal  repast.  —  Rdja- 
bhogina,  as,  d,  am,  fit   for  a  king's  enjoyment, 
suitable  for  a  king's  use.  —  Rdja-bhoyya,  as,  m. 
Buchanalia  Latifolia ;  (am),  n.  nutmeg.  —  Rdja-bho- 
jiina,  as,  d,  am,  eaten  by  kings.  —  Rd/a-bhauta, 

as,  m.  a  king's  fool  or  jester.  —  Rdja-bhrdtri,  td, 
m.  a  king's  brother.  —  Raja -mait i,  is,   m.  'royal 
gem,'  a  kind  of  precious  stone.  —  Rdja-mantiuka, 
as,  m.  a  species  of  large  frog.  —  Rdja-manlra-dhara, 

as,  m.  a  king's  counsellor,   royal  minister.  —  Rdja- 
mantrin,  I,  m.  a  minister  of  state.  —  Rdja-man- 
dira,  am,  n.  the  palace  of  a  king,  a  royal  mansion ; 
N.  of  the  chief  town  of  Kalin-ga.  —  Rdja-malla, 
as,  m.  a  royal  wrestler.  —  Rdja-mahila,  N.  of  a 

tovm.  —  Rdja-maJiendra-tirtlia  (°hd-in°),  am,  u., 

N.  of  a  TIrtha.  —  Riija-mdtri,  td,  f.  a  king's  mother. 
—  Rdja-matra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  every  one  claiming 
the  name   of  Rajan.  —  Raja-manusha,  as,  m.   a 
royal  officer  or  minister,  any  public  officer.  —  Jtdja- 

mdrya,  (i.<,  m.  the  king's  highway,  a  royal  or  main 
road,  high  road,  high  street,  principal  street  (one 
passable    for   horses   and    elephants);    the  way    or 
method   of  kings,   procedure  of  kings   (as  warfare 
&c.).  —  Raja-indrtanda,  N.  of  a  commentary  by 

Bhoja-deva  on  Patanjali's  \foga-sutras.  —  Rdja-md- 
sha,   as,  m.  a  kind    of  bean,   Dolichos   Catjang. 

—  Rdja-mdshya,  as,  d,  (tm,  suited  to  the  cultiva- 
tion of  Raja-masha,  consisting  of  or  sown  with  this 

plant  (as  a  field  &c.).  —  Rdja-mudga,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  bean.  —  Rdja-mudrd,  f.  a  royal  signet  or  seal. 
—  Raja-muni,    is,   m.  =  rdjarsfii.  —  Raja-mri~ 

gdnlta  (°ffa-ana>),  N.  of  a  particular  medicinal  com- 
pound ;  of  an  astronomical  work.  —  Rdja-yakshma, 

as,  or  (in  later  authors)  rdja-yakahman,  d,  m.  a 
particular  kind  of  dangerous  disease ;   (in  the  later 

language)  pulmonary  consumption,  atrophy.  —  Rdja- 
yakskma-naman,  d,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  particular 

j  mythical  being  (said  to  be  connected  with  the  build- 
!  ing  or  foundation  of  a  house).  —  Raja-yakshmin,  i, 
inl,   i,  suffering    from    consumption,    consumptive. 

—  Rdja-yajiia,  as,  m.  a  king's  sacrifice,  royal  offer- 
,  ing.  —  Rdja-ydna,  am,  n.  a  royal  vehicle,  palanquin. 

I  —Raja-yiidlnan,  d,  m.   a   king's   soldier,   royal warrior ;  one  who  makes  war  against  a  king.  —  Rdja- 

|  yoga,  as,  m.  a  constellation  under  which  princes  are 
J  bora  or  a  configuration  of  planets  &c.  at  the  birth  of 
any  person  indicating  him  to  be  destined  for  kingship ; 
a  particular  stage  in  abstract  meditation,  an  easy  mode 
of  meditation  as  distinguished  from  the  more  rigo- 

rous;  [cf.  »/«/a.]  —  Rdja-yogya,  as,  d,  am,  befit- 
ting a  king,  suitable  for  royalty,  princely.  —  Rdja- 

yoshit,  t,  f.  a  king's  wife,  queen.  —  Rdja-raitga, 
am,  n.  'royal  tin,'  silver.  —  Rdja-ratha,  as,  m.  a 
royal  carriage.  —  Rdja-rdkshasa,  as,  m.  'a  Rak- 
shasa  of  a  king,'  a  bad  king.  —  Rdja-rdj,  t,  m.  a 
king  of  kings,  supreme  sovereign ;  N.  of  the  moon. 
—  Rdja-rdja,  as,  m.   a  king  of  kings,  supreme 
sovereign,  emperor ;  N.  of  Kuvera ;  of  the  moon  ; 

of  a  man.  —  Rdjardja-td,  f.  or  rdjardja-tra  or 

raja-rdjya,  am,  n.  the  rank  of  a  supreme  sovereign 
or    emperor,  dominion  over   all   princes,   universal 
sovereignty.  —  Rdja-rdma-nagara,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  town.  —  Rdja-riti,  is,  f.  a  kind  of  brass  or  bell- 

metal.  —  Rdjarshabha  (°ja-rish°),  as,  m.  the  chief 
of  kings.  —  Rdjarshi  (°ja-ruhi),   is,   m.   a  royal 
Rishi  or  saint,  Rishi  of  royal  descent,  that  holy  and 

superhuman  personage  which  a  king  or  man  of  the 
military  class  may  become  by  the  performance  of 

great  austerities  (e.  g.  Puru-ravas,  VisvS-mitra,  &c. ; 

see  rishi,  ms"vd-mitra).  —  Rajarshin,  I,  m.  =  rd- 
jarshi  above.  •-  Rdja-lakslta»a,  am,  n.  a   royal 
sign  or  token,  any  mark  on  the  body  &c.  indicating 

a  future  king ;  royal  insignia,  regalia.  —  Rdja-laksh- 
man,  a,  n.  a  royal  token,  sign  of  royalty ;  (a),  m. 

'  having  the  marks  of  royalty,'  N.  of  Yudhi-shthira. 
—  Ruja-lakshmi,  is,  f.  the  Fortune  or  Prosperity 

of  a  king  (personified  as  a  goddess),  a  king's  good 
genius,  the  good  fortune  or  glory  of  a  king,  royal 

majesty  or  sovereignty ;  N.  of  a  princess.  —  Rdja- 
linga,  am,  n.  a  kingly  mark,  royal  token.  —  Rdja- 
lila-ndman,  dni,  n.  pi.,  N.  of  a  collection  of  epithets 
borne  by  Krishna  having  reference  to  118  of  his  di- 

versions when  he  had  attained  to  regal  rank.  —  Rdja- 

lekha,  as,   m.  'king's  writing,'  a  royal  letter  or 
edict.  •»  Rdja-loka,   as,   m.   a  company  of  kings. 
—  Raja-vania,   as,  m.  a  family  of  kings,   royal 

family,  dynasty.  —  Rdjavans"dvali  (°s"a-dv°),  f.  the 
genealogy  of  kings,  royal  pedigree.  —  Rdjavaniiya 
or  rdjavaytya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  royal 
family,  of  regal  race  or  descent.  —  I .  raja-vat,  ind. 
like  a  king;  as  towards  a  king.  — 2.  raja-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  having  a  king,  possessing  kings ;  (an),  m.f 
N.  of  a  son  of  Dyutimat ;  (ati),  (.,  N.  of  the  wife 
of  the  Gandharva  Deva-pubha.  —  Rdja-vadana,  as, 
m.   a   proper  N.  —  Rdja-vadha,   as,  m.,  Ved.    a 

king's  weapon.  —  Rdja-vandin,  i,  m.  a  proper  N. 
—  Rdja-vardas,   as,   n.   kingly  rank    or   dignity, 

majesty.  —  Rdja^vartman,  a,  n.  a  king's  high  road, 
principal  street.  —  Rdja-vardhana,  as,  m.  a  proper 

N.—Rdja-vallabha,  as,  m.  a  king's  favourite ;  N. 
of  various  plants  (  —  rdja-badara,  rdjddanl,  rd- 
jdmra) ;    N.  of  a  kind  of  incense ;    of  a  work. 
—  Rdja-valli,   f.   Momordica  Charantia.  —  Rdja- 
vafihhuta,   as,  d,  am,   subject  to  a  king,   loyal. 
—  RdjCKafibhuta-td,  f.  loyalty,  allegiance.  —  Rdja- 

vasafi,  is,  f.  dwelling  in  a  king's  court;  a  royal 
residence,  palace.  —  Rdja-vdrttika,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
San-khya  work.  —  Rdja-vdha,  as,  m.  a  horse.  —  Rdja- 
mhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  king  Raja-hansa. 
—  Rdja-vdhya,  as,  m.  a  royal  elephant.  —  Rdja-vi, 
is,  m.  'royal  bird,"  the  blue  jiy.  —  Rdja-vldyd,  f. 
royal  science,  kingcraft,  state  policy,  statesmanship, 
administration    of  government,   political    economy. 

—  Rdja-mnoda-tdla,   as,  m.  a  kind  of  time  or 
measure  in  music.  —  Raja-vihdra,  as,  m.  a  royal 

convent.  —  Rdja-vijin,   i,  ini,  i,   sprung   from   a 
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royal   progenitor,   of   royal    parentage   or   descent. 
—  Raja-tithi,  f.  a  principal  street,  high  street,  main 
road.  —  Rdja-rirya,  am,  n.  the  power  of  a  king, 

regal  power.  —  Rdja-vrikfha,  as,  m.  'royal  tree," 
Cathartocarpus  Fistula ;  Buchanania  Latifolia  (or  the 

Piyll  tree) ;  Euphorbia  Tirucalli.  —  Raja-rritta,  am, 
n.  the  conduct  of  a  king,  the  duty  or  occupation  of 

a  sovereign.  —  Raja-redmau,  a,  n.  a  king's  abode, 
palace.  —  Baja-raha,  as,  m.  a  royal  garment.  —  .R5- 
ja-faiia,  at,  m.  a  plant  from  the  fibres  of  which  a 
coarse  cordage  and  canvas  are  prepared,  Corchorus 
Olitorius.  —  Jtdja-saphara,  aa,  m.  a  species  of  fish 

(the  Hilsa  fish).  —  Rdja-iayyd,  (.  a  king's  couch, 
royal  couch,  royal  seat  or  throne.  —  Rdja-ddka,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb  (=vdttuka).  —  Rdja-4dka- 
nikd  or  rdja-sdkini,  f.  a  kind  of  vegetable  ( =  raja- 

giri).  —  Rdja-.i'drdula,  as,  m. '  a  tiger  of  a  king,' 
great  king.  —  Rdja-s"dsana,  am,  n.  a  royal  edict  or 
order.  —  lla/a-xa/stra,  am,  n.  royal  science,  king- 

craft, state  policy,  statesmanship,  political  economy. 

—  Rdja-'ittka,  at,  m.  a  kind  of  parrot  (=prdjna). 
—  Raja-frimga,  as,  m.  a  species  offish,  Macropte- 
ronatus  Magar;   a  sort  of  sheat  fish;   (am),  n.  a 
royal  Chattar  or  umbrella  with  a  golden   handle. 
—  Rdja-iekhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Kerala 
(the  author  of  several  dramas).  —  Raja-foila,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Rdja-s'yiimalopdsaka  ("la- 
up°),  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  sect.  —  Rdja-fyumdka,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  grain.  —  Raja-dri,  is,  f.  the  Fortune 
or   Prosperity   of  a  king   (personified;    cf.  raja- 
lak»nmi)%  the  good  fortune  or  glory  of  a   king, 

royal  sovereignty  or  majesty.  —  Rdja-sams'raya,  as, 
a,  am,  having  kings  for  a  refuge  or  protection,  de- 

pendent on  kings.  —  Rdja-samsad,  t,  f.  a  king's 
assembly  or  court,  court  of  justice.  —  Raja-sattama, 
as,  m.  a  most  excellent  king.  —  Rdja-sattra,  am, 

n.  a  king's  sacrifice,  any  sacrifice  instituted  by  a  king. 
~Rdja-sada,na,  am,  or  raja-sadman,  a,  n.  a 
royal  dwelling,  palace.  —  Raja-sannidhdna,  am,  n. 
the  royal  presence.  —  Rdja-sabhd,  f.  a  royal  assembly 
or  court,  court  of  justice,  royal  council,  privy  council. 

—  Rdjasabhd-stha,  as,  a,  am,  being  at  a  king's 
court,  a  courtier.  —  Raja-sarpa,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
large  serpent.  —  Rdja-sarshapa,  as,  m.  black  mus- 

tard, Sinapis  Ramosa ;  a  seed  of  the  above  used  as 

a  weight  (  =  3   Likshis  =  |-  of  a  Gaura-sarshapa). 
—  Raja-sat,  ind.  to  the  state  of  a  king,  to   the 

power  of  a  king.  —  Rdjasdl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -l-aroti, 
&c.,  to  give  over  to  the  power  of  a  king,  make  de- 

pendent on  a  king.  —  Raja-say ujya,  am,  n.  'the 
state  of  dose  union  with  royalty,'  sovereignty.  —  Rdja- 
Kdrasa,  as,  m.  '  royal  crane,'  a  peacock.  «•  Raja- 
sinha,  as,  m. '  a  lion  of  a  king,'  an  illustrious  king ; 
N.  of  a  king.  —  Rdja-sukha,  am,  n.  a  sovereign's 
happiness  or  welfare.  —  Rdja-suta,  as,  m.  a  king's 
«>n,   prince ;    (a),   £   a   king's   daughter,   princess. 
-•  Raja-sundara-gani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
—  Raja-su,  Us,  us,  u,  Ved.  creating  or  making  a 

king.  —  Rdja-sunu,  us,  m.  a  king's  son,  prince. 
—  Rdfa-siiya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  great  sacrifice  or 
religious  ceremony  performed  at  the  coronation  of  a 
supreme  sovereign  or  universal  monarch  by  the  king 
himself  and  his  tributary  princes,  (such  a  sacrifice  at 
the  inauguration  of  Yudhi-shthira  is  described  in  the 
SabhS-parvan  of  the   Maha-bhSrata) ;    a  lotus ;    a 
kind  of  rice;  a  mountain;  rdjasuyo  mantrah,  a 
Mantra  recited  at  the  RSja-sOya  ceremony.  —  Raja- 
liiya-ydjin,  5,  m.  a  priest  who  officiates  at  a  R5ja- 

sOya  sacrifice.  —  Rdjat&ydrambha-parran  (°ya- 
dr°),  a,  n.,  N.  of  section  12-18   in  the  Sabha- 
parvan  of  the  Maha-bhSrata.  -  Rdjasuyika,  as,  I, 
am,  relating  to  the  Rjja-sOya  sacrifice.  —  Raja-su- 

yeshti  ("ya-itlt"),  is,   f.  the  Raja-sOya    sacrifice. 

raja-vllhi. rajya-paribhrashta. 

horse.  —  Unja-tlamba,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Raja- itambdyatia,  at,  and  rajattambi,  i»,  m.  patro- 
nymics from  RJja-ttamba.-/faja-8(ci,  f.  a  king's wife,  queen.  -  Rdjatlhalaka,  see  Gana  DhOmadi 

to  Pin.  IV.  2,  i  tf.-Rdja-st/iali,  f.,  N.  of  a  place. 

—  Rdja-sva,  am,  n.  the  property  of  a  king,  royal 
possessions ;    revenue,   tribute.  —  Rdja-svarna,  as, 
m,   a  kind  of  thorn-apple.  —  Rdja-svdmin,  I,  m. 

'lord  of  kings,'  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Riija-lifinsa,  as, 
m.  '  king-goose,'  a  flamingo  (a  sort  of  white  goose 
with  red  legs  and  bill);  an  illustrious  king;  N.  of  a 
king  of  Magadha ;  of  an  author ;  (i),  f.  the  female 
flamingo.  —  Rdja-ltatyd,  f.  assassination  of  a  king, 

regicide.  —  Riija-harmya,  am,  n.  a  king's  palace, 
royal  palace.  —  Rdja-harshana,  am,  n.  '  king's  de- 

light,' the  flower    of  Tabernaemontana  Coronaria. 
—  Rdja-hastin,  i,  m.  a  royal  elephant,  a  handsome 
elephant.  —  Rdja-hdra,  as,   m.,  Ved.  a  bearer  or 
bringer  of  Soma.  -  Rdja-hasaka,  as,  m.  a  species 

offish,  Cyprinus  Catla.  —  Rajdyni  (°ja-ag°),  if,  m. 
the  fire  of  a  king,  i.e.  wrath  of  a  king.  —  Rajangana 

(°ja-an°\  am,  n.  royal  court,  the  court-yard  of  a 
palace.  —  Jiajajna  Cja-dj'),  (.  a  king's  edict,  royal 
decree  or  command,  ordinance.  —  Rdjdtana  (°ja- 
at°),  as,  m.  Buchanania  Latifolia;  Butea  Frondosa; 

Mimusops  Kauki.  —  Rdjdlmaka-stava   (°ja-dt°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  panegyric  of  Rama.  —  Rajatydvar- 

taka  (°ja-at°),  as,  m.*=rdjdvarta.  —  Rdjddana 
(°ja-adJ),  as,  m.  Buchanania  Latifolia ;  Mimusops 
Kauki  or  Hexandra ;  Butea  Frondosa  [cf.  rijdtana] ; 

(J),  f.  a  species  of  tree,  =  kapishta,  bhupeshta.  Sec. ; 
(am),  n.  the  nut  of  Buchanania  Latifolia ;  the  fruit 

of  the  Mimusops.  —  Rdjddeia  (°ja-£cCr),  as,  m.  a 
king's   command.  —  Rdjdrlri  ("ja-ad"),  is,  m.  a 
species  of  vegetable.  —  Rdjddhikdrin  (°ja-adh°),  i, 
m.  'royal  official,'  a  judge.  —  Rdjadhikrita  (°ja- 
adh°),  as,  m.  a  judge  (placed  over  [judicial  affairs] 

by  a  king).  —  Rdjddhideva  (°ja-adh°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  Sflra ;  (1),  (.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  SW  -  #5/5- 

dhirdja  (°ja-adh°),  as,  m.  a  king  of  kings,  supreme 
king,  paramount  sovereign,  mighty  potentate.  —  Rd- 
jddhishthdna  (°ja-adftj),  am,  n.  'royal  city,  royal 
capital,'  a  town  in  which  a  king  has  built  a  palace. 
—  Rajddhvan  (°ja-adh°),  d,  m.  a  royal  road,  prin- 

cipal street.  —  Rdjdnaka  (°ja-an°),  as,  m.  an  in- 
ferior king,  petty  prince.  —  Rdjdnujivln  (°ja-an°), 

i,  m.  the  dependent  of  a  king,  a  king's  servant. 
—  Rdjdnta-karana  (°ja-an°),  as,  i,  am,  causing 
the  destruction  of  kings.  —  Rdjdnna  (°ja-an°),  am, 
n.  food  obtained  from  a  king  or  great  personage ;  a 
kind  of  rice  of  a  superior  quality  (grown  inAndhra). 

—  Itdjdnya-tv a  (°ja-an°),  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  change 
of  kings.  —  Rdjdpasada  (°ja-ap°),  as,  m.  a  de- 

graded or  outcast  king.  —  Rdjdbharana  (°ja-dbh°), 
am,  n.  a  king's  ornament,  regalia.  —  Rdjdbhisheka 
(°ja-abh°),  as,  m.  the  consecration  or  coronation  of 
a  king,  royal  inauguration  or  installation.  —  Rajdmra 

(°ja-am°),  as,  m.  a  superior  kind  of  mango.  —  Rd- 
jdmla  (°ja-am°),  as,  m.  =  amla-vetasa.  —  Rdjdrka 
(°ja-ar°),  as,  m.  Calotropis  Gigantea.  —  Rajdrha 
(~ja-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  fit  or  suitable  for  a  king, 
worthy  of  a  prince,  royal,  noble;  (5),  f.  Eugenia 
Jambolana  ;  (am),  n.  aloe  wood,  Agallochum ;  a 

kind  of  rice  (  =  rdjdrma).  —  It.njdrhana  (°ja-ar°), 
am,  n.  a  royal  gift  or  offering  of  honour.  —  Rajd- 

lillnl  ("ja-a/0),  us,  f.  a  species  of  cucumber,  (also 
rajidabti.)  —  Jiujiiluka  (°ja-dl°),  as,  m.  a  species 
of  tuberous  plant  or  yam  (  =  mahd-kanda}.  —  Ra- 

jdvarta  ("ja-dtfj,  an,  m.  a  kind  of  diamond  or 
other  gem  (of  an  inferior  quality,  said  to  come  from 
the  country  Virata,  and  regarded  as  a  lucky  possession 
though  not  esteemed  as  an  ornament ;  in  the  Rasa- 
raja-lakshml  enumerated  among  the  Rasas  or  metallic 

substances).—  lidjdvali,  is,  or  rajavall  (°ja-dv°), 
f.  a  line  of  kings,  a  royal  dynasty  or  genealogy;  N. 
of  the  history  or  chronicles  of  a  particular  line  of 

kings.  —  Riijdvali^atdkd,  f.,  N.  of  a  history  of  the 
kings  of  Kastnlra  by  Prajya-bhatta.  —  Jidjdrali-pd- 
laka,  N.  of  the  history  or  chronicles  of  a  particular 

line  of  kings.  —  Rdjds"va  (°ja-atf°),  as,  m.,  Ved.  a 
large  or  powerful  stallion.  —  Rnjdsana  (°ja-ds°), 
am,  n.  a  royal  seat,  throne.  —  Riijdsandi  (°ja-ds°), 
f.,Ved,  a  stool  or  stand  on  which  the  Soma  is  placed. 

—  Riljahi  (°ja-ahi),  is,  m.  a  kind  of  large  snake. 
—  lliijemlra  (°ja-in°),  as,  m.  a  lord  of  kings,  king 
of  kings,  supreme  sovereign,  emperor  ;  N.  of  a  poet ; 

of  a  son  of  KSs'i-natha.  —  Rdjendra-gir,  ir,  m.  a 

proper  N.  —  Rajeirara  Q'a-is'0),  as,  m.  a  king  of 
kings,  supreme  sovereign  ;  a  proper  N.  —  Rdjeshta 

(°ja-ish°),  as,  m. '  liked  by  kings,"  a  kind  of  onion, 
rdja-paldndu ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  rice  (  =  rd- 

Rajodcejana-sarijnaka  (°ja-ud°),  as, 
m.  a  species  of  plant.  —  Rajopakarana  (°ja-up°), 
dni,  n.  pi.  the  paraphernalia  of  a  king,  ensigns  of 

Toyzhy.  —  Rdjopajivin  (°ja-upr),  inas,  m.  pi,  the 
subjects  of  a  king.  —  Rajopasevd  (ja-up°),  f.  a 
king's  service,  royal  service.  —  Rdjopaserin,  I,  inl, 

i,  serving  a  king ;  (I),  m.  a  king's  servant,  royal servant. 

Rdjana,  as,  \,  am,  belonging  to  a  royal  family, 
of  regal  descent  (but  not  belonging  to  the  warrior 
caste);  (J),  f.,  N.  of  a  river;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a 
SSman. 

Rajanya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rdjan),  kingly,  princely, 
royal ;  (as),  m.  a  royal  personage,  one  of  princely 
rank,  a  nobleman ;  a  man  of  the  military  or  regal 
tribe,  a  Kshatriya,  (the  title  Rajnnya  was  the  more 
ancient  designation  of  trie  second  or  Kshatriya  caste) ; 
N.  of  Agni  or  Fire ;  a  kind  of  date  tree,  =kshirikd  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.  epithet  of  a  particular  family  of  warriors ; 
(d),  f.  a  lady  of  royal  rank.  —  Rdjanya-tra,  am,  n. 
the  being  a  warrior  or  belonging  to  the  military  caste. 

—  Rdjanya-bandhu,  us,  m.  the  friend  or  connec- 
tion of  a  prince  (generally  used  in  contempt) ;    a 

Kshatriya.  —  Rdjanya-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  con- 
nected with  one  of  royal  r^j*k. 

Rajanyaka,  as,  d,  am,  inhabited  by  warriors ; 
(am],  n.  a  number  of  Kshatriyas,  assemblage  of 
warriors. 

Rdjamdna,  as,  a,  am,  shining,  glittering,  radiant. 
—  Rdjamdna-tva,  am,  n.  splendor,  radiance. 

Rdjdna  (fr.  rdjan),'  Nom.  P.  rdjdnati,  &c.,  to 
become  a  king  (?). 

Rdjdya,  Nom.  A.  rdjdyate,  to  act  or  behave  like 

a  king,  to  consider  one's  self  a  king. 

Rdjika,  as,  a,  am,  in  shodafa-r' ',  q.  v.,  (for  ra- jikd,  a  streak,  field,  &c.,  see  p.  841,  col.  2);  (as), 

m.  a  lord,  chief,  noble  person  ;  N.  of  a  Muni. 

Rdjita,  as,  d,  am,  illuminated,  irradiated ;  adorned, embellished. 

Rdjlya  (fr.  rdjan),  Nom.  P.  rajiyati,  &c.,  to 
wish  or  long  for  a  king. 

i.  rdjira,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  841,  col.  2), 
living  at  a  king's  expense  (  =  rdjopajivin). 

Rajiii,  {.  ((em.  of  rdjan),  a  queen,  princess,  the 
wife  of  a  king ;  epithet  of  the  western  quarter  of  the 
Soul  of  the  Universe  (see  Chandogya-Upanishad  III. 

15,  2);  N.  of  the  wife  of  the  Sun;  deep-coloured 
or  yellowish  red  brass  (consisting  of  three  parts  of 
copper  to  one  of  zinc  or  tin) ;  [cf.  Lat.  reijina  ; 

perhaps  Goth.  raginon.]  —  Rdjni^pada,  am,  n.  the 
rank  or  dignity  of  a  queen. 

Rdjya,  as,  &c.,  Ved.  of  or  belonging  to  a  king, 
kingly,  princely,  royal ;  (am),  n.  kingship,  royalty, 
sovereignty,  reign  ;  a  kingdom,  country,  principality, 

empire,  monarchy,  government ;  administration  or 

exercise  of  government,  (brdhmana-r°,  a  country 
governed  by  Brahmans ;  cf.  sura-r°.)  —  Rdjya-kara, 
as,  i,  am,  exercising  government,  ruling ;  (as),  m. 
the  tribute  paid  by  tributary  princes,  (in  this  sense 

fr.  2.kara.)  —  Rdjya-kartn,  til,  m.  an  adminis- 
trator or  officer  of  government;  a  king.  —  Rdjya- 

krit,  t,  t,  t,  exercising  government  or  sovereignty, 

ruling.  —  Rdjya-fyuta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  from 

sovereignty ;  (as),  m.  a  king  who  has  lost  his  king- 
dom, a  deposed  or  dethroned  monarch.  —  Rdjya- 

Cyuti,  is,  (.  loss  of  sovereignty,  deposal,  dethrone- 
ment. —  Rdjya-tantra,  am,  n.  (also  dni,  n.  pi.), 

the  science  or  rules  of  government,  theory  or  system 

of  administration,  rule,  government.  —  Rajya-devi, 
{.,  N.  of  the  mother  of  Vana.  —  Rdjya-dravya, 

am,  n.  a  requisite  of  sovereignty,  any  object  neces- 
sary for  the  consecration  of  a  king.  —  Rdjyadravya- 

maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  or  belonging  to  the 

requisites  of  royalty.  ~Rdjya-dhara,  as,  m.  '  exer- 
cising rule,'  a  proper  N.  —  Hajya-dhurd,  f.  burden  of 

government,  administration.—  Rdjya-paribhrashta, 
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as,  o,  am,  fallen  from  or  deprived  of  a  kingdom. 

—  Rdjya-pdla,  as,  m.  '  kingdom-protector,'  N.  of 
a  king.  —  Biijya-prada,  as,  a,  am,  giving  or  con- 

ferring a  kingdom.  —  Riljya-bhangu,  as,  m.  sub- 
version  of  sovereignty.  —  Rdjya-bhdj,  k,   m.   the 

possessor  of  a  kingdom,  a  king.  —  Rdjya-blidra,  as, 
m.the  weight  of  (the  duties  of)  government.—  Rdjya- 
Ithetla-kai'a,  ay,  i,  am,  causing  division  or  discord 
in  a  government.  —  ltdjya-bhoga,  as,  m.  the  pos- 

session of  sovereignty,  government  of  a  kingdom. 

—  Rdjya-bhranta,  as,  m.  '  falling  from  sovereignty,' 
deposition  from  a  kingdom.  —  Rajya-bhrashta,  as, 
m.  one  fallen   from   royalty,  a   deposed  sovereign. 

—  Hajya-rakska,  f.  protection  or  defence  of  a  kmg- 
dom.  —  Rdjya-lalishnu,  if,  {.  the  good  fortune  of 
a  kingdom,  glory  of  sovereignty.  —  Rdjya-lild,   f. 

'  king-play,'  pretending  to  be  a  king.  —  Rajyalildya, 
Nom.  A.  rojyalildyate,  &c.,  to  play  the  king,  pre- 

tend to  be  a  king.  —  Rajyalildyita,  am,  n.  the 
playing  at  kings.  —  Rajya-lubha,  as,  m.  desire  for 
royalty,  lust  of  dominion,  ambition.  —  Rdjya-var- 
dhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (son  of  Dama)  ;  of 
another  (son  of  Pratapa-sila  or  Prabhakara-vardhana). 
••  Rdjya-vyavahdra,  as,  m.  government  business. 
—  Hajya-irl,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  PratSpa- 
^Ila.  —  lldjya-sukha,  am,  n.  the  pleasure  or  sweets 
of  royalty,  enjoyment  of  a  kingdom.  —  Rdjya-sena, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Nandl-pura.  —  Rdjya-stha, 
as,  a,  am,  or  rdjya-sthdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  being  in  a 
kingly  office,  bearing  sway,  ruling,  governing.  —  Ed- 
jya-sthiti,  is,  f.  the  being  in  a  royal  office,  being  a 
king,  bearing  rule.  —  Rdjya-hara,  ag,  d,  am,  spoiling 
a  kingdom,  the  spoiler  of  an  empire.  —  Rdjydnga 

(°ya-ait°),  am,  n,  Mimb  of  royalty,1  a  requisite  of 
regal  administration  (variously  enumerated  as  seven, 
eight,  or  nine,  viz.  the  monarch,  the  prime  minister, 
a  friend  or  ally,  treasure,  territory,  a  stronghold,  an 
army,  the  companies  of  citizens,  and  the  Puro-hita 

or  spiritual  adviser).  —  RdjyddMkdra  (°ya-adh°), 
as,  m.  authority  over  a  kingdom  ;  right  or  title  to 

a  sovereignty.  —  Rdjydpakarana  (°ya-ap°),  am, 
n.  the  taking  away  or  deprivation  of  a  kingdom, 

usurpation.  —  Rdjydpahdraka  (°ya-ap°),  as,  m.  a 
usurper.  —  Rdjydbhishikta  (°ya-abh°),  as,  a,  am, 
inaugurated   to  an  empire,  crowned.  —  Rajyabhi- 

eheka  (°ya-abh°),  as,  m.  inauguration  to  a  king- 
dom, coronation.  —  Rajyaframa-muni  (°ya-d^°), 

is,  m.  '  the  monk  of  a  royal  hermitage,'  a  king. 
—  Rajya  ikatieskena  (°ya-ek°),  ind.  with  the  single 
exception  of  the  kingdom.  —  Rdjyopakarana  (°ya- 
up°),  dni,  n.  pi.  the  instruments  or  paraphernalia 
of  government,  insignia  of  sovereignty. 

Rashlra.     See  s.  v. 

<l  1  f  *«l1  rajakineya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rajakl), 
a  metronymic. 

TT5TrT  rajata,  as,  J,  am  (fr.  rajata),  silvery, 

made  of  silver,  silver;  (am),  n.  silver.  —  Rdjatdn- 
vila,  as,  a,  am,  covered  or  overlaid  with  silver. 

^mfn  rdjani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Rajana. 

^Tlti  rdjasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rajas),  belong- 
ing or  relating  to  the  quality  rajas,  attendant  on 

the  quality  of  passion,  endowed  with  or  influenced 
by  the  quality  of  passion,  passionate  ;  (I),  f.,  N.  of 

"Dargz.**  Rdjasa-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  predo- 
minance of  the  quality  of  passion. 

Rdjasika,  as,  i,  dm,  —  rdjasa  above. 

rajasat,  N.  of  a  country. 

rujdsulakhana,  as,  m.  a  pro- 
per N. 

raji,  is,  or  raft,  f.  (according  to 

Un5di-s.  IV.  124.  fr.  rt.  raj,  but  probably  fr.  raj, 
for  rt.  rt/),  a  streak,  stripe,  line,  row,  rank  ;  a  con- 

tinuous or  unbroken  line;  aline  parting  the  hair; 
black  mustard  (  =  rajika  ;  in  this  sense  generally 
raji)  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Ayu,  (also  read  raji.) 

—  Rdji-ditra,  as,  a,  am,  variegated  with  stripes 

(said  of  a  species  of  snake).  —  Rdji-phald,  f.  '  having 
striped  fruit,'  a  kind  of  cucumber  (  =  &ndkarttatl). 
—  Rdji-mat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing  stripes,  striped  ; 
epithet  of  a  species  of  snake.  -•  Rdjl-krita,  as,  a, 
am,  formed  into  lines,  striped.  —  Raji-phalft,  as, 
m.  Trichosanthes  Diceca.  —  Raji-mat,  an,  ait,  at, 
=  raji-mat  above. 

Rdjikd,  (.  (for  rdjika  see  p.  840,  col.  3),  a  stripe, 
streak,  line,  row,  range ;  a  field ;  black  mustard, 
Sinapis  Ramosa ;  a  grain  of  mustard,  mustard-seed 
(as  a  weight  =  ̂ .  of  a  Sarshapa) ;  a  particular  eruption 
(enumerated  among  the  Kshudra-rogas).  —  Rajikd- 
phala,  as,  m.  white  mustard,  Sinapis  Glauca. 

Rdjila,  as,  d,  am,  striped ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  a 
species  of  snake. 

Biijl.     See  under  raji,  col.  i. 

2.  rajiva,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  raji;  for  i.  see  p.  840, 
col.  3),  streaked,  striped ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  fish 
(its  spawn  is  said  to  be  poisonous)  ;  a  kind  of  deer ; 
the  Indian  crane ;  an  elephant ;  N.  of  the  pupil  of 

Visva-natha ;  (am),  n.  a  blue  lotus-flower.  —  Rdjiva- 
netra  or  rdjiva-lofona,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  lotus-eyed, 
blue-eyed.  —  Rajiva-prUni,  is,  is,  f,  Ved.  having 
lotus-coloured  spots  or  streaks. 
Rdjivinl,  f.  the  plant  Nelumbium  Speciosum. 

<J»fl<*  rdjika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

rdjeya,  as,  i,  am,  coming  or  derived 
from  Raji. 

rajeyu,  us,  m.  a  proper  N. 

rdjjukanthin,  inas,  m.  pi.  (fr. 
rajju-kantfia),  the  school  of  Rajju-kantha. 
Rdjjtiddla,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rajju-ddla),  coming 

from  the  Rajju-dala  tree. 

Rajjubhdrin,  inas,  m.  pi.  (fr.  rajju-bhdra),  the 
school  of  Rajju-bhara. 

riijnl,  rdjya,  &c.     See  p.  840,  col.  3. 

riiti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  rat),  war,  battle  ; 
=  iamri,  (probably  a  mistake  for  dti,  see  rddi below.) 

Rdtikd,  f.  in  mriga-r°,  q.  v.,  (perhaps)  '  causing 
the  deer  to  scream.' 
Rdtu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

TJiJ  rddi,  said  to  =  /errari,  (apparently  a 
mistake  for  adi.) 

tm  rddha,  f.  (sometimes  written  rara), 

beauty,  splendor,  light,  lustre  ;  N.  of  a  district  in  the 
west  of  Bengal  (  =  suhma);  of  the  capital  of  this 
district.  —  Rddhd-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 
Rddhlya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  district  or 

town  RadhS. 

XTt!I  rdna,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ran), 

a  leaf;  a  peacock's  tail  ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N. 

<J«!J^i  rdnaka,  N.  of  a  commentary  by 
Somesvara  Bhatta  on  the  Tantra-varttika  ;  (a*),  m., 
N.  of  an  author  ;  (ikd),  f.  a  bridle. 

rdnadya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Damodara. 

rdnaka,  as,  m.  &  proper  N. 

rdndyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
from  Rana.  —  Rdndyani-putra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

preceptor. Rdndyamya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor;  (as), 
m.  pi.  the  school  of  Ranayana  ;  (am),  n.  the  Sfltras 
of  Ranayana. 

Randyaniyi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Rani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Rana. 

MtViM  rdniga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 
Jayaditya  and  uncle  of  Keiavarka. 

randy  a  or  rdndrya  (according  to 
Say.  on  Rig-veda  VI.  23, 6)=ramaniya,  agreeable, 
gratifying. 

TTK  rdta,  rdti,  &c.    See  p.  837,  cols,  i,  2. 

*.! rt ffl  ratantl(i),  a  festival  on  the  four- 
teenth day  of  the  second  half  of  the  month  Pausha 

(when  people  bathe  at  the  first  appearance  of  dawn.) 

tTrJciJ  rdtula,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  S'ud- 
dhodana. 

rdtra,  rdtraka.     See  p.  842,  col.  I. 

rdtri,  is,  or  rdtri,  f.  (in  the  older 

language  generally  rdtri ;  probably  fr.  rt.  ram), 

night,  the  darkness  or  stillness  of  night  [cf.  rdma"]  ; 
Night  personified,  (ratrau,,  at  night,  by  night ;  rd- 
traa  iayanam,  a  festival  on  the  eleventh  day  of  the 
first  half  of  the  month  Ashadha,  regarded  as  the 

night  of  the  gods,  beginning  with  the  summer  solstice, 
when  Vishnu  reposes  for  four  months  on  the  serpent 

S'esha) ;  =  ati-rdtra  ;  =  rdtri-parydya  ;  =  rdtri- 
sdman  ;  one  of  the  four  bodies  of  Brahma,  (in  this 
and  the  following  senses  only  rdtri)  ;==  haridrd, 
turmeric ;  Rdtri  bhdradvdfl,  f.,  N.  of  the  authoress 
of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  iij.  —  Rdtri-kara,  as, 
m.  'night-maker,'  the  moon.  —  Rdtri-kdla,  as,  m. 
night-time.  —  Rdtri-<!ara,  as,  i,  am,  night-wander- 

ing, prowling  or  roaming  at  night ;  (as),  m.  a  night- 
rover,  night-prowler,  thief,  robber  ;  a  night-watcher, 
watchman,  guard,  patrol;  a  Rakshasa;  a  goblin, 
ghost,  fiend,  evil  spirit ;  (i),  f.  a  Rakshasa  female. 
—  Rdtri-daryd,  f.  night-roving,  roaming  about  at 
night ;   a  nightly  act  or  ceremony.  —  Rdtri-ja,  as, 
d,  am,  produced  at  night,  appearing  by  night,  noc- 

turnal ;  (am),  n.  a  star,  constellation.  —  Rdtri-jala, 

am,  n.  'night-water,'  dew,    mist,   fog.  —  Rdtri-jd- 
gara,  as,  m.  night-watching,  wakefuluess  at  night; 
(as,  d,  am),  watching  at  night,  sitting  up  at  night ; 

(as),  m.  a  dog.  —  Rdtri-jdgarana,  am,  n.  the  act 
of  sitting  up  all  night.  —  Rdtrijdgara-da,  as,  d, 
am,  causing  waking  or  wakefulness  at  night,  keeping 

awake  at  night;   (as),  m.  a  gnat,  musquito.  —  Rd- 
trin-6ara  =  rdtri-t!ara  above.— Rdtri-tard,  f.  (corn- 

par,  of  rdtri),  the  depth  or  dead  of  night.  —  Rdlri- 

tithii  is,  f.  a  lunar  night.  ••  Rdtri-dh'am  =  rdtrin- 
divam   below.  •-  Rdtri-nds'ana,  as,   m.  'night- 
destroyer,'  the  sun.  —  Rdtrin-diva,  am,  n.  a  night 
and  day,  day  and  night;  (am,  d),  ind.  by  night 
and  day.  —  Rdtri-pada-viddra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

work.  —  Rdtri-paris'ishta,  am,  n.  =  rdtri-sukta. 
"  Rdtri-parydya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  three  recurring 
sentences  in  the  recitation  of  the  Ati-ratra.  —  Rdtri- 

pvshpa,  am,  n.  '  night-flower,"  a  lotus-flower  which 
opens  during  the  night.  —  Rdtri-ptijd,  f.  night-wor- 

ship, the  nocturnal  worship  of  a  deity.  —Rdtri-bala, 
as,  d,  am,  powerful  by  night,  manifesting  power  at 
night ;  (as),  m.  a  Rakshasa.  —  Rdtri-bhojana,  am, 
n.  night-eating,  the  act  of  taking  food  at  night. 
—  Rdtribhojana-nishedha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Rdtrim-ata,  as,  m.  =  rdtry-ata.  —  Rdtri-mani, 

is,  m.  'night-jewel,'  the  moon.  —  Rdtri-mdrana, 
am,  n.  night-killing,  a  murder  committed  in  the 
night.  —  Rdtrim-manya,   as,  d,  am,  thinking   it 
night ;  being  regarded  as  night,  appearing  like  night. 

—  Rdtri-yoga,  as,  m.  night-fall,  the  coming  on  of 
night.  —  Rdtri-rakehaka,  as,  m.   a  night-guard, 
watchman,    night-watcher.  —  Rdtri-rdga,   as,   m. 

'the  colour  of  night,'  darkness,  obscurity.  —  Rdtri- 
lagna-nirupana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  treatise  ascribed 
to  Kalidisa. »  Rdtri-vdsas,  as,  n.  a  night-garment, 
night-dress ;    the  garment  of  night,   i.  e.  darkness, 
obscurity.  —  Rdtri-vigama,   as,   m.   departure   of 
night,  break  of  day,  dawn,  day-light.  —Rdtri-msle- 
sha-gdmin,  i,  inl,  i,  going  apart  at  night,  separating 
at  night;    (t),  m.  the  ruddy  goose,  Anas  Casarca. 

—  Rdtri-veda,  as,  or  rdtri-vedin,  i,  m.  'night- 
knower,'  a  cock.  *•  Rdtri-ahdman  or  rdtri-sdman, 
a,  n.  a  SSman  belonging  to  the  Ati-ratra.  —  Rdtri- 
sattra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  night  sacrifice,  night  cere- 

mony. —  Rdtri-sukta  or  rdtri-sukta,  am,  n.  epithet 
of  certain  hymns  on  Night  appended  to  Rig-veda  X. 

l2J.~Rdtri-hdia,  as,  m.  'laughing,  i.e.  opening 
in  the  night,'  the  white  lotus.  —  Rdtri-Mndaka,  as, 

m. '  moving  about  at  night,'  a  guard  of  the  women's 
apartments.  —  Rdtri-daivoddsa  or  rdtri-hava-dai- 
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wdata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.—  Rdtry-ala,  as, 

m.  '  night-moving,'  a  Rakshasa,  goblin  ;  a  ghost  ;  a 
night-walker  ;  a  thief.  —  Ratiy-antlha.  «.«.  ".  inn, 

night-blind,  unable  to  see  by  night.  —  Riitri/uitdliu- 
ta,  {.  night-blindness,  —  llatry-aliiitil,  n.  du.  night 

and  day.  —  /.'  i,  ax,  m.  the  coming  on 

or  approach  of  night  ;  [c  f.  n/tar-dijaiiM.']  —  Jtntfi/- '.  <(/«,  n.  night-blindness. 

in,  n.  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  =  ri"i<n, 
night  ;  jcf.  tri-r°,  /KiiicW,  dird-r";  also  used  alone 
in  trini  rdtriini,  MahJ-bh.  Anusasana-p.  6230.] 
BStraia,  ti.1,  il:,i.  urn,  nocturnal,  nightly,  lasting 

a  nigh:  •  1  ;  (as),  m.  a  man  who  takes 

up  his  abode  in  a  harlot's  house  for  one  year  ;  (am), 
n.  =paricu-nirra,  a  general  term  fur  the  sacred 
books  of  various  Vaishnava  sects;  (according  to 

others)  a  period  of  five  nights  collectively. 
Itiitrika  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.  after  a  numeral), 

lasting  a  certain  number  of  nights  or  days  (e.  g. 

pantn-mtrika,  as,  d,  am,  lasting  five  nights)  ;  suf- 
ficient for  or  completed  in  a  certain  number  of 

nights  or  days  [cf.  eka-r°]  ;  (a),  f.  night. 
It.itrina,  as,  a,  am,  lasting  a  certain  number  of 

nights,  completed  &c.  in  a  certain  number  of  nights, 

(ekn-ratrlna,  completed  in  one  night  ;  cf.  dvi-r°.) 
Ratrt/nkupara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Slman. 

rdthakarika  (fr.  ratha-kdra), 
see  Gana  Kumudidi  2.  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

Rathakdryu,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Ratha- 
kira. 

Riithftyanaka,  am,  n.  the  occupation  or  office  of 
a  Ratha-ganaka. 

Rathajiteyl,  (.  (fr.  ratha-jit),  epithet  of  certain 
Apsarases  (Atharva-veda  VI.  130,  i). 
Rdthantara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rathan-tara),  Ved. 

relating  to  the  Rathantara  Sinian  ;  (as),  m.  a  patro- 
nymic :  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  female  teacher. 

Riithantariiyaifa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rathan-tara),  a 
patronymic. 

I!'~>t/iiiproshtha,  at,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Asamati. 
Rdthitara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rath.i-ta.ra),  Ved.  a  patro- 

nymic of  Satya-vac*as. 
Rdthitarl-putra,  at,  m.  son  of  Rathltari,  N.  of 

a  preceptor. 
Rathyu,  as,  a  (?),  am,  belonging  to  a  chariot,  fit 

for  a  chariot,  useful  for  a  carriage  ;  =  ratkt/a  (of  which 
it  is  a  lengthened  form,  Rig-veda  1.  157,  6j. 

TTf  raddka,  rdddhanta,  Sic.     See  col.  2. 

TTM  rddh  (connected  with  rts.rirfA.l.ra), 

Vvd.  5.  4.  P.  riiil/innti,  nld/iyati  (some- 
times A.  rddhyatr),  rnriiillin  (2nd  sing,  rariidh!- 

tha  or  redhitka,  3rd  du.  riirddhatit*  or  reilhatun, 
3rd  pi.  rarddhus  or  redhitst,  but  according  to  Pan. 
VI.  4,  123.  the  contracted  forms  are  only  used  in 

the  sense  '  to  injure,  kill  ;'  see  also  Vopa-deva  VIII. 

52),  rdtsyati,  ardtelt  (1st  pi.  ar'it.-ina,  yd  pi. 
ardtiits),  aradkislila  (Vedic  forms  nidhati,  ard- 
iViut,  r&tUiat),  t-<jitfth"in,  (without  prep,  this  verb 
is  generally  Ved.),  to  make  favourable  or  kind,  pro- 

pitiate, concilia'e,  make  agreeable  (cl.  5);  to  be 
favourable  or  merciful  (cl.  4)  ;  to  accomplish,  per- 

form, effect,  finish,  perfect,  complete,  make  ready, 
prepare,  carry  out,  (generally  cl.  5.  or  Vtd.  cl.  I. 

ri'fdlt'ifi)  ;  to  attain;  to  be  accomplished  or  finished 
(d.  4);  to  succeed,  prosper,  be  successful  (cl.  4)  ; 
to  be  prepared  or  ready  (cl.  4)  ;  to  be  ready  for 
(with  dat.  or  loc.)  ;  to  fall  to  the  share  of  any  one 
(dat.)  ;  to  put  au  end  to,  destroy,  injure,  exterminate  : 

"ite,  Aor.  ardilhi,  to  be  conciliated  or 
made  favourable  &c.,  to  be  appeased  ;  to  be  accom- 

plished, to  be  successful  &c.  :  Caus.  riuihayati.  -  ///- 
l/i'tt,  to  make  favourable,  conci- 

liate, propitiate,  satisfy,  appease;  to  accomplish, 
perform,  complete,  bring  to  a  successful  issue,  cause 
to  succeed;  to  make  ready  or  prepared  for  (with 
dat.)  :  Desid.  nrilttuti,  to  wish  u,  conciliate  or  pro- 

pitiate ;  rilnati,  to  wish  to  injure,  destroy,  hurt 
(Pan  VII.  4,  54,  Van.):  Intens.  rr,rddh:i.: 
radhi  ;  [cf.  according  to  some,  Gr.  t\daitofuu, 

,   iAao/iai,  to.;   according  to  others, 
Goih.  redo.,  ga-rida,  urui- 

'illm,  u»,  i~t,  inn,  propitiated,  conciliated;  ac- 
complished, perfected,  completed,  finished,  performed, 

done;  prepared,  ready;  cooked,  dressed;  perfected 
(as  a  religious  vow),  observed  (as  a  fast) ;  perfect  in 

mysterious  or  magical  power,  adept,  initiated ;  ob- 
taintd,  attained  ;  appeared  ;  successful,  prosperous, 
foitunate,  happy ;  fallen  to  the  share  or  lot  of  any 

one.— Raddhanta  (°dha-an°),  as,  in.  =  aiddhilnta, 
an  established  end  or  result,  demonstrated  conclusion, 
a  proved  or  established  fact,  demonstrated  truth, 

dogma ;  the  conclusion  of  an  argument.  —  Radilhan- 
tita,  as,  ii,  am  (fr.  the  preceding),  logically  demon- 

strated, proved,  established. 

Rdddhi,  is,  f.  accomplishment,  perfection,  com- 
pletion ;  success,  prosperity,  good  fortune. 

Iliidha,  an,  am,  m.  n.^rddhas,  favour,  good- 
will; a  gift,  affluence,  &c. ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the 

month  Vaisakha  ( =  April-May ;  in  this  sense  fr. 
rddhd  below) ;  a  proper  N. ;  (a),  f.  prosperity, 

success ;  N.  of  the  twenty-first  Nakshatra  Vi-sakhS 
(containing  four  stars  in  the  shape  of  a  festoon  ;  the 
stars  are  supposed  to  be  a,  I,  r  Librae,  and  7  Scor- 
pionis,  cf.  nakshatra) ;  a  later  form  for  anu-rddhd ; 
lightning ;  a  particular  attitude  in  shooting  (standing 
with  the  feet  a  span  apart ;  cf.  rdilhd-bhedin) ;  Em- 
blic  Myrobalan;  the  plant  Clitoria  Ternatea;  N. 
of  the  foster-mother  of  Kama,  (she  was  the  wife  of 

Adhiratha,  whowasthe  Suta  or  charioteer  of  king  S'ura, 
and  who  found  Kama,  the  illegitimate  child  of  Pritha 
or  KuntI  by  the  Sun,  when  exposed  by  his  mother  on 
the  banks  of  the  Jumna,  and  brought  him  up  as  his 
own  son) ;  N.  of  a  celebrated  cowherdess  or  GopI 
(the  favourite  mistress  and  consort  of  Krishna,  q.  v., 

during  his  residence  in  VrindS-vana  amongst  the  cow- 

herds, and  a  principal  personage  in  Jayadeva's  cele- 
brated lyrical  poem,  the  GIta-govinda,  q.  v. ;  she  is 

sometimes  supposed  to  typify  the  human  soul,  attracted 
towards  Krishna  as  the  divine  goodness,  sometimes  the 
divine  or  mystical  love  to  which  Krishna  returns  at 
the  end  of  his  more  worldly  amours;  at  a  later 

period  she  was  worshipped  as  a  goddess,  and  is  occa- 
sionally regarded  as  an  Avatara  of  Lakshm!  as  Krishna 

is  of  Vishnu  ;  she  is  also,  under  other  aspects,  iden- 
tified with  DakshayanI) ;  N.  of  a  female  slave. 

—  llddha-ynpta,   as,   m.,  N.   of  a   minister   of 
Asoka.  —  Rddha-ranka,  as,  m.  a   plough ;    thin 
rain ;  hail.  —  Rddha-ranku,  us,  m.  =  sdra,  isikara, 

jaladopala.  —  Rddhas-pati,   is,   m.   [cf.  rat/uis- 
•pati],  Ved.  a  lord  of  gifts  or  wealth.  —  Rddhd- 
kdnta,  as,  m.  '  lover  of  Radha,'  N.  of  Krishna. 
—  Jiiiithd-krishiia,  as,   m.,   N.   of  the  author  of 

the  Dhatu-ratnavalt.  —  Rddhd-janiiidsh/ami  ("ma- 
ash0),  f ,  N.  of  the  eighth  day  of  a  particular  fort- 

night (commemorating  the  birthday  of  Radha ;  cf. 

kriahna-j^).  —  Rddhd-tanaya,  as,  m.  son  of  Ra- 
dhi, i.e.  Karna.—  Itddlid  luntra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

Tantra.  —  Itridhii-ddmodara,   us,   m.,   N.  of  the 
author  of  an   elementary  treatise  on   the  Vedanta. 

—  Rddlid-nagari,  (.,  N.  of  a  town  in  the  neigh- 

bourhood of  Ujjayinl.  —  Rddhanurddhiya  (°dhd- 
an°),  as,  ii,  am,  relating  to  the  Nakshatras  Radha 
and  Anurfidhfi-  —  Riidkd-bhedin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  Ar- 
juna,  (according  to  some  this   name  has  reference 
to  a  particular  attitude  in  shooting,  see  rddhd  above 

and  cf.  rddhd-vedhitt ;  according  to  othtrs  it  was 
given  to  Arjuna  as  having  prevailed  on  Krishna  to 
abandon   Ridh.V)  —  Hiidhii-mddhai-a,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  an   author.  —  Rad/iu-mohana-Hirman,   ii,  m., 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  MitiksharS-siddhanta-san- 

graha.  —  Rrirlhii-ramana,  at>,   m.,  N.  of  Krishna. 
—  Riidh'~i-i'fi.'«i-*t'dka-nidhi  or  riiilhii-surlha-ni- 

dhi,  M,  m.,  N.  of  a  poem  bv  Hari-vans*a  Go-svamin 
celebrating  the  ptaises  of  RsdhS  as  worshipped  in 
Vrind3-vana  (supposed  to  have  been  written  at  the 
end  of  the  sixteenth  century).  —  Kadhii-vat ,    in. 
ati,  at,  possessed    of   prosperity    or  wealth,    rich. 

—  Rmihu-raUnltlia,  us,  in. '  the  beloved  of  RSdha,' 
N.  of  Krishna  ;  epithet  of  various  persons.  —  L'dilhd- 
vinoda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poem.  —  Rudhii-redhin,  i. 

m.,  N.  of  Arjuna;  [cf.  radha-bliedin.]  —  Riidhii- 
suta,  as,  m.  son  of  Radha,  i.  e.  Kama.  —  Hilillieia 

or  radheicara  ("Jhd-is'),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  Radha,' Krishna. 

Jldilhaka,  as,  ii,  am,  Ved.  liberal,  bountiful. 
Radhana.,  am,  n.  the  act  of  pleasing,  satisfying, 

conciliating  ;  pleasure,  satisfaction  ;  the  act  of  accom- 
plishing, effecting,  completing,  succeeding;  obtain- 

ing, acquisition;  the  means  or  instrument  of  accom- 
plishing anything  ;  («),  f.  speaking,  speech. 

Radhaa,  as,  n.,  Ved.  favour,  good-will,  kindness, 
a  gift  of  affection,  a  gift  or  present  in  general  ;  bene- 

ficence, liberality,  munificence  ;  accomplishment  of 

one's  wishes,  success,  (alpa-radhas,  one  who  has 
obtained  but  little  success,  unfortunate)  ;  striving  to 

accomplish  or  gain,  (ananya-rddhas,  striving  after 
nothing  else)  ;  opulence,  wealth,  riches,  affluence, 

might,  power,  —  liinlhns-jiati,  see  under  radhu. 
—  Rddho-yurta,  of,  d,  urn,  Ved.  agreeable  through 
kindntss  (according  to  MahT-dhaia)  ;  giving  or  be- 

stowing wealth.  —  Railliu-deya,  as,  ii,  am,  to  be  pre- 
sented with  gifts  or  offerings  ;  (am),  n.,Ved.  the  giving 

of  presents,  bestowing  wealth,  showing  favour. 
Rddhi,  rddiri,  see  Gana  Bahvidi  to  Pan.  IV.  I, 

45  ;  [cf.  icrishta-radhi.'] 
RadhilM,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (son  of  Jaya- 

sena)  ;  (a),  f.  a  diminutive  of  the  name  Radha 
(expressive  of  endearment).  —  Rddhikd-vinoda,  as, 
m.  =  rddhd-vinoda. 

Rddheya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rddhd),  a  metronymic  of 

Kafna  (as  passing  for  the  child  of  his  foster-mother Radha,  see  rddhd). 

Rddhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  conciliated  or 
propitiated,  to  be  appeased  or  satisfied  ;  to  be  accom- 

plished or  performed,  achievable  ;  to  be  completed  ; 
io  be  obtained. 

radhrevaki  (?),  a  patronymic. 

,  various  reading  for  randy  a. 

riindhasa,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

tT11!  rapya.     See  rt.  rap,  p.  832,  col.  3. 

TWPT  rabhasya,  am,  n.  (fr.  rabhasa),  velo- 
city, impetuosity  ;  eagerness,  delight,  joy,  pleasure. 

TW  rdma,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ram),  pleasing, 

delighting,  rejoicing;  lovely,  beautiful,  charming, 
pleasant;  obscure,  dark-coloured,  dark,  black  [cf. 

rdtri]  ',  white  ;  (as),  m.  joy,  pleasure  ;  '  the  pleasing 
or  beautiful  one,'  N.  of  three  celebrated  mytholo- 

gical personages,  commonly  called  ParasWama, 
Rama-candra,  and  Bala-rima,  (of  these  the  first  two 
are  always  regarded  as  Avataras  of  Vishnu,  one  bom 

at  the  beginning,  the  other  at  the  end  of  the  second 

age  ;  the  first  or  ParaSu-rama,  '  Rama  with  the 
axe,'  forms  the  sixth  Avatlra  ;  he  is  sometimes  called 

Jamadagnya,  as  son  of  the  sage  Jamad-agni  by 
Renuka,  and  sometimes  Bhargava,  as  descended  from 
Bhrigu,  and  he  is  the  type  of  Brihmanism  arrayed  in 

opposition  to  the  military  caste,  see  para^i'-r'nttn  : 
the  second,  Rama-fandra,  forms  Vishnu's  seventh Avatara,  and  is  the  hero  of  the  great  epic  poem 

called  RamSyana  ;  his  wife,  Sita,  is  sometimes  re- 
garded as  an  Avatara  of  Lakshnn  ;  he  has  the  patro- 
nymic Dasarathi,  as  son  of  Dasa-ratha,  a  king  of  the 

solar  dynasty,  and  Raghava,  as  descended  from  Raghu 

[see  Raghu],  and  he  typifies  the  conquering  Ksha- 
triyas  advancing  southwards  and  subjugating  the  bar- 

barous aborigines  represented  by  the  demon  Ravana 
and  his  followers,  the  Rakshasas  :  the  third,  Bala- 

rama,  '  the  strong  Rama,'  born  in  the  third  age,  is 
a  kind  of  Hindu  Hercules,  the  seventh  son  of  Vasu- 
deva  and  elder  brother  of  Krishna,  both  being  de- 

scended from  Yadu  [who  with  Puru  formed  the 
two  biaiiches  of  the  lunar  dynasty]  ;  he  is  sometimes 

called  Halayudha,  '  armed  with  a  plough,'  sometimes 
Musalin,  'club-armed,'  and  although  occasionally 

regarded  as  Vishnu's  eighth  Avatara,  is  more  properly 
an  incarnation  of  the  great  sirpcnt  Sesha,  see  bala- 
deva,  ])alu-rdma  :  according  to  Jainas,  a  Rama  is 
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enumerated  among  the  nine  white  Balas  [see  bala]  : 
in  Vishnu-Purana  III.  2.  a  Rama  is  mentioned 

among  the  seven  Rishis  of  the  eighth  Manvantara 

presided  over  by  Manu  Savarni,  cf.  Hari-vansa  453)  ; 
N.  of  the  author  of  Rig-veda  X.  1  10  (with  the  pa- 

tronymic Jamadagnya  belonging  to  Parasu-rama)  ; 
N.  of  Varuna  ;  of  a  person  with  the  patronymic 
Margaveya  ;  of  various  others  persons  or  teachers  ; 

of  a  king  of  Malla-pura  ;  of  a  king  of  S'rii>ga-vera  ; 
a  lover;  a  kind  of  deer;  a  horse;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  people  ;  (a),  f,  a  beautiful  female,  handsome 
woman,  a  young  and  charming  woman,  a  woman  in 
general  ;  a  woman  of  low  origin  ;  N.  of  various 

plants  (  =  ̂ veta-kantakdri,  griha-kanyd,  drdma- 
fttald,  aiolia}  ;  Asa  Foetida  (=hing>t);  vermilion 
(  =  hingula)  ;  a  kind  of  pigment  (  =  go-ru<!and)  ; 
ruddle  ;  a  river  ;  a  kind  of  metre,  u-u  —  ^  u  -  >j 
--  ,  u  —  o  --  u  u  —  o  --  ,  -- 

—  u  —  w  w  —  w  —  ;  N.ofan  Apsaras  ;  of  a  daughter 
of  Kumbhanda  ;  of  the  mother  of  the  ninth  Arhat 

of  the  present  Ava-sarpim  ;    (I),  f.,  Ved.  darkness, 
night  [cf.  rdtn]  ;  (am),  n.  darkness  ;  Chenopodium 
Album;  =  kushtfta;  =  tamdla-pattra.  —  Rdina- 
kantha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Rdma-kari,  f. 

'  joy-causing,'  N.  of  one  of  the  Raginis  or  female 
personifications  of  the  musical  modes.  —  Rdma-kar- 
pura  or  rdma-karpuraka,  as,  m.  a  species  of 
fragrant  grass.  —  IlamaJcalpadruma,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  work  on  law.  -.  Rdma-kavada,  am,  n.  '  Rama's 
breast-plate  or  charm,'  N.  of  part  of  the  Brahma- 
yamala-tantra  (in  which  Siva  narrates  to  Parvatt  the 
most  efficacious  rites  in  the  worship  of  Rama).  •«  Rd~ 
ma-kdnta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sugar-cane  ;  N.  of  a 
Scholiast.  —  Rama-kin  or  rdma-klrt  (according  to 
some)  =  rdma-kari.  —  Rdma-kilvisha,  am,  n.  an 
offence  against  Rama.  —  Rdma-kiituhala,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  work.  —  Rdma-kumdra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
—  Rdma-kriehna,   as,  m.,  N.  of  various  persons. 
—  Rdma-kri&hna-kdvya  or  rdma-krishna-viloma- 
Ttavya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  artificial  poem   by  the 
astronomer  Surya  celebrating  the  praises  of  Rama 
and  Krishna  (read  either  backwards  or  forwards  ;  cf. 

vUomdkahara-kdnya).~Rdma-krishna-'paddhati, 
is,  {.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Rama-Mi,  f.,  N.  of  a  Ragini 

or  musical  mode.  —  Rdma-kes'ara-t  Irt/ta,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Rdma-kautuka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Rdma-kihetra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a   district. 
—  Itaina-gangd,  (.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Rdma-gdyatri, 
{.,  N.  of  a  particular  hymn  on  RSma.  —  Rdma-yiri, 

is,  m.  '  Rama's  mountain,'  N.  of  several  mountains 
(especially,  according  to  some,  of  Citra-kuta  in  Bun- 
delkund  and  of  another  hill  near  Nagpore,  now  called 

Ramtek).  —  Rdma-r/lta-govinda,  N.  of  a  poem. 

—  Rdma-g'ttd,  {.,  N.  of  a  poem   partly  extracted 
from  the   Adhyatma-ramayana  (in  which  spiritual 
knowledge   is  shown   to   be  better  than  ritualistic 
observances  ;  also  as,  f.  pi.).  —  Rama-gocinda-tlrtlM, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Rama-grama,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  kingdom.  —  Rdma-i'akra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
particular  mystical  circle.  —  Rdma-<!andra.  us,  m. 
•Rama-moon'  or  'moon-like  Rama,'  N.  of  Rama 
the  son  of  Dasa-ratha,  the  hero  of  the  Ramayana  (see 
under  rdma,  p.  843  ;  although  his  name  is  connected 
with  the  moon,   he  is  not  of  the  lunar  race,  like 

Krishna  and  Bala-rama,  but  of  the  solar  race  of  kings 

beginning  with  Vivasvat  or  'the  Sun,'  whose  son 
was  Manu  Vaivasvata  or  the  Manu  of  the  present 
period,  and  whose  son  again  was   Ikshvaku,  from 
whom  sprang  the  two  branches  of  the  solar  dynasty, 
the  chief  of  which  or  that  of  AyodhyS  may  be  said 
to  have  commenced  in  Kakutstha,  the  ancestor  of 

Rama-candra)  ;    N.  of  various  kings,  authors,  pre- 
ceptors &c.  of  later  times.  —  Rdmnfandra-fampu, 

us,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Kavi-candra  (see  iampu). 
—  Rdmad(tnd.ra-<?aritra-sdra,  am,  n.,  N.    of  a 
short  poem  by  Agnivesa  narrating  the  exploits  of 
Rama-candra.  —  Hdmufanilm-stami-rdja,  us,  m., 
N.  of  an  extract  from  the  Sariat-kumara-samhita  (in 
which  Rama-<5andra  is  represented  as  endowed  with 

the  divine  nature  of  Krishna).  —  Riima<?aitdrd\:rama 

(°ra-ajf°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  on  the 

I  Sarasvati-sutra ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Rdma- 

:  ('andrudaya  (°ra-i«Z°),  as,  m.  '  rise  of  RSma- 

j  candra,'  N.  of  a  work  by  Purushottama.  —  R<ima- 
tfara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Bala-rama.  —  Rdma-darana, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Rama-vilasa  and  of 
a  commentary  on  the  Sahitya-darpana.  —  Rama-fa- 
rita,  am,  n.  the  exploits  of  Rama-candra  the  son  of 

Das'a-ratha.  —  Rdma-&'/tardanaka,  as,  m.  a  species 
of  plant.  —  Rdma-ja,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Rdma- 
janani,  f.  the  mother  of  Rama  (applicable  to  the 
mother  of  any  one  of  the  three  Ramas).  —  Rdma- 
jfiinniin,  a,  n.  the  birth  or  birthday  of  Rama. 

—  Rdma-jivana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Rudra- 
raya.  —  Rdma-tapana,  N.  of  an  Upanishad  ;    [cf. 
tapanaJ]  —  Rdma-tartini,  f.   a  species   of  tree. 

—  Rdma-tarka-vag-is'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  gram- 
marian. —  Rdma-tdpaniya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  well 

known  Upanishad  (belonging  to  the  Atharva-veda). 
—  Rdma-tirtka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  various  persons.  —  Rdrna-tva,  am,  n.  the  being 
Rama.  —  Rdma-dcitta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

—  Rama-dars'andditas  (°?«j-a<P),  ind.  after  having 
seen  Rama.  —  Rdma-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various 

persons.  —  Rdma-duta,  as,  m.  '  Rama's  messenger," 
N.  of  Hanumat;  a  monkey;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  basil. 
—  Rdma-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Rama  the  son  of 
Dasa-ratha;    of  various  persons.  —  Rdma-dvadarii, 
f.,  N.  of  the  twelfth  day  in  one  of  the  halves  of  the 

month  Jyaishtha.  — .fiama-rMara,  as,  m.  a  proper 
N.  —  Rdma-nagara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Rdma- 
navaml,  (.,  N.  of  the  ninth  day  in  the  light  half  of 
the   month  Caitra,  being   the  birthday  of  Rama- 
candra.  —  Rdma-navami-mirnaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
certain  verses  on  the  fast  and  feast  to  be  observed  on 

the  above  day.  —  Rdma-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Rama 
the  son  of  Dasa-ratha ;  of  various  persons.  —  Rdina- 

ndma-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  religious 
observance.  —  Rdma-narayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
grammarian.  —  Rdma-ndrdyana-jiva,  as,  and  ra- 

ma-nripati,  is,  m.,  N.   of  two  kings.  —  Rdma- 

nydydlankdra  (°ya-aP)  and  rdma-pandita  and 
rdma-pdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various  persons.  —  Rdma- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  village.  —  Rdmu-puga,  as, 
m.  a  species  of  small  Areca  or  betel-nut  tree,  Areca 
Triandra.  —  Rdma'pujd-sarani,  f.,  N.  of  a  work. 

—  Rdiiui-purva-tdpaniya,  am,  n.  the  first  part  of 

the  Rama-tSpamya,  q.  v.  —  Rdma-prakds'a,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  commentary.  —  Rdma-prasada-tarka-vdg- 
•Ma  and  rdma-prasdda-tarkdlankdra,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  two  Pandits.  —  Rdma-bdna  =  rdma-vdna,  q.  v. 

—  Rdma-bhakta,  as,  m.  a  worshipper  of  Rama  ;  a 
proper  N.  —  Hdma-lihatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  various 
persons.  —  Rdma-bhadra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Rama  the 
son   of  Dasa-ratha ;    of  various  persons.  •»  Rdina- 
mantra,   as,  m.  a    Mantra   addressed   to    Rama. 

—  Rdmamantra-patala,  am,  n.   a  collection   of 

Mantras   addressed  to   Rama.  —  Rama-mis' ra   and 
rdma-mohana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  persons.  —  Rdma- 
yantra,  am,  n.  a  particular  diagram.  —  Rdnta-ra- 
hasya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad.  —  Rama-raja, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Rdma-rdma,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  preceptor.  —  Rdma-rudra-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

an  author;  (i),  f.,N.  of  his  commentary  on  Dina-kara's 
treatise  relating  to  invocations.  —  Rdma-lavana,  am, 
n.  a  kind  of  salt.  —  Rdma-linya-kriti,  is,  m.,  N. 
of  an  author.  —  Rdma-lekhd,  (.,  N.  of  a  princess. 
—  Rdma-vard/iana,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Rdma- 
iiarman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  Rama- 
gita.  —  Jtdma-vattablui,  am,  n.  Cassia  bark.  —Rd- 

ma-vajapeyin,  i,  m.,  ̂ J.  of  an  author.  —  Rdma- 
vdna,  as,  m. '  Rama's  arrow,'  a  kind  of  sugar-cane  ; 
a  particular  medicinal  preparation.  —  Rdma-vildsa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poem  by  Rama-carana.  —  Rdma- 
vildsa-kdvya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  poem  in  four  chapters 
by  Hari-natha  (describing  the  amours  of  Rama  and 

SH5).  —  Rdma-vind,   f.  '  RSma's  lute,'  a  kind   of 
lute,  (said  to  be  also  applicable  ironically  to  the  horn 
blown  by  Bala-rama.)  —  Hnma-vyakarana,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  grammatical  work  by  Vopa-deva.  —  Rdma- 

\  vratin,  inas,  m.  pi.  '  devoted  to  Rama,'  N.  of  a 
I  sect.  —  Rdma-s'ara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sugar-cane. 

—  Rama-s'arman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
UnSdi-kosha  (a  metrical  work  on  words  formed  with 
UnSdi  suffixes).  —  Rdma-sitald,  f.^aTdma-iitald, 

a  fragrant  plant.  —  Rdma-tiri-pada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
preceptor.  —  Rdma-shad-akshara-mantra-rdja,  as, 
m.  a  particular   Mantra  or  prayer  of  six  syllables 
addressed  to  Rama.  —  Rdma-samyamin,  i,  m.,  N. 
of  the  author  of  certain  Vedanta  precepts  in  verse. 

—  Rama-sakha,  as,   m.    'Rama's   friend,'  N.   of 
Sugrlva.  —  Rdma-saras,  as,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  lake. 
—  Rama-sahasra-ndma-stotra,  am,  n.  'praise  of 
Rama's  thousand  names,' N.  of  asection  oftheBrahma- 
yamala-tantra.  —  Rdma-sahi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Rdma-sinha,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Rdma-sukta, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  hymn.  —  Rdma-setu,  us,  m. '  Ra- 
ma's bridge,"  a  ridge  of  sand   now  called  Adam's 

bridge.  —  Rdma-senaka,  as,  m.  Gentiana  Cherayta. 
—  Rdma-sevaka,  as,  m.   a   proper  N.  —  Rdma- 

stuti,  is,  f.  and  rdtna-stotra,  am,  n. '  Rama's  praise,' N.  of  two  works.  —  Rdma-svdmin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a 

statue  of  Rama.  —  Rdma-hridaya,  am,  n.  '  Rama's 
heart,'  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Adhyatma-ramayana  re- 

vealing the    supposed    mystical    essence  of  Rama. 

—  Rdma-hrada,  as,  m.  'Rama's  lake,'  N.  of  a 
sacred   bathing-place.  —  Rdmddakra,   probably   for 

rdma~6akra.  —  Rdttid6drya  (°ma-a(5°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  various  religious  teachers.  —  Rdmd-djkardanaka, 
various  reading  for  rdma-Mhardanaka.  —  Rdmdt- 

maikya-praJidi!ikd  (Lma-dt°),  {.,  N.  of  a  treatise 

by  Satya-jnanananda-tlrtha  Yati  setting  forth  Rama's identity  with  the  Supreme  Soul.  —  Rdma-devi,  f.,  N. 
of  the   mother   of  Jaya-deva.  —  Rdmddhlkarana 

(°ma-adh°),  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  Rama.  —  Rd- 
mdnanda  (°ma-dn°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  disciple  of 
Ramanuja  and  founder  of  a  subdivision  of  the  Vaish- 
nava  sect.  —  Rdmdnanda-svdmin,  I,  m.  the  author 

of  the  Vaidya-bhushana.  —  Ramanuja  (°ma-an°), 
as,  m.  '  younger  brother  of  Rama,'  (this  title  would 
be  applicable  to  Krishna  as  bom  after  Bala-rama  of 
the  same  father) ;  N.  of  a  celebrated  reformer,  author 
of  several  Vedanta  treatises,  (he  belonged  to  the  sect 
of  the  Vaishnavas,  was  regarded  as  an  incarnation  of 
Sesha,   and    flourished   in   the   twelfth   century    in 
the  south  of  India,  where  he  combated  the  Saivas) ; 

Rdmdnujam  matam,  the  sect  of  Ramanuja.  —  Rd- 

mdnushtubh  ('ma-an0),  p,  f.,  N.  of  a  particular 
prayer  addressed  to  Rama.  —  Ramabhinanda  ("ma- 
dbh°)  or  rdmdbhyudaya  (°ma-abh°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  drama.  —  Rdmdyana  (°ma-ayana),  am,  n. 

'  Rama's    goings    or   adventures,'  N.  of  Valmiki's 
famous  epic  poem  describing  the  adventures  of  Rama- 
landra,  (it  contains  about  24000  verses  in  seven 

books,  called  Kandas,  viz.  I.  BSla-kanda  or  Adi-k°, 

2.  AyodbyS-k0,  3.  Aranya-k°,   4.  Kishkindhyi-k0, 

5.   Sundara-k",    6.   Yud'dha-k°,    7.   Uttara-k0;    the seventh  is  thought  to  be  a  comparatively  modern 
addition,  and  gives  the  history  of  Rama  and  Sits  after 
their  reunion  and  installation  as  king  and  queen  of 

Ayodhya,  afterwards  dramatized  by  Bhava-bhflti  in 
the  Uttara-rama-caritra ;    Rama's  character,  as  de- 

scribed in  the  Ramayana,  is  that  of  a  perfect  man, 

bom  to  suffering  and  self-denial,  which  he  bears 
with  more  than  human  patience;  theauthor,ValmIki, 
was  probably  a  real  person,  and  although  there  are 
two  recensions  of  the  poem,  of  which  the  purest 

belongs  to  the  north-west  of  India,  six  books  at  least 
are  thought  to  be  the  wotk  of  one  man,  and  not, 
like  the  Maha-bh5rata,  the  production  of  different 
epochs  and  minds);    (as,  I,  am),  relating  to  the 
history   of  Rama;    a   descendant   of  Rama,   (see 
Atharva-veda  VI.  83,  3.)  —  Ramdyayiya,  as,  d,  am, 

relating  or  belonging  to  the  Ramayana.  —Rdmdr- 

6ana-(andrika  (°ma-ar°),  f.,N.  of  a  work.  —  Rd- 
mdrya  (°ma-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Rd- 
mdlingana-kdma  frnd-dP),  as,  d,  am,  longing  for 
the  embrace  of  a  handsome  person  ;  (as),  m.  epithet 

of  the  red-flowering  globe-amaranth.  —Rdmd-vak- 

shojopama  ("ja-up"),  as,  d,  am,  resembling  the breasts  of  a  beautiful  woman ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of 

the  Anas  Casarca  or  ruddy  goose.  —  Rdmds'rama 
(°ma-as'°),  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Rdmdsvamedha 
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(°ma-af),  <u,  m.  '  Rama's  horse-sacrifice,'  N.  of  a 
part  of  the  Padma-Purana.  —  .ftawn.sTd  mnlhika,  an, 

i,  awl,  relating  to  RSma's  horse-sacrifice.  —  Jtruttrn- 
ilni-i/iiti  (°7Ha-iHc),  ts,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 
a  Vedanta  treatise  called  the  Viveka-sar.i.  —  Itiiiiu  ><- 

dra~vana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  lia}iit£t 

(:ma-is'a),  as,  m.  a  proper  N. ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a 
Lin-ga.  —  Jlamesvara  (°ma-ii"),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
various  persons;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga;  of  a 

Tlrtha  or  sacred  bathing-place.  —  Rdmeshu  (°ma- 
iVAu),  us,  ni.  '  Rama's  arrow.'  epithet  of  a  species 
of  sugar-cane  ;  a  proper  N.  —  Rdmottara-tdpaniya 

(  niii-ut''),  am,  n.  the  second  part  of  the  RSma- 
tspaniya;  [cf.  rama-puri'a-t'.]  —  Bdmoda  (°ma- 
uda),  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Rdmoddyana,  a*1,  m. 
(fr.  the  preceding),  a  patronymic.  —  Rdmopanis/tad 

(°ma-up°),  t,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  more  recent 
Upanishads  of  the  Atharva-veda.  —  Ramopddhydya 

(°ma-up°),  a>,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Ramopa- 
saka  (  ma-up°),  as,  m.  a  worshipper  of  Ratna- 
landra  the  son  of  Das'a-ratha. 
Rdmaka,  at,  &c.  (fr.  the  Caus.  of  it.  ram),  one 

who  delights  or  gratifies,  delighting  ;  =  ramalca, 
q.  v. ;  KIM,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 
Rdmatha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  Asa  Fcetida;  (as), 

m.  Alangium  Hexapetalum  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people ;  (i),  f.  =  nadl-hingu. 
ltdman(t,as,m.,  N.  of  two  plants,  Diospyros  Embry- 

opteris  ;=giri-mimba  ;  (a),  (.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 
Rdmani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 

Rdmaniyaka,  am,  n.  (fr.  I.  ramamya),  loveli- 
ness, agreeableness,  charmingness,  delightfulness, 

beauty;  N.  of  a  Dvlpa;  (as,  i,  am),  lovely,  agree- 
able, beautiful,  pleasing. 

Ramala,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Rdmanddra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 
Rdmi,  is,  m.  (fr.  rama),  a  patronymic. 

Rdmin,  i,  inl,  i,  delighting  sexually,  in  kshana- 
r°,  q.  v. 
Itamila,  as,  m.  a  lover,  husband;  the  god  of 

love,  Kama-deva  ;  N.  of  a  poet. 
Rdmi,  f.    See  under  rama. 

Rdmyd,  (.,  Ved.  night  j  [cf.  rdtri.J 

rdmusha,  N.  of  a  place. 

rdmbha,  as,  m.  (fr.  I.  rambha),  the 

bamboo  staff  of  a  religious  student. 

Tm  raya,  as,  m.  a  king,  prince,  (at  the 
beginning  or  end  of  a  proper  N.  used  as  a  title  of 
honour,  =  rajan,  of  which  it  is  a  corruption.)  —  Ea- 
ya-muku/a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Pada- 
candrika,  a  commentary  on  the  Amara-kosha;  of 
the  author  of  a  work  on  law.  —  Rdya-rdghava,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Hasta-ratnSvall. 

«J«(«U  rayana,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
I.  rai),  sounding,  crying,  making  a  noise;  pain 

(  =  pldd),  —  Rayanendra-sarasvati  (°na-in°),  m., N.  of  a  commentator. 

<JMMi«)  rayabhati,  f.  the  stream  of  a 

river;  [cf.  raya.'] 
tTM«3il»l  rayas-kdma,  rdyas-posha,  rayo- 

vaja,  &c.  See  under  3.  rai,  p.  853,  col.  3. 

^iMKHnhj  rayanamya,  as,  m..  N.  of  a 
preceptor. 

VIM  in  rayana  or  rayana  (i),  as,  m.  a 
proper  N. 

XTCT  rara.     See  radhd,  p.  841,  col.  2. 
TTc?  rala  or  rdlaka,  as,  m.  the  resin  of 

Shorea  Robusta  (-*«&»). -fiajo-fcarro,  as,  m. Shorea  Robusta. 

TP*  rara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  ru),  a  cry, 
shnek,  roar,  scream,  yell,  roaring,  bellowing,  vocife- ration, the  cry  of  any  animal ;  a  sound,  noise  in 
general ;  [cf.  ram.] 
Ravana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  screaming  roar- 

ing, crying,  bellowing,  bewailing,  making  lamentation ; 

(as),  m.  '  the  Vociferator,'  N.  of  the  ruler  of  Larrka 
or  Ceylon  and  the  fatuous  chief  of  the  Rakshasas  or 
demons  whose  subjugation  and  destruction  by  Rama- 
dandra,  the  seventh  incarnation  of  Vishnu,  form  the 
subject  of  the  RamSyana,  (as  son  of  ViSravas,  he  was 
younger  brother  of  Kuvera,  but  by  a  different  mother, 

Ilavila  being  the  mother  of  Kuvera,  and  Kes'in!  of the  three  other  brothers,  Ravana,  Vibhishana,  and 

Kumbha-karna  ;  both  Ravana  and  Kuvera,  the  god 
of  wealth,  are  often  called  Paulastya,  as  grandchildren 
of  the  Rishi  Pulastya,  one  of  the  seven  or  ten  mind- 
born  sons  of  Brahma,  and  as  Kuvera  is  king  of  the 
Yakshas,  so  is  Ravana  of  the  Rakshasas,  the  latter, 

however,  are  always  malignant  beings  [see  rdkshasa'], and  Ravana  himself  is  one  of  the  worst  of  the  many 
impersonations  of  evil  common  in  HindQ  mythology  ; 
he  is  the  Satan  of  the  Ramayana  as  Duryodhana  is 

of  the  Maha-bharata  ;  he  has  ten  heads  [whence  his 
names  DaSa-griva,  Dasanana,  &c.]  and  twenty  arms, 
symbolizing  strength  ;  his  power  is  described  as  so 

great,  that  where  he  is  '  there  the  sun  does  not  give 
out  its  heat,  the  winds  through  fear  of  him  do  not 
blow,  the  fire  ceases  to  bum,  and  the  ocean  becomes 

motionless  ;'  he  even,  by  his  power,  defeated  his  own 
brother  Vaisravana  or  Kuvera,  and  carried  off  his  self- 
moving  car,  called  Pushpaka,  the  wonders  of  which 
are  described  in  the  Ramayana  ;  this  potency  was, 

as  usual,  acquired  by  self-inflicted  austerities,  which 
had  obtained  from  Brahma  a  boon,  in  virtue  of  which 
Ravana  was  invulnerable  by  gods  and  divine  beings 
of  all  kinds,  though  not  by  men  or  a  god  in  human 

form  ;  as  Vishnu  became  incarnate  in  Rama-c'andra 
to  destroy  RSvana,  so  other  gods  produced  innume- 

rable monkeys,  bears,  and  various  semi-divine  animals 
to  do  battle  with  the  legions  of  demons,  his  subjects, 
under  Khara,  DQshana,  and  his  other  generals  ;  see 

hnnu-mat)  ;  a  patronymic  from  Ravana  ;  N.  of  the 
author  of  a  commentary  on  the  Sama-veda  ;  of  one 
on  the  Rig-veda  ;  of  the  author  of  the  Arka-cikitsa  ; 
of  a  king  of  Kasmlra  (mentioned  together  with  Indra- 
jit  and  Vibhishana)  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  screaming, 

&c.  ;  N.  of  a  Muhurta.  —  Rdvana-ganga,  f.  'Ra- 
vana's  Ganges,'  N.  of  a  river  in  Lan-ka  (called  after 
the  Rakshasa  Ravana).  —  Rm-ana-hasra,  a  parti- 

cular stringed  instrument.  —  Rdvana-hrada,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  lake  (from  which  the  Sata-dru  or  Sutlej 

takes  its  rise).  —  Ravanari  (°na-ari),  is,  m.  RS- 
vana's  enemy,  i.  e.  Rama. 
Rdvani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Ravana,  N.  of  , 

Indra-jit  (eldest  son  of  the  demon  Ravana)  or  of  I 
any  son  of  Ravana  ;  of  the  author  of  a  Bala-tantra  ; 
(ayas),  m.  pi.  the  sons  of  Ravana. 

Bavin,  i,  »?»,  i,  screaming,  crying,  roaring,  bel- lowing. 

See  p.  837,  col.  2. 

ravauta,  N.  of  a  royal  race. 

r°A">  vari°us  reading  for  rt.  ras, 
N  q.  v. 

TT^PT  rdsabha,  incorrect  for  rdsabha. 

rds'i,  is,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  132.  fr.  rt.  1.  as*),  a  heap,  mass,  pile,  accumu- 

lation, congeries,  group,  multitude,  quantity,  number  ; 
the  figure  or  figures  put  down  for  an  arithmetical 
operation  (such  as  multiplying,  dividing,  &c.);  a 
measure  of  quantity  (Ved.  =  drona)  ;  a  sign  of  the 
zodiac  (as  being  a  certain  sum  or  quantity  of  de- 

grees), one  twelfth  part  of  the  ecliptic,  an  astrolo- 

gical house;  N.  of  an  Ekaha  (Ved.).  —  Rds'i-gata, 
at,  a,  am,  placed  iu  a  heap,  heaped,  piled  up, 
accumulated  ;  computed,  summed  up.  —  lldii-fakra, 
am,  fi.  the  zodiacal  circle,  zodiac  ;  epithet  of  a  par- 

ticular mystical  circle.  —  Itaii-trai/n  ,  am,  n.  'triad 

of  numbers,'  the  rule  of  three.  —  Rati-naman,  a, 
n.  a  name  given  to  a  child  taken  from  the  RaSi 
under  which  he  is  bom.  —  RrnSi-pa,  as,  m.  the  regent 

of  an  astrological  house.  —  Rd.i'i-prainbhaga,  as,  m. 
a  division  or  distribution  of  the  twelve  signs  of  the 
zodiac  (under  the  twenty-eight  Nakshatras)  ;  N.  of 

the  I02nd  Adhyaya  of  Varaha-mihira's  Vrihat-sam- 
hita.  —  7?(7sfi-Wj(7oa,  as,  m.  a  fraction.  —  Rdiibhd- 

f/dnubandha  (°ga-an°),  at,  m.  the  addition  of  a 

j  traction. —Rdiiblidgapavdha  ('ga-ap°),  an,  m.  the i  subtraction   of  a   fraction.  —  RiM-bheda,  as,  m.  a 
I  portion  or  division  of  a  zodiacal  sign  or  astrological 
j  house.  —  Ruti-bhot/a,  as,  m.  the  passage  of  the  sun 
!  or  moon  or  any  planet  through  a  sign  of  the  zodiac. 

:   —  Rds'i-ri/uvaliara,    ax,    m.  (in    arithmetic)  the 
j  method  for  finding  the  quantity  contained  in  a  heap. 
—  RdH-stha,  as,  d,  am,  standing  or  being  in  a 
heap,  heaped  up,  accumulated.  —  Rdsi-karaiia,  am, 
n.  the  making  into  a  heap,  heaping  up,  piling  to- 

gether. —  Rail-karana-bhd-hya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
work  of  the  Pasupatas.  -  Rdfi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -jta- 
roti,  -kuriite,  &c.,  to  make  or  form  into  a  heap, 

heap  together,   pile  up,   accumulate.  -  llt'txl-krita, 
as,  d,  am,  made  into  a  heap,  heaped  up,  accumu- 

lated. —  RaA-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bkavtiti,  &c.,  to  be- 
come a  heap,  be  piled  up  or  accumulated.  —RiiSi- 

bhuta,  as.  d,  am,  become  a  heap,  accumulated,  piled, 

heaped.— lidfy-anilii  =  nardnsa,  <\.v.—R(ls'y-adhi- 
pa,  as,  m.  the  regent  of  an  astrological  house. 

TTg  rdshtra,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  raj;   also 
as,  m.  in  Mah5-bh.  Anusasana-p.  3050),  a  kingdom, 
rea'm,  empire,  dominion,  sovereignty ;  a  district, 
country,  region,  territory,  inhabited  country ;  a  people, 
nation,  subjects  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  any  public  calamity 
(as  famine,  plague,  &c.),  affliction  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  king  (a  son  of  Kasi).—  Rdthtra-karjiana,  am, 

n.' distressing  or  oppressing  a  kingdom.  —Riifhtra- 
kdma,  as,  d,  am,  desiring  a  kingdom.  —  lldshtra- 
Ttuta,  as,  m .  pi.,  N.  of  a  race.  —  Rdsh/ra-gupti,  is, 
f.  protection  of  a  kingdom.  —  lidxhtra-gopa,  as,  m. 

a  guardian  or  protector  of  a  kingdom.  —  Raflitra- 
tantra,  am,  n.  system  of  government,  government. 
—  Rdshtra-dd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  giving  dominion. 
—  Bdslitra-dipsu,  us,  us,  u  (see   dipsu),  Ved. 
intending  to  injure  a  country  or  people,  menacing  a 
country.  —  Rashlra-devi,  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Citra- 
bhanu.  —  Rdsh/ra-pali,  is,  m.  the  lord  of  a  kingdom, 
king,  sovereign,  (rdshtrapata  is  given  as  an  adj. 
from  this  vfoit\.)^Bdifhlra-pala,  as,  m.  a  protector 
or  guardian  of  a  kingdom,  king,  sovereign ;  N.  of  a 

son  of  Ugra-sena  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Ugra- 
sena.  —  RdMra-pdlika,   f.,  N.   of  a   daughter  of 
Ugra-sena.  —  Rashtra-bhanga,  as,  m.  breaking  up 
or  dissolution  of  a  kingdom.  —  Ildsh/ra-bhaya,  am, 
n.  fear  for  a  kingdom,  danger  threatening  a  country. 

—  Rdshtra-blit'it,  t,  t,   t,  supporting  a  kingdom, 
taking  care  of  the  sovereignty  ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Bharala ;  (tas),  m.  pi.  the  subjects  of  a  kingdom ; 
epithet  of  dice  (in  Atharva-veda  VII.  109,  6) ;  of 
certain   prayers  and   oblations ;    (t),   f.,   N.    of  an 
Apsaras.   •«  Bdshfra-bhriti,   is,    f.    or    rdsltlra- 
bhritya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  maintenance  of  government, 
support  of  authority.  —  Rdshtra-bheda,  as,  m.  divi- 

sion of  a  kingdom.  —  Rnshtra-vardhana,  as,  i, 
am,  increasing  the  kingdom,  exalting  or  extending 

dominion  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  minister  of  Das'a-ratha and  Rama.  —  Rdshtra-rdsin,  i,  m.  an  inhabitant  of 

a  kingdom,  subject.  —  Rdsktrdnta-pdla  (°ra-an°), 
as,  m.  the  protector  of  the  borders  of  a  country. 

—  Rdshtrabldvriddhi  (°ra-abh°),  is,  f.  the  increase 
of  a  kingdom,  exaltation  of  a  kingdom. 
Rdfhtraka  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  =  rdshtra, 

a  kingdom,  &c. ;  (as,  ikd,  am),  dwelling  in  a 
kingdom  or  country ;  (ikd),  f.  a  kind  of  Solanum 
(  =  brihati). 
Rashtri,  u,  f.  =  rdshtrl,  a  female  ruler,  pro- 

prietress, &c. 
Rdthlriha,  as,  t,  am,  belonging  to  or  inhabiting 

a  kingdom;  (as),  m.  an  inhabitant  of  a  kingdom, 
subject ;  the  ruler  of  a  kingdom,  governor ;  [cf. 
rdshtraka  above.] 

Rdshtrin,  i,  Ini,  i,  Ved.  possessing  or  occupying 

a  kingdom. 
Rdihtriya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  a  kingdom 

or  country ;  born  in  a  kingdom  ;  (as),  m.  a  king's 
brother-in-law  (in  theatrical  language). 



rashtrl. 

ftli  riJcta. 
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Rashtri,  [.,  Ved.  a  female  ruler  or  sovereign 
proprietress;  (Say.)  =  ro/ai(a-tfeZa;  a  form  rashtri 
in.,  is  found  in  Rig-veda  VI.  4,  5  (according  to  Say. 
=  rajya-vat,  possessing  a  kingdom,  a  sovereign. 
Rdshtrlya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  a  country  o 

kingdom  ;  (as),  m.  a  king's  brother-in-law. 

i.  rds  (connected  with  rt.  i.  ras), 

N  cl.  i.  A.  rasate,  rardse,  rdsitum,  to 
scream,  cry,  yell,  howl  (said  of  animals)  ;  to  sound 
make  any  cry  or  noise  :  Intens.  rdrdsyate. 
Bardsyamdna,  as,  H,  am,  crying  aloud,  uttering 

loud  lamentations. 

Rasa,  as,  m.  uproar,  confused  noise,  din  ;  noise 

sound  in  general  ;  N.ofa  particular  rustic  dance  (ir 
this  sense  probably  connected  with  lisa,  lasya,  q.  v.) 
a  kind  of  circular  dance  practised  by  cowherds,  (especi- 

ally) that  in  which  Krishna  and  the  Gopis  engaged  , 
any  sportive  game  or  festive  amusement,  amorous 
pastime,  play  in  general  ;  (according  to  some  also} 
speech  ;  a  chain.  —  Rdxa-kridd,  f.  a  sportive  dance, 
the  circular  dance  of  Krishna  and  the  cowherdesses. 

—  Rdsa-niandala,  am,  n.  Krishna's  circular  danc 

or  dancing-ground.  —  Rdsa-y'dtra,  f.  a  festival  in honour  of  Krishna  and  his  dances  with  the  GopTs  on 
the  full  moon  of  the  month  Karttika.  —  Rate-rasa, 
OS,  m.  (rase,  loc.  c.),  the  dance  described  above; 
pastime,  sport,  festive  mirth;  a  company,  assembly, 
party  ;  love,  desire,  sentiment  ;  the  sixth  night  after 
delivery  when  the  family  sit  up  all  night  (?)  ;  alchemy; 

[cf.  rasa.]  -  Rdsotsava  (°sa-ut°),  as,  m.  the  Rasa festival  or  festive  dances. 

Rdsaka,  us,  am,  m.  n.  a  kind  of  drama  or 
dramatic  entertainment. 

Rdsabha,  as,  a,  am,  sounding,  braying  ;  neighing 
(applied  in  Rig-veda  III.  53,  5.  to  the  horse  of 
Indra);  (a*),  m.  an  ass,  jackass,  donkey,  (in  Rig- 
veda  I.  34,  9,  1.  1  16,  2.  the  chariot  of  the  AsViiis  is 
said  to  be  drawn  by  a  single  ass,  and  other  authorities 
mention  two  asses,  but  in  other  places  their  car  is 
described  as  drawn  by  golden-winged,  falcon-like, 
swan-like  horses)  ;  (z),  f.  a  she-ass.  -  Rasabha- 
d/iiisara,  as,  a,  am,  ass-grey,  grey  as  an  ass,  light 
brown.  -  Riisabha-i/ukta,  as,  a,  am,  yoked  with 
asses,  drawn  by  asses.  —  Ratabha-vandini,  f.  Arabian 
jasmine.  —  Riis<tbha-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
-  Iliisiilliiirava  (°bha-dr°),  as,  m.  the  braying  of 
asses.  —  Rasabhdruna  (°bha-ar),  as,  a,  am,  brown as  an  ass. 

llr'isya  in  go-rdsya,  as,  m,  N.  of  Krishna. 
J  I1J    2.  rds,  a  form  of  rt.  I.  rd,  to  give, 

^,  (to  which  forms  like  rasate,  ardsata, 
I'dsan,  rdsat  are  sometimes  referred;   see  Naigh 
III.   20.) 

r  rdsana,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  rasand),  relating 
to  the  tongue,  perceptible  by  the  tongue,  pertaining  to 
the  sense  or  organ  of  taste,  savoury,  palatable. 

rdsabha.     See  above. 

1  rdsdyana,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  rasayana), 
relating  to  an  elixir,  &c. 

«.l«ll  rasnd,  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  III. 
15.  fr.  rt.  I.  rai),  a  girdle  (Ved.  ;  cf.  rafand)  ;  N. 
of  two  plants,  Mimosa  Octandra,  a  thorny  shrub  ; 
the  ichneumon  plant  ;  a  sort  of  perfume, 

J!~inndhd,  f.,  Ved.  a  small  girdle  or  band. 
Rdsndi'a,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  girdle,  girdled, 

girt. 

tT*?T  rdspa,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.  on 

Rig-veda  V.  43,  14)  a  sacrificial  ladle  (  =  2.  ju.hu). 

Jti'upira,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.) holding  the  sacrificial  ladles,  &c. 

TTnUTT  rdspina,  as,  d,  am  (according  to 
Say.  either  fr.  rt.  I.  ras  or  rt.  rap),  Ved.  sounding 
forth  praise,  praising. 

<j£«f  iff  rdhakshati,  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 
rdhitya,  am,  n.  (fr.  rahita),  the 

being  without  anything,  the  being  destitute  of,  free- 
dom from  anything,  destitution,  destituteness  (at  the 

end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  kripa-rahitya,,  the  being 
without  compassion). 

Ttnjt?  rdhila,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

TTi|  ra.hu,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  rah; 
probably  connected  with  rts.  rabh,  grabh),  '  tin. 
looser'  or '  the  seizer,'  N.  of  a  Daitya  or  demon  who 
is  supposed  to  seize  the  sun  and  moon  and  thus 

cause  eclipses,  (according  to  the  common  myth 
he  was  a  son  of  Vipra-citti  and  Sinhika,  and  had 
four  arms,  his  lower  part  ending  in  a  tail ;  he  was  the 
instigator  of  all  mischief  among  the  Daityas,  and 
when  the  gods  had  produced  the  Amrita  or  nectar 
from  the  churned  ocean,  he  disguised  himself  like 
one  of  them  and  drank  a  portion  of  it,  but  the  Sun 
and  Moon  having  detected  his  fraud  and  informed 
Vishnu,  the  latter  severed  his  head  and  two  of  his 

arms  from  the  rest  of  his  body ;  the  portion  of  nectar 
he  had  swallowed  having  secured  his  immortality, 
the  head  and  tail  were  transferred  to  the  stellar 

sphere,  the  head  wreaking  its  vengeance  on  the  Sun 
and  Moon  by  occasionally  swallowing  them  for  a 
time,  while  the  tail,  under  the  name  of  Ketu,  gave 
birth  to  a  numerous  progeny  of  comets  and  fiery 
meteors :  in  astronomy  Rahu  is  variously  regarded 

as  a  dragon's  head,  as  the  ascending  node  of  the moon,  or  as  one  of  the  planets);  an  eclipse  or 
(rather)  the  moment  of  occupation  or  obscuration  ; 
the  regent  of  the  south-west  quarter.  —  Rdhu-gata, 

as,  a,  am,  Ved.  'gone  to  Rahu,'  darkened,  ob- 
scured, eclipsed.  -  Rahu-grasana  or  rahu-gm- 

hana,  am,  n.  '  seizure  or  swallowing  by  Rahu,'  an 
eclipse  of  the  sun  or  moon.  -  Rdhu-grasta,  as,  a, 
am,  'swallowed  by  Rahu,'  eclipsed.  -  Rd  h  u-grasa 
or  rdhu-grdha,  as,  m.  an  eclipse  of  the  sun  or 
moon,  the  immersion  at  an  eclipse.  —  Rdhn-tfkattra, 
am,  n.  green  ginger.  -  Rdhu-dariana,  am,  n., 
Ved. '  appearance  of  Rahu,'  an  eclipse.  -  Raku-par- 
van,  a,  n.  the  day  or  period  of  an  eclipse.  —  Rahv.- 
pitld,  f.  'oppression  by  Rahu,'  an  eclipse. -Rahu- 
pujd,  {.  the  worship  of  Rahu.  -  Ra/ta-bhedin,  I, 
m.  '  severing  Rahu,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.  -  Rahu- 
niiird/ia-bkid,  t,  or  ruhu-murdha-hara,  as,  m. 
'  decapitator  of  Rahu,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.  -  Rdltu- 
ratna,  am,  n.  Rahu's  jewel,  N.  of  a  kind  of  jewel. 
-  Rdhu-samsparia,  as,  m.  contact  with  Rahu, 
1.  e.  an  eclipse  of  the  sun  or  moon.  —  Rd/tu-s&aka, 
am,  n.  the  birth  or  appearance  of  Rahu,  an  eclipse 
of  the  sun  or  moon.  -  Rahutihishta,  (°A»-M<T)  or 
ruhutsrishta  (°hn-ut°),  am,  n.  •  left  or  despised  by R5hu,'  a  shalote,  Allium  Ascalonicum. 

R'llmvi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Rahu. 
Rdhula,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  S'akya-rnuni ;  of 

a  son  of  S'uddhodana;  of  a  minister  of  Hiouen- 
:hizng.  —  Rdhula-ju,  us,  m.  father  of  RShula,  i.e. S'akya-rnuni. 

Rdhvlaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 
HdlndutaQ),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  patriarch. 

^l^'KU  rdkugana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rahugana), 
Ved.  a  patronymic  of  Gotama ;  (as),  m.  pi.  of  the bllowing  word. 

Itahuijant/a,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

|T  i.  ri  (connected  with  rts.  I.  n,  4.  ri), 
cl.  6.  P.  riyati,  riraya,  reshyati,  aralshit, 

•etum,  to  go,  move;  cl.  5.  P.  riyuti,  &c.,  to  hurt 
cf.  rt,  4.  ri);  cl.  9.  P.  A.  rindt'i,  rinite,  Sec.,  to ;o,  move ;  to  draw  out,  drive  out,  set  free,  expel ; 
o  separate,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  III.  60, 
2.  arintla  =  yojandt  pmpitamniah)  ;  to  emit ;  to 
Bestow,  grant ;   to  hurt,  injure,  kill ;  to  be  injured 
A.) ;  to  howl,  &c.  [cf.  rt.  I.  ri] :  Caus.  riiyayati, 
yilum,  Aor.  anrayat :  Desid.  rinsliati :  Intens. 
•eriyate,  reray'itl,  rereti. 
lluiat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  injuring,  hurting ;  setting ree. 

ft  2.  ri,  at  the  end  of  adj.  comps.;  [cf. 
iti-i-i,  brihad-ri.] 

ft  3.  ri  (a  contraction  of  rishabha),  the 
second  note  of  the  Hindu  gamut. 

ftllfi  rilipha,  am,  n.  (fr.  Gr.  pi^ij),  Ved. 
epithet  of  the  twelfth  astrological  house. 

ft^i  rikta,  riktha,  &c.     See  below  and 

p.  846,  col.  i. 
ftlS«^  rikvan,  a,  m.,  Ved.  =  stena,  a  thief 

(according  to  Naigh.  III.  24). 

rikslid,  f.  a  nit  (=likshd);  a  mote 
in  a  sun-beam. 

TTTT  rikh  (connected  with  rts.  rinkh, 
X  ring,  rakh,  runlth),  cl.  i.  P.  nlihati, 

&c.,  to  go,  move  (so  given  by  Vopa-deva,  but  by 
other  grammarians  identified  in  this  sense  with  it. 
rinkh  below) ;  cl.  6.  P.  (not  in  use,  but  apparently 
the  original  form  of  rt.  likh,  cl.  6.  likhali,  q.  v.), 
to  scratch,  scrape,  write ;  [cf.  rekhd ;  cf.  also  Gr. 
fpfUCQJ,   fpf^Ooj.] 

J  rinkh  (connected  with  rts.  rikh, 
^rakh,  raitk/i,  ring,  rang),  cl.  i.  P. 

rinl;hati,  &c.,  to  go,  move,  creep,  crawl  (said  of 
young  children)  ;  to  go  slowly ;  to  slip. 

Jliitklia,  as,  m.     See  under  rinkha  below. 
Rinkhaiia,  am,  n.  the  act  of  crawling,  creeping 

(said  of  children  who  creep  on  all  fours). 

Itinlihd,  i.  creeping,  sliding ;  dancing ;  one'  of  a 
horse's  paces  ;  a  horse's  hoof;  deceiving,  disappoint- 

ing, (according  to  some  also  as,  m.  in  the  previous 
senses)  ;  the  plant  Carpopogon  Pruriens. 

'M  J»  ring   (connected  with   rts.  rang, 
*\  rinkh,  &c.,  see  above),  cl.  1.  P.  riitgati, 

&c.,  to  go,  move,  creep,  crawl  (said  of  young  children), 
to  move  slowly  or  with  difficulty;   to  slip:    Caus. 
ringayati,  &c.,  to  cause  to  creep. 
Ringana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  moving,  creeping, 

crawling  ( =  riitlihana) ;  slipping,  sliding ;  deviating 
(from  rectitude,  &c.). 

Ringat,  an,  anti,  at,  creeping,  crawling,  moving. 
Riitgamdna,  as,  d,  am,  creeping,  crawling, 

slipping. 

Rlngi,  is,  f.  going,  moving,  motion. 
Ringita,  am,  n.  motion,  surging  (of  waves). 
Ringin,  i,  itn,  i,  creeping,  crawling  (said  of  young 

children). 

ri£,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  rinakti,  rinkte, 

x  rirefa,  ririCe,  rekshyali,  -te,  aridat  or 
araikslilt  (Vedic  forms  arirefit,  araik),  arikta 
(ist  sing,  arikshi),  rcktum,  to  empty,  make  empty, 
evacuate,  clear,  purge,  remove,  separate,  divide;  to 

resign,  give  up,  deliver  up,  part  with,  sell,  (but  ac- 
cording to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  IV.  24,  9.  '  to  recover, 

get  back') ;  to  leave,  leave  behind,  bequeath;  cl.  10. 
I.  P.  reiayati,  recall,  &c.,  to  divide,  separate;  to 
disconnect,  disjoin ;  to  leave,  abandon ;  to  join,  mix  : 
Pass,  rifyate,  Aor.  arcti,  to  be  emptied,  &c. ;  to  be 
deprived  of,  lose,  be  freed  from ;  to  be  destroyed, 
perish  :  Caus.  rcAiyati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ariri(at,  to 
cause  to  empty,  make  empty;  to  discharge,  emit  (as 
>reath) ;  to  abandon,  give  up :  Desid.  ririkshati, 
•tc  :  Intens.  rcridyale,  rerekti;  [cf.  Zend  ric;  Gr. 

iuqu-o,  re-iingu-o,  re-li'/it-u-s,  lic-e-t  (Osc.  lik-i- 
'ud  =  lice-to),  lic-c-o-r;  Goth.laib-a,  bi-laib-jan, 
af-tif-nan,  leihran;  Old  Germ.  bi-Wt-an ;  Mod. 
3erm.  bleibe;  Angl.  Sax.  lyfan,  le-lifan,  lasfan, 
<en,  Ionian;  Lith.  lelt-u,  lik-ti,  lek-as,  pa- 

aik-i-s.] 

Itika  (?),  am,  n.  the  heart,  mind ;  law,  litigation. 
Rikta,  as,  d,  am,  emptied,  cleared,  purged ; 

empty,  void  ;  unloaded,  unburdened ;  hollow,  hol- 
owcd  (as  the  hands)  ;  having  nothing,  poor,  indi- 

gent ;  vain,  worthless,  valueless ;  epithet  of  one  of 
the  four  wagtails  (employed  in  augury) ;  free  from, 
levoid  of,  deprived  of,  destitute  of,  without ;  (5),  f., 
cil.  tithi,  epithet  of  the  fourth,  ninth,  or  fourteenth 
lays  of  the  lunar  fortnight;  (am),  n.  an  empty 

:oF 
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place,  empty  space,  vacuum,  void,  vacuity ;  a  desert, 
wilderness,  wood,  forest.  —  Rikta-kumbha,  am,  n., 
Ved.  (the  sound  of)  an  empty  vessel,  a  hollow 

sound,  empty  or  senseless  language.  —  Itikta-krit, 
t,  t,  t,  Ved.  nuking  empty,  emptying;  causing  a 

vacuum.  —  Rikta-guru,  see  Pin.  VI.  3 , 42.  —  liikta- 
td,  (.  emptiness,  vacuity,  void,  empty  space  or  space 

in  general.  —  llilcta-jmiri,  is,  it,  i,  empty-handed, 
bringing  no  present. ~  Itil;ta-lih<iiu[a,  urn,  n.  an 
empty  vessel ;  (at,  a,  am),  having  no  vessels  or 
effects.  —  Rikta-mati,  is,  is,  i,  empty-minded, 
thinking  of  nothing  ~ltil;ta-lt(i?t(t,  a*,  (7,  am, 
empty-handed,  having  empty  hands,  bringing  no 

present ;  carrying  away  no  present.  —  Riktdrka  (°ta- 
ar°),  as,  m.  a  Sunday  falling  on  one  of  the  Rikla 
days.  —  Rikti-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  make 
empty  or  void,  remove,  take  away ;  to  steal ;  to 
get  back,  recover.  —  RikKkrita-hridaya,  as,  a,  am, 
emptied  or  deprived  of  heart. 

Riktaka,  as,  a,  am,  empty,  void ;  unladen,  un- 
burdened. 

Riktha,  am,  n.  (frequently  written  riktha),  pro- 
perty left  at  death,  inheritance,  portion,  bequest ; 

property  in  general,  possessions,  substance,  wealth ; 

g/M.  —  Riktha-grdha,  as,  a,  am,  receiving  an  in- 
heritance, inheriting  property;  (as),  m.  an  inheritor, 

he\r.  —  Riktha*jdta,  am,  n.  the  aggregate  of  a 
property,  collected  estate  (of  a  deceased  person). 

—  Riktha-bhdgin,  i,  ini,  i,  or  riktha-bhdj,  k,  k, 
k,  inheriting  or  sharing  property,  dividing  the  pro- 

perty  (of  a  deceased   person),  an   inheritor,   heir. 

—  Riktha-mbhdga,  as,  m.  the  division  or  sharing 

of  (a  deceased  person's)  property,  partition  of  inherit- 
ance; a  share  in  an  inheritance.  —  Riktlia-hara  or 

riktha-hdra,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  receiving  an  inherit- 
ance, inheriting  property ;  (as),  m.  an  heir. —  Rik- 

tha-hdrin,  »,  ini,  i,  receiving  or  inheriting  pro- 
perty ;  (i),  m.  an  heir,  one  who  succeeds  to  property ; 

a  maternal  uncle ;  the  seed  of  the  Indian  fig-tree. 

•~Rikthdda  ("tha-dda),  at,  a,  am,  receiving  an 
inheritance ;  (as),  m.  an  heir,  son. 

Rikthin,  i,  ini,  i,  inheriting  property ;  possessing 
property,  wealthy;  (i),  m.  an  heir. 

Rikt/ilya  in  a-r{kthiya,  as,  a,  am,  incapable  of 
inheriting  property,  having  no  claim  to  inheritance. 
Rityamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  emptied,  being 

purged,  being  left  clear,  being  freed  from,  being 
delivered  from. 

Ririkvas,  van,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  has  emaciated 

or  attenuated  (his  body  by  austerities,  Rig-veda  IV. 
34.  3)- 

Reka,  refa,  retita,  &c.     See  p.  852,  col.  3. 

fj  J   rij  (connected  with  rt.  rinj),  cl.  I. 

'    N  A.  rejate,  Sec,,  to  fry ;  to  parch ;  [cf.  rt. Wiry.] 

KIS  riti,  is,  f.  the  crackling  or  roaring 
of  flame  j  a  musical  instrument ;  black  salt. 

fWl«vi<  rini-nagara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
town. 

j^ (Id    """  or  rimb  (=rt.  ranv),  cl.  I. 
N  P.  rlnvati,  rimbati,  &c.,  to  go. 

ftr^  rit,  t,  I,  t  (fr.  rt.  i.  ri),  Ved.  (per- 
haps) moving,  flowing,  (Say.  =  gantri.) 

Kn sji 'n  ritakvan,  a,  m.,  Ved.  a  thief, 
(various  reading  for  takvan,  Naigh.  III.  24.) 

TCS  riddha,  as,  a,  am  (probably  for  riddha, 
q.  v.),  ripe  (said  of  grain). 

ITVR  ridhama,  as,  m.  (perhaps  connected 
with  riddha.  above),  spring ;  love. 

\{U   i  • «/> (the  old  form  of  rt.  lip,  q.  v. ; 
N  in  Rig-veda  V.  85,  8.  the  form  riripuh 

"  lepayanti  =  pdpam  dropayanti),  Ved.  to  smear, smear  or  cover  over;  to  defile,  spoil;  to  deceive, cheat. 

2.  rip,  p,  {.,  Ved.  injury,  fraud,  deceit,  trick, 
guile,  (Siy.  =  hinsa,  mayo);  the  earth,  (Say.= 

bhiimi);  (p,  p,  p),  injuring,  an  injurer,  enemy, 
deceiver,  cheat,  (Say.  =  ripu.) 

Ripa,  us,  «s,  tt  (according  to  Unadi-s.  I.  27.  fr. 
rt.  rap;  according  to  others,  connected  with  rt.  I.  ri 
or  with  Caus.  of  rt.  I.  ri;  cf.  rt.  riph),  injuring, 

cheating,  deceiving,  fraudulent,  treacherous,  false 
(Ved.)  ;  (its),  m.  a  deceiver,  cheat,  rogue,  thief 
(Ved.)  ;  an  enemy,  adversary,  foe  ;  (in  astrology)  a 
hostile  planet  ;  epithet  of  the  sixth  astrological  house  ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  JTlishti.  ••  Ripu-ghdtin,  I,  ini,  i, 
slaying  an  enemy,  killing  foes  ;  (ini),  f.  a  species  of 
creeper;  Abrus  Precatorius.  —  Ripu-ghna,  as,  I, 
am,  killing  an  enemy.  —  Ripun-jaya,  as,  a,  am, 
conquering  a  foe,  vanquishing  enemies;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  several  kings  ;  of  a  son  of  S'lishti  ;  of  a  son 
of  Suvlra  ;  of  a  son  of  VisVa-jit.  —  Ripu-td,  f.  en- 

mity, hostility.  —  Ripu-nipdtin,  I,  ini,  i,  causing 
an  enemy  to  fall,  destroying  a  foe.  —  Ripu-bala, 

am,  n.  an  enemy's  army.  —  Ripit-bhaya,  am,  n. 
fear  or  danger  from  an  enemy.  -•  Ripu-bhavana, 
am,  n.  or  ripu-bhdva,  as,  m.  epithet  of  the  sixth 
astrological  house.  —  Ripu-maUa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

king.  —  Rlpu^rakta,  am,  n.  an  enemy's  blood. 
—  Rlpu-rakshin,  i,  ini,  i,  preserving  from  an 
enemy.  —  Ripu-rdkshasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
elephant.  —  Rip  u-varjita,  as,  d,  am,  freed  from 
an  enemy.  ••  Ripu-vafa,  as,  d,  am,  subject  to  an 
enemy.  —  Ripuvada-tva,  am,  n.  subjection  to  an 
enemy.  —  Ripu-sudana,  as,  i,  am,  destroying  ene- 

mies. —  Ripu-sthdna,  am,  n.  epithet  of  the  sixth 
astrological  house. 

Ripta,  as,  d,  am  (  =  lipta),  Ved.  anointed, 
smeared,  (api-ri/ita  in  ̂Lig-veda  I.  118,  J=pata- 
lena  pihita-drishti,  i.  e.  blinded.) 

Ripra,  am,  a.  (according  to  Un5di-s.  V.  55.  fr. 
rt.  I.  ri),  dirt,  impurity  (Ved.)  ;  sin,  (Siy.^pdpa; 
cf.  Nirukta  IV.  21);  (as,  d,  am),  vile,  bad;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Slishti.  —  Ripra-vdha,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  carrying  off  or  removing  impuritv  or  sin, 
(Say.  =papasya  vodhri.) 
Repa,  as,  d,  am,  low,  vile,  inferior,  contemptible  ; 

cruel,  savage. 

Repot,  as,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  IV.  189.  fr. 
rt.  rap;  cf.  rapas),  a  spot,  stain;  a  wrong  or 
blamable  action,  fault,  sin  ;  (as,  as,  as),  low,  vile, 

contemptible  ;  miserly,  niggardly  ;  wicked,  aban- 
doned, cruel,  savage. 

ripsu.     See  p.  833,  col.  i. 

|1  if.  riph  [cf.  rt.  rih],  cl.  6.  P.  riphati, 
\  rirepha,  Sec.,  to  utter  a  murmuring  gut- 

tural sound,  to  utter  a  rough  or  grating  or  burring 
sound,  to  pronounce  the  letter  r  [cf.  repha  below]  ; 
to  murmur  or  snarl  at,  revile,  find  fault  with,  blame, 

despise  ;  (according  to  lexicographers  also  capable  of 
the  following  senses),  to  speak,  say,  relate  ;  to  boast, 
(katthane  being  a  various  reading  for  kaihane); 
to  give;  to  fight;  to  hurl,  kill,  (in  this  sense  =  rts. 
riph,  rimph)  :  Pass,  riphyate,  to  be  murmured  or 
spoken  in  a  grating  or  burring  manner,  to  have  or 
take  the  pronunciation  of  the  letter  r. 

Riphat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  murmuring,  uttering 
a  burring  sound,  pronouncing  the  letter  /. 
Riphita,  as,  d,  am,  uttered  in  a  burring  or 

grating  manner,  pronounced  with  the  sound  of  the letter  r. 

Repha,  as,  m.  a  burr,  burring  or  grating  sound,  the 
letter  r;  a  cretic  (see  3.  ra);  passion,  affection  of 
the  mind  ;  (as,  d,  am),  low,  vile,  contemptible  ; 
[cf.  repa  above.]  —  Repha-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved. 
containing  a  burring  sound,  having  the  sound  of  r. 
—  Rephd-vipuld  —  rarvipuld,  q.  v. 

Rephan,  as,  as,  as,  low,  vile,  contemptible  ; 
wicked,  abandoned  ;  miserly,  niggardly;  cruel,  savage; 

[cf.  repas  above.] 
Rephitvd,  ind.  having  uttered  a  burring  or  grating 

sound,  having  pronounced  with  the  sound  of  the letter  r. 

Rephin,  t,  ini,  t,Ved.  containing  a  burring  sound, 
containing  the  letter  r,  having  the  nature  of  r. 

risddas. 

ribh  or  rebh,  cl.  i.  A.  rebhate  (Ved. 

N  also  P.  rebhati),  rirebhe,  rebhitum,  to 
crackle,  creak;  to  murmur  (as  a  stream  &c.) ;  to 
sound  in  general ;  to  chatter,  babble,  clatter ;  to  talk 
or  speak  aloud,  shout  with  joy,  rejoice  [cf.  rt.  rili] ; 
to  praise,  glorify,  worship  (Ved.  P.) :  Pass,  ribhyate, 
to  be  praised  or  glorified  ;  [cf.  Gr.  / 

Ribhvan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to  Naigh.  III. 
24)  a  thief;  [cf.  rihvan.] 
Rebha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  crackling ;  sounding 

loudly  ;  (as),  m.  a  praiser,  reciter  of  praises,  panegyrist, 
celebrator;  a  talker,  prattler,  chatterer;  N.  of  a 
Rishi  (who  was  cast  into  a  well  by  the  Asuras,  and 
rescued  by  the  Asvins  after  having  lain  there  for  ten 
nights  and  nine  days,  see  Rig-veda  I.  112,  5.  116, 

24,  &c.) ;  N.  of  the  author  of  Rig-veda  VIII.  97 
(having  the  patronymic  Kasyapa).  —  Rebha-sunii, 
m.  du.  two  sons  of  Rebha,  the  authors  of  the  hymns 
Rig-veda  IX.  99,  100. 

Rebhana,  am,  n.  the  lowing  of  kine. 
Rebliat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  crackling,  sounding ; 

praising. 
Rebhila  and  rebhilaka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

rimeda,  as,  m.  =:  ari-meda. 

rimph  (connected  with  rt.  riph; 
.  cf.  rt.  riph),  cl.  6.  P.  rimphati,  to 

hurt,  kill. 

Rimpha,  am,  n.  the  zodiac. 

=  rt.  rmv. 

riransii,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  ram), 

the  desire  to  rejoice  or  be  pleased,  wish  to  sport ; 
desire  of  pleasure  or  sexual  enjoyment,  lasciviousness, lustfulness. 

Riransu,  us,  us,  u,  desiring  to  rejoice,  wishing  to 
sport,  wishing  for  sexual  pleasures,  lustful,  wanton, lascivious. 

Riramayishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of  Caus.), 
wishing  to  cause  or  give  pleasure  (especially  sexual 
pleasure). 

ftrflSf^T  rirakshisha,  f.  (fr.  the  Desid.  of 
rt.  i.  raksh),  the  desire  to  watch  or  keep  guard, 
wish  to  protect. 
Rirakshd,  f.  less  correct  for  the  above. 

Rirakshishu,  us,  us,  u,  desiring  to  watch  or  keep 

guard,  wishing  to  protect.* 
Rirakshu,  less  correct  for  rirakshishu  above. 

ririkshu.     See  below. 

(VO  riri,  f.  yellow  brass,  pale  brass, 
prince's  metal ;  [cf.  rlrl,  riti.] 

rilhaua  or  rihlana,  as,m.&  proper  N. 

rivaka,  as,  m.  =  ravaka. 

M  «i|  ris  (according  to  some  an  older 
^  V  form  of  rt.  I .  lit,  q.  v. ;  closely  connected 

with  rt.  I.  ritth,  from  which,  in  some  forms  and 

meanings,  it  is  not  distinguishable ;  cf.  also  rts.  ruH, 
i.  rush),  cl.  6.  P.  ritfati,  rireia,  rekshyati,  ari- 
kshat,  reshfum,  Ved.  to  tear,  rend,  tear  off,  break 

off,  pluck  off,  injure,  hurt ;  to  feed  on,  graze  :  Caus. 
reiayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  arirtsat :  Desid.  ririkshali, 
to  wish  to  injure :  Intens.  reritSyate,  rereshti ;  [cf. 

Slav,  resati,  '  to  cut.'] Rirtkshat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  wishing  to  injure, 

&c. ;  (an),  m.  an  enemy. 
Ririkshu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  injure  or  harm, 

(this  form  is  sometimes  referred  to  rt.  I .  risk.) 

Rida,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  tearing,  tearing  off,  injur- 

ing ;  (as),  m.  an  injurer,  enemy. 
Ris'at,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  Ved.  tearing,  injuring, 

hurting ;  feeding  or  grazing  upon,  consuming,  (Say. 
=  bhakshandrtham  hinsat.) 

Jii^ddas,  as,  as,  as  (a  word  of  doubtful  derivation 
and  meaning ;  said  to  be  fr.  riia,  an  enemy,  +  ada 
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fr.  rt.  ad),  Ved.  destroying  those  who  injure,  de- 
s.roying  enemies,  epithet  of  the  Maruts,  &c. ;  [cf. 
Rig-veda  I.  39,  4.] 

I.  rish/a,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  rishta  see  below), 
Ved.  torn,  torn  off,  broken,  injured ;  wearied. 

f  risya,  as,  m.  =  ns'ya,  an  antelope. 
I.  risk  (closely  connected  with  rt. 
ri$,  from  which,  in  some  forms  and  mean- 

ings, it  is  not  distinguishable;  cf.  also  rts.  ru,i, 
I.  rush),  cl.  I.  4.  P.  reshati,  rishyati  (in  ep.  and 
later  authors  also  A.rishyate),riresha,reshishyati, 
areshlt  or  arishat  (Vedic  forms  rishat,  rishdma, 
rishdthana,  reshat,  riskata),  reshitum  or  reshtum 
(Ved.  inf.  rishe),  to  injure,  hurt,  harm ;  to  kill, 
destroy,  ruin ;  to  give  offence ;  to  be  injured  or 

destroyed,  suffer  wrong,  perish  (cl.  4) ;  to  fail,  mis- 
carry, meet  with  misfortune  or  disaster  (cl.  4) :  Caus. 

reshayati,  -yate,'  -yitum,  Aor.  anHshat,  ariri- 
shata,  to  cause  to  be  injured,  injure,  hurt,  harm ;  to 
cause  to  miscarry,  make  to  fail ;  to  fail,  miscarry, 
meet  with  misfortune  or  disaster  (A.) :  Desid.  riri- 
shishati,  rireahishati,  (according  to  some  also  ri- 
rikshati):  Intens.  rerithyate,  rereshti;  [cf.  pro- 

bably Gr.  fata,  fiaiffroi ;  Lat.  /a'tio.] 
3.  rish,  t,  (.  injury ;  (t,  t,  t),  injuring,  an  injurer. 
Risha,  as,  d,  am,  injuring,  destroying,  &c. ;  [cf. 

naghd-risha.~] Rishanya,  Nom.  P.  rishanyati,  &c.  (Pan.  VII. 
4>  36).  Ved.  to  injure,  harm,  be  hurtful;  to  reject 
(a  petition) ;  to  fail,  miscarry. 

Rishanyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  injurious,  hurtful,  ma- 
levolent, (Say.  —  hinsalca.) 

Rishika,  as,  d,  am,  (probably)  destroying,  destruc- 
tive, injurious. 

i.  rishta,  as,  5,  am  (for  I.  see  above),  injured, 
hurt,  wounded ;  unlucky ;  (according  to  some  also) 
lucky ;  (am),  n.  mischief,  harm ;  misfortune,  bad  luck 
(=arishta);  destruction,  loss;  sin;  (according  to 
some  also)  good  luck,  prosperity ;  (a*),  m.  a  sword ; 
the  soap  plant,  Sapiudus  Detergens ;  N.  of  a  king ; 
of  a  Daitya  or  demon  (destroyed  by  Vishnu) ;  of  a 

son  of  a  Manu  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  "of  the  mother  of  the 
Apsarases.  —  llish/a-tdti,  is,  is,  i,  causing  prosperity, 
propitious;  auspicious;  [cf.  siva-tdti.]  —  Rishta- 
deha,  as,  d,  am,  wounded  in  body. 
Rishtaka,  as,  m.  Sapindus  Detergens. 
Rishti,  is,  f.  injury,  hurt,  damage;  failure,  mis- 

carriage, misfortune,  bad  luck ;  (according  to  some) 

good  luck ;  ishu-riihti,  '  the  going  astray  or  swerv- 
ing of  an  arrow,"  N.  of  a  Saman  ;  (is),  m.  =  rishti, 

a  sword,  (according  to  some  also  it,  f.) 

Rishtiya,  Nom.  P.  rishtiyati,  Scc.=rishanya 
above. 
Rishva,  as,  d,  am,  injurious,  hurtful,  mischievous. 

t  rishi,  is,  m.  =  rishi. 

rishpha,  am,  n.  =  rifipha. 

K«f  rishya,  as,  m.  r=  rishya,  risya. 
—  Rishya-muka,  as,  m.  =  rishya-muka. 

MJ  rih  (a  Vedic  form  of  rt.  UK),  the 
^  following  forms  of  this  rt.  are  found,  relhi, 

rihati  (yd  pi.  rihanti,  A.  rihate),  to  lick,  taste; 
to  caress,  kiss  ;  (also  regarded  as  another  form  of  rt. 
riph,  and  therefore  said  to  be  capable  of  the  follow- 

ing meanings)  to  praise,  worship ;  to  say,  speak  ;  to 
boast;  to  give  [cf.  rt.  I.  ra] ;  to  blame;  to  fight; 
to  hurt,  injure;  to  kill,  (in  this  sense  said  to  be  also 
rehati) :  Intens.  rerihyate,  to  lick  again  and  again ; 
to  caress,  kiss. 

Rihat,  an,  atl,  at,  licking. 
Rihdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  licking,  caressing,  wish- 

ing to  caress. 

Rihdyas,  a*,  m.,  Ved.  a  thief,  robber  (Naigh. 
III.  24). 

Rihvan,  d,  m.  a  thief;  [cf.  ribhvan.'] Rerihdna.    See  s.  v. 

K?*i  riham,  ind.,  Ved.  various  reading 
for  rihat,  q.  v. 

i.  ri  (connected  with  rt.  i.  ri),  cl. 

9.  P.  A.  rindti,  rinite,  rirdya  (yd  du. 
riryatus),  rirye,  reshyati,  rexhyate,  araishlt, 
areshta,  return,  to  go,  move ;  to  hurt,  injure,  kill, 
(see  rt.  I.  ri);  to  howl  [cf.  rt.  I.  ru]  ;  cl.  4.  A. 
riyate,  &c.,  to  melt,  become  fluid,  distil,  drip, 
trickle,  ooze,  drop,  flow  [cf.  rt.  i.  fi] :  Caus.  repa- 

yati,  -yitum,  Aor.  arlripat :  Desid.  ririshati, 
•te:  Intens.  rerlyate,  rerayiti;  [cf.  Goth,  and 
Angl.  Sax.  rinnan.] 

Rina,  as,  a,  am,  dropping,  trickling,  oozing, 
distilling,  flowing,  leaking. 

Rili,  is,  f.  going,  motion,  moving,  flowing,  trick- 
ling ;  a  stream,  river ;  a  course ;  a  line,  streak ;  a 

limit,  boundary  ( =  siman) ;  general  course  or  way, 
method,  mode,  manner,  fashion ;  usage,  observance, 
custom,  practice,  natural  property  or  disposition ; 
style,  diction,  (three  styles  of  diction  or  composition 
are  enumerated,  viz.  vaidarlihi,  gaudi,  pdildali,  to 
which  a  fourth  is  sometimes  added,  viz.  Idtihd,  and 
even  a  fifth  and  sixth,  viz.  duantikd  and  mdgadhi) ; 
bell-metal,  brass,  pale  brass ;  calx  of  brass ;  rust  of 
iron ;  scoria  of  any  metal  or  the  oxide  formed  on 
the  surface  of  metals  by  their  exposure  to  heat  and 

m."Rlti-jna,  as,  d,  am,  acquainted  with  estab- 
lished usages  or  customs.  —  Riti-pushpa,  am,  n. 

'  brass-efflorescence,'  calx  of  brass.  —  Riti-prashiha, 
as,  am,  ra.  n.  a  Prashtha  weight  of  brass.  —  Riti- 
baddha,  as,  a,  am,  brass-bound,  studded  or  inlaid 
with  biasi.  —  Riti-bhiita,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  a  row, 
standing  in  a  line.  —  Rily-ap,  p,  p,  p,  Ved.  stream- 

ing with  rain. 
Rltika,  am,  n.  calx  of  brass ;  (a),  f.  bell-metal, brass. 

T;^  2.  ri=rai  in  ridhad-ri,  (for  ri,  fern. 
of  2.  ra,  see  under  2.  ra,  p.  824.) 

Otqi  rijya,  f.  reproach,  censure  [cf. 
ridhd] ;  shame,  modesty. 

TT7T  rttha,  f.  or  rlthd-karanja,  as,  m.  a 
species  of  Karanja. 

Ttif^i  ridhaka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

rih),  the  back-bone. 

T?fc{  rldha,  f.  (probably  fr.  rt.  rih),  dis- 
respect, disregard,  contempt,  irreverence ;  [cf.  ava- 

lidhd.'] MT  rira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva. 

XTC  T  rirl,  f.  =  rirl,  yellow  brass. 

rw,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  rivati,  -te,  &c.,  to take. 

•K  i.  ru,  cl.  2.  P.  rauti,  ravlti  (Ved.  also 
ruvati,  and  in  some  forms  also  A.),  Impf. 

araut  or  aravit  (ist  du.  arura  or  aruviva,  yd 
pi.  aruvan),  rurdva  (ist  du.  ruruvira,  yd  pi.  A. 
ruruvire),  rat'itd  or  (according  to  Vopa-deva  IX. 
53)  rota,  raeishyaU,  aravit  (A.  aravishla,  yd 
pi.  ardrishus,  Ved.  aravanta),  ravitum,  and  (ac- 

cording to  Vopa-deva)  rotum,  to  cry  or  make  any 
particular  sound  or  noise,  bellow,  roar,  howl,  yelp, 
yell,  bray,  shout,  shriek ;  to  hum  (as  bees) ;  to  sound 
in  general ;  to  cry  aloud,  to  fill  with  noise  or  cries  ; 
to  praise  (according  to  Naigh.  III.  14);  Pass,  ru- 
yate:  Caus.  rdvayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  arlravat 
(anomalous  form  3rd  pi.  aruruvan),  to  cause  to 
bellow  or  roar,  &c.,  to  cause  an  uproar ;  to  fill  with 
shrieks,  clamour,  &c. :  Desid.  of  Caus.  riravayi- 
shati:  Desid.  rurushati :  Intens.  roruyate,  -ti, 
roraviti,  roroti,  to  cry  out  loudly,  bellow  or  roar 
loudly,  yelp  loudly,  scream  aloud,  to  vociferate ;  [cf. 
Gr.  wpv-ai,  wpv-8-n6-s,  6pv-nayS6-i ;  Lat  rO-mor, 
rum-i-to,  rdvi-s,  rau-cu-s;  Angl.  Sax.  ryn;  Slav. 

rev-a,  rju-ti,  '  to  roar.'] 
2.  ru,  us,  m.  sound,  noise;  fear,  alarm;  war, 

battle. 

i.  ruta,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  col.  3),  sounded,  i 
filled  with  the  cry  (of  animals),  made  to  resound,  | 

rendered  vocal ;  (am),  n.  any  cry  or  noise,  yell, 
roar,  humming  (of  bees),  the  note  of  birds;  song. 
—  Jtitta-jiia,  as,  d,  am,  understanding  the  cries  (of 
animals);  (as),  m.  an  augur.  —  Ruta-vydja,  as,  m. 
simulated  cry  or  sound ;  mimicry. 

•  Rutdyata  (?),  as,  d,  am  (fr.  I.  ruta),  rendered 
vocal  (by  the  sound  of  birds,  &c.). 

Ruvanya(fr.an  unused  (oimruvana),  Nom.  P.  ru- 
vanyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  cry,  utter  harsh  or  loud  cries. 
Ruvanyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  sounding,  clamouring. 
Rmat,  an,  atl,  at,  crying  out,  bellowing,  howling, 

crying. 

Ruvatha,  as,  m.  the  bellowing  of  a  bull  (Ved.) ; 

a  dog. 

Roravana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Intens.),  Ved.  a  loud 
cry  or  roaring,  violent  bellowing. 
Roruvat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  sounding  or  shouting 

loudly,  (referred  by  some  to  rt.  3.  ra.) 
Roruvdna,  as,  d,  am,  crying  loudly,  making  a 

loud  cry  or  sound. 

Roruya,  as,  m.  crying  much,  &c.  (Vopa-deva 
XXVI.  29). 

Roruyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  crying  loudly,  making a  loud  cry. 

^J  3.  ru,  cl.  i.  A.  ravate,  ruruve,  Sec., 
^  Ved.  to  break  to  pieces,  dash  to  pieces;  to 

kill,  hurt(?);  to  be  angry (?);  to  go;  to  speak: 
Caus.  rdvayati,  &c. 

4.  ru,  us,  m.  cutting,  dividing. 
2.  ruta,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  see  col.  2),  broken  to 

pieces,  divided,  &c. 

runs,  cl.  I.  10.  P.  runsati,  runsa- 
yati,  Sec.,  to  speak ;  to  shine  (?). 

ruka,  as,  d,  am,  liberal,  bountiful. 
-kdma.   See  under  2.  rud,  p.  848. 

ruk-pratikriyd.     See  under 
2.  ruj,  p.  848,  col.  3. 

rukma,  rukmin,  &c.     See  below. 

at,  run-mat.  See  under  2.  rut, 

p.  848,  col.  i. ^»15J  i.  ruksha,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  848, 
col.  i),  rough,  harsh,  &c.  =  ruksha,  q.  v. ;  [cf.  Angl. 
Sax.  rug,  nth,  ruw ;  Eng.  rough,  rugged.] 

4> 4*144 «{_  ruk-sadman,  rug-anvita,  &c. 
See  under  2.  ruj,  p.  848,  col.  3. 

<\'*[t  rugna,  rugna.     See  p.  848,  col.  3. 

L  j  i.  rud (connected  with  rt.  lot,  q.v.), 

N  cl.  I.  A.  (sometimes  P.  on  account  of  the 
metre),  rodate  (-ti),  rurude,  rodishyate,  arudat, 
arodishta,  roditum  (Ved.  Inf.  rude),  to  shine,  be 
bright  or  resplendent  (said  of  the  sun,  fire,  stars, 
&c.) ;  to  make  bright  or  resplendent  (Ved.  P.)  ;  to 
shine  beautifully,  appear  beautiful,  appear  good ;  to 
please,  be  agreeable ;  to  please  any  one  (dat.  or  gen.) ; 

to  be  pleased,  find  pleasure  in,  approve,  desire  (some- 
times with  ace.  or  dat.) :  Pass,  rudyate,  Aor.  arodi,  to 

be  bright  or  radiant :  Caus.  rodayati,  -yate,  -yitum, 
Aor.  arurudat,  to  cause  to  shine ;  to  enlighten,  illu- 

minate, irradiate,  make  bright;  to  make  pleasant 
or  agreeable ;  to  please  (A,),  be  pleasant  to  any  one 
(dat.) ;  to  cause  to  like ;  to  cause  any  one  (ace.)  to 

long  for  anything  (dat.) ;  to  cause  to  appear  beautiful 
or  good,  to  find  pleasure  in,  like,  approve,  choose  (A.) ; 
to  resolve :  Pass,  of  Caus.  rodifate,  to  be  agreeable  : 

Desid.  rurudishate,  rurodiehate;  [cf.  Gr.  d/upt- 
\vn-ri,  \vx~vo-s,  \fvu6-s,  Kovaao-v :  Lat.  luc-eo, 
lux,  lu-men,  lucidu-s,  lu-na,  Leucesius,  di-luc- 

ulu-m :  Goth.  Uuh-ath, '  light ;'  lauhmoni, '  light- 
ning;' liuhtjan:  Old  Germ,  liuchan,  luclijan, 

lochon  :  Angl.  Sax.  leoht,  tioht,  gelihtan,  locian : 

Slav,  luca,  '  a  ray ;'  luna,  '  the  moon :'  Lith. 

lauka-s,  lauki-s.~\ Rukma,  as,  d,  am,  bright,  radiant,  clear ;  (as), 
m.  an  ornament  of  gold,  golden  chain,  (perhaps 

also)  an  ornament  of  precious  stones  (Ved.) ;  the 
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plant  Mesua  Roxburghii ;  the  thorn-apple ;  N.  of  a 
ton  of  Rucaka;   (am),  n.  gold;    iron.  —  Rnlcma- 

.    karada,   at,    m.,    N.   of  a   grandson   of  USanas 
—  Itukma-karnka,  at,  m.  a  worker  in  gold,  go\d- 
smith.  —  JiV., „./-/•,«(,   ait,   m.,   N.   of  a  son   of 
Bhishmaka.  —  Rukma-pufa,  at,  m.,  Ved.  a  string 
on  which  golden  ornaments  are  worn.—  Hitkiii'/ 

am,  n.  '  city  of  gold, '  N.  of  the  city  inhabited  by 
Garmla.  — /,  '''.ha,  a<,  S,  am,  having  a 
gold  surface,  coated  or  overlaid  with  gold,  gold- 

plated,  gilded.  ••  Jinkin"-'i>i'<i*li<ranat  at,  a,  am, 
Ved.  having  an  outer  garment  decorated  with  gold. 

—  R'il-ntarbi~i/i  n,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Bhlshmaka. 
—  Rukma-maya,  out,  i,  am,  made  of  gold,  golden. 
—  l\iil;iu<t-malin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Bhlshinaka. 

—  Rukina-ratha,  a*',  m.  a  golden  car  or  chariot ;  the 
chariot  of  Rukma-ratha,  i.  e.  of  Drona ;  (as,  a,  am), 
having  a  golden  chariot;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Drona;  of 
a  son  of  Salya ;  of  a  son  of  Mahat ;  of  a  son  of 

Bhhhmaka.  —  Rukma-vakshat!,  as,  as,  as,  Ved. 
golden-breasted,  having  golden  ornaments  on   the 
breast  (said  of  the  Maruts).—  Rnkinii-nil,  «»,  »'i, 
at,  possessing  gold,  golden,  ornamented  with  gold  ; 
(an),  m.  a  proper  N.,  =  rukmin;  (a(i),  f.  a  parti- 

cular metre,  four  times  -  u  u   uu  — ;  N.  of 
a  granddaughter  of  Rukmin  and  wife  of  Aniruddha. 

—  Rukma-rahana,  as,  a,  am,  golden-carred,  hav- 
ing a   golden   chariot;    (a*),   m.,  N.  of  Drona. 

—  Rukma-steya,  am,  n.  stealing  gold.  —  Bukman- 

gaila  (°ma-att°),  as,  a,  am,  wearing  a  golden 
bracelet  on  the  upper  arm ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  various 

kings.  — Rukmabha  (°ma-5bh°),  as,  a,  am,  shining 
like  gold,  bright  as  the  purest  gold.  —  Rakmenhu 

(°ma-ishu),  m,  m. '  golden-arrowed,'  N.  of  a  king. 
Rukmi,  is,  m.  a  proper  N.  ( =  rukmin  ;  in  one 

or  two  passages  ralanim  is  used  for  rukminam  on 
account  of  the  metre). 

Rukmin,  i,  itij,  i,  wearing golden   ornaments, 
decorated  with  golden  ornaments  (Ved.),  gilded, 
gilt ;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  the  eldest  son  of  Bhlshmaka 
and  adversary  of  Krishna  (who  carried  off  his  sister 
Rukmin!;  he  was  slain  by  Bala-deva);  N.  of  a 

mountain  ;  (I'M!),  (.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Bhlshmaka 
carried  off  and  espoused  by  Krishna,  (she  is  repre- 

sented as  the  mother  of  Pra-dyumna,  and  in  the 
later  mythology  =  )  the  goddess  Lakshmi ;  N.  of 
Dakshayah!  in  DvJravali ;  of  a  daughter  of  Sresh- 
thin  Sulocana.—  Rukmi-darpa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Bala- 
deva  (so  called  as  proud  of  having  overcome  Rukmin). 
—  Rukmi-darin,  i,  or  rukmi-darana,  as,  or 

rukmi-bhid,  t,  ra.  'destroyer  of  Rukmin,'  N.  of 
Bala-deva. 

2.  ruksha,  as,  a,  am  (for  i.  see  p.  847,  col.  3), 
Ved.  shining,  brilliant,  radiant,  glittering,  (S5y.  = 
dipta.) 

2.  rud,  k,  f.  light,  lustre,  brightness ;  lightning ; 
splendor,  beauty,  loveliness ;  colour ;  appearance, 
(sometimes  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  janah  sura- 

rittah,  god-like  men) ;  pleasure,  delight,  liking, 

wish,  desire;  [cf.  Lat.  lux.~]-ltiik-krima,  at,  a, 
am,  Ved.  desiring  splendor,  eager  for  lustre.  —  Ruk- 
mat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  possessed  of  brightness,  shin- 

ing; (an),  m.,  N.  of  Agni.- Run-mat,  an,  ati, 
at,  Ved.  containing  the  word  r\if. 

Ruda,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  bright,  radiant,  brilliant ; 
(n),  f.  light,  lustre,  beauty;  pleasure,  delight,  desire, 
liking ;  the  note  of  the  parrot  or  Maina. 
Rudaka,  as,  a,  am,  agreeable,  pleasing ;  sharp, 

acrid  ;  tonic,  stomachic ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  a  kind 
of  four-sided  column ;  epithet  of  one  of  the  five 
great  personages  born  under  particular  constellations ; 
the  citron,  Citrus  Medica ;  a  pigeon  ;  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain ;  of  a  son  of  Usanas ;  (am),  n.  one  of  the  five 
mds  of  bone  in  the  human  body  (that  of  the  teeth) 

a  tooth,  (said  to  be  also  as,  m.) ;  a  kind  of  golden iieni,  an  ornament  for  the  neck,  a  ring  an 
omunent  for  a  horse,  (according  to  some  as  m  )  •  a 
curl  on  a  horse's  neck ;  any  object  or  substance  sup- posed to  bring  good  luck,  (also  as,  m.) ;  epithet  of a  sort  of  building  or  temple  having  terraces  on  three 
sides  and  closed  only  on  the  north  side ;  » stomachic 

tonic;  (according  to  native  authorities  also)  Ricinu 
Communis ;  a  garland,  wreath,  crown ;  sochal  salt 
natron,  alkali ;  the  perfume  Rocan5 ;  an  anthe 
minthic  medicine  commonly  called  Vidarrga  ;  =prot 
/;it'<(  ;  =  utkaia  ;  =  &vad yanma  (?). 

//'/-V./x,  f.  light,  lustre,  brightness,  splendor,  beauty 
a  ray  of  light ;  colour ;  appearance  ;  liking,  taste,  re 
lish,  zest,  appetite,  hunger ;  wish,  desire,  pleasure 
(rudya,  with  pleasure,  willingly) ;  passion ;  inclina 
tion,  taste  for,  liking  for,  (at  the  end  of  comps.  ii 

the  sense  '  having  a  taste  or  liking  for,'  cf.  man-set 
/•  ,  h  ima-r") ;  intent  application  to  any  object ;  (in 

erotic  works)  epithet  of  a  particular  kind  of  lover's 
embrace ;  a  kind  of  yellow  pigment  (  =  ao-ronum) 

N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  of  the  wife  of  Deva-s"arman  ;  (is) 
m.,  N.  of  a  Praja-pati,  the  husband  of  Akuti  anc 

father  of  Yajiia  or  Su-yajna  and  of  Manu  Rauc"ya 
of  a  son  of  VisvS-mitra;  of  a  king;  (is,  IK,  >} 

pleasing,  pleasant,  agreeable  (  =  rudi ra).  —  2ludi- 
kara,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  causing  pleasure,  entertaining, 
diverting,  amusing,  exciting  desire ;  causing  an  appe- 

tite or  relish,  tasteful,  savoury,  sapid,  appetizing, 

stomachic ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kesava.  —  It  n'i- 
krit,  t,  t,  t,  causing  a  re!i>h,  relishing.  —  liudi-ta,  f. 
or  /-I/-'/-/--  i,  am,  n.  the  having  a  taste  or  liking  for, 
taking  pleasure  in  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  sa- 
mana-riuH-ta,  hiusa-riuH-tea) ;  desire,  interest, 
(arambha-rudi-ta,  engaging  in  enterprises  from 
mere  liking  or  from  interested  motives,  having  a 
taste  for  new  enterprises.)  —  Rudi-datta,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  Tattva-c'inta-mani- 
prak5sa.  —  Rudi-de va,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Ru 

illi:~niian,  a,  a,  a,  having  light  for  an  abode;  (a), 
n.  the  abode  of  light  (epithet  of  the  sun).  —  Rudi- 
natlta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Rudi-pati,  u, 
m.,  N.  of  a  commentator  on  the  Anarghya-rSghava. 
—  Rufi-parvan,  a,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Rudi-prada, 
as,  a,  am,  giving  an  appetite,  appetizing.  —  Rufi- 
orabha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya.  —  Rudi-pliala,  am, 
n.  a  kind  of  fruit  (  =  amritaliva).  —  Riidi-i>/iartn, 

ta,  m.  '  lord  or  bearer  of  light,'  the  sun  ;  '  lord  or 
cherisher  of  pleasure,'  a  husband.  —  Rudi-rudi  in 
•udi-rude  rodanam,  N.  of  a  Slaun.~Ruti-vaha, 

as,  a,  am,  bringing  light.  —  Rudi-sampraklripta, 
as,  a,  am,  prepared  with  good  taste. 
Rudita,  as,  a,  am,  brightened,  bright,  shining; 

pleased ;  sweet,  delicate,  dainty  ;  sharpened  (said  of 
the  appetite);  digested. - Rudita-vat,  an,  ail,  at, 
Ved.  containing  the  meaning  of  rudita  or  of  rt. 
1.  rud. 

Ru/tttva  or  rodtva,  having  shone,  &c.  (P5n.  I. 2,  26). 

]lndira,  as,  a.  am,  bright,  brilliant,  radiant,  light, 
shining,  glittering.beautiful;  pleasing,  agreeable,  charm- 

ing, pleasant;  sweet,  dainty,  nice  ;  stomachic,  cordial, 
restorative;  (OK),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sena-jit;  (a), 
f.  a  kind  of  yellow  pigment  (=go-rodana) ;  N.  of 
a  metre,  four  times  thirty  instants ;  of  another,  four 
times  u-«-,uuuu-u-v,-;  N.  of  a  river; 
(am),  n.  saffron;  a  radish;  doves.- Rtidira-ketu, 
UK,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  — #(«<}Ya-rfan?<(  »*/<- 

tha  (°ta-osh°\  as,  I,  am,  having  beautiful  teeth 
and  lips.  —  Rudira-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Rudtra-dht,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Rm'ira- 
prabliafii-xiiiii'i/nira,  as,  m.,  N.  ot  a  serpent- 
demon.  —  Radira-radana,  as,  a,  nm,  having  a 
pleasing  or  beautiful  countenance.  —  Rudira-rad,  I; 

k,  k,  having  pleasant  speech,  eloquent.  —  Rudira- 
itrt-grirUia,  fix,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  -  llni'iruii- 

HMM  C'ra-an"),  as,  m.  =  6obhanjana,  Hyperanthera 
Moringa.  —  Rudiranana  (°ra-!in°),  as,  a,  am, 
handsome-faced,  beautiful.  —  Rudir/lp<~utyt  (°ra- 
°P°)>  ̂   '  having  beautiful  corners  of  the  eyes,'  a 
woman  with  beautiful  eyes.  -  Rudiratoa  (°ra-as'°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sena-jit.  —  Rudira-suta,  as, 
m.  a  metronymic  of  Palak3pya. 

Rudithya,  as,  a,  am,  pleasing,  pleasant,  agree- 
>le,  liked;  giving  an  appetite,  tonic,  stomachic; 

abl< dainty,  nice. 

l,f.- 

Xtdya, rud  above. 

««,  a,  am,   bright,   radiant,    beautiful, 

runth. 
handsome,  pleasing,  agreeable,  delightful ;  palatable, 
delicious,  giving  an  appetite,  stomachic,  tonic ;  (as), 
m.  a  lover,  husband ;  N.  of  various  plants,  Strychnos 
Potatorum;  rice;  JEg\e  Marmelos;  (am),  n.  a 
digestive,  tonic ;  =  miicardala.—Sw!ya-Iiaiida,  as, 
in.  Arum  Campauulatum. 

I .  ruj,  cl.  6.  P.  riijati  (rarely  A.  -te), 

ruroja,  rokthyati,  araukshit  (in  Vaja- 
saneyi-s.  XVI.  47.  mil  ml;  =  bliaitgam  mil  knrsh  7A), 
rottum,  to  break,  break  open,  break  to  pieces,  break 
down,  destroy ;  to  bend  ;  to  pain,  cause  pain,  afflict 
with  disease,  disorder,  injure:  Pass,  rujyate,  to  be 
broken,  &c. :  Caus.  rojayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ariiru- 
jat,  to  cause  to  break,  to  injure,  hurt,  kill :  Desid. 
riirnkxhuti:  Intens.  roriijyate,  rorokti ;  [cf.  Gr. 
\vy-p6-t,  \(vya\(o-s,  \oiyu-s,  \oifio-t,  perliaps 
v-fvaaa,  H-pv-yfui,  o-pvxrrj,  l>-pvxfi ;  Lat.  lug-t-o, 
luy-it-bri-s,  luc-tu-s,  lu-e-s ;  Lith.  lu:-fL  'to 

break.'] 
Itntjna,  as,  a,  am  (sometimes  incorrectly  written 

.  broken,  broken  to  pieces ;  thwarted,  checked ; 
bent,  crooked,  curved ;  injured ;  diseased,  sick,  in- 

firm. —  Rugna-ta,  f.  or  ruynu-lni,  am,  n.  broken- 
ness,  crookedness ;  infirmity,  sickness,  disease.  -  Itu.<i- 

na-raya,  as,  a,  am,  checked  in  an  onset,  toiled in  an  attack. 

2.  ruj,  k,  k,  k,  breaking,  breaking  or  dashing  to 
pieces ;  (k),  f.  fracture ;  pain,  sickness,  illness,  disease, 
(akslii-riij,  a  disease  of  the  eye);  toil,  fatigue, 
weariness,  effort,  trouble.  —  Jtuk-pralikrlyu,  f. 
counteraction  of  disease,  treatment  of  sickness,  prac- 

tice of  medicine,  curing,  remedying.  —  Itiik-tadman, 

a,  n.  'seat  of  pain,'  excrement,  feces.  —  Rutj-iin- 
vlta,  as,  a,  am,  attended  with  pain,  painlul.  —  J\'HI/- 
daha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fever.  —  Rwj-lthaya,  am, 
o.  fear  of  disease.  —  Ruy-bhethaja,  am,  u.,  Ved. 

'disease-medicine,'  any  medicine  or  drug. "liuij- 

4nlfiaya,  as,  m.  'determination  of  disease,'  N.  of 
a  work  by  Madhava  (treating  of  the  causes  and 

diagnosis  of  eighty  kinds  of  disease).  —  Ru/iiK-km-ii. 
as,  a  or  i,  am  (rajai,  ace.  pi.  +  kara),  causing  or 
producing  pain. 

Ruja,  as,  a,  am,  breaking,  breaking  to  pieces, 

destroying  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  ralam-r°) ;  (UK), 
m.  a  word  of  doubtful  meaning  in  Atharva-veda  XVI. 
3,  2  ;  (a),  {.  breaking,  fracture,  rupture,  destruction, 
overthrow;  pain,  sickness,  disease,  illness,  disorder; 
«stus  Speciosus  or  Arabicus  (  —  kushtha);  an  ewe. 
—  Ritja-kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  pain,  making 
silk  or  ill,  sickening ;  (as),  m.  sickness,  disease ; 
ickness  induced  by  passion  or  love  (said  to  be  one 
of  the  Bhfivas  or  sentiments) ;  (am),  n.  the  acid 

"ruit  of  Averrhoa  Carambola.  —  Rnjapiiha  (''ju-ap"), 

as,  a,  am,  keeping  off' pain,  removing  sickness  or  dis- 
ease. —  Jttijil-mt,  tin,  nt'i.  nt,  having  pain  or  disease, 

lainful,  diseased.  —  Ruja-rin,  i,  im,  i,  Ved.  painful. 
•  litija-Kalta,  as,  m.  a  species  of  fruit  tree. 
Riijinjn,  Nom.  A.  rujdyate,  Sec.,  to  be  sick  or  ill. 
Ritrukshani,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  the  Desid.),  Ved.  wish- 

ng  or  able  to  destroy. 

rut,  cl.  i.  A.  rotate,  &c.,  to  strike 

against,  resist,  oppose ;  to  suffer  pain ;   to 
shine;  cl.  10.  P.  rotayati,  Sec.,  to  be  angry  [cf. 

rt.  i .  rusli~\  ;  to  shine ;  to  speak. 
ruth,  cl.  i.  P.  rothati,  &c.,  to  strike, 

'x  strike  down,  fell ;  cl.  I.  A.  rotliate,  &c.,  to 
trike  against,  resist,  oppose ;  to  torment,  pain ;  to 
uffer  pain ;   [cf.  rt.  r wf.] 

liuihamana,  as,  a,  am,  paining;  suffering  pain. 

4jt'J*»<J  rinjaskaril,  f.  a  cow  easily  milked, 

gentle  cow. 
«\*ui  runci,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  flowing  into 

ae  Sarasvati. 
runt,  cl.  i.  P.  runtati,  &c.,  to  steal, 

x  rob. runth  (=rt.  lunth),  cl.  I.  P.  run- 
x  (hati,  Sec.,  to  go ;  to  be  lame ;  to  be 
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idle  ;  to  strike  against,  resist ;  to  steal,  (in  this  sense 
a  various  reading  for  rt.  runt.) 

rund,  cl.  I.  P.  rundati,  &c.  =  rt. 

"s.  runt,  p.  848,  col.  3. 
Runda,  as,  a,  am,  maimed,  mutilated  ;  (as),  m. 

according  to  some  also  (am),  n.  a  headless  body, 
mere  trunk  (retaining  life  and  continuing  to  mix  in 
battle). 
Rundika,  f.  a  field  of  battle  ;  a  female  messenger 

or  go-between  ;  the  threshold  of  a  door  ;  superhuman 

power  (  =  vi-bhuti). 

?;rT  ruta,  &c.    See  under  rt.i.ru,  p.  847, 
col.  2. 

^T  rutha,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

I.  rnd  [cf.  rt.  I.  ru],.cl.  2.  P.  roditi 
(Ved.  also  cl.  6.  rudati,  ep.  also  A.  rudate), 

Impf.  arodit  or  arodut  (Pan.  VII.  3,  98,  99;  1st 
sing,  artidam,  yd  pi.  anwtott),  Impv.  roditu  (2nd 
sing,  rudihi),  Perf.  ruroda  (cp.ruru.de),  2nd  Fut. 
rodishyati  (Ved.  rotsyati),  Aor.  arodit  (3rd  pi. 
arodishus)  or  arudat,  roditum,  to  weep,  cry,  shed 
tears,  wail,  lament ;  to  bewail,  deplore ;  to  roar,  howl : 

Pass,  rudyate,  Aor.  arodi:  Caus.  rodayati,  -yi- 
tum,  Aor.  arSracta,  to  cause  to  weep  or  lament : 
Desid.  rurudishati :  Intens.  rorudyate,  rorotti,  to 
weep  very  much ;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr.  uppaitifoi ;  Lat. 
rud-o;  Old  Germ,  riuzan;  Angl.  Sax.  reotan; 
Lith.  raudoju;  Slav.  rwcZaJun.] 

2.  rurf,  t,  <,  <,  weeping,  crying,  lamenting  [cf. 

agha-r°] ;  ((),  f.  cry,  wail,  lamentation ;  sound, 
noise ;  grief;  pain,  affliction  ;  disease. 
Rudat,  an,  all  or  and,  at,  weeping,  crying, 

wailing,  bewailing ;  (anti),  f.  a  species  of  small  shrub 
( =  rudantiJcd). 
Rudatha,  as,  m.  a  child,  a  pupil,  scholar ;  a  dog ; 

a  cock. 

Rudana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  crying,  weeping, 
lamentation. 

Rudantikd,  1. '  the  weeper,'  epithet  of  a  species 
of  small  succulent  shrub  (  =  amrita-srai:n). 
Rudamdna,  as,  a,  am,  weeping,  wailing,  lament- 

ing. 
Rudita,  as,  a,  am,  wept,  lamented,  deplored ; 

weeping,  crying,  lamenting;  wet  with  tears;  (am), 
jj.  a  weeping,  waiting,  crying,  lamentation. 
Ruditvd,  ind.  having  wept,  having  lamented. 
Rudydmdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  bewailed. 
Rudra,  as,  a,  am  (according  to  Unadi-s.  II.  22. 

fr.  it.  I.  rud  above  ;  according  to  others  fr.  rt.  I.  ru 
+  dra  fr.  rt.  2.  dru,  to  run ;  connected  with  rodas, 

q.  v.,  and  perhaps  with  rud/iira),  crying,  howling, 
roaring,  one  who  cries  or  roars,  dreadful,  horrible, 
terrific,  awful ;  great,  large ;  (according  to  the  fanciful 
etymologies  of  native  writers,  the  following  meanings 
are  also  assigned  to  this  word),  driving  away  evil ; 
running  about  and  roaring ;  praiseworthy,  to  be 

praised,  (according  to  Naigh.  III.  l&)=stot>'i,  a 

praiser,  panegyrist,  worshipper ;  (as),  m. '  the  Roarer' 
or  '  Howler,'  N.  of  the  god  of  tempests  and  father 
of  the  Rudras  or  Maruts,  (originally  perhaps  the 
mere  personified  roaring  of  the  storms,  but  as  the 
crackling  or  raging  of  fire  may  resemble  the  sound 
of  wind,  so  in  the  Veda  the  god  of  storms  is  some- 

times identified  with  the  god  of  fire ;  though  gene- 
rally represented  as  a  destroying  deity  whose  terrible 

shafts  bring  death  or  disease  on  men  and  cattle,  he 
is  also  addressed  as  benevolent  and  auspicious  [iiva], 
and  is  even  supposed  to  have  a  healing  efficacy  from 

his  chasing  away  vapours  and  purifying  the  atmo- 
sphere ;  hence  he  has  various  epithets  in  the  Veda, 

such  as  '  multiform,' '  terrible  as  a  wild  beast,' '  tawny- 
coloured,'  'wearing  braided  hair'  [kapardin],  'ce- 

lestial boar,"  'armed  with  a  strong  bow  and  fleet 
arrows,* '  cause  of  prosperity  to  man  and  beast,' '  pos- 

sessor of  healing  remedies,'  '  greatest  of  physicians,' &c. ;  he  is  of  course  ruler  of  the  Rudras,  who  are 
the  same  as  the  storm  winds,  more  usually  called 
Maruts,  and  who  are  often  associated  with  Indra  [see 

marut] :  in  the  later  mythology  the  epithet  i'vea, 

'  propitious,'  which  does  not  occur  as  a  name  in  the 
Veda,  was  employed  as  the  real  name  of  the  destroy- 

ing deity,  being  at  first  applied  as  an  euphemism  to 
propitiate  him  :  moreover  the  character  of  the  deity 
lost  its  special  connection  with  storms,  and  developed 
into  a  personification  of  the  destroying  principle 

generally,  though  even  the  Epic  and  Puianic  S'iva 
was  regarded  as  the  generator  as  well  as  destroyer : 
moreover  a  new  class  of  beings,  described  as  eleven 
in  number,  though  still  called  Rudras,  took  the 
place  of  the  original  Rudras  or  Maruts  :  in  the  Veda 
only  three  groupings  of  deities  into  classes  appear  to 
be  recognised,  Indra  belonging  to  the  Vasus,  Varuna 
to  the  Adityas,  and  Rudra  to  the  Rudras  or  Maruts ; 
but  in  Manu  XI.  221.  the  Maruts  are  enumerated 

as  a  fourth  group,  being  there  distinguished  from 
the  eleven  Rudras:  in  Vishnu-Purana  I.  7.  Rud,ra 

is  said  to  have  sprung  from  Brahma's  forehead,  and 
to  have  afterwards  separated  himself  into  a  figure 
half  male  and  half  female,  the  former  portion  sepa- 

rating again  into  the  eleven  Rudras,  who  were  so 

called  because  they  'ran  about  crying  aloud'  \ruda~ 
nad  ArmanaMa,  cf.  rts.  I.  rud,  2.  dru] ;  hence 
these  later  Rudras  are  sometimes  regarded  as  inferior 

manifestations  of  S'iva,  and  most  of  their  names  are 

also  names  of  S'iva ;  these  names  are  variously  given 
in  the  different  Puranas;  those  of  the  Vayu  are 

Ajaikapad,  Ahvi-bradhna,  Hara,  Nir-rita,  IsVara, 
Bhuvana,  An-garaka,  Ardha-ketu,  Mrityu,  Sarpa, 
Kap^lin  :  according  to  other  accounts  the  Rudras  are 
represented  as  children  of  KaSyapa  and  Surabhl  or  of 
Brahma  and  Surabhl  or  of  Bhtita  and  Su-rupa)  ;  a 

form  or  manifestation  or  N.  of  S'iva  (in  the  later 
mythology,  as  explained  above ;  according  to  the 
Vishnu-Purana  I.  8.  Rudra  is  one  of  the  eight  forms 

of  S'iva ;  he  is  elsewhere  reckoned  among  the  Dik- 
palas  as  regent  of  the  north-east  quarter) ;  a  symbo- 

lical expression  for  the  number  eleven  (from  the 
eleven  Rudras,  see  above);  a  mystical  epithet  of 
the  letter  e ;  Calotropis  Gigantea ;  N.  of  various 
persons ;  of  a  lexicographer ;  of  a  poet ;  of  a  king ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  Rudras  (described  above) ;  an 
abbreviated  expression  for  the  texts  or  hymns  ad- 

dressed to  the  Rudras  [cf.  rudra-japa] ;  (d),  f., 

N.  of  a  wife  of  Vasu-deva  ;  of  a  daughter  of  Rau- 
drSsva ;  =  riulra-jatd ;  (I),  f.  a  kind  of  lute  or 
guitar  ;  [cf.  rudra-mna  ;  cf.  perhaps  also  Gr.  Avpa.] 

•«  Rudra-kalada,  am,  n.  '  Rudra's  vessel,'  a  parti- 
cular kind  of  pot  or  vessel  used  in  making  oblations 

to  the  planets.  —  Rudra-kavindra  (°vi-in°),  as,  m. 
a  proper  N.  (  =  rudra-bhatta).  —  Riidra-icdK,  f.  a 
form  of  Durga.  —  Rudra-koti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  place 
of  pilgrimage.  —  Rudra-kosha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
lexicon  by  Rudra.  —  Rudra-gana,  as,  m.,  Ved. 

'  Rudra-class,'  the  troop  of  beings  called  Rudras, 
(see  under  rudra.)  —  Rudra-garbha,  as,m.'  Ru- 

dra's offspring,'  N.  of  Agni.  —  Rudra-gita,  am,  a, 
n.  f.  the  song  of  Rudra  (in  which  Agastya  repeats 
a  dialogue  between  himself  and  Rudra).  —  Rudra- 

('audika,  epithet  of  a  particular  text  or  formula. 
—  Rmlra-dandl,  f.   a  form   of  DurgS ;    N.   of  a 
section  in  the  Rudra-yamala.  —  Rudra-<!andra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a   king.  —  Rudra-66hattra,  as,  m.  a 
proper  N.  —  Rudra-ja,  as,  m.  (according  to  some) 

am,  n.  '  produced  from  Rudra  or  S'iva,'  quicksilver 
(supposed  to  be  the  semen  of  S'iva).  —  Rudra-jatd, 
f.  '  Rudra's  hair,'  N.  of  a  species  of  creeper.  —  Ru- 

dra-japa, as,  m.,   N.  of  a   particular   prayer  or 
hymn  addressed  to  Rudra.  —  Rudra-japana,  am, 
n.  the  recitation  of  the  Rudra-japa  in  a  low  tone. 
—  Rudra-jdpaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  or  rudra-jdpin, 
t,  ini,  i,  one  who  recitts  the  Rudra-japa  in  a  low 
tone. •- Rudra-jdpya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a   particular 
hymn  or  prayer  extracted  from  the  Vajasaneyi-sani- 
hita  and  addressed  to  Rudra.  —  Rudra-tanaya,  as, 

m.  '  Rudra's  son,'  N.  of  the  third  black  Vasudeva ; 
of  Punishment;   epithet  of  a  sword.  —  Rudra-tva, 

am,  n.  the  being  Rudra.  *- Rudra-datta,  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  author ;  of  a  work  on  medicine.  —  Rudra- 

ddman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Rtidra-deva,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  various  persons ;    of  the  author  of  the 

YaySti-c'arita ;  of  the  author  of  a  commentary  on 
the  Prabodha-c'androdaya.  —  Rudra-dhara,  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  author.  —  Rudra-nydya-vddaspati-b/iat- 

tdfdrya  (°ta-df),  ai,  m.,  N.  of  an  author  (  = 
rudra-bhattdddrya).  —  Rudra-pandita,  as,  rn., 
N.  of  an  author  (  =  rudra-suH).  —  Rudra-patni, 

(.  Rudra's  wife,  the  goddess  Durga ;  linseed,  Linum 
Usiiatissimum.  •-  Rudra-paddhati,  is,  f.,  N.  of 
a  work  by  Parasu-rama.  —  Radra-pdla,  as,  m.  a 

proper  N.  —  Rudra-putra,  as,  m.  Rudra's  son,  a 
patronymic  of  the  twelfth  Manu ;  [cf.  riidra-sa- 
varni.J  —  Rudra-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  .a  province. 

—  Rudra-pujana,  am,  n.  or  rudra-puja,  f.  'wor- 
ship of  Rudra,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Rudra^pratdpa, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (  =  pratdpa-rudra').—  Rudra- 
prayat/a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  sacred  place  where  the 
river  Mandakinl  joins  the  Ganges.  *•  Rudra-priyd, 

f.  'dear  to  Rudra,'  epithet  of  Terminalia  Chebula ; 
the  goddess  Parvatl.  —  Rudra-buli,  is,  m.  an  oblation 
of  meat  &c.  presented  to  the  Rudras.  —  Rudra- 
lihatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  SrirrgSra- 
tilaka  (  =  rudrata),  of  the  author  of  a  commentary 

on  the  Vaidya-ji vana ;  =  rudra-kav'mdra.  —  Rudra- 
bhattdtdrya  (°ta-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author 
and   commentator.  —  Rudra-bhdshya,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  work  by  Ahobala.  —  Rudra-bhu,  us,  or  rudra- 

bhumi,  is,  f.  *  Rudra's  ground/  a  cemetery.  —  Rudra- 
bhuti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor  (having  the  patro- 

nymic Drahyayani).  —  Itudra-Wiairam,  f.  a  form 
of  Durga.  —  Rudra-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of 
Rudra,    having   the  essence   of  Rudra.  —  Rudra- 
tnakd-dem,  (.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  king  Govinda- 
canda.  —  Rudra-yajtia,  as,  m.  an  oblation  or  sacri- 

fice offered  to  Rudra.  —  Rudra-yamala,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Tantra  work  in  the  form  of  a  dialogue 
between  Bhairava  and  Bhairavl.  —  Rudra-raya,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king.— Rudra-rdii,  is,  m.  a  proper  N. 

—  Rudra-rodana,  am,  n. '  Rudra's  tears,"  i.  e.  gold. 
—  Rudra-roman,  d,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Mstris 

attending  upon  Skanda.  —  Rvdra-latd,  f.  =  rudra- 

jatd.  —  Rudra-loka,  as,  m.  Rudra's  world.  —  Ru- dra-vala,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Rudra-vat,  an,  oil, 

at,  Ved.  having  Rudra  or  the  Rudras.  —  Rudravad- 

ga%a,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  surrounded  by  the  Rudra 
troop.  —  Rudra-vartani,  t,  m.  du.  '  proceeding  on 
terrible  roads,'  N.  of  the  AsVins,  (SSy.  =  rodana- 
iila-mdrgau   or  sluyamdna-mdrgau.)  —  Budra- 
vin$ati,  is,  f.  epithet  of  the  last  twenty  years  in  the 

Jupiter  cycle  of  sixty  years.  —  Rudra-vidhdna,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Rudra-vind,  f.  epithet  of  a 
particular  religious  observance.  —  Rudra-darman,  a, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman.  —  Mttdra-sampraddyin,  inas, 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  sect.  —  Ritdra-saras,  as,  n.,  N.  of  a 

lake.  —  Rudra-sarga,  as,  m.  Rudra's  creation ;  the 
creation  of  the  eleven  Rudras.  —  Rudra-saman,  a, 

n.,  N.  of  a  particular  Saman.  «•  Rudra-sdvarni,  is, 
m.,  N.  of  the  twelfth  Manu ;    [cf.  rudra-putra, 
manu.]  —  Rudrasdvarnika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging 

or  relating  to  Rudra-sSvarni,  being   under  Rudra- 
savarni.  —  Rudra-sinJta,,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Ru- 
dra-iundari,  (.,  N.  of  a  goddess.  —  Rudra-su,  us, 
f.  a  mother  of  eleven  children.  —  Rudra-sulctu,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  particular  hymn.  —  Rudra-sv.fi,  is,  m., 

N.  of  an  author.  —  Rudra-srishti,  is,  f.   Rudra's 
creation ;    the  creation  of  the  eleven  Rudras ;    [cf. 

rudra-sarga.~\  —  Rudra-sena,  as,  m.,  N.   of  a 
warrior.  —  Rudra-soma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 
—  Rudra-skanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator. 

—  Rudra-svarga,  as,  m.  Rudra's  heaven.  —  Rudra- 
svamin,  i,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Rudra-himdlaya,  as, 
m.,  N.   of  a    peak  of  the   Himalaya   mountains. 

—  Rudrit-huti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  (according  to  MahT- 
dhara  on  Vajasaneyi-s.  XXXVIII.  1 6)  being  invoked 
by  praisers  or  worshippers.  —  Rudra-hridaya,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad.  —  Rudrdkrida  (°ra-dk°), 
as,   m.  '  Rudra's   play-ground,'  a  cemetery,   place 
where  dead  bodies  are  burnt  or  buried  (Rudra  being 

supposed  to  dance  and  sport  in  such  places  at  evening 

twilight).  —  Rudrdksha  (°ra-ak°),  as,  m.  'Rudra- 
eyed,'  a  kind  of  tree,  Elaeocarpus  Ganitrus ;  (am), 
n.  the  berry  of  this  tree  (used  for  rosaries)  ;  a  rosary ; 
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N.  of  an  Upanishad,  (the  gender  here  and  in  the  preced- 
ing sense  is  doubtful.)  —  HtMfaafaAa-nwi&i  f.  a  rosary 

made  of  Rudraksha  berries.  —  Riulrafarya  (°m-af), 
us,  m.  a  proper  K .  —  I!i«lnl,l/iydya  ("ra-atUi  ),  <i>, 
m.  epithet  of  particular  prayers  addressed  to  Rudra. 
"SudriMySyin,  i,  int.  >,  one  who  recites  or 

repeats  the  above  przyen.  —  Rudnlyana  ("ra-ay"), 
Hi,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Roruka.  —  Rudrdri  (°ra- 
uri),  is,  m.  Rudra's  enemy;  N.  of  Karua-deva  ; 
(it,  is,  i\  having  Rudra  for  an  enemy,  hostile  to 

Rudra.  —  lliidr!irtirta  (°ra-ar°),  N.  of  a  place  of 

pilgrimage.  —  Rudravasrishta  (°m-av°),  ax,  a, 
am,  Ved.  let  go  or  hurled  by  Rudra.  —  Rudrdvdsa 

(°ra-iu'  ),  as,  m.  Rudra's  abode,  i.  e.  KSsi  or  Be- 
nares.— Ititdruikaiiafini  (°ra-ek°),  f.  the  eleven 

Rudra  hymns.  —  lludrtipaniahad  ("ra-u/r),  t,  f.,  N. 
of  two  Upanishads.  —  Rudropastha  (cra-up°),  as, 
m.  '  Rudra's  generative  organ,'  N.  of  a  mountain. 
Rudraka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Rudrala,  as,  m.  an  abbreviated  form  of  Rudra- 

bhatta. 

Budra.ni,  f.  Rudra's  wife,  the  goddess  Durga ; 
epithet  of  a  girl  eleven  years  of  age,  in  whom  men- 

struation has  not  yet  commenced,  representing  the 
goddess  Durga  at  the  DurgS  festival. 
Rudriya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  belonging  or  relating 

to  Rudra  [cf.  iata-riulriya],  coming  from  Rudra ; 
relating  to  the  Rudras,  coming  from  them,  &c. ; 
terrific,  fearful,  awful,  impetuous ;  (according  to  S5y. 
also)  uttering  praise  or  giving  pleasure  ;  (as),  m.  pi. 

the  Maruts ;  (am),  n.  Rudra's  majesty  or  power ; 
(Say.)  pleasure,  delight  (  =  sv];ha). 

Riir/idisltu,  us,  us,  «  (fr.  the  Desid.),  wishing  or 
intending  to  weep,  inclined  to  cry. 
Roda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  weeping,  wailing,  lamenting, 

lamentation. 

Rodana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  weeping  or  wailing, 
bewailing,  lamentation ;  weeping,  a  tear,  tears ;  (7), 
f.  Alhagi  Maurorum. 
Rodamdna,  as,  a,  am,  for  rndamana,  q.  v. 
Rodas,  as,  n.  heaven,  &c.     See  p.  855,  col.  I. 
Roditaeya.  as,  a,  am,  to  be  bewailed  or  lamented. 
Roditvd,  \nd.  =  ruditc(i. 
Rorudat,  an,  atl,  at,  weeping  or  wailing  bitterly. 
Ronula,  f.  violent  weeping,  excessive  lamentation. 

—  Roruda-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  full  of  excessive  lamen- 
tation, weeping  violently  or  intensely. 

Horudyamana,  as,  a,  am,  weeping  or  crying 
bitterly. 

^j3T  ruddha.     See  col.  2. 

^\"5  rudra.     See  p.  849,  col.  I. 

•TM  i-  rudh  (=rt.  i.  ruh),  cl.  I.  P.  ro- 

"  x  dhoti,  &c.,  Ved.  to  sprout,  shoot,  grow, 

germinate;  [cf.  nyag-rodha,  2.  ava-rodha.'] 
I.  rorlha,  as,  m.  sprouting,  growing,  &c. ;  [cf. 

i.ara-r",  nyoj-r0.]  — Ilwihdvarodha  (°dlia-av°), 
probably  'moving  up  and  down.' 

TJW  2.  rudh,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  runaddhi, 

'  \  runddlie  (ep.  also  rundhati,  rundhate, 
roflhati,  Impf.  anmdhaf),  rurodha,  rurudhe, 

rotsyiiti,  -te,  arudhat  or  aravtslt,  aruddlia  (Ved. 
forms  armit,  ritdlimas,  arautsi),  roddhum  (ep. 
also  rodhitum),  to  stop,  check,  arrest,  restrain, 
hinder,  impede,  prevent,  obstruct,  suppress,  oppose ; 
to  hold,  withhold,  retain,  keep ;  to  avert,  keep  off, 
keep  back;  to  shut,  close,  lock,  shut  up,  lock  up, 
block  up,  close  up,  stop  up,  fill  up;  to  besiege, 
blockade,  lay  siege  to,  invest ;  to  shut  in,  enclose, 
surround,  confine  (with  loc.  of  the  place  of  confine- 

ment or  with  double  ace.  according  to  Vopa-deva  V. 
o) ;  to  bind ;  to  cover,  cover  up,  cover  over,  obscure ; 
to  oppress,  torment,  harass :  Pass,  rudhyate,  Aor. 
arodhi :  Caus.  rodhayati,  -te  (ep.  also  rundha- 
yati),  -yltum,  Aor.  arnrtulhat,  to  cause  to  stop; to  restrain,  impede,  obstruct ;  to  cause  to  be  con- 

fined ;  cause  to  be  besieged ;  to  fetter,  enchain ;  to 

oppress,  torment,  harass:  Desid.  rurutsati,  '-te : Intern,  rorudhyate,  roroddhi ;  [cf.  perhaps  Hib. 

rundha, '  secret,  mysterious ;'  rundhachd, '  secrecy ;' 

ruindiamhar,  '  a  mystery  ;'  mine,  '  secrecy  :'  Goth. 
runa,  'a  mystery:'  Old  Germ,  runen,  runaynn, 

which  rmy  be  related  to  rt.  I.  ru.~\ Ruddha,  as,  a,  am,  stopped,  checked,  impeded, 
restr-iined,  obstructed,  suppressed,  opposed  ;  held, 
withheld  ;  kept,  kept  back  ;  shut,  closed,  shut  up, 
secured  ;  invested,  besieged,  blockaded  ;  shut  in, 
enclosed,  confined,  surrounded,  begirt,  fenced  in  ; 
covered,  covered  up;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  town;  (a), 

f.  a  siege.  —  liuddha-gir,  ir,  ir,  ir,  having  the 
utterance  choked  or  impeded.  —  Ruddha-prai'dha, 
as,  a,  am,  having  the  stream  obstructed.  —  liudiUia 
mutra,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  urine  suppressed  ; 
suffering  from  retention  of  urine. 
Rwidhaka,  am,  n.  citron,  (perhaps  for  nttoto.) 
Riiddfivd,  ind.  having  stopped  or  checked,  having 

restrained  or  obstructed. 

3.  rudh,  t,  t,  t,  stopping,  restraining,  impeding, 

holding  ;  [cf.  Tcara-r°.~] Rudha,  as,  a,  am,  stopping,  restraining,  hinder- 
ing, repelling. 

Mudhi-krd,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  an  Asura  or  demon 
conquered  by  Indra. 

Rund/tat,  an,  atl,  at,  stopping,  hindering,  op- 
posing, impeding  ;  resisting,  relusing. 

Rarutsu,  ns,  its,  u,  wishing  to  obstruct  or  oppose  ; 
wishing  to  bind  or  tie  up  (as  the  hair). 

Roddharya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  closed  or  shut. 
Roddhri,  dha,  dhrl,  dhri,  one  who  stops  or 

obstructs,  one  who  shuts  in,  a  besieger. 

2.  rodha,  as,  m.  (for  I.  rodha  see  col.  i),  the 
act  of  stopping,  checking,  arresting,  restraining, 
hindering,  impeding,  preventing,  &c.  ;  restraint, 
stoppage,  obstruction,  suppression,  prevention,  pro- 

hibition ;  shutting  up,  confining  ;  closing,  blocking 
up  ;  siege,  blockade  (of  a  town)  ;  attacking,  making 
war  upon  ;  a  dam,  bank,  shore  [cf.  rodhas  below]  ; 

a  proper  N.  j  N.  of  a  hell.  —  Rodha-krit,  t,  m.  epi- 
thet of  the  forty-fifth  year  in  the  Jupiter  cycle  of  sixty 

years.—  Rodha-fakra,  as,  a,  am.Ved.  (rivers)  forming 
eddies  on  the  bank,  (Say.  =  rodhana-filtini  (akrdni 

yasu.)  —  Rodha-vakrd,  (.  —  rodho-vakrd. 

Rodhaka,  as,  ika,  am,  stopping,  checking,  re- 
straining, confining,  shutting  up,  besieging,  block- 

ading. 

Rodhana,  as,  i,  am,  obstructing,  impeding,  being 
an  obstacle  or  hindrance;  (as),  m.  the  planet  Mer- 

cury ;  (a),  f.  =  rodhas  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  stop- 
ping, checking,  restraining,  preventing,  impeding, 

oppressing  ;  the  act  of  confining,  confinement,  re- 
straint; besieging,  blockading. 

Rudhat,  as,  n.  a  bank,  embankment,  dam,  ob- 
struction ;  a  mound,  high  bank,  wall,  a  shore  ;  the 

brink  of  a  well  ;  a  flank,  epithet  of  a  woman's  hips  ; 
[cf.  tnta.]  —  Rodhah-patana-kaluslia,  as,  a,  am, 
(rendered)  muddy  by  the  falling  in  of  a  bank.  —  Ro- 
dhas-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  having  high  banks 
(said  of  rivers  ;  Ved.)  ;  (atl),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

—  Rodho-vakra.  {.  'winding  along  its  banks,'  a 
river.  —  Rodho-vati,  f.  '  having  banks,'  a  river. 

•  Rodho-vapra,  as,  m.  a  rapid  river. 
Ruilhin,  i,  inl,  i,  stopping,  checking,  restraining, 

hindering,  preventing,  prohibiting  ;  shutting  up, 
closing  ;  destroying  ;  a  species  of  plant,  (gender doubtful.) 

iulhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  stopped  or  checked, 
to  be  restrained,  &c. 

rudhira,  as,  a,  am  (according  to 

TJnSdi-s.  I.  52.  fr.  rt.  2.  rudh;  according  to  some 
fr.  a  lost  rt.  rudh;  according  to  others  connected 
with  rts.  I.  rudh  and  I.  ruh;  cf.  rohita),  red, 

blood-red,  bloody  (Ved.)  ;  (as),  m.  the  blood-red 
planet,  i.  e.  Mars  ;  a  hind  of  precious  stone  [cf.  ru- 
dhirdkhya]  ;  (am)  n.  blood  ;  saffron  ;  N.  of  a 
town  ;  [cf.  ionita-pura  :  cf.  also  Gr.  ip(v9-&, 
ipv9-p6s.  tpfv6-os,  fpvOp-ia-u,  epvaiflij,  povotos  : 
Lat.  ruber,  rufu-s,  rutiln-s  (for  old  ruthilus), 

rub-iyo  :  Old  Norse  riod-r,  '  ruddy  ;'  rioda  :  Goth. 
ga-riud-jo  :  Old  Germ,  rot,  rust  :  Angl.  Sax.  read, 
roder  :  Slav,  rud-e-ti,  ruzd-a  :  Lith.  raud-a,  rud- 

a-s,  riidi-s :  Hib.  ruadh,  run  id,  'red,  reddish;' 
ruaidtiim,'l  redden.']  —  Riulhira-tdmrdksha,  a», 
i,  am,  having  blood-red  eyes.  —  lindhirn-pHijin,  t, 

m.  'drinking  blood,'  a  Rskshasa  or  demon.  —  Rn- 
dhira-praditidhu,  as,  a,  am,  besmeared  with 
blood.  -•  Riidhira-plavita.,  as,  a,  am,  swimming 
with  blood,  soaked  in  blood.  —  Hudhira-rushita,  tu, 

a.  am,  covered  with  b\ood.  —  ltiidhira-lepa,  as,  m. 
blood-stain,  smear  of  blood.  —  Rudhira-vindu,us,  m. 

a  drop  of  blood.  —  Rudhiraksha  ("ra-ak")  =  rudhi- 
riikhya  below  (according  to  some).~*Rudhit'akhya 
(Qi'ti-ilkk'),aK,am,  m.  n.  'blood-named,  red  as  blood,' 

epithet  of  a  particular  precious  stone.— Hudhiradhy'i- 
yn  (°ra-adh*),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  KJlikS- 
Purana  treating  of  the  sacrifice  of  animals.  —  ltiul/<i- 

ranana  (°ra-aB°),  am,  n.  epithet  of  one  of  the  five 
retrograding  motions  of  Mars.  —  Il'iiUtirdndha 
(°ra-tm°),  '  whose  waters  are  blood,"  N.  of  a  hdl. 

—  Rudhirdmaya  {°ra-nm0),  as,  m. '  blood-disease,' 
hemorrhage  (  =  rakta-pitta).  —  ltudhiravila  (°ro- 
av°),  as,  a,  am,  blood-stained,  soiled  with  blood. 
—  Itudhiraiana  (°ra-a<°),  as,  d,  am,  feeding  on 
blood  (said  of  Rakshasas  Scc.).  —  ltiu.lhirodgdrin 

(°ra-«rf°),  i,  ini,  i,  spitting  blood,  vomiting  blood  ; 
(i),  m.  epithet  of  the  fifty-seventh  year  in  the  Jupiter 
cycle  of  sixty  years. 

•rj-Q  I.  rup  (an  older  form  of  rt.  I.  lup), 
'  ̂   cl.  4.  P.  nipyati,  rnropa,  arupat,  &c., 

to  suffer  violent  or  racking  pain  (Ved.) ;  to  violate, 

confound,  disturb:  Caus.  ropayciti,  -yitum,  Aor. 
artirupat,  to  cause  acute  pain;  to  break  off;  [cf. 
Lat.  rumpo,  rupi,  &c.] 

I.  ropa,  i.  ropita.  Sec.     See  p.  855,  col.  I. 

'^_  2.  rup  (connected  with  rt.  i.  ruh), Ved.  the  earth. 

rubheti,  is,  f.  fog,  vapour. 

^\T  ruma,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  (Ved.);  (a), 

f.,  N.  of  a  salt-mine  or  salt-lake  (in  the  district  of 
Sambhar  in  Ajmere)  ;  of  a  wife  of  the  ape  Su-griva. 
—  Ruma-bhara,  as,  d,  am,  obtained  from  the 
Ruma  salt-mines ;  [cf.  raumaka.] 

Rumanvat,  an,  m.  a  proper  N. ;  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain ('  possessing  salt'). 

'Jfj^l  rumra,  as,  d,  am  (in  Unadi-s.  II.  14. 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ram)  =  aruna,  tawny ;  the  dawn, 

&c. ;  =  slobhana,  bright,  beautiful,  &c. 

^TrJ  ruru,  its,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  IV.  103. 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  r.  ru),  a  kind  of  deer ;  a  species  of 

rapacious  animal,  a  dog ;  a  species  of  fruit  tree ;  N. 
of  a  son  of  the  Rishi  Pramati  by  the  Apsaras  Ghri- 

tac"I ;  of  a  divine  being  enumerated  among  the  VisVe 
Devah ;  of  one  of  the  seven  Rishis  under  Manu 
SSvarni  (his  patronymic  is  Kasyapa) ;  of  a  DSnava 
or  Daitya  (said  to  have  been  slain  by  Durga)  ;  of  a 

form  of  Bhairava,  (sometimes  called  Ruru-bhairai'fi.) 
—  Ititru-munda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain,  (also 
read   uru-mmida.)  —  Runi-ilrslmn,  d,  -shni,  a, 

Ved.  '  deer-headed,'  having  a  deer's  horn  or  having 
a  destructive  point  (said  of  an  arrow;  Say.  =  driitya- 

rthan  or  Jiantri-s'iraska). 
Rurnka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

rurukshani.    See  p.  848,  col.  3. 

rurutsu.     See  col.  2. 

T  rurudishu.     See  col.  I. 

t>  4  111  ruvanya,  ruvatha.  See  p.  847,  col.  3. 

?TJ  ruun,  its,  m.  [cf.  uruvu],  the  castor- 
oil  tree,  Ricinus  Communis  (  =  rftktairanda). 
Ruvuka  or  ruviiha,  as,  m.  Ricinus  Communis ; 

[cf.  uruiiuka,  riivuka,  &c.] 
rus  (connected  with  and  in  some 
forms  and  meanings  identified  with  rt. 

I.  rush),  cl.  6.  P.  ruiati,  ruro^a,  rokshyati, 
arukehat,  roshtum,  to  hurt,  injure,  kill;  to  vex, 
displease,  annoy :  Caus.  niayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 



^Tf^  rusat. 
rupa. 

arurusSat  :  De-id,  rurukshati  :  Intcns.  roru-fyate, 
roroshti. 

I.  rudat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  hurting,  injuring, 
vexing,  displeasing  ;  cursing,  imprecating. 

<j^lW  rusangu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi. 

<>^li^2.  rusat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at  (probably 
to  be  regarded  as  a  participle  connected  with  rt. 

I.  rud),  Ved.  brilliant,  bright,  light-coloured,  white; 
[cf.  GT.  \fvn6s.]  —  Ruiiat-pa^u,  us,us,u,  Ved.  having 
white  cattle  ;  (Say.)  having  brilliant  rays  or  blazing 

with  the  oblation  (  =  ruilad-rasmi  or  prakd<ita- 

/,  lifts').  —  Rudad-urmi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  glis- 
tening waves,  having  bright  flames  (said  of  Fire  ; 

Say.  =  dlpta-jviila).  —  Ru,3ad-gu:,  us,  us,  M,  Ved. 
having  white  or  bright  cattle  ;  bright-rayed,  (Say. 
=  ro(amaiia-ra4mi);  (its),  m.  a  proper  N.  —  liu- 
iad-ratha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  light-coloured 
carriage  ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Rufad-vatsa,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  having  a  bright  or  white  calf  or  offspring, 
(the  Dawn  is  so  called  as  parent  of  the  Sun.) 

^!JMI  rusand,  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  wives 
of  Rudra. 

rusama,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  ;  (a),  f. 

a  proper  N.,  (RuSama  is  said  to  have  contended 
with  Indra  as  to  which  of  the  two  would  run  fastest 

round  the  earth,  and  to  have  won  by  the  artifice  of 
only  going  round  Kurukshetra.) 

ruseku,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

i.  rush  (connected  with  and  in 

some  forms  and  meanings  identified  with 
rt.  riti;  allied  also  to  rujtsh  in  I.  ruksha),  cl. 

I.  P.  roshati,  rurosha,  rotshishyati,  aro&h'it  or 
arushat,  roshitum  or  roshttim,  to  hurt,  injure,  kill  ; 
to  vex,  annoy,  displease,  make  angry,  disgust;  to 
take  ill,  be  offended  (Ved.)  ;  cl.  4.  rushyati,  to  be 
vexed  or  annoyed  ;  to  be  offended  ;  to  be  cross  or 

angry  ;  to  injure,  &c.  :  cl.  IO.  or  Caus.  roshayati,  -yi~ 
turn,  Aor.  arurushat,  to  vex,  annoy,  displease,  irritate  ; 

to  enrage,  exasperate  :  Desid.  nanuihithfti,  ruroshi- 
shati  :  Intens.  roi'ushyate,  roroshti;  [cf.  probably 
Gr.  \vaaa,  \vo<r&a>,  Kvaaaiva,  (perhaps  also)  d\v- 
araivai,  d\VKraiv<u,  aAa\VKTniuu  ;  Goth,  in-rauht- 

2.  rush,  t,  f.  anger,  wrath,  rage,  fury,  passion. 
Rushangu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 

Rushat,  an,  anti  or  atl  (as  if  fr.  rt.  res'),  at, 
hurting,  injuring,  vexing,  displeasing.  —  Rushad-iju, 
us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

Rushd,    f.  =  2.   rush,   anger,  wrath,   rage,   fury. 

—  R  ushdnvita  (°shd-an°),  as,  a,  am,  filled  with 
anger,  full  of  wrath. 
Rushita,  as,  a,  am,  injured  ;  enraged,  irritated, 

&c.,  =  rushta  below. 
Runhta,  as,  a,  am,  enraged,  irritated,  offended, 

angry,  furious  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 
Rushti,  Is,  f.  anger,  wrath,  rage,  fury,  passion. 

—  Rnshti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  angry,  &c. 

1.  rushy  a,  rushy'a-ntat,  see  Gana  Madhvadi  to Pin.  IV.  2,  86. 
2.  ritshya,  ind.  having  irritated  or  enraged,  &c. 

(Ramayana  II.  98,  12). 
Ruthyat,  an,  anti,  at,  being  angry  or  offended. 
Hash,  t,  m.  one  who  hurts  or  injures,  an  injurer; 

one  who  irritates  or  enrages. 
Rosha,  as,  m.  anger,  rage,  wrath,  passion,  fury. 

—  Rosha-tdmrdksha,  as,  I,  am,  having  eyes  red 
with  anger.  —  Rosha.~parita,  as,  a,  am,  filled  with 
wrath.  —  Rosha-maya,  ax,  I,  am,  consisting  of  anger, 
proceeding  from  fury.  —  Rosha^vdhana,  (if,  a,  am, 

'  being  a  vehicle  of  anger,"  bearing  or  feeling  wrath 
(  =  drudha-krodha).  —  Roshalishepa   (°sha-ak°), 
as,  m.  (in  rhetoric)  angry  expression  of  dissent,  angry 

reproach,  ironical  taunt.  —  Roshdcaroha  (°sha-av°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior  on  the  side  of  the  gods  in 
the  war  against  the  Asuras. 

Rotthana,  as,  1,  am,  angry,  wrathful,  passionate, 
easily  enraged  ;  enraged  at  or  against,  (kshatriya,- 

roshana,  exasperated  at  the  Kshatriyas) ;  (as),  m.  a 

touch-stone ;  quicksilver ;  an  arid  or  desert  soil  con- 
taining salt;  Grewia  Asiatica.  —  Roshaiia-td,  f.  the 

state  of  being  easily  enraged,  proneness  to  anger, 
irritability,  wrath. 

Roshita,  as,  a,  am,  enraged,  exasperated,  irritated. 
Raskin,  I,  ini,  i,  angry,  wrathful,  irritable,  furious. 
Roxhtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  an  injurer;  one  who  is  vexed 

or  angry,  wrathful. 

i-  ruh  (originally  written  rndh;  cf. 
rt.  I.  rudh),  cl.  I.  P.  rohati  (ep.  also  A. 

rohati),  raroha,  rok»hyati,  arukahat  (Ved.  and 
ep.  aruhat),  rodhum  (ep.  rohitum,  Ved.  rohwhyai, 
Pan.  III.  4,  10),  to  rise,  mount  upwards,  ascend, 
climb  ;  to  spring  up,  shoot  forth,  sprout,  germinate, 
to  be  produced  or  born ;  to  grow,  grow  up,  be 
developed  or  formed,  grow  larger,  increase,  increase 
in  size ;  to  grow  together,  grow  over,  cicatrize, 
heal ;  to  reach  to,  attain  :  Caus.  rokayati  or  (in  the 

later  language)  ropayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  aruruhat 
or  arurupat,  to  cause  to  ascend,  raise  up,  elevate ; 

to  plate  in  or  on,  fix,  fasten ;  to  deliver  over,  com- 
mit, entrust ;  to  plant,  sow,  put  in  the  ground ;  to 

cause  to  grow,  cause  to  grow  over  or  heal :  Desid. 
rurukshati:  Intens.  roruhyate,  rorodhi;  [cf.  per- 

haps Gr.  \a6-s,  @affi-\fv-s :  perhaps  Lat.  rus,  rur- 

is :  Goth,  liitgan,  juaya-lauths ;  liudith,  '  it 
grows;'  lauths,  'a  man'  (gen.  laudi-s) :  Old 
Germ.  Hut,  'a  people;'  liutt  (  =  Mod.  Germ. 
Leute),  sumarlota,  'a  twig;'  ruota,  'a  set,  twig:' 
Old  Sax.  ruoda :  Angl.  Sax.  rod :  Slav,  rod-i-ti, 

'to  bring  forth;'  na-rodu,  'a  people:'  Lith.  liu- 
dinu,  'to  produce;'  ritdti,  'autumn:'  Celt,  rho- 
dara,  '  a  kind  of  plant ;'  rod-ra,  '  a  tree :'  Scot. 
ros,  '  seed ;'  rosach,  '  full  of  seed :'  Hib.  rosan,  '  a 
shrub  ;'  rud,  '  a  wood,  forest ;'  ruadh,  '  strength, 
value  ;  strong ;'  romho,  '  very  much,  great ;'  rom- 
hoidc,  *  greatness ;'  ruidft,  '  running,  a  race  ;'  roid, 
'  a  race ;'  ruaidhneach,  '  hair ;'  laidir,  '  strong, 
stout ;'  laidireacht,  laidireas,  '  strength.'] 

2.  ruh,  t,  (.  rising,  ascending,  ascent,  sprouting, 

germinating,  growth  ;  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  shoot- 
ing up,  germinating,  growing,  increasing ;  [cf.  am- 

bho-r°,  kshiti-r°,  T)humi-r°.] 
Ruha,  as,  a,  am,  rising,  mounting,  springing  up, 

germinating,  growing,  springing  from,  growing  on, 

produced  on  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  panka-r°, 
bhumt-r0,  mahi~r°) ;  mounted,  ascended  upon ;  (a), 
f.  bent  grass,  Panicum  Dactylon. 
Ruhaka,  am,  n.  a  hole,  vacuity,  cave,  chasm; 

[cf.  i .  ropa.] 

Rahiina,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  attaining,  gaining ;  gain- 
ing over,  delighting,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 

I.  32,  8.  mano  rv.ha.na  =  6'tttdm  drohat.) 
Rahran,  d,  m.  a  plant,  tree. 
Rudha,  as,  d,  am,  mounted,  risen,  ascended ; 

sprung  up,  born,  produced ;  grown,  grown  up,  in- 
creased ;  budded,  blown  ;  large,  bulky,  great,  much  ; 

grown  or  spread  about,  diffused,  commonly  known, 
notorious ;  certain,  ascertained ;  traditional,  generally 
received,  popular,  customary,  conventional,  not  to  be 
etymologically  resolved ;  having  a  special  meaning 
or  one  not  depending  directly  on  the  etymology 

(said  of  words) ;  obscure.  —  Rudha-pranaya,  as,  d, 
am,  whose  love  or  affection  has  grown  strong.  —  Ru- 

dha-yoga,  as,  d,  am,  whose  Yoga  or  devotion  has 
increised.—  Rudha-yauvana,  as,  m.  one  who  has 
attained  to  youth  or  adolescence.  —  Rudha-vania, 

as,  d,  am,  of  a  high  family.  —  }tudha-va<*ana,  am, 
n.  =  rudhi-dabd<i  below.  —  Rudha-xatiht'ida,  as, 
d,  am,  whose  friendship  is  grown  or  increased,  fiim in  friendship. 

Rufihi,  is,  f.  ascending,  rising,  rise,  ascent ; 
springing  up,  germination,  birth,  origin ;  growth, 
increase ;  fame,  renown,  notoriety ;  tradition,  cus- 

tom, traditional  or  customary  usage,  common  cur- 
rency, general  prevalence,  popular  or  conventional 

acceptation  of  words  (as  opposed  to  their  direct  ety- 
mological meaning) ;  the  employment  of  a  word  in 

a  sense  not  borne  out  by  its  etymology.  —  Hiidhi- 
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,  as,  m.  a  word  not  etymologically  derived,  a 

word  used  in  a  conventional  sense  (as  opposed  to  the 

etymological,  thus  iatrv,  as  a  ROdhi-sabda  means 

'enemy,'  but  in  its  etymological  sense  'a  destroyer'). 
—  Rudhi^abda-td,  f.  the  state  of  being  used  in  a 
conventional  sense  (said  of  a  word). 

Iiuflhvd,  ind.  having  ascended,  having  grown,  &c. 
Rodhri,  3.  ropa,  roha,  Sec.     See  pp.  854,  855. 

t>fi;^fi;°i!i  ruhiruhikd,  f.  =  utkantha;  [cf. 

rana-raitaka."] ruksh  (more  properly  regarded  as 
a  Nom.  fr.  ruksha  below  ;  cf.  rts.  I  .  ruth, 

rush,  ritthita),  cl.  10.  P.  rukshayati  (according 
to  Vopa-dcva  also  rukshdpayati),  -yitum,  Aor. 
arurukshat,  to  be  rough  or  harsh  ;  to  nuke  dry  or 
emaciated  (Ved.)  ;  to  soil,  smear  (Ved.). 

Ruksha,  as,  d,  am  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  I.  rush,  q.  v., 
but  according  to  Unadi-s.  III.  66.  fr.  rt.  I.  rult; 
and  according  to  others  connected  with  rt.  rush  and 
rushita;  sometimes  written  ruksha,  see  I.  ntfo-Aa), 
rough,  harsh  (to  the  touch),  not  smooth  or  soft  ; 
rough  to  the  taste,  astringent,  not  bland  ;  rough, 

rugged,  uneven,  difficult;  harsh,  cruel,  unkind,  un- 
couth, austere  ;  firm,  dry,  arid,  parched,  emaciated  ; 

(as),  m.  a  species  of  grass  (  =  varaka)  ;  a  tree  [cf. 
ruhvan,  according  to  some  for  Prakrit  rukkha  = 
vriksha]  ;  (a),  f.  Croton  Polyandrum  or  Croton 
Tigiium.  —  Ruksha-yandkaka,  as,  m.  bdellium. 
—  Ruksha-td,  f.  or  riiksha-taa,  am,  n.  roughness, 
harshness,  dryness,  aridity,   emaciation  ;    harshness, 
unkindness,  unfriendliness.  -•  lluksha-darbha,  as, 

m.  a  kind  of  grass.  "Ruksha-pattra,  as,  m.  Tro- 

phis  Aspera  (  =  s'dkho(a').  —  Rukxha-peeham,  ind., 
with  rt.  pish,  to  pound   dry,  i.  e.  without  adding 
butter  or  any  liquid  (Pan.  III.  4,  35).  —  Ruksha- 

priya,   as,    m.  =  rishabhaushadha.  —  Rukiha- 
svadu-phala,  as,  m.  a  species  of  fruit  tree.  —  Itu- 
kshl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karotl.  Sec.,  to  make  rough  or 
dry.  —  Rukshi-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  rough,  soiled, 
besmeared,  covered  with,  (pdnsu-rukshlkrita,  soiled 
or  covered  with  dust  ;  cf.  rushita.) 

Kuksliana,  as,  i,  am,  making  dry  or  thin,  attenu- 
ating (Ved.)  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  making  dry  or 

thin  ;  (in  medicine)  treatment  for  reducing  fat  or 

corpulence.  —  Rukehanatmikd  (°no-at°),  f.  a  species 
of  grain  (  =  lankd). 
Ruk*hita,  as,  d,  am,,  made  rough,  rough  ;  soiled, 

smeared  ;  [cf.  a-rukshita,  rushita.] 

rukhara,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Saiva 

riifaka,  incorrect  for  rutaka,  q.  v. 

rudha,  rudhi.     See  col.  2. 

riip  (more  properly  regarded  as 
»  Nom.  fr.  rupa  below),  cl.  10.  P.  rupa- 

yati,  &c.,  to  form,  mould,  model,  figure,  represent, 
to  represent  on  the  stage,  exhibit  in  pantomime  or 

by  gesture,  act;  to  feign;  to  view,  inspect,  contem- 
plate ;  (probably)  to  appear,  (in  this  sense  only  A. 

rupayate,  seeVopa-deva  XXII.  2.) 
Rupa,  am,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  III.  28.  fr. 

rt.  I  .  ru,  but  probably  fr.  a  base  rup  for  rop,  Caus. 
of  rt.  I.  ruh  ;  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  the  fern. 
ends  in  d),  any  outward  appearance  or  phenomenon, 
form,  figure,  shape,  (rupam  kri,  to  assume  a  form)  ; 
any  object  of  vision  or  visible  object  (as  colour  &c.)  ; 

reflected  form,  image,  representation,  similitude,  re- 
semblance, semblance  ;  the  form  of  a  noun  or  verb 

&c.  (in  grammar1!,  an  inflected  form  by  declension 
or  conjugation  ;  a  beautiful  appearance,  handsome  form, 
mien,  or  figure,  shapeliness,  beauty,  elegance,  grace; 
natural  state  or  condition,  natural  disposition,  nature, 
essence,  property,  character,  characteristic,  peculiarity, 
feature,  sign,  symptom  ;  kind,  sort,  species  ;  mode, 
manner;  a  single  specimen,  type,  copy,  pattern, 

original,  exemplar  ;  discrete  quantity,  the  number 
one,  the  arithmetical  unit  ;  integer  number,  (in  this 
sense  said  to  be  plur.)  ;  known  or  absolute  number, 

a  known  quantity  (expressed  in  algebra  by  the  first 
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syllable  ra) ;  a  particular  coin,  (probably)  a  rupee  [cf. 

)'uy>'(Avi,  riipya]  ;  a  drama,  play,  dramatic  compo- 
sition ;  (according  to  native  lexicographers  riipa  has 

also  the  following  meanings),  cattle,  a  herd  of  cattle ; 
=  mriya,  a  beast ;  =  ifabtla,  sound,  word  ;  a  Sloka, 
verse  ;  =  grantliaeri<ti,  acquiring  familiarity  with 
any  book  by  frequent  recitation  or  learning  by  heart ; 

(«.«'),  m.  a  proper  N. ;  (of  or  am),  m.  n.  (?),  N.  of 
a  place ;  (d),  (.,  N.  of  a  river.  It upa  is  frequently 

used  in  compounds  in  the  sense  '  formed  of,'  '  com- 
posed of,'  '  consisting  of,'  '  having  the  figure  or 

appearance  of,'  '  in  the  form  of,'  '  having  the  same 
form  or  colour  as,'  '  like  to'  (especially  at  the  end  of 
adj.  comps.,  e.g.  maiiojna-rupa  utri,  a  beautifully- 
formed  woman  ;  an-afara-rupa,  of  an  unusual  ap- 

pearance; asoka-rupa,  having  the  colour  of  the 
ASoka,  Asoka-coloured ;  sometimes  used  almost  re- 

dundantly, cf.  ghora-r°~).  —  Rupa-kartri,  ta,  m. 
1  maker  of  forms  or  figures,"  N.  of  Visva-krit.  —  liu- 
pa-kdra,  at,  m.  a  maker  of  images,  sculptor.  —  RS- 
pa-krit,  t,  t,  t,  making  forms  or  figures ;  (t),  m. 
epithet  of  Tvashtri  (Ved.) ;  a  sculptor.  —  Rupa-go- 
grdmin,  i,  rn.,  N.  of  an  author.  ~  Riipa-graha,  as, 
a,  am,  apprehending  forms,  perceiving  colours ;  (as), 
m.  the  eye.  —  Rupa-tinta-mani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Rupa-jiva  for  rupajim,  q.  v.  ••  Rupa- 
jna,  as,  a,  am,  knowing  forms,  perceiving  or  recog- 

nising shapes,  distinguishing  or  discriminating  visible 

objects  (as  colours  &c.).  —  Rupa-tattra,  am,  n. 

'  reality  of  form,'  inherent  property,  natural  dispo- 
sition, nature,  essence.  —  Rupa-tama,  as,  a,  am, 

Ved.  having  most  form  or  colour.  —  Rupa-tas,  ind. 
according  to  form,  by  shape,  in  form.  ••  Rupa-td, 
f.  or  riipa-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  formed 
or  composed  of  (often  at  the  end  of  comps..  e.  g. 

du/fktia-rupa-ta,  the  consisting  of  pain).  —  Rupa- 
dhara,  at,  a,  am,  having  the  form  or  shape  of, 
being  of  the  colour  of  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g. 

go-rupa-dhara,  cow-shaped ;  cf.  kama*r°) ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Rupa-dhatu,  us,  m.  the  element 
of  form,  original  seat  or  region  of  form  (with  Bud- 

dhists ;  the  other  two  elements  being  kdma-dh", 
q.  v.,  and  arupa-dh°t  '  the  element  of  formlessness'). 
—  Rupadhari-tva,  am,  n.  the  power  of  assuming 
any  form  or  shape.  —  Rupa-dharin,  i,  ini,  i,  bear- 

ing a  form,  assuming  a  shape ;  endowed  with  a  good 

figure,  possessed  of  beauty.  —  Rupa-dhrik  or  riipa- 
dhrit,  t,  t,  t  (see  dhrik,  p.  459),  having  the  form 
or  shape  of,  resembling  (at  the  end  of  a  comp., 

e.  g.  kapi-rupa-dhrit,  monkey-shaped ;   cf.  mvi- 

dlM-r°).  —  Rupa-dheya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  form,  external 
appearance;    [cf.  ndma-dkeya.]  —  Rupa-nayana, 
at,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator.  —  Rupn-narayana, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Rupa-ndsana,  as,  m. 

•  form-destroying,'  an  ov/\.  —  Rupa-pa,  as,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  people.  —  Riipa-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  'lord  of 

forms,'  epithet  of  Tvashtri.  —Riipa-pura,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  town.  —  Rupa-liliiii/aiiulandha  (°</a-a«D), 
a«,  m.  the  addition  of  a  fraction  to  a  unit.  —  Riipa- 

bhagapavaha  (°aa-ap°),  as,  m.  the  deduction  of  a 
fraction  from  a  unit.  —  Rupa-lihrit,  t,  t,  t,  having 
form  or  beauty.  —  Rupa-bfteda,  as,  m.  diversity  of 
form,  variety  of  manifestations;  (am),n.,N.ofaTantra 
work.  —  liupa-marijari,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman;  of  a 
work   on    medicine.  —  Rupa-mdtra,  am,   n.   only 
beauty.  —  Rupa-malU,  (.,  N.  of  a  grammatical  work  ; 
(i),  ?f.,  N.  of  a  metre,  four  times   . 

—  Riipa-yauvana-vat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing  beauty 
and  youth.  —  Rujta-ratndkara  (°na-akrj),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  vork.-lliipn-latd,  {.,  N.  of  a  princess. 
-  llupa-latanya,  am,  n.  beauty  of  form,  elegance, 
loveliness.  -RUpa-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  form  or 
dour,  possessing  shape  or  figure,  possessed  of  body, 

formed,  embodied,  bodily,  corporeal ;  having  a  beauti- 
ful form  or  figure,  handsomely  formed,  handsome, 

beautiful,  lovely,  graceful ;  having  the  form  or  ap- 
pearance of  (at  the  end  of  comps.) ;  (all),  (  a handsome  or  beautiful  woman  ;  N.  of  various  women  • 

of  a  river.  -  Rupatahika,  as.  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people' 
(also  read  ripa-vdsika.)-Rupa-mparyaya,  at' m.  a  morbid  change  of  bodily  {otm.  — 

ga,  an,  m.  the  portioning  of  an  integer  number.  ' 
—  lit  pa-Hat,  ind.,  Ved.  in  various  forms,  according  i 

to  different  formations.  —  Rtipa-fi(~ilin,  i,  ini,  i,  pos- 
sessing form  or  figure,  possessed  of  beauty,  hand- 

some, beautiful.  —  Itupa-iikhS,  f .  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  the  Rakshasa  Agni-Sikha.  ~Rupa-samri<.hlh<t, 
*/x,  n,  am,  Ved.  perfect  in  form  ;  perfectly  beautiful. 

—  Rupa-samridilhi,   is,   f.  perfection  of  form,  a 
suitable  form.  —  Rupa-sanipattt,  is,  or  rupa-swn- 
pad,  t,  f.  perfection  or  excellence  of  form,  beauty, 
handsomeness,   elegance.  —  Riipa-siddhi,  is.  m.  a 
proper  N.  —  RZpa-stna,  as.  m.,  N.  of  a  VidyS- 
dhara;  of  a  king.  —  Rupa-stha,  as,  a,  am,  'being 
in  form,"  having  form  or  figure.  —  llupa-hiini,  is, 
{.  loss  of  form,  (in  the  NySya  one  of  the  seven  pre- 

ventives of  classification.)  —  Rupdjiva  (?pa-5j  ),  as, 

a,  am,  making  a  living  by  beauty  of  form,  livmi: 

by  prostitution  ;  (a),   f.  a  harlot,  prostitute.  —  lut- 

padhibodha  (°pa-adh°),  as,  m.  the  perception  of 
form  or  of  any  visible  object  (by  the  senses).  —  Rujid- 

radai-ft  (°pa*av°),  ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  gods 

(with  Buddhists);  [cf.  kdmdra<!ara.~]  —  Rupavall 
(°pa-dv°),  f.  a  string  of  inflections,  series  of  varia- 

tions of  form  through  declension  and  conjugation, 

&c.  —  Rupas"raya   (°pa-d$°),   as,   m.   a   reposi- 
tory or  receptacle  of  beauty,  an  exceedingly  hand- 

some person.  —  Itiipdstra  (°^>a-OJ*0),  as,  m.  'having 
beauty  for  a  weapon,"  Klma-deva,  the  god  of  love. 
—  Rupendriya  (°pa-m°),  am,  n.  the  organ  of  form, 
the  organ  which  perceives  form  and  colour,  the  eye. 

—  Rupesvara  ("pa-is""),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular 
god ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess.  —  Riipopajivana  (°pa- 
np°),  am,  n.  the  gaining  a  livelihood  by  a  handsome 
figure.  —  Riipopajivin  Cpa-up°),  I,  ini,  i,  gaining 
a  livelihood  by  means  of  a  handsome  form. 

Rupaka,  as,  d,  am,  appearing  in  an  assumed  form  I 
(Ved.) ;  illustrating  by  metaphor,  describing  by  figu- 

rative language,  figurative ;  (as),  m.  a  particular  coin, 

(probably)  a  rupee  [cf.  rupya~\ ;  (ikd),  f.  swallow- wort,  Asclepias  Lactifera :  (am),  n.  form,  figure, 
shape,  image  (often  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  in  the 

sense  of  '  having  the  form  of,'  '  composed  of,'  '  con- 
sisting in');  any  manifestation  or  representation; 

feature,  sign,  symptom ;  kind,  species ;  (in  rhetoric) 
a  metaphor,  comparison,  simile,  the  description  of 
one  object  under  the  form  of  another  which  it  is 

poetically  supposed  to  resemble  (especially  a  simile 
or  comparison  when  iva,  rat,  &c.  are  omitted  :  there 
are  three  or  four  varieties  of  the  figure  Rupaka, 

e.  g.  the  khanda-rupaka  or  '  imperfect  metaphor,' 
the  ardha-rupaka  or  '  partial  metaphor,'  and  the 
laldmaka-rupaka,  or  '  flowery  metaphor  ;'  and  they 
differ  from  the  Upaina  or  comparison  chiefly  in  the 
omission  of  the  particles  denoting  resemblance, 
such  as  iva,  yathd,  saha,  or  the  Taddhita  affix  rut : 
when  this  last  is  added  the  simile  is  called  Taddhito- 

pams) ;  a  drama,  play,  theatrical  performance,  (ojjt 
of  the  two  classes  of  dramatic  composition  divided 
into  ten  species  including  the  NStaka  or  principal 
play  and  the  Prahasana  or  farce;  see  also  pra-ka- 
rana,  bhdaa,  &c. ;  cf.  npa-rupaka) ;  a  particular 
weight  ( =  3  Gunjas) ;  =  murta  (miirti ?) ;  =  dhu tin. 
—  Jlupaka-tiila,  as,  m.  a  particular  time  in  music. 

-  l!u/>aka-mkya,  am,  n.  or  rupaka-s'abda,  as, 
m.  a  figurative  expression. 

llii/iana,  am,  n.  figurative  illustration,  metaphorical 
description  ;  examination,  investigation,  proof. 

Itupayat,  an,  anti,  at,  figuring,  describing,  repre- 
senting, acting. 

Rupayitod,  ind.  having  represented  or  acted. 
Jliipasvin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  handsome,  beautiful. 
Jtnpika,  coined  gold  or  silver,  money. 
Jlupinikd,  {.  (dimin.  fr.  rupini),  a  proper  N. 
Rupita,as,a,am,  formed,  represented,  exhibited, 

imagined. 

Jtiipin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  form  or  figure,  possessed 
of  body,  formed,  embodied,  corporeal ;  having  a 
beautiful  form  or  figure,  well-shaped,  handsome, 
beautiful ;  having  the  form  or  appearance  of,  having 
the  character  of,  characterized  by,  appearing  as,  like 

(at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.g.kala-riipin,  I,  m. 'having 

the  form  of  Death,"  an  epithet  of  Siva;  cf. dev&-r*j; 

(i),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Aja-mldha. 
Kiipya,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  beautiful  form  or 

appearance,  well-shaped,  handsome,  beautiful ;  bear- 
ing a  stamp,  stamped,  impressed ;  to  be  denoted 

figuratively  or  metaphorically ;  formerly  in  the  pos- 
session of  or  possessed  by  (as  an  affix  or  at  the  end 

of  a  comp.,  see  Pan.  V.  3,  54,  Vopa-deva  VII.  67  ; 
cf.  also  Pan.  IV.  3,  81) ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N. ;  N. 
of  a  mountain ;  (am),  n.  silver ;  wrought  silver, 
silver  or  gold  bearing  a  stamp  or  impression,  stamped 
coin;  wrought  j>o\d.  —  l!ujiya-maya,  as,  i,  inn, 
made  or  consisting  of  silver,  containing  silver.  —  Ru- 

pya-makshika,  am,  n.  silver  Makshika,  Hepatic 

pyrites  of  iron.  —  Riipyafala  (*ya-ai?°),  a-",  m. 
'silver-mountain,'  N.  of  the  mountain  Kailasa.  —  JW- 

Pliarlhyaksha  (°ya-adli°),  as,  m.  a  superintendent 
of  silver  or  of  silver  coinage,  master  of  the  mint. 

Rupyaka  in  surarna-rupyaltu,  q.  v. 

TEH  ruma,  N.  of  a  place,  (also  read  rupa.) 

^T  rum,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  hot,  burning. 

^3*  riivitka,  as,  m.  the  castor-oil  tree, 

Ricinus  Communis ;  [cf.  ruruka.~\ 
i  M  rush,  cl.  I.  P.  rushati,  &c.,  to 

•  \  adorn,  decorate ;  to  cover,  smear  [cf.  rt. 
riiknh,  ruhfhitd] ;  cl.  10.  P.  rushayati,  &c.,  to 
tremble ;  to  burst. 

Rushaka,  as,  m.  a  plant,  Gendarussa  Vulgaris. 
lluxltana-,  am,  n.  the  act  of  adorning,  decoration  ; 

covering,  strewing,  smearing,  soiling. 

Itiishita,  as,  a,  am  (sometimes  confounded  with 
riuthita,  q.  v.),  adorned,  decorated ;  perfumed  ;  in- 

laid ;  covered  (with  dust  &c.),  strewed,  overspread, 
soiled,  besmeared,  smeared  [cf.  rt.  ruksh,  rukshita, 

rudhira-r°~]  ,  made  rough  or  rugged  [cf.  ruk&ha] ; 
pounded,  (perhaps  for  rushita.) 

T  re,  ind.  a  vocative  particle  (generally 
used  contemptuously  or  to  express  disrespect). 

reiii,  N.  of  a  village. 

rek,  cl.  i.  A.  rekate,  rireke,  rekitum, 
to  suspect,  doubt. 

I.  reka,  as,  m.  suspicion,  doubt,  fear,  care,  anxiety, 
concern ;  a  man  of  a  low  caste,  outcast ;  a  frog ;  [cf. 

bheka.'] 

T«B  2.  reka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  rid),  emptying, 
loosening,  looseness,  purging. 

Rckit,  us,  us,  a,  Ved.  empty,  void,  deserted, 
solitary,  lonely,  secret. 

Reknas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  (in  Unadi-s.  IV.  198.  the  form 
given  is  riknax),  any  property  left  (by  a  deceased 
person),  inherited  possession,  property,  any  valuable 
object  or  possession,  gold,  (by  some  written  reltnas.) 
—  lieknas-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  possessed  of  valu- 

able property,  rich. 
Reda,  as,  m.  the  emptying  of  the  lungs  (in  the 

practice  of  Yoga),  emission  of  breath ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a 

plant  (  =  ];antpillaka);  of  another  (  =  an-ko/ha). 
Redaka,  ax,  il'd,  am,  emptying,  purging,  purga- 

tive, aperient,  cathartic ;  emptying  the  lungs,  emitting 

the  breath ;  (as),  m.  the  act  of  breathing  out  or  exha- 
lation, expiration  or  emission  of  breath,  (especially) 

expelling  the  breath  out  of  one  of  the  nostrils  (in 
the  practice  of  Yoga) ;  a  syringe ;  N.  of  various 

aperient  medicines;  the  purging-nut  plant,  Croton 
Jamalgota ;  nitre,  saltpetre ;  N.  of  a  forester  in  the 
Vikramorvaii ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (am), 

n.  a  purge,  cathartic. 
Refana,  as,  i,  am,  purging,  purgative,  cathartic, 

aperient;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants  (  =  <ri-r/iV, 
fltinfi,  yundra,  ro^anika,  kampilla,  kalanjani)  ; 
(am,  a),  n.  f.  the  act  of  emptying,  making  empty 
or  void,  lessening,  diminishing ;  emitting  the  breath  ; 

purging,  looseness ;  evacuation. 
Refanaka,  as,  m.  =  kampillaka. 

Relita,  as,  a,  am,  left  void  or  empty,  freed  from, 

cleared ;  purged  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  one  of  a  horse's 
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paces,  cantering  [cf.  rt.  I.  rej];  a  particular  position 
of  the  hands  in  dancing. 
Refya,  as,  m.  —  reCa. 

\&  rekha,  as,  m.  (fr.  HfcA  =  rt.  likh),  a 

line,  Sec.  (  =  rekha  below);  a  proper  N. ;  (a),  f.  a 
line ;  a  streak,  stripe ;  a  row,  series  [cf.  lekh 
a  continuous  line;  drawing;  the  first  or  prime  me- 

ridian (considered  to  be  a  line  drawn  from  Lan-k 
to  Meru,  i.  e.  from  Ceylon  supposed  to  lie  on  the 

equator  to  the  North-pole)  ;  =  dbhuga,  fulness,  satis- 
faction ;  =  chadman,  deceit,  fraud  ;  a  small  quantity, 

little  portion  ;  [cf.  probably  Old  Germ,  riga.]  —  Re- 

khdniia  ("khd-arf},  as,  m.  a  degree  of  longitude. 
—  Rekhdkdra  (^khd-dk^),  as,  d,  am,  formed  in 
lines,  striped.  —  Rekhd-ganita,  am,  n. '  line-reckon- 

ing,' geometry.  •-  Rekhdntara  (°khd-an°),  am,  n. 
geographical  longitude,  distance  east  or  west  from 
the  first  meridian,  {see  rekhd  above.)  ••  Rehha-nydsa, 
as,  m.  the  marking  down  of  lines  or  lineaments. 
Rekhaka  in  vindu-rekhaka,  q.v. 
Rekhdya,  Nom.  A.  rekhdyate,  &c.,  to  praise, 

flatter ;  to  vex,  distress,  annoy. 
Rekhdyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 
Rekhin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  lines  (on  the  hand  &c.), 

lined. 

T^  reca.     See  p.  852,  col.  3. 

i  _i  i.  rej  [cf.  rt.  i.  raj],  cl.  I.  A.  rejate 
\  (Ved.  also  P.  rejati),  Sec.,  to  shine ;  to 

shake,  tremble,  quiver,  flicker  (Ved.) ;  to  cause  to 
tremble  or  shake  (Ved.  P.) ;  (according  to  Naigh.  II. 
14)  to  go  (P.):  Caus.  rejayati.  Sec.,  to  cause  to 
tremble  or  quake,  to  shake. 

2.  rej,  t,  t,  t,  shining;  shaking,  a  shaker;  (t), 
m..  N.  of  Agni  or  fire. 
Rejamdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  quaking,  trembling. 

T-T  ret,   cl.  i.  P.  A.  retati,  -te,  rireta, 
N  rirefe,  retitum,  to  speak;   to  ask,  seek, 

request :    Caus.  retayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ariretat  : 
Desid.  riretishati,  -te :  Intens.  reretyate,  reretti. 

"r-»  red  or  rel  (a  Vedic  rt.  probably  con- 
^  \  nected  with  rt.  I.  risk),  to  be  angry,  &c.t 

(according  to  Naigh.  II.  12.  relate  =  krudhyati.) 

T5J  renu,  us,  m.  (according  to  some  also 

us,  u,  (.  n. ;  according  to  Un5di-s.  III.  38.  fr.  rt. 
I.  rt),  dust,  a  grain  or  atom  of  dust,  sand,  &c. ;  the 
pollen  of  a  flower ;  N.  of  a  particular  medicinal  drug 
(=renukd,  parpata);  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
hymns  Rig-veda  IX.  70,  X.  89,  (his  patronymic  is 
Vai£vamitra>  ;  of  a  son  of  Vikukshi ;  (us),  f.,  N.  of 
a  wife  of  Visv5-mitra.  —  Renu-kakdfa,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  furrowing  through  or  tossing  up  the  dust ;  (Say. 

on  Rig-veda  VI.  28,  4  =  rajasa  udbhedakah.) 
—  Renu-kdrikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  Karika.  —  Renu-garbha, 

as,  m.  'sand-vessel,'  (probably)  a  kind  of  hour  glass 
(used  for  astronomical  purposes).  —  Renu-tva,  am,  n. 
the  state  or  condition  of  dust,  the  being  dust,  dustiness. 
—  Renu-dikshita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Renu- 
pa,  at,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  -•  Renu-padavi,  f. 
a  path  of  dust.  —  Renu-pdlaka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
—  Renu-mat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Visva-mitra 
by  Renu.  —  Renu-rushita,  as,  d,  am,  covered  with 
dust,  dusty;  (as),  m.  an  ass.  —  Renu-vdsa,  as,  d, 
am,  dwelling  in  dust,  covered  with  the  pollen  of 

flowers;  (as),  m.  a  bee.  —  Renu-tas,  ind.  to  dust, 
into  dust,  (renuWi  kri,  to  make  into  dust,  turn  to 

dust.)  —  Renu-sdraoirenu-sdraka,  as,  m. '  essence 
of  dust,'  camphor. 
Renuka.  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Yaksha ;  of  a  mythical 

elephant ;  of  a  particular  formula  recited  over  weapons ; 
(a),  f.  a  particular  drug  or  medicinal  substance  (said 
to  be  fragrant,  but  bitter  and  slightly  pungent  in 
taste,  and  of  a  greyish  colour  ;  it  is  procured  in  grains 

about  the  size  of  pepper-corns)  ;  a  sort  of  pu'se  ;  N. 
of  the  wife  of  Jamad-agm  and  mother  of  Parasu- 
rarna,  (she  was  the  daughter  of  Renu  and  of  king 
Prasena-jit)  ;  N.  of  a  Kfuika  composed  by  Hari-hara. 

—  Renukdddrya  (°ka-dc"°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

—  Renukd-suta,  as,  m.  '  son  of  RenukS,'  i.  e.  Pa- ra£u-rama. 

Tjf  ret  a,  retah-kulyd,  &c.     See  below. 

<.r)JJ  retas,  as,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  ri),  a  flow,  flood, 
stream,  current,  flow  of  water  or  rain  (Ved.) ;  flow  o 
semen,  seminal  fluid,  semen,  sperm,  virile  energy ; 
seed,  offspring,  progeny,  posterity,  descendants  (Ved.) 

quicksilver  (regarded  as  *  Suva's  semen');  sin,  (Say, 
on  Rig-veda  IV.  3,  J=pdpa.)  —  Retah-kulyd,  (. 
a  stream  or  river  of  semen  virile  (in  a  particular  hell). 

—  Iletah-M,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  discharging  semen ;  an 
epithet  of  particular  Ishtakas  —  Reta/i-sidya,  am, 
n.,Ved.  discharge  of  semen.  —  Retas-vat,  an,  ail,  at, 
Ved.  possessed  of  seed,  abounding  in  seed,  impregnat- 

ing, prolific,  productive ;  (an),  m.  epithet  of  Agni. 
—  Retas-vin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  abounding  in  seed,  pro- 

lific, productive.  —  Reto-dhd,  as,  !.,  Ved.  the  act  of 
impregnating,  impregnation;  (ds,  as,  am),  impreg- 

nating, fertilizing;  (as),  m.  a  hther.  —  Reto-dheya, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  impregnation.  —  Reto-mdrga,  as,  m. 
the  seminal  duct  or  canal. 

Reta  =  retas,  semen  virile.  —  Reta-ja,  a#,  d,  am, 
born  or  produced  from  seed ;  any  beloved  offspring 
or  child  ;  (a),  f.  sand. 
Retana,  am,  n.  semen  virile. 

Rttasa  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  =  retas  ;  [cf.  agni- 
r°,  kapota-r°.] 
Retasya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  conveying  seed,  (the  first 

verse  of  the  Bahishpavamana  Stotra  is  so  called.) 

liHtn,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  abounding  in  seed;  impreg- 
nating. 

Retya,  am,  n.  =  riti,  bell-metal. 
Retra,  am,  n.  semen  virile;  quicksilver;  nectar, 

ambrosia ;  perfumed  or  aromatic  powder  ;  (these 
meanings  are  sometimes  given  to  vetra,  which  is 
confounded  with  retra.) 

CV^T  redhaka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.,  (also read  recaka.) 

T"Q  rep,   cl.  i.  A.  repate,  Sec.,  to  go, 
\  move ;  to  sound. 

TQ  repa,  repas.     See  p.  846,  col.  2. 

TTB  repha,  rephas,  rephin.  See  p.  846, col.  3. 

** 

i^cl   reft  =  rt.  rev,  q. 

rebh.     See  rt.  -ribh,  p.  846,  col.  3. 

•X 

Tf»T  remi,  a  Vedic  adjective  fr.  rt.  ram, 
see  Pin.  III.  2,  I7J,VSrtt.  t. 

rerivan,  d,  m.,  Ved.  =: prerayitri. 

reriha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Intens.  of  rt. 
rih,  q.  v.),  Ved.  continually  or  repeatedly  licking. 

Rerihat,  at,  ati,  at,  Ved.  excessively  licking,  lick- 
ng  up,  consuming. 
Rerihana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  repeatedly  licking  or 

caressing;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  S'iva;  a  thief;  an  Asura; =  ambara ;  =  vara. 

T-ar   rev  or  reft,  cl.  I.  A.  revate,  rebate, 
\  Sec.,  to  go,  move,  flow;  to  leap,  jump,  go 

>y  leaps. 
Reva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Anarta  and  father  of 

<aivata ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  the  Narma-dS  river  (which 
ises  in  one  of  the  Vindhya  mountains  called  Amra- 
;uta  or  more  commonly  Amarakantak  in  the  province 
of  Gondwana,  and  after  a  westerly  course  of  about 
ioo  miles  falls  into  the   sea  below  Broach) ;    the 

ndigo  piant ;  N.  of  Rati  (the  wife  of  Kama-deva) ; 

am),  n.,  N.  of  various  S3mans.  —  Revottaras  (°i'a- 
uf),  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  proper  N. 
Revata,  as,  m.  a  boar ;  a  bamboo  cane ;  a  whirl- 

wind ;  a  kind  of  poison ;  oil  of  the  Morunga  tree ; 
he  fruit  of  the  plantain ;  (am),  n.  a  muscle  or  conch- 
hell  with  its  windings  or  spiral  lines  going  from 

right  to  left. 

Revana,  at,  m.  a  proper  N. 

re-vat,  re-vatl.  See  below  and  p.  854. 

reeata,  as,  m.  the  citron  tree  ;  Ca- 
thartocarpus  Fistula  ;  N.  of  various  persons  ;  of  a  son 
of  Andhaka  or  of  Anarta  ;  of  the  father  of  RevatI 

and  father-in-law  of  Bala-ruma  ;  of  a  Varsha  (?). 
Revataka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  ;  (am),  n.  a  species 

of  plant. 

Revati,  is,  f,  N.  of  Rati  (wife  of  Kama-deva); 
—  re-vati,  the  wife  of  Bala-r3ma.  —  Revati-putra, 
as,  m.  (rerati  for  rerati),  the  son  of  Revat!. 

•  f* 

>•<  \\<^resaya-darin  (resaya  =  hinsat), 
Ved.  destroying  those  who  injure,  (used  in  Nirukta 
VI.  14.  to  explain  riiiadas,  q.v.) 

T^ft  rgs*,  f;  Ved.  epithet  of  water. 

T»   i.  resh,  cl.  I.  A.  reshate,  rireshe,  re- 
^  \  shitum,  to  howl,  roar,  yell  (as  wolves)  ;  to 

neigh,  whinny  (as  a  horse  ;  cf.  rt.  hresh)  ;  to  utter 
any  inarticulate  sound. 

2.  resh,  t  t,  t,  one  who  howls  or  neighs,  howling, neighing. 

I  .  reshana,  am,  n.  the  howl  of  a  wolf,  howling, 
yelling,  roaring. 

Reshd,  f.  howling,  yelling  (of  wolves)  ;  neighing. 
Meshita,  as,  d,  am,  yelled,  sounded;  (am),  n. 

neighing,  roaring. 

^  3.  resh,  t  (fr.  rt.  I.  rish),  in  Vajasa- 
neyi-s.  VI.  18.  according  to  Mahi-dhara  =  rishtd  or 
hinsita,  (perhaps  referrible  to  rt.  rii,  to  injure.) 
Resha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  injury,  hurt,  receiving  injury. 
2.  reshana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  injuring,  hurting; 

(am),  n.  the  act  of  injuring,  injury,  hurt,  damage  ; 
failure. 

Reshin,  I,  ini,  i,  injuring,  hurting;   [cf.  puru- 

Reshtri,  id,  frt,  (ri,  one  who  injures  or  hurts, 
an  injurer. 

Reshman,  d,  m.,  Ved.  a  storm,  whirlwind,  storm- 

cloud,  (according  to  Mahi-dhara)  the  dissolution  or 
destruction  of  the  world.  —  Reshma-Mhinna  or 

reshma-mathita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  rent  or  broken 
by  a  storm,  torn  up  by  a  tempest. 
Reshmya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  or  exposed  to 

a  storm,  involved  in  destruction  (at  the  dissolution 
of  the  world). 

T^TI  rehat,  see  Gana  Bhris'adi  to  Pan.  III. 

I,  12. Rehdya,  Nom.  A.  rehayate,  Sec.,  see  Gana  Bhri- 
Sadi  to  Pan.  III.  I,  12. 

jr  i.  rai,  cl.  i.  P.  ray  ati,  rarau,  rdtum,  to 
^  bark,  bark  at  (with  ace.) ;  to  sound ;  [cf.  Lat. latrare.] 

2.  rai,  as  (?),  m.  barking,  sound,  noise. 

^  3.  rai,  rds,  m.  rarely  f.  (connected  with 

rayi,  q.v.,  fr.  rt.  I.  rd;  ace.  rayam,  Ved.  rom  = 
Lat.  rem;  for  other  cases  see  Gram.  132),  property, 

possessions,  goods,  wealth,  gold  ;  costliness ;  (rai), 
ind.,  see  Gana  Cadi  to  Pan.  I.  4,  57  ;  [cf.  Lat.  res.] 

—  Rdyas-kdma,  as,  d,  am  (rdyas,  gen.  c.),  Ved. 

desirous  of  property,  anxious  to  become  rich.  ~Rd- 
yas-posha,  as,   m.,  Ved.  increase   of  property  or 
riches,  the   possession  of  wealth,  increase  of  pros- 
)erity ;  (as,  d,  am),  increasing  riches  (said  of  Krishna). 
—  Rdyas-poshaka,  as,  iki,  am,  increasing  riches. 
Rdyas-posha-dd,  as,  as,  am,  or  rdyasposha- 

ddvan,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  granting  increase  of  wealth, 
bestowing  increase  of  prosperity.  —  Rdyas-posha- 
vani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  procuring  increase  of  riches 
(dhana-pushteh  sampddayitri).  —  Rdyo-vdja,  as, 

m.  (rdyas,  gen.  c.),  Ved.  a  proper  N.  —  Uiiyti- 
vdjiya,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  preceding),  N.  of  a  Sarnan. 
—  Rai-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  Sec.,  to  transform 
into  property. 

Re-vat,  an,  ati,  at  (re  contracted  fr.  rayi  +  vat), 
having  prosperity  or  wealth,  rich,  wealthy,  opulent, 
prosperous;   grand  in  external  appearance,  shining, 
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glittering,  beautiful,  illustrious ;  (at),  ind.,  Ved.  ra- 
diantly, beautifully;  («/«),  f.,  N.  of  the  fifth  Nik- 

shatra,  (see  nakshntra ;  sometimes  also  atyan,  (. 
pi.) ;  the  day  of  RevatI ;  N.  of  the  evil  genius  or 
goddess  presiding  over  a  particular  sickness,  (some- 

times identified  with  DurgJ,  sometimes  with  Aditi) ; 
N.  of  the  wife  of  Mitra ;  of  a  daughter  of  the  Lustre 
(kdnti}  of  the   Nakshatra   RevatI  and  mother  of 
Manu  Raivata ;  of  the  wife  of  Bjla-rama  (daughter 
ot  Kjkudmin) ;  of  a  wife  of  Amritodana  ;  (atyas) 
(.  pi.  •  the  wealthy  ones,  the  shilling  ones,'  epithet 
of  cows  (Ved.) ;  waters,  water,  a  quantity  of  w,iter 
(Ved.) ;  epithet  of  the  verse  Rig-veda  I.  30,  13  (so 
called  from  rei'ati  being  the  first  word ;  the  Raivata 
Saman  is  formed  from  this  verse;  according  to  P5n. 
IV.  3,  34,  Vlrtt.  i.  recall  =  one  bom  under  the 
Nakshatra  RevatI);  mad  yajiialurain,   N.  of  a 
Saman. - Rfvatl-bhava,   as,  m.  'son  of  RevatI,' 
the  planet   Saturn.  —  Revati-ramana,  as,   m.  the 
husband  of  RevatI,  i.e.  Bala-rSma;  N.  of  Vishnu. 
—  RevaliSa  fli-ida),  as,  m.  lord  or  husband  of 
RevatI,  i.e.  Bala-iSma.- Revati-suta,  as,  m. 'son 
of  RevatI,'  a  N.  of  Skanda. 
Stmtya  (a  Vedic  adjective  fr.  revolt,  Pin.  IV.  4, 

121),  illustrious,  beautiful,  Sec.  (?) 
Revanta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sflrya  and  chief 

of  the  Guhyakas;  the  fifth  Manu  of  the  present 
Kalpa;  [cf.  raieata.]  —  Revanla-manu-sii,  us,  {. 
mother  of  Manu  Revanta,  epithet  of  SanjnS  (wife  of 
S0rya).-fl«;anio«ara  (°la-ut°),  N.  of  a  work. 
Jiaikva,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  proper  N. ;  [cf.  rayilcva.l 

—  Raikca-parna,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  place. 
Raiya,  Nom.  P.  raiyati,  &c.,  to  desire  riches. 
Raivata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  re-vat),  coming  or  de- 

scended from  a  wealthy  family,  rich,  opulent,  wealthy ; 
relating  to  Manu  Raivata  ;  belonging  to  or  connected 
with   the  Raivata  Saman  (said  of  Indra,  Savitri  • 

Ved.) ;  (as),  m.  a  cloud  (Ved.) ;  a  kind  of  Som'a  '; a  sort  of  vegetable ;  N.  of  a  demon  presiding  over 
a  particular  child's  disease ;  N.  of  one  of  the  eleven 
Rudras ;  of  Siva  ;  of  the  fifth  Manu ;  of  a  Daitya ; 
of  a  Rishi ;  of  a  Brahmarshi ;  of  a  king;  a  patro- 

nymic of  Kakudmin  (the  ruler  of  Anarta ;  in  this 
sense  fr.  revala) ;  a  metronymic  of  a  son  of  Amri- 
todana  by  RevatI;    N.  of  a  mountain  near  Kuia- 
sthall,  the  capital  of  the  country  Anarta ;  (?),  f.  in 
Maha-bh.  AnuSssana-p.  6136,  according  to  the  com- 

mentator =raivala  above  j  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  SSman 
-  Raivata-madanikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  GoshthI  drama. 
Raivataka,  see  Gana  Anhanadi  to  Pan.  IV.  a, 

So;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  (  =  raivuta);  N. 
of  a  porter  (in  the  SakuntalS) ;  (ds),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
the  inhabitants  of  the  mountain  Raivataka ;  '(am), n.  a  species  of  plant. 
Raivatika,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from  RevatI. 
Raivalikiya,  adj.  fr.  raivatika   (Pan.  IV.  3, 

Raivalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  revat),  riches,  wealth; raivalya  rishabhah,  N.  of  a  SSman. 

TO  raikha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rekha),  a  patro- nymic. 

t5IW  rainava,  as,  m.  (fr.  renu),  a  patro- 
nymic ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

Rainukeya,  as,  m.  (fr.  renukd),  a  metronymic of  rarasu-rlma. 

revati-bhava.  ^»  roda. 
l«*!HM«f  raishndyana,  as,  m.  a.  patronymic. 
Tfaf  roka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  ru6),  light, 

lustre,  brightness,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VI. 
66,  6  =  </<><;,  'light,'  or  bddftaka,  'obstructing'); buying  with  ready  money ;  (am),  n.  a  hole,  cavity  ;  a 
boat,  ship  ;  moving,  shaking  ;  =  kripana-blt&la. 
Rokas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  light  or  any  phenomenon  of light. 

1ST  roga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  rvj ), ' breakin 
up  of  strength,'  infirmity,  weakness,  sickness,  diseas 
malady,  (ksltud-roga,  disease  Irom  hunger;  ksh 
triyii-roya,  an  incurable  disease,  see  kfhctriya 
Disease  regarded  as  an  evil  genius  or  demon  ;  Cost 
Speciosus  or  Arabicus.  -  Roga-grasla,  as,  a,  an 
seized  with  sickness,  sick,  diseased.  -  Roga-ghna 
as,  i,  am,  removing  sickness,  curative,  remedia 
medicinal;  (am),  n.  medicine. -Roga-jndna,  am 
n.  knowledge  of  diseases.  -  Roya-da,  as,  a,  an 
giving  or  causing  sickness.  -  Roga-ndtana,  as,  t 
am,  Ved.  destroying  sickness,  removing  disease 
—  Roga-nigrahana,  am,  n.  suppression  of  disease 
—  Roga-prada.  as,  a,  am,  causing  disease.  —  Roga bhaya,  am,  n.  fear  of  disease.  -  Roga-bhdj,  k,  It, k 
possessing  sickness,  one  who  surfers  from  disease,  U 
nck.  —  Roga-bltu,  its,  (.  the  place  or  seat  of  sickness 
the  body.-Roga-mukta,  as,  a,  am,  freed   from .  «•           &~~  «vw,    IMJ,    -t,    uifti,    nccu     iron 
sickness,  recovered  from  illness.  -  Roga-muran 
(  ra-ari),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  on  medicine.  -  Roga 
raja,  as,  m.  '  king  of  sicknesses,'  consumption -Roga-lakshana,  am,  n.  the  sign  or  symptoms 
jf  a  disease.  -  Roga-tentaka,  as,  m.  a  curer  of disease,  a  physician.  -  Roga-fnnti,  is,  f.  cure  or 
alleviation  of  disease.  -Roga-Md,  f.  realgar,  red 
arsenic.  -  Roga-iilpin,  i,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (com- 

monly called  Saraiu),  Cassia  Fistula.  -  Roga-tresh- 
tha,  as,m.'  the  chief  of  sicknesses,'  fever.  _  Roga- 
IM,  am,  n. '  destroying  disease,'  a  drug,  medicament. 
—  Roga-han,  ha,  m.  '  remover  of  disease,'  a  phy- sician. -  Roya-hara,  as,  a,  am,  taking  away  disease, remedial,  curative,  medicinal;    (am),  n.  medicine. 
—  Roga-hdrin,  i,  im,  i,  taking  away  disease  curing curative;  (i),  m.  a  physician. - Roga-hrit,  t,  t,  t 

Cga-an"),  as,  i,  am, '  disease-destroying,'  curative, medicinal;  (a*),  m.  a  physician.  -Rogdnvita  (°ga- 
an),  as,  d,  am,  possessed  of  sickness,  sick,  diseased. 
-Rogdyatana  ("ga-dy"),  am,  n.  the  abode  of disease,  seat  of  malady,  the  body.  _  floSarta  (°ga- 
ar),  as,  a,  am,  suffering  from  sickness  or  disease, 
afflicted  with  any  disease.  -  Rogonmadita  Cga- 
un  ),  as,  a,  am,  maddened  with  disease,  mad  (said 
of  a  aog).  —  Hogopa!!am(i  Cga-up~),as  m  cure  or alleviation  of  disease.  -  Rogolbana-ld  (°ga-ul=),  {. Ved.  the  spreading  or  raging  of  diseases. 
Rogita,  as,  d,  am,  diseased,  suffering  from  sick- 
p«  *    ma/l  fttjA  rtf  «  A — \ 

I,  inl,  i,  having  desire  or  appetite- 
,  free  from  desire  or  appetite. 

Ronina,  an,  a  or  f,  am,  enlightening,  making 
bright,  illuminating,  irradiating,    lightening     lightj 
bright,  splendid,  beautiful  ;  causing  or  exciting  de- 

sire, giving  pleasure  or  satisfaction,  pleasing,  agree- 
able, pleasant,  charming,  lovely  ;  sharpening  or  giving 

an  appetite,  stomachic;   (a*),  m.  a  stomachic;   a 
variety  of  the  cotton  tree  ;  =paldndu,  irag-baJha, 
karaiya,  anko/ha,  dadima;  epithet  of  a  demon presiding  over  a  particular  disease  ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
five  arrows  of  the  god  of  love  ('  exciter  of  pleasures')  • N.  of  a  son  of  Vishnu  by  Dakshina  ;  N.  of  Indra under  Manu  Svirodisha  ;  of  a  mountain  ;  (d),  f.  the 
bright  sky,   firmament,    (see   rotanam  below);    a handsome  woman  ;  a  particular  yellow  pigment  (com- 

monly called  go-rofand,  q.  v.)  ;  a  red  lotus-flower  • 
daik  STalmali   (  =  Mar5thI  kali  samvan)  =  vansa- 
ro£nnd,  bamboo  manna  or  Tabashlr;  N.  of  a  wife 
of  Vasu-deva  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants,  Convol- 

vulus Turpethum  ;  =  kampilla;  =  danti;  =  dma- 
lakl;  red  arsenic,  realgar;  a  particular  yellow  pig- 

ment, =  rofand  ;  (am),  n.  light,  brightness  (Ved.), 
the  bright  sky,  firmament,  luminous  sphere  (of  which 
ihere  are  said  to  be  three,  see  Rig-veda  I.  102,  8  ; 
n  this  sense  sometimes  a,  f.)  ;  a  luminary  (Ved.)  • 
the  raising  a  desire  for;  devanam  rofanam,  N.  of 
a  Saman.  —  Rocana-phala,  as,  m.  the  citron  tree; 
a),  f.  a  species  of  cucumber.  -  Rotona-sthd,  as,  as, 
am,  Ved.  abiding  in  light,  dwelling  in  the  firma- 

ment. -  Rotand-kri,  see  Gana  Sakshadadi  to  Pan. 
•  4.  74-  —  Kofana-mukha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya. -  Rodand-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  possessing  light, hining,  light,  bright. 

Rofanaka,  as,  m.  the  citron  tree;  (ikd),  (.  a 
pecies  of  plant  (  =  tunda-rufanl,  kdmpiUikd);  = 
anfa-rodand,  bamboo  manna  or  Tabashlr. 
Rodamana,  as,  a,  am,  shining,  glittering,  bright, 
ilendid,  resplendent  ;  pleasing,  gratifying,  charming, 
easant,   agreeable,   (a-rodamdna,   not   agreeable, 
npleasant);    (as),  m.  a  tuft  or  curl  of  hair  on  a 
orse's  neck  ;  N.  of  a  king  ;  of  one  of  the  Matris ttending  upon  Skanda. 
Rodas  in  sra-rodas. 
Rodi,  light,  a  beam,  ray. 

Rodin,  i,  ini,  i,  light,  bright,  (see  mila-r°.) 
Rodisha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rods),  N.  of  a  son  of  Vibha- vasu  by  Ushas. 

Rodishifu,  us,  us,  u,  shining,  giving  light,  bright, 
splendid,  brilliant,  beautiful,  gaily  adorned,  elegantly 
dressed,  gay,  blooming;  giving  an  appetite.  -  Ro- 

- 

railasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  retas),  Ved.  be- 
longing to  seed  or  semen,  seminal. 

TfrTO  raitika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rlli),   of  or belonging  to  brass,  brazen. 
Railya.  as.  Sec.,  made  of  brass,  brazen. 

, ness  ;  mad  (said  of  a  dog). 
Rogin,  I,  im,  i,  sick,  sickly,  diseased,  ill,  (manda- 

rogm,  seldom  ill.)  _  Rogi-taru,  as,  m.  'tree  of 
the  Hck,1  epithet  of  the  Asoka  ttee.-Rogi-ta,  (. sickness,  illness,  a  diseased  state.  -  Bogi-vallabha 
am,  n.  '  friend  of  the  sick,'  medicine,  a  drug. Royhh/fia,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  of  rogin),  one  who is  alwa 

. 
Jiai/.hya,  as  m.  a  patronymic  from  Rebha  N  of »  son  of  Sumati  and  faher  of  Dushyanta. 

T  raivata.     See  above. 

,    , 
is  always  sickly  or  ill. 

Rogyn,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  roga),  related  to  or  con- 
nected with  disease,  producing  sickness,  unwhole- 

some, unhealthy  ;  (rogya  may  also  be  a  fut  part pass.  fr.  rt.  i.  ruj,  q.v.J 

CN  roda,  a*,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  ruf),  en- 
lightening, illuminating,  one  who  lightens  or  makes 

bright  ;  (at),  m.,  N.  of  a  king  ;  [cf.  go-r°.'] 
Rotate,  as,  a,  am,  brightening,  enlightening, 

&c.  (  =  rofana);  giving  an  appetite,  (a-rotaka 
taking  away  appetite,  depriving  of  appetite)  ;  pleas- 

ing, agreeable;  (as),  m.  hunger,  appetite;  a  sto- 
machic, stimulant,  any  medicine,  fruit,  &c.  supposed 

to  strengthen  the  tone  of  the  stomach  and  restore 
*t  appetite;  N.  of  various  plants,  the  plantain;  a 

kind  of  onion  ;  a  worker  in  glass  or  artificial  orna- 
ments. 

,         , 

dishnu-mukha,  at,  d  or  i,  am,  having  a  bright countenance. 

Radix,  is,  n.  light,  splendor,  brightness,  brilliancy, 
flame.  —  Rodish-mat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing  light, 
giving  light  ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu  Sviro- 
lisha. 

Rodi,  {.  a  pot-herb,  Hingtsha  Repens. 

Ilodya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  illuminated  or  enlight- ened. 

Tt7  rota  in  piiga-rota,  q.  v. 

Rotaka-rrata,  am,  n.  epithet  of  a  particular  reli- 
gious observance. 

Rolikd,  (.  bread  or  a  kind  of  bread,  wheaten  cakes 
toasted  on  an  earthen  or  iron  dish  (  =  Hindustani 
roH)  ;  yava-rutikd,  barley  bread. 

Roll,  S.  bread,  in  pliiranga-r*,  q.  v. 
T¥?T  rod,  cl.  i.  P.  rodati,  &c.,  to  be  mad 

N  (  =  rt.  lod);  to  despise,  disrespect,  (in  this sense  =  rts.  rand,  raut.) 

TTJ  rorfa,  as,  a,  am,  satisfied,  contented; 
(as),  m.  crushing,  pounding  (  =  kshada). 

rodhri,  dha,  dhrl,  dhri  (fr.  rt.  I.  ruh), 
one  who  ascends  or  grows,  &c. 

<W1<*  ronika,  N.  of  a  place. 
Ronikiya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  Ronika. 

Tf^  roda,  rodana,  &c.     See  p.  850,  col.  I. 
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rodas,  as,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  rud;  in  Ni-  ' 
rukta  VI.  I .  rodas  is  connected  with  rodlias  as  if 

fr.  rt.  2.  rudh),  the  seat  of  the  roaring  winds,  heaven  ; 
(asi),  n.  du.  heaven  and  earth,  the  upper  and  lower 

world,  (in  Rig-veda  IX.  22,  5.  rodaso/i,  gen.  du.  = 
dydvd-prithivyoh.)  —  Rodali-kuhara,  am,  n.  the 
canopy  of  heaven.  —  Rfulas-lva,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  word 
used  in  explaining  the  etymology  of  rodasi. 
Rodasi,  (.  heaven  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Rudra  and 

mother  of  the  Maruts ;  (Say.  also)  mother  of  the 
Maruts  or  lightning  ;  (asyau  or  asi),  f.  du.  heaven 
and  earth,  the  upper  and  lower  world,  (in  Rig-veda  I. 

33.  S-rodatyok,  gen.  iai.  =  dijS.rd-prithieyoh;  the 
form  rodasi  for  nom.  ace.  du.  is  also  reterred  to  rodas 

above.)  —  Bodasi-pra,  as,  as,  am  (rodasi  for  ro- 
dasi}, Ved.  filling  heaven  and  earth  (==-dydvd- 

prithivyoh  purayitri). 

O-i'M  roddhavya,  roddhri.  See  p.  850, 
Col.  2. 

TtV  i.  rodha.  See  p.  850,  col.  I. 

Thf  2.  rodha,  rodhas,  rodhin,  &c.  See 
p.  850,  col.  2. 

XtH  rodhra,  as,  m.  (probably  connected 
with  rt.  I .  rudh  and  rudhira),  the  tree  Symplocos 
Racemosa  (having  yellow  leaves ;  the  red  powder 

thrown  over  persons  during  the  Holi  festival  is  pre- 
pared from  the  bark  of  this  tree) ;  (am),  n.  sin,  (in 

this  sense  also  as,  m.)  ;  offence,  injury,  (in  these 
two  senses  probably  connected  with  rt.  2.  rudh.) 

—  Bodhra-pushpa,  as,  m.  Bassia  Latifolia ;  a  species 
of  ringed  smke.—Bodhra-puskpaka,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  grain  (said  to  be  a  sort  of  idli) ;  a  species 

of  ringed  snake.  —  Bodki'a-pushpini,  f.  Grislea  To- 
mentosa.  —  Botlhra-iuka,  an,  m.  a  kind  of  rice 
(the  ears  of  which  are  similar  in  colour  to  the  flowers 
of  the  Rodhra). 

Tfa  i.  ropa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  rup  =  rt. 
I.  lup),  confusing,  disturbing;  (am),  n.  a  fissure, 
chasm,  hole,  cavity,  (in  this  sense  possibly  connected 
with  rt.  i .  ruh,  cf.  ruhaka.) 

I.  ropana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  causing  bodily  pain, 
causing  racking  or  griping  pain  ;  (am),  n.  according 
to  the  commentator  on  Taittiriya-Brahmana  III. 
476,  f)  =  vimohana  or  upadrava. 
Ropi,  is,  f.,  Ved.  acute  or  racking  pain. 
1.  ropita,  as,  a,  am,  bewildered,  perplexed. 

Bopusfa,  f.,  Ved.,  according  to  some  =  rop»/  ac- 

cording to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  1. 191, 13.  *  destroying,' 
ropus/iinam  =  lopayitrindm  =  (hettrinam. 

Tt*T  2.  ropa,  as,  tn.  (fr.  the  Caus.  of  rt. 
I.  ruh),  the  act  of  raising  or  setting  up,  &c.  (  = 

1.  ropana) ',  the  planting  (of  trees) ;  an  arrow. 

Bopaka,  as,  m.  a  planter  [cf.  vriksha-r°]  ;  a 
weight  of  metal  or  a  coin  (Tls  of  a  Suvarna;  cf. 
rupaka). 

2.  ropana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  to  grow,  causing 
to  grow  over  or  cicatrize,  healing  ;  putting  or  placing 
on  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  setting  up  or  erecting,  raising ; 
the  act  of  planting,  setting,  &c. ;  healing,  cicatrizing  ; 
a  healing  application  (used  for  sores). 
Bopaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  set  up  or  erected  or 

raised ;  to  be  planted ;  useful  for  healing  or  cicatrizing. 
Ropayitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  sets  up  or  erects, 

an  erecter ;  a  planter. 
2.  ropila,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  grow;  raised, 

erected,  elevated ;  set,  planted,  placed  in  or  upon. 

Bopin,  i,  ini,  i,  raising,  erecting,  setting,  planting. 
Bopya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  raised  or  erected ;  to  be 

planted. 

TWUI4I  ropanaka,  f.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 

bird,  (Say.)  a  thrush  (  =  s'arika). 
^U*f  i.  and  2.  roma,  i.  and  2.  romaka,  &c. 

See  col.  3. 

i.!*!^  roman,  a,  n.  (probably  fr.  rt.  I.  ruh ; 
cf.  loman;  according  to  Unadi-s.  IV.  150.  fr.  rt. 

I.  ru),  the  hair  on  the  body  of  men  and  animals, 
(especially)  short  hair,  bristles,  wool,  down,  nap,  &c., 

(less  properly  applicable  to  the  long  hair  on  the  head 
and  beard  of  men,  and  to  that  on  the  mane  and  tail 
of  animals);  the  feathers  of  a  bird;  (anas),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  people ;  [cf.  Hib.  romach,  l  hairy ;'  ro- 
maduid,  'hairiness;'  roinfaith,  'hair-cloth;'  rain, 
roinc,  '  hair,  fur ;'  roineach,  '  hairy.']  —  Roma- 
kanda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bulbous  root  or  vegetable 

(*=pirfddlu).  —  Boma-ltarnaka,a$,  m. '  hair-eared," 
a  hare.  —  Boma-kupa,  as,  am,  m.  n. '  hair-hole/  a 

pore  of  the  skin;  [cf.  roma-rand'Ara.]  —  Boma- 
kesara,  am,  n.  the  tail  of  the  Bos  Grunniens 
used  as  a  Chowri,  a  whisk ;  (also  written  roma- 

/.•(•«(;•«.)  —  Boma-garta,  as,  m.  =  roma-kupa. 
—  Roma-gtiddha,  as,    m.    or   roma-gutsa,  am, 
n.    the   tail    of    the    Bos    Grunniens    used    as    a 

Chowri.  —  Roman-vat,  an,   all,   at,  Ved.  =  ro- 
ma-vat,  covered   with  hair,  hairy.  -•  Boma-tyaj, 
k,  k,  k,  Ved.   losing  the  hair  (said  of  a  horse). 

—  Roma-pdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Roma- 
pulaka,  as,  m.  the  bristling  of  the  hairs  of  the 
body,  a  thrill  of  joy  or    fear  (  —  roma-harsha). 
—  Boma-phald,   f.  =  romafa-phala.  —  Roma- 

baddha,  as,  a,  am,  '  hair-bound,'  made  or  fastened 
with  the  hair  of  animals,  woven  with  hair.  —  Boma- 
bandha,  as,  m.  hair-texture.  —  Boma-bhumi,  is, 

{.  the  place  of  the  hair,  i.e.  the  skin.  —  Boma- 
murdhan,  d,  a  or  dhni,  a,  having  short  hairs  on 
the  head,  covered  with  hair  or  down  on  the  head 

(said  of  insects).  —  Boma-ratdsdra,  as,   m.  the 

belly,  (apparently  a  wrong  form.)  —  Boma-rarulhra, 
am,  n.  a  hole  through  which  a  hair  shoots  out,  a 
pore  of  the  skin.  —  Boma-rdji,  is,  or  roma-rdjt,  f. 
a  row  or  line  of  hair,  a  streak  of  hair  (on  the  abdo- 

men of  men  and  especially  of  women  just  above  the 
navel,  said  to  be  a  sign  of  puberty).  —  Boma-rdji- 
patha,  as,  m.  the  line  of  the  hair  above  the  navel, 

(in  tanu-r°  = '  the  waist.')  —  Boma-lald  or  roma- 
latikd,  (.  the  winding  line  of  hair  above  the  navel 
(of  women).  "Roma-vat,  an,  all,  at,  possessed  of 
hair,  covered  with  hair,  hairy.woolly.  —  Boma-vahin, 
I,  ini,  i,  cutting  off  hair,  sharp  enough  to  cut  a  hair. 
—  Boma-vikdra,  as,  m.  or  roma-vikriyd,  f.  change 
of  the  hair  of  the  body,  bristling  or  erection  of  the 
hair  of  the  body,  horripilation.  —  Boma-vidltransa, 

as,  m.  'hair-destroying,'  a  louse.  —  Boma-rivara, 
am,  n.  =  roma-kupa.  —  Boma-vedha,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  an  author.  —  Roma-tiuka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  per- 

fume. —  Boma-hansha,  as,  m.  the  bristling  of  the 
hair  of  the  body,  a  thrill  or  shudder  (caused  by  joy, 
fear,  cold,  Sec.).  —  Boma-hanhana,  as,  i,  am, 
causing  the  hair  to  bristle  or  stand   erect,  causing 

excessive  joy,   causing  a  shudder  or  horror,  awe- 
inspiring,  thrilling ;    (as),  m.  Terminalia   Belerica 
(the  nuts  of  which  are  used  as  dice) ;   N.  of  Suta 

(the  pupil  of  Vyasa  and  supposed  narrator  of  the 
events  in  the  Puranas)  ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Suta ; 
(am),  n.^roma-karsha.  —  Roma-harfkita,  as,d, 
am,  thrilled  with  delight,  having  the  hair  of  the 
body  bristling  or  erect  with  joy  or  horror. —  I.  ro- 

mditca  (°ma-a»°),  as,  m.  'curling  or  erection  of 
the  hair  of  the  body,'  a  thrill  of  rapture  (  —  roma- 
harsha);    thrill  of  horror,   horripilation.  —  !,  ro- 
ifidnca  (fr.  the  preceding),  Nom.  P.  romaiidati, 
Sec.,  to  have  the  hair  erect  from  excessive  rapture, 
to  feel  a  thrill  of  joy  or  horror.  —  EomaAca-kaiifuka, 
as,  m.  a  coat  of  mail  consisting  (as  it  were)  of  the 
down  of  the  body  erect  through  delight.  —  Bomd/i- 

dakin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-demon.  —  Romai'uOkd, 
{.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  ruflanti).  —  BomdAi'ita,  as, 
d,  am,  having  the  hair  of  the  body  erect  or  thrilled 

with  joy  or  horror,  enraptured.  —  Bomdnta  (°ma- 
an°),  as,  m.  the  hairy  side,  i.e.  the  upper  side  of 
the  hand.  ̂ Bumdli  (°ma-dli),  f,  a  row  or  line  of 
hair  (above   the  navel ;   cf.  roma-rdji) ;  =  vayah- 

sandlii,  (probably)  puberty.  —  Bvmdlu  (°ma-dlu), 
us,  m.  a  sort  of  vegetable  (=pinddlu).  —  Romdlu- 
vi/apin,  i,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  kumbhi).  — 

mdvali  (°ma-dv°),  f.  a  row  or  line  of  hair  (above 
the  navel;  d.romall).  —  Rymdiraya,-pJiMld  (°ma- 

d3°),  f.  a  species  of  shrub.  —  Bomodyati  (°ma-ud°), 
in,  f.  or  romodijama  (°ma-ud')  or  romodbheda 
(°ma-ud°),  as,  m.  erection  of  the  hair  (  =  roma- harsha,  q.  v.). 

I  .  roma  =  roman  (at  the  end  of  an  adj  .  comp.,  e.  g. 

a-roma,  having  no  hair,  hairless  ;  cf.  sa-r")  ;  (as), 
m.  a  hole,  cavity  [cf.  I.  ropa]  ;  (am),  n.  water. 

1.  romaka  =  roman  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.). 
Bomatfa,  as,  d,  am,  having  thick  hair,  having 

thick  wool  or  bristles,  hairy,  woolly;  (as),  m.  a 

sheep,  ram  ;  a  hog,  boar  ;  a  sort  of  vegetable  (  = 

piiiddlu,  Immbhi)  ;  N.  of  a  Rishi  ;  of  an  astro- 
nomer [cf.  2.  romaka]  ;  (d),  f.  Cucumis  Utilissi- 

mus  ;  N.  of  the  reputed  authoress  of  Rig-veda  I. 

126,  7;  (am),  n.  the  pudenda  (Ved.).  —  Homaia- 
phala,  as,  m.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  {indi^a). 

0*1  2.  roma,  the  city  Rome. 

2.  romaka,  as,  m.  Rome;  'the  Roman'  as  epi- thet of  a  particular  astronomer;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 

a  people  (mentioned  in  Maha-bh.  Sabha-p.  1837; 
cf.  romanas  under  roman)  ;    the  people  of  the 
Roman  empire,  the  Romans  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of 
saline  earth  and  the  salt  extracted  from  it  ;  a  kind 

of  magnet.  —  Bomaka-pattana,  am,  n.  the  city  of 
Rome.  —  Romaka-siddhdnta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one 

of  the  five  chief  Siddhantas  in  the  age  of  Vataha- 

mihira.  —  Romakdcdrya  (°lca-d6°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
teacher  of  astronomy. 

Romaliayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

^R^J  romantha,  as,  m.  (according  to 
some  fr.  ntj  +  mantha),  ruminating,  chewing  the 

cud,  (gayana-romanttia,  as,  m.  '  ruminating  on 
the  sky,'  nonsense,  absurdity)  ;  chewing  ;  frequent 
repetition  ;  [cf.  Gr.  (pfvfOfiat,  ipwyydvtv,  opvy- 
yavco  ;  Lat.  rumm  (for  rug-men),  ruminare, 
ructare  ;  Old  Germ,  ita-ruchjan  ;  Angl.  Sax.  roc- 

cettan.] 

Romanthdya,  Nom.  A.  romanthdyate,  &c.,  to 
ruminate,  chew  the  cud. 

RomanthdyamdiM,  as,  d,  am,  ruminating,  chew- 

ing the  cud. 
0*ll*a  i.  and  2.  romanCa.     See  col.  2. 

Tt^^J  roravana,  roruvat,  roruya.  See 

p.  847,  col.  3. 
roruka,  N.  of  a  country  or  of  a 

roruda.     See  p.  850,  col.  I. 

rola,  as,  rn.  Flacourtia  Cataphracta; 

green  ginger;   (5),  f.  a  particular  metre  (  =  lold). 
—  Bola-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  painter. 

Clrtg  rolamba,  as,  d,  am,  distrustful, 

unbelieving  (?)  ;  (as),  m.  a  bee  ;  dry  or  arid  soil  (?). 
—  Rolamba-kadamba,  am,  n.  a  swarm  of  bees. 

rolidandru,  us,  m.  a  proper  N. 

rosansa  (?),  f.  wish,  desire. 

,  rosha,  &c.     See  p.  851,  col.  I. 

^t?  roha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  ruh),  rising, 
mounting  upwards,  ascending,  springing  up,  growing 

[cf.  roha-ilikhin]  ;  riding  on,  (atva-roha,  riding 
on  a  horse)  ;  (a«),  m.  rising,  height,  altitude  ;  the 
raising  or  increasing  of  anything  (as  of  a  number 
from  a  smaller  to  a  higher  denomination)  ;  the 

growing,  growth  ;  a  bud,  blossom,  shoot,  sprout. 
—  Roha-ga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  (  —  roliana). 
•—  Roha-s'ikhin,  i,  m.  fire  which  mounts  upwards, 
ascending  flame.  —  Roha-sena,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Bohaka,  as,  &c.  =  rodhri  ;  riding  on  [cf.  kati- 

r°],  a  rider;  growing  on  [cf.  grdva-r°~\  ;  (as),  m. 
epithet  of  a  kind  of  spirit  or  goblin. 

Rohana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  (Adam's  peak 
in  Ceylon);  (i),  f.  a  medicine  for  healing  or  cica- 

trizing (a  wound;  Ved.);  (am),  n.  a  rising  or 
ascending  ;  a  means  of  ascending  (Ved.)  ;  the  act  of 

mounting  up,  riding  on,  sitting  on,  standing  on, 
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(jyd-rohaiM,  the  putting  or  fastening  on  of  a  bow 
string) ;  the  growing  over,  healing ;  the  proceedin 
from,  consisting  of;  semen  virile.  —  Rohana-druma 
at,  m.  the  sandal  tree. 

Ruhat,  an,  anti,  at,  rising,  mounting,  ascendinj 
growing. 
R«hanta,  as,  m.  a    particular  tree;    a  tree 

general;   (i),  f.  a  particular  creeper;    a  creeper  i 

general. 
l!">«is.  as,  n.,  Ved.  height,  elevation. 

Roluiiin  (fr.  rnhat  above),  Nom.  A.  rnh'iijati &c.,  see  Gana  Bhriiadi  to  Pin.  III.  I,  I]. 

li"fii.  is,  m. a  kind  of  deer ;  a  seed  ;  a  tree ;  a  pious 
or  religious  man,  one  observing  a  vow  ( =  vratin). 
Ruhina,  as,  d,  am,  born  under  the  asterism 

RohinI ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu ;  of  a  man ;  o 

various  plants,  =  l>hu-lrina,  vata,  rohitaka;  (at 
m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Rohina;  (am),  n.  epithet 
of  the  ninth  Muhflrta  (a  part  of  the  forenoon 
extending  to  midday,  in  which  Sraddhas  are  «spe 
daily  to  be  observed). 
Rohini,  is,  (.  —  rohint,  the  Nakshatra.  —  Rohini 

tva,  am,  n., Ved.  =  roftini-tva.  —  Rohlni-na ndana 
as,  m.  the  son  of  RohinI,  i.  e.  Bala-rima.  —  Ruhini 

putra,  as,  m.  •  son  of  RohinI,'  a  proper  N.  —  Ro 
hini-shena  or  rohini-sena,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Rohiniltd,  (.  a  woman  with  a  red  face  (eithe 

from  anger  or  from  being  coloured  with  pigments) 
inflammation  of  the  throat. 

Rohini,  f.  (fem.  ofrohita,  col.  2 ;  see  also  the  fem 
of  rohin,  col.  2),  a  red  cow,  (in  the  Veda  perhaps  also 
a  red  mare ;  a  cow  in  general,  ( in  Hindu  mythology 
RohinI  is  represented  as  a  daughter  of  Surabhi  and 
mother  of  cattle ;  she  is  also  said  to  be  the  mother 

of  Kama-dhenu,  the  cow  of  plenty) ;  N.  of  the 
ninth  Nakshatra  or  lunar  asterism  (peisonified  as  a 
daughter  of  Daksha,  and  the  favourite  wife  of  the 

Moon,  called  '  the  Red  one,'  from  the  colour  of  the 
star  Aldebaran  or  principal  star  in  the  constellation  ; 
the  Nakshatra  contains  five  stars,  probably  a,f3,y,5,f, 
Tauri,  and  according  to  Hindu  notions  is  figured  by 
a  wheeled  carriage  or  sometimes  by  a  temple  or  a 
fish) ;  N.  of  the  lunar  day  belonging  to  the  above 
Nakshatra ;  lightning ;  a  young  girl,  one  in  whom 
menstruation  has  just  commenced,  a  girl  nine  years 
of  age ;  inflammation  of  the  throat  (of  various  kinds) ; 
N.  of  various  plants,  a  kind  of  vegetable  (  =  katu- 

roKinl,  soma-valka,  kdiSmarl,  haritakl,  manjish- 
thd) ;  N.  of  a  wife  of  Vasu-deva  and  mother  of 
Bala-rJma;  of  a  wife  of  Krishna;  of  the  wife  of 

Maha-deva ;  of  a  daughter  of  Hiranya-kasipu ;  of 
one  of  the  sixteen  VidyS-devIs;  (according  to  Pin. 

IV.  4,  34,  Vartt.  I,  there  is  an  adj.  rohiitl,  meaning 

'  born  under  the  Nakshatra  RohinI.')  —  IMiini- 

k'mta,  as,  m.  '  the  lover  of  RohinI,'  epithet  of  the 
Moon.  —  Rohini-tfandra-rrata  and  roliitu-t'andra- 
iayana,  am,  n ,  N.  of  two  religious  observances. 
—  Rohini-tanaya.  as.  m.  the  son  of  RohinI,  i.e. 
Bala-r5ma.  —  Rohini-tapas,   N.    of  a  work.  —  Ro- 

liiai-tirlha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  l!,>ltiii~i-tr<t, am,  n.,  Ved.  the  state  or  condition  of  the  Nakshatra 

Rohini.  —  nnhiiii-paii,  it,  m.  the  husband  of  Ro- 
hinI, i.e.  the  Moon.  —  Rohiai-pHya,  an,  m.  the 

lover  of  Rohini,  i.e.  the  Moon.  — /I'vni/i/.ftnava, 
as,  m.  the  son  of  RohinI,  i.  e.  the  planet  Mercury. 
—  //i,/,, ,,,,/,,,;,/,  ftnt  m,  the  conjunction  of  the  moon 
with  the  Nakshatra  RohinI.  —  Rohiyi-ramniia,  as, 
m.  '  the  lover  of  the  cow,'  a   bull ;    the  lover  or 
husband  of  RohinI,  i.e.  the  Mixm. - ]{okinl-val- 
laitha,  /«,  in.  the  lover  of  RohinI,  i.e.  the  Moon. 
—BoM^-vrata,  am,   n.,  N.  of  a  particular  reli- 
Jioia  observance.-  /;„/,,,;,;»„  ('ni-irfa),  a.-,  m.  the 
ird  or  husband  of  RohinI,  i.  e.  the  M«»i.  -  Jl,,hini- 
Wfo,  <(*,  am.  in.  n.  an  asterism,  probably  a,'0, Tf,«,«,  Taun. -/;,,,  a«,  m.  a  proper  N  • 

[cf .roh,vi-the,,a.-]-IlM:tl-altt,,.  «»,  m.  -son  of 
5  'V  u  !  P'a"el '  M<rcury._/(,,/,,W,,,/,,,,nij,  f the  eighth  day  ln  the  dark  half  of  the  month  Bhadra 
when  the  moon  is  in  conjunction  with  the  Nakshatra Rnhini. 

RMt,  t,  m.  (according  to  Unldi-s.  I.  99.  ft.  rt. 

I.  ruh~),  the  sun;  a  species  of  fish, =rohita  ;  (( 
f.  a  red  mare  (Ved.);  the  female  of  a  deer,  doe; 
sort  of  creeper;  (tax\  (.  pi.  epithet  of  rivers  (ar 
cording  to  Naigh.  I.  13);  the  fingers  (according  t 
Naigh.  II.  5) ;  (t,  t,  t),  red,  of  a  red  colour,  -fie 
hid-adva,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  red  mares  (sai of  Agni). 

h'ofiita,  as,  a  or  (more  commonly)  rohint,  a 
[cf.  lohitd],  red,  of  a  red  colour  [cf.  rudhira] 

coloured  ;  (as),  m.-  red  (the  colour),  a  red  horse  ; 
fox ;  a  form  of  Fire  or  the  Sun  (Ved.)  ;  another  deit 
in  Atharva-veda  XIII.  I;  N.  of  the  hymns  of  th 
above  Veda  in  which  the  god  Rohita  is  mentioned 
a  kind  of  deer;    a  species  of  fish,   Cyprinus   Ro 
hila ;  a  kind  of  tree,  Andersonia  Rohitaka  ;  a  sort  o 
ornament  made  of  precious  stones ;  a  particular  form 
of  rainbow,  (see  ruhitam  below);  N.  of  a  son  o 
Hari-scandra ;    of  a  Manu ;    of  a  son  of  Krishna 
of  a  son  of  Vapush-mat  (king  of  Sjlmala) ;   of  ; 
river  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  epithet  of  a  class  of  Gandharvas 
of  a  class  of  gods  under  the  twelfth  Manu  ;  (ini ),  f. 
see  col.  I ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  rainbow  appearing  in 

a  straight  form,  Indra's  bow  unbent  and  invisible  to 
mortals;    blood;    saffron.  —  Rohita-kula,   N.   of  a 

phce.  —  Rohita-kanya  and  rohita-kfdlyadya  am 
rohita-huliyottara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  Kfunans.  —  Ro 
hita-giri,   it,   ra.,   N.   of  a   mountain.  —  Rohlta 
giriya,  as,  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  the  mountain 

Rohita-giri.  —  Ruhita-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  town 
founded  by  Rohitaka  the  son  of  Hari-sYandra.  —  Ho 

hita-rat,  an,  ati,   at,  Ved.  having   a   red   horse 
—  Hiihita-vastv,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Rohitdksha  (°ta- 

ak"),  as,  i,  am,  red-eyed,  having  red  eyes.  —  Ro- 
hitiliiji  (°ta-aii°),  in,  is,  i,  Ved.  marked  with  red 
—  llnhlta-'va,  as,  a,  am,  having  red  horses;  (a*)., 
m.  the  god  of  fire,  Agni ;    N.  of  a  son  of  Hari- 
scandra.  —  Rohitaita  (°ta-eta),  as,  a,  am,  Ved 
variegated  with  red. 

Rohitaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  tree,  Andersonia  Ro- 
hitaka; N.  of  a  river;  of  a  StOpa;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 

of  a  people ;  (tied),  f.  a  woman  whose  face  is  stained 
with  red  pigments  or  red  with  rage.  —  RoMtaka- 

ranya  (°ka-ar°),  am,  n.  '  Rohitaka-wood,'  N.  of 
a  place. 
Rohitayana,  at,  m.  a  patronymic,  (probably  for rauhitayana.) 

Itohiteya,  as,  m.  Andersonia  Rohitaka. 

Jluhiu,  i,  ini,  i,  rising,  mounting  upwards,  grow- 
ng,  increasing;  grown,  shot  up,  long,  tall;  (i),  m., 
<.  of  various  trees,  Andersonia  Rohitaka ;  the  sacred 

ig-tree,  Ficus  Religiosa;  the  Indian  fig-tree,  Ficus 

ndica  ;  (ini),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants,  [cf.  rohini.~\ Rohish,  t,  f.  =  rohit,  a  doe  ;  =  ruuhitha. 
Rohisha,  ax,  m.  a  kind  of  fragrant  grass ;  a  species 

>f  fi.-h  ;  a  kind  of  deer.  —  Rohisha-trina  =  lihiiti. 
Riiltiihyui,  dat.  of  an  unused  form  rohiehl  or 
ohlfhi,  used  as  a  Ved.  inf. 
ll'ilii.  f.  =  ro«j/,  a  doe. 

Ru/iitaka,  as,  m.  =  rohitaka,  Andersonia  Rohi- 

aka ;  N.  of  a  place  or  of  a  mountain,  (according  to 
ome  a  stronghold  on  the  borders  of  Multan  is  so 
ailed.) 

raukma,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rukma),  golden, 
domed  with  gold. 

l!<iti/;m!neya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  from  Ruk- 
lim,  epithet  of  Pradyumiu. 

TT5!ra  raukshaka,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 
l/'i  vkthayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

rnW  raukshya,  am,  n.  (fr.  ruksha),  rough- 
ess,  hardness,  dryness,  aridity,  emaciation ;  rough- 
ess,  harshness,  cruelty,  uncouthness. 

Tl-«»fV|'9S  raiiSanikii,  ns,  I,  am  (fr.  roi'ana), 
loured  with  Rocana,  Rocana-coloured,  yellowish  ; 
nit),  n.  the  tartar  of  the  teeth. 

Iliini'i/ii,  as,  m.  (fr.  rufya  =  tnlva),  a  staff  of 
ilva  wood ;  (according  to  some)  an  ascetic  with 
staff  of  Bilva  wood,  a  patronymic  of  the  thir- 
cnth  Manu ;  of  the  ninth  Manu,  (in  these  senses 

fr.  rudi) ;  (as,  &c.),  of  or  belonging  to  the  thirteenth Manu. 

raut  or  raud  (see  rt.  rod),  cl.  I.  P. 

\  raufati,  raudati,  to  despise,  treat  with disrespect. 

0«1*T  raudhiya,  as,  m.  pi.  (probably  fr. 
riiiihi),  N.  of  a  grammatical  school. 

tTJ  raudra,  as,  a  or  I,  am  (fr.  rudra),  of 

or  belonging  to  Rudra  or  to  the  Rudns,  &c.,  Rudra- 
like,  violent,  impetuous,  wrathful,  irascible,  savage, 
wild,  fearful,  terrible,  formidable;  acute;  addressed 

to  Rudra  (said  of  a  hymn);  called  after  Rudra  (said 
of  a  river);  bringing  or  betokening  misfortune; 
(am),  ind.  fearfully,  horribly;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic 
of  a  descendant  of  Rudra  ;  a  worshipper  of  Rudra  ; 
heat,  warmth,  ardor,  passion,  wrath,  rage,  (also  am, 
n.) ;  the  cold  season  of  the  year,  winter ;  N.  of 

Yama ;  of  the  fifty-fourth  year  of  the  Jupiter  cycle 
of  sixty  years  ;  N.  of  a  particular  Ketu  (Ved.) ;  (as), 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  evil  spirits ;  N.  of  a  people ; 

(<),  f.,  N.  of  Gauri ;  a  species  of  plant  ( =  rudra- 
jafd) ;  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  SiddhSnta-muk- 
tavall  by  Rudra-bhattScarya ;  (am),  n.  formidable- 
ness,  dreadfulness,  fierceness,  savageness;  heat, warmth, 

solar  heat,  sunshine ;  wrath,  rage ;  N.  of  the  Nak- 
shatra ArdrS  when  situated  under  Rudra;  N.  of 

a  Lin-ga;  of  a  Saman.  —  Ra>nlrn-l;«rman,  a,  n.  a 
terrible  magic  rite  or  one  performed  for  some  dread- 

ful purpose ;  (a,  a,  a),  doing  dreadful  acts,  perform- 
ing horrors;  (a),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra. 

—  Ituwlra-karmin,  I,  ini,  i,  doing  dreadful  acts, 
performing  fearful  things.  —  Raudra-td,  f.  wild  or 
savage  state,  fierceness,  fearful  condition,  horribleness, 
formidableness,  dreadfulness.  —  Rattdra-dariana, 

as,  d,  am,  of  dreadful  appearance,  formidable,  ter- 
rific. —  Raudra-pdd a,  (apparently)  N.  of  a  Nak- 

shatra (  =  raudra  =  ardra).  —  Raiulra-manas,  as, 

as,  as,  Ved.  savage-minded,  fierce.  —  Raudrds"va 
(°ra-arf°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  or  more  distant 
descendant  of  Puru.  —  Raudri-bhdi-a,  as,  m.  the 
character  of  Rudra  or  Siva. 

Maudraka  =  rudrena  Jsritam,  see  Gana  KulalJdi to  Pan.  IV.  3, 1 1 8. 

Raudrdgna,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  rudra  +  agni),  Ved. 
relating  to  Rudra  and  Agni. 

Raudram  in  raudraid-stotra,  probably  for  ru- 
drani-stolra. 

Ha  lulrnyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Rudra. 
Raudri,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Rudra. 

MV  raudha,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from Rodha. 

TJ=S  raudhddika,  as,  z,  am  (fr.  ru- 

'Ihddi),  belonging  to  the  class  of  roots  beginning 
with  rudh  i.  e.  the  seventh  class. 

ravdfiira,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rudhira), 

loody,  consisting  of  blood,  caused  by  blood. 

*.l«t  raupya,  as,  &c.  (fr.  riipya),  made  of 
ilver,  silver ;   like  silver,  silvery ;  (o),  f.,  N.  of  a 

Jace;  (am),  n.  silver  —Raupya-maya,  ax,  i.  am, 
onsisting  of  silver,  mide  of  silver,  silver.  —  Jtaupya- 
mdshaka,  as,  m.  a  Mashaka  weight  of  silver. 

J!ini]iyiiyiina,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 
Raupyiiyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Rupya. 
tTO  rainna,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. ;  (am),  n. 

kind  of  salt  (  =  raumaka  below).  —  Rauma-la- 
ana,  am,  n.  salt  from  the  Runia  district,  (see 
elow.) 

Raumaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  a.  romaka),  Roman, 
x)ken  by  the  inhabitants  of  the  Roman  empire ; 
erivcd  or  coming  from  the  astronomer  Romaka; 

am),  n.  a  kind  of  salt  procured  from  a  salt-lake  near 
anibhar  in  Ajmere,  (in  this  sense  fr.  rumd.) 

Ranmak'iya  (fr.  roma/i-a),  see  Gana  KrisSsvadi o  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

raumanya   (fr.  roman),  see  Gana 
i  to  Pin.  IV.  2,  80. 
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Rauma&ya  (fr.  romata),  see  Gana  Krisasvadi 
to  Pan.  IV.  a,  80. 

RaiimaharshanalM,  as,  ika,  am  (fr.  romahar- 

shana),  made  or  composed  by  Roma-harshana. 

Raumayana  (fr.  rwnan),  see  Gana  Pakshsdi  to 
Pin.  IV.  2,  80. 

•^Wl  raumya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  particular 
evil  spirits  in  the  service  of  Agni. 

TIT^  raurava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ruru),  made 

of  the  hide  of  the  deer  called  ruru;  fearful,  dread- 

ful, terrible ;  unsteady,  cheating,  fraudulent,  dishonest; 

(a«),  m.  a  savage;  N.  of  one  of  the  hells  (Manu 

IV.  88);  of  the  fifth  Kalpa;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of 
the  Ruru  tree ;  N.  of  various  Samans. 

Rauravaka  =  riirund  kritam,  see  Gana  Kulaladi 

toPin.  IV.  3,118. 

Raurukin,  inas,  m.  pi.  (fr.  ruruka),  the  school 
of  Ruruka. 

TT^T>N^  rausarman,  d,  m.  a  proper  N. 

TTfi?«R    rauhika  =  ruha    iva,    see    Gana 

An-guly5di  to  PSn.  V.  3,  108. 

X^ftrrrr  rauhina,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rohitu),  born 

under  the  Nakshatra  RohinT ;  (as),  m.  the  sandal 

tree  ;  the  Indian  fig-tree  ;  N.  of  Agni ;  of  a  demon 

vanquished  by  Indra;  a  proper  N.  (according  to 

Naigh.  I.  io)  =  megha,  a  cloud;  N.  of  a  gramma- 

tical school ;  (am),  n.  sandal-wood  ;  N.  of  the  ninth 

Muhurta  of  the  day;  indrasya  rdjana-rauhine 

and  dhdtu  rauhitjam,  N.  of  particular  Samans. 

Rauhinaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

Rauhiiidyana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rohina),  a  patronymic 

of  Priya-vrata. 

Rauhini,  is,  m.  a  patronymic ;  rauhtner  ekar- 

she  rdjitnam,  N.  of  a  Saman. 

Rauhiaeya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rohiiti),  a  metronymic ; 

a  calf,  (also  t,  f.);  N.  of  Bala-rama;    the   planet 

Mercury;  (am),  n.  an  emerald,  —  llauhines'vara- 
tirtha  (0»a-«#°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
Rauhinya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

Rauhita,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rohita),  coming  from  the 

animal  or  fish  called  rohita;  relating  to  Manu  Ro- 

hita ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna. 

Rauhitaka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  rohitaka),  Ved.  made 

from  the  wood  of  the  Andersonia  Rohitaka. 

Rauhityayani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 

Rauhutailva,  as,  m.  (fr.  rohid-afya),  a  patro- 

nymic of  Vasu-manas. 
Rauhish,  t,  m.  =  rauhi*ha,  a  kind  of  deer. 

Rauhisha,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  I.  48. 

ft.  rt.  i .  ruh ;  cf.  rohit,  rohita,  rohisha),  a  kind 

of  deer;  a  species  of  fish,  =  rohita ;  (t),  f.  a  doe_of 
the  Rauhisha  species ;  a  creeper  ( =  latd) ;  =  durvd  ; 

a  sort  of  grass  (  =  kat-trina). 
Rauhi,  f.  the  female  of  a  particular  kind  of  deer. 

Rauhitaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rohitaka),  coming 

from  the  Andersonia  Rohitaka,  made  of  Andersonia 

Rohitaka  wood  ;  coming  from  the  district  Rauhita  ; 

(as),  m.=rohituka,  Andersonia  Rohiiaka. 
Rauhlta-deia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country. 

Rauheya  (fr.  roha),  see  Gana  Sakhyadi  to  Pin. IV.  2,  80. 

e«5  i.  la,  the  twenty-eighth  consonant  of 

the  Nagarl  alphabet,  'being  the  semivowel  of  the 
vowels  In.  In,  and  having  the  sound  of  the  English 

I.  —  La-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound  la.  —  La- 
kdra-wddd,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 

75  2  .la,  Panini's  general  or  technical  term 
for  all  the  tenses  and  moods  or  verbal  terminations. 

<3  3.  la,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Indra;  cutting  (?). 

75  4.  la  (for  laghu),  a  short  syllable. 

lak  (=rt.  rat),  cl.  10.  P.  lakayati, 
.  &c.,  to  taste ;  to  obtain. 

Laka,  am,  n.  the  forehead ;  an  ear  or  spike  of 
wild  rice. 

Lakafa  or  (more  generally)  lakuda,  as,  m.  a 

kind  of  bread-fruit  tree,  Artocarpus  Lacucha  (a  tree 

con-aining  a  large  quantity  of  sticky  milky  juice) ; 

(am),  n.  the  fruit  of  this  tree. 

rT$7  laktita,  as,  m.  =  laguda,  a  club. 

Lakutin,  i,  ini,  i,  carrying  a  club,  armed  with a  club. 

lakiila,  lakulya,  see  Gana  Baladi 
to  Pan.  IV.  i,  80. 

Lakulin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 

lakkaka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

lakta,  as,  a,  am,=  rakta,  red;  [cf. 

gutha-lakta.']  -  Lakta-karman,  a,  m.  a  red  variety of  the  Lodh  tree  (used  in  dyeing). 

Laktaka,  as,  m.  lac,  the  red  dye  ( =  alaktaka) ; 

a  dirty  and  tattered  cloth,  a  rag,  (in  this  sense  = naktaka.) 

<39irH'£  lakvana-fandra,  as,  m.  a  pro- 

per N. 
-TOT  taksh,  cl.  i.  A.  lakshate,  to  per- 

f  "N  ceive,  apprehend,  observe,  see,  view, 
contemplate;  cl.  10.  P.  A.  (more  properly  regarded 

as  a  Nom.  fr.  laksha  below),  lakahayati,  -te,  ala- 

lakshnt,  alalakshata,  lakshayitum,  to  mark, 

sign,  betoken,  distinguish,  denote,  characterize,  indi- cate ;  to  define  or  describe  accurately;  to  signify, 

express  (especially  indirectly)  ;  to  aim  at  (a  mark  or 

object);  to  consider,  regard,  think,  call, /lame;  to 

observe,  enquire  into,  examine ;  to  notice  (any  par- 

ticular marks),  apprehend,  recognise,  know;  to  re- 
mark, observe,  perceive,  see :  Pass,  lakshyate,  to  be 

marked ;  to  be  aimed  at ;  to  be  meant  or  intended  ; 

to  be  perceived  or  observed ;  to  appear,  seem  :  Caus. 

lakshayati,  &c.,  to  cause  to  be  seen  or  exhibited, &c. 

Laksha,  am,  n.  (according  to  some  for  original 

rakta,  fr.  rt.  raiij ;  according  to  others  fr.  rt.  lag, 

cf.  lakshman,  lakshmi),  a  mark,  sign,  token ;  a 

mark  to  aim  or  shoot  at,  target,  butt,  ajm,  object, 

prey,  prize  (  =  lakshyam;  cf.  labdha-F) ;  appear- 
ance, show,  pretence,  disguise,  fraud ;  (as,  am),  m. 

n.  a  lac,  one  hundred  thousand,  (said  to  be  also  a, 

(.)  —  Laksha-ta,  f.  the  condition  of  being  a  mark 
or  aim.  -  Laksha-datta,  o»,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

—  Laksha-pura,  am,  n.,VJ.  of  a  town.  —  Laksha- 

ias,  ind.  by  hundreds  of  thousands,  by  lacs.  —  Lak- 
sha-sujita,  as,  a,  am,  pretending  to  be  asleep, 

appearing  asleep.  —  Laksha-homa,  as,  m.  '  lac- 
oblation,'  N.  of  a  particular  offering  to  the  planets. 

-  LakihadKiia  (°sha-adh°),  as,   m.    a   person 
possessed  of  a  lac  (or  of  a  hundred  thousand  rupees). 

-  Lakshanta-puri  (°sha-an°),  (.,  N.  of  a  town. 
-Lakshl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -humte,  &c., 
to  make  a  mark  or  object,  to  aim  at,  point  at,  look 
at.  —  Lakshi-krita,  as,  a,  am.  made  a  mark,  aimed 
at,  directed  towards.  —  Lakshlkrita-ghrana,  as,  a, 

am,  looking  at  the  nose,  fixing  the  gaze  on  the  tip 
of  the  nose.  —  Lakslii-Wiu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bharati,  &c., 
to  become  a  mark  or  aim  or  object. 

Lakshaka,  as,  a,  am,  marking  or  indicating 

(especially  indirectly,  i.  e.  not  by  name)  ;  hinting  at, 
expressing  elliptically  or  by  metonymy  ;  a  proper  N. ; 
(am),  n.  a  lac,  one  hundred  thousand. 
Lakshana,  am,  n.  a  mark,  distinctive  mark,  sign, 

symbol,  token,  indication,  characteristic  (often  at  the 

end  of  comps.,  e.  g.  purusha-l° ,  the  mark  or  organ 
of  virility ;  at  the  end  of  adj.  comps.  the  fern,  is  in 
a  and  rarely  in  t) ;  character,  attribute,  quality; 

stroke,  line,  spot;  a  lucky  mark,  favourable  sign; 

a  symptom  or  indication  of  disease;  an  accurate 

mark,  accurate  description,  definition;  settled  rate, 

fixed  tariff  (Manu  VIII.  406) ;  a  designation,  appel- 
lation, name,  (sometimes  at  the  end  of  comps., 

e.g.  Rig-yajuh-zama-lakshana,  named  Rig,  Yajur, 

and  Sama) ;  aiming  at,  aim,  intention,  scope,  object, 

signification ;  form,  kind  ;  subject,  head,  term,  pro- 
vince; effect,  operation  influence;  cause,  occasion; 

observation,    sight,    seeing;    (as},    m.  the    Indian 

crane,  Ardea  Sibirica;  a  proper  N.  ;  =  lakthmana, 

the  brother  of  Rama  ;  (a),  f.  aim,  object,  view  ;  an 

indirect  indication  or  hint,  elliptical  mode  of  expres- 

sion, ellipsis,  a  word  or  phrase  understood  though 

not  expressed,  metonymy  ;  indirect  application  of  a 

word  (as  distinguished  from  its  literal  meaning)  ;  = 

lakshmana,  the  female  of  the  Ardea  Sibirica;    a 

goose ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  -  Lakskana-jna,  as,  a, 
am,  sign-knowing,  understanding  marks  (especially 

those   on  the  body),  able  to  interpret  or   explain 
them.  —  Lakshana-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  a  mark 
or   definition.  —  Laktluinti-llirashta,   as,  a,  am, 

deprived  of  good  marks,  fallen  into  misfortune,  un- 
lucky.— Lakskana-lakshana,  f.,  N.  of  a  particular 

mode  of  expression  by  ellipsis  or  by  metonymy. 

—  Lakehana-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  possessing  marks  or 

signs,  marked,  distinguished,  characterized,  (trinial- 

lakshana-vat,   having  thirty   marks  or   character- 
istics.)— Lakshana-vada-rahafya,  am,  n.,  N.  of 

a  short  philosophical  treatise.  —  Lakshana-sangra- 

ha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Lakshana-tannipdta, 

as'm.  the  impressing  or  fixing  of  a  mark,  branding, 
stigmatizing.  —  LalAana-samuMaya,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  work.  —  Lakshandnvita  (°na-an"),  as,  a,  am, 

endowed  with   good  marks,  lucky.  —Lakshiinoru, 

(°na-uru),  us,  us,  u,  having  good  marks  on  the thighs?  (Pan.  IV.  I,  70). 

Lakshanaka,  as,  ika,  am,  having  marks  or  tokens 

&c.  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  =  lakshaua). 

Lakshaain,  I,  ini,  i,  possessing,  marks,  &c. ;  = 
lakshana-jiia,  q.v. 

Lakshaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  perceived  or  re- 

garded as,  perceptible,  to  be  expressed  by  ellipsis, 
expressible  by  metonymy. 

Lakshaiiya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  lakshana),  serving  as 

a  mark  or  token,  having  good  marks  or  signs. 

Lakshayat,  an,  and,  at,  marking,  observing, 
perceiving. 

Lakshayitva,  ind.  having  perceived  or  observed, 
having  noticed. 

LakslMa,  as,  a,  am,  marked,  denoted,  character- 
ized;   characterized  or    recognisable  by;    defined; 

expressed   (indirectly),  hinted  at;    aimed  at;    re- 
marked, observed,  perceived,  discerned,  discovered, 

beheld,  seen,  evident ;  considered,  regarded ;  enquired 

into,  examined.  —  Lakshita-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of 

being  marked  or  expressed  indirectly.  -  Lakshita- 

lakshana,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  marks  (of  any- 

thing) perceived  or  evident. 
Lakshitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  marked  or  defined. 

Lakshin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  good  marks  or  signs. 
Lakshma  =  lakshman  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp. 

Lakshmaka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Ldkahmana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  lakshman),  having 

marks  or  signs,  furnished  with  tokens  or  character- 
istics ;    possessed  of  lucky  signs   or  marks,  lucky, 

fortunate,  prosperous,  thriving ;  (as),  m.  the  Indian 

crane,  Ardea  Sibirica ;  N.  of  a  Vasishtha  ;  of  a  son  of 

Dasa-ratha  by  his  wife  Su-mitra,  (he  was  younger 

brother  and  companion  of  Rama  during  his  travels 

and  adventures;   Lakshmana  and  Satru-ghna  were 

both  sons  of  Su-mitr5,  but  Lakshmana  alone  is  usually 

called  Saumitri ;  he  so  attached  himself  to  Rama  as 

to  be  called  Rama's  second  self;    whereas  Satru- 

ghna  attached  himself  to  Bharata) ;    N.  of  various 

other  persons;    (<i),  f.  the  female   of  the  Ardea 

Sibirica ;  a  goose  ;  N.  of  various  plants  ( =  oshanhi, 

jiri-ini-panii,   putra-kandd,    dreta-kantaktiri) ; 
N.  of  a  wife  of  Krishna ;  of  a  daughter  of  Duryo- 

dhana  (carried  off 'by  Samba,  son  of  Krishna);   of 
an  Apsaras ;  of  the  mother  of  the  eighth  Arhat  of 

the  present  Avasarpini ;    (am),   n.  =  lakshana,  a 

mark,  sign,  token,  spot;   a  mme.  —  Lakshmana- 

kamfa,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  hymn  in  praise  of  Laksh- mana. —  Jjakshmana-kitndaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

phce.  —  Laksltmana-khanda-praiasti,  is,  f.,  N.  of 
a  work.  -  Lakshmana-dandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
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858 lakshmana-deva. 

—  LakfJimaiia-ilcra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Lalith- 
maua-pra*ii,    UK,   f.  the  mother  of   Lakshmana, 
i.  e.  Su-mitrS,  one  of  the  three  wives  of  DasVratha, 

(she  was  also  the  mother  of  Satru-ghna.)  —  Laksh- 
'-lihatta.  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 

Glta-govmdVtlka.— Jxii-j/iiimyn-rii/fMicra,  on,  m., 
N.  of  a  kmg.-Lakshmana-sena,  as,  m.  a  proper 

N.-IoMmapa-WOntfe,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  statue  of 

Lakshmana.—  L<ikshmana-kanda=putra-kiiitili'i. 
-  l.,il;»hmnnaiarya  (°iia-df),  at,  m.  a  proper  N. 

—  LaAWi  iiianiinKAira^iHJ-an"),  as, «,  am,  accom- 

panied by  Lakshmana.  —  Lakslt-manorii  (°n<i-uru), 
^i,  see  lalishanoru  (Vopa-deva  IV.  30). 

Laltshmanya,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.,  (according  to 

Siy.)  a  son  of  Lakshmana. 

TMkthman,  a,  n.  (according  to  some  ft-  rt.  lag'), 
a  mark,  spot,  sign,  token,  characteristic ;  definition  ; 

—  fmiijli'ina,  the  chief,  principal,  most  excellent. 
Lakihmi  =  lak»hmi,  (shortened    on   account  of 

the  metre.)  —  Lahshmi-vanlhana,  as,  i,  am,  in- 
creasing good  fortune.  —  Lakehmi-sampanna,  as, 

a,  am,  possessed  of  good  fortune. 
Lakshml,  is  (rarely  i),  f.  (according  to  some  fr. 

rt.  lag  ;  according  to  others  connected  with  rt.  laiij, 
to  shine),  a  mark,  sign,  indication,  token  (Ved.; 

sometimes  even  '  a  bad  sign '  in  Ved.,  but  in  this 
sense  usually  with  papi);  a  good  sign,  (in  Ved. 

usually  with  punyd)  ;  good  fortune,  good  luck,  for- 
tune, prosperity,  wealth,  success,  happiness ;  beauty, 

grace,  loveliness,  charm,  splendor ;  N.  of  the  god- 
dess of  fortune  and  beauty,  (frequently  in  the  later 

mythology  identified  with  Sri  and  regarded  as  the 
wife  of  Vishnu  or  NSrayana ;  according  to  the  legend 

narrated  in  Ramayana  I.  45,  40-43,  she  sprang 
with  other  precious  things  from  the  froth  of  the 
ocean  when  churned  by  the  gods  and  demons  for 
the  recovery  of  the  Amrita  [see  mandara] ;  she 
appeared  with  a  lotus  in  her  hand,  whence  she  is 
also  called  PadmS ;  she  is,  moreover,  connected  in 

other  ways  with  the  lotus,  and  according  to  another 
legend  is  said  to  have  appeared  at  the  creation 
floating  over  the  water  on  the  expanded  petals  of  a 
lotus-flower ;  Lakshml  is  also  variously  regarded  as 
a  wife  of  SOrya,  as  a  wife  of  Praja-pati,  as  a  wife  of 
Dharma  and  mother  of  Kama,  as  sister  [or  mother] 
of  Dhatri  and  Vidhatri,  as  wife  of  Dattatreya) ;  the 
Good  Genius  or  Fortune  of  a  king  personified ;  royal 

power,  dominion  ;  superhuman  power ;  N.  of  Dsk- 
shayan!  in  BharatSsrama  ;  of  Slta  the  wife  of  Rama, 
and  of  other  women  ;  the  wife  of  a  hero ;  N.  of  tur- 

meric and  various  other  auspicious  plants  ( =  riddhi, 

vriddhi,  priyangu,  phalint,  sthala-padminl, 
samf) ;  N.  of  the  eleventh  Kali  of  the  moon ;  of 

a  metre,  four  times  —  vj-uo<->u-u-u-;  of 
another,  four  times   wu   w  —  u  «  —  ;  = 

dravya ;  =  mitlttd,  a  pearl ;  [cf.  Lith.  Laime,  'the 
goddess  of  happiness.']  —  LaJcshmi-kanta,  as,  m. 
*  the  beloved  of  Lakshml,'  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  Kal- 

Idlcio  Lakshml-kdntah,  N.  of  adeity.  —  Lakshm'i- 
Ttula-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Lalah mi- 

kuldrnava  (°la-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Lakfhml-griha,  am,  n.  'abode  of  Lakshml,' 
epithet  of  the  red  lotus-flower.  —  Lakshmi-faritra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  iMkshnn-janardana,  am, 
n.  LakshmT  and  Janardana.  —  Lakshmi-tdla,  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  palm  ( =  irl-tdla) ;  epithet  of  a  particular 
time  in  music.  —  Lakshmi-tva,  am,  n.  the  beirtg 
Lakshml.  —  Lakshml-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentator   on    Bhaskara's   astronomy.  —  Lakshmi- 
'/*<•/,  f.,  N.  of  the  authoress  of  a  commentary  on 
the  Mitikshara-vyakhyana.  —  Lakshmi-dhara,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  poet ;  of  various  other  persons ;  (probably 
am),  n.  a  particular  metre,   four  times  -  v  —  u 
'  ~  w —  ̂   -  •  —  Lctkxhmi-natha,  as,  m.  Mord  of 
Lakshm!,1  N.  of  Vishnu.  -  IsiltsJimi-narayana.  au, m.  du.,  am,  n.  sing.  Lakshm!  and  Narayana.  —  Lak- 
ehmi-ndrayana-yali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
"L'i  if-n,  n>,  m.  the  abode  of  the  god- 

dess of  fortune.  —  Lakshmt-niranfibhidhdna  (°«a- 
abh°),  N.  of  a  work.  -  Lakghmi-nrisinha,  am,  n. 
Lakshmr  and  'the  man-lion;'  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

king.—  Tjuktltmi-pati,  is,  m.  the  husband  or  lord 
of  Lakshml  or  Fortune :  N.  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna  ; 

a  king  or  prince  (as  husband  of  Lakshml,  who  is 

often  regarded  as  the  consort  of  a  king) ;  the  betel- 
nut  tree;  the  clove  tree.  —  ],'il:fliini-putra,  as, 
m.  the  son  of  Lakshm! ;  N.  of  Kama ;  a  horse ; 

epithet  of  Kusa  and  Lava  (the  sons  of  Rama  and 
Slta).  —  Lakthiiit-pura,  (Hit,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

—  Laksltmi-pushpa,  as,  m.  'Lakshml's  flower,'  a ruby.  —  Lakshml-pujana,  am,  n.  the  ceremony  of 
worshipping  Lakshml  performed  by  a  biidegroom 
in  company  with  his  bride  (at  the  conclusion  of  the 
marriage  after  the  bride  has  been  brought  to  her 
husband's  house).  —  Lakshmi-piljd,  f.  'the  worship 
of  Lakshmi,'  N.  of  a  festival  on  the  fifteenth  day  in 
the  dark  half  of  the  month  ASvina  (said  to  be  cele- 

brated in  modern  times  by  bankers  and  traders  to 

propitiate  Fortune).  — Ldkshmi-pranayin,  »,  in?, 
i,  dear  to  Lakshml,  a  favourite  of  fortune.  —  Laksh- 

ml-phala,  as,  m.  .ffigle   Marmelos.  —  Lakahml- 
yajus,  us,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  sacred  text.  —  Lak- 
shmi-ramana,  as,  m.  the  husband  of  Lakshmi, 
i.e.  Vishnu.  —  Lakthmi-vat,  an,  all,  at,  possessed 
of  fortune  or  good  luck,  lucky,  prosperous,  fortunate, 
wealthy,  rich,  thriving ;   handsome,   beautiful ;    the 
bread-fruit   tree,    Artocarpus    Integrifolia ;    another 

tree    ( =  itela-rohita).  —  Lakehnu-tarma-dcm , 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Lakshml-vallabha,  as,  m. 
'  favourite  of  Lakshm!,'  N.  of  an  author.  —  Lakshm  I- 
•vasati,  is,  f.  '  abode  of  Lakshmi,'  epithet  of  the 
lotus-flower   (Nelumbium   Speciosum).  —  Lakshiiu- 
vahishkrita,  as,  a,  am,  excluded  from  fortune, 

destitute  of  wealth.  —  Lak*hmi-vdra,  as,  m.  '  Lak- 
shmi's  day,'  Thursday.  —  Lakshml-veshta,  as,  m. 

turpentine* (  =  s"ri-vesht a,  <\.v.),  —  Lakshmls'a  ("mi- 
Ida),  as,  m.  the  lord  of  Lakshml,  i.  e.  Vishnu  ;  a 

prosperous  man ;  the  mango  tree.  —  Lakshml-sakha, 
as,  m.  a  friend  of  the  goddess  of  fortune,  a  favourite 
of  Lakshm!.  —  Lakshmi-sandtha,  as,  d,  am,  en- 

dowed with  beauty  or  fortune.  —  Laitshnii-iama- 

hi-ayd,  f.  'having  the  name   of  Lakshm!,'  N.  of 
Sits.  —  Lakshml-saha-ja,  as,  m. '  produced  together 
with  Lakshm!,'  the  moon  (supposed  to  have  arisen 
together  with  Lakshmi  from  the  ocean  when  churned 

by  the  gods  and  Asuras,  see  lakshmi,  col.  I).  —  Lak- 
ghmt-sukta,  am,  n.  a  particular  hymn  addressed  to 
Lakshmi.  —  Lakshmi-sena,  as,  m.  a   proper   N. 

—  Lakshmi-stotra,  am,  n. '  praise  of  Lakshm!,'  N. 
of  a  particular  hymn  ascribed  to  Agastya.  —  Lakshmy- 
drdma,  as,  m.  the  garden  of  Lakshmi ;  N.  of  a 
forest. 

Lakshmika  =  lakshmi  at  the  end  of  an  adj. 

comp.  (e.  g.  putra-san-krdnta-lakshmika,  one 
whose  fortune  has  been  transferred  to  a  son ;  alak- 
shmika-tama,  most  unfortunate). 
Laksltya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  marked,  to  be  defined 

or  described ;  having  marks  or  attributes,  to  be  ex- 
pressed indirectly;  to  be  aimed  at;  to  be  regarded 

as,  deserving  to  be  regarded  ;  to  be  looked  at  or 
observed,  observable,  perceptible,  visible ;  to  be  re- 

cognised or  known,  recognisable  by  (with  inst.  or  at 
the  end  of  a  comp.) ;  (a*)t  m.  epithet  of  a  magical 
formula  or  charm  recited  over  weapons;  (am),  n., 
an  aim,  object,  mark  to  be  aimed  at^butt,  target, 
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lagnasu. 
to  be  asleep,  shamming  sleep.  —  Ltikxttyfi-han,  fid, 
ghnl,  ha,  hitting  the  mark;  (hd),  m.  an  arrow. 
—  Lakshyiilt/i  iharana  (°ya-cibh°),  am,  n.  the  carry- 
mgoKo(zpT\ze.—Lakfhyi-kri,lakfhyi-krita,  =  litk- 
?Jil-kri,  lakxhi-krita,  see  under  lakiha.  —  iMkshyi- 
bhu  =  lakshi-bhd. 

lakh  or  lankh  (=rt.  linkh),  cl.  i. 
P.  lakhati,  laitkhati,  &c.,  to  go,  move, 

approach. cJ%*n^fr  lakhimii-devi,  f.,  N.  of  a  prin- 

cess, (a  corruption  fr.  laktshmi-dei'i.) 

lag  (this  rt.  is  most  extensively 
and  variously  applied  in  spoken  languages 

allied  to  Sanskrit),  cl.  I.  P.  layati,  laldga,  alagit, 

&c.,  to  adhere,  stick ;  to  attach  or  fasten  one's  self 
to,  cling  to,  clasp ;  to  touch,  join,  become  united ; 
to  meet,  come  in  contact,  intersect,  cut  (as  lines) ;  to 

approach  near,  follow  closely  (on  any  event),  ensue 
or  happen  immediately ;  cl.  10.  P.  Idgayati,  &c., 

to  taste  ;  to  obtain,  (in  these  senses  =  rts.  lak,  rak) : 
Caus.  lagayati,  &c.,  to  cause  to  adhere,  &c. ;  [cf. 
perhaps  Gr.  \riy<a  and,  according  to  some,  possibly 

Lat.  liyarc."] Layanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  attached,  to  be clung  to. 

Lagita,  as,  d,  am,  attached  to,  adhered,  con- 
nected with  ;  obtained,  got ;  entered. 

Lagitva,  ind.  having  adhered,  having  clasped,  flav- 
ins; closely  approached  so  as  to  touch  or  join,  (tasya 

padnyor  lagitod,  having  clung  to  his  feet.) 
I.  lagna,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  860,  col.  2), 

attached,  adhered,  stuck,  held  fast ;  attached  to,  joined 
to,  connected  with ;  coming  in  contact,  meeting, 
intersecting,  cutting  (said  of  lines);  adhering  or 

clinging  to,  sticking  to  or  upon,  remaining  on,  im- 
pressed upon,  fastened  in,  sticking  in ;  fastened  on, 

directed  towards  ;  followed  or  following  closely,  im- 
mediately ensuing ;  intent  on,  closely  occupied  about ; 

auspicious ;  (as),  m.  a  bard  or  minstrel  (who  awakes 
the  king  in  the  morning)  ;  a  furious  elephant  or  one 

in  rut ;  (am),  n.  the  point  of  contact  or  intersection 
(of  two  lines),  the  point  where  the  horizon  and  the 
ecliptic  or  path  of  the  planets  meet ;  the  point  or  arc 
of  the  equator  which  corresponds  to  a  given  point 
or  arc  of  the  ecliptic ;  the  division  of  the  equator 
which  rises  in  succession  with  each  sign  in  an  oblique 

sphere ;  the  point  of  the  ecliptic  which  at  a  given 
time  is  upon  the  meridian  or  at  the  horizon,  (kstd- 

tije  lagnam,  horizon  Lagna ;  madhya-lagna,  me- 

ridian Lagna) ;  the  moment  of  the  sun's  entrance  into 
a  zodiacal  sign ;  the  rising  of  the  sun  or  of  the 

planets;  (in  astrology)  a  scheme  or  figure  of  the 
twelve  houses  or  zodiacal  signs  (used  as  a  horoscope) ; 
the  whole  of  the  first  astrological  house ;  an  auspicious 

moment,  a  particular  time  fixed  upon  as  lucky  foV 
the  performance  of  anything,  (rarely  a*,  m.);  the 
decisive  moment,  time  for  action,  decisive  measure, 

(also  as,  m.)  —  Lagna-kdla,  as,  m.  the  moment  or 
time  pointed  out  by  astrologers  as  favourable  for  any 

undertaking,  an  auspicious  moment  or  time.  •—  Lag- 
''na-graha,  as,  d,  am,  insisting  firmly  on  anything, 

ance,  sham,  pretence  [cf.  lakshya-suptii]  ;  a  sign, 
token  (for  lakehman)  ;  an  example,  illustration  (?). 

—  Lakshya-krama,  as,  d,  am,  having  an  indirectly 
perceptible  method  (said  of  that  which  is  suggested 

by  poetry  but  not  expressed).  —  Lakshya-jiia-tva, 
am,  n.  knowledge  of  a  mark  or  aim  ;   knowledge 

of  examples.  —  Lakxhya-td,    f.   or   lakshya-tva, 
am,  n.  the  being  indirectly  expre$sed  ;   the  being 
an   aim    or   object,   (lakshyatatn  yd,   to   become 
an  aim  or  object)  ;  perceptibility,  visibility,  (laksh- 
yatam   rit,   to   make    visible.)  —  Lakshya-bhcda, 
as,  m.  the  cleaving  of  a  mark.  —  La  kshya-vithi, 
f.  the  visible  or  universally  recognisable  road,  (ac- 

cording to  a  commentator  =  l>rahma-loka-mdrga.) 
—  Lakshya-reilhin,  i,  int,  i,  piercing  or  hitting 
a  mark.  —  Lakehya-supta, 

?•: 

:t,yh>persisting  steadfastly  in,  important,  obtrusive.  —  Lag- prize  ;  a  lac  or  one  hundred  thousand  ;  mere  appear/    na-tandrikd,   f.,    N.    of    an    astronomical    work. 

—  Lagna-dina,  am,  n.  or  lagna-divasa,  as,  m. 
an  auspicious  day,  a  day  fixed  upon  or  chosen  as 
favourable  for  any  undertaking.  —  Layna-devi,  (., 
N.  of  a  fabulous  cow  of  stone.  —  Layna-nakshatra, 

am,  n.  any  auspicious  constellation  of  the  moon's paSh.  —  Lagna-pattrikd,  f.  a  paper  on  which  the 
auspicious  moment  for  a  marriage  &c.  is  noted  down. 
—  Lagna-blmja,  as,  m.  (in  astronomy)  ascensional 
difference.  —  Lrtyna-mandala,  am,  n.  the  circle  of 

signs,  the  zodiac.  —  Lagna-wasa,  as,  m.  an  auspi- 
cious month.  —  Lagna-muhurta,  am,  n.  the  auspi- 
cious moment  or  period  for  a  marriage,  &c.  —  Lag- 

na-veld,  f.  or  layna-samaya,  as,  m.  =  layna-kdla. 

—  Layna-s"uddhi,  is,  f.  auspiciousness  of  the  signs 
&c.   for  the  commencement  of  any  contemplated 

as,  d,  am,.,  pretending  i  work.  —  Lagnasu  (°na-afu),  avas,  m.  pi.  (in  astro- 
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nomy)  ascensional  equivalents  in  respirations.  —  Lag- 

naha (°na-aha),  as,  m.  —  layna-dina. 
L'ignaka,  ats,  m.  a  (fixed)  surety  or  security,  one 

who  is  responsible  ;  a  bondsman,  bail. 

Lagnikd,  f.  incorrect  for  nuguikd,  q.  v. 

<55T  laya,  (in  prosody)  an  iambus. 
Lagdlikd,  f.  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times  u-o-. 

<5T?  lagada,  as,  a,  am,  beautiful,  hand- 
some ;  [cf.  ladaha.] 

c-STTT  lugata  or  lagadha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  a  work  on  astronomy. 

(771?  hguda,  as,  m.  (perhaps  connected 

with  rt.  lag\,  a  stick,  staff;  a  club,  iron  club.  —  La- 

gud't-hasta,  as,  m.  '  staff-in-hand,'  a  man  armed 
with  a  stick  or  mace,  a  staff-bearer. 

Lagura,  as,  m.  =  laguda  above. 

<9"T  lagna,  &c.     See  p.  858,  col.  3. 

ciVi  laghat,  t,  or  laghati,  is,  m.  (accord- 
ing to  Unadi-s.  I.  134.  fr.  rt.  lungh),  air,  wind. 

Laghanli,  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  (also  read  lamjhati.) 

laghaya,  laghiman.     See  p.  860. 

Au,  MS,  -j/*»<  or  «s,  «  (a  later  form 

of  raqhu,  q.  v. ;  according  to  Un5di-s.  I.  30.  fr.  rt. 
langh),  quick,  swift,  fleet,  rapid,  light,  nimble, 
active ;  epithet  of  a  particular  mode  of  flying  (pe- 

culiar to  birds) ;  epithet  of  the  Nakshatras  Hasta, 
AsVini,  and  Pushya ;  light,  easy,  not  difficult  or 
heavy;  easy  of  digestion;  (in  prosody)  short  or 
light  (i.  e.  a  light  vowel  as  opposed  to  a  guru 
or  heavy,  the  proper  term  for  a  short  vowel  being 

hrasva);  lightly  pronounced  (said  of  the  pronunci- 
ation of  fa,  as  opposed  to  madhyama  and  guru) ; 

little,  small,  narrow,  diminutive,  slight,  unimportant, 
trivial,  insignificant,  trifling,  of  little  worth  or  esti- 

mation ;  weak,  feeble,  wretched,  low,  lowly,  humble, 
mean,  contemptible,  vain,  frivolous ;  sapless,  pithless ; 

young,  younger ;  soft,  low,  gentle  (as  sound ;  op- 
posed to  a-laghu,  loud);  pleasing,  agreeable,  plea- 

sant, handsome,  beautiful;  clean,  pure;  («),  ind. 

quickly,  rapidly,  swiftly ;  lightly,  easily,  &c. ;  con- 
temptibly, (latjhu  man,  to  think  lightly  of,  despise) ; 

(us),  f.  Trigonella  Corniculata ;  (yhvi),  f.  a  slender 
or  delicate  woman  ;  a  light  carriage  ;  Trigonella  Cor- 

niculata; (»),  n.  a  particular  measure  of  time  (=15 
KashthSs  = -Jj  Nadika);  Agallochum,  a  particular 
kind  of  Agallochum ;  the  root  of  Andropogon  Muri- 
catus ;  [cf.  Gr.  €\axv-»,  (\atf>pos,  \ay&$ :  Lat.  lev- 
i-s,  levi-tci'S,  levare,  lepns  (for  old  lephus)  :  Goth. 
leihts :  Old  Germ.  Khti :  Angl.  Sax.  light :  Slav. 

lig-u-ka  :  Lith.  lengva-s :  Hib.  lag, '  weak,  feeble, 
faint;'  layudhadh,  'diminution,  weakening;'  la- 

guighthe,  '  weakened,  lessened  ;'  laghati,  '  fewness, 
weakness ;'  lagaighim, '  I  weaken  ;'  laigidh,  laigse, 
laigsinn,  'weakness,  infirmity;'  lugh,  'little,  swift, 
active ;'  lughad, '  littleness.']  —  Laghu-kankola,  as, 
m.  Pimenta  Acris.  —  Laghu-kantakd,  f.  Mimosa 
Pudica.  —  Laghu-karkandhu,  us,  m.  f.  a  small 
kind  of  Zizyphus.  •- Laghu-karnl,  f.  a  species  of 
plant  (  =  Marathl  mormel.a).*~Laghu-kaya,  as, 
a,  am,  light-bodied;  (as),  m.  a  goat.  — )j"f//t«- 
Jcdtfrnarya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree.  —  Laghtt-k'jtlt  (hn . 
as,  a,  am,  having  a  light  stomach,  having  little  in 

the  stomach.  —  Laghu-kaumudi,  f. '  the  short  Kau- 
mudi,'  N.  of  an  epitome  of  the  Siddhanta-kaumudT 
by  Varada-rija.  —  Laghu-krama,  as,  n,  am,  having 
a  quick  or  rapid  step,  going  quickly,  hastening ; 
(am),  ind.  with  quick  step,  quickly,  hastily.  —  La- 
ghu-kriyd,  f.  a  small  event,  trifa.  —  Layliu-kha- 
tvikd,  f.  a  small  bedstead  or  couch,  easy  chair. 

—  Laghu-khartara,  N.  of  a  family.  —  Laghu- 
gangudhara,  as,  m.  a  particular  powder  or  medi- 

cine (used  in  diarrhcez).  —  Laghu-garga.,  as,  m.  a 
species  of  fish  (probably  a  variety  of  the  Pimelodus). 
—  Laghu-godhiima,  as,  m.  a  small  kind  of  wheat. 
—  Ltigftu-graha-manjari,  is,  f.,  N.  of  an  astrolo- 

gical  work.  —  Ijaghu-dandrikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary by  BrahmSnanda-sarasvatl  on  the  Advaita- 
siddhi  (described  as  a  refutation  of  the  Ny5ya  theory 

from  the  point  of  view  of  the  VedSnta).  —  Laghu- 
dilta,  as,  a,  am,  light-minded,  little-minded,  having 
little  thought,  thoughtless,  frivolous,  fickle,  unsteady. 

—  Laghuditta-td,  f.  light-mindedness,  thoughtless- 
ness, fickleness.  —  Lagha-ditra-hasta,  as,  a,  am, 

light  and  ready-hanJed.  —  Laghu-diiitaiia,  am,  n., 
N.  of  an  epitome  of  the  Mimansa  Sutras  by  Raghava- 
deva.  —  Lafjkii-dintdm<inl-ra*a,  as,  m.  epithet  of 
a  particular  fluid  mixture.  —  Layhu-tfirbhifd,  f.  co- 
locynth.  —  Lagku-dctae,  as,  as,  as,   little-minded, 
low-minded,  frivolous.  —  Jjagltu-Mhfidd,  f.  a  kind 

of  asparagus.  —  Laghu-ddhedya,  as,  a,  am,  easy  to 
be  cut,  easy  to  be  extirpated,  easily  annihilated  or 

destroyed.  —  Lar/hit-jmt-gala,  ax,  m.  a  sort  of  quail 
( =  labaka).  —  Laghu-jdtaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  short 
work   by  Varaha-mihira  on    horoscopes.  ••  Layhu- 

jdtiviveka,  as,  m.  '  the  short  Jati-viveka,'  N,  of  a 
work.  —  Laghu-tara,  as,  a,  am,  more  quick,  lighter, 

easier,  &c.  (  =  lagh>yas).—Layhu-td,  (.  or  lityhu- 
tva,  am,    n.   quickness,   rapidity,  agility,  activity ; 
lightness,  levity,  ease,  facility;  shortness;  smallness, 

littleness,  lowness,   meanness,  insignificance,  unim- 
portance, thoughtlessness,  levity,  frivolity ;  wanton- 

ness ;  want  of  rank  or  dignity,  humbleness  of  origin  ; 

disregard,  disrespect.  —  Lag/iu-danti,  f.  a  small  kind 
of  Ctoton.<—Laghu-dlpikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  commen- 

tary. —  Laghw-dundubki,  is,  m.    a  small   drum. 
—  Laijku-ilritkfJiri,  {.  a  small  stoneless  grape  (com- 

monly called  Kishmish).  —  Laghu-drdi*in,  i,  iiii,  i, 
fusing  or  liquefying  easily,  flowing  rapidly  (said  of 
quicksilver).  —  Laghu-dvdravati,  f.  the  young  or 
recent  Dv5ra-vati,  i.  e.  the  more  modern  part  of  the 
town.  —  Laghu-ndbka-mandala,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
particular   mystical   circle.  —  Layhu-ndman,  a,  n. 
Agallochum.  —  Laghu-ndradlya,  am,  n.  the  short 
Naradtya.  —  Layhu-nydya-sudkd,  f.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary on  the  S'ata-s'lokl.  —  Laghu-nyasa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  grammatical  treatise.  —  Laghti-paridamula, 

am,  n.  the  smaller  Panc*a-mula,  q.  v.  —  Laghu-pan- 
dita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Lagltu-patanaka, 

as,  m.  '  quickly  flying,  lightly  falling,'  N.  of  a  crow 
(in  the  Hitopadesa).—  Laghn-pattraka,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  plant  ( =  rodani).  —  Laghu-pattra-pfiald, 
{.  =  laghudumbarikd.  —  Layhu-pattri,  (.  a  species 
of  phnt.  —  Layku-paddhati,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Laghu-parddara,  as,  m.  the  shorter  Parasara. 
—  L'tgh  u-parib hdshd-vriU i,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  short 
commentary  on  the  grammatical  Paribhashas.  —  La- 
gltu-parni,  f.  =  laghu-kar>ii.  —  Laghu-pdka,   as, 
m.  easy  digestion,  digestibility;  (as,  a,  am),  easy 
of  digestion,    easily   digested.  —  Lagliu-jidkin,    i, 
ini,  i,   easily  digested.  —  Laghu-paim,   I,  ini,  i, 
quickly  flying,  lightly  falling  or  alighting ;  (i),  m., 
N.  of  a  crow.  —  Laghu-piMhila,  as,  m.  Cordia 
Myxa.  —  Laghiir-piilastya,  as,  m.  the  shorter  or 
lesser  Pulastya.  —  Laghu-pushpa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
Kadamba.  —  Laghn-prayatna,  as,  d,  am,   using 
little   effort,  indolent,  impotent;    pronounced  with 
slight  articulation.  —  Layhu-badara,  as,  I,  m.  f.  a 
kind  of  jujube  tree.  —  Laghu-bwldha-purdna,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  an  epitome  of  the  Lalita-vistara.  —  Laghu- 

bodha,  as,  m. '  easily  understood,'  N.  of  a  grammar. 
—  Lf-tghu-bnthmavaivarta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  epi- 

tome of  the  Brahma-vaivarta.  —  Laghu-brahmi,  f. 
a  species  of  plant.  —  Lagkn-bhara,  as,  m.  a  low 
station,  humble  birth.  —  Lagfiu-bhrigavat a,  am,  n. 
the  short  BhSgavata.  —  Lagkii-bhdva,  as,  m.  light 
state,  lightness,  ease,  hci\\ty.  —  lMghn-bhnj,  k,  k,  k, 
eating  little.  —  Layhu-bhuehana-kanli,  is,  f.,  N.  of 
a  commentary.  —  Lagku-bkojana,  am,  n.  a  light 
repast,  slight   refreshment.  —  Laghu-manj&shd,   f., 
N.  of  a  commentary.  —  Laghu-rnantha,  as,  m. 
kskttdrdgnimantha,   Premna   Spinosa.  •—  Layh 
miinsfi,  as,  m.  'having  light  (i.e.  easily  digested) 

flesh,"  a  kind  of  partridge  ;  (I),  f.  a  kind  of  Valeriana 
—  Jjoghu-mdnasa,  N.  of  an  astronomical  work. 
—  Layh  u-mitra,  am,  n.  a  slight  or  weak  friend,  an 
ally  of  little  power  or  value.  —  Laghu-mula,  am,  n. 
(in  algebra)  the  lesser  root  of  an  equation,  the  least 

root  with  reference  to  the  additive  quantities ;  (as, 

d,  am),  having  a  small  root  or  beginning,  easily 
commenced.  —  Laghu-mulaka,  am,  n.  a  radish. 

Laghu-yama,  as,  m.  '  the  short  Yama,'  N.  of  a 
particular  recension  of  Yama's  law-book.  —  Laghu- 
rdtii,  is,  is,  i,  (in  arithmetic)  composed  of  fewer  terms 
(as  a  side  in  an  equation ;  opposed  to  baku-rdsi, 

q.  v.).  —  Laghu-laya,  am,  n.  the  root  of  a  fragrant 
Andropogon  Muricatus.  —  Laghti-laUta-vistara, 
N.  of  an  extract  from  the  Latita-vistara.  —  Lagkii- 
vasishtha-sidd/idnta  or  laf/ku-vdnisJitha-sidilhan- 

la,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  epitome  of  the  Vasishtha-sid- 
dhanta.  —  Layhu-rfikya-vritti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  certain 

Vedanta  precepts  by  San-karacarya.  —  Laghu-rdrt- 
(,'/.•«,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  last  eight  books  of  the 
Tantra-varttika ;  of  a  metrical  epitome  of  the  Mi- 

mansa Sutras  by  Kumarila.  —  Layhu-rdsas,  ds,  as, 
as,  thinly  or  lightly  dressed  ;  wearing  clean  or  pure 
clothing. «—  Laghu-vikrama,  as,  m.  a  quick  step  ; 

(as,  d,  am),  having  a  quick  step,  quick-footed, 
with  hasty  step,  hastening.  —  Lagku-vivara-tva, 
am,  n.  the  state  of  having  a  narrow  opening. 

—  Laghu-vislitm,  us,  m.  '  the  short  Vishnu,"  N.  of 
a  particular  recension  of  Vishnu's  law-book.  ••  La- 
gltu-vritti,  is,  f.  a  short  commentary  ;  N.  of  a  par- 

ticular commentary;  (is,  is,  i),  badly  behaved,  ill- 
conducted,  ill-conditioned,  of  low  practices,  low,  vile ; 
ill-done,  mismanaged ;  having  a  light  nature,  light. 

—  Laghuvritti-td,  f.  insignificance,  meanness;  bad 
conduct,  mismanagement.  —  Laghu-vcdhin,  i,  ini, 

i,  easily  piercing,  cleverly  hitting.  —  Layhu-vaiya- 
Jcarana-siddhanta-manjushd,  f.,  N.  of  an  epitome 
of  the  Vaiyakarana-siddhanta-manjOsha.  —  LagJm- 
dabdaratna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  epitome  of  the 

Szbdz-Tatm.'-Laghu-s'abdendu-s'fkhara,  as,  m., 
N.    of  a  commentary  on   the  SiddhSnta-kaumudI 

(being  an  epitome  of  the  Srabdendu-sekhara).««_La- 
ghu-fami,  f.  a  kind  of  Acacia.  —  Laghu-s'dnti- 

purdua,  am,  n.  an  epitome  of  the  S"anti-purana. —  Lnghu-iikhara-tdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular 

lime  in  music.  —  Laghu-s'iva.purdna,  am,  n.  the 
short  S'iva-purana.  —  Ijaghu-s'aiinaki,  f.  *  the  shorter 
S'aunaki,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Laghu-san-graha,  as,  m. 

and  laghn-sangrahiiii-siitra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  two 

works.  —  Laghu-sattva,  as,  d,  am, '  weak-natured,' 
having  a  weak  or  fickle  character,  having  an  easy 

disposition.  —  Laghusattva-ta,  f.  weakness  of  cha- 
racter,  fickleness.  —  Laghit-sankltya-vritti  or  la- 

yhu-sankhya-sutra-Vf'itti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  an  epitome 
of  the  SSn-khya-pravaiana-bhashya.  —  Laghu-sdra, 

as,  d,  am,  of  little  importance,  insignificant,  unim- 
portant,  worthless.  —  Laghttrsiddhdnta-kaumudi, 

f.  =  laghw-TcaumiuK,    q.  v.  ••  Laghu-siddhdnta- 
dandrikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary.  —  Laghu-sudar- 
tfana,  am,  n.  a  particular  medicinal  powder.  —  La- 
ghu-syada.  as,d,  am,  =  raghu-shyad,  goingquickly. 
—  Laghu-hasta,  as,  d,  am,  light-handed,  ready- 
handed,  active,  nimble,  expert,  clever ;    (as),  m.  a 

good  archer.  —  Laghuhasta-td,  f.  or  laghuhasta- 
tva,  am,  n.  ready-handedness,  activity,  expertness. 
—  Laghuhasta-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  =  layhu-hasta. 
—  Laghit-hdrita,  as,  m.  'the  short  HSrita,"  N.  of 
a  particular  recension  of  Harlta's  law-book.  —  Laghu- 
hridaya,  as,  d,  am,  light-hearted,  fickle.  —  Laghu- 
hema-dugdhd,  f.  Ficus  Oppositifolia.  —  Laghu-ka- 
rana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  making  light,  making  less, 
lessening,  diminishing,  diminution ;   thinking  little 
of,  contemning.  —  L(fghu-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made 
light,  reduced   in  weight,  made  easier  or  shorter, 
abbreviated ;  lessened,  reduced  in  importance,  made 

insignificant ;  thought  lightly  of.  —  Laghukti  (°ghu~ 
uk°),  is,  f.  a  brief  mode  of  expression.  —  Luyhut- 

thdna  Cghu-ut?)  or  laghu-samutt/tt~ma,  as,  d, 
am,  making  active  efforts,  doing  work  rapidly.  -•  La- 

yhudiimbarikd  Cyhu-ud°),  f.  Ficus  Oppositifolia. 
••  Litghv-aiijira,  am,  n.  a  small  fig.  —  Laghv-atri, 

is,  m.  'the  short  Atri,'  N.  of  a  particular  recension 
of  Atri's    law-book.  —  Laghv-ady-udumbardhvd 
(°ra-dh°),  f.  =  laghuduml>arikd.  —  Laghv-drya- 
siddhdnta,  as,  m.  an  abbreviation  of  the  Arya- 

siddhanta.  —  Laghv-ds"in,  i,  ini,  i,  or  laghv-d/iara, 
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as,  d,  am,  eating   little,   making  a    light   repast, 
moderate  in  diet,  moderate,  abstemious. 

Laghaya^  Nom.  P.  laghayali.  Sic.,  to  make  light, 
lighten,  lessen,  diminish,  alleviate,  mitigate,  soften. 

'ilni'in,  d,  m.  lightness,  levity,  absence  of 
weight ;  a  kind  of  siildhi  or  supernatural  faculty  of 

assuming  excessive  lightness  at  will ;  smallness,  dimi- 
nutiveness,  insignificance ;  frivolousne»s,  fickleness ; 
meanness,  lowness,  diminution. 

Laghithllui,  iif,  n,  mil  (superl.  of  laghu),  most 
quick,  very  swift ;  lightest,  very  light ;  very  small,  &c. ; 

[cf.  Gr.  (\dxiOTo-*] 

Laghnjat,  an,  as'i,  as  (compar.  of  laghu),  more 
quick,  very  switt ;  lighter,  &c. 
Laghuya,  Nom.  P.  laghilyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 

think  lighily  of,  despise. 
Laghvi,  f.  a  delicate  woman,  &c.  See  under 

laghu,  p.  859,  col.  i. 

pT?  Ian,  a  technical  term  or  symbol  in 

grammar  for  the  terminations  of  the  Imperfect  or 
First  Preterite  or  for  that  tense  itself. 

lanka,  as,  m.  a  proper  X.  ;  (a),  f., 
N.  of  the  chief  town  in  Ceylon  or  of  the  whole 
island  (renowned  as  the  capital  and  habitation  of  the 
great  Rakshasa  Havana  and  his  hosts  of  demons, 
whose  conquest  by  RSma-candra.  q.  v.,  after  the  car- 

rying off  of  his  wife  SU5  by  Ravana,  forms  the  subject 
nf  the  RamSyana  ;  according  to  some  accounts 

'  arrka  was  much  larger  than  the  island  of  Ceylon  is 
at  present  or  even  distinct  from  Ceylon,  the  first 
meridian  of  longitude  which  passed  through  UjjayinI 

being  supposed  to  pass  through  Lan-ka  also);  =  ra- 

vana-hrada  ;  N.  of  a  S'akint  or  evil  spirit;  an 
unchaste  woman  ;  a  branch  ;  a  kind  of  grain. 

—  Lnnka-fankatd,  (.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Sandhya 
(wife  of  Vidyut-keSa  and  mother  of  Su-kesa).  —  Lan- 
kd-ddhin,  i,  m.  the  burner  of  Lan-ka,  i.e.  Hanu-mat 
(as  having  set  fire  to  the  city  with  his  burning  tail). 

—  Lankddhipati  (°kd«idh"),is,  or  lanka-natha, 
as,  or   laitkd-patl,   is,    m.   lord    of  Lan-ka,  i.  e. 

Ravana.  —  Lrmkari  (ckd-ari),  is,  m.  the  enemy 
of  Lan-ka,  i.  e.  Rama.  —  Lankdvatdra  (°ka-av°), 
N.   of  a   Buddhist  SOtra   work,  (abbreviated  from 

gaddharma-P;  it  is  one  of  the  chief  religious  works 
of  the  Buddhists,  treating  of  their  law  and  of  many 
abstruse  philosophical  problems.)  —  Lankd-sthayin, 
i,  {HI,  i,  residing  or  being  in  Lan-ka;   (z),  m.  a 

plant  —  Lankeda  or  lanke^'vara  (°ka-is'°),  as,  m. 
the  lord  of  Lan-ka,  i.e.  RSvana.  —  Lankex'a-vandri- 

ketu  (°na-ar°),  its,  m.  '  having  the  enemy  of  the 
grove  of  Ravana  (i.  e.  the  monkey  Hanu-mat)  for 

an  ensign,'  N.  of  Arjuna.  —  Lankodaya  (°kd-ud°), 
as,  m.  or  lankodaydsu,  anas,  m.  pi.  (in  astronomy) 
the  equivalents  of  the  signs  in  right  ascemion  (lite- 

rally 'ascension  at  Lan-ka  '). 
Lartkdpikd  or  lankdyikd  or  lankdrikd  or  lan- 

kopikd  or  lankoyikd,  f.  the  plant  Trigonella  Cor- 
niculata. 

lankh.    See  rt.  lakh,  p.  858,  col.  3. 

lankharii,  f.  the  bit  of  a  bridle. 

i  .  lung,  cl.  i.  P.  langali,  &c.,  to  go; 

<v)» 

~A  -i  . 

*\ 

to  go  lame,  limp. 

1.  langa,  as,  a,  am,  lame,  limping;  (as),  m. 
limping,  lameness. 

rt/f  2-  langa,  as,  m.  (probably  connected 
with  rt.  lay),  union,  association,  connection  ;  a  lover, paramour. 

lamjnkit,  n»,  m.  a  lover,  paramour. 
Langala,  am,  n.^l.lngala,  a  plough;  N.  of  a 

'i.  (also  written  lamj/iln.) 
'•^on.-Lanalma- 

maya,  <z»,  i,  am,  fit  to  be  joined. 
Langtla,  am,  11.  =  ll.t.jrda,  the  tail  of  an  animal. 

^p3T  langh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  lanyhati,  -te, 
%,  Inliiirij/iii,    Inlitin/lir,    l/mijhitnm    to 

leap,  spring,  go  by  leaps  ;  to  ascend,  mount  upon  ; 

to  diminish,  lessen,  weaken,  (in  this  sense  connected 
with  laghu)  ;  to  dry,  dry  up  (P.) ;  to  fast,  abstain 
from  food  (A.);  cl.  10.  P.  or  Caus.  lanyhayatl, 

&c.,  to  jump  or  spring  over,  leap  or  step  over,  over- 
step, go  beyond  (with  ace.)  ;  to  pass  over,  traverse  ; 

to  ascend,  mount,  cross  over ;  to  transgress,  trample 
upon,  violate,  disregard,  disrespect,  disdain,  insult, 
offend,  displease,  injure,  prevent,  hinder,  oppose ;  to 

go  beyond,  excel,  surpass,  outshine,  outstrip ;  to  cause 
any  one  to  go  beyond  his  meal-time,  cause  to  fast 

[cf.  sn-langttita] ',  tft  speak;  to  shine:  Desid.  of 
Caus.  lilanghayishati,  to  intend  to  step  over ;  [cf. 

according  to  some,  Gr.  \ayyd£(v,  Ao-yyo^oJ,  \ay- 
X^voi,  \ax°s,  kofXI*  «^«7X<U>  kat.  long  us,  lun- 
guere ;  Old  Germ,  lanyen,  ga-lingan,  ga-langon ; 
Goth,  laggs;  Angl.  Sax.  lang,  &c.] 
Langhaka,  an,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  leaps  over  or 

transgresses,  one  who  insults  or  displeases,  an  offender, 
transgressor,  violator. 
Laifghntl,  (.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Lan-ghana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  leaping  or  jumping, 

going  by  leaps  or  jumps,  springing,  leaping  over, 

overstepping,  stepping  across ;  one  of  a  horse's  paces, 
curvetting,  bounding;  ascending,  mounting,  attain- 

ing ;  the  act  of  assaulting  or  storming,  capturing  a 
fort,  capture,  conquest ;  the  act  of  jumping  over, 
passing  over,  overstepping,  exceeding,  going  beyond 
bounds,  transgressing,  violation;  transgressing  pro- 

priety ;  despising,  disregarding,  disdain,  contempt ; 
the  act  of  offending  or  displeasing,  injury,  harm, 
offence,  affront ;  fasting,  abstinence. 

Laitghariiya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  lept  over,  to  be 
stepped  or  passed  over,  to  be  passed,  passable,  attain- 

able ;  transgressible,  to  be  violated  ;  to  be  disregarded  ; 
to  be  injured  or  wronged  ;  to  be  fasted.  —  Lamjha- 
niyn-td,  f.  or  laitghaniya-tva,  am,  n.  capability  of 
being  lept  or  stepped  over  or  transgressed ;  attain- 

ability ;  capability  of  being  injured. 
Langhita,  ai,  a,  am,  lept  over,  overstepped, 

passed  beyond,  passed  over,  traversed,  transgressed, 
violated,  disregarded,  insulted. 
Langhitarya,  as,  a,  am,  =  langhantya  above. 
Lawjhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  jumped  or  stepped 

over ;  to  be  traversed  or  passed,  attainable ;  capable 

of  being  transgressed  or  violated  ;  to  be  neglected  or 
disregarded  ;  capable  of  being  injured  or  wronged  ; 
to  be  made  to  fast. 

laf,h  (=:rt.  lahfh;  connected  with 
rt.  lakeh),  cl.  I.  P.  laMhati,  laladdha, 

Sec.,  to  mark. 

•ara  i.  laj  (=rt.  lajj,  q.v.),  cl.  6.  A. 
x  lajate,  leje,  lajitnm,  to  be  ashamed : 

Caus.  Idjayati :  Desid.  lilajuhate :  Intens.  lalaj- 
ijnle,  Idlitkti. 
Laja-kdrikd,  f.  (laja  for  lajjd),  the  sensitive 

plant,  Mimosa  Pudica. 

2.  laj  (=rt.  i.  lanj),  cl.  i.  P.  la- 
\  jatl,  &c.,  to  fry,  roast ;  to  calumniate, blame. 

3.  laj  (=rt.  2.  lanj),  cl.   10.  P. 
lajayati,  &c.,  to  appear,  seem,  shine; 

to  cover,  (in  this  sense  another  reading  for  rt.  jal.) 

-yl  3-jJ    lajj  (perhaps  connected  with  a 
v  base  rujya  fr.  rt.  ranj ;  cf.  rt.  I.  laj), 

cl.  6.  A.  lajjate  (sometimes  also  P.  lajjati),  hdajje, 
'i-iii ,  iihiijif/i/ti.  lajj  Hum,  to  be  ashamed, 

blush :  Caus.  lajjayati :  Desid.  lilajjishate :  Intens. 
Idlajjijuti. 

i.  /";'"".  '"•',  •'.  "m  (for  i.  see  p.  858,  col.  3), 
ashamed  ;  (this  part,  is  also  referrible  to  rt.  I.  laj.) 

l.'i'ija,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man;  (as),  m.  pi.  his descendants. 

Lajjaka,  f.  the  wild  cotton-tree,  Gossypium. 

I''ijjut,  an,  att  or  anfi,  at,  being  ashamed, blushing. 

Lajjamdna,  as,  d,  am,  blushing,  feeling  shame. 
Lajjarl,  f.  a  white  sensitive  plant. 

Lajjd,   f.  shame,    modesty,   bashfulness ;    Shame 

(personified   as  the   wife   of   Dharma   and    as    the 
mother  of  Vinaya) ;    the  sensitive   plant,   Mimosa 

modesty.  —  Lajjdnvita  ("jd-an°),  as,  d,  am,  pos- 
sessed of  shame,  ashamed,  modest,  bashful.  —  Lajja- 

rahita,  as,  d,  am,  void  of  shame,  shameless,  im- 
modest. —  iMJja-rat,  an,  all,  at,  possessed  of  shame, 

full  of  shame,  ashamed,  bashful,  modest;  embar- 

rassed, perplexed.  —  Lajjarat-tva,  am,  n.  bashful- 

ness,  modesty.  —  Lajja-x'ila,  as,  d,  am,  of  a  modest 
disposition,  bashful,  modest.  —  Lajjii-s'unya  or  lajja- 

h'ma,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  shame,  void  of  modesty, shameless,  impudent. 

Lajjiiya,  Nom.  (probably  A.)  lajjayate,  Sec.,  to 
be  ashamed. 

Lnjjilyita,  as,  d,  am,  ashamed,  abashed,  embar- rassed. 

Lajjala,  us,  us,  u,  bashful,  modest,  shameful  ; 
(us),  m.  f.  the  sensitive  plant,  Mimosa  Pudica. 
Lajjifu,  as,  a,  am,  ashamed,  abashed,  modest, 

bashful. 

Lajjirii  f.  =  lajjalu,  Mimosa  Pudica;  [cf.  Iqj- 

jarl.] 
Lajyd,  f.  =  lajjd,  shame,  modesty. 

lanca,  f.  a  present,  bribe. 

lanchana,  Eleusine  Coracana  (a 
kind  of  grain). 

-yl  i-j    i.  lanj  (=rt.  2.  lajj),  cl.  I.  P.  lan- 
•^  jatl.  Sec.,  to  fry,  roast;  to  calumniate, blame. 

s.  lanjayati,  &c.,  to  be  strong  ;  to  strike, 
injure  ;  to  dwell  ;  to  give  ;  to  speak  ;  to  shine  ;  to 
be  manifest. 

lanj  a,  as,  m.  a  foot  ;  the  end  of  the 
lower  garment  tucked  into  the  waist-band  ;  a  tail  ; 
=  pattgu;  (d),  f.  an  adulteress;  sleep;  a  current; LakshmT. 

Lanjikd,  f.  a  harlot,  prostitute;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr. 

\a-f-ap6-s,  Xd-y-i/o-s,  \ayvfvco  ;  Lat.  Iangu,-e-o, 
langu-i-du-s,  langu-or,  laxtis,  lac-tesJ] 

i.  let,  cl.  i.  P.  latati,  &c.,  to  be  a 
child,  act  or  talk  like  a  child,  be  childish  ; 

to  cry  ;  [cf.  rt.  rat."] Lata,  as,  m.  one  who  speaks  like  a  child,  a  block- 
head, fool  ;  a  fault,  defect  ;  a  thief.  —  Lata'parna, 

am,  n.^tvada,  large  cinnamon. 
Lalaka,  as,  m.  a  bad  man,  contemptible  person. 

Lat/a,  as,  m.  =  lataka  above. 
iMlya,  Nom.  P.  la/yati,  &c.,  to  speak  foolishly. 
Lalva,  as,  m.  a  horse  ;  a  particular  caste  (said  to 

be  a  tribe  of  mountaineers)  ;  a  dancing  boy  ;  a  par- 
ticular Raga  or  scale  in  music;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of 

bird  (said  to  be  a  kind  of  sparrow)  ;  safrlower  ;  a 
kind  of  Karanja  ;  the  fruit  of  a  kind  of  Karanja  ; 
fruit  in  general  ;  a  curl  on  the  forehead,  &c.  (  = 
liliraiiuiraku);  a  game,  gambling  (  =  dyiita);  a 
bad  or  unchaste  woman  ;  a  sweetmeat  (?)  ;  =  avadya  ; 

=  rfi(i. 

Latvaka,  f.  =  latra,  a  kind  of  bird. 

<37  2.  lot,  a  technical  term  or  symbol 

in  grammar  for  the  terminations  of  the  Present  or 
for  that  tense  itself.  —  Lad-artha-vdda,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  treatise  on  the  meaning  of  the  Present  tense. 

rtSWI  latakana  or  latakana-misra,  as, 

m.  a  proper  N. 
lad,  cl.  I.  P.  ladati,  &c.,  to  play, 

sport,  frolic,  dally  (  =  rt.  lal,  q.v.);  cl. 

IO.  P.  latlayati,  laddpaijnti,  &c.,  to  throw,  toss; 
to  blame,  (in  this  sense  =  rt.  lad);  cl.  10.  P.  or 
Caus.  ladayafi,  to  loll  the  tongue,  use  or  put  out 
the  tongue,  stir  with  the  tongue,  lick  [cf.  rt.  lal]  ; 
to  caress,  foster,  cherish  (  =  lalayati,  Idlayati,  see 

—  « 

*^  X 
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rt.  laT) ;  to  stir,  coagulate  ;  to  harass,  annoy ;  to  be 

harassed  or  pained  ('!) ;  to  throw  up  or  out  (?) ;  to 
appnse  (?)  ;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr.  \d\os,  \a\foj,  \ijpos ; 
Mod.  Germ,  lallen  ] 

i  ladaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

s,  (7,  am,  handsome,  pleasing, 

beautiful,  charming;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  people. 

«?f  ladrla,  as,  m.  a  wretch,  villain,  bad 

man ;  [cf.  lalta.1 

{<J?  laddu  or  ladduka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  kind 

of  sweetmeat  (made  of  coarsely  ground  gram  or 
other  pulse,  or  of  corn-flour,  mixed  up  with  sugar 
and  spites,  and  fried  in  ghee  or  oil ;  there  are  several 
varieties  of  this  sweetmeat). 

1  ladvd,  f.,  X.  of  a  woman. 

land  [cf.  rt.  oland],  cl.  10.  P.  lan- 
.  dayati,  &c.,  to  cast  upwards,  throw  or 

toss  up  ;  to  speak. 

rt<js  laiida,  am,  n.  excrement. 

rtili  landra  (probably  fr.  the  French 

Londres),  London.  —  Landra-ja,  as,  d,  am,  born 
or  produced  in  London. 

WrTT  lata,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  a  Sautra  rt. 
lat),  a  creeper,  creeping  plant,  winding  plant  in 
general,  (the  brows,  arms,  curls,  lightning,  &c.  are 
frequently  metaphorically  compared  to  the  form  of 

a  creeper;  cf.  bhru-l\  bihu-l°,  tailil-l°,  &c.);  a 
plant  of  any  kind  ;  a  branch  ;  musk-creeper,  =  kastu- 
rikd  [cf.  latd-kasturikd  below] ;  N.  of  various 
plants,  Panicum  Italicum  ;  Trigonella  Corniculata ; 
Cardiospermum  Halicacahum  ;  Gaertnera  Racemosa ; 
Panicum  Dactylon  ;  =  kaiva rtikd  ;  =  sdrivd  ;  the 
thong  or  lash  of  a  whip,  a  whip ;  a  string  or  thread 
of  pearls ;  a  slender  or  graceful  woman ;  a  woman 
in  general ;  N.  of  a  metre,  four  times  \j  u  <j  <-•  u  u 
-  u  — ,  u  —  u  —  u  - ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  of  a 

daughter  of  Meru  and  wife  of  Ilavrita.  —  Latd-kum, 
as,  m.  a  particular  position  of  the  hands  in  dancing. 
—  Latd-karartja-,  as,  m.  Guilandina  Bonduc.  —  Latd- 
kastiirikd  or  latd-Jcasturi,  f.  musk-creeper,  a  kind 
of  aromatic  medicinal  plant  or  substance   (said  to 

grow  in  the  Dekhan).—  Latd-griha,  as,  am,  m. 

n.  '  creeper-house,'  a  house  or  bower  built  or  sur- 
rounded with  creepers,  an  arbour.  —  Latdngl  (°td- 

an°),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  kai'kafn-xi'ingl).  —  La~ 
tdnguli  (°td-art°),  is,  f.  'creeper-finger,'  a  branch 
serving  as  a  finger.  —  Lntti-jihi-a,  as,  m.  '  creeper- 

tongued,'  a  snake.  —  Latd-taru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  various trees,  Shorea  Robusta  ;  Borassus  Flabelliformis ;  the 

orange  tree.  —  Lata-druma,  as,  m.  Shorea  Robusta. 

—  Latdnana  (°td-dn°),  at,  m.  a  particular  position 
of  the  hands  in  dancing.  —  Latdnta  (ta-an),  am, 

n.  'the  end  of  a  creeper,'  a  fiov/er.  —  Latd-panasa, 
as,  m.  the  water-melon.  —  Lntd-purna,  ax,  m.,  N. 
of  Vishnu ;  (i),  f.  Curculigo  Orchioides ;  Trigonella 
Fcenum  Graecum.  —  Lntd-prikkd,  f.  Trigonella  Cor- 
niculata.  —  Latd-prattlna,  as,  m.  the  tendril  of  a 
cretpei.  —  Lutd-jiliala,  am,  n.  the  fruit  of  Tricho-  , 

sanities  D'tatca.  —  Latd-bhadrd,  f.  Pxderia  Fcetida.  j 
—  L/itd-bhavana,  am,  n.  an  arbour  ( =  latd-griha). 

—  IMtd-mani.is,  m.  'creeper-jewel,'  coral.  —  Latd- 
mandapa,   as-,    m.    '  creeper-pavilion,'  an   arbour, 
bower.  —  Latd-marut,  t,  {.  Trigonella  Corniculata. 
—Lata-madhaDi,  f.  the  Madhavl  creeper,  Gtertnera 

Racemosa.  —  Latd-mriijtt,  as,  m.  an  ape,  monkey. 

—  Latdmb'ija  (°td-am'),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  cucum- 
ber. —  La/ii-;/iiK/i/i,  is,   f.   Bengal    madder,  Rubia 

Munjista.  —  Latd-ydraka,  am,  n.  a  shoot,  sprout, 
young  or  tender  pasturage.  —  Lntd-rnsana,  OK,  m. 

'  creeper-tong^ied,'  a  snake.  —  Latdrka  (°td-ar°),  as, 
m.  a  green  onion  —Latdlaka  ("td-al  ),  a-,  m.  an 
elephant.  •-  Latdlaya  (°td-dl/J),  as,  m.  an  abode  or 
dwelling  made  of  creepers.  —  Latd-rulai/a,  us,  am, 
to.  n.  =  latd-griha,  an  arbour.  —  Latdvalaya-rat, 
an,  ati,  at,  possessed  of  bowers  or  having  bracelet- 

like  creepers.  —  Lata-vriksha,  as,  m.  the  cocoa-nut 
tree;  Shorea  Robusta.  —  Latd-veshta,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  mountain;  a  kind  of  coitus.  —•  Latd-veshfana 

or  latd-resh/itaka,  am,  n.  'creeper-embrace,'  an 
embrace  or  kind  of  embrace.  —  Latd-venlilita,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Latd-*ankha,  as,  m. 

Shorea  Robusta.  —  Latodgama  (°td-ud?),  as,  m. 
the  upward  climbing  of  a  creeper. 
Latikd,  f.  a  small  creeper  or  winding  plant  ;  a 

string  of  pearls. 

c5$  latu,  us,  m.  a  proper  N. 

c^nS^iT  lattikd,  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
III.  147.  fr.  a  Sautra  rt.  lat,  to  hurt),  a  kind  of  lizard. 

ladarii.,  f.,  N.  of  a  female  poet. 

laddha(i},  as,  m.  a  particular  animal. 

laddhana-deea,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

-yl  M  i.  lap,  el.  i.  P.  lapati  (sometimes 
\  also  A.  lapate  when  required  by  the 

metre),  laldpa,  laffitum,  to  chatter,  prate,  speak, 
talk;  to  whisper;  to  wail,  lament,  weep:  Caus.  ld~ 

payati,  -yitum,  Aor.  alilapat  or  alaldpat,  to 
cause  to  talk  :  Desid.  lilapishati  :  Jntens.  Idlap- 
yate,  Idlapti,  to  talk  incessantly  or  excessively, 
chatter  senselessly,  prattle  ;  to  bewail,  lament  ;  [cf. 
Gr.  t-Xan-v-v,  \(-\ax-a,  \ii-aK-a,  \aK-f-po-i,  \a- 
Kfpvfa,  (probably  also)  {i\o<t>vpoi*ai,  according  to 

some  also  Xa\oi,  AaXt'eu  (through  reduplication,  the 
final  letter  of  rt.  lap  being  rejected)  :  Lat.  loqu-o-r, 
loquax,  loijuclii,  AJHS  Lncu-ti-us,  la-mentam  ; 
Ionium,  labrum,  lambo  :  Slav,  rcka:  Lith.  ««- 

rik-li.  rck-iu  :  Hib.  labhraim,  '  I  speak  ;'  labh- 
radh.  'speech,  discourse.'] 

2.  lap,  speiking,  talking.     See  abhildpa-liip. 
Lapana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  speaking,  talking  ; the  mouth. 

Lapita,  as,  d,  am,  chattered,  spoken,  said  ;  (a), 

f.,  N.  of  a  Sarn-gika  or  particular  bird  (with  which 
Manda-pala  is  said  to  have  allied  himself)  ;  (am), 
n.  voice,  speech. 

Ldpa,  as,  m.  chattering,  speaking,  talking. 
Ldpikd  in  antar-ldpikd,  f.  a  sort  of  riddle  or 

enigma  ;  [cf.  vahir-l°.} 
Ldpin,  I,  ini,  i,  speaking,  saying,  declaring  ;  be- 

wailing, lamenting. 

Lapya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  spoken,  &c.  ;  to  be lamented. 

Ldlapyamdna,  an,  a,  am,  speaking  incessantly  ; 
wailing  or  bewailing  greatiy,  supplicating  much,  (a 
form  Idlapyat  is  also  found.) 

lapetikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pil- 
grimage. 

WMri  lapeta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon  pre- 
siding over  a  particular  disease  of  children. 

rtftlciiT  lapsika,  N.  of  a  kind  of  prepared food. 

WW!f  lapsuda,  am,  n.,  Ved.  =  iiin5a,  the 
beard  (of  a  goat  &c.). 

Lnpsudin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  having  a  beard,  bearded 
(said  of  a  goat  &c.). 

tT^  laba,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  quail  [cf.  lava]  ; 

N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  1  19, 
(his  patronymic  is  Aindra.;  —  iMba-sukta,  am,  n, 
N.  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  119. 

c5W  labdha,  labdhaka,  &c.     See  col.  3. 

'_J  ̂ T  labh  (probably  a  later  form  of  rt. 
N  rabh),  cl.  i.  A.  labhate  (ep.  also  P.  la- 

bhati  ;  a  nasal  is  also  sometimes  inserted,  e.  g. 
lambhate,  alambhata,  as  if  fr.  a  rt.  lamlk),  lebhe, 

lapnyate,  alabdha,  labdhitm,  to  take,  seize,  take 
hold  of,  catch,  citch  hold  of,  to  receive,  (garlihum 
labh,  to  receive  an  embryo,  conceive,  become  preg- 

nant), obtain,  get,  acquire,  enjoy  ;  to  meet  with, 
find,  gain  possession  of,  tuve,  possess;  to  recover, 

regain ;  to  gain  the  power  of  doing  anything,  be 
able,  be  permitted  (with  infinitive,  e.  g.  labhate 

drashfum,  he  is  able  or  is  allowed  to  see)  ;  to  ̂ -er- 
ceive,  know,  understand,  learn ;  Pass.  Inbliynte, 
Aor.  alabhi  or  alambhi  (with  prep,  only  alatiiliht), 
to  be  taken  or  received,  to  be  gained  or  obtained, 
&c. ;  to  be  found  ;  to  be  contained  ;  to  take  (Passive 
reflexive) :  Caus.  lambhayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ala- 
lamtihat,  to  cause  to  take  or  receive,  cause  to  obtain, 

&c.  (generally  with  a  double  ace. ;  rarely  with  ace. 
and  inst.)  ;  to  give,  bestow ;  to  obtain,  receive ;  to 
find  out,  discover ;  to  cause  to  suffer :  Desid.  Upstate 

(sometimes  P.  when  required  by  the  metre ;  Ved. 
aUo  llpsate),  to  wish  to  seize  or  take  hold  of,  to 
strive  to  obtain,  desire  to  receive  or  obtain,  long  for: 
Intens.  Idlabhyate,  Idlambhlti,  lalabdlii;  [cf.  Gr. 
\a<pvpov,  Aa/*/3ar<u,  t^A^a,  AaTA.ai/',  probably 

\((Si]s.  \iimo :  Old  Pruss.  labba-s,  '  goods,  posses- 
sions;' lab-s,  'good:'  Lith.  laba-8,  'good;'  lobit, 

'  possessions,  goods :'  Slav,  lov-i-ti :  Hib.  lamh, '  a 

hand.'] Labdha,  as,  a,  am,  taken,  seized,  taken  hold  of, 
obtained,  received,  got,  gained,  won,  acquired ;  per- 

ceived, apprehended,  known,  obtained  (as  a  quotient 
by  division  &c. ;  cf.  labdhi} ;  (a),  f.  a  woman 
whose  husband  or  lover  is  faithless;  epithet  of  a 

particular  heroine.  —  Labdha-ltdma.,  as,  d,  am,  one 
who  has  gained  his  wishes.  —  Labdha-kirtti,  is,  is, 
i,  one  who  has  won  fame  or  glory.  —  L/abdha-tetas, 
as,  as,  as,  one  who  has  recovered  his  right  mind, 
restored  to  sense,  recovered.  —  Labdha-janman,  d, 

d,  a,  one  who  has  obtained  birth,  boni.  —  Labdha- 

datta,  as,  m.  'restoring  what  one  has  received,'  a 
proper  N.  —  L'tbdha-d/iana,  an,  d,  am,  one  who 
has  acquired  wtalth,  wealthy.  —  Labdha-ndman,  d, 
d,  a,  one  who  has  gained  a  name,  well  spoken  of, 
famous,  celebrated.  —  Labdha-ndtfa,  as,  m.  the  loss 
of  what  has  been  acquired.  —  Labdha-pranaila,  as, 
m.  the  loss  of  anything  acquired  ;  N.  of  the  fourth 

book  of  the  Paiic'a-iantra.— Labdha-pratishlha,  as, 
a,  am,  one  who  has  acquired  fame  or  renown. 
—  Labdha-prafamana,  am,  n.  the  securing  of 
what   has   been    acquired,   keeping   acquisitions   in 

safety ;  (according  to  Kulluka  on  Manu  VII.  56) 

bestowing  acquisitions  on  a  proper  recipient.  —  Lab- 
dhaprailamana-svastha,  as,  d,  am,  at  ease  by 
(reason   of)  the  securing  or  secure  possession    of 
acquisitions.  —  Labdha-laksha,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
has  hit  the  mark,  one  who  has  obtained  the  prize ; 
skilled  in  the  use  of  missiles ;  {as),  m.  a  proper  N. 

—  Labdha-lalcshya,  as,  d,  am,  —  labdha-lal:6ha. 
—  Labdha-vara,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  obtained 

a  boon  or  favour ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Labdha- 
varpa,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  learnt  his  letters, 
lettered,  learned,  sage,  skilful,  dever.  —  Labdhavar- 
na-bliaj,  k,  k,  k,  honouring  the  learned.  —  LaMha- 
vidya,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  acquired  knowledge 
or  wisdom,  learned,  educated.  —  Labdha-Sabda,  as, 
d,  am,  =  labdlta-ndman.  —  Labdha-saiijtia,  as,  d, 
am,  one  who  has  recovered  his  senses,  restored  to 
consciousness.  —  Labdha-siddhi,  is,  is,  i,  one  who 

has  attained  perfection.  —  Labdhdnujna  (°dha-an°), 
as,  d,  am,  one  who  his  obtained  leave  of  absence. 

—  Labdhantara  (°dha-an°),  as,  a,  am,  one  who 

has  found  an  opportunity.  —  Labdhdvahdia  (°dha- 
av°~)  or  labdhdvasara  (ndha-av°~),  as,  d,  am,  one 
who  has  found  an  opportunity  or  gained  scope,  one 

who  has  obtained  leisure.  —  Labdhoduya  ("dha- 
«rf°),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  received   birth  or 
production  (Kumara-s.  I.  25)  ;  one  who  has  attained 

prosperity,  prosperous. 
Labdhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  obtained,  received,  got, 

attained ;  [cf.  du/tkha-labdhikd.~] Labdhavut,  dn,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  obtained  or 

gained  or  received. 
Labdhavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  obtained  or  received, 

to  be  gained  or  attained,  obtainable,  &c.  See  lablujn. 
Labdhi,  itt,  f.  obtaining,  gaining,  acquisition, 

acquirement,  attainment;  anyuiing  gained  or  ob- 
tained, gain,  advantage,  profit ;  the  quotient  (in arithmetic). 
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802 labdhri. 

LabJIiri,  dhii,  dhrl,  dhri,  one  who  obtains  or 
receives,  a  receiver,  gainer,  recipient. 
Labdhrima,as,  a,am,  obtained,  received,  attained. 
/<  ili'lhcd,  ind.  having  obtained  or  gained,  having 

got. Lablia  in  ishnl-P,  ditr-f,  q.q.  v.v. 
Labhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  obtaining  or  getting, 

the  meeting  with,  gaining  po-vsession  of;  the  act  of 
conceiving,  conception. 

I.  i/./«j-'i,  an,  m.  a  horse's  foot-rope,  a  rope  for 
tying  a  hor.-e  (  =  riiji-liam1/mna);  wealth,  riches; 
one  who  asks  or  solicits,  a  solicitor. 

fjiibliya,  «.",  a,  inn,  to  be  found  or  met  with, 
capable  of  being  acquired,  acquirable,  obtainable, 

attainable,  procurable,  to  be  reached  (see  pran-iurF) ; 
to  be  understood  or  known,  intelligible ;  suitable, 
proper,  fit ;  to  be  furnished  or  provided  with. 
Labfiyamdna,  at,  a,  am,  being  obtained,  being 

acquired.  &c. 
Lanibha,  a»,  m.  the  obtaining  or  attaining,  attain- 

ment, acquirement ;  finding,  meeting  with,  recovery ; 
gain  ;  (a),  f.  a  sort  of  fence  or  enclosure. 
Limbliaka,  as,  m.  one  who  obtains,  an  obtainer, 

one  who  finds,  a  finder. 

Limbkana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  obtaining  or  re- 
ceiving, attainment,  recovery ;  the  act  of  procuring, 

causing  to  get ;  abuse,  reviling  (?). 

Lambhaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  obtained  or  re- 
ceived, to  be  attained,  attainable. 

Lambham,  ind.  having  taken  or  obtained,  (lam- 
bham lambham,  repeatedly  taking,  &c.) 

Lambhayat,  an,  anli,  at,  causing  to  obtain, 
procuring,  producing. 
Lambhita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  caused  to 

obtain  or  receive,  given,  procured,  gained ;  height- 
ened, improved  ;  cherished ;  applied,  employed, 

adapted;  addressed,  spoken  to;  abused (">).  — Lam- 
bhita-kanti,  if,  is,  i,  one  who  has  acquired  lustre 
or  beauty. 

Limbhulta,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  one  who  is  accus- 
tomed to  receive. 

Ldbha,  as,  m.  obtaining,  receiving,  gaining,  get- 
ting, meeting  with,  finding,  acquirement,  acquisition  ; 

gain,  advantage,  profit ;  capture,  conquest ;  appre- 
hension, comprehension,  perception,  knowledge ;  en- 

joying ;  =  prdpti,  N.  of  the  eleventh  astrological 

house  or  lunar  mansion ;  [cf.  Slav.  lovu.~]  ••  Ldbha- 
Tcara,  as,  a  or  r,  am,  or  labha-ltrit,  t,  t,  t,  causing 
gain,  making  or  procuring  profit,  gainful,  profitable. 
—  Ldbha-lipm,  f.  greediness  of  gain,  avarice,  covet- 
onsness  —  Labha-lipsu,  us,  us,  H,  desirous  of  gain 
or  profit,  covetous,  grasping.  —  Ldblta-vat,  an,  all, 
at,  having  gain  or  profit ;    being  in  possession  of. 
—  Ldbhdliibha  fbha-al  ),  an,  m.  du.  profit  and  loss, 
advantage  and  disadvantage,  gain  and  detriment. 
Labhaka,  as,  m.  gain,  profit,  advantage. 
Labham,  \n&.  =  lambham. 
Ldbhin,  i,  ini,  i,  obtaining,  gaining,  meeting 

with,  finding,  receiving,  acquiring. 
Ldbhya,  am,  n.  =  labfifi  (according  to  some). 
Lipsa,  (.  (fr.  the  Desid.),  the  desire  to  gain,  wish 

to  acquire  or  obtain,  desire  for  possessing. 
Lipsita,  a»,  a,  am,  wished  to  be  obtained, 

coveted,  desired. 

l.if.'itavya,  at,  a,  am,  desirable  to  be  obtained, 
to  be  wished  for. 

Lipsu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  gain  or  obtain,  de- 
tiring  to  become  possessed  of  (with  ace.),  eager  for, 
desirous  of,  covetous.  —  Lip*u-td,  (.  the  state  of 
wishing  to  obtain,  covetousness. 

Lil>*.vn,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  wished  to  be  obtained, 
desirable  to  be  acquired,  eligible. 

lAptUatya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
acquired,  desirable. 

tribe. 

worthy  of  being 

lam  (a  later  form  of  rt.  ram),  cl. 
I.  P.  lamnti  (  =  ramnt{),  lalama  (- 

rarama),  &c.,  to  delight  in,  sport,  enjoy  (sexually). 
Lamaka.as,  m.  =  ramal:a,  a  lover,  wooer,  para- mour, (according  to  Ujjvala-datta,  Unadi-s.  II.  33 

-  tirtha-sodhaka) ;  a  proper  N. 

lamna,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  particular 

lampaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Jaina 

lampata,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  con- 
nected with  rt.  lap  ;  cf.  limpata),  covetous,  greedy, 

desirous,  lustful  ;  hankering  after,  addicted  to  (^licen- 
tious pleasures),  lascivious,  dissolute  ;  (as),  m.  a 

libertine,  lecher,  dissolute  person.  —  Lampala-td,  (. 

or  lam^iatn-tfii,  ttm,  n.  eagerness,  greediness  ;  liber- 
tinism, lasciviousness,  dissoluteness,  lewdness. 

Lampaka,  as,  a,  am,  =  lampata  ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  country  (  =  muranda;  according  to  some  the 
district  of  Lamghan  in  Cabul). 

p)**U  lampa,  f.,  N.  of  a  town  ;  of  a  king- 
dom. —  Ijnmpd-jntaha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  drum  (  = 

jimt  ipatti-pataha,  lattarT). 

rt*m  lampha,  as,  m.  a  leap,  spring,  jump  ; 

[cf.  jhampa.~\ 
Lamphana,  am,  n.  leaping,  springing,  jumping, 

(a  form  ul-lamphana,  'jumping  up,'  is  given.) 
lamb  (a  later  form  of  rt.  ramb),  cl. 

i.  A.  lambate  (sometimes  also  P.  lam- 
bati),  Idlambe,  lambishyate,  alambishta,  lam- 
bitum,  to  hang  down,  depend,  dangle,  hang  from, 
hang  on  or  upon,  depend  on  or  from  ;  to  sink,  sink 
down,  go  down,  decline,  fall,  set  (as  the  sun)  ;  to  be 
fastened  to,  be  attached  to,  hold  on  to,  rest  on  ;  to 

fall  behind,  stay  behind,  lag  behind,  be  retarded  ;  to 
delay,  tarry  ;  to  sound  (fr.  rt.  ramb;  cf.  rt.  lambh)  : 
Caus.  lambayati,  &c.,  to  cause  to  hang  down  or 
depend,  let  down  ;  to  hang  up,  suspend  ;  to  cause  to 
be  fastened  or  attached,  join  ;  to  stretch  out,  extend  ; 
to  depress,  (perhaps)  discourage  ;  [cf.  Lat.  labi  ; 
Lith.  rambue;  Angl.  Sax.  limpian,  ge-limp;  Eng. 

limp.~\ 

Lamba,  as,  a,  am,  hanging  down,  depending, 
pendulous,  pendent,  tfangling  ;  hanging  on  or  upon, 
attached  to  ;  long,  tall  ;  expanded,  great,  large  ; 
spacious,  capacious;  (o«),  m.  a  perpendicular  (in 

geometry)  ;  complement  of  latitude,  co-latitude  (in 
astronomy),  the  arc  between  the  pole  of  any  place 
and  the  zenith  ;  epithet  of  a  particular  throw  or 

move  (at  a  kind  of  chess  or  a  game  like  backgam- 
mon or  draughts)  ;  N.  of  a  Muni  ;  of  a  Daitya  ;  a 

present,  bribe  (?),  =  nartaka,  anga,  kanta;  (d), 
f.  a  kind  of  bitter  gourd  or  cucumber  ;  N.  of  one  of 
the  Matris  attending  upon  Skanda;  N.  of  Durga  or 
Gauri  ;  of  Lakshml  ;  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and 
wife  of  Dharma  or  Manu  ;  of  a  Rskshasl.  —  Lamba- 

l-arna,  as,  a  or  t,  am,  having  pendulous  ears,  long- 
eared  ;  (as),  m.  a  he-goat,  goat  ;  an  elephant  ;  a 
hawk,  falcon  ;  a  RSkshasa  ;  Alungium  Hexapetalum  ; 

N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants;  of  an  ass  (in  one  of 
the  stories  of  the  ParVa-tantra)  ;  of  a  hare  (in  the 

Panca-tantra).  —  Lamba-ltes'a,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  hav- 
ing hanging  or  flowing  hair.  —  Lamba-ketoka,  at, 

m.  'long-haired,'  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Lambii-yiintt, 
an,  m.  the  sine  of  the  co-latitude  (in  astronomy). 

—  Lamba-jathara,  as,  d,  am,  big-bellied.  ̂ Lam- 
ba-jikva,  as,  d,  am,  letting  the  tongue  hang  out; 
(a«),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasa.—  Lnmba-jya  or  lamba- 
jyakd,  f.  the  sine  of  the  co-latitude  (in  astronomy). 
—  iMinbifhmtri.  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  sainhali). 
—  L<Liiib'.i-[nnjwlhfira,  f.  a  woman  with   large  or 
pendent  breasts  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending 

upon  Skanda.  ~  Lamba-reli-ha,  f.  the  complement 
of  latitude,    co-latitude  (in   astronomy).  ~Lamba- 
fijd,  f.  =  lamba-tlantil  —  Lamba-sphti,  I;  k,  i; 
having  large  or  protuberant  buttocks.  —  Lambdksha 

(°ba-ak°),  ax,   m.,  N.  of  a   Muni.  —  Lambaliiko 

{°ba-af),  as,   a,  am,  having  pendulous  curls  or 
ringlets.  —  Lttuibiilaka-t  va,  am,  n.  pendulosity  of 

ringlets.  —  Lumbodara  (°ba-itd°),  as,  i,  am,  having 
a  large  or  protuberant  belly,  pot-bellied  ;  (as),  m.  a 
voracious  person,  glutton  ;  N.  of  Ganesa  ;  of  a  king  ; 

of  a  Muni  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  female  demon.—  Lam- 

boshl/M  (°ba-0ih°),  at,  d  or  I,  am,  having  a  large 

lalanlika. 

or  prominent  undcr-Hp;    (as),  m.  a  camel,  (also 
written  liniibiiittlt/lut.) 

Lainliaka,  ox,  m.  a  perpendicu'ar  (in  geometry)  ; 
the  complement  of  latitude,  co-latitude  (in  astro- 

nomy) ;  N.  of  a  particular  implement  or  vessel  ;  N. 
of  the  fifteenth  astronomical  Yoga  ;  N.  of  the  larger 

sections  or  books  of  the  KathS-sarit-sagara  (of  which 
there  are  eighteen,  containing  in  all  1  24  Taran-gas 
or  chapters);  (Hid),  f.  the  uvula  or  soft  palate. 
—  Luniliikn-kokilil,  f.,  N.  of  a  deity. 

L'ltubfina,  as,  d,  am,  hanging  down,  depending, 
pendulous  ;  causing  to  hang  down  ;  (a.«),  m.,  N.  of 

S'iva;  phlegm,  the  phlegmatic  humor;  (am),  n. 
hanging  down,  depending,  descending,  falling  ;  fringe  ; 
a  long  necklace  (depending  from  the  neck  to  the 
navel)  ;  the  parallax  in  longitude  (of  the  moon),  the 
interval  of  the  lines  between  the  earth's  centre  and 
surface  ;  epithet  of  a  particular  mode  of  fighting  ; 

N.  of  a  Varsha  in  Kusa-dvipa.  —  Lambana-ri'l/i>  , 
is,  m.  the  rule  for  calculating  the  above  parallax  (in 
astronomy). 

Lambamana,  as,  d,  am,  hanging  down,  depend- 
ing, descending,  dangling,  falling,  going  down  ; 

being  large  or  bulky. 

Lambikd,  f.     See  under  lambaka  above. 
Lambita,  as,  d,  am,  hanging  down,  pendent; 

suspended  ;  sunk,  gone  down,  set  ;  laying  hold  of, 
attached  to,  supported  or  resting  on;  =  vi-lambita, 
slow  (of  time  in  music). 
Lambin,  t,  inl,  i,  hanging  down,  depending,  pen- 

dent, hanging  down  as  far  as,  hanging  on  or  upon  ; 

(ini),  f.  one  of  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda. 
Lambuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-demon  ;  N.  of 

the  fifteenth  astronomical  Yoga,  (for  lambaka.) 

i,  f.  a  necklace  of  seven  strings. 

lambh   (=rt.   rambh),  cl.  I.  A. 
lanibhate,  &c.,  to  sound. 

lambha,  lambhana,  &c.     See  col.  i. 

TT"JT   lay  (=rt.  ray),  cl.  I.  A.  layate, 
^*    V  &c.,  to  go. 

c3*l  lay  a,  lay  ana,  &c.  See  p.  868,  cols.  2,3. 

^MIIIIM  larama-natha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 

author;  [cf.  ralama-ndtha.'] 

_  <; 

(v)<a
    

larb,
  

cl.  I.  P.  larba
ti,  

&c., 
 
to  go. 

lal  (=rt.  lad),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  lalati, 
ln!ate,&c.,  to  play,.  sport,  frolic,  dally; 

to  play  (with  the  tongue)  ;  cl.  IO.  P.  lalayati,  &c., 
to  loll  the  tongue.  &c.  (see  rt.  lad)  :  Caus.  P.  lala- 

yati, &c.  (according  to  some  also  lalayatf),  to  cause 
to  sport  or  dally;  to  caress,  fondle,  coax,  cherish, 
nurse,  love  ;  A.  Idlayate,  &c.,  to  desire,  &c. 
Lola,  as,  d,  am,  sporting,  frolicking,  playful  ; 

lolling,  wagging;  wishing,  desirous.  —  Lala-jihta  = 

lalaj-jihvrt  below. Lalut,  an,  anti,  at,  playing,  sporting,  dallying  ; 

playing  with  the  tongue,  &c.  —  Lalaj-ji/ira,  as,  a, 
am,  playing  with  the  tongue,  lolling  the  tongue, 
moving  the  tongue  hither  and  thither  ;  fierce,  savage  ; 

(«*),  m.  a  camel;  a  dog.  —  Lalad-ambu,  us,  m.  a 
particular  plant  (  =  limpdka). 
Lalana,  as,  a,  am,  playing,  coruscating  (said  of 

light,  colour,  &c.)  ;  sporting  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  various 
plants,  =  *iila,  priydla;  (d),  f.  a  wanton  woman; 
a  woman  (in  general),  a  wife  ;  the  tongue  ;  N.  of 

several  metres,  four  times  —  w  w  —  ,  —  u  w  —  \j  \j  -  ', 
four  times  -u>j--,vu<jwuo-;  a  particular 
kind  of  GathS  ;  N.  of  a  mythical  being  ;  (am),  n. 

play,  sport,  pleasure,  dalliance  ;  the  playing  or  mov- 
ing to  and  fro  of  the  tongue  ;  lolling  the  tongue. 

—  Lalana-priya,  as,  d,  am,  dear  to  women,  liked 
by  females;  (a«),  m.  Nauclea  Cadamba;  (am),  n. 
=  hri-vera,  a  kind  of  drug.  —  Lalana-varutlnn,  «, 
inl,  i,  surrounded  by  a  troop  of  women. 
Lalanikd,  f.  a  little  woman,  a  miserable  woman. 
Lalantikd,  f.  (fr.  lalanti,  fem.  of  lalat),  a  long 

pendulous  necklace  ;  a  lizard,  chameleon. 
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Lalamana,  as,  a,  am,  sporting,  playing,  dallying. 
Lalaka,  as,  m.  the  penis. 

Lalita,  as,  a,  am,  sported,  played,  playing,  sport- 
ing, dallying,  wanton,  frolicsome,  amorous,  volup- 
tuous ;  lovely,  handsome,  beautiful,  graceful,  elegant, 

naive,  simple,  artless,  gay,  cheerful ;  soft,  gentle  ; 
pleasing,  charming,  pleasant,  agreeable,  wished  fur, 
desired,  loved  ;  trembling,  tremulous,  shaken  ;  =  da- 
lita ;  (am),  ind.  sweetly,  agreeably,  gracefully ; 
(as),  m.  epithet  of  a  particular  position  of  the  hands 
in  dancing;  N.  of  a  particular  musical  scale  or  Ragn, 
(according  to  some  lalita,  {.);  (d),  f.  a  wanton 

woman,  a  woman  in  general ;  musk  ;  N.  of  a  god- 
dess ;  of  a  form  of  Durga  or  Parvatl ;  of  a  GopI 

(identified  with  DurgS  and  RSdhika) ;  of  a  river ; 
of  various  metres,  30  +  32  instants;  four  times 
w  u  \j  \j  \j   L»  — ;  four  times  —  ci  —  u o w  — 

v  —  \j  —  ',  four  times  —  u  v  —  w  —  civw  —  u  —  uuu  —  ; 
four  times  —  u  v  —  v  u  —  u  u  —  v  o  —  w  —  w  o  —  w  — ' 

twice  —  u  —  wt_i  —  v  —  ,  u  w  —  u>jwvj  —  ̂   — ;  (ftni),  n. 
sport,  dalliance,  amorous  gesture,  love ;  grace,  beauty, 
charm,  charmingness,  gracefulness  of  gait,  softness 
and  delicacy  of  motion,  languid  gestures  in  a  woman 

(expressive  of  amorous  sentiment.  '  lolling,'  '  lan- 
guishing,' &c.) ;  any  natural  and  artless  act  (as  that 

of  a  child) ;  simplicity,  innocency,  ingenuousness;  N. 
of  two  metres,  four  times  uuuwuuou-uu-; 
four  times  uwwuuu   o  — ;  N.  of  a  town. 

—  Ijalita-iiaitya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  Caitya. 
—  Lalita-tdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  time  (in 
music).  —  Lalita-pada,  as,  a,  am,   consisting  of 
amorous  words ;    elegantly  composed ;    a   kind   of 
metre,  four  times  ouuu-wu-uu  — .  —  Lalita- 

pada-bandhana,  am,  n.  an  amorous  composition 
in  verse,  a  metrical  composition  treating  of  love. 
—  Lalita-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  lovin.  —  Lalilii- 
purdna,  am,  n. -^lalHa-vistara-purana.  —  La- 
lita-prahara,  as,  m.  a  soft  or  gentle  blow.  —  La- 
lita-madJiava,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  drama  by  Rupa. 
—  Lalita-lallta,  as,  a,  am,  excessively  beautiful, 
very  handsome.  —  Lalita-lotona,  as,  a,  am,  beauti- 

ful-eyed ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  the  daughter  of  a  Vidya-dhara 
Vama-datta.  —  Lalita-vanitd,  f.  a  lovely  woman. 
—  Lalita-vistara,  as,  m.  or  lalita-mstara-purn- 
na,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  SOtra  work  giving  a  detailed 
record  of  the  simple  and  natural  acts  in  the  life  of 
Buddha   or  Sakya-muni.  —  Lalita-vyuha,  as,  m. 
epithet  of  a  particular  kind  of  Samadhi  or  meditation 
(with  Buddhists)  ;  N.  of  a  Deva-putra  ;  of  a  Bodhi- 
sMva..  —  L<ilita-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra 
v/oik.  —  Lalitd-tritiyd,   (.   epilhet  of  a  particular 
third  fay.  —  Lalitaditya  (°ta-dd°),  as,  m.,  N. 'of 
a  king  of  Kismm.  —  Lalitdditya-pura,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  town  founded  by  Lalitsditya.  —  Lalitii-pan- 
6ami,   f.  the  fifth  day  of  the  moon's   increase  in 
the  month  Asvina  on  which  the  worship  of  the 
goddess  Lalita  or  PSrvatI  is  celebrated.—  L'ditapida 

(°ta-dp°),  ae,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Kasmtra.  —  La- 
litdlihinaya  (°ta-abh°),  as,  m.  erotic  performance, 
representation  of  love  scenes.  —Lalita-madhaua  = 
lalita-mddhava.  —  Lalildrfana-dandrikd   (°td- 
ar°),  (.,  N.  of  a  work  on  the  worship  of  LalitS. 
—  Lalitdrtha   (°ta-ar°),  as,   a,  am,  having  an 
amorous  meaning.  —  Lalitdrtha-bandha,  as,  a,  am, 
composed  in  words  of  love  or  in  words  having  an 
amorous  meaning.  —  Lalita-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
particular   religious  observance.  ••  Lalitd-shashfhi, 
f.   epithet   of  a  particular  sixth  day.  —  Lalitd-sap- 
tami,  (.  epithet  of  the  seventh  day  in  the  light  half 
of  the  month  Bhadra. 
Lalitaka  or  lalitika,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
Lalitha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Lalitika,  {.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage. 
Lain,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astronomer ;  (a),  f.  saliva, 

spittle,  slaver.  —  Lilla-Candra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.' 
—  Liila-vat,  an,  ati,  at  (lala  for  laid),  causing 
saliva  to  ftovr.  —  Lala-sinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astro- 

nomer. —  Ldld-bhaksha,  as,  m.  'having  saliva  for 
food,'  N.  of  the  hell  appropriated  to  those  who  eat 
their  meals  without  first  offering  food  to  the  gods, 
to  the  Manes,  or  to  guests. —  Ldld-meha,  as,  m. 

passing  mucous  urine.  «•  L~ild-vlfiha,  as,  3.,  am, 
whose  saliva  is  poison  (said  of  venomous  insects). 

—  Ldld-srava,  as,  m.  'distilling  saliva,'  a  spider. 
—  Lala-srfiva,  as,  m.  a  flow  of  saliva  or  spittle  ; 
'  emitting  saliva,'  a  spider.  —  Ldld-srdrin,  »,  ini,  i, 
causing  a  flow  of  saliva. 
Ldlaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.  of  rt.  lal), 

caressing,  fondling,  coaxing,  seducing;  (ikd),  f.  a 
jesting  or  evasive  reply,  equivoque. 
Ldlana,  as,  I,  am,  caressing,  fondling,  coaxing  ; 

(a*)*  m.  a  particular  venomous  animal,  a  sort  of 
mouse;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  caressing,  fondling, 
coaxing,  dandling  ;  spoiling,  indulging,  over*indulg- r 

i' 

Lalaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  caressed  or  fondled  or 
coaxed. 

Lnlayat,  an,  antl,  at,  caressing,  coaxing;  stroking. 
LSlayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  =  ldlamya. 
Ldldya,  Norn.  A.  Idldyate,  &c.,  to  emit  saliva, 

slaver. 

Lildyita,  as,  a,  am,  emitting  or  discharging 
saliva. 
Lalika,  as,  m.  a  buffalo  ;   [cf.  lamta.] 
Lillta,  as,  a,  am,  caressed,  tenderly  cherished, 

fondled,  nursed,  coaxed,  indulged,  seduced  ;  loved, 
desired;  (am),  n.  pleasure,  joy,  love. 
Lalitaka,  as,  m.  a  fondling,  darling,  little  favourite, 

pet. 

Ldlitya,  am,  n.  (fr.  lalita),  loveliness,  gtace, 
beauty,  pleasiugness,  pleasantness,  sweetness,  loveli- 

ness, charm,  grace,  beauty  ;  gaiety  ;  amorous  or  lan- 
guid gestures. 

Ldlin,  I,  Inl,  i,  caressing,  fondling,  coaxing  ;  (I), 
m.  a  seducer;  (fat),  f.  a  wanton. 

Ldllla,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  Agni. 
Lalya,  as,  a,  am,  =  ldlaniya. 

75(5W  lalalla,  an  onomatopoetic  word 
representing  a  lisping  sound. 

WF5T7  lalata,  am,  n.  (a  later  form  of  ra- 
rdta,  q.  v.),  the  forehead,  brow,  (laldte,  'on  the 
forehead,  in  front  ;'  the  destiny  of  every  individual 
is  conceived  by  the  Hindus  to  be  written  on  the 
forehead.)  —  Lalata-tata,  am,  n.  the  slope  of  the 
forehead,  the  forehead.  —  Laldtan-lapa,  as,  a,  am, 
burning  the  forehead  (as  the  s\ai).  —  Laldta-patta, 

am,  n.  or  laldta-patlikd,  f.  '  the  plate'  or  flat  surface 
of  the  forehead,  the  forehead  ;  a  tiara,  fillet.  —  La- 
Idta-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  towa.  —  Laldta-pha- 
Irikn,  am,  n.  the  flat  surface  of  the  forehead.  —  La- 
Idta-rekhd,  f.  a  line  on  the  forehead  supposed  to 
indicate  long  life  ;  a  wrinkled  or  corrugated  brow  ; 
a  coloured  sectarial  mark  on  the  forehead.  —  Lald- 

tiil^ha  (°/a-a&°),  as,  I,  am,  having  an  eye  in  the 
forehead  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  S'iva. 
Laldfaka,  am,  n.  a  beautiful  forehead  ;  the  fore- 

head, brow  ;  (ikd),  f.  an  ornament  worn  on  the  fore- 
head ;  a  mark  made  with  sandal  on  the  forehead. 

Lalatikdya,  Nom.  A.  taldtikdyate,  &c.,  to  re- 
present or  be  like  a  mark  on  the  forehead. 

Laldtiktiyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  representing  a  mark 
on  the  forehead. 

Laldtula,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  high  or  handsome 
forehead. 
Lala/ya,  as,  &c.  =  raralya,  of  or  belonging  to 

the  forehead. 

lalama,  am,  n.  (probably  connected 
with  rt.  lul  ;  cf.  laid/a),  a  mark  or  spot  on  the 
forehead,  mark  or  spot  in  general;  an  ornament 
for  the  forehead,  ornament,  decoration,  embellish- 

ment in  general,  (in  this  sense  also  as,  m.)  ;  a 
coloured  mark  on  the  forehead  of  a  horse  or  bull, 
Sec.  ;  a  sign,  symbol,  token,  mark  of  caste,  &c.  ;  a 
banner,  flag,  ensign  ;  a  line,  row  ;  any  one  who  is 
the  ornament  of  his  class,  any  eminent  or  principal 
person,  (in  this  sense  even  am,  n.)  ;  anything  the 
best  of  its  kind,  any  grand  or  beautiful  object  ;  emi- 

nence, beauty,  dignity  ;  a  tail  ;  a  mane  ;  a  horn  (?)  ; 
(as,  I,  a»i\  having  a  mark  or  spot  on  the  forehead, 
marked  with  a  blaze  (said  of  cattle)  ;  beautiful,  agree- 

able, charming  ;  (as\  m.  a  horse  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a 
female  demon  (Ved.)  ;  a  kind  of  ornament  for  the 
ears.  —  Laldtna-tju,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  facetious  term  for 
the  penis.  —  Laldma-vat,  (in,  uti,  at,  having  a  mark 
or  spot  ;  having  an  ornament. 
Laldmaka,  am,  n.  a  chaplet  or  wreath  of  flowers 

worn  on  the  forehead.  —  Laldmaka-rupaka,  am, 
n.  (in  rhetoric)  a  flowery  metaphor. 
Laliiman,a,  n.  =  laldma,  an  ornament,  decora- 

tion ;  a  mark,  sectarial  mark  ;  sign,  symbol,  token  ; 
a  banner,  flag  ;  any  one  who  is  the  ornament  ot  his 
class  ;  any  chief  or  principal  person  or  thing  ;  a  tail  ; 
a  horn(?);  a  species  of  stanza  having  ten  syllables 
in  the  first  two  Padas,  eleven  in  the  third,  and  thir- 

teen in  the  fourth  ;  a  horse,  (in  this  sense  probably 
a,  m.)  ;  =  ramya  ;  =  sukha. 

lalita,  &c.     See  col.  i. 

lalyana,  N.  of  a  place. 

lalla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astronomer; 
of  certain  other  persons  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  courtezan 
(in  Raja-tarangini  VIII.  1834,  &c.).  —  Latta-va- 
rdha-suta,  as,  m.  the  son  of  Lalla  and  Varaha,  N. 

of  the  author  of  the  Nakshatra-samuc'caya. 
rtigjM  lalliya,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

^gilrtlrt  lallujilala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an author. 

c5^  lava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  lu),  the  act  of 
cutting,  reaping  (of  corn),  mowing,  plucking  or 
gathering  (of  floweis,  &c.)  ;  that  which  is  cut  or 
shorn  off,  a  shorn  fleece,  wool,  hair  ;  anything  cut 
off,  a  section,  fragment,  fraction,  piece,  particle,  bit, 

drop,  small  piece,  small  quantity,  little,  (jala-l°,  a 
drop  of  water  ;  trina-P,  a  piece  of  straw  ;  apara- 
dha-l°,  a  little  blame);  a  minute  division  of  time, 
the  sixtieth  of  a  twinkling,  half  a  second,  a  moment, 
an  instant,  (according  to  others  itlot>  or  S  460  or 

^6^56  of  a  Muhurta);  a  degree  (in  astronomy); 
the  numerator  of  a  fraction  ;  loss,  destruction  ;  sport 

[cf.  lala"]  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Rama-Sandra  and  Sits, 
(he  and  Rama's  other  son  Kus'a  were  the  two  rhap- 
sodists  who  first  committed  the  Ramayana  to  memory 
and  recited  it  at  assemblies,  see  Ramayana  I.  4.  and 
cf.  TmfHava)  ;  N.  of  a  king  of  Kasmlra  (father  of 
Kus'a)  ;  a  kind  of  quail,  Perdix  Chinensis  ;  (am), 
ind.  a  little;  lai'am  apt,  even  a  little;  (am),  n. 
nutmeg  ;  cloves  ;  the  root  of  Andropogon  Muricatus. 
—  Lava-raja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Biahman.  —  Lava- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  lasting  only  for  a  moment.  —  Lava- 
iSas,  ind.  in  small  pieces  or  fragments,  bit  by  bit, 
piecemeal,  in  minute  divisions  or  instants,  after  an 
instant,  after  some  moments.  -•  Lavepsu  f^i'a-lp), 
us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  cut  or  reap. 
Lavaka,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  cuts  or  reaps,  Sec., 

a  cutter,  reaper,  shearer  ;  N.  of  a  particular  substance, 

(see  sa-F.) 
Lavaitga,  as,  m.  the  clove  tree  ;  (am),  n.  cloves. 

—  Laratiga-kalikd,  f.  cloves. 
Lavangaka,  am,  n.  cloves;  (ikd),  [.,  N.  of  a 

woman. 
Lavana,  as,  I,  am,  one  who  cuts,  &c.,  a  cutter, 

reaper;  (i),  f.  a  particular  fruit  tree,  Anona  Reticu- 
lata  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  cutting,  reaping,  mowing, 
&c.  (of  corn)  ;  an  implement  for  cutting,  sickle, 
knife,  &c. 
Lavaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  cut,  to  be  reaped  or 

mown. 
Lavanya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  tribe  of  men. 
Lavaya,  Nom.  P.  Invayati,  8ic.,  =  lavam  dda- 

shte,  Pan.  I.  I,  58,  VJrtt.  a. 
Lavaka,  as,  m.  an  implement  for  cutting,  sickle, 

reaping-hook  ;  the  act  of  cutting. 
Lavdnaka,  as,  m.  an  implement  for  cutting,  a 

sickle,  reaping-hook. 
Lam,  is,  is,  i,  cutting,  sharp,  edged  (as  a  tool  or 

instrument);  (is),  m.  =  lavilra. 
Lavitra,  am,  n.  an  implement  for  cutting,  a 

sickle,  reaping-hook,  scythe. 
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Larya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  cut,  to  be  mown  or 
hewn  down. 

rfq«  lavata,  as,  m.  a  proper  X. 

oHtU  lacuna,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

I.  lit;  according  to  others  for  original  rarana), 

salt,  (especially)  sea-salt,  rock  or  fossil  salt,  (go-la- 
•,  as  much  salt  as  is  given  to  a  cow);  factitious 

salt  or  salt  obtained  from  saline  earth  ;  (as),  m.  salt- 
ness,  saline  taste  ;  the  sea  of  salt  water  ;  N.  of  a 
hell  ;  of  a  Rakshasa  or  Daitya  ;  of  a  king  belonging 

to  the  family  of  Hari-icandra;  of  a  son  of  Rama; 
of  a  river  ;  =  lulu,  tuAHMkt(l)t  (<*)>  £•  lustre, 

beauty  [cf.  larayya']  ;  a  species  of  plant  (  =  maliii- jyotiihmatl)  ;  N.  of  a  small  river  in  Tirhut  ;  (I), 
f.,  N.  of  several  rivers;  (it*,  (i,  timX  saline,  salt, 

briny,  brinish;  handsome,  beautiful.  —  Laruna-kiiii- 

.  (.  a  species  or'  plant.  —  Lntana-kshara,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  salt  (  =  lo)idr(i).  —  Lai'iiita-k/tani,  it, 
(.  a  salt-mine  ;  the  district  of  Sambher  in  Ajmere 
celebrated  for  its  fossil  salt.  —  Latana-jala,  as,  a, 
am,  having  salt  water;  (a*),  m.  the  sea,  ocean. 

—  Larana-jala-dhi  or  lamna-jala-nidlii,  -is,  m. 

•receptacle  or"  salt  water,'  the  sea,  ocean.  —  Liiniiin- 
jalodbhava  (^la-ud?),  as,  a,  am,  produced  in  the 
sea;  (a*),  m.  a  muscle,  shell.  —  Lacaita-ia,  {.  or 
lavana-tca,am,  n.  saltness,  brinisliuess.  —  Liraiiu- 
trina,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  grass.  —  Lavatm-toya,  as, 
a,  am,  having  salt  water  ;  (as),  m.  the  sea,  ocean. 

—  Lavana-dhenu,  us,  f.  an  offering  of  salt,  (see 
dhenu^  —  Lavaqa-pa'alika,  f.   a   s  .It-bag.  —  La- 
vana-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Lurana-pra- 
gadha,  as,  a,  am,  strongly  impregnated  with  salt. 
—  Lavatia-mada,  as,  m.  =  latana-kshara.  —  La- 

tana-mantra,  as,  m.  a  prayer  accompanied  wiih 
an  offering  of  salt.  —  Lavana-melia.  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  urinary  disease  (discharging  salty  urine).  —  La- 

vana-mehin,  i,  int,  i,  suffering  from  the  above 
disease.  —  Lavatta-vari,  is,  is,  i,  having  salt  water; 
(i),  n.  the  sea,  ocean.  —  Lavatia-samudra,  as,  m. 
the  sea  of  salt  water,  salt-sea,  sea,  ocean.  —  Lavana- 

slhana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place.  •-  Lavanakara  (°na~ 
ak'),as,  m.  a  salt-mine;  (metaphorically)  a  mine 
of  grace  or  beauty.  —  Lavanantaka  (C7i«-an°),  as, 

m.  the  slayer  of  the  Rakshasa  Lavana,'N.  of  Satru- 
ghna.  —  Laranabdlti  (0«q-ai°),  is,  m.  'receptacle 
of  salt  water,'  the  sea,   ocean.  —  Lai'andbdhi-ja, 
am,  a.  '  produced  from  the  sea,'  sea-salt.  —  Lava- 
nandturraii  ("na-am"),  is.m.'z  mass  of  salt  water,' 

the  sea,  ocean.  —  Lavariiimb/ias  ("pa-am"),  as,  n. 
salt  water  ;   (as),  m.  '  having  salt  water,'  the  sea, 
ocean.  —  Lavanarnava  ("ita-ar1")  or  lavanalaya 
(?tia-aF),  as,  m.  the  sea  of  salt  water,  ocean.  —  La- 

vanaiva  (°>ia-af),as,m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman.  —  La- 
ranottama  (cna-ut°),  am,  n.  'best  salt,'  river  or 
rock  salt;  nitre.  —  Laranottha  (°na-uf),  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  salt  (  =  lonara).  —  Lavanotsa  (°na-ut  ), 
am,   n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Z/arunoda  (°na-udn), 
am,  n.  salt  water,  brine;  (as),  m.  'containing  salt 
water,'  the  sea  of  salt  water,  ocean.  ~L?ivanodaka 

(°iia-iuP),  am,  n.  salt  water,  brine  ;  (UK.  it,  am), 
having  or  containing  salt  water;  (as),  m.  the  sea, 

oceMi.  —  Ldcaijodadhi  Cna-ud°),  is,  m.  '  receptacle 
of  salt  water,'  the  sea,  ocean. 

•;//.///  1,  Nom.  P.  lavanayati,  to  salt,  season with  salt. 

Lavanasya,  Nom.  P.  lavanasyati,  to  desire  salt, 
long  for  salt. 

l.-i:;i,i,'ii-nja,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  salt  (=  lonara). l.'iraniman,  a,  m.  saltness;  grace,  beauty,  loveli- ness. 

/  n;i,fnj,i,  Nom.  P.  lavaniyati,  &c.,  (probably) to  wiih  fur  wit  (Pin.  VII.  I,  51). 

luvunu,  Sic.     See  p.  863,  col.  3. 
Inrnn.  f.  Avrrrhoa  Acida;  a  kind 

of  metre.  —  LtTall-pkiita,  am,  n.  the  fruit  of  the above. 

«1*.f«!J  lurrr, 
'dpi,  f»,  m.  a  proper  X. 

larya.     See  col.  I. 

las,  cl.  10.  P.  lasayatl,  &c.,  to 
exercise  an  art,  do  anything  scientifically 

(=rt.  I.  la*,  cl  10,  of  which  it  is  sometimes  con- 
sidered a  various  reading). 

c*59I«T  laiinna,  am,  n.,  (rarely)  as,  m.  garlic, 
(sometimes  written  lustina.) 

l.'i.-iitniya,  as,  a,  am,  garlkky. 

^  M    lash,  cl.  i.  4.  P.  A.  lashati,  ~te, 
•\lufhyiiti,  -t.e,  lalas/ia,  le*he,  lasliisli- 

i/nti.  -tc.  nlnfiilt  or  a/aslilt,  alashishta,  /u.^/ii- 
tttm,  to  wish,  de>ire,  long  for,  be  eager  for  (with 

ace.);  cl.  10  I'.  l<i\hayati,  to  exercise  an  art,  do 
anything  scientifically,  (irr  this  sense  a  various  reading 
for  rt.  lat  above) :  Pass,  lasliyute,  Aor.  alashi ; 

Caus.  lashayati,  -tc,  -yitum,  Aor.  alllaxhat :  De.-id. 

li/iif/iixti'iti :  Intcns.  /I'llimhyatc,  liilash/i,to  long 
for  eagerly ;  [cf.  Gr.  \o-o»  ( Dor.  \Si,  Ajjs,  XT),  3rd 

pi.  Awcrt),  \jj-na,  \7j-fft-s,  Xt-Xa-t-o- /*at,  Xc-\i^- 
pai,  \ia-v,  \apvs,  Xaiftur',  XijAoyTos,  probably  Xo- 

ftia,  Kapos,  Xapu-yf,  \aip6s,  Xatr/ia ;  Lat.  las-c- 
irn-t;  Goth.  Ins-tit-*,  lus-to-n ;  Angl.  Sax.  lust, 

lijft,  I i/stan ;  Slav,  las-k-a-ti,  '  to  flatter ;'  Bohern. 
lus-ka,  '  love.'] 
Loihana,  as,  &c.,  one  who  desires  or  longs  for. 
L'fluina-vatl,  f..  N.  of  a  place. 
Ludtita,  as,  a,  am,  wished,  desired,  &c. 
Lashra,  as,  m.  a  dancer,  actor. 
LalashyamUna,  as,  a,  am,  eagerly  longing  for. 

^M»mi  lashamana,  as,  m.  (=lakhamana, 
=  laleshmana),  a  proper  N. 

Lashama-devi,  f.  (  =  lalishmi-deel),  N.  of  a 

princess. 
ra"Tj  i.  las,  cl.  I.  P.  lasati,  lalasa  (3rd 

X  du.  lesatnh),  aliisit  or  alaslt,  ladlum, 
to  shine,  flash,  glitter,  coruscate,  glance ;  to  appear, 
come  to  light,  arise ;  to  sound,  resound,  (connected 
with  rt.  i .  rax) ;  to  embrace ;  to  play,  sport,  move 
about  rapidly,  dance,  jump,  skip  about  [cf.  raxa]  ; 
cl.  IO.  P.  lAsayati,  &c.,  to  exercise  an  art,  do  any- 

thing scientifically  or  skilfully,  (in  this  sense  =rts.  /as', 
lash) :  Pass,  lasyate,  Aor.  alasi,  Sec. :  Caus.  lasa- 
yati,  -yitum,  Aor.  alllasat,  to  cause  to  sport  or  play, 
to  cause  to  dance,  teach  to  dance  ;  to  dance  :  Intens. 
lalasyate,  (this  form  does  not  seem  to  occur,  but 
cf.  lalasa) ;  [cf.  probably  Lat.  ludo,  (according  to 
some)  lascivus,  lascivirej] 

3.  las,  as,  as,  as,  shining,  glittering ;  [cf.  a-las.'] 
Lasa,  as,  a,  am,  shining,  glancing,  playing,  mov- 

ing hither  and  thither  [cf.  a-lata] ;  (a),  f.  saffron, turmeric. 

Lasaka  =  lasaka  below. 

Lasat,  an,  anti,  at,  shining,  glittering,  flashing, 
glancing;  sportirrg,  playing.  —  Laead-a»j!u,  us,  us.u, 

having  flashing  or  glancing  rays  (sn'd  of  the  sun). 
Lanamuna,  as,  a,  am,  shining,  glittering ;  sport- 

ing. 

li'ixita,  as,  a,  am,  played,  sported,  &c. 
I.nsta,  as,  a,  am,  embraced,  grasped ;  skilled, skilful. 

Lastaka,  as,  m.  the  middle  of  a  bow  (the  part 

grasped). l,'i*t«k!n,  i,  m.  a  bow. 

Lasa,  as,  m.  the  act  of  jumping,  skipping  or 
moving  about,  sporting,  dancing,  (probably  con- 

nected with  rata) ;  dancirrg  as  practised  by  women  ; 

dalliance,  wanton  sport;  soup,  broth,  boiled  pu'sc, 

pea-water;  saliva  (?  in  a-lasa,  <{.v.).  —  lMsa-cat'i, 
I'.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

L'l.iaka,  an,  ikil,  am,  one  who  sports  or  gambols, 
playing ;  moving  hither  and  thither,  going  through 
various  evolutions ;  (a«),  m.  a  dancer,  actor ;  N.  of 

Siva ;  a  peacock ;  N.  of  a  dancer ;   embracing,  en-  | 

folding,  surrounding;  (iko),  f.  a  female  danger;  a  ' 
harlot,  wanton ;    a  kind  of  dramatic  performance ;  ' 
(ukt),  (.  a  female  dancer,  dancing  girl;  (am),  n.  =   I 
a  turret,  tower,  room  orr  the  top  of  a  building  (- 

Lasayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  dance,  causing 
to  move  about. 

Lnsin,  i,  ini,  i,  moving  to  and  fro,  dancing. 
l.'i*/ia,  am,  u.  a  dance,  dancing;  a  dance  accom- 

panied with  instrumental  music  and  singing  ;  a  dance 
in  which  the  emotions  of  love  are  mimically  repre- 

sented, the  dance  of  the  Indian  dancing  girls,  a  Nach 
dance  (confined  to  attitude  and  gesticulation,  with  a 
sliufrling  motion  of  the  feet  seldom  lifted  from  the 

ground  ;  this  style  is  said  to  have  been  invented  by 
I'arvat!  and  communicated  by  her  to  the  daughter 
of  Variasura,  by  whom  her  female  friends  and  com- 

panions were  instructed  in  it  ;  it  is  opposed  to  the 
Tandava,  the  mure  boisterous  dance  of  Siva  and  his 

followers)  ;  a  part  or  particular  .kind  of  drama  or  dra- 
matic representation  (said  to  be  the  occasional  intro- 

duction of  music  and  singing  ;  also  a  style  of  dramatic 
composition  in  which  there  is  abrupt  transition  from 
Prakrit  to  Sanskrit  and  from  Sanskrit  to  Prakrit, 

&c.);  (as),  m.  a  dancer;  (a),  f.  a  female  dancer, 

dancing  girl.  —  LSfyairga  (°ya-an°),  am,  n.  that 
part  of  a  drama  in  which  the  Lasya  described  above 
is  introduced. 

Liixijuka,  am,  n.<=laeya,  a  dance,  dancing  in 

general. 

Wftr^TT  lnsikii,  f.  spittle,  saliva,  (perhaps 

a  later  form  of  rasikii,  or  connected  with  rt.  I.  las  ; 
cf.  Idld  fr.  rt.  lal.) 

l.'i.-ika,  f.  spittle,  saliva;  the  juice  of  the  sugar- 
cane ;  lymph  ;  matter,  pus. 

lasopharaiija,  N.  of  a  place. 

lasta,  lastaka,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

laspvjani,  f.,Ved.  a  large  needle. 
lalwkii,  f.,  see  Gana  Kshipakadi  to 

Pan.  VII.  3,  45,Vartt.  6. 

rt?i.  lahara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  people,  (also 

read  lahada,  ladalia)  ;  N.  of  a  province  in  Kasmira, 

(perhaps  the  present  Lahore.) 

^IfK  lahari,  is,  or  lahari,  f.  a,  large  wave, 

billow. 
cJjf^oR  lahika,  as,  m.  a  diminutive  from 

Lahoda. 
Lakoda,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

c5?I  lahya,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  ;  (as),  m. 

pi.  the  descendants  of  Lahya. 

TJPT  i.  la,  cl.  2.  P.  Idti,  lalau  (yrd  pi. 
laluh),  Sec.,  to  take,  receive,  obtain. 

3.  la,  as,  f.  the  act  of  taking,  receiving;    the 

giving. 
Lata,  as,  a,  am,  taken,  received,  obtained. 
Lali,  is,  f.  taking,  receiving,  &c. 
Lati-ii,  ind.  having  taken. 

rtlfotirfl  lakin'i,  f.,  X.  of  a  Tantra  goddess  ; 

[cf.  rakinl.'] 
c^l^i'M  lakuca,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  lakuta),  be- 

longing or  relating  to  the  Lakufa  tree. 
Ldkudi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Lakula. 

rtiejHjoii  Idki/tika  for  lagudika  or  (accord- 

ing to  some)  for  lalatika. 

Kkshaki,  f.,  X.  of  SIta. 

liiksliaiia,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  lakshana), 

relating  to  signs  or  marks,  knowing  characteristic 

signs  or  marks. 
Lakfhani,  i,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Lakshana. 
l.<l!;*hiii.til:(i,an,t,am,  knowing  marks,  acquainted 

wi.h  signs;  relating  to  marks  or  signs,  indicatory, 
characteristic  ;  expressing  indirectly  or  figuratively  ; 

having  a  figurative  or  metaphorical  meaning,  secon- 
dary, inferior,  subordinate  ;  technical  ;  (as),  m.  one 

who  knows  or  explains  signs  ;  a  technical  term,  a 

word  implying  a  definition.  —  Lakehanika-tva,  am, 
n.  the  expressing  by  signs  or  figures. 

as,  a,  am,  conversant  with  signs  ot 
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marks,  explaining  or  interpreting  signs,  relating  to  a 
sign  or  mark,  indicative. 

WTEJT  laksha,  f.  (probably  a  later  form  of 
rdkshd,  and  perhaps  connected  with  rdga  fr.  rt. 
ranj,  to  dye;  according  to  some  connected  with 
laksha,  from  the  thousands  of  insects  forming  the 
red  dye),  a  species  of  plant  (Ved.)  ;  a  kind  of  red 
dye,  lac  (obtained  from  the  cochineal  insect  or  a 
similar  insect  as  well  as  from  the  resin  of  a  particular 
tree  ;  according  to  some  the  nest  of  the  insect  is 
formed  of  a  resinous  substance  used  as  sealing-wax 
and  commonly  termed  Shel-lac)  ;  the  insect  or  animal 
which  produces  the  red  dye.  —  Ldhshd-taru,  us,  m. 
the  tree  Butea  Frondosa  (the  insect  being  especially 

found  in  this  tree).  —  Ldkshd-prasdda  or  Idkshd- 
prasddana,  as,  m.  the  red  Lodh  tree  (an  astringent 
infusion  prepared  from  its  bark  is  used  to  fix  colour 

in  dyeing).  —  Ldkshd-rakta,  as,  d,  am,  coloured  or 
dyed  with  hc.  —  Ldkshd-vriksha,  as,  m.  Butea 
Frondosa. 

Ldkshika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  lac,  coloured  or 

dyed  with  lac,  made  of  lac  ;  relating  to  a  large  num- 
ber or  to  a  lac,  (in  this  sense  fr.  laksha.) 

Idksheya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

lakshma,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  lakshmt),  ad- 
dressed to  Lakshmi. 

{5THITO  lakshmana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  laksh- 
mana), relating  to  the  plant  Lakshmana  ;  (as),  m.  a 

patronymic  from  Lakshmana. 
Lakshmani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Lakshmana. 

Ldkshmaneya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Laksh- 
mana. 

liikshyika,  as,  I,  am,  =  lakshyam 
adhite  veda,  vd,  Pan.  IV.  3,  60,  Vartt.  7. 

•I'lXj   lakh  (=rt,.rakh),c\.  i.P.ldkhati, 

^*        ~^  &c.,  to  grow  dry,  be  dry  or  arid  ;  to 
adorn  ;  to  suffice,  be  competent  ;  to  prevent. 

'S'PjfToR  Idgudika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  laguda), armed  with  a  club  ;  (as),  m.  a  sentinel. 

75CTTJ   ̂ ^  (=rt.  rdgh),  cl.  I.  A.  la- 
^*       \  ghate,  &c.,  to  be  able  or  equal  to,  to 

be  competent  or  suffice. 

O«  idgharakolasa,  as,  m.  a  par- 
ticular form  of  jaundice. 

coivq  Idghava,  am,  n.  (fr.  laghu),  quick- 
ness, swiftness,  rapidity,  speed  ;  lightness,  levity  ; 

activity,  alacrity,  versatility,  dexterity,  readiness  ;  ease, 
facility  ;  health  ;  littleness,  smallness,  minuteness, 
delicacy,  fineness  ;  insignificance,  unimportance, 
meanness;  frivolity,  inconsiderateness,  rashness;  (in 
prosody)  shortness  of  a  vowel  or  syllable;  shortness 
of  expression,  brevity,  conciseness  ;  making  light 

of,  undervaluing,  slighting,  slight,  disrespect,  con- 

tempt, disgrace.  —  Ldghavdnvita  (°va-an°).  as,  d, 
am,  possessed  of  brevity.  —  Laghavdyana  Cva-ay°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

Laghamka,  as,  i,  am,  being  quick  or  light,  being 
short  or  brief. 

Idnkdkdyani,  is,  m.  a  metro- 
nymic from  Lan-ka. 

Liiitkdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Lan-ka. 

<4  1  3-  <4  Idngala,  am,  n.  (probably  con- 
nected with  rt.  lag  ;  according  to  Unadi-s.  I.  108. 

fr.  rt.  lang),  a  plough  ;  a  particular  appearance  pre- 
sented by  the  moon  ;  a  plough-shaped  beam  or 

timber  (used  in  the  construction  of  a  house)  ;  the 

palm  tree  ;  a  kind  of  flower  ;  membrum  virile,  (pro- 
bably incorrect  for  Idngula)  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of 

rice  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Suddhoda  and  grandson  of 

S'akya  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants,  Jussiaea  Repens  ; 
Hemionitis  Cordifolia  ;  Rubia  Munjista  ;  Hedysarum 
Lagopodioides;  =  Idngalin,  the  cocoa-nut  tree;  N.  of 

a  nvet.  —  lMngala-graha,  as,  m.  'plough-holder,' 
a  ploughman,  cultivator,  peasant.  ̂   Ldngala-gra- 

hana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  holding  or  guiding  the 

plough,  ploughing.  —  Ldngala-fakra,  am,  n.  a  par- 
ticular plough-shaped  diagram.  —  Ldttgala-danda  or 

Idngala-dundaka,  as,  m.  the  pole  or  beam  of  a 
plough.  *•  Ldngala^dhvaja,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
plough  for  an  ensign  or  characteristic ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  Bala-rama,  (see  Idngalin.)  —  Ldngala-padd/uiti, 

is,  f.  a  plough's  path  or  line,  furrow.  —  Ldngala- 
phdla,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  ploughshare.  —  Ldngaldkhya 

(°la-dkh°)  or  Idngaldhvaya  (°la~dh°),  as,  d,  am, 
'  plough-named,  called  after  a  plough,'  (a  term  ap- 

plied to  the  plant  Jussiaea  Repens ;  probably  a,  f.) 

—  Ldngaldpakar&hin  (°la-ap°),  i,  ini,  i,  draw- 
ing the  plough  (said  of  an  ox).  —  Ldttgalishd 

("la-ishd,  anomalous),  f.  the  pole  of  a  plough. 
iidngalaka  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  =  Idngala,  a 

plough ;  (as),  m.  a  plough-shaped  incision  (in  sur- 
gery) ;  (ikd,  iki),  f.  =  Idngali,  Jussiaea  Repens. 

Ldngaldyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  LSn-gala. 
Ldttgali,  is,  m.  (ft.  Idngala),  a  patronymic,  N. 

of  a  preceptor. 
Ldngalika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  a 

plough ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  a  particular  vegetable 
poison;  (i),  f.  Methonica  Superba;  [cf.  Idngaliki 
under  Idngalaka.] 

Ldngalin,  i,  ini,  i,  furnished  with  or  possessing 

a  plough ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  Bala-deva  (who  is  repre- 
sented as  armed  with  a  ploughshare) ;  N.  of  a  pre- 
ceptor ;  the  cocoa-nut  tree ;  a  snake. 

c5Tj?(«5  Idngula,  am,  n.  (probably  fr.  rt. 
lag ;  but  see  Idngula),  a  tail;  membrum  virile. 
Ldngtilikd,  f.  Uraria  Lagopodioides. 

Ldngulini,  f.,  N.  of  a  river;   [cf.  Idngulini."] 
Langula,  am,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  IV.  90. 

fr.  rt.  laitg),  a  tail,  a  hairy  tail ;  membrum  virile ; 
a  granary  ?  ;  (I),  f.  Uraria  Lagopodioides. 
LangiiUkd,  f.  Hemionitis  Cordifolia. 
Ldngulin,  i,  ini,  i,  tailed,  having  a  tail ;  (i),  m. 

a  monkey,  ape;  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant;  (ini), 

f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

laj  or  Idnj  [cf.  rt.  2.  laj],  cl.  i.  P. 

lijati  (in  Nirukta  VI.  9.  Idjate),  Idn- 
jati,  &c.,  to  fry,  roast,  parch ;  to  blame,  censure. 

Ldja,  as,  m.  (supposed  by  some  to  be  connected 
with  rt.  I.  lihrajj  or  bhrij),  fried  or  parched  grain ; 
wetted  or  sprinkled  grain ;  (as),  m.  pi.  parched  or 
roasted  grain,  (also  a,  f.) ;  (am),  n.  the  root  of 
Andropogon  Muricatus. 

Liji,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  quantity  of  parched  grain, 
(according  to  a  commentator  on  Taittiriya-BrShmana 

III.  9,  4,  8,  Idji  is  voc.  c.  fr.  ldjin=*ldjopala- kshita.) 

Ldji,  f,,  N.  of  a  place. 

IdMh  (connected  withrt.  laksh, 
^,  from  which  it  is  probably  corrupted  ; 

cf.  rt.  lath),  cl.  I.  P.  Idnthati,  laldMha,  &c.,  to 
mark,  distinguish,  decorate,  deck. 
Ldnfhana,  am,  n.  a  mark,  sign,  token,  spot;  a 

landmark ;  a  mark  of  ignominy,  stain,  spot ;  a  name, 

appellation. Ldiidhita,  as,  a,  am,  marked,  distinguished,  cha- 
racterized, designated  ;  decorated,  decked  ;  furnished 

with  (with  inst.  or  at  the  end  of  a  comp.). 

C*yi^Jl    /aa/'  =  rt.  laj  above. 
rtlS  lata,  as,  m.  pi.  (according  to  some 

formed  fr.  rdshtra),  N.  of  a  people  and  of  the 
district  inhabited  by  them  ( =  A.apiKtj  of  Ptolemy.) ; 
(as),  m.  a  king  of  the  Latas ;  clothes,  dress ;  old  or 
worn-out  clothes,  shabby  ornaments,  &c. :  idle  or 

childish  language ;  repetition,  of  -words  in  the  same 
sense  but  in  a  different  application ;  (as,  i,  am), 

relating  to  the  L'ltas.  of  or  belonging  to  Lata  ;  old, 
worn,  spoiled,  8cc.  —  Ldfd<?drya  (°fa-d<?°).  as,  m. 
the  teacher  of  the  Latas,  N.  of  an  astronomer.  —  Ld- 

tdnuprdsa  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.  '  LSta-repetition,'  the 
repetition  of  a  word  in  the  same  sense  but  with  a 
different  application,  (see  Idlaka.) 

Lataka,  as,  ikd,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  the 
Latas,  customary  among  them ;  (ikd),  f.  a  particular 
Style  of  speech  or  composition,  (see  rift.) 

Ldtiya,  as,  d,  am,  =  Idtaka. 
Idtya,  Nora.  P.  Idtyati,  &c.,  to  live. 

Idtydyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  a  Sutra  work. 

i  I  j   lad  (=  rt.  lad),  cl.  10.  P.  Iddayati, 

^      \ldddpayati,  &c.,  to    toss,  throw;    to 
blame,  reproach ;  to  fondle,  cherish,  caress,  Sec.  ( = 
Idlayati,  see  rt.  lal). 

75T5  Idda,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. ;  N.  of  a 
royal  race.  —  Ldda-khdna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
Lddana,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. ;  (am),  n.  a  various 

reading  for  Idlana. 

Iddama,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Iddi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 

lantharii  (?),  f.  =  kulatd. 

lata,  Idti,  &c.     See  rt.  I.  Id,  p.  864. 

c4lrl^  Idtavya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Latu ;  N.  of  a  chamberlain  (in  the  Vikramorvali). 

to  ill  Idnta,  as,  m.  a  mystical  term  for the  letter  va. 

c41ff«Ti»f  Idntaka-ja,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
class  of  deities  (with  Jainas). 

'c5l'»5  Idndra,  Idndraka,  see  Gana  Yavadi toPSn.V.  4,  29. 

Idpa,  Idpin,  &c.     See  p.  861,  col.  2. 
Idba  (often  written  lava),  as,  m.= 

laba,  a  sort  of  quail,  Perdix  Chinensis;  (d),  f.  the 

female  of  this  bird.  —  Ldbdksha  (°ba-ak°)  or  Id- 
bdlcshaka,  as,  m.  '  quail-eyed,'  a  kind  of  rice. 
Ldbaka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  quail. 

cTTJ  labu  or  ldbu  =  a-ldbu. 
Ldbuki,  f.  a  kind  of  lute. 

labukdyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
philosophical  writer  mentioned  in  the  Jaimini-sutras, 
(probably  incorrect  for  Idmakdyana.) 

Idbh,  cl.  10.  P.  Kbhayati,  &c., 
to  throw,  direct. 

labha,  &c.     See  p.  862,  col.  i. 

<5l*l  eft  I<4*1  Idmakdyana,  as,  m.  (fr.  lamaka), 

a  patronymic  ;  N.  of  a  preceptor  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the 
descendants  of  Lamaka. 

Ldmakdyani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 

Ldmakdyanin,  inas,  m.  pi.  the  school  of  LSma- 

kayana. 
Ldmagdyani,  is,  m.  =  Idmakdyani. 
(*,W~rA$,  Idmajjaka,  am,  n.  the  root  of  the 

fragrant  grass  Andropogon  Muricatus. 

col*-Mdj|  lampatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  lampata), 
lasciviousness,  lustfulness,  .lewdness,  dissoluteness. 

c4m<*  Idyaka.     See  p.  868,  col.  3. 

cTra'T  Idyam,  a  word  of  uncertain  mean- 
ing in  Rig-veda  X.  42,  I,  (perhaps  an  indec.  part. 

ft.  rt.  I.  li),  having  bent  down,  bending  ;  (according 

to  Sly.)  =  samxleshanam  =  hridaya-vedhinam 
faram. 

75T?5  Idla,  Idlaka,  Idlita,  &c.    See  p.  863, 
Cols.  I,   2. 

Idlapyamdna.      See  p.   861, col.  ». 

fi}lrt*i  lalasa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Intens. 
of  rt.  I.  fas,  but  probably  connected  also  with  rt. 

lash),  eagerly  longing  for,  ardently  desirous  of,  eager 
after  ;  finding  pleasure  in,  devoted  to,  totally  given 

up  to  [cf.  toka-l°~\  ;  (as,  d),  m.  f.  longing  or  ardent 
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desire,  eagerness  ;  regret,  sorrow  ;  asking,  soliciting  ; 
the  longing  of  a  pregnant  woman  ;  dalliance  ?  ;   (a), 
f.  *  particular  metre,  four  times  vuv/uuu  —  u  —  , 
\j  —  w  —  u  -. 

Ldlasika,  am,  n.  sauce,  gravy. 

rtlrtlS  Idldta,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  lalata),  being 
in  or  on  the  forehead,  relating  to  it,  &c. 

Laldti,  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 
Liilalika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  the  forehead, 

being  ou  the  forehead  ;  relating  to  fate,  arising  from 
destiny  ;  looking  attentively  at  the  forehead  (of  a 
master),  attentive  ;  useless,  low,  vile;  (as),  m.  an  atten- 

tive servant,  one  who  watches  a  masler's  countenance 
and  learns  by  it  what  is  necessary  to  be  done  ;  one 
who  is  unfit  for  work  (as  depending  too  much  on 
the  look  of  his  superior),  a  careless  person  or  idler 
(perhaps  as  always  gazing  at  the  countenances  of 
others)  ;  a  mode  of  embracing. 

Laldti,  f.  =  lalata,  the  forehead. 

rOicoti»i4  Idldmika,  as,  i,  am,  =  laldmam 
grihndti,  PSn.  IV.  4,  40. 

cJlPrtli  lalika.     See  p.  863,  col.  2. 

rtlcj<*l  Idlukd,  f.  a  sort  of  necklace. 

ava.     See  p.  870,  col.  3. 

l  lavana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  lavana},  saline, 
salt,  salted,  cooked  or  dressed  with  salt. 

Ldvanika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  salt,  impregnated 
with  salt,  prepared  or  dressed  with  salt,  salted  ;  deal- 

ing in  salt;  lovely,  beautiful,  graceful;  (as),  m.  a 
dealer  in  salt,  salt  merchant  ;  (am),  n.  a  vessel  holding 
salt,  salt-cellar. 
Ldvanya,  am,  n.  saltnest,  the  taste  or  property  of 

salt;  beauty,  loveliness,  charm.  —  Ldvanya-kalita, 
as,  d,  am,  endowed  with  beauty.  ̂ Ldvanya-man- 
jarl,  [.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Ldtanya-maya,  as,  i, 
am,  full  of  taste,  full  of  loveliness  or  beauty,  lovely, 

beautiful,  handsome.  —  Ldi'anya^vat,  an,  all,  at, 
possessed  of  beauty  or  grace,  beautiful,  lovely  ;  (all), 
f.,  N.  of  various  women.  —  Ldvanya-sri,  is,  f. 

'  wealth  of  beauty,"  great  beauty.  —  Ldvanydrjita 
(°ya-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  obtained  through  beauty; 
(am),  n.  the  private  property  of  a  married  woman 
(consisting  of  that  which  has  been  presented  to  her 
at  her  marriage  as  a  token  of  respect  or  kindness  or 
by  her  father  or  mother-in-law). 

c4i<ti<U4i  Idvanaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  district 
adjacent  to  Magadha,  (sometimes  incorrectly  written 
lavanaka);  N.  of  the  third  Lambaka  of  the  Katha- 
sarit-sigara. 

lamka,  as,  m.  =  lalika,  a  buffalo. 

Idvu,  Idvu,  &c.  See  Idbu,  &c.,  p.  865, 
col.  3. 

rtt=Kl«li  Idverani,  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 
Laveranlya,  see  Gana  Gahsdi  to  Pin.  IV.  2,  138. 

lacya.     See  p.  870,  col.  3. 

lushuka,  as,  d  or  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  lash), 
covetous,  greedy. 

c-4l«  Idsa,  Idsin,  Idsya.     See  p.  864. 

Idsphotani,  f.  a  gimlet,  auger. 

Idharimalla,   as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
general. 

<=5TO  Idhya,  as,  m.  (fr.  lahya),  a  patro- nymic. 
Ldhydyani,  is,  m.  (fr.  lahya),  i  patronymic  of Bhujyu. 

TO  h,  «s,  m.  (a  doubtful  word,  meaning 
according  to  some)  weariness,  fatigue;  loss  destruc- on;  end,  term;  equality,  sameness;  a  bracelet. 

likshd,  f.  (also  written  ttkki),  a  nit, 

Idlasika. 

young  louse,  the  egg  of  a  louse ;  a  minute  measure 
of  weight,  (according  to  some,  a  poppy  seed  or  = 
8  Trasa-renus  or  motes.) 
Likshikd,  !.  =  likshd,  a  nit. 
Likhya,  as,  m.  a  nit,  the  egg  of  a  louse ;  (a),  f. 

a  nit ;  a  minute  measure  of  weight ;  [cf.  likiha,.'] 
fVi  IJ  likh  (the  original  form  of  this 

^*  \  rt.  was  probably  rikh,  q.  v.),  cl.  6.  P. 
likhati  (according  to  some  also  A.  likhate),  lilekha, 
lekhithyati,  alekhit,  lekkitum  or  likhitum,  to 
scratch,  scrape,  furrow,  tear  up,  scarify,  lance;  to 

pick,  peck  (said  of  birds) ;  to  scratch  or  make  an 
incision  in  or  on,  draw  a  line  or  streak,  make  a 

mark  or  sign,  write,  copy,  write  down,  engrave,  in- 
scribe ;  to  sketch,  trace,  portray,  draw,  delineate, 

depict,  draw  a  picture,  paint ;  to  make  smooth, 
polish ;  to  graze,  touch ;  to  unite  sexually  with  a 
female  :  Pass,  likhyate,  Aor.  alelihi,  to  be  written  : 
Caus.  lek/iayati  (also,  according  to  some,  likhdpa- 
yati),  Aor.  aliliJchat,  to  cause  to  scratch  or  write, 
&c. ;  to  scratch  ;  to  write  :  Desid.  lilikhishati,  li- 
lekhishati. 

Likha,  as,  d,  am,  scratching,  writing;  a  writer, 
&c. 

Likhat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  scratching,  writing, 
&c. ;  painting,  delineating. 
Likhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  scratching ;  writing, 

inscribing ;  a  writing,  written  document,  manuscript, 
scripture. 
Likhita,  as,  d,  am,  scratched,  scraped,  scarified  ; 

written ;  drawn,  delineated,  portrayed,  sketched, 

traced,  painted ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  and  author 
of  a  work  on  law  (frequently  mentioned  together 

with  Sarckha,  q.  v.)  ;  N.  of  San-kha's  brother,  whose 
hands  were  cut  off  by  king  Su-dyumna  as  a  punish- 

ment for  eating  some  fruit  without  leave  (described 

in  S?5nti-p.  668) ;  (am),  n.  a  writing,  written  docu- 
ment or  composition,  book,  scripture. 

Likhitvd,  ind.  having  scratched;  having  written 
or  delineated. 

Lekha,  as,  m.  [cf.  rekha],  a  writing,  letter,  epistle, 
manuscript,  document,  written  document  of  any  kind, 

(ku/a-lekha,  a  spurious  or  forged  document) ;  a 
god,  deity ;  a  proper  N. ;  (a),  f.  a  scratch,  streak, 

line,  (ganda-lekhd,  '  cheek-line,'  the  outline  of  the 
cheek ;  cf.  mdyul-P) ;  stripe,  stroke,  furrow,  row, 
groove ;  writing,  handwriting,  drawing  lines,  deline- 

ation, drawing,  painting ;  a  drawing,  likeness,  repre- 
sentation, figure,  impression,  mark ;  the  curved  line 

or  pale  streak  of  the  young  moon  (when  only  faintly 

discernible),  the  moon's  crescent ;  hem,  border,  rim, 

brim,  edge,  the  horizon  ;  =  sj'i/ta,  iluddgra;  (as), 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  gods  under  Manu  Cakshusha. 
—  Lekha-pattra,  am,  n.  or  lekha-pattrikd,  f.  a 
written  document,  writing,  letter,  epistle ;  writ,  deed. 

—  Lekha-pratilekha-lipi,  is,  f.  a  particular  kind  of 

writing.  —  Lekha  rslialha  (°kha-ruh),  as,  m. '  best 
of  deities,'  N.  of  Indra.  —  Lekha-sandeia-hdrin,  i, 
iiii,  i,  taking  or  conveying  a  written  message  or 
instructions.  —  Lekha-hara  or  leklia-hdrajta,  as, 
m.  a  letter-carrier,  the  bearer  of  a  letter.  —  Lekha- 

hdrin,  i,  inl,  i,  taking  or  conveying  a  letter.  —  Le- 

khdkshara  (°kha-ak°),  am,  n.  writing,  (opposed  to 

dlikhya,  painting.)  —  Lekhtldhikdrin  (°kha-adh°), 
i,  m.  '  presiding  over  written  documents,'  a  king's 
secretary.  —Lekhdbhra  (°k}ta-abh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  man ;  (as),  m.  pi.  his  descendants.  —  Lekhd-bhru, 

its,  (.,  N.  of  a  woman.  —  Lekhdrha  (°kha-ar°),  as, 
m.  '  fit  for  writing  on,'  a  kind  of  palm  tree  (the 
leaves  of  which  are  used  for  writing  oa).  —  Lekhd- 
valaya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  encircling  line. 
Lekhaka,  as,  m.  a  writer,  scribe,  copyist,  clerk, 

amanuensis,  secretary ;  one  who  delineates  or  paints  ; 
writing  down,  transcribing,  (in  this  sense  perhaps 

am,  n.)  —  Lekhaka-pramdda,  as,  m.  an  error  or 
mistake  of  a  copyist.  —  Lek/iaka-muktd-mani,  is, 

m.  '  pearl-gem  for  scribes,'  N.  of  a  treatise,  on  the 
art  of  writing  by  Hari-dasa  (especially  intended  for 
scribes  belonging  to  a  royal  court). 

Lekhana,  as,  i,  am,  scratching,  scraping,  scarify- 

ling. 

ing,  making  an  incision,  lancing;  writing;  exciting, 
stimulating ;  (as),  m.  Saccharum  Spontaneum,  a  sort 
of  grass  or  reed  of  which  pens  are  made ;  (i),  f.  an 
instrument  for  writing,  a  writing-reed,  pen,  style, 
(also  written  lekhani  when  required  by  the  metre) ; 

a  spoon,  ladle;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  scratching  or 
scraping ;  cutting  or  making  incisions  (in  surgery) ; 

scarifying ;  the  act  of  writing  or  writing  down,  tran- 
scribing, copying;  scripture;  an  instrument  or  im- 

plement for  scraping  or  furrowing ;  a  kind  of  birch 
the  bark  of  which  is  used  for  writing  on  [cf.  bhurja], 
the  leaf  of  the  palm  tree  used  for  the  same  purpose ; 

grazing,  touching,  coming  in  contact  (said  of  heavenly 
bodies)  ;  thinning,  attenuating,  reducing  corpulency. 

—  Lekhana-vasti,  is,  f.  a  kind  of  clyster  or  enema 
for  thinning  or  reducing  corpulency.  —  Lekhana-sd- 

dhana,  am,  n.  writing  materials. 
Lekhani.     See  under  lekhana  above. 
Lekhanika,  as,  m.  one  who  makes  another  sign 

a  document  instead  of  himself,  signing  by  proxy,  or 

making  a  mark  (from  inability  to  write) ;  the  bearer 
of  a  letter,  a  letter-carrier,  postman,  express. 
Lekhanika  in  fitra-P,  q.  v. 

Lekhantya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  written ;  to  be  drawn 
or  painted  ;  serving  as  a  scraper  or  as  a  lancet,  &c. ; 

(am),  n.  an  accusation  or  defence  in  law  ̂ required  to 
be  given  in  writing). 

Lekhdya,  Nom.  P.  lekhdyati,  &c.,  to  be  wanton, 
sport  wantonly ;  to  waver,  totter,  stumble,  slip. 
Lekhita,  as,  d,  am,  scratched,  written,  &c. 
Lekhl/ea,  md.  =  likhitvii,  q.  v. 

Lekhin,  i,  itii,  i,  scratching,  scraping;  writing; 

grazing,  touching ;  (inl),  f.  a  spoon,  ladle. 
I.  lekhya,  Nom.  P.  lekhyati,  Scc.,  =  lekhdya 

above. 
a.  lekhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  scratched  or  scraped, 

to  be  scarified ;  to  be  written  or  transcribed,  proper 
to  be  written ;  to  be  drawn  or  painted ;  portrayed, 

painted ;  to  be  written  down  or  numbered  among 
(loc.) ;  (am),  n.  writing,  the  art  of  writing ;  copying, 
transcribing;  delineation,  drawing,  painting;  a  writ- 

ing, document,  letter,  manuscript ;  a  written  accusa- 
tion or  defence;  an  inscription;  a  painted  figure. 

—  Lekhya-krita,  as,  d,  am,  done  in  writing,  signed, 
executed.  —  Lekhya-gata,  as,  d,  am,   represented 

in  painting,  painted.  —  Lekhya-durnikd,  f.  a  writing- 
pencil,  drawing-pencil,  paint-brush.— Lekhya-pattra 
or  lekhya^pattraka,  as,  m.  the  palmyra  or  palm 
tree ;  (am),  n.  a  palm  leaf  for  writing  on ;  a  written 
paper,  writing,  letter.  —  Lekhya-prasamja,  as,  m. 
a  written  contract,  record,  document.  —  Lekhya- 

maya,  as,  i,  am,  delineated,  painted.  —  Lekhya- 
sthdna,  am,  n.  a  writing  place,  office.  —  Lekhyd- 
rudha  (°ya-dr*),  as,  d,  am,  committed  to  writing, recorded. 

Lekhyaka,  as,  d,  am,  written,  epistolary. 

^  likhikhilla  (?),  as,  m.  a  pea- 
cock. 

likhya.     See  col.  2. 

linkh  (=rt.  lakh),  cl.  I.  P.  lin- 
ati,  Sec.,  to  go,  move. 

j^M,M,n.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  1.37. 
fr.  rt.  lag),  the  mind,  heart  ;  (us),  m.  a  fool,  block- 

head ;  a  deer  ;  part  of  the  earth  ;  a  proper  N. 

PrtS  Hit,  a  technical  term  in  grammar  for 
the  terminations  of  the  Potential  and  Precative  or 

for  these  Moods  themselves  (the  Precative  being 

usually  distinguished  by  the  fuller  term  lin  ds'ishi  or 
d4ir-lin).  —  Lin-artha-vdda,  as,  m.  '  explanation  of 
the  sense  of  Lin-,'  N.  of  a  grammatical  treatise. 

n"lT  littka-vdrdha-tirtha,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 
»  Kttg,  el.  i.  P.  lingati,  &c.,  to 

go;  cl.  10.  P.  lingayati,  &c.  (more 
properly  regarded  as  a  Nom.  fr.  linga,  p.  867),  to 
change  or  inflect  a  noun  according  to  its  gender; 
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to  paint,  variegate ;  [cf.  probably  Old  Germ,  hring, 

hringjan;  Angl.  Sax.  hring.'] Linga,  am,  n.  (perhaps  connected  with  rt.  lag), 
a  mark,  sign,  token,  emblem,  badge,  anything  which 

distinguishes  or  defines,  distinguishing  or  discrimi- 
nating mark,  characteristic  mark,  characteristic,  sec- 

tarian mark ;  a  symptom,  mark  of  disease  ;  a  false 
badge,  any  badge  or  mark  assumed  with  a  view  to 
deceive ;  a  spot,  stain ;  a  proof,  evidence,  means  of 
proof,  proof  from  a  sure  sign  or  token ;  (in  logic) 
—  vydpya,   the   predicate  of  a  proposition  or  the 
mark  which  characterizes  the  subject  (as  in  the  pro- 

position '  there  is  fire  because  there  is  smoke,  and 

fire   has  smoke,"  smoke  is  the   liitga),   inference, 
conclusion,  reason,  (kdvya-liitga,  a  particular  figure 
of  speech  in  which  the  grounds  of  a  statement  are 
explained  after  the  statement  has  been  made) ;  the 
sign  of  gender  or  sex,  organ  of  generation ;  gender 
(in    grammar,  cf.  pum-liitga) ;   the  male  organ ; 

Siva's  genital  organ  or  Siva  worshipped  in  the  form 
of  a  Phallus,  (this  is  usually  of  stone  or  marble,  and 
set  up  in  temples  appropriated  to  Siva ;  there  were 

formerly  twelve  principal   Siva-lin-gas   in   India,  of 
which  two  or  three  of  the  best  known  are  Soma-natha 

in  Gujarat,  Mahakala  at  UjjayinI,  Visvesvara  at  Be- 
nares, &c.) ;  the  image  of  a  god,  an  idol ;  the  subtile 

frame  or  body  which  is  not  destroyed  by  death,  the 
indestructible  original  of  the  gross  or  visible  body 

[cf.  liitga-darira,  suhihma-i°~\  ;=pratipadika,  a nominal  base,  the  crude  form  or  base  of  a  noun 

(shortened    by  Vopa-deva   into  li);    (according  to 
some)  Prakrit!  or  Pradhana  (i.  e.  the  primary  germ 
out   of  which   all   phenomena  are  evolved   in  the 

San-khya  phil.) ;  the  effect  or  product  (i.  e.  according 
to  others,  that  which  is  evolved  out  of  a  primary 
cause,  and  becomes  in  its  turn  a  producer,  =  vydkta 

in  the  San-khya  phil.);  the  order  of  the  religious 
student;    N.   of  a    Purana,   (see    linga-purdna.) 
—  Linga-jd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  littginl) .  —  Linga- 
tas,  ind.  from  a  mark  or  sign,  according  to  marks, 
&c.  —  Llngato-bhadra,  am,  n.  epithet  of  a  parti- 

cular magical  circle.  —  Linga-tva,  am,  n.  the  state 
of  being  a  Lin-ga  or  mark,  &c.  —  Li>tga-<leha,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  the  subtile  or  primary  body,  see  linga- 

&arlra.  —  Lingardvddas'a-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
particular  religious  ceremony.  —  Lirtga-dhara,  as, 
a,   am,  wearing  marks,  carrying  distinctive  signs, 

(mitkyd-littgadhara,  wearing  false  marks,  a  hypo- 
crite;  cf.  suhril-F.)  —  Linga-dharana,  as,  i,  am, 

wearing  a  badge ;   (am),  n.  the  act  of  wearing  a 
badge   or  any  characteristic  mark,  the  wearing  of 

a  Lin-ga  or  Phallus.  —  Liitga-dtidrin,  I,  ini,  i,  wear- 
ing a  badge,  wearing  the  Lin-ga  of  Siva ;  (i),  m.  = 

linga-vat,  q.  v. ;    (mi),  f.,  N.   of  DakshSyani  in 
Nainiisha.  —  Linga-ndia,  as,  m.  loss  of  character- 

istic marks ;  a  particular  disease  of  the  eyes,  (loss  of 
vision  from  cataract  &c.,  considered  to  be  a  discolora- 

tion of  the  pupil) ;  loss  of  the  penis.  —  Li>tga-pa- 
ramaria,  as,  m.  the  groping  after  or  seeking  for 
a  sign  or  token  (in  logic),  the  consideration  of  a  sign 
or  characteristic  (as  that  smokiness  is  a  sign  of  fire). 

—  Linga-pitha,  am,  n.  the  pedestal  of  a  Lin-ga. 
—  Linga-purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  one  of  the  eigh- 

teen PurSnas  (in  which  Siva,  supposed  to  be  present 

in  the  Agni-lin-ga  or  great  fiery  Lin-ga,  gives  an 
account  of  the  creation  &c.  as  well  as  of  his  own 

incarnations    in    opposition   to   those   of  Vishnu). 

—  Liitga-pratishthd-vidhi,    is,   m.   rules    for  the 
establishment  of  a  Lin-ga.  —  Linga-mahatmya,  am, 
n.  the  majesty  or  pre-eminence  of  the  Lin-ga,  N.  of 
a  section  of  several  Puranas.  —  Lhtgd-murti,  is,  is, 
i,  having  the  form  of  the  Phallus  (said  of  Siva). 
—  Linga-lepa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  disease. 
"Linga-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  having  marks,  possessed 
of  signs  or  tokens :  having  various  sexes  or  genders ; 
furnished  with  a  Lin-ga  or  wearing  a  small  repre- 

sentation of  the  Lin-ga  of  Siva  round  the  neck  or  on 
one  arm  (applied  as  an  epithet  to  a  particular  Saiva 

sect,  also  called  Jarrgamas).  — 7/ww;a-t>ar<:<7iana,  as, 
i,  am,  causing  erections  of  the  male  organ ;  (as), 

m.  Feronia  Elephantum.  —  Linga-vardhin,  »,  ini. 

i,  causing  erections  ;  (ini),  f.  Achyranthes  Aspera. 

—  Lirtga-viparyaya,  as,  m.   change  of  gender. 
—  Linga-riJesha-vidhi,  is,  m.  rules  for  the  different 
genders,  N.  of  a   grammatical  treatise  ascribed  to 
Vara-rudi.  —  Linga-vritti,  is,  is,  i,  making  a  live- 

lihood by  false  appearance  or  assumed  outward  marks, 
hypocritical  ;  (is),  m.  a  religious  hypocrite,  one  who 
assumes  the  dress  &c.  of  an  ascetic  to  gain  a  liveli- 

hood. —  Linga-vedi,  f.  the  pedestal  of  a   Lin-ga. 

—  Linga-s'arlra,  am,  n.  the  subtile  body  which 
accompanies  the  grosser  in  all  its  transmigrations  and 

is  not  destroyed  by  death.  -•  Littga-s"dstra,  am,  n. 
a  grammatical  treatise  on  gender.  —  Linga-sam- 
bhutd,  {.,  N.  of  a  particular  plant.  —  Linga-stha,  as, 
m.  a  religious  student.  —  Linga-hani,  f.  =  murvd. 

—  Lingdgra  (°ga-ag°),  as,  m.  glans  penis.  —  lAn- 
ganutdsana  (°ga-an°),  am,  n.  the  doctrine  or  laws 
of  grammatical    gender.  —  Lingdrfana  (°ga-ar°), 
am,  n.  worship  of  the  Lin-ga  or  Phallus.  —  Lingar- 
dana-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work.  —  Lin- 

gtirdd-pratiehtha-vidhi  (°ga-ar°),  is,  m.,  N.  of a  work. 

Lingaka  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  =  linga  ; 

(as),  m.  the  elephant  or  wood  apple,  Feronia  Ele- 

phantum ;  [cf.  linga-vardhana.~\ Lingana,  am,  n.  =  d-liitgaiia,  embracing,  an 
embrace. 

Liirgin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  mark  or  sign,  wearing 
a  distinguishing  mark  ;  having  the  character  of, 
characterized  by  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  ;  wearing 
or  bearing  the  insignia  (of  any  office  or  character), 
bearing  false  marks  or  signs,  a  hypocrite  ;  only 
having  the  appearance  or  acting  the  part  of  (at  the 

end  of  a  comp.  ;  cf.  dvija-1?)  ;  having  a  right  to 
wear  signs  or  badges,  one  whose  external  appearance 
corresponds  with  his  inner  character  ;  possessing  or 
furnished  with  a  Lin-ga  ;  having  a  subtile  body  ;  (I), 
m.  a  Brahman  of  a  particular  order,  a  religious 
student,  an  ascetic;  N.  of  ParamesVara  (as  the  sus- 
tainer  of  Lin-ga  or  Pradhana,  cf.  linga,  col.  i)  ;  a 
worshipper  of  Siva  in  the  Phallic  type  ;  a  hypocrite 
or  pretended  derotee  ;  =  rydpaka,  the  subject  of  a 
proposition,  that  which  possesses  a  characteristic  mark 

(as  in  the  proposition  '  there  is  fire  because  there  is 
smoke,  and  fire  has  smoke,'  fire  is  the  lingin)  ;  the 
cause  or  source  (i.  e.  that  original  substance  into 
which  a  Lin-ga  is  resolved,  see  under  linga);  an 
elephant;  (inas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  particular  Saiva 
sect  [cf.  li>tga-vat]  ;  (ini),  f.  a  particular  plant. 
—  Lingi-vesha,  as,  m.  the  dress  or  the  insignia  of 
a  religious  student  (the  skin,  staff,  bowl,  &c.),  the 
dress  or  appearance  of  a  follower  of  Siva. 

Liitgya,  ind.  =  3.  a-lingya,  having  embraced. 

lingalika,  f.  a  kind  of  mouse. 

Trt-asfV  IMhavi,  N.  of  a  regal  race. 

f^7  lit,  a  technical  term  in  grammar  for 
the  terminations  of  the  Reduplicated  Perfect  tense  or 
for  this  tense  itself. 

r««pa|  Ktya,  Nom.  P.  lityati,  &c.,  to  be 
little  ;  to  think  little  of. 

TcTW  H-dhu,  (in  grammar)  a  technical 
term  for  Nominal  verbs,  (said  to  be  a  contraction  of 

liitga,  '  the  crude  base  of  a  noun,'  and  dhdtu,  '  a 
root.') 

fr»5'?  lindu,\e.&.  =  pti<!hala,  slimy,  slip- 

pery. 
fVi'^r  Up  (the  later  and  classical  form 
^*  N  of  rt.  rip),  cl.  6.  P.  A.  limpati,  -te, 

lilepa,  lilipe,  lepsyati,  -te,  alipat,  alipata  or 
alipta,  Ifptitm,  to  smear,  besmear,  anoint,  daub, 
plaster,  paint  ;  to  spread  over,  cover  ;  to  stain,  soil, 
pollute,  defile,  contaminate;  to  inflame,  kindle, 
burn  :  Pass,  lipyate,  to  be  smeared  or  anointed  ;  to 
stick,  cleave,  adhere  to;  Caus.  lepayati,  -yittim, 
Aor.  alilipat,  to  cause  to  smear,  &c.  ;  to  smear, 
anoint,  cover  ;  to  cause  to  be  covered  or  decorated  : 

Desid.  tiliptati,  -te:  Intens.  lelipyate,  lelepti; 

[cf.  Gr.  AiV-et,  \iir-ot,  \tirap6-t,  \iw-ap--fjs,  \iirap- 
t-ca,  d-\ti(f>-a>,  d\(t<p-ap,  a\et<pa,  \taa6s :  Lat. 
limpidus.  lippus,  li-no,  li-mus,  de-libuo;  probably 
also  liquidua,  liqueo :  Old  Germ,  solba  :  Goth. 
lalbon :  Angl.  Sax.  sealf:  Slav,  lep-i-ti,  Ic/i-u : 
Lith.  limp-u,  lip-ti,  lip-u-s :  Hib.  laib,  laibe, 'mire,  clay.'] 

Lipa,  as,  m.  smearing,  anointing,  plastering. 

Lipi,  is,  or  lipi,  f.  smearing,  besmearing,  anoint- 
ing, plastering,  spreading  over ;  painting,  drawing ; 

writing,  transcribing,  handwriting;  the  art  of  writing  ; 
written  characters,  the  letters ;  a  writing,  written 

paper  or  book,  manuscript,  document,  letter.  —  Lipi- 
Tcara,  as,  m.  an  anointer,  white-washer,  plasterer ; 
a  writer,  scribe  ;  an  engraver.  —  Lipi-kdra,  as,  m.  a 
writer,  scribe,  copyist.  —  Lipi-jna,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
understands  writing,  one  who  can  write.  —  Lipi- 

nydsa,  as,  m.  'the  act  of  putting  down  written 
characters,'  writing,  transcribing.  —  Lipi-jihalaka, 
am,  n.  a  writing-tablet,  leaf  for  writing  on.~Lipi- 
4dld,  f.  a  writing-school.  —  Lipi-eankhyd,  f.  a 
number  of  written  characters.  —  Lipl-sajjd,  f.  imple- 

ments or  materials  for  writing. 

Lipikd,  f.  =  lipi,  a  writing,  written  paper,  &c. 
I.  lipta,  as,  d,  am  (for  3.  lipta  see  p.  868,  col.  i), 

smeared,  besmeared,  anointed ;  stained,  soiled,  de- 
filed ;  smeared  with  poison,  poisoned,  envenomed ; 

eaten.  —  Lipta-vat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who  has  smeared 
or  anointed,  &c.  —  Ltpta-hasta,  as,  d,  am,  having 

the  hands  smeared  or  stained.  —  Liptdnga  (°ta-an°), 
as,  a  or  t,  am,  having  the  body  anointed  with 
unguents,  &c. 
Liptaka,  as,  d,  am,  smeared,  covered  with  poison ; 

(as),  m.  a  poisoned  arrow. 
Limpa,  as,  m.  smearing,  anointing,  plastering; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants. Limpata,  as,  a,  am,  libidinous,  lustful,  lecherous ; 

(as),  m.  a  libertine ;  [cf.  lampata."] Limpat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  smearing,  anointing, 
plastering. 

Limpdka,  as,  m.  an  ass ;  a  citron  or  lime  tree ; 
(am),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  lime  tree,  a  citron. 
Limpi,  its,  f.  =  lipi,  a  writing,  &c. 
Livi,  is,  or  livi,  f.  writing,  transcribing,  a  writing, 

&c.,  =  lipi.  —  Livi-l:ara  or  linn-kara,  as,  m.  a 
writer,  scribe. 

Lepa,  as,  m.  the  act  of  smearing,  besmearing, 
daubing,  anointing,  plastering,  anything  smeared 

on,  salve,  ointment,  unguent,  plaster,  mortar,  chu- 
nam,  white-wash ;  a  coating  of  paint,  &c. ;  the 
wipings  of  the  hand  after  offering  funeral  oblations 
to  three  ancestors,  (these  wipings  being  considered 
as  an  oblation  to  paternal  ancestors  in  the  fourth, 
fifth,  and  sixth  degrees) ;  impurity,  dirt,  any  grease 

or  dirt  sticking  to  vessels,  &c.,  a  spot,  stain,  pollu- 
tion, defilement,  moral  impurity,  sin ;  food,  victuals. 

—  Lepa-kara,  as,  m.  plaster-maker,  mortar-maker 
or  plasterer,  bricklayer,  white-washer.  «•  Lepa-kd- 
minl,  {.  =  aiijanl.  —  Lepa-bhdgin,  i,  m.  'sharing 
the  Lepa,'  a  paternal  ancestor  in  the  fourth,  fifth, 
and  sixth  degrees  (Manu  III.  2i6).  —  Lepa-bhuj, 

k,  m.  '  eating  the  Lepa,'  =  lepa-bhdgin. 
Lepaka,  as,  m.  a  plasterer,  bricklayer ;  one  who 

moulds  or  models ;  (a  form  lepaka  for  lepa  is  found 

at  the  end  of  some  comps.,  see  a-l°.) 
Lepana,  as,  m.  olibanum,  incense ;  (am),  n. 

the  act  of  smearing,  besmearing,  daubing,  spreading 
on;  anything  smeared  on,  salve,  ointment,  plaster, 

mortar,  white-wash  ;  flesh,  meat. 
Lepaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  smeared  or  anointed, 

fit  to  be  plastered. 
Lepin,  i,  ini,  i,  smearing  or  besmearing  with, 

covering  with  ;  smeared  with,  covered  with ;  (I),  m.  a 

plasterer,  bricklayer,  one  who  moulds  or  models. 

Lepya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  smeared  or  anointed  ; 
to  be  defiled,  to  be  spotted  or  stained ;  moulded, 

modeled  ;  (am),  n.  plastering,  spreading  or  smearing 
ointment  or  mortar,  making  models,  moulding, 

modeling.  —  Lepya-krit,  t,  m.  one  who  makes 
models,  a  bricklayer,  plasterer.  —  Lepya-ndri,  f. 

(probably)  a  modeled  figure  of  a  woman.  —  Lepya- 



TftfrrT  lepya-yoshit. 
maya,  at,  i,  am,  made  of  mortar  or  clay,  moulded  ; 

(£),  f.  a  doll,  puppet.  ̂ Lfpya-yoth  it,  t,  (.  =  ltpya- 
narl.  —  fjti>ya-etri,  f.  a  woman  covered  with  un- 
ijucnts,  a  perfumed  woman. 

2.  lipta,  as,  a,  am  (according  to 

Un»di-s.  V.  55.  fr.  rt.  i.  If;  for  I.  lipta  see  p.  867, 
co'-  3)j  united,  joined,  connected,  embraced. 

IWNI  lipta  or  liptika,  t.  a  minute,  the 

sixtieth  part  of  a  degree  ;  [cf.  Or.  Xejrruj.]  —  Lipti- 
kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -Icaroti,  &c.,  Ved.  to  reduce  to  minutes. 

frttll  /i/«a,  lipsu,  lipsya,  &c.  See  p.  862, 
col.  i. 

'  libi,  libi,  =  liri,  q.  v. 
libuja,  f.,  Ved.  a  creeping  plant, 

creeper. 

f~~~~f~S(  limpa,  limpi,  &c.    See  p.  867,  col.  3. 

'  limba-bhatta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
i .  Its  (according  to  some  a  later 

.  form  of  rt.  i.  m),  cl.  6.  P.  litati  (ac- 

cording to  some  also  A.  lis'ate),  to  tear  off,  hurt, 
injure,  (in  this  sense  only  if  identified  with  rt.  I.  Hs") ; 
to  go,  move ;  cl.  4.  P.  lisyuti  (also  A.  litigate), 
Ulisa,  lilise,  lekshyati,  -te,  alilethat,  alikfhata, 
leshtum,  to  be  small,  lessen,  become  small  [cf.  its. 

kriiS,  Hi/]  :  Caus.  Mayati,  alilis'at :  Desid.  li- 
likshate:  Intens.  lelityate,  leleshti;  [cf.  Gr.  0X1- 
fot,  perhaps  also  \lySot ;  Lith.  Irsas.] 

2.  It/,  (,  t,  t,  (probably)  one  who  tears  off  or 
injures,  &c. 

Lisa,  at,  d,  am,  (probably)  tearing,  injuring,  &c. ; 
(see  kulisa.) 
Lishta,  at,  d,  am,  lessened,  decreased,  reduced. 
Lixa,  as,  m.  smallness,  littleness ;  a  small  part  or 

portion,  particle,  atom,  bit,  little  bit,  slight  trace,  small 
quantity,  little  (frequently  at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf. 

danda-f,  tveda-l") ;  a  particular  division  or  short 
space  of  time  (  =  J  Kalis) ;  epithet  of  a  particular 
modulation  of  sound  or  melody ;  (in  rhetoric)  a  par- 

ticular figure  of  speech,  employment  of  a  comparison 
instead  of  a  direct  statement ;  representing  as  a  dis- 

advantage what  is  otherwise  regarded  as  an  advantage 
and  vice  versa ;  N.  of  a  king  (a  son  of  Su-hotra). 

^Leiokla,  (°/a-iifr°),  at,  d.,  am,  briefly  said,  only hinted  or  insinuated. 

Leiya,  f.  light 
Leshtarya,  at,  d,  am,  (probably)  to  be  torn  off 

or  injured. 

Lfthlit,  us,  m.  a  clod,  lump  of  earth  ;  [cf.  loahta, 

loth(u.~\  —  Lexhtu-ghna  or  lethtu-bhedana,  as,  m. 
a  clod-breaker,  clod-crusher,  a  barrow  or  other  agri- 

cultural implement  used  for  breaking  dods. 

f«5*f  lishva,  as,  m.  =  lashva,  a  dancer, 
actor. 

i.  lih  (a  later  form  of  rt.  rih),  cl. 

*\  2.  P.  A.  ledhi,  Udhe  (2nd  sing.  P.  le- 
kslti,  2nd  and  3rd  du.  lidliat),  Impf.  P.  alet  or 
aled  (and  sing,  alet,  2nd  du.  alidhnm),  Impv.  P. 
ledhu  (2nd  sing,  lidhi),  lileha,  lilihe,  Ickfhyati, 
-te,  alikthat,  alikthata  or  alidlia,  ledhum,  to 
lick  ;  to  lick  up  ;  to  taste,  sip,  lap,  take  any  food  by 
licking  or  lapping :  Pass,  lihyate,  Aor.  alehi,  to  be 
licked,  &c. :  Caus.  lehayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  alllihat, 
to  cause  to  lick:  Desid.  lililtshati,  -te :  Intens. 
lelihyate,  leledhi,  to  lick  frequently,  be  constantly 
licking,  play  with  the  tongue,  dart  out  the  tongue ; 

,    -lib.  lighi 
.....;,'....,,        I    lick.  ] 

2.  lih,  t,  t,  t,  licking,  licking  up,  tasting. 
Ltha  in  go-liha,  q.  v. 
Lihat,  an,  ati,  at,  licking,  licking  up,  tasting. 
Lihyumdna,  at,  d,  am,  being  licked. 
Lidha,  at,  d,  am,  licked,  tatted,  licked  up,  de- 

voured,  eaten.  —  Lidha-mukta,  at,  a,  am,  tasted 

and  ejected,  rejected  after  being  tasted;  (a  com- 

pound formed  like  dagdlia-pra.ru.dhu,,  '  growing 

again  after  being  burnt.') Ltdhra,  ind.  having  licked  or  licked  up. 

Miha,  as,  m.  (fr.  the  Intens.), '  constantly  licking,' 
a  kind  of  parasitical  worm  ;  a  serpent,  snake ;  (a),  f.  a 
particular  Mudra  or  position  of  the  fingers. 

Lelihat,  at,  ati,  at,  constantly  licking  or  playing 
with  the  tongue. 

Ldihana,  as,  a,  am,  frequently  licking  or  darting 
out  the  tongue  ;  (at),  m.  a  snake,  serpent ;  epithet 
of  Siva;  (d),  f.  a  particular  Mudri  or  position  of 
the  fingers. 

Lelihyamdna,  at,  a,  am,  constantly  darting  out 
the  tongue. 

Leha,  as,  m.  licking,  tasting;  one  who  licks,  a 
licker,  sipper,  (madhuno  leha/t,  a  sipper  of  honey, 
a  bee,  =  madhu-li h) ;  anything  to  be  taken  by 
licking,  a  lambative,  electuary ;  food  ;  epithet  of  one 
of  the  ten  ways  in  which  an  eclipse  can  take  place ; 

(i),  f.  a  particular  disease  of  the  tips  of  the  ears. 
Lehaka,  at,  m.  one  who  licks,  a  licker,  taster. 
Lehana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  licking,  tasting  or 

lapping  with  the  tongue. 
Lehamya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  licked,  &c.,  =  lehya 

below. 

Leham,  ind.  having  licked,  &c.,  (kshira-leham, 
having  licked  milk.) 

Lehin,  i,  inl,  i,  licking,  a  licker ;  [cf.  madhu-P.] 
Ldiina,  as,  m.  borax. 
Lehya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  licked,  lickable,  capable 

of  being  licked,  to  be  lapped  or  licked  up  or  eaten 

by  licking ;  (am),  n.  nectar,  ambrosia,  food  that  is 
licked  or  sipped,  a  lambative,  syrup,  electuary ; 
food  in  general. 

-/I  I.  It,  cl.  9.  P.  lindti  (this  form  not 

'  usually  found),  to  adhere ;  to  obtain  (?) ; 
cl.  I.  P.  layati  (not  usually  found),  to  melt-  liquely, 

dissolve;  cl.  4.  A.  l~nji.it e  (this  is  the  usual  form), 
lilye,  leshyati  or  Idsyati,  leshyate  or  Idsyate, 
aleehta  or  aldtta,  letum,  Idtum,  to  cling  or  press 

closely,  join  or  adhere  firmly,  adhere  or  stick  to- 
gether, cling  to,  embrace ;  to  lie,  recline,  lie  or  rest 

upon,  sit  upon,  dwell  in,  stay  in,  haunt,  lurk  in,  hide 
in,  cower  down  in ;  to  be  viscous  or  sticky ;  to  be 
solvable,  to  be  dissolved ;  to  be  absorbed  in  ;  to  be 
devoted  to ;  to  disappear,  vanish :  Pass.  llyaU,  Aor. 
a/ay! :  Caus.  (generally  with  prep,  m),  -Idpayati  or 
-Idyayati  or  -linayati  or  -lalayati,  to  melt,  liquefy, 
dissolve,  &c.,  (see  vi-li;  according  to  Pan.  I.  3,  70, 
the  form  Idpayate  in  Atmane-pada  is  used  in  the 

sense  of '  to  obtain  honour,' '  cause  to  be  honoured ') : 
Desid.  lilis/iati,  -te :  Intens.  lellyate,  ieliu/lti, 
leleti  (for  leldyati,  which  some  consider  an  intensive 
form  of  a  rt.  ll,  see  leliya) ;  [cf.  Gr.  Ari/xof  :  Lat. 

limits,  po-lire,  linere;  according  to  some,  llf/ui-n, 
liqtto :  Old  Germ,  lim,  leim :  Angl.  Sax.  time, 

lam.~\ 

Luya,  as,  m.  the  act  of  dinging,  adhering,  stick- 
ing, union,  adherence ;  embracing,  an  embrace  ( = 

ileaha,  iam-ileshana) ;  the  act  of  lying,  cowering, 
lurking,  hiding;  melting,  fusion,  solution,  melting 
away,  dissolution,  absorption,  extinction,  disappearing, 
vanishing,  disappearance,  destruction,  reduction  (of 
the  Universe  &c.)  into  its  original  state,  death, 

(layam  yd  or  gam,  &c.,  to  go  to  dissolution,  melt 
away,  disappear,  vanish;  to  be  destroyed,  perish); 
rest,  repose  ;  place  of  rest,  residence,  house,  dwelling: 
mental  inactivity,  spiritual  indifference,  slackness  of 
mind ;  time  (in  music,  regarded  as  of  three  kinds, 

viz.  drMa,  '  quick,'  mad/iya,  '  mean  or  moderate,' 
and  vilambita,  *slow');  a  pause  in  music;  a  parti- 

cular agricultural  implement,  (perhaps  a  sort  of  harrow 
or  hoe,  Ved.);  (am),  n.  the  root  of  Andropogon 
Muricatus ;  (as,  a,  am),  making  the  mind  inactive 
or  indifferent.  —  Laya-kdla,  as,  m.  time  of  disso- 

lution or  destruction.  —  Laya-gata,  as,  a,  am,  gone 
to  dissolution,  dissolved,  melted.  —  Laya~putri,  f. 

'  daughter  of  (musical)  time,'  a  female  dancer, 

lllaravinda. 

actress.  —  Laydrambha  (°ya-dr°)  or  laydlamba 
(Oya-al3),  as,  m.  '  moving  according  to  time,'  a 
dancer,  actor.  —  Laydrka  (ya-ar°),  at,  m.  the  sun 
at  the  dissolution  of  the  world. 

Layana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  clinging,  adhering, 
lying,  &c. ;  rest,  repose  ;  a  place  of  rest,  house. 

Ldi/aka,  at,  Sec.,  clinging,  sticking,  adhering,  &c. 
a.  li,  it,  f.  clinging  to,  adhering,  embracing,  &c. ; 

liquefying,  melting  ;  =  6apala;  [cf.  <W/i//a.'| Lina,  at,  d,  am,  clung  or  pressed  closely  together, 
embraced,  dung  to,  adhered  to,  attached  to  ;  clinging 
to,  sticking  to,  embracing,  adhering,  lying,  lying  on, 

resting  on,  staving  in,  lurking,  hiding,  entered  into ; 
dissolved,  melted,  absorbed,  absorbed  in  or  into, 
swallowed  up  in ;  intimately  united  with ;  devoted 

to,  given  up  to ;  disappeared,  effaced,  vanished,  de- 
parted ;  (am),  n.  the  being  dissolved,  melting,  being 

absorbed  in,  disappearance.  —  Lina-td,  f.  or  llna- 
tra,  am,  n.  the  state  of  clinging  together  or  adher- 

ing, adhesion,  adhesiveness;  the  lying  hidden  or 

concealed.  —  Lindli  (°tia.-al°),  is,  is,  i,  having  bees 
adhering  (to  anything),  embraced  or  clung  to  bjr beet. 

Lelya,  at,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Intens.,  Vopa-deva  XXVI. 
29),  dinging  or  adhering  very  closely,  &c. 

c"jT'*T  lika,  f.  epithet  of  particular  evil 

spirits. llkka  or  liksha,  f.  =  liksha. 

Hid,  f.  (supposed  by  some  to  be  a 
corruption  of  kridd;  perhaps  connected  with  rt. 
I.  las  or  with  leldya),  play,  sport,  diversion,  amuse- 

ment, pastime ;  wanton  sport,  amorous  pastime 

(shown  in  the  imitation  of  a  lover's  gait,  manner, 
&c.),  wantonness ;  mere  sport  or  play,  mere  amuse- 

ment, joking,  frivolity,  child's  play,  ease  or  facility 
in  doing  anything,  (lilayd,  out  of  sport,  sportively, 
for  amusement,  as  a  mere  joke,  with  the  greatest 
ease,  without  effort) ;  sportive  appearance,  semblance, 
dissembling,  dissimulation,  pretence,  disguise,  sham ; 
air,  mien,  manner ;  grace,  beauty,  charm,  loveliness ; 

a  species  of  metre,  four  times  —  w  v/  —  w  w  —  »jw  —  uu 
-uu-.  —  LHd-hamala,  am,  n.  a  woman's  toy- 
lotus,  a  lotus-flower  held  in  the  hand  as  a  plaything. 

—  Lild-kara,  at,  m.  a   particular  metre.  —  Lild- 
kalaha,  as,  m.  a  quarrel  or  dispute  in  play,  sham- 
fight,  mock-fight.  —  Lild-khela,  as,  d,  am,  moving 
or  sporting  playfully,  playful ;  (am,  a),  n.  f.  a  kind 
of  metre,  four  times   . 

—  Lllagdra  (°ld-dg°)  or  lild-griha  or  lild-geha, 
am,  n.  a  pleasure-house,  place  of  amusement  or  sport. 

—  Lildnga  Cld-an°),  at,  i,  am,  having  graceful  or 

playful  limbs  (said  of  a  bull  &c.).  —  Lild<!ala  (°ld- 
ad°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  district.  —  Lild-tanu,  us,  f.  a 
form  assumed  for  mere  sport  or  pleasure.  —  Lild- 

tdndava-pandita,  as,  d,  am,  skilled  in  sportive 
dances  (said  of  Siva).  —  Lild-tdmarata,  am,  n.  a 
lotus-flower  held  in  the  hand  as  a  plaything.  —  Lild- 

daijdha,  at,  d,  am,  burnt  to  ashes  or  consumed 

without  effort.  —  Lilddri  ("Id-ad*1),  is,  m.^lild- 
6ala.  —  Lild-natana,  am,   n.   a   sportive   dance. 

•-  Lild-padma,  am,  n.  a  toy-lotus,  (see  llld-ka- 
ma/a.)  —  Lild-fiarrata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 

—  Lildbja  (cld-ab'),  am,  n.  =  lild-kamala.**Li- 
labharana  (ld-abh°),  am,  n.  a  sham  ornament  (as 
a    bracelet    made  of  a   string   of  lotuses).  ••  Lild- 

madhu-kara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  drama.  —  Lild-ma- 
nushya,  as,  m.  a  sham  man,  man  in  disguise,  one 
not  really  a  man.  —  Lila-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting 
of  play  or  amusement,  playful,  sportive,  relating  to 

play  or    amusement.  ••  Lild-mdtreiia,    ind.  out   of 
mere  sport,  in  mere  play,  without  the  least  effort. 
—  Lild-nidnujtha-vujraha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
human  body  merely  for  amusement,  assuming  the 
shape  of  a  man  for  a  pretext  or  pretence ;  (as),  m. 

epithet  of  Krishna.  —  IMambuja  (°ld-am°),  am,  n. 

N.  of  a  people,  (perhaps  for  niltiifiidha.)~Li'd- rati,  it,  f.  sportive  amusement,  sport,  amusement. 

—  Lildravinda  ('ld-ar°),  am,  n.  =  lild-kamala. 
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—  LH'i-vajra,  am,  n.  an  implement  or  instrument 
shaped  like  a  thunderbolt.  —  Lila-mt,  an,  atl,  at, 
possessed    of  grace    or    beauty,   graceful,   beautiful, 
charming ;  (atl),  f.  a  beautiful  and  charming  woman, 
a  wanton  woman  ;  N.  of  Durg5  ;  of  the  wife  of  the 

Asura   Maya ;    of  a    merchant's   daughter  (in   the 
Hitopadcsa) ;  a  kind  of  metre ;  N.  of  a  section  of 
the  Siddhanta-siromani ;    of  a  well   known  treatise 
on  arithmetic,  algebra,  and  geometry  by  Bhaskara 

Ac"arya  ;  of  an  elementary  treatise  on  the  Vaiseshika 
philosophy  (  =  ny&ya-t3,  q.  v.) ;  of  a  work  on  medi- 

cine. —  Lilaratara  (°la-av°),  as,  m.  the  descent  (of 
Vishnu  on  the  earth )  for  his  own  amusement.  —  Li~ 

latadhuta  (°la-av0),  as,  a,  am,  gracefully  waved 
about.  —  Lila-vapi,  f.  a  pleasure-tank  or  lake.  —  LHa- 
t-eduinn,  a,  n.  a   pleasure-house ;    [cf.  tildgam.] 
—  Lild-suka,  as,  m.  'pleasure-parrot,'  N.   of  the 
poet  Vilva-man-gala.  —  Ltla-nddhya,  as,  a,  am,  to 
be  effected  with  ease.  —  Llla-ivfitma-priya,  as,  m., 
N.  of  an  author  held  in  esteem  by  the  Tantrikas  or 

worshippers  of  DurgS.  —  Lilodydna  (°ld-ud?),  am, 
n.  a  pleasure-garden,  pleasure-grounds. 

Lilaya,  Nom.  P.  A.  I'dayati,  -yate,  -yitum,  to 
play,  sport,  amuse  one's  self. 

L'dayat,  an,  antl,  at,  or  I'dayamana,  as,  a,  am, 
playing,  sporting,  dallying,  sporting  wantonly. 
LHayita,  as,  a,  am,  done  playfully  or  sportively, 

written  sportively ;  (am},  n.  play,  sport,  amusement. 

LHopavatl  (?),  f.  a  kind   of  metre,  four  times 

I.  luk,   an   artificial  root   probably 

meaning  '  to  meet  together,'  and  apparently  only  in- 
vented to  explain  lukedrara  ;  the  forms  lukishyasi 

and  lukitasya  being  also  given. 

Lukes'vara  (°ia-i^°)>  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

<$«(?  2.  luk  (probably  fr.  Pass,  of  rt.  lun&; 
cf.  lu<!  below  ;  the  loc.  c.  however  is  luki,  not  luff), 
a  technical  term  or  symbol  in  grammar  to  express 

*  the  dropping  out'  or  'disappearance'  of  Pratyayas 
or  affixes  ;  (it  is  properly  regarded  as  a  substitute  for 
an  affix,  preventing  the  appearance  of  any  other  affix 
in  its  place,  and  neutralizing  the  effect  which  this  affix 
would  have  had  on  the  base ;  the  symbols  Ink,  lap, 
and  Slit  are  distinguished  from  lopa,  q.  v.,  and  are 
called  In-mat,  as  containing  the  syllable  lu.) 

cj^  lun,  a  technical  term  or  symbol  in 
grammar  for  the  termination  of  the  Aorist  or  Third 
Preterite  or  for  that  Tense  itself. 

cj^  lunga-=matulmtga,  a  citron. 
•JL  id  Itinf,  cl.  I.  P.  luhiati,  lulunda,  &c., 
\J  \  to  pluck,  pull,  tug,  tear,  pare,  peel ;  to 

pull  or  pluck  out,  pull  off,  tear  off:  Pass,  ludyate, 
to  be  plucked  or  pulled  out.  &c. ;  [cf.  probably  Lat. 
runcare;  Old  Germ,  liu/than;  Angl.  Sax.  lyccan; 

(according  to  some)  Slav,  luc-i-ti;  Goth,  raupja; 
Mod.  Germ.  ra«/e.] 

Lud,  k,  (.  plucking  out  or  off,  cutting  off;  drop- 

ping out;  [cf.  2.  luk.'] Luditva,  ind.  having  plucked  or  pulled  out ;  having 
torn  off. 

Lunda,  as,  a,  am,  pulling  or  tearing  out,  one 
who  plucks  or  pulls. 

Lundaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  one  who  plucks  or  pulls 

out,  a  tearer,  &c.  [cf.  kesa-lj]  ',  (as),  m.  (perhaps) 
a  kind  of  grain. 

Lundana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  plucking,  tearing, 
pulling  out,  &c. 

Luiidita,  as,  a,  am,  plucked,  pulled,  plucked  out, 

&c. ;  peeled.  —  Lu,ndita-kes"a,  as,  m.  'having  the 
hair  torn  out,"  N.  of  a  Jaina  ascetic  (so  called  as 
pulling  out  the  hair  of  the  head  and  body  by  way 
of  mortification). 

Lmiditva,  ind.  having  plucked  or  pulled  out,  Sec. ; 
[cf.  luditcil.] 

("4^3   li'nj  =  rt.  2.  lanj,  q.  v. 

i.  h(  [cf.  rts.  rut.  I.  luth~\,  cl.  r.  A. lo/ate.  Sec.,  to  repel,  resist,  oppose ;  to 
suffer  pain,  be  affected  with  grief;  to  shine ;  cl.  10. 
P.  loiayati,  to  speak ;  to  shine. 

^n  2.  lut  [cf.  rt.  2.  lath],  cl.  i.  4.  P. 
<3  \  lotati,  lahjati,  lidota,  alotit  or  alu/at, 

lolitum,  to  roll,  roll  about,  roll  on  the  ground,  wal- 
low ;  to  be  connected  or  in  contact  with  (?) ;  cl.  I .  A. 

lotate,  &c.,  to  go  (according  to  Naigh.  II.  14) :  Caus. 
lotayitti,  -yihim,  Aor.  alvlatat  or  alulotat. 
Lotana,  am,  n.  rolling,  wallowing,  tumbling. 

c|2  3.  lut,  a  technical  term  or  symbol  in 
grammar  for  the  terminations  of  the  First  Future  or 
for  that  Tense  itself. 

Tjr-T  i.  luth,  cl.  I.  P.  lothati,  lulotha, 
O  \  alnthat,lo/hitum,  to  strike,  knockdown; 

cl.  i.  A.  lothate,  luluthe,  alothishta,  to  resist, 
oppose,  lepel ;  to  suffer  pain ;  to  go  (according  to 
Naigh.  II.  14);  cl.  10.  P.  lothayati  [cf.  rt.  luniJt], 
to  rob,  plunder,  steal,  pillage,  sack. 

fJLJ   2.  luth,  cl.  6.  P.  luthati,  lulotha, 
^3  \aluthat,  Sec.,  lut  hit  um,  to  roll,  roll 

about,  move  about,  move  to  and  fro,  roll  on  the 
ground,  wallow,  welter ;  to  roll  down ;  to  agitate, 

move,  stir,  (in  this  sense  =  rt.  lud)  :  Caus.  lulha- 
yati,  -yitum,  Aor,  alula/hat  or  alulothat,  to  cause 
to  roll,  make  to  move  to  and  fro :  Desid.  lultithi- 
shale,  to  wish  to  roll,  intend  to  roll,  to  be  on  the 

point  of  rolling ;  [cf.  Hib.  lluth, '  I  move,  hasten.'] 
Lu'hat,  an,  atl  or  antl,  at,  rolling,  rolling  on  the 

ground,  falling  down  ;  flowing,  trickling  (?). 
Luttiana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  rolling,  rolling  or 

wallowing  on  the  earth,  rolling  on  the  ground  with 

sorrow.  — Lu/hanes'vara-tirt/ia  ("na-ls'"),  am,  n., N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

Luthamana,  as,  Z,  am,  rolling,  moving  to  and fro. 

Luthita,  as,  a,  am,  rolled,  rolled  down,  rolling 
on  the  ground  (as  a  horse  &c.) ;  fallen ;  (am),  u. 
the  rolling  on  the  ground  (of  a  horse). 

Lu/heifvara  (°(ha-iiS°),  am,  n..  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 
Lo/ha,  ax,  m.  rolling,  rolling  on  the  ground. 
Lo/hana,  a«,  m.  a  proper  N. 

^tJ   lud(=rt.  lul,  cf.rts.  2.  lut,  2.  luth}, 
\5  \  cl.  i.  P.  lodati,  &c.,  to  agitate,  move 

about,  stir,  churn,  disturb ;  cl.  6.  P.  ludati,  Sec.,  to 
adhere,  be  attached  ;  to  cover :  Caus.  lodayati,  Sec., 
to  set  in  motion,  agitate,  disturb. 
Lodana,  am,\i.  the  act  of  agitating  or  disturbing. 
Lodayat,  an,  anti,  at,  agitating,  disturbing. 
Lvdita,  as,  a,  am  [cf.  lolita],  agitated,  troubled. 
Lodyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  agitated,  being 

stirred. 

fylJM    lunt  [cf.  rts.  runt,  runth,  I.  luth, 
\5^  \  liinip,  cl.  i.  P.  luntati,  Sec.,  to  rob, 

plunder ;  cl.  10.  P.  luntayati,  Sec.,  to  rob,  plunder  ; 

to  peel,  (for  rt.  lui'u!) ;  to  disregard,  despise. 
Luntaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable ;  a  proper  N. 
Luntu,  f.  robbing ;  rolling,  (for  luthana,  q.  v.) 
Ltuitaka,  as,  m.  a  robber,  thief;  a  crow. 
Luntita,  as,  a,  ant,  robbed,  plundered ;  peeled, 

(for  luitcita.) 

(ylJM  lunt.h  (=rt.  runth),  cl.  I.  P.  lun- \3  \  thati,  &c.,  to  go;  to  stir  up,  agitate, 
excite,  set  in  motion  (  =  rts.  2.  luth,  Ind);  to  be 
idle;  to  be  lame;  to  repel,  resist;  to  steal,  rob, 

plunder,  pillage  [cf.  rts.  runt,  lunt,  I.  ltith~\ :  Caus. liiiithayati,  to  rob,  steal,  plunder,  sack;  to  peel, 
(for  rt.  lund.) 

Ijitnthaka,  as,  m.  a  robber,  plunderer. 

Lunthat,  an,  antl,  at,  stirring  up,  exciting,  agi- 
tating ;  rolling,  (for  luthat.) 

Lunthana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  plundering,  pillaging. 
Luntha-nadi,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Luiithayat,  an,  anti,  at,  plundering,  pillaging. 
Luntha,  f.  robbing,  pillaging,  &c. ;  rolling,  &c., 

(for  lut/uma,  q.  v.) 

Luntluika,  as,  m.  a  robber;  a  crow. 
Lunlhi,  is,  (.  plundering,  pillaging,  sacking. 
Luii/hita,  as,  u,  am,  plundered,  pillaged,  robbed, 

stolen  ;  peeled,  (  for  lundita.) 
Luntkl,  {.  =  l((,tk(tn(t,  q.  v. 

-J  J|J   lund  (=:rts.  runt,  lunt,  i.  luth), 
O       N  cl.  i.  10.  P.  lundati,  lundayatl,  &c., 

to  rob,  plunder. 

«  Ujs  «n  I  lundika,  f.  a  ball,  round  mass 
(of  anything)  ;  proper  behaviour,  fitting  conduct. 
Lundi,  [.  proper  behaviour,  becoming  conduct, 

acting  and  judging  rightly. 

Luiidl-hri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti.  Sec.,  to  roll  into  a 
ball,  roll  up,  roll  together.  —  Luiidl-lcnta,  as,  a, 
am,  made  into  a  ball,  rolled  up  together. 

lunth  [cf.  rts.  i.  luth,  i.  lut],  cl. 
I.  P.  lunthati.  Sec.,  to  s;rike,  hurt, 

kill  ;  to  afflict  ;  to  suffer  pain. 

-^i  M  i.  lup  (a  later  form  of  rt.  I.  rup), 
O  x  cl.  6.  P.  A.  lumpati,  -te,  lidopa,  lulupe, 

lopsyati,  -te,  alupat,  alupta,  loptuin,  to  break, 
fracture,  violate,  break  in  pieces,  cut,  cut  off,  mutilate, 
destroy,  injure,  spoil  ;  to  seize,  pounce  upon  ;  to  rob, 
plunder,  take  away,  deprive  of;  to  suppress,  elide,  erase, 
cause  to  disappear  ;  cl.  4.  P.  lupyati,  litlopa,  lopish- 

yati,  lopitum,  to  be  suppressed  or  destroyed  [cf.  lup- 
yate  below]  ;  to  disturb,  bewilder,  perplex,  confound 
[cf.  rt.  labh,  with  which  lup  appears  to  be  connected  ; 
see  loliipa\  :  Pass,  lupyate,  Aor.  alopi,  to  be 
broken  or  violated  ;  to  be  suppressed  or  lost,  be 
elided,  suffer  elision,  disappear  (in  grammar)  :  Caus. 

lopayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  alttltipat  or  aliilopat,  to 
cause  to  break  or  violate  ;  to  break,  infringe,  violate, 

offend  against,  thwart,  injure  ;  to  omit,  neglect,  miss  ; 
to  cause  to  swerve  from  (with  abl.)  ;  Dcsid.  lulup- 

sati,  -te,  lulopishatl,  Sec.  :  Intens.  loltipyate,  lo- 
lopti,  to  confound,  disturb,  bewilder,  perplex  ;  [cf. 
Gr.  \vir-p(5-s,  \vTt--ff,  XvTT-t-oj,  \vmj-p6-s,  perhaps 

also  'O\vnwos  :  Lat.  rump-o  :  Old  Germ,  raubon: 

(probably)  Goth,  raitpjan,  '  to  pull  out  :'  Angl.  Sax. 
reaf,  nafian  :  Old  Norse  ryf:  Lith.  rup-c-ti, 
rup-u-s  :  Slav,  lom-i-ti  :  Hib.  reubaim,  '  I  tear, 
lacerate  ;'  reuban,  '  plundering,  robbery  ;'  lomaim, 
'  I  sheer,  shave,  make  bare.'] 

2.  lup,  falling  or  dropping  out,  suppression,  elision, 

cutting  off,  rejection,  {lup  is  one  of  the  three  tech- 
nical terms  for  grammatical  elision  classed  with  luk, 

q.  v.  ;  it  is  especially  applicable  to  a  Taddhita  affix, 

implying  its  disappearance  and  preventing  the  ap- 
pearance of  any  other  affix  in  its  place.) 

Lupta,  as,  .d,  am,  broken,  violated,  injured, 
destroyed;  robbed,  plundered,  deprived  of;  omitted, 
left  off,  neglected;  suppressed,  cut  off,  elided  (in 

grammar),  rejected,  fallen  or  dropped  out,  disap- 
peared, lost,  obsolete,  disused  ;  (am),  n.  stolen  pro- 

perty, plunder,  booty.  —  Lupta-td,  f.  the  state  of 
being  cut  off  or  elided,  disappearance,  suppression, 
non-existence.  —  Lupta-dharma-lcriya,  as,  a,  am, 
excluded  from  or  deprived  of  religious  ordinances. 

—  Lupta-pada,  as,  a,  am,  wanting  (whole)  words. 

—  Lupta-pindodaka-kriya  ("da-ad""),  as,  a,  am, 
deprived  of  funeral  rites.  —  Lupta-pratiblia,  as,  a, 

am,  deprived  of  reason.  —  Lupta-visarga-t  it,  f.  the 

dropping  of  VisaLigz.  —  Luptopama  (°ta-up°),  as, 
a,  am,  wanting  or  failing  in  the  particle  of  compa- 

rison ;  (a),  f.  (in  rhetoric)  a  mutilated  or  elliptical 
simile  (the  conjunction  expressing  comparison  being 
omitted),  a  metaphor. 

Lupyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  broken,  being  cut 
off,  being  perplexed  or  confused. 

Lopa,  as,  m.  breaking,  violation,  fracture,  mutila- 
tion, cutting  off,  destruction  ;  robbing,  plundering, 

stealing,  deprivation,  want,  deficiency,  loss,  interrup- 
tion, intermission,  omission,  separation,  disappear- 
ance, dropping  or  falling  out,  rejection,  annulling, 

cancelling,  erasure,  grammatical  elision,  (lopa  is  the 
technical  term  for  elision  generally  as  distinguished 

from  the  terms  lup,  s"lu,  luk,  which  are  only  appli- 
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cable  to  affixes ;  when  lopa  of  an  affix  takes  place, 
a  blank  is  substituted,  which  exerts  the  same  influence 
on  the  base  as  the  affix  itself,  but  when  either  Ink  or 

Itip  or  *?»  of  an  affix  is  enjoined,  then  the  affix  is 
not  only  dropped  but  it  is  also  inoperative  on  the 
base;  thus  in  the  1st  pi.  of  kati,  where  jas  is  said 
to  be  elided  by  luk,  the  change  of  the  final  of  the 
base  to  Guna  does  not  take  place,  i.  e.  both  the  affix 
and  its  effect  on  the  base  are  abolished ;  moreover, 

lopa  may  refer  only  to  the  last  letter  of  an  affix, 
whereas  by  luk  &c.  the  dropping  of  the  whole  affix 

is  implied) ;  (a),  f.  =  lopumudra.  —  Lopipatti  (°pa- 
«;/  ),  is,  (.  the  being  cut  off  or  elided,  the  being 

dropped.  —  Lopamudra  (°pa-am°),  f.,  N.  of  the 
reputed  wife  of  Agastya  (regarded  as  the  authoress 

of  Rig-veda  I.  179,  4).  —  Lopdmudrd-pati,  is,  m. 
'husband  of  LopSmudrJ,'  N.  of  the  sage  Agastya. 
Lopaka,  as,  ika,  am,  interrupting,  annihilating, 

(dhara-lopaka,  am,  n.  [probably]  epithet  of  a  par- 
ticular ceremony) ;  (as),  m.  violation. 

Lopana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  omitting  or  violating, 

violation ;  [cf.  vrata-P.] 
Lopaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  jackal. 
Lopdpaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  jackal ;  (ika),  f.  the 

female  of  this  jackal. 

Lopdia,  as,  m.  a  jackal,  fox,  or  a  similar  animal ; 
[cf.,  according  to  some,  Gr.  dAawr/f.] 
Lopdpaka,  as,  m.  a  jackal ;  a  proper  N. ;  (ika), 

{.  the  female  of  a  jackal,  a  female  fox. 
Lopin,  i,  ini,  i,  causing  loss,  doing  an  injury  or 

wrong,  injuring;  liable  or  subject  to  elision,  suffering 
elision. 

Loptri,  to.,  tri,  tri,  one  who  interrupts  or  violates, 
a  violator,  injurer. 
Loptra,  am,  i,  n.  f.  stolen  property,  plunder,  booty. 
Lvpya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  broken  or  destroyed ;  to 

be  rejected  or  elided,  to  be  omitted  or  passed  over ; 
(perhaps)  being  among  thickets  or  inaccessible  places 
(Ved. ;  cf.  ulupa). 

<J3!  lubdha,  lubdhaka,  &c.     See  below. 

"3O  lubh,  cl.  4.  P.  lubhyati,  Mobha 
V5  \  (A.  lulubhe),  lobkishyati,  alubhat,  lo- 

bhitum,  lobdhum,  to  desire  greatly  or  eagerly, 
covet,  long  for  anything  (dat.  or  loc.) ;  to  be  inter- 

ested in ;  to  allure,  (mam  lulubke,  he  allured  me) ; 
to  be  perplexed  or  disturbed,  become  disordered,  go 
astray ;  cl.  6.  P.  lubhati,  &c.,  Aor.  alobhit,  to  be- 

wilder, confound,  perplex,  disturb :  Caus.  lobhayati. 
Sec.,  to  cause  to  desire  or  long  for,  make  greedy ;  ex- 

cite greediness  or  covetousness,  excite  lust ;  to  allure, 
entice,  entice  away,  seduce,  attract;  to  disturb,  de- 

range: D,esid.  lulubhiskati,  lulobhuhati :  Intens. 

lolubhyate,  lolobdhi ;  [cf.  Gr.  \ty,  Ka(/-ovpia, 
Aiir-T-o/«ii,  (\fv9tpos :  Lat.  lnb-et,  lib-et,  lib-i-do, 

lib-er,  Libentina:  Goth,  liub-s,  'dear;'  brothra- 
lub-o,  ui-laubjan :  Old  Germ,  liub-an,  m6t-luba, 
lob,  lob-6-n :  Angl.  Sax.  leof,  lyfan,  lufian,  lof, 

leaf,  left :  Slav,  ljub-i-ti,  '  to  love ;'  liub-y,  Jjub- 
imi,  liub-y-ti,  liub-jaiis :  Lith.  lab/it.] 

Liibdha,  OK,  a,  am,  desiring,  covetous,  greedy, 

avaricious ;  desirous  of,  longing  for,  ("sometimes  with 
loc.,  e.g.  yasiisi  luMliali,  desirous  of  fame) ;  (as), 
m.  a  hunter;  a  lustful  man,  libertine.  —  Lubdha- 

jann,  as,  a,  am,  having  covetous  followers.  —  Lub- 
dha-tH,  f.  or  lubdhn-tm,  am,  n.  greediness,  ava- 
riciousness,  covetousness,  eager  desire  for. 
Lulidhaka,  as,  m.  a  covetous  or  greedy  man ;  a 

lustful  man,  libertine ;  a  hunter ;  the  star  Sinus  (so 
called  according  to  a  legend  which  narrates  that  Siva 
transformed  himself  into  a  hunter  in  order  to  shoot 
an  arrow  [represented  by  the  three  stars  in  the  belt 
of  Orion  lying  in  a  direct  line  with  Sirius]  at  Brahma 
transformed  into  a  deer  and  pursuing  his  own  daughter metamorphosed  into  a  doe  for  the  purpose  of  com- 

mitting incest  with  her ;  cf.  mri'ia-fuSdha)  •  epi- 
thet of  the  hinder  parts. 

Lubd/tcd,  ind.  having  desired  or  longed  for  hav- 
ing coveted. 

/."'After,  a>,  a,  am,  perplexed,  disturbed,  de- luded, fiscinated. 

lopapatti. 

Lubkitfn,  ind.  having  perplexed  or  disturbed,  &c. 
Lubliyat,  an,  anti,  at,  desiring  greatly,  coveting, 

longing  for. 
Loblta,  as,  m.  eager  desire  or  wish,  covetousness, 

cupidity,  avarice,  greediness,  greed ;  Avarice  perso- 
nified (as  a  son  of  Pushti  or  of  Dambha  and  Maya) ; 

desire  for  or  after  (with  gen.  or  at  the  end  of  a 

comp.).  —  Lobha-manjarl,  f.  the  pearl  of  covetous- 
ness.  —  Lobha-mohila,  as,  d,  am,  beguiled  by  covet- 

ousness, infatuated  through  avarice.  — Lobha-vimha, 
as,  m.  absence  of  avarice ;  (as,  d,  am),  free  from 

cupidity.  —  Lobhakrithta  (°bha-dk'J),  as,  d,  am, 
attracted  by  greediness,  tempted  by  covetousness. 

—  Lobhdnvita  (°bha-an°),  as,  d,  am,  possessed  of 
covetousness,    avaricious,    greedy.  —  Lobhdbhipdtin 

(°bha-abtf),  I,  ini,  i,  hastening  through  eager  desire, 
rushing  greedily.  —  Lobhotkarslta  fbha-ut'),  as,  m. 
excess  of  avarice,  excessive  greed  or  avarice. 

Lobhana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  alluring,  en- 
ticing, attracting,  charming;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 

alluring,  allurement,  enticement,  temptation  ;  gold. 
Lobhanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  desired  or  longed 

for,  alluring,  enticing,  seductive,  attractive.  -•  Lobha- 
niya-tama,  as,  a,  am,  most  worthy  of  being  de- 

sired, most  attractive.  —  Lobhanlyatamdliriti  (°ma- 
dk°),  is,  is,  i,  having  a  most  attractive  figure. 
Lobhaydna,  as,  a,  am,  alluring,  enticing,  seducing. 
Lobhayitvd,  ind.  having  allured  or  enticed. 
Lobhayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 
Lobhita,  ai,  d,  am,  allured,   enticed,  seduced. 

—  Lobltita-vat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who  has  allured, 
&c. 
Lobhitvd,  ind.     See  lubhitvd,  lubdhed. 
Lobhin,  t,  ini,  i,  desirous,  greedy,  covetous,  ava- 

ricious, longing  for,  eager  after,  desirous  of  (often  at 
the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g.  dhana-lobhin,  desirous  of 
wealth)  ;  alluring,  enticing,  attracting. 

Lobhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  eagerly  desired,  desir- 
able, alluring,  enticing,  attractive ;  (as),  m.  Phaseolus Mungo. 

Lobhyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  allured  or  enticed. 

tftt^lu-mat.     See  under  2.  luk,  p.  869. 
_J  U    lumb,  cl.  i.  P.  lumbati,  &c.,  to 
\3      X  torment,  harass ;  cl.  10.  P.  lumbayati, 

&c.,  to  torment ;  to  be  invisible. 

lumbika,  f.  a  particular  musical 

Inmbirii,  f.,  N.  of  a  princess;  of 
a  grove  named  after  this  princess. 
Lumbiniya,  at,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  above. 

lul  (closely  connected  with   rt. 
lud),  cl.  i.  P.  lolati,  Sic.,  to  move 

about,  move  hither  and  thither,  roll  about ;  to  stir, 
agitate,  disturb,  make  tremulous;  cl.  6.  P.  lulati, 
&c.  (for  ludati,  see  rt.  lud),  to  adhere,  be  attached  : 
Caus.  lolat/ati,  &c.,  to  set  in  motion,  agitate,  dis- 

turb, confound,  put  in  confusion. 
Lidita,  as,  d,  am,  shaken,  agitated,  tossed  about, 

moved  to  and  fro,  moving  hither  and  thither,  shaking 
about,  fluttering,  tremulous,  heaving,  waving,  curling, 
disturbed,  confused,  bewildered  ;  disarranged,  injured, 
destroyed ;  adhering,  coming  in  contact,  touching ; 

agreeable,  elegant  (for  lalita  ?).  —  Ltdita-man- 
duna,  as,  d,  am,  having  ornaments  tossed  about  in 
confusion. 

/.'/'«,  as,  d,  am,  moving  hither  and  thither,  shak- 
ing, rolling,  tossing,  swinging  about,  dangling,  pen- 

dent, tremulous,  trembling,  quivering,  agitated, 
alarmed,  unsteady,  restless,  uneasy;  changeable,  in- 

constant, fickle ;  desiring,  desirous,  coveting,  long- 
ing for,  eager  or  anxious  for,  greedy,  lustful ;  (as), 

m.  a  proper  N. ;  (a),  f.  the  tongue;  lightning; 
the  goddess  of  fortune  or  Lakshml  (as  '  the  fickle  or 

changeable  one');  N.  of  Dakshayanl  in  UtpalSvar- 
taka  ;  of  the  mother  of  the  Daitya  Madhu ;  of  a 
female  personification  in  Hindu  music ;  of  a  metre, 

four  times  twenty-four  instants  [cf.  rola] ;  of  another, 
four  times   Uu  — ,   u  u  — .  —  Lola- 

luna. 

kundala,  as,  a,  am,  having  dangling  or  pendent 
ear-rings.  —  Lola-ghata  (?),  the  wind.  —  Lola-jihva, 
as,  d,  am,  having  a  rolling  or  restless  tongue,  in- 

satiable, greedy.  —  Lola-td,  (.  or  lola-tca,  am,  a. 
movableness,  tremulousness,  fickleness,  unsteadiness, 
restlessness;  eager  desire  for,  cupidity,  lustfulness, 

lust.  —  Lola-loin,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  constant 
motion,  continually  moving,  ever  restless.  —  Loldkshi 

(°la-ak°),  w,  is,  i,  having  a  rolling  eye,  •-  Lold- 
kshU'd,  f.  (a  woman)  with  a  rolling  eye.  —  Lold- 

pdn-ga  (Ola-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  having  tremulous  or 
quivering  outer  corners  (said  of  the  eyts).  —  Lyldrka 

(°la-ar°),  as,  m.  a  form  of  the  sun. 
Lohit,  an,  anti,  at,  moving  to  and  fro,  rolling, 

tossing  about.  —  Lolad-bhuja,  as,  d,  am,  having 

swinging  arms. 
Lolana,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Lolamdna,  as,  d,  am,  rolling,  tossing,  rolling  on 

the  ground. 
Lolita,  at,  a,  am,  moved  hither  and  thither, 

waved  to  and  fro,  shaken,  agitated,  tremulous,  trem- 

bling ;  [cf.  lodita.'] c3c7nT  lulapa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  con- 
nected with  rt.  lul),  a  buffalo.  —  Luldpa-kanda,  as, 

m.  a  kind  of  plant  with  a  tuberous  root  ( =  mahisha- 

kanda).— •  Luldpa-kdntd,  f.  a  buffalo  cow. 

Luldya,  as,  m.  a  buffalo. 

cj^t  lusa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  with  the 
patronymic  Dhan5ka  (author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda 

X.,35,  36). 

lusakupi,  is,  m.  a  proper  N. 

•rxw  lush  [cf.  rt.  liisK],  cl.  i.  P.  loshati, 

O     X  &c.,  to  rob,  plunder. 
«JW  lushabha,  as,  m.  (according  to 

Unidi-s.  III.  124.  fr.  rt.  I.  rush),  an  elephant  in 
rut ;  [cf.  Gr.  \vaaa.] 

UJ'-J   luh  (connected  with  rt.  lubh),  cl. 

\5  ̂   i.  P.  lohati,  &c.,  to  covet. 

•3T  i-  lit,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  lundti  (Ved.  also 
C\cl.  5.  lunoti),  Itmlte,  lulara  (2nd  sing,  lu- 

lavitha,  3rd  du.  lulucutUi),  luluve  (2nd  pi.  lidn.- 
vidlive  or  luluvidhve),  lavishyati,  -te,  alamt, 
alavishfa  (2nd  pi.  alaridltvam  or  alavidhmiii), 
luvitiiui,  to  cut,  sever,  divide,  clip,  reap,  pluck, 

gather ;  to  cut  off,  cut  up,  cut  to  pieces,  destroy : 

Pass,  luyate,  Aor.  aldi'i :  Caus.  Idvayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  alllavat,  alilavata,  to  cause  to  cut:  Desid. 

of  Caus.  lildvayishati :  Desid.  luliishati,  -tc  : 
Intens.  loluyate,  loloti,  to  cut  completely  off:  Desid. 

of  Intens.  lolHyishate;  [cf.  Gr.  \v-a>,  \v-a,  \v- 
ai-s,  \v-rrip,  \v-rpo-v,  dno-\avoj ;  Lat.  re-ht-o, 
so-lv-o  (for  se-lu-o),  so-lu-ttt-s,  lu-o,  lucrum  ;  Goth. 
lau-s-j-a,  law,  us-laus-ein-s,  fra-Uiis-un  ;  Angl. 
Sax.  leoxun,  lysan,  leas,  los;  Lith.  lauju;  Slav. 

nt-a-ti,  runo,  nis-i-ti.'\ Lava,  lacaka,  lavaniya,  Sec.    See  p.  863,  col.  3. 

l.ii/'/trfi,  ind.  having  cut,  having  cut  off  or 
gathered.  See  lutva  below. 

Liiea,  as,i,  am,  cutting,  severing,  dividing,  reap- 

ing; plucking,  gathering,  (kusnma-ldm,  a  female 
gatherer  of  Mowers)  ;  cutting  off;  cutting  to  pieces, 

destroying,  killing  [cf.  tfa£rw-Z°]  ;  =  Idba,  a  quail, 

q.v. 

Ldvalia,  as,  m.  a  cutter,  divider,  reaper ;  =  Id- 
baka,  a  quail,  q.  v. 

Ldvin,  f,  ini,  i,  cutting,  reaping;  gathering, 

plucking ;  [cf.  pushpa-l°.] Lnnja,  as,  a,  ant,  to  be  cut,  to  be  reaped,  to  be cut  through. 

Limat,  an,  art,  at,  or  lundna,  as,  d,  am,  cut- 
ting, severing,  dividing,  reaping,  cutting  off,  &c. 

2.  lu,  us,  u*,  u,  cutting,  dividing,  cutting  off, 

plucking. 
Lutva,  ind.  having  cut  or  divided,  &c. 
Luna,  as,  d,  am,  cut,  severed,  clipped;  reaped; 

plucked,  gathered  (said  of  flowers);  cut  off,  cut 
down,  wounded  ;  nibbled  at,  bitten  ;  destroyed ; 
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(am),  n.  =  luma,  a  tail.  —  LUnct-yavam,  ind.  after 
the  barley  has  been  cut,  after  barley-harvest.  —  Luna- 
visha,  as,  a,  am,  having  poison  in  the  tail. 
Lunaka,  as,  a,  am,  cut,  divided  ;  (as),  m.  a  cut, 

division,  wound,  anything  cut  or  broken  ;  sort, 
species,  difference  ;  an  animal. 
Luni,  is,  f.  the  act  of  cutting,  reaping,  cutting  off; 

rice(?). 

Luni,  seeVopa-deva  III.  61. 
Luyamdiia,  as,  a,  am,  being  cut,  being  plucked 

or  gathered.  —  Lilyamdna-yavam,  ind.  when  the 
barley  is  cut. 

laliiva,  at,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Intens.),  cutting  much 
or  often. 

Loluya,  f.  determination  to  cut.  •«  Loluya-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  resolved  to  cut  or  cut  off. 

<g«!  liiksha,  as,  a,  am,  =  ruksha  in  a-l°,  q.v. 
<gfir  luta,  f.  a  spider;  an  ant;  a  kind  of 

cutaneous  disease  (said  to  be  produced  by  moisture 

from  a  spider).  —  Lutd-tantu,  us,  m.  a  spider's  web, 
cobweb.  —  Tiutd-markataka,  as,  m.  an  ape  ;  Arabian 

jasmine  ;  =pntrl.  —  Lutdri  (°td-ari),  is,  m.  '  spider- 
enemy,'  a  kind  of  shrub  (  =  dugdha-pheni). 

Liitika,  f.  a  spider. 

<5*T  Kma,  am,  n.  (connected  with  lima, 

q.  v.),  a  tail,  a  hairy  tail  (as  a  horse's  or  monkey's). 
—  Luma-visha,  as,  m.  '  having  poison  in  the  tail,' 
any  animal  that  stings  with  the  tail  (as  a  scorpion). 

-J  M    lush  [of.  rts.  lush,  rush],  cl.  I.  P.  lii- 
<K    N  shati,  &c.,  to  adorn,  decorate;  cl.  10.  P. 

lushayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  alulushat,  to  hurt,  injure, 
kill;  to  rob,  steal,  (also  cl.  i.  P.  loshati.) 
Lusha  in  arka-P,  q.  v. 

?%?  liiha,  as,  a,  am,  bad  ?  ;    (as),  m.  a 
proper  N. 
Luliasudatta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  (  =  liiha). 

ofc^-  Irin,  a  technical  term  or  symbol  for 
the  terminations  of  the  Conditional  or  for  that  Mood 
itself. 

o£i  Irit,  a  technical  term  or  symbol  for 
the  terminations  of  the  Second  Future  or  for  that 
Tense  itself. 

leka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be)  N.  of  an 
Aditya. 

lekuntika,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

lekha,   lekhana,  lekhin,   lekhya,  &c. 
See  p.  866,  cols.  2,  3. 

777  let,  a  technical  term  for  the  termina- 

tions of  the  Vedic  Mood  or  for  this  Mood  itself, 
(this  is  a  kind  of  Subjunctive  Mood  only  found  in 
the  Vedas  ;  its  characteristic  is  the  insertion  of  short 

a,  often  lengthened  to  a,  between  the  base  and  ter- 
minations.) 

H7  leta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  mixed 
caste. 

Intens.  fr.  an  unused  rt.  It,  as  distinguished  fr.  rt.  I. 
li),  Norn.  P.  A.  Iddyati,  -te,  alddyat,  aldet,  ale- 
liyata,  leldyitum,  Ved.  to  move  to  and  fro,  quiver, 
flicker,  tremble,  quake,  shake  ;  [cf.  Idaya.] 
Lclaya,  ind.  (probably  to  be  connected  with  le- 

laya above,  though  formed  fr.  the  Intens.  of  rt. 
1.  II),  Ved.  quivering,  flickering,  shaking  about. 
Leldyat,  an,  anti,  at,  trembling. 
lidayamana,  f.  one  of  the  seven  tongues  of  fire. 

letya  (=lotya,  q.  v.),  Norn.  P.  let- 
yati,  &c.,  to  deceive,  cheat  ;  to  be  first  ;  to  sleep  ; 
to  shine. 

W<!S  lenda,  am,  n.  excrement  ;  [cf.  landa.~\ 
<5TT  leta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  tears  ;  [cf.  lotaJ] 

ce^^  ledari,  f.,  N.  of  a  place. 

fjl  \t  lep,  cl.  i.  A.  lepate,  &c.,  to  go  ;  to 
X  worship,  serve. 

c5T  lepa,  lepana,  lepya,  &c.     See  p.  867, 
col.  3. 

•V 

p51  leya,  as,  m.  (fr.  Gr.  Ae'uv),  Ved.  the 
sign  of  the  zodiac  Leo. 

~\ 

Maya.     See  col.  2. 

lelaya  (by  some  regarded  as  an 

leliha,  lelihana,  &c.     See  p.  868. 

lelya.     See  p.  868,  col.  3. 

levara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Agra-hara. 

&ST  lesa.     See  p.  868,  col.  i. 

Leshtai-ya,  leshtu,  Sec.     See  p.  868,  col.  I. 

«(*«*  lesika,  as,m.a,  rider  on  an  elephant. 

o51-  leha,  lehana,  lehya.   See  p.  868,  col.  2. 

^TSlaikha,  as,  m.  (fr.  lekha),  a  patronymic. 
Laikhdlihreya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Lekha- 

bhra  ;  a  metronymic  from  Lekha-bhru. 

W'|s»l<4«l   laigavayana,  as,  m.   a   patro- 
nymic from  Ligu. 

Laigarya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Ligu. 

i&jf  laittga,  am,  n.  (fr.  lingo),  N.  of  a 
PurSna;  of  an  Upa-Purana;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  creeper 
(=  linginl). 
Laingika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  or  depending  on 

a  mark  or  token;  (as),  m.  a  maker  of  images  or 
statues,  statuary. 

Iain,  cl.  i.  P.  lainati,  &c.,  to  go, 

approach  ;  to  send  ;  to  embrace,  &c.  (  = 
rt.  pain,  q.  v.). 

WT  lo,  laus,  m.  a  noun  of  agency  said  to 
be  derived  fr.  lavaya,  q.  v.  ;  a  proper  N. 

fVl'-h  '°*  (more  properly  to  be  regarded X  as  a  Nom.  fr.  M-a  below,  or,  according  to 
some,  as  a  secondary  rt.  developed  out  of  ru(,  ro/ca, 
q.v.),  cl.  I.  A.  lokate,  luloke,  lokitum,  to  see,  per- 

ceive; cl.  jo.  P.  or  Caus.  lokayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
alulokat,  to  look,  look  at,  view,  contemplate;  to 
see,  perceive,  be  aware  of,  know;  to  shine;  to 
speak,  (bltdshdrtha  being  a  various  reading  for 
bhdsdrtha)  ;  [cf.  Gr.  \fvoa-tu  ;  Old  Germ,  luog- 
e-m;  Eng.  look;  Lith.  lauk-i-u  ;  Lett,  l&ko-t, 
'  to  see.'] 

Loka,  as,  m.  (cf.  roka  ;  in  the  oldest  texts  of  the 
Rig-veda  loka  is  generally  preceded  by  u,  which 
according  to  the  Pada-patha  =  the  particle  3.  u,  and 
according  to  some  may  be  an  abbreviation  of  urn, 
wide,  or  derived  from  the  prep,  ava,  cf.  uru-loka, 
ava-kdsa),  open  space  (Ved.),  space,  room,  inter- 

mediate space  (Ved.;  in  Rig-veda  VIII.  loo,  12, 
dehi  iokam  —  avakas'am  pra-ya&lta,  make  room), 
the  vast  space,  the  wide  world,  sky,  heaven  ;  any 
division  of  the  universe,  (three  Lokas  are  com- 

monly given,  viz.  heaven,  earth,  and  the  lower 
world,  but  the  fuller  classification  enumerates  four- 

teen, seven  descending  one  below  the  other  and 
constituting  together  the  lower  world,  sometimes 
called  hell  [see  pdtdJa],  and  seven  higher  regions 
rising  one  above  the  other,  as  follow,  I  .  Bhur-loka, 
the  earth;  2.  Bhuvar-f,  the  space  between  the 
earth  and  the  sun,  the  region  of  the  Munis,  Siddhas, 
&c.  ;  3.  Svar-P,  the  heaven  of  Indra  above  the 
sun  or  between  the  sun  and  the  polar  star  ;  4.  Ma- 

har-l°,  said  to  be  one  krore  of  Yojanas  above  the 
polar  star  and  to  be  the  abode  of  Bhrigu  and  other 
saints  who  survive  the  destruction  of  the  three  worlds 
situated  below;  during  the  conflagration  of  these 

lower  worlds  the  saints  ascend  to  5.  Janar-l",  which 
is  described  as  the  abode  of  Brahma's  sons  Sanat- 
kumjra,  &c.  ;  6.  Tapar-l°,  where  the  deified  Vai- 
rSgins  reside;  7.  Satya-f  or  Brahmn-l°  or  the 
abode  of  Brahma,  translation  to  which  world  exempts 
beings  from  further  birth  :  the  first  three  worlds  are  j 

destroyed  at  the  end  of  each  Kalpa  or  day  of 
Brahma,  the  last  three  at  the  end  of  his  life  or  of  loo 
of  his  years ;  the  fourth  Loka  is  equally  permanent, 
but  is  uninhabitable  from  heat  at  the  time  that  the 

first  three  are  burning :  another  enumeration  calls 
these  seven  worlds,  earth,  sky,  heaven,  middle  region, 
place  of  births,  mansion  of  the  blest,  and  abode  of 

truth,  placing  the  sons  of  Brahma  in  the  sixth  divi- 
sion and  affirming  the  fifth  or  Janar-V  to  be  that 

where  animals  destroyed  in  the  general  conflagration 
are  bom  again) ;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the 
number  seven ;  the  world,  earth,  (ilia  lake,  in  this 
world,  on  the  earth,  opposed  to  paratra,  para- 
loke,  &c.) ;  any  place,  region,  tract,  district,  province  ; 
the  inhabitants  of  the  world,  the  human  race,  man- 

kind, folk,  man,  men  (in  this  sense  also  dtf,  m.  pi.), 

people,  subjects  (as  contrasted  with  the  king);  a 
company,  community ;  common  life,  ordinary  prac- 

tice, (especially)  common  usage  (as  contrasted  with 

ancient  usage  or  idiom  of  the  Veda  ;  lake,  '  in  ordi- 

nary usage,  in  the  language  of  the  people,'  as  opposed 
to  vede,  dhatidast) ;  seeing,  looking,  sight,  regard ; 

[cf.  Lat.  locus;  Lith.  laukas,  'a  plain.']  —  Loka- 
kantaka,  as,  m.  '  thorn  of  men,'  a  wicked  or  inju- 

rious man,  criminal ;  epithet  of  Ravana.  —  Loka- 
katha,  f.  a  popular  legend  or  fable.  —  Loka-kartri, 
td,  m.  the  creator  of  the  world  (applied  to  Brahma, 
Vishnu,  and  Siva).  —  Loka-kalpa,  as,  d,  am,  re- 

sembling or  appearing  like  the  world,  becoming 
manifested  ill  the  form  of  the  world ;  regarded  by 

the  world;  (as),  m.  a  period  or  age  of  the  world. 
—  Loka-kdnta,  as,  a,  am,  world-loved,  liked  by 
every  one,  pleasing  to  all,  popular ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of 
medicinal  herb.  —  Loka-kdra,  as,  m.  =  loka-kartri. 
—  Loka-kdrana-karana,  am,  n.  cause  of  the  causes 

of  the  world  (a  name  applied  to  S'iva).  «•  Loka-krit, 
t,  t,  t,  making  or  creating  free  space,  setting  free 

(Ved.);    (t),  m.  =  loka-kartri,  the  creator  of  the 
world.  —  Loka-kritnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  —  loka-krit, 
creating  space.  —  Loka-kshit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  dwelling 
in  the  sky,   inhabiting  heaven.  —  Lokti-fjati,  is,  f. 

'the  way  of  the  world,'  actions  of  men.  —  Loka- 
gdthd,   {.  a  verse  or  song   (handed  down  orally) 

among  men.  —  Jjoka-gurtt,  us,  m.  a  teacher  of  the 
world,  instructor  of  the  people.  —  Loka-dakshui,  us, 

n.  *  eye  of  the  world,'  the  sun,  (according  to  some 

u»,  m.) ;  (dnnhi),  n.  pi.  the  eyes  of  men.  —  Loka- 
(ara,  as,  d  or  f,  am,  wandering  through  the  world. 
—  Loka-ddritra,  am,  n.  the  way  or  proceedings  of 
the   world.  —  LoJta-ddrin,    i,  ini,  i,  =  loka-fara. 

—  Loka-jananl,  f. '  the  mother  of  the  world,'  epithet 
of  Lakshml.  —  Loha-jit,  t,  t,  t,  winning  or  conquer- 

ing a  region  (Ved.) ;  conquering  Heaven  ;  (t),  m.  a 
conquerer  of  the  world ;  a  sage ;  N.  of  a  Buddha. 

•»  Loka-jna,  as,  d,  am,  knowing  the  world,  under- 
standing men.-- Lokajtia-td,  f.  knowledge  of  the 

world,  knowledge  of  mankind.  —  Loka-jyeshtha,  as, 

m. '  the  most  distinguished  or  excellent  among  men,' 
epithet  of  Buddha.  —  Loka-tattna,  am,  n.  'world- 
truth/  knowledge  of  the  world,  knowledge  of  man- 

kind. —  Loka-tantra,  am,  n.  the  system  or  course  of 
the  world.  —  Ijoka-tas,  ind.  from  the  world,  according 
to  ordinary  life,  popularly^  as  is  usual  or  customary. 

—  Loka-titshdra,  as,  m.  '  earth's-dew,"  camphor. 

—  Loka-traya,  am,  I,  n.  f.  'world-triad,'  the  three 
worlds  (heaven,  earth,  and  the  lower  regions).  —  Z*o- 
ka-dambhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  deceiving  the  world, 
cheating  or  deluding  mankind.  —  Loka-dvara,  am, 

n.  the  door  or  gate  ot ̂ heaven. •— Ijokadi'uriya,  am, 
n.   (fr.  the   preceding),    N.   of  a   Saman.  —  Loka- 
d/tdtu,  us,  m.  epithet  of  a  particular  division  of  the 

world  (with  Buddhists).  —  Loka-clhOtri,  td,  m. '  the 

creator  or  supporter  of  the  world,'  epithet  of  S'iva. 
—  Loka-ndtfia,  as,  m.  '  lord  of  worlds,'  epithet  of 
Brahma;  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna;  of  S'iva;  a  governor 
or  ruler  of  the  people,  a  king,  sovereign  ;  a  Buddha ; 
N.  of  a  Buddha ;  of  the  author  of  the  Pada-manjan. 
—  Lokaniitha-rasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  me- 

dicinal  preparation.  —  Loka-nindita,   as,   a,  am, 

blamed    by  the    world,   generally    censured,   found 
fault  with  by  men.  —  Loka-nelri,  td,  m.  guide  or 
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ruler  of  the  world ;  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Lota-pa,  as, 

m.  protector  or  guardian  of  the  world,  world-pro- 
tector (  =  /i>/i-it-fnl/<r,  i].v.).  —  Isikit-imkti,  is,  f. 

world-reputation,  general  respectability,  esteem  among 

men.  — />'</i'«-/«ir  j,  is,  m.  the  lord  of  the  woild; 
epithet  of  BrahmJ  ;  of  Vishnu ;  a  lord  or  ruler  of 

people,  a  king,  sovereign.  —  Lvka-patha,  as,  m.  way 
of  the  world,  general  or  universal  way,  the  usual  way. 
—  Loku-]iailillntti,  /-•,  f.  general  or  universal  way. 
—  Loka-pala,  Oi,  m.  a  world-protector,  guardian 
of  the  world,  regent  of  a  quarter  of  the  world,  any 

presiding  deity,  (the  Loka-pSlas  are  sometimes  re- 
garded as  deities  appointed  by  BrahmJ  at  the  creation 

of  the  world  to  act  as  guardians  of  different  orders  of 
beings,  but  more  commonly  they  are  identified  with 
the  deities  presiding  over  the  four  cardinal  and  four 
intermediate  points  of  the  compass.which,  according  to 
ManuV.  g6,are  1 .  Indra,  guardian  of  the  East ;  2.  Agni, 
of  the  South-east ;  3.  Yama,  of  the  South ;  4.  SOrya,  of 
the  South-west ;  5.  Varuna,  of  the  West;  6.  Pavana  or 
Viyu,  of  the  North-west;  7.  Kuvera,  of  the  North; 
8. SomaorCandra,of  the  North-east:  other  authorities 

substitute  Nir-riti  for  4.  and  Is'Snl  or  Prithivl  for  8) ; 
a  protector  or  ruler  of  the  people,  king,  sovereign, 
prince;   N.  of  a  king;   protection  of  the  people. 
—  Loka-pdlaka,  as,  m.  =  loka-pdla,  a  world-pro- 

tector, ruler  of  the  universe ;    a  king,   sovereign. 

—  Lokapdla-td,  f.  or  lokapdla-tva,  am,  n.  the 
being  a  Loka-pala  or  guardian  of  the  world.  —  Loka- 
pitamaha,  as,  m.  progenitor  or  creator  of  the  world, 
the  great  forefather  of  mankind  ;  epithet  of  BrahmS. 

—  Loka-pmiya,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Lvka-purusha, 

as,  m.  'world-man,'  the  World  personified.  —  Loka- 
pujita,  as,  a,  am,  honoured  by  the  world,  univer- 

sally worshipped;    (as),  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Loka- 
prakdfaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  compilation  by  Kshe- 

mendra.  —  Loka-prakddana,  as,  m.  'world-illumi- 

nator,' the  sun.  —  Loka-pratyaya,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
world-currency,  universal  prevalence  (of  a  custom, 

&c.).  —  Loka-pradipa,  as,  m. '  light  of  the  world,' 
N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Loka-pravdda,  as,  m.  popular 
talk,  common  saying,  current  report,  general  rumour, 
news,  popular  opinion,  commonly  used  expression. 

—  Lola-pracahia,    i,    inl    or    iiil,    i,    flowing 
through  the  world.  —  Loka-prasiddha,  as,  a,  am, 
celebrated    in  the  world,   generally   established    or 

received,  universally  known  or  acknowledged,  well- 
known,    notorious.  —  Loka-praxiddhi,   is,   f.   uni- 

versal  establishment  or  reception  (of  any  custom 
&c.),  general  notoriety  or  prevalence.  —  Loka-ban- 

dhu,  us,  m.  '  universal  friend,  friend  of  all,'  epithet 
of  the  sun ;  of  Siva.  —  Lvka-bdndhava,  as,  m. '  the 

friend  of  all,'  epithet  of  the  sun.  —  Loka-bdhya,  see 
luka-vahya.  —  Loka-bhartri,  td,  m.  supporter  of 
the  people.  —  Loka-blidj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  occupying 
space.  —  Loka-bhavana,  as,  i,  am,  or  loka-bhavin, 
t,  inl,  i,  world-creating ;  promoting  the  welfare  of 
men  or  of  the  world.  —  Loka-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
containing  space  or  room,  spacious  (Ved.) ;  contain- 

ing the  universe.  —  Loka-marydild,  f.  popular  ob- 
servance, established  usage  or  custom.  —  Luka-mdtri, 

til,  m.  the  mother  of  the  world  ;  epithet  of  Lakshmi. 

••  Loka-mdrga,  as,  m.  general  or  universal  way, 
prevalent  custom.  —  Lokam-prina,  as,  a,  am,  filling 
the  world,  penetrating  everywhere;    («),  f.,  Ved., 
scil.  ishtakd,  epithet  of  the  bricks  used  for  building 
the  sacrificial  altar  (set  up  with  the  usual  formula 
liktiiii  piiija,  those  which  have  a  peculiar  formula 
being    called   yajush-mati,   q.  v.) ;    scil.   rid,   the 
formula  lokam  priiia.—  fjoka-ydtrd,  f.  the  busi- 

ness and  traffic  of  men,  intercourse  or  business  of 
the  world,  worldly  affairs,  popular  usages  and  cus- 

toms, conduct  of  men,  ordinary  actions  or  conduct, 
&c. ;  support  of  life.-  L<,L-,i-,/ulri/.-i,,  as,  t,  am, 
reUtiag  to  the    business   or   traffic  of  the  woild. 
—  Loba-ralaka,  as,  m.  'protector  of  the  people' 
a  king,  sovereign.-  /,.,/.•„-,  „,;;„„„.  ,„„_  n  pi,.^,,, 
the    world,   gaining   public   confidence,    popularity 
—Lota-roan,  UK,  m.  the  ulk  of  the  world,  popular 
report.  — Laka-lek/ia,   as,   m.   a   general    writing, 
public  document,  ordinary  letter.  -  Loka-ludana, 

am,  n.  (according  to  some  a»,  tn.),  'the  eye  of  the 
world,'  the  sun;    (anil,  n.  pi.  the  eyes  of  men. 
—  Lukalni'imrijidtn  (°na-dp°),  <M,  m.  the  attacks 
of  men's  eyes,  i.  e.  the  prying  eyes  of  men.  —  L'tktt- 
radana,  am,  n.  people's  talk,  public  rumour,  popular 
report.  —  Loka-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  containing  the  world. 
—  Lika-rartana,  am,    n.   the  conduct  of  men, 

general  mode   of  acting,  usual   behaviour.  —  Lvka- 
rdiln,  as,  m.  the  talk  of  the  world,  popular  report, 

public  rumour,  common  talk,  news.  —  Loka-vdrtld, 

f.  the  world's  news,  popular  report  or  rumour.  —  Lo- 
ka-vdhya,  as,  a,  am,  excluded  from  the  world, 
expelled   from   society,  excommunicated ;    differing 
from  the  world,  singular,  eccentric;    (as),  m.  an 
outcast.  —  Lvka-vikru&h ta ,  as,  d,  am,  abused  by 
the  world,  censured  by  mankind,  universally  blamed 
or  condemned.  —  Lolia-mjnata,  a*,  d,  am,  univer- 

sally known  or  celebrated.  —  Loka-vid,  t,  t,  t,  know- 
ing or  understanding  the  world;  (t),  m.  epithet  of 

a  Buddha.  —  Loka-cidwshfa,  as,  d,  am,  hated  by 
men,  universally  hated,  disliked  by  people  generally, 

unpopular.  —  Loka-vidhi,  is,  m.  the  creator  of  the 
world,  di>poser  of  the  universe ;  order  or  mode  of 

proceeding  prevalent  in  the  world.  —  Loka-vina- 
tjaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  particular  class  of  deities 
presiding  over  diseases.  —  Lvka-vindu,  us,  us,  u, 
Ved.  creating  room  or  space,  gaining  or  obtaining 
freedom.  —  Loka-vindu-sara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  last 
of  the  fourteen  Purvas  or  most  ancient  Jaina  writings. 
—  Loka-Mruta,  as,  d,  am,  universally  celebrated, 
far-famed,  famous,  current.  —  Loka-viisruti,  is,  f. 
world-wide  fame,  notoriety ;  unfounded  rumour  or 
report.  —  Loka-visarya,  as,  m.  the  creation  of  the 
world.  —  Loka-viytdra,  as,  m.  universal  spreading, 
general  extension  or  diffusion.  —  Loka-rlra,  as,  m. 

pi.  the  world's  heroes.  —  Jjoka-vritta,  am,  n.  worldly 
intercourse,  idle  conversation ;    a  universal  custom. 

—  Loka-vrittdnta,  as,  m.  the  events  or  occurrences 
of  the  world,  course  or  proceedings  of  the  world, 
circumstances  of  life,  human  conduct.  —  Loka-eya- 
vahdra,  as,  m.  the  affairs  or  business  of  the  world, 
popular  usage,  general  custom  or  course;    (a*,  a, 
am),  universally  used,  commonly  current.  —  Loka- 
vrata,  am,  n.  any   observance   prevalent   in   the 
world  or  among  men,  gei.eral  practice  or  way  of 
proceeding,  general  mode  of  life  ;    N.  of  several 

Samans.  ••  Loka-s'rittl,  is,   f.  world-wide   fame  or 
reputation,    universal  notoriety.  —  Loka-tamvyava- 
hdra,  as,   m.  commerce  or  intercourse  with  the 
world,  worldly  business,  trade  and  traffic.  —  Loka- 
samsriti,  is,  f.  the  course  of  the  world,  fate,  destiny. 
—  Loka-sankara,  as,  m.  confusion  of  mankind, 

general  confusion  in  the  world,  acting  a  false  cha- 
racter among  men.  —  Loka-sankshaya,  as,  m.  the 

destruction  of  the  world.  —  Loka-sartgraka,  as,  m. 
intercourse  with  the  world,  worldly  experience;  the 
propitiation  or  conciliation  of  men ;    the  whole  of 
the  universe ;  the  welfare  of  the  world.  —  Loka-sani, 
is,  is,  i,  Ved.  causing  room  or  space,  effecting  a 
free  course.  —  Loka-sdksliika,  as,  i,  am,  having 
the  world  as  a  witness,  attested  by  the  world  or  by 

others;    (am),  ind.   before  or  in   the  presence  of 
witnesses.  —  Loka-sdkfhin,   i,   m.    witness    of  the 
world,  universal  witness ;    epithet  of  Brahman ;   of 

Fire;   (i,  »'»?,  i),  =  loka-snkshika  above.  —  Loka- 
sat,  ind.  for  the  general  good.—Loteudt-kritu,  as, 
d,  am,  made  or  done  for  the  general  good.—  I,»ka- 
t&dkoktlt  «*,   ikd,   am,  creating  worlds.  —  Ijoka- 
sauian,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman.  —  Loka-siddku,  as, 
d,  am,  world-established,  current  among  the  people, 
generally  done,  usual,  customary,  popular,  fashion- 

able, common ;    universally  admitted,  generally  re- 

ceived.  —  Lvka-siiiifitii'artm  (°ma-a£"),  i,  inl,  i, 
passing  beyond  ordinary  limits,  extraordinary,  super- 

natural. —  Loka-Kiindara,  as,  t,  am,  generally  es- 
teemed beautiful,  universally  considered  handsome ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Loka-stliala,  am,  n. 
an  incident  of  ordinary  life,  common  or  ordinary 
occurrence.—  Loka-st/iitt,  is,   f.    a    universal    law, 

generally  established  rule  or  maxim.  —  Loka-sprit, 
t,t,  l.Vcd.  =  loka-sani  (?).  —  Loka-hdsya,  as,  d,  am. 

world-derided,  ridiculed  by  mankind,  any  object  of 

general  ridicule.  —  Lokahdsya-td,  f.  universal  ridi- 
culousness.  —  Liika-liitn,  am,  n.  the  welfare  of  the 

world,  general  weal.  —  Lokakdja  (°ka-dk°),  as,  m. 
space,  sky;  (according  to  the  Jainas)  a  worldly 
region,  the  abode  of  unliberated  beings.  —  Lukdkvlti 

(°ka-ali°),  is,  m.  'eye  of  the  world,'  N.  of  a  pre- 
ceptor. —  Lokddai  a  ('A'«-<«f),  an,  m.  usage  or. 

practice  of  the  world,  common  practice,  ordinary 
conduct,  general  or  popular  custom ,  universal  habit. 

—  Lokdttya  f^ka-at'),  as,  d,  din,  going  beyond 
the  usage  of  the  worid,  extraordinary,  supernatural. 

—  Lokdtif'aya  (°ka-at°),  as,  a,  am,  superior  to 
the  world,  surpassing  ordinary  usage  (  =  lokdtiga). 

—  Lokiil/iui/i   (  /,-«-«/°),   d,  m.  the  soul   of  the 

universe.  —  Lokddi  ("ka-ddi),  is,  m.   the  begin- 
ning of  the  world,  the  beginner  or  creator  of  the 

world.  —  Lokddliipa  (°ka-adha),  as,  m.  a  ruler  or 
governor  of  the  world,  a  god,  deity.  —  Lukudhipati 

^  ka-adh°),  is,  m.  the  ruler  or  lord  of  the  world. 
—  Lokdnuyralia  (°ka-an°),  as,  m.  the  welfare  of 
the  world,  prosperity  of  all  people,  general   weal. 

—  Lokdnurdga  (%a-a»°),  ax,  m.  the  love  of  man- 
kind, universal  love  or  attachment,  general  bene- 

volence, philanthrophy,  charity.  —  Lokdntara  (°ka- 
an°),  am,  n.  another  world,  the  next  world,  a  future 
life,  decease,  death,  (lokdntarain  gam  or  yd,  to 

go  into  the  next  world,  die.)  —  Lokdntara-guta  or 
lokantara-j>rdpta,  as,  d,  am,  gone  to  another 
world,  deceased,  dead.  —  LiikdiitaHka  (°ka-an°), 
as,  d,  am,  dwelling  or  situated  between  the  worlds. 

—'Lokdpavdda  (°ku-ap°),  as,  m.  the  reproach  or 
censure  of  the  world,  general  evil  report,  public 

scandal,  general  outcry  against,  popular  accusation. 

—  Lokdb/ribhdfin  (°ka-abh°),  i,  ini,  i,  overcom- 
ing the  world  ;  overspreading  or  pervading  the  world 

(said  of  light).  —  Lokdbhilas/iita  (°ka-abh°),  as, 
d,  am,  world-desirtd,  universally  coveted,  generally 
liked ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Lokdbhyudaya 

(°ka-al>h°),  as,  m.  the  prosperity  of  the  world, 

general  welfare.  —  Lokayata  (°ka-dy°),  as,  a,  am, 
'  world-extended  (?),'  materialistic,  atheistical ;  (am), 
n.,  scil.  tfdstra  or  mata  or  tantra,  materialism,  the 
system  of  atheistical  philosophy  (taught  by  Carvaka) ; 

(rts),'m.  a  materialist.  —  Lokayatika  (°ka-dy°),  an, 
m.  a  materialist,  follower  of  the  Carvaka  system, 

atheist,  unbeliever.  —  Loktiyana  (°A*a-a?/0),  as,  m. 
'  refuge  of  the  world,'  epithet  of  N3rayana.  —  Lokd- 
loka  ("ka-al'),  am,  n.,  or  au,  m.  du.  world  and  no 
world,  the  visible  and  invisible  world ;  (as),  m.,  N. 

of  a  mythical  belt  or  circle  of  mountains  surrounding 
the  outermost  of  the  seven  seas  and  dividing  the 
visible  world  from  the  region  of  darkness,  (the  sun 
being  within  this  circle  these  mountains  are  supposed 

to  form  a  kind  of  wall,  light  on  one  side  and  dark 
on  the  other;   cf.  <.'akra-bdla.)"Lokdrel:shana 

(°ka-av°),   am,    n.   consideration   for  the   world, 
anxiety  or  care  for  the  welfare  of  mankind.  —  LoTteia 

(°ka-isa),  as,  m.  the  lord  or  ruler  of  the  world ; 
epithet  of  Brahma ;   N.  of  a  Buddha ;  quicksilver. 

—  Lokeia-jti'ftlihacdpyaya  (°ra-rt/>°),  as,  d,  am, 
owing  both  origin  and  end  to  the  guardians  of  the 

world.  —  Liokesrara  (°ka-U°),  as,  m.  the  lord  or 
ruler  of  the  world  ;  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Lokesvardt- 

iinij'l  (°ra-dt°),  (.  '  Lokesvara's  daughter,'  N.  of  a 
Buddhist  goddess.  —  Lokeshti  (°ka-ish°),  ii,  f.,Ved.t 
N.  of  a  particular  lsht\.  —  Lokaikabandhu  ("ka- 

di"), us,  m.  '  the  only  friend  of  the  world,'  epithet 
of  Gotama  and  of  S'skya-muni.  —  Lokaishand  (°ka- 
f«A°),  f.  desire  or  longing  after  heaven.  —  Lokokti 
('ka-uk"),  is,  (.  a  general  or  common  saying,  any 
saying  commonly  current  among  men,  a  proverb. 
—  Lokottara  (°ka-ut°),  «x,  d,  am,  excelling  or 
surpassing  the  world,  beyond  what  is  common  or 
general,    unusual,  extraordinary ;    (as),  m.  an   un- 

common person,  a  king,  prince.  —  Lokoltara-pari- 
rarta,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  SQtra  work.  —  Lokottara- 
i-ddin,  inag,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  sect  (probably 
so  called  from  their  pretending  to  be  superior  to  or 

above  the  rest  of  the  world).  —  Lokoddhara  (°ka- 

ud°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
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Lokana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  looking,  seeing,  viewing. 
Lokanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  seen  or  perceived, 

visible,  woithy  of  being  looked  at. 
Lokita,  as,  a,  am,  seen,  beheld,  looked  at,  viewed, 

perceived. 
Lokin,  J,  inl,  i,  Ved.  possessing  a  world,  occupy- 

ing the  world,  possessing  the  best  world  ;  (inat), 
m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  the  universe, 

Lokya,  as,  d,  am,  granting  a  free  sphere  of  action, 
giving  free  space  (Ved.);  diffiised  over  the  world, 
world-wide  ;  conducive  to  the  attainment  of  a  better 
world,  heavenly;  usual,  customary,  ordinary,  right, 
real,  actual  ;  (am),  n.  free  space  or  sphere  (Ved.). 
••  Lokya-td,  f.,  Ved.  (according  to  a  commentator) 
the  attainment  of  a  better  world. 

<«j1n  logo,  as,  m.  (perhaps  connected  with 
rt.  I.  ruj),  Ved.  a  clod  of  earth,  lump  of  clay,  clod, 

(Say.  =  los/ita.)  —  Logdksha  (°ga-ak°),  as,  m. 
*  clod-eyed,'  a  proper  N.  —  Logeshtakd  (°tja-ish°), 
f.,  Ved.  a  brick  made  from  a  lump  of  clay. 

'Oc<  (connecte(l  with  its.  lok, 
\  I.  rti£),  cl.  i.  A.  locate,  lulode,  loti- 

tum,  to  see,  behold,  look  or  gaze  at,  view,  inspect, 
perceive;  cl.  10.  P.  lofayati,  &c.,  to  speak;  to 
shine  (?)  :  Caus.  lofayati,  -yitam,  Aor.  aluloiat, 
to  cause  to  see  :  Desid.  lulodisliate  :  Intens.  lolod- 

yate;  [cf.  Gr.  \fvaa-a;  Old  Germ,  luog-e-m  ; 

Lith.  lauk-i-u  ;  Lett,  luko-t,  '  to  see.'] 
Lota,  as,  m.  sight?;  (am),  n.  tears;  [cf.  lota, 

Jeto.]  —  Loda-markata  or  loda-mastaka,  as,  m. 

cock's  comb,  the  flower  Celosia  Cristata. 
Lodaka,  as,  m.  a  stupid  or  senseless  person,  (per- 

haps as  gazing  or  staring  in  a  senseless  manner)  ;  the 
pupil  of  the  eye  ;  lamp-black  (used  as  a  stibium)  ;  a  dark 
or  black  dress  ;  a  lump  of  flesh  ;  a  particular  ornament 

worn  by  women  on  the  forehead  ;  a  particular  ear- 
ornament,  ear-ring  ;  a  bow-string  ;  the  plantain  tree, 
Musa  Sapienturn  ;  a  wrinkled  skin,  wrinkled  or  con- 

tracted eyebrow  ;  the  cast-off  skin  of  a  snake  ;  (ikd), 
f.  a  kind  of  pastry. 
Locana,  as,  i,  am,  illuminating,  brightening; 

visible,  (a-loiaria,  invisible)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an 
author  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  goddess  ;  (i),  f.  a 

species  of  plant  ;  (am),  n.  the  organ  of  sight,  in- 
strument of  vision,  the  eye,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj. 

comp.  the  fern,  generally  ends  in  d,  cf.  6arn.~la, 
vdma-l°);  N.  of  a  work.  —  Lofana-kdra,  as,  m. 
the  author  of  the  Locana.  —  Lotana-gofara.,  as,  m. 
the  range  or  horizon  of  the  eye;  (as,  a,  am), 

within  the  range  of  vision.  —  Lot*ana-patha  or  lo- 
6ana,-mdrga  ,  as,  m.  the  path  or  range  of  the  eyes, 
sphere  of  vision.  —  Lodana-hita,  as,  d,  am,  useful 
or  serviceable  for  the  eyes  ;  (d),  f.  blue  vitriol  (used 

as  a  collyrium).  —  Lodanamaya  (°na-dm°),  as,  m. 
eye-disease,  ophthalmia.  —  Lodanodtldraka  (°na- 
ud°),  N.  of  a  Grama.  —  Lodanotsa  (°na-ut*),  N. 
of  a  place. 

i.  lot  (=rt.  lod),  cl.  i.  P.  lotati, 
&c-.  to  be  mad  or  foolish. 

2.  lot,  a  technical  term  or  symbol 
in  grammar  for  the  terminations  of  the  Imperative 
or  for  that  Mood  itself. 

lota  or  lotika,  f.  sorrel. 

ya  (=  letya,  q.  v.),  Norn.  P.  lot- 
yati,  &c.,  to  deceive,  cheat  ;  to  be  first  ;  to  sleep  ; 
to  shine. 

lotha,  lothana.     See  p.  869,  col.  2. 

lorlati,  Sec.,  to  be  foolish  or  mad. 

Wisi  lodana.     See  under  rt.  lud,  p.  869. 

lodya   in    anka-l°,  anya-l°,  &c., .... 

rtl<Urj<u  lona-trina,  am,  n.  =  lavana-trina. 
Land,  f.  (for  Zauonci),  a  kind  of  sorrel  (  =  fa»Ati- 

drdmlikd). 

),  f.  a  kind 

Londmld  (i.e.  lona 
of  sorrel. 

Loydra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  salt. 
Lotfikd,  f.  =  londmld;  Portulacca  Oleracea. 
Lo/n  in  amla-f,  q.  v. 

<5Tfi!J'it=S  lonitaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 

Sir!  lota,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
III.  86.  fr.  rt.  I.  lu),  tears  [cf.  leta]  ;  a  token,  sign, 

mark,  spot;  (am),  n.  booty,  plunder,  stolen  pro- 
perty (  =  loptra  ). 

Lotra,  am,  n.  tears  ;  booty,  plunder,  stolen  goods. 

lodl,  N.  of  a  family  or  race. 

lodha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  desirous,  per- 
plexed, confused  (  =  litbdha  according  to  the  Nirukta 

and  Say.  on  Rig-veda  III.  53,  23,  according  to 
others  it  may  mean  '  red  '  or  may  be  the  name  of  a 
particular  animal);  (as),  m.  =  lodhra  below. 

rtlrf  lodhra,  as,  m.  =  rodhra,  a  tree  the 
bark  of  which  is  used  in  dyeing,  Symplocos  Race- mosa. 

Lodhraka,  as,  m.  =  lodhra  above. 

^V<T  lopa,  lopana,  loptri,  &c.  See  p.  869, 
col.  3,  and  p.  870,  col.  I. 

oiM  lobha,  lobhin,  lobhya.  See  p.  870, 
col.  2. 

loma,  lornaka,  &c.     See  col.  3. 

loman,  a,  n.  (a  later  form  of  roman, 

q.  v.),  the  hair  on  the  body  of  men  and  animals, 
(especially)  short  hair,  wool,  down,  feathers,  nap,  &c., 
(not  so  properly  applicable  to  the  hair  of  the  head 
and  beard  nor  to  the  mane  and  tail  of  animals)  ;  a 

tail  (according  to  some).  —  Loma-karani,  {.  a  species 
of  plant  (  =  mdnsa-tthadd).  —  Loma-karna,  as,  m. 

'hair-eared,'  a  hare.  —  Loma-kita,  as,  m.  'hair- 
insect,'  a  louse.  —  Loma-kupa  or  loma-garta,  as, 
m.  'hair-hole,'  a  pore  of  the  skin.  —  Loma-ghna, 
am,  n.  '  hair-destruction,'  loss  of  the  hair  through 
disease,  morbid  baldness.  —  Loma-pdda,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  king  of  the  An-gas.  •*  Lomapdda-puri,  f. 
Champa,  the  capital  of  Loma-pada  (the  modern 
Bhagalpur  and  its  vicinity).  —  Loma-pravdhin,  i, 
ini  or  inl,  i,  =  loma-vdhin.  —  Loma-pkala,  am, 
n.  the  fruit  of  Dillenia  Indica.  —  Loma-mani,  is,  m. 
an  amulet  made  of  hair.  —  Loma-yiika,  as,  m.  a 
hair-louse.  —  Loma-vat,  an,  atl,  at,^=roma-vat, 
having  hair,  hairy.  —  Loma-vdkin,  i,  inl,  i,  bearing 
or  carrying  hair,  having  feathers,  feathered  (said  of  an 

arrow)  ',  =  roma-vdhin,  sharp  enough  to  cut  a  hair. 
—  Loma-i'ivara,   am,    n.  =  roma-vivara,  'hair- 
hole,'  a  pore  of  the  skin.  —  Loma-viaha,  as,  d,  am, 
having  poisonous  hair,  whose  hair  is  poisonous  (said 
of  tigers  and  other  animals).  —  Lcmia-retala,  as,  m. 
epithet  of  a  particular  demon.  —  Loma-tfdtana,  am, 
n.  an  application  for  removing  the  hair  of  the  body, 
a  depilatory.  —  Loma-samharshana,   as,  d,  am, 
causing  the  hair  of  the  body  to  bristle,  producing 
horripilation.  —  Loma-sdtana,  incorrect  for  loma-f. 
—  Loma-sdra,  as,  m.  an  emerald.  —  Loma-harsha, 
as,  m.  the  bristling  or  erection  of  the  hair  of  the 
body,  thrill  or  shudder  (caused  by  excessive  joy,  fear, 

&c.),  horripilation   [cf.  roma-liartha]  ;    N.  of  a 
Rakshasa.  —  Loma-  harshana,  at,  d,  am,  causing 
bristling  or  erection  of  the  hair  of  the  body,  pro- 

ducing   horripilation,   causing   a  shudder,    exciting 
horror,  exciting  a  thrill  of  joy,  thrilling;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  Suta  (the  pupil  of  VySsa  and  father  of  Sauti, 
who  repeated  the  Maha-bharata  to  the  Rishis,  cf. 

roma-harstiana)  ;   (am),  n.  the   bristling  of  the 
hair  of  the  body,  horripilation,  thrilling  with  delight, 
shuddering  with  horror.  -•  Lonia-fuirshhi,  i,  im,  i, 
=  loma-harehana.  —  Loma-harin,  i,  inl,  i,  =  lo- 
ma-iidhin.  —  Loma-hrit,  t,  t,  t,  removing  the  hair 
of  the  body,  depilatory  ;   (t),  m.  yellow  orpiment. 

•»Z»omaH<5a  (°ma-an°'),  as,  m.  curling  or  erection 
of  the  hair  of  the  body,  a  thrill  of  rapture,  shudder, 

&c.,  =  romanta.  —  Lomdlikd  (ama-dl°),  (.  a  fox  (?). 

—  Lomdvali  (°ma-dv°),  is,  {.  the  line  of  hair  from the  breast  to  the  navel. 
Loma  at  the  end  of  comps.  =  loman  ;  (am),  n. 

a  hairy  tail,  tail. 

Lomaka  =  loman  in  prati-l°,  mridu-l",  (a-lo- 
maka,  having  no  hair,  hairltss.) 
Lomakagrihu,  am,  n.  a  proper  N. 
Lomakin,  i,  m.  a  bird. 
Lomadhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
Lomasa,  as.  d,  am,  hairy,  woolly,  downy,  shaggy, 

bristly,  covered  with  hair  &c.,  made  of  hair,  mixed 
with  hair  ;  containing  hair  ;  consisting  in  sheep  or 
other  woolly  animals  (as  properly  &c.);  woollen; 
overgrown  with  grass  &c.  ;  (as),  m.  a  ram,  sheep  ; 
N.  of  a  Rishi  ;  of  a  cat  (in  Maha-bh.  Santi-p.  4934)  ; 

(a),  f.  a  fox;  a  female  jackal  (  =  4riydli);  an  ape; 
green  vitriol  ;  N.  of  various  plants,  Nardostachys 
Jatamansi;  Leea  Hirta;  Carpopogon  Pruriens  ;  Sida 
Cordifolia  ;  Sida  Rhombifolia  ;  orris  root  (  =  vafd)  ; 

Cucumis  Utilissimus  ;  =  gandha-mdnsl  ;  =  j'ana- 
pitshpi  ;  N.  of  a  Sakinl  or  female  divinity  of  an 
inferior  class  ;  an  attendant  on  DurgS  ;  (am),  n.  a 

kind  of  metre.  —  Lomas"a-karna,  as,  m.  a  species 
of  animal  living  in  holes.  —  Lomada-kdndd,  f.  Cu- 

cumis Utilissimus.  —  Lomada-parnini,  f.  Glycine 
Debilis.  —  ioma^fi-pMsApafai,  as,  m.  Acacia  Sirissa. 

—  Lomas'a-mdrjdra,  as,  m.  the  civet  cat.  —  Lo- 
mada-cakshana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  covered  with  hair 

on  the  breast  or  body.  —  Lomas'a-saktka,  as,  d, 
am,  or  lomafa-sakthi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  hair 
or  bristles  on  the  thighs  or  hind  feet  ;  (according  to 

MahT-dhara  on  Vajasaneyi-s.  24,   I  =  bahu-roma- 
pui'fliika),  having  a  hairy  tail. 

Lomafya,  am,  n.  hairiness,  wooliiness  ;  rough- 
ness; N.  of  a  particular  pronunciation  of  the  sibi- lants (Ved.). 

Lomdyayani  (?),  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 
Lomdia,  as,  m.  a  jackal  or  fox  ;  [cf.  lomaid, 

lopds'a.} LomdMkd,  {.  the  female  of  the  jackal  or  fox. 

75TCT1   loraya,    Nom.   P.   lorayati,   &c., 
(said  to  be  vilodane.) 

tola,  lolita,  &c.     See  p.  870. 

lolikd,  f.  a  sort  of  sorrel,  Oxalis 
Pusilla,  (according  to  some  Rumex  Vesicarius.) 

lolimba-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  Vaidya-jlvana. 

TjYcgTl  lolupa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Intens. 
of  rt.  I.  lup),  very  destructive,  destroying  ;  very  de- 

sirous, very  eager,  ardently  longing  for,  covetous,  (in 
these  senses  a  corruption  of  lolubha  below)  ;  (a),  f. 

eager  desire,  appetite,  longing,  eagerness.  —  Lolupa- 
td,  {.  or  lolupa-tva,  am,  n.  eager  desire  or  longing  ; 

greediness,  cupidity,  desire,  lust,  lustfulness. 

PJV^*T  lolubha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Intens. 
of  rt.  lubh),  very  desirous,  eagerly  longing  for  or 
coveting,  ardently  wishing  for,  greedy  after. 

loluva,  loluya.    See  p.  871,  col.  I. 

.  lolora,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

lollata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

lo^asarayani(!),  is,  m.,  N. 
of  an  author. 

losht,  cl.  I.  A.  loshtate,  luloshte, 

lothtUum,  to  heap  up.accumulate,  gather 
into  a  heap  or  lump. 

Loshta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (according  to  UnSdi-s.  III. 
93.  fr.  rt.  I.  In),  a  lump  of  earth  or  clay,  clod  [cf. 

loga~\  ',  a  particular  object  serving  as  a  mark  ;  (as), 
m.  a  proper  N.  ;  (am),  n.  rust  of  iron,  iron  filings. 
—  Loshla-ghna,  as,  m.  an  agricultural  implement 
for  breaking  clods,  a  harrow.  —  Loxhta-dhara,  as, 
m.  a  proper  N.  —Lotshta-bhedana,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
'  a  clod-crusher,'  harrow.  —  Loshta-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
made  of  clay  or  earth,  earthen.  —  Loshfa-mardin, 

i,  ini,  i,  crushing  or  breaking  clods.  —  I.  losh(a-vat, 
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ii  ii,  lift,  at,  containing  clods,  mixed  with  lumps  or 
particles  of  earth. —  2.  logtitii-wl,  ind.  like  a  clod, 

as  a  lump  of  earth.  —  L'whidksha  ('la-at''),  as,  m. 
a  proper  N. ;  [cf.  logdksha.] 
Loshlaka,  at,  m.-lu*h!<t.  a  clod;  a  particular 

object  serving  as  a  mark  ;  a  spot,  (according  to  some 
am,  n.)  ;  N.  of  various  persons. 
Lo»htan  —  loth!a,  a  clod. 
l.nxlitH'ia,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Lofh/it,  n«,  m.  —  totlita,  a  clod. 
ijMhtr<i.l<ii>h!hu,  Iwhthaku,  incorrect  (orloshta, 

loihtaka. 

pjlWMl  lostanl,  a  proper  X. 

?5l#  /«An,  as,  a,  am  (probably  a  later 
form  of  roha,  fr.  rt.  I.  r«A,  or  fr.  a  lost  rt.  rudh, 

cf.  rohita,  lohita,  rwlhira),  red,  reddish,  copper- 
coloured  ;  made  of  copper,  coppery ;  made  of  iron  ; 

(as,  am),  m.  n.  red  metal,  copper;  iron  (either 
crude  or  wrought) ;  steel ;  any  metal ;  gold ;  a 
weapon  ;  a  fish-hook ;  blood  ;  (as),  m.  the  red  goat 

[cf.  lohaja'] ;  a  proper  N. ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people;  (am),  n.  aloe  wood,  Agallochum.  —  Loha- 
kantaka,  at,  m.  a  kind  of  thorny  shrub,  Vanguiera 

Spinosa.  —  Jjoha-kdnta,  as,  m.  a  magnet,  loadstone. 
—  Lolta-kdra,  as,  m.  a  worker  in  iron,  smelter  of 
iron,  iron-smith,  blacksmith  ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  the  Tantra 
goddess  AtibalS.  —  Loha-kdraka,  a«,  m.  an  iron- 
smith,  blacksmith.  —  Lohakdra-bhastrd,  f.  a  black- 

smith's bellows.  —  Loha-kitta,  am,  n.  rust  of  iron 
or  iron  filings.  —  Loha-giri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain. —  Loha-f/hdtaka,    as,   m.    '  iron-striker,'   a 
blacksmith.  —  Loha-tdrini,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Lo- 

ha-furna,  am,  n.  rust  of  iron,  iron  filings.  —  Loha- 
ja, am,  n.  bell-metal ;  rust  of  iron  or  iron  filings. 

—  Loha-jangha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman;  (as), 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Loha-jdla,  am,  n.  an 

iron  net,  a  coat  of  mail.  —  Loha-jit,  t,  m.  '  con- 

quering iron  (in  hardness),'  a  diamond.  —  Loha-td- 
ranl,  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  (also  read  loha-tdrini,  loha- 
(drinl.)  —  Loha-ddraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
twenty-one  hells  (Manu  IV.  qo).  —  Loha-drdvin, 
i,  ini,  i,  melting  copper  or  iron,  fusing  metal ;  (i), 

m.  borax.  —  Loha-nagara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 
—  Loha-ndla,  as,  m.  an  iron  arrow.  —  Loha-pdsla, 
as,  m.  an  iron  chain.  —  Lohaspura,  N.  of  a  place. 

—  Loha-prishtha,  as,  m.  'iron-backed,'  a  heron. 
—  Loha-pratimd,    f.   an   iron   image;    an   anvil. 
—  Loha-baddha,  as,  d,  am,  studded  with  iron  (as 
a  war-club).  —  Loha-maya,  as,  t,  am,  made  of  iron 
or  copper,   composed   or  consisting  of  iron,   iron. 
—  Loha-ntdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  calcining  metal ; 
(an),  m.  Achyranthes  Triandra.  —  Loha-muktikd,  f. 
a  red  pearl.  —  Loha-mekhala,  as,  d,  am,  wearing 
a  metal  girdle;    (a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris 
attending  on  Skanda.  —  Loha-yashtl,  {.,  N.  of  a 
place.  —  Loha-rajas,  as,  n.  iron-dust,  rust  of  iron 
or  iron  filings.  —  Loha-rdjaka,  am,  n.  silver.  —  Lo- 
ha-linga,  am,  n.  a  boil  or  abscess  filled  with  blood. 
—  Loha-rara,  am,  a.  the  most  precious  metal,  gold. 
—  Loha-varman,  a,  n.  iron  armour,  mail.  —  Loha- 
ndla,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  rice.  —  Loha-fanku,  its,  m. 

an  iron  pike,  iron  stake  or  spike ;  (us),  m.  '  iron- 

spiked,'  N.  of  one  of  the  twenty-one  hells  (Manu 
IV.  90).  —  Loha-ileshana,  as,    i,   am,   uniting 
metals;  (as),  m.  borax.  —  Loha-sankara,  am,  a. 

blue  steel. -Lohdkara  (°ha-dk°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
town.  —  Lohd-karna,  as,  i,  am  (lohd  for  loha), 
Ved.  red-eared.  —  Lohdngdraka  (°ha-an°),  N.  of  a 

hell  ('pit  of  red-hot  charcoal ').  —  Lohdfala  (°ha- 
iw,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Lohaja  (°ha- 

aja),  as,  m.  the  red  goat  -  Jsihdja-raktra,  as, 
rn.,  N.  of  one  of  Skanda's  attendants.  —  Lohdnda 
(liu-,111  ar"ha-dii°),  see  Gana  Gauridi  to  Pan. 
IV.  J,  4l.-Lo/taWuso>«  ('ha-abh°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  military  ceremony  performed  on  the  tenth  day 
after  the  Nl-rajana,  (this  ceremony  or  lustration  of 
arms  was  formerly  observed  by  kings  before  com- 

mencing a  campaign,  but  is  now  usually  confined  to 
the  domestic  decoration  and  worship  of  the  soldiers' 
weapons) ;  =  lohdbhihdra.  -  Lohdl/hihdra  (ha- 

ul/: }.  at,  m.  =  ni-rdjana.  —  ]j>h<imirhn  (  ha- 
dm°),  am,  n.  the  flesh  of  the  red-haired  goat.  —  Lo- 
li&iiara  (  lui-iiii  ),  "m,  n.,  Ved.  any  metal  mixed 

with  copper.  —  Ijiharijala  (°ha-ar"),  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Lohottama  (hu-tit°),  am,  n.  the 
best  metal,  gold. 

Lohaka  =  loha  in  ashta-lohaka,  indu-f,  tri-l", 

Lohara,  N.  of  a  district. 
Lohala,  as,  d,  am,  iron,  made  of  iron ;  lisping, 

speaking  inarticulately  ;  (a»),  m.  the  principal  ring of  a  chain  (?). 

Lohi,  n.  a  kind  of  borax. 
Lohika,  f.  an  iron  pot  or  vessel  (being  a  sort  of 

large  shallow  bowl,  sometimes  of  iron,  but  usually 
of  wood  and  bound  with  iron,  used  for  washing 
rice,  &c.). 

I.  lohita,  as,  a  or  lohinl,  am  (a  later  form  of 

rohita,  q.  v.),  red,  red-coloured,  reddish ;  made  of 
copper,  copper,  metal ;  (as),  m.  red  (the  colour), 
any  red  colour;  a  particular  disease  attacking  the 
eyelids  ;  a  kind  of  precious  stone ;  a  species  of  rice  ; 
a  sort  of  bean  or  lentil ;  Dioscorea  Purpurea ;  a  kind 
of  fish,  Cyprinus  Rohita ;  a  sort  of  deer ;  a  snake, 

serpent ;  the  planet  Mars ;  N.  of  a  Naga  or  serpent- 
demon  ;  of  a  river  (the  Brahma-putra) ;  of  a  sea  ;  of 
a  lake ;  of  a  country ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class 
of  gods  under  the  twelfth  Manu ;  the  descendants 
of  Lohita ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  tongues 
of  fire  ;  of  two  plants  ( =  vardha-krdntd,  rakta- 
pttnarnavd);  =  lohinl  below;  (ini),  f.  a  woman 
with  a  red-coloured  skin  or  red  with  anger ;  (am), 
n.  copper,  metal ;  blood,  (in  this  sense  also  as,  m.) ; 
battle ;  sarrron  ;  red  Sanders ;  a  kind  of  sandal-wood 

( =  go-&rxha) ;  a  kind  of  Agallochum  ;  an  imperfect 
form  of  rainbow.  —  Lohita-kalmdsha,  a*,  I,  am, 
variegated  with  red,  red-spotted.  —  Lohita-kuta,  N. 
of  a  place.  —  Lohita-krishna,  a*,  a,  am,  of  a 
reddish  black  colour,  dark-red.  —  Lohita-kshaya, 
as,  m.  loss  of  blood.  —  Lohita-kshayaka,  as,  a, 
am,  suffering  from  loss  of  blood.  —  Lohita-kshira, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  yielding  red  or  bloody  milk.  —  Lo- 
hita-'janga,  N.  of  a  place;  (am),  ind,  where  the 
Ganges  appears  red.  —  Lohita-gangaka,  N.  of  a 
place.  —  Lohita-grwa,  as,  d,  am,  red-necked,  hav- 

ing a  red  neck  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Lohila- 
(anilaMU,  am,  n.  saffron.  —  Lohita-jahnu,  us,  m. 
a  proper  N.  —  Lohita-td,  (.  or  lohita-tva,  am,  n. 
redness,  red  co\oar.  —  Lohita~dhvaja,  as,  a,  am, 
red-bannered,  having  a  red  flag;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  particular  association  of  persons.  —  Lohita-nayana, 

as,  d,  am,  red-eyed,  having  the  eyes  reddened  with 
anger  or  passion.  —  Lohita-pada-defa,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  place.  —  Lohita-pittin,  I,  ini,  i,  subject  to 
hemorrhage,  suffering  from  hemorrhage ;  [cf.  rakta- 

[iitlin.~]  —  Lohita-pu,ra,  N.  of 'a  phce.  —  Lo/titu- 
pn*hjta,  as,  d,  am,  red-flowering,  bearing  red 
fiowen.  —  Lohita-p>uhi>aka,  as,  d,  am,  red-flower- 

ing ;  (as),  m.  the  granate  tree.  —  Loldta-muktd,  f. 
a  red  pczr\.  —  Lo/iit<i-inrittikd,  (.  red  earth,  red 
chalk,  ruddle.  —  Lvhita-rdya,  as,  m.  a  red  colour, 
red  hue.  —Lohita-vat,dn,  ati,  at, containing  blood. 
—  Lohita-rdsaf,  as,  as,  as,  having  red  or  blood- 

stained  garments.  — Lohitu-futapattra,  am,  n.  a 

red  lotus-flower.  —  Lohita-^arala  or  lohita-Si'i  ran- 
ya,  as,  a,  am,  variegated  with  red,  dappled  with  red. 

—  J.  lohitdksha  (cta-ak°),  as,  m.  a  red  die  (used 
in  gaming).— 2.  lohitdksha  (°ta-ak°),  as,  I,  am, 
red-eyed ;    (as),   m.  a  kind  of  snake ;   the  Indian 
cuckoo ;  N.  of  Vishnu ;  of  one  of  Skanda's  attend- 

ants ;  of  a  man ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris 
attending  on  Skanda ;  scil.  sird,  an  artery  or  vein 
situated  either  at  the  thigh-joint  or  at  the  arm-joint ; 
(am),  n.  a  part  of  the  arm  and  of  the  thigh,  the 
place  where  these  are  joined  to  the  body,  the  arm- 
joint,  thigh-joint,  hip.  —  Ijuliitii-ijiri,  /x,  in.  (luhltd 

for  lohita),  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Lohitdnga  (°ta- 
a7f°),  «#,  m. '  red-limbed,'  the  planet  Mars ;  a  species 

o(phnt(  =  kampillaka).  —  Lohif<~mana  (°ta-dn°), 
as,  i,  am.  red-faced  ;  (as),  m.  an  ichneumon.  —  Lu- 
hitd-makhi,  f.,  N.  of  a  club  (in  the  Ramayana). 

—  Lohitdyai  (cta-ay°),  as,  n.  'red-iron,'  copper. 
—  Lohitrti/<t.«i,  UK,  d,  am,  made  of  red  metal;  (am), 

n.  (probably)  copper.  —  Lohitdrna  (°ra-ar°),   as, 
m.   a   proper  N.  —  iMhitdrdra  (°ta-dr°),  as,  d, 
am,  wet  or  dripping  with  blood,  soaked  in  blood. 

—  Lohitarman  (°ta-ar  ),  a,  n.  a  red  swelling  or 
blood-shot  appearance   in   the  whites  of  the  eves. 

—  Lohitdvabhdm  (°ta-at>°),  as,  d,  am,  having  a 

red    appearance,  reddish.  —  Lohitdsoka   (°ta-ad°), 
as,  m.  a  red-flowering  Asokz.  —  Lohitiifaa  (°ta- 

a4°),  as,  d,  am,  having  or  driving  red  horses.  —  Lo- 
hitdsya  (ta-dsrj),  as,  d,  am,  having  a  red  or  blood- 

stained mouth.  —  Lohitdhi  (°ta-ahi),  is,  m.  a  red 
snake.  —  Lohiti-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  &c.,  to  be 
or  become  red,  to  be  reddened.  —  Lohitekshana 

(°ta-ik°),  as,  d,  am,  red-eyed.  —  Lohitaita  (°ta- 
eta},  as,  d,  am,  =  rohitaita,  variegated  with  red. 
—  Lohitotpala  (ta-uf),  am,  n.  the   flower  of 
Nymphiea   Rubra.  —  Lohitoda  (°ta-uda),  as,   d, 
am,  having  blood-red  water,  having  red  water,  hav- 

ing blood  instead  of  water;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  parti- 

cular hell.  —  Lohitorna  (rta-ur  ),  as,  i,  am,  having red  wool. 

2.  lohita,  Nora.  P.  lohitati,  &c.,to  be  or  become 
red.  redden. 

Lu/iitiika,  as,  ikd  or  lohinika,  am,  red,  of  a 
red  colour,  reddish ;  (as),  m.  a  ruby ;  a  kind  of  rice  ; 
the  planet  Mars ;  N.  of  a  Stflpa ;  (ikd),  {.  a  parti- 

cular vein  or  artery ;  a  species  of  plant ;  (am),  n. 
bell-metal ;  calx  of  brass. 

Lohitdya,  Norn.  P.  A.  lohitdyali,  -te,  &c.,  to 
be  or  become  red,  redden,  grow  red. 

Lohitdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic,  (probably  for 
lauhitdyana.) 

LohUdyani,  is,  f.  a  patronymic,  (perhaps  for  lau- hitiiyaiii.) 

Lohitiman,  d,  m.  redness,  red  colour. 
Lohitya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  rice ;  N.  of  a  man ;  of 

the  Brahma-putra  river ;  of  a  village ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a 

celestial  female  (in  Hari-varjs'a  9534) ;  of  a  river. Lohinika.    See  under  lohitaka  above. 
Lohinl.     See  under  i.  lohita,  col.  2. 

Lohimkd,  f.  (fr.  lohinl),  Ved.  red  glow  or  lustre. 
Lohinya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic,  (probably  for  lo- 

hitya.) 

laukaksha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

school,  (perhaps  for  lauydksha.) 

W  i*i  I  «<(«•«»  lavkayatika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 
lokdyata),  following  the  teaching  of  Carvaka;  (a*), 
m.  a  follower  of  CirvSka,  a  materialist,  atheist. 

rtiT<*<*  laukika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  loka),  worldly, 
mundane,  terrestrial,  popular,  familiar  (as  opposed  to 

a-laukika,  'technical'),  belonging  to  ordinary  life, 
occurring  in  everyday  life,  vulgar,  common,  usual, 
ordinary,  fashionable,  publicly  received,  customary, 
temporal,  secular,  not  sacred  (as  opposed  to  vaulika, 

drsha,  sdstriya)  ;  belonging  to  the  world  of  (at  the 
end  of  a  comp.,  e.g.  liralniia-laukika,  belonging 
to  the  world  of  Brahma)  ;  (ax),  m.  pi.  common  or 

ordinary  men  (as  opposed  to  '  the  learned,  initiated,' 
&c.),  men  in  general,  the  human  race  ;  men  familiar 
with  the  ways  of  the  world,  men  of  the  world  ; 

(am),  n.  anything  occurring  in  the  world,  the  laws 
or  ordinances  of  the  world,  general  custom,  usage. 
—  Laukika-td,  f.  or  laukika-tna,  am,  n.  worldli- 
ness,  commonness,  worldly  currency  or  custom,  popu- 
larity,  usual  custom,  usage,  general  prevalence.  —  Lau- 
ki/:<!-ris/iayii-i-i<'<lra,as,  m.  'consideration  of  ordi- 

nary objects,'  N.  of  a  philosophical  treatise. 
Laukya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  world, 

being  in  the  world,  extended  through  the  world, 
generally  diffused,  worldly,  mundane,  terrestrial, 
human,  general,  ordinary,  common,  common-place  ; 

(as),  m.  a  proper  N. Imigiikshi,  is,  m.  (fr.  logaksha), 

a  patronymic,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  Dharma-sastra. 
—  Lawjdkshi-liluulmm,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  several  modern  philosophical  works. 
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lautharatha,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

laud  (=rts.    lot,    lod),   cl.   I.   P. 
X.  laudati,  &c.,  to  be  foolish  or  mad. 

rtiMl<(«l  laupayana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patro- 
nymic. 

'rtiHi  laupsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
w*(  lauma  (fr.  loman),  see  Gana  San-ka- 

I5di  to  P5n.  IV.  2,  75,  and  Gana  Sarkaradi  to  Pan. 
V.  3, 107. 
Laumakayana  (fr.  lomaka),  see  Gana  Pakshadi 

to  Pin.  IV.  2,  80. 

Laumal-ayani,  in,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Lomaka. 
Laumakiya  (fr.  lomaka),  see  Gana  Krisasvadi 

to  P5n.  IV.  2,  So. 

Laumanya  (fr.  loman),  see  Gana  San-kasadi  to 
PSn.  IV.  2,  80. 

Laumafiyii  (fr.  lomafa),  see  Gana  Krisasvadi 
to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

Laumaharshanaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  composed  by 
Loma-harshnna. 

Limmaharshani,  *V,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Loma- 
harshana. 

Laumdyana  (fr.  loman),  see  Gana  Pakshadi  to 

Pin.  IV.  2,  80  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  of  the  following. 
Laumdyanya,  a*,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Loman. 
Laumi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Loman. 

«i«l^  lauldha,  N.  of  a  place. 

PJI 1 1^«  laulya,  am,  n.  (fr.  Zofa),  restlessness, 

instability,  inconstancy,  fickleness ;  lustfulness,  eager- 
ness, eager  desire,  greediness,  passion,  (a-laidya, 

am,  n.  absence  of  all  desire.)  —  Laulya-td,  f.  lustful- 
ness,  eager  desire.  —  Laulya-fat,  an,  ati,  at,  eagerly 
desirous,  eager,  greedy,  avaricious,  lustful. 

«l?I  lausa,  am,  n.  (fr.  lusa),  N.  of  various 
Samans. 

f3MJf  lauha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  loha),  made  of 
copper  or  metal,  coppery,  metallic;  made  of  iron, 
composed  or  consisting  of  iron,  belonging  to  iron, 
iron ;  coming  from  or  belonging  to  the  red-coloured 
goat ;  copper-coloured,  red ;  (d),  f.  a  metal  or  iron 
cooking-pot,  kettle,  pan ;  (am),  n.  iron,  metal. 
—  Lauha-kdra,  as,  m.  =  loha-kdra,  a  blacksmith. 
—  Laulia-fdraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  hell;  [cf.  loha- 
daraka.]  —  Lau!ia-ja,  am,  a.  =  lo?ta-ja,  the  rust 
of  iron.  —  Lauha-pradipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  treatise 
on  metals.  —  Lauha-bandha,  as,  am,   m.  n.   an 
iron  chain,  iron  fetters.  —  Lauha-bhdnda,  am,  n. 
an  iron  vessel,  metal  mortar.  —  Lauha-Uiu,  us,  (.  a 
metal  pan,  boiler,  caHron,   kettle.  —  Lauha-mala, 
am,  n.  the  rust  of  iron.  —  Laitha-dattku,  us,  m.  = 

loha-s'anku.  —  Lauhii-s'astra,  am,  n.  a  Sastra  treat- 
ing of  metals.  —  Lauhdddrya  (°ha-df),  as,  m.  a 

teacher  of  metallurgy  or  the  art  of  working  metals. 

—  Lauhdtman   (cha-dt°),    d,   m.  =  lauha-bhu. 
—  Lauhesha  (°hu-ish°),  as,  d,  am,  having  a  metal 
pole  (said  of  a  carriage). 
Lauhdyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Loha. 
Lauhdyasa,  a*,  i,  am  (fr.  lohdyasa),  made  of 

metal,  metallic,  made  of  copper,  &c. 

[  lauhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Ashtaka. 

lauhita,  as,  m.  (fr.  I.  lohita),  the 
trident  of  £iva. 

Lauhitadhvnja,  as,  m.  (fr.  lohita-dhraja),  a 
follower  of  the  Lohita-dhvajas. 
Lauhiltka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  i .  lohita),  reddish,  hav- 

ing a  reddish  lustre. 

Lauhilya,  as,  m.  (fr.  I.  lohita),  a  patronymic; 
N.  of  a  river,  the  Brahma-putra ;  of  a  sea;  of  a 
mountain;  of  a  Tlrtha,  (in  this  sense  probably  am, 
n.) ;  (am),  n.  red  colour,  redness. 
Lauhitydyani,  f.  (feminine  form  of  the  above), 

a  patronymic. 

Ipi  or  lyl,  cl.  y.  P.  Ipindti,  lyindti, 
&c.,  to  join,  unite,  be  attached  to,  mix 

with,  (various  readings  for  rt.  I.  li.) 

"5J3  lyut,  (in  grammar)  a  technical  symbol for  the  Krit  affix  ana. 

If'i,  cl.  9.  P.  h'indti,  lemiitl,  &c.,  to 
go,  move,  approach,  (a  various  reading  for rt.  vli  or  pit.) 

Lvlna,  as,  a,  am,  gone. 

^  i.  va,  the  twenty-ninth  consonant  o 
the  Devanagarl  alphabet,  being  the  semivowel  of  thi 
vowels  u,  u,  and  having  the  sound  of  the  English 
V,  except  when  forming  the  last  member  of  a  con- 

junct consonant,  in  which  case  it  is  pronounced  like 
w;  it  is  often  confounded  with  the  labial  consonant 

6,  with  which  it  may  frequently  be  interchanged. 

^  2.  va,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  va),  air,  wind  ; 

the  arm  ;  N.  of  Varuna  ;  addressing  ;  conciliation 
auspiciousness  ;  reverence  ;  a  dwelling  ;  the  residence 
of  Varuna  ;  the  ocean,  water  ;  a  tiger  ;  cloth  ;  the  escu- 

lent root  of  the  water-lily  ;  (a),  f.  going  ;  hurting,  in- 
jury; an  arrow  ;  weaving  ;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of  incantation 

or  Mantra  (of  which  the  object  is  the  deity  Varuna)  ; 

=pra-fetas  ;  (as,  a,  am),  strong,  powerful. 

^3.  va,  ind.  =  i»a,  like,  as. 

TSfT  vansa,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  l.van, 
to  sound,  or  connected  with  rt.  yank),  a  bamboo 
cane,  bamboo  ;  a  staff;  a  term  for  the  rafters  and  laths 
fastened  to  the  beams  of  a  house  (as  generally  made 
of  split  bamboos),  or  laths  running  across  a  roof  [cf. 
prddina-ranila,  prdy-vanfat],  a  cross-beam,  joint; 
a  sort  of  sugar-cane  ;  the  Sal  tree,  Shorea  Robusta  ; 
a  reed-pipe,  tube,  flute,  pipe,  fife  ;  the  back-bone, 

spine  [cf.  prishtha-v°~]  :  the  central  projecting  part 
of  a  cimeter  or  sabre  ;  the  joints  in  a  bamboo  ;  the 
line  of  a  pedigree  or  genealogy  (from  its  resemblance 
to  the  succession  of  joints  in  a  bamboo),  a  lineage, 
race,  family,  stock  ;  offspring,  a  son  ;  a  dynasty,  race 
of  kings  ;  a  succession  or  collection  of  similar  things 
(as  of  chariots,  stars,  &c.),  an  assemblage,  multitude, 
host;  a  particular  measure  of  length  (=  IO  Hastas)  ; 
bamboo-manna;  N.  of  Vishnu?;  (o),  f.,  N.  of  an 
Apsaras  (a  daughter  of  Pradb.5)  ;  (j),  f.  a  flute, 
pipe  ;  an  artery,  vein  ;  a  particular  weight  (  =  4  Kar- 

shas)  ;  bamboo-manna  ;  [cf.  Goth,  rausa,  '  a  reed  ;' 
Old  Germ.  rohr.]  —  Vanita-rishi,  is,  m.  a  Rishi 
mentioned  in  a  VaoSa-BrShmana.  —  VaniSa-kathina, 
an,  m.  a  clump  or  thicket  of  bamboos.  —  Vania- 

kapha,  am,  n.  'bamboo-phlegm,'  cottony  or  floc- 
culent  seeds  floating  in  the  air.  —  Van3a-kara,  as, 
a,  am,  making  or  founding  a  family,  propagating  or 
perpetuating  a  race;  (us),  m.  an  ancestor;  a  proper 
N.;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  rising  in  the  Mahendra 
mountains.  —  Vanfo-karpura-rtiifana,  f.  =  vansa- 

rnfana,  q.v.  —  Vans'akurma-krit,  t,  t,  t,  doing 
bamboo-work,  engaged  in  the  manufacture  of  baskets, 
&c.  —  T  anfa-karman,  a,  n.  bamboo-work,  manu- 

facture of  baskets,  Scc.  —  Vans'a-kirtti,  is,  is,  i, 
having  great  family  renown,  celebrated.  —  Vania- 

ktit,  t,  t,  t,  =  vans'akarma-knt  ;  (t),  m.  the 
founder  of  a  family.  —  V  '  ania-kramdyata  (°ma- 
d/f),  as,  a,  am,  descended  or  inherited  lineally, 

what  comes  from  one's  family  in  regular  succession, 
obtained  by  family  inheritance.  —  ]7ans'a-kshaya,  as, 
m.  decay  of  a  family.  —  Vania-kshiri,  f.  bamboo- 
manna.  —  Vaniia-ytiima,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing- 
place.  —  VaniSa-daritra,  am,  n.  the  history  of  any 
race  or  dynasty,  a  genealogical  account  of  the  doings 
of  any  family.  '-Vunta-Cmtaka,  as,  m.  one  familiar 
with  pedigrees,  a  genealogist.  —  Vansa-Mhttlri,  td, 
m.  one  who  cuts  off  the  line  of  descent,  the  last  of 
a  family  or  race.  —  Fan  sa-ja,  an,  a,  am,  made  of 
or  produced  from  bamboos  ;  born  in  the  family  of, 
Delonging  to  the  family  of  (with  loc.  or  at  the  end 
of  a  comp.),  sprung  from  a  good  family  ;  (as),  m. 
the  seed  of  the  bamboo  ;  (a,  am),  (.  n.  bamboo- ' 
manna.—  Vans'a-tandula,  as,  m.  the  seed  of  the 

i  bamboo.  —  Vania-dald,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  or  grass 

(= vanva-jtattri,  jirikd).  —  Vam'a-rlhara,  an,  d, 
am,  carrying  or  holding  a  bamboo,  &c. ;  maintain- 

ing or  supporting  a  family.  —  Vansa-illianya,  am, 
n.  the  seed  of  the  bamboo.  —  Vania-dhdrd,  {.,  N.  of 

a  river  rising  in  the  Mahendra  mountains.  —  Vttns'a- 
dhdrm,  t,  ini,  i,  =  vanfa-dltara.  —  Vania-nartin,- 
i,  m. '  family-dancer,'  a  buffoon.  —  Van.<a^idfli/;<l,  f. 
a  tube  or  pipe  made  of  bamboo.  —  Vanria-natha,  as, 
m.  the  head  of  a  family,  chief  of  a  race.  —  Vanxa- 
ndlikd,  f.  a  pipe  or  lute  made  of  bamboo,  a  reed, 
flute.  —  Vanfa-nctra,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  sugar-cane, 

the  root  of  sugar-cane  (  =  ikshu-mula).  —  Vans'a- 
pattra,  am,  n.  a  bamboo  leaf;  a  kind  of  metre,  = 
vatvSapattra-patita ;  (as),  m.  a  reed;  (i),  f.  a 
particular  kind  of  grass ;  =  nadi-hingu.~Vanila-- 
pattraka,  as,  m.  a  reed ;  white  sugar-cane ;  a  sort 
of  fish,  Cynoglossus  Lingua ;  (am),  n.  yellow  orpi- 

ment.  —  Vantiapattra-patita,  am,  n.  'fallen  on  a 
bamboo  leaf,'  a  species  of  metre,  four  times  -  o  u 
—  u  —  uwu—  ,uuuuuu-.~  Vantfa-parampard, 
f.  family  succession,  lineage,  descent.  —  Vanda-patra- 
kdrini,  f.  a  woman  who  makes  bamboo  vessels  or 

baskets.  —  Vania-ptta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  (  = 

kana-gugr/ulu).  —  Van:ia-pU8hpd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant 

(  =  mhu-deii).  —  Vans'a-puraka,  amt  n.  a  kind  of 
sugar-cane  (  =  ikshu-mula).  —  Vanja-pratishthd- 
na-kara,  as,  m.  one  who  establishes  his  family  on 
a  firm  foundation.  —  Vans'a-brdhmana,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  chronological  list  of  ancient  teachers.  —  VoiffOf 

bhdra,  as,  m.  a  load  of  bamboos.  —V anfa-lmrit, 
t,  m.   the  supporter  of  a  family,  head  of  a  race. 
—  Vanda-bhojija,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  possessed  by 
a  family,  hereditary ;  (am),  n.  an  hereditary  estate. 
—  Vanita-maya,    as,    i,   am,   made   of  bamboo. 

—  Vans'a-mulaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a'.sacred  bathing- 
place.  —  Vania-raja,  as,  m.  a  very  high  or  lofry 
bamboo;  N.  of  a  king.  —  V anfa-ro(ana  or  vantta- 
lotand,   f.   an   earthy  concretion  of  a  milk-white 
colour   formed  in  the  hollow  of  the  bamboo  and 

known  by  the  name  of  bamboo-manna.  —  Van4a- 
lakshmi,  is,  f.  the  fortune  of  a  family.  —  Vansa- 
vardhana,  as,  t,  am,  increasing  or  prospering  a 
family ;    (am),  n.  the  act  of  causing  prosperity  to 
a  family.  —  Vanfa-vardhin,  I,  ini,  i,  increasing  or 
exalting  a  family.  —  Vanda-vitati,  is,  (.  a  clump  or 
thicket  of  bamboos;  family,  descent.  —Vanfa-vidd- 
rini,  f.  a  woman  employed  in  splitting  bamboos. 
—  Vania-viiuddha,  as,  d,  am,  (made)  of  a  good 
bamboo ;  of  a  pure  or  good  family.  —  Vanta-vistara, 

as,  m.  a  complete  genealogy.  —  Van^'a-iiriddhi, 
{.  prosperity  of  a  family.  —  Vati&i-tSarkara, 

f.  =  vanda-rodana.  —  Vania-taldkd,  f.  a  bamboo 
peg  or  screw  at  the  lower  end  of  a  Vina  or  lute, 
(according  to  some)  the  bamboo  pipe  that  forms  the 
body  of  the  lute ;  any  small  bamboo  pin  or  stake 
as  the  bar  of  a  cage,  &c.).  —  Vanfo-samadara,  as, 

m.  family  usage.  —  Vans"a-$tanita,  am,  n.  a  species 
of  the  Jagati  metre  (^vanta-stha-vila^  —  Vanfa- 
stha,  am,  n.  (or  d,  f.  ?),  a  particular  metre  (  = 
rans'a-stha-'Kila).  —  Vans'a-stha-vila,  am,  n.  the 
hollow  or  cavity  found  in  a  bamboo  cane  ;  N.  of  a 

species  of  the  Jagati  metre,  four  times  o  -  *-»  —  u  u 
-  <j  -  u  - ,  (the  beginning  of  the  Ritu-samhara  is  in 
this  metre.)  —  Vania-sthiti,  is,  (.  the  state  or  con- 

dition of  a  family.  —  Vansa-hina,  as,  d,  am,  desti- 
tute of  family  or  descendants,  having  no  kindred. 

—  Vanddgata  (°£a-aga),  as,  d,  am,  what  comes 
"rom  one's  family,  inherited,  obtained  by  inheritance. 
—  Vantdgra  (°s'a-ag°),  am,  n.  the  point  or  end  of 
a  bamboo  cane ;  the  shoot  of  a  bamboo.  —  Vamdtf- 

ura  (°s"a-an°),  as,  m.  a  bamboo  shoot  or  sprout. 
—  Vanldnukirtana  ("da-an"),  am,  n.  the  publish- 

ng  or  proclaiming  a  family,  genealogy.  —  Vuns'a.'nu- 
trama  (°s'a-a«°),  as,  m.  family  succession,  genea- 
ogy,  lineal   inheritance.  —  Vanidnuga  (°^a-an°),     . 
is,  d,  am,  being  on  or  along  the  central  projecting 
>art  of  a  sword  ;    passing  from   family  to  family. 

—  Van^dnudarita  ("jfa-aw"),  am,  n.  the  history  of 
a  family  or  dynasty,  a  genealogical  list  (one  of  the 
five  Lakshanas  or  distinguishing  marks  of  a  Pu- 

ana).  —  Vans'dnuvansa-darita  (°s~a-an°),  am,  a. 
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the  history  of  both  old  and  more  recent  families 

(one  of  the  five  Lakshanas  of  a  Purina).  —  Vansd- 

vatl,  f.  a  proper  N.  —  Vandavall  (°rfa-ape),  f.  the 

line  of  a  family,  a  pedigree,  genealogy.  —  I  'an Ai/itia 
(°ia-dh°),  as,  m.  bamboo-manna.  —  I  'anfi-dkara, 
<u,  d,  am,  holding  a  flute  or  pipe ;  (as),  ca.  a  flute- 
player,  piper;  N.  of  Krishna;  of  a  learned  man. 

—  Vonti-dhdrin,  i,  ini,  »',  holding  or  carrying  a 
flute  ;  (F),  m.  a  flute-player ;  N.  of  Krishna.  —  Vansi- 
vadana,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  Scholiast. 

I  'aniaka,  at,  m.  a  large  kind  of  sugar-cane ;  a  joint 
in  a  bamboo ;  a  small  fish,  Cynoglossus  Lingua ;  N.  of 
a  king ;  (ikd),  f.  a  kind  of  pipe  or  flute ;  aloe  wood, 
Agallochum,  (in  this  sense  also  am,  n.;  cf.  raruHka.) 
Vansika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  a 

bamboo,  pertaining  to  a  family  &c.,  lineal,  genealo- 
gical ;  (am),  n.  aloe  wood  ;  [cf.  vandika  above.] 

Vantin,  i,  ini,  i,  belonging  to  a  family;    [cf. 

ttXl-t5.] 

Vansi-vddya,  am,  n.  a  flute,  pipe,  (probably 
wrong  for  vandi-vdrlya.) 

Kanst.     See  under  vania,  p.  875,  col.  2. 
Van&ya,  as,  a,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  a  family, 

of  a  good  family,  of  the  same  family. 
Vandya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  or  attached  to  the 

main  beam  ;  connected  with  the  back-bone  or  spine ; 
of  or  belonging  to  a  family ;  of  a  good  family,  of 
the  same  family ;  peculiar  to  a  family  ;  genealogical, 
lineal ;  (as),  m.  a  cross-beam,  joist ;  a  bone  in  the 
arm ;  a  bone  in  the  leg ;  a  member  of  a  family ;  a 

son,  lineal  descendant,  posterity;  an  ancestor,  fore- 
father ;  a  kinsman  from  seven  generations  above  and 

seven  below;  a  pupil;  (as),  m.  pi.  ancestors. 

1«i'l  vansaga,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  bull. » 

cj  g   vanh.     See  rt.  bayh,  p.  671,  col.  2. 

Vanhishtha,  as,  a,  am  (see  banhishtha),  most, 
very  much  or  great. 
Vanhiyas,  an,  ant,  at  (see  banhiyas),  more, 

greater  j  very  much  or  large. 

vak  (a  form  of  rt.  vank,  q.  v.),  to  go 

crookedly,  &c.,  (in  Rig-veda  VII.  21,  3. 
e  =  nirga<!(!hanti,  they  issued  forth.) 

Vaka,  as,  m.  a  heron,  crane,  Ardea  Nivea ;  a 
hypocrite,  cheat,  rogue,  deceiver  (the  crane  being 
regarded  as  an  animal  of  great  cunning  and  deceit 

as  well  as  sagacity) ;  a  particular  tree,  Sesbana  Gran- 
diflora ;  an  apparatus  for  calcining  or  subliming 
metals  or  minerals  (consisting  of  two  crucibles,  one 
inverted  over  the  other  and  placed  over  a  fire)  ;  N. 
of  a  Rishi  (having  the  patronymic  Dalbhi  orDalbhya) ; 
of  a  Rakshasa  or  demon  (killed  by  Bhima  or  Bhlma- 
sena,  see  vaka-vadha)  ;  of  an  Asura  (said  to  have 
assumed  the  form  of  a  crane  and  to  have  been  con- 

quered by  Krishna) ;  of  Kuvera ;  of  a  king ;  (as), 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people;  (I),  {.  =  p&tand.  —  Vaka- 
ItaMha,  N.  of  a  district.  —  Vaka-kalj/a.  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  particular  Kalpa  or  period  of  the  world.  —  Fo&a- 
£ara,  as,  m.  =  vakascmtin.  —  Vaka-6iA6ikd,  f.  a 

sort  of  fish.  —  Vaka-jit,  t,  m.  'conqueror  of  Vaka,' 
N.  of  Bhima-sena. •—  Vaka-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or 
condition  of  a  crane.  —  Vaka-dvipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  Dvlpa.  —  Vaka-dhupa,  as,  m.  a  compound  per- 

fume, (also  read  VfHuhdkOfa.)  —  Vaka-nakha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vilva-mitra,  (also  read  vaka-naka.) 

•  V  dka-nisutlana,  as,  m.  *  destroyer  of  Vaka/  N. 
of  Bhlma-sena.  —  Vaka-pantoka,  am,  a.  a  space  of 
time  consisting  of  the  last  five  Tithis  of  the  bright 
half  of  the  month  Kamika.  -  Vaka-puehpa,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  tree,  .fEschynomene  Grandiflora ;  (am), 
n.  the  flower  of  this  liee.-Vaka-yantra,  am,  n. 
'  crane-like  instrument,'  epithet  of  a  particular  form of  retort.  —  Vaka-raja,  as,  m.  the  king  of  the  cranes 
(named  Raja-dharman,  he  was  son  of  Kasyapa  see 
Mahi-hh.  Santi-p.  63tf)—Vaka-va,lha,  as,  m. 
the  killing  of  Vaka,'  N.  of  a  section  of  the  Adi- 

parvan  of  the  MahJ-bh.  6103-6315  (describing 
how  Bhima,  while  resident  in  the  city  of  Eka-cakrS, 
delivered  his  family  and  the  whole  neighbourhood 

from  the  tyranny  of  the  demon  named  Vaka  or 
;  H.ika,  who  forced  the  citizens  to  send  him  every  day 

a  dish  of  food  by  a  man  whom  he  always  devoured 
as  his  daintiest  morsel  at  the  end  of  the  repast). 
—  V'd-a-rriktha,  at,  m.  a  kind  of  tree.  —  Valea- 
rrilli,  i-a,  is,  i,  one  who  acts  or  behaves  like  a  crane, 

hypocritical ;  (if),  m.  a  false  or  hypocritical  devotee, 
hypocrite  (compared  to  the  crane  which  stations  itself 
cunningly  by  a  pool  apparently  absorbed  in  meditation 
till  it  sees  a  fish  on  which  to  dan).  —  Vaka-vairin, 

I,  m.  '  Vaka's  enemy,'  N.  of  Bhlma-sena.  —  Vaka- 
vrata,  am,  n.  'crane-like  observance,'  the  conduct 
of  a  crane,  hypocrisy.  —  Vakavrata-fara,  as,  m. 
one  who  acts  like  a  crane,  a  hypocrite.  —  Vaka-rra- 

tika,  as,  or  vaka-rratin,  i,  m. '  one  whose  acts  or 
observances  are  like  those  of  a  crane,'  a  false  devotee, 
religious  hypocrite,  one  who  assumes  the  appearance 
of  devotion  or  meditation  for  interested  purposes, 

(see  vaka-rritti.)  —  Vaka-saktha,  as,  m.  a  proper 

N. ;  (as),  m.  pi.  Vaka-saktha's  descendants.  —  Valia- 
saha-vdsin,  >,  m.  '  dwelling  in  the  same  abode  as 
the  crane,'  a  lotus.  —  Vakdri  (°ka-ari),  is,  m. 
'  enemy  of  Vaka,'  N.  of  Krishna.  —  Vakeia  (°ka- 
Wa),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  temple  founded  by  Vaka. 
Vakdti,  f.  a  sort  offish  (  =  vaka-<5in<!ikd). 
Vakdya,  Nom.  P.  vakdyati,  &c.,  to  represent  or 

act  like  the  Asura  Vaka. 

Vakdyat,  an,  antl,  at,  acting  like  the  Asura  Vaka. 
Vakida,,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  it.  vak  or  vank), 

a  kind  of  tree,  Mimusops  Elengi ;  a  kind  of  drug ; 

(a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  =  katukd;  (i),  f.  a  sort  of 
drug  (commonly  called  Kakoll) ;  (am),  n.  the  fra- 

grant flower  of  Mimusops  Elengi.  —  Vakulavalikd 

(°la-dv°),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
Vakulita,  <w,  a,  am,  furnished  with  Mimusops Elengi. 

Vakula,  at,  m.  the  Vakula  tree. 
Vakemkd,  f.  a  small  crane ;  the  branch  of  a  tree 

bent  by  the  wind. 

Vakola,  as,  m.  a  crane. 
Vakra,  as,  d,  am,  crooked,  winding,  tortuous, 

curved,  bent,  bowed,  meandering,  curled,  curly  (as 
hair  &c.) ;  having  an  apparently  backward  motion, 
retrograde  (said  of  planets);  prosodially  long  (the 
form  of  the  long  mark  being  supposed  to  be  curved), 
crooked  in  disposition,  cunning,  fraudulent,  dishonest, 
prevaricating,  indirect,  evasive,  ambiguous;  cruel, 
malignant ;  (as),  m.  the  planet  Mars ;  the  planet 
Saturn ;  Rudra  or  Siva ;  tie  Asura  Tripura ;  N.  of 
a  king  of  the  KarQshas ;  of  a  Rakshasa  ;  =  parpala; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people,  (also  read  dakra) ;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  a  particular  musical  instrument ;  scil.  yati, 
N.  of  a  particular  variation  in  the  course  of  Mercury  ; 
(am),  n.  the  winding  course  of  a  river,  the  arm  or 
bend  of  a  stream ;  the  apparent  retrograde  motion 
of  a  planet ;  (in  surgery)  a  form  of  fracture  (when  a 
bone  is  bent  in  a  particular  way  or  only  partially 

broken) ;  [cf.  according  to  some,  Lat.  rams :  Hib. 

far, '  crooked,  wicked ;'  Jiaras, '  crookedness ;'  fia- 
raim,  '1  incline,  bend.'J  —  Fafcra-i'rt/i/a,  OK,  m. 
'  having  crooked  thorns,'  the  jujube  tree.  —  Vakra- 
kantaka,  as,  m.  Acacia  Catechu. -~Val;ra-khadga 
or  vukra-kluiili/ak-a,  as,  m.  a  bent  sword,  a  cimeter, 
sabre.  —  Vafcra-yati,  i*,  f.  crooked  or  winding  course, 
tortuous  motion,  apparent  retrograde  motion  or  re- 

trogression (said  of  the  course  of  Mars  &c.) ;  (is,  is, 

i),  moving  crookedly  or  tortuously,  meandering. 
—  Vakra-yiimin,  I,  ini,  i,  going  crookedly,  moving 
tortuously  or  in  zigzag,  fraudulent,  dishonest.  —  Va- 

le ra -i/riva,  as,  m.  •  crooked-necked,"  a  camel.  —  Fa- 
kra-tantu,    us,    m.    'crooked-beaked,'    a    parrot. 
—  Vakra-td,  f.  or  vakra-tva,  am,  n.  crookedness, 
curvature,  curvedness,  tortuousness ;  retrograde  motion 
(in  astronomy);  the  going  crooked  or  wrong,  failure, 

mishap ;    perverseness,  falseness,   dishonesty,   ambi- 
guity,  prevarication.  —  Vakra-tunda,   as,   d,  am, 

crooked-beaked,  having  a  crooked  face ;  (as),  m.  a 
parrot ;  N.  of  Ganesa  (so  called  as  represented  with 
the  trunk  of  an  elephant). —  Vakra-danshtra,  as, 

m.  '  crooked-tusked,'  a  boar,  (wrongly  read  vaktra- 
d'.)  "  V  akra-drishti,   is,    f.   oblique   vision,    an 

oblique  look,  squint ;  malignant  regard,  hostile  view  ; 
(is,  in,  i),  looking  asquint,  squint-eyed,  squinting; 
looking  malignantly  or  with  an  evil  eye  at  any  one ; 

jealous,  envious.  —  Vakra-nakra,  as,  m.  'crooked- 
beaked,'  a  parrot ;  a  low  or  depraved  man.  —  Vakra- 
ndla,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  wind-instrument.  —  Vakra- 

ndsa,  as,  d,  am,  crooked-nosed,  having  a  crooked 
beak;  (ox),  m.  a  proper  N.  —  V akra-nasika,  as, 
m.  '  crooked-nosed,"  an  owl.  —  Vakra-pilda,  as,  d, 
am,  crooktd-legged.  —  V akra-pui!6lui  or  rakra- 

pu^ifhika,  as,  m.  'crooked-tailed.'  a  dog.  —  Vakra- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Vakra-pushpa,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Sesbana  Grandiflora  ;  Butca  Fron- 

dosa.  —  Y  akra-ltdladhi,  is,  m.  *  crooked-tailed,'  a 
dog.  —  Vakra-bhanita,  am,  n.  indirect  speech, 
equivocation,  prevarication,  evasion.  —  Vakra-bhdva, 
as,  m.  the  state  of  being  bent,  curvature,  crooked- 

ness; cunning,  craft,  deceit.  —  Vakra-nkhd,  f.  a 
curved  \me.-Vakra-ltmyula,  am,  n.  a  crooked 

tail ;  (as),  m.  '  crooked-tailed,'  a  dog.  —  Vakra- 
vaktra,  as,  m.  '  crooked-faced,  having  a  crooked 
snout,"  a  hog,  boar.  —  Vakra-ialyd,  f.  a  kind  of 
small  shrub  or  bush.  —  Vakra-s'riitt/a,  as,  »,  am, 
having  crooked  or  bent  horns.  —  V akra-samstha, 

as,  d,  am,  placed  transversely.  —  Vakrdgra  (°ra- 
ag°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  plant  (commonly  called  B6tu). 
—  Vakrditga  (°ra-ait"),  am,  n.  a  crooked  limb; 
(as),  m.  a  goose ;  the  ruddy  goose  ('  having  a  curved 
body');  a  snake.  —  VakrdnghH  (°ra-an°),  is,  m. 
a  crooked  leg.  —  Vakn-karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of 
making  crooked,  bending,  distorting.  —  Vakrl-kri, 
cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make  curved  or  crooked. 

—  V ' dkri-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  crooked  or  curved, 
bent.  —  Vakri-bhdra,    as,    m.    curvature,    curve ; 
fraudulent  or  dishonest  disposition.  —  Vakri-bhu,  cl. 
I.  P.  -bltavati,  &c.,  to  become  crooked  or  bent; 
to  retrograde  (said  of  planets).  —  Vakrl-bhuta,  as,  d, 

am,  become  crooked,  curved,  bent,  dishonest.  ••  Va- 

kretara  (°ra-it°),  as,  d,  at,  reverse  of  crooked, 
straight,  not  curved  or  curled.  —  Vakrokti  (°ra-w&°), 
is,  i.  indirect  or  perverse  speech,  equivocation,  pre- 

varication, evasive  speech  or  reply,  evasion ;   hint, 

insinuation;  pun;  sarcasm.  —  V akrokti-jivita,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Vakroshthi,  is,  or  vakroshthikd, 

f.  (fr.  vakra  +  onhtJta),  a  slight  smile,  one  in  which 
the  lips  are  drawn  on  one  side  without  the  teeth 

being  shewn. 
Vakratu,,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  deity. 
Vakrdtapa,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people,  (also  read 

dakrati.) 

Vakri,  is,  is,  i,  equivocating,  speaking  falsely, 
uttering  untruths,  prevaricating,  lying. 

Vakrita, as, d, am, curved, crooked,  bent;  entering 
on  an  apparently  retrograde  course  (said  of  a  planet). 
Vakrin,  I,  ini,  i,  crooked ;  retrograding,  moving 

backwards  (said  of  Mars  and  other  planets);  dis- 
honest, fraudulent ;  (i),  m.  a  Jaina  or  Bauddha. 

Vakrima,  as,  d,  am,  bent,  curved. 
Vakriman,  d,  m.  crookedness,  curvature;  crafti- 

ness, cunning,  duplicity,  ambiguity. 
Vnkra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  winding  about,  moving 

crookedly,  rolling,  hastening. 

ToRcS  vakala,  as,  m.,Ved.  inner  rind,  bast. 

=f<**^5l5J  vakasuhana,  N.  of  a  place. 

=)<Jr4  vakula.     See  col.  2. 

^5^1  vakusa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular 
animal  dwelling  in  the  foliage  of  trees. 

vakk  [cf.  rts.  vashk,  vask,  vank], 
cl.  i.  A.  vakkate,  vukkitum,  to  go. 

vakkalin,  I,  m.  (formed  fr.  val- 

kalin),  N.  ofaRishi. vakkasa  =  vakvasa. 

vakkula,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

«I^f8l  vaktavya,  vaktra.    See  p.  877,  col.  3. 

^tH  vakra,  &c.     See  col.  2. 
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va-krama,  as,  m.  (for  ava-krama) 
flight,  retreat. 

Tai'1  va-kraya,   as,   m.   (for  ava-kraya, q.  v.),  price. 

,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  village 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

See  p.  878,  col.  i. 

vakvasa,  as,  m.  a  particular  intoxi- 
cating drink. 

vaksh  (closely  connected  with  rt. 
1.  uksh,  q.v.),  cl.  I.  P.  (Ved.  also  A.) 

mikshati,  vavaksha,  (in  the  Veda  only  the  follow- 
ing Perfect  forms  are  found,  varaksha,  vavalishi- 

tha,  vavakshus,  vavakshe,  vavakshire),  vakshi- 
tum,  Ved.  to  grow,  increase,  become  tall  ;  to  accu- 

mulate ;  to  be  great  or  strong,  to  be  powerful,  (ac- 
cording to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  64,  3.  varaksfiuft  = 

prdpayitum  Mhanti,  they  wish  to  bring;  II.  22, 
3.  vavukshitha  = iddhasi,  thou  desirest  to 
support,  as  if  fr.  rt.  I.  vah)  ;  to  be  angry  :  Caus. 
vakshayafi,  &c.,  Ved.  to  make  grow,  cause  to 
increase,  cause  to  be  strong  ;  [cf.  Zend  ukJa,  '  to 
grow  :'  Gr.  av(-ta,  av£-av-ta,  avf-rj,  av£-jj-cri-s,  avf- 

Lat.  ras-tm  :  Goth,  va/w-ja,  vahs-tu-s  : 
Angl.  Sax.  weaxan  :  Lith.  augit,  auks-tas  :  Hib. 

fasaim,  '  I  grow  ;'  fasamhuil,  '  growing.'] 
Vakshatia,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  (perhaps)  strengthen- 

ing, refreshing;  (am),  n.  the  breast;  (perhaps) 
refreshment,  strengthening,  (according  to  S5y.  on 
Rig-veda  VI.  23,  6.  vakshandni  =  vahakdni  sto- 
trdnt,  as  if  fr.  rt.  I.  vah)  ;  fire  (according  to  Say. 
on  Rig-veda  V.  19,  5);  (as),  {.  pi.  the  stomach, 
abdomen,  interior,  (perhaps  connected  with  rt. 
I.  vah)  ;  the  sides,  flank  ;  the  bed  of  a  river  ;  (ac- 

cording to  Naigh.  I.  i3)  =  nadl,  a  river.  -Fai- 

shane-sthd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  being  in  fire,  (Say.  = 
vahnau  sthita.) 

Vukfhani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  (perhaps)  strengthening, 
making  strong. 

Vakshatha,  as,  m.,Ved.  the  act  of  strengthening, 
invigorating  ;  growing,  increasing  ;  growth. 
Vakshas,  as,  n.  (according  to  some  originally 

pakshae),  strength  (Ved.)  ;  the  breast,  bosom,  chest, 
(in  this  sense  perhaps  fr.  rt.  I.  vah)  ;  (as),  m.  an 
ox,  bullock  ;  [cf.  perhaps  Lat.  pectus  ;  Hib.  uchd, 

'  the  breast.']  —  Vakihah-sammardini,  {.  a  wife  (as 
pressing  or  reclining  on  her  husband's  breast).  —  Yak- 
sha/i-sthala  or  vakshas-sthala,  am,  n.  the  place  of 
the  breast,  the  breast,  bosom,  heart.  —  Vakihas-tald- 

ghata  (°ta-agh°),  as,  m.  a  blow  on  the  chest  ;  [cf. tata.]  —  Vaksho-griva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Visva-mitra.  —  Vakslio-ja,  as,  m.  or  au,  m.  du. 
•  chest-born,'  the  female  breast  ;  [cf.  uro-ja.~]  —  Vak- 
sho-mandalin,  I,  m.,  sell,  hasta,  a  position  of  the 
hands  in  dancing.  —  Vaksho-ruh,  t,  or  vaksho-ruha, 

as,  m.  '  chest-growiug,'  the  female  breast. 
Vakshl,  f.,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.)  flame  ;  [cf. 

uakehana  above.] 

^T5I  vakshu,  the  Oxus. 

vakshyamdna.    See  p.  878,  col.  I. 
or  vankh,  cl.  I.  P.  vakhati, 

vankhati,  vakhitum  or  vankhitum,  to 
go,  move,  move  about;  [cf.  Lat.  vacillo  ;  Old 

Germ,  wankon,  wanchon.~\ 

voyald  or  vagala-mukKi,  f.  a  god- 
dess worshipped  by  the  Tamrikas. 

va-ydha,    as,    m.    (for   ava-yaha), 
bathing,  ablution. 

Va-gahya,  ind.  having  bathed,  bathing,  dipping into  ;  having  entered. 

vaffnu>  vagvanu.     See  p.  878,  col.  i. 

vaghd,  f.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  noxious 
animal. 

.  vank  (probably  connected  with  rt 
J_  van6;  cf.  rt.  vak,  with  which  rt.  vank  i 

identical  ;  cf.  also  rt.  vang),  cl.  I  .  A.  vaitkate,  vaitki 

'turn,  to  go  or  proceed  crookedly,  be  crooked  ;  to  go 
[cf.  Gr.  07*77,  ay/cos,  a-yK&v,  dfKv^os,  dynvpa 
(probably)  oxvot  :  Lat.  angulus;  vacillare,  vacare 
vacuus  :  Old  Germ,  winkil,  waga,  wagon,  waga 
wank,  wankon  :  Angl.  Sax.  vincel,  wag,  wok,  wog 
wo,  wancol  :  Lith.  wiugis.] 

Vanka,  as,  m.  the  bend  or  elbow  of  a  river,  the 
winding  course  of  a  stream  ;  crookedness  ;  (a),  f.  the 
pummel  of  a  saddle.  —  Vanka-sena,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  tree  (  =  vaka). 

Vankataka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain. 

Vankara,  as,  m.  =  vanka,  the  bending  of  a  river. 

Vankdlakdildrya  (°ka-df),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an astronomer. 

Vattkdld,  f.,  N.  of  a  place. 

Vankinl,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (=  kola-nas{kd). 
Vankila,  as,  m.  a  thorn. 

Vanku,  us,  us,  u,  Ve'd.  going  crookedly,  (Say. 
on  Rig-veda  I.  51,  ii  =  vakra-gamana-&la;  but 
Rig-veda  V.  45,  6  =  vana-gdmin,  going  to  the 
wood)  ;  going  hurriedly,  hastening  (according  to some). 

Vankya,  as,  a,  am,  crooked,  curved,  flexible, 

pliant. 
Vankri,  is,  m.  a  rib,  the  rib  of  any  animal  (as  of 

a  horse,  ox,  &c.)  ;  the  ribs  of  a  building  ;  the  timber 
of  a  roof;  a  particular  musical  instrument. 

vankshana,  am,  n.  (probably  con- 
nected with  vakshana  under  rt.  vaksh),  the  groin, 

the  pubic  and  iliac  regions;  the  joint  of  the  thigh. 

^|J  vankshu,  us,  f.  a  small  arm  or  branch 
of  trie  Ganges  [cf.  vanka,  vanku];  the  Oxus; 

[cf. 

«(S  vankh  —  ri.  vakh,  q.v. 

m.  a  proper  N. 

vankhara,  as,  a,  am,  =  6aru;   (us), 

;  vang  [ef.  rt.  vank],  cl.  i.  P.  van- 
(^  gati,  vangitum,  to  go  ;   to  go  lamely, 

limp. 

vanga,  as,  m.  Bengal  proper  or  the 
eastern  parts  of  the  modern  province  ;  N.  of  the  son 
of  Bali  ;  of  a  king  of  the  lunar  race  (regarded  as 
the  common  ancestor  of  the  people  of  Bengal); 
cotton;  the  egg-plant,  Solanum  Melongena;  (as), 
m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  the  above  country;  (am), 
n.  tin  ;  lead  ;  [cf.  Hib.  ban,  '  copper.']  —  Vaitga-ja, 
am,  n.  brass,  red-lead.  —  Vanga-jlvana,  am,  n. 
silver.  —  Vanga-deto,  as,  m.  the  country  of  Bengal. 
--  Vanga-sena,  as,  m.  =  vanka-sena  ;  a  proper  N. 
•  Vanga-senaka,  as,  m.  the  Sesbana  Grandiflora. 

—  Vangari  (°ga-ari),  is,  m.  yellow  orpiment. 
Vangana,  as,  m.  the  egg-plant,  Solanum  Melon- 

gena; [cf.  vanga.] 

Vangiya,  see  Gana  Gahsdi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  138. 

''S-rtl  vanguld,  f.,  N.  of  a  particular 
RSginl  or  modification  of  a  musical  mode,  Csee 

Vangdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  son  of  the  Riga  or 
musical  mode  called  Bhairava ;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  the 
wife  of  the  Raga  Bhairava,  (see  rdga.) 

Vaitgdlikd,  f.  =  vangdli. 

Vaitgula,  f.  =  vangald  above. 

vaitgiri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

vangrida.  as,  m.,Ved.,  N.  of  a  demon. 

d  vj«   vangh,  cl.  I.  A.  vanghate,  vaityhi- 
M^  turn,  to  go ;  to  begin  moving ;  to  begin ; 

o  move  swiftly ;  to  blame  or  censure. 

ilf  vangha,  as,  m.  &  kind  of  tree. 

vat,  cl.  2.  P.  (in  the  non-conjuga- 
tional  tenses  also  A.),  vakti  (1st  sing. 

vadmi,  Sec.,  see  Gram.  650 ;  Ved.  also  cl.  3.  P. 
vivakti,  1st  sing,  vivakmi,  as  if  fr.  a  form  vak; 
said  to  be  also  cl.  I.  P.  vadati),  uvdfa  (Ved.  [pra]- 

,,  Rig-veda  I.  67,  4),  uce  (2nd  sing,  udishe, 

Ved.  [pra"]i'avakshe),  vakshyati,  -te,  avodat, 
avodata  (other  anomalous  forms  fr.  the  base 
vod  are  vodani,  rodanti,  voddma,  vodes,  vodema. 
Sec.,  voda,  vodatu,  vode,  vodanta,  rodeya,  vode- 
mahi),  vaktum  (Ved.  vaktave,  vaktos),  to  say, 
speak,  (punar  vad,  to  speak  again,  answer,  reply) ; 
to  tell,  declare,  utter,  (sometimes  with  a  double  ace., 
e.  g.  tarn  idam  vdkyam  uvdda,  he  spoke  this 
speech  to  him) ;  to  mention,  describe ;  to  call, 
name;  to  recite,  repeat;  to  announce,  proclaim, 
publish ;  to  speak  ill  of,  revile  (with  ace.) :  Pass. 
udyate,  Aor.  avddi,  to  be  said  or  spoken ;  to  be 
spoken  about;  to  be  told;  to  be  admonished;  to 
be  called  or  named,  &c. ;  to  be  regarded  as,  pass 
for:  Caus.  vadayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  avivadat,  to 
cause  to  say  or  speak,  order  to  speak ;  to  cause  to 
be  recited,  cause  (anything  written)  to  be  uttered  or 
pronounced,  to  read ;  to  say,  tell,  declare ;  to  promise : 
Desid.  vivakthati,  Sec.,  to  desire  to  say  or  speak, 
&c. :  Pass,  of  Desid.  vivakshyate;  [cf.  Gr.  tir  (for 
far  for  fin)  in  ilir-o-v,  eir-os,  tty,  oyaa,  tv-on-ri, 
df6-irpoiros,  irfirporrai :  Lat.  vGc-are,  vox,  voc-is, 
in^n-tare,  con-viciu-m :  Old  Germ,  wah-an,  ga- 
wah-anian,  gi-wah-t:  Mod.  Germ,  er-wahnen: 
Old  Pruss.  en-wack-e-mai,  *  we  invoke ;'  en-wacke : 
Hib.  fa-ighim,  '  I  speak,  talk ;'  faigh, '  a  prophet ;' 

faighle,  faighleadh, '  words,  talk.'] Vaktaeya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  spoken  or  uttered,  fit 
or  proper  to  be  said  ;  to  be  named  or  called  ;  to  be 
spoken  to  or  addressed  ;  to  be  spoken  about  or 
against,  having  a  bad  name  or  reputation,  blam- 
able,  reprehensible,  vile,  low,  base,  bad  ;  liable  to  be 
called  upon  for  an  account,  answerable,  accountable, 
responsible ;  subject,  dependent ;  (am),  n.  a  rule, 
precept,  sentence,  dictum,  aphorism,  speech ;  speak- 

ing; reproach,  censure.  —  Vaktavya-td,  f.  or  mk- 
tavya-toa,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  fit  or  proper 
to  be  said  or  spoken  about,  the  state  of  being  spoken 
against,  the  having  a  bad  name  or  reputation,  re- 
proachableness,  blamableness,  reprehension,  blame; 
responsibility ;  subjection,  dependence. 
Vakti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  speech ;  [cf.  ukti.] 

Vaktu,  vs,  m.  (according  to  Say. =parwha- 
vdkydndm  vaktri),  a  speaker  of  harsh  language, 
reviler ;  (but  according  to  modern  scholars  vaktave 
in  Rig-veda  VII._3 1,  5.  is  aVedic  infill.) 
Vaktu-kdma,  as,  d,  am  (vaktu  for  vaktum),  in- 

tending to  speak,  desirous  of  speaking,  about  to  speak. 
Vaktu-manas,  as,  as,  as  (vaktu  for  vaktum), 

laving  a  mind  to  speak,  being  about  to  speak. 
Vaktri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  speaks,  a  speaker ; 

speaking,  saying,  loquacious,  talkative ;  speaking 
well  or  sensibly,  eloquent,  learned,  wise;  speaking 
truly,  honest,  sincere;  (ta),  m.  a  speaker,  orator, 

expounder,  teacher;  [cf.  Lat.  auctor.']—  Vaktri-td, 
~.  or  vaktri-tiia,  am,  n.  ability  to  speak,  talkative- 

ness, eloquence,  elocution.  —  Vaktritva-takti,  is,  f. 
ability  to  speak,  eloquence. 
Vaktrika,  as,  d,  am,  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp. =  vaktri. 

Vaktra,  am,  n.  the  9rgan  of  speech,  the  mouth ; 
he  face ;  a  muzzle,  snout,  proboscis,  beak,  &c. ;  the 
loint  (of  an  arrow),  the  spout  of  a  jug  or  vessel ; 
>eginning,  commencement ;  (in  algebra)  the  initial 
quantity  or  first  term  of  a  progression ;  a  sort  of 
netre  containing  four  times  eight  syllables  (said  to 
>e  like  the  illoka)  ;  a  sort  of  garment ;  the  root  of 
Tabernsmontana  Coronaria;  [cf.  perhaps  Lat.  la- 
rare  for  vactrare.]—Vaktra-khitra,  as,  m. '  mouth- 
ioof,'  a  tooth.  —  Vaktra-ja,  as,  m.  'sprung  from 
the  mouth  (of  Brahma),'  a  Brahman. -Vaktra- 
dla,  am,  n.  a  musical  instrument  played  with  the 
mouth  ;  (said  to  mean  also  '  making  a  noise  by  strik- 
ng  the  mouth  with  the  hand  at  the  moment  of  utter- 

ng  sound.')  —  Vaktra-tunda,  as,  m.  '  having  a  pro- 
boscis instead  of  a  face,'  N.  of  GanesX  -  Vaktra- 

dala,  am,  n.  a  part  of  the  mouth,  the  palate. 
10  O 
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—  Vaktra-dmra,  am,  n.  the  opening  of  the  mouth. 
—  Vaktra-pata,  a  veil.  —  Vaktra-patta,  as,  m.  a 

bag   containing    corn   tied   round   a   horse's    head. 
—  Vaktra-parispanda,   as,  m.   '  motion  of  the 
mouth,'  speech,  discourse.  —  Vaktra-lt/ialin,  1,  ini, 
i,  mouth-piercing,   mouth-cutting,  pungent,   bitter, 
sharp.  —  Yaktra-yodliin,  i,  ini,  i,  fighting  with  the 

mouth  ;    (i),  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura.  —  Vaktra-ran- 
d/tra,  am,  n.  the  aperture  of  the  mouth.  —  Vaktra- 

ruha,   'growing   on   the    face,'   hair   growing    on 
the  face,  hair  on  the  proboscis  (of  elephants  &c.). 

—  Vaktra-roga,  as,  m.  mouth-disease,  a  disease  of 
the  mouth.  —  Vaktra-rogm,  i,  ini,  i,  suffering  from 
a    disease   of  the    mouth.  —  Vaktra-vdsa,  as   m. 

'  mouth-scenting,'  an   orange.  —  V  'aktra-s"odhan(i  , as,  i,  am,  cleansing  or  purifying  the  mouth  ;  (am), 
n.  the  act  of  cleansing  the  mouth;    the  fruit   of 
Averrhoa  Carambola  ;    a   lime,  citron.  —  Vaktra- 
dodhin,  I,  ini,  i,  purifying  the  mouth;  (i),  m.  the 

citron  tree  ;  (»'),  n.  a  citron  or  lime.  —  VaJdrdsava 
(°ra-as°),  as,  m.  '  mouth-liquor,'  saliva. 
Vaktraka  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  =  vaktra. 
Vaktva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  =  vaktaeya,  to  be 

uttered  or  spoken  ;  (according  to  Say.  vaktvdndm 
^vaktavydnd/n  veda-vdkydndm.) 
Vakman,a,  n.,  Ved.  (Say.  =  mdrga),  path,  road; 

(  =  vadana,  stotra),  speech,  hymn  of  praise.  —  Vak- 
ma-rdja-satya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  faithful  to  those  who 
are  the  rulers  or  ordaiuers  of  hymns  (of  praise). 

Vakmya,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  praised,  worthy 
of  celebration,  praiseworthy. 

Vakvan,  a,  -vari,  a,  Ved.  (according  to  modern 
scholars)  =  vakva,  p.  876,  col.  3  ;  (d),  m.  a  speaker, 
singer,  chanter,  great  talker,  chatterer. 
Vakshyamaya,  as,  a,  am,  about  to  be  said  or 

described,  intended  to  be  spoken  about  afterwards, 

to  be  mentioned  hereafter  or  subsequently.  —  Vakeh- 
yamdna-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  about  to  be  men- 

tioned, the  being  about  to  be  spoken  of  hereafter. 
Vagnu,  ui,  us,  u,  talkative  ;  (us),  m.  a  speaker  ; 

a  sound;  the  cry  (of  an  animal),  croak  (of  a  frog, 
Rig-veda  VII.  103,  i). 
Vayvana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (perhaps)  talkative, 

chattering  ;  praising. 

Vagranu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  sound,  noise,  (Say.  = 

Vada,  as,  a,  am,  speaking,  talking,  saying,  &c. 

£cf.  &«-»"]  ;  (as),  m.  a  parrot  ;  =  surya,  the  sun  ; 
=  kdrana;  («),  f.  a  kind  of  talking  bird,  Turdus 
Salica  (  =  sdrikd)  ;  a  kind  of  aromatic  root,  (accord- 

ing to  some,  orris  root)  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  speak- 

ing, talk  ;  [cf.  dur-v".]  —  Vadaddrya  ("da-ad^,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Vadarda  (°<!a-ar°),  as,  m. 
a  sun-worshipper,  Parsee. 
Vadaknu,  us,  us,u,  talkative,  loquacious,  eloquent  ; 

(us),  m.  a  Brahman  ;  a  proper  N. 
Vadandd,  f.  a  kind  of  talking  bird,  Turdus  Salica 

or  the  Maina. 

Vadatfdi,  (.  =  vafaiidd  ;  •=  vartti  ;  a  kind  of 
weapon. 
Vadana,  as,  a,  am,  speaking,  a  speaker,  elo- 

quent (Ved.)  ;  to  be  praised,  laudable  (Ved.)  ; 

being  pronounced  (Ved.)  ;  mentioning,  indicat- 
ing, pointing  out,  signifying  (at  the  end  of  a 

comp.)  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  speaking  or  pronounc- 
ing, speaking,  uttering,  declaring,  ordering,  enjoin- 

ing, declaration,  affirmation,  promise  ;  pronunciation  ; 
the  pronunciation  of  a  letter  (in  grammar)  ;  the  act 
of  reciting  or  repeating,  recitation  ;  mentioning, 
naming,  being  called;  a  speech,  word,  expression, 
utterance,  sentence,  message  ;  a  text,  dictum,  apho- 

rism, rule,  precept,  passage  of  a  sacred  book  or  code 
of  laws;  counsel,  advice,  instruction;  proclamation, 
edict,  order,  injunction,  command,  (vadanat,  and  less 
frequently  vadanena,  '  in  the  name  of,'  e.  g.  mama 
vadandt,  '  in  my  name,'  •  by  my  order')  ;  sound, voice  ;  the  meaning  of  a  word  (in  grammar)  ;  num- 

ber (in  grammar  ;  cf.  eka-v°,  dvi-if,  bahu-v°)  ;  dry ginger  —  Va<!ana-kara,  as,  i,  am,  making  a  speech, 
speaking;  acting  according  to  injunction,  doing  what 
one  is  told,  obeying  orders,  obedient  ;  (as),  m.  the 

author  or  enunciator  of  a  precept.  —  Vadana-kdHn, 
i,  ini,  i,  doing  what  is  commanded,  obeying  orders, 
obedient.  —  Vadana-krama,  at,  m.  order  of  words, 
discourse.  —  Vadana-godara,  as,  n,  am,  forming  a 
subject  of  conversation. ~Vadana-yaurava,  am,  n. 
respect  for  an  order,  deference  to  a  command.  —  Va- 
dana-grdhin,  i,  ini,  i,  accepting  or  obeying  orders, 
attentive  to  a  command,  obedient,  compliant,  con- 

formable, submissive,  humble.  —  Vadana-patu,  us, 

us,  «,  skilful  in  speech,  eloquent.  —  J'ac'ana-iHafra, am,  n.  mere  words,  assertion  unsupported  by  facts. 
—  Vadana-viruddha,  as,  a,  am,  opposed  to  a 
declaration  or  precept,  contrary  to  a  text.  —  Vadana- 
virodha,  as,  m.  inconsistency  of  precepts  or  texts, 

incongruity,  contradiction.  —  Vadana-i'yakti,  is,  f. 
distinctness  or  perspicuity  of  a  text.  —  Vaiaua-iata, 
am,  n.  a  hundred  speeches,  repeated  speech  or  decla- 

ration. —  Vadana-sahaya,  as,  m.  a  companion  for 
(the  sake  of)  conversation,  any  sociable  companion 

with   whom   one  may  talk.  —  Vadandnuga,   (°na- 
anc),  as,  d,  am,  following  advice  or  orders,  obedient, 
submissive.  —  Vadand-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  pos- 

sessed of  speech,  eloquent,  gifted  with  the  power  of 
praising  or  singing;    making  a  sound,  lowing  (as 

kine ;  Say.  =  /Minb/id-ravddi-s'abda-rat).—Vadani- 
kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartmn,  to  make  a  reproach. 
—  Vadani-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  a  reproach,  ex- 

posed to  censure  or  abuse.  —  Vadane-sthita,  as,  d, 
am,  abiding  in  a  command,  obeying  orders,  com- 

pliant, conformable,   obedient.  —  Vadanopakrama 

(°na-up°),  as,  m.  commencement  of  a  speech,  ex- ordium. 

Vadaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  spoken  or  uttered, 
fit  or  proper  to  be  said,  mentionable ;  to  be  called 
or  named;  to  be  spoken  about  or  against,  to  be 
reproved,  censurable,  liable  to  reproach ;  (am),  n. 

reproach,  censure,  blame.  —  Vadaniya-ta,  f.  or  va- 
daniya-tva,  am,  n.  liability  to  be  spoken  about  or 
against;  rumour,  report,  evil  report,  blamableness, 
detraction,  scandal ;  blame,  reprehension. 

FaAtra,  as,  m.  a  cock ;  a  low  person. 
Vadalu,  us,  m.  =  ̂ atru,  a  malevolent  person, 

enemy ;  offence,  fault  (?). 

Vadas,  as,  n.  speech,  voice ;  a  speech,  word ;  a 

hymn  ;  singing,  song  (of  birds)  ;  advice,  counsel  ; 
proclamation,  edict,  command,  order ;  a  sentence ; 
declaration  of  fate,  oracle ;  number  (in  grammar, 

cf.  dvirv°).  —  Vada/t-krama,  as,  m.  course  of  speech, 
mode  of  address,  discourse.  —  Vudaadm-pali,  is,  m. 
'  lord  of  speeches/  N.  of  Brihas-pati ;  the  planet 
Jupiter.  —  Vadas-kara,  a«,  i,  am,  accomplishing  the 
words  or  commands  of  another ;  doing  what  is  en- 

joined or  commanded,  obedient,  compliant.  —  Vado- 
yraha,  as,  d,  am,  receiving  words  or  commands, 
comprehending  or  apprehending  words ;  (as),  m.  the 

ear.  —  Vado-yuj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  harnessed  at  (his) 
word ;  harnessed  with  hymns.  —  Vado-vid,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  skilful  in  speech,  eloquent ;  knowing  hymns. 

I.  vadasa,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  880),  talkative, 
eloquent,  wise ;  (at  end  of  comp.)  =  vadas  above. 

1 .  vadaeya  (fr.  vadas),  Nom.  A.  vadasyate,  &c., 
Ved.  to   babble,   rattle   (said  of  the  sound   of  the 
running  Soma) ;  to  be  praised  or  glorified,  (Say.  = 
stuyate.) 

2.  tiadasya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (perhaps)  worthy 
of  mention,  praiseworthy,  celebrated;    (or  perhaps 
for  I.  vadasyu,  q.  v.) 

Vadasyd,  f.  (fr.  I.  vadasyit),  Ved.  desire  of 
speaking,  readiness  of  speech,  eloquence ;  desire  of 

praise. 
I.  vadasyu,  ns,  us,  u  (for  2.  see  p.  880,  col.  i), 

Ved.  eloquent ;  desirous  of  praise,  (Say.  =  stuti-kd- 
ma.) 

Vadi,  Ved.  name,  appellation. 
I .  vadyamdna,  as,  d,  atn,  Ved.  being  spoken  or 

uttered,  (Say.=  udyamdita.) 

<f«4*d«f  i.  and  2.  vatyamana.  See  above 
and  p.  880,  col.  I. 

^•oartT  vaMhald,  a  various  reading  for vatsald. 

vaddhika  in  dirgha-v°,  q.  v. 

vaj,  cl.  i.  P.  vajati,  vaviija  (2nd 

sing,  ravajitha,  3rd  du.  ravajatus),  va- 
jitum,  to  go,  roam  about  [cf.  rt.  my] ;  to  increase; 
to  be  hard  or  strong,  (these  senses  are  assumed  to 

explain  vajra,  vdja,  Sec.,  q.  v.,  but  a  lost  rt.  uj  — 
VH j  may  be  conjectured ;  cf.  ugra,  ojas,  &c.) ;  cl. 
IO.  P.  vdjayati,  Sec.,  to  make  possessed  of  food  or 
strength,  to  desire  or  ask  for  food  or  strength,  (in 
these  senses  more  properly  a  Nom.  fr.  vdja,  see 

I'Sjaya) ;  to  prepare  the  way  ;  to  trim  or  feather  an 
arrow,  to  prepare,  make;  to  go;  [cf.  Zend  rue, 
vaz-y-ant,  vaz-d-vare ;  Gr.  iyi-ijs,  irfuj-pu-s, 

vyif-ta,  irytaiv-w,  v~fia£-at ;  Lat.  veg-e-o,  vig-e-o, 
veg-e-tti-s,  rig-or,  vig-il,  aug-eo,  aug-men-tu-m, 
(perhaps)  vagarl ;  Goth,  auka,  vokrs;  Old  Germ. 
auhon  ;  Angl.  Sax.  eacan,  (probably  also)  wacor, 

ivacian;  Lith.  ug-i~s,  ug-a,  auy-u,  aiiy-mu.~\ 
Vajra,  as,  d,  am,  adamantine,  hard,  impene- 

trable; severe;  shaped  like  a  kind  of  cross  with  two 
transverse  lines  bisecting  each  other  diagonally,  cross, 

forked,  zigzag ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  (in  the  earlier  lan- 
guage as,  m.),  the  thunderbolt  and  weapon  of  Indra 

(said  to  have  been  formed  out  of  the  bones  of  a 

celebrated  Rishi  called  Dadhic'a  or  Dadhldi,  see  da- 
dliida,  dadkidy-asthi  ;  it  is  sometimes  described 
as  circular  like  the  C'akra  or  discus  of  Vishnu  or 
shaped  like  a  quoit  but  with  a  broader  circumference 
and  smaller  central  hole,  and  when  made  to  revolve 

and  launched  at  an  enemy,  the  fire  of  lightning  is 
supposed  to  issue  in  destructive  flames  from  its 

periphery,  elicited  by  the  intensity  of  its  centrifugal 
energy ;  the  thunderbolt  is  also  regarded  as  having 
the  form  of  two  transverse  bolts  or  lines  crossing 
each  other  thus  X  ) ;  any  destructive  weapon  like  a 
discus  or  thunderbolt  (as  used  by  various  gods,  evil 
beings,  or  persons  of  superhuman  power,  e.g.  by 
Vishnu,  Krishna,  the  Rakshasas,  and  Visva-mitra) ;  a 
thunderbolt  in  general  or  the  lightning  supposed  to 

issue  from  the  centrifugal  energy  of  the  circular  thun- 
derbolt of  Indra ;  a  diamond,  (this  gem  being  con- 
sidered to  possess  the  hardness  of  the  thunderbolt  or 

to  be  of  the  same  substance) ;  sour  gruel ;  (as),  m. 

a  form  of  military  array  ;  a  particular  kind  of  column 

or  pillar ;  a  particular  figure  or  diagram  the  form  of 
which  is  supposed  to  resemble  that  of  the  thunder- 

bolt ;  any  symbol  with  two  lines  crossing  each  other 
in  a  diagonal  direction ;  a  particular  form  of  the 
moon  ;  N.  of  various  plants,  Euphorbia  Antiquorum  ; 
Asteracantha  Longifolia  ;  white-flowering  Kusa  grass ; 
N.  of  the  fifteenth  of  the  twenty-seven  Yogas  or 
astronomical  periods  of  time,  (see  yoga) ;  of  a  parti- 

cular Soma  ceremony ;  of  a  particular  penance ;  a 
kind  of  very  tenacious  mortar  or  hard  cement ;  N. 
of  a  son  of  Aniruddha  or  of  a  grandson  of  Krishna ;  of 
a  son  of  Visva-mitra ;  of  a  son  of  Manu  Savarna;  of 
one  of  the  seven  Jaina  Daia-purvins ;  of  a  Rishi ; 
of  a  minister  of  NarendrSditva ;  of  a  son  of  Bhuti ; 

of  a  king ;  («),  f.  Cocculus  Cordifolius ;  Euphorbia 
Antiquorum  ;  N.  of  DurgS  ;  of  a  daughter  of  Vai- 
svanara ;  (£),  f.  a  kind  of  Euphorbia ;  (am),  n.  a 

kind  of  hard  iron,  steel ;  a  kind  of  talc ;  =  vdg- 
vajra,  thunder-like  denunciation,  very  harsh  or 
severe  language  ;  a  particular  mode  of  sitting ;  Em- 
blic  Myrobalan ;  the  blossom  of  the  sesamum  or  of 

any  plant  called  Vajra ;  N.  of  a  particular  configura- 
tion of  the  planets  and  stars  (viz.  when  the  favour- 

able planets  are  situated  in  the  first  and  seventh  houses 
and  the  unfavourable  ones  in  the  fourth  and  tenth) ; 

=  lidlaka,  a  child,  pupil ;  [cf.  Zend  ra:-ra,  '  a  club  ;' Old  Germ,  weggi ;  Angl.  Sax.  wtecg,  wecg.] 

—  Vajra-kankatd,  (is,  m.  'adamantine-armoured,' N.  of  Hanumat  the  monkey  god.  —  Yajra-kanta, 

as,  m.  Euphorbia  Neriifolia  or  Antiquorum.— Vajra- 
Itanlaka,  as,  m.  =  vajra-kanfa :  Asteracantha  LCD- 

gilblia.  —  Vajm-kanlaka-i'almali,  f.  a  cotton  tree 
with  very  hard  thorns ;  N.  of  a  hell.  —  Vajra- 
kanda,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  esculent  root,  (perhaps) 

yam.  —  Vajra-kapdta-mat,  an,  oil,  at,  having  ada- 
mantine doors.  —  Vajra-kapdlin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a 
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Buddha.  —  Vajra-liarna,  as,   m.  =  vajra-knnda. 
—  Vnjra-kdlika,  {.,  N.  of  the  mother  of  !?3kya- 

muni.  •—  Vajra-kdli,    f,    epithet   of  a   Jina-s*akti, 
—  Vajra-kita,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  penetrating  insect 
which  bores  holes  in  wood  and  stone,  (see  vajra- 
danshtra.)  —  Vajra-klla,  as,   m.    a  thunderbolt. 
—  V  ajra-Tcildya,  Nom.  A.  -kildyate.  Sec.,  to  act 
or  be  like  a  thunderbolt.  —  V  ajra-kildyita,  as,  a, 
am,  struck  as  it  were  by  thunderbolts.  —  Vajra- 

kukshi,  N.  of  a  cave.  —  Vajra-k&fa,  as,  m. '  dia- 
mond-peak,' a  mountain  consisting  of  diamonds ; 

N.  of  a  mountain  ;    of  a  mythical  town   on  the 

Himalaya  mountains.  —  V(tjra-ketu,  us,  m.  '  having 
a  Vajra  for  an  ensign,'  N.  of  the  demon  Naraka. 
—  Vajra-kshdra.  am,  n.  an  alkaline  earth  or  an 
impure  carbonate  of  soAz.  —  Vajra-yarbha,  (is,  m., 
N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  «••  Vajm-gbpa,  as,  m.  =  indra- 
gopa.  —  Vajra-tfhdta,  as,  m.  a  thunder-stroke,  stroke 
of  a  thunderbolt,  thunder-clap,  thunderbolt.  — •  Vajra- 
ghosha,   as,  !i,  am,  sounding  like  a  thunderbolt. 

—  Vaj ra-^an<fu,  us,  m.  '  hard-beaked,'  a  vulture  ; 
[cf.  vajra-titndaJ]  —  Vajra-i}arman,  a,  m. '  having 
a   very  hard  or  impenetrable    skin,'  a   rhinoceros. 
—Vajra-dihna,  am,  n.  a  Vajra-like  mark.  —  Vajra- 
iVhedaka-prdjiid-pdram-Ud,  f.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist 
SOtia  work,  (also  vajra-£<'hedika.)  —  Vajm-jit,  t, 
m.  *  conquering  the  thunderbolt/  N.  of  Garuda  (who 
was  invulnerable  to  the  strokes  of  Indra's  bolt ;  cf. 

vajri-jit}.  —  Vajra-jvalana,  am,  n.  *  thunder-flash,' 
lightning.  —  Vajra-jvdld,   f.   'thunder-flash,'    light- 

ning; N.  of  a  granddaughter  of  Vairocana.  —  Vajra- 
tika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Vaji'a-nakhd,  f.  a 

proper  N..  (see  Pan.  IV.  i,  58;  cf.  mjra-nakha.~\  i —  Vajra-tara,  as,  m.  epithet  of  a  kind  of  very 
tenacious  mortar  or  cement.  —  Vajra-td,  f.  or  vajra- 
Iva,  am,   n.    great   hardness  or    impenetrableness, 
sevetity. — Vajra-tunda,  as,  d,  am,  hard-beaked; 
(as),  m.  a  vulture  ;  a  mosquito,  gnat ;  N.  of  Garuda  ; 
of  Ganesa  ;  the  plant  Cactus  Opuntia.  —  Vajra-ltdya, 

as,  m.  '  resembling  a   diamond,'  the  azure  stone, 
lapis  lazuli.  —  Vajra-dtmMra,  as,  d,  am.  having 
teeth  as  hard  as  adamant;  (as),  m.  =vajra-klla; 
N.  of  a  Rakshasa ;  of  an  Asura  ;  of  a  king  of  the 

Vidya-dharas ;  of  a  lion  (in  the  Panca-tantra).  — Fa- 
jra-dakshina,  as,  d,  am,  holding  a  thunderbolt  in 
the  right  hand  ;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  Indra.  —  Vajra- 
danda,  as,   d,  am,  having  a  staff  studded  with 
diamonds.  —  Vajra-dandaka,   am,   n.    the    plant 
Cactus  Opuntia.  —  Vajra-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Bhaga-datta  ;    of  a    Buddhist   author.  —  Vajra- 

danta,  a*,  «>  am,  *  hard-toothed/  a  hog,  boar ;  a 

rat.  —  Vajra-das'ana,  as,  d,  am,  having  hard  teeth  ; 
(as),  m.  a  rzt.  —  Vajra-dridha-netra,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  king  of  the  Yakshas.  —  Vajra-detla,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  district.  —  Vajra-deha,  as,  a,  am,  or  ro/ra- 
dehin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  a  frame  hard  as  adamant, 

having  a  very  robust  or  hardy  body.  —  Vajra-dru, 
us,  or  vajra-druma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  certain  plants, 
Euphorbia  of  various  species.  —Vajradruma-kesara- 
dhvaja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Gandharvas. 
—  Vajra-dhara,  as,  a,  am,  holding  a  thunderbolt; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  Indra ;  of  a  Buddhist  saint ;   of  a 

king.  —  Vajra-tlltiitri,  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Vairo- 
cana. —  Vajra-nakha,  as,  d.  am,  having  hard  claws. 

—  Vajra-nagara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  city  of  the 
Danava  Vajra-nabha.  —  Vajra-nabha,   as,  d,  am, 
having  a  hard  nave  (as  a  wheel  &c.)  ;  (as),  m.  the 

discus  of  Krishna ;  N.  of  one  of  Skanda's  attendants  ; 
of  a  Danava ;  of  a  king  (a  son  of  Uktha,  also  a  son 
of  UnnSbha,  also  a  son  of  Sthala).  —  Vajrandbhiya, 

as,  d,  am,  relating  to  (the  Danava)  Vajra-nabha, 
treating  of  him.  —  Vajrd-niryhosha,  as,  m.  a  clap 
of  thunder.  —  Vajra-nishpenha,  as,  m.  sound  pro- 

duced   by  the  clashing  or  concussion  of   thunder- 
clouds, a  clap  of  thunder.  —  Vajra-panjara,  epithet 

of  certain  prayers  addressed  to  Dnrga ;  (as),  m.,  N. 

of  a  Danava.  —  Vajra-paltrikd,  f.  Asparagus  Race- 

mosus.  —  Vajra-pdni,  is,  is,  i, '  thunderbolt-handed,' 
holding  a  thunderbolt  in  the  hand,  grasping  a  thun- 

derbolt ;    whose  thunderbolt   is  the  hand   (said   of 

Brahmans) ;   (is),  m.,  N.  of  Indra ;   of  a  class  of 

divine  beings  (with  Buddhists) ;  of  a  DhySni-Bodhi- 
sattva.  —  Vajrapdni-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  one 
who  holds  a  thunderbolt  in  the  hand.  —  Vajra-pd- 

nin,  i,  ini,  i, '  thunderbolt-handed,'  grasping  a  thun- 
derbolt. —  Vajra-pdta,  as,  m.  the  fall  of  a  thunder- 

bolt, a  stroke  of  lightning  ;  (as,  d,  am),  falling  like 

a  thunderbolt.  ••  Vajra-pdsluiija,  Of,  m.  *  diamond- 
stone,'  a  kind  of  spar  or  valuable  stone.  —  Vajra- 
pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  city  of  the  Dauava  Vajra- 

nabha.  -*V aj  ra-ptishpa,  am,  n.  'diamond-flower,' a  valuable  flower ;  the  blossom  of  sesamum ;  (d),  f. 

a  kind  of  fennel,  Anethum  Sowa.  —  Vajra-prabha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vidya-dhara.  —  Vajra-prabhdva,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Karushas.  •—  Vajra-prastd- 
rini,  f.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  goddess.  —  Vajra-prattd- 
riin-mantra,  as,  m.  pi.  an  epithet  of  particular 
magical  formulas.  —  Vajra-prdya,  as,  d,  am,  like 
adamant,  adamantine,  exceedingly  hard.  —  Vajra- 
badha,  see  vajra-vadha.  —  Vajra-bdhu,  us,  us, 

u, '  thunderbolt-armed,'  holding  a  thunderbolt  in  the 
hand,  wielder  of  the  thunderbolt  (said  of  Indra,  of 
Indra  and  Agni,  and  of  Rudra)  ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a 

king  of  Orissa ;  of  another  person.  —  Vajra-bhdmi, 
if,  f.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Vajra-bhumi-rajas,  as,  n.  a 
particular  precious  stone  ( =  vaikrdnta).  —  Vajra- 

bhrikuti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  goddess.  —  Vajra- 
bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  carrying  or  wielding  a  thunderbolt; 

(t),  m.,  N.  of  Indra.  —  Vajra-mani,  is,  m.  'thun- 
derbolt-gem,' a  diamond.  —  Vajra-mandd,  f.,  N.  of 

a  Dharanl.  —  Vajra-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  dia- 
mond, hard  as  diamond,  hard,  adamantine ;  hard- 

hearted. —  Vajra-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
"Vajra-muku/a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Pratapa- 
mukuta.  —  Vajra-mushti,  is,  is,  i,  holding  a  thun- 

derbolt in  the  fist ;  having  a  hard  or  iron  fist ;  (is), 
m.,  N.  of  Indra ;  of  a  Rakshasa  ;  of  a  Kshatriya  or 
warrior.  —  Vajra-mull,  f.  a  kind  of  leguminous 
shrub  (  =  mdfha-parni).  —  Vajra-yogini,  f.,  N.  of 
a  goddess.  •-  Vajra-ratJia,  as,  d,  am,  whose  thun- 

derbolt is  a  war-chariot  (said  of  a  Kshatriya).  -•  Va- 
jra-rada,  as,  d,  am,  having  teeth  or  tusks  as  hard 
as  adamant ;  (as),  m.  a  hog,  boar.  —  Vajra-rdtra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Vajra-rupa,  as,  a,  am, 
shaped  like  a  Vajra,  crossed,  (see  vajra.)  —  Vajra- 
lipi,  is,  f.  a  particular  style  of  writing.  —  Vaj ra-lepa, 
as,  m.  a  particular  kind  of  very  hard  mortar  or 
cement.  —  Vajralepa-gkatita,  as,  d,  am,  joined 
with  adamantine  cement.  —  Vajra-lepdya,  Nom.  A. 

vajralepdyate,  &c.,  to  be  like  Vajra-lepa,  to  be  as 
hard  or  tenacious  as  cement.  —  V ajra-lohaka,  a 
magnet,  loadstone.  —  Vajra-vadlta,  as,  m.  death  by 
a  thunderbolt  or  lightning ;  oblique  or  cross  multi- 

plication.— Vajra-vara-<!andra,  a»,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king  of  Orissa.  —  Vajra-caUt,  f.  a  species  of  sun- 

flower, Heliotropium  Indicum.  —  Vajra-vah  or  va- 
jra-vdfi,  t,  m.  carrying  or  wielding  a  thunderbolt. 
—  Vajra-varaka,  as,  m.  a  title  of  respect  applied 
to  certain  sages.  —  Vujra-mrdht,  f.,  N.  of  the  mother 
of  Sakya-muni ;  [cf.  vajra-kdlikd.]  —  Vajra-vidrd- 
vini,  f.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  goddess.  —  Vajra-vish- 
kaml/ha,  ai,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Garuda.  —  Vajra- 
vihata,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  struck  by  a  thunderbolt  or 
lightning.  —  Vajm-vijaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  creeper, 
Guilandina  Bonduc.  —  Vajra-nra,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
Maha-kala.  —  Vajra-vriksha,  as,  m.  a  •  kind  of 
plant,  Cactus  Opuntia.  —  Vajra-veya,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Rakshasa;  of  a  Vidya-dhara.  —  Vajra-vyuha, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  military  array.  —  Vajra-xariru,  as, 
d,  am,  =  vajra-deha,q.v.  —  Vajra-salya,  as,  m. 

'  having  hard  quills  or  prickles,'  a  porcupine.  —  Vajra- 
iakha,  (.,  N.  of  a  branch  or  sect  of  the  jainas 
founded  by  Vajra-svSmin.  —  Vajra-slre/ta,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Bhrigu.  —  Vajra-fyiitkhald,  f.  a 
female  personification  peculiar  to  the  Jainas  and  one 

of  their  sixteen  Vidya-devls.  —  Vajra-srinkhalika, 
f.  Asteracantha  Longifolia.  —  Vajra-samltata,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Vajra-ttanghata*,  as,  m. 
having  the  hardness  or  compactness  of  adamant 
(applied  to  Bhima  in  Maha-bh.  Adi-p.  4775)  ;  epi- 

thet of  a  kind  of  mortar  or  cement.  —  Vajra-sattva, 

as,  d,  am,  having  a  soul  or  he-art  of  adamant ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  Dhyani-buddha.  —  Vajrasattudlmikd 

("va-dt3),  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Vajra-sattva.  —  Vajra- 
sainiidhi,  is,  m.  a  particular  kind  of  abstract  medi- 

tation with  Buddhists.  —  Vajra-saiitittkirna,  as,  d, 

am,  perforated  by  a  diamond  or  any  hard  instrument. 
—  Vajra-sdra,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  essence  or 
nature  of  a  diamond,  hard  as  a  diamond ;  made  of 
diamond  ;  a  diamond  (gender  doubtful) ;  (as),  m.  a 

proper  N.  —  Vajrasdra-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of 
the  essence  of  a  diamond,  hard  as  a  diamond,  made 

of  diamond.  —  Vajrasdri-lcri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti.  Sec., 
to  make  hard  as  diamond.  —  Vajra-sudi,  is,  or 

vajra-sufi,  f.  a  diamond  needle ;  N.  of  an  Upani- 
shad  ascribed  to  San-karadSrya ;  of  a  work  by  AsVa- 

ghosha. ^Vajra-surya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha. 
—  Vajra-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Sravastl ;  of 
a  preceptor.  —  Vajra-st/idna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place. 
—  Vajra-svdmin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven 
Jaina   Dasa-purvins.  —  Vajra-hasta,    as,   d,   am, 

'  thunderbolt-handed,'  wielding  the  thunderbolt  (said 
of  Indra,  Agni,  the  Maruts,  Siva,  &c.);  (d),  f.,  N. 

of  one  of  the  nine  Samidhs ;  of  a  Buddhist  goddess. 

—  Vajra-huna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Vajra- 
hridaya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  work.  —  Va- 
jrdnilu  (°ra-an°),  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna. 
—  Vajrdkara  (°ra-dk°),  as,  m.  a  diamond  mine ; 
N.  of  a  place.  —  Vajrdkdra  (°ra-dk°),  as,  d,  am, 

or  rajrdkriti  (°ra-ak°),  is,  is,  i,  shaped  like  a  thun- 
derbolt, having  the  shape  of  a  Vajra,  having  trans- 

verse lines,  (Kt  vajra);  any  cross-shaped  symbol,  (a 
symbol  shaped  like  a  cross  was  formerly  used  in  gram- 

mars as  the  sign  of  the  Jihvamuliyas.)  —  Vajrdkhya 

("ra-dkTf),  as,  d,  am,  having  the  name  of  Vajra, 
called  Vajra ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  mineral  spar  ;   [cf. 

vajra-pdshdna.]  —  Vajrdghdta  (°ra-dyh°),  as,  m. the  stroke  of  a  thunderbolt,  a  stroke  of  lightning ; 

any  sudden  shock  or  calamity.  •-  Vajrdnkita  (°ra- 
an°),  as,  d,  am,  marked  with  a  Vajra  or  with  a 
Vajra-like  symbol,  (see  vajra.)— Vajrdnkusl  (°ra- 
ait°),  (.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  goddess. "  Vajrdnga  (°ra- 
an°),  as,  m.  a  snake,  (probably  for  vakrdnga); 
(t),  f.  a  sort  of  grain,  Coix  Barbata ;  Heliotropium 

Indicum.  •-  Vajrdddrya  (°ra-o<?°),  as,  m. '  diamond- 
like  teacher,'  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Vajrdditya  (°ra- 

dd"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Kas°mlra.  _  Vajrdbha 
(°ra-abh?),  as,  d,  am,  diamond-like,  resembling  a 
diamond  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  spar  or  valuable  stone, 
(perhaps)  the  opal ;  [cf.  vajrdkhya.]  —  Vajrdbhydsa 
(°ra-abh°),  as,  m.  multiplication  crosswise  or  zigzag, 

cross   multiplication.  —  Vajrdnibujd  (°ra-am°),  f., 
N.  of  a  Tantra  goddess.  —  Vajrdyudha  Cra-di/"), 
as,  d,  am,  thunderbolt-armed,  having  the  thunder- 

bolt for  a  weapon ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Indra ;  a  proper 

N.  —  Vajrdilani  (°ra-as'°),  is,  m.  f.  Indra's  thunder- 
bolt. —  Vajrdsana  (°ra-ds°),  am,  n.  a  diamond  seat 

or  throne;    a  particular  way  of  sitting.  —Vajriisu 

=  vajrdns'ii  (according  to  one  reading).  —  I  'njnl- 
sthi-irinkhald  (~ra-as*),  f.  Asteracantha  Longifolia, 
(perhaps  resolvable  into  the  name  of  two  plants,  viz. 

Vajra-irin-khala  and  Asthi-s'rin-khala.)  — Fo/ra/tatfa 
(°ra-dh°),   as,   d,   am.   struck   by   a   thunderbolt. 
"Vajrdhikd   (°ra-ali°),   f.   Carpopogon  Pruriens. 
—  V ujri-karana,  am,  n.  the  making  into  a  Vajra 
or  into  the  form  of  a  thunderbolt.  —  Vajrl-blt  iita, 
as,  d,  am,  become  a   thunderbolt,  turned  into  a 

thunderbolt.  —  Vajrendra  (°ra-in°),  as,  m.  a  proper 
N.  —  Vajreimri  (Vu-IV°),  f.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  goA- 
dess.  —  Vajrodari  (°ra-ud),  {.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasl. 
Vajrata,  am,  n.,  sell,  taila,  a  kind  of  oil  pre- 

pared with  various  substances  (used  as  a  remedy 
for  cutaneous  eruptions)  ;  a  particular  appearance  or 

phenomenon  of  the  sky ;  =  vajra-kshdra. 
Vajrdya,  Nom.  A.  vajrdyate,  &c.,  to  become  a 

thunderbolt. 

Vajrin,  I,  i$l,  i,  holding  or  wielding  the  thunder- 
bolt (^said  of  indra,  Agni,  S"iva,  &c.) ;  containing 

the  word  vajra  (Ved.);  (i),  m.  'the  Thunderer,' N.  of  Indra ;  a  Buddha  or  Jaina  deified  saint ;  (ini), 

f.  epithet  of  certain  Ishtakas  (Ved.).  —  Vajri-jit,  t, 

m.  '  conqueror  of  Indra,'  N.  of  Garuda,  (see  vajra- 
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Vajrivas,  voc.  c.  aVedic  form  (see  Rig-veda  I. 
Ill,  i4)  =  Kyrn-ron,  voc.  c.  of  vtij ra-rat,  having 
or  wielding  a  thunderbolt. 

qnwuii  vajaana  and  cajahuna,  NT.  of 
places ;  [cf.  vajra-huna,] 

^^ii  najrata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 
Uvati. 

vajrivas. 
vanik-karman. 

vajroll,  f.  a  particular  position  of 
the  fingers. 

did  raij<?  (probably  connected  with  rt. 

"\  va>nt)t  cl.  I.  P.  vaMati,  vavanda,  Free. 
rafy'it,  raiiditum,  to  move  to  and  fro,  shake, 
vibrate,  tremble,  totter,  rock  about,  waver  (Ved.)  ; 

to  go  crookedly  ;  to  go  slyly  or  secretly,  sneak  along  ; 

to  go,  go  to.  arrive  at  ;  to  pass  over,  wander  over, 

go  astray  :  Pass,  radyate,  Ved.  to  move  or  rock  to 
and  fro,  roll,  hurry  aJong,  (but  according  to  Say.  on 
Rig-veda  I.  46,  3.  vadyante  =  udyante,  as  if  fr.  rt. 
vat,  to  speak,  proclaim,  address,  &c.):  Caus.  P. 
vandayati,  Sec.,  to  move  or  go  away  from, 
avoid,  escape,  shun,  evade  (generally  P.  and  with 
ace.):  Caus.  A.  vatidayate,  Sec.,  to  cause  to  go 
astray,  deceive,  defraud,  delude,  trick,  cheat,  (in  these 
senses  properly  A.,  but  sometimes  also  P.)  :  Pass,  of 

Caus.  vandyate,  to  be  deceived  :  Desid.  vivandi- 
shate  :  Inteos.  vanivadyate,  vanivaiiditi;  [cf.  pro- 

bably Gr.  anj,  dra'ai,  dvd-nj,  drafftfaAoj,  dn!£o/«u  ; 
Lat.  vafer.] 

Vaktvd  or  vaditvd,  ind.  =  vanditvd  below. 
2.  vadasa,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  p.  878,  col.  2), 

Ved.  oscillating,  moving  about,  rolling  (said  of  car- 
riages). 

2.  vadasyu,  us,  us,  u  (for  I.  see  p.  878,  col.  2), 
Ved.  shaking,  tossing,  tottering. 

2.  I'adyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  urged  on 
or  incited,  being  inspired,  (according  to  Sly.  vadya- 
miiiHi  =both  udyamana  and  preryamana.) 
Vandaka,  as,  ika,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  deceiving, 

cheating,  one  who  deceives,  a  deceiver,  rogue,  cheat, 
knave  ;  fraudulent,  deceitful,  crafty  ;  (an),  m.  a 

jackal  ;  a  musk-rat  ;  a  tame  or  house-ichneumon. 
Vandatha,  as,  m.  a  deceiver,  rogue,  knave,  cheat  ; 

the  Indian  cuckoo  ;  cheating. 
Vandana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  the  act  of 

deceiving,  cheating,  defrauding,  fraud,  deceit,  (van- 
danam  or  vandanam  kri,  to  practise  fraud,  cheat)  ; 
illusion,  delusion,  hallucination.  —  VandaiM-ta,  (. 

trickery,  deception,  roguishness.  —  Vandana-pra- 
vana,  us,  a,  am,  inclined  to  fraud  or  deception. 
—  Vandana-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  deceitful,  crafty,  fraudu- 
lent 

Vandariiya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  avoided  or  shunned  ; 
to  be  deceived,  capable  of  being  cheated. 

I  'aiicayitari/a,  us,  a,  am,  to  be  tricked  or  cheated. 
Vandayitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  deceives,  a 

deceiver,  cheat. 

Vandayitva,  ind.  having  cheated  or  deceived, 
having  deluded. 
VaAdita,  as,  a,  am/(fr.  the  Caus.),  deceived, 

tricked,  cheated,  deluded,  imposed  upon  ;  (a),  f.  a 
kind  of  riddle  or  enigma. 

Vaiifitaka  in  pul;sha-v°,  q.  v. 
Vanditvd,  ind.  having  cheated  or  deceived,  &c. 
Vandin,  i,  im,  i,  deceiving,  cheating  (at  the  end 

of  a  comp.). 

Vandnka  or  vantuka,  as,  i,  am,  deceptive,  fraudu- 
lent, dishonest,  crafty. 

Vandya,  ai,  a,  am,  to  be  gone,  to  be  avoided, 
&c.  ;  to  be  cheated/ 

l  vanfati,  is,  m.  fire  ;  [cf.  an6ati.~\ 
vanjara,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

vanjula,  as,  m.  the  tree  Dalbergia 
Ougeinensii  ;  another  tree,  Jonesia  ASoka  ;  common 
cane  or  ratan,  Calamus  Rotang  ;  a  kind  of  flower, 
Hibiscus  Mutabiiis  ;  a  sort  of  bird  ;  (a),  {.  a  cow 
that  yields  abundance  of  milk  ;  N.  of  a  river.  —  Vaii- 

jida-dmma,  as,  m.  the  Asoka  tree.-I'arijuto- I'riija,  as,  m.  the  ratan,  Calamus  Rotang. 

Vuiijulaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant;  asortofbird. 

^  j    i.  vat  (probably  connected  with  rt. 
X  l.vrit),  cl.  I.  P.  vatati,  vavdla,  itatitum, 

to  surround,  encompass ;  cl.  10.  P.  valayati,  &c., 

to  tie,  string,  connect ;  to  divide,  partition  :  Caus. 
vatayati,  -yitum,  to  speak. 
Vata,  as,  m.  the  banyan  or  Indian  fig-tree,  Ficus 

Indica,  (said  to  be  also  am,  n.) ;  a  small  shell,  the 

Cypraea  Moneta  or  cowry ;  a  sort  of  bird ;  a  little 
ball,  globule,  pill,  small  lump  or  roundish  mass ;  a 
cake  made  of  pulse  ground  and  fried  with  oil  or 
butter  [cf.  vataJta] :  a  round  figure,  circle,  cipher ; 
equality  in  shape  or  dimension ;  N.  of  one  of 

Skanda's  attendants ;  (as,  i,  am),  m.  f.  n.  a  string, 
rope,  tie ;  (i),  f.  a  pill,  bolus ;  a  kind  of  tree  ( = 
nadl-vata) ;  aadha  vail,  a  particular  position  in 

the  game  of  Catur-an-ga  or  chess.  —  Vata-kanikii  or 
vata-kanikii,  f.  a  very  small  particle  of  the  Indian 
fig-tree.  —  Vata-ja,  as,  m.,  see  PSn.  VI.  a,  82. 
—  Vata-tale,  ind.  at  the  bottom  of  an  Indian  fig-tree, 
under  a  banyan  tree.  —  Vata-tlrtlia-natha,  N.  of  a 
Lin-ga.—  Vata-pattru,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  white  basil ; 
(a),  f.  a  kind  of  jasmine ;  a  plant  from  the  fibrous 
leaves  of  which  bow-strings  are  made,  Aletris  Hyacin- 
thoides;    Sanseviera  Zeylanica;    (il,   f.  a  kind  of 

plant  (  =  irdvati).  —  Vata-yakslii>u-tirtha,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Vat a-vdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  dwelling  in 
the  Indian  fig-tree ;  (i),  m.  a  Yaksha.  —  Vatedrara 

("ta-is"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga;  of  the  author  of 
a  commentary  on  the  drama  called  Mudra-rSkshasa. 
—  VaMvara-siddJumta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 

-Valodalca.  (°ta-wP),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Vataka,  as,  m.  a  small  lump  or  round  mass,  ball, 

globule ;  a  kind  of  cake  made  of  pulse  fried  in  oil 
or  butter,  (said  to  be  also  am,  n.);  a  particular 

weight,  =  8  Mashas  or  2  S'anas;  (ika),  f.  a  pill, 
bolus ;  a  chess-man,  (see  under  vala  above.) 
Vatakinl,  f.  (fr.  vataka),  N.  of  a  particular  night 

of  full  moon  (when  it  is  customary  to  eat  Vajaka cakes). 

Vatara,  as,  a,  am,  wicked,  villainous,  unsteady ; 
(as),  m.  a  thief;  a  cock ;  a  cloth  worn  round  the 
head,  turban ;  a  mat ;  a  fragrant  grass,  Cyperus ; 

a  churning-stick. 
Vatakara,  as,  m.  a  cord,  string  (==vardtaka, 

vatdraka). 

Vataraka,  as,  m.  a  cord,  string,  rope  (=rara- 
taka,  vatakara) ;  N.  of  a  man ;  (as),  m.  pi.  this 

man's  descendants.  —  Vatdraka-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
made  or  consisting  of  a  rope,  made  of  string. 

Vati,  is,  f.  a  sort  of  ant  (=divi  and  upajihva); 
a  kind  of  louse  or  other  insect. 

Vat  ika,  as,  m.  a  pawn  or  common  man  at  chess. 

Vatin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  string,  stringed ;  circular, 

globular;  (i),  m.  =  vatika  above. 
Vatibha,  as,  a,  am,  having  or  containing  the 

insect  called  Vati. 

Vati,  f.     See  under  rata  above. 
Vatu,  us,  m.  (also  written  balm),  a  boy,  lad, 

stripling,  youth ;  a  young  Brahman  or  Brahma-cSrin, 
religious  student ;  N.  of  a  class  of  priests ;  a  form 

of  S'iva  (so  called  from  being  represented  by  boys  in 
the  rites  of  the  S'Sktas) ;  a  plant,  Colosanthes  Indica 
or  Bignonia  Indica. -*Vatu-mdtra,  a  mere  stripling. 
—  Vatu-rupin,  I,  iin,  i,  having  the  form  of  a  lad 
or  stripling.  —  Vatu-karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of 
making  into  a  youth,  the  introduction  of  a  boy  to 

his   preceptor    [cf.  upa-nayana'},  investiture  with the  sacred  thread. 

Vatuka,  an,  m.  a  boy,  lad,  youth ;  a  young  BrSh- 
man  or  religious  student ;  a  stupid  fellow,  blockhead  ; 

N.  of  a  class  of  priests ;  a  form  of  S'iva  (among  the 
S'Sktas).  —  Vatuka-natha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of 
S'an-karada'rya.  —  Vatuha-bhairava,  as,  m.  a  form of  Bhairava. 

Vaturin  or  nuA&^Mtf&ffai  i,ini,i,Ved.  broad, 

wide,  wide-spreading,  (Say.  =  veshtana-fila  or  atir 

Vatya,  as,  <f.  am,  belonging  to  the  Vata  or  Indian 
fig-tree  ;  a  kind  of  mineral,  (gender  doubtful.) 

^J  2.  vat,  ind.,  Ved.  an  interjection  or 
exclamation  used  in  sacrificial  ceremonies. 

vutavika,  as,  m.  one  who  assumes 
a  false  name;  notorious  thief  (?). 

^5  vatta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vatta-deva, 
as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

•grpr  vath  (also  written  bath),  cl.  i.  P. 
\  rathati,  vavatha  (yd  pi.  varathut),  va- 

thitttm,  to  be  large  ;  to  be  powerful  or  able  ;  to 
be  fat. 

14*.  vathara,  as,  a,  am  (according  to 

Unadi-s.  V.  39.  fr.  rt.  vad  with  substitution  of  fh 
for  <?),  stupid,  slow,  dull  ;  vile,  wicked,  abandoned 

[cf.  ra/ara]  ;  (as),  m.  a  fool,  blockhead  ;  a  phy- 
sician ;  a  water-pot  ;  =  fabda-kara  ;  —  vakra. 

^Tfa  vadabhi,  is,  or  vadabhi,  f  .  the  wooden 
frame  of  a  roof;  a  fiat  roof,  house-top,  top  room, 
turret,  top  floor,  balcony,  any  temporary  erection  on 
the  top  of  a  palace,  awning,  tent;  [cf.  valalhi.] 

«!  4<4I  vadava,  f.  (also  written  vadaba,  ba- 
dava,  q.  v.),  a  female  horse,  mare,  (also  vadava,  as, 

m.  in  Taittiriya-s.  II.  i,  8,  3,  in  the  sense  of  a  horse 

resembling  a  mare)  ;  the  nymph  As"vim  (who,  in the  form  of  a  mare  as  the  wife  of  Vivasvat  or  the 

Sun,  became  the  mother  of  the  two  Asvins,  see 

aivtni)  ;  the  personification  of  the  constellation 

represented  by  a  horse's  head  ;  a  female  slave  ;  a 
harlot,  prostitute  ;  N.  of  a  woman  (having  the  patro- 

nymic Pratithey!)  ;  of  a  wife  of  Vasu-deva  (having 
the  epithet  Pari-cariks,  Hari-vansa  1949)  ;  of  a  river  ; 
of  a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Vadava-dftenu,u8,{.,Ved. 

3.  mare.  —  Vadavdgni  ('ra-ajr0),  is,  m.  '  mare's  fire,' submarine  fire  or  the  fire  of  the  lower  regions  (fabled 
to  be  at  the  South-pole  and  not  extinguishable  by 

the  sea  water;  see  aurva,  badavdgui).  —  Vadava- 
nala  (°va-an°),  as,  m.  =  vadavagni;  a  kind  of 
medicinal  powder  (composed  of  pepper  and  other 
pungent  materials  and  used  to  facilitate  digestion). 

—  Vadavd-mukha,  am,  n.  'the  mare's  mouth,'  the 
entrance  to  the  lower  regions  at  the  South-pole; 

(as,  i,  am),  belonging  to  the  submarine  fire  at  the 
South-pole  ;  (us),  m.  the  submarine  fire  described 
above  ;  N.  of  S'iva  ;  a  personification  of  a  Maharshi 
(identified  with  NSrSyana)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

mythical  people.  —  Vadava-vaktra,  am,  n.  =  va- 
dava-mukha.  —  Vadava-hrita,  a  term  applied  to 
a  kind  of  slave. 

I'xifrm'n,  i,  int,  i,  an  adjective  formed  from 
vadava,  see  Gana  VrihySdi  to  PSn.  V.  2,  116. 

^TT  vada  or  vadlka,  f.=vata,  pulse  ground 
and  fried  with  oil  or  butter. 

qPssi  vadisa,  am,  n.  (rarely  as,  m.,  and 

according  to  some  also  a,  i,  f.),  a  hook,  fish-hook  ; 
a  particular  surgical  instrument  in  the  form  of  a 

hook;  [cf.  valis'a.]  —  Vadii!a-ywta,  as,  a,  am, 
joined  to  or  fastened  on  a  hook  (said  of  a  bait). 

vadausaka,  N.  of  a  place. 

?  vadra,  as,  a,  am,  large,  great. 

vav  (a'so  wr'tten  *°?)i  °i-  '•  P- 
vanati,  vavana  (Caus.  Aor.  ai'ivanat  or 

avamnat),  vanitum,  to  sound. 
I  \ifta,  as,  m.  sound,  noise. 

vanathala-grama,  as,  m.  (pro- 

bably a  corruption   of  vana-ethala-g°),  N.  of  a 
village. 

J|(l!J>T  vanij,  k,  m.  (also  written  banij, 

q.  v.),  a  merchant,  trader  ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac 
Libra  or  the  Scales  ;  (k),  f.  trade,  merchandise.  —  Va- 

nik-karman, a,  n.  or  vaink-kriyd,  f.  the  business 
or  occupation  of  a  trader,  trade,  merchandise. 
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—  Vanik-patha,  as,  m.  (see  banik-patha),  '  trader's 
path,'  a  trader's  business,  merchandise,  traffic  ;  a 
merchant's  shop  ;  a  merchant  ;  the  zodiacal  sign 
Libra  or  the  Scales.  —  Vanik-sdrtJui,  as,  m.  a  com- 

pany of  traders  or  merchants,  caravan.  —  Vanig- 
jana,  as,  m.  a  tradesman,  merchant;  tradespeople, 

merchants.  —  ]'ani;/-bandhu,  vanig-lkdra,  vanig- 
vaka,  see  banig-b°,  Scc.  —  Vaniy-vi-itti,  in,  f.  '  live- 

lihood by  trade,'  trade,  traffic,  retail  or  petty  trade,  low 
trade,  huckstering.  —  Vanin-indrgu,  as,  m.  '  trader's 
path  or  road,'  a  merchant's  shop,  &c.  (  =  vipani). 

Vanija,,  as,  m.  =  vanij,  a  merchant;  the  zodiacal 
sign  Libra  ;  N.  of  a  particular  Karana. 
Vanijaka,  as,  m.  a  merchant. 
Vamjya,  am,  d,  n.  f.  trade,  traffic,  (for  vayijya  ; 

cf.  baiiijya.) 

1^4  ji  j  vant  (also  written  bant,  connected 
^  x  with  rt.  vand),  cl.  I.  IO.  P.  van/ali, 

vantayati  (also,  according  to  some,  vantdpayati), 
&c.,  to  partition,  apportion,  share,  separate,  divide. 

Vanta,  as,  m.  a  part,  portion  ;  the  handle  of  a  sickle  ; 
an  unmarried  man  ;  (us,  a,  am),  unmarried. 

Vantaka,  as,  m.  dividing  ;  an  apportioner,  distri- 
buter ;  a  part,  portion,  share. 

Vantana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  portioning,  apportion- 
ing, partitioning,  dividing  into  shares. 

Vantamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  apportioned,  divisi- 
ble, to  be  divided. 

Vantita,  as,  a,  am,  divided  into  shares,  distri- 
buted. 

vantala  or  vanthala,  as,  m.  a 

spade,  shovel,  hoe;  a  boat;  a  kind  of  battle,  the 
contest  of  heroes  ;  [cf.  vandala.] 

vanth,  cl.  I.  A.  vanthate,  vavanthe, 

.  ranlhitum,  to  go  or  move  alone,  go  un- 
accompanied. 

Vantha,  as,  a,  am,  crippled,  maimed  ;  unmarried  ; 
(as),  m.  an  unmarried  man  ;  a  servant  ;  a  dwarf;  a 
javelin  ;  [cf.  vandal] 

Vanthara,  as,  m.  the  new  shoot  of  the  Tal  or 
palm  tree;  the  sheath  that  envelopes  the  young 
bamboo  ;  a  rope  for  tying  a  goat,  &c.  ;  the  female 

breast  ;  a  dog's  tail  ;  a  dog  ;  a  cloud. 

'j  ii  J   vand  (connected  with  rt.  vant), 
*•  x  cl.  I.  A.  mandate,  vaoande,  vanditum, 

to  partition,  apportion,  share,  divide;  to  surround, 

encompass;  to  cover;  cl.  IO.  P.  -candayati,  &c., 
to  partition,  share,  divide. 

^7!3  vanda,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

l.  van  or  van),  maimed,  defective,  crippled  (espe- 
cially in  the  hands  or  feet  or  tail),  one  whose 

hands  have  been  cut  off  [cf.  vantha]  ;  impotent, 
emasculated  [cf.  panda]  ;  (as),  m.  a  man  who  is 
circumcised  or  has  no  prepuce,  (probably  a  wrong 

reading  for  danda)  ;  an  ox  without  a  tail  [cf.  a-vanda']  ; (a),  f.  an  unchaste  woman,  (probably  a  wrong  reading 
for  ranila.) 

Vandara,  as,  m.  a  niggard,  miser  ;  a  eunuch  or 

attendant  on  the  women's  apartments. 

vandala,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
vand),  a  particular  mode  of  fighting,  the  contest  of 
heroes  ;  a  boat  ;  a  spade,  a  hoe. 

^T^i.  vat,  ind.  an  affix  (technically  termed 
vati)  added  to  words  to  imply  likeness  or  resem- 

blance, and  generally  translatable  by'as,'  Mike'  (e.g. 
brdhmana-vat,  like  a  Brahman). 

j-j  2.  vat,  aVedic  rt.  usually  connected 
x  with  api,  (probably)  cl.  I.  vatati,  &c., 

to  understand,  comprehend,  apprehend,  (according 
to  SSy.  on  Rig-veda  VII.  3,  10.  vatema  =  saml>lta- 

jemahi,  'may  we  share  in  or  possess  or  obtain,' 
where  vat  is  said  to  stand  for  rt.  I  .  van)  :  Caus. 
vdtayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  avivatat,  to  cause  to  under- 

stand, make  intelligible  ;  to  excite,  awaken,  (Say.  = 
prdpayati,  dyamayati,  prerayati.) 

Vatat,an,anti,at,  understanding,  comprehending, 
(S Jy.  on  Rig-veda  VII.  60,  6  =  gaithai,  going.) 
Vdtayat,  an,  anil,  at,  causing  to  understand ; 

exciting,  &c.,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I. 
I^5,  13.  api-vdtayat  =  sampurnam  prdpayat, 
causing  to  obtain  completely.) 

^rT  i.  vata,  ind.  in  the  earlier  language 

generally  written  bata,  q.  v. ;  for  2.  vata  see 

p.  883,  col.  i),  a  particle  expressing  sorrow,  com- 
passion, pleasure,  surprise,  &c.,  and  generally  trans- 

latable by  '  ah !'  '  alas !'  '  oh  !'  also  used  as  a  vocative 
particle ;  (in  later  Sanskrit  vata  is  often  found  in 
the  middle  of  a  sentence.) 

<Tri«i  va-tansa  or  va-tansaka,  as,  m.:= 

ava-tansa,  a  garland ;  a  ring-shaped  ornament,  ear- 

ring, ear-ornament ;  a  crest. 
qn<ss  vatanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni;  (as), 

m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Vatanda,  (Tanda-vatan- 
dds,  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Tanda  and  Vatanda)  ; 

(I),  f.  a  female  decendant  of  Vatanda. 

Tfif  vati,  see  under  rt.  i.  van.  (For  the 
affix  vati  see  I.  vat,  col.  i.) 

"^vatu,  ws.f.ariver  of  heaven;  (us),  m.  one 
who  speaks  the  truth,  a  road ;  a  disease  of  the  eyes. 

=tni<*r  va-toka,  f.=zava-toka,  a  cow  mis- 
carrying from  accident 

iw  vatsa,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
III.  62.  fr.  rt.  vad),  a  calf,  a  young  animal  or  the 
young  of  any  animal,  offspring,  child,  (vatsa,  voc.  c. 

'  my  dear  child,  my  darling,'  used  as  a  term  of  en- 
dearment ;  jivad-vatsa,  a  woman  whose  child  is  still 

alive) ;  a  son,  boy,  (bdla-vatsd,  a  woman  whose 
son  is  still  a  boy) ;  a  year  [cf.  vatsara]  ;  N.  of  a 
son  or  descendant  of  Kanva;  of  a  descendant  of 

Agni  (author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  187)  ;  of  a 

descendant  of  Kas*yapa ;  of  the  author  of  a  law-book ; 
of  a  son  of  Pratardana;  of  a  son  of  Prasena-jit;  of 
a  son  of  Aksha-mala  ;  of  a  son  of  Uru-kshepa ;  of  a 
son  of  Soma-Sarman  ;  N.  of  a  country  (its  chief  town 

is  Kaus"ambhl) ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Vatsa  ; 
N.  of  the  inhabitants  of  Vatsa  and  of  the  country ; 
(d),  {.  a  female  calf;  a  little  daughter,  little  girl, 

(vatse,  voc.  c. '  my  dear  child,'  used  as  a  term  of 
endearment)  ;  (am),  n.  the  breast,  chest,  (according 

to  some  authorities  also  as,  m.) ;  [cf.  Gr.  iT-a\6-s 
(for  firoAcSs) ;  Lat.  vitulu-s,  vitula;  Osk.  Viteliu 
(  =  Italia);  Slav,  tel-ici ;  Bohem.  tel-e ;  Lith. 
telycza.]  —  Vatea-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  child-loving, 
fondly  loving  or  affectionate  towards  offspring ;  (a), 
f.  a  cow  longing  for  her  calf;  a  mother  anxious  after 
her  child.  —  Vatsa-guru,  us,  m.  a  teacher  of  children, 
preceptor.— Vatsa-tantri,  Is,  f.  a  rope  for  tying  calves. 

—  Vatsa-tara,  as,  m.  'more  than  a  calf,'  a  weaned 
calf,  young  ox  or  bull,  bullock,  steer,  (also  applied 
to  the  young  of  goats)  ;  (i),  f.  a  heifer.  —  Vatnata- 

rdnia  (°ra-rina),  am,  n.  the  debt  or  loan  of  a 
bullock  (?);  see  Vopa-deva  II.  g.—Vatsa-tva,  am, 
n.  the  state  or  condition  of  a  calf.  —  Vatsa-danla, 

as,  m.  '  calf-toothed/  a  kind  of  arrow  (having  a 
point  like  the  tooth  of  a  calf) ;  (am),  n.  an  arrow 

point  like  a  calf's  tooth.  —  Vatsa-napdt,  m.,  N.  of 
a  descendant  of  Babhru.  —  Vatsa-ndlha,  as,  m.  a 
particular  tree ;  a  particular  kind  of  strong  poison 
prepared  from  the  root  of  a  kind  of  aconite  (said  to 
resemble  the  nipple  of  a  cow ;    the  poison  is  also 
called  Mitha  zahr) ;  a  proper  N. ;  (am),  n.  a  hole 
of  a  particular  shape  in  the  frame  of  a   bedstead. 

—  Vaha-ndbhaka,  as,   m.  the  poison   described 
above.  — •  Vatsa-pa,  as,  m.  a  keeper  of  calves ;  N.  of 
a  demon  (Ved.).  —  Vatsa-pati,  is,  m.  a  king  or  lord 
of  the  Vatsas,  (or)  N.  of  a  king.  —  Vatea-pattana, 

am,  n.  'Vatsa  town,'  N.  of  a  city  in  the  north  of 

India,  (also  called  Kaus*ambhi.)  —  Vafaa-pdla,  as, 
m.  a  keeper  of  calves ;  N.  of  Krishna  ;  of  Bala-deva. 

"Vatsa-pdlana,  am,  a.  the  act  of  keeping  calves. 
—  Vaka-pradetas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  minding  or 
taking  care  of  Vatsa  or  the  Vatsas,  (SSy.  =  stotari 

prakrisUa-j liana,  favourably-minded  towards  a 
worshipper.)  —  Vatna-prl,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  IX.  68,  X.  45,  46,  (his 

patronymic  is  Bhalandana.)  —  Vatsa-priti,  is,  m.= 
vatna-pri.  —  Vat*a-bandha,  f.  a  cow  longing  for 
her  calf.  —  Vatsa-bdlaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  brother 
of  Vasu-deva.  —  V atsa-l>humi,  is,  f.  the  land  of  the 
Vatsas,  N.  of  a  country ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Vatsa.  —  Vatsa-mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  certain  Go- 
bhila.  —  Vatsa-mukha,  as,  i,  am,  calf-faced,  having 
the  face  of  a  calf.  —  Vatsa-rdja,  as,  m.  a  king  of 
the  Vatsas;  a  proper  N.  —  Vatsa-raja-deva,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  poet.  —  Vatsa-rdjya,  am,  n.  sovereignty  or 
authority  over  the  Vatsas.  —  Vatsa-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
having  or  possessing  a  calf;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  sons  of  Sura.  —  V  atsa-vinda,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. ; 

(as),  m.  pi.  Vatsa-vinda's  descendants.  —  Vatsa-vrid- 
dha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Uru-kriya.  —  Vatsa- 
vyuha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vatsa.  —  Vatsa-ddld,  f. 
a  calf-shed ;  (as,  d,  am),  born  in  a  calf-shed.  —  Vat- 
sdkshl  (°sa-ak°),  f.  a  kind  of  cucumber,  Cucumis 

Madraspatanus.  —  Vatsdnka  (°sa-an°),  as,  m.  a 
proper  N.  —  Vatsdjlva  ("sa-df),  ai,  a,  am,  living 
by  calves,  obtaining  a  livelihood  by  keeping  calves ; 

(as),  m.  epithet  of  a  Pin-gala.  —  Vatsddana  (°sa- a<F),  as,  i,  am,  eating  calves ;  (as),  m.  a  wolf;  (i), 

f.  '  eating  its  own  offspring,'  Coccuius  Cordifolius  (so 
called  as  not  bringing  all  its  berries  to  maturity). 

"Vatsdsura  (°sa-asa),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura. 
—  Vatseia  or  vatstdvara  (°sa-id°),  as,  m.  a  king of  Vatsa. 

Vatsaka,  as,  m.  a  little  calf,  calf,  or  young  animal 
in  general ;  a  child,  offspring ;  a  medicinal  plant, 
Wrightia  Antidysenterica ;  N.  of  a  son  of  SOra  ;  of 
an  Asura;  (ikd),  f.  a  calf,  female  calf,  a  heifer, 

young  cow;  (am),  n.  green  or  black  sulphate  of 
iron.  —  Vatsaka-vija,  am,  n.  the  seed  of  Wrightia 
Antidysenterica. 

Vatsara,  as,  m.  the  fifth  year  in  a  cycle  of  five  or 
six  years ;  the  sixth  year  in  a  cycle  of  six  years ;  a 
year ;  the  Year  personified  as  a  son  of  Dhruva  and 
Bhrami ;  N.  of  Vishnu ;  of  a  Sadhya ;  of  a  son  of 

Kalyapa ;  [cf.  Gr.  |TO»  (ftTos),  irfiato-s,  irr)<riat, 
Svofrypia ;  Lat.  vetus,  vetus-tu-s,  veiulu-s ;  Lith. 
wasara  ;  Slav,  vetuchu.]  —  Vatsaradi  fra-ddi),  is, 
m.  the  first  month  of  the  Hindu  year,  the  month 

Margas'irsha.  —  Vatsardntaka  fVa-a»°),  a«,  m. 
'  Year-destroyer,'  N.  of  the  month  Phalguna.  —  Vat  - 

sardrna  (°ra-rina),  am,  n.  a  debt  or  loan  for  a 
year  (?) ;  see  Vopa-deva  II.  9. 
Vatsala,  as,  d,  am,  child-loving,  affectionate 

towards  offspring,  affectionate  in  general ;  kind,  lov- 
ing, tender ;  fond  of,  wholly  given  up  to,  devoted  to, 

longing  for  (sometimes  with  loc.,  e.  g.  gavo  vatseshu 
vatsaldh,  cows  longing  for  their  calves);  (a*),  m.  a 
fire  fed  with  grass  (i.  e.  quickly  burning  away) ;  N. 

of  one  of  Skanda's  attendants ;  (d),  (.  a  cow  fond  of 
her  calf;  (am),  n.  affection,  fondness.  -^Vatsala-td, 
f.  or  vatsala-tva,  am,  n.  affectionateness,  loving- 
ness,  tenderness,  affection. 
Vatsalaya,  Nom.  P.  vatsalayati,  &c.,  to  make 

tender  or  affectionate  (especially  towards  offspring  or children). 

Vatsdya,  Nom.  P.  vatsdyati,  Sec.,  to  represent 
or  be  like  a  calf. 

Vatsdyat,  an,  anti,  at,  acting  like  a  calf. 
Vat&dra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kasyapa. 
Vatsin,  z,  ini,  i,  having  a  calf;  (i),  m.  (perhaps) 

'  having  many  children,'  N.  of  Vishnu. 
Vatsiman,  d,  m.  childhood, /youth,  early  youth. 

Vatsiya,  as,  d,  am,  proper  or  fit  for  a  calf;  (at), 
m.  a  cowherd. 

vatsanuraka-tirtha,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

vathsara,  as,  m.  =  vatsara  (accord- 

ing to  the  grammarian  PaushkarasSdi). 

j  j  vad  (sometimes  lengthened  in  ep. 
^  into  Vad  on  account  of  the  metre),  cl.  I.  P. 

A.  vadati,  vadate,  uvada  (3rd  du.  udatm,  3rd 
10  P 
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p\.Tulus;  according  to Vopa-deva  VIII.  52,  and  sing, 
also  reditha,  yd  du.vcdatus.yd  p\.vedus),  tide  (3rd 
du.  fidiite,  3rd  pi.  udirc),  txuiishyati,  -te,  arddit, 
avadishta,  Prec.  ttdydt,  rudituin,  to  speak,  say, 
utter,  tell,  speak  to,  address  (with  ace.  of  the  thing 
said  and  of  the  person  addressed  and  sometimes  with 
prep,  ablii  and  ace.,  both  P.  and  A.  being  used 
indiscriminately,  e.  g.  yad  vadasi  mam,  that  which 
thou  sayest  to  me;  mam  abhi  radati,  he  speaks 
to  me;  kirn  vaddmi  or  rade,  what  must  I  say? 

mairam  rada  or  vadasva,  do  not  speak  so ;  sa- 
tyam  vada  or  vadasva,  speak  the  truth ;  devdndm 
vadanat  tvdm  vaddmi  or  rade,  I  speak  to  thee  in 

the  name  of  the  gods ;  prativdkyam  vada  or  vada- 
iva,  speak  a  reply) ;  to  speak  about,  declare,  proclaim, 
announce,  communicate,  inform,  notify ;  to  maintain, 
affirm ;  to  designate,  call,  name ;  to  raise  the  voice, 
sing,  utter  a  cry  (said  of  birds  &c.) ;  to  discuss,  dispute 
about,  contend,  quarrel  (Ved.  A.) ;  to  be  called,  be  con- 

sidered (Ved.  A.) ;  to  state  authoritatively  (?),  be  an 

authority  (A.);  to  exert  one's  self,  strive  for  (A.)  : 
Pass,  udyate,  Aor.  avddi,  Part,  udita  (see  2.  udita), 
to  be  said  or  spoken,  to  be  addressed  or  spoken  to ; 
to  be  declared  or  announced,  to  be  published  or 

proclaimed :  Caus.  vadayati,  -yate,  -yitmn,  Aor. 
arifiidat,  to  cause  to  speak  or  say,  to  urge  or  invite 
to  speak ;  to  cause  to  sound  forth,  play  (a  musical 
instrument ;  generally  P.),  to  play  music ;  to  cause 
to  be  played  by  any  one  (inst.) ;  to  speak,  recite, 
reheatse :  Pass,  of  Cans,  vddyate :  Desid.  mvadi- 
x/utti,  -te,  to  desire  to  speak :  Intens.  vdvadyate, 
vdvatti,  vdvaditi,  to  speak  aloud ;  to  sound  loudly ; 

[cf.  Gr.  vd-oj,  v8-£-&,  uS-iy-s,  a(p)fi5-<u,  doiSo-s, 
aotSri,  arjOwv,  (according  to  some)  aiiS^i,  aiiSdta, 
(perhaps  also)  ippafaj,  <ppaSdta :  (probably)  Lat.  uas 

(vad-is) :  (perhaps)  Old  Germ,  far-wdzan :  Old 

Sax.  for-wdtan :  Lith.  vad-i-n-u,  '  I  call :'  Slav. 
vad-i-ti,  vdda,  '  accusation ;'  us-ta,  '  mouth  :'  Hib. 
feadaim,  'I  say;'  (perhaps)  lucid/taint,  'I  men- 

tion ;'  raidim,  '  I  say.'] 
Vada,  as,  a,  am,  speaking,  able  to  speak,  speak- 

ing well  or  sensibly,  (frequently  at  the  end  of  comps. ; 

cf.  priyam-v°,  fta-c°) ;  (at),  m.,  N.  of  a  so-called 
Veda  (with  the  Magians). 
Vadaka=vada  in  dur-vadaka,  q.v. 
Vadat,  an,  anti,  at,  speaking,  saying,  telling. 
Vadana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  speaking  or  saying ; 

sounding  (Ved.) ;  the  mouth,  face,  countenance, 

(tala-vadana,  '  the  face  of  Time,'  N.  of  a  S'aiva 
work),  aspect,  appearance,  look ;  the  front,  point ; 
the  first  term,  initial  quantity  or  term  of  a  progres- 

sion (in  algebra)  ;  the  summit  or  apex  of  a  triangle; 

[cf.  Hib.  aodann,  'the  face;'  eudan,  'the  fore- 
bead.  ']  —  Vadana-dantura,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
—  V adana-madird,  (.  the  wine  or  nectar  of  the 
mouth.  —  Vadana-roga,  as,  m.  mouth-disease. 
"Vadana-iydmikd,  f.  blackness  of  the  face;  a 
kind  of  disease.  —  Vadana-saroja,  am,  n.  '  face- 

lotus,'  the  face  of  a  mistress.  —  Vadandmaya  (°na- 
am°),  of,  m.  mouth-disease,  face-sickness.  —  Vada- 
ndsava  (°na-ds°),  as,  m.  'mouth-liquor,'  saliva, 
ipittle.— Vadani-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  Sec.,  to 
become  a  face,  be  changed  into  a  face.  —  Vadani- 
Wiuta,  as,  a,  am,  changed  into  a  face.  —  Vada- 

nendu  (°na-in°),  us,  m.  '  face-moon,'  the  face. 
Vadanta  in  kim-v°,  q.  v. 
Vadanli,  is,  or  vadanti,  (.  speech,  discourse,  talk, 

(according  to  some  only  used  in  kim-v°,  q.  v.) 
Vadantika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Vadanya,  as,  5,  am,—vaddnya  below. 
T  adamdna,  as,  a,  am,  speaking,  saying,  telling  ; 

calling  ;  explaining,  declaring ;  glorifying,  boasting. 
Vadanya,  as,  a,  am,  eloquent,  speaking  kindly 

or  agreeably,  affable;  bountiful,  liberal,  munificent, 
(m  this  sense  probably  for  I.  ata-danya) ;  (as), m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi. 

VadSrada,  at,  a,  am,  or  raddi-adln,  I,  ini  i 
(probably  an  old  Intens.,  cf.  2.  mahdmaha),  speak- 

ing much,  talkative,  chattering,  speaking,  a  speaker  • 
able  to  speak  well,  eloquent. 
Vaditavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  said  or  spoken. 

Vaditri,  td,  trl,  tri,  saying,  speaking,  a  speaker. 
Vadishiha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  speaking  very  well, 

speaking  best. 
Vadya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  spoken  &c.,  (used  only 

in  comp.,  cf.  a-vadya,  an-avadya) ;  an  epithet  of 
the  days  of  the  dark  lunar  fortnight,  (see  vadya- 

paksha) ;  (am),  n.  speech,  speaking  about,  con- 

versing, (only  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  brahma-v°, 
satya-v°.)  —  Vadya-paksha,  as,  m.  the  dark  fort- 

night of  the  lunar  month  (in  which  the  moon  is waning). 

*{<H^vadara,  vadari,  &c.    See  badara,  &c. 
Vadarika,  as,  m.  a  jujube  tree. 

vadama,   as,  m.  (fr.  the   Persian 

>),  an  almond. 

vadala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Silurus  or 
sheat-fish  ;  an  eddy  or  whirlpool. 

Vaddlaka,  as,  m.  =  vadala,  a  kind  of  sheat-fish. 

^f^  vadi,  ind.  (according  to  some  for  ba- 
di,  contracted  fr.  bahula-dina,  but  cf.  vadya),  in 
the  dark  half  of  any  month,  (affixed  to  the  names  of 
months  in  giving  dates  at  the  end  of  MSS. ;  cf. 

vaiddkha-v".) 
tfj^m  vaddivasa,  N.  of  a  place. 

^3ft  vaddhrl.     See  under  vadhra,  p.  883. 

•gM  vadh  (a  defective  rt.  frequently 
N.  written  badh,  see  3.  badh,  properly  only 

used  in  the  Aorist  and  Precative  tenses,  the  other  tenses 

being  supplied  fr.  rt.  han,  q.  v.),  Aor.  P.  A.  ara- 
dhlt,  avadhishta,  (ma  vadhishthdh,  do  not  kill) ; 
Prec.  1st  sing,  vadhydsam,  yd  sing,  vadhydt,  (in 
the  Veda  the  Potential  also  occurs,  e.g.  1st  sing. 
vadheyam,  yd  sing,  vadhet ;  in  epic  poetry  the 
2nd  Fut.  P.  A.  vadhishyati,  -te,  and  some  tenses 
and  forms  of  the  Pass. ;  other  Vedic  form?  are  va- 
dhim,  vadhishtana),  to  strike;  to  slay,  kill,  put 
to  death,  destroy,  murder:  Pass,  vadhyate  (ep.  P. 

vadhyati),  yd  sing.  Impv.  vadhyatam,  Aor.  ava- 
dhi,  Prec.  vadhishlshta,  to  be  slain  or  killed :  Caus. 

vadhayati,  -yitum,  to  kill,  slay ;  [cf.  according  to 

some,  Lat.  leedo :  Hib.fa^thaim, '  I  kill ;'  fcethadh, 
'  killing ;'  fesaim,  '  I  kill,  destroy ;'  feadhm, '  kill- 

ing-'] Vadha,  as,  m.  one  who  kills  or  slays,  a  killer, 
slaughterer ;  a  vanquisher,  victor ;  a  deadly  weapon, 

Indra's  thunderbolt  (Ved.) ;  the  act  of  striking,  kill- 
ing, slaying,  slaughter,  murder,  death,  destruction ; 

a  blow,  stroke,  corporal  punishment ;  paralysis ; 
destruction,  disappearance  (said  of  inanimate  objects) ; 

multiplication.  —  Vadfia-karmddhikdrin  (°ma- 
adh°),  t,  m. '  one  who  superintends  the  act  of  put- 

ting to  death,"  an  executioner,  hangman.  —  Vadha- 
kdnkehin,  I,  ini,  i,  wishing  for  death.  —  Vadha- 
kdmyd,  f.  the  desire  to  kill,  intention  to  hurt. 

—  Vadha-jivm,  i,  ini,  i,  living  by  the  death  (of 
animals) ;    (i),    m.    a    butcher ;    a   hunter,   fowler. 
—  I.  vadha-tra,   as,   a,   am  (for  2.  vadhatra 
see  col.  3),  protecting  from  death   or  destruction. 
—  Vadha-danda,    capital    punishment;    corporal 
punishment  (e.g.  whipping  &c.,  Manu  VIII.  129). 
—  Vadha-nirneka,  as,  m.   expiation  for  killing, 
atonement  for  murder  or  manslaughter.  —  Vadha- 
bhumi,  is,  f.  execution-ground,  place  of  execution. 
—  Vadha-sthali,  f.  or  mrlha-sthdna,  am,  n.  a 
place  of  execution  ;    a  slaughter-house.  —  Vadltan- 

gaka  (°dha-an°),  am,  n.  a  prison.  —  Vadhdrha 
(°dha-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  deserving  death.  —  Vadhai- 
shin  (°dha-esh°),  i,  ini,  i,  desirous  of  killing,  in- 

tending to  kill.  —  Vadhoda rka  (°dha-ud°),  as,  a, 
am,  resulting  in  death,  effecting  death.— Vadhodyata 

(°dha-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  prepared  or  ready  to  kill, 
intending  to  put  to  death,  murderous ;  an  assassin, 

murderer.  —  Vadhopdya  (°dha-v,p°),  as,  m.  an  in- 
strument or  means  of  putting  to  death. 

Vadhaka,  as,  oka  or  ika,  am,  killing,  destructive, 
pernicious,  injurious;  (as),  m.  one  who  kills,  a 

murderer,  assassin  ;  an  executioner,  hangman,  (also 

written  badhaka)  ;  a  particular  sort  of  reed  or  rush. 
2.  vadhatra,  am,  n.  (for  i.  vadha-tra  see 

col.  2),  '  an  instrument  of  death,'  deadly  weapon, 

dart. 

Vadhana,  f.,  Ved.  a  deadly  weapon. 
Vaflhar,  n.,  Ved.  a  destructive  weapon,  the  weapon 

or  thunderbolt  of  Indra,  a  thunderbolt  (  =  vajra). 

Vadharya,  Nom.  P.  i-adharyati,  &c.,  to  desire the  thunderbolt  of  Indra. 

Vadharyat,  an,  anti,  at,  desiring  the  thunderbolt 

of  Indra  ;  (anti),  f.  '  casting  a  bolt,'  i.  e.  (according 
to  some)  lightning  ;  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 
I.  161,  9)  a  line  of  clouds  or  the  earth. 
Vadhas  =  vadhar  above. 

Vadhasna  (apparently  only  used  in  the  inst.  pi. 
vadhasnais),  Ved.  a  destructive  or  deadly  weapon, 
the  weapon  of  Indra. 

Vadhasnu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  bearing  a  deadly 
weapon,  (Say.  ̂ praharena  prasravana-iila.) Vadhika,  musk. 

Vadhitra,  am,  n.  the  god  of  love,  love,  sexual love. 

Vadhin,  i,  ini,  i,  incurring  death,  killed  by,  (at the  end  of  a  comp.) 

Vadhya,  as,  d,  am  (frequently  written  badhya), 
to  be  slain  or  killed,  to  be  put  to  death,  punished 

with  death  ;  to  be  punished  or  chastised,  to  be  cor- 
porally punished,  subject  to  corporal  punishment; 

vulnerable,  liable  to  be  killed,  to  be  destroyed,  to 

be  annihilated  ;  (a«),  m.  an  enemy.  —  V  adhya-glma, 
asj  m.  killing  one  sentenced  to  death,  carrying  out 
the  duties  of  public  executioner.  —  Vadhya-td,  f.  or 

vadhya-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  sentenced  to 
be  killed  or  of  deserving  death  ;  fitness  to  be  killed  ; 
destruction.  —  Vadhya-pataha,  as,  m.  a  drum 
beaten  at  the  time  of  the  execution  of  a  criminal. 

~Vadhya-bhu,  us,  or  vadhya-bkumi,  is,  f.  a 

place  of  public  execution.  —  Vadhya-mdld,  f.  a  gar- 
land placed  on  one  condemned  to  death  or  about  to 

be  executed.  ••  Vadhya-vdsas,  as,  n.  the  clothes  of 
a  criminal  who  has  been  executed  (given  to  a  Can- 
dala,  Manu  X.  s6).  —  Vadhya-tfld,  f.  a  stone  or 

rock  on  which  malefactors  are  executed,  executioner's 
block,  scaffold  ;  a  slaughter-house,  shambles.  —  Va- 
dhya-sthdna,  am,  n.  a  place  of  execution. 
Vadhyat,  an,  anti,  at,  being  struck,  being  killed. 
Vadhyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  killed,  being destroyed. 

Vadhya,  t.  killing,  murder  ;  [cf.  dtma^f,  brah- 

ma-v°.~\ 

Vadhri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  '  one  whose  testicles  are 
cut  out,'  castrated,  emasculated,  unmanly  (—<!/tinna- 
mushka,  opposed  to  •erislian).  —  Vadhri-mati,  f. 
(fern,  of  an  unused  form  vadhri-mat),  Ved.  having 

an  impotent  husband  ;  a  proper  N.  —  Vadhri-vdd, 
k,  k,  k,  Ved.  speaking  unmanly  or  useless  words,  idly 

talking,  (Sly.=jalpaka.)  —  Vadhry-a!sva,  as,  m. 
'  having  castrated  horses,'  a  proper  N.  ;  (as),  m.  pi. 
the  family  of  Vadhry-asva. 
Vadhrikd,  m.  (Pan.  I.  2,  52,  Vartt.  3),  a  cas- 

trated person,  eunuch. 

^VT  vadha,  ind.  a  various   reading  for 
vadhvd,  q.  v. 

^V  vadhu,  vadhuka.     See  p.  883,  col.  i. 

u,  us,  f.  (fr.  vadh  =  rt.  I.  vah;  or, 

according  to  others,  fr.  rt.  bandh,  and  then  more 

properly  written  badhu),  a  bride  or  newly  mar- 
ried woman  (as  '  recently  brought  or  led  home  '),  a 

young  wife,  spouse  ;  a  woman  in  general,  female, 

girl,  maiden,  (in  Rig-veda  VIII.  19,  36.  perhaps  'a 
handmaid  '  or  '  female  slave"  or,  according  to  some, 

'  a  mare  or  animal  used  for  draught  ;'  cf.  vadhu- 
mat)',  the  female  of  any  animal  (e.g.  mriga- 

vadhii,  the  female  of  a  deer,  cf.  vyagkm-v°);  a. 
daughter-in-law  ;  the  wife  of  a  younger  relation, 

younger  brother's  wife,  nephew's  wife,  younger 
female  relation  ;  N.  of  various  plants,  Trigonella 
Corniculata;  EchitesFrutescens;  Curcuma  Zerumbet; 
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[cf.  Hib.  badhlh, '  an  evil-minded  woman,  witch.'] 
•-  Vadhu-kdla,  as,  m.  the  time  during  which  a 
woman  is  held  to  be  a  bride.  —  Vadhu-griha-pra- 

veia  or  vadku-praves'a,  as,  m.  the  ceremony  of  the entrance  of  a  bride  into  the  house  of  her  husband. 

—  Vadhu-jana,  as,  m.  a  woman,  female,  wife. 
^»Vadhu-dar^a,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  looking  at  a 
bride.  —  Vadhu-paksha,  as,  m.  the  party  or  side  of 
the  bride  (at  a  wedding).  —  Vadhu-patha,  as,  m., 
Ved.  the  path  or  way  of  a  bride.  —  Vttdhu-mat, 
an,  all,  at,  Ved.  having  or  possessing  a  wife,  ac- 

companied by  a  wife,  having  women ;  furnished  or 
harnessed  with  yoke  animals  or  with  female  animals 
suitable  for  draught ;  fit  for  harness,  suitable  for  the 

yoke.  —  Vadhii-mstra,  am,  n.  bridal  apparel.  *-  Va- 
dhu-sard,  (.,  N.  of  a  river  (fabled  to  have  sprung 
from  the  weeping  eyes  of  Puloma,  wife  of  Bhrigu). 
Vadfiu,  us,  or  vadhuka,  f.  =  vadhii,  a  young  wife 

or  woman  in  general ;  a  son's  wife,  daughter-in-law.! 
Vadkutl  or  vadliuti,  (.  a  young  woman  living  in 

her  father's  house  (whether  married  or  not) ;  a  son's 
wife,  daughter-in-law. 
Vadhuyu,  us,  us,  u.Ved.  one  who  loves  his  wife, 

longing  for  a  wife,  desiring  marriage,  eager  to  marry, 
uxorious,  lustful ;  one  who  seeks  a  wife,  a  wooer, 
suitor. 

Vadhvatl,  (.  =  vadhuti. 

T*J7$rT«T  vadhutasayana,  as,  m.  a  lattice, 
window. 

^W  vadhna,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people, 
(more  correctly  written  vadhra.) 

^Tfl  vadhya,  &c.     See  p.  882,  col.  3. 

^TT  vadhra,  am,  n.  (more  properly  written 
badhra,  q.  v.),  a  leathern  strap  or  thong ;  lead ;  (»), 

f.  a  leathern  strap  or  thong,  (sometimes  spelt  vad- 
dhri.) 
Vadhraka,  lead. 
Vadlirama,  a  various  reading  for  vadhry-aiva. 
Vadhrya,  as,  m.  (also  written  badhrya),  a  shoe, 

slipper. 

^ftf  vadhri,  &c.     See  pi  882,  col.  3. 
/ 

^S«n  vadhva,  ind.,  see  Gana  Cadi  to  Pan. 
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dyJ  i.  van,  cl.  I.  P.  vanati,  &c.,  to 
V  sound ;  to  serve,  honour,  worship,  help, 

aid ;  cl.  8.  P.  A.  vanoti,  vantite,  vavdna,  vavane, 
&c.  (Vedic  forms  vanati,  vands,  vavanma,  vavne, 

vansama,  vanslmahi,  vanuydma,  vanavat  [  = 
vanuydl  =  hinsydf],  vanishat,  vanushanta,  vani- 
shanta,  vanta  [as  if  cl.  2],  vansva,  vdvanas,  vd- 
vandhi),  Inf.  vanitum  (Ved.  \pra\vantave),  to 
ask,  request,  beg,  seek ;  (the  following  senses  are 
mostly  peculiar  to  Ved.),  to  like,  love ;  to  wish,  de- 

sire ;  to  obtain,  acquire,  procure,  furnish,  offer,  give ; 
to  gain  or  obtain  by  conquest,  become  master  of, 
conquer,  possess ;  to  make  ready,  prepare  for,  aim 
at;  to  hurt,  injure:  Caus.  vanayati  (when  com- 

bined with  preps.),  vanayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
sound,  &c. ;  to  act,  transact  business ;  to  hurt,  kill ; 
(the  rt.  van  in  cl.  10.  I.  vanayati,  vanati,  Sec. 

also  means  '  to  confide,' '  believe  in,'  but  in  this  sense 
is  a  various  reading  for  rt.  2.  tan,  q.  v.)  ;  [cf.  per- 

haps Gr.  ovivrjiu,  ox^ow,  ovetap ;  Lat.  Ven-us,  ve- 
nustas,  veneror;  Goth,  vens;  Old  Germ,  mini, 

winia,  wunna;  Angl.  Sax.  v>yn,  ge-ivenian,  to- 
icenan  ;  (according  to  some  also)  Gr.  <ptvtv,  (p6vos, 

<t>ov(vs;  Lut.funus;  Hib.  bana,  'death.'] 
2.  vula, as, ii, am  (for  I .  see  p.  88 1 ,  col.  2), sounded, 

spoken,  uttered  ;  asked,  begged ;  killed,  hurt. 
Vati,  is,  f.  (perhaps)  asking,  begging,  (see  Pan. VI. 

4.37-) 
2.  van  (only  used  in  the  loc.  and  gen.  pi.  vansu, 

•vandm),Vcd.  —  I.  vana,  a  wooden  vessel,  (accord- 
ing to  Say.  vnntu  =  udalceshii) ;  =  arani,  the  wood 

used  for  kindling  fire  by  attrition,  (according  to  Say. 

garbho  vandm  =  the  offspring  of  the  pieces  of  wood 
*o  used) ;  love,  worship  (according  to  some). 

I.  vana,  am,  n.  (for  2.  vana  see  p.  885,  col.  i),  a 
wood,  forest,  grove,  thicket,  a  quantity  of  lotuses  or 
other  plants  growing  in  a  thick  bed  or  cluster  (e.  g. 

kumuda-v0,  a  bed  or  cluster  of  water-lilies) ;  wood, 
timber ;  a  wooden  vessel  or  barrel  (for  the  Soma 

juice)  ;  'the  vessel  in  the  sky,'  i.  e.  a  cloud  (Ved.) ; 
water  (Ved.) ;  a  fountain,  spring ;  a  place  of  abode, 
residence ;  dwelling  in  a  forest,  residence  abroad ; 
(according  to  Naigh.  I,  ̂ }  =  rasmi,  a  ray  of  light; 
(according  to  SSy.  on  Rig-veda  I.  24,  7)  light  ( 
tgas) ;  the  body  of  a  carriage  (so  suggested  by 
modern  scholars  as  an  interpretation  in  Rig-veda  VIII. 
34,  18);  worshipping;  (perhaps)  longing,  earnest 
desire;  Cyperus  Rotundus;  (a),  f.  =  arani,  wood 
used  to  produce  fire  by  attrition ;  (in  Rig-veda  III. 
I,  13)  Wood  for  so  kindling  fire  personified  ;  (?),  f. 
a  wood,  forest;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  UsTnara; 
of  one  of  the  ten  orders  of  mendicants  founded  by 

a  pupil  of  S'an-karSiSarya,  the  members  of  which 
order  affix  rana  to  their  names;  [cf.  rdmendra- 

vana.]  —  Vana-kadit,  us,  m.  the  plant  Arum  Colo- 
casia.  —  Vana-kand,  (.  wild  pepper.  —  Vana-kan- 
dula  (?),  as,  m.  =  vana-i!urana.  —  Vana-kadali, 
f.  wild  banana  or  plantain.  •-  Vana-kanda,  as,  m., 
N.  of  two  kinds  of  tuberous  plants  (  =  vana-iurana, 
dharani-kanda).  —  Vana-kapivat,  an,  m.,  N.  of 

a  son  of  Pulaha,  (also  read  ghana-k°,  dhana-k°.) 
—  Vana-karin,,  i,  m.  a  wild   elephant.  —  Vana- 
kdma,  as,  d,  am,  loving  the  forest,  fond  of  wander- 

ing in  woods.  —  Vana-kdrpasi,  f.  the  wild  cotton 
tree,  (also  written  vana-kdrpdsi.)  ••  Vanu-kukkuta, 
as,  m.  a  wild  fowl,  jungle  fowl.  —  Vana-kuiij ara, 
as,  m.  a  wild  elephant.  —  Vana-kokilaka,  am,  n. 
a  kind  of  metre,  four  times  wwwu  —  v—  ,  vou  —  uu, 
-  u  u  - .  —  Vana-koli,  is,  (.  the  wild  jujube.  —  Vana- 
kraksha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (perhaps)  crackling  or 
bubbling  in  the  Soma  vessel ;   (according  to  Say.) 
scattered  or  distributed  in  wooden  vessels  or  attract- 

ing water  (kdsht/ieshu  pdtreshu  wprakirna   or 

udakdnam  karshaka) ;  distributing  water  (accord- 
ing to  others).  —  Vana-khanda,  am,  n.  a  wood, 

forest.  «—  Vana-fjaja,  as,  m.  a  wild  elephant.  —  Vana- 
gava,  as,  m.  the  wild  ox,  Bos  Gavaeus.  —  Vana- 
gahana,  am,  n.  the  depth  or  thick  part  of  a  forest ; 
a  thicket.  —  Vand-gupta,  as,  m.  a  spy,  emissary. 
—  Vana-gulma,  as,  m..  a  forest  shrub  or  bush, 
wild   shrub.  —  V ana-go,  gaus,  f.  the   Gayal,  Bos 
Gavxus.  —  Vana-godara,  as,  d,  am,  dwelling  in  a 
forest,  frequenting  forests ;  living  in  water ;  (as),  m. 

a  hunter,  forester ;  (am),  n.  a  forest.  —  Vana-ffholi, 
(.  =  aranya-gholi.  —  Vanan-karana,  am,  n.,  Ved. 

'  water-making  (?),'  epithet  of  a  particular  part  of 
the  body,  (Say.  vanam  =  udakam  kriyate  visrij- 
yate  yena.}  —  Vana-<?andana,  am,  n.  aloe  wood 
or  Agallochum ;    a  sort  of  pine,    Pinus  Deodora. 
—  Vana-fandrfftd,  f.  a  kind  of  jasmine,  Jasminum 
Zambac.  — •  Vana-fampaka,  as,  m.  the  wild  Cam- 
paka  tree.  —  Vana-<!ara,  as,  i,  am,   roaming   in 
woods,  living  in  a  forest,  haunting  forests,  sylvan; 
(as),  m.  an  inhabitant  of  forests,  woodman,  forester; 
a  wild  animal ;    the   fabulous  eight-legged  animal 
called  Sarabha.  ••  V ana-tarya,  (.  the  roaming  about 
in  a  forest,  residence  in  a  wood.  —  Vana-fdrin,  i, 
ini,  i,  =  vana-6ara  above.  —  Varia-tdhdga,  as,  m. 
a  wild  goat;   a  boar,  hog.  —  Vana-<!<!h'id,  t,  t,  t, 
cutting  wood,  felling  timber ;  (t),  m.  a  woodcutter. 
—  Vana-Mheda,  as,  m.  cutting  timber.  —  Vana-ja, 
as,  d,  am,  forest-born,  born  or  produced  in  a  wood, 
sylvan,  wild ;  (as),  m.  an  elephant,  a  fragrant  grass, 
Cyperus  Rotundus ;  N.  of  certain  other  plants  ( = 

gulma,  vana-tfurana,  ttimbttru) ;  the  wild  citron 
tree ;  (d),  (.  Phaseolus  Trilobus  ;  the  wild  cotton  tree ; 

wild  ginger;  N.  of  certain  other  plants  (  =  vanyo- 
pddakl,  aiva-gandhd,  gandfia-pattrd,  mifreyd) ; 

(am),  n.  'produced  in  water,'  a  blue  lotus-flower. 
«•  Vana-jira,  as,  m.  wild  cumin.  —  Vana-jivin,  i, 

m.    'living    in    the    wood,'   a    woodman,    forester. 
—  Vana-tikta,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  myrobalan,  Termi- 

nalia  Chebula;    (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  s"rrfa- 
buhnd,  yriihmd}.  —  Vana-tiktika,  f.  Clypea  Her- 
uandifolia.  —  Vana-da,  as,  m. '  giving  or  distributing 

rain,'  a  cloud. "Vana-damana,  as,  m.=aranya- 
damana.  —  Vana-daraka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people.  —  Vana-daha,  as,  m.  a  forest  conflagration. 
—  Vana-dlpa,  as,  m.  =  vana-<<ampaka.  —  Vana- 
diya-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator.  —  Vana- 
devatd,  f.  a  forest  goddess,  Dryad.  —  Vana-druma, 
as,  m.  a   forest  tree,  a  tree  growing  in  a  wood. 

—  Vana-dvipa,  as,  m.  a  wild  elephant.  —  Vana- 
dhdrd,  f.  an  avenue  of  trees.  —  Vana-dhiti,  is,  f., 
Ved.  (perhaps)  a  layer  of  wood  to  be  laid  on  the 
altar;  (Say.)  the  instrument  to  be  applied  to  a  forest 
to  cut  down  the  trees,  a  hatchet ;    [cf.  svadhiU, 

perhaps  for  sra-dhiti.]  —  Vana-dhenu,  us,  f.  the 
cow  or  female  of  the  Bos  Gavaeus.  —  Vana-witya, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Raudrasva.  —  V ana-pa,  as, 
m.  a  forest  protector,  woodman.  —  Vana-pannaga, 

as,  m.  a  serpent  living  in  woods.  —  Fa na-parvan, 
a,  n.  '  forest-Parva,'  N.  of  the  third  book  of  the 
Maha-bhSrata  (describing  the  abode  of  Yudhishthira 
and  his  brothers,  the  PSndava  princes,  in  the  Kam- 
yaka  forest  and  adjacent  district).  —Vana-pallava, 
as,  m.  Hyperanthera  Moringa.  —  Vana-pdnsula,  as, 
m.  a  hunter,  deer-killer.  —  Vana-pddapa,  as,  m.  a 

forest  tree.  —  Vana-pdriva,  as,  m.  the  neighbour- 
hood of  a  wood,  a  wood.  —  Vana-pdla,  as,  m.  a 

forest  protector,  woodman;   a  proper  N.  —  Fawa- 

pippali,  {.  wild  pepper.  —  Vana-puskpa,  am,  n.  a 
forest-flower,  field-flower ;  (a),  f.  a  sort  of  dill,  Ane- 
thum  Sowa.  —  Vana/mshpa-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made 
or  consisting  of  forest-flowers.  —  Vana-puraka,  as, 
m.  the  wild  citron  tree.  —  Vana-purva,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  village.  —  Vana-praksha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  liv- 
ing in  water,  (a  various  reading  for  vana-kraksha.) 

—  Vana-prav&Sa,  as,  m.  the  act  of  entering  a  wood, 
(especially)  a  festive  procession  into  a  forest  for  the 
purpose  of  cutting  wood  for  an  idol ;  commencing 
to  live  as  a  hermit.  —  Vana-prastha,  a  wood  situated 
on  an  elevation  or  on  table-land ;  N.  of  a  place ; 

(as,  d,  am),  retiring  into  a  forest,  withdrawing  into 
the  woods,  leading  the  life  of  an  anchorite,  (see 

vanaprastha.)  —  Vana-priya,  as,  a,  am,  loving 
the  wood,  fond  of  the  forest;  (as),  m.  the  Indian 

cuckoo;   (am),  n.  the  cinnamon  tree,  a  kind  of 
Cassia.  —  Vana-phala,  am,  n.  wood  fruit,  wild  fruit. 

—  Vana-barbara,  vana-barhina,  &c.,  see  vana-v". 
—  Vana-bhadrikd,  f.  Sida  Cordifolia.  —  Vana-bhuj, 
k,  m.  a  particular  medicinal  herb  (  =  risAa6Aa). 

Vana-bhu,  us,  f.  woody  ground,  the  neighbour- 
hood of  a  wood.  —  Vana-makithika,  f.  a  gad-fly. 

—  Vana-malll,  (.  wild  jasmine.  —  Vana-mdnv&ha, 

as,  m.  'wild-man,'  the  orang-outang;    the  Lemur 
Tardigradus.  —  Vana-mdld,  f.  a  garland  of  wood- 
flowers,  the  chaplet  worn  by  Krishna;    a  kind  of 
metre,  four  times  ̂ vwu«-»v~w  — ,o  —  v  —  w  — ; 
N.  of  a  work  ;  (as,  a,  am),  adorned  with  a  garland 
of  wood-flowers ;   (as),  m.  epithet  of  Krishna  or 
Vishnu.  —  Vanamdld-dhara,  as,  d,  am,  wearing  a 
chaplet  of  wood-flowers ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  metre, 
four  times  uuuuu  —  o  —  vv«j-u  —  —  u— .  —  Va- 
na-mdlikd,  f.  =  vana-mdld ;    N.  of  a  plant  ( « 

vdrahi-kanda) ;   a  particular  metre  ( =  vana-ma- 

lini) ;  N.  of  one  of  RSdhS's  female  attendants ;  of 
a  river.  —  Vana^mdlin,  i,  ini,  i,  adorned  with  a 

chaplet  of  wood-flowers ;  (i),  m.  epithet  of  Krishna 
or  Vishnu;  N.  of  a  poet;  (mi),  f.  —  vardhl,  (pro- 

bably a  kind  of  plant,  according  to  others  a  female 
energy  of  Krishna)  ;    N.   of  the  town    DvarakS. 

Vanamdliid  (fr.  vana-mdlin  +  Isa),  f.  '  having 
as  a  husband  one  adorned  with  a  chaplet  of  wood- 

flowers,  i.e.  Krishna,'  epithet  of  RidhS.  —  Vana- 
mu(,  k,  k,  k,  pouring  forth  rain,  scattering  water ; 
(k),  m.  a  cloud.  —  Vana-mudga,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  sort 
of  kidney-bean,  Phaseolus  Trilobus.  —  Vana-mtita, 

as,  m.  a  cloud,  —  Vana-munlha-ja,  f.  a  kind  of 
plant  (  =  karkata-3riitgi).—Vana-mula,  as,  m. 
the  shrub  Tetranthera  Lanceifolia.  —  Vuna-mula- 

vJiala,  am,  n.  roots  and  fruit  of  the  forest.  —  Vana- 
mriga,  as,  m.  a  forest  deer.  —  Vana-modd,  (.  wild 
plantain.  —  Vana-rakshaka,  as,  m.  the  keeper  of 

a  garden  or  forest.  —  V ana-raja,  as,  m.  '  king  of 

the  forest,'  the  lion  ;  the  plant  Verbesina  Scandens. 
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—  Vana-raji,  is,  or  vana-raji,  f.  a  row  of  trees;  a 
long  tract  of  forest ;  a  path  in  a  forest ;  (i),  f.,  N. 
of  a  female  slave  belonging  to  Vasu-deva ;  (it,  is  or 
I,  t),  embellishing  or  beautifying  a  forest.  —  Vana- 
rdjya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  kingdom.  —  Vana-riishtm 
or   rana-rd*ltlraka,  as,   m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

—  Vana-ruha,  am,  n.  'growing  in  water,'  a  lotus- 
flower.  —  Vanardfihi  (°na-rid  ),  if,  m.  an  ornament 
of  the  forest.  —  Vana-laksh ml,  is,  f.  an  ornament  of 

the  wood;  the  plantain,  Musi  Sapientum.  —  Vana- 
lata,  (.  a  creeper  growing  in  the  forest.  —  \  ana- 
lekhd,   {.  =  vana-raji.  —  Vana-varaha,  as,   m.   a 
wild  hog.  —  Vana-vartin,  i,  ini,  i,  residing  in  the 
woods.  —  Fana-rarvara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  basil, 
Ocimum  Sanctum.  —  V  ana-ranarikd,  f.  a  kind  of 

plant  (^doshd-ldefi).—  Vana-varhina,  as,  m.  a 
wild  peacock.  —  Vanavarhina-tva,am,  n.  the  con- 

dition of  a  wild  peacock.  —  Vana-wallari,  f.  a  kind 
of  grass.  —  Vana-vahni,  is,  m.  a  forest  fire,  wood 
on  fire,  forest  conflagration.  —  Vana-vdta,  as,  m.  a 
forest  wind.  —  Vana-vdsa,  as,  m.  the  living  in  a 
wood,  residence  in  a  forest ;    a  wild  or  unsettled 

manner  of  life,  wandering  habits ;  N.  of  a  country ; 
(as,  a,  am),  residing  in  a  forest  or  wood ;  (a*),  m. 
a  wood-dweller,   inhabitant   of  forests.  «•  Vana-vd- 

faka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Vana-vasana, 

as,  m. '  wood-dweller,' a  pole-cat,  civet-cat.  —  Vana- 
vdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  dwelling  in  a  wood;    (I),  m.  a 
dweller  in  woods,  inhabitant  of  a  forest,  forester, 
hermit,  anchorite ;  N.  of  a  country  in  the  south  of 
India ;  of  various  plants  ( =  rishabha,  mushkaka, 

vdrdhi-kanda,    s'dlmali-kanda,    nila-mahisha- 
kanda).  —  Vana-vdsya,  N.  of  a  country  ( =  vana- 
vdsin).  —  Vana-vdhyaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
—  Vana-viddla,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  wild  cat,  Felis 

Caracal.  —  Vana-virodhin,  i,  m.  'wood-enemy,'  N. 
of  one  of  the  Hindu  months,  (that  succeeding  Ni- 
digha,  q.  v.)  —  Vana-mja  or  vana-yijaka  or  vana- 
vija-puraka,  as,  m.  the  wild  citron  tree.  —  Vana- 
vrintdkl,  f.  the  egg-plant.  »•  Vana-vrihi,  is,  m. 

wild  rice.  —  Vana-s"uka/ri,  f.  cowach,  Mucuna  Pru- 
ritus. —  Vana-furana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant  (= 

aranya-iHrana).  —  Vana-Mngdta  or  vana-irin- 
gdtaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Asteracantha  Longifolia. 

—  V ana-iobhana,,  am,,  n. '  water-beautifier,'  a  lotus- 
flower.  —  Vana-tvan,  a,  m.  ' forest-dqg,'  a  jackal; 
a  tiger;  a  civet-cat,  pole-cat.  —  Vana-shad,  t,  t,  t, 
—  vana-sad  below.  —  Vana-sankata,  as,  m.  a  sort 
of  pulse,  Ervum  Hirsutum.  —  Vana-sad,  t,  t,  t,  abid- 

ing or  dwelling  in  a  wood  ;  (f),  m.  a  forester.  —  Va- 

na-sannivdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  dwelling  in  a  forest ;  (i), 
m.  a   forester.  —  Vana-samuha,    as,   m.   a   thick 
forest,  a  quantity  of  groves  or  forests,  a  thick  wood. 

—  Vana-sampravefa,  a»,  m.  the  entering  into  a 
wood,  (especially)  a  festive  procession  into  a  forest 
for  the  purpose  of  cutting  wood  for  an  idol.  —  Vana- 
sarojini,  f.  the  wild  cotton  plant.  —  Vana-sdhvayd, 

f.  a  kind  of  creeping  plant  (•=vanyojmdaTii).  —  Va- 
na-stamrja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Gada.  —  Vana- 
stha,  as,  a,  am,  forest-abiding,  living  in  the  wood ; 
(as),  m.  a  deer,  gazelle ;  a  hermit,  ascetic ;  (a),  f. 
the  holy  fig-tree  (  =  afvathi).  —  Vana-stl/ali,  f.  the 
neighbourhood  of  a  forest,  a  wood.— Vana-sthdna(l), 
N.  of  a  kingdom.  —  Vana-sthdyin,  I,  ini,  i,  being 
or  abiding  in  a  wood  ;  (i),  m.  a  hermit,  anchorite. 
—  Vana-sihita,  tie,  a,  am,  situate  or  being  in  a 
forest.  ~Vana8-pati,  is,  m.  (vanas  probably  a  form 

of  the  gen.,  cf.  rathas-pati), '  the  king  of  the  wood,' 
a  large  forest  tree,  a  large  tree  bearing  fruit,  but 
apparently  having  no  blossoms  (as  several  species  of 
the  fig,  the  jack-tree,  &c.) ;  any  tree ;  the  god  of 
large  trees,   (in   Rig-veda  VIII.    23,   25.  Agni    is 
described  as  '  the  son  of  the  Vanaspa'tis') ;  the  Soma plant  (regarded  as  the  king  of  plants)  ;    Bignonia 
Suaveolens ;  a  stem,  trunk ;   a  beam,  timber,  pole, 
post;    the  sacrificial   posts  (enumerated  among  the 
AprI    divinities) ;    an  offering  to  Vanas-pati ;    the 
timber  of  which  a  car  or  carriage  is  made  (Ved.) ; 
a  drum  made  of  wood  (Ved.) ;  a  wooden  amulet ;  a 
block  on  which  criminals  are  executed ;  an  ascetic ; N.  of  a  son 

as,  m.  the  whole  body  or  world  of  plants.  •-  Vanas- 
pati-sava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Ekaha.  —  Vana-traj,  h  or 
g,  f.  a  garland  of  forest-flowers.  —  Vana-hari,  is,  m. 
a  lion  (?).  —  V ana-hfjridrd,  f.  wild  turmeric.  —  Fa- 
na-hnsa,  an,  m.  a  sort  of  grass,  Saccharum  Spon- 
taneum  ;  a  fragrant  oleander.  —  F<Z7ia-Aasa/;a,  as, 

m.  Saccharum  Spontaneurn.  —  Vana-hutds'ana  ("ta- 
rts'"), as,  m.  a  forest  conflagration.  —  Vandkampa 

(°na-dk°),  as,  m.  the  shaking  of  the  trees  of  a  wood 
by  the  wind.  —  Vandkhti  (°na-dkhu),  us,  m. '  wood- 
rat,'  a  hare.  —  Vandkhuka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  bean, 
Phaseolus  Mungo.  —  Vandgni  (°na-ag°),  is,  m.  a 
forest  conflagration,  burning  of  a  wood.  —  Vanaja 

(°na-aja),  as,  m.  the  wild  goat.  —  Vandtana  (°na- 
af),  am,  n.  the  act  of  roaming  or  wandering  about 

in  a  forest.  ••  Vandtu  (°na-dtu?),  its,  m.  'wood- 
roamer,'  a  kind  of  blue  fty.  —  Vanddhii'dsin  (°na- 
adh°),  t,  ini,  i,  dwelling  in  a  forest.  —  Vananta 
(°na-an°),  as,  m.  the  skirts  of  a  wood,  neighbour- 

hood of  a  forest ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  a  wood  for  a 

boundary,  bounded  by  a  wood.  —  Vandntara  (°na- 
an0),  am,  n.  the  middle  or  interior  of  a  wood,  (va- 
ndntardt,  out  of  the  wood) ;  another  wood.  —  Va- 
namtara.-fa.ra,  as,  d,  am,  wandering  about  in  a 

forest.  —  Vandpatja  (°na-dp°),  a  forest  stream, 
river.  —  Vandbjini  (°na-ab°),  f.  a  lotus-plant  grow- 

ing in  the  water.  —  Vandbhildva  (°na-abh°),  as,  d, 
am,  wood-destroying.  —  Vandmala  (°na-dm°),  as, 
m.  (amala  for  dmalaka),  Carissa  Carandas;  [cf. 

krisJina-pdka.^-'Vandmbikd  (°na-am°),  f.,  N.  of 
a  tutelary  divinity  in  the  family  of  Daksha.  —  Va- 

ndmra  (°na-ar»°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  (  =  ko- 
s1dmra),  —  Vandrishtd  (°na-ar°),  f.  wild  turmeric 
( =  mna-haridrd).  —  Vandrfoka  (°na-ar°),as,  m. 
'  wood-worshipper,'  a  flower-gatherer,  florist,  maker  of 
garlands. -•  Vandrdrakd  (°na-dr°),  f.  wild  ginger; 
(am),  n.  the  root  of  wild  ginger.  —  Vandlakta  (°na- 
al°),  am,  n.  'wild  lac,'  red  earth,  ruddle.  —  Vand- 
laya  (°na-dl°),  as,  m.  a  forest-abode,  forest-habita- 

tion. —Vanalaya-jimn,  i,  ini,  i,  living  in  forests. 

—  Vanalikd  (°na-al°),  (.  a  sun-flower,  Heliotropium 
Indicum.  —  V anali  (°na-dli),  S.=vana-^dji.*-Va- 
ndsSrama  (°na-d^°),  as,  m.  abode  in  the  forest,  the 
third  Asrama  or  stage  in  a  Brahman's  life  (when  he 
is  a  Vanaprastha  or  hermit,  see  ds"rama).  —  Vand- 
framin,  I,  m.  (fr.  the  preceding),  a  Vanaprastha  or 
BrShman  dwelling  in  the  woods,  one  in  the  third 

period  of  life,  an  anchorite.  —  Vandiraya  ("ma-us""), 
as,  a,  am,  living  in  the  forest ;  (as),  m.  an  inha- 

bitant of  the  wood ;  a  sort  of  crow  or  raven.  —  Vand- 

s"rita  (°na-d^°),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  sought 
refuge  in  the  woods,  repaired  to  the  forest,  leading 
the  life  of  a  hermit.  —  Vane-ltimiuka,  as,  m.  pi. 

'  Butea  Frondosa  in  the  wood,'  anything  found  unex- 
pectedly, -i  Vane-kshudrd,  f.  the   tree  Pongamia 

Glabra   (commonly   called    Karanja).  ••  Vane-dara, 
as,  i,  am,  wandering  in  a  forest,  dwelling  in  or 
inhabiting  a  wood;  (as),  m.  an  inhabitant  of  the 
forest,  forester,  anchorite,  hermit ;  a  sylvan,  satyr ;  an 

imp,  demon;  a  wild  beast. •—  V anetarayrya  (°ra~ 
ag°),  Of,  m.  '  chief  of  foresters,'  an  ascetic,  anchorite, 
sage.  —  Vane-jd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  born  or  generated 

in  the  woods.  —  I'line-bilvaka,  a^,  m.  pi.  an  -fl^gle 
Marmelos  in  the  forest;  (metaphorically)  anything 

found  unexpectedly.  —  Vane-raj,  t,  t,  t,Ved.  shining 
or  blazing  in  the  wood;   (t),  m.  epithet  of  Agni. 
—  Vane-saya,  as,   d,  am,  living  in  the  woods. 
"Vane-shah  (i.e.  uane  +  sah),  shdt,  t,  t,  Ved. 
overpowering  or  prevailing  in  the  wood  or  over  the 

wood,  (Say.  =  kdshthdndin  abhibhai'itri.) ••  Fane- 
sarja,  as,  m.  Terminalia  Tomentosa.  —  Vanaika- 

deia  (°na-ek°),  as,  m.  a  part  of  a  wood  or  thicket. 
—  Vanotsnha  (°na-ut°),  as,  m.  a  rhinoceros.  —  Fa- 
iioddeia  (°na-ud°),  as,  m.  the  neighbourhood  of  a 
forest,  a  particular  spot  in  a  wood.  —  Vanodbhava. 

(°na-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  produced  in  a  forest,  being  in 
a  wood;   (d),  f.  the  wild  cotton  plant.  —  Vanopa- 

plava  (°na-iip°),   am,   n.   a  forest  conflagration. 
—  Vanori'i  (°na-ur°),  f.  the  neighbourhood  of  a 
forest.  —  Vanauka  (°na-oka),  as,  m.  =  vanaukas, 
an   inhabitant  of  a  wood.  —  Vanaukai  (°na-ok°), 

as,  as,  as,  living  in  a  forest;  (as),  m.  an  inha- 
bitant of  a  wood,  a  forester  ;  an  anchorite,  ascetic, 

hermit;  an  animal  living  in  woods,  an  ape,  wild. 

boar,  &c.  —  VanaugJut  {"na-ogha),  as,  m.  'thick 
forest,'  N.  of  a  district  or  mountain  in  the  west  of 

India.  ~Vanaushadhi  ("na-ostf^is,  f.  a  medicinal 
herb  growing  wild. 
Vanad,  m.  (only  in  pi.  vanadas),  a  praiser, 

honourer,  one  who  joins  in  praising  ;  sounding  forth 

loudly,  praising  greatly,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig- 
veda  II.  4,  ̂ .vanudah  —  ranuntah  =  sambhalitaraA 
or  may  be  for  ava-nadah  =  bhrigam  sdbdayuntah 
=^8totdrah;  according  to  Durga  vaiutdah  is  for 

rana-ddh,  '  givers  of  the  desirable  oblation  ;'  accord- ing to  modern  scholars  vanad  may  perhaps  mean 

'  longing,  earnest  desire.') Fa»a«a,  am,  n.,  Ved.  longing,  desire,  (Say.) 

wealth,  =  dhana;  (d),  f.  (perhaps)  wish,  desire. 

Vananiya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  desired,  desir- 
able. 

Fanawra,  Nom.  P.  vananvati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  be 

in  possession,  be  at  hand,  (Say.  on  Rig-veda  VIII. 
102,  19.  vananvati  —  kashthdni  hanti,  [the  axe] fells  timber.) 

Vananvat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  (according  to  SSy.= 
vanana-vat  =  dhana-vat  =  udaka-vat  —  sam- 

bhakta-vat),  possessing  wealth,  Sec.,  bountiful  ;  (ac- 
cording to  modern  scholars)  possessing,  being  in 

possession. Vanayitri,  td,  tri,  in,  one  who  causes  to  ask,  &c. 
Fa»O8,  as,  n.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  desire,  longing; 

attractiveness,  loveliness,  (Say.  =  tejas,  glory,  or 

dhana,  wealth)  ;  a  wood  ;  [cf.  Lat.  t?enws  in  renus- 
tas.]  —  Vanar-gu,  us,  us,  u,  moving  about  in  a  wood  ; 
wandering  in  a  forest  or  wilderness,  (Say.  =  uawct- 

gdmin);  (us),  m.  =  slena  (according  to  Naigh.  III. 

24).  —  Fanar-^'a,  as,  m.  a  particular  plant  (  = 

Vanasa,  see  Gana  Trinadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

Vanas-pati.     See  col.  I. 

Vanasyu  in  gir-v°,  q.  v. 
Vandyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  PurQ-ravas  ;  of  a 

Danava  ;  of  a  district  inhabited  by  the  VanSyus  ; 

(anas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Vandyu-ja,  as, 
d,  am,  produced  or  bred  in  Vanayu. 
Vani,  is,  m.,  Ved.  fire,  Agni,  the  god  of  fire  ; 

(is),  i.  wish,  desire  ;  (is,  it,  i),  used  at  the  end  of 

comps.,  see  brahma-v°,  lishatra-v3  . 
Vanikd,{.z  little  wood,  grove,  (in  a£oka-v°,z  grove 

of  As°oka  trees  ;  also  aiolca-vanika,  am,  n.) 
Vanikdvdsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  village. 
Vanita,  as,  d,  am,  solicited,  begged,  asked, 

wished  for,  desired,  loved  ;  served  ;  (d),  f.  a  loved 

woman,  wife,  mistress  ;  a  woman  in  general  ;  the 
female  of  an  animal  ;  a  particular  metre,  four  times 

u  u  -  u  <j  -  ;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  vrinia,  '  a  wife  ;'  Hib. 
ban,  'a  woman.']  —  Vanitd-dvish,  t,  m.  hating 
women,  a  misogynist.  —  Vanita-bhogin,  i,  m.  a 
woman  like  a  serpent,  serpent  of  a  woman.  —  Fa- 

nita-mukha,  as,  m.  pi,  'woman-faced,'  N.  of  a 
people.  —  Vanitd-vildsa,  as,  m.  the  wantonness  of 
women. 
Vanitdea,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  family. 
Vanitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  an  asker,  &c.  ;  one  who 

possesses  or  owns,  a  possessor  (Ved.). 

Vanin,  i,  ini,  i  (fr.  the  rt.  and  in  some  meanings 
fr.  I.  I'ana),  Ved.  worshipping,  honouring,  serving; 
desiring,  wishing  for  ;  distributing,  bestowing,  giving 

(said  of  the  Maruts  &c.)  ;  rain-dispensing  ;  having 

water,  granting  water,  abounding  in  water  ;  belong- 
ing to  a  wood,  living  in  a  wood;  filled  with  or 

possessed  of  wood  ;  (i),  m,  a  tree  ;  the  Soma  plant  ; 
a  Brahman  residing  in  the  forest,  one  in  the  third 

stage  of  life,  a  Vanaprastha. 
Vanina,  am,  n.,  Ved.  anything  growing  in  a 

forest,  a  tree. 
Vanila,  see  Gana  Kas'Sdi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 
Vanishtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  obtaining  most; 

bestowing  or  imparting  most,  very  munificent  or 
liberal,  (bZy.=ddtritama.) 
Vanishthu,,  us,  m.,  Ved.  part  of  the  entrails  of 



vanishnu. 

an  animal  offered  in  sacrifice  ;  the  rectum  ;  (according 
to  others)  a  part  of  the  intestines  near  the  omentum, 

(Say.  =  sthavirdntra.) 
Vanishnu,  incorrect  for  vanish'hu. 
Vani,  f.     See  under  I.  vana,  p.  883,  col.  2. 
Vanlka  or  vanipaka  or  vaniyaka,  as,  m.  a 

beggar,  mendicant. 
Vaniya,  Nom.  P.  ranlyali,  &c.,  to  beg,  ask 

alms ;  to  entreat,  request. 
Vaniyas,  an,  asi,  as,  asking  or  obtaining  more, 

obtaining  most ;  to  be  honoured,  to  be  favoured, 

(Say.  =  sambhajaniya  =  sambhdvya) ;  imparting 
or  bestowing  most. 
Vanivan,  a,  d,  a  (an  Intensive  form),  asking  for, 

demanding,  (Say.  =  vunana-vat.) 
Vanu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  plots  against  or 

injures,  a  malignant  or  malicious  person,  (Say.  = 
hinsaka)  ;  an  adherent  (?). 
Vanueha  (fr.  vanue),  Nom.  A.  vanushate,  Sec., 

Ved.  to  obtain,  acquire ;  (Say.)  to  worship. 
Vanushya  (fr.  vanus),  Nom.  P.  A.  vanushyati, 

-te,  &c.,  Ved.  to  have  a  design  upon,  plot  against, 
seek  to  injure,  to  be  fond  of  battle ;  to  emulate 
(with  inst.) ;  to  overpower,  defeat,  attack,  (according 

toNaigh.  II.  I2  =  kriulhyati;  according  to  Nirukta 
V.  2  =hanti) ;  (A.)  to  wish  for,  desire,  (Say.  on  Rig- 
veda  IX.  7,6.  vamtshyate  =  sevyate.) 
Vanushyat,  an,  antl,  at,  seeking  to  injure,  ma- 

levolent, hostile,  an  enemy. 
Vanus,  us,  us,  MS, Ved.  desiring,  anxious  for,  eager, 

zealous;  devoted,  attached  to,  loving;  enjoying,  an 
enjoyer,  worshipping,  a  worshipper,  honourer,  (S5y. 
=  sambhaktri) ;  (us),  m.  any  one  eager  to  injure 
(others),  an  enemy,  plotter,  warrior ;  the  act  of  possess- 

ing, enjoying,  distributing,  (Say.  =  sambhajana.) 
Vanejya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  mango. 
Vaneyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Raudrasva. 
Vanti,  is,  f.,  see  Pan.  VI.  4,  39. 
Vantri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  enjoys  or  possesses, 

a  possessor,  owner,  (Say.  =  sambhaktri.) 

Vanya,  as,  d,  am,  growing  in  woods,  of  or  be- 
longing to  a  wood,  forest,  produced  in  a  wood,  living 

in  woods,  wild,  savage  ;  being  or  existing  in  a  wood 
(said  of  Agni,  Ved.) ;  made  of  wood,  wooden  ;  (as), 
m.  an  animal  of  the  forest,  wild  animal,  wild  beast ; 

a  wild  plant ;  N.  of  particular  wild  plants  (  =  vana- 
durana,  vdrdhi-kanda,  deva-ndla) ;  (a),  f.  a 
multitude  of  groves,  a  large  forest ;  abundance  of 
water,  a  flood,  deluge  ;  N.  of  various  plants,  Physalis 

Flexuosa ;  =  madgu-parni,  gopdla-karkati,  guiijd, 
rniireyd,  bhadra-mustd,  gandha-pattrd;  (am), 
n.  anything  grown  in  a  wood,  the  fruit  or  roots  of 
wild  plants  ;  =  tvada  ;  [cf.  other  meanings  of  the 

word  vanya  in  tfakshur-v0,  ajlta-punarvanya^\ 
—  Vanya-dvipa,  as,  m.  a  wild  elephant.  —  Vanya- 
pakshin,  i,  m.  a  wild  bird,  forest  bird ;  [cf.  pura- 

pakshin.~\  —  Vanya-vritti,  is,  f.  forest  fare.  —  Va- 
nydiana  (°ya-a4°),  as, d, am,  eating  wild  fruits,  &c. 
—  Vanyetara  (°ya-if),  as,  d,  at,  different  from 
wild,  tame,  civilized. 

Vanyopddaki,  f.  a  kind  of  creeper. 
Vavanvas,  van,  ushi,  vat,  Ved.  one  who  has 

desired  or  asked. 

^«T  2.  vana,  ind.  (for  i.  vana  see  p.  883, 
col.  2),  see  Gana  Cadi  to  Pan.  I.  4,  57. 

<t«1<  vanara,  as,  m.  =  vanara. 

[  vanar-yu.    See  under  vanas,  p.  884. 

[  vanahabandi,  N.  of  a  place. 

Ivandhira,  as,  m.  a  hog,  wild  boar. 

vanivdhana,  am,  n.  (an  anoma- 
lous Intens.  fr.  rt.  I.  vah),  Ved.  the  act  of  carrying 

or  moving  hither  and  thither. 

vanaukas,    vanaushadhi.       See 

p.  884,  cols'.  2,  3. 
MfH  vantava  (?),  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

cl«f'  vand  (connected  with  rt.  vad),  cl. 
^  i.  A.  (Ved.  and  ep.  sometimes  P.)  van- 

date,  vavande  (Ved.  vavanda,  vavandima),  avan- 
dishta,  ran'litum  (Ved.  Inf.  vandadhyai),  to 
praise,  celebrate,  laud,  extol,  eulogize,  bless,  pro- 

nounce a  blessing;  to  show  honour,  do  homage, 
salute  respectfully,  greet,  make  obeisance  to ;  to 
venerate,  worship,  adore :  Pass,  vandyate,  Aor. 
avandi,  to  be  praised,  &c. :  Caus.  vandayati,  -yate, 
-yitum,  Aor.  avavandat,  avavandata,  to  show 
honour  to  anv  one,  make  obeisance  to,  greet  respect- 
fully. 

Vanda,  as,  d,  am,  praising,  extolling ;  [cf.  deva- 

Vandaka,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  praiser,  &c. ;  a  parasitical 

plant. 
Vandatha,  as,  m.  a  praiser,  panegyrist,  eulogist, 

bard ;  one  deserving  praise. 

Vandad-vdra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  blessing  the  mul- 
titude, i.  e.  men,  (in  Sama-veda  I.  I,  2,  3,  6.  for 

vande  diirum,  which  is  the  correct  reading  in  the 

corresponding  passage  of  the  Rig-veda.) 
Vandad-mra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  blessing  heroes, 

(in  Sama-veda  I.  4,  2,  3,  I.  for  mandad-vira, 
which  is  the  correct  reading  in  the  corresponding 
passage  of  the  Rig-veda.) 
Vandana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  (described  in 

Rig-veda  I.  112,  5.  as  having  been  cast  into  a  well, 
along  with  Rebha,  by  the  Asuras,  and  rescued  by  the 

Asvins) ;  (a),  f.  praise,  praising,  worship,  adoration ; 
a  mark  or  sign  worn  on  the  body  (made  with  ashes 
&c.) ;  (I),  f.  making  obeisance,  reverence,  worship, 
adoring;  begging,  soliciting,  asking ;  thehip(?);  a 
drug  for  reviving  the  dead ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 
praising,  praise ;  obeisance  to  a  Brahman  or  superior 
(by  touching  the  feet  Sec.),  reverence,  adoration; 
the  face,  mouth  (  =  vadana);  a  parasitical  plant 
(perhaps  a  kind  of  lichen) ;  a  disease  attacking  the 
limbs  or  joints,  a  cutaneous  eruption,  scrofula  (some- 

times personified  as  a  demon).  —  Vandana-mdld  or 
vandana-mdlikd,  f.  a  festoon  suspended  across  gate- 

ways (in  honour  of  the  arrival  of  any  distinguished 
personage,  or  on  the  occasion  of  a  marriage  or  other 
festival).  —  Vandana-irut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  listening  to 
praise,  a  hearer  of  praises,  (Say.  =  stutlndm  ̂ rotri.) 

Vandaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised  or  wor- 
shipped, praiseworthy,  adorable,  to  be  greeted  with 

homage,  to  be  saluted  or  made  obeisance  to  ;  (as), 
m.  a  yellow-flowering  Verbesina  ;  (a),  f.  the  yellow 
pigment  called  go-rodand,  q.  v. 

Vandamdna,  as,  d,  am,  praising,  celebrating,  pro- 
nouncing a  blessing,  honouring,  reverencing. 

Vandayitvd,  ind.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  having  praised, 
having  saluted  or  shown  honour  to,  having  made 
obeisance  to. 

Vandd,  f.  a  parasitical  plant,  the  parasitical  plant 
Epidendrum  Tesselatum,  &c. ;  a  female  beggar  or 
mendicant ;  =  vandi,  vandi. 

Vanrldka,  as,  m.,  d,  i,  f.  a  parasitical  plant. 
Vanddra,  as,  m.  a  parasitical  plant. 

Vanddru,  us,  us,  u,  praising,  celebrating ;  respect- 
ful, reverential,  civil,  complimentary,  polite  ;  (us),  m. 

a  panegyrist,  bard ;  a  proper  N. ;  (u),  n.  praise. 
I.  vandi,  is,  m.  (for  2.  vandi  see  col.  3),  a  praiser, 

panegyrist,  &c.  (  =  vandin). 
Vandita,  as,  d,  am,  praised,  extolled,  celebrated. 

Vanditavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised  or  cele- 
brated, laudable,  to  be  treated  with  awe  or  respect, 

one  to  whom  obeisance  is  to  be  made. 

Vanditri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  praises  or 
celebrates,  a  praiser. 

Vandin,  i,  m.  one  who  praises  or  extols,  a  praiser, 
panegyrist,  encomiast,  bard,  poet,  herald  (whose  duty 
is  to  proclaim  the  titles  of  a  great  man  as  he  passes 
along,  or  who  sings  the    praises  of  a    prince    in 
his    presence   or  accompanies   an   army  to   chaunt 
martial  songs ;  these  bards  are  regarded  as  belonging 
to  a  distinct  tribe,  being  considered  the  descendants 

I  of  a  Kshatriya  by  a  Sudra  female) ;  a  captive,  slave, 
I  (in  this  sense  more   properly  written  bandin,  cf. 
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2.  vandi.)  —  Vandi-pdtha,  as,  m.  the  panegyric 
of  a  bard  or  Vandin,  eulogium. 

Vandinikd  or  vandiniyd,  f.,  N.  of  Dakshayam, 

Vandya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  praised,  laudable,  com- 
mendable, praiseworthy  ;  to  be  reverentially  s«luted, 

to  be  honoured  or  worshipped,  adorable,  very  vene- 
rable; to  be  regarded  or  respected;  (as),  m.  a 

proper  N.  ;  (a),  i.  —  vandd,  a  parasitical  plant  ;  = 
go-rodand  ;  N.  of  a  Yakshi.  —  Vandya-td,  f.  lauda- 
bility,  praiseworthiness,  venerableness. 

Vandyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  praised  or  cele- 
brated, being  saluted  or  greeted. 

Vandra,  as,  d,  am,  praising,  worshipping,  honour- 
ing, doing  homage  ;  (as),  m.  a  worshipper,  votary, 

follower  ;  (am),  n.  prosperity. 

^fm  2.  vandi,  is,  or  vandi,  f.  (more  pro- 
perly written  bandi,  bandi  ;  probably  connected 

with  rt.  bandh,  cf.  the  Persian  ljulj  ;  for  I.  vandi 
see  col.  2),  a  captive  or  prisoner  in  general 
(male  or  female)  ;  a  woman  in  captivity,  female 
captive  or  slave  ;  an  animal  confined  in  a  cage  ;  a 

ladder  or  stairs;  plunder,  booty,  spoil.  —  Vandi- 

grdha,  as,  m.  '  plunder-seizer,'  a  housebreaker 
(especially  one  breaking  into  a  temple  or  place  where 
sacred  fire  is  preserved).  —  Vandi-faura,  as,  m.  = 

vandirgrdha  above.  —  Vandi-kdra,  as,  m.  one  who 
commits  robbery,  a  robber,  thief,  housebreaker,  bur- 

glar. —  Vandi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute, 
-kartum,  to  make  captive,  take  prisoner,  capture, 
rob.  —  Vandi-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made  prisoner,  taken 
captive.  —  Vandi-pdla,  as,  m.  a  keeper  of  prisoners, 

a  jailor. 

vandika,  as,  m.  (also  written  ban- 
dlka),  N.  of  Indra. 

^*VT  vandhd,  ind.,  see  Gana  Ury-adi  to Pan.  I.  4,  61. 

ur.     See  below. 

vandhura,  am,  n.  (probably  con- 
nected with  rt.  bandh  and  perhaps  more  properly 

written  bandhura),  the  seat  of  a  charioteer,  the 
fore  part  of  a  chariot  or  place  at  the  end  of  the 

shafts,  a  carriage-seat  or  driver's  box;  the  frame- 
work [cf.  hiranya-v°~\  of  a  carriage,  (the  word  v an- 

dhuram  occurs  frequently  in  Ved.  and  is  variously 

explained  by  Say.  as  nida-bandhanddhdra-bhutam, 
unnatdnata-rupa - bandhana-kdshtham,  veshti- 

tam  sdratheh  sthdnam,  sdrathy-ds'raya-sthanam, 
&c. ;  the  car  of  the  Asvins,  which  is  described  as 
'  three-wheeled '  as  well  as  triple  in  other  parts  of 
its  construction,  is  said  to  be  also  tri-vandhura  or 

tri-bandhura,  i.e.  'having  three  poles  or  pieces 

of  wood  for  securing  the  occupant'  or  'having  a 

triple  standing-place  or  seat  for  the  charioteer.') —  Vandhure-shthd,  as,  as,  am  (i.e.  vandhure, 
loc.  c.  +  sthd),  Ved.  standing  or  sitting  on  the 
chariot-seat. 

Vandhur,  m.,Ved.  =  vandh  araabove ;  (in  Atharva- 
veda  III.  9,  3.  the  sense  is  doubtful.) 

Vandhurdyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  a  standing- 
place  in  front  or  a  seat  for  driving  (said  of  the  car 
of  the  AsVins). 

vandhula,  as,  m.  (also  written  ban- 

dhula,  q.  v.),  N.  of  a  Rishi. 
vannd,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

vanra,  as,  in.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
II.  28.  ft.  rt.  i.  fan),  a  co-partner,  co-heir. 

j  ij  vap,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  vapati,  vapate, 
^  uvdpa  (1st  sing,  uvapa  or  uvapa,  2nd 

sing,  uvapitha),  upe  (according  to  some  also  [a\i-epe), 

vaptyait,  -te  (ep.  vapishyati),  avdpsit,  ai-apta, 
rapt  um,  to  shear,  cut,  shave  (the  hair,  beard,  Sec., 
Ved.) ;  to  shear  off,  crop  off,  eat  off,  graze,  mow 

(grass  &c.,  in  Rig-veda  VI.  6,  4.  vapanti  =  mun- 

dayanti) ;  to  shave  one's  self,  be  shaven  or  shorn 
(Ved.  A.) ;  to  strew,  scatter  (especially  seed),  sow 
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vapa. vayo-dhas. 

seed,  sow,  plant ;  to  throw,  cast  (dice  &c.) ;  to  pro- 
create, beget;  to  weave,  (in  this  sense  probably  a 

kind  of  Caus.  of  it.  re) :  Pass,  upyatf  (Part,  ujit'i, 
q.  v. ;  the  forms  ttplta  and  rapita  are  also  given), 

to  be  scattered  or  sown:  Caus.  rnpayati,  -yate, 
a,  Aor.  avivapat,  to  cause  to  shear  or  shave 

(Ved.);  to  cause  to  be  shorn  (Ved.  A.);  to  sow, 

put  in  the  ground,  plant:  Desid.  riraps'itl,  -te  : 
Intens.  vdva/ryate,  vdrapti ;  [cf.  Gr.  ovvita,  oi<f>ai, 
iiiipiu,  (perhaps  also)  oirXoi',  vtpaivai ;  Angl.  Sax. 
wif,  W(tpen;  Goth,  vepii.] 

I  >(/>a,  as,  m,  shaving,  shearing:  one  who  sows,  a 
sower;  sowing  seed;  weaving;  (il),  f.  the  skin  or 
covering  of  the  intestines,  omentum ;  the  mucous  or 
glutinous  secretion  of  the  bones  or  flesh,  marrow,  fat 
( =  medas,  q.  v.) :  a  mound  or  heap  thrown  up  by 

ants;  a  cavity,  hollow,  hole.  —  I 'upii-knt,  t,  m. 
marrow.  —  Vapd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  furnished  with 
omentum,  enveloped  in  omentum,  covered  with  fat, 

&c.-Vapodara  (°pd-ud°),  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  fat- 
bellied,  corpulent  (said  of  Indra). 
Vapana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  shearing,  shaving ;  the 

act  of  sowing  seed,  sowing ;  semen  virile ;  (I),  (.  a 

barber's  shop. 

Vapaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  shorn  [cf.  kefa-v0]  ; to  be  sown. 
Vapa.    See  under  vapa  above. 
Vapila,  as,  m.  a  procreator,  father, 
Vapu,  w,  m.  a  body;  (us),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 
Vapuna,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  vap),  a  deity ; 

(am),  n.  knowledge,  (probably  for  vayuna.) 
Vapur-dhara.     See  under  vapus  below. 
Vapuiha,  as,  t,  am,  Ved.=vapus,  having  form 

or  beautiful  form,  handsome,  (according  to  modern 
Vedic  scholars  also)  wonderful ;  (am),  n.  beauty  or 

elegance  of  form,  wonderful  figure,  (SSy.  on  Rig-veda 
III.  2,  15.  vapushdya—rupdrtham,  for  beauty  of 
form,  on  account  of  beauty  of  form) ;  body,  form, 

(at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  v ariiha-v°) ;  (a),  f.  a 
particular  article  of  commerce  (  =  havushal}. 

1.  rapuxhya,  Nom.  P.  vapushyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 
cause  beauty  or  lustre  of  form,  (Say.  vapur-diptim 
Jcri) ;   to  desire  form  or  beauty  of  form,  (S5y.  = 
vapur  ish);  to  wonder,  be  astonished,  (this  latter 
sense  u  thought  probable  by  modern  scholars.) 

2.  rapushya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  form  or 
beauty  of  form,  handsome ;    conducive  to   bodily 

welfare,  (SSy.  =  vaptishi  hita);  wonderfully  beauti- 
ful, wonderful. 

Vapu»,  us,  ut,  us,  having  form  or  beautiful  form 
(Ved.),  embodied,  handsome,  (according  to  modern 
Vedic  scholars  also)  wonderful ;  (MS),  n.  form,  figure, 
shape,  body,  person,  appearance ;  essence,  nature, 

character ;  a  beautiful  form  or  figure ;  beautiful  ap- 
pearance, beauty,  (vapushe,  dat.  c.  for  beauty  of 

form,  in  order  to  be  beautiful) ;  beautiful  or  won- 
derful appearance  of  any  kind,  (according  to  modern 

Vedic  scholars)  marvellous  phenomenon,  wonder  ; 
water  (according  to  Naigh.  I.  1 2)  ;  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Dharma.  —  Vapuh-prakar- 
sha.  as,  m.  excellence  of  form,  personal  beauty. 

—  Vapuh-srava,  at,  m.  a  humor  of  the  body. 
—  Vapttr-dhara,  as,  a,  am,   having  form,  em- 

bodied, having  beautiful  form,  beautiful,  handsome. 
—  Vapush-tama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  most  beautiful 
or  excellent  in  form,  most  beautiful  or  handsome ; 
most  wonderful ;    (a),   f.    Hibiscus   Mutabilis ;    N. 

of  the  wife   of  Janam-ejaya.  —  Vapush-tara,  as, 
a,    am,   Ved.    more   or    most    beautiful    in    form, 
more   handsome,  more  or   most  wonderful.  —  Va- 

1>u*h-m«t,    nil,    an,  at,    having   a   body,    corpo- 
real, corporate,  embodied  ;  having  a  beautiful  form, 

beautiful,  handsome ;  containing  the  word  vapus  ; 
(an),  m.,  N.  of  a  deity  enumerated  among  the 
ViSve  De.ah;  of  a  son  of  Priya-vrata;  of  a  king of  Kundina;   („(!),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Malril 
attending  upon  Skanda.  -  Vapusli-mata,  as    m 
N.   of    a    king    of   Kundina,    (for    vapush-mat) 
-  I  aput-tat,  ind.  into  the  state  of  a  body    to  a form  or  body. 

•larya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  sown ;  to  be  immittcd 

seminally;  to  be  impregnated  or  begotten;  to  be 

implanted,  to  be  given  or  conferred. 

Vaptri,  ta,  in,  tri,  one  who  shears,  a  shearer, 
cutter,  shaver;  one  who  sows  or  plants,  a  planter, 

sower,  husbandman  ;  (ta),  m.  one  who  fertilizes  or 
fecundates,  a  procreator,  progenitor,  father  ;  a  poet, 

sage. 
Vapya-ntla,  N.  of  a  country. 

Vapra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  rampart,  earth-work, 
mud-wall,  mound,  hillock,  earth  taken  from  the 
ditch  of  a  town  and  raised  as  a  wall  or  buttress  ; 

the  foundation  of  a  building;  the  gate  of  a  fortified 

city  ;  the  bank  of  a  river,  shore  or  bank  in  general, 

(anu-rapram,  along  the  bank  or  shore,  KirSt.  VI. 

4)  ;  the  slope  or  declivity  of  a  hill,  table-land  on  a 
mountain  ;  a  ditch  ;  the  circumference  of  a  sphere  or 

globe  ;  a  sown  field,  field  in  general  ;  dust,  earth  ; 

the  butting  of  an  elephant  or  bull,  (see  vapra- 
krldd);  =  nifh-kula,  vana-ja,  vdjikd  (?),  pdtira  ; 
(am),  n.  lead  [cf.  vardhra];  (as),  m.  a  father 

[cf.  raptrf]  ;**prajd-pati;  N.  of  a  Vyasa  in  the 
fourteenth  division  of  the  DvSpara  age  ;  of  a  son  of 

the  fourteenth  Manu;  (a),  f.  Bengal  madder  (  = 
manjishthd)  ;  N.  of  the  mother  of  Nimi  (the 
twenty-first  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpin!)  ;  (I), 
f.  a  hillock,  ant-hill.  —  Vapra-kriyd,  f.  =  vapra- 
kridd  below.  —  Vapra-kridd,  f.  the  playful  butting 
(of  an  elephant  or  bull)  against  a  bank  or  mound  of 

any  kind,  (this  is  called  tatdghdta  in  KumSra-s.  II. 

5o.)~Vapranata  (°ra-dn°),  as,  d,  am,  bowed  or 
stooping  to  butt  at  a  bank  or  wall.  —  Vaprantar 

(°ra-an°),  ind.  in  or  between  banks  or  mounds. 

—  Vaprdbhighdta  (°ra-abh°),  at,  m.  butting  at  a 
bank  or  mound.  —  Vaprambhah-sruti,  is,  f.  the 
stream  of  water  flowing  along  a  bank  or  issuing 

from  a  bank,  a  rivulet.  —  Vaprambluu  (Yo-aro°), 
Oi,  n.  the  water  flowing  along  a  bank. 

Vapraka,  as,  m.  the  circumference  of  a  sphere. 
Vapri  =  kaketra,  a  field  ;  =  dur-gati,  samudra. 
Vapsas,  Ved.  form,  (according  to  S5y.  on  Rig- 

veda  I.  181,  8=rap«s  or  r&pa.) 

ra-pulika,  f.  =  ava-patlka,  lacera- 
tion of  the  prepuce. 

^oj  vappa  or  vappaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
Vappala-devi,  f.,  N.  of  a  princess,  (also  read 

vapyata-devi.) 
Vappiya  or  vappiyaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

q«*tl5  vapplha,  as,  m.  Cuculus  Melano- 
leucus  (  =  <?atatta). 

'cTJJ  j>a6Ar  (perhaps  more  properly  writ- ,  x  ten  babhr,  which  may  be  a  reduplicated 
form  of  rt.  bhram),  cl.  I.  P.  vablirati,  varabhra, 
avabhrlt,  vabhntum,  to  go,  go  astray. 

d  JJ  vam,  cl.  i.  P.  vamati  (Ved.  also 
N,  vamiti),  vavama,  (and  sing,  vavamitha, 

3rd  pi.  vavamus  by  Pan.  VI.  4,  1  26  ;  according  to 
some  vemllha,  vemui),  vamiihyati,  aramil  (Pin. 
VII.  a,  5),  ramitum,  to  vomit,  eject  from  the 
mouth,  spit  out;  to  eject,  emit,  send  forth,  give 
forth,  give  out,  give  off,  divulge  ;  to  reject  :  Pass. 
ramyatc,  Aor.  avdmi  (Part,  vdnta  and  vamita)  : 
Caus.  vdmayati,  ramayati  (with  prepositions  the 
latter  only  is  used),  -yitum,  Aor.  avivamat,  to  cause 
to  vomit,  sicken  :  Desid.  vivaiiiishati  :  Intens.  raw- 

vainyate,  vanvanti  ;  [cf.  Zend  vam,  'to  vomit;' 
Gr.  ip-i-tn,  ep-e-ro-s,  in-iai-s  ;  Lat.  vom-o,  vom- 

i-tu-s,  vom-i-tlo;  Goth,  vamm,  ana-vamny'an  ; 
Angl.  Sax.  iiicmman  ;  Old  Norse  vom-a,  vcema  ; 

Lith.  vem-j-u,  vem-tl,  vem-a/ai.] 
Varna,  as,  i,  ta.  f.  vomiting,  ejecting,  giving  out. 
Vamathu,  us,  m.  vomiting,  ejecting  from  the 

mouth;  water  ejected  from  an  elephant's  trunk  ;  = /.•<Ka,  a  cough  (?). 

Vamana,  am,  n.  the  art  of  vomiting,  ejecting 
anything  from  the  mouth  ;  causing  vomiting,  an 
emetic  ;  offering  oblations  to  fire  ;  taking,  getting  ; 

pain,  paining  ;  (as),  m.  hemp  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people  ;  (i),  f.  a  leech. 

Vaman'iya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  vomited  ;  (a),  f.  a  fly. 
Vami,is,f.  vomiting,  sickness,  nausea,  qualmishness ; 

an  emetic ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  fire ;  a  rogue,  cheat. 
Vamita,  tw,  a,  am,  vomited,  made  to  vomit, 

sickened. 

I  a nutu i';/(t,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  vomited,  to  be 
ejected  from  the  mouth. 
Vamitvd,  ind.  having  vomited,  having  been  sick. 
Vamin,  i,  i«i,  i,  vomiting,  being  sick. 
Vdnta,  vdnti.     See  s.  v. 

vambha,as,m.  =  vansa,  a  bamboo,  &c. 

vambha-rava,  as,  m.  (onomato- 

poetic),  the  lowing  of  cattle,  (better  written  bambhd- 

rara.) 

'(^l  vammaga-desa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a district. 

^f  vamra,  as,  m.  (or  more  frequently) 

i,  f.  (probably  connected  with  valin't),  an  ant,  (said to  be  also  a,  f.);  (as),  m.  a  proper  N.,  (Vamra 

VaikhSnasa  is  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X. 

99") ;  [cf.  Gr.  pvpno-s,  fivpn-rj[  ;  Lat.  /orm-ica.] 
—  Vamrl-Tcula,  am,  n.  an  ant-hill. 
Vamraka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  small  ant ;  (as,  d,  am), 

small,  little  (  =  hrasva,  according  to  Naigh.  III.  2). 

J  n   vay,c\.  l.\.vayate,veye,vayitum,to 

\  go ;  (for  cl.  i .  P.  vayati,  &c.,  see  rt.  ve.) 

?T  raya,  as,  in.  (fr.  rt.  ve),  one  who 
weaves,  a  weaver ;  (i),  f.,  Ved.  a  female  weaver. 

Vayat,  an,  and,  at,  weaving,  interweaving ; 
(an),  m.(  Ved.  a  proper  N. ;  (according  to  some 
vayata.) 

Vayana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  weaving,  &c. 

Vayiyu,Ved.  anything  woven,  cloth,  clothes,  (Rig- 
veda  VIII.  19,  37.  according  to  Durga  =  rf(«(rd(Zi.) 

Vayishyat,  an,  and,  at,  Ved.  about  to  weave. 

«<«4«^  vayam  (nom.  pi.  of  aham,  see  asmad, 

p.  108),  we. 
<m*(vayas,  as,  n.  (in  some  senses  fr.  rt. 

1.  ri).  food,  victuals,  sacrificial  food,  oblation,  offering 

(Ved.) ;  energy  (both  bodily  and  mental),  strength, 

vigour,    power,    might    (Ved.) ;    soundness,    health 
(Ved.) ;  the  time  of  health  and  strength,  youth,  the 
prime  of  life  ;  any  period  of  life,  age,  time  of  life, 
stage  of  existence,  year  of  life  or  age ;  any  period, 

step,  degree,  kind ;  a  bird,  any  winged  animal,  the 
winged  tribe  (especially  applied  to  smaller  birds,  cf. 
2.  ri).  —  Vayah-pari>iati,  is,  f.  ripeness   of  age. 

~Vayah-pi'<inn~ina,  am,  n.  measure  or  length  ot 
life,  duration  of  life,  age.  —  Vayah-sandhi,  is,  m. 

'age-junction,'  puberty.  —  Vayah-sama,  as,  a,  am, 
of  the  same  age,  equal  in  age.  —  Vayah-stha,  as,  d, 
am,  being  in  the  period  of  youth  or  in  the  prime  of 

life,  young,  youthful ;   grown  up,  mature,  middle- 
aged;  strong,  powerful;   (as),  m.  a  contemporary, 
associate,   friend;    (a),   f.  a  female  contemporary, 
female  friend  or  companion  [cf.  vaya9ya\ ;  N.  of 

several  plants,  Emblica  Officinalis ;  the  moon-plant, 
Asclepias  Acida ;  a  medicinal  root  ( =  kakuli,  kshira- 
kakoli) ;  Temiinalia  Chebula  or  Citiina ;  Cocculus 
Cordifolius ;    I3ombax  Heptaphyllum  ;  =  aty-amla- 

parnl ;    small   cardamoms.  —  V(iyah-sthdna,   tint, 

n.  the  firmness  or  freshness  of  youth.  —  I'ayaA- 
sthdpana,  as,  I,  am,  maintaining  or  preserving  the 
freshness  of  youth.  —  Vayas-kara,  at,  d  or  i,  am, 
causing  life  or  health;  of  mature  age (?).  —  Vayas- 
Itrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  causing  strength,  preserving  health 

or  youth ;  giving  life,  (Say.  ayuthya-pratla.)  —  Va- 
yas-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  possessed  of  power  or 
vigour,  mighty,  vigorous ;    possessing  or  supplying 
food,  (Siy.  =  anna-yukta.)  —  Vayo-yata,  ax,  d,  am, 
arrived  at  age,  come  of  age,  advanced  in  years,  old, 

aged;  (am),  n.  the  departure  of  youth ;  vayo-gate, 
when  youth  is  past.  —  Vayo-ju,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  ex- 

citing or  increasing  strength.  ••  Vtiyo-tifja  or  vayo- 
'fita,  as,  d,  am,  advanced  in  age,  exceedingly  old 
or  decrepit ;    passing  beyond  or  liberated  from  all 
periods  or  stages  of  existence.  —  Vayo-dhas,  us,  as, 
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as,  \ed.  =  vayo-dhd  below.  —  Fayo-d/id,  as,  us, 
am  (ace.  -dhdm,  voc.  -dhas,  nom.  pi.  m.  {.  -dhas, 
borrowing  some  of  its  cases  fr.  myo-dhas  above), 
Ved.  giving  strength,  bestowing  or  granting  health ; 
possessing  strength,  powerful,  mighty,  vigorous, 
youthful,  young,  middle-aged;  giving  food,  (Say. 
=  annasya  ddtri) ;  (as),  f.  strength,  power,  might, 

vigour.  —  Vayo-'dhika,  as,  a,  am,  superior  in  years, 
older  in  age ;  very  old  or  advanced  in  age,  exceed- 

ingly old ;  (as),  m.  an  old  man.  —  Vayo-dheya,  am, 
n.,  Ved.  power,  energy,  vigour.  —  Vayo-nadha,  as, 
a,  am  (nddha  fr.  rt.  null),  Ved.  (perhaps)  esta- 

blishing health.  —  V  ayo-vayali-s'aya,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  resting  on  all  kinds  of  food  or  where  food  of 

every  kind  rests.  —  Vayo-'vasthd,  f.  a  stage  or  state 
of  life  (generally  considered  to  be  three,  viz.  bdla- 
tva,  childhood,  taruna-tva,  youth,  and  vridilha- 
tra,  old  age).  —  Vayo-vidha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  of 
the  kind  or  nature  of  birds.  —  Vayo-vriddha,  as,  a, 
am,  advanced  in  years,  old.  —  Vayo-vridh,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  increasing  strength  or  energy,  strengthening, 
invigorating  (said  of  the  Maruts  and  of  Morning  and 

Night);  increasing  food,  (Say.  =  annasya  vardha- 
>/itri.)  —  Vayo-hdni,  is,  f.  loss  of  youth  or  vigour, 
the  growing  old. 
Vayasa,  as,  tn.,Ved.  =  vayas,  a  bird;  (am),  n. 

age,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  madhyama-vaya- 
sam,  middle  age ;  cf.  uttara-v^,  purva-v°.) 
Vayasin,  i,  irii,  i,  being  in  any  age  or  period  of 

life,  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  see  purva-v",  pratha- 
ma-v°.) 
Vayaska  =  vayas,  age,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp., 

e.  g.  abhinava-vayaskd,  a  woman  in  the  fresh  bloom 
of  youth.) 
Vayasya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  age,  being  of 

the  same  age,  contemporary ;  (as),  m.  a  contempo- 
rary, associate,  companion,  friend ;  (a),  f.  a  female 

companion  or  friend,  a  woman's  confidante  or  faith- 
ful female  servant ;  scil.  ishtakd,  Ved.  epithet  of 

nineteen  bricks  used  for  building  the  sacrificial  altar 
(so  called  from  the  word  vayas  being  contained  in 
the  formula  of  consecration).  —  Vayasya-tva,  am, 
n.  or  miyasya-bhdva,  as,  m.  the  condition  of  being 
a  contemporary,  companionship,  friendship. 
Vayasyaka,  as,  m.  a  contemporary,  friend. 
Vayd,  f.,  Ved.  strength,  power,  (according  to  Say. 

on  Rig-veda  I.  165,  15.  vayam  =  vayam,  we);  a 
branch,  twig ;  a  race,  family,  (according  to  Say.  on 

Rig-veda  X.  124,  3.  vayaydh  =  gantavyayah.) 
—  Vayd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  =  vayas*vat,  pos- 

sessed of  power  or  vigour  ;  (Say.  on  Rig-veda  VI.  2, 
5.  vayd  =  Sdkhd  =  pulra-pautradi,  having  pos- 

terity, peopled  with  descendants.) 
Vaynka,  as,  m.  a  little  branch,  tendril,  creeper 

(-latS). 
Vaydkin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  having  little  branches  or 

tendrils,  ramifying  (said  of  the  Soma  plant). 
I.  vayuna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (perhaps)  having  vital 

power,  endowed  with  life  (in  S'ata-patha-Brahmana 
VIII.  2,  2,  8). 

^ftpj  vayiyu.  See  under  vaya,  p.  886, 

col.  3.  * 
q»j«1  2.  vayuna,  am,  n.  (according  to 

Unadi-s.  III.  61.  fr.  rt.  vl,  substituted  for  rt.  aj),  a 
mark,  token,  sign,  characteristic  (Ved.) ;  a  rule, 
ordinance,  sacred  rite,  appointment,  order ;  manner, 

custom,  mode  of  acting,  actions ;  distinctness,  clear- 
ness, (in  the  preceding  senses  generally  Ved.  and 

frequently  dni,  n.  pi.) ;  the  faculty  of  perceiving, 

consciousness,  knowledge,  wisdom,  information,  in- 
struction, (Say.  =  prajiid,  prajiidna,  jiidna-sd- 

dhana,  jndna) ',  a  temple;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  KriSSsVa  and  Dhishana  ;  (d),  f.  knowledge ;  N. 

of  a  daughter  of  Svadha.—  Vayuna-mt,  an,  ati,  at, 
Ved.  wisdom-bestowing,  endowed  with  wisdom  or 

sense,  (S5y.  =  prajnopeta) ',  clear,  distinct,  bright, 
(Say.  on  Rig-veda  VI.  21, 3  =  prakafa-vat.)  —  Va- 
yuna-ias,  ind.,  Ved.  according  to  rule  or  order,  in 
due  order,  in  the  order  of  knowledge,  (Say.  =jndna- 
kramena.)  —  Vayund-vid,  t,  t,  t  (in  the  Padi-patha 

text  rayima-vid),  Ved.  learned  in  rules,  well  versed 
ia  ordinances. 

vayovanga  (?),  am,  n.  lead. 

*{<H  vayya,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  an  Asura 
(a  companion  of  Turvlti,  both  of  whom  Indra  helped 
over  a  stream  which  obstructed  their  course  ;  but 

according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  54,  6.  vayyam  = 

vayya-kula-jam,  Vayya  being  merely  a  patronymic 
of  Turvlti)  ;  a  companion,  friend  (?). 

var,  the  form  assumed  by  the  rt. 
x,  vri  (q.  v.)  in  cl.  IO.  and  causal,  and  in  the 

following  derivatives. 

Vara,  as,  m.  surrounding,  encompassing  ;  circum- 
ference, compass,  space,  room  (Ved.,  cf.  urn,  with 

which  vara  in  this  sense  is  connected)  ;  stopping, 

checking  (  =  nirdrana,  nigraha,  Ved.)  ;  the  act  of 
selecting,  choosing,  appointing,  engaging;  request- 

ing, soliciting,  entreating  ;  choice,  election,  wish, 
desire,  request,  boon,  blessing,  favour,  (rarely  am, 

n.)  ;  anything  chosen  as  a  present,  gift,  reward, 
recompense  ;  any  desirable  object,  benefit,  advantage, 
privilege  ;  a  dowry  ;  charity,  alms  ;  a  kind  of  grain 
(  =  rara/a);  bdellium;  a  sparrow;  (as,  a,  am), 
one  who  chooses,  a  chooser,  choosing,  selecting,  &c.  ; 
one  who  solicits  a  girl  in  marriage,  a  suitor,  wooer, 
lover,  (in  these  senses  only  masc.)  ;  a  bridegroom,  hus- 

band (m.)  ;  a  bridegroom's  friend  ;  a  son-in-law  (m.)  ; 
a  dissolute  man  (m.)  ;  wished  for,  desirable,  valuable, 
precious,  excellent,  best;  the  best,  most  excellent 
or  eminent,  (frequently  with  gen.  pi.,  e.  g.  saritdm 
vard,  the  best  of  rivers  :  also  with  a  loc.  and  even 
abl.  pi.,  e.  g.  naresku  varah,  the  best  among  men  ; 
ndribhyo  vard,  the  best  of  women  :  frequently  also 

at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  ratha-v°,  nara-v°)  ; 
better,  preferable,  better  than  (with  abl.  and  some- 

times even  with  gen.,  e.g.  yranthibhyo  dharino 
rardh,  those  who  remember  are  better  than  those 
who  merely  read  books  ;  l:dmo  dharmdrthayor 
rarah,  pleasure  is  better  than  religion  or  wealth)  ; 
eldest  ;  (am),  ind.  preferably,  rather,  better,  prefer- 

able, (in  Ved.  sometimes  with  abl.,  e.  g.  agnibhyo 
varam,  better  than  fires;  or  sometimes  with  abl. 

and  d,  e.  g.  sakhibhya  d  varam,  better  than  com- 
panions) ;  it  is  better  that,  it  would  be  best  if  (with 

pres.,  e.  g.  varam  rjaithami,  it  is  better  that  I  go  ; 
or  even  with  ellipsis  of  the  verb,  e.  g.  varam  sinhdt, 
it  would  be  better  if  [death  should  happen]  from  the 
lion  ;  sometimes  with  pot.,  e.  g.  varam  tat  kurydt, 
better  that  he  should  do  that)  ;  better  than,  rather  than, 
(in  these  senses  varam  is  followed  by  na  or  na  (fa 
or  na  tit  or  na  punar  &c.,  and  may  be  translated 

by  '  better  and  not  ;*  varam  mrityur  na  ddkirttih, 
better  death  than  infamy,  or  better  death  and  not 

infamy)  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  several  plants  and  vegetable 
products,  the  three  kinds  of  myrobalan  ;  Clypea 
Hernandifolia  ;  Asparagus  Racemosus  ;  Cocculus 

Cordifolius  ;  a  sort  of  perfume  (  —  renuJcd)',  tur- 
meric ;  =  brdhmi,  medd,  vidunga;  N.  of  Parvati; 

of  a  river  ;  (T),  f.  the  plant  Asparagus  Racemosus  ; 

N.  of  C'haya  the  wife  of  Sflrya  ;  (am),  n.  saffron  ; 
[cf.  Lat.  vir  :  Goth,  vair,  vaila  :  Old  Germ,  wela  : 
Angl.  Sax.  wel,  wela  :  Lith.  wyras  :  Hib.  fear, 

'good;'  'a  husband.']  —  Vara-kalyuna,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  king.  —  Vara-kdshthakd,  f.  the  plant  Clero- 
dendrum  Siphonanthus  ;  a  grain  similar  to  Varatika. 

—  Vara-kirtti,  is,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vara-kratu, 
us,  m.,  N.  of  Indra.  —  Vara-ga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
place.  —  Vara-ghanfikd   or    vara-yhanti,   f.   the 
plant  Asparagus  Racemosus.  <—Vara-<?andana,  am, 
n.  a  dark  sort  of  sandal-wood  ;  a  sort  of  pine,  Pinus 
Deodora.  —  Vara-ja  =  vare-ja,    Pan.  VI.    3,    16. 

—  Vara-jdnuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Fara- 
tanu,  us,  us,  ̂ having  a  beautiful  body  or  person  ; 
(us),  f.  an  elegant  woman  ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four 
times  vjuuu-uu-u-u-.  —  Vara-tuntu,  us, 
m.,   N.  of  an  ancient  preceptor;    (avas),  m.   pi. 

Vara-tantu's  descendants.  —  Vara-t  ama,  as,  d,  am, 
most  preferable  or  excellent.  —  Vara-titta,  as,  m. 
Wrightia  Antidysenterica.  —  Vara-tiktaka,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  plant,  Azadirachta  Indica ;  of  another,  = 

parpata;  (ikd),  f.  Clypea  Hernandifolia.  — Fara- 
toya,  f.  'having  excellent  water,'  N.  of  a  river. 
—  Vara-tvada,  as,  m.  the  Ninib  tree,  Azadirachta 
Indica.  —  Fora-da,   as,   a,  am,  granting  wishes, 

conferring  a  boon,  ready  to  fulfil  requests  or  answer 

prayers,  propitious,  favourable;    (as),  m.   a  bene- 
factor ;  N.  of  Agni  in  Santika ;  fire  for  burnt  offer- 

ings of  a  propitiatory  character ;  N.  of  one  of  Skanda  s 
attendants;    of  a  particular  class  of  Manes;    of  a 
Dhyani-buddha ;     (a),    f.   a   young   woman,    girl, 
maiden ;  N.  of  a  guardian  goddess  in  the  family  of 
Vara-tantu ;  N.  of  various  plants,  Physalis  Flexuosa ; 

Polanisia  Icosandra;   Helianthus;   Linum  Usitatissi- 
mum  ;  the  root  of  yam ;  =  tri-parnl;  N.  of  a  river. 
—  Vara-dak*ldiid,  f.  a  present  made  to  the  bride- 

groom by  the  father  of  the  bride  in  giving  her  away  ; 

a  term  for  expence  or  costs  incurred  in  fruitless  en- 
deavours to  recover  a  loss.  —  V arada-taturthl,  f., 

N.  of  the  fourth  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month 

Magha.  —  Fara-a" atta,  as,  d,  am,  given  as  a  boon, 
granted  in  consequence  of  a  request ;    (as),  m.  a 

proper  N.  —  Varada-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 

of  the  Laghu-kaumudI  and  of  the  Madhya-siddhanta- 
kaumudi;  of  various  other  persons.  —Varada-i'd- 

jiya,  as,  d,  am,  coming  from  or  relating  to  Varada- 

rija,  composed  by  Varada-raja. — Vara-dars'ini,  in 
Rlmayana  II.  55,  21,  probably  incorrect  for  rara- 
rarnini.  —  Varada-hasta,  as,  m.  the  beneficent 

hand  (of  a  deity  or  benefactor  of  any  kind).  — Fa- 
radd-iSaturthi,  f.  =  rarada-datmrthi.  —  Vara-da- 
tu,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree  ( =  dvdra-ddtu).  —  Fara- 
datri,   id,  tri,  tri,  =  ram-da.  —  Varadddhisa- 

yajvan  ("ila-adK1),  a,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. -Fa- 
ra-ddna,  am,  n.  the  granting  a  boon  or  request, 

giving  compensation  or  reward ;  N.  of  a  place  of 
pilgrimage.  —  Varaddna-maya,  as,  i,  am,  caused 
by  the  granting  a  request,  arising  from  the  grant  of 
a  favour  or  bestowal  of  a  boon.  —  Vara-ddnika,  as, 

d,  am,  caused  by  bestowing  a  boon.  —  Vara-ddru, Tectona  Grandis.  —  Vara-<ldruka,  a  kind  of  plant 

with   poisonous   leaves.  —  Vara-ddfnas  =  vara-da. 
—  Fara-rfj-uma,  as,  m. '  excellent-tree,'  Agallochum. 
—  Vara-dharma,  as,  m.  a  noble  act  of  justice,  ex- 

cellent work,  8cc.  —  Varadliarmi-l:ri,  cl.  8.  P.  -ka- 
roti,  Sec.,  to  do  a  noble  act  towards  any  one.  —  Fara- 
ndrl,  f.  the  best  woman,  a  most  excellent  woman. 

"Vara-nUdaya,  as,  m.  the  determining  or  choos- 
ing of  a  person  to  be  a  husband,  choice  of  a  bride- 

groom. —  Vara-paksha,  as,  m.  the  party  or  side 
of  a  bridegroom  at  a  wedding.  —  Vara-pakshini, 
f.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  goddess.  —  Vara-pakshiya,  as, 

d,  am,  belonging  to  the  parly  of  the  bridegroom. 
—  Vara-pandita,  as.  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Fara- 

parndkhya  (°na-akJi),  as,  m.  Lipeocercis  Serrata. 
—  Vara-pdndya,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Fara-pi- 
taka,  talc.  —  Vara-pota,  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  treshtha- 
£dka).  —  Vara-prada,  as,  d,am,  =  vara-da,  con- 

ferring a  boon,  granting  a  favour;    (a),  f;  N.  of 

Loparnudra.— Vara-praddna,  am,  n.  =  vara-ddna, 
the  bestowal  of  a  boon.  —  Vara-prablta,  as,  d,  am, 

having  excellent  brightness ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi- 
sattva.  —  Vara-prasthdna,  am,  n.  the  setting  out 
of  a  bridegroom  in  procession  towards  the  house  of 
the  bride  for  the  celebration  of  the  marriage.  —  Fa- 
ra-phala,  as,  d,  am,  possessing  or  yielding  the 

best  fruits;   (as),  m.  the  cocoa-nut  tree.  —  Fara- 
bdlhlka,  am,  n.  saffron,  (also  written  «jara-r>5A- 
Itka.)  —  Vara-mukhi,  f.  a  kind  of  perfume  (  = 
renukd).  —  Vara-ydtrd,  f.  the  procession  of  a  suitor 

or  bridegroom  (to  the  house  of  the  bride).  —Farn- 
yuvati,  is,  or  vara-yurati,  f.  a  beautiful  young 
woman,  handsome  girl ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times 
—  u  o  —  u  —  «j  —  wuuuow-.  —  Y  ara-yiifiya,  as, 

d,  am,  worthy  of  a  boon  or  reward.  —  Fara-yo- 
nika,  (probably)  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  letara).  —  Va- 
ra-ruitt,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet,  grammarian,  lexico- 

grapher, and  writer  on  medicine,  (sometimes  identi- 
fied with  KatySyana,  the   reputed    author   of  the 

Varttikas  or  supplementary  rules  of  PSnini ;  he  is 
placed  by  some  among  the  nine  gems  of  the  court 
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of  Vikramlditya,  and  by  others  among  the  ornaments 
of  the  court  of  Bhoja ;  he  was  the  author  of  the 

Prikfit  grammar  called  Prakrita-prjkSsa,  and  is  said 
to  be  the  first  grammarian  who  reduced  the  various 

dialects  of  Prakrit  to  a  system) ;  N.  of  Siva.  —  Yurn- 
riipa,  as,  d,  am,  having  an  excellent  or  noble  form  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Buddha.  —  Vara-labdha,  as,  a, 
ant,  one  who  has  obtained  a  boon ;  received  as  a 

boon;  (as),  m.  Michelia  Champ .ika;  Bauhinia  Va- 
riegata.  —  Vara-tutsala,  f.  a  mother-in-law.  —  Vara- 

variia,  as,  m. '  best-coloured,'  gold  ;  [cf.  gu-vurna.] 
™ Vara-varnin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  3  beautiful  com- 

plexion or  colour  ;  ( ilti),  f.  a  woman  with  a  beautiful 
completion,  an  excellent  or  handsome  woman,  a 
virtuous  woman ;  a  woman  in  general ;  N.  of  DurgS  ; 
of  SarasvatI ;  of  Lakshml ;  turmeric ;  lac ;  a  brownish 

yellow  pigment;  a  kind  of  plant  (=priiianijn, 

phalini).  —  Vara-i'drana,  as,  m.  a  fine  elephant. 
—  Vara-vari,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  •»  Faro- 
vnUika,  see  vara-bdlhika.  —  Vara-vrita,  as,  a, 
am,  received  as  a  boon  or  reward.  ••  Vura-vriddha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva.  —  Vara-iikha,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N. 
of  an  Asura  whose  family  was  destroyed  by  Indra 

(Rig-veda  VI.  27,  4,  £>).  —  Vara-sita,  cinnamon. 
—  Vara-sreni,  (.  a  kind  of  plant.  —  Vara-sad,  t,  t, 
I,  Ved.  dwelling  in  an  orb  or  sphere,  (SSy.  =  rara- 
niye  mandate  stdat,  dwelling  in  the  most  excellent 
orb,  i.e.  the  sun.)  — Fara-st««dari,  f.  a  very  beauti- 

ful woman ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times  -  u  o  u  -  o 
uu-uou — . -i Vara-surata,  as,  a,  am,  well  ac- 

quainted with  the  secrets  of  sexual  enjoyment,  very 
wanton.  —  Vara-sena  (?),   N.  of  a   mountain  pass. 
—  Fara-gJri,  f.  an  excellent  woman.  —  Vara-sraj, 

k,  (.  a  bridegroom's  garland,  the  garland  placed  by 
a  maiden  on  the  head  of  a  chosen  suitor.  —  Vardnga 

(°ra-att°),  am,  n.  the  best  or  most  beautiful  member 
of  the  body ;  the  head ;  the  female  pudenda ;  the 
principal  piece  or  part ;  an  elegant  form  or  body ; 
(as,  a,  am),  having  an  excellent  form,  excellent  or 
beautiful  in  all  parts ;  (as),  m.  an  elephant ;  epithet 
of  a  Nakshatra  year  consisting  of  324  days;  N.  of 

Vishnu ;  (t),  f.  turmeric ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Dri- 
shad-vat  and  wife  of  Sanjati ;  (am),  n.  Cassia  bark, 
green  cinnamon;  sorrel (!).  —  Vardngaka,  am,  n. 

=  varanga,  Cassia  bark.  —  Vardi/gand  fra-ait0), 
f.  a  beautiful  or  noble  woman.  —  Varanga-rupoptta, 
as,  a,  am,  handsome  and  well  shaped.  —  Vardit-gin, 
I,  m.  '  beautiful-limbed,'  sorrel,  Rumex  Vesicarius. 

—  Vardjivin  (°ra-dj),  i,  m.  an  astrologer.  —  Fa- 
rdjya  ("ra-n/3),  am,  n.  the  choicest  ghee  or  clarified 
butter.  —  Varddana  ("ra-ao"),  am,  n.  a  sort  of 
Mimusops  (  =  rdjddana).—  Vardnand  (°ra-dn°), 
(.  a  lovely-faced  woman.  —  Vardbhidha  (°ra-abh°), 
as,  m.  one  who  has  a  good  name ;  sorrel,  Rumex  Ve- 

sicarius. —  Varamra  (°ra~am°),  as,  m.  a  sort  of  acid 
fruit  tree,  Carissa  Carandas.  —  Vardroha  (°ra-ar°), 
as,  m.  an  excellent  rider ;  a  rider  on  an  elephant  or 
horse ;  a  rider  in  general ;  mounting,  riding ;  (as, 
a,  am),  having  fine  hips;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu, 
(perhaps  incorrect  for  vardha) ;  (a),  f.  a  handsome 
or  elegant  woman,  noble  lady ;  N.  of  DakshSyani  in 

Somesvara ;  the  hip  or  flank.  —  Vararthin  (°ra-ar~), 
t,  inl,  i,  seeking  for  a  boon,  asking  for  a  blessing. 

—  Vararha  (°ra-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  worthy  of  a  boon ; 
exceedingly  worthy,  being   in   high   esteem;    very 

costly  or  expensive.  —  Varali  (°ra-dli),  is,  m.  the 

moon  ;  a  division  of  music  ;  [cf.  ranldl.']  —  Varil- 
lihn.  {.({[.  rara  +  dli),  N.  of  DurgS.  —  Vardsana 

(°ra-ds°),  am,  n.  an  excellent  seat,  the  best  seat,  a 
throne ;   N.  of  a  town ;   the  China  rose,  Hibiscus 
Rosa  Sinensis ;  a  cistern,  reservoir,  (for  vdr-asana, 
q.v.);  (as,  a,  am),  having  an  excellent  seat;  (og), 
m.  a  door-keeper;  a  lover,  paramour. -Varc-ja  = 
rara-ja,   Pan.  VI.  3,  16. -Varendra   (°n<-m°), 
<M,  m    a  chief,  sovereign  ;  Indra ;  N.  of  a  part  of 

(!),  f.  ancient  Gauda  or  Gaur,  the  capital 
smct  so  named  (according  to  some).  -  Vareta 

("ra-isa),  as,  a,  am,  presiding  over  boons,  able  to grant  wishes.  —  Varetcaru  (°ra-iif),  as,  a,  am  = 
varefa;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Siva. - Faroru  fra-uru), 
tw,  m.  a  beautiful  thigh ;  (us,  us  or  us,  u),  having 

beautiful  thighs ;  (us  or  us),  (.  a  beautiful-thighed 
woman,  well-formed  woman,  (see  urn.) 

Varamvard,  f.  a  particular  plant  ( =  Ad'ra-parni). 
Varah-a,  as,  m.  a  cloak ;  one  who  asks  a  female 

in  marriage  ;  a  wish,  request,  boon  ;  a  kind  of  wild 
bean,  Phaseolus  Trilobus ;  a  particular  medicinal 
plant  (=parpafa);  a  kind  of  grass  ( =  rulssha)  ; 
=  tiara-parnikd  ;  N.  of  a  king,  (also  read  dha- 
naka,  kanaka) ;  (am),  n.  a  towel,  cloth,  wiper ; 
the  cover  or  awning  of  a  boat 

Varata,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grain  (probably  the  seed 
of  safflower  or  Carthamus  Tinctorius) ;  a  kind  of 

wasp ;  a  gander ;  an  artisan  of  a  particular  class 

(placed  among  MIec"chas  or  barbarians)  ;  (d),  f.  the seed  of  Carthamus  Tinctorius ;  a  kind  of  wasp ;  a 

goose  ;  (ij,  f.  a  kind  of  wasp ;  (am),  n.  a  jasmine 
flower. 

Varataka,  as,  m.  or  varattika,  I.  a  kind  of 

grain  ( =  varata  above). 

Farana,  as,  m.  a  rampart,  mound,  wall  of  ma- 
sonry, &c.,  outer  enclosure ;  a  causeway,  bridge  ;  the 

tree  Cratseva  Roxburghii  (found  in  every  part  of 
India ;  it  is  used  in  medicine,  and  supposed  to  pos- 

sess magical  virtues ;  cf.  varuna,  seta) ;  any  tree ; 
a  camel ;  a  kind  of  ornament  or  decoration  on  a 

bow ;  N.  of  a  particular  magical  formula  recited  over 
weapons ;  N.  of  Indra  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ; 
of  a  kingdom ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  small  river  (running 
past  the  north  of  Benares  into  the  Ganges  and  now 

called  Burnah) ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  'screening,  cover- 
ing, protecting,  supporting ;  enclosing,  encircling, 

surrounding,  encompassing  ;  keeping  off,  prohibiting ; 

the  act  of  choosing,  selecting,  choice  of  a  bride ;  wish- 
ing, requesting,  soliciting.  ~Varana-mdld  or  ra- 

rana-sraj,  k,  f.  the  garland  placed  by  a  maiden  on 
the  head  of  a  selected  suitor.  ̂ Varand-vati,  f.,  Ved. 
(perhaps)  N.  of  a  river  (in  Atharva-veda  IV.  7,  i). 
Varayaka,  as,  a,  am,  covering,  covering  over, concealing. 

Faranem,  f.  (fr.  varana),  Benares,  (more  usually 
written  vdrdnasl,  q.  v.) 

Varaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  chosen,  to  be  selected, 
&c. ;  to  be  solicited  (for  a  boon  &c.). 

Varanda,  as,  m.  a  multitude ;  an  eruption  on  the 
face ;  a  veranda,  portico  ;  a  heap  of  grass ;  the  string 
of  a  fish-hook  ;  a  packet,  package  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of 
thrush  (  =  sarikd)  ;  a  dagger,  knife;  the  wick  of  a 

lamp.  —  Varanddlii  ("du-dla),  -us,  m.  a  kind  of 
bulbous  plant  (—phala-puMha);  the  castor-oil 
tree,  Ricinus  Communis. 

Varandaka,  as,  m.  a  small  mound  of  earth ;  the 
seat  or  canopy  on  an  elephant,  a  howdah  ;  an  eruption 
on  the  face ;  a  wall ;  (as,  a,  am),  round ;  large, 
great,  large  in  compass  or  circumference ;  miserable, 
wretched,  miserly ;  fearful,  terrified. 

Varanya,  Nom.  P.  varanyati,  &c.,  to  go. 
Va.ratka.rl,  f.  a  sort  of  perfume  (  =  renukd). 
Varatrd,  f.  a  strap,  thong,  strip  of  leather,  girth  ; 

an  elephant's  or  horse's  girth. 
Varayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  chosen  or  selected. 
Varayitii,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  suitor,  wooer,  lover, 

bridegroom,  husband. 
Varayu,  us,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Varala,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  sort  of  gad-fly  or  wasp ; 

(a"l,  f.  a  goose;  (i),  f.  =  varata. 
Varan,  as,  n.,  Ved.  width,  breadth,  room,  space ; 

[cf.  Gr.  ivpos."] Varasana,  Ved.  =  ddrika  (according  to  Uiiadi-s. II.  86). 

Varanjd,  f.,  Ved.  wish,  desire,  request. 
1  ardka,  fts,  ii,  am,  pitiable,  miserable,  unhappy, 

poor,  wretched,  low,  vile ;  impure ;  (og),  m.,  N.  of 

S*iva  ;  battle,  war  ;  N.  of  a  plant. 
Varala,  UK,  m.  a  cowry  (used  as  a  coin) ;  a  rope, 

cord  ;  (1),  f.  =  vtirddl. 
Vardlaka,  as,  ika,  m.  f.  a  cowry,  Cyprsea  Mo- 

neta  (  =  5'3  of  a  KSkini  or  S',T  of  a  Pana);  (as),  m. 
the  seed-vessel  of  a  lotus-flower ;  a  rope,  cord,  string ; 
(fkd),  {.  the  plant  Mirabilis  Jalapa ;  (am),  n.  a  par- 

ticular vegetable  poison.  —  Vardtaka-rajas,  ds,  m. 
a  kind  of  plant,  Mesua  Roxburghii. 

variyas. 

Varddi,  f.  (?),  N.  of  a  Raga. 
Varana,  as,  m.  =  »ara«a,  the  tree  Cratseva  Rox- 

burghii ;  N.  of  Indra,  (in  this  sense  said  to  be  a 
Pres.  Part.  A.  of  rt.  vri.) 

Vardnasi,  f.  the  city  of  Benares,  (more  usually 
written  varanafl,  see  varanasl.) 

Vardtushta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Vardya,  Nom.  A.  (?)  rardyate.  Sic.,  to  represent 
or  become  like  a  boon. 

Varayita,  as,  d,  am,  become  like  a  boon. 
Varala,  cloves. 

Vardlaka,  cloves ;  (as),  m.  Carissa  Carandas, 
Varitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  covers  cr  screens ; 

a  chooser,  choosing,  &c. ;  [cf.  varitri.] 

Varin,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  divine  being  enumerated 
among  the  Visve  Devah. 
Variman,  d,  a,  m.  n.  circumference,  circuit, 

compass  (Ved.);  width,  breadth,  extent,  greatness, 
expanse  (Ved.,  in  this  sense  an  abstract  noun  of  uru, 

q.  v.)  ;  excellence,  superiority,  pre-eminence,  (in  this 
sense  fr.  tiara) ;  the  most  excellent,  best,  (used  as 
an  adj.  for  varishtha.) 

Varivas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  room,  width,  space,  (vari- 
vah  kri,  to  mike  room  or  space,  procure  ample 
space) ;  freedom,  relief,  comfort,  ease,  rest,  repose, 
bliss,  happiness ;  wealth,  treasure  ( =  d/tana  according 
to  Say.  and  Naigh.  II.  10) ;  worship,  service,  honour. 
-•  Varivas-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  acquiring  room,  pro- 

curing space,  affording  relief,  freeing,  delivering, 

(S&y.^dhanasya  kartri,  the  causer  or  giver  of 
wealth.)  —  Vanro-da,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  giving  room 
or  space,  granting  freedom  or  relief.  —  Varivo-dhd, 
ds,  ds,  am,  Ved.  causing  room,  making  a  free 
course;  granting  bliss ;  (Say.)  conferring  riches  (  = 
dhanafya  ddtri).  —  Varivo-vid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  ob- 

taining or  causing  room,  granting  freedom,  bestowing 
comfort  or  repose  ;  granting  treasures  or  affluence  ; 
bestowing  honour,  &c. 

Variiasita,  as,  d,  am  (another  form  of  vari- 
vasyita  below},  served,  honoured,  adored  (said  of  a 
deity  or  of  a  spiritual  teacher). 

Varivtisya,  Nom.  P.  varimsyati,  &c.,  to  grant 
room  or  space,  give  room  to,  give  relief,  concede, 

grant,  permit  (Ved.) ;  to  make  happy  or  comfort- 
able, show  favour,  serve,  honour,  adore,  worship ; 

(Say.)  to  desire  wealth. 
Varivasyat,  an,  and,  at,  granting  room  or  space ; 

(Say.)  desiring  wealth. 
Varirafya,  f.  service,  honour,  worship,  devotion, 

devoted  obedience  to  a  spiritual  teacher. 

1  ':iriva>yita,  as,  d,  am,  served,  honoured,  adored, reverenced. 

Varishtha,  as,  d,  am,  the  most  excellent,  best, 
dearest,  most  preferable  ( =  rara-iama) ;  better 
than  (with  abl.) ;  widest,  broadest,  largest,  greatest, 
most  extensive,  heaviest,  (in  these  senses  regarded  as 
a  superl.  of  uru) ;  the  most  conspicuous  (in  a  bad 
sense),  worst,  most  wicked  ;  (as),  m.  the  Francoline 

partridge ;  the  orange  tree ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Manu 
C'Skshusha ;  of  one  of  the  seven  sages  in  the  eleventh 
Manv-antaia;  of  a  Daitya  ;  (a),  f.  Polanisia  Icosan- 
dra;  (am),  n.  copper;  pepper;  [cf.  Gr.  aptaros  ; 

Luh.  wraiisas,  '  noblest,  oldest.']  —  Varishlhdsra- 
ma  ("/Aa-as"0),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place. 

Varisli/haka,  as,  d,  am,  —  varish/ha,  most  excel- lent, &c. 

Varitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  covers  or  screens, 
covering,  screening ;  [cf.  varitfi.] 

Variman,  a,  n.  (=varitnan,  q.v.),  circumfer- 
ence, width,  breadth,  extent  (Ved.) ;  (d),  m.  excel- 
lence, superiority,  &c. 

Variyiif,  an,  asi,  as,  more  excellent,  better,  pre- 
ferable ;  the  most  excellent,  best ;  larger,  very  large, 

wider,  broader,  most  extensive,  (in  this  sense  regarded 
as  a  compar.  of  uru,  cf.  rarishtha);  extremely 

young  or  tender;  (as),  ind.  wider,  more  distant^ 
further  off  or  away;  (as),  n.,  Ved.  =rarivas,  rest, 

repose;  (a/0,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  twenty-seven 
divisions  of  the  ecliptic,  the  eighteenth  astronomical 
Yoga ;  of  a  son  of  Manu  Savarna ;  of  a  son  of 
Pulaha  by  Gati ;  [cf.  Gr.  dpeituf ;  Lat.  melior  (v 
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being  changed  into  m) ;  Lith.  mjresnis,  '  nobler, 

older.'] 
Varu,  us,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  king. 

Yunina,  as,  m.  '  Universal  encompasser,  All-en- 

veloper,'  N.  of  an  Aditya,  (as  a  Vedic  deity  com- 
monly associated  with  Mitra  and  presiding  over  the 

night  as  Miira  over  the  day  [see  I.  rttitra],  but 
often  celebrated  separately,  whereas  Mitra  is  rarely 
invoked  alone ;  Varuna  is  one  of  the  oldest  of  the 

Vedic  gods,  corresponding  in  name  and  partly  in 
character  to  the  Oiipavus  of  the  Greeks,  and  is 
often  regarded  as  the  supreme  deity,  being  then 

styled  '  king  of  the  gods'  or  '  king  of  both  gods  and 
men'  or  '  king  of  the  universe;'  no  other  deity  has 
such  grand  attributes  and  functions  assigned  to  him ; 
he  is  described  as  fashioning  and  upholding  heaven 
and  earth,  as  possessing  extraordinary  power  and 

wisdom  called  muyii,  as  sending  his  spies  or  messen- 
gers throughout  both  worlds,  as  numbering  the  very 

winkings  of  men's  eyes,  as  hating  falsehood,  as 
seizing  transgressors  with  his  patfa  or  noose,  as  in- 

flicting diseases,  especially  dropsy,  as  pardoning  sin, 
as  the  guardian  of  immortality ;  though  generally 
associated  with  Mitra,  he  is  also  invoked  in  the  Veda 

together  with  Indra,  and  in  later  Vedic  literature 
together  with  Agni,  with  Yama,  and  with  Vishnu ; 
in  Rig-veda  IV.  i,  2.  he  is  .even  called  the  brother 
of  Agni ;  though  not  generally  regarded  in  the  Veda 
as  a  god  of  the  ocean,  yet  he  is  often  connected  with 
the  waters,  especially  the  waters  of  the  atmosphere 

or  firmament,  and  in  one  place  [Rig-veda  VII.  64,  2] 
is  called  with  Mitra  Sindhu-pati,  'lord  of  the  sea  or 
of  rivers ;'  hence  in  the  later  mythology  he  became 
a  kind  of  Neptune,  and  is  there  best  known  in  his 

character  of  god  of  the  ocean  ;  in  the  Maha-bharata 
Varuna  is  said  to  be  a  son  of  Kardama  and  father  of 

Pushkara,  and  is  also  variously  represented  as  one 
of  the  Deva-gandharvas,  as  a  Naga,  as  a  king  of  the 
Nagas,  and  as  an  Asura  ;  he  is  the  regent  of  the 

western  quarter  [cf.  loka-pdla~]  and  of  the  Nakshatra 
Sata-bhishaj ;  the  Jainas  consider  Varuna  as  a  servant 
of  the  twentieth  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpinI) ; 

the  sun  ('the  warder  off  or  dispeller  of  darkness,' 
cf.  Rig-veda  V.  48,  5,  Say.  =  tarno-vdralca) ;  the 
firmament ;  the  ocean,  waters ;  N.  of  a  particular 

magical  formula  recited  over  weapons ;  the  tree  Cra- 
ta;va  Roxburghii  [cf.  farana]  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  (per- 

haps) the  gods  generally  (so  explained  by  some  in 
Atharva-veda  III.  4,  6)  ;  (d),  (.,  N.  of  a  river ;  [cf. 

Zend  V arena;  Gr.  Oiipavo-s ;  Hib.  burne, '  water.'] 
—  Varana-grihita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  seized  by  Va- 

runa, afflicted  with  disease  (especially  with  dropsy ; 
see  under  varuna).  —  Yaruna-grdha,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
seizure  by  Varuna.  —  V aruna-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N,  of 
a  sacred  bathing-place.  —  Varuna-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state  or  nature  of  Varuna.  —  Varuna-datta,  as,  m. 
a  proper  N.  —  Varuna-deva  or  varuna-daivata, 
as,  d,  am,  having  Varuna  for  a  deity  ;  (am),  n.  the 
Nakshatra  Sata-bhishaj.  —  Varnna-dhrut,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  deceiving  Varuna ;  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig- 
veda  VII.  60,  9.  varuna-dhrutah  =  varunena 

hinsitah.)  —  Varuiia-pdiia,  as,  m.  Varuna's  snare 
or  noose  (Ved.);  a  shark.  —  Varuna-puruvha,  a.*, 
m.  a  servant  of  Varuna.  —  Varima-praghdsa,  as, 
m.  pi.  the  second  of  certain  periodical  oblations 
offered  on  the  full  moon  of  Ashadha  or  Sravana 

and  observed  for  the  purpose  of  obtaining  exemption 
from  the  snares  or  bonds  of  Varuna,  (so  called  from 
the  custom  of  eating  barley  on  this  festival  in  honour 
of  the  god  Varuna.)  —  Varuna-prafishfa,  ai,  a, 
am,  ruled  over  or  guided  by  Varuna.  —  Varuna- 
bha'ta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astronomer.  —  Varuna- 
itiati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  Yaruna-mitra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Gobhila.  —  Varuna-meni,  is,  f., 

Ved.  Varuna's  wrath.  —  Varuna-rdjan,  d,  d,  a,  Ved. 
having  Varuna  as  king.  —  Varuna-lokn,  as,  m. 

Varuna's  world  or  sphere ;  Varuna's  province,  i.  e. 
water.  —  Varuna-iSarman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  warrior 
on  the  side  of  the  gods  in  their  war  against  the 

Daityas.  —  Varuna-s'eshas,  as,  as,  a*,  Ved.  being 

V.iruna's  posterity ;  (Say.)  having  descendants  capable 

of  protecting  (±=varaliah  putra  yeskam;  accord- 

ing to  Say.  !!eshas=apatya).  —  Varima-:n~id- d/iu,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  paiticular  funeral  offering. 

—  Varuna-sara,    as,    m.,   Ved.   Varuna's   aid    or 
approval.  —  Var una-sena  or  raruna-senika,  (.,  N. 
of  a  princess.  —  Vartma-srotasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
mountain,   (also    read    varuifa-irotasa.)  —  Yarn- 

naitya-ruha  (°ii<i-ait°),  as,  m.  '  Varuna's  offspring 
or  scion,'  a  patronymic  of  Agastya.  —Varunatmitjd 
(°na-dt°),  f. '  Varuna's  daughter,'  spirituous  or  vinous 
liquor  (so  called  from   being  one  of  the  precious 
things  produced  at  the  churning  of  the  ocean).  —  Va- 

riinii/lri  ("na-ad^),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  — Va- 
runalaya  (°na-dl^),  as,  m.  '  Varuna's  habitation,' 
the  sea,  ocean,  (l;aruna~varnni~ilaya,  the  sea  of 
compassion.)  —  Yanituwdsa  (°na-dv°),  as,  m. 'Va- 

runa's abode,'  the  sea,  ocean.  —  Varuneia  ("tia-lfa), 
as,  a,  am,  having  Varuna  as  lord  or  governor ;  (am), 

n.  the  Nakshaira  Sata-bhishaj.  —  V  arunes'a-de^a, 
as,  m.  the  district  or  sphere  governed  by  Varuna. 

—  Varuneifvam-tit'lha  (°na-i^),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

Tirtha.  —  Varmioda  ('na-uda),  am,  n.  •  Varuna's 
water,' N.  of  a  sea.  —  Varunopanishad  (°na-up°), 
t,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 
Varunaka,  as,  m.  =  varuna,  Crataeva  Roxburghii. 

Varunani,  f.  Varuna's  wife. 
Varunavi,  is,  or  varundvis,  (.,  N.  of  LakshmT. 
Varunika  or  varuntya  or  varunila,  as,  m. 

(diminutives  fr.  varuiM-datta),  see  Pan.  V.  3,  84. 
Varunya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  coming  from  Varuna, 

belonging  to  him,  &c. 
Vttrutri,  id,  tri,  tri,  =  varulri. 
Varutra,  am,  n.  an  upper  and  outer  garment, 

cloak,  mantle. 

Varula,  as,  &c,  =  sambhakta  (according  to  the 
Sabda-k.). 

Varutri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  wards  off  or 
protects,  a  protector,  defender;  (ta),  m.  a  god  who 
protects,  guardian  deily,  (Say.  on  Rig-veda  IV.  5;, 
I  =  sambhaMri)  ;  N.  of  an  Asura  priest,  (in  the 
Kathaka-Brahmana  II.  30,  I.  Trishtha  and  Varutri 
are  said  to  be  priests  of  the  Asuras) ;  (tri),  f.  a  female 

defender,  guardian  goddess ;  N.  of  a  goddess  (some- 
times invited  to  a  sacrifice  along  with  Sarasvatt) ;  of 

a  class  of  guardian  goddesses,  (Say.  on  Rig-veda  I. 
22,  lo.  varutri  =  varamya,  to  be  chosen,  excel- 

lent ;  III.  62,  3.  varutrih  =  sarvaih  sainbhajaniyd 
devapatnyah. ) 

Varuiha,am,  n.  protection,  defence,  shelter  (Ved.) ; 
a  sort  of  wooden  ledge  or  fender  fastened  round  a 
chariot  as  a  defence  against  collision,  (in  this  sense 
also  as,  m.) ;  armour,  a  coat  of  mail ;  a  shield 
(made  of  leather  &c.) ;  a  house,  dwelling  (so  called 
according  to  Say.  because  it  shelters  from  the  cold 
and  wind) ;  a  family  or  assemblage  of  sons  &c. 
(Ved.) ;  any  multitude,  host,  swarm,  flock,  quantity, 

assemblage  ;  (as},  m.  the  Indian  cuckoo  ;  time  ;  = 
nija-rashtraka  (?) ;  N.  of  a  Grama  ;  of  a  person 
mentioned  in  the  M3rkandeya-Pur5na.  —  Varutha- 
pa,  as,  m.  the  leader  of  a  multitude  or  host,  com- 

mander of  an  army,  genera!.—  V aratha-^as,  ind.  in 
multitudes  or  hosts,  in  heaps  or  masses.  —  Varutlia- 

dhipa  (ctha-adh°),  as,  m.  the  leader  of  a  multitude or  army. 

Varulhin,  i,  ini,  i,  wearing  or  carrying  defensive 
arms  or  armour;  furnished  with  a  protecting  plank 

or  ledge  (said  of  a  chariot) ;  having  a  fender ;  afford- 
ing protection  or  defence,  sheltering ;  being  in  a 

carriage  or  chariot ;  surrounded  by  a  quantity  or 

troop  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  lalana-v") ;  (i), 
m.  a  guard,  defender;  a  car;  (ini\  f.  a  multitude, 

troop,  army;  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Varuthini-pati, 
is,  m.  the  leader  of  an  army. 

Varuthya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  affording  protection 
or  shelter,  sheltering,  protected ;  to  be  chosen  or 
worshipped,  (Say.  =  varantya  =  sambhajaniya) ; 
domestic,  favourable  or  auspicious  to  a  family  or 
house,  (Say.  =  grihdrha.) 
Varen,  a  Kvip  formation  fr.  varenyaya  (accord- 

ing to  Purushottama-deva,  cf.  Unadi-s.  IH.  98). 
Varenya,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  a  kind  of  anom. 

fut.  pass.  part,  of  rt.  tri),  desirable,  to  be  wished 
for,  eligible  ;  excellent,  superior,  chief,  principal,  pre- 

eminent ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  class  of  Manes  ; 

of  a  son  of  Bhrigu  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  Siva's  wife  ; 
(am),  n.  saffron.  ~Varenya-krattt,  us,  uy,  u,  Ved. 
having  excellent  understanding,  intelligent,  wise, 
learned,  (Say.  =  raraniya-pntjiia.) 

Vurt'nyaya,  Nom.  P.  varenyayati,  &c.  (UnJdi-s. 
III.  98). 

Vareya,  Nom.  P.  vareyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  be  a 
suitor,  ask  in  marriage. 

Vareyu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  woos,  a  wooer, suitor. 

I.  rartit  in  dur-vartv,  q.  v.  (For  2.  vartu  see 

p.  892.  col.  2  ) 
Vartri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  keeps  back  or 

off,  one  who  wards  off,  one  who  resists  or  opposes  ; 

an  encourager,  propeller,  (Say.  =  vnrayitri,  nivdra- 
yitri,  pracartayitri,  preraka.) 
Vartra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  keeping  or  warding  off, 

protecting,  defending  ;  (am),  n.  a  dike,  dam. 

varanta  mjala-v°,  q.v. 
varambard,  f.  the   Nux  Vomica 

plant. 

q*,^<*  varahaka,  N.  of  a  place. 

m.\<.<*vararaka,  am,  n.  a  diamond. 

1<,Il^(  varasi,  coarse  cloth,  &c.  ;  (see  ba- 

rasl.)  » 
=Klf*i  varasi  (?)  =  varasi  above  ;  (is),  m. a  swordsman  (?). 

q<i?  vara/ia,  as,  m.  (thought  hy  some 
to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  vrih,  to  tear  up  roots,  &c.),  a  boar, 

hog,  wild  boar,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.  varaha 

denotes  'superiority,  ''pre-eminence,'  see  Gana  Vya- 
ghradi  to  P5n.  II.  I,  5,  6);  (according  to  Naigh.  I. 

IO,  &c.)  =  megha,  a  cloud;  a  bull;  a  ram;  Del- 
phinus  Gangeticus  ;  N.  of  Vishnu  in  the  third  or 
boar-incarnation  (in  which  he  raised  the  earth  from 
the  bottom  of  the  sea  with  his  tusks,  cf.  varahava- 
tara)  ;  an  array  of  troops  in  the  form  of  a  boar  ; 
N.  of  a  Daitya;  of  a  Muni;  of  VarSha-mihira  ;  of 
a  mountain  ;  of  one  of  the  eighteen  Dvlpas  ;  a  par- 

ticular measure;  Cyperus  Rotundus;  =  »oraAJ-&a«- 
da  ;  N.  of  an  Upanishad  ;  of  a  PurSna  (see  varaha- 

purdna);  (i),  (.,  N.  of  two  plants  (  =  bhadra- 
mustd,  sukara-kanda)  ;  [cf.  Lat.  verres,  porcus; 

Old  Germ./ar/i,  varh,  farah  ;  Mod.  Germ.  Fer- 
kel  ;  Lith.  parsa-s;  Russ.  porosenok;  Hib.  uir- 

chin.~\  —  Varaha-kanda,  as,  m.  an  esculent  root, 
a  sort  of  yam.  —  Vardha-kariia,  as,  m.  '  boar-eared,' epithet  of  a  kind  of  arrow;  N.  of  a  Yaksha;  (t),  f. 

Physalis  Flexuosa.  —  Varaha-karnifcd,  f.  a  kind  of 
missile  weapon.  —  Vardha-kalpa,  a»,  m.  the  period 
during  which  Vishnu  assumed  the  form  of  a  boar. 
—  Varaha-kantd,   f.   a  kind  of  yam.  —  Vardlui- 
kdlin,  i,  m,  a  kind  of  sunflower,  Helianthus  Annus. 
—  Vardha-krdntd,  f.  a  sort  of  sensitive  plant,  Mi- 

mosa  Pudica;    (according   to    some)    Lycopodium 
Imbricatum.  —  Vartiha-ihinxhtra,    as,    d,    m.    f. 

'  boar-toothed,'  N.  of  a  disease  (placed  among  the 
Kshudra-rogas).  —  Vardha-dat,  an,  all,  at,  or  va- 

rdka-danta,  as,  a,  am,  having  boar's  teeth.  —  Va- 
rdha-datta,   as,   m.,  N.  of  a   merchant  (in   the 
Katha-sarit-s.  37,  100).  —  V/irdha-dvadaiii,  (.,  N. 
of  a  festival  in  honour  of  the  bo  ir-incarnation  of 

Vishnu  (observed  on  the  twelfth  day  in  the  light  half 
of  the  month  Magha).  —  Vardha-drlpa,  N.  of  a 

Dvlpa.  —  Vardha-niman,  d,  m.  the  plant  Mimosa 
Pudica;  an  esculent  root,  yam.  —  V'trdka-purdna, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  the  fifteenth  Purana  celebrating  Vishnu 
in  his  bo.>r-incamation  ;   [cf.  purdiia.]  —  Vardha- 
mihira,   as,   m.,  N.    of  an    astronomer   (son    of 
Aditya-d5sa  and   author  of  the  Vr;haj-jataka,  the 
Vrihat-samhita,  &c  ).  —  KaraAa-mti/a,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  a  place  having  a  statue  of  Vishnu  in  his  form  of 
a  boar.  —  Vardha-vat,  ind.  like  a  boar.  —  Faru/ia- 
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am,  n.  the  body  of  a  boar.  —  Varaha 

iringa,  as,  m.  'boar-honied,'  N.  of  Siva.  —  Va- 
raha-taila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  VnriiJt  t- 

tamhita,  (.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  I  'nra/ia-triiiiiin,  i, 
m.,N.of  a  mythical  king.—  Yiiruhudri  (°h<i-inl  i, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Yttrtihai'dt'irti  (°ha- 
ttv°),  a*,  m.  the  boar-incarnation,  the  third  incarna- 

tion of  Vishnu,  (in  which  Vi.-hnu,  in  the  form  of  a 
boar,  raised  up  on  one  of  his  tusks  the  earth  which 
lay  buried  beneath  the  waters  when  the  whole  world 

had  become  one  ocean.)  —  Varuli  <~»V«  (  A«-of°), its.  m.,  N.  of  a  Daitya. 

Varalmlta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  serpent-demon;  (ika), 
f.  Mucuna  Pruritus;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad. 
Varahayu,  us,  lie,  u,  Ved.  eager  afier  boars, 

useful  or  fit  for  boar-hunting. 
Varahu,  MS,  m.,  Ved.  a  boar,  hog;  killing  dis- 

tinguished enemies  (said  of  the  Maruls,  Say.  on  Rig- 
veda  I.  88,  5  =  utkrishtasya  datror  Itantri;  other 
interpretations  of  Say.  are  utkrish/anam  devata- 
ndm  ahviitn,  utkrishtasya  vriishty-a/tartri,  va- 
rasya  havitsho  bhaJtshayitri,  varahara,  cf.  vara; 
Say.  also  applies  the  epithet  Varahavah  to  gods  of 
the  middle  sphere). 

varitri,  variman.    See  p.  888,  col.  3. 

rivas,  varivo-da,  &c.  See  p.  888, 
col.  3. 

hook. varist,  f.  =  vadis'l,  vadtitt,  a  fish- 

varisha, as,  m.  (a  modern  form  of 

varsJta,  q.  v.,  cf.  harisha,  the  separation  of  an  r 
from  a  following  consonant  by  an  intervening  i  being 
not  unfrequent  in  modern  Sanskrit),  rain  ;  (as),  f.  pi. 

the  rains,  rainy  season;  (am),  n.  a  year.  —  J'arisAo- 
priya,  as,  m.  '  the  friend  of  the  rainy  season,'  the  Ci- 
ttka  bird  (being  supposed  to  drink  only  rain-water). 

<<K.B  varishtha,  variman,  variyas.  See 
p.  888,  col.  3. 

van,  -ryas,  f.  pi.  (for  can,  fern,  of 
rara,  see  under  vara,  p.  887,  col.  2),  Ved.  streams, 
rivers  (according  to  Naigh.  I.  13;  cf.  rar,  vari). 
—  Vari-dasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  the  Gan- 
dharva  Njrada.  —  Vari-dhard,  f.  a  kind  of  metre, 
the  first,  second,  and  fourth  lines  consisting  of  —  u  — 
u  u  -  u  —  ,  and  the  third  ofo-o  —  uu-u  —  . 

varivarda,  as,  m.  ==  balivarda,  an 
ox,  bull. 

<H  I<J»1  t^varivrijat,  at,  ati,  at  (fr.  Intens. 
of  rt.  vrij),  Ved.  turning  aside,  diverting,  (according 
to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VII.  24,  4  =  bhrijam  hin«ut, 
excessively  injuring,  overthrowing  repeatedly.) 

fO^lf  varlvrita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens.  of 
rt.  I.  Vfit),  Ved.  turning  frequently,  rolling. 

lO;|  varlshu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  Kama-deva  ; 
[cf.  ravishu.] 

^5  van.     See  p.  889,  col.  i. 

^t*1*  varuka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  inferior 
grain. 

varuta,  as,  m.,   N.   of  a   class   of 

Mlec'chas,  (also  read  varalu.) Fartuja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Ic ...  low  mixed  caste  (one  of 
the  seven  low  castes  called  Antya-ja,  whose  occupation is  splitting  canes). 

varuna,  &c.     See  p.  889,  col.  j . 
varutra,  variitri,  &c.     See  p.  889, Col.  3. 

*TC*I  varitha,  &c.     See  p.  889,  col.  2. 

•TOB  varena,  as,  m.  a  wasp  [cf.  varola'] ; (a),  f.  probably  incorrect  for  rareityd,  q.  v. 

^Ptcarenya,vareya.  See  p.  889,  cols.  2,3. 

varuha-sringa. 

^Ttj  varota,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  (= 

maruvaka) ;  (am),  n.  its  flower. 
^Tt<5  varola,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  wasp ;  (I), 

f.  a  smaller  kind  of  wasp. 

<*<*<  varkara,  as,  I,  m.  f.  (fr.  rt.  vrikf), 
any  young  domestic  animal ;  (as),  m.  a  kid.  lamb  ; 
a  goat;  pleasure,  pastime,  sport,  mirth,  festivity. 

—  Varl:ara-kai'kara,  (perhaps)  of  all  kinds  or  sorts. 

^^i^IS  varkarata,  as,  m.  a  side  glance, 
wink,  leer ;  the  rays  of  the  ascending  sun  ;  the  marks 

ot  a  lover's  finger-nails  on  the  bosom  of  a  woman. 
«-    .. 

varkarlkunda,  N.  of  a  place. 

Vorkuta,  as,  m.  a  pin,  bolt. 

^^  varga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vrij},  one  who 
excludes  or  removes  ;  a  class  or  multitude  of  similar 

things  (animate  or  inanimate),  division,  group,  class, 
tribe,  troop,  company,  society,  family,  party,  side, 
(frequently  compounded  with  numerals,  e.g.  tri- 
varga,  any  group  or  division  consisting  of  three 

objects,  a  triad,  cf.  tattir-v',  Sec.)  ;  any  series  or 
group  of  words  classified  together,  a  class  or  series  of 
consonants  in  the  alphabet  ̂   seven  such  classes  being 

given,  viz.  ka-varga,  '  the  class  of  Guttural  letters  ;' 

<?a-varga,  '  the  Palatals  ;'  ta-varga,  '  the  Cerebrals  ;' 

ta-varga,  'the  Dentals  ;''  pa-varga,  'the  Labials;' 
ya-varya,  'the  Semivowels  and  the  aspirate  h:'  the 
first  consonant  of  each  Varga  is  called  varga-pra- 

tfiama  or  simply  pmthama,  the  second  varga- 
dvitiya  or  dvitiya,  &c.);  everything  embraced 
or  comprehended  under  any  department  or  head, 
everything  included  under  a  category;  a  sphere, 
province;  the  whole  class  of  objects  or  pursuits  of 
life,  (viz.  kama,  art/to,  and  dharma,  see  tri- 
varga);  a  section,  chapter,  division  of  a  book;  a 
subdivision  of  an  Adhyaya  in  the  Rig-veda,  (ac- 

cording to  the  arrangement  which  has  reference  to 

mere  bulk  'and  not  authorship,  the  Samhita  consists 
of  8  Ashtakas,  which  are  divided  into  64  Adhyayas 
or  lessons,  and  these  into  2006  Vargas  or  sections, 
and  these  into  Rtfs  and  Padas,  see  mandala)  ;  a 
similar  subdivision  in  the  Brihad-devata  ;  (in  algebra) 
the  square  or  second  power  of  a  number,  (jMiiila- 
varga,  the  square  of  five  ;  cf.  bhinna-v°)  ;  =  bala, 
strength  (fr.  rt.  vrij  in  a  sense  '  to  be  strong,'  see 
varga*;  cf.  urj ;  cf.  also  Zend  rerez;  Gr. ,  ,  , 

foiai) ;  N.  of  a  country ;  (5),  f.,  N.  of  an  A'psaras  ; [cf.  probably  Lat.  vulgut.]  —  Varga,-karman,  a,  a. 
an  operation  relating  to  square  numbers.  -  Varga- 
ghana,  am,  n.  the  cube  of  a  square.  -  Varga- 
ghana-gkata,  as,  m.  the  fifth  power  (in  arithmetic). 
—  Varga-pada,   am,    n.   square   root.  —  Varga- 
pala,  as,  m.  a  protector  of  a  company  or  tribe  (of 
dependants  Sec.).  -  Varga-prakriti,  is,  f.  an  affected 
square  (in  arithmetic).  —  Varga-prathaiiM,  as,  in. 
the  first  Better  of  a  Varga,  (see  above.) -Varga- 
praSansin,  I,  inl,  i,  praising  one's  owu  company 
(of  relatives,  dependants,  &c.).  -  Varga-mula,  am, 
n.  square  root.  —  Varga-carga,  as,  m.  the  square 
of  a  square,  a  biquadratic  number.  —  Varga-varga- 
varga,   as,   m.   the  square    of  a    squared  square. 
—  Varga-iSas,  ind.  according  to  divisions,  in  groups. 
—  Varga-stlia,  as,  a,  am,  standing  by  a  party  or 
side,  faithlul   or  devoted  to  a  party.  —  Vargdntya 
('ga-an°),  as,  m.  the  last  consonant  in  the  first  live classes  of  consonants,  a  nasal.  —  Vargi-krita,  as,  a, 
am,   made    into   classes,   classified,    arranged ;    (in 
algebra)  raised  to  a  square,  squared.  —  Vargottama 
(°ga-ut°),  as,  m.  the  last  consonant  in  one  of  the first  five  classes  of  consonants,  a  nasal  letter ;    the 
chief  or  most  remarkable  of  a  class,  epithet  of  the  Ram, 
the  Bull,  and  the  Twins  (being  the  first  signs  in  a 
particular  grouping  of  the  signs  of  the  zodiac). 
Varyana,  {.  (fr.  vargaya),  multiplication. 
Vargaya,  Nom.  P.  vargayati,  &c.,  to  multiply. ,       ., 
V  argot,  Ved.  =  bala-nama  (Naigh.  II.  9). 
I  «>•(/<»,  t,  in?,  i,  belonging  to  a  class,  de to  a  side  or  party. evoted 

var6atl. 

Varglna,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  class  or 
category  of,  belonging  to  the  family  or  party  of  (at 

the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  mad-v°). 

I  arg'iya,  as,  a,  am,  =  varglna  above ;  belonging 
to  a  class  of  consonants,  (ka-mrglya,  a  Guttural ; 

pti-vargiya,  a  Palatal.) 

Vurgya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  a  class  or  divi- 
sion, belonging  to  a  side  or  party,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a 

member  of  a  society,  a  colleague. 

T  arja,  as,  a,  am,  free  from,  devoid  of  (at  the  end 
of  comps.)  ;  excluding,  excepting,  with  the  exception 
of;  (as),  m.  the  act  of  leaving,  abandoning ;  leaving 
out ;  (am),  ind.  see  below. 
Varjaka,  as,  a,  am  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.), 

excluding,  exclusive  of;  avoiding,  shunning,  leaving, leaving  out. 

I  arjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  excluding,  avoiding, 
leaving,  abandoning,  giving  up,  renouncing ;  deser- 

tion ;  exception  ;  the  act  of  killing,  hurting,  injury. 

Varjanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  excluded,  to  be 
avoided  or  shunned,  improper,  censurable,  wicked. 

Far/am,  ind.  excluding,  exclusive  of,  with  the 
omission  or  exception  of,  without  (at  the  end  of  a 

comp.,  cf.  mantra-*") ;  excepting,  except 
Varjayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  avoided  or shunned. 

Varjayitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  excludes  or 
avoids  or  shuns ;  one  who  pours  out,  a  discharger. 

Varjayitcd,  ind.  having  excluded,  having  shunned 
or  avoided,  having  omitted  or  excepted,  excepting, leaving  out. 

Varjita,  as,  a,  am,  excluded,  abandoned,  avoided  ; 
relinquished  ;  lelt,  remnant ;  deprived  of,  destitute  of, 
without  (with  inst.  or  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g. 

c/iidra-v",  without  a  break,  uninterrupted) ;  ex- 
cepted;  given. 

Varjin,  t,  ml,  i,  avoiding,  shunning. 
T  arjya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  excluded,  to  be  shunned 

or  avoided,  to  be  excepted,  to  be  left  out ;  with  the 
exception  of,  exclusive  of  (at  the  end  of  a  comp., 

e.  g.  tvad-varjyam,  except  thee) ;  (am),  n.  a  point 
in  each  lunar  mansion  during  which  no  business  should be  begun. 

d-d    varf,   cl.   I.   A.  var6ate,   vavan'e, 
\  varditum,  to  shine,  be  bright. 

\ar/!a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  sage  (  =  su-var- 

Varfala  in  su-rarfala,  q.  v. 
Vardas,  as,  n.  vital  power,  vigour,  energy,  efficacy, 

efficiency,  activity,  the  illuminating  power'  of  fire  or of  the  sun,  (in  the  preceding  senses  mostly  Ved.) ; 
light,  lustre,  brightness,  brilliancy;  form,  figure,  shape, 
colour  ;  excrement,  ordure,  feces ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Soma  ;  of  a  son  of  Su-tejas ;  of  a  Rakshasa. 

—  Vardas-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  possessing  vital 
energy  or  vigour,  vigorous,  active ;  shining,  bright ; 
containing  the  word  rar/<ai.  —  Var£as-mn,  I,  inl,  i, 
full  of  powtr  or  vigour,  vigorous,  active,  energetic; 

bright;  (J),  in.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Varcas  and  grandson 
ot  Soma. —  Vart?o-grah<i,  as,  m.  obstruction  of  the 
feces,  constipation.  —  Vardo-da  or  vardo-dha,  as, 

as,  am,  Ved.  granting  power,  bestowing  vigour  or 

energy. 

Vardasa,  am,  n.  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  =var<?as, 
(iandra-vartaxa,  moon-shine.) 

Vartwsin  in  brahma-v°,  q.  v. 
Vardaska,  as,  am,  m.  n.  power,  vigour,  bright- 

ness, &c.  ( =  vartas)  ;  ordure,  excrement. 
Vardasya,  as,  a,  am,  bestowing  vital  power  or 

vigour  (Ved.);  relating  to  vardas ;  acting  on  the 
excrement ;  (a),  {  scil.  ishlaka,  a  term  applied  to 
certain  sacriricial  bricks  (at  the  laying  of  which  a  par- 

ticular Mantra  containing  the  word  varfas  is  used). 

Vartaya,  Nom.  A.  varfayatc,  -yitwm,  to  shine. 
Varjin,  j,  m.t  Ved.,  N.  of  an  Asura  or  demon 

(who  with  his  family  and  dependants  was  slain  by 
Indra  [Rig-veda  II.  14,  6],  or  by  Indra  and  Vishnu 
jointly,  Rig-veda  VII.  99,  5). 

3^<sl  varfatt (?),  f.  a  kind  of  rice;    a harlot. 
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car/a,  &c.     See  p.  890,  col.  3. 

varn  (more  properly  regarded  as 
a  Norn.  ft.  varna  below),  cl.  10.  P.  var- 

nayati  (according  to  some  also  A.  -te),  varnaydm- 
dsa,  avamniat,  -ta,  variiayitum  (anom.  Inf. 
varnitmn),  to  paint,  colour,  dye;  to  depict,  deli- 

neate, picture,  write,  describe,  enumerate,  relate, 
tell,  explain,  illustrate;  to  praise,  extol;  to  illumi- 

nate ;  to  spread,  extend  ;  to  exert  one's  self;  to 
send,  cast  (or  to  grind,  pound)  :  Pass,  varnyate,  Aor. 
avarni,  to  be  coloured  ;  to  be  described  ;  to  be 
praised,  &c. 

VariM,  as,  m.  (according  to  Un5di-s.  III.  10.  fr. 
rt.  vri),  a  covering,  cloak,  mantle  ;  a  cover,  covering, 
lid  ;  outward  appearance,  exterior,  form,  figure  ; 
colour,  hue,  tint,  dye,  paint  ;  lustre,  beauty  ;  a 
coloured  cloth  thrown  over  an  elephant,  housings; 
staining  or  anointing  the  body  with  coloured  un- 

guents; dress,  embellishment;  gold;  the  purity  of 
gold  as  ascertained  by  its  streak  ;  sort,  kind,  species, 
class,  race,  tribe  ;  class  of  men,  order,  caste  (as  being 
originally  perhaps  connecled  with  colour  or  com- 

plexion ;  but  the  word  varna  is  more  properly 
applicable  to  the  four  principal  classes  described  in 

Manu's  code,  viz.  BrShmans,  Kshatriyas,  Vaisyas, 
and  ?udras,  and  not  to  the  numerous  mixed  castes 

of  later  times;  the  more  modern  word  for  'caste* 
is  jati)  ;  a  letter,  sound,  vowel,  syllable,  word,  (in 
these  and  some  of  the  preceding  senses  said  to  be 
also  am,  n.);  quality,  property;  a  musical  mode;  a 
particular  time  in  music,  the  order  or  arrangement 
of  a  song,  &c.  ;  praise,  commendation,  renown, 
fame,  glory,  celebrity  ;  (in  algebra)  an  unknown 
magnitude  or  quantity  ;  (in  arithmetic)  the  figure 
one,  (according  to  some)  a  coefficient;  a  religious 
observance;  (dm),  n.  coloured  unguent  or  perfume; 
saffron  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  or  leguminous  shrub, 

Cajanus  Indicus  ;  [cf.  Slav,  rran,  '  black  ;  a  raven  :' 
Russ.  vorortj,  *  the  azure  colour  of  swords  ;'  vornoi, 
'  black  ;'  roron,  '  a  raven  :'  Lith.  warnas,  '  a  raven.'] 
•«•  Varna-kavi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kuvera. 

—  Varna*kupikd,  f.  any  vessel  containing  colour 
or  paint,  an  ink-bottle,  ink-stand.  —  Varna  krit,  t, 
t,  t,  causing  or  giving  colour.  —  Varna-krama,  as, 
m.  order  or  succession  of  colours  ;  order  of  castes  ; 

order  or  series  of  letters,  alphabetical  arrangement, 
the  alphabet  ;  (en«),  ind.  according  to  the  order  of 

the  castes  —  Varna-gata,  as,  a,  am,  '  gone  to 

colour,'  coloured,  described;    algebraical-  —  Farni- 
Saraka,  as,  m.  a  painter,  colourer.  —  Varna-ja,  as, 
d,   am,   produced   from   castes,  relating  to  castes. 
—  Varnayyeshtha,  as,  d,  am,  highest  in  caste; 
(an),  m.  a  Brahman.  —  Varna-tanu,  ux,  f.,  N.  of  a 
particular  Mantra  addressed  to  Sarasvatl.  —  Vurna- 
tas,  ind.  by  or  with  colour,  &c.  —  Varna-td,  f.  or 
varna-tva,   am,    n.   the   state   of  colour,    colour, 
(anya-varna-tva,  the  being  of  another  colour)  ; 
the  state  or  condition  of  caste,  division  into  classes  ; 
the  state  or  condition  of  a  letter  or  sound.  *~Varna- 

tdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Varna-tali,  is,  or 

varna-tulikd  or  varna-tuli,  f.  '  letter-brush,'  a  pen, 
pencil,  paint-brush.  —  Varna-da,  a*,  (7,  am,  giving 
colour,  colouring,  dyeing  ;  giving  tribe,  &c.  ;  (am\ 
n.  a  kind  of  fragrant  yellow  wood.  —  Varna-datri, 

ta,  m.  a  granter  or  bestower  of  colour,  &c.  ;  (tr~i),  f. 
turmeric.  —  Varna-duta,  as,  m.  'a  letter  as  a  mes- 

senger,' a  letter,  epistle.  —  V  'ania-dushaka,  as,  ika, 
am,  violating  or  disturbing  the  distinctions  of  caste. 

—  Varna-dei!and,  f.  •  instruction  in  sounds,'  N.  of  a 
lexicon.  —  V  arna-dvaya-mayfi,  as,  i,  am,  consist- 

ing of  two  syllables.  —  Varna-dharma,  as,  m.  the 
particular  duty  or  occupation  of  each  caste  or  tribe. 

—  \'arna-pdta,  as,  m.  the  dropping  or  omission  of 
a  letter  in  pronunciation.  —  Varna-patra,  am,  n.  a 
vessel  or  receptacle  for  colours,  paint-box,  (according 
to  some  this  word  should  be  varnti-pattra,  a  leaf 
on  which   a   painter   mixes   his  colours,  a  pallet.) 

—  Varna-pushpa,  am,  n.  the  blossom  of  the  globe- 
amaranth  ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  -ushtra-kdndi). 
•~  Varna-pushpaka,  as,  m.  globe-amaranth.  —  Var- 

na-prakarsKa,   as,    m.   excellence   or   beauty   of 
colour.  —  Varna-prabodha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 

—  Varna-prasadana,  amt  n.  aloe  wood,  Agallo- 
chum.  —  Varna-bhedini,   f.  a  kind  of  plant  (?). 
—  Varna-maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting  of  colours; 
consisting  of  letters  or  sounds. "Varna-mdtn,  td, 

{.  'letter-mother,'  a  pen,  pencil,  &c.  —  Varna-md- 
trikd,  f.,  N.  of  Sarasvat!.  —  Varna~mdtrdt  f.  a  kind 
of  metre.  —  Varna-maid,  f.  order  or  series  of  letters, 
(especially)  rows  of  letters  (written  on  a  board  or  in  a 

diagram),  the  alphabet.  —  Varna-rd'-'i,  in,  m.  '  mul- 
titude or  series  of  letters,'  the  alphabet.  —  i'araa- 

rekhti  or  varna-lekhd  or  varna-lekhikd,  f.  chalk 
or  a  white  substance  often  confounded  with  chalk. 

—  Varna-vat,  an,  ati^  at,  having  colour,  &c. ;  (ati), 
(.  turmeric.  —  Varna-varti,  is,  or  rarna-vartikd,  f.  a 

writing-pen, pencil,  &c.— Varna-rddin,  f ,  m.  a  speaker 
of  praise,  panegyrist.  —  V arna-viparyaya,  as,  m. 
the  change  or  substitution  of  one  letter  for  another. 
—  Varna-vildsini,  f.  turmeric.  —  Vamia-vilodaka, 
as,  m.  a  plagiarist ;  a  house-breaker.  —  Varna-riveka, 

as,  m.  '  distinction  of  words,'  N.  of  a  dictionary. 
—  Varna-vritta,  am,  n.  metre   regulated    by  the 
number  of  syllables,  (this  term  applies  to  a  common 
class  of  metres,  such  as  the  ?loka  or  Anushtubh,  the 

Indra-vajra,  &c.,  which  are  regulated  by  the  number 
of  syllables    in    the   half-line ;    cf.  matrd-vritta.) 

•*Var>ia-vyavast!iiti,   is,  f.    'caste-system,'  insti- 
tution  of  caste.  —  Varna-tfikshd,   f.   instruction   in 

sounds  or  letters.  —  Variia-rlreshtha,  as,  d,  am,  be- 
longing to  the  best  of  the  tribes ;  (as),  m.  a  Brahman 

or  member  of  the  highest  caste.  —  Variia-samyoga, 
as,  m.  '  union  of  tribe  or  caste,'  matrimonial  con- 

nection or  marriage  between   persons  of  the  same 
caste. —  Varna-satiisarf/a,  as,  m.  mixture  or  con- 

fusion of  castes,  matrimonial  connection  or  marriage 
with  members  of  other  castes. ~>V ania-samhdra, 
as,  m.  an  assemblage  or  mixture  of  different  castes, 
an  assembly  in  which  all  the  four  tribes  are  repre- 

sented —  Varna-sankara,  as,  m.  mixture  or  blend- 
ing of  colours ;  mixture  or  confusion  of  castes  through 

intermarriage  with  different  castes ;  a  tribe  of  different 
origin,  a  man  descended  from  a  father  and  mother 
of  different  castes.  —  Varna-sankarika,  as,  a,  am, 
one  who  causes  a  mixture  of  castes  by  marrying  a 
member  of  a  different  caste.  —  Varna-sattghdta  or 
varita-sangkdta  or  varna-samdmndya,  as,  m.  an 
assemblage   or   aggregate    of  letters,  the   alphabet. 
—  Varna-sthdna,  am,  n.  the  place  or  organ  of 
utterance  of  any  sound  or  letter,  (of  these  there  are 

eight,  such  as  'the  throat"  &c.,  see  under  sthdna.) 
—  Varna-hma,  as,  a,  am,  deprived  of  caste,  out- 

cast. —•Varitiifjama  (°na-dg°),as,  m.  the  addition 
of  a  letter  to  a  word.  —  Varndnlcd  (°na-an°),  f. 
'  letter-marker,'  a  pen.  —  Varndtman  (°na-dt"),  d, 
m.  'consisting  of  sounds  or  letters,'  a  word.  —  Var- 
yddhipa    (cna-adh°),   as,  m.  '  caste-presider,'  a 
planet  presiding  over  a  class  or  caste.  —  Varndnya- 

tva  (*na-anu),  am,  n.  change  of  complexion.  — •  Var- 
nitpasada  (°na-ap°),  as,  m.  one  who  goes  out 
from  ciste,  excluded  from  caste,  an  outcast.  —  Var- 

ndpeta  ("na-ap"),  as,  m.  destitute  of  caste,  bora 
in  a  mixed  caste,  outcast,  degraded.  —  Varndrha 

(IJna-ar°),(t8,  m.  a  sort  of  bean,  Phaseolus  Mungo. 
—  Varnds'rama  (°na-d:S°),  am,  n.  caste  and  order, 
class   and    stage  of  life,   (see  dirama.)  —  Var>id- 
xritiiia-dharma,  as,  m.  the  duties   of  caste   and 
order.  —  Varndsrama-vat,  an,  all,  at,  or  varnd- 

framin,  i,  in  i,  i,  possessed  of  caste  and  order.  —  Var- 
ni-tihu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  &c.,  to  become  or  be 
changed    into  an  articulate    sound.  —  Varnetvari 

(°wa-<O,  ̂ .  N.  of  a  goddess.  —  Varnodaka  (°na- 
ud°),  am,  n.  coloured  water.  —  Varnojieta   (°na- 
up°),  as,  d,  am,  having  tribe  or  caste. 

Va.ra.aka,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  mask,  the  dress  of  an 
actor,  &.c. ;  paint,  pigment ;  colour  for  painting, 
paint,  anything  for  smearing  on  the  body ;  (as),  m. 
a  panegyrist,  encomiast,  bard,  strolling  player  or 
singer;  a  letter,  syllable  (  =  rarna,  generally  at  the 
end  of  an  adj.  comp.)  ;  a  kind  of  plant ;  the  sandal 

tree,  sandal ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  outer  or  upper  gar- 

ment, mantle ;  fine  gold,  puritv  of  gold ;  (ikd),  f.  a 
mask,  dress  of  an  actor,  &c. ;  colour ;  ink ;  a  pen, 

pencil ;  (am),  n.  paint,  pigment  (as  orpirnent,  in- 
digo, &c.) ;  sandal ;  a  chapter,  section,  division ;  a 

circle,  orb ;  (perhaps)  a  model  or  specimen,  (in  this 

sense  the  gender  is  doubtful.)  —  Farna&a-o'a"- 
daka,  a  painting-stick;  N.  of  a  metre. ~Varn<ika- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  composed  or  consisting  of  colours, 

painted. 

Varnakita,  see  Gana  TarakSdi  to  Pan.  V.  3,  36. 
Varttata,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Varnana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  the  act  of  painting,  colour- 
ing, delineation,  description,  representation,  explana- 
tion, describing,  expatiating,  pointing  out  qualities, 

&c. ;  writing ;  a  statement,  assertion  ;  (d),  (.  praise, 
commendation,  panegyric. 

Varnaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  painted  or  coloured, 
to  be  delineated  or  described  ;  to  be  praised  ;  to  be illustrated,  &c. 

Varnayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  delineated  or described,  &c. 

Varnayitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  colours  or  de- 
picts or  describes. 

Vaniayitvd,  ind.  having  depicted,  having  de- scribed, &c. 

Varnayishyat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  about  to 
depict  or  describe. 
Varnasa,  see  Gana  Trinadi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

Vanidta,  as,  m.  a  painter ;  a  singer ;  one  who 
makes  his  living  by  his  wife ;  a  lover. 

Varniisd,  (.,  N.  of  a  river. 
Vartii  (gender  doubtful),  gold. 

Varnika  in  aikamrnika,  being  of  one  kind,  &c. ; 
(as),  m.  a  writer,  scribe,  secretary,  (for  vaniika.) 
Varnita,  as,  d,  am,  painted,  delineated  ;  described, 

explained  ;  praised,  eulogized,  extolled.  —  Varnita- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  painted  or  described, 
&c. 
Varnin,  i,  ini,  i  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  having 

the  colour  or  appearance  of;  belonging  to  a  tribe ; 
belonging  to  the  caste  of  (e.  g.  brdhmana-varnin, 
belonging  to  the  Brahman  caste);  (z),  m.  a  person 
belonging  to  one  of  tile  four  castes ;  a  Brahman  in 

the  first  order  of  life,  a  religious  student  or  Btahma- 
farin,  q.  v. ;  a  painter  ;  a  writer,  scribe  ;  (perhaps) 
a  kind  of  plant;  (was),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  particular 
sect ;  (ini},  f.  a  woman  belonging  to  one  of  the 
higher  castes,  caste-woman  ;  a  woman  or  wife  in 
general ;  turmeric.  —  Varni-lingin,  i,  m.  one  wear- 

ing the  marks  of  a  religious  student.  ••  Varni-vadha, 
as,  m.  killing  or  occasioning  the  death  of  a  man 
belonging  to  one  of  the  four  castes. 

Varuila,  see  Gana  Pic'chsdi  to  Pan.  V.  2,  JOO. 
1.  varnya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  delineated  or  described, 

to  be  pictured,  describable. 

2.  rarnya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  colour,  useful  for 
colour,  giving  colour;  (am),  n.  —  varna,  saffron. 
Varnyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  painted;  being 

described  ;  being  extolled  or  praised. 

=Ruftr  varnasi  (according  to  Unadi-s.  IV. 
107.  fr.  rt.  vri),  water  ;  [cf.  panmst.] 

Varnii,  us,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  III.  38.  fr. 
rt.  vri),  N.  of  a  river  and  of  the  adjacent  district ; 
the  sun. 

^n  varta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  mi),  manner 
of  existence  or  subsistence,  livelihood,  living  (gene- 

rally at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  kitlya-v',  bahu-v°, 
&c.).  —  Varla-janman,d,  m.  a  cloud.  —  Varta-loha, 
am,  n.  a  sort  of  brass,  mixed  or  bell-metal. 
Vartaka,  as,  d,  a)n,  who  or  what  abides  or  exists, 

abiding,  existing,  living;  given  up  to,  devoted  or 
attached  to  (generally  at  the  end  of  comps.) ;  (as), 

m.  a  sort  of  quail ;  a  horse's  hoof;  (akd,  aki,  ikdl, 
{.  a  quail ;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of  brass  or  bell-metal  (  = varta-loha). 

V artana,  as,  d,  am,  =  vartishHU,  abiding,  stay- 
ing ;  stationary,  stable ;  causing  to  move  or  live, 

giving  life,  causing  to  be ;  (as),  m.  a  dwarf;  («),  f. 
staying,  abiding,  living,  life;  a  way,  road,  path; 

rubbing,  grinding,  pounding  ( =  peshana) ;  sending 
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oft',  dispatching  (  =  f>reshana,  according  to  some); 
a  spindle  or  distaff,  the  ball  at  one  end  of  a  spindle ; 
,(awi),  n.  the  act  of  turning  or  moving,  revolving ; 
rolling  on,  moving  forward,  moving  about ;  staying, 
abiding,  living,  abode,  residence ;  causing  to  move ; 

causing  to  be  or  exist ;  appointing ;  living  on,  sup- 
porting life  by  (with  inst.  or  at  the  end  of  a  comp.), 

livelihood,  subsistence  ;  tannings,  hire,  wages,  salary ; 
occupation,  profession;  intercourse,  commerce,  traffic; 
proceeding,  conduct,  behaviour ;  colouring,  covering 
with  colour  (such  as  lac  &c.) ;  a  spir.dle  or  distaff  or 
(according  to  some)  a  ball  of  cotton  from  which  the 

threads  are  spun;  a  ball,  globe.  —  Vartaiia-iliiiiu, 
:i.  the  gift  of  means  of  subsistence  or  wages. 

—  Vartana-viniyoga,  us,  m.  appointment  or  assign- 
ment of  means  of  subsistence,  i.  e.  of  jalary,  wages, 

tSzc.  —  Vartaiinli/i'im  (na-alih*),  as,  m.  want  of means  of  subsistence,  destitution. 
Variant,  is,  (.  a  wheel  (Ved.),  the  circle  or  felloe 

of  a  wheel  (Ved.);  the  track  of  a  wheel  (Ved.) ;  the 
track  of  a  road,  way,  road,  course ;  the  eyelashes 

[cf.  vartman]  ;  (is),  m.  the  eastern  country  or 
eastern  India  ;  =  ttotra,  see  Gana  Uiichadi  to  Pin. 
VI.  I,  160. 

Vartanin,  i,  ««»,  i,  Ved.  hiving  wheels  (at  the 

end  of  a  comp.,  e.g.  eta-vartanin,  having  one 

wheel ;  cf.  sahasra-v°~). 
Vartaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  lived,  to  be  stayed 

or  dwelt  in. 

Vartamatta,  as,  a,  am,  turning,  turning  round, 
revolving,  moving ;  being,  existing,  living,  being 
present ;  dwelling  or  abiding  in  ;  (am),  n.  presence ; 
(in  grammar)  the  present  tense.  —  Vartamana-ta, 
f.  or  vartamdna-tva,  am.  n.  the  being  present,  the 

condition  of  present  time.— Vartaindndk*hepa  (°?m- 

ai°),  as.  m.  denying  or  not  agreeing  with  auy  pre- sent event  or  circumstances. 

Vartayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  turn ;  causing  to 
be  or  exist ;  living,  subsisting ;  dwelling,  abiding. 

Vartas,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  eyelashes;  [cf.  var- 
iant.] 

Varli,  is,  or  varti,  f.  anything  rolled  or  wrapped 
round,  a  pad  or  kind  of  bandage  on  a  wound ; 
ointment,  unguent,  perfume  for  the  person,  rouge, 

eye-salve,  collyrium  or  any  cosmetic  remedy  pre- 
pared from  various  substances  and  diicd  in  the  shape 

of  a  ball  or  pill ;  the  wick  of  a  lamp ;  a  lamp,  a 
magical  lamp ;  the  projecting  threads  or  unwoven 
ends  of  woven  cloth,  a  kind  of  fringe  ;  a  projecting 
rim  or  protuberance  round  a  vessel ;  a  swelling  or 
polypus  in  the  throat ;  a  swelling  or  protuberance 
formed  by  internal  rupture,  (mutra-rarti,  rupture 
of  the  scrotum) ;  a  surgical  instrument,  bougie ;  a 
streak,  line,  stripe,  ruled  line. 

Vartika,  as,  m.  =  vartaka,  a  sort  of  quail. 
Vartika,  (.  (fr.  i-arli\  =  dirgha^yashli ;  the 

wick  of  a  lamp  [cf.  yoga-v°]  ;  a  paint-brush ; 
colour,  paint ;  Odina  Pinnata ;  a  quail,  (see  under 
vartaka,  p.  891,  col.  3.) 

Vartita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  be  or  exist,  brought 
about,  accomplished. 

Va.rtita.vya.,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  lived  or  dwelt,  to 
be  stayed,  to  be  remained  or  continued,  to  be  carried 
out,  to  be  accomplished  or  performed. 

Vartitca.  ind.  having  lived,  having  dwelt,  having 
remained,  &c. 

Vartin,  i,  ini,  i,  turning,  moving,  going ;  abid- 
ing, staying,  resting,  being,  situated,  (frequently  at 

the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  hanta-v0,  eannpa-v0) ;  being  or 
remaining  fixed  in  any  position  or  condition  ;  conduct- 

ing one's  self,  behaving,  acting,  practising,  perform- 
ing; acting  with  propriety,  (a-vart'm.  behaving 

improperly.  )-Varti-td,  f.  or  varti-ti-a,  am,  n. 
conduct  to  be  observed  towards  (e.  g.  r/ururvarli-ta, 
proper  behaviour  to  a  superior). 

I  a ril i'ii,  «s  m.  =  vartira. 
I  urli'hifH.  us,  us,  u,  turning,  revolving,  circular; 

abiding,  suying,  being  stationary  or  fixed  ;  standing lirm  in  battle,  facing  (an  enemy). 
Vartithyiimana,  as,  a,  am,  about  to  be,  about  to 

take  place,  future. 

Vartis,  is,  n.,  Ved.  circuit,  orbit;  a  way,  road  (  = 

marga,  according  to  Mahi-dhara) ;  a  residence, 
dwelling,  abode  (  =  yriha,  according  to  Say.). 

]'nrtira,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  quail  or  partridge ;  [cf. 

2.  rartn  in  tri-vartu,  q. v.  (For  I.  vartu,  see 
p.  889,  col.  3.) 

1  urtaltt,  as,  d,  am,  round,  circular,  globular, 
spherical;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  pulse,  a  pea;  a  ball; 

N.  of  one  of  Siva's  attendants ;  (a),  f.  a  ball  at  the 
end  of  a  spindle  to  assist  its  rotation,  the  ring  be- 

longing to  a  spindle ;  (J),  f.  a  plant  bearing  a  seed 
resembling  pepper,  Scindapsus  Officinalis ;  (a?u\  n. 

a  circle;  the  round  bulb  of  a  kind  of  onion.—  I'ar- 
tulakdra  (°la-dk°),  as,  d,  am,  of  circular  shape, 
round,  globular,  spherical. 
Vartmaka  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  =  rartman 

below,  (rakta-vartmaka,  as,  m.  '  having  red  eye- 
lids,' a  kind  of  bird.) 

Vartman,  a,  n.  the  track  of  a  wheel  or  of  a  road, 
a  way,  road,  path,  track,  course,  passage,  (vartmand, 
inst.  c.  by  the  way  of,  frequently  at  the  end  of 

comps.,  e.  g.  ambitdhi-vartmand,  by  sea ;  dk'dtiii- 
rartmand,  through  the  air ;  dvdra-vartmand, 
through  the  door) ;  an  edge,  border ;  an  eyelid 

(as  encircling  the  eye).  — Far<n»a-£arma«,  a,  n. 
the  business  or  science  of  road-making,  engineer- 

ing. —  Vartma-da,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  be- 
longing to  the  Atharva-veda.  —  Vartma-pdta,  as, 

m.  deviation  from  the  road,  aberration.  —  Vartma- 
bandha  or  vartma-vibandhalta,  as,  m.  a  disease 
attacking  the  eyelids  and  obstructing  their  proper 
movement.  —  Vartma-roga,  as,  m.  a  disease  of  the 
eyelids.  —  Vartma-darkard,  f.,  N.  of  certain  hard 

excrescences  on  the  eyelids.  —  I'. irtmdi/d.-a  (°ma- 
dy'1),  as,  m.  *  road-fatigue,'  weariness  after  a  jnurney. 
—  Vartmdrarodha  (ma-av°),  as,  m.  rigidity  of 
the  eyeiids  (preventing  them  from  closing).  —  Vart- 

monrnvliha  (°ma-un),  as,  i,  am,  looking  up  at  the 

path. 

Vartmani,  is,  {.  =  vartani,  a  road,  way,  track. 
I.  vartsyat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at  (for  2.  see 

below),  about  to  be  or  take  place. 

qS^o*  vartaruka,  as,  m.  standing  water, 

a  pool,  puddle ;  a  crow's  nest ;  a  door-keeper,  cham- berlain ;  N.  of  a  river. 

^J  vartri,  vartra.     See  p.  889,  col.  3. 

~1W  vartsa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (according  to  a 
commentator)  a  swelling  or  fleshy  formation  of  the 
gum  on  the  inner  side  of  the  jaw ;  [cf.  iarsra.] 

Vartsya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  above  swelling. 

=«**)  1^2.  vartsyat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at  (fat. 
part,  of  rt.  vridh;  for  I.  see  above),  intending  or 
going  to  augment. 

•g^M  vardh,  cl.  10.  P.  vardhayati  (also 
V  vardhdpayati),  &c.,  to  cut,  divide,  shear, 

cut  off;  to  fill,  (in  this  sense  perhaps  rather  a  Caus. 
of  rt.  vridh,  q.  v.) 

i.  vardha,  as,  m.  (for  2.  vardha  see  col.  3), 
cutting,  dividing. 

I.  rardhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  cutting,  dividing,  ait- 

ting  off,  shearing  [cf.  mdsha-v',  iSmadru-v3]  ;  (a*), 
m.  a  carpenter. 

Vardhaki,  is,  or  vardhakin,  i,  m.  a  carpenter. 
i.  I'ardhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  cutting  or  cutting 

off;  [cf.  ndbhi-v°.] Vardhdpuka.  as,  m.  (probably)  one  who  performs 
the  ceremony  of  cutting  the  umbilical  cord  ;  (perhaps) 
the  presents  distributed  at  this  ceremony. 

Vardhdpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  cutting  or  divid- 
ing ;  the  cutting  of  the  umbilical  cord  ;  the  ceremony 

in  commemoration  of  the  day  of  the  above  rite ;  a 
birthday  ceremony,  festival  on  a  birthday  or  any 
festive  occasion  when  wishes  for  prosperity  and  other 
congratulatory  expressions  are  offered,  (in  this  sense 
equally  referrible  to  the  Caus.  of  rt.  vridh),  (pro- 
bably)  =  vardftdpaka,  presents  distributed  at  the 
ceremony  of  cutting  the  umbilical  cord. 

Vardltdpanaka  —  vardhdpana,  the  cutting  of  the 
umbilical  cord,  &c. 

1 .  rardhita,  as,  i,  am,  cut,  cut  off,  divided ; 
filled,  full,  (in  this  sense  probably  rather  to  be  placed 
under  2.  rardhita  below.) 

^V  2.  vardha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vridh;  for 
i.  r/irdha  see  col.  2),  increasing,  augmenting, 
strengthening;  exhilarating,  animating,  &c. ;  (as), 
m.  the  act  of  increasing,  giving  increase  or  prosperity, 

making  happy ;  increase,  augmentation  ;  the  plant 
Clerodtndrum  Siphonanthus ;  ((nil),  n.  lead,  red 

lead.  —  Vardha-mdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman. 
2.  vardhuka,  as,  ikd,  am,  increasing,  strength- 

ening, &c. ;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Clerodendrum  Sipho- nanthus. 

2.  rardltana,  as,  i,  am,  increasing,  augmenting, 

growing,  thriving ;  enlarging,  causing  to  increase, 
magnifying,  strengthening ;  exhilarating,  making  joy- 

ful, animating ;  besiowing  prosperity ;  (as),  m.  a 
gianter  of  increase,  bestower  of  prosperity ;  N.  of 

Siva;  a  tooth  growing  over  another  tooth;  N.  of 

one  of  Skanda's  attendants ;  of  a  son  of  Krishna  and 
Mitia-vinda;  (;),  f.  a  broom,  brush;  a  water-jar  of 
a  particular  shape ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  increasing, 
growing,  thriving ;  increase,  growth,  prosperity,  suc- 

cess ;  the  act  of  making  larger,  enlargement,  making 

great,  magnifying  ;  elevation ;  a  means  of  strength- 
ening, restorative ;  animation,  exhilaration  ;  rearing, 

educating. ~Vardh(t.ita-i>ila,  a*',  a,  om,  having  a 
tendency  to  increase  or  grow,  increasing,  growing. 

~Vurdhana-suri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Jaina  preceptor. 
—  Vardhana-svdmin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular 

temple  or  statue. 
Vardhanikd,  f.  (with  Buddhists)  a  small  vessel  in 

which  the  saired  water  is  kept. 

Vardhan'tya,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  increased  or strengthened,  to  be  made  prosperous  or  happy. 

—  Vardhaniya-td,  f.  or  vardhuniya-tva,  am,  n. 
augmentability. 
Vardhamdiia,  a>\  a,  am,  increasing,  growing, 

thriving,  prospering,  prosperous ;  (as),  m.  the  castor- 
oil  plant,  Ricinus  Communis  (so  called  from  its 

vigorous  growth) ;  sweet  citron,  (also  a,  f.) ;  a  par- 
ticular way  of  joining  the  hands;  a  kind  of  riddle  or 

charade  ;  N.  of  Vishnu ;  of  a  mountain  and  district 
(now  called  Bardwan  ;  in  this  sense  also  a,  f.);  of  a 
Grama ;  of  various  persons ;  of  the  last  and  most 
celebrated  of  the  twenty-four  Arhats  of  the  present 
Ava-sarpin! ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (ax,  am), 

m.  n.  a  dish  or  platter  of  a  particular  shape  (some- 
times used  as  a  lid  or  cover  to  water-jars,  &c.) ;  a 

house  having  no  door  or  entrance  on  the  south  side  ; 
a  kind  of  mystical  figure  or  diagram ;  a  palace  or 
temple  built  in  the  shape  of  the  above  diagram  ;  (i), 

f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  written  by  Vardham5na  ; 
(a),  f.  a  species  of  Gayatr!  rnetre  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind 
of  metre.  —  Vardhamdna-dvdra,  am,  n.  the  gate 
leading  to  Vardhamana,  N.  of  a  gate  in  Hastinapura. 

—  Vardhamana-pura,  am,  n.  the  town  of  Bardwan. 
—  Vardhamdna-puriya,  as,  a,  am,  coming  from 
or  born  in  VardhamSna-pura.  —  Viirtlhamana-mati, 

is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva.  —  V ardhamdna-mis'ra, 
«*,  in.,   N.  of  a  grammarian  (author  of  the  Ka- 
tantra-vistara).  —  Vardhamdnendu   (°na-in°),   us, 
m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  VardhamanT.  —  Var- 

dhamanesa  (0na-!Sa),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular 
temple  or  statue. 
Vard/iamanaka,  as,  m.=rardhamdna,  a  dish 

or  saucer  of  a  particular  shape,  a  lid  or  cover ;  a  par- 
ticular way  of  joining  the  hands ;  N.  of  a  class  of 

persons  following  a  particular  trade ;  of  a  district  or 
of  a  people ;  of  a  serpent-demon  ;  a  proper  N. 
Vardhayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  causes  to  grow 

or  increase ;  one  who  rears  or  educates,  a  guardian. 

2.  vardhita,  as,  d,  am,  increased,  grown,  ex- 
panded ;  fcf.  i.  rardhita  above.] 

Vardhitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  increases 
or  strengthens. 
Vardhin,  I,  inl,  i,  increasing,  growing,  thriving ; 

augmenting,  strengthening,  &c.  (at  the  end  of  comps.). 
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Vardhishnu,  in,  us,  u,  increasing,  growing, 
thriving  ;  strengthening,  enlarging,  expanding. 
Vardhman  in  antra-rardhman,  internal  rupture 

or  hernia  ( =  antra-vriddhi).—  Va rdhma-roya,  as, 
m.  the  above  disease. 

Vardhra,  as,  m.  (also  written  rarddhra ),  a  strap 
or  leather  band  of  any  kind  (Ved.);  (am),  n.  a 
leather  strap,  thong,  girth  for  securing  a  saddle,  (also 
I,  f.)  ;  leather ;  lead. 
Vardhrikd,  !.  a  strap,  thong ;  (perhaps}  a  person 

as  supple  or  flexible  as  leather. 

<<H«^i>ar/)«s,  as,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  vri), 
Ved.  a  pretended  or  assumed  form,  any  form,  shape, 

figure,  aspect,  (S3y.  =  rupa) ;  plot,  trick,  artifice, 
stratagem,  design,  scheme ;  (Say.)  praise  ( =  stotra) ; 
anything  which  opposes  or  wards  off  ( =  dvaraka, 
rdraka)  ;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr.  fiop^.] 

Varpa-mti,  is,  is,  i  ((r.rarpa  =  rarpas  +  niti), 
taking  a  pretended  form,  acting  artfully;  (Say.) 

mighty  in  warding  off  enemies,  (Rig-veda  III.  34, 
$  =  yuddhe para-prahdrdndm  nititrata.) 
Varphas,  a  various  reading  for  varpats  above. 

•gtE  varph,  cl.  i.  P.  varphati,  &c.,  to  go, 
X  move ;  to  kill. 

qiJT^  carman,  a,  n.  (according  to  some 

also)  d,  m.  (fr.  rt.  rj'i),  defensive  armour,  a  coat  of 
mail,  armour;  a  bulwark,  shelter,  defence,  protection, 

(frequently  found  at  the  end  of  the  names  of  Ksha- 
triyas) ;  bark,  rind  ;  N.  of  particular  preservative 
formulas  or  prayers ;  of  the  mystical  syllable  hum. 
—  V  arma-kantaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  medicinal 
plant,    Gardenia    Latifolia    or    Fumaria    Parviflora. 
—  Varma-kashd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  darma-ka- 
shd).  —  Varman-rat,  an,  all,  a*,Ved.  having  armour 
or  a  coat  of  mail,  mailed.  —  Varma-niantra,  as,  m. 
a  particular  sacred  Mantra.  —  V  anna-vat,  an,  ati, 
at,  having  armour  or  a  coit  of  mail,  mailed ;  (at), 

n.  an  unfortified  (?)  town.  —  Vai'ma-hara,  as,  a  or 
i,  am,  wearing  armour  or  mail,  old  enough  to  wear 
armour,  being  young  or  of  a  military  age  ;  (as),  m. 
one  who  takes  arms  or  spoils  another  of  them. 
Forma,  as,  a,  am,  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp. 

=  varman. 

Varmalca,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Varmana,  as,  m.  the  orange  tree. 
Varmdya,  Nom.  A.  varmayate,  Sec.,  see  Pan. 

IV.  i,  i;. 
Vdrmika,  as,  d,  am,  clad  in  armour,  mailed. 
Varmila,  as,  a,  am,  clad  in  armour,  mailed, 

accoutred. 

Varmin,  i,  ini,  i,  clad  in  armour,  mailed. 

=rf*T  varmi,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  fish,  (com- 
monly called  vani.) 

Varmusha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish,  (commonly 
called  vdmiruiha.) 

^R  varya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  vri),  to  be 
chosen,  eligible ;  to  be  wooed,  to  be  solicited,  to  be 
asked  or  obtained  in  marriage ;  excellent,  eminent, 
chief,  principal,  the  best,  {frequently  at  the  end  of 

comps.,  e.  g.  nara-varya,  the  best  of  men,  an  excel- 
lent man) ;  (as),  m.  the  god  of  love,  KSmi-deva ; 

(d),  f.  a  girl  choosing  her  own  husband  (?). 

"33  varva,  (perhaps)  a  particular  coin. 
^7  varvata,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  sort  of  bean, 

(see  barbata.) 

i  varcand,  f.  =  barbana,  q.  v. 

varvara,  as,  d,  am  (also  written  bar- 
tiara,  q.  v. ;  said  to.be  fr.  rt.  vri),  stammering, 
babbling ;  curled,  curly,  woolly ;  (an),  m.  a  man  of 
low  origin,  barbarian  (see  barbara),  one  belonging 
to  a  degraded  tribe  or  occupation,  an  outcast,  a 
piteous  wretch  ;  curly  hair ;  a  kind  of  shrub,  Clero- 
dendrum  Siphonanthus ;  another  plant  (  =  knshiia- 
varvaraka) ;  a  sort  of  worm ;  the  noise  or  clash 

of  weapons ;  a  mode  of  dancing ;  (<7),  f.  a  kind  of 

basil ;  a  sort  of  pot-herb ;  a  particular  flower ;  a  kind 
of  fly  or  bee ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  basil ;  a  kind  of  fly 

or  bee ;  =  varvara,  varvarika  ;  (am),  n.  =  var- 
I'arl,  varvarika  ;  vermilion  ;  gum-myrrh ;  yellow 
sandal-wood.  —  Vanarottha  fra-ut ),  am,  n. '  grow- 

ing in  the  land  of  barbarians,'  white  sanda!-wood. 
Varvaraka,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  sandal-wood ;  [cf. 

krishna-v0.] 
Van'ari,  is,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Varvarila,  see  Gana  Ksladi  to  Pan.  IV.  2,  80. 

Farrariia,  as,  m.  curly  or  woolly  hair;  a  kind 
of  shrub  (  =  brdhmatia-yashtikd);  a  kind  of  basil 
( =  aja-ganrthikd) ;  =  (arCarika  ;  (am ),  n.  =  rar- 

rara,  van-art. 
Farm,  f.  =  rarrari,  a  kind  of  basil. 

^f%  varvi,  is,  is,  i  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  53.  fr.  rt.  vrl),  voracious;  (is),  m.  a  glutton. 

<l^«,  varmira,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant  (= 
yuyatdkhya). 

c*3*(«^  varsman,  a,  m.  =  Zend  baresman. 
TR  varsha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (in  some  senses 

fr.  rt.  vrisli,  in  others  fr.  rt.  mi,  to  surround,  &c.,  cf. 

Unadi-s.  III.  62),  rain,  raining,  a  shower  of  rain ; 
sprinkling,  effusion  ;  seminal  sprinkling  or  effusion  ; 
a  cloud ;  a  year,  (varshe  varshe,  year  by  year,  every 
year ;  a  rarshdtfora  whole  year ;  varshdt,  after  ayear ; 

varshena,  in  a  year,  within  a  year) ;  a  day  (?) ;  a  divi- 
sion of  the  world  or  known  continent,  (in  this  sense 

probably  fr.  rt.  rri) ;  the  plains  or  low  land  situated 
between  certain  principal  mountains,  (nine  such 
divisions  are  enumerated,  viz.  Kuru,  Hiranmaya, 

Ramyaka,  Ilavrita,  Hari,  Ketu-malS,  Bhadrasva, 
Kinnara,  and  Bharatal ;  India  (=*£hdrata-rarsha, 

J  amlm-dv'tpa)  ;  (dni),  n.  pi.  the  rains,  rainy  season 
(Ved.)  ;  (a),  f.  rain,  the  rains;  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 
koti-varsha) ;  (as),  f.  pi.  the  rains,  rainy  season, 
monsoon  (lasting  two  months  according  to  the  Hindu 
classification  of  the  seasons  which  divides  the  whole 

year  into  six  seasons  [see  ritu],  the  rains  falling  in 

some  places  during  S'ravana  and  Bhadra,  and  in 
others  during  Bhadra  and  Asvina ;  but  the  duration 
of  the  monsoon  is  longer  in  parts  of  India,  being 
reckoned  on  the  west  coast  from  about  June  to 
October)  ;  rain ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian ; 
[cf.  Gr.  ipa-rj  (Horn,  tipa-if),  fpa-r/,  !/><nj-«s.] 
—  Varsha-kara,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  making  or  pro- 

ducing rain ;    (as),  m.  a  cloud ;    (J),  f.  a  cricket 
(this  animal  chirping  in  wet  weather).  — FarsAa- 
kannan,  a,  n.,  Ved.  the  act  of  raining,  &c.  —  Var- 
K/ia-kdma,  a',  d,  am,  desiring  or  anxious  for  rain. 
—  Varsha-kritya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  done  or  com- 

pleted in  a  year  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Vidya- 
pati.  —  Varsha-ketu,  us,  m.  a  red-flowering  Punar- 
navS  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Ketu-mat.  —  Varsha-koia  or 

varsJia-kosha,  as,  m.  '  year-sheath,"  a  month ;  an 
astiolrjgeT.  —  Varsha-ganita-paddhati,   is,    f.,   N. 
of  a  work.  —  Varsha-yiri,  is,  rn.  a  Varsha  moun- 

tain, i.  e.  a  mountain  separating  a  Varsha,  (see  var- 
sha-parrata.)  —  Varsha-ja,  as.  d,  am,  born  or 
produced  in  the  rainy  season.  —  Varsha-dhara,  as, 

m.  '  restraincr  of  generative  power,'  a   eunuch  or 
attendant   on   the  women's   apartments;    a   cloud. 
•-  Varsha-dharsha,  as,  m.  a  eunuch  or  attendant 

on  the  women's   apartments.  —  Vai'sha-nir\tij,  k, 
Ic,  k,  Ved    clothed  with  rain  (said  of  the  Maruts) ; 

(SSy.  on  Rig-veda  V.  57,  ̂   =  rrishteh  s~odhayitri, 
rain-purifier,  or  varsham  eva  rupam  yeshilm,  hav- 

ing the  form  of  rain.)  —  Varsha-parvata,  as,  m. 
one  of  the  mountainous  ranges  supposed  to  separate 
the  various  Varshas  or  divisions  of  the  globe  from 
each  other,  (six  names  are  enumerated  from  north 
to  south,  viz.  Hima-vat,  Hema-kuta,  Nishadha,  Nlla, 

S'veta,  and  S'rin-giii  or  S'rin-ga-vat ;    Meru  consti- 
tutes a  seventh,  and  other  names  are  given.)  «•  Far- 

sha-pdkin,  i,  m.  '  ripening  in  the  rains,'  the  hog 
plum,  Spondias  Mangifera.  —  Varsha-pushpd,  f.  a 
kind  of  plant  (=-saha-dmT).  —  VarsJia-puya,  as, 
m.  a  series  or  succession  of  years.  —  Varsha-prati- 
bandha,  as,  m.  obstruction  of  rain,  drought.  —  Var- 

sha-praves'a,  as,  m.  the  entrance  into  a  new  year. 
—  Vars/ta-priya,  as,  m.  '  fond  of  rain,'  the  Cataka, 
Cuculus  Melanoleucus.  —  Varsha-mdtra,  am,  n.  one 

year   only.  —  Tarfhartu  (°sha-ritu),  us,    m.  the 
rainy   season.  —  Vandia-lambhaJca,  as,  Sec.  (per- 

haps) marking  off  or  bounding   a  Varsha.  —  Fa»'- 
sha-vara,  as,  m.  a  eunuch,  one  employed  in  the 

women's   apartments.  —  V'artha-vai'dhana,  as,  i, 
am,  causing  increase  of  years;  (am),  n.  increase  of 

yeaTS.  —  Varsha-tri<l</hi,  is,  f.  '  year-increase,'  biith- 
day.  «-  Varsha-^ata,  am,  n.  a  century.  —  FarsAatfa- 

tadhika  Cta-adh°),  as,  d,  am,  more  than  a  century. 
—  Varsha-sahasra,  am,  n.  a  thousand  years.  —  Far- 

shans'a  or  rarshdns'aka  (°sha-an°),  as,  m.  '  por- 
tion of  a  year,'  a  month.  —  Varshd-kdla,  as,  m.  the 

rainy  season.  —  Vamhdkalma,  as,  d,  am,  belonging 
to  or  produced  in  the  rainy  season.  —  Varshtifjhos/ia 

(°sha-dgh°),  as,   m.  'uttering  cries  in  the   rainy 
season,'  a  frog.  —  Varshditya  (°sha-an°),  as,  m. 
'  member  or  portion  of  a  year,'  a  month  ;   (i),  (., 
N.  of  a  plant  (  =punar-navd).  —  Varshd-prabliaii- 
jana,  as,  d,  am,  rain-scattering  ;  (as),  m.  a  high 
wind,  a  gale.  —  •  Vartshd-bhava,  as,  m.  'produced  in 
the  rains,'  N.  of  a  plant  (  =  rakta-punarnarii). 
—  Varshd-Wiu,  us,  m.  'produced  in  the  rains,'  a 
frog  ;  (us  or  vl),  f.  a  female  frog,  any  small  frog  ; 

hogweed  ;   an  earih-worm.  —  Varthamada  (°sha- 
dm°),  as,  m.  '  rejoicing  in  the  rains,'  a  peacock. 
—  Varshdmbu  fsha-am°),  u,  n.  rain-water.  —  Far- 
shdmbu-pmva?ia,  as,  m.  a  receptacle  or  reservoir 

of  rain-water.—  Fars/iam&AaA-parana-r?*a/a  (°s//«- 

am^),  as,  m.  '  breakfasting  on  ra:n-water,'  the  Ca- 
taka bird,  (see  tdtaka.)  —  Vars  hayuta  ("sha-ay"), 

am,  n.  ten  thousand  years.  —  Varshd-rdtra  ,  as,  m. 

a  night  in  the  rainy  season,  rainy  season.  —  Var- 

ilidrfis  (°sJia-ar°),  is,  in.  the  planet  Mars  (as  visible 
in  the  rainy  season).  —  Varsha-lankayika,  f.,  N. 

of  a  plant  (  =prikkd)  .  —  Varshavasdna  (°sha-ava), 
as,  m.  '  the  close  of  the  rains,'  autumn,  the  autumnal 
season.  —  Yarshd-saradau,  f.  du.  the  rainy  season 
and  autumn.  —  Varshd-samaya,  as,  m.  —  varslid- 
kdla.  —  Varshe-ja,  as,  d,  am,  born  or  produced  in 
the  rains.  —  Fan-  haika  (°sha-eka  ?),  as,  d,  am, 

yearly,  annual.  —  Varshopala   (°sha-up°),  as,  m. '  rain-stone,'  hail. 

Varshaka,  as,  d,  am,  raining,  falling  like  rain  ; 
=  varsha,  a  year  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.,  e.  g. 
panda-varshaka,  five  years  old). 

Varshaija,  am,  n.  raining,  rain  ;  sprinkling. 

Vanhani,  is,  f.  raining,  &c.  (  =  rarsliana)  ;  abid- 
ing, staying  ;  action,  act  ;  a  rite,  sacrifice. 

Varshat,  an,  anti,  at,  raining,  showering,  sprink- 
ling, (mrahati,  loc.  c.  while  it  rains,  Manu  IV.  38)  ; 

a  summer-house,  (gender  doubtful.) 

Varshamdna,  as,  d,  am,  raining,  showering, sprinkling. 

Varshika,  as,  d,  am,  raining,  rainy,  relating  or 
belonging  to  the  rains  ;  shedding,  showering,  pouring 

down  ;  (am),  n.  aloe  wood  or  Agallochum. 
Vanhita,  am,  n.  rain. 

Varshitri,  Id,  tri,  tri,  raining,  raining  down,  one 
who  pours  forth,  &c. 

Varshin,  I,  ini,  i,  raining,  showering,  sprinkling. 

Varshuka,  as,  i,  am,  rainy,  watery.  —  Varshu- 
kabda  (°ka-ab°),  as,  m.  a  rainy  cloud.  —  Varshu- 
kdmbuda  (°ka-aw?),  as,  m.  a  rain-cloud. 

Foi'sAma,  am,  n.  body,  form,  =  vars/tman  below. 
Vanhman,  a,  n.  body,  form,  shape;  measure; 

height,  elevation  ;  a  handsome  form  ;  (a,  a,  a),  Ved. 

holding  rain,  (Siy.  =  udaka8i/a  vdraka.)  —  Varsh- 
ma-vlrya,  am,  n.  vigour  of  body.  —  Varskmdbha 
(°ma-abh°),  as,  a,  am,  resembling  the  body  or form  (of  anything). 

Vanhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  rained  or  showered; 
to  be  sprinkled  ;  of  or  belonging  to  rain,  rainy. 

varshishtha,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  of 
varrfta,  substituted  for  rriddha  ;  cf.  vritkan),  oldest, 

very  old  ;  largest,  greatest,  strongest  ;  best,  most  ex- 
cellent (Ved.).  —  Varshishtha-kshatra,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved.  having  the  greatest  power  or  might. 
10  S 
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I'ars/i/yos,  an,  atl,  at  (compar.  of  rriddha), 
older,  very  old,  very  aged. 

-a'S  varh  (also  written  barh,  q.v.),  cl.  I. 
X  A.  varltale,  vavarhe,  varhitum,  to  speak, 

tell ;  to  hurt,  injure,  kill ;  to  give  ;  to  protect,  cover ; 
to  be  pre-eminent;  cl.  IO.  P.  tarkayati,  &c.,  to 
speak ;  to  kill,  hurt ;  to  shine ;  to  be  excellent  or 
pre-eminent. 

^  varha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (probably  fr.  rt. 

2.  vrih;  also  written  barha,  q.v.),  a  tail-feather, 
plumage  of  the  tail,  the  tail  of  a  bird,  (especially)  a 

peacock's  tail  [cf.  ditra-barha]  ;  a  leaf;  a  retinue, 

train;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  perfume  (  =  grantlti- 

parna,  commonly  called  Ganthi5la).«-Par/ia-£t'r«, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  the  ninth  Manu. 

—  V arha-lihiira,  as,  m.  '  tail-burden,' a  peacock's 
tail ;  a  tuft  of  peacock's  feathers  on  the  shaft  of  a 
lance  or  on  the  handle  of  a. club. 
Varkana,  am,  n.  (also  written  barhana),  a  leaf ; 

the  act  of  pulling  out,  (in  this  sense  fr.  rt.  I.  rrili.) 
Varhaya,  Nom.  A.  tarhdyate,  &c.,  to  be  like 

the  tail  (of  a  peacock). 
Varkdyita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  above),  resembling 

the  eyes  on  a  peacock's  tail. 
Varhina,  as,  ra.  a  peacock ;  (as,  a,  am),  adorned 

with  peacocks'  feathers.  —  Varhina-lakihrina.  as, 
a,  am,  adorned  with  peacocks'  feathers.  <-Varkina- 

vdja,  as,  m.  an  arrow  feathered  with  a  peacock's 
plumes.  —  Varhina-vahana,  as,  m.  '  riding  on  a 

peacock,"  epithet  of  Skanda  or  Karttikeya. 
Varkin,  t,  m.  a  peacock ;  N.  of  a  Deva-gandharva 

descended  from  PrSdha ;  of  a  holy  sage ;  (i),  n.  a 

kind  of  perfume  ( =  varhi-pushpa).  —  Varhi-ku- 
suma,  am,  n.  —  varhi-pushpa.  —  Varhi-titraka, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  the  forty-seventh  AdhySya  of  Variha- 

mihira's  Vrihat-samhita ;  [cf.  mayura-dtraka^] 

—  Varhi-dhvaja,  (.  '  symbolized  by  a  peacock,'  an 
epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Varhi-pushpa,  am,  n.  a  kind  of 
perfume. — Var hi-yana,  as,m.'  having  a  peacock  for 
a  vehicle/  an  epithet  of  Skanda.  —  Varhi-vahana,  as, 

m. '  riding  on  a  peacock,'  an  epithet  of  Ganes'a  (?). ff. 
ql^B  varhiihtha,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  of 

vrihat),  largest,  strongest,  broadest,  thickest,  highest, 
very  large,  &c. ;  (am),  n.  a  species  of  fragrant  grass, 
Andropogon  Muricatus ;  the  resin  of  Pinus  Longi- 
folia ;  (am),  ind.,  Ved.  most  mighty,  very  loudly ; 
(also  often  written  barhiththa.) 

ijfil^  varhis,  is,  m.  n.  (in  the  earlier  lan- 
guage generally  written  barhis,  q.v.),  Kula  grass, 

&c.,  (according  to'iome  only  n.,  see  barhu);  sacri- 
fice, oblation,  (according  to  some  only  m.) ;  (is),  m. 

fire,  light,  lustre,  splendor;  (is),  n.  a  kind  of 

vegetable  perfume  (  —  granthi-parna,  commonly 
called  Ganthilla).  —  Varhih-pwhpa,  &c.,  see  bar- 
hih-piuhpa,  &c.,  under  barliis,  p.  675,  col.  I. 

val  [cf.  rts.  i.  bal,  vail,  vrt],  cl.  i. 

A.  i-alate,  vavale,  valitum,  to  cover, 
enclose ;  to  be  covered  or  surrounded,  to  be  enclosed  ; 
to  move  round  in  a  circle ;  to  go,  approach,  hasten ; 
to  be  attached  to,  be  drawn  towards ;  to  move  to 
and  fro ;  to  increase :  Caus.  ralayati  or  vdlayati, 
to  cause  to  move,  move ;  to  cherish,  &c.  (see  l>ala- 

yati  under  rt.  2.  bal) ;  [cf.  Hib.falaim, '  I  hedge, 
enclose.1] 
Vala,  as,  •m.,  Ved.  a  cloud  (according  to  Naigh.  I. 

10) ;  N.  of  an  Asura  (fabled  to  have  stolen  the  cows 
of  the  gods  and  to  have  concealed  them  in  a  cave ; 
Indra  surrounded  the  cave  with  his  army  and  recovered 
the  cattle ;  in  Rig-veda  X.  68,  9,  he  is  said  to  have 
assumed  the  form  of  a  bull  and  to  have  been  destroyed 
by  Brihas-pati;  elsewhere  he  is  identified  with  a 
cloud)  ;  (am),  n.  strength,  force  ;  an  army,  &c.  (see 
bnla).  —  Valam-nija,  as,  m.,Ved.  one  who  breaks the  clouds. 

Valaga  (?),  a  kind  of  magical  Mantra. 
1  <ilnna,  am,  n.  turning,  moving  round  in  a  circle  , 

agitation;  deflection  (in  astronomy).  —  Valanan'tt 

(  na-an°),  as,  m.  a  degree  of  deflection. 

ValalM,  it,  m.  or  valalhi,  (.  (also  written  va- 
..abhi),  the  wooden  frame  of  a  thatch,  a  roof;  a 
turret  or  temporary  building  on  the  roof  of  a  house  ; 

;  tY///<iM  i.—}'(ihiblt{-pitra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 
Valaya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (sometimes  written  ba-  [ 

aya),  a  bracelet,  armlet,  ring ;  a  zone,  girdle  of  a  [ 
married  woman ;   a  circle,  boundary,  circumference, 

dig-ralaya,  the   circumference    of  the   sky,   the 
miverse)  ;   (as),  m.  a  boundary,  enclosure,  fence ; 
.  branch  ;  sore  throat,  inflammation  of  the  larynx, 

ic.  —  Valfiya-vat,  an,  all,  at.  possessed  of  or  en-  I 
lowed  with  bracelets,  8tc.*—Vtilayi-krita,  as,  ii, 

m,  made  into  a  bracelet  or  girdle,  girdled.  —  Valdyl- 
;rita-rdmki,  is,  m. '  who  has  made  the  serpent  Va- 
uki  his  bracelet,'  epithet  ofSm.~Valayi-bhuta,  as, 
a,  am,  become  or  serving  as  a  girdle,  surrounding. 

Valaytia,  as, a,  am,  encircled,  surrounded,  encom- 
lassed,  enclosed  ;  whirling  round. 

Valayin  in  jyotir-lekhd-v°,  q.  v. 
Valaka,  as,  m.  (also  written  balaka,  q.v.),  a 

crane;  (o),  f.  a  female  crane;  a  crane  in  general; 
a  flight  of  cranes ;  a  mistress  or  loved  woman ;  (a, 

:),  f.  a  small  kind  of  crane. 
Valakin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  or  attended  by  cranes. 
Vail,  it,  m.  (usually  written  bali,  q.  v.),  tax, 

tribute,  offering,  oblation,  &c.  (see  ball) ;  (is,  i), 

'.  a  line  or  streak  made  with  fragrant  unguents  on 
he  person ;  a  natural  line  or  fold  of  skin,  wrinkle, 
fold  of  skin  over  the  navel  (especially  of  women). 

—  Vali-kriyd,  f.  making  offerings  to  all  beings ; 
making  lines  on  the  person,  &c.  —  Vali-muls ha, 
&c.,  see  bali-mukha. 

Valika,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  edge  of  a  thatched 
roof. 

Valita,  as,  a,  am,  surrounded ;  moved,  moving ; 

turned,  constrained ;  wrinkled,  having  wrinkles,  con- 
tracted into  wrinkles ;  [cf.  2.  balita.] 

Valibha,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  fold  of  skin  called 
vali;  having  wrinkles,  wrinkled,  (see  balibha.) 

Vali,  (.    See  under  rali  above. 

Valika,  am,  n.  the  edge  of  a  thatched  roof. 
Valuka,  am,  n.  the  root  of  a  lotus;  (as),  m.  a 

bird. 

Valula,  as,  d,  am,  =  balula,  strong,  powerful. 
FaMra,  am,  n.  the  bark  of  a  tree ;  the  scales  of  a 

fish.  —  Valka-taru,  us,  m.  a  species  of  tree  ( = 

puga).—  Valka-druma,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  birch 
tree.  —  Valka-lodhra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Lodhra 
We;=pattikd-lodhra.  —  Valka-rat,  an,  att,  at, 
having  bark,  having  scales ;  wearing  a  bark  dress ; 
(an),  m.  a  fish.  —  Valka-vasas,  as,  n.  clothing 
made  of  bark. 

Valkala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  bark  of  a  tree ;  a 
garment  made  of  bark  (worn  by  ascetics,  &c.) ;  (a), 
f.  =  dilti-valka,  a  medicinal  substance  said  to  be  of 
cooling  and  lithonthryptic  properties,  (commonly 
called  sildbdk.)  —  Valkala-kshetra-mdhdtmya, 

am,  n. '  the  praise  of  Valkala-kshetra,'  part  of  the 
Adhyatma-ramayana.  —  Valkala-tamv'tta,  as,  d, 
am,  clad  in  bark,  clothed  in  a  bark  dress.  —  Valka- 

lajina-uamrrita  (cla-aj°),  o»,  d,  am,  clad  in  bark 
and  deer-skin. 

Valkalin,  I,  ini,  i,  dressed  in  bark,  clothed  in  a 
bark  dress. 

Valkila,  as,  m.  a  thorn. 
Valkuta,  am,  n.  bark,  rind. 

f  valakesvara-tlrtha  (°ka-is°), 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

«fr«JB}  ralaksha,  as,  I,  am,  white ;  (as),  m. 
white,  the  colour ;  [cf.  palaksha,  bahiksha,  ava- 

lakiha,."]  —  ValaJtsha-gu,  us,  m.  '  having  white 
rays  of  light,'  the  moon. 
irt'l  va-lagna,  as,  am,  m.  n.  =  ava- 

lagna,  the  waist,  middle. 

^f-jPti*!  valantikd,  f.  a  particular  air  or 
mode  in  music. 

va-lamba,  as,  m.  —  ava-lamba,   a 

perpendicular. 

valambha,  N.  of  a  country. 

'asaka,  as,  m.  (perhaps  for  ava- 
/!',<«/.'u),  the  Kuil  or  Indian  cuckoo;  a  frog. 

irW^anvnlrihaka,  as,  m.  a  cloud,  thunder- 
cloud ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  clouds  at  the  destruc- 

tion of  the  world ;  a  mountain  ;  a  kind  of  crane 

(  =  valaka) ;  N.  of  a  Daitya ;  of  a  brother  of  Jayad- 
ratha ;  one  of  the  Nagas ;  one  of  the  four  horses  of 
Vishnu. 

^ft?T;  valira,  as,  a,  am,  squint-eyed, 

squinting. 
4fc-53I  valisa,  am,  i,  n.  f.  or  valisi,  is,  f.  a 

fish-hook ;  [cf.  vadifa.'] 
^i rt 31 1 H  vallsana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  cloud 

(Naigh.  1. 10). 
'j__L  valk,  cl.  IO.  P.  valkayati,  -yitum, 

"  to  speak. 

q"«$  valka,  valkala.     See  col.  2. 

<jl— J  I    valg,  cl.  i.  P.  valgati,  vavaloa, 
N  i-algitum,  to  go,  move ;  to  go  by  leaps, 

jump,  bounce ;  to  gallop ;  to  move  in  different  ways ; 
to  fluctuate ;   [cf.  perhaps  Angl.  Sax.  whence;  Engl. 

walk.'] 

Valgat,  an,  anti,  at,  going,  jumping. 

Parana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  by  leaps,  bound- 
ing, jumping. 

Valgd,  f.  a  bridle,  rein.  —  Valgaitka  (°gd-an?), 
as,  d,  am,  holding  a  bridle. 

\'nlgita,  as,  ii,  am,  leaped,  jumped,  gone  by 
bounds  or  leaps;  (am),  n.  a  bound,  gallop,  one  of 

the  paces  of  a  horse. 

"^vQvalgu,  us,  us, u  (according  to  Unadi-s. I.  20.  fr.  rt.  ml;  according  to  others  fr.  rt.  valg), 
handsome,  beautiful,  lovely,  sweet,  precious;  (u), 

ind.  beautifully;  (us),  m.  a  goat.  —  Valgu-pattra, 
as,  m.  a  sort  of  wild  pulse  ( =  vana-mudga). 
Valguka,  as,  a,  am,  handsome,  beautiful ;  (am), 

n.  sandal ;  a  wood  ;  price. 

Valgula,  as,  m.  the  flying  fox ;  (a),  f.  a  species of  bird. 

Valgulikd,  f.  a  cockroach. 
Valguya,  Nom.  P.  valguyati,  -yitum,  to  be 

beautiful  or  handsome;  to  be  mild  or  gentle;  to 

honour,  praise,  (Say.  on  ̂ ig-veda  IV.  50,  70  = stauti). 

Valguyat,  an,  anil,  at,  becoming  handsome  or 
beautiful;  honouring. 

ralbh,  cl.  I.  A.  valbkate,  vavalbke, 

valbhitum,  to  eat,  devour. 
Valbhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  eating ;  food. 

Valbhita,  as,  d,  am,  eaten,  devoured. 
<4<«H)  valnri,  f.  an  ant ;  [cf.  vamn;  per- 

haps for  rarmi.]  —  Valini-ku/a,  am,  n.  an  ant-hill, 
hillock. 

r/tlmika,  as,  m.  for  valmika,  an  ant-hill,  &c. ; 
see  below. 

Valmiki,  is,  i,  m.  n.  an  ant-hill,  &c. ;  see  below. 
Valmlka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (in  Unadi-s.  IV.  25. 

derived  fr.  rt.  ml),  an  ant-hill,  mole-hill,  a  hillock 
or  ground  thrown  up  by  white  ants,  moles,  &c. ; 

(as),  m.  swelling  of  the  neck  or  of  the  chest  and 
other  parts  of  the  body,  elephantiasis ;  the  poet 
Valmiki.  —  Valmika-mdtm,  as,  i,  am,  being  of 

the  size  of  an  ant-hill.  —  Valmika-s'irsha,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  antimony  (used  as  a  collyrium). 

— r-3jT-r  valyul  or  valyul  [cf.  palyuf], 

ON.  cl.  IO.  P.  valyulayatl,  -yitum,  to 

cut,  cut  off;  to  purify. 
vail  [cf.  rt.  vat],  cl.  i.  A.  vallatf, 
vavalle,  vallitum,  to  be  covered ;  to  go, 

move. Valla,  os,  m.   covering ;    winnowing   corn ;    a 
Masha  of  silver;   a  weight  of  three  Raktikas  or 

Rails ;  prohibiting,  prohibition. 
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VaUaki,  {.  the  Vina  or  Indian  lute. 

Vallabha,  as,  a,  am  (in  Unadi-s.  III.  125.  said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  vail),  beloved,  desired,  dear ;  supreme, 
superintending,  superintendent ;  (as),  m.  a  lover, 
husband,  friend,  favourite,  (Icdma-vallabTm,  the 
cinnamon  tree):  a  superintendent,  overseer;  a  chief 
herdsman  ;  a  horse  (especially  one  with  good  marks) ; 
N.  of  a  grammarian  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  ; 

(a),  f.  a  beloved  female,  wife,  mis'.ress ;  (»),  f.,  N.  of 
a  city  in  Gujarat,  the  capital  of  a  line  of  kings. 
—  Vallabha-tama,  a*,  a,  am,  most  beloved,  dear- 

est. —  Vallab/ta-td,  i.  or  rallabha-tra,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  being  loved  or  a  favourite,  love.  —  Vallabha- 
deva,  «s,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  •—Vallabh.a-palu.ka,  as, 

m.  a  horse-keeper,  groom.  — Vatlabhatdrya  (°67ia- 
56°),  a*,  m.,  N.  of  a  great  teacher  of  the  Vaishnava 
sect,  (he  was  a  successor  of  a  less  celebrated  teacher 
named  Vishnu-svamin,  and  his  followers  are  some- 

times called  Vallabhacaryas,  sometimes  Rudra-sam- 
pradayins ;  he  was  born,  it  is  said,  in  the  forest  of 

C'amparanya  in  1479  ;  at  an  early  age  he  commenced 
travelling  to  propagate  his  doctrines,  and  at  .the  court 
of  Krishna-deva,  king  of  Vijayn-nagara,  succeeded 
so  well  in  his  controversies  with  the  Saivas  that  the 

Vaishnavas  chose  him  as  their  chief;  he  then  went 
to  other  parts  of  India,  and  finally  settled  down  at 
Benares,  where  he  composed  seventeen  works,  the 
most  important  of  which  were  a  commentary  on  the 
Vedanta  and  Mlmansa  Sutras  and  another  on  the  Bhi- 

gavata-Purana,  which  last,  as  inculcating  the  worship 
of  Krishna,  is  the  chief,  religious  work  on  which  this 
sect  rest  their  doctrines ;  he  left  behind  eighty-four 
disciples,  of  each  of  whom  some  history  or  story  is 
told,  which  stories  are  often  repeated  to  large  audiences 
on  festive  or  solemn  occasions :  the  Tilaka  mark  on 

the  forehead  of  the  Vallabhacaryas  is  described  as 
consisting  of  two  perpendicular  lines  meeting  in  a 
semicircle  at  the  root  of  the  nose  and  having  a  round 

spot  of  red  between  them.)  —  F(/W^&A<wA'a&a-tJi'- 
rriti  (bka-ae/i°),  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work. 
Vallabhdyita,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  coitus ;  [cf.  pu- 

ruskdyita.~\ 
Vallara,  am,  n.  Agallochum  or  aloe  wood  (the 

black  variety). 

Vallari,  it,  or  rallari,  f.  a  branching  foot-stalk, 
compound  pedicle ;  a  creeping  or  twining  plant. 

Vallava,  as,  m.  a  herdsman  [cf.  go-v°] ;  a  name 
of  Bhlma-sena ;  a  cook;  (z),  f.  a  cowherdess. 

Valli,  18,  or  valli,  (.  a  creeper,  any  climbing  or 
creeping  plant;  (is),  f.  the  earth;  (i),  f.  a  plant, 

Ligusticum  Ajwaen;  N.  'of  an  Upanishad.  —  Valli- 
Tcantakdrikd,  f.  the  plant  Solanum  Jacquini.  —  Vatti- 
durvd,  f.  a  kind  of  grass.  —  Valli-iidkata-pctikd,  f. 
=  mula-poti.  ~Valli-surana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
plant  (~atyamla-parni).  —  Valll-ga(ia,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  fish  (commonly  called  Ihold  or  bdlikadd). 

—  Valll-ja,  am,  a.'  creeper-grown,'  pepper. — Valli- 
miiflga,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  kidney-bean.  —  Valli- 
vadari,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  bhu-vadart).  —  Valll- 
vriksha,  as,  m.  the  Sal  tree,  Shorea  Robusta ;  [cf. 

/sdla,  sdla.~\ Vallura,  am,  n.  an  arbour,  bower;  any  place 
overgrown  with  creeping  plants  ;  a  thicket,  wood ;  an 
uncultivated  field  or  place  overrun  with  wild  grass ; 
a  desert,  place  destitute  of  water,  wilderness,  wild, 

solitude ;  a  field  ;  a  branching  foot-stalk,  compound 
pedicle. 

Vallura,  Of,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  dried  flesh;  hog's 
flesh,  the  flesh  of  the  wild  hog ;  (am),  n.  an  uncul- 

tivated field  or  one  overrun  with  grass ;  a  thicket ; 

a  desert  ( <=  vana-kshetra  ;  =  vdhana  ;  =  tishara- 
blmmi). 

Vallyd,  f.  Emblic  Myrobalan  (  =  dhatrT). 

See  balva,  p.  677,  col.  I. 

valvaja,  as,  m.  (also  written  bal- 
baja,  q.  v.),  a  sort  of  coarse  grass,  Eleusine  Indica ; 
(a),  f.  a  kind  of  grass  (called  in  Hindi  stive  vdge 
and,  according  to  some,  a  different  species  from 

valvaja,  its  synonyms  are  Irina-rahajd,  trmeksfii 

iridha-kshura,  diidha-trind,  dridha-pattri,  pa- 
niydtra,  maunji-pattrd). 

valsa,  as,  m.  (or  am,  n.  ?),  Ved.  a 

jranch  ;  [cf.  sahasra-v°.~\ valh  (also  written  balh;  cf.  rt. 

v,  varK),  cl.  i.  A.   i-alhate,  &c.,  to  be 
ood  or  excellent,  be  pre-eminent  ;  to  speak  ;  to  kill, 
mrt;  to  give  or  to  cover;  cl.  10.  P.  valhayati, 
&c.,  to  speak,  tell;  to  shine. 

valhika,  valhika,  =  balhika,  bal- 
hika,  q.  q.v.v. 

vava,  as,  m.  the  first  of  the  eleven 
Saranas  or  astrological  divisions  of  time. 

vavarjuste,  f.  (see  rt.  vry),  Ved. 
one  who  has  effaced  or  atoned  for. 

vavra,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  en),  Ved. 

surrounding,  enveloping,  (Say.  =  vrinvat)  ;  (as),  m. 
darkness,  (Say.  —  vdraka);  a  cavern,  abyss,  (SSy. 

garta)  ;  a  hole,  well  (  =  Itupa,  according  to 
Naigh.  III.  33). 

Vaeri,  is,  m.  an  enveloping  shape  or  form  (ac- 
cording to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  116,  IO,  V.  74,  5), 

any  form  (according  to  Naigh.  III.  f=.rupa,)\  N. 
of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  V.  19,  (his 
patronymic  is  Atreya.) 

Vavrivas,  van,  uxJii,  vat,  Ved.  one  who  has  en- 
veloped or  obstructed. 

va£,  cl.   2.   P.  vashti  (2nd   sing. 
rakshi,  3rd  du.  unhtas,  3rd  pi.  uianti), 

Impf.  aval  (yd  du.  ausJitdm),  Pot.  ufydt,  Impv. 
vathtu  (2nd  sing,  uddhi),  uvdfa  (ist  du.  uiSira), 
vadisTtyati,  avafit  or  avd&t,  vaiitum  (Ved.  also 
cl.  3.  P.  vivashti),  to  desire,  wish,  long  for,  will  ; 
to  favour,  accept  favourably:  Pass,  utyate,  Aor. 

avitxi,  to  be  desired  or  wished,  &c.  :  Caus.  vds"a- 
yati,  -yitmn,  Aor.  avlvaiat,  to  cause  to  desire  or 
wish,  mike  favourable  or  thankful,  give,  grant: 
Desid.  vivaitishati  :  Intens.  vdva-dyate,  vavatlti 

or  vdvashti,  to  desire  very  much,  love  [cf.  vdva- 

$dna~\  ;  to  exult  ;  [cf.  Gr.  iK-iw,  a-fxtav,  JK-IJ-TI, 
(K-rj-\o-s,  tiiKT]\os;  Lat.  in-vi-tu-s  for  in-i'ie-(i)- 

tu-s.~\ 
Vaia,  as,  d,  am,  willing,  subdued,  subject,  sub- 

missive, obedient,  tamed,  overpowered,  enthralled, 

humbled  ;  subdued  by  charms  or  incantations  ;  fasci- 
nated, charmed,  enchanted  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  wish, 

desire  ;  will,  authority,  power,  influence,  control,  supre- 
macy, mastership  ;  subjection,  submission,  the  state  of 

being  tamed  or  overpowered,  (vaie  kri,  to  bring  into 
subjection,  overpower;  vtiile  bhu,to  be  subjected  ;  to 
be  obedient  to  the  will  of  another)  ;  birth  ;  (as),  m. 
the  residence  of  harlots  ;  N.  of  a  Rishi  preserved  by 

the  Asvins  ;  Vaila  A/trya,  N.  of  the  author  of  Rig- 
veda  VIII.  46  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  tribe  or  race  ; 

(d),  f.  a  woman  ;  a  wife  ;  a  daughter  ;  a  husband's sister;  a  cow;  a  barren  cow;  a  barren  woman;  a 

female  elephant  ;  vaidt,  ind.  through  the  power  or 
influence  of,  by  the  force  of,  in  virtue  of,  by  means 

of,  for  the  sake  of  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.).  —  Va- 
iam-vada,  as,  d,  dm,  speaking  submissively  to  the 
will  (of  another),  compliant,  submissive,  acknowledg- 

ing subjection.  —  Va<amvada-tva,  am,  n.  speaking 
compliantly.  —  Vasa-kara,  as,  I,  am,  causing  sub- 

jection, subjugating.  —  Vaia-kriyd,  f.  the  act  of  sub- 
duing or  overpowering  (especially  by  drags,  gems, 

charms,  or  incantations)  ;  the  drugs  &c.  so  used.  ̂   Va- 
ia-ga,  as,  a,  am,  obedient,  subject,  vassal  ;  (a),  f.  an 
obedient  wife.  —  Va<an-gata,  as,  d,  am,  subject  to 
the  will  (of  another),  obedient,  reduced  to  vassalage. 
™  Vada-tas,  ind.  in  consequence  of  the  power  of,  on 
account  of  or  through  the  influence  of.  —  Va^a-td,  f. 

subjection,  the  being  under  the  control  of.  —  Vir'ti- 
ni,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  performing  the  will  or  fulfilling  the 
pleasure  (of  another).  —  Vasa-vartin,  I,  inl,  i,  acting 
obediently  to  the  will  (of  another),  obsequious.  «~  Va- 

iddhyalta  (°s"a-ddh°  ?),  as,  m.  a  porpoise,  the 

Gangetic  porpoise.  —  Vatfdnuga  (°^a-aw°),  as,  d, 

am,  obedient  or  subject  to  the  will  (of  another), 
submissive  ;  (as,  a),  m.  f.  a  male  or  female  servant. 

—  Vas"d-pdyin,  i,  m.  a  dog,  (for  vasd-pdyin,  q.  v.) 
—  Vadi-karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  making  subject, 
.ubjugating,  overcoming  by  charms,  Sec.,  enchanting, 
charming.  —  Va^l-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum, 

to  make  subject  to  another's  will,  bring  into  subjec- 
tion, subjugate.  ••  Vafi-krita,  as,  d,  am,  subjected 

to  the  will  (of  another),  brought  into  subjection,  sub- 

dued, enthralled,  bewitched,  fascinated.  —  Vas~i-bhu, 
cl.  I .  P.  -lihavati,  -bhamtum,  to  become  subject  to 
another's  will.  —  Vas'i-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become 
subject,  subjugated,  brought  under  control. 

Vadakti,  f.  an  obedient  wife,  submissive  woman. 
Vainna,,  am,  n.  wishing,  desiring,  willing,  &c. 

Vataniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  wished  or  willed. 
Vaddku,  us,  m.  a  bird  (f), 
Vaii,  is,  in.  subjugation,  fascination,  bewitching, 

holding  others  in  magical  submission  to  the  will ; 
(i),  n.  the  state  of  being  subject,  subjection. 
Vaiika,  as,  d,  am,  void,  empty;  (d),  f.  aloe 

wood. 
Vadin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  will  or  power ;  having  or 

being  in  authority,  powerful,  being  in  subjection, 
subdued,  subjugated,  under  control,  obedient;  (i), 

m.  a  ruler,  lord  (Ved.) ;  a  sage  with  subdued  pas- 
sions ;  (int),  f.  the  Saml  tree,  Acacia  or  Mimosa 

Suma;  a  parasite  plant.  ••  Va$~i-td,  f.  or  vas"i-tra, 
am,  n.  subjugation,  dominion ;  subduing  by  magical 
means,  fascinating,  bewitching; 

Vatfira,  am,  n.  sea  salt  [cf.  vttiulca"] ',' (as),  m. the  tree  Achyranthes  Aspera ;  a  sort  of  pepper  ( a= 

gaja-pippali ;  cf.  vasira)  ;  orris  root. 
Va&shtha,  as,  m.  (fr.  vaiin),  N.  of  a  celebrated 

Rishi  or  divine  sage,  (originally  written  vasishtha, 
but  in  the  later  language  regarded  as  a  superl.  of 

vadin,  meaning  •  the  most  self-subdued ;'  for  an account  of  him  see  vasishtha,  p.  896,  col.  3.) 

Vas~ira,  as,  m.  =  gaja-pippali,  a  plant  bearing  a 
pungent  fruit  resembling  pepper,  (also  written  va- 
tira;  cf.  vatira.) 

Vatya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  subjected,  able  to  be 
subdued,  controllable,  governable;  subdued,  tamed, 
humbled ;  under  control,  obedient,  dutiful,  docile, 
tame,  humble  ;  (as),  m.  a  dependant,  slave  ;  (d),  f.  a 
docile  and  obedient  wife ;  (am),  n.  cloves.  —  Vafya- 

td,  !.  or  raiya-tva,  am,  n.  subjugation,  fitness  for 
subjection,  humility.  —  Vafydtman  (°ya-dt°),  d,  a, 
a,  of  subdued  mind. 
Vaiyaka,  at,  d,  &m,  =  vafya  above;  (a),  f.  an 

obedient  wife ;  [cf.  a-watyaka.'] 
vash  (a'so  written  bash),  cl.  i.  P. 

X  vashatl,   vavdsJta,  vashitum,   to    hurt, 
strike,  kill. 

^7  vashat,  ind.  (probably  for  vakshat, 

VedicLet  of  rt.  I.  vah;  cf.  ̂ raushat),  an  exclama- 
tion used  on  making  an  oblation  to  a  deity  with  fire, 

'  may  he  (the  god  of  fire)  bear  it  to  the  gods  I'  (fol- 
lowed by  a  dat.,  e.g.  Pushne  rashat.t^Vashat- 

ktirtri,  td,  m.  the  priest  who  makes  the  oblation 
with  the  exclamation  vashat.  —  Vashat-kdra,  as, 

m.  making  the  exclamation  vashat,  the  formula 
i-ashat  or  a  burnt  offering  made  with  this  formula ; 
N.  of  one  of  the  thirty-three  so-called  Vedic  deities 
(which,  according  to  one  account,  are  thus  reckoned, 
eight  Vasus,  eleven  Rudras,  twelve  Adityas,  Praja- 
pati,  and  Vashat-kara).  —  Vashat-krita,  as,  d,  am, 

offered  in  fire  with  the  exclamation  vashat,  '  may 
he  bear  it  to  the  gods !'  (said  of  an  oblation)  ;  (am), 
n.  an  oblation  made  in  fire  to  the  gods  with  the 
formula  vashat.  —  VasAat-ttriti,  u,  f.  an  oblation 
made  in  fire  with  the  exclamation  vaslta ',. 

vashk,  cl.  i.  A.,  10.  P.  vashkate, 
vasWcayati,  &c.,  to  see  [cf.  rt.  rishK]  ; logo. 

Vaihtaya,  as,  m.  a  one-year-old  calf  (according 
to  S'akatSyana) ;  [cf.  vaskaya  ;  Gr.  poaxoi,  fiocr- 
X<i* ;  Lat.  faced.] 

Vaehkayani  or  rashliayini,  f.  a  cow  that  has 
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full-grown  calves,  a  cow  bearing  many  calves ;  [cf. 
MMMyOff'] 

jii    j .  vas,  a  root  assumed  by  some  to 
X  explain   Rig-veda  VI.  38,  2.  du, 

d  vasato  asi/a  karnd,  his  ears  hear  even  from  a 

great  distance,  but  according  to  Say.  fr.  rt.  6.  ras. 

j  II    2.  pas  (sometimes  written  has),  cl. 

x  4.  P.  rafyati,  i-arasa,  vasilum,  to  be 
straight  or  unbending,  to  be  fixed  or  erect ;  to  make 
firm,  fix. 

"3X1  3-  vas  (a  Vedic  rt.  which  probably 
v,  afterwards  passed  into  HS/J,  cf.  2.  ush,  vi- 

vasvat,  utitas),   cl.  6.  P.   udfltati,   mdsa,    Let 

uddkat,  Inf.  vastave,  Ved.  to  shine ;  Caus.  vasa- 
yati, &c.,  to  cause  to  shine ;  [cf.  Goth.  uA<»o.] 

j  II    4.  vas,  cl.  10.  P.  vasayati,  -yitum, 
^\  Aor.  avicasat,  to  love ;  to  cut,  cut  off, 

divide;  to  accept,  take ;  to  offer;  to  kill. 

vasu-karna. 

"3TJ  5-  vas'  c^'  2-  '  "fls'ei  vavase,  va- 
•\  sishyate,  avasishta,  vasitam,  to  wear 

(as  clothes),  to  put  on  (clothes  &c.),  cover  with 
dress,  dress :  Pass,  vasyate :  Caus.  vasayati,  -te  : 
Desid.  vivasishate :  Inlens.  vdeasyate,  vdvaxti; 
[cf.  Zend  vanh,  vaa-tra;  Gr.  tv-vv-iu  (for  fia- 
yv/u),  (l-fta  (  =  Ved.  vasman),  IH&T-IO-V,  icr-0-os, 
ka-0-Tj-i,  t-&vo-$,  Crdv6-s ;  Lat.  ves-ti-s,  vesti-o ; 

Goth,  ga-vas-jan,  vas-ti;  Angl.  Sax.  werfan."] Vas  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  wearing. 
I.  vasat,  an,  ati,  at,  wearing,  putting  on  (clothes). 
I.  vasana,  am,  n.  cloth,  clothes,  dress,  attire; 

covering,  clothing ;  an  ornament  worn  by  women 
round  the  loins,  (in  this  sense  also  a,  f.)  —  Vasa- 

ndrna  (°na-ri^fa),  am,  n.  debt  of  a  cloth. 
Vasarhan,  a,  m.,Ved. '  assuming  various  vestures,' 

epithet  of  Agni,  (according  to  Sly.  Rig-veda  1. 122,  3 
= ?a*andrha  or  =  vdsakdndw  rrikshddlndm  Jtan- 
tri  or=vdsdr1ia,  i.e.  vdsaraeya  gamayitri.) 
Vasana,  as,  a,  am,  wearing,  putting  on  (clothes). 
I.  vast,  is,  m.  f.  (?),  clothes.    (For  2.  see  col.  2.) 
I.  vasita,  as,  a,  am,  worn,  put  cm. 
Vaiitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  wears,  wearing. 
Vasitvd,  ind.  having  worn,  having  put  on  (clothes), 

wearing. 

I.  ra»ti,  it,  m.  f.  (?),  cloth,  (only  the  pi.  vastayas 

seems  to  be  used,  and  is  said  to  mean  '  the  en.ds  or 

skirt  of  a  cloth.1) 
Vaitfi,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  clothes,  a 

clother ;  (perhaps)  shining,  lighting  up,  illuminating, 
(connected  with  rt.  3.  vas.) 

Vastra,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  sometimes  as,  m ),  cloth, 

clothes,  garment,  raiment,  apparel,  dress,  vesture,  night- 
dress, bed-clothes,  a  covering,  cover.  —  Vastra-kut/i- 

ma,am,  n.  'cloth-hut,'  an  umbrella ;  a  tent.—  Vastra- 
griha,  am,  n. '  cloth-house,'  a  tent.  —  Vattra-gran- 
thi,  is,  m.  the  knot  which  fastens  the  lower  garments 
above  the  hips.  —  Vastra-ddhanna,  as,  a,  am,  clad 
in  clothes.  ••  Vastra-da,  as,  d,  am,  giving  clothes. 
•-Vastra-nirnejaka,  as,  m.  a  washer  of  clothes, 
washerman.  —  Vastra-parijala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
plant  (  =  kola-kanda).  —  Vastra-pariilhdna,  am, 
n.  the  putting  on  of  clothes,  dressing.  —  Vattra-pu- 
Irikd,  f.  a  doll,  puppet.  —  Vastra-jjuta,  as,  d,  am, 
purified  with  a  cloth,  filtered  through  a  cloth  (said 
of  water).  —  Vastra-bhushana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
tree ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  maiijiehtha). 
—  Yaxtra-l)tiedal;a,  as,  or  vastra-bheilin,  i,  m.  a 
cloth-cutter,  tailor.  —  Vastra-matlti,  if,  is,  i,  Ved. 
carrying  off  clothes  by  force,  stealing  cloihes,  (Say.  = 
vastra-mdthin.)  *•  Vastra-yugala,  am,  n.  two 
garments.  —  Vantra-yugin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  or  pos- 

sessing a  couple  of  garments.  —  Vastra-yugma,  am, 
n.  a  pair  of  garments  or  clothes  of  any  kind.  —  Vas- 
tra-yoni,  i»,  f.  the  basis  or  material  of  cloth  (as cotton,  silk,  wool,  &c.).-r«*Oa-ra>;>na,  as,  m. 
'  cloth-colourer,'  nfRower.-Vastra-vilam,  as,  m. foppery  in  dress.  —  Vantra-naktita,  as,  d,  am, 
covered  with  clothes,  well  clad.  -  Vastragdra  (°ra- 
03°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  clothier's  shop;  a  tent. 

—  Vasti-diidula  fm-aii0),  dim,  n.  the  end  or  hem 
of  a  garment. —  Va&trdnta  (°ra-an°),  as,  m.  the 
end  of  a  garment.  —  Vastmpahdraka  (°ra-ap~), 
an,  or  rastmixilidrin,  i,  m.  a  stealer  of  clothes. 
—  Vaetrdrdha  (°ra-ar°),  am,  n.  the  half  of  a  gar- 

ment. —  Vastrdrdha-prdrrita  or  vastrdrdha-sam- 
vlta  or  rastrardha-samrrita,  as,  d,  am,  covered 
or  clothed  with  half  a  garment.  —  Vaotravalcarta 

(°ra-av°),  as,  m.  a  fragment  of  a  garment.  —  l'«s- 
trotkarshniia  (°ra-uf),  am,  n.  the  act  of  taking off  clothes. 

I'astraya,  Nom.  P.  vattrayati,  -yitum,  to  dress one's  self. 

1.  vatna,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  p.  897,  col.  2),  cloth, 
a  cloth,  clothes  ;  skin. 

:.  ranman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  a  garment. 

6.  vas,  cl.  i.  P.  vasati  (ep.  also  A. 

\  vasate),  urdsa,  vatsyati  (ep.  vasishyati), 
ardtslt  (ep.  avosit),  vastmn,  to  dwell,  live,  to 
inhabit,  dwell  in,  abide  in  (with  loc.  or  even  ace., 
e.  g.  vaneshu  vas,  to  dwell  in  woods ;  nadir  vas, 
to  live  in  rivers) ;  to  dwell  with,  live  near  (with  loc. 
or  with  saha  governing  an  inst.) ;  to  spend  (time), 
pass  (a  night) ;  cl.  10.  P.  vasayati,  &c.,  to  dwell : 
Pass,  vshyate  (Part,  ushita,  see  2.  ushita,  s.  v.),  to 
be  dwelt :  Caus.  vasayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  avivasat, 
to  cause  to  dwell,  to  lodge ;  to  people ;  to  receive 

hospitably  or  as  a  guest ;  to  let  abide ;  to  dwell,  in- 
habit :  Desid.  vivatsati,  to  wish  to  dwell :  Intens. 

vdvasyate,  vdvasti,  to  remain,  be  in,  be  engaged 

in ;  [cf.  Gr.  aarv,  pdarv,  dartio-s,  aari-s,  (aria, 
uirfp-cpov,  (probably  also)  cuvf),  iavoj,  av\-fj,  auAis  : 
Lat.  Vesta,  vesti-bitlum,  verna,  (perhaps  also)  vas, 
vasum :  Goth,  risan,  vas=  Eng.  was :  Old  Germ. 

tnsu,  teas, '  I  was ;  he  was ;'  warumes,  '  we  were ;' 
weren,  wonen :  Mod.  Germ,  war,  geviesem,  Wesen, 
an-wesend:  Angl.  Sax.  wesan,  ed-wist,  werig, 

wunian :  Hib.  fosaim,  '  I  stay,  lodge ;'  fosra,  '  a 
dwelling,  abode ;'  arwaim,  '  I  dwell ;'  aras,  '  a 
dwelling-house. '] 

l.vasat,  an,  anti,  at,  dwelling,  inhabiting,  lodging. 

Vasati,  is,  or  vasati,  (.  a  dwelling-place,  dwelling, 

house,  abode,  residence,  (kdma-v°,  '  abode  of  love,' 
a  term  belonging  to  erotic  composition) ;  abiding ;  a 

Jaina  monastery ;  night,  (in  this  sense  perhaps  con- 

nected with  rt.  5. row);  [cf.  Hib./osa<M,  'staying.'] 
2.  fusann,  am,  n.  a  dwelling,  residence,  house. 

—  Vasana-sadman,  a,  n.  a  dweiling-house,  abode, habitation. 

Vasamdna,  as,  d,  am,  dwelling,  abiding. 
Vasavya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vasu),  Ved.  a  quantity  of 

goods  or  treasure,  wealth,  opulence. 
2.  vast,  is,  m.  (for  I.  see  col.  i),  dwelling,  abode ; a  dwelling. 

2.  vasita,  as,  d,  am,  dwelling,  inhabiting  [cf. 
2.  ushita\  ;  stored  (said  of  grain) ;  (am),  n.  abiding, 
abode,  residence ;  (d),  (.  incorrect  for  va^i-td. 

Vaaira,,  am,  n.  sea  salt ;  (as),  m.  =  gaja-pippali, 
a  plant  bearing  a  pungent  seed  or  fruit  resembling 
pepper,  (according  to  some  also  am,  n. ;  cf.  vadira.) 
Vasiihtha,  as,  m.  (super),  of  vasu  or  vasur 

mat;  cf.  vasiyas),  'the  most  wealthy,'  N.  of  a  very 
celebrated  Vedic  Rishi  or  inspired  sage  (owner  of 

the  'cow  of  plenty,'  called  NandinI,  offspring  of 
Surabhi,  which  by  granting  all  desires  made  him,  as 
his  name  implies,  master  of  every  vasti  or  desirable 

object ;  he  was  the  typical  representative  of  Brah- 
manical  dignity,  and  the  legends  of  his  conflict  with 
Visva-mitra,  who  raised  himself  from  the  military 
to  the  sacerdotal  class,  though  probably  founded  on 
the  actual  struggles  which  took  place  between  the 
Brahmans  and  Kshatriyas,  were  doubtless  mostly  in- 

vented to  impress  the  mind  with  the  power  and 
superiority  of  the  priesthood  ;  a  great  many  hymns 

of  (he  Rig-veda  are  ascribed  to  these  two  great 
rivals,  those  of  the  seventh  Mandala,  besides  some 
others,  being  attributed  to  Vasishtha,  while  those  of 

the  third  Mandala  are  assigned  to  Visva-mitra ;  in 

one  of  Vasishtha's  hymns  he  is  represented  as  king 
Su-das's  family  priest,  an  office  to  which  Visva-mitra 

also  aspired ;  in  another  hymn  Vasishtha  claims  to 
have  been  inspired  by  Varuna,  and  in  another  [Rig- 
veda  VII.  33,  II]  he  is  called  the  son  of  the  Apsaras 
Urvasi  by  Mitra  and  Varuna,  whence  his  patronymic 
Maitravaruni ;  in  Manu  I.  35.  he  is  enumerated 
among  the  ten  Praja-patis  or  Patriarchs  produced  by 
Manu  SvSyambhuva  for  the  peopling  of  the  universe ; 

in  the  Maha-bharata  he  is  mentioned  as  the  family 
priest  of  the  solar  race  or  family  of  Ikshvaku  and 

Rama-c'andra,  and  in  the  Puranas  as  one  of  the 
arrangers  of  the  Vedas  in  the  Uvapara  age ;  in  the 
first  and  second  chapters  of  the  Raghu-vansa  he  is 
described  as  releasing  king  Dillpa  from  his  curse  of 
childlessness  by  directing  him  to  attend  upon  the  cow 
NandinI  in  atonement  for  an  offence  he  had  uninten- 

tionally committed  against  the  parent  cow  Surabhi; 

according  to  one  account  Vasishtha  married  iT'rja, 
'  Strength  ;'  according  to  another,  ArundhatT,  one  of 
the  Pleiades,  by  whom  he  had  seven  sons  [see 
arnndhati\ ;  other  legends  make  him  one  of  the 
seven  great  patriarchal  sages  regarded  as  forming  the 
stars  of  the  Great  Bear  [see  riWu] ;  his  name  is  often 
written  Vasishtha,  q.  v,,  in  which  case  it  must  be 
connected  with  vasu  and  vaxin) ;  N.  of  the  author 

of  a  law-book  (perhaps  intended  to  be  ascribed  to 
the  Vedic  Rishi  above)  ;  (as),  rn.  pi.  the  family  of 

Vasishtha;  (Vasi-shtha^ydttku^'a  stndVasishthasyd- 
nupadam,  N.  of  two  Samans.)  —  Vasishtha-tantra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work.  —  Vasidtlha-putra, 

dsf  m.  pi. '  the  sons  or  descendants  of  Vasishtha,'  N. 

of  the  authors  of  Rig-veda  VII.  33,  10-14. —  T'a- 
sishtha-praitiuklta,  as,  d,  am,  preceded  or  led 
by  Vasishtha.  —Vasishtha-prdft,  f.,  N.  of  a  place. 
—  Vasishlha-bhrigv-atri-sama,  as,  d,  am,  equal 
to  (the  three  great  saints)  Vasishtha,  Bhrigu,  and 
Atri   (all  three   being   reckoned    among  the    nine 

PrajS-patis,  Manu  I.  35).  —  Vasishtha-santhitu,  f., 
N.  of  a    philosophical    treatise  ;  =  yoga-vdsish'/iu. 

—  Vasishtltapavdha  (°tha-ap°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place 
on  the  SarasvatI  (where  that  river  carried  the  Rishi  Va- 

sishtha away  so  that  he  escaped  from  Visva-mitra). 

Vasiyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.of  vasu  or  vasu-irutt, 
cf.  vasishtha),  more  wealthy,  better,  more  excellent. 

Vasu,  us,  us  or  vi  (Ved.),  u,  good  (Ved.) ;  wealthy, 

rich  (Ved.);  sweet,  sweet-flavoured;  dry,  dried; 
(us),  m.  (pi.  vasavas),  N.  of  a  kind  of  god  or 
semi-divine  being  belonging  to  a  class  of  eight 

(forming  one  of  the  nine  Ganas  or  classes  enume- 
rated under  Gana-devata,  q.  v. ;  the  eight  Vasus  were 

originally  personifications,  like  other  Vedic  deities,  of 
natural  phenomena,  and  are  usually  mentioned  with 
the  other  Ganas  or  classes  common  in  the  Veda,  viz. 

the  eleven  Rudras  and  the  twelve  Adityas,  constitut- 

ing with  them  and  with  Dyaus,  '  Heaven,'  and  Pri- 
thivi,  '  Earth '  [or,  according  to  some,  with  Indra  and 
Praja-pati,  or,  according  to  others,  with  the  two 
Asvins],  the  number  of  thirty-three  gods  to  which 
reference  is  frequently  made :  the  names  of  the 
Vasus,  according  to  the  Vishnu-Purana,  are,  I.  Apa 

[connected  with  ap,  'water'];  2.  Dhruva,  'the 
Pole-star ;'  3.  Soma,  '  the  Moon ;'  4.  Dhava  or 

Dhara ;  5,  Anila,  'Wind;'  6.  Anala  or  Pavaka, 
'  Fire ;'  7.  Pratyusha,  '  the  Dawn  ;'  8.  Prabhasa, 
'  Light ;'  but  their  appellations  are  variously  given 

by  different  authorities,  Ahan,  '  Day,'  being  some- 
times substituted  for  I;  in  their  relationship  to  Fire 

and  Light  they  appear  to  belong  10  the  Vedic  rather 
than  Puranic  period  of  mythology) ;  a  symbolical 
expression  for  the  number  eight ;  N.  of  Agni  or 

Fire  ;  of  S'iva  ;  of  Kuvera,  the  god  of  wealth ;  of  a 
king;  of  a  Rishi  with  the  patronymic  BharadvSja 
(author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  IX.  80-82);  the 
sun;  a  ray  of  light;  a  rein;  the  tie  of  a  yoke;  a 
halter ;  a  tree ;  the  tree  Sesbana  Grandiflora ;  the 

plant  Trophis  Aspera ;  a  lake,  pool ;  a  kind  of  fish  ; 
(MS),  f.  light,  radiance ;  («),  n.  wealth,  riches  (abl. 
gen.,  Ved.  vasvas);  a  thing,  substance;  gold;  a 
gem,  jewel ;  water ;  a  sort  of  salt ;  a  yellow  kind  of 
kidney-bean ;  a  medicinal  root  (commonly  called 

Vriddhi ;  said  to  be  also  ta,  f.) ;  [cf.  Gr.  its,  iaajv.'] 
—  Vasu-karna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  with  the 
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patronymic  Vasukra  (author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda 
X.  65,  66).  —  Vasn-kifa,  as,  or  wisu-krimi,  is,  m. 

•money-worm,'  a  suppliant,  beggar.  —  Vasu-krit,  t, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  with  the  patronymic  Vasukra  (author 

of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  X.  20-26).  —  Vasu-Jcra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  with  the  patronymic  Aindra  (author 

of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  X.  27,  29,  and  part  of  28)  ; 
of  another  Rishi  with  the  patronymic  Vasishtha 

(author  of  Rig-veda  IX.  97,  28-30).  —  Vasukra- 
patni,  (.,  N.  of  the  authoress  of  Rig-veda  X.  28,  1. 
—  Vasu-gnpta,  us,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vasugnptd- 
fdrya  l^ta-af3),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Vasu- 
(thidra,  {.,  N.  of  a  tree  (  =  mahd-meda).—  Vasu- 
tdti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  wealth,  riches,  (Say.  =  dhana.) 
—  Vam-tti,  is,  f.  (for  vasu-datti  ;  cf.  dera-tta),Ved. 

granting  wealth.  —  Vasu-tvana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  wealth, 
riches.  —  Vasit-da,  as,  m.  f.,  Ved.  one  who  grants 

wealth  or  treasures  ;  (a),  f.  the  earth,  (fern,  of  vasu- 
da.)  —  Vasu-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  Krishna, 
(he  was  the  son  of  Sura,  a  descendant  of  Yadu  of 
the  lunar  line,  and  was  also  called  Anaka-dundubhi, 
q.  v.,  because  at  his  birth  the  gods,  foreseeing  that 
Vishnu  would  take  a  human  form  in  his  family, 
sounded  the  drums  of  heaven  with  joy  ;  he  was  a 
brother  of  KuntI  or  PrithS,  the  mother  of  the  PSndu 

princes,    who   were   thus   cousins   of  Krishna,   see 
I.  krishna);   a  proper  N.  —  Vasu-devatd,  f.  the 
constellation  Dhanishtha  (presided  orer  by  the  Vasus). 

—  Vasudeva-bh  u,  us,  m.  'son  of  Vasu-deva/  epi- 
thet of  Krishna.  —  Vamdevya,  f.  the  asterism  Dha- 

nishtha [cf.  vasu-devata]  ;   the  ninth  day  of  the 
fortnight.  —  Vasu-dhannikd,  (.  crystal.  —  Vas&dha, 

(.  'containing  wealth,'  the  earth.  —  Vasudha-khar- 
jirikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Vasudhd-d/tara,  as, 

m.  a  mountain.  —  Vamdhadhipa  Cdhd-adKJ),  as, 
m.  a  king.  —  Vasu-dhdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  possess- 

ing wealth,  a  possessor  of  wealth.  —  Vasudhii-na- 
gara,  ant,  n.  the  capita!  of  Varuna  in  the  western 
ocean.  —  Vasu-dhdra,  as,  a,  am,  treasure-holding; 

(d),  f.  a  female  S'akti  peculiar  to  the  Jainas  ;  the 
capital  of  Kuvera,  (also  read  vasu-bhdrd.)  —  Vasu- 
dhiti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  the  bestowal  of  wealth,  (according 

to  S5y.  on  Rig-veda  IV.  8,  2  =  yajama^iuil>h'ifhta- 
phala-rupa-dhanaxya  ddnam)  ;  (is,  is,  i),  be- 

stowing wealth,  (Say.  =  dhanasya  dhdtri,  Rig-veda 
I.   iSt,  I.)  —  Vasu-dhcya,  am,  n.,  see  Nirukta 
IX.  42,  43.  —  Vasun-dhara,  as,   m.  containing 
wealth;    N.  of  a   poet;    (as),   m.  pi.,   N.    of  a 

people  ;  (a),  f.  the  earth.  —  Vasn-pati,  is,  in.,  Ved.  a 
lord  of  wealth  or  of  good  things.  —  Vusu-pral>Jia, 
f.  one  of  the  seven  tongues  of  fire.  —  Vaxu-prdna, 

as,  m.  'life  of  the  Vasus,'  fire  or  its  deity  Agni. 
—  Vasurbharita,  as,  a,  am,  full  of  treasures.  —  Va- 
su-mat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing  treasures,  wealthy 

rich;  (all),  f.  the  earth;  a  proper  N.  —  Fasu-ma- 
nas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  Rig-veda  X.  179,  • 

(having  the  patronymic  Rauhidasva).  «••  Fasw-riic*,  k 
m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vasu-retas,  as,  m.  fire.  —  Vasit- 
ro6is,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  proper  N.  ;  (is),  n.  a  religious 

ceremony  in  which  the  deities  called  Vasus  are  espe- 

cially worshipped;   Vasuro6isho  'ngiraxah,  N.  of 
the  authors  of  Rig-veda  VIII.  34,  16-18.  —  Fosu- 
vani,  is,  (.,  Ved.  a  request  or  prayer  for  wealth  ;  (is, 

is,  «),  a  giver  of  wealth.  —  Vasu-vdhana,  as,  I,  am, 
bringing  treasures.  —  Vasuvit-tama  (superl.  of  vasu- 
vid),  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one  who  bestows  great  wealth. ' 

Kuvera  (the  god  of  wealth).  —  Vasor-dhara,  f.  'a 
stream  or  source  of  wealth,'  N.  of  a  particular  liba- 

tion to  Agni  ;  of  a  sacred  bathing-place  ;  of  the  wife 
of  Agni.  —  Vasv-aukasdra,  f.  the  city  of  Indra,  i.  e. 
Amara-vat!  ;  the  residence  of  Kuvera,  i.  e.  Alnka  ;  a 

iver  or  lake  attached  to  Amar5-vatl  and  Alaka  (re- 
jarded  as  belonging  to  either  Indra  or  Kuvera). 
Vasuka  or  vasuka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree,  Sesbana 

jrandiflora  ;   a  kind  of  shrub,  Asclepias  Gigantea  ; 

'am),  n.  sea  salt  [cf.  vastra]  ;  a  fossil  salt  (brought rom  Sambhar  lake  in  Rajputana). 
Vasula,  as,  m.  a  god,  deity. 

Vasuyu,  its,  us,  u,  Ved.  desiring  riches  ;  Vasuyava 

Atreydh,'N.  of  the  authors  of  Rig-veda  V.  25-26. 
Vasta,  am,  n.  an  abode,  house  ;  a  part  (  =  bhdya, 

Derhaps  an  error  for  dhdga)  ;  (as),  m.  a  goat,  (more 
commonly  written  basta,  q.  v.)  —  Vasta-karna,  as, 
m.  the  Sal  tree.  —  Vasta-gandhd,  vasta-modd,  Sec., 

see  basta-y°,  &c.  —  Vastdjina  (°ta-aj°),  am,  n.  a 
goat's  skin.  —  Vastdntri  (°ta-a»°)>  f-  benzoin  or 
storax  ;  a  plant  (see  baztdntri). 

Vastavya,  as,  d,  am,  inhabitable,  habitable,  to  be 
dwelt  in,  to  be  resided  or  remained  at,  &c. 

2.  vasti,  is,  m.  f.  (for  I.  see  p.  896,  col.  i), 
abiding,  dwelling,  staying  ;  the  lower  belly,  abdomen, 
the  hypogastric  or  pubic  region  ;  the  pelvis  ;  the 
bladder  ;  a  clyster,  syringe,  bag  made  of  bladder  or 
gut  with  a  wooden  or  metallic  nozzle.  —  Vasti-kar- 

mddhya  (°ma-ddh°),  as,  m.  the  soap  berry,  Sapin- 
dus  Detergens.  —  Vaeti-mala,  am,  n.  'bladder- 
excretion,'  urine.  —  Vasti-tiros,  as,  n.  the  neck  of 
the  bladder  ;  the  pipe  of  a  clyster.  —  Vastl-dod/iana-, 
am,  n.  '  bladder-cleanser,'  a  diuretic. 

Vastu,  u,  n.  any  really  existing  or  abiding  sub- 
stance or  essence  ;  (in  phil.)  the  real  (opposed  to 

a-vastu,  that  which  does  not  really  exist,  the  unreal  ; 

a-dmKya-i-astu,  the  one  real  substance  which  has 
no  second)  ;  object,  the  object  (of  love  &c.);  thing, 
matter,  article,  commodity;  substance,  wealth,  pro. 
perty  ;  natural  disposition,  essential  property,  nature, 

essence  ;  material  essence,  body,  stuff,  materials,  in- 
gredients ;  the  pith  or  substance  of  anything  ;  the 

main  plot  or  subject  of  a  poem  or  play  ;  means, 
mode,  plan,  project,  design  ;  (us),  f.,  Ved.  day, 
dawn  (gen.  sing.  vastos).*-Vastu-kshanat,  ind.  at 
the  very  moment,  at  the  right  moment.  —  Vast  u- 
te,  ind.  in  fact,  in  reality,  really,  actually,  in  very 
deed,  verily,  essentially,  substantially;  as  a  natural 
consequence,  owing  to  the  very  nature  of  a  thing,  o! 
course;  in  fine.  —  Vasta-ta,  f.  substantiality,  essen- 

tiality, reality,  (parihasa-vastutd,  the  condition  o 
being  the  object  of  derision.)  «  Vastu-pdla,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  poet.  —  Vastu-mdtra,  am,  n.  the  mere  out- 

line of  any  subject,  skeleton  of  a  discourse.  —  Vas- 
tu-radand,  f.  arrangement  of  matter,  style  (e.  g 
sankshiptd  vaslii-ra^and,  a  compressed  or  concise 
style).—  Vatt'Urvat,  an,  ati,  at,  supplied  with  commo 
dities.  —  Vastu-vinimayd,  as,  m.  exchange  of  goods 
barter.  —  Vattu-vivarta,  as,  a,  am,  enveloping 
reality,  (in  the  Vedanta  said  of  avastu  or  unreality 
i.  e.  of  the  external  world  conceived  of  as  illusory. 

—  Vastu-hdni,  is,  {.  loss  of  substance  or  property 

"Vastutthdpana  (°tu-ut°),am,  n.  the  production 
of  any  change  or  incident  in  a  play  by  magic.  —  Vas 

Vasu-visl,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  granting  treasures. 
iraiias,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  famous  or  renowned  for 

wealth.  —  Vasu-truta,  as,  m.,Ved.  (probably)  one  re- 
nowned for  wealth  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymns 

Rig-veda  V.  3-6  (having  the  patronymic  Atreya). 

—  Vasu-irefhiha,  am,  n.  'the  best  of  treasure,' 
silver  ;  wrought  gold.  —  Vasu-ihena,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
Kama  (half  brother  of  the  Pandu  princes  by  the 
same  mother,  Pfitha  ;  the  name  is  supposed  by  some 
to  have  reference  to  his  wealth,  which  he  liberally 

distributed,  cf.  karna).  —  V  asw-sampurna,  as,  a, 
am,  filled  with  wealth.  —  Vasu-st/tali,  (.  the  city 
of  Kuvera.  —  Vasu-hatta  or  vaxuliattakd,  as,  m. 

=  vaka-pushpa  or  Sesbana  Grandiflora.  —  V'asupa- 
miiiin.  (°eu-up°),  as,  a,  am,  resembling  or  equal  to 

tupahita  i ),  as,  d,  am,  applied  to  a  suitabl 
object,  placed  on  a  proper  object.  —  Vastr-antara 
am.  n.  another  thing,  another  object  or  subject 
—  Vastv-abhdva,  as,  m.  absence  of  reality,  unsub 
stantial  existence  ;  loss  or  destruction  of  property. 

Vastuka,  am,  n.  a  pot-herb,  Chenopodium  Album 
(also  written  vdstulca,  vastuka,  q.  v.) 

Vastftki,  f.  a  kind  of  plant. 
Vastya,  am,  n.  an  abode,  house  (  =  pastya,  q.v.] 

2.  vasna,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  III.  6.  ft 
rt.  6.  vas;  for  I.  see  p.  896,  col.  2),  hire,  wages 
price  ;  (am),  n.  abiding,  dwelling  ;  wealth,  substano 
thing;  wages,  hire;  death;  [cf.  Gr.  uvo-s  (fo 
p6avos),  wvri,  aivi-o-fuu  ;  Lat.  venu-m,  iien-eo 
ven-do  ;  Slav,  ven-i-ti,  ven-o.] 

Vasnika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  hire  or  price,  earn 
ing  wages,  mercenary,  hireling  ;  purchasable. 

Vasnya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  hired. 
2.  vasman,  o,  n.,  Ved.  abode,  habitation. 

Vasyas,  an,  asl,  as  (for  vaslyat),  Ved.  more 
'ealthy,  more  excellent,  better,  more  precious,  more 

lorious  ;  (as),  n.  more  excellent  wealth,  very  excel- ent  treasure. 

Vasvi,  f.  [cf.  vasu\,  Ved.  glorious,  excellent,  (SSy. 
=vasayitri,  praiasya,  prafasta.) 

vasatwari,  f.,  Ved.  water  xised 

i  the  preparation  of  Soma. 

*f««fl  vasanta,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi- 
.  III.  128.  fr.  rt.  6.  vats  perhaps  connected  with 

rt.  3.  vas,  '  to  shine'),  spring,  the  vernal  season  (corn- 
rising,  according  to  some,  the  months  Caitra  and  Vai- akha  or  from  the  middle  of  March  to  that  of  May  ;  see 

ritu)  ;  the  deified  personification  of  spring  ;  dysentery, 

.iarrhcea  ;  small-pox  ;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  scale 
ir  musical  mode;  [cf.  Gr.  lap;  Lat.  ver  ;  Slav,  resna.] 

—  Vatanta-kala,  as,  m.  the  vernal  season.  —  Fa- 

anta-kusuma,  as,  m.  '  having  blossoms  in  spring,' 
he  tree  Cordia  Myxa  or  Latifolia.  —  Vasantahmu- 

mdkara  (°ma-dkj),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant.  —  Fa- 

tanta-ghoshin,  i,  m.  '  singing  in  spring,'  the  Koil 
or  Indian  cuckoo.  —  Vasanta-ja,  as,  d,  am,  '  spring- 

jorn,'  produced  in  spring  ;  (d),  f.  a  festival  in  honour 
'f  KSmadeva  or  the  god  of  love  (held  in  the  month 
7aitra,  about  the  commencement  of  spring).  —  Va- 
santa-tilaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.,  N.  of  a  variety  of 
the  Sakvarl  or  S'akkai!  metre  in  Sanskrit  prosody, 
"our  times  —  u-uuu  —  uu  —  u  —  .  —  Fasafita- 
duta,  as,  m.  the  Koil  or  Indian  cuckoo  (see  kokila)  ; 

the  month  Caitra  (March-April)  ;  the  fifth  R5ga  or 
musical  mode  (called  also  Hindola)  ;  the  mango  tree  ; 

[I),  f.  the  trumpet  flower;  the  creeper  Gaertnera 
Racemosa.  —  Fananfa-aYu,  ui,  or  vasanta-dmma, 

as,  m.  '  spring-tree,'  the  mango  tree,  Mangifera 
Indica  (which  blossoms  in  March  or  April  and  is 
then  an  object  of  great  beauty).  —  Vasanta-panfomi, 
(.  the  fifth  day  of  the  light  half  of  the  mouth  Magha. 

—  Vasant  a-bandhu,  us,m.  '  friend  of  the  spring,' 
epithet  of  KSmadeva  or  the  god  of  love.  —  Vasanta- 

alikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  metre.  •-  Vasanta-yo- 

dha,  as,  m.  '  spring-combatant,'  epithet  of  the  god 
of  love.  —  Vasanta-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  gram- 

marian ;  of  the  author  of  a  work  on  augury.  —  Fa- 

santa-saJeha,  as,  m.  '  friend  of  the  spring,'  epithet 
of  the  god  of  love.  —  Fasan<o/sana  (°ta-itt"),  am, 
n.  the  spring  festival  or  celebration  of  the  return  of 

spring  (formerly  held  on  the  full  moon  of  Caitra,  but 
now  on  the  full  moon  of  Phalguna  and  identified 
with  the  DolS-yatri  or  Holi). 

Fosan(a/i:a,  as,  m.  the  plant  Bignonia  Indica. 

vasavya.     See  p.  896,  col.  2. 

vasa,  f.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  3.  vas,  to 

shine,'  or  according  to  some  fr.  rt.  6.  van,  '  to  dwell'), 
the  serum  or  marrow  of  the  flesh  (considered  by 
some  authorities  as  distinct  from  the  marrow  of  the 

bones,  but  by  others  as  the  same  substance),  marrow, 

adeps,  fat,  grease,  suet,  any  fatty  oily  substance  or 
oily  exudation  ;  the  brain.  —  Vasd-fhata,  f.  the  mass 

of  the  brain.  —Vasddliya  (°sd-ddh°)  or  rasailhya- 
lea,  as,  m.  the  Gangetic  porpoise,  Delphinus  Gan- 

geticus,  (also  written  va3ddhyaka.)  —  Vasd-pdyin, 
I,  m.  'grease-drinker,'  a  dog,  (also  written  vaia- 

pdyin.  )  —  Vasd-mura,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Vasdras'c- sha-malina  (°sd-av°),  as,  d,  am,  dirty  with  the 
remains  of  fat. 

vasdra  (?),  am,  n.  wish,  purpose. 

vasira.     See  p.  896,  col.  2. 

vasishtha.     See  p.  896,  col.  2. 

vasu.     See  p.  896,  col.  3. 

vasiira,  f.  a  harlot,  prostitute,  un- 
chaste woman. 

vask  [cf.  rt.  vashk],  cl.  I.  A.  vas- late,  to  go. 
10  T 



S!)S vaska. vahish-karana. 

Vaska,  as,  m.  going,  motion  ;  application,  perse 
verance. 

Vaskaya,  at,  m.  a  calf  one  year  old,  a  yearling 
[cf.  rathkaya.] 
Vaskayani,  f.  a  cow  bearing  many  calves,  or  one 

that  has  full-grown  calves  ;  [cf.  rathkayani.'] 
^iT  vaskaratika,  f.  a  scorpion. 

cll_l    rast,  cl.  10.  A.  vastayate,  -yitum 
^^  to  hurt  or  kill  ;   to  torment  ;  to  go  or 

move  ;  to  ask,  beg,  solicit. 

^5T  vasta,  vasti.     See  p.  897,  col.  2. 

<(W*,  vastar,   ind.,   Ved.   early,   in   the 
morning. 

^^  vasna.    See  p.  896,  col.  2,  and  p.  897 
col.  2. 

vasnana,  am,  n.  an  ornament  for  a 

woman's  loins,  a  zone,  girdle. 

<«w«i  va-snasa,  f.  (for  ara-snasa),  a  ten 

don,  a  nerve,  a  fibre  (described  as  a  hollow  string- 
like  tube,  attached  to  the  bones  and  supposed  to 
serve  as  a  passage  for  the  vital  air), 

vasyas.     See  p.  897,  col.  3. 

vawi.     See  p.  897,  col.  3. 

i.  caA  (connected  with  rt.  I.  iih, 
q.v.;  cf.  i.  iirfAa),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  vahati, 

-t(.  uriiha  (2nd  sing,  uvahitka  or  nvotiha),  uhe, 
vakshyati  (ep.  also  vahiehyati),  -te,  avdkshlt  (yA 
du.  tirmihum,  y&  pi.  araisAiw),  avodha  (1st  sing. 
makihi,  yd  du.  avakshatdm,  jrd  pi.  avakshata), 
Free.  «Ayo«,  »ai*Ai«A.<a  (Ved.  forms  rakshi,  vak- 
skati,  rakthra),  vodhum  (Ved.  Inf.  vahadhyai, 
volhave,  vodjiave,  see  ya/Ha-tT),  to  bear,  carry,  con* 
vey,  transport  ;  to  draw,  lead  ;  to  convey  in  a  carriage, 
Sec.  ;  to  carry  away,  carry  off;  to  bring  or  carry  near  ; 
to  take  in  marriage,  marry  a  wife  ;  to  be  carried  or 
borne  along,  proceed,  move;  to  feel,  experience, 
have  ;  to  flow  ;  to  breathe  ;  to  spit  out,  vomit  (pro- 

bably for  rt.  vam)  :  Pass,  uhyate,  Aor.  amlii,  to  be 
borne  or  carried;  to  ride,  (Pres.  part,  uhyat,  an, 
anti,  at,  or  uhyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  carried 
or  borne)  :  Caus.  vdhayati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  OOT- 
vahat,  to  cause  to  bear  or  carry,  cause  to  convey  or 
draw  ;  to  cause  to  be  conveyed  (A.)  ;  to  ship  or  place 
in  a  boat  ;  to  cause  to  be  brought  or  led  ;  to  cause 
to  take  in  marriage  ;  to  cause  to  proceed  or  move, 
guide,  drive,  impel,  direct  ;  to  travel  (A.),  proceed,  go  ; 
to  go  to,  visit  ;  to  carry  out,  perform,  finish  :  Pass,  of 
Caus.  vahyate,  to  be  caused  to  bear  or  carry,  to  be 
made  to  convey:  Desid.  vii'akshati,  -te:  Intens. 
vdrahyaie,  vdvodhi;  [cf.  Gr.  oxo-i, 

,  , 

&Xe°*''  L«L  who,  rehi-cidu-m,  vehe-s,  rectum, 
via,  vexo,  rtlurm  (for  veJt-lu-m\  uxor,  probably 
bajulus  ;  Goth,  ga-vig-an,  ga-vag-ja,  veg-t,  vig-s; 
Old  Germ,  way-cm,  waga  ;  Angl.  Sax.  weyan,  weg, 
wagan,  wtddian;  Slav,  vez-a,  vozu,  vez-lo;  I,ith. 

vcz~u,  rc:-ima-s,  veze;  Hib./eon,  •  a  carriage.'] 
2.  i-ah  in  vajra-vah,  q.  v. 
Vaha,  at,  a,  am,  bearing,  carrying,  conveying, 

bringing  (often  at  the  end  of  comps.,  c.  g.  pushpn- 
gan<lha-v\  'bringing  flowers  and  perfumes,'  and 
sometimes  with  a  passive  sense,  cf.  dur-v°,  sn-v°)  ; 
one  who  bears  or  carries  ;  (at),  m.  the  act  of  bearing 
or  conveying  ;  any  vehicle  or  means  of  conveyance 
(as  a  car,  carriage,  horse,  &c.)  ;  the  shoulder  of  an 
«;  a  road,  way;  a  measure  of  four  Dronas;  air, 

wind  ;  any  male  river  ;  a  current  ;  (a)  f.  'a  river •cam  in  general.  _  Vaham-liha,  as,  m.  •  shoulder- lickmg(?),'anox. 

\'»>><it.  an.  anf,,  at,  bearing,  carrying,  conveying  ; ing,  taking,  assuming  ;  possessing,  having. '11,  as,  m.  an  ox  ;  a  traveller. 
Vahati,  it,  m.  an  ox  ;  air,  wind  ;  a  friend,  coun- 

sellor ;  (i),  f.  a  river,  stream. 

Valialu,  us,  m.  an  ox  ;  a  traveller  (Ved.)  ;  a  mar- 
riage, bridal,  nuptial  ceremony,  (Say.  ̂ vird/ta.) 

Vnhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  bearing,  carrying,  con- 
veying ;  flowing  (as  a  stream)  ;  any  vehicle  or  means 

of  conveyance  ;  a  raft,  float,  boat. 
Vahanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  carried  or  borne 

portable. ]'u/"inta,  as,  m.  air,  wind;  an  infant. 
Vahamdna,  as,  a,  am,  bearing,  carrying,  con- 

veying, being  carried  or  riding  on  (with  inst.)  ;  pos- 
sessing, having  ;  flowing. 

Vahala,  am,  n.  a  raft,  float  ;  (as,  a,  am),  hard, 
firm,  compact,  &c.,  (in  this  sense  more  correctly 
written  bahala,  q.  v.)  —  Vahala-gandha,  &c.,  see 

bahala-g°,  &c. 
Vahita,  as,  d,  am,  borne,  conveyed,  carried 

obtained;  known,  celebrated. 
Vahitra  or  vakitraka,  am,  n.  a  rtft,  float,  boat, 

vessel. 

Vahin,  i,  ini,  i,  bearing,  conveying;  (inl),  f.  a 
boat,  vessel. 

Valiishtha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  carrying  heavy  bur 
dens,  bearing  much,  (Siy.  =  vodhn-tama.) 
Vahlru,  us,  m.  (?),  a  tendon,  nerve,  muscle. 
Vahni,  is,  fa,  i,  bearing,  carrying,  bringing  (Ved.)  ; 

luminous,  bright  (Ved.)  ;  (ii),  m.  one  who  bears  an 
oblation  (to  the  gods),  a  sacrificer,  priest  (Ved.)  ; 

'  borne  along,'  an  epithet  of  the  Maruts  (Ved.)  ;  of 
Soma  (Ved.)  ;  of  the  gods  in  general  (Ved.)  ;  fire 
(  =  Agni);  a  horse  (Naigh.  I.  14);  any  vehicle; 
lead-wort,  Plumbago  Zeylanica  ;  the  marking-nut 
plant;  the  fire  of  the  stomach,  digestive  faculty, 
gastric  fluid  ;  digestion,  appetite.  —  Fa  hni-kara,  ax, 
a  or  »,  am,  making  fire,  igniting,  lighting;  pro- 

moting digestion,  giving  appetite,  stomachic  ;  (I),  (., 
N.  of  the  tree  Grislea  Tomentosa.  —  Vatmi-kashtha, 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  Agallochum  used  as  incense.  —  Vah- 

ni-gandha,  as,m.  incense  ;  resin.  —  Vahni-garbha, 
a»,  m.  a  bamboo  ;  a  sort  of  Mimosa,  Mimosa  Suma. 

—  Vahni-takra,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (^kalikdri). 
—  Vahni-jvdld,  f.,  N.  of  the  plant  Grislea  Tomen- 

tosa. —  Vahni-tama,  as,  a,  am.Ved.  most  luminous, 
brightest.  —  Vahni-taskara-pdrthiva,  as,  m.  pi.  fire, 
robbers,  and  the  king.  -  Vahnt-damant,  f.,  N.  of 
a  plant.  —  Vahni-ddha-samwlbhava,  as,  a,  am, 
produced  by  burning.  —  Valtni-dipaka,  as,  m.  saf- 
flower;  (ikd),  f.  =  aja-modd.  —  Vahni-ndman,  a, 
m.  'called  after  fire,'  the  marking-nut  plant;  lead- 
wort.—  Va  hni-ni,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant,  Nardostachys 
Jatamansi.  _  Vahni-purdna,   N.   of   a    Purina. 
-Vahni-pvshpl,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant  (  =  dhatakl). 
—  Vahni-bhogya,  am,  n.  '  that  which  is  to  be  con- 

sumed by  fire,'  ghee  or  clarified  butter.  —  Valini- 
mantha,  at,  m.  the  tree  Premna  Spinosa  (the  wood 
of  which  is  used  to  procure  fire  by  attrition).  —  FaA- 

>ii-mdraka,  am,  n.  fire-destroyer.  —  Vahni-mitra, 
as,  m.  'friend  of  fire,'  air,  wind.  —  Vahnl-retas,  as, 
m.  'fire-semen,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Vahni-loha 
or  rahni-lohaka,  am,  n.  'fire-like  iron,'  copper. 
—  Vahni-raiJhu,  fix,  f.  the  wife  of  Agni  or  Fire. 

Vahni-variia,  am,  n.  'fire-coloured,'  the   red 
water-lily.—  V  ahni-vallabha,  as,  m.  'fire-beloved,' 

resin.  —  Vahni-mja,  am,  n.  'fire-seed,'  gold;  the 
common  lime  (  —  nimbuka);  —  ram-vlja,  i.e.  the 
mystical  syllable  ram  (repeated  as  the  peculiar  prayer 
of  fire  in  the  Tantra  sysiem).  —  Vahni-tikha,  am, 
n.  safflower,  Carthamus  Tinrtorius;  saffron;  (n),  f. 

pot-herb,  Echites  Dichotoma;  [cf.  agni-tHkhd.] 
•  Vahni-dikhara,  as,  m.  the  flower  Celosia  Cris- 

ata  or  cock's-comb.  —  Vahni-sak/ia,  as,  m.  'friend 
if  fire,'  the  wind;  a  kind  of  plant  (  ̂jiraka). —  Vahni-sanjitaka,  as,  n\.  —  6itraka,  q.v. 
Vahya,  am,  n.  a  vehicle,  carriage,  conveyance  of 

,ny  sort,  cart,  &c.  ;  («),  f.  the  wife  of  a  Muni. 

vahis,  ind.  (in  the  earlier  language 

usually  written  bahis,  q.  v.  ;  according  to  some  con- 
nected with  rt.  I.  vah,  according  to  others  with 

irinlld),  out,  without,  outwards,  outside;  on  the 
outside,  out-of-doors,  in  the  open  air,  outside  of 
with  abl.  ot  gen.);   besides,  except  (with  abl.  or 

gen. ;  in  Manu  IV.  72.  raMi  is  said  to  mean  '  except 
on  the  hair ')  ;  apart,  separately,  away  from  others ; 
vahtr  bhu,  to  become  or  be  on  the  outside,  go 
outside.  —  Vah ih-kufi-Cara,  see  rahinh-ltiili-iara. 

—  Vahih-fita,  as,  a,  am,  cool  or  cooling  on  the  out- 
side. —  Vahih-3ri,  ind.,  Ved.  externally,  in  an  external 

direction  (?).««  V ahih-sainstha,  an,  d,  am,  situated 
outside  (the  tawn).  —  V<ihi/i-ttha  or  ralii/f-sthita, 

at,  d,  am,  or  r<ih.ih-8thaifin,  i,  ini,  i,  being  out- 
side,  external,    outer.  —  Vahir-anga,  as,  m.   an 

external  part,  outer  limb  or  member ;  property  (as 
an  external  possession) ;  a  stranger,  indifferent  person ; 
the  preliminary  part  of  a  religious  ceremony ;  (as,  a, 

am),  relating  to  the  exterior,  external,  exterior,  un- 
essential, (opposed  to  antar-anga,  q.  v.)  —  Vahir- 

anga-td,   f.  or  vahiranga-tca,  am,  n.  the  state 
of  being  external,  exteriority,  externality.  —  Vahir- 
ante,  ind.  externally  and  internally.  —  Valiir-argala, 
as,  m.  an  outer  bolt  or  bar.  —  Vahir-artha,  as,  m. 
an  external  object.  —  Vafiir-indriya,  am,  n.  an 
outer  organ,  outward  sense,  organ  of  sense  or  per- 

ception (as  the  eye  &c.),  an  organ  of  action  (as  the 
hand  8cc.).*—V(iliir-gata,  as,  d,  am,  gone  out  or 
forth,  manifested   in  an  external  or  bodily  form. 

—  Vahir-gamana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  out  or 
forth. •~Vahir-gdmin,  i,  inl,  i,  going  out  or  forth. 

—  Vahir-giri,  is,  m.  a  country  situated  on  the  other 
side  of  a  mountain;  (ayas),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants 

of  such  a  country.  —  Vahir-geham,  ind.  outside  the 
house,  out-of-doors,  abroad.  —  Vahir-grdmam,  ind. 
outside  a  village.  —  Vahir-defa,  as,  m.  a  foreign 
country ;  a  place  without  a  town  or  village ;  the  out- 

skirts of  a  town  or  village.  —  Vahir-dvara,  am,  n. 
an  outer  gate;    the  space  outside  a  gate  or  door. 
—  Vahirdvdra-prakoshthaka,  am,  n.  a  covered 
terrace  in  front  of  the  door  of  a  house,  a  portico  or 
porch  before  a   house.  —  Vahir-dhvajd,   f.,  N.   of 
Durga.  —  Vahir^nihadrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  re- 

moving or  turning  out,  expulsion,  removal.  -.  Va- 
hir-nirgamana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  out  or 
away  from  (with  abl.).  —  Vakir-bhava,  as,  d,  am, 
being  on  the  outside,  produced  externally,  external, 

(opposed  to  antar-ja,  q.  v.)  —  Vakir-bhavana,  am, 
n.  the  being  out  or  outside,  the  coming  out,  emana- 

tion. —  Vahir-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  being  out,  being 
outside,  expelled,  excluded  ;  expired  (said  of  a  period 
of  time);  inattentive,  careless.  —  V tikir-inanax,  as, 
as,  as,  external  to  the   mind,  external.  —  Vahir- 
mukha,  as,  i,  am,  one  who  turns  his  face  away, 
turning    away    from,    indifferent    to,  averse    from  ; 
greatly  devoted  to  external  things;  coming  out  of 
the  mouth,  (opposed  to  antar-mukha) ;  (as),  m. 

a  deity,  (in  this  sense  incorrect  for  barhir-mukha.) 
»  Vahir-ydtrd,  f.  or  vahir-ydna,  am,  n.  a  journey 
out,  excursion.  —Yalrir-yftti,  is,  is,  i,  placed  or 
listened  outside.  —  Vahir-yoya,  as,  d,  am,  relating 
to  the  exterior,   external;    ((is),  m.  a  proper  N, ; 

as),  m.  pi.  Vahir-yoga's  descendants.  —  \~<ihir-lam- 
ia,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  perpendicular  outside,  obtuse- 
angular;  (d),  (.  an  obtuse-angled  triangle  (whose 
jerpendicular  falls  outside).  —  V akir-lapikii,  f.  a  kind 
of  enigma,  one  not  containing  a  solution,  (opposed 
to  a)itar-liipikd.)~Vahir-loma,  as,d,am,  having 

lair  outside,  having  the  hair  turned  outwards.  —  Va- 
*/  ir-rnrtin,  i,  ini,  i,  being  on  the  outside.  —  T  altir- 
vdsas,  as,  n.  an  outer  or  upper  garment,  (opposed 

to  antar-vd*as.)  —  VaJ<ir-rikfim,  as,  m.  'outward 

change  or  disfigurement,'  syphilis.  —  Vahir-vrilli, 

is,  f.  occupation  with  external  objects.  —  1  'ahir-vedi, 
is,  f.the  space  outside  theVedior  sacrificial  altar:  rahir- 

'  or  rtihir-vcdi,  ind.  outside  the  sacrificial  alur. 

—  ]'aliir-redlka,  as,  d,  am,  performed  or  taking 
>lace  outside  the  Vedi.  —  Valtir-ri/naana,  am,  n. 

external  vice,'  evil  practices  or  dissolute  conduct  out- 
of-doors  ;  licentiousness,  immorality.  —  Vahir-vya- 
sanin,  i,  ini,  i,  practising  vice,  addicted  to  immoral 
>ractices,  dissolute.  —  Vakiff-^ara,  as,  d,  am,  going 
out,  bustling  about  outside,  looking  after  external 
matters;  being  on  the  outside,  external,  foreign; 

),  m. '  crawling  out  of  its  shell,'  a  crab.  —  J'a/m/t- karana,  am,  n.  an  outer  or  external  organ ;  expelling, 
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expulsion,  excluding,  excepting  ;  expulsion  from  (with 

abl.).  —  Vahish-kdra,  as,  m.  putting  or  placing  out- 
side, expulsion,  exclusion.  —  Vahish-kdrya,  as,  a, 

am,  fit  to  be  removed  or  expelled,  deserving  re- 
jection. —  Vahish-kuti-fara,  as,  m.  a  crab  (as 

'  crawling  out  of  its  shell,'  cf.  vahis'-dara).  —  Va- 
hish-krita,  as,  a,  am,  turned  out,  thrust  out, 
expelled,  excluded,  rejected,  excommunicated  ;  ex- 
cepted  ;  manifested  in  an  external  form.  —  Vahish- 

kriti,  is,  f.  =  vahish-kdra.  —  Vahish-kriya,  as,  a, 
am,  excluded  from  sacred  rites.  —  Vahish-krii/d.  (. 
an  outer  act,  external  rite  or  ceremony.  —  Vahish- 
pata,  an  upper  or  outer  garment.  -•  Vahish-prdkdra, 
as,  m.  an  outer  wall  or  rampart.  —  Valiish-prdna, 
as,  m.  external  breath  or  lite,  anything  as  dear  as 
life,  anything  near  the  heart  ;  money  ;  (as,  a.  am), 
having  the  breath  or  life  existing  outside  (i.  e.  having 

one  dear  as  life  existing  externally  to  one's  self). 
VakiMia,  as,  a,  am,  outer,  external. 
Vahishtat,  ind.  on  the  outside,  without,  abroad. 

—  Vahishtdj-jyotis,  is,  f.  epithet  of  a  Trishtubh  the 
last  Pada  of  which  contains  eight  syllables. 

a,  as,  m.  theVibhltakatree. 

vahni,  vahni-kara,  vahya,  &c.     See 
8,  col.  2. 

vahli,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  country,  (more 

correctly  written  balhi.') Vahlika,  vahllka.     See  balhika,  balhika. 

^T  i.  va,  ind.  (excluded,  like  the  Lat.  ve, 

from  the  first  place  in  a  sentence,  and  generally  com- 
ing immediately  after  the  word  to  which  it  refers), 

as,  like,  so  (not  commonly  used  in  this  sense)  ;  either, 

or,  whether;  either  —  or  not,  i.e.  optionally,  (in 
grammar  the  word  va,  is  placed  after  a  rule  to 
denote  its  being  optional)  ;  else;  or  if,  but  if;  but; 
only,  no  other  ;  indeed,  truly,  even,  very  (in  as- 

severation or  confirmation)  ;  and  (as  a  conjunction)  ; 
va  is  also  sometimes  used  as  an  expletive  ;  it  is  also 
somewhat  pleonastically  or  perhaps  emphatically  added 
to  an  interrogative  pronoun  especially  when  followed 
by  the  negative  no  (e.  g.  ko  va  na,  ke  vd  na,  which 

may  be  translated  by  '  every  one,'  '  all  ')  ;  va.  —  va, 
either  —  or  ;  on  the  one  side  —  on  the  other  ;  atha  vd, 
or  else  ;  or,  or  if,  or  rather,  but,  certainly,  see  atha  ; 
na  va,  or  not  ;  yadi  va,  or  if,  or  whether,  whether, 
whether  or  no,  see  under  yadi,  p.  808  ;  yad  va, 
or,  or  else  ;  kim  va,,  whether  ?  kirn  va  —  na  va,  is 

it  —  or  not?  see  under  kim;  [cf.  Gr.  rj;  Lat.  ve.~] 
^T  2.  va  (according  to  some  originally 

av  +  a,  cf.  aijiu),  cl.  2.  P.  vdti,  vavau, 
vasyati,  avdslt,  vdtum,  to  blow  (as  the  wind)  ;  to 
move,  go  ;  to  pierce,  strike,  hurt,  injure  ;  cl.  4.  P. 
vdyati,  &c.,  to  be  dried  up  (by  the  wind),  become 
dry  or  languid,  to  dry,  (in  this  sense,  according  to 
some,  the  form  of  the  rt.  is  vai)  ;  to  be  extin- 

guished ;  (according  to  some  authorities  also  cl.  10. 
P.  in  the  senses,  to  be  happy;  to  go,  move;  to 

worship)  :  Caus.  vdpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
blow,  cause  to  move,  excite  ;  to  cut,  shave,  (in 
this  sense  confounded  with  Caus.  of  rt.  vap): 
Desid.  vivdsati,  Ved.  to  wish  to  blow,  wish  to  fan  ; 
to  favour,  honour,  worship  (Naigh.  III.  5)  ;  to  be 
favourable  or  kind  towards;  to  bestow,  grant;  [cf. 

Zend  vd  :  Gr.  ci-oJ,  a-os,  arj-fju,  drj-rrj-s,  a-(\\a, 

au-pa,  d-rjp,  d-i'-ffO-oj,  dd-^-oj,  aff&-fja,  /i«T€a)pos, 
detpai,  apSyv,  dprdai,  doprrjp,  aiojptoj,  (probably 
also)  aii\6s,  oupos  ;  duT/ify  (  =  dtman\  drfiTi  :  Lat. 
ven-tu-s,  a-er,  probably  also  vanus,  vapor  (fr.  the 
Caus.)  :  Goth,  vaian,  vind-s  :  Old  Germ,  via-dal, 

'  a  fan  ;'  mat,  wait,  waiet,  wahet,  '  to  blow  :'  Slav. 
ve-j-a  :  Lith.  ve-je-s,  '  wind  ;'  o-ra-s  :  Hib.  bad, 
'  wind  :'  Pers.  bad.} 

I.  vat,  an,  dti  or  and,  at  (for  rt.  2.  vat  see 
p.  902,  col.  2),  blowing;  going,  moving. 

I.  vdta,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  vdta  see  p.  902,  col.  2), 
blown  ;  (03},  m.  wind,  air,  breeze  ;  the  god  of  the  wind 
(usually  called  Vayu,  q.  v.,  but  addressed  under  the 
name  Vata  in  Rig-veda  X.  168.  and  X.  J.86);  wind 

or  air  as  one  of  the  humors  of  the  body ;  morbid 
affection  of  the  windy  humor,  rheumatism,  gout, 
inflammation  of  the  joints ;  [cf.  Gr.  ITUWIOS  ;  Lat. 

i  ventus ;  Goth,  vinds ;  Angl.  Sax.  wind,  weder; 

',  Old  Germ.  weder.~\  —  Vdta-karman,  a,  n.  breaking 
j  wind.  —  Vdta-kundaltkd,  {.  scanty  and  painful  flow 
of  urine.  —  Vdta-kumbha,  as,  m.  the  part  of  an 

elephant's  forehead  below  the  frontal  sinuses.  —  Vdta- 
ketu,  us,  m.  '  wind-sign,'  dust.  —  Vdta-keli,  is,  m. 
amorous  sport  or  converse,  speaking  in  whispers; 

the  marks  of  finger-nails  on  a  lover's  person.  —  Vdta- 
gdmin,  i,  m.  'wind-goer,'  a  bird.  —  Vdta-gidma, 
as,  m. '  wind-cluster,'  a  gale,  high  wind  ;  acute  gout 
or  rheumatism.  —  Vdta-gopd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  hav- 

ing the  Wind  as  protector.  —  Vdta-grasta,  as,  a, 

am,  *  wind-seized,'  epileptic ;  rheumatic.  —  Vdta- 
ghna,  as,  i,  am,  removing  disorders  of  the  wind ; 
(i),  f.  the  shrub  Hedysarum  Gangeticiim.  —  Vdta- 
fodita,  as,  d,  am,  driven  by  the  wind.  —  Vdta-ja, 
as,  a,  am,  produced  by  or  arising  from  wind.  —  Vd- 
ta-java,  as,  d,  am,  fleet  as  the  wind.  — •  Vdta-jdta, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  impelled  or  driven  by  the  wind. 
—  Vdta-juti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  Rig-veda 

X.    136,    2    (having   the    patronymic  Vataras'ana). 
—  Vdta-jvara,  as,  m.  'wind-fever,'  fever   arising 
from  vitiated  wind.  —  Vdtajvara-pratikdra,  as,  m. 
the  remedying  or  counteraction  of  the  above  disease. 
—  Vata-tfda,  am,   n.  cottony  or  flocculent  seeds 
floating  in  the  air.  -  Vdta-tvish,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  bril- 

liant or  radiant  with  the  wind  (said  of  the  Maruts). 

—  Vdta-thudd,  {.(?),  a  gale,  a  high  wind  ;  acute  gout 
or  rheumatism ;   a  disease,  a  sort  of  small-pox ;   a 

handsome  woman.  —  Vdta-dhvaja,  as,   m.  'wind- 

sign,'  a  cloud.  —  Vdtan-dhama,  see  Vopa-deva  XXVI. 
55,  —  Vdta-pitta,  am,  n.  'wind-bile,'  a  form  of 
rheumatism  or  rheumatic  fever.  —  Vdtapitta-ja,  as, 

d,   am,    produced   by   the    above    disease.  —  Vdta- 
pittaja-i!ula,  am,  n.  a  form  of  the  disease  called 

iula.  —  Vdta-putra,  as,  m. '  son  of  the  wind,'  N.  of 
Bhlma ;   the  monkey  Hanumat ;  a  cheat,  swindler. 

—  Vdta-potha  or  vata-pothaka,  as,  m.  the  Palasa 
tree,  Butea  Frondosa.  —  Vdta-prakopa,  as,  m.  (in 
medicine)  excess  of  wind.  —  Vdta-prabala,  as,  d, 
am,  (in  medicine)  having  an  excess  of  wind.  —  Vdta- 

prami,  is,  m.  f. '  wind-surpassing,'  a  swift  antelope, 
(see  Gram.  126.  /.)  -  Vdta-phulla,  as,  d,  am, 

'  wind-inflated,'  swollen  or  puffed  up   with   wind. 
—  Vdta-phulldntra  (°la-an°),  am,  n. '  wind-swollen 
stomach,'  flatulence  in  the  bowels,  colic.  —  Vatam- 
aja,  as,  d,  am,  going  towards  or  against  the  wind ; 
(as),  m.  a  swift  antelope.  —  Vdta-^nandali,  f. '  wind- 

circle,' a  whirlwind.  —  Vdta-mHga,  as,  m.  'wind- 
deer,'  a  swift  antelope.  —  Vdta-ranha,  as,  a,  am, 
or  vdta-ranhas,  as,  as,  as,  having  the  impetuosity 
of  the  wind,  swift  as  the  wind.  —  Vdta-rakta,  am, 
n.  acute  gout  or  rheumatism  (ascribed  to  a  vitiated 

state  of  the  'wind  and  blood  ').  —  Vdtarakta-ijluia, 

as,  m.  '  destroying  or  curing  the  disease  Vata-rakta,' 
a  plant  or  shrub  (  =  kukkura,  commonly  called  Ku- 

kurmura).—  Vdtaraktdri  (°ta-ari),  is,  m. 'enemy 
of  Vata-rakta,'  a  plant,  Menispermum  Glabrum  (  = 
pifta-ghni).—Vdta-ranga,  as,  m.  the  fig-tree  (=a#- 

vattha).  —  Vdta-rusha,  as,  m.  [cf.  rt.  rush"],  a  gale, 
storm ;  the  rainbow ;  a  bribe.  —  Vata-roga,  as,  m. 
'wind-disease,'  rheumatism,  gout.  —  Vdtarogin,   I, 
iitl.  i,  afflicted  with  gout  or  rheumatism,  rheumatic. 

—  Viitarddlii  (°ta-rid°),  is,  m.  a  sort  of  cup  made 
of  wood  and  iron  or  a  vessel  made  of  wood  with 

an  iron  stand ;  a  mace,  a  club  or  stick  bound  with 

iron.  —  Vdta-vat,  an,  att,  at,  windy,  gusty.  —  Vdta- 

valdsaka,  as,  m.   nervous  fever  ('!).  — Vdta-vasii, 
is,  f.  suppression  of  urine.  —  Vdta-i'ikdra,  as,  m. 
disease  of  the  wind,  rheumatism.  —  V dtti-vriddhi, 

i»,  f.  swelled  testicle.  —  Vdta-reyn,  ns,  m.  'fleet  as 
wind,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-raihfra.  —  Vata-rairm, 
i,  m.  '  enemy  of  wind-disease,'  the  castor-oil  tree, 

&c. ;  [cf.  vdtdri.~]  —  Vdta-vyd<lhi,  is,  m.  any  mor- bid affection  of  the  vimA.  —  Vdtaryndhi-fildtm, 
f.  the  cure  of  the  above  disease.  —  Vutaiyddhi-ni- 
ddna,  am,  n.  the  cause  of  the  above  disease.  —  Vdta~ 

s">raha,am,  n. '  wind-source,'  the  lower  belly.  — Fa- 

ta-^ula,  am,  n.  '  wind-pain,'  colic  with  flatulence. 
—  Vdta-ionila,  am,  n.  acute  gout  or  rheumatism 

(ascribed  to  a  vitiated  state  of  '  the  wind  and  blood  '). 
—  Vdta-saha,  as,  d,  am,    suffering   from   wind- 
disease,    gouty,   rheumatic  ;    bearing  wind,   able  to 

resist  gusts  and  gales.  —  Vata-sdratlti,  is,  m.  '  hav- 
ing the  wind  for  a  charioteer,'  Agni  or  Fire.  —  Ka- 

ta-skandha,  am,  n.  the  part  of  the  atmosphere 
where  the  wind  blows.  —  Vdta-svana.  as,  d,  am, 

sounding  or  roaring  like  the  wind.  —  Vdta-han,  d, 

ghm,a,  =  vdta-ghna,  q.v.  —  Vdtdta  (°ta-ata),  as, 
m.  '  wind-goer,'  a  horse  of  the  sun  ;  an  antelope.  —  Vd- 

tdnda  l^ta-an''},  as,  m.  a  disease  of  the  testicles. 
—  Vdtatisdra  (°ta-at°),  as,  m.  dysentery  produced 

by  vitiated  wind.  —  Vatada  (ata-dda),  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  fruit  tiee.  —  Vdldnulomana  (°ta-an°),  am,  n. 
forcing  the  wind  in  the  right  direction  or  downwards 
(as  in  inflating  the  lungs).  —  Vatd-parjanya,  m.  du., 
Ved.  the  gods  Vata  and  Parjanya  (who  are  invoked 
together  in  Rig-veda  X.  66,   IO,  &c.).  —  Vdtdpi 

(°ta-dpi  ?),  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura  (devoured  by 
Agastya).  —  Vdtdpi-drish,  t,  or  vdtapi-sudana,  us, 

or  vdtdpi-han,  d,  m.  '  destroyer  of  the  Asura  Vs- 
tapi,'  epithet  of  the  Muni  Agastya.  —  Vdtdpya  (°ta- 

dp°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  swelling  or  filling  with  air  or 
wind,  fermenting  ;    (am),  n.   fermentation  ;   water  ; 
Soma  ;  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  IX.  93,  5  = 

udaka.)  —  Vdtdmodd  (°ta-dm°),  f.  musk.  —  Vdtdya 
(°ta-aya),  am,  n.  '  wind-going,'  a  leaf.  —  Vatayana 
(°ta-ay°),am,  n.  '  wind-passage,  air-passage,'awindow, 
air-hole,  loop-hole  ;  a  porch,  portico  ;  a  covered  shed, 
pavilion  ;  (as),  m.  a  horse  ;  a  patronymic  of  Anila 
(author  of  the  hymn   Rig-veda  X.  168);  of  Ula 
(author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  7.86).  —  Vdtdyana- 
stha,  at,  d,  am,  standing  or  being  at  the  window. 

—  Vdiayu  (°ta-ayu),  us,   m.   an   antelope,   deer. 
—  V  atari  (°ta-ari),  is,  f.  '  enemy  of  wind-disease,' 
the  castor-oil  tree  ;  a  plant,  Asparagus  Racemosus. 
•-Vdtdli  (^ta-all),  f.  a  whirlwind,  gale.  —  Vdtd^va 

(°ta-as'°),  as,  m.  a  swift  horse  or  one  of  good  breed. 
—  Vdtdsaha  (°ta-ds°),  as,  a,  am,  suffering  from 
wiud-disease,   rheumatic,   gouty.  —  Vdtdhata   (°ta- 
dh"),  as,  d,  am,  stirred  or  shaken  by  the  wind  ; 
struck    by   wind-disease,    affected    by    rheumatism. 
"Vdtdhata-nau,  naua,  f.  a  ship  tossed  by  the 

winds.  —  Vdtdhati  (°ta-dh'J),  is,  f.  '  wind-stroke,'  a violent  gust  of  wind,  the  action  of  the  wind  ;    an 
attack  of  rheumatism  or  gout,  occurrence  of  arthritic 
pains.  —  Vdtesvara-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

—  \'iltona  (Ota-una),  as,  d,  am,  deficient  in  wind 
or  the  windy  humor;  (o),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  (  =  go- 

jihvd).  —  Vdtopajuta  (°ta-up°)   or   vdtopadhuta 
(°ta-up°),  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  raised  by  the  wind. 
Vdtaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Marsilea  Quadrifolia. 
Vdtakin,  i,  ini,  i,  rheumatic,  gouty. 

Vdtaya  (fr.  I  .  vdta,  but  cf.  rt.  2  .  vat),  Nom.  P.  vdta- 
yatt,  -yitum,  to  blow  (as  the  wind),  blow  gently,  to 
raise  a  wind,  fan,  ventilate  ;  to  blow  favourably,  to 
serve,  &c.  (see  rt.  2.  vdt). 

Vatara,  as,  d,  am,  windy,  stormy  ;  swift  (as  the 

wind);  [cf.  Goth,  vintrui;  Angl.  Sax.  winter.'] 
—  Vdlardyana  (°ra-ay°),  as,  m.  an  arrow  ;  arrow's 
flight,'  discharge  of  an  arrow,  bow-shot  ;  a  saw  ;  a 
mountain-peak  ;  a  mad-man,  intoxicated  person  ;  an 
idler,  useless  person  ;  the  Sarala  tree,  a  sort  of  pine. 
Vdtala,  as,  d,  am,  windy,  stormy  ;  flatulent  ;  (as), 

m.  wind  ;  a  sort  of  pulse,  Cicer  Arietinum  ;  (a),  f.  a 
morbid  state  of  the  uterus.  —  V  dtala-mandaU,  f. 
a  whirlwind. 

Vdtdyana,  as,  m.    See  above. 
Vdti,  is,  m.  air,  wind  ;  the  sun  ;  the  moon.  —  Vdti- 

ga,  as,  d,  am,  acquainted  with  or  working  in  mine- 
rals, &c.,  a  mineralogist,  metallurgist  ;  (as),  m.  the 

egg-plant,  Solanum  Melongena.  —  Vdti-r/ama  or 
vdiin-gana,  as,  m.  the  egg-plant  (  =  iiliaiitdkl, 

Vdtika,  as,  I,  am,  windy,  stormy  ;  affected  by 
wind-disease,  rheumatic  ;  produced  by  or  proceeding 
from  disorder  of  the  wind  ;  mad;  (am),  n.  fever  or 
inflammation  ascribed  to  a  vitiated  state  of  the  wind 

or  aerial  humor. 
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Vatiya,  ae,  a,  am,  windy,  relating  or  belonging 
to  wind,  &c. ;  (am),  n.  sour  rice-gruel  (  =  kanjika, 
q.v.). 
Valuta,  at,  a,  am,  inflated  with  wind,  affected 

by  wind-disease,  gouty,  rheumatic ;  mad,  crazy ;  (as), 

in.  a  whirlwind,  gale.  —  V  iiluta-tantra  and  viitulut- 
tara-tantra  (°la-ut  ),  am,  n.,  N.  of  two  Tantra works. 

I'iitiili,  it,  f.  a  Urge  bat  (commonly  called  '  the 
flying  fox'). 

Vatiila,  as,  a,  am,  inflated  with  wind;  affected 
with  wind-disease;  gouty,  rheumatic;  mad,  insane, 
inebriate;  (<w),  m.  a  whirlwind,  gale,  hurricane; 

[ct".  rdtiiln.] 
I  ,il,i,  to.,  m.  'the  blower,'  air,  wind. 

\'!tttj!i,  (.  a  strong  wind,  gale,  storm,  whirlwind, 
hurricane.  —  Vatyanpamya  (°yd-au°),  am,  n,  re- semblance to  a  storm. 

I.  riina,  (is,  a,  am,  blown  (as  the  wind),  blown 
upon  so  as  to  be  dried,  dry,  dried ;  (as,  a,  am),  m. 
f.  n.  dry  or  dried  fruit. 

3.  vana,  am,  n.  (for  3.  see  p.  903,  col.  i),  blowing; 
living ;  going,  moving,  rolling ;  the  rolling  of  water 
or  of  the  tide ;  the  high  wave  in  Indian  rivers  (com- 

monly called  '  the  Bore ') ;  a  perfume,  fragrance. 

^T^f  vaysa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vans'a),  made  of 
bamboo,  of  or  belonging  to  bamboo ;  (t),  f.  bamboo 
manna. 

VdnJika,  as,  m.  a  bamboo-cutter,  &c. ;  a  flute- 
player,  piper,  fifer. 

WliWV  vah-kiti,  vah-pushpa,  &c.  See 
under  var,  p.  904. 

^T3R I .  vaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vaka  ;  for  2.  vaka 
see  col.  3),  belonging  or  relating  to  a  crane ;  (am), 
n.  a  flight  of  cranes. 

<n$W1  vakufi,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  pa  for  Data, 

'  wind,'  and  rt.  kiu!, '  to  contract '),  the  plant  Serratula Anthelmintica. 

«n^«  vakula,  am,  n.  (fr.  vakula),  soil. 
phala,  the  fruit  of  the  Vakula  tree. 

<u«  vakya.     See  col.  3. 

^PTT  vaga,  f.  a  bridle. 

«ny»fl  taguji,  f.  the  plant  Serratula  An- 
thelmintica (=«oma-ra;t). 

ii*j«u  vaguna,  as,  ID.  the  plant  Averrhoa 
Carambola  ( =  karmaranga). 

II^tT  vagura,  f.  (fr.  rt.  2.  pa?),  a  net  (for 
catching  deer  or  wild  animals),  trap,  toils,  snare. 
noose.  —  Vagurd-vritti,  is,  f.  livelihood  obtained 
by  snaring  or  catching  wild  animals;  (is),  m.  one 
who  lives  by  snaring  animals. 

\'nijur{ta,  as,  m.  one  who  uses  nets  for  catching deer,  &c.,  a  deer-catcher,  hunter. 

vagusa,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  large  fish. 

vaghat,  t,  m.  (according  to  some  fr. 

rt.  I .  rah,  probably  Pres.  part,  of  a  lost  rt.  vdgh  =  Lat. 
rmjiif,  Or.  «i/xo/«u),  ̂ 'd.  praying;  a  priest  (ac- 

cording to  Naigh.  III.  l8*-ritmj);  =  malhdirin 

(Naigh.  III.  1 5) ;  a  horse,  (Say.  =  vahaka  =  asva). 

vaghella,  N.  of  a  family. 

vanka,  as,  m.  (fr.  vanka),  the  ocean, the  tea. 

riinksh    [cf.   rts.   kiinksh,   rahfh, 
«*^  vn.1],  cl.  i.  P.  vilnkshati,  vavdnieska, 
hitum,   to   wish,   desire ;     fcf.    Old    Germ. 

•>*kian:   Angl.  Sax.  mifnn  :   Cambro- 
"-,  -desire:1  perhaps  Hib.  mvmgai   '  in- 

clmati(,n,  appetite ;'  mianuighim,  •  I  desire,  wish 
intend.'] 

^i^|  «l  van-maya,  van-mukha,  &c  See col.  3. 

vdl'iya. vakya-prabandha. 

'oV,  k,  f.(fr.  rt.  va(),  speech,  voice,  talk, 

language,  discourse,  speaking  (often  at  end  of  comps., 
cf.  anrita-v",  dush1a-v°) ;  a  word,  saying,  phrase, 
proverb ;  assertion,  asseveration,  assurance,  promise 

[cf.  abhaya-v°];  voice,  sound ;  N.  of  Saras  vat!,  goddess 

of  speech,  (in  the  Veda  and  BrShmanasVac'  or  Speech is  herself  the  goddess,  and  is  represented  as  created 
by  PrajS-pati  and  married  to  him ;  one  of  the  hymns 
of  the  rlig-veda  [X.  125]  is  attributed  to  this  goddess 

under  the  title  of  Vie1  Ambhrim ;  in  other  places  she is  called  the  mother  of  the  Vedas  and  wife  of  Indra  ; 

cf.  Taittiriya-Br.  II.  8,  8,  5,  Satapatha-Br.  VII.  5,  3, 

52);  [cf.  Lat.  voc-s;  Gr.  oir-s.]  —  Vak-kalaha, 
am,  n.  'speech-strife,'  quarrel,  dispute.  —  Vdk-kira, 
as,  m.  a  wife's  brother,  (said  to  be  fr.  v ad,  speech, 
and  iira,  a  parrot.)  —  Vdk-dapala,  as,  a,  am, 
frivolous  or  inconsistent  in  speech,  an  idle  or  careless 
talker,  chattering,  impertinent.  —  Vdk-ddpalya,am, 
n.  frivolity  of  speech,  gossiping,  chattering,  idle  or 

improper  talk.  —  VS.k-ih.ala,  am,  n. '  fraud  in  speech,' 
prevarication,  equivocation.  —  V 'dk-dhaldnvita  (°la- 
an°),  as,  a,  am,  equivocating,  evasive.  —  Vale-pat  a, 
us,  us,  u,  skilled  in  speech,  eloquent.  —  Vdkpa/u-td, 
f.  or  vdlcpatu-tva,  am,  n.  skill  or  ability  in  speech, 
eloquence.  —  Vdk-pati,  is,  is,  i,  eloquent;  (is),  m. 

'  lord  of  speech,'  N.  of  Vrihas-pati.  —  VaJcpati-raja, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Vak-patlia,  as,  a,  am, 
suitable  or  seasonable  for  discourse.  —  Vdk-pdrushya, 
am,  n.  harshness  or  severity  of  language ;  violence  in 
words,  abusive  or  contumelious  language,  scurrility, 
defamation.  ••  Vak-pradodana,  am,  n.  a  command 
expressed  in  words;  (at),  ind.  at  the  words  of  com- 

mand, in  obedience  to  an  order.  —  Vdk-pratoda,  as, 
m.  goading  words,  cutting  or  taunting  language. 

—  Vdk-praldpa,  as,  m.  eloquence.  —  Vdk-prasd- 
rin,  t,  inl,  i,  Ved.  spreading  out  or  abounding  in 
speech,  eloquent.  —  Vdk-samyama,  as,  m   restraint 
or  control  of  speech,  modesty.  —  Vag-apahdraka, 
as,  m.  a  stealer  of  words  or  books ;  a  reader  of  pro- 

hibited works  or  passages.  —  Vag-artha,  au,  m.  du. 
a  word  and  its  sense  (between  which,  according  to 
the  MimSnsS,  there  is  an  eternal  connection).  —  V ag- 

on, is,  f.  '  speech-sword,'  sharp  or  cutting  speech. 
—  Vdg-ddambara,  as,  m. '  confused  sound  of  words,' 
bombast.  —  Vag-ifa,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  is  a  master 
of  language,  eloquent ;  (as),  m.  an  orator,  author, 
poet,  Sec. ;  an  epithet  of  Vrihas-pati,  the  preceptor  of 
the  gods ;  of  BrahmS  ;  (a),  f.  the  goddess  of  speech  or 
eloquence,  Sarasvatl.  —  Vag-iivara,  as,  m.  a  master  of 
language,  an  orator,  learned  man ;  (with  Buddhists)  a 
deified  sage  ( =  Manju-ghosha) ;  BrahmS;  the  author 
of  the  MSna-manohara ;    (i),  f.  Sarasvatl  (goddess 
of  speech).  —  Vdg-uttara,  am,  n.  speech  and  reply. 
—  Vdg-rishnbha,  as,  m.  «ny  one  eminent  in  speech, 
an  eloquent  or  learned  man.  —  Vagrishaliha-tva,  am, 
n.  eminence  or  excellence  in  speaking,  eloquence, 
learning,  erudition.  —  Vdg-gvda,  as,  m.  a  sort  of 

bird.  —  Vdg-guli,  if,  m.  the  betel-bearer  (of  a  king 
or  prince  Scc.).  —  Vdggulika,  as,  m.  a  betel-bearer. 
—  Vdg-ghasta-vat,  an,  atl,  at  (i.e.  vad  +  hasta), 
possessed  of  speech  and  hands.  —  Vag-jala,  am,  n. 

'  multitude  of  words,'  bombast.  —  Vdg-dambara,  as, 
m.  graceful  or  eloquent  language.  —  Vdg-danda,  as, 

m.  'speech-assault,'  abusive  or  scurrilous  language, 
reproof,  reprimand ;  speech-control,  restraint  of  speech 
(Manu  XII.  10).  —  V  dg-danda-ja,  as,  a, am,  spring- 

ing from  scurrilous  language  and  open  assault  (Manu 

VII.  ̂ S).  —  Vag-r!alta,  as,  a,  am, '  given  by  word 

of  mouth,'  promised;    (a),   f.   a   betrothed   virgin. 
—  Vdg-daridra,  as,  a,  am,  poor  in  speech,  of  few 
words,  speaking  little  or  humbly,  speaking  guardedly. 

—  Vfuj-dala,  am,  n.  'speech-leaf,'  a  lip.  —  \'<~i;/- 
(liina,  am,  n.  'gift  by  word  of  mouth,'  the  promise 
of  a  maiden  in  marriage. ~Vag-diuhta,  as,  ii,  am, 

speaking  ill  or  abusively,  abusive,  scurrilous ;  speak- 
ing ungrammatically ;  (as),  m.  a  rude  or  scurrilous 

speaker,  defamer;    a   Brahman  who  has  past  the 
proper  time    of  life  without  investiture  with  the 

sacred  thread,  Sec.  —  Vag-decata,  f. '  speech-divinity,' 
epithet  of  Sarasvatl.  —  Vag-devi,  f.  'the  goddess  of 

speech  or  eloquence,'  epithet  of  Sarasvali.  —  Vagdevi- 

kula,  am,  n.  'the  family  of  Sarasvatl,'  science,  learn- 
ing, eloquence.  —  Vag-daivatya,  as,  a,  am,  having 

speech  for  a  divinity,  sacred  to  Sarawatl.  —  T'liiy- 
doiha,  as,  m.  '  speech-vice,'  the  act  of  speaking  ill, 
defamation,  abuse  ;  ungrammatical  speech  ;  uttering 

a  disagreeable  sound.  —  I'  ag-bandhana,  am,  n. 
'  speech-binding,'  the  stopping  of  speech,  silencing. 
—  Vag-bhata,   as,  m.,   N.  of  the   author  of  the 
VSgbhatllan-kara,  a  work  on  rhetoric  ;  of  thf  author 

of  the  Ashtai»ga-hridaya-samhita.  —  1  'dg-bhattu,  as, 
m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vag-manasa,  see  can-manasa. 
—  Vdg-mula,  as,  a,  am,  having  root  or  origin  iu 
speech.  —  Vag-yata,  as,  a,  am,  reserved  in  speech, 
taciturn,  silent.  —  Vig-yima,  an,  m.  a  dumb  man, 
one  silent  from  necessity.  —  Vdg-yuddha,  am,  n. 
war  of  words,  controversy,  vehement  debate  or  dis- 

cussion. —  V(tf/-rodha,  as,  m.  the  stopping  of  speech, 

silencing.  ••  Vdy-vajra,  am,  n.  '  thunder  of  words,' 
boisterous  or  harsh  language.  —  Vdy-rid'igdhd,  as, 
a,  am,  skilled  in  language,  clever  in  speech  ;  (d),  f. 

a  kindly-speaking  or  fascinating  woman.  —  Fa;/-/  <- 
nihsrita,  as,  a,  am,  emitted  or  put  forth  by  speech. 
—  Vag-vildsa,  as,  m.  graceful  or  elegant  speech. 

—  Vdg-vyaya,   as,   m.   expenditure   of  words   or 
speech,  waste   of  breath.  —  Vag-vyapara,   as,    m. 
manner  of  speaking,  style  or  habit  of  speech  ;  cus- 

tomary phraseology.  —  Vdit-ni&aya,  as,  m.  '  speech- 
settlement,'  marriage  contract,  affiance  by  word  of 
mouth.  —  Van-nishthd,  f.  abiding  by  one's  words, 
punctuality  in  fulfilling  a  promise,  faithfulness.  —  Van- 
matt,  f.,  N.  of  a  sacred  stream  (said  to  be  situated 
on  the  summit  of  the  Himalaya).  —  Vdn-madhura, 
as,  a,  am,  sweet  in  speech.  —  Vdn-manasa,  am,  n. 
or  e,  n.  du.  speech  and  mind.  —  Vdn-mnya,  as,  I, 

am,  relating  to  speech  ;  endowed  with  speech  ;  con- 
sisting of  words;    eloquent,  rhetorical;  (i),  f.  the 

goddess    Sarasvatl  ;     (am),    n.    speech,     language  ; 

eloquence;    rhetoric.  —  Vdnmai/'i'll/ilfil<i-lft,    f. 
the  state  of  presiding  over  eloquence  (said  of  the 
goddess   of  speech).  —  Vdn-mdtra,   am,  n.   mere 
words,  words  alone,  only  speech.  —  Vdn-mukha,  am, 
n.  the  opening  or  commencement  of  a  speech,  an 

exordium.  —  Vadam-yama,  as,  m.  '  speech-restrainer,' 
a  sage  who  practises  rigid  taciturnity. 

inlihaya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  '  word-moving,'  i.  e. 
singing  a  hymn  ;  '  making  a  sound,'  epithet  of  the 
Soma.  —  Vadasdm-pati,  is,  m.  (probably  for  va- 

ddmpati),  'lord  of  speech,'  N.  of  Vrihas-pati.  —  Va- 
das-pali,  is,  m.  '  lord  of  speech,'  N.  of  Vrihas-pati 
(preceptor  of  the  gods  and  regent  of  the  planet 
Jupiter);  N.  of  a  grammarian  and  lexicographer 
(the  author  of  the  Adhyasa-bhSshya-vySkhyS  com- 

mentary, also  author  of  a  work  called  Kalpa-taru  and 
of  the  Atartka-darpana).  -'Vddaspati-govinda,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the 
Megha-duta.  —  Va  daxpati-midra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
celebrated  lawyer  (the  author  of  several  works  on 

law,  among  which  the  Kritya-kalpa-latS,  the  TTrtha- 
c"int5-mani,  the  Vivada-c'inta'-mani,  &c.  are  enume- 

rated) ;  of  an  author  of  various  works,  especially  of 

the  BhSmatl-nibandha  and  SSn-khya-tattva-kauniudi  ; 
of  the  author  of  several  commentaries.  —  Vddas- 

patya,  as,  d,  am,  declared  by  VSdas-pati  ;  (am), 
n.  fine  language,  an  eloquent  speech,  harangue. 

—  Vddo-yukti,  is,  is,  i,  possessing  fitness  or  dex- 
terity of  speech.  —  VddoyuJiti-patu,  us,  us  or  m,  u, 

skilled  in  fitness  of  speech,  eloquent. 

2.  riika,  as,  a,  am,  sounding,  speaking  (at  the 

end  of  some  comps.,  cf.  dakra-v°,  dirl-v°). 
\'dl;ya,  am,  n.  speech,  saying,  assertion,  statement, 

word,  (mo  ma  rdkydt,  by  my  order,  in  my  name); 
a  sentence,  period  ;  a  rule,  precept,  aphorism  ;  (in 

astronomy)  the  solar  proces*for  all  astronomical  com- 
putations. —  Vdki/a-l:handana,  am,  n.  refutation  of 

an  assertion.  —  Vdki/a-tas,  ind.  conformably  to  the 

saying.  —  Vakyii-/aidii,  urn,  n.  a  word  in  a  sentence. 
—  Vuki/it-pitdnju,  am,  n.  ?  (relating  to  the  words 
of  a  sentence),  N.  of  a  poem  on  grammar  by  Bhartri- 
hari.  —  Vdkya-paddhati,  is,  f.  the  manner  or  rule 
of  constructing  sentences.  —  V  dl-ya-prabandha,  as, 
m.  connection   or  relation  of  sentences,  connected 
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composition.  —  Vakya-prayoga, as,  m  employment 
or  application  of  speech  or  language.— Vdkya-radand, 
f.  the  arrangement  or  construction  of  sentences,  syntax. 

-•  Vdkya-vajra-i'ixhama,  ag,  a,  am,  rough  or 
course  by  (using)  thunderbolt-like  words.  —  Vdkya- 
vinydsa,  03,  m.  the  arrangement  or  order  of  a 
sentence,  syntax.  —  V  akya-viilarada,  as,  a,  am, 
skilled  in  speech,  eloquent.  —  V  ukya-iesha,  as,  m. 
the  remainder  of  a  speech  (i.  e.  anything  intended  to 
be  said  but  left  unsaid).  —  Vdkya-sdra,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Vdkya-sudhd,  f.,  N.  of  a  philosophical  treatise 
ascribed  to  Sfan-karacarya.  —  Vdkya-stha  or  vdkya- 
sthita,  as,  a,  am,  being  or  contained  in  a  sentence ; 
attentive  to  what  is  said.  —  Vdkya-sphota,  see  spho- 

ta.  —  Vdkydrtha  (°ya-ar°),  as,  m.  the   meaning 
of  a  word  or  sentence.  —  Vdkydlapa  (°ya-df),  as, 
m.  talking,  conversation. 
Vdgara,  as,  m.  a  sage,  holy  man,  one  desirous  of 

final  emancipation ;  a  scholar,  Pandit,  learned  Brah- 
man ;  a  hero,  brave  man,  intrepid  or  fearless  person  ; 

certainty,  ascertainment;  a  whetstone;  an  obstacle, 
impediment,  obstruction ;  submarine  fire ;  a  wolf. 

Vdgdru,  us,  us,  u  (said  to  be  fr.  vdd,  compounded 
with  dru  fr.  rt.  4.  ri,  q.  v.),  breaking  promise  or 
faith,  disappointing,  a  disappointer,  deceiver. 

-    Vdgdiani,  is,  m.  a  Buddha. 
Vdgmin,  I,  int,  i,  speaking  much,  loquacious,  talka- 

tive, verbose,  wordy ;  speaking  well,  eloquent;  (i),  m., 
N.  of  Vrihas-pati  (preceptor  of  the  gods).  —  Vdgmi- 
td,  f.  or  vdgmi-ti'a,  am,  n.  loquacity,  eloquence. 
Vdgya,  as,  d,  am,  speaking  little,  speaking  cau- 

tiously or  humbly  (perhaps  fr.  vad  +  ya  fr.  rt.  yam  ; 

cf.  vdg-yata) ;  speaking  truly ;  (as),  m.  modesty, 

humility,  self-disparagement;  doubt,  alternative ('/). 
—  Vdgya-tas,  ind.  silently. 
Vdfaka,  as,  d,  am,  speaking,  declaratory,  expla- 

natory, expressive  of, significant, expressing,  signifying; 
verbal,  expressed  by  words ;  (as),  m.  a  speaker,  reader ; 
a  significant  sound,  word ;  a  messenger.  —  Vdfaka- 

td,  f.  or  vddaka-tva,  am,  n.  expressiveness,  signifi- 
cance. —  Vddaka-pada,  am,  n.  an  expressive  or  sig- 

nificant word,  explicit  term. 

Vaiana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  reciting  or  reading, 
recitation ;  the  act  of  relating  or  declaring,  procla- 

mation, declaration  ;  [cf.  svasti-v° .] 
Vdfanaka,  am,  n.  an  enigma,  riddle. 
Vdfanika,  as,  i,  am,  verbal,  expressed  by  words, 

textual. 

Valid,  f.  speech ;  a  holy  word,  sacred  text ;  an  oath. 
Vaddta,  as,  d,  am,  talkative,  talking  much  or  idly. 
Vdddla,  as,  d,  am,  talkative,  chattering,  talking 

much  or  idly  ;  boasting. 
Vddika,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  verbal,  oral ;  communicated 

by  speech  or  by  word  of  mouth,  (pdrus/iye  danda- 
vddike,  the  two  violences,  whether  by  blows  or  speech, 
i.  e.  assault  and  slander) ;  (am),  n.  news,  tidings,  intel- 

ligence. —  Vdtika-pattra,  am,  n.  a  letter,  dispatch ;  a 
newspaper,  gazette.  —  Vddika-haraka,  as,m.'  news- 

conveyer,'  a  letter,  epistle  ;  a  messenger,  courier. 
VdtXn  in  jdti-vdtin,  I,  int,  i,  expressing  genus, 

generic ;  [cf.  jdti-vddaka.~] 
Vdfya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  spoken  or  said,  proper  to 

be  said  ;  to  be  spoken  against  or  gainsayed,  blamable, 
censurable,  vile,  bad,  contemptible,  low,  outcast ;  to 
be  predicated  (of  anything),  attributive,  adjective, 
declinable  as  an  adjective,  taking  three  genders ;  (a«), 
m.  a  patronymic  of  the  Rishi  Praja-pati ;  (am),  n. 
that  which  may  be  said  of  anything ;  blame,  censure ; 
(in  gram.)  a  predicate ;  the  voice  of  a  verb  (e.  g. 
kartari-vdfyam,  the  active  voice ;  karmani-vd- 

dyam,  the  passive  voice).  —  V 'dfy/a-ditra,  as,  a,  am, 
fanciful  in  sense  (as  poetry).  -  Vddya-td,  f.  or  vddya- 
tva,  am,  n.  blamableness,  blame,  reproach ;  ill  repute, 
infamy ;  the  quality  of  being  predicable ;  conjugation. 
—Vddya-vajra,  am,  n.  'thunder  of  words,' boisterous 

or  severe  language;  [cf.  •vig-vajra.~\  —  Vd<<ydrtha 
(°ya-ar°),  as,  m.  expressed  meaning  (in  rhetoric). 
Vd/yamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  made  to  speak ; 

being  read  aloud. 

vaca,  as,  m.  a  plant.     See  madana. 

1l»f  vaja,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vaj),  strength 
vigour,  energy  (Ved.)  ;  food,  sacrificial  food  (Ved.) 
wealth  (Ved.)  ;  speed  ;  a  month,  (Say.  on  Rig-veda 
III.  27,  I.  vajah  =  mdsdh);  battle,  conflict,  contest 
(according  to  Naigh.  II.  17  ;  vaje  I'dje,  in  every  con- 

flict) ;  a  wing  ;  a  feather,  the  feather  of  an  arrow 

[cf.  gndhra-v°,  ditra-v°,  pattra-v°]  ;  sound  ;  N.  o 
a  Muni  ;  of  one  of  the  Ribhus  or  sons  of  Su-dhanvan 

see  ribliu;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  certain  semi-divine 
or  deified  personages  of  the  family  of  Vsja  ant 
closely  connected  or  identified  with  the  Ribhus,  see 

rililm;  (am),  n.  ghee  or  clarified  butter  ;  an  oblation 

of  rice  offered  at  a  S'raddha  or  obsequial  ceremony  , 
rice  or  food  in  general  ;  water  ;  an  acetous  mixture 
of  ground  meal  and  water  left  to  ferment  ;  a  Mantra 
or  prayer  concluding  a  sacrifice  ;  [cf.  perhaps  Eng 

wing.^  —  Vdja-karman,  d,  a,  a,  Ved.  performing 
mighty  works.  —  V  dja-gandhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
having  the  smell  of  strength,  i.e.  having  a  little 

strength.  —  Vdja-tldvan,  a,d,a,  Ved.  granting  food, 
(Say.  =  anna-prada.)  —  Vdja-dravinas,  as,  as,  as, 
Ved.  possessing  strength  or  food.  —  Vdja-pati,  is, 
m.,  Ved.  lord  of  strength  or  food,  &c.  »  Vdja-pastya, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  in  whose  house  there  is  food,  having 
a  house  abounding  in  food  or  overflowing  with  plenty. 

—  Vdja-peya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  vaja, 
'  an  acetous  mixture  of  meal  and  water,"  +  peya,  '  to  be 
drunk'  by  the  gods),  a  particular  sacrifice;  N.  of  the 
sixth  book  of  the  Sata-patha-Brahmana.  —  Vdja- 
pramalta,  as,  a,  am,   famous   or   illustrious   for 
wealth,  (SSy.  =  dhanair  prakrishtam  mahas  tejo 
yasya  or  dhanair  pramahaniy  a.)  —  V  dja-praiuta, 
as,  d,  am,  produced  in  a  sacrifice.  —  Vaja-bharman, 
d,  d,  a,  Ved.  bearing  food  or  strength.  —  Vdja-bho- 
jin,  f,  m.,  Ved.  a  particular  sacrifice;    see  vaja- 
peya.  —  Vdjam-bhara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  bearing 
food  or  oblations  ;   a  patronymic  of  Sapti,  (in  this 
case  written  vdjambhara.)  —  Vdja-ratna,  as,  d, 
am,  rich  in  food,  &c.  ;  having  agreeable  food,  &c. 
—  Vdja-fravas,  ds,  as,  as,  Ved.  bestower  of  food 
(said  of  Agni).  —  Vdja-sani,  is,  is,  i,  or  vdja-sd,  as, 
ds,  am  (see  rt.  san),  Ved.  granting  food  or  strength. 
—  Vdja-sdtama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  a  liberal  dispenser 
of  food.  —  Vdja-sdti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  the  granting  of 
strength  or  food  ;   gaining  food  ;   a  sacrifice  ;    war, 
battle  (as  yielding  spoil)  ;  (is,  is,  i),  granting  food 
or  strength.  —  Vdjl-kara,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  strength- 

ening, stimulating,  aphrodisiac.  —  Vdji-kamna,  am, 
n.  the  act  of  strengthening  or  stimulating,  excitement 
of  amorous  desires  by  aphrodisiacs,  &c. 

Vdjaya  [cf.  rt.  vaj,  cl.  10],  Nom.  P.,  Ved.  vdja- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  desire  or  ask  for  strength  or  food  ;  to 
worship,  (according  to  Naigh.  III.  H  —  a 
Vdjayat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  desirin 

strength,  (Say.  =  annajn  i&liat.) 

Vdjayu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  desiring  or  asking  for 
strength  or  food. 

Vajasaneya,  as,  m.  (according  to  the  S'abda-k.), 
N.  of  a  Vedic  work  compiled  by  janam-ejaya,  after- 

wards destroyed  through  the  curse  of  Vaisampayana, 
(according  to  the  Matsya-PurSna  a  dispute  arose 

between  Janam-ejaya  and  Vais'ampSyana  in  conse- 
quence of  the  former's  patronage  of  the  Vajasaneyin 

branch  of  the  Yajur-veda  founded  by  YSjnavalkya  in 
opposition  to  VaisampSyana,  the  author  of  the  Black  or 
Taittiriya  branch)  ;  a  follower  of  the  sect  of  the  Vaja- 
saneyins.  —  Vdja*aneya-brdhmana,  am,  n.  a  Brah- 

mana of  the  Vajasaneyin  branch  of  the  Yajur-veda. 
Vdjasantyaka,  as,  m.  a  Vajasaneyin  ;  (am),  n.  a 

text  of  the  Vajasaneyi-samhitS. 
Vajasaneyin,  i,  m.  a  member  of  the  sect  of  the  V5- 

jasaneyins.a  follower  of  the  White  Yajur-veda;  aN.  of 
Yajriavalkya.-Ka/asamCT/j-jfa/c/ja,  f.  the  branch  or 
sect  of  the  Vajasaneyins.—  Vdjasaneyi-samhitd,  I. 

'  the  collection  of  the  Vajasaneyins,'  (i.  e.  the  collection 
of  hymns  of  the  White  Yajur-veda  ascribed  to  the  Rishi 

Yajnavalkya  and  called  '  white'  or  tukla  to  distinguish 
it  from  the  Black  or  Dark  Yajur-veda,  which  was 
the  name  given  to  the  oldest  collection  or  Tairtirlya- 
sambita  [q.  v.]  of  the  Yajur-veda,  because  in  this 
last,  the  separation  between  the  SamhitS  or  collection 

ng   food   or 

of  Mantras  and  the  Brahmana  portion  is  greatly 
obscured,  and  the  two  are  blended  together ;  whereas 
the  White  Sarnhita  is  clearly  distinguished  from  the 
Brahmana;  it  is  divided  into  40  Adhyayas  with 

303  Anuvakas,  comprising  1975  sections  or  Kan- 
dikas :  the  legend  relates  that  the  Yajus  in  its  ori- 

ginal form  was  taught  by  the  Rishi  Vaisampayana 
to  his  pupil  Yajnavalkya,  but  that  the  latter  having 

incurred  his  teacher's  anger  was  made  to  disgorge  all 
the  texts  he  had  learnt,  which  were  then  picked  up 

by  Vaisampayana's  other  disciples  in  the  form  of 
partridges  [see  taMiriya-samhtta] ;  Yajnavalkya 
then  hymned  the  Sun,  who  gratified  by  his  homage, 
appeared  in  the  form  of  a  vaj  in  or  horse,  and  consented 
to  give  him  fresh  Yajus  texts,  which  were  not  known 
to  his  former  master ;  those  who  studied  these  texts 
were  called  Vajins  from  the  shape  assumed  by  the 

Sun.) 

Vdjin,  i,  int,  i,  Ved.  possessing  strength,  possessed 
of  food  or  sacrificial  food,  possessing  wings ;  swift, 
powerful,  strong,  impetuous,  quick;  hastening  (to 
aid  others) ;  epithet  of  the  horse  in  general  and  of 
the  representations  of  the  Sun  in  the  shape  of  a 
horse  (see  Dadhi-kra,  Dadhi-kravan,  T5rkshya)  ;  of 
Indra ;  of  Brihas-pati  and  other  gods ;  (i),  m.  a 
horse ;  a  follower  of  the  Vajasaneyin  branch  of  the 
Yajur-veda ;  an  arrow ;  a  bird  ;  a  plant,  Justicia  Adhe- 

natoda ;  (inas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  Ribhus  (Rig-veda 

lv-  37.  4):  ("»)•  f-  food  (ved.);  a  mare';  N.  of Ushas  (goddess  of  the  dawn) ;  of  the  mother  of 
Bharad-vaja.  —  Vdji-gandha,  as,  m.  the  plant  Phy- 

salis  Flexuosa,  (also  written  vdjigandhaka.*)  —  Vdji- 
td,  f.  or  vdji-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  having  strength 
or  food  or  wings ;  the  state  or  nature  of  a  horse.— Vdjir 

danta  or  vajidantaka,as,  m.  the  plant  Justicia  Adhe- 
natoda.  —  Vdjinl-vat, an, ati,at,\ed.  possessed  of Va- 
jinl,  i.  e.  of  food,  &c.  (the  adj.  being  used  for  the  sub- 

stantive), yielding  nutriment ;  possessed  of  sacrifices ; 
abounding  in  worship  or  prayers  (which  are  offered 
at  dawn),  highly  honoured ;  (ati),  f.  epithet  of  Ushas 
(goddess  of  the  dawn) ;  of  SarasvatT  (goddess  of 
speech  or  eloquence).  —  Vdjini-vasu,  us,  us,  «,Ved. 
lord  of  wealth ;  (Say.)  abiding  in  the  sacrificial  rite ; 
rich  in  food  (said  of  Indra,  Agni,  Vayu,  and  the 
Aivins).  —  Vdjin-tama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  very  strong 
or  vigorous.  —  Vdji-prishtha,  as,  m.  the  globe- 
amaranth.  —  Vdji-bhaksha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant, 

chick-pea.  —  Vdji-bhumi,  is,  f.  a  place  where  horses 
are  bred  or  a  spot  abounding  in  or  suitable  for 

horses. —Vaji-bhojana,  as,  m.  'affording  food  to 
horses,'  a  sort  of  kidney-bean  (  =  mu,dga).  —  Vdji- 
mat,  an,  m.  a  kind  of  cucumber,  (see  j>a/o£a.) 

—  Vdji-medha,  as,  m.  the  horse  sacrifice ;  [cf.  a6'tra- 

medha."]  —  Vdji-idld,  f. '  horse-house,'  a  stable. 
Vdjina,  am,  n.  impetuosity,  prowess,  a  heroic  act, 

heroism  (Ved.) ;  a  conflict,  contest  (Ved.)  ;  the  scum 
of  curdled  milk ;  curd  of  two-milk  whey  or  whey 
from  which  the  curds  have  been  separated. 

Vdjineya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  son  of  Vajinl,  i.  e. Bharad-vaja. 

van6h  [cf.  rt.  vanksK],  cl.  I.  P. 
(sometimes  also  A.)  vdndhati  (-te), 

vavaiidha,  avdndhit,  vdndhitufti,  to  desire,  wish ; 
to  wish  for,  ask  for,  seek  after,  pursue :  Pass.  vdndfi~ 

yate,  Aor.  avanfhi,  to  be  wished,  &c. :  Caus.  rari- 
dhayati,  -te,  Aor.  avavdndhat,  to  cause  to  wish, 

&c. ;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  wunsc,  '  wish ;'  wunskian, 
'  to  wish  :'  Angl.  Sax.  wiscan :  Eng.  wish.] 
VdA6haka,  as,  d,  am,  wishing,  desiring ;  a  wisher, 

&c. 
Vdndliat,  an,  anti,  at,  wishing,  desiring. 
Vdn^hana,  am,  n,  the  act  of  desiring,  wishing, 
Vdildhaniya,  to  be  wished  for,  desirable. 
VdMhd,  f.  wish,  desire;  desire  for  (with  loc., 

Kirat.  IV.  2$).-Vdni!kd-3iddhi,  is,  (.  the  accom- 
plishment of  a  wish. 

Vdndhita,  as,  d,  am,  wished,  desired,  longed  for; 
wishing,  desiring ;  (am),  n.  wish,  desire. 
VdMhitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  wished  or  desired, 

desirable,  &c. 

10  U 
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ta,  ind.  having  wished,  having  desired. 

I'iiiidliin, t,  ini,  i,  wishing,  desirous;  lustful;  (ini), f.  a  libidinous  woman  ;  a  wanton. 

VSMhya,  a»,  a,  aiu,=  rdm'hanlya,  p.  901,  col.  3. 
Vdnifhyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  wished  or  de- 

sired. 

m2  vat,  ind.  an  exclamation  on  making 
an  oblation  of  butter,  &c. 

^T7  tdtn,  as.  i,  am  (fr.  vato),  made  or 

consisting  of  the  Indian  fig-tree  or  Us  wood,  &c. ; 
(«»,  I,  urn),  m.  f.  n.  an  enclosure,  piece  of  enclosed 

ground,  court-yard ;  a  garden,  park,  orchard,  planta- 
tion ;  the  enclosure  of  a  town  or  village,  fence,  wall, 

hedge,  &c. ;  a  road  ;  a  sort  of  grain,  Panicum  Spi- 
catum;  the  groin;  (i),  f.  the  site  of  a  house  or 
building ;  a  bouse,  dwelling ;  a  kind  of  plant  ( — 
vdtydlaka).  —  Viita-dkdna,  as,  m.  the  descendant 
of  an  outcast  Brahman  by  a  Brahman  female ;  N.  of 

a  degraded  tribe.  —  V  dla-irinkhald,  (.  the  chain 
of  an  enclosure,  a  sort  of  fence  (>).  —  Vdti-dirgha, 
at,  m.  a  sort  of  grass  or  reed  ( =  ikkala). 
Vatika,  f.  the  site  of  a  house ;  a  garden,  orchard ; 

the  plant  Sida  Cordifolia. 

Vdli-dirgha,  as,  m.=vdll-dlrgha. 
Vdtya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  a  house  or  garden ; 

(as),  m.,  see  Nirukta  II.  1 ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Sida  Cor- 
difolia. —  Vdtya-pushpa,  am,  n.  sandal ;  saffron  ;  (i), 

f.  the  plant  Sida  Cordifolia,  (also  called  Atibali.) 
Vdtyala,  as,  i,  m.  f.  a  herbaceous  shrub,  Sida 

Cordilblia. 

Vdtydlaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Sida  Cordifolia  (com- 
monly called  Bariyala). 

qig*  vdttaka,  am,  n.  fried  barley. 

ell*!  vail  (more  properly  written  bad, 
N.  q.  v.),  cl.  I.  A.  vddate,  vdditum,  to  bathe ; 

to  dive  and  emerge. 

qis=l  vadava,  as,  m.  submarine  fire  (see 
under  vadava,  badava) ;  a  Brahman ;  (am),  n.  a 

stud,  a  collection  of  mares.  —  Vddavagni  (°va-ag°), 
is,  m.  the  fire  of  the  lower  regions,  hell ;  see  vada- 
vdgni. 
Vddaveya,  as,  m.  a  bull ;  (au),  in.  du.  the  two 

ASvins  as  the  sons  of  Vadava  or  AlvinT  (see  aMnl). 
Vddavya,  am,  n.  a  number  of  Brahmans. 

TR"  vadha,  as,  d,  am  (probably  the  origi- 
nal form  of  iiiilia,  past  part,  of  rt.  I.  vah;  compar. 

f  drill  iyas,  superl.  sddhishtha,  q.  q.  v.v. ;  cf.  bahu, 

i~ahala),  hard,  firm  ;  much,  abundant,  excessive,  ex- 
ceeding ;  (am),  ind.  much,  excessively ;  indeed, 

truly ;  very  well,  very  good,  well,  yes,  indeed,  truly, 
surely,  positively ;  consequently.  —  Vadha-vikrama, 
as,  a,  am,  of  excessive  prowess,  powerful,  very 
strong,  mighty. 

^TO  i .  liana,  as,  d,  am  (often  written  bdna, 

q.  v. ;  ft.  rt.  van, '  to  sound '),  sounding  (KirSt.  XV. 
lo),  making  a  sound ;  (as),  ra.  a  reed,  reed-shaft, 
shaft,  arrow,  (in  this  and  some  other  senses  said  to 
be  also  am,  n.) ;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the 
number  five  (from  the  five  arrows  of  Kima-deva, 
cf.  panta-vdna)  ;  a  particular  kind  of  reed  or  cane  ; 
a  pipe,  flute.  Jute,  (in  Rig-veda  I.  85,  lo.  the  Maruts 
are  described  as  vdnam  dhamantah,  '  blowing  on 

their  pipe'  or  'playing  on  their  lute,'  rdna  being 
explained  by  Sly.  as  '  a  kind  of  lute  with  a  hundred 

strings ') ;  a  sound,  voice ;  a  word  spoken,  agreement 
(Ved.,  Say.  =  vaCana)  ;  a  mark  for  arrows,  aim ;  the 
udder  of  a  cow;  alone,  solitary  (  =  kerala);  N.  of 
an  Asura  (a  son  of  Bali,  an  enemy  of  Vishnu,  and 
favourite  of  Siva) ;  of  one  of  Skanda's  attendants ; 
of  a  kinr; ;  of  a  poet  (the  author  of  the  Ksdambail, 
fthe  Harsha-iarita,  and  perhaps  also  of  the  RatiiS- 

vaB)  ;  of  a  person  (mentioned  in  Raja-taran-eiul  VI. 
318);  firef?),  lightning  (?) ;  (as,  «),  m.  £,  b|ue. 
flowering  Barleria;  the  hind  part  or  feathered  end 
of  an  arrow;  (I),  f.  wund,  speech,  (hathord  vdni, 
a  harsh  speech) ;  voice ;  praise,  laudation ;  a  literary 
production;  N.  of  SaraivatI  (the  goddess  of  speech 

and  eloquence);  (am),  n.  the  flower  of  Barletia  ; 

the  body.  —  Vdna-gangd,  f.  'arrow  Ganges,'  N.  of 
a  river  flowing  past  Somesa  (and  said  to  have  been 
produced  by  Havana  by  cleaving  a  mountain  with  an 
arrow).  —  Vdna-godara,  as,  m.  the  range  of  an 

arrow.  —  V  ana-jit,  t,  m.  '  conqueror  of  the  Asura 
Vana,'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  V  ana-tuna,  as,  m. 
'  arrow-quiver,'  a  quiver.  —  V  dimtuni-krita,  as, 
a,  am,  made  into  a  quiver.  ̂ Vdna-dhi,  is,  m. 
'arrow-receptacle,'  a  quiver.  —  Vdna-ndid,  f.,  N.  of 
a  river.  —  Vdna-nikrita,  as,  d,  am,  pierced  or 

wounded  by  an  arrow.  —  Vdna-panddnana,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  poet.  —  V  diia-patha,  as,  m.  'arrow-path,' 
the  range  of  an  arrow,  a  bow-shot.  —  Vdnapathdtita, 
(°tha-at°),  as,  d,  am,  passed  beyond  the  range  of 

an  arrow.  —  Vdiui-pdni,  is,  is,  i,  'arrow-handed,' 
having  arrows  in  the  hand,  armed  with  arrows. 
—  Vdna-pdta,  as,  m.  arrow-fall,  an  arrow-shot  (as 
a  measure  of  distance),  the  range  of  an  arrow.  —  Vd- 
napdta-vartin,  i,  ini,  i,  being  within  the  range 
of  an  arrow.  —  Vdna-punkhd,  (.  the  feathered  end 
of  an  arrow  or  that  part  of  an  arrow  which  includes 

the  feathers  and  shaft.  —  Vdna-pur,  ur,  f.  or  vdna- 
ptira,  am,  n.  the  capital  of  VSna-raja.  —  Vdna- 
bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Vdna-maya,  as, 
i,  am,  consisting  of  arrows,  arrowy.  —  Vana-mukti, 
ii,  f.  or  vdna-mokshana,  am,  n.  discharge  of  an 
arrow,  shooting  an  arrow.  —  Vdna-yojana,  am,  n. 

'  arrow-union,'  a  quiver.  —  V  ana-raja,  as,  m.  '  king- 
VSna,'  epithet  of  the   Asura.  —  Vana-rekhd,   f.  a 
long  wound  made  by  an  arrow.  —  Vdna-linga,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga  on  the  bank  of  the  Narma-da  river. 
—  Vdna-varshana,  am,  n.  or  vdna-vriskti,  is,  f. 
showering  down  arrows  or  darts.  —  Vana-  varsh  in, 
i,  ini,  {,  showering  arrows.  —  Vdna-vdra,  as,  m. 
'  arrow-defender,"  a  breastplate,  cuirass,  armour.  —  Vd- 
na-sandhdna,  am,  n.  the  fitting  of  an  arrow  to  the 
bow-string.  —  Vana-sidilhi,  is,  f.  the  hitting  of  a 

mark  by  an  arrow.  —  Vdna-sutd,  f.  '  daughter  of 
Vina,"  epithet  of  UshS  or  the  Dawn  (wife  of  Ani- 
ruddha,  see  Usha).««Fana-A«n,  d,  or  I'dndri  (°na- 
ari),  is,  m.  '  killer  or  enemy  of  Vina,'  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu.  —  Vdnavali  (°na-dv°),  f.  a  series  of  five 

Slokas  (containing  only  one  sentence).—  Viinds'raya 
(°na-di°),   as,    m.    '  arrow-receptacle,'    a    quiver. 
—  i  Vdndsana  (°na-as°),  am,  n.  '  arrow-discharger,' 
a  bow.  —  Vdneivara,  ("no-is"0),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
temple. 

Vdnin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  an  arrow  or  arrows  ;  speak- 
ing ;  (ini),  f.  a  sharp  or  clever  woman,  an  intriguing 

woman  ;  an  actress,  dancer,  Nach  girl  ;  a  drunken 
woman,  one  literally  or  figuratively  intoxicated. 
Vdnlfi,  f.,  Ved.  speech  or  the  goddess  of  speech. 

2.  vana  (fr.  rt.  ve)  for  2.  vana,  q.  v. 

—  Vdna-danda,  as,  m.  a  weaver's  loom  (for  vdna- danda). 

Vdni,  is,  {.  weaving  ;  a  weaver's  loom  ;  a  species 
of  the  Ashti  metre,  (also  written  vdni.) 

=nC<{j*i  vdnija,  as,  m.  (usually  spelt  bd- 

nijn,  q.  v.),  a  merchant. 
Vdnijya,  am,  n.  traffic,  trade,  (see  bdnijya.) 

"ll«ul  vdni,  f.     See  under  i.  vana,  col.  I. 
^T*a1'«fl  vdnlci.     See  above. 

dj'lfj  2.  vat  (probably  to  be  regarded  as X  a  Nom.  fr.  I.  vdta,  cf.  rt.  2.  vat,  mlnya  ; 
for  I.  Tat  see  p.  899,  col.  i),  cl.  IO.  P.  vdtayati, 
Sec.,  to  blow,  blow  gently  ;  to  fan,  ventilate  ;  to  blow 
favourably  ;  to  serve,  make  happy,  act  favourably 
(towards  one  setting  out  on  a  journey)  ;  to  go. 

oTTfT  2.  vdta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  van;  for 

I  .  riita  see  p.  899,  col.  i),  =  vanita,  solicited,  wished 
for,  &c. 

MlrHSM  vdtarasana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patro- 

nymic; (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  certain  Rishis  or  semi- divine  beings. 

vdiula.     See  p.  900,  col.  i. 

vatsaka,  am,  n.  (fr.  vatsa),  a  herd 
of  calves. 

Vdtsalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vatsala),  affection  or  ten- 
derness towards  offspring,  affection  or  love  in  general ; 

fondness,  fond  or  foolish  partiality.  —  Vdtsalya-ban- 
dliin,  I,  ini,  i,  evincing  tenderness,  displaying  affec- 
tion. 

Vatsiiyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  philosophical  writer. 

Vntsi,  f.  (fr.  vatsa  ?),  the  daughter  of  a  S'fldra 
woman  by  a  Brahman.  —  Vdtsi-putra,  as,  m.  '  son 
of  a  VaM,1  a  barber. 
Vdtsya,  as,  m.  (fr.  ratsa),  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Vdtsya- 

gulmafca,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Vdtsydyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni  and  of  a 

writer  on  amorous  subjects  (author  of  the  Kama- 
sutras  and  of  the  Nyaya-bhSshya).  —  Vdtsydyana.- 
surra  =  kdma-sutra. 

V dtsyayanlya,  am,  n.  the  Kama-sQlras  of  Vatsya1- 

yana. 

TI^  vada,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vad),  speaking, 

talking,  (Jcdma-vdda,  talking  as  one  pleases,  speak- 
ing freely);  discourse,  speech,  assertion,  proposition, 

allegation  ;  statement,  discussion,  dispute,  controversy, 
words  ;  explanation,  exposition  (of  holy  texts  &c.) ; 
demonstrated  conclusion ;  reply  ;  a  plaint,  accusation  ; 

report,  rumour ;  sound,  sounding.  —  Vdda-kara,  as, 
d  or  I,  am,  or  vdda-krit,  t,  t,  t,  making  a  discus- 

sion, causing  a  dispute.  —  Vdda-fan6n,  us,  ws,  u, 
clever  in  repartee,  a  good  jester.  —  V dda,-prativdda, 
as,  m.  or  an,  m.  du.  a  set  disputation,  assertion  and 
counter  assertion,  statement  and  contradiction,  con- 

troversy, disputation.  —  Vdda-yuddha,  am,  n.  a  war 
of  words,  controversial  war,  controversy,  dispute. 

—  V ddayuddha-pradhana,  as,  d,  am,  skilled  in 
the  war  of  controversy,  an  eminent  controversialist. 
—  Vdda-rata,  as,  d,  am,  adhering  to  or  following 
any  particular  proposition  or  doctrine ;   addicted  to 
controversy,  disputatious.  —  Vdda-vddin,  i,  m.  a 

Jaina  ( —  drhata).  —  Vdda-vivdda,  as,  m.  or  au, 
m.  du.  a  discussion  about  any  statement,  argument  and 
disputation,  debate,  dispute,  argumentation,  litigation. 
—  Vdda-sddkana,  am,  n.  the  proof  of  an  assertion, 

the  maintaining  of  an  argument,  controversy.  —  Vd- 
ddnuvdda    (°da-an°),   au,  m.  du.  assertion    and 
reply,  attack  and  rejoinder,  plea  and  counterplea, 
accusation  and  defence,  plaint  and  reply,  controversy, 

dispute,  disputation. 
Vddaka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  Cans,  of  rt.  vad),  making 

a  speech,  speaking ;  (a»),  m.  a  speaker ;  a  musician. 
Vddana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sounding,  sound  ;  in- 

strumental music,  the  sound  of  musical  instruments. 

—  Vddana-danda,  as,  m.  a  stick  &c.  for  striking 
a  musical  instrument. 

Vddayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  speak,  causing 
to  sound ;  sounding,  playing  a  musical  instrument. 
Vddi,  is,  is,  i,  speaking;  learned;  wise,  sage, 

skilful.  —  Vddi- rdj,  t,  m.a  Bauddha  sage  ;  =  manju- 

yhosha,  manju-.<ri. Vddita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.  of  rt.  vad),  made 
to  speak,  caused  to  be  uttered ;  made  to  sound, sounded,  played. 

Vdditra,  am,  n.  a  musical  instrument ;  instrumental 
music.  —  V aditra-gana,  as,  m.  a  band  of  music. 
Vddin,  I,  ini,  i,  speaking,  discoursing  ;  asserting, 

declaring ;  disputing ;  (J),  m.  a  speaker ;  a  disputant ; 
a  plaintiff,  accuser;  an  explainer,  expounder  (of  the  law, 
Sash-as,  &c.) ;  the  leading  or  key-note  (in  music). 
—  Vddi-tra,  am,  n.  in  satya-vddi-tra.  —  Vddin- 
dra  (°di-in°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  philosopher. 

Vddis'a,  as,  m.  a  learned  and  good  man,  a  sage, seer. 

Vddya,  am,  n.  any  musical  instrument.  —  Vddya- 
kara,  as,  m,  a  mas.man.~Vddya-nirijlu»>ha,  as, 
m.  the  sound  of  musical  instruments.  —  Vddya- 
bhdnda,  am,  n.  a  multitude  of  musical  instruments, 
a  band;  any  musical  instrument.  —  V ddyabhdnda- 
tnukha,  am,  n.  the  mouth  or  top  part  or  point  ot 
a  musical  instrument. 

Vadyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  made  to  speak 
or  sound,  played. 



vadara. 

vadara,  as,  »,  am  (fr.  vadara  for 

badara,  q.  v.)i  made  or  consisting  of  cotton,  &c. 

(see  badara)  ;  (a),  f.  the  cotton  plant. 
Vddarika,  as,  I,  am,  one  who  collects  cotton,  &c. 

(See  bddarika.) 

=(m^)'  vadaranga,  as,  m.  the  sacred  fig- 
tree.  (See  afvaltha.) 

^m.HHll  vddarayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Vyasa, 
(also  written  bddardyana,  q.  v.) 

<4l(Jf«5  vddala,  am,  n.  [of.  badara'],  liquorice or  the  root  of  the  Abrus  Precatorius  (used  for  it). 

4l<J|rl|  vaddnya,  as,  a,  am  (for  vaddnya, 
q.  v.),  munificent,  liberal,  &c. 

•Mlri  |c<  vddala,  as,  m.  the  sheat  fish  (= 
vadala,  sahasra-danshtra). 

^if^T  vddira,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular 

tree  (resembling  the  Vadarl  or  Badarl). 

vadh  (more  correctly  written  bddh, 

^  q.  v.),  cl.  I.  A.  vddhate,  vavddhe,  vd- 
dhishyate,  avddhishta,  vddhitum,  to  press,  oppress, 
vex,  give  pain,  distress. 
Vddhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  oppressing,  paining, 

vexing,  &c.     (See  bddhana.) 
Vadhd,  (.  pain,  affliction,  opposition.   (See  bddha.) 

vddhukya,  am,   n.   (fr.  vadhukd), 

Vdnd,  f.  (probably  fr.  i.  vana),  a  quail. 

marriage. 

vadhii,   us,  f.   (probably   connected 
with  rt.  I.  rah),  a  vessel,  boat,  raft. 

i  vddhuya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vadhii),  Ved.  a 

bride's  garment,  bridal  dress. 
4ll04U3T  vadhrinasa,  as,  m.  a  rhinoceros  ; 

(according  to  some  also  radhrinasa.) 

cJH  3.  vana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  ve),  the  act  of 
weaving,  sewing;  a  mat  of  straw;  a  hole  in  the  wall 
of  a  house.  —  Vana-danda,  as,  m.  a  weaver's  loom  ; 
[cf.  vana-danda.] 
Vdniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  woven,  &c. 

TTT4.  vana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  i.vana),  belonging 

or  relating  to  a  wood  or  forest  ;  relating  to  a  dwelling 
in  a  wood  or  to  a  house,  &c.  ;  (am),  n.  a  multitude 
of  woods,  collection  of  groves  or  thickets. 

Vdnaprastha,  as,  m.  (fr.  vana-prastha),  a 
Brahman  of  the  third  order  who  has  passed  through 

e  stages  of  student  and  householder  and  has  left 
is  house  and  family  for  the  woods,  (see  ditrama)  ; 

a  hermit,  anchorite  ;  a  class  of  supernatural  beings  ; 

the  tree  Bassia  Latifolia;  the  Palas'a  tree,  Butea 
Frondosa.  —  Vdnaprastha-dharma,  as,  m.  the  law 

or  duty  of  a  Vinaprastha.  —  V  '  anaprasthdirama 
ftha-ds°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  Asrama  or  order  of 
a  Vanaprastha. 
Vdnara,  as,  m.  (fr.  vanara,  which  is  probably  fr. 

I  .  vana,  '  a  wood  ;'  according  to  others  fr.  va,  '  like,' 
nara,  'a  man'),  a  monkey,  ape;  (I),  f.  a  female 
monkey  or  ape  ;  cowach,  Carpopogon  Pruriens  ;  (as, 

t,  am),  belonging  to  a  monkey,  monkey-like.  —  Va- 

nara-priya,  as,  m.  'dear  to  monkeys,'  the  tree 
Mimusops  Kauki.  —  Vdnardksha  (°ra-ak°),  as,  m. '  ° 

the 
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•monkey-eyed,'  a  wild Vdnardghata  (°ra- 
dgh°),  as,  m.  '  monkey-stroke,'  i.  e.  '  struck  or  in- 

jured by  monkeys,'  the  tree  Symplocos  Racemosa 
(commonly  called  Lodhra  or  Lodh).-F«narapa- 

sada  (°ra-ap°),  as,  m.  a  contemptible  monkey. 

- Vdnarendra  (°ra-in°),  as,  m.  'monkey-chief,1 

epithet  of  Sugrlva;  of  Hanu-mat.  —  Vdnares'v ara- 
tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

Vdnala,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  I.  vana),  the  black 
species  of  TulasI  or  holy  basil,  Ocymurn  Sanctum. 
Vdnaspatya,  as.  m.  (fr.  vanas-pati),  a  tree  the 

fruit  of  which  is  produced  from  blossom  (  —  pushpa- 
jdta-phala-vriksha ;  cf.  vanas-pati,  which  is  sale 
to  be  used  in  a  different  sense  ;  examples  of  a  Vanas 
patya  are  the  Mango,  Eugenia,  &c.). 

Vdnlra,  as,  m.  (fr.  I.  vana,  '  a  wood  or  water'),  a 
sort  of  cane  or  ratan,  Calamus  Rotang,  a  reed.««Fa- 
tiira-grifia,  am,  n.  or  as,  m.  pi.  an  arbour  of  reeds. 
—  Vdnira-ja,  am,  n.  a  plant  (=kii&htha,  q.  v.). 

Vdniraka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  rush  or  grass,  Saccha- 
runi  Muuja  ;  [cf.  mitnja.] 

Vdneya,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  a  wood 
or  to  water,  &c.  ;  (as),  m.  the  fragrant  grass  Cyperus ^otundus. 

Vdnyd,  f.  a  collection  of  woods,  multitude  of  j 

;roves  or  thickets  ;  [cf.  vanyd."] 
,  us,  m.  (fr.  vanayu),  a  coun- 

try to  the  north-west  of  India,  also  called  Vanayu. 

—  Vdndyu-ja,  as,  m.  '  Vanayu-born,'  aVanayu  or  Va- 
nayu horse  (regarded  as  of  a  particularly  good  breed). 

vanira.     See  above. 

^T»if  vdnta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vam),  vomited, 

ejected  from  the  mouth,  effused  ;  one  who  has  vo- 
mited ;  vdnte,  ind.  when  one  has  vomited  ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  particular  family  of  priests.  —  Vdnta-vrishti, 
is,  is,  i,  (a  cloud  &c.)  that  has  vomited  out  rain. 

—Vantdda  (°<a-aoa),  as,  m.'  eating  what  is  vomited,' 
a  dog.  —  Vdntdtin  (Ota-aff°).  *.  m.  '  eating  what  is 
vomited,'  a  foul-feeding  demon. 

Vdnti,  is,  f.  the  act  of  vomiting,  ejecting  from 
the  mouth.  —  Vdnti-krit,  t,  t,  t,  causing  vomiting, 
emetic;  (t),  m.  the  thorny  plant  Vangueria  Spinosa. 
—  Vdnti-da,  as,  d,  am,  causing  vomiting,  emetic  ; 
(a),  f.  a  medicinal  plant  (  =  kaluki);    Helleborus 
Niger   or  Wrightea    Antidyseuterica   or    Calotropis 

Gigantea. 
Vdntvd,  ind.  having  vomited,  &c. 

I.  vdma,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  below),  the  act  of vomiting. 

i.  vdmaka,  as,  &c.  (for  2.  see  col.  3),  one  who 
omits. 

Vdmin,  i,  mi,  i,  vomiting,  ejecting  from  the 
mouth. 

vdndana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of 

Duvasyu  (author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  100). 

^TT  vdpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vap  or  connected 
with  Caus.  of  rt.  re),  sowing  seed  ;  weaving  ;  shear- 

ing, shaving.  —  Vdpa-danda,  as,  m.  a  weaver's 
loom  ;  [cf.  vdya-danda.] 
Vdpaka,  as,  d,  am,  causing  to  sow  (seed  &c.)  ; 

causing  to  weave,  &c. 

Vdpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  sow  or 
sowing  ;  shaving,  shearing. 

Vdpi,  is,  or  vdpi,  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  IV. 
124.  fr.  rt.  vap),  a  large  oblong  pond,  an  oblong 
reservoir  of  water,  a  pool  or  lake  ;  kridd-vdpi,  f., 

Ved.  '  pleasure-pond,'  a  pond  in  which  tortoises, 
fishes,  &c.  are  kept  for  amusement.  —  Vdpi-ha,  as, 

m.  'abandoning  pools,'  the  Cataka  bird,  Cuculus Melanoleucos. 

Vdpita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  be  sown,  sown  (as 
seed);  shaven,  shorn. 

Vdpya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sown,  to  be  cast  or 
thrown;  (as),  m.  Costus  Speciosus  (  =  kuihtha). 

TW  2.  vdma,  as,  a  or  i,  am  (according  to 

Unadi-s.  I.  139.  fr.  rt.  2.  va  ;  according  to  others 

fr.  rt.  I.  van,  '  to  hurt  or  to  like'),  reverse,  adverse, 
opposite,  contrary,  inverted  ;  left,  not  right  ;  crooked  ; 
bad,  vile,  base,  wicked  ;  short  ;  beautiful,  handsome, 

pleasing  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  S'iva  ;  of  Kama  (god  of 
love);  a  breast,  udder;  a  pot-herb,  Chenopodium 
Album  ;  an  animal,  sentient  being  ;  a  snake  ;  (am), 
n.  anything  desirable  or  pleasing,  wealth,  possessions  ; 
(d),  f.  a  woman;  N.  of  Gauri;  of  Lakshmi  ;  of 
Sarasvati  ;  (J),  f.  a  mare  ;  a  she-ass  ;  a  young 
female  elephant  ;  the  female  of  the  jackal  ;  [cf.  Old 

Germ,  winistar  ;  Angl.  Sax.  m/nstre.~\  —  Vdma- 
jdta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  produced  from  wealth.  —  Fa- 
ma-./  w^/a,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work  (  =  vdma- 
ke$vara-tantra).  —  Vdma-td,  f.  or  vdma-tva,  am, 
n.  contrariety,  perverseness  ;  wickedness,  craftiness  ; 

vdmalura.  90o 

disfavour;  loveliness. —Vama-di'ii!,  k,  f.  a  woman. 
~Vdma-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi  (having 

the  patronymic  Gautama,  author  of  the  hymns  Rig- 
veda  IV.  1-41,  45-48,  comprising  nearly  the  whole 

fourth  Mandala)  ;  of  Siva  ;  of  an  author.  —  Vdma- 

det>ya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Anho-mud  (author 

of  Rig-veda  X.  127);  of  Brihad-uktha  ;  of  Mfirdhan- 
vat.'—  Vdma-niti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  leading  or  guiding 
to  wealth,  (Say.  on  Rig-veda  VI.  47,  7.  vananiyd- 
nam  dhandndm  netri.)  —  Vdnia-netra,  am,  n.  a 
mystical  name  ot  the  long  vowel  i;  (d),  f.  a  woman 
with  beautiful  eyes,  a  handsome  woman  in  general. 
—Vdma-mdrga,  o«,  m.  the  left  hand  way  or  ritual ; 
see  vamafdra.  —  Vdma-lodana,  as,  d,  am,  fine- 

eyed;  (d),  (.  a  handsome-eyed  woman.  —  Vama- illa,  as,  d,  am,  refractory  in  disposition ;  (as),  m. 

an  epithet  of  Kama.  —  Vdmdksha  (°ma-ak°),  as,  i, 
am,  having  beautiful  eyes;  (i),  f.  a  woman  with 

lovely  eyes.  -  Vdmdkshi  (°ma-ak°),  i,  n.  the  left  eye. 
—  Vdmatdra  (°ma-a<?°).  ««>  m- the  left  hand  ritual 
or  doctrine  of  the  Tantras,  i.  e.  the  worship  of  the 

Sakti  or  Female  Energy  personified  as  the  wife  of 
Siva  according  to  the  grosser  system  (in  which  the 
eating  of  flesh,  drinking  of  spirits,  &c.  is  practised, 
cf.  dakshindfdra).—Vdmdi!drin,  I,  m.  a  follower 
of  the  left  hand  ritual  of  the  Tantras.  —  Vamdpidana 

(°ma-ap°!),  as,  m.  the  tree  Salvadora  Persica,  &c. 

( =  pilu).  —  Vdmdvarta  (°ma-av°),  as,  m.  a  conch- shell  with  the  spiral  running  from  right  to  left. 

— Vdmoru  (°ma-uru),  us,  us  or  Us,  u,  having 
handsome  thighs ;  (us  or  us),  f.  a  handsome-thighed 
woman.  —Vdmoru-tard  or  I'dmom-tard,  f.  a  very 

handsome-thighed  woman. 
2.  vdmaka,  as,  d.  am,  left,  not  right ;  (am),  n. 

a  kind  of  gesture.  —  Vamaketoara-tantra  ("fto-is"0), am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work. 
Vdmikd,  f.  an  epithet  of  the  goddess  DurgS. 

«tl*l«1  vdmana,  as,  a,  am  (probably  fr.  2. vd- 
ma; said  to  be  fr.  rt.  vam),  dwarfish,  short  in  stature, 

a  dwarf;  depressed,  pressed  fiat  or  down  ;  low,  vile, 

base ;  (a»),  m.  Vishnu  in  his  dwarf  incarnation,  (this 
was  the  fifth  of  the  descents  of  Vishnu,  and  under- 

taken to  humble  the  pride  of  the  Daitya  Bali,  who 
had  acquired  dominion  over  the  three  worlds  [see 

bait] ;  the  germ  of  the  story  of  this  incarnation 
seems  to  be  contained  in  Satapatha-Br.  I.  a,  5,  I, 
the  later  legend  is  given  in  Ramayana  I.  31,  2); 
the  elephant  that  supports  the  south  quarter ;  the  tree 
Alangium  Hexapetalum ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the 

Kavyalan-kara-vritti ;  of  the  KaSika-vritti  commen- 
tary ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  (i),  f.  a  female 

dwarf;  a  sort  of  woman;  a  mare;  a  disease  of  the  « 

Vagina.  —  Vdmana-tanu,  us,  us  or  vl,  u,  dwarf- 
bodied.  —  Vdmana-purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  one 

of  the  eighteen  PurSnas  (said  to  have  been  related 
by  Pulastya  to  Narada,  and  containing  an  account 
of  the  dwarf  incarnation  of  Vishnu ;  see  purdna). 

—  Vdmana-prddurbhdva,as,  m.  the  manifestation 
or  incarnation  of  the  dwarf;  see  above.  —  Famona- 

rupin,  I,  ini,  i,  dwarf-formed,  being  in  the  form  of 
a  dwarf.  —  Vdmana-vritti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  commen- 

tary on  PSnini's  grammar  by  VSmana  JaySditya,  (see 

kds'ika.)  —  Vdmana-vritti-tika,  f.,  N.  of  a  commen- 
tary by  MahesVara  on  the  KSvyalan-kara-vritti.  —  Vu- 

mana-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  Vrata  to  be 
observed  on  the  twelfth  day  of  SViivana  in  celebration 
of  Vishnu's  dwarf  incarnation.  —  Vdmana-sukta,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  hymn.  —  V dmana-svdmi n,  i,  m., 

N.  of  a  poet.  —  Vdmandkriti  l?nn-ak°),  is,  is,  i, 
dwarf-shaped,  dwarfish.  —  Vdmandddrya  (°Ba-a<?°), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator.  —  Vdmanmatdra  (°na- 
av°),  as,  m.  the  dwarf  incarnation ;  see  under  vdmana 
above.  —  Vdmanavatdra-kathana,  am,  n.  the  story 
of  the  dwarf  incarnation,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Padma-Purana.  —  Vdmanl-krita,  as,  d,  am,  pressed 

down,  shortened,  flattened.  —  Vdmanendra-svd- 

min,  t,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vdmanopapurdita  (°na- 
up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-Pur5na. Vdmanikd,  f.  a  female  dwarf;  a  sort  of  woman. 

<II*I<JH.  vamalura,  as,  m.  (connected  with 
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ramra,  valml,  valmtka),   an   ant-hill,   mole-hill, 
hillock  thrown  up  by  white  ants. 

ramila,  as,  a,  am  (probably  con- 
nected with  2.  vama),  proud,  haughty,  deceitful; 

handsome,  beautiful. 

vdya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  re),  weaving, 

sewing.  —  Ydya-danila,  as,  m.  a  weaver's  loom. 
Vayuka,  an,  m.  a  weaver  [cf.  pa(tikd-v°]  ;  a 

heap,  multitude,  number. 
Y  dyin,  i,  tni,  i,  weaving,  sewing. 

TTTcf  vayata,  as,  m.  (fr.  vayat),  Ved.  son 

of  Vayat,'  a  patronymic  of  Pik-dyumna. 
1IM1  vayana  or  vayanaka,  am,  n.  (said  to 

be  fr.  rt.  a.  r«),  sweetmeats  or  cakes  which  may  be 
eaten  during  a  religious  fast,  presents  of  sweetmeats 

&c.  (forming  part  of  an  offering  to  a  deity,  or  pre- 
pared on  festive  occasions,  such  as  marriages  &c.,  and 

sent  as  presents  to  friends  and  acquaintances). 

^l*t«f  vayava.     See  col.  2. 

«UM«  cayasa,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  pay  as, 

•age,'  but  according  to  Unidi-s.  III.  1  20.  fr.  rt.  nay), 
'  the  long-lived  one,'  a  crow  ;  Agallochum  or  fragrant 
aloe  (  =  aguru);  turpentine;  (as,  t,  am),  used  by 
crows  (?)  ;  consisting  of  birds  ;  (i),  f.  a  female  crow  ; 
a  species  of  fig,  Ficus  Oppositifolia  ;  a  particular 

vegetable,  Solanum  Indicum.  —  Vdyasddani  (°sa- 
ad"),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  or  tree  (  =  kdka-tundi). 
—  Vdyaeari  (°sa-ari),  f»,  m.  or  vdyasdrdti  (''sa- 
ar°),  is,  m.  '  crow's  enemy,'  an  owl.  —  Vdyasalicd 
(°M-ah°),  (.  an  esculent  vegetable,  Solanum  Indicum 
(  =  kdka-mdiXka).  —  Vdyasekshu  (°sa-ik°),  us,  m. 
a  sort  of  long  grass,  Saccharum  Spontaneum. 

Ydyasoli  or  myaeolUca,  {.  a  medicinal  root  (  = 
kdkoli). 

^15  vayu,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  va),  air,  wind, 
the  god  of  the  wind  (often  associated  with  Indra  in  the 

Rig-veda,  but  not  occupying  a  very  prominent  posi- 
tion ;  in  the  Purusha-sOkta  he  is  said  to  have  sprung 

from  the  breath  of  Purusha,  and  elsewhere  is  described 

as  the  son-in-law  of  Tvashtri  ;  he  is  said  to  move  in 
a  shining  car  drawn  by  a  pair  of  red  or  purple  horses 
or  by  several  teams  consisting  of  ninety-nine  or  a 
hundred  or  even  a  thousand  horses;  he  is  often 

made  to  occupy  the  same  chariot  with  Indra,  and  in 
conjunction  with  him  honoured  with  the  first  draught 
of  the  Soma  libation  ;  he  is  rarely  connected  with 
the  Maruts,  although  in  1.  134,  4.  he  is  said  to  have 
begotten  them  from  the  rivers  of  heaven;  he  is 
regent  of  the  north-west  quarter,  see  loka-pala)  ; 
the  air  of  the  body,  a  vital  air  (of  which  five  are 
reckoned,  viz.  prana,  apana,  samdna,  uddna, 
and  vydna)  ;  morbid  affection  of  the  windy  humor. 

—  Vdyu-ketu,  us,  m.  '  wind-sign,'  i.e.  '  sign  of  wind,' 
dust.  -  Vdyu-keto,  as,  i,   am,  Ved.   having   hair 
(waving)  in  the  wind   (said  of  the  Gandharvas). 
—  Yayu-kona,  as,  m.  '  wind-comer,'  the  north-west. 
—  Yayii-ganda.  as,  m.  •  wind-swelling,'  flatulence, 
indigestion.  -  Vayu-gati,  it,  is,  i.  going  like  the 
wind,  swift  as  the  wind,  fleet.  -  Ydyu-gita,  as,  a, 
am,  chanted  by  the  breeze.  —  V  'dyu-gulma,  as,  m. 
'  wind-cluster,'  a  whirlwind,  hurricane  ;  a  whirlpool, 
eddy.  —  V  dyu-gotara,  as,  m.  the  track  or  range  of 
the  wind.  _  Vayu-yopd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  having 
the  Wind  as  protector.  -  Ydyu-grasta,  as,  a,  am, 
'  wind-seized,'  affected  by  wind,  flatulent,  epileptic, mad.  -  Vayu-ghna,  UK,  i,  am,  'wind-destroying,' 

tearer,  a-r-scatterer,'  a  cloud.  -  Ydyu-ndni-tra,  am, d.versuy  or  multiplicity  of  air  (said  to  be  inferred 
rom  the  concurrence  [mmmurfhana]  of  two  winds) "«.,'  subject  to  wind,'  mad, 

,c.-l  <,j,«-B1, .,„/;.  ;,_   r  .  ccssation  of  wind '. 
•  calm,  lull;  cure  of  windy  disorders. - Vay am,  n.  the  set  of  fire  vital  airs.  -  F 

ramanu,  us,  m.  a  primary  aerial  atom.  -  Koyu- 

putra,  as,  m.  '  son  of  the  wind,'  epithet  of Bhtma;  of  Hanu-mat.  —  Yiiyu-purdiia,  am,  n., 
N.  of  one  of  the  eighteen  PuiSnas,  (it  is  probably 
one  of  the  oldest,  and  is  supposed  to  have  been 
revealed  by  the  god  VSyu ;  it  treats  of  the  creation 
of  the  world,  the  origin  of  the  four  classes,  the 

worship  of  Siva,  &c.)  —  Vayit-phala,  am,  n. '  wind- 
fruit,'  the  rainbow ;  hail.  —  Yuyu-b/iaksha,  as,  d, 
am,  air-eating,  fasting ;  (as),  m.  a  snake  ;  an  ascetic. 
—  Vdyu-bhakshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  eating  or 
living  on  air,  fasting.  —  Vdyu-b/iuta,  as,  a,  am,  be- 

come air,  become  like  the  wind  ;  going  everywhere 

at  will.  —  Vdyit-mdrga,  as,  m.  the  path  or  track  of 
the  wind.  —  Yayu-ruyna,  as,  d,  am,  broken  off  by 

the   wind.  —  Vdyii-rosha,  f.   '  raging  with  wind," 
night.  ~Vdyu-laksfia  na,  am,  n.  the  character  or 
property  of  air  (viz.  touch).  —  Vayu-vartman,  d,  m. 

'  wind-path,' the  atmosphere,  sky,  heaven.  —  Vdy w- 
vdha,  as,  m. '  having  the  wind  for  a  vehicle,'  smoke, 
vapour.  —  Ydyu-rahini,  f. '  wind-conveying,'  a  vessel 
of  the  body,  artery,  vein,  nerve,  &c.  (supposed  to  con- 

vey the  aerial  humor).  —  Vdyu-rega,  as,  m.  the  ve- 
locity of  the  wind,  a  gust  or  blast  of  wind ;  (as,  a,  am), 

having  the  velocity  of  wind,  fleet  as  the  wind ;  (an), 

m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rSshtra.  —  Vdy  uvega-sama, 
as,  d,  am,  equal  to  the  velocity  of  wind,  swift  as 

the  wind.  —  Vdyu-samhitd,  f.  the  '  Vsyu  compen- 
dium' or  collection  of  legends  according  to  theVayu- 

I'm  ,:ii  1:1.  —  Vdyu-sakha, as,  or  vdyu-sakhi,  khd,  m. 
'  wind-friend,  having  the  wind   for  a  friend,'  fire. 
—  Vdyu-sama,  as,  d,  am,  equal  to  the  wind,  swift ; 
like  air  or  wind,  unsubstantial.  —  Vdyn-sambh<ira, 

as,  m.  '  wind-born,'  epithet  of  Hanu-mat.  ~Vdyu- 
suta,  as,  m.  =  vayu-putra  above.  —  Vdyu-hina, 
as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  wind,  having  a  deficiency  of 
the  windy  humor.  —  Fay v-agni,   I,   m.  du.  VSyu 
and  Agni,  the  gods  of  wind  and  fire.  —  Vayv-dspada, 

am,  n.  '  place  or  site  of  the  wind,'  the  atmosphere, 
sky,  ether. 
Vdyava,  as,  i,  am,  windy,  relating  or  belonging 

to  the  wind  or  to  Vayu  ;  given  by  VSyu ;  aerial ;  (i), 
f.  the  quarter  or  region  of  the  wind,  the  north-west 
(as  presided  over  by  Vayu  in  his  character  of  the 
sixth  Loka-pala). 

Vdyaviya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  wind  or 
VSyu,  belonging  to  air  or  wind,  aerial.  —  Vayariyti- 
purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  PurSna. 
Vdyavya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  the  wind,  coming 

from  or  relating  to  VSyu,  sacred  to  VSyu,  aerial. 

—  Vayacya-purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  PurSna. 

^TO  vayya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  '  son  of  Vayya,' 
epithet  of  Satya-lravas  (represented  as  a  poet  and  an Atreya). 

Tt  var,  r,  n.  (fr.  rt.  rri),  water;  [cf.  va- 

rnnii :  cf.  also  Zend  vdra,  '  rain :'  Gr.  ovpo-v, 
ovp-l-a>,  ovp-t-a,  ovpavi;,  ovpjj-Opa,  ovprj-fia,  perhaps 
also  vpT-fjp,  vpxi :  Lat.  ur-ina,  urin-a-ri,  urina- 
tor,  urceus,  urna;  mare:  Old  Germ,  man: 

Slav,  more:  Hib.  burn,  'water;'  fairge,  'ocean;' 
ftiul,  '  urine ;'  muir :  Welsh  mor.]  —  Vdh-kiti,  is, 
m. '  water-pig,1  a  porpoise,  the  Gangetic  porpoise  ( = 

'i-n).  —  Yii'i-pushpa,  am,  n.  cloves.  —  Vdh- 
sadana,  am,  n. '  water-abode,'  a  reservoir  of  water, 
cistern,  large  water-jar.  -  Vah-ttha,  as,  a,  am, 
standing  or  remaining  in  water.  —  Vdrdni-tii/l/ii, 
u,  m.  '  receptacle  of  waters,'  the  ocean.  —  Vdr- 
'IIKI,  nut,  n.  '  water-seat,'  a  reservoir  of  water, cistern,  large  water-jar.  —  Ydr-kdrya,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  to  be  performed  with  water,  (SHy.-vdrbltir 

iiisli/u'iilyii);  granting  or  effecting  rain.  —  Vdr-ia, 
as,  m.  'water-going,'  a  gander,  goose  (Vopa-deva 
XXVI.  33). —  Far-da,  as,  a,  am,  water-giving; 
(as),  m.  a  cloud.  —  Far-dara,  am,  n.  water ;  speech ; 
silk  ;  the  seed  of  the  Abrus  Precatorius ;  the  seed  of 
the  Mango;  a  conch-shell  ( =  daksldnavarta) ;  a 

sort  of  curl  on  the  right  side  of  a  horse's  neck  (re- 
garded as  an  auspicious  mark).-Farda?a,  am,  n. 

(ft.  vdrda  +  la),  a  rainy  day,  bad  weather;  (a*),  m. 
an  ink-ttand.  -  Var-dhi,  is,  m.  •  water-holder,'  the 

ocean.  —  Ydrtlhirbhava  or  rdr-dheya,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  salt  (  =  droni-larana).  —  Vardhi-vat,  ind. 
like  the  ocean.  —  Vdr-lihata,  as,  m.  'water-com- 

batant,' an  alligator.  —  Viir-nmi,  k,  m.  'water-dis- 
charger,' a  cloud.  —  Var-rdii,  is,  m.  'water-heap,' 

the  ocean.  —  Vdr-l'a/a,  as,  ru.  '  water-enclosure  (?),' a  boat,  vessel. 

I.  vdra,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  p.  905,  col.  i),  anything 
which  covers  or  surrounds,  a  cover;  a  multitude,  quan- 

tity, heap ;  a  flock,  herd,  troop ;  time ;  a  day  of  the 

week  [cf.  rariV,  soma-v",  mangala-vj,  budha-v  , 
guru-v°,  s"ukra-i>°,  sani-v'~\;  a  moment,  occasion,  op- 

portunity ;  turn,  time  (used  adverbially  like  the  English 
'  times,'  or  like  the  French  '  fois,'  e.  g.  vdretta  or 
baJiu-tdram  or  vdram  varam,  many  times,  repeat- 

edly, often)  ;  N.  of  S*iva ;  anything  which  causes  an 
obstruction,  a  gate,  door,  door-way ;  the  plant  Achy- 
ranthes  Aspera  ( =  kubja) ;  the  opposite  bank  of  a 
river  or  of  the  sea,  (for  para) ;  (am),  n.  a  vessel  for 
holding  spirituous  liquor;  [cf.  Gr.  fjpa:  Hib.  wair, 

'  an  hour,  time ;'  air  uairibh, '  sometimes :'  Cambro- 
Brit.  aur :  Old  Island,  var  in  tvis-var,  'twice;' 
thris-var,  '  thrice :'  Old  Germ,  or,  o,  in  zuir-ur, 

zuir-o,  'twice:'  Pers.^b  bar,  'time;'  (jf,b  bare, 

'once;'  ber  in  September,  October,  &c.j—  J'ara- 
ndrl,  f.  a  common  woman,  harlot,  courtezan.  —  Vd- 
ra-bushd  or  vdra-biitfhdt  f.  the  plantain  or  banana 
(  =  kadall ;  cf.  varana-bushd).  —  Vara-muk/iyd, 
f.  the  chief  of  a  number  of  harlots,  a  royal 
courtezan.  —  Yara-yuvati,  is,  f.  or  vdra-yosllit, 

t,  I.  a  courtezan,  harlot;  a  dancing-g.rl.  —  Vdra- 
vadhu,  us,  f.  the  chief  of  a  number  of  harlots. 

—  Vdra-vdna,  as,  am,  m.  n.  armour,  mail,  an  iron 

cuirass  or  thick  quilted  jacket  (so  called  as  'ward- 
ing off  arrows,'  cf.  vana-vdra).  —  Ydra-vdni,  is,  m. 

a  player  on  the  flute ;  a  principal  singer,  musician ;  a 
judge ;  a  year ;  (is  or  i),  f.  a  harlot  or  the  chief  of 
a  number  of  harlots. ~Vdra-vilasini,  (.  a  harlot. 

—  Vdra-reld,  f.  a  period  of  the  day  in  which  any  act 
is  suspended.  —  Ydra-sundari,  f.  a  harlot,  prostitute. 

—  I  'ara-sevd,  (.  the  practice  of  harlotry,  prostitution  ; 
a  number  of  courtezans.  —  Vdra-stri,  f.   a  harlot, 

courtezan.  —  Ydrdnganu  (°ra-an°),  (.  a  harlot. 
Vdraka,  as,  d,  am,  restraining,  opposing,  ob- 

structing, resisting,  anything  which  restrains  or  ob- 
structs, an  obstacle ;  (a«),  m.  a  sort  of  horse ;  a 

horse  in  general ;  one  of  a  horse's  paces ;  (am),  n. 
the  seat  of  pain ;  a  sort  of  perfume  or  fragrant  grass 
( =  bdla,  hri-vera). 
Ydrakin,  I,  m.  an  opposer,  obstructor,  enemy ; 

the  ocean;  a  horse  with  good  marks;  an  ascetic, 
a  hermit  who  lives  on  leaves. 

Varana,  as,  i,  am,  warding  off,  keeping  off, 
restraining,  resisting,  opposing ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 
restraining,  keeping  back,  warding,  warding  off, 

guarding,  protecting,  defending,  dclence,  resistance, 
opposition,  prohibition,  obstacle,  impediment ;  (as), 
m.  armour,  mail,  a  cuirass ;  an  elephant.  —  Vdrana- 

prativdrana,  as,  d,  am,  having  armour  for  a  de- 
fence, protected  by  armour ;  keeping  off  elephants. 

—  Vdrana-bushd  or  rdrana-busd,  f.  the  plantain 
or  banana,  Musa  Sapientum.  —  Vdruna-callabhd,  f. 

the  plantain  tree.  —  Vdrana-sdkvaya,  am,  n.  'hav- 

ing a  name  synonymous  with  an  elephant,'  epithet 
of  Hastina-pura  or  HSstina-pura ;  [cf .  gaja-sdhvaya.~\ 
—  Vdranendra  (na-in°),  as,  m.  'elephant-chief,' 
a  large  and  excellent  elephant. 

Ydrandvata,  as,  am,  m.  n.,  N.  of  a  town  (sup- 
posed to  be  the  modern  Allahabad). 

Vdranavataka,a&,  d,  am,  belonging  to  VSranSvata. 

Vdraniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  warded  off,  to  be 
restrained  or  resisted. 

Yiiray'ttri,  td,  m.  a  protector;  a  husband. 
Vdrayitvd,  ind.  having  warded  or  driven  off.having 

restrained  or  prohibited,  having  repelled  or  expelled. 
Fart,  n.  water ;  a  fluid,  fluidity ;  a  particular  drug 

or  perfume,  =  bdla,  hri-vera  ;  ( is),  (.,  N.  of  Saras- 
vati  (goddess  of  speech  or  eloquence);  the  place  for 
tying  or  fastening  an  elephant;  a  captive,  prisoner; 

(it  or  i),  f.  a  water-pot,  pitcher,  jar;  a  rope  for 
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fastening  an  elephant ;  a  hole  or  trap  for  catching 

elephants.  —•Vari-kantaka,  as,  m.  an  aquatic  plant, 
Trapa  Bispinosa  (  =  xringataka).  —  Vari-karntl(a, 
f.  the  plant  Pistia  Stratiotes  (  =  kha-mull).  —  Vdri- 

karpiira,  as,  m.  the  lilsa  fish,  (see  ?7/.sr«.)  —  Vdri- 
kubja  or  vari-kubjaka,  as,  m.  the  aquatic  plant 

Trapa  Bispinosa.  —  Vdri-krimi,  is,  m. '  water-worm,' 
a  leech.  —  Vdri-datrara,  as,  m.  a  piece  of  water ; 
the  aquatic  plant  Pistia  Stratiotes.  —  Viiri-dara,  as, 
a  or  i,  am,  living  or  moving  in  water,  aquatic ; 

(as),  m.  a  fish.  —  Vdri-ddmara,  am,  n.  a  sort  of 
aquatic  fish,  Vallisneria  ( =  sa/t'afa).  —  Vdri-ja,  as, 
a,  am,  born  or  produced  in  or  by  water ;  (as),  m.  a 

conch-shell ;  any  bivalve  shell ;  (am),  n.  a  lotus ; 
salt.  —  Vdri-jdvan,  see  Vopa-deva  XXVI.  69.  —  Vd- 
ri-tuskara,  as,  m. '  water-thief,'  a  cloud.  —  Vdri-trd, 
f.  '  protecting  from  water,'  an  umbrella,  a  screen  of 
leaves  carried  on  the  head  as  an  umbrella.  —  Fan- 

da,  as,  d,  am,  water-giving,  yielding  wa'.er;  (as), 
m.  a  cloud ;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of  vegetable  perfume 

(  =  bala}.'-Vdri-ditrga,  as,  d,  am,  inaccessible  by 
reason  of  water.  —  Vdri-dra,  as,  m.  the  Cataka 
bird,  Cuculus  Melanoleucus.  —  Vdri-dhara,  as,  m. 

*  water-holder,"  a  cloud.  —  Vdri-dhdrd,  f.  a  shower 
of  rain.  —  VdH-dhi,  is,  m.  'water-holder,'  the  sea, 
ocean.  —  Vdri-natha,  as,  m. '  lord  of  the  waters,"  the 
deity  Varuna ;  the  ocean  ;  a  cloud  ;  the  habitation  of 

the  serpent  race.  —  Vdri-widhi,  is,  m. '  water-recep- 

tacle," the  ocean.  —  Vilri-pntha,  as, am,  m.  n.  •  water- 
path,"  a  voyage. —Vdri-pathika,  as,  i,  am, proceeding 
or  conveyed  by  water.— Vdri-jjarnl  or  vdri-pdlikd,  {. 
Pistia  Stratiotes.  —  Vdri-pravdha,  as,  m.  a  current 
or  flow  of  water,  a  water-fall,  cascade.  —  VdH-pra^nt, 
f.  the  aquatic  plant  Pistia  Slratiotts.  —  Vdri-badard, 
(.  the  plant  Flacourtia  Cataphracta  ( =  prddlndma- 
laka).  —  Vdri-bdlaka,  am,  n.  a  perfume  (  =  lidla). 
—  Vdri-bhava,  am,  n.  (probably)  a  kind  of  plant 

( =  srotonjana).  —  Vdrl-masi,  is,  m.  '  water-ink,'  a 
clond.  —  Vdri-mu<!,  k,  m. '  water-discharger,'  a  cloud. 
—  Vdri-muli,  f.  the  aquatic  plant  Pistia  Stratiotes. 
—  Vdri-ra,  as,  d,  am,  giving  or  shedding  water; 
(as},  m.  a  cloud.  —  Vdri-ratha,  as,  m.  '  water-car- 

riage," a  raft,  boat,  float.  —  Vdrirdrava  (°ra-dr°), 
as,  d,  am,  sounding  like  clouds  or  like  thunder. 

—  Vdri-rdsi,  is,  m.  'water-heap,'  a  large  body  of 
water,  the  sea,  ocean;  a  lake.  —  Fa/'i-ni/ut,  am,  n. 

'water-grower,'  a  lotus.  —  Vdri-loman,  d,  m.  'hav- 
ing watery  hair,"  epithet  of  Varuna.  —  Vilrl-radana, 

am,  n.  the  fruit  Flacourtia  Cataphracta.  —  Vdrwara, 
am,  n.  the  fruit  of  the  tree  Carissa  Carandas  ( = 

kara-marda).  —  Vdri-vallabhd,  (.  a  kind  of  plant 
( =  viddri).  —  Vdri-vdsa,  as,  m.  a  distiller  of  spirit, 

dealer  in  spirituous    liquors.  —  Vdri-vdha  or  r~n!- 
vdliana,  as,  m. '  water-bearer,"  a  cloud.  —  Vdrivaha- 
jdla,  am,  n.  a  mass  of  clouds.  —  Vdri-xa,  as,  m. 
(said  to  be  fr.  vdri  +  ia  fr.  rt.  si,  to  sleep),  N.  of 

Vishnu.  —  Vdri-sambhava,  am,  n. '  water-produced," 
cloves ;  a  kind  of  antimony  ( =  saucirdiijana) ;  the 

root  of  the  plant  Andropogon  Muricatus  (  =  «.s'£ra); 
(as),  m.  a  kind  of  cane  ( =  ydvandla-s'ara).  —  Vdri- 
stha,  as,  d,  am,  standing  in  water,  reflected  in  the 
water  (said  of  the  sun,  Manu  IV.  37).  —  VdrUa 

fri-isa),  as,  m. '  lord  of  waters,'  the  ocean.  —  Vary- 
udbhai-a,  am,  n. '  water-born,"  a  lotus.  —  Vary-oka, 
ax,  m.  '  water-dwelling,'  a  leech. 
Vdrita,  a*,  d,  am,  warded  off,  prevented,  hin- 

dered, impeded,  restrained. 

Varlla,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  vari,  a  trap,  +  a/a, 
going),  an  elephant. 

Vdru,  us,  m.  a  royal  or  war  elephant  carrying  a 
standard  ( =  ttfaya-kunjara). 
Vdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  warded  off  or  prevented, 

to  be  checked  or  impeded,  to  be  stopped  or  obstructed ; 
to  be  chosen,  to  be  selected  or  appointed ;  eligible, 
desirable,  excellent ;  (am),  n.  anyihing  to  be  chosen 
or  desired,  a  blessing,  boon ;  (ant),  n.  pi.  goods, 
possessions. 

Vdryamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  prevented,  being 
impeded  or  prohibited  or  resisted. 

TIT  2.  vdra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  for  vdla  —  bala, 

3.  tail  ;  the  tail  (of  sheep  &c.)  used  to  filter  Soma 

juice,  (also  am,  n.);  (as),  m.  pi.  the  hairs  of  a  tail. 
—  Vdra-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  having  a  tail,  (see Nirukta  I.  20.) 

iKliK  vdrakira,  as,  m.  a  wife's  brother, 
brother-in-law  (  =  fydlaka)  ;  submarine  fire  (  =  vd- 
dai-a)  ;  a  louse  ;  a  small  comb  ;  a  horse  of  high  spirit, 
war  horse,  charger  ;  a  bearer  of  burdens,  porter. 

vdranka,  as,  m.  a  bird. 

vdranga,  as,  m.  the  handle  of  a 
sword  or  knife  or  sickle,  &c.  ;  the  narrow  end  to 
which  the  handle  is  fastened. 

TTCJ  vdrata,  am,  n.  a  field  ;  a  number  of 
fields;  (d),  f.  a  goose  (  =  varatd,  q.  v.). 
Vdrald,  f.  a  wasp  ;  a  goose  (  =  varata). 

vdranasl,  f.  =  varanast,  q.  v. 

varatantamya,  as,  d,  am,  com- 
posed by  Vara-tantu  (as  a  book  &c.). 

=IK«  vdratra,  am,  n.  (fr.  varatrd),  a 
leather  thong,  leather  fit  for  making  thongs. 

^TT^^f  vararnia,  as,  i,  am,  composed  by 
Vara-  ru<ii. 

•=(|<(<>I  vdrald,  f  .    See  under  varata  above. 

in.wlli  vdraKka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  grass, 
Eleusine  Indica  (  =  valva-ja). 

<1i<j<!I«l  varannsi,  f.  the  holy  city  Benares, 

(also  written  vardnasl,  q.  v.)  —  Vdrdnasi-mdkdt- 

mija,  am,  n.  '  the  glory  of  Benares,"  N.  of  a  section in  the  Kurma  and  other  Puranas. 

Vdrdnaseya,  as,  /,  am,  produced  at  or  born  in Benares,  &c. 

'1K1'5  vdrdha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  varaha'),  re- 
lating or  belonging  to  a  boar,  bearish  ;  (as),  m.  a 

boar;  a  kind  of  tree,  =  mahd-pinditaka;  (i).f.asow; 
N.  of  one  of  the  divine  mothers  or  Matris  attending 

on  Skanda  ;  of  a  YoginI  ;  of  the  S'akti  of  Vishnu in  the  form  of  a  boar  ;  the  earth  ;  a  measure  ;  a 

particular  kind  of  bulbous  plant  (said  to  be  an  escu- 
lent root  or  yzm,  =  badard,  ghrishti).  —  Vdrdha- 

karni,  f.  or  vardha-pattri,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 

afoa-gandhd,  q.  v.).  —  Vdrdha-kalpa^as,  m.  '  boar 
Kalpa,'  N.  of  the  now  existing  Kalpa  or  day  of 
Brahma  (being  the  first  of  the  second  Parardha 

of  Brahma's  existence).  —  V  drdha-tlrtha,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  TIrtha.  —  Vdrdha-purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  eighteen  Puranas  (said  to  have  been 
revealed  to  the  Earth  by  Vishnu  in  the  form  of  a 
boar;  it  contains  an  account  of  the  creation,  the 
various  forms  of  Vishnu,  and  a  vast  number  of 
legends  and  directions  relating  to  the  Vaishnava  sect). 

—  Vdrdhdngi  (°Aa-o»°),  f.  the  plant  Croton  Poly- 
andrum  (  =  d(inti).  —  Vdrdhi-kanda,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  bulbous  plant  (  =  brahmi-kanda).  —  Vdrdhl-tan- 
tra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work. 

Vdrdltiya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  or  a  class  of 

works  ;  [cf.  ydmaltya.~\ Vdrdhyd,  f.  a  female  descendant  of  VarSha  (Pin. IV.  I,  78). 

iltjS  viirutha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
vri),  a  bier,  the  bed  on  which  a  corpse  is  carried. 

^lt»*li  varuna,  as,  i,  am,  connected  with  or 
belonging  to  Varuna,  sacred  to  or  given  by  Varuna,  q.v.  ; 
epithet  of  a  weapon  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  nine 
divisions  of  Bharata  Varsha  ;  (am),  n.  water  ;  (I  ),  f. 
the  western  quarter  or  region  presided  over  by  Varuna 

[rf.  ltika-pala~\  ;  the  west  ;  N.  of  the  lunar  asterism 
commonly  called  Sata-bhishaj  (of  which  Varuna  is 
the  ruling  deity  ;  cf.  naksliatra)  ;  a  particular  kind 
of  spirit  (prepared  from  hogweed  ground  with  the 
juice  of  the  date  or  palm  and  then  distilled),  any 
spirituous  liquor;  a  species  of  DOrbS  grass.  —Vdru- 

na-karman,  a,  n.  '  Varuna's  work,'  any  work  con- 
nected with  the  supply  of  water,  the  digging  of 

tanks  or  wells,  &c.  —  Varuna-lirtha,  am,  n.,  N. 

of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Vdrmii-rallabha,  as,  m.  '  beloved 

by  the  asterism  Varun!,'  epithet  of  Varuna.  —  Vdru.- 
nendra  (°na-in°),  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vdruye- 
ivara-tlrtha  (°na-ii°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

—  VdruTtopapurana  ("na-up"),  am,  n.,  N.  of  an 
Upa-Pnrana. 
Varuni,  is,  m.  '  son  of  Varuna,'  the  saint  Agastya  ; 

a  patronymic  of  Bhrigu  ;  of  Satya-dhriti. 

<U^<!S  varunda,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
vri),  the  chief  of  the  serpent  race  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 
the  rheum  or  excretion  of  the  eyes  ;  the  wax  of  the 
ear  ;  a  vessel  for  baling  water  out  of  a  boat  ;  (i),  (. 
a  door-step. 

^K.»T;)  varendri,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  varen- 
dra),  N.  of  a  tract  of  country  north  of  the  Ganges  or 
a  part  of  Bengal  and  Behar  now  called  Rajshahi. 

3l4TM  var-karya,  &c.     See  under  vdr, 

p.  904,  COl.    2. 1\<*t!»varkenya,  as,  m.  (fern,  varkem),  ac- 
cording to  Pan.  V.  3,  1  1  5.  this  word  is  formed  from 

vrika,  and  the  pi.  is  vrikas,  which  appears  to  mean 

'  soldiers  or  fighting  men  in  the  country  Vihlka.' 

qiHj  varksha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vriksha),  made 

of  or  belonging  to  a  tree;  consisting  of  trees,  arboreous; 
made  of  bark  ;  (I),  f.,  N.  of  a  sort  of  female  Dryad 
mentioned  in  the  Mahi-bharata  ;  (am),  n.  a  forest. 
Varkihya,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  a  tree,  made  with 

trees  ;  (am),  n.  a  fence  &c.  made  with  felled  trees 
or  wooden  stakes,  a  stockade. 

^lt<!j«fc  vcirnika,  as,  m.  (fr.  varna),  a  scribe, 
writer. 

=(lriT  vdrta,  f.,  often  incorrectly  written 
for  vdrttd.  See  under  vdrtta  below. 

vdrtdka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  vrit,  Una- 

di-s.  III.  79),  the  egg-plant,  Solanum  Melongena. 
Vdrtdki,  is,  or  vdrtdki,  f.  =  vdrtdka  above. 
Vdrtdkin,  i,  m.  =  vdrtdka  above. 
Vdrtdku,  us,  m.  (or  according  to  some  f.)  =  vdr- tdka above. 

<Ctfil<*T  vdrtikd,  f.  (fr.  vartaka,  q.  v.),  a 
kind  of  quail. 

•=imT<  vdrtira,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vartlra),  con- 
nected with  a  quail  or  partridge. 

=Tn?f  vdrtta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  vritti,  cf.  vritta), 
being  in  a  good  state,  healthy,  hale,  well  ;  practising 
any  business  or  profession  ;  (a),  f.  abiding,  staying, 

being  ;  livelihood,  business,  profession  ;  agriculture, 
trade,  the  occupation  of  the  Vaisya  ;  an  account  of 
anything  that  has  happened,  tidings,  report,  rumour, 
news,  intelligence,  (in  this  sense  sometimes  vdrttds, 

pi.)  ;  a  particular  figure  of  rhetoric,  simple  descrip- 
tion, the  mere  narration  of  facts  without  rhetorical  or 

poetical  embellishment;  the  egg-plant  [cf.  rdrtdka]; 

(am),  n.  welfare,  health;  chaff.  —  Varttd-kantian, 
a,  n.  the  practice  of  agriculture  or  trade.  —  Vdrttd- 

nuyoga  (°td-an°),  ax,  m.  inquiry  after  news  or 
health.  —  Vdrttd-mdtra,  am,  n.  mere  report;  super- 

ficial knowledge.  —  VdrUdrambha  f^td-dr0),  as,  m. 
commercial  enterprise,  (according  to  Kulluka  /.:/  fs/ti- 

bdnijya-pmtupdlanadi-vdrttd  tad-dramlho  dha- 
nopdydrthah.}  —  V  drtta-vaha,  as,  m.  a  news- 
bearer,  messenger  ;  a  vendor  of  grain,  rice,  oil,  &c., 
a  chandler.  —  Vdrttd-vritti,  is,  m.  one  whose 

business  is  agriculture,  a  householder.  —  Vdrttd- 
vyatikara,  as,  m.  the  passing  of  a  rumour  from 
one  to  another,  general  report,  common  rumour. 

—  Vdrttd-hara,  as,  m.  a  carrier  of  tidings,  mes- 

senger, courier. 
Varttdyana,  as,  m.  a  news-bearer,  newsmonger, 

intelligencer,  spy,  emissary,  agent,  ambassador. 
Vdrtllka.  as,  I,  am  (sometimes  written  vartika), 

relating  to  news,  bringing  or  conveying  intelligence, 
&c.  ;  explanatory,  glossarial,  containing  or  relating  to 
a  critical  gloss  or  annotation,  see  vdrttikam  below; 
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(<M),  m.  an  intelligencer,  in  informer,  spy,  agent, 
envoy  ;  a  man  of  the  third  or  Vaiiya  tribe,  a  hus- 

bandman, trader;  (ikd),  (.  a  sort  of  quail,  (more 

properly  rartika  ;  cf.  rurfoA-a);  (am),  n.  an  ex- 
planatory. or  supplementary  rule,  critical  gloss  or 

annotation  (added  to  a  grammatical  or  philosophical 
Sfltra  and  defined  to  be  '  the  exposition  of  the  mean- 

ing, of  that  which  is  said,  of  that  which  is  left  unsaid, 
and  of  that  which  is  ill  or  imperfectly  said  ;'  the  term 
VSrttika  is,  however,  especially  applied  to  KatySya- 
na's  critical  annotations  on  the  aphorisms  of  Pimm's 
grammar,  the  object  of  each  VSrttika  being  to  limit 
a  too  general  rule,  amplify  a  too  limited  one,  and 
give  the  relations  of  the  Sutras  of  PSnini  to  each 

other).  —  \'arttil:n-kiini,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  K5- 
tyJyana  as  the  author  of  the  Vsmikas  to  PSnini's grammatical  aphorisms  ;  of  Rumania. 

<4l^fl  rartraghna,  as,  m.  (fr.  vritra-ghna), 
•  son  of  the  Vritra-slayer,'  epithet  of  Arjuna  (as  son 
of  Indra). 

Vdrtraliatya,  ca,  a,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  the 
destruction  of  Vritra. 

^Tej  var-da,  vdr-dara,  vdrdala.  See  under 
for,  p.  904,  col.  3. 

vdrddhaka,  am,  n.  (fr.  vriddha),  a 
collection  of  old  men  ;  old  age  ;  the  imbecility  or 

infirmity  of  old  age.  ' 
Varddhakya,  am,  n.  old  age,  senility. 
V&rddhakikatri,  w,  m.  (fr.  vriddha-kshatra), 

a  patronymic. 
Varddhuka,  am,  n.*=rdrddhaka  above. 

qi^fn  varddhushi.  is,  m.  (fr.  vriddhi,  q.v., 
or  perhaps  better  spelt  vardhushi  fr.  rt.  vridh),  one 
who  exacts  high  interest,  a  usurer. 
Vdrdd/tushika,  as,  m.  one  who  lives  by  lending 

money  at  a  high  rate  of  interest,  a  usurer. 
Varddhnshin,  I,  m.  a  usurer. 
Vdrddhasfiya,  am,  n.  high  interest,  usurious  loan, 

usury. 

var-dhi.  See  under  nar,  p.  904,  col.  2. 
vardhra,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vardhra),  made 

of  leather,  leathern  ;  (am,  J),  n.  f.  a  leather  thong. 
Vardhri-nasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  vardhri  +  nasa),  a 

rhinoceros  (perhaps  so  called  as  having  a  leather-like 
snout)  ;  a  white  goat  with  long  ears  ;  (according  to 
some)  a  kind  of  fabulous  bird. 

^T&7  vdr-bhata,  vdr-vata.  See  p.  904, col.3; 

m*i*u  tdrmana,  am,  n.  (fr.  varman),  a  col- 
lection of  coats  of  mail. 

Varmina,  am,  n.  (fr.  varmin),  a  multitude  of 
men  in  armour. 

vdrya,  vdryamana.    See  p.  905,  col.  I. 

rraiia.f.  akind  of  blue  fly  (-=nili; 
cf.  rarvana). 

i  varsa,  am,  n.  (fr.  rrtfa),  N.  of  a  Saman. 

rdrsha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  varsha),  belong- 
ing to  the  rains,  &c.,  belonging  to  a  year,  yearly, annual. 

Vank&a,  at,  /.nm,  belonging  to  the  rainy  season, 
growing  in  the  rains,  filled  with  rain,  yearly,  annual, 
belonging  to  a  year;  lasting  a  whole  year  (e.g.  a 
river  the  water  of  which  does  not  dry  up  in  the 
hot  season);  (am),  n.  a  medicinal  plant  (  —  tnli/ii- 

I'.Wi  iV,-/,  f.  hail. 
.'«,i,am,  raining,  showering,  sprinkling, wetting. 

^><i«w  Turshaganya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an author. 

riirshadaasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  vrishad- 
anfa}.  a  patronymic,  (some  form  two  distinct  patro- 

nymics, Vanhada  and  AnJa.) 

riirshabhanavl  or  vdrshabhd- 
nuri.  (.  (fr.  vrislta-bhanu.),  the  daughter  of  Vrisha- 
bhanu,  i.  e.  RsdhJ. 

<U$lDll.  varshagira,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  vri- 
f/iagir),  Ved.  the  five  sons  of  VrishSgir  (viz.  Am- 
barisha,  Rijrasva,  HhayamSna,  Saha-deva,  and  Su- 
rSdhas,  authors  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  1.  100). 

«nfifj5»H  vurshtihnvya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic 
of  Upa-stuta  (author  of  Rig-veda  X.  115). 

tnUJII  vurshtieya,  as,  m.  a  descendant  of 

Vrishni,  epithet  of  Krishna  ;  N.  of  Nala's  charioteer. 
—  Vdrshneya-sahita,  as,  a,  am,  accompanied  by 
Varshneya.  —  Vdrshneya-sarathi,  is,  is,  i,  having 
VSrshneya  for  a  charioteer. 

^T?  varha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  varha),  made  of 

the  feathers  of  a  peacock's  tail. 
Vdrhina,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  varhina},  derived  from 

a  peacock  (as  feathers). 

^rrt'rT  vdrhata,  am,  n.     See  barhata. 

tU££UJ  vdrhadratha,  as,  or  varhadrathi, 
is,  m.  '  son  of  Vrihad-ratha,'  epithet  of  Jata-sandha. See  bdrhadratka. 

varhaspata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vrihas- 
pati),  sacred  to  or  declared  by  Vrihas-pati  ;  see 
Brihas-pati. 

Varkaspatya,  am,  n.  the  science  taught  by  Vrihas- 
pati,  rules  of  conduct,  ethical  precepts,  ethics,  morality. 

qifO  vala,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  val?),  hair;  (as, 

a),  m.  f.  a  tail  ;  [cf.  bala.}  —  Vala-dhi,  vala-hasta, 
&c.,  see  bala-dhi,  &c. 

1lfO<«  vdlaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  val;  cf.  va- 
laya),  a  bracelet  ;  a  finger-ring,  (also  a,  f.) 

llrtMSi^i  valakhilya,  am,  n.  a  collection 
of  eleven  additional  or  apocryphal  hymns  inserted 
between  the  forty-eighth  and  forty-ninth  hymns  of 
the  eighth  Mandala  of  the  Rig-veda;    [cf.  bala- - 

valamma-desa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a country. 

qirt^  valava,  as,  m.  the  second  of  the 
eleven  Karanas  or  astrological  divisions  of  time,  (see karana.) 

villavitu,  us,  m.  a  proper  X. 

vdli.     See  bdli. 

,  am,  n. 

«.rflM    valikhilyesvara-tirtha 
,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

,  f.  (more  commonly  written 
Imlukd,  q.  v.1,  sand,  gravel;    (i),   f.  a  species  of 
cucumber.  —  ValukeiScara-tirtha  (°ka-l^°),  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

Valukin,  I,  m.  =  Wialukin. 

Ml«*»i  vdlka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  valka),  made  of 
the  bark  of  trees. 

Valkala,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ralkala),  made  of  bark  ; 
(I),  f.  spirituous  liquor;  (am),  n.  a  bark  dress  worn 

by  ascetics. 
mv^'nvalmika,  as,  m.  (fr.  valmlka,  q.v.) 

=  valmiki  below;  a  proper  N.  —  Valmikctivara- 
t'lrlhn  (°lta-'^°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 
Vdlmiki,  fo,  m.  (also  spelt  ralmiki),  N.  of  the 

celebrated  author  of  the  Rsmayana,  (so  called,  ac- 
cording to  some,  because  when  immersed  in  thought 

he  allowed  himself  to  be  overrun  with  ants  like  an 

ant-hill  ;  according  to  one  tradition  he  began  life  as 
a  robber,  but  repenting  of  his  misdeeds  betook  him- 

self to  a  hermitage  on  a  hill  in  the  district  of  Banda 
in  Bundelkund,  where  he  eventually  received  Sita, 
the  wife  of  Rama,  when  banished  by  her  husband.) 

Vulntikiya,  as,  d,  am,  composed  by  Vslmiki. 

vusra, 

WTW*3  vallabhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  rallabha),  the 
state  of  being  a  favourite  or  of  being  beloved. 

^TR  vava,  ind.  (i.  e.  probably  r<7  +  eva), 
verily,  indeed,  (sometimes  used  in  a  question.) 

qil<;r^ rdcadat,  at,  atl,  at  (fr.  Intens.  of 
rt.  vad),  Ved.  uttering  or  causing  loud  sounds. 
Vdvaduka,  as,  d,  am,  talking  much,  gabbling, 

prattling ;  eloquent.  —  Vdradiibi-ta,  f.  or  vavaduka- 
tva,  am,  n.  garrulity,  loquaciousness. 
Vdvadyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  talking  much,  uttering 

loud  sounds. 

qiqH  vavaya,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  basil,  Ocy- 
mum  Sanctum. 

qil^lM  i.  rdvasdna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the 
Intens.  of  rt.  fotf;  for  2.  see  below),  Ved.  eagerly 
desiring  or  longing  for,  ardently  loving. 

^tlffi?  vavahi,  is,  is,  i  (ft.  the  Intens.  of 
rt  I.  vatt),  bearing  or  carrying  much. 

qi^l^  vdvdtri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  is 
favourable  to  or  serves  another,  a  worshipper,  (in  the 
Pada  text  vavdtri.) 

<4l^S  vdvuta,  as,  m.  a  raft,  boat,  vessel. 

•gT'^rjr  vderit  (rather  to  be  regarded  as 
t/\  an  old  Intens.  of  rt.  3.  vrit,  q.  v.),  cl. 

4.  A..vdvrityate,  Sec.,  to  choose,  select,  prefer,  love, 
like ;  to  serve. 

Varritta,  as,  d,  am,  chosen,  selected,  appointed. 
Vdvrityamdna,  as,  d,  am,  choosing,  preferring. 

qi<jwi«i  vdrridhana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  vridh, 
in  the  Pada-patha  vavridhdna),  Ved.  growing,  in- 
creasing. 

Vavridhenya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  increased,  (Say. =  vardhaniya.) 

^  im   vds  (also  written  vds),  cl.  4.  A. 
vdfyate  (ep.  also  cl.  I.  P.  A.  vaiati, 

-te),  vardiie,  vas'ishyatc,  avdsishfa,  va^itum,  to 
roar,  howl,  low  (as  a  cow),  cry,  shriek,  sing  (like  a 
bird),  sound ;  to  call :  Cans,  viisayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
avavddat  (Ved.  also  avivasaf),  to  cause  to  roar  or 
sound :  Desid.  i-ivdtishate :  Intens.  vavatyale,  ru- 
vdshfi  (in  Ved.  the  vowel  of  the  rt.  is  sometimes 
shortened),  to  roar  vehemently,  cry  repeatedly,  praise 
repeatedly. 

Vdvatot,  at,  all,  at  (anom.  intens.  part.),  Ved. 
sounding  or  lowing  loudly. 

3.  vdva^dna,  as,  d,  am  (anom.  intens.  part.), 
Ved.  roaring  aloud,  sounding,  crackling,  (according 

to  S5y.  on  Rig-veda  IV.  36,  2  =  s"abdiiyamdna.) Vdia,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  roaring,  crying ;  (u),  f.  the 
plant  Justicia  Ganderussa ;  [cf.  ™«o.] 

Vdtfaka,  as,  &c.,  roaring,  crying,  sounding,  &c. 
Vaiat,  an,  antl,  at,  roaring,  crying,  singing  (like a  bird  &c.). 

I  if'Vma,  as,  d,  am,  roaring,  singing,  cryirtg  ;  (am), 
n.  the  ay  or  song  of  birds,  hum  of  bees,  &c. 

Yaifi,  ix,  m.  fire  or  the  god  of  fire. 
Vtifika,  f.  (for  viisikd,  q.v.),  the  plant  Justicia Ganderussa. 

VdJita,  as,  11,  am,  roared,  cried,  called  out,  sung ; 

perfumed,  scented,  (in  this  sense  incorrect  for  I.  vd- 
sita) ;  (am),  n.  the  cry  of  birds  or  animals  ;  (a),  f. 
a  woman ;  a  female  elephant. 

VdsT,,  (.,  Ved.  roaring,  crying,  singing :  a  weapon 
of  the  Maruts,  an  axe,  spear,  weapon  in  general ; 

(according  to  some,  perhaps)  the  roaring  thunder- 
bolt, (according  to  S4y.—5roiAyom  iiyiidham)', 

voice,  speech  (  -vdd,  Naigh.  I.  II);  a  war-cry. 
—  Viixi-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  roaring;  having  or 
bearing  the  weapon  called  vdfi,  armed  with  an  axe, 
&c. I  nxitra,  f.  night. 

Vafra,  as,  d,  am,  bellowing,  lowing,  roaring 
(Ved.) ;  (as),  m.  a  bull  (Ved.) ;  a  day,  (also  read 
vdsra  ;  cf.  vasara) ;  (a),  f.  a  cow  (Ved.) ;  (espe- 
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daily)  a  cow  with  a  calf;  a  mother;  (am),  n.  an 
edifice,  dwelling,  building ;  a  place  where  four  roads 
meet;  dung. 

=1 1  Hjl  y  vasishtha,  as,  I,  am  (better  written 
vusishtha,  q.  v.),  relating  to  Vasishtha  or  Vasishtha ; 
descended  from  Vasishtha,  see  vasishtha;  (I),  f.  the 
Go-matt  or  Goomti  river  (which  passes  Lucknow  and 
falls  into  the  Ganges  below  Benares). 

cfTESK?  vashkala,  as,  a,  am,  large,  great ; 
(as),  m.  a  warrior;  a  proper  N. ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  family  or  race  (the  descendants  of  Visva-mitra  ; 
also  written  vdskala). 

qi«M  vashpa  (also  written  vdspa),  as,  am, 
m.  n.  (perhaps  connected  with  vtir ;  according  to 
Unadi-s.  III.  28.  fr.  rt.  rd/lh,  the  final  being  changed 
to  sh ;  cf.  airu),  vapour,  hot  vapour,  steim,  mist ; 
an  incipient  tear,  water  swimming  in  the  eye,  a  tear, 
tears;  iron;  a  kind  of  pot-herb,  =  vdshpii:d;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  five  pupils  of  Sakya-muni ; 

(i),  f.  a  drug  (commonly  hmgu-pattri) ;  [cf.  Lat. 

vappa,  perhaps  vapor.']—  V  dshpa-kantha,  n*,  a, am,  having  tears  in  the  throat,  choking  with  teats. 
—  Vdshpa-kala,  as,  a,  am,  inarticulate  through  tears. 
—  Ydsli[j«-durdina,  as,  a,  am,  clouded  by  tears. 
—  V  aalipa-'pura,  as,  m.  a  flood  of  tears.  —  Vdshpa- 
pramo/!ana,  am,  n.  the  shedding  of  tears,  act  of  shed- 

ding tears.  —  Vdshpa-mwlana,  am,  n.  the  shedding 
of  tears.  —  Vdshpa-viklara,  as,  a,  am,  overcome  or 
agitated  with  tears,  confused  with  weeping.  —  Vashpa- 
vindu,  us,  m.  a  tear-drop,  tear.  —Vdshpa-sandigdha, 
as,  a,  am,  indistinct  or  hesitating  through  suppressed 

tears.  —  Vdshpdkula  (°pa-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  inter- 

rupted by  tears.  —  V '  afjipdmbu-pura  (°pa-am°),  as, 
m.  a  flood  of  tears.  —  Vdshpdvilekshana  (°pa-dvila- 
ik°),  having  the  eyes  dimmed  by  tears.  —  Vashpod- 
bhava  (°pa-udj),  the  rising  or  starting  of  tears. 
Vdshpaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable  or  pot-herb, 

*=marisha;  (a),  (.  a  drug  (  =  hinyu,^>attrT). 

Vdshpdya,  Nom.  A.  vdshpdyate,-yitum,  to  weep, 
shed  tears ;  to  emit  vapour  or  steam. 

Vdshpikd  or  vdshpika,  (.  a  drug  ( =  hinyu-pattri). 
Vdshpin,  I,  ini,  i,  discharging  or  shedding  tears 

(at  the  end  of  a  comp.). 

^i  iii  viis  (perhaps  rather  to  be  regarded 
^Vas  a  Nom.  fr.  I.  vasa  below),  cl.  IO.  P. 

vasayati  (ep.  also  A.  vdsayate),  -yititm,  to  fill  with 
(perfumes  &c.) ;  to  infuse  (fragrant  odours  or  other 

qualities),  steep,  macerate;  to  perfume,  make  fra- 
grant, fumigate,  incense ;  to  spice,  season  ;  cl.  4.  A. 

vusyate,  to  sound,  cry,  (in  this  sense  for  rt.  va$, 
q.v.) 

I.  vdsfi,  as,  m.  perfuming,  perfume  ;  (as,  ft],  m.  f. 

the  plant  Justicia  Ganderussa.  —  Vdsa-tdmbitla,  am, 
n.  betel  mixtd  with  fragrant  substances  (such  as  car- 

damoms, camphor,  &c.).  —  Vdsa-yoga,  as,  m.  fra- 
grant powder  sprinkled  on  the  clothes,  (especially) 

the  red  powder  scattered  about  at  the  Holi  festival. 
I.  vdsaka,  as,  a  or  ikd,  am,  perfuming,  fumi- 

gating, filling  with  perfume ;  (as,  a  or  ikd),  m.  f. 

'  giving  perfume,'  the  plant  Justicia  Ganderussa. 
I .  vfvana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  perfuming,  fumigating 

with  fragrant  vapours  or  incense,  infusing,  steeping. 
Vdsikd,  f.     See  under  I .  vdmka  above. 
I.  vdsita,  as,  a,  am,  infused,  steeped,  perfumed, 

scented,  made  fragrant,  filled  with  fragrance ;  spiced, 
seasoned  (as  sauces  &c.) ;  (am),  n.  the  cry  of  birds, 
sound,  (for  vdiita,  q.  v.) 

TTH  2.  r.asa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  6.  vas),  dwell- 

ing, resting,  living ;  a  dwelling-place,  house,  habita- 
tion ;  site,  situation,  abode,  place  of  staying  or  abid- 

ing ;  [cf.  Hib./os, '  staying,  resting.']  —  Vasa-karnt, 
i.  a  hall  where  public  exhibitions  (as  Niches  &c.  are 

held).  —  Vdxa-griha,  am,  n.  'dwelling-house,'  the 
inner  part  of  a  house,  an  inner  or  sleeping-room, 
be J-chamber.  —  Vasa-paryaya,  as,  m.  change  of 
residence.  —  Vasa-bhttvana,  am,  n.  or  rdsa-bhumi, 

is,  f.  a  place  of  abode,  dwelling-place,  hou.se.  —  Vtisa- 
yushli,  is,  f.  a  pole  or  pillar  for  a  bird  to  perch  on, 

a  roosting  perch.  —  Vdsa-ves"man,  a,  n.  the  inner 
part  of  a  house.  —  Vdsdgdra  (°sa-dg°),  am,  n. 
'  abiding  apartment,'  the  inner  or  sleeping  apartment. 

—  Vdsaukas  (°sa-oii),  as,  n.  'dwelling-house,'  the 
inner  or  private  apartments. 

2.  vdsaka,  as,  a  or  ikd,  am,  causing  to  inhabit, 
making  to  dwell  or  abide,  populating. 

Vdsateya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vasati),  habitable,  fit  or 
proper  to  be  dwelt  in  ;  (?),  f.  night. 

2.  vdsana,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  an  abode,  fit 
for  a  dwelling ;  (am),  n.  causing  to  abide ;  abiding, 

abode ;  a  particular  posture  (conceived  to  be  pecu- 
liarly proper  for  ascetics  during  abstract  meditation  ; 

also  said  to  be  practised  by  princes,  when  it  is  de- 
scribed as  sitting  with  the  knees  bent  and  the  feet 

turned  backwards)  ;  any  receptacle  or  vessel,  a  water- 
jar,  box,  basket ;  knowledge ;  (d),  f.  knowledge  de- 

rived from  memory,  the  present  consciousness  of  past 
perceptions  or  an  impression  remaining  unconsciously 
in  the  mind  from  past  good  or  evil  actions  and 
hence  producing  pleasure  or  pain  ( =  sanskdra) ; 

fancy,  imagination,  idea,  inclination  [cf.  dur-v°]  ', 
false  fancy,  ignorance;  expectation,  desire,  trust, 
confidence.  —  Vdsana-slha,  as,  d,  am,  placed  in  a 
box  or  basket,  packed,  folded.  —  Vdsand-maya,  as, 
I,  am,  full  of  imagination,  consisting  in  fancy.  —  Vd- 
sanamaya-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  full  of 
imagination. 

Vdsi,  is,  m.  abiding,  dwelling ;  (is,  i),  m.  f.  a  small 

hatchet  or  axe,  chopper,  a'Jze,  chisel ;  [cf.  vds'iJ] 
2.  vdsita,  as,  d,  am,  peopled,   populous  (as  a 

country) ;  flourishing,  famous,  celebrated ;  possessed 
of,  possessing,  having ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  rendering 
populous  or  causing  to  be  inhabited ;    knowledge 
(especially  derived  from  memory,  see  viisand). 

l.Tdsin,  i,  ini,  i,  abiding,  staying,  inhabiting ;  (i), 
m.  an  inhabitant  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) ;  (ini),  f.  a 

sort  of  white  Jhintl  or  Barleria  (  =  iukla-jhintt). 

=mi  3.  vasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  5.  vas),  dress- 
ing, dress,  cloth,  clothes.  —  Vasa-sajjd,  {.  a  woman 

dressed  in  all  her  ornaments  to  receive  her  lover. 

3.  vdsaka,  as,  m.  clothing,  clothes.  —  Vdsaka- 
sajjd  or  vdsaka-sajjikd,  f.  a  woman  dressed  in  all 
her  ornaments  to  receive  her  lover. 

3.  vdsana,  as,  d,  am,  enveloping,  covering,  cloth- 
ing ;  (am),  n.  cloth,  clothes ;  an  envelope. 

Vdsas,  as,  n.  cloth,  clothes,  dress,  a  garment ;  a 
pall;  a  curtain.  —  Vasah-kutl,  (.  a  tent.  —  VdsaFi- 
khanda,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  piece  of  cloth,  a  rag. 

•-  Vdso-da,  as,  d,  am,  giving  clothes.  —  Vdso-y u- 
ffa,  am,  n.  a  pair  of  garments,  suit  of  clothes,  (the 
dress  of  the  Hindus  usually  consisting  of  two  pieces 
of  cloth,  viz.  a  lower  garment  fastened  round  the 
waist,  and  an  upper  one  thrown  loosely  over  the shoulders.) 

3.  vdsita,  as,  d,  am,  clothed,  dressed ;  (a),  f.  a 
woman ;  a  female  elephant ;  the  female  of  cattle. 

2.  Vfisin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  or  wearing  clothes, 

dressed,  arrayed,  clothed,  (pita-kaus'eya-vdsini,  a 
woman  wearing  a  yellow  silk  garment.) 
Vdsya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  clothed ;  to  be  covered 

or  pervaded. 

vasata,  as,  m.  an  ass. 

vdsanta,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vasanta), 

vernal,  relating  to  spring,  suitable  to  spring,  produced 
in  the  spring  season ;  being  in  the  spring  of  life, 
young  ;  attentive  or  diligent  (in  the  performance  of 
religious  ceremonies  &c.);  situated,  (?  perhaps  con- 

nected with  2.  vdsa) ;  (as),  m.  a  camel;  the  Indian 
cuckoo ;  a  young  elephant,  any  young  animal ;  the 
southern-  or  western  wind  ( =  malaydnila,  q.  v.) ;  a 

sort  of  kidney-bean  (Phaseolus  Mungo),  a  kind  of 
black  bean  ( =  krixhna-mudya)  ;  the  plant  Vangueria 
Spim/sa ;  a  dissolute  man ;  ( i),  f.  a  large  creeper, 
Gasrtnera  Racemosa;  a  species  of  jasmine,  Jasminum 
Auriculatum  (  =  mddhavl,  yuthi);  long  pepper; 
the  trumpet-flower ;  N.  of  a  deity ;  a  festival  in 
honour  of  Kama-deva  (held  in  the  month  Caitra ; 
in  some  places  Durga  is  worshipped  at  this  festival) ; 

a  species  of  the  Sakvari  metre.  —  Vdsanti-pujd,  f. 
the  worship  of  Durga  in  the  month  Caitra. 
Vdsantaka,  as,  I,  am,  vernal,  sown  or  grown  in 

spring  ;  suitable  to  the  spring  season  ;  relating  or 
belonging  to  it,  &c. 
Vdfantika,  as,  i,  am,  vernal  ;  (a*),  m.  the 

buffoon  or  Vidushaka  in  a  drama  (see  vidtihaia)  ; 

an  actor,  dancer  (the  spring  being  the  season  for dancing,  &c.). 

1l«<.  vasata,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  vas;  cf. 
u&has),  Ved.  shining,  {jiving  light,  (according  to 
Say.  on  Rig-veda  VIII.  48,  7.  rdsardni=jagad- 
rdsakdni)  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  day  ;  (as),  m.  one  of 
the  Nagas  or  serpents,  a  kind  of  snake  ;  (*),  f.  epi- 

thet of  a  cow.  —  Vdsara-sanga,  as,  m.  '  day-junc- tion,' the  morning. 

^l«^  vasava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vasu),  belong- 
ing to  Indra  ;  accompanied  by  the  Vasus  ;  (as),  m., 

N.of  Indra;  (f),  f.  the  mother  of  VySsa.  —  Vdsava- 
dattd,  {.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Nidhi-pati  ;  of  a  work  by 
Subandhu  (describing  the  amours  of  Kandarpa-ketu 
and  Vasava-datta).  —  Vdsaves"vara-tirtha,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Vdsavopama  (°va-up°),  as,  a, 
am,  resembling  or  like  Indra. 

i.  and  2.  vasin.     See  col.  2. 

vdsishumpha,  N.  of  a  place. 

<=Hitis  vasishta,  am,  n.  blood. 

IllViH  vdsishtha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vasishtha, 

q.  v.,  cf.  vdiishllni),  belonging  to  Vasishtha,  com- 
posed by  or  revealed  to  the  Rishi  Vasishtha  (as  the 

seventh  Mandala  of  the  Rig-veda)  ;  (as),  m.  a  son 
or  descendant  of  Vasishtha  (applied  as  a  patronymic 
to  various  Rishis)  ;  (I),  f.  a  female  descendant  of 

Vasishtha  ;  (am),  n.  =  yoga-vdsishtha.  —  VtisiehtJia- 
rdmdyatia,  am,  n.=yoga-vdsishtha.~Vdsishtka- 
lainga-purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Purana.  —  Fa- 
sishtha-sdra,  as,  m.=yoga-v°.  —  Vdsishthopapu- 
rdna  (°tha-up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-PurSna. 

TRJ  vasu,  us,  m.  (fr.  rt.  6.  vas),  N.  of 
Vishnu  (as  dwelling  in  all  beings)  ;  the  soul  ;  the 
Supreme  Being  considered  as  the  soul  of  the  universe. 

—  Vdsu-pujya,  as,  m.  the  twelfth  Jina  of  the  present 
era.  —  Vdsu-bhadra,  as,  m.  a  N.  of  Krishna. 
Vdsu,  us,  (.  (in  theatrical  language)  a  young  girl, 

maiden. 

=TT?jfiR  vdsuki,  is,  m.  (fr.  vasuka,  said  to 

be  a  N.  of  Kas"yapa),  the  serpent  VSsuki,  sovereign 
of  the  snakes.  —  VdsuJii-hrada,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a lake. 

Vdsulteya,  as,  m.  the  serpent  Vasuki.  —  Vdsu- 

keya-tivaftri,  sd,  f.  'sister  of  Vasuki,'  epithet  of  the 
goddess  Manasa  (presiding  over  serpents  and  regarded 
as  wife  of  Jarat-karu). 

^RJ'ai  vdsukra,  as,  m.  (fr.  vasu-kra),Ved. 
a  patronymic  of  Vasu-karna  ;  of  Vasu-krit. 

c|ltj<^  vasudeva,  as,  m.  (fr.  vasu-deva), 
'son  of  Vasu-deva,'  epithet  of  Krishna;  a  descendant 
of  Vasu-deva  ;  N.  of  a  class  of  persons  peculiar  to 

the  Jainas  ;  N.  of  an  author  ;  of  a  poet  ;  of  a  phy- 
sician. —  Vdsitdeva-priyaitkait,  f.  a  kind  of  shrub 

(  =  3atdi-ari).  —  Vd8tidevopamshad  (°ra-up°),  t, 
f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  more  recent  Upanishads  of  the 

Atharva-veda. 

c)|*JU  vdsura,  f.  (fr.  rt.  6.  vas  or  rt.  vas), 
night  ;  the  earth  ;  a  woman  ;  a  female  elephant. 

vdso-da,  uaso-yuga.     See  col.  2. 

{vusaukas.     See  col.  2. 
vdskala.     See  vashkala,  col.  I. 

vdsta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vasta),  made  or 
derived  from  a  goat,  coming  from  goats,  goatish, 

(also  written  tjdsta.) 
Vdstika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  goats;  (am),  n.  a 

collection  of  goats. 
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vastata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  ras/u),  sub- 
stantial, real ;  being  anything  in  the  true  sense  of  the 

word,  substantiated,  fixed,  determined,  demonstrated  ; 

(a),  f.  dawn ;  (am),  n.  anything  fixed  or  appointed. 

—  Vt'utiii-iixli'i,  f. 'real  twilight,'  night,  (according 
to  some  this  is  not  a  compound  but  two  words, 

dawn,'  being  the  explanation  of  taitavS,) 
Vattarika,  as,  i,  am,  substantial,  real,  material, 

genuine ;  demonstrated. 

tflWm  riiitarya,  as,  a,  am  (anom.  fut. 

part,  of  rt.  6.  txw).  fit  to  be  abided  or  dwelt  in,  fit 

to  be  inhabited;  making  a  habitation,  inhabiting, 

dwelling ;  (at),  m.  a  dweller,  resident,  inhabitant, 

citizen,  dependant ;  [cf.  grama-v0.] 

rastu,  «*,  M,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  6.  vas;  see 

Unidi-s.  I.  7/),  the  site  or  foundation  of  a  house, 

ground  suitable  fjr  building  a  house,  a  building-place, 

building-ground,  site,  ground  [cf.  p«ra-»°]  ;  a  house, 
habitation,  abode,  region  :  (u),  n.  a  kind  of  vegetable 

( -tOstuka).  —  Vastit-taltca,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of 
the  Smriti-tattva.  —  Vdetu-pradipa,  N.  of  a  work. 

—  Vastii-yiiga,  as,  m.  a  sacrificial  rite  observed  on 

measuring  the  ground  and  laying  the  foundation  of 
a  house.  —  Vastu-yu'J'i-t/ittcii,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part 
of  the  Smriti-tattva  (giving  the  rules  for  the  above 

rite).  —  Vtiftu-faitra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Vastu- 
sams'amana  or  rdstu-tums'amaniya,  am,  n.  a  cere- 

mony performed  on  laying  the  foundation  or  setting 

out  the  ground  for  a  new  house,  a  sacrifice  performed 

on  preparing  a  foundation  or  on  entering  a  new  man- 
sion.— Vdstu-ha,  am,  n.  in  Aitareya-Br.  V.  14.  in- 

terpreted to  mean  '  what  is  left  on  the  sacred  spot.' 
-Vastosh-pati,  it,  m.  'lord  of  the  Vistu,'  i.e. 
'  protector  of  the  foundation  of  a  house,'  or  generally 
'  house-protector, '  N.  of  one  of  the  more  recent  deities 
of  the  Rig-veda  (regarded  as  presiding  over  the  founda- 

tion of  a  house,  and  addressed  inVII.  54.  and  VII.  55) ; 

an  epithet  of  India,  (also  written  va*tot-prit!.) 
Vdstuka  or  riutSta,  am,  n.  the  pot-herb  Che- 

nopodium  Album. 

V'attuki,  !.  a  species  of  vegetable  (  —  (Olli). 

\  vasteya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vasti),  relat- 
ing or  belonging  to  the  belly,  abdominal. 

vastra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vastra),  made 
cf  cloth,  covered  with  cloth,  &c. 

f  va-stha  =  vah-stha.    See  under  cor. 

a,  as,  m.  (more  correctly  written 
vashpa,  q.v.),  a  tear,  tears,  hot  vapour,  &c. 

Vaspeya,  as,  m.  the  tree  Naga-kes'ara,  (cRmmonly called  Nageiar.) 

'  vasya.     See  p.  907,  col.  2. 
i.  vah  (also  written  bah ;  connected 

•  with  rt.  I .  vah),  cl.  i .  A.  vdhate  (ep.  also  P. 
tiihati),  vavahe,  vahilum,  to  endeavour,  make  effort, 

strive,  exert  one's  self,  try :  Caus.  viihayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  labour  or  work,  use,  employ,  occupy. 

I.  vdhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  making  effort,  en 
deavouring,  exertion. 

Vdhayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  labour,  employ- 
ing, making  use  of. 

I.  vahita,  as,  a,  am,  exerted,  endeavoured ;  mys- 
tified. 

«TT^  2.  tali,  t,  -hi,  t  (fr.  rt.  I.  vah),  bear- 
ing, carrying,  &c.  (at  the  end  of  comps. ;  cf.  bhdra- 
<jra-v\  Gram.  182.  c). 

Valta,  as,  a,  urn,  bearing,  carrying,  (ati-Mnira- 
Taha,  carrying  too  heavy  burdens) ;  (as),  m.  bear- 

ing, carrying,  drawing;  a  beater,  porter,  carrier  of 
burdens,  &c. ;  any  animal  used  for  draught,  a  bea«t 
of  burden ;  a  horse ;  a  buffalo ;  a  bull ;  any  vehicle, 
carriage,  conveyance,  car  ;  the  arm  ;  air,  wind  ;  a 
measutc  of  capacity  containing  ten  Kumbhas  (nearly 
equal  to  the  weight  of  an  English  wey).  -  i 
d' if/i'il,  mi,  m.  a  buffalo  (said  to  be  so  called  as 
•hostile  to  the  horse').  —  Vaha-bhrnns,J,hrat,  I,  t 
(or  valui-bhrttru,  -bhrat,  t,  t),  falling  from  a  vehi- 

ile,  Hce.—VSha-truktha,  as, 
animals,'  a  horse. 

fttrft '  best  of  draught' 

Vahaka,  a»,  ikd,  am,  bearing,  carrying,  conv
ey- 

ing, conducting ;  (an),  m.  a  porter,  carrier ;  the  driv
er 

of  a  chariot ;  a  horseman. 

3.  vdluina,  am,  n.  the  act  of  carrying,  bearing, 

conveying,  conducting ;  the  act  of  driving  or  govern- 

ing (horses') ;  a  vehicle,  chariot,  carriage,  a  convey- 
ance of  any  kind;  any  animal  used  in  riding  or 

draught,  a  horse,  an  elephant ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

Vluni ;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  wagana,  '  a  chariot ;'  Hib. '««»,  '  a  chariot."] 

Vahayitra,  ind.  having  caused  to  be  conveyed. 

Vahai,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  carries  or  beats  (at 

the  end  of  comps. ;  cf.  etoma-v",  nri-v°,  yir-v°,^ 

brahma-v") ; '  one  who  bears  the  oblation  or  sacrifice' 
"cf.  yajna-v*],  epithet  of  Agni ;  (as),  n.  a  hymn, "Say.  -sMra.) 

Vdliasa,  as,  m.  a  water-course;  a  large  snake 

(f  specially  the  boa  constrictor) ;  the  pot-herb  Mar- silia  Dentata. 

Vahika,  as,  m.  a  car  or  vehicle  drawn  by  oxen ; 

a  large  drum. 

2.  vahita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  be  borne  or  con- 
eved  ;  (am),  n.  a  heavy  burden. 
Vdhin,  I,  ini,  i,  bearing,  carrying  (often  at  the 

end  of  comps.) ;  (i),  m.  a  chariot ;  (ini),  f.  an  army, 
body  of  forces;  a  division  of  an  army  (consisting  of 
8 1  elephants,  81  cars,  243  horse,  405  foot),  a 

battalion;  a  river.  —  Vdhi-ttha,  am,  n.  (for  vahi- 

stha),  the  part  of  an  elephant's  forehead  below  the 

frontal  globes.  —  Va/iini-nives'a,  as,  m.  the  camp  of 
an  army.  —  Vdhini-pati,  is,  m.  the  lord  or  leader 

of  an  army,  a  general,  commanding  officer ;  '  lord  of 
rivers,'  epithet  of  the  ocean. 
Vahishtha,  an,  H,  am,  Ved.  bearing  or  carrying 

best,  bearing  most  effectually,  (according  to  Nirukta 
V.  I  =vodhri-tama.) 

i.  vahika,  as,  a,  am,  carrying,  bearing  burdens; 
(an),  m.  an  ox ;  N.  of  a  priest. 
Vtihuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  charioteer. 
I.  vahya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  carried  or  borne ;  (am), 

n.  a  carriage,  vehicle ;  (as),  m.  any  beast  of  burden, 
an  ox,  horse,  &c. 

Vuhyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  borne,  being 
carried  or  conveyed,  being  conducted  ;  being  driven, 
being  uiged  or  incited ;  being  induced. 

vahadura.     See  bahadura. 

vahirvedika.     See  bdhirvedika. 

2. vahika,  as,  a,  am  (fr.vahis),  outer, 

external ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  country  (said  to  be 
part  of  the  Panjilb). 

1TT3I  2.  vahya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  vahis,  q.  v. ; 

in  the  Veda  usually  written  bahya,  q.  v.),  being  out- 
side, situated  without  (a  city  &c.),  outer,  external, 

exterior  (often  at  the  end  of  a  comp. ;  cf.  d/iarma- 

v",  nagara-v",  veda-v°);  not  belonging  to  the 
family  or  the  country,  strange,  foreign ;  expelled 
from  caste  or  from  society,  an  outcast,  one  of  a  low 
tribe  ;  (as),  m.  a  foreigner  ;  a  proper  N. ;  (at),  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  the  descendants  of  Vahya  ;  of  a  people  ; 
(5),  f.,  scil.  trai!,  the  outer  bark  of  a  tree;  (am, 
ena,  e),  ind.  outside,  on  the  outside  of,  without ; 

(iif),  ind.  from  without.  —  I'M// i/a-kaksha,  as,  m. 
the  outer  side  (of  a  house). -*V  ahya-karana,  am, 
n.  an  external  organ  of  sense.  —  Vahya-karna,  a*, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Naga.  —  Vrihya-kunda,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
NJga.—  Vahyit-liiddhita,  as,  m.  (in  grammar)  an 
external  Taddhila  affix.  —  V  ahyu-tara,  as,  d,  am, 
more  external  or  foreign,  of  a  lower  caste,  a  lower 

outcast  (Manu  X.  30).  —  Vdhya-tas,  ind.  externally, 
out-of-doors,&c. ;  out  of,  outside  of  (with  gen.  or  abl.). 
—  1  ii!ni<i.-tii,  f.  or  vdhya-tva,ftm,n,  the  state  of  being 

outside,  exclusion,  deviation  from. -•  \~iiJnjnto-itui~n, 
<lx,  m.  pi.  'external  mtn,'  N.  of  a  people.  —  Vahya- 
dniti,  is,  f.  'external  solution,'  a  process  in  the 
preparation  of  quicksilver.  -« I ' iihya-prayntna,  as, 
m.  (in  grammar)  the  external  effort  in  the  production 

coition,'  (probably)  the  gratification  of  the  sexual 
impulse  externally  to  the  vulva.  —  Vahya-rastu,  u, 
n.  external  wealth  or  riches.  —  Vilhya-vasin,  i,  ini, 

i,  dwelling  outside  the  village  or  town  (said  of  Can- 
dslas).  —  Vahya-samlihaya,  as,  m.  external  coi- 

tion; [cf.  va/iya-rata.]  —  V<ihyantar  (°ya-an°), ind.  outside  and  inside,  externally  and  internally. 

—  Vahydyama  (°ya-dy°),  as,  m.a  particular  disease 
of  the  nerves.  —  Vahyalaya  (°ya-sl*),  as,  m.  'ex- 

ternal abode,'  the  abode  of  outcasts,  i.  e.  the  country 

if  the  Vahikas.  —  Vahyendriya  (°ya-in"),  am,  n. 
an  outer  organ  of  sense. 

Vahyaka,  f.,  N.  of  a  Srinjarl  (an  older  sister  of 

Upa-vahyaki  and  one  of  the  two  wives  of  Bhaja- 
mana,  Hari-varji'a  2OOI). 

vahyayani,  is,  m.  (fr.  vahya), 

a  patronymic. 

Tlf^vahli,  is,  f.  (also  written  bahli,  balhi, 

q.  v\  N.  of  a  country  lying  north-west  of  Afghanistan, 
Balkh.  —  Vahli-ja,  as,  d,  am,  born  or  b:ed  in  Ba  kh  ; 

(as),  m.  a  Balkh-bred  horse. Vahlika  or  vahlika,  as,  m.  (also  written  liii/ilikii, 

balhika,  balhika,  q.v.),  a  country  lying  north-west 
of  Afghanistan,  Balkh  ;  a  horse  from  Balkh  (considered 

to  be  of  a  good  breed)  ;  one  of  the  principal  Gan- dharvas  or  choristers  of  heaven  ;  a  proper  N.  ;  (am  ), 

n.  saffron  ;  Asa  Fcetida  ;  (as,  i,am),o(  or  belonging 

to  'the  Vahlikas,  spoken  by  the  Vahltkas,  (rahllki 
Ihaitha,  the  language  spoken  by  the  Vahlikas.) 
—  Vahlika-des'a,  as,  m.  the  country  of  the  Vshllkas, 
—  Vahlika-dvlya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the 

country  of  the  Vahlikas. 

f%  i.  vi,  ind.  (thought  by  some  to  be  for 

an  original  dvi,  meaning  '  in  two  parts  ;'  as  a  prepo- sition or  prefix  to  verbs  it  is  opposed  to  sam,  q.v., 

and  expresses)  apart,  apart  from,  asunder,  in  different 
directions,  to  and  fio,  about,  away,  away  from,  off, 

&c.  (e.  g.  vi-yuj,  to  disjoin,  separate  ;  vi-dri,  to 
tear  asunder;  ri-kil,  to  scatter  in  different  direc- 

tions ;  vi-dal,  to  move  to  and  fro  ;  vi-Mhid,  to  cut 

away,  cut  off);  when  prefixed  to  some  roots,  I'i  givt-s 
a  meaning  opposite  to  the  idea  contained  in  the 
simple  rt.  (e.  g.  kri,  to  buy  ;  vi-kri,  to  sell  ;  smri, 
to  remember  ;  ri-smi~i,  to  forget)  ;  in  oiher  cases 
it  appears  either  not  to  affect  or  simply  to  intensify 

that  idea  [cf.  nas,  visas',  him,  vi-hiwi].  VI  may also  be  used  with  verbs  or  nouns,  and  other  parts  of 

speech  derived  from  verbs,  to  express  '  division  '  [cf. 
tri-bhld,  vi-bheda,  vi-bhaj,  vl-bhaga];  'distinction' 

[cf.  m-s"iti1t,  vi-desha,  vi-vid,  vi-vcka"]  ;  '  discrimi- 
nation' [cf.  vy-amtihid,  cij-um&'hecUi];  'distri- 

bution,' 'arrangement,'  'order'  [cf.  ri-dhd,  vi- 

dhand}',  'opposition'  [cf.  ci-rudh,  m-rodha~\; '  discussion,'  '  deliberation  '  [cf.  vi-dar,  vi-t!ara}  ; 

•privation'  [cf.  vi-iii,  i-i-nn>jana~\.  Vi  may also  be  used  with  nouns,  adjective  or  substantive, 
not  immediately  connected  with  verbs,  to  express 

'difference'  [cf.  vi-lakshaita~\  ;  'variety'  [cf.  vi- 

A'ira]  ;  'distinction'  [cf.  ri-*«7*a"|  ;  'intensity,' 
'greatness,'  'largeness'  [cf.  tfJtorild];  'change' 

in  this  sense  ci  is  used  like  ilia,  q.v.,  and  like  3.  a, 

q.  v.) ;  in  this  latter  signification  the  use  of  vi  often 
corresponds  to  that  of  the  Latin  dis,se,  and  the  English 

prefixes  o,  ex,  de,  din,  in,  tin,  &c. ;  [cf.  Old  Germ. 

wi-dar,  '  against ;'  Pers.  ̂   bi,  '  without ;'  perhaps 
Lat.  ti,  in  words  like  re-cors,  re-sanus,  vi  in  di- 
vi-dere;  Lith.  be,  'without;'  Slav.  be£  (perhaps  = 

t-a/ti's).] 

fa  2.  vi,  is,  m.  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  133.  fr.  rt.  va,  the  final  of  the  rt.  being  rejected  ; 
a  form  vi  is  also  given,  and  according  to  some  the 
word  vi  may  be  fr.  rt.  J.  )•(),  Ved.  a  goer;  a  bird 

[cf.  rilta]  ;  a  horse  (from  its  fleetness) ;  a  rein  (ac- 
cording to  Sav.) ;  epithet  of  the  Soma ;  of  a  sacri- 

of  articulate  sounds.— Vdhya-rata,  am,  n. '  external  i  ficer;  the  eye(?);  heaven  (?) ;  the  region  of  th« 



fttTTT  vi-gata. 
vi-kuntha. 
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wind  (?)  ;  [cf.  Zend  vi  ;  Gr.  ol-aivo-s,  al-e-Tu-t, 
&iov,  a&v  ;  Lat.  avis,  mum;  Old  Germ,  ei;  Angl. 

Sax.  «•[/.]  —  I.  ti-yata,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  under  ri- 
gai»),  the  flight  of  birds.  —  I.  vl-tfhaya,  am,  n. 
(for  2.  see  s.  v.),  the  shadow  of  a  flock  of  birds. 

eaWa,  mn-suka,  &c.     See  below. 

vinsati,  is,  f.  (perhaps  contracted 

fr.  dvi-daiati,  '  Iv/o  tens'),  twenty,  a  score;  (<?),  f. 
du.  two  twenties  ;  (tayas),  f.  pi.  many  twenties  ; 

[cf.  Gr.  fiKan,  tiKoai  (Lacon.  fidica-ri}  ;  Lat.  ri- 
ginti  ;  Hib.Jichead  ;  Cambro-Brit.  ugaintJ]  —  Vin- 
satika,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  worth  twenty,  produced 

from  or  bought  with  twenty,  &c.  —  Viniati-tama, 
as,  t,  am,  twentieth.  —  VinMi-bhaga,  as,  ra.  a 
twentieth  part.  —  Viniidi-rarsha-deilya,  as,  a,  am, 

about  twenty  years  old.  —  Yiniatlta  (°ti-i3a),  as,  or 
mntiatliin,  I,  m.  a  governor  of  twenty  villages. 

Vinfa,  as,  I,  am,  twentieth  ;  (as),  m.,  soil,  bhdga, 

a.  twentieth  part  (  =  vinfati-bhdga,  ManuVIII.  398)  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
Vinfaka,  as,  i,  am,  twenty,  an  aggregate  of  twenty. 

Vinfot  in  eka-v°,  pari-v",  q.  q.  v.  v. 
Vinfatima,  abbreviated  for  vintoti-tama  in  pan- 

tavmsatima,  q.  v. 
Viniin,  I,  m.  twenty,  a  score  ;  a  lord  of  twenty 

towns. 

vik,  (in  Panini's  system)  the  aug- 
ment vi  at  the  end  of  a  syllable  of  reduplication, 

(see  Intens.  of  rt.  2.  dyut.) 

fqct  rjika,  am,  n.  the  milk  of  a  cow  that 
has  just  calved. 

f^<*|;7  vi-kankata,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Asteracantha  Longifolia  (  =  go-kslmra). 

r^^^-n  i-i-kankata,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree 
(=granthila). 

focS^  i  .  vi-ka6a,  as,  a,  am,  blown,  opened, 

expanded  (as  a  flower  &c.),  spread  ;  (as),  m.  a  Bud- 
dhist mendicant  ;  epithet  of  Ketu  or  the  personified 

descending  node.  —  Vikadi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti, 
-kartum,  to  cause  to  blow  or  expand,  to  open. 

2.  vi-kada,  as,  a,  am,  having  no  hair,  hairless, 
bald. 

fqeiii  i  .  vi-kata,  as,  a,  am  (see  kata),  large, 
great  ;  formidable,  hideous,  ugly,  uncouth,  horrible, 
frightful  ;  large-toothed  ;  knitted  (said  of  the  brows), 
frowning  ;  changed  in  form  or  appearance  ;  beautiful  ; 
obscure,  obsolete  ;  ((iff},  m.  a  proper  N.  ;  (am},  n. 
a  boil,  tumour  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  female  divinity 

peculiar  to  Buddhists.  —  Yikata-murti,  is,  is,  i,  hav- 
ing a  hideous  or  distorted  shape,  deformed,  ugly. 

—  Yikatanana  (°>a-dn°),  as,  m.  'ugly-faced,'  N. 
of  one  of  the  sons  of  Dhrita-rashtra. 

2.  vi-kata,  as,  a,  am,  having  no  mat,  without  a 

i  vi-kantaka,  as,  m.  a  herbaceous 
plant,  Hedysarum  Alhagi  or  Alhagi  Maurorum  (as 

'  having  no  thorns  '  or  as  (  having  spreading  thorns,' 
=  yavasa). 

i^Kf^vi-katth,  cl.  I.  A.  -katthate  (some- 
times also  P.  -katthatfy,  -katthitum,  to  boast,  vaunt, 

boast  of  (with  inst.,  e.  g.  vidyaya  mkatthate,  he 
boasts  of  his  learning);  to  praise,  praise  ironically, 
mock  ;  to  humiliate  ;  to  speak  ill  of  (with  ace.)  ;  to 
proclaim  loudly,  make  a  noise  about  anything. 
Vi-katthana,  as,  a,  am,  boasting,  vaunting, 

boastful,  speaking  boastfully  or  ostentatiously,  prais- 
ing ;  praising  ironically  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  boast- 
ing ;  the  act  of  proclaiming  loudly  ;  the  act  of  prais- 
ing, praise  ;  ironical  or  false  praise,  irony. 

Vi-katthaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  vaunted,  to  be 
boasted  of,  to  be  praised,  commendable  ;  to  be  praised 
ironically;  ridiculous. 

Vi-katthamdna,  as,  ii,  am,  boasting,  vaunting. 
Vi-katthayitva,  ind.  (auom.  for  vi-katthya),  hav- 

ing praised  ironically,  having  mocked. 

Yi-katlhii,  f.  boasting,  boast,  vaunt ;  praise ;  ironi- 
cal praise,  irony ;  proclaiming. 

Vi-katthin,  I,  inl,  i,  boasting,  vaunting,  pro- claiming. 

1=1 0(1**^ vi-kamp,  cl.  i.A.  -kampate,  -kam- 
pitum,  to  tremble  greatly,  quiver,  heave,  move  about, 
move  from  or  change  a  position ;  to  become  changed 
or  deformed ;  to  shrink  or  retreat  from :  Caus.  P. 

-kampayati,  -yititm,  to  cause  to  tremble,  &c. 
Vi-kapita,  as,  a,  am,  =  v(-kampita. 
Vi-kampa,  as,  a,  am,  trembling,  heaving ;  un- 

steady, not  firm,  inconstant ;  shrinking  from. 
Vi-kampamana,  as,  a,  am,  trembling,  quivering, heaving. 

Vi-kampita,  as,  d,  am,  trembling,  tremulous, 
quivering,  moving  about,  (a-rikampita,  not  trem- 

bling, immovable)  ;  palpitating,  heaving ;  agitated, 
unsteady,  broken,  interrupted  ;  shrinking  from. 

H=t<^  vi-kara,  &c.  See  under  vi-kri, 

p.  910,  col.  i. 
P=l«*<Jrt  ti-kardla,  as,  a,  am,  very,  formida- 

ble or  terrible,  frightful.— Vikarala-ta,  f.  formidable- 
ness,  dreadfulness. 

l=(ctnj}  i .  vi-karna,  as,  i,  am,  having  large 
ears ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Kuru  princes  (on 
the  side  of  Duryodhana  in  the  war  against  the  Pan- 
davas). 

2.  vi-karna,  as,  a,  am,  earless,  having  no  ears. 
Vi-karnika,  as,  m.  the  district  called  SSrasvata 

(in  the  north-west  of  HindOstan,  generally  considered 
to  be  part  of  the  Parijsb,  said  to  be  so  called  as 

being  '  the  region  from  which  Karna  was  excluded'). 
vi-kartana.     See  under  vi-krit. 

vi-karman.     See  p.  910,  col.  I. 

vi-karsha,  &c.    See  under  vi-krish. 

vi-kala,  as,  a,  am  (see  kala),  de- 
prived of  a  part,  destitute  of  a  portion,  deprived  of 

a  limb  or  member,  defective,  imperfect;  wanting, 
failing;  decayed,  impaired,  withered,  waned;  con- 

fused, confounded,  agitated,  sorrowful ;  (as),  m.,  N. 

of  a  Daitya ;  (a,  i),  f.  a  woman  in  whom  menstru- 
ation has  ceased ;  (a),  f.  the  sixtieth  part  of  a 

Kala,  the  second  of  a  degree.  —  Vikala-pdnika,  as, 
m.  one  who  has  a  mutilated  or  withered  hand,  a 

cripple.  —  Vikala-vadha,  as,  m.  'death  of  Vikala,' 
N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  Ganesa-PurSna.  —  Vikalanga 

fla-an°),  as,  i,  am,  having  mutilated  or  defective 
limbs,  deformed,  crippled,  maimed.  -•  Vikali-karana, 
am,  n.  the  act  of  depriving  of  a  limb,  mutilating, 
maiming,  breaking,  spoiling;  confusing,  agitating. 
—  Vikali-kri,  cl.S.P.  -karat i,  -kartum,  to  deprive 
of  a  limb,  mutilate,  maim,  spoil,  break ;  to  agitate, 
confound.  —  Vikall-krita,    as,   a,   am,   mutilated, 
maimed,   impaired,    broken,    injured ;    lame ;    sick ; 
confused,   distressed.  —  Vikall-b/iuta,    as,    a,   am, 
mutilated,  maimed,  defective ;    agitated,    distressed. 

—  Vikalendnya,  (°la-in°),  as,  d,  am,  having  any 
of  the  organs  of  sense  impaired  or  defective. 

vi-kalpa,  Sic.    See  under  vi-klrip. 

vi-kalmasha,  as,  a,  am,  spotless, 
sinless,  guiltless. 

f^oft^dt  vi-kasvara,  as,  d,  am,  for  vi-kas- 
vara,  col.  3. 

f^^nvi-kasha,  f.  =  vi-kasa,  Bengal  mad- der. 

Vi-kashvara,  as,  a,  am,  for  vi-kasvara,  col.  3. 

fV«li^  vi-kas,  cl.  i.  P.  -kasati,  -kasitum,  to 
burst,  become  split  or  divided  or  rent  asunder ;  to 
open,  become  expanded,  blossom,  bloom,  blow  (as 

a  flower) :  Caus.  P.  -kasayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
open,  cause  to  expand  or  blow. 

Vi-kasa,  as,  m.  the  moon ;  (a),  f.  Bengal  madder. 

Yi-kasat,  an,  antl,  at,  opening,  expanding;  bud- 
ding, blowing  ;  glowing. 

Vi-kasiia,  as,  d,  am,  blown  (as  a  flower),  budded, 

opened,  expanded.  —  Vikasita-kumudendivaralo- 
kin  (°da-in°,  °ra-aP),  i,  inl,  i,  looking  like  the 
expanded  white  and  blue  lotus.  —  V'tkasita-vadana- 
kamala,  as,  d,  am,  opening  [her]  lotus-like  mouth. 

Yi-kasta,  as,  ii,  am,  Ved.  split  or  rent  asunder, 
divided,  mutilated,  (S5y.  =  vi-tthinna.) 
Vi-kasvara,  as,  a,  am,  opening,  expanding;  (a), 

f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  rakta-purtarnavd). 
Vi-kasa,  as,  m.  opening,  expanding,  expansion, 

blossoming,  blooming,  budding. 

Vi-kasaka,  as,  ika,  am,  causing  to  expand  or  blow. 
Vi-kdsana,  am,  n.  the  causing  to  expand  or  blow, 

expansion. 
Vi-kdsita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  open  or  blow, 

expanded  ;  radiant,  (in  this  sense  better  vt-kadita.) 
Vi-kasin,  I,  ini,  i,  expanding,  opening,  budding, 

blowing. 

ftc|iT|fT  vi-kanksha,  f.  freedom  from  de- 
sire or  eagerness,  hesitation. 

vi-kara,  &c.     See  under  vi-kri. 

f=i  <*!<•>  vi-kala,  as,  m.  twilight,  evening, 

afternoon,  the  close  of  day  ;  [cf.  taikilika.'] Vi-kalaka,  as,  m.  twilight,  evening;  (ikd),  f.  = 
mana-randhra,  a  perforated  copper  vessel  (which 
when  placed  in  a  pan  of  water  marks  the  time  by 

gradually  filling)  ;  a  sort  of  clepsydra  or  water-clock. 

f%3iT3^  vi-kas,  cl.  I.  A.  -kasate,  -kasitum, 

to  appear,  become  visible,  shine  forth  :  Caus.  P.  -kd- 

$"ayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  appear  or  shine  forth,  dis- 
play, blazon  abroad,  publish  ;  illuminate,  make  clear. 

1.  m-liaia,  as,  m.  appearance,  becoming  visible, 
display,  manifestation,  exhibition  ;  open  or  splendid 
appearance  ;  expanse,  sky,  heaven,  ether  ;  an  open  or 
direct  course  (  =  prasdra,  Kirat.  XV.  52);  an  ob- 

lique  course  (  =  vishama-gati,  Kirst.   XV.  52); 
opening  ;  budding,  blowing  (as  a  flower,  but  in  these 
senses  better  vi-kasa]  ;    pleasure,  joy,  enjoyment. 
—  I.  -ctkasa-ta,  f.  or  i.  wkasa-iva,  am,  n.  appear- 

ance, display;  expansion,  diffusion.  —  Vikafa-bhrU, 

t,  t,  t,  possessing  expansion,  full-blown. 
2.  vi-kas'a,  as,  m.  absence  of  manifestation  or 

display,  solitude,  loneliness,  privacy.  —  2.  mkas"a-ta, 
{.  or  2.  vUxtfa-tta,  am,  n.  absence  of  manifestation, 
loneliness,  solitude. 

Vi-kds'aka,  as,  ika,  am,  displaying,  causing  to 
appear  or  shine  forth,  illustrating  ;  causing  to  expand 
or  bloom,  opening  (  =  vi-kdsaka). 
Vi-ka^ana,  am,  n.  manifestation,  display,  exhi- 

bition, extent;  expansion,  blowing  (of  a  flower;  but 
in  this  sense  better  n-kdsana)  ;  the  causing  to  ex- 

pand or  blow  (  =  ri-kasana). 
Vi-katitct,  as,  a,  am,  made  visible,  displayed, 

made  to  shine,  illumined,  resplendent  ;  expanded. 

Vi-kds~in,  i,  inl,  i,  becoming  visible  or  apparent, 
becoming  manifested,  shining  forth  ;  expanding.spread- 
ing.  developing,  opening,  budding,  blowing,  (in  these 
senses  better  vi-ltasln.) 
Vi-6dkasat,  at,  ati,  at,  Ved.     See  s.  v. 

V  =(  <*l  [V^vi-kdshia  for  vikdsin  and  vikdsiu, 

q.q.v.v. 

vi-ltasa,  vi-kasita.     See  above. 

vi-kira,  vi-kirat,  &c.     See   under 

vi-kri,  p.  910,  col.  3. 

f^ftf  vi-kukshi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of Ikshvsku. 

vi-kund,  cl.  10.  P.  -kuh6ayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  contract ;  to  bend  or  turn  back. 

Vi-kmidita,  as,  d,  am,  contracted,  crisped,  curled ; 
drawn  into  wrinkles,  knitted  (as  the  brow),  frowning. 
—  Vikmidita-laldta-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  having  a  scowling brow. 

vi-kuntha  (perhaps '  not  blunted,' 

10  Y 
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'  not  worn  out,'  '  ever  fresh  ;'  cf.  a-kun(ha),  N.  of 
Vishnu's  heaven  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  mother  of  Vishnu. 

I'i-kunthita,  as,  a,  am,  obtuse,  blunt;  weak, 
feeble. 

ftr$€T  ci-kusra,  as,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  II.  15. 
said  to  be  ft.  rt.  tat  with  vi),  the  moon,  (said  to 
be  also  written  m-krasra.) 

f%W3{r>i-kuj,  cl.  I.  P.  -kvjati,  -kujitum, 
to  coo,  chirp,  sing  (as  a  bird  &c.),  make  any  cry  or 
sound,  hum,  buzz. 

Yi-l-ujana,  am,  n.  cooing,  chirping,  humming, 

grumbling,  rumbling,  (antra-rikitjana,  rumbling 
of  the  bowels.) 

ftWTn  vi-kun,  cl.  10.  P.  -kunayati,  -yitum, 
Ved.  to  contract. 

//ana,  am,  n.  a  side-glance,  leer,  wink. 
Vi-kuiiika,  (.  the  nose. 

fo^  ri-iri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute, 
-kartum,  to  make  different,  form  variously,  give  a 
different  shape  to  anything,  transform,  alter,  change, 
convert,  cause  to  alter ;  to  cause  any  one  to  change 
his  state  or  opinions;  to  cause  to  change  for  the 
worse,  distort,  deprave,  pervert,  deform,  render  de- 

formed, spoil;  to  display;  to  form  or  produce  variously 
(as  sound,  A.) ;  to  be  changed,  undergo  a  change, 

change  for  the  worse,  deteriorate,  change  one's  state  or 
opinions  (A.) ;  to  rejoice  (A.) ;  to  feel  aversion  (A.) ; 
to  act  in  various  ways  (A.) ;  to  decorate  in  various 
manners ;  to  move  to  and  fro,  become  restless  (A.) ; 

to  put  into  practice,  exercise ;  to  distribute ;  to  ex- 
tend ;  to  destroy,  annihilate ;  to  act  in  a  hostile  or  un- 

friendly way  towards  (with  gen.  or  loc.  of  the  person) ; 

to  contend  together:  Pass,  vi-kriyate,  &c.,  to  be 
changed,  undergo  a  change ;  to  act  as  a  substitute  for, 
act  in  place  of  (with  ace.,  Ved.) :  Caus.  -kdrayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  change  or  be  changed. 
Vi-kara,  at,  m.  sickness,  disease,  loss  of  health. 

Vi-lcarana,  ae,  m.,  scil.  pratyaya,  (in  grammar) 
a  term  for  the  affix  or  conjugational  characteristic 
which  is  placed  between  the  root  and  terminations, 
the  inserted  conjugational  affix;  (according to Panini 
these  affixes  are  iap,  iapo  luk,  flu,  tyan,  6nn. 
to,,  fnam,  u,  yak,  and  6li  with  its  substitutes  tdsi, 
tya,  and  sip,  the  first  eight  of  which  are  added  in 
the  Present,  Imperfect,  Imperative,  and  Potential, 
and  before  a  Krit  which  contains  a  mute  palatal  rf, 
when  these  affixes  denote  the  Kartri  or  Agent,  i.  e. 
the  Active  ;  when,  however,  they  denote  the  Karman 
or  Bhava,  i.  e.  the  Passive  or  Neuter,  then  yak  is 

added  ;  i'li  is  added  in  the  Aorist,  tiisi  in  the  1st 
Future,  eya  in  the  2nd  Future  and  Conditional,  and 
tip  before  Let.) 

1 .  ri-k(iriutLii,  a,  n.  various  business  or  duty  ;  pro- 
hibited or  unlawful  act,  fraud ;  retiring  from  business ; 

(a,  a,  a),  acting  variously;  acting  wrongly.  —  Vi- 
karma-krit,  t,  t,  t,  acting  in  various  ways,  acting 
wrongly  or  illegally,  one  who  does  forbidden  acts. 
—  Vikarma-kriya,   f.   an    illegal   or   immoral   act, 
vicious  conduct.  —  Vikarma-stlta,,  as,  d,  am,  doing 
what  is  illegal  or  immoral,  addicted  to  vice,  engaged 
in  prohibited  acts ;  engaged  in  various  business. 

2.  vi-karman,  a,  a,  a,  not  acting,  free  from  action. 
Vikarmika,  as,  I,  am,  transacting  various  affairs  ; 

doing  forbidden  acts;   acting  wrongly;  (as),  m.  a 
clerk  or  superintendant  of  markets  or  fairs. 

ri-7;/ira,  as,  m.  change  of  form  or  nature,  altera- 
tion or  deviation  from  any  natural  state ;  change  for 

the  worse,  change  from  a  state  of  health,  diseas%, 
sickness ;  a  wound  ;  change  of  mind  ;  change  from 
the  quiescent  condition  of  the  soul,  perturbation, 
emotion,  passion,  feeling,  excitement;  (in  the  SJn-khya 
philosophy)  a  production  or  that  which  is  evolved 
from  a  previous  source  or  pra-k^iti,  q.  v.,  a  modifi- 

cation or  result  of  the  modification  of  the  prnkrilfti/n  h 
or  producers.-.Kttaro-(<i«,  ind.  from  change,  through 
change.  -  Vikdra-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  change, 
condition  of  transforming,  transformation. 

,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  be  changed,  made 

to  undergo  a  change,  converted,  perverted  ;  rendered 
unfavourable  or  unfriendly. 

Vi-kiirin,  i,  in'i.  i,  producing  a  change,  modifying; 
undergoing  a  change  ;  producing  a  change  for  the 
worse,  spoiling  ;  feeling  emotion,  falling  in  love  ;  (i), 

m..  N.  of  the  seventh  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle. 
Vi-kurvdna,  as,  a,  am,  undergoing  or  causing 

a  change  of  form  or  of  mind,  &c.  ;  feeling  emotions 

of  joy,  &c.,  rejoicing,  being  glad. 
Vi-lcrita,  as,  a,  am,  altered,  changed,  modified,  trans- 

formed, changed  in  form  or  feeling  ;  changed  for  the 
worse,  sick,  diseased,  mutilated,  maimed,  deformed, 

disfigured  ;  unnatural  ;  imperfect,  unfinished,  incom- 
plete; affected  by  passion,  overcome  by  emotion  ;  enter- 

taining feelings  of  disgust  or  aversion,  averse,  estranged  ; 
strange,  extraordinary  ;  (am),  n.  change,  alteration  ; 

change  for  the  worse,  a  diseased  state  ;  disgust,  aver- 
sion. —  Vikrita-dariana,  as,  a,  am,  changed  in 

appearance.  —  Vikrita-budd/d,  is,  is,  i,  changed 
in  mind,  estranged,  made  unfriendly  or  ill-disposed. 
—  Vikrita-lofaiia,,  as,  a,  am,  having  excited  eyes. 
—  Vikrita-vadana,  an,  a,  am,  having  a  distorted 

face,  ugly-faced.  —  Vikritdkdra  (°ta-dk°),  as,  a, 
am,   changed    in  form  or   appearance,   misshaped, 

distorted  in  form.  —  Vikrttakriti  (°ta-dk°),  is,  is,  i, 
having  a  deformed  shape  or  aspect.  —  Vikritaitga 

(°to-a»°),  as,  d,  am,  changed  in  form,  having  mis- 
shaped limbs,  deformed.—  Vikritdnana  (°to-an°),  as, 

a,  am,  having  a  distorted  countenance,  ugly-faced. 
Vi-kriti,  is,  f.  change,  alteration  of  any  kind  (as 

of  purpose,  mind,  form,  nature,  &c.),  change  from 
a  natural  or  healthy  state,  sickness,  disease  ;  change 
from  a  quiescent  state,  emotion,  anger,  wrath,  fear  ; 

(in  the  SStfkhya  philosophy)  a  production  or  that 
which  is  evolved  from  a  previous  pra-kriti  or  pro- 

ducer (see  vi-kdra,  col.  I  )  ;  fermented  or  spirituous 
liquor  ;  a  species  of  metre  (the  stanza  consisting  of 
four  lines  of  two  syllables  each,  variously  arranged)  ; 

=  dimbha  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of 
a  king.  —  Vikrtti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessed  of 
change,  changed  ;  diseased,  wounded  ;  changeable. 

—  VikrUi-vijndniya,  N.  of  a  chapter  hi  the  Ash- 
tarrga-hridaya-samhita. 

Vi-kriti,  (.  =  vi-kriti  above. 
Vi-kriyd,  f.  alteration,  change  ;  transformation, 

change  of  mind,  &c.,  any  change  from  a  natural  or 
quiescent  state,  disease,  injury,  mischief,  emotion, 

anger,  any  sudden  affection  or  seizure  [cf.  bh' 
;  a  preparation  or  dish  of  rice,  &c. 

iqcpn  m-krit,  cl.  6.  P.  -krintati,  -kartitum, 
to  cut  into  or  through,  divide  by  cutting,  tear  to 

pieces,  destroy. 

Vi-karta,  vi-kiirttri  in  go-v°,  q.  q.  v.v. 
\'l-kartana,  as,  m.  the  sun  ;  the  plant  Calotropis 

Gigantea  (  =  ari'a);  a  son  who  has  usurped  his 
father's  kingdom. 

fof3^«n-itris,  Cans,  -karsayati,  -yitum,  to 
make  thin,  emaciate,  attenuate  ;  to  distort,  deform. 

faafre  vi-knsh,  cl.  i.  P.  -karshati,  cl.  6.  P. 
A.  -krishati,  -te,  -harsktum  or  -krashtum,  to  draw 
asunder,  tear  asunder,  drag  apart,  draw  across,  drag  hither 
and  thither,  draw  different  ways,  drag  to  and  fro,  drag 

excessively,  drag  along,  drag  after,  draw  away,  draw 
out,  pull  out,  extend,  draw  away  from  ;  to  withdraw, 
deprive  of,  withhold,  keep  back  ;  to  destroy;  to  pull  or 
drag  or  draw  (in  general)  ;  to  draw  a  furrow,  plough 

(cl.  6)  ;  to  draw  (a  bow-string,  cl.  i),  bend  (a  bow). 
V<-karsha,  as,  m.  dragging  or  drawing  asunder, 

pulling  apart,  pulling  out  ;  an  arrow. 

Vi-karshana,  at,  m.  l  the  distractor,'  one  of  the 
five  arrows  of  KSmadeva;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  draw- 

ing asunder,  pulling,  drawing,  dragging  ;  the  drawing 
(of  a  bow)  ;  the  act  of  dragging  or  throwing  across, 
a  cross  throw  (in  wrestling  &c.). 

Vi-karshat,an,antl,at,  dragging  asunder  or  across. 
Vt-krishla,  as,  a,  am,  dragged  asunder,  drawn 

asunder  or  apart  ;  analyzed  ;  dragged  hither  and 
thither  ;  dragged  excessively  ;  drawn  towards,  attracted, 

dragged,  drawn,  pulled,  drawn  (as  a  bow-string)  ;  drawn 

-kesa. 

out,  extended,  protracted,  long ;  sounded,  making  a 
noise  ( »°  dabdiiyamdna).  —  Vikrifhta-kdla,  as,  m. 

a  long  period,  (rikrishla-kdlais,  iud.  for  a  long 
time  or  extended  period.) 

Vi-kriehya,  ind.  having  drawn  or  dragged  asunder. 
Yi-krishyamdna,as,  d,  am,  being  dragged  asunder, 

being  dragged  or  pulled  about  hither  and  thither. 

ft^  vi-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -karitum  or 
-karitum,  to  scatter  in  different  directions,  throw 
about,  sprinkle,  toss  about,  disperse  ;  to  spread  about, 

expand,  extend ;  to  dissolve ;  to  scatter  over,  over- 
whelm, cover,  fill  with  ;  to  tear  asunder,  split,  rend  ; 

to  revile  ;  to  contaminate. 

Vi-kira,  as,  m.  scattering,  tearing,  one  who  scat- 
ters or  tears,  a  bird,  a  scattered  portion  or  fallen 

fragment,  anything  dropped  ;  a  well. 

Vi-kirana,  am,  n.  (according  to  S'abda-k.  n- kirana),  the  act  of  scattering,  throwing  or  spreading 

about,  dispersing,  tearing ;  spreading  abroad  ;  know- 

ledge, fame ;  (<w),  m.  gigantic  swallow  wort,  Calo- 
tropis  Gigantea  ( =  arka). 
Vi-kirat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  scattering  about, 

sprinkling,  throwing  in  different  directions,  covering 
(with  arrows  &C-). 

Vi-kirna,  as,  d,  am,  scattered  or  spread  about, 
extended,  diffused;  celebrated,  famous.  —  Vikirna- 
A'eva  or  rikirna-murdhaja,  as,  d,  am,  having 

dishevelled  hair.  —  T'i^irna-roman,  a,  n.  or  vikirna- 
sdnjna,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  perfume  (  =  sthauneya). 
Vi-kirya,  ind.  having  scattered  about,  having 

spread  in  different  directions. 
Vi-kiryamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  scattered,  being 

tossed  about,  being  agitated,  &c. 

f%^T^  vi-klrip,  cl.  I .  A.  -kalpate,  -kalpi- 
tum,  to  change  or  alternate  with  (with  inst.) ;  to  be 

doubtful  or  questionable,  be  subject  to  doubt  or  alter- 
native, be  optional  or  not  decided  :  Caus.  P.  -k(il/«i- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  prepare  or  arrange  or  dispose  differ- 
ently ;  to  prescribe  variously ;  to  make,  compose, 

form ;  to  change  or  exchange  with  anything ;  to 
divide  (Ved.) ;  to  weigh  alternatives,  admit  anything 
as  doubtful  or  optional ;  to  choose  one  out  of  two 
alternatives  (Ved.) ;  to  doubt,  consider  as  doubtful, 
be  doubtful  about,  consider  with  distrust ;  to  consider 

possible,  conjecture,  presume ;  to  reflect  upon. 
Vi-kalpa,  as,  m.  alternation,  alternative,  option ; 

distinction ;  uncertainty,  ambiguity ;  indecision,  doubt, 
hesitation;  error,  mistake,  ignorance;  (in  rhetoric) 
antithesis  of  opposites ;  (in  grammar)  admission  of 
an  option  or  alternative,  the  allowing  a  rule  to  be 
observed  or  "not  at  pleasure ;  (us),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people,  (also  read  i-ikalija.)  —  Vikaljia-jiila,  a  snare- 
like  dilemma  from  which  there  is  no  escape.  —  Vikal- 

popahdra  (°pa-ttp°),  as,  m.  an  optional  offering. 
Vi-kalpaka,  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  =  w- 

kalpa;  [cf.  nir-v°,  so-»°.] Vi-kalpana,  am,  n.  the  giving  or  allowing  an 
option  or  alternative,  admitting  of  doubt  or  uncer-         I 

tainty  ;  indecision  ;  inconsideration. 
Yi-kaliiayat,  an,  anti,  at,  preparing  or  disposing 

differently,  composing;  exchanging  with;  weighing 
alternatives,  deliberating,  doubting. 

Vi-k(ilpita,  as,  a,  am,  made  optional,  held  to  be 
optional ;  (in  grammar)  optionally  enforced,  applied 
or  not  at  pleasure,  (a-vikalpita,  not  subject  to 
doubt,  undoubted.) 

Vi-kalpin,  i,  ini,  i,  possessing  doubt  or  indecision, 

possessing  an  illusion,  (nilaioka-vikalpi-kt<a-ni- 
karah,  having  a  mass  of  hair  possessing  the  illusion 
of  the  dark  Asoka.) 

rVcfc'91  i .  vi-kesa,  as,  i,  am,  having  loose  or 
dishevelled  hair ;  (i),  f.  a  woman  with  loose  hair ;  a 
small  braid  or  tress  of  hair  first  tied  up  separately  and 

then  collected  into  the  VenI  or  larger  braid. 
2.  ri-kcda,  as,  i,  am,  hairless,  without  hair,  bald  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni ;  (I),  f.  a  woman  without 
hair;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Siva  manifested  in  the  form 
of  Mah!  or  the  Earth  (one  of  his  eight  Tanus  or 
visible  forms). 
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,  (.  a  piece  of  rag  smeared  with  ghee  or 

other  substances  and  applied  as  a  dressing  to  a  sore, 
a  kind  of  pledget. 

Pq<*l«S  vi-koka,  as,  m.  [cf.  koka],  N.  of  an 
Asura  (son  of  Vrika  and  killed  by  Kalki). 

f«t*l«»  vi-kosha  or  vi-kosa,  as,  d,  am,  with- 
out a  case  or  covering,  without  a  husk,  unsheathed 

(as  a  sword  &c.),  uncovered,  denuded. 

fl«Wj^i  vi-kautuka,  as,  i,  am,  having  no 
desire  or  curiosity,  incurious,  indifferent. 

i  vikka,  as,  m.  a  young  elephant. 

a.   See  under  rt.  vi<S,  p.  913,  col.  2. 

vi-krandita,  as,  a,  am  (see  rt. 
krand),  crying  or  calling  out,  complaint. 

f<*  Jft'T  vi-kram,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -kramati,  -kra- 

mate,  -kramitum,  to  step  beyond,  go  beyond,  pass 
beyond,  to  step  on,  go  on,  walk  on,  step  aside,  move 
or  go  aside,  move  away ;  to  step  or  move  apart  (P.), 
become  divided  ;  to  step  over,  stride  over,  step 

through,  stride  or  stalk  through,  go  through ;  to  ad- 
vance, proceed,  walk,  pass,  go ;  to  attack,  fight  against, 

show  valour  or  prowess  (P.)  ;  to  rise  to  or  towards : 

Caus.  P.  -kramayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  step  or 
stride  over  or  through. 

Vi-krama,  as,  m.  stepping  or  going  beyond,  step- 

ping or  striding  over ;  a  step,  stride,  pace  [cf.  tri-v°]  ; 
going,  proceeding,  walking ;  overpowering,  overcom- 

ing ;  heroism,  prowess,  heroic  valour,  great  power  or 
strength  ;  strength  in  general,  (vikramam  kri,  to  dis- 

play prowess,  use  one's  strength)  ;  N.  of  a  king,  (see 
Vikramaditya);  N.  ofVishnu;  ofacity;  of  the  forty- 

eighth  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle.— Vikrama-karman,  a, 
n.  an  act  of  prowess,  feat  of  valour.  —  Vikrama-ke^a- 

rin,  I,  m.  '  valour-lion,'  N.  of  king  Vikramaditya. 
—  Vikrama-darita  or  vikrama-taritra,  am,  n. 

'  Vikrama's  acts,'  N.  of  thirty-two  stories  (describ- 
ing the  acts  of  Vikramaditya).  —  Vikrama-bdhu, 

iis,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Vikrama-sinha  or  rikrama- 
sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  king  Vikramaditya.  —  Vikrama- 
Jiina,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  valour,  wanting  in 

courage.— Vikramaditya  (°ma-dd°),as,  m. 'valour- 
sun,'  N.  of  a  celebrated  Hindu  king  (of  Ujjjyini  or 
Oujein  and  founder  of  the  era  called  Samvat  [see 
samoat], which  begins  57  B.C.;  he  is  said  to  have 
driven  out  the  Sakas  or  Scythians  and  to  have  esta- 

blished his  dominion  over  almost  the  whole  of 

Northern  India ;  he  was  one  of  the  wisest  of  Hindu 

kings  and  a  great  patron  of  literature ;  nine  cele- 
brated men  of  letters  flourished  at  his  court  [see 

nava-ratna],  and  innumerable  legends  are  related 
of  him  [cf.  cikrama-darila,sinhasana-dvdtrinsat- 
putrikd-varttd]  all  teeming  with  exaggerations  and 
absurdities ;  according  to  some  he  fell  in  a  battle 

with  his  rival  S'2li-vahana,  king  of  the  south  country 
or  Deccan,  and  the  legendary  date  given  for  his  death 
is  Kali  Yuga  3044 ;  there  are,  however,  other  kings 
called  Vikramaditya,  and  the  name  has  been  applied 

to  king  Bhoja  and  even  to  Sali-vahana).  —  ViJtra- 
mdditya-kosha,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Vikrarndrka 

(°ma-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  king  Vikramaditya.  «•  Vi- 
kramdrjita  (°ma-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  acquired  or  con- 

quered by  valour.  —  V ikramonail  (°ma-ur°),  f. 
'  valour-[won]  Urvasi,1  N.  of  one  of  the  three  cele- brated dramas  of  Kalidasa. 

Vi-kramana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  step,  pace,  stride ; 
the  stride  of  Vishnu,  (see  tri-vikrama.) 
Vi-kramaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  stepped  on,  to 

be  overcome  or  overpowered. 

Vi-kramamdna,  as,  d,  am,  stepping  or  passing 
beyond,  traversing,  proceeding  ;  striding  along,  taking 
giant  steps ;  displaying  strength,  overpowering. 
Vikramin,  I,  inl,  i,  displaying  valour  or  prowess, 

powerful,  courageous,  strong ;  chivalrous,  gallant,  ag-  I 
gressive ;  (t),  m.  a  hero  ;  a  lion  ;  N.  of  Vishnu. 

I  i-l.rdnta,  as,  d,  am,  stepped  or  passed  beyond ;  i 
valiant,  mighty,  victorious,  overcoming ;  (as),  m.  a 
hero,  warrior;  a  lion;  N.  of  a  Praj5-pati ;  (am),  n. 

a  step,  stride ;  valour,  prowess,  military  achievement ; 
the  jewel  called  vaikrdnta.  —  Vikrdnta-gati,  is,  m. 
a  man  with  a  portly  gait.  —  Vikranta-lhima,  N. 
of  a  drama. 

Vi-krdnti,  is,  f.  stepping  on,  striding;  a  horse's 
canter  or  gallop ;  heroism,  valour,  power,  prowess. 

Vi-krdntri,  td,  tri,  tri,  displaying  prowess,  valiant ; 
victorious ;  (td),  m.  a  hero,  victor. 

Vi-krdmat,  an,  antl,  at,  stepping  beyond  or 
aside,  striding  on,  passing  beyond ;  stalking ;  dis- 

playing valour  or  strength. 
Vi-dakramdna,  as,  d,  aw,  Ved.  striding,  traversing. 

vi-kraya.     See  below. 

vi-krasra  =  vi-kusra,  q.  v. 

vi-kranti.     See  above. 

vi-kriya.     See  p.  910,  col.  2. 

vi-krt,  cl.  9.  A.  -krmlte,  -kretum,  to 
buy  and  sell,  barter,  trade  (Ved.) ;  to  sell,  vend ;  to 
sell  or  exchange  for  (with  inst.,  e.  g.  gavdm  salia- 
srena  vikriye,  I  sell  for  a  thousand  cows) :  Desid.  A. 
-dkrlshate,  to  wish  to  sell,  to  desire  to  sell  or  ex- 

change for  (with  inst). 

Vi-kraya,  as,  m.  sale,  selling,  vending.  —  Vikra- 
ya-pattra,  am,  n.  a  bill  of  sale.  —  Vikraydnufiaya 
(°ya-an°),  as,  m.  rescission  of  sale.  —  Vikraydrtham 
(°ya-ar°),  ind.  for  sale. 
Vi-krayana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  selling,  vending. 
Vikrayika,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  sells,  selling; 

(as),  m.  a  vender,  salesman,  dealer. 
Vikrayin,  z,  m.  a  seller,  vender. 

Vi-krdyaka  or  n-krdyika,  as,  m.  a  vender,  seller. 
Vi-krlta,  as,  d,  am,  sold ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

Praja-pati;  (am),  n.  sale. 
Vi-kriya,  ind.  having  sold. 
Vi-kretri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  sells,  a  vender, 

seller,  selling. 

Vi-kreya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sold,  saleable,  vendible. 

(VsaiS  vi-krid,  cl.  I.  P.  -krldati,  -kriditum, 
to  play  with,  to  make  a  plaything  of  (with  ace.) ;  to 

sport. Vi-kridita,  as,  d,  am,  played  with,  played ;  (am), 
n.  play,  sport. 

\kjK5^vi-krus,  cl.  I.  P.  -krosati,  -kroshtum, 
to  cry  out,  exclaim;  to  raise  a  cry;  to  sound;  to 
invoke  any  one  (ace.) ;  to  revile. 

Vi-krufya,  ind.  having  screamed,  bawling,  crying  out. 
Vi-kruihta,  as,  d,  am,  called  out,  cried  out,  ex- 

claimed ;  harsh,  abusive,  cruel,  unkind  (as  speech)  ; 

(am),  n.  a  cry  of  alarm  or  for  help ;  abuse. 
Vi-krofat,  an,  antl,  at,  crying  out,  bawling, 

screaming,  shrieking ;  reviling. 

V i-l-rofana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  calling  out;  abas- 
ing, reviling. 

Vi-kroia  nulna,  as,  d,  am,  crying  aloud,  screaming. 
Vi-kroshtri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  calls  or  cries 

out,  calling  out ;  a  reviler. 

vi-klam,  cl.  1. 4.  P.  -kldmati,  -klam- 

yali,  -klamitum,  to  become  faint  or  weak  or  weary ; 
to  be  dispirited  or  dejected,   lose  heart,  despond, 

despair. 
Vi-kldnia,  as,  d,  am,  dispirited,  fatigued,  wearied. 

fejS^vi-klav,  cl.  i .  A.  -klavate,  -klavitum, 
to  become  agitated  or  confused,  to  feel  alarm,  fear. 

Vi-klava,  as,  a,  am  (according  to  some  fr.  rt. 
klu  with  ri),  overcome  with  fear  or  agitation,  con- 

fused, agitated,  bewildered,  confounded :  excited, 
alarmed  ;  disgusted.  —  Vlldava-td,  f.  or  viklava-tm, 
am,  n.  agitation,  confusion ;  alarm,  fear. 

vi-klid,  cl.  4.  P.  -klidyati,  &c.,  to 
become  very  wet  or  moist. 

Vi-klinna,  as,  d,  am,  very  wet  or  moist, 
thoroughly  wetted  ;  decayed,  shrivelled,  withered ; 

old.  —  Viklinna-hridaya,  as,  d,  am,'  moist-hearted,' 
tender-hearted,  one  whose  heart  is  easily  moved with  pity. 

Vi-kleda,  as,  m.  moistening  or  wetting  thoroughly, 
dissolution. 

vi-klishta,  as,  d,  am  (see  rt.  WiY), 

excessively  afflicted  or  distressed,  much  hurt  or  in- 
jured, destroyed  ;  (am),  n.  a  fault  in  pronunciation. 

Vi-kleSa,  as,  m. '  indistinctness,'  an  incorrect  pro- nunciation of  the  dentals. 

fq  ej«u«^  vi-kshanam,  ind.  momentarily, for  a  moment. 

f^^^vi-kshan  or  vi-kshan,  cl.  8.  P.  -ksha- 
noti,  -ksfianitum,  to  wound  or  hurt  severely,  kill. 
Vi-kshata,  as,  d,am,  excessively  wounded  or  hurt, 

torn  asunder,  struck  about ;  (am),  n.  wounding. 

fq «J^  vi-kshar,  cl.  I.  P.  -ksharati,  -ksha- 
rilum,  to  flow  away,  flow  into. 

f<iGjc£  vi-kshal,  cl.  10.  P.  -kshdlayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  wash  off,  wash  away. 

Vi-kshdlita,  as,  d,  am,  washed  off;  bathed. 

fq«ji<c  vi-kshdva,  as,  m.  (see  rt.  ksfiu), 

sneezing,  cough  ;  a  sound. 

vi-kshi,  Caus.  -kshayayati,  -kshapa- 
yati,  -yilurn,Ved.  to  waste,  destroy  completely,  ruin. 
Vi-kshina,  as,  d,  am,  completely  destroyed. 
Vi-kshinaka,  as,  m.  a  destroyer ;  N.  of  the  chief 

of  a  class  of  demigods  attendant  on  Siva  (described 
as  the  ministers  of  destruction  by  pestilential  diseases 
&c.) ;  a  meeting  or  assembly  of  the  gods ;  a  place 
prohibited  to  eaters  of  meat. 

faf%F{vi-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kshipati,  -te, 
-kskeptum,  to  throw  apart  or  asunder,  throw  hither 
and  thither ;  to  throw  away  or  about,  send  hither  and 
thither,  disperse,  scatter,  distribute ;  to  extend,  stretch 
out;  to  let  loose  a  bow-string,  to  shoot  off;  to  cast, 
throw;  to  cast  offer  aside,  discard;  to  reject,  refute. 

Vi-kshipat,  an,  all  or  antl,  at,  throwing  apart, 
throwing  away,  throwing  about,  tossing ;  scattering ; 
agitating ;  pulling,  twitching,  twanging. 

Vi-kshipta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown  apart  or  asunder, 
thrown  about,  cast ;  scattered,  dispersed ;  discarded  ; 
sent,  dispatched ;  agitated,  bewildered,  perplexed ; 
refuted,  falsified. 

Vi-kshipya,  ind.  having  thrown  apart  or  aside, 
having  cast  off  or  discarded  ;  having  stretched  out. 

Vi-kshipyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  thrown  or 
hurled  off,  being  thrown  out,  being  foiled,  disgraced. 

Vi-kshepa,  as,  m.  the  act  of  throwing  apart  or 

asunder,  (darana-v°,  throwing  asunder  of  the  feet, 
striding  with  the  legs  apart) ;  throwing  away,  cast- 

ing, throwing,  projection  (see  vikshepa-tfakti) ', 
sending,  dispatching;  scattering;  confusion,  per- 

plexity, alarm,  fear ;  looking  about  vaguely  or  wildly ; 
refuting  an  argument ;  celestial  or  polar  latitude. 
—  Vikshepa-dhruva,  a,«,  m.  (in  astronomy)  the 

greatest  inclination  of  a  planet's  orbit.  —  Vikihepa- 
dakti,  is,  f.  the  power  of  Maya,  the  projective  power 
of  ignorance  (according  to  theVedanla  phi!.)  or  that 

power  of  projection  which  raises  up  on  the  soul  en- 
veloped by  it  the  appearance  of  an  external  world. 

Vi-kshepana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  throwing  asunder 
or  away,  throwing ;  scattering,  dispersing  ;  sending, 

dispatching ;  confusion  procteding  from  error. 

fisfK  vi-kshira,  as,  m.  the  tree  Calotro- 

pis  Gigantea. 
f%^  vi-kshud,  'cl.  7.  P.  A.  -kshunatli, -ksliimtte,  -kshottum,  to  pound  to  pieces,  bruise, 

crush,  comminute. 

Vi-ltshm}na,  as,  d,  am,  pounded  or  ground  to 

pieces. 

^  vi-kshudh,  cl.  4.   P.  -kshndhyati, 
•kslioddhum,  to  be  hungry. 

foTJl^  vi-kshubh,    cl.    I.    A.,   4.   9.    P. 
-ksholhate,  -kshubhyati,  -kxluibhiuUi,  -kshobhir- 
turn,  to  be  shaken  about  or  agitated  or  tossed  about, 

to  become  greatly  disturbed  or  moved,  to  be  dis- 
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ordered  ;  to  confuse,  disturb  (cl.  9)  :  Caus.  -ksluMia- 
yati,  -yit  um,  to  cause  to  move  or  shake,  agi  tale,  excite, 
disturb,  confuse,  throw  into  disorder  (as  an  army). 

Vi'kthubha,  as,  in.  shaking,  agitating,  agitation, 
confusion,  conflict,  struggle,  trepidation,  alarm,  panic. 
rt^bAoMttot  'M,  <7,  tun,  shaken  about,  agitated, 

tossed  about,  scattered. 

V  i-k«/tubliya,  ind.  having  agitated  or  disturbed, 
disturbing. 

ftra  vikha,  as,  a,  am,  noseless  ;  [cf.  vikhu, 
rilihyn,  tikhra,  rikhrv,,  vigra.]  •-  VHiha-nat,  as, 
in.  epithet  of  Brahma. 

fq«^<j^  ti-khand,  cl.  10.  P.  -khandayati, 
-yitum,  to  break  into  fragments,  break  up,  cut  or 
diride  into  pieces;  to  cleave  or  tear  asunder,  dis- 

member ;  to  scatter,  disturb,  trouble  ;  to  interrupt. 

Vi-khandita,  as,  a,  am,  broken  up,  cut  into 
pieces,  divided  ;  torn  apart  or  asunder,  cleft  in  two  ; 
refuted. 

_  vi-khan,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -khanati,  -te, 
-Icfianilnm,  to  dig  up. 
FMMMMO^  <w,  m.  a  kind  of  hermit  (said  to  be 

so  called  from  living  on  roots;  cf.  vatiihdnasa). 

fawn;  vi-khdda,  as,  m.,Ved.=.sangrdma 
(according  to  Naigh.  II.  1  7). 

vikhdsd,  f.  the  tongue. 

vi-khid,  cl.  6.  P.  -khindati,  -khet- 

tum,  Ved.  to  strike  or  tear  asunder,  rend  apart. 

fa«3  vikhu,  us,  us,  u,  noseless  ;  [cf.  vikha.~] Vikhya,  CM,  a,  am,  =  vikhu,,  noseless. 

r«i«jtr»-M«ra,  a*,  m.  '  hoofless,'  a  goblin, demon,  RJkshasa  ;  a  thief. 

i  vi-khya,  cl.  2.  P.  -khydti,  -khyatum, 
to  look  about,  look  at,  view,  see  ;  to  shine  ;  to  make 
visible,  illuminate  ;  to  celebrate  ;  to  call,  name  : 

Caus.  -khydpayati,  -yitum,  to  make  visible;  to 
make  known,  communicate,  announce,  declare,  pro- 

claim, promulgate,  publish  abroad,  celebrate. 

Vi-khydta,  at,  a,  am,  generally  known,  notorious, 
renowned,  famous,  celebrated;  known  as,  called, 
named  ;  avowed,  confessed. 

Virkhyali,  it,  (.  fame,  celebrity,  notoriety. 

Vi-khydpana,  am,  n.  making  known,  declaring, 
announcing,  publishing  ;  explanation,  exposition  ; 
avowing,  acknowledging,  confessing. 

fe*f  vikhra,   as,   a,  am,   noseless;    [cf. 

vikha.'] Vikliru,  us,  ut,  «,  =  rtiAra,  noseless. 

vi-gan,  cl.  10.  P.  -ganayati,  -yitum, 
to  reckon,  compute,  calculate;  to  deliberate,  con- 

sider, reflect;  to  esteem,  regard  ;  to  consider  as;  to 
disregard,  take  no  notice  of. 

Vi-gajfana,  am,  n.  reckoning,  computing  ;  con- 
sidering, deliberating  ;  reckoning  off,  discharge  of  a debt. 

Vi-ganayya,  ind.  having  reckoned;  having  de- 
liberated or  weighed  ;  not  having  considered. 

Vi-ganita,  as,  a,  am,  reckoned,  calculated  ;  con- 
sidered, weighed;  reckoned  off,  discharged  (as  a debt). 

ri-gad,  cl.  i.  P.  -gadati,  -aaditum, 
to  talk  about,  speak  about,  repeat,  spread  a  report. 
Vi-yada,  Ved.  talking  or  sounding  variously. 

''n,  at,  a,  am,  talked  about,  spoken  about, spread  abroad  (as  a  report). 

f%T*TS  vi-gandhaka,  as,  m.  'having  a bid  smtll,'  the  In-gudi  tree. 
I  .-;/">„//,;,  „,  fc,  {,  smelling  bad]y    hav- unpleasant  smell,  stinking. 
Vi'j'tnilhilca,  f.  =  huputha,  q.  v. 

fan*  vi-gam,  el.  J.  P.  -gaMati,  -gantum 
to  go  away,  pass  away,  depart,  disappear,  cease,  die, 

disperse  :  Caus.  -gamayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  go 
or  pass  away;  to  spend. 

a.  ri-r/ala,  at,  it,  am  (for  I.  m-gata  see  under 
3.  ri),  gone  away,  departed,  disappeared,  ceased,  gone  ; 
dead  ;  parted,  severed,  separated;  freed  or  exempt  from, 
devoid  of;  lost  ;  destitute  of  light,  obscured,  gloomy, 

dark.  —  Yiyata-kalmasha,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 
stain  or  soil,  unsoiled,  free  from  sin,  sinless  ;  pure, 

righteous.  —  Vigata-klama,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose 

fatigues  have  ceased,  relieved  from  fatigue.  —  Vi- 
gata-jndna,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  lost  his  wits. 
—  Vigata-jvara,  as,  a,  am,  cured  of  fever  ;  freed 
from    feverishness   or   morbid    feeling,    freed    from 
trouble  or  distress  of  mind  ;    exempt  from  decay. 

—  Vigata-bhi,  is,  is,  i,  one  whose  fears  are  gone, 
free  from  lezr.—Vigata-manyu,  us,  us,  u,   free 
from  resentment.  —  Vigata^rdga,  as,  a,  am,  devoid 
of  passion  or  affection.  —  Viyata-lakshana,  as,  a, 
am,  devoid  of  good  or  lucky  marks,  unfortunate,  un- 

lucky. <~Vigata-4rika,  as,  a,  am,  destitute  of  for- 
tune,  unfortunate,    unprosperous.  —  Viyata-sankal- 

pa,  as,  a,  am,  devoid  of  purpose  or  design,  without 
resolution.  —  Vigata-meha,  as,  a,  am,  void  of  affec- 

tion. ••  \  igatd-tnieha-sauhrida,   as,  a,  ant,   one 
who  has  relinquished  love  and  friendship.  ••  Vigata- 
spriha,  as,  a,  am,  devoid  of  wish  or  desire,  in- 

different. —  Vigatdrtai'd  (°ta-dr°),  f.  a  woman  in 
whom  the  menstrual  excretion  has  ceased,  one  past 

child-bearing  or  one  past  the  age  of  fifty-five. 
Vi-gama,  as,  m.  departure,  secession,  decease, 

death,  withdrawing,  relinquishment,  separation. 

Vi-gdma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  step,  pace,  stride,  (in 
Rig-veda  I.  155,  4.  applied  to  the  three  strides  of 
Vishnu  ;  Say.  =  vividha-gamana.  ) 

fa'n.  vi-gara,  as,  m.  '  not  swallowing,'  an abstemious  man  ;  a  naked  ascetic  ;  a  mountain. 

vi-garj,  cl.  I.  P.  -garjati,  -garjitum, 
to  roar  out,  cry  out. 

for?  vi-garh,  cl.  I.  A.  -garhate,  -garhi- 
tum,  to  blame,  abuse,  reproach,  revile  ;  to  disdain, 
despise,  contemn:  Caus.  -garhayati,  -yitum,  to 
revile,  rail  at,  vituperate. 

Vi-garhana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  blaming,  blame,  abusing, 
abuse,  censure,  reproach. 

Vi-garhaniya,  as,  d,  am,  reprehensible,  blam- 
able,  bad,  wicked. 

Vi-garhita,  as,  a,  am,  abused,  reviled,  blamed  ; 
disdained,  despised  ;  reprobated,  scouted,  condemned  ; 
prohibited  ;  low,  vile  ;  wicked,  bad. 

1.  m-garhya,  as,  d,  am,  reprehensible,  blamable. 
—  Vigarhya-katAd,  (.  reprehensible  speech,  scandal. 

2.  virgarhya,  ind.  having  blamed  or  reviled. 

fl'le£  vi-gal,  cl.  I.  P.  -galati,  -galitum, 
to  flow  or  ooze  or  trickle  away,  drain  off,  fall  in 
drops,  drip,  distil  ;  to  melt  away,  liquefy,  pass  away, 
disappear,  fade  away,  disperse  ;  to  fall  down  or  out, 
drop  down,  drop  out  ;  to  become  loose  or  untied. 

Vi-galat,  an,  anti,  at,  flowing  away,  trickling, 
dropping,  oozing  ;  melting  away,  dissolving,  fading, 
dispersing. 

Vi-galita,  as,  d,  am,  flowed  away,  flowing, 
trickled,  distilled,  oozed,  fallen,  dropped,  melted 
away,  liquefied,  dissolved  ;  dissipated,  dispersed, 
gone,  decayed  ;  slackened,  untied  (as  a  knot)  ; 
loose,  disordered  (as  hair  or  dress),  untied,  detached. 

—  Vigalita-keila,  as,  a,  am,  having  dishevelled  hair. 
—  Vigalita-nivl,  is,  is,  i,  having  the  knot  untied. 

f%1T  vi-ga  (see  rt.  l.gS),  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti, 
-ydtum,  Ved.  to  go  or  pass  away,  disappear. 

fa  'ill  vi-gana.     See  under  vi-gai,  col.  3. 

fttlt^  vi-gdh,  cl.  I.  A.  -gdhate,  -gdhitum, 
-gddhum,  to  plunge  or  dive  into  (with  ace.  or  loc.), 
bathe  in  ;  to  agitate  or  stir  about,  disturb  ;  to  enter 
into  or  engage  upon  ;  to  enter,  penetrate,  advance 
into,  pervade;  to  come  on,  set  in  (as  a  season,  the 
night,  &c.)  :  Pass,  -gdtiyale,  to  be  plunged  into  or 
penetrated,  to  be  entered  into  or  engaged  ujx>n. 

Vi-gddha,  as,  a,  am,  plunged  into,  (ambhasi 
rigdilha-mdtre,  at  the  very  moment  of  the  water 
being  plunged  into),  bathed  in,  immersed,  bathed, 
bathing  ;  come  on,  advanced,  set  in,  taken  place  ; 

deep,  excessive. 
I  i-gddhri,  dhd,  djir'i,  rlhrl,  one  who  plunges 

into  ;  one  who  agitates  or  disturbs. 

Vi-gd/ut,  as,  m.  the  act  of  plunging  into  (literally 
or  figuratively),  bathing. 

Vi-gdhamdna,  as,  d,  am,  plunging  into,  bathing  ; 
advancing  into,  penetrating,  advancing,  proceeding  ; 
perceiving,  knowing. 

1  i-i/dhya,  ind.  having  plunged  into,  having  bathed, 
having  entered. 

Vi-gdhyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  plunged  into, 
being  agitated,  being  entered  or  penetrated. 

,  as,  d,  am,  void  of  qualities; 
having  no  merit,  worthless,  bad,  barren. 

vi-gup,   Desid.   A.   -juyupsate,  to 
shrink  away  from,  shun. 

1=1  '^C  i'i-gudha,  as,  a,  am  (see  rt.  i.  guh), 
concealed,  hidden  ;  blamed,  reproached,  censured. 

—  Vigudha-ddrin,  I,  ini,  i,  proceeding  or  acting 

secretly. 

flM  vi-gai,  cl.  I.  P.  -gayati,  -gatum,  to 
sing  variously,  sing  discordantly  or  badly  ;  to  decry, 
abuse,  reproach,  blame. 

Vi-gdna,  am,  n.  singing  discordantly,  defamation, 
ill  report,  detraction,  scandal  ;  censure,  reproach. 

Vi-gita,  as,  d,  am,  sung  or  said  variously  ;  badly 
sung  ;  decried,  abused,  reproached  ;  contradicted, 
contradictory,  inconsistent. 

Vi-giti,  is,  f.  singing  in  various  ways,  singing  ill  ; 
reproach,  abuse  ;  contradiction  ;  a  kind  of  metre. 

vigna.     See  under  rt.  i.  vij. 

vigra,  as,  d,  am  (perhaps  for  vi-agra), 
noseless  [cf.  vikha,  &c.]  ;  wise,  (according  to  Naigh. 
III.  \*>=medhd-vin.) 

cl.  9.  P.  -gralhndli,  -granthitum,  to  connect,  tie 
or  bind  together,  wind  round. 

Vi-grathila,  as,  d,  am,  connected;  containing 
knots  ;  having  tubercles  ;  clotted  ;  bound  up,  hin- 

dered, obstructed,  impeded. 

fefl^  ri-grah  (see  rt.  grah),  cl.  9.  P.  A. 
-grihnati,  -grihnite  (Ved.  -griblindti,  -gribhnite), 
-grahitum,  to  stretch  out  or  apart,  spread  out  ;  to  hold 
apart,  keep  separate,  distribute  into  parts,  divide,  dis- 

solve, resolve,  separate  (anything  into  its  constituent 
elements),  isolate  ;  to  quarrel,  fight,  war,  wage  war, 
wage  war  against  (with  ace.);  to  assault,  seize,  lay 
hold  of,  take  up  ;  to  receive  in  a  friendly  manner, 
welcome  ;  to  perceive,  observe  :  Caus.  -yra/iayati, 
-i/  it  it  in,  to  cause  to  fight,  cause  to  wage  war  against  : 
IJesid.  -jiglirikshati,  to  wish  to  fight  against. 
Vi-grihita,  as,  d,  am,  stretched  out  or  apart, 

separated,  divided,  dissolved  ;  isolated  ;  opposed  ; 
encountered  (as  in  fight),  warred  against  ;  obstructed  ; 
seized,  taken  up. 

Vi-grihya,  ind.  having  stretched  out  or  apart, 
having  warred  against  or  contended  with. 
Vi-grihyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  warred  upon 

or  contended  with. 

Vi-graha,  as,  m.  stretching  out  or  apart,  extension, 
expansion  ;  shape,  form,  figure  ;  the  body  ;  (in  gram- 

mar) separation,  resolution,  analysis,  resolution  of  a 
compound  word  into  its  constituent  parts,  the  separa- 

tion or  analysis  of  any  word  capable  of  separation, 

(such  words  are  Kridantas,  Taddhitas,  all  SamSsas 
or  compound  words,  Ekaseshas,  and  all  derivative 
verbs  like  desideratives  &c.  ;  the  only  words  incapable 
of  resolution  being  the  simple  verb,  the  singular  of  the 
noun,  and  a  few  indeclinables  not  derived  from  roots  ; 

all  compounds  being  called  nitya  or  '  fixed,"  when 
their  meaning  cannot  be  ascertained  through  an 

analysis  of  their  component  parts  ;  cf.jamad-agni)  ', 



vigraha-para. 

a  division,  part,  portion;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  opposi- 
tion, encounter,  quarrel,  combat,  strife,  war,  battle  ; 

conflict  (of  the  planets)  ;  disfavour.  —  Vigraha-para, 
as,  d,  am,  intent  on  war,  engaged  in  fighting.  —  Vi~ 

graha-vat,  an,  afi,  at,  having  form  or  figure,  em- 
bodied, incarnate  ;  having  a  handsome  form  or  shape, 

fine,  beautiful.  —  Vigrakdvara  (°ha-av°),  am,  n. 
'  the  posterior  of  the  body,'  the  back. 

1.  ri-grdltyn,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  warred  upon  or contended  with. 

2.  vi-grdhya,  ind.  having  caused  to  wage  war  or 
fight  with. 

Vi-jigrdhayisliu,  us,  m,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of  Caus.), 
wishing  to  cause  to  fight  or  wage  war. 

V  i-jighrikshu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.),  wishing  to 
make  war  or  fight  with,  determined  to  encounter  or 
oppose. 

fatfU  vi-grlva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  the 
neck  or  head  cut  off,  decapitated. 

N'rt  vi-glai,  Caus.  -gldpayatl,  -yitum,  to 
make  distressed,  afflict,  grieve. 

vi-6arin. 
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at  [cf.  vi-ghatt  below],  cl.  I.  A. 

-ghatate,  -yhatitum,  to  become  separate,  crumble 
away,  fly  apart,  burst,  disperse;  to  be  broken  or 

interrupted;  to  be  destroyed:  Caus.  -yhatayati, 
-yitum,  to  tear  apart,  separate,  disperse  ;  to  remove, 
displace. 

Vi-ghatana,  am,  n.  breaking  up,  destruction, 
ruin,  misfortune. 

Vi-gka/ikd,  f.  a  particular  measure  of  time,  the 
sixtieth  part  of  a  GhatikS  or  Chart,  equal  to  twenty- 
four  seconds  (=pala). 

Vi-ghatita,  as,  a,  am,  separated,  divided,  severed  ; 
[cf.  vi-ghattita.] 

f^tZvi-ghatt,  cl.  I.  A.,  10.  P.  -ghattate, 

-ghattayati,  -ghattitum,  -ghattayitum,  to  strike 
or  force  asunder,  break  asunder,  burst  open,  open  (a 
door  &c.)  ;  to  separate,  disperse  ;  to  strike,  shake, 
nib  against,  touch  ;  to  break  (an  agreement),  violate, 
betray. 

Vi-ghatlana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  striking  asunder,  forc- 
ing apart;  opening,  separating,  undoing,  untying; 

striking,  rubbing,  friction  ;  hurting,  offending. 

Vi-ghattita,  as,  a,  am,  struck  apart,  severed, 
dispersed,  opened,  disclosed,  untied,  undone  ;  struck, 
rubbed,  touched  ;  excessively  shaken,  churned  ;  hurt, 
offended. 

Vi-ghattin,  i,  ini,  i,  striking  apart,  striking, touching. 

fa*H  i.  vi-ghana,  as,  d,  am,  cloudless, 
destitute  of  clouds.  —  Vighanendu  (°na-in°),  us,  m. a  cloudless  moon. 

r  2.  vi-ghana,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-han),  an 
implement  for  striking,  a  mallet,  hammer ;  one  who 
destroys  or  overpowers. 

Vi-gkanin,  t,  ini,  i,  Ved.  slaying,  killing ;  (t), 
m.  one  who  slays,  a  slayer,  destroyer. 
Vi-ghdta,  as,  m.  destruction,  killing;  a  blow; 

opposition,  prohibition,  prevention,  impediment, 
obstacle;  abandoning.  —  Vighdta-siddni,  is,  (.  the 
settling  or  removal  of  obstacles  or  impediments. 
Vi-gkStin,  i,  ini,  i,  slaying,  killing,  wounding, 

destroying ;  removing ;  opposing,  impeding,  pre- venting. 

Vi-r/hna,  as,  m.  (occasionally  also  am,  n.),  obstade, 
impediment,  hindrance,  obstruction,  interruption,  pre- 

vention, opposition ;  any  difficulty  or  trouble ;  the  Ca- 
ronda  or  Carissa  Carondas.  -  Viyhna-kara,  as,  i, 
am,  causing  any  obstacle  or  interruption,  opposing, 
impeding,  obstructing.  —  Viglma-kartri,  td,  tri,  tri, 

causing  obstacles.  -  Viglma-kdrin,  i.'ini,  i,  causing 
obstacles,  impeding,  obstructing;  fearful',  formidable, terrible.  —  Viyhna-dhvansa,  as,  m.  the  removal  of 
obstacles.  -  Vighna-ndyuka,  as,  m. '  obstacle-chief,' 
an  epithet  of  Ganes'a,  (this  deity  being  supposed capable  of  causing  or  removing  difficulties  and  being 
therefore  worshipped  at  the  commencement  of  any 

undertaking.)  -  Vigkna-nds'aka,  as,  d,  am,  who  or what  removes  obstacles  or  difficulties ;  (as),  m.  an 
epithet  of  Ganes'a.  -  Vighna-ndsana,  am,  n.  the destruction  or  removal  of  obstacles;  (as),  m.  an 
epithet  of  Ganesa.  -  Vighna-pratikriyd,  f.  the 
counteraction  or  removal  of  an  impediment.  —  Vi- 

ghna-rdja,  as,  m. '  obstacle-king,' epithet  of  Ganes'a. 
—  Vighna-leiSa,  as,  m.  a  slight  obstacle  or  imped 
ment.  -  Vighna-vat,  dn,  ati,  at,  having  obstacle 
obstructed  by  difficulties  or  impediments.  -  Vighru. 
•myhdta,  as,  m.  the  removal  of  obstacles.  -  Vighna 
vindyaka,  as,  m. '  obstacle-remover,'  epithet  of  Ga 
nesa.  -  Vighna-siddhi,  is,  f.  the  settling  or  removd 
of  obstacles.  _  Vighna-hantri,  td,  m.  a  remover  o 

destroyer  of  obstacles.- Vi'ghna-hdrin,  I,  ini, 
removing  obstacles ;  (j),  m.  an  epithet  of  Ganes'a 
—  Vighnes"a  or  vighnefana  or  vighneivara  (°na 
is0),  as,  m.  'obstacle-lord,'  epithet  of  Ganesa.  —  Vi 
ghnes'a-vdhana,  as,  m.  the  vehicle  of  Ganes'a,  a  ra 
—  Vighnes'dna-kdntd  (°na-is">),  f.  '  loved  by  Ga nes'a,'  a  kind  of  white  Durva  grass. 
Vighnaka  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  =  vi-ghna 

preventing,  hindering. 
Viglutaya,  Norn.  P.  mghnayati,  -yitum,  to  im 

pede,  check,  obstruct. 
Viglmita,  as,  d,  am,  impeded,  stopped,  prevented obstructed. 

vi-ghasa,  as,  m.  (see  rt.  ghas),  th 
residue  of  an  oblation  of  food  (offered  to  the  god: 
to  the  Manes,  to  a  guest,  or  to  a  spiritual  preceptor) 
food  in  general;  (am),  n.  bee's-wax. - Vighasdia 
(°sa-«sa),  as,  or  vighasatin,  I,  m.  one  who  eat the  remains  of  an  offering. 

fa  1 1  n  vi-ghdta,  Sic.     See  col.  i. 

f^TT^  vi-ghtish,  cl.  I.  P.  -ghoshati,  -gho- 
shitum,  to  cry  or  proclaim  aloud;  to  sound,  re- sound ;  to  fill  with  noise. 

T  i-ghushta,  as,  d,  am,  cried  out,  proclaimec 
loudly,  cried;  made  to  resound,  resounding,  reso- nant, vocal. 

Vi-ghttshya,  ind.  having  proclaimed  aloud. 
Vi-ghoshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  prodaiming  aloud, proclamation,  crying. 

fa^CT  vi-ghurn,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -ohiirnati,  -te, 
-ghurnitum,  to  roll  about,  whirl  about,  shake  about, be  agitated  ;  to  roll  (the  eyes). 

Vi-ghmnat,  an,  anti,  at,  rolling  about,  shaking ; rolling  (the  eyes). 

Vi-ghurnita,  as,  d,  am,  rolled  or  shaken  about ; 
rolled  (as  the  eyes)  ;  rolling,  shaking. 

fa 'jiff  vi-ghrita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  destitute of  moisture. 

fa^JK  vi-ghrishta,  as,  d,  am,  excessively rubbed  or  ground  ;  rubbed ;  sore. 

vi-ghna.     See  col.  I. 

vi-ghrd,  cl.  I.  P.  -jighrati,  -ghrdtum, 
to  smell  or  scent  out,  find  out  by  smelling,  perceive 
discover ;  to  smell  at,  smell. 

vinkha,  as,  m.  a  horse's  hoof. 

vi6,  cl.  7.  3.  P.  A.  vinakti  (ist 
.  sing,  i-inadmi,  2nd  sing,  vinakshi,  3rd 

pi.  vtiidanti),  vinkte,  vevekti  (3rd  du.  viriktas, 
Rig-veda  VIII.  12,  24),  ret~ikte(/),  vireda,  viride, 
vekshyati,  -te,  avifat,  avaikshlt,  avikta,  vektum, 
to  divide,  separate,  sever;  to  remove  from,  deprive 
of  (with  inst.) ;  to  discriminate,  discern,  judge :  Pass. 
vidyate,  Aor.  atiedi:  Caus.  vedayati,  Aor.  avividat  : 
Desid.  ̂ vivikshati  ;  [cf.  Gr.  eixa,  (perhaps  also) 
eras,  "x-v-os;  Lat.  vito  for  vic-(i)-to,  (according to  some  also)  vinco,  vicis,  invicem,  vitissim;  Old 
Germ,  wichan,  (perhaps  also)  wehsal;  Angl.  Sax. 

wican,  wrixl.'] Vikta,  as,  a,  am,  separated ;  empty,  (probably  for rikta,  q.  v.) 

vi-cakila,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  jas- 

mine ;  another  flowering  plant  (Artemisia,  commonly 
called  Dona) ;  a  particular  shrub,  Vangueria  Spinosa. 

f^^H^vi-Msh,  cl.  2.  A.  -fashte,  -(ashtum, 
to  appear,  shine  (Ved.) ;  to  see  distinctly,  view,  look 
at  (Ved.) ;  to  perceive,  descry,  observe  (Ved.) ;  to 
make  manifest  (Ved.);  to  tell,  declare,  proclaim, 
announce :  Caus.  -dakshayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
see  distinctly,  make  clear  (Ved.). 

Vi-dakshana,  as,  d,  am,  dear-seeing,  far-sighted, 
all-seeing,  discerning,  circumspect,  knowing,  clever, 
wise,  sensible;  able,  proficient,  skilful,  (karya-v°, clever  or  skilful  in  managing  affairs) ;  (as),  m.  a 
learned  Brahman,  Pandit,  a  holy  teacher ;  (o),  f.  a 
sort  of  sun-flower  (  =  ndga-danti). 
Vi-dakshae,  as,  m.  a  teacher,  preceptor,  spiritual instructor. 

„  „  ',  us,  us,  us,  eyeless,  des- titute of  sight,  blind ;  perplexed,  sad ;   (us),  m.  a 

proper  N. fa-qg<.  vi-6atura,  as,  d,  am,  see  Vopa-deva 

VI.  29. 

vi-daya,  &c.     See  p.  914,  col.  i. 

x  vi-dar,  cl.  i.  P.  -farati,  -taritum,  to 
move  or  spread  in  different  directions  (Ved.) ;  to  go 
or  move  about,  wander,  roam,  rove,  ramble  about ; 
to  go  or  gad  about  wantonly  (Manu  IX.  20),  wander 
from  the  right  path;  to  go  or  walk  through,  run 
through,  pass  through,  pervade;  to  march  against, 
attack ;  to  run  out,  come  to  an  end ;  to  go  about 
with,  associate  or  have  intercourse  with  (with  inst.)  ; 
to  proceed,  act;  to  conduct  one's  self,  behave,  live; 
to  make,  do,  perform,  accomplish  ;  to  go  badly,  fail : 
Caus.  -darayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  go  or  roam 
about ;  to  cause  to  wander  from  the  right  path,  se- 

duce ;  to  reflect,  consider,  deliberate,  ponder,  excogi- 
tate; to  examine,  investigate,  ascertain;  to  doubt, 

be  doubtful,  hesitate. 
Vi-darat,  an,  anti,  at,  wandering,  roaming,  going 

about ;  marching ;  acting,  making,  performing. 
Vi-darita,  as,  d,  am,  gone  or  roamed  about,  &c. ; 

(am),  n.  roaming,  roving  about,  wandering. 
Vi-ddra,  as,  m.  deliberation,  discussion,  consider- 

ation,  reflection,    investigation,   examination,    trial, 
disputation,  dispute ;    the  exercise  of  judgment  or 
reason,  discriminating,  distinguishing,  judging,  dis- 

crimination, judgment,  selection,  decision,  determin- 
ation; doubt,  hesitation  ;  prudence.  —  Viddra-kartri, 

td,  m.  one  who  makes  investigation,  a  judge,  investi- 
;ator.  —  Viddra-dintdmani,  N.  of  a  work  on  gram- 

mar. —  Viddra-jna,  as,  d,  am,  knowing  how  to 
discriminate  or  judge,  able  to  decide  on  the  merits 
of  a  case,  a  judge.  -Viddra-bhu,  its,  f.  a  place  for 
discussion,  any  place  for  deliberation  or  judicial  in- 

vestigation, a  tribunal ;  the  judgment-seat  of  Yama 
judge  of  the  dead).-Ftcara-murfAa,  as,  d,  am, 
foolish  or  mistaken  in  judgment.  —  Viddra-instra, 

im,  n.,  N.  of  a  work.  -  Viddra-s~ila,  as,  d,  am, isposed  to  deliberation  or  reflection,   considerate, 
eliberative,  reflective,  thoughtful.  -  Viddra-sthala, 
im,  n.  a  place  for  discussion  or  investigation,  tribunal ; 

logical  disputation.— Viddrdrtha-sumdgama  (°ro- 
;r°),  as,  m.  assembling  for  the  sake  of  trial  or  judg- lent,  an  assembly  for  investigation  or  discussion. 
Vi-ddraka,  as,  m.  an  investigator,  discriminator, 

udge.  —  Viddraka-td,  f.  or  viddraka-tva,  am,  n. 
nvestigation,  deliberation,  discussion. 
Vi-ddrana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  deliberation,  considera- 
on,  examination,  discussion,  investigation,  the  exer- 
se  of  judgment ;    hesitation,  doubt ;    (a),   f.  the 
llmansS  system  of  philosophy,  (see  mimansd.) 
Vi-ddraniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  deliberated  about, 

o  be  discussed  or  investigated. 
Vi-ddrita,  as,  d,  am,  deliberated  about,  considered, xamined,  inquired  into,  discussed,  judged  ;  decided, 
etermined  ;  (am),  n.  deliberation,  discussion. 
Vi-ddrin,  i,  ini,  i,  moving  about,  wandering; anton,  dissolute,  lascivious;  deliberating   judging 

iscussing. 
10  Z 
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I.  rtViin/n,  as.  ii,  am,  to  be  deliberated,  to  be 

weighed  or  discussed,  &c. ;  questionable,  doubtful. 

a.  ti-ddrya,  ind.  having  deliberated,  having  con- 
sidered, See. 

'iryamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  investigated  or 
discussed,  being  under  inquiry. 

1'iViriia,  ii.',  >1,  am,  gone  through,  wandered 
through ;  occupied  or  inhabited  by ;  entered. 

pcj-qf<J3i|  fi-dardika,  f.  cutaneous  erup- 
tion, itch,  herpes,  scab. 

fN«lf*M  ri-farritt.  as,  a,  am,  rubbed, 

smeared,  anointed,  nibbed  with  flagrant  unguents, 
applied  (as  an  unguent). 

N^^ftl  vi-darshani,  is,  is,  i  (see  6ar- 

gkani),  Ved.  seeing  through,  far-seeing,  discerning, 
gifted  with  discernment,  all-beholding,  (Siy.  =  rtse- 
sheiia  sareafya  draskfri) ;  swift,  active. 

1  fsj^ei  vi-fal,  cl.  l .  P.  -dalati,  -6alitum,  to 
more  about,  move  to  and  fro,  shake,  waver,  totter, 

tremble ;  to  move  or  go  away,  depart  from,  swerve 
or  deviate  from  (with  abl.),  go  astray ;  to  fall  off 

or  down ;  to  be  agitated  or  troubled :  Caus.  -ddla- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  move  about,  shake,  wave, 
cause  to  tremble,  make  unsteady,  trouble ;  to  cause 
to  go  away  or  depart  from,  cause  to  turn  off  or  swerve 
from,  detach  from,  lead  away  from ;  to  excite,  stir 
up ;  to  destroy,  rescind. 
Vi-dala,  as,  a,  am,  moving  about,  shaking, 

wavering,  tottering,  unsteady,  unfixed  ;  conceited. 
Vi-dalat,  an,  anti,  at,  moving  about,  going  to 

and  fro,  shaking,  waving. 
Vi-dalana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  moving  or  going 

away  from,  deviating  from,  deviation  ;  unsteadiness, 
fickleness ;  conceit,  self-praise. 

Vi-ialita,  a»,  a,  am,  gone  or  moved  away,  de- 
parted, swerved,  deviated  from. 

Vi-ddla,  as,  d,  am,  coming  between,  intervening. 

fi *| l o» 31  n  vi-diikasat,  at,  all,  at  (Intens. 
part.  ft.  rt.  kdi  with  vi),  Ved.  shining  very  brightly, 
resplendent ;  seeing,  perceiving,  beholding. 

.  vi-dara.     See  p.  913,  col.  3. 

i.  vi-6i  (see  rt.  I.  <S),  cl.  5.  P.  A. 

-finoti,  -Minute,  -detum,  to  segregate,  separate  or 
sever  from  (a  mass),  divide,  select,  pick  out ;  to  take 

away,  remove,  efface,  destroy  (Ved.) ;  to  clear,  pre- 
pare (a  way  or  road ;  in  this  sense  the  form  viti- 

yantu  is  used  in  Rig-veda  I.  90,  4) ;  to  gather  to- 
gether, collect,  bring  together ;  to  distribute  (Ved.) ; 

to  pile  or  heap  up  in  a  wrong  way,  disarrange. 

Vi-dayishtha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  removing  most 
effectually,  efiacing,  (Say.  =  aii-fayena  ndiaka.) 

2.  tfi-di,  if,  m.  f.  a  wave  (  =  ri<S,  q.  v.). 
I.  vi-dinvat,  an,  oil,  at,  selecting,  picking  out; 

gathering  together,  collecting  (as  winnings  &c.). 
Vi-di,  {.  a  wave  (=2.  vi-di  above). 

f^f*  3.  vi-di  (see  rt.  2.  6i;  cf.  vi-fit],  cl. 
5.  P.  A.  (Ved.  also  cl.  3.  P.)  -dinoti,  -dinute,  -dl- 
keti,  Return,  to  discern,  distinguish,  make  anything 
discernible  or  clear,  cause  to  appear ;  to  search 
through,  investigate,  inspect,  examine ;  to  search  for, 
look  for,  long  for. 

Vl-dnya,  a«,  m.  search,  searching  for,  research, 
investigation. 

I '/  t'ayana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  searching  for,  search, research,  seeking. 

as,  a,  am,  searched  through,  searched. 

Vi-iiti,  it,  f.  searching,  search,  research,  consider- ation. 

a.  vt-dinvat,  an,  all,  at,  searching  for,  searching, 
seeking,  considering,  investigating,  discriminating. 

1  Utnnatlui,  at,  m.  search,  discrimination,  judg- ment ;  a  hero. 

Vi-dinvdna,  at,  a,  am,  searching  for,  searching considering,  deliberating,  thinking. 
Vi-deya,  an,  «,  am,  discernible,  distinguishable; 

to  be  searched  for. - 1'ideya-ta.raka,  a«,  S,  am, 

living  stars  which  have  to   be  searched  for,  i.  e. 

separated  by  long  intervals  (  =  rirala-nakfhaira). 

vi-dit  (see  rt.  4.  cit,  which  is  pro- 
bably connected  with  rt.  2.  di;  cf.  3.  ri-di),  cl.  I.  P. 

A.  -detail,  -te,  -detilum,  to  perceive,  notice,  observe, 
enow,  comprehend,  understand,  distinguish  ;  to  be 
jerceived  or  known  (A.),  to  appear:  Caus.,  Ved. 
-dii'tyntl,  -yitum,  to  perceive,  distinguish:  Desid. 
-dikitsati,  to  wish  to  distinguish  ;  to  reflect,  consider, 
xmder ;  to  hesitate  about,  doubt,  be  uncertain. 

Vi-dikitsat,  an,  anti,  at,  doubting,  being  in  doubt 
or  uncertainty. 

Vi-dikitsd,  f.  doubt,  uncertainty ;  error,  mistake. 

Vi-ditta,  as,  d,  am,  perceived,  observed,  perceiv- 
able, manifest. 

vi-titra,  as,  d,  am,  variegated, 

diversified,  speckled,  spotted,  party-coloured,  various, 
varied,  motley ;  painted,  coloured ;  handsome,  beauti- 

ful ;  wonderful,  surprising ;  (a),  f.  a  white  deer ;  (am), 

n.  a  variegated  colour,  party-colour ;  surprise ;  speech 

implying  apparently  the  reverse  of  the  meaning  in- 
tended. —•Viditra-daritra,  as,  d,  am,  behaving  in 

a  wonderful  manner. —  Viditra-dlnans'uka,  am,  n. 
variegated  China  cloth ;  shot  or  watered  China  silk. 
—  Vidilra-td,  (.  or  viditra-tva,  am,  n.  variegation, 
variety  of  colour,  &c.,  spottedness ;  variety,  diversity ; 
wonderfulness,  wonder.  —  Viditra-deha,  as,  i,  am, 
having  a  variegated  or  painted  body ;  elegantly 
formed;  (as),  m.  a  cloud.  —  Viditra-riipa,  as,  d, 
am,  having  various  forms  or  diversified  aspects, 
various,  diverse. "Viditra-virya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
celebrated  king  of  the  lunar  race  (descended  in 
regular  line  from  Soraa,  Pururavas,  Puru,  Dushyanta, 
Bharata,  Kuru,  and  lastly  Santanu,  who  was  his 
father,  his  mother  being  Satyavat! ;  the  latter  before 
her  marriage  with  STlntanu  had  borne  a  son,  named 
Vyasa,  to  the  sage  PatSsara,  which  son,  when  his 
half-brother  Vicitra-vlrya  died  childless,  married  his 
two  widows  and  by  them  became  the  father  of 
Dhrita-rashtra  and  Psndu).  —  Viditravirya-su,  us, 
f.  epithet  of  Satyavat!  (mother  of  Vifrtra-virya  by 
Santanu  and  of  VySsa  by  Parasara).  —  Viditrdaga 

(°ra-an°),  as,  i,  am,  having  variegated  or  beautiful 
limbs,  having  a  spotted  body,  well-formed,  elegant, 
handsome ;  (as),  m.  a  peacock  ;  a  tiger. 
Viditraka,  as,  a,  am,  wonderful,  surprising ;  (as), 

m.  the  birch  tree  ;  (am),  n.  wonder,  astonishment. 
Vi-ditrita,  as,  a,  am,  variegated,  spotted,  coloured, 

painted ;  wonderful. 

fqpqn^  vi-tint,  cl.  10.  P.  -tintayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  perceive,  discern,  observe  (Ved.) ;  to  think 

of,  reflect  or  muse  upon  (with  ace.);  to  consider, 

ponder,  regard,  care  for ;  to  find  out,  devise,  investi- 
gate ;  to  imagine. 

Vi-dintayat,  an,  anti,  at,  thinking  about,  brood- 

ing over. Vi-dintlta,  as,  d,  am,  thought  of,  meditated  on, considered. 

1.  vi-dintya,  an,  d,  am,  to  be  thought  about  or 
imagined. 

2.  vi-dintya,  ind.  having  thought  or  reflected  upon. 

Vi-dintyamdiia,  as,  d,  am,  being  thought  of  or 
considered. 

vi-firna.     See  col.  i. 

,  cl.  i.  P.  -6umbati,  -fumbi- 
tum,  to  kiss,  kiss  warmly. 

fo^W  vi-t&rn,  cl.  10.  P.  -diirnayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  grind,  pound,  pulverize,  crush  to  pieces. 

Vi-durnita,  of,  a,  am,  crushed  or  dashed  to 
pieces,  shattered,  smashed. 

fa^  vi-frit,  cl.  6.  P.  -Mtati,  -tarlitum, 
Ved.  to  untie,  detach,  disconnect,  loosen,  open,  spread 

out,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  67,  4.  vi- 
dritanti  =  ttiitlr  grathnanti,  they  string  together 
or  compose  praises.) 

Vi-t'ritau,  m.  du.  'two  releasers,'  N.  of  two  stars 
the  rising  of  which  promotes  relief  from  disease. 

Vi-t'HIta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  opened,  spread,  (Sly. 

Hla.) 

f«f«itil  vl-6etana,  as,  a,  am,  senseless, 
unconscious,  lifeless,  inanimate,  dead. 

Vi-detas,  as,  ai,  ae,  senseless,  mindless,  ignorant, 
stupid ;  sad,  perplexed,  unhappy ;  wise  (Ved.). 

%^  vi-tesht,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -ieshtati,  -te, 
-deshlitum,  to  move  the  limbs  about,  writhe,  wallow, 

struggle,  stretch,  sprawl ;  to  exert  one's  self;  to  bestir 
one's  self,  strive,  be  active,  act ;  to  struggle  or  act  ag.iinst 

(with  loc.);  to  conduct  or  behave  one's  self:  Caus. 
-deshtayati,  -yitum,  to  set  in  motion,  rouse  to  action. 

Vi-deslitat,  an,  anft,  at,  struggling,  making  exer- 
tion, striving;  sprawling. 

Vi-desh(amuna,  as,  a,  am,  struggling,  writhing, 

striving,  exerting  one's  self. Vi-deshtayat,  an,  anti,  at,  setting  in  motion, 
rousing  to  action. 
Vi-dcshta,  f.  movement,  effort,  exertion,  conduct, 

behaviour. 

Vi-deshtiia,  as,  a,  am,  struggled,  striven,  tried, 
endeavoured,  acted,  exerted,  done ;  investigated,  in- 

quired into ;  acted  badly,  done  foolishly,  inisdone, 

ill-judged  ;  =  2.  ri-gata;  (am),  n.  exertion,  enter- 
prise, effort,  undertaking  ;  action,  act ;  gesture ;  sen- 

sation (e.  g.  ann.nga-mdeshtitam,  a  thrilling  sensa- 
tion or  movement  produced  by  love) ;  evil  or  malicious 

aet,  machination,  trickery. 

fa «4<^i . vi-Mhad  (see  rt.i.tkad), cl.  lo.P. 
'ddhddai/(iti,-yitutn,  to  uncover,  unclothe,  undress. 

r^TjaeJ  2.  vi-t(had  (see  rt.  3.  (had),  cl.  10. 
P.  A.  or  Caus.  -dhandayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  render or  return  homage  (?). 

\'i-i'dhanda  or  vi-ddhanduka,  as,  m.  a  building 
consisting  of  several  stories  and  surrounded  by  a 

portico ;  a  palace,  temple. 
I  /  ' 't'haiidas (?), an  inferior  kind  of  metre;  [cf. dhanda*.] 

f^-aA^^S  fl-fchardaka,  as,  m.  (=ri-cchan- 
daka  above),  a  large  building,  temple,  palace ;  [cf. 
2.  dhardis.] 

f%«3i<^*f  vi-66hardana,  am,  n.  (said  to  be 
fr.  rt.  dhrid  with  vi),  the  act  of  vomiting,  ejecting, 
disregarding;  wasting (?). 

Vi-ddhardita,  as,  d,  am,  vomited,  ejected ;  disre- 

garded, neglected  ;  diminished,  impaired. 

f-4-aim  2.  vi-Mhaya,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see 

p.  909,  col.  i),  destitute  of  shadow,  shadowless ;  (as), 
m.  a  jewel,  gem. 

Vi-ddhdyaya,  Nom.  P.  -ddhayayati,  &c.,  to  free 
from  shadow. 

f%f3^  vi-Mhid  (see  rt.  i.  dhid),  cl.  7.  P. 
A.  -ddltinatti,  -ddhintte,  -ddliclhim,  to  cut  or  tear 
asunder,  cleave  or  split  in  two,  break  asunder,  divide, 

separate;  to  cut  off,  break  off;  to  interrupt,  inter- 
cept, disturb ;  to  destroy ;  to  be  divided  (Ved.) : 

Pass,  -dihidyate,  to  be  cut  asunder ;  to  be  cut  off  or 
destroyed ;  to  come  to  an  end,  cease. 

Vi-ddhitti,  if,  f.  cutting  asunder,  dividing,  sepa- 
rating, separation  ;  cutting  off,  excision  ;  breaking 

off,  fracture  ;  interruption,  cessation ;  absence,  disap- 
pearance, loss,  destruction  ;  cesura,  pause  in  a  verse ; 

boundary,  limit  (as  of  a  house  &c.) ;  N.  of  certain 
amorous  gestures  practised  by  a  mistress  or  heroine 
in  a  drama  (described  as  irregularity  or  carelessness 
in  dress  and  decoration);  colouring  or  marking  the 

body  with  coloured  unguents. 
Vi-ddltidya,  ind.  having  cut  asunder ;  having  se- 

parated ;  separatively,  interruptedly,  (viddhidya  m- 
<'<!hi<l>/a,  on  separate  occasions.) 

\"i-i<t:/nilyamdna,  as,  ii,  am,  being  cut  off,  being 

destroyed  or  exterminated. 
\'i-ddlti»na,  as,  d,  am,  cut  asunder,  severed,  se- 

parated, divided,  parted,  scattered,  distributed,  por- 

tioned, shared ;  cut  off ;  broken  off",  broken,  inter- 
rupted, prevented,  intercepted,  ceased,  ended,  termi- 
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nated;  hidden,  absent;  variegated, diversified, coloured, 
anointed,  smeared  or  marked  with  unguents ;  crooked, 

curved. •~Vidt?hinna-dhiima-prasara,  as,  a,  am, 
having  the  free  course  of  the  smoke  interrupted. 

Vi-<i(heda,  as,  m.  cutting  asunder,  dividing,  sepa- 
ration, disjunction,  cutting  off,  breaking  off,  breaking, 

interruption,  termination ;  prohibition,  prevention, 
removal ;  the  division  of  a  book,  a  section,  chapter ; 
dissension,  difference  ;  space,  interval. 

Vi-Mhedaka,  as,  il;d,  am,  cutting  asunder,  di- 
viding, separating,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a  cutter  off,  divider, 

sector. 

Vi-tthedana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  cutting  asunder, 
severing,  dividing,  separating,  &c. ;  destruction. 
Vi-MItedaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  cut  asunder,  to 

be  divided  or  separated,  &c. ;  divisible. 

r=c«J«-  vl-fcliur  (see  rt.  cVmr),  cl.  6.  P. 

-ddhitrati,  -c"dhuritu.m,  to  inlay ;  to  overspread. 
Vi-<!<!hu,rita,  as,  a,  am,  inlaid ;  coated,  overspread, 

covered  ;  anointed,  besmeared ;  suffused. 

Tq<asii  vi-(6ho  (see  rt.  6ho),  Caus.  -cdhd- 

yayati,  -yitum.  Ved.  to  cut  about,  wound. 

fq-M}  vi-tyu,  cl.  i.  A.  -fyavate,  -fyotum,  to 
fall  asunder,  fall  to  pieces,  split  in  two,  peiish  ;  to  fall 
or  depart  from,  deviate  or  swerve  from  (with  abl.) ; 
to  fall  off  or  down,  decline  ;  to  fail,  err,  make  a  mis- 

take ;  to  displace  (Ved.) :  Caus.  -dydvayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  fall  to  pieces,  throw  down,  destroy. 

Vi-dyula,  as,  a,  am,  fallen  apart,  fallen  down, 
slipped  off;  fallen  or  deviated  from,  displaced,  thrown 
down ;  (in  surgery)  separated  from  the  living  part, 
sloughed. 

Vi-fyuti,  is,  (.  falling  to  pieces ;  downfall,  deca- 
dence, decline ;  deviation  from  ;  severance,  separa- 

tion ;  failure,  miscarriage,  (garbha-v°,  miscarriage 
of  the  fetus.) 

fj-j.  vUh  (connected  with  rt.  i.  vi),  cl. 
N  6.  P.  viddhati  or  viddhayati,  vividdha 

or  mtfTiayan-ialmra  (Part.  vivWthvas  or  vivigvae), 
aviddhit  or  aviddhdyit,  viddhitum  or  viddkdyitam, 
to  go,  approach ;  cl.  jo.  P.  vidthayaii,  -yitum,  to 
speak ;  to  shine  [cf.  vigna]  :  Intens.  veviddhiti ;  [cf. 
Gr.  olx*/*cw,  o^xo/^'-] 

|c|  J  i-  vij,  cl.  7.  P.  vinakti,  viveja,  vi- 
"\jishyati,  avijit,  cl.  6.  A.  (usually  with 

prep,  ud)  vijate,  vivije,  vijishyate,  avijishta,  ri- 
jitum,  to  shake,  tremble ;  to  be  agitated  ;  to  tremble 
with  fear  ;  to  fear,  be  afraid ;  to  be  distressed  or 

afflicted ;  cl.  3.  P.  A.  ( =  rt.  rid,  with  which,  as  a  verb 

of  the  3rd  class  in  the  sense  '  to  separate,  discrimi- 
nate/ it  may  be  identified,  see  rt.  vid)  vevekti,  re- 

vikte,  &c.,  to  separate,  divide ;  to  separate  by  the 

reason,  distinguish,  discriminate,  judge ;  to  be  sepa- 
rate, &c. :  Pass,  vijya.lt,  Aor.  aveji :  Caus.  veja- 

yaii,  -yitum,  Aor.  avivijat,  to  terrify,  frighten  : 
Desid.  vivijishati:  Intens.  vemjyate,  vevekti,  to 

shake  or  tremble  violently ;  [cf.  probably  Gr.  di'aaai ; 

Angl.  Sax.  median,  wince."} 
Vigna,  as,  a,  am,  shaken,  trembling,  agitated, 

disturbed,  alarmed ;  [cf.  ud-vigjia.~] 
2.  vij,  m.,  Ved.,  according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 

1.92,  IO.  mjah^pakshiiiah,  'birds,'  but  according 
to  modern  scholars  the  meaning  is  rather  '  dice.' 

Vija,  an,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  trembles  or  is  agitated ; 
a  gamester,  gambler;  a  harasser,  vexer,  (S5y.  on 
Rig-veda  II.  12,  5  =ud-vejaka.) 

Vijitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  apprehended  or  feared. 
1  ijitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  who  or  what  separates  or 

divides,  separating,  &c. ;  (td),  m.  a  discriminator, 
distinguishes  judge ;  a  partner,  co-heir. 

(V WQvi-jagdha ,  as,  a,  am  (see  rt.  I.  jaksli), 
eaten  up,  devoured. 

f=l»l«l«ji  vi-jati-Jcri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kar- 
tum,  to  comb  out  braided  or  matted  hair. 

IMI*^  m-jan,  cl.  4.  A.  -jay ate,  -janitum,  to 
be  born  or  produced ;  to  bear  young,  generate,  en- 

gender, bring  forth,  produce  ;  to  be  transformed. 

Vi-janana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  generating  or  bearing 
young,  bringing  forth,  procreation,  birth,  delivery. 

Vi-janita,  as,  d,  am,  brought  forth,  engendered, 
begotten,  born,  produced. 

Vi-janman,  a,  n.  separate  birth,  birth  in  general ; 
(«,  d,  a),  born  illegitimately,  bastard;  (d),  m.  a 
bastard,  illegitimate  child,  the  son  of  an  outcast  or 
of  a  degraded  Vaisya. 

Vi-jiittt,  as,  d,  am,  born  separately ;  base  bom, 
of  mixed  origin  ;  generated  ;  born  ;  transformed  ; 
(d),  f.  a  woman  who  has  borne  children,  a  mother, 
matron. 

Vi-jdti,  is,  {.  different  origin  or  birth ;  different 
species  ;  different  caste  or  tribe  or  kind. 

Vi-jdtiya,  as,  d,  am,  of  different  or  mixed  origin  ; 
of  different  birth  or  caste ;  of  different  tribe  or  species ; 
of  a  different  kind  or  sort,  dissimilar. 

Vi-jdman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  variously  born,  manifold, 
(Say.  =  vi-jannian.) 
Vi-jayamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  born  or  pro- 

duced :  generating,  producing  offspring. 

Vi-javan,  d,  art,  a,  Ved.  variously  productive, 
prolific,  widely -spreading. 

fV5T»T  vi-jana,  as,  a,  am,  free  from  people, 
private,  lonely,  solitary;  (am),  n.  a  solitary  place, 

desert ;  (e),  ind.  privately. 

f=(ijf»Tr5  vijapila,  am,  n.  (etymology 
doubtful),  mud  (^panka). 

vi-jaya,  mjayin,  &c.     See  below. 

rijayina,  as,  d,  am,  sauce  mixed 

with  the  water  of  boiled  rice ;  [cf.  vijala.'] 

f%»Tt  vi-jara,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  decay, 
fresh,  young;  (am),  n.  a  stalk. 

Piurt  vijala,  as,  d,  am,  m.  f.  n.  sauce  &c. 
mixed  with  rice-water  or  gruel  ( =  vijina,  piddhila). 

f^W^vi-jalp,  cl.  i.  P.  -jalpati,  -jalpitum, 
to  speak  foolishly,  chatter,  talk,  speak  (in  general). 

I  'i-jalpa,  as,  m.  speech,  talk,  idle  or  foolish  talk. 
Vi-jalpita,  as,  d,  am,  spoken  foolishly,  spoken 

or  talked  about. 

fVllrt  vi-jata,  vi-jdti.     See  above. 

N  n  1 1  <(vi-janat.     See  under  vi-jna. 

vi-jdman.     See  above. 

vi-jdmdtri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  an  in- 

ferior daughter's  husband,  defective  son-in-law  (ex- 
plained by  Yaska  as  '  one  who  has  not  all  the  neces- 

sary qualifications,' see  Nirukta  VI.  9,  where  it  is  also 
said  that  the  people  of  the  south  always  speak  of 

this  word  as  denoting  *  a  man  who  has  purchased  his 

wife '). 
ftflT  vi-ji,  cl.  i.  A.  -jay ate  (rarely  P.  -ja- 

yati),  Return,  to  conquer,  vanquish,  be  victorious, 
overcome,  defeat,  overpower ;  to  win  or  acquire  by 
conquest ;  to  contend  victoriously  with  (with  inst.) ; 
to  surpass,  excel :  Caus.  -japayati,  -yitum  (anom. 
Aor.  ajtjayat),  to  cause  to  conquer ;  to  conquer ; 
Desid.  -jigishati,  to  wish  to  conquer ;  to  attack. 
Vi-jaya,  as,  m.  conquest,  victory,  triumph,  over- 

coming, defeating,  overpowering,  excelling ;  a  divine 
car,  chariot  of  the  gods ;  N.  of  Arjuna  ;  of  Yama  ; 
of  a  son  of  Cuncu  ;  of  a  son  of  Jaya ;  of  a  son  of 
Sanjaya ;  of  a  son  of  Jayad-ratha ;  of  a  king  of  the 
Andhra  race ;  of  the  father  of  the  twenty-first  Jina ; 

of  one  of  the  persons  named  S"ukla-Balas  by  the 
Jainas  [cf.  6aia] ;  of  the  founder  of  Buddhist 
civilisation  in  Ceylon;  of  a  particular  auspicious 

period;  of  the  first  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle;  ((7), 
f.,  N.  of  the  goddess  Durga ;  of  one  of  her 
female  attendants ;  of  one  of  the  wives  of  Yama ; 

of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Krisasva ;  of 
various  plants,  hemp,  Cannabis  Saliva,  or  the  tops 
of  the  plant  used  as  a  narcotic;  yellow  myrobalan, 
Terminalia  Chebula  ;  orris  root ;  N.  of  a  particular 
Tithi  or  lunar  day  (the  third,  eighth,  or  thirteenth 

of  a  fortnight) ;  of  a  festival  in  honour  of  Durga  (on 
the  tenth  day  of  the  light  half  of  the  month  AsVina, 
when  the  image  of  Durga  is  cast  into  the  water)  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Vijaya-kuiijara,  as, 
m.  a  royal  or  war  elephant  (which  carries  a  standard). 

—  Vijaya-ddhanda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  necklace,  one 
of  500  rows  or  Aimgs.  —  Vijaya-dindima,  as,  m. 

'drum  of  victory,'  a  large  military  drum.  —  Vijaya- 

tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  V ijaya-das'aml , 
f.  the  tenth   d.i"  of  the  light   half  of  the  month 
AsVina,  the  day  of  the  Dasa-harS,  &c.  —  Vijaya- 

nagara,  am.  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Vija-ya-nandana, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sovereign  of  the  r<ce  of  Ikshvaku. 
—  Vijaya-phul't,  an,  d,  am,  having  victory  for  a 

result.  —  Vijaya-mardala,  as,  m. '  drum  of  victory,' 
a  large  military  drum.  —  Vijaya-rdma,  as,  m.  a 

proper   N.  —  Vijaya-lakshmi,  is,    f.,  N.   of  the 
mother  of  Vctfkata.  —  Vijuya-mt,  an,  atl,  at,  pos- 

sessing victory,  triumphant.  —  Vijaya-sirldld,  is,  f. 
accomplishment  of  victory,  success.  —  Vijaydbhinan- 

dana  (°ya-alha),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  great  warrior  yet 
to  arise  and  to  be  the  founder  of  an  era.  —  Vijayd- 

bhyupdya  (°?/«-a?*A0),  as,   m.  means  of  victory. 
—  Vijayiirtham  (°ya-ar°),  ind.  on  account  of  vic- 

tory, for  victory.  —  Vijaydrthin  (°ya-ar°),  I,  inl,  i, 
seeking  victory,  flesirous  of  conquest.  —  Vijayd-sap- 
tami,  (.  the  seventh  day  of  the  light  half  of  a  month 
falling  on  a  Sunday.  —  Vijayeia  Cya-tfo),  as,  m. 

'lord  of  victory,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Vijayotsava 

(°ya-ut°),  as,  m. '  victory-festival,'  N.  of  a  festival 
in  honour  of  Vishnu  celebrated  on  the  tenth  day  of  the 
light  half  of  the  month  Asvina  ( =  vijaya-daSami). 

Vi-jayanta,  as,  m.  'the  victorious,'  epithet  of 
Indra. 

Vi-jayamdna,  as,  a,  am,  conquering,  victorious, 
triumphant. 

Vijayin,  I,  ini,  i,  conquering,  victorious,  trium- 
phant ;  (i),  m.  a  conqueror. 

Vi-jig'isha,  at,  a,  am,  desirous  of  victory,  wishing 
to  overcome  or  conquer ;  emulous ;  (a),  f.  a  desire 
to  conquer  or  overcome  or  subdue,  wish  to  surpass, 
desire  to  excel,  competition,  emulation,  ambition. 

—  Vijighhd-vivarjita,  as,  d,  am,  devoid  of  am- bition. 

Vi-jigishat,  an,  antl,  at,  wishing  or  striving  to 
conquer. 

Vi-jiglsJtin,  i,  ini,  i,  desirous  to  conquer  or  over- come, desirous  of  victory. 

Vi-jigishu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  victory  or  con- 
quest, desirous  to  overcome  or  surpass,  emulative, 

emulous,  ambitious ;  (  us),  m.  a  warrior  ;  an  invader, 
antagonist ;  a  disputant ;  an  opponent. 

Vi-jita,  as,  d,  am,  conquered,  subdued,  defeated, 
won,  gained.  —  Vijita-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  one  who 
has  conquered.  ••  Vijitdtman  (^ta-atj),  d,  d,  a., 
one  who  has  conquered  himself,  self-subdued.  —  Vi- 

jittira  (°ta-at°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Prithu. 
•—Vijitasana  fta-ds°),  as,  d,  am,  indifferent  about 
a  seat.  —  Vijitendriya  ("ta-in"),  as,  d,  am,  having 
the  organs  of  sense  or  passions  subdued. 

Vi-jiti,  is,  (.  conquest,  victory,  triumphing  over, 
vanquishing  ;  victory  over  various  enemies. 

Vi-jitya,  ind.  having  conquered,  having  won. 
Vi-jetr{,  td,  tri,  tri,  victorious,  a  victor,  conqueror, 

gainer,  winner,  (purdm  vijetri,  'conqueror  of  towns,' 
an  epithet  of  S'iva.) 

f%f*FJTT5ftr<J  vi-jigrdhayishu,  vi-jiyhri- 
Tcshu.  See  p.  913,  col.  I. 

f^r»i«i  vijina,  as,  d,  am,  m.  f.  n.  sauce 
&c.  mixed  with  rice-water  or  gruel ;  [cf.  vijala.] 

1  'ijila  or  vijivila  =  vijina  above. 

(Vfif^liil  vi-jiKirsha,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  cf- 
hri),  wish  or  intention  to  roam  about  or  take  one's 

pleasure. 
Vi-jiltirshii,,  its,  us,  n,  wishing  or  seeking  to 

roam  about  or  sport. 

f^ftro  vi-jihma,  as,  d,  am,  curved,  bent; 
crooked  in  mind  or  purpose,  dishonest,  depraved. 
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vijihma-ta. 

vidambin. 

—  Vijihmn-ta,  f.  or  vijikma-ti-a,  am,  n.  crooked- 
ness, dishonesty,  craftiness. 

ri-jir.  c\.  l.  P.  -jivati,  -jicitum,  to 
revive,  return  to  life. 

f<4jjpi  rijula,  as,  m.  the  silk-cotton  tree. 

fa  iJMTr>--/rimfiA,cl.  1  .  A.  -jrimbhate,  -jrim- 
bhiturn,  to  yawn,  gape  ;  to  open  (intrant.),  unfold, 

expand,  become  expanded  or  developed  or  exhibited, 

spread  out,  blossom  ;  to  extend  ;  to  spring  open,  spring 

back  (as  a  bow)  ;  to  become  displayed,  break  forth 

or  out,  appear,  rise  ;  to  display  activity  or  energy, 
exhibit  courage,  &c. 

\  i-jrimbhana,  am,  n.  yawning,  gaping;  expand- 
ing, unfolding,  displaying,  exhibiting,  extending; 

blossoming,  budding;  pastime,  sport  (especially 
amorous). 

Vi-jrimbhOa,  at,  a,  am,  yawned,  gaped;  ex- 
panded, opened,  unfolded,  displayed,  exhibited,  acted  ; 

blossomed  ;  arisen,  appeared  ;  sported,  wantoned  ; 

(am),  n.  pastime,  sport  ;  wish,  desire  ;  act.  —  T  i- 
jrimbhita-fneha,  as,  a,  am,  displaying  affection. 

f<M^  ri-jeh,  cl.  I.  A.  -jehate,  -jehitum,  to 
open  the  mouth. 
ri-jehamana,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  opening  wide; 

darting  forth,  (Say.  =prakshipat.) 

fqjflM^  vi-joshas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  dis- 
united, estranged  from  each  other,  no  longer  friends. 

ftcwiciyana,  as,  d,  am,  m.  f.  n.  sauce  &c. 
mixed  with  rice-water  or  gruel. 

Vijjala,  at,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  =  vijjana  above; 
(am),  n.  an  xnovt.  —  Yijjala-pura,  N.  of  a  town. 

Vijjila,  a»,  d,  am,  m.  f.  n.  sauce  &c.  mixed  with 
rice-gruel. 

l  i-ijjdkd,  f.,  N.  of  a  female  poet. 

vijjulika,  f.,  N.  of  a  kind  of 
plant  (  —jatulta). 

f^9  vi-jna.     See  below. 

\mf\  vi-jna,  cl.  <).  P.  A.  -jdnati,  -jdnite, 
-jndtum,  to  distinguish,  discern,  understand,  observe, 
perceive,  know,  recognise,  know  thoroughly  or  well, 
have  a  right  knowledge  of;  to  be  familiar  with  ;  to 
find  out,  investigate,  inquire,  ascertain,  learn,  learn 
from  (with  gen.)  ;  to  hear,  to  consider  as  ;  to  explain  ; 
to  become  wise  or  learned  (Manu  IV.  20)  :  Caus. 

-jiiapayati  and  -jnapayati,  -yilum,W  make  known, 
declare,  report,  communicate,  announce  to  any  one 
(ace.)  ;  to  make  any  one  understand,  apprise,  teach, 
instruct  ;  to  make  a  representation  or  request  (in  a 
respectful  manner),  ask,  beg  ;  to  inform  any  one  of 

anything  (with  two  ace.)  :  Desid.  -jtjnasati,  to  wish 
to  understand  or  know,  &c. 

Virjanat,  an,  all,  at,  distinguishing,  understand- 
ing, knowing,  recognising,  possessing  various  or 

extended  knowledge,  wise,  considerate  ;  (an),  m.  a 
wise  man,  sage. 

Vt-jijndta,  f.  a  desire  of  knowing  distinctly,  wish 
to  prove  or  try. 

Vi-jna,  a»,  a,  am,  knowing,  intelligent;  wise, 
learned  ;  proficient,  conversant,  clever,  experienced, 
skilful,  prudent,  discreet;  (o«),  m.  a  wise  man. 

—  I  ijna-tfi,  f.  or  r'ljiin-lrii,  urn,  n.  intelligence, 
wisdom,  learning,  skill,  cleverness.  —  Vijna-biuldhi, 
in,  f.  Indian  spikenard  (^jata-miintl). 

'",  «t,  ii.  n  in,  made  known,  reported,  re- 
presented ;  apprised,  respectfully  informed  or  told. 

I.  information,  representation,  re- 
spectful statement  or  communication  ;  a  report,  an- nouncement. 

'  .UK,  ~i  ,  n  m,  discerned,  understood,  known, 
I;    celebrated,  famous,  notorious.  —  Vijiia- 

turllta  (°(a-ar°),  an,  a,  am,  one  who  is  acquainted with  any  nutter  or  the  true  state  of  a  case. 
i,  I  •'.  (n,  tri,  one  who  knows  or  under- 

stands, an  experienced  person. 

Fi-jnana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  distinguishing  or  per- 

ceiving or  recognising,  discerning,  understanding, 
comprehending,  distinction,  intelligence,  knowledge, 
science,  learning,  worldly  knowledge  of  any  kind 

(including  all  subjects  except  that  understanding  of 
the  true  nature  of  God  or  Brahma  which  is  acquirable 

only  by  abstract  meditation  and  the  study  of  the 
Vedas),  wisdom  ;  business,  employment  ;  music. 

—  Vijimna-kanda,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  !'y'iwH«- kaumiuli,  (.,  N.  of  a  Buddhist  woman.  —  Vijuiimi- 

piida,  as,  m.  (see  pdda),  an  epithet  of  Vyasa.  —  Vi- 
jiidna-bhUisha,  us,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Yoga- 
sara-san-graha,  the  Yoga-varttika,  the  San-khya-sSra, 
and  the  Brahmadarsa.  —  Vijndna-maya,  as,  f,  am, 
consisting  of  knowledge  or  intelligence,  all  knowledge, 
intellectual  (said  of  the  first  or  innermost  of  the 
several  sheaths  of  the  soul).  —  Vijnanamaya-Ttoaha, 

as,  m.  the  sheath  consisting  of  intelligence,  the  in- 
telligent sheath  (of  the  soul,  according  to  the  Vedanta 

philosophy)  or  that  sheath  which  is  caused  by  the 
understanding  being  associated  with  the  organs  of 

perception.  —  Vijiidna-miltrika,  as,  m.  'parent  of 
knowledge,'  an  epithet  of  Buddha.  —  Vijndna-lalita, 
N.  of  a  work.  —  Vijnana-vada,  as,  m.  the  theory 

of  Vi-jiisna,  ideal  theory.  —  Yijnaneivara  (°na- 
ii°),  a*,  m.  'master  of  knowledge,'  N.  of  the  author of  the  MitSkshara  commentary. 

Yijnanika,  as,  I,  am,  learned,  well-informed, 
clever,  skilful,  proficient,  conversant. 

Vi-jnapaba,,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  who  or 
what  makes  known  or  apprises,  making  known, 

giving  information  ;  (as),  m.  an  informant  ;  an instructor. 

Vi-jndpana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  the  act  of  making  known 
or  acquainting,  teaching  ;  representing,  informing  ; 
information,  instruction  ;  respectful  communication  or 

representation. 
Vi-jiiiipanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made  known  or 

represented,  to  be  apprised. 

Vi-jndpita,  as,  d,  am,  apprised,  informed,  in- 
structed ;  respectfully  told  or  represented. 

Vi-jnapti,  is,  f.  representing,  informing  ;  respectful 
communication  or  representation. 

Vi-jnaya,  ind.  having  known  or  perceived,  having 
understood,  having  ascertained,  having  recognised. 

Vi-jneya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  perceived  or  known 
or  understood  ;  cognizable,  intelligible,  comprehen- 

sible, discernible,  recognizable. 

fq-qt.  vi-jvara,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  fever 
or  pain  ;  free  from  distress  ;  exempt  from  decay. 

fqj]>i^4.  vi-jharjhara,  as,  d,  am,  making  a 
harsh  or  rattling  sound,  discordant. 

vinilavindu,  N.  of  a  town. 

vinjdmara,  am,  n.  the  white  of the  eye. 

vinjoli,  f.  a  line,  row,  range. 

*'  ̂ so  wr'*';en  bit;  cf.  rt.  i.md), 
.  \.  P.  vetati,  velitum,  to  sound  ;  to 

curse,  swear  at,  revile. 
Vita,  a»,  m.  a  voluptuary  ;  a  paramour  ;  (in  the 

drama)  the  companion  of  a  prince  or  dissolute  young 
man  or  sometimes  of  a  courtezan,  (he  resembles  in 
some  respects  the  Vidushaka,  being  generally  repre- 

sented as  a  parasite  on  familiar  terms  with  his  asso- 
ciate. but  at  the  same  time  accomplished  in  the  arts 

of  poetry,  music,  and  singing)  ;  a  catamite  ;  a  rogue, 
cheat  ;  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  the  Khayar  tree,  Mimosa 
Catechu;  a  medicinal  salt  (  =  vid-lavana);  a  rat; 
the  orange  tree;  a  branch  and  its  shoot.  —  I.  ril  it- 
pa,  as,  m.  a  keeper  of  catamites.  —  Vita-priyu,  as, 
in.  a  kind  of  tree  (  =  m<idgara}.  —  Vita-m<ilcshika, 
as,  m.  a  sort  of  mineral  (  =  tiipya).  —  Vita-lavana, 
am,  n.  a  medicinal  salt  (  =  vid-lavana,  q.  v.). 

2.  vi/apa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 

III.  145.  fr.  rt.  fit  in  the  sense  'to  sound'),  the 
young  branch  of  a  tree  or  creeper  ;  a  new  shoot  or 
sprout,  branch  (in  general)  ;  a  bush  ;  a  clump,  cluster, 
thicket,  tuft  ;  spreading,  expansion  ;  the  septum  of  the 

scrotum.  —  \'Hapa,-i<u,  ind.  in  branches,  in  shoots. 

iii,  '.  i'"',  i,  having  branches ;  (?),  m.  a  tree 
(in  general) ;  the  large  Indian  fig-tree,  Ficus  Indica. 
—  Vitapi-mriga,  as,  m.  '  tree-animal,'  a  monkey, 

ape ;  [cf.  tarM-mrioa.] 
f«t  (,  g;  vi-tanka  or  vi-tankaka,  as,  am,  m. 

n.  (see  rt.  taak),  a  dove-cot,  an  aviary  (perhaps  in 
this  sense  fr.  2.  vi,  a  bird,  +  lanka) ;  the  loftiest 

point. 

Vi-tanlcita,  as,  d,  am,  marked,  stamped,  laden with. 

ft^Cj  viti,  is,  f.  yellow  sanders.  —  Viti-Tcan- 
thl-rava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  grammarian  Varada-raja. 

fo5T(V,'*i  vit-karikd,  vit-fara,  &c.  See 
under  3.  visit. 

fagc-J  vitthala,  as,  m.  (or  commonly  vith- 
iJiala},  N.  of  a  god  worshipped  at  Pandhar-pur  or 
Punderpoor  in  the  Bombay  presidency,  (he  is  stated 
to  be  an  incarnation  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna  himself, 
who  is  believed  to  have  visited  this  city) ;  N.  of  the 

author  of  the  Prasada  commentary  and  of  the  Vaish- 

nava-siddhanta-dipika.  —  Vit/hala-il'il-f/titfi,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  Kunda-mandapa-siddhi. 

f<4<5mi1  vlt-panya,  vit-pati,  &c.  See 
under  2.  mrf. 

vithanka,  as,  d,  am,  bad,  vile. 

vithara,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Vrihas- 

pati. 

i .  vid  (= rt.  vit,  q.  v.),  cl.  I .  P.  ve- 
dati,  veditum,  to  call  out,  cry  out  against, 

curse,  swear  at,  revile ;  to  break  (?). 
2.  vid,  t,  (.  a  fragment,  bit(?). 

Villa,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  factitious  salt  (procured 
by  boiling  earth  impregnated  with  saline  particles)  ; 
a  particular  kind  of  fetid  salt  (used  medicinally  as  a 

tonic  aperient,  commonly  called  Vit-lavan  or  Bit- 
noben,  cf.  vid-lavana ;  it  is  black  in  colour  and  is 

prepared  by  fusing  fossil  salt  with  a  small  portion  of 
Emblic  Myrobalan,  the  product  being  muriate  of  soda 
with  small  quantities  of  muriate  of  lime,  sulphur, 
and  oxide  of  iron) ;  a  fragment,  bit,  portion  (?). 

—  Vida-gandha,  am,  n.  the  medicinal  salt  described 
above. 

Vidanga,  as,  a,  am,  clever,  able,  skilful,  con- 
versant; (as,  am),  m.  n.  Erycibe  Paniculata,  a 

vegetable  and  medicinal  substance  (considered  of 
great  efficacy  as  a  vermifuge). 

fa3W  vi-damb,  cl.  10.  P.  -dambayati,  -yi- 

tum,  to  imitate,  act  like  (  =  anu-kri),  copy,  emulate, 

simulate  (with  ace.,  e.  g.  tadi'l-rilafitaiii  nilamba- 
yanli,  they  imitate  the  flashes  of  lightning);  to 
give  anything  another  form,  transform,  distort;  to 
impose  upon,  deceive,  cheat ;  to  ridicule,  deride, 
mock ;  to  afflict. 
Vi-damba,  as,  m.  imitation;  afflicting,  distress- 

ing, annoyance. Vi-<lambana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  imitation,  copying, 

assuming  a  similar  appearance  or  dress,  disguise, 

masquerade,  transformation,  imposture,  (l-ii-vidam- 
bana,  (.  base  imposture);  deceiving,  deception, 
fraud,  breach  of  faith  ;  disappointing,  frustrating  ; 
afflicting,  distressing,  vexation,  mortification,  pain, 
distress ;  ridiculing,  ridiculousness,  ludicrousness. 

l~i-dfimlianiya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  imitated,  to  be 
assumed  as  a  disguise ;  to  be  distressed  or  annoyed. 
Vi-dambayat,  an,  anti,  at,  imitating,  copying ; 

assuming,  putting  on  (a  borrowed  dress  or  appear- 

ance). 

I'i-dambita,  fl«,  d,  am,  imitated,  copied,  assumed, 

put  on  (as  a  borrowed  form  &c.),  simulated,  trans- 
formed, distorted  ;  mocked  at,  ridiculed,  derided  ; 

deceived,  disappointed,  frustrated ;  vexed,  mortified  ; 
distressed,  low,  poor,  abject ;  (am),  n.  an  object  of 
ridicule  or  contempt,  despicable  object. 
Vidambin,  i, ini,  i,  imitating,  resembling ;  causing 

deception  or  error. 
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vidaraka,  as,  m.  =  vidalaka,  a  cat. 

fa  iM  vidala,  as,  m.  (also  written  bidala, 

in  Un5di-s.  I.  1  1  7.  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  vid,  '  to  cry  out  ;' 
according  to  others  perhaps  fr.  vii+ala,  'having 
habitation  with  man"),  a  cat  ;  the  eye-ball  ;  (i),  f.  a 
female  cat;  N.of  a  plant  (  =  vidarl,  q.v.).  —  Vidala- 
pada,  as,  m.  a  measure  of  weight  (the  same  as  the 
Karsha  or  weight  of  sixteen  Mashas).  —  Vidala-pa- 
daka,  am,  n.  the  measure  of  a  Karsha. 
Vidalaka,  as,  m.  a  cat  ;  application  of  ointment 

to  the  exterior  of  the  eye  (especially  to  the  eyelids 
when  the  lashes  have  fallen  off  or  are  ulcerated)  ; 
(am),  n.  yellow  orpiment. 

Vidali,  f.     See  under  viddla  above. 

f*)^l  vi-di,  cl.  i.  4.  A.  -day  ate,  -itiyate, 
-dayitum,  to  fly  asunder,  fly  apart,  fly  separately, 
fly  on  one  side  or  obliquely. 
Vi-dlna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  flying  apart  or  ob- 

liquely, one  of  the  different  modes  of  flight  attributed 
to  birds  ;  [cf.  a-vidina  ;  other  modes  of  flight  are 
ava-dina,  uddina,  ni-dina,  pra-dliia,  pari-dina, 
san-dina,  dlna-dinaka,  q.q.v.v.] 
Vi-dinaka,  am,  n.  flying  apart. 

fcfSrf  vidula,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  cane,  Cala- 
mus Rotang. 

r=JfA»)  vidira-ja,  am,  n.  lapis  lazuli, 
(for  vidura-ja,  q.v.) 

f=l  il  *(  ̂   vid-ojas  or  vid-aujas,  as,  m.  (said 
to  be  fr.  vid  or  2.  vis"+  ojas),  N.  of  Indra. 
fVjJ'y  vid-gandha,  vid-yraha,  &c.  See 

tinder  3.  vissh. 

int  (=rt.  vunt),  cl.  10.  P.  vinta- 
^  yati,  Sec.,  to  kill  ;  to  waste  away,  perish, 

decay. 

f^tW  vi-tansa,  as,  m.  (see  rt.  tans),  a  bird- 
cage (perhaps  fr.  2.  vi,  a  bird,  +  tansa),  any  net  or 

chain  or  apparatus  for  confining  beasts  or  birds  ;  [cf. 
f!-tan,«a.] 

fad^ri-taksh,  cl.  i.P.  -takshati,  -takshi- 
tum,  -tashtutn,  Ved.  to  cut  off;  to  cleave  or  split  in 
pieces  ;  to  carve  out,  plane  off,  chisel  ;  to  wound. 

Vi-tashta,  as,  a,  am,  hewn  or  carved  out,  planed, 
fashioned. 

fTrT3?  vi-tad,  cl.  10.  P.  -tailayati,  -yitum, 
to  strike  or  dash  to  pieces  ;  to  strike  back  ;  to  strike 
against  (with  loc.)  ;  to  wound. 

fVrnjJ  vi-tanda,  as,  in.  (probably  con- 
nected with  vi-tad  above),  a  sort  of  lock  or  bolt 

with  three  divisions  or  wards  ;  an  elephant  ;  (a),  f. 
cavil,  captious  objection,  hypercriticism,  perverse  or 
frivolous  argument  (especially,  in  the  Nyaya  phil., 
idly  carping  at  the  arguments  or  assertions  of  another 
without  attempting  to  establish  the  opposite  side  of 
the  question),  frivolous  or  fallacious  controversy  or 
wrangling,  debate,  criticism  (in  general)  ;  an  esculent 
root,  Arum  Colocasia;  the  oleander  plant,  Nerium 
Odorum  ;  a  ladle,  spoon  ;  benzoin  or  storax  (?). 
Vi-tandaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a 

Dharma-sastra. 

vi-tata.     See  col.  2. 

vi-tatha,  as,  a,  am,  untrue,  false, 

incorrect,  unreal,  vain,  futile  ;  [cf.  yathd-tatha.'] —  Vitatha-prayatna,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  efforts 
are  futile,  endeavouring  in  \'am.—Vitatha-maryada, 
as,  a,  am,  incorrect  in  behaviour.  —  Vitathi-krita, 
as,  a,  am,  rendered  vain  or  futile. 

Vi-talhya,  as,  a,  am,  untrue  (  =  vi-tatlM  above). 

Tins  vitadru,  us,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  said  to 
be  situated  in  the  Panjab. 

faid\vi-tan,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -tanot.i,-tanute,-ta- 
nilum,  to  stretch  out,  spread  through,  extend,  expand, 
lengthen  out,  spread  over,  cover  over,  fill  ;  to  spread 

(a  net,  snare,  &c.);  to  stretch  (a  cord  &c.);  to 
draw  or  bend  (a  bow) ;  to  unfold,  develop,  manifest, 
exhibit ;  to  carry  out,  execute,  perform,  accomplish 
(any  rite  or  ceremony) ;  to  offer  an  oblation,  sacrifice, 
&c. ;  to  effect,  cause,  produce ;  to  prepare,  make 
ready,  arrange. 

Vi-tata,  as,  a,  am,  stretched  out,  extended, 
spread  out,  stretched,  expanded ;  lengthened  out, 
lengthened,  elongated,  large,  broad,  wide ;  spread 
over,  covered,  prepared,  diffused,  performed,  accom- 

plished, celebrated;  effected;  (am),  n.  any  stringed 
instrument,  such  as  a  lute,  &c.  —  V itata-ti'a,  am, 
n.  extendedness,  extension,  expansiveness,  largeness. 
—  Vitata-dhanvan,  a,  m.  one  who  has  drawn  a 
bow  to  its  full  stretch.  —  Vitata-vapus,  «s,  us,  us, 
having  an  elongated  body.  —  Vitati-karana,  am,  n. 
the  act  of  stretching  out,  spreading.  —  Vitati-kri,  cl. 
8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  stretch  out, 
expand,  spread.  —  Vitati-krita,  ae,  a,  am,  stretched 
out,  spread,  expanded. 

Vi-tati,  is,  I.  stretching  out,  spreading,  extension, 
expansion  ;  collection,  quantity ;  a  dump,  cluster  (of trees  &c.). 

Vi-tatya,  ind.  having  stretched  or  spread  out,  hav- 
ing spread  through  ;  having  stretched,  having  drawn 

or  bent  (as  a  bow) ;  stretching  into,  extending  far. 
Vi-lanvat,  an,  all,  at,  stretching  or  spreading 

out,  stretching,  extending,  expanding,  bending  (a bow  &c.). 

Vi-tanTdna,as,d,am,  extending,  spreading  out,&c. 
Vi-tana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  stretching  or  spreading 

out,  expansion;  an^  awning,  canopy,  cover;  a  cushion; 
an  oblation, sacrifice;  the  sacrificial  hearth  on  which  the 
sacred  fires  are  kept,  or  the  sacred  fire  itself;  a  heap, 
quantity ;  season,  opportunity ;  (am),  n.  a  form  of 
the  metre  Anushtubh  or  verse  of  four  lines  of  eight 
syllables  each,  (each  line  of  the  stanza  is  said  to  con- 

sist of  two  Iambics,  one  Trochee,  and  one  Spondee) ; 
leisure,  rest,  interval  of  occupation ;  (as,  a,  am), 
empty,  vacant ;  pithless,  sapless ;  dull,  stupid  ;  wicked, 
abandoned.  —  Vitana-mulaka,  am,  n.  the  fragrant 
root  of  Andropogon  Muricatus  (  =  usira).—  Vitdna- 
vat,  (in,  ati,  at,  having  a  canopy  or  awning.  —  Vi- 
tani-karana,  (im,  n.  the  act  of  overspreading  or 
covering.  —  V atarii-ltri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -ku- 

rute, -kartum,  to  spread  over,  extend  over  (as  a 
canopy  &c.),  form  an  awning,  overshadow.  ••  Vi- 
tani-krita,  as,  a,  am,  spread  or  extended  over  (as a  canopy), 

Vitanaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  awning,  canopy, 
(especially)  a  cloth  spread  over  a  large  open  hall  or 
court  (in  which  dancing,  singing,  &c.  are  exhibited) ; 
an  expanse ;  a  heap,  quantity ;  (as),  m.  the  Mada tree. 

•  Vi-ldndya,  Nom.  A.  -lanayate,  &c.,  to  become 
a  canopy,  turn  into  an  awning. 
Vi-tayamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  stretched  out, 

being  spread  abroad  or  overspread,  being  covered  or shaded. 

fqti>J  vi-tanu,  us,  vi,  u,  very  thin,  delicate, 

graceful. r«ffl»^  vi-tantu,  us,  m.  a  good  horse ;  (us), 
(.  a  widow. 

f^K\vi-tap,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -tapati,  -te,  -tap- 

turn,  to  give  out  heat,  be  hot,  burn ;  to  warm  one's self  (or  any  member  of  the  body,  A.) ;  to  be  heated, 
to  feel  or  suffer  pain ;  to  pervade,  penetrate  (Ved.) : 

Caus.  -tiipayati,  -yitum,  to  make  hot,  heat,  warm". 
fVrra^  vi-tamas,  as,  as,  as,  free  from 

darkness,  light;  exempt  from  the  quality  of  igno- 
rance. 

fW«,<y  vi-tarana.     See  under  vi-tri. 

focf  =S  vi-tark,  cl.  10.  P.  -tarkayati,  -yitum, 
to  reason  or  think  about,  make  conjectures  about 
(with  ace.),  to  infer,  conjecture,  guess,  suppose, 
imagine,  think,  believe ;  to  anticipate,  expect ;  to 
deliberate  or  reflect  about,  discuss  (with  ace.) ;  to 
consider  as,  take  for ;  to  find  out,  ascertain. 

Vi-tarka,  as,  m.  reasoning,  argument,  inference, 
conjecture,  guess,  supposition,  opinion,  anticipation, 
discussion  ;  deliberation,  consideration  of  probabilities 
or  alternatives,  doubt,  apprehension  ;  a  teacher,  an 
instructor  in  divine  knowledge. 
Vi-tarkana,  am,  n.  reasoning,  conjecturing,  in- 

ferring, drawing  an  inference,  argument,  discussion, 
reflection  ;  doubt. 
Vi-tarkita,  as,  a,  am,  conjectured,  imagined, 

anticipated,  (a-i-itarkita,  unexpected.) 
i.  vi-tarkya,  ind.  having  deliberated  or  con- sidered, &c. 

a.  n-tarkya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  conjectured  or 
supposed  or  imagined,  questionable,  doubtful. 

f=)ri>^  vi-tarj,  cl.  I.  P.  -tarjati,  -tarjitum, 
to  threaten,  menace,  revile,  abuse,  inveigh  against, blame. 

vi-tarturam,  vi-tarturana.  See 

p.  918,  col.  I. 
fartff  vi-tardi,  is,  f.  or  vitardika,  f.  or 

vitardi,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  trid),  a  raised  square 
piece  of  ground  in  the  centre  of  a  house  or  temple  ; 
a  kind  of  covered  terrace  in  the  middle  of  a  court- 

yard ;  a  quadrangular  seat  or  bench  made  of  wood,  a 
place  in  a  court-yard  for  sitting  in  or  standing  under  ; 
a  floor  on  four  posts,  a  kind  of  altar  or  temporary 

stage  or  shed  in  the  middle  of  a  court-yard  (for  per- 
forming sacrifices  8cc.  =  vedika);  a  covered  tempo- 

rary platform  on  which  idols  are  sometimes  placed  ; 
a  verandah,  balcony. 

Vi-tarddhi,  is,  f.  or  vi-tarddhikd,  f.  or  vi- 
tarddhi,  !.=  vi-tardi  above. 
f<4rM  vi-tala,  am,  n.  the  second  in  order 

of  the  seven  lower  regions  or  regions  under  the 

earth  ;  [cf.  patiila.~\  -  Vitala-lolta,  as,  m.  the  world 
or  lower  region  of  Vi-tala. 

d  vitasta-puri,  f,,  N,  of  a  city. 

vitasta,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  in  the 
Panjab,  now  called  Jhelum  or  Betusta  or  Behut  (the 
Hydaspes  of  the  Greeks;  cf.  panfa-nada). 

flflfe  vi-tasti,  is,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
tat  or  tans  with  prep.  i'i),  a  long  span  measured  by 
the  extended  thumb  and  little  finger,  equal  to  twelve 

An-gulas.  —  Vitasti-des'ya,  as,  a,  am,  almost  aVi- 

tasti  long. 

(=)  rl*-1*)  I  K  vi-tasthana,  vi-tishthamana.  See 
under  i.  ri-shthd. 

(%iii»1  vi-tana.     See  col.  2. 

fafd(*K  vi-timira,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 
darkness,  clear. 

f=(rfl<S  vi-tirna.     See  under  vi-tri. 

fZijfrvi-tud,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -tudati,  -te,  -tot- tum,  to  pierce,  strike,  sting;  to  tear,  scratch;  to 
scourge,  whip:  Caus.  -todayati,  Ved.  -tuddyati, 
-yitum,  to  pierce,  strike,  tear. 
Yi-tudyamana,  as,  5,  am,  being  pierced,  being 

struck,  &c. 

Vi-tunna,  am,  n.  the  pot-herb  Marsilia  Quadri- 
folia  (  =  su-nishannaka)  ;  the  aquatic  plant  S'aivala, 
Vallisneria  Octandra  ;  (a),  f.  the  tree  Flacourtia  Cata- 
phracta  (  =  tdmalaki).  • 
Vitunnaka,  as,  m.  Flacourtia  Cataphracta  ;  (am), 

n.  coriander  seed  ;  blue  vitriol  ;  (ika),  {.  Flacourtia 

Cataphracta. 
ffcfiJV  vi-tushta,  as,  a,  am,  displeased,  dis- 

satisfied. 
ft  (jwfl  vi-tustaya  (fr.  tusta,  q.  v.  +  vi), 

Nom.  P.  -tustayati.  -yitum,  to  comb  out  matted  or 
braided  hair  (  =  began  vijati-kri),  clean  or  smooth 
the  hair. 

f^^vi-trid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -trinatti,  -trintte, 
-tarditum,  to  pierce,  bore,  cleave  ;  to  break  through  ; 
to  excavate. 

II  A 
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rqrj«t_CT°-/rt/),  cl.  4.  P.  -tripyati,  -tarpitum, 
-tarptum,  -traptum,  to  be  satisfied,  become  satiated 

\'i-tripta,  as,  a,  am,  satisfied,  satiated. 

vi-trish,  cl.  4.  P.  -trishyati,  -tarshi- 
tuin,  to  be  thirsty:  Caus.  -tarshayati,  -yitum,  to 
make  thirsty,  cause  to  thirst. 

t=4n««i  ri-trishnn,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 

thirst  or  desire,  satisfied,  content.  —  Yitrishna-td,  (. 
or  fUruhna-tra,  am,  n.  freedom  from  desire,  satiety 

[  vi-tri,  cl.  i.  P.  -tarati,  -taritum,  -ta- 
rttuml  to  pass  aaoss  or  over,  cross  over,  go  over,  go 
or  pass  through,  pervade ;  to  convey  or  bring  away ; 
to  give  away ;  to  give,  grant,  bestow,  allow,  yield, 
afford,  favour  with,  (uttaram  vitrl,  to  favour  with 
an  answer)  ;  to  give  (medicine),  apply  a  remedy ;  to 
forgive;  to  cause,  produce  (=janayati,  Kir3t.  V. 
31) ;  to  do,  perform,  effect ;  to  increase,  enhance : 
Caus.  -tarayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  go  through, 
to  carry  through,  accomplish :  Intens.,  Ved.  -tartur- 
yate,  to  pass  over  vehemently,  labour  or  perform 
energetically. 
Yi-taraya,  am,  n.  the  act  of  crossing  or  passing 

over ;  donation,  gift ;  giving  up,  abandoning. 
Yi-taram,  ind.,  Ved.  widely,  vastly,  exceedingly, 

(Sly.  on  Rig-veda  VIII.  too,  I2  =  aty-antarn.) 
Yi-taritrat,  at,  ati,  at,  Ved.  excessively  carrying 

through  or  accomplishing. 
Yi-tarturam,  ind.,  Ved.  with  alternate  movements, 

alternately,  (Say.  =paraspara-ryatihdrena.) 
Yi-tarturdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  alternating ;  (S5y.) 

injuring,  despoiling  ( =  hinsat,  Rig-veda  VI.  47, 1 7). 
Vi-tirna,  as,  a,  am,  crossed,  passed,  gone  over 

or  through  ;  subdued,  overcome  ;  effaced  ;  conveyed ; 
given,  bestowed,  conferred,  yielded,  afforded ;  widely 
distant.  —  Vitirna-tara,  ax,  d,  am,  more  widely 
distant,  situated  further  off. 

viit,  cl.  10.  P.  (probably  rather  to 
be  regarded  as  a  Nom.  fr.  ritta,  col.  2), 

nttayati,  -yitum,  to  abandon  (especially  by  giving 
away),  to  give,  give  alms. 

\  vitta,  vittaka,  vitti.    See  cols.  2,  3. 

f  vitrapa,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

vi-tras,  cl.  1.4.  P.  -trasati,  -tras- 

yati,  -trasitum,  to  tremble,  be  frightened :  Caus. 
-trdtayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  tremble,  terrify. 

I  i-lratta,  as,  a,  am,  frightened,  alarmed,  terrified. 
Vi-trdsa,  as,  m.  fear,  terror,  alarm. 
Vi-trdsita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  tremble,  fright- 

ened, terrified.  —  Vitrdsita-vihangama,  as,  a,  am, 
having  (its)  birds  frightened  away. 

vi-tvakshana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  =  pt- 

ieshena  tanu-kartri,  one  who  greatly  thins  or 
emaciates  or  destroys  (his  enemies ;  see  rt.  tmiksh). 

vitsana,  as,  m.  an  ox,  bull  (= 
vrithabha). 

|<JVJ   vith  (=rts.  veth,  i.  vidh),  cl.  i.  A. 
x  rethatt,  vivithe  or  rivethe,  vcthishyate, 

arcthiehta,  vethitum,  to  ask,  beg. 

!  vithura,  as,  a,  am  (connected  with 

rt.  vyath),  agitated,  troubled,  (Sty.  =  vynthita); 
trembling,  frail,  fragile,  weak,  feeble,  poor,  (Say.  = 
Itina);  (as),  m.  a  thief;  a  demon,  Rakshasa;  (a), 
f.  a  widow  (according  to  Say.). 
Yithnryn,  Nom.  P.  ritluiryati,  -yiium,Vta.  to 

be  agitated  or  troubled,  (Say.  =  vyathate.) 

f&mvithya,  f,  a  kind  of  plant  (commonly called  Gc-jihvi). 

vi-trip. 

vidyamdna. 

i.  trirf,  cl.  2.  P.  vetti  (ep.  also  A. 
vitte,  jrd  pi.  A.  vidale  or  ridratc;  a  form 

of  the  Perf.,  viz.  vf da  contracted  from  viveda,  is 
often  substituted  for  the  Pres.  vtlti ;  3rd  pi.  ndus, 
contracted  from  rividta,  being  also  much  used  for 
vidanti,  veUha  for  vetti,  &c.),  Impf.  avrt  (ist 

sing,  avalam,  2nd  sing,  avct  or  arcs,  3rd  pi.  avi- 
dun  and  according  to  Vopa-deva  also  avidan;  3rd 
pi.  A.  avidata  or  avidrata),  Pot.  vidydt,  Impv 
rcttu  or  ciilam-karotu  (yd  pi.  A.  vidatdm  or  n 
dratiim),  riveda  (according  to  Vopa-deva  also  ri 
(liltn-babhura),  redishyati  (sometimes  rctsyati) 

avedit,  valitum  (originally  'to  see,'  =  Lat.  n'i/i") to  perceive,  understand,  know,  learn,  ascertain,  fin* 
out,  experience,  feel ;  to  consider,  regard,  look  upon 
value,  take  for,  name,  call  (especially  in  the  3rd  pi 

viduh  of  i-eda  above,  used  with  a  present  significa 
tion,  e.g.  tarn  sthaviram  vidnh,  they  consider  o 
call  him  aged ;  rdjarshir  iti  mtim  viduh, 
consider  me  a  Rajarshi) ;  to  notice,  take  notice  o 
(with  gen. ;  Ved.) ;  to  convey,  bestow,  grant  (Ved.) 
cl.  6.  P.  A.  vindati,  -te  (in  Rig-veda  I.  7,  7.  rin 
dhe  =  lst  sing.  A.  vinde,  3rd  pi.  ep.  rindate),  Pot 
rindet  (ep.  vindyat,  Ved.  ist  sing.  P.  vidcyam 

A.  rideya),  riveda  (3rd  sing.  Ved.  vividat  =  lab- 
dha-ran  in  Rig-veda  VII.  21, 6),  rivide  (2nd  sing 
vividishe,  Ved.  mvitie;  3rd  pi.  Ved.  vidre=lab- 
dha-vantah,  Rig-veda  I.  87,  6),  vcdishyati,  -te  (or 
according  to  others  vetsyati,  -te),  avidat,  avidata, 
valitum  (or  rettum),  to  find,  discover,  meet  with ;  to 

obtain,  gain,  get,  acquire,  possess;  to  take  in  mar- 
riage, choose  a  husband  or  wife,  marry,  (in  this  sense 

generally  A.)  ;  to  convey,  cause  to  obtain,  grant  (Ved., 
in  Rig-veda  I.  86,  8.  vida  =  vtda,  which  according 
to  Say.  is  for  2nd  pi.  Impv.  —  lambhayata) ;  cl.  7. 
A.  (ep.  also  P.)  vintte  (vinatti),  rivide,  vetsyate, 
avitta,  rettum,  to  perceive,  understand,  know ;  to 
consider,  regard,  value,  take  for ;  to  find,  meet  with, 
obtain ;  to  reason,  reflect :  Pass,  or  cl.  4.  A.  vidyate, 

vivide,  vetsyate,  Aor.  ai-edi,  to  be  known ;  to  be 
found  or  obtained ;  to  happen ;  to  be  or  exist : 

Caus.  vedayati,  -yate,  -yitum,  Aor.  atiridat,  to 
cause  to  know,  make  known,  announce,  report,  in- 

form of,  apprise,  tell,  narrate,  teach  (sometimes  with 
loc.  of  person) ;  to  cause  to  find  or  discover ;  to 
know  ;  to  perceive,  feel ;  to  be  perceived  or  felt  (A., 

Manu  XII.  13);  to  dwell,  inhabit  (?):  Desid.  viri- 
dishati,  -te,  vivitsati,  -te,  to  desire  to  know,  strive 
to  know ;  to  wish  to  find  or  discover :  Intens.  vevid- 

ya.it,  vevctti;  [cf.  Gr.  tS-o-r,  (75-o-r  (i.e.  ̂  
,,  o78-a  (=reda),  dS-os,  ff5-u\o-v,  iv8a\- 

•,  a-iSrj-s,  ct-iffT-o-s,  fiS-ws,  fS-uoiv,  Iff- 
rtop,  larop-f-ai,  iS-pi-s,  iV5-aAAo/xai,  vSvijt,  vSai, 
v5toj,  atiSoi :  Lat.  vid~eo,  visu-s  (Umbr.  virs-e- 

to),  vis-o,  fi-tru-m :  Goth,  rait,  un-vit-i,  '  igno- 
rance ;'  vit-an,  far-veit-l,  vitoth,  in-veitan,  veit- 

rodt :  Old  Germ,  wean,  gi-urizo,  wizago,  wiza- 
gon :  Angl.  Sax.  ttritan,  wita,  ge-wit,  ge-wittig, 

wisian,  ge-wis,  wife,  '  punishment ;'  iritn/an,  '  to 
sunish :'  Slav,  vid-e-ti, '  to  see ;'  ved-e-ti, '  to  know :' 
Lith.  veid-a-s,  ryzd-i-s,  veiul-mi:  Hib.  feth, 

science,  instruction ;'  (perhaps)  feidhim, '  I  mani- 
fest, relate ;'  feidir, '  power ;'  (perhaps also)  ailhnim, 

aithnighim, '  I  know ;'  aithne,  '  known ;'  '  know- 
edge  ;'  fios,  '  knowledge  ;'  fiosach,  '  knowing.'] 

I  ilia,  as,  d,  am  (according  to  Pan.  VIII.  2,  56. 
the  forms  vitta  and  vinna  belong  to  the  root  when 
used  in  cl.  7  I  according  to  Vopa-deva  also  in  cl.  6), 
onown,  notorious,  famous;  found  out,  discovered, 
investigated,  examined,  discussed,  judged ;  found, 
acquired,  gained,  possessed ;  (am),  n.  wealth,  pro- 

perty, possessions,  goods,  money,  substance,  thing; 
power.  —  Vitta-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  desirous  of  wealth. 
—  Yitta-ju,  us,  d,  am,  produced  by  wealth.  —  Yitta- 
jdni,  is,  in,  i,  one  who  has  taken  or  married  a  wife, 

(Say.  =  labdha-bhdrya.)—YMa-da,  an,  m. '  wealth- 

giver,'  one  who  gives  away  property,  a  benefactor. 
—  Vitta-dugdha,am,  n. 'wealth-milk,' wealth  like 
milk.  —  Vitta-mdtrd,    f.  'materials   of  property,' 
wealth.  —  Vitta-vat,  an,  all.  at,  having  property, 
wealthy,   opulent,    rich.  —  Vitta-rardhana,  as,  i, 
am,  increasing  wealth,  lucrative,  profitable. —  )///<;- 
virardhana,    at,  i,  am,   increasing   property   or 

capital,    bearing   interest.  —  Vittn-ildthya,   am,   n. 
cheating  in  money  matters.  —  Vitta-hina,  as,  d,  am, 
deprived  of  wealth,  indigent.  —  Vitidgama, 

means  of  acquiring  property.  —  Vitteda  (°ta-lfa),  at, 
m.  'lord  ot  riches,'  epithet  of  Kuvera.  —  Vitteha, 

(t>i-ilu~i),  f.  desire  of  wealth,  cupidity,  avarice. 
VittaJca,  as,  a,  am,  known,  famous. 
Yitti,  is,  f.  knowledge,  judgment,  investigation, 

discussion,   discrimination ;    probability,   likelihood  ; 

acquisition,  gain. 
Yiltea,  ind.  having  found  or  met  with,  having 

obtained  •  having  married. 
2.  vid,  t,  t,  t,  who  or  what  knows,  a  knower, 

knowing ;  obtaining  [cf.  rariro-vid] ;  (t),  f.  know- 
ing, knowledge. 

Yida,  ae,  a,  am,  knowing,  a  knower  (  =  2.  rid 
at  the  end  of  comps.) ;  (as),  m.  a  knower ;  a  wise 

man,  sage  ;  («),  f.  knowledge,  learning  ;  understand- 

ing, intellect. 
VUlat,  an,  all,  at,  knowing,  learned,  wise,  intel- 

ligent; granting,  bestowing  (Ved.).  —  Vidad-tvlta, 

as,  m. '  granting  horses,'  a  proper  N.  —  Vidad-vasu, 
us,  its,  u,  Ved.  possessing  wealth,  granting  wealth. 
Yidaiha,  am,  n.  anything  known,  knowledge 

(Ved.);  a  sacrificial  rite,  sacrifice,  ceremony,  rite 
(Ved.) ;  battle  (according  to  some) ;  (as),  m.  a 
sacrifice  (according  to  Naigh.  III.  J  7)  I  a  wise  or 
learned  man,  sage,  scholar ;  a  saint,  devotee,  ascetic ; 

a  proper  N.  (Ved.) ;  [cf.  Goth,  ritotk.] 
Vidathin,  i,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  king  (father  of Rijisvan). 

Yidatliya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  worthy  of  sacrifice  or 
sacrificial  worship,  adorable. 
Yidana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  knowing,  wise,  one 

who  knows,  a  knower,  (S Jy.  =  vidvas) ;  known, 
discovered ;  making  known,  showing,  exhibiting, 
(Say.  •*pr&jiMlpayat.) 

Yiilitn,  as,  a,  am,  perceived,  known,  understood ; 
apprised,  informed  ;  represented  ;  promised,  agreed  ; 
(a»),  m.  a  learned  man,  sage ;  (am),  n.  knowledge, 
information,  representation. 

Vi'litva,  ind.  having  perceived,  having  known, 

having  ascertained  or  considered. 
Yidii,  us,  m.  the  hollow  between  the  frontal  globes 

of  an  elephant ;  a  hippopotamus. 

Vidura,  as,  a,  am,  knowing,  wise,  intelligent ; 
(as),  m.  a  learned  or  clever  man ;  an  intriguer ;  N. 

of  the  younger  brother  of  Dhrita-rasritra  and  PSndu, 
(they  were  all  three  sons  of  VySsa,  but  only  the 
latter  two  by  the  two  widows  of  Vi&tra-vlrya ;  when 
Vyasa  wanted  a  third  son,  the  elder  widow  sent  him 
one  of  her  slave-girls,  dressed  in  her  own  clothes, 
and  this  girl  became  the  mother  of  Vidura,  who  is 
sometimes  called  Kshattri  as  if  he  were  the  son  of  a 

Kshatriya  man  and  Sodra  woman :  Vidura  is  described 
as  sarca-buddhimatam  varah,  and  is  one  of  the 
wisest  characters  in  the  Mah3-bharata,  always  ready 
with  good  advice  both  for  his  nephews,  the  Pandavas, 
and  for  his  brother  Dhrita-rasritra. ) 

Yiilnla,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  reed  or  ratan  (Calamus 
Rotang)  ;  the  same  reed  growing  in  water  (Calamus 
Pasciculatus) ;  gum-myrrh ;  (5),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
Viilushl,  f.  (fem.  of  vulvas,  q-v.),  a  wise  woman. 
•  Vidushi-tani  or  vidushi-tard,  f.  a  very  wise 

woman  ( =  ridrat-tara,  Vopa-deva  VII.  49). 

Vidueh-lara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  =  ridi>at-(ara, more  wise,  very  wise. 

Yidush-mat,  an,  all,  at,  full  of  learned  men. 
Yidtit,  us,  »«,  )t«,  Ved.  =  ridvai,  wise. 
T'j'rfmem,  Ved.  knowledge  (according  to  Say.  = 

'iiilna).  —  Vidmanapas,  «»,  as,  ««  (for  vidmana 
+  apas),  Ved.  pervading  all  things  by  knowledge 
or  knowing  all  acts,  (according  to  Nirukta  XI.  33  = 
vidita-karmnn,  according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I. 
31,  I.  ridmanajiasah  =  jaanena  vyapnmanah 
or  jnata-karmiiHali),  executing  work  with  know- 
edge,  working  skilfully  (  =  ulkrishla-jiidnena 
i  i,-hi  liiilya-karman). 

Yidmana,  an  adj.  formed  by  SSy.  from  Kidman 
above. 

Vidyamiina,  as,  a,  am,  being  perceived  or  known, 
>cing  found,  being  present  (sometimes  applied  to 
'resent  time  in  grammar),  being  in  existence,  exist- 

,  m.  acquisition  of  property,  any  source  of  wealth,  I  ing,  being,  being  preserved ;  actual,  real,  possessed 
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(as  property),  being  in  one's  possession.  —  Vldya- 
mdna-ke^a,  as,  d,  am,  one  who   possesses   hair. 
—  Vidi/amdna-td,  f.  or  vidyamdna-tra,  am,  n. 
existence,   presence. ~-Vidyamdna-mati,  is,  is,  i, 
possessing  understanding. 

Vidyii,  f.  knowledge,  (I;ala-v°,  knowledge  of  time, 
i.e.  of  the  almanac),  learning,  scholarship,  philosophy, 
science,  (according  to  some  there  are  four  Vidy3s  or 
sciences,  I.  trayi,  the  triple  Veda;  2.  Shrikthiki, 
logic  and  metaphysics ;  3.  danda-nlti,  the  science  of 
government ;  4.  vdrttd,  practical  arts,  such  as  agri- 

culture, commerce,  medicine,  &c. ;  and  Manu  VII. 
43.  adds  a  fifth,  viz.  dtma-vidyd,  knowledge  of  soul 
<;r  sublime  theological  truth  :  according  to  others, 
Vidya  has  fourteen  divisions,  viz.  the  four  Vedas, 
the  six  Vedan-gas,  the  PurSnas,  the  MlmSnsa,  NySya, 
and  Dharma  or  law;  or  with  the  four  Upa-vedas, 
eighteen  divisions)  ;  a  spell,  incantation ;  the  god- 

dess Durga  ;  the  tree  Premna  Spinosa ;  magical  skill ; 
a  kind  of  magical  pill  (which  placed  in  the  mouth 
is  supposed  to  give  the  power  of  ascending  to  heaven). 
—  Vidyd-kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  wisdom,  giving 
knowledge  or  science ;  (as),  m.  a  learned  man,  (in 
this  sense  the  word  may  also  be  divided  into  ndyd- 
dkara,  *a  mine  of  learning.')  —  Vidydkara-vdja- 
peyin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Vidyiigama  (°yd- 
ng°),  as,  m.  acquirement  of  knowledge,  proficiency 
in  science.  —  Viilya-dana,  as,  a,  am,  or  vidy/1- 
t!undit,  us,  us,  u  ((ana  and  (nntn  are  regarded  by 
Panini  as  Taddhita  affixes),  famous  for  learning  or 
knowledge.  —  Vidyd-tas,  ind.  from   learning,  than 
learning  (after  a  compar.).  —  Vidyd-dala,  as,  m. 
•  science-leafed/  N.  of  the  Bhurja  or  Bhojpattra  tree 

(the  leaves  of  which  are  used  for  writing).  —  Vidy'i- 
ddtri,  tii,  trl,  tri,  one  who  gives  or  imparts  know- 

ledge, a  teacher,  instructor.  —  Vidyd-ddna,  am,  n. 
the  giving  of  knowledge,  teaching.  —  Vidyd-devi,  f. 
'  goddess  of  learning,'  a  female  divinity  peculiar  to 
the  Jainas,  (sixteen  are  named,  RohinT,  PrajnaptI, 

Vajra-srin-khala,    Kulisan-kusa,    C'akresvarl,    Nara- 
datta,  K51I,  Maha-kSli,  Gaurl,  Gandharl,  Sarvastra- 

mahajvSli,   MSnavT,  Vairatya,  A-c'chuptt,  ManasI, 
Maha-manasika.)  —  Vidyd-dhana,   am,   n.  wealth 
consisting  in  learning,  money  acquired  by  scholarship. 

—  Vidyd-dhara,  ae,  m.'  magical-knowledge  holder,' 
a  particular  kind  of  good  or  evil  genius  attending 
upon  the  gods,  (according  to  KullOka  on  Manu  XII. 
47  =  dcvdnmjdyin) ;  a  kind  of  spirit  or  fairy;  N. 
of  several  persons ;  (I),  f.  a  female  of  the  same  class 
of  genii,  a  fairy,  sylph.  —  Vidyddhara-tdla ,  ax,  m., 
N.  of  a  particular  time  in  music.  —  Vidyddhard- 

fdrya  (°ra-d6°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Vidyd- 
dhari-parijana,  as,   a.  am,  attended   by  Vidya- 
dharls.  —  Vidyadltara  (°yd-ddli°),  as,  m.  a  recep- 

tacle of  knowledge.  —  Vidyddhirdja  (°yd-adh),as, 
m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vidyd-nayara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
city.  —  Vidyd-nanda,  as,  m.  'pleasure  of  know- 

ledge,' N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Panc'a-das'i ;    of  an 
author.  —  Vidyd-nirdsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  a  commentary  on  the  Mugdha-bodha.  —  Vidyd- 
nivdsa-bhattdddrya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 

the   Sac'-c'arila-mTniSma.  -•  Vidydnupdlana   (°yd- 
an°),  am,  n.  the  act  of  cherishing  or  patronising 
learning,  encouragement  or  cultivation  of  science; 

acquiring  learning,  studying.  —  VidyanupTtlin  (°yd- 
an°),  I,  Mil,  i,  cherishing  or  encouraging  science, 
acquiring    learning.  —  Vidydnnsevana   (  yd-an°), 
am,  n.  the  cultivation  of  science  or  learning.  —  T't- 
dydnusevin  (°yd-an°),  t,  ini,  i,  cultivating  learning, 
engaged  in  study.  —  Vidynnt a  (°yd-an°),  am,  n. 
the  end  of  knowledge.  —  V ulya-pati,  i*,  m.,  N.  of 
a  poet ;  of  the  author  of  the  Garhga-vJkyavall ;  of 
the  author  of  the  Varsha-kritya.  —  Vidyd-praddna, 
am,  n.  *  the  bestowing  of  knowledge,'  N.  of  a  sec- 

tion of  the  Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Vidyd-prapti,  is,  f. 
acquirement  of  knowledge ;  any  acquisition  made  by 
learning.  —  Vidyd-pfialit,  am,  n.  the  fruit  of  learn- 

ing. —  Vidydbhimdna  (°yd-abh°),  am,  n.  the  fancy 
or  idea  that  one  possesses  learning.  —  Vidydbhimdna- 
cat  (°yd-abh°),  an,  all,  at,  fancying  that  one  pos- 

sesses learning,  imagining one'sself learned. ~Vidi/ii- 

bhyasa  (°yd-abk~),  as,  m.  practice  or  pursuit  of 
learning,  application  to  books,  study.  -*Vu1yaranya 

Cyd-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  ;  of  the  author  of 
the  VidySrtha-dlpika.  —  Vidyd-ratna,  am,  n.  the 
jewel  of  learning;  valuable  knowledge.  —  Vidyd- 
ratnakara  (°na-dk°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by 
Dhana-pati.  —  Vidydrambha  (°yd-dr°),  as,  m. 
'  commencement  of  knowledge,'  N.  of  a  section  in 
the  Purina-sarva-sva.  —  Vidydrjana  (°yd-ar°),  am, 
n.  the  acquirement  of  knowledge  ;  acquiring  anything 

by  knowledge  or  by  teaching.  —  V  idydrjita-  (cyd- 
ar°),  as,  a,  am,  acquired  or  gained  by  knowledge. 
—  Vidydrtha  (°yd-ar°),  as,  m.  the  seeking  for 
knowledge.  —  Vidydrtha-dlpikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  work 
by  VidySranya.  —  Vidydrtha-pralcdtikd,  f.,  N.  of 
a  work.  ~»Vidydrthin  (°yd-ar°),  I,  ini,  i,  seeking 
for  knowledge,  studious  ;   (f),  m.  a  student,  pupil, 

scholar,  disciple.—  Vidydlankdra-bkattdddrya  (°yd- 
al°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  annotations  on 
Goylcfandra's  commentary.  —  Vidyd-labdha,  as,  a, 
am,  acquired  or  gained  by  learning.  •-  Vidydlaya 

(°^a-«/°),  as,  m.  abode  or  seat  of  learning,  a  school, 
college;    N.   of  a  place.  —  Vidyd-ldbha,   as,   m. 
acquisition  of  learning  ;  any  acquirement  gained  by 
learning.  —  Vidya-vat,   an,  ati,  at,   possessed   of 
learning  or  science,  learned.  —  Vulyd-vayo-vriddha, 
as,  d,  am,  advanced  in  learning  and  years.  —  Vidyd- 
vinoda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Vidyd-vis'tshta,  as, 
d,  am,  distinguished  by  learning,  possessed  of  science 
or  scholarship.  —  Vidyd-vi/iina,  as,  d,  am,  deprived 
of  knowledge,   misinstructed,    ignorant.  —  Vidyd- 
rriddha,  as,  d,  am,  old  in  knowledge,  increased  or 
advanced  in  learning.  —  Vidyd-vyavasdya,  as,  m. 
the  pursuit  of  science.  —  Vidyd-vrata-sndtaka  or 
mdyd-sndtaka,  as,  m.  a  BrShman  who  has  finished 
his  period  of  studentship,  (see  sndtaka.)  —  VUyd- 
liina,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  knowledge  or  learning, 

uninstructed,  ignorant.  —  Vidyopdrjana  (°yd-up°), 
am,   n.  acquisition  of  knowledge.  —  Vidyopdrjita 

(°ya-up°),  as,  d,  am,  acquired  by  learning. 
Video*,  ran,  ushi,  vat,  one  who  knows,  knowing, 

understanding  (with  ace.,  Rig-veda  X.  8,  8  ;  Kirat. 

XI.  30),  learned,  (kdla-v°,  '  learned  in  lime,'  an 
almanac-maker)  ;  intelligent,  wise  ;  (rare),  m.  a  wise 
man,  scholar,  sage,  seer.  —  Vidvaj-jana,  as,  m.  a 
wise  man,  a  sage,  seer.  —  Vidvat-kalpa,  as,  d,  am, 
a  little  learned,  slightly  learned.  —  Vidvat-tama,  as, 
d,  am,  wisest,  very  wise.  —  Vidvat-tara,  as,  d,  am, 
wiser,  very  wise;  [cf.  mdiish-tara^  —  Vldoat-tva, 
am,  n.  scholarship,  science,  wisdom.  —  Vidvad-de- 
xlija  or  ridvad-defya,  an,  d,  am,  =  vidvat-kalpa. 
—  Vidvan-moda-tarangiiti,  f.,  N.  of  a  philoso- 

phical work  by  Rjma-deva. 
Vinda,  vindamdna,  &c.     See  p.  925,  col.  3. 
Vinna,  as,  d,  am  [cf.  ritta],  known;  discussed, 

judged  ;  obtained,  gained  ;  married  ;  placed,  fixed. 
VtaidtKO,  an,  uslii,  at,  one  who  has  known  or obtained  or  found. 

Vividvas,  an,  ushi,  at,  one  who  has  known, 
knowing,  wise  ;  one  who  has  obtained. 
Veda,  vedya,  &c.     See  s.  v. 

f^^vi-dans,  cl.  i.  P.  -dasati,  -danshtum, to  bite  into  pieces,  bite  asunder,  bite  ;  to  crush. 

Vi-dans'a,  as,  m.  any  pungent  food  which  excites thirst  (  —  ava-dartia). 

Yi-dasyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  bitten. 

iq<;'«I  vi-daydha.     See  under  vi-dah. 

11  <j«^  vi-dat/,  cl.  i.  A.  -dayate,  -dayitum, 
Ved.  to  divide  asunder,  separate  ;  to  dissipate,  dispel, 
(Say.  =  ti-budhnte)  ;  to  destroy,  injure  greatly;  to 
consume,  devour,  (Sty.  =  bkakshayati);  to  distri- 

bute, grant,  bestow,  (Say.  =  vis'ethcna  daddti.) 
Vi-dayamdna,  as,  d,  am,  dividing  ;  dissipating  ; 

destroying  ;  distributing. 

vl-dara.     See  under  vi-dri. 

vi-darbha,  as,  d,  m.  f.  (said  to  be 

fr.  vi,  '  without,'  -f  darbha,  '  sacred  grass,'  supposed 
not  to  grow  in  Vidarbha  because  the  son  of  a  saint 

died  of  a  wound  inflicted  by  a  sharp  blade  of  this 
grass),  a  district  and  city  to  the  south-west  of  Bengal, 
the  modem  Berar  proper;  (as),  m.  the  king  of 
Vidarbha ;  any  dry  or  desert  soil ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 

of  a  people.  —  Vidarbha-jd,  f. '  Vidarbha-born,'  epi- thet of  the  wife  of  the  saint  Agastya ;  of  DamayantI 
(wife  of  Nala  and  heroine  of  the  poem  so  called)  ; 
of  RukminI  (wife  of  Krishna).  —  Vidarbha-tanaya 
or  vidarbha-rdja-tanayd  orvidarbha-siibhru,us, 
f.  '  daughter  of  the  king  of  Vidarbha,'  Damayanti. 
—  Vidarbha-nagarl,  f.  the  city  of  Vidarbha.  —  Vi- 
darbha-pati,  is,  or  vidarbha-rdj,  t,  or  vidarbha- 
rdja,  as,  or  vidarbha-rdjan,  d,  or  vidarb/tdd/ii- 
pati  (°bha-adh°),  is,  m.  the  king  of  Vidarbha. 
—  Vidarbha-rdjadhdni,  f.  the  city  or  capital  of 
Vidarbha.  —  Vidarbhdbhimukha  (~bha-abh°),  as, 
I,  am,  having  the  face  turned  towards  Vidarbha, 
facing  Vidarbha. 

m-darsin.     Sec  under  vi-dris. 

vi-dal,  cl.  i.  P.  -dalati,  -dalitum, 
to  break  or  burst  asunder,  burst  or  break  to  pieces ; 
to  be  rent  or  split ;  to  open,  expand,  blow. 

I.  vi-dala,  as,  d,  am,  rent  asunder,  split ;  opened, 
expanded,  blown  (as  a  flower  &c.)  ;  (as),  m.  rend- 

ing, dividing,  separating ;  a  cake ;  mountain  ebony, 
Bauhinia  Variegata ;  (a),  f.  a  plant,  =  trivrit ;  (am), 
n.  a  shallow  basket  made  of  split  bamboos  or  any 
vessel  of  wicker-work ;  split  peas ;  pomegranate  bark ; 
the  cuttings  or  chips  of  any  substance,  anything  pared 
or  split;  a  twig.  —  Vidali-Jtarana,  am,  n.  the  act 
of  rending  asunder,  dividing,  &c.  —  Vidtill-kfi,  cl. 
8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartitm,  to  rend  asunder, 
tear,  split,  divide.  —  Vidall-krita,  as,  d,  am,  rent 
asunder,  split,  torn,  broken  ;  cut,  divided,  separated. 
Vi-dalana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  tearing  or  rending asunder,  splitting. 

^'!~dalita,  as,  d,  am,  burst  asunder,  rent,  torn, 
split ;  crushed ;  blown,  expanded  (as  a  flower). 

Pi<;p>  2.  vi-dala,  as,  a,  am,  having  no 
leaves,  leafless. 

f^f;*^  vi-das,  cl.  4.  P.  -dasyatl,  -dasitum, 
Ved.  to  waste  away,  become  exhausted,  fail,  be  want- 

ing, wither  away,  come  to  an  end,  (Say.  =  upa- 
Jcshiyate,  vi-tfushyati.) 

Vi-dasta,  as,  d,  am,  wasted  away,  exhausted. 

fatt  vi-dah,  cl.  I.  P.  -dahati,  -dagdhum, 
to  burn  out,  cauterize  (a  wound  &c.) ;  to  burn,  con- 

sume by  fire,  scorch,  parch,  shrivel  up,  destroy  by  fire : 
Pass,  -dahyate,  to  be  burnt ;  to  suffer  from  intern.il 
heat,  burn,  be  inflamed ;  to  be  consumed  by  grief; 
to  be  puffed  up,  boast. 

1.  vi-dagdha,  as,  d,  am,  burnt,  inflamed;  con- 
sumed by  fire  or  internal  heat ;  cooked  ;  digested  ; 

destroyed,  decomposed,  corrupt,  spoiled,  turned  sour ; 
clever,   shrewd,  well-bred,  knowing,   witty,  sharp ; 
subtle,  cunning,  crafty,  sly,  artful,  intriguing;  (as), 
m.  a  learned  or  clever  man,  a  scholar,  Pandit ;   a 
libertine,  intriguer;  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  school 
of  the  Vajasaneyins  or  White  Yajur-veda  ;  (a),  (.  a 
sharp  or  knowing  woman.  —  Vidagdha-td,  f.  or 
viddfjdha-ti'a,  am,  n.  sharpness,  shrewdness,  clever- 

ness, wit ;  elegance.  —  Vidaadha-mddham,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  drama  ascribed  to  Rupa  (containing  seven 
acts  and  written  A.D.  1549;  it  relates  to  the  loves 
of  Krishna  and  RadhJ,  and   is  in   fact  the  Glta- 
govinda  dramatised).  —  Vidagdha-mitkha-manda- 
na,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Dharma-d3sa. 

2.  vi-dagdha,  as,  d,  am,  unburnt,   uncooked, 
undigested,  ill-concocted. 

Vi-diika,  as,  m.  burning ;  great  heat,  inflamma- 
tion, pungency. 

Vi-ildhin,  i,  im,  i,  burning,  hot;  pungent,  acrid  ; 
(i),  n.  any  substance  that  causes  inflammation. 

f^T  i.  vi-dii  (see  rt.  i.  da),  cl.  3.  P.  -da- 
ddti,  -datum,  to  give  out,  distribute,  grant. 

Vi-datla,  as,  d,  am,  given  out,  distributed. 
2.  vi-da  (=vi-do,  see  rt.  3.  da),  cl. 
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2.4.  P.  -dati,  -dyati,  -datum,  to  cut  up,  cut  in  pieces, 
bruise,  pound ;  to  destroy ;  to  be  destroyed,  perish 

(Ved.). 

fa^T 3.  ci-dd  (see  rt.  4.  dd),  cl.  4.  P.  -dyati, 
-datum,  to  unbind,  untie ;  to  release ;  deliver  from 
(with  abl.). 

fa<;iM  viddya,  as,  m.  (perhaps  not  a 

Sanskrit  word,  cf.  ?'•*}).  permission  to  go  away, 
dismissal  with  good  wishes. 

:  vi-ddra.    See  under  vi-dfi,  col.  2, 

t  i-i-ditya.     See  under  vi-do,  col.  2. 

[vi-dis,  k,  f.  an  intermediate  point 
of  the  compass;  an  intermediate  district.  —  Yulik- 
fanga,  at,  in.  a  sort  of  yellow  bird  ( =  haridriiitya). 

ftu;?ll  ridis'd,  f  Vidisa,  the  capital  of  the district  of  DaSirnl ;  N.  of  a  river  in  Malwa. 

C<4<$\1(ri-dip,  cl. 4.  A.  (ep.  also  P.)  -dipyate 
(-(i),  -dipitttm,  to  shine  forth,  blaze  forth,  shine  very 
brightly:  Caus.  P.  -dipayati,  -yitum,  to  illuminate. 

faijfal  vi-dirna.    See  under  vi-dri,  col.  2. 

fa^  vi-du  or  t?t-df<  (see  rt.  2.  du),  cl.  5.  P. 
-dunoti,  -dotum,  to  consume  or  destroy  (especially 
by  burning) ;  to  pain,  afflict ;  cl.  5.  A.,  cl.  4.  A.  (P.) 
-rlunute,  -diiyate  (-(t),  to  be  consumed  by  grief, 
&c. ;  to  suffer  pain,  pine  away  with  sorrow,  &c. ; 
to  be  agitated  or  disturbed. 

Yi-duim,  ca,  a,  am,  distressed,  agitated,  afflicted, 
pained. 

Vi-duyat,  an,  anli,  at,  being  distressed  or  afflicted ; 
agitated 

I  vidura,  vidula.     See  p.  918,  col.  3. 

h,  Caus.  P.  -dushayati,  -yitum, 
to  corrupt,  defile,  contaminate,  spoil ;  to  disgrace, 
offend ;  to  revile,  abuse,  blame,  censure. 

Vi-diahaka,  as,  i,  a  in,  corrupting,  defiling,  cor- 
ruptive,  contaminating,  a  defiler ;  censorious,  detract- 

ing, a  detractor,  abuser ;  jocular,  facetious,  witty ; 
(as),  m.  a  jester,  joker,  wag,  buffoon ;  (in  the 
drama)  the  jocose  companion  and  confidential  friend 
of  the  principal  character  or  hero  of  the  play,  (this 
character  acts  the  same  confidential  part  towards  the 
king  or  prince,  who  is  the  hero  of  the  piece,  that  her 
female  companions  do  towards  the  heroine;  he  is 
also  the  personage  whose  business  is  to  excite  mirth 
by  being  ridiculous  in  person  and  attire,  and  by  allow- 

ing himself  to  become  the  universal  butt  of  otheis; 
a  curious  regulation  requires  him  to  be  a  Brahman, 

that  is,  of  a  caste  higher  than  that  of  the  king  him- 
self; see  SfakuntalS,  Act  2);  a  libertine,  catamite. 

Yi-duthana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  corrupting  or  de- 
filing ;  corruption,  contamination ;  censuring,  reviling, 

abuse,  satire. 

fa§B<.  vidtish-tara.     See  p.  918,  col.  3. 

fag.«(  vi-duna,  vi-duyat.    See  under  vi-du. 

vi-dru. 

vi-diira,  as,  a,  am,  very  far,  remote; 
(at),  m.,  N.  of  a  city  and  mountain  whence  the  lapis 

—   [cf.  vaitlurya.] 

dura-to*,  ind.  from  afar,  from  a  distance  ;  far.  —  Vi- 
i,  ie,  f.,  N.  of  a  country  (  —  vi-duru). 

—  Yiiluriiihi  C'rn-ad'),  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain (said  to  be  in  Ceylon). 

ridurat/ia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 
(a  son  of  Su-ratha)  ;  of  a  son  of  Bhajamana. 

ft  <piNr;-oVis,  cl.  i  .  P.  -;m.vyn/i,  -drashtum, 
to  see  through,  see  clearly,  sec:  Pass,  -dnfyaie  to be  clearly  visible,  become  apparent,  appear  :  Caus. 

'.  -yitum,  to  cause  to  see,  show  ;  to  teach. 
I  t-ilnrilin,  i,  ini,  i,  seeing  clearly,  seeing  through penetrating. 

f=T?  vi-dri,  cl.  9.  P.  -drindti,  -daritum, 
-daritum,  to  tear  asunder  or  to  pieces,  rend  asunder, 

split  open  :  Pass,  -dlryate,  to  be  torn  or  rent  asunder, 
to  burst  open  ;  to  be  torn  with  grief  or  anguish  : 
Caus.  -darayuti,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  burst  asunder; 
to  rend,  tear  in  pieces,  crush  ;  to  tear  open,  open  ;  to 
saw  in  pieces  ;  to  break  or  burst  through  ;  to  tear  up, 

rip  up  :  Intens.,  Ved.  -dardariti,  to  tear  or  split  in 
pieces,  rend  asunder,  ctush. 
Vi-dara,  as,  m.  tearing  asunder,  rending;  (am), 

n.  the  Indian  prickly  pear,  Cactus  Indicus  (  =  ri&a- gilraka), 

Yi-ddra,  as,  m.  tearing  asunder,  rending  ;  cutting  ; 
war,  battle  ;  an  inundation,  overflow,  the  rising  of  a 

river  or  pond  above  its  banks  ;  (i),  f.  the  plant  He- 
dysarum  Gangeticum  (  =  falarparnf)  ;  the  climbing 
plant  Ipomcea  Paniculata  ;  a  swelling  in  the  groin, 

bubo,  &c.  —  Yiddri-gandhd,  f.  the  plant  Hedysarum 
Gangeticum. 
Yi-daraka,  as,  m.  a  render,  tearer,  divider;  a 

tree  or  rock  in  the  middle  of  a  stream  dividing  its 
course  ;  a  hole  or  pit  for  water  sunk  in  the  bed  of  a 

dry  river,  &c.  ;  (ikd),  f.  the  plant  Hedysarum  Gan- 
geticum ;  a  swelling  in  the  groin,  bubo  ;  (am),  n. 

alkaline  earth  (  =  vajra-kshara). 

Vi-darana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  rending  or  tearing 
asunder,  splitting,  ripping  up,  severing,  breaking,  di- 

viding; paining,  afflicting;  killing,  massacre,  slaughter; 
(as,  a),  m.  f.  war,  battle;  (as),  m.  a  tree  or  rock 
in  the  middle  of  a  stream  to  which  a  boat  is  fastened  ; 

the  tree  Pterospermum  Acerifolium  (  =  JcarnitSra). 

Vi-darayat,  an,  anti,  at,  tearing  asunder,  rend- 
ing, ripping,  dividing. 

Vi-ddrita,  as,  a,  am,  torn  asunder,  rent,  split, broken  open. 

Virdarin,  i,  ini,  i,  rending  asunder,  tearing,  break- 
ing; (ini),  f.  the  plant  Gmelina  Arborea  (  =  kas- 

mari,  q.  v.). 

Vi-ddru,  us,  m.  a  lizard,  chameleon  (  =  krakada- 

pdd). Vi-ddrya,  ind.  having  torn  asunder,  having  split or  rent,  &c. 

Vi-ddryamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  rent  asunder, 
being  split  in  pieces. 

Yi-dirtia,  as,  a,  am,  rent  asunder,  torn,  split,  burst 
or  broken  open,  ripped  up,  expanded,  opened. 

Vi-diryamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  rent  or  torn 
asunder,  being  split  or  broken  or  cut  in  pieces. 

Vi-driti,  is,  (.  (probably  fr.  vi-dri),  a  suture,  seam. 

vi-des'a,  as,  m.   another  country, 
foreign  country,  abroad  ;  any  place  away  from  home. 

—  Yideia-ga,  as,  a,  am,  going  abroad  or  to  a  foreign 
country.  "Videia-gata,  at,  a,  am,  gone  abroad. 
—  Viiieda-yamana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  abroad, 
travelling  in  foreign  lands.  -  Videia-ja,  as,  a,  am, 
born  or  produced  in  a  foreign  country,  foreign,  exotic, 

a  foreigner.  —  Videia-ttha,  as,  a,  am,  remaining 
abroad,  living  in  foreign  lands  or  in  a  distant  country. 
—  Yii/es'asthas'auda  (°tha-a£°),  am,  n.  impurity resulting  from  living  abroad. 
Yidasin,  I,  ini,  i,  belonging  to  another  country, 

foreign,  exotic  ;  a  foreigner,  stranger. 
Videiiya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  a  foreign 

country,  foreign. 

,  an,  a,  am,  without  body,  bodi- 
less, incorporeal  ;  trunkless  ;  (as),  m.  a  sovereign  of  the 

family  of  Janaka,  king  of  Mithila  ;  N.  of  the  author 
of  a  work  on  medicine;  (as,  a),  m.  f.  a  district  in 
the  province  of  Behar  (ancient  Mithila  or  the  modern 

Tirhut)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  people  of  Videha.  —  Vi- 
deha-muldi.is,  (.  incorporeal  deliverance.  —  Videlta- 
mukty-adi-kathana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  short  treatise 
on  the  duties  and  exercises  of  ascetics. 

vi-do  (see  2.  vi-dd),  cl.  2.  4.  P.  -dati, 
-dyati,  -datum,  to  cut  into  pieces,  cut  up,  crush  ; to  destroy. 

Vi-ditya,  ind.  (?),  having  cut  up  or  destroyed. 

viddha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vyadh,  q.  v.), 

pierced,  perforated,  penetrated,  stabbed,  wounded ; 
beaten,  lashed,  whipped  ;  thrown,  cast,  sent,  directed  ; 

I  opposed,  impeded ;  resembling,  like ;  (a*),  m.  the 
tree  Echites  Scholaris ;  (am),  n.  a  wound.  —  Viddha- 
kania,  as,  i,  am,  having  bored  ears,  having  the  ears 
pierced  or  slit ;  (ax,  a  or  i),  m.  f.  a  species  of  plant 

(  =  pat/id,  <\.v.).  —  V\ddha-lcnrnikd.  f.  =  fiV<M</- 
karni.  —  Viddka-sdla-bhaiijikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  drama 

by  Raja-Sekhara. 
iq « ti i n^vidmandfas.   See  p.  918,  col.  3. 
f<qw«i|r|  vidyamdna.     See  p.  918,  col.  3. 

vidyd.     See  p.  919,  col.  i. 

.  vi-dyut,  cl.  i.  A.  -dyotute(ep.  also 

P.  -dyotati;  Petf.  -didyiite),  -dyotitum,  to  shine 
forth,  radiate,  flash,  be  brilliant  or  radiant,  sparkle; 

to  light,  lighten ;  to  illuminate  :  Caus.  -dyotayati, 
-yitum,  to  illuminate,  irradiate,  enlighten,  make 
brilliant. 

Vi-dan'dyutat,  at,  ati,  at  (Intens.  part.  Ved.), 
shining  brightly,  shining. 

2.  vi-dyut,  t,  f.  lightning;  a  thunderbolt  (a 
weapon  of  the  Maruts)  ;  a  species  of  the  Atijagatl 

metre ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura.  —  ]'i<lyuj-jihra,  as, 

m.  '  lightning-tongued,"  a  kind  of  Rakshasa. —  {"«'- dyuj-jrald,  f.  the  flashing  of  lightning ;  N.  of  a 
particular  plant  (  =  liali-kdri),  —  Vidyid-1iexa,  as, 
m.j  N.  of  a  Rakshasa  (son  of  Heti  and  father  of 

Su-kela).  —  Vidyut-kesin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the 

Rakshasas.  —  Vidyut-patalia,  as,  m.  'having  light- 

ning for  its  banner,"  epithet  of  one  of  the  seven  kinds 
of  cloud  at  the  destruction  of  the  world  ;  [cf.  vald- 

Aaia.]  —  Vidyut-pata,  as,  m.  the  falling  or  darting 
of  lightning,  a  stroke  of  lightning.  —  Vidyiit-praltha, 
as,  a,  am,  having  the  splendor  of  lightning,  flashing 

like  lightning. *mVidyut-priya,  am,  n.  •  lightning- 
loved,'  bell-metal.  —  Vidyut-rat  oivldyun-mat,rin, 
ati,  at,  having  or  containing  lightning,  electrical  (a 
cloud  &c.).  —  Vidyiid-unmesha,  ax,  m.  a  flash  of 

lightning.  —  Yidy mi-daman,  a,  n.  '  a  garland  or 
mass  of  lightning,'  a  flash  or  streak  of  zigzag  light- 

ning. —  Vitlyud-dyota,  as,  m.  the  brightness  or 
brilliance  of  lightning.  —  Yiityud-rafha,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  having  lightning  for  a  vehicle  (said  of  the 
Maruts).  —  Yidyun-mahas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  brilliant 
or  radiant  with  lightning  (said  of  the  Maruts ;  Say. 

=  vidyotamana-tejas).  —  Yidyun-malii,  f.  'gar- 
land of  lightning,'  N.  of  a  metre  in  Sanskrit  prosody. 

—  Vidyun-mdlin,  i,  m.  'garlanded  with  lightning,' 
N.  of  an  Asura.— Vidyul-lata,  f.  'lightning-creeper,' 
forked  or  zigzag  lightning.— V idyul-lckhd,  f.  a  streak 
of  lightning,  flash  of  lightning,  forked  lightning. 

3.  ri-dyut,  t,  t,  t,  devoid  of  splendor,  lustreless. 
VMyutaya,  Nom.  A.  vidyutayate,  -yitum,  Ved. 

to  flash  or  gleam  (like  lightning),  be  radiant. 

\'l-ilt/otana,  as,  i,  am,  irradiating,  illuminating, 
enlightening ;  illustrating. 
Yi-ilyotamana,  as,  d,  am,  shining,  blazing, 

flashing,  lightening,  (ridyotamanc,  ind.  when  the 
lightning  flashes,  when  it  lightens.) 

fVj  vidra,  am,  n.  (probably  fr.  vi-dri  or 
connected  with  rt.  vyadh),  tearing,  splitting,  pierc- 

ing, perforating;  a  fissure,  hole,  chasm. 
Yitlradha,  as,  a,  am  (probably  connected  with 

rt.  ryarfA),  Ved.  divided,  (according  to  Yiska  = 

rlddlin,  according  to  Durga  =  ri/.-«sAiVurfAoli/i<ioa; see  Nirukta  IV.  15.) 

Yidradlii,  ?V,  m.  an  abscess  (especially  when  deep- 
seated  or  internal).  —  Yidradhi-nuxana,  as,  m. 

'  abscess-destroyer,"  the  tree  Hyperanthera  Morunga 
( =  ioblidiijana,  q.  v.). 

ft<£l  vi-drd  or  vi-drai,  cl.  2.  i.  (or  4.)  P. 
-drdti,  -drdyati,  -drdtum,  (probably)  to  awake  out of  sleep. 

Vi-drana,  as,  a,  am,  awakened  out  of  sleep, 
awaking. 

f^f^T  vi-drii,  cl.  i.  P.  -dravati,  -drotum, 
to  run  in  different  directions,  disperse,  escape;  to 
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part  asunder,  become  divided,  burst  asunder;  to  flow 

asunder,  melt,  become  melted,  liquefy :  Caus.  -dra- 
vayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  disperse,  drive  away, 
put  to  flight,  frighten  away,  scare,  chase  away. 

Vi-drava,  as,  m.  running  in  different  directions, 
running  away,  flight,  panic,  agitation  ;  retreat,  escape; 
flowing  out,  oozing;  flowing  asunder,  melting,  lique- 

faction ;  censure,  abuse,  reproach ;  intellect,  under- 
standing. 

Vi-drdva,  as,  m.  running  away,  flight,  panic, 
retreat;  liquefaction. 

\  i-drdvaka,  as,  ika,  am,  driving  away ;  causing 
to  flow  or  melt,  liquefying. 

Vi-drduana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  driving  away, 
chasing,  defeating;  causing  to  flow  or  melt,  lique- 
fying. 

Vi-drdvita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  disperse,  driven 
away,  put  to  flight ;  liquefied,  fused. 

Vi-druta,  as,  a,  am,  flown,  fled ;  running  hither 
and  thither,  going  fast ;  agitated,  alarmed  ;  liquefied, 
liquid,  fluid  (as  an  oily  or  metallic  substance  when 
heated). 

fVsJH  vi-druma,  as,  m.  a  tree  bearing 
precious  gems ;  coral ;  a  young  sprout  or  shoot. 
—  Vidruma-ta/a,  as,  a,  am,  having  banks  of  coral. 
—  Vidruma-dehali,  f.  a  threshold  of  coral.  —  Vi- 

dmma-latd,  f.  a  branch  of  coral ;  a  sort  of  vegetable 
perfume.  —  Vidruma-latikd,  f.  a  kind  of  perfume 
(  =  nalika). 

fa  5  vi-drai  (see  vi-dra),  cl.  I.  P.  -drd- 

yati,  -drat um,  to  awake  from  one's  sleep. 

as,  vidvat-tva,  &c.    See  p.  919. 

«ix  i.  vi-dvish,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -dveshti, 
-dvishte,  -dveshtum,  to  dislike,  hate,  be  hostile  to ; 
(A.)  to  hate  each  other  mutually,  dislike  one  another : 

Caus.  -dveshayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  dislike  or 
hate,  make  hostile,  render  an  enemy,  make  hostile 
towards  one  another. 

2.  vi-dvish,  t,  t,  t,  hostile,  inimical ;  an  enemy, 
foe. 

Vi-dvisha,  as,  a,  am,  hating,  inimical,  adverse ; 
(as),  m.  an  enemy. 

Vi-dvuhat,  an,  ati,  at,  hating,  hostile ;  an  enemy, 
foe. 

Virdeishta,  as,  a,  am,  hated,  disliked,  odious. 
—  Vidvishta-td,  f.  hatred,  dislike,  hostility. 
Vi-dvesha,  as,  m.  enmity,  hatred,  contempt.  —  Vi- 

dvesha-rira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chief  of  the  S'aivas, 
Vi-dveshaka,  as,  ika,  am,  hating,  hostile ;  a 

hater,  enemy. 

Vi-dreshana,  as,  m.  one  who  hates,  a  hater ;  (i), 
f.  a  woman  of  a  resentful  disposition ;  (am),  n.  caus- 

ing abhorrence,  hatred,  enmity. 

Vi-dreshin,  I,  ini,  i,  hating,  hostile,  inimical ; 
(i),  m.  an  enemy.  —  Vidveshi-prabhava,  as,  a, am, 
proceeding  from  an  enemy. 

Vi-dvesh/ri,  td,  Irl,  tri,  one  who  hates,  an  enemy; 
hating,  hostile,  inimical,  adverse. 

1.  vidh  (=rt.  vith),  cl.  i.  A.  ve- 
dhate,  vedhititm,  to  ask,  beg. 

2.  vidh  (thought  by  some  to  have 

been   developed  out  of  vi-dhd  and  rt. 
vyadh),  cl.  6.  P.  vidliati,  vivedha,  vedhishyati, 
avedhit,  vedhitum,  to  dispose  (Ved.) ;  to  perform 

(Ved.) ;  to  administer,  govern,  rule,  command ;  to  wor- 
ship, honour,  sacrifice  ;  to  pierce,  (in  this  sense  for  rt. 

vyadh) :  Caus.  vedhnyali,  -yitum,  Aor.  avividhat  : 
Desid.  mvidhixhati  and  vivedhishati :  Intens.  ve- 

•vidhyate,  vevidhili,  veveddhi. 
I .  vidha,  as,  d,  m.  f.  (more  properly  fr.  rt.  vyadh), 

piercing,  penetrating,  penetration.  (For  2.  vi-dka 
see  under  vi-dha,  col.  2.) 
Vidhat,  an,  all  or  antl,  at,  Ved.  worshipping, 

honouring. 

faVT  vi-dhana,  as,  a,  am,  devoid  of 

•wealth,  having  no  riches,  poor.  —  Vidhana-td,  f. 
destitution,  poverty. 

r|  vi-dhartri,  vi-dharman,  &c.      See 
under  vi-dhri,  p.  922,  col.  2. 

vi-dhavana,  &c.   Seep.  922,  col.  I. 

i«i*i<ii  vi-dhava,  f.  (see  2.  dhava),  a  hus- 
bandless  woman,  a  widow;  [cf.  Lat.  vidua,  vi- 
duus;  Goth,  viduvo;  Angl.  Sax.  wtiduire,  wu- 
duica;  Slav,  vidma;  Hib.  feadkb;  perhaps  Gr. 

Tji'foos.]  —  Vidlia.v~i-ija.min,  I,  m.  one  who  has  in- 
tercourse with  a  widow.  —  Vidhava-dharma,  as, 

m.  '  the  duty  of  widows,'  N.  of  a  section  of  the 
Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Vidhavmedana  (°vd-dv°),  am, 
n.  marrying  a  widow. 

foVT  vi-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati,  -dhatte, 
-dhiltum,  to  distribute,  apportion,  bestow,  grant ;  to 
procure,  furnish ;  to  give  out,  diffuse ;  to  extend  (Ved.) ; 
to  put  in  order,  arrange,  regulate,  dispose,  make  ready, 
prepare,  attend  to ;  to  prescribe,  ordain,  direct,  enjoin, 
settle,  fix ;  to  appoint,  commission,  depute ;  to  place 
on,  put  on  or  in,  put  down,  lay  down,  lay  aside ;  to 
place,  put,  lay  (in  general)  ;  to  hold,  possess,  assume, 
take ;  to  form,  build,  create ;  to  perform,  effect, 
accomplish,  produce,  establish,  cause,  occasion,  render, 
make,  do,  act,  act  towards,  treat  as,  (these  senses 
may  be  almost  endlessly  modified  by  using  vi-dhd, 
like  tri,  in  connection  with  various  nouns,  e.  g.  sin- 
hatvam  vidhd,  to  change  into  a  lion  ;  kdmam  vi- 
dhd,  to  fulfil  a  wish  ;  vrittim  vidhd,  to  fix  a  liveli- 

hood or  maintenance ;  hridaye  vidhd,  to  lay  to 
heart ;  iastrdni  vidhd,  to  lay  down  arms ;  mantram 
vidhd,  to  hold  a  consultation ;  rajyam  vidha,  to 
carry  on  a  government,  rule ;  pujdm  vidhd,  to  do 
honour  to,  show  respect  to,  worship ;  iaufam  vidhd, 
to  perform  purification;  lajjam  vidhd,  to  display 
bashfulness ;  maitryam  vidha,  to  make  friendship ; 
sandhim  vidhd,  to  conclude  peace ;  kalaham  vidhd, 
to  pick  a  quarrel ;  vairam  vidha,  to  declare  war ;  ko- 
Idhalam  vidhd,  to  raise  a  clamour ;  tarn  nripam 
vidadhuh,  they  made  him  king) :  Pass,  -dhiyate, 
to  be  distributed  or  apportioned ;  to  be  arranged  or 
attended  to ;  to  be  prescribed  or  settled,  &c. ;  to 
be  taken  or  reckoned  for,  &c. :  Caus.  -dhdpayati, 

•yitum,  to  cause  to  put  in  order  or  arrange  or  fix ; 
to  cause  to  put,  cause  to  be  laid :  Desid.  -dhitsati, 
-te,  to  wish  to  distribute  or  bestow,  to  wish  to  arrange, 
try  to  fix ;  to  wish  or  intend  to  do  or  perform  or 
accomplish  or  effect ;  to  wish  to  render,  &c. 

Vi-dadhat,  at,  ati,  at,  distributing,  granting,  pro- 
curing, arranging,  prescribing,  fixing,  performing,&c.; 

holding,  having,  assuming,  wearing. 
2.  vi-dha,  as,  m.  form,  manner,  measure,  kind,  sort 

(often  at  the  end  of  comps.,  see  evam-v°,  tathd-v", 
dvi-v°,  l>ahu-v°,  &c.) ;  fold  (at  the  end  of  comps., 
especially  after  numerals,  see  ashta-v'1,  sapta^f); 
the  food  of  elephants;  prosperity;  (a),  f.  form, 
formula,  rule  ;  manner,  kind,  sort ;  act,  action  ;  doing 
well,  prosperity,  affluence ;  wages,  hire  ;  fodder,  the 
food  of  elephants,  horses,  Sec. ;  [cf.  Old  Pruss.  trU/a-a, 

wid-s,  sta-icida-s,  sta-trids,  'of  such  sort;'  ka- 

icid-s  (fern.  l;a-icida),  'of  which  "kind;'  kitta- 
ti-idin,  kitte-tcidei,  '  in  any  way.'] 

Vi-dhas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Brahma  ;  [cf.  i-edhas."] 
T  i-dltdtarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  done  according  to 

rule,  to  be  observed  (as  a  rite  or  ceremony) ;  to  be 
prescribed  or  regulated ;  to  be  done  or  performed  or 
effected. 

Vi-dhdlri,  td,  tri,  tri,  arranging,  disposing,  mak- 
ing, creating  ;  =  medhdvin  (according  to  Naigh.  III. 

15) !  (td),  m.  an  arranger,  disposer,  maker,  creator; 

N.  of  Brahma  (as  creator  of  the  world) ;  N.  of  Vis'va- 
karman  ;  fate,  destiny  ;  N.  of  Kama  (god  of  love) ; 
of  a  son  of  Bhrigu  ;  of  a  son  of  Vishnu  and  Lakshmi ; 
spirituous  liquor ;  (tri),  f.  long  pepper.  —  Vidhdtri- 

i/i«,  us,  m.  '  son  of  Brahma,'  epithet  of  Narada, 
(see  narada.)  —  Vidhdtri-vas'dt,  ind.  from  the  will 
of  Brahma ;  through  the  power  of  fate  or  destiny. 

—  Vidhdtrdyus  (tri-dy°),  us,  m.  the  sunflower; 
sunshine,  (according  to  Sabda-k.  =  surya-dobhd. ) 
Vi-dhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  arranging,  disposing, 

prescribing,  enjoining,  ordering,  performing,  making ; 

arrangement,  disposition,  creation ;  act,  action,  (espe- 
cially) the  performance  of  prescribed  acts  or  rites ;  rule, 

precept,  ordinance,  injunction,  regulation,  sacred  text ; 
act  of  worship,  rite,  ceremony ;  form,  formula,  mode, 

method,  manner,  (tathd-if,  following  such  a  mode 
or  method);  means,  expedient;  gaining,  obtaining, 
taking,  possessing;  wealth;  act  of  hostility ;  conflict 

of  opposite  feelings ;  an  elephant's  fodder  ;  (in  gram- 
mar) affixing,  prefixing,  taking  as  an  affix,  &c. ;  (as, 

d,  am),  acting,  performing,  possessing,  assuming, 

wearing,  having.  —  Vidhdna-ga,  as,  m.  'rule-goer/ 
a  Pandit,  a  wise  or  learned  man,  teacher.  —  Vidhdna- 

jna,  as,  m.  one  who  knows  rules  or  rites,  a  Pandit, 
wise  man.  —  Vidhdna-yakta,  as,  d,  am,  agreeable 
to  rule,  conformable  to  sacred  precept. 

Vi-dhdnaJta,  as,  d,  am,  disposing,  arranging, 
one  who  knows  how  to  arrange ;  (am),  n.  affliction, 
distress,  pain  ( =  vyatha). 

Vi-dhdya,  ind.  having  disposed  or  arranged,  having 
placed  or  put  on ;  having  taken  or  assumed,  &c. ; 
having  formed  or  created  ;  having  rendered. 
Vi-dhdyaka,  as,  ika,  am,  disposing,  arranging, 

performing ;  consigning,  delivering,  one  who  entrusts 
or  deposits  anything  or  causes  it  to  be  fixed  or  secure. 

—  Vidhdyaka-tva,  am,  n.  consignment  or  delivery 
of  anything,  making  anything  firm  or  secure. 
Vi-dhdyin,  i,  ita,  i,  disposing,  arranging ;  mak- 

ing, forming,  building ;  causing,  occasioning ;  placing, 
fixing,  securing ;  delivering,  entrusting  ;  establishing 
a  rule  or  law. 

Vi-dhdsyat,  an,  ati  or  antl,  at,  wishing  or  pur- 
posing to  arrange ;  intending  to  direct  or  enjoin  or 

prescribe,  wishing  to  make  or  do  or  perform,  &c. 
Vi-dhi,  is,  m.  a  rule,  form,  formula,  sacred  pre- 

cept, injunction,  rubric,  sacred  text  or  scripture,  text 
prescribing  any  act  or  observance,  order,  command, 
ordinance,  statute,  law,  direction  for  the  performance 
of  a  rite  as  given  in  the  Brahmana  portion  of  the 
Veda,  (according  to  Say,  the  Brahmana  consists  of 
two  parts,  i.  Vidhi  or  commandment,  e.  g.  naieta, 
he  ought  to  sacrifice ;  kurydt,  he  ought  to  perform ; 
2.  Artha-vada  or  explanatory  statements  as  to  the 
origin  ot  rites  and  use  of  the  Mantras,  mixed  up  with 
legends  and  illustrations),  any  prescribed  act  or  rite  or 
ceremony,  an  act  or  action  in  general,  behaviour,  con- 

duct, mode  of  life,  method,  manner,  way,  means ; 
kind,  sort ;  creation  ;  the  creator ;  N.  of  Brahma  ; 
of  Vishnu  ;  fate,  destiny,  luck ;  time ;  fodder,  food 
for  elephants  or  horses ;  a  physician ;  (is),  (.,  N.  of 

a  goddess.  —  Vidhi-ghna,  as,  t,  am,  '  rule-destroy- 
ing,' one  who  deviates  from  or  disregards  rules,  dis- 

turbing modes  of  proceeding.  —  Vidhi-jiia,  as,  a, 

am,  '  rule-knowing,'  one  who  knows  the  prescribed 
mode  or  form ;  learned  in  ritual ;  (as),  m.  a  Brahman 
who  knows  the  ritual,  a  ritualist.  —  Vidhi-tan,  ind. 
according  to  rule.  —  Vidhi-darfaka,  as,  or  vidhi- 

dartfin,  i,  m.  '  rule-shower,'  a  priest  whose  business 
is  to  see  that  everything  at  a  sacrifice  is  done  accord- 

ing to  prescribed  rules  and  to  correct  any  deviation 
from  them.  —  V idhi-drinhta,  as,  d,  am,  prescribed 

or  approved  by  rule.  —  Vidhi-de>!aka,  as,  m.  'rule- 
shower,'  a  priest  who  corrects  errors  at  a  sacrifice.  —  Vi- 
dhi-draidha,  am,  n.  diversity  of  rule,  variance  of  rite. 
—  Vidhi-paryagata,  as,d,  am,  come  into  possession 
through  destiny.  —  Vidhi-piirvaJeam,  ind.  after  due 
observance  of  rule,  according  to  rule.  —  Vidhi-pra- 

yuMa,  as,   d,  am,   performed   according  to   rule. 
~Vidlii-prayoga,  as,  m.  the  application  of  a  rule, 
acting  according  to  ra\e.  —  Vidhi-prasanga,  as,  m. 
application  of  a  rule,  acting  upon  a  rule.  —  Yidhi- 
yajria,  as,  m.  t  ceremonial  act  of  worship.  —  Vidhi- 
yurja,  as,  m.  the  occurrence  of  fated  or  predestined 
events ;  combining  for  any  act  or  rite.  —  Vidhi-ra- 
sdyana,  N.  of  a  work  by  Appayya  Dikshita  (con- 

futing the  MTmansa  as  expounded  by  Bhatta  Kuma- 
rila).  —  Vidhi-vat,  ind.  agreeably  to  rule,  according  to 
law,  in  due  form,  conformably  to  established  ordinances. 

—  Vidhi-vadhu,  us,  f. '  wife  of  Brahml,'  epithet  of 
Sarasvatl.  —  Vidhi-vihita,  as,  d,  am,  established  by 
rule,  prescribed  by  law.  —  Vidhi-hma,  as,  d,  am, 
destitute  of  rule,  unauthorised,  irregular. 

II  B 
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,  an,  anti,  at,  =  vi-dhiUamdna  below. 

\'i-tl/iit*uman(t,  as,  a,  am,  wishing  to  bestow; desiring  to  fix  or  place  ;  wishing  to  perform  ;  baring 
certain  intentions,  following  certain  aims. 

I  t-ithitsd,  (.  the  wish  to  arrange  ;  desire  to  do  or 
make  ;  design,  purpose,  desire. 

Vi-d/iil,iita,  am,  n.  design,  purpose,  intention. 
Virdhitsu,  wi,  utt,  u,  wishing  to  arrange  ;  intending 

to  make  ;  purposing  to  perform. 

ri-dhtyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  arranged,  being 
enjoined,  being  defined,  &c. 

Virdhtya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  arranged  or  prescribed  ; 
to  be  enjoined  (as  a  rule  Sec.)  ;  to  be  performed  or 
practised  or  done  ;  liable  to  be  ruled  or  governed  or 
influenced  by,  governable,  subject  to  ;  compliant,  sub- 

missive, tractable.—J'iVAf  ijn-]i'ia,  (iit,a,  am,  knowing 
what  ought  to  be  done.  —  Vidheya-ta,  !.  or  vidheya- 
tva,  am,  a.  fitness  to  be  prescribed  or  enjoined  ;  fitness 
for  enactment  (as  a  rule  or  law),  necessary  or  proper 
act  or  conduct;  tractableness,  docility,  submission. 

"Vidheya-pada,  am,  n.  an  object  to  be  accom- 
plished. —  Vidheya-marga,  as,  m.  the  seeking  to 

do  a  necessary  act.-Vidheydtman  (°ya-at°),  a,  m. 
'  having  a  well-governed  nature,'  epithet  of  Vishnu. 

I  "t-hita,  03,  a,  am,  arranged,  settled,  &c.   See  s.  v. 
i.  vi-dhav,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dhavati, 

•te,  -dhavitum,  to  run  or  flow  through,  flow  off  (as 
water),  to  percolate  or  trickle  through,  flow  away  ;  to 
run  or  flee  away  (in  disorder),  be  dispersed  ;  to  run 
through  ;  to  rush  upon. 

Vi-dhavat,  an,  anti,  at,  running  away,  running through. 

2.  vi-dhav,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dhavati, 

-te,  -dhavitum,  to  wash  off,  wash  away,  cleanse  off". 
Vi-dhauta,  at,  a,  am,  cleansed  by  washing. 

ft[V  i.vidhu,  its,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 

I.  34.  fr.  rt.  vyadh,  'to  pierce,'  because  the  moon 
pierces  the  absent  with  sorrowful  feelings  ;  more  pro- 

bably connected  with  rt.  2.  ridh  or  with  vi-dha),  one 
who  arranges  or  disposes  or  rules  or  maintains  (Ved.)  ; 
the  moon  ;  N.  of  Brahms  ;  of  Vishnu  ;  a  Rakshasa, 
fiend;  an  expiatory  oblation;  camphor.  —  Vidhu- 
kshaya,  as,  m.  the  wane  of  the  moon,  the  dark 
days  of  the  month.  —  Vidhun-tuda,  as,  m.  '  moon- 

troubler,'  epithet  of  Rahu  or  the  personified  ascend- 
ing Node  (causing  the  moon's  eclipses).  —  Vidhu- 

panjara,  as,  m.  a  scimitar,  sabre.  —  Vidhu-priya, 
{.  '  dear  to  the  moon,'  a  lunar  mansion  or  Nakshatra 
(personified  as  a  nymph,  the  daughter  of  Daksha  and 
wife  of  the  Moon,  see  nakshatra). 

1  'idliura,  as,  a,  am  (probably  fr.  rt.  i-yadh,  cf.  vi- thura),  agitated,  troubled,  distressed,  bewildered,  con- 
fused (with  fear,  liquor,  &c.),  trembling  ;  suffering  se- 

paration or  absence  from  a  mistress  or  lover,  being  in 
a  slate  of  bereavement,  abandoned  ;  adverse,  hostile  ; 
(an),  m.  a  widower;  (am),  n.  agitation  of  mind, 
anxiety,  alarm,  terror;  danger;  separation  from  a 
mistress  or  lover;  (a),  f.  curds  mixed  with  sugar 
and  spices.  —  Vidhura-ta,  (.  a  state  of  agitation  or 
trouble  of  mind,  state  of  trepidation  or  alarm.  —  Vi- 
dhura-darsana,  am,  n.  the  sight  of  anything  alarm- 

ing ;  a  feeling  of  agitation  or  uneasiness. 

faa  2.  vi-dhu  =  vi-dhu  below. 

-rf/,,7,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dhunoti,  -dhunute 
(later  also  -dlutimti,  -<lh,nnitr},  cl.  6.  P.  .dhuniti, 
-dharitu  m,  -dhotum  ,  to  shake  about,  move  to  and  fro, gitatc,  excite,  wave  about,  toss  about  ;  to  shake  off 

:  away,  disperse,  remove,  destroy  ;  to  shake  off 

*-»  ..       '  -jui,  \\j  uc  14UUCU,  occ. : 
"i-mayatt,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  shake  about, 

n ,//     tly' agita!c' rauK  to  Sta?ger- 

]  '-'/<<ir;/o,om,  n.  agitation,  trembling,  tremor. ''  uki"6  ab°ut'  tte- 

\'i-dhuta,  at,  a,  am,  shaken  about;  shaken  off, 
driven  away  ;  abandoned,  relinquished,  left  off.  —  Vi- 
dli  ula-bandhana,  as,  a,  am,  released  from  bonds. 
Vi-dhuti,  is,  (.  shaking,  trembling,  trepidation. 
V  i-dhiiitiina,  am,  n.  the  act  of  shaking  or  tossing 

about,  trembling,  tremor. 

\'  i-illiiinci.it,  an,  ati,  at,  shaking,  tossing  about, 
waving  about. 

Vi-dhunvana,  as,  a,  am,  shaking  about,  tossing. 
Vi-dhuvat,  an,  all  or  anti,  at,  shaking  or  waving 

about,  brandishing. 

Vi-dhuvana,  am,  n.  trembling,  tremor. 

Vi-dhuta,  as,  a,  am,  shaken  or  tossed  about, 
waved,  waving  ;  trembling,  tremulous  ;  unsteady  ; 
shaken  off,  dispelled,  removed  ;  abandoned  ;  (am), 

n.  the  repelling  of  affection,  repugnance.—  Vidhuta- 
kalmaiha,  as,  a,  am,  having  sin  dispelled  or  re- 

moved, delivered  from  sin.  —  Vidhuta-keia,  as,  a, 
am,  who  or  what  has  tossed  about  the  hair  (Kirat. 
VIII.  33).  —  Vidhuta-nidra,  as,  a,  am,  roused 
from  sleep,  awakened. 

Vi-dhuti,  i»,  f.  agitation,  tremor;  shaking. 
Vi-dhunana,  am,  n.  causing  to  shake  or  tremble, 

shaking,  trembling,  tremor. 

Vi-dhunayat,  an,  anti,  at,  violently  shaking. 
Vi-dhunita,  as,  d,  ant,  shaken  about,  tossed 

about,  agitated,  alarmed  ;  harassed,  annoyed. 

Vi-dhuya,  ind.  having  shaken  about,  having 
shaken  off,  having  removed,  &c. 

Vi-dhuyat,  an,  anil,  at,  being  shaken,  being 
agitated  or  waved  about. 
Virdhuyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  shaken,  being 

agitated,  being  waved  about. 

vi-dhuma,  as,  a,  am,  smokeless. 

vi-dhri,  cl.  10.  P.  -dharayati,  -yitum, 

to  keep  asunder,  keep  apart,  separate,  divide,  distri- 
bute ;  to  arrange  ;  to  manage  ;  to  keep  off;  to  lay  hold 

of,  seize  ;  to  keep  back,  withhold,  restrain,  obstruct  ; 
to  hold  up,  bear,  cany,  support,  maintain,  sustain, 
preserve,  take  care  of;  to  keep  fixed,  (with  manas, 
to  fix  the  mind  upon.) 

Vi-dhartri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  supports,  a  sup- 
porter, bearer,  sustainer  (  —  vidharayitri,  Nirukta 

XII.  14)  ;  the  performer  of  various  functions,  (Say. 
=  vividha-karaka.) 

Vi-d/utrman,  a,  n.,Ved.  the  function  of  support- 
ing (the  universe)  ;  various  function  or  office  ;  bear- 
ing, supporting  ;  epithet  of  the  sky  (as  the  bearer  of 

light  and  rain)  ;  epithet  of  the  vessel  used  in  the  pre- 
paration of  the  Soma  juice  ;  order,  rule,  right,  might. 

Vi-dhdra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  bearing,  supporting  ;  epi- 
thet of  the  sky  (as  the  bearer  of  rain  and  light). 

Vi-dhrita,  as,  d,  am,  kept  asunder  or  apart, 
separated;  seized,  grasped,  held;  taken,  assumed, 

possessed;  withheld,  restrained,  (a-ridhrita,  unre- 
strained, unchecked);  (am),  n.  disregard  of  an 

injunction  or  wish  ;  dissatisfaction.—  VidArttayudlia 

£ta-dy°),  as,  d,  am,  holding  weapons. 
VMhriti,  is,  f.  arrangement,  rule,  regulation, ordinance. 

ri-dhrish,  Caus.  -dharshayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  violate,  ravish;  to  spoil,  injure;  to  annoy, trouble. 

vi-dhma,  cl.  I  .  P.  -dhamati,  -dhmd- 
tum,  to  blow  away,  blow  off;  to  scatter,  disperse, destroy. 

,  &c.    See  under  rt.  vyadh. 

vi-dhvans  or  m-dkeas,  cl.  I.  A. 

-dhransate  (ep.  also  P.  -ri),  -dhvansitum,  to  fall 
to  pieces,  crumble  into  dust  or  powder  ;  to  be  scat- 

tered or  whirled  about  (like  dust),  be  dispersed  ;  to 
be  destroyed,  perish  :  Caus.  -dhvansayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  fall  to  pieces  or  crumble,  dash  to  pieces, 
crush,  destroy,  annihilate  ;  to  injure. 

1  i-dhvansa,  as,  m.  falling  to  pieces,  ruin,  de- 
struction ;  aversion,  disrespect,  enmity,  dislike  ;  in- 

sult, offence. 

Vi-dfn-ansamana,  ai,  a,  am,  falling  or  crumbling 
to  pieces. 
Vi-dhvansita,  as,  a,  am,  dashed  or  broken  to 

pieces,  destroyed. 
Vi-dhramin,  i,  ini,  i,  falling  to  pieces,  falling 

asunder,  being  scattered  or  dispersed,  falling  down, 
being  ruined,  perishing;  causing  to  fall,  ruining, 
destroying  ;  hostile,  adverse. 
Vi-dhvaeta,  as,  a,  am,  fallen  asunder,  fallen  to 

pieces,  destroyed,  ruined,  scattered  about  or  tossed 
up,  whirled  up  (as  dust)  ;  obscured,  darkened,  oblite- 

rated, eclipsed  (in  astronomy).  —  Vidhmsta-naga- 

rairama  (°ra-as'°),  as,  a,  am,  having  ruined  cities 
and  hermitages.  —  Vidhmsta-para-guna,  as,  m. 
one  who  detracts  from  the  merits  of  another. 

f»
 

IHIJJW  vtnan-grisa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  accord- 
ing to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  IX.  72,  $=kamaniyam 

stotram  grihnati  yah  ;  (a»),  m.  du.  the  two  arms 
(according  to  Naigh.  II.  4). 

fVT^  vi-nad,  cl.  i.  P.  -nadati,  -naditum, 
to  sound  forth,  cry  out,  scream  out,  roar,  bellow  ;  to 
thunder  (as  clouds)  ;  to  roar  or  scream  at  (with  ace.)  ; 
to  fill  with  cries  :  Caus.  -nadayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  sound  or  resound,  cause  to  make  a  noise  ;  to  fill 
with  noise  or  cries  ;  to  sound  aloud  :  Pass,  of  Caus. 

-nadyate,  to  be  made  to  sound,  be  made  to  cry,  &c. 
Vi-nada,  as,  m.  sound,  noise;  a  kind  of  tree, 

tchites  Scholaris. 

Virnadat,  an,  anti,  at,  shouting,  bellowing,  lowing. 
Vi-nadin,  I,  ini,  i,  roaring,  thundering,  grumbling. 
Vi-nadi,  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  (also  read  vainadi.) 
Vi-nadya,  ind.  having  sounded,  sounding. 
Vi-nddita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  resound,  caused  to 

sound  aloud. 

Vi-nadin,  I,  ini,  i,  sounding  forth,  crying  out. 

Vi-nadyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  made  to  sou 

or  cry. 
to  sound 

vi-nand,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nandati,  -te, 
-nanditum,  to  rejoice,  be  glad  or  joyful. 

f<(«1»^  vi-nam,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -namati,  -te, 
-nantum,  to  bend  down,  bow  down,  stoop:  Caus. 

-namayati,  -namayati,  -yitum,  to  bend  down,  bend 
a  bow;  (in  grammar)  to  cerebralize  or  change  into 
a  cerebral  letter. 

Vi-nata,  as,  a,  am,  bent  down,  bowed,  stooping, 
inclined,  sunk  down,  depressed,  deepened  ;  curved, 
crooked  ;  humble,  modest  ;  depressed,  dispirited  ;  (in 

grammar)  changed  into  a  cerebral  letter,  see  vi- 
ndma  below  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Su-dyumna  ; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  wives  of  KaSyapa  and 
mother  of  Aruna  and  Garuda,  (in  Mah5-bh.  Adi-p. 
2520,  VinatS  is  enumerated  among  the  thirteen 

daughters  of  Daksha  ;  the  BhSgavata-PuiSna  makes 
her  the  wife  of  TSrksha  ;  the  Vayu  describes  the 
metres  of  the  Veda  as  her  daughters,  while  the  Padma 
gives  her  only  one  daughter,  SaudSmin!)  ;  a  sort  of 
basket.  "Vinata-kaya,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  body 

bent,  stooping.  —  ]'i>mtonana  (°ta-an°),  as,  a,  am, 
having  the  face  bent  or  cast  down,  dejected,  dispirited. 

—  Vinata-snnu,  us,  m.  epithet  of  Aruna  (charioteer 
of  the  Sun)  ;  of  Garuda  (younger  brother  of  Aruna). 

—  Vinatodara  (°ta-ud°),  as,  a,  am,  with  bending 
waist,  bending  at  the  waist. 

Vi-nati,  is,  f.  bowing  down,  bending;  humility, 
modesty. 

Vi-namana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  bending  down, 
bowing,  bending. 

Vi-namita,  as,  a,  am,  bowed  down,  inclined, 
declined. 

Vi-namra,  as,  a,  am,  bent  down,  bowed  ;  de- 

pressed ;  humble,  modest. 
Vinamraka,  am,  n.  the  flower  of  the  plant  Ta- 

gara. 

Vi-ndma,  as,  m.  (in  grammar)  conversion  into  a 
cerebral  letter,  the  substitution  of  s/i  for  i  and  if 

for  n. 
Vi-ndmya,  ind.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  having  bent  down. 

vi-naya.     See  under  vi-ni,  p.  925. 



vi-nard. 
vi-ni-yuj. 
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CT-narrf,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nardati,  -te, 
•narditum,  to  cry  out,  roar  out,  make  a  loud  sound, 
thunder. 

Vi-nardat,  an,  anti,  at,  crying  out,  making  a 
loud  noise,  sounding  forth. 
Vi-nardamdna,  as,  a,  am,  sounding  loudly, 

thundering. 

r=(i5I  vi-nas.  cl.  1.4.?.  -nasati,  -nasyati, 
-nasitum,  -nanshtum,  to  be  completely  lost  or 
ruined  ;  to  be  destroyed,  perish ;  to  disappear,  vanish  ; 
to  come  to  nothing,  be  frustrated :  Caus.  -na.faya.ti, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  be  lost  or  ruined,  destroy,  anni- 

hilate ;  to  cause  to  disappear  or  vanish. 

Vi-nas'ana,  am,  n.  perishing,  loss,  disappearance ; 
destruction ;  N.  of  the  place  where  the  river  Sa- 
rasvat!  is  lost  in  the  sand ;  a  country  in  the  north- 

west of  Delhi  (said  to  be  the  same  as  Kuru-kshetra 
or  the  country  adjacent  to  the  modern  Paniput ;  see 
Manu  II.  2i).  —  Vinab'ana-kshetra,  am,  n.  the 
district  of  Vinasana. 

Vi-nafyat,  an,  anti,  at,  being  lost  or  ruined, 
perishing,  decaying. 
Vwiadoara,  as,  I,  am,  liable  to  be  destroyed, 

perishable. 
Vi^nashta,  as,  a,  am,  utterly  lost  or  ruined,  dis- 

appeared, perished  ;  destroyed  ;  spoilt,  corrupted. 
Vi-nashti,  is,  (.  utter  loss  or  destruction,  ruin, 

disappearance. 

Vi-nd$"a,  as,  m.  utter  loss,  annihilation,  perdition, 
rain,  destruction,  decay,  death;  removal.  —  Vindia- 
dharman,  a,  a,  a,  or  vindsa-dharmin,  I,  inl,  i, 
subject  to  the  law  of  decay.  —  Vinafa-sanibhava, 
as,  m.  a  source  of  destruction,  cause  of  subsequent 
non-existence  of  a  composite  body  (avayavin). 

—  Vinas'onmuklia  (°4a-un°),  as,  a,  am,  about  to 
perish,  verging  on  decay,  full  ripe  or  mature. 
Vi-ndfaka,  as,  ika,  am,  annihilating,  destroying ; 

a  destroyer. 
Vi-ndfana,  as,  i,  am,  destroying,  destructive, 

ruinous;  (as),  m.  one  who  destroys,  a  destroyer; 
(am),  n.  destruction,  annihilation. 
Vi-ndiayat,  an,  anti,  at,  destroying,  annihilating. 
Vi-nddayitri,  id,  trl,  tri,  one  who  destroys,  a 

destroyer. 
Vwiddita,  as,  a,  am,  utterly  destroyed,  mined. 
Vi-ndiin,  I,  inl,  i,  perishing,  being  destroyed ;  un- 

dergoing transformation ;  destructive,  destroying. 

fo«Hf  vi-nasa,  as,  a  or  I,  am,  noseless, 
without  a  nose. 

Vi-ndsaka  or  vi-ndsika,  as,  i,  am,  noseless. 

(V«1l  vina,  ind.  (probably  a  kind  of  inst. 
of  I.  vi},  without,  except  (with  ace.,  inst.,  or  occa- 

sionally abl.,  e.g.  bhushanam  or  bliushanena  or 
bhusthanad  vina,  without  ornament) ;  short  of,  ex- 

clusive of.  —  Vind-krita,  as,  a,  am, '  made-without,' 
deprived  of,  bereaved,  abandoned,  left,  relinquished. 

••  Vindnyonyam  (°nd-an°),  ind.  without  each 
other,  one  without  the  other.  —  Vinokti  (°nd-uk°~), 
fa,  f.  'the  utterance  of  vino.,'  i.e.  the  use  of  the 
word  vind  in  composition  (e.  g.  led  nitfa  s'as'ind 
rind,  what  is  the  night  without  the  moon?). 

f^MlfijoM  vi-nddikd  or  vi-narli,  f.  a  period 
of  twenty-four  seconds,  the  sixtieth  part  of  a  Nad!  or 
Indian  hour. 

fa *\l^  vi-ndtha,  as,  d,  am,  having  no  lord 
or  master,  unprotected,  unowned,  deserted. 

I  vi-ndyaka.     See  p.  925,  col.  2. 

vindruhd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (= 
tri-parnikd). 

fa  «i  i  g  vi-ndha,  as,  m.  (see  rt.  I.  nah),  a 
top  or  cover  for  the  mouth  of  a  well ;  [cf.  vmaha.] 

f^nHt***!  vi-nih-kampa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
motionless,  immovable. 

fl  flJ^T^  vi-nih-svas,  el.  2.  P.  -6vasiti, 
-ivaaitum,  to  breathe  hard,  sigh,  heave  a  deep  sigh. 

Vi-nihivasya,  ind.  having  sighed,  having  heaved a  sigh. 

fVf«lHT vi-nih-sri,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarati,  -sartum, 
to  go  forth,  issue  out. 
Vi-nihsarana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  forth  or 

out,  issuing  forth. 

Vi-nihsrita,  as,  d,  am,  gone  forth  or  out,  issued 
forth,  sprung  from. 

fafaaji  vi-ni-kri  (see  rt.  I.  in),  cl.  8.  P.  A. 
-karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  act  badly  towards, 
ill-treat,  offend,  hurt,  injure. 

Vi-nikrita,  as,  d,am,  ill-treated,  injured,  damaged. 

fafadp^vi-ni-krit  (see  rt.  2.  krit),  cl.  6.  P. 
-krintati,  -kartitum,  to  cut  or  hew  in  pieces,  cut 
off,  cut  away,  cut  about,  mutilate;  to  tear  off;  to destroy. 

Vi-nikritta,  as,  a,  am,  cut  or  hewn  in  pieces, mutilated. 

Vi-nikritya,  ind.  having  cut  away  or  asunder, 
having  destroyed,  having  dissipated. 

foftT^i  vi-ni-kri  (see  rt.  I.  in),  cl.  6.  P. 
-kirati,  -karitum  or  -karitum,  to  scatter  in  dif- 

ferent directions,  throw  about;  to  scatter  or  cast 
down ;  to  scatter  over,  cover ;  to  cast  off,  abandon. 
Vi-nikirna,  as,  d,  am,  scattered  over,  covered ; 

spread  over ;  crowded,  filled ;  outstretched ;  dispersed. 

fafaar  vi-niksh,  cl.  i.  P.  -nikshati,  &c. 
(Ved.  Inf.  vinikshe),  to  pierce,  penetrate. 
Vi-nikihana,  am,  n.  the  art  of  piercing;  [cf. Nirukta  IV.  18.] 

ftfafejH,  vi-ni-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kshi- 
pati,  -te,  'ksheptum,  to  throw  or  cast  down,  over- 

throw ;  to  put  or  place  down ;  to  put  or  place  in  or 
on,  infix,  insert;  to  deposit,  deliver  over,  entrust 
with  ;  to  occupy  with  or  engage  in. 
Vi-nikshipta,  ag,  d,  ant,  thrown  or  tossed  down ; 

fixed,  infixed,  inserted  ;  deposited  ;  dispatched,  sent. 
Vi-nikshipya,  ind.  having  thrown  or  flung  down, 

having  put  down,  having  delivered  over,  having  given into  charge. 

Vi-nikshepa,  as,  m.  the  act  of  throwing  or  tossing down,  sending. 

Niti'is  vi-nigada,  as,  d,  am,  fetterless, 
without  fetters. —  Vinigadi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti, 
-kartum,  to  render  fetterless,  unfetter,  unshackle. 

ftfni<^  vi-ni-gad,  cl.  I.  P.  -gadati,  -gadi- 
tam,  to  speak  to,  address,  accost :  Pass,  -r/adyate, 
to  be  called  or  named. 

fafVj|  m-ni-ffuh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -guhati, 
-te,  -yuhitum  or  -godhum,  to  cover  over,  conceal, hide. 

Vi-nigukila,  as,d,  am,  covered,  concealed,  hidden. 

fffnifii  m-ni-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grihndti, 
-grihiute.-graldtum,  to  lay  hold  of,  seize;  to  hold  in, 
keep  back,  keep  in  check,  restrain,  obstruct,  impede. 

Vi-nigrihya,  ind.  having  seized,  having  restrained. 
Vi-niijraha,  as,  m.  restraining,  subduing,  restraint ; 

disjunction,  mutual  opposition,  an  antithesis  which  im- 
plies that  when  two  propositions  are  antithetically  stated 

peculiar  stress  is  laid  on  one  of  them.  —  Viniyra- 
hiirtha,  (°ha-ar°},  an,  m.  the  sense  of  the  above 
antithesis.  —  Vitn'yrakfirthii/a,  as,  a,  am,  standing in  the  sense  of  the  above  antithesis. 

fa l'1H\vi-mghnat.    See  under  vi-ni-han. 

fej  [V|  -^ JIT  m-ni-Curn,  cl.  10.  P.  -furnayati, 
-yitum,  to  grind  or  crush  to  pieces,  pulverize,  pound, 
rub. 

(%r«i$i'j-n«Wra,  as,  d,  am,  sleepless,  awake; 
blown,  budded.  —  Vinidra-karana,  am,  n.  rendering 
sleepless.  —  Vinitlra-td,  f.  or  vinidra-tra,  am,  n. 
sleeplessness,  wakefulness,  vigilance,  waking. 

fafirVT  vi-ni-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhdtl, 
-dltatte,  -dhdtum,  to  put  or  lay  down  in  different 

places,  distribute;  to  put  off;  to  lay  or  put  down; 
to  put  away  ;  to  place  or  put  on  ;  to  put  by,  lay  aside, 
store  up  ;  to  fix  upon,  direct,  (with  drishtim,  &c., 
to  fix  the  eyes  upon  ;  with  manas,  &c.,  to  fix  or 
direct  the  mind  upon  ;  with  hridi  or  hridaye,  to  fix 
in  the  heart,  keep  fixed  in  the  heart,  bear  in  mind.) 
Vi-nidhdya,  ind.  having  put  in  different  places, 

having  distributed  ;  having  placed  or  taken,  &c. 
Vi-nihita,  as,  d,  am,  put  off  or  down,  &c.  ;  fixed 

on,  directed.  —  Vinihita-dnshti,  is,  is,  i,  having 
the  eyes  fixed  upon,  eagerly  looking  at,  intent  on. 
—  Vinihita-manas,  as,  as,  as,  having  the  mind 
fixed  upon,  intent  upon,  devoted  to. 

l^Uitci*^  vi-ni-dhvans  or  vi-ni-dhvas,  cl. 
i.  A.  -dhransate,  -dhvansitum,  to  fall  to  pieces,  be 
dispersed,  be  destroyed,  perish,  disappear,  vanish  ;  (2nd 
sing.  Impv.  vinidhransa,  be  off!  take  thyself  off!) 

Vi-n 
down. 

-nidlmaeta,  at,  d,  am,  destroyed,  ruined,  struck 

^  vi-nind,  cl.  i.  P.  -nindati  (ep.  also 
A.  -te),  -ninditvm,  to  reproach,  revile,  abuse. 

r^r»i46  vi-ni-pat,  cl.  10.  P.  -pdtayati,  &c., 
to  split  open,  split  up,  cleave. 

Vi-nipdlya,  ind.  having  split  open,  having  severed. 

f^  NI  M  r^  vi-ni-pat,  cl.  I.  P.  -patati,  -pati- 
tum,  to  fall  down,  fall  headlong,  fall  in  or  into  ;  fall 
upon,  attack,  assail  ;  fly  down,  fly  away  :  Caus.  -pd- 

tayati, -yitum,  to  cause  to  fall  down,  throw  down  ; 
to  kill,  deprive  of  life  ;  to  destroy,  annihilate  :  Pass. 
of  Caus.  -pdtyate,  to  be  thrown  down. 

Vi-nipatita,  as,  a,  am,  fallen  down  ;  flown  down  ; flying  away. 

Vi-nipatya,  ind.  having  fallen  down,  &c. 
Vi-nipdta,  as,  m.  falling  down,  falling;  a  great 

fall,  ruin,  any  great  calamity  or  unavoidable  evil  ; 
decay,  death,  destruction;  pain,  distress;  disrespect. 
—  Vinipdta-ianiin,  i,  inl,  i,  announcing  misfortune or  destruction,  portentous. 

Vi-nipdtita,  as,  d,  am,  thrown  down;  killed, destroyed. 

Vi-nipatya,  ind.  having  killed. 

rqfVtiTi^  vi-ni-majj,  cl.  6.  P.  -majjati, 
&c.,  to  plunge  in  or  under,  dive  under,  bathe. 

Vi-nimagna,  as,  d,  am,  plunged,  bathed,  im- mersed. 

ftfVf*f)c5  vi-ni-mll,  cl.  I.  P.  -mllati,  -mi- 
litum,  to  close  the  eyes,  wink,  connive  ;  to  close  or shut  (as  the  eyes  &c.). 

Vi-nimilita,  as,  d,  am,  closed,  shut  (as  the  eyes 
&c.).  —  Vinimllitekshaifa  (°ta-ik°),  as,  d,  am, having  the  eyes  closed. 

fafrrif  vi-ni-me,  cl.  i  .  A.  -may  ate,  -mdtum, to  exchange,  barter. 

Vi-nimaya,  as,  m.  exchange,  barter,  (vinima- 
yena,  alternately)  ;  a  pledge,  deposit,  security  ;  trans- mutation (of  letters). 

fafVut  OT-nimesAa,  as,  m.  (seert.  i.mish), 
winking  or  twinkling  of  the  eyes,  a  wink,  sign. 

f^fTTm?  vi-ni-yam,  cl.  i.  P.  -yaMhati, 
-yantum,  to  restrain,  check,  control,  keep  in  check, 
hold  back,  regulate  ;  to  retrench,  limit. 

Vi-niyata,  as,  d,  am,  restrained,  checked,  regu- 
lated, retrenched.  —  Viniyata-i'etas,  as,  as,  as,  hav- 

ing a  controlled  or  regulated  miad.  —  Viniyatdkdra 
(Ltn.-'lh°),  as,  d,  ami,  moderate  in  food  or  diet,  ab- stemious. 

Vi-niyama,  as,  m.  restraining,  restraint,  regulat- 
ing, control,  government. 

Vi-niyamya,  ind.  having  restrained,  having checked,  &c. 

fef?np^  vi-ni-yuj,  cl.  7.  A.  (rarely  P.) 
-i/intkte  (-yunaldi),  -yoktum,  to  unyoke,  disjoin, 
disconnect,  detach,  separate  ;  to  discharge  (an  arrow 
&c.)  ;  to  attach  to,  appoint,  fix,  assign,  commit, 
commission,  charge  ;  to  apply,  use,  employ  :  Pass. 
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-yujyate,  to  be  separated,  fall  into  decay ;  to  be 
appointed,  to  be  applied,  &c. :  Caus.  -yojayati, 
-yitxut,  to  appoint,  commission,  employ,  use,  in- 

trust, enjoin,  command ;  to  oft'er,  present ;  to  per- form. 

\'i-nii/ukta,  a«, a, tint,  separated,  sundered,  loosed, detached,  parted,  parted  with ;  absent ;  attached  to, 
appointed,  commissioned  to ;  applied  to,  employed  in ; 

enjoined,  commanded.  —  !  nan  (°tardt°), 
a,  a,  a,  having  the  mind  fixed  on  or  directed  towards. 

I  'l-ii iii  (ji//i,  ind.  having  appointed. 
]  i-tiiyoktarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  appointed,  to 

be  employed  in,  to  be  applied  to ;  to  be  enjoined  or 
commanded. 

Vi-niyoga,  as,  m.  unyoking,  separating,  parting, 
separation,  detachment ;  separating  from,  parting  with 
(any  body  or  anything) ;  giving  up,  leaving,  aban- 

doning ;  appointment  to  (any  office)  ;  application  to, 
employment  in;  commission,  charge;  impediment. 
—  Viniyor/a-saitgraha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Parisishta 
of  the  Sama-veda. 

Vi-niyojita,  as,  a,  am,  disjoined,  detached ;  joined 
to,  attached  to ;  appointed  to,  employed  for  or  in, 
applied  to  (any  particular  duty  or  purpose,  with  loc., 
e.g.  adhi-patitve  viniyojita,  appointed  to  the 
sovereignty) ;  commissioned,  charged,  deputed. 

f«»r«vl»i  vi-nir-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  -gaUhatl, 
-gantum,  to  go  out,  issue  out ;  to  go  away,  depart ; 
to  escape  from ;  to  leave ;  to  disengage  or  liberate 

one's  self  from  (with  abl.) ;  to  become  put  out  or 
beside  one's  self. 
Vi-nirgata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  out,  gone  out  of 

or  from,  escaped  from,  liberated  or  freed  from  (with 
abl.). 

Vi-nirgama,  as,  m.  the  act  of  going  forth,  going 
out,  departure. 

(VW«l  vi-nir-ji,  cl.  I .  P.  -jayati,  -jetum,  to 
conquer  completely ;  to  overpower,  master ;  to  win. 
Vi-nirjaya,  as,  m.  complete  victory,  conquest. 
Vi-nirjita,  as,  a,  am,  entirely  conquered,  over- 

powered, overcome,  won. 
Vi-nirjitya,  ind.  having  completely  subdued  or 

conquered. 

fq  ftf  ji  I  vi-nir-jna,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -janati, 
-janite,  -jnatum,  to  distinguish,  discriminate,  dis- 

cern, find  out,  investigate. 

f<i ["tniO" ri-nir-m  (see  rt.  I.  n»),  cl.  I.  P.  A. -nayati,  -te,  -net urn,  to  settle  completely,  decide  or 
determine  clearly. 
Vi-nirnaya,  as,  m.  complete  settlement  or  de- 

cision, ascertainment ;  certainty ;  a  settled  rule. 
Vi-nirnita,  as,  a,  am,  settled  or  determined 

clearly,  ascertained,  certain. 
Vi-nirmya,  ind.  having  clearly  decided  or  settled. 

fl'l*^  ri-nir-dah,  cl.  I.  P.  -dahatl,  -dag- 
dhum,  to  burn  completely,  burn  up,  consume  by  fire, 
destroy  totally. 

Vi-nirdagdha,  as,  a,  am,  completely  burnt  up  or 
consumed,  utterly  destroyed. 
Vi-nirdahat,  an,  anti,  at,  burning  up,  utterly 

consuming  or  destroying. 
Vi-nirdahana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  burning  or  de- 

stroying utterly. 

ftrfaff  5^  vi-nir-dit,  cl.  6.  P.  -disati, 
•deshtunt,  to  point  out,  show,  indicate,  denote, 
mark  ;  to  direct,  enjoin,  announce,  declare ;  to  de- 

termine, settle,  fix,  resolve  ;  to  appoint,  assign,  charge 
with  any  business  (loc.). 

I  l-nir'Ii.-kla,  as,  a,  am,  pointed  out,  stated, declared,  directed,  enjoined  ;  assigned. 
ftfn^  ri-nir-dhu  (see  rt.  i.  dhu  and 

I.  dhu),  d.  5.  P.  A.  -rthunuti,  -dhwuitc  (in  the 
ater  language  also  -dhunoti,  ilhunute),  -dhotum, 
•MOTMMII,  to  shake  off;  to  drive  away,  blow  away, scatter  in  every  direction,  dissipate ;  to  wave  about! shake  about,  agitate. 

Vi-nii'dliuta,  as,  a,  am,  shaken  off,  dispelled; 
shaken  or  waved  about,  agitated. 

\'i-/iif<lhuta,  as,  d,  am,  shaken  off,  driven  away; 
scattered  in  all  directions,  dissipated,  dispersed  ;  shaken 
about,  waved  about. 

V  i-nirdhnya,  ind.  having  shaken  off  or  driven 
away ;  having  scattered  or  dispersed ;  having  waved 
about. 

f<<  f«i  5  «J  vi-nirbandha,  as,  m.  persistence, 

pertinacity,  pertinacious  pursuit. 

fij Prl^^I vi-nir-bhahj,  cl.  7.  P.  -bhanakti, 
-l,hu>rl;tinn,to  break  to  pieces,  break  asunder,  break 
through,  break  down. 
Vi-nirbhagna,  as,  a,  am,  broken  asunder,  broken 

down.  —  Vinirbhagna-nayana,  as,  a,  am,  having 
the  eyes  dashed  out. 

fc(  r»i^  n\vi-nir-bharts,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -bhart- 
sayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  threaten  or  chide  vehemently, 
scold. 
Vi-nirlhartsya,  ind.  having  threatened,  having 

greatly  reviled. 
fafirfi^i  vi-nir-bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -bhinatti, 

-bhintte,  -bhettum,  to  split  or  cleave  asunder,  cleave  ; 
to  pierce,  shoot  through :  Pass,  -bhidyate,  to  be 
split,  to  open. 
Vi-nirbhidya,  ind.  having  split  asunder,  having 

pierced  or  shot  through. 
Vi-nirbhinna,  as,  a,  am,  split  asunder,  cleft; 

opened ;  pierced. 

ftjf«ffi^  vi-nir-bhuj,  cl.  6.  P.  -bhujati, 
-bhoktum,  to  bend  or  turn  on  one  side. 

fa  fll"^  vi-nir-math  or  vi-nir-manth,  cl. 
I.  9.  P.  -mathati,  -manthati,  -mathndti,  &c.,  to 
churn  out,  stir  or  shake  about,  crush,  stamp  to  pieces, 
annihilate. 

Vif-nirmathya,  ind.  having  churned,  having  crushed 
or  annihilated. 

fill*?!  vi-nir-ma,  cl.  2.  P.  -mati,  cl.  3.  4. 
A.  -mimite,  -mdyate,  -mdtum,  to  make  or  form 
out  of;  to  form,  fashion,  construct,  build,  prepare, 
make,  create. 
Vi-nirmdna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  forming  or  making. 
Vi-nirmatri,  ta,  tri,  tji,  one  who  forms  or  makes, 

a  maker,  builder,  &c. 

Fi-nirmifa,  as,  a,  am,  formed  or  made  of,  con- 
structed, built,  made,  created,  prepared ;  kept,  cele- 

brated, observed  (as  a  feast) ;  determined,  destined ; 
laid  out  (as  a  garden). 

fq \r\y^vi-nlr-mu(,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -mundati, 
•te,  -moktum,  to  loosen,  free  from ;  to  set  free, 
liberate;  to  discharge,  shoot  off;  to  abandon,  give 
up :  Pass.  -mu6yate,  to  be  liberated  or  set  free,  to be  freed  from. 

Vi-nirmukta,  as,  a,  am,  liberated,  escaped,  let 
loose  or  free ;  exempt,  free  from  ;  discharged,  shot. 
Vi-nirmafya,  ind.  having  loosened  or  set  free; 

having  abandoned  or  deserted ;  having  discharged. 

faf«l«Jj  vi-nirmudha,  as,  a,  am,  not  stul- 
tified, not  made  void  or  vain.  —  Vinirmudha-pra- 

tijna,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  is  faithful  to  a  promise 
or  agreement. 

i-i-niryat,  an,  afi,  at  (Pres.  part, 
of  rt.  5.  i  with  nis  and  vi),  going  out  or  forth, issuing. 

fefalT  m-nir-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -yati,  -yatum, 
to  go  forth,  go  out,  issue,  set  out. 
Vi-wiryana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  forth,  setting 

out. 

Vi-nirytita,  as,  d,  am,  gone  forth  or  out,  set  out. 

fcjfW^J^  vi-nir-yuj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yunakti, 
•yunkte,  -yoktum,  to  dispatch,  send  forth,  shoot, 
cast. 

vi-nir-likh,   cl.  6.  P.  -likhati, 

•lekhitum,  to  scratch  out,  scratch  in,  make  an  in- 
cision. 
\H\*l3V{vi-nir-varn,  cl.  10.  P.  -varnayati, 

-yitum,  to  look  at,  contemplate. 

fq ff  •j i\vi-nir-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate,  -var- 
titum,  to  proceed  out,  come  forth,  be  produced ;  to 
come  to  an  end. 
Vi-nirvritta,  as,  d,  am,  proceeded,  proceeding, 

produced,  occurred  ;  completed,  finished. 

f^TT'Tfa^  vi-ni-i'id,  (Ja,us.-vedayati,-yitum, 
to  make  known,  tell,  inform,  report,  communicate. 
Vi-nivedita,  as,  d,  am,  made  known,  announced. 

IH  1  «i  11 31  vi-ni-vis,  Caus.  -vesayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  cause  to  enter  ;  to  introduce ;  to  place  or  put 

on ;  to  add. 

Vi-nives'a,  as,  m.  entrance,  settling  down  (in  a 
place) ;  an  impression. 

II MI  vi-ni-vri,  Caus.  -varayati,  -yitum, 
to  keep  off,  ward  off;  to  hinder,  prevent ;  to  pro- 

hibit, forbid  :  Pass,  of  Caus.  -rdryate,  to  be  kept 
off;  to  be  prevented. 
Vi-nivdrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  keeping  off  or 

preventing,  &c. 

Vi-nirdrita,  as,  d,  am,  kept  off,  prevented,  hin- 
dered, opposed  ;  screened,  covered,  kept  out  of  view. 

(Vi"«i<jf^i'i-7»-»riY,  cl.  i.  A.  -vartate,  -var- titum,  to  turn  back,  return,  turn  away,  go  back ;  to 
desist  from,  cease  from  (with  abl.) ;  to  cease,  end, 
disappear:  Caus.  -vartayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
turn  back;  to  restrain,  withhold;  to  avert,  divert; 
to  cause  to  cease  or  desist ;  to  renounce ;  to  annul. 

Vi-nivartita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  turn  back, 
diverted ;  caused  to  cease,  stopped. 

Vi-nivritta,  as,  d,  am,  turned  back,  returned, 
turned  away ;  stopped,  ceased,  ended,  refrained, 
desisted  from,  freed  from,  desisting  from ;  retired, 
withdrawn.  —  Vinivritta-kama,  as,  a,  am,  one 

whose  desires  have  ceased,  foiled  in  one's  wishes. 
Vi-nivritti,  is,  f.  cessation,  stopping,  desisting, 

abstaining ;  stop,  end,  term. 

T^Tl^li  vi-ni-sam,  cl.  4.  P.  -samyati,  -sa- 
mittim,  to  hear,  listen,  apprehend. 
Vi-niiamya,  ind.  having  heard. 

f<4 fr| *S ̂.  vi-nis-6ar  (-nis-6ar),  cl.  I.  P.  -6a- 
rati,  -daritum,  to  go  forth  in  all  directions. 

iMi  rcart  vi-nisfala,  as,  d,  am,  immovable, firm,  steady. 

f<4 PH f<4l  ri-nis-(i  (-nis-ti),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -ti- 
noti,  -dmiiie,  -ietum,  to  debate  about,  weigh,  in- 

vestigate, to  regard  as  ascertained  or  certain,  arrive 
at  a  fixed  decision,  determine,  resolve. 

Vi-niMaya,  as,  m.  decision,  resolution ;  fixing, 
ascertaining,  settling,  ascertainment,  certainty,  (anga- 
mniMayit,  the  fixing  or  settling  of  a  horoscope.) 

—  V ' miiCoaja-jna,  as,  d,  am,  knowing  the  certainty of  anything. 

Vi-nistita,  as,  d,  am,  ascertained,  determined, 

settled,  decided,  certain.  —  VinWitdrtha  (°ta-ar°), 
a*,  d,  am,  having  a  decided  meaning. 

Vi-ni.-iditya,  ind.  having  ascertained  or  determined, 
having  concluded,  having  decided. 

Pq  fn  »d^  vi-ni-svas,  cl.  2.  P.  -si-asiti,  -sva- 
situm,  to  draw  a  deep  breath,  heave  a  deep  sigh, 

sigh,  breathe  hard. Vi-ni.<vasat,  an,  all,  at,  drawing  in  the  breath, 
breathing  hard,  sighing,  puffing  and  blowing. 
Vi-nisvusya,  ind.  having  breathed  hard,  having 

sighed,  sighing. 
Vi-nixvdsa,  as,  m.  breathing  hard,  strong  expi- 

ration, sighing,  a  sigh. 

f^f'l"*'^  vi-nish-kram  (-nis-kram),  cl.  I. 
P.  A.  -krdmati,  -kramate,  -kramitum,  to  step 

forth,  go  out,  issue  forth. 
Vi-nishkramya,  ind.  having  gone  forth. 
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Vi-ntsKkrdnta,  at,  a,  am,  gone  forth,  come  out. 
Vi-nishkrdmat,  an,  and,  at,   stepping   forth, 

coming  out. 

r^Tlfi"*^  vi-nishkriya,  as,  a,  am,  abstain- 
ing or  desisting  from  ceremonial  rites. 

f<*f«lfeH.  m-nish-tap   (-nis-tap),  c\.  I.  P. 
•tapati,  -taptum,  to  heat  or  roast  thoroughly. 
Vi-nishtapta,  as,  a,  am,  well  roasted,  well  fried. 

ftftTHre  m-nish-pat  (-nis-pat),  cl.  10.  P. 
-patayati,  -yitum,  to  split  or  cleave  asunder. 

fV  Pri"^  vi-nish-pat  (-nis-pat),  cl.  I.  P. 
-patati,  -patitutn,  to  fall  out  of,  fly  forth  from, 
rush  out,  jump  forth,  leap  out,  come  forth ;  to  go 
or  run  away. 

Vi-nishpatita,  as,  a,  am,  rushed  forth,  lept  out. 
Vi-niskpatya,  ind.  having  rushed  out,  having 

come  forth. 

fa f«1  fa ̂   vi-nish-pish  (-nis-pish),  cl.  7.  P. 
-pinashti,  -peshtum,  to  grind  to  pieces,  crush,  bruise; 
to  rub  together. 
Vi-nishpishta,  as,  a,  am,  ground  to  pieces, 

crushed  into  powder,  smashed. 
Vi-niskpishya,  ind.  having  ground  or  rubbed  to- 

gether, having  battered. 
Vi-nivlipesha,  as,  m.  grinding  to  pieces,  bruising, 

rubbing  together. 

f%f*nj<J  m-ni-sad,  Caus.  -sudayati,  -yitum, 
to  kill  or  destroy  utterly. 

f^T«T^  vi-ni-sri  =  vi-nift-sri. 
Yi-nisrita  =  vi-nihsrita. 

f=f P«i« \vi-nis-tap,  cl.  I.  P.  -tapati,  &c., 
see  vi-nish-tap ;  (e  is  only  retained  before  t  when 
repeated  action  is  intended  ;  in  other  cases  it  becomes 
ih  by  Panini  VIII.  3, 102.) 

f5ff*t5»^  vi-ni-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti,  -han- 
tum,  to  strike  down,  strike,  kill,  wound. 
Vi-nigknat,  an,  ail,  at,  striking  down,  wound- 

ing; killing. 
Vi-nihata,  as,  a,  am,  struck  down,  struck, 

wounded  ;  completely  killed  ;  overcome ;  (as),  m.  a 
great  or  unavoidable  calamity,  the  infliction  of  fate 
or  heaven ;  a  portent,  comet,  meteor. 
Yi-nihatya,  ind.  having  struck. 

Pq  f«i js  n  vi-nihnuta,  as,  a,  am  [of.  ni- 

hnuta], ''hidden,  concealed. 
fa«il  vi-rii,  cl.  I.  P.  -nay ati,  -netum,  to 

lead  away,  take  away,  remove;  to  lead,  conduct, 
bring,  guide  ;  to  train,  educate ;  to  tame,  govern ;  to 
advise,  instruct,  direct,  give  directions ;  to  conduct, 
perform ;  to  bend  down,  incline ;  to  pour  out ;  to 
present,  offer ;  to  spend,  pass  (time) ;  to  spend,  pay 

(money)  ;  to  spread :  Pass,  -nlyate,  to  be  led  or 
guided  &c.,  to  be  conducted  or  performed  &c. 
Vi-naya,  as,  m.  leading,  guidance,  moral  training, 

training,  discipline ;  gentlemanly  refinement,  gentle- 
manlike bearing ;  good  behaviour,  propriety  of  con- 

duct, decorum,  decency;  modesty,  affability,  humi- 
lity, mildness ;  reverence,  obeisance,  courtesy ;  conduct 

or  behaviour  (in  general) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dharma ; 
(a),  f.  the  plant  Sida  Cordifolia;  (as,  a,  am),  cast, 
thrown ;  secret ;  a  man  of  subdued  senses ;  a  mer- 

chant, trader,  (these  four  senses  are  given  on  the 

authority  of  the  Sabda-k.)  —  Vinaya-grahin,  I,  im, 
i,  conforming  to  rules  of  discipline,  compliant,  tract- 

able, humble.  —  Vinaya-pilaka,  as,  m.  'basket  of 
discipline,'  N.  of  those  Buddhist  works  which  contain 
moral  precepts  and  rules  of  discipline;  [cf.  tri-pitaka.] 
—  Vinaya-prad/tdna,  as,  a,  am,  having  humility 
pre-eminent,  of  which  modesty  is  chief.  —  Vinaya- 
pramdthin,  i,  ini,  it  violating  propriety,  behaving 
ill  or  improperly.  —  Vinaya-bhdj,  Ic,  k,  k,  possess- 

ing  propriety   or   modesty,  well-behaved,   modest. 
—  Vinaya-yogin,    i,   ini,   i,   possessing    humility. 
—  Vinaya-vat,  an,  all,  at,  possessed  of  modesty, 
well-behaved,  modest.  —  Vinaya-vdd,  k,  k,  k,  speak- 

ing humbly  or  modestly;    (&),  f.  modest  speech. 
—  Vinaya-stha,  as,  a,  am,  conforming  to  disci- 

pline, compliant,  tractable,  governable.  —  Vinaydva- 
nata  (°ya-ai°),  as,  d,  am,  bending  down  modestly, 
bowing  low  with  modesty. 

Vi-nayana,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  taking  away,  remov- 
ing ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  leading  away,  removing, 

taking  away  ;  training,  education,  instruction,  accom- 

plishment. 
Vi-ndyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  taking  away,  removing  ; 

(as),  m.  a  remover  (of  obstacles);  a  Buddha  or 
Buddhist  deified  teacher  ;  N.  of  the  god  GaneSa  ;  of 
Garuda  (the  bird  and  vehicle  of  Vishnu)  ;  of  a  poet  ; 
a  Guru  or  spiritual  preceptor;  an  obstacle,  impedi- 

ment, difficulty;  (ikd),  f.  the  wife  of  Garuda.  —  Vi- 
•nrnjuka-farita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  seventy-third 
chapter  of  the  Krida-khanda  or  second  part  of  the 

Ganes'a-PurSna.  —  Vindyaka-pandita,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  poet  ;  =  nanda-pandita.  —  Vindyaka-bhatta, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  modern  author.  —  Vindyaka-bho- 
jana-varnand,  f.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Ganesa- 
Purana.  —  Vindyakdvatdra-rarnana  (°ka-av°), 
am,  n.,  N.  of  part  of  the  Skanda-Purana.  —  Vina- 

yalmvirbhdva  (°ka-dv°),  as,  m.  '  manifestation  of 
Ganesa,'  N.  of  the  sixth  chapter  of  the  Krida-khanda 
or  second  part  of  the  Ganesa-Purana.  —  Vinayakot- 
patti  (°Tsa-uf),  is,  f.  '  birth  of  Ganesa,"  N.  of  the 
1  02nd  chapter  of  the  first  part  of  the  Lin-ga-Purana. 
Vi-ntta,  as,d,am,  led  away,  taken  away,  removed  ; 

led,  conveyed  ;  taken  ;  thrown,  sent,  dismissed  ;  well- 
trained,  educated,  disciplined,  refined,  gentleman- 

like, well-behaved,  well-controlled;  compliant,  go- 
vernable, tractable  ;  modest,  demure,  meek,  virtuous, 

gentle,  placid,  decent,  decorous  ;  having  the  passions 
restrained,  having  the  senses  under  subjection  ;  tamed, 
broken  in  (as  a  horse,  ox,  &c.)  ;  chastised,  punished  ; 
plain,  neat  (in  dress  &c.)  ;  lovely,  handsome;  (as), 
m.  a  trained  horse  ;  a  merchant,  trader  ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  Pulastya.  —  Vinlta-tva,  am,  n.  modesty,  decency, 
decorum.  —  Ft  nita-vesha,  as,  m.  a  modest  or  ap- 

propriate garb,  plain  attire.  —  Vinltdtman  (°ta-at°), 
a,  a,  a,  having  a  well-controlled  mind,  well-behaved; humble,  lowly. 

Vi-nltaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  any  medium  of  convey- 
ance (  =  vainitaka,  q.  v.)  ;  a  bearer  (carrying  a 

litter)  ;  a  horse  (dragging  a  carriage). 
Vi-niti,  is,  f.  training,  good  behaviour,  reverence, obeisance,  homage. 

1.  vi-nlya,  ind.  having  taken  away  or  removed  ; 
having  conducted  ;  having  guided  or  trained  ;  having 
inclined  ;  having  passed  (as  time  &c.). 

2.  vi-niya,  as,  m.  sediment,  dregs;  sin. 
Vi-netri,  td,  m.  a  leader,  guide,  instructor,  teacher; 

a  governor,  chastiser,  ruler,  king. 
Vi-neya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  taken  away  or  removed  ; 

to  be  governed  or  directed,  governable,  tractable. 
Vi-neihyat,  an,  ati  or  antl,  at,  wishing  or  in- 

tending to  take  away,  wishing  to  deprive  of,  wishing 
to  conduct,  &c. 

fV«flrt  vi-riila,  as,  d,  am,  dark-blue,  blue. 
—  Vimla-bandhana,  as,  a,  am,  having  dark-blue stalks. 

vi-nu,  cl.  I.  A.  -navate,  Sec.,  Ved.  to 
go  or  spread  in  different  directions,  (Say.  =  vividliam vy-dp.) 

fa«J^  vi-nud,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -nudati,  -te, 
-nottum,  to  drive  asunder,  drive  away,  scare  away, 
dispel,  remove  ;  to  wound  ;  to  strike  (the  cords  of  a 
lute  &c.),  play  (on  a  musical  instrument)  :  Caus. 
-nodayati,  -yitum,  to  drive  away,  dispel,  remove  ; 
to  pass  away  or  spend  (time  &c.)  ;  to  divert,  amuse, 
entertain  ;  to  delight  in  (with  inst.). 
Vi-nudyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  driven  away, 

being  sent  away,  being  dispatched. 
Vi-noda,  as,  m.  driving  away,  removing,  dismiss- 

ing, abandoning  ;    diversion,  sport,  pastime,   play  ; 
interest,  interesting  pursuit  or  occupation,  pleasure, 
gratification,  happiness;  eagerness,  vehemence;  N. 

I  of  a  work  on  music. 

Vi-nodana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  driving  away  or  re- 
moving ;  diversion,  play,  sport,  pastime,  enjoyment. 

Vi-nodita,  as,  d,  am,  driven  away,  dispelled, 
dissipated,  dispersed  ;  dismissed ;  diverted,  amused ; 
delighted,  made  happy ;  allayed,  soothed. 
Vi-nodin,  i,  ini,  i,  driving  away ;  diverting. 

vinolti.     See  under  vina,  p.  923. 

t'iud.     See  rt.  i.  vid,  p.  918. 

Vinda,  as,  d,  am,  finding,  getting,  gaining,  one 
who  finds,  &c. ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Jaya-sena ; 
of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra. 

Vindamdna,  as,  d,  am,  finding,  acquiring,  ob- 
taining, gaining,  taking. 

Vindu,  us,  us,  u,  intelligent,  knowing ;  liberal, 
munificent ;  finding,  obtaining  [cf.  loka-v°]  ;  (us), 
m.  a  detached  particle,  drop,  (in  the  Vedas  usually 
spelt  bindu,  q.  v.,  and  in  this  sense,  according  to 
some,  fr.  rt.  bid  or  bind) ;  a  drop  of  water  or  other 

liquid,  tear-drop  [cf.  jala-v°,  cashpa-v°;  rarely 
neut.,  e.g.  in  Maha-bh.  Drona-p.  2113.  as"ru-vin- 
duni,  '  drops  of  tears ')  ;  a  drop  of  water  taken  as  a 
measure;  a  spherule,  globule,  spot,  dot,  mark;  a 

mark  or  spot  of  coloured  paint  on  an  elephant's 
trunk ;  the  dot  over  a  letter  representing  the  Anu- 
svara ;  (in  manuscripts)  a  mark  over  an  erased  word 
to  show  that  the  word  ought  not  to  be  erased  [cf. 
kundalana]  ;  a  mark  made  by  the  teeth  of  a  lover 
on  the  lips  of  his  mistress ;  a  peculiar  mark  like  a 
dot  made  in  cauterizing ;  a  particular  part  of  the 
mystic  rites  of  the  Saivas ;  the  part  of  the  forehead 
between  the  eyebrows ;  (in  the  drama)  the  unex- 

pected development  of  a  secondary  incident  (which, 
like  a  drop  of  oil  in  water,  expands  and  furnishes  an 
important  element  in  the  plot)  ;  N.  of  the  author  of 
a  Rasa-paddhati ;  (oras),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior 
tribe.  —  Vindu-ghrita,  am,  n.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  parti- 

cular medicinal  compound  taken  in  small  quantities. 
—  Vindu-dita,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  deer  or  other  animal 
(  =  rohisha).  —  Vindu-6itralta,  as,  m.  the  spotted 
antelope.  —  Vindu-jala  or  nndu-jdlaka,  am,  n. 
a  mass  of  dots  or  spots ;  coloured  marks  or  spots  on 
an  elephant's  face  and  trunk.  —  Vindu-tantra,  as, 
m.  a  die,  dice ;   a  kind  of  chess-board.  —  Vindu- 
tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  bathing-place.™  Vin- 
du-deva,  as,  m.  —  na,  a  Buddhist  deity;    N.  of 
Siva.  ̂   Vindu-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of 
the  Hatha-vidyS.  —  Vindu-pattra,  as,  m.  a  species 
of  birch  tree.  —  Viudu-pattraka,  a  species  of  ama- 

ranth used  as  a  vegetable.  —  Vindu-pkala,  am,  n. 
a  pearl.  —  Vindu-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  drops, 
formed  into  balls  or  globules  (Ved.) ;  (an),  m.,  N. 
of  a  son  of  Marldi  by  Vindu-mat! ;  (ati),  (.  epithet 
of  certain  verses  mentioned   in  the   Sam-gadhara- 
paddhati ;  N.  of  a  particular  treatise ;  of  the  wife  of 
Marici  and  mother  of  Vindu-mat ;   of  a  daughter 
of  S'asa-vindu  and  wife  of  Mandhatri ;  of  various 
other  women.  —  Vindu-madhai'a,  as,  m.  a  form 
of  Vishnu.  —  Vindu-rek/taka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird. 
—  Vindu-rekhd,  f.  a  row  or  line  of  points  or  dots ; 
N.  of  a  daughter  of  Canda-vikrama.  —  Vindu-vd- 
sara,  as,  m.  the  day  of  fecundation  or  conception. 
—  Vindu-sanyraha,  as,   m.,  N.  of  a  work  on 
medicine.  —  Vindu-sandipana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
commentary  on  the  Siddhanta-tattva-vindu.— Viitdic- 
saras,  as,  a.,  N.  of  a  sacred  lake,  (also  written 
vindu-sara.)  —  Vindu-sdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 
(a  son  of  Candra-giipta).  —  Vindu-sena,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  king  (a  son  of  Kshatraujas).  —  Vindu-hrada, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lake. 
Vinduka,  as,  m.  =  vindu,  a  drop,  &c. 
Vindukita,  as,  d,  am,  covered  with  drops. 

'fc|*U   vindh,  a  Vedic  rt.  (of  which  the \  form  vindhe,  '  I  know,'  occurs  in  Rig- 
veda  I.  7,  7),  referred  by  some  to  rt.  vidh  or  vyadh, 
and  by  others  connected  with  rt.  vind,  (see  Nirukta 
VI.  18.) 

vindha-pattra,  as,  m.  a  plant 

(commonly  called  Bel  Sunth). 

'ii  
C 
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I  tindhya,  as,  m.  (perhaps  connected 

with  rt.  bind  or  bid,  'to  divide'),  N.  of  a  range  of 
mountains  connecting  the  Northern  extremities  of 

the  Western  and  Eastern  Ghauts,  and  separating  Hin- 
dustan proper  from  the  Dekhan,  (the  Vindhya  range 

is  reckoned  among  the  seven  principal  mountains  of 
Bharata-varsha  [see  ktdadalu,  p.  240,  col.  3],  and 
according  to  Manu  II.  21.  forms  the  Southern  limit 
of  Madhya-dela  or  the  middle  region,  regarded  as 
the  sacred  land  of  the  Hindus ;  according  to  a  legend 

related  in  the  Vana-parvan  of  the  Mah*-bh5rata, 
1.  8782  &c.,  the  personified  Vindhya  mountain, 
jealous  of  Himalaya,  demanded  that  the  sun  should 
revolve  round  him  in  the  same  way  as  about  Meru, 
which  the  sun  declining  to  do,  the  Vindhya  then  began 
to  elevate  himself  that  he  might  bar  the  progress  of 
both  sun  and  moon ;  the  gods  alarmed,  asked  the 

aid  of  the  saint  Agastya,  who  approached  the  moun- 
tain and  requested  that  by  bending  down  he  would 

afford  him  an  easy  passage  to  the  South  country, 
begging  at  the  same  time  that  he  would  retain  a  low 
position  till  his  return ;  this  the  mountain  promised 
to  do,  but  Agastya  never  relumed,  and  the  Vindhya 
range  consequently  never  attained  the  elevation  of 
the  Himalaya);  a  hunter;  («),  f.  a  kind  of  plant 
or  tree  ( =  lavali) ;  small  cardamoms  ( =  triiti). 
—Vindhya-k'indnra,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Vindhya- 
ku/a  or  vindhya-kd/ana,  as,  m.  epithet  of  the 
saint  Agastya.— Vindhya-parvata,  as,  m.  the  Vindhya 
mountains.  —  Vindhi/a-mUlika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people. —Vindhya-vdsin,  i,  m.  'dwelling  in  the 

Vindhya,'  epithet  of  the  celebrated  grammarian  and 
lexicographer  VySdi ;  (inl),  (.,  N.  of  DurgS ;  a 
village  and  temple  sacred  to  Durga  under  the  forms 

of  Yoga-mayi  and  Bhoga-mSyS  (said  to  be  a  place 
of  great  resort,  situated  about  three  miles  from  Mirza- 
pur  on  the  Ganges).  —  V  indhya-falcti,  Is,  m.,  N. 
of  a  king.  —  VindTiya-iaila,  as,  m.  the  Vindhya 

mountains.  —  Vindhya-stha,  as,  m.  '  living  in  the 
Vindhya,'  epithet  of  Vyadi  (regarded  as  an  inspired 
grammarian  and  Muni).  —  Vindhyadala  (°ya-ad°), 
as,  m.  the  Vindhya  range  of  mountains.  —  Vindhyd- 

tavl  (°ya-at°),  f.  the  great  Vindhya  forest  (which 
appears  to  have  spread  at  one  time  from  near  Ma- 

thura  to  theNarma-da).-F<»d7i2/adrt-»o«tn<,  f.= 

vindhya-vdsini.  —  Vindhydvali  (°ya-dv°),  is,  or 
vindhydvali,  f.,  N.  of  the  wile  of  the  Asura  Bali. 

—  Vindhydvali-putra  or  vindhydvali-suta  (°ya- 
av°),  at,  m.  '  son  of  Vindhyavali,'  N.  of  the  Asura Vina. 

T  cinwa.     See  p.  919,  col.  2. 

I  vinnapa,  as,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  rmna, 
q.  v.  +  pa),  the  saint  Agastya. 

N-M*^  vi-ny-as  (vi-ni-),  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati, 
-asitum,  to  put  or  place  down  in  different  places ; 
to  put  down,  deposit ;  to  place  in  order,  adjust,  dis- 

pose, arrange,  distribute  ;  to  put  or  place  on,  lay  on  ; 
to  set  the  mind  on  ;  to  fix  the  eyes  upon  ;  to  put  or 
place  into ;  to  deliver  over. 

Vi-nyasta,  as,  d,  am,  placed  down,  deposited, 
fixed  ;  inlaid,  paved  ;  delivered  ;  offered,  presented. 

\  i-nyaxya,  ind.  having  put  or  laid  down  ;  having 
laid  on,  Sec. ;  having  arranged  or  disposed. 
Vi-nyasyat,  an,  anti,  at,  putting  down,  putting 

or  placing  on  ;  setting  or  fixing  the  eyes  upon ; 
arranging,  fixing,  settling,  determining. 
Vi-nydsa,  as,  m.  putting  or  placing  down,  de- 

positing, entrusting ;  a  deposit ;  orderly  arrangement, 
disposition ;  any  site  or  receptacle  on  or  in  which 
anything  is  placed  or  deposited ;  collecting,  collection assemblage. 

Trail*  vinyaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Echites 
ScholarU  ' 

'•  r</'  [>f.  its.  rap,  vyap~],  cl.  10. P.  tepayati  (Ved.  also  vipayati),  -yi, 
turn,  to  throw,  cast ;  to  strew,  scatter,  (Rig-veda  VII »l.  3.  mpaynnti  Inrldh,  they  strew  the  sacred 

graa;  Say.=,ir.'«an«.)  ' 

2.  rip,  p,  p,  p,  Ved.  (perhaps  con- 
nected with  rt.  I .  vip,  in  the  sense  '  pouring  out,' '  ut- 

tering '),  uttering  hymns  of  praise,  praising ;  (p),  m. 
a  singer  of  hymns,  praiser ;  =  vipra  ;  =  medhdvin, 
a  wise  man  ;  (p),  f.  praise,  a  hymn  ;  a  finger.  —  Ff- 

pas"-dit,  t,  t,  t,  excogitating  praise  or  hymns  of  praise 
(Ved.) ;  wise,  learned,  prudent ;  (t),  m.  a  Rishi,  sage, 
teacher,  learned  Brahman  (  =  meilhdrin,  Naigh.  III. 

15);  N.  of  the  Indra  in  the  second  Manv-antara. 
—  Vipo-dha,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  singing  hymns. 

Vipa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  praiser  (***medhdfrin,  ac- 
cording to  Naigh.  III.  15);  (<i),  f.  =  forf  (according 

to  Naigh.  I.  II ). 

Vipra,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  II.  28.  fr.  rt. 

vap,  '  to  strew ;'  cf.  rt.  1.  vip),  an  utterer  of  praise, 
singer  of  hymns,  Rishi,  praiser,  poet,  any  one  skilled 
in  hymns ;  a  Brahman,  priest ;  a  sage,  seer,  wise 
man  (  =  medhdvin,  Naigh.  III.  15);  a  foot  of  four 
short  syllables  (in  prosody)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhruva  ; 

of  a  son  of  S'rutan-jaya.  —  Vipra-kanya,  f.  a  Brah- 
man girl,  maiden  of  the  sacerdotal  class,  Brahmanl. 

—  Vipra-kfishtha,  am,  n.  the  cotton  tree  (  =  <tUa- 

vriksha).  —  Vipra-duddmani,  is,  m.  'Brahman- 
jewel,'  an  excellent  Brahman.  —  Vipra-jana,  as,  m. 
a  person  of  the  sacerdotal  caste,  a  Brahman  ;  a  com- 

pany of  Brahmans.  —  Vipra-juta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
impelled  or  urged  by  priests,  invoked  by  the  wise, 

(Say.  =  medhdvibhir  ritvigbhih  preritah,   Rig- 
veda  I.  3,  5.)  —  Vipra-juti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  Rig-veda   X.    136,   3,  (having  the  patronymic 
Vatarasana.)  —  Vipra-tama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  most 
wise,  wisest.  —  Vipra-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  leader 
of  the   Bhagavata   sect.  —  Vipra-priya,    as,   m. 

'  Brahman-favourite,'   epithet   of  the    Palasa   tree. 
—  Vipra-bandhw,  us,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  Rig- 
veda  V.  24,  4,  X.  57-60,   (having  the  patronymic 
Gaupayana  or  Laupayana.)  —  Vipra-rdjya,  am,  n. 
the  kingdom  or  sovereignty  of  the  Brahmans  or 

priests.  —  Viprarshi  ( °ra-rithi),  is,  m.  a  Btahman- 
rishi,  a  sage  of  the  Brahmanical  class  (e.g.Vasishtha). 

—  Vipra-lobhin,  i,  m.  '  Brahman-enticing,'  epithet 
of  the  Kin-kirata  tree.  —  Vipra-vadas,  as,  as,  as, 
Ved.  possessing  the  hymns  of  Rishis  or  poets,  (SSy. 

=  vicidha-prakrish/a-vadana.)  —  Vipra-samd- 
gama,  as,  m.  a  concourse  of  Brahmans.  —  Vipra- 
sdt,  ind.  to  the  state  of  a  Brahman.  —  Vipra-seva, 
f.  attendance  on  Brahmans,  service  of  a  Brahman 

master  (Manu  X.  123).  —  Vipra-sva,  am,  n.  the 

property  of  a  Brahman.  —  Viprapavdda  (°ra-ap°), 
as,  m.  abuse  of  a  Brahman.  —  Viprendra  (°ra-in°), 
as,  m.  chief  of  Brahmans. 

vi-paktrima,  vi-pakva.     See  un- der vi-pad. 

Tqmsj  vi-paksha,  as,  a,  am,  being  on  a 
different  or  opposite  side,  opposed,  adverse,  contrary, 
inimical ;  (as),  m.  an  opponent,  enemy,  adversary, 
rival ;  a  disputant ;  (in  grammar)  an  exception ; 
(in  logic)  a  negative  instance,  a  syllogism  in  which 
the  major  term  is  not  found;  an  instance  on  the 

opposite  side  (as  '  there  cannot  be  fire  in  a  lake, 
because  there  is  no  smoke  there').  —  Vipaksha-tas, 
ind.  hostilely,  inimically ;  from  a  rival,  (daramam 
vipakshatah,  after  a  rival,  Kirat.  VIII.  54.)  —  Vi- 
paks/ta-td,  f.  or  vipaksha-tva,  am,  n.  hostility, 
enmity,  opposition,  controversy,  contradiction.  —  Ft- 
palstlia-lihava,  as,  m.  hostile  disposition,  state  of 
hostility.  —  Vijiakf/i<i-.<uln,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chief  of 

a  sect  called  Aradhya.  —  V  ipakxhiikrdnta.  ("sha- 
dk°),  as,  d,  am,  seized  by  an  enemy. 

Vi-ptitthat,  as,  as,  us,  Ved.  placed  or  yoked  on 
both  sides  (e.  g.  yiuijanti  kdmyd  hart  ripaks/iasd 
rathe,  they  harness  the  two  favourite  bay  horses 
[of  Indra]  to  the  chariot  on  both  sides,  Rig-veda 1.  6,  2). 

NMRfRirT  vi-pakshapata,  as,  a,  am,  free 
from  partizanship,  impartial,  indifferent;  (as),  m. 
impartiality,  indifference. 

vi-pat,  cl.   i.  P.  A.  -pa6ati,  -te, 

vi-patti. 

-paktum,  to  cook  thoroughly,  overcook ;  to 
roast ;  to  dissolve  by  cooking  or  boiling,  melt, 

liquefy ;  to  digest ;  to  mature,  ripen  ;  Pass,  -pad- 
yate,  to  be  cooked  or  baked  ;  to  be  digested  ;  to  be 
completely  matured  or  ripened ;  to  be  developed : 

Caus.  -pddayatt,  -yitum,  to  cook  thoroughly,  over- 
cook ;  to  dissolve  by  cooking,  melt,  liquefy. 

Vi-pnlctrima,  as,  a,  am,  thoroughly  matured, 
ripened ;  fulfilled,  developed,  come  to  pass  (as  the 
consequence  of  former  actions). 

Vi-pakva,  as,  d,  am,  cooked,  dressed ;  ripened, matured. 

Vi-pdka,  as,  m.  cooking  thoroughly,  cooking, 
dressing ;  ripening,  maturing,  ripeness,  maturity ; 
conversion  of  food  into  a  state  differing  from  its 
original  one,  digestion  ;  change  of  state  (in  general) ; 
unexpected  consequence  of  actions,  unexpected  event 
or  occurrence,  improbable  result ;  the  consequence 
or  result  of  any  action  either  in  this  or  in  a  former 
birth  matured  by  the  operation  of  time ;  calamity, 

distress,  poverty,  difficulty,  embarrassment;  flavour, 

taste;  (as,  d,  am),  having  mature  fruit,  fruitful, 

(Say.  =  paripakra-phala.)  —  Vipaka-visphurja- 
thu,  us,  m.  the  thunder  or  thunderbolt  of  the  con- 

sequences (of  sins  committed  in  a  former  birth). 

Vi-pakin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  unexpected  consequences 
or  results,  resulting  in,  followed  by. 

NH^al  vi-pan&l,  f.  (said  to  he  fr.  rt.  pant 
with  vi),  play,  sport,  pastime ;  a  lute. 
Vi-pandikd,  f.  a  lute  (  =  vina). 

NM«  vi-pat,  cl.  10.  P.  -patayati,  -yitum, 
to  split  in  two,  tear  open ;  to  tear  out,  eradicate, 
root  up,  destroy;  to  open,  unfold. 

Vi-pdlana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  splitting  in  two, 
tearing  open,  uprooting,  eradication ;  driving  away, 

spoliation. 
Vi-palita,  as,  d,  am,  split  or  torn  open,  rooted  up, 

eradicated,  destroyed.  —  Vipiititlirishta  (°ta-ar°), 
as,  d,  am,  destroying  or  driving  away  ill  luck. 

tV*l^  vi-poth,  cl.  i.  P.  -pathati,  -pathitum, 
to  read  through,  read. 

r«m«i^  vi-pan,  cl.  i.  A.  -panate  (ep.  also 
P.  -ti),  -panitum,  to  sell ;  to  bet. 
Vi-pana,  as,  m.  or  vi-panana,  am,  n.  sale, 

contract  of  sale ;  low  or  petty  traffic. 

Vi-panat,  an,  anti,  at,  selling. 
Vi-pani,  is,  m.  f.  or  vi-pani,  f.  a  place  where 

things  are  sold,  a  shop,  stall,  fair,  market,  market- 
place ;  the  street  of  a  market ;  any  article  or  com- 

modity for  sale;  traffic.  —  Vipani-madhya-r/a,  as, 

d,  am,  being  in  the  midst  of  the  market. 
Vi-panin,  i,  m.  a  dealer,  trafficker,  shopkeeper, merchant. 

vi-pat,  cl.  I  .  P.  -patati,  -patitum, 
to  fall  or  break  through,  dash  through  (Ved.,  SJy. 

on  Rig-veda  I.  1  68,  6.  vi~pat(itha  =  i'is^rnam 
patayatha)  ;  to  fall  off,  fly  apart,  fall  asunder,  burst 
asunder,  be  reft  asunder,  be  divided  or  separated: 

Caus.  -pdtayafi,  -yilttm,  to  cause  to  fly  off  or  away, 
shoot  off,  discharge  (arrows  &c.)  ;  to  cause  to  fly 
apart  or  burst  asunder  ;  to  destroy,  kill. 

vi-patha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  different 
path,  wrong  way,  bad  road  ;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  a  kind 
of  war-chariot.  ~Vi]ifitlia-ffamin,  i,  inl,  i,  going 

in  a  wrong  way  or  evil  course.—  V  'i  patJut-yamaka, 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  Yamaka,  q.v.,  in  which  the  parono- 

masia is  only  at  the  beginning  and  end  of  the  verse. 

Vi-pathi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  going  on  paths  that  spread 
in  different  directions. 

^  i.  vi-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate,  -pat- 
lum,  to  go  apart,  go  badly  or  wrongly,  fail,  mis- 

carry ;  to  f.ill  into  a  bad  state,  fall  into  misfortune  ; 
to  be  disabled  or  incapacitated  ;  to  perish,  die  ;  to 

hinder,  obstruct  :  Caus.  -pddayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  go  wrong,  cause  to  perish,  destroy,  kill. 

I.  vi-patti,  is,  f.  going  wrongly,  adversity,  cala- 
mity, misfortune,  disaster,  mishap,  (opposed  to  earn- 
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pattt);  pain,  agony;  death,  dying.  —  Vipatti-kdta, 
as,  m.  a  season  of  adversity  or  distress.  —  Vipatti- 

yuiefa,  as,  a,  am,  attended  with  misfortune,  unfor- 
tunate. —  Vipatti-rahita,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  mis- 

fortune, prosperous,  happy. 
2.  vl-patti,  is,  m.  a  distinguished  or  excellent 

foot-soldier  (  =  niiehtah  paddti/i,  Kirat.  XV.  16). 
2.  vi-pad,  t,  (.  going  wrongly,  calamity,  adversity, 

distress,  misfortune  ;  death.  —  Vipat-kdla,  as,  m.  a 
time  of  calamity,  season  of  misfortune,  adversity. 

—  VijMt-phala,  an,  a,  am,  resulting  in  misfortunes, 
calamitous  in  result.  —  Vipat-sdgara,  as,  m.  an 
ocean  of  misfortunes,  heavy  calamity.  —  Vipad-ud- 
dharana,  am,  n.  or  vipad-uddhdra,  as,  m.  extri- 

cation from  misfortune.  —  Vipad-grasta,  as,  a,  am, 
seized  or  devoured  by  misfortune,  overtaken  by  or 

involved  in  calamity.  •-  Vipad-da^d,  f.  a  state  of 
misfortune,  calamitous  condition.  —  Vipad-yukta, 
as,  a,  am,  attended  with  misfortune,  unhappy,  un- 

fortunate. —  Vipad-raMta,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 
misfortune,  prosperous. 

Vi-padd,  f.  misfortune,  adversity,  calamity,  distress. 
Vi-panna,  as,  a,  am,  gone  wrong,  fallen  into 

adversity  or  misfortune,  unfortunate,  afflicted,  dis- 
tressed ;  declined,  failed  ;  disabled,  incapacitated  ; 

lost,  destroyed,  annihilated  ;  dead,  defunct  ;  (a*),  m. 

a  snake.  —  Vipanndpatya  (°na-ap°),  a,  f.  a  woman 
who  has  lo<t  a  child  by  abortion. 
Vipannaka,  as,  a,  am,  unfortunate  ;  dead  ;  de- 

stroyed. 

Vi-pddana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  destroying,  destroy- 
ing, killing,  destruction. 

Vi-padaniya  or  vi-padayitavya  or  vi-pddya, 
as,  a,  am,  proper  to  be  destroyed,  fit  to  be  killed, 
destructible. 

Vi-padita,  as,  a,  am,  destroyed,  killed. 

f<i>4»M  vi-panya  (probably  fr.  vipanya 
below),  Norn.  A.  -panyate,  &c.,  Ved.  to  praise  in 
various  ways,  praise,  (Sfy.  =  vividli,am  stu.) 
Vipanya,  f.,  Ved.  desire  of  praising;  praise. 
Vipanyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  desirous  of  praising, 

wishing  to  praise,  diligent  in  praise,  singing  praises, 
praising,  (Say.  =  stotri.) 

fqidl^  vi-payas,  as,  as,  as,  waterless, 
destitute  of  water. 

vi-pari-kram,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -krd- 
mati,  -kramate,  -kramitum,  to  step  or  walk  round 
or  on  all  sides,  go  round,  circumambulate. 

Vi-parikrdnta  t  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  shown 
valour  (in  battle),  courageous,  powerful. 

Vi-parikrdmam,  ind.,  Ved.  having  walked  round, 
going  all  about. 

C=IM(VMI  vi-pari-ga,  cl.  3.  P.  -jigdti,  -ga- 
tum,  to  go  over,  be  overturned  or  upset  (as  a  cart). 

fqs(Vr«a<{  vi-pari-tfliid(-6hid],  cl.  7.  P.  A. 
-tthinatli,  -ddhintte,  -Mhettum,  to  cut  on  all  sides, 
cut  round,  cut  to  pieces,  cut  off,  destroy  utterly. 

Vi-^pariddhinna,  as,  d,  am,  cut  on  all  sides,  cut 
to  pieces,  cut  off,  utterly  destroyed.  —  Vipari&hinna- 
mula,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  roots  cut  completely 
round  or  off,  entirely  uprooted. 

r=mfV<ii»i  vi-pari-nam  (-nam),  Pass,  -nam- 
yate,  to  be  changed  into;  to  undergo  change  or 
alteration. 

Vi-parinamana,  am,  n.  changing,  alteration,  un- 
dergoing change  or  alterations, 

Vi-parindma,  as,  m.  change  of  state  or  form, 
transformation,  change,  alteration. 

Vi-parinamin,  t.  ini,  i,  undergoing  or  producing 
change  of  state  or  form. 

.  vi-pari-tap,  cl.  4.  A.  or  Pass. 

-tapyatc,  to  be  greatly  distressed,  suffer  great  pain. 

ftnrftVT  m-pari-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhatl, 
•dtiatte,  -dhdtum,  to  exchange,  change,  alter. 
Viparidhaya,  ind.  having  changed,  having 

changed  a  dress. 

vi-pari-dhav,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dha- 
vati,  -te,  -dhdvitum,  to  run  about,  run  in  all  direc- 

tions; to  run  through,  overrun. 

fanfi.ij1-'*  vi-pari-mu(,  Pass,  -mufyate,  to 
be  freed  from,  be  released  from. 

f^ftff  vi-pari-mlai,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -mlayati, 
•te,  -mlatum,  to  fade  or  wither  away  entirely. 

Vi-parimldna,  as,  d,  am,  entirely  faded,  com- 
pletely withered. 

faMfXcJl^  vi-pari-lup,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -lum- 
pati,  -te,  -loptum,  to  break  to  pieces  or  destroy 
utterly,  break  up,  annihilate. 

Vi-parilupta,  as,  a,  am,  broken  or  destroyed 
utterly,  broken  up. 

Vi-parilopa,  as,  m.  breaking  or  destroying  utterly. 

-GmT*.^  vi-pari-vrit,  cl.  i.  A.  -vartate, 
&c.,  -vartitum,  to  turn  round,  revolve,  move  in  a 
circle ;  to  roll  about ;  to  go  to  and  fro,  wander  all 
round,  wander  about ;  to  turn  round  or  back,  return ; 

to  be  changed  or  altered ;  to  surround,  attend  upon 

(with  ace.) :  Caus.  -vartayati,  -te,  -yitam,  to  cause to  turn  round  or  revolve. 

Vi-parivarlana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  to  turn  round, 
causing  to  return;  (i),  f.,  scil.  vidya,  a  magical 
knowledge  producing  the  return  of  any  one ;  (am), 
n.  turning  about,  turning  away  from  or  back. 

Vi-parivartamana,  as,  a,  am,  wandering  or 
roaming  about. 

Vi-parivartita,  as,  a,  am,  turned  away  from  or 
back,  reverted,  averted. 

Vi-parivartya,  ind.  having  turned  round,  having turned  away. 

Vi-parivritti,  is,  f.  turning  round,  revolution. 

f<m«.1  vi-pari  (-pari-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -pary-eti, 

-etum,  to  go  or  turn  round  in  an  opposite  direction ; 
to  turn  round  the  wrong  way ;  to  go  round,  return. 

Vi-parita,  as,  a,  am,  turned  round,  turned  the 
wrong  way,  reversed,  inverted,  inverse,  converse, 

opposite,  adverse,  perverse,  contrary,  repugnant ;  con- 
trary to  what  is  right,  wrong,  contrary  to  rule,  incor- 

rect ;  being  the  reverse  of  anything  (abl.) ;  being  in 
altered  or  changed  circumstances ;  acting  in  an  oppo- 

site manner,  having  a  contrary  disposition,  going 
asunder  or  in  opposite  directions,  different ;  cross ; 
disagreeable  ;  inauspicious,  unfavourable ;  (a),  f.  a 

perverse  woman  ;  a  disloyal  or  unchaste  wife.  —  Vi- 
parita-kara,  as,  i,  am,  or  viparita-kdrin,  i,  ini, 
i,  or  mparita-kartri,  id,  tn,  tri,  acting  in  a  con- 

trary manner,  perverse,  contradictory.  —  Viparlta- 
kridd,  {.,  N.  of  the  1 25th  chapter  of  the  Ssrrcga- 
dhara-paddhati.  —  Viparita-gati,  is,  is,  i,  going 
backwards,  going  in  a  contrary  or  reverse  direction  ; 
(is),  f.  inverse  or  reverse  motion.  ~Viparita-<?etas, 
as,  as,  as,  contrary-minded,  having  a  perverted  mind 
or  impaired  mental  faculties.  —  Viparita-td,  f.  or 
viparlta-tva,  am,  n.  contrariety,  inversion,  per- 
verseness,  reverse  or  opposite  state,  or  condition; 
counterpart.  —  Viparita-pathyd,  f.  a  sort  of  metre. 
•—  Viparita-bodha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  perverted 
understanding  or  intellect.  —  Viparlta-rata,  am,  n. 
inverted  sexual  intercourse.  —  Viparita-ldksJMnd,  (. 
ironical  description  of  an  object  by  mentioning  its 

contrary  properties.  —  Viparita-vriUi,  is,  is,  i,  act- 
ing or  behaving  in  a  contrary  manner.  —  Viparltd- 

Jchydnaki  (°ta-dkh°),  f.  a  sort  of  metre.  —  Viparl- 
tdyana  (°ta-ay°),  am,  n.  a  contrary  Ayana  or 
progress  of  the  sun  from  solstice  to  solstice.  —  Vipa- 
ritdyana-gata,  as,  d,  am,  (in  astronomy)  situated 
in  contrary  Ayanas. 

Vi-paryaya,  as,  m.  reverse,  inversion,  contra- 
riety, (viparyaye,  on  the  contrary ;  rdtrer  vipar- 

yayah,  the  contrary  of  night,  i.  e.  day) ;  inverted 
order  or  succession,  perverseness,  obstruction,  opposi- 

tion ;  change,  interchange,  exchange,  barter,  (dra- 

vya-v°,  exchange  of  goods,  buying  and  selling,  trade) ; 
morbid  change,  reverse  of  fortune,  calamity,  mis- 

fortune, adverse  fate;  error,  transgression,  trespass; 

misapprehension,  mistake,  failure  of  conception  ;  per- 
verseness of  disposition;  change  of  purpose  or  conduct, 

enmity,  hostility;  overthrow,  destruction,  annihilation. 

Vi-paryaya,  as,  m.  =  vi-paryaya,  reverse,  con- trariety, &c. 

fam.  vi-pare  (-pard-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -paraiti, 
-paraitum,  Ved.  to  go  back  again,  return. 

fq  H«ucR  vi-parnaka,  as,  m.the  Palasa  tree, 
Butea  Frondosa. 

fVH<rf^  vi-pary-as  (-pari-as),  cl.  4.  A. 
-asyate,  -a*itum,  to  throw  or  turn  over,  overturn, 
turn  the  wrong  way,  reverse,  invert;  to  change 
about,  interchange,  exchange. 

Vi-paryasta,  as,  a,  am,  reversed,  inverted,  re- 
verse, opposite,  contrary  ;  interchanged,  inverted  (in 

grammar)  ;  erroneously  conceived  to  be  real.  ~  Vi- 
paryasta-putrd,  f.  a  woman  bearing  no  male  chil- 

dren.— Viparyasta-nianas'-t'eshta,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ing mind  and  actions  perverted  or  inverted. 

Vi-paryasya,  ind.  having  turned  over,  having 
inverted,  having  changed  or  exchanged. 

Vi-parydsa,  as,  m.  reverse,  contrariety,  opposi- 

tion ;  interchange  [cf.  I'i-paryaya,"]  ;  error,  mistake, 
delusion,  imagining  what  is  unreal  or  false  to  be  real 
or  true,  error,  mistake  ;  (am),  ind.,  Ved.  alternately. 

fa^Ml^n  vi-pary-a-vrit  (-pari-a-vrit),  cl. 
i.  A.  -vartate,  &c.,  to  be  turned  back  :  Caus.  -var- 

tayati, -te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  turn  away  from, 
cause  to  be  overturned. 

vi-pary-uh   (-pari-uh),   cl.  I.   P. 
•Hhati,  -uhitum,  Ved.  to  place  or  fix  separately. 

H*H  vl-parva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  dismem- 
bered, mutilated,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I. 

187,  l=i:U<!hinna-sandhika.) 

i^Mrt  vi-pala,  am,  n.  a  moment,  instant 
(  *=  a  Pala  or  second  or,  according  to  some,  ̂ th  of  it)  ; 
a  simple  breathing  (or,  according  to  some,  -j^th 

of  it). 

IVqrti^  vi-palay  (fr.  rt.  ay  =  rt.  5.  i  with 
paid  for  para  and  m),  cl.  I.  A.  -paldyate,  -yitum, 
to  run  away  in  different  directions. 

Vi-paldyana,  am,  n.  running  away,  flying  in different  directions. 

Vi-paldyita,  as,  d,  am,  run  away,  running  away, 
routed,  put  to  flight. 

fiHeH^  vi-paly-ang  (-pari-ang),  Caus. 
-angayati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  envelop,  surround. 

iimw^  vi-paly-ay  (fr.  rt.  ay  =  rt.  5.  t 
with  pali  for  part  and  vi),  cl.  I.  A.  -palyayatc, 
&c.,  Ved.  to  go  back,  turn  round,  return. 

vi-pavya.   See  under  vi-pu,  p.  928. 

vi-pa$in,  t,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt. 
with  M),  a  Buddhist  saint,  the  first  of  the 

seven  principal  Buddhas. 

Vi-pas"ya,  am,  n.  knowledge  (?). 

f<4  s  fig  r^  vipas-tit.     See  under  2.  vip. 
r«tm  vi-pa,  cl.  i.  P.  -pibati,  &c.,  -pdtum, 

to  drink  at  different  times;  to  drink  up. 

Vi-pipdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  drinking  much  or 
variously  ;  drinking  especially,  (SSy.  =  vi$esli£na 
pibat,  Rig-veda  1.  112,  1  5  ;  =  vipita-vat  or  ui- 
pibat,  Rig-veda  VII.  32,  4.) 

Vi^plta,  as,  d,  am,  drunk  up.  —  Viplta-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  one  who  has  drunk  up. 

l<im«n  vi-paka.     See  under  vi-pad. 

vi-patana.     See  under  vi-pat. 

vi-patala,  as,  a,  am,  pale-red. 

vipatha,  as,  m.  (perhaps  for  in- 
pd/a,  fr.  rt.  pat),  a  kind  of  large  arrow  (described 
by  the  commentator  on  the  Maha-bharata  as  viidlo 
•vai^dkht-mukha-vat). 



928 t  vi-pra-mut. 

!5  ri-pundu,  us,   us,  M,  pale,  pallid 
(Kirlt.  IV.  24),  painted  with  different  yellow  colours. 

n,  (is,  a,  am,  pale,  pallid,  white. 

l  vi-piidika,  {.  (fr.  pada  with  pi), 
a  disease  of  the  foot,  a  sore  or  tumour  on  the  foot  ; 
a  riddle,  enigma. 

ri-piipa,  f.,  X.  of  a  river. 

vi-pdla,  as,  a,  am,  having  LO  keeper 
or  attendant,  unguarded,  unattended. 

falls  I  ri-pat,  t,  f.  (according  to  Say.  fr. 

rt.  pat  or  'it.  past),  the  Vipli  or  VipSsi  river,  (see below.)  -  ViiHit-flintudri,  f.  du.  the  rivers  Vipas  and 
Sutudrl,  (in  Rig-veda  III.  33.  is  a  dialogue  between 
VUvS-mitra  and  these  two  rivers.) 

V  i-^Hiia,  as,  a,  am,  unnoosed,  uncorded,  unfast- 
ened, untied,  unfettered,  freed  from  a  noose,  devoid 

of  fastenings  or  ties;  (a),  f.  the  Vipaia  or  Beas 
river,  one  of  the  five  rivers  of  the  Panjab  (said  to 
be  so  called  as  having  destroyed  the  cord  which  the 
Muni  Vasishtha  had  tied  round  his  ned;  when  about 
to  hang  himself  through  grief  for  the  death  of  his 
son  slain  by  VisvS-mitra;  this  river  is  considered 
to  be  identical  with  the  Hyphasis  of  Arrian,  tile 
Greek  name  being  a  corruption  of  Bipasha  ;  it  rises 
in  the  Himalaya,  and  after  a  course  of  about  220 
miles  joins  the  Sutlej  south-east  of  Amritsar). 

V'i-paiHn,  t,  ini,  i,  Ved.  without  fastenings,  with 
unloosed  or  dissevered  fastenings  or  cords. 

Clfin  vipina,  am,  n.  (according  to  Una- 
di-s.  II.  52.  fr.  rt.  vep),  a  wood,  forest,  thicket,  grove. 
—  Vipina-tilaka,  a  species  of  metre. 
Vipinaya,  Nom.  A.  ripinayate,  Sec.,  to  be  like 

a  wood  or  thicket 

vi-pula,  as,  a,  am  (see  rt.  pul), 
large,  great,  extensive,  broad,  wide,  spacious,  roomy, 
capacious  ;  abundant  ;  deep,  profound  ;  (as),  m.  the 
mountain  Meru  (or  the  western  branch  of  it)  ;  the 
Himalaya  mountain  ;  a  respectable  man  ;  N.  of  a 
pupil  of  Deva-Sarman  (who  guarded  the  virtue  of 
Ruci,  his  preceptor's  wife,  when  tempted  by  Indra 
during  her  husband's  absence)  ;  (a),  f.  the  earth  ; 
N.  of  DakshayanI  in  Vipula  ;  a  form  of  the  Ary5 
metre  in  which  the  line  is  irregularly  divided  by  the 
cesura  or  pause,  (three  species  of  this  form  are  rec- 

koned, viz.  Adt-vipula,  having  the  pause  in  the  first 
line  ;  Antya-vipula,  having  it  in  the  second  ;  Ubhaya- 

vipulS,  having  it  in  both  lines.)  —  Vipul(i-C<?h~uja, ag,  ii,  am,  having  ample  shade,  shady,  umbrageous. 
—  Vipulti-jaghana,  {.  a  woman  with  large  hips. 
—  Vipula-ta,  f.  or  vipula-tra,  am,  n.  largeness, 
greatness,   magnitude,   extent,   width,    spaciousness. 
—  Vipula-mati,  is,  is,  i,  endowed  with  great  un- 

derstanding.— Vipula-raia,  as,  m.  'having  abun- 
dant juice,'  the  sugar-cane.  —  Vipula-vrata,  as,  a, 

am,  one  who   practises  great  devotion.  —  Vipula- 
ilroni,  f.  (a  woman)  having  swelling  hips,   round  - 
limbed.  —  Vipulayataksha  ("la-ay",  °ta-ak°),  at, 
a,  am,  having  large  and  long  eyes.  —  Vipidekshana 

(°la-ik°),  as,  i,  am,  large-eyed.  —  VipuloraiJta 
("la-ur"),  as,  a,  am,  broad-chested.      , 

f*(<jrt<*  vi-pulaka,  as,  i,  am,  free   from 
erection  of  the  hair,  devoid  of  horripilation. 

fajf««i   vi-pulina,   as,    a,   am,  without 
islands,  having  no  islands  or  sandbanks. 

ftr<p?  vi-pushta,  as,  a,  am,  ill-fed,  under- 
fed; [tf.  pushta-vipuslitau.] 

f«c^  ri-pu,  cl.  9.  P.  -punati,  -paritum,  to 
dcanse  thoroughly,  purify  effectually. 

I  i-fHieyn,  at,  a,  am,  to  be  cleansed  or  purified. 
1.  i-i-/.Sy.i,  as,  m.  the  Munja  grass,  Saccharum 

Munja  (so  called  from  being  cleaned  before  being made  into  ropes). 

2.  ri-puya,  ind.,Ved.  having  purified,  &c. 

[cf.  rt.  t.pritf],  Ved.= 

sarrato  ryaptam,  that  which  is  everywhere  diffused, 
(Rig-veda  V.  2,  3.) 

ft1^  i-i-pri6,  k,  f.  (see  rt.  i.  pri*'},  Ved. 
disuniting,  expelling,  driving  away,  (Say.^prithak- karana.) 

fa<JwtH  vi-prittham,  ind.  to  ask,  to  make 
various  inquiries,  (Say.  =  rividham  prashtum, 
Rig-veda  VII.  86,  3.) 

vi-pritha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of Citraka. 

col.  2. 

vi-prithu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

vipo-dha.     See  under  2.  vip. 

vipra,  vipra-kanya,  &c.     See  p.  926, 

vi-pra-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karot},  -ku- 
rute,  -kartum,  to  treat  with  disrespect,  hurt,  injure  ; 
to  offend,  disturb,  oppress. 

Vi-prakara,  as,  m.  treating  with  disrespect,  in- 
jury, offence  ;  contumely,  abuse  ;  opposition,  coun- 

teraction ;  retaliation  ;  wickedness  ;  various  manner. 

Vi-prakarin,  i,  ini,  i,  treating  with  contempt, 
opposing,  opposed  to,  retaliating. 
Vi-prakrita,  as,  a,  am,  treated  with  disrespect 

or  contempt,  injured,  offended,  oppressed  ;  reviled, 
abused  ;  opposed,  counteracted  ;  retaliated,  requited. 

Vi-prakriti,  is,  f.  injury,  offence  ;  abuse,  con- 
tumely ;  retort,  retaliation. 

f^Hcjirj  vi-pra-krish,  cl.  I  .  P.  -karshati, 
-Jcarshtum,  -krashtum,  to  draw  apart,  draw  away, 
draw  out. 

Ti-prakarsha,  as,  m.  distance,  remoteness. 
Vi-prakrishta,  as,  a,  am,  drawn  or  removed 

away,  drawn  out,  extended,  protracted,  lengthened  ; 
remote,  distant;  carried  away,  carried  off;  (am), 
ind.  far,  far  away.  —  Viprakrishta-tva,  am,  n.  re- 

moteness, distance. 

Vi-prakrisktaka,  as,  a,  am,  remote,  distant. 

fVlt^r  vi-pra-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -kari- 
tum  or  -karitum,  to  scatter  or  throw  about,  spread 
abroad. 

Vi-praklrna,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  about,  scattered 
or  spread  abroad,  dispersed  ;  dishevelled,  loose  ; 
dashed  to  pieces  ;  outstretched,  expanded,  wide, 

broad.  —  Viprakirna-s'iroTuha,  as,  a,  am,  having 
dishevelled  or  Mowing  hair. 

vi-pra-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ga(6hati, 
-gantum,  to  go  apart  or  asunder,  be  dispersed  or scattered. 

\  viprafitti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Danava. 

•pra-tint,  cl.  10.  P.  -fintayati, 
im,  to  meditate  or  reflect  on,  think  about. 

Vi-pradlntya,  having  reflected  on,  having  thought 
about. 

vi-pra-nas  (-nas),  cl.  1.4.?.  -na- 
iati,  -nafyati,  -namhtnm,  -nashtum  (see  2.  pra- 
nafy,  to  be  lost,  disappear  ;  to  have  no  effect  or  result, 

bear  no  fruit  :  Caus.  -nas'ayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to be  lost. 

Vi-pranashta,  as,  a,  am  (not  vi-pranaehta,  see 
2.  pra-nai;  cf.  Pin.  VIII.  4,  36),  lost,  disappeared, 

vanished  ;  vain,  fruitless.  —  V  ipranashta-vi$'es1i(ilia, 
us.  ii,  am,  one  who  has  lost  his  discriminative  faculty. 

f^UfrT^  i-i-prati-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c., 
to  counteract,  oppose. 

\'i-/>ratik!ira,  as,  m.  counteraction,  opposition, contradiction,  reverse  ;  retaliation. 
Vi-firntihrita,  as,  a,  am,  counteracted,  opposed  ; 

requited. 

fVlrfrnr^  vi-pratl-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -pr,dyate, 
-pattum,  to  go  in  different  or  opposite  directions,  go 
hither  and  thither,  turn  here  and  there  ;  to  be  per- 

plexed or  confused,  be  uncertain  how  to  act,  waver  ; 

to  differ,  be  of  different  opinions  or  interests,  be- 
mutually  opposed. 

Vi-pratipalti,  is,  f.  going  in  different  or  opposite 
directions,  perplexity,  confusion  ;  difference,  opposition 
(of  opinion  or  interests),  mutual  contrariety,  dis- 

crepancy, contest,  dispute,  contradiction,  conflict  (of 
evidence),  dissent,  objection  (in  argument)  ;  various 
acquirement  or  acquisition,  conversancy;  mutual  con- 

nection or  relation. 

Vi-pratipadya,  as,  ii,  am,  to  be  mutually  opposed 
or  contradicted,  to  be  contested;  to  be  variously 

acquired. Vi-pratipadyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  disputed 
or  contested  ;  being  in  course  of  acquirement. 

Vi-prafipanna,  as,  a,  am,  gone  in  different  or 
opposite  directions,  perplexed,  confused,  bewildered  ; 
mutually  opposed,  opposite,  dissentient,  being  at 
variance;  contradicted,  disputed,  contested;  con- 

versant or  acquainted  with  in  various  ways  ;  mutually 
connected. 

vi-prati-bha,   cl.  2.  P.   -bhati, 
-bhatum,  to  appear  as,  seem. 

Pi  M  in  f^"S  vi-pratishiddha,  as,  a,  am  (fr. 
rt.  sillh  with  prnti  and  vi)t  contradicted,  opposed, 
prohibited,  forbidden. 

Vi-pratish&lha,  as,  m.  a  grammatical  term  im- 
plying that  two  different  operations  can  be  undertaken 

according  to  two  different  rules  (the  last  mentioned 
being  then  generally  regarded  as  operative  para- 

ripratishedhena,'  by  the  prohibition  of  the  other'). 
fTJTfrraiT  vi-prutisara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sri 

with  pratt  and  rt),  repentance  ;  evil,  wickedness, 
evil  action  ;  hate,  enmity,  rage,  wrath. 

Vi-pratlsara,  as,  m.  =  vi-pratit,ara  above. 
f^Hrj  vi-pra-tri,  Caus.  -tarayati,  -yitum, 

to  impose  upon,  deceive,  cheat. 
Vi-pratarita,  as,  a,  am,  imposed  upon,  deceived,  j 

f%W*I  vi-prath,  cl.  i.  A.  -pratha.te  (Ved. 
also  P.  -pratliati),  -prathitum,  to  spread  out,  extend 
(Ved.  P.),  to  be  widely  extended,  be  expanded  or 
spread  abroad  :  Caus.  -pratluti/ati,  -yitum,  to  spread 
out,  extend,  spread  abroad,  celebrate;  to  display, 
exhibit. 

Vi-prathayat,  an,  and,  at,  spreading  abroad, 
diffusing. 

Vi-prathita,  as,  a,  am,  spread  out,  spread  abroad, 
widely  diffused  or  extended. 

fMH<^  vl-pra-daha,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt. 
i.  dak  with  pra  and  vi),  dried  fruit  or  roots,  &c. 

fq  Hg  u  vi-pradushta,  as,  a,  ag>  (see  rt.  dusk), 
very  sensual  or  dissolute,  spoiled,  vitiated,  defiled; 
corrupt,  bsid.  —  Viirradush/a-li/iara,  as,  d,  am, 
having  a  very  vicious  or  sensual  disposition,  vicious, 
sensual,  corrupt,  bad. 

faHg^  vi-pra-duh,  cl.  2.  P.  -dogdhi,  -dog- <?}ium,  Ved.  to  receive,  accept,  take,  (Ssy.  npra- 
du>Mnli  =  labliante,  Rig-veda  IV.  24,  9.) 

fonwt^vi-pra-dhav,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dhdrati, 
-te,  -dhavitutn,  to  run  in  different  directions,  disperse. 

vi-pranashta.     See  vi-pra-nas". 
ri-pra-budh,  cl.  4.  A.,  I.  P.  -budh- 

yate,  -bodhati,  &c.,  to  awake  :  Caus.  -bodkayati, 
-yitum,  to  awaken,  arouse;  to  admonish,  advise, 

explain. Vi-prabnddha,  as,  a,  am,  awakened,  awake. 
\'i-ltrabod/dta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  aroused, 

admonished,  explained. 

faUT^  ri-pramatta  (?),  see  Katha-s.  34, 
255- 

'fVnW^  vi-pra-mu6,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -muhfati, 
-te,  -moktum,  to  loosen,  unfasten,  take  off;  to  liberatef 
release,  set  free,  deliver;  to  discharge,  cast,  hurl, 
shoot  :  Pass,  -mutyate,  to  be  liberated  or  released.  . 



vi-pramukta. vi-bandh. 

Vi-pramukta,  as,  a,  am,  set  free,  loosed,  loosened, 
let  go,  escaped,  liberated  ;  discharged,  shot  ;  free 

fmm,(guna-v°,  free  from  qualities.)  —  Vipramukta- 
bhaya,  as,  a,  am,  removed  from  danger,  free  from 
fear. 

Vi-pramudya,  ind.  having  taken  off,  having  libe- 
rated or  released,  having  discharged. 

Vi-pramofya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  liberated  or  freed 
from. 

**  HtJ^  vi-pra-muh,  Caus.  -mohayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  bring  into  confusion  or  disorder,  render 

confused. 

Vi-pramohita,  as,  a,  am,  utterly  bewildered,  in- 
fatuated ;  fascinated. 

vi-pra-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -ydtum,  to 
go  asunder,  run  away  in  disorder. 

Vi-praydna,  am,  n.  going  or  flying  away,  flight, 
retreat. 

Vi-praydta,  as,  a,  am,  gone  apart  or  asunder, 
fled  in  all  directions,  run  away  in  disorder. 

fc|  H*J  j^  vi-pra-yuj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yunakti, 
-ywtkte,  -yoktum,  to  disunite,  separate,  dissever, 
deprive  of  (with  inst.):  Pass,  -yujyate,  to  be  dis- 

united, be  separated  from  (with  inst.)  :  Caus.  -yoja- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  disunite,  cause  to  be  separated  from 
(with  inst.),  to  deprive  of,  free  from,  release  from. 
Vi-prayukta,  as,  a,  am,  disjoined,  disunited,  sepa- 

rated, severed,  divorced  ;  separated  from,  freed  from, 
released  from  (with  inst.  or  at  the  end  of  a  comp., 

e.  g.  ba.ndhana-v°,  freed  from  fetters)  ;  deprived  of, 
without  (e.  g.  mani-v°,  without  jewels)  ;  absent  from, 
away  from. 

Vi-praynjya,  ind.  having  separated,  having  de- 
prived of. 

Vi-prayoga,  as,  m.  disjunction,  disunion,  dissocia- 
tion, severance,  separation,  divorce,  absence,  the  sepa- 

ration of  lovers  ;  separation  from  (with  inst.  and  even 

with  saha,  e.  g.  priyair  or  priyaih  saha  vipra- 
yogah,  separation  from  loved  objects)  ;  quarrel,  disa- 

greement ;  the  being  fit  or  deserving. 

Vi-prctyojita,  as,  d,  am,  separated  from,  deprived 
of,  freed  or  delivered  from  (with  inst.). 

V^HtV^vi-prii-lap,  cl.  I.  P.  -lapati,  -lapi- 
tum,  to  discourse  or  speak  about  variously,  discuss  ; 
to  talk  idly,  prate,  prattle,  wrangle;  to  complain, 
lament,  bewail. 

Vi-pralapita,  as,  a,  am,  discussed,  debated  about. 
Vi-pralapta,  am,  n.  discussion,  debate,  disquisition. 
Vi-praldpa,  as,  m.  talking  idly,  prattling,  prattle, 

unmeaning  discourse,  nonsense,  mutual  contradiction, 

wrangling,  quarrelling,  quarrel  ;  infraction  of  a  pro- 
mise or  engagement,  deception. 

fq)Hrt>^vi-pra-labh,  cl.  i.  A.  -labhate  (ep. 
also  -lamWiate),  -labdhum,  to  overreach,  deceive, 
cheat  ;  to  mock,  insult,  to  disregard,  violate  ;  to 
receive  back,  regain,  recover  :  Caus.  -lambhayati, 
-yitum,  to  mock,  insult  ;  to  offend  against,  violate. 
Vi-firalabdha,  as,  a,  am,  cheated,  deceived, 

tricked  ;  hurt,  injured  ;  disappointed  ;  (a),  f.  a  female 

disappointed  by  her  lover's  breaking  his  appointment, 
(one  of  the  incidental  characters  in  a  drama.) 

Vi-pndabdhri,  aha,  dhrl,  dhn,  deceiving  ;  one 
who  deceives,  a  deceiver,  traitor. 

Vi-pralambha,  as,  m.  overreaching,  deceiving, 
tricking,  disappointing,  deceiving  by  false  assertions 
or  by  not  keeping  a  promise,  deception,  deceit  (in 
general);  quarrel,  disagreement;  separation  of  lovers; 
disunion,  disjunction. 

Vi-pralambhaka,  as,  ika,  am,  deceiving,  a 
deceiver,  fallacious.  —  Vipralambka-tva,  am,  n. 
deceptiveness,  fallaciousness. 

Vi-pralambhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  overreaching 
or  deceiving,  deception. 

Vi-pralambhin,  i^irii,  i,  deceiving,  deceptive, fallacious. 

vi-pra-n,  cl.  4.  A.  -Hyatt,  &c.,  to 
dissolve  away,  become  dissolved  ;  to  be  dispersed. 

Vi-pralaya,  as,  m.  dissolution,  annihilation. 
Vi-pralina,  as,  d,  am,  dispersed  or  scattered  in 

all  directions  (said  of  a  defeated  army). 

fq  H  t^vi-pra-lud,  Caus.  -today  ati,  -yitum, 
to  stir  about,  agitate,  disturb,  throw  into  disorder  or 
confusion,  disorder,  disarrange,  spoil. 

Vi-pralodita,  as,  a,  am,  disarranged,  spoiled. 

f=(  M  <Q\vi-pra-lup,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -lumpati, 
•te,  -loptum,  to  tear  away,  carry  off,  snatch  away, 
rob,  plunder;  to  break  in  upon,  interrupt,  disturb, 
confound ;  Pass,  -lupyate,  to  be  robbed  or  plundered. 
Vi-pralupta,  as,  d,  am,  snatched  away,  carried  off, 

plundered ;  broken  in  upon,  interrupted,  disturbed. 

Vi-pralumpalea,  as,  ikd,  am,  rapacious,  exacting, 
avaricious. 

Pq  H cj«T  vi-pra-lubh,  Caus.  A.  -lobhayate, 
•yitum,  to  allure,  entice,  try  to  lead  astray  or  deceive. 

f<*HQvi-pra-lu,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -lunati,  -lu- 
ntte,  -lavitum,  to  cut  off,  sever,  pluck,  gather. 
Vi-prul&na,  as,  a,  am,  cut  off,  plucked  off, 

gathered. 
fa  n  q  ̂   vi-pra-vad,  cl.  i.P.  A.  -vadati,  -va- 

date,  -vaditum,  to  speak  variously,  be  at  variance 
with  one  another,  disagree. 

f^H5**^  vi-pra-vas  (see  rt.  6.  vas),  cl.  i.  P. 
-vasati,  -vastwni,  to  dwell  at  a  distance,  dwell  abroad, 
be  absent :  Caus.  -vdsayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
dwell  away,  banish,  expel ;  to  take  away,  remove. 

Vi-prdvasita,  as,  d,  am,  withdrawn,  departed. 
Vi-prav&sa,  as,  m.  dwelling  at  a  distance,  residence 

in  a  foreign  country,  staying  abroad. 

Vi-pravasana,  am,  n.  banishment,  expulsion; 
residence  abroad. 

Vi-pravdsita,  as,  a,  am,  banished,  removed. 
Vi-proshita,  as,  a,  am  (vi-pra-^ushita),  dwelling 

abroad,  absent,  away  from  ;  banished.  —  Vtproshita- 
bhartrikd,  f.  a  woman  whose  husband  or  lover  is 
absent. 

Vi-proshya,  ind.  having  dwelt  abroad,  having  been 
absent,  returning  after  having  been  absent. 

feJT^r*!  vi-pra-vyadh,  cl.  4.  P.  -vidhyati, 
-vyaddhum,  to  strike  through,  strike  down. 
Vi-praviddha,  as,  a,  am,  struck  through,  struck. 

fttf'SWtvi-prasnikd,  f.  (fr.  rt.prath  with 
i'i),  a  female  fortune-teller. 

r=iH«  vi-pra-sri,  cl.  i.  P.  -sardti,  &c.,  to 
spread,  be  expanded  or  extended. 

r<m*«(T  vi-pra-sthd,  cl.  i.  A.  (sometimes 
P.)  -tishfhate  (-ti),  -sthdtum,  to  go  away,  depart ; 
to  extend,  be  extended. 

r=)H^1<u  vi-prahina,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  ha 
with  pra  and  vi),  deprived  of,  destitute  of. 

CqfH^  vi-priya,  as,  d,  am,  unpleasant, 
disagreeable,  disliked,  distasteful,  unbeloved ;  (cwft), 

n.  offence,  transgression.  —  Vipriya-karin,  I,  ini,i, 
doing  what  is  displeasing,  acting  unkindly,  offensive. 

ilJJff  vi-pruta,  as,  d,  am,\ed,=:vi-pluta, 
immersed,  submerged ;  having  torn  or  wounded 
limbs,  (Ss.y.  =  vislishldvayava.) 

iV'JH,  vi-prush,  t,  f.  (also  written  vi-plush, 
see  rts.  I.  prush,  pltttih},  a  drop  of  water  or  other 
liquid;  a  spot,  mark,  dot.  —  Viprud-dhoma,  as,  m., 
Ved.  an  expiatory  offering  designed  to  atone  for  the 

drops  of  Soma  accidentally  let  fall  at  a  sacrifice.  —  Vi- 
prush-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  filled  with  drops. 

falfvi-pre  (-pra-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -praiti,  -prai- 
tum,  to  go  forth  in  different  directions,  depart  in 
different  ways ;  to  be  dispersed  or  scattered. 

Vi-prcta,  as,  a,  am,  gone  forth,  departed. 

folTEf  vi-preksh  (-pra-iksh),  cl.  I.  A. 

-preksliate,  -prekshitum,  to  look  here  and  there, 
look  on  all  sides ;  to  regard,  consider. 
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vi-proshita,  &c.     See  under  vi- 

pra-vas,  col.  2. 
f^5T  vi-plu,  cl.  i.  A.  -plavate,  -plotum,  to 

swim  or  float  or  drift  in  different  directions,  float 

about,  fluctuate,  be  submerged  ;  to  be  dispersed  or 
scattered  ;  to  fall  into  disorder  or  confusion,  become 
disarranged  or  confused  ;  to  be  lost  or  ruined,  to  come 
to  disgrace  or  dishonour  :  Caus.  -pldvayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  swim  or  float  about,  cause  to  drift  hither 
and  thither  ;  to  make  known,  spread  abroad,  make 
public,  divulge  ;  to  bring  to  ruin  or  calamity  ;  to 
perplex,  confuse,  confound,  (in  this  sense  the  form 
vi-plarayati  is  found.) 

Vi-plara,  as,  m.  floating  or  drifting  about  or  in 
different  directions  ;  confusion,  perplexity,  contra- 

riety, opposition,  perversity  ;  trouble,  disaster,  evil, 
calamity  ;  sin,  wickedness  ;  the  rust  on  a  mirror 
(Kirat.  II.  26);  tumult,  rapine,  extortion;  predatory 
or  devastating  warfare,  devastation  ;  affray,  scuffle, 
disturbance  ;  terrifying  an  enemy  by  shouts  and 
gestures;  spreading  abroad,  divulging,  (viplavam 

gam,  to  become  known.)  —  Vri}]lava-tas,  ind.  in 
consequence  of  misfortune,  by  reason  of  disturbance. 

Vi-plavamdna,  as,  d,  am,  floating  or  drifting 
about,  falling  into  disorder. 

Vi-plava,  as,  m.  causing  tumult  or  disturbance, 

devastating  ;  deluging,  inundating  ;  a  horse's  canter or  gallop. 

Vi-pldvita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  drift  or  swim  about, 
turned  adrift,  floated  ;  spread  abroad,  divulged. 

V'i-pldvya,  ind.  having  caused  to  swim  or  float 
about;  having  caused  to  be  deluged  or  devastated, 

having  confused  or  disturbed  ;  having  divulged,  hav- 
ing made  public  or  common,  (applied  in  Manu  XI. 

198.  to  the  teaching  of  the  Veda  to  improper  persons 
or  at  improper  seasons.  ) 

Vi-pluta,  as,  d,  am,  turned  adrift,  confounded, 
disturbed,  fallen  into  confusion,  scattered,  dispersed  ; 
devastated,  ravaged  ;  ruined,  disgraced,  dishonoured, 
lost,  disappeared  ;  overwhelmed  ;  drowned,  deluged, 
bathed  ;  obscured,  dimmed,  disfigured  ;  depraved, 

wicked,  abandoned,  dissolute,  addicted  to  evil  prac- 
tices, guilty  of  lewdness  or  promiscuous  intercourse  ; 

contrary,  adverse,  averse.  —  Vipluta-netra  or  vi- 
pluta-lodana,  as,  d,  am,  having  eyes  bathed  or dimmed  (with  tears,  joy,  &c.). 

fq$M  vi-plush,  t,  f  .  (also  written  vi-prush  ; 
see  rts.  pluilt,  i.  prush),  a  drop  of  any  fluid;  a 

spot,  dot. 
vipsa,  f.  =  vipsa,  repetition,   suc- 

vi-phal, cl.  I.  P.  A.  -phalati,  -te, 
-phalitum,  to  bear  or  produce  fruit,  become  fruitful. 

fqMK«>  vi-phala,  as,  d,  am,  fruitless,  use- 
less, ineffectual,  unmeaning,  vain,  idle  ;  (3),  f.  a 

kind  of  plant  or  tree  (-ketaki).-Viphala-td,  (. 
or  vipliala-tva,  am,  n.  fruitlessness,  unprofitableness. 
—  Viphala-prerana,  as,  d,  am,  flung  in  vain. 
—  I'ifikali-karana,  am,  n.  frustrating,  foiling,  de- 

feating ;  doing  anything  in  vain.  —  Viphali-kri,  d. 
8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -ku.ru.te,  -kartum,  to  make  fruit- 

less or  useless,  frustrate,  fo\\.  —  Viphali-krita,  as,  d, 
am,  rendered  fruitless  or  ineffectual,  frustrated  ;  done 
in  vain.  —  Yiphalikrita-yatna,  an,  d,  am,  making 
fruitless  efforts.  —  Vipliali-bhavishnu,  us,  us,  u, 

becoming  or  become  useless  or  unprofitable.  —  T'l- 
phaKbhavishim-td,  f.  or  riphallbhavishnu-tva, 
am,  n.  unprofitableness.  —  Viphali-bhu,  cl.  i.  P. 
-bhavati,-bhavitum,to  become  useless,  be  unprofit- 

able. —  I  'ipltali-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  useless. 

fa  «(  **l  v  i-bandh,  cl.  9.  P.  -badhnati,  -band- 
dhum,  to  bind  or  fasten  on  different  sides,  fasten  on 
both  sides,  fasten  ;  to  stretch  out,  extend  :  Intens. 
-bdbadhe,  Ved.  to  lavish,  bestow  liberally,  distribute, 

(according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VII.  36,  5.  vi-bdba- 
dlte  —  vi-badhndti  =  daddti;  according  to  others 
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930 vi-baddha. vi-bhedana. 

the  form  vi-ltabadhe  is  assigned  to  vi-bddh) ;  to  set 
free. 

Vt-ba  ddha,  as,  !i .  a  m,  bound  or  fastened  on  different 
sides,  fastened ;  entirely  stopped,  obstructed,  consti- 

pated. 
]"i-badliya,  ind.  having  bound  or  fastened. 
Vi-bandha,  at,  m.  binding,  obstruction,  constipa- 

tion, ischurr. 

Vi-bandliana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  fastening  or  bind- 
ing on  both  sides,  (paraspara-ribandftatta,  as,  a, 

am,  mutually  bound,  depending  on  each  other.) 

fami  tn'-iadA,  cl.  I.  A.  -badhate,  -badhi- 
tnm,  to  press  or  drive  asunder  or  in  different  direc- 

tions ;  to  press  hard  upon,  drive  away,  chase  away ; 
to  oppress,  molest,  harass,  torment,  persecute,  pain, 
injure :  Intens.  ri-bdliadhe  (see  under  ri-bandli). 
Vi-bUdkd,  (.  pressure,  pain,  agony,  anguish. 

P<*II«H  vi-balya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.' passed 
beyond  a  state  of  youth,  in  full  vigour ;  swollen  (said 
of  a  river). 

fay  vi-budh,  cl.  4.  A.  -budhyate,  -bod- 
dhum,  to  awake  (intrans.),  be  awake  or  awakened ; 

to  become  conscious,  perceive,  observe,  learn,  ascer- 
tain :  Cms.  -bodhayati,  -yitum,  to  awaken ;  to 

cause  to  perceive  or  observe,  make  conscious,  restore 
to  consciousness. 

I.  n-buddha,  as,  a,  am,  wide  awake,  awakened, 
aroused,  awake,  expanded,  blossomed  ;  clever,  expe- 

rienced, knowing,  skilful  (e.  g.  karmaxii  vibud- 
dhaJt,  skilful  in  business ).  —  Vibuddlta-kamala,as, 
a,  am,  having  expanded  lotuses. 

3.  virbuddha,  at,  a,  am,  without  consciousness, 
unconscious. 

Vi-budha,  at,  m.  a  learned  or  wise  man,  teacher, 
Pandit ;  a  god,  immortal ;  the  moon ;  N.  of  the 
author  of  the  Janma-pradlpa.  —  Vibudha-priyd,  f. 

•favourite  of  the  gods,'  N.  of  a  metre.  —  Vibudha- 
vijaya,  as,  m.  a  victory  (won)  by  the  gods.  —  Vi- 
budha-vidi-ish,  (,  or  vibudha-fatru,  us,  m.  a  foe 

of  the  gods ;  a  demon.  —  Vibudhddhipati  (°dha- 
adh°),  it,  or  ribudhei-cara  (°dha-~ii°),  as,  m.  the lord  of  the  immortals. 

Vi-budhdna,  at,  m.  a  wise  man,  teacher,  pre- 
ceptor. 

Vi-budhya,  ind.  having  become  conscious,  having 
perceived  or  learnt. 

I .  vi-bodha,  as,  m.  awaking ;  perceiving,  observ- 
ing, discovering ;  intelligence ;  (in  the  drama)  the 

unfolding  of  the  faculties,  becoming  conscious,  awak- 
ing, (one  of  the  VyabhicSra-bhlvas.) 

t.  n-bod/ui,  at,  m.  want  of  consciousness,  inat- 
tention, absence  of  mind. 

Vi-bodhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  awakening,  awak- 
ing. 

\"i-b'xlhiln,  as, a,  am,  awakened,  aroused ;  caused 
to  perceive  or  know,  instructed. 

rial*  ribboka,  as,  m.  (also  written  bib- 

boka,  vivtoka,  q.  q.  v.v.),  (in  erotic  poetry)  affec- 
tation of  indifference  to  a  beloved  object  through 

pride  and  conceit. 

ftr^  ei-bru,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -braviti,  -brute, 
&c.  (see  rt.  bru),  to  speak  out,  say,  speak,  utter ; 
to  speak  in  detail,  particularize,  interpret,  explain, 
declare  ;  to  speak  of  or  about  (with  ace.) ;  to  speak 
at  variance ;  to  say  what  is  false,  declare  falsely,  ex- 

plain falsely ;  to  contradict,  disagree  with,  be  at  vari- 
ance with  ;  to  dispute,  contend  about  (Ved.  A.). 

Vi-bmrat,  an,  ati  (ep.  antl),  at,  speaking  out, 
speaking,  saying,  declaring,  particularizing,  interpret- 

ing ;  speaking  falsely,  saying  what  is  untrue  or 
unjust. 

I  i-bruviina,  at,  a,  am,  speaking  out,  saying, declaring,  uttering. 

fWn  vi-bhaj,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -bhajati,  -te, 
-lihaktum  (Ved.  inf.  -bhajam),  to  divide,  apportion, 
distribute,  assign ;  to  share  together  or  with  each  other, 
participate  in  (A.);  to  take  possession  of;  to  separate, 
divide,  part,  cut ;  to  honour,  worship :  Caus.  -ihaja- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  distribute  or  divide  or  share, 
apportion  :  Pass,  of  Caus.  -b/idjyate,  to  be  caused 
to  be  divided,  be  apportioned. 

Vi-bhakta,  as,  a,  am,  divided,  portioned,  par- 
titioned ;  parted,  separated,  distinct  ;  different,  multi- 

farious ;  retired,  secluded,  isolated  ;  measured  ;  regu- 
lar, symmetrical  ;  ornamented  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet 

of  KSrttikeya  ;  (am),  n.  solitude,  separatedness  ; 
isolation.  —  Vibhakta-ja,  as,  m.  a  son  bora  after 
the  partition  of  the  family  property  between  his 

parents  and  brethren. 
Vi-bhaliti,  is,  f.  a  division,  partition  ;  part,  portion, 

share  of  inheritance,  &c.  ;  (in  grammar)  inflection 
of  nouns,  declension,  an  affix  of  declension,  case  ; 

(according  to  PSnini's  system)  a  termination  or  in- flection either  of  a  case  or  of  the  persons  of  a  tense, 

(certain  Taddhita  affixes  which  are  used  like  case- 
terminations  have  also  the  name  vi-bhakti.) 

Vi-bhaktri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  distributes  or 
dispenses,  a  dispenser,  distributer. 

Vf-bhajaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  apportioned  or 
partitioned  ;  to  be  divided,  divisible. 
Vi-bhajya,  ind.  having  divided  or  parted,  having 

portioned  or  distributed,  having  allotted. 

Vi-bhajyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  divided  or 
parted  ;  being  apportioned. 
Vi-bhdga,  as,  m.  division,  separation,  disjunction, 

(one  of  the  twenty-four  Gunas  of  the  NySya)  ;  por- 

tion, part,  share  ;  the  share  or  portion  of  an  inherit- 
ance ;  partition  of  inheritance,  law  of  inheritance,  distri- 

bution, apportionment  ;  arrangement  ;  a  section,  (kur- 

TO<i-v0,  a  section  of  a  globe,  hemisphere)  ;  the  numerator 
of  a  fraction  (in  arithmetic).  —  Vibhdga-kalpand,  f. 
apportioning  or  allotment  of  shares  or  portions.  ••  Vir 
bhdga-tas,  ind.  according  to  a  part  or  share,  pro- 

portionately.— Vibhaga-dharma,  as,  m.  the  law  of 
division,  rule  of  inheritance.  —  Vibhaga-paltrika,  f. 
a  deed  of  partition.  —  Vibhdga-bhdj,  k,  m.  one  who 
shares  in  a  portion  of  property  already  distributed, 

(applied  especially  to  a  son  by  a  father  and  mother 
of  the  same  tribe,  born  subsequently  to  a  distribution 
of  property  amongst  his  parents  and  brethren,  in  which 
case  he  inherits  the  portion  allotted  or  reserved  to 

the  parents.)  —  Vibhdga-s'as,  ind.  according  to  a 
part  or  share,  pan  by  part,  share  by  share,  propor- 

tionately. —  VibhageMu  (°ga-u!°),  us,  us,  a,  wish- 
ing for  a  partition  or  distribution. 

Vi-bhSjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  share 
or  distribute,  participation. 

Vi-bhdjita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  be  divided,  dis- 
tributed, apportioned,  partitioned. 

Vi-bhajya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  divided  or  appor- 
tioned, portionable,  divisible. 

Vi-bhdjyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  caused  to  be 
divided,  being  distributed  or  apportioned. 

nj,  cl.  7.  P.  -bhanakti,  -bhank- 
iim,  to  break  asunder,  break  to  pieces. 

Vi-bhiigna,  as,  d,  am,  broken  asunder,  broken  to 
pieces,  shattered,  crushed. 

Vi-bhanga,  as,  m.  breaking,  fracture  ;  division  ; 
topping,  stoppage,  obstruction  ;  bending,  contracting 
(especially  of  the  eyebrows)  ;  expression  or  play  of 
features. 

Vibhaitgin,  I,  ini,  i,  wavy,  undulating,  wrinkled. 

vi-bhava,  &c.    See  under  I.  vi-bhu. 

I.  vi-bha,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhati,  -bhatum, 

to  shine  or  gleam  forth ;  to  shine  brightly,  glitter ;  to 
appear  as,  appear  to  be,  seem  ;  to  come  to  light,  be 
'isible,  appear  ;  to  lighten  up,  illuminate,  brighten. 
2.  vi-bhd,  f.  light,  lustre  ;  a  ray  of  light ;  beauty. 

—  Vibhd-kara,  a',  m. '  light-maker,"  the  sun ;  fire ; 
V.  of  a  kind  of  plant  or  tree  (  =  arka,  ditraka). 
—  Vibku-ras,  an,  m.(a  doubtful  word),  the  sun(?). 
—  Vibhd'Casii,  us,  us,  u,  abounding  in  light,  (SSy. 

dlpti-rodana) ;  (us),  m.  the  sun,  fire;  the  moon; 
a  sort  of  necklace  or  garland ;  N.  of  a  Gandharva 
(who  is  said  to  have  stolen  the  Soma  from  G3yatrl 
as  she  was  carrying  it  to  the  gods).  —  Vibhd-sah,  t, 
',  f ,  Ved.  splendor-surpassing. 

Vi-bluit,  an,  all  or  and,  at,  shining,  splendid  ; 

(ati),  f.  epithet  of  the  dawn. 
Vi-bhdta,  as,  d,  am,  shining,  bright,  luminous  ; 

(am),  n.  dawn,  day-break. 
Vibha-van,  TO,  van,  va,  Ved.  radiant,  shining, 

resplendent,  illuminating,  (in  Rig-veda  X.  8,  4.  tt- 

bhapa  is  by  some  translated  '  the  divider,'  as  if  from 
ri-Ufi);  (vnrl),  {.  the  dawn  (  =  ushas,  Naigh.  I. 
8);  night,  (in  this  sense  vi  is  probably  privative); 
turmeric  ;  a  harlot,  bawd  ;  the  shreds  of  a  garment torn  in  a  scuffle  (?). 

vibkuiidaka,    as,   m.,   N.    of  a 
hermit;  of  a  Muni  (son  of  Kasyapa  and  father  of Rishya-^rin-ga). 

Vi-bhdndi,  f.  a  kind  of  creeping  plant  (  =  d-var- 

taki). 

vi-bhava.     See  p.  931,  col.  I. 

vi-bhash,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhashate,  -bha- 
xliitum,  to  speak  variously;  to  speak  against,  revile, abuse. 

Vi-bhdxhd,  f.  an  alternative,  option,  one  of  two 

ways  ;  (in  grammar)  the  allowing  a  rule  to  be 

optional,  (it  is  of  two  kinds,  viz.  I.  prdpta-v°  or 
prdpte  v°,  an  option  allowed  in  a  particular  opera- tion which  another  rule  makes  necessary  ;  2.  aprdp- 

ta-v°  or  aprdpte  v°,  an  option  allowed  in  a  particu- 
lar operation  which  another  rule  makes  impossible.) 

Vi-bhashita,  as,  d,  am,  made  optional  (in  gram- 
mar). 

Vi-bhdsJiya,  ind.  having  reviled  or  abused. 

fWT^  vi-bhas,  cl.  i.  A.  (Ved.  also  P.) 
-bhdsate  (-bhdsati),  -bhasititm,  to  shine  brightly 
or  pleasantly,  be  bright:  Caus.  -blidsayati,  &c.,  to 
cause  to  shine,  illuminate,  brighten. 

Vi-bhaiia,  (.  shining  brightly,  light,  lustre. 

Vi-bhdsita,  as,  d,  am,  made  bright,  lighted,  illu- minated, shining. 

il  vi-bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -bhinatti, 

-bhlntte,  -bhettum,  to  split  or  break  in  two,  break 
in  pieces,  cleave  apart  or  asunder,  cleave,  divide, 

separate,  pierce,  open  ;  to  loosen,  untie  ;  to  scatter, 
disperse,  dispel,  drive  away,  destroy  ;  to  disunite, 

cause  disunion,  set  at  variance,  estrange  :  Pass,  -bhid- 
yate,  to  burst  asunder  ;  to  become  disunited  ;  to  be 
set  at  variance,  be  estranged  or  alienated  ;  to  change, 

become  changed  :  Caus.  -Ihedayati,  -yitum,  to 
divide  ;  to  alienate,  estrange  ;  to  dispel,  remove. 

Vi-bibhitsu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  break  asunder, 

purposing  to  cleave  or  pierce. 
Vi-bhidya,  ind.  having  split  in  two,  having  cut 

asunder,  having  cleaved  ;  having  divided  or  separated, 

•c. 

Vi-bhidyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  broken  or 
split  asunder  ;  being  divided  or  scattered  ;  being 

pierced  or  wounded. 
Vi-bhindtt,  us,  its,  n,  Ved.  splitting  or  cleaving 

asunder,  dissevering,  shattering  ;  (us),  m.,  Ved.  a 

proper  N. 
Vi-bhitma,  as,  d,  am,  broken  or  split  asunder, 

divided,  pierced,  broken,  wounded  ;  scattered,  dis- 
persed, dispelled,  destroyed  ;  bewildered,  estranged, 

alienated,  perplexed,  deceived;  moved  to  and  fro; 

disappointed  ;  become  faithless  ;  various,  different  ; 
mixed,  intermixed,  mingling  (with  inst.  )  ;  (as),  m. 

an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Vibhinna-tamisra,  as,  a,  am, 

laving  the  darkness  dispelled.  —  Vibhinna-td,  f.  or 
vibhinna-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  broken  or 
plit  asunder  ;  the  state  of  being  scattered,  &c. 
Vi-bhettri,  td,  m.  one  who  splits  or  breaks  asun- 

der, a  destroyer. 
Vi-bheda,  as,  m.  breaking  asunder,  dividing, 

>reaking,  division,  separation  ;  piercing,  wounding  ; 

violating;  bewildering,  perplexing,  confusing;  con- 
radiction  ;  enmity,  opposition  ;  variety,  distinction. 
Vi*bhedana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  splitting  or  cleaving 

asunder  ;  breaking,  dividing  ;  separating,  setting  at 
variance. 
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931 i.  vi-bhi,  el.  3.  P.  -bibheti,  &c.,  to 
be  afraid  of,  fear:  Caus.  -blashayati,  &c.,  to 
frighten,  terrify,  intimidate. 

2.  vi-bhi,  is,  is,  i,  free  from  fear. 

]'i-bkita,  as,  a,  am,  fearless  ;  (as,  a,  am),  m.  f.  n. 
the  plant  Terminalia  Belerica. 

Vibkltaka,  as,  i,  am,  m.  f.  n.  the  tree  Termi- 
nalia Belerica. 

Vi-bhishaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  frightening,  terrifying, 
intimidating,  threatening,  bullying  ;  (ikd),  f.  the  act 

of  terrifying,  terror;  a  means  of  terrifying.  -•  Vibhl- 
shikd-sthdna,  am,  n.  an  object  of  means  of  terri- 
fying. 

Vi-bhishana,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  terrifying,  intimi- 
dating, terrific,  fearful,  terrible,  formidable,  horrible  ; 

bullying  or  blustering  (as  language)  ;  (am,  a),  n.  f. 
the  act  of  terrifying,  the  property  of  exciting  fear,  a 
means  of  terrifying,  terror  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  brother 
of  Ravana,  (his  other  brothers  were  Kuvera  [by  a 
different  mother]  and  Kumbha-karna  ;  both  Ravana 
and  Vibhishana  are  said  to  have  propitiated  Brahma 

by  their  penances,  so  that  the  god  granted  them 
both  boons,  and  the  boon  chosen  by  Vibhishana 

was  that  he  should  never,  even  in  the  greatest  cala- 
mity, stoop  to  any  mean  or  wicked  action  ;  hence 

he  is  represented  in  the  Ramayana  as  opposing  and 
endeavouring  to  counteract  the  malice  of  his  brother 
Ravana,  in  consequence  of  which  he  was  so  ill- 
treated  and  insulted  by  Ravana  that,  leaving  Lan-ka, 
he  joined  the  side  of  Rama,  by  whom,  after  the 
death  of  Ravana,  Vibhishana  was  placed  on  the 

throne  of  Lan-ka)  ;  N.  of  several  kings,  (in  later 
times  Vibhishana  appears  to  have  been  used  as  a 

general  name  of  the  kings  of  Lan-ka.)  —  Vithtshana- 
vdkya,  am,  n.  'speech  of  Vibhishana/  N.  of  several 
chapters  in  the  Sundara-kJnda  of  the  Ramayana. 

—  Vibhishandbhisheka  (°na-abh°),  as,  m.  '  inau- 
guration of  Vibhishana,'  N.  of  the  ninety-first  chapter 

of  the  Sundara-kanda  of  the  Ramayana  (according 
to  one  recension). 

Vi-bhishayat,  an,  anti,  at,  terrifying,  causing 
terror  or  alarm. 

fl»il<;<*  vibhidaka,  as,  ID.,  Ved.  a  kind  of 
tree  (from  the  nutr  of  which  dice  are  made;  cf. 

vt-bhttaka)  ;  dice,  gambling,  (Say.  =  alisha.) 

fo*JT  vi-bhugna,  as,  a,  am  (rt.  I.  bhuj), 
bent,  bowed,  crooked. 

.  i  .  vi-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -bhavati,  -te, 

-bhavitum,  to  arise,  be  produced,  become  developed, 
be  manifested,  expand,  appear;  to  pervade;  to  be 
equal  to,  suffice  for  ;  to  prevail,  have  power,  be 

capable  of,  be  able  to  (with  inf.)  :  Caus.  -bhavayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  arise,  cause  to  be  developed  or 
expand,  make  manifest,  develop,  cause  to  appear 
dearly,  manifest,  reveal,  show  forth,  display;  to 
cause  to  be  apart,  separate  ;  to  perceive  distinctly, 
find  out,  trace  out,  discover,  ascertain,  detect,  ob- 

serve, know,  feel  ;  to  recognise  ;  to  suppose,  fancy, 
imagine;  to  suppose  anything  (ace.)  of  or  about 
any  one  (loc.);  to  think  about,  reflect  upon;  to 

make  clear,  establish,  prove,  decide  ;  to  convict,  con- 
vince :  Pass,  of  Caus.  -bhdi'yate,  to  be  considered 

or  regarded  as,  to  appear,  seem. 

Virbobhutat,  at,  ati,  at  (fr.  the  Intens.),  Ved. 
spreading  in  every  direction. 

Vi-bhava,  as,  m.  power,  might,  supreme  power, 
superhuman  power  ;  substance,  thing,  property, 

wealth  ;  magnanimity,  lofty-mindedness  ;  emanci- 
pation from  existence;  N.  of  the  thirty-sixth  year 

of  Jupiter's  cycle.  ••  Vibhava-tas,  ind.  according  to 
power,  according  to  dignity  or  majesty  ;  in  regal  state 
or  ceremony.  —  Vibhata-macla,  as,  m.  the  pride 
of  power.  —  Vibhava-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  possessed  of 
power,  wealthy. 

Vi-bhavat,  an,  anti,  at,  pervading,  prevailing. 
Vi-bhdva,  as,  m.  any  condition  which  excites  or 

develops  a  particular  state  of  mind  or  body,  (in 
dramatic  composition  one  of  the  three  divisions  of 

BhSvas,  the  other  two  being  Anu-bhavas  and  S3t- 
tvika-bhavas,  see  bhdva);  any  causative  or  exciting 
property  (as  dress,  perfumes,  &c.  causing  amorous 
desire,  extravagant  gesture  causing  mirth,  distress 
causing  tenderness,  arms  and  tumult  causing  wrath 
or  heroism) ;  a  friend,  acquaintance. 

Vi-bhdvaka,  as,  a,  am,  causing  to  appear  clearly, 
manifesting,  showing,  illustrating  ;  discussing. 

Vi-bhdvana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  the  causing  to  appear 
distinctly,  dear  perception,  distinguishing  or  perceiv- 

ing distinctly,  conception,  imagination,  examination, 

discrimination,  judgment,  clear  ascertainment ;  dis- 
cussion ;  (in  rhetoric)  description  of  effects  not 

arising  from  the  usual  causes,  peculiar  causation ;  or, 

according  to  some,  description  by  negatives,  bring- 
ing out  the  qualities  of  any  object  more  clearly  than 

by  positive  description.— >Vibhdvandlaitkdra  (°nd- 
af),  as,  m.  (in  rhetoric)  the  rhetorical  figure  de- 

scribed above. 

Vi-bhdraniya,  as,  a,  am,  distinguishable,  ascer- 
tainable,  to  be  judged  or  determined. 

Vi-bhdvita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  appear  clearly, 
manifested;  proved,  established;  judged,  discrimi- 

nated ;  perceived,  ascertained,  seen,  conceived,  known, 
understood,  convicted,  convinced.  —  Vibhdvita-tva, 
am,  n.  the  state  of  being  perceived  or  judged. 

Vibhdvin,  i,  ini,  i,  filled  with  amorous  sentiments, 
exciting  emotion  of  love,  (see  vi-bhdva,  col.  i.) 

Vi-bhdvya,  as,  d,  am,  distinguishable,  to  be 
clearly  perceived  or  seen  or  observed ;  remarkable ; 
to  be  conceived  or  imagined. 

Vi'bJiM,  us,  u»  or  n,  u  (in  Ved.  the  fem,  is 
always  mbhvt.  Pan.  IV.  i,  47),  being  everywhere, 

pervading  all  material  things,  developing  in  all  direc- 
tions, omnipresent,  eternal  (Ved.)  ;  mighty,  very 

powerful  or  great,  excellent,  eminent,  supreme ;  ca- 
pable, able  to  (with  inf.,  e.  g.  purayitum  vibhuh, 

able  to  fill);  firm,  solid,  hard;  (us),  m.  (Ved.  ace. 
viblivam,  Ved.  nom.  pi.  vibhvas),  ether;  space; 
time;  the  soul;  a  lord,  ruler,  sovereign,  master, 
owner  (often  used  in  addressing  a  superior)  ;  N.  of 
Brahma  ;  of  Vishnu  ;  of  Siva ;  of  a  son  of  Bhrigu ; 
a  servant.  —  Vibhu-kratit,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  mighty 
in  action,  effecting  much,  (Say.  =  bahu-karman.) 
••  Vibhiir-td,  f.  or  vibhu-tva,  am,  n.  might,  power, 
capacity,  supremacy.  —  Vibhu-pramita,  am,  n.,Ved. 
the  hall  of  Brahma.  —  Vibhu-mat,  an,  atl,  at, 
Ved.  mighty,  powerful.  —  Vibhu-vasu,  ut,  us,  u 

(for  vibhu-vasu),  Ved.  having  mighty  treasures  or wealth. 

2.  vi-bhu,  MS,  &c.,  Ved.  expanding,  pervading, 
epithet  of  a  particular  PrSna. 

Vi-bfiuta,  as,  a,  am,  arisen,  produced,  developed, 
manifested,  appeared,  displayed ;  great,  mighty. 

—  Vibhuta-dyumna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  abounding 
in  glory  or  in  food,  (Say.  =prabhuta-yaiai  or 
prabhutdnna.)  —  Vibhuta-rdti,  it,  is,  i,Ved.  mak- 

ing great  gifts. 
Vi-bhuti,  is,  m.  great  power,  might,  dominion, 

supremacy,  dignity ;  great  success,  prosperity,  wel- 
fare ;  superhuman  power  (consisting  of  eight  facul- 
ties, especially  attributed  to  Siva,  but  supposed  also 

to  be  attainable  by  human  beings  through  a  course 
of  austere  worship  in  honour  of  that  deity,  viz.  ani- 
man,  the  power  of  becoming  as  minute  as  an  atom  ; 
laghiman,  extreme  lightness;  prapti,  the  power 
of  attaining  or  reaching  anything,  as  illustrated  by 
the  power  of  touching  the  moon  with  the  tip  of 
the  finger ;  prakdmya,  irresistible  will ;  mahiman, 

illimitable  bulk ;  isitd,  supreme  dominion  ;  vas'itd, 
the  power  of  subjugating  by  magic ;  and  kdmdva- 
sdyita,  the  power  of  suppressing  all  desires)  ;  the 

ashes  of  cow-dung  &c.  (with  which  S'iva  is  said  to 
smear  his  body,  and  hence  used  in  imitation  of  him 
by  devotees);  (is,  is,  i),  Ved.  very  powerful,  mighty. 
•-Vibhuti-dvadafi,  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  Vrata  or 
religious  observance.  —  Vibhuti-mat,  an,  atl,  at, 
powerful,  possessed  of  excellence  or  dignity,  super- 

human ;  smeared  with  ashes.  —  Vibhuti-yoga,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  the  sixth  canto  of  the  Siva-giu. 

VUthvan,  a,  &c.,Ved.  displayed,  developed,  dif- 
fused ;  great,  mighty ;  (a),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Su-dhanvan  (brother  of  Ribhu,  q.  v.,  regarded  as 
one  of  the  three  Ribhus).  —  Vibhva-taslita,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  cut  out  or  fashioned  by  Vibhvan  (said  of 
the  rivers  which  were  supposed  to  be  carved  out  by 

him,  as  the  artificer  of  Varuna) ;  modelled  by  Vi- 
bhvan, very  perfect  or  handsome  (according  to  Say. 

on  Rig-veda  V.  58,  4).  —  Vibhcd-saJi  (vibhvd  for 
vibhva),Vtd.  conquering  or  overcoming  the  mighty, 

(Say.  =  mahato-'bhibhacitri.) 

fa>J^  vl-bhush,  cl.  i.  10.  P.  -bhushati, 
-bhushayati,  -bhushitum,  -bhushayitum,  to  deco- 

rate, adorn ;  to  shine  forth,  appear,  (according  to 

Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  in,  4.  mbhushati  may  =  t>y- 
dpto  bhai'ati,  the  rt.  bhush  being  sometimes  used 
in  the  Veda  as  another  form  of  rt.  I.  bhu,  in  the 

sense  of '  to  obtain,  attain.') 
Vi-bhuskana,  am,  n.  decoration,  ornament.  —  Vi- 

bhushanodbhdsin  (°na-u(f),  i,  ini,  i,  glittering with  ornaments. 

Vi-bhuehd,  f.  ornament,  decoration ;  light,  lustre, 
splendor,  beauty. 

Vi-bliiiihita,  as,  d,  am,  adorned,  decorated,  orna- 
mented. —  Vibhushitaitga  (°ta-an°),  as,  d,  am, 

decorated  about  the  body. 

Vi-blwshln,  I,  ini,  i,  adorning,  decorating ; 
adorned,  decorated. 

Vi-bltushya,  ind.  having  adorned  or  decorated. 

'falj  vi-bhri,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -bharati,  -te,  cl. 
3.  P.  A.  -bibharti,  -bibhriie,  &c.,  -bhartum,  to 
support;  to  bear  or  carry  in  different  directions, 
spread  out ;  to  distribute,  diffuse  (A.) :  Intens.  (for 
Intensive  forms  see  under  rt.  bkri),  to  move  to  and 
fro,  wave  about,  brandish,  toss  about ;  to  roam  or 

sport  about,  (according  to  Say.  in  this  sense  for 
vi-hri;  cf.  vi-bhritra.) 

Vi-bhrita,  a«,  a,  am,  upheld,  supported,  main- 
tained, held,  retained. 

Vi-bhrltra,  as,  d,  am.Ved.  borne  in  various  direc- 
tions, (Say.  =  nand-sthdneshu  rihrita) ;  employed 

in  various  sacred  rites,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig- 

veda  I.  71,  3.  vi-bhritrdh  —  agni-hotrddi-karmani viharantyah.) 

Vi-bhritvan,  a,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  bears  or  sup- 

ports. 

f^S^  vi-bhraas  (sometimes  written  vi- 

bhrans),  cl.  4.  P.,  I.  A.  -bhradyati,  -bhrans'ate, -bhransitum,  to  fall  down,  fall,  go  to  ruin,  decay ; 
to  fall  away,  fall  off;  to  disappear,  vanish;  to  be 
unfortunate,  fail ;  to  fall  away  from,  stray  from,  be 
separated  from  (with  abl.) ;  to  be  deprived  of,  lose : 

Caus.  -bhraniayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  fall  off, 
strike  or  knock  off,  break  off,  to  cause  to  fall,  lead 
astray,  seduce ;  to  cause  to  disappear  or  vanish, 
destroy,  annihilate,  ruin ;  to  divert  from  (with  abl.), 

deprive  of. 
Vi-bftranfa,  as,  m.  falling  away,  &c. ;  a  precipice. 
Vi-bhrandita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  caused 

to  fall  away;  struck  off,  broken  off;  led  astray, 
seduced  ;  made  to  disappear,  destroyed  ;  deprived  of. 
—  VibhraniSita-j liana,   as,   d,    am,   deprived    of 
reason    or    consciousness.  —  Vibhrantita-pushpa- 

pattra,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  flowers  and  leaves 
knocked  off. 

Vi-bhrans'in,  i,  ini,  i,  falling  away,  falling  off; 

dropping,  falling,  fallen. 
Vi-bhrashta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  away  or  off,  broken 

off  or  from,  separated  from,  gone  astray;  fallen,  de- 
cayed, failed,  ruined,  lost,  disappeared,  vanished. 

—  Vibhrashta-timira,  as, -a,  am,  whose  darkness 
has  vanished  or  disappeared  (said  of  the  sky).  —  Vi- 

bhrashta-harsha,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  from  or  deprived 
of joy. 

fea*^  vi-bhram,  cl.  I.  4.  P.  -bhramali, 
-bhramyati,  -bhramitum,  to  wander  or  roam  about, 
roam  through  or  over ;  to  flit  or  hover  about ;  to  move 
to  and  fro,  roll  about ;  to  disperse,  scatter,  scare  or 

frighten  away;  to  fall  into  disorder  or  confusion, 
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become  disarranged  or  bewildered  :  Cans,  -bltrama- 
ytiti,  -bhramayati,  -yitum,  to  confuse,  perplex. 

Vi-bhrama,  as,  m.  roaming  or  wandering  about, 
whirling  round,  whirling  or  rolling  about,  going 
round,  any  whirling  motion  ;  error,  mistake,  blunder, 

erroneous  use  or  application  ;  hurry,  confusion,  agita- 
tion, perturbation,  flurry  (one  of  the  classes  of  femi- 
nine action  proceeding  from  love,  as  when  a  woman 

through  flurry  pms  on  her  ornaments  in  the  wrong 
places)  ;  amorous  action  of  any  kind  ;  caprice,  whim  ; 
beauty,  gr-ice  ;  play  (of  the  eyes)  ;  rapture  ;  doubt, 
apprehension;  (a),  f.  old  age.  —  Vibhrama-tantra 
or  vibhrama-sutra,  N.  of  a  treatise  on  grammar 

(attributed  to  Hema-c'andra). 
Vi-bhramat,  an,  anti,  at,  roaming  about,  roaming 

through,  whirling  round. 
Vi-bhramitva  (mom.  ind.  part),  having  whirled 

or  frightened  away. 
Vi-bhrdnta,  as,  a,  am,  whirled  about,  agitated, 

bewildered,  hurried,  flurried,  confused  (through  pre- 
cipitation &c.).  —  Vibhrdnta-nayana,  as,  d,  am, 

having  rolling  eyes.  —  Vibhrdnta-manas,  as,  as,  as, 
bewildered  or  confused  in  mind.  —  Vibhranta-4ila, 
as,  d,  am,  confused  in  mind  or  disposition  ;  drunk, 
intoxicated,  insane  ;  (as),  m.  a  monkey  ;  the  disk  of 
the  sun  or  moon. 

Vi-bhraati,  is,  (.  whirling  round,  going  round, 
error,  confusion  ;  hurry,  flurry,  precipitation. 

f^rn^  I  .  vi-bhraj,  cl.  I  .  A.  -bhrdjate,  -bhrd- 
jitum  (Ved.  inf.  vibhrajam),  to  shine  forth,  shine, 
glitter,  gleam,  be  bright  or  radiant  ;  to  shine  through  : 
Caus.  -bhrdjayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  radiate  or 
beam  or  shine. 

2.  vi-bhraj,  t,  t,  t,  shining,  splendid,  luminous; 
elegant,  richly  dressed  or  decorated  ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of 

the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  170  (having 
the  patronymic  Saurya). 

Vi-bhrajat,  an,  anti,  at,  shining,  glittering. 
Vi-bhrajamdna,as,  5,  am,  resplendent,  glittering, 

shining,  dazzling,  radiant,  bright. 
Vi-bhrdjita,  as,  d,  am,  made  splendid  or  bright, 

caused  to  shine. 

Vi-bhrashli,  is,  (.,  Ved.  radiance,  flame,  blaze. 

f<4H^  vi-bhvan.     See  p.  931,  col.  3. 
fq«ii-  vi-man  h,  cl.  i  .  A.  -manhate,  &c.,  Ved. 

to  distribute,  bestow. 
Vi-manhamdna,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  distributing, 

giving. 

f^T55T  vi-majj,  cl.  6.  P.  -majjati,  &c.,  to 
plunge  or  dive  in,  enter  into,  (probably  wrongly  for 
ni-majj)  :  Caus.  -majjayati,  &c.,  to  submerge, 
cause  to  plunge  into  or  enter  in. 

i  ti-mata,  vi-mati.   See  under  vi-man. 

.  vi-matsara,  as,  d,  am,  free  from 
envy  or  jealousy,  unenvious,  unambitious. 

f=W<l  vi-math  oivi-manth,  cl.  I.  9.  P.  -ma- 

thati,  -manlhati,  -mathnati  (Ved.  generally  A. 
-mat/mite),  &c.,  -mat!titum,-manthitum,  to  crush 
or  dash  to  pieces,  rend  asunder,  bruise  (Ved.  A.)  ;  to 
cut  to  pieces,  annihilate,  destroy,  disperse,  scatter;  to 
confuse,  perplex,  bewilder,  embarrass. 

T  i-inatltita,  as,  d,  atti,  crushed  or  dashed  to 
pieces,  rent  asunder,  bruised,  destroyed,  annihilated. 

\'t-in(ttltnrit,  an,  ati,  at,  dashing  to  pieces,  crush- 
ing, destroying. 

Vi-matliya,  ind.  having  crushed  completely,  having 
destroyed. 

Vi-inatha,  as,  m.  the  act  of  crushing  or  destroy- 
ing utterly. 

Vi-mithin,  i,ini,i,  crushing  or  dashing  to  pieces, 
destroying. 

fq»i<j  vi-mad,  cl.  4.  P.  -madyati  (Ved.  also 
-mnilati),  Sec.,  -miditum,  to  become  perplexed  or 
confused,  be  disconcerted  ;  to  confound,  embarrass, 

disturb  :  Caus.  -madaynti,  &c.,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
be  perplexed,  to  confuse,  embarrass  ;  to  intoxicate. 

Vi-matta,  as,  ii,  am,  intoxicated;  being  in  rut,  | ruttish. 

Vi-mada,  an,  a,  am,  free  from  intoxication; 

joyless  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymns 
I<ig-veda  X.  20-26  (having  the  patronymic  Aindra 
or  PrSjapatya;  Vasu-krit  VSsukra  is  also  regarded 
as  the  author  of  these  hymns). 

Vi-madila,as,d,am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  =  ti-matta. 

f^ffl  vi-madhya,  Ved.  an  unfathomable 

depth,  (Say.  on  Rig-veda  IV.  51,3.  explains  tamaso 

vimailhye  by  atyanta-gddhdndhakdre,  '  in  un- 
fathomable darkness.') 

f^HJ^CT-mara,  cl.  8.  4.  A.,  I.  P.  -manute, 
-manyate,  -manati,  &c.,  -mantum,  to  distinguish 
(?,  Ved.)  ;  to  dishonour,  offend  :  Caus.  -mdnayati, 
-yitum,  to  dishonour,  slight,  treat  with  disrespect. 
Vi-mata,  as,  d,  am,  disagreed,  disagreeing,  dis- 

senting, disapproving;  at  variance,  inconsistent,  averse, 
hostile  to  ;  slighted,  despised,  offended,  displeased  ;  of 
a  different  mind  or  disposition  ;  (as),  m.  an  enemy. 

Vi-mati,  is,  f.  difference  of  mind  or  opinion, 
dissent,  disagreement  ;  dislike,  aversion  ;  stupidity. 
—  Vimati-ta,  f.  difference  of  opinion,  want  of  mind, 
stupidity. 

I.  vi-mana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (for  2.  see  under  2. 
vi-md),  disrespect,  dishonour. 
Vi-manana,  (.  dishonour,  disrespect,  contempt. 
Vi-mdnita,  as,  d,  am,  dishonoured,  slighted, 

treated  with  disrespect. 

fknr[^vi-manas,  as,  as,  as,  changed  in 

mind  or  feeling  ;  averse,  displeased  ;  out  of  one's 
mind,  distraught,  depressed  in  mind  or  spirit,  sad, 

distressed,  discomposed  ;  heart-broken  ;  absent  in 
mind,  thinking  of  something  else;  perplexed,  dis- 

ordered, bewildered. 

Virmanaska,  as,  d,  am,  out  of  one's  mind,  de- 
pressed in  spirit,  heart-broken,  sad,  melancholy,  be- 

wildered. 

Vimani-Jcrita,  as,  d,  am,  altered  in  mind  or 
feeling;  displeased,  offended;  depressed  in  mind, 
sad,  sorrowful. 

Vimani-b/iuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  changed  in 
mind  or  feeling  ;  brought  into  a  melancholy  frame 
of  mind. 

See  vi-math,  col.  I. 

vi-manyu,  us,  us,  u,  free  from  anger 
or  passion,  free  from  grief. 

f=)*m  vi-maya,  as,  m.  (see  rt.  me),  change, 
exchange,  barter. 

vi-marda,  &c.  See  under  vi-mrid. 

vi-marsa,  &c.  See  under  vi-mris. 

i-marsha,  &c.  See  under  vi-mrish. 

vi-mala,  as,  d,  am,  stainless,  free 
from  dirt  or  impurity,  spotless,  pure,  clean  ;  white, 
transparent,  beautiful  ;  (as),  m.  an  Arhat  or  Jaina 
deified  sage  ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Padma-pada  ;  of  a 
son  of  Su-dyumna  ;  (a),  f.  a  particular  plant,  =  saptald, 

(commonly  called  C'harmaghas)  ;  a  sort  of  soil  ;  N. 
of  Dskshayam  ;  (am),  n.  silver  gilt  ;  talc.  —  Vimala- 
tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work.  —  Vimala-ld, 
f.  or  vimala-tva,  am,  n.  stainlessness,  cleanliness, 
purity,  clearness.  —  Vimala-ddiia,  am,  n.  a  gift  or 
offering  to  a  deity.  •-Vimala-natha-purana,  N.  of 
a  Jaina  work  by  Krishna-dasa.  —  Vimala-praJiha,  (., 
N.  of  one  of  the  wives  of  Narendraditya.  —  Vimala- 

mani,  is,  m.  'clear-gem,'  crystal.  —  Vimalatmaka 

(°la-af),  as,  d,  am,  pure-minded,  clean,  pure.  —  I'  i- 
malatman  (°la-df°),  d,  d,  a,  pure-souled,  unde- 
filed,  pure.  —Vimaldditya  (°la-dd°),  as,  m.  '  clear- 
sun,'  a  particular  form  of  the  sun.  —  Vimalddri  ('la- 
ad1),  is,  m.  '  pure  mountain,'  N.  of  the  mountain 
Vimala  or  Girnar  in  Gujarat,  (this  mountain  is  cele- 

brated for  its  inscriptions  ;  it  is  also  called  Satrun-jaya, 

q.v.)  —  Vimaldrthaka  (cla-ara),as,d,am,  of  pure 
purpose,  pure-minded;  pure,  clean,  clear.  —  Vima- 

,^.  of  a  country  in  Kasmtra.—  Vimali- 
karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  making  pure.  -•  Vimali- 
kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -haroti,  &c.,  to  make  clean  or  pure. 

—  Vimalcivara-tlrtha  (la-is"0),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

chapter  in  the  S'iva-Purana. 
Vimalogija-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work. 

r<*rl   ri-mastakita,   as,   d,  am,   be- 
headed, decapitated. 

,  an,  ati,  at,  very  great, 
immense. 

Vi-mahas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  of  various  or  excellent 
might  or  splendor,  very  vigorous,  very  brilliant  or 

resplendent. 
Vi-mahi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  very  large  or  great,  (Say.  = I'iseshena  mahat.) 

fq*ii  i  .  ri-md,  cl.  3.  A.  -mimlte,  &c.  (see  rt. 
2.  ma),  Ved.  to  bellow,  roar,  cry  (?). 

T^RT  2.  vi-md  (see  rt.  3.  md),  cl.  2.  P.,  3.  4. 
A.  -mdti,  -mimlte,  -mdyate,  -mdtum,  (Ved.)  to 
measure  out,  to  traverse,  pass  over  (a  course)  ;  (Ved.) 

to  set  in  order,  set  right,  prepare  ;  to  count,  count 
over  ;  to  measure  ;  to  pervade  ;  to  make  in  various ways. 

2.  m-mdna,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (for  I.  vi-mdna  see 
under  vi-nian),  a  measure  ;  a  car  or  chariot  of  the 
gods  (sometimes  serving  as  a  seat  or  throne,  sometimes 
self-moving  and  carrying  its  occupant  through  the 
skies  ;  other  descriptions  make  the  Vimana  more  like 
a  house  or  palace,  and  one  kind  is  said  to  be  seven 
stories  high  ;  that  of  Ravana  was  called  pushpaka, 

q.  v.)  ;  any  car  or  vehicle  ;  a  horse  ;  a  palace,  the 

palace  of  an  emperor  or  supreme  monarch.—l'nna?ifl- 
yamana,  am,  n.  '  going  in  a  car,'  N.  of  the  fifty- 
second  chapter  of  the  Krrda-khanda  of  the  Ganesa- 
Purana.  —  Vimina-ddrin,  i,  iai,  i,  travelling  in  a 
celestial  car.  ••  Vimdna-td,  f.  the  state  or  condition 
of  a  chariot.  —  Vimana-prabhutd,  f.  the  ownership 
or  possession  of  a  celestial  chariot.  —  Vimana-yana, 

as,  d,  am,  going  or  driving  in  a  car.  ™  Vimdna-rdja, 
as,  m.  the  driver  of  a  chariot  of  the  gods.  —  Vimanri- 
vat,  ind.  like  a  self-moving  car,  (Kirat.VII.  4.)  —  Vi- 
mdna-stha,  as,  a,  am,  standing  on  a  divine  chariot. 
Vi-mimdna,  as,  d,  am,  measuring  out,  preparing, 

making  ;  measured,  conceived,  (according  to  Sav.  on 
Rig-veda  I.  155,  6  =  mridham  mimdna.) 

f^HUT  vi-mansa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  unclean 
meat  (as  the  flesh  of  dogs  &c.). 

fclHI'rJ  vi-mdtri,  ta,  f.  a  stepmother,  a  fa- 
ther's wife.  —  Vimatri-ja,  as,  m.  a  stepmother's  son. 

fa*ll«lll  vi-mdnand,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

f=|HH(  vi-maya,  as,  a,  am,  devoid  of  magic, 
free  from  illusion. 

vi-marga,  as,  m.  a  bad  road,  by- 

road ;  a  wrong  road  (literally  or  figuratively)  ;  evil 
conduct,  immorality  ;  a  broom,  brush  ;  [ct.  rt.  mdrg^} 

—  Yiinarya-ijumin,  I,  inl,  i,  going  in  a  wrong 

road,  following  an  evil  course. 
Vi-mdrgana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  searching  or  seek- 

ing for. ?<4ft(vi-mi  (see  rt.  I.  mi),  cl.  £•  P.  A.  -mi- 

noil,  -minute,  -matum,  Ved.  to  fix,  build,  erect. 
Vi-mita,  as,  d,  am,  fixed,  built  ;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  a 

square  shed  or  large  building  resting  on  four  posts. 
Vi-minvat,  an,  ati,  at,  fixing  ;  (Siy.)  separating 

and  fixing  (=pari-<!<lhindat  sthapayat,  Rig-veda IV.  56,  I)- 

fcffM^ri-mtsT,  cl.  10.  P.  -misrayati,  -yi- 

tum, to  mix  or  mingle  together. 
Vi-mis"ra,  as,  d,  am,  mixed  or  mingled  together, 

commingled. 
Vi-miinta,  as,  d,  am,  mixed  together,  mingled  ; 

mixed  with,  attended  or  accompanied  by. 

vi-mukta,  &c.   See  under  i.  vi-mut.'. 
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f«i«j<((  vi-mukha,  as,  i,  am,  having  the  face 
turned  away  or  cast  down,  averted;  disinclined,  op- 

posed.— Viinukka-td,  f.  or  vimitkha-tta,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  having  the  face  averted,  turning  away ;  dis- 

inclination, opposition ;  disappearance,  departure. 
Vimukhin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  the  face  averted,  turned 

away  ;  averse  from,  hostile.  —  Vimuthi-ta,  f.  or  vi- 
mukhi-tva,  am,  n.  a  state  of  aversion,  enmity; 
opposition ;  departure. 

Vimukhl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 
tum,  to  make  the  face  averted,  turn  away  the  face, 

turn  away  from,  leave. ^Vimukhl-karana,  am,  n. 
the  act  of  turning  away  or  averting  the  face,  leaving. 
'-Vimukhl-krita,  as,  d,  am,  turned  away  from, 
averted,  departed. 

fqij"!  vi-mugdha.  See  under  vi-muh 
below. 

I.  vi-mu(,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -muhtati, 
-te,  -moktum,  to  unloose,  loosen,  unharness,  un- 

fasten, untie,  release,  set  free,  liberate ;  to  take  off 
(clothes),  undress ;  to  free  from  (with  abl.) ;  to  leave 
off,  stop,  cease ;  to  become  loose  (A.) ;  to  yield,  re- 

linquish, quit,  give  up,  lose ;  to  emit,  pour  forth,  shed, 
send  forth ;  to  assume,  take :  Pass.  -mudyate,  to  be 
loosened,  become  detached ;  to  be  freed  from  (with 
abl.  or  inst.) ;  to  escape ;  to  be  deprived  of  (with 

inst.) :  Caus.  -modayati,  -yitum,  to  loosen,  set  free, 
unfasten,  liberate :  Desid.  -mumukshati,  -te,  to  wish 
to  set  free,  &c. 

Vi-mukta,  as,  a,  am,  loosed,  let  loose,  liberated ; 
freed  from  (with  inst.  or  abl.,  e.  g.  pafaih  or  pase- 
bhyo  mmuktah,  freed  from  fetters) ;  quitted,  aban- 

doned ;  issued  from,  given  vent  to ;  hurled,  thrown, 

discharged.  —  Vimukta-kantha,  as,  a,  am,  having 
a  loosened  throat  or  voice,  raising  a  loud  cry.  —  Vi- 
mukta-pragraha,  as,  a,  am,  having  loosened  reins. 
Vi-mukti,  is,  f.  liberation,  release,  remission ; 

escape,  salvation,  final  emancipation  (from  all  future 

existence)  ;  separation,  parting.  —  Vimukti-patha, 
as,  m.  the  path  or  way  of  final  emancipation. 

2.  vi-mud,  k,  k,  k,  one  who  lets  loose  or  sends 
forth,  a  creator;  a  deliverer;  (k),  m.,  N.  of  PrajS- 
pati ;  a  cloud,  (S5y.  =jala-vimodaka  megha.) 

2.  vi-mudya,  ind.  having  let  go;  having  quitted, 
quitting,  releasing. 

Vi-mudyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  let  loose  or 
liberated ;  being  poured  forth  or  sent  forth. 

Vi-mundat,  an,  ati  or  antl,  at,  unloosing,  loosen- 
ing ;  shedding,  letting  fall. 

Vi-moktavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  6e  let  loose  or  set 
free  or  discharged. 

Vi-modana,  as,  m.  one  who  delivers,  a  deliverer, 
liberator,  (SZy.=pdpdd  vimodayitri) ;  (am),  n. 
the  act  of  unloosing,  liberating,  unharnessing,  unyok- 

ing ;  liberation,  emancipation. 

Vi-modita,  as,  a,  am,  loosened,  liberated,  set  free. 

fH«j5  vi-mudra,  as,  a,  am,  unsealed,  un- 
closed ;  opened  as  a  bud  or  flower,  budded,  blown. 

fV«j^  vi-muh,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -muhyati,  -te, 
-mogdUnm  or  -modhum,  to  be  confused,  become 
perplexed  or  bewildered  ;  to  faint  away :  Caus.  -mo- 
hayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  confused,  disturb, 
deprive  of  consciousness,  infatuate,  bewilder,  lead 
astray,  bewitch. 

Vi-mugdha,  as,  a,  am,  confused,  bewildered, 
infatuated. 

Vi-muhyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  bewildered  or 
stupefied,  embarrassed. 

I .  m-mudha,  as,  a,  am,  confounded,  bewildered, 
discomposed  ;  beguiled,  led  astray,  seduced,  tempted  ; 
foolish.  —  Vimudhordetas,  as,  as,  as,  or  vimudha- 
dhi,  is,  is,  i,  foolish-minded,  foolish,  simple.  —  VI- 
mudha-Widva,  as,  m.  bewildered  state,  perplexed 
condition,  confusion.  —  Vimiidha-sanjna,  as,  a,  am, 
bewildered  in  mind,  senseless,  unconscious.  —  VvmM- 
dhatman  (°dha-dt°),  a,  a,  a,  foolish-minded,  sense- less, foolish,  beguiled. 

2.  m-mudha,  as,  a,  am,  not  foolish  or  infatuated, 
wise ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  divine  being. 
Vi-mohana,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  alluring,  seducing, 

seductive,  bewitching,  tempting,  fascinating,  one  who 
fascinates,  &c. ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.,  N.  of  one  of  the  di- 

visions of  Naraka  (see  naraka) ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 
seducing,  seduction,  temptation,  exciting  the  passions. 
Vi-mohita,  as,  a,  am,  allured,  seduced,  bereft  of  con- 

sciousness, beguiled ;  stupefied,  infatuated,  bewitched. 

vi-mrij,  cl.  2.  P.  -marshti  (some- 
times also  A.  -marshte),  -mdrjitum,  -marshtum, 

to  rub  off  or  out,  purify,  cleanse ;  to  rub,  stroke ;  to 
rub  dry,  wipe  off,  wipe ;  to  rub  on,  anoint :  Intens., 
Ved.  -mdmrijiti,  to  cleanse,  purify. 

Vi-mrijya,  ind.  having  rubbed  or  stroked,  having 
wiped  or  swept  away,  &c. 

I.  vi-mrishta,  as,  d,  am,  rubbed  off,  purified, 
cleansed,  wiped.  —  Vimrishta-rdga,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 

ing the  colour  refined  or  purified. 

_  ̂ vi-mrid,  cl.p.  I.  P.  -mridnati,  -mar- 
dati,  &c.,  -marditttm,  to  press  or  crush  to  pieces, 
bruise,  pound,  trample  down,  lay  waste,  devastate, 
destroy;  to  rub  together:  Caus.  -mardayati,  -yi- 

tum, to  crush  to  pieces,  bruise ;  to  rub. 

Vi-marda,  as,  m.  crushing,  bruising;  devasta- 
tion, destruction,  pressing  or  rubbing  together,  fric- 

tion ;  the  trituration  of  perfumes ;  rubbing  against, 
touch,  contact ;  conjunction  of  the  sun  and  moon, 
total  obscuration,  eclipse;  war,  battle;  weariness, 
tediousness;  the  plant  Cassia  Esculenta.  —  Vimar- 

ddrdha  (°da-ar°),  am,  n.  the  time  from  the  appa- 
rent conjunction  to  the  end  of  an  eclipse.  —Vimar- 

dottha  (°da-ut°),  as,  m.  a  scent  arising  from  the trituration  of  perfumes. 

Vi-mardaka,  as,  ika,  am,  one  who  crushes  or 
pounds,  a  crusher,  destroyer,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  pound- 

ing, grinding,  destroying;  rolling;  the  trituration  of 
perfumes;  the  conjunction  of  the  sun  and  moon, 
an  eclipse  ;  a  proper  N. 

Vi-mardana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  the  act  of  grinding, 
pounding,  crushing,  trampling  down,  rubbing;  the 
trituration  of  perfumes ;  the  conjunction  of  the  sun 
and  moon,  an  eclipse ;  destroying,  killing. 

Vi-mardita,  as,  a,  am,  crushed  to  pieces,  bruised, 
pounded,  broken  to  pieces,  trampled  on;  rubbed, 

anointed ;  [cf.  sneha-v°.~] 
Vi-mardin,  I,  inl,  i,  crushing  to  pieces,  destroy- 

ing, removing. 
Vi-mridita,  as,  d,  am,  bruised,  ground,  pounded ; 

broken,  rubbed.  —  Vimridita-dhvaja,  as,  d,  am, 
having  a  crushed  or  broken  banner. 

Vi-mridya,  ind.  having  bruised  or  pounded  or 
crushed,  having  trampled  upon  ;  having  rubbed. 

i-mris  (often  confounded  with  vi- 
mrish,  q.  v.),  d.  6.  P.  -mriiati,  -marshtum, 
-mrashtum,  to  touch  (with  the  hands),  feel,  stroke, 
rub ;  to  touch  (mentally),  be  sensible  of,  be  aware 
of,  perceive ;  to  ponder,  meditate,  consider,  reflect  on, 
deliberate  about;  to  observe;  to  investigate,  examine; 
to  think  about  with  hesitation,  hesitate  about  doing 
anything  (with  inf.) :  Caus.  -mariayati,  -yitum,  to 
ponder,  reflect  on,  consider. 

Vi-maria,  as,  m.  consideration,  deliberation,  in- 
vestigation, trial,  examination  by  reason,  reasoning, 

discussion,  hesitation ;  a  conflicting  judgment.  —  Vi- 
marfa-vddin,  I,  inl,  i,  uttering  discussions,  one 
who  reasons,  a  reasoner. 

Vi-marfana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  investigating,  dis- 
cussing, investigation. 

Vi-marsin,  i,  inl,  i,  deliberating,  thinking  about, reflecting. 

Vi-mrifat,  an,  ati  or  antl,  at,  reflecting,  con- sidering, musing. 

1.  vi-mriiya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  deliberated  about 
or  investigated,  to  be  discussed  or  reflected  upon. 

2.  vi-mrifya,  ind.  having  considered,  after  due 
deliberation  or  reflection,  (a-vimriilya,  without  due 
deliberation.)  —  Vimritya-kdrin,  I,  inl,  i,  acting 
after  due  deliberation. 

2.  vi-mrishfa,  as,  d,  am,  reflected  on,  considered, 
weighed. 

i-mrish  (in  many-passages  where  this 
verb  occurs  the  forms  used  may  equally  be  referred 

to  vi-mris"),  cl.  i.  4.  P.  A.  -marshati,  -te,  -mjish- 
yati,  -te,  -marshitum,  to  bear  with  indifference. 
Vi-marsha,  at,  m.  dissatisfaction,  displeasure; 

want  of  forbearance,  impatience,  (in  these  senses  vi 
is  privative)  ;  change  in  the  prosperous  course  of  a 
dramatic  plot,  unforeseen  reverse  or  adverse  event  in 

the  course  of  a  love-story.  —  Vimarshdnga  (°sha- 
an"},  a  division  of  the  dramatic  Vimarsha  (of  which there  are  said  to  be  thirteen). 

Vi-marshana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Kiratas. 
Vi-marsMn,  i,  inl,  i,  disliking,  dissatisfied,  averse  ; 

impatient,  intolerant. 

vi-moksh,  cl.  10.  P.  -mokshayali, 

•yitum,  to  set  free,  liberate,  let  locse. 
Vi-moksha,  as,  m.  liberation,  freedom,  letting 

loose,  letting  off;  discharging,  shooting,  dismissing  ; 
becoming  loose  or  free,  escape,  final  emancipation. 
Vi-mokshana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  untying,  the  act  of 

setting  free,  liberation,  release  ;  discharging,  (anda- 

v°,  the  act  of  laying  eggs)  ;  quittiug,  abandoning, 
resigning. 

Vi-mokshin,  i,  inl,  i,  setting  free,  liberating. 

\t&  vimba  or  vimva,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (ac- 

cording to  UnSdi-s.  IV.  95.  fr.  rt.  I.  m,  but  the 
etymology  is  doubtful  ;  frequently  written  bimha), 
the  disk  of  the  sun  or  moon  ;  any  disk,  a  ball, 

hemisphere  ;  any  round  or  disk-like  appearance  ;  a 
looking-glass,  mirror  ;  a  jar,  water-pot  (?)  ;  an  image, 
shadow,  reflected  or  represented  form,  picture,  type  ; 

the  object  compared  (as  opposed  to  prati-vimba,  '  the 
counterpart  '  to  which  it  is  compared)  ;  (as),  m.  a 
lizard,  chameleon  ;  a  proper  N.  ;  (a,  i),  f.  a  plant 

bearing  a  bright-red  gourd,  Momordica  Monadelpha  ; 
(a),f.,N.  of  two  meties,  four  times  uuuuu-u  —  ; 
four  times  -----  ,ovuuuo  —  ,  —  \j  —  v  —  ;  N. 

of  the  wife  of  Baladitya  (a  king  of  Kas'mTra)  ;  of  the 
mother  of  king  Vimbi-sara  ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of 
the  Momordica  Monadelpha,  (the  lips  are  frequently 
compared  to  this  fruit;  cf.  vimboshtha.)  —  Vimba- 

ji,  f.  the  plant  Momordica  Monadelpha  or  the 
gourd.  —  Vimba-phala,  am,  n.  the  fruit  of  the 
Vimba.  —  Vimba-sdra,  a  various  reading  for  vimbi- 

sdra.  —  Vimbayata  (°4a-ao°),  as,  a,  am,  '  gone  to 
an  image,'  reflected.  -  VimbetSrara  f&a-is"0),  N.  of 
a  temple  founded  by  the  princess  VimbS.  —  Vim- 

boshltia  or  mmbaushtha  £ba-osh°),  as,  d  or  I, 
am,  having  lips  like  the  Vimba  fruit,  red-lipped, 
'cherry-lipped.* 
Vimbaka,  am,  n.  the  disk  of  the  sun  or  moon  ; 

the  fruit  of  the  Momordica  Monadelpha  ;  (ikd),  f. 

the  disk  of  the  sun  or  moon  ;  a  cucurbitaceous  plant, 
Momordica  Monadelpha. 

Vimbaki,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
Vimbata,  as,  m.  the  mustard  plant,  Sinapis  Di- 

chotoma. 
Vimbara,  a  particular  high  number. 
Vimbdra,  am,  n.,  see  Vartt.  to  Pan.  V.  2,  109. 
Vimbita,  as,  d,  am,  imaged,  reflected,  pictured, 

painted. 
Vimbin,  i,  inl,  i,  coming  from  or  relating  to 

Vimba.  —  Vimbi-sara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Ma- 
gadha  (a  contemporary  of  Sakya-muni  ;  also  writttn 
I'imbi-sara,  ridhi-sdra,  ridmi-sdra,  vindu-sena, 
vindhya-sena). 

Vimbiya,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Ved. 
vimbu,  us,  m.  the  betel-nut  tree. 

vi-mrad,  cl.  i.  A.  -mradate,  &c., 
to  make  soft  or  tender,  to  soften. 

vi-mrit,  cl.  4.  P.  -mrityati,  &c., 
Ved.  to  fall  to  pieces,  crumble  away,  decay. 

vi-mlai,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -mlayati,  -te, 
&c.,  to  wither  away,  fade,  languish,  become  weak II  E 
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or  feeble  or  weary:  Caus.  -mldpayati,  -yi/iini,  to 
make  to  wither  or  languish,  cause  to  fade  or  disap- 

pear ;  to  weary,  enfeeble. 

1.  vi-nil:~'ii".  n.*,  ~i.  ii  m,  laded  or  withered  away; 
refreshed,  fresh,  pure. 

mldna,  at,  a,  am,  unfaded,  free  from  decay  ; 
unsoiled. 

I  .  I'i-mldpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  wither 
or  fade  away,  causing  to  languish. 

2.  ri-mldpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  removing  decay 
or  fatigue  ;  refreshing,  reviving  ;  cleaning,  wiping 

f,  cl.  I.  A.  -yatate,  -yatitum, 

to  dispose  in  various  rows  (?)  :  Caus.  -yatayati,  -yi- 
tum,  to  place  in  rows,  arrange,  dispose  of;  to  do 
penance  ;  to  pain,  torment,  harass,  disturb  ;  to  punish. 

2.  ti-yat,  t,  n.  (probably  connected 
with  vi-yam  below  ;  but  according  to  some,  pres. 
part,  of  rt.  5.  i  with  t.  m;  according  to  others  fr. 
rt.  I  .  w),  sky,  heaven,  ether,  atmosphere.  —  Viyad- 

<?urin,  i,  m.  'sky-goer,'  a  kite  (  =  <<tHa).—  Viyad- 
f/anga,  (.  '  sky-Ganges,'  the  heavenly  Ganges  ;  the 
galaxy.  —  Vtyatl-gati,  is,  f.  going  or  moving  in  the 

air.  —  Viyad-bhuti,  it,  (.  '  sky-power,'  darkness. 
—  Viyan-mani,  is,  m.  '  sky-gem,'  the  sun. 
Vi-yati,  is,  m.  (perhaps  connected  with  the  above), 

a  bird  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Nahusha. 

-yam,  cl.  i.  P.  -yaMati,  -yantum, 
to  stretch  out,  extend,  spread  out  ;  to  present,  grant, 
bestow,  give  ;  to  stretch  apart  ;  to  restrain  :  Caus. 
•ydmayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  stretch  out,  extend, 
expand. 

Vi-yata,  of,  a,  am,  stretched  out,  extended,  kept 
apart;  (am),  ind.  separately,  at  intervals,  intermit- 
tingly. 

Vi-yama,  at,  m.  restraint,  check  ;  rest,  cessation, 
stop  ;  pain,  distress. 

Vi-yiima,  at,  m.  restraint,  &c.  (=^vi-yama).. 

fq<4!  ni-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -yati,  -yatum,  to  go 
away,  depart,  leave  ;  to  go  through,  pervade,  pass 
through,  go  across,  to  run  through,  drive  through  ; 
to  pierce,  destroy. 

Vi-yata,  as,  a,  am,  '  gone  apart  or  from  the  right 
path,'  abandoned  ;  shameless,  impudent,  ill-behaved. 

ftfj  vi-yu  (see  rt.  i.'yu),  cl.  3.  P.  -yu- yoti,  &c.,  to  be  separated  or  parted,  to  separate  (in- 
trans.),  be  dissolved  ;  to  be  separated  from  or  deprived 
of  (with  inst.)  ;  to  separate,  exclude,  deprive  of  (with 
inst.)  ;  to  keep  off,  ward  off. 

Vi-yuta,  as,  a,  am  (see  I.  and  2.  ijuta,  p.  817), 
separated,  deprived  of,  separated  from  (with  inst., 
e.g.  ratsair  myutaA,  [cows]  separated  from  their 

calves).  —  Viyutarthaka  (°to-ar°),  ae,  a,  am,  void 
of  meaning. 

Vi-yotri,  lit,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  separating  ;  warding 
off,  defending;  (Ssy.)  one  who  does  not  mix,  not 

mixing  (=duAkhdnam  amifrayitri,  Rig-veda  IV. 
55.  a)- 

f^f^vi-yuj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yunakti,  -yunkte, 
-y(t];tum,to  disjoin,  detach,  separate,  divide;  to  free 
or  liberate  from,  separate  from  (with  inst.,  rarely 
with  abl.  )  ;  to  relax,  be  slackened,  give  way,  yield 
(A.)  :  Pass,  -yujyate,  to  be  separated  from,  be  de- 

prived of  (with  inst.)  ;  to  be  relaxed,  yield,  give  way: 

Caus.  -yii'iH  i/iili  ,  -te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  disjoined, 
separate  ;  to  free  or  deliver  from,  deprive  of  (with 
inst.  or  abl.). 

•'.  in,  ,1,  am,  disjoined,  detached,  sepa- 
rated, sundered,  severed  ;  separated  from,  free  from, 

deprived  of,  deserted  by  (with  inst.  or  at  the  end  of 
•i  f.nip.);  failing,  deficient. 

•'.  ind.  having  separated  or  detached,  hav- 
ing freed  or  delivered  from. 

/(U  i-iiona.  an,  m.  separation,  disunion,  disjunction; 
lr*v  dcatr^absencc  (especially  of  lovers).  -  Viyoga- 

I-,  Or,  suffering  separation.  ̂ Vtynga-vihya, 
at.  a,  am,  excluded  from  separation,  not  separated. 

—  I'iyugdeasdna  (°ga-aif),  ae,  a,  am,  ending  or 

terminating  in  separation.  —  Viyogdvasana-tra,  am 
n.  termination  in  separation. 

ViijiH/iii,  i,  ini,  »,  being  separated  or  disjoined 
apart,  absent,  remote;  (i),  m.  the  ruddy  goose;  (ini),  ( 
a  woman  separated  from  her  husband  or  lover  ;  a  kinc 

of  metre  having  two  unequal  half  lines,  the  first  con- 
taining ten  and  the  second  eleven  syllables,  as  follow 

w  —  \j\j-  v  —  w  —  ,ou  —  w  u  —  «j  —  u  —  ,  (the  fourth 
Canto  of  the  KumSra-sambhava  is  chiefly  written  in 
this  metre.) 

Vi-yigayat,  an,  anti,  at,  separating,  separating 
from  ;  depriving  of;  lavishing,  expending. 

Vi-yojita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  separated 
disjoined,  disunited;  separated  from,  parted  from, 

deprived  of. 

vi-yotri.     See  under  vi-yu,  col.  i. 

vi-yoni,  is,  or  vi-yoni,  f.  various 
or  manifold  birth,  (according  to  KullOka  on  Manu 

XII.  27.  '  the  womb  of  animals')  ;  an  ignominious 
birth.  —  Viyoni-janmddhydya  (°ma-adh°),as,  m., 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  VarSha-mihira's  Vrihaj-jStaka. 

f^t  vira,  as,  m.  (according  to  Say.  fr.  rt. 
rri),  Ved.  one  who  goes  or  departs  this  life  ( 

gantri=preta).-*Vird-sah  or  mrd-sdk,  -shdt,  t, 
t,  Ved.  bearing  or  leading  departed  spirits,  (S5y.  on 
Rig-veda  I.  35,  6  *=pretdn  purtahdn  sahate  yah; 
cf.  jala-sali,  turd-shah.) 

vi-rakta.    See  under  vi-ranj,  col.  3. 

,  cl.  i.  P.  -rakshati,  -rakshi- 
tum,  to  watch  over,  guard,  protect. 

f«K^  vi-rad,  cl.  10.  P.  -rafayati,  -yitum 
(Aor.  vy-araradat  ;  in  one  passage  -ariradat),  to 
arrange,  construct,  fabricate,  contrive,  form,  make, 
prepare  ;  to  compose,  write  (a  book)  ;  to  put  on, 

lay  on,  inlay;  to  effect,  perform:  Pass.  -radyate 
(Aor.  vy-aradi),  to  be  arranged  or  composed. 
Vi-radana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  the  act  of  arranging, 

arrangement  ;  constructing,  contriving,  contrivance  ; 
making  ;  compiling,  composing,  composition,  com- 

pilation; embellishing;  embellishment,  any  artificial 
or  ornamental  fabric. 

Vi-radaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made,  to  be  com- 
posed, &c. 

Virradayat,  an,  anti,  at,  arranging,  making, 
fabricating,  composing,  embellishing,  &c. 

Vi-radayya,  ind.  having  arranged,  having  com- 
posed ;  having  marked  out. 

Vi-radita,  as,  a,  am,  arranged,  trimmed,  con- 
structed, formed,  contrived,  made,  prepared  ;  written, 

compiled,  composed  ;  put  on,  worn  ;  put  in,  inlaid,  set  ; 
embellished,  ornamented,  furnished  with  (with  inst.). 

—  Vira&ta^vapus,  us,  us,  us,  having  the  body arranged. 

vi-raja.    See  under  vi-rajas  below. 

,  as,  as,  as,  free  from  dust; 

devoid  of  passion,  passionless  ;  free  from  the  men- 
strual excretion  ;  (a*),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Paurna- 

mSsa  ;  of  a  son  of  Vasishtha  ;  of  a  son  of  Dhrita- 
rashtra  ;  (as),  f.  a  woman  who  has  ceased  to  men- 

struate. —  Vi-rajas-tamas,  as,  as,  an,  free  from  (the 

qualities  of)  passion  and  ignorance.  —  Virajo-'mbara- 
'ihushana,  as,  a,  am,  having  apparel  and  ornaments free  from  dust. 

Vi-raja,  as,  a.,  am,  free  from  dust  ;  (as),  m., 
M.  of  Vishnu  ;  of  a  son  of  Tvashtri  ;  (a),  f.  a  plant 
^commonly  called  Kavitthanl)  ;  DurvS  grass  ;  N.  of 
a  river  ;  of  the  wife  of  Nahusha  (daughter  of  a  class 
of  Manes  called  Sva-svadha).  —  Virajd-kshetra,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  place. 

Vi-rajatta,  as,  ii,  am,  free  from  dust,  &C.,=CT- 
rajas  ;  (a),  f.  a  woman  who  has  ceased  to  menstruate. 

Viraji-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -karate,  -kartum, 
to  render  free  from  dust  or  passion.  —  Viraji-krita, 
as,  a,  am,  freed  from  dust,  unsoiled,  clean  ;  exempt 
from  passion. 

I'iraji-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavitum,  to 
become  free  from  dust  or  passion.  —  Viraji-bhuta, 

vi-rap&in. 

as,  d,  am,  free  from  dust,  clean,  clear;  free  from 

passion,  pure,  holy. 
f«»«.<<J  vi-raiida,  as,  m.  (perhaps  connected 

with  vi-rad),  N.  of  Brahma  ;  [cf.  vu-t'iirfu.] 
Vi-randi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  BrahmJ. 

Pi*.^  vi-ranj,  cl.  1.4.  P.  A.  -rajati,  -te, 
-rajyati,  -te,  -ranktum,  to  be  changed  in  colour, 
be  discoloured,  lose  the  natural  colour;  to  become 

changed  in  disposition,  become  indifferent  to,  take 
no  interest  in,  regard  with  indifference,  become 

estranged  or  disaffected,  grow  cold :  Caus.  -ranja- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  colour,  dye,  make  of  various  colours ; 
to  cause  to  be  indifferent,  make  estranged,  cause  to dislike. 

Vi-rakta,  as,  d,  am,  discoloured,  changed  in 
colour ;  changed  in  disposition,  disaffected,  estranged, 
averse,  indifferent ;  displeased ;  free  from  passion  or 
affection,  void  of  attachment  to  worldly  objects,  (in 
these  senses  vi  appears  to  be  privative) ;  impassioned, 

feeling  excessive  passion,  (in  these  senses  vi  only 
intensifies  the  root.)  —  Virakta-ditta,  as,  d,  am, 
disaffected  at  heart,  estranged.  —  VirtMa-praicriti, 

ii,  is,  i,  whose  chiefs  or  principal  officers  are  disaf- 
fected. —  Virakta-bhdva,  as,d,am,  having  the  heart 

or  affections  estranged,  disinclined  to,  disliking. 
Vi-rakti,  is,  f.  change  of  disposition  or  feeling, 

estrangement,  alienation  of  mind,  aversion,  disincli- 
nation, dissatisfaction  ;  absence  of  affection  or  attach- 

ment, freedom  from  passion,  weanedness  from  the 
world,  (in  these  senses  vi  appears  to  be  privative.) 
Vi-rdga,  as,  m.  change  of  colour  or  feeling,  change 

of  nature,  (applied  in  Vedic  grammar  to  the  change 
in  consonants  which  mutually  affect  each  other); 

absence  of  desire  or  passion,  indifference,  disinclina- 
tion; disregard  of  all  sensual  enjoyment  either  in 

this  world  or  the  next;  stoicism.  —  Virdga-riflui- 

bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  cherishing  the  poison  of  dislike,  har- 

bouring the  poison  of  aversion.  —  Virdgarha  (f'ga- 
ar°),  as,  d,  am,  qualified  for  freedom  from  passion. 
Virdgin,  i,  ini,  i,  changed  in  feeling,  estranged; 

void  of  passion  or  desire. 

f<H<!  virata,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  black  Agal- 
lochum ;  N.  of  a  king. 

*<4  (01  vi-ran,  Caus.  -ranayati,  -yitum,  to 
make  to  sound  forth,  cause  to  sound,  play  upon  (a 
musical  instrument). 

'^(ISvirana,  am,  n.  a  fragrant  grass  used 
in  certain  religious  ceremonies,  Andropogon  Aroma- 
ticum  or  Muricatum ;  [cf.  trcrana.] 

m\l  ri-ratha,  as,  a,  am,  having  no  car  or 
chariot,  chariotless. 

<4(Z  vi-rad,  cl.  I.  P.  -radati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 

divide,  separate,  sever,  cut  through,  open  ;  to  conduct, 

convey ;  to  bestow. 

fcfi.131  vi-raps  (according  to  some  raps 

may  be  ft.  an  old  Desid.  form  of  rt.  rap  or  rabh, 

according  to  S5y.  raps'  is  fr.  rt.  rap  =  lap) ,  cl.  I .  A. 
-rapsate,  Sec,,  Ved.  to  be  full  to  overflowing,  be 
ready  to  burst,  to  be  distended  or  inflated ;  to  have 
too  much  of  (inst.) ;  to  be  praised  or  hymned,  (SSy. 
=  r.iridham  stuyate);  to  shine  forth  variously, 

{Siy.  =  mvidham  rajate);  to  sound  forth,  utter  a 
murmuring  sound. 

Vi-rapta,  am,  n.,  Ved.  sound,  voice,  utterance, 

[Say.  virapiam  =  vdkyam  ;  but  in  Rig-veda  IV. 

50,  3.  virapt>am  =  vis'eshena  s"abdena  stotram '/athd  b/inrali  tatha.) 
Vi-rapiin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  copious,  abundant, 

;rcat,  powerful,  mighty,  (according  to  Nirukta  III. 
3  =  mahat) ;  singing,  sounding  forth,  loud-sounding, 
uttering  various  sounds  of  praise,  having  various 
sounds  or  utterances,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 

V.  17,  20.  virap&  =  bahu-ridha-s'abdavdn;  in 

and  appears  to  be  used  for  viraptini);    shaking, 
ossing,  rocking. 
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vi-ram,  c\.  i.  P.  -ramati  (rarely 
also  A.  -ramate),  -rantum,  to  cease  or  desist  from, 
rest  from  (with  abl.) ;  to  leave  off  or  discontinue 
anything  (especially  applied  to  discontinuing  a  speech, 
e.  g.  virarama  or  even  vafanam  virarama,  he 
ceased  speaking),  stop,  pause,  end,  come  to  an  end 
(e.  g.  rdtrir  vyaransit,  the  night  ended) :  Caus. 

-ramayati,  -rdmayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  leave 
off  or  discontinue,  make  to  cease  or  desist  from ;  to 
bring  to  an  end,  finish. 

Vi-rata,  as,  a,  am,  ceased  from,  desisting  from 
(with  abl.,  e.  g.  papdd  viratah,  ceased  from  sin), 
stopped,  ceased  (e.  g.  virateshu  inunishu,  when  the 

Munis  had  ceased  speaking)  ;  rested,  ended,  con- 
cluded. —  Virata-prasanga,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has 

left  off  a  habit  or  practice,  one  whose  occupation  has 

ceased,  having  no  occupation.  —  Viratdtaya  (°ta- 
d4°),  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  desires  have  ceased,  one 
who  has  resigned  worldly  intentions. 

Vi-rati,  is,  (.  cessation,  discontinuance,  stop,  rest, 
pause,  end,  term  ;  indifference. 

Vi-rama,  as,  m.  ceasing,  desisting,  cessation; 
sunset. 

Vi-ramat,  an,  anti,  at,  ceasing,  desisting,  resting, 
stopping ;  sporting  or  playing  about. 
Vi-ramita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  made  to 

cease,  stopped. 

Vi-ramya,  ind.  having  ceased  or  desisted. 
Vi-rama,  as,  m.  leaving  off,  cessation,  rest,  repose, 

discontinuance  (of  working,  speaking,  Sec.);  stop- 
page, stop,  pause,  pause  of  the  voice,  stoppage  of 

sound  ;  (in  gram.)  '  the  stop,'  N.  of  a  small  oblique 
stroke  placed  under  a  consonant  to  denote  that  it  is 

quiescent,  i.  e.  that  it  has  no  vowel  inherent  or  other- 
wise pronounced  after  it,  (this  mark  is  sometimes  used 

in  the  middle  of  conjunctions  of  consonants ;  but  its 
proper  use,  according  to  native  grammarians,  is  only 

as  a  stop  at  the  end  of  a  sentence  ending  in  a  conso- 
nant) ;  end,  conclusion,  term ;  N.  of  Vishnu. 

(V<{«>  virala,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  for  vila- 
la,  possessing  holes),  having  interstices,  separated  by 
intervals  (whether  of  space  or  time) ;  not  close  or 
compact,  open  in  texture,  not  thick  or  dense,  fine, 
thin,  delicate ;  loose,  relaxed,  wide  apart ;  rare,  un- 
frequent ;  single  ;  remote  ;  little,  few ;  (am),  ind. 
rarely,  seldom,  unfrequently ;  (am),  n.  sour  curds, 

coagulated  milk  (  =  dadhi).  —  Vlrala-jdnuka,  as, 

m.  '  having  knees  wide  apart,'  a  bandy-legged  man. 
—  Virala-dravd,  f.  gruel  made  of  rice  or  other  grain 
with  the  addition  of  ghee,  &c.  ( =  dlakshnoryavagu). 

—  Viralayata  (°la-dg°),  as,  a,  am,    happening 
rarely,  of  unfrequent  occurrence,  rare.  —  Virall-kri, 
d.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  make  rare,  lessen,  diminish. 

—  Viraletara  ("la-it"),  as,  &c.,  'other  than  wide 
apart,'  dense,  thick,  compact,  close. 

Viralita,as,  a,  am,  not  compacted,  not  dense,  (a-vi- 
ralita-Tcapolam,  ind.  with  closely-united  cheeks.) 

f^T^  vi-ras,  cl.  i .  P.  -rasati,  -rasitum,  to 
cry  out,  cry  aloud,  scream,  shriek. 

[«»*.«  vi-rasa,  as,  a,  am,  juiceless,  sapless, 
flavourless,  tasteless,  insipid  ;  painful ;  (as),  m.  pain. 

fNt?  vi-rah,  cl.  1 . 10.  P.  -rahati,  -rahayaii, 
-rahitum,  Sec.,  to  abandon,  desert,  relinquish,  leave. 

Vi-raha,  as,  m.  separation,  parting,  absence,  (espe- 
cially) the  separation  of  lovers ;  separation  from  (with 

inst.);  loneliness,  distance  ;  want;  abandonment,  de- 
sertion, cessation,  relinquishment.  —  Viraha-gunita, 

as,  a,  am,  increased  by  separation.  —  Viraha-ja  or 
viraha-janita,  ax,  a,  am,  arising  from  or  produced 
by  separation.  —  Viraha-jvara,  as,  m.  the  anguish 
of  separation.  —  Viraha-vydpad,  t,  t,  t,  impaired  or 
decreased  by  absence.  —  Viraha-dayana,  am,  n.  a 
solitary  couch  or  bed,  i.  e.  one  slept  on  alone.  —  Vi- 

rahddhigama  (°Aa-at//t°),  as,  m.  experiencing  the 
absence  of  any  one,  (according  to  Malli-natha  = 

virah.a-jndna.)  —  Virahdnala  Cha-an°),  as,  m. 
the  fire  of  separation.  —  Virahdrta  (°Aa-a)-°),  as,  a, 
am,  pained  by  the  absence  of  a  lover.  —  Viraha- 

vasthd  (°ha-av°),  f.  a  state  of  separation  or  absence. 
—  VirahotkantMtd  (°ha-ut°),  f.  a  woman  who  longs 
after  her  absent  lover  or  husband,  one  distressed  by 
the  absence  of  her  husband  (said  to  be  one  of  the 
incidental  characters  in  a  drama). 

Vi-rahayat,  an,  anil,  at,  abandoning,  relinquish- 
ing, deserting. 

Vi-rahayya,  ind.  having  abandoned,  having  for- saken, leaving. 

Vi-rahita,  as,  d,  am,  abandoned,  deserted,  for- 
saken, relinquished,  left,  left  alone,  solitary,  lonely, 

retired  or  withdrawn  from  company,  separated  ;  de- 
void of,  exempt  from,  bereft  of,  destitute  of,  free 

from  (with  inst.  or  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  and 
sometimes  even  with  gen.). 

Virahin,  t,  im,  i,  being  separated  from,  absent 
(from  another),  apart  from  ;  lonely,  solitary  ;  (inl), 

f.  a  woman  separated  from  her  husband  or  suffering 
the  pangs  of  absence  from  her  lover  ;  wages,  hire. 

vi-raga,  &c.     See  p.  934,  col.  3. 

i  .  vi-raj,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -rajati  (in  Ved. 

only  P.),  -te,  -rdjitum,  to  reign  over,  rule,  govern 
(Ved.  P.);  to  be  illustrious  or  eminent,  be  conspicuous, 
appear  to  advantage,  shine  forth,  shine  out,  shine, 
glitter  ;  to  appear  as  :  Caus.  -rdjayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  shine  forth,  make  to  glitter,  fill  with  bright- 

ness, give  radiance  or  lustre,  brighten,  illuminate. 

2.  vi-rdj,  t,  t,  t,  shining,  radiant  ;  (/),  m.  splendor, 
beauty  ;  a  man  of  the  regal  or  military  class  ;  the 
first  progeny  of  Brahma,  (according  to  Manu  I.  32, 
&c.,  Brahma  having  divided  his  own  substance  into 
male  and  female,  produced  from  the  female  the  male 
power  Viraj,  who  then  produced  the  first  Manu  or 
Manu  Svayambhuva,  who  then  created  the  ten  Praja- 
patis  ;  the  Bhagavata-Purana  states  that  the  male 
half  of  BrahmJ  was  Manu,  and  the  other  half  Sata- 
rupa,  and  does  not  allude  to  the  intervention  of  Viraj  ; 
other  Puranas  describe  the  union  of  Sata-rupS  with 
Viraj  or  Purusha  in  the  first  instance,  and  with  Manu 
in  the  second  ;  as  a  sort  of  secondary  creator,  Viraj 

is  sometimes  called  Praja-pati,  while  in  Rig-veda  X. 
90,  5.  he  is  represented  as  born  from  Purusha,  and 
Purusha  from  him  ;  in  the  Atharva-veda  VIII.  10, 
24,  XI.  8,  30,  Viraj  is  spoken  of  as  a  female,  and 
regarded  as  a  cow,  being  elsewhere,  however,  identi- 

fied with  Prana)  ;  '  ruler  of  the  various  forms  of 

bodies,'  N.  of  Intellect  located  in  and  ruling  over 
the  collective  aggregate  of  bodies,  the  consciousness 
which  perceives  collections  or  aggregates  (in  the 
Vedanta  phil.)  ;  the  body  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Radha  ; 
of  adistrict;  (t),  f.  a  particular  Vedic  metre  consisting 
of  four  Padas  of  ten  syllables  each,  (in  Rig-veda  X. 
130,  5.  this  metre  is  represented  as  attaching  itself 
to  Mitra  and  Varuna,  and  in  Aitareya-Br.  I.  4.  Viraj 

is  mystically  regarded  as  'food,'  and  invocations  are directed  to  be  made  in  this  metre  when  food  is  the 

especial  object  of  prayer.)  —  Virdt-Jidmd,  f.  a  Vedic 
form  of  the  SammS  metre.  —  Virat-lcshetra,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  district.  —  Virdt-purvd,  (.  a  Vedic  form  of 
the  Tri-shtubh  metre.  —  Virdt-suta,  as,  m.  '  son  of 

Viraj,'  epithet  of  a  class  of  Pitris  called  Soma-sads 
(Manu  III.  195).  —  Virdt-sthdna,  f.  a  Vedic  form  of 
the  Tri-shtubh  metre.  —  Virdt-svarupa,  as,  d,  am, 
consisting  of  Viraj,  (applied  to  the  Supreme  Being.) 

—  Virdd-deha,  as,  m.  'having  the  body  of  Viraj,' 
a  term  for  the  universe.  —  Virdd-rupd,  f.  a  Vedic 
form  of  the  Tri-shtubh  metre  (3x  1  1  +  8  or  rather  + 

7,  giving  forty  syllables  in  all). 
Vi-rdja,  as,  m.  =  2.  vi-rdj. 
Vi-rdjat,  an,  and  (ep.  also  at>),  at,  shining, 

splendid  ;  handsome. 
Vi-rajamtina,  as,  d,  am,  shining,  brilliant,  splen- 

did, handsome,  gorgeous. 

Vi-rdjayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  shine,  giving 
radiance  or  lustre  to,  brightening. 

Vi-rdjita,  as,  d,  am,  illuminated,  irradiated,  splen- 
did ;  made  visible,  manifested. 

fV<j5  virata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 

midland  or  north-west  districts  of  India  (perhaps 

Berar)  ;  N.  of  an  ancient  king  of  a  particular  district 
in  India,  (the  Pandavas  being  obliged  to  live  in  con- 

cealment during  the  thirteenth  year  of  their  exile, 
journied  to  the  court  of  this  king  and  entered  his 
service  in  various  disguises.)  —  Virdfa-jtt,  as,  m.  = 

rdja-patta,  a  sort  of  inferior  diamond  (said  to  be 
found  in  the  country  Virata).  —  Viruta-parvan,  a, 

n.,N.of  the  fourth  book  of  the  Maha-bharata  (describ- 
ing the  adventures  of  the  Pandu  princes  when  living 

in  the  service  of  king  Virata). 

Virdtaka,  as,  m.  a  diamond  of  inferior  quality. 

Pq<j  Uui^  vi-ranin,  I,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt. 
ran  with  vi),  an  elephant. 

(VuW  vi-radh,  cl.  4.  P.  -radhyati,  &c., 

-raddhum,  to  lose  or  be  deprived  of  anything  (inst., 
Ved.);  to  hurt,  offend,  injure,  do  an  injury:  Caus. 

-radhayati,  -yitum,  to  oppose,  thwart,  be  at  vari- 
ance, disagree. 

Vi-rdddha,  as,  a,  am,  opposed,  thwarted  ;  injured, 
hurt,  offended,  treated  with  disrespect,  reviled,  abused. 

Vi-rdddhri,dhd,  dhri,  dhri,  opposing,  thwarting; 
offending,  injuring;  abusive,  calumnious. 
Vi-rddha,  as,  m.  opposition,  prevention;  vexa- 

tion, annoyance;  a  kind  of  Rakshasa. 
Vi-rddhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  opposing,  injuring, 

hurting  ;  pain,  agony,  anguish. 

Vi-rddhayat,  an,  anti,  at,  opposing,  being  at 
variance,  disagreeing  with. 

Vi-rddhdna,  am,  n.  pain  (=vi-rddhana). 
Vi-rddhyat,  an,  antt,  at,  opposing,  thwarting  ; 

offending,  annoying,  injuring,  being  at  variance. 

virala,  as,  ia.  =  vidala,  a  cat,  q.v. 

vi-rava.     See  p.  936,  col.  I. 

vi-ri  or  vi-ri  (see  rts.  i.  rt,  ri),  cl.  9. 

P.  A.  -rindti,  -rinlte,  -retum,Ved.  to  cleave  asunder, 
separate,  cut  to  pieces,  kill,  destroy,  (according  to 

Say.  on  Rig-veda  IV.  19,  3.  m-rindh=i:y-arindh= 
videshena  hatavan  asi.) 

frft^f  vi-rif,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -rinakti,  -rinkte, 

-rektum,  to  empty,  make  empty,  evacuate  :  Pass. 

-rifyate,  to  extend  or  be  extended,  reach  out,  sur- 
pass, (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  IV.  i6v  5.  vi- 

redi  =  ati-riride,  adJtilco  babk&va)  ;  to  be  emptied 

or  purged  :  Caus.  -redayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  purg- 
ing, purge,  empty,  make  empty,  cleanse,  purify. 

Vi-rikta,  as,  d,  am,  evacuated,  emptied,  purged. 

Vi-rel;a,  as,  m.  purging,  evacuation  of  the  bowels  ; 

a  purgative,  cathartic. 
Vi-recana,  am,  n.  purging,  evacuation  of  the 

bowels  ;  a  purgative.  —  Virecana-dravya,  am,  n. 

any  purging  substance  or  medicine. 
Vi-recita,  as,  d,  am,  purged,  emptied,  evacuated. 
Vi-recya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  purged  or  emptied. 

fq(V=<j  vi-rihca  or  vi-riacana,  as,  m.  a  N. 
of  Brahma. 

Vi-rin<!i,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Brahma;  of  Vishnu  ;  of  Siva. 

1=1  (Vfitirf  vi-riphita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  de- 
prived of  the  sound  of  r;  pronounced  or  uttered 

with  great  effort. 

rVfXw  vi-ribdha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ribh  with 

vz),  sounded  ;  (as),  m.  a  note,  tone,  sound  (  =  svara). 
Vi-ribhita,  see  Scholiast  on  Pan.  VII.  2,  18. 
Vi-rebhita,  as,  d,  am,  sounded,  uttered. 

ftrfTSI^'«'-ns  or  vi-lis(see  rt.  ris"),  cl.  6.  A. 
-rifate,  &c.,  Ved.  to  be  dragged  or  rent  apart,  to  be 
disarranged  or  disordered  ;  to  be  torn  off,  break  off, 
become  rent  or  torn. 

Vi-rishta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  rent  asunder,  broken 
off,  out  of  due  order  ;  (am),  n.  a  defect  in  a  sacri- 

fice, (also  written  •virlishta,.} 
vi-ri.     See  vi-ri  above. 

ti-ru,  cl.2.P.  -rauti,  -raviti,-ravitum, 
to  roar  aloud,  scream  or  shout  out,  cry,  buzz,  hum, 
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yell,  bray;  to  sound,  jingle,  rattle;  to  lament,  weep, 
appeal  to  with  lamentations,  call  on,  invoke :  Caus. 
-riirayati,  -yitum,  to  roar  or  scream  aloud,  fill  with 
noise  or  clamour ;  to  make  to  sound  or  resound. 
Vi-raea,  as,  m.,  Ved.  outcry,  clamour,  sound, 

noise. 

Fi-rora,  as,  m.  crying  or  shouting  out,  clamour, 
sound,  noise. 

Vi-rdvin,  i,  ini,  i,  shouting  or  roaring  out,  re- 

sounding, crying,  singing ;  lamenting ;  (i»i),  f.  weep- 
ing, crying ;  a  broom ;  N.  of  a  river. 

Vi^ruta,  as,  a,  am,  roared  aloud,  screamed ;  re- 

sounded, resounding,  filled  with  cries,  (mayura- 
viruta,  filled  with  the  cries  of  peacocks) ;  (am),  n. 
shrieking,  howling,  crying,  singing,  humming  (of 
bees),  chirping ;  clamour,  noise,  din,  howling  (of  the 
wind  &c.),  sound,  tone. 
Vi-ruvat,  an,  ati,  at,  howling,  crying,  shrieking, 

Sec. 

f^Tj^ir  ti-ruf,  cl.  i.  A.  -rotate  (Ved.  also 
P.  -rodafi,  in  Raghu-v.  VI.  5.  and  in  one  or  two 
other  later  works  the  Aor.  P.  vy-arudat  is  found), 
-roditum,  to  shine  forth,  glitter,  be  bright  or  radiant ; 
to  be  conspicuous,  become  visible,  appear ;  to  become 
eminent  or  famous;  to  cause  to  shine,  illuminate, 

make  bright  (P.) ;  to  please,  delight :  Caus.  -rofa- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  shine,  illuminate,  brighten ; 
to  find  pleasure  In,  delight  in ;  to  sport  with. 
Virukmat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  shining,  brilliant, 

splendid ;  (an),  m.  a  bright  weapon. 
Vi-roka,  as,  m.  a  ray  of  light ;  (am),  n.  a  hole, 

chasm. 

Vi-rokin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  shining,  glowing,  gleam- 
ing, bright. 

Vi-rodana,  as,  a,  am,  shining,  illuminating;  (as), 
m.  the  sun;  the  moon;  fire;  N.  of  the  son  of 
Prahlida  or  Prahrada;  (am),  n. (?),  light,  lustre. 
—  Virodana-radha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the 
Krida-khanda  of  the  GanesVPurana.  —  Virodana- 

suta,  as,  m.  'son  of  Viroc'ana,'  epithet  of  Bali 
(sovereign  of  Mahabali-pura). 
Vi-rodamdna,  as,  a,  am,  shining,  glittering, 

radiant. 

Vi-rodayat,  an,  and,  at,  causing  to  shine,  mak- 
ing bright. 

Vi-rodishnu,  us,  us,  u,  shining;  illuminating, 
making  visible. 

fqtj*^  vi-ruj,  cl.  6.  P.  -rujati,  -roktum,  to 
break  to  pieces,  tear  asunder ;  to  destroy. 
Vt-rugna,  as,  a,  am  (less  correctly  written  vi- 

rugna),  broken  to  pieces,  torn  asunder;  bent; 
blunted ;  destroyed. 

\'i-rujyn,  ind.  having  broken  to  pieces,  having torn  asunder. 

fa^  vi-rud,  cl.  2.  P.  -roditi,  -roditum, 
to  weep  or  cry  aloud,  sob,  lament,  bewail. 
Vi-ruda,  as,  m.  crying ;  proclaiming ;  a  laudatory 

poem,  panegyric.  —  Viruddvali  (?da-de°),  f.,  N.  of 
a  poem  by  Raghu-deva  celebrating  the  praises  of  a 
certain  king  of  MithilS. 

Vi-rudita,  am,  n.  loud  lamentation,  intense  grief, 
bewailing. 

fqts^  J.  vi-rudti  (=ti-ruh),  cl.  I.  P.  -ro- 
dhali,  &c.,  Ved.  to  grow  or  sprout  out,  shoot  forth. 

fVVH,  2.  vi-rudh,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -runaddhi, 
-runddhe,  -roddhum,  to  hinder,  obstruct ;  to  en- 

counter opposition  (A.,  Ved.) :  Pass,  -rudhyate  (ep. 
also  P.  -(i),  to  be  impeded  or  checked  or  kept  back 
or  withheld ;  to  be  opposed  to,  contend  with,  com- 

bat (with  inst.,  or  with  inst.  and  saha,  or  with  gen., 
or  with  loc.,  or  with  ace.  and  prati);  to  be  at 
variance,  disagree,  be  inconsistent ;  to  fail :  Caus. 
-rodhayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  hinder  or  obstruct, 
to  render  hostile,  set  at  variance;  to  oppose,  en- 

counter, fight  against,  contend  with :  Pass,  of  Caus. 
-rodhyate,  to  be  impeded  or  kept  back ;  to  be  ren- 

dered hostile  or  set  at  variance :  Desid.  -rurutsati, 
to  wish  to  oppose,  intend  commencing  hostility. 

Vi-ruddha,  at,  a,  am,  opposed,  hindered,  checked, 
restrained,  arrested,  obstructed,  blocked  or  shut  up, 

besieged,  barred  or  locked  up,  blockaded;  opposed 
or  contrasted  in  quality  (as  sweet  to  sour  &c.)  ;  con- 

trary, repugnant,  opposite,  contradictory,  perverse, 
reverse,  (a  reason)  proving  the  reverse  (in  logic)  ; - 

incongruous, incoroistent,  incompatible,  mutually  dis- 
agreeing (as  medicine  and  food)  ;  hostile,  adverse,  at 

variance,  at  enmity  ;  unpropitious,  unfavourable,  dis- 

agreeable ;  prohibited,  forbidden  ;  excluded,  disquali- 
fied ;  doubtful,  uncertain  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of 

deities  ;  (am),  n.  opposition,  hostility,  disagreement, 
discord,  a  feeling  of  repugnance  ;  (am),  ind.  per- 

versely, incongruously.  —  Viruddha-ta,  I.  or  virud- 
dha-tva,  am,  n.  opposition,  contrariety,  perverseness, 

incongruity  ;  hostility,  enmity,  disagreeableness.  —  Vi- 
ruddha-dhi,  is,  is,  i,  having  a  hostile  disposition, 

malevolently  disposed,  malignant.  —  Viruddha-pra- 
sanga,  as,  m.  a  prohibited  or  unlawful  occupation. 
—  Viruddha-lhuj,  Tc,  k,  it,  eating  incompatible  or 
unsuitable  food.  —  Viruddha-bhojana,  am,  n.  in- 

compatible food.  —  Viruddha-lakshana,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  section  of  the  Purana-sarva-sva.  —  Virtid- 

dhddarana  fdka-ai!°),  am,  n.  a  wrong  or  improper 
course  of  conduct.  —  Viruddhanna  (°dAa-a»°),  am, 
n.  incompatible  or  forbidden  food. 
Vwoddhavya,  ai,  a,  am,  to  be  opposed,  to  be 

obstructed,  &c. 

Vi-rodha,  as,  m.  opposition,  obstruction,  hin- 
drance, impediment;  impediment  to  the  successful 

progress  of  a  plot  (in  a  drama)  ;  restraint,  check  ; 
blocking  up,  surrounding,  investing,  siege,  blockade, 
confinement;  contradiction  (in  logic),  contrariety, 
antithesis,  contrast  ;  inconsistency,  opposition  of 
qualities  (in  food,  medicine,  &c.)  ;  hostility,  enmity, 
animosity,  quarrel,  war,  calamity,  misfortune;  (i), 

f.  a  fixed  rule,  ordinance  (?).—  Virodha-karaka, 
ae,  ika,  am,  causing  opposition  or  disagreement, 
fomenting  quarrels.  —  Virodha-krit,  t,  t,  t,  causing 
hindrance  or  opposition  ;  an  enemy  ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of 

the  nineteenth  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle.  —  Virodha- 
Ihasa  fdha-abK"),  as,  m.  the  semblance  of  oppo- 

site qualities,  a  particular  figure  in  rhetoric.  —  Vi- 

rodhalankdra  fdAo-af),  as,  m.  (in  rhetoric)  '  the 
ornament  of  contradiction,'  a  particular  figure  of 

speech  or  mode  of  writing.  —  Virodhokti  (°dha- 
«A:°),  is,  (.  adverse  or  contradictory  speech,  quarrel, 
dispute,  mutual  contradiction. 

Vi-rodhaka,  as,  ika,  am,  opposing,  contradicting, 
incongruous. 

Vi-rodhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  opposing,  hinder- 
ing, obstructing,  preventing,  blockading,  besieging, 

encountering,  defying  ;  opposition,  resistance,  con- 
tradiction ;  incongruity,  inconsistency. 

Vi-rodltita,  as,  a,  am,  opposed,  contended  against, 
fought  with,  rendered  hostile,  set  at  variance. 

Vi-rodhin,  I,  ini,  i,  opposing,  hindering,  prevent- 
ing, obstructing,  besieging  ;  obstructive  ;  excluding, 

disqualifying;  inimical,  adverse,  hostile;  contradic- 
tory, inconsistent  ;  having  opposite  or  incompatible 

qualities  (as  food,  medicine,  &c.)  ;  contentious,  quar- 
relsome; (5),  m.  an  opponent,  enemy;  N.  of  the 

fifty-seventh  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle  ;  (ini),  f.  a  woman 
who  causes  enmity  or  promotes  quarrels  (between 
husband  and  wife  &c.). 

1.  vi-rodhya,  ind.  having  opposed,  having  con- 
tended with. 

2.  vi-rodhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  opposed  or  con- 
tended against. 

fa^^  vi-rush,  cl.  i.  P.  -roshati,  &c.,  -ro- 
shitum  or  -roshturrfto  displease,  annoy,  irritate. 

Vi-rush/a,  as,  a,  qpi,  very  angry,  very  much  irri- tated. 

Vi-nisJiyamana,  at,  a,  am,  being  very  angry  at 

(with  gen.).  9  • 
Vi-roiha,  as,  <«,  am,  very  angry,  wrathful. 

flfj^  vi-ruh,  cl.  I.  P.  -rohati,  -rodhum, 
to  grow  or  shoot  out,  shoot  forth,  sprout,  bud  ;  to 
go  forth,  arise,  proceed  ;  to  mount,  ascend,  increase  : 

Caus.  -rohayati,  -ropayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 

vilesvara. 

grow,  plant ;  to  cause  to  grow  over  or  cicatrize,  heal  ; 
to  thrust  out,  remove,  expel,  dethrone. 

Vi-ru/lha,  as,  d,  am,  grown  or  shot  out,  budded, 
blossomed ;  grown,  increased,  arisen,  produced,  born  ; 
ascended,  mounted,  ridden.  —  Virudha-bodha,  as,  d, 

am,  one  whose  intelligence  has  increased  or  matured. 
Vi-ropana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  to  grow,  planting ; 

causing  to  grow  over,  healing. 

Vi-ropita,  as,  d,  am,  planted;  caused  to  grow 
over,  healed. "Viropita-vrana,  as,  d,  am,  one 
whose  wound  is  healed  or  cicatrized. 

Vi-roha,  as,  m.  growing  out,  shooting  forth. 
Vi-rohana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  growing  out,  &c. 

ri*-Bj<u  vi-riikshana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rt. 

riiksh  with  CT),  making  rough  or  dry,  drying,  astrin- 

gent ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  roughening  or  contract- 
ing, acting  as  an  astringent ;  censure,  blame,  reviling1, abuse ;  oath,  imprecation. 

Vi-rukshita,  as,  d,  am,  made  rough ;  smeared over,  covered. 

-nip,  cl.  10.  P.  -rupayati,  -yitum, 
to  deform,  make  deformed,  disfigure,  mutilate. 

Vi-rupa,  as,  a  or  I,  am,  deformed,  badly  formed, 

misshapen,  ugly,  unusual  in  form  or  nature,  mon- 
strous, unnatural  ;  of  various  form,  multiform,  diver- 

sified ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  descendants  of 
Vaivasvata  Manu;  N.  of  a  descendant  of  An-giras 
(author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  VIII.  43,  44,  64)  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family  belonging  to  the  race 

of  An-giras  ;  (am),  n.  deformity,  irregular  or  mon- 
strous shape  ;  difference  of  form,  varitty  of  nature  or 

character  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Yama.  —  Vi- 
rupa-karana,  am,  n.  deformation,  disfiguring.  —  Vi- 

rupa-(akshus,  us,  m.  '  diversely-eyed,'  epithet  of 
Siva,  (see  virupaksha.)  —  Virupa-ta,  f.  deformity, 
malformation.  —  Virupa-rupa,  as,  a,  am,  having  a 
deformed  shape,  of  a  monstrous  form,  misshapen. 

—  Virupdksha  (°^ia-ai°),  as,  i,  am,  diversely- 
eyed,  having  deformed  eyes  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of 
Siva  (as  represented  with  an  odd  number  of  eyes, 

one  being  in  his  forehead,  cf.  tri-lodana)  ;  N.  of  a 
Rudra  ;  of  a  teacher  of  the  Hatha-vidyi. 

Vi-rupaka,  as,  ika,  am,  deformed,  misshapen  ; 
monstrous,  frightful,  hideous  ;  (as),  m.  a  nickname. 

Vi-riipita,  as,  i,  am,  deformed,  disfigured,  muti- lated. 

,  as,  as,  as  (see  rt.  i.  rip), 

stainless,  faultless,  without  blemish  or  defect. 

N<lh  vi-repha,  as,  m.  the  absence  of  the 
letter  r;  a  river,  stream. 

ft*.  faff  vi-rebhita.    See  under  vi-ribdha. 

vi-rosha.   See  under  vi-rush,  col.  2. 

vil,  cl.  6.  P.  vilati,  velitum,  to 
cover,  conceal,  clothe  ;  to  break  or 

divide,  (in  this  sense  more  usually  written  Inl)  •  cl. 
10.  P.  vdayati,  -yitum,  to  throw,  cast,  direct,  send. 
Vila,  am,  n.  an  aperture,  opening,  hole,  chasm, 

vacuity  ;  a  burrow,  cave,  cavern,  den  ;  the  vagina  ; 

(as),  m.  one  of  Indra's  horses  ;  a  sort  of  reed  or 
cane,  Calamus  Rotang.  —  Vila-karin,  i,  ini,  i,  mak- 

ing holes,  burrowing;  (i),  m.  a  mouse.  —  Vilan- 

gama,  as,  m.  '  hole-goer,'  a  serpent,  snake.  —  Vi- la-dhavana,  as,  t,  am,  Ved.  (sensu  obsceno) 
rimam  tergens.  —  Vila-yoni,  is,  ii,  i,  of  the  breed 
of  Vila  (said  of  horses).  ~Vila-vaia,  as,  a,  am, 

living  in  holes,  burrowing  ;  (as),  m.  an  animal 
which  lives  in  holes  ;  a  polecat  (  =jahaka).  —  Vila- 
vasin,  i,  ini,  i,  living  in  a  hole,  burrowing  ;  (i),  m. 
a  snake.  —  Vila-daya,  as,  i,  am,  living  or  burrowing 
in  holes  ;  (as),  m.  any  animal  that  lives  in  holes  ;  a 
snake.  —  Vila-iayin,  t,  inl,  i,  lying  in  a  hole,  living 

in  holes;  (i),  m.  any  animal  that  lives  in  holes. 
—  Vile-vasin,  i,  ini,  i,  living  or  burrowing  in  holes  ; 

(i),  m.  a  snake.  —  Vile-daya,  as,  m.  any  animal 
living  in  holes  ;  a  snake  ;  a  rat  ;  a  hare  or  rabbit  ; 
N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Hatha-vidya.  —  Vilesvara 

(°la-is'°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage; 
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(perhaps  incorrectly  for  Inlveivara.)  —  Vilaukas 

(°la-ok°),  as,  as,  as,  living  in  a  hole;  (as),  m.  any animal  that  lives  in  holes. 

Vilcwa,  as,  d,  am,  see  Gana  Trinadi  to  P3n.  IV. 
3,  80. 

P^rtBf  vi-laksh,  cl.  Jo.  P.  A.  -lakshayati, 
-te,  -yitum,  to  distinguish,  mark,  characterize;  to 
observe,  perceive,  see,  notice ;  to  be  without  the 
power  of  fixing  the  eye  on  any  object,  to  become 
bewildered  or  confused  or  embarrassed. 

Vi-laksha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Jaksha  with  vi  in  a 
privative  sense  or  expressing  difference),  markless, 
unmarked,  having  no  distinguishing  mark  or  aim ; 
having  no  characteristic  mark  or  property ;  having  a 
different  mark,  having  a  character  different  to  what 
i«  usual  or  natural,  strange,  extraordinary ;  bewildered, 
embarrassed ;  astonished,  surprised  ;  abashed,  ashamed. 

—  Vilaksha-td,  f.  or  vilaksha-tva,  am,  n.  absence 
of  mark  or  aim,  absence  of  distinguishing  property ; 
confusion,  bewilderment,  surprise ;  shame.  —  Vi- 
lakfhl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoli,  &c.,  to  make  bewil- 

dered or  confused,  scoff  at,  insult.  —  Vilakshl-lirita, 
as,  <i,  am,  scoffed  at,  insulted. 

1.  vi-lakshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  distinguishing, 
perceiving,  seeing,  observing. 

2.  vi-lakshana,  as,  a,  am,  having  no  distinguish- 
ing marks ;  having  different  or  opposite  marks  or 

characteristics,    having    distinguishing    qualities    or 
features,    other,    different,    strange,    extraordinary; 
(am),  n.  any  state  or  condition  which  is  without 
distinguishing  mark  or  for  which  no  cause  can  be 
assigned,  vain  or  causeless  state. 

1.  vi-lakshita,  as,  a,  am,  distinguished,  marked, 
recognised,    discerned,    perceived,    seen,    observed, 

noticed,  discernible    by ;    perplexed,  dismayed,  dis- 
concerted, affected  without  cause,  embairassed,  puz- 

zled, vexed,  annoyed,  disappointed. 

2.  I'i-lakxhita,   as,  a,  am,  undistinguished,  un- 
discriminated, unmarked. 

Vi-lalishya,  ind.  having  perceived  or  noticed,  hav- 
ing observed  ;  having  become  bewildered  or  confused. 

f^rt*!  vi-lag,  cl.  I.  P.  -lagati,  &c.,  to 
hang  to,  cling  to,  stick  to,  hoM  on  to  (with  loc.). 

Vi-lagita,  as,  a,  am,  attached  to,  Sec.,  (but  see 
I'i-lftf/ila  below .) 
Vi-lagna,  ax,  a,  am,  clung  to,  clinging  to,  fastened 

or  attached  to,  resting  on,  fixed  on,  connected  with ; 
brought  close  to ;  gone  by,  passed  away ;  slender, 
thin,  delicate  (said  of  the  waist);  (am),  n.  =  lagna, 
the  rising  of  constellations,  a  horoscope,  &c. ;  the 
waist,  middle  (as  connecting  the  upper  and  lower 

parts  of  the  body).  —  Vilagna-mad/iya,  f.  a  woman 
with  a  slender  waist. 

Vi-lagya,  ind.  having  clung  to,  having  stuck  to. 

f^rtfjlri  vi-lagita  or  vi-langita,  referred 
to  rt.  lang  with  vi  in  Pan.  VI.  4,  24,  VSrtt.  I. 

fafSij'  vi-langh,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -langhati,  -te, 
-langhitum,  to  leap  or  spring  about,  jump,  skip ;  cl. 
IO.  P.  or  Caus.  -laitghayo.fi,  -yitum,  to  leap  or  jump 
over,  overstep,  pass  over,  pass  or  rise  beyond,  pass 

by,  transgress,  violate,  neglect,  contemn;  to  over- 
come, surmount,  get  the  better  of,  surpass,  excel, 

frustrate ;  to  rise  towards,  ascend  to ;  to  give  up, 
abandon  ;  to  act  wrongly  towards,  offend  ;  to  cause 
to  pass  over  the  right  time  for  eating,  cause  to  fast, 
make  to  abstain  from  food. 

Vi-langhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  passing  beyond, 
transgressing,  overstepping ;  striking  against,  trans- 

gression, offence. 

Vi-lunghamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  overstepped  or 
passed  over,  to  be  transgressed. 

V  i-langhayitm,  anom.  ind.  part,  having  surpassed 
or  surmounted. 

Vi-lattghita,  as,  a,  am,  overleaped,  overstepped, 
transgressed  ;  overcome,  surpassed,  excelled.  —  Vi- 
lattghitakaxa  f^ta-dk),  as,  ii,  am,  passing  or  Tising 
beyond  the  sky. 

Vi-langhin,  i,  ini,  i,  transgressing,  ascending  to. 

Yi-langJiya,  ind.  having  jumped  or  passed  over, 
having  omitted  or  neglected. 

vi-lajj,  cl.  6.  A.  -lajjate  (some- 
times also  P.  -lajjati),  -lajjitum,  to  become  ashamed 

or  abashed,  feel  ashamed,  blush. 

Vi-lajja,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  lajjd  with  vi  in  a  priva- 
tive sense),  shameless,  unabashed. 

Vi-lajjat,  an,  cttl  or  anti,  at,  being  ashamed, 
feeling  ashamed,  modest,  bashful. 

Vi-lajjamnna,  as,  a,  am,  ashamed,  abashed, modest,  blushing. 

Vi-lajjita,  as,  d,  am,  ashamed,  abashed. 

f%c&{vi-lap,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -lapati,  -te,  -la- 
pitum,  -laptum,  to  wail,  moan,  weep,  cry,  utter 
cries  or  lamentations,  to  mourn,  bewail,  lament  (with 
ace.),  complain  ;  to  speak  variously,  talk  much  or 

idly,.  prattle,  chatter,  talk  (in  general):  Caus.  -Idpa- 
yati,  -yate,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  mourn  or  lament  ; 
to  cause  to  speak  much  (A.). 

Vi-lapat,  an,  anti  (ep.  also  atl),  at,  lamenting, 
wailing,  moaning,  complaining;  prating,  talking  idly 
or  wildly  ;  talking,  speaking. 

Vi-lapana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  lamenting,  wailing, 
complaining,  &c.  ;  chattering,  talking  idly  or  wildly; 
talking  ;  the  dirt  or  sediment  of  any  oily  substance 
(as  of  clarified  butter  &c.).  —  Vilapana-vinoda,  as, 
m.  removing  (grief)  by  weeping. 

Vi-lapamdna,  as,  d,  am,  lamenting,  wailing, weeping. 

Vi-lupita,  as,  a,  am,  lamented,  bewailed  ;  chat- 
tered ;  spoken  idly,  spoken  ;  (am),  n.  lamentation, 

wailing  ;  a  moan,  wail. 

Vi-lapishyat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  about  to  lament 
or  bewail. 

Vi-lapya,  ind.  having  bewailed  or  lamented, 
lamenting,  bewailing. 

Vi-lapyat,  an,  anti,  at  (ep.  for  vi-lapat), 
lamenting,  bewailing. 

Vi-ldpa,  as,  m.  lamentation,  crying,  wailing, 
moaning,  complaint  ;  a  moan,  wail,  groan. 

fm&l^vi-labh,  cl.  i.  A.  -labhate,  -labdhum, 
to  take  away,  remove  ;  to  grant,  bestow,  provide  ; 
to  consign,  hand  over,  deliver  :  Caus.  -lanibhayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  receive  or  fall  to  the  share  of 
(with  double  ace.):  Desid.  -lipsate,  to  desire  to 
take  away,  wish  to  share. 

Vi-labdha,  as,  a,  am,  taken  away,  taken  ;  given, 
bestowed,  consigned. 

Vi-lambha,  as,  m.  giving,  gift,  donation  ;  libe- 
rality. 

fa3Hf  vi-lamb,  cl.  I.  A.  -lambate  (ep. 
also  P.  -lambati),  -lambitum,  to  hang  on  both 
sides  (Ved.),  hang  down,  hang  on,  hang  to  or  from, 
be  attached  to  (with  loc.);  to  sink,  set,  decline;  to 

continue  hanging,  linger,  loiter,  delay  (e.  g.  ma  vi- 
lambasva,  do  not  delay),  tarry,  hesitate,  procrasti- 

nate :  Pass,  -lambyate,  to  be  lingered  or  loitered, 
to  be  delayed:  Caus.  -lanibayati,  .-te,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  linger  or  loiter,  detain,  delay  ;  to  spend  un- 
profitably,  waste,  lose  ;  to  put  off,  procrastinate  ;  to 
loiter,  delay. 

Vi-lamba,  as,  m.  hanging  or  falling  down,  pen- 
dulousness  ;  slowness,  tardiness,  delay,  procrastina- 

tion ;  N.  of  the  sixth  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle. 
Vi-lambat,  an,  anti,  at,  hanging  down,  falling 

down,  delaying. 

Vi'lambana,  am,  n.  hanging  down  or  from,  de- 
pending ;  de'aying,  delay,  procrastination,  retarding. 

Vi-lambamilna,  as,  a,  am,  hanging  down,  hang- 
ing from  ;  hanging  or  suspended  on  ;  declining,  set- 
ting (said  of  the  sun). 

Vi-lambikd,  f.  retardation  of  the  feces,  constipation. 
Vi-lambita,  as,  d,  am,  hanging  or  falling  down, 

depending;  pendulous;  hanging  on,  closely  con- 
nected with  or  dependent  on  ;  retarded,  procrasti- 

nated, slow,  tardy;  slow  (as  time  in  music  or  in 
chanting  the  Veda  &c.  ;  cf.  vritti)  ;  spent  use- 

lessly, wasted  ;  (am),  ind.  slowly,  tardily  ;  (am),  n. 

delay,  (a-vilambitam,  ind.  without  delay)  ;  (as, 
am),  m.  n.  slow  time.  —  Vilambita-gati,  is,  is,  i, 
slow  or  tardy  in  motion  ;  epithet  of  a  kind  of  metre. 

—  Vilambita-pltala,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  fruit 
or  fulfilment  delayed. 

Vi-lambin,  i,  inl,  i,  hanging  down  or  from,  de- 
pending, pendulous;  delaying,  retarding,  dilatory, 

slow  ;  (i),  m.  the  thirty-second  year  of  the  Indian 

cycle. 
Vi-lambya,  ind.  having  lingered  or  loitered, 

loitering,  dallying,  (a-vilambya,  without  delay.) 

,  &c.   See  undervi-tt,  p.  938. 

vi-lald,  f.  (probably  fr.  rt.  lal  with 
vi),  a  sort  of  plant,  Sida  Cordifolia  (  =  tveta-bala). 

f=(  rt^  vi-las,  cl.  i.  P.  -lasati,  -lasitum,  to 
gleam,  flash,  glitter,  shine  ;  to  shine  forth,  come  to 
light,  appear,  arise,  be  manifested  ;  to  play,  sport,  be 
sportive  or  wanton,  be  amused  or  delighted  ;  to  jump 
or  frisk  about,  move  about,  dart,  wave  ;  to  sound, 

echo. 
Vi-iasat,  an,  anti,  at,  flashing,  shining,  glitter- 

ing, brilliant,  beautiful,  splendid  ;  shining  forth,  ap- 

pearing ;  playing,  sporting,  sportive,  wanton  ;  frisk- 
ing or  moving  about,  waving,  darting,  flashing  (as 

lightning)  ;  sounding,  echoing.  —  Vilasat-patalca, 
as,  d,  am,  having  a  gleaming  or  waving  flag.  —  Vi- 
lasan-marii'i,  is,  is,  i,  having  rays  of  light  gleam- ing or  playing. 

Vi-lasana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  flashing,  gleaming, 
sporting,  dallying,  play,  sport. 

Vi-lasita,  as,  d,  am,  gleaming,  glittering,  shin- 
ing, shining  forth,  appearing,  appeared,  manifested  ; 

played,  sported  ;  sportive,  wanton  ;  (am),  n.  gleam- 

ing, flashing  ;  appearance,  manifestation,  (vidyd-v°, manifestation  of  knowledge)  ;  a  gleam,  flash  ;  sport, 

play,  pastime,  dalliance,  wanton  gestures  ;  a  brilliant 
action,  action  or  gesture  (in  general). 

Vi-ldsa,  as,  m.  sport,  pastime,  play,  merriness, 
(especially)  amorous  pastime,  diversion  (with  women, 
dancers,  singers,  &c.),  dalliance,  coquetry,  affecta- 

tion of  coyness,  wantonness,  (a  form  of  feminine 

gesture  considered  as  indicative  of  amorous  senti- 
ments, such  as  change  of  place,  posture,  gait,  look, 

hiding  at  the  approach  of  a  lover,  assuming  a  look 
of  displeasure,  &c.)  ;  grace,  elegance,  charm,  beauty. 
—  Vildsa-kdnana,  am,  n.  a  pleasure-grove,  pleasure- 
ground.  —  Vildsa-mandira,  am,  n.  a  pleasure-house, 
summer-house.  —  Vildsa-rat,  an,  atl,  at,  sportive, 

playful,  dallying,  wanton  ;  (ati),  f.  a  wanton  or 
coquettish  woman.  —  Vildia-vibhai'anasa  (f),  as, 

d,  am,  greedy,  covetous. 
Vi-ldsana,  am,  n.  (perhaps  for  the  more  correct 

form  vi-lasana),  sport,  pastime,  play,  dalliance, 
wantonness  ;  fascination. 

Virlasikd,  f.  a  drama  in  one  act  on  any  light 

subject  or  adventure. 
Vi-ldsin,  i,  inl,  i,  wanton,  sportive,  coquettish, 

playful,  dallying  ;  (i),  m.  a  sporter,  voluptuary,  sen- 
sualist ;  fire  ;  the  moon  ;  a  snake  ;  an  epithet  of 

Vishnu  ;  of  Krishna  ;  of  Siva  ;  of  Kama,  god  of 
love  ;  (inl),  f.  a  wanton  woman,  harlot;  a  coquettish 
woman,  any  woman. 

(VrtTrll  vilata,  f.,  Ved.  a  young  girl(?). 

(Vcilc«i  vi-lala,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  lal  with  vi), 
an  instrument,  machine  (  =  yantra)  ;  a  cat,  (in  this 
sense  =  viddla,  virdla,  q.q.v.v.) 

fef?JT^  vi-likh,  cl.  6.  P.  -likhati,  -lekhitum 
(Ved.  inf.  -liJihas),  to  scratch,  scratch  up,  tear,  tear 
open,  scarify,  scrape,  rub,  rub  against,  touch,  reach 
to;  to  scratch  in  or  on,  make  a  furrow  or  mark, 
make  an  incision,  write,  write  down,  delineate,  paint  : 

Caus.  -lekhayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  scratch,  cause 
to  write. 

Vi-lilihat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  scratching,  tearing, 
scraping,  writing,  &c. 

Vi-lilchana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  scratching,  scraping, writing,  &c, 
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938 vi-likhita. 
vi-loma. 

Vi-llhliitn,  as,  a,  am,  saatched,  scraped,  scarified. 
Yi-Hhliya,  ind.  having  scratched,  having  written,  &c. 

]'i-lt'I:h'iitu,  am,  n.  imking  an  incision  or  mark 
or  furrow  ;  dividing,  splitting  ;  digging,  delving, 
rooting  up. 

Virlekhin,  i,  ini,  i,  scratching,  scraping,  touching, 
reaching. 

ftfc7«^  ti-lip,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -limpati,  -te, 
•leptum,  to  smear  over,  besmear,  plaster,  spread  over, 
anoint  ;  to  smear  or  spread  on  ;  to  pollute  :  Pass. 
•lipyate,  to  be  anointed,  be  smeared  over. 

]'i-Iifitfi,  as,  a,  am,  smeared  over,  besmeared, 
anointed,  plastered,  smeared. 

Vi-limpita,,  a»,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  the  Caus.), 
smeared  over,  besmeared. 

\'i-lepa,  as,  m.  ointment,  unguent,  (especially 
the  fragrant  unguent  of  sandal,  agallochum,  &c.)  ; 

anointing,  plastering;  mortar,  plaster;  (5),  f.  rice- 

gruel. Yi-lepana,  am,  n.  the  art  of  smearing,  anointing, 
plastering  over,  smearing  or  anointing  the  body 
(with  fragrant  oik,  &c.)  ;  perfume  for  the  person  (as 
unguent  or  oil  of  sandal,  saffron,  camphor,  bdellium, 
&c.)  ;  ointment  of  any  kind  ;  (i),  f.  a  woman 
scented  with  perfumes,  &c.  ;  rice-gruel. 

Yikpanin,  i,  ml,  i,  possessing  unguents  or  per- 
fumes. (a-vilepanin,  deprived  of  ointments.) 

Vi-lepika,  f.  rice-gruel. 
Vi-lepin,  *,  ini,  i,  smearing  or  plastering  over, 

one  who  anoints,  &c. 

Vi-lepya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  spread  over  or  plastered  ; 
(u«),  m.  rice-gruel. 

-lis  =  vi-ris,  q.  v. 
1  "i-lishta  —  m-rishta. 

vilistenga,  f.r  N.  of  a  Danavi 
(of  whom  India  was  enamoured). 

fa  fri'^  vi-lih,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -ledhi,  -lidhe, -ledhum,  to  lick,  lick  up,  lap. 
Vi-Mihat.  at,  ati,  at  (Intens.  pres.  part.;  in 

Maha-bh.  Ssnti-p.  8075.  vi-ldihan,  nom.  case 
masc.),  licking  continually. 
Vi-leUhana,  at,  a,  am,  continually  or  repeatedly 

licking. 

PMcfl  vi-ll,  cl.  4.  A.  -llyate,  -latum  or  -le- 
tum,  to  cling  to,  lie  close  to,  stick  to,  cleave  to,  be 
united  or  addicted  or  attached  to  ;  to  settle  on,  alight 

or  perch  on  ;  to  become  disunited  or  dissolved,  be- 
come liquid,  melt  away;  to  become  dissipated  or 

dispersed,  become  ineffectual;  to  fall  to  pieces,  be 
destroyed,  perish,  vanish,  disappear,  become  hidden  ; 
cl.  I.  P.  -layati,  to  make  liquid  or  fluid,  melt: 
Caus.  -llnaijull,  -lapayati,  -tiilayati,  -liiyayati, 
(according  to  some  grammarians  this  last  is  the  form 
to  be  used  when  not  speaking  of  liquefying  butter  or 

similar  substances,  see  Pan.  VII.  3,  39),  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  become  disunited  or  dissolved,  cause  to  be 

dissolved  in  (with  loc.)  ;  to  make  liquid,  dissolve, 
melt  ;  to  cause  to  vanish  or  disappear,  destroy. 

Vi-laya,  at,  m.  dissolution,  liquefaction,  death, 
destruction,  destruction  of  the  world,  (cilayai/i  gam, 
to  be  dissolved,  to  end.) 

Vi-layana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  dissolving,  liquefy- 
ing, dissolution,  liquefaction,  destroying  ;  corroding, 

eating  away  ;  removing,  taking  away  ;  attenuating  ; 
M\  attenuant,  escharotic  (in  medicine). 

Vi-lapita,  a»,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  caused  to  be 
dissolved,  liquefied. 

Yi-lfl/iyitutana,  as,  a,  am,  being  caused  to  be 
dbsolved,  being  liquefied. 

Vi-laya,  hid.  =  ri-liya,  Pan.  VI.  I,  51. 
Vi-lili/atn,  ind.  becoming  dissolved,  melting  away, 

becoming  dispersed,  (oi/ini-ci'Mya.,,,  in  the  manner 
of  the  dissolving  of  a  cloud,  KirSt.  XI.  79.) 

Vi-latjita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  made  liquid, dissolved,  melted. 

Yi-lina,  as,  a,  am,  clinging  to,  sticking  or  cleav- 
ing to,  attached  to,  addicted  to,  immersed  in  ;  settled 

on,  alighting  on  [cf.  iakha-tf]  ;  contiguous  to,  in 

contact  with,  united  or  blended  with ;  infused  into 

the  mind,  imagined ;  dissolved,  liquid,  liquefied, 
melted,  semifluid  (as  melted  oil  or  butter,  &c.) ; 

disappeared,  perished,  vanished.  —  Yilina-fhu/pada, 
as,  a,  am,  having  bees  clinging  or  attached. 

Vi-litia,  ind.  having  settled  down,  having  become 
dissolved,  having  disappeared. 

Yi-liyat,  an,  anti,  at,  dinging  to,  settling;  be- 
coming dissolved,  liquefying. 

Vi-liyamana,  as,  n,  am,  being  dissolved  or 
melted,  &c.,  disappearing,  being  hidden. 

=l <£^ vi-lunc,  cl.  i.  P.  -luhcati,  -luhtitum, 
to  tear  off,  tear  out,  pluck  off,  tear  to  pieces. 

V'i-litiii'ana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  tearing  off. 

f=Jf£$  vi-luth,  cl.  6.  P.  -lut/iati,  -luthitum, 
to  roll,  roll  or  move  about,  move  to  and  fro,  quiver, 

flicker ;  to  agitate,  move,  stir,  rouse,  excite. 
Vi-lnlliat,  an,  all  or  anti,  at,  rolling,  moving  to 

and  fro,  sparkling. 

Vi-lu,(hita,  as,  a,  am,  agitated,  excited. 

PNfJ^  vi-lud  (closely  connected  with  ri- 
lul),  Caus.  -lodayati,  &c.,  to  agitate,  stir  about, 
stir  up,  rouse,  move  to  and  fro,  toss  about ;  to  turn 
over,  upset ;  to  disarrange,  disturb,  disorder,  confuse, 
throw  into  disorder  or  confusion. 

Vi-lodana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  agitating,  shaking, 
stirring,  churning,  rolling,  tossing. 

Vi-lodayitri,  ta,  m.  an  agitator,  disturber. 
Vi-lodita,  as,  a,  am,  agitated,  shaken,  churned ; 

rolling  or  tumbling  on  the  ground ;  (am),  n.  butter- 
milk ( =  tukra). 

Vi-lodyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  agitated,  being 
stirred  about  or  up,  being  tossed  about ;  being  thrown 
into  disorder,  being  disarranged. 

fa  f£*'/e|  vi-luntya,  ind.  having  taken 
away,  having  taken  off  the  husk,  (in  Panfa-tantra, 
p.  121,  13,  a  better  reading  has  luniitva.) 

f«l cj IWx  vi-lunth,  cl.  i.  P.  -lunthati,  -lun- 
thitum,  to  carry  off,  rob,  plunder,  steal ;  Pass. 
•Itinlkyate,  to  be  plundered  or  ravaged. 
Vi-lttnthana,am,  n.  the  act  of  plundering,  robbing. 
Vi-lunthita,  as,  a,  am,  robbed,  plundered,  pil- 

laged; rolled  or  rolling  about  (=vi-lutkita). 

fac^H.  vi-lup,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -lumpati,  -te, 
-loptum,  to  tear  or  break  off,  cut  off;  to  tear  or 
break  to  pieces,  pull  out  or  up;  to  tear  or  carry 
away,  carry  off,  ravish,  seize,  plunder,  rob,  pillage ; 
to  destroy,  confound,  ruin ;  to  fall  to  pieces,  be 

ruined  (A.) :  Pass,  -lupyate,  to  be  torn  away  or 
carried  off,  be  plundered,  be  destroyed,  perish,  be 

lost,  disappear,  fail:  Caus.  -lopayati,  -yitum,  to 
tear  or  carry  away,  withhold,  keep  back  ;  to  cause  to 
disappear,  destroy,  ruin,  oppress,  extinguish. 

Vi-lupta,  as,  a,  am,  torn  off  or  away,  broken  off, 
broken ;  carried  off  or  away,  snatched  away,  seized, 
taken,  plundered,  robbed ;  destroyed,  ruined,  lost ; 
impaired,  mutilated. 

Vi-lumpaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  one  who  breaks  or  cuts 
off ;  one  who  seizes  or  robs ;  a  robber,  ravisher. 

Vi-lumpat,  an,  all  or  anti,  at,  tearing  or  pluck- 
ing off,  tearing,  &c. 

Vi-lopa,  as,  m.  carrying  off,  seizing,  taking  away; 
a  break  or  interruption  in  the  SamhitS  (according 
to  the  PratUakhyas). 

Vi-lopana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  tearing  or  breaking 
to  pieces,  cutting  off,  destroying,  destruction. 

Vi-lopita,  as,  a,  am,  torn  away,  broken,  ruined, 
destroyed,  oppressed,  extinguished,  put  out. 

ftnjH  m-lulih,  cl.  4.  P.  -lubhyati,  -lobhi- 
tum  or  -IdbdJtum,  to  become  disordered  or  disar- 

ranged, fall  into  disorder  or  confusion  :  Caus.  -IMui- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  lead  astray,  perplex,  confuse ;  to 
allure,  eutice,  tempt ;  to  divert,  amuse,  delight. 

Yi-lubhitii,  as,  a,  am,  disordered,  disarranged, 
disturbed,  agitated,  bewildered  ;  tossed  or  shaken 
about.  —  Vilubhita-plava,  as,  a,  am,  going  in  an 
agitated  manner. 

Vi-lobha,  as,  m.  attraction,  delusion,  seduction. 
Vi-lobhana,  am,  n.  the  art  of  leading  astray,  per- 

plexing, beguiling  ;  allurement,  attraction,  temptation, 
seduction  ;  flattering,  praise,  commendation  (especially 
by  contrast  with  inferiority). 

Yi-lobhayat,  an,  anti,  at,  alluring,  enticing  ; 
diverting,  amusing,  delighting. 

Yi-lobhita,  as,  a,  am,  allured,  beguiled  ;  deceived  ; 
flattered,  praised. 

Vi-lobhya,  ind.  having  enticed  or  beguiled,  having fascinated,  &c. 

Vi-labhyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  allured  or  en- 
ticed, being  fascinated,  being  overcome. 

r=)f4r4  vi-lul  (closely  connected  with  vi- 
lud),  cl.  I.  P.  -lulati,  &c.,  to  move  or  roll  about; 
to  become  disarranged  or  confused  :  Caus.  -lolayali, 

-yitum,  to  cause  to  move  or  roll  about,  agitate,  dis- 

turb. 

Yi-lulita,  as,  a,  am,  moved  hither  and  thither  ; 
shaken  down,  falling  down,  rolling  down  ;  shaken, 
shaking  about,  agitated,  waving,  tremulous,  unsteady, 

fickle;  disordered,  disarranged.  —  Yttulitdlaka  (°ta- 
af),  as,  a,  am,  having  disordered  or  dishevelled 
locks. 

Yi-lola,  as,  a,  am,  moving  or  shaking  about  ; 
shaking,  trembling,  tremulous,  fickle,  unsteady,  loose; 
rolling  (as  the  eye),  rolling  or  tossing  about,  waving. 
—  Vilola-ld,  f.  or  viiola-tva,  am,  n.  tremulousness, 

unsteadiness  ;  rolling  (of  the  tyes).  —  Vilola-hu.ra, 
as.  a,  am,  having  necklaces  tossing  about. 
Vi-lolana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  shaking  ;  stirring, 

agitating. 

Vi-lolita,  as,  a,  am,  moved  hither  and  thither, 
shaken  about,  agitated,  tossed  about.  —  Vllolita-dris, 
It,  k,  k,  rolling  the  eyes,  having  tremulous  eyes. 

(V«£H  vi-luna,  as,  a  or  t,  am,  cut  asunder, 
cut  off,  cut,  (Pan.  IV.  I,  52,Vjrtt.  3.) 

f=Jir4lc|i  vi-lok,  cl.  I.  A.  -lokate,  -lokitum, 
to  look  at  or  upon,  regard  ;  to  examine,  test,  study  ; 
cl.  10.  P.  or  Cans,  -lokayati,  -yitum,  to  look  at, 

look  on  or  upon,  look  towards,  behold,  regard,  ob- 
serve, consider,  examine  ;  to  perceive,  see,  discover, 

be  aware  of;  to  look  over  or  beyond  (with  ace.): 

Pass,  -lokyate,  to  be  seen,  be  visible. 
Vi-lokana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  looking  or  regarding, 

discerning,  seeing,  spying  ;  sight,  observation. 
Vi-lokaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  looked  at  ;  worthy 

of  being  looked  at,  agreeable,  beautiful.—  Vilokaniya- 
td,  f.  or  mlokaniya-tva,  am,  n.  a  state  worthy  of 
being  looked  at,  loveliness,  beauty. 

Vi-lokayat,  an,  anti,  at,  looking  at,  seeing  ;  dis- 

cerning. 

Vi-lokita,  as,  a,  am,  looked  at,  beheld,  seen, 
observed,  regarded,  examined,  contemplated  ;  (am), 
n.  a  look,  glance. 

Vi-lokya,  ind.  having  looked  at,  having  seen  or 
observed,  having  perceived  or  noticed  or  witnessed  ; 

having  regard  to,  paying  attention  to. 
fari^oS  vi-loka,  as,  a,  am,  apart  from  the 

world,  solitary,  lonely. 

(VffNH  vi-locana,  am,  n.  the  eye,  sight. 

—  Yilodana-pata,  a«,  m.  a  cast  or  glance  of  the 

eye,  a  glance,  look.  —  Viloianambu  (°na-am°),  u, 
n.  *  eye-water,'  tears. 
HfCli*  vi-lotaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  hit  with 

fi),  a  sort  offish,  Clupea  Cultrata  (  =  nala-mina). 

foc$l£H  vi-lodana,  &c.  See  under  vi-lud, 
Col.  2. 

vi-lopa,  &c.     See  under  vi-lup. 

vi-lobha,  &c.    See  under  vi-lubh. 

vi-loma,  as,  ~i,  am,  against  the  hair, 
against  the  grain,  out  of  the  usual  or  proper  course, 
reverse,  inverted,  inverse,  turned  the  wrong  way, 
turned  backward,  contrary,  opposite;  produced  in 

the  reverse  order  [cf.  viloina-ja]  ;  (as),  m.  reverse 
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order,  opposite  course,  reverse  ;  a  snake  ;  a  dog  ;  an 
epithet  of  Varuna  (the  regent  of  the  waters)  ;  (am), 

n.  a  water-wheel  or  machine  for  raising  water  from 
a  well  (  =  am-g/iattaka)  ;  (i),  f.  Emblic  Myrobalan. 

—  Viloma-ki'iyd,  f.  reverse  action,  doing  anything 
in  reverse  or<kr  or  backwards  ;  (in  arithmetic)  rule  of 

inversion.  •-Vilom.ft-ju  or  viloma-jdta,  as,  <i,  (tin, 
'  bom  out  of  the  proper  course  or  in  the  reverse 
order,'  i.  e.  one  whose  father  and  mother  have  their 
stations  reversed,  the  father  being  of  an  inferior  caste 

and  the  mother  of  a  superior.  —  Viloma-jikva,  as, 
m.  an  elephant  (as  having  a  tongue  which  moves 
backwards?).  —  VitoMa-trairdsika,  am,  n.  rule  of 

three  inverse.  •-  V  iloma-varna,  as,  m.  'of  reverse 

caste,'  a  man  of  mixed  or  inferior  birth,  (see  viloina- 
ja  above.)  —  Viloma-vldfti,  is,  m.  an  inverted  rite, 
reversed  ceremony  ;  (in  arithmetic)  rule  of  inversion. 

•-Vilomdkshara-kdpya  frna-ak^),  am,  n.  a  poem 
which  may  be  read  either  backwards  or  forwards  ;  = 

rama-kriflina-kdvya,  q.  v.  —  Vilomotpanna,(°ma- 
•ut°),  as,  a,  am,  =  tiloma-ja  above. 
Vi-lomita,  as,  d,  am,  reversed,  inverted,  made 

averse  or  disaffected. 

vi-lola,  vi-lolita,  &c.    See  p.  938. 

T  vi-lohita,  as,  d,  am,  of  a  deep-red 
or  purple  colour;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Rudra  and  Fire 
(as  identified  with  Rudra)  ;  (a),  f.  (according  to 

some),  epithet  of  one  of  the  tongues  of  fire  ;  [cf.  su,- 
lohita.] 

f^^  villa,  am,  n.  (probably  connected  with 

i'iZa),  a  pit,  hole,  a  basin  for  water  round  the  root 
of  a  tree  (  =  dlavdla)  ;  A;a  Fetida.  —  Villa-muld, 
f.  a  sort  of  yam  (  =  vdrdhi), 

ftitt  vilva,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vil,  also  written 
bilva,  q.  v.),  the  tree  .^Egle  Marmelos  (commonly 

called  Bel)  ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  Bel  ;  a  particu- 
lar weight,  (see  Ulva.)  For  the  compounds  of  vilva 

see  b'dca. 

f^T^S^fivakvas,  van,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vat!,  q.  v.), 
Ved.  one  who  repeats  (praises),  praising,  a  praiser, 
(Say.  =  stutlnam  valctri.) 

r<H«JI»t»a*s/ia,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  vat),  a 

wish  or  desire  to  speak  ;  meaning,  sense  ;  intention,  pur- 

pose, wish,  desire  ;  a  question.—  Virakithd-vas'dt,  ind. 
according  to  the  meaning  (of  a  speaker  or  writer). 
Vioakshana,  as,  &c.,  Ved.  (fr.  rt.  vat!  or  rt.  I. 

rah),  *  making  eloquent,'  or  according  to  Say.  '  bring- 
ing to  heaven  '  (=-smirija-prapana-illa),  an  epithet of  Soma. 

Vivakshat,  an,  anti,  at,  desiring  to  mention, 
wishing  or  intending  to  speak. 
Vivakshamdna,  as,  a,  am,  wishing  or  desiring 

to  speak  about. 
Vivakahita,  as,  it,  am,  wished  or  intended  to  be 

spoken  or  said  ;  purposed,  intended;  meant,  signified, 
really  meant,  literal  (not  figurative)  ;  wished,  desired  ; 
favourite,  handsome  ;  (am),  n.  what  is  intended  to  be 
said  or  declared,  meaning,  sense,  purpose,  intention, 
any  desired  object  or  aim  ;  (a),  f.  meaning,  purpose, 

wish  (?).  —  Vimkshita-tva,am,n.  the  being  intended 
or  meant  to  be  said. 

Vivakshu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  speak,  intending 
to  say. 

i-vat!  (see  rt.  va(  ),  cl.  2.  P.  -vakti  (in 
the  non-conjugational  tenses  also  A.),  -vaktum,  to  de- 

clare, announce,  explain,  interpret,  solve;  to  dispute 

about,  speak  against,  oppose  in  argument  ;  to  speak  va- 
riously or  differently,  to  dispute  with  one  another  (A.). 

Vi-vaktri,  td,  tn,  tri,  one  who  declares  or  ex- 
plains, &c. 

Vi-vdka,  as,  m.  one  who  decides  causes,  a  judge  ; 

[cf.  pra.s'naV,  prad-v°.~] 
Vi-vd£,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  of  various  speech,  having 

various  speeches,  variously  praising,  (according  to  Say. 
on  Rig-veda  VI.  33,  2.  m-vafah^rividha-stuti- 
rupd  vdt?o  yesltam,  whose  words  have  the  form  of 
many  kinds  of  praise)  ;  (7;),  f.,  Ved.  various  speech  or 

praise ;  N.  of  a  particular  sacrifice  in  which  various 
prayers  and  praises  are  repeated  ;  dispute,  controversy, 
contention,  strife  (  =  saittjrdma,  Naigh.  II.  17). 

f^=lha^  vivah£ishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of 
rt.  vant),  wishing  to  deceive;  crafty,  deceitful. 

f  q  q  w  i  vi-vatsd,  f.   a  calness  cow,  one 
whose  calf  is  dead. 

S  vi-vad,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vadati,  -te,  -va- 
ditttm,  to  dispute,  oppose  in  argument,  contradict, 
controvert,  litigate,  dispute  about,  discuss  about  (with 
loc.  of  the  thing  disputed  about) ;  to  dispute  with  or 
engage  in  a  discussion  with  any  one  (ace.) ;  to  cry  out : 

Caus.  -vddayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  dispute  or  liti- 
gate, commence  an  action  or  lawsuit :  Intens.  -vdva- 

dlti,  &c.,  to  roar  aloud. 
Vi-vadat,  an,  anti,  at,  wrangling,  disputing,  argu- 

ing, contending,  debating,  contradicting ;  litigating. 
Vi-vadamdna,  as,  d,  am,  disputing,  contending, 

mutually  disagreeing  or  contradictory  ;  litigating ; 

crying  out. 
Vi-vadita,  as,  d,  am,  disputed,  controverted,  liti- 

gated. 
Vi-ciida,  as,  m.  a  dispute,  quarrel,  controversy, 

debate,  contest,  strife,  contention ;  an  argument ; 
contest  at  law,  legal  dispute,  litigation,  lawsuit ;  crying 
out,  sound.  —  Vivdda-kalpataru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Vivdda-6andra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  compen- 

dium of  civil  law  by  an  author  named  MisarQ-misra. 
•~Vivdda-t?intdmani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Va- 

caspati-niisra.  —  Vivdda-bhangdrnava  (°ga-ar"), 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  compendium  of  civil  law  by  Jagan- 
natha  (compiled  at  the  close  of  the  eighteenth  cen- 

tury). ^Vivdda-s'amana,  am,  n.  the  allaying  or 
settling  of  a  dispute,  pacification.  —  Vivdda-sam- 
vdda-ihu,  us,  f.  a  matter  or  subject  of  controversy 

and  discussion.  —  Vivdddnugata  (°da-an°),  as,  d, 
am,  '  gone  through  a  lawsuit,'  disputed,  litigated. 
—  Vivdddrthin  (da-ar°),  l.ini,  i,  seeking  for  a 
dispute;  (i),  m.  a  litigant,  prosecutor,  plaintiff.  —  Vi- 
mddspadl-bhuta  (°da-ds^),  as,  a,  am,  become  the 
subject  of  a  lawsuit,  litigated,  contested  at  law. 
Vivddin,  i,  ini,  i,  disputing,  contending,  litigating, 

disputatious,  contentious ;  a  litigant,  party  in  a  lawsuit. 

Vi-vdvatlat,  at,  atl,  at,  Ved.  roaring  aloud. 

f=tq'*|  vi-vadh  (a  defective  verb,  see  rt. 
vadh),  Ved.  to  destroy  utterly. 

f^V  vi-vadha,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt.  i. 
vah  with  vi),  a  yoke  for  carrying  burdens,  a  load ; 
a  road,  highway ;  storing  grain,  hay,  &c. ;  a  ewer, 
pitcher;  [cf.  vl-mdlia.] 
Vivadhika,  as,  m.  a  man  who  carries  a  burden ; 

a  dealer,  peddler,  hawker ;  [cf.  vwadhika.] 

iq^r«^^  vivandisliu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid. 
ot  rt.  vand),  intending  to  praise  ;  wishing  to  salute. 

iq<*\i:i-vap, cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vapati,  -te,  -vap- 
tunt,  to  strew  or  scatter  about. 

Vy-upta.     See  s.  v. 

vi-vara,  Sic.     See  under  vi-vri. 

vi-varjana,  &c.  See  under  vi-vrij. 

vi-varna,  as,  d,  am,  colourless,  want- 
ing colour,  changing  colour,  pale,  wan,  pallid ;  bad- 

coloured,  discoloured ;  low,  vile ;  unlettered,  ignorant, 
stupid  ;  (as),  m.  a  man  of  low  caste  or  of  degrading 
occupation,  an  outcast.  —  Vivarna-mani-krita,  as, 

d,  am,  (a  bracelet  &c.)  which  has  its  jewels  ren- 
dered discoloured.  —  Vivarna-vadana,  as,  d,  am, 

pale-faced. 
fWn  vi-varta,  &c.     See  under  vi-vrit. 

f^^vi-vardh,  cl.  Id  P.  -vardhayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  cut  off,  sever. 

I.  vi-vardhana,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  vi-vridh),  the 
act  of  cutting  off,  cutting,  dividing. 

I.  vi-vardhita,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  vi-vridh), 
cut  offj  cut,  divided. 
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.     See  under  vi-vrish. 

vi-val,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -valati,  -te,  -va- 
litum,  to  turn  away,  avert. 

Vi-calita,  as,  d,  am,  turned  away,  averted. 

f^^"5Tt  vi-valg,  cl.  I.  P.  -valgati,  &c.,  to 

leap,  jump,  spring ;  to  burst  asunder. 

\<4*t%\vi-vas'a,  as,  d,  am,  unrestrained,  un- 
subdued, uncontrolled  ;  independant ;  subject,  sub- 

jected ;  apprehensive  of  death  ;  desirous  of  death  (as 
having  the  soul  free  from  worldly  cares  and  fears). 

11=1*^  J.  vi-vas  (see  rts.  2- vas,  l.ush,  2.  vy* 
ush),  cl.  6.  P.  -uttJiati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  shine  forth, 
shine,  dawn :  Caus.  -cdsayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
shine. 

Vivasvat,  an,  m.  '  the  brilliant  one,'  N.  of  the 
Sun,  (sometimes  regarded  as  one  of  the  eight  Adityas 
or  sons  of  Aditi,  his  father  being  KaSyapa  ;  elsewhere 
he  is  said  to  be  a  son  of  Dakshayan!  and  Kasyapa ; 

in  epic  poetry  he  is  held  to  be  the  father  of  Manu 
Vaivasvata  [or  according  to  another  legend  of  Manu 
Savarni  by  Sa-varnS],  and  therefore  a  kind  of  parent 
of  the  human  race  [see  Manu]  ;  in  Rig-veda  X.  1 7, 
I .  he  is  described  as  the  father  of  Yama  Vaivasvata, 

and  in  Rig-veda  X.  17,  2.  as  father  of  the  Asvins  by 
Saranyu,  and  elsewhere  as  father  of  both  Yama  and 
Yarn! ;  according  to  Nlla-kantha,  the  name  vivasvat 
is  derived  fr.  2.  vi-vas,  in  the  sense  mteshena  dMhd- 
dayati)  ;  N.  of  Aruna  (charioteer  of  the  Sun) ;  of 
the  seventh  or  present  Manu,  (more  properly  called 
Vaivasvata,  as  son  of  Vivasvat) ;  a  god  ;  N.  of  the 
author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  13  (having  the 

patronymic  Aditya)  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  a  Dharma- 
sastra ;  (atl),  f.,  N.  of  the  city  of  the  Sun. 
Vivasvan,  d,  &c.,  Ved.  shining,  possessing  bright- 

ness; (Say.  also  'possessing  wealth;'  in  Rig-veda VIII,  102,  22.  viva8vabhih  =  ritvigbhifi,) 
i.  vi-vdsanat  am,  u.  manifestation,  (Say.  =pra- 

Vy-ushta.     See  under  2.  vy-ush. 

^=(^2.  vi-vas,  cl.  2.  A.  -vaste,-vasitum,  to 
exchange  clothes ;  to  wear,  put  on  (a  garment),  clothe : 

Caus.  -'vdsayati,  -yitum,  to  clothe,  put  on,  cover ; 
Pass,  of  Caus.  -vdsyate,  to  be  clothed  or  clad  in. 

ft^^3.  vi-vas,  cl.  I.  P.  -vasati,  -vastum, 
to  change  an  abode,  to  depart,  go  off,  retire,  with- 

draw; to  dwell,  abide;  to  pass,  spend  (time  &c.); 

to  pass  away :  Caus.  -vilsayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
dwell  apart,  banish,  expel,  drive  into  exile,  transport, 
dismiss. 

1.  vi-vdsa, as,  m.  banishment,  expulsion.— Vivdsa- 
karana,  am,  n.  causing  banishment,  banishment, transporting. 

2.  vi-vdsana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  banishing,  banish- 
ment, exile. 

Vi-vdnita,  as,  a,  am,  banished,  expelled,  forced 
into  exile,  transported. 

Vi-vdsya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  expelled  or  exiled. 
Vi-vdsyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  banished,  being exiled. 

Vy-ushita,  vy-ushta,  &c.     See  s.  v. 
fqqur)  vi-vasana,  as,  a,  am,  destitute  of 

garments,  unclothed,  naked ;  (as),  m.  a  Jaina  ascetic. 
Vi-vastra,as,d,  am,  devoid  of  doming,  unclothed, naked. 

2.  ri-t'dsa,  as,  d,  am,  or  vi-vdsas,  ds,  as,  as, 
without  clothes,  naked. 

fqq?  vi-vah,  cl.  I.  P.  -vahati,  -vodhum,  to 

bear  away,  remove,  carry  off,  lead  away ;  to  conduct 
home,  take  in  marriage,  marry:  Caus.-vnhayati,-yi- 
tum,  to  cause  to  marry,  give  in  marriage  ;  to  marry. 

Vi-vaha,  as,  m.  '  carrying  away,'  epithet  of  one 
of  the  seven  tongues  of  fire. 
Vi-vdha,  as,  m.  the  taking  a  wife,  marriage,  (eight 

kinds  of  marriage  are  enumerated  in  Manu  III.  21, 
viz.  Brahma,  Daiva,  Arsha,  Prajapatya,  Asura,  Gan- 

dharva,  Rakshasa,  and  Pais'ac'a ;  see  also  Yajnavalkya 
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1.  58-61.)  —  riKiilin-Jiiimn,  at,  a,  am,  desirous  of 

imrriig£.  —  Yiri~tlM-<'ittii*li'iiyrt,  am,  n.  a  quadru- 

ple marriage,  the  marrying  four  wives.  —  T'/nl/"i- 
tatlra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Smriti-tattva. 
—  Yirilli'i  -(ii/.W/i;,  f.  the  marriage  rite,  marriage 

ceremony.  —  Yii-'ilin-tlik^iri-l'lnkn,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
a  Tilaka  made  on  the  forehead  for  a  matrimonial  ceic- 

mony.—  riViVi«-«ii/»vf/<rl-r-MAi.  u,  m.  the  preparatory 
rites  of  matrimony.  —  Yicfi/ia-yajiia,  as,  m.  a  matri- 

monial sacrifice.  —  rirlilui-ridki,  if,  in.  the  law  of 

marriage.  —  Yirnlin-rrhidii-v.ma,  N.  of  an  astro- 

logical work  by  Kesavailca.  —  Yiviih<lrt?ta  (°Ao-ar°), 
a*,  m.  purpose  of  marriage,  a  marriage  suit.  —  Vim- 
/t#tfAit  (°ka-i<!°),  tu,  us,  u,  desirous  of  marriage. 

Yi-vakita,  at,  a,  am,  caused  to  marry,  married. 
Yicahln,  I,  ini,  i,  taking  a  wife,  marrying;  re- 

lating to  marriage  ;  [cf.  a-nvahiu,'] Yi-tdhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  married,  marriageable  ; 
(as),  m.  a  son-in-law  ;  a  bridegroom. 

I  'i-voii/in,  dhu,  m.  one  who  takes  in  marriage,  a 
bridegroom,  husband. 

Yy-ujka.     Sees.  v. 

f^Tei-ro.cl.  2.P.-vati,  -vatum,toblo\von 
all  sides,  blow  in  every  direction,  blow,  blow  through. 

Vi^vat,  an,  iltt  or  anti,  at,  blowing  on  all  sides, 
blowing,  blowing  gently. 
Yi-rayanuma,  as,  a,  am,  blowing. 

vi-vaka,  vi-va6.    See  under  vi-vad. 

l  vivasa,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  mythical 
caste  in  Plaksha-dvipa  (corresponding  to  the  Vaisyas). 

ftf^lfrt  vi-viysati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  one  of 
Dhritarashtra's  sons. 

fq  P«i  &t{vivikvas,  an,  m.  (fr.  rt.  pic1),  Ved. 
one  who  possesses  discrimination,  discriminating  ;  an 

epithet  of  Indra  (in  Rig-veda  III.  57,  l). 

fqfq^tnciisA,  vivikshat,  &c.  See  under 
rt.  i.  vis,  p.  941,  col.  2. 

r^fq"!  vi-vigna,  as,  a,  am,  very  agitated 
or  alarmed,  terrified  ;  very  angry. 

{Vfq-«*s  vi-vit,  cl.  7.  3.  P.  A.  -vinaktl, 
-riitkle,  -cerekti,  -vevikte,  -veklum,  to  separate  or 
divide  asunder,  rend  or  tear  asunder  ;  to  distinguish, 
discriminate,  decide,  judge  between  (two  sides  of  a 
question)  ;  to  alter  ;  to  tear  up,  remove  :  Caus.  -veda- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  separate,  distinguish,  discriminate, 
Yi-ritta,as,a,am,  separated,  disjoined,  detached, 

kept  apart,  scattered,  abstracted,  sequestered  ;  single, 
alone,  lonely,  solitary,  private,  deserted  ;  distinguished, 
discriminated,  judged  ;  discriminative,  judicious;  pro- 

found (as  judgment  or  thought)  ;  pure,  faultless  ; 
intent  on  ;  (am),  n.  separation,  loneliness,  privacy, 
abstraction;  a  solitary  place.  —  Yivikta-tarka,  as, 
a,  am,  clear  in  reasoning.  —  Yivikta-ta,,  (.  the 
being  separated,  separation,  loneliness,  privacy  ;  an 
empty  or  free  space.  —  Vivikta-bhava,  as,  a,  am, 
having  a  mind  separated  or  abstracted  (from  other 
pursuits),  intent  on  any  object.  —  Vivikta-varna,  as, 
a,  am,  having  letters  or  syllables  distinctly  enunciated. 

—  Virikta-seein,  i,  ini,  »',  seeking  solitude,  solitary, 
retired,  recluse.  —  Vivikliutana  ("ta-ag"),  as,  a,  am, 
having  a  secluded  seat,  sitting  in  a  sequestered  place. 

Vi-vifi,  is,  it,  i,  Ved.  separating,  discriminating, 
a  discriminator,  (Say.  =  civet'alia)  ;  (it),  m.  'the 

Trator,'  epithet  of  Agni. 
i-i'iVi/a,  ind.   having  discriminated  or   judged, 

having  discussed  or  considered  ;  having  properly  dis- 
criminated ;    dividing   or  discriminating   in  regular 

order  ;  severally,  one  by  one. 
as,  m.  discrimination,  judgment,  the 

faculty  of  distinguishing  and  classifying  things  ac- 
cording to  their  real  properties;  (in  the  VedShta 

system)  the  power  of  separating  the  invisible  Spirit 
from  the  visible  world,  (or  spirit  from  matter,  truth 
from  untruth,  reality  from  mere  semblance  or  illu- 

sion) ;  true  knowledge  ;  discretion  ;  discussion,  in- 
vestigation ;  a  receptacle  for  water,  reservoir,  basin 

(=jala-droni).  —  rh-eka-ja,  a',  a,  am,  produced 
or  arising  from  discrimination.  —  Vkeka-jna,  as,  a,, 
am,  skilled  in  discrimination,  intelligent.  —  Yiveka- 

jndna,  am,  n.  knowledge  arising  from  discrimina- 
tion, faculty  of  discrimination.  —  Yireka-td,  (.  or 

rivt'ka-tva,  am,  n.  judgment,  discrimination,  the 
faculty  of  judgment.  —  Vivckadri/lva-tii,  f.  or  vireka- 
diltira-tva,  am,  n.  the  character  of  a  discerning  man, 
discrimination,  discernment.  —  Vimka-dridvan,  a, 
m.  one  who  sees  or  is  conversant  with  true  know- 

ledge, a  wise  or  discerning  man.  —  Vivekd-piulaii, 
f.  'path  of  discrimination,'  reflection.  —Vivcka-vilasa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Viveka-sara,  N.  of  a  general 

Vedanta  disquisition  in  sixteen  sections  by  Ramendra- 
yati.  —  Vieek&sindhu,  N.  of  an  elementary  treatise 
on  the  VedSnta  by  Mukunda-rSja, 

Yivckin,  I,  ini,  i,  discriminating,  discriminative, 
judicious,  prudent,  discreet  ;  (I),  m.  a  judge,  dis- 

criminator, sage,  philosopher.  —  Viceki-tii,  (.  or  vt- 
veki-tva,  am,  n.  discriminativeness,  discrimination, discussion. 

Vi-vektavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  distinguished  or 
discriminated,  to  be  discussed  or  judged. 

Yi-rektri,  id,  m.  one  who  judges,  a  judge,  decider 
(of  questions  or  causes),  sage,  wise  man. 

Yi-vedana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  the  act  of  discrimination, 

discriminating  or  distinguishing  (as  truth  from  false- 
hood, reality  from  semblance),  the  making  a  distinc- 

tion ;  investigation,  judgment,  decision. 

Vi-ve<!aniya  or  vi-vedya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  distin- 
guished or  judged,  to  be  discussed,  distinguishable. 

Vi-ve<!ila,  as,  a,  am,  discriminated,  distinguished, 
investigated. 

^"^  vividivas,  vividvas.  See  p.  9  1  9. 
vi-tidha,  as,  a,  am,  of  various  sorts 

or  kinds,  divers,  manifold,  sundry,  various,  multiform  ; 
(aw»),  n.  variety  of  action  or  gesture.  —  Viriilha- 
rupa-dhrit,  t,  t,  t,  having  various  forms.  —  Vividhd- 
gama  (°dka-dg°),  as,  a,  am,  comprising  various 
sacred  (or  traditional)  works.  —  Vividhopala-bhu- 

iliita  Cdha-up°),  as,  a,  am,  decorated  with  various 

jewels. r^iq*^  vivisivas,  vivis'oas.   See  p.  94  1  . 
vi-vita,  as,  m.  an  inclosed  spot  of 

ground  (abounding  in  grass,  wood,  Sec.),  a  preserved 
or  inclosed  pasture  ground,  paddock.—  Viv  ita-lihartri, 
ta,  m.  the  owner  of  a  preserved  or  inclosed  pasture. 

ftl^  vi-vri,  cl.  5.  9.  P.  A.  -vrinoti,  -vrinute, 
-rriniiti,  -rrinite  (in  the  Veda  the  form  vy-arar 
frequently  becomes  ry-iivar  or  vy-ava/i),  -r/iritin,,, 
-rarittim,  to  uncover,  spread  out,  open,  unfold,  dis- 

play, discover,  reveal,  make  clear,  illuminate,  make 
manifest,  proclaim,  publish,  explain,  describe,  com- 

ment upon  ;  to  cover  over,  cover  up,  stop  up  ;  to 

obtain  (Ved.,  according  to  Ssy.  on  Rig-veda  VII.  90, 
4.  vh'avruh  =  vyavfinran  =  alabha  nta), 
Vi-vara,  as,  m.  expansion,  opening,  widening, 

separation;  (am),  n.  a  fissure,  hole,  chasm,  cave, 
cavern,  burrow,  hollow,  vacuity  ;  a  sequestered  or 
solitary  place  ;  interval,  intermediate  space,  space  ;  a 
breach,  fault,  flaw,  defect,  vulnerable  place,  weak 
point,  wound;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the  number 
nine,  (see  randlira.)  —  Yirara-nalika,  f.  a  pipe, 
life,  flute.  —  Vivare-tad,  t,  t,  t,  abiding  in  inter- 

mediate space,  an  inhabitant  of  the  sky. 

Vi-rarana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  uncovering,  spreading 
out,  expanding,  opening,  unfolding,  displaying,  ex- 

posing, laying  bare  or  open  ;  explanation,  exposition, 
interpretation,  gloss,  comment,  translation  ;  detailing, 
describing,  description,  specification,  detailed  account  ; 
a  sentence. 

Ylrariilni,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  make  manifest 
or  display  ;  wishing  to  explain  or  declare. 

1  i-vdra,  tts,  in.  dilatation,  expansion;  open  or 
expanded  state  of  the  organs  of  speech,  expansion  of 
the  throat  in  articulation,  (one  of  the  Abhyantara- 
prayatoas  or  efforts  of  articulate  utterance  which  take 

place  within  the  mouth,  opposed  to  mtm-ciiru.) 

Vi-vrtnvat,  an,  al'i,  at,  making  manifest,  explain- ing, declaring. 

Vi-rrinvana,  as,  a,  am,  uncovering,  explaining, 
publishing,  &c. 

Vi-rrita,  as,  a,  am,  uncovered,  unconcealed,  (a-ri- 
vrtia,  hidden,  concealed),  unclosed,  opened,  open 
(as  the  organs  of  speech  for  articulation);  bare,  barren 

(as  ground,  earth,  &c.)  ;  spread  out,  expanded,  ex- 
tended, extensive,  ample,  spacious,  large  ;  displayed, 

unfolded,  exposed,  discovered,  made  manifest,  evi- 
dent ;  published,  divulged,  proclaimed,  explained, 

interpreted,  expounded  ;  (am),  ind.  openly,  in  the 

sight  of  every  one;  (a),  f.  a  particular  disease,  an 
ulcer  attended  with  much  pain  and  heat;  (am),  "• 

(in  grammar)  open  articulation,  approach  of  the  tongue 
towards  the  organ  of  speech  but  without  contact. 

—  I  'irrita-paurusha.  Of,  it,  am,  one  whose  prowess 
is  displayed,  displaying  valour.  —  Yirrita-smayana, 
am,  n.  an  open  smile,  a  smile  by  which  the  teeth 

are  shown.  —  Vivritdkslia  (°ta-ak°),  as,  I,  am,  open- 
eyed,  large-eyed  ;  (as),  m,  a  cock.  —  Yivritasya 
(°ta-ds°),  as,  a,  am,  open-mouthed. 
Virritavat,  an,  atl,  at,  one  who  has  opened. 
Vi-vriti,  is,  f.  expansion,  making  clear,  manifesta- 

tion ;  display  ;  exposure,  discovery  ;  explanation,  ex- 
position, gloss,  comment,  interpretation.  —  Yirriti- 

vimarsini,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Abhinava-gupta. 
'Vi-vritya,  ind.  having  uncovered,  having  opened, 

having  expanded,  displaying  wide. 

vi-vrikna.     See  under  vi-vraM. 

ti-vrij,  Caus.  or  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -varja- 

yati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  exclude  ;  to  avoid,  shun,  abandon, 
leave  ;  to  distribute,  give  :  Pass,  of  Caus.  -varjyatt, 
to  be  avoided. 

\'i-rarjana,am,  n.  the  act  of  excluding,  abandon- 
ing, leaving,  shunning. 

Vi-varjaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  excluded,  to  be 
abandoned,  to  be  shunned  or  avoided,  to  be  quitted. 

Vi-varjayat,  an,  anti,  at,  avoiding,  shunning, 
leaving. 

Yi-rurjita,  an,  a,  am,  left,  abandoned;  avoided 
by,  shunned  by  (with  inst.  or  at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  ; 
destitute  of,  deprived  of,  entirety  free  or  exempt 

from,  without,  (m'lna-rirarjitam,  ind.  without 
honour,  dishonourably)  ;  excepting,  excluding  ;  dis- 

tributed, given. 

Yi-i'arjya,  ind.  having  avoided,  having  abandoned. 
Vi-rrikta,  as,  a,  am,  abandoned,  left  ;  (a),  f.  a 

woman  disliked  or  deserted  by  her  husband  (  =  dur- b/uigii). 

ftr^CI  vi-vrin,  cl.  6.  P.  -vrinati,  &c.,  or 
Caus.,  to  exhilarate. 

f^i^vi-vrit,  cl.  i.  A.  -vartate  (rarely  P. 
-vartati),  -rartitum,  to  turn  round,  roll  round,  re- 

volve, whirl  round  ;  to  roll  onwards,  become  unrolled  ; 
to  roll  over;  to  turn  or  roll  about,  roll  or  turn  hither 
and  thither,  move  about,  wind  about;  to  move 
through  ;  to  roll  or  turn  away  from,  depart  from, 
turn  back,  retuin  ;  to  roll  down,  descend  ;  to  attack  : 

Caus.  -i-artayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  turn  round  or 
revolve,  cause  to  alternate. 

]"/-nirta,  as,  m.  turning  round,  revolving,  revolu- 
tion, going  or  whirling  round  ;  dancing  ;  rolling 

onwards  ;  unrolling,  rolling  back,  returning,  rolling 
about,  moving  hither  and  thither,  changing  from  one 
state  to  another,  passing  through  various  existences 
or  stales  of  being  ;  modification,  altered  condition  ; 
human  error  (consisting  in  the  mistaking  unreal 
objects  and  conceiving  them  to  be  what  they  are 
not,  as  mirage  for  water,  a  rope  for  a  snake,  &c.)  ; 

the  unreal  (as  opposed  to  Brahma  the  only  real 
essence)  ;  collection,  assemblage,  heap,  multitude. 
—  Yirarta-rada,  as,  m.  maintaining  or  asserting 
that  Brahma  or  the  one  eternal  essence  manifests 

himself  in  various  illusory  forms. 
Y  i-vartana,  am,  n.  (in  some  senses  fr.  the  Caus.), 

turning  round,  revolving,  revolution  (as  of  a  wheel 

&c.),  whirling  or  going  round,  circumambulating 
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(an  altar  &c.)  ;  reverential  salutation  ;  rolling  back, 
returning;  rolling  down,  descending;  passing  through 
a  change  or  succession  of  various  states  or  existences  ; 
existing,  being,  abiding,  continuing;  tossing  to  and 
fro  ;  causing  to  revolve  or  go  round  ;  whirling  round  ; 
causing  to  change,  overturning. 
Vi-vartamana,  as,  a,  am,  turning  back  or  round, 

revolving,  rolling  onwards,  turning  back,  declining, 
setting  (as  the  sun),  returning,  recoiling;  continuing 
or  abiding  (in  any  course  of  action). 
Vi-vartUa,  as,  a,  am,  turned  round,  revolved, 

rolled  or  rolling  about  ;  whirled  round  ;  turned  or 
moved  about,  moving  hither  and  thither  ;  unrolled, 
unfolded  ;  returned,  turned  back  or  away,  averted, 

turned  the  wrong  way,  distorted,  bent,  bent  down. 
Vi-vartiw,  I,  inl,  i,  turning  round,  revolving  ; 

turning  back. 
Vi-vritta,  as,  a,  am,  turned  or  twisted  round, 

whirling,  revolving,  rolling. 

Vi-vritti,  is,  (.  turning  round,  revolution,  rolling, 
whirling,  tumbling  ;  (in  grammar)  interval  between 
two  vowels,  hiatus.  —  V  irrUti-puna,  as,  a,  am, 
preceded  by  a  hiatus.  —•Vivritty-abKiprdya,  as,  m. 
an  intended  or  apparent  hiatus. 

vivritsat.     See  under  rt,  i.  vrit. 

vi-vridh,  cl.  I.  A.  -vardhate,  -var- 

dhitum,  to  grow  up,  increase,  swell,  become  en- 
larged, become  powerful  ;  to  prosper,  thrive  ;  to 

spring  up,  arise  ;  to  have  reason  to  rejoice  or  be 

congratulated  :  Caus.  -vardhayali,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  grow  or  increase,  enlarge,  augment,  magnify, 
amplify  ;  to  cause  to  prosper,  advance,  further  ;  to 
elevate;  to  gratify,  exhilarate. 
Vi-vardhut,  an,  anti,  at,  increasing,  growing 

bigger,  thriving,  &c. 
2.  vi-vardfiana,  am,  n.  (for  I.  see  vi-vardh), 

the  act  of  increasing,  augmenting,  increase,  growth, 
augmentation,  amplification,  aggrandizement;  (as,  d 
Of  I,  am),  growing,  increasing,  advancing,  furthering. 

Vi-vardhamdna,  as,  a,  am,  growing  up,  increas- 
ing, thriving. 

2.  ri-vardhita,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  vi-vardh), 
increased,  augmented,  enlarged  ;  advanced,  furthered  ; 
gratified,  delighted. 

Vi-vriddha,  as,  d,  am,  grown  up,  increased,  en- 
larged, enhanced,  augmented,  intensified  ;  large, 

abundant.  —  Vivriddha-matsara,  as,d,  am,  whose 
anger  or  resentment  is  increased. 

Vi-vriddhi,  is,  f.  growth,  increase,  great  growth, 
augmentation,  enlargement  ;  prosperity. 

f^T^vi-vrish,  cl.  I.  P.  -varshati,  -varshi- 
tum,  to  rain  down,  rain  :  Caus.  -varshayflti,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  rain,  rain  down  upon. 

Vi-varshat,  an,  anti,  at,  deluging  with  rain. 

f3^vi-vrih  (see  rt.i  .  vrih),  cl.  6.  P.-vriltati, 
-varhitum,V<:d.  to  rend  asunder,  tear  to  pieces,  break 
up,  split  ;  to  tear  away,  draw  away,  tear  out,  remove. 
Vi-vridha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  torn  asunder,  rent. 

f^^^vivrihat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  163  (having  the  patro- 

nymic Kas"yapa). 

f^ft  vi-ve,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vayali,  -te,  &c., 
Ved.  to  interweave. 

Vy-uta,  as,  a,  ant,  Ved.  interwoven,  &c.   See  t.  v. 

fsH^ri-Ben,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -venati,  -te,  &c.,to 
be  hostile  or  ill-disposed,  (in  Rig-veda  V.  78,  I.  ma 
f  i-venatam  =  ma  vi-kdmau,  bhavatam,  [O  Asvins] 
be  not  ill-disposed.) 

f^T^  vi-vell,  cl.  I.  P.  -vellati,  &c.,  to 
struggle,  tremble. 

f^rn^'  vi-vodhri.     See  under  vi-vah. 
11  a  IT  ti-vrata,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  perform- 

ing various  religious  actions  or  ceremonies  ;  many- 
actioned  (said  of  horses  ;  SSy.  =  vividha-karman). 

vl-vrus6,  cl.  6.  P.  -vristati,  &c., 

Ved.  to  cut  off,  cut  asunder,  separate,  sever;  to 

destroy  ;  to  be  cut  asunder,  cut  ciff,  (Say.  on  Rig- 
veda  III.  53,  22  =  rid<<hidyate.) 
Vi-vrikna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  entirely  severed  or 

cut  asunder,  cut  off,  (Say.  =  vis'eshuta*  thinna.) 
Vi-vriiiat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  Ved.  cutting 

asunder,  separating,  scattering. 

vivvoka,  as,  m.  (etymology  doubt- 
ful), affectation  of  indifference,  (one  of  the  ten  forms 

of  amorous  dalliance  practised  by  women  to  excite 
love  ;  cf.  vi-krita.) 

i.  vis  (some  of  the  forms  and 
\  meanings  of  this  rt.  are  identical  with 

those  of  rt.  2.  vish),  cl.  6.  P.  visati  (ep.  also  A.  -te), 
vivefa,  vekshyati,  avikshat,  veihtum  (Ved.  Impv, 
2nd  sing,  mviddhi  —  praviia,  according  to  Say. 
on  Rig-veda  I.  27,  10,  but  cf.  rt.  2.  vish),  to 
enter,  enter  in  (with  ace.)  ;  to  pierce,  penetrate  ; 
to  pervade  ;  to  sit  or  settle  down  on  (with  ace.)  ;  to, 
come  to,  come  into  the  possession  of,  fall  to  the  lot 
of;  to  undertake,  begin,  (in  Naigh.  II.  14.  miithti 
is  enumerated  among  the  gati-karmdna/t)  :  Caus. 
veiayati,  -yitum,  arlvisat,  to  cause  to  enter,  &c.  : 
Desid.  vivmJtati  :  Intens.  vevifyate,  veveshti  ;  [cf. 

Zend  m£,  '  to  come  ;'  Gr.  frt-ai,  iK-vt-o-pat,  ttt-av-Qj, 

lK-(-T7]-S,  iK-TTjp,   lK(T'/l-atO-S,  in-av6-S,  'tK-fXVO-S.'] 
Viviksk,  t,  t,  t,  or  d,  d,  d  (fr.  the  Desid.),  one 

who  wishes  to  enter,  (see  Vopa-deva  III.  151.) 
Vivikshat,  an,  anti,  at,  wishing  to  enter. 
Vivikshu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  or  intending  to  enter. 

Vims"iva&,  an,  ufhl,  at,  one  who  has  entered, 
(see  Pan.  VII.  2,  68.) 
Vivifeas,  an,  ushi,  at,  =  vivisivas  above;  [cf. 

also  vivis'vas  under  rt.  vidh.~\ 
2.  vis.',  t,  m.  (Ved.  loc.  pi.  vikshu,  Rig-veda  IV. 

37,  i),  a  man  who  settles  down  on  or  occupies  the  soil, 

an  agriculturist,  merchant,  a  man  of  the  third  or  agri- 
cultural caste  (  =  vaisya,  q.v.);  a  man  in  general; 

people  ;  N.  of  any  class  of  gods  designated  by  troops 
(Ved.)  ;  (t),  {.  entrance  ;  a  family,  house,  tribe, 

host,  race  (Ved.)  ;  a  daughter  ;  [cf.  Zend  riff,  '  a 
house,  hamlet;'  Goth,  vaihts;  Angl.  Sax.  wikt; 
Old  Germ,  ni-wiht,  eo-wiht,  neo-wlht.]  —  Vil- 
panya,  am,  n.  the  wares  of  a  man  of  the  mercantile 
class,  goods,  merchandise.  ̂ Vit-pati,  is,  m.  a  chief 
of  men  of  the  mercantile  class,  head  merchant  ;  a 

daughter's  husband,  son-in-law.  —  Vit-s'udra,  as,  m. 
pi.  VaisVas  and  Sudras.  —  Vis"dm-pati,  is,  m.  a  lord 
of  men,  lord  of  people,  a  king,  sovereign,  (perhaps 

so  called  as  especially  'lord  of  the  VaiSyas,"  the 
Brahmans  being  his  superiors  and  the  Kshatriyas  his 

equals.)  ̂ •Vis'-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  lord  of  the  house, 
lord  of  men,  lord  of  the  people,  king;  epithet  of 

Agni  ;  [cf.  Zend  vis"-paiti  ;  Lith.  wies-patis,  wies- 
patene  ;  Mold,  hospadar;  (perhaps  also)  Gr.  5ej- 

JTOTI/S.]  —  Vis'-putni,  f.,  Ved.  the  mistress  or  protec- 
tress of  mankind  (applied  to  the  fire  of  attrition). 

Fi-va  =  2.  vis  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  ;  (am),  n. 
the  film  or  fibres  of  the  stalk  of  the  water-lily  (  = 

viilut,  visa).  —  Vis"am-vara,  f.  =palli.  —  Vifa- 
kanthin,  I,  m.  a  kind  of  crane  ;  [cf.  visa-kaii- 

thikd^\->Viidkara  (°s'u-dk°),  as,  m.  'filled  with 
fibres,'  the  plant  Euphorbia  (  —  ljhailra-<!uda). 

Vi^at,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  entering,  entering  into, 
penetrating,  &c. 
Vitya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  the  people, 

kindly  disposed  to  the  people,  (Say.  =  vidUiyo  hita.) 

i.  vishta,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  946,  col.  3),  en- 
tered, penetrated,  pervaded.  —  Vixhta-pura,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  Rishi;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family. 
I.  vishti,  is,  f.  (for  2.  see  p.  946,  col.  3),  N.  of 

particular  astronomical  Karanas  ;  N.  of  a  daughter 

of  SQrya  and  Chaya.  -*  Vishti-vrata,  am,  n.  a  parti, 
cular  religious  ceremony  in  honour  of  Vishti. 

Veda,  vetya,  &c.     See  s.  v. 

r«(^liv  vi-sank,  cl.  I.  A.  -sanitate,  -sanki- 
tum,  to  suspect,  doubt. 
Vi-fanka,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  vi  privative  +  ianlcd}, 

fearless,  undaunted  ;  (am),  ind.  fearlessly. 

Vi-iiaitJiaHiya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  suspected  or 
doubted,  doubtful,  suspicious  ;  questionable. 
Vi-fankamdna,  as,  d,  am,  suspecting,  doubting, 

fearing,  apprehending. 
,  (.  suspicion,  doubt,  fear,  apprehension. 

vi-s'ankata,  as,  d  or  i,  am  (for  vi- 
great,  large;  strong,  vehement;  (am), 

ind.  vehemently. 

f%5R£  ri'Sad,  Caus.  -satayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  fall  to  pieces,  break  to  pieces  ;  to  rend 
asunder  ;  to  scatter  in  all  directions. 

Vi-s'ada,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  connected  with 
m-fad  above),  clear,  pure,  pellucid,  spotless,  perspi- 

cuous ;  white,  of  a  white  colour  ;  evident,  apparent, 
obvious,  manifest;  beautiful;  (as),  m.  white,  the 

colour.  —  Vifada-probha,  as,  d,  am,  of  pure  efful- 

gence, shedding  pure  light.  —  Vis'adi-kri,  cl.  8.  P. -karotl,  -kartuni,  to  make  clear,  explain,  illustrate. 

Vi-f'dtana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to 
fall  to  pieces,  rending  asunder;  setting  free,  de- 
livering. 

Vi-Jdtayitvd  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having  broken  in 
pieces,  having  scattered. 

f^Hl  vi-saya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  si  with  vi), 
doubt,  uncertainty;  refuge,  asylum. 

Vifayin,  I,  ini,  i,  dubious,  uncertain  ;  doubting. 
Vi-Mya,  as,  m.  sleeping  and  watching  alternately 

(applied  to  watchmen  who  sleep  and  watch  by  turns  ; cf.  wpa-inya). 

vi-sara,  &c.     See  under  vi-sfi. 

visala,  as,  m.  (for  vis'ala  ?),  N.  of  the 
son  of  Abja  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a.  town  ;  [cf.  vaiiali.] 

rq^i<?«  vi-salya,  as,  a,  am,  free  from 

thorns  or  darts;  free  from  trouble  or  embarrass- 
ment, without  care  or  pain  ;  (d),  f.  a  twining  shrub, 

Menispermum  Cordifolium  ;  a  sort  of  pot-herb  ;  the 
plant  Croton  Polyandrum  (commonly  called  Dauti)  ; 
Convolvulus  Turpethum  (commonly  called  Teori)  ; 
a  sort  of  fruit,  Langaliya  ;  (probably)  N.  of  a  stream 
or  river.  —  Vitalya-krit,  t,  t,  t,  freeing  from  pain 

or  distress  ;  ((),  m.  the  climbing  plant  Echites  Di- 
chotoma.  —  Vis'alyd-sangama,  as,  m.  'union  with 
Visalya,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  RevS-mahatmya. 

—  Vifalyii-sambhava,  as,  m.  'origin  of  Visalya,' N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Reva-mahatmya. 

f<4$|^  vi-sas,  cl.  i  .  P.  -tasati,  -sasitum,  to 
cut  up,  dissect,  kill,  destroy  ;  to  immolate,  sacrifice. 
Vi-iasana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  cutting  up,  dissect- 

ing; killing,  slaying,  immolating,  slaughter;  ruin; 
N.  of  one  of  the  divisions  of  Naraka  ;  (as),  m.  a 
sabre,  crooked  sword. 

Vi-sasita,  as,  d,  am,  cut  up,  dissected  ;  killed,  im- 
molated ;  rude,  ill-mannered,  (see  I.  vi-3a»ta  below.) 

Vi-$asitri,  id,  tn,  tri,  one  who  cuts  up  or  dissects 

(Manu  V.  51),  a  dissector;  a  killer,  immolator. 
I.  n-^asta,  as,  a,  am,  cut  up,  dissected;  bold, 

fierce,  ill-mannered,  rude. 

Vi-s'astri:,  td,  tri,  tri,Ve.d.  one  who  kills  or  dis- 
sects ;  (td),  m.  an  immolator,  sacrificer  ;  a  CandSla. 

Vi-fasya,  ind.  having  cut  up  or  dissected,  having immolated. 

f=15IW  2.  vi-sasta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  sans 

with  vi),  praised,  celebrated. 

N^l^d  vi-sastra,  as,  a,  am,  weaponless, 

disarmed,  unarmed.  —  Vis"astra-tra,  am,  n.  an  un* 
armed  or  defenceless  condition. 

vis'akara,  as,  m.  the  plant  Eu- 
phorbia, (probably  for  visdkara,  see  under  Ma.) 

fV^TH?  vi-sakha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  sakha  with 
vi),  branchless;  having  spreading  branches;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  Kartlikeya  ;  of  a  son  of  Karttikeya  (as  son 
of  Agni)  ;  an  attitude  in  shooting  (standing  with 
the  feet  a  span  apart)  ;  a  solicitor,  petitioner,  beggar  ; 

a  spindle  ;  (a),  f.  or  (e),  (.  du.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
lunar  asterisms  (figured  by  a  decorated  gateway  or 
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arch  and  containing  four  or  originally  two  stars 
placed  under  the  regency  of  a  dual  divinity,  Indriynt, 
Indra  and  Agni  ;  it  is  probably  to  be  connected  with 

the  quadrangle  of  stars  i,  a,  f),  7  Librae;  see  nctk- 
fkatra)  ;  the  cucnrbitaceous  plant  Momordica  Cha- 

rantia,  (in  this  sense  fern.  sing.)«"J'ivi£Aa-yrt,  as, 
m.  '  bom  under  the  asterism  VisSkha,'  the  orange, 
Citrus  Aurantium  (as  coming  into  season  when  the 
sun  is  in  this  asterism,  or  about  the  end  ot  October). 
—  Viiakha-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
MudrS-rikshasa  drama.  —  Vitdkha-yipa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  king. 

I'i&llihala,  am,  n.  an  attitude  in  shooting.    (See ' 

riiakhila,   as,  m.,  N.   of  an 
author. 

f<4${lrH  rl-satana,  &c.    See  under  vi-sad. 

risapa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 

vi-sarana.     See  under  vi-sfi. 

visarada,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be 
connected  with  viiala),  learned,  wise  ;  skilful,  skilled 
in,  versed  in,  conversant  with  (often  at  the  end  of 

comps.,  cf.  tarva-ddstra-v^)  ;  famous,  celebrated  ; 
confident,  bold,  presuming. 

folios  tisala,  as,  a,  am  (in  Unadi-s.  I. 
Iiy.  said  to  be  ft.  rt.  I.  vis;  according  to  some 

connected  with  2.  vi-s"ri),  large,  great,  wide,  broad, 
extensive;  great,  eminent,  illustrious;  (as),  m.  a 
sort  of  deer  ;  a  sort  of  bird  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Trina- 
vindu  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  city  Ujjayini  or  Ougein  ; 
of  another  town  (see  vaiddlt,  vaifali)  ;  the  bitter 
apple,  Cucumis  Colocynthis  ;  (t),  f.  a  particular  plant 

(=aja-modd).  —  Vis'dla-kula,  am,  n.  a  great  or 
illustrious  family;  (as,  a,  am),  of  noble  family. 

—  Vi4ala-kula-sambhava,  as,  a,  am,  sprung  from 
an  illustrious  race.  —  Viiala-ta,  f.  or  vi.~iala.-tva,  am, 
n.  largeness,  greatness,  width,   breadth,   expansion, 
magnitude,  bulk;    eminence,  distinction.  —  Viddla- 

(rn<f,  h,  m.  'having  large  bark,"  the  tree  Echites 
Scholars.  —  Viidla-nagara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 

—  Viiala-netra,  as,  a,  am,  large-eyed.  —  Viiala- 

puri,  (.,  N.  of  a  town.  -  Vitdldicnha  (°la-ai;°),  as, 
I,  am,  large-eyed,  having  beautiful  eyes  ;  (as),  m. 
epithet  of  Siva  ;  of  Garuda  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita- 

rishtra  ;  (i),  f.  epithet  of  PSrvari  ;  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  Sandilya. 

fafifllSJ  vi-sikshu,  us,  us,  u  (see  sikshu), 
Ved.  especially  instructing  or  accomplishing,  (S5y.  = 
riieshena  tikshayitri,  sddhayitri.  ) 

f^fons  vi-sikha,  as,  d,  am,  devoid  of  the 
Sikhl  or  tuft  of  hair  left  on  the  head  after  tonsure  ; 
pointless,  without  a  point  or  top,  without  a  crest; 
weak  (Ved.?);  (as),  m.  an  arrow;  an  iron  crow, 
(in  these  and  some  following  senses  vi  may  denote 
intensity  or  largeness)  ;  a  sort  of  Sfara  or  reed  ;  (a), 
f.  a  spade  ;  a  hoe  ;  a  minute  arrow  ;  a  sort  of  pin  or 
needle  ;  a  spindle  ;  a  highway,  broad  or  carriage 

road  ;  a  barber's  wife  ;  a  sick  room  or  the  dwelling 
of  the  sick.  -  Vtiikha-frem  or  miikhdvall  ("kha- 
dv°),  f.  a  line  of  arrows. 

ri-sifij,  cl.  2.  A.  -tinkle,  -sinjitum, 
to  sound,  resound,  tinkle. 

Vi-iHAjdna,  a»,  a,  am,  sounding,  singing,  uttering 
cries;  tinkling. 

fanjlii  vi-sita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I  .  si  or  rt. 
><i  with  ri),  sharpened,  sharp. 

fir%*I  ciY</)n,  am,  n.  (in  Unfuli-s.  III.  145. 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  nfj,  a  house  ;  a  palace  ;  a  temple. 
Wsrftm  visi-sipra,  as,  m.  (so  divided  in 

the  Pada  text),  Ved.  '  deprived  of  jaws'  or  •  noseless,1 
N.  of  a  person  represented  in  Rig-veda  V.  45,  6,  as 

•'quered  by  M»na,(S3Ly.-vigata-hanu;  Say.  also that  Manu  may  stand  for  Indra,  and  Visi-Sipra mean  Vritra.) 

vi-sish,  cl.  7.  P.  -sinashti,  -seshlum, 

to  distinguish,  make  distinct  or  different ;  to  particu- 
larize, specify,  define,  describe;  to  excel  (with  ace.) : 

Pass,  -kinhyate,  to  be  distinguished ;  to  differ  or  be 
different  from  ;  to  be  better  than  or  more  excellent 

than  (with  abl.  and  sometimes  with  inst.,  e.  g.  mail- 
ndt  satyam  vidixhyafe,  truth  is  more  excellent  than 
silence;  yajnaih  sthitir  riilidiyatc,  continuance 
in  duty  is  better  than  sacrifices);  to  be  of  more 

weight;  to  be  best:  Caus.  -iesltayati,  -yitum,  to 
distinguish,  make  distinct  or  different,  define. 

Vi-sishla,  as,  a,  am,  distinguished,  distinct,  par- 
ticular, especial,  special,  peculiar;  having  distinctive 

qualities  or  exclusive  properties ;  superior,  excellent, 
choice,  more  excellent,  better ;  distinguished  by,  en- 

dowed with,  possessed  of,  having ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
Vishnu.  —  Vi&shla-td,  f.  or  visishla-tva,  am,  n. 
distinction,  individuality,  the  having  distinguishing 
or  characteristic  qualities,  speciality,  peculiarity  (of 

any  kind);  excellence,  superiority,  eminence.  —  Vi- 

ilishta-lmddhi,  is,  f.  '  differenced  knowledge,'  dis- 
tinguishing knowledge  (e.  g.  the  knowledge  of  '  a 

man  carrying  a  staff'  which  distinguishes  him  from 
'  a  man '  indifferently).  —  Viiishta-varna,  as,  d,  am, 

having  a  distinguished  colour.  —  Vis'ishlddvaita-vH- 
din  ("la-ad0),  i,  inl,  i,  one  who  asserts  the  identity 
of  what  is  distinct,  i.  e.  of  the  two  distinct  things 

Prakriti  and  Purusha  with  Brahma.  —  Vis'iishtopamd 
(°la-up°),  f.  a  particular  comparison.  —  Vu'ishtopa- 
md-yulda  (°ta-up°),  am,  a.,  scil.  rupaka,  a  meta- 

phor which  contains  a  particular  comparison  (said  to 
be  a  variety  of  the  Rupaka  or  metaphor  general). 

Vi-tesha,  as,  m.  the  act  of  distinguishing  or  dis- 
criminating, discrimination ;  difference,  distinction, 

individuality,  individual  identity  (consisting  in  dis- 
tinction from  every  other  individual  or  species), 

characteristic  difference,  peculiar  mark,  special  pro- 

perty, speciality,  peculiarity  (sometimes  at  the  begin- 

ning of  compounds  and  to  be  translated  by  '  peculiar,' 
'  special,'  &c.,  cf.  ms"esha-guna) ;  particularity ;  (in 
the  Vaiseshika  school  of  the  Nyaya  phil.)  the  eternal 
distinguishing  nature  or  individual  essence  of  each  of 
the  nine  Dravyas  or  substances  (i.  e.  of  each  of  the 
five  atoms  of  earth,  water,  fire,  air,  and  mind,  and 
of  ether,  time,  space,  and  soul ;  these  nine  eternal 
substances  are  said  to  be  so  essentially  different  that 
one  can  never  be  the  other)  ;  predicament  (in  logic)  ; 

peculiar  attribute ;  (in  grammar)  a  word  which  de- 
fines or  limits  the  meaning  of  another  word,  (any 

word  in  which  the  general  meaning  of  another  word 
is  merged  is  said  to  be  the  ViSesha  of  that  word) ;  a 
distinguishing  mark  made  on  the  forehead  with 
sandal;  species,  kind,  sort,  variety,  mode,  manner, 
various  method  (often  at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g. 

vriksha-vi&sha,  a  kind  of  tree ;  tapo-viieshdh, 
m.  pi.  various  kinds  of  penance:  and  sometimes  to 

be  translated  by  '  different,'  '  special,'  e.  g.  purusha- 
v°,  a  different  man ;  daid-v°,  a  special  condition) ; 
variation,  change,  alteration  for  the  better,  amend- 

ment ;  a  favourable  turn  or  crisis  in  sickness ;  a  dis- 
tinct or  different  object;  a  limb,  member;  distinc- 
tion, peculiar  merit,  excellence,  superiority ;  the  best 

of  anything  (afthe  end  of  comps.  or  even  at  the 

beginning,  and  sometimes  to  be  translated  by  '  excel- 
lent," '  superior,'  e.  g.  rasa-v",  an  excellent  juice,  cf. 

prasatlliana-v°) ;  a  particular  figure  in  rhetoric 
(said  to  be  of  three  kinds,  cf.  ritlesholdi,  col.  3) ; 

N.  of  the  mundane  egg;  miesliena  or  vis'enltdt, 
ind.  especially,  particularly,  even  more.  —  Vis'esha- 
hdma,  as,  d,  am,  peculiarly  desirous  or  amorous. 

dis- 

ial  or 

distinct  quality,  distinguishing  property ;  an  object 
or  substance  of  a  single  and  distinct  kind  (as  soul, 
time,  space,  ether,  and  the  atoms  of  earth,  water, 
fire,  air,  and  mind).  —  Vixesha-jna,  as,  d,  am, 
knowing  distinctions,  critical,  intelligent,  wise,  dis- 

criminating, a  connoisseur.  —  VL<!esha-tas,  ind.  espe- 
cially, particularly,  in  particular,  specifically.  —  ViiSe- 

sha-dAarma,  as,  m.  a  peculiar  or  different  duty;  a 
special  law.  -  Viiesha-padartha  Cda-ar°),  as,  m. 

—  Viiesha-krit,  t,  t,  t,  making  a  distinction, 
tinguishing.  —  Vi&ska-fjuna,  as,  m.  a  specia 

(in  the  Ny3ya)  the  category  of  particularity.  —  Viic- 
nha-pratishedha,  as,  m.  a  special  exception.  —  Vi- 
ifcslia-pramdna,  am,  a.  special  authority.  —  Vi<e- 
sha-bltdrand,  f.  reflecting  on  or  perceiving  differ- 

ences ;  (in  mathematics)  a  particular  operation  in 
extracting  roots,  composition  by  the  difference  of  the 
products.  —  Viticsha-rainanlya,  as,  d,  am,  especially 
delightful,  particularly  pleasant.  —  VisSeska-lalcshaiia, 
am,  n.  any  specific  or  characteristic  mark  or  sign. 
—  Videslta-Unya,  am,  n.  a  particular  marl:,  specific 
property,  attribute  of  a  subordinate  class.  —  Tirfrs/m- 
tafana,  am,  n.  a  special  text,  different  text,  special 
rule  or  precept.  —  VisSeska-rat,  an,  ail,  at,  possessed 
of  some  distinguishing  property,  peculiar,  excellent, 

superior,  better.  —  Viiiesha-viilvas,  an,  m.  eminently 
learned,   a  sage,  philosopher.  —  Visetha-ridhi,  is, 
m.  a  special  rule  or  observance,  special  form.  —  Vi- 
tfeska-rydpti,  is,  f.  (in  logic)  a  form  of  Vyapti  or 

pervasion,  (according  to  S'abda-k.  =  pca^'i/or/i-!>ya- 
dhiliarana  -  svasamdnddhikaraiidtyantdbkdvd  - 

pratiyogitTa.}  —  Viiesha-sdUn,  i,im,i,  possessing 

peculiar  merit  or  excellence.  —  Vis'esha-s'astra,  am, 
n.  (in  grammar)  a  special  rule  (•=apa-vdda).  —  Vi- 
ieshdlideia  (°ska-af),  as,  m.  a  special  supplemen- 

tary rule.  —  Viseshdrtham  (°sha-ar°),  ind.  for  the 
sake   of  distinction  or  difference.  —  Viiesharthin 

(°shft-ar0),  i,  ini,  i,  seeking  for  excellence  or  dis- 
tinction ;  particular  in  searching  for  (anything).  —  Vi- 

deshokti  (°tjha-uk°),  is,  f.  (in  rhetoric)  '  statement 
of  distinction'  or  'description  of  excellence,'  (either 
coupling  cause  with  effect  so  as  to  explain  any  pecu- 

liar condition  or  enhancing  the  beauty  of  a  subject  by 

dwelling  upon  certain  adverse  circumstances  in  spite 

of  which   this   excellence   exis's) ;    enumeration  of 

merits,  panegyric.  —  VftSeshotdh  raaita  (°sha-u<!°), 
am,  n.  the  peculiar  breath  or  life  (of  another),  a 
peculiar  treasure  (applied  to  an  object  especially  dear). 

—  ViiSeshoddeia  ("sha-ud"),  as,  m.  (intheNySya) 
a  particular  kind  of  enunciation. 

Vi-s'eshal'a,  as,  d,  am,  distinguishing,  discrimina- 
tive, characteristic,  attributive ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  any 

distinguishing  property  or  characteristic ;  an  attribute, 
predicate ;  a  mark  on  the  forehead  made  with  sandal 

&c.  (worn  either  as  an  ornament  or  for  sectarial  dis- 

tinction ;  pattra-ris'eshaJca,  strokes  or  lines  drawn 
on  the  face  with  pigments) ;  discriminative  faculty 
or  perception ;  a  particular  arrangement  of  poetical 

composition.  —  Vitcshaka-Mltedya,  am,  n.  a  parti- 
cular form  of  Tilaka  or  sectarial  mark,  (according  to 

Sabda-k.  =  Satut/shashti-kaldntargata-stiashtha- 

liald.) 

Vi-s"es1iana,  (is,  I,  am,  distinguishing,  discrimina- tive, attributive ;  distinctive  (as  a  property  &c.)  ; 

(am),  n.  the  act  of  distinguishing  or  discriminating, 
distinction,  discrimination;  a  distinguishing  mark  or 
attribute ;  a  word  which  particularizes  or  defines 

another  word,  the  '  differencer '  or  distinguisher  of 
another  word  (which  other  word  is  called  ri-3eshya, 

q.  v.)  ;  an  epithet,  attribute,  adjective  ;  a  word  used 
in  apposition.  —Vi3c.ihana-td,  f.  the  state  of  a  dis- 

tinguisher or  of  distinguishing,  the  being  a  distin- 
guishing mark ;  the  being  an  adjective  ;  individuality. 

—  ]'tsesftanata-sambandlia,  as,  m.  the  relation  of 
predicability,  relation  of  predicate  to  subject.  —  Vi- 
iesJiana-rat,  an,  ait,  at,  endowed  with  discrimi- 

nation;    having  a   distinguishing  attribute.  —  Viie- 

shana-varga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  division  of  the  Sfabda- ratnivall  lexicon. 

Vi-icsJianlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  distinguished  or 
discriminated  ;  to  be  marked  as  different  or  distinct ; 

to  be  particularized. 
Yi-ieslMa,  as,  d,  am,  distinguished,  made  different 

or  distinct,  defined,  separated,  divided  ;  having  as  an 
attribute,  distinguished  by  an  attribute ;  predicated  ; 
excellent,  superior. 

Vi-deshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  distinguished  or  dis- 
criminated ;  requiring  to  be  defined  or  determined ; 

distinguished,  pre-eminent,  principal,  primary,  chief; 

(am),  n.  the  word  to  be  'differenced'  or  distin- 
guished, the  thing  or  object  to  be  particularized  or 

defined  by  another  word  (which  other  word  is  called 
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ri&sliana,  q.  v.),  a  substantive,  noun,  the  object  or 
subject  of  a  predicate,  (according  to  some,  in  these 
senses,  also  masc.)  —  Viteshya-td,  (.  the  being  to  be 
described  or  defined ;  the  condition  of  a  substantive. 

Vi-ses/iyaka  in  tadvad-vifeshyaka,  as,  d,  am, 
relating  to  (an  object)  possessing  such  an  attribute. 

fV^ft**^  vi-sirshan,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  headless, 
without  a  head. 

f<4  5(1  <9  ri-slla,    as,  a,  am,  ill-behaved, 
indecorous,  immoral ;  badly  conducted,  ill-mannered, 
not  observing  approved  usages. 

ftWI^  vi-sudh,  cl.  4.  P.  -sudhyati,  -sod- 
dhum,  to  be  completely  purified  or  cleansed ;  to 

become  pure :  Caus.  -iodhayati,  -yitum,  to  purify, 
cleanse. 

Vi-s"uddha,  as,  a,  am,  completely  purified  or 
cleansed  ;  cleared  ;  clean  ;  pure,  free  from  all  vice  or 
fault ;  pious,  virtuous,  honest ;  humble,  modest, 
compliant;  rectified,  corrected,  accurate;  (am),  n. 
a  kind  of  mystical  circle  in  the  body,  (see  fakra, 

cf.  vis'ttddhi-daJira.)  —  V U'uddlta-dhishana,  as, 
a,  am,  having  the  understanding  or  mind  purified. 
—  Visuddha-bhdva,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  pure  mind 

or  disposition,  pure-minded.  —  V  iiliiddlHi-vantya, 

ae,  a,  am,  of  a  pure  family.  —  Vis"iuldha-sattva- 
pradhana,  as,  d,  am,  chiefly  characterized  by  pure 

goodness.  —  Vix'uddhatman  (°dha-dt~),  d,  d,  a, 
having  a  pure  soul,  pure-minded,  innocent.  —  Visud- 

dhes'va-tantra  (°dha-ii!°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
Vi-s"uddhi,  is,  (.  complete  purity  ;  purifying ;  pu- 

rification, sanctification,  holiness ;  rectitude,  rectifica- 
tion, correction,  correctness,  removal  of  error  or  doubt ; 

equality,  sameness,  similarity;  (in  algebra)  a  sub- 
tractive  quantity.  —  Vitiuddhi-iakra,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  mystical  circle  or  mark  in  the  body  (said  by 
some  to  be  in  the  region  of  the  throat).  —  Viiiutdhi- 
bhaj,  k,  k,  k,  possessing  purity,  free  from  sin  or 
vice,  pure. 
Vt-xudhana,  am,  n.the  act  of  purifying,  cleaning, 

freeing  from  soil,  defect,  or  sin ;  expiation ;  (i),  f.  a 
particular  plant  or  tree  (  =  dantl)  ;  N.  of  the  capital 
of  Brahma. 

Vi-sodhanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  purified  or 
cleansed,  to  be  freed  from  taint  or  sin  ;  to  be  rectified 
or  corrected. 

Vi-iodhita,  as,  d,  am,  purified,  cleansed,  freed 
from  soil  or  taint. 

Vi-s'odhitavya,  as,  d,  am,  =  vi-iodhamya  above. 
Vi-iodhin,  I,  inl,  i,  purifying,  cleaning,  clearing ; 

(ml),  f.  a  particular  plant  (  —  ndga-dantl).  —  Vi$'o- 
dhi-td,  f.  or  vifodhi-tva,  am,  n.  purifying,  clean- 

ing ;  clearing,  freeing  from  obstructions ;  rectifying, 
.  correcting.  —  Vi$odhirii-rij a,  am,  n.=jaya-pala 

(according  to  i?abda-k.). 
Vi-todhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  purified  or  cleaned, 

to  be  freed  from  taint  or  fault ;  to  be  rectified  ; 

(am),  n.  a  debt. 

f^T5T»T  vi-subh,  cl.  i.  A.  -s"obhatel*-sob'hi- 
tum,  to  shine  brightly,  be  beautiful. 

ftST1*  vi-sush,  cl.  4.  P.  -sushyati,  -soshtum, 
to  become  very  dry,  dry  up,  to  become  withered  : 

Caus.  -doshayati,  -yitum,  to  make  dry,  dry  up, 
desiccate. 

Vi-iuMca,  as,  a,  am,  completely  dried  up,  very 
dry  ;  withered  ;  thirsty. 

Vi-:'oshana,  as,  i,  am,  drying,  desiccative  ;  epithet 
of  a  weapon ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  drying,  desiccating, 
desiccation. 

Vi-iOfhita,  as,  d,  am,  completely  dried  up,  dried. 

f^3Jc5  vi-siila,  as,  d,  am,  destitute  of  a 
spear  or  pike,  without  a  spear. 

fa 3^ §-c4  vi-srinkhala,  as,fi,  am,  unfettered, 
unshackled,  unchecked,  unrestrained,  uncurbed ;  dis- 
solute. 

ftsj  vi-M,  Pass,  -slryate,  to  be  broken 
or  split  in  pieces ;  to  crumble  or  fall  to  pieces,  lose 

cohesion,  be  dissolved,  become  rotten,  decay ;  to 
waste  away,  become  emaciated  ;  to  shrivel  or  fade 

away,  disappear. 
Vi-iara,  as,  m.  splitting,  bursting;  destroying, 

killing,  slaying,  slaughter. 
Vi-darana,  am,  n.  the  art  of  splitting,  destroying, 

killing,  &c. 

Vi-s'aratia,  am,  n.  the  act  of  splitting,  shattering, destroying. 

Vi-iiraa,  as,  a,  am,  shattered,  broken  to  pieces, 
wrecked ;  decayed,  withered,  rotten,  dried  up,  dry ; 

shrunk,  shrivelled ;  impaired,  wasted.  —  Vis'irna- 
pariM,  as,  m.  the  Nimb  tree  (  =  nimba).  —  Vi- 
flrna-murti,  is,  m.  '  having  his  body  destroyed  or 
reduced  to  ashes,'  epithet  of  Kama-deva. 

Vi-ftrya,  as,  «,  am,  to  be  broken  to  pieces  or 
dissolved  ;  likely  or  fit  to  crumble  or  fall  to  pieces. 

Vi-iiryat,  an,  antl,  at,  being  shattered  or  dashed 
to  pieces,  crumbling  away. 

Vi-slryamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  shattered  or  de- 
stroyed or  wasted ;  wasting  away,  decaying,  perishing. 

P^iWjn'-s'oifl,  as,  a,  am,  freed  from  grief, 
free  from  sorrow,  happy  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni ; 
the  Asoka  tree ;  (a),  f.  exemption  from  grief,  (one 

of  the  original  properties  of  man.)  —  Visoka-kofa, 
N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Visoka-deva,  as,  m.  a  proper 

N.  —  Vii'oJia-parran,  a,  n.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the Maha-bharata. 

vis-fakadra,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr. 

l'-s  for  vi  +  fykadra,  cf.  vifva-Jcactra),  Ved.  (ac- 
cording to  some)  a  low  man  who  deals  in  dogs,  a 

dog-dealer,  (according  to  others)  a  dog  (regarded  as 

a  despicable  animal).  —  VMalMdrdkarsha  (°ra- 

nk~],  as,  m.  (according  to  some!  one  who  drags  about or  chastises  the  above,  (see  Nirukta  II.  3.) 

T^S  visna,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vlfh,  Pan.  VI. 

4,  19),  lustre,  splendor. 

mspala,  f.  a  proper  N. 

vi-sran,  cl.  10.  P.  -sranayati,  -sra- 
itayati,  -yititm,  to  give  away,  distribute,  present. 
Vi-iranana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  giving  away,  dis- 

tribution, gift,  donation. 
Vi-iranana,  am,  n.  =  vi-franana  above. 
Vi-tratfita,  as,  a,  am,  given  away,  distributed, 

bestowed. 

Vi-iranya,  ind.  having  given  or  bestowed. 

fl'si'^  vi-srath  (connected  with  vi-slath, 

q.  v.),  d.  10.  P.  -trathayaU,  -yititm,  Ved.  to 
loosen,  relax,  untie,  release ;  to  become  loose. 

r«cs)«^  vi-sram,  cl.  4.  P.  -sramyati  (ep. 
even  cl.  I.  -tframati),  -tramitum,  to  cease  from 
labour  or  toil,  rest,  repose ;  to  cease :  Pass.  -sYctm- 

yate,  Aor.  vy-as'rami  or  ry-asrami :  Caus.  -s>a- 
mayati  (ep.  -tramaya),  -yitum,  to  cause  to  rest, 
make  to  cease  from  toil. 

Vi-s'rama,  as,  m.  rest,  repose,  quiet ;  cessation 
from  labour  or  fatigue,  remission  of  work,  relaxation  ; 
N.  of  a  scribe. 

Vi-iramita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  rest ;  completely 
wearied,  exhausted. 

Vi-iramya,  ind.  having  rested,  having  reposed, 

&c. 
Vi-s"ranta,  as,  a,  am,  rested,  reposed,  reposing ; 

ceased,  ceasing,  desisting  from  ;  calm,  composed. 

Vi-^t'anti,  is,  f.  rest,  repose,  cessation  from  toil  or 
occupation. 
Vi-irama,  as,  m.  rest,  repose,  cessation  from  toil 

or  occupation ;  pause,  stop,  cessation ;  tranquillity, 

composure. 

fq  >«**?  vi-srambh  (also  written  vi-sramhh), 

cl.  i.  A.  -iramWiate,  -3rambhilum,  to  entrust, 
confide,  be  confident. 

Vi-$"rabdha,  as,  a,  am,  entrusted,  trusted,  con- 
fided, confided  in,  confided  to ;  trusty,  trustworthy, 

confidential ;  confiding,  confident,  fearless ;  firm, 

quiet,  steady ;  reposed,  rested,  tranquil,  patient, 

meek,  lowly-minded,  not  lofty;  excessive,  exceeding, 
much  ;  (am),  n.  confidingly,  trustfully,  without 
fear,  without  hesitation,  quietly.  —Viffrabdha-ta,  f. 
r  vis"rabdha-tva,  am,  n.  trustiness  ;  trustworthiness. 
-Vu'rabdha-nacodha,  (.  a  confiding  bride,  (one  of 

the  several  classes  into  which  brides  are  divided.) 
Vi-drambhu,  as,  m.  trust,  confidence;  rest;  the 

relaxing  of  the  organs  of  utterance,  lowering  or  sink- 
ing of  the  voice  (applied  to  the  An-udatta  accent  in 

grammar)  ;  affection,  affectionate  inquiry  ;  playful  or 
amorous  quarrel,  festive  or  sportive  tumult  ;  killing. 

ViiSmmWudapa  (-lha-Sr),  as,  m.  confidential talk,  affectionate  conversation. 

Vi-drambhin,  f,  im,  i,  trusting,  confiding,  con- 
fiding in  ;  trusty,  faithful,  trustworthy. 

fl15)<*^  vi-sravas,  vi-srava.     See  below. 
f=l  i*|  I  fiu  rl  vi-sruinta,  vi-sranya.  See  under 

m-iray,  col.  2. 

1.  vi-sri,  is,  m.  death  (according  to Sabda-k.). 

2.  vi-sri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -s'rayati,  -sra- 
yate,  -tfrayitum,  Ved.  to  be  opened,  be  set  open  (A.)  ; 
to  be  diffused,  diffuse,  spread  out,  expand  (A.)  ;  to 

devote  one's  self  to,  serve,  enjoy  (A.)  ;    to  open, 
spread  out,  spread  over  (P.)  ;  to  have  recourse  to, 

approach. 
Vi-s"raya,  as,  m.  the  having  recourse  to,  depend- ance  upon,  abode,  asylum. 

Vi-irayamana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  diffusing,  spread- 
ing, serving,  enjoying,  (S5y.  =  ni-shevamana.) 

Vi-s"niyin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  recourse  to,  living  or 
dwelling  in  ;  depending  on,  serving. 

ft^J  I.  vi-sru,  Pass,  -sruyate,  to  be  heard 
in  various  places  ;  to  be  heard  of  far  and  wide,  to  be 
celebrated  :  Caus.  -travayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
be  heard  everywhere,  cause  to  be  heard,  narrate; 
to  cause  to  resound  ;  to  call  out. 

Vi-Jraras,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  Kuvera  and 

of  RSvana  ;  (according  to  the  Ramayana.Vis'ravas  was son  of  the  sage  Pulastya,  who  was  the  son  of  Brahma  ; 
cf.  rais"ravana.) 

i.  n-irava,  as,  m.  great  fame  or  celebrity. 
I.  rt-sVarrma,  am,  n.  causing  to  hear,  narrating, 

apprising. 
Vi-s'ravya,  ind.  having  caused  to  be  heard. 
i.  r('-sY«ra,  as,  d,  am,  heard  of  far  and  wide, 

noted,  renowned,  celebrated,  famous,  notorious,  well 

known  ;  pleased,  delighted,  happy.  —  Viiiruta-vat, 

an,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  ViJrutabhijana  (°ta-a6A°), 
as,  a,  am,  of  a  renowned  family,  of  noted  birth. 

I.  vi-s'ruti,  is,  f.  celebrity,  fame,  notoriety. 

f  2.  vi-sru  =  vi-sru,  q.  v. 
2.  ei-iraca,  as,  m.  flowing  forth  or  away,  drop- 

ping. 

2.  vi-iravana,  am,  n.  causing  to  flow  forth  ; 
bleeding,  (see  vi-sravana.) 

2.  ci-sruta,  as,  a,  am,  flowed  away,  flowing  forth. 
2.  m-gruti,  is,  f.  flowing,  oozing. 

fVW^T  vi-slath  [cf.  vi-sratK\,  cl.  I.  P. 
-ilathati,  cl.  10.  P.  -ilaihayati,  &c.,  to  be  loose 
or  relaxed  ;  to  loosen. 

Vi-slatha,  as,  a,  am,  untied,  loose,  relaxed,  lan- 

guid. —  Vixlathdit-ga  (ctha-an°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
relaxed  limbs,  relaxed,  weak,  nerveless. 

f*fPa«(i  vi-slish,  cl.  4.  P.  -slishyati,  -slesh- 
tum,  to  be  disunited  or  separated,  be  divided,  be 
broken  :  Caus.  -ileshayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be 
disunited,  separate. 

Vi-ilMita,  as,  a,  am,  disunited,  disjoined,  sepa- 
rated. 

Vi-^lefha,  as,  m.  disunion,  disjunction,  separation 
(especially  of  lovers,  or  of  husband  and  wife)  ;  distance, 
absence,  bereavement  ;  a  chasm  ;  (in  arithmetic)  the 

converse  of  addition.  ~Vis"lesha-jati,  is,  f.  (in  arith- 
metic) the  assimilation  of  difference,  the  reduction 

of  fractional  difference. 
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ila,  ai,  ii,  a//»,  disunit.-d,  severed,  sep> 
lated,  divided. 

\'i-sli'.<ltin,  i,  (;ii,  t,  disunited,  severed,  falling  from. 
ri-sloka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  metre. 

risen,  as,  a,  am  (in  Unadi-s.  I.  151. 

said  to  he  fr.  rt.  I  .  ci's,  '  to  pervade  ;'  according  to  some 
connected  with  rt.  sci  with  ri  ;  declined  as  a  pro- 

nominal, like  sarva,  nom.  pi.  masc.  riVre,  see  Gram. 
238  ;  cf.  fyfvat,  jdicata),  all,  every,  every  one, 
(vUvaimdd  Indra  Marah,  Indra  is  higher  than 

all,  Rig-veda  X.  86,  I),  entire,  whole,  universal  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  kind  of  deity  belonging  to  a  class 
of  ten  (forming  one  of  the  nine  Ganas  or  classes 
enumerated  under  Gana-devata,  q.  v.  :  in  Rig-veda 
X.  130,  5.  they  are  associated  with  the  Jagat!  metre, 
and  called  Visve  devih,  which  may  have  originally 

denoted  '  all  the  gods  collectively,'  though  the  intro- 
duction of  the  Visvas  under  the  name  visra-dcrdti 

or  mfve-deedh,  as  a  separate  troop  or  Gana  of  deities, 
seems  to  have  taken  place  at  an  early  period  :  accord- 

ing to  the  Vishnu  and  other  Puranas  they  were  sons 
of  Visva,  daughter  of  Daksha,  and  their  names  are 
given  as  follow,  I.  Vasu,  3.  Satya,  3.  Kratu,  4. 
Daksha,  J.  Kjla,  6.  Kama,  7.  Dhriti,  8.  Kuru,  9. 
Puru-ravas,  IO.  MSdravas;  two  others  are  added  by 
some  authorities,  viz..  II.  Rocaka  or  Locana,  11. 

Dhvani  [a|s'>  written  Dhuri  ?]  :  they  are  particularly 

worshipped  at  the  S'rSJJhas  or  funeral  obsequies  in 
honour  of  deceased  ancestors  :  moreover,  according 
to  Mann  III.  90,  121,  offerings  should  be  made  to 
them  daily,  —  these  privileges  having  been  bestowed 
on  them,  it  is  said,  by  Bruhma  and  the  Pitris,  as  a 

reward  for  certain  severe  austerities  they  had  per- 
formed on  the  Himalaya  :  sometimes,  however,  it  is 

difficult  to  decide  whether  the  expression  olive  devtih 
refers  to  all  the  gods  or  to  the  particular  troop  of 
deities  described  above)  ;  N.  of  Intellect  in  the  Ve- 
danla  philosophy,  or  (according  to  some)  the  faculty 
which  perceives  Singleness,  (perhaps  translatable  by 

'the  Pervader;'  according  to  a  commentator  = 
ethiila-farira-vyofhty-upahita-iiaitanya,  '  intel- 

lect located  in  the  distributive  aggregate  of  material 

bodies  ')  ;  N.  of  a  well  known  lexicon,  =  vliva-pra- 
kds'a,  q.  v.  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and 
wife  of  Dharma  ;  the  plant  Aconitum  Ferox  ;  a  tree 
used  for  dying  red  (commonly  called  Atis  =  Betula)  ; 

the  shrub  Asparagus  Racemosus  (  =  sarm'or?)  ; 
another  plant  (  =  pippali);  dry  ginger;  (am},  n. 
the  whole  world,  universe,  whole  creation  ;  dry  ginger. 
—  ViJva-kadru,  u»,  us,  «,  wicked,  vile  j  (us),  m. 
a  dog  trained  for  the  chase  ;  sound,  noise.  —  Viiva- 

karman,  a,  m.  '  one  who  does  universal  acts,  all- 

doer,  all-creator,  all-maker,'  N.  of  the  architect  or 
artist  of  the  gods  (said  to  be  son  of  Brahma,  and  in 
the  later  mythology  sometimes  identified  with  Tvash- 
tri,  q.  v.,  not  only  as  an  architect,  but  as  a  kind  of 

chief  engineer  or  forger  of  divine  weapons,  and  in- 
ventor of  the  a'jny-astra,  q.  v.  ;  in  this  capacity 

Visva-karman  it  said  to  have  revealed  the  Sthapatya- 
veda,  q.  v.,  or  fourth  Upa-vedi,  and  to  preside  over 
all  manual  labours  as  well  as  the  sixty-four  mechanical 
arts,  [whence  he  is  worshipped  by  Klrus  or  artizans]  ; 
in  the  Vedic  mythology,  however,  the  office  of  Indian 
Vulcan  is  assigned  to  Tvashtri  as  a  distinct  deity, 

ViSva-karman  being  rather  identified  with  Praja-pati 
[Brahmi]  himself  as  the  creator  of  all  things  and 
architect  of  the  universe  ;  in  the  hymns  Rig-veda  X. 
81,82.  he  is  represented  as  the  universal  Father  and 
Generator,  the  one  all-seeing  God,  who  has  on  every 
side  eyes,  facts,  arms,  and  feet,  who  blows  forth  heaven 
and  earth  with  his  arms  and  wings,  who  knows  all 
worlds,  gives  the  gods  their  names,  and  is  beyond 
the  comprehension  of  mortals  ;  in  Nirukta  X.  26. 
and  elsewhere  in  the  Brahmanas  he  is  called  a  son 
of  Bhuvana,  and  Visva-karman  Bhauvana  is  described 
as  the  author  of  the  two  Rig-veda  hymns  X.  81,82, 
mentioned  above;  moreover,  a  doubtful  legend  is  told 
of  his  having  offered  up  all  beings,  including  himself, 
in  sacrifice  ;  the  Ramayana  represents  him  as  having 
built  the  city  of  Lan-ka  for  the  Rakshasas,  and  as 

having  generated  the  ape  Nala,  who  made  Rima's bridge  from  the  continent  to  the  island ;  the  name 

Visva-karman,  meaning  '  doing  all  acts,'  appears  to 
be  sometimes  applicable  x  an  epithet  to-  aay  great 
divinity);  epithet  of  Surya  or  the  Sua;  of  one  of  the 
seven  principal  rays  of  the  sun  (supposed  to  supply 

heat  to  the  planet  Mercury) ;  epithet  of  Maha-deva 
(Malii-bh.  Sinti-parvan  10332);  epithet  of  Indra 

(Rig-veda  VIII.  87,  2)  ;  of  a  son  of  the  Yasu  Pra- 

bhasa ;  any  great  saint.  —  Vii'vakanna-sutd  or 
•lisviikarma-ja,  f.  '  daughter  of  ViSva-karman,' 
epithet  of  Sarijna  (one  of  the  wives  of  the  Sun). 
—  Vixva-kdya,  as,  a,  am,  whose  body  is  the  universe 

(said  of  Vishnu) ;  (5),  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess.  —  Vis'ea- 
kdrya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  principal  rays 
of  the  sun  (supposed  to  supply  heat  to  the  planet 
Venus ;   cf.  vi&a-Jiannan).  —  Vi&a-krit,  t,  t,  t, 
making  or  creating  all ;  (t),  m.  the  creator  or  maker 
of  all  things ;  epithet  of  Visva-karman,  son  of  Brahma, 
(see  above) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Gadhi  or  Gathin,  and 

brother  of  Visva-mitra.  —  Vis"va-krita,  as,  a,  am, 
made  by  Visva-karman  (?).  —  VUva-hrlshti,  is,  is, 

1,  Ved.  (probably)  known  to  all  men ;  [cf.  ris"va- 
darshani.]  —  Vifva-ketu,  its,  m.  '  whose  banner  is 
the  universe,'  epithet  of  A-niruddha,  (a  form  of  Kama, 
as  son  of  Pradyumna.)  —  Vifaa-kosha,  as,  m.  the 

lexicon  called  Visva  (  =  viitm-praka4a).~'Vi'!ca-ga, 

as,  m. '  going  everywhere,"  N.  of  Brahma.  —  Visva- 
gandha,  as,  m.  '  having  much  odour,'  an  onion ; 
(a),  f.  '  having  all  fragrance,'  the  earth  (as  having 
the  quality  of  odour,  see  guna) ;  (am),  n.  myrrh 

(  =  rola).  —  Vis'va-gunddars'a   (°na-dd°),  as,   m. 
'  mirror  of  the  virtues  of  the  world,'  N.  of  a  work  by 
Ven-kata  (relating  the  history  of  Southern  India). 

—  Flsra-ouo'A,  ghut,  t,  t,  all-enveloping.  — Ffeia- 
gurta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  approved  by  every  body, 
accomplisher  of  all  deeds,  prepared  for  all  acts,  (Say. 

—  sarvesJiu  kdrytxhudyata,  Rig-veda  VIII.  I,  22.) 

"Visva-goptri,  td,  m.  '  preserver  of  the  universe,' 
epithet  of  Vishnu ;  of  Indra.  —  Vifea-groatM,  is,  f. 
the  plant  Cissus  Pedata  (  =  hansa-padt).—  Visvan- 
kara,  as,  i,  am,  all-creating,  making  all;   (as), 
m.  the  eye.  —  VitSva-dakra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  par- 

ticular kind  of  large  gift  or  offering  consisting  of  a 
mass  of  pure  gold.  —  Vifca-daksha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

all-seeing.^Fisz'a-c'a/fS/ias,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  all-seeing, 
all-beholding,  (said  of  Visva-karman,  Rig-veda  X.  8 1 , 
2,  and  of  Surya  I.  50,  2.)  —  VUea-6andra,  as,  a,  am, 

Ved.  all-radiant,  all-brilliant. iVis'va-darshani,  is, 
is,  i,Ved.  known  to  all  men,  extending  everywhere, 
world-wide,  seeing  everything,  comprising  all  men. 
•^Viiva-jana,  am.  n.  all  men,  all  mankind,  man- 

kind generally .  —  Visiia-janina,  as,  d,  am,  fit  or 
good  for  all  men,  suitable  to  all  mankind.  —  Visra- 
janina-vriUi,  is,  is,  i,  whose  conduct  or  actions  are 
for  the  benefit  of  the  whole  world.  —  Viili'a-janiya, 
as,  a,  am,  relating  or  suitable  to  a^l  men.  —  Visva- 
janya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  all  man- 

kind, fit  or  good  for  all  men,  universally  beneficial. 

—  Visi'u-jit.  t,   t,  t,  all-conquering,    all-subduing; 
(t),  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  ceremony  or  sacrifice ;  the 
cord  or  noose  ofVaruna;  N.  of  a  son  of  Gadhi  and 

brother  of  Visva-mitra ;  of  a  son  of  Satya-jit.  —  Viiva- 
jinea,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  all-refreshing,  all-sustaining. 

—  \~ixca-jii,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  all-impelling,  (Say.  = 
ri.-iciisyii  prcrayitrl,  Rig-veda  IV.  33,  8.)  —  Fis'ra- 
las,  &c.,  see  p.  945,  col.  3.  —  Vtiea-tur,  ur,  ur,  ur, 
Ved.  all-subduing,  conquering  everything.  —  Vidva- 
dartiala,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  all-conspicuous,  visible  to 
all ;  to  be  honoured  by  M.  —  Vifca-deva,  as,  m.  a 
Visva-deva  or  deity  of  a  particular  class,  see  under 
rixru  ;  (d),  (.  the  plant  Hedysarum  Lagopodioides ; 
(as,  d,  am),  possessing  all  divine  attributes,  contain- 

ing all  the  gods.  —  Viiva-dcvya,  at,  a,  am,  Ved. 
distinguished  by  all  divine  attributes ;  relating  or  ac- 

ceptable to  all  the  gods,  Rig-veda  III.  2,  5.  — Fi»%a- 
dolias,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.    milking   or  yielding  all 

things,  all-productive.  —  Vifra-dliara,  as,  m.  'all- 
containing,'  a  proper  N.  —  Vtiva-dhdyas,  as,  as,  as 
(see  I.  and  2.  dhdyas),  Ved.  one  who  bears  every- 
thing,  all-sustaining,  all-nourishing.  "Viiea-dhdrin, 

I,  iifi,  I,  all-maintaining,  ail-sustaining;  (I),  m.  a 

deity;  (in'i),  f.  the  earth.  —  ViiSva-dhrik,  k,  k,  sus- 
taining everything,  (see  dkr.ik.)  —.Visi-a-dfand,  f., 

Ved.  '  all-cherisher,  all-fosterer,'  epithet  of  the  earth. 

—  I  'isra-uatlia,  as,  m. '  lord  of  the  universe, '  N.  of 
S'lva  (especially  as  the  object  of  adoration  at  Benares,, 

cf.  i-isvexa) ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the  C'andra-kala 
drama,  the  Sihitya-darpana,  and  various  other  works  ; 

of  several  other  authors  and  commentators.  •«  Fi's'rn- 
udtlia-dem,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Kunda- 

mandapa-kaumudi.  —  Vis'vanatha-pandauana  or 
vis~ranatha-bhattd<!arya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  Bhasha-paricYheda,  and  of  a  commentary  on 

the  Nyaya-sutra  of  Gotama.  —  Vifca-pa,  tt,<,  m. '  all- 

protecting,  all-nourishing,"  the  sun  ;  the  moon  ;  fire. 
—  Vis'ra-pdla,  as,  m.  'all-protector,'  N.  of  a  mer- 

chant. —  Viift'a-pdi'ana,  as,  i,  am,  world-purifying ; 

(I),  f.  holy  basil  (= tulasi).  —  Vidca-pij,  Ved.  having 
all  sorts  of  ornaments ;    (Say.)  having  many  forms 

( =  bakttrT&pa).  —Vis'va-puth,  t,  t,  i,  all-nourishing. 
—  Vis'va-pujitd,  f.  'adored  by  all/  holy  basil  (  = 
tulasi).  —  Viiva-pefos,  us,  as,  as,  Ved.  containing 
all  beauties;  multiform,  (Say.  =  bahu-vidha-rupa- 

ytikta.^  —  Vis'va-prakds'a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lexicon 
by  Mahesvara  (more  briefly  called  Visva).  —  Fis'ra- 
psan,  d,  m.   (according  to  some  corrupted   from 
niiija  +  lhasan,  cf.  bhasad),  a  god ;    fire  or  the 

deity  of  fire,  Agni ;  the  moon;  the  sun.  —  Fi'sVa- 
psnya,  as,  a,  am  (psnya  said  to  be  for  psanya  fr. 
rt.  psd),  Ved.    feeding  everything ;    having  many 
forms  or  whose  forms  pervade  everything,  (Say.  = 

vydpta-rTtpa.)  —  Vis'va-budbiidit,  as,  m.  the  world 
regarded   as  a  bubble.  •»  Visrra~bodha,  as,   m.   a 
Buddha  or  Buddhist  deified  saint.  —  Visra-i/haras, 

as,  as,  as,  Ved.  all-bearing,  all-supporting. —  Fi^va- 
lihdnu,  us,  us,  n,  Ved.  having  light  on  all  sides,  all- 
illumining,  (Say.  =  sarrato  vydpta-tejaska.)  —  Vi- 
s"ra-bh<~a-ana,  as,  m.  '  creator  of  the  universe,"  N.  of 
Vishnu.  —  VUva-Uitij,  k,  k,  k,  all-enjoying,  all-pos- 

sessing; eating  all  things;  (k),  m.  epithet  of  Indra, 

—  Visca-bh  ttjd,  f.,  N.  of  a  tutelary  goddess.  -•  Vitft'a- 
5/1  fi,  us,  m.  the  third  of  the  Buddhas  (according  to 

some  systems).  —  V txi'ii-bhcshaja,  am,  n.  '  univer- 
sal-medicine,' dry  ginger;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  a  universal 

remedy,  panacea.  w»  Vi>iva-bh(jjana,am,  n.  the  eating 
of  all  sorts  of  food.  —  Visra-lihojas,  as,  ds,  as,  Ved. 
all-nourishing,  one  who  enjoys  all  things,  granting 

all  enjoyment.  —  Vis'ra-Wirdj,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  all-illumi- 
nating. —  Vis'va^na-dd,  f.  '  all-delighting,*  N.  of  one 

of  the  seven  tongues  of  fire.  —  Vis'va-munas,  df, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymns  Rig-vedi  VIII. 

23-26  (having  the  patronymic  Vaiyasva).  — Fis'ra- 
manus,  us,  us,  us,  Ved.  (probably)  known  to  all 

men;  [cf.  vi3m-kfishti.]  —  risra-indniisha,as,d, 

am,  Ved.  (probably)  known  to  all  men  [cf.  ris'va-  . 
mantis]  ;  (as),  m.  every  mortal,  (Say.  =  sareo  ma- 
nushyah,  Rig-veda  VIII.  45,  42.)  —  Visvam-inva, 
as,  d,  amt  Ved.  expanding  everywhere,  pervading 

everything,  (Say.  =  i'i's'ram  ryapnttvana)  ;  gratify- 

ing all,  (Say.  =vi£i-a-tarpai}a.)  —  Vii'va-mukhl,  f., N.  of  Dakshayani  (as  worshipped  in  Jalandhara). 

—  Visoa-murti,  is,  is,  i,  one  whose  form  is  the 
universe,  existing  in  all  forms ;  an  epithet  of  the  Su- 

preme Spirit.— Vis'vumarti-mat,  an,  afi,  at,  having 
or  taking  all  forms,  existing  in  all  forms,  omnipresent. 
—  Vidvam-ejai/a, as,  d,am, Ved.  shaking  everything, 
making   everything  tremble;    [cf.  janam-ejaya.] 
—  Vixra-metUni,  f.,    N.  of  a  lexicon.  —  Vi&ram- 

Ihara,  as,  d,  am,  supporting  the  universe,  all-sus- 
taining, all-maintaining ;  (ns),m.  the  Supreme  Being; 

epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  of  Indra  ;  (d),  f.  the  earth.  —  FiV- 

tambharadMpa  (°rd-adh°),  as,  m.  'lord  of  the 
earth,'  a  king. •- Vix'va-yoni,  is,  m.  'source  of  the 
universe,'  N.  of  BrahmS ;  of  Vishnu.  —  Vifca-ratha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Gadhi  and  brother  of  Visva- 
mitr.i.  —  Visra-i'dj,   t,    m.  a    universal    sovereign. 

—  FtVra-TMcfi,  f.  'all-glittering,'  epithet  of  one  of 
the  seven  tongues  of  fire,  (sometimes  regarded  as  a 

goddess.)  —  Vifaa-rupa,  as,  d,  am,  taking  all  forms, 
existing  in  all  forms,  of  every  kind,  universal,  omni- 

present ;  (fts),  m.  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ;   N,  of  a 
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son  of  Tvashtri  (a  three-headed  monster  slain  by 
Indra) ;  of  a  lexicographer ;  of  a  pupil  of  San-karac  arya ; 
of  several  other  persons ;  (am),  n,  Agallochum. 

—  Vi$rarupa-iama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  hiving  the 
greatest  variety  of  forms  or  colours.  —  V israrftpa- 
dardana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  two  chapters  in  the  Kiida- 
khanda  of  the   Ganesa-Puiana.  —  Yiscaru/idddrya 

(°pa-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  VSrttika. 
—  Visva-retas,  as,  m.  '  containing  the  seed  of  all 
things,'  epithet  of  BrahmS.  —  Visra-rodana,  as,  m. 
an  esculent  root,  Arum  Colocasia.  —  Vixva-ltiiga,  as, 

a,  a?»,Ved.  containing  the  distinguishing  word  nV''«. 
—  Vifaa-lofana  =  ris'ra-prakds'a.  —  Vifra-vad-a, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  so-called  Veda  (with  the  Magians). 

—  Viira-vasu,  us,  m.  '  wealth  of  all,'  N.  of  a  son 
of  Puru-ravas.  —  Vitfi'a-rara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  pos-  1 
sessed  of  all  desiiable  things,  containing  all  good 

things,  granting  all  boons  (Rig-veda  VII.   10,  4) ; 
adored  or  cherished  by  all,  (Say.  —  viSvair  varaniya, 
Rig-veda  I.  113,  19);  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  authoress 
of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  V.   28    (belonging  to  the 
family  of  Atri).  —  Vifra-rarya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  all- 
desired,  (SJy.  =  viivair  mraniya,  Rig-veda  VIII. 

19, 1 1.)  —  T'ivra-rd/i,  -rat,  vidvauhi,  -rat  (inst.  c. 
riirauha,  cf.  bftdra-vdh),  all-sustaining. —  FiVra- 
vid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  knowing  everything,  omniscient. 

•~Vi3ra~ridhayin,  I,  m.  all-making,  all-arranging,  a 
creator,  deity.— Y  ixra-vi'itti,  is,  f.  universal  practice. 
—  Viiva-vedag,  as,  as,  as,  one  who  knows  all  things, 
all-knowing,  omniscient,  obtaining  or  possessing  all ; 

a  sage,  saint.  —  Yiiea-ryadas,  as,  f.  'all-embracing,' 
epithet  cf  Aditi.  —  Vitfra-rydpaka,  an,  it,  am,  all- 

j>ervading,  everywhere  diffused.  —  ]'ixfa-ry(ipin,  I, 
ini,  i,  all-diffused,  all-pervading,  ubiquitous,  omni- 
present. —Fv.s;iY/-ry<l/^/,  is,  f.  universal  diffusion  or 

permeation.  —  Vis'va-s'ambhu,  ui,  m.  one  who  is  the 
source  of  all  prosperity ;    epithet  of  Visva-karman 
(Rig-veda  X.  81,  7  ;  in  Rig-veda  I.  160,  4.  the  dual 

form  vis"va~bhui'd,  '  all-beneficial,1  is  an  epithet  of 
Kodasl,  or  heaven  and  earth).  —  Viira-fardhas,  as, 
(is,  as,  Ved.  displaying  great  power,  making  great 
exertion,    (SSy.  =  rydpta-bala   or    bahtitsdha.) 
—  YiJiv-riarada,  as,  m.,  Vec!.  epithet  of  the  disease 
called  Takman  (as  likely  to  occur  every  autumn). 

— Y  ixca-s'udi:  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  all-enlightening,  purifying 
everything  (said  of  Agni).  —Visim-siuxi,  as,  <i,  am, 
all-bearing,  all-enduring  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
llavila ;  (<f ),  f.  the  earth ;  epithet  of  one  of  the  tongues 
of  fire.  —  Vifva-sa man,  (i,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 
the  hymn  Rig-veda  V.  22   (having  the  patronymic 

Atreya).—  Vifaa-saraka,  am,  n.   'having  all   es- 
sence,'  the   prickly  pear,  Cactus  Indicus.  —  Vifea- 

surid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  granting  everything  well,  giving 
every  good  thing,  bestowing  every  sort  of  wealth. 
—  Viiva-srij,  t,  t,  t,  creating  the  universe;  (t),  m. 
a  creator  of  the  universe  (of  whom  there  are  ten  ac- 

cording to  some  accounts);  an  epithet  of  Brahma. 
—  Visra-scna,  as,  m.  epithet  of  the  eighteenth  Mu- 
hurta.  —  Vidva-saubhaga,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  bestow- 

ing all  blessings,  containing  all  good  things.  —  F/sYu- 
tphalika,  as,  m.,    N.  of  a   king   of  Magadha. 

—  Vis'va-srdtilifri,  til,  m,  the  creator  of  the  universe, 
God.  — Fm'fi  iff/a  (°iia-a>t°),  as,  m.  universal-mem- 

bered  (said  of  Vishnu).  —  VWrdtman  (°va-dt°),  a,  m. 
•Universe-spirit,'  the  Soul  of  the  Universe,  the  Univer- 

sal Spirit,  the  Supreme  Being,  God  ;  Brahman  ;  S'iva  ; 
Vishnu. —  Vix'va-dkayas,  as,  m.  (for  Wftva-dftayas, 
q. v.),  'all-sustaining,'  a  deity,  god.  —  Viilrd-nara, 
as,  m.  '  ruling  all  men,  benefiting  all  men,'  epithet 
of  Savitri ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Agni.  —  Viticiintara 

(°nt-an°),  <MI  n>.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Su-shadman. 
—  Viivapsu,   us,   us,  u,  Ved.   having   all    forms, 
multiform,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  148. 
apsu  =  rupa,   ridrapiu  =  ndnd-rupa ;    but   cf. 
psu.)  —  Viiva-mitra,  as,  m.    (according   to  some 

authorities  for  ritfua  +  amitra,  and   meaning  'no 
friend  to  all;'  but  more  probably  for  t>/.vi>a-Jtti7r«,'the 
friend  of  all,'  the  final  of  riica  being  lengthened), 
N.  of  a  celebrated  Kshatriya,  described  as  son  of 

Gathin  or  Gadhi,  deriving  his  lineage  from  an  an- 
cestor of  Kusika,  named  Pum-ravus,  of  the  lunar  race 

of  kings,  and  himself  sovereign  of  Kanya-kubja  or 
Kanoj,  (according  to  one  account  he  was  brother  of 
Satya-vati,  wife  of  Ricika  and  mother  by  him  of 

Jamad-agni,  q.  v.,  who  was  the  father  of  Parasu-rSma ; 
he  had  one  hundred  sons,  fifty  of  whom  offended 

their  father,  and  being  degraded  by  him  to  the  con- 
dition of  outcasts,  became  the  progenitors  of  various 

barbarous  tribes  and  Dasyus :  the  fame  of  ViSva- 
mitra  rests  chiefly  on  his  contests  with  the  great 

Brahman  Vasishtha,  and  his  success  in  elevating  him- 
self, though  a  Kshatriya,  to  the  rank  of  a  Brahman, 

see  Manu  VII.  42  :  the  RSmayana,  which  makes 
him  a  companion  and  counsellor  of  the  young  Rama- 
Sandra,  records  [I.  51-65]  how  Visva-mitra,  on  his 
accession  to  the  throne,  visited  the  hermitage  of 
Vasishtha,  and  seeing  there  the  cow  of  plenty  [proba- 

bly typical  of  go,  'the  earth1],  offered  the  Muni  un- told treasures  in  exchange  for  it,  but  being  refused, 
prepared  to  take  it  by  force ;  a  long  contest  ensued 
between  the  king  and  the  saint  [symbolical  of  the 
struggles  between  the  Kshatriya  and  Brahmanical 
classes],  which  ended  in  the  defeat  of  Vis\a-mltra, 
whose  vexation  was  such  that,  in  order  to  become  a 
Brahman  and  thus  conquer  his  rival,  he  devoted 
himself  to  intense  austerities,  gradually  increasing  the 
rigour  of  his  mortification  through  thousands  of  years, 
till  he  successively  earned  the  titles  of  Rajarshi,  Rishi, 
Maharshi,  and  finally  Brahmarshi ;  during  the  course 
of  these  penances  Indra  and  the  gods  jealous  of  his 

increasing  power — as  exhibited  in  his  transporting 
king  Tri-sattku  to  the  skies,  and  in  saving  his  nephew 

S'unah-scpha,  son  of  his  own  brother-in-law  Ricika, 
out  of  the  hands  of  Indra,  to  whom  he  had  been 

promised  by  king  Ambansha  as  a  victim  in  a  sacri- 
fice— sent  first  the  nymph  Menaka  and  subsequently 

Rambha  to  seduce  him  from  his  passionless  life,  and 
his  surrender  to  the  allurements  of  the  first  of  these 

nymphs  led  to  the  birth  of  a  daughter  called  S'akun- tala,  q.  v.,  the  heroine  of  the  celebrated  drama;  the 
rivalry  between  Visva-mitra  and  Vasishtha  is  alluded 
to  in  many  passages  of  the  Rig-veda  ;  it  is  thought, 
therefore,  that  as  caste  distinctions  had  not  then 

become  fixed,  the  later  myths  on  the  subject  of  this 
rivalry  may  have  rested  on  a  Vedic  legend,  according 
to  which  king  Su-das,  having  employed  Vasishtha  as 
his  domestic  priest,  allowed  on  various  occasions  Visva- 
mitra  al.so  to  officiate,  which  of  course  led  to  jealousies 
and  quarrels  between  these  two  functionaries :  the  whole 

of  the  hymns  of  the  third  Mandala  of  the  Rig-veda 
and  a  .'few  others  are  attributed  to  Visva-mitra  or  to 

members  of  his  family);  ]'is"vdmiti'(isyatyardfia, 
N.  of  a  Saman  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  family  or  descendants 
of  ViSva-mitra  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Visvamitra- 

priya,  as,  m.  '  dear  to  Vis"va-mitra,'  the  cocoa-nut 
tree,  (the  fruit  being  said  to  have  been  created  by 
that  saint.)  —  Vifoamitra-srishli,  its,  f.,  Visv5- 

mitra's  creation,  (in  allusion  to  several  things  fabled 
to  have  been  created  by  this  saint  in  rivalry  of  Brahma, 
e.  g.  the  fruit  of  the  Palmyra  in  imitation  of  the 
human  skull,  the  buffalo  in  imitation  of  the  cow,  the 

ass  of  the  horse,  &c.)  —  Viivayu,  (°va-ay°),  us,  us, 
u,  Ved.  containing  all  lite,  of  full  vitality,  life-sustain- 

ing, abounding  in  food  ;  going  everywhere,  (accord- 
ing to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I V.  28,  2  =  sarrato  gantri.) 

—  Viftvayu-poslias,  as,  as,   as,  Ved.    feeding   or 
nourishing  all  living  beings.^Viifvdyii-vepas,  ds,  as, 
as,  Ved.  whose  energy  goes  everywhere  or  pervades 

all  things,  (Say.=mri-a-yata-bala,  Rig-veda  VIII. 
43'  35-)  ~  Yiscd-rdj,  t,  m.  a  king  of  the  universe. 
—  Y  iilvd-vasu,  us,  m.  'wealth  of  all,1  N.  of  one  of 

the  Gandharvas  (regarded  as  the  author  of  the  hymn  ' 
Rig-veda  X.  139);  epithet  of  one  of  the  Manus; 

N.  of  a  poet ;  of  the  thirteenth  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle ; 
(us),  f.  epithet  of  a  particular  night.  —  Ylind-sah  or 
viiivd-sah,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  all-conquering,  subduing  all 
foes.  —  Vif>ve-devds,  m.    pi.   the  Visva-devas,   see 

vitlva;  (according  to  the  S"abda-k.  there  is  a  form 
I'/.s'iv -deeds,  nom.  m.  sing,  meaning  ' Fire,'  cf.  viilve- 
vedas.)  —  Viire-derri,  a,  m.  the  clitoris  (?).  —  Vtive- 

bhvjirx,  ds,  m.  (for  vidva-bh0),  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
—  Vifve-vedaa,  ds,  m.  (for  nVra-r°),  an  epithet  of 

Agni  or  Fire.  —  Viiveia  (jva-'usa),  as,  m.  'lord  of 
the  universe,'  N.  of  S'iva  (as  worshipped  at  Benares, 
where  a  celebrated  temple  is  appropriated  to  him, 
cf.  visva-ndtlta  above)  ;  the  Supreme  Spirit ;  (d),  f., 

N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Dharma. 

—  Visvetfrara  (°va-if),  as>  "'•   'ord  ot~  me  un'~ 
verse,  =  •vis'ves'a  above  ;    N.  of  the  author  of  the 
Madana-parijata,  the   Maharnava,   the   Smriti-kau- 
mudi,  and  a  commentary  on  the  Mitakshara  ;  of  the 

author  of  a  commentary  on  the  Ashta-vakra-sanihita. 
—  I  lii'dtara-tii'tha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator ; 

(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Vitlrcs'rara-bha/ta,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  Karma-vipaka.  —  Vis'vailta- 
sdra  (°ra-ek°),  *  sole  essence  of  the  universe,1  N.  of 
a  plain  in  Kasmira. 

Viivaka,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  the  father  ofVish- 
napu;  of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  VIII.  75 
(having  the  patronymic  Karshni) ;  (a),  f.  a  sort  of 

gull,  Larus  Ridibundus. 
Vidvak-sena,  as,  m.,  for  vishvak-sena,  see  under rishv-and,  p.  948. 

Viivag-aica,vUvag-gati,  &c.,  for  viilivag-as'l'a, &c.,  see  under  viskv-and,  p.  948. 

Yidvand,  an  incorrect  form  for  viehi'-and,  q.  v. 
Vitiva-tas,  ind.  everywhere,  all  around,  univer- 

sally. —  VifrataiS-dalmhui,  us,  us,  us,  Ved.  having 

eyes  on  every  side,  (Rig-veda  VIII.  8 1,  3.)  —  F«V- 
vatas-pdd,  t,  m.,  Ved.  having  feet  on  every  side ; 
epithet  of  VisVa-karman.  —  Viivato-davan,  d.  Sec., 

Ved.  granting  from  all  sides.  —  Vidvato-dhi,  is,  m., 
Ved.  supporter  of  the  univetse,;(Say.  =  sarva-jayalo 
dhdraka.)^Vixvato-bdhu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having 
arms  on  every  side.  —  Viivato-muklia,  as,  i,  am, 
having  a  face  on  every  side,  facing  all  sides. 
Vidvathd,  ind.  everywhere. 
Vlfvaddnim,  ind.,  Ved.  at  all  times,  at  all  seasons ; 

[cf.  taddnim,  i-ddnim.] 

Vitoadryand,  an,  f<5,  ok  (fr.  vulva  +  adri  sub- 
stituted for  the  final  a  +  and),  moving  everywhere  or 

universally,  going  in  all  directions,  (better  written vishvadryand.) 

Vifmdha,  ind., Ved.  at  all  times,  on  every  occasion. 
VUvadha,  ind.,  Ved.  on  all  sides,  everywhere, 

(Say.  =  bahu-vidham.) 
Viivantara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (son  of  Su- 

shadman  ;  perhaps  for  ritvantara). 

Viftvayu,  us,  m.  (for  vis"vdyu  ?),  air,  wind. 
I  'ixraha,  ind.,  Ved.  on  all  days,  at  all  times,  (Say. 

*=sarveshv  apy  aha/isu,  sanada.) 

Vifoahd,  ind.,  Ved.  everywhere,  in  every  place. 
Visvahd,  ind.  (probably  fr.  ri.tra  +  ahan),  every 

day,  at  all  times,  (Say.  =  sarvadd.) 
Viiiiyd,  ind.,  Ved.  from  every  place,  from  every 

quarter,  (Say.  =  vis'va-tas,  sarvdsu  dikshu.) 

fV^n^  v i-svas,  cl.2.P.  -svasiti,  -svasitum, 
to  confide,  trust,  confide  in,  trust  in,  depend  on  (with 

loc.  or  gen.),  to  be  trustful  or  confident,  to  be  free 
from  apprehension  :  Caus.  -tfrtisayati,  -yttum,  to 
cause  to  trust,  inspire  with  confidence,  give  confidence 
to,  free  from  apprehension,  console,  encourage. 
Vi-dvaiana,  am,  n.  trusting,  confiding  in. 

V't'S'i'asaiuya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  trusted  or  relied 

on,  reliable,  trustworthy,  credible.  —  Yis"rasaniya-tdt 
(.  trustworthiness,  credibility. 

Yi-'rasita,  as,  a,  am,  trusted;  believed  or  con- fided in. 

Vi-slmsta,  as,  d,  am,  trusted,  confided  in,  relied 
on  ;  worthy  of  trust,  deserving  confidence  ;  faithful ; 
full  of  confidence,  bold,  fearless,  unsuspecting  ;  (a), 

f.  a  widow.  —  Yiscasta-mt,  ind.  as  if  confiding,  as 

though  trustful. 
Yi-si-uxa,  «»,  in.  trust,  confidence,  faith,  belief,  re- 

liance ;  a  confidential  communication,  secret.— Vi6oa- 
stt-kdratia,  ani.n.  cause  of  confidence,  motive  of  trust. 

—  Vis'fdsa-ltrH,  t,  t,  t,  inspiring  confidence,  causing 
trust.  —  Yitirasa-tjlidta,  a.s,  m.  destruction  of  confi- 

dence, breach  of  faith,  violation  of  trust,  treachery. 

•»Vit!casa-ghataka,  as,  or  vitfvdsa-ghdtin,  i,  m. 
destroying  confidence,  one  who  betrays  confidence, 
a  traitor.  —  Viwdaa-janman,  d,  5,  a,  produced  from 
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confidence.  —  YiJvdta-deci,  (.,  N.  of  the  patroness 

of  VidyS-pati  (to  whom  he  dedicated  his  GangJ- 
vjk;  avail,  a  work  on  the  worship  of  the  waters  of 

the  Ganges).  —  ViJvaat-pdtra,  am,  n.  a  confidential 

agent,  one  worthy  to  be  trusted.  —  YMrSsa-prnti- 
/mnna,  at,  a,  am,  possessed  of  confidence,  confiding, 

trusting.  —  V  \irdta~prada,  at,  a,  am,  giving  or  in- 
spiring confidence.  —  VUvata-bkangtL, as,  m.  breach 

of  faith,  violation  of  confidence.  —  I  /si-<i.«'./-'<7m/H«, 

it,  f.  ground  for  trust,  an  object  of  trust,  a  trust- 

worthy person,  any  one  worthy  of  confidence.  —  Vi- 

.<ru*a-sthina,  am,  n.  an  object  or  person  of  trust 

or  confidence,  anything  which  produces  confidence ; 

a  hostage.  —  \'isr<i*uik<isdra  (°sa-ek°),  as,  m.  one whose  sole  essence  is  trust ;  a  proper  N. 

Yi-srdiana,  am,  it,  n.  f.  causing  to  trust  or  con- 
fide, producing  confidence. 

VirtcitayUvi  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having  caused  or 

persuaded  to  trust,  having  inspired  confidence. 

Yi-stdsika,  as,  d,  am,  trusty,  confidential.— Vi- 
.•irafH-n-tara,  at,  a,  am,  more  trusty. 
Yi-ftatita,  at,  d,  am,  made  to  trust,  inspired 

with  confidence. 

YUvarin,  >,  ini,  i,  confiding,  trusting,  believing, 
confiding  in  ;  trusty,  honest. 

1.  vi-fvdsya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  trusted  or  confided 
in,  trustworthy ;  to  be  believed  ;  to  be  made  to  trust 

or  inspired  with  confidence ;  to  be  encouraged.  —  Vi- 
ilcdsya-td,  f.  trustworthiness. 

2.  vt-drdsya,  ind.  having  made  to  trust,  having  in- 
spired with  confidence  or  hope ;  having  encouraged. 

viscafi,  f.  (probably  fr. 

ai  or  aA6,  making  a  form  vidrdi!  or  vifadnt,  cf. 
ijhritdfl,  vishvdrif),  N.  of  one  of  the  Apsarases  or 
nymphs  of  Svarga. 

vi-svi,  cl.  i.  P.  -tvayati,  -tcayitum, 
to  be  spread  or  extended  in  all  directions ;  to  be 

manifested,  appear,  shine  forth,  (Say.  =  rg-atvait  = 
sarcam  jagad  vydpnot  or  tejasd  prai'Hddhdslt.) 

1.  vish,  cl.  I.  P.  veshati,  vivesha, 

vekshyati,  amkfhdt,  veshtum  or  (ac- 
cording to  Vopa-deva)  veshitum,  to  sprinkle,  pour 

out;  d.  9.  P.  viihndti,  &c.,  to  separate,  disjoin. 
Vithtvd  or  veshitid,  ind.  having  sprinkled. 

2.  tish,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  (some  of  tbe 
forms  of  this  rt.  are  liable  to  be  con- 

founded with  those  of  rt.  I.  tii),  veveshti,  vevishte 

(Impv.  2nd  sing,  vividdhi =kuru  according  to  Ni- 
ruktaX.  8;=pravifa, see  under  rt.  i.vti),  vivesha, 

•i',  rekshyati,  -te,  avikshat  or  ai-ishatft), 
arikshata,  veshtum,  (in  Naigh.  II.  6.  veshti  is 

enumerated  among  the  kdnti-karmdnah;  in  Naigh. 
II.  14.  reshithti  and  vishishti  are  mentioned  among 
the  gati-karmdnah),  to  pervade,  spread  through,  ex- 

tend through,  go  through,  penetrate,  invest ;  to  spread, 
extend  ;  to  embrace ;  to  go  to,  go  against,  meet  (in 
a  hostile  manner)  ;  to  cause  to  obtain,  convey,  (Say. 

=prapayati);  to  accomplish,  perform;  to  eat, 
consume  (according  to  Naigh.  II.  8). 

3.  vish,  t,  f.  spreading,  diffusion ;  feces,  ordure, 

excrement;  (t,  t,  t),  spreading,  diffusing,  all-pervad- 
ing (Ved.) ;  ((),  m.  one  who  pervades,  a  pervading 

deity  (Ved.).  —  Vit-kdrikd,  f. '  ordure-maker,'  a  kind 
of  bird  (probably  a  variety  of  the  Turdus  Salica). 

—  }'!t-khadira,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fetid  Mimosa. 
—  Vit-dara,  cw,  m.  'filth-goer,'  a  tame  or  village 
hog.  —  Vit-sanga,  at,  m.  coherence  or  obstruction 
of  the  feces,  constipation.  —  Vit-inrilcd,  f.  a  sort  of 
thrush   or  variety  of  the   bird    inaccurately    calWd 

'Maina'  in  Bengal.  —  Yitl-yanrllia,  as,  m.  a  medi- 
cinal  salt  ( =  vid-lavana).  —  Yid-graha,  as,  m. 

seizure  or  obstruction  of  the  feces,  constipation.— Vid- 
ja,  at,  a,  am,  produced  from  ordure;  (am),  n.  a 
fungus.  —  Vid-bhava,  as,  d,  am,  born  or  produced 
from  ordure.  —  Yid-bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  feeding  on  ordure 
(Manu  XII.  j6).  —  Vid-lavana,  am,  n.  a  medicinal 
salt  (commonly  called  Vitlaban  or  Bitnoben).  —  Yid- 
rardha,  at,  m.  a  village  or  tame  hog. 

visvasa-devl. 
vi-shukta. 

Vttha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  poison,  venom,  bane,  any- 
thing baneful  or  deadly ;  (am),  n.  water ;  the  fibres 

attached  to  the  stalk  of  the  lotus ;  gum-myrrh ;  a 
kind  of  very  active  vegetable  poison,  Aconitum  Fcrox, 
=  ratsa-niil>/ia;  («),  f.  a  tree  (commonly  called 
Atis,  the  bark  of  which  is  used  as  a  red  dye,  also 

called  ati-vishd)  ;  excrement ;  (for  i-i-shd,  '  intel- 
lect.' see  under  m-sho.)-'Yiiha-kan/akinl,  f.  a 

kind  of  plant  (  =  bandhyd-karkotakl).  —  Yi«/t<i- 
kanda,  as,  m.  a  species  of  bulbous  plant  ( =  nila- 
kanda).  —  Visha-kumbha,  as,  m.  a  jar  of  poison. 
—  Vialia-khd,  as,  m.  one  who  digs  for  the  fibres  of 

the  stem  of  the  lotus,  (also  written  Itisa-khd.)  —  Vi- 
sha-granthi,  N.  of  a  plant (f).-Visha-yhd,  f.  a 
kind  of  twining  shrub,  Menispermum  Cordifolium 
or  Cocculus  Cordifolius  (=gudufl).  —  Vkha-ghdtin, 
i,  ini,  i,  poison-destroying,  antidotal,  an  antidote  ; 

(i),  m.  the  tree  Mimosa  Sirissa  ( =  s"trisAa).  —  Visha- 
ghna,  as,  t,  am,  destroying  or  counteracting  poison, 
antidotal,  an  antidote;  (a*),  m.  the  tree  Mimosa 

Sirissa  ;  the  plant  Hedysarum  Alhagi ;  Beleric  Myro- 
balan,  Terminalia    Belerica ;    (i),    f.  the   pot-herb 
Hingtsha  Repens ;  another  plant  (commonly  called 

Bic'chati);    turmeric;    bitter    apple    or    colocynth. 
—  Visha-jushta,  as,  d,  am,  possessed  of  poison, 
poisonous;   poisoned.  —  Vieha-td,  f.  or  visha-tva, 
am,  n.  the  state  or  condition  of  poison,  poisonous- 
ness.—  Visha-tidya,  as,  d,  am,  resembling  poison, 
fjtal,  deadly.  —  Visha-da,  as,  d,  am,  yielding  or 
giving  poison,  poisonous  ;  shedding  water ;  (as},  m. 

a  cloud;  (am),  n.  green  vitriol.  —  Vitha-danthlra, 
f.  a  medicinal  plant  and  antidote  ( =  sarpa-kattkdli). 

—  Vitha-dantaka,  as,  m. '  having  poisonous  teeth,' 
a  snake.  —  Viska-dardana-mrityuka,  as,  m. '  dying 

at  the  sight  of  poison,'  a  kind  of  pheasant ;  [cf,  visha- 
mrityu.i  —  Visha-ddyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  or  risha- 
ddyin,  I,  ini,  i,  giving  poison,  poisoning,  —  Visha- 
digdha,  as,  a,  am,  smeared  with  poison,  empoisoned, 
poisoned.  —  Vitha-dushana,  am,  n.  corrupting  by 

poison,  poisoning.  —  VisJia-dostia-hara,  03,  d,  am, 
taking  away  the  ill  effects  of  poison.  —  Visha-druma, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  poison  tree,  Upas  tree.  —  Vitiha- 
dhara,  as,  d,  am,  holding  or  containing  poison, 

venomous,  poisonous;  (as),  m.  a  snake.  —  Visha- 

dhara-nilaya,  as,  m.  'abode  of  snakes,"  Patala 
or  the  lower  regions.  —  Visha-dharmd,  f.  cowach, 

Carpopogon  Pruriens.  —  Visha-dhatri,   f.    'poison- 
holder,'  N.  of  a  goddess  presiding  over  snakes,  (she 
was  wife  of  the  Rishi  Jarat-karu  and  sister  of  Vasuki ; 
cf.  manasd.)  —  Visha-ndiaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  poison- 

destroying,  antidotal.  -•Visha-nds'ana,  os,m.'poison- 
destroyer,"  an  antidote;    the  tree  Mimosa   Sirissa; 
(am),  n.  the  act  of  removing  or  curing  poison. 
—  VisJia-naiin,  i,  ini,  i,  poison-destroying,  any 

antidote ;  (ini),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  visha-dansh- 
Ird).  —  Visha-nimitta,  as,d,am,  caused  by  poison. 

—  Visha-nud,   t,  m.  '  poison-expeller,"  the   plant 
Bignonia  Indica.  -•  V'isha-pita,  as,  «,  am,  one  who 

has  drank  poison.  —  V ' isha-pusJipa,  as,  m. '  having 
poisonous   flowers,'   the    plant  Vangueria    Spinosa ; 
(am),  n.  the  blue  lotus.  —  Vislia-pushpaka,  as,  m. 
sickness  or  disease  caused  by  eating  poisonous  flowers. 

~Vi$h<i-prayoya,  as,  m.  the  use  or  employment 
of  poison,  administering  poison  as  a  medicine.  —  Vi- 
sha-bhakvhatta,  am,  n.  the  act  of  eating  poison, 

taking   poison.  —  Vislia-lhishaj,  k,  m.   a  poison- 
doctor  ;  a  dealer  in  antidotes,  one  who  pretends  to 

cure  the  bites  of  snakes.  —  Visha-Wiujan<ia,  an,  m. 

a  poisonous  snake.  —  Viiha-Wirit,  t,  t,  I,  bearing  or 
containing  poison,  venomous,  poisonous;  (t},  m.  a 
snake.  —  V isha-mantra,  as,  m.  a  snake-charmer, 
snake-catcher,  one  who  pretends  to  charm  snakes, 
one  who  cures  the  bite  of  snakes;  (am),  n.  a  charm 
for  curing  snake-bites.  —Visha-maya,  as,  «,  am, 
consisting  of  poison,  poisonous. ^Visha-musJiti,  is, 
f.  a  kind  of  shrub  possessing  medicinal  properties  (com- 

monly called  Bishdori  or  Karsinh).  —  Vifha-mrityu, 

us,  m.  a  sort  of  bird,  a  kind  of  pheasant  ('  to  whom 
poison   is   death,'   cf.   visha-dariana-mrityuka). 
—  IW«i-rn«rt,   as,    m.   'poison-juice,'  a  poisoned 
draught  or  potion.  —  Vwha-rallari,  (.  a  poisonous 

creeper.  —  Vinha-ridyd,  f.  '  poison-science,' the  ad- ministration of  antidotes,  the  cure  of  poisons  by  drugs 

or  charms.  —  Yisha-ridliana,  am,  n.  administering 

poison  judiciously  or  by  way  of  ordeal.  —  I  'i*h'i- 
rinnd'tdtman  (°ta-dt''),  d,  d,  a,  one  whose  soul 
or  whose  nature  is  released  from  poison.  —  Visha- 

rt'iksha,  as,  m.  a  poison  tree,  the  Upas  tree.  —  Vi- 

sha-vega,  as,  m.  '  poison-force,'  the  effect  of  poison 
(shown  by  various  bodily  effects  or  changes).  —  Vi- 

sha-raidya,  as,  m.  '  poison-doctor,'  a  dealer  in antidotes  or  one  professing  to  cure  the  bites  of 

snakes.  —  Visha-va  irini,  f.  '  poison-enemy,' a  kind 
of  grass  used  as  an  antidote  (  =  nir-vishii,  q.  v.). 

—  Visha-s'dluka,  as,  m.  the  root  of  the  lotus.  —  Ft- 
sJia-duka,  as,  m.  or  visha-iriitgin,  i,  m.  '  having 

a  poisonous  sting,'  a  wasp.  —  Viiha-suCaka,  as,  m. 
'  poison-indicator,'  the  Greek  partridge,  Perdix  Rufa 

(=  takora).  —  Vitha-srikkan,    d,    m.    'poison- 
mouthed,'  a  wasp.  •—  Visha-ha,  as,  d,  am,  removing 

poison;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  various  plants  (  =  dna-diH'i ; =  nir-cishd)."Visha-hantri,td,  tri,  tri,  destroy- 
ing or  counteracting  poison  ;  (tri),  f.,  N.  of  various 

plants  (  =  a-p(iriijit<~i ;  =  nir-viahd).  —  Visha-hara, 
as,  d  or  (,  am,  removing  venom,  antidotal ;  (d  or  5), 
f.  the  goddess  who  protects  from  the  venom  of  snakes, 
(see  i-iaha-dhdtri,  manasd.)— Visha-hridaya,  a», 
d,  am,  poison-hearted,  cherishing  hatred  or  hostility, 

malicious,  malignant.  —  Yishalita  (°sha-ak°),  as,  d, 
am,    smeared    with    poison,    poisoned.  —  Vishdgni 

(°sha-ag°),  is,  m.  the  fire  of  poison.  —  Vitliditkura 
(°sha-a>t°),  as,  m.  'having  a  poisoned  point,'  a 

spear,   dart.  —  Vithddani   (°sha-ad"\  (.    'poison- 
destroying,'  a  kind  of  creeper  (  —  paldfi).  —  Visltii- 
nana  (asha-dn°),  as,  m. '  having  a  poisonous  mouth,' 
a  snake.  —  YithantaJca  (°«Aa-an°),  as, a,  am,  poison- 
destroying,  antidotal ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva, 
(so  called  because  he  swallowed  the  deadly  poison 

produced    at   the   churning   of  the    ocean.)  —  Ti- 
shdpaha  (°f]ta-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  poison-repelling, 
antidotic,   an    antidote,    (mantrair   lisliapahaili, 
with  texts  or  charms  which  have  the  power  of  repel- 

ling poison)  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  tree,  —  mushl;(i/;(t  ; 
(d),  f.  a  kind  of  birth-wort,  Aristolochia  Indica  (  = 
arka-muld;  various  other  plants,  =  indra-rdrunl ; 
=  nir-viihS;  =  naga-damanl  ;  =  sarpa-kankiili- 

kd).—Vi!<hdl>iiavd  fsfco-afiA0),  f.  'having  no  poison,' 
a  species  of  plant  (  =  nir-vishd).  —  Vuhayudlta 

fsha-dy°),  as,  m.  'armed  with  venom,"  a  snake. 
—  Vishdrdti  (°sJia-ar°),  is,  m.  'poison-enemy,' a 
species  of  plant  (  =  krishtia-dhatturaka).—¥ithari 

(°sha-ari),  is,  m.  '  poison-enemy,'  a  kind  of  plant 
or  tree  (  =  mahd-Santu. ;  =nhrita-karanja).*-  Vi- 

shdsya   (°sha-Ss°),    as,    m.   'poison-mouthed,'   a 
snake;   («),  f.  the  marking-nut  plant,  Semecarpus 
Anacardium.  —  ViAdfrada  (°sha-di°),  as,  d,  am, 
tasting  poison  (Manu  XI.  9;  cf.  madhv-aputa) . 

Visliani,  j's,  m.  a  sort  of  snake. 
Viihala,  as,  m.  poison,  venom. 
Yithaga,  Nom.  A.  rishayate,  -yitum,  to  become 

poison,  turn  into  poison. 
Vishiira,  a.-,-,  in.  a  snake. 
Yixltalu,  us,  us,  u,  venomous,  poisonous. 
1.  vishita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  extended,  spread,  cast, 

(perhaps  for  2.  vi-shita,  see  under  vi-shi.) 
2.  vishta,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  see  p.  941,  col.  2), 

pervaded  ;  (a),  f.  the  feces,  excrement. 
2.  vishti,  is,  is,  i  (fur  I.  see  p. 941,  col.  2),  per- 

forming, labouring;  (is),  f.  pervading,  penetrating; 
occupation,  act,  action ;  hire,  wages ;  unpaid  labour ; 

sending,  dispatching;  consigning  to  hell. 
Vishtm,  ind.,  Ved.  having  pervaded  ;  having  per- 

formed, (Say.  =  T>japya,  krittii;  in  Naigh.  II.  I. 
enumerated  among  the  karma-ndrndni.) 

T'iWiya,  as,  ii,  am,  worthy  of  poison,  deserving 
death  by  poison. 

f=m^  vi-shahj  (-sanj),  cl.  I.  P.  -shajati, 
-shanktum,  to  attach  to,  fix  or  fasten  to,  fix  on; 
to  hang  or  suspend  upon  (anything). 

Yi-shakta,  at,  d,  am,  firmly  fixed  or  fastened  to 
or  entangled  in  (with  loc.);  clinging  closely,  adhering 
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to,  firmly  rooted;  in  contact  with,  hung  or  sus- 

pended on  (anything) ;  emaciated,  (Say.  =  »f'&stoa xaktarayata,  JcfUSvayava.) 

Vi-shanga,  as,  m.  attachment,  contact;  hanging 

or  depending  on. 

•fainSS  nskanda,  am,  n.  the  fibres  of  the 
stalk  of  the  water-lily. 

vishatvara,  as,  m.  a  buffalo. 

vl-shad  (-sad),  cl.  1.6.  P.  -shidati 

(Impf.  vy-askidat  or  vy-asldat,  Pin.  VIII.  3, 119; 
Perf.  ri-sliasdda,  Pan.  VIII.  3,  118),  -shaUum,  to 

sink  down,  be  exhausted  ;  to  be  sorrowful  or  afflicted 

or  dejected  ;  to  despair,  despond  ;  to  be  afraid  :  Cans. 

-flddayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  sink  down,  exhaust, 
make  sorrowful  or  fearful,  afflict,  vex,  grieve. 

Vi-sJtai.ina,  as,  a,  am,  dejected,  sad,  desponding, 

spiritless,  downcast,  out  of  spirits,  wanting  in  energy, 

disinclined  to  exertion.  —  Viskanna-td,  f.  or  i>i- 

slianna-tm,  am,  n.  dejection,  sadness,  want  of 

energy  or  spirit,  languor,  lassitude  (especially  as  one 

of  the  effects  of  unsuccessful  love).  —  Vishanna-mu- 

Isha,  as,  t,  am,  or  tiihaiina-radana,  as,  a,  am, 

dejected  in  countenance,  looking  sad  or  dejected. 

—  Viskatiua-rupa,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  sorrowful 

aspect,  being  in  a  sorrowful  mood. 

Vi-sMda,  as,  m.  dejection,  depression,  lowness  of 

spirits  despondency,  want  of  energy,  languor,  lassi- 
tude (especially  as  the  result  of  unrequited  love); 

sadness,  sorrow,  affliction;  disappointment,  despair 

(one  of  the  Vyabhic'lri-bhavas) ;  fear,  weakness  ; 
dulness,  stupidity,  insensibility  (  =  mo/w<). 

Vi-shadita,   as,  a,  am,  caused  to  sink  down, 

made  sorrowful,  dejected. 

Vishadin,  I,  inl,  i,  dejected,  disconsolate,  sad. 

Vi-shidat,  an,  anti,  at,  sinking  down,  despond- 

ing, sorrowing,  despairing. 

fom?  vi-shama,  as,  a,  am,  uneven,  rough, 

ragged,  hilly,  difficult  of  access ;  unequal,  irregular  ; 

odd,  not  even  (in  numbers) ;  different;  difficult,  hard 

to  be  understood  (as  a  book) ;  rough,  coarse,  rude, 

cross;  disagreeable,  painful,  troublesome,  vexatious; 

odd,  unusual,  unequalled,  unparalleled ;  intermittent, 

inconstant ;  unfair,  dishonest,  partial ;  bad,  adverse, 

unpropitious ;  wicked  ;  fearful,  awful,  unhappy  ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  Vishnu  ;  (am),  n.  unevemiess,  inequality  ; 

oddness  (of  numbers) ;  an  inaccessible  place,  thicket, 

pit,  precipice ;  difficulty,  pain,  misfortune ;  (in  rhe
- 

toric) description  of  unusual  or  incompatible  cause 

and  effect;  (am),  ind.  unequally,  unfairly. - Visha- 

ma-karna,  as,  m.  (or  am,  n.  ?),  a  quadrangle  or 

tetragon  with  unequal  diagonals;    the  hypothenuse 

of  a  right-angled  triangle  (especially  as  formed  be- 

tween the  gnomon  of  a  dial  and  the  two  sides  of  the 

shadow).  -Vishama-karman,  a,  n.  an  odd  or  un- 

equalled act ;  (in  arithmetic  or  algebra)  the  finding 

of  two  quantities  when  the  difference  of  their  squares 

is  given  and  either  the  sum  or  difference  of  the 

quantities. -Vishama-kala,  as,  m.  an  unfavourable 

time,  inauspicious  season.— Vishama-kltdta,   am, 

n.  an  irregular  excavation  or  solid,  one  with  unequal 

sides.  -  Vishama-daturasra   or   t-hhama-iatu.^ 

Ihuja  am,  n.  an  unequal  four-sided  figure,  a  
tra- 

pezium. -  Vishama-tfhada,  as,  m. '  having  uneven 

or  odd  leaves,'  the   plant  Echites  Scholans.  -  Vi- 

skama-Mhrujd,  (.  'uneven-shadow,' the  shadowof  the 

gnomon  at  noon  when  the  sun  is  on  the  equinoctial
 

\\rn.-Vifliama-jvara,  as,  m.  irregular  fever,  
irre- 

gularly  remittent   (ever.-Vishama-lribhuja,  as, 

m.  a  scalene  triangle. -Vishama-dhdtu,,  us,  us,  u, 

one  whose  bodily  humors  are  unequally  proportioned, 

unhealthy.  -  Viahama-nayana,    as,    m.    '  having 

three  or  an  odd  number  of  eyes,'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

-Visltama-pada,  as,  I,  am,  having  unequal  foot- 

marks. -  Visliama-lhojana,  am,  n.  eating  at  irre- 

gular hours. -Viskama-mayii,  as,  i,  am,  produced 

by  or  resulting  from  inequality.  —  Vishama-riipya, 

as,  a,  am,  produced  by  or  resulting  from  ̂ unequal 

quantities   or   qualities.  —  VisJiama-lahskmi,  18,  f. 

adverse  fortune,  bad  luck.  -  Vishama-ribhdga,  as, 

m.  unequal  division  of  property  amongst  co-heirs. 
—  Vishama-edyin,  I,  inl,  i,  sleeping  irregularly. 

—  Vishama-iSishla,  an,  a,  am,  '  unfairly  left,'  unjust, 
unfair  (as  applied  to  a  division  of  property  &c.). 

-  Vishama-sUa,  as,  a,  am,  '  having  an  uneven  dis- 
position,' cross  tempered,  rough,  difficult.  —  Viflia- 

ma-sdhasa,   am,  n.  irregular   boldness,   temerity, 

daring.  —  Vishama-stha,  as,  a,  am,  standing  un- 
evenly ;  being  in  an  inaccessible  position  ;  being  in 

embarrassed  circumstances,  being  in  difficulty  or  mis- 
fortune. —  Vishamaltsha  Cma-ak"),  as,  m.  '  having 

three  or  an  odd  number  of  eyes,'  an  epithet  of  S*iva. 
—  Vishamdnna  (°ma-an°),  am,  n.   irregular   or 
unusual  food.  —  Vishnmayudha  (°ma-dy°),  as,  m. 

'  having  five  or  an  odd  number  of  arrows,'  an  epithet 
of  Kama-deva.  —  Vishamdratdra  (°ma-av°~),  as, 

m.  descending  on  uneven  ground.  —  Vishamds'ana (°mo-aOi  am'  n-  eating  irregularly  (either  as  to 

quantity  or  time).  —  Vishamdfaya  (°ma-ajf°),  as, 
a,  am,  having  an  unfair  disposition,  dishonest,  crafty. 
—  Vishami-lhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati.  &c.,  to  become 
uneven  or  irregular,  to  stumble.  —  Vishamelishana 

(°ma-~ik"),  as,  m.  =  vishamaksha,  an  epithet  of 
Siva.  -Viskamcslm  (°ma-ish°),  us,  m.  '  having  an 
odd  number  of  arrows,'  an  epithet  of  Kama-deva  ; 

[cf.    vishamayudlia.']  —  Vishamonnata    (°ma- im°),  as,  a,  am,  unevenly  raised.  —  YifJiamopala 

C'ma-<ip°),  as,  a,  am,  having  rough  stones  or  rocks. 
Vishamita,  as,  a,  am,  made  uneven  or  irregular, 

made  crooked,  frowning,  (vitltamita-^aJcthueha, 
with  frowning  or  scowling  eye)  ;  made  difficult  to 
be  walked  on. 

Vishamlya,  as,  a,  am,  connected  with  or  pro- 

duced by  inequality,  resulting  from  inequalities,  un- 
equal, uneven,  irregular. 

vi-shaya.  See  col.  3. 

vi-shah  (-sah),  cl.  i.  A.  -shahate, 
-shahitum  or  -sodhum  (not  -sliodhum,  Pan.  VIII. 

3,  115),  to  endure,  bear,  suffer,  sustain;  to  be  able 
to  resist  or  overcome  ;  to  be  able  to  conquer  ;  to  be 

able  to  settle  or  determine  ;  to  be  able  to  do  any- 

thing (with  infin.,  e.  g.  vihdtam  vlsheJie,  he  was 
able  to  quit). 

i.ri-sltahya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  borne  or  endured  ; 

possible  to  be  determined,  (simayam  avishaltyd- 
i/dm,  when  a  boundary  is  not  possible  to  be  settled, 
Mann  VIII.  265)  ;  possible. 

2.  vi-shahya,  ind.  having  endured,  having  borne, 

fee. Vi-sodlia,  as,  a,  am  (Pan.  VIII.  3,  115),  en- 
dured, borne. 

vi-sha,  ind.     See  vi-sho. 
vishana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (probably 

fr.  vi-sho,  thought  by  others  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  vish), 

a  horn,  the  horn  of  any  animal  (usually  neut.,  kha- 
ri-v°,  an  ass's  horn,  i.  e.  a  mere  chimera  or  impos- 

sibility, =  sos'a-w0,  q.  v.),  the  tusk  of  -an  elephant  or 
boar;  (f),  f.  a  particular  plant  (the  fruit  of  which  is 

compared  to  a  ram's  horn,  =  mcsha-Mnyl)  ;  a  medi- 
cinal root,  =  kshira-kdkoll  ;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of 

medicinal  plant,  Costus  Speciosus  (  =  kushtha).  —  Vi- 

shana-kosha,  as,  m.  the  hollow  of  a  horn.  —  Vi- 

shanonndmita-skandha  (°ita-urf),  as,  a,  am, 
having  shoulders  raised  up  towards  (or  high  enough 

to  meet)  the  horns.  —  Vishdnollik/iita-skandha 

(°na-uF),  as,  a,  am,  whose  shoulders  are  grazed 
or  scratched  by  his  horns  (said  of  the  leader  of  a 
herd  of  cattle  to  mark  superiority). 

Vishdnikd,  f.  a  sort  of  plant  (  =  mesha-.Mn<jl}. 

Vishdnin,  I,  int,  i,  having  horns,  honied,  having 

huge  tusks;  (i),  m.  any  horned  animal  or  animal 
having  tusks  ;  a  bull  ;  an  elephant. 

vi-shada.     See  col.  I. 

vi-shi  (-si),  cl.  5.  9.  P.  A.  -shinoti, 

-shimtte,  -sMnati,  -shimte,  -shetum,  to  bind  to 

(any  one  or  anything),  attach,  connect  ;  to  conciliate, 

appease  (Ved.);  to  unbind,  loosen. 

Vi-sJiaya,  as,  m.  an  object  of  sense,  (these  are 
five  in  number,  the  five  indriya  or  organs  of  sense 

having  each  their  proper  vishaya  or  object,  viz.  I. 
s"aMa,  '  sound,'  for  the   ear,  cf.  fruti-vishaya ; 

2.  tp'aria,  'tangibility,'  for  the  skin;    3.  rnpa, 
'form'  or  'colour,'  for  the  eye;  4.  rasa,  'savour,' 

for  the  tongue;  5.  gandha,  'odour,'  for  the  nose: and  these   five  Vishayas  are  sometimes  called   the 

Gunas  or '  properties'  of  the  five  elements,  ether,  air, 

fire,'  water,  earth,  respectively ;  cf.  tntti-vishaya- 
nutia) ;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the  number  five ; 

anything  perceptible  by  the  senses,  any  object  (of 
affection,  of  desire,  of  art,  &c.) ;  object  of  concern 

or  attention,  worldly  object  or  aim,  pursuit,  affair, 

concern,  business,  transaction ;  worldly  or  sensual  en- 

joyment, pleasure  of  sense,  sensuality,  subject,  subject- 
matter,  topic,  the  subject  of  a  book,  (at  the  end  of  an 

adj.  comp.  =  ' being  on  the  subject  of,'  'treating  of,' '  relating  to,'  e.  g.  dhana-vishaya,  as,  a,  am,  re- 

lating to  wealth);  subject  of  an  argument,  general 

head,  (one  of  the  Adhikaranas,  see  adld-karana) ; 

a  country,   native  country,  home,  region,  district, 

province,  kingdom,  realm,  domain,  empire,  place ; 

department,  field,  sphere,  element,  peculiar  province, 

peculiar  abode  (e.  g.  a  particular  study  is  the  rishaya 

of  its  professors,  a  particular  town  of  its  citizens,  water 

of  fish,  air  of  birds,  &c.)  ;  that  which  comes  within 

the  range  of  sight,  horizon,  scope,  range,  compass, 

reach  [cf.  fakshur-v''] ;  refuge,  asylum;  anything 
indigenous  or  peculiar  to  a  province,  &c. ;  a  religious 

obligation  or  observance ;   a  collection  of  villages  ; 

a  lover,  husband ;  semen  virile ;  vuhaye,  loc.  c.  sing, 

in  or  on  any  object,  (often  used  by  commentators  to 
denote  that  a  word  is  in  the  loc.  c.),  on  the  subject 

of,  in  relation  to,  in  regard  to,  concerning,  regarding, 

with  reference  to,  (atra  -nisJiaye,  with  regard  to 

this  object ;  strmdm  vishaye,  concerning  women  ; 

dhana-vishaye,  on  the  subject  of  wealth.)    Vishaya 

may  be  often  used  in  some  of  the  above  senses  at 

the  end  of  adj.  comps.  (e.  g.  avakas'a-miihaya;  as, 

a,  am,  having  space  as  a  sphere  of  action ;  ananya-v\ 

having  regard  to  no  other  object ;  cf.  palayafia-v  , 

a-fakshur-v'^.-Vishaya-karman,  a,  n.  worldly 

business  or  act.— Vishaya-kama,  as,  m.  desire  of 

worldly  goods  or  pleasures.  —  Vishaya-grdm-a,  as, 

m.  the  aggregate  or  assemblage  of  objects  of  sense 

or  visible  objects.  —  Vishaya-jnana,  am,  n.  acquaint- 

ance with  worldly  affairs.— Vishaya-td,  f.  or  rishaya- 

tra,  am,  n.  the  character  or  condition  of  an  object,  the 

relation  between  an  object  and  the  knowledge  of  it 

(in  phil.).  —  Vishaya-pratyabhijndna,  am,  n.  the 

recognition  of  objects  (in  \h\\.).-Vishaya-prarana, 

as,  a,  am,  attached  to  objects  of  sense,  addicted  to 
sensual  objects. -Vishaya-rdsin,  i,  ini.i,  engaged 
in  the  affairs  of  life.  —Vishaya-rttdra,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  treatise  by  Gadsdhara.  -  Vishaya-eanga-ja, 

as,  a,  am,   produced  by  addiction  to  sensuality. 
-  Vishaya-snkha,  am,  n.  the  pleasures  of  sense. 

—  Viskaya-spnha,  (.  desire  for  objects  of  sense, 

longing  for  sensual  objects.  —  Vishayatmaka  (°ya- 
aC),  as,  il,  am,   consisting  of  or  identified  with 
sensual  or  worldly  objects,  having  a  sensual^  nature, 

sensual,  carnal.  —  VishaydbMrati  (°ya-abh°),  is,  f. 
the  enjoyment  of  objects  of  sense.  —  Vishaydsalita 

(°ya-ds°),  as,  a,  am,  attached  to  objects  of  sense, 
devoted  to  the  world.  —  Vishayi-karana,  am,  n.  the 

making  anything  an  object  of  perception  or  thought, 

taking  cognizance  of  an  object.  —•Vishayi-ki'i,  cl.  8. P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make  anything  an  object  of 
sense  or  an  object  of  thought ;  to  apprehend,  take 

cognizance  of,  perceive.  —  Vishayi-krita,  as,  a,  am, 
made  an  object  of  sense  or  activity ;  perceived.  —  Vi- 
thayi-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -lihavati,  -bhai'itum,  to  become 
an  object  of  sense  or  perception  ;  to  become  an  object 
of  concern  or  attention  ;  to  become  the  province  or 

property  of  any  one  or  anything.  —  Vishayl-lihuta, 
as,  a,  tim,  become  or  made  an  object  of  perception, 

&c.  —  Vishayauhin  t^ya-esh"),  i,  ini,  i,  desirous 
of  objects  of  sense,    devoted    to  worldly  pursuits. 

—  Vinhayopaseva  (°ya-np°),  f.  addiction  to  plea- sures of  sense,  sensuality. 



948 vishayaka. 
vi-shtu. 

Yiihayaka,  at,  ii,  am,  relating  to  an  object ;  (at 

the  end  of  comps.)  having  for  an  object  or  subject, 

relating  to,  having  reference  to,  on  the  subject  of, 

treating  of,  concerning.  —  ]',.ih,i'j"l'"-tr(i.  "«,  "• 
the  being  an  objsct,  the  state  of  an  object  or  affair or  circumstance. 

Yishayiiyiu,i,  m.  (according  to  some  fr.  vtshaya  -t- 

yin  =  vin),  any  one  addicted  to  objects  of  sense  or 

attentive  to  worldly  objects ;  a  man  of  business,  man 

of  the  world  ;  a  king ;  a  sensualist,  voluptuary,  epicu- 

rean ;  epithet  of  Ksma-dcva  (the  god  of  love) ;  a 

materialist,  one  who  disbelieves  the  existence  of 

anything  not  cognizable  by  the  senses ;  an  organ  of 
sense. 

rithayin,  i,  ini,  i,  relating  to  objects  of  sense
, 

attached  to  sensual  objects,  engaged  or  interested  in 

worldly  occupations  or  enjoyments ;  sensual,  carnal, 

worldly;  (i),  m.  a  king  (as  ruling  a  country  or 
 en- 

gaged in  the  business  of  government) ;  a  man  of 

business,  man  of  the  world,  worldling ;  a  sensualist, 

voluptuary ;  epithet  of  KJma-deva  (god  of  love)  ; 

a  materialist,  one  who  disbelieves  or  denies  the  exist- 

ence of  everything  except  objects  of  sense ;  (i),  n. 

an  organ  of  sense. 

\'i»haylyd,as,  a,  am,  relating  to  an  object,  &c. 
2.  i-i-ehha,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  p.  946,  col.  3  ; 

for  3.  see  under  ri-s/io),  unfastened,  loosened,  let 

loose,  unarrested,  discharged,  (Say.  =  ri'-muta,  ri- u/iyuta.) 

ftij  vishu,  ind.  (perhaps  connected  with 
i.  t-i  or  for  an  original  dcishu,  loc.  pi.  of  dvi,  see 

I.  ri),  in  two  equal  parts,  equally,  variously,  differ- 

ently, manifold,  many ;  same,  like. -Vishit-pada, 

am,n.  the  autumnal  equinox  (?).  — FiWiii-nipa,  as, 
a  am,  Ved.  of  various  or  different  shape  or  colour, 

&c.-r«/HVm'<,  t,  t,  t  (vishu  for  vishu),  Ved. 

turning  or  moving  everywhere,  existing  everywhere. 

Yishana,  as,  a,  am,  having  various  motion  or 

extension,  moving  variously,  going  in  various  ways, 

having  various  forms,  (Say.  =  vishv-anf  or  rishvag- 
anfana  or  nano-rupa);  having  uniform  motion; 

adverse,  hostile,  disorderly,  wicked,  (Say.  =  ri-shama, 

Rig-veda  VII.  21,  5  ;  =  jmran-muklia,  Rig-veda  V 

34, 6 ) ;  (an),  m.  the  equinox  (  =  rutura  below). 

Vishupa,  am,  n.  —  vishuva,  the  equinox. 
Yishura,  am,  n.  (abbreviated  from  vishu-vat), 

'  point  of  equal  separation,'  the  equinoctial  point,  the 
first  point  of  Aries  or  Libra  into  which  the  sun  enters 

at  the  vernal  or  autumnal  equinox.  —  Vithuva- 

tfhaya,  f.  the  shadow  of  the  gnomon  or  index  of  a 
dial  at  noon  when  the  sun  is  on  the  equinoctia 

points.  —  V(shuva-dina,  am,  n.  the  day  of  the 
equinox.  —  Visit  ura-rtkha,  f.  the  equinoctial  line 

—  Vishuva-sattkriinti,  it,  f.  the  sun's  equinoctia 
passage,  the  passing  of  the  sun  into  the  next  sign  a 
either  equinox. 

Viihu-vat,  t,  n.  (probably  formed  fr.  riihu  + 

rat),  'possessing  a  separation  into  two  equal  parts, 
the  point  of  equal  separation,  i.  e.  the  equinocti: 
point  or  equinox;  the  central  day  in  a  Satlra  o 
sacrificial  session.  —  Vith  uvat-prabha,  (.  the  equi 
nortial  shadow.  —  Viilmvat-sankranti,  it,  (.  th 

sun's  equinoctial  passage,  the  pissing  of  the  sun  int 

the  next  sign  at  either  equinox.—  1'i-lnirifil-lilni,  ,1: 
f.  the  equinoctial  shadow.  —  Yiahuvad-vriita,  am 
n.  the  equinoctial  circle  or  line.  —  Viahuvan-man 
rlala,  am,  n.  the  equinoctial  circle  or  line. 

I  'f  *1<  r-aitt*,  a  /r,  ->A  it  'i,  nl:  (tr.  n'xA  c.  +  ant!;  some 
times  incorrectly  written  rm-a/id),  going  everywhere 
all-pervading;  separating  into  two  or  into  several 
parts,  different,  various ;  alternately  (as  day  and 

night)  ;  (ok),  n.  the  equinox ;  (ak),  ind.  every  way, 
all  around,  all  about,  everywhere ;  alternately,  (SSy. 

•  '  'tjnt:,  Rig-veda  I.  146,  3.)  —  I "?Vt vak-shena 
or  vUhcalc-tena ,  a*,  m.  (sometimes  written 

*CTta),  '  whose  hosts  or  powers  go  everywhere,' 
epithet  of  Vishnu,  or  of  a  particular  form  of  that 
deity  to  whom  the  fragments  of  a  sacrifice  are 
offered  ;  N.  of  the  fourteenth  Manu ;  of  a  king ; 
((7),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (commonly  called  Priyai>gu). 

-YMralmena-pnya,  (.  'beloved  of  Vishnu,'  a
n 

epithet  of  Lakshm! ;  a  sort  of  yam,  Dioscorea. 

-]';*/,nt'/-t^i:i,  (is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  -Yishrag- 

aijat,  an,  atill,  at,  spreading  or  going  in  every 
direction.  -  Vi*lir<ig-g«ta,  an,  a,  am,  gone  all  about, 

spread,  extended.  —  Yi*htag-<jati,_  is,  f.  going  all 

about,  going  everywhere,  entering  into  every  (topic). 

—  Yitshvag-jyotit,  if,  m.,  N.  of  the  eldest  of  the 
IOO  sons  of  Sata-jit.  —Yisltrag-vayu,  us,  m.  a 

;ind  of  noxious  wind  which  blows  from  all  quarters. 

Vithtadryant,  an,  -drift,  ak  (fr.  riih it  +  adri  + 

nf;  cf.  tadryaiit,  madryanf),  going  everywhere, 

"1-pervading,  going  in  all  directions. 
YisltraiiC,  t~'/t,  m.  (for  vkhv-ant!),  Ved.,  N.  of  an 

Asura  who  had  the  power  of  going  everywhere  (Rig- eda  I.  117,  16). 

?Mf^°M  vi-shutika,  i.  cholera,  =  vi-su- 'ika,  q.  v. 

Yi-shkambhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  obstructing, 

impeding,  £c. 
V i-flikambluta,  as,  a,  am,  impeded,  hindered, 

obstructed,  precluded,  shut  out  from. 
Yi-Mambhin,  i,  ini,  i,  obstructive,  impeding; 

(i),  m.  the  bolt  or  bar  of  a  door. 

,  an,  ati,  at  (in  the  Pada 

ext  of  Rig-veda  I.  84, 10.  vieltu-rat),  Ved.  pervad- 

ng,  (§iy.=vyaptl-yu.lda,  as  if  fr.  rt.  2.  rith); 

loured  forth  (as  Soma  juice) ;  prepared  in  'the  sacrU ice,  (as  if  for  ri-shucat  fr.  rt.  3.  s«) ;  (an),  m.  a 
jarticular  kind  of  sacrifice ;  [cf.  vi&hu-rat.] 

-so),  cl.  4.  P.  -shyati,  -shatum, 

Ved.  to  gush  out,  rush  forth ;  to  bring  to  an  end  or 

ssue,  cause  to  issue  out ;  to  open,  distend,  (Say.  = 
rirrition  Tcri);  to  offer. 

Vi-shd,  ind.  (slid  in  UnSdi-s.  IV.  36.  to  be  fr. 

ri-sho  above),  intellect,  understanding.  (For  visha 
see  under  tisha,  p.  946,  col.  2.) 

3.  vi-ihita,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  p.  946,  col.  3 ; 
for  2.  see  col.  i),  opened,  &c. 

1  'i-thyat,  an,  anti,  at,  throwing,  hurling,  (Say.  = 
pra-kshipat,  Rig-veda  V.  45, 1.) 

vishk  [cf.  rt.  vashK],  cl.  10.  P. 

X  vishkayati,  -yilum,  to  see,  perceive. 

vi-shkand  (also  written  vi-skand, 

q.  v.),  cl.  i.  P.  -shkandati  (or  -skandati),  'Man- 
turn  (or  -skantum},  to  go  in  different  directions, 
wander  about,  stray,  disperse  ;  to  go  away. 

Vi-slikanttri,  ta,  tn,  tri,  going  in  various  direc- tions, dispersing ;  going  away. 

Vi-shkanda,  as,  m.  dispersing,  going  away. 

Vi->l:emna,  as,  a,  am  (not  ri-shka  nija,  see  P5n 

VIII.  3,  73),  gone  in  various  directions,  dispersed 
gone  away. 

1  vi-shkabh.     See  vi-shkambh. 

.  .  ..  T  vi-shkambh  (also  written  ri- 

fkambh,  qS.v.),  cl.  5.  9.  P.,  I.  A.  -Mabhnoti -shkubhnati,  -tkambhate  (Pan.  VIII.  3,  77) 

-xhkambhitum  (Ved.  Inf.  vishlialjlte,  Say.  =  m 
shkambhauaya),  to  fix  firmly,  support,  prop;  t 
obstruct ;  to  fix  asunder,  fix  separately,  hold  asunder 
to  set  free,  allow  to  come  forth,  escape. 

Vi-shkabdha,  as,  d,  am,  fixed  firmly,  obstructed 
impeded. 

Vi-shkaJihita,as,  a, am, Ved. fixed  or  held  asunder, 

separately  fixed. 

Vi-shkamblta  as,  m.  obstacle,  hindrance,  impedi- 

ment, resistance  ;  the  bolt  or  bar  of  a  door,  the  sup- 
porting beam  or  pillar  of  a  house ;  a  post ;  a  tree ; 

the  first  of  the  twenty-seven  astronomical  periods 

called  Yogas,  the  leading  star  of  the  first  lunar  man- 
sion; an  interlude  or  introductory  scene  (coming 

between  the  acts  [ankayor  mmlhi/u-rarti']  and 
performed  by  an  inferior  actor  or  actors  [nUa-piili'"- 

praynjitah"],  who  explain  to  the  audience  the  pro- 
gress of  the  plot,  and  thus  bind  firmly  together  the 

story  of  the  drama  by  concisely  alluding  to  what  is 

supposed  to  have  happened  in  the  intervals  of  the 

acts  or  what  is  likely  to  happen  at  the  end,  cf.  /mt- 

vedaka);  spreading,  extension;  the  breadth  or  dia- 
meter of  a  circle  ;  action,  doing  anything  ;  a  parti- 

cular posture  practised  by  Yogins  or  devotees. 

Vi-Mambhal-a,  a»,  m.- -ri-shkambha  above. 

.  ..      _,os,m.  (fr.  ci-*ri  with  eu- 
phonic s  inserted,  cf.  vi-kira),  scattering  about,  tearing 

o  pieces  ;  one  who  scatters  about  or  tears  in  pieces ; 
cock  ;  a  bird  (in  general). 

vishta.     See  p.  946,  col.  3. 

vi-shtan(vi-stan),  cl.  I.  P.  -shtanati, 
thtanitttm,  to  groan,  sigh. 

.  ._  ̂ vishtap,  p,  f.  (probably  connected 

vith  vi-shtambh  below),  •  anything  fixed,'  a  place, 
egion,  world;  the  firmament, heaven,  (Say. —svarga- 

oka.) 

Vishtapa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  world,  region,  place, 
Say.  =  sthana;  d.pishtapu);  a  vessel,  cup  (Ved.). 

. ,„  .^vi-shtambh  (-stambh),  cl.  5.9.  P- 
-shtabhnoti,  -shtablmati  (Perf.  rl-tastan>bha), 
-shlambhitum,  to  prop  or  fix  asunder,  hold  or  keep 

apart,  fix  firmly,  prop,  support ;  to  place  or  put  down 

irmly,  plant  (the  feet)  firmly ;  to  obstruct,  stop,  pro- 
nibit,  hinder:  Cans,  -xlitambhayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  stop,  obstruct ;  to  paralyse. 

Vi-shtabdha, as, a, am, fixed  apart;  fixed  firmly, 

propped, supported,  stayed,  fixed,  firm, well-supported, 
placed  firmly,  planted  in  or  upon ;  obstructed,  stopped, 

hindered,  paralysed,  made  stiff"  or  motionless.—  IV- ihfabdha-tii,  f.  firmness,  confidence. 

Yi-A!ablta,am,  n. '  that  which  is  fixed  or  planted 
firmly,'  the  world. 

Yi-slt/abliita,  as,  a,  am,  fixed  firmly,  propped, 

supported. Yi-slifabhya,  ind.  having  fixed  asunder,  having 

propped,  having  planted  (the  feet)  firmly,  having  rested 

upon,  having  stopped,  having  made  to  stand  still. Yi-shtambha,  as,  m.  a  support,  supporter,  prop 

(Ved.) ;  planting  firmly,  placing  in  or  on  ;  stepping, 

planting  the  feet ;  obstruction,  impediment,  hindrance, 

obstacle  ;  stopping,  staying ;  obstruction  of  the  urine  or 

fsces,  ischury,  constipation ;  paralysis,  loss  of  motion. 
Vi-thtambhin,  t,  ini,  i,  obstructing,  stopping,  im- 

peding, hindering;  checking  (as  perspiration  &c.), 

chilling ;  making  motionless. 

fzR!'*.  vi-shtara,  as,  m.  (=vi-stara,  see 
under  ri-stri),  anything  spread  out,  a  layer,  bed, 

couch ;  a  seat,  stool,  chair,  couch,  &c. ;  the  seat  of 

the  presiding  Brahman  at  a  sacrifice  (either  real  or 

in  effigy) ;  a  seat  made  of  twenty-five  straws  of  Kusa 

grass  tied  up  in  a  sheaf;  a  handful  of  KuSa  grass ;  a 
iKe.-Yislitara-bhaj,  I,  k,  k,  occupying  a  seat, 

seated.  —  I 'ishtara-tfratas,  as,  m.' having  broad  or 

spreading  ears  (?),'  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna. —  Yifli'ai-a-ithn,  an,  ii,  am,  sitting  on  a  seat,  re- 

clining on  a  bed  (of  leaves  Sic.^.  —  Yishtarottara 

(cro-«r),  as,  a,  am,  covered  with  Kusa  grass. 

Yi-shtara,  as,  m.  (only  used  for  vi-stara  when metre  is  denoted,  according  to  Pan.  VIII.  3,  94, 

HI.  3,  34),  expansion,  extension.— Vishtara-pankti, 
is,  f.  a  particular  form  of  Pan-kti  metre  (consisting 

of  four  lines,  the  first  and  last  lines  having  eight  syl- 
lables eath  and  the  second  and  third  twelve  each). 

—  VMilara-hrihati,  f.  a  species  of  Brihati  metre 

(containing  eight  syllables  in  the  first  and  fourth  lines 
and  ten  in  the  second  and  third  lines). 

Yithlarin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  epithet  of  a  kind  of  ob- 

lation. 
tishli.     See  p.  941,  col.  2. 

tishtiras,  pi.,  this  word  occurs  in 

Rig-veda  II.  13,  10.  in  connection  with  shat,  and 

is  said  by  Say.  to  mean  the  six  widely  spread  objects 
.lirih  shat),  viz.   heaven,  earth,  day,  night, 

water,  and  plants. 

vi-shtu  (-stu),  cl.  2.  P.  -shtauti,  -shta- 



vi-ahtdva. vishnu- barman. 

rifi  (Impf.  ry-antt/aut  or  vy-antaut,  Pan.  VIII.  3, 
71),  -shtottim,  to  praise  very  much,  extol  with  praises. 
Vi-shtdva,  N.  of  a  division  of  the  Vi-shtuti  (?). 
Vi-ithluta,  as,  a,  am,  praised  highly,  extolled. 
Vi-shtuti,  is,  (.  a  variety  of  arrangement  for  re- 

citing the  verses  of  the  Tri-vrit  Stoma,  (three  such 
varieties  are  enumerated,  viz.  udyati,  parivartini, 
and  kulayini)  ;  (ayas),  f.  pi.,  N.  of  particular  trea- 

tises on  Vedic  ritual. 

vi-shthala  (i.e.  vi-sth°),  am,  n.  are- 
mote  place,  a  spot  situated  apart  or  at  a  distance. 

fqai  i.  m-shtha  (-stha),  cl.  i.  A.  -tlshthate 
(ep.  also  P.  -ti),  Aor.  vy-ashthdt,  -shlhdtum,  to 
stand  apart;  to  stand  firmly,  remain  stationary  or 
fixed,  stay,  abide,  remain,  dwell,  stop  ;  to  be  diffused 
or  spread  abroad  ;  to  spread  everywhere,  be  present 
in  ;  to  go  out  ;  to  attack,  invade. 

Vi-tasthdna,  as,  a,  am.Ved.  (for  vi-tishthamana), 
stopping,  being  stopped  or  impeded. 

Vi-tishthamdna,  as,  a,  am,  remaining  fixed  or 
stationary,  abiding,  staying,  being  permanent. 

2.  vi-shthd,  (.,  Ved.  intermediate  space,  interval. 
Vi-shthita,  as,  a,  am,  abiding,  stopping  ;  fixed. 

f<T8l  3.  vishtha,  f.  (probably  connected 
with  vishta,  see  under  2.  vish(a),  feces,  excrement. 

fVU!ll^»isAnap«,  us,  m.,Ved.,  N.  of  a  Rishi 
(restored  to  his  father  Visvaka  by  the  Asvins). 

fl  an  vishnu,  us,  us,  u  (in  Unadi-s.  III. 

39.  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  vish,  '  to  pervade  ;'  according 
to  some  fr.  rt.  I.  vis"),  all-pervading,  encompassing, 
pervading,  penetrating  (Ved)  ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  one 
of  the  principal  Hindu  deities,  (in  the  later  mythology 

regarded  as  'the  preserver,'  and  with  Brahma  'the 
creator"  and  Siva  'the  destroyer,'  constituting  the 
well-known  Tri-murti  or  triad  ;  although  Vishnu 
comes  second  in  the  triad  he  is  identified  with  the 
supreme  deity  by  his  worshippers  ;  in  the  Vedic 
period,  however,  he  is  not  placed  in  the  foremost 
rank,  and  though  frequently  invoked  with  Indra, 
Varuna,  the  Maruts,  Rudra,  Vayu,  and  the  Adityas, 
his  superiority  to  these  is  never  stated,  and  he  is  even 
described  in  one  place  as  celebrating  the  praises  of 
Indra  and  deriving  his  power  from  that  god  [cf. 
his  later  name  Indrdnuja,  '  younger  brother  of 
Indra'],  the  point  which  distinguishes  him  from  the 
other  Vedic  deities  being  chiefly  his  striding  over  the 
heavens,  which  he  is  said  to  do  in  three  paces  [see 
tri-vikrama]  ,  explained  as  denoting  the  threefold 
manifestations  of  light  in  the  form  of  fire,  lightning, 
and  the  sun,  or  as  designating  the  three  daily  stations 
of  the  sun  in  his  rising,  culminating,  and  setting; 
the  later  legend  of  the  Vamana  Ava-tSra  grew  out 
of  this  Vedic  conception  [see  ball]  ;  he  does  not 
appear  to  have  been  included  at  first  among  the 
Adityas  or  sons  of  Aditi,  whose  number  in  the  Vedic 
period  varies  from  six  to  eight,  though  in  later  times, 
when  their  number  was  raised  to  twelve,  represent- 

ing the  sun  in  the  twelve  months  of  the  year,  Vishnu 
is  accorded  the  foremost  place  among  them  ;  in  the 
IMhmanas  he  is  identified  with  sacrifice,  and  in  one 
described  as  a  dwarf;  in  the  Maha-bharata  and  Rama- 
yana  he  is  not  connected  with  the  sun,  but  gradually 
rises  to  the  supremacy  which  he  now  enjoys  as  the  most 
popular  deity  of  modern  Hindu  worship,  and  although 
in  some  passages  of  the  former  he  is  represented  as 
paying  homage  to  Siva  [cf.  his  name  Sfiva-Teirtana], 
the  great  rivalry  between  these  gods  and  their  wor- 

shippers —  who  are  respectively  called  Vaishnavas  and 
Saivas,  and  who  each  exalt  their  favourite  to  the  first 
place  in  the  Hindu  Pantheon  —  is  not  fully  developed 
till  the  period  of  the  Puranas  :  the  distinguishing 
feature  in  the  character  of  the  Post-vedic  Vishnu  is 
his  condescending  to  become  incarnate  in  a  portion 
of  his  essence  on  ten  principal  occasions,  to  set  right 
particular  disturbances  or  deliver  mankind  from  certain 
great  dangers  ;  his  ten  principal  incarnations  or  Ava- 
taras  are,  I.  the  Matsya  or  'fish  ;'  2.  the  Karma  or 
'tortoise;'  3.  the  Varaha  or  'boar;'  4.  the  Nara- 

sinha  or  '  man-lion  ; '  5.  the  VSmana  or  '  dwarf  [see 
ball] ;  6.  Parasu-rama  or  '  Rama  with  the  axe,' 
i.  e.  Rama,  son  of  Jamad-agni ;  7.  Rama-candra  or 
'  the  illustrious  Rama, '  i.  e.  Rama,  the  son  of  Dasa- 
ratha  and  hero  of  the  Ramayana ;  8.  Krishna  or 

'  the  dark  One,'  who  is  held  by  the  Vaishnavas  to  be 
not  so  much  an  incarnation  of  Vishnu  as  the  very 
essence  of  Vishnu  or  rather  Vishnu  himself,  so  that 
the  Bala-nmia  incarnation,  which  is  sometimes  mixed 
up  with  this  eighth  Ava-tara,  is  also  occasionally 
substituted  for  it ;  9.  Buddha  or  '  the  enlightened 
One,'  by  adopting  whom  the  Biahmans  appear  to 
have  desired  to  effect  a  compromise  between  their 
own  creed  and  Buddhism ;  IO,  Kalki,  which  is 
yet  to  come  ;  see  these  various  incarnations  s.  v. ; 
some  of  the  Puranas  multiply  these  Ava-tSras  to  the 
number  of  twenty-two  or  even  twentyrfour ;  as  the 
supreme  being  Vishnu  is  often  identified  with  NSrS- 
yana,  the  personified  Purusha  or  primeval  living  spirit 
[described  as  moving  on  the  waters,  reclining  on 
Sesha,  the  serpent  of  infinity,  while  the  god  Brahma 
emerges  from  a  lotus  growing  from  his  navel ;  cf. 
Manu  I.  10]  ;  the  wife  of  Vishnu  is  Lakshml  or 
Sri,  and  his  paradise  is  called  Vaikuntha ;  he  is 
usually  represented  with  a  peculiar  mark  on  his  breast 
called  Sri-vatsa,  and  as  holding  a  iaitkha  or  conch- 
shell  called  Paricajanya,  a  dakra  or  quoit-like  missile- 
weapon  called  Su-darsana,  a  ijadu,  or  dub  called  Kau- 
modakl,  and  a  padma  or  lotus ;  he  has  also  a  bow 
called  Sarn-ga,  and  a  sword  called  Nandaka;  hisru/m»« 
or  vehicle  is  Garuda,  q.  v. ;  he  has  a  jewel  on  his 
wrist  called  Syamantaka,  another  on  his  breast  called 
Kaustubha,  and  the  river  Ganges  is  said  to  issue  from 
his  foot ;  the  demons  slain  by  him  in  his  character  of 
'preserver  from  evil,'  or  by  Krishna  as  identified 
with  him,  are  Madhu,  Dhenuka,  Canura,  Yamala, 
and  Arjuna  [see  yamalatyuna],  Kalanemi,  Haya- 
griva,  Sakata,  Arishta,  Kaitabha,  Kansa,  Kesin, 
Mura,  Salva,  Mainda,  Dvi-vida,  Rahu,  Hiranya- 
kasipu,  Vina,  Kaliya,  Naraka,  Bali;  he  is  wor- 

shipped under  a  thousand  names,  which  are  all 
enumerated  in  the  Anu£asana-parvan  of  the  Maha- 
bharata,  11.  6950-7056  ;  for  his  epithet,  '  younger 
brother  of  Indra,'  see  ball ;  he  is  sometimes  regarded 
as  the  divinity  of  the  lunar  mansion  called  Sravana  ; 
Vishnu  Prajipatya  is  said  to  be  the  author  of  Rig- 
veda  X.  184) ;  N.  of  Agni  or  fire  ;  of  one  of  the 
Vasus ;  of  an  ancient  law-giver  or  writer  of  a  law- 
book;  a  pure  or  pious  person  ( =  Juddhc).  —  Vishnu- 
riksha,  am,  n.  (according  to  the  Sabda-k.)  the 
Nakshatra  or  lunar  mansion  called  Sravana  (presided 
over  by  Vishnu).  —  Vishnu-kanda,  a  species  of  bul- 

bous root  (=jala-vdsa,  i>ahu-samputa).  —  Vishnu- 
kavi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Vixhnu-Tcdnfi,  (.,  N.  of 
a  town  (said  to  have  been  founded  by  Sarrkara). 
—  Vishnu-kdnti-tirtha,   an,  n.,    N.  of  a  place. 
—  Vishnu-krama,  as,  m.  the  step  of  Vishnu ;  [cf. 
tri-vikrama.^  —  Vishn  u-krdntd,  f.  the  plant  Clitorea 
Ternatea  (  =  a-pardjitd).  —  Vishnu-gupta,  as,  m. 
'  hidden  by  Vishnu,'  N.  of  the  Muni  VStsyayana ; 
of  the  saint  Kaundinya  (said  to  have  been  concealed 
by  Vishnu  when  pursued  by  Siva,  whom  he  had  in- 

censed) ;  N.  of  the  sage  Canakya ;  of  a  follower  of 
San-karacarya ;  a  species  of  root  (=  vishnu-kanda). 
-*Vishnit,-(t/t,iilaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  root  (  =  (fn- 

nakya-mulaka).  —  Vishnu-gnha,  am,  n.  'Vishnu's 
abode,'  N.  of  a  country  or  city,  (also  called  Stamba- 
pura.)  —  Vtshnu-dakra,  am,  n.  the  discus  or  quoit- 
like  weapon  of  Vishnu ;  epithet  of  a  particular  mys- 

tical circle  (formed  from  the  lines  in  the   hand). 
—  Vishnu-dandra,  as,  m.,   N.  of  an  astronomer. 
—  V  itthnu-tattva-nirnaya,  ax,  m. '  investigation  or 
proof  of  the   essence  of  Vishnu,'  N.  of   a  work. 
—  Vishnu-firtha,  am,  n.  '  Vishnu's  Tirtha,'  N.  of 
a  place  of  pilgrimage.  —  Vishnu-tulya-pardkrama, 
as,  a,  am,  having  power  equal  to  that  of  Vishnu. 
—  Vishnu-taila,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  medicinal  oil  (said 
to  have  been  fabricated  by  the  Mv\ns,  —  piirana). 

—  Vishnu-datta,  as,  m.  'Vishnu-given,'  a  proper  N. 
•»  Vitknu-dattaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scribe.— Vis hn  11- 

ddsa,  as,  m.  '  Vishnu's  slave,'  N.  of  a  Brahman. 

—  Vialtnu-daivata,  as,  &c.,  having  \,   jJu  for  a 
presiding   deity.  —  Vifhnu-daivatya,  jj(  a,  am, 
having  Vishnu  for  a  presiding  deity ;  (,/,  f.,  N.  of 
the  eleventh  and   twelfth  lunar  day  of  each  fort- 

night. —  Vishnu  -  dharma,    as,    m.    a    kind    of 
Siaddha.  — .  Vishim-dharmottara  (°ma-uf),  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  work  consisting  of  a  dialogue  between 
the  son  of  Janam-ejaya  and  Saunaka,  &c.  —  Vishnu- 
dvish,  t,   m.    'hating  Vishnu,'    (with    Jainas)    an 
epithet    of  nine   beings    at  enmity  with  Vasudeva 
(=prati-vdswdeva).  —  Vishnu-panjara,  am,   n. 
a  kind  of  mystical   prayer  or  charm  for    securing 
the  favour  of  Vishnu,  (see  panjara.)  —  Vishim- 

pada,  am,   n.   'station    or   step    of  Vishnu,'   the 
meridian    sky   (Ved.  =  madhyandinam  antari- 
ksham),  the  sky,  heaven,  atmosphere ;  an  image  of 
the  foot  of  Vishnu  worshipped  at  Gaya  ;  the  sea  of 
milk ;  a  lotus ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  the  Ganges  (as  issuing 

from  Vishnu's  foot)  ;  one  of  the  twelve  San-kiantis 
or  sun's  passages  into  a  sign  of  the  zodiac  (especially 
the  first  sign  after  the   equinox).  —  Visluiupada- 
tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha  sacred  to  Vishnu. 
—  Vishnupadi-itakra,  am,  n.  a  particular  astrologi- 

cal circle  or  diagram.  —  Vishnupady-utpatti,  is,  f. 
'  source  of  the  Vishnu-padI,'  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the 
Srishti-khanda  of  the  Padma-PurSna.— Vishnu-pura, 

am,  n.  Vishnu's  city  or  abode ;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  a  citv. 
—  Vishnu-purdtfa,  am,  n.,  N.  of  one  of  the  most 
celebrated  of  the  eighteen  Puranas,  (this  Purana  con- 

forms more  than  any  other  to  the  definition  panda- 
lakshcma,  q.  v. ;  it  is  divided  into  six  books,  the  first 
treats  of  the  details  of  creation,  and  explains  how  the 
universe  proceeded  from  Pra-kriti  or  the  eternal  germ 
of  all  material  things,  and  how  after  the  world  had 
been  fitted  for  the  reception  of  living  creatures,  it  was 

peopled  by  the  Praja-patis  or  patriarchs  and  their 
posterity,  who  are  described  as  governing  the  earth 
during  the  Svayambhuva  Manv-antara ;  the  second 
continues  the  kings  of  this  period,  and  the  mention 
of  Bharata,  who  gave  his  name  to  India,  leads  to 
many  curious  geographical  and  astronomical  details  ; 
the  third  treats  of  the  Vedas  and  other  sacred  writings, 
as  well  as  of  caste  and  the  principal  Hindu  institutions  ; 

the  fourth  gives  a  list  of  dynasties  and  a  kind  of  his- 
torical chronicle  mixed  with  fable;  the  fifth  is  entirely 

devoted  to  the  life  of  Krishna ;  the  sixth  contains  an 
account  of  the  dissolution  of  the  world  and  the  end 
and  renovation  of  all  things.)  —  Vishnu-prUi,  in. 
f.  land  granted  rent-free  to  Brahmans  in  honour  of 
Vishnu  or  to  maintain  his  worship.  —  Vishnu-bhakta, 
as,  m.  a  worshipper  of  Vishnu.  —  Vishnu-bhakti, 
is,  f.  the  worship  of  Vishnu. "Vishnu-bhalcti-fan- 
drodaya  (°ra-ud°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.— Vishnu- 
bhakti-rahasya,  am,  n. '  mystery  of  the  worship  of 
Vishnu,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Vishtiu-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  scribe.  —  Vishnu-mandira,  am,  n.  Vishnu's 
temple  ;  =  vishnu-griha,  q.v.  —  Vishnu-maya,  as, 
i,  am,  emanated  from  Vishnu.  —  Vishnu-may  a,  f. 
'Vishnu's  illusion,'  N.  of  Durga.  —  Viehnu-mahat- 

mya,  am,  n.  '  the  glory  or  majesty  of  Vishnu,'  N. of  a  chapter  of  the  Lin-ga-Purana.  —  Vishnu-mitra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  priest ;  of  the  author  of  a  Prati- 
Sskhya  commentary  (with  the  surname  Kumara). 
—  Vishnu-yaias,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  son  of  Brahma- 
yasas  and  father  of  Kalki.— Vishnu-yamala-tanti'u . 
N.  of  a  Tantra  work.  —  Viihnu-ratha,  as,  m. '  Vish- 

nu's chariot,'  N.  of  Garuda,  the  bird  and  vehicle  of 
Vishnu.  —  Vitshiiu-rakasya,  am,  n.  'mystical  doc- 

trine of  Vishnu,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Vishnu-rdta,  as, 
m.  'Vishnu-given,'  N.  of  king  Pankshit.  —  Vishnu- 
lingl,  f.  a  quail.  —  Vishnti-loka,  as,  m.  Vishnu's 
world ;  =  brahma-lolca  (according  to  some  accounts  ; 
or  placed  above  it,  according  to  others).  —  Vishnu- 
vallabha,  as,  d,  am,  beloved  by  Vishnu ;   (a),  f. 
the  plant  Echites  Caryophyllata ;    a  small  fragrant 
shrub,  Ocymum  Sanctum ;  an  epithet  of  Lakshml. 
—  Vishntt-vdjapeyin,   i,   m.,   N.   of  an  author. 
—  Vishnu-vdhana  or  vuhnu-valiya,  as,  m. '  Vish- 

nu's vehicle,'  epithet  of  Garuda.  —  Vishnu- far  man, 
d,  m.,  N.  of  a  leader  of  the  sect  of  Bhaktas ;  of  the 
author  of  the  PaiWa-tantra ;  of  a  scribe.  —  Vishnu- 

ill 



vishnu-sakasra-ndma-kathana. 

vi-sarga. 

n,  n.,  N.  of  a  Ttrtha  sacred  to 
<hntf-*<lhii.<fft-n'lj/ui-k<itft(litd,  dm,  n. 

'  enuinei'Aon  of  the  thousand  names  of  Vishnu,'  N. 
of  a  small  portion  of  the  Anusisanika  section  of  the 

Anus"Jsana-parvan  (II.  6936-7078)  of  the  Maha- bhSrata.  —  Vighnn-sahagra-nanid-li/ia.-ln/d,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  San-kara^Srya  on  the 
thousand  names  of  Vishnu.  —  Vixltnii-xin/ia,  as,  m 
a  proper  N.  —  Vigh>iu-giikta,  am,  a.,  N.  of  a  Vedic 

hymn.  —  I  "ah  iiii-xriiutin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  the  original 
teacher  of  the  Vaishnava  sect  of  the  Rudra-sampradJ- 
yins,  (he  was  the  predecessor  of  a  more  celebrated 
teacher  called  Vallabha&rya,  q.  v.) ;  a  temple  or 

statue  built  in  honour  of  Vishnu.— Vishiiilttara  (°n«- 
trt°),  a  grant  of  land  rent-free  for  the  worship  of 
Vishnu.  —  Vithiiutgara  (°nit-ut'),  as,  m. 'Vishnu's 
festival,'  a  particular  day  sacred  to  Vishnu.  —  Vishnv- 
ai'atara,  ag,  m.  a  descent  or  incarnation  of  Vishnu. 
Vighniiya,  Nom.  P.  lithnuyati,  &c.,  to  treat  as 

Vishnu,  act  towards  any  one  (loc.)  as  Vishnu. 

[q>*if^  vi-shpand  (vi-spand),  cl.  I.  A. 
-shpandate,  -ghpanditum,  to  throb,  beat ;  to 
straggle. 

\'i-shpanda,  ag,  m.  throbbing,  beating. 

r=»«H«T«^  vi-shpardhas  (vi-spardas),  as,  as, 
m  [«f.  ri-spardK],  Ved.  emulating,  envious,  (SSy. 
ri-gpardhasah  =  vividha-spardhdh,  Rig-veda  V. 
87,  4);  free  from  emulation  or  rivalry,  (Say.  =  vi- 
gata-gpardha.) 

f^«M3t  vi-shpas  (vi-spas),  t,  m.,  Ved.  one 
who  frees  from  obstruction,  a  deliverer ;  an  especial 
adversary,  (SSy.  =  videghena  bddhaka,  Rig-veda  I. 
189,  6;  cf.  vi-tpaghta.) 

r^fssn  vi-shpita,  as,  m.  (probably  con- 
nected with  rts.  pi,pyai,  gphay),  Ved.  (according  to 

some)  a  desert ;  expanse,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig- 
veda  VII.  60,  7.  viehpitasya=vyaptitasya  kar- 
nuiiiah  ;  according  to  Durga  =  vistirna  =  ilas- 
tjetas-<la  sarcatah  prdpta.) 

r^wjlrt^-sfi  vi-shpulingaka,  as,  m.  (or  a, 
(.  ?),  Ved.  a  spark  of  fire  ( =  vi-sphulinga,  q.  v. ; 
this  word  occurs  in  Rig-veda  I.  191,  13,  where, 
according  _to  SSy.,  it  may  mean  one  of  the  twenty- 
one  sparks  produced  by  a  multiplication  of  the  seven 
tongues  of  fire  or  may  be  a  synonym  of  6atikd,  a 
female  sparrow,  of  which  there  are  twenty-one  vari- 

eties, eaters  of  poison  with  impunity). 

ti-shphara,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-shphar 
^•ri-ehphur  below),  vibrating  ;  the  twang  of  a  bow, 
&c.  See  vi-iphara. 

fa«Jt  vi-shphur,  cl.  6.  P.  -shphurati,  &c. 
See  vi-gphur,  which  is  an  alternative  form  according 
toP.1n.VIII.  3,  76. 
Vi-shphurat,  an,  art  or  and,  at,  Ved.  —  vi- 

sphurat  ,  quivering  ;  injuring,  harassing,  (SSy.  =  m- 
hinsat.) 

rt  vi-shphul  =  vi-sphul,  q.  v. 

vishya.     See  p.  946,  col.  3. 

<.    See  under  vi-sho,  p.  948. 

vi-shyand  (also  written  vi-syand; 
according  to  Pan.  VIII.  3,  73.  vi-syand  is  the  only 
form  allowed  when  the  verb  is  used  with  reference 

to  living  beings),  ci.  i.  A.  -shyandale  or  -syandate, 
&c.  (see  rt.  eyand),  to  flow  out  or  away,  flow  off, trickle  down. 

V  i-ghyanda,  at,  m.  flowing,  trickling,  issuing forth. 

1  i-eli>/iindam.ana.,  as,  ii,  am,  flowing,  trickling. 
1*3  vishea,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

I.  v<«h),  injurious,  hurtful,  mischievous. 
'i**n*  risAu-«A(f,  vishvak-shena,  &c.    See under  viehu,  p.  948. 

(vi-svan),  cl.  I  .  P.  -shvanati, 

-sli  rii,iitiim'(lmpf.  ry-ashranat,  Pan.  VIII.  3,  63), 
to  make  a  sound  in  eating,  smack  the  lips  (restricted 
to  this  sense  according  to  Pin.  VIII.  3,  69 ;  if  any 
other  sound  is  denoted,  the  dental  e  remains,  see  vi- 
gran,  cf.  aca-nhvan). 

Vt-shranana,  am,  n.  smacking  the  lips  in  eating, 
eating  with  a  noise. 

Vi-ihvii>fa,  as,  m.  eating  with  a  noise,  noisy 
eating;  [cf.  ara-sArdno.] 

fdlJ   ris  (connected  with  rts.  bis,  pis, 
N&c.),  cl.  I.  P.  vesati,  (if  identified  with 

rt.  big,  then  cl.  4.  P.  visyati),  vesitum,  to  go,  move ; 
to  cast,  throw,  send  (cl.  4). 
Visa,  am,  n.  (in  Ved.  more  usually  bisa,  q.  v.,  cf. 

fliVa),  the  film  or  fibre  of  the  water-lily  or  lotus,  the 
fibres  of  the  stalk  or  the  stalk  itself.  —  Visa-kanihika, 
f.  or  visa-kanthin,  i,  m.  a  small  crane.  —  Visa- 

kusuma,  am,  n.  'fibre-(produced)  flower,'  a  lotus- 
flower.  —  Viga-khadika,  f.  '  the  eating  of  fibres  or 
shoots,'  N.  of  a  play  mentioned  in  VstsySyana's 
Kama-sutra.  —  Vim-granthi,  is,  m.  a  knot  on  the 
stalk  of  the  lotus  (used  for  filtering  or  clearing  water) ; 
a  particular  disease  of  the  eyes.  —  Viga-Mheda,  as, 
m.  a  cutting  or  portion  of  the  fibres  of  the  lotus. 

—  Visa-ja,  am,  n. '  fibre-produced,'  a  lotus-flower, 
lotus.  —  Visa-tantu,  us,  m.  a  lotus  fibre.  —  Visa-na- 
bhi,  is,  m.  a  quantity  of  lotuses ;  the  plant  Nelum- 
bium  Speciosum  (=padminl).  —  Viga-nasikd,  f. 
'  having  a  nose  like  a  lotus-stalk,'  a  sort  of  crane. 
—  Visa-pwhpa,  am,  n.  a  lotus-flower.  —  Viga-pra- 
guna,  am,  n.  a  lotus-flower,  lotus  (Nelumbium  Spe- 

ciosum). —  Visa-vartman,  a,  n.  a  particular  disease 
of  the  eyelid.  —  Vigakara  (°sa-ak°),  as,  m. '  abound- 

ing in  fibres,'  a  species  of  Euphorbia  (=6AaaVo- tluda). 

Visala,  am,  n.  a  sprout,  bud,  young  shoot ;  [cf. kisala. ] 

Visini,  f.  an  assemblage  of  lotus-flowers ;  the  lotus 
plant  Nelumbium  Speciosum  ;  lotus  fibres. 

Vieila,  as,  a,  am,  coming  from  or  relating  to Visa. 

vi-samyukta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  yuj 
with  earn  and  vi),  disjoined,  detached,  separate, 
abstaining  from,  keeping  aloof  from,  omitting. 
Vi-sarnyoga,  as,  m.  disjunction,  separation,  omis- sion. 

!=(«««;  vi-sam-vad,  cl.  i.  P.  -vadati,  -va- 
ditum,  to  assert  falsely;  to  fail  in  an  agreement, 
break  one's  word,  break  a  promise,  to  disappoint, 
deceive ;  to  contradict,  raise  objections,  disagree  with, 
murmur  against:  Caus.  -vadayali,  -yitum,  to  make 
disappointed,  disappoint ;  to  fail  to  prove. 
Vi-gami'dda,  ag,  m.  false  assertion,  breaking  or 

falsifying  one's  word,  deceiving  by  a  false  assertion, 
breaking  a  promise,  disappointing,  deceiving;  con- 

tradiction, disagreeing,  disagreement. 
Vi-samviidita,  as,  d,  am,  disappointed,  deceived, contradicted. 

Visamviidin,  i,  ini,  i,  breaking  one's  word,  dis- 
appointing, deceiving;  cunning,  crafty,  fraudulent; 

contradicting,  disagreeing ;  disputing,  contesting, 
contentious. 

Pq  «  31  «4*U'i-sa?«s'<jy am,  ind .  without  doubt, 
without  suspicion,  undoubtedly. 

vi-samshthula,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt. 

etln'i  with  mm  and  ri;  cf.  apa-shthu,  apa-ihthula, 
?•  53i  co'-  3  )>  unsteady,  agitated.  —  Visamshthula- 
gamana,  as,  a,  am,  going  unsteadily,  tottering, itaggering. 

i%tig;s  vi-sankata,  as,  m.  a  lion;  the 
Ingudl  tree. 

vi-sangata,  as,  d,  am,  uncon- 
nected, inconsistent,  not  in  harmony. 

vi-sanjna,  as,  d,  am,  insensible, 
unconscious ;  bereft  of  sense,  lifeless. 

vi-sannaha,  as,  a,  am,  without  a 
coat  of  mail  ;  without  clothes,  unclothed,  naked. 

N««*}^  vi-sam-muh,  cl.  4.  P.  -muhyati, 
-mohitum  or  -mogdhum  or  -modhtim.lo  be  utterly 
bewildered  or  infatuated. 

Vi-iammudha,  as,  a,  am,  utterly  bewildered. 

vi-sara,  vi-sdra,  &c.    See  below. 

vi-sarga,  vi-sarjana,  &c.   See  under 
vi-srij  below. 

visala.     See  under  rt.  vis,  col.  2. 

vi-samagrt,  f.  the  absence  of 
means,  the  absence  of  causes  calculated  to  produce 
an  effect  (in  phil.). 

f^favi-si.  See  under  vi-shi,  (according  to 
Pin.  VIII.  3,  70.  the  participle  must  be  vi-thita.) 

f^fl^n  ri-suiana,  am,  n.  making  known. 

Vi-gudika,  (.  (rt.  sue"),  symptom  of  disease;  spas- modic cholera. 

rq«j*.«ii  vi-surana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  (fr.  rt.  sur 
with  vi),  sorrow,  distress. 

Vi-gurita,  am,  n.  repentance ;  (a),  f.  a  fever. 

few  vi-sri,  cl.  I.  3.  P.  -sarati,  -sisarti 
(Ved.  also  A.  -te),  -eartum,  to  go  forth  or  in  various 
directions,  spread  out,  stretch  out,  unfold,  display 
(Ved.),  to  be  spread  out,  be  extended,  extend,  spread 
through,  stretch ;  to  return :  Pass,  -sriyate,  to  be 
spread  out,  (Perf.  vi-sasre,  it  was  spread  abroad) : 
Caus.  -sdrayali,  -yitum,  to  stretch  forth,  extend. 
Vi-sara,  ag,  m.  going  forth  or  abroad ;  going ; 

spreading,  extending;  a  multitude,  crowd,  assemblage, 
flock,  herd. 

Vi-tarana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  forth  or  out, spreading. 

Vi-sara,  as,  m.  going  out  or  forth,  spreading  out, 
expansion,  diffusion ;  flowing,  creeping,  sliding,  glid- 

ing along ;  a  fish  ;  (ttin.),  n.  a  wood ;  timber ;  (i), 
f.  the  region  of  the  winds. 

Vi-sdrita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  go  forth  or  spread, 

set  on  foot,  occasioned;  effected,  performed.  —  I' /- 
garitdnga  ("ta-art0),  as,  d,  am,  having  an  expanded or  extended  body. 

Vi-sdrin,  I,  ini,  i,  going  forth  or  in  all  directions, 
spreading  over  or  through,  spreading,  diffusing ; 
creeping  along ;  flowing,  gliding ;  (T),  m.  a  fish ; 
(i iii),  f.  a  kind  of  shrub  ( =  masha-panit). 
Vi-gdrya,  ind.  having  spread  out,  having  extended. 
Vi-grita,  ag,  d,  am,  spread  out,  extended,  ex- 

panded, drawn  (as  a  bow-string)  ;  uttered.  —  Visrita- 
guna,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  string  (of  a  bow  &c.) 
stretched  out. 

Vi-gritvara,  as,  I,  am,  spreading  about,  becoming 
diffused  ;  gliding  along,  creeping,  flowing,  sliding. 

Vi-srtmara,  as,  a,  am,  creeping  along,  moving 
onwards  gently,  flowing,  gliding. 

vi-srij,  cl.  6.  P.  -srijati  (ep.  also 
A.  -te),  -srashtum,  to  send  forth,  let  go,  emit,  let 
loose,  pour  forth ;  to  create,  produce ;  to  let  fall, 
drop,  shed ;  to  cast,  hurl,  throw,  discharge,  throw 
away ;  to  emit  sound,  utter,  sound  forth  ;  to  send 
away,  dismiss,  abandon,  cast  off,  repudiate,  reject; 
to  bestow,  give,  grant ;  to  deliver,  hand  over  to : 
Caus.  -sarjayati,  'yitum,  to  send  forth,  emit,  pour 
forth,  shed  ;  to  send  away,  dismiss  ;  to  spare ;  to  repel, 
repudiate,  get  rid  of;  to  reject,  put  off;  to  lose. 
Vi-sarga,  as,  m.  sending  forth,  letting  go,  emis- 

sion, letting  loose ;  creating,  creation  ;  emanation  ; 
voiding,  evacuation  (of  excrement  &c.)  ;  getting  rid 
of,  sending  away,  dismissal,  abandonment,  rejection, 
relinquishment ;  giving  away,  gift,  donation ;  de- 

parture ;  separation ;  final  emancipation,  beatitude, 

exemption  from  worldly  existence  ;  the  sun's  southern 
course  ;  light,  lustre,  splendor ;  (in  grammar)  N.  of  a 
symbol  usually  maiked  by  two  perpendicular  dots  [:] 
representing  a  hard  and  distinctly  audible  aspiration, 
(it  usually,  though  not  always,  occurs  at  the  end  of  a 
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word,  and  is  really  a  kind  of  sibilant,  often  taking  the 
place  of  final  s  and  r  when  these  letters  pass  into 
aspirations;  it  must  be  preceded  by  a  vowel,  but 
cannot  be  followed  by  one  ;  it  is  called  Visarga  either 
from  its  liability  to  be  rejected  or  from  its  being 
pronounced  with  a  full  emission  of  breath.) 
Vi-sarjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sending  forth, 

emitting,  letting  loose,  sending  among,  dismissing, 
dispatching,  dismissal ;  setting  a  bull  at  liberty  on 
particular  occasions ;  throwing  the  image  of  a  deity 
into  holy  water  (as  the  concluding  rite  of  a  festival); 
abandoning,  relinquishing,  quitting,  abandonment, 
giving  up ;  giving  away,  gift,  donation. 
Vi-sarjaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  sent  forth  or 

emitted  ;  to  be  abandoned  or  left,  to  be  given  away, 

&c. ;  proper  or  fit  to  be  abandoned ;  (as),  m.  =  Vi- 
sarga  (in  grammar). 
Vi-sarjayitvd  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having  let  go, 

having  dismissed,  &c. 

Vi-sarjita,  as,  a,  am,  sent  forth,  let  go,  emitted, 
sent  away,  dismissed ;  abandoned,  left ;  given  away, 

given. 
Vi-srijat,  an,  ati  or  and,  at,  letting  go,  sending 

forth,  emitting,  abandoning ;  giving  away,  giving. 

1.  vi-srijya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  let  go,  to  be  aban- 
doned, &C. 

2.  vi-srijya,  ind.  having  let  go,  having  sent  away 
or  dismissed,  having  discharged,  having  got  rid  of, 
ate. 
Vi-srishta,  as,  a,  am,  let  go,  sent  forth,  emitted, 

emanated,  created ;  let  fall,  shed ;  sent  away,  dis- 
missed, discharged ;  shot  off;  cast  off,  abandoned, 

relinquished,  parted  with ;  got  rid  of,  cast  out,  ex- 
pelled;  given  away,  bestowed,  granted.  —  Visriahta- 

bhumi,  is,  is,  i,  having  space  or  room  given,  one 

who  is  allowed  room  (to  sit  down  &c.).  —  Visrishta- 
rdti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  munificent  in  gifts. 

Vi-srishli,  is,  f.  letting  go,  sending  forth,  emana- 
tion, creation ;  dismissing,  abandonment,  leaving, 

quitting ;  giving,  offering. 

fmi^OT-srip,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarpati,  -sarptum 
or  -sraptum  (Ved.  Inf.  vi-sripas),  to  creep  away  or 
about,  go  or  run  away,  sneak  off,  roam  about, 
escape ;  to  fly  about,  glide,  soar,  hover  about ;  to 
flow  over  (with  ace.) ;  to  spread  about,  become  dif- 

fused ;  to  wander,  wind,  meander, 

Vi-sarpa,  as,  m.  creeping  about;  flying  to  and 
fro,  gliding ;  going  or  spreading  about ;  an  unwished 
for  consequence  of  any  act ;  a  particular  disease, 
erysipelatous  inflammation,  a  sort  of  dry  spreading 

itch.— Visarpa-gltna,  am,  n.  bee's-wax  (as  destroy- 
ing the  above  disease  ?).  —  Visarpa-dikitsd,  f.  the 

cure  of  the  above  disease. 

Vi-sarpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  creeping  or  going 
about ;  soaring,  gliding,  flying,  going  gently  ;  spread- 

ing, extending,  diffusion. 
Vi-sarpat,  an,  anti,  at,  creeping  about,  going 

along ;  flying  gently,  gliding,  soaring,  hovering 
about. 

Vi-sarpamdna,  as,  a,  am,  creeping  about,  flying 
or  hovering  about ;  wandering. 

Vbarpi,  is,  m.  a  cutaneous  disease  ( =  n-sarpa 
above). 

Vi-sarpikd,  f.  a  sort  of  dry  spreading  itch. 
Vi-sarpin,  i,  inl,  i,  creeping  about ;  gliding,  going 

gently;  spreading  over  or  along;  winding. 

tV**^  vi-skand.     See  vi-shkand. 
Vi-ikanttri,  vi-skanda.    See  under  vi-ehkand. 
Vi-skanna.     See  under  vi-ghkand. 

Pq****?  vi-skambh,  according  to  Pan. 

VIII.  3,  77.  the  «  is  retained  only  in  A.;  see  vi- 
skkambh. 

.  _'  vista,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  vis),  a  weight  of  gold  (  =  eighty  Raktikas  or  a 
Karsha  of  sixteen  Mashas,  about  half  an  ounce  troy). 

iV*rj  vi-stri,  cl.  g.  or  vi-stri,  cl.  9.  P.  A. 
-strinoti,  -strinute,  -strindti,  -strintte,  -startum 
pr  -itaritnm  or  -elarttum,  to  spread  out,  spread 

abroad,  diffuse,  extend,  expand  ;  to  spread  or  strew 
or  scatter  about  :  Pass,  -staryate  or  -stlryate,  to  be 
spread  abroad  or  widely  diffused  :  Caus.  -stdrayati, 
-yitum,  to  extend,  expand,  make  broad  or  wide, 
widen,  broaden. 

Vi-stara,  as,  m.  [cf.  m-shtara],  spreading,  ex- 
tension, expansion,  prolixity,  diffuseness,  detailed 

description,  minute  detail  ;  affectionate  solicitation  ; 
anything  spread  out,  a  layer,  bed;  a  seat,  a  stool; 
abundance,  quantity,  multitude,  number,  assemblage, 
a  large  company;  (ena),  ind.  diffusely,  at  length, 
fully,  in  detail.  —  Viftara-tas  or  vistara-ias,  ind. 
diffusely,  at  length,  fully,  in  detail,  with  full  parti- 

culars. —  Vistara-tii,  f.  expansion,  spreading. 

Vi-staraniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  spread  or  ex- 
tended, capable  of  being  extended  or  expanded. 

Vi-stdra,  as,  m.  spreading,  expansion,  extension, 
diffusion  ;  breadth,  amplitude  ;  vastness,  expanse  ; 
particularising  at  length,  detail,  amplification  ;  the 
breadth  or  diameter  of  a  circle  ;  the  branch  of  a  tree 
with  its  new  shoots  ;  a  shrub. 

Vi-stdrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  spreading  or  extend- 
ing or  enlarging. 

Vi-stdrita,  as,  a,  am,  spread,  extended,  enlarged, 
expanded  ;  fully  stated,  amplified. 

Vi-stdrin,  i,  inl,  i,  extending,  large  ;  powerful. 
Vi-stirna,  as,  5,  am,  spread  about,  strewed  about, 

strewed,  spread  out,  extended,  spread,  expanded  ; 

broad  ;  large,  great,  roomy,  wide.  —  Vistirna-td,  f. 
or  vistirna-tva,  am,  n.  breadth,  diffusion,  extension, 
vastness,  largeness,  amplitude.  —  Vistlrna-parna, 
am,  n.  a  sort  of  esculent  root,  Arum  Indicum  (  = 

mdnaka).  —  Visfirnorafisthala  (°na-ur°),  as,  a, 
am,  having  a  broad  chest  or  breast. 

Vi-stirya,  ind.  having  spread  or  diffused. 
Vi-strita,  as,  a,  am,  diffused,  extended,  spread  ; 

diffuse  ;  expanded,  broad  ;  ample. 

Vi-striti,  is,  f.  spreading,  expansion  ;  extent, 
width,  breadth  ;  the  diameter  of  a  circle. 

fa**)  i  «i  ri-stkdna,  as,  a,  am,  (in  Vedic 

grammar)  belonging  to  another  place  or  order  of 
letters  (e.  g.  vi-sfhane  spartfa  udaye  ma-kdrah, 
the  letter  m,  when  a  consonant  of  any  other  class follows). 

vi-spand.     See  vi-shpand,  p.  950. 

vi-spardh,  cl.  I.  A.  -spardhate, 
-spardhitum,  to  vie  with,  emulate,  envy. 
Vi-spardhamiina,  as,  a,  am,  vying  with,  emu- 

lating, envying. 

Vi-spardhd,  f.  absence  of  envy  ;  [cf.  vi-shpar- 
dhas.] 

vi-spashta,  as,  a,  am  (see  rt.  spas'  ; 
cf.  vi-shpas),  clear,  apparent,  manifest,  evident,  dis- 

tinct, open;  plain,  intelligible;  (am),  ind.  clearly, evidently. 

fqt^rH.  vi-sphar.     See  under  vi-sphur. 
Vi-sphdra,  vi-sphdrita,  &c.     See  below. 

(V*Mi*.  vi-sphur  (also  written  vi-shphur, 

q.  v.  ;  the  base  is  changed  to  vi-sphar  in  the  Caus. 
and  in  some  derivatives,  e.  g.  vi-sphdra),  cl.  6.  P. 
-sphurati,  &c.,  -sphuritum,  to  quiver,  tremble, 
throb,  vibrate,  flash,  flicker,  glitter  ;  to  struggle 

against,  resist  :  Pass,  -sphuryate  (Perf.  vi-pusphure, 
Kirat.  XIV.  30),  to  be  flashed  :  Caus.  -sphdrayati, 

-sphorayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  tremble,  make  to 
quiver  or  vibrate,  draw  (a  bow)  ;  to  make  to  glitter 
or  flash,  cause  to  shine  :  Pass,  of  Caus.  -sphdryate, 
to  be  made  to  quiver  or  vibrate  (as  a  bow). 

Vi-sphdra,  as,  m.  (also  written  vi-shphdra), 
trembling,  quivering,  vibrating,  agitating  ;  the  twang 
of  a  bow-string. 

Vi-sphdrayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  tremble  or 
vibrate,  drawing  (a  bow),  drawing  to  the  full  stretch. 

Vi-spharita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  vibrate  or  trem- 
ble ;  twanged  or  drawn  (as  a  bow-string)  ;  shaken  ; 

trembling,  tremulous,  flashing  ;  made  open,  displayed, 
manifested,  evident,  apparent. 

Vi-sphnryamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  drawn  or 
twanged  (as  a  bow-string)  ;  being  made  open  or 
manifest. 

Vi-sphurat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  quivering,  throb- 
bing, trembling  ;  swelling,  enlarging  ;  struggling, resisting. 

Vi-sphuramana,  as,  a,  am,  quivering,  throbbing, 

trembling.  —  Visphuramdnaushtha.  (°na-osh°),  as, 
d  or  i,  am,  having  quivering  or  trembling  lips. 

Vi-sphurUa,  as,  d,  am,  quivering,  shaken,  tre- mulous ;  swollen,  enlarged. 

Vi-sphwrya,  ind.  (Maha-bh.  Vana-parvan  15639. 
vl-sphurya),  having  trembled  or  quivered,  quivering. 

iq«-«jin  vi-sphur  j,  cl.  I.  P.  -sphurjati, 

-sphurjitum,  to  roar,  resound,  thunder/ 
Vi-sphurjathu,  ui,  m.  roaring,  resounding,  thun- 

dering, rumbling  ;  a  clap  of  thunder  ;  rolling.  —  Vi- 
sphurjathu-prakhya,  as,  d,  am,  like  or  resembling 
a  clap  of  thunder. 

Vi^sphurjita,  as,  d,  am,  resounded,  resounding  ; 

(am),  n.  roar,  shout  ;  rolling. 

fa*!?*^  vi-sphul  (also  written  vi-shphul, 
P5n.  VIII.  3,  76  ;  connected  with  vi-sphur,  col.  2), 
cl.  6.  P.  -sphulati,  -sphulitum,  to  quiver  ;  to  leap 
about,  jump  for  joy,  go  merrily. 

Vi-sphulat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  trembling,  shaking, 
quivering  ;  going  briskly  or  merrily  ;  appearing. 

Vi-splmlinga,  as,  m.  a  spark  of  fire  ;  a  sort  of 

poison. 
f=n*W5  vi-sphota,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  boil, 

tumour,  pustule  ;  small-pox. 

flf**!  vi-smi,  cl.  I.  A.  -smayate  (some- 

times also  P.  -smayati),  -smetum,  to  wonder,  be  sur- 
prised ;  to  wonder  at,  be  surprised  at  (with  inst.,  loc., 

or  ace.)  ;  to  admire  ;  to  be  proud  of  (with  inst.)  : 

Caus.  -smdyayati,  -smdpayali,  -te,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  wonder;  to  astonish  any  one  (ace.)  with 
anything  (inst.). 

Vi-smaya,  as,  m.  wonder,  surprise,  amazement, 
astonishment,  admiration  ;  dismay  ;  pride,  arrogance  ; 
doubt,  uncertainty,  perplexity  ;  (in  the  drama)  one 
of  the  BhSvas.  —  Vismaya-Jcara,  as,  i,  am, 

causing  astonishment  or  admiration.  —  Vismayan- 
gama,  as,  d,  am,  being  an  object  of  astonishment, 
astonishing.  —  Vismaya-harsha-miila,  as,  d,  am, 
caused  by  astonishment  and  joy.  —  Vismayakvla 

(°ya-dk°),  as,  d,  am,  bewildered  with  wonder, 
amazed,  astounded.  —  Vismaydniiita  (°ya-an°),  as, 
d,  am,  filled  with  wonder,  astonished,  surprised. 

—  Vismaydvishta  (°ya-dv°),  as,  d,  am,  filled  with 
astonishment  or  wonder.—  Vismayotphulla-nayana 

or  msmayotphulla-lofona  Cya-uf),  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ing eyes  wide  open  or  staring  with  astonishment. 

Vi-smayal,  an,  anti,  at,  wondering,  admiring, 
being  surprised,  being  dismayed. 
Vismayin,  i,  inl,  i,  astonished,  surprised,  amazed. 
Vi-smdpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  wonder 

or  surprise,  exciting  astonishment  ;  (as,  I,  am), 

astonishing,  surprising  ;  (as),  m.  illusion,  deceit  ;  a 
city  of  the  Gandharvas  (a  kind  of  magical  or  en- 

chanted city  that  appears  and  disappears  unexpect- 
edly) ;  an  epithet  of  Kama  (god  of  love). 

Vi-smita,  as,  d,  am,  astonished,  surprised,  amazed, 
wonderstruck,  astounded,  dismayed,  disconcerted,  per- 

plexed ;  (d,  am),  f.  n.  a  species  of  the  Ati-dhriti 
metre  (  =  meg/ia-vi3phwjita).—Vismita-mdnasa, 
as,  d,  am,  surprised  or  perplexed  in  mind.  —  Vismi- 
tdnana  (°ta-dn°),  as,  d,  am,  having  a  surprised 
face. 

Vi-smiti,  is,  f.  astonishment,  wonder,  surprise. 
Vi-umcra,  as,  d,  am,  wondering,  astonished,  sur- 

prised. 

j  vi-smri,  cl.  i.  P.  -smarati  (ep.  also 
A.  -te),  -smartum,  to  forget,  be  unmindful  of,  lose 
the  remembrance  of  (with  ace.  or  gen.)  :  Pass. 

-smaryate,  Aor.  vy-asmdri,  to  be  forgotten  :  Caus. 
-smdrayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  forget. 
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\~i-tmara>ta,  am,  n.  the  act  of  forgetting,  ob- livion. 

Vi-smaran'iya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  forgotten  ;  worthy 
of  being  forgotten. 
Vi-tmarut,  an,  anti,  at,  forgetting,  losing  the 

remembrance  of,  unmindful  of  (anything). 

Vi-smarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  forgotten. 
Vi-tmrita,  as,  a,  am,  forgotten,  passed  out  of  the 

memory  or  recollection.  ~Vimnrita-purea-tantkd- 
ra,  as,  a,  am,  forgetting  a  former  promise  or  reso- 

lution. •«  Vismritu-sanskdra,  Of,  a,  am,  one  who 
forgets  an  agreement. 
Vi*mrttl,  is,  (.  forgetting,  forgetfulness,  loss  of 

memory,  oblivion. 
Vi-smritya,  ind.  having  forgotten. 

(Vt-q1^  vi-syand.     See  vi-shyand,  p.  950. 
Vi-iyanda,  &c.     See  virthyanda. 
f^T  cisra,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  vis), 

a  smell  like  that  of  raw  meat  ;  (a),  f.  a  particular 
substance  smelling  like  raw  meat  (=hapushd). 

—  Visra-gandhi,  is,  m.  '  smelling  like  raw  meat,' 
yellow  orpiment.  —  Visra-td,  f.  or  msra-tva,  am,  n. 
rawness  of  smell. 

vi-srans,  cl.  I.  A.  -sransate,  -sran- 
iitum,  to  fall  asunder,  fall  down,  drop;  slip  off: 
Caus.  -sransayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  drop. 
Vi-transa,  as,  a,  m.  f.  falling  down,  falling  asun- 

der, relaxation,  laxness,  weakness,  debility,  decay. 
Vi-sransana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  falling  ;  flowing, 

dropping;  loosening,  unfastening,  untying;  a  laxative, 
aperient. 

Vi-sras,  Ved.  =  vi-trasta  below  (according  to 
Say.  on  Rig-veda  VIII.  48,  5). 
Vi-srasd,  f.  decay,  decrepitude,  weakness,  the  in- 

firmity of  old  age. 
Vi-srasta,  as,  a,  am,  fallen  down,  loosened, 

detached  ;  infirm,  weak.  —  Visrasta-hdra,  as,  a, 
am,  having  the  necklace  slipped  off. 

flti**^  v  i-srambh  =  vi-srambh,  q.  v. 
Vi-trdbdha,  as,  d,  am,  trusted,  confided  in  ; 

steady,  diligent;  tame,  humble,  placid,  &c.  (See 
vi-frabdha.) 
Vi-irambka,  as,  m.  trust,  confidence;  affection, 

regard,  affectionate  solicitation  ;  acquaintance  ;  kill- 
ing, &c.  (See  vi-irambha.) 

Vi-erambhin,  I,  ini,  i,  trusting,  confiding  in,  &c. 
(See  vi-drambhin.) 

vi-sras.    See  under  vi-srans  above. 

vi-sru,  cl.  I.  P.  -sravati,  -srotum,  to 
flow  forth  or  away,  flow,  stream,  trickle,  ooze  :  Caus. 

-srdvayati,  -yitum,  to  ca-jse  to  flow  forth  (as  blood &c.). 

Vi-srava,  as,  m.  flowing  forth,  dropping,  trickling. 
Vi*rdvana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  flow  out  ; 

bleeding;  distilling;  a  spirit  distilled  from  molasses. 

I  'i-srdraniya,  at,  a,  am,  =  vi-sravya  below. 
Vi-trdvita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  flow  out  ;  bled. 
Vi-sravitavya,  as,  a,  am,  =  vi-sravya  below. 
Vi-frdrya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made  to  flow  ;  to  be 

bled,  requiring  bleeding. 

Vi-tmtta,  as,  d,  am,  flowed  forth,  flowed,  dropped, 
flowing;  spread,  diffused,  stretched. 

Vi-sruti,  it,  f.  flowing  forth,  oozing,  flow. 

fc^flf  vi-sruh,  f  .  (fr.  rt.  I  .  ruh  or  sru  with 

»i-«),  Ved.  a  stream,  river,  (SSy.  mtruluih  =  nadyah, 

Rig-veda  VI.  7,6);  a  plant,  (perhaps  vi-srutui  '; according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  V.  44,  3.  vi>truha  = 
visruha  ndm  -  osliadhinam,  '  of  plants  ;'  cf.  virudh, rirudhd.) 

,  vi-svan,  cl.  I.  P.  -soanati,  -svani- 
IUM,  to  sound  forth,  sound,  (but  see  vi-shvan.) 

3T  vi-seara,  as,  d,  am,  discordant,  un- harmonious,  unmusical. 

vi-stada,   as,   d,  am,    tasteless, 
flavourless,  insipid. 

viha-ga,  vihan-ga,  &c.  See  vi-ha 
under  I  .  vi-ha  below. 

ftfft^  Bi-Aan,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti  (ep.  even  cl. 
4.  P.  -hani/att),  -Itanium,  to  strike  apart,  separate  ; 
to  strike  down,  strike  violently,  strike  ;  to  destroy 
utterly,  kill,  destroy  ;  to  afflict  ;  to  oppose,  impede, 
resist;  to  strike  back,  reject,  refuse,  deny;  to  hinder, 

interrupt,  obstruct:  Caus.  -ghdtayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  be  killed  or  destroyed  ;  to  afflict,  drive  into 
straits. 

Vi-hat,  f.  a  cow  that  miscarries  from  unseasonable 

gestation. Vi-hata,  as,  a,  am,  struck,  killed,  completely 
destroyed;  hurt;  opposed,  impeded,  resisted;  (as), 
m.  a  Buddhist  or  Jaina  temple. 

Vi-hati  ,  is,  f.  striking,  killing  ;  defeat  ;  failure  ; 
(is),  m.  a  friend,  companion. 
Vi-hanana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  striking;  killing 

outright  ;  hurting,  injury  ;  opposition,  obstruction, 
impediment  ;  a  bow  for  cleaning  cotton  ;  [cf.  t  ula- kdrmuka.] 

fl^t.  vi-hara,  &c.  See  under  vi-hri, col.  3. 

fq^M  vi-harsha,  as,  m.  excessive  joy  or 
gladness,  pleasure. 

11  5<i  vi-hava.     See  under  vi-hve,  p.  953. 

fi^'M  vi-havya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be 
offered;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  descendant  of  An-giras 
(author  of  Rig-veda  X.  128). 

fq^*^  vi-has,  cl.  I.  P.  -hasati,  -hasitum, 
to  laugh  gently,  smile,  laugh;  to  laugh  at  (with ace.). 

Vi-hasat,  an,  anti,  at,  laughing,  smiling. 
Vi-hasana,  am,  n.  laughing  gently,  smiling  (  = 

madhyama-hdsya),  laughing. 
Vi-hasita,  as,  a,  am,  smiled,  laughed;  smiled 

at  ;  (am),  n.  a  gentle  laugh,  smile,  laugh. 
Vi-kaeya,  ind.  having  smiled;  laughing  at,  ridi- 

culing, contemning. 

Vi-hasyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  laughed  at, 
being  smiled  upon. 

Vi-hdsa,  as,  m.  a  gentle  laugh,  smile. 

Iq^w  vi-hasta,  as,  a,  am,  handless,  help- 
less ;  confounded,  perplexed,  bewildered  ;  wise, 

learned. 

I.  vi-ha,  cl.  3.  A.  -jihite,  &c.,  Ved. 

to  go  apart,  (Siy.  vi-jihishiia  =  WrgaMha,  Rig- 
veda  V.  78,  5),  become  expanded,  open,  gape  open 
(Lat.  dehisco,  Gr.  xaivai). 

Virha  (for  2.  vi-ha  below),  the  sky,  air  (only 

used  in  comps.).  —  Viha-ga,  as,  m.  'sky-goer,'  a 
bird  ;  a  cloud  ;  an  arrow  ;  the  sun  ;  the  moon  ;  a 

planet.  —  Vihagopaghushta  (°ga-up°),  as,  d,  am, 
resounding  with  (the  notes)  of  birds,  resonant  with 
birds.  —  Vihan-ga,  as,  d,  am,  sky-going,  flying, 
going  swiftly  ;  (as),  m.  a  bird  ;  a  cloud  ;  an  arrow  ; 

the  sun  ;  the  moon.  —  Vihan-tjama,  as,  m.  '  sky- 

goer,'  a  bird  ;  the  sun  ;  (a),  f.  a  pole  or  yoke  for 
carrying  burdens  (  =  bhdra-yashti).  —  Vihanga- 

rdja,  as,  m.  '  king  of  the  birds,'  epithet  of  Garuda 
(the  vehicle  of  Vishnu). 
Vifumgika,  f.  a  sort  of  pole  or  yoke  for  carrying 

burdens. 

3.  iii-ha,  ind.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  IV.  36.  fr. 
I.  vi-ha),  heaven,  paradise,  sky. 

Vi-hdyae,  as,  as,  as  (probably  formed  fr.  I  .  vi-ha, 

above,  as  I.  dhiiyas  fr.  rt.  I.  dhd),  'expanding,' 
extensive,  vast,  great  (  =  makat  according  to  Naigh. 
III.  3),  all-pervading,  (Say.  =  vividha-gamana- 
yukta)  ;  (perhaps)  going  quickly,  impetuous,  spirited, 
active  ;  (as,  at),  m.  u.  the  open  air,  air,  space  (Gr. 
X<4o«).  sky,  atmosphere  ;  (as),  m.  a  bird. 

Vi-hayasa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  heaven,  sky,  atmo- 
sphere ;  (as),  m.  a  bird. 

Vi-hdyatd,  ind.  (inst.  c.  of  vi-hdyas  above), 
through  the  sky  or  air  ;  heaven,  sky,  atmosphere. 

3.  vi-ha,  cl.  3.  P.  -jahdti  (2nd  sing. 
Impv.  ri-jahihi,  Kirat.  XI.  31),  -hdtum,  to  relin- 

quish, quit,  abandon,  leave,  give  up  or  lay  aside 
entirely,  lose :  Caus.  -hapayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
quit  or  abandon. 

Vi-luipita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  abandon  or  give 
up ;  made  to  yield,  extorted,  given  up,  given ;  (am), 

n.  gift,  donation. 
Vi-haya,  ind.  having  abandoned  or  left. 
Vi-hdyata,  am,  n.  (1),  donation,  gift. 
Vi-hina,  as,  d,  am,  entirely  abandoned,  left, 

deserted,  destitute,  bereaved,  deprived  of,  void  or 
devoid  of,  free  from,  without.  —  Vihlna-td,  f.  the 
state  of  being  wholly  abandoned,  abandonment.  —  Vi- 

Kina-yoni,  is,  'is,  i,  low-born,  base-born,  brutish. 

vi-hara,  &c.     See  vi-hri  below. 

vi-hins,  cl.  7. 1.  P.  -hinasti,  -hinsati, 
-hinsitum,  to  injure  severely,  injure,  hurt,  damage. 
Vi-himaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  injuring,  hurting. 
Vi-hinsat,  an,  anti,  at,  injuring,  harming,  hurt- 

ing. 

Vi-hinsita,  as,  d,  am,  injured,  hurt,  &c. 

f<ifi;fT  i.  vi-hita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  vi-dha), 
distributed,  apportioned,  bestowed ;  put  in  order, 
arranged,  appointed,  determined,  fixed,  settled,  pre- 

scribed, enjoined,  enacted,  decreed,  ordained,  ordered ; 
proper  to  be  done ;  deposited,  placed ;  done,  per- 

formed, undertaken,  acted,  made ;  framed,  con- 
structed, formed  ;  furnished  with,  possessed  of.  —  Vi- 

hita-durga-radana,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  en- 
joined the  building  of  a  fortress.  —  Vihitdgas  (°ta- 

dg°),  ds,  as,  as,  one  who  has  committed  a  fault, 
offending,  faulty,  wicked. •~Vihitdnjali  (0£a-aft°), 
is,  is,  i,  making  a  respectful  obeisance. 

Vihita-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  performed 
or  undertaken. 

Vi-hiti,  is,  f.  action,  performance,  acting,  doing ; 
arrangement. 

Vihitrima,  as,  d,  am,  done  according  to  rule. 

fmsjff  2.  vi-hita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  m  privative 
+  hita),  improper,  unfit,  unsuitable,  not  good. 

vi-hina.    See  under  3.  vi-ha  above. 

vi-hut-mati,  f.  (a  Kvip  formation 
ft.  rt.  hu  with  prep,  vi  and  affix  mat),  a  special 

oblation  or  offering,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 

I.  134,  6.  vihutmatlndm  —  vis'eshena  homavati- ndm  or  else  dkvdnavatindm.) 

f^5  vi-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati,  -te,  -har- 
tum,  to  take  away,  remove,  destroy ;  to  go  in 
various  directions ;  to  walk  or  roam  about  or  ramble 

for  pleasure,  saunter,  amuse  or  divert  one's  self,  sport, 
(in  Rig-veda  I.  28,  7.  vijarbhritas  =  videshena 
pitnah  ptmar  vihdram  kiiruta/i) ;  to  vary,  change, 
alternate,  mix;  to  spend  or  pass  (time  &c.);  to live. 

Vi-hara,  as,  m.  taking  away ;  expanding,  going 
apart  or  in  different  directions,  separation,  disunion, 
absence ;  changing,  exchanging. 

Vi-harana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  taking  away  or 

removing,  taking ;  going  about  for  pleasure  or  exer- 
cise, rambling,  roaming,  taking  a  walk  or  airing ; 

expatiating  ;  relaxation,  pastime,  pleasure. 
Vi-haraniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  taken  away ;  to  be 

rambled  or  sported. 

Vi-harat,  an,  anti,  at,  roaming  for  pleasure, 
sauntering  about,  ranging  at  large. 

Vi-hartri,  id,  in.  one  who  takes  away,  a  robber ; 
one  who  rambles  about,  rambling,  roaming ;  a  roamer. 

Vi-hdra,  as,  m.  taking  away,  removing ;  expan- 
sion, opening ;  too  great  expansion  of  the  organs  of 

speech  (consisting  in  too  great  lengthening  or  drawl- 
ing in  pronunciation;  opposed  to  sam-hdra;  cf. 

vy-dsa) ;  walking  for  pleasure  or  amusement,  taking 
an  airing,  wandering,  roaming,  gadding,  going  about ; 

sporting,  play,  sport,  recreation,  pastime,  pleasure, 
relaxation  ;  a  pleasure-garden,  garden  ;  a  Buddhist  or 
Jaina  temple  or  convent  (originally  the  hall  where 
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the  Buddhist  priests  met  or  walked  about ;  afterwards 

these  halls  were  used  as  temples,  and  sometimes  be- 
came the  centre  of  a  whole  monastic  establishment)  ; 

a  temple;  the  palace  of  Indra  or  a  banner  (  =  vai- 
jayanta  ? ) ;  a  palace ;  N.  of  a  district ;  the  shoulder ; 
a  sort  of  bird,  =  vindu-rekhaka  ;  (in  Vedic  ritual) 
a  term  for  varying  a  verse  (by  taking  it  to  pieces, 
joining  to  each  of  its  Padas  a  Pida  taken  from 
another  verse,  and  reciting  both  parts  in  such  a  way 

as  if  they  formed  only  one  verse ;  cf.  vy-atimars'a). 
—  Vihdra-griha,  am.  a.  a   pleasure-house,  play- 

house, theatre.  —  Viliara-bhumi,  is,   f.  ground  or 
place  for  roaming  about,  grazing  ground,  pasturage. 

—  Vihara-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  taking  pleasure  or  relax- 

ation, enjoying  one's  self. 
Viharaka  or  viharika,  as,  ikd,  am,  roaming  or 

walking  about,  a  roamer ;  belonging  to  a  Buddhist 
temple  or  convent. 
Vihdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  expanding ;  taking  pleasure  or 

relaxation,  wandering  or  roaming  about  for  pleasure, 

enjoying  one's  self;  beautiful. 
Vi-hrita,  as,  a,  am,  expanded ;  sported,  played ; 

taken  out,  transposed,  varied,  (in  Vedic  ritual  applied 

to  the  transposing  of  the  PJdas  in  singing  the  Sho- 
daSi  hymns,  see  vi-hara) ;  (am),  n.  one  of  the  ten 
blandishments  or  feminine  modes  of  indicating  love, 
hesitation  or  reluctance  to  avow  feelings  to  a  lover, 
(some  of  the  others  are  Ma,  lulita,  Jcuttamita, 
mottdyita,  vi-ithitti,  kila-kiMita,  &c.,  q.q.v.v.) 

Vi-hriti,  is,  f.  taking  away ;  opening,  expansion ; 
sport,  pastime,  pleasure. 
Vi-hritya,  ind.  having  opened  or  spread  out, 

having  expanded ;  having  roamed  about  or  sported, 
having  rambled,  having  disported, 

f%%7  vi-hetha,  as,  m.  (see  rt.  hetli),  hurt, 
injury ;  the  act  of  afflicting  or  harassing. 
Vi-helhaka,  as,  m.  an  injurer,  one  who  inflicts 

pain  or  injury  on  another ;  a  reviler. 
Vi-hethana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  injuring,  hurting, 

wounding,  killing ;  afflicting,  distressing  ;  rubbing, 
grinding ;  injury,  harm,  pain,  sorrow,  affliction. 

fcfi;  vi-hru  (hru-=hvri,  cf.  vi-hnri  below), 
cl.  9.  P.  -hranati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  injure,  hurt,  destroy, 
(Say.  vi-hrundti  =  vi-hvarati,  Rig-veda  1.  166, 
12.) 

Vi-hruta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  injured,  hurt,  spoiled 

[cf.  a-v°] ;  fractured,  dissevered,  (Say.  =  tti-cVAirtna, 
vi-bddhita.) 

f<4£4fj  vihlana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  native  of 

Kasmtra  (author  of  the  following  poem).  —  Vihlana- 

Tcdvya,  am,  n. '  the  poem  of  Vihlana,'  N.  of  a  poem 
(containing  the  Caura-paiic'aSika,  said  to  have  been recited  when  Vihlana  was  on  the  point  of  being  put 

to  death  by  king  Vira-sinha,  whose  daughter  he  had 
secretly  espoused). 

r^<^(4  vi-hval,  cl.  I.  P.  -hvalati,  -hvali- 
tum,  to  shake  or  move  about,  stagger,  tremble,  be 

agitated. 
Vi-hi-ala,  ai,  a,  am,  shaking  about,  agitated, 

alarmed,  perturbed,  disquieted,  confused,  overcome 

with  fear,  beside  one's  self,  delirious ;  distressed, 
afflicted  ;  languishing ;  desponding ;  fused,  liquid. 
—  Vihvala-td,  f.  or  vihvida-tva,  am,  n.  agitation, 

perturbation,  consternation,  anxiety.— Vihvall-krita, 
as,  a,  am,  made  confused  or  agitated  ;  fused,  liquid. 
Vikvalat,  an,  anti,  at,  trembling,  agitated. 

Vi-hmlita,  as,  a,  am,  agitated,  alarmed,  stag- 
gering. 

fe^  vi-hvri,  cl.  I.  P.  -hvarati,  -hvartum, 
Ved.  to  be  crooked,  curved  ;  to  hurt  (?). 

f^%  vi-hve,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -hvayati,  -te,  &c., 
tf  call  upon,  invoke,  worship. 

Vi-hava,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  invocation,  invitation. 

•jR  I.  m,  cl.  2.  P.  veti  (2nd  sing.  Impv. 
nhi,  3rd   pi.  vyantu),  vivdya,  veshyati, 

avaishit,  vetum,  to  go,  move ;  to  go  towards,  ap- 
proach, (in  Rig-veda  I.  77,  2.  veh  2nd  sing.  Impf. 

to  pervade;  to  bring,  convey, 
offer ;  to  attain,  obtain,  accept ;  to  conceive,  become 

pregnant,  engender,  bring  forth ;  to  desire,  love,  wish 
for,  (according  to  Nirukta  IX.  42,  43.  vitdm  —pi- 
betdm  or  kdmayetdm) ;  to  eat,  enjoy,  consume, 
partake  of  (with  gen.  or  ace.) ;  to  send,  throw,  hurl, 
cast ;  to  drive  (in  this  sense  regarded  as  a  substitute 
for  rt.  aj) :  Pass,  or  cl.  4.  A.  viyate,  to  be  gone, 
&c. :  Caus.  vdyayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  avivayat,  to 
cause  to  go  or  approach ;  to  cause  to  obtain  or 
accept;  to  cause  to  eat  or  partake  of;  to  cause  to 
desire  or  love;  to  cause  to  conceive  (in  this  sense 
also  vapayaU) :  Desid.  vivishati :  Intens.  veviyate, 
vevayiti,  veveti,  (see  also  WOT);  [cf.  Gr.  oicrtu, 

o«x£,  olri'ioy ;  Lat.  in-vitus,  in~vitare.]  - 
3.  vl,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  going,  moving,  (according  to 

Say.  veh  —  gantrydh,  Rig-veda  III.  5,  5);  pervad- 
ing, extensive,  (S%y.  =  vydpta,  Rig-veda  IV.  5,  8); 

(is),  (.  the  act  of  going,  motion  ;  covering.  (For  m, 
'  a  bird,"  see  under  2.  vi,  p.  908.) 

Vika,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  III.  47.  fr.  vi, 
a  substitute  for  rt.  aj),  a  bird ;  air,  wind  ;  the  mind. 

1.  vita,  as,  a,  am,  gone,  approached ;  led  round 
the  sacrificial  fire  (said  of  a  horse,  Rig-veda  I.  162, 
15);  accepted,  acceptable,  approved,  liked,  loved; 
desired,  wished  for,  beautiful  (Ved.) ;  tranquil,  quiet, 
tame,  unfit  for  war ;  (as),  m.  a  horse  or  elephant 
untrained  or  unfit  for  war ;   (am),  n.  the  goading  of 

an  elephant.  —  Vita-lama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  most 

acceptable,  (SSy.  =  atixayena  kdnta,  Rig-veda  VII. 
i,  i8.)  —  Vita-priishlha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having 
beautiful  backs  (said  of  horses,  Say.  =  kanta-pr ish- 
tha,  Rig-veda  1.  162,  7).  —  Vita-vdra,  as,  a,  am 
(see  2.  viira),  Ved.  having  a  handsome  tail,  (Say. 

=  krdnta-bala,  prdpta-bala,  Rig-veda  VIII.  46, 
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Viti,  is,  (.  going,  moving,  motion ;  engendering, 
producing;  eating,  food,  (viti,  Ved.  inst.  =  vitya, 
'with  food,'  Rig-veda  VI.  16,  46);  enjoyment; 
cleaning,  cleansing ;  light,  lustre ;  (is),  m.  a  horse. 

—  Vlti-hotra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Agni  or  fire;  of  the 
sun ;   of  a  son  of  Priya-vrata ;    of  a  son  of  TSla- 

jan-gha ;    (a*,  d,  am),  Ved.  one  who  offers  the 
sacrificial  meal  to  the  gods ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
sect  of  fire-worshippers ;  of  a  branch  of  the  Haihaya 
tribe.  —  Viti-hotraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Agni  or  fire ; 
of  the  sun. 

Vyat,  an,  ati,  at,  going,  moving,  &c.,  (S2y. 
vyantah*=ga<!i!hantah,  Rig-veda  VI.  i,  4.) 

^  3.  m  (vi-i),  cl.  2.  P.  vy-eti  (yd  pi. 

n-yanii),  Impf.  vy-ait,  Perf.  viydya,  vy-etum  (for 
vyayati,  vyayayati,  see  vyay),  to  go  apart  or  in 
different  directions ;  to  go  or  extend  in  every  direc- 

tion, to  be  diffused  or  scattered,  become  distributed 
or  divided ;  to  go  away,  disappear,  vanish,  be  lost ; 
to  go  through,  traverse :  cl.  4.  A.  viyate,  to  go 

apart  or  away,  &c.,  (Say.  viyase  =  ga(<!hasi,  Rig- 
veda  IX.  86,  37 ;  according  to  some  myaie  is  an 
Intens.  form.) 

2.  vita,  as,  a,  am  (for  3.  vita  see  under  rt.  vye), 
gone  away,  departed,  disappeared ;  set  free,  loosed, 
let  go,  exempt,  freed  from,  devoid  of.  —  Vita-kal- 
masha,  as,  a,  am,  freed  from  taint  or  sin.  —  Vita- 
kdma,  as,  a,  am,  free  from  desire.  —  Vita-ghrina, 
as,  a,  am,  one  from  whom   mercy  has  departed, 

merciless.  —  Vitaghrina-td,  f.  mercilessness.  —  Vita- 
janma-jarasa,  as,  a,  am,  not  subject  to  birth  or 
old  age.  —  Vita-damblia,  as,  a,  am,  free  from  pride, 
not  proud,  humble,  lowly.  ••  Vita-bhaya,  as,  a,  am, 
fearless,  undaunted ;    (as),  m.    epithet   of  Vishnu. 

—  Vita-blii,  is,  is,  i,  free  from  fear,  intrepid.  —  Vita- 
matzara,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  envy,  free  from 
passion.  —  Vita-manyu,  its,  us,  u,  exempt  or  free 
from  sorrow ;  free  from  resentment  or  anger.  —  Vita- 
mala,  as,  d,  am,  tree  from  obscurity  or  darkness, 
clear,  pure.  —  Vita-moha,  as,  d,  am,  freed  from 
illusion.  —  Vtta-Taga,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  passions 
gone,  free  from  passions  or  affections,  dispassionate, 
devoid  of  desire,  calm,  tranquil ;  colourless,  bleached  ; 

(as),  m.  a  sage  with  subdued  passions ;  a  deified 

Buddhist  or  Jaina  saint.  —  Vita-raga-stuti,  is,  f.,N. 
of  a  work.  —  Vita-viruddha-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  one 
whose  hostile  feelings  have  passed  away,  without 

hostile  intentions,  peaceable.  —  Vita-$"anka,  as,  d, 
am,  freed  from  fear,  fearless.  —  Vita-s'oka,  as,  d, 
am,  free  from  care  or  sorrow ;  (as),  m.  the  Aloka 

tree,  Jonesia  tiiokz.  —  Vita-toka-lhaydlddha  (°ya- 

db~),  as,  d,  am,  free  from  the  disturbance  of  sorrow 
and  fear.  —  Vita-spriha,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  wish 
or  desire.  —  Vita-havya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  descendant 
or"  An-giras  (author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  VI.  15); 
of  a  king.  —  VitoMaya-bandha  (ta-w!°),  as,  d, 
am,  having  the  fastening  of  the  knot  gone,  (KirSt. 

VIII.  51.)  —  Vitottara  (°ta-uf),  as,  d,  am,  having 
no  answer,  unable  or  disinclined  to  reply ;  (am),  ind. 
without  answering. 

I.  vi-kasa,  as,  m.  (for  i.  vi-kasa), 
manifestation,  display ;  ether,  heaven. 

1.  vi-kdsa,  as,  m.  (for  2.  vi-kdia),  absence  of manifestation ;  solitude,  privacy. 

=ft«(  viksh  (vi-iksh),  cl.  I.  A.  vikshate  (ep. 
also  P.  -ti),  vikshitum,  to  see,  behold,  view,  ob- 

serve, look  at,  consider,  regard,  discern,  (hridi 
viksh,  to  see  in  the  heart,  ponder) ;  to  look  upon 

as,  regard  as  (e.  g.  pitri-vad  viksh,  to  look  upon  as 
a  father);  Pass,  vikshyate,  to  be  seen;  to  look 
like,  appear,  seem. 
Viksha,  as,  d,  m.  f.  sight,  gazing  at,  seeing, 

investigation ;  (am),  n.  surprise,  astonishment ;  any 

visible  object.  —  Vilsahdpanna  (°sha-dp°),  as,  d, 
am,  one  who  experiences  surprise,  astonished,  sur- 

prised. 

Vtkshana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  the  act  of  seeing  or 
observing,  looking  at,  sight. 

Vikshaniya,  as,  d,  am,  visible,  perceptible,  ob- 
servable. 

Vikshamdna,  as,  d,  am,  seeing,  looking  at,  ob- 
serving, regarding. 

Vikshita,  as,  d,  am,  seen,  viewed,  beheld,  re- 
garded, considered ;  (am),  n.  a  look,  glance,  sight. 

1.  vikshya,  as,  d,  am,  visible,  perceptible;  to  be 
gazed  at,  astonishing,  wonderful ;  (am),  n.  any  visible 
object,  anything  to  be  gazed  at ;  wonder,  surprise ; 

(as),  m.  a  dancer,  actor ;  a  horse. 
2.  vikshya,  ind.  having  seen  or  viewed,  having 

considered. 

Vikshyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  seen  or  beheld, 

being  gazed  at. 

=fl}3i  mkhd,  f.  walking,  (for  v'mkhd?) 
^t5  mnkh  (vi-inkh),  Caus.  vinkhayati, 

•yitum,  to  toss  to  and  fro  (trans.). 
Vinkhd,  f.  going,  moving,  proceeding,  progress, 

locomotion ;  a  particular  mode  of  moving ;  dancing ; 

one  of  a  horse's  paces ;  cowach,  Carpopogon  Pruriens 
( =  s'uka-s'imbi) ;  =  sandhi  (according  to  S'abda-k.). 

^Jfving  (vi-ing),  cl.  I.  P.  vingati,  vm- 
gitum,  Ved.  to  move  to  and  fro,  oscillate. 

Vingita,  as,  d,  am,  moved  to  and  fro. 

^•MVH  m-(ayana,  am,  n.  (for  vi-6ayana, 

see  under  3.  vi-6i,  p.  914),  research,  inquiry. 

qlPq  mti,  is,  m.  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  72.  fr.  rt.  ve),  a  wave,  small  wave,  ripple;  in- 

constancy, thoughtlessness;  pleasure,  delight,  happi- 
ness; leisure,  interval,  rest;  a  ray  of  light;  small, 

little.  —  Vi<?i-hshobha,  as,  m.  agitation  or  roughness 

of  waves. —  Vidi-mdlin,  i,  m.'  wave-garlanded,"  the ocean. 
Vtti,  f.  =  viti  above.  —  Vifi-taranga-nydya,  as, 

m.  wave-undulation-method,  (according  to  the  BhS- 
sha-pariccheda  i66andSiddhSnta-muktavali,  p.  103, 
the  cause  of  the  production  of  sound  in  the  ear.) 

mj  [cf.  rt.  i.  vij],  cl.  I.  A.  vijate, 
vijitum,  to  go;  d.  10.  P.  vijayati, 

-yitum  (perhaps  a  Nom.  fr.  vyaja,  q.  v.),  to  fan, 
cool  by  blowing  upon  or  fanning :  Pass,  vijyate,  to 

be  fanned ;  [cf.  Lat.  viyeo."] 
li  K 
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Vijana,  am,  n.  fanning,  the  being  fanned  ;  a  fan 
[cf.  ryajiina];  a  thing,  substance;  (as),  m.  a  sort 
of  pheasant  ;  the  ruddy  goose. 

1.  rijitd,  as,  d,  am,  fanned,  cooled  by  fanning. 

Vijyaiiitina,  a»,  a,  am,  being  fanned,  fanned. 

tija,  am,  n.  (in  the  older  language 
frequently  written  bija;  perhaps  fr.  rtjan  with  vi; 
according  to  some  connected  with  rt.  I.  ri)»  seed 
(of  plants  Sec.),   seed-coni,  grain  ;    semen   virile  ; 
(perhaps  also)  quicksilver;  marrow;  any  germ,  ele- 

ment, beginning,  cause,  source,  primary  cause  or 
principle,  origin  ;  the  genn  or  origin  of  any  compo- 

sition (as  of  a  poem,  of  the  plot  of  a  drama,  of  a 
magical  formula,  &c.)  ;   calculating  primary  causes, 
analysts,  algebia  ;  truth,  divine  truth  (as  the  seed  or 
cause  of  being)  ;  the  mystical  letter  or  syllable  which 
forms  the  essential  part  of  the  Mantra  of  any  deity  ; 
receptacle,  place  of  deposit;  a  particular  correction 
in  astronomy  ;   (as),  m.  =  rijaka,  the  citron  tree. 

—  Vlja-kartri,  ta,  m.  'producer  of  seed,'  epithet 
o(Sin.  —  Vija-kati(la-prarohin,  »,  iiii,  i,  or  vija- 

Jt'inda-ruha,  as,  d,  am,  springing  from  a  seed  or 
from  the  (slip  or  portion  taken  from  a)  stalk.  —  Vija- 
krit,  t,  t,  t,  producing  semen;   (t),  n.  an  aphro- 

disiac. —  Vlja-lioia  or  rija-kosha,  a»,  m.  a  seed- 
vessel,  the  pericarp  of  a  flower  ;  the  seed-vessel  of 

the  lotus;  (•),  f.  a  pod,  legume.  —  Vtja-kriyd,  (. 
the   operation  of  analysis,    elemental    or   algebraic 
solution.  —  Vlja-gaaita,  am,  n.  calculation  of  pri- 

mary causes,  causal  calculus,  analysis,  algebra  ;  N.  of  a 
treatise  on  algebra.  —  Vya.-ga.rbha,  as,  m.  the  plant 
Trichosanthes   Dioeca.  —  Vlja-gupti,  is,   f.  '  seed- 

protection,'  a  pod,  legume.-Fi/a-to«,  ind.  from  seed, 
according  to  the  seed.  —  Vlja-tva,  am,  n.  the  being 
an  origin  or  cause,  causality.  —  Vija-darfoka,  as, 

m.  '  explainer  of  the  germ  or  plot  of  a  play,'  a  play- 
director,  stage-manager.  —  Vija-dkani,  f.,  N.  of  a 
river.  —  Vija-dhdnya,  am,  n.  coriander.  —  Vija- 
uydsa,  as,  m.  (in  dramatic  language)  laying  down 
or  making  known  the  germ  or  plot  of  a  play.  —  Vija- 
pddapa,  as,  m.  the  plant  Semecarpus  Anacardium 

(  =  bhalldtaka).  —  Vija-pura,   incorrect   for  vlja- 
pura.  —  Vija-punisha,  as,  m.  the  progenitor  of 
a  tribe  or  family.  —  Vija-^pushpa,  am,  n.  common 
citron;  a  thorny  plant,  Vangueria  Spinosa  (  =  ma- 

.ii).  —  Vlja^pUfhplka,{.  a  sort  of  grain,  An- 
dropogon  Saccharatus.  —  Vija-pnra  or  vija-puraka, 

as,  m.  '  seed-filling,'  common  citron  ;  a  variety  of 
citron,  Citrus  Medica;   (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  the 

citron.  —  Vlja-purna,  as,  m.  '  seed-filled,'  epithet  of 
the  common  citron  (  =  <!holan<ja);  Citrus  Medica. 

—  Vija-pefUci,  f,  '  seed-sheath,'  the  scrotum.  —  Vija- 
prada,  as,  d,  am,  yielding  seed,  sowing  seed,  &c.  ; 
generating;  (as),  m.  a  generator.  —  Vlja-pmbodha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Vlja-ganita. 

—  I'lja-praroha,  as,  a,  am,  or  vija-prariiltin,  ,, 
t'/ii,  i,  growing  from  seed.  —  r7/«-jiA«/aA-<i,  us,  m. 
the  plant  Citrus  Medica  ;  a  citron  or  lemon.  —  Vija- 
mati,  is,  f.  (in  algebra)  a  mind  capable  of  analysis, 
penetration  of  causes  or  principles,  causal  sagacity. 

—  V'tja-mantra,  am,  n.  epithet  of  a  mystical  syllable 
with  which  a  Mantra  or  magical  formula  commences. 

—  V'lja-mittfika,  f.  the   pericarp  or  seed-vessel  of 
the  lotus.  —  Vija-miitra,  am,  n.  only  as  much  as 
is  required  for  seed,  only  what  is  required  for  the 
procreation  of  offspring  or  for  the  preservation  of  a 
family  ;  epithet  of  the  ninth  Mandala  of  the  Rig- 
veda.  -  Vija-muktdvali,  (.,  N.  of  a  work.  -  H/Vc- 

cd-offering,'  N.  of  a    particular 
allegorical  sacrifice  or  offering.  -  Vija-ratna,  as,  m. 
having  gems  of  seeds,'  a  kind  of  bcm.-Vija-ruh.ri, 

•ftu,  d,  <,m,   growing  from  seed;    (as),  m.  grain, Jorn.-l  i/a-recttno,  am,  n.  Croton  Jamalgota  (  = 
-I.  nffoat,  ind.  like  seed.  -3.  mja. 

vat,  nn,  ail,  at,  possessing  seed,  furnished  or  pro- 
idcd  with  seed;  provided  with  gi., 

pana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sowing  seed.  -  1  ",},, 
a*,  m.  •  best  of  grains,'  a  kidney-bean,  Phaseolus 
Kadiatus.-l^a-mjxi,  as,   m.  a   sower   of  seed  • 
the  act  of  sowing  seed.  -  nja-fapiu,  i,  m.  '  sowing 

vijana.  ^U 

seed,'  a  sower. ~Vija-vahaua,  as,  m.  'seed-bearer,' 
N.  of  Siva.  —  Vlja-vrikfha,  as,  m.  the  plant  Ter- 
minalia  Tomentosa.  —  Vija-iantaya,  as,  m.  a  heap 
or  collection  of  seed  or  grain.  —  Vija-su,  us,  f. 

•bringing  forth  seed,'  the  earth.  —  Viju-sektri,  td, 
m.  a  sprinkler  of  seed,  procreator,  progenitor.  —  Vija- 

hard  or  vija-Kdriyi,  f.  *  taking  away  seed,'  epithet 
of  a  witch  (a  daughter  of  Duhsaha).—  Vijd-krita, 

see  below.  —  Vijdkuhara  (°ja-<&°),  am,  n.  the  first 
syllable  of  a  magical  formula,  the  syllable  at  the 
commencement  of  a  Mantra  or  form  of  prayer. 

—  Vijdttkura  fja-an0),  as,  m.  a  sprout  or  first 
shoot  from  a  seed,  seed-shoot,  seed-lobe,  cotyledon, 
seedling;   (au),  m.  du.  seed  and  shoot,  seed  and 
blade.  —  Vtjdnkura-vat,    ind.   (in   phil.)   like   the 

(continuous  succession  of)  seed  and  shoot.  —  Fy'a- 
dhya  fju-ddh0),  o-s,  d,  am,  abounding  rn  seed ;  (ax), 
m.  =  vija-pura.  —  Vijddhyaksha   (°ja-adh°),    as, 
m. '  presiding  over  seed,' epithet  of  Siva.— Vijdpaha- 
ritii  (°ja-ap°),   (.  =  vija-hard.  —  Vijdbhidhdna 
(°ja-abh°),  am,  a.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work.  —  Vijdmla 
(°ja-am°),  am,  n.  =  vfikshdmla.  —  Vijdrnava- 
tantra  (°ja-ar°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work. 
—  Vtjdtva  (°ja-a^),  as,  m. '  seed-horse,'  an  entire 
horse,   stallion.  —  Vijotkj-ishta   (°ja-ut°),  am,   n. 
good  seed.  —  Vljodaka  (°ja-ud°),  am,  n.  'seed- 
water,  grain-like  water,'  hail.  —  Vijopti  (°ja-up°), 
is,  (.  sowing  seed.  —  Vijopti-dakra,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  astrological  diagram   shaped  like  a  serpent   for 
indicating  good  or  bad  luck  following  on  the  sowing 
of  seed.  —  Vijopti-cidhi,  is,  m.  the  manner  of  sow- 

ing seed. 
Vijaka,  am,  n.  seed ;  =  vija  above  (at  the  end  of 

comps.);  (as),  m.  common  citron,  Citrus  Medica 
( =  mdtulaitga) ;  a  citron  or  lemon  ;  Terminalia 
Tomentosa  ( =pita-.^ala) ;  the  position  of  the  arm 
of  a  child  at  birth ;  N.  of  a  poet. 

Vljala,  as,  a,  am,  furnished  with  seed  or  grain, 
seedy. 

Vija,  ind.  by  or  with  seed,  sowing  with  seed. 
—  Vijd-kri,  d.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  sow  with  seed, 
sow ;  to  harrow  over  after  sowing.  —  Vijd-krita,  as, 
a,  am,  sown  with  seed,  sown ;  harrowed  or  ploughed 
over  after  sowing. 

Vijika,  as,  d,  am,  seedy,  abounding  in  seeds ;  see 
Gana  Kumud-adi  to  Pan.  IV.  3,  80. 

3.  vijita,  as,  d,  am,  sown  with  seed,  sown  with, 
having  for  seed. 

Vijin,  i,  in?, »,  having  or  possessing  seed,  bearing 
seed,  seedy ;  being  of  the  race  or  blood  of  (at  the 

end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  rdja-v°) ;  (i),  m.  a  real  proge- 
nitor (as  opposed  to  kehetrin,  the  nominal  father  or 

merely  the  husband  of  a  woman,  Manu  IX.  51  sq.) ; 
a  procreator,  father  (in  general) ;  the  sun. 

Vijya,  as,  d,  am,  sprung  or  produced  from  seed ; 
sprung  from  or  belonging  to  any  family ;  of  a  good 
family  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.). 

Wlsi  vita,  f.  a  small  piece  of  wood  shaped 

like  a  barley-corn  and  about  a  span  long,  (it  was 
struck  with  a  stick  or  bat  in  a  kind  of  game,  like 
hockey,  played  by  boys ;  according  to  others  the  vita 
was  a  metal  ball  of  some  kind  ;  see  MahJ-bh.  Adi-p. 

5050,  Schol.) 

viti,  is,  or  vitikd  or  viti,  f.  (said  to 
>e  fr.  rt.  it  with  t»t),  the  betel  plant,  Piper  Betel  (  = 

tdmbiila-valiikd);  a  preparation  of  the  Areca  nut 
with  spices  and  chunam  enveloped  in  a  leaf  of  the 
>etel  plant,  betel,  Pan  ;  a  tie,  fastening ;  [cf.  vetra, 
.'ecasa;  cf.  also  Gr.  i-rv-s,  i-ria ;  Lat.  ri-ii-j;  ritta, 

.  ri-ti-s;  Old  Germ,  ici-d,  iri-da ;  Angl. 

Sax.  ' '  '  ̂ vldu,  us,  us,  «,  Ved.  strong,  firm,  &c., 

ee  vilit.—Vidii-jamljha,  &c.,  see  BI/»-/«///'I//'/. 
—  Vidv-amja,  an,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  strong  limbs, irm  in  body. 

q.  v. 

rina,  {.  (in  Unadi-s.  III.  15.  said  to 
be  fr.  rt.  i.  ci),  the  Vina  or  Indian  lute,  (an  instru- 

: v  ir. I 

ment  of  the  guitar  kind,  supposed  to  have  been 
invented  by  NSrada,  q.  v.,  usually  having  seven  wires 
or  strings  raised  upon  nineteen  frets  or  supports  fixed 
on  a  long  rounded  board,  towards  the  ends  of  which 
are  two  large  gourds ;  its  compass  is  said  to  be  two 
octaves,  but  it  has  many  varieties  according  to  the 
number  of  strings,  &c.) ;  lightning.  —  Vind-dandu, 

as,  m.  '  lute-stick,'  the  neck  or  long  rounded  board 
of  a  lute.  —  ViifdnubaiuUia  ("na-an0),  as,  m.  the 
tie  of  a  lute  or  lower  part  of  one  of  its  ends  where  the 

|  wires  are  fixed  (sometimes  called  'the  tail-piece'). 
—  Vind-bhid,  t,  f.  a  kind  of  lute,  (mnd-bhiddm 
viveku,  description  of  the  different  kinds  of  lutes.) 
—  }  ina-vdda  or  vina-vadaka,  as,  m.  a  player  on 

the  Vina,  a  lutanist.  —  Vinasya  (°no-os°),  as,  m. 
'  lute-faced,'  epithet  of  Narada  (the  son  of  Brahma 
and  inventor  of  the  Vina  described  above). 

r?Hi/»,  »,  ini,  i,  furnished  with  lutes,  a  player  on a  lute. 

^cT  vita,  viti,  &e.     See  p.  953,  col.  2. 

qlri«  vi-tansa,  as,  m.  (for  vi-tansa,  q.  v.), 

a  cage,  a  chain  or  net  for  confining  birds  or  beasts ; 
an  enclosure  for  taming  birds  or  animals,  an  aviary, 
menagerie ;  a  place  for  keeping  or  preserving  game, 

preserve. =ilfi1  vitana,  au,  m.  du.  (possibly  con- 
nected with  ri-tari),  the  sides  or  cartilages  of  the 

larynx  or  throat  (  =  krika-pdrdva-dvaya). 

4ifVj  vithi,  is,  or  vithi,  f.  (probably  fr.  rt. 
i.  m  or  3.  ri),  a  row,  line ;  a  road ;  a  terrace  in  front 
of  a  house ;  a  stall,  shop ;  a  sort  of  drama  (or  the 
dramatic  narration  of  an  amatory  intrigue,  said  to  be 

in  one  act  and  to  be  performed  by  one  or  two  play- 

ers); (is),  f.  a  particular  division  of  the  planetary 
sphere  (comprising  three  asterisms).  —  VMy-aitga, 
am,  n.  a  division  or  constituent  part  of  the  dramatic 
entertainment  called  Vlthi,  (it  is  described  as  a  kind 
of  dialogue  consisting  in  quibble,  equivoque,  jest, 

abuse,  and  the  like.) 
VUhikd,  (.  =  vithi,  a  road,  &c. ;  a  hall. 

^Vvidhra,  as,  d,  am  (according  toUnadi-s. 
II.  26.  fr.  rt.  imlh  with  ri),  clear,  clean,  pure ;  (am), 

n.  the  sky,  atmosphere  ;  wind ;  fire ;  [cf.  Gr.  alSpia.] 

^fc^vin  (vi-in),  cl.  8.  P.  tinoti,  &c.,  Ved. 
to  cause  to  go  out,  drive  away,  remove,  scatter,  dis- 

perse, (Say.  =  vh'idham  gamayati);  to  send  forth 
in  various  ways,  (Say.  =  vividham,  prerayati);  to 

bestow. 
vind,  (.,  N.  of  a  river. 

vindha,  as,  m.  =  vi-ndha,  the  top 

or  cover  of  a  well. 

^r^vinv  (vi-inv),  cl.  i.  P.  vinvati,  &c., 
=  vtn  above. 

41  Hf  vipd,  (.  lightning. 

Vltii  vlpsd,  f.  (fr.  the  Desid.  of  vy-dp, 

q.  v.), '  the  desire  of  pervading  (with  any  property  or 

quality  simultaneously  or  continuously),'  several  or 
successive  order  or  series,  the  arrangement  of  things 
or  properties  in  regular  succession  or  each  by  each, 

repetition,  the  repetition  of  words  to  imply  continu- 
ous or  successive  action  (e.g.  vriksJiam  rril;--/nii,i 

iinfati,  he  waters  tree  after  tree ;  praWi  ur  lit  Mam 

bhutam  abhi  sarva-praninhv  axti,  the  supreme 
being  is  in  all  living  beings  creature  after  creature ; 
cf.  Pan.  VIII.  1,4). 

vibukosa,  as,  m.  (?),  a  cowri. 

vibh  (=rt.  fibh),  cl.  I.  A.  vibhate, 

\  vlbftitum,  to  boast. 

I.  vir  (vi-ir),  Caus.  virayati  (Impf. 

•ni rn  i/at,  Aor.Ved.  -airat),  -yitum.Ved.  to  scatter  or 
drive  in  various  directions ;  to  split  into  pieces,  break, 

divide  asunder,  break  open,  (Say.  ry-airat  =  udyha- 
tita-rut,  Rig-veda  II.  15,  8.) 



^\  i  2.  fir,  cl.  10.  P.  (perhaps  to  be  re- 
V  garded  as  a  Nom.  fr.  rira  below),  ««ra- 

«rt^',  -yituin,  to  be  powerful  or  valiant ;  to  make 
heroic  effort,  display  heroism,  act  like  a  hero. 

Fira,  as,  a,  am  (according  to  UnSdi-s.  II.  13.  fr. 
tn  substituted  for  rt.  aj ;  according  to  some  perhaps 
for  an  original  vdra,  ft.  rt.  vri),  heroic,  mighty, 

powerful,  strong,  robust,  excellent,  eminent ;  (a*1), 
m.  a  hero,  brave  man,  warrior,  champion,  eminent 
man  ;  the  last  Jina  or  Jaina  pontiff  of  the  present 
era ;  an  actor ;  heroism  (as  one  of  the  eight  Rasas 
which  give  to  poetic  and  dramatic  composition  its 
flavour  or  taste ;  the  Rasa  of  heroism  is  said  to  be 

displayed  by  munificence,  clemency,  and  valour ;  the 

Vlra-c"arita,  q.  v.,  exhibits  an  example  of  this  Rasa)  ; 
the  flower  Nerium  Odorum  ;  fire ;  sacrificial  fire  [cf. 

vira-han];  (a),  f.  the  wife  of  a  hero;  a  wife,  mother, 
matron ;  a  sort  of  perfume  (commonly  called  Mura) ; 

a  medicinal  root  (  =  kshira-hdkoli) ;  the  plant  Fla- 
courtia  Cataphracta ;  the  drug  Elabaluka ;  the  plantain 

tree ;  a  sort  of  Asclepias,  Asclepias  Rosea  ;  opposite- 
leaved  fig-tree ;  Convolvulus  Paniculatus  (the  white 
and  dark  kinds) ;  the  tree  Gmelina  Arborea ;  an  aloe ; 
the  plant  called  Atis ;  spirituous  liquor  or  a  particular 
kind  of  it ;  N.  of  a  river ;  (am),  n.  a  reed,  Arundo 

Tibialis ;  the  root  of  ginger  (?) ;  pepper ;  rice-gruel ; 
the  root  of  Costus  Speciosus ;  the  root  of  Andropogon 

Muricatus;  [cf.  probably  Gr.  rjpa-s,  "Kpa,  'Hpa- 
*\7js,  tlpi)v,  Lat.rir;  Goth,  vair;  Angl.  Sax.  wer ; 
Lith.  t'j/ra-s.]  —  Vira-karma,  am,  n.,  Ved.  hero- 

forming  (seed).  —  Vlra-klta,  as,  m.  'worm  of  a 
hero,'  a  pitiful  warrior.  —  Vira-kedarin,  I,  m.,  N. 
of  a  king.  —  Vlran-kard,  (.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Vlra- 

(ariia,  or  vlra-faritra,  am,  n. '  exploits  of  the  hero,' 
N.of  a  celebrated  drama  by  Bhava-bhflti  (  =  maha- 
vira-farita,  q.  v.).  —  Vlra-jayantikd,  f.  a  kind  of 
dance  performed  by  soldiers  after  a  victory  or  on 

going  to  battle,  a  war-dance;  war,  battle.  —  Fira- 
tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work.  —  Vlra-tara, 
as,  a,  am,  bolder ;  (as),  m.  a  great  hero ;  an  arrow ; 

a  corpse  (?) ;  (am),  n.  =  virana,  Andropogon  Muri- 
catus. —  Viratardsana  (°ra-<Is°),  am,  n.  a  particular 

posture.  —  Vlra-trtrn,  us,  m.  the  tree  Pentaptera 
Arjuna;  the  shrub  3arleria  Longifolia.  **Vira-tH,  f. 
or  vira-tva,  am,  n.  heroism.  —  Vira-dhanvan,  d, 

m.  '  having  a  powerful  bow,'  epithet  of  Kama-deva 
(god  of  love).  —  Vlran-dhara,  ai,  m.  a  peacock ; 
fighting  with  wild  beasts  ;  a  leather  cuirass  or  jacket ; 

N.  of  a  river.  —Vira-patta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  mili- 
tary dress  or  war  accoutrement.  —  Vlra-pattra,  f.  a 

kind  of  plant  (  —  vi-jayd);  N.of  a  river  (Ved.).  —  Vi- 
ra-patnl,  f.  the  wife  of  a  hfto.  —  Vlra-parna,  am, 
n.  a  particular  drug  ( =  sura-parna).  —  Vlra-p<lnii  or 
vira-piina,  am,  n.  the  drink  of  warriors,  (taken, 
before  or  during  a  battle,  for  refreshment  or  to  raise 
the  courage.)  —  Vira^pdndya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Vira-pushpl,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  sindura-push- 
pi). —Vlra-pe^as,   as,  m., Ved.  a  vigorous  frame, 
(according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  IV.  1 1,  J.  the  masc. 
is  used  for  the  neut.)  —  Vira-prajdyini,  f.  the  mo- 

ther of  a  hero.  —  Vlra-prajdvati,  f.  the  mother  of 
a  hero.  —  Vira-prasava,  f.  a  woman  who  brings 

forth  heroes.  —  Vlra-bdhu,  us,  m.  'strong-armed,' 
N.  of  Vishnu;   of  a  king.  —  Vlra-lihadra,  as,  m. 
a  distinguished  hero ;  an  Ava-tara  or  son  of  Siva,  (in 
the  Vayu-Purana  he  is  said  to  have  been  created  from 

Siva's  mouth  in  order  to  spoil  the  sacrifice  of  Daksha, 
and  is  described  as  having  a  thousand  heads,  a  thou- 
s»nd  eyes,  a  thousand  feet,  and  wielding  a  thousand 
clubs ;  his  appearance  is  fierce  and  terrific,  he  is  clothed 

in  a  tiger's  skin  dripping  with  blood,  and  he  bears  a 
blazing  bow  and  battle-axe ;  in  another  Purana  he 

is  described  as  produced  from  a  drop  of  Siva's  sweat ; 
this  form  of  Siva  is  said  to  be  more  especially  wor- 

shipped in  the  Maratha  country) ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
Rudras ;    of  an  author ;   a  horse  fit   for  the  Asva- 

medha  sacrifice ;  a  fragrant  grass  ( =  inra Ha).— Vira- 
hhadraka,  am^  n.  the  fragrant  grass  Andropogon 
Muricatus.  —  Fira  -bhdnu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king;  of 
a  work.  —  Vira-bhdryli,   f.  the  wife  of  a   hero. 

—  Vira-lhitkti,  N.  of  a  place,  (probably  for'  tira- 

vir.  a< 

bkiikti.) —  Vira-lhupali,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  patron 
of  Caundapadarya.  —  Vira-matri,  td,  f.  the  mother 

of  a  hero.  —  I'ira-mitkunda-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king  (the  patron  of  Markandeya-kavlndra).  —  Fira- 
miidrikd,  f.  an  ornament  or  ring  worn  on  the  middle 
toe.  —  Vira-rajas,  as,  n.  red  lead,  minium  (  =  sin- 
dHra).  —  Vlra-rasa,  as,  m.  the  Rasa  of  heroism, 
(see  rasa.)  —  Vlra-renu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  Bhima-sena. 

—Vlra-loka,  as,  m. '  hero-world,'  region  of  warriors  or 
champions.— Vira-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  abounding  in  heroes, 
having  a  champion  or  hero ;  accompanied  with  heroes 
or  progeny ;  (ati),  {.  a  woman  whose  husband  is  liv- 

ing ;  a  particular  fragrant  plant  (  =  mama-rohinT)  ; 
N.  of  a  river.  —  Vlra-vatsa,  f.  the  mother  of  a  hero. 
—  Vira-vara,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vira-vamana, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  Vira-vipldraka,  as,  m. 
'  disturber  of  the  sacrificial   fire,'  a  Brahman  who 
performs  oblations  with  money  procured  from  the 
lowest  or  Sudra  caste.  —  Vlra-viruda,  N.  of  a  kind 

of  artificial  verse;  [cf.  s'ura-iiloka.]  —Vira-vriksha, 
as,  m.  the  marking-nut  plant,  Semecarpus  Anacardium ; 
the  tree  Pentaptera  Arjuna ;  a  sort  of  grain,  Andro- 

pogon or  Holcus  Sorghum.  —  Vira-sayyd,  f.  a  parti- 

cular posture;  [cf.  i-ira-sthdna.']  —  Vira-s~ushma, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  heroic  or  mighty  strength, 
very  powerful  or  efficacious.  —  Vlra-ireshtlta,  as,  m. 
a  matchless  hero.  —  Vira-samanvita,  as,  d,  am, 
attended  or  accompanied  by  heroes.  —  Vira-sin/ia, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Gurjara ;  of  the  adthor  of 
the  Durga-bhakti-taran'gini.  —  Vlra-sinha-deva,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  patron  of  Mitra-misra.  —  Vlra-su,  us, 

f.  '  hero-bearing,'  the  mother  of  a  hero ;  the  mother 
of  a  male  child.—  Vira-sma,  as,  m.  'having  an 
army  of  heroes,'  N.  of  the  father  of  Nala ;  (am),  n., 
N.  of  a  particular  plant  ( =  druka).  —  Virasena-ja  or 

virasena-suta,  as,  m. '  son  of  Vira-sena,'  epithet  of 
Nala  (a  celebrated  prince,  hero  of  several  well-known 
poems  and  episodes,  as  the  Nalopakhyana,  Naishadha, 

Nalodaya,&c.). — Vira-sainya,  am,  n.  garlic.— Fira- 
soma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Hasti-vaidyaka. 

—  Vira-skandha,  as,  m.  '  having  powerful  shoul- 
ders,' a  buffalo.  —  Vlra-sthdna,  am,  n.  a  particular 

posture  (practised  by  ascetics  ;  cf.  mrdsana).  —  Vlra- 
haiia,  as,  i,  am,  hero-killing.  —  Vlra-hatyd,  f.  the 
killing  of  a  man,  murder  of  a  son,  (Manu  XI.  41.) 

—  Vlra-han,  a,  m. '  destroyer  of  the  sacrificial  fire,' 
a  Brahman  who  has  suffered  the  sacred  domestic  fire 

to  become  extinct  (either  from  carelessness,  impiety, 

or  absence);  N.  of  Vishnu.  —Viramla  (°ra-am°), 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  dock  or  sorrel  ( =  amla-vetasa). 

—  Vlrdruka  (°ra-ar"),  am,  n.  a  medicinal  plant 

( =  druka).  —  Virds'ansana  (°ra-ojf  °)>  am<  "•  ' me 
place  wished   for   by  heroes,'  the   post   of  danger 
in  a  battle ;  a  forlorn  hope ;  keeping  watch.  —  Vira- 

sana  (°ra-ds°),  am,  n.  'hero-sitting,  hero-posture,' 
kneeling  on  one  knee ;    sleeping  out  in  the  open 
air,  the  station  of  a  guard  or  sentinel ;   a  bivouac ; 
a  particular  posture  in  sitting  practised  by  ascetics, 
(sitting  on  the  thighs,  one  leg  being  in  the  other,  = 
paryanka,  q.  v.,  see  I.  asana) ;  a  field  of  battle. 

—  VireiSa  (°ra-Ua),  as,  m.  '  chief  of  heroes,'  N.  of 
Siva  or  Vira-bhadra.—  Virefeara  frays'0),  as,  m. 
'  chief  of  heroes,'  epithet  of  Siva  or  Vira-bhadra,  q.  v. ; 
any  great  hero.  —  Virei!vara-linga,  am,  n.,  N.  of 

a  sacred  Lin-ga.  —  Virojjha  (°ra-uj°),  as,  m.  'sacri- 
ficial-fire abandoning,"  a  Brahman  who  omits  offering 

burnt  offerings  or  neglects  his  sacrificial  fire.  —  Viro- 

pajivika  (°ra-up°),  as,  m.  '  subsisting  by  the  sacri- 
ficial fire,'  a  Brahman  who  claims  alms  or  presents 

for  having  preserved  his  sacrificial  fire. 

Viraka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  =  i-iro,  a  hero;  the  plant 
kara-vira,  q.  v. 

Vlrana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sage  (father  of  VrranT) ; 
of  the  father  of  Asikn! ;  of  a  tocher  of  the  Yajur- 

veda;  ((),  f.  a  side-glance,  leer;  a  deep  place;  N. 

of  a  daughter  of  Virana  and  mother  of  C'akshusha ; 
(am),  n.  a  fragrant  grass,  Andropogon  Muricatus; 

[cf.  nrana,  vairina.'] Vlranin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 

Vlrayit,  tts,  us,  u,  Ved.  fond  of  heroes,  desiring 
heroes ;  (Say.)  desiring  to  kill  heroes. 

955 
Vlraya,  Nom.  A.  vlrayatc,  Sec.,  to  act  like  a 

hero,  show  heroism. 
Virikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  woman. 
Vlrinl,  (.  the  mother  of  a  hero  (Ved.)  ;  N.  of  a 

river  ;  of  a  wife  of  Daksha  (daughter  of  Vlrana  and 
mother  of  a  thousand  sons,  —  asiknt). 
Vlrya,  am,  n.  vigour,  strength,  power  ;  heroism, 

prowess,  valour,  fortitude,  courage,  firmness  ;  virile 
energy,  virility;  dignity,  consequence;  splendor,  lustre; 
semen  virile  ;  the  seed  of  plants,  &c.  ;  (o),  f.  vigour, 

energy,  virility.  ~Virya-ja,  as,  m.  a  son.  —  Vlrya- 
d/tafa,  ai,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race.  —  Vi  rya-para- 
mita,  {.  one  of  the  six  perfections  (with  Buddhists). 

—  Virya-prapUta,  as,  m.  discharge  of  semen  virile. 
—  Virya-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  possessing  vigour,  vigor- 

ous, strong,  stout,  robust;    efficacious,  overcoming, 
victorious.  —  Virya-virahita,  as,  a,  am,  devoid  of 
prowess  or  vigour,  &c.  —  Vlrya-vi&hta,  at,  a,  am, 
possessed  of  courage,  vigour,  &c.  —  Virya-vriddhi- 
kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  an  increase  of  virile  energy  ; 

(am),  n.  an  aphrodisiac.  —  Virya-s'dlin,  i,  inl,  i, 
possessing  vigour  or  heroism,  strong,  heroic.  —  Virya- 

s'ulka,  as,  a,  am,  having  prowess  or  heroism  as 
its  price,  to  be  purchased  by  valour.  —  Virya-hdni, 
is,  f.  loss  of  vigour  or  virile  energy;    impotence. 

—  Virya-hina,  as,  a,  am,  deprived  of  strength  ; 
cowardly;  seedless.  —  Virya-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved. 

=  virya-vat.  —  Vtrydvadana  (Oya-av0),  am,  n. 
effecting  anything  by  prowess  ;  (ani),  n.  pi.  valour 

and  achievements.  —  Virydvadhuta  (°ya-av°),  as, 
a,  am,  overcome  or  surpassed  in  prowess. 

W1  «j  «1  °i>  viranaka,  am,  n.  (?  ),  N.of  a  town. 

=rt^  vlrudh,  t,  f.  (fr.  rt.  I.  rudh  =  rt.  I. 
ruh  with  vi;  cf.  m-sruh),  a  spreading  creeper;  a 
branch,  shoot  ;  a  plant  which  grows  again  after  being 

cut  ;  a  shrub,  plant  in  general. 
Virudha,  f.  =  mrudh  above. 

vilu  or  vidu,  us,  us,  n,  Ved,  strong, 

firm,  (sometimes  written  vilu)  ;  («),  n.  anything 
strong,  a  fortified  place,  stronghold  ;  [cf.  according  to 

some  Gr.  "lAcos.]  —  Vilu-janibha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
having  strong  jaws  or  teeth,  (Say.  =  dridha-danta.) 
—  Vilu-dveskas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  hating  the  strong 
or  violent  (said  of  Brahmanas-pati).—  Vtlu-patman, 
a,   a,   a,  Ved.  strong  -  going,  moving  with   rapid 
flight.  —  Vilu-pavi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.    having   strong 
tires  (said  of  the  chariot  of  the  Maruts).  —  Vilu- 

pdni,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  strong-handed,  strong-hoofed. 
—  Vilu-harshin,  I,  ii:i,  i,  Ved.  having  strong  or 
violent  joy,  exulting,  fiercely  passionate. 

Vilaya,  Norn.  P.  vllayati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  be 
strong. 

VUita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  made  strong,  strengthened, 

(Sfy.'=dridhi-krita,  Rig-veda  III.  53,  19.) 

q*H<!  vi-vadha,  as,  m.  =  vi-vadha,  a  yoke 
or  pole  for  carrying  burdens  ;  a  burden  ;  storing  or 

heaping  corn  ;  a  road. 
Vwadhika,  as,  I,  m.  f.  a  man  or  woman  who  car- 

ries a  load  by  means  of  a  yoke  ;  a  general  dealer. 

=f  1  1«(  «I  mvidha  for  vi-vidha,  q.  v. 

a,  as,  d,  am,=:vi-vrita,  revealed, 

published. 
Tt^  i.  vish  (vi-ish),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  vishati, 

-te,vishitum,Ved.  to  go  in  various  directions,  spread, 
be  extended. 

T^2.  vish  (vi-ish,  see  rt.  3.  ish),  cl.  i.  P. 
vu'dhati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  seek  for. 

tfl^lT  vlhdra,  as,  m.  (for  vi-hara,  q.  v.),  a 
temple,  sanctuary,  (especially)  a  Jaina  or  Buddhist 
convent  or  temple. 

^  vuka,  as,  m.  &  species  of  plant,  (a  va- 
rious reading  for  valia,  q.  v.) 

p  vung  (=rt.  bung),  cl.  I.  P.vungati, 
&c.,  to  leave,  abandon. 

• 
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vunt  (=rt.  vint],  cl.  10.  P.  vunta- 
.  yati,  -yitum,  to  hurt,  kill ;  to  waste  away, 

decay,  perish. 

vundh,  tus,  &c.     See  rts.  bundh, 
.  6iw,  &c. 

f  tJMrna.     See  below. 

vrifaya. 

vuva-sarman,  a,  m.  a  proper  N. 

•3  cri,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  varati,  varate,  &c. ;  cl. 
4  5.  P.  A.  rmioti,  vrinute,  &c. ;  or  vj-i,  cl.  9. 

P.  A.  vrindti,  rrinite,  &c.,  Perf.  ravdra  (and  sing. 

vavaritha,  Ved.'  vavartka,  1st  du.  vavrira  or  ac- 
cording to  some  ropanVa,  3rd  du.  vavratus,  3rd 

pi.  varrus  or  vavarus),  vavre  or  vavare  (2nd  sing. 
vavriffte  or  vavurishe,  1st  pi.  ravrimahe),  2nd  Fut. 
varishyati,  -te,  or  varisliyati,  -te,  Aor.  avdrit  (ist 

sing,  avdrisham),  avarishta  or  avar'ishta  or avrita  or  owirsA^a,  (Ved.  forms  avar,  dvar,  var, 

avran,  man,  [apd}vam='vrinomi  in  Rig-veda  X. 
28,  7,  avrini,  avri,  atrishata,  varshathas,  vurita, 
vriddhi,  vartam),  varitum,  varitum  (ep.  Inf.  also 
vartum),  to  screen,  cover,  cover  over,  conceal,  hide, 
encompass,  surround,  envelop ;  to  restrain,  keep 
back,  ward  off;  to  prevent,  impede,  obstruct,  hinder, 

check,  stop ;  resist,  confine ;  to  choose  for  one's  self 
(A.),  choose,  select,  prefer,  choose  anything  (ace.)  in 
preference  to  anything  else  (abl.);  to  love,  adore 
(generally  A.) ;  to  woo,  solicit,  beg,  ask  for,  desire 
(generally  A.) ;  to  solicit  anything  (ace.)  from  any 
one  (ace.)  ;  cl.  10.  P.  A.  or  Caus.  varayati,  -yate, 
-yitum,  to  choose,  select,  ask  or  choose  in  marriage ; 
to  make  a  request,  ask  for,  beg,  solicit  (sometimes 
with  a  double  ace.):  Pass,  vriyate,  Aor.  avdri,  to 
be  screened  or  covered ;  to  be  restrained  or  impeded, 

be  blocked  up:  Caus.  i-drayati,  -yate,  -yitum, 
Aor.  avivarat,  avtvarata  (Ved.  avdvarit),  to  cover, 
conceal,  &c. ;  to  prevent,  impede,  &c. ;  to  keep  off, 
ward  off ;  to  avert  from  (with  abl.) ;  to  restrain,  hinder, 
suppress,  forbid,  prohibit,  withhold :  Desid.  vivari- 
ihati,  -te,  or  vivarishati,  -te,  or  vuvurshati,  -te : 
Intens.  verrlyate,  vovuryate,  varcarti;  [cf.  Gr. 
ipvai,  apvioiuu,  opo/MU,  wpa,  fvplffxa ;  dpd,  apdtuv, 
apiorot,  Jjpa,  /SovXo/uu,  £ow\f/,  Bt\ri<av,  /3f\Ti<r- 
Tot :  perhaps  Lat.  aperio,  operio,  probably  velum, 
velare;  verus,  valeo,  valor;  telle:  Old  Germ, 

wara,  tear, '  true ;'  wari,  werna,  warnon,  tveljan, 
•  to  choose : '  Goth,  varjan,  valjan :  Angl.  Sax.  ware, 
'  heed ;'  wreon, '  to  cover ;'  warian,  teerian, '  to  ward 
off;'  wearne,  warnian,  weamian,  willan.] 
Vara,  varana.  Sec.    See  pp.  887,  888. 
Varya.     See  p.  893,  col.  I. 
Vurna,  as,  a,  am,  chosen,  selected. 

Vr indna,  as,  d,  am,  choosing,  preferring ;  suppli- 
cating, adoring. 

Vrinvat,  an,  afi,  at,  choosing,  electing,  preferring 
(especially  as  a  husband  or  wife). 
Vrinvdna,  as,  d,  am,  choosing,  selecting,  &c. 
Vrita,  as,  d,  am,  surrounded,  covered,  screened, 

defended  ;  chosen,  selected  ;  hired  ;  preferred ;  agreed, 
assented  to  ;  served  ;  affected  by  ;  vitiated,  spoiled  ; 
(am),  n.,  Ved.  a  treasure,  wealth  (according  to 
Naigh.  II.  10).  —  Vrita-pattrd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant 
(  =  pvtra-ddtrf). 

Vriti,  is,  f.  surrounding,  encompassing ;  hiding, 
secreting ;  an  enclosure,  hedge,  fence,  an  enclosed 
piece  of  ground  or  place  enclosed  for  particular  culti- 

vation (especially  that  of  the  Piper  Betel,  which  in 
many  parts  of  India  is  surrounded  and  screened  by 
mats)  ;  selecting,  choosing,  preferring,  appointing  ; 
a  selection,  choice,  soliciting,  asking,  requesting ;  a 
request.  —  Vrititt-kara,  as,  i,  am,  making  an  en- 

closure, surrounding,  encompassing;  (as),  m.  the 
plant  Flacourtia  Sapida. 

1 .  rritya,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  958,  col.  i), 
to  be  surrounded  or  encompassed,  &c. ;  to  be  chosen, 
eligible,  preferable,  excellent. 

Vritrd,  ini.,  Ved.  having  enveloped,  &c. 

vrinh  (=rts.  2.  m'A,  in'»A,  2.  ftrt'A), cl.  I.  P.  vrinhati,  rrinhittim,  to  grow,  in- 
crease; to  roar,  bellow  (frequently  applied  to  the 

noise  made  by  elephants);  d.  I.  and  10.  P.  rrin- 

hati, rrinhayati,  to  speak;  to  shine:  Caus.  rrin- 
hayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  increase,  to  augment, 
strengthen,  fatten  ;  [cf.  Gr.  Ppax<»,  0p*fa,  0pdfX°s< 

fiptiyxos,  Ppo\6oi,  (probably  also)  flpaaaai,  ppv- 
Xaofjat  •  p6x&os,  optx^*®,  ̂ aX'a»  /^TX0*'  P^1fXos- 
Yfinhana,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  causing  to  increase, 

nourishing,  fostering,  fattening,  nutritious  ;  (as),  m. 
a  kind  of  sweetmeat  (made  of  sugar,  milk,  spices,  &c. 
fried  in  ghee,  and  powdered  with  coarse  sugar,  &c.)  ; 

(am),  n.  the  act  of  fattening,  nourishing.— Vrinhana- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  quality  of  strengthening. 

Vrinhaniya,,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  increased ;  to  be 
nourished  or  ratted  or  strengthened. 

Yrinhat.an,  anti,  at,  growing,  increasing;  roar- 
ing, bellowing,  making  a  cry. 

Yrinhayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  increased,  &c. 
Vfinhita,  as,  d,  am,  grown,  increased ;  cherished, 

nourished ;  (am),  n.  the  roar  or  noise  made  by  ele- 
phants ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending 

on  Skanda  (also  written  i-rinhild). 

vrik,  cl.  I.  A.  varkate,  vavarke,  var- 
kitum,  to  take,  accept,  seize :  Caus.  var- 

kayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  avavarkat  or  avivrikat: 
Desid.  •civarkishate :  Intens.  varivrikyate,  var- 

varkti,  varitf,  varltf,  varcrikiti,  variv",  variv". 
Vrika,  as,  d,  am  (according  to  Unadi-s.  III.  41. 

fr.  rt.  mi;  perhaps  connected  with  rt.  vraif),  seiz- 
ing, rapacious,  malignant,  impious  (Ved.);  (as),  m. 

a  wolf;  a  jackal;  a  hyena;  a  crow;  a  plough  (as 

tearing  up  the  earth,  Ved. ;  Sly.  =  Idngala) ;  =  ra- 
jra  (according  to  Naigh.  II.  20)  ;  =  stena  (Naigh. 
III.  24) ;  an  epithet  of  the  moon  (Ved.) ;  the  tree 
Sesbana  Grandiflora  (  =  vaka-pushpa) ;  turpen- 

tine; compounded  perfume;  N.  of  an  Asura;  of  a 
son  of  Prithu ;  of  a  son  of  Vijaya ;  of  a  son  of 

Krishna ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  (see  vdr- 
kenya,  cf.  Pan.V.  3,  115);  (d),  f.  the  plant  Cis- 
sampelos  Hexandra,  =•  amba-shthd ;  (i),  f.  a  she- 
wolf,  (in  Rig-veda  I.  117,  18.  the  nom.  case  is 
vrikis) ;  a  kind  of  plant,  =pdthd;  [cf.  Gr.  Xt!*o-s ; 
Lit.  lupu-s;  Goth,  i-ulf-s ;  Angl.  Sax.  wulf; 
Slav,  vluk-u;  Lith.  rilka-s.^  —  Vrika-karman,  d, 
m.,  N.  of  a  leader  of  the  Daityas.  —  Vrika-tdl i,  is, 
f.,  Ved.  wolfishness,  rapacity  (see  Pan.V.  4,  41); 
wolf-like,  rapacious ;  [cf.  jyeshtha-tati.]  —  Vrika- 
tejas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhruva.  —  Vrika- 
danSa,  as,  m.  'wolf-biting,'  a  dog.  —  Vrika-deod, 
{.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Devaka.  —  Vrika-dhupa, 
as,  m.  compounded  perfume;  turpentine. — Vrika- 
dhurta,  as,  m.  '  wolf-rogue,'  a  jackal.  —  Vrika- 
prekshin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  the  eyes  of  a  wolf,  looking 

at  (anything)  like  a  wolf.  —  Vrikdkshl  (°ka-ak°), 
(.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  tri-vrit).—Vrikdrati  (°ka-ar°), 
is,  m.  or  vrikdri  (°ka-ari),  is,  m.  'wolf-enemy,' 
a  dog.  —  Vrikdsura-vadha  (°ka-as°),  as,  m.  'kill- 

ing of  the  Asura  Vrika,' N.  of  the  ninety-sixth  chapter of  the  Krida-khanda  of  the  Ganesa-Purana.  —  Vri- 

kodara  (  ka-ud*"),  as,  m.  '  wolf-bellied,'  a  N.  of 
Brahma  ;  of  Bhlma  (the  second  son  of  Pandu,  so 
called  from  his  enormous  appetite). 
Vrikati,  is,  f.  (probably)  wolfishness,  rapacity. 
Vrikala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhruva. 

^3i  vrikka,  as,  d,  m.  f.  (according  to  some 

also)  am,  n.  the  heart  [cf.  bukka']  ;  a  kidney,  (in this  sense  usually  in  the  dual.) 

I  'rikkaka,  au,  m.  du.  the  kidneys. 

^oPST  vrikna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  vra£{ ),  cut, 
divided;  cut  down;  torn;  broken.  —  Vrikna-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  cut  or  severed. 

^R  vrikta,  vrikti.     See  under  rt.  I .  cry. 

<JUJ  vriksh  (perhaps  connected  with  rt. 
c    x  rri),  cl.  I.  A.  mikshale,  vavrikshe,  mi- 

kshitum,  to  select,  take,  accept ;  to  cover ;  to  keep 
off. 

as,  m.  (probably  connected 
with  rt.  2.  vrih;  in  Unadi-s.  III.  66.  said  to  be  ft.  rt. 
rras'o',  or  fr.  rt.  vriksh,  'to  cover'),  a  tree,  shrub. 
-  Yrikiha-kukkufa,  as,  m. '  tree-cock,'a  wild  cock. 
—  Vriksha-khanda,  am,  n.  'a  party,  i.e.  number 
of  trees,'  a  gmve.  —  Vriksha-gulmdvrita  (°ma-dv°), 
as,  a,  am,  covered  with  trees  and  shrubs.—  Vriksha- 
iara,  as,  d,  am,  going  or  living  in  trees ;  (at),  m. 
'tree-goer,'  a  monkey.  —  V rikaka-dhaya,  f.  the 
shade  of  a  tree  ;  (am),  n.  the  shade  of  many  trees, 
a  grove.  —  Vriksha-jdtiya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to 
the  genus  tree.  —  Vriksha-tala,  am,  n.  the  foot  of 
a  tree  or  the  ground  about  it.  —  Vriksha-dhupa,  as, 
m. '  tree-resin,'  turpentine.  —  Vriksha-ndtha,  as,  m. 
'  lord  of  trees,'  the  Indian  fig-tree  .—Vrikska-nirydsa, 
as,  m.  the  exudation  of  trees,  gum,  resin.  —  Vriksha- 
nivdsa,  as,  m.  dwelling  or  living  in  a  tree.  —  Vri- 
ksha-pdka,  as,  m.  the  Indian  fig-tree.  —  Vriksha- 
bhakshd,  (.  a  kind  of  parasitical  plant  ( =  vanddka). 

—  Vriksha-bhavana,  am,  n.  'tree-abode,'  the  hol- 
low of  a  tree.  —  Vriksha-bltid,  t,  (.  'tree-splitter,' 

an  axe.  —  Vriksha-bhedin,  t,  m.  'tree-splitter,'  a 
carpenter's  chisel;   a  hatchet.— Vriksha-maya,  as, 
i,  am,  abounding  with  trees,  consisting  of  trees. 
—  Vriksha-markalikd,  f. '  tree-monkey,'  a  squirrel. 
—  Vriksha-miila,  am,   n.   the   root   of  a   tree. 
—  Vrikshamula-niketana,  as,  d,  am,  dwelling  at 

the  roots  of  trees  (as  a  hermit).  —  Vriksha-mrid- 
bhu,  us,  m. '  tree-earth-bom,'  a  sort  of  cane  or  reed, 
Calamus  Fascicularis.  —  Vriksha-yuddha,  am,  n.  a 

fight  with  trees  (instead  of  clubs).— Vriksha-ruha,as, 
d,  m.  f. '  tree-grower,'  a  parasitical  plant  which  has  its 
roots  attached  to  another  plant  (as  Cymbidum  Tessa- 
loides).  —  Vriksha-ropaka,  as,  m.  a  planter  of  trees. 
—  Vriksha-ropana,  am,  n.  the  planting  of  trees. 
—  Vriksha-ropin,  i,  ini,  i,  planting  trees.  —  Vri- 
ksha-vdti  or  vriksha-vatika,  f.  a  grove  of  trees  or 
garden  near  the  residence  of  a  minister  of  state,  &c. 

—  Vriksha-s'a,  as,  m.  (s'a  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  s"i,  '  to 
sleep '),  a  lizard,  a  chameleon.  —  Vriksha-tdyikd,  f. 
'  tree-sleeper,'  a  squirrel.  —  Vriksha-sarpi,  (.,  Ved. 
a  female  tree-serpent. —Vriksha-sefona,  am,  n. 
the  watering  of  trees.  —  Vriksha-stha,  as,  d,  am, 
or  miksha-sthdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  or  vriksha-sthita,  as, 

d,  am,  staying  in  or  on  a  tree.  —  Vrikshdgra  (°sha- ag°),  am,  n.  the  top   of  a  tiee.  —  Vrikshdnghri 
Csha-anf),is,.m.  the  root  of  a  tree.  —  Vrikshd- 

dana  C*ha-ad°),  as,  m.  a  carpenter's  chisel  or adze ;  a  hatchet,  chopper ;  the  Indian  fig-tree ;  the 
Piyal   tree,    Buchanania   Latifolia;    (i),  f.  a  para- 

sitical  plant,  Epidendron ;    the   shrub   Hedysarum 
Gangeticum.  —  Yrikshddi-ruhaka  or  iirikshddi- 
rudhaka,  am,  n.  the  embracing  or  entwining  (of  a 
creeper)  round  a  tree  &c.,  embracing  (in  general). 

-Y fikuhdili-mdyd  (°sha-dd°),  f.  the  science  of 
trees  &c.,  botany.  —  Ynkshdmla  (°sha-am°),  as, 
m.  the  hog-plum,  Spondias  Mangifera  ;   (am),  n. 
acid  seasoning,  the  fruit  of  the  tamarind  so  used. 
—  Vrikshdyar-i'eda  (°sha-dy°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
short  treatise  by  Sura-pala  on  the  planting  and  culti- 

vation of  trees.  —  V rikshdropaka  (°eha-dr°),  as,  m. 

the  planter  of  a  tree.  —  Vrikshdropana  (°sha-dr'>), 
am,  n.  the  act  of  planting  trees.  —  Vrilcshdrhd  (°sha- 
ar°),  f.  =  mahd-medd.—Vrikshdlaya  ("eha-al"),  as, 
m.  'having  a  tree  for  an  abode,'  a  bird.  —  Vrikshd- 
vdsa  Ctha-dv"),  as,  m. '  living  in  trees,  living  in  the 
hollow  of  trees,'  an  ascetic ;  a  bird.  —  Vrikshatrayin 

(°sha-d4°),  i,  m. '  tree-dweller,'  a  kind  of  small  owl. 
—  Vrikshottha  (°sha-wt°),  as,  d,  am,  growing  on  a 

iKt.'-Vrikshotpala  (°sha-ut°),  as,  m.  the  tree 
Pterospermum  Acerifolium  (  =  karni-l;dra). 
Vrikihaka,  as,  m.  a  small  tree ;  the  tree  Wrightea 

Antidysenterica  (  =  kutaja)  ;  any  tree. 

^TT?  vrigala,  am,  n.,  Ved.  =  vidala,  a  pea, 
split  peas,  (ardha-vrigala,  half  a  pea.) 

»ric'=rt.  I.  cry,  q.  v. 

vrtiayd,  f.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  woman 
(said  to  have  been  given  by  Indra  to  Kakshlvat). 



vri6ivat. 

x  vrifmat,  an,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  the 
oldest  of  the  sons  of  the  Asura  Vara-likha ;  (ante),  m. 
pi.  the  sons  or  family  of  Vara-sikha  (slain  by  Indra). 

^Tjr   i.  vrij,  cl.  i.  P.  varjati,  cl.  7.  P. 
i    \  (Ved.  also  A.)  vrinakti,  vrinkte  (in  this 

class  the  rt.  is  sometimes  written  vrM),  cl.  2.  A.  vrikte 
(in  this  cl.  the  rt.  is  sometimes  written  vriiij,  to  which 
the  3rd  sing.  Pres.  vrinkte.  may  be  referred),  va- 
varja,  yavrije,  (according  to  some  also)  vararia, 
vavrinje,  varjishyati,  -te  (Ved.  varkshyati,  -te), 
avarjit,  avarjishta   (Vedic   forms   avrik,   vark, 
varktam;  Perf.  part.  fern,  vavarjushl),  varjitum, 
(according  to  some  also)  vriiijitiun  (Ved.  Inf.  vri- 
jadhyai,  vrinjase),  to  bend,  turn  (Ved.) ;  to  him 
away,  avert,  divert,  alienate  (Ved.  A.) ;  to  apply  to 
one's  own  use,  choose  for  one's  self  (A.) ;  to  exclude, ward  or  keep  off,  remove,  set  aside;  to  abandon, 
lose ;  to  bestow  (Ved.) ;  to  efface,  atone  for,  purify, 
purge,  (in  the  above  senses  generally  A.)  ;  to  clear ; 
to  pull  up,  dig  up,  or  (according  to  Say.)  cut  or 
strew  (the  sacred  grass)  ;  to  cut  off,  cut  to  pieces, 
(Say.  on  Rig-veda  VI.  26,  3.  vark  =  cheditavdn 
asi);  to  injure,  kill,  (Rig-veda  VI.  18,  8):  Pass. 
vrijyate,  to  be  bent,  &c. ;  to  be  cut  or  injured,  &c., 
(Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  84,  6.  vrijyate  =  Mdy ate): 
Caus.  or  cl.  10.  P.  varjayati  (sometimes  also  A. 
varjayate),  -yitum,  Aor.  avavarjat,  to  cause  to 
bend  or  rum  or  turn  away;  to  exclude,  remove,  set 
aside,  take  away,  deprive;  to  abandon,  avoid,  shun, 
abstain  from,  renounce,  give  up,  leave  off,  omit, 
disclaim;  to  leave  out,  except,  exempt,  spare;  to 
dismiss ;  to  discharge,  give  out :  Pass,  of  Caus.  var- 
jyate,  &c.,  to  be  excluded  from  or  deprived  of  any- 

thing (inst.),  lose  (see  varjita):   Desid.  vivarji- 
shati,  -te:  Intens.  vanvrijyate,  varvarkti,  &c., 
to  turn  aside,  divert:  Caus.  of  Intens.  varh-arja- 
yati,  Ved;  to  rum  or  move  in  different  directions ; 
[cf.  Gr.  (ipy-vv-iu,  f"py-a,   (Ipy-p^-s,   elpit-Tq,  Av- Koopyo-s :  Lat.  urg-e-0,  ex-urg-e-o;  vergere :  Goth. 
mfe-a,  vruggo:  Old  Germ,  reccheo ;  murgjan: 
Angl.  Sax.  vring-an;  uealc-an, '  to  roll ;'  (probably 
also)  wrenc,  '  deceit :'  Lith.  verz-iu :  Slav.  vrag-u.~] Vrikta,  as,  a,  am,  cleared,  cleaned ;  spread,  strewn. 
—  Vrikta-barhu,  is,  is,  is,  Ved.  one  who  has 
cleared   the  barhis  (said  of  a  sacrificial  priest  or 
Ritv-ij)  ;  one  who  has  spread  or  strewn  the  sacrificial 
grass,  (Siy.  —  stlrna-barkis,  Rig-veda  III.  3,  5.) Vrikli,  is,  {.,  Ved.  texture. 

2.  vrij,  in  Naigh.  II.  9.  vrik  is  enumerated  among 
the  bala-namani.     (See  rrijana  below.) 
Vrijana,  as,  a,  am,  crooked,  curved  (Ved.); 

strong,  vigorous,  (SSy.  =  bala-vat,  Rig-veda  V.  44, 
i) ;  moving,  transient,  any  living  be'ing  regarded  as transient,  (Say.  =  gamana-&la  =jangama  =prdni- 
jdta,  Rig-veda  I.  48,  5)  ;  (as),  m.  curled  hair,  hair; 
(am).  "•  »n  enclosure,  field  cleared  for  pasture  or 
agriculture ;  a  kind  of  camp  or  camping  ground ; 
sky,  atmosphere ;  anything  crooked  or  to  be  avoided ; 
sin,  wickedness,  calamity;  force,  energy,  strength 
(  =  bala,  Naigh.  II.  9);  battle,  conflict;  oblation, sacrifice  (?). 

Vriji,  is,  {.,  N.  of  a  country,  =  Vraja  (the  modern 
Braj,  to  the  west  of  Delhi  and  Agra). 
Vrijika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  the  district  of 

Vraja  or  Braj ;  a  native  &c.  of  that  country. 
Vrijina,  as,  a,  am,  crooked,  bent,  curved  ; 

wicked ;  (as),  m.  curled  hair,  hair ;  (am),  n.  any- 
thing crooked  or  to  be  avoided,  wrong,  sin,  vice, 

wickedness,  (Say.  =  varjaniya,  papa,  Rig-veda 
1V'.23.  8);  distress,  misery,  affliction;  red' leather. 
-  Vrijina-vartani,  it,  is,  i,  Ved.  going  on  wrong tracks  or  roads,  following  evil  courses,  wicked. 
VfVya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bent,  to  be  turned  away. 

vritti. 
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vnnj.     See  rt.  I.  vrij. 

^?  vridha.     See  under  rt.  I.  vrih. 

cj|l|    vrin,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  vrinoti,  minute, 
A     \  to  consume,  eat ;   cl.  6.  P.  Vfinati,  to 

please,  gratify,  exhilarate. 

•33-  i.  writ  (for  rt.  3.  wit  see  p.  958, 
I  \col  I),  CI.  i.  A.  (in  2nd  Put.,  Aor.,  and 

Cond.  also  P. ;  in  Ved.  and  ep.  P.  also  in  other 
forms)  vartate  (ep.  vartati),  Perf.  vavrite  (Ved. 
vavrite,  P.  vaoarta),  2nd  Fut.  vartishyate  and 
vartsyati,  Aor.  avartishta  and   avritat,   Cond. 
avartishyata  and  avartsyat  (Vedic  forms  [anu]- 
vartti,  [a]varta,  avart,  [sam-a]vavartti),  iiar- 
tituni,  to  turn,  turn  one's  self,  turn  round,  revolve, roll,  move,  go;   to  move  on,  pass  on,  go  on  in 
regular  course,  proceed,  run  a  course,  follow  on ;  to 
be  or  be  situated  in  any  particular  manner  or  circum- 

stances, to  be,  exist,  live,  subsist,  remain,  dwell,  be 
fixed,  abide,  stay,  (manasi  or  hridaye  or  hridi 
vrit,  to  dwell  or  be  turned  over  or  thought  over  in 
the  mind,  &c.) ;  to  be  present ;  to  take  place,  hap- 

pen, come  to  pass ;  to  conduce,  tend  to  (with  dat.)  ; 
to  depend  upon  (with  loc.);  to  occupy  one's  self, 
employ  one's  self,  be  occupied  or  engaged  in  (with loc.,  upakare  vrit,  to  give  assistance) ;  to  behave, 
demean   one's  self,   act,  practice,   do,   act  towards 
(with  loc.),  occupy  one's  self  with  (with  inst.),  act m  any  particular  manner  (with  inst.,  e.  g.  dharmena 
i-rit,  to  act  justly;  amayayd  vrit,  to  act  guilelessly; vyajena  vrit,  to  act  deceitfully) ;  to  enter  upon  a 
particular  course  of  conduct,  act  a  part,  (sometimes 
with   ace.   vrittim  added,  e.  g.    vartase  vrittim 
akshudrdm,  thou  art  acting  no  mean  part;  yam 
vrittim  vartdmi  pandaveshu,  whatever  course  I 
enter  upon  towards  the  Pandavas) :  Pass,  vrityate 
Aor.  avarti,  &c.,  to  be  turned,  &c.:  Caus/wrta- 
yati,  -te,  Aor.  avivritat,  avavartat,  to  cause  to turn  or  revolve,  cause  to  roll,  cause  to  move  or  move 
round,  turn,  move ;  to  brandish  (as  a  weapon) ;  to 
cause  to  move  away,  remove  (Ved.) ;   to  shed  (as 
tears  &c.) ;  to  cause  to  proceed,  cause  to  be  or  exist, 
make;    to  cause  to  take  place,  cause  to  pass  (as 
time),  spend,  pass,  lead  a  life,  live,  (sometimes  with 
ace.  vritlim  added,  or  sometimes  with  inst.  vrittyd 
or  vrittena,  or  sometimes  with  inst.  of  other  words, 
e.  g.  lhaikshena  vartayati,  he  lives  by  begging) ; 
to  perform,  practice,  do,  exhibit ;  to  maintain  one's 
self,  subsist  (A.);    to  relate,  recount,   declare;   to 
perceive,    comprehend;    to   care    for  (with   dat )  • 
to  read,  study  [cf.  vritta'] ;  (according  to  some)  to speak;  to  shine:   Desid.  vivarlisliate  and  vivrit- 
sati,  to  wish  to  remain,  desire  to  stay,  &c. :  Intens. 
vanvrityate,  varnritlti,  varmititi,  varivritlti 
vanartti,  varivartti,  varivartti;  [cf.  Lxt.vert-o, 
versus  ;  Goth,  vairthan,  ana-Dairths,  vaurs-tva  • 
Mod.  Germ,  aerde,  icard;  Angl.  Sax.  weordhan, 
ward,  iceard,  mjrd;  Lith.  wartau,  werciu,  war- 

toju,  wirs-tu;  Slav.  vrat-i-ti.'] VivritMt,  an,  antl,  at  (fr.  the  Desid.),  wishing to  be  or  exist. 

Vivritsitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  wishes  to  be. 
2.  vrit,  t,  t,  t,  turning,  turning  round,  moving 

existing;  (t),  {„  Ved.  a  turn,  action,  act,  deed;  (t), 
ind.  '  finished,'  a  grammatical  term  signifying  that  a series  of  roots  acted  on  by  a  grammatical  rule  ends with  the  word  preceding  vrit. 

I.  vritta,  as,  a,  am,  turned;  round,  rounded, circular;  been,  existed,  lived;  happened,  (kim- 
vntta,  as,  a,  am, '  one  who  says  to  himself,  What 
has  happened  ?'  one  who  allows  himself  to  be  taken 
by  surprise,  incautious) ;  occurred,  past,  gone,  finished ; 
dead,  deceased  ;  done,  performed,  acted,  engaged  in, 
undertaken;  proceeded,  proceeding  from,  derived 
from;  read  through,  studied;  fixed,  firm;  unim- 

paired ;  famous ;  (as),  m.  a  tortoise ;  (a),  f.  a  kind 
of  tree  or  shrub  (=jhinjhirishta);  (am),  n.  a 
circle,  circumference;  (in  astronomy)  the  epicycle 
(=paridhi);  event,  occurrence,  news;  procedure; practice,  profession,  occupation,  mode  of  life,  means 
of  subsistence ;  act,  action,  behaviour,  manner,  de- 

meanour, (ujjhita-dTuiirya-vrittam,  without  regard 
to  dignity  of  manner)  ;  conduct ;  observance  of  any 
enjoined  practice,  established  rule  or  usage,  actual 
practice,  law;  'the  turn  of  a  line,'  final  rhythm, rhythm ;  verse,  metre.  -  Vritta-karkati,  f.  the 
water-melon  (=  ehad-bhuja).  -  Vritta-khanda, 

am,  n.  a  portion  or  segment  of  a  circle.  —  Vritta- 
gandhi,  is,  is,  i,  having  only  the  smell  of  verse  or 
rhythm;  (i),  n.  epithet  of  a  particular  kind  of 
pTose.-Vritta-gunda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass  (= 
dirgha-nala).  —  Vritta-<!uda  or  vritta-Caula,  as, 

a,  am,  whose  tonsure  has  been  performed,  tonsured,' (this  should  be  performed  at  the  age  of  one  or  three 
years,  cf.  Manu  II.  ̂ .)-Vritta-jAa,  as,  a,  am, 
knowing  actions  or  established  practices.  -  Vritta- 
tandula,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  grass  (=yava-nala). 
—  Vritta-tas,  ind.  according  to  the  practice  or  ob- 

servance of  caste,  according  to  usage  or  customary 
procedure,  (vrittatah  papam,  a  sin  according  to 
caste.)  -  Vfitta-nishpavika,  f.  a  kind  of  leguminous 
plant  (  =  nakha-nishpavl).  —  Vritta-parm,  (.  a 
kind  of  plant  (=pa,tha).—Vritta-puushpa,  as,  m.  the 
S'irtsha  tree  ;  the  Kadamba  ;  =  vanira  ;  =  kubjaka  ; —  mudgara.  —  Vritta-pratyabhijAa,  as,  a,  am well  versed  in  sacred  rites.  -  Vritta-phala,  as,  m! 
the  pomegranate  (  =  dadima);  the  jujube;  (a),  f., 
N.  of  various   plants,  =  vartaki,  =  ias'anduli,  = amalaki;  (am),  n.  black  pepper.  —Vritid-bahu, 
us,   us,   u,   round-armed,  (see   Pan.   IV.  i,  67.) 
—  Vritta-mallika,  {.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  modim, 
=<!vetarka).  —  Vritta-yamaka,am,  n.  a  kind  of verse  containing  a  play  on  words,  (see  yamaka.) 
—  Vritta-ratnakara  (°na-ak°),  as,  m.  'ocean  of 
metres,'  N.  of  a  short  metrical  treatise  on  Post-vedic 
metres  by  KedSra.  -  Vritta-ratndkara-tlka,  f.  and 
vritta-ratnakara-setu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  two  commen- 

taries on  the  above-mentioned  work.  —  Vritta-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  performed  the  duties  of 
caste  or  calling,  well-conducted.  -  Vritta-mja,  as, 

m.  a  kind  of  plant,  =  bhindd  ;  (a),  f.'  another  plant, =  a4hakl.-Vritta-vljakd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  = 
pdndura-phali.  —  Vritta-tota.  am,  a.,  N.  of  a  work 
mentioned   in  the  Sudra-dharma-tattva.  _  Vritta- 

iastra,   as,    a,   am,    one   who  has   studied'  (the science  of)  arms  or  warfare  (=adhita-iastravidya, 
Bhatti-k.  IX.  19).  —  Vritta-sampanna,  as,  a,  am, 
well  behaved  or  conducted,  behaving  with  propriety. 
"Vritta-sddin,  «,  inl,  i,  destroying   established 
usage,  worthless,  mean,  vile.  —  Vritta-stha,  as,  a, 

am,  abiding  in  the  duties  of  caste  'or  calling.  —  Vrit- 
tadhyayanarddhi  (°ta-adh°,  °na-rid°),  is,  f.'  in- crease of  moral  conduct  and  study,  holiness  resulting 
from  observance  of  rules  and  study  (of  scripture). 
-  Vrittanuvartin  (°ta-an°),  i,  ini,  i,  conforming 
to  rule,  obedient.  —  Vrittamisdra  (°ta-an°),  as, 
m.  conforming  to  prescribed  practice  ;   conformity 
to   metre;    (at),  ind.  according  to  the  metre  or 
measure   of  a  verse,  for  the  sake  of  the   metre. 
—  Vrittanusarin,  I,  inl,  i,  conforming  to  established 
rule  or  practice,  doing  what  is  enjoined  or  proper. 
-  Vrittanta  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.,  (rarely)  am,  n.  '  the 
end  or  result  of  a  course  of  action,'  occurrence,  inci- 

dent,  event;  tidings,  rumour,  report,  intelligence; 
a  tale,  story,  narrative,  history,  account ;  an  ancient 
story;  topic,  subject;  sort,  kind,  difference;  mode, 
manner,  state,  condition;  interval,  rest,  leisure,  op- 

portunity;   property,   nature;    the  whole,   totality; 
alone,  solitary.  —  Vrittanta-dars'm,  i,  ini,  i,  wit- 

nessing or  being  a  spectator  of  any  action.  —  Vrit- 
tawtanveskaka  (°ta-an°),  as,  ika,  am,  inquiring  into 
what  takes  place.  -  Vrittenaru  (°ta-ir°),  us,  m.  a 
water-melon  ( =  shad-Wiuja).  —  Vrittoru,  (°ta-uru), 
us,  f.  a  round-thighed  woman,  (see  Pan.  IV.  i,  69.) 
—  Vrittaujas  (°ta-oj°),  as,  as,  as,  having  unim- paired power,  whose  (creative)  energy  had  free  and unobstructed  course,  (Manu  I.  6)  ;  of  great  energy, 

mighty,  irresistible. 
Vrittaka,  am,  n.  a  particular  kind  of  prose  com- 

position. 
Vritti,  is,  f.  turning,  turning  round,  revolving ; 

the  circumference  of  a  circle  or  wheel ;  being,  ex- 
istence, abiding  (often  at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g. 

tad-vritti,  is,  is,  i,  abiding  in  that),  staying,  re- 
maining ;  state,  condition  ;  proceeding,  career,  course 

of  conduct,  conduct,  behaviour,  action  (often  at  the 
end  of  comps.,  cf.  raka-v°) ;  operation,  practice, 
business,  profession,  function,  office,  employment 
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(at  the  end  of  comps.  translatable  by  'employed 
about,'  'engaged  in"),  mode  of  life  [cf.  iw/.'ir/i- 
»"] ;  activity,  cause  or  instrument  of  activity  ;  treat- 

ment, respectful  treatment ;  livelihood,  maintenance, 
means  of  subsistence  (often  at  the  end  of  comps., 

cf.  untha-v° ;  the  means  of  subsistence  for  a 
Brahman  are  said  in  Maim  IV.  4.  to  be,  I.  rita, 

'  true,'  i.e.  lawful  gleaning ;  3.  a-mrita, '  not  deadly,' 
i.e.  unsolicited  alms;  3.  mrita,  'deadly,'  i.e.  soli- 

cited alms ;  4.  pra-mrita,  '  very  deadly,'  i.  e.  agri- 
culture; 5.  satyanritn,  'true  and  false,'  i.e.  trade, 

traffic;  6.  dra-vritti,  'dog-maintenance,'  i.e.  servi- 
tude ;  this  last  should  never  be  engaged  in,  the  preced- 

ing two,  i.  e.  agriculture  and  trade,  only  in  times  of 
distress) ;  wages,  hire ;  customary  allowance,  perquisite, 
fee ;  mode  of  thinking,  course  of  ideas ;  style,  force, 
character,  style  in  composition  (especially  dramatic 
style,  said  to  be  of  four  kinds,  viz.  I.  KaisikI, 
2.  BhSratl.  3.  SitvatI,  4.  Arabhatl,  q.  q.  v.  v. ;  the 

first  three  are  described  as  suited  to  the  Srin-gira, 
Vira,  and  Raudra  Rasas  respectively,  the  last  as  com- 

mon to  all);  comment,  commentary,  explanation, 
exposition,  gloss;  general  character  or  force  of  a 
word ;  (in  grammar)  a  complex  formation  which 
requires  resolution  or  explanation  (as  distinguished 
from  a  simple  or  uncompounded  form,  e.g.  any 
word  formed  with  Krit  or  Taddhita  affixes,  any  com- 

pound and  even  duals  and  plurals  which  are  regarded 
as  Dvandva  compounds,  of  which  only  one  member 
is  left,  and  all  derivative  verbs  such  as  desideratives 

&c.);  a  measure  of  the  voice  in  reciting  or  chanting, 
(of  which,  according  to  the  PrStiSakhyas,  there  are 

three,  viz.  vi-lambitd,  madhyamd,  and  drutd); 
N.  of  a  commentary  by  Sa-nandana.  —  Vritti-kar- 
fhita,  at,  a,  am,  distressed  for  (want  of)  a  liveli- 

hood (Manu  VIII.  411;  according  to  Kulluka  = 
bhrity-abhavena  piditah).  —  Vritti-<?fheda.  as,  m. 
taking  away  the  means  of  subsistence,  confiscation 
of  a  patrimony,  deprivation  of  an  hereditary  office. 

—  Vritti-td,  f.  or  vritti-tva,  am,  n.  state  of  being 
or  residing  or  being  contained  in,  state  of  existence, 

state,  condition  [cf.  andyatta-v°~\ ;   mode  of  sub- 
sistence, profession.  —  Vritti-ddna,  am,  n.  the  giving 

of  maintenance.  —  Vritti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing 
means  of  subsistence;  abiding;  having  a  particular 
way  of  thinking.  —  Vritti-labha,  a»,  m.  discovery  of 
the  concurrent  (in  phil.).  —  VHtti-vaikalya,  am, 
n.  deficiency  or  lack  of  means  of  subsistence,  want 

of  a  livelihood.  —  Vritti-stha,  as,  a,  am,  being  in 
any  state  or  condition  or  employment ;  (as),  m.  a 
chameleon  ( =  sarata).  —  Vritti-hetu,  us,  m.  cause 
or   means   of  subsistence.  —  Vritt y-anup rasa,   as, 
m.  alliteration    suited  to  any  style  or  expression. 
—  Vritty-artha-bodhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  indicat- 

ing  the   meaning   of  a   complex   formation,   (see 
under  vrittl  above.)  —  Vritty-artham,  ind.  for  the 
sake  of  subsistence,  in  order  to  sustain  lifc.  —  Vritty- 
updya,  a»,  m.  means  of  subsistence. 

t.  vritya,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  p.  956,  col.  l), 
to  be  abided  or  stayed  or  remained,  &c. 

Q|  J  3.  vrit,  cl.  4.  A.  vrityate  (according 
t,  Sto  others  also  cl.  I.  vartate),  to  choose, 

like,  Sic.,  generally  used  in  an  old  Intens.  form  t-a- 
vrityate,  (see  vavrit,  which  is  classed    by  native 
grammarians  among  simple  roots.) 

a.  vritta,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  incorrect  for  vrita), 
chosen,  selected,  appointed,  &c. 

13  vritra,  as,  m.  (probably  ft.  rt.  mi; 

according  to  Unidi-s.  II.  13.  fr.  rt.  I.  vrit),  'the 
coverer,  hider,  obstructer  (of  rain),'  N.  of  the  Vedic 
personification  of  an  imaginary  malignant  influence 
or  demon  of  darkness  and  drought  (supposed  to  take 
possession  of  the  douds,  causing  them  to  obstruct 
the  clearness  of  the  sky  and  keep  back  the  wateis ; 
Indra  is  represented  as  battling  with  this  evil  influ- 

ence, and  the  pent  up  clouds  being  poetically  pictured 
as  mountains  or  castles  are  shattered  by  his  thunder- 

bolt and  made  to  open  their  receptacles ;  as  a  Dsnava 
or  demon,  Vritta  is  the  son  of  Danu,  q.  v.,  and  is 
often  associated  with  other  evil  spirits,  such  as  Ahi, 

Sushna,  Namuci,  Pipro,  Sambara,  Urana,  whose 

malignant  influences  are  generally  exercised  in  pro- 
ducing darkness  or  drought) ;  a  cloud  (in  general) ; 

darkness ;  a  mountain  ;  an  enemy ;  sound,  noise ; 
a  wheel ;  N.  of  Indra  (?) ;  (am),  n.  a  wicked  person, 

an  enemy.  —  Vritra-khdda,  at,  a,  am,  Ved. '  Vritra- 
devouring,'  destroying  Vritra ;  (as),  m.  a  devourer 
of  enemies,  epithet  of  Brihas-pati.— Vritra-yhni,  (., 
N.  of  a  river.  —  Vritra-tara,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  caus- 

ing great  darkness,  (Say.  =  atiilayena  loTtdndm  dra- 
rakah  or  vritrair  dvaranaih.  datruii  tarati  yah, 

i.  e.  overcoming  enemies  with  darkness,  Rig-veda  I. 

32,  5.)  —  Vritra-titr,  ur,  m.,  Ved. '  Vritra-conquer- 
ing,1  epithet  of  Indra,  conquering  enemies  (in  gene- 

ral). «•  Vrttra-turya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  conquering 
enemies,  destruction  of  enemies ;  battle  ( =  sangrd- 
ma  according  to  Naigh.  II.  19).  —  Vritra-drA'h,  t, 

m.  'enemy  of  Vritra,'  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Vritra- 
bhojana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb  (commonly 
called  Samath,  described  by  some  as  a  sort  of  cucum- 

bet,=gandira),~Vritra-vadha,  as,  m.  'the  kill- 
ing of  Vritra,'  N.  of  the  twenty-fifth  and  twenty- 

sixth  chapters  of  the  BhOmi-khanda  of  the  Padma- 
Pur;ui;i ;  of  the  seventy-ninth  chapter  of  the  Uttara- 
kanda  of  the  RlmSyana.  —  Vritra-datru,  ui,  m. 

'  enemy  of  Vritra,'  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Vritra-hatya, 
am,  a,  n.  f.Ved.  the  slaying  of  Vritra,  (Rig-vedaVllI. 

89,  $.)  —  Vritra-hntha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  slaying  Vritra, 

slaying  enemies.  —  Vritra-han,  a,  m. '  Vritra-killer,' 
epithet  of  Indra ;  killer  of  enemies,  victorious.  —  Vri- 

trahan-tama,  as,  m.,  Ved.  'most  mighty  slayer 
of  Vritra,'  epithet  of  Indra ;  a  very  victorious  person. 
"Vritrari  (°ra-ari),  is,  m.  'enemy  of  Vritra,'  Indra, 

^IT  vritha,  ind.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  vri; 
according  to  some  for  vara-thd),  without  trouble, 

(in  Rig-veda  IX.  76,  I  =  an-aydsena) ;  without 
pain,  without  difficulty,  with  ease,  easily  (Ved.) ; 
without  necessity,  unnecessarily,  uselessly,  fruitlessly, 
in  vain ;  unprofilably ;  foolishly,  idly,  wantonly, 
falsely ;  wrongly,  incorrectly ;  vain,  purposeless,  use- 

less, fruitless ;  (if  compounded  with  articles  of  food, 

vritlia  is  said  to  mean  'hot');  [cf.  Gr.  fiffa,  @pa, 
0$,  faiaros,  ffiios,  &c.]  —  Vritha-kathd,  f.  idle 
talk,  nonsense.  —  Vrithakdra  (°thd-dk°),  as,  m.  a 
false  form,  mere  appearance,  empty  show.  —  Vritfui- 
kula-samdddra,  as,  d,  am,  whose  family  and  prac- 

tices are  \ow.-Vrtthdghdta  (°lha-dgh°),  as,  m. 
striking  uselessly,  killing  unnecessarily.  —  Vrithd- 
janman,  a,  n.  useless  or  unprofitable  birth.  — IVJ- 

tlidtyii  (°lhd-at°),  f.  going  or  strolling  about  in  an 
idle  manner,  travelling  for  pleasure  (regarded  as  a 
vice  in  a  king;  Manu  VII.  47).  —  Frit/ia-dana, 
am,  n.  useless  or  improper  gift,  a  gift  that  may  be 
annulled  (or  if  promised,  not  made  good,  as  a  gift 
promised  to  courtezans,  wrestlers,  or  money  lost  at 
play,  &c. ;  according  to  some  there  are  sixteen  kinds 
of  these  gifts).  —  Vrithd-patu-ghna,  as,  m.  the 
slayer  of  an  animal  wrongly  or  unnecessarily  (i.  e.  not 
for  sacrifice).  —  Vrilhd-pratijiia,  as,  d,  am,  one  who 
makes  a  promise  rashly.  -  Vrithd-bhu,  cl.  I .  P.  -bha- 
fiili.  &c.,  to  be  in  vain,  to  be  useless,  to  be  frustraled. 

"Vrithd-bltoga,  as,  d,  am,  enjoying  in  vain  or 
to  no  purpose.  —  Vrithd-mati,  is,  is,  i,  foolish- 
minded,  wrong-minded.  -  V  rithd-miinsa,  am,  n. 
'  useless  flesh,'  i.  e.  flesh  not  destined  for  the  gods  or IV.ris,  (the  eater  of  such  flesh  is  said  to  be  born  as  a 

goblin) ;  (an),  m.  one  who  eats  such  flesh.  — Fri- 

Ihiilamlha  ("thd-al°),  as,  m.  cutting  or  plucking unnece>sarily,  (Manu  XI.  mJ-Vritha-vadin,  I, 

ini,  i,  speaking  falsely. - V  rithd-'irama,  as,  m. vain  exertion,  useless  labour.  —  Vritltd-shdh,  -skat, 
m.,  Ved.  one  who  easily  overcomes  or  conquers, 

(Sfy.-*anayasena  sutrundm  abhlbhat-itd,  Rig- 
veda  1.63,4.  '-Vrithd-saitkara-jata,  as,  d,  am,  born 
in  vain  by  the  mixture  of  different  castes,  one  who 

neglects  to  perform  his  duties.— V  rithotpanna  (°thd- 
ut°),  ae,  d,  um,  born  or  produced  in  vain. 

^"5  rriddha.     See  col.  3. 

i  •  rriddhi,  is,  f.  (fr.  a  form  vri dh  for 

rt.  vardh;  for  2.  vriddhi  see  under  rt.  I.  vridh), 

cutting  off,  abscission ;  (in  law)  forfeiture,  deduction. 

l .  vridh  (perhaps  developed  out  of 
vi-ridh),  cl.  i.  A.  (in  Fut.,  Aor.,  and 

Cond.  also  P. ;  in  Ved.  and  ep.  P.  also  in  other 
forms ;  sometimes  confounded  in  occasional  forms 

with  rt.  i.  vrit),  rardhate  (Ved.  P.  vardhati,  rri- 
dhati),  Perf.  vavridhe  (Ved.  P.  vavardha),  ind 
Fut.  vardhishyate  and  vartsyati  (identical  with 

2nd  Fut.  of  rt.  I.  rn'O,  Aor.  avardhishta  and  arri- 
rfhat,  Cond.  avardhishyata  and  amrtsijat  (iden- 

tical with  Cond.  of  rt.  I.  vrit),  rardhitum  (Ved. 
Inf.  vridke,  vridhase,  vdvridhadkyai),  to  increase, 
augment,  cause  to  grow,  make  larger  or  stronger, 
raise,  prosper,  make  to  prosper,  (in  these  active 
senses  generally  Ved.  and  always  P.)  ;  to  exhilarate, 
make  joyful,  inspirit,  animate  (Ved.  P.) ;  to  increase, 

grow,  become  larger  or  stronger,  prosper,  be  or  be- 
come prosperous,  (in  these  neuter  senses  generally 

A.  except  in  the  Vedic  forms  vritthati,  vtivardha, 
&c.,and  except  in  Fut.,  Aor.,  and  Cond.,  which  may 
be  also  P.  in  the  classical  language);  to  continue, 
last ;  to  rise,  ascend ;  to  become  joyful,  have  cause 

for  congratulation  :  Caus.  rardhayati,  -te  (also  var- 

dhapayati),  -yitum,  Aor.  ai-ivridhat,  avavar- 
dhut,  to  cause  to  increase  or  grow,  increase,  augment, 
amplify,  enhance,  make  larger  or  stronger,  cause  to 
prosper,  make  powerful,  raise,  exalt,  to  make  joyful, 
gladden ;  (according  to  some)  to  speak ;  to  shine : 
Desid.  rirardhiehate,  rivritsati :  Intens.  van- 
vridhyate,  varivridhiti ;  [cf.  Zend  vared,  vareda  : 
Gr.  ̂ Xatr-rr;,  jBAarr-ro-s,  j3Aa<TT-az'-a;,  @\<uO-p6-s, 

PpaSivos,  fia&tt>6i,  pi'fa ;  a\aos :  (perhaps)  Lat. 

grandis :  Goth,  valdan,  vaur-ts,  *  a  root :'  Old Germ,  uurza :  Angl.  Sax.  waldun,  vridian,  ireald  : 

Slav,  vladun,  vJas, '  hair :'  Hib.  foil, '  hair ;'  fridk, 
'  a  forest ;'  (perhaps)  for-bairt,  '  increase,  profit.'] 
Vrithlha,  as,  d,  am  (compar.  jydyas  or  vanlti- 

yas,  iupal.jyesk.tha  or  varshishtha,  q.q.  v.  v.), 
increased,  augmented;  grown  up,  full  grown,  duly 
expanded ;  old,  aged,  advanced  in  years,  ancient, 

mighty,  great,  large ;  accumulated,  heaped ;  wise, 
learned ;  (<a),  m.  an  old  man  or  one  past  seventy ; 
a  sage,  saint ;  a  respectable  man  ;  a  male  descendant 

(  =  yotra);  a  proper  N.-^vriddha-ddraka  below; 
(a),  f.  an  old  woman  (either  one  past  childbearing 
or  one  with  grey  hair)  ;  a  female  descendant ;  (am), 

n.  (ill  grammar)  a  word  having  a  Vriddhi  vowel  in 
the  first  syllable;  benzoin.  —Vriddhu-kaka,  as,  m. 

Marge  crow,'  a  sort  of  crow  or  raven.  —  Vriddha- 
kdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Vriddha-krama,  as, 
m.  rank  due  to  zef.  —  Vriddha-gangd,  (.,  N.  of 

a  river  (commonly  called  the  Budi  Gan-gS).  —  Vrid- 

dha-gautama,  '  the  old  Gautama,'  N.  of  an  ancient 
recension  of  Gautama's  law-book.  —  Vriddha-tama, 
as,  d,  am,  oldest,  most  venerable.  —  Vriddha-td,  f. 
or  i-ritld/M-tva,  am,  n.  old  age,  senility.  —  Vrid- 
dha-ddraka,  as,  m.  or  vriddha-ddru,  n.  a  kind 

of  convolvulus  or  climbing  plant  ( =  <?h(iij(dfi,  n'A's/ia- 
gandhd).  —  Vriddha-dvija-rupin,  I,  ini,  i,  bear- 

ing the  form  of  an  old  BrShman.  —  Vriddha-nagara, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  V ' riddha-ndbhi,  is,  is,  i, 
'  large-naveled,"  having  a  prominent  navel,  pot-bellied, 
corpulent.  —  Vriddha-prad hdna,  as,  m.  a  paternal 
great-grandfather.  —  Vriddha-prapitdmaha,  as, 
m.  a  paternal  great-grandfather;  (f),  f.  a  paternal 
great- grandmother.  —  Vriddha-pramdtdmalM,  as, 
m.  a  maternal  great-grandfather;  (l),  f.  a  maternal 

great-grandmother.  —  Vriddha-bald,  f.  a  kind  of 
plant  (  =  mahd-samattgd).  —  Vriddha-bhdi:a,  as, 
m.  the  state  of  being  old,  old  age.  —  Vrit Idha- 
mata,  am,  n.  an  ancient  precept,  a  precept  of  ancient 

sages.  —  Vriddha-manu,  us,  m.  'the  old  Manu,' an  ancient  recension  of  the  M5nava-dharma-s5stni ; 

[cf.  vrihan-manu.]  —  Vriddha-mahftx,  ds,  ds,  as, 
Ved.  having  increased  or  mighty  splendor,  endowed 

with  great  strength,  very  mighty.  —  Vriddha-yiljna- 

i ,  a  particular  recension  of  Yajiiavalkya's  law- 
book.  —  Vriddha-rdja,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  dock  or 

sorrel  ( =  amla-vetasa).  —  V riddlia-vaiishf ha, '  the 



vriddha-vahana. vnsha-raja-ketana. 

old  Vasishtha,'  N.  of  an  ancient  recension  of  Va- 
sishtha's  law-book.  —  Vriddha-vahana,  as,  m.  the 
mango  iree.  —  Vriddha-vibhitaka,  as,  m.  the  hog- 
plum,  Spondias  Mangifera  (  =  amrataJca).  —  Vrid- 

dlia-vriha&pati,  is,  m.  'the  old  Vrihas-pati,'  N. 
of  an  ancient  recension  of  Vrihas-pati's  law-book. 
—  Vriddha-iavas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  increased 
or  great  force,  very  mighty,  very  rapid,  (Say.  =  rriW- 
dha-vega,  atis'ayena  veya-vat,  Rig-veda VIII.  25, 
IO.)—Vriddha-silin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  the  disposition 

of  an  old  man.  —  Vr!<!<Uta-s'o<!is,  is,  is,  is,  Ved.  in- 
creased in  lustre,  very  bright.  —  Vriddha-irartas,  at, 

us,  as,  having  great  glory ;  endowed  with  much  food  ; 
(as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Vriddha-sangha, 
as,  m.  an  assembly  of  old  men,  council  or  meeting 
of  elders.  —  Vriddha-sUraka,  am,  n.  a  flock  of 

cotton,  flocculent  seeds  flying  in  the  air.  —  Vriddha- 
.<(  fa.  f.  reverence  for  the  aged,  the  serving  or  honour- 

ing of  old  persons.  —  Vriddha-sevin,  I,  ini,  i,  honour- 

ing or  reverencing  old  persons,  serving  one's  elders. 
—  Vriddhanguli   (°dha-att°),   is,    f.   'the   great 
finger,'  the  thumb;    the   great  toe.—Vriddhan- 

ijnshtha  (°dha-an°~),  as,  m.  the  great  toe;   the 
thumb.  —  Vriddhadira   (°dha-dd°),  as,  m.   the 
practice  of  one's  forefathers,  ancient  custom.  —  Vrid- 
dhaditya  (°dha-dda),  as,  m.  a  form  of  the  sun. 
—  Vriddhdnus'asana  (°dha-an°),  am,  n.  a  seer's 
precept,  direction  or  ordinance  of  the  aged,  an  old 

man's  advice.  —  Vriddharanya  ("dha-ar"),  as,  m. 
'  seer's  grove,'  a  place  where  the  Puranas  or  other 
sacred  works  are  read  and  expounded.  —  Vriddhci- 

vasthd  (°dha-av°},  f.  the  condition  or  period  of 

old  age,  senility.  —  VriddhaHrama  (°dha-ds"°),  at, 
m.  the  order  or  mode  of  life  of  an  aged  (Brahman), 
roaming  or  wandering  about  as  a  religious  mendicant ; 

[cf.  adrama-l  —  Vriddhoksha  (°dha-uk°),  as,  m. 
an  old  bull  ( =jarad-gava). 

2.  vriddhi,  is,  f.  (for  i.  vriddhi  see  p.  958, 
col.  2), increase, increment,  augmentation,  growth,  rise, 
rising,  ascending ;  excess ;  a  heap,  quantity,  assemblage, 
multitude ;  increase  in  wealth  or  dignity ;  increase 
of  the  digits  of  the  sun  or  moon ;  progression  of  any 
kind,  prosperity,  success,  advancement,  happiness, 
pleasure ;  wealth,  property ;  extension  of  power  or 
revenue  (as  one  of  the  three  conditions  or  objects 
of  regal  power)  ;  profit,  gain ;  paying  back  money 
lent  with  increase  or  interest,  returning  the  prin- 

cipal with  a  proportionate  increment ;  money-lending, 
usury,  interest ;  enlargement  of  the  scrotum  (either  from 
swelled  testicle  or  hydrocele  or  other  morbid  affec- 

tions) ;  (in  grammar)  a  peculiar  increase  or  length- 
ening to  which  vowels  are  subject  under  certain  con- 

ditions (e.  g.  a  is  the  Vriddhi  of  a,  ai  of  i,  1, 
and  f,  au  of  u,  u,  and  o ;  krita-vriddhi,  a  word 
of  which  the  fiist  vowel  has  been  subjected  to  the 

above  change)  ;  one  of  the  eight  principal  drugs  or 
medicinal  roots  (described  as  mild,  cooling,  &c.,  and 
as  a  remedy  for  phlegm,  leprosy,  and  worms) ;  a 
particular  period  or  division  of  time,  the  eleventh  of 
the  astronomical  Yogas  (or  the  Yoga  star  of  the 
eleventh  lunar  mansion) ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 

—  Vriddhi-kara,  as,  >,  am,  yielding  or  causing 

increase  &.c.  —  Vriddhi-j~tvana,am,  n.  or  vriddhi- 
jivikri,  f.  gaining  a  livelihood  by  money-lending, 
subsistence  by  usury,  the  profession  of  usury.  —  Vrid- 
dhi-da,  as,  a,  am,  giving  increase,  causing  advance- 

ment or  prosperity;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  plant  (—jl- 
raka,  =  iuhara-kaiiiln).  —  Vriddhi-pattra,  am, 
n.  a  kind  of  razor  or  lancet.  —  Vriddhi-mat,  an, 

ati,  at,  having  increase,  augmented,  increased,   in- 
creasing ;    prosperous  ;    rich,  wealthy.  —  Vriddhi- 

'r<~i'ldhfi,  am,  n.  a  SVaddha  or  offering  made  to 
progenitors  on  any  prosperous  occasion  (as  on  the 
birth  of  a  son  &c.).  —  Vriddhy-ajiva,  as,  or  vrid- 
(Unj-ajimn,  I,  m.  one  who  lives  by  money-lending 
or  usury ;  a  money-lender,  usurer ;  (various  kinds  of 
interest  are  recognised  by  Hindu  lawyers,  viz.  I.  kd- 

yika  vriddhi,  'bodily  interest,'  i.  e.  either  the  ad- 
vantage arising  from  the  body  of  an  animal  pledged 

as  security  for  a  loan  or  interest  paid  repeatedly  with- 

X.  out  reducing  the  body  or  principal ;  2.  haliTta  v°, 

'  periodical  interest,'  i.  e.  payable  weekly,  monthly, 
annually,  &c.,  but  most  usually  computed  by  the 

month  ;  3.  €akra-v",  '  wheel-interest,'  i.  e.  interest 
upon  interest,  compound  interest ;  4.  karita  v°, '  sti- 

pulated interest,'  or  interest  at  a  rate  higher  than  the 
usual  legal  rate ;  5.  dikha-K°,  '  growing  continually 
like  a  lock  of  hair,'  i.  e.  interest  at  a  usurious  rate 

payable  daily;  6.  bhor/a-labha,  'advantage  ac- 
cruing to  a  creditor  from  the  use'  of  any  article 

handed  over  to  him  as  security,  e.  g.  the  usufruct  of 

lands,  gardens,  animals,  &c. :  '  lawful  interest '  is  called 
dharma-v", '  usurious  interest'  a-nyaya-v°, '  interest 
at  the  highest  legal  rate'  parama-v°.) 
Vjiddhika,  f.  a  sort  of  drug  or  medicinal  plant 

(  =  rirldhi,  see  under  3.  vriddhi). 
a.  iiridh,  f.  (only  found  in  dat.  vridhe  used  as  a 

Ved.  infinitive),  increase,  prosperity  ;  blessing. 

Vridha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  increases  or  pro- 
motes or  prospers,  a  prosperer. 

Vridhasdna,  as,  a,  am,  growing,  increasing,  being 
augmented  or  exalted  (Ved.) ;  (as),  m.  a  man. 
Vridhasanu,  us,  m.  a  man  ;  a  leaf;  an  act,  action. 
Vridhana,  as,  a,  am,  increasing,  augmenting. 
Vridhu,  us,  m  ,  N.  of  a  Takshan  or  carpenter 

(whose  cows  were  taken  by  Bharad-vaja  when  suffer- 
ing from  hunger,  see  Manu  X.  107). 

Vridhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  increased  or  augmented. 

^U  vridhna,  as,  m.  a  bubo  in  the  groin. 

'j'fT  vrinta,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  ft.  rt.  vri), 
the  footstalk  of  a  leaf  or  fruit,  a  stalk ;  a  nipple ; 
the  stand  of  a  water-jar. 

Vrintaka,  as,  I,  m.  f.  the  egg-plant,  Solanum 
Melongena  (  =  vdrtaka).  —  Vrintaka-vidhi,  is,  m., 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Bhavishyottara-PurSna. 
Vrintikn,  f.  a  small  stalk. 

Vrintita,  f.  the  medicinal  plant  Wrightea  Anti- 
dysenterica. 

^(vrinda,  as,  a,  am  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  0,8.  fr.  rt.  vri),  numerous,  many,  much,  all ; 
(am),  n.  a  heap,  multitude,  large  number,  quantity, 
aggregation ;  a  flock,  drove ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  forest 
in  which  Krishna  was  educated ;  sacred  basil,  Ocy- 
mum  Sanctum,  =  tulan;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  a  work  on  medicine.  —  Vrindii-vana,  am,  n.  a 
wood  near  the  town  Gokula  in  the  district  of  Ma- 

thura  on  the  left  bank  of  the  JumnS  (celebrated  as 

the  place  where  Krishna  in  the  character  ot'Go-pSla,  or 
cowherd,  passed  his  youth,  associating  with  the  cow- 

herds and  milkmaids  employed  in  tending  the  cattle 
grazing  in  the  forest) ;  a  raised  platform  or  mound 
of  earth  on  which  the  worshippers  of  Krishna  plant 
and  preserve  the  Tulasi;  (i),  f.  holy  basil  (  =  tulasi). 

—  Vrindavana-varnana,  am,  n.  '  description  of 

Vrinda-vana,'  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Patala-khanda 
of  the  Padma-Purana. 

Vrinddra,  as,  a,  am,  much,  great ;  best,  excel- 
lent, eminent ;  beautiful,  handsome,  pleasing. 

Vtindaraka,  as,  akii  or  ika,  am,  much,  great ; 
best,  excellent,  eminent,  chief;  respectable,  venerable, 
reputable;  handsome,  agreeable,  beautiful,  pleasing; 
(as),  m.  a  deity,  immortal ;  a  chief,  the  head  or 
leader  of  a  crowd  or  herd  &c. 

Vrindin  in  as~va-mindin,  i,  inl,  i,  consisting  of 
a  large  number  of  horses. 
Vrindiuhtha,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  of  vrindara), 

very  much  or  great ;  very  excellent,  very  eminent  or 
venerable ;  most  beautiful  or  charming. 

Vrindtyas,  an,  as't,  as,  very  much  or  great ;  very eminent  or  excellent. 

u-ns''  °''  *'  ̂'  T&yfl'i>  vavarsa,  var- iitu/m,  to  choose,  select. 

^5t  vrisa,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  104.  fr.  rt.  vri),  a  rat ;  the  flower  Justicia  Gan- 
derussa ;  N.  of  the  author  of  Rig-veda  V.  2  (having 

the  patronymic  JSra);  (a),  i".  a  drug;  (am),  n. 

ginger;  [cf.  vrisha.'] ,  &c.     See  under  rt. 
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vristika,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vrati),  a 

scorpion  ;  the  zodiacal  sign  Scorpio  ;  the  month  when 
the  sun  is  in  Scorpio  ;  a  hairy  caterpillar;  a  crab;  a  sort 

of  beetle  found  in  cow-dung  ;  a  centipede  ;  a  thorny 
shrub,  Vangueria  Sp:nosa;  (a),  f.  the  pot-herb  Ba- 
sella,  (see  the  next.)  —  Vritttka-priyd,  (.  'dear  to 
scorpions,'  the  pot-herb  Basella  Rubra  or  Lucida. 
—  Vrisfikall  (°ka-ali),  f.  a  line  of  scorpions;  the 
shrub  Tragia  Involucrata. 

vrish  (perhaps  developed  fr.  rt. 
I.  ™A  with  prep,  ri),  cl.  I.  P.  rarshali 

(ep.  also  A.  -te),  vavarsha,  •carshishyati,  avarsKt 
(Ved.  and  sing.  Impv.  A.  rrishasva),  varshitunt, 
to  rain  (often  used  impersonally  or  with  Parjanya, 
Indra,  the  clouds,  the  sky,  &c.  in  the  nominative)  ; 
to  fall  as  rain  (e.  g.  Rig-veda  V.  84,  3.  varshanti 

vrishfayah,  the  showers  fall,  Say.  varshanti  —pa- 
tanti)  ;  to  rain  or  shower  down,  pour  down,  pour 
forth,  effuse,  shed  (with  ace.,  e.  g.  mcghah  Sonitam 
vavrishuh,  the  clouds  rained  blood);  to  sprinkle, 

moisten  ;  to  engender,  generate  ;  to  drink,  (a-rrish 
also  appears  to  have  this  sense  in  the  Veda  as  well 

as  the  sense  '  to  eat  ')  ;  to  strike,  hurt,  vex,  weary  ; 
to  bestow,  give  ;  to  have  supreme  power  ;  cl.  10.  A. 

varshayate,  &c.,  to  have  the  power  of  generation 
(according  to  some)  ;  to  be  powerful  :  Caus.  rarsha- 
yati,  -yitum,  Aor.  avavarshat,  avirrishat,  to 
cause  to  rain,  &c.  :  Desid.  ncarshiihati  :  Intens. 

varivrighyate,  varivarshti,  &c.  ;  [cf.  Gr.  ipa-rj 

(Horn,  iepa-rj),  (pv-rj,  ipcr^-ti-s,  j8p«'x-oi.] 
Vrisha,  as,  m.  a  rainer,  sprinkler,  (Say.  =  sefaka)  ; 

a  bull  ;  the  sign  of  the  zodiac  Taurus  ;  the  bull  of 
Siva  ;  a  strong  or  athletic  man  ;  an  amorous  or  lustful 
man  (one  of  the  four  classes  into  which  men  are 
divided  in  erotic  works)  ;  N.  -of  Kama  (god  of  love)  ; 
a  rat  ;  the  chief  of  a  class  or  anything  the  best  of 

its  kind  (e.  g.  vrisho  'ngullnam,  the  chief  among 
fingers,  the  thumb  ;  often  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  in 

the  sense  'chief,'  'excellent,'  'pre-eminent,'  e.g. 
kapi-vrishas,  the  chief  monkeys)  ;  the  principal  or 
chief  die  (in  a  game  with  dice)  ;  Justice  or  Virtue 

personified  as  a  bull  or  as  the  bull  of  S'iva  ;  justice, 
virtue,  morality  ;  an  adversary,  enemy  ;  N.  of  Karna  ; 
of  Vishnu  ;  of  the  Indra  of  the  eleventh  Manv-antara  ; 
of  a  son  of  Vlti-hotra;  a  particular  drug  (  =  risha- 
bha);  the  plant  Justicia  Ganderussa;  a  piece  of 
ground  suitable  for  the  foundation  of  a  house  ;  (ac- 

cording to  some)  N.  of  the  fifteenth  year  of  the 

Hindfl  cycle  ;  (am),  n.  a  peacock's  plumage  or  tail  ; 
(a),  f.  the  plant  Salvinia  Cucullata  (  =  mushika- 
parrn)  ;  cowach,  Carpopogon  Pruriens,  =  kapi- 
kaMhu;  (i),  f.,  see  s.  v.  —  Vriiha-karni,  f.  a  par- 

ticular plant.  —  Vrisha-gandha,  f.  a  particu'ar  plant 
(  =  vastilntri).~  Vrixha-tfakra,  am,  n.  a  particular 
astrological  diagram  shaped  like  a  bull  and  having 
reference  to  agriculture.  •-  I.  vrisha-danda  or  vri- 

sha-dan&'aka,  as,  m.  '  rat-devourer,'  a  cat.  —  Vri- 
sha-darl>ha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Siva.  —  Vri*lia- 

dlivaja,  as,  m.  'having  a  bull  for  a  sign,"  epithet 
of  S'iva  ;  '  having  a  rat  for  a  symbol,'  epithet  of 
Ganesa  ;  '  having  virtue  for  a  mark,'  a  virtuous  man, 
—  Vrisha-dhvankshi,  f.  a  species  of  grass,  Cyperus 

(  =  nrigara~musta).  —  V  ri*ha--natana,  as,  m.  the 
medicinal  plant  Embelica  Ribes  (  =  vidanya,  com- 

monly called  Virang).  —  Vrisha-pati,  is,  m.  'lord 
of  the  bull,'  epithet  of  S'iva;  a  bull  set  at  liberty; 

[cf.  vrishotsarga.~]  —  Vrisha-pattrikd,  f.  a  species 
of  plant  (  =  ra'it(lntn).  —  Vrisha-parm,  f.  the  plant 
Salvinia  Cucullata  (  =  akhu-parm).  —  Vrisha-par- 

van,  a,  m.  '  bull-jointed,  strong-jointed,"  epithet  of 
S'iva  ;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Daityas  or  demons  (father 
of  S'armishtha)  ;  a  wasp  ;  a  sort  of  grass,  Scirpus 

Kysoor  (  =  kateni).  —  Vrisha-'bhanu,  us,  m.  (some- times written  vrisha-bhanu  and  vrisha-bJiarut),  N. 
of  the  son  of  Sura-bhSna  and  father  of  RadhS  ;  [cf. 
rdrshabhanam.^  —  Vrishabhanu-suta  or  vrisha- 
bhaiiu-suta  or  vrixka-bhan  u-hanya.  f.  '  the  daughter 
of  Vrisha-bhanu,'  epithet  of  Radha.  —  Vrisha-b/iasa, 
f.  the  residence  of  Indra  and  of  the  immortals  (  = 

amaranati).  —  Vrisha-raja-ketana,  as,  m.  '  having 
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the  king  of  bulls  for  a  symbol,'  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Vrisha-lofona,  a»,  m.  '  having  the  eyes  of  a  bull," 
a  rat.  —  Vrishd-cahana,  as,  m.  '  whose  vehicle  is  a 

bull,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Vrisha-ilatru,  iis,m.'  enemy 
of  Vrisha  or  Karna,'  epithet  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu. 
—  Vriiha-itna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kama. 

—  Vrisha-skandha,  a»,  a,  am,  'bull-shouldered,' 
having  the  shoulders  of  a  bull.  —  Vrishdkara  (°sha- 
ak°)  or  vrishd-kara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bean  (  = 

mdsha).—  Vrishaitka  (°sha-an°),  as,  m.  'bull- 
marked,'  epithet  of  Siva  ;  a  pious  man  (as  marked  by 
virtue)  ;  the  marking-nut  plant  ;  a  eunuch,  one  em- 

ployed in  the  women's  apartments.  —  Vruhanka-ja, 
as,  m.  '  Siva-produced,'  a  small  drum  (held  in  one 
hand  and  played  by  means  of  a  string  attached  to  it, 

=  damaru).  —  VrishdMana  (°sha-aii°),  as,  m. 

thet   of  Krishna  or  Vishnu;    [cf.  vrisha-s'atru.'] 
—  Vrishdhara  (°sha-dha),  as,  m.  '  having  rats  for 
food,'  a  cat.  —  Vrishotsarga  ("sha-ut"),  as,  m.  let- 

ting loose  a  bull  or  (according  to  some)  a  bull  and 
four  heifers  on  the  occasion  of  a  SrSddha  or  funeral 

rite  in  honour  of  deceased  ancestors ;  setting  a  bull 
at  liberty  on  the  occasion  of  a  sacrifice  or  as  a  religious 

act  generally ;  N.  of  a  PariSishta  of  the  Sama-veda. 
—  Vrishotsarga-taUva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the 
Smriti-tattva. 

Vrishaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Subala. 
Vrishana,  as,  i,  am,  sprinkling,  fertilizing ;  (as), 

m.  the  scrotum  or  bag  containing  the  testicles ;  N. 
of  a  son  of  KSrtavTrya.  ••  Vrishana-kaddhu,  us,  f. 
ulceration  of  the  scrotum. 

Vriihad-auji,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  sprinkling  Soma 
libations,  (SJy.  =  varshakena  somena  einiat,  Rig- 
vedaVIII.  30,9.) 
Vrifhan,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  raining,  pouring   forth, 

sprinkling ;    bounteous ;    generating,    engendering, 
male ;  strengthening,  invigorating,  manly,  vigorous, 
young,  strong  (applied  to  the  horses  of  Indra  and  to 
the  car  of  the  Aivins) ;  mighty,  excellent  [cf.  var- 

shishtha]  ;  (a),  m.  a  rain-cloud,  rain  (Ved.) ;  '  the 
trickling  beverage,'  i.  e.  Soma  juice,  a  libation  [cf. 
vrisha-pdna] ;  a  bull ;  the  zodiacal  sign  Taurus ;  a 
stallion,  horse;  epithet  oHndra;  of  Agni;  of  Soma; 
epithet  of  various  other  gods ;  of  the  hero  Karna ;  a 
kind  of  metre  (Ved.) ;  pain,  sorrow ;  insensibility  to 
pain.  —  Vrttha-karman,  a,  m.,  Ved.  a  maker  or 
sender  of  rain;  a  showerer  of  benefits  or  favours, 

(Say.  =  abhimata-varshana-vydpdra-vat.)  —  Vn- 
sha-kratu,   us,   us,    u,  Ved.   having   vigorous   or 
mighty  strength,  (Say. =varshana-karman,  Rig- 
veda  V.  36,  5.)— Vrisha-khddi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  (ac- 

cording to  some)  having  strong  (ring-shaped)  weapons 
or  ornaments,  (applied  to  the  Maruts  who  are  said 
to  be  armed  or  ornamented  with  rings  on  their  arms, 

shoulders,  and  feet ;  according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I. 

64,  IO.  'whose  weapon  is  Vrishan,  i.e.  Indra,'  or 
'whose  food  is  Soma.')  —  Vrisha-gana,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  descendant  of  Vasishtha  (author  of  Rig-veda  IX. 
97,  7-9) ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Vrisha- 
gana.  —  Vrisha-juti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  the  speed 
or  velocity  of  a  bull,  (Szy.  =  vrishabhir  dkriskta, 

Rig-veda  VIII.   33,   10.)  —  Vrishan-as'va,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  having  strong  horses,  strong-horsed  (said 
of  a  chariot) ;  (as),  m.  the  horse  of  Indra ;  N.  of 
the  father  of  MenS.—  Vrishan-vat,  an,   ati,  at, 
Ved.  producing  or  causing  rain,  shedding,  pouring 
forth.  —  Vrishait-vasu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  rain 
for  treasure,  affluent  in  showers,  (SSy.  =  varshana- 
dhana,  Rig-veda  VIII.  5,  36);  (u),  n.  the  treasure 
of  Indra.  —  Vrisha-tva,    am,   n.,  Ved.    manliness, 
vigour,  strength.  —  Vrisha-tva,  ind.,Ved.  by  strength, 
in  strength.  _  Vrisha-dhiita,  as,  a,  am.Ved.  crushed 
by  males,  i.e.  by  stones  (said  of  the  Soma).  —  Vri- 
eha-ndbhi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  a  strong  nave, 
itrong-naved ;  (Say.)  having  wheels  bestowing  showers 
(_*=varshaka-nabh{-yiikta).  -  Vrishan-tama,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  most  manly,  very  vigorous,  .most  power- 

ful ;  (S5y.)  most  bountiful  (  =  ati^ayena  kdmdndm 

varshitri,  Rig-veda  I.  loo,  i)."Vruh.a-jMtni,  f., 

Ved.  '  having  a  rain-cloud  or  a  bull  for  a  husband,' 
epithet  of  water.  —  Vrisha-pdna,  am,  n.  (1.  e.  vri- 
shan+pdna),  Ved.  the  drinking  of  a  libation,  a 
Soma  draught.  —  Vrisha-pani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  strong- 
loofed,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VII.  75,  7 

—pdnsundm  rarshaka-khura, '  having  hoofs  the 
showerers  of  dust,'  i.  e.  raising  the  dust  with  their 

ifs. )  —  Vnsha-pmbharman,  d,  m.,  Ved.  sending 

the  rain-cloud,  (S%y.  =  varshana-s'ilasya  nwghaxya 
pra-hartri,  Rig-vedaV.  32,4.)  —  Vrwha-praydvan, 
z,  &c.,Ved.  moving  vigorously,  swift-passing,  (accord- 
ngto  Say.  on  Rig-vedaVIII.  20,  9.  rrisha-'praydvne 
=  sektdrah  prakrishtam  gantdro  maruto  yas- 
min  tasmai.)  —  Vrisha-psu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  strong- 
shaped  ;  rain-shedding,  (Say.  =  varshaka  -  rupa- 
'/ukta,  Rig-vedaVIII.  20,  10.)  —  Vruha-manas, 
as,  as,  as  (i.  e.  vriaJian  +  manas),  Ved.  having  the 
courage  of  a  bull ;  disposed  to  pour  forth  or  bestow 
Denefits,  benevolent-minded,  (Say.  =  kdmdndm  var- 
shana-para-manaska,  Rig-veda  IV.  22,  6.)  —  Vrir 
sha-ratha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a  strong  or 
mighty  car ;  whose  car  showers  down  blessings. 

—  Vrisha-ras'mi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  shower- 
yielding  reins.  —  Vrisha-vrata,  as,  a,,  am,  Ved. 
acting  like  a  bull,  engaged  in  sprinkling  (said  of 
Soma).  —  Vrisha-vrdta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
troops  or  companies  of  males,  forming  troops  of 
bulls ;  having  abundance  of  rain,  abounding  in  drops 
of  rain.  —  Vjisha-tipra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vri- 
sha-sushma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  drying  up  or  over- 

powering the  strong,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 

IV.  36,  S=sektrindm  balavatdm  s'oshaka) ;  (as), 
m.  (probably)  '  having  manly  strength,'  a  proper  N. 
Vrishandhi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  a  cloud  (  =  megha  ac- 

cording to  Naigh.  I.  10;  in  Rig-veda  IV.  22,  2. 
Say.  explains  vrishandhim  by  megha-bhedana- 
dvdrena  varsham  kunantam,  causing  rain  by  di- 

viding the  clouds). 

Vrishabha,  as,  m.  a  showerer  of  bounties,  bene- 
factor (Ved.,  Say.  =  kdmdndm  varshayitri,  Rig- 

veda  VI.  44,  ao) ;  a  male  animal ;  a  bull,  (some- 
times used  in  the  Veda  as  an  adjective  in  the  sense 

of  'manly,'  'vigorous,'  'strong,1  'powerful,'  e.g. 
vriehdbhah  iushmah,  manly  strength) ;  anything 
good  or  excellent  of  its  kind  (often  at  the  end  of 

comps.  in  the  sense  of  'good,1  'excellent,'  'pre- 
eminent,' 'chief')  ;  the  hollow  or  orifice  of  the  ear 

[cf.  rishabha] ;  an  elephant's  ear ;  a  particular  drug 
( =  rishabha  ;  it  is  described  as  a  root  brought  from 
the  Himalaya  mountains,  resembling  the  horn  of  a 
bull,  of  cooling  and  tonic  properties,  and  serviceable 
in  catarrh  and  consumption)  ;  the  f  rst  of  the  Jaina 

pontiffs  of  the  present  era ;  epithet  of  the  twenty- 
eighth  Muhurta;  (i),  f.  a  widow;  cowach ;  (d),  f., 

N.  of  a  river.  —  Vrishabha-gati,  is,  m.  'going  on 
a  bull,'  epithet  of  Sivz.  —  Vruhabha-dhraja,  as, 
m.  'having  a  bull  for  an  emblem,'  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Vrishabha-shodas'a,  as,  i,  am,  having  a  bull 
as  sixteenth,  i.  e.  fifteen  (cows)  and  a  bull.  ••  Vrisha- 

bhdksha  (°bha-ak°\  as,  i,  am,  having  the  eyes 
of  a  bull;    (?),  f.  a   species   of  plant  (  =  indra- 

varuni).  —  Vt~ighdbhckshana  (°l)ha-ik°),  as,   m. 
'  having  the  eyes  of  a  bull,'  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Vriiha- 
blttiikfidas'a  (°bha-ek°),  as,  I,  am,  having  a  bull 
as  the  eleventh,  i.  e.  ten  (cows)  and  a  bull. 
Vriihala,  as,  m.  (in  Manu  VIII.  16.  fancifully 

derived  fr.  rrisha,  '  justice,'  +  la  for  ala  fr.  alum, 

implying  '  prevention  ;'  cf.  alam,  '  away  with '),  a 
Sudra  or  man  of  the  last  or  seivile  tribe ;  epithet 

of  king  Candra-gupta ;  a  man  of  one  of  the  three 
highest  classes  vJho  by  neglecting  his  religious  duties 
has  lost  his  caste ;  a  sinner,  reprobate,  wicked  man  ; 
a  horse;  garlic;  (i),  f.  a  woman  of  low  caste;  an 

unmarried  girl  twelve  years  old  (in  whom  menstru- 
ation has  commenced) ;  a  woman  during  menstruation ; 

a  barren  woman ;  the  mother  of  a  sfill-born  child. 

—  Vrishala-td,  f.  or  vrishala-tva,  am,  n.  the  con- 
dition of  a  Sudra,  state  of  an  outcast.  —  Vrishalat- 

inaja  (°la-dt°),  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  Vrishala  or  of 
a  reprobate.  —  Vrishall-pati,  is,  m.  the  husband  of 

a  Sudra  or  woman  of  low  caste  or  a  Brahman 

who  owns  such  a  woman  as  his  mistress.  —  Vri- 

shall-phena-pita,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  drunk 
the  moisture  of  a  Sudra's  (lips).  —  Vrishftli-sevana, 
am,  n.  paying  respect  to  a  woman  of  low  caste, 
intercourse  with  a  Sadra  female. 

Vrishalaka,  as,  m.  a  poor  or  contemptible  SQdra. 
Vrishasya,  Nom.  P.  iirishasyati,  -yitum,  to  long 

for  a  bull,  long  for  sexual  intercourse. 
Vrishasyantl,  f.  a  lascivious  woman ;  a  cow  in  heat. 

Vrishakapdy'i,  f.  '  wife  of  Vrishakapi,'  epithet  of the  Dawn  (as  the  wife  of  the  Sun) ;  epithet  of  Lakshmi ; 
of  Gaurt  ;  of  Svaha  (wife  of  Agni) ;  of  Sadi  (wife  of 

Indra);  of  the  mother  of  Indra;  Asparagus  Race- 
mosus ;  the  plant  Celtis  Orientalis. 

Vrishakapi,  is,  m.  (probably  connected  with  vri- 
shan,  '  sprinkler '  or  '  irrigator,'  and  kapi  meaning 
'ape1  or  'tremulous'),  an  epithet  of  the  sun  (so 
called  as  drawing  up  vapour  and  irrigating  with 
mist) ;  N.  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu ;  of  Siva  or  Rudra  ; 

of  one  of  the  eleven  Rudras  (according  to  the  Bh3- 
gavata-Purana)  ;  of  Agni  or  fire ;  N.  of  the  author 
of  part  of  Rig-veda  X.  86  (having  the  patronymic 
Aindra)  ;  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  86. 
Vrishanaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  Rig- 

veda  X.  136,  4  (having  the  patronymic  Vatarasana) ; 
a  N.  or  form  of  Siva. 

Vrishdya,  Nom.  A.  vrishdyale,  -yitum,  Ved.  to 
act  like  a  bull ;  to  roar  like  one ;  to  fertilize. 

Vrishdyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Siva;  a  sparrow  (  = 
fataka). 

VritJidyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  acting  like  a 

bull,  eager  as  a  bull. 

Vrishin,  I,  m.  a  peacock  (either  as '  fond  of  rain' 
or  as  '  having  a  particular  plumage '). 

Vrishta,  as,  d,  am,  rained ;  raining  down,  shower- 
ing; raining;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kukkura. 

—  Vrishta-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  rained. 

Vrishti,  is,  f.  rain,  a  shower ;  (in  the  San-khya 
phil.)  one  of  the  four  forms  of  internal  acquiescence ; 
[cf.  salilaJ]  —  Vrishti-kara,  as,  i,  am,  producing 
rain,  sprinkling,  raining. ~V right i-kdla,  as,  m.  the 
rainy  season.  —  Vrish/i-ghtu,  f.  a  kind  of  cardamoms 

(as  'preventing  moisture?').  —Vrithti-jivana,  as, 
d,  am,  '  living  by  rain,'  (land)  nourished  or  watered 
by  rain  (  =  deva-mdtrika).—Vrishti-dydvd,  in. 
du.,  Ved.  causing  a  rainy  sky ;  epithet  of  Mitra  and 

Varuna,  (Rig-veda  V.  68,  c,.)  —  Vrishti-bhu,  ui, 
us,  u,  born  or  produced  in  rain ;  (Us),  m.  a  frog. 

—  Vfishti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessed  of  rain,  rain- 
producing,  full  of  rain,  rainy;   (an),  m.  a  cloud. 
—  Vrisliii-vani,  is,  f.,  Ved.  a  request  or  prayer  for 

rain  [cf.  rasu-vani] ;  (is,  is,  i),  desiring  rain,  seek- 
ing or  praying  for  rain.  ̂ Vrishfi-sanipdta,  as,  m. 

a  shower  of  rain.  —  Vrishti-havya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a 

proper  N. 
Vrishtvi,  ind.  having  been  showered  down,  (in 

Rig-veda  V.  53,  14.  according  to  Say.  =  vrish/ishu 
preritdsu  satlshu,  on  rain  being  sent.) 

Vrishni,  is,  is,  i,  raining,  showering  blessings 

(said  of  Indra;  Say.  =  kdmdndm  ijarshitri,  Rig- 
veda  I.  IO,  2)  ;  angry,  passionate ;  heretical,  hete- 

rodox ;  (is),  m.  a  ram  ;  a  ray  of  light ;  air,  wind  ; 
a  heretic,  sectary ;  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Yadu  and 
ancestor  of  Krishna ;  epithet  of  Krishna  [cf.  vdrsh- 
neya]  ;  of  Indra  ;  of  Agni ;  (ayeis),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
tribe  or  family  (descendants  of  Vrishni  and  relations 
of  Krishna) ;  N.  of  a  class  of  Kshatriyas  and  VaiSyas  ; 

[cf.  Gr.  dpvos,  apvdus,  (tfiv,  tpacu,  e'pi^os.]  —  Vri- 
shni-yarbhfi,  as,  m.  '  born  in  the  family  of  Vrishni,' epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Vrishtii-mat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a 

king. 

Vrishnya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  fecundating;  (am), 
n.  a  vigorous  or  manly  act;  strength,  (Siy.  —  vlrya.) 

—  Vriihnyd-vat,  an,  ati,  at  (in  the  Pada  text  vri- 
shiiya-vat),  Ved.  possessed  of  vigour  or  strength, 

vigorous ;   (an),  m.  '  the  vigorous  god,'  epithet  of Parjanya ;  the  causer  of  rain,  (according  to  Say.  on 
Rig-vedaV.  83,  2  =varsha-karma-vat.) 
Vrishya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sprinkled  or  showered 

down,  to  be  rained ;  aphrodisiac,  provocative  of  sexual 
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vigour,  stimulating  ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  kidney-bean, 
Phaseolus  Radiatus;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  drug  (  =  rid- 
dhi).  —  Vrishya-kandd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 
rtilari).  —  Vrisliya-gandha,  f.  the  pot-herb  Con- 

volvulus Argenteus.  —  Vriehya-vallikd,  f.  a  kind  of 
plant  (  =  viddrt). 

2.  vrishad-aftsa  (for  I.  vrisha-dansa 
«ee  under  vrisha).     See  vdrshadanda. 

^TUvrishaya,  as,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  IV.  100. 

said  to  be  ft.  rt.  vri,  'to  saeen'),  refuge,  shelter; 
asylum,  place  of  refuge. 

<JM«gn  vrishasrikki,  f.  a  wasp  (=  bhrin- 
garola.) 

^TTftr^  vrisfragir,  N.  of  a  king  (father  of 
the  five  VSrshagiras,  q.  V.). 

•jMI«t<!J  vrishayana.     See  p.  960,  col.  3. 

^^  crisK,  f.  the  seat  of  a  religious  stu- 

dent, a  kind  of  seat  or  cushion  made  of  Kus'a  grass 
wound  into  a  pad,  the  seat  or  cushion  of  an  ascetic, 
(said  to  be  also  written  rrisl,  brishl.) 

^&  vrishta,  vrishti,  &o.    See  p.  960,  col.  3. 

"•(*<*(  vrisaya  =;  brisaya,  q.  v. 

,-j.j    i.  vrih  (also  written  brih),  cl.  6.  P. 
c  x  vrihati,  vai'arha,  varhishyati  or  varksh- 

yati,  avarliit  or  avrikshat  (in  Rig-veda  IV.  16, 
Y  —prakarshcna  dhinnavdn  asi), 

rarhitum  or  vardhum,  to  pull  up,  tear  up,  eradicate, 
root  up  ;  to  make  effort,  raise,  lift  up,  erect  :  Caus. 

rarhayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  avavarhat  or  avivrihat  : 
Desid.  i-ivarhishali,  vivrikshati  ;  Intens.  varivrih- 
yate,  varivardhi. 
Varhitrd  or  vridhcd,  ind.  having  rooted  up; 

having  raised. 
Vridha,  as,  a,  am,  pulled  up,  eradicated  ;  lifted  up. 

2.  vrih  (also  written  brill,  cf.  rts. 

1.  brih,  vrink,  I.  vridh),  cl.  I.  P.  var- 

liati,  cl.  6.  P.  vrihati  (usually  referred  to  rt.  2.  fc.n'A), 
ratiai'Aa,  rarhitum,  to  grow,  increase,  expand  ;  to 
roar,  bellow  (  =  rt.  vrink). 

3.  vrih,  f.  increase  &c.  in  vrihas-pati,  p.  962. 
Vrihat,  an,  ail,  at  (originally  a  pres.  part,  of  rt. 

2.  vrih;  in  the  earlier  language  written  briliat, 
q.  v.,  some  compounds  beginning  with  vrihat  will 

be  found  under  brihat),  '  growing,'  '  extending,'  great, 
large,  bulky,  big,  lofty,  high  ;  broad,  wide,  extended, 
extensive,  ample,  abundant,  much  ;  dense,  compact, 
thick,  close  ;  mighty,  powerful  ;  high,  clear,  loud 
(said  of  sounds  &c.)  ;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 

Maruts  ;  of  a  king  (a  son  of  Su-hotra  and  father  of 
Aja-m!dha)  ;  (atl),  f.  a  large  lute,  the  lute  of  Narada 

(  =  mahatl);  VisvS-vasu's  lute;  any  metre  contain- 
ing thirty-six  syllables  [cf.  bfihatf]  ;  a  symbolical 

expression  for  the  number  thirty-six  ;  a  part  of  the 
body  between  the  breast  and  backbone  ;  a  mantle, 
wrapper  [cf.  vrihatika]  ;  a  place  containing  water, 

reservoir  ;  speech  [cf.  vrViatl-pati]  ;  a  particular 
plant,  (see  brihati)  ;  N.  of  a  commentary  ;  of  a  wife 
of  Ripu  ;  of  a  wife  of  Gada  ;  of  a  wife  of  Devahotra  ; 
(at)  i  n->  scil-  sdman,  see  brihat;  Brahma;  the 
Veda;  [cf.  probably  Goth,  bairgahei;  Angl.  Sax. 

beor/i,  bcory."]  —  Vri/iad-dakshus  (vrihat  +  6"),  us, 
m.  a  kind  of  vegetable.  —  V  rikat-taMu  (vrihat- 
dandu),  us,  m.  a  kind  of  vegetable  ;  [cf.  maha- 

(an(u.]  —  Vrihat-tanitkya  (vrihat  +  <!"),  am,  n. 
the  large  collection  of  precepts  by  Canakya.  —  Fri- 

haf-fttta  (i:riliat-6°),  as,  m.  the  citron  tree  (  = 
phala-pura).  —  Vriltad-dltabdendu-iiekhara  (vri- 

hat +  Sabdendu-^),  the  large  grammatical  work  by 

Nagela.  —  Vrihad-rHinrira  (vrihat  +  s°),  as,  i, 
am,  large-bodied,  gigantic.  —  Vrihad-dhalka  (vri- 

hat +  i"),  as,  m.  '  large-scaled,'  a  kind  of  prawn. 
"VriliaMhdldtapa  (vriha/t+f°),  as,  m.  'the 
larger  SatStapa,'  N.  of  a  particular  recension  of  Sa- 
tatapa's  law-book.  —  Vrihad-chdnli-stava  (rrihat 
+  s"°),  as,  m.  the  larger  Santi-stava.  —  Vrihad-dhala 

(rrihat +  4°),  as,  m.  a  large  or  lofty  Shorea  Ro- 
busta.  —  Vrihad-dhriiigdra-tilaka  (vrihat  +  3°), 
am,  n.  the  larger  SVin-gara-tilaka.  —  Vriliat-dhravat 

(i-rihat  +  s'°),  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  loud-sounding; 
loudly  praised,  far-famed.  —  Vrihad-dhrlkrama  (vr*- 

hat  +  s°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Vrihad-d/iloka 
(vrihat  -I-  s"°),  as,  a,  am,  loudly  praised,  far-famed  ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Uru-krama  by  Kirtti.  —  Vri- 

haj-jayltana  (vrihat  +/"),  as,  a,  am,  having  large 
hips,  broad-hipped.  —  Vrihaj-jana  (vrihat  +/"),  as, 
m.  a  great  or  illustrious  man.  —  Vrihaj-jatalca  (rri- 

hat  +jf),  am,  n.,  N.  of  Varaha-mihira's  larger  work 
on  nativities ;  [cf.  svalpa-jdtaka.~\  —  Vri/iajjdtaka- 
iHoka-vyakltydna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  metrical  com- 

mentary by  Bhattotpala  on  the  preceding  work. 

—  Vrihaj-jdbdlopanishad  (vrihat  +/"),  t,  f.,  N. 
of  an  Upanishad  on  the  divinity  of  Kalagni-rudra. 
—  Vrihaj-jivantikd  or  vrihaj-jivanti  or  vrihaj- 

jh'S  (vrihat+f),  f.  a  kind  of  large  Jivantika  plant 
(=priyan-ltari).  —  Vrihaj-jyotis,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 

grandson  of  Brahma ;  [cf.  brihaj-jyotis.']  —  Vrihat- 
tikka  (rrihat  +  f°),  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vrihat- 
fikci  (vri/iat  +  f3),  f.  *  the  large  commentary,'  N.  of  a 
work  by  KumSrila.— Vrihad-dhakkd  (crihat  +  dh°), 
(.  a  large  drum.  —  Vrihati-pati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Vrihas- 
pati  or  the  planet  Jupiter ;  [cf.  vrihae-patiJ]  —  Vfi~ 

hat-katha,  f.  '  the  large  or  extended  narrative,'  N. 
of  a  collection  of  tales  ascribed  to  Gunadhya,  (the 
Katha-sarit-sagara  of  Soma-deva  is  said  to  have  been 
abridged  from  this  work) ;    N.  of  another  work 
ascribed  to  Kshemendra.  —  Vrihat-kanda,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  bulbous  root  (either  a  species  of  large  onion 

or  a  sort  of  garlic).  —  Vrihat-karman,  a,  m. '  doing 
mighty  acts/  N.  of  several  kings.  —  Vrihat-kalpa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Kalpa,  the  seventh  day  in  the  bright 

half  of  the  moon  in  Brahma's  month,  (see  kalpa) ; 
the  last  day  in  the  dark  half  of  the  month.  -•  Vriltat- 
Icaya,   as,  i,  am,  large-bodied,   bulky,   gigantic. 
—  Vrihat-kala-jnana,  am,  n. '  the  large  K31a-jnftna 
or  knowledge  of  times,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Vrihat- 
Tiala-iaha,  as,  m.  a  shrub,  Cassia  Purpurea  or  a  large 
variety  of  it.  —  Vrihat-lcata,  as,  m.  a  particular 
kind  of  reed  (  =  khadga(a).  —  Vrihat-kirtti,  is,  is, 
i,  far-famed  (said  of  Vrihas-pati) ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a 
grandson  of  Brahma  ;  of  an  Asura.  —  Vrihat-kulcshi, 
is,  is  or  I,  i,  having  a  large  or  prominent  belly ; 
pot-bellied,  corpulent.  —  Vrikal-ketu,  us,  us,  u,  hav- 

ing great  clearness  or  brightness;  (us),  m.  epithet 
of  Agni ;  N.  of  a  king.  —  Vrihat-kshana,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  king,  (also  read  vriltat-kshaya,  vrihad- 
rana.)  —  Vrihat-k?hata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular 
mythical  being.  —  Vrihat-kshatra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Vrihat-tapas,  as,   n.    great   mortification  ; 
(as,   as,  as),  having  great  devotion,  very  devout ; 
(as),  n.  a  particular  severe  penance.  —  Vrihat-tala, 
as,  m.  Phcenix   Paludosa  (  =  hintala).  —  Vrihat- 
tiktd,  f.  the  plant  Clypea  Hernandifolia.  —  Vrihat- 
tuhina-ifarkara,  as,  a,  am,  full  of  great  pieces  of 
ke.  —  Vrihat-trina,  am,  n.  strong  grass,  (opposed 

to  mridu-trina) ;  the  bamboo  cane.  —  Vrihat-te- 
jas,  as,  as,  as,  having  great  energy.  —  Vrihal-to- 
dala-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work.  —  Vri- 
hat-tva,  am,  n.  greatness,  largeness,  loftiness,  large 
extent.  —  Vrihat-tmf,   k,   m.    the    plant   Alstonia 

Scholaris.  —  Vrihat-pattra,  as,  m.  '  having  large 
leaves,'  a  species  of  bulbous  plant ;  ( a),  f.  a  kind  of 

plant  (  =  tri-parnika).  —  Vrihat-pards'ara,  as,  m. 
'the  larger  ParSSara,"  N.  of  a  particular  recension  of 
Parasara's    law-book.  —  Vrihal-patali,   is,    f.    the 
thorn-apple,  Datura  Metel.  —  Vrihat-piida,  as,   I, 

am,   large-footed ;    (as),  m.  the    Indian   fig-tree. 
—  Vrihat-parevata,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  fruit  tree 
(  =  mahd-parevata).—Vr{hat-piilin,  i,    m.  wild 
cumin.  —  Vriliat-pilu,  us,  m.  a  kind  of  PIlu  tree 

(  =  maha-pilu).  —  Vrihat-pushpa,  as,  a,  am,  hav- 
ing large  flowers ;  (z),  f.  a  kind  of  Crotolaria  ( = 

ghantd-ravd).  —  Vrihat -prishtha,   see    brihat- 

prishlha.  —  Vrihat-pradetas,  as,  m.  'the  larger 
Pracetas,'  N.  of  a  particular  recension  of  a  law-book 
by  Prac'etas.  —  Vrihat-prayoga,   as,   m.,  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Vrihat-phala,  as,  a,  am,  having  or  bearing 

large  fruit ;  bringing  great  profit  or  reward,  great  in 
results;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  plant,  =  tatenda ; 
(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  Buddhist  gods ;  (a), 
(.,  N.  of  various  plants  (  =  Jcatu-tumbi ;  =  mahen- 
dra-vdruni;  =  kushmandi ;  =  mahd-jambu). 

—  Vrihat-samvarla,  as,  m.  'the  large  Sarnvarta,' 
N.  of  a  legal  work  mentioned  in  the  Mit5kshar5  or 

commentary  on  Yajna-valkya's  code,  (see  samiiarta.) 
~Vrihat-samhitd,  f.  'the  great  composition,' N.  of 
an  astrological  work  by  Varaha-mihira ;  of  a  philo- 

sophical work.  —  Vrihat-sdman,  see  brihat-suman. 
—  Vrihat-surya-siddhdnta,  as,  m.  the  large  Surya- 
siddhanta.  —  FHAat-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king;  of 

a  son  of  Sunakshatra ;    (a),  f.,  N.  of  Damayanti's 
nurse. *-Vmhat-sphii!,  k,  k,  k  (according  to  some 
vrihat-sphij),  having  large  buttocks,  large-hipped ; 
(k),  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vrihad-agni,  is,  m.  a  proper 
N.  —  Vrihadagni-mukha,am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular 
powder.  —  Vrihad-aii-ya,  as,  i,  am,  having  large 
limbs,  large-bodied,  bulky ;  having  many  parts ;  (as), 

m.   a   large    elephant  (or   one  that  is  usually  the 
leader  of  a  wild  herd).  —  Vrihad-aitgiras,  as,  m. 

'  the  great  An-giras,'  N.  of  a  particular  recension  of 
a  law-book  by  An-giras.  —  Vrihad-atri,  is,  m.  'the 

large  Atri,'  N.  of  a  work  on  medicine.  •—  Vrihad- 
abhidhdna-iHnldmani,  is,  m.  the  large  or  enlarged 

Abhidhana-c'intamani  by  Hema-c'andra.  —  Vrihad- 
amara  or  vHhad-amara-kosa,  as,  m.  '  the  large 
Amara-kosa,'  N.   of  a  particular  recension  of  the 
Amara-kosa  with  interpolations.— Vrihad-amtalika, 
f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  Matris  attending  on  Skanda. 
—  Vrihad-amla,  as,  m.  the  fruit  tree  Averrhoa 
Carambola.  —  Vrihad-afva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  Rishi 
who  relates  the  story  of  Nala  to  Yudhi-shthira  ;  of  a 

king ;  of  a  son  of  S'rSvastaka ;  of  a  son  of  Saha- deva ;  of  a  Gandharva.  —  Vrihad-asrin-Tnati,  is,  m. 

'  having  a  great  inclination  for  blood,'  an  evil  spirit, 

demon.  —  Vrihad-atreya,  as,  m. '  the  large  Atreya,' 
N.  of  a  work  on  medicine.  ••  Vrihad-aranyaka, 

see  brihad-aranyaka.  —  Vrihadaranyaha-bhd- 

shya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  to  the  Vrihad- 
finuiyaka  Upanishad  by  S'an-kara'c'arya,  and  of  another 
by  S'ures'vara.  —  Vrihaddranyakabhdshya-tikd,  f., 
N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  preceding  work  by 

Ananda-jn5na.  —  Vrihadaranyakabhdshya-i'drt- 

tika,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  metrical  commentary  on  S'an- 
karac"5rya's   Vrihad5ranyaka-bhashya    by   SuresVara. 

—  Vrihaddranyakopanishad-vydkhyd  (°ka-up°), 
{.,  N.  of  a   commentary  on  the  Vrihad-Sranyaka 

Upanishad  by  Dviveda-gan-ga.  —  Fri'Aad-fcA«,  us, m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Ajanndha  ;  of  a  son  of  BahySsva 
or  BharmyasVa  or  Hary-asva.  —  Vrihad-uktha,  as, 

m.  '  having  loud  praise,"  N.  of  a  son  of  Deva-rSta ;  f 

of  an  Agni  (a  son  of  Tapas)  ;  [cf.  brihad-uktha.'] ~Vrihad-ukthi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  mentioned 
in  the  Vsyu-PurSna;  (perhaps  wrongly  for  vrihad- 
uktha.)  —  Vrihad-uttara-tdpiiil,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upa- 

nishad. —  Vrihad-eld,   f.    large    cardamoms.  —  Vri- 

had-yarbha,  a  wrong  reading  for  vrisha-darbha. 
—  Vrihad-guru,  us,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Vrihad- 

griha,  as,  m.  '  large-housed,'  N.  of  a  country  ( = 
kdrusha,  described   as   lying  behind  the  Vindhya 
mountains  near  the  province  of  Malwa,  and  perhaps 
comprising  Bandelkhand  or  the  adjoining  district; 
also   read  vrihad-guha,  and  derived   from  guha, 

'  a  cave,'  the  country  being  mountainous  and  the 
people  probably  having  been  Troglodytes  or  dwellers 
in  caves);  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  (  =  kuru- 
shds).  —  Vrihad-gola,   am,    n.   a   water-melon. 
—  Vrihad-gauri-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular 
religious  observance.  -•  V rihad-darbha,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  king,  (also  read  vrihad-bhdnu.)  —  Vrihad- 
dala,  as,   m.  a   species   of  Lodhra   (=patlika- 

lodhra) ;    Phoenix   Paludosa ;     [cf.   vfihat-tila.'] —  Vrihad-durga,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  FriAaci!- 

dyuti,  is,  f.  a  great  light,  radiance,  splendor.  —  Fri- 
had-dyumna,  as,  m.  and  frihad-dhanus,  us,  m. 
and  1-rihad-dharma.n,  a,  m.,  N.  of  kings.  —  Vri- 

had-d/tarmaprakds'a,  as,  m.  '  the  large  Dharma- 
prakSsa,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Vrihad-dhala  (vrihat- 

ha°),  am,  a.  a  large  plough  (  =  hali).—Vrihad- II  M 
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illinrnrali  (rnl,at-Jid°),  f.  'the  large  HSr5valI,' 
N.  of  a  dictionary.  —  Yriliad-tUtdritu  (i-ri/iat-hd°), 
as,  m.  the  large  HSiIta.  —  F/ •ihml-dhnitura,  ae,  m. 
a  large  thorn-apple.  —  Vriltwl-dlirinddri  (rrihat- 

he°),  a,  m.  the  large  Hanldrl.— FfttairaMtmi, 
f. '  loud-sounding,'  N.  of  a  river.  —  Yriltud-liala,  as, 
m.  '  having  great  strength,'  N.  of  a  king  of  Kosala ; 
of  another  king  (son  of  Deva-bhSga).  —  Yrihad- 
brahman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  grandson  of  Brahma. 

—  \~rihadbrahmottura-khanda  (°i»a-uf),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  part  of  the  Skanda-Purlna.  —  Yfihad-bhat- 
(drikii,  f.,  N.  of  DurgS.—  Vrihad-bitaya,  as,  m., 
N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  the  ninth  Manu.  —  Vrihad- 

bhanu,  us,  m.  'having  great  brightness,'  fire  or  the 
god  of  fire,  (see  also  b.riliad-bkanii) ;  an  epithet  of 
a  particular  Agni ;  N.  of  a  son  of  SattrSyana  and  a 
manifestation  of  Vishnu  ;  of  a  son  of  Krishna ;  N. 

of  a   king.  —  Vrihad-bhdsa,  as,  <T,   am,   having 
great  splendor,  clear-shining ;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
grandson  of  Brahma  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  the 

god  of  the  sun  and  wife  of  Agni  Bhanu.  —  Vrihad- 

yama,  as,  m. '  the  large  Yama,"  N.  of  a  particular 
recension   of  Yama's   law-book.  —  Vrihad-ydjna- 

valkya,  ae,  m. '  the  large  Ysjnavalkya,'  N.  of  a  par- 
ticular recension  of  Yajiiavalkya's  law-book.  —  Vri- 

had-ydtrd,   (.,   N.  of  a  work  by  VarJha-mihira. 
—  Yrihad-rana,  a>,  m.,  N.  of  a  king;  [cf.  vrihat- 
L-fli<iiid.\  —  Vrihad-ratha,  as,  m.  (see  also  brihad- 

ratha),  '  having  a  large  chariot,'  epithet  of  Indra ; 
N.  of  a  man  (supposed  to  be  the  same  as  VSsishtha, 
and    mentioned    together    with    Kasyapa,  Arrgiras, 
Varca,  and  PrSna)  ;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  MSgadhas ; 
of  a  son  of  Deva-rSti  (king  of  the  Videhas) ;  of  a  son 
of  the  Vasu  Upari-cara ;  of  a  son  of  Tigma  (or  Timi 
or  TigmStman)  ;  of  a  son  of  Bhadra-ratha  ;  of  the 
successor  of  Sasa-dharman  and  last  of  the  Maurya 
dynasty ;  a  sacrificial  vessel ;  a  particular  Mantra  ;  a 

part  of  the  Sima-veda;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. —  Fri- 
had-roja,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Vrtiiad-raja- 
mdrtanda,  N.  of  a  work  mentioned  in  Raghu- 

nanda's  SanskSra-'.attva ;  [cf.  raja-martanda.]  —  Fn- 
had-ravin,  i,  ini,  i,  crying  loud ;  (?),  m.  a  species 
of  small  owl.  —  Vjr ihad-rupa,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  Marut. 
"Vfilutd-roma  and  vjihadroma-pattana,  N.  of 
places  mentioned  in  the  Romaka-siddhanta.  —  Frt- 

had-vati,  f.,  N.  of  a  river ;  [cf.  brihad-vat.']  —  Vri- 
Jiad-valka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  Lodhra  (=patlHid- 
lodhra).  —  Vrihad-rasishtha,  ae,  m.  the  large  Va- 
sishtha.  —  Vnlvad-vaeu,  us,   m.,   N.   of  a   king. 
—  Vrikad-vata,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant  (=aimari- 
hara) ;    a  kind  of  grain,  Andropogon  Sorghum. 

—  Vfihad-vadin,  i,  ini, »',  loud-speaking,  boasting, 
a  boaster.  —  Vrihad-vdrum,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 
makendra-rdruni).  —  Yrihad-v<i6uh(ha,  am,   n. 
the  large  Vasishtha.  —  Y  rihad-nrdha-patala,  N. 
of  a  work  by  Varaha-mihira.  —  Vrihad-rishnu,  ue, 

m.  'the  large  Vishnu,'  N.  of  a  larger  recension  of 
Vishnu's  law-book.  —  Vrihad-vija,  as,  a,  am,  hav- 

ing large  seeds ;  abounding  in  seed ;  (as),  m.  the 

plant  Spondias  Mangifera.  —  Vrihad-vj-ihaspati,  is, 

m.,  N.  of  a  particular  recension  of  Vrihas-pati's  law- 
book.  —  Vfihad-vydsa,  as,  m.  the  large  Vyasa. 
—  Vrihad-vrata,  as,  a,  am,  observing  the  great 

vow,  observing  the  vow  of  chastity.  —  V ' 'rihan-nakhl, 
(.  a  particular  perfume  (  =  gandna-sdmna).  —  Yri- 
han-nata,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  Arjuna ;  [cf.  rrihan- 
nala.]  —  Vrihan-nada,  as,  m.  reed-grass,  Amphi- 
donax  Karka  ( =  nala)  ;  an  epithet  of  Arjuna ;  [cf. 

rrihan-nala."]  —  Vjihan-nala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
large  reed,  Arundo  Gigantea  ( =  mahd-potagala) ; 
the  arm  ;  the  name  assumed  by  Arjuna  when  living 
in  the  family  of  king  Virata  as  a  eunuch  in  female 
attire,  (also  (em.,  see  the  ntxt.)~Vrihan-nri/il,  f. 
the  assumed  name  of  Arjuna  at  the  court  of  Virata, 

(under  this  name  Arjuna  adopted  a  sort  of  woman's 
dress,  putting  on  bracelets  and  ear-rings,  and  under- 

took a;  a  kind  of  eunuch  to  teach  dancing  and  music 
to  the  daughter  of  king  Virata  and  the  other  women 
of  the  palace.)  ~ Yriltan-ndradiya,  am,  n.  or  vri- 

han-ndradiya-purdna,  am,  n.  'the  large  Nara- 

dlya,'  N.  of  one  of  the  eighteen  Puranas.  —  Yfihati- 

ndrndiya-lantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  mentioned 
in  the  Sakti-ratnakara.  _  Yriltan-ndriiyana  or  vri- 

nan-ndruyam  or  rrilian-ndrdynnopanishad  (° na- 
up°),  t,  (.  the  large  Narayana  Upanishad  (treating 
of  Vedantic  theology  and  forming  the  last  Prapa- 

Jhaka  of  the  Taittirlva  Aranyaka  of  the  Black  Yajur- 

ved*).  —  Vrilian-nighaiiti,  'the  large  glossary,'  N. 
of  a  dictionary.  —  Yrihan-nirvana-tantra,  am,  n. 

'the  large  Nirvana-tantra,'  N.  of  a  work  mentioned 
in  the  Sakti-ratnakara.  —  Vrihan-niretfa,  as,  a,  am, 

having  large  dimensions,  large,  protuberant.  —  !  ri- 
han-nili,  (.,  N.  of  a  plant.  —  Vrihan-netra,  as,  a, 

am,  having  large  eyes,  good-sighted,  far-sighted. 
—  Vfihan-naukd,  f.  epithet  of  a  favourable  position 

in  the  game  of  Catur-an-ga ;  [cf.  naukakriahta.] 
—  Yrlhan-manas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grandson  of 

Brahma;  of  a  king.  —  Vrihan-manu,  us,  m.  'the 
large  Manu,'  N.  of  a  law-book  (probably  the  precursor 
of  the  present  version,  mentioned  by  Madhava  and 
other  commentators).  —  Vfihan-mantra,  as.  m.,  N. 
of  a  grandson  of  Brahma.  —  Yrikal-loliita,  N.  of  a 
mythical  tank  or  pond. 
Vrihata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  the  ninth  Manu. 
Vrihatika,  f.  an  upper  garment,  mantle,  wrapper ; 

a  small  sort  of  egg-plant. 

Vrihati-pati.    See  under  rrihat. 
Vfihatka,  as,  a,  am,  =  rrihat,  large,  great;  (as 

or  am),  m.  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman. 
Vrihas-pati,  is,  m.  (in  the  earlier  language  more 

usually  written  brihas-pati,  q.  v. ;  fr.  vrihats,  gen. 

of  3.  trih+pali),  'lord  of  increase,'  N.  of  the 
regent  of  the  planet  Jupiter  and  preceptor  or  Puro- 
hita  of  the  gods,  (in  astronomy  identified  with  the 

planet;  he  is  regarded  as  the  son  of  An-giras  and, 
like  SarasvatI,  presides  over  speech;  Tara,  who  is 
fabled  to  have  been  carried  off  by  Candra,  is  repre- 

sented as  his  wife ;  he  is  sometimes  identified  with 

Vyasa ;  in  the  Veda  his  character  and  functions  are 
somewhat  different,  and  his  name  is  there  usually 

written  Brihas-pati,  q.  v.) ;  N.  of  a  saint  and  law- 
giver, (sometimes  written  vrihasdm-pati) ;  N.  of  a 

philosopher ;  of  a  king  (a  great-grandson  of  Asoka) ; 
of  a  king  of  Kasmlra.  —  Yrihaspati-iakra,  am,  n. 

'  cycle  of  Vrihas-pati,'  the  Hindu  cycle  of  sixty  years ; 
a  particular  astrological  diagram  (shaped  like  a  man  and 

used  for  foretelling  goodorbad  fortune).— Vrihaspati- 

tldra,  N.  of  the  eighth  Adhyaya  of  Varaha-mihira's Vrihat-samhita.  -•  Vrihaspati-datta,  as,  m.  a  proper 

y.~Vrihaspati-midra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commen- 
tator on  the  Raghu-vansa.  —  Vrihaspaii-rara,  as, 

m. '  Vrihas-pati's  day,'  Jupiter's  day,  Thursday.  —  Fri- 
haspati-^dnti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Vrihaspati- 
samkita,  (.,  N.  of  a  short  law-book  (ascribed  to 
Vrihas-pati).  —  Vrihaspati-sama,  as,  a,  am,  equal 
to  Vrihas-pati,  like  Vrihas-pati.  —  Vrihaspati-sava, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  festival  or  ceremony,  (see 

brihaspati-sava.)  —  Vrihaspatisara-prayoga,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  treatise  on  the  performance  of  the  Vrihas- 
pati-sava  ceremony.— Vrihaspati-suratd,  f.  a  proper 

N.—Yriltaspati-smriti,  is,  f.  Vrihas-pati's  law-book 
(said  to  be  classed  among  the  Tamasa  works). 

Vrihaspatika,  as,  m.  (fr.  mlumpati-datta),  a 
familiar  diminutive,  (Pan.  V.  3,  83,  Vartt.  I.) 

Vrihaspatiya  or  vrikaspatila,  as,  m.  =  vrihas- 
patika  above. 

3 rr!=rt.  vn,  q.  v. 
ve,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  vayati,  -te,  vavau  or 
uvdya  (and  sing. nvayitha,  uvitha,  uvatha, 

3rd  pi.  vavus,  urus,  uyus.  Pan.  II.  4,  41),  vave  or 
uve  or  uye,  vdsyati  (also  vayishyati),  -tc,  avdsit, 
avasta,  Prec.  uyat,  vasishta,  i-atum;  cl.  4.  A.  (= 
rt.  «)/,  q.  v.),  uyate,  uyamasa,  uyiahyate,  ftyuhta, 
ilyitum,  to  weave,  interweave,  braid,  plait ;  to  string 
or  join  together  artificially,  make,  compose  (speeches, 
hymns,  &c.) ;  to  sew ;  to  cover :  Pass,  uyate,  Aor. 
avdyi :  Caus.  vayayati  (according  to  some  vdpa- 
yati),  -te,  (uyayati) :  Desid.  vivSsati,  -te,  (uyi- 
yiihate)  :  linens,  vdrdyate,  vdvdti  or  vdteti;  [cf. 

Or.  ff-TjHov,  Mvr],  (probably  also)  oirt'a»,  fjirr/rr]! ; 

a  :  Lat.  rierc,  vimcn,  villa  :  Old  Germ. 
vdt,  meban  :  Angl.  Sax.  ica-d,  we/an,  wtefels, 
in//,  trindan:  Lith.  u-dis,  '  texture'  (  =  2.  uti); 
au-dziu,  '  I  weave  :'  Hib.  jit/him,  '  I  weave  ;'  Jt'jh- 
le,  '  woven  ;'  fuaghuim,  '  I  sew.'] 

Uta,  as,  a,  am,  woven.     See  s.  v.,  p.  147. 
ttta,  uti.     See  s.v.,  p.  177. 

Vayat,  an,  antl,  at,  weaving,  sewing. 
Yayisftyat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  Ved.  about  to weave,  weaving. 

Ydna,  vaniya.     See  s.  v.,  p.  903. 

Yema,  as,  m.  a  loom. 

Yeman,  d,  a,  m.  n.  a  loom. 
Yeya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  woven.  —  Veya-gana,  am, 

n.  a  particular  song-book  or  manual  of  singing  giving 

(with  the  Aranya-gana)  the  various  modifications  of 
intonation  for  the  Arftka  division  of  the  Sama-veda, 

(the  Staubhika  division  also  has  two  of  these  song- 

books,  viz.  the  t)ha-g°  and  t)hya-g°.)—  Veya-Mhala, 
f.,Ved.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Samaveda-tthala,  q.v. 

veJcata,  as,  m.  a  youth;  (in  the 

drama)  a  buffoon  (  =  vi-dushaka)  ;  a  sort  of  fish 

(commonly  called  Bhekti);  a  jeweller  (  =  vaika- 

tika). 

vekuri.     See  bekuri. 

veksh  (=rt.  vleksli),  cl.  10.  P.  ve- 
kshayati,  -yltum,  to  see  ;  [cf.  avdtsh.] 

vega,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  vij),  agitation, 
shaking,  shock  ;  impetus,  impulse,  momentum  ; 
impetuosity,  speed,  rapidity,  quickness,  velocity,  (ve- 

gdd  vegam  gam,  to  go  from  speed  to  speed,  increase 
one's  speed)  ;  haste,  rashness,  violence  ;  onset  ; 
stream,  current  ;  blast,  breeze  ;  the  flight  of  an  arrow  ; 
any  sudden  impulse  or  transition  of  mind  (as  from 
passion  to  apathy  &c.);  energy,  activity,  force, 
power,  strength,  determination,  promptitude;  passion, 
love  ;  pleasure,  delight  ;  external  indication  of  any 
internal  emotion  or  sensation  (as  convulsion,  sweat, 

&c.)  ;  expulsion  of  the  feces,  evacuation  of  the  natural 
excretions;  semen  virile;  the  fruit  of  a  kind  of 

mango.—  Vega-tat,  ind.  with  speed,  quickly,  speedily, 

hastily.  —  V  cya-nafaiM,  am,  n.  'preventing  speed 

or  activity,'  phlegm,  the  phlegmatic  humor.  —  Vt'ja- 
rodha,  as,  m.  obstruction  of  speed  or  activity,  re- 

tardation, check  ;  obstruction  of  the  movement  of  the 
bowels  or  of  the  natural  exactions.  —  Yega-fat,  an, 

alt,  at,  possessing  velocity  or  activity,  impetuous, 
rapid;  quick,  expeditious;  agitated;  (an),  m.,  N. 

of  a  king  ;  (ati),  (.,  N.  of  a  river  ;  a  species  of 
metre  (consisting  of  three  anapests  and  a  long  syllable 
in  the  first  Psda,  three  dactyls  and  a  spondee  in  the 
second  Pada).  —  Veyavat-tama,  as,  a,  ant,  speediest, 

quickest,  very  quick  or  swift.  ~Vegavat-tara,  as, 
d,  am,  more  speedy,  quicker,  swifter,  very  quick. 
—  Vegavat-ld,  f.  velocity,  swiftness.  —  Yeya-rdhin, 
i,  ini,  i,  bearing  swiftness,  swift.  —  Yega-vidhdrana, 
am,  n.  retardation  of  velocity,  obstruction  of  speed, 

stopping,  retarding;  constipation,  &c.  —  Feoa-sara, 
as,  m.  '  going  with  speed,"  a  mule  ;  [cf.  VMoro.] 

—  Vegagliata  (°ga-igh°),  as,  m.  'speed-obstruc- 
tion,' the  sudden  arresting  of  impetus  or  velocity, 

stop,  check  ;   obstruction  of  the  natural  excretions. 

—  Vegdnila  (°ga-an°),  as,m.  breeze  or  blast  caused 
by  the  velocity  (of  a  moving  object). 

Vegita,  as,  a,  am,  impelled  with  speed  or  velocity, 
quickened,  expedited,  swift. 

Vegin,  t,  ini,  i,  having  velocity,  swift,  fleet,  im- 
petuous, rapid  ;  (i),  m.  a  courier,  express  ;  a  hawk  ; 

(<m),  f.  a  river.  —  Vegi-td,  f.  or  vegi-tva,  am,  n. 
impetus,  velocity,  quickness,  speed.  —  Vegi-harina, 

as,  m.  an  antelope  (  =  iri-kdri). 
Vejita,  as,  d,  am,  agitated,  frightened,  terrified. 

cjjjfj  venkata,  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  of  the 

son  of  Raghu-natha-dlkshita  (author  of  the  ViSva- 
gunadaria)  ;  of  a  king  of  Vijaya-nagara  ;  of  the 
author  of  the  Sabdartha-kalpa-taru  lexicon,  (his 
father's  name  was  also  Vcn-kata.)  —  Veitlcala-giri, 

is,  m.  the  mountain  Ven-kata.  —  Vettkata-natha, 
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as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —  YenTcafainhia  (°ta-a<!°, 
°la-i$a),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  the  Ven-kata  mountain," 
epithet  of  a  deity. 

^TT  veca,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  vii],  hire, 

wages. 

^itinl  vejam,  f.  the  medicinal  plant  Ser- 
latula  Anthelmintica  ( =  soma-raji). 

wHnn  vejita.     See  under  vega,  p.  962. 

^TT  veto,  f .  the  abode  of  the  Vais'ya  tribe  (? ) . 
^  veda,  am,  n.  (probably  fr.  rt.  I.  vid), 

a  kind  of  coarse  sandal ;  (a),  f.  a  boat. 

^<J(H<*|  vedhamika,  f.  a  kind  of  bread  or 
cake. 

j  »i  ven,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  venati,  -te,  Sic., 
X  to  go,  move,  move  about ;  to  play  on  an 

instrument,  &c.  (  =  rt.  ven,  q.  v.). 
Vena,  as,  m.  (perhaps  connected  with  vtna  and 

meaning  'a  lyre-player1),  a  musician  (one  by  caste, 
the  son  of  a  Vaideha  by  an  Amba-shthi  or  Amba- 
shtha  woman  ;  see  Manu  X.  19,  49)  ;  N.  of  a  Ra- 
jarshi  or  royal  Rishi  (father  of  Prithu,  and  said  to 
have  perished  through  irreligious  conduct  and  want 
of  submissiveness  to  the  BrShmans ;  he  is  represented 
as  having  occasioned  confusion  of  castes,  see  Manu 
VII.  41,  IX.  66,  67,  and  as  founder  of  the  race  of 
NishSdas  and  Dhlvaras ;  according  to  the  Vishnu- 
Pura1  na,  Vena  was  a  son  of  An-ga  and  a  descendant  of 
the  first  Manu ;  a  Vena  RSja-sravas  is  enumerated 
among  the  Veda-vy5sas  or  arrangers  of  the  Veda ; 
cf.  vena) ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

^f^Sveni,  is,  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  IV. 
48.  fr.  rt.  i.  vl,  but  rather  fr.  rt.  ve),  weaving,  braid- 

ing, braided  hair,  a  braid  of  hair,  hair  twisted  into 
a  single  unornamented  braid  and  allowed  to  fall  on 
the  back  (as  worn  by  widows  and  women  whose 
husbands  are  absent,  as  a  token  of  mourning ;  cf. 
eka-veni) ;  the  conflux  or  meeting  of  two  or  more 
rivers  or  streams  in  a  common  point  of  union  (as  at 
PraySga  or  Allahabad,  where  the  Garrga,  Yamuna, 
and  SarasvatI  are  supposed  to  unite;  cf.  tri-vent, 
prft-ydga).  —  Veni-mddhava,  as,  m.  a  particular 
square-shaped  idol  or  stone  image  of  a  god  at  Pra- 
ySga.  —  Veni-vedhant,  f. '  hair-penetrating/  a  leech. 
—  Veni-vedhint,  f.  '  braid-piercer,'  a  comb. 
Veiiika,  f.  braided  hair. 
Vent,  f.  braided  hair,  &c.  =  »eiw  above;  a  stream, 

current ;  N.  of  a  river ;  a  sort  of  grass,  Andropogon 
Serratum ;  a  ewe.  —  Venl-diisa,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
—  Veni-bandha,  as,  m.  the  binding  of  the  braid 
of  mourning.  —  Veni-mddliava,  see  vcni-mddhava. 
—  Veni-mddhava-bandh u,  its,  m.,  N.  of  the  father 
of  Ran-ga-nStha.  —  Veni-samhara,  as,  m.  'braid- 
seizing,  hair-seizing,'  N.  of  a  well-known  drama  by 
Bhatta-narayana  (the  subject  of  which  is  an  incident 
described  in  the  Sabha-parvan  of  the  Maha-bharata, 
2229-2235,  where  it  is  narrated  that  after  Yudhi- 
shthira  had  lost  all  his  property,  including  Draupadl, 
to  Duryodhana  in  gambling  with  dice,  she  was  treated 
with  great  indignity  by  DuhsSsana,  who  dragged  her 
by  her  braided  hair  into  the  public  assembly ;  Bhima, 
who  witnessed  this  insult,  swore  that  in  revenge  he 
would  one  day  dash  Duhsasana  to  pieces  and  drink 
his  blood — a  threat  which  he  fulfilled ;  this  drama  is 
said  to  be  also  called  Veni-samvarana,  perhaps  for 
°-samkarana). 

^trffa  venlra,  as,  m.  the  soap-berry,  Sa- 
pindus  Detergens  (  =  ariskta). 

^3  venu,  us,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
III.  38.  fr.  vt  substituted  for  rt.  aj,  but  probably 
connected  with  rt.  ve),  a  bamboo ;  a  reed ;  a  flute, 
fife,  pipe;  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Y5davas. —  Fenw- 
ltarlcara,as,  m.  a  species  of  thorny  plant  (  =  iarira, 
commonly  called  Karir  or  Karil).  —  Venu-ja,  as,  m. 
bamboo  seed  or  fruit. «.  Vemt-datta,  as,  m.  a  proper 
N.  —  Venu-dala,  am,  a.  a  small  shoot  of  a  cane. 

—  Venti-dari,  is,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Venw-darin,  i, 
m.,  N.  of  a  demon.  —  Vcna-dhma,  as,  m.  a  flute- 
player,  fifer,  piper.  —  Venu-niaruti,  is,  m.  the  sugar- 

cane. —  Venu-pattri,  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  =  vans'a- 
pattrl,  hinrju-parnt).  —  Venn-yam,  as,  m.  bamboo 
seed  or  fruit.  ••  V  enu-yashti,  is,  m,  f.  a  bamboo  staff. 
—  Venu-vdda  or  venu-vadaka,  as,  m.  a  flute- 
player,  piper.  —  Venu-vtja,  am,  n.  bamboo  seed. 
•~V  'enu-haya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Venu-hotra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  king  Bharga  ;  of  the 
father  of  GSrgya  (according  to  another  account). 
Venuka,  as,  m.  a  goad  with  a  bamboo  handle 

(used  for  driving  an  elephant). 

qtjjrf  venuna,  am,  n.  (also  read  venu-ja), 
black  pepper  (  =  marida). 

^TT  veta,  as,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  III.  118.  said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  ve),  a  cane,  reed,  (probably  a  corruption of  vetra.) 

Vetasa,  as,  I,  m.  f.  the  ratan,  Calamus  Rotang  ; 

(as),  m.  the  citron  (Citrus  Medica)  ;'  N.  of  Agni  ; 
N.  of  a  city  ;  [cf.  Gr.  I-TV-S,  /-Tea,  olffos,  olvos  ; 
Lat.  vi-tex,  m-ii-s;  Old  Germ,  wida;  Angl.  Sax. 
widhiy.]  —  Vetasa-pattra,  am,  n.  the  leaf  of  the 
ratan  ;  a  lancet. 

Vetasini,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  ;  [cf.  vedasini.] 
Vetas-vat,  tin,  att,  at,  reedy,  abounding  in  reeds 

or  canes  (as  a  place,  soil,  &c.). 

^rT«T  vetana,  am,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
III.  150.  fr,  rt.  I.  vl  ;  perhaps  a  corrupted  form  of 
vartana),  hire,  wages,  stipend,  salary;  livelihood, 
subsistence  ;  silver.  «•  Vetana-jivin,  I,  inl,  i,  sub- 

sisting by  hire  or  wages,  stipendiary.  —  Vetana-dana, 
am,  n.  the  paying  of  wages,  hiring.  —  Vetandddna 
("nti-ad0"),  ant,  n.  non-payment  of  wages. 
Vetanin,  I,  inl,  i,  receiving  wages,  stipendiary, 

(sometimes  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.g.  Icupya- 
vetanin,  receiving  very  small  pay.) 

vetasu,  us,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  an  Asura. 

vetala,  as,  m.  (according  to  some 
for  ava-ita  +  dla  for  alaya;  according  to  others 
fr.  ve,  loc.  c.  of  2.  va  +  tdla),  a  kind  of  ghost, 

spirit,  goblin,  vampire,  demon  (especially  one  occu- 
pying a  dead  body)  ;  a  door-keeper,  (in  this  sense  pro- 
bably for  vetra  +  dla.)—Vetala-pan<?avln,'!ati,  is,  or 

vetala-pandavinfatikd,  f.  a  collection  of  twenty-five 
tales  or  fables  told  by  a  Vetala  to  king  Vikram3ditya 
(of  which  there  are  three  recensions  extant,  two  by 
Siva-dasa  and  one  by  Jambhala-bhatta  ;  versions  of 
these  popular  tales  exist  in  Hindi  and  almost  every 
Hindu  vernacular,  as  well  as  in  Tamil  and  Telugu, 
and  translations  in  other  languages  are  also  current). 
—  Vetala-pantavinfati-katha,  f.,N.  of  part  of  the 
Vrihat-kathS. 

i.  vettri,  ta,  tn,  tri  (fr.  rt.  I.  vid),  one 
who  knows,  knowing,  understanding,  acquainted 
with  ;  a  knower,  &c.  ;  one  who  obtains  or  acquires, 
obtaining;  (td),  m.  a  sage,  one  who  knows  the 
nature  of  the  soul  and  god  ;  one  who  obtains  in 
marriage,  an  espouser,  husband.  —Vettri-tva,  am, 
n.  knowledge. 

^?T  vetra,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  166.  fr.  rt.  I.  vl  ;  probably  rather  fr.  rt.  ve),  a 
reed,  cane,  the  ratan  ;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of  creeper, 
(in  this  sense  apparently  also  as,  m.)  ;  a  stick,  staff; 
the  rod  or  mace  of  an  officer,  staff  of  a  door-keeper. 
••  Vetra-dkara,  as,  m.  a  staff-bearer,  mace-bearer; 
a  door-keeper,  warder.  —  Fe<ra-aV«zrafat,  as,  m.  a 
door-keeper,  warder,  porter  ;  a  mace-bearer.  —  Vetra- 
pdni,  is,  m.  '  staff-handed,'  a  mace-bearer.  ••  Vctra- 
yashti,  is,  m.  f.  a  staff  of  reed  or  cane.  —  Vetra-latd, 
{.  '  reed-branch,'  a  staff  or  stick.  —  Vetra-vati,  (.  '  full 
of  reeds,'  the  Betwa  river  (which,  rising  in  the  Vindhya 
mountains  and  following  a  north-easterly  direction 
for  about  340  miles,  falls  into  the  Jumna  below 
KalpI)  ;  a  female  door-keeper  ;  a  proper  N.  —  Velrd- 
ghala  (°ra-at)h°),  as,  m.  a  blow  with  a  cane,  a 
caning.  —  Vetramna  (°ra-as°),  am,  n.  'cane-seat,' 

a  small  cot  or  oblong  low  couch  of  cane  work,  (when 
furnished  with  bamboo  sticks  and  a  pole,  it  forms 

the  common  dooly  or  litter.)  —  Vetrdsandsina  (°TUI- 
as0),  as,  a,  am,  seated  on  a  seat  of  cane  or  reed. 
Vetrakiya,  as,  a,  am,  reedy,  abounding  with 

reeds  or  canes. 
Vetrin,  i,  m.  a  staff-bearer,  mace-bearer,  porter, door-keeper. 

,-j^i   veth  (=rts.  vith,  I.  vidh),  cl.  I.  A. 
S  vethate,  vivethe,  vetMshyate,  avethishta, 

vethitum,  to  ask,  beg. 

^fV3?  vethileha,  N.  of  a  place. 

^  veda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  vid;  cf.  Gr. 
olSa  fr.  18,  Lat.  video  fr.  vid,  Goth,  vait,  Lith. 

weisd),  knowing,  knowledge ;  '  the  true  knowledge, 
divine  knowledge,'  N.  of  certain  celebrated  works 
which  constitute  the  basis  of  the  first  period  of  the 
Hindu  religion,  (these  works  were  originally  three, 
yiz.  i.  the  Rig-veda,  2.  the  Yajur-veda  [of  which 
there  are,  however,  two  divisions,  see  taittirlya- 
samhitd,  vdjasancyi-samhitd],  3.  the  S5ma-veda; 
these  three  works  are  sometimes  called  collectively 

trayi,  '  the  triple  VidyS '  or  '  threefold  knowledge,' 
but  the  Rig-veda  is  really  the  only  original  work 
of  the  three,  and  much  the  most  ancient,  some  of  its 
hymns  being  rather  Indo-European  than  HindO,  and 
representing  the  condition  of  the  Aryans  before  their 
final  settlement  in  India ;  subsequently  a  fourth  Veda 
was  added,  called  the  Atharva-veda,  which  was  pro- 

bably not  completely  accepted  till  after  Manu,  as  his 
law-book  often  speaks  of  the  three  Vedas — calling 
them  trayam  brahma  sanatanam,  'the  triple 
eternal  Veda,'  and  stating  in  I.  23.  that  the  Creator 
drew  forth  the  Rig-veda  from  fire,  the  Yajur-veda 
from  air,  and  the  Sama-veda  from  the  sun ;  and  in 
another  place,  IV.  114,  stating  that  the  Rig  has  the 
gods  for  its  deities,  the  Yajur  has  men,  and  the  SSma 
has  the  Pitris,  on  which  account  the  sound  of  this 
latter  is  impure — but  only  once  [XI.  33]  mentions  the 
revelation  made  to  Atharvan  and  An-giras,  without, 
however,  calling  it  by  the  later  name  of  Atharva- 
veda,  the  songs  and  incantations  of  the  Atharvans 
not  being  at  that  time  recognised  as  a  fourth  Veda  ; 
each  of  the  four  Vedas  has  two  distinct  parts,  viz. 
1.  a  Sanihita  or  collection  of  Mantras,  i.  e.  of  words 
of  prayer  and  adoration  often  addressed  either  to  fire 
or  to  some  form  of  the  sun  or  to  some  form  of  the 

air,  sky, wind,  &c.,  and  praying  for  health,  wealth,  long 
life,  cattle,  offspring,  victory,  and  even  forgiveness  of 
sins,  which  words  of  prayer  or  praise  form  what  is 
usually  called  the  Mantra  portion  of  the  Veda  [see 

mantra"],  and  2.  a  Brahmana  portion  consisting  of Vidhi  and  Artha-vada,  i.  e.  directions  for  the  detail 
of  the  ceremonies  at  which  the  Mantras  were  to  be 
used  and  explanations  of  the  legends  &c.  connected 
with  the  Mantras  [see  brdhmana,   vtdhi],   both 

these  portions  being  termed  S*ruti,  revelation  orally 
communicated  by  the  Deity,  and  heard  but  not  com- 

posed or  written  down  by  men ;  although  both  portions 
are  supposed  by  orthodox  Hindus  to  have  existed 

from  eternity,  and  not  to  require  pramdiia,  '  proof,' 
as  they  are  themselves  PramSna,  yet  the  oldest  of 
the  Mantras  are  not  likely  to  belong  to  a  much  earlier 
date  than  the  twelfth  or  thirteenth  century  B.  C. ; 
and  it  is  certain  that  both  Mantras  and  BrShmanas 
were  compositions  spread  over  a  considerable  period, 
much  of  the  latter  being  comparatively  modern  :  as 
the  Vedas  are  properly  three,  so  the  Mantras  are 
properly  of  three  forms,  I.  Ri<5,  which  are  verses  of 
praise  in  metre,  and   intended  for  loud  recitation ; 
2.  Yajus,  which  arc  in  prose,  and  intended  for  use 
at  sacrifices;   3.  Saman,  which  are  in  metre,  and 
intended  for  chanting  at  the  Soma  or  Moon-plant 
ceremonies,  the  Mantras  of  the  Atharva-veda  having 
no  special  name ;  but  it  must  be  borne  in  mind  that 
the  Yajur  and  Sama-veda  hymns,  especially  the  latter, 
besides  their  own  Mantras,  borrow  largely  from  the 
Rig-veda;  the  Yajur-veda  and  Sama-veda  being  in 
fact  not  so  much  collections  of  prayers  and  hymns  as 
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special  prayer  and  hymn-books  intended  as  liturgical 
or  sacrificial  manuals  for  the  Adhvaryu  and  Uclgfuri 
priests  respectively,  the  necessity  for  which  grew  out 
of  the  vast  and  complicated  ritual  elaborated  by  the 
Aryans  after  they  had  settled  down  in  India  [see 

yajtir-rcda,  sdma-  ecda] ;  the  more  modern  Atharva- 
veda-samhiU,  on  the  other  hand,  is,  like  the  Rig- 
veda,  a  real  collection  of  original  hymns  mixed  up  with 
incantations,  borrowing  little  from  the  Rig,  having 
no  direct  relation  to  mere  ritual  or  sacrifices,  but 
supposed  by  mere  recitation  to  produce  long  life,  to 
cure  diseases  [generally  in  connection  with  the  use  of 
some  plant  or  drug  gifted  with  magical  properties], 
to  obtain  success  in  love  or  gaming,  to  effect  the 

ruin  of  enemies,  and  to  secure  the  reciter's  own  pros- 
perity ;  each  of  the  four  Vedas  seems  to  have  passed 

through  numerous  Sskhis  or  schools,  giving  rise  to 
various  recensions  of  the  text,  though  the  rjig-veda 
is  only  preserved  in  the  Sfikala   recension;    as  to 
arrangement,  the  Mantras  being  made  up  in  the  first 
instance  of  separate  Padas  or  words  are  joined  together 
so  as  to  form  SQktas  or  hymns ;  the  hymns  of  the 

Yajur-veda,  with  the  exception  of  its  last  book,  which 
is  thought  to  be  mystical,  are  arranged  according  to 
the  sacrifices  at  which  its  Mantras  were  used,  and 

those  of  the  Slma-veda  with  reference  especially  to 
the  Moon-plant  sacrifices,  but  those  of  the  Rig-veda 
Mantras  having  no  direct  reference  to  sacrificial  acts 
are  arranged  either  according  to  their  authors  and 
the  objects  addressed  or  according  to  mere  bulk ; 
the  former  is  the  distribution  into  ten  Mandalas,  the 

first  and  last  three  Mandalas  including  a  variety  of 
authors  or  rather  Rishis  [who  are  said  to  have  seen 
the  Vedas  and  not  composed  them],  and  each  of  the 
other  Mandalas  belonging  to  one  particular  Rishi; 
the  latter  is  the  distribution  into  Ashtakas  [see  maii- 
dala,  varga] :  a  tradition  makes  VySsa  the  com- 

piler and  arranger  of  the  Vedas   in  their  present 
form :  they  each  have  an  Anukramani  or  Index, 
giving  the  first  word  of  every  hymn,  the  number  of 
verses,  the  name   of  the  derata  or  deified  being 
about  which  the  Mantra  is  concerned  [sometimes, 
however,  the  derata  may  be  an  inanimate  object], 
the  names  and  families  of  the  authors  and  the  metre, 
the  principal  work  of  this  kind  being  the  SarvSnu- 
kramanl  or  general  Index ;   out  of  the  BrShmana 
portion  of  the  Veda  grew  two  other  departments  of 
Vcdic  literature,  sometimes  included  under  the  general 
name  Veda,  viz.  the  strings  of  aphoristic  rules,  called 
Sutras  [though  these  are  often  said  to  be  paurusJtcya, 
i.  e.  human  compositions],  and  the  mystical  treatises 
on  the  nature  of  God  and  the  relation  of  soul  and 

matter,  called  Upanishads,  which  were  appended  to 
the  Aranyakas,  certain  chapters  of  the  Brahmanas  so 
obscure  and  awe-inspiring  in  their  allusions  to  the 
Supreme  Spirit  of  the  Universe  that  they  had  to  be 
read  in  the  solitude  of  forests ;  the  most  important 
of  the  former  are  the  Kalpa-sutras  or  Srauta-sutras 
as  founded  directly  on  SVuti ;  these  strings  of  rules 
being  in  fact  guides  to  the  rambling  discursive  Brah- 

manas and  systematized  directories  for  the  due  per- 
formance of  every  part  of  the  ceremonial,  while  the 

Upanishads,  on  the  other  hand,  taught  the  secret 
doctrine  [called  rahatya  in  Manu  II.  165.  and  vc- 
ddnta  in  VI.  83,  94]  underlying  the  ceremonial,  viz. 
the  existence  of  one  Universal  Spirit,  called  Brahma, 
with  which  the  whole  creation  and  the  human  soul 
itself  was  identified  ;  as  the  Srauta-sOtras  were  fol- 

lowed by  the  Grihya  and  SSmaySc'arika  Sutras  or 
1  rules  for  domestic  ceremonies  and  conventional  cus- 

toms,' which  again  became  the  forerunners  of  the 
Dharma-s'jstras  and  thus  linked  the  Veda  with  the 
code  of  Manu,  so  the  Aranyakas  were  followed  by 
the  Upanishads,  which  latter  became  the  real  Veda  of 
thinking  Hindus,  leading  to  the  Darsanas  or  systems 
->(  philosophy,  and  linking  them   also  with  Vedic literature:    in  modern  writings  the  name  of  'fifth 
Veda'  is  accorded  to  the  Itihasas  or  legendary  epic poems  and  the  Puranas,  and  certain  Upa-vedas  or 
secondary  Vedas  are  enumerated,  that  of  the  Rig- 
veda  being  the  Ayur-veda  or  Veda  on  mediciue,  that 

of  the  Yajur  being  the  Dhanur-veda  or  Veda  on 
archery,  that  of  the  SJma  being  the  G5ndham-veda 
or  Veda  on  music,  and  that  of  the  Atharva-veda 

being  either  the  Sthapatya-veda  or  Artha-s'astra  or 
Silpa-sastra,  q.  q.  v.  v. ;  the  VedSn-gas  or  works  serv- 

ing as  limbs  [for  preserving  the  integrity]  of  the 
Veda,  of  which  the  Kalpa-sutras  form  a  part,  are 
explained  under  vedaitya,  col.  3  :  the  only  other 
works  included  under  the  head  of  Veda  being  the 
Parisishtas,  which  supply  rules  for  the  ritual  omitted 
in  other  works ;  in  the  Brihad-aranyaka  Upanishad 
the  Vedas  and  all  the  above  literature  are  represented 
as  the  breathings  of  Brahma,  while  in  some  of  the 
Puranas  the  four  Vedas  are  said  to  have  been  created 

by  the  four-faced  Brahmfi  from  his  several  mouths, 
and  in  the  Vishnu-PurSna  the  Veda  and  Vishnu  are 

identified);  reading  the  Veda,  (Siy.  —  vcdddhya- 
yana,  Rig-veda  VIII.  19,  5) ;  comment,  explana- 

tion ;  metre ;  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  obtaining,  acqui- 
sition, wealth,  =  dhana  (Ved.);  a  bunch  or  bundle 

of  Kusa  grass'  ( =  kuda-mushti,  Manu  IV.  36 ;  in 
this  sense  probably  connected  with  redi,  'an  altar 

made  of  grass');  (as),  m.  pi.  the  Vedas,  i.e.  the 
three  principal  Vedas ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Veda- 

liits'ala,  as,  ri,  ant,  versed  in  or  conversant  with 
the  Vedas.  —  Veda-kauleyaJia,  as,  m.  •  belonging 

to  the  family  of  the  Veda,'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Veda-garWia,  as,   m.  '  Veda-filled,'  epithet  of 
Brahma ;    a  Brahman,  man  learned   in    the  Veda. 

—  Vcda-gambhirya,  am,  n.  the  deep  or  recondite 
sense  of  the  Veda.  —  Veda-gupti,  is,  f.  the  preser- 

vation of  the  Vedas  (by  the  BrShmanica!  caste). 

—  Veda-jna,  at,  m.  '  Veda-knower,'  a  Brahman 
skilled  in  the  Vedas.  —  Veda-tattva,  am,  n.  'Veda- 
truth,'  the  true  doctrine  of  the  Vedas.  —  Veda-tat- 
parya,  am,  n.  the  real  object  or  true  meaning  of 
the  Veda.  —  Veda-traya,   am,  >,    n.  f.   the   three 

Vedas.  —  Veda-dariin,  t,  ini,  i,  '  Veda-seeing,'  one 
who  discerns  the  sense  of  the  Veda,  (according  to 

Kulluka  on  Manu  XI.  23f=redartlM-jiia.)-Vcda- 

dipa,  as,  m. '  lamp  of  knowledge,'  N.  of  Mahi- 
dhara's  commentary  on  the  Vajasaneyi-samhita.  —  Ve- 
da-drislita,  as,  a,  am,  approved  of  or  sanctioned 
by  the  Vedas  or  by  Vedic  ritual.  —  Veda-dhara, 
as,  m.  =  vedcia.  —  Veda-dharma-vid,  t,  t,  t,  know- 

ing the  Veda  and  the  law.  —  Veda-nada,  as,  m. 

'  Veda-sound,"  sound  of  chanting  or  repeating  the 
Veda.  —  Veda-nidhi,  is,  m. '  Veda-treasure,'  N.  of  a 
priest.  —  Veda-nindalca,  as,  m.  '  a  Veda-reviler,' 
atheist,  any  seceder  from  the  belief  of  the  divine 
origin  and  character  of  the  Vedas,  unbeliever;    a 
Jaina  or  Buddhist.  —  Veda-ninda,   f.   reviling  the 
Vedas,  heresy,  unbelief,  (Manu  XI.  56.)  —  Veda- 

paraga,  an,  m.  '  one  who  has  gone  to  the  further 
end  of  the  Veda,'  a  BrShman  skilled  in  the  Veda. 
—  Veda-piinya,  am,  n.  the  sanctity  or  holiness  of 
the  Veda.  —  Veda-prad ana,  am,  n.  imparting  or 
teaching  the  Veda,  giving  instruction  in  the  Veda. 
—  Feda-pravada,  as,  m.  a  statement  or  declaration 

of  the  Vedas.  —  Vcdn-pli'mn,  i,  m.  one  who  pro- 
mulgates or  publicly  teaches  the  Veda.  —  Vcila-lahu, 

us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Pulastya.  —  Veda-bhutJi  ya- 
hara,  as,  m.  the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the 

Veda  (epithet  of  S5yana).-Fe<fa-m,lM,  til,  f. 'Veda- 
mother,'  epithet  of  the   most  sacred  verse  of  the 
Veda  called  GSyatrl  or  Savitrt  (personified  as  the 
mother  or  source  of  the  Vedas,  see  (jili/ntrl).  —  Vcda- 

mitra,  as,  m.  '  friend  of  the  Veda,'  N.  of  a  teacher 
of  the  Rig-veda.  —  Vedtt-miirti,  is,  f.  embodiment 
of  the  Veda  (sometimes  used  as  an  honourable  title 
before   the   names  of  learned  Brahmans).—  Vcda- 

mula,  as,  a,  am,  '  Veda-rooted,'  grounded  on  the 
Veda.  —  Veda-ral:sltana,  am,  rt.  '  Veda-preserva- 

tion,' the  preservation  of  the  Vedas  (as  a  duty  of  the 
BrShmanical  class).  —  Veda-va/ana,  am,  n.  a  text 

of  the  Veda.  —  Veda-roll,  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  (also 
written  vcdasinl,  retarinl) ;  N.  of  a  beautiful  woman 

(daughter  of  Kusa-dhvaja,  whose  story  is  told  in  the 
Ramayana;   she  became  an  ascetic,  and  being  in- 

sulted by  RSvana  in  the  wood  where  she  was  per- 
forming her  penances,  destroyed  herself  by  entering 

fire,  but  was  born  again  as  Sita).  — T'pcfa-t;a«!afla, 
am,  n.  grammar  (  =  ry-Hkarana).  —  l'cdci-riikya, am,  n.  a  text  of  the  Veda.  —  Veda-toga,  as,  m. 
'  Veda-abode,'  a  Brahman.  —  Veda-vuhya,  as,  a, 
am,  external  to  the  Veda,  not  founded  on  the  Veda 

(  =  na  veda-mula) ;  contrary  to  the  Veda.  —  Vt- 
da-vid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  the  Veda,  conversant  with 
the  Veda ;  (t),  m.  a  Brahman  versed  in  the  Vedas  ; 
epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Veda-vidvas,  an,  m.  one  learned 
in  the  Vedas.  —  Veda-vikita,  as,  a,  am,  taught  or 
enjoined  by  the  Vedas.  —  Veda-vritta,  am,  n.  the 
doctrine  of  the  Vedas.  —  Veda-vriddlia,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  Muni.  —  Veda-i'edanga-paraya,  as,  m.  well 
read  in  the  Vedas  and  Vedan-gas,  (see  para-ga.) 

—  Veda-ttyasa,  as,  m.  '  Veda-arranger,'  epithet  of 
VySsa  or  Badarayana;   (as),  m.  pi.  the  arrangers 
of  the  Vedas.  —  Veda-fabda,  as,  m.  a  word  or  terni 

in  the  Vedas.— Veda-iastra,  am,  n. '  Veda-ordinance," 

the  Veda  or  any  Vedic  composition.  —  Veda-s'aetra- 
sampanna,  as,  ii,  am,  versed  in  the  Vedas  and 
Sastras.  —  Vcda-firaf,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Mar- 
kandeya  and  MQrdhanya  (regarded  as  the  progenitor 
of  the  Bhargava  Brahmans) ;  of  a  son  of  PrSna ;  of 

a  son  of  Kris'as'va ;    (as),  n.  epithet  of  a  weapon. 
—  Veda-slrsha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Veda- 

s"ravas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Yeda-iruti,  is,  f. 
the  hearing  of  the  Veda.  —  Veda-samhita,  f.  the 
SamhitS  or  collection  of  Mantras  of  the  Veda.  •-  Ve- 

da-sannyasa,  as,  m.  giving  up  or  discontinuing  the 
ritual  of  the  Vedas.  —  Veda-sannyasika,  as,  m.  or 

veda-sannyasin,  I,  m.  a  religious  mendicant  (be- 
longing to  the  fourth  asraina  or  order)  who  dis- 

continues the  ritual  of  the  Vedas.  —  Veda-sammata, 

as,  a,  am,  conformable  to  the  Vedas.  —  Vcda-sam- 
mita,  as,  a,  am,  of  equal  measure  with  or  con- 

formable to  the  Vedas.  —  Veda-stuti,  is,  f. '  Veda- 

praise,'  N.  of  a  celebrated  composition.  —  Vedastuti- 
karikd,  f,,  N.  of  a  metrical  paraphrase  of  the  pre- 

ceding work  by  Vallabhac'arya  (inculcating  the  doc- 
trine  of  faith   as  a  means   of  salvation).  —  Vcda- 

sparia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Veda-smrita ,  f., 
N.  of  a  river.  —  Veda-smriti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

—  Veddgrani    (°da-ag°),  is,  f.    '  leader   of   the 
Veda'  (^sarasvatl).  —  Vedaitga  (°da-an°),  as,  m. 
'  a  limb  (for  preserving  the  body)  of  the  Veda,'  N. 
of  certain  works  or  classes  of  works  regarded  as 
auxiliary  to  and  even  in  some  sense  as  part  of  the 
Veda,  (their  object  was  to  secure  the  proper  pro- 

nunciation and  correctness  of  the  text  and  tie  right 
employment  of  the  Mantras  at  sacrifices  as  taught 
in  the  Brfihmanas ;  six  subjects  are  usually  enume- 

rated under  which  these  works  are  comprised,  and 
six  works  are  given  as  representatives  of  these  subjects, 
mostly  written  in  the  Sutra  or  aphoristic  style,  but 

whether  all  of  these  are  the  original  representa- 
tives of  the  various  subjects  is  doubtful;  I.  S7/i>7m, 

'  the  science  of  proper  articulation  and  pronunciation,' 
comprising  the  knowledge  of  letters,  accents,  quantity, 
the  use  of  the  organs  of  pronunciation,  and  phonetics 
generally,  but  especially  the  laws  of  euphony  peculiar 
to  the  Veda;  one  short  treatise  consisting  in  one 

recension  of  thirty-five  and  in  another  of  fifty-nine 
verses,  and  a  chapter  of  the  Taittiriya-aranyaka  are 
regarded  as  the  representatives  of  this  subject ;  but 
the  more    modern  Pratisakhyas  and    other  works 
on  Vedic  phonetics  may  be  included  under  it,  [see 

tUSkkya]:  2.  C'liandas,  'metre,'  represented 
jy  a  treatise  ascribed  to  Pin-gala-n3ga,  which,  how- 

ever, treats  of  Prakrit  as  well  as  Sanskrit  metres, 
and  includes  only  a  few  of  the  leading  Vedic  metres : 

3.  Vy-iikarana,  '  linguistic  analysis  or  grammar," 
said  to  be  represented  by  Panini's  celebrated  SOtras, 
3ut  as  this  great  work  only  treats  of  Vedic  grammar 

exceptionally,  this  Vedan-ga  is  more  properly  identi- 
fied with  the  lost  grammatical  Sutras  which  preceded 

PSnini :  4.  Nir-ulita, '  explanation  of  difficult  Vedic 
words,"  represented  by  the  Nirukta  of  Yaska,  which 
consists  of  five  chapters  of  mere  lists  of  words,  three 
Belonging  to  the  Naighantuka  section  of  synonyms, 
one  to  the  Naigama  of  separate  words,  and  one 
to  the  Daivata  of  divinities  and  the  other  objects 
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addressed  in  the  Mantras ;  after  which  come  twelve 

chapters  of  explanation  with  an  introduction,  to  which 
is  also  added  a  Parisishta  of  two  other  chapters;  [see 

yaska]  '  5.  Jyotisha,  '  astronomy/  or  rather  the 
Vedic  calendar,  represented  by  a  small  tract  in  a 
more  modern  style  than  the  Sutra  works,  the  object 

of  which  is  to  fix  the  most  auspicious  days  for  sacri- 

fices :  6.  Kalpa, '  ceremonial,'  represented  by  a  large 
number  of  Sutra  works  intended  to  systematize  the 

tedious  and  confused  ritualistic  precepts  of  the  Brah- 
manas ;  each  of  the  Vedas  has  its  own  Kalpa  or 

Srauta  Sutras,  [see  siitra  and  cf.  veda,  p.  963]  : 

the  first  and  second  of  these  Vedan-gas  is  said  to 
be  intended  to  secure  the  correct  reading  or  recitation 
of  the  Veda,  the  third  and  fourth  the  understanding 
of  it,  and  the  fifth  and  sixth  its  proper  employment 

at  sacrifices  :  the  VedSn-gas  are  alluded  to  by  Manu, 
who  calls  them,  in  III.  184,  Prava<5anas,  'expo- 

sitions,' a  term  which  is  said  to  be  also  applied  to 
the  BrShmanas.)  —  Veddngin,  t,  m.  one  who  studies 

or  teaches  the  Vedan-gas.  —  Vedadi  (°da-ddi),  n. 
or  vedddi-varna  (^da~dd°),  as,  m.  or  vedadi-wija, 
("da-ad3),  am,  n.  the  first  syllable  of  the  Veda  or 
the  mystical  name  of  God,  the  sacred  syllable  Om. 

•^Vedddhigamri  Cda-adh0), as, m.the  going  over 
or  study  of  the  Vedas.  —  Vedddhipa  (°da-adh°),  as, 
or  vedadhipati  (°da-adh°),  is,  m. '  one  who  presides 
over  the  Veda,'  a  term  applied  to  certain  of  the 
planets,  (thus  the  Rig-veda  is  said  to  be  presided 
over  by  the  planet  Jupiter  or  Brihas-pati,  the  Yajur- 
veda  by  Venus,  the  Sama-veda  by  Mars,  and  the 

Atharva-veda  by  Mercury.)  —  Vedadliyayana  (°da~ 
oaV*°),  am,  n.  the  going  over  or  study  of  the  Vedas. 
—  Vedadhyayin  or  vedddhydyin  (°da-adh°),  i,  m. 
one  who  studies  the  Veda.  —  Vedddhydpaka  (°da- 
adlf),  as,  m.  one  who  causes  to  go  over  or  study 
the  Veda,  a  teacher  of  the  Vedas.  —  Vedddhydpana 

(°da-adh°),  am,  n.  the  causing  to  go  over  the  Vedas, 
teaching  the  Vedas.  —  Vedanta  (°da-an°),  ax,  m. 
•  end  of  the  Veda,'  N.  of  the  second  and  most  im- 

portant part  of  the  MimansS  or  third  of  the  three 
great  divisions  of  Hindu  philosophy  (so  called  either 
as  teaching  the  ultimate  aim  and  scope  of  the  Veda 
or  simply  as  founded  on  the  Upanishads  which  come 

at  the  end  of  the  Veda ;  this  system,  although  be- 
longing to  the  MimansS  school  [see  mimdnsa]  and 

sometimes  called  Uttara-mimansa,  *  examination  of 

the  later  portion  or  jna.iM-ka.nda  of  the  Veda,' 
i.  e.  of  that  portion  contained  in  the  Aranyakas  and 
Upanishads  [which  teach  the  knowledge  of  Brahma  or 
the  Universal  Spirit],  stands  out  prominently  by  itself 
as  representing  the  popular  pantheistic  creed  of  the 
Hindus  of  the  present  day,  which  is  really  based  on 
the  Upanishads  and  constitutes  the  true  Veda  of 
the  modern  cultivated  Brahman,  underlying  also 
all  the  polytheism  and  multiform  mythology  of 
the  people;  it  explains  the  universe  synthetically 
as  a  development  from  one  principle,  and  so 
differs  from  the  analytical  Nyiya  which  treats  of 
the  various  objects  constituting  the  material  world 
as  it  finds  them,  without  investigating  their  mutual 

relation  of  effect  and  cause,  and  from  the  San-khya 
which,  although  also  synthetic,  propounds  a  duality 
of  principles  to  account  for  the  visible  universe ; 
according  to  the  Vedanta  doctrine,  Brahma  [nom. 
neut.  of  br/ihman]  or  the  Supreme  Soul,  also  called 
Paramatman,  is  both  the  effkient  and  material  cause 
of  the  world ;  the  Atman  or  individual  human  soul, 
as  well  as  all  the  phenomena  of  nature,  being  really 
identical  with  the  Paramatman,  and  their  existence 

being  only  the  result  of  Ajnana  or  an  assumed  igno- 
rance on  the  part  of  this  Supreme  Soul,  who  is 

described  as  both  Creator  and  Creation,  Actor  and 

Act,  Existence,  Knowledge,  Joy,  and  as  devoid  of 
the  three  qualities,  [see  guna\ ;  the  liberation  of  the 
human  soul,  its  deliverance  from  transmigrations,  and 
re-union  with  the  Paramatman,  with  which  it  is 
really  identified,  is  only  to  be  effected  by  a  removal 
of  that  ignorance  which  prevents  the  consciousness 
of  this  identity  and  by  a  proper  understanding  of  the 
truth  of  the  Vedanta ;  this  system  is  also  sometimes 

called  Brahma-mlmansa  and  S'sriraka-mTmSnsa, '  in- 
vestigation of  the  embodied  soul :'  the  founder  of  the 

school  is  said  to  have  been  VySsa,  also  called  BSdari- 

yana,  and  its  most  eminent  teacher  was  S'an-kara- 
iSrya) ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  Upanishads  (sec  KullOka  on 
Manu  VI.  83),  works  on  the  Vedanta  philosophy. 

—  Veddnta-kalpataru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by 
AmaUnanda    VyasSsrama.  —  Vedanta-kalpalatikd, 
f.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Madhu-sudana-sarasvatl.  —  Ve- 
ddnta-ga  or  mddnta-jiia,  as,  m.  a   follower  or 
knower  of  the  Vedanta.  —  Veddnta-pradipa,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Ramanuja  on  the  Ba- 
daiSyana-sutra.  —  Veddnta-bhasliya,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  work  by  Vyasa-tTrtha.  —  Veddnta-sdra,  as,  m. 

'  essence  or  epitome  of  the  Vedanta,'  N.  of  a  treatise 
on  the  Vedanta  by  Sadananda ;  of  a  commentary  on 

the  Vedanta-sutra  by  Ra  manujacarya ;  [cf.  veddnta- 

pradipa.~\  —  Veddnla-siitra,  am,  n.,  N.   of  the aphorisms  of  the  Vedanti  philosophy  ascribed  to 
Badarayana  or  Vyasa,  (these  aphorisms  are  also  called 
Brahma-sutra  and  Sariraka-sutra.)  —  VeddntaHdrya, 

("to-ac"0),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  commentary 
on  the  Guna-ratna-kosa.  —  Veddntdbhihita  (°ta- 
abh°),  as,  d,  am,  declared  in  the  Upanishads  or  in 
the  Vedanta.  —  Vefldntin,  i,  m.  a  follower  of  the 

Vedanta  philosophy.  —  Veddntopagata  (°fa-up°), 
as,  d,  am,  derived  from  or  produced  by  the  Vedanta. 

—  Veddbhydsa  (°da-abh°),  as,  m.  study  of  the 
Veda ;  the  repetition  of  the  mystical  syllable  Om. 

—  Veddrtha  (°da-ar°),  as,  m.  the   meaning  or 
sense  of  the  Veda.  —  Veddrtha-jna,  as,  d,  am,  one 

who  knows  the  meaning  of  the  Veda.  —  Veddrtha- 

prakdto,  as,  ID.,  N.  of  SSyana's  commentary  on 
the  Rig-veda ;  of  a  commentary  on  the  Taittiriya- 
samhita  by  Msdhava.  —  Veddrtha-sangraha,  N.  of 

a  work  by  Ramanuja.  —  Vedavatdra  (°da-av°),  as, 
m.  descent  of  the  Veda,  revelation  of  the  Veda, 

handing  down  of  the  Veda.  —  Veddsvd  (°da-a$"*), 
(.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Vedeia  ("da-Ida),  as,  m. '  lord 
of  the  Veda,1  a  proper  N.  ̂ Vedefo-bttilcshu,  us,  m., 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  Padartha-kaumudI  commen- 

tary. —  Vedokta  (°da-uk°),  as,  d,  am,  taught  or 
declared  in  the  Vedas,  scriptural.  —  Vedodaya  (°da- 
ud°),  as,  m.  'origin  of  the  Veda,"  epithet  of  Surya 
or  the  Sun,  (the  b5ma-veda  being  said  to  have  pro- 

ceeded  from   the   Sun,  Manu  I.  23.)  —  Vedodita 

(°da-ud^\  as,  a,  am,  taught  or  declared  in  the 
Vedas,  scriptural.  —  Vedopakarana  (°da-up°),  am, 
n. '  Veda-instrument,'  a  subordinate  science  for  aiding 
or  supporting  the  Veda  (  =  veddnga,  q.  v.). 
Vedana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  perception,  knowledge; 

knowledge  obtained  by  the  senses,  feeling,  sensation ; 
obtaining,  acquisition,  property,  wealth ;  presenting, 
delivering ;  marrying,  marriage ;  the  marriage  of  a 

S'udra  woman  with  a  man  of  a  higher  caste,  (see 
Manu  III.  44;  cf.  utkrishta-v°) ;  the  ceremony 
of  holding  the  ends  of  a  mantle  (observed  by  a 

S'udra  female  on  her  marriage  with  a  man  of  a 
higher  caste) ;  (t),  f.  the  true  skin  or  cutis ;  (a),  f. 

pain,  torment,  smart,  agony;  Pain  or  Torture  (per- 
sonified as  a  daughter  of  An-rita).  —  Vedand-vat, 

an,  all,  at,  possessed  of  pain,  full  of  aches. 
Vedaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  perceived,  perceptible ; 

capable  of  being  felt ;  to  be  known  or  understood ; 
to  be  made  known. 

I .  vfdai/ti,  as,  d,  am,  who  or  what  knows,  know- 
ing ;  who  or  what  obtains. 

Vedayana,  as,  a,  am,  causing  to  know,  making 
known,  telling,  (a-vedayina,  not  informing.) 
Vedas,  as,  m.  the  Vedas  collectively ;  (as),  n. 

acquisition,  wealth  (Ved.). 
Vedasa  in  sarv a-mdasa,  q.  v. 
Veddpaya,  Nom.  P.  veda/iayati,  -yitum,  to 

cause  to  know,  impart  knowledge. 

Vedi,  is,  or  vedl,  f.  (in  S'atapatha-Brahmana  I.  2, 
5,  7.  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  rid,  '  to  acquire ;'  but  per- 

haps connected  with  rt.  ve,  '  to  weave  or  bind  to- 

gether'), an  altar  or  raised  place  made  of  Kusa  grass 
or  strewed  with  it  and  prepared  for  an  oblation  for 
placing  the  vessels  used  at  a  sacrifice,  a  place  or 
ground  prepared  for  sacrifice,  (it  is  more  or  less 

raised  and  of  various  shapes);  an  altar  (in  general); 

a  quadrangular  spot  in  the  court-yard  of  a  temple  or 
palace  (usually  furnished  with  a  raised  floor  or  seat 
and  covered  with  a  roof  supported  by  pillars,  =  vi- 

tardi)  ;    a    bench  ;    a   seal-ring  ;    N.    of  SarasvatI 
|  (wife    of  Brahma)  ;    (is),   m.   a   teacher,   Pandit. 
—  Vedi-jd,  f.  'altar-born,'  epithet  of  Draupadi,  wife 
of  the  PSndu  prinas,  (the  fee  which  Drona  required 

'  for  instructing  the  Pandu  princes  was  that  they  should 
conquer  Drupada,  king  of  Pandala,  who  had  insulted 

I  him  ;   they  therefore  took  him  prisoner,  and  he, 

:  burning  with  resentment,  undertook  a  sacrifice  to 
!  procure  a  son  who  might  avenge  his  defeat;  two 
I  children  were  then  born  to  him  from  the  midst  of 

the  altar,  out  of  the  sacrificial  fire,  viz.  a  son  Dhrishta- 

dyumna,  and  a  daughter  Draupadi  or  Krishna,  after- 
wards wife  of  the  Pandavas.)  —  Vedi-pratishtka, 

as,  d,  am,  erected   on  sacrificial  ground.  —  Vedi- 
mekhald,  {.  the  boundary  cord  of  a  sacrificial  ground. 
"Vedi-vat,  ind.  like  the  sacrificial  altar.  —  VediSa 

Cdi-lfa),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  the  Vedi,'  epithet  of  Agni  ; 
of  Brahma  (as  husband  of  SarasvatI).  —  Vedy-anta, 
as,  m.  the  end  of  the  Vedi. 

Vcdilid,  f.  ground  prepared  for  sacrificial  cere- 
monies, a  kind  of  altar  ;  a  quadrangular  open  shed 

in  the  middle  of  a  court-yard  (erected  for  various 
purposes  and  furnished  with  a  seat,  =  vi-tardi)  ;  an 
arbour  ;  a  seat. 

Vedita,  as,  a,  am,  made  known,  represented. 
Veditavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  known  or  ascertained  ; 

to  be  made  known,  to  be  explained  or  expounded. 
Veditri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  knowing  ;  a  knower,  &c.  ; 

wise,  learned. 

Vedin,  i,  ini,  i,  knowing,  acquainted  with  ;  es- 
pousing, marrying  (e.g.  dudrd-vedi,  a  man  who 

marries  a  S'udra  woman)  ;  (i),  m.  a  knower  ;  a 
teacher  ;  a  learned  Brahman  ;  Brahma  ;  (»),  n.  a  kind 

of  plant  (  =  amba-shthd).  —  Vedi-td,  (.  or  vedi-tva, 
am,  n.  knowledge,  wisdom,  learning,  experience. 
Vedl,  f.  =  redi,  an  altar,  &c.    (See  col.  a.) 

Vediyas,  an,  ast,  as,  Ved.  one  who  is  wiser  or  very 

wise,  (Siy.  ̂ atis'ayena  vidvas,  Rig-vedaVlI.  98,  i.) 
I.  vedya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  known  or  ascertained  ; 

to  be  made  known  ;  to  be  explained  or  taught  ;  to 
be  espoused  or  married  ;  bringing  or  causing  wealth 
(Ved.,  Say.  =  dhana-hita,  Idbha-hetu). 

3.  vedya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  agreeable  to  the 
Vedas. 

vedanda,  as,  m.  (a  doubtful  word), 
an  elephant. 

^<;«j4?Hi  vedamukhya,  f.  (a  doubtful  word, 
cf.  vedha^muTchya),  a  sort  of  insect,  the  winged  bug. 

^ftr«ft  vedasini,  f.,  N.  of  a  river,  (also 
written  f  cda-vatl,  vetasini.) 

^$\{vedara,  as,  m.  a  chameleon;  a  lizard. 

^V  vedha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vyadh),  penetra- 

tion, piercing,  breaking  through,  perforation  ;  punc- 
turing, wounding,  wound  ;  hole,  excavation  ;  the 

depth  of  any  excavation,  depth  (in  measurement)  ;  A 
particular  measure  or  division  of  time  (  =  IOO  Trutis). 

—  Vedha-mukltya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Curcuma,  = 

kardura;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (^kasturi'j.  —  Ve- 
dha-mukJiyaka,  as,  m.  zedoary,  Curcuma  Zerum- 
bet  (  =  haridrd,  drdvidaka). 
Veddhri,  dhd,  m.  a  piercer,  perforator. 
Vedhaka,  as,  d  or  ika,  am,  piercing,  perforating, 

a  piercer  or  perforator  (of  gems)  ;  sharp  ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  one  of  the  divisions  of  Naraka  ;  camphor  ; 

(am),  n.  grain,  rice  in  the  ear. 
Vedhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  piercing,  perforation  ; 

penetration,  excavation  ;  puncturing,  pricking  ;  wound- 
ing ;  a  thrust  ;  depth  (in  measurement)  ;  (i),  f.  an 

instrument  for  piercing  an  elephant's  ear;  a  small 
gimblet  (for  perforating  gems,  shells,  &c.);  an  auger, 
gimblet,  piening  instrument  (in  general). 

Vedhanika,  f.  a  sharp-pointed  perforating  instru- 
ment (used  especially  for  piercing  jewels  or  shells), 

an  auger,  awl,  gimblet,  &c. 
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Vedhanlya,  at,  a,  am,  capable  of  being  pierced, 
penetrable,  vulnerable. 
Ytdhita,  as,  a,  am,  pierced,  perforated,  pene- 

trated. 

1'eilliin,  i,  ini,  »',  piercing,  stabbing,  perforating; 
hitting  (a  mark)  ;  (i/ii),  f.  a  leech.  —  Vedhi-tca,  am, 
n.  capacity  of  piercing. 

<  Vulliya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  pierced  or  perforated  ; 
•ft  (ant),  n.  a  mirk  for  shooting  at,  butt,  target. 

ffat.  %V^  vedhas,  as,  as,  as  (according  to 
Unldi-s.  IV.  224.  fr.  tedh  substituted  for  vi-dha), 
arranging,  creating;  wise,  leanied  (  =  mcdhdein, 
Naigh.  III.  15);  (at),  m.  an  arranger,  disposer, 

creator,  (ku-vedhas,  as,  m.  '  evil  creator,'  evil  des- 
tiny) ;  N.  of  Brahm3  ;  of  Vishnu  ;  of  Siva  ;  of  the 

Sun  ;  of  Soma  ;  a  wise  or  learned  man  ;  a  priest  ;  a 

poet,  Vedic  Rishi.  —  Vedltas-tama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
most  wise,  wisest,  (SSy.  ̂ atiiayena  medhdmn.) 
Vedkasa,  am,  n.  the  part  of  the  hand  under  the 

root  of  the  thumb  (considered  as  sacred  to  Brahma, 
see  tirtha)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi  (said  to 

belong  to  the  family  of  An-giras). 
Vedhatya,  (.,  Ved.  a  desire  of  performing  sacri- 

fices, (Sty.  =  ydga-vid/idnec'c'hd.) 
ven  (also  written  ven,  q.  v.),  cl.  I. 

P.  A.  venati,  -te,  vivena,  vivene,  veni- 
tum,  to  go,  move  ;  to  move  about,  circulate  (Ved., 
cf.  vena*)  ;  to  care  for,  be  anxious  for,  wish,  desire, 
love,  favour  (Ved.)  ;  to  praise,  worship  (Ved.)  ;  to 
know,  perceive,  discern,  recognise,  reflect  ;  to  take  ; 

to  play  on  an  instrument  *  Caus.  renayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  ami-mat  :  Desid.  vivenishati,  -te  :  Intens.  re- 
venyate,  veventi  ;  [cf.  Gr.  cuWcu,  ofvi;.] 
Vena,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  friend,  lover,  (according  to 

Say.  on  Rig-veda  VIII.  63,  I  =  kdnta)  ;  a  knovver, 
discerner,  wise  man  ;  =  ?/«//!«  (Naigh.  III.  17);  a 
priest;  N.  of  the  Sun;  of  Praji-pati  or  BrahmS;  of 

a  son  of  An-ga,  (also  written  vena,  q.v.);  of  the 
author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  IX.  85,  X.  123  (hav- 

ing the  patronymic  Bhirgava)  ;  (a),  f.  a  loved  one  ; 
N.  of  the  wife  of  Soma. 

Venat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  wishing,  desiring,  de- 
sirous ;  (an),  m.  a  suppliant. 

Venas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  circulation  (of  the  vital  airs). 
Vent,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  loving,  desiring,  (according 

to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VIII.  41,  3.  verah  =  kdmaya- 
mdndff  prajdh.) 
Venya,  a»,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  loved  or  adored, 

adorable  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi  ;  [cf.  vainya.] 

^Tlvenna,  f.  (according  toUnadi-s.  III.  8. 
fr.  rt.  rare),  N.  of  a  river. 

rep  (connected  with  the  Caus.  of 

rt.  I.  til),  cl.  i.  A.  vepate  (ep.  also  P.  ve- 
pati),  tirepe,  vepishyate,  vepitum,  to  tremble, 
shake,  move  about,  quiver:  Caus.  vepayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  tremble  or  move;  [cf.  Lat.  vStrare; 

Old  Germ,  iceibon,  weibjan."} 
Vepathu,  us,  m.  trembling,  tremor,  —Vepatliu- 

parita,  as,  a,  am,  seized  with  or  affected  by  tremor. 

—  Vepattiu-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  possessing  tremor,  trem- 
bling. —  Vepat  hti-ma  t,  an,  atl,  at,  possessed  of 

tremor,  trembling,  quaking. 
Vepana,  am,  n.  tremor,  trembling  ;  the  discharg- 

ing of  a  bow,  (in  this  sense  perhaps  to  be  connected 
with  Caus.  of  rt.  I.  m.) 

Vepamana,  as,  a,  am,  trembling,  shaking,  quiver- 
ing, quaking. 

Vepayat,  an,  antl,  at,  causing  to  tremble  or  quake, 
agitating;  driving  away,  dispelling,  (probably  con- 

nected with  Caus.  of  rt.  i.  rt;  according  to  Say.  on 
Rig-veda  VIII.  12,  2  =  tamunsi  varjayat.) 
Vepas,  as,  n.  trembling,  tremor,  (Sty.  =  vepana)  ; 

act,  activity,  energy  (enumerated  among  the  icarma- 
namani  in  Naigh.  II.  i)  ;  =  anavadya  (according 
to  Sabda-k.). 

Vept,  in  Rig-veda  VI.  22,  5.  perhaps  'accom- 

panied with  ceremonial  acts,'  (Say.  =  vepas,  i,  e.  ya- 
gddi-lakthanam  karma  tad-rati.) 

^T  vema,  veman,  veya.    See  under  rt.  ve. 

^T!  vera,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I. 
fi),  the  body;  the  egg-plant  (  =  rartii!;u);  saffron. 
Veral:a,  am,  n.  camphor  (  =  karpura). 

^TZ  verata,  as,  m.  a  low  man,  one  of 

a  mixed  or  inferior  caste;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of 
the  jujube. 

l  •  Vfl  (rather  to  be  regarded  as  a 

Norn.  fr.  veld  below),  cl.  10.  P.  vela- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  count  or  declare  the  time, 

fjlfji  2-  vel  or  veH  (also  written  vehl), Scl.  i.  P.  velati  or  vellati.  Sec.,  to  go, 
move ;  to  shake  about,  tremble,  move  about,  move 

round  ;  to  be  wanton ;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr.  tiXw,  lAvoi ; 
Lat.  who;  Old  Germ,  wuoljan;  Goth,  valvjan; 
Angl.  Sax.  willian,  wceltan.] 

Vela, am,  n.  a  garden,  grove;  (a), f. time,  season, 
(velaydm,  seasonably) ;  opportunity,  interval,  leisure ; 
tide,  flow,  stream,  current ;  the  coast,  sea-shore, 
(velaydm,  on  the  sea-shore,  coast-wise) ;  boundary, 
limit ;  speech ;  passion,  emotion,  feeling  ;  easy  or 

painless  death  ( =  aklishta-mamna) ;  sickness,  dis- 

ease, (according  to  S'abda-k.  =  rdf/a-sthdne  rogah) ; 
the  gums;  the  food  of  Siva  (  =  licarasya  bhojanam); 
N.  of  a  daughter  of  Meru  and  wife  of  Samudra ;  of 

the  wife  of  Budha.  -  Veldkula  (°ld-dk"),  as,  a,  am, 
agitated  by  the  tide.  —  Veld-kula,  am,  n. '  stream- 
bank,'  N.  of  a  district  (the  modern  Tamalipta  or 
Tumlook,  see  tama-lipta  ;  said  to  be  in  the  district 
of  Midnapore  or  in  the  southern  part  of  the  present 

HOgli  district,  forming  the  west  bank  of  the  Hugli 
river  at  its  union  with  the  sea ;  a  village  called  Beer- 
cool,  said  to  be  derived  from  VelS-kula,  is  still  found 
near  the  sea-shore).  —  Veld-mula,  am,  n.  the  sea- 

shore. —  Veli-vana,  am,  n.  a  wood  on  a  shore  or 

sea-coast.  —  Velavali  (°ld-dv°),  f.,  N.  of  a  particular 
scale  in  Hindu  music.  —  Veld-vitta,  as,  m.  (thought 
to  be)  a  kind  of  judicial  office. 

Vella,  as,  m.  going,  moving;  shaking;  (as,  am), 
m.  n.  a  particular  plant  (the  seed  of  which  is  used  as 

a  vermifuge  (<=vitianga).—Vella-ja,  am,  n.  black 
pepper,  Piper  Nigrum. 
Vellana,  am,  n.  going,  shaking;  rolling  on  the 

ground  (as  a  horse  &c.)  ;  a  sort  of  rolling-pin  with 
which  cakes  &c.  are  prepared;  (i),  f.  a  species  of 
Durvl  grass  (=mald-durva). 

Vellantara,  as,  m.  a  particular  tree  (=vlra-taru). 
Vellahala,  as,  m.  a  libertine  (=Jidi-ndga/ra), 
Velli,  is,  f.  a  creeping  plant ;  [cf.  valli .] 

Vellikd  or  mllikdkhyd  (°Tca-akh°),  f.  a  plant 
(commonly  called  Bel  Sunth). 

Vellita,  as,  a,  am,  shaken,  trembling,  tremulous ; 
crooked ;  (am),  n.  going,  moving ;  shaking. 

^fp5*J«fifn«l  velibhuk-priya,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  fragrant  mango. 

l(Vni«l  vevijana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Intens. 

of  rt.  I .  ft/),  intimidating,  terrifying,  (S§y.  =  bhi- 
shayat,  Rig-veda  IV.  26,  5.) 

^f=«^i«T  vevidana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Intens. 
of  rt.  I.  vid),  Ved.  knowing  or  finding  out  most 
effectually ;  obtaining  very  much. 

ifmi^vevishat,  at,  atl,  at  (fr.  rt.  2.  visli), 
Ved.  engaged  in  sacred  rites,  (Say.  vevishatah  = 
karmdni  prdpnuvanta/t,  Rig-veda  VI.  21,  5.) 

Vevisfidna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  contending  with,  (SSy. 

—  yuddhartham  sangata,  Rig-vedaVII.  18, 15.) 

vevl  (perhaps  to  be  regarded  as 
an  Intens.  of  rt.  I.  m,  q.v.),  cl.  3.  A. 

revile  (Ved.  also  P.  veveti,  3rd  pi.  A.  vevyate),  &c., 
to  go ;  to  pervade,  obtain ;  to  conceive  or  become 
pregnant ;  to  wish,  desire,  love ;  to  throw,  cast,  hurl ; 
to  eat,  consume, 

,    veL     See  under  rt.  i.  ves,  p.  967. 

veto,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  vis),  entrance, 

ingress,  access  ;  a  house,  dwelling,  abode  ;  a  house  of 
prostitutes  ;  a  neighbour  (Ved.,  Siy.  =  prativeiya,  Rig- 
veda  IV.  3,  13)  ;  dress,  apparel;  ornament,  decora- 

tion [cf.  veshti]  ;  disguise,  masquerade  ;  [cf.  Gr. 

olxo-s,  oim'-a  ;  Lat.  vicu-s,  mc-inu-s  ;  Goth,  reihs  ; 
Angl.  Sax.  wie,.]  —  Veia-ddna,  as,  m.  the  sunflower 

(  =  siirya-3obhd).  —  Ve!ia-dhdrin,  t,  m.  'wearing  a 
disguise,'  a  hypocrite,  false  devotee.  —  Vefa-bhrit,  t, 
t,  t,  wearing  dress  or  ornament,  dressed,  adorned  ; 
disguised.  —  Ve^a-vdta,  am,  n.  house  and  court. 

Vedalta,  as,  d  or  ika,  am,  who  or  what  enters,  en- 
tering ;  (as),  m.  a  house  ;  (ikd),  (.  entrance,  ingress. 

Vedana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  entering  ;  a  house. 
Vetanta,  as,  m.  a  basin,  pool,  small  pond  ;  a  kind 

of  ladle  or  basin  for  holding  Soma  (Ved.,  cf.  vai- 

ianta)  ;  fire. 

Vefasa  in  yajna-ves'asa,  q.  v. 
Veil,  in  astronomy  =  tpaais. 
Ves{n,  t,  ini,  i,  having  a  dress,  dressed,  assuming 

a  particular  dress  or  form  ;  [cf.  sarva-v°.] 
Vesman,  a,  n.  a  house,  dwelling,  abode,  mansion  ;  a 

palace;  N.  of  the  fourth  astrological  house.  —  Vednia- 
Itarman,  a,  n.  house-building.  —  Vetfiruf-kalinga, 

as,  m.  '  house-kalroga,"  a  kind  of  sparrow  (  =  <<u- 
faka).  —  Vedma-kula,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  creeper  (  = 
tatenda).*-  Vedma-nakula,  as,  m.  the  musk  rat  or 
shrew.  —  Ve^ma-bli  u,  us,  f.  building-ground,  ground 
suitable  for  a  house,  the  site  of  a  habitation.  —  Veima- 

sthund,  f.  the  main  post  or  column  of  a  house. 
Vesya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  entered,  to  be  occupied, 

accessible  ;  (am),  n.  a  habitation,  abode,  (Say.  on 

Rig-veda  VI.  61,  i^=prave^ana)  ;  the  habitation 
of  harlots  ;  (d),  f.  a  courtezan,  harlot,  prostitute, 
(sometimes  written  veshyd)  ;  the  plant  Cissampelos 
Hexandra  ;  a  particular  metre.  —  Vetyd-gana,  as,  m. 

a  company  of  harlots.  —  V  '  edyd-gamana,  am,  n. 
going  after  prostitutes,  debauchery.  ••  Vesyd-gumin, 
I,  m.  one  who  visits  prostitutes,  a  whoremonger. 

—  Vetyd-griha,  am,   n.  'harlot-house,'  a  brothel. 
—  Veiyd6drya  (°yd-d<!^),   as,   m.  the  master  or 
keeper  of  prostitutes  or  dancing  girls,  &c.  ;  a  pimp  ;  a 

catamite.—  Vestfd-jana,  as,  m.  a  courtezan.—  Vetfyd- 

jana-samds'raya,  as,  m.  a  habitation  of  courtezans, 
brothel.  —  Ve^yd-pana,   as,  m.   reward    or  wages 
given  to  a  harlot.  —  Vefyd-pati,  is,  m.  the  husband 
of  a  courtezan.  —Vefyd-vdra,  as,  m.  a  number  or 

company  of  harlots.  —  Ve^ydiraya  fyd-d$°),  as, 
m.  a  habitation  of  harlots,  abode  of  courtezans. 

vesara,  as,  m.  (also  written  vesara, 

q.  v.),  a  mule. Vedvara,  as,  m.  a  mule. 

l^llTT!  vesavara,as,  m.  =  vesavara,  a.  kind 
of  condiment  or  seasoning. 

Vetshmdra  =  vesavara  above. 

vesijata.  f.  a  kind  of  creeper 

(=putra-ddtrl). 
vesvura,  as,  m.     See  vesara  above. 

,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  vish),  dress,  ap- 

parel [cf.  va!a]  ;  ornament,  decoration  ;  (in  Naigh. 

II.  I.  veshah,  or  according  to  another  reading  i-efah, 
is  enumerated  among  the  karma-ndmani.) 

Veshana,  as,  in.  the  shrub  Cassia  Sophora,  —  kdsa~ 
liiarda;  (d),  f.  the  plant  Flacourtia  Cataphracta,  = 
vitunna;  (am),  n.  occupation,  possession,  entrance. 
Veshya,  as,  m.  water  [cf.  veshpa]  ;  (d),  f.  a 

courtezan,  harlot,  (for  vedya.) 

^E=B  veshka,  as,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  2.  vish), 

Ved.  a  noose  for  strangling  a  sacrificial  victim. 

vesht,  cl.  i.  A.  veshtate,  viveshte, 

vexhfishyate,  veshtitum,  to  surround,  en- 
close, encompass,  envelop,  encircle,  wind  or  twist  round 

or  about,  wrap  round  ;  to  dress  :  Caus.  veshtayati, 

-yitum,  Aor.  aviveshtat  and  avaveshlat,  to  surround, 
encompass  ;  to  twist  about  ;  to  invest,  blockade  :  Dc- 
s:d.  nive-ihtiahate  :  Intens.  veveshtyate,  veveshti. 

Veshta,as,  m.  surrounding,  enclosing;  an  enclosure, 
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fence  ;  a  turban  ;  a  kind  of  knot  (Ved.) ;  exudation, 

gum  ;  resin  in  general ;  turpentine.  —  Veshta-vanxa, 
as,  m.  a  sort  of  bamboo,  Bambusa  Spinosa.  —  Veshta- 

sdra,  as,  m.  turpentine  ( =  iri-veshta}. 
Veshtaka,  as,  a,  am,  surrounding,  encompassing ; 

a  surrounder ;  anything  which  encompasses  or  en- 
closes or  invests;  (am),  n.  a  turban;  a  wrapper; 

exudation,  resin,  gum,  &c. ;  turpentine ;  (as),  m.  an 
enclosure,  wall,  fence  ;  a  pumpkin-gourd. 
Veshtana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  surrounding  or  en- 

compassing or  enclosing  or  encircling,  (aitguli-v°, 
that  which  invests  or  encircles  the  fingers,  a  finger 

ring)  ;  grasping ;  anything  that  surrounds  or  encom- 
passes ;  an  envelope,  wrapper ;  an  enclosure,  fence, 

wall ;  a  turban,  garland,  tiara,  diadem ;  a  girdle ;  a 
bandage,  band ;  a  covering,  case ;  the  outer  ear 
(i.  e.  the  meatus  auditorius  and  concha) ;  a  particular 
attitude  in  dancing,  (either  a  disposition  of  the  hands 

or  crossing  of  the  feet) ;  bdellium.  —  Veshtana-vesh- 
tdka,  as,  m.  a  particular  attitude  of  the  sexes  in 
coitus. 

Veshtanaka,  as,  m.  a  particular  position  in  coitus. 

Veshtaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  surrounded  or  en- 
closed, to  be  wrapped  or  wound  round. 

T'cs7ifa^a(,o»,a»iii,a<,surrounding,encompassing. 
Veshtayitrd,  ind.  having  bound  round,  having 

encompassed. 
Veshtita,  as,  a,  am,  surrounded,  encompassed, 

enclosed,  encircled,  enveloped,  bound  or  wound 
round,  wrapped  up ;  dressed  ;  invested  ;  impeded, 

stopped,  blocked,  secured  from  access ;  (am),  n.  en- 
compassing, encircling ;  one  of  the  gestures  or  atti- 

tudes of  dancing,  (a  particular  motion  of  the  fingers 
or  a  crossing  of  the  feet.) 
Veshtitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  surrounded  or 

encompassed,  &c. 

Veshtya,  as,  a,  am,  =  veshtitavya  above. 

^m  veshpa,  as,  m.  water;  [cf.  vashpa.~\ 
^Ttt  veshya.     See  under  vesha,  p.  966. 

-Ill  i  •  *>es>  cl.  I .  P.  vesati,  vesitum,  to  go, 
\move;  to  desire,  love,  (Naigh.  II.  6; 

another  reading  has  vedati.) 

t.  ves,  Ved.  in  the  phrase  ver  na,  'like  a  bird;' 

[cf.  2.  m,~] Vesana,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  flour  made  from  a  par- 
ticular ground  vegetable  ( =  dvidala-duriia). 

itn.  vesara,  as,  m.  a  mule,  (also  written 
MAM.) 

44(414.  vesavara,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

i'is),  a  particular  condiment  or  kind  of  seasoning  (con- 
sisting of  ground  coriander,  mustard,  pepper,  ginger, 

spice,  &c. ;  also  written  ves"avdra,  veshavara). 

veh  (also  written  befi),  cl.  I.  A.  ve- 
_  hate,  rivehe,  vehilum,  to  strive,  make 

effort,  endeavour  diligently,  resolve;  cl.  I.  P.  ve- 
hati,  &£.=vehdy(tte  (according  toVopa-deva). 

^T-T^vehat,  t,  f.  (said  to  be  connected  with 
vi-hari),  a  cow  miscarrying  from  taking  the  bull  un- 

seasonably, a  barren  cow. 

Vehdya,  Nom.  A.  vehdyate,  -yitum,  to  miscarry 
(as  a  cow). 

T?TC  vehara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country 
(Behar). 

cJ  jJ   vehl,   cl.    i.    P.  vehlati,   &c.  =  rt. 
^PvreZ,  q- v- 

•3-  i.  vai  (=rt.  2.  vd,  cl.  4),  cl.  I.  P. 
vdyati,  vdtum,  to  dry,  to  become  dried  or 

withered ;  to  be  languid,  be  weary  or  faint,  be  ex- 
hausted, sink  down,  be  extinguished,  (Say.  =.<««&- 

yati,  framyate,  tiimyati) ;  to  go,  (according  to  Ssy. 

on  Rig-veda  VIII.  31,  6.  vdyatah  =  gatthatah.) 
3.  vdta,  as,  a,  am  (often  identified  with  I.  vdta, 

p.  899,  col.  i),  dried,  withered. 
5.  vdna,  at,  a,  am,  dried,  &c.  See  Land  2. 

tana,  p.  900,  col.  i. 

%  2.  vai,  ind.  a  particle  of  affirmation, 

generally  translatable  by  '  indeed,"  '  truly,'  '  certainly,' 
'verily,'  'in  sooth;'  it  may  also  mean  'so,'  'just,' 
'  although,'  '  granted,'  '  if,'  (tu  vai,  '  but  just  ;'  na 
vai,  'perhaps  not')  ;  it  is  also  said  to  be  a  vocative 
particle,  and  is  often  merely  an  expletive  used  for 
filling  out  a  verse. 

^5rfiT3>  vainsatika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vinsati), 
purchased  with  twenty. 

^T3il!f  vaikaksha,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-kaksha),  a 
garland  or  string  of  flowers  &c.  worn  over  one 
shoulder  and  under  the  other  (like  the  sacrificial 
thread)  ;  an  upper  garment,  wrapper,  mantle. 
Vaikakshaka  or  vaikakshika,  am,  n.  a  garland 

or  string  of  flowers  (worn  as  a  kind  of  scarf  hanging 
down  below  the  hip,  or  like  the  sacrificial  cord,  over 
the  left  shoulder  and  under  the  right  arm). 

^T|;  vaikanka,  N.  of  a  mythical  moun- tain. 

vaikankata,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-kankata), 
the  plant  Flacourtia  Sapida  (  =  vrintinkara). 

%5T73i  vaikatika,  as,  m.  (fr.  vekata),  a 

jeweller. 
^**ST  vaikarna,  as,  m.  =  vi-karna,  epithet 

of  the  wind  (as  fond  of  large  or  hollow  ears  ?). 

^JNirT  vaikarta,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-karta),  Ved. 
one  who  cuts  up  a  sacrificial  victim,  a  butcher  ;  a 

particular  part  of  a  slaughtered  animal  (cut  off  and 
given  to  the  priests  at  a  sacrifice). 

Vaikartana,  as,  m.  'son  of  Vi-kartana  or  the 
Sun,'  N.  of  Kama. -=s        ft 

<J3i1  vaikarma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  Muni Vstsya. 
^\ 

=c*«M  vaikalpa,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-kalpa),  du- 
biousness, uncertainty,  ambiguity,  optionality,  inde- 

cision; [cf.  artha-v°.~] Vaikalpilta,  as,  I,  am,  doubtful,  dubious,  uncer- 
tain, admitting  of  difference  of  opinion,  indetermi- 
nate, alternative,  optional  (~vi-kalpita)> 

^i<?T  vaikalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-kala),  im- 
perfection, incompleteness,  impairedness,  deficiency, 

defect,  mutilation,  a  defective  or  imperfect  state  of 

any  limb  or  organ,  lameness;  incompetency,  insuf- 
ficiency; agitation,  flurry  ;  non-existence. 

^iTft^i  vaikarika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vi-kara), 
modifying,  a  changer,  modifier,  (see  vi-kara)  ;  mo- 

dified ;  (as),  m.  a  class  of  deities.  —  Vaikdrika- 

bandha,  as,  m.  (in  the  S5n-khya  phil.)  one  of  the 
threefold  forms  of  bondage,  (see  bandha,  vi-kdra.) 

^,      ^^ 

^^RTc5  vaikala,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-kala),  even- 
ing, afternoon,  (vaikdle,  loc.  c.  in  the  evening.) 

Vaikdlika,  as,  i,  am,  occurring  in  or  belonging 
to  the  evening;  (am),  ind.  in  the  afternoon. 

Vailcdlina,  as,  i,  am,  =  vaikdl!ka  above. 

«\ 

=!<$«!«  vaikuntha,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-kuntha), 
N.  of  Vishnu;  of  Krishna;  of  Indra,  (Indra  Vaikuntha 

is  regarded  as  the  author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  X. 

48-50)  ;  holy  basil  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  particular 
class  of  gods;  (am),  n.  the  paradise  or  heaven  of 
Vaikuntha  or  Vishnu,  (its  site  is  variously  described 
as  in  the  northern  ocean  or  on  the  eastern  peak  of 
mount  Meru);  talc.  —  Vaikuntha-taturdaii,  f.  the 
fourteenth  day  of  the  light  half  of  the  month  KSrt- 
tika  (sacred  to  Vishnu).  —  Vaikuntha-puri,  m.,  N. 
of  an  author  and  commentator,  (also  called  vishnu- 
puri.)  —  Vaikuiitha-loka,  as,  m.  the  world  of 
Vishnu.  —  Vaikuntha-varnana,  am,  n.  a  descrip- 

tion of  Vaikuntha. 

^irT  vaikrita,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vi-kriti),  un- 
dergoing change,  changed  (in  mind  or  form)  ;  modi- 

fied ;  (am),  n.  change,  modification,  alteration  ; 
change  of  mind,  aversion,  disgust.  —  Vaikrita-sarga, 
as,  m.  a  kind  or  form  of  creation,  (opposed  to  prd- 

vaijayi.  967 

krita-sarga.)  —  VaikritdpaJia  (°ta-ap°),  as,  d,  am, 
removing  or  preventing  change. 

Vaikritika,  as,  i,  am,  changed,  modified,  inci- 
dental ;  (in  the  San-khya  phil.)  belonging  to  a  Vi- 

kara,  i.  e.  to  an  evolute  or  evolved  principle,  (see 
vi-kdra,  pra-kriti.) 

Vaikritya, as,  d,  am,  changed  (in  form  or  mind); 
(am),  n.  change,  alteration ;  aversion,  disgust. 

W'SRT'iT  vaikranta,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-kranta),  a 
kind  of  gem  ( =  go-ndsa,  said  to  resemble  a  diamond 
or  burnt  diamond ;  according  to  others,  the  common loadstone  or  magnet). 

^ai^  vaiklava,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-klava),  agi- 
tation or  distress  of  mind,  bewilderment. 

Vaiklavya,  am,  n.  confusion,  agitation,  distress, 
affliction,  despair,  bewilderment,  commotion,  tumult. 

"%^'CV  vaikhari,  f.  speech  in  the  fourth 
of  its  four  stages  from  the  first  stirring  of  the  air  or 
breath,  articulate  utterance,  that  utterance  of  sounds 
or  words  which  is  complete  as  consisting  of  full  and 
intelligible  sentences,  (according  to  Malli-n5tha  = 
falida-mshpattih,  KumSra-sambhava  II.  17);  the 
faculty  of  speech  or  the  divinity  presiding  over  it. 

^J3T«T  vaikhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu. 

=KSI«1«i  vaikhanasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vi-kha- 
nasa),  instituted  by  hermits,  relating  to  hermits, 
monastic  ;  (as),  m.  a  Brahman  of  the  third  religious 
order,  a  Vanaprastha  or  hermit,  anchorite ;  N.  of  a 
sect  of  Vaishnavas,  (in  Taittirlya-5r.  I.  23,  3.  the 
VaikhSnasas  are  represented  as  having  sprung  from 

the  nails  of  Praj5-pati)  ;  a  patronymic  of  the  Vedic 

Rishi  Vamra,  (S'atam  VaikhSnasah  are  regarded  as 
the  authors  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  IX.  66);  (i),  {. 
a  vessel  used  for  frying  the  meal  offered  in  sacrifice. 
—  Vaikhdnasa-mata,  am,  n.  the  laws  ordained  for 
hermits,  (according  to  Kulluka  =  vaikJidnasa-iSds- 
trokto  dharmah.) 

Wy«W  vaigunya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-guna),  ab- 
sence of  or  freedom  from  qualities,  absence  of  attri- 

butes; difference  of  qualities  or  properties,  contra- 
riety of  properties,  diversity,  contrariety ;  inferiority, 

baseness,  badness,  vileness ;  unskilfulness,  awkward- 
ness, clumsiness,  waywardness ;  fault,  defect. 

cfifh;^  vaigrahika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vi-araha), 
corporeal,  bodily. 

^(•"IGJ*!.*!  vaidakshanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-dak- 
shana),  proficiency,  skill,  cleverness. 

^rfMTM  vaidittya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-ditti),  con- 
fusion of  thought,  distraction  of  mind,  grief. 

%P^^T  vaiditrya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-ditra), 

variety,  diversity ;  diversifiedness,  manifoldness ;  sur- 
prisingness,  surprise  ;  sorrow,  despair. 

^JW  vaidyuta,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-dyuta),  N.  of 
a  Muni, 
%3T«T  vaijana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 

the  grammatical  work  called  Prabodha-candrika. 

H*11«1  vaijanana,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-janana), 
the  last  month  of  pregnancy  ( =prasava-mdsa). 

q*T3'i(  vaijayanta,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-jayanta), 
the  banner  or  emblem  of  Indra ;  a  banner,  flag ;  the 
palace  of  Indra;  (z),  f.  a  flag,  banner;  an  ensign; 
a  kind  of  garland ;  the  necklace  of  Vishnu  (com- 

posed of  five  gems,  viz.  pearl,  ruby,  emerald,  sap- 
phire, and  diamond) ;  N.  of  the  eighth  night  of  the 

civil  month ;  the  plant  Sesbana  jEgyptiaca ;  Premna 
Spinosa  ;  N.  of  a  lexicon. 
Vaijayantika,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  bearing  a  flag ;  (as), 

m.  a  flag-bearer,  standard-bearer;  (d),  f.  a  flag, 
banner ;  a  kind  of  scarf  or  a  string  or  necklace  of 
pearls;  the  plant  Sesbana  .ffigyptiaca  (=jayanti); 
another  plant  (  =  agni-mantha). 

%>Tfl  vaijay i,  is,  m.  (fr.  vi-jaya),  the  third 
Jaina  Cakra-vartin  or  emperor  ( =  mayhavan). 
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vaijayika.  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vi-jaya), 
relating  to  victory,  victorious. 

%«T^TT  raijardpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rija-vapa), 
N.  of  a  Muni  ;  of  the  author  of  a  law-book. 

Vaijavapi,  if,  is,  i  (fr.  vija-tapin),  see  Gana 
Sutan-gamidi  to  Pin.  IV.  1,  80  ;  (it),  m.  a  patro- 

nymic from  Vlja-v5pa  or  Vlja-vipin;  (ayai),  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior-tribe. 
Vaijavapiya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vaijarapt),  see 

Gana  RaivatikSdi  to  Pin.  IV.  3,  131;  (as),  m.  a 
prince  of  the  Vaijavipis. 

^HlrH  vaijdtya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-jdti),  differ- 
ence of  class  or  species  or  kind,  difference  of  caste, 

diversity  of  ordinary  character  or  conduct,  extraor- 
dinarmcss,  strangeness  ;  exclusion  from  caste  ;  loose- 

ness, wantonness. 

%ftf^i  vaijika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vija),  seminal, 

relating  to  seed,  belonging  to  any  primary  cause  or 
source  or  principle,  original  ;  relating  to  conception  ; 
relating  to  sexual  union  ;  (as),  m.  a  young  shoot, 
sprout,  scion  ;  (am),  n.  cause,  source,  origin,  motive  ; 
the  spiritual  cause  of  existence,  soul,  spirit  ;  oil  pre- 

pared from  the  Sigru  or  Morunga. 
Vaiji,  is,  it,  i,  see  Gana  Gahldi  to  Pin.  IV.  a, 

138. 
Vaijiya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  raiji),  see  Gana  Gahidi 

to  Pin.  IV.  2,138. 
Vaijeya,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Vija. 

Wsnftr^i  vaijndnika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  t?i- 
jndna),  conversant  with,  skilful,  clever,  proficient. 

^Slrt  vaidala,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  viddla),  of  or 

belonging  to  a  cat,  peculiar  to  cats,  feline.  —  Vaiddla- 

vrata,  am,  n.  '  cat-like  observance,'  putting  on  a 
show  of  virtue  or  piety  to  conceal  malice  and  evil 
designs.  —  Vaiddla-vrati,  is,  m.  one  who  leads  a 
chaste  or  continent  life  merely  from  the  absence  of 
women  or  temptation.  —  Vaiddlavratika,  as,  i,  am, 
or  vaiddlavratin,  ?,  ini,  i,  acting  like  a  cat,  hypo- 

critical ;  any  hypocritical  religious  impostor  or  pre- 
tended ascetic  who,  under  an  appearance  of  piety 

and  virtue,  conceals  covetous  or  malignant  designs 
(  «=  bhanda-tapamin). 

^Tff  vaina,  as,  m.  (fr.  venu),  a  cutter  of 
bamboos,  a  maker  of  bamboo-work  ;  N.  of  a  Rishi. 

Vainava,  as,  t,  am,  belonging  to  a  bamboo, 
produced  from  or  made  of  bamboo;  («»),  m.  a 

student's  staff  cut  from  a  bamboo,  any  bamboo  staff; 
a  worker  in  bamboo  or  wicker-work  ;  N.  of  a  sacred 

place  of  pilgrimage  ;  (  i  ),  f.  bamboo  manna  ;  (am), 
n.  the  fruit  or  seed  of  the  bamboo. 

Vaitfavika,  at,  m.  a  flutist,  piper,  flute-player. 
Vainnvin,  i,  m.  epithet  of  Siva. 
Vainahotra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
Vainuka,  am,  n.  a  goad  or  bamboo  pike  (pointed 

with  iron  and  used  to  drive  an  elephant)  ;  (as),  m. 
a  piper,  player  on  a  pipe  or  flute. 

Vaiattkeya,  as,  >,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 
a  bamboo,  &c. 

t  vainika,  as,  m.  (fr.  vind),  a  lutanist, 
a  player  on  the  VIni  or  Indian  lute. 

""W  vainya,  as,  m.  (fr.  vena),  a  patro- 
nymic of  Prithu  son  of  Vena,  (he  was  the  fifth 

sovereign  of  one  branch  of  the  solar  race.) 

''nfa*  vaitansika,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-tansa),  a 
vender  of  flesh,  seller  of  the  meat  of  beasts  or  birds. 

<jnUsst»i raitandika,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-tandd),  a 
disputatious  or  captious  person,  one  fond  of  cavilling. 

Vaitandya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  the  Vasu  Apa. 

r,      **   wtathya,   am,   n.    (fr.   vi-tatha), falseness. 

vnitanika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vetana) 
living  on  wages,  subsisting  on  a  stipend;  (<u)   m   a hireling,  stipendiary;  a  labourer. 

vaitarana,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-tarana), 
N.  of  a  physician. 
J*ai7<m/w,  in,  or  vaitarani,  f.,  N.  of  the  river of  Hell,  i.  c.  of  a  river  which  must  be  crossed  before 

entering  the  infernal  regions,  (this  river  is  described 
as  rushing  with  great  impetuosity,  hot,  fetid  in 
odour,  and  filled  with  blood,  hair,  and  bones;  its 
name  is  derived  from  vi-tarana  in  the  sense  either 

of  'crossing'  or  'giving,'  liberality  being  supposed 
to  secure  a  passage)  ;  N.  of  a  division  of  Naraka  or 

Hell  ;  of  a  sacred  river  in  the  country  of  the  Kalin-gas  ; 
N.  of  the  mother  of  the  Rikshasas. 

vaitasa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vetasa),  reed- 
like  ;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of  cane,  Calamus  Fasciculatus  ; 
=  iepa  (according  to  Naigh.  III.  29). 

"In  5°^  vaitahavya,  as,  m.  (fr.  vita-havya), 
a  patronymic  of  the  Vedic  Rishi  Aruna. 

snii  vaitdna,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  vi-tdna),  taken 
from  the  sacred  hearth,  sacrificial,  sacred  (as  fire); 
(am),  n.  an  oblation  with  fire;  a  sacrificial  rite. 
*—Vaitana-l:ii<ala,  as,  a,  am,  skilled  in  or  con- 

versant with  sacrificial  rites.  —  Vaitdnopdsand  fna- 

up°),  f.  the  regular  presentation  of  burnt-offerings morning  and  evening. 

Vaitdnika,  as,  i,  am,  performed  with  the  three 
sacred  fires  (i.e.  with  the  Garhapatya,  Dakshina, 
and  Ahavanlya  fires);  sacrificial,  sacred  (as  fire); 

(am),  n.  a  burnt-offering  (especially  of  clarified 
butter,  as  presented  daily  by  the  Brihmans). 

^nrrafa  vaitdlaki,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher 

of  the  Rig-veda. 

*n\C<<><*vaitdlika,  as,  m.  (fr.  tola  with  i.vi 
or  fr.  vetdla),  a  bard  whose  duty  it  is  to  awaken  a 
chief  or  prince  at  dawn  with  music  and  song  ;  one 
who  sings  out  of  tune  (?)  ;  one  who  is  possessed  by 
a  Vetila  or  demon,  the  servant  of  a  Vetala;  the 
worshipper  of  a  Vetila  ;  a  magician,  conjurer. 

"Jfllrtfa  vaitdllya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vetdla),  a. 
kind  of  metre  (the  first  and  third  Pada  containing 
fourteen  Matras  or  the  time  of  fourteen  short  sylla- 

bles, the  second  and  fourth  containing  sixteen  Mi- 
tris  ;  each  Pida  closes  with  a  cretic  and  iambus,  i.  e. 
-  u  -  u  -  ;  but  there  are  some  varieties). 

^  
' ^^W  vaitrishnya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-trishna), 

freedom  from  thirst,  quenching  the  thirst. 

^^9B  vaitraka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vetra),  cany, 
reedy,  relating  to  a  cane  or  stick  of  any  kind. 
Vaitrakiya,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  a  cane  or stick,  reedy. 
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^  vaida,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vida),  relating  to 
or  connected  with  a  wise  man,  learned,  knowing  ; 
(as),  m.  a  wise  man  ;  (i),  {.  the  wife  of  a  wise 
man,  (Pin.  IV.  I,  77.) 

^  '*' ^V  vaidagdha,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-dagdha), 
cleverness,  dexterity,  skill,  intelligence,  acuteness, 
sharpness,  craft,  cunning. 

Vmilayillil,  f.  artifice,  craft,  trick  (  =  bhangi). 
Vaidagdlti/d,  am,  n.  cleverness,  dexterity,  skill, 

intelligence,  knowingness,  sharpness,  acuteness,  wit  ; 
cunning,  craft. 

vaidathina,  as,  m.  (fr.  vidathin), 
Ved.  a  patronymic  of  Rijisvan. 

vaidadasvi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic, 
the  son  of  Vidad-asva,  Rig-veda  V.  61,  IO. 

^?*T  vaidarbha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vi-darbha  or 
fr.  itriltlta  formed  fr.  rt.  i.  dribk  with  m),  coming 
from  the  country  Vidarbha,  produced  in  Vidarbha  ; 
(as),  m.  the  sovereign  of  Vidarbha  (father  of  Dama- 
yanli  and  father-in-law  of  NaU)  ;  a  gum-boil;  (i), 
f.  the  law  of  the  country  Vidarbha  (by  which  first 
cousins  were  allowed  to  intermarry)  ;  epithet  of  the 
wile  of  Agastya  ;  of  Damayanti  (wife  of  Nala)  ;  of 
RukminI  (one  of  Krishna's  wives)  ;  a  particular  style 

of  composition  (see  rltt):  (am),  n.  crafty  or  indirect 

speech.  —  Vaidarbha-riti,  is,  f.  the  Vidarbha  style 
of  composition  (see  riti).  —  Vaidarlhi-janani,  (. 
the  mother  of  Damayanti. 

Vaidarbhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  coming  from  Vidar- 
bha, a  native  of  Vidarbha. 

vaidala,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vi-dala],  made 
of  wicker  or  cane,  wicker  or  basket-work  ;  (as),  m. 
a  flat  unleavened  cake  (made  of  flour  &c.  with/ 
cumin  or  coriander  seeds  and  fried  in  ghee)  ;  any 
leguminous  vegetable  or  grain  (as  peas,  beans,  &c.)  ; 

(a?»),  n.  the  shallow  cup  or  platter  belonging  to  a 
religious  mendicant  (made  of  clay  and  sometimes 
of  metal  or  wood  or  wicker)  ;  any  seat  or  vessel  of 
basket  or  wicker-work. 

vaiddrava,  vaiddrva.    See  svaita. 

vaidika,  as,  a  or  i,  am  (fr.  veda), 

derived  from  or  conformable  to  the  Vedas,  relating 
to  the  Vedas,  Vedic,  prescribed  by  Vedic  ritual, 
knowing  the  Vedas,  scriptural,  sacred  ;  (<is),  m.  a 
Brahman  versed  in  the  Vedas.  —  Vaidika-Ttarman, 

a,  n.  an  action  enjoined  by  the  Vedas.  —  Vaidika- 
tva,  am,  n.  conformity  to  the  Vedas,  the  being 
founded  on  or  derived  from  the  Vedas,  sacredness. 

—  Vaulika-pdsa,  as,  m.  a  bad  Veda-knower,  one 
imperfectly  versed  in  the  Veda,  (Pin.  V.  3,  47.) 

STuJ^f  vaidisa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vidisd),  of  or 

belonging  to  the  city  of  Vidisa,  near  Vidisi.  —  Vai- 
ditfa-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 
Vaidifya,  am,  n.  a  city  not  far  from  VidisS. 

f^mvaidushya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vidvas),wisdom, 
learning,  science,  sapience. 
Vaidmhl,  f.  =  vaidushya. 

<*g*J  vaidurya,  as,  I  or  ri,  am  (fr.  vi-dura), 
brought  from  VidOra;  (am),  n.  a  gem  of  a  dark 
colour,  lapis  lazuli  or  a  kind  of  turkois ;  N.  of  a 

mountain  ;  of  a  mythical  mountain.— Vaidurya-ma- 
ya,  as,  i,  am,  made  or  consisting  of  lapis  lazuli. 

%<;f^ieii  vaidesika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vi-desa), 
belonging  to  another  country,  foreign,  strange,  a 
foreigner. 

Vaidefya,  am,  a.  the  state  of  belonging  to  a 
foreign  country,  foreignness. 

^5  vaideha,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-deha),  the  king 
of  Videha  (father  of  Siti) ;  a  dweller  in  Videha ; 
a  trader  by  caste ;  the  son  of  a  Vaisya  by  a  Brahman 

woman  (Manu  X.  II) ;  an  attendant  on  the  women's 
apartments ;  (as),  m.  pi.  people  of  Videha  ;  people 
of  mixed  castes;  (i),  f.  Siti  (daughter  of  Janaka); 
the  wife  of  a  merchant,  woman  of  the  Vaideha 

caste ;  a  sort  of  pigment  (=ro(and)  •  long  pepper ; 

a  cow.  —  Vaidelii-bandhu,  ut,  m.  (for  raidehi-b° 

by  Pin.  VI.  3, 63), '  husband  of  the  lady  of  Videha,'  an 
epithet  of  Rima-candra,  (Raghu-vansa  XIV.  33.) 
Vaidehaka,  as,  m.  a  merchant  or  trader  by  caste ; 

a  man  of  a  mixed  caste  (the  offspring  of  a  Vaisya 
father  and  Brahman  mother  whose  business  is  attend- 

ance in  the  women's  apartments). 
Valdehika,  as,  m.  a  merchant  (  =  vaidehaka). 

%9f  vaidya,  as,  -di,  am  (fr.  veda),  relating 
or  belonging  to  the  Vedas,  conformable  to  the  Vedas, 
Vedic ;  medical,  medicinal,  practising  or  relating  to 

medicine  [cf.  dyur-veda] ;  (as),  m.  a  learned  man, 
docior,  Paiidit,  a  follower  of  the  Vedas  or  one  well 
versed  in  them ;  a  medical  man,  doctor,  physician ; 

a  man  of  the  medical  caste  (enumerated  among  the 
mixed  classes  and  originally  the  offspring  of  a  Brih- 
man  by  a  Vaisya  woman ;  he  is  also  called  Amba- 
slitha,  Manu  X.  8) ;  a  man  of  another  and  lower 
mixed  caste  (said  to  be  the  descendant  of  a  Siidra 
father  and  Vaisya  mother;  cf.  tanddla,  vrdtya); 
the  tree  Justicia  Ganderussa ;  (u),  f.  a  particular 
drug  or  medicinal  substance  (  =  kakoli).  —  Vaidya- 
kriyd,  f.  the  business  of  a  physician.  —  Vaidya- 

natlui,  as,  m.  '  lord  of  physicians,'  epithet  of  S"iva ; 
of  Dhanvantari ;  of  a  poet ;  of  a  country.  —  Vaidya- 
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Imndhu,  us,  m.  the  tree  Cassia  Fistula  (  =  arag- 

badha).  —  Vaidya-bhu*hana,  'ornament  of  phy- 
sicians,' N.  of  a  work  by  RlmSnanda-svSmin. 

—  Vaidya-mdtri,  td,  f.  the  mother  of  a  physician  ; 
the  tree  Justicia  Ganderussa  (  =  I  .vflsaka).—  Vaidya- 

vallabha,  as,  m.  '  favourite  with  physicians,'  N.  of  a 
medical  work  on  the  treatment  of  fever  by  Samgha- 
dhara.  —  V  aidya-sinhl,  f.  the  plant  Justicia  Gande- 

russa (=  I.  I'asaka). 

Vaidyaka,  as,  I,  am,  medical,  relating  to  medi- 
cine ;  (a«),  m.  a  doctor,  physician,  medical  man  ; 

(am),  n.  the  science  of  medicine,  the  Ayur-veda, 
q.  v.  —  Vaidyaka-£dslra,  am,  n.  the  science  of  medi- 

cine. —  Vaidyaka-sarva-sva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work 
by  Nakula. 

qai«Tt  vaidyddhara,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  vidyd- 
dhara),  belonging  to  the  VidyS-dharas. 

4«jrr  vaidyufa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vidyut), 
coming  or  proceeding  from  lightning,  belonging  to 
or  connected  with  lightning,  electric,  electrical, 
(vaidyutah  kri&nu/t,  the  fire  of  lightning.) 

^V  vaidha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vidhi),  enjoined 

by  rule,  conformable  to  rule,  prescribed,  appointed, 
giving  rules  or  directions,  preceptive,  ritual  ;  legal. 
Vaidkika,  as,  i,  am,  in  accordance  with  rule, 

giving  precepts  or  commands,  preceptive,  ritual. 

^Wq  vaidharmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  m-dharma), 

unlawfulness,  injustice,  impropriety,  irreligion,  hete- 
rodoxy ;  difference  of  duty  or  obligation  ;  opposition 

or  contrariety  of  character,  difference  of  characteristic 

qualities,  difference,  heterogeneity, 

^V^  vaidhava,  as,  m.  (fr.  vidhu),  the  son 
of  the  Moon,  i.  e.  Budha. 

«(«!«<  vaidhavya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-dhavd), 
widowhood. 
Vaidhaveya,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  widow. 

qVTcf  vaidhdtra,  as,  tn.  (fr.  vi-dhdtri),  a 

patronymic  of  Sanat-kumara  (as  son  of  Brahm5  and 
eldest  of  the  progenitors  of  mankind)  ;  (f),  f.  = 
brahmi,  q.  v. 

qVtf  vaidhnrya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vidhura),  agi- 
tation, tremulousness. 

vaidhumdgni,  f.,  N.  of  a  city  in 
the  country  of  the  Salvas. 

^VH  vaidhrita,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-dhrita),  N. 
of  a  particular  position  of  the  sun  and  moon  when 
they  are  on  the  same  side  of  either  solstice  and  of 
equal  declination  but  of  opposite  direction,  (this  is 

considered  a  malignant  aspect  ;  cf.  ̂ •y-atlpdta.) 
Vaidhriti,  is,  f.  the  Yoga  star  of  the  twenty- 

seventh  lunar  mansion  ;  =  vaidhrita  above. 

%*HT  I.  vaidheya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vi-dheya), 
foolish,  silly,  weak,  ignorant  ;  (as),  m.  an  idiot,  fool. 

2.  vaidheya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vidhi),  relating  to 
rule  or  precept,  prescribed,  preceptive  ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  teacher  of  the  White  Yajur-veda. 

^Wif  vaidhyata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Yama's 
porter  or  door-keeper. 

Min^i  vainataka,  am,  n.  a  vessel  for 

holding  or  pouring  out  ghee  (used  at  sacrifices). 

't'lmjvainateya,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-natd),  N.  of 
Garuda  (as  son  of  VinatS)  ;  of  Aruna  (elder  brother 
of  Garuda). 

^niMofi  vainayika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vi-naya), 
relating  to  moral  conduct  or  discipline;  enforcing 
proper  behaviour  ;  performed  by  the  officers  of 
criminal  justice,  magisterial  ;  (as),  m.  a  chariot  em- 

ployed in  military  exercises,  a  war-carriage. 

qmfa^i  vainayika,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-ndyaka), 

belonging  or  relating  to  Gane^a,  made  by  Ganes'a  ; a  follower  of  Buddha,  a  Buddhist. 

vainasika,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-nafa),  a 

dependant,  subject,  slave  ;  a  spider  ;  an  astrologer  ; 

(a;»),  n.  the  twenty-third  Nakshatra  or  constellation 
from  that  under  which  any  one  is  born. 

q«ftrT«S  vainitaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  »i- 
nita),  an  indirect  means  of  conveyance  (as  a  porter 

carrying  a  litter  or  dooly,  a  palanquin-bearer,  horse 
dragging  a  carriage,  &c.). 

ijn^5)  vaindava,  as,  m.  (fr.  vindu),  a  pa- 
tronymic from  Vindu. 

Vaindavi,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  warrior  -tribe. 
Vaindavlya,  as,  m.  a  prince  of  the  Vaindavis. 

^hr  vainya,  as,  m.  (fr.  vena),  a  patronymic 
of  Prithi  (Ved.)  ;  of  Prithu  (author  of  the  hymn 

Rig-veda  X.  148,  who  is  probably  to  be  identified 
with  Prithi)  ;  of  king  Prithu  [cf.  vainya]  ;  N.  of  a 

deity  (?).  —  Vainya-dalta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

qlJ''&=R  vaipathaka,  as,  d  or  i,  am  (fr.  vi- 
patha),  relating  to  a  wrong  path,  going  wrong, 
devious. 

vaiparitya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-parita), 
contrariety,  opposition,  adveiseness,  reverse  ;  counter- 

part. —  Vaiparitya-lajjdlu,  us,  m.  f.  a  particular 
species  of  sensitive  plant  or  Mimosa  Pudica  (small 
in  size  but  bearing  large  seed  or  fruit).  —  Vaiparitya- 
sambandha,  as,  m.  the  relation  of  contrariety  or 
contradictoriness. 

^g«H  vaipulya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-pula),  large- 
ness, spaciousness,  abundance,  plenty. 

^**nvnvaiphalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-phala),  fruit- 
lessness,  uselessness,  unproductiveness,  abortiveness. 

qilfa^ri  vaibodhika,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-bodha), 
a  watchman,  one  who  announces  the  hours  of  the 

night  or  awakes  sleepers  by  calling  out  the  time. 

%»T^  vaibhava,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-bhava),  su- 
perhuman power  or  might ;  power,  greatness,  majesty, 

grandeur,  glory,  magnificence,  splendor,  wealth. 

^*TTf»T3  vaibhdjitra,  am,  n.  (fr.  vibhdja- 

yitri),  apportioning,  dividing ;  apportionment. 

qHiiHcn  vaibhashika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vi- 
bhdshd),  optional,  alternative;  epithet  of  one  of  the 
four  great  schools  or  systems  of  Buddhism. 

^m»T  vaibhoja,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  tribe 
(said  to  have  been  descended  from  Druhyu). 

^>i  vaibhra,  am,  n.  (etymology  doubtful; 
said  to  be  fr.  vi-bhrdj),  the  heaven  of  Vishnu. 

^TSTjT  vaibhrdja,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-bhrdj),  the 

garden  of  the  gods,  a  celestial  grove  or  garden ;  N. 
of  a  forest  (said  to  be  situated  on  the  west  of  Meru). 

—  Vaibhrdja-loka,  as,  m.  the  world  or  place  inha- 
bited by  the  Manes  called  Barhi-shads. 

«l«li«l  vaimatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-mati),  differ- 
ence of  opinion,  dissension ;  aversion,  dislike ;  (as), 

m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  of  the  White  Yajur-veda. 

•=m<;  vaimada,  as,  t,  am,  of  or  belonging 
to  Vi-mada. 

vaimanasya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-manas), 

distraction  or  agitation  of  mind,  great  sadness  or  sor- 
row, distractedness,  broken-heartedness  ;  sickness. 

vaimalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-mala),  spot- 
lessness,  cleanliness,  purity. 

l^io*  vaimdtra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vi-mdtri), 
born  of  a  different  mother,  the  offspring  of  a  step- 

mother ;  (a«),  m.  a  step-mother's  son,  half  brother  ; 
(o  or  i),  f.  a  step-mother's  daughter. 
Vaimatreya,  as,  m.  a  step-mother's  son  ;  (I),  f.  a 

step-mother's  daughter  ;  a  half  sister,  one  by  a  dif- ferent mother. 

vaimdnika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vi-mdna), 

relating  to  a  heavenly  car,  borne  in  divine  chariots ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  particular  class  of  deities. 

^JJ^i  vaimukta,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vi-mukta), 
liberated,  emancipated,  being  at  liberty  or  loose ; 

(am),  n.  liberation,  emancipation. 
<4l£JoM  vaimukhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-mukha), 

turning  away  the  face,  avertedness,  flight,  retreat. 

^•^(•H  vaimulya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-mulya)t 
variety  or  difference  of  price,  an  unfair  charge. 
—  Vaimulya-tas,  ind.  at  different  or  various  prices, 
at  unfair  prices. 

Vim  vaimeya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  me  with  vi), 
barter,  exchange. 

^njffa  vaimbaki,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from Vimba. 

qua  vaiyagra,  am,  n.  (fr.  vy-agra),  dis- 
traction or  agitation  of  mind,  perplexity,  bewilder- 

ment ;  the  being  totally  absorbed  or  wholly  engaged 
(in  any  occupation). 

Vaiyagrya,  am,  n.  perplexity,  &c.,  =  vaiyagra 
above. 
5f*TSZ}  vaiyarthya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vy-artha), 

unprofitableness,  uselessness,  inutility,  unproductive- 
ness, vainness. 

<!M<S:»»«  vaiyalkasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vy- 

alkasa),  see  Vopa-deva  VII.  4,  VII.  18. 

q'r'Ef  vaiyasva,   as,   m.   (fr.  vy-asva),  a 

patronymic  of  the  Vedic  Rishi  VisVa-manas. 
Vaiyadvi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Vy-a!va. 
^  . 

^fMl«n<<l(  vaiyakarana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vy- 
dJcarana),  relating  to  grammar,  grammatical ;  (as), 
m.  a  grammatical  analyst,  a  grammarian ;  (i),  f.  a 

female  grammarian.  —  Vaiydkarana-pdfa,  as,  m. 
a  bad  grammarian,  (PSn.  V.  3,  47.)  —  Vaiyaka- 

rana-bhdi'ya,  as,  m.  a  man  who  has  a  female 
grammarian  for  a  wife.  —  Vaiydkarana-bhushana, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Konda-bhatta.  —  Vaiydka- 
rana-siddhdnta-manjiishd,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  (  = 
manjwshd). 

4m1t  vaiydghra,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vydghra), 

belonging  to  a  tiger,  tiger-like,  consisting  or  made 

of  a  tiger's  skin,  covered  with  a  tiger's  skin.  —  Vai- 
ydghra-pariMhada,  as,  a,  am,  covered  with  a 

tiger's  skin. 
Vaiydghrapadya,  as,  m.  (fr.  vydghra-pad  or 

°pdd),  N.  of  a  Muni,  the  founder  of  a  family  called 
after  him ;  (as,  d,  am),  composed  by  the  gram- 

marian Vyaghra-pad. 

Vaiydghrya,  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition  of  a 
tiger  ;  a  particular  posture  in  sitting. 

MMIrM  vaiydtya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-ydta),  lasci- 
viousness,  immodesty,  boldness,  impudence. 

q<u«Ccii  vaiydsaki,  is,  m.  (a  patronymic 

fr.  vydsa),  a  son  or  descendant  of  VySsa. 
Vaiydsika,  as,  i,  am,  composed  by  VySsa. 

«tJJK  vaiyushta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vy-ushta), 
early,  occurring  at  dawn,  performed  early  in  the 

morning. 

ira,  am,  n.  (fr.mra), heroism, valour, 
prowess;  enmity, hostility, animosity,  revenge,  grudge, 
malice,  spite,  hatred,  vindictiveness,  opposition,  strife, 
quarrel.  —  Vaira-kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  hostility, 
occasioning  enmity,  mischief-making.  —  Vaira-kdra, 

as,  m, '  enmity-causer,"  an  enemy.  —  Vaira-karana, 
am,  n.  a  cause  of  hostility.  —  Vaira-krit,  t,  m. 

'causing  enmity,'  an  enemy.  —  Vaira-nirydtana, 
am,  n.  requital  of  enmity  or  of  a  grudge,  revenge, 
retaliation,  requital  of  an  injury.  —  Vaira-prati- 

kriyd.  f.  requital  of  hostile  acts,  revenge.  —  Valra- 
pratimodana,  am,  n.  deliverance  or  setting  free 
from  enmity.— Vaira-pratiydtana,  am,  n.  the 

requital  of  enmity,  taking  vengeance.  —  Vaira- 

ydtand,  (.  requital  of  a  grudge,  vengeance.  —  Vaira- II  O 
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rakshin,  i,  ini,  i,  guarding  against  or  warding  offhos- 
lility.  —  Vaira-itiddhi,  is,  (.  the  removal  or  wiping 

out  of  a  grudge,  revenge,  retaliation.  —  Vairdtantn 

Cra-dC),as,  m.  the  Arjuna  tree.  —  Vairanuban- 

dha  (°ra-an°),  at,  m.  beginning  or  commencement 
of  hostilities.  —  Vairdnuband/un,  i,  inl,  i,  com- 

mencing hostilities,  leading  to  or  resulting  in  enmity 

or  hostility;  (i),  m.  the  calorific  or  hearing  solar 

ray;  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Vairdroha  (°ra-dr°),  as, 
m.  rise  or  advance  of  hostility,  desperate  combat. 

—  VairMi,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavali,  Sec.,  to  become 

hostile,  be  changed  into  enmity  or  hatred.  —  Vai- 

roddhdra  fVa-uo").  am,  n.  removal  or  redemption 

of  a  grudge,  taking  revenge,  retaliation. 

Vairaya,  Nom.  A.  rairdyate,  -yitum,  to  become 

hostile,  behave  iiiimically,  act  in  a  hostile  manner, 

fight. 

Vairayamaifa,  as,  a,  am,  becoming  hostile  or 
inimical,  being  an  enemy. 

Vairin,  i,  inl,  i,  hostile,  malicious,  revengeful; 

(t),  m.  a  hero  ;  an  enemy.  —  Vain-fa,  f.  or  vairi- 
tva.am.n.  heroism;  enmity,  hostility.malice,  hatred. 

vairakta,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-rakta),  free- 
dom from  worldly  affections  and  passions,  absence  of 

affection  or  attachment,  aversion,  displeasure,  dislike. 

vairangika,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-ranga), 
one  who  has  subdued  all  passions  and  desires,  a 
devotee,  ascetic. 

vairalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-rala),  loose- 
ness or  openness  (of  texture),  fineness;  rareness, 

scarceness. 

,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-raga),  absence 
of  worldly  passion,  freedom  from  all  desires. 

Vairayika,  as,  m.  an  ascetic  who  has  subdued 
his  passions  and  is  free  from  desire. 

Vairdgin,  »,  m.  an  ascetic  or  devotee  who  has 

subdued  all  worldly  desires  ;  a  particular  class  of  reli- 
gious mendicants. 

Vairdgya,  am,  a.  freedom  from  passion,  dispas- 
sion,  absence  of  all  worldly  desires  and  appetites, 

asceticism,  devotion.  •-  Vairdgya-iataka,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  one  hundred  verses  on  asceticism  by  Bhartri-hari, 
(these  verses  constitute  the  third  STataka  in  his  work.) 

vairaja,  as,  i,  am  (ft.  2.  vi-raj), 
consisting  of  the  VirSj  metre,  composed  in  this 
metre  ;  consisting  of  ten  syllables  (as  a  Pada)  ;  of 
or  belonging  to  the  district  called  VirSj;  epithet 
of  particular  worlds  ;  (as),  m.  a  son  or  descendant 
of  Viiaj,  Manu  SvSyambhuva  ;  a  patronymic  of  the 
Vedic  Rishi  Rishabha  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  parti- 

cular class  of  deities  ;  of  a  class  of  Pitris  ;  (am),  n., 
N.  of  the  VirSj  metre  ;  of  a  particular  Siman  or 

portion  of  the  SSma-veda. 
Vairijalca,  as,  m.  epithet  of  the  nineteenth  Kalpa. 

vairata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vi-ratd),  relat- 

ing or  belonging  to  Virata  ;  (at),  m.  an  earth-worm  ; 

a  particular  insect  (  =  (ndra-gopa).  —  V  '  airdla-daSn, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country.  —  Vairdla-rdja,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  king. 

Vairalya,  (.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sixteen  VidyS-devIs 
or  goddesses  of  learning  (with  Jainas). 

qfV.111  vairina,  as,  m.  (see  virana),  Ved.  a 

kind  of  Virana  grass,  (Say.  =  mrana-prakara,  Rig- 
»eda  I.  191  ,3.) 

ir-in.     See  above. 

vairupa,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-rupa),  Ved., 
N.  of  a  particular  Siman  ;  (at),  m.  a  patronymic 
of  the  Vedic  Rishi  Ashta-danshtra  ;  of  Nabha-pra- 
bhedana  ;  of  STata-prabhedana  ;  of  Sadhri  ;  (as),  m. 
pi.,  N.  of  a  race  of  Pitris  (occupying  the  third  or 
highest  heaven). 

VairHpya,  am,  n.  difference  or  diversity  of  form, 
variety  of  shape  ;  deformity,  ugliness.  —  Vairupya- 
ta,  {.  deformity,  malformation. 

vairofana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vi-ro(ana), 

belonging  to  or  coming  from  the  Sun;  descended 

from  Virocana,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a  Buddha  (the  third 

of  the  Dhyani-buddhas) ;  a  patronymic  of  the  cele- 

brated Daitya  Bali  (sovereign  of  Mahabali-pura,  see 
'tali) ;  of  the  son  of  Agni ;  of  the  son  of  SOrya 

[the  Sun) ;  a  Siddha,  a  sort  of  demigod  or  deified 
mortal.  —  Vairotana-niketana,  am,  n.  'abode  of 
Bali,'  PatJla  or  that  portion  of  the  lower  regions 
over  which  Bali  presides,  (see  ball.) 

Yairofani,  it,  m.  a  Buddha;  a  patronymic  of  Bali, 

(see  above) ;  of  the  son  of  Agni ;  of  the  son  of  SQrya. 

vairoti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  Daitya VSna. 

a  cup  of  Soma  juice,  (according  to  modern  scholar! 
Vaisanta  in  Rig-veda  VII.  33,  2.  is  probably  the 
name  of  a  river.) 

vaila,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vila),  relating  or 

belonging  to  a  hole  or  pit.  —  Vaila-stha,  am,  n., 
Ved.  a  pit,  burying-place,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig- 
veda  1. 1 33,  3.  mahd-railasthe  =  sarvair  gantavye 
makd-inmSanc  or  ndga-loke.)  —  Vaila-sthdna, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  a  place  like  a  hole,  a  pit ;  a  burying- 
place.  —  Vaila-sthdnaka,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  pit. 

vailakshanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi- 

lakshaiM),  contrariety,  difference,  disparity,  oppo- 
sition ;  purvokta-railaksltanyena,  in  opposition  to 

what  was  before  stated. 

vailakshya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-laksha), 
absence  of  mark  or  characteristic ;  contrariety,  re- 

verse, inversion ;  the  reverse  of  what  is  usual  or 
natural,  unnaturalness,  affectation ;  sa^vailaksliyam, 

affectedly,  in  a  forced  manner,  unnaturally. 

vailomya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-loma), 
contrariety,  reverseness,  opposition,  oppositeness. 

vailva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vilva),  relating 

or  belonging  to  the  Vilva  tree;  made  of  Vilva 
wood;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  Vilva  or  jEgle 
Marmelos.  —  Vailva-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  or  con- 

sisting of  the  Vilva  or  of  its  wood,  &c. 

vaivadhika,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-vadha], 

a  dealer,  peddler,  hawker,  vender  of  various  sub- 
stances (as  grain,  oil,  ghee,  fruit,  sweetmeats,  &c., I'ivadhika). 

vaivarnya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-varna), 
diversity  of  colour,  change  of  colour  or  complexion  ; 
deviation  or  secession  from  tribe  or  caste,  &c. ;  hete- 
rogeneousness,  diversity,  difference. 

q^W  vaivarta,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-varta),  revo- 
lution, change  or  modification  of  existence ;  [cf. 

brahmarvaivarta.~\ 
vaivasvata,  as,  m.  (a  patronymic 

fr.  vivasvat),  N.  of  Yama  as  son  of  Vivasvat,  (see 
Yama) ;  the  seventh  Manu  or  Manu  of  the  present 
period  (as  son  of  Vivasvat  and  brother  of  Yama)  ; 
the  planet  Saturn ;  one  of  the  Rudras ;  (am),  n., 

sell,  antara,  epithet  of  the  seventh  or  present  Manv- 
antara  (as  presided  over  by  Manu  Vaivasvata) ;  (i), 

f.  a  patronymic  of  YamI ;  the  south,  the  southern 

quarter.  —  Vaivasvata-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  cele- 
brated shrine  and  Tlrtha.  —  V aieaseata-manvan- 

tara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  seventh  or  present  Manv- 
antara,  q.  v. 

raivahika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vi-vaha], 

belonging  or  relating  to  marriage,  matrimonial,  nup- 
tial ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  marriage,  wedding ;  (as), 

m.  a  son'i  father-in-law  or  a  daughter's  father-in-law, 
i.  e.  the  father  of  a  son's  wife  or  of  a  daughter's 
husband. 

Vaivahya,  as,  -hi,  am,  relating  to  marriage. 

vaivritta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vi-vritti),  of 

or  belonging  to  Vi-vritti ;  (as),  m.  a  particular  modi- 
fication of  Vedic  accent. 

vaisadya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-sada),  white- 
ness ;  cleanness,  purity,  clearness,  perspicuity. 

q^t*n  vaisanta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vefanta), 
Ved.  belonging  to  the  Soma  ladle  or  cup ;  (am),  n.  j 

vaisampayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

celebrated  sage  (the  original  teacher  of  the  Taittirlya- 
samhita  or  collection  of  hymns  of  the  Black  Yajur- 

veda,  see  taittiriya-samhitd ;  he  was  also  the  nar- 
rator of  the  Maha-bhar.ita  to  Janam-ejaya) ;  N.  of  the 

author  of  a  law-book. 

Vaidampdyaniya,  as,  d,  am,  of  or  belonging  to Vaisampayana. 

*i$Tc$  vais'ali,  f.  [cf.  visala],  N.  of  a  town 

to  the  north  of  PJtali-putra ;  [cf.  vais'ali."] 
c(9(M  vaisasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  a  form  vi-fasa, 

derived  ft.  n-ia» ;  cf.  vi-sasana),  relating  to 
slaughter  or  destruction,  destructive ;  (am),  n. 

rending  in  pieces;  slaughter,  destruction;  distress, 

pain,  anguish,  hindrance,  impediment. 

4$l4cf  i.  vaisastra,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-sastri), 
government,  sway,  rule. 

2.  vaifastra,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-dastra),  the  state  of 
being  unarmed,  defencelessness. 

q^im  vaisakha,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-sdkha),  the 
first  of  the  twelve  months  constituting  the  HindQ 

solar  year  (answering  to  April-May);  a  churoing- 
stick  ;  (am),  n.  a  particular  attitude  in  shooting 
(standing  with  the  feet  a  span  apart)  ;  (i),  f.  the  day 
of  full  moon  in  the  month  VaisSkha  (  =  rakta-pu- 

narnard)  ;  N.  of  a  wife  of  Vasu-deva.  —  Vaiidkha- 
vadi,  ind.  in  the  dark  half  of  the  month  Vaisakha. 

Vais'akhya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 

q$|K€|  vaisaradya,  am,  n.  (fr.  visarada), 
cleverness,  expertness,  skill. 

vaisala,  as,  m.  (fr.  visala),  N.  of  a 

Muni ;  (i),  !.,  N.  of  a  town  [cf.  vi^dld"]  ;  of  a  wife of  Vasu-deva. 

vaisika,  as,  m.  (fr.  vesya),  a  parti- 
cular kind  of  Nayaka  or  lover  (in  erotic  poetry),  one 

who  associates  with  courtezans;  (am),  n.  harlotry, 
the  allurements  of  harlots,  arts  of  courtezans. 

vaisishta,  am,  n.  (h.vi-sishta),  dis- 
tinction, difference  (=raiiiishtya  below). 

Vauishtya,  am,  n.  endowment  with  some  dis- 
tinguishing property  or  attribute,  endowment  with, 

possession  of;  distinction,  peculiarity,  difference,  the 

state  of  distinguishing  or  being  distinguished,  differ- 

encing; excellence. 
vaiseshika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  visesha), 

characteristic ;  belonging  to  the  VaiSeshika  doctrine, 
(in  this  sense  fr.  vaideshika,  am,  n.) ;  (as),  m. 
a  follower  of  the  Vaiseshika  doctrine;  (am),  n., 

N.  of  one  of  the  two  great  divisions  of  the 

Nyaya  school  of  philosophy  founded  by  Kanada, 

(it  was  probably  a  later  development  of  the  other 

great  division  or  'Nyaya  proper'  founded  by  Gau- 
tama, with  which  it  agrees  in  its  analytical  method 

of  treating  the  various  subjects  of  inquiry,  but  from 
which  it  differs  in  propounding  only  seven  categories 

or  topics  instead  of  sixteen  ;  and  more  especially  in 

its  doctrine  of  viiesha,  '  particularity  or  individual 

essence,'  i.  e.  in  its  maintaining  the  eternally  distinct 

or  sui  generis  nature  of  the  nine  substances,  air,  fire, 
water,  earth,  mind,  ether,  time,  space,  and  soul,  of 

which  the  first  five,  including  mind,  are  held  to  be 

atomic:  the  seven  Padanhas  or  categories  are, 

I.  Dravya,  'substance,'  divided  into  nine,  as  above 

stated  ;  2.  Guna,  '  quality,'  of  which  there  are  twenty- 

four  [see  guna]  ;  3.  Karman, '  action  ;'  4.  SamSnya, 
'genus'  and  'species;'  5.  Visesha,  'particularity,' 

described  above;  6.  Samavaya,  'co-inherence'  or 
ion  ;'  7.  A-bhava,  '  non- 
Kanada's  system  allows '  perpetual  intimate  connection  ;' 

existence'  or  'privation:'    Kani 
only  two  of  the  Pramanas,  i.  e.  instruments  or  means 
of  obtaining  true  knowledge,  of  the  four  admitted  by 

the  NySya  proper,  viz.  pratyaksha  or  knowledge 
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arising  from  contact  of  a  sense  with  its  object,  and 
anumaita,  inference  of  three  kinds  [a  priori,  a  pos- 

teriori, and  analogy],  but  the  other  Praminas  are 
said  by  some  to  be  contained  in  these  two ;  the 
system  is  taught  in  the  form  of  Sutras,  and  the 
Vaiseshika-sOtras,  like  those  of  the  Nyaya  proper, 

have  been  commented  on  by  a  triple  set  of  com- 
mentaries, and  expounded  in  various  works,  of  which 

the  best  known  are  the  Bhasha-paric'c'heda  with  its 
commentary,  called  Siddhaiita-muktavall,  and  the 
Tarka-san-graha.)  —  Vaiseshika-sutra,  am,  n.  the 
aphorisms  of  the  Vaiseshika  branch  of  the  Nyaya 
philosophy  (attributed  to  KanSda). 
Vaideahya,  am,  n.  specific  or  generic  distinction ; 

difference,  superiority,  pre-eminence. 

c(3<4  vaisya,  as,  m.  (fr.  2.  vis),  a  man 

who  occupies  the  soil,'  *  a  man  of  the  people,'  a 
Vaisya  or  man  of  the  third  caste  whose  business  was 
agriculture  and  trade  ;  (a),  f.  a  woman  of  the  Vaisya 
caste.  —  Vaifya-kanyd,  f.  a  Vaisya  damsel,  girl  of  the 

agricultural  class.— Vaitya-lcarman,  a,  n.  or  vaitya- 
kriyd,  (.  the  business  of  a  VaiSya,  agriculture,  trade. 
—  Vaiiya-td,  f.  the  state  or  condition  of  a  Vaisya, 

(vaisyatdm  gam,  to  become  a  Vaisya.)  —  Vaifyu- 
vritti,  is,  (.  the  mode  of  life  or  occupation  of  a 

Vailya,  agriculture,  trade.  —  Vaiiyd-ja,  as,  a,  am, 
born  of  a  Vaisya  woman,  the  child  of  a  Vaisya  mother. 
—  Vaifyd-putra,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  Vaisya  mother. 

'  vaisravana,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-s'ravas), 
•son  of  Visravas,'  epithet  of  Kuvera,  the  god  of 
wealth ;  of  Ravana  (younger  brother  of  Kuvera) ; 
N.  of  the  fourteenth  MuhOrta.  —  Vaiiraf andnuja 

(°na-an°),  as,  m.  the  younger  brother  of  Kuvera,  i.e. 
Ravana.  —  Vaitravandlaya  (°na-dl°)  or  nais'ra- 
candrasa  (°na-ai>°),  as,  m.  '  abode  of  Kuvera,'  the 
Indian  fig-tree  (  =  rata).  —  Vais'ravanodayaCna- 
ud~),  as,  m.  '  Kuvera's  glory,'  the  Indian  fig-tree. 

<^sa^  vaisvadeva,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  visva- 

deva),  belonging  or  dedicated  to  the  Visva-devas  or 

Visve-devah,  (cais'i'adevo  lokah,  the  world  of  the 
Visva-devas,  Manu  IV.  183) ;  offered  to  the  Visva- 
devas  ;  relating  to  all  the  divinities ;  (am),  n.  an 

offering  or  sacrifice  to  the  Visva-devas ;  an  offering 
to  all  deities  (said  to  be  performed  by  casting  a  little 
food  into  fire  before  a  meal) ;  (I),  f.  the  eighth 
day  of  the  second  half  of  the  month  Magha ;  a 

species  of  the  Pan-kti  metre.  —  VaiiSvadeva-karman, 
a,  n.  an  oblation  to  the  Visva-devas ;  an  offering  to 
the  deities  collectively.  —  V  aiivadeva-homa,  am, 
n.  oblation  to  the  Visva-devas. 

.  vaisvanara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  visva- 
nara),  relating  to  or  fit  for  all  men,  present  with 
all  men,  common  to  all  mankind,  benefiting  all  men  ; 

(as),  m.  '  son  of  Visva-nara,'  epithet  of  Agni  or  Fire, 
(Agni  Vaisvanara  is  regarded  as  the  author  of  the 

hymns  Rig-veda  X.  79,  80)  ;  the  fire  of  digestion  ; 
N.  of  a  Dariava  ;  (in  the  Vedanta  phil.)  '  the  Spirit 
of  Humanity,'  N.  of  Intellect  located  in  the  collective 
aggregate  of  bodies,  the  general  consciousness  ;  (i), 
f.  a  particular  sacrifice  performed  at  the  beginning  of 

every  year  ;  a  particular  division  of  the  sun's  path. 
Vaifvdnariya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  VaisvS- 

nara;  (am),  ».,  scil.  eulita,  a  particular  Vedic  hymn. 

vais'vamitra,  as,  m.  (fr.  visvd- 
mitra),  a  son  or  descendant  of  Visva-mitra,  a  patro- 

nymic of  several  Vedic  Rishis;  (£),  f.  a  female 
descendant  of  Visva-mitra. 

vaisvasika,    as,   I,   am   (fr.  vi- 
ivdsa),  deserving  confidence,  trustworthy. 

M^ft  vaisvi,  f.  (fr.  visva),  N.  of  the  Nak- 
shatra  called  UrtarS  Ashadha  or  UttarashSdhS  (so  called 

because  the  Visva-devas  preside  over  this  asterism). 

^M«l  vaishamya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vishama), 
inequality,  unevenness,  oddness  (opposed  to  evenness)  ; 

difficulty  ;  calamity,  misery,  distress  ;  injustice,  harsh- 
ness; solitariness,  singleness. 

vaishayika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vishaya), 

relating  to  an  object,  having  for  an  object,  (the 
ddfidra  of  an  action  is  called  vaishayika  when  it 
is  the  aim  or  object  of  the  action)  ;  belonging  or 
relating  to  an  object  of  sense,  sensual,  carnal ;  (as), 
m.  a  sensualist,  one  addicted  to  the  pleasures  of  sense, 
one  occupied  with  worldly  objects  or  interests. 

ef^J^fT  vaishuvata,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  vishu-vat), 
relating  to  the  equinox,  equinoctial. j\ 

vaishtuta,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-shtuta),  the 
ashes  of  a  burnt-offering. 

vaishtra,  am,  n.  (in  Unadi-s.  IV.  159. 
fr.  rt.  I.  vi^),  the  world,  a  division  of  the  universe, 

pishtapa;  (ax),  m.  (?),  the  sky  (  =  3.  div);  air, 
wind  (  =  vayu);  N.  of  Vishnu  (according  to  Sabda-k.). 

vaishnava,  as,  "i,  am,  relating  or  be- 
longing to  Vishnu ;  worshipping  Vishnu ;  (as),  m. 

a  worshipper  or  follower  of  Vishnu, '  N.  of  one  of 
the  three  great  divisions  of  modern  Hindu  sects, 

(the  other  two  being  the  Saivas  and  S'aktas;  the 
Vaishnavas  believe  in  the  supremacy  of  Vishnu  over 

the  other  gods  of  the  Tri-muiti ;  they  are  divided 
into  six  principal  sects,  as  follow,  I.  the  Ramanujas 

or  Sri-sarnpradayins,  founded  by  the  celebrated  re- 
former RSmanuja,  who  flourished  in  the  south  of 

India  towards  the  latter  part  of  the  twelfth  century ; 
the  most  striking  peculiarity  of  this  sect,  who  are 
chiefly  found  in  the  south,  is  the  scrupulous  preparation 
and  privacy  of  their  meals  ;  they  are  distinguished  by 
two  perpendicular  white  lines  drawn  from  the  root 
of  the  hair  to  the  commencement  of  each  eyebrow, 
and  a  connecting  transverse  streak  across  the  root  of 
the  nose ;  their  chief  authoritative  works  are  the 

VedSnta-sutras  and  other  VedSnta  works,  the  Panca- 
ratra  of  Narada,  the  Vishnu-PurSna  and  other  Pu- 
ranas  :  2.  the  RSmanandas,  a  sect  founded  by  RamS- 
nanda,  disciple  of  Ramanuja,  and  very  numerous  in 
Gangetic  India ;  they  worship  Vishnu  under  the  form 
of  Ruma-candra  and  his  consort  Slta  ;  their  favourite 

work  is  the  Bhakta-mala  :  3.  the  followers  of  Kablr, 
a  celebrated  disciple  of  Ramananda,  principally  found 
in  upper  and  central  India  ;  they  do  not  observe  all  the 
ceremonies  of  the  Hindus,  but  conform  to  the  usages 
of  caste,  and  pay  a  sort  of  respect  to  Vishnu  :  4.  the 
Vallabhadaryas  or  Rudra-sampradayins,  see  valla- 
blidtdrya;  this  sect  draws  its  doctrines  from  the 
BhSgavata-Purana  and  works  of  Vallabha :  5.  the 
Madhvas  or  Brahma-sampradayins,  founded  by  Ma- 
dhvadarya,  who  is  regarded  by  his  followers  as  an 
incarnation  of  Vayu,  the  god  of  wind;  they  are 
found  especially  in  the  south  of  India,  and  appear  to 
combine  with  their  worship  of  Vishnu  a  friendly 

leaning  towards  the  god  S'iva  :  6.  the  Vaishnavas  of 
Bengal,  a  sect  founded  by  Caitanya,  who  is  regarded 
as  an  incarnation  of  Krishna ;  their  chief  ritual  con- 

sists in  constantly  repeating  the  name  of  Krishna) ; 

scil.  yaji'ia,  a  particular  sacrificial  ceremony ;  epithet 
of  the  asterism  Sfravana ;  (i),  f.  the  personified  Sakti 
of  Vishnu  (regarded  as  one  of  the  Matris) ;  N.  of 

Durga ;  the  plant  Clitoria  Ternatea  ( =  a-pai'djitd) ; 
Asparagus  Racemosus  ( =  datdvari)  ;  sacred  basil, 
Ocymum  Sanctum;  (am),  n.  a  particular  kind  of 
prodigy  or  omen  (belonging  to  or  occurring  in  the 
param  divam  or  upper  sky),  the  ashes  of  a  burnt- 
offering.  —  Vaishnava-tva,  am,  n.  belief  in  Vishnu, 
the  worship  of  Vishnu.  —  Vaishnava-purdiia,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  Puraria.  —  Vaixknava-s'astra,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  an  astrological  work  by  Narayana-disa- 
siddha  ( =  prainanmva).  —  Vaishnava-siddhdnta- 

dlpikd,  f.,N.  of  a  work  by  Rama-c'andra.  —  Vaish- 
navdkuta-fandrihii  (°va-dk°'),  f.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary on  the  Vishnu-Purana  by  Ratna-garbha. 

—  Vaishnavdfamana  (°va-dt!°),  am,  n.  sipping 
water  three  times  in  the  worship  of  Vishnu.  —  Vaish- 

navddara  fva-d<!°),  as,  m.  the  rites  or  practices  of the  Vaishnavas. 

^ *) I U.<!|  vaisarina,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-sdrin),  a 
fish. 
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vaisut'ana,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-su6ana\ 

assumption  of  female  attire  by  a  man  (in  the  drama). 

^IM«  vaihayasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vihdyas), 
being  in  the  air,  aerial,  suspended  in  the  air ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  lake. 

nfrni  vaiharya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  vi-hara),  to 
be  played  or  sported  with,  to  be  conciliated  by 

pleasantry  (applied  to  a  wife's  brother  or  brother-in- law  or  other  relations  of  a  wife). 

^tftrsR  vaihasika,  as,  m.  (fr.  vi-hasa),  a 
comic  actor,  buffoon ;  an  actor  (in  general). 

vod.     See  under  rt.  vat,  p.  877. 

»o£a,f.  (perhaps  more  correctly  writ- 
ten botd  =pota,  q.  v.),  a  female  servant  or  slave.  • 

vodra,  as,  m.  (etymology  doubtful), 

a  kind  of  large  snake,  the  Bor  or  Boa  Constrictor 

(=yo-nasa) ;  a  sort  of  fish ;  (i),  f.  the  fourth  part of  a  Pana. 

'=ft<jai  vodhavya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  vah), 
to  be  borne  or  carried ;  able  to  be  borne,  &c. 

Vodhu,  its,  m.  the  son  of  a  woman  living  in  her 

father's  house  (whose  husband  is  absent). 
Vodhri.dhd,  dhrl,  dim,  one  who  carries  or  bears 

or  draws,  carrying,  bearing,  drawing ;  (dhd),  m.  a 

bearer,  porter ;  a  leader,  guide ;  a  charioteer ;  a 
draught-horse ;  a  bull ;  a  bridegroom  ;  [cf.  Lat. 
vector.] 

<il«se  vonta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vuntf),  a  stalk, 
stem. 

^ftf  voda,  as,  a,  am  (etymology  doubtful), 
wet,  moist,  damp. 

tfl^lrf  vodala,  as,  m.  the  sheat  fish,  Si- 
lurus  Boalis  (^pdlhlna). 

^M^N  vopa-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  Mugdha-bodha  grammar,  the  Kavi-kalpa- 
druma,  and  various  other  works  (including,  according 

to  some,  the  BhSgavata-Purana ;  he  was  a  son  of 

Kes"ava  and  pupil  of  Dhanesvara,  and  is  said  to  have 
flourished  about  the  latter  half  of  the  thirteenth 

century  at  the  court  of  Hemadri,  king  of  Deva-giri, 
now  Dowlatabad). 

«f)Mire<4ri  vopalita  or  vopalita-sinha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  lexicographer. 

«fft  vora,  as,  m.  (probably  not  a  Sanskrit 

word),  a  sort  of  pulse,  Dolichos  Catjang.  —  Vora- 
patti,  f.  a  sort  of  mat  or  mattress  for  sleeping  on 
(perhaps  made  of  the  straw  of  the  Vora). 

^l&voraka,  as,  m.  (=volaka),  a  scribe, 
writer. 

<()<.{  vorata,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  jasmine. 
£\(4vorava,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  rice  (perhaps 

that  called  Boro,  which  is  cut  in  March  or  April). 

^t^*9l1  vorukhana,  as,  m.  a  horse  (de- 
scribed as  one  of  a  white  and  red  colour). 

^t?5  vola,  am,  n.  gum-myrrh  (=rakta- 

paha). tftrt1*  volaka,  as,  m.  [cf.  voraka~],  & scribe,  writer ;  (ikd},  f.  a  sort  of  cake  or  pudding 
made  with  flour  and  sugar. 

vollasaka,  N.  of  a  town. 

vollaha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  horse 

(with  a  light  mane  and  tail). 
^'ooS  volhri,  Iha,  m.,  VeA.  =  vodhri,  a 

bearer,  carrier ;  an  animal  used  for  draught. 

eji (5: r>q  vohittha,  am,  n.  a  vessel,  ship. 

^T5  vauddha,  am,  n.  (for  bauddha),  the 
collective  body  of  Buddhist  writings,  (applied  also  to 
other  infidel  writings  such  as  those  of  the  Jainas.) 



972 vaushat. 
rfir^lf  vy-ati-tumb. 

caushat,  ind.  (perhaps  for  a  form 

fr.  it.  I.  I'd//,  and  meaning  'may  he,  i.e. 

Agni,  cany  the  offering  to  the  gods;'  according  to 
others  merely  a  lengthened  form  of  vashat,  q.  v.),  an 
exclamation  or  formula  used  on  offering  an  oblation  to 

the  gods  or  Manes  with  fire ;  [cf.  Zend  vaoshat.) 

*H  i.  vya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  vye),  a  coverer. 

SJ  2.  vya  (contracted  fr.  avyaya),  a  techni- 
cal symbol  for  indeclinable:  such  as  ni.dit,  srar.&c. 

*T?t  vy-ansa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vi- 
praiMtti. 

Vy-anfaica,  as,  m.  »  mountain. 

^TSpi  ry-onsuka,  as,  a,  am,  without  a 
garment,  undressed,  naked. 

*TO  ry-ans  (vi-ays),  cl.  10.  P.  -ansayati, 
-•;//'(&»,  to  divide  asunder,  divide;  to  render  useless 
or  harmless,  foil,  ward  off;  to  deceive. 

Vy-antaka,  at,  m.  a  cheat,  rogue,  juggler. 
Vy-ansana,  am,  n.  cheating,  tricking,  deceiving. 
Vy-ansaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  deceived  or  cheated. 
Vy-annta,  as,  a,  am,  tricked,  deceived,  cheated ; 

disappointed  in  one's  expectations. 
«fa  vy-ansa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  without  a 

shoulder,  shoulderless,  mutilated,  (Say.  =  vigatansa- 
dhinna-bahu) ;  (at),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rakshasa. 

ST3i  vy-akta,  vy-akti.     See  col.  2. 

Vfti^vy-aksh  (vi-aksh),  cl.  1.5.?.  -akshati, 
-akslinoti,  Sec. -=vy-ad,  to  pervade,  &c. 

<mt)  vy-aksha,  as,  a,  am,  (in  astronomy) 

having  no  latitude ;  [cf.  nir-aksha."] 
*&J  vy-agra,  as,  a,  am,  bewildered,  per- 

plexed, distracted  ;  agitated,  alarmed,  frightened  ; 
zealous,  eager,  eagerly  engaged  in,  occupied,  zealously 
occupied;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Vyagra-ta, 
(.  or  ryagra-tva,  am,  n.  perplexedness,  perplexity, 
confusion,  anxiety ;  zealous  occupation,  zeal.  —  Vya- 
gra-purandhri-varga,  as,  a,  am,  having  compa- 

nies of  matrons  zealously  occupied.  —  Vyagra-manas, 
tig,  as,  as,  perplexed  or  bewildered  in  mind. 

*IHF  vy-anga,  as,  a,  am,  limbless,  de- 
formed, mutilated ;  lamed,  lame ;  bodiless ;  ill- 

arranged  ;  (as),  m.  a  cripple ;  a  frog ;  discoloration 

of  the  face,  dark  spots  on  the  cheek.  —  Vyanga- 
tva,  am,  n.  mutilation ;  the  state  of  a  cripple, 

maimedness.  —  Vyartgdrtha  (°ga-ar°),  as,  m.  (in 
rhetoric)  suggested  sense  or  meaning. 

Vyangaya,  Nom.  P.  vyangayati,  -yitum,  to 
mutilate,  maim,  cripple. 

«Mjfl<  vy-angara,  as,  a,  am,  without  char- 
coal, having  no  fire,  (vyangare,  at  the  time  when 

the  burning  charcoal  is  extinguished.) 

«M^-«  vy-angula,  am,  n.  the  sixtieth  part 
of  an^\r>gula. 

<jl  j  I .  vyal  (probably  connected  with 

\  2.  vy-ad),  cl.  6.  P.  vidati,  irfvyada,  vya- 
fishyati,  aryadlt  or  avyddit,  vyaditum,  to  cheat, 
trick,  defraud,  deceive ;  to  encompass,  embrace,  sur- 

round (Ved.) ;  to  pervade,  contain  (Ved.) :  Caus.  rya- 
dayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  avivyadat :  Desid.  vivyaiH- 
shati :  Intens.  vevidyate,  vdvyaditi  or  vavyakti. 
Vyadat,  as,  n.,  Ved.  anything  which  is  expanded 

or  spread,  (Say.  =>  vyaptam  antariksham) ;  expanse, 
amplitude,  vastness,  (Sjy.  =  vyiipana.)  —  Vyadas- 
eat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  expansive,  (Siy.  =  vyapti- 
mat,  Rig-veda  II.  3,  5) ;  (according  to  some)  emu- 

lous, (see  Rig-veda  VI.  25,  6.  Nirukta  VIII.  lo.) 
VyadiK/ifha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  expanding  every- 

where, extending  far  and  wide. 

*  2.  vy-ai  or  vy-ant  (vi-ai!),  cl.  i.  P.  A. 
-adati,  -andati,  -te,  -anditum,  Ved.  to  force  or  bend 
asunder,  sunder,  separate ;  to  make  wide,  extend. 

Vy~atya.ma.na,,  as,  a,  am,  being  widened,  being extended. 

T  vy-aj  (vi-aj),  cl.  I .  P.  -ajati,  -ajitum, 
Ved.  to  throw  in  various  directions,  toss  about,  move 
to  and  fro. 

Vy-aja,  as,  m.  a  fan  (  —  vy-ajana). 
Vy-ajana,  am,  n.  a  palm-leaf  or  other  substance 

used  as  a  fan,  a  fan  (in  general). 

^T5T  vy-anj  (vi-anj),  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -anakti, 
-ankte,  -anktitm  or  -aiijitum,  to  anoint  thoroughly 

(Ved.) ;  to  decorate,  adorn,  make  beautiful  or  hand- 
some (A.,  Ved.) ;  to  cause  to  appear,  develop,  mani- 

fest ;  to  discriminate,  make  clear :  Pass,  -ajyate,  to 
be  manifested  or  developed  ;  to  be  expressed  :  Caus. 

•anjaynti,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  appear,  make  clearly 
visible  or  manifest. 

Vy-akta,  as,  a,  am,  adorned,  decorated,  hand- 
some, beautiful  (Ved.);  caused  to  appear,  manifested, 

developed,  manifest,  apparent,  evident,  specifically 
known  or  understood  ;  specified,  distinguished  ;  spe- 

cific, individual;  wise,  learned;  (as),  m.  'the  mani- 
fested,' epithet  of  Vishnu ;  (am),  n. '  the  discrete  or 

discernible,'  that  which  is  developed  as  the  product 
of  a-vyakta,  q.  v.  (in  the  Ssn-khya  philosophy) ; 
(am),  ind.  manifestly,  evidently,  clearly,  certainly. 

—  Vyakta-ganita,  am,  n.  calculation  with  known 
numbers,  arithmetic.  —  Vyakta-td,  f.  or  ryalita-tva, 
am,  n.  distinctness,  manifestation.  —  Vyakta-taraka, 

as,  a,  am,  having  clear  stars.  —  Vyakta-drishtartha 

(°ta-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  perceiving  or  witnessing  a 
transaction  with  one's  own  eyes,  any  one  present  as 
an  eye-witness,  a  witness  (in   general).  —  Vyakta- 
bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  consuming  everything  manifested  or 
all  visible  things  (said  of  time).  —  Vyakta-rati,  is, 
f.  (in  arithmetic)  known  or  absolute  quantity.  —  Vyak- 

ta-rupa,  as,  m.  •  having  a  manifested  form,'  epithet 
of  Vishnu.  -•  Vyakta-riipin,  i,   inl,  i,    having   a 
discernible   shape.  —  Vyakta-lakshman,   a,  a,  a, 
having  evident  signs,    having  clear  marks,   clearly 
characterised.  —  Vyakta-vikrama,  as,  a,  am,  dis- 

playing valour.  —  Vyaktl-karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of 
making  manifest  or  clear  or  distinct. *-Vyaktl-kri, 
cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  make 
manifest,  make  clear  or  distinct.  —  Vyaktl-krita,  as, 
a,   am,   made    clear   or   manifest,   made   distinct. 
—  Vyakti-bhii,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavitum,  to 
become  clearly  visible,  be  distinct  or  clear.  —  Vyaktl- 
bhuta,  as,  a,  atn,  become  clearly  visible,  distinct, 

clear.  —  Vyaktodila  ("ta-iuf),  as,  a,  am,  spoken clearly  or  plainly. 

Vy-akti,  is,  f.  visible  appearance  or  manifestation, 
making  clear  or  evident,  clearness,  distinctness,  dis- 
cemibility,  discrimination ;  specific  appearance  or 
variation,  individuality ;  a  person,  an  individual  (op- 

posed to  jati),  variety ;  gender  (in  gram.) ;  case, 
inflection,  the  proper  form  of  any  inflected  word ; 
a  vowel  (?).  —  Vyakti-ta,  f.  or  vyakti-tva,  am,  n. 
distinctness,  individuality,  personality. 

Vy-angya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  indicated  correctly, 
to  be  intimated  by  sarcastic  allusions  or  insinuations 

(applied  to  figurative  or  poetical  speech,  allusive  lan- 
guage or  insinuation,  sarcasm,  covert  expression  of 

suspicion  or  contempt,  &c.).  —  Vyangyokti  (°ya- 
uk°),  is,  f.  covert  language,  sarcastic  insinuation. 
Vy-anjaka,  as,  ika,  am,  making  clear,  clearly 

showing,  manifesting,  indicating,  denoting,  declar- 
ing ;  (as),  m.  external  indication  of  passion  or  feel- 
ing, gesture,  dramatic  action  ;  feeling;  a  sign,  mark, 

symbol ;  figurative  expression  or  insinuation.  —  Vyan- 
jaka-tva,am,  n.  the  containing  figurative  or  allusive 
expressions,  indication  by  covert  insinuations  or  ellip- 

tical language.  —  Vyanjakartha  (°ka-ar°),  as,  m. 
(in  rhetoric)  a  suggestive  or  significant  sense. 

Vy-anjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  making  clear,  mark- 
ing, distinguishing,  indicating ;  a  consonant  (as  mark- 
ing or  distinguishing  sound);  a  mark,  spot,  sign, 

token ;  insignia,  paraphernalia ;  a  mark  or  sign  of 
puberty  ;  the  beard  ;  mark  of  sex  or  gender,  a  privy 
part  (male  or  female) ;  anything  used  in  dressing  or 
preparing  food,  anything  mixed  with  food,  seasoning, 
sauce,  condiment ;  a  limb,  member  ( =  ava-yava) ; 

day,  =  dina;  (am,  a),  n.  f.  figurative  expression  or 

insinuation  ;  irony,  sarcasm  ;  (a),  f.  the  third  power 
of  a  word,  suggestion.  —  Vyanjana-sanr/ama,  as, 
m.  a  collection  or  group  of  consonants.  —  Vyanjana- 
sandhi,  is,  m.  the  junction  of  consonants  (in  gram- 

mar). —  Vyanjana-sannipata,  as,  m.  the  tailing 
together  or  conjunction  of  consonants.  —  Vyanjana- 
ithane,  ind.  in  the  place  of  condiment,  as  seasoning. 

—  Vyaiijana-cfitti,  is,  f.  figurative  or  elliptical 
style.  —Vyanjanodaya  (°na-ud°),  as,  a,  am,  fol- 

lowed by  a  consonant.  —  Vyanjanopadha  (°na-up°), 
as,  a,  am,  preceded  by  a  consonant. 

Vy-atijayat,  an,  and,  at,  making  clearly  visible or  manifest. 

Vy-aiijijisJiu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  make  clearly 
visible,  trying  to  make  manifest,  wishing  to  detect 
or  expose,  &c. 

Vy-aiijita,  as,  a,  am,  clearly  manifested  or  made 
visible,  distinguished,  marked,  characterised.  —  Vyan- 

jita-vHtti-bheda,  as,  a,  am,  having  varying  actions 
manifested. 

«4St(*  vyadambaka  or  vyadambana  or 
vyadambara,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  ad  with 

n),  the  castor-oil  plant,  Ricinus  Communis. 
SJH  vyat.     See  under  rt.  i.  vi,  p.  953. 

'Sffinji  vy-ati-kri  (vi-ati-),  cl.  8.  A.  -ku- 
rute, Sec.,  to  act  mutually  or  reciprocally:  Pass. 

-kriyate,  to  be  greatly  changed  or  moved. 
1.  vy-atikara,  as,  a,  am,  acting  reciprocally,  acting 

on'  or   with   one   another,    reciprocal ;     pervading, 
spreading  through  or  over ;  contiguous  to,  in  contact 
with ;  (as),  m.  reciprocal  action,  reciprocity,  mutual 
relation,  exchange,  interchange  ;  contact,  contiguity, 
union ;  alternation ;  action  (in  general)  ;  obstruction, 
hindrance,  reverse,  misfortune,  calamity;  opportunity. 

Vy-atikrita,  as,  a,  am,  pervaded. 

^ifrTeK  vy-ati-kfi  (vi-ati-),  Pass,  -klryate, 
&c.,  to  be  scattered  in  different  directions ;  to  be 

mixed  together. 
2.  vy-atikara,  as,  m.  a  scattering  in  different 

directions,  mixing  or  blending  together,  mixture. 

Vy-atikirna,  as,  a,  am,  scattered  about  in  dif- 
ferent directions,  mixed  together. 

•ajPnai1!  vy-ati-kram  (vi-ati-),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

•kramati,  -kramate,  -kramitum,  to  go  or  pass  by, 
pass  over  or  beyond;  to  elapse,  be  spent  (said  of 
time);  to  step  over,  transgress,  offend  against;  to 
excel,  surpass,  conquer ;  to  neglect,  omit,  violate, 

forget ;  to  apply  one's  self  to  anything  (ace.)  in  a 
wrong  manner. 
Vy-atikrama,  as,  m.  passing  over  or  beyond, 

transgressing,  deviating ;  violating,  non-performance, 
disregard,  neglect,  breach,  (samvido  vyatikramah, 
violation  or  breach  of  a  contract) ;  inverted  order, 
inversion,  reverse,  contrariety,  opposition,  the  con- 

trary of  anything,  the  contrary  of  right,  crime,  vice, 
fault,  sin ;  the  contrary  of  prosperity,  adversity,  mis- 
fortune. 
Vy-atikramin,  i,  inl,  i,  passing  over,  deviating, 

transgressing. 

Vy-atikramya,  ind.  having  passed  over  or  beyond, 
having  transgressed  or  violated ;  having  disregarded 

or  neglected. 
Vy-atikranta,  as,  a,  am,  passed  over ;  gone  by, 

elapsed  ;  transgressed,  violated,  retracted  ;  neglected, 

disregarded;  reversed,  inverted. 

^frl'lfl  vy-ati-gam  (vi-ati-),  cl.  I.  P.  -gaf- 

fhati,  -gantum,  to  go  or  pass  by,  to  be  spent  (as 
time). 

Vy-atigata,  as,  a,  am,  passed  by,  elapsed. 

'ajfipTT  vy-ati-ga  (vi-ati-),  cl.  3.  P.  -jigati, 

-gatum,  to  pass  by. 
^rfw^T!  vn-ati-6ar  (vi-ati-),  cl.  i.  P.  (ep. 

also  A.)  -darati  (-te),  -daritum,  to  transgress  against, 
commit  an  offence  against,  offend. 

vy-ati-fumb  (vi-ati-),  cl.  I.  P. 
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-ifambati,  -tumbitum,  to  kiss  or  touch  closely,  be 
in  immediate  contact  with. 

Vy-ati/!umbita,  as,  a,  am,  touching  closely,  in 
immediate  contact  with. 

.  vy-ati-jalp  (vi-ati-),  cl.  i.  P. 
•jalpati,  -jalpitum,  to  chatter  together,  gossip,  talk 
with  one  another. 

vy-ati-ji   (vi-ati-),  el.  I.  P.  A. 
-jayati,  -te,  -jetum,  to  overcome,  surpass,  excel. 

^Inni  vy-ati-tan  (vi-rati-).  cl.  8.  A.  -ta- 
nute,  -tanitum,  to  extend  mutually,  vie  with  each 
other  in  extending  or  spreading  out. 

"jfrCH  vy-ati-tri  (vi-ati-),  cl.  l.  P.  -tarati, 
-taritum  or  -tarltttm,  to  pass  completely  across,  pass 
over  successfully,  overcome. 

*Hfrltft  vy-ati-ni  (vi-ati-),  cl.  I  .  P.  -nayati, 
&c.,  Ved.  to  allow  to  pass  away. 

*H?H*T\vy-ati-bha  (vi-ati-),  cl.  2.  \.-bhate, 
-babhe,  to  shine  forth  fully  or  brightly  (used  imper- 
sonally). 

*nfn^vy-ati-bhu  (vi-ati-),  cl.  I.  A.  -bha- 
vate,  Sec.,  to  vie  with  any  one  (ace.),  contend  for 
precedence  or  superiority. 

^frtH9r  vy-atimarsa  (vi-ati-),  as,  m.  (in 
Vedic  ritual)  a  particular  kind  of  vihara,  q.  v.,  (it  is 
described  as  the  mutual  transposition  of  the  several 
Padas  or  half  verses  or  whole  verses  of  the  first  and 
second  Valakhilya  hymns  which  are  repeated  in  sets, 
two  being  always  taken  together.) 
Vy-atimarfam,  ind.,  Ved.  having  skipped  or 

passed  over,  having  missed  or  taken  alternately,  alter- 
nating. 

m  frit}?  vy-ati-muh  (vi-ati-),  01.4.  P.  -muh- 
yati,  &c.,  to  be  excessively  perplexed  or  embarrassed. 
Vy-atimudha,  as,  a,  am,  excessively  perplexed 

or  embarrassed,  utterly  distracted. 

<*itam  vy-ati-yd  (vi-ati-),  cl.  2.  P.  -yati, 
•^/atum,  to  go  completely  through,  penetrate,  per- 

vade (with  ace.,  Ved.)  ;  to  pass  by,  flow  on  (as 
time). 
Vy-atiyata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  by,  passed,  spent. 

*Mi"rT^  vy-ati-yu  (vi-ati-),  cl.  2.  P.,  9.  P.  A. -yauti,  -yimati,  -yuriite,  -yavitum,  to  join  with 
one  another,  unite  mutually,  mix  together,  inter- 
mingle. 

^jfiTTT  vy-ati-rd  (vi-ati-),  cl.  2.  A.  -rate, 
vy-aty-are,  see  Pan.  VI.  4,  64. 

^jf<(fz*(vy-ati-rit  (vi-ati-),  Pass,  -rifyate, 
to  reach  far  beyond,  leave  behind,  surpass,  excel  (with 
abl.or  ace.)  ;  to  be  separated  from,  differ  from,  deviate. 

Vy-atirikta,  as,  a,  am,  reaching  beyond,  passing 
or  projecting  beyond,  surpassing,  excelling,  excessive, 
immoderate  ;  separate,  different  from,  distinct  from  ; 
excepted  ;  withdrawn,  withheld  ;  (am\  ind.  with 

the  exception  of,  except,  without  (e.g.  svara-v", 
except  the  accent). 

Vy-atireka,  as,  m.  reaching  or  passing  beyond,  ex- 
celling, excellence;  separation  from,  distinction,  differ- 

ence, separateness,  deviation;  exception,  exclusion, 
negation,  interception  ;  contrariety,  contrast,  dissimili- 

tude, a  particular  figure  in  rhetoric  or  poetry  (the  con- 
trasting of  things  compared  in  some  respects  with  each 

other)  ;  losical  discontinuance  (opposed  to  anvaya), 
negative  inference  ;  (end),  ind.  with  exception  of, 
without  ;  (e),  ind.  on  the  contrary  supposition.  —  Vya- 
tireka-vya.pt!,  is,  f.  '  pervasion  of  difference  or 
dissimilitude,'  a  comprehensive  argument  derived 
from  negation  or  non-existence  of  certain  qualities. 
—  Vyatirekalanlcdra,  (°ka-aF),  as,  m.  the  rheto- 

rical figure  called  Vyatireka,  (see  above.) 
Vy-atirekin,  i,  inl,  i,  passing  beyond,  excelling, 

distinguishing,  discriminating;  excepting;  different, 
reverse.  —  Vyatireki-linga,  am,  n.  an  exclusive 
mark,  i.  e.  a  negative  property  (which  excludes  its 

subject  from  the  class  possessing  the  corresponding 
positive  property).  —  Vyatireky-uddharana,  am,  n. 
illustration  by  contrast  or  negation  (of  certain  pro- 

perties). 
^ifTr^  vy-ati-ruh  (vi-ati-),  cl.  I.  P.  -ro- 

hati,  -rodhum,  to  pass  into  various  states  of  being, 
attain  to  or  obtain  another  (state)  :  Caus.  -ropayati 
or  -rohayati,  -yitum,  to  eject,  expel,  remove,  dis- 

possess. Vy-atiropita,  as,  a,  am,  ejected,  displaced,  ex- 
pelled, ousted,  dispossessed,  removed  from  rightful 

possession. -atilanghin,  i,  irit,  i,  passing 
or  falling  away  from,  slipping  away. 

^ifrTcJ  vy-ati-lu  (vi-ati-),  cl.  9.  A.  -lunite 
(also  P.  -limati  if  joined  with  itaretara,  anyonya, 
or  paraspara,  see  Pin.  I.  3,  16),  -laritum,  to  cut 
or  hurt  one  another,  cut  mutually. 

STfif^f  vy-ati-vah  (vi-ati-),  cl.  i.  A.  -va- 
Jiate,  &c.,  to  bear  mutually  or  reciprocally,  (see 
Vopa-deva  XXIII.  55.) 

^r^t^vy-ati-vrit  (vi-ati-),  cl.  I.  A.  -var- 
tate,  &c.  (in  Put.,  Cond.,  and  Aor.  also  P.,  see  rt. 
i.vrit},  -vartitum,  to  go  or  pass  over,  pass  through; 
to  escape,  avoid  ;  to  glide  or  pass  away,  elapse  ;  to 
depart  from  (with  abl.),  leave,  quit,  abandon. 

3rfire?f  vy-ati-shanj  (vi-ati-sanj),  cl.  i. 
P.  -sliajati  (sometimes  A.  -skajate),  -shanlttum, 
to  connect  mutually,  mix  together  (P.)  ;  to  change 
(A.)  :  Pass,  -shajyate,  to  be  mutually  connected. 
Vy-atishakta,  as,  a,  am,  mutually  connected  or 

joined  or  related,  &c.  ;  intermarried,  intermarrying. 
Vy-atishanga,  as,  m.  mutual  connection,  reci- 

procal junction  or  relation;  fastening  or  tying  to- 
gether; absorption  (in  Vedic  grammar).  —  Vyati- 

shanga-vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  mutual  connection, 
connected,  united,  mixed. 

vy-ati-san-dah  (vi-ati-sam-),  cl. 

I  .  P.  -dahati,  -dagdhum,  to  burn  up  entirely. 

*ffiTW{vy-ati-srip  (vi-ati-),  cl.  I.  P.  -sar- 
pati,  -sarptum  or  -sraptum,  to  move  to  and  fro, 
fly  in  every  direction. 
Vy-atisarpat,  an,  anti,  at,  going  or  flying  in  all directions. 

vy-ati-han  (vi-ati-),  cl.  z.  P. 
•kanti,  -kantum,  to  strike  one  another;  to  strike 
again,  strike  in  return. 
Vy-atigUnat,  an,  ati,  at,  striking  again  or  in 

return. 

vy-ati-has  (vi-ati-),  cl.  i.  P.  -ha- 
sati,  -hasitum,  to  laugh  at  each  other. 

<M  in  5  vy-ati-hri  (vi-ati-),  cl.i.A.  -karate, 
&c.,  to  take  or  receive  mutually,  take  in  exchange. 
Vy-atihara,  as,  m.  barter,  exchange  ;  reciprocity  ; 

exchange  of  blows  or  abuse. 
Vy-atlkdra,  as,  m.  =  vy-atihara  above. 

^Trft  i.  vy-ati  (vi-ati-i),  cl.  2.  P.  vyaty- 
eti,  -etum,  to  pass  away  or  over,  pass  by,  elapse  ; 
to  go  away,  depart  from,  deviate  or  swerve  from, 
leave  (with  abl.),  take  an  irregular  course  ;  to  go 
beyond,  transgress,  to  pass  a  person  or  place  (with 
ace.)  ;  to  pass  or  spend  (a  fixed  time,  &c.)  ;  to  sur- 

pass, excel,  overcome,  conquer  ;  to  disregard,  neg- 
lect, omit. 

Vy-atiyat,  an,  ati,  at,  passing  away,  passing  by, 
&c.  ;  disregarding,  paying  no  attention  to  (any- 
thing). 

Vy-atlta,  as,  a,  am,  passed  away,  passed  by, 
elapsed,  passed  over,  gone  ;  departed,  dead  ;  departed 
from,  left,  abandoned  ;  disregarded,  omitted. 
Vy-atltya,  ind.  having  passed  by,  having  gone 

through  or  passed  over. 
Vy-atyaya,  as,  m.  passing  or  going  away,  going 

in  a  different  direction,  contrariety,  opposition,  oppo-  j 

sition  to  the  usual  rule,  (vyatyayena,  by  an  irregu- 
larity, against  the  usual  rule,  in  opposition  to  the  usual 

rule) ;  reverse  ;  inverted  or  reverse  order ;  transposi- 
tion, transmutation,  interchange. 

^Tift  2.  vyati  (perhaps  connected  with  rt. 
I.  m  or  with  vy-ati),  Ved.,  according  to  SSy.  on 
Rig-veda  IV.  32,  17.  vyatmim=gamanavatam 
aivdnam,  of  swift-going  horses ;  on  Rig-veda  I. 
i$$,f>'Vyat~m=oividlidn  eva  sva-bhdvdn,  various states  or  revolutions. 

vy-atipdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  pat  with 
n  and  ati),  falling  entirely  away,  total  departure, 
deviation  from  (right),  excessive  sin,  great  or  por- 

tentous calamity,  any  portent  or  prodigy  indicating 
or  occasioning  calamity  (as  a  comet,  earthquake, 
&c.);  disrespect,  contempt;  the  seventeenth  of  the 
astronomical  Yogas ;  the  day  of  new  moon  (when  it 
falls  on  Ravi-vara  or  Sunday,  and  when  the  moon 
is  in  certain  mansions,  such  as  Sravana,  Dhanishtha, 
&c.) ;  a  malignant  aspect  of  the  sun  and  moon 
(when  they  are  on  opposite  sides  of  either  solstice 
and  their  minutes  of  declination  are  the  same ;  cf. vaidhrita), 

vy-atihdra.   See  vy-ati-hri,  col.  2. 

x  i.  vy-aty-as  (vi-ati-as),  cl.  2.  A. 
ry-ati-ste  (ist  sing,  -ati-he,  2nd  sing,  -ati-se,  Pan. 
VII.  4,  50,  52),  to  be  above,  excel,  surpass. 

TfM*^  2.  vy-aty-as  (vi-ati-as),  cl.  4.  P. 
-asyati,  -asitum,  to  throw  or  place  in  an  inverted 
position,  invert,  place  across. 

Vy-atyasta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown  or  placed  in  an 
inverted  position,  reversed,  inverted,  changed  into 
the  opposite ;  contrary,  opposite,  placed  across  or 
crosswise,  crossed,  (vyatyasta-pdnind,  with  crossed 
hands.) 

Vy-atydsa,  as,  m.  inverted  position,  inverted  or 
reverse  order;  contrariety,  oppositeness,  opposition, 
reverse. 

Vy-atydsam,  ind.,  Ved.  having  inverted,  having 
placed  crosswise ;  alternating,  alternately. 

^fsj?  vy-aty-uh  (vi-ati-uh,  see  rt.  I.  tih), 
cl.  I.  P.  -uhati,  -uhitum,Ved.  to  place  or  arrange 
differently ;  to  be  ever  changing  the  order  of  any- 

thing. 

<3TW  vyath,  cl.  i.  A.  vyathate  (ep.  also 
V.  P.  -ti),  vivyathe,  vyatliisltyate,  avya- 

thishta  (Ved.  vyathiehat),  vyathitum  (Ved.  Inf. 
vyathishyai),  to  tremble,  be  agitated  or  disquieted 
or  afflicted ;  to  suffer  pain,  be  sorrowful  or  unhappy 
or  vexed,  fall  into  misfortune;  to  be  afraid  of,  fear 
(with  abl.);  to  suffer;  to  dry,  become  dry:  Pass. 
vyathyate:  Caus.  vyathayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  avivya- 
that,  to  disquiet,  pain,  afflict,  make  uneasy;  to  destroy, 
baffle ;  to  frighten ;  to  lead  or  turn  away :  Desid. 
vivyathfshate :  Intens.  vavyathyate.  vdvyatti  ;  [cf. 
Goth,  vithon ;  (perhaps  also)  Gr.  36n,  SSoueu,  ( 
,  f          fl  *  -, 

Vyathaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  inflicting  pain,  paining, 
causing  pain,  torturing,  painful;  distressing,  afflict- 

ing, causing  alarm. 
Vyathat,  an,  and,  at,  trembling,  sorrowing, 

being  in  pain  or  trouble. 
Vyathana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  giving  pain,  paining ; 

in  Vedic  grammar)  change,  alteration,  variation. 
Vyathantya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  pained  or  afflicted, 

capable  of  being  agitated  or  disturbed. 
Vyathamdna,  as,  d,  am,  quivering,  trembling, feeling  pain. 

Vyathayat,  an,  anil,  at,  paining,  distressing, disquieting. 

Vyathd,  f.  disquietude,  perturbation,  agitation; 
Jain,  agony;  anguish,  ache;  distress;  alarm,  fear; 
disease.  —  Vyathd-kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  pain 
^bodily  or  mental),  painful,  excruciating.  —  Vyathnn- 
vita,  (°thd-an°),  as,  d,  am,  suffering  pain,  pained. 
—  Vyatha-Tahita,   as,    a,   am,   free   from   pain. 
—  Vyathd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  full  of  pain. 

II  P 
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Vyatki,  (i,  M,  t,  Ved.  agitated,  quivering,  moving 
about,  troubled,  distressed,  (Say.  =  vyathita,  Rig-veda 

V.  59,  2  ;  =  <faJi'(a,  X.  86,  2);  (is),  m.  a  weapon, 
(Sjy.  =  Rostra,  Rig-veda  VI.  28,  3)  ;  a  malevolent 
or  evil-disposed  person,  (Say.  =  bddhaJca,  rakshwa, 
Rig-veda  IV.  4,  ̂ ;  =  hinsaka,  VI.  62,  3.) 
Vyathita,  at,  a,  am,  agitated,  disquieted,  per- 

turbed, pained,  tortured;  distressed,  afflicted;  dis- 
turbed, troubled  ;  alarmed,  frightened. 

Vyathitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  pained  or  distressed. 
Vyathit,  is,  n.,  Ved.  perturbation,  anger  (accord- 

ing to  Naigh.  II.  13;  perhaps  referable  to  vyathi 
above). 

Vyathya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  pained  or  distressed, 
&c. 
Vt/athyamana,  an,  a,  am,  being  disquieted  or 

agitated,  being  pained  or  distressed. 
Vyathyayas,  in  Naigh.  I.  14.  a  various  reading 

for  a-ryathayat,  (see  a-vyathi.) 

«T^  vy-ad  (vi-ad),  cl.  2.  P.  -atti,  -attum, 
to  bite  through  or  on  all  sides,  gnaw,  nibble,  eat. 

vyadh,  cl.  4.  P.  vidhyati,  vivyadha, 
vyatsyati,  arydtslt,  vyaddhum  (ep. 

veddhum},  to  pierce,  perforate  ;  to  strike,  beat,  smite, 
stab;  to  pick;  to  tear,  hurt,  wound;  to  wave  in 
triumph  :  Pass,  vidhyate,  to  be  pierced  :  Caus.  ryfl- 
dhayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  avivyadhat  :  Desid.  vivyat- 
sati:  Intens.  vemdhyate,  vdvyaddhitf);  [cf.  per- 

haps Gr.  ft  $  in  cifSAos.] 
Viddha,  as,  a,  am,  pierced,  perforated,  wounded, 

&c.  See  p.  920,  col.  2. 
Viddhva,  ind.  having  pierced,  having  struck. 
Vidhyat,  an,  antl,  at,  piercing,  perforating; 

stabbing,  striking,  wounding,  killing. 
Vidhyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  pierced  or  struck 

or  wounded. 
Vedha,  vcdhaka,  Sec.    See  p.  965,  col.  3. 
Vyadha,  as,  m.  piercing,  perforating;  striking, 

smiting  ;  a  stroke,  wound  ;  (a),  f.  bleeding. 
Vyadhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  piercing,  perforating. 
Vyadhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  pierced  or  wounded, 

(in  this  sense  also  ryadhya);  (as),  m.  an  effigy  or 
mark  for  archers  to  shoot  at,  a  butt,  target,  (accord- 

ing to  Sabda-k.  =  dhanur-guna  I) 

Vyadha,  as,  m.  •  one  who  pierces  or  wounds,'  a 
hunter,  one  who  lives  by  killing  deer,  &c.,  (if  re- 

garded as  a  particular  caste,  supposed  to  be  the  son 
of  a  Kshatriya  by  a  Sarvasvin  mother)  ;  a  low  man, 
wicked  person.  •—  Vyddha-ta,  f.  the  state  or  busi- 

ness of  a  hunter.  —  Vyddha-bhita,  as,  m.  '  afraid  of 
hunters,'  a  deer. 
Vyadhdya,  Nora.  A.  vyadhayate,  &c.,  to  become 

a  hunter. 

1.  vyddhin,  t,  ini,  i,  possessing  hunters,  frequented 
by  hunters. 

2.  ryddhin,  I,  ini,  i,  piercing,  wounding. 

ITV^IfTT!!  vy-adhikarana,  am,  n.  the  sub- 
sisting or  inhering  in  different  receptacles  or  subjects 

or  substrata  (sometimes  applied  to  a  loose  or  am- 
biguous argument;  probably  opposed  to  samanii- 

dhiltarana,  see  vtiesha-vyapti). 

SjfVrT  vyadhita,  as,  a,  am  (a  doubtful 
word),  made,  done  (?). 

*W  vy-adhva,  as,  m.  a  bad  road,  wrong 
road. 

Vy-adhvan,  ii,  m.,  Ved.  '  having  various  paths,' 
epithet  of  Agni,  (Szy.  =  vividha-jvala,  Rig-veda  I. 
ML  7-) 

n  (vi-an),  cl.  2.  P.  -aniti,  -anitum, 
Ved.  to  breathe  through,  breathe. 

vy-anu-dha  (vi-anu-),  cl.  3.  A. 
-dhatte,  -dhdtum,  Ved.  to  unfold,  display,  (accord- 

ing to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  166,  10.  vi-dhire  = 
riridltam  dhurayanti,  apparently  connecting  dhire with  ri  and  not  with  ry-anu.) 

ry-anu-nad  (vi-anu-),  Caus.  -na- 

dayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  resound  or  re-echo,  fill with  noise  or  cries,  &c. 

Yy-anundda,  as,  m.  reverberation,  loud  and  ex- 
tending sound  or  noise. 

Vy-anunddayat,  an,  antl,  at,  causing  to  resound 
or  reverberate,  filling  with  sound  or  noise. 

«l*ir«.  vy-antara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  super- 
natural being,  (eight  classes  are  enumerated,  viz. 

PiSaca,  Bhflta,  Yaksha,  Rakshasa,  Kinnara,  Kiru- 
purusha,  Mahoraga,  and  Gandharva.) 

9Trcn<*T  vy-anv-a-rabh  (vi-anu-a-),  cl.  i. 
A.  -rabhate,  &c.,  Ved.  to  hold  or  touch  on  both sides. 

vyap,  cl.  10.  P.  vyapayati,  -yitum, 
to  throw  (=rt.  1.  vip) ;  to  throw  away, 

diminish,  waste ;  [cf.  rt.  vyay.] 

<qnejiM  vy-apa-krish  (vi-apa-),  cl.  i.  P. 
-karshati,  -karshlum,  -krashtum,  to  draw  or  drag 
away  or  off;  to  lead  astray,  seduce ;  to  take  off  (as 
clothes),  undress ;  to  take  away,  remove,  give  up. 
Vy-apakarshat,  an,  antl,  at,  drawing  off  or  away. 
Vy-apakrishta,  as,  a,  am,  drawn  or  dragged  off, 

drawn  aside,  taken  away,  taken  off,  removed. 

CMHSH*1  vy-apa-kram  (vi-apa-),  cl.  I.  P. 
-krdmati,  -kramitum,  to  go  away,  move  off,  retire, 
depart. 

^TTT'T  vy-apa-gam  (vi-apa-),  cl.  i.  P. 
-yatfhaii,  -gantum,  to  go  away,  retire,  retreat, 
escape,  disappear;  to  move  away  from,  be  entirely 
removed  from. 

Vy-a,paga66hat,  an,  anti,  at,  going  away,  leaving. 
Vy-apagata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  away  or  off,  gone ; 

departed  from,  fallen  away  from  (with  abl.) ;  disap- 
peared. —  Vyapagata-fud,  Tc,  k,  k,  one  whose  sor- 

row has  departed,  free  from  grief. 

Vy-apagama,  as,  m.  going  away,  departure. 

«MMaH,  vy-apa-trap  (vi-apa-),  cl.  i.  A. 
-trapate  (ep.  also  P.  -ti),  -trapitum,  -traptum,  to 
turn  away  through  shame  or  embarrassment ;  to  be- 

come shy,  be  ashamed. 
Vy-apatrapa,  as,  a,  am,  shameless,  (in  this  word m  is  privative.) 

Vy-apatrapat,an,anti,  at,  —  vy-apatrapamdna. 
Vy-apatrapamdna,  as,  a,  am,  turning  away 

through  shame,  being  ashamed  ;  shy. 

^Tlfe^  vy-apa-dis  (vi-apa-),  cl.  3.  6.  P. 
-dideshti,  -diiaii,  -deshtum,  to  point  out,  indicate, 
represent,  signify,  mean,  intend  ;  to  designate,  name  ; 
to  represent  falsely,  feign,  pretend,  hold  forth  as  a 
pretext :  Pass,  -disyate,  to  be  represented  or  shown, 
(iti  vy-apadiiyate,  so  it  is  represented,  so  it  is  said 
or  intended  or  signified,  such  a  form  of  expression 
is  used) :  Caus.  -deiayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be 
named  after,  call  after. 

Vy-apadidat,  an,  atl  or  antl,  at,  representing. 
Vy-apadifya,  ind.  having  represented  or  shown ; 

having  represented  falsely,  having  feigned  or  pre- 
tended. 

Vy-apadishta,  as,  a,  am,  represented,  signified, 
shown,  informed,  named ;  tricked ;  pleaded  as  a 
pretext  or  in  excuse. 
Vy-apadefa,  as,  m.  representation,  information, 

apprising,  notice,  hint ;  a  particular  form  of  speech  ; 
designation  by  name  or  appellation ;  a  name,  title, 
appellation;  family,  race;  fame,  renown;  fraud, 
craft ;  stratagem,  device,  pretext,  excuse. 
Vy-apadeshtri,  td,  M,  tri,  one  who  represents 

or  shows,  one  who  designates  or  names ;  one  who 
represents  falsely,  one  who  pretends  or  makes  pre- 

texts, deceiving,  a  cheat,  impostor. 

«4  M  Q9{vy-apa-dris  (vi-apa-),  Pass,  -dritf- 
yate,  to  be  clearly  seen,  be  distinctly  visible. 

«M  Ml5I  vy-apa-nas  (vi-apa-),  Caus.  -nd- 
dayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  disappear  entirely,  cause 
to  perish,  drive  away,  remove. 

vy-apa-ni  (vi-apa-),  cl.  i.  P.  -na- 
yati,  -net  urn  (Ved.  also  -nayitum),  to  lead  away, 
take  away;  to  carry  away,  remove,  drive  away, 
banish  ;  to  take  off,  lay  aside  ;  to  get  rid  of :  Caus. 
-ndyayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  lead  or  carry  away. 
Vy-apanayat,  an,  antl,  at,  leading  or  taking 

away,  driving  away,  removing. 

Vy-apandyita,  as,  a,  am  (ft.  the  Caus.),  caused to  be  led  or  taken  away,  &c. 

Vy-apanlta,  as,  a,  am,  led  off,  taken  away,  taken 
off,  removed. 
Vy-apanlya,  ind.  having  led  or  taken  away,  hav- 

ing taken  off  or  laid  aside,  having  put  away. 

*T7«J^  vy-apa-nud  (vi-apa-),  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
-ntidati,  -te,  -nottum,  to  drive  away,  remove. 

^ff^^vy-apa-mui!  (vi-apa-),  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
-mundati,  -te,  &c.,  to  loosen,  take  off,  remove,  lay aside. 

Vy-apamutya,  ind.  having  loosed  or  taken  off. 
^TTIl  vy-apa-ya  (vi-apa-),  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti 

(ep.  also  A.  -te),  -ydtum,  to  go  away,  retire  from, 
withdraw ;  to  pass  away,  disappear. 

Vy-apaydta,  as,  a,  am,  gone  away,  retired,  with- drawn. 

^TT^V  vy-apa-rudh,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -runad- 
dhi,  -runddhe,  to  exclude  from  sovereignty  or 
power,  dethrone,  dismiss,  dispossess,  (in  Ramayana 

II.'  58,  23.  [Bombay  ed.]  the  Intens.  form  vyapa- romdhah  occurs.) 

^TH*j^  vy-apa-ruh  (vi-apa-),  Caus.  -ropa- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  root  up,  eradicate,  extirpate ;  to  lay 
aside,  remove,  take  off;  to  deprive  of,  expel  from 
(with  inst.  or  abl.). 

Vy-aparopana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  rooting  up,  extir- 
pating ;  expelling,  removing;  cutting  up,  cutting  off. 

Vy-aparopita,  as,  a,  am,  rooted  up,  extirpated, eradicated;  expelled. 

Vy-aparopya,  ind.  having  taken  off. 

Tl^  vy-apa-vah  (vi-apa-),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-vahati,  -te,  &c.,  to  drive  away,  remove,  expel ;  to 
manifest,  display,  exhibit. 

Vy-apodha,  as,  a,  am,  driven  or  frightened  away, 
expelled,  removed ;  opposite,  contrary,  reverse;  mani- 

fested, displayed,  exhibited.  —  Vyapodhdbhra  (°dha~ 
abh°),  as,  d,  am,  having  the  clouds  driven  away. 
Vy-apohya,  ind.  having  driven  away,  having  re- 

moved or  got  rid  of;  having  passed  through  a  place, 

(vy-apohya  and  ry-apodha  may  equally  be  referred 
to  vy-a2)oh,  see  rt.  I.  uh.) 

^T^>T  vy-apa-vrij  (vi-apa-),  Caus.  -var- 
jayati,  -yitum,  to  leave  off  entirely,  relinquish,  give 

up,  abandon. Vy-apavarjita,  as,  a,  am,  entirely  relinquished or  given  up. 

*W^t(vy-apa-vrit  (vi-apa-),  cl.  i.  A.  -var- tate,  &c.  (see  rt.  I.  vrit),  to  turn  away  from,  leave; 
to  desist  from  (with  abl.). 

^mzfV^vy-apa-vyadh  (vi-apa-),  cl.  4.  P. 
•vidhyati,  -vyaddhum,  to  break  to  pieces,  to  throw or  cast  away. 

Vy-apaviddlia,  as,  a,  am,  broken  to  pieces, 
thrown  about  in  confusion,  cast  away,  rejected,  dis- 

carded. —  Vyapaviddha-vrithi-matha,  as,  d,  am, 
whose  (ascetic)  seats  and  cells  were  discarded  or 
abandoned. 

arqWi^  vy-apa-srij  (vi-apa-),  cl.  6.  P. 
-srijati,  -srashtwn,  to  let  go ;  to  send  away,  dismiss, 
throw  away,  relinquish,  abandon. 

STCT^  vy-apa-srip  (vi-apa-),  cl.  I.  P. 
-sarpati,  -sarptum,  -sraptttm,  to  go  away,  creep 

away,  run  away,  escape. 
^T^  vy-apa-hri  (vi-apa-),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

-harati,  -te,  -hartum,  to  take  away,  carry  away, 

remove ;  to  cut  off. 
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vy-apdkriti,  is,  f.  driving  away, 

repelling,  denial. 

StqT^i^  vy-apd-krish  (vi-apa-d-),  cl.  I.  P. 
-karshati,  -karskttim,  -krashlum,  to  drag  or  draw 
away,  tear  off,  tear  away  from,  take  away,  remove. 

<*|1|1H<?  vy-apd-nud  (vi-apa-a-},  cl.  6.  P. 
A.  -nudaii,  -te,  -nottum,  to  drive  away,  remove. 

arm  Oil  vy-apd-6ri  (vi-apa-a-),  cl.  I.  P. 
A.  -Srayati,  -le,  -irayitum,  to  go  to  for  refuge, 
seek  refuge  with,  have  recourse  to. 
Vy-apairaya,  as,  m.  going  away,  secession  ;  hav- 

ing recourse  to,  taking  refuge  with,  relying  upon, 
reliance  on,  trusting  to  ;  expectation. 
Vy-ap<Vrita,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  taken 

refuge  with,  relying  upon,  trusting  to. 
Vy-apd-fritya,  ind.  having  gone  to  for  refuge, 

having  taken  refuge  with. 

ST1  vy-ape  (vi-apa-f),  cl.  2.  P.  -apaiti, 
&c.,  -apaitum,  to  go  apart,  go  asunder,  be  severed 
or  separated,  separate;  to  go  away,  leave,  depart, 
leave  off,  cease,  stop. 
Vy-apeta,  as,  a,  am,  gone  apart  or  asunder, 

severed,  separated  ;  gone  off  or  away,  passed  away, 
departed,  got  rid  of  ;  opposed  to,  contrary.  —  Vya- 
peta-kalmasha,  as,  a,  am,  having  taint  or  guilt 
removed.  —  Vyapeta-dhairya,  as,  a,  am,  one  who 
has  abandoned  firmness.  —  Vyapeta-bhaya,  as,  a, 
am,  or  vyapeta-bhi,  is,  is,  i,  one  whose  fears  are 
gone,  free  from  fear  (  =  vUa-bhi).  —  Vyapeta-har- 
nha,  as,  a,  am,  devoid  of  joy. 

STTE^  vy-apeksh  (vi-apa-iksh),  cl.  I.  A. 
-apekshate,  -ekthitum,  to  look  about  for,  look  for, 
expect  ;  to  regard,  mind,  pay  regard  or  attention  to  ; 
to  look  back. 

Vy-apeksha,  as,  a,  am,  looking  about  for,  ex- 
pecting; expectant,  waiting,  attentive;  regarding, 

minding;  (a),  f.  looking  for,  expectation;  regard, 
consideration  ;  mutual  expectation  or  regard  ;  mutual 
connection  or  relation  ;  application,  use  ;  (in  gram- 

mar) the  mutual  application  of  two  rules. 
Vy-apekshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  looking  for, 

expecting,  expectation. 
Vy-apekshanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  looked  for  or 

expected. 
Vy-apekihamdna,  as,  a,  am,  looking  about  for, 

looking  round,  expecting. 
Vy-apeksha,  f.    See  vy-apekslia. 
Vy-apekshita,  as,  a,  am,  looked  for,  expected  ; 

mutually  expected  or  looked  to  ;  mutually  related  ; 
employed,  applied. 
Vy-apekshitavya  or  vy-apekshya,  as,  a,  am, 

to  be  looked  for  or  expected. 

4|lf|<i  vy-apodha,  vy-apohya.  See  under 
vy-apa-vah. 

^rift?  vy-apoh  (vi-apa-uh),  cl.  i.  P.  -apo- 
Kati  (ep.  also  A.  -te),  -apohitum,  to  drive  away 
from,  keep  off;  to  remove;  to  atone  for,  expiate, 
destroy  ;  to  heal,  cure  (sickness). 
Vy-apoha,  as,  m.  driving  away,  keeping  off, 

destroying.  —  Vyapoha-stava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
chapter  of  the  Lin-ga-Purana. 
Vy-apohamdna,  as,  a,  am,  taking  away,  remov- 

ing ;  putting  out,  extinguishing. 
Vy-apohya.    See  under  vy-apa-vah. 

*qf*T^t.vy-abhi-(!ar,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 
-darati  (-te),  -daritum,  to  act  in  an  unfriendly  way 
towards  (with  ace.  or  gen.),  commit  an  offence 
against,  offend,  injure  ;  to  bewitch,  practise  sorcery  ; 
to  go  away,  depart  or  deviate  from  ;  to  go  astray  ; 
to  go  wrong,  fail,  miscarry  ;  to  go  beyond,  trans- 

gress, exceed,  surpass  (with  ace.). 
Vy-ab/Mdra,  as,  m.  going  or  departing  from, 

wandering  away,  going  astray,  deviation,  leaving  or 
abandoning  (the  right  way),  following  improper 
courses,  doing  what  is  prohibited  or  wicked  ;  erring, 
straying,  error,  trespass,  transgression,  crime,  vice, 

sin,  profligacy,  adultery,  infidelity  of  a  wife,  &c. ; 
wandering  from  an  argument,  erroneous  or  fallacious 
reasoning,  the  presence  of  the  hetu  without  the 
sddhya;  straying  from  a  rule,  exception  to  a  rule, 
irregularity,  anomaly.— Vyabhiddra-tas,  ind.  in  con- 

sequence of  straying  or  erring;  (in  phil.)  from  theVya- 
bhidsra  involved  in  the  other  supposition.  —  Vyabhi- 
ddra-td,  f.  or  vyabhiddra-tva,  am,  n.  error. 
Vy-abhi<iar{n,  i,  ini,  i,  going  astray,  erring,  tres- 

passing, deviating  from  (virtue),  following  or  doing 
what  is  improper ;  profligate,  wanton  ;  untrue,  false ; 
irregular,  anomalous;  (a  word)  having  a  non-primi- 

tive or  secondary  meaning,  having  several  meanings ; 
( ini),  f.  a  wanton  woman,  unchaste  wife,  adulteress ; 
(i),  n.  anything  transitory,  a  transitory  feeling  or 

state,  (opposed  to  stfidyi,  '  a  lasting  state,'  q.  v.,  and 
forming  a  particular  condition  of  the  mind  or  body 

described  in  poetical  compositions ;  these  Vyabhic'ari- bhavas  are  said  to  be  thirty-four  in  number,  viz. 
I.  nirveda,  disgust,  despondency;  3.  gldni,  ex- 

haustion, emaciation  ;  3.  tfankd,  apprehension  ; 
4.  asuyd,  envy ;  5.  mada,  intoxication ;  6.  irama, 
fatigue ;  7.  dlasya,  indolence,  languor ;  8.  dainya, 
indigence,  distress;  9.  (into,  anxious  reflection  or 
thought;  10.  molut,  perplexity,  distraction;  n. 
smriti,  recollection,  effort  to  remember ;  1 1.  dhriti, 
calm  enjoyment,  satisfaction  of  mind;  13.  vridd, 

shame;  14.  dapalatd,  unsteadiness,  want  of  firm- 
ness; 15.  harsha,  joy,  delight;  16.  dvega,  flurry; 

1 7.  jadatd,  stupefaction,  insensibility,  apathy ;  1 8. 
gania,  pride,  arrogance;  19.  vuhada,  depression, 
despair;  20.  autsukya,  regret,  eager  longing;  21. 
nidi'd,  drowsiness;  22.  apasmdra,  possession  by 

an  evil  spirit,  epilepsy;  23.  eupta,  sleep;  24.  «'- 
bodha,  waking;  25.  amarsha,  angry  impatience; 
26.  avahitthd,  dissimulation;  27.  -ugratd,  cruelty, 
rage;  28.  mati,  mental  perception  or  conclusion; 
29.  upalambha,  reviling,  railing ;  30.  vyddhi,  sick- 

ness; 3 1 .  unmdda,  madness,  delirium ;  $2.marana, 
death  ;  33.  trdsa,  fear ;  34.  vitarka,  doubt,  delibera- 

tion.) —  Vyabhiddri-td,  f.  or  vyabhitdri-tva,  am, 
n.  the  state  of  going  astray,  error,  doubt ;  (in  gram- 

mar) the  having  a  secondary  meaning,  the  having 
several  meanings.  —  Vyabhiddri-bhdva,  as,  m.  a 
transitory  state  (of  mind  or  body ;  see  above). 

STS  vy-abhra,  as,  a,  am,  unclouded,  cloud- less. 

vyay  (probably  formed  fr.  rt.  ay  for 
g.iwith  vi),d.  i.P.A.vyayati,-te,vavya- 

ya,  vavyaye,  vyayiluan,  and  cl.  10.  P.  vyayayati, 
-yitum,  to  go,  move ;  to  expend,  disburse,  spend ; 
to  waste,  give  away  or  squander  money,  &c.,  (in  these 
senses  probably  a  Nom.  fr.  vyaya  below) ;  cl.  10.  P. 
vyayayati  or  vyapayati,  mpayati  (rather  to  be  re- 

ferred to  its.  vyap,  i .  lip),  -yitum,  to  throw,  cast. 
Vyaya,  as,  d,  am,  mutable,  liable  to  change  or 

decay  [cf.  a-v°]  ;  (as),  m.  disappearance,  loss ;  perish- 
ing, decaying,  decay,  destruction,  change,  downfall, 

decline,  misfortune  ;  spending,  expenditure,  expense, 
outlay,  disbursement,  (opposed  to  dya,  income) ; 
squandering,  extravagance,  waste,  prodigality  ;  N.  of 
Pradhana ;  N.  of  the  twentieth  (or  fifty-fourth)  year 

of  Jupiter's  cycle ;  (am),  n.  (in  astrology)  the  twelfth 
station  or  house  from  the  Lagna  (  —  lagndd  di'd- 
dafa-sthdnam).  —  Vyaya-pardnmukha,  as,  i,  am, 
averse  from  expenditure,  parsimonious.  —  Vyaya- 
iiat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  waste  or  decay,  &c. ; 
changeful,  imperfect,  incomplete.  —  Vyaya-fila,  as, 
d,  am,  disposed  to  prodigality,  wasteful,  spendthrift. 
—  Vyayl-karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  expending  or 
disbursing,  wasting.  —  Vyayl-krita,  as,  d,  am,  ex- 

pended, spent,  wasted,  lavished.  —  Vyayl-bhuta,  as, 
a,  am,  spent,  squandered,  wasted. 
Vyayana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  expending,  spending, 

expenditure,  wasting,  destroying. 
Vyayamdna,  as,  d,  am,  expending,  spending, wasting. 

Vyayila,  as,  d,  am,  expended,  spent,  disbursed, 
consumed,  dissipated,  dispersed ;  gone  away,  de- 
dined,  fallen  into  decay. 

Vyayin,  i,  ini,  i,  expending,  spending,  expensive, 
prodigal,  lavish,  extravagant  ;  declining,  falling  into 
calamity,  wasting,  changing,  decaying,  (uday/i- 
vijayin,  rising  and  falling.)  —  Vyayi-td,  f.  or  lyayi- 
tva,  am,  n.  prodigality,  wastefulness. 

"Mill  i.  vy-arna,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  below), 
without  water,  rainless,  dry. 

t 
^T^I  vy-artha,  as,  a,  am,  useless,  unprofit- 

able, fruitless,  ineffectual,  vain  ;  unmeaning.  _  Vyar- 
tha-td,  f.  or  vyartha-tva,  am,  n.  uselessness,  un- 

profitableness, (vyartha-tam  yd  or  gam,  to  become 
useless)  ;  inoffensiveness  ;  want  of  meaning,  non- 

sense. —  Vyartha-yatna,  as,  d,  am,  making  useless efforts. 

Vyarthaka,  as,  d,  am,  useless,  vain,  Sec.,  =  vy- 
artha.  —  Vyarthaka-td,  f.  or  vyarthaka-tva,  am, 
n.  unprofitableness,  uselessness. 

3T^  vy-ard  (vi-ard),  cl.  I.  P.  -ardati,  -ar- 
ditum,  Ved.  to  go  or  move  away,  to  flow  away;  to 
oppress,  harass,  pain  :  Caus.  -ardayati,  -yitum,lo  cause 
to  be  scattered  or  dissolved,  destroy,  annihilate. 

2.  ry-arna  or  vy-arnna,  as,  d,  am  (see  PSn.  VII. 
2,  24),  gone  away,  gone;  oppressed,  pained,  dis- tressed ;  asked. 

'Mcol0*  vy-alika,  as,  a,  am  [cf.  alika],  dis- 
agreeable, displeasing,  painful,  offensive,  strange  ; 

improper  or  unfit  to  be  done  ;  false  ;  (am),  n.  any- 
thing displeasing  ;  any  cause  of  pain  or  uneasiness  or 

disagreeableness,  pain,  grief,  torture  ;  any  improper 
act,  fault,  transgression  (  =  kamajdparadha)  ;  re- 

verse, contrariety,  inversion  ;  cheating,  tricking  ; 

falsehood;  (as),  m.  a  libertine  (=nagara,  kdma- 
keli)  ;  a  catamite.  —  VyaKka-td,  f.  or  vyalika-tra, 
am,  n.  disagreeableness,  painfulness;  impropriety, 

displeasure.  —  Vyalika-nihs'vdsa,  as,  m.  a  sigh  of 
pain  or  grief. 

«t<««^(  vy-alkasa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
various  branches,  (S2y.  =  vividha-ddkha.) 

^T^curtl   vy-avakalana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 
3.  kal  with  ana  and  TO),  separation,  subtraction, 
deduction. 

Vy-avakalita,  as,  d,  am,  separated,  subtracted, 
deducted  ;  (am),  n.  subtraction. 

*T^Sp^  vy-avu-krish  (vi-ava-),  cl.  I.  P. 
-karshati,  -karshtum,  -krashtum,  to  draw  or  drag 
down  or  away  from,  tear  away,  alienate. 

«q«<«f  vy-ava-Tcn  (vi-ava-),  cl.  6.  P.  -ki- 
rati,  -karitum,  -karitum,  to  scatter  or  pour  down, 
pour  on,  scatter  about. 

vy-avakrosana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 
fcrw/with  ava  and  vi),  mutual  altercation,  wrangling, 
mutual  abuse  ;  abuse,  reviling  (in  general). 

^TtTH  vy-ava-gam,  cl.  i.  A.  -ga66hate, 
-gantum,  Ved.  to  go  apart,  part,  separate,  divide. 

^T^TT^  vy-ava-gdh,  cl.  I.  A.  -gdhate,  -go- 
hitum,  -gddhum,  to  dive  down  into,  plunge  into  ;  to 
enter  into,  penetrate  ;  to  set  in. 
Vy-avagadha,  as,  d,  am,  dived  or  plunged  into, immersed. 

Vy-avagdhya,  ind.  having  plunged  into. 
3T<*ifS  vy-ava-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grihndti, 

-grihnlte,  &c.,  -grahltum,  Ved.  to  bring  down,  to 
bend  or  incline  down. 

Vy-avagrihita,  as,  &,  am,  Ved.  brought  down, bent  down. 

vy-ava-6£hid  (vi-ava-fhid),  cl.  7. 
P.  A.  -(fldnatti,  -Mhinte,  -Mhetlum,  to  ait  off  or  in 
pieces,  separate,  separate  from  ;  to  tear  asunder,  open, 
sever;  to  interrupt;  to  decide  or  resolve  on  (with 
prati)  :  Pass.  -Mhidyate,  to  be  cut  off  or  separated. 
VyravaMhidya,  ind.  having  cut  off  or  separated  : 

having  decided  or  resolved. 
V  y-ai'a/!i-hinna,  as,  d,  am,  cut  off;  torn  or  rent 
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asunder  ;  separated,  divided  ;  distinguished  ;  particu- 

larized, specified  ;  distinct  ;  interrupted,  (a-vyava<!- 
ifhinna,  uninterrupted.) 

V  y-arattheila,  at,  m.  cutting  off  or  in  pieces 

anatomy  ;  dividing,  separating  ;  discrimination  ;  par- 
ticularizing, specification  ;  distinction,  contrast  ;  deci- 

sion, determination  ;  a  division,  section  ;  letting  fly 

an  arrow,  shooting,  darting.  —  VyavaMhtda-vidyd 
(.  the  science  of  anatomy. 

Vy-ava&'hedaka,  a»,  ti-a,  am,  cutting  off,  divid- 
ing in  two,  discriminating,  distinguishing,  particular- izing. 

1T«<  frl  8*U  H  vy-avatishthamdna.  Seeunder 
I.  vy-ava-stha,  col.  3. 

«]c(<!l  vy-ava-dd  (see  rt.  3.  da),  cl.  2.  4. 
P.  -ddti,  -dyati,  -datum,  to  cut  off,  cut  in  two, 
divide. 

Vy-araddya,  having  cut  in  two  or  divided. 

vy-ava-dri  (vi-ava-),  Pass,  -dlryate, 
to  be  torn  asunder  ;  to  burst  asunder,  split  in  two. 

Vy-avadirna,  as,  a,  am,  burst  asunder,  broken 
to  pieces,  distracted. 

«H<J  vy-ava-dai  (vi-ava-),  Pass,  -dayate, 
to  be  brightly  diffused. 
Vy-avaddta,  as,  a  (Ved.  1),  am,  =  ava-data. 
Vy-avadayamana,  as,  a,  am,  brightly  diffused 

or  spread  about 

STSIVt  i.  vy-ava-dha  (vi-ava-),  cl.  3.  P.  A. 
-dadhati,  -dhatte,  -dhdtwm,  to  place  apart  or  asun- 

der ;  to  put  or  place  between,  interpose  ;  to  separate, 
divide,  interrupt,  obstruct,  cover,  screen,  conceal  ;  to 
lay  aside,  leave  out,  omit,  pass  over  ;  to  put  down 

here  and  there  :  Pass,  -dhiyate,  to  be  separated  or 
separated  from. 

2.  vy-avadha,  (.  anything  which  intervenes  or 
conceals  from  sight;  a  screen,  partition,  covering, 

the  state  of  being  covered,  concealment,  disappear- 
ance. 

Vy-avadhdtri,  td,  in,  tri,  one  who  separates  or 
interposes  or  screens. 

Vy-avad/idna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  placing  apart 
or  between,  intervening,  intervention,  interposition, 
separation,  break,  gap;  anything  which  intervenes 
or  screens;  a  screen,  partition,  intervening  object; 
intervening  space,  interval,  space  (in  general)  ;  (in 
grammar)  the  intervention  of  a  syllable  or  letter  ; 
covering,  a  cover  ;  obstruction,  the  being  covered  or 
concealed,  concealment,  disappearance. 

Vy-avadltdya,  ind.  having  placed  apart  or  be- 
tween, having  interposed. 

Vy-avadhdyaka,  o».  Oca,  am,  intervening,  screen- 
ing, interposing,  separating;  covering,  concealing, 

hiding,  obstructing  ;  intermediate. 

Vy-avadhi,  is,  m.  anything  which  intervenes  or 
screens,  a  covering  ;  intervention,  covering,  conceal- 

ing, &c.,  (see  vy-avadhana.) 
Vy-avadheya,  ae,  a,  am,  to  be  put  in  between 

or  interposed. 

Vy-avahita,  an,  a,  am,  placed  apart,  placed  be- 
tween ;  separated  by  anything  intervening,  separated, 

interrupted  ;  obstructed,  stopped,  impeded  ;  screened 
from  view,  concealed,  covered  ;  not  contiguous,  not 
immediately  connected,  only  relating  to  ;  placed 
asunder,  placed  opposite,  hostile,  opposed  ;  laid 
aside,  omitted,  passed  over,  surpassed,  excelled,  put 
to  shame  ;  done,  acted,  performed. 

*nrVT9  vy-ara-dhav  (vi-ava-),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

-<lltitvati,  -te,  -dhavitum,  to  run  away  from  one 
another,  separate  from  ;  to  run  away  from. 

vy-ava-dhu  (vi-ava-),  cl.  5.  P.'  A. 
ti,  -dhunute  (in  the  later  language  also 

-dhimoti,  -dhuntUe),  -dhavtliim,  -dhotum,  to 
shake  off,  ward  off,  remove;  to  shake  about,  treat 

roughly  or  rudely;  to  overthrow:  Pass,  -rjltuyate, 
to  be  shaken  off,  &c. 

Vy-avadhuia,  at,  a,  am,  shaken  off,  one  who 

has  shaken  off  all  worldly  desires,  indifferent  in  regard 
of  life,  resigned. 
V t/-avadhuya,  ind.  having  shaken  off,  having 

removed  or  warded  off. 

]' if-avadhayamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  shaken 
about,  being  roughly  treated. 

**H«fl  vy-ava-ni  (vi-ava-),  cl.  J.  P.  A. 

-nayati,  -te,  -netam,  Ved.  to  pour  in  separately, 
pour  in  drop  by  drop. 

Vy-avamya,  ind.,  Ved.  having  poured  in  sepa- rately. 

*T^HT  vy-ava-pad  (vi-ava-),  cl.  4.  A. 
-padyatel  -pattwm,  to  fall  down,  fall  asunder. 

GJ^W^vy-ava-bhaksh  (vi-ava-),  cl.  10.  P. 
-bhakuhayati,  -yitum,  Ved.  to  swallow  down  or  eat 
(in  the  interval  of  certain  religious  rites). 

*H  4H  \^vy-ava-bhas  (vi-ava-),  Cans,  -bha- 
sayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  shine  out  brightly,  to 
illuminate  beautifully. 

Vy-avabhdsita,  as,  a,  am,  brightly  illuminated. 

«T^1|^  vy-ava-mu6  (vi-ava-),  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
-mundati,  -te,  -moktum,  to  unloose,  unfasten,  take off. 

Vy-avamtufya,  ind.  having  unloosed,  having  taken off. 

«!^<\^f  vy-ava-ruh  (vi-ava-),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
•rohati,  -te,  -rodhum,  to  ascend,  mount,  get  upon : 

Caus.  -ropayati,  -yitum,  to  displace,  remove;  to 
deprive  of  (with  abl.) :  Pass,  of  Caus.  -ropyate,  to 
be  expelled  from  or  deprived  of  (with  abl.). 

Vy-avaropita,  as,  a,  am,  displaced,  removed, 
expelled ;  deprived  of  (with  abl.). 

<*4<T=f^  vy-ava-vad  (vi-ava-),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
•vadati,  -te,  -vaditum,  Ved.  to  speak  ill  of,  decry ; 
to  begin  to  speak,  break  silence. 

sj^nj  vy-ava-sad  (vi-ava-),  cl.  I.  P.  -si- 
dati,  -sattum,  to  sink  or  fall  down,  sit  down ;  to 
pine  or  waste  away,  perish. 

vy-avasaya.  See  under  vy-ava-so. 

vy-ava-srij  (vi-ava-),  cl.  6.  P.  -sri- 
jati,  -srashtnm,  to  throw,  cast,  hurl ;  to  put  down, 
lay  down. 
"Mqtii  vy-ava-so  (vi-ava-),  cl.  4.  P.  -syati 

(ep.  forms  ist  sing.  Pres.  vy-ava»dmi,  Pot.  vy- 
avaseyam,  2nd  Put.  vy-avasishydmi),  -sdtum,  to 
settle,  determine,  resolve,  decide,  constitute,  establish  ; 
to  be  convinced  or  persuaded;  to  make  strenuous 
effort,  strive,  endeavour,  act,  be  industrious  ;  to  strive 
for,  labour  after ;  to  make  an  attempt  upon  (with 
ace.) ;  to  seek  after,  ask  for,  wish ;  to  reflect :  Caus. 

-aayayatl,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  resolve,  cause  to 
make  effort,  excite,  instigate,  embolden,  make 
vigorous  or  strong. 

Vy-avamya,  as,  m.  settled  determination,  resolve, 
obstinacy;  strenuous  effort  or  exertion,  activity, 

energy,  industry,  perseverance ;  action,  performance  ; 
conduct,  behaviour ;  following  any  business  or  pro- 

fession ;  a  trade,  business,  livelihood ;  artifice,  plan, 

device,  stratagem,  trick ;  boasting ;  N.  of  Vishnu ;  of 
Siva ;  of  a  son  of  Dharma  by  Vapus  (daughter  of 

Daksha).  —  Vyavasdyiltmiiia  (°ya-dt°),  as,  a,  am, 
full  of  resolve  or  energy,  relating  to  exertion,  ener- 

getic, laborious. 
Vy-avasayin,  i,  ini,  i,  one  who  acts  resolutely  or 

energetically,  resolute,  energetic,  active,  enterprising, 

Jersevering,  painstaking,  industrious,  laborious,  dili- 
gent ;  acting,  performing,  undertaking  (anything),  one 

who  performs  his  duty ;  engaged  in  trade  or  busi- 
ness ;  a  tradesman,  handicraftsman. 

/Vy-avasita,  as,  a,  am,  settled,  decided,  resolved, 
determined,  ascertained ;  endeavoured,  undertaken, 
performed  ;  energetic,  taking  pains,  making  effort  or 

exertion,  persevering,  endeavouring;  planned,  de- 
signed, schemed ;  deceived,  tricked,  cheated ;  (am), 

n.  certainty,  ascertainment. 

Vy-avasya,  ind.  having  settled  or  resolved,  having 
decided ;  having  made  effort,  having  acted  with 
resolution,  having  performed. 

T^WT  i.  vy-ava-stha,  cl.  I.  A.  -tishthate, 
-sthatum,  to  be  placed  or  situated  asunder ;  to  be 
arranged  in  due  order,  to  be  adjusted  or  settled : 

Caus.  -sthapayati,  -yiticm,  to  place  or  set  asunder ; 
to  cause  to  be  properly  arranged  or  settled,  decide, 
establish ;  to  lay  down  a  law ;  to  perform. 
Vy-avatishthamdna,  as,  a,  am,  placed  asunder, 

situated  apart ;  adjusted,  arranged,  placed,  &c. 
2.ry-avastha,  f.  arrangement,  settlement,  placing 

apart,  separating ;  placing  in  suitable  order,  adjusting, 
arranging,  arrangement ;  relative  position  or  state ; 
placing  or  setting  in  or  on,  fixing  on  a  firm  basis, 
settlement,  decision,  decree,  statute,  rule,  law,  written 
declaration  of  the  law,  legal  opinion  (applied  to  the 
written  extracts  from  the  codes  of  law  or  proper 

adjustment  of  contradictory  passages  in  different  codes 
made  by  decisions  of  officers  attached  to  the  courts 
of  justice),  a  decision  (in  general) ;  engagement, 

agreement,  contract ;  course,  state,  condition,  system 
or  order  of  things  (in  general).  —  Vyavaxthuti- 

krama  (°tha-af),  as,  m.  or  vyavasthativartana 
(°thd-at°),  am,  n.  transgression  or  violation  of  the 
law,  disregard  of  settled  rule  ;  breaking  an  agreement 

or  contract.  —  Vyavasthdtirartin  (°thd-atj),  I,  ini, 
i,  transgressing  the  law,  breaking  an  engagement  or 
contract,  &c. 

Vy-avastfuina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu;  (am),  n. 

regular  arrangement  or  distribution ;  steadiness,  set- 
tlement, &c.  (  =  vy-avasthiti  below). 

Vy-ava*thiipaka,  as,  ika,  am,  settling,  adjusting, 

arranging  in  an  orderly  manner,  deciding,  establish- 
ing, any  one  who  settles  or  legislates  or  gives  a 

legal  opinion. 
Vy-avasthapana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  placing  apart ; 

placing  in  order,  fixing,  determining,  appointing, 
declaring,  deciding,  laying  down  a  law;  fixing  or 

placing  (in  general). 
Vy-avasthdpita,  ae,  a,  am,  caused  to  be  placed 

or  arranged  in  order;  laid  down  (as  a  law,  &c.), 
established,  fixed,  declared,  determined. 

I.  vy-avasthdpya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  established 
or  dedared  or  settled,  to  be  fixed,  &c. ;  (am),  n. 

the  state  of  being  established,  &c. 

3.  vy-avasthdpya,  ind.  having  set  or  placed  in 
proper  order,  having  fixed  or  settled  or  determined. 
Vy-avasthita,  as,  d,  am,  standing  or  situated 

apart  or  at  a  distance,  stood  aside,  separated;  ex- 
cerpted, extracted  ;  going  away ;  placed  in  order, 

adjusted,  harmoniously  arranged  ;  staying  or  standing 
or  remaining  in  or  on,  (with  vahye,  abiding  in  what 
is  said,  obeying) ;  depending  on,  fixed  in  or  on, 
resting  on,  based,  fixed,  settled ;  appointed,  agreed, 

declared,  decided,  decreed,  constant,  restricted.  —  Vya- 
raithita-eikalpa,  as,  m.  an  option  fixed  or  de- 

clared by  law.  —  Vyavasthita-viWiashi,  f.  (in  gram- 
mar) a  fixed  option  or  one  applicable  throughout, 

(the  prescribed  operation  being  in  one  case  carried  out 
throughout  and  in  the  other  omitted  throughout.) 

Vy-avasthiti,  is,  f.  the  being  situated  or  placed 
apart,  separation;  extracting;  arrangement  in  due 
order,  settlement,  decision,  determination,  appoint- 

ment ;  rule,  statute ;  remaining  firm,  constancy, 
perseverance;  extracting. 

"PratTT  vy-ava-ha,  cl.  3.  P.  -jahdti,  -Mtum, 
to  abandon,  give  up,  relinquish. 

Vy-avahdya,  ind.  having  abandoned  or  relin- 

quished. mcJ^IH  vy-avahasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  has 

with  ava  and  vi),  mutual  laughter. 

^T^f^TJ  vy-avahita.  See  under  vy-ava- 

dhd,  col.  i. 
vy-ava-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati,  -te, 
,  to  act,  behave;  to  manage,  transact,  deal 

with,  traffic  with,  carry  on  a  business  or  trade ;  to  stake 

at  play  (with  gen.  of  the  thing  staked,  =  rt.  2.  pan, 
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q.v.);  to  carry  on  legal  proceedings,  litigate,  contend; 
to  recover,  regain,  obtain  ;  to  distinguish. 

Vy-avaharat,  an,  anil,  at,  acting,  behaving,  con- 

ducting one's  self. 
Vy-avahartavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  transacted  or 

done  ;  to  be  litigated  or  decided  judicially  ;  to  be 
dealt  with. 

Vy-avahartri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  acts  or  trans- 
acts business,  one  engaged  in  any  affair  ;  observing 

or  following  established  usages  ;  (td),  m.  the  manager 
of  any  business,  the  conductor  of  any  judicial  pro- 

cedure, a  judge,  umpire  ;  one  engaged  in  litigation, 
a  litigant,  plaintiff,  any  one  who  institutes  an  action 
at  law  ;  an  associate,  partaker. 

Vy-avahdra,  as,  m.  doing,  performing,  conduct, 
behaviour,  practice,  action  ;  affair  ;  occupation,  work, 
profession,  business,  any  pecuniary  transaction,  usury  ; 
Sealing,  traffic,  commerce,  trade  ;  a  contest  at 

law,  legal  dispute,  lawsuit,  litigation  ;  legal  prac- 
tice, judicial  procedure,  administration  of  justice  (as 

the  examination  of  evidence,  &c.)  ;  a  title  of  legal 
procedure,  occasion  of  litigation,  any  act  cognizable 
in  a  court  of  justice  ;  usage,  habit,  custom,  rule, 
law,  adherence  to  law  ;  steadiness,  propriety  ;  a  con- 

tract ;  mathematical  determination  or  ascertainment  ; 

a  sort  of  tree.  —  Vyavahdra-kdla,  as,  m.  the  period  of 
action,  a  mundane  period.  —  Vyavak.dra.-jna,  as,  m. 
a  person  who  understands  business,  one  acquainted  with 
practice  or  legal  procedure,  a  young  man  of  age,  one 
no  longer  a  minor  (i.  e.  one  who  has  passed  his 
sixteenth  year,  at  which  period  he  can  assert  his  own 

rights  in  a  court  of  law).  —  Vyavahdra-tattva,  am, 
u.,  N.  of  a  treatise  on  civil  law  by  Raghu-nandana 
(being  part  of  the  Smriti-tattva).  —  Vya  vahdra-tas, 
hid.  according  to  established  practice.  —  Vyavahdra- 
dar^ana,  am,  n.  judicial  investigation,  trial.  —  Vya~ 

vahdra-nirnaya,  as,  m.  '  legal-decision,'  N.  of  a 
work  by  S'rt-pati.  —  Vyavahdra-pada,  am,  n.  a 
title  or  head  of  legal  procedure,  occasion  of  litiga- 

tion, (according  to  Sabda-k.  =  vddind  rdjiii  nive- 

dfinam,  see  vyavakdra-rishaya.')  —  Vyavahdra- 
pdda,  as,  m.  the  fourth  part  or  quarter  of  a  legal 
process,  one  of  the  four  stages  or  divisions  necessary 

to  conduct  a  regular  suit,  (these  are,  I  .  purra-pak- 
eha,  the  plaint  ;  2.  uttara-paksha,  the  defence  ; 
3.  kriyd-pdda,  the  production  of  witnesses  and 
written  documents  ;  4.  nirttaya-pdda,  the  decision  or 
verdict.)  —  Vyamhdra-prdpta,  as,  m.  one  who  has 
attained  a  knowledge  of  business  or  legal  procedure, 

a  youth  sixteen  years  of  age.  —  Vyavaliara-ma- 
yukha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  legal  work  forming  part  of 
the  Bhagavad-bh5skara.  —  Vyavahdra-mdtrilcd,  {. 
the  material  or  matter  of  ordinary  judicature,  legal 
process  in  general,  any  act  or  subject  relating  to  the 
formation  of  legal  courts  or  the  administration  of 
justice  (arranged  under  thirty  heads  in  the  beginning 
of  the  second  book  or  Vyavaharadhyaya  of  the 

MiiaksharS,  viz.  :.  vyarahdra-dars'anam,  2.  vya- 
vahdra-lakshanam,  3.  sabhdsadah,  4.  prddvfai- 
kddi/i,  5.  ryarahdra-vis/iayah,  6.  rdjiiah  kdryd- 
nutpddakatcam,  7.  kdrydrthini  praiinah,  8.  ah- 
rdndndhrdne,  'j.dsedhah,  10.  pratyartliiny  agate 

lekltyddi-kartavyatd,  II.  panta-vidho  hinah, 
12.  kidriiam  lekhyam,  13.  pakthabhdsdh,  14. 

anddeyah,  15.  ddeyah,  16.  niyukta-jaya-pard- 
jaye  vddi-jaya-pardjayau,  17.  iodhitu-lekhya- 

niveianam,  18.  uttardmdhi-s'odhanam,  19.  io- 
dhite  pattrdrudite  uttura-kartavyam,  20.  uttara- 
lakahanam,  2i.satyottara-lakshanam,  iz.milh- 
yoltara-lakshanam,  23.  pratyavnekandanotta- 
ram,  24.  prdn-nydyottaram,  25.  uttarabhdsah, 
26.  sankarunuttaram,  27.  pratyarthi-kriyd-nir- 

deiSah,  28.  uttare  pnttre  'bhinivtiite  sddhana- 
nirdeSah,  29.  tat-siddhau  siddhih,  30.  6atu.sk- 
pdd-vyavahdrah),  ••  Vyavahdra-mdrga,  (is,  m. 
course  or  title  of  legal  procedure  (  —  vyavahdra- 
vishaya,  <\.v.).  —  Vyavahdra-laks/iana,  am,  n.  a 
characteristic  of  judicial  investigation.  —  Vyavahdra- 
vat,  an,  atl,  at,  having  occupation,  occupied,  work- 

ing with.  —  Vyavahdra-vidhi,  is,  m.  legal  enact- 
ment, rule  of  law,  the  precepts  or  code  by  which 

judicature  is  regulated,  any  code  of  law.  —  Vyava- 
hdra-vitihaya,  as,  m.  a  subject  or  title  of  legal  pro- 

cedure, any  act  or  matter  which  may  become  the 
subject  of  legal  proceedings,  an  actionable  business, 

(according  to  Manu  VIII.  4-7.  there  .are  eighteen 
principal  heads,  viz.  I.  rindddnam,  contraction  of 

debt;  2.  nikshcpah,  deposit ;  3.  asvdmi-^vikrayah, 
sale  without  ownership;  4.  sambhuya-samutthd- 
nam,  engaging  in  business  after  joining  partner- 

ship, concerns  among  partners ;  5.  dattasydnapa- 
karma,  non-delivery  or  resumption  of  what  has 
been  given ;  6.  vetanddanam,  non-payment  of 

wages ;  7.  sanivid-vyatikramah,  violation  of  agree- 
'ment;  8.  kraya-vikraydnus'ayah,  repenting  of 
or  rescinding  either  sale  or  purchase;  9.  svdmi- 

pdlayor  vil'ddah,  dispute  between  master  and  ser- 
vant ;  10.  simd-vivddah,  dispute  about  boundaries ; 

II.  vdk-pdrushyam,  violence  in  words,  slander, 
abuse;  12.  danda-pdrushyam,  violence  by  actual 
assault;  13.  steyam,  theft,  larceny;  14.  sdhasam, 

robbery  with  violence;  is,.stri-sanyralianam,  im- 
proper intercourse  with  women,  adultery;  16.  strl- 

pun-dharma/f,  law  of  man  and  wife;  IJ.vibhdgah, 
apportionment  of  property,  inheritance;  iS.dyutam 
and  dhvayah,  gambling  with  dice  and  with  fighting 
animals,  layingwagers,&c.)— Vyarahdra-samu6faya, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Bhoja-deva.  —  Vyavahdra- 
sthdna,  am,  n.  a  title  or  occasion  of  litigation  ( = 
ryavafidra-i'ishaya,  q.  v.).  —  Vyavahdra-sthiti,  is, 

f.  judicial  procedure.  —  Vyavahdrdns'a  (°ra-an°), 
as,  m.  any  part  or  division  of  legal  procedure. 

—  Vyavahdrdnga  (°ra-an°\  am,  n.  the  body  of 
civil  and  criminal  law.  —  Vyarahdrdbhis'asta  (°ra- 
abh°),  as,  d,  am,  prosecuted,  accused,  proceeded 
against  tegztty.  —  Vyavalidrdyogya  (°ra-ay°),  as, 
d,  am,  unfitted  or  unsuited  for  legal  proceedings ; 
(o«),  m.  one  incompetent  to  conduct  business,  a 
minor,  any  one  not  yet  of  age. 
Vyarahdraka,  as,  m.  a  dealer,  trader. 
Vyavahdrika,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  relating  to  practice 

or  business,  transacting  business,  engaged  in  business, 
practical ;  relating  to  an  action  at  law  or  legal  process ; 
litigant ;  one  who  is  party  to  a  suit ;  customary,  usual ; 
(ikd),  f.  practice,  usage,  custom  ;  a  brush,  broom ; 
a  plant  (=inguda). 

Vyai'ahdrin,  I,  im,  i,  customary,  usual ;  acting, 
transacting,  practising  (any  business  or  trade);  litigant, 
litigating,  engaged  in  a  lawsuit ;  relating  to  a  legal 
process  or  action. 

Vy-avahdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  transacted  or  per- 
formed, to  be  practised  (as  a  duty,  trade,  business, 

&c.);  actionable,  liable  to  a  legal  process;  to  be 
employed  or  used  ;  customary,  usual. 

Vy-auahrita,  as,  d,  am,  practised,  employed,  used. 
Vy-avahriti,  is,  f.  practice,  performance,  action, 

process.  —  Vyavahriti-tattva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part 
of  the  Smriti-tattva. 

^T^  vy-ave  (vi-ava-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -avaiti, 
-araitum,  to  go  or  pass  between,  separate;  (in 
Vedic  grammar)  to  resolve  or  separate  (by  inserting 
a  letter,  &c.)  ;  to  dissolve,  decompose. 

Vy-avaya,  as,  m.  separation,  resolution  (into 
separate  parts),  decomposition,  dissolution,  disap- 

pearance ;  dissipation ;  loose  habits  ;  intervention,  in- 
terval, intervening  space  ;  an  obstacle,  impediment ; 

covering,  concealment ;  sexual  intercourse,  copulation ; 

purity ;  (am),  n.  light,  lustre. 
Vyavdyin,  t,  ml,  i,  separating,  resolving  (into 

separate  parts),  decomposing,  pervading,  diffusive; 
lustful ;  (»),  m.  a  libertine ;  a  drag,  aphrodisiac,  any 
substance  or  liquid  possessing  stimulating  or  exciting 

properties. 
Vy-aveta,  as,  d,  am,  separated,  resolved,  decom- 

posed (into  separate  parts),  different. 

9T5T  i.  vy-as  (vi-ai,  see  rt.  i.  a#),  cl.  5. 
A.  -ainute  (Ved.  also  frequently  P.  -ainoti),  Perf. 
vy-anafe  (Vedic  forms  vy-anat  =  ryiipnotu,  Rig- 

veda  VII.  28,  2;  vy-as~ifu,h  =  vydpnuvantu,  Rig- 
veda  I.  73,  5),  -atitum,  -asJttum,  to  reach,  attain 

to,  extend  to  ;  to  obtain,  take  possession  of,  possess  ; 
to  pervade,  interpenetrate,  fill,  occupy;  to  fall  to one's  share. 

Vy-ainwi'dna,  as,  d,  am,  reaching,  occupying, 
pervading. 

Vy-ash/i,  is,  f.  (according  to  some  fr.  vy-aksh), 
singleness,  individuality  ;  (in  the  VedSnta  phil.)  dis- 

tributive pervasion,  a  distributive  aggregate,  an  aggre- 
gate or  whole  viewed  as  consisting  of  many  separate 

bodies  (e.g.  an  object,  such  as  man,  viewed  as  a 
separate  part  of  a  whole  or  constituting  a  part  of  the 
Universal  Soul,  while  he  is  himself  composed  of 

parts  or  individuals  ;  contra-distinguished  from  sam- 
ashti,  q.  v.)  ;  power  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
—  Vyashty-abhiprdya,  as,  m.  regarding  (a  group 
of  objects)  singly  or  individually. 

^  2.  vy-as  (vi-as,  see  rt.  2.  as),  cl.  9. 
P.  (Ved.  also  A.)  -aindti  (-asnlte),  -atttum,  to  eat 
up,  consume  by  eating. 

^TO  vy-asva,  as,  a,  am,  without  horses, 
deprived  of  horses  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi 
(father  of  Visva-manas).  —  Vya&a-vat,  ind.,  Ved. 
like  Vy-asva. 

vy-ashti.     See  above. 

vy-as  (vi-as,  see  rt.  2.  as),  cl.  4.  P. 

-asyati  (anomalous  ep.  Perf.  mvydsa  as  if  fr.  a  rt. 
vyas),  -asitum,  to  throw  asunder,  cast  in  different 
directions,  divide,  divide  into  pieces,  separate,  sever, 

dispose,  arrange  ;  to  throw  about  or  in  various  direc- 
tions, toss  about,  scatter,  disperse,  dispel  ;  to  cast  aside 

or  away  ;  to  throw  over,  upset,  expel,  remove. 

Vy-asana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  throwing  in  different 
directions,  separating,  separation  ;  individuality  ;  cast- 

ing away  or  dispelling  (happiness  &c.),  violation, 
infraction  ;  calamity,  misfortune,  ill-luck,  evil  destiny, 
fate,  fated  consequence,  destruction,  loss,  defeat,  fall- 

ing away,  fall  ;  setting  (as  of  the  sun  or  moon)  ;  sin, 
fault,  vice,  crime,  bad  practice,  evil  habit  (said  to 
arise  either  from  love  of  pleasure  or  from  anger  ;  ten 
vices  are  enumerated  in  Manu  VII.  47,  48,  under 
the  first  head,  viz.  mri(/ayd,  hunting  ;  dyUta  or 

aksfta,  gambling;  divd-svapna,  sleeping  in  the 
day;  parivdda,  calumny;  striyah,  addiction  to 
women  ;  mada,  drinking  spirits  ;  taurya-trika, 
dancing,  singing,  and  instrumental  music  ;  vrithdtyd, 
idle  roaming  :  and  eight  are  said  to  proceed  from 

anger,  viz.  paifumya,  tale-bearing;  sdhasa,  violence  ; 
droha,  insidious  injury;  Irshyd,  envy;  asiiyd, 

detraction  ;  artha-dmhana,  unjust  seizure  of  pro- 

perty ;  rdk-pdrushya,  violence  in  words  or  abuse  ; 
daiida-pdrushya,  violence  by  actual  assault  :  the 
number  and  nature  of  these  vices  are  variously  given 

iu  other  books)  ;  punishment,  execution  (of  cri- 
minals) ;  fruitless  effort  ;  incompetence,  inability  ; 

throwing  one's  self  into  any  pursuit,  intent  applica- 
tion or  attachment  to  any  object,  inordinate  addiction, 

diligence  ;  air,  wind.—  Vyasanu-prasdrita-kara,  as, 
d,  am,  having  the  hand  stretched  forth  for  (inflicting) 
calamity.  —  Vyasana-prahdrin,  i,  im,  i,  inflicting 

calamity,  giving  trouble  or  pain.  —  Vyasana-rak- 
shiti,  i,  im,  i,  preserving  from  calamity.  —  Vyasa- 
ndkrdnta-tva  (°n(t-dk°),  am,  n.  distressful  condition, 
grievous  distress.  —  Vyasandtib/tdra  (°na-aP),  as, 
d,  am,  weighed  down  with  misfortunes,  overbur- 

dened with  calamities.  —  Vyasandnvita  (°na-an°), 
as,  d,  am,  involved  in  calamity.  —  Vyasandpluta 

(°na-dp°),  as,  d,  am,  overwhelmed  with  calamity. 
—  Vyasandrta  (°na-dr°),  as,  d,  am,  afflicted  by 
calamity  or  misfortune,  suffering  pain.  —  Vyusano- 

daya  (°na-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  followed  by  or  resulting in  calamities^. 

Vyasanim,  i,  ini,  i,  calamitous,  unfortunate,  un- 
lucky ;  addicted  to  any  kind  of  vice  or  evil  practice 

(as  gaming,  drinking,  &c.,  see  above)  ;  vicious,  dis- 
solute; attached  intently  to  (any  object).  —  Vyasani- 

td,  f.  or  vyasani-lva,  am,  n.  calamitousness,  calamity; 
viciousness,  wickedness,  dissoluteness  ;  intent  attach- ment. 
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Yyaianiya,  at,  m.  a  vicious  person,  profligate, 
libertine. 

Yy-arta,  as,  a,  am,  cast  apart,  thrown  asunder, 

separated,  divided,  separate,  severed,  distinct,  un- 
compounded,  simple,  broken  asunder,  broken  to 
pieces,  shattered ;  different,  manifold, various,  changed, 
altered  ;  thrown  or  tossed  about,  scattered,  dispersed ; 

agitated,  disturbed,  troubled,  confused,  confounded, 
bewildered ;  cast  aside  or  away,  expelled,  removed, 

spread;  thrown  upside  down,  upset,  reversed,  in- 
verted, disordered,  disarranged,  out  of  order,  uneven, 

reverse,  inverse,  opposite,  opposed  to,  set  or  struck 

against;  penetrated,  pervaded,  inherent  in  or  per- 
vading all  the  several  parts  of  anything,  (opposed  to 

sam-Ofta,  q.v.);  (am),  ind.  severally,  separately, 

partially.  —  Yyasta-kcfo,  as,  i,  am,  having  dishe- 
velled hair.  —  Vyasta-ta,  (.  or  vyasta-tra,  am,  n. 

severally,  individuality ;  several  inherence ;  agita- 

tion, bewilderment.  —  Vyasta-trairds'ika,  am,  n. 
the  rule  of  three  inverted.  —  Vyasta-pada,  am,  n. 
confused  statement  of  a  case  (in  a  court  of  law), 
confusion  in  accusation  and  defence  (as  when  a  man 

is  charged  with  debt  his  defence  is  that  he  has  been 
struck) ;  a  simple  or  uncompounded  word  (in  gram., 

opposed  to  samasla-pada,  q.  v.).— Vyasta-ratrin- 
diva,  a»,  a,  am,  dividing  or  separating  night  and 

day.  —  Vyasta-vidhi,  i*,  m.  inverted  rule,  any  rule  for 
inversion.  —  Vyasta-vritti,  is,  is,  i,  (a  word)  whose 
proper  force  or  meaning  is  changed  or  altered. 
Vyastdra,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  vyasta  +  dra  fr. 

rt.  4.  r»),  the  issue  of  the  fluid  from  the  temples  of 
an  elephant. 

Vy-asya,  ind.  having  thrown  asunder,  having 
thrown  or  tossed  about,  having  dispersed  or  scattered ; 
having  arranged  in  order. 

Vy-dsa,  a>,  m.  distributing  or  disposing  in  dif- 
ferent directions,  distribution  or  separation  into  parts, 

(in  Atharva-veda  Pratisakhya  III.  68.  said  to  mean 

'  the  disjoined  or  Pada  text ')  ;  severing  ;  severally, 
distinction,  detail;  diffusing,  extending;  diffusion, 
extension,  width,  breadth,  the  breadth  or  diameter 

of  a  circle ;  a  particular  measure ;  a  fault  in  pronun- 
ciation, a  kind  of  drawl  [cf.  pidana,  vi-hdra] ;  dis- 
posing in  order,  arranging,  an  arranger,  compiler ; 

N.  of  a  celebrated  sage  and  author  (often  called  Veda- 
vyasa  and  regarded  as  the  original  arranger  of  the 
Vedas  &c.  and  founder  of  the  Vedanta  philosophy 
[see  tedanta] ;  he  was  the  son  of  the  sage  Parasara 

and  Satyavatl,  who  afterwards,  as  the  wife  of  S'antanu, 
gave  birth  to  Viditra-vlrya  and  Bhlshma ;  he  was 
therefore  half-brother  of  these  latter ;  ParSSara  met 
Satyavatl,  when  quite  a  girl,  as  he  was  crossing  the 

river  Jumna1 ;  their  child  VySsa  was  called  Krishna 
from  his  dark  complexion,  and  Dvaipayana  because 
he  was  brought  forth  by  Satyavatl  on  a  Dvlpa  or 
island  in  the  Jumna  ;  when  grown  up  he  retired  to 
the  wilderness  to  lead  the  life  of  a  hermit,  but  at 

his  mother's  request  returned  to  become  the  husband 
of  Vicitra-vlrya's  two  childless  widows,  by  whom  he 
was  the  father  of  the  blind  Dhrita-rashtra  and  of 

Pindu ;  be  was  also  the  father  of  Vidura  by  a  slave 
girl  [see  vidura,  p.  918]  and  of  Suka,  the  supposed 
narrator  of  the  BhJgavata-PurSna :  the  Vishnu-Pu- 
rJna  III.  3.  enumerates  twenty-eight  VySsas  or 
arrangers  of  the  Vedas  in  the  twenty-eight  DvSpara 
ages  of  the  Vaivasvata  Manv-antara ;  the  first  VySsa 
is  said  to  have  been  Svayam-bhu  or  Brahma  himself, 

and  the  twenty-eighth  was  Krishna-dvaipJyana :  the 
name  Vylsa  seems  to  have  been  given  to  any  great 
compiler  or  author,  and  this  title  is  conferred  not 
only  on  the  arranger  of  the  Vedas  and  the  PurJnas, 
but  also  on  the  compiler  of  the  MahJ-bhirata,  the 
Brahma-sOtra  of  the  Vedinta  philosophy,  a  Dharma- 
iJstra,  the  Yoga-sutra-bhJshya,  the  Vakra-tunda- 
stotra,  the  Vakra-tundashtaka  hymns,  and  the  Siva- 
dhanur-veda:  the  following  are  synonyms  for  Vyasa, 
Vldarayana  or  Bidarayana,  Dvaipayana,  Krishna- 

dvaipJyana,  ParSiari,  Mlthara,  Kinlna,  Sityava'ta, Satya-bhSrata,  Satya-rata);  a  Brahman  who  recites 
or  expounds  the  PurJnas  &c.  in  public  (=palhaka- 

brdhmana).  -  Vydta-tirtlta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a'  place ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator.  —  Vydsa-tva,  am,  n. 
the  state  or  title  of  a  compiler.  —  Vyasa-dde  i,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  chief  of  the  VaikhJnasa  sect.  "Vyasa- 
deva,  as,  m.  the  divine  sage  VyJsa.  —  Yydsa-pujd, 
{.  honour  paid  to  an  expounder  of  the  PurJnas. 

—  Yyana-bhdiiliya-rydkhtjd,  (.,  N.  of  a  commentary 

by   V5<!as-pati.  —  Vydsa-mdtri,  td,  f.  '  mother   of 
Vylsa,'  epithet  of  Satyavatl.  —  Vydsa-vana,  am,  n, 
N.  of  a  sacred  forest.  —  Vydsa-s'ulca-sanirdda,  as, 
m.  'dialogue  between  VyJsa  and  Suka,'  N.  of  a 
philosophical  discourse  on  the  vanity  of  everything 

except  religion  (said  to  be  extracted  from  the  Maha- 
bhlrata).  —  Vyasa-siitra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 

—  YyiUa-nmriti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  law-book.  —  Yya- 
sdfh/aka  (°«o-«wA°),  N.  of  a  hymn.  —  Vyasasana 
(°«a-as°),  ant,  n.  the  seat  of  an  expounder  of  the 
Purinas.  —  Vyasedvara-tirtha,  am,  a.,  N.  of  a 

chapter  of  the  Siva-Pur  Jna. 
Vydslya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  VySsa. 

«1TJ  vy-asu,  us,  us,  u,  breathless,  without 
breath,  inanimate,  lifeless. 

«T^  vy-ah  (vi-ah),  Perf.  -aha  (see  rt.  3.  ah), 
to  explain,  assign  a  reason. 

&fj!vy-ahna,  as,  a,  am  (according  to  Vopa- 
deva  III.  42.  the  loc.  may  be  vy-ahne,  vy-ahani, 
or  vy-ahni),  done  or  happening  on  separate  days  ; 
(according  to  some)  done  or  produced  in  two  days. 

vy-dkarana.  See  under  vy-a-kri. 

vy-dkirna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  kri 
with  d  and  ri),  scattered  or  tossed  in  every  direction, 
thrown  about  or  away.  —  Vydkirna-ke&ira,  as,  a, 

am,  having  a  disordered  or  rough  mane.  —  Vydkirna- 
mdlya-kavara,  as,  d,  am,  variegated  with  inter- 

spersed garlands.  —  Vyakirnarfis  (°na-ar°),  is,  is, 
is,  Ved.  having  scattered  or  divided  flames. 

«Mi$fV»n  vy-dkuntita,  as,  d,  am,  distorted, 
crooked,  contracted,  curved. 

«Micjc«>  vy-dkula,  as,  d,  am,  confounded, 
confused,  agitated,  discomposed,  bewildered,  per- 

plexed, troubled,  dimmed,  overcome  with  fear  ;  busily 
occupied  about  anything.  —  Vydkula-fitta,  as,  d, 
am,  or  vyiikvla-tetas,  as,  as,  at,  or  vyakula- 

manas,  as,  as,  as,  or  vydkuldtman  (°la-a<°)»  a, 
d,  a,  agitated  or  perplexed  in  mind,  flurried,  having 
a  mind  distracted  with  grief.  —  Vydkula-td,  f.  or 

vyakula-tva,  am,  n.  perturbation,  agitation,  per- 
plexity, bewilderment,  alarm.  —  Vydkull-kri,  cl.  8. 

P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  bewilder,  render  confused 

or  perplexed,  trouble.  —  Vyakull-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bha- 
rati,  &c.,  to  become  perplexed.  —  Vydkulendriya 

(°i«-t/i°),  as,  d,  am,  having  the  senses  bewildered, 
one  who  has  lost  his  senses,  discomposed,  ruffled. 

Vydkulaya,  Nom.  P.  vyakulayati,  -yitum,  to 
agitate,  flurry,  confuse,  frighten. 
Vydkulita,  as,  a,  am,  agitated,  flurried,  perplexed, 

confounded,  alarmed. 

«Tr^rfrT  vy-dkuti,  is,  f.  wrong  or  evil  in- 
tention, fraud,  deception,  disguise  (  =  bhangi). 

«TT^  vy-d-kri  (vi-d-),  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti, 
-kurute,  -kartum,  to  undo,  decompose,  analyse, 
separate,  divide  ;  to  expound,  explain,  utter. 

Vy-akarana,  am,  n.  undoing,  analysis,  explaining, 
expounding;  grammatical  analysis,  grammar  (regarded 
as  one  of  the  Vedan-gas,  see  vedanya,  p.  964, 

col.  3).  —  Vyakarana-prakriya,  f.  grammatical  for- 
mation of  a  word,  etymology.  —  Vydkarana-siddha, 

as,  d,  am,  established  by  grammar,  conformable  to 

grammar,  grammatical.  —  V  ydkaratidgama  (°na- 
dg°),  as,  m.  traditional  rules  of  grammar. 
Vy-dkdra,  as,  m.  transformation,  change  of  form, 

distortion,  deformity. 

Vy-dkrita,  as,  a,  am,  analysed,  decomposed,  sepa- 
rated, expounded,  explained,  made  clear;  transformed, 

disfigured,  deformed,  distorted,  changed. 

Vy-dkriti,  is,  f.  analysing,  explaining,  making 
clear  ;  grammar  ;  change  of  form,  development. 

Vy-aJct-itya,  iud.  having  separated. 

vy-d-krish  (vi-d-),  cl.  I.  P.  -kar- 
i,  -karshtum,  -krashtum,  to  draw  or  drag  in 

different  directions,  draw  apart,  separate  ;  to  draw  off 
or  awav,  take  off,  put  off,  throw  off;  to  remove. 

}'y-akrith(a,  as,  d,  am,  drawn  off,  taken  off, thrown  off. 

vy-dkosa,  as,  d,  am,  expanded, 
blossomed,  blown  (as  a  flower). 

Vy-dkosha,  as,  d,  am,  =  vy-dko4a  above. 

SJT3J9Iry-d-ir«s'  (vi-d-),  cl.  I.  P.  -krosati, 
-kroshlum,  to  cry  out  aloud,  complain,  lament. 

V  i/-<~tkroilat,  an,  and,  at,  crying  out  aloud,  mak- 
ing loud  lamentations. 

^nftsni.  vy-d-kship  (vi-d-),  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
-lisMpati,  -le,  -ksheptum,  to  throw  or  toss  about  ; 
to  carry  away  ;  to  stretch  out  or  forth,  open  ;  to 
shoot  off  (as  a  bow). 

Vy-dkehipta,  as,  a,  am,  tossed  hither  and  thither, 
tossed  about  ;  torn  asunder,  carried  away,  distracted, 
stretched  out,  stretched  forth.  —  Vydkshipta-manas, 

as,  as,  as,  or  vydkshipta-hridaya,  as,  d,  am, 
having  the  mind  or  heart  tossed  about,  distracted  in mind. 

Vy-dkshepa,  as,  m.  throwing  or  tossing  about; 
obstruction,  hinderance,  delay,  (a-i'ydks/iepa,  absence 

of  delay.) 

STTTsffa  vy-d-Jcshobha,  as,  m.  commotion, 

perturbation,  agitation,  disturbed  state,  disturbance. 

TUSH  I.  vy-a-khyd  (vi-d-),  cl.  2.  P. 
-khyati,  -khyatum,  to  explain  in  detail,  expound, 
interpret,  illustrate  ;  to  speak  at  length,  tell  in  full  ; 
to  relate,  narrate,  tell  (a  story)  ;  to  communicate, 

inform  ;  to  name,  call  :  Pass,  -khydyale,  to  be  ex- 
plained :  Desid.  -^ikkydgati,  to  intend  or  wish  to 

explain,  be  about  to  expound. 

2.  vy-dkhya,{.  explanation,  exposition,  interpreta- 
tion, gloss,  comment,  paraphrase.  —  Vyakhydgamya 

Cyd-dg°),  am,  n.  anything  which  can  only  be  under- stood by  explanation,  a  kind  of  uttardbhdsa,  q.v.  ; 
indistinct  assertion  or  declaration  (said  to  proceed  from 
grammatical  inaccuracy  or  faulty  construction),  any 
obscure  statement  or  passage.  —  Vydkhyd-sitdha,  f. 

'  nectar  of  exposition,'  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the 
Amara-kosha  by  Bhanujl-dlkshita. 

Vy-dkhyata,  as,  d,  am,  explained  in  detail,  ex- 
pounded, interpreted,  illustrated  ;  spoken  in  full, 

related,  narrated,  told,  spoken,  said  ;  conquered,  over- come (?). 

Yy-akhyatarya,  as,  d,  am,  requiring  to  be  ex- 
pounded or  commented  upon. 

Vy-dkhyatri,  id,  m.  an  explainer,  commentator, 

expounder. Yy-dkhydna,  am,  n.  explaining,  expounding, 

commenting  ;  explanation,  exposition  ;  gloss,  com- 
ment, interpretation.  —  Vydkhydna-yogya,  as,  a, 

am,  deserving  exposition. 

Vy-dkhyeya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  explained  or  ex- 
pounded, to  be  described. 

Vyd(!ikhyieita-grantha,  as,  m.  one  who  is  about 
to  explain  a  book. 

«l|l|g*f  vy-aghattana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  ghatt 

with  a  and  ft'},  rubbing  together,  friction  ;  churning. 
Vy-dghattita,  as,  d,  am,  rubbed  together,  rubbed  ; 

churned,  stirred. 

^TTOTrT  vy-dyhdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  vy-d-han), 

striking  against,  beating,  wounding,  destroying,  de- 
struction ;  a  blow,  stroke  ;  obstacle,  impediment,  hin- 

derance ;  the  thirteenth  of  the  astronomical  Yogas  ; 
the  tree  Cassia  Fistula  ;  a  particular  figure  of  rhetoric 
(described  as  the  production  of  two  different  effects 
from  a  similar  cause  or  by  similar  agency)  ;  contra- 

diction, inconsistency  of  statement. 

'  '!/-<iyhiitaka,  as,  a  or  ikd,  am,  striking  against, 
opposing,  thwarting,  hindering,  impeding,  resisting  ; 
one  who  opposes  or  resists,  an  obstructor. 
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Vy-aghatin,  «,  inl,  i,  one  who  strikes  against  or 
opposes  or  resists,  an  opposer ;  obstructing,  opposing, 
resisting. 

«MI«J«  ry-d-ghut  (vi-d-),  c\,  I.  A.  -ghotate, 
cl.  6.  P.  -ghu/ati,  -ghotitum,  to  turn  back,  return. 
Vy-dyhutita,  as,  a,  am,  turned  back,  returned. 
Vy-dghu/ya,  ind.  having  returned. 

'*TT^[^  vy-d-ghush  (vi-d-),  cl.  I.  P.  -gho- 
$hati,  -ghoxhitum,  to  sound  aloud :  Cans,  -ghosha- 
i/ati,  -yitum,  to  call  out  aloud,  shout  or  proclaim 
aloud. 

Vy-dghmhta,  as,  a,  am,  sounded  aloud,  loud- 
sounding,  resounding. 

Vy-dghoshayat,  an,  antl,  at,  proclaiming  aloud. 

IT^JJ  vy-d-ghurn  (vi-d-),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-ghurnati,-te,-ghuryiliim,  to  whirl  or  wave  about, 
shake  to  and  fro. 

Vy-aghurnamana,  as,  a,  am,  whirling  or  wav- 
ing about. 

Vy-dghurnita,  as,  a,  am,  whirled  about,  tossed 
hither  and  thither,  wheeled  about,  agitated,  whirling 
round,  tottering,  shaking  about,  waving. 

«TI^  vy-d-ghri  (vi-d-),  Caus.  -ghdrayatl, 
-yitum,  Ved.  to  sprinkle  round  or  over,  besprinkle. 
Vy-dghdrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sprinkling. 
Vy-dgkdrita,  as,  a,  am,  besprinkled,  sprinkled 

with  oil  or  ghee. 

=HIH  vydghra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  ghra  with  a 
and  m},  a  tiger,  (fitra-vyaghra, '  spotted  tiger,'  a 
hunting  leopard;  in  the  Vahni-PurSna  tigers  are 

said  to  be  the  offspring  of  Kasyapa's  wife,  DanshtrS) ; 
any  eminent  person,  best,  pre-eminent  (at  the  end 
of  a  comp.,  cf.  purusha-v°  and  see  riihabha,  sinka, which  are  also  used  as  the  last  member  of  com- 

pounds to  express  '  eminence')  ;  a  red  variety  of  the 
castor-oil  plant  (  —  raldairanda);  the  tree  Pon- 
gamia  Glabra  or  Galedupa  Arborea  ( =  Jtaranja) ; 
N.  of  the  author  of  a  law-book ;  (t),  f.  a  female 
tiger,  tigress ;  a  sort  of  prickly  nightshade,  Solanum 
Jacquini  (  =  kanfakdri).  —  Vydghra-darman,a,  n. 

a  tiger's  skin.  —  Vyiighrafarma-maya,  as,  I,  am, 
made  of  a  tiger's  skin.  —  Vydghra-td,  (.  or  rydghra- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition  of  a  tiger.  -~Vyd- 
ghra-dala,  as,  m.  the  castor-oil  tree  or  a  red  variety 
of  it.  —  Vydghra-naliha,  as,  m.  a  tiger's  claw ;  a 
particular  plant  ( =  snuhi) ',  a  kind  of  perfume ; 
(am),  n.  a  kind  of  medicinal  herb  with  a  fragrant 
root,  (in  Hindi  called  baghnahd) ;  a  sort  of  per- 

fume, (in  this  sense  also  t,  f.);  a  scratch,  impres- 
sion of  a  finger-nail. —Vyaghra-nakhaka,  am,  n. 

'  tiger's  claw,"  a  scratch,  the  impression  of  a  fingtr- 
nail.  —  Vydghra-ndyaka,  as,  m.  'tiger-leader,'  a 
jackal.  —  Vydghra-pdd,  -pat,  -padi,  -pat,  tiger- 
footed  ;  (pat),  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  Rig-veda 
IX.  97, 16-18  (having  the  patronymic  VSsishtha) ; 
N.  of  a  grammarian  and  author  of  a  law-book.  —  Vyd- 
yhra-pdda,  as,  m.'  tiger-footed,"  N.  of  a  lawgiver ; 
the  plant  Flacourtia  Sapida  (  =  vi-kankata).—  Vyd- 

ghra-puddha,  as,  m.  a  tiger's  tail ;  the  castor-oil 
tree,  1'alma  Christi  or  Ricinus  Communis.  —  Vya- 
ghra-pura,  am,  n.  '  tiger's  town,'  N.  of  a  town. 
—  Vyaghra-bhuti,  in,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian. 
—  Vydyhra-vadhu,  us,  f.  the  female  of  a  tiger,  a 
tigress.  —  Vyaghra-svan,  a,  m.   a   tiger-like    dog. 
—  Vydghrdta  (°ra-ata\  as,  m.  a   skylark  (  = 
bharad-vdja).  •-  Vyilghrddani   (°ra-ad°),  f.  a 
particular  plant  (  =  tri-vritd).  —  Vydyhrdsya(°ra- 
08°),  am,  n.  the  mouth  or  face  of  a  tiger ;  (as),  m. 
'  tiger-faced,'  a  cat. 
Vyaghri,  f.     See  under  vytighra  above. 

"MlTjf  vydngi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from 
Vy-arrga. 

'Zf^'Qvy-d-taksh  (vi-a-),  cl.  2. A.  -(ashte, 
-tashtum,  to  recite,  rehearse  (Ved.) ;  to  explain, 
comment  upon. 

Vy-d6alishdna,  as,  a,  am,  reciting ;  explaining. 

vy-aja,  as,  m.  (fr.  vy-aj),  deceit, 
deception,  fraud,  craft,  art,  cunning  ;  disguise  (either 
of  purpose  or  of  person);  semblance,  appearance, 
pretext,  pretence  (sometimes  at  the  end  of  comps., 
e.  g.  mrigayd-rydjena,  under  the  pretext  of  hunt- 

ing); contrivance,  means;  wickedness.  —  Vyaja- 
nirtdd,  f.  '  artful  censure,'  a  particular  figure  of 
rhetoric  (praise  veiled  under  apparent  censure) ; 
ironical  pmse.  —  Vydja-bhdnu-jit,  t,  m.  a  proper 

N.  —  Vydja-stuti,  is,  f.  'artful  praise,'  indirect 
eulogy,  praise  or  censure  conveyed  in  language  that 
expresses  the  contrary  (as  when  from  blame  praise 
is  expressed,  and  when  from  praise  blame) ;  ironical 
commendation.  -  Vyaji-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  Sec., 
to  hold  out  as  a  pretence  or  pretext.  —  Vydji-kritya, 
ind.  having  held  out  as  a  pretext,  having  pretended 

(  =  apadifya).  —  Vydjoliti  (°ja-uk°),  is,  f.  covert 
allusion  (intended  to  mislead),  innuendo. 

^TT5  tydda,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  ad 
with  m),  a  snake ;  a  carnivorous  animal,  beast  of 
prey ;  N.  of  Indra ;  a  villain,  rogue ;  a  proper  N. ; 

[cf.  vydla.J  —  Vydddyudha  (°da-dy°),  am,  n.  a  sort 
of  vegetable  perfume  (  =  vydghra-nakha). 
Vyddi,  is,  m.  (a  patronymic  fr.  vyada),  N.  of  a 

celebrated  grammarian  and  lexicographer  ( =  vin- 
dhya-vdsin,  nandini-tanaya,  q.  q.v.v.). 
Vyddiya,  as,  m.  a  follower  of  VySdi. 

^TTrfi^  vy-d-tan  (vi-a-),  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -ta- 
noti,  -tanute,  -tanitum,  to  stretch  out,  extend ;  to 
spread  about  or  over,  (i-ydtmire,  they  were  spread 
about,  KirSt.  XV.  42) ;  to  display ;  to  produce,  cause. 

snig^jt  vy-dty-ukshi,  f.  (probably  fr.  rt. 
I.  wksh  with  ati,  a,  and  vi,  cf.  •vy-dbhy-uksht), 
bathing  together  for  amusement,  mutual  splashing 
and  sporting  in  water  (=rasikdndm  anyonyam 
jala-lmdanam). 

"Tn^T  vy-d-dd  (ei-d-),  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -daddti, 
-datte, -datum,  to  open  wide,  open,  separate;  to 
open  the  mouth,  (also  with  mulcham  or  similar 
words  added)  ;  to  make  large  or  broad. 
Vy-dtta,  as,  a,  am,  opened,  open,  wide  open, 

spread,  extended,  expanded,  vast ;  (ant),  n.  the  open 

mouth.  —  Vydltdnana  (°ta-<m°)  or  ryattdsya  ("ta- 
ds0), as,  d,  am,  open-mouthed. 

Vy-ddaddna,  as,  a,  am,  opening  (especially  the 
mouth). 

Vy-dddna,  am,  n.  opening,  setting  open  or  ajar. 
Vy-dddya,  ind.  having  opened ;  having  opened 

the  mouth,  having  gaped  (with  wonder  &c.) ;  with 
the  mouth  open. 

Vy-ddita,  as,  a,  am  (ep.  for  vy-dtta),  opened 
(applied  especially  to  the  mouth).  —  Vyaditasya  ("te- 

as0), as,  d,  am,  open-mouthed. 

^Tlf^S^  vy-a-dis  (vi-d-),  cl.  3.  6.  P.  -di- 
deshli,  -didati,  -deshtum,  to  point  out  separately, 
divide  among,  distribute ;  to  point  out,  show ;  to 
explain,  inform,  teach ;  to  prescribe,  order,  charge, 
command  (with  ace.  of  the  person)  ;  to  assign,  ap- 

point (to  any  duty)  ;  to  give  an  order  or  command ; 
to  speak  about  any  one  (ace.) ;  to  declare,  foretel. 
Vy-adiia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu. 
Vy-ddisya,  ind.  having  pointed  out,  having  pre- scribed or  ordered,  &c. 

Vy-ddishta,  as,  d,  am,  assigned  or  divided  sepa- 
rately, distributed  ;  pointed  out,  explained,  instructed, 

taught ;  prescribed,  ordered,  charged,  commanded ; 
declared,  indicated,  foretold. 

stn^M  vy-ddirgha,  as,  d,  am,  very  long 
or  extended. 

^TT^SI  vy-d-dris,  Pass,  -drisyate,  to  be 
clearly  seen  or  visible. 

^nV  vyddha.  See  under  rt.  vyadh,  p.  974, 
col.  i. 

3TniT  vy-d-dhd  (ct-a-),  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -da- 
dltdli,  -dhatte,  -dhatum,  to  separate,  divide,  dis- 

tract: Pass,  -dhlyate,  Ved.  to  be  separated  or 
divided  ;  to  be  out  of  health,  feel  unwell  ;  [cf. 
vyddhi  below.] 
Vy-dhita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  diseased,  unwell,  ill, sick. 

vy-ddhdma,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr. 
rt.  dhma  with  a  and  vi,  but  perhaps  fr.  vy-d-dhd, 

cf.  also  vy-adhava  below),  Indra's  thunderbolt  (  = vajra), 

vy-ddhdva.    See  under  vy-d-dhii. 

vyddhi,  is,  m.  (probably  to  be  con- 
nected with  vy-a-dhd  above,  but  also  derived  fr.  rt. 

vyadh,  and  perhaps  connected  with  a.  d-dhi),  pain, 
I  sickness,  ailment,  disease  (in  general)  ;  leprosy  ;  N. 
,  of  a  son  of  Mrityu  or  Death.  —  Vyddhi-kara,  as,  I, 
am,  causing  sickness,  unhealthy.  —  Vyddhi-grasta 
or  vyddhi  pidita,  as,  d,  am,  seized  or  afflicted  with 

disease.  —  Vyddhi-ghdta,  as,  m.  '  illness-destroyer," 
the  tree  Cassia  Fistula  (  =  drag-badha).  —  Vyddhi- 
ghna,  as,  i,  am,  removing  or  destroying  disease. 
—  Vyddhi-durbhiksha-pidila,  as,  d,  am,  afflicted 
with  sickness  and  famine.  —  Vyddhi-nigraha,  as, 
m.  suppression  of  disease.  —  Vyddhi-nirjaya,  as,m. 
the  subduing  a  disease.—  Vyddhi-bahula,  as,  d,  am, 
frequently  visited  with  disease  (as  a  village).  —  Vyd- 
dhi-bhaya,  am,  n.  fear  of  disease.  —  Vyddhi-yukta, 
as,  d,  am,  suffering  from   illness,   diseased,  sick. 
—  Vyddhi-rahita,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  disease, 
convalescent.  —  Vyddhi-hantri,  td,  tri,  tri,  destroy- 

ing or  removing  disease  ;  (td),  m.  a  kind  of  plant 
(  =  vdrahi-kanda).  —  Vyddhy-drta,   as,   d,   am, 
pained  with  or  suffering  from  disease.  —  Vyddhy- 
upaiama,  as,  m.  allaying  or  curing  diseases. 
Vyddhita,  as,  d,  am,  diseased,  sick,  ill,  ailing. 
3.  t'yddhin,  I,  ini,  i,  diseased,  sick,  ill. 

IT**  vy-d-dhii  (vi-d-),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dhu- 
noti,  -dhunute  (later  also  -dhunoti,  -dhunute), 
-dharitum,  -dhotum,  to  shake  to  and  fro,  move 
or  toss  about. 

Vy-adhdva,  as,  m.  Indra's  thunderbolt  ;  [cf.  vy- 

ddhdma.~\ 
Vy-ddhuta,  as,  a,  am,  shaken  about,  tossed 

hither  and  thither,  shaking,  trembling,  tremulous. 

Vy-ddhunvat,  an,  ati,  at,  shaking  or  waving 
about. 

Vy-ddhuta,  as,  d,  am,  shaken  about,  agitated. 
Vy-ddfiuya,  ind.  having  shaken  or  waved  about. 
Vy-ddhuyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  shaken  or 

tossed  about,  being  moved  hither  and  thither,  being 
fanned  ;  flickering. 

«4l«T  vy-dna,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  an  with  d  and 
n),  one  of  the  five  vital  airs  (that  which  circulates 
or  is  diffused  through  the  body,  see  prdna), 

"(ll*^  vy-d-nam  (vi-d-),  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -na- 
mati,  -te,  &c.,  to  bend  or  bow  down. 
Vy-dnata,  as,  d,  am,  bent  down,  having  the 

face  bent  towards  the  ground  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of 
coitus.  —  Vydnata-karana,  am,  n.  the  posture  as- 

sumed in  the  preceding  kind  of  coitus. 

«4  1  1  V  ̂|  vy-dnasi,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  ry-as),  Ved. 
one  who  has  pervaded,  pervading,  penetrating,  (Say. 
vy-dnaiiiA  =  'vyapnuvat,  Rig-veda  III.  49,  3;  in 
Naigh.  III.  I.  vyanaiih  is  enumerated  among  the 
bahu-ndmdni.) 

Vy-dnas'in,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  pervading,  (Say.  = 

vydpana-sila.) 
*TR^  vy-d-nah,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -nahyati,  -te, 

-naddhum,  to  connect  mutually,  intersperse,  inter- weave. 

Vy-dnaddha,  as,  d,  am,  connected  mutually, interspersed. 

"Mill  vy-d-ni,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nay  ati,  -te, 
-netum,  Ved.  to  pour  in  separately. 

^W^vy-dp  (vi-dp),  cl.  5.  P.  -dpnoti  (some- 
times also  A.  -ipnute),  -dplum,  to  reach  through, 
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spread  through,  go  everywhere,  overspread,  pervade, 
permeate,  till  up,  occupy,  cover,  fill ;  to  reach  as  far 

as,  extend  to :  Pass,  -dpi/ate,  &c. :  Caus.  -dpayati, 
&c. :  Desid.  ripnal! ;  [c.f. 

Vy-dpaka,  tu,  ilia,  am,  pervading,  diffusive, 
comprehensive,  going  everywhere,  widely  spreading, 
extending  over  the  whole  of  anything,  extensive,  in- 

variably concomitant  or  inherent;  (in  law)  compre- 
hending all  the  points  of  an  argument,  pervading  the 

whole  plea;  (at),  m.  (in  logic)  'the  pervader,'  a 
pervading  attribute,  one  invariably  concomitant  (i.  e. 
always  found  where  some  other  is  found)  ;  (ikd),  f. 
an  impudent  woman ;  (am),  n.  an  invariably  con- 

comitant or  inherent  property  or  characteristic. —Vyd- 
puha-td,  f.  or  rydpaka-tra,  am,  n.  pervasion, 
diffusion,  extensiveness,  comprehensiveness;  invari- 

able concomitance  or  inherence. "Vyupata-nyiifn. 
as,  m.  (in  the  Tantra  system)  a  particular  disposition 
or  arrangement  of  mystical  texts  over  the  whole  per- 

son, (according  to  Sabda-k.  =  sirastah  pdddntaiii 

pddatah  £iro  'ntam  mula-mantra-vinydttah.) 
Vy-dpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  spreading  through  or 

throughout,  pervading,  penetrating,  penetration,  fill- 
ing up ;  covering. 

Vy-apaniya,  at,  d,  am,  fit  to  be  pervaded  or 
penetrated,  permeable. 

Vy-dpita,  at,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  filled  up,  filled. 
Vydpin,  i,  ini,  i,  reaching  through,  pervading, 

extending  over  or  to,  covering;  all-pervading,  dif- 
fusive, comprehensive,  co-extensive,  invariably  in- 

herent or  concomitant ;  (i),  m.  '  the  pervader,'  N. 
of  Vishnu;  a  pervading  property  or  characteristic. 

—  Vydpi-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  pervading,  exten- 
iiveness,  extent,  pervasion,  diffusedness. 

Vy-dpta,  as,  d,  am,  spread  through,  pervaded, 
pervading,  extended,  thoroughly  occupied  or  pene- 

trated by  (as  the  universe  by  spirit,  &c.) ;  encom- 
passed, surrounded;  filled  up,  full;  comprehended 

or  included  (under  a  general  notion) ;  having  inhe- 
rent properties,  invariably  attended  or  accompanied 

(e.  g.  smoke  is  invariably  attended  by  fire  or  neces- 
sarily includes  or  implies  fire) ;  obtained,  possessed, 

possessed  of;  celebrated,  famous ;  placed,  fixed  ;  open', outspread,  expanded.  -  Vydpta-tama,  as,  a,  am, 
most  diffused. -Vydptdntara  (°ta-an°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  intervals  or  holes  or  recesses  filled  up. 

Vy-dpti,  is,  f.  the  act  or  state  of  pervading,  per- 
vasion, pervadedness,  permeation,  pervading  inhe- 

rence, the  inherent  and  inseparable  presence  of  any 
one  thing  in  another  (as  of  oil  in  sesamum  seed, 
heat  in  fire,  &c.),  universal  pervasion,  inseparable  iu- 
volvedness,  invariable  concomitance,  invariable  attend- 

ance on  an  ascertained  sign,  universal  distribution  (in 
logic),  universal  accompaniment  of  the  middle  term 
by  the  major  (e.g.  smoke  is  always  pervaded  by *  --  1     --      \  —  -  ̂ .      -•  ain*j  3     ̂ n^.i  »*tUCU      UV 

fire  or  fire  is  necessarily  involved  in  smoke  ;  it  is  this 
idea  of  pervasion  that  constitutes  the  peculiarity  of 
the  HindQ  syllogism);  universality,  universal  or 
general  rule  or  law  without  an  exception  ;  omni- 

presence, ubiquity  (as  a  divine  attribute);  fulness; 
obtaining,  gaining,  acquiring.  -  Vydpti-karman,  d, 
d,  a,  Ved.  whose  function  is  diffusion.  —  Vydpti- 
gralia,  as,  m.  apprehension  of  a  general  proposition  or 
of  universal  concomitance,  mduaion.~Vydpti-jiidi>a, 
am,  n.  knowledge  of  pervading  inherence  or  of  the 
presence  of  invariably  concomitant  properties.  —  Vy- 
apti-ntitaya,  as,  m.  (in  logic)  the  ascertainment  of 
pervading  inherence  or  universal  concomitance.  —  Y>j- 
apti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  pervasion,  univer- 
ally  diffused,   pervading;    pervaded,   attended   by. 
-  I  yapti-lakshaiia,  am,  n.  sign  or  proof  of  uni- >al  pervasion  or  of  the  invariable  attendance  of  an inherent  property  or  characteristic. 

'  °*'  "'  ""*'  pervadin&  Permeating, 

pervlded-  having 

universal  pervasion  or  of  an  invariably  concomitant 
cause  or  characteristic  (e.  g.  smoke  i>  invariably  per- 

vaded by  fire) ;  the  sign  or  middle  term  of  an  infer- 
ence, the  proof,  reason,  cause  (  =  sddhana,  hetii); 

a  particular  medicinal  plant,  Costus  Speciosus  (  = 
kuslt!ha).  —  Vydpya-td,  (.  or  rydpya-tra,  am,  n. 
permeableness,  the  state  or  capacity  of  being  invari- 

ably pervaded  or  attended  by ;  capacity  of  obtaining 

~Vijdiiiiateasiddhl  (°ca-ae°),  is,  f.  (in  logic)  im 
perfect  conclusion  (i.  e.  where  the  alleged  invariable 
ness  of  concomitancy  is  not  real). 

Vij-dpyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  pervaded,  bein 
permeated  or  penetrated. 

*TTT?  i.  vy-d-pad  (vi-d-),  cl.  4.  A.  -pad 
yate,  -pattitm,  to   fall  away,  fall   down,  fall   int 
misfortune,  perish ;  to  disappear,  be  inaudible  (as 
sound) :  Caus.  -pddayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  perish 
destroy,  kill ;  to  make  worse,  injure,  hurt,  spoil. 
Vy-dpatti,  is,   f.   falling  into   misfortune,  ruin 

change,  substitution  of  one  thing  for  another,  (var 
na-v",  substitution  of  one  letter  for  another ;  as  the 
change  of  Visarga  into  its  corresponding  sibilant.) 

2.  vy-apad,  t,  f.  death,  decease;  ruin,  disease 
calamity ;  derangement. 

Vy-dpanna,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  into  misfortune 
miscarried,  failed;  dead,  deceased,  expired,  killed 
perished ;  diseased  ;  deranged,  disordered ;  hurt 
injured ;  changed,  altered,  substituted  (as  one  letter 
or  symbol  for  another,  especially  applied  to  the 
change  of  the  Visarjanlya  or  Visarga  to  its  corres- 

ponding sibilants;  when  this  symbol  remains  un- 
changed it  is  called  Vikrdnta). 

Vy-dpdda,  as,  m.  destroying,  destruction,  ruin, 
injury,  evil  design,  the  wish  or  project  to  injure another. 

Vydpddalca,  as,  ikd,  am,  destructive,  murderous. 
Vy-dpddana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  destroying,  de- struction, killing,  slaying ;  malice. 

Vy-dpddanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  killed,  liable  to 
death,  worthy  of  death  or  destruction.  -  Vydpdda- 
nlya-td,  f.  the  necessity  of  being  killed. 
Vy-dpddayitavya  or  vy-dpddya,  as,  a,  am,  to be  killed,  to  be  put  to  death. 

Vy-dpddita,  as,  d,  am,  destroyed,  killed,  slain ; 
hurt,  injured.  -  Vydpddita-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one who  has  killed  or  destroyed. 

vy-d-bhanj  (vi-d-),  cl.  7.  P.  -bha- 
nakti,  Jjnanktem,  to  break  to  pieces,  shatter. 

y-ubhuyna,  as,  a,  am,  broken  to  pieces,  shat- 
tered. 

«mh'  "*•  5'  am>  P**'^'  penetrable; capable  of  being  attended  by  any  inherent  character- 
istic or  constantly  pervaded  or  accompanied  by  it  • am  n.  tha 

,  vy-d-pri  (vi-d-),  cl.  6.  A.  -priyate, 
-partum,  to  be  occupied  or  engaged  in  (with  loc.) ; to  be  busy  or  occupied  about  anything  (with  artham 
or  hetoh  at  the  end  of  a  comp.),  be  employed  or 
placed  iii  any  office :  Caus.  -pdrayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  be  employed,  set  to  work,  set  in  motion  or 
action;  to  occupy  with,  engage  upon  (with  loc., 
rarely  with  inst.) ;  to  employ,  use,  apply  to  any  use 
or  purpose,  entrust  with,  charge,  commission,  place 
(in  any  office);  to  place,  set,  fix  (e.g.  vydpdrayd- 
masa  Aaron,  he  placed  his  hand ;  ryapdraydmaxa vilodandni,  he  fixed  his  eyes). 

Vy-dpiira,  as,  m.  occupation,  employment,  busi- 
ness, trade,  profession;  exercise,  practice,  exertion, 

activity ;  work,  affair,  operation,  action,  act,  trans- 
action, doing,  performance.  -  Vydparaveia  (°ra- 

av  ),  as,  m.  the  arising  of  a  determination  or  resolve 
(in  phil.). 

Vy-dpdrayat,  an,  antl,  at,  setting  to  work,  em- 
ploying ;  _busying,  exercising  ;  placing ;  moving. 

I  y-dpdrita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  be  busy,  set  to work,  engaged,  occupied,  employed. 
Vijiipdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  occupied,  busy;  transacting 

business ;  engaged  in  trade,  a  dealer,  trader,  agent ; 
exercising,  practising;  causing  action  or  motion, moving,  motive. 

Vy-dprita,  as,  d,  am,  occupied,  engaged  or  occu- 
pied in  (with  loc.),  engaged,  employed,  busy,  ap- 

pointed to  any  office ;  (as),  m.  a  minister,  employe, 
charg^  d'affaires  (  =  karma-safiva). 
Vy-dpriyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  occupied  or 

engaged  in  (with  loc.). 

I  ry-d-bhash  (vi-d-),  cl.  I.  A.  -bhd- 
shate,  -bhdshitum,  to  speak  to,  address;  to  profess 
declare. 

Vy-dbhdshamdna,  as,  d,  am,  speaking  to,  ad- 

dressing. 

Vy-abhastiita,  as,  d,  am,  spoken  to,  addressed  ; 
spoken,  pronounced  [cf.  dahk/ta-v°~\  ;  (am)  n  a 
speech. 
^T^vy-d-bhuj  (vi-d-),  cl.  6.  P.  -bhujati, -bfiolitum,  to  bend. 

Vy-dbhugna,  as,  d,  am,  bent. 

*lT»T13f  ry-abhy-ukshi,  (.  (probably  fr.  rt. 
i.  uksh  with  abhi,  a,  and  vi,  cf.  vy-dty-ukshi), 
gamboling  in  water,  bathing  for  pleasure. 

vydma,   as,    m.   (probably   for   vy- 
dyama,  q.  v.),  a  fathom  or  the  space  between  the 
tips  of  the  fingers  of  either  hand  when  the  arms  are 
extended  ;  disregard,  disrespect  (?)  ;  smoke  (?). 
Vydmana,  am,  n.  =  vydma  above. 

*U**i.ry-dmarsha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.mrish 
with  a  and  m),  impatience. 

2.  vy-dmarsha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  ntris 
with  d  and  vi),  rubbing  out,  erasure. 

i.  vy-dmris/tta,  as,  d,  am,  rubbed  out,  effaced, rubbed. 

vy-d-misra,  as,  d,  am,  intermixed, 
jlended  together,  mingled,  confused, 

ry-d-mtlya,  ind.  (fr.  rt.  mil  with 
a  and  vi),  having  closed  and  opened,  having  twinkled, 
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(«»  n.  that  which  may  be  the  site  or  locality  of       ̂   vy.apta>  ̂ ,,     ̂   ̂   ̂ 

-d-mut  (vi-d-),  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -mun- 
"ati,  -te,  -moktum,  to  emit,  discharge. 
Vy-dmoka,  as,  m.  release  or  freeing  from,  eettine id  of. 

vy-d-muh  (vi-d-),  el.  4.  P.  -mnhyati, 
Sec.,  to  become  stupified  or  bewildered,  to  be  infatu- 
ted  :  Caus.  -mofiayaii,  -yitum,  t«  slupify,  bewilder, 
erplex,  infatuate. 
Vy-dmudha,  as,d,a  m,  entirely  stupified,  thoroughly ifatuated  or  bewildered,  bewitched. 

Vy-dmoka,  as,  m.  bewilderment,  embarrassment, 
rror,  foolishness. 

Vy-amohita,  as,  d,  am,  bewildered,  infatuated. 

TPp^cy-a-mry  (vi-d-),  cl.  2.  P.  -mdrshli, ice.,  to  rub  off. 

2.  vy-amrishta,  rubbed  off.  —  Vydmrishta-ti- 
aka,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  the  TiUka  mark ubbed  off. 

vy-d-yam  (vi-d-),  cl.  r.  P.  -yaUhati 
Ved.  and  ep.  also  A.  -te),  -yantum.  -yamttum,  to 
draw  apart  or  asunder,  stretch  or  draw  out,  extend  ; 

to  drag  or  tear  off  (P.)  ;  to  struggle  or  contend  about 
(loc.),  fight  together  (usually  A.)  ;  to  make  efforts, 
strive,  endeavour  ;  to  sport,  dally  :  Caus.  -yamayati  or 

-ydmayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  stretch  out  or  struggle, 
make  great  effort  or  exertion,  take  exercise. 

Vy-dyaMhal,  an,  anil,  at,  struggling  or  contend- 

ing about. 
V  ij-nyafi'hamdna,  as,  d,  am,  struggling  or  con- 

tending together  ;  fighting,  quarrelling. 

Vy-dyata,  as,  d,  am,  drawn  asunder,  separated, 
drawn  out,  extended,  long,  tall  ;  expanded,  wide  open  ; 
exercised,  disciplined  ;  busy,  engaged,  occupied  ;  hard, 
firm  ;  mighty,  powerful,  strong,  intense,  deep,  much, 
excessive;  (am),  ind.  excessively.  —  Vydyata-tva, 

am,  u.  firmness.  —  Vydyata-pdta,  as,  m.  a  strong 
or  intense  blow,  a  deep  stroke  (  —  avagddha). 

Vy-dydma,  as,  m.  drawing  or  stretching  out  ;  a 
particular  measure  of  length  (  =  a  fathom  measured 
by  the  two  extended  arms,  cf.  ryama)  ;  struggling, 
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981 struggle,  contention  ;  fatigue,  labour  ;  exercise,  exer- 
tion, manliness,  manly  effort,  athletic  or  gymnastic 

exercise  (e.  g.  playing  with  heavy  clubs,  drawing  a 
bow  with  a  chain  in  place  of  a  string,  alternate  rising 

and  falling  at  full  length  on  the  ground,  &c.)  ;  busi- 
ness, occupation  ;  a  difficult  passage  or  impassable 

defile,  any  difficulty.  ••  Vydydma-sJla,  as,  a,  am, 
accustomed  to  exertion  or  exercise,  fond  of  taking 
exercise,  active,  robust,  athletic. 

Vydydmika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  exercise  or 
exertion,  gymnastic,  athletic. 
Yyiiyamin,  i,  ini,  i,  taking  exercise,  undergoing 

fatigue,  active,  athletic. 

Vy-ayamya,  ind.  having  made  exertion  or  effort, 
having  taken  exercise,  having  practised  gymnastics, 
having  made  to  undergo  exercise  or  exertion. 

3TPJ»^  vy-d-yuj  (vi-d-),  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yu- 
nakti,  -yimkte,  -yoktum,  to  disunite,  separate,  part, 
become  disunited. 

Vy-ayujya,  ind.  having  disjoined  or  separated. 

Vy-ayoga,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  dramatic  representa- 
tion or  composition  in  one  act  (belonging  to  the 

Prakarana  class,  and  describing  some  military  or  heroic 
exploit  in  which  no  part  of  the  interest  is  derived 
from  female  participation,  the  sentiment  of  love  being 
thereby  excluded). 

•MK*f  vy-d-rabdha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  rabh 
with  a  and  vi),  Ved.  held  on  every  side,  upheld, 
maintained,  properly  carried  into  effect. 

«llrt  vyala,  as,  a,  am  (connected  with 
vydda,  q.  v.),  wicked,  villainous,  bad  ;  cruel,  fierce  ; 

vicious;  (as),  m.  a  villain,  cheat,  rogue;  a  snajje; 
a  beast  of  prey;  a  tiger;  a  hunting  leopard  ;  a 
vicious  elephant  ;  a  king  ;  N.  of  Vishnu  ;  a  species 
of  the  Dandaka  metre  ;  (i),  f.  a  female  snake  ; 
[cf.  Old  Germ,  and  Angl.  Sax.  al.^  —  Vyala-khadga, 
as,  m.  =  vydla-na]:ha  below.  —  Vydla-gandhd,  f. 
the  ichneumon  plant  (  =  ndkuli).  —  Vyala-grdha, 
as,  m.  a  snake-catcher.  —  Vyala-grdhin,  i,  m.  a 
snake-catcher,  one  who  lives  by  catching  and  exhi- 

biting snakes.  —  Vyala-jihva,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (= 
mahd-samancfd).  —  Vyida-tama,  as,  a,  am,  very 
fierce  or  cruel.  —  Vydla-danthtra,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  plant  (  =  go-ks?iura).  —  Vyala-nakka,  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  medicinal  herb  with  a  fragrant  root  (in 

Hindi  called  baghnahd  —  vyaghra-nakha).—Vydla- 
pattrd,  f.  a  kind  of  cucumber  (  =  ervaru).—  Vydla- 
pdni-ja,  as,  m.  =  vydla-nakha.  —  Vyala-bala,  as, 
m.  —  vydla-naklta.~Vyala-mriga,  as,  m.  a  fierce 
animal,  wild  stag  ;  a  hunting  leopard.  —  Vydla-rupa, 
as,  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Vyala-vat,  ind.  like  a 

serpent;  like  a  beast  of  prey.  —  Vydldyudha  (°Za- 
dy°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  sort  of  vegetable  perfume  (= 
vydla-nakha,  nahhi,  vydddyudha). 
Vydlaka,  as,  m.  a  vicious  elephant. 

b,  cl.  i.  A.  -lambate,  -lam- 
bitum,  to  hang  down  ;  to  stay  behind,  linger,  delay. 

Vy-alamba,  as,  m.  the  red  Ricinus  or  castor-oil 

plant. 

*Hfrf^vy-d-likh  (vi-a-),  cl.  6.  P.  -likhati, 
-lekhitum,  to  scratch  or  scrape  against,  rub  against, 
touch,  graze;  to  make  an  incision,  scratch,  draw 
lines,  write. 

Vy-dlikhat,  an,  all  oranti,  at,  scratching,  scrap- 
ing, piercing  ;  touching,  grazing,  extending  to  ;  draw- 
ing lines,  delineating. 

•Mirtln  vy-dlina,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  K  with 
d  and  rt),  clinging  or  sticking  close  together,  cluster- 

ing, dense,  thick. 

Tlcjs  vy-d-lud,  Caus.  -lodayati,  -yitnm, 
to  stir  about,  agitate. 

Vy-alodita,  as,  a,  am,  =  matkita,  stirred  about, 
agitated. 

&fTc$*J^vy-d-lup  (vi-a-),  cl.  6.  P.  -lumpati, 
-loptum,  to  take  away,  carry  off,  remove  :  Pass. 

-lupyate,  to  be  broken  asunder  or  destroyed,  be 
divided,  be  removed,  to  disappear, 

^TTcJ  vy-d-lii  (vi-a-),  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -lunati, 
-luntte,  -lavitum,  to  cut  off,  cut  away. 
Vy-dl&na,  as,  a,  am,  cut  off.  —  Vyaluna-mur- 

dltaja,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  the  hair  cut  off. 

•M  Irtirt  vy-dlola,  as,  a,  am,  rolling  about, 

quivering,  tremulous,  shaking,  waving.  —  Vydlola- 
l:untala-kalapa-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  dishevelled 
locks  of  hair. 

vydli=:vyddi,  q.  v. 

^TTSf  «ftpJ«T  vy-dvakalana,  am,  n.  =  vy-ava- 
kalana,  subtraction  (in  arithmetic). 
Vy-dvakalita,  as,  d,  am,  subtracted. 

•Hllsjilsfl  vy-dvakrosi,  f.  (fr.  rt.  krus  with 

tira,  a,  and  <•<'),  mutual  abuse  or  imprecation. 

TT^,  vy-d-vap  (vi-a-),  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -va- 
pati,-te,-vaptum,  to  sow,  scatter,  strew,  (according 
to  some  the  Ved.  vyavapati,  Pan.  III.  i,  34,  is  for 
ryavayati.) 

«m'<Wft  vy-dvabhdshi,  f.  (fr.  rt.  bhdsh 
with  ava,  a,  and  vi),  mutual  abuse  or  imprecation  ; 

[cf.  vy-avakro&  above.] 

3TT^T!T  vy-d-varn  (vi-d-),  cl.  10.  P.  -var- 

nayati,  -yitum,  to  enumerate,  describe,  narrate. 
Vy-avarnya,  ind.  having  narrated  in  detail. 

<qiqn  vy-dvarta.     See  col.  3. 

l*4iq<«M  vy-d-valg  (vi-d-),  cl.  i.  P.  -val- 
gati,  &c.,  to  jump,  skip,  leap  ;  to  gallop  ;  to  move 
quickly  about,  quiver,  throb,  be  agitated. 

Vy-dvalgat,  an,  antl,  at,  jumping,  leaping,  &c.  ; 
throbbing,  being  agitated. 

Vy-avalgita,  as,  a,  am,  jumped,  moved,  agitated. 

vydvahdrika,  as,  z,  am  (fr.  vy- 
avahdra),  relating  to  business  or  practice  or  action, 
practical,  active  ;  belonging  to  judicial  procedure, 
judicial,  legal  ;  what  has  to  be  dealt  with  or  is  practised 
or  intended  for  use,  practicable,  customary,  usual,  cur- 

rent ;  (as),  m.  a  counsellor,  minister  ;  (am),  n.  use. 
—  Vydvahdrika-tva,  am,  n.  practicalness;  the  state 
of  belonging  to  the  period  of  action. 

TT^ltf  vy-dvahdri,  f.  (fr.  rt.  hri  with 
ava,  a,  and  vi),  mutual  seizing  or  taking  (Vopa-deva XXVI.  177). 

vy-dvahdsi,  f.  (fr.  rt.  has  with 
ava,  ii,  and  vi),  mutual  derision,  reciprocal  laughter. 

TTT^rV  vy-d-vidha,  as,  d,  am  (see  2.  vi- 
dha),  of  various  kinds,  multifarious,  omnigenous. 

*fl^   vy-d-vri  (vi-d-),  cl.  5.  9.  l.  P.  A. 
-vrinoti,  -minute,  -vrinati,  -vrinlte,  -varati,  -te, 
-varitum,-raritum,tocover  over,  conceal;  to  obstruct, 
stop  ;  to  choose,  select  ;  to  open,  (but  forms  like  vy- 
avar  in  Ved.  are  referred  to  vi-vri,  q.  v.) 

Vy-dvrinvdna,  as,  d,  am,  concealing  or  hiding 
one's  self. 

Vy-dvrita,  as,  d,  am,  covered  over,  screened  ; 
obstructed;  excluded,  excepted,  (perhaps  for  nj- 
avritla);  uncovered,  opened,  (in  this  sense  vi  is 
rather  privative.) 

Vy-dvrili,  is,  f.  covering,  screening;  exclusion; 

[cf.  vy-dvritti.'] I.  vy-avritya,  ind.  having  covered  over;  having 
obstructed  or  stopped. 

«MI^|»^»y-a-ony  (vi-d-),  cl.  I.  P.  -varjati, 
&c.,  -rarjitum,  to  exclude  from  ;  to  divide  or  sepa- 

rate into  parts. 

Vy-dvrijya,  ind.  having  separated  or  divided. 

"^\^^vy-d-vrit  (vi-d-),  cl.  I.  A.  (in  cer- 
tain tenses  also  P.,  see  rt.  I.  vrit),  -vartate,  -varti- 

tum,  to  become  separated  or  singled  out  from  (with 
inst.)  ;  to  become  separate  or  distinct,  keep  apart  ; 

to  be  split  asunder  or  opened ;  to  turn  away  from, 

become  averted,  go  away,  depart;  to  roll  or  turn 
back,  return  ;  to  turn  round,  go  round,  revolve ;  to 

go  down,  set  (said  of  the  sun)  ;  to  come  to  an  end, 
cease,  perish :  Caus.  -vartayati,  -yitum,  to  separate 
from  (with  inst.  or  abl.) ;  to  turn  away,  turn  out,  set 
aside,  exclude,  put  aside,  lay  down,  remove,  take 
away,  destroy,  overrule,  annul ;  to  throw  down,  throw 
about,  strew  ;  to  turn  about  or  round,  cause  to  revolve  ; 
to  retract ;  to  exchange,  substitute  one  for  another, 
to  contrive  (?) :  Pass,  of  Caus.  -vartyate,  to  be  excluded, 
&c. :  Desid.  -vritsate,  to  wish  to  separate  from,  &c. 

Vy-marta,  as,  m.  separating  from,  selecting,  revo- 
lution, going  round  ;  encompassing,  surrounding,  en- 
closing ;  ruptured  navel,  umbilical  hernia  ( =  ndbhir 

kanlaka). 

Vy-dvartaka,  as,  ika,  am,  separating  from,  ex- 
cluding, excepting ;  turning  away  from  ;  turning 

round;  encircling,  encompassing. —Vydrartaka-td, 
f.  state  of  excluding,  exclusion. 

Vy-avartana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  turning  round  or 
away,  rolling  round,  revolving ;  a  volute,  fold,  band ; 
encompassing,  surrounding. 

Vy-dvartamdna,  as,  d,  am,  becoming  separated 
from,  keeping  apart  from  ;  turning  away ;  desisting, 
ceasing ;  turning  back. 

Vy-avartita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  turn  away, 
made  to  desist,  made  to  revolve;  exchanged. 

Vy-dvartya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  excluded  or  excepted. 
Vy-dvritta,  as,  d,  am,  separated  or  singled  out 

from ;  excluded,  excepted,  free  from  (with  inst.) ; 

opened,  split  asunder ;  turned  away  from,  turned  back, 
returned,  desisted,  desisting,  ceased  ;  turned  round,  re- 

volved ;  encompassed,  surrounded ;  fenced,  screened, 

(probably  for  ry-arrita) ;  praised,  hymned (?).  —  Vya- 
vritta-gati,  is,  is,  i,  turned  back  from  a  course, 
desisting  from  any  course  of  action. » Vyavritta- 
faa,  am,  n.  the  being  separated  or  excluded  from, 
&c. ;  the  being  non-extensive,  (defined  to  be 
alpa-deda-vrittitvam,  the  existing  in  few  places, 
i.  e.  comprising  but  few  individuals,  said  of  a  species 

in  relation  to  its  genus ;  opposed  to  adhika-detfa- 
vrittitram,  the  characteristic  of  a  genus  viewed  in 

relation  to  the  species  it  contains.)  —  Vydvritta-deha, 
as,  d,  am,  having  the  body  severed  or  split  asunder. 

—  Vydvritta-buddhi,  is,  f. '  limited  conception,'  the 
conception  of  a  class  denoting  few  individuals,  i.  e.  of 
a  class  contained  in  a  higher  class.  —  Vydvritta-diras, 

as,  as,  as,  having  the  head  turned  round. 

Vy-dvritti,  is,  f.  separation  from,  selecting,  selec- 
tion, choice,  (perhaps  for  ry-avriti) ;  exception,  ex- 

clusion, rejection  ;  turning  away ;  rolling  back ;  roll- 
ing round,  surrounding  ;  screening,  (perhaps  for  vy- 

avriti) ;  praise,  eulogium. 
a.  vy-avritya,  ind.  having  separated  from,  having 

parted  with  (with  inst.),  having  turned  or  rolled 
away,  having  turned  back. 

TW*J  vy-d-vyadh  (vi-d-),  cl.  4.  P.  -vidh- 

yati,  -vyaddhum,  to  throw  about ;  to  brandish,  wave  v about. 

Vy-dviddha,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  or  tossed  about, 
dishevelled;  glancing  or  darting  in  all  directions; 
interlaced. 

Vy-amdhya,  ind.  having  brandished  or  waved  about. 

*HI+I  vy-dsa,  vydsa-tirtha,  &c.   See  p. 978. 

«4T«^Ky-a-sa?y  (vi-d-),  cl.  I.  P.  -sajati, 
-sanktum,  to  attach  firmly  to,  fasten  on ;  to  adhere 
separately  or  severally. 

Vy-asakta,  as,  d,  am,  firmly  attached  to  or  con- 
nected with,  adhering  closely  to  (any  one  or  any- 

thing), devoted  to,  intent  on,  occupied  with ;  inher- 
ing separately ;  detached,  disjoined,  (in  this  sense  vi 

is  privative)  ;  bewildered,  confused. 

Yy-iisamja,  as,  m.  excessive  attachment,  close 
adherence,  devotion  or  addiction  to,  resting  or  sitting 
on ;  close  attachment  (of  the  thoughts),  attention, 

assiduous  application,  diligent  study;  addition;  de- 
tachment, separation,  (in  this  sense  vi  is  privative) ; 

perplexity,  confusion. 

II  R 
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vyush. 

Vyiiiangin,  i.ini,  i,  attaching  one's  self  or  apply- 
ing closely  to  (anything). 

Vy-afajya,  ind.  having  firmly  attached  or  fastened 
on,  having  adhered  or  inhered  separately  or  severally. 

•mVyasajya-mtti,  is,  is,  i,  inhering  in  more  sub- 
jects than  one  (as  a  quality  &c.). 

«<4  1  fad  ry-asiddha,  as,  a,  am  (see  2.  d-sid- 

dha),  prohibited,  forbidden,  restrained  ;  contraband 
(i.e.  not  allowed  to  be  sold  except  to  particular 
persons  or  in  certain  places). 

Vy-dsedha,  as,  m.  prohibition,  hindrance,  restraint. 

i  vyasuki,  is,  m.  a  proper  N. 

ry-d-han  (vi-a-),  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti, 
-hantum,  to  strike  at  excessively,  strike  back,  repel, 
repulse  ;  to  foil,  disappoint  ;  to  impede,  obstruct, 

delay  ;  to  vex  :  Cans,  -ghdtayati,  -yitum,  to  repel, 
obstruct 

Vy-ahata,  as,  a,  am,  excessively  struck  at,  struck 
or  hit  back  ;  repelled,  repulsed  ;  obstructed,  impeded  ; 
foiled,  disappointed,  expelled  ;  confused,  alarmed. 
Vy-ahanyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  excessively 

struck  back  or  repelled,  being  obstructed. 

UJIg  vy-a-hri  (vi-a-),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati. 
-te,  -Tiartum,  to  utter  or  pronounce  a  sound,  speak, 
say,  tell,  declare,  narrate,  report;  to  explain;  to 
answer  ;  to  cry,  scream. 

Vy-dharana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  uttering  or  pro- 
nouncing, utterance,  pronunciation  ;  speech,  narra- 

tion, explanation. 

Vy-aharat,  an,  anti,  at,  uttering,  pronouncing, 
speaking;  uttering  a  cry  (as  an  animal). 

Vy-ahartavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  told  or  declared 
or  mentioned. 

Vy-dhara,  as,  m.  utterance,  speech,  voice  ;  a 
word,  articulate  sound,  language  ;  jest,  joke,  humorous 

speech,  facetious  allusion  (a  particular  Alan-kara  or 
figure  in  rhetoric). 

Vy-ahdrin,  I,  ini,  i,  speaking,  saying. 
Vy-dhrita,  as,  a,  am,  spoken,  uttered,  pronounced, 

said,  declared.  «•  Vydhrita-sandeda,  as,  a,  am,  one 
who  tells  news  or  communicates  information. 

Vy-dhriti,  is,  f.  utterance,  speech,  voice  ;  an  utter- 
ance, articulate  sound,  word  ;  a  mystical  word  pro- 

nounced after  om  by  every  BrShman  in  commencing 
his  daily  prayers,  (cf.  Manu  II.  76  ;  bhur,  bhuvah, 
svar  are  the  three  great  Vyahritis,  and  mahar,  q.  v., 

is  said  to  be  a  fourth  mystical  word,  cf.  maha- 
rydhriti.)  —  Vydhriti-traya,  am,  n.  the  three  Vya- 

hritis or  mystical  words  (described  above).  —Vydhriti- 
purvaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  preceded  by  the  three  mystical 
words  6Awr,  bhuvah,  svar. 

Vy-dhritya,  ind.  having  uttered,  having  spoken. 

<*Mdf!  vy-a-hve,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -hvayati,  -te, 
Sec.,  to  call  separately  or  distinctly. 

Vy-ahdva,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  separate  or  distinct  call. 

^J  vy-u  (ei-u),  cl.  5.  P.  -unoti,  Ved.  to 
urge  on,  drive  forward  ;  to  incite,  animate,  (Say.  = 
prerayati,  Rig-vedaV.  31,  I.) 

*p!^  t>y-aisA  (vi-uksh,  see  rt.  i.  uksh),  cl. 
6.  P.  A.  -ukshati,  -te,  -uJtshitum,  Ved.  to  sprinkle 
or  pour  out  ;  to  drip  or  flow  or  trickle  over  (A.). 

**prc  vy-ud-dar  (vi-ud-dar),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-farati,  -te,  -faritum,  to  go  forth  in  different  direc- 

tions ;  to  go  out  of  the  right  path  ;  to  transgress  or 
offend  against,  be  faithless  or  disloyal  towards  (with 
ace.)  ;  to  commit  adultery  with  (with  inst.). 

Vy-nfgarat,  an,  anti.  at,  offending  against,  being 
faithless  towards  (with  ace.)  ;  committing  adultery. 

iramdiia,  as,  a,  am,  offending  against, 
being  faithless  towards  (with  ace.). 

-ufi'hat.    Sec  2.  vy-ush,  3.  vi-vas. 

vy-ut-thid  (vi-ud-tldd),  cl.  7.  P.  A. 
-fliinatti,  -fhintte,  -dhett'im,  to  cut  entirely  off, 
extirpate,  cut  up,  destroy  :  Pass.  -fhidijKte  (ep.  also 

P.  -tfuilyati),  to  be  entirely  cut  off,  be  extirpated ; 

to  be  interrupted,  come  to  an  end,  become  extinct, 

cease,  fail. 
Vy-utihUti,  is,  (.  cutting  off,  cutting  away,  cutting 

short,  destruction,  rooting  up,  extirpation. 

Vy-u&hinna,  as,  a,  am,  cut  off,  extirpated,  com- 
pletely destroyed,  interrupted,  come  to  an  end,  ceased. 

Vy-utthettri,  td,  tn,  tri,  who  or  what  cuts  off  or 
destroys,  a  destroyer. 

Vy-utdheda,  as,  m.  cutting  off,  cutting  short,  de- struction. 

*5rT  vy-uta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  vi-ve),  inter- 
woven, woven,  sewn ;  separated,  (Say.  =  vivikta) ; 

stretched  out,  expanded,  (according  to  Say.  in  this 
sense  fr.  rt.  vye.) 

Vy-uti,  is,  f.  interweaving,  weaving,  sewing. 

Vy-uta,  as,  a,  am,  interwoven,  &c.  =  vy-uta above. 

Vy-uti,  is,  (,—vy-uti  above. 

Sp'S'^  vy-ut-kram  (vi-ud-kram),  cl.  I.  P. 
A.  -kramati,  -Tcramate,  -kramitum,  to  go  apart 
or  in  different  directions,  go  in  a  wrong  direction, 

go  astray ;  to  go  or  pass  by,  go  beyond,  overstep, 

deviate,  go  out  of  the  right  way,  transgress ;  to  dis- 
regard, neglect ;  to  go  away,  depart,  leave. 

Vy-utkrama,  as,  m.  going  astray  or  out  of  the 
right  course,  going  or  passing  beyond,  transgression, 
inverted  order,  reverse  or  irregular  arrangement,  de- 

rangement, disorder,  confusion,  contrariety. 
Vy-utkramya,  ind.  having  gone  forth,  having 

left ;  having  passed  by  or  gone  beyond. 
Vy-utkrdnta,  as,  a,  am,  gone  asunder,  gone 

forth,  departed,  left ;  passed  by,  gone  beyond,  over- 
stepped, transgressed,  disregarded,  neglected  ;  (a),  f. 

a  kind  of  riddle  or  enigma.  —  Vyutkrdnta-dharma, 
as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  overstepped  his  duty,  neg- 

lectful of  duty.— Vyutkrdnta-rajas,  as,  as,  as,  one 
whose  impurity  has  gone  away,  free  from  passion. 
—  Vyutkrdnta^eartman,  a,  a,  a,  one  who  has  gone 
beyond  the  right  path. 
Vy-utkrdmat,  an,  antl,  at,  going  asunder,  going 

forth. 

^TrTT  vy-ut-tha  (vi-ud-stha),  Caus.  -tha- 
payati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  rise  up,  stir  up,  excite 
greatly,  rouse,  instigate,  incite,  irritate. 

Vy-utthdna,  am,  n.  '  excessive  rising  up,"  great 
activity ;  a  kind  of  dancing  or  gesticulation  ;  rising 
up  against,  opposition,  contradiction,  doing  anything 

prohibited,  obstruction,  hindering ;  separate  or  indi- 

vidual exertion,  independent  action,  following  one's 
own  inclination  ;  the  completion  of  a  religious  act  or 
vow  (as  of  contemplation  or  abstraction). 

Vy-utthdpita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  rise  up,  roused, 
brought  up. 

^Jfl^  vy-ut-pad  (vi-ud-pad),  cl.  4.  A. 
-padyate,  -pattum,  to  arise  or  originate  clearly  or 
in  any  well  ascertained  manner,  to  be  produced  from 
or  out  of;  to  originate  ;  (in  grammar)  to  be  derived 
(from  a  root  &c.) ;  to  have  an  etymology ;  to  be 
an  accomplished  scholar,  become  perfectly  proficient 
in  or  conversant  with :  Caus.  -padayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  issue  out  of,  produce,  cause ;  (in  gram- 

mar) to  derive,  trace  back  to  a  root  &c. 

Vy-utpatti,  is,  f.  production,  origin,  derivation 
(especially  of  words  from  roots  &c.),  etymology;  per- 

fection, completion,  perfect  conversancy  with  or  pro- 
ficiency in  (literature  or  science) ;  scholarship,  learn- 

ing. —  Vyutpatti-pdkthe,  ind.  on  the  side  of  deri- 
vation or  etymology  (an  expression  used  by  Vedic 

commentators  when  the  accentuation  is  settled  by 

the  affixes  and  not  according  to  the  meaning  of 
the  words). 

Vy-utpanna,  as,  a,  am,  produced,  generated, 
begotten ;  derived  (from  a  root  &c. ;  a-vyutpan- 
nam,  an  underived  or  primitive  word) ;  formed  (as  a 

derivative  word)  ;  completed,  perfected,  finished,  ac- 
complished ;  quite  conversant  with  or  proficient  in 

(literature  &c.)  ;  learned. 

Vy-utpddaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  giving  rise  to,  pro- 

ducing, originating,  productive ;  tracing  or  forming 

(words). Vy-utpddya,  as,  a,  am,  derivable,  deducible, 
capable  of  being  formed  &c. 
Vy-utpitsu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  the  Desid.),  desirous  of 

making  proficiency  (in  any  science). 

^rt)^  vy-ut-sad  (vi-ud-),  cl.  I.  P.  -sidati, 
-sattum,  to  be  unsettled ;  to  be  upset  or  overthrown. 

T^  vy-ud  or  vy-und  (vi-ud,  &c.),  cl.  7.  P. 
-unatti, -v,nditum,\eA.  to  spring  or  gush  forth;  to 
wet  or  sprinkle  thoroughly,  water,  drench. 

Vy-utta,  as,  a,  am,  well  sprinkled  or  wetted, drenched. 

Vy-undat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  wetting  thoroughly, sprinkling. 

Vy-undana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  well  moistening  or 

wetting. 

5^  vy-ud-as  (vi-ud-),  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati, 
-asitum,  to  throw  or  scatter  about,  cast  in  every 
direction ;  to  throw  off,  cast  off,  reject,  lay  aside, 

give  up,  abandon,  exclude. 
Vy-udasta,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  or  scattered  about, 

cast  off,  put  off,  thrown  aside. 
Vy-udasya,  ind.  having  thrown  or  scattered  in  all 

directions,  having  thrown  off  or  put  away,  having 
thrown  aside  or  abandoned. 

Vy-uddsa,  as,  m.  throwing  or  scattering  in  dif- 
ferent directions,  throwing  away  or  aside,  rejection, 

exclusion  (in  grammar)  ;  prohibition ;  disregard  for, 
indifference  to. 

vy-udita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vad  with 
vi),  disputed,  debated,  discussed,  contested. 

vy-ud-uh  (vi-ud-),  cl.  I.  P.  -uhati, 

-uh'itum,  Ved.  to  push  apart  or  asunder,  move  away, 
move  out,  remove ;  to  sweep  out  or  away. 

Vy-uduhya,  ind.  having  moved  or  placed  asunder, 
having  removed. 

^JT^^I  vy-upadesa,  as,  m.  pretext,  pre- 
tence, plausible  but  false  plea,  deception. 

^nT«ft  vy-upa-ni  (vi-vpa-),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

-nayati,  -te,  -netum,  Ved.  to  lead  or  bring  sepa- 
rately or  one  by  one. 

arqTJjt  vy-upa-yuj  (vi-upa-),  cl.  7-  A. 

-yunkte,  -yoktum,  to  become  closely  attached,  be 
concerned  about. 

sjttW  vy-upa-ram  (vi-upa-),  cl.  I.  A.  -ra- 

mate  (ep.  also  P.  -ti),  -rantum,  to  leave  off  or 
pause  variously;  to  be  at  rest,  be  tranquil,  have 
repose ;  to  cease,  desist  from  (with  abl.). 

Vy-uparata,  as,  a,  am,  paused,  rested,  stopped, 
interrupted,  ceased,  desisted;  calmed,  tranquillized, 
tranquil. 

Vy-uparama,  as,  m.  pause,  cessation,  interruption. 
Vy-uparamam,  ind.,  Ved.  leaving  off  or  pausing 

variously. 

Vy-uparamya,  ind.  having  ceased  or  desisted from  (with  abl.),  having  stopped. 

<MM$|li  vy-upasama,  as,  m.  non-cessation, 
not  ceasing  or  desisting ;  inquietude. 

"HMlUT  vy-upa-ram  (vi-upa-a-),  cl.  I.  A. 
-ramatc  (ep.  P.  -ti),  -rantum,  to  desist  from,  leave 
off,  cease. 

TITH^  vy-upus  (vi-upa-as),  cl.  4.  P.  -upiis- 
yati,  -tipasitum,  to  throw  about,  distribute. 

arjT  vy-upta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  vi-vap),  scat- 
tered about,  disordered,  dishevelled.  —  Vy/ipta-kefo, 

as,  d  or  i,  am,  having  dishevelled  hair  ;  (as),  m.  epi- 
thet of  Rudra  and  Fire  (as  identified  with  Rudra). 

SJM  vy-ubj  (vi-ubj),  cl.  6.  P.  -ubjati, 
-ubjitum,  Ved.  to  uncover,  open,  display. 

feUfci    i.  vyush  (also  read  pyush),  cl.  4. 
3    \  P.  vyushyati,  &c.,  to  burn,  (in  this  sense 

perhaps  for  rt.  i .  ush  with  vi) ;  to  divide,  distribute, 
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(in  this  sens;  also  written  pyus,  push,  byus,  bus)  . 
cl.  10.  P.  vyoshayati,  -yitum,  to  reject,  discharge, 
emit,  (in  this  sense  also  written  pus.) 

i.  vyushta,  as,  d,  am,  burnt,  (perhaps  to  be 
written  vy-ushta,  see  above.) 

2.  vy-ush  (for  I.  vi-vas,  q.v.,  cf. 
2.  ush),  cl.  6.  P.  -<u££hati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  shine  forth, 
shine,  dawn,  arise. 

Vy-uMhat,  an,   anti,  at,  Ved.   shining   forth, 

dawning,   (according   to   Sly.   vyuMhanli     ' 
varjayanti,  Rig-veda  I.  49,  4.) 
Vy-uMhana,  am,  n.  shining  forth,  opening,  mani- festation. 

3.  vy-usJi,  (.,  Ved.  shining  forth,  dawning,  (ac 
cording  to  Siy. =  vyudi!hane  sati,  Rig-veda 
V.  45,  8,  =  vivdsane  or  prakasane  sati,  Rig-veda 
VII.  81,  a.) 

1.  vy-ushita,  as,  a,  am, Ved.  =  3.  vy-ushta  below. 
2.  vy-ushta,  as,  d,  am,  dawned,  become  day-light 

or  dawn ;  become  bright  or  clear ;  (ant),  n.  dawn, 
day-break  (personified  as  a  son  of  Kalpa,  in  which 
case  to  be  regarded    as    masc.),  day;    fruit,  result, 
consequence. 

Vy-ushti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  the  rising  or  breaking  of 
dawn,  dawn ;  increase,  prosperity,  felicity ;  fruit, 
consequence ;  a  hymn,  praise. 

2.  vy-ushita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  3.  vi- 
vas), lived  away,  dwelling  abroad ;  dwelt,  lodged, 

passed  (e.  g.  vy-ushito  rdtrim,  he  lodged  for  a 
night,  i.e.  he  passed  or  spent  a  night).  —  Vyushi- 

tdtva  (°ta-ai°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  descended from  Dasa-ratha. 

3.  vy-ushta,  as,  a,  am,  dwelt,  lodged ;  passed ; 
one  who  has  passed  a  night  or  lodged  for  a  night. 

Vy-ushya,  ind.  having  dwelt,  having  lodged,  hav- 
ing passed  or  spent  (e.  g.  ratrim  vy-ushya,  having 

spent  a  night). 

«M^   vyus.     See  rt.  byus. 

i.  vy-udha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  vi-vah), 
married.    (For  2.  vy-udha  see  under  vy-uh.) 

3Ttf  vy-uta,  vy-uti.     See  under  vy-uta. 

Sim  vy-urnu  (vi-iirnu),  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -urnoti 
or  -urnauti,  -urnute,  -urnavitum  or  -urmimtum, 
Ved.  to  uncover,  open  out,  open ;  to  display. 
Vy-univat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  uncovering,  dis- 

playing, revealing. 

«jjj  vy-uh  (vi-uh,  see  rt.  i.  uh),  cl.  i.  P. 
-uhati,  -uhitum,  to  push  or  move  apart,  place 
asunder,  separate,  divide,  distribute;  to  separate, 
resolve  (vowels,  syllables,  &c.  in  Vedic  grammar)  ; 
to  dispose,  arrange,  place  in  order;  to  array,  to  place 
in  battle-array,  arrange  in  order  of  battle ;  to  move 
from  the  proper  place,  change  the  position,  trans- 

pose, alter,  disarrange. 

2.  vy-udha,  as,  d,  am,  placed  or  moved  apart, 
widely  separated,  expanded,  developed,  wide,  broad  ; 
large,  great,  firm,  compact ;  placed  in  order  or  array, 
arrayed,  marshalled,  arranged ;  placed  out  of  order, 
disarranged,  transposed,  altered.— Vyiidha-kankata, 
as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  arranged  or  put  on  armour, 

equipped  in  mail,  accoutred,  mailed,  armed.  —  Vyii- 
dha-Chandas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  the  metres 
disarranged  or  out  of  order.  —  Vyiidh oras,  as,  as, 

as,  or  vyudhoraska  (°dha-ur°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
an  expatided  chest,  broad-chested,  (vyudha  =  vipula, 
comm.) 

Vy-udhi,  is,  f.  orderly  arrangement  or  disposition, 
distribution  in  various  positions,  array. 

Vy-uha,  as,  m.  placing  apart,  separation,  distribu- 
tion ;  separation  or  resolution  (of  vowels,  syllables, 

&c.  in  Vedic  grammar) ;  orderly  arrangement,  dis- 
position, array  (e.g.  tarana-vydha,  array  of  Vedic 

schools),  military  array,  (various  forms  of  array  are 
enumerated  in  Manu  VII.  187  and  elsewhere,  e.g. 

danda,  that  like  '  a  staff";'  ftaka/a,  '  a  cart ;'  va- 
rdha,  '  a  boar ;'  makara,  '  a  sea-monster ;'  sud. 

'a  needle;'  garuda,  'the  bird  of  Vishnu;'  vajra 
'  a  thunderbolt ;'  bhoga, '  a  snake,'  i.  e.  in  column 
mandala,  'a  circle;'  asamhata,  'mixed  order; 

patdka,  '  a  flag,'  &c.) ;  an  army,  host,  squadron  ;  a 
flock,  multitude ;  (in  phil.)  arrangement  or  peculiai 
distribution  (of  the  senses) ;  formation,  structure,  manu 
facture ;  the  body ;  reasoning,  logic,  (in  this  sense 
rather  to  be  derived  fr.  rt.  2.  uh  with  vi)  ;  breathing 
(according  to  the  NySya-sutras  III.  31).  —  Vyuha 

is,  m.  the  rear  of  an  army  (=praty 
dsdra).  —  Vyuha-bhanga  or  vyuha-bheda,  as,  m 
breaking  an  array,  throwing  into  disorder.  —  Vyuha 
ratand,  f.  arrangement  of  troops.  —  Vyuha-rdja 
as,  m.  the  chief  or  best  form  of  military  array 

—  Vy&hdntara  (°ka-an°),  as,  m.  a  different  ar- 
rangement or  position. 

Vy-uhat,  an,  anil,  at,  separating,  dividing ;  dis- 
posing, arranging,  putting  in  military  array. 

Vy-uhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  disposing  in  order, 
arrangement,  arraying,  array  (of  an  army);  dispo- 

sition or  structure  of  the  members  of  the  body. 

Vy-uhya,  ind.  having  disposed  in  order,  having 
arranged  or  arrayed,  having  placed  in  battle-array. 

^  vy-ri  (vi-ri),  cl.  5.  3.  P.  -rinoti  or  -rin- 
i-alz,  -iyarti,  &c.  (see  rt.  4.  ri),Ved.  to  go  apart  or 
asunder,  open  out,  be  divided ;  to  open,  throw  open, 
spread  abroad,  display. 

vy-ridh  (vi-ridh),  cl.  6.  P.  -riUhati, 
-arMhilum,  Ved.  to  go  apart  or  asunder. 

vy-ridh  (vi-ridh),  Pass,  -ndhyate, 
Ved.  to  be  unfortunate  or  unsuccessful ;  to  be  ex- 

cluded or  deprived  of  (with  inst.) :  Caus.  -ardha- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  exclude  from,  deprive  of  (with 
inst.):  Pass,  of  Caus.  -ardhyate,  to  be  excluded 
from  or  deprived  of:  Desid.  mrtsati  (Part,  mrtsat), 
to  wish  to  nullify  or  render  vain. 

Vy-riddha,  as,  d,  am,  deprived  of  prosperity, 
deprived  of,  separated  or  excluded  from ;  nullified ; 
imperfect,  defective,  unfit. 

Vy-riddhi,  is,  f.  (probably  fr.  vi  privative  +  rid- 
dhi),  non-prosperity,  absence  or  loss  of  prosperity, misfortune,  ill  luck. 

I.  vy-rish  (vi-rish),  cl.  I.  P.  -arshati, 
-arshitum,  Ved.  to  flow  through. 

"P[  2.  vy-rish  (vi-rish),  cl.  6.  P.  -rishati, 
-arshitum,  to  pierce,  penetrate. 

mje  (perhaps  formed  out  of  vi-i,  see 
3.  OT),  cl.  i.  P.  A.  vyayati,  -te,  vivydya  (2nd 

sing.vivyayittM,Pzn.Vll.2,66),vivye,vyaiiyati,-te, 
avydsit,  avyiista,  vydtum,  to  cover,  conceal,  clothe  : 
Caus.  vyoyayati :  Desid.  vivydsati,  -te :  Intens.  ve- 

viyate,  vdvyeti  or  vdvydti;  [cf.  Gr.  I  in  l/tdnov."] 3.  vita,  as,  a,  am  (for  i.  and  ̂ .  vita  see  p.  953, 
col.  2),  covered,  clothed,  put  on,  worn.  —  Vlta-su- 
tra,  am,  n.  the  sacred  thread  or  cord ;  [cf.  ni-vita, 
upa-vita.] 

^TrT  vy-eta,  as,  -eni,  am,  Ved.  very  bright, 
'ery  white,  (Say.  i-yeni  =  viieshena,  tvetd,  Rig-veda 
V.  80,  4.) 

vy-enas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  exempt 
rom  sin,  free  from  misfortune. 

,  as,  m.  (probably  onoma- 
topoetic),  '  making  the  sound  vyo,'  a  blacksmith. 

vyoman,  a,  n.  (according  to  Una- 

di-s.  IV.  1 50.  fr.  rt.  rye  above ;  according  to  others 
fr.  o  for  av  with  vi,  cf.  oman,  or  connected 
with  rt.  2.  div),  sky,  heaven,  atmosphere,  ether; 
water ;  a  temple  sacred  to  the  sun,  a  place  where 
he  sun  is  especially  worshipped;  talc,  mica;  (d), 

m.,  N.  of  a  king. ~Vyoma-kes'a,  as,  or  vyoma- 
Ticiin,  i,  m.  'sky-haired,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Vyn- 
ma-gangd,  f.  the  heavenly  Ganges.  —  Vyinna-c'ara, 
as,  d,  am,  'sky-going,'  passing  through  the  air. 
—  Vyoma-ddrin,  I,  ini,  i,  sky-going;  (i),  m.  'air- 
;oer,'  'sky-goer;'  a  god;  a  bird;  a  saint;  a 

Brahman.  —  Vyornafdri-pura,  am,  n.  'sky-floating 

city,'  the  city  of  Hari-sc'andra  (supposed  to  be  sus- 
pended between  heaveii  and  earth).— Vyrnia-dera,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  S\\3L"Vyoma-dJmma,  as,  m.'  sky-smoke,' 
a  cloud.— Vyoma-ndsilid,  f.  a  sort  of  quail.  —  Vyoma- 

flag,  banner.  —Vyoma-madhye,  ind.  in  the  middle 
of  the  sky,  in  mid-air.  —  Vyoma-maya,  as,  d,  am, 

'sky-measuring,1  reaching  to  the  sky,  high  as  the 

heaven.  —  Vyoma-mudgara,  as,  m.  '  sky-hammer,' 
a  gust  of  wind.  —  Vyoma-yana,  am,  n.  '  sky-vehicle,' 
a  celestial  car,  chariot  of  the  gods.  —  Vyomascart- 
man,  a,  n.  the  path  of  the  sky,  (vyoma-vartmand, 
inst.  c.  through  the  air  or  sky.)  —  Vyoma-vistrita, 
am,  n.  the  expanse  of  heaven,  the  sky,  firmament. 

—  Vyoma-sad,  t,m.'  sky-dweller,'  a  deity,  divinity  ; 
a  Gandharva  ;  a  spirit.  —  Vyoma-sthaU,  f.  '  ground 
or  base  of  the  sky,'  the  earth.  —  Vyoma-spris',  k,  k, 
k,  '  sky-touching,'  '  sky-reaching,  '  lofty.  —  Vyomdbha 
(°ma-dbha),  as,  m.  'heaven-like,'  a  Buddha  or  a 
Jaina  deified  saint.  —  Vyomodaka  (°ma-iuF),  am, 
n.  ',  sky-  water,'  rain-water,  dew  (  =  divyodaka). 
Vyomnika   in  parama-vyomnilta,  as,  d,  am, 

relating  to  the  highest  ether. 

vyosha,  am,  n.  (probably  fr.  rt.  i. 
vyusli  or  fr.  rt.  I.  ush  with  vi),  the  aggregate  of  three 
spices  (black  pepper,  long  pepper,  and  dry  ginger). 

pf-Jf  vraj,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  -vra- N  jatl  (-te),  vavrdja,  vrajishyati,  avrdjit, 
tirajititm,  to  go,  proceed,  travel  ;  to  go  away,  de- 

part, retire,  withdraw;  to  pass  away  (as  time);  to 

go  to,  approach,  visit,  approach  a  woman  (for  adul- 
tery) ;  to  undergo  ;  to  go  to  any  state  or  condition, 

attain  to,  become  (with  ace.,  especially  with  ace.  of 
abstract  noun,  e.  g.  vindiam  vraj,  to  go  to  destruc- 

tion, become  destroyed;  dhdttratdm  vraj,  to  be- 
come a  pupil  ;  nirvfitim  vraj,  to  grow  happy  ;  cf. 

rt.  i.  yd)  ;  to  obtain,  gain,  (vydpdram  vraj,  to 
obtain  possession  of  anything,  loc.)  :  Caus.  or  cl.  IO. 

P.  vrdjayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  go,  send  ;  to  go  ; 
to  prepare,  decorate  :  Desid.  vivrajishati  :  Intens. 
vdvrajyate,  vdvrakti,  to  go  crookedly;  [cf.  Gr. 
Ffpyov  ;  Goth,  vrikan,  vrakja,  waurltjau;  Angl. 

Sax.  wrecan;  Old  Germ,  rehhan,  wreh.~] 
Vraja,  as,  m.  a  road;  a  flock,  herd,  multitude, 

collection  of  anything  ;  a  station  of  cowherds,  cow- 
pen,  cattle-shed,  stall,  stable  ;  a  resting-place,  abode  ; 
a  cloud  (  =  megha  according  to  Naigh.  I.  10)  ;  N. 
of  the  district  surrounding  Agra  and  MathurS  (the 

scene  of  Krishna's  juvenile  adventures;  it  is  com- 
monly called  Braj,  cf.  vriji);  N.  of  a  son  of  Havir- 

dhana;  (am),  n.  going,  wandering,  roaming;  [cf. 

perhaps  Lat.  vulgua.']  —  Vraja-kitfora,  as,  m.  '  youth 
of  Vraja,'  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Vraja-ndtha,  as, 
m.  '  lord  of  Vraja,'  epithet  of  Krishna.  -.  Vraja- 
>hu,  us,  as,'  u,  being  or  produced  in  Vraja  ;  (us), 
m.  the  tree  Nauclea  Cordifolia,  —  keli-kadamba  ; 

us),  f.  the  district  ofVnja.  —  Vraja-mandala,  am, 
n.  the  district  of  Vraja.  •-  Vraja-mohana,  as,  m. 

the  fascinator  of  Vraja,'  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Vra- 
'a-ldla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Vraja-vara,  as, 
m.  '  best  in  Vraja,'  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Vraja-val- 
abha,  as,  m.  '  beloved  in  Vraja,'  epithet  of  Krishna. 
—  Vrajdnyand  (°ja-an°),  f.  'woman  of  Vraja,'  a 
Gopi,  cowherdess,  shepherdess.  —  Vrajdjira  (°ja- 

aj  ),  am,  n.  a  cow-yard,  cattle-fold,  cow-pen. 
Vrajaka,  as,  m.  a  religious  ascetic  who  wanders 

bout  (in  quest  of  alms  &c.). 

Vrajat,  an,  antt,  at,  going,  proceeding,  travel- 
ing ;  roaming. 

Vrajana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  or  proceeding, 
ravelling,  roaming  ;  exile  ;  a  road,  way,  street  (Ved.)  ; 

as),  m.,  N.  of  a  brother  of  Jahnu  (considered  as 
•ne  of  the  ancestors  of  the  Kusikas). 
Vrajita,  as,  d,  am,  gone,  proceeded  ;  (am),  n. 

going,  roaming. 
Vrajin,  i,  ini,  i.Ved.  herded  or  grouped  together, 
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collected  into  a  mass,  (according  to  S5y.  on  Rig-veda 
V.  45,1.  vrajinth^tamah-puHJavatih,  clustered 
gloom,  i.e.  nights.) 

Vrajtjd,  f.  travelling  or  wandering  about  (either 
as  a  religious  act  or  in  quest  of  alms) ;  march, 

attack,  invasion ;  a  flock,  tribe,  class ;  a  theatre  ( = 

ranga).  —  Vrajyd-rat,  an,  ail,  at,  wandering, 
roaming ;  going  gracefully. 

pi  JM    i .  rran  (also  written  bran),  cl.  I.  P. 
X  vranati,  vavrdna,  vratiitum,  to  sound. 

gJ  J||    2.  vran  (perhaps  rather  to  be  re- 
X  garded  as  a  Nom.  fr.  vrana  below),  cl. 

10.  P.  vranayati,  -yitum,  to  wound. 
]'rana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  wound,  sore,  ulcer,  boil, 

bruise,  tumor;  a  fracture,  scar,  rent  (see  a-v°,  cf.  Manu 
11.  47) ;  [cf.  Gr.  ov\rj  (i.  e.  fo\vrj),  dw-( Aos ;  Lat. 
vulnus.]  —  Vrana-krit,  t,  t,  t,   making  a   sore, 
wounding,  ulcerating ;  corroding ;  (t),  m.  the  mark- 

ing-nut plant,  Semecarpus  Anacardium.  —  Vrana- 
letu-gtini,  f.  a  kind  of  small  shrub  (  =  dugdha- 

pheni).  —  Vrana-dvish,  t,  t,  t,  'hostile  to  sores,' 
healing  sores ;  (/),  m.  the  plant  Siphonanthus  Indica 

( = brdhmana-yashttkd). — Vrana-dkupana,  am, 
n.  fumigating  a  sore.  —  Vrana-vastu,  n.  a  part  liable 
to  ulcerate  (as  skin,  flesh,  &c.).  —  Vrana-vedand,  f. 
the  pain  of  a  wound  or  sore.  —  Vrana-todhana, 
am,  n.  the  cleansing  or  cicatrising  of  a  sore.  —  Fra- 

na-ha,  as,  m. '  destroying  sores,'  the  castor-oil  tree ; 
(a),  f.  a  sort  of  creeper  or  shrub  (= gududi).  —  Vra- 

na-hrit,  t,m.'  sore-removing,"  a  particular  plant  ( = 
kali-kdrl).  ••  Vrandri  (°va-ari),  is,  m.  '  enemy 
of  sores,'  the  plant  Sesbana  Grandiflora  ( •=  agastya- 
vriksJta,);  gum-myrrh  (=vola). 
Vranita,  as,  d,  am,  wounded,  ulcerated,  bruised, 

scarred.  —  Vranita-hridaya,  as,  d,  am,  heart- 
stricken,  bruised  or  wounded  at  heart. 

Vranin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  sore  or  wound,  afflicted 
with  boils  or  ulcers. 

"tTtt  vrata,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (probably  an  old 
past  pass,  participle  fr.  rt.  vri),  anything  enclosed,  an 
enclosed  place,  enclosure,  realm,  sphere,  sway  (Ved.) ; 
anything  fenced  off  or  settled,  a  law,  ordinance,  com- 

mand, rule,  (anu-vratam,  according  to  law  or  ordi- 

nance) ;  rite,  observance,  practice  [cf.  arjca-v°, 

yama-v°~\ ;  any  religious  act  or  obligation  enjoined 
by  the  gods ;  a  sacrifice ;  a  self-chosen  or  voluntary 
act,  any  meritorious  act  of  devotion  or  austerity, 
fasting,  continence,  vowed  observance,  solemn  pur- 

pose, vow,  (asi-dhdra-wata  or  dsidhdram  vra- 
tam,  a  vow  to  stand  on  the  edge  of  a  sword  or  a 
vow  as  difficult  as  standing  on  the  edge  of  a  sword) ; 
action,  agency,  doing,  work,  deed ;  a  design,  plan ; 

eating,  in  payo-rrata,  q.  v. ;  [cf.  probably  Gr. 
copy?;.]  —  Vrata-kalpadritma,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
work  by  Ratnlkara.  —  Vrata-daryii,  f.  the  practice  of 
religious  vows ;  (as),  m.  a  religious  student.  —  Vrata- 

cdr'm,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  vow-performing,  fulfilling  or 
performing  vows.  —  Vrata-tattra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
part  of  the  Smriti-tattva.  —  Vrata-nimitta,  as,  ii, 
am,  caused  by  a  vow.  —  Vrata-pali,  is,  m.,  Ved. 

'  lord  of  vows,'  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Vrata-pa,  as,  as, 
am,  Ved.  upholding  ordinances,  protecting  sacred 
rites.  —  Vrata-pdrana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  conclusion  of 
a  fast,  eating  or  drinking  after  a  fast.  —  Yrata-pra- 

kdfa,  as,  m.  '  illustration  of  vows,'  N.  of  a  work  by 
Visva-nStha  on  the  subject  of  vows  (compiled  from 
the  PurSnas  and  other  more  ancient  sources).  —  Vra- 

ta-pratishlhd,  f.  the  performance  of  a  religious  act 
voluntarily  undertaken.  —  V rata-bhanga,  as,  m.  the 
interruption  of  an  act  of  devotion,  breach  of  a  vow. 
~Vrata-bhikihd,  f.  soliciting  alms  (as  one  of  the 
ceremonies  accompanying  investiture).— Vrata-bhrit, 
t,  m.,  Ved.  '  bearer  of  sacrifices,'  epithet  of  Agni. 
—  l"ra<a-rnja,  as,    m.  =  rrata-prakds'a   above. —  I  mta-litpta,  at,  d,  am,  one  who  has  broken  a 
vow  (of  fasting  &c.).  —  Vrata-lopana,  am,  n.  the 
breaking  of  a  vow  (of  fasting,  chastity,  &c.),  violat- 

ing any  religious  vow  or  obligation.  —  Vrata-vai- 
talya,  nm,  n.  imperfection  or  incompletion  of  a 

vow  or  religious  observance.  —  Vrata-,<esha,  as,  m. 
the  remainder  of  a  religious  vow.  —  Vrata-samra- 
kshana,  nm,  n.  the  keeping  of  a  vow,  observing 
penance.-Fra(a-Srt»oroAa,  as,  m.  undertaking  any 

act  of  devotion,  taking  on  one's  self  any  voluntary 
religious  obligation  ( =  dikihd).  —  Vrata-stha,  as, 
d,  am,  engaged  in  religious  austerities  or  in  a  vow 
of  any  kind,  performing  penance.  —  Vrata-sndtaka, 
as,  m.  a  Brihman  who  has  completed  his  term  of 

studentship,  (see  sndtaka.)  —  Vratddarana  (°ta- 
dd°),  am,  n.  the  act  of  observing  a  vow  or  religious 
obligation  (especially  that  of  continence,  as  the  duty 

of  a  religious  student;  cf.  brahma-<!arya).-*Vra- 
tdddna  (°ta-dd°),  am,  n.  undertaking  the  obliga- 

tions of  a  devotee.  —  Vratdde&a  (°ta-dd°),  as,  m. 
investiture  of  a  youth  of  one  of  the  first  three  classes 

with  the  sacred  cord.  —  Vratopavdsa  (°ta-up°),  as, 
m.  fasting  as  a  religious  obligation,  a  fast.  —  Vratopd- 

yana  (°ta-up°),  am,  n.  =  vdyana,  presents  of  cakes 
&c.  which  may  be  eaten  during  a  religious  feast. 

Vrataya,  Nom.  P.  vratayati,  -yitum,  to  observe 
a  vow ;  to  fast  or  practise  any  abstinence  in  conse- 

quence of  a  vow  ;  to  eat  together. 

Vratika,  in  vaka-vratika,  vaiddla-v°.  Sec., 

q.q.v.v. Vratin,  i,  ini,  i,  observing  a  vow  (of  continence, 
fasting,  &c.),  relating  to  a  vow,  practising  any  penance 
or  religious  observance,  engaged  in  a  sacrifice,  devout, 
pious ;  (i),  m.  an  ascetic,  devotee  ;  a  religious  student ; 
one  who  institutes  a  sacrifice  and  employs  priests  ( = 

yajamdna) ;  N.  of  a  Muni. 
Vrateyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

Vratya,  as,  d,  am,  =  vratin  (Rig-v.  VIII.  48, 8). 

ITrTfK  vratati,  is,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  vrit, 
according  to  YSska  fr.  rts.  vri  and  3.  tan),  expansion, 
extension,  spreading;  a  creeper;—  Vratati-valaya, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  a  creeper  winding  round  like  a  bracelet. 

Vratati,  f.  =  vratati  above.    "  ?Tu 
TTHvradhna,  as,  m.  (also  written  bradhna, 

q.  v.),  the  sun ;  the  root  of  a  tree. 
vrand  or  vrad  (a  Vedic  root  said 
to  be  allied  to  rts.  mrad  and  I.  mrid, 

'to  rub,  press,  crush,'  &c.),  d.  I.  P,  A.  vmniluti, 
-te,  Sec.,  (probably)  to  soften ;  to  become  soft,  (avra- 
danta  vilitety  api  nigamo  bhavati,  Nirukta  V. 

1 6);  [cf.  Gr.  PpaSv.] 
Vrandin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  reduced  to  a  state  of 

softness  or  mildness ;  tamed,  subdued,  (or  according 

to  S2y.  connected  with  vrinda, '  a  multitude ;'  vran- 
dina,h=mridu-bhdvam  prdptdn  or  samuha-va- 
tah,  IJig-veda  I.  54,  4;  see  Nirukta  V.  15.) 

vrayas.     See  under  rt.  vri,  col.  3. 

mast,  cl.  6.  P.  vri£6ati  (Ved.  vri- 
nakti,  Naigh.  II.  19),  vavradda,  pra- 

Mshyati  or  vrakshyati,  avraifit  or  avrdkshit, 
vraMHum  or  vrashtum,  to  cut,  cut  up,  cut  asunder, 
tear,  lacerate,  divide  with  an  edged  tool ;  to  wound  : 

Cans,  vratayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  avivras'fat :  Desid. rirniiit'ishati  and  vivralishati:  Intens.  varlvri- 
tfyate,  varirriilditi ;  [cf.  Gr.  tA/cos,  fxucos,  \axis, 
Aa«*p<!s ;  Lat.  lacerare,  ufcws.] 
Vrikna,  as,  d,  am,  cut,  torn,  &c.    See  s.  v. 

Vris'c'at,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  cutting,  lacerating, 
wounding.  —  Vrtidad-mna,  as,  m., Ved. '  consumer 
or  destroyer  of  forests,'  epithet  of  Agni  (Rig-v.Vl.  6,1). 
Vraifana,  as,  t,  am,  who  or  what  cuts,  cutting ; 

(as),  m.  a  small  saw  or  chisel;  a  fine  file  or  saw 
used  by  goldsmiths,  &c. ;  the  juice  flowing  from  an 
incision  in  a  tree;  (am),  n.  cutting,  wounding;  a 
cut,  incision.  —  V rattana-prabhava,  as,  d,  am, 
flowing  from  an  incision  (in  a  tree,  as  juices  &c.). 

s49^vrahman,  a,  n.  =  brahman,  q.  v. 

"S[\  vra,  f.  (fr.  rt.  vri),  Ved.  night;  dawn, 
(Siy.  on  Rig-veda  I.  ui,  2  =  tamasd  sarvam 

tiMhddayatiti  vrit  r~ttrlh  or  prakdtlena  vrinotiti 
vra.  Uihdh) ;  a  multitude,  troop,  (see  Nirukta  V.  3.) 

vratada,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  corrupt dialect. 

'tTTiT  vraja,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  wo;'),  going, 
movement,  motion ;  a  troop,  multitude  (Ved.). 
—  Vraja-bdfitt,  m.  du.,  Ved.  the  spreading  or  out- 

stretched arms  of  death. 

Vrdji,  is,  f.  a  gale  of  wind,  whirlwind,  wind. 

curl  vrata,  as,  m.  (fr.  vrata  or  connected 
with  rt.  vri),  a  multitude,  flock,  assemblage,  troop, 

(vrtitam-vrdtam,  in  companies,  in  troops,  Rig-veda 

V.  53,  1 1) ',  —  manushya  (according  to  Naigh.  II. 
3) ;  the  descendant  of  an  outcast  BrShman,  &c.,  (see 

vrdtya) ;  the  company  or  attendants  at  a  marriage 
feast;  (am),  n.  manual  or  bodily  labour;  day  labour, 
casual  employment.  —  Vrdta-jlvana,  am,  n.  living 
by  manual  or  bodily  labour. 
Vrdtlna,  as,  m.  one  living  by  the  profession  of  a 

Vrata,  a  hired  labourer,  porter,  cooly  ;  one  having  no 
fixed  employment ;  one  living  by  violence. 

Vratya,  as,  m.  a  BrShman  or  man  of  one  of  the 
first  three  classes  who  has  lost  caste  through  non- 
observance  of  the  ten  principal  SanskSras  (especially 
investiture  with  the  thread ;  in  the  Atharva-veda  XV. 

8, 1,  XV.  9, 1.  the  Rajanyas  and  even  the  BrShmans 
are  said  to  have  sprung  from  the  Vr5tya  who  is 

even  identified  with  the  Supreme  Being) ;  an  out- 
cast ;  a  man  of  a  particular  inferior  class  (regarded  as 

the  descendant  of  a  S'udra  father  and  Kshatriya 
mother ;  cf.  vaidya) ;  a  low  or  vile  person ;  (d),  f. 
the  daughter  of  an  outcast,  a  female  of  a  fallen 
BrShman,  &c.  —  Vratya-td,  f.  or  vrdtya-tva,  am, 
n.  the  condition  of  one  who  has  lost  caste  by  neglect 

of  the  Sanskaras  or  sacred  observances  (such  as  investi- 
ture with  the  thread,  &c.).  —  Vrdtya-brnva,  as,  m. 

one  who  calls  himself  a  Vratya;  [cf.  6r<5/Jma)ia- 

fcrwa.] — Vrdtya-bhdra,  as,  m.  =  vrdtya-td."Vrd- 
tya-ydjaka,  as,  m.  one  who  sacrifices  for  a  VrStya. 
—  Vrdtya-stoma,  as,  m.  a  particular  sacrifice  per- 

formed to  recover  the  rights  forfeited  by  a  delay  of 
the  SanskSras  (especially  of  investiture). 

^TVT^  vradhat,  an,  antl,  at  (probably  a 
kind  of  pres.  part,  connected  with  rt.  I .  vridh),  Ved. 

great,  mighty,  (Siy.  =  mahat,  Rig-veda  IV.  32,  3  ; 
cf.  Gr.  t3\QJ9-p6s.)  —  Vradhan-tama,  as,  d,  am, 

greatest,  most  eminent,  (Say.  —pravriddha-tama, IjUg-veda  1. 150,  3.) 

f^^  en's,  s'as,  f.  pi.,  Ved.  the  fingers 
(according  to  Naigh.  II.  5 ;  according  to  S5y.  on 

Rig-veda  I.  144,  5.  vri^ah-=vUalfparaspara- 
vteUahtah,  mutually  separated). 

vri  (connected  with  rts.  vri,  vlt), 

cl.  9.  P.  rrindti  or  vrinuti,  rii-rdya, 
vreshyati,  avraishU,  vretum,  to  choose,  elect ;  cl. 
4.  A.  vriynte,  vivrtye,  vreshyate,  avreshta,  vre- 

tum, to  choose  (?) ;  to  be  chosen  or  elected ;  to 
cover,  screen :  Caus.  vrdyayati  (or  according  to 

others  vrepayaii),  -yitum :  Desid.  vivrishati,  -te : 
Intens.  vevriyate,  vevrayiti,  vevreti. 

Vrayas,  Ved.  abandoning,  abandonment,  (accord- 
ing to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  II.  23,  16.  vi  vrayas^ mdeshena  varjanam.) 

Vrlna,  as,  d,  am,  chosen,  elected. 

vr'id,  cl.  4.  P.  vridyati  (ep.  cl.  I.  A. 
vridate,  see  below),  mrrida,  vridish- 

yati,  arridit,  i-riditum,  to  be  ashamed,  feel  shame, 
to  be  modest  or  bashful ;  to  throw,  hurl,  send  ;  (ac- 

cording to  Nirukta  V.  16.  rriilayati  =  ridayati.) 
Vriila,  as,  d,  m.  f.  shame,  modesty,  bashfulness. 

—  Vridanata  (°dd-dn°),  as,  d,  am,  bowed  down 
with  shame,  hanging  down  the  head  with  shame, 

ashamed.  —  Vriddnrita   (°dd-an°),   as,   d,   am, 
ashamed,   bashful,   modest.  —  Vrldd-yuj,  k,  k,  k, 

possessing  shame,  ashamed. Vridana,  am,  n.  shame,  bashfulness,  modesty; 

lowering,  depression  (  =  mCair-bhava). 
V ridaitwna,  as,  d,  am  (an  epic  form),  being 

ashamed,  blushing. 
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Vrldita,  as,  a,  am,  ashamed,  abashed,  modest; 

(am),  n.  shame. 
Vrilana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  =  vridana. 

H"||  I    crls  (=rt.  vrus),  cl.  I.  10.  P.  ttri- 
^s  sa(i,  vrisayati,  to  hurt,  injure ;  to  kill, wound. 

ffl\f  vriki,  is,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  vri), 

rice,  (eight  principal  sorts  are  enumerated  by  native 

authorities ;  rice  is  not  mentioned  in  the  Rig-veda, 
but  is  named  in  the  Atharva-veda  together  with 
yam,  mdsha,  and  tila) ;  a  grain  of  rice,  (vrihiii 
prokshati,  he  sprinkles  or  scatters  grains  of  rice) ; 
rice  ripening  in  the  rainy  season ;  (ayas),  m.  pi. 

grains  of  rice.  —  V n hi-kdildana,  as,  m.  a  sort  of 
pulse,  Ervum  Lens  or  Hirsutum  (  =  marf5ra).  —  Fn- 
hi-pann,  f.  a  particular  shrub  ( =  sala-parni). 
—  Vriki-bheda,  as,  m.  a  species  of  rice;  a  sort  of 
grain,  Panicum  Miliaceum  (  —  anu),—  Vrihi-maya, 
as,  i,  am,  made  or  consisting  of  rice ;  (as),  m.  a 
rice-cake  made  with  ghee  (offered  as  an  oblation). 
—  Vrtli  i-rdjilia,  an,  m.  panic  seed,  Pauicum  Itali- 

cum  (  =  katfgu)',  another  species,  Panicum  Milia- 
ceum.— Vrih{-4re»hlha,  an,  m.  a  kind  of  rice  (  = 

3ali-dhanya).t—Vr~ihy-Q(]ara,,  am,  n. '  rice-house,'  a 
shed  where  rice  or  other  grain  is  stored,  granary. 

Vrihika,  as,  a,  am,  having  rice,  bearing  rice,  &c. 
Vrlhin,  t,ini,  i,  having  or  bearing  rice  (a  field  &c.). 
Vrai/ia,  an,  i,  am,  made  of  rice,  composed  of 

rice. 

Vraiheya,  as,  I,  am,  fit  for  rice,  sown  with  rice 
(as  a  field  &c.),  made  or  consisting  of  rice;  (am), 
n.  a  field  of  rice. 

gl,j   vrud,  cl.  6.  P.  vrudati,  to  cover;  to 
\3  N.  heap ;  to  sink. 

HI  I   vrus  (also  written  vrush  or  brush; 
Cs\  cf.  rts.  trie,  hash),  cl.  I.  10.  P.  vrusati, 

vrusayati,  &c.,  to  hurt,  injure,  wound,  kill. 

vK  (also  written  bll;  according  to 

some  fr.  m-li,  but  cf.  rt.  vri),  cl.  9.  P.  vli- 
nati  (Ved.  vlindti),  vivlaya,  vleshyati,  avlaishit, 
vletum,  to  go,  move  ;  to  choose,  select,  (in  this  sense 
for  rts.  vri,  vri)  ;  to  hold,  maintain,  support :  Caus. 

vlepayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  avii'lipat :  Desid.  vivli- 
ihati :  Intens.  vevliyate,  vevlayiti  or  vevleti. 

Vllna,  as,  a,  am,  gone ;  held,  supported. 

,-j  ui   vleksh  (also  written  velcsh,  q.  v.), 

CO    '\  cl.  10.  P.  vlekihayati,  vlekshapayati, 
-yitum,  to  see. 

Tft  i.  so,  the  thirtieth  consonant  of  the 
Nagar!  alphabet  and  first  of  the  three  sibilants ;  it 

belongs  to  the  palatal  class,  and  in  sound  often  cor- 
responds to  ah,  though  in  some  words  pronounced 

more  like  s.  —  S'a-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound 
ia.  —  S'a-varga,  as,  m.  the  sibilating  class  of  letters, i.  e.  the  three  sibilants  and  the  letter  h. 

51  2.  sa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  so),  a  cutter,  de- 
stroyer (KirSt.  XV.  45)  ;  a  weapon  ;  N.  of  ?iva,  (in 

this  sense  probably  connected  with  2.  tfam) ;  (am), 
n.  or  ind.  happiness,  &c.,  see  2.  iam,  p.  993. 

^(^  samyu,  sarnyya,  &c.   See  under  2.  sam, 
f-  993- 
Sumra,  tam-stha,  &c.     See  p.  993,  col.  2. 

^11*.  samvara,  samvala.  See  sambara, 
iambula,  p.  993. 

JJJIJ  sans  [cf.  rts.  sas,  I.  sas],  cl.  I.  P. 

X  dansati  (ep.  also  A.  -te),  das'ansa,  ian- 
sishyati,  afansit,  Prec.  iasyat,  Jansitum,  to  recite, 

repeat,  (in  Vedic  ritual  gonsdva,  tfonxdma,  'let  us 
recite ') ;  to  relate,  say,  tell,  report,  declare,  announce, 
communicate  to  (with  dat.  or  gen.  of  the  person) ; 
to  praise,  celebrate;  to  approve,  wish,  desire  [cf. 

d-ians]  ;  to  wish  well  or  ill  to  ;  to  calumniate,  revile  ; 
to  hurt,  injure  [cf.  rt.  i.  &t«]  ;  to  be  unhappy  (?)  : 
Pass,  iasyate,  to  be  recited  or  uttered;  to  be 
praised  or  approved  :  Caus.  tfansayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 

as'afansat,  to  cause  to  repeat  or  recite  ;  Desid. 
iiiansishati  :  Intens.  ddsasyate,  ias'ansti  ;  [cf. 
Lat.  censeo,  co.no,  Cas-mena?,  Cft-men(v,  carmen, 
coii-ciiin-us  :  Old  Germ,  tagen  :  Angl.  Sax.  sagan, 
sagan  :  Goth,  hazjan,  hana  :  Mod.  Germ,  llahn  : 
Slav,  san-ti  :  (perhaps  also)  Lith.  sakau  :  Hib. 

sant,  '  greediness,  lust  ;'  santaiyhim,  '  I  desire, 

covet.'] tfansa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  recitation,  invocation  ;  praise, 

prayer,  (Say.  =  stu,ti);  wishing  well  or  ill  to;  a 
spell  (for  good  or  evil)  ;  a  blessing  ;  a  curse  ; 
calumny  ;  =  narafansa  (Ved.)  ;  (a),  f.  speech  ; 
praise,  flattery,  eulogium  ;  wish,  desire  ;  (as,  a,  am), 

reciting;  praising;  wishing;  [cf.  oV/i-s'0.] 
ffagiat,  an,  antl,  at,  reciting,  relating  ;  praising. 
S^ansana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  reciting  or  repeating, 

recitation  ;  praising. 

Sansita,  as,  a,  am,  said,  told,  declared  ;  praised, 
extolled,  celebrated  ;  wished,  desired,  longed  for  [cf. 

a-s'an8ita\  ;  calumniated,  falsely  accused  ;  ascertained, 
established,  effected,  (in  these  senses  for  sam-£ita 
under  sam-do.)  —  Sansita-^nrata  for  samdita-vrata, 

see  sam-s"o. Sansitri,  id,  tri,  tri,  a  reciter,  reciting,  relating  ; 
a  praiser  ;  [cf.  dannlri  .] 
Sansin,  i,  ini,  i,  saying,  relating,  announcing, 

foretelling,  indicating,  showing  ;  praising. 
tfanstavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  repeated  or  recited. 
Sanstri,  ta,  m.  a  reciter  of  Sastras  or  hymns  of 

praise,  one  of  the  officiating  priests  at  a  sacrifice 

(identified  with  the  Pra-sastri  and  mentioned  along 
with  five  others  in  Rig-veda  I.  162,  5  ;  his  sacrificial 
duties  correspond  with  those  of  the  Maitravaruna  of 
the  later  ritual)  ;  a  praiser,  encomiast,  panegyrist. 
Samya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised,  praisewdhhy, 

merilorious  ;  to  be  wished,  desirable. 

S'as  in  ulttha-s'as,  q.  v. 
Sosa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  reciting,  repeating. 
Sattftra,  ind.  having  praised,  &c.  (  =  jfostaz). 
I.  savta,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  ifasta  see  under  rt. 

I.  &»«),  recited,  repeated;  praised,  eulogized;  best, 
excellent;  auspicious,  happy,  well,  right;  (am),  n. 

happiness,  excellence  ;  the  body.  —  S'axta-kesaka, 
as,  I,  am,  having  excellent  hair. 
Santavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  recited  or  repeated  ; 

to  be  praised,  &c. 
ffasti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  a  hymn  of  praise. 
i  .  $a»tra,  am,  n.  (for  2  .  dastra  see  under  rt.  I  .  rfas), 

Ved.  a  hymn  (recited  either  audibly  or  inaudibly,  as 
opposed  to  stoma,  which  is  sung),  a  recitative,  recita- 

tion ;  a  hymn  of  praise  (generally). 
ffastva,  ind.  having  recited  ;  having  praised,  &c. 

S'axman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  praise,  a  hymn. 
I.  foeya,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  tfasya  see  under  rt. 

i.ias),  =  s'anaya,,  to  be  praised,  praiseworthy  ;  to  be 
wished,  desirable,  excellent,  best;  (am),  n.  a  good 

quality,  merit. 
S'asyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  recited,  (op- 

posed to  yiyamana,  being  sung)  ;  being  hymned 

or  praised. 
sanst,  a  Vedic  root,  =  rt.  2.  sas  or 

i-  •s'"*)  cl.  5.  P.  faknoti,  cl.  4.  P.  A. 
ful-yati,  -te  (in  the  A.  not  to  be  dis- 

tinguished from  the  Pass.,  see  below;  Ved.  forms, 
Impv.  tiagdhi,  Pot.  iakeyam,  fakema),  fcutaka, 
ielce,  faksliyati,  -te,  a$dliat  (or  if  used  in  cl.  4.  the 
following  are  said  by  some  to  be  substituted,  and 

Fut.  dakishijati,  -te,  Aor.  atfakit  or  asaklt,  a3a- 
kishta),  3aktum  (gakitum,  Ved.  tfaktave),  to  be 
able,  to  be  able  to  effect,  to  be  competent  for 
(with  inf.,  e.  g.  vikshitum  na  falcnoti,  he  is  not 
able  to  look  ;  martum  no.  dakyami,  I  am  not  able 

to  die  ;  or  even  with  part.,  e.  g.  piirayan  na  s"ak- 
noti,  he  is  not  able  to  fill);  to  be  powerful;  to 
bear,  endure  ;  to  give,  present  (Ved.)  ;  to  aid  (Ved.)  ; 

to  know  (Ved.) :  Pass,  dakyate,  Aor.  a$Hki,  to  be 
able,  be  capable,  be  possible,  be  practicable  (giving 
a  passive  sense  to  a  following  inf.,  e.  g.  tad  thettunt 
dakyate,  that  is  able  to  be  cut,  that  can  be  cut ; 

tat  kartum  s'ahjate,  that  can  be  done;  na  3ak- 
yante  tyaktttm,  they  cannot  be  abandoned  ;  some- 

times used  with  a  participle,  e.  g.  na  frikyate  vdr- 

yamanah,  he  cannot  be  restrained ;  or  used  imper- 

sonally, e.  g.  yadi  tvayd  s"akyate,  if  it  can  be  done 
by  thee) :  Caus.  iakayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  afisakat : 

Intens.  tiiis'akyate,  idiakitt  or  s"as"akti ' :  Desid. 
iikfliati,  -te  [cf.  iilcsh,  s.  v.],  to  wish  to  be  able  or 
to  be  able  to  effect ;  to  learn ;  to  give,  bestow,  enrich 
(Ved.) ;  to  aid,  assist  (Ved.) ;  to  instruct  (Ved.) : 
Caus.  of  Desid.  Jikshayati,  -yitum,  to  teach,  in- 

struct (with  two  ace.,  e.  g.  tarn  rana-dikshdm  aii- 
kshayat,  he  instructed  him  in  the  art  of  war) ;  [cf. 

Lat.  queo  (for  quec-jo),  ne-queo,  conari :  Old  Norse 

hagr, '  the  right  hand ;'  hagna, '  to  be  of  service.'] 
2.  rfafc,  k.  It,  k,  able,  powerful  (at  the  end  of  a 

comp.,  e.g.  sarva-s'ak,  q. v.). 
Snirt,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (especially  applied  to 

Sali-vShana) ;  an  era,  epoch  (especially  that  of  the 

monarch  S'ali  -v5hana,  commencing  seventy-eight 
years  after  the  Christian  ;  cf.  iaka) ;  N.  of  a  country ; 
of  a  particular  tribe  or  race  of  people,  (usually  as,  pi.; 

in  the  legends  which  relate  the  contests  between 

Vasishtha  and  Vis\a-mitra  the  S'akas  are  fabled  to 
have  been  produced  by  the  Cow  of  Vasishtha,  from 

her  sweat,  for  the  destruction  ofViSva-mitra's  army; 
in  Manu  X.  44.  they  are  mentioned  together  with 
the  Paundrakas,  Odras,  Dravidas,  Kambojas,  Javanas 

or  Yavanas,  Paradas,  Pahlavas,  Clnas,  Kiratas,  Da- 
radas,  and  Khasas,  who  are  all  described  by  Kullfika 

as  degraded  tribes  of  Kshatriyas,  called  after  the  dis- 
tricts in  which  they  reside  :  according  to  the  Vishnu- 

Purana  IV.  3.  the  great  king  Sagara  made  an  effort 
to  rid  his  kingdom  of  these  tribes,  who  appear  to 

have  overrun  the  western  districts  of  India  ;  the  S'akas 
who  were  not  destroyed  were  deprived  of  their  social 
position  and  were  compelled  to  shave  the  fore  part 
of  their  heads :  they  are  sometimes  regarded  as  the 
followers  of  Saka  or  Sali-vahana,  and  probably  to  be 
identified  with  the  Tartars  or  Scythians  [Lat.  Sacai] 
who  overran  India  before  the  Aryans,  and  were 
supposed  to  have  been  exterminated  by  the  great 

Vikramaditya,  king  of  Oujein  and  rival  of  S'Sli- 
vahana) ;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  water  (  =  udaka,  Naigh.  I. 
12;  cf.  iaka-puta,  iaka-maya,  under  dakan). 
—  Suka-kartri,  ta,  m.  the  founder  or  establisher  of 

an   era.  —  Saka-dts'a,  as,  m.,   N.   of  a   country. 

—  S'aka-varman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  S'aka- 
vriddhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  S?akddhipa-rdja- 
dhdnl  (°ka-adh°),  f.  the  capital  of  the  king  of  the 
S'akas,  i.e.  Dilll.  —  Sa(anta&a  (°ka-an°),  as,  m. 
'  destroyer  of  the  S'akas,'  epithet  of  king  Vikrama- 

ditya. —  &akalda  (°ka-ab°),  am,  n.  a  year  of  the 
Saka  era,  (see  above.)  —  Safari  (°ka-ari),  is,  m. 
'enemy  of  the  Sakas,' epithet  of  king  Vikramaditya. 

S'akafa,  perhaps  for  Salta-ja, '  Scythian-born,'  in Rija-taran-ginI  V.  176. 
ffakita,  as,  d,  am,  able,  capable,  (giving  a  passive 

sense  to  the  inf.,  e.g.  na  idkitam  (hettum,  it 
could  not  be  cut.) 

S'akta,  as,  d,  am,  able,  capable,  competent  (with 
inf.  or  with  loc.  in  the  sense  of  an  inf.,  e.g.  toktah 

pari-rakshitiiin  or  tidktah  pari-rakshane,  able  to 
preserve) ;  strong,  mighty,  powerful ;  one  who  has 
the  power  of  giving,  opulent,  rich  (Manu  XI.  9) ; 
significant,  expressive ;  speaking  kindly  or  pleasantly 

(=priyam-vada);  clever,  diligent,  attentive,  in- 
tent. —  S'akta-td,  f.  or  dakta-tm,  am,  n.  ability, 

power,  capacity.  —  Saktartha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  a  potential  sense. 

Stakti,  is,  (.  ability,  power,  capacity,  capability, 

faculty,  strength,  energy,  prowess ;  regal  power  (hav- 
ing three  parts  or  constituent  elements,  viz.  I.  pra- 

Wm-tva,  the  majesty  or  pre-eminence  of  the  king 
himself;  2.  mantra,  the  power  of  good  counsel; 
3.  uhdlta,  the  force  of  energy) ;  the  energy  or 

active  power  of  a  deity  personified  as  his  wife  and 
II  S 
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worshipped  under  various  names,  (sometimes  only 

eight  Sakti  goddesses  are  enumerated,  as  follow,  In- 
dram,  Vaishnavi,  Santa,  Brahman!,  KaumSrl,  Nara- 
sirihT,  Varahi,  and  Mihesvarl,  but  some  substitute 
Camunda  and  CandikS  for  the  third  and  sixth  of 

these  :  according  to  another  reckoning  there  are  nine, 
viz.  Vaishnavi,  BrahmanI,  Raudri,  Mahesvarl,  Nara- 
sinhl.VSrihl,  Indrani.  Kamikl.and  Pradhana:  others 
reckon  fifty  different  forms  of  the  Sakti  of  Vishnu 
besides  LakshmT,  some  of  these  are  KIrtti,  Kanti, 
Tushti,  Pushta,  Dhriti,  Santi,  Kriya,  Day5,  Medhi, 

&c. ;  and  fifty  forms  of  the  Sakti  of  Siva  or  Rudra 

besides  Durga  or  Gaurl,  some  of  whom  are  Guno- 
darl,  VirajS,  Salmall,  Lolakshl,  VartulSkshI,  Dlrgha- 
ghona,  Sudlrgha-mukhl,  Go-mukhl,  DIrgha-jihva, 
Kundodari,  Ardha-kesI,  Vikrita-mukhl,  JvilS-mukhi, 
Ulka-mukhl,  &c. ;  Sarasvati  is  also  named  as  a  Sakti, 
both  of  Vishnu  and  Rudra  :  according  to  the  Vayu- 
Purana  the  female  nature  of  Rudra  became  twofold, 
one  half  usita  or  white,  and  the  other  sita  or  black, 

each  of  these  again  becoming  manifold,  those  of  the 
white  or  mild  nature  included  Lakshm!,  Sarasvati, 
Gauri,  Uma,  &c. ;  those  of  the  dark  and  fierce  nature, 

Durga,  Kali,  Sec.) ;  the  female  organ  (as  the  counter- 
part of  the  phallic  representation  of  Siva,  and  wor- 

shipped either  literally  or  figuratively  by  a  sect  of 
Hindus  termed  Saktas,  see  takta) ;  the  power  or 
signification  (of  a  word),  force  or  meaning  of  a  term 
(defined  in  the  NySya  as  the  relation  of  the  term  to 

the  thing  designated  padasya  paddrthe  samban- 
dhah) ;  an  iron  spear,  lance,  pike,  dart  [cf.  £dk- 
tika] ;  a  sword ;  a  kind  of  implement  or  instrument 
used  in  gambling ;  allaying  or  appeasing  opposition  ; 

(is),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni  or  sage  (the  eldest  of  Va- 

sishtha's  hundred  sons;  according  to  Vishnu-Purana 
I.  I.  he  was  father  of  Parisara,  and  was  devoured  by 

king  Kalmasha-pada,  when  changed  to  a  man-eating 
Rakshasa,  in  consequence  of  a  curse  pronounced  upon 

him  by  the  sage ;  he  is  represented  as  having  over- 
come the  power  and  speech  of  ViSva-mitra  at  the 

sacrifice  of  king  Saudasa,  and  is  regarded  as  the  Rishi 

of  Rig-veda  VII.  33,  36,  IX.  97,  19-31,  IX.  108, 
3,  14—16;  Sakti  is  also  identified  with  one  of  the 
Vyasas,  and  elsewhere  with  the  sage  Jitukarna). 

—  Sfakti-kunthani ,  am,  n.  (in  phil.)  the  deadening* 
of  a  capacity.  —  Sakti-kumdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
poet.  —  Sakti-gana,  as,  m.  the  company  or  assem- 

blage of  the  Saktis,  (see  under  tlakti  above.)  —  S'akti- 
gra/ia,  as,  a,  am,  taking  hold  of  the  force  or  mean- 

ing  (of  a  word  or   sentence);    apprehending  the 
meaning  (in  any  particular  sense),  acceptation  (of  a 
word  &c.)  ;    holding  or  bearing  a  spear  or  lance, 
armed  with  a  spear ;  (as),  m.  perception  or  appre- 

hension of  the  force  or  sense  (of  a  word)  ;  a  spear- 

man, lancer;  epithet  of  Siva ;  ofKarttikeya.  —  S'ukti- 
grdhaka,  at,  ikd,  am,  who  or  what  causes  to  ap- 

prehend the   force  or  signification  (of  a  word  or 
phrase),  determining  or  establishing  the  meaning  of 
words  (as  a  dictionary,  grammar,  &c.)  ;  taking  hold 
of  the  force  (of  a  word  &c.) ;  holding  a  spear,  &c. 

—  S'akti-ja,  ai,  d,  am,  born  from  Sakti ;  (as),  m. 
son  of  Sakti.  —  S'akti-tas,  ind.  according  to  power, 
to  the  best  of  one's  ability.  —  Stakti-ta,  f,  power, 
capacity,  faculty.  —  S'akti-traya,  am,  n.  the  three 
constituents  of  regal  power  (viz.  king,  minister,  and 

energy;  see  s"akti).  —  S'akti-dhara,  as,  m.  a  spear- 
man, lancer ;  epithet  of  Kirttikeya.  —  Sakti-dhrik 

(see  dhrlk,  p.  459),  bearing  a  spear.  —  S'akti-parna, 
as,  m.  the  tree  Echites  Scholaris  ( =  sapta-parnd). 

—  SfakU-pdni,  i»,  m.  'spear-handed,'  armed  with  a 
spear  or  lance,  a  spearman ;  epithet  of  Kamikeya. 

above.)  —  Sakti-purva,  as,  m.  'having  Sakti  for  a 
forefather,'  epithet  of  ParaSara  (as  son  of  Sakti). 
—  Sakti-prakarfha,  as,  a,  am,  possessing  superior 
capacity  or  extraordinary  power.  —  S'akti-bhrit,  t,  t, 
t,  bearing  a  spear,  armed  with  a  spear ;  (t),  m.  a 
ipearman,  lancer  ;  epithet  of  Kirttikeya.  —  Sakti- 
I'k'  da,  at,  rn.  difference  of  power ;  a  special  capacity. 

—  ffakti-bhairava-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra 
work.  —  ffakti-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  possessed  of  ability, 

powerful,  mighty,  able;    possessing  a  competence, 

one  who  has  gained  a  fortune.  —  S'akti-yrimala,  N. 
of  a  work.  —  S'akti-ratndkara  (°na-iik°),  as,  m. 
'jewel-mine  of  Sakti,'  N.  of  a  work  on  the  mystical 
worship  of  Sakti  or  DurgS,  (it  contains  five  chapters 

compiled  from  the  Tantras  and  Puranas.)  —  S'akti- riitJa  or  fakti-vitdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  philosophical 

work  by  Gadadhara-bhattac'irya.  —  S'ukti-vddin,  i, 
m.  one  who  asserts  or  believes   in   Sakti-worship. 
—  Sai( i-vaikalya,  am,   n.  deficiency   of  power, 

impairment  of  strength,  incapacity,  debility.  —  tfakti- 

hina,  as,  (i,  am,  powerless,  impotent.  —  S'akti-he- tika,  as,  m.  one  who  has  a  spear  for  a  weapon,  a 

spearman,  lancer,  soldier  armed  with  a  lance.  —  Sai- 
ty-apeksha,  as,  a,  am,  having  regard  or  reference 
to  ability,  according  to  power  or  capacity.  —  ffakty- 
ardha,  as,  m.  perspiring  and  panting  with  exertion 

or  fatigue,  (according  to  Sabda-k.  =  tframa-dmra 
kukshi-laldta-grivdsutpanno  gharmo  dirgha-ni- 

srasas'-ila.)  —  Sakty-avara,  as,  d,  am,  junior  to 
Sakti. 

S'akti,  f.  =  saktl,  seeVopa-deva  IV.  27. 

S'aktri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  eldest  of  the  hundred 
sons  of  Vasishtha  ( =  takti). 

Saktrin,  I,  m.  a  proper  N.,  =  ialdri  above. 
Sakna,  as,  a,  am,  =  tfaknv,  below. 
ffaknu,  us,  us,  u,  speaking  kindly  or  pleasingly ; 

[cf.  rt.  sa<<:\ 
Saknuvdna,  as,  a,  am,  having  power,  being  able, 

(tat  sodhum  a-iaknuvdnah,  not  being  able  to  bear 

that.)  ' 

Sakman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  power,  strength;  energy, 
action ;  (a),  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  India. 

S'akya,  as,  d,  am,  able,  possible,  capable,  prac- 
ticable, able  to  be  effected  or  done,  easy  to  be  ac- 

complished (frequently  with  inf.  in  passive  sense, 

e.  g?  no,  sd  S'akya  netitm  baldt,  she  cannot  be  con- 
ducted by  force ;  tan  mayd  s"akyam  pratipattum, 

that  is  able  to  be  acquired  by  me);  that  may  be 
conveyed  or  expressed  (as  sense  or  meaning  by  any 

particular  word  &c.).  —  S'akya-tama,  as,  d,  am, 
most  possible,  very  possible  or  practicable,  (tan  na 
6akyatamam  kartum,  that  is  not  at  all  possible  to 
be  done.)  —  Sakya-td,  f.  or  iakya-tva,  am,  n. 

possibility,  practicability,  capacity,  capability.  —  Sa^'- 

yatl^K<!hedalfa  (°ta-a«°),  am,  n.  (according  to 
Sabda-k.) =s'akyans'e  bhasamana-dharmah.—S'ak- 
ya-pratikdra,  as,,  m.  a  possible  remedy  or  counter- 
a^ent ;  (as,  d,  am),  capable  of  being  counteracted, 

remediable.  —  Sakyartha  (°ya-ar°),  as,  m.  admis- 
sible meaning,  the  meaning  conveyed  by  a  word. 

S'akra,  as,  d,  am,  strong,  powerful,  mighty  (Ved.) ; 
(as),  m.  '  the  powerful  one,'  N.  of  the  god  Indra, 
(see  indra) ;  of  one  of  the  twelve  Adityas ;  of  Siva ; 

the  plant  Wrightia  Antidysenterica  (or  Nerium  Anti- 
dysentericum) ;  the  tree  Pentaptera  Arjuna.  —  Saira- 

kridaCala  (°rf«-a<5°),  as,  m. '  Indra 's  pleasure-moun- 
tain," epithet  of  the  mountain  Meru.  —  Sakra-gopa, 

as,  m.  a  particular  red  insect,  the  coccinella  or  a 
lady-bird  of  various  species  ( =  indra-ijopa).  —  Su- 
kra-ja  or  dakra-jdta,  as,  «,  am,  Indra-born ;  (as), 

m.  a  crow.  —  Sakra-jit,  t,  m.  '  conquerer  of  Indra,' 
epithet  of  the  son  of  Ravana,  (his  first  name  was 
Megha-nada,  but  after  his  victory  over  Indra,  described 
in  the  RamSyai.ia,  Uttara-kanda  XXXIV,  his  name 
was  changed  by  Brahma  to  Indra-jit,  q.  v. ;  he  was 
killed  by  Lakshmana.)  —  Sakra-tejas,  as,  as,  as, 
glorious  or  vigorous  as  Indra.  —  Sakra-druma,  as, 

m.  '  Indra's  tree,'  the  Deva-daru.  —  ffahra-dhanus, 
us,  n. '  Indra's  bow,'  the  rainbow.  —  ffakra-dhvaja, 
as,  m.  a  standard  or  flag  set  up  in  honour  of  Indra. 

—  ffakra-dhvajotsava  (°ja-uf),  as,  m.  =  iakrot- 
sava  below.  —  Sakra-namlana,  as,   m.   '  Indra's 
son,"  epithet  of  Arjuna.  —  S'akra-parydya,  as,  m. 
'  synonym  of  Indra,'  the  medicinal  shrub  Wrightia 
Antidysenterica  (  =  Jcuta-ja).  —  S'akra-pddapa,  as, 
m.  '  Indra's  tree,'  a  sort  of  pine,  Pinus  Devadaru ; 
Wrightia    Antidysenterica.  —  SakTa-pushpika   or 

iakra-pushpi,  C.  '  having  flowers  like  those  of  the 

Pentaptera  Arjuna,'  a  sort  of  pot-herb  (  =  v 
another  plant  (  =  agni-s'i]chS).  —  S'akra-prastha, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  'presided  over  by  Indra,'  N.  of 
ancient  Delhi  ( =  indra-prastha).  —  Sfakra-l)ha- 
vana  or  tlakra-lihuvana,  am,  n.  '  the  abode  or 
heaven  of  Indra,'  Svarga,  paradise,  heaven,  the  sky. 
—  Salira-Wml,  t,  m.  '  Indra-conqueror,'  epithet  of 

the  son  of  Ravana,  (see  jakra-jit.)  —  S'akra-bhu- 
bhai'd,  f.  colocynth,  Cucumis  Coloquintida.  —  S'a- 
kra-mdtri,  td,  I.  the  mother  of  Indra ;  a  particular 

plant  (  —  bhdryty.  —  S'akra-mdtrika,  f.  a  wooden 
peg  or  post  driven  into  the  ground  for  supporting 

Indra's  banner.  —  Siakra-mw'tlhan,  d,  m.  'Indra's 
head,'  an  ant-hill,  hillock.  —  S'akra-yaiso-i-idhvan- 
Sana,  am,  N.  of  the  loSth  chapter  of  the  Krida- 

khanda  of  the  Ganesa-Purana.  —  S'akra-^rupa,  as, 

d,  am,  having  the  form  of  Indra.  —  S'akra-loka,  as, m.  the  world  or  sphere  of  Indra,  paradise,  Svarga. 

—  S'ukraloka-bhdj,  };,  k,  k,  sharing  the  sphere  of 
Indra,  having  a  portion  in  paradise,  —tfakra-valli, 
f.  colocynth  ( =  indra-rdruni).  —  Sakra-vdhana, 

am,  n. '  Indra's  vehicle,'  a  cloud.  —  S^akra^vija,  am, 
n. '  Indra-seed,' the  seed  of  Wrightia  Antidysenterica. 

—  S^akra-dardsana,  am,  n. '  Indra's  bow,'  the  rain- 
bow. —  Sakra-s'dkhin,  i,  m. '  Indra's  tree,'  Wrightia 

Antidysenterica.  —  S'akra-iald,   f.  '  Indra's  hall,'  a 
place  or  room  prepared  for  sacrifices.  —  S'akra-s'iras, 
as,  m.  '  Indra's  head,'  an  ant-hill.  —  Sakra-sarathi, 

is,  m.  '  the  charioteer  of  Indra,'  epithet  of  Matali. 
— S'akra-suta,  as,  m.  '  Indra's  son,'  epithet  of  Ar- 

juna ;  of  the  monkey  Bali.  —  S'akra-sudfid,  f. '  Indra's 
nectar,"  the  resin  of  Boswellia  Thurifera,  gum  oli- 
banum   (•^pdlattkl).'»Sakra-srishtd,  f.  'Indra- 
created,'yellowmyrobalan,Terminalia  Chebula  (fabled 
to  have  sprung  from  the  ground  on  which  Indra  spilt 

a  drop  of  nectar).  —  Sakrdlthya  (°ra-dkh°),  as,  m. 
'  Indra-named,'  an  owl.  —  Sfakrdtmaja  (°ra-dt°),  as, 
m.  Indra's  own  son.  —  Sakratona  (°ra-a^°),  as,  m. 
'  India-food,'  the  medicinal  plant  Wrightia  Antidy- 

senterica (fabled  to  have  sprung  from  the  drops  of 
Amrita  which  fell  on  the  ground  from  the  bodies  of 
Rama's  monkeys  restored  to  life  by  Indra) ;  (am), 
a.  an  intoxicating  drink  prepared  from  hemp  (  = 

bhangd).  —  Sakrasana  (°ra-ds°),  am,  n.  'India's 
seat,'   a   throne.  —  S'akrahva  (°ra-dh°),  as,  m. 
'  India-named,"  the  seed  of  Wrighlia  Antidysenterica. 

—  Sakrolthdna  (°ra-ut°),  am,  n.  '  raising  up  of 
[the  banner  of]  Indra,'  =  iakrotsava  below;    [cf. 

dhvajotthdna.']  —  tfakrotsava   (°ra^ut°),    as,    m. 
'  Indra-festival,'  a  festival  in  honour  of  Indra  on  the 
twelfth  day  of  the  light  half  of  the  month  Bhadra 
(when  a  flag  or  banner  was  set  up,  =  dhvajotthdna). 

Sbkraifi,  f.,  N.  of  Sail  (wife  of  Indra). 
tfaltri,  is,  m.  a  cloud ;  a  thunderbolt ;  an  elephant ; 

a  mountain. 

S'akla,  as,  d,  am,  speaking  pleasingly  or  kindly, 
affable ;  [cf.  rt.  &«<.] 

Sfakvan,  d,  an,  a,  Ved.  powerful,  able,  mighty ; 

(a),  m.  an  elephant ;  (ari),  f.  a  kind  of  river,  &c. 
See  under  tfakvara  below. 

S'akvara,  as,  m.  a  bull,  an  ox  [cf.  dakkara] ; 
(i),  f.  a  kind  of  river  ( =  nadi-vi^'csha,  nadi-liheda) ; 
a  finger,  (according  to  some,  a  finger-ring)  ;  a  zone, 
girdle ;  a  particular  metre,  (a  stanza  of  four  PSdas  of 
fourteen  syllables  each,  comprising  at  least  twenty 
varieties,  of  which  one  of  the  commonest  is  called 
Vasanta-tilaka ;  cf.  iakkari,  farkari) ;  an  arm 

(Ved.) ;  a  cow ;  (the  fern,  iakvari  may  equally  be 
referred  to  faki-an  above.) 
&agma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  able,  powerful,  mighty 

[cf.  t«Bi-rf°] ;  prosperous,  happy,  causing  happiness 
( =  sukha-kara  or  sukha,  and  according  to  Say.  de- 

rived fr.  iam  +  rt.  gam). 

Gagman,  a,  n.,Ved.  a  various  reading  for  tollman 

in  Naigh.  II.  I. 
S'agmya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  powerful,  mighty; 

prosperous,  happy ;  [cf.  jagma.] 

S'ikshita,  tikshu,  Sec.     See  p.  1004,  col.  3. 

3I5SZ  sokata,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (according 
to  Unldi-s.  IV.  81.  fr.  rt.  I.  Aifc),  a  cart,  waggon, 
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(said  to  be  also  I,  I.) ;  (as),  m.  the  figure  of  a  cart 
formed  by  the  five  stars  composing  the  lunar  asterisrn 
Rohin! ;  a  form  of  military  array  resembling  a  wedge, 

(sv.i'-y-akririitjrak  paMat-prtekulah,  Manu  VII. 
187);  a  cart-load  (  =  2000  Palas);  an  implement 
for  preparing  grain ;  N.  of  a  demon  slain  by  the 
infant  Krishna ;  a  particular  tree  ( =  tinted) ;  N.  of 
a  place.  —  Sakata-bheda,  as,  m.  division  of  the  Sa- 
kata  asterism  by  the  moon  or  a  planet  passing  through 

it.  —  Sakata-vilfi,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  water-hen,  gal- 
linule.  —  S'aka/a-han,  ha,  m.  '  destroyer  of  the 
demon  ?akata,'an  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  Sfakatdkrha 
(°ta-ak°),  as,  m.  the  axle  of  a  cart.  —  Sakatdri  (°ta- 
ari),  is,  m.  '  enemy  of  Sakata,'  epithet  of  Krishna. 
—  Sakatasura  (°ta-a«°),  as,  m.  the  demon  Sakata 

(killed  by  the  infant  Krishna).  -  S'akatahvd  (°ta- 
dh°),  f.  '  cart-named,'  the  asterism  Rohinl,  (the  five 
stars  of  which  are  figured  as  a  cart.)  —  SakatoMd- 

tana  (°ta-u<!°),  am,  n.  the  upsetting  or  overturning of  a  cart. 

Sakaldra,  Of,  m.  a  bird  of  prey,  (perhaps  a  kind 
of  vulture) ;  N.  of  a  minister  of  king  Nanda,  (in 
revenge  for  ill-treatment  he  conspired  with  the 

Brahman  Canakya  to  effect  his  master's  death)  ;  N. 

of  an  ape.  —  S'akataropdkhydna  (°m-up°),  am,  n. 
story  of  (the  ape)  S'akatara. 

Sakatdla,  as,  m.  =  iakatdra,  the  minister  of  king 
Nanda  or  (according  to  some)  of  STudraka. 

Sakatika,  f.  a  small  cart,  a  child's  cart,  toy-cart ; 
[cf.  mrid-dhaltaliJcd.] 

3\<*i*{sakan,  n.  a  defective  word  option- 

ally substituted  for  s'altrit  in  certain  cases,  see 
col.  i.  —  Saka-dhuma,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  smoke  of 

burnt  or  burning  (cow-)  dung.  —  S"aka-puta,  as,  m. 
'  purified  with  cow-dung '  (or  *  purified  with  water ;' 
cf.  taka);  N.  of  the  author  of  Rig-veda  X.  132 
(having  the  patronymic  Narmedha).  —  Saka-maya, 
as,  i,  am,  Ved.  consisting  of  dung,  arising  from  cow- 
dung,  (Say.  =  iushka-gomaya-sambhiita,  Rig-veda 
1. 164,  43.)  —  Saka-lota  (for  tiaka-loshta),  as,  m., 

Ved.  a  lump  or  ball  of  cow-dung  (=s"akrit-pinda). 
3T3f($  Dakota,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (according  to 

Unadi-s.  I.  III.  ft.  rt.  I.  talc ;  more  probably  con- 
nected with  tarkara,  q.  v. ;  cf.  ifalka),  a  part,  portion, 

piece,  fragment;  a  potsherd;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N.; 

(am),  a.  skin,  bark ;  the  scales  of  a  fish  [cf.  .<alka,  ial- 
kala] ;  a  kind  of  black  pigment  or  die.  —  tfahali-ka- 
rana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  cutting  or  breaking  in  pieces. 
•—  S^akali-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartitm,  to  break 
in  pieces,  cut  to  pieces,  reduce  to  fragments,  divide, 

bruise.  —  Sakali-krita,  as,  a,  am,  cut  in  pieces, 
reduced  to  fragments,  broken  to  bits ;  divided,  dis- 
sected. 

Salialita,  as,  a,  am,  reduced  to  fragments,  mashed, 
bruised. 

Sakalin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  scales,  scaled ;  (?),  m. 
a  fish. 

Sfakalyeshin,  i,  inl,  i,  in  Atharva-veda  I.  25,  2, 
according  to  Atharva-veda  Pratisakhya  III.  52.  for 

tfakalya-eshin,  said  to  mean  '  desiring  fragments  of 
wood'  (as  a  name  of  fire). 

5I«ir^  sakava,  as,  in.  (doubtful),  a  goose. 

"WZRlftWTIfl^sakasakayat,  an,  anti,  at  (part, 
of  an  onomatopoetic  verb  formed  fr.  the  imitative 
sound  iaka),  making  a  rustling  noise,  rustling  (as 
the  leaves  of  a  tree  in  the  wind). 

tyotfn;  sakara,  as,  m.  the  brother  of  a 

king's  concubine,  a  king's  brother-in-law  by  one  of 
his  wives  not  regularly  married  (represented  in  the 
drama  as  a  foolish,  frivolous,  proud,  low,  and  cruel 
man). 

3I<5*1  sakuna,  as,  m.  (according  to  Una- 
di-s.  III.  49.  ft.  rt.  I.  iak),  a  bird  (in  general) ;  a 
particular  kind  of  bird,  (perhaps  =  gridhra,  a  vulture, 
or  =  6illa,  the  common  kite,  or  perhaps  the  Pondi- 
cherry  eagle) ;  a  kind  of  Brahman  ( =  vipra-bheda) ; 
a  sort  of  hymn  or  song  (sung  at  festivals  to  secure 
good  fortune)  ;  (as,  a  or  i .',  am),  indicating  good 

luck,  auspicious;  (T),  f.  a  kind  of  bird  (  =  s"yiima)  ; 
a  hen-sparrow  ;  the  form  assumed  by  Putana,  (see 
Hari-vansa  3423);  (am),  n.  any  auspicious  object 
or  lucky  omen,  a  prognostic  or  omen  (in  general, 

but  rarely  applied  to  anything  inauspicious).  —  S'a- 
kuna-jna,  as,  a,  am.  knowing  omens;  (a),  f.  a 

small  house-lizard.  —  S'akuna-jndna,  am,  n.  *  omen- 

knowledge,'  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  S'arn-ga-dhara- 
paddhati.  —  Sakima-dipikd,  f.  '  omen-light,'  N.  of  a 
work  on  good  and  evil  omens  by  Ganesa.—  Sfakuna- 

idstra,  am,  n.  '  omen-book,'  N.  of  a  work. 
S'akuni,  is,  m.  a  bird  ;  a  vulture,  kite,  eagle  ; 

(according  to  some)  a  cock  ;  N.  of  the  brother  of 

queen  GSndhari  (and  therefore  the  brother-in-law 
of  Dhrita-rashtra  and  the  Matula  or  maternal  uncle 

of  the  Kuru  princes  ;  as  son  of  Su-bala,  king  of 
Gandrura,  he  is  called  Saubala  ;  he  often  acted  as 
counsellor  of  Duryodhana,  and  hence  this  name  is 
sometimes  applied  to  an  old  officious  relative  whose 
counsels  tend  to  ruin)  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  astronomical 
periods  called  invariable  Karanas  ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Duh-saha  ;  of  a  son  of  Vikukshi  ;  (i),  m.  du.,  N.  of 
the  Asvins  ;  (is),  f.,  N.  of  a  demon  causing  a  particular 
sickness  of  children  ;  a  demon  slain  by  Krishna  ;  [cf. 
Old  Norse  haukr;  Danish  hog;  Old  Germ,  habuh; 

Angl.  Sax.  hafocJ]  —  &akuni-prapd,  f.  a  trough  or 
place  for  watering  birds  (  =  dri-graha).  —  Sakuni- 
vdda,  as,  m.  the  cry  or  sound  of  a  bird  ;  the  crow- 

ing of  a  cock.—  Sakimis'vara  (°nf-!^0),  as,  m.  '  lord 
of  birds,"  epithet  of  Garuda. 

Sakurii.     See  under  tiakuna  and  Ail-uiii. 
Sakmita,  as,  m.  a  bird  (in  general)  ;  a  particular 

kind  of  bird  (probably  the  Indian  vulture  or  perhaps 
a  sort  of  falcon  described  as  of  aquatic  habits)  ;  the 

blue  jay  ;  a  sort  of  insect. 
Sfakuntaka,  at,  m.  a  bird  ;  (see  also  dakuntikd below.) 

S'akimtald,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  fakunta),  N.  of  a 
daughter  of  the  Apsaras  MenakS  by  Visva-mttra,  (she 
was  supposed  to  have  been  born  and  left  in  a  solitary 
forest,  where  she  was  protected  by  birds  till  found 
by  the  sage  Kanva,  who  took  her  to  his  hermitage 
and  reared  her  as  his  daughter  ;  she  was  there  seen 
by  king  Dushyanta,  when  on  a  hunting  expedition, 
and  married  by  him,  and  became  the  mother  of 

Bharata,  sovereign  of  all  India  ;  the  story  of  Dush- 

yanta's  accidental  meeting  with  S'akuntala,  their 
marriage,  separation,  his  repudiation  of  her  through 
temporary  loss  of  memory  caused  by  a  curse,  his 
subsequent  recognition  of  her  by  means  of  a  ring 

he  had  once  given  her  which  she  had  lost  but  after- 

wards recovered,  forms  the  subject  of  KalidSsa's 
celebrated  drama  called  AbhijnSna-s'akuntala,  q.  v.) 
—  S'akuntalcitmaja  (°ld-dt  ),  as,  m.  '  Sakuntala's 
son,'  epithet  of  Bharata,  sovereign  of  India.  —  Sa- 

kuntalopdkhydna  (°ld-up°),  am,  n.  '  story  of  S'a- 
kuntala,' N.  of  chapters  69-74  of  the  Adi-parvan  of 

the  MahS-bharata  and  of  the  first  five  chapters  of  the 
Svarga-khanda  of  the  Padma-PurSna. 

S'akunti,  is,  m.  a  bird  (in  general)  ;  a  kind  of 
bird,  (see  iakunta.) 

Sakuntikd,  f.  a  kind  of  bird,  perhaps  the  Franco- 

line  partridge  [cf.  s"aku,ntal;a~\  ;  a  locust,  cricket. 

5>l<jcO  sakula,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish  (per- 
haps the  gilt-head);  (il,  f.  another  sort  of  fish 

(commonly  called  Mrigal,  Cyprinus  Mrigala);  [cf. 

s'akalin.']  —  S'aknla-ganda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish 

(probably  the  gilt-head,  =  ddla).  —  S'akuldkshaka 
(°la-ak°),  as,  m.  '  fish-eyed,'  white  bent-grass,  Pa- 
nicum  Dactylon,  (the  blossoms  are  white  and  com- 

pared to  the  eye  of  a  fish.)  —  Sfakuldksld  (°la-a!c°), 
(.  a  kind  of  Durva  grass  (  =  ganda-dun'd).  —  SV 

kuliidanl  (°la-ad°),  f.  a  medicinal  plant  (commonly 
called  Katki,  =  dakrdngi)  ;  a  kind  of  creeping  plant  ; 
N.  of  various  other  plants  ;  a  sort  of  drug  (commonly 

called  Kayaphal,  =  mdnsi)  ;  an  earth-worm.  —  S'a- 
kuldrbhalia  (°la-ar°),  as,  m.  a  sort  of  fish  (=ga- daka). 

^rit,  t,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  58.  fr.  rt.  I.  3ak  ;  according  to  others  connected 

with  rt.  l.Jtrl;  sometimes  written  salcrit ;  the  base 

of  some  cases  is  s"akan,  following  the  analogy  of  ya- 
krit,  q.  v.),  excrement,  ordure,  feces,  dung,  cow- 

dung  ;  [cf.  Gr.  atcfap  (gen.  ffKar~6s),  fftctup-ia,  ffittp- 
(3o\os;  Lat.  sterc-us,  ster-qiii-liniu-m  ;  Angl.  Sax. 

si-earn;  Goth,  spai-skuldrs,  'spittle;'  Slav,  ikvri- 
na,  skar-edovati.']  —  Sakrit-kara,  as,  i,  am,  dung- 
making  ;  (i),  (.  a  calf.  —  S'akrit-kari,  is,  m.  f. '  dung- 
making,'  a  calf.  —  Sakrit-kdra,  as,  a,  am,  making 
ordure.  —  S'akrit-pinda,  as,  m.  a  lump  or  ball  of 
cow-dung.  —  Siikrid-graha,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  bar- 

barous race,  (also  read  dakrid-guha,  fakrid-vaha.) 

—  S'akHd-dedra,  am,  n.  'door  of  the  feces,'  the anus. 

sakkara,  as,  m.  (=  tiakvara),  a  bull ; 

(i),  f.  a  river ;  a  zone,  girdle ;  a  particular  kind  of 
metre  (  =  iakvart,  q.v.);  a  woman  of  impure  caste, 

•j,  is,  m.  a  bull ;  [cf.  Sakkara  above.] 

saktavah,  m.  pi.     See  saktu. 

sakti,  &c.     See  p.  985,  col.  3. 

3T^  saktu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  (also  written  saktu, 
q.  v. ;  according  to  some  properly  used  in  masc.  pi. 
faktavah  only),  the  flour  or  meal  of  barley  or  grain 
of  any  kind  (fried  or  parched  before  it  is  ground), 

barley-meal.  —  S^aktu-phald,  or  r,  f.  the  S'ami  tree, 
Mimosa  Suma,  (also  read  saktu-phald,<\.\.)  —  Sak- 
tu-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  flour,  consisting  of 

flour.—  S'aklu-s'ardva,  as,  m.  a  pot  full  of  barley- 
meal. 

S'aktuka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  poison  or  poisonous substance. 

^(jjir^  sakvan,  &c.     See  p.  986,  col.  3. 
sagma.     See  p.  986,  col.  3. 

sank,  cl.  i.  A.  sankate  (ep.  also  P. 

-ti),  faianke,  dankishyate,  afankishta, 
iankitum,  to  doubt,  be  doubtful  or  uncertain,  hesi- 

tate ;  to  distrust,  fear,  dread,  be  afraid ;  to  suspect, 
have  a  suspicion  ;  to  think  probable,  believe,  imagine, 

think,  opine;  (in  argumentative  works)  to  ponder 
over  or  propound  a  doubt  or  objection  :  Pass,  dank- 

yate,  Aor.  afonki,  to  be  doubted,  &c. :  Caus.  tanka- 
yati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  atfadankat,  -ta,  to  cause  to 
doubt ;  to  frighten ;  [cf.  Lat.  cunc-tari ;  Goth. 
hugjan,  hugs;  Old  Germ,  hugjan,  hugu;  Angl. 
Sax.  hangian,  hige,  hyge,  Jwyu,  hygian,  hyggan, 
hicgan,  hogian.] 

S'anka,  as,  m.  a  draught-ox ;  (d),  f.  doubt,  un- 
certainty, hesitation,  scruple,  distrust,  suspicion,  mis- 

giving, fear,  apprehension ;  an  objection  started  in 
disputation  ;  presumption ;  hope  ;  error ;  a  species 

of  the  Dandaka  metre.  —  Sankdkula  (°kd-dk°),  as, 
d,  am,  bewildered  by  doubt,  filled  with  fear  or  sus- 

picion. —  Sankd-nivartaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  putting 

an  end  to  doubt. «-  S'ankdnvita  (°kd-an°),  as,  d, 
am,  filled  with  doubt,  apprehensive,  doubtful,  afraid. 

—  Sankdbhiyoga  (°kd-abh°),  as,  m.  accusation  or 
charge  on  suspicion.  —  Sfankd-maya,  as,  i,  am,  full 

of  doubt  or  uncertainty,  fearful,  afraid.  —  S'ankd- 
slla,  as,  d,  am,  of  a  hesitating  or  diffident  dispo- 

sition, prone  to  doubt.  —  tfaitkaspada  (°kd-dt°), 
am,  n.  cause  or  matter  of  doubt,  subject  of  appre- 

hension, object  of  suspicion.  —  S'ankd-sprisfifa,  as, 
d,  am,  touched  with  fear,  seized  with  alarm.  —  S'ankd- 
hlna,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  doubt  or  apprehension. 

S^ankana,  as,  m.  ( causing  fear  or  awe,'  N.  of  a 

king. 

S'ankanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  doubted  or  ques- 
tioned, questionable,  doubtful ;  to  be  suspected  or 

apprehended  ;  to  be  supposed  or  imagined. 

S'ankamdna,  as,  d,  am,  doubting,  suspecting,  fear- 
ing, apprehending ;  being  doubtful  or  uncertain. 

tfaitkita,  as,  d,  am,  doubted,  apprehended,  feared, 
suspected,  distrusted  ;  doubtful,  uncertain ;  alarmed, 
frightened,  apprehensive,  fearful  of  (with  gen.  or 
abl.) ;  distrustful,  suspicious,  suspecting ;  weak,  un- 

steady. —  &ankita-manfis,  as,  ds,  as,  one  whose 
mind  is  doubtful  or  suspicious,  faint-hearted,  timid, 
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apprehensive.  —  Saitkita-raniaka,  a»,  m.  'whose 

appearance  or  caste  is  doubted,'  a  thief. 
S'aitkitarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  doubted,  doubtful, 

questiouable,  &c.  (  =  sa>tkaniya). 

Sunl-in,  i,  inl,  i,  doubting,  suspecting,  fearing, 
fearful  of;  full  of  danger. 

S'aitkura,as,d,  am,  fearful,  formidable,  frightful, terrible. 

&a»kya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  doubted,  to  be  appre- 
hended or  feared. 

^T3;C  san-kara,  as,  a  or  »,  am  (i.  e.  2.  4a 
or  2.  6am  +  I.  kara),  causing  happiness,  conferring 
good  fortune  or  prosperity,  auspicious,  propitious, 
well-disposed  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  N.  of  a 
celebrated  teacher  of  the  Vedanta  philosophy,  (see 

tankardi'drya  below);  of  a  poet;  of  a  com- 

mentator on  the  Bengali  recension  of  Kalidasa's 
Sakuntala  ;  of  an  astronomer,  (also  called  bhat/a- 
dankara)  ;  of  the  author  of  a  drama  called  Sarada- 
tilaka;  of  the  author  of  the  Dvaita-nirnaya  ;  of 
the  author  of  the  Karma-vipSka  and  the  Sanskara- 
bhlskara  ;  of  the  author  of  the  Rasa-candrikS  com- 

mentary ;  of  a  Danava  ;  («),  f.  a  particular  RSga  or 
musical  mode  ;  (»),  f.  the  wife  of  Sin  ;  Bengal 
madder;  the  SamI  tree.  —  Sfcmltara-ki  ttkara,  as, 

m.  '  Sarrkara's  servant,'  a  proper  N.  —  S'ankara- 
kroda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Nyiya  commentary.  —  San- 
tara-glta,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Sfankara-feto-mldsa, 

as,  m.  *  the  play  of  San-kara's  wit,'  N.  of  an  artificial 
poem  by  Sankara-dlkshita  (celebrating  the  glories  of 
VSranasI,  especially  of  its  kings  YavanSri  and  Ceta- 

sinha  or  Cheyt  Singh).  —  Sfaitkara-jl  and  s'artkara- 
jika,  m.,  N.  of  two  scribes.  ••  S'ankara-tirtha,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Siva-PurSna.  —  S'aitieara- 
dig-vijaya,  as,  m.  '  San-kara's  victory  over  the 
world,'  =  sankara-rijaya  below  ;  N.  of  another 
similar  work  by  MSdhava  or  Abhinava-kalidasa  pro- 

fessing to  be  a  short  account  of  San-karScarya's  con- 
troversial exploits.  —  S'ankara-dikshita,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  writer  of  the  last  century  (author  of  the  Gan- 

oavatarana-c*ampu-prabandha,  Pradyumna-vijaya,  and 
San-kara-c'eto-vilSsa).  —  S'ankara-priya,  as,  m. 
'dear  to  Santera,'  the  Francoline  partridge  (  —  til- 
tiri).  —  Sankara-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 

of  the  Kundoddyotana-darsana.  —  S'ankara-var- 
d/tana,  as,  and  dankara-varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of 

two  persons.  ••  Sankara-vijaya,  as,  m.  '  San-kara's 
victory,'  N.  of  a  biography  of  San-kaiScJrya  by 
Ananda-giri  (recording  his  victories,  as  a  Vedantin, 
over  numerous  heretics,  and  refuting  the  superstitions 
prevalent  in  his  day  by  a  popular  exposition  of  the 

Vedanta  philosophy).  —  Sankara-samhitd,  (.,  N. 
of  a  part  of  the  Skanda-Purana.  —  Saitkara-sena, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the 

Nsdi-praksia.  —  Sankardtdrya  (°ra-a<!0),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  celebrated  teacher  of  the  Vedanta  philosophy, 
(he  is  thought  to  have  lived  between  A.  D.  650  and 
740,  but  according  to  tradition  he  nourished  200  B.  C., 
and  was  a  native  of  Kerala  or  Malabar  ;  all  accounts 

describe  him  as  having  led  an  erratic  controversial 
life;  his  learning  and  sanctity  were  in  such  repute 
that  he  was  held  to  have  worked  various  miracles 

[amongst  others,  animating  the  dead  body  of  a  king 
Amaru  so  as  to  be  able  to  argue  with  the  wife  of 
Mandana],  and  to  have  been  an  incarnation  of  the 
god  Siva,  whose  worship  he  enjoined  ;  he  is  said  to 
have  died  at  the  age  of  thirty-two,  and,  before  his 
death,  to  have  resided  in  Cashmere,  and  afterwards 

in  the  Himalaya;  he  had  four  principal  disciples, 
called  Padma-pada,  Hastamalaka,  SuresVara  or  Man- 

dana, and  Trotaka,  and  another  of  his  disciples, 
Ananda-giri,  wrote  a  history  of  his  controversial 
exploits,  called  San-kara-vijaya,  q.  v.  ;  tradition 
makes^  him  the  founder  of  one  of  the  prin- 

cipal Saiva  sects,  the  Das'-nSml-Dandins  or  '  Ten- 
named  Mendicants,'  so  called  because  divided  into 
ten  classes,  each  distinguished  by  one  or  other  of  the 
names  of  the  ten  pupils  of  the  above-mentioned 
four  disciples  of  San-kara  [see  faivti]  ;  he  is  the 
reputed  author  of  a  large  number  of  original  works 

with  the  following  titles,  Atma-bodha,  Ananda-laharl, 
Ananda-laharl-stotra,  Jnana-bodhiul,  A-parokshanu- 
bhuti-sudharnava,  Upadesa  -  sahasrr,  Vakya-sudha, 
Kadi-krama-stuti,  Dhanya-stotra,  Mani-ratna-mala, 
Ganeia-bhujan-ga-prayata-stotta,  Caturdasa-mata- 
viveka,  Tara-pajjhatika,  Tripurl-prakarana;  and 
commentaries  on  the  following,  Chandogyopani- 
shad,  Brihad-Sranyakopanishad,  Prasnopanishad,  Isa- 
vasyopanishad,  Katha-vally-upanishad,  Taittiriyopa- 
nishad,  Aitareyopanishad,  Kenopanishad,  Mandukyo- 
panishad,  Mundakopanishad,  Brahim-niiuutnxi  or 
SSriraka-mlmansa  or  Vedanta-sutra,  Bhagavad-grta, 
Maha-bhirata,  Vishnu-sahasra-naman);  a  N.  given 
to  the  president  of  a  Matha  or  college  founded  by 
San-karacSrya.  —  Sfankard6drya-vijaya-dindima, 

N.  of  a  commentary  by  Dhana-pati  on  the  San-kshepa- 

sai>kara-jaya.  —  S'ankarananda  (°ra-an°),  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Mundakopauishad. 

—  Sankarabharana  ('ra-dbh0),  as,  m.  a  particular 

Raga  or  musical  mode. ••  S'aitkai'dvasa  (cra-flt'°), 
as,  m.  the  abode  of  Siva,  Kailasa ;  a  kind  of  cam- 

phor (=karpura-l>heda). 

^TU^l  sankavya.    See  under  sanku  below. 

^Trf;  sanku,  us,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  I- 37.  said  to 
be  ft.  n.3ank  ;  in  some  senses  connected  with  rt.  1 .  fait), 
fear,  apprehension ;  a  stake,  spike,  pile,  post,  pale, 
pin,  nail,  peg,  pillar;  the  spoke  of  a  wheel  (Ved.) ; 
a  dart,  javelin,  spear,  dagger,  weapon  (in  general) ; 
the  trunk  of  a  lopped  tree ;  the  style  or  pin  of  a 
dial  (usually  twelve  fingers  long);  the  measure  of 
twelve  fingers ;  (in  astronomy)  the  sine  of  altitude  ; 

a  measuring-rod;  a  long  thin  column  in  front  of  a 
pagoda;  the  penis;  the  fibres  of  a  leaf;  the  tree 
Shorea  Robusta ;  the  skate  fish ;  the  perfume  called 

Nakhi ;  a  goose ;  an  ant-hill ;  a  very  high  number, 
ten  billions  (as  implied  by  an  innumerable  collection 
of  ants,  but  cf.  tiankha);  a  demon;  poison,  sin; 
N.  of  Siva ;  of  a  Gandharva  attendant  on  Siva ;  of 

a  king ;  of  Kama ;  of  a  son  of  Ugra-sena ;  of  a  poet 
(a  son  of  Mayura).—  Sankn-karna,  as,  a  or  i,  am, 
having  ears  (pointed)  like  a  spear,  spike-eared, 

pricking  the  ears;  (as),  m.  an  ass.  —  S'anku-jiva, 
{.  (in  astronomy)  the  gnomon-sine.  —  Sanku-taru, 

us,  or  s'anku-vriksha,  as,  m.  the  Sal  tree,  Shorea 
Robusta.  —  Sankvrmat,  an,  afi,  at,  filled  with 

stakes  or  spikes ;  (ati),  f.,  N.  of  a  metre.  —  S'aitkit- 
iirai,  as,  m.  '  spear-headed,'  N.  of  a  Danava. 

S'attkavya,  as,  a,  am,  fit  for  a  stake ;  (am),  n. 
anything  fit  for  a  stake  (as  wood  &c.). 
Sankvlca,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet  (the  author  of 

the  Bhuvanabhyudaya)  ;  of  a  writer  on  rhetoric. 
Sankuti,  is,  m.  a  skate  fish. 

S'ankuld,  f.  a  kind  of  lancet  or  knife  ;  a  pair  of 
nippers  or  scissors  (used  to  cut  the  betel-nut  into 

small  pieces ;  c(.danta-danku).—Sfankuld-khctnda, 
am,  a.  a  piece  cut  off  with  a  pair  of  nippers. 
tfankoda,  as,  or  ̂ anko6i,  is,  m.  a  skate  fish. 

3H5  sankha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (in  Unadi-s.  I. 
104.  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  &zjn),  a  shell,  the  conch- 
shell  (used  for  offering  libations  or,  when  perforated 
at  one  end,  for  blowing  as  a  horn) ;  a  horn,  trumpet, 
(in  the  battle  pieces  of  epic  poetry  each  hero  is 
represented  as  provided  with  a  couch-shell,  which 
serves  as  his  horn,  and  often  has  a  name ;  that  of 
Krishna  was  called  pdMajanya,  q.  v.)  ;  (as),  m. 
the  temporal  bone,  temple ;  the  bone  of  the  forehead 

or  frontal  bone;  an  elephant's  cheek  or  the  part 
between  his  tusks  (  =  hasti-danta-madhya) ;  a  par- 

ticular high  number  (said  to  equal  a  hundred  bil- 

lions or  one  hundred  thousand  Krores,  =  das'a-ni- 
kharra  ;  cf.  ianku)  ;  one  of  Kuvera's  treasures ;  a 
particular  perfume  (commonly  called  Nakhi  and  ap- 

parently a  kind  of  dried  shell-fish)  ;  a  military  drum 
or  other  martial  instrument;  N.  of  a  Daitya  (who 
conquered  the  gods,  stole  the  Vedas,  and  carried 
them  off  to  the  bottom  of  the  sea,  from  whence 

they  were  recovered  by  Vishnu  in  the  form  of  a 
fish) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  eight  chiefs  of  the  Nagas  or 
serpents  of  Patala  (described  as  of  a  yellow  colour) ; 

sankhin. 

N.  of  the  author  of  a  law-book ;  of  a  poet  (one  of 
the  nine  gems  at  the  court  of  king  Vikramaditya) ; 
of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  15  (having 

the  patronymic  YSmayana) ;  of  one  of  the  six  minor 
Dvipas ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Gotra  ;  [cf.  Gr.  «oyxoi, 

K<jyx*J,  KO\XOS,  KUX\OS,  ffdKx7]',  Lat.  concha.^— S'ait- kha-karni,  f.  a  kind  of  poison ;  [cf.  makd-paMa- 
fisAa.]  —  Sankha-kdra  or  iankha-kdraka,  us,  m. 
a  worker  in  shells,  shell-cutter  (described  as  a  kind 

of  mixed  caste;  cf.  iditkhika)'  —  S'awkha-kuta, 
N.  of  a  mountain.  —  S'unkha-kshlra,  am,  n.  '  shell- 
milk,'  any  impossibility  or  absurdity.  —  SunMa- 
dakra-gadd-dliara,  as,  m.  '  holding  a  conch,  a 

discus,  and  a  mace,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  S'aitkka- 
<?ari  or  sankha-t^ar^l,  f.  a  mark  made  with  sandal 
on  the  forehead.  —  Sankha-fdrna,  am,  n.  shell- 

powder,  powder  produced  from  shells.  —  S'aitkha- 
ja,  as,  d,  am,  shell-born,  produced  from  shells; 

(as),  m.  a  large  pearl  shaped  like  a  pigeon's  egg. 
—  S'ankha-dfum  or  -drili-aka,  as,  m.  a  solvent  for 
dissolving  the  conch  or  other  shells  (used  in  medi- 

cine). —  Staitkha-drdvin,  I,  m.  '  shell-fuser,"  a  kind 
of  sorrel  (  =  amla-vetasa).'-Sraitkha-dkara,  an, 
m.,  N.  of  an  author  ;  of  a  poet ;  (a),  f.  a  pot-herb 

khci-dhmd,  ds,  m.  a  shell-blower,  horn-blower,  one 

who  plays  on  the  conch  or  horn.  —  Saitkha-dhi-ani, 

is,  m.  the  sound  of  a  conch  or  horn. —  S'ankha- 
nakha,  as,  m.  a  small  shell,  the  shell  of  the  Trochus 
Perspective ;  the  perfume  called  Nakhi  (said  to  be  a 
kind  of  dried  shell-fish,  see  nakhi) ;  another  kind 
of  perfume,  =  vrihan-nakhi ;  («  or  I),  f.  the  per- 

fume called  Nakhi.  —  Sankfya-ndbha,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  a  king.  —  Sankha-pdd,  t,  or  s"ankha-pdda,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kardama  (said  to  have  been  made 

regent  of  the  south,  Vishnu-PurSria  I.  22).—S'u>tkha- 
pdla,  as,  m.  '  shell-nourisher,'  epithet  of  the  sun ; 

N.  of  a  N5ga  or  serpent  of  PatSla.  —  S'ankha-push- 
pl,  f.  a  sort  of  plant  ( =  kambu-pushpT).  —  S'aitkha- 
prandda,  as,  m.  the  sound  of  a  conch  or  horn. 
—  Sfankha-pravara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  excellent 

shell,  the  best  shell.  —  S'attkha-prastha,  as,  m.  a 
mark  or  spot  on  the  moon.  —  S'ankha-b/nnna,  as, 
I,  am,  seeVopa-deva  IV.  20.  —  Sunkha-bhrit,  t,  t,  t, 
carrying  or  bearing  a  conch-shell ;  (t),  m.  an  epithet 
of  Vishnu.  —  Saitltha-muktd,  f.  mother  of  pearl ; 

(as),  f.  pi.  shells  and  pearls.  —  S'ankha-mukha,  as, 
m.  'shell-faced,'  an  alligator.  —  S'ankha-mula,  am, 

n.  a  particular  esculent  root  ( =  mulaka).  —  S'ank/ia- 
rdj,  t,  m.  the  best  of  shells.  —  S'aitklia-rdvita,  am, n.  a  sound  of  conches.  —  Sfankha-likhita,  au,  m.  du. 

the  two  Rishis,  San-kha  and  Likhita  (authors  of  a 
law-book);   (as),  m.  a  king  who  practises  justice, 

a  just  king;    SankhalikhUd  vrittih,  conduct  re- 

sembling that  of  San-kha  and  Likhita.  —  S'ankha- 
likhita-priya,    as,    m.    beloved    by    San-kha   and 
Likhita,  a  friend  of  strict  justice.  —  tfankha-smriti, 

is,  (.  the  law-book  of  San-kha.  —  S'attkha-srana,  as, 
m.  the  sound  of  a  conch  or  trumpet.  —  S'aitkhdkhyd 
(°l;ha-dkh°),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  perfume  (  =  vrihan- 
nakhi).  —  S'ankhdnlara-dyotin   (°kha-an°),   i, 
int,  i,  shining  in  the  middle  of  the  frontal  bone. 
-  Sankhamira  (°kha-as°),   as,   m.  the   Daitya 
Saukha.  -  Sankhdlivd   (°kha-ah°),  f.  a  sort  of 

plant  ( ̂•tSaiikha-pmhpi').  —  Stankhodaka  (k/ta- 
ud^\  am,  n.  the  water  poured  into  a  conch-shell. 
S'ankhaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  conch-shell ;  (as), 

m.  a  disease  of  the  head  (described  as  a  pain  in  the 
forehead  and  heat  with  a  puffiness  in  the  temples) ; 

the  temporal  bone  or  temple ;  (am),  n.  a  bracelet 

(often  made  of  conch-shell). 
Sankliikd,  f.  a  kind  of  grass,  Andropogon  Acicu- 

latum. 

Sankhin,  I,  inl,  i,  possessing  shells,  having  or 

holding  a  conch-shell ;  (i),  m.  the  ocean  ;  a  worker 
in  shells ;  a  shell-blower ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu ; 

(t'nt)i  f.,  N.  of  various  plants,  a  sort  of  grass,  Andro- 
pogon Aciculatum ;  a  particular  plant,  Cissampelos 

Hexandra ;  another  plant  ( =  yava-tiktd) ;  N.  of  one 
of  the  four  classes  into  which  females  are  divided 

(described  as  tall  and  handsome,  with  long  eyes  and 
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hair,  marked  with  three  lines  on  the  neck,  amorous 
and  irascible,  and  neither  stout  nor  thin) ;  a  particular 
goddess  or  Sakti  worshipped  by  Buddhists ;  a  female 
spirit,  a  kind  of  semi-divine  being  or  fairy  (  =  upa- 
devata-vis'esha).~SankJtini-phala,  as,  m.  the 
Sirtsha  tree.  —  S'ankhini-vasa,  as,  m.  a  small  tree, 
Trophis  Aspera  ( =  s"dkliota). 

ui  _i  s'atf,  cl.  i.  A.  6a6ate,  se6e,  safitum, 
X  to  speak,  say,  tell ;  to  be  strong,  &c.,  (in 

this  sense  for  rt.  I.  s'ak,  see  the  derivatives  below.) 
S'adi,  is,  {.  —  iatl  below. 
S'atHshtha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  strongest,  most  power- ful, very  powerful. 

S'afl,  I.  speech,  power  of  speech,  eloquence  (=vdd, 
Naigh.  I.  n) ;  activity,  diligence,  energy,  skiffulness 
(=prajnd,  Naigh.  III.  9) ;  power,  strength,  action, 
exploit,  (Say.  and  Naigh.  II.  I  =  karma) ;  any  holy 
act,  devotion ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Indra,  (in  the  pre- 

ceding senses  chiefly  Ved.) ;  the  plant  Asparagus 
Racemosus;  the  astronomical  Karana  or  period 
named  Vishti ;  Saci  PaulomI  is  given  as  the  authoress 
of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  159.  —  Safi-nara,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Kasmlra.  —  Sad-pati,  is,  m. 

*  lord  of  power,'  or  '  husband  of  S"adi,'  epithet  of 
Indra ;  (t),  m.  du.  '  lords  of  pious  acts,'  epithet  of 
the  AsVins  (Ved.).  —  Sad-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved. 
possessing  power,  strong,  (Say.  =  karma^vat) ;  wise, 
(Say.  =prajnd-v at) ;  (an),  m.  epithet  of  Indra, 
(tfadlvas,  voc.  c.  'O  powerful  one.')  —  Safi-vasu, 
us,  us,  it,  Ved.  rich  or  abounding  in  strength,  en- 

riched by  holy  rites. 

sand  (=rt.  sva<!,  q.  v.),  cl.  I.  A. 
Mandate,  Sec.,  to  go. 

qj  i  fat,  cl.  i.  P.  4atati,  4atitv,m,  to  be 
X  sick  or  diseased  ;  to  divide,  separate,  pierce  ; 

to  be  dissolved ;  to  be  weary  or  dejected ;  to  go ; 
cl.  10.  A.  ddtayate,  -yitum,  to  praise,  flatter  (=rt. 
I.  fotV). 
So/a,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  rfa<  above), 

sour,  astringent,  acid. 
&ati,  is,  f.  the  plant  called  Zedoary  or  Curcuma 

Amhaldi  (otherwise  Curcuma  Zerumbet ;  there  are 
thirty-eight  synonyms  of  this  plant;  cf.  gandha, 
gandha-muli,  &c.) ;  a  particular  kind  of  ginger  (the 
fresh  root  of  which  is  scented  like  a  green  mango). 
Sa(i,  f.  =  iati  above. 

3T7T  satd,  f.  (=  said,  jatd),  an  ascetic's clotted  hair. 

TJIJcfi  sattaka,  am,  n.  flour  of  rice  mixed 
with  water  and  ghee. 

m-r  i.  tath  [cf.  its.  dat,  sat],  cl.  10.  A. 
"   N  ddthayate,  -yitum,  to  praise. 

mrr  2.  sath  (=rt.  i.  tvatli),  cl.  10.  P. 

N  tfuthayati,  -yitum,  to  speak  ill ;  (according 
to  some)  to  speak  correctly  or  well  or  elegantly ;  to 
be  true. 

BJ  j  3.  6ath  (=rts.  2.  svath,  sath,  snath), 
\  d.  10.  P.  gdthayati,  -yitum,  to  accom- 

plish, finish,  adorn ;  to  leave  unfinished  or  unorna- 
mented  ;  to  go,  move. 

«|  j  4.  sath,  cl.  i.  P.  satJiati,  sathitnm, 
\  to  cheat,  defraud,  deceive ;  to  hurt,  kill ; 

to  suffer  pain;  cl.  10.  P.  idthayati,  -yitum,  to  be 
idle  or  lazy. 

Satha,  as,  a,  am  (probably  connected  with  s'atru; 
cf.  totem),  wicked,  depraved,  perverse,  dishonest, 
perfidious,  cunning,  crafty,  deceitful ;  (as),  m.  a 
rogue,  knave  ;  a  false  husband  or  lover  (who  pretends 
affection  for  one  female  while  his  heart  is  fixed  on 
another ;  one  of  the  four  classes  into  which  husbands 
are  divided) ;  a  fool,  blockhead ;  an  idler ;  a  medi- 

ator, umpire,  arbitrator;  the  thorn-apple,  Datura 
Metel ;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of  plant  or  its  root  ( =  to- 
gara) ;  saffron,  iron ;  [cf.  Hib.  sath, '  evil ;'  saith, 
•  vulgar,  vile.']  —  SatUa-td,  f.  or  Mha-tva,  am,  n. 
wickedness,  depravity,  roguery,  knavery.  —  S'atha- 

tadarana  (°td-a<!°),  am,  n.  wicked  or  roguish  con- 
duct. —  Salhdnibd  (°(/ta-am°),  f.  a  particular  plant 

(  =  amba-sh(hd). 

san,  cl.  i.  or  10.  P.  6anati,  6ana- 
X  yati,  -yitum,  to  give  ;  to  go  (?). 

Sa^ia,  am,  n.  hemp,  Cannabis  Saliva  ;  (as),  m.  a 

kind  of  hemp  (commonly  called  Bengal  S'an  ;  also Crotolaria  Juncea)  ;  an  arrow,  (in  this  sense  perhaps 
connected  with  Sara)  ;  [cf.  Gr.  aavvaflis  ;  Lat.  can- 
nabis;  Lith.  kandpe;  Russ.  kanopla;  Hib.  ca- 
naib;  Old  Iceland,  hanp  ;  Angl.  Sax.  hcenep; 

Old  Germ,  lianaf  ;  Mod.  Germ,  hanf."]  —  Sana- 
ghantikd,  f.^dana-pushpi.—  S'ana-tatitu,  us,  m. 
thread  or  string  made  of  the  flax  of  the  Crotolaria 

Juncea.  —  S'ana-ldntava  (1),  as,  i,  am,  made  of 
hempen  string.  —  Sana-parm,  f.  the  tree  Pentaptera 
Tomentosa.  —  S'ana-pushpi  or  s'ana-pushpikd,  f. 
Crotolaria  of  various  species.—  Sana-s'akala,  as,  m.  a 
piece  of  hemp.  —  Sana-tutra,  am,  n.  the  fibre  or  flax 
of  S'an  or  hemp,  hempen  cord  or  string  ;  a  net  made 
of  hemp  ;  the  thread  of  the  Crotolaria  Juncea  ; 
cordage,  twine.  —  Sfanasutra-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
consisting  of  hempen  threads  or  cord. 

Sandlu,,  us,  or  ianaluka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Cassia 
Fistula  (  =  drevata). 

S'auikd,  f.  —  dana-pushpi  above. 

5(1  «!/!*.  Mantra,  am,  n.  a  bank  or  alluvial 

island  in  the  middle  of  the  river  S'ona  ;  an  insular 
spot  enclosed  by  the  branches  of  the  river  Surjoo  at 
the  point  where  it  falls  into  the  Ganges  above  Chu- 

pra,  (this  spot  is  also  called  Dardan-tata,  •  Dardari- 
bank.') 

3I<!«  santha,  as,  m.  a  eunuch  (=sandha, 

q.v.). «|  JIJ  sand,  cl.  I.  A.  sandate,  danditum, 
^  to  hurt,  wound,  cause  disease  or  sickness  ; 

to  collect,  heap  together. 

S'anda,  as,  m.  (according  to  UnSdi-s.  I.  113.  fr. 
rt.  xt  i  nil  above),  a  eunuch;  an  impotent  man;  a 
bull  ;  a  bull  at  liberty  ;  N.  of  an  Asura  priest  (Ved.)  ; 
(am),  n.  a  multitude  of  lotus-flowers.  —  Sfanda-ta, 
f.  impotence,  emasculation  ;  the  state  of  a  bull  or  of 

a  bull  at  liberty.  —  Sandamarka  (°da-am°)  or  (ac- 
cording to  others)  iandii-marka,  au,  m.  du.  S'anda and  Amarka  or  Marka,  N.  of  two  demons. 

S'andika,  as,  m.  pi.,  Ved.  the  descendants  of  S'anda. 
S'andila,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  I.  55.  fr. 

rt.  Sand),  N.  of  an  ancient  sage  (ancestor  of  a  par- 
ticular family  of  Brahmans)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

Gotra  or  family. 

sandha,  as,  m.  (according  to  TJna- 
di-s.  I.  101.  ft.  rt.  i.  s'am),  a  eunuch  ;  an  attendant 
in  a  harem  or  women's  apartments  ;  an  impotent 
man  ;  a  bull  ;  a  bull  at  liberty  ;  a  mad  man,  drunken 

man  ;  [cf.  S'anda,  shanda,  shandha,  &c.] 
JJtff  sata,  am,  n.  (thought  by  some  to  be 

a  corruption  fr.  datiata,  cf.  dafati),  a  hundred, 
(3atat  para,  beyond  a  hundred,  exceeding  a  hun- 

dred :  s"ata  is  used  in  the  sing,  with  a  plur.  noun, 
e.  g.  iatam  pitarah  or  iatam  pitrmam,  a  hundred 
ancestors  ;  and  used  with  other  numerals  thus,  ekd- 
dhikam  iatam  or  eka-iatam,  a  hundred  +  one,  101; 
dvy-adhikam  datam  or  dvi-datam,  a  hundred  + 
two,  102  ;  ekadas'adhikam  datani  or  ekddas'am 
iatam  or  ekadas'a-s'atam,  a  hundred  +  eleven  or 
a  hundred  having  eleven,  1  1  1  ;  viniaty-adliikam 
3atam  or  vindam  Satam,  a  hundred  +  twenty,  120); 

any  very  large  number  (in  comp.,  cf.  tfata-pattra 
&c.  below)  ;  (e),  n.  du.  two  hundred  (e.  g.  f!aie  or 
dve  iate  or  dvi-s"atam,  two  hundred)  ;  (dni),  n.  pi. 
hundreds  (e.g.  trini  datdni  or  tri-iatdni,  three 
hundred  ;  there  occurs  also  rarely  a  form  in  as,  m. 

pi.,  e.  g.  batons  iatah,  '  one  hundred  hundred,'  i.  e. ten  thousand  ;  sapta  fatdh,  seven  hundred)  ;  (am), 
ind.,  Ved.  a  hundred  (in  Rig-veda  I.  48,  7)  ;  (i),  f. 

a  hundred  (used  in  comp.,  e.g.  dvi-s~ati,  two  hundred  ; 
daia-tati,  ten  hundred)  ;  (as,  i,  am),  the  hundredth 

(so  used  against  Pan.  V.  2,  57) ;  [cf.  Gr.  i-Karuv 
(fr.  «  =  tv,  '  one,'  and  Kara  =  s"ata) ',  Lat.  centum  ; 
Goth,  hund;  Angl.  Sax.  hund;  Lith.  szimta-s; 
Slav,  sto;  Hib.  ctat:  Cambro-Brit.  cant;  Armor. 
kant.]  —  Sata-kirtti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  Arhat  of  the 
future  UtsarpinT.  — >  S'ata-kutida,  as,  m.  a  particular 
plant  ( =  kara-vira).  —  S'ata-kumbha,  am,  n.  gold ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Phyalis 
Flexuosa ;  N.  of  a  river.  —  tfata-kritvas,  ind.  a  hun- 

dred times.  —  Sata-koti,  is,  is,  i,  having  a  hundred 

edges  ;  (is),  m.  Indra's  thunderbolt ;  (is),  (.  a  hun- 
dred Krores  ( = at/a).  —  S'ata-kratu,  us,m.'  having 

or  honoured  by  a  hundred  sacrifices,'  epithet  of  Indra 
(a  hundred  Alva-medhas  elevating  the  sacrificer  to  the 
rank  of  Indra  ;  cf.  Gr.  !«aTo/ijQafo$).  —  S^ata-khan- 

da,  am,  n.  'hundred-pieced,'  gold. •- S'atakhanda- 
maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  a  hundred  pieces ; 
made  of  gold.  —  Sata-gu,  us,  us,  u,  possessed  of  a 
hundred  cows.  —  S'ata-gittia,  as,  a,  am,  a  hundred- 

fold, a  hundred  times.  —  Satagunadhikam  (°na- 
adh°),  ind.  more  than  a  hundred  times.  —  Sata- 
gunita,  as,  a,  am,  repeated  a  hundred  times. «-  Sa- 
taguni-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  a  hundred  times 
(as  strong).  —  Sfata-guptd,  {.  Euphorbia  Antiquorum 
( —peshana).  —  &ata~granthi,  is,  f. '  having  a  hun- 

dred knots,'  DOrva  grass.  —  Sata-gva,  as,  i,  am, 

hundred-fold;  [cf.  das"a-gva,  nava-gva.]  —  S 'ata- 
gvin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  hundred-fold  [cf.  das"a-gvin]  ', 
consisting  of  hundreds  of  flocks,  (SSy.  =  s"ata-sankh- 
yaka-gavadwris'ishta,  Rig-veda  I.  159,  5.)  — Sti- 
ta-gh.nl,  f.  '  slaying  hundreds,"  a  kind  of  weapon 
(used  as  a  missile,  supposed  by  some  to  be  »  sort  of 
fire-arms  or  rocket,  but  described  by  the  commen- 

tator on  the  Maha-bharaU  as  a  stone  or  cylindrical 
piece  of  wood  studded  with  iron  spikes) ;  a  female 
scorpion ;  a  kind  of  plant  (^karanja) ;  a  disease  of 

the  throat  (enlargement  of  the  tonsils) ;  epithet  of  S'iva 
(masc.).  — S'aia-cVAada,  as,  m.  'having  a  hundred 
feathers,' a  sort  of  wood-pecker  (  =  kasktha-kutta). 
**S'ata-jit,  t,  m.  'vanquishing  hundreds,'  N.  of  a 
sonofRaja;  ofa  son  of  Sahasra-jit ;  of  asonof  Bhaja- 

mana.  —  Sata-jiltva,  as,  m. '  hundred-tongued,'  epi- 
thet of  S'iva.  —  Siata-tama,  as,  I,  am,  the  hundredth. 

—  S'ata-tdrd,  f.  '  having  a  hundred  stars,"  the  con- 
stellation S"ata-bhishaj,  q.v.,  (also  written  iata-td- 

raka.)  —  S'ata-tejas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Sote- 
dat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  having  a  hundred  teeth  (said 
of  a  comb,  &c.).  —  Sata-dantikd,  f.  a  particular 

plant  (  =  ndga-danti).  —  S'ata-dald,  f.  'having   a 
hundred  leaves  or  petals,'  the   Indian  white  rose. 
—  Sato-da,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  giving  or  granting  a 
hundred.  —  Sata-datu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  hundred- 

fold. —  S'ata-ddya,  as,  d,  am,  giving  a  hundred ; 
having  abundant  wealth ;  a  hundred-fold,  (fr.  2.  ddya, 
q.  v.)  —  Sfata-ddvan,  d,  &c.,  Ved.  giving  a  hundred, 
giving  bountifully,  liberal,  munificent.  —  Sata-dnra, 
am,  n.  a  place  having  a  hundred  doors,  a  place  se- 

cured by  many  gates,  (according  to  SSy.  on  Rig-veda 
I.  S'l  3-  s'ata-dureshu^s'ata-dvdreahu:  yantre- 
shu.)  —  S'ata-dyumna,  as,  m.,  N.   of  a  son   of 
C'akshusha ;    of  a  son  of  Bh5nu-mat.  —  Sata-dru, 
us,  f. '  flowing  in  a  hundred  (branches),'  N.  of  a  river 
now  called  the  Sutlej,  (it  is  the  most  easterly  of  the  five 
rivers  of  the  PaiijJb,  and  rises  in  the  Manasa  Saro- 
vara  or  Manasa  lake  on  the  Himalaya  mountains  ; 
flowing  in  a  south-westerly  direction  for  550  miles, 
it   unites  with  the  VipSsa   or   Beas   south-east   of 
Amritsar,  [see  vipdd]  ;  it  afterwards  joins  the  Chenab 
and  falls  into  the  Indus  below  Multan ;    it  is  also 
called  iutu-dri,  iSutu-dru,  dita-dru,  &c.) ;  N.  of 

the  Ganges.  —  Satad-tiosu,  us,  us,  u  (for  s"ata- 
vasu),  Ved.  having  hundreds  of  treasures,  containing 
much  wealth.  —  S'ata-dvdra,  am,  n.  a  hundred  doors 
or  gates  ;  (as,  d,  am),  hundred-gated,  having  many 
doors  or  outlets.  —  Sfata-dlianv,,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Sata-dhanvan,  a,  d,  a,  having  a  hundred 
bows;  (a),  m.,  N.  ofa  person  slain  by  Krishna  for 
having  killed  Satra-jit.  —  I.  jata-dhd,  f.  Durva  grass, 
Panicum  Dactylon.  —  2.  fata-dlta,  ind.  in  a  hundred 
ways;  into  a  hundred  parts,  in  a  hundred  pieces; 

a  hundred-fold.  —  S'ata-dhdman,  d,  m.  '  having  a 
n  T 
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hundred  forms,1  epithet  of  Vishnu.  "Sata-dhara, 
ag,  i,  am,  flowing  in  a  hundred  streams ;  having  a 

hundred  edges ;  (am),  n.  the  thunderbolt.  —  Sato/- 

dhriti,  is,  m.  'having  a  hundred  sacrifices,'  epithet 
of  Indra;  of  Brahma;  Svarga  or  heaven.  —  S'«f"a- 
pallra,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  hundred  wings,  borne 
bv  numerous  conveyances  (said  of  Brihas-pati) ;  hav- 

ing a  hundred,  i.  e.  numberless  leaves ;  (am),  n.  a 

lotus,  Nelumbium  Speciosum,  Sec. ;  (a*),  m. '  having 
a  hundred  feathers,'  a  peacock ;  the  Sarasa  or  Indian 
crane;  a  wood-pecker;  a  parrot,  the  king  parrot, 
Psittacus  Lory;  (a),  f.  a  woman;  (J),  f.  a  kind  of 
flower,  the  Indian  white  rose,  Rosa  Glandulifera. 

—  ffatapattraka,  as,  m.  a  wood-pecker  [cf.  6ata- 

Mhada~\  ;  (ikd),  f.  the  Indian  white  rose.  —  Sato- 
pattra-nivdsa,  as,  a,  am,  abiding  in  a  lotus ;  (as), 
m.  epiihet  of  Brahma.  —  Satapattra-yoni,  is,  m. 
•lotus-born,'  epithet  of  Brahma.  —  Satapattrdya- 

ttkehana  (?ra-dy°,  °ta-ik°),  as,  a,  am,  one  whose 
eyes  are  long  as  a  lotus.  —  Sfata-patha-brdhmana, 
am,  n.  '  the  Brahmana  with  a  hundred  paths  or 
lectures,'  N.  of  a  well-known  Brahmana  attached  to 
the  Vajasaneyi-samhita  or  White  Yajur-veda,  (like 
the  SamhitS,  this  BrShmana  is  ascribed  to  the  Rishi 
Ysjnavalkya ;  it  is  perhaps  the  most  modem  of  the 
BrShmanas,  and   is  preserved   in  two  SskhSs   or 

schools,  MSdhyandina  and  Kanva ;  the  version  be- 
longing to  the  former  is  best  known,  and  is  divided 

into  fourteen  KSndas  or  books  which  contain  one 

hundred  AdhySyas  or  lectures  [or  according  to  another 

arrangement  into  sixty-eight  Prapathakas]  ;  the  first 
nine  Kandas  are  said  to  follow  the  first  eighteen  books 
of  the  SamhitS  in  quoting  their  verses  and  explaining 
their  use  at  sacrifices  almost  word  for  word,  like  a 

running  commentary ;  but  the  last  five  Kandas  appear 
to  be  a  more  independent  work,  referring  only  occa- 

sionally to  the  SamhitS ;  the  first  of  these  five  or 

the   tenth    Klnda   is   called   Agni-rahasya,    '  fire- 
mystery  ;'  the  eleventh  Ksnda,  called  AshtadhySyl, 
explains  more  fully  the  sacrifices  previously  mentioned, 

such  as  the  Agny-adhana  &c. ;  the  twelfth,  called 
SautrSmanI,  treats  of  PrSyasYitta  or  penance,  and  the 
thirteenth  of  the  AsVa-medha ;  the  fourteenth  con- 

tains the  Brihad-Sranyaka  [q.  v.]  Upanishad;   the 
whole  work  is  regarded  as  the  most  systematic  and 
interesting  of  all  the  Brahmanas ,  and  though  intended 
mainly  for  ritual  and  sacrificial  purposes,  is  full  of 

curious  mythological  details  and  legends ;  cf.  yajur- 
veda,  vajasaneyi-samhttd,  braAmana.)  —  Sara- 

pathika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  iata-pathin),  '  having  a 
hundred  roads,'  following  numberless  paths  or  doc- 

trines. —  Sfata-pad  or  tata-pdd,  -pat,  -pat  or  -padi, 
-pat  or  -pat,  having  a  hundred  feet ;  having  a  hun- 

dred wheels  (Ved.) ;  (-pat  or  -padi),  f.  a  centipede. 
—  Satapada-fakra,  am,  n.  an  astronomical  circle 
or  diagram  with  a  hundred  divisions  for  exhibiting 
the  various  divisions  of  the  Nakshatras  and  Signs. 

—  Sfata-padl,  see  under  data-pad  above.  —  S"ata- 
padma,  am,  n.  the  white  lotus.  —  S'ata-pannn,  a, 
a,  a,  having  a  hundred,  i.e.  numberless  knots  or 

joints ;  (o),  m.  a  bamboo.— Sata-parvd,  f.  'hundred- 

jointed,'  Dflrva  grass,  Panicum  Dactylon  ;  orris  root ; 
the  wife  of  BhSrgava  or  Sukra ;  the  day  of  full  moon 
in  the  month  AsVina.  (see  Tso-jugara);  a  kind  of 
plant  ( =  katiikd).  —  Sataparrikd,  f.  DurvS  grass ; 

orris  root ;   barley.  —  SataparraSa  (°vd-i<a),  as, 
m. '  lord  or  husband  of  Sata-parvS,'  the  planet  Venus 
or  its  regent.  —  S'ata-pamtra,  a»,  a,  am,  Ved.,  see 
Nirukta  V.  6.  -  ffata-pdd,  see  iata-pad.  -  Sate- 
jmdika,  f.  a  medicinal  root  (  =  kdtoli)  ;  a  centipede 

or  a  kind  of  ear-wig.  —  S'atn-piidl,  f.  a  centipede. 
— Snta-7>u(ra,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  hundred  sons. 
"ffntaputra-tti,  f.  the  possession  of  a  hundred  sons. 
— Onta-pvthpa,  at,  a,  am,  having  a  hundred  flowers, 
many-flowered  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  the  poet  BhSravi, 
(author  of  the  KirStarjunlya) ;  (a),  f.  a  sort  of  dill  or 
fennel,  Anethum  Sowa  (  =  misi).-Satapushpika, 

the  plant  Anethum  Sowa.  -  Sata-pralihednna, 
a«,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X. 

I IJ  (having  the  patronymic  VairOpa).  —  S"ata-pra- 
tund,  f.  =  faia-pvuhpd.  —  S'ata-praea,  as,  m.  I 

'  having  a  hundred  spikes,"  a  kind  of  oleander,  Ne- 
rium  Odorum  (the  leaves  of  which  are  compared  to 
spears ;  =  kara-vira).  —  Sata-bald,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 
—  Sata-baldka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Sata- 
bradhna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  hundred-pointed,  having 
a  hundred  points  (said  of  the  arrow  of  Indra ;  Say. 

—  iatdgra).  —  Sata-bhis1iaj,  k,  or  $ata-l>hisha,  f. 

1  requiring  a  hundred  physicians,'  N.  of  one  of  the 
Nakshatras  or  lunar  mansions  containing  IOO  stars, 

one  of  which  is  X  Aquarii,  (this  Nakshatra  is  gene- 
rally placed  twenty-fifth  on  the  list,  and  is  said  to 

require  innumerable  physicians,  because  Dhanvantari 
himself  cannot  core  a  person  affected  with  disease 

whilst  the  moon  is  in  this  asterism.)  —  S'ata-bhiru, 
us,  f.  '  fearful  of  a  hundred  (dangers),'  Arabian  jas- 

mine. —  Sata-bhuji,  if,  is,  i,  Ved.  hundred-fold, 
vast,  extensive,  (Say.  =  atyantam  vistnta,  tiata- 
guna) ;  having  a  hundred  enclosures  or  fortifications ; 
having  innumerable  enjoyments,  (Say.  =  a-sankh- 

yata-bhogavat,  Rig-veda  1. 166,  S.)"Srata-makha, 
as,  m.  '  having  a  hundred  sacrifices,'  an  epithet  of 

Indra ;  [cf.  3ata-kratn.~]  —  S'ata-manyu,  us,  us,  u, 
Ved.  receiving  a  hundred  sacrifices ;    very  spirited, 

very  zealous;   (us),  m.  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Sata- 
mdna,  as,  am,  m.  n.  '  hundred-measure/  a  Pala  of 
silver ;  an  Adhaka,  q.  v. ;   (as,  i,  am),  a  hundred- 

fold. —  Sata-marin,  i,  m.  'hundred-killer,'  a  man 
who  has  killed  a  hundred  others.  —  Sfata-marja,  as, 

m. '  cleaner  of  a  hundred,  i.  e.  numberless  weapons,' 
an  armourer,   a  cutler.  —  Sfata-mukha,  am,  n.  a 
hundred  mouths  or  openings ;  a  hundred  ways ;  (as, 

i,  am),  having  a  hundred  mouths,  having  a  hundred 
outlets  or  openings ;  having  a  hundred  issues  or  ways. 

—  Satam-uti,  is,  ig,  i,  Ved.  granting  a  hundred  aids 
or  great  protection ;  [cf.  datoti.]  —  Sata-mula,  as,  a, 
am,  having  a  hundred  roots  ;  (a),  f.  DOrvS  grass ;  a 

kind  of  orris  toot,  =  va<!a;  (t),  f.  Asparagus  Race- 
mosus  (of  which  forty-two   synonyms  are  given). 

—  Sata-mulikd,  f. '  having  a  hundred  roots,'  the 
plant  Asparagus  Racemosus ;  another  plant  ( =  dra- 

rantT).  —  S'ata-yajvan,  a,  m.  '  sacrificing  with  a 

hundred,'  N.  of  Indra ;    [cf.  s"ata-kratu.~]  —  S'ote- yashtika,  as,  m.  a  necklace  of  a  hundred  strings. 

—  tfata-yatu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi.  ~&ata-yd- 
man,  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  having  a  hundred  ways.  —  Safa- 
yojana,  am,  n.  a  hundred  Yojanas.  —  Satayojana- 
yayin,  I,  im,  i,  going  a  hundred  Yojanas.  —  tfata- 
yojana-vat,  ind.  as   large   as  a  hundred  Yojanas. 
—  Sato-ro,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  giving  a  hundred, 
bestowing  hundreds,  i.  e.  countless  riches,  (in  Naigh. 

II.  3.  data-rd  is  enumerated  among  the  sukka- 
ndmani.)  —  ffata-rudriya,  am,  n.  a   celebrated 
hymn  and  prayer  of  the  Yajur-veda   occurring  in 
Vajasaneyi-s.  XVI.  1-66,  (different  etymologies  are 

given ;    in  one  place  it  is  said  to  mean  '  that  by 
which  the  hundred-headed  Rudra  is  appeased ;'  in 
another  sate  is  derived  from  4am,  as  gala  from 
gam,  and  the  word  is  regarded  as  =  gdnta-rudriya) ; 
N.  of  an  Upanishad ;  (as,  a,  am),  much  celebrated 
(= bahu-mantraih  stuta  according  to  Mahi-dhara). 
—  Satarudriya-homa,  as,  m.  epithet  of  the  six- 

teenth Adhyaya  of  the  Vajasaneyi-samhitS.  —  Sata- 

rudriya,  as,  a,  am,  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  having 
a  hundred  Rudras  as  divinity.  —  S'ata-rupa,  as,  a, 
am,  having  a  hundred  forms,   having   numberless 
shapes ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  daughter  and  wife  of  Brahma, 
(from  her  incestuous  intercourse  with  her  father  is 

said  to  have  sprung  Manu  Svayambhuva,  but  some 

PurSnas  make  S'ata-rupa  the  wife  not  mother  of  the 
first  Manu;  in  Manu  I.  32.  no  mention  of  S'ata- 
rfipS  is  made ;  it  is  there  simply  said  that  Brahma, 
having  divided  his  own  body  into  two,  became  with 
the  half  a  man  and  with  the  other  half  a  woman,  and 

in  her  begot  Viraj,  who  then  produced  Manu  Sva- 

yambhuva.) —  S'atardin  (°ta-ri<<°),  inas,  m.  pi. 
epithet  of  the  poets  of  the  first  Mandala  of  the  Rig- 

veda.  —  S'ata-laksha,  am,  n.  a  hundred  lacs,  ten 
millions.  —  S'ata-litmpa  or  fala-lumpaka,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  poet  Bharavi  (author  of  the  KirStarjuniya). 
—  Sato-rat,  an,  art,  at,  possessed  of  a  hundred, 

amounting  to  hundreds.  —  S'ata-vadha,  as,  a,  am, 

Ved.  slaying  hundreds.  —  Sata-vani,  Is,  m.  a  proper 
N.  ••  S^ata-varefia,  am,  n.  a  hundred  years,  a  cen- 

tury ;  (as,  a,  am),  possessing  or  lasting  a  hundred 
years,  of  a  hundred  years,  a  century  old.  — SWo- 

fn7s"a,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  hundred  branches. 
—  Sfata-vaja,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  containing  a  hundred 

forces,  having  excessive  power  or  energy.  — .  S'ata- 
vlrya,  f.  '  containing  a  hundred  seeds,'  white-flower- 

ing Durva  or  Panicum  Dactylon ;  a  kind  of  aspa- 

ragus ( =  iatavar'i) ;    a  kind  of  vine  (=hapila- 
drakshd).  —  S'ata-vrithalha,  as,  m.  epithet  of  the 
twenty-third  MuhOrta.  —  Sfata-vedkin,  i,  m. '  pierc- 

ing a  hundred,'  a  sort  of  dock  or  sorrel,   Oxalis 
Monadelpha  or  Rumex  Vesicarius.  —  Sata-das,  ind. 

by  hundreds,  in  hundreds,  a  hundred-fold.  —  S'ata- 
dahlia,   as,  a,  am,  having   a   hundred   branches, 
many-branching ;  multiform,  various.  —  Sfataiakha- 
tiia,  am,  n.  the  state  of  having  a  hundred  branches, 

condition  of  being   much  increased.  —  Sfata-idra- 
ddya,   ind.,  Ved.  for  a  hundred  autumns  or  years 

(=s"ata-samvatsarartham).  —  Sfata-iringa,   as, 
a,  am,  '  hundred-homed,'  having  a  hundred  peaks ; 
epithet  of  part  of  the  Himalaya  range.  —  Sata-flaki, 
f.,  N.  of  a  metrical  version  of  the  Brahma-sutra 

according  to  the  views  of  Madhu  by  Uttama-s'loka- 
tirtha.  —  Sata-s'loki-tandra-kala,  f.  '  lunar  digit  of 
a  hundred  S'lokas,'  N.  of  a  work  on  medicine  by 
Vopa-deva.  —  Sata-sankTiya,  as,  d,  am,  numbering 

a  hundred ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  deities  in 

the  tenth  Manv-antara.  —  S'ata-sangha-ias,  ind.  in 
collections  of  a  hundred,  by  hundreds.  —  Sfata-sa- 

hasra,  am,  n.  a  hundred  thousand.  —  ffatasahasra- 
ydna,  am,  n.  a  hundred  thousand  roads.  —  Sa<o«a- 
hasra-s'as,  ind.  by  hundreds  of  thousands,  by  myriads. 
"Sata-sd,  as,  as,  am  (see  rt.  saw),  Ved.  granting 
a  hundred,  bestowing  hundreds,  i.  e.  countless  riches. 
—  Sfatasahasra,  as,  i,  am,  having  or  containing 
a  hundred  thousand,  bought  with  or  consisting  of  a 

hundred  thousand,  a  hundred  thousand-fold.  —  S'ata- 
seya,  am,  n.  (see  rt.  I.  so),  Ved.  the  effecting  or 
obtaining  of  unbounded  wealth,  (Say.  =  aparimita- 

dhana-paryavasana.)  —  S'ata-sprih,  k,  k,  k,  Ved. 

wished  for  by  hundreds,  excessively  desired.  — S'ato- 
si'in,  I,  m.,  Ved.  the  possessor  of  hundreds,  possess- 

ing great  wealth.  —  tfata-hayana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 

containing  or  lasting  for  a  hundred  years.  —  S'ata- 
hima,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  lasting  for  a  hundred  winters, 
i.  e.  for  innumerable  years,  (Say.  =  aparimita-kala.) 

—  Sata-hradd,  f.   'containing  a  hundred  rays  of 

light,'  lightning ;  the  thunderbolt ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
daughters  of  Daksha.  —  Sata-Jirddd,  f. '  possessing  a 

hundred  sounds,' the  thunderbolt. —  So/ares'a  (°ta- 
an°),  as,  m.  a  hundredth  part.  —  Satdksha  (°ta- 
ak  ),  as,  I,  am,  hundred-eyed ;  (i),  f.  night ;  a  sort 
of  fennel,  Anethum  Sowa;    the   goddess  PSrvati. 

—  Sfatdnga  (°ta-an°),  as,  a,  am,  consisting  of a  hundred  or  various  members ;  (played  upon)  in  a 
hundred  or  numerous  ways  (as  by  the  nails,  fingers, 

mouth,   sticks,  bows,  &c.,  said  of  musical  instru- 
ments) ;  a  particular  tree,  =  tiniia  ;  (am),  n.  a  car, 

chariot,  carriage.  —  S'atdtman  (°ta-dt°),  d,  d,  a, 
Ved.  containing  a  hundred  forms,  having  numerous 

manifestations  (said  of  Agni).  —  S'atddhika  (°ta- 
adh°),  as,  d,  am,  exceeding  a  hundred,  more  than 
a  hundred.  —  Safanaia  (°£a-an°),  am,  n.  a  place 
where  dead  bodies  are  burnt  or  buried,  a  burial- 

ground,  cemetery.  —  Satdnand  fta-dn0),  f.  '  hun- 
dred-faced,' epithet  of  a  goddess.  —  S'atdnanda  ("to- 

on0),   as,    m.    '  delighting   hundreds,'    epithet    of 
Brahma  ;   of  Krishna  or  Vishnu ;  of  the  sage  Go- 
tama  or  Gautama  ;  of  the  eldest  son  of  Gotama  (the 
Purohita  or  family  priest  of  king  Janaka) ;  the  car 

of  Vishnu.  —  S'atdnlka  ("ta-an0),  as,  d,  am,  con- 
taining or  possessing  a  hundred  hosts ;  (as),  m.  an 

old  man;  N.  of  a  sovereign,  (according  to  some, 
the  second  of  the  lunar  dynasty  in  the  fourth  age ; 
he  was  son  and  successor  of  Janam-ejaya,  and  father 
of  Sahasrantka) ;  N.  of  the  son  of  king  Su-dasa ;  of 
a  sage  (the  pupil  of  VySsa)  ;  of  the  son  of  Nakula 

and  Draupadl.— SatSbda  (Dta-ab°),  am,  n.  a  hun- 
dred  years,    century.  —  Satd-mayha,   as,   d,  am 
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(iata  for  rfatal,  Ved.  possessing  a  hundred  treasures 
or  resources  ;  (05),  zn.  epithet  of  Indra  ;  [cf.  maglia- 
van.]  —  Satayus  (°ta-ay°),  as,  us,  us,  lasting  for  a 
hundred  years  ;  (as),  m.  a  man  a  hundred  years  old, 

an  old  man  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  PurO-ravas.—  S'atdra  (°ta- 
ara),  am,n.'  hundred-angled,'  the  thunderbolt.—  S'a- 
tdritra  (°/a-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  hundred 
oars,  many-oared.  —  S'atarus  (°ta-ar°),  us,  iishl, 
n.  f.  '  having  a  hundred  sores,"  a  leprous  disease  of 
the  skin.  ̂ •S'atanid  (°ta-rtr°),  f.  a  particular  plant, 
Anethum  Sowa.  —  Satavadhdna  (°ta-av°),  as,  m. 
epithet  of  RSghavendra  (  =  bltatlai!arya-$'°).'-S'a- 
tdvaya  (°ta-av°),  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  comprising  or 
numbering  a  hundred  sheep,  (S5y.  andcair  avibhir 

ynkta,  Rig-veda  V.  61,  5.)  —  Satavara  (°ta-av°), 
(if,  m.  a  fine  of  a  hundred  (Panas  &c.)  ;  (I),  f.  the 
shrub  Asparagus  Racemosus  ;  a  kind  of  plant, 
zedoary  (  =  iati)  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Indra.  —  Sata- 
varta  (°ta-av°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu,  (see  the 
next.)  —  Sfat&vartin  (°ta-av°),  i,  m.  'revolving  in 
a  hundred  ways,'  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Satairi  (°ta-as"°), 
is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  a  hundred  angles  or  edges 

(said  of  Indra's  thunderbolt).  —  Sfatahva  (°ta-ah°), f.  a  sort  of  dill  or  fennel,  Anethum  Sowa  ;  another 

plant  (  =  iatavart).  —  Satendriya  (°ta-in°),  f.  '  hav- 
ing a  hundred  senses,'  a  proper  N.  —  &atefa  (°<o- 

«tfa),  as,  m.  'lord  of  a  hundred,'  the  ruler  or  head 
man  of  a  hundred  (villages).  —  S'ateshudhi  (°ta-ish°), 
is,  is,  i,  Ved.  hundred-quivered,  having  a  hundred 
quivers  (said  of  Rudra).  —  Satotl  (°ta^uti),  is,  is,  i, 
Ved.  protecting  hundreds,  granting  great  protection, 
resorted  to  by  hundreds,  (Say.  =  bahu-raltshaka 
or  bahu-yamana,  Rig-veda  VI.  63,  5.) 
Sataka,  ax,  a,  am,  possessing  or  containing  a 

hundred,  a  hundred  ;  (am),  n.  a  hundred  (collec- 
tively), any  collection  of  a  hundred  ;  a  century  ;  a 

cento,  collection  of  one  hundred  stanzas,  &c.  ;  [cf. 

•cairagya-f  ',  omara-rf".] 
Satika,  as,  I,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  a 

hundred  ;  doing  or  effecting  anything  with  a  hun- 
dred ;  bearing  tax  or  interest  per  hundred  ;  bought 

with  a  hundred;  changed  with  or  for  a  hundred; 
indicative  of  a  hundred,  &c.  (e.  g.  the  throbbing  of 
the  right  eye  is  a  iatikam  nimittam  or  omen  indi- 

cating the  acquisition  of  a  hundred  pieces  of  money 
or  other  property  supposed  to  come  from  the  favour 
of  Kuvera,  lord  of  wealth). 

Satin,  i,  ini,  i,  consisting  of  hundreds,  hundred- 
fold, numerous,  manifold  ;  (i),  m.  one  who  is  pos- 

sessed of  a  hundred,  the  owner  of  a  hundred. 
Satya,  as,  a,  am,  bought  with  a  hundred,  &c. 

See  fatika  above. 

31  ft  nil  satapona,  as,  m.  a  sieve. 
Sataponaka,  as,  m.  fistula  in  ano  with   many 

external  openings. 

3I«MK<*  sataporaka,  as,  m.  a   kind   of 
sugar-cane. 

$1  rH;  f$JJ  sata-rudriya.  See  p.  990,  col.  2. 
5T!n^  sataksha,  Satunga,  &c.    See  p.  990. 

^1^  satri,  a  technical  term  for  the  Krit 
affix  at  used  in  forming  present  participles  of  the 
Parasmai-pada. 

,  satera,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
I.  61.  fr.  rt.  rfad;  cf.  iatru),  an  enemy;  injury, 
detriment,  hurt. 

s'atoti.     See  above. 

sattri,  is,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  67.  ft.  rt.  gad;  cf.  iadri),  an  elephant. 

3(fk  satri,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  Rajarshi; 

[cf.  iatlri.'] 
51^  &atm,  us,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 

IV.  103.  fr.  rt.  iad,  and  therefore  perhaps  more 
correctly  written  iattru,  cf.  dataka),  one  who 
causes  to  fall  or  perish,  a  destroyer,  overthrower, 
conqueror  ;  an  enemy,  foe,  adversary  ;  an  antagonist, 

apolitical  rival  or  hostile  neighbouring  king;  [cf. 
Gr.  i\6oa,  (^Bf6a,  crx^fa;   Lat.   hod  in  odisse, ' 

hostis;  Goth,  hats;  Angl.  Sax.  hate,  hete.']  —  S'a.- trum-eaha,  as,  a,  am,  bearing  or  patient  with  an 
enemy.  —  Satni-ltarshaiia,  as,  i,  am,  overpower- 

ing enemies.  —  Satru-ghata,  as,  a,  am,  killing  an 
enemy.  —  Satru-ghna,  as,  »,  am,  foe-killing,  de- 

stroying enemies;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  RSma- 
candra's  brothers,  (he  was  son  of  Su-mirrS  and  twin 
brother  of  Lakshmana,  and  was  the  chosen  com- 

panion of  Bharata,  son  of  Kaikeyl,  as  Lakshmana 
was  of  Rama,  son  of  KauSalya,  these  three  being 
the  wives  of  Dasa-ratha.)  —  Satrughna-janani,  f. 
the  mother  of  Satru-ghna,  i.e.  Su-mitr5.  —  Satru- 
jit,  t,  t,  t,  foe-conquering;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  a  king 
(father  of  Rita-dhvaja  or  Kuvalay5sva).—  S'atrun- 
jaya,  as,  a,  am,  foe-conquering,  subduing  an 
enemy  ;  (as),  m.  an  elephant  ;  N.  of  the  mountain 
Vimala  or  Girnar  in  Gujarat,  (see  mmalddri)  ;  a 
proper  N.  —  Sfatru-tas,  ind.  from  an  enemy  or 
enemies.  —  Satru-td,  f.  or  datru-tva,  am,  n.  hos- 

tility, enmity.  —  Satru-damana,  as,  i,  am,  sub- 
duing enemies.  —  S'atru-nikaya,  as,  m.  a  number 

of  foes,  host  of  enemies.  —  tfatru-nibarhana,  as,  i, 
am,  foe-destroying,  destroying  enemies  (RSmayana 
I.  I,  l^.  —  tfatrtt-nilaya,  as,  m.  the  dwelling  of 
a  foe.  •*  Satrwirtapa,  as,  a,  am,  foe-paining,  sub- 

duing or  destroying  enemies.  —  Satru-paksKa,  as, 
m.  the  side  or  part  of  an  enemy,  a  disaffected  person, 
an  antagonist,  opponent,  enemy.  —  Satru-badhalta, 
as,  ika,  am,  harassing  or  distressing  an  enemy. 
—  Sfatru-mardana,  as,  m.  '  foe-crusher,'  epithet  of 
Satru-ghna  (brother  of  RSma).  —  &atnt-lava,  as, 
I,  am,  cutting  an  enemy  to  pieces,  killing  foes. 

—  Satru-vat,  ind.  like  an  enemy.  —  S'alru-vigraha, 
as,  m.'  foe-war,'  war  of  enemies,  hostile  invasion.—  S<i- 

trw-rinaiana,  as,  m.  '  destroyer  of  foes,'  N.  of  S'iva. 
—  Satru-sammukham,  ind.  facing  the  enemy,  in 
front  of  the  enemy.  —  S'atru-saha  or  iSatru-saha, 
as,  a,  am,  sustaining  the  shock  of  a  foe,  enduring 
an   enemy.  —  ffatru-sevin,  i,  ini,   i,  serving   an 
enemy,   being  in  the  service  of  a    hostile   prince 

(Manu  VII.  iS6).  —  S'atrii-halyS,  (.  foe-slaughter, 
hosticide.  —  ffatrn-han,  a,  ghni,  a,  foe-slaying,  a 
foe-slayer.  —  Satrupajdpa  (°ra-up°),  as,  m.  the 
treacherous  whisperings  of  an  enemy.  ••  Satrupa- 
jdpa-dushita,  as,  a,  am,  corrupted  or  demoralized 
by  an  enemy's  treachery. 
Satruya,  Nom.  P.,  Ved.  datruyati,  -yitum,  to 

be  an  enemy,  be  hostile. 

S'atruyat,  an,  antt,  at  (Ved.  for  fatruyat),  one who  is  hostile  or  an  enemy. 

!JWO  satvari,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sad;  ac- 

cording to  others  fr.  rt.  i.  tarn;  cf.  s"amani),  night. 

»JTJ  sad,  el.  i.  or  6.  A.  (and  P.  in  non- 
'  ̂  conjugational  tenses,  see  PSn.  I.  3,  60), 

fiyafe,  ias'ada  (in  Rig-veda  I.  141,  9.  there  is  a 
form  s"aiadre  =  iatayati  or  tikslini-lcriyante  ; 
other  forms  iaiadmahe,  s'as'aduh),  s"atsyati,  a$a- 
dat,  Cond.  atatsyat,  tottum,  to  fall,  perish,  perish 
gradually,  wither,  decay;  to  go:  Caus.  gatayati, 
-yitum  (perhaps  a  kind  of  Nom.,  connected  with 
iata  fr.  rt.  rfo),  to  cause  to  fall,  fell,  throw  down, 
overthrow,  destroy,  slay,  kill;  iadayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  go,  impel,  drive  on  :  Desid.  iiiatiali  : 

Intens.  3afadyate,  ias'atti,  to  slay,  kill,  injure,  hurt  ; 
[cf.  Lat.  cad-o.] 
Sada,  as,  m.  any  edible  vegetable  product  (as 

fruit,  a  root,  &c.). 

Sadri,  is,  m.  a  cloud  ;  an  elephant  ;  an  epithet  of 
Arjuna  ;  (is),  f.  lightning  ;  clayed  or  candied  sugar. 
Sadru,  us,  us,  n,  falling,  perishing,  wasting,  de- 

caying ;  going,  moving. 
S'anna,  as,  a,  am,  fallen,  decayed,  withered  ;  (this 

appears  to  be  the  regular  past  pass.  part.  fr.  rt.  ifod, 
but  some  authorities  do  not  give  it.) 

Sfas'adana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  doing  injury,  injuring, 
(S5y.  =  hinsat,  but  in  Rig-veda  1.  1  13,  10.  s'as'adana 
•=  iaiadyamana  =  spashtatam  gaiiShanti,  going 
to  manifestation,  being  manifested.) 

S'iyamana,  as,  a,  am,  perishing,  decaying,  wither- 
ing, fading  away,  departing. 

sanakavali,  is,  m.  a  particular 

shrub  (  =  gaja-pippali  ;  according  to  some  iana- Jcavali,  (,). 

anakais,  ind.    See  under  sanais. 

sana-parni,  f.  (for  s"ana-parni?), 
the  medicinal  plant  Wrightia  Antidysenterica  (  =  io- 

tukt). 

sani,  is,  m.  (probably  connected  with 
fanais  below),  '  slow-moving  '  [cf.  manda],  the  planet 
Saturn  or  its  regent  (fabled  as  the  offspring  of  the 
Sun  ;  he  is  represented  as  of  a  black  colour  or  dressed 
in  dark-coloured  clothes;  cf.  nila-vaaas)  ;  N.  of  S'iva; 
of  a  sonofAtri  (according  to  the  VSyu-PurSna).—  Sa»»- 
faTcra,  am,  n.  an  astrological  diagram  in  the  form 
of  a  man  used  to  foretell  good  or  bad  fortune,  (it  is 
marked  with  twenty-seven  compartments  to  repre- 

sent the  Nakshatras  passed  through  by  the  planet 

Saturn.)  —  Sanf-^'a,  am,  n.  '  Saturn-produced,'  black 
pepper.  —  S'ani-pradosha,  as,  m.  a  term  for  the 
worship  performed  to  S'iva  on  the  thirteenth  day  of 
the  waxing  or  waning  moon  when  it  falls  on  a 

Saturday.  —  S'ani-prasu,  us,  f.  '  mother  of  Saturn,' 
epithet  of  ChSyi,  wife  of  the  Sun.  —  Sfani-priya, 
am,  n.  '  dear  to  Saturn,'  a  dark-coloured  stone,  the 
emerald  or  sapphire  (  =  nila-mani).  ••  Sani-vara 
or  tani-vasara,  as,  m.  Saturn's  day,  Saturday. 

3PT^  sanais,  ind.  (according  to  some  per- 
haps for  tomnais,  inst.  pi.  of  an  old  part,  of  rt. 

I.  iam),  quietly,  slowly,  tardily,  sluggishly,  stealthily; 
softly,  mildly;  gradually,  by  degrees,  successively, 
little  by  little,  step  by  step  ;  independantly,  (fanaih 
friniiih,  very  quietly,  little  by  little,  very  slowly  or 
toftly  or  gently,  step  by  step.)  —  tfanaid-dara,  as, 
m.  '  slow-going,'  the  planet  Saturn  or  its  regent,  (a 
hymn  of  praise  to  Saturn,  called  the  ianaittarasya 
stotram,  is  said  to  have  been  composed  by  Vyasa.) 
—  SanaiMara-samvatiara,  as,  m.  the  year  of 
Saturn  (during  which  this  planet  completes  his  course 
through  the  twenty-eight  Nakshatras;  in  modern 
astronomy  =  thirty  of  our  years). 
&anakais,  ind.  quietly,  softly,  gently,  mildly, 

slowly,  gradually,  by  degress,  step  by  step,  in  every 
case  that  arises,  with  alternations,  alternately.  —  Sfa- 
naJcais'-dara,  as,  m.  =  Sanaii-tara,  above. 

^PiT  ianta,  santi,  &c.  See  under  rt.  i  .  /am. 

TJPinj  santanu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  the  younger 
brother  of  DevSpi  (said  to  have  usurped  the  sovereignty 
whilst  his  elder  brother  became  a  hermit)  j  N.  of  a 

commentator  ;  [cf.  s"dntanam.~\ 3(3  sanna.     See  under  rt.  sad,  col.  2. 

^n(,  i.  Jap,  a  technical  term,  used  by  Pa- 
nini  for  the  Vi-karana  a,  inserted  between  the  root 
and  terminations  of  the  conjugational  tenses  in  the 
1st  class,  &c.  See  vi-lcarana. 

^n^_  2.  sap,  ind.  a  particle  and  prefix  im- 
plying assent  or  acceptance,  as  in  iap-Tcaroti,  he admits  or  accepts. 

«  J  M  3.  fap,  cl.  i.  4.  P.  A.  sapati,  -te, 
X  tapyati,  -te,  iaiapa,  s"epe,  tfapsyati,  -te, 

atapsit,  aiapta,  ̂ upturn  (according  to  some  per- 
haps originally  'to  cry  aloud'),  to  curse,  imprecate 

evil,  execrate;  to  revile,  scold,  blame  (with  dat.); 
to  take  an  oath,  swear,  promise  or  asseverate  by 

oath  :  Caus.  s'apayali,  -yitum,  Aor.  a&iapat,  to 
cause  or  order  to  swear  (with  inst.  of  object  by  which 
one  is  sworn)  ;  to  conjure  :  Desid.  tiiapsati,  -te  :  In- 

tens. iaiapyate  (according  to  Vopa-deva  XX.  8.  also 

s'ans'apyate),  iaiapti;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr.  «<5/tiros.] 
S'opa,  as,  m.  an  imprecation,  curse,  cursing  ;  an oath  ;  a  corpse,  (for  sava,  q.  v.) 

ffapat,  an,  antl,  at,  cursing,  reviling,  swearing. 
Sapatha,  as,  m.  cursing,  imprecating  ;  an  impre- 

cation, curse,  anathema  ;  an  oath,  administering  an 
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o»th,  swearing,  asseveration  by  oath  or  ordeal ;  con- 
juration. —  Sapatha-pattra,  am,  n.  written  testi- 

mony on  oath,  an  affidavit. 
ffapana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  imprecation,  cursing, 

malediction ;  reviling,  abuse ;  an  oath,  asseveration  by 
oath  or  ordeal. 

Sapamana,  as,  a,  am,  cursing,  reviling,  impre- 
cating, swearing. 

S'apta,  as,  a,  am,  cursed,  reviled,  abused,  anathe- 
matized ;  swom,  taken  as  an  oath ;  (as),  m.  a  sort 

of  grass,  Saccharum  Cylindricum. 
Saptva,  ind.  having  cursed  or  reviled,  having  sworn. 

^nSs'o/j/ia, as,  am,  m.  n. (etymology  doubt- 
ful), a  hoof  (in  general)  ;  the  hoof  of  a  horse ;  the 

root  of  a  tree ;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  huof;  Old  Norse 

and  Angl.  Sax.  hof;  Germ,  huf ;  Engl.  hoof.'] —  Sapha-tyuta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  fallen  from  the 
hoofs.—  I.  iapha-vat,  ind.  like  a  hoof.  —  2.  iaplia- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  possessed  of  hoofs ;  (at),  n. 

any  hoofed   animal.  —  Sapha-ruj,   It,  k,  fc,  Ved. 
breaking  or  destroying  with  the  hoof;  epithet  of 

a  kind  of  demon.  —  Saphoru,  (°pha-uru),  us,  f.  a 
woman  whose  thighs  resemble  the  two  divisions  of 

a  cow's  hoof,  (see  Pan.  IV.  I,  70.) 
SapAara,  as,  i,  m.  f.  (also  written  saphara),  a 

kind  of  carp ;  a  kind  of  small  glittering  fish,  Cyprius 

Sophore.  —  Sapharadhipa  (°ra-adh°),  as,  m. 
'  lord  of  Saphara  fish,'  the  Jlisha  or  Hilsa  fish,  Ilisha 
Clupanodon  (  «*  ilh'a). 

3114.  sabara,  as,  m.  =  javara,  q.  v.,  N. 
of  a  wild  mountaineer  tribe ;  N.  of  the  author  of 

the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  169  (having  the  patronymic 
Kakshlvata) ;  epithet  of  a  Buddhist.  -  Saiara- 

bhashya,  am,  n.  Sahara's  commentary  on  the  Mi- 
mansa-sQtra.  —  Sabara-sinha,  of,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 
(mentioned  in  the  KathSrnava).  —  Sabara- svanwi, 
1,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  Bhashya  or  commentary 

on  the  Mlrna(isa-sutras  of  Jaimini,  (this  Bhashya 
has  been  critically  annotated  by  the  great  Mlmatjsa 

authority  Kummh.)  —  S'abaralaya  (°ra-dl°),  as, 
m.  the  abode  of  savage  tribes. 

^IIW  sabala,  as,  a,  am  (see  savala),  varie- 

gated, brindled ;  (f),  f.  a  spotted  cow ;  Klma- 
dhenu  the  cow  of  plenty  (identified  with  the  varying 

powers  of  nature).  —  Sabalt-homa,  a»,  m.  an  offering 
to  the  cow  Saball. 

sabd,  cl.  10.  P.  (more  properly  to 
be  regarded  as  a  Norn.  fr.  dabda  below), 

iabdayati  (sometimes  also  A.  £dbdayaie,¥Zn.  III. 

1,17,  but  see  iabdaya,  tiabddyamana),  -yitmn, 
to  sound,  make  any  noise  or  sound ;  to  utter  any 

sound  or  cry,  call  out,  call,  speak;  s"abdapayati, 
-yitum,  to  address,  speak  to  :  Pass,  fabdyate,  to  be 
sounded,  &c. 

Sabda,  as,  m.  (in  the  Upanishads  also  am,  n. ; 
thought  by  some  to  be  connected  with  rt.  3.  3ap  + 
2.  da),  sound,  noise  ;  a  sound ;  a  word,  significant 
word;    (in  gram.)  a  declinable  word  (as  a  noun, 
pronoun,  &c.)  ;    grammar ;   verbal  communication, 
oral  evidence,  verbal  authority  (as  one  of  the  Pra- 
manas,  see  pra-mana).  —  Sabda-kdra,  as,  i,  am, 

making  noise  or  sound,  sounding,  sonorous.  —  S'abda- 
Jcosha,  as,  m.  '  word-repository,'  a  dictionary,  voca- 

bulary. —  Sabda-kaustubha,   '  word-jewel,'   N.  of 
a  commentary  by  Bhattoji  on  the  Maha-bhashya. 

—  S'alida-gata,  as,  ii,  am,  being  or  residing  in  a 
word    (as    a    poetical    or   metaphorical    meaning). 

—  Saljda-guna,  as,  m.  the  quality  of  sound;   a 
particular  quality  or  style  of  speech.  —  ffabda-graha, 
as,  m.  perceiving  or  catching  sound ;   the  ear ;  a 
fabulous  arrow.  —  ffalidu -yra  ma,  as,  m.  the  compass 
or  range  of  sound.  —  Sdbda-faitdrikii,  f. '  elucidation 

of  words,'  N.  of  a  lexicon  by  Cakra-pani-datta. 
—  Sabda-iaturya,  am,  n.  skill  in  words,  cleverness 
of  diction,  eloquence.  —  Sabda-titra,  as,  a,  am, 
various  or  fanciful  in  sound  (as  poetry).  -Sabda- 

fora,  an,  m.  'word-thief,'  a  plagiarist.  —  S'abda-ja, 
at,  it,  am,  arising  from  sound,  produced  by  words, 
by  verbal  communication.  -  Sahda-tanmatra,  am, 

n.  the  subtile  element  of  sound.  —  Sabda-nityatva, 
am,  n.  the  eternity  of  sound.  —  Sabda-nirnaya, 

as,  m.  '  word-investigation,'  N.  of  a  work  by  Vaca- 

spati-misra.  —  Sfabda-pati,  is,  m.  'word-lord,'  a 
mere  nominal  sovereign,  (according  to  Malli-natha 
fabdata  eva  patir  na  tv  artliatah,  Raghu-v.  VIII. 
51.)  —  Sfabda-patin,  I,  ini,  f,  flying  with  a  sound, 
making  a  noise  in  flight  (said  of  an  arrow) ;  falling 
with  a  sound.  —  Sabda-pramana,  am,  n.  verbal 

testimony  or  proof,  oral  evidence.  —  S'abda-praCh, 
t,  t,  t,  enquiring  after  (the  meaning  of)  a  word. 

—  S'abda-bodha,  as,  m.  (in  phil. )  knowledge  (de- 
rived) from  verbal  testimony.— S'abda-brahman,  a, 

n.  'word-spirit,'  i.e.  the  Veda  considered  as  a  revealed 
word  or  sound  and  identified  with  Brahman,  the 

Supreme  Spirit.  —  ffabda-bheda,  as,  m.  difference 

or  distinction  of  sound.  —  S'abda-bheda-prakds'a, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  an  appendix  to  the  VisVa-prakasa  (con- 

taining a  list  of  words  similar  in  sound  but  different 

in  meaning).  —  S'abda-bhedin,  t,  m.'  sound-piercer,' 
epithet  of  Arjuna  [cf.  dabda-vedMn] ;  the  anus ;  a 
particular  fabulous  arrow  (which  pierces  an  object 

the  sound  of  which  only  is  heard).  —  S'abda-mdtra, 
am,  n.  sound  only,  a  mere  sound.  •-  S'abda-muld,  f. 
'  a  collection  of  words,'  N.  of  a  lexicon  by  Rame- 

svara-sarman.  «•  S'abda-yoni,  is,  f.   '  word-source,' 
the  source  or  origin  of  a  word,  a  radical  word,  root. 

—  Sabda-ratna,  am,   n.   'word-jewel,'   N.  of  a 
lexicon.  —  Sabda-ratnakara  (°na-ak°),    as,   m. 
'  mine  of  word-gems,'  N.  of  a  dictionary  of  syno- 

nyms by  Mahipa.  —  Sabda-ratnavali  (°na-dv°),  f. 
'  word-necklace,'  N.  of  a  lexicon  of  synonyms  by 

Mathuresa.  —  Sabda -lingartha-tondrika    (°ga- 
ar°),  f.  '  elucidation  of  the  gender  and  meaning  of 
words,'  N.  of  a  lexicon.  ~Sfabda-v{rodha,  as,  m. 
opposition  of  words  in  a  sentence.  —  Sabda-wiiesha, 
as,  m.  difference  or  variety  of  sound ;  («s),  rn.  pi. 

the  varieties  of  sound,  (these  the  San-khya  arranges 
according  to  the  accents  udatta,  an-viddtta,  sva- 
rita,  and   the   notes  of  the    gamut,   as    shadja, 
ruhabha,    gandhara,    madhyama,    pandama, 

dhaivata,  nishdda,  &c.,  q.  q.  v.  v.)  —  Sabda-mie- 
ihana,  am,  n.  (in  grammar)  the  attribute  of  a  word, 
an  adjective.  —  Sabda-vritti,  ii,  f.  (in  rhetoric)  the 
function  of  a  word.  —  Sabdavedhl-tva,  am,  n.  capa- 

bility of  piercing  (an  invisible  object)  the  sound  (of 

which  only  is  heard).  —  S'abda-vedhin,  i,  ini,  i, 
sound-piercing,  piercing   or    terrifying  enemies  by 
mere  shouts ;  (t),  m.  an  archer  who  can  pierce  an 
invisible  object  the  sound  of  which  only  is  heard ;  a 
warrior  who  pierces  his  enemies  by  mere  shouts ; 

epithet  of  Arjuna;   of  king  Dasa-ratha.  —  Sa&da- 
vailaksTianya,  am,  n.  difference  in  word,  verbal 
difference  (as  opposed  to  artha-vailakshanya  or 

real  difference).  —  ffabda-s"akti,  is,  f.  the  force  or 
signification  of  a  word.  —  &abda-3abdartha-ma>i- 

jushd  (°da-ar°),  f.  '  a  collection  of  words  and  their 
meanings,'  N.  of  a  lexicon.  —  Sabda-idsana,  am,  n. 
a  rule  or  law  of  grammar.  —  Sabda-tdstra,  am, 

n.  '  science  of  words,'  rules  of  grammar,  any  gram- 

matical treatise,  grammar,  philology.  —  Sabda-s'ud- 
dhi,  is,  f.  purity  or  accuracy  of  language,  correct  use 

of  words.  —  Sabda-s'leilia,  as,  m.  play  upon  words, 
verbal  equivoque,  a  rhetorical  ornament  by  which 
the  same  words  are  used  in  different  senses,  punning. 

—  &qbda-sangra!ia,  as,  m.  a  collection  of  words, 

vocabulary,  lexicon.  —  S'abda-siddM,  is,    f.  'the 
complete  use  of  words,'  a  section  of  the  Kavya-kalpa- 
lata-vritti-parimala.  —  S'abdddambara  (°da-ad°), 
as,  m.  high-sounding  words,  verbosity,  confusion  of 
words,  bombast.  —  Sabddtita  (°da-at°),  as,  a,  am, 
beyond  the  reach  of  sound  (used  as  an  epithet  of 

the  deity).  —  Sabdddi  (°da-ddi),  is,  m.,  scil.  vi- 
shttya,  the  objects  of  sense  beginning  with  sound, 
(these  are  .fobda,  sound ;  spartia,  tangibility ;  rupa, 
form  ;  rasa,  savour ;  gandha,  odour ;  see  vishaya.) 
—  Sabdadi-dharmin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  the  quality 

of  sound,  &c.,  (see  vishaya.)  —  S'abdadh.ishthana 
(°da-adh°),  am,  n.  '  receptacle  of  sound,'  the  ear. 
—  Sabdadliyaliara  (°da-adh°),  as,  m.  the  supply- 

ing of  a  word  (to  complete  an  ellipsis).  —  Sfabdanu- 

rupa  (°da-an°),  am,  n.  conformity  to  sound,  imita- 
tion of  sound.  —  Sabdanus'axana  (°da-an°),  am, 

n.  '  word-instruction,  word  explanation,'  the  giving 
rules  for  words  (used  as  a  title  of  Panini's  grammar) ; 
N.  of  a  grammatical  work  by  Abhinava-sakatayana  ; 

of  a  work  on  grammar  by  Hema-i-andra.  —  Sabdab- 

dki  (°da-ab°),  is,  m.  'ocean  of  words,'  N.  of  a 
lexicon  (compiled  by  order  of  Prana-krishna).  —  Sa6- 

darnava  (°da-ar°),  aa,  m.  '  ocean  of  words,'  N.  of 
a  lexicon.  —  Sfabdartha  <°da-af),  as,  m.  the  sense 
or  meaning  of  a  word ;  (au),  m.  du.  a  word  and 

its  sense.  —  Sabdartha-lcalpataru,  us,  m.  '  Kalpa- 
tree  of  the  meaning  of  words,'  N.  of  a  lexicon  by 
Venkata.  —  S'abdalcmkdra  (°da-al°~),  as,  m.  verbal 
ornament,  rhetorical  use  of  words  (as  alliteration 

&c.).  —  S'abdaloka-rahasya  and  iabdaloka^virelca 
(°da-a?°),  N.  of  two  philosophical  commentaries. 
—  Sabdendu-s'ekhara  (°da-in°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work  by  Nagesa-bhatta. 

S'abdana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  making  a  sound, 
uttering  sounds,  making  a  noise;  a  sound,  noise; 

(as,  a,  am),  sounding,  sonorous. 

Sabdayat,  an,  and,  at,  making  a  sound,  sound- 

ing. 

S'abdaya  [cf.  rt.  $abd  above],  Nom.  A.  iabda- 
yate,  -yitum,  to  make  a  noise,  sound,  cry ;  to  bray : 

Caus.  s"abdayayatl,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  sound. 
ffabddyamana,  as,  a,  am,  sounding,  making  a 

noise,  crying  out. 

•Sfabdita,  as,  a,  am,  sounded,  made  to  give  out 
a  sound  (as  a  musical  instrument  &c.) ;  uttered, 
articulated  ;  called ;  explained ;  made  public  or 
manifest;  converted  into  a  noun;  (am),  n.  noise, 

cry,  the  braying  (of  an  ass). 

U|  M  I.  3am,  cl.  4.  P.  sdmyati,  sasama, 

^\  s"amishyati,  a^amat,  (the  form  iatia- 
mate  =  tfamyati  or  stauti,  Rig-veda  VI.  2,  4), 

tfamitum  (originally  '  to  become  tired'),  to  be  ap- 
peased, grow  calm,  become  pacified,  be  satisfied, 

become  quiet  or  tranquil,  be  undisturbed  or  quies- 
cent; to  cease,  stop,  leave  off,  desist;  to  pacify, 

cause  to  cease,  put  an  end  to,  destroy,  kill,  sacrifice, 
(in  these  transitive  senses  also  cl.  9.  P.  iamnati, 
according  to  Naigh,  II.  19,  and  probably  in  some 
cases  the  forms  used  are  referrible  to  Caus.) ;  cl.  10. 

A.  iamayate,  -yitum,  to  look  at,  inspect ;  to  show, 
display :  Pass,  idmyate,  famyate  (referrible  also  to 
Caus.),  Aor.  aiami  or  aiami,  to  be  appeased  or 

quieted,  &c. :  Caus.  iamayati  or  fSmayatt,  -yi- 

tum, Aor.  asls'amat,  to  appease,  allay,  pacify,  calm, 
tranquillize,  soothe,  settle ;  to  console ;  to  cause  to 
cease,  stop,  suppress,  extinguish,  destroy  ;  to  remove, 
avert ;  to  tame,  subdue,  defeat,  conquer  ;  to  leave  off, 

desist,  (famayam-babhuvuh,  they  desisted):  Desid. 
ftiamtihaii :  Intens.  s'ans'amyate,  danianti,  to  be 
entirely  appeased,  become  tranquil ;  to  cease ;  [cf.  Gr. 

Kaiarai,  aiSrjpo-Kn^s,  KTJUOS  :  Old  Germ.  chamo.~] 
Santa  (=ianta  >),  see  Vopa-deva  VII.  31. 

Santi  (  =  ianti?),  see  Vopa-deva  VII.  31. 
Santu,  see  Vopa-deva  VII.  31. 
Sama,  as,  m.  quiet,  tranquillity,  rest,  calm,  peace ; 

quietude,  quietism,  quiet  of  mind,  restraint  of  the 
organs  of  sense,  indifference  to  objects  of  sense, 
absence  of  passion  (especially  as  a  characteristic  of 
the  Vedantin),  abstract  meditation  on  Brahma, 

stoicism ;  final  happiness,  emancipation  from  all  the 
illusions  of  existence  ( =  vikshepa-karmoparama) ; 
Quietism  or  Tranquillity  (personified  as  a  son  of 

Dharma) ;  allayment  (of  pain),  alleviation  or  cure 
(of  disease),  convalesence ;  the  hand  ;  imprecation, 

malediction  (for  rfopa  ?).  —  S'ama-para,  as,  a,  am, 
devoted  to  quiet,  calm,  tranquil.  —  tfama-stha,  as, 

d,  am,  engaged  in  quietism.  —  S'amdnga  (°ma- ait°),  N.  of  a  particular  Agra-hara  or  royal  grant  of 
land  for  BrShmans.  —  S'amantaka  (°ma-an°),  as, 
m.  '  destroyer  of  tranquillity,'  epithet  of  Kama  (god of  love). 

Samoita,  o«,  ii  or  ikd,  am,  pacifying,  tranquillizing, 

I  consolatory;  a  pacifier,  tranquillizer,  pacificator. 
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•  Samatlia,  as,  m.  quiet,  tranquillity,  calmness  of 
mind,  absence  of  passion  ;  a  counsellor,  minister. 

Sfainana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  appeasing,  allaying, 

tranquillizing,  soothing,  consoling,  calming,  suppress- 
ing, &c.  ;  tranquillity,  calmness,  indifference;  cessa- 
tion, termination,  end,  destruction,  (damanam  yd, 

to  go  to  annihilation,  be  destroyed) ;  hurting,  injur- 
ing, injury ;  killing  (animals  for  sacrifice),  immola- 
tion ;  a  mode  of  rinsing  the  mouth ;  swallowing, 

chewing ;  malediction,  reviling,  (for  dapana  f) ;  (as), 

m.  '  the  settler  or  destroyer,'  epithet  of  Yama ;  an 
antelope ;  (1),  f.  night.  —  Samana-svasri,  sa,  f. 

'  Yama's  sister,'  the  river  Yamuna  or  Jumna.  —  S'a- 
mant-shada,  as,  m.  '  night-goer,'  a  Rakshasa,  evil 
spirit,  demon. 
Samanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  appeased  or  tran- 

quillized, consolable. 
Samayat,  an,  and,  at,  appeasing,  allaying; 

terminating,  stopping, 

Samala,  am,  n.  (according  to  Unsdi-s.  I.  I  IT. 
ft.  rt.  I.  dam  above),  feculent  matter,  sediment, 
feces,  ordure ;  impurity ;  sin ;  calamity. 

I.  iami.  Is,  (.  a  legume,  pod;  the  Saml  tree  [cf. 

ATOM].  —  Sarni-roha,  as,  m.  'ascending  the  Saml 
tree,'  an  epithet  of  Siva. 

Samita,  as,  a,  am  [cf.  danta"],  appeased,   al- layed, calmed,  stilled,  tranquillized,  pacified,  calm, 
quiet,   tranquil,  sedate ;    alleviated,  relieved,  cured ; 
tempered,   moderated ;    relaxed,   intermitted.  —  So- 
mita-rudi,  is,  is,  i,  whose  lustre  is  moderated  or 

dimmed.  —  Samitdyama  (°ta-dy°),  as,  a,  am, 
having  the  length  diminished. 
Samitavya,  as,  a,  am,  =  damaniya  above. 

Samitri,  td,  m.,  Ved.  '  a  settler,  silencer,'  a  killer, 
slaughterer  (of  a  sacrificial  victim). 
Samitvd,  ind.  having  become  tranquillized  or 

calmed. 

Samin,  I,  ini,  i,  calm,  tranquil,  appeased,  tran- 
quillized, pacific ;  (i),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sura. 

S'amira,  as,  m.  a  small  variety  of  the  Saml  tree. 
Samishyat,  an,  atl  or  anfi,  at,  about  to  appease 

or  tranquillize. 
ffami,  f.  (sometimes  shortened  into  iami,  q.  v.), 

a  rite,  sacrificial  rite  (Ved.,  according  to  Naigh.  II. 
I.  and  Say.  =  karma) ;  a  legume,  pod;  the  Sam! 
tree,  Acacia  Sunia  (possessing  a  very  tough  and  hard 
wood  supposed  to  contain  fire,  [cf.  Manu  VIII.  247, 
Raghu-vansa  III.  9] ;  it  was  employed  to  kindle 
the  sacred  fire  by  rubbing  two  dried  pieces  together, 
and  a  legend  relates  that  Purii-ravas  generated  pri- 

meval fire  by  the  friction  of  two  branches  of  the  Sami 
and  AsVattha  trees) ;  the  shrub  Serratula  Anthel- 

mintica  (=vdguji).—  S'ami-garbha, as, m.  'having 
the  Sam!  tree  as  its  place  of  origin,  produced  from 

the  Saml  tree,"  epithet  of  Agni  or  fire  ;  a  Brahman 
or  man  of  the  sacerdotal  class.  —  S'aml-dhanya,  am, 
n.  '  pod-grain  '  any  pulse  or  grain  growing  in  pods. 
—  Sami-pattri,  f.  '  having  Saml  leaves,'  a  kind  of 
sensitive  plant,  Mimosa  Pudica.  —  Sami-manddra- 

mdhdtmya,  am,  n.  'glorification  of  the  Saml  and 
Mandara  trees,'  N.  of  the  thirty-seventh  chapter  of 
the  Krida-khanda  of  the  Ganes'a-Purana. 

Sfamika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni  (son  of  Sflra  and 
brother  of  Vasu-deva). 

S'amira,  as,  m.  =  damira  above. 
Samya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  appeased,  to  be  kept 

quiet,  &c. ;  (a),  f.  a  wooden  stick  or  post  (as  quiet- 
ing or  making  firm)  ;  a  staff;  the  pin  of  a  yoke  ; 

a  kind  of  cymbal  or  other  musical  instrument  held 
in  the  right  hand  (  =  tdla-mfiesha} ;    a  sacrificial 

vessel.  —  Samyd-pdta,  as,  m."  the  cast  of  a  stick,  i.  e. 
the  distance  that  a  stick  can  be  thrown.  —  S'amya- 
mdtra,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  having  the  measure  of  a 
SamyS,  as  large  as  the  pin  of  a  yoke. 
Santa,  dantvd,  &c.     See  s.  v.,  p.  1000. 
Samyat,  &c.     See  under  ddma,  p.  tool. 

^I*T  2.  sam,  ind.  (perhaps  to  be  connected 
with  rt.  I.  dam,  but  also  referrible  to  2.  da),  happi- 

ness, welfare,  prosperity,  blessing,  beatitude,  health, 
hail,  (according  to  Pin.  II.  3,  73.  with  dat.  or 

gen.,  e.  g.  s"am  devadattdya  or  4am  devadattasya, 
hail  to  Devadatta) ;  happy,  auspicious,  pleasant,  sweet, 
kind,  agreeable ;  happily,  auspiciously,  well ;  (used  in 
the  Veda  as  a  subst.,  adj.,  and  adv.;  frequently  found 

in  the  phrase  3am  yos  or  dam  6a  yos  6a, '  prosperity 
and  succour,'  or  '  blessing  and  protection,'  Rig-veda 
I.  114,  2,  II.  33,  13,  &c.,  cf.  yos;  sometimes 
joined  with  the  verbs  bhu,  as,  kri,  yd,  &c.,  and 
sometimes  occurring  without  any  verb,  e.  g.  dam  no 

bhavatv  Aryama,  may  Aryaman  be  kind  or  pro-   Tlmong  the  udaka-wamani,  and  in  Naigh.  II.  9. 
pitious  to  us ;  Somali  dam  astu  te  hride,  may  the 
Soma  be  agreeable  to  thy  heart ;  dam  nah  karato 
Advind,  may  the  two  Asvins  do  us  good ;  dam  ydti, 
he  attains  happiness  or  becomes  prosperous;  dam 

tad  asmai,  that  is  pleasant  to  him.)  —  Sam-vat, 
dm,  ati,  at,  containing  the  word  dam.  —  Sam-stha, 
as,  d,  am,  or  dam-sthd,  as,  as,  am,  being  in  pros- 

perity, happy,  prosperous,  faring  well.  —Sam-kara, 
as,  d  or  i,  am,  causing  happiness,  &c.  =  ian- 
Tcara,  p.  988,  col.  i.  —  Sam-gaya,  as,  a  or  i, 
am,  Ved.  having  a  pleasant  house,  happily  domiciled, 

(in  Rig-veda  IX.  97, 1 7.  the  fern,  dam-gaylm  occurs.) 
—  Sam-tama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  most  happy,  very 
fortunate,  most  pleasant  or  auspicious.  —  Sam-tdti, 
is,  is,  i,  Ved.  causing  happiness,  auspicious,  (Say.  = 
ddnti-leara,  Rig-veda  VIII.  18,  7) ;  (is),  {.,  Ved. 

happiness,  prosperity.  —  Sam-pdka,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  Cassia,  Cassia  Fistula  ( =  drag-badha) ;  lac,  the 

red  dye  ( =  yawJca) ;  bringing  to  maturity  or  ripe- 
ness, cooking,  maturing,  (probably  for  sam-pdka.) 

Sam-pata,  as,  m.  Cassia  Fistula.  —  Sam-bhavi- 
shtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  greatly  for  happiness 
or  welfare,  granting  much  happiness  or  beatitude. 
—  Sam-bhu,  us,  us,  u,  being  for  happiness  or  wel- 

fare, granting  or  causing  happiness ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of 
a  Vedic  deity,  (Say.  —  sukhasya  bhdvayitd,  Rig- 
veda  VII.  35,  10);  N.  of  Siva;  of  Brahma;  a  sage, 
venerable  man ;  a  Jina  or  Jaina  sanctified  teacher ; 

a  particular  semi-divine  being  ( =  siddha) ;   N.  of 
one  of  the  eleven  Rudras  (according  to  the  Vishnu- 
Purana);  N.  of  an  author;  (us),  f.,  N.  of  a  wife  of 

Dhruva.  —  Sambhu-tanaya  or  dambku-nandana, 

as,  m.  •  son  of  Siva,'  an  epithet  of  Karttikeya ;  of 
Ganesa.  •-  Sambhu-natha,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

—  Sambhu-priyd,  f.  '  dear  to  Siva,'  an  epithet  of 

Durga ;  Emblic  Myrobalan.— S'ambhu-rcthasya,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Sambhu-vallabha,  as,  d,  am, 

beloved  by  Siva ;  (am),  n.  the  white  lotus.  —  Sam- 
bhu,  us,  us,  u,  auspicious  (Ved.) ;  (us),  m.  a  proper 

N.  —  Sambhu-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
Kala-jnana  and  of  the  Vaidyaka-sara-smgraha. 

Samyu,,  us,  us,  u,  happy,  prosperous,  fortunate 
(  =  sukhayu,  Nirukta  IV.  2);  (us),  m.  a  sort  of 
snake ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  VI. 

44-46,  48  (his  patronymic  is  Barhaspatya).  —  Sam- 
yu-vdka,  a  particular  sacrificial  ceremony. 
Samyya  or  damya,  as,  d,  am,  happy,  fortunate ; 

(a),  f.  knowledge,  understanding. 
S'ami'a,  at,  d,  am,  fortunate,  prosperous ;  happy ; 

(as),  m.  the  thunderbolt  of  Indra ;  the  iron  head  of 

a  pestle ;  [cf.  4amba.~\ S'amvara,  am,  n.  water,  &c.  =  dambara,  q.  v. 

^PTT  sampd,  f.  lightning. 

samb,  cl.  I.  P.  sambati,  sambitum, 

to  go  (in  this  sense  =  rt.  darb),  cl.  10.  P. 

dambayati,  -yitum,  to  accumulate,  collect,  heap 
together  (in  this  sense  =  rts.  samb,  samb). 

!$Tlf  samba,  as,  d,  am  (either  fr.  rt.  i.  sam 
or  2.  dam  or  rt.  damb),  happy,  fortunate  [cf.  damva 

above] ;  poor  (according  to  Sabda-k.) ;  (as),  m. 

India's  thunderbolt  (Say.  =  vajra)  ',  the  iron  head 
of  a  pestle ;  an  iron  chain  worn  round  the  loins ; 

ploughing  in  the  regular  direction ;  the  second  plough- 
ing of  a  field.  —  Sambd-krita,  as,  d,  am,  (a  field 

&c.)  twice  ploughed  (  =  dvi-halya,  dvi-sltya). 

91  gT.  sambara,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

damb  or  fr.  2.  dam  with  rt.  mi;  cf.  S'amvara, 
sambara,  samvara),  N.  of  a  demon  of  drought 

(represented  in  the  Rig-veda  as  an  enemy  of  Indra) ; 
a  cloud  ( =  megha,  Naigh.  I.  10) ;  a  mountain  (in 
general)  or  a  particular  mountain ;  a  sort  of  deer ; 
a  kind  of  fish ;  war ;  N.  of  a  Daitya  [cf.  dambara- 
sudana] ;  best,  excellent ;  a  Jina ;  N.  of  various 
plants  or  trees  (  =  <!itraka;  =  lodhra;  =  arjuna); 

(i),  f.  a  kind  of  drug  or  medicinal  plant,  Anthericum 
Tuberosum  ( =;  dkhu-parnt) ',  a  female  juggler ;  jllu- 

;  (am),  n.  water,  (in  Naigh.  I.  13.  enumerated" 
among  the  bala-naiiiani) ;  a  cloud,  (Say.  damba- 
raiii  —  meghan,  Rig-veda  II.  24,  2);  wealth;  a 
religious  observance  ;  a  particular  religious  vow  (with 

Buddhists) ;  =  ditram  (according  to  Sabda-k.). —S'am- 
bara-kanda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bulbous  plant  ( =  vd- 
rdK-kanda).  —  Sambara -tandana,  am,  n.  a 

variety  of  sandal  ( =  bahala-gandha).  —  S'ambara- 
sudana,  as,  m.  'destroyer  of  the  Daitya  Sambara,' 
epithet  of  Kama-deva  (god  of  love).  —  Sambara- 

hatya,  am,  d,  n.  f.  the  killing  of  Sambara.  —  Sa?ft- 
bardri  (°ra-ari),  is,  m.  'enemy  of  (the  Daitya) 
Sambara,'  epithet  of  Kama-deva.  —  Sambardsura 
(°ra-as°),  as,  m.  the  Asura  or  Daitya  Sambara. 
—  S'ambardsura-vadhopakhyana  (°dha-up°), 
am,  n.  the  story  of  the  killing  of  the  Daitya  Sambara 

(told  in  the  fifty-fifth  chapter  of  the  tenth  book  of 
the  Bhagavata-Purana). 

^Itfr4  sambala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be 
ft.  rt.  iamb,  also  written  damvala,  cf.  sambala, 

samvala),  provender  or  provisions  for  a  journey, 
stock  for  travelling ;  a  bank,  shore ;  envy,  jealousy, 

impatience  of  another's  success ;  (i),  f.  a  procuress, bawd. 

3IH  fambu,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i. 

dam),  a  bivalve  shell.  —  Sambu-vardhana,  as,  m. 

a  proper  N. 
Sambuka,  as,  m.  (also  written  ddmbuka,  q.  v.), 

a  bivalve  shell. 

Sambiikka,  as,  m.  a  bivalve  shell. 
Sambuka,  as,  a,  m.  f.  a  bivalve  shell ;  (as),  m. 

a  small  conch-shell ;  a  snail ;  N.  of  a  Sudra  (who 

had  become  a  devotee  and  was  slain  by  Rama- 
candra) ;  the  edge  of  the  frontal  protuberance  of  an 
elephant;  N.  of  a  Daitya;  a  proper  N.  ;—ghortga, 
(according  to  Sabda-k.) ;  [cf.  Gr.  <ra/i/3vm;.] 

Sambu-putra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

^RT  Kumbha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  2.  s~am 
with  rt.  i.  bhd),  a  happy  man  [cf.  dam-bhu] ;  Indra's thunderbolt ;  the  iron-bound  head  of  a  pestle ;  [cf. 
damva,  sYzmfta.] 

^PW?  sambhala  (perhaps  connected  with 

3.  dam),  N.  of  a  town  situated  between  the.Ratha- 
pra  and  Ganges  (identified  by  some  with  Sumbhul 
in  Moradabad ;  the  town  or  district  of  Sambhala  is 

fabled  to  be  the  place  where  Kalkl,  the  last  incar- 
nation of  Vishnu,  is  to  appear  in  the  family  of  a 

Brahman  named  Vishnu-yasas)  ;  (i),  f.  a  procuress, 

bawd.  —  Sambhala-grdma-mdhdtmya  or  dambha- 

la-mdhatmya,  am,  n. '  the  glory  of  the  town  Sam- 
bhala,' N.  of  a  part  of  the  Skanda-Purana  (consisting 

of  twenty-four  chapters).  —  tfambhaledvara-Unga 

(°la-id°),  N.  of  a  Lin-ga. 

T{I*>J  sam-bhu,  sam-bhavishtha,  &c.  See 
under  2.  dam. 

Tjni  6ay a,  as,  d  or  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  ft),  ly- 
ing down,  asleep,  sleeping ;  (as),  m.  sleep,  sleeping ; 

a  bed,  couch ;  a  hand  ;  a  snake,  the  boa  constrictor ; 

abuse,  imprecation;  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  =ptma; 
(a),  i.,  Ved.  a  place  of  rest  or  repose,  [cf.  sayyti; 
cf.  also  Gr.  <5pe<r-«o{o«.] 

Sayanda,  as,  i,  am,  sleeping,  asleep,  sleepy; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Sayanda-Wialtta,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  district,  the  district  of  Sayanda. 
Sayatha, as,  a,  am,  sleepy,  asleep,  sleeping;  (as), 

m.  death,  dying ;  a  sort  of  snake,  the  boa  constric- 
tor ;  a  boar ;  a  fish. 
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994 sayana. 
Sayana,  am,  n.  lying  down,  sleeping,  reposing, 

sleep;  a  bed,  couch;  copulation.  —  Sayana-griha, 

.  'sleeping-house,'  a  bed-chamber.  —  S'ni/niiK- 
sakhi,  (.  a  bed-fellow.  —  Sayana-ttha,  as,  a,  am, 

being  or  reclining  on  a  couch. ~S?aytin(t-8th~uiu, 
am,  n.  a  sleeping-place,  sleeping-apartment.  —  Saya- 
n<lr/<ira  ("na-oj"),  a«,  m.  a  sleeping-room,  bed- 
dambtf.-S'ayanaikadafi  Cna-ek"),  f.  the  eleventh 
day  of  the  light  half  of  month  AshJdha  (on  which 

Vishnu's  sleep  commences). 
Sayaniyo,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  slept,  to  be  lain  on, 

fit  or  suitable  for  sleep ;  (am),  n.  a  bed,  couch. 

Sayaniyaka,  am,  n.  a  bed,  couch. 
Sayana,  as,  a,  am,  lying  down,  reclining,  resting, 

sleeping,  slumbering,  asleep. 

Sayanaka,  at,  m.  a  kind  of  snake,  the  boa  con- 
strictor ;  a  chameleon,  lizard. 

Saya/u,  us,  us,  u,  sleepy,  slothful,  sluggish ;  (us), 
m.  the  boa  snake ;  a  dog ;  a  jackal. 

tfayita,  at,  a,  am,  reposed,  lying,  sleeping, 
asleep ;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Cordia  Myxa ;  (am),  n. 
sleep,  sleeping.  —  ffayita-vat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who 
has  lain  down,  gone  to  sleep,  sleeping,  asleep. 
Sayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  lain  or  slept. 
Sayitva,  ind.  having  lain  down,  baring  slept. 

Sayin,  I,  ini,  »',  lying,  resting,  reposing. 
Sayu,  us,  us,  u,  lying  down,  reclining,  sleeping ; 

(us),  m.  a  large  snake,  the  boa  constrictor ;  N.  of 

a  person  protected  by  the  As"vins. 
Sayutra,  ind.,  Ved.  on  or  to  a  couch,  (S5y.  = 

dayane,  Rig-veda  X.  40,  2) ;  in  or  to  a  dwelling- 
place,  (Say.  =  rfayan«,  nivata-sthdne,  Rig-veda  I. 
117,  11.) 

Sayuna,  at,  m.  a  large  snake,  the  boa  constrictor. 

Sayyam-bhava,  at,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  six 
Sruta-kevalins  (with  Jainas). 

Sayya,  f.  a  bed,  couch,  sofa ;  tying,  stringing  to- 
gether, winding.  —  Sayya-gata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  to 

bed,  lying  in  bed  or  on  a  couch,  confined  to  bed. 

—  SayyatCkadana  (°ya-d<!°\  am,  n.  a  bed-cover- 
ing, counterpane,   sheet.  —  SayyadJiyaksha  (°ya- 

adh°),  at,  m.  =  s'ayyd-pdla.—&ayyd-patita,  as,  a, 
am,  =  iayyd-gata.  —  Sayya-pdla,  as,  m.  the  super- 

intendent of  beds  or  sleeping  apartments  at  the  court 

of  a  HindO  prince,  guardian  of  a  king's  bed-chamber. 
—  Sayyapdla-tva,  am,  n.  the  office  of  guarding  a 

king's  bed-chamber.  —  Sfayyotsanga  (°yd-ut°),  as, 
m.  the  side  or  edge  of  a  bed ;  (according  to  some) 
the  middle  of  a  bed. 

JTC  sara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  M),  injury,  hurt, 
mischief,  a  wound ;  a  sort  of  reed  or  grass,  Saccharum 
Sara ;  an  arrow,  shaft ;  a  symbolical  term  for  the 

number  five  (from  the  five  arrows  of  Kama-deva) ; 
the  upper  part  or  cream  of  slightly  curdled  milk, 
cream  [cf.  sara]  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Ricatka  (Ved.) ; 
epithet  of  Siva ;  (am),  n.  (in  astronomy)  the 
versed  sine  of  an  arc;  water..—  Sara-Tcdnda,  at, 
m.  the  stem  of  the  Saccharum  Sara,  a  reed-stalk  ; 
the  shaft  of  an  arrow.  •-  Sfara-ghiita,  at,  m.=#aro- 

ghata.  —  Sara-Jo,  am,  n.  '  produced  from  cream,' 
fresh  butter,  butter  made  from  new  milk  or  from 

milk  one  day  old.  —  ffara-janman,  a,  m.  '  reed- 

born,'  N.  of  Karttikeya  (fabled  to  have  been  bom 
in  a  thicket  of  reeds).  —  Sara-Jala.,  am,  n. '  net-work 
of  arrows,'  a  dense  mass  or  multitude  of  arrows. 

—  Sara-dhi,  is,  m. '  arrow-holder,"  a  quiver.— Sara- 
parnika  or  iara-parm,  f.  'arrow-leaved,'  a  kind 

of  plant  ( = varaka).  —  Sara-pate,  as,  m.  an  arrow's 
fall  or  flight.  —  S'arapata-sthana,  am,  n.  the  place 
of  an  arrow's  fall,  an  arrow's  flight  or  range,  a  bow- 

shot. —  Sara-punhhu,  f.  the  feathered  end  of  an 
arrow  or  that  part  which  includes  the  feathers  and 
shaft,  (in  this  sense  as,  m.  according  to  some)  ;   a 
particular  plant,  a  kind  of  Nllt  or  indigo.  -  Sara- 

yn,  as,  m.  the  rush  or  rapid  flight  of  an  arrow, 
a  swift  arrow.— Sara-phnla,  am,  n.  the  blade  or  barb 
of  an  arrow.  —  Sfara-lthanya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  hermit 

(in  the  RSmayana).  -  Sara-Mil,  fa,  m. '  reed-born,' 
epithet  of  KSrttikeya  ( =  $ara-janman,  q.  v.).  —  S'a- 
ra-bhrithfi,  is,  f.  the  point  of  an  arrow.  —  Sara- 

waya,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  Sara  grass,  consisting  of 

reeds.  —  Sara-ma lla,  as,  m.  'arrow-fighter,'  an 
archer,  bowman ;  a  small  bird  (considered  as  a  va- 

riety of  the  Maina  or  Turdus  Gosalica ;  in  this  sense 
also  read  ̂ ara-manda.)  ••  Sara-loman,  a,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Muni.  —  Sara-vana,  am,  n.  a  thicket  of  reeds. 

— tfaravana-bhava  or  dararanodbhava  (°na~ud°), 
as,  m.  '  born  in  a  thicket  of  reeds,'  epithet  of  Kart- 

tikeya. —  Sara-vartha,  as,  m.  a  flight  or  shower 
of  arrows.  —  Sfara-varshin,  5,  ini,  i,  raining  or 
showering  down  arrows.  —  Sara-vanl,  it,  m.  the 
head  of  an  arrow;  a  foot  soldier;  an  archer;  a 
maker  of  arrows.  —  Sfara-viddha,  as,  a,  am,  pierced 
with  arrows.  —  Sara-vrishti,  is,  f.  a  shower  or  heavy 
fall  of  arrows.  —  Sara-Praia,  as,  m.  a  mass  of  ar- 

rows. —  tfara-sambiidha,  as,  a,  am,  covered  with 

arrows.  —  S'ara-stamba,  as,  m.  a  clump  of  reeds. 

"tfarakshepa  (°ra-dJc°),  as,  m.  flight  of  arrows. 
"Saragi-ya  (°ra-ag°),  at,  m.  an  excellent  arrow. 
—  Saraghata  fra-agh,0),  as,  m.  shooting  with  ar- 

rows, archery.  —  Sarabhydsa  (°ra-abh°),  at,  m. 
practice  with  bow  and  arrow,  archery.  —  Sararopa 

(°ra-ar°),  as,  m.  'that  on  which  arrows  are  fixed,' 
a  bow.  —  tfard-vatl,  f.  'full  of  reeds,'  N.  of  a  river. 

—  Saravapa  (°ra-av°),  as,  m.  '  casting  arrows,"  a 
bow.  —  Sarairaya  (°ra-aif °),  at,  m.  '  arrow-recep- 

tacle,' a  quiver.  —  Sarosawa  ( Va-a«°),  am,  n.  shoot- 
ing arrows,  an  arrow-shooter,  bow ;  (as),  m.  a  proper 

N.  —  Sarasana-jya,  f.  a  bow-string.  —  Sarasya 

(°ra-ds°)  am,  n.  a  bow  (= iardsana)-  —  Sarahata 
(°ra-dh°),  at,  a,  am,  struck   or  wounded   by  an 

arrow.  -  ffareshika  (°ra-{sh°),  f.  '  arrow-reed,"  an 
arrow.  —  Sareahta  (°ra-tsA°) ,  as,  m. '  desired  by  ar- 

rows,' the  mango  tree,  (the  mango  being  one  of  the 
trees  the  blossoms  of  which  tip  the  arrows  of  K5ma- 

deva.)  —  Sfarottama  (°ra-ut°),  am,  n.  best  of  arrows, 
a   very  good   arrow.  —  ffaraugha  (fra-ogha),   a 
multitude  of  arrows. 

I.  Parana,  am,  n.  injuring,  killing,  slaying ;  who 
or  what  slays  or  injures. 

I.  iarani,  is,  (.  injury,  offence,  crime  (Ved.). 
i.  iaranya,  am,  n.  injury,  hurt. 

Saravya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  iaru,  below),  Ved.  capable 

of  wounding  or  injuring,  (S5y.  =  hinsd-kus'ala) ;  (a), 
f.  an  arrow,  missile,  shaft,  the  arrow  personified  as  a 

deity  ti^edA;  (am),  p.  a  buttpr  mark  for  arrows; 

aim.  3*3  pTifl  TTfSC(  "ef  HcU  , Sararu,  us,  us,  u,  hurtful,  injurious,  noxious, 

mischievous;  (us),  m,  a  mischievous  creature  (Rig- veda  X.  86,  9). 

Sari,  is,  it,  t,  hurting,  hurtful,  injurious. 
Sari,  f.  a  sort  of  grass  (  =  erdka). 

Sara,  us,  m.  (according  to  others  f.),  an  arrow, 
dart ;  any  weapon ;  the  thunderbolt  of  Indra  [cf. 
Gr.  Kipavvus] ;  the  weapon  of  the  Maruts  ;  anger, 
passion ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasu-deva ;  a  proper  N. 
(Ved.)  ;  [cf.  Goth.  Aairws.] 
Sarya,  at,  a,  am,  hostile,  injurious,  hurtful 

(Ved.) ;  (a»),  m.  an  enemy,  foe,  warrior  (Ved., 
Say.  =  yoddhri,  Rig-veda  I.  119,  10);  (a),  f. 
night ;  an  arrow  (either  from  its  causing  injury  or 
from  being  made  of  reed,  according  to  Say.  on  Rig- 
veda  I.  148,  4;  see  also  Nirukta  V.  4,  X.  29) ;  a 

finger,  (the  fingers  being  compared  to  arrows  in  Rig- 
veda  IX.  no,  5);  a  porcupine  (according to  some; 

cf.  dalya).  —  Sarya-han,  a,  m.,  Ved.  killing  ene- 
mies, a  warrior ;  killing  with  arrows,  an  archer,  (SSy. 

=  vdnaih  fatruyam  hantii,  Rig-veda  VI.  16,  39.) 

31  is  sarata,  as,  m.  (probably  connected 

with  rt.  rfri),  a  lizard,  chameleon ;  a  safflower  (  =  icu- 
sumbha). 

31  MU  2.  Parana,  as,  a  or  t,  am  (said  to  be 

fr.  rt.  rfri,  but  evidently  connected  with  rt.  drf),  pro- 

tecting, preserving  (Ved.,  Say.  =  rakshaka,  Rig-veda 
VI.  47, 8) ;  one  who  protects  or  preserves,  a  protector, 

preserver,  defender ;  (<»),  f.  a  particular  plant,  =j>ra- 
suranl;  (i),  f.  a  road,  path,  (see  2.  iaratfi,  col.  3) ; 
the  plant  Celtis  Orientalis ;  another  plant,  =pra»«- 
ra»!  ;  =jayantl  ;  (am),  n.  protection,  preservation, 
help,  defence ;  a  refuge,  place  of  refuge,  sanctuary, 

asylum,  (sometimes  applied  to  a  person) ;  a  private 
apartment,  closet ;  a  house,  habitation,  abode ;  lair, 
resting-place  (of  an  animal).  —  Sarana»-#afrt,  at,  a, 
am,  gone  for  refuge,  taken  refuge.  —  Saranagata 

(°na-ag°),  as,  a,  am,  come  for  protection,  one  who 
comes  for  refuge  or  protection,  a  refugee,  fugitive. 

—  Saranapanna  (°na-ap°),  as,  a,  am,  gone  to  for 

protection,  taken  refuge.  —  Sfarcutartham  (°na-ar°), 
ind.  for  the  sake  of  protection.  —  Saranarthin  (°na- 
ar°),  i,  ini,  i,  soliciting  an  asylum,  seeking  refuge, 
asking  for  protection,  dependant  on  others  for  protec- 

tion or  aid ;  unfortunate,  wretched,  involved  in  cala- 

mity or  ruin.  —  Saranarpaka  (°na-ar°),  as,  a,  am, 

'  requiring  protection  to  be  given/  unfortunate,  cala- 
mitous, distressed,  ruined. —oaranaishin  i^na-esh0), 

I,  ini,  i,  seeking  for  an  asylum  or  protection,  wishing 
for  shelter. 

3.  darani,  is,  (.  a  road,  path,  way,  (probably  for 

sarani) ;  a  row,  line  [cf.  4reni\ ;  the  earth  (ac- cording to  some). 

Sarani,  f.  a  road,  path,  &c. ;  (probably  for  sarani.) 
1.  iaranya,  as,  a,  am,  fit  or  good  for  refuge,  to 

be  protected  or  aided,  needing  protection,  poor, 
miserable,  helpless ;  yielding  protection,  helping ; 

(am),  n.  a  place  of  refuge,  asylum,  house,  refuge ; 
protection,  defence ;  a  protection,  a  protector,  who 
or  what  affords  refuge  and  defence ;  (as),  m.  epithet 

of  Siva ;  (a),  (.,  N.  of  Durgi. 

ffaranyu,  us,  m.  a  protector,  defender  (  =  6/*a- 
ranyu) ;  wind,  air ;  a  cloud ;  [cf.  saranyu.] 

^(Mjs  saranda,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
s>«,  probably  for  saranda,  q.v.),  a  bird  (in  general) ; 
a  lizard,  chameleon ;  a  kind  of  ornament ;  a  rogue, 
cheat ;  a  libertine,  lecher. 

$K<^  sarad,  t,  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  I. 
1 29.  fr.  rt.  irl),  autumn,  the  season  of  autumn,  (the 
sultry  season  of  two  months  succeeding  the  rains ;  in 
some  parts  of  India  comprising  the  months  Bhadra  and 

AsVina,  in  other  places  ASvina  and  KSrttika ;  fluctuat- 
ing thus  from  August  to  November) ;  a  year ;  (das), 

f.  pi.  the  seasons;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura  (Ved.).— Sa- 
rut-taridra,  as,  m.  the  autumnal  moon.  —  Sarat- 

kamin,  i,  m. '  desirous  of  autumn,'  a  dog.  —  S'arat- 
kala,  Of,  m.  the  autumnal  season.—SaraliX'of i»»a,  as, 
a,  am,  belonging  to  the  autumnal  season,  autumnal. 

—  Sfarat-triydma,  f.  an  autumnal  night.  —  S'arat- 
padma,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  autumnal  lotus,  the  white 
lotus.  —  Sarat-parvan,  a,  n.  a  festival  on  the  full 
moon   of  Asvina  (=kojigara).  —  Sarttt-puskpa, 

am,  n.  a  particular   shrub   (  =  ahulya}.~  S'arat- 
prattlcsham,   ind.   having   expected    the    autumn. 
—  Sarad-anta,  as,  m.  the  end  of  autumn,  winter. 
—  Sarad-ambudhara,  at,  m.  an  autumnal  cloud. 

—  ffaradi-ja,  as,  a,  am,  produced  in  autumn,  au- 
tumnal. —  Sarad-tidaiaya  (°da-ai°),  am,  n.  an 

iutumnal  lake  or  pond.  —  Sarad-ghana,  as,  m.  an 
autumnal  cloud.  —  Sarad~vat,an,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi 

(belonging  to  the  family  of  An-giras) ;  of  the  father 
of  Kripa  (also  called  Gautama).  —  Saran-mwiWa, 
am,  n.  the  commencement  of  autumn. —  Saraw- 

mef/ha,  as,  m.  an  autumnal  cloud.  —  S^aranmcglta- 
vat,  ind.  like  an  autumnal  cloud. 
Sarada  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  =  farad. 
Saradd,  f.  autumn,  the  sultry  season ;  a  year. 

$K<JT5J  saradaksha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  au- 
thor of  a  law-book. 

5IC(V  sara-dhi.     See  under  sara,  col.  i. 

'^R&sarabha,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
III.  I  a  2.  fr.  rt.  rfri),  a  fabulous  animal  (supposed  to 

have  eight  legs  and  to  inhabit  the  snowy  moun- 
tains ;  it  is  represented  as  stronger  than  a  lion,  cf. 

a*hta-pdd,  makd-skandhin) ;  a  young  elephant; 

N.  of  a  monkey  in  Rama's  army ;  a  camel ;  a  grass- 

hopper [cf.  dalabha'] ;  a  locust ;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr. 
xapafioi ;  Angl.  Sax.  crabba.] 

31*,^  tfarayu,  us,  or  sarayu,  us,  f .  (more  cor- 
rectly written  earayu,  q.  v.),  the  Saryu  or  SaryO  river. 
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sarala,   as,  a,  am    (probably  for 
sarala),  upright,   honest,  pure-minded ;    crooked, 
fraudulent,  =  vi-gita  (according  to  Sabda-k.) ;  (as), 
m.  a  tree,  a  sort  of  pine  (=*sarala,  q.  v.).  —  Sarala- 
ta,  (.  or  farala-tva,  am,  n.  uprightness,  sincerity. 
Sfaralaka,  am,  n.  water. 

^K^  sarava,  as,  m.  (for  sardva,  q.  v.),  a 
lid,  cover ;  N.  of  Sin. 

5IT^l  saravya.     See  p.  994,  col.  2. 

3KI*  sardka,  as,  m.,  (apparently)  N.  of  a 
mixed  caste. 

^mfif  sardti,  is,  (.  (said  to  be  fr.  s"ara 
and  rt.  at),  a  sort  of  bird,  Turdus  Ginginianus  (= 
ati  and  commonly  called  Sarali). 

Sfarddi,  is,  f.  =  s"ardti  above. 
&arati,  is,  f.  =  farati. 

Sardri,  if,  f.  the  Sarali  bird  (=s"arati).—  Sa- 
rdri-mukhi,  (.  a  kind  of  scissors  or  an  instrument 
pointed  like  the  beak  of  the  SarSli. 

&arati,  is,  or  faralika,  f.  =  dardti  above. 

4ararn.     See  p.  994,  col.  2. 

Sardva,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 

s'ara,  'mischief,'  and  rt.  av,  'to  protect"),  a  lid, 
cover ;  a  shallow  cup,  dish,  platter,  plate,  earthenware 
vessel;  a  tray;  a  measure  equal  to  two  Kudavas. 

—  ffardva-sampdta,  as,  m.  the  removal  of  dishes 

(after  a  meal).  —  Sardvdrdha  (°i'a-arc),  am,  n.  a 
measure  equal  to  one  Kudava. 

$1  Uplift  sard-vati,  f.     See  under  sara. 

sari,  £ari,  &c.     See  p.  994,  col.  2. 

sariman  or  sariman,  d,  m.  (said  to 

be  fr.  rt.  s>»),  bearing,  bringing  forth. 

5H3 rfrt^  Santos,  in  Rig-veda  III.  53,  17. 
from  decay,  (SSy.  =  nidranat  prdk, '  before  decay- 

ing.' See  rt.  s>z.) 

'5l^T  sanra,  am,  n.  (according  to  Una- 
di-s.  fr.  rt.  itrt),  'that  which  easily  moulders  or  is 

dissolved,'  the  body ;  bodily  strength ;  a  dead  body. 
—  Shrira-kartri,  id,  m.  'body-maker,'  a  father. 
—  Sartra-karshana,  am,  n.  emaciating  the  body. 
—  Sarlra-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  by  or  in  the  body ; 
(as),  m.  sickness,   disease ;    the  god  of  love  (or 
Kama) ;  lust,  passion ;  a  son.  —  Sa/rlra-janman,  a, 
d,  a,  bora  or  produced  of  or  from  the  body.  —  Sa- 
rlra-tulya,  as,  d,  am,  equal  to  the  body,  dear  as 

one's  own  person.  —  Sarlra-danda,  as,  m.  corporal 
punishment,  mortification  of  body.  —  Sfarim-dhrik 
(see  dhrik,  p.  459),  bearing  a  body.  —  Sfarira- 
patana,  am,  n.  or  farira-^pata,  as,  m.  '  fall  of  the 
body,'  death.  —  Sarira-pdka,  at,  m.  'ripening  or 
maturity  of  the  body,'  decline  of  bodily  strength, 
decay,   emaciation.  —  tfarira-pradhdnata,    f.  the 
character  or  nature  of  the   body;   (taya),  ind.  in 

virtue  of  the  body.  —  Sfarira-baddha,  as,  d,  am,  en- 

dowed or  invested  with  a  body.  —  S'arlra-bandhaka, 
as,  m.  '  personal  pledge,'  a  hostage.  —  Sfartra-bhiij, 
k,  k,  k,  having  a  body,  embodied,  corporeal.  —  S'a- 
rlra-l>huta,  as,  d,  am,  become  a  body,  being  a 
body.  —  &arim-l>heda,  as,   m.  separation  or  dis- 

union of  the  body,  death.  —  Sarlra-mdtra,  am,  n. 
the  mere  person,  the  body  only.  —  Sarira-yaMi, 
is,  f.  a  body  like  a  stick,  i.  e.  a  slender  or  slim  figure. 

—  &arira-ytitr<1,  f.  means  of  bodily  subsistence,  sub- 
sistence, support.  —  Sarlra-yoga,  as,  m.  union  of 

the  body,  bodily  union.  —  Sarfra-raigAa,  f.  defence 

of  the  body,  protection  of  the  person.  —  S'arlra- 
irimokihana,  am,   n.   liberation   from   the   body, 
release  of  the  soul  from  the  body.  —  Sarira-vai- 
kfdya,,  am,  n.  imperfection  or  indisposition  of  the 

body,  bodily  ailment,  disease.  —  S'arira-iSits'ruska, 
{. '  bodily  obedience,'  personal  attendance.  -•  SWira- 
ioshana,  am,  n.  drying  up  or  withering  of  the  body, 

emaciation  of  the  body.  —  S'arira-san&kdra,  as, 
m.  purification  of  the  body  (by  various  ceremonies 

at  conception,  birth,  initiation,  and  death)  ;  (am), 

n.  decoration  or  adorning  the  person.  —  Sanra- 

sampatti,  is,  f.  health  or  prosperity  of  body.  —  S'a- 
rira-sambandlta,  as,  m.  '  bodily  connection,'  rela- 

tion by  marriage.  —  Sfarira-sdda,  as,  m.  exhaustion 

or  weariness  of  body.  ••  S'arlrdntakara  (°ra-an°), 
as,  m.  the  destroyer  of  bodies.  —  Sarirantara  (°ra- 
an°),  am,  n.  another  body.  —  S'arirdntara-6drin, 
i,  iyi,  i,  acting  in  another  body.  —  S'arlravarana 
(°ra-a»°),  am,  n.  '  body-covering,"  '  body-envelope,' the  skin. 

SariraTca,  am,  n.  a  small  or  inferior  body  ;  the 
body. 

ffarlrin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  body,  embodied,  cor- 
poreal ;  living  ;  (I),  m.  an  animal  or  sentient  being  ; 

a  man;  an  embodied  spirit;  the  soul  whilst  clad 
with  the  body  ;  (i),  n.  the  incorporate  soul. 

TjnJTTT  sarkard,  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  3.  fr.  rt.  in),  a  fragment  or  piece  of  broken 
earthenware,  potsherd;  any  fragment,  part,  piece, 

bit;  any  hard  particle  or  nodule,  (jala-s'arkard, 
hail)  ;  a  small  stone,  pebble,  gravel,  grit  [cf.  kar- 

kara~]  ;  gravelly  mould  ;  a  soil  abounding  in  stony 
or  gritty  fragments;  granulated  or  candied  sugar, 
brown  sugar  ;  gravel  (the  disease)  ;  [cf.  Gr.  Kp&cij, 
KpoKaXi),  Kax\i)(,  x^-'t  .  yaxxap,  aanxapov  ;  Lat. 

calx,  calcuhts,  saccharum.]  —  Sarkara-jd,  f.  (rfar- 
kara  for  Sarkard),  clayed  or  candied  sugar.  —  Sar- 

kardksha  (°rd-ak°),  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Sarka- 
rddala  (°rd-a6°),  as,  m.  '  sugar-mountain,'  a  kind 
of  artificial  mountain  made  of  sugar.  —  S'arkard- 
dala-ddna  (°ra-o<50),  am,  n.  the  gift  of  a  mountain 
of  sugar.  —  Sarkard-dhenu,  us,  f.  a  gift  of  sugar  in 

the  form  of  a  cow,  (see  dhenu.)  —  S"ar!card-prabha, 
f.  '  gravel-appearance,'  N.  of  the  second  of  the  Jaina 
hells,  the  hell  of  gravel.  —  S'arkard-vat,  dm,  ati,  at, 
full  of  stony  particles,  gritty,  gravelly.  —  Sfarkara- 
saptaml,  f.  a  particular  religious  observance  on  the 

seventh  day  of  the  light  half  of  the  month  Vais'akha. 
—  Sarkarodaka  (ara-ud°),  am,  n.  sugar-water, 
water  sweetened  with  sugar,  lemonade. 
Sarkaraka,  as,  m.  a  species  of  citron  or  lime 

(=  madhura-jambira). 

S'arkarika,  as,  i,  am,  stony,  gravelly,  gritty. 
S'arkarila,  as,  d,  am,  abounding  in  stony  or 

gravelly  particles,  gritty,  gravelly. 

Sarkari,  f.  a  kind  of  metre  (  =  fakvari,  sakkari)  ; 

a  river  ;  a  girdle  ;  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  =  lekhanl. 
Sarku,  us,  m.,  Ved.  (perhaps)  a  potsherd,  (see 

Atharva-veda  VIII.  6,  2.) 

1)TV  sardha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  £ridh),  a  troop, 

multitude  ;  strength,  power  ;  breaking  wind,  flatu- 
lence (  =  apdnotearga,  cf.  iridhu).  —  Sardhan- 

jaha,  as,  a,  am  (jaha  for  jahat),  causing  flatu- 
lence ;  (as),  m.  beans  or  any  leguminous  grain, 

pulse.  —  ffardftfi-ntti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  one  whose 
deeds  are  mighty,  acting  powerfully. 

ffardhat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  making  effort  or 
exertion,  striving,  vehement,  (S5y.  =•  utsahamana, 

IJig-veda  VII.  18,  5);  daring,  presumptuous. 

S'ardhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  breaking  wind. 
Sardhas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  a  troop,  multitude,  com- 

pany, host,  (in  the  Rig-veda  frequently  applied  to 
the  hosts  of  the  Maruts)  ;  strength,  power.  —  Sar- 
dhas-tara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  more  powerful. 

S'ardhilva.,  ind.  having  broken  wind,  &c. 

sarb,  cl.  I.  P.  sarbati,  &c.,  to  hurt, 

injure,  kill  (  =  rts.  s"aru,  sarv)  ;  to  go  (  = 
rts.  sarb,  tomb,  samb). 

sarman,  d,  d,  a  (according  to  Una- 

di-s. IV.  144.  fr.  rt.  s"ri,  but  probably  connected, 
with  rt.  iri;  cf.  a.  Parana),  happy,  prosperous, 
(Sarman  is  frequently  found  at  the  end  of  names 
of  Brahmans  just  as  Varman  is  added  to  the  names 
of  Kshatriyas  and  Gupta  to  those  of  Vaisyas)  ; 
(a),  n.  a  blessing  ;  happiness,  delight,  pleasure  ; 
refuge,  protection  ;  a  house,  receptacle,  (in  Naigh. 
III.  4.  enumerated  among  the  griha-ndmdm,  in 

Aitareya-Br.  II.  40.  Sarman  is  identified  with  vdd, 

speech.)  —  S'ai"ma-da,  as,  (7,  am,  conferring  happi- 
ness, making  prosperous,  propitious.  —  ffarma-vat, 

an,  ati,  at,  possessed  of  happiness,  lucky,  auspicious. 

Sarmaya,  Nom.  P.  s'armayati,  -yitum,  Ved. 
to  grant  happiness,  confer  prosperity. 

Sarmayat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  conferring  happi- 
ness. 

S'armara,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  garment  or  cloth ; 
(a),  f.  a  kind  of  Curcuma,  Curcuma  Xanthorrhiza 
(= daru-haridrd). 
S'armis/ithd,  {.  '  most  fortunate,'  N.  of  one  of 

the  wives  of  Yayjti,  (she  was  daughter  of  Vrisha- 

parvan  and  mother  of  Puru.)  —  S'armishthd-yaydti, N.  of  a  drama. 

^IM  sarya.     See  p.  994,  col.  2. 

^IM«UI  saryand,  f,,  N.  of  the  country  of 
Kuru-kshetra.  —  Saryand-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved. 
sweet  as  honey  (according  to  some) ;  N.  of  a  lake  in 

the  neighbourhood  of  Kuru-kshetra. 

3(Min  sarydta,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  sons  of  Manu. 
Saryati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  sons  of  Manu 

Vaivasvata  (and  father  of  Anarta). 

Tjr|jr  sarv,  cl.  i.  P.  iareati,  &c.,  to  hurt, X  injure,  kill ;  [cf.  rts.  farb,  sarv.] 

San'oZo  or  s'artiall,  f.  an  iron  crow  ( =  sarvald, 

q.v.). 

"51%  sarva,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sri), 
N.  of  a  Vedic  deity  (often  mentioned  together  with 

Bhava);  of  Siva  (in  the  form  Kshiti-murti) ;  of 

Vishnu ;  [cf.  sarf a.]  —  Sarva-datta,  as,  m. '  given 
by  Sarva,'  a  proper  N.  —  &arva-varman,  d,  m.,  N. 
of  a  poet. 

Sfarvdka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 
Sarvdm,  f.,  N.  of  PirvatI  (wife  of  Siva). 

sonata,  a»,  m.  a  proper  N. 

samara,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  sri)>  dark- 
ness; love,  =  kandarpa ;  (i),  f.  night  (  =  rdtri, 

according  to  Naigh.  I.  7.  and  Siy.  on  Rig-veda  V. 
52,  3) ;  evening ;  turmeric ;  a  dark  cow  (according 
to  some  modern  scholars) ;  a  woman ;  epithet  of 

the  eighth  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle ;  [cf.  probably  Gr. 

KipHipot.]  —  S'arvarl-dlpaka,  as,  m.  '  lamp  of 
night,'  epithet  of  the  moon. 
Saruara,  f.,  Ved.  =  s"an'ari  (according  to  some). 

31  =|  0  "tosarvarika,  as,  a,  am  (probably  incor- 
rect for  fariarika  below),  hurtful,  mischievous,  &c. 

^I^J0*  sarsanka,  as,  d,  am  (according  to 
Un5di-s.  IV.  19.  fr.  rt.  iri),  hurtful,  mischievous, 
cruel;  (as),  m.  a  mischievous  man,  a  vile  man, wretch,  rogue. 

Sarshlkd,  (.  a  kind  of  metre. 

sal  [cf.  rt.  fat],  cl.  i.  A.  Palate, 

tele,  s'alitum,  to  shake,  tremble ;  to 
cover;  cl.  I.  P.  falati,  tatdla,  &c.,  to  go,  move, 

flow,  run  [cf.  u6-(hal,  prof-thai,  rts.  foal,  3.  fattt] ', 
cl.  10.  A.  idlayatc,  -yitum,  to  praise,  (in  this 
sense  also  written  s~ath.) 
SaZa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt  rfaZ,  but 

probably  connected  with  rt.  s"ri),  the  quill  of  a  por- 
cupine ;  (as),  m.  a  dart,  spear ;  a  stake ;  a  kind  of 

field ;  N.  of  Bhrin-gi  (one  of  Siva's  attendants)  ;  of 
Brahmi ;  of  a  son  of  Soma-datta ;  of  a  son  of  Dhrita- 
rSshtra;  (I),  f.  a  small  porcupine  or  hedgehog. 
S'alaka,  as,  m.  a  spider. 

S'alala,  am,  n.  the  quill  of  a  porcupine. 
SafaH,  f.  the  quill  of  a  porcupine ;  a  small  porcu- 

pine. 

S'alaka,  f.  a  javelin,  dart ;  an  arrow ;  a  rib  (of  an 
umbrella  &c.) ;  a  thin  bar  (as  of  a  cage  &c.),  any 

small  stake,  stick,  rod,  peg,  pin ;  a  round  pointed 
piece  of  wood  or  bamboo  serving  for  various  pur- 

poses ;  a  ruler ;  a  brimstone  match ;  any  pointed 

surgical  instrument,  a  tent  or  probe  (used  in  the 
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treatment  of  external  organic  affections  and  some 
times  taken  as  the  N.  of  this  branch  of  surgery ;  cf 
sdlaki/a) ;  a  bone ;  an  oblong  quadrangular  piece 
of  ivory  or  bone  (used  in  playing  a  particular  game) 
a  domino ;  a  fibrous  stick  used  as  a  brush,  &c. ;  a 
tooth-brush ;  a  tooth-pick ;  a  pencil ;  a  sprout,  sprig 
shoot  of  any  kind  [cf.  ratna-ialSka] ;  a  porcupine 
a  particular  thorny  shrub,  Vangueria  Spinosa ;  th< 
Sink*  bird,  Turdus  Salica.  —  Saldka-dhtirta,  as 

m.  (for  4a.laka.-dk0),  cheating  with  dominoes,  a 
sharper.  —  Salaka-pari,  ind.  an  unlucky  throw  o 
movement  of  one  of  the  pieces  at  the  game  o 
SalikS,  (see  pari.)-Salaka-purusha,  as,  m.  pi 
N.  of  sixty-three  divine  personages  according  to  the 
Jainas  (viz.  the  twenty-four  Jainas,  twelve  Cakra- 
vartins,  nine  Visudevas,  nine  Bala-devas,  and  nine 
Prati-vasudevas). 
Salya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  dart,  javelin,  spear  tipped 

with  iron,  (upa-folya,  a  short  spear) ;  a  pike ;  an 
arrow,  shaft;  any  stake  or  rod,  spike,  splinter,  thorn 
(in  these  senses  usually  am,  n.) ;  a  pin,  peg ;  (as), 
m.  a  porcupine,  hedgehog ;  extraction  of  splinters 
or  extraneous  substances  in  surgery  (as  a  branch  of 
medicine  or  Ayur-veda,  q.  v.) ;  the  thorny  shrub, 
Vangueria  Spinosa  (  =  madana);  another  tree  (  = 
vilva) ;  a  fence,  boundary ;  a  kind  of  fish  ;  N.  ol 
the  king  of  Madra  (maternal  uncle  of  the  sons  ol 
Pandu  and  especially  of  Nakula  and  Sahadeva,  Madr! 

the  wife  of  PSndu  being  sister  to  S'alya) ;  (am),  n., 
N.  of  a  son  of  Vipracitti ;  (am),  n.  an  iron  crow- 

bar ;  any  extraneous  substance  lodged  in  the  body 
(as  an  arrow,  thorn,  splinter) ;  a  bone ;  sin,  crime ; 
poison;  difficulty,  embarrassment,  distress;  abuse, 

defamation;  [cf.  Or.  KTJKa;  Hib.  cail,  'a  spear.'] 
—  Salya-kantha,  as,  m.  '  quill-throated, '  a  porcu- 

pine. —  Salya-kriya,  f.  the  extraction  of  thorns  or 
other   extraneous  substances   lodged  in  the   body. 
—  Salya-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the 
Ashtan-ga-hridaya-sarnhita  (comprising  chapters  25- 
34  of  the  Uttara-tantra  or  sixth  book,  and  treating 
of  the  cure  of  external  wounds).  ••  Salya-panan, 
a,  n.,  N.  of  the  ninth  book  of  the  MahS-bhirata, 
(this  book  describes  how,  on  the  death  of  Kama, 
Salya,  king  of  Madra,  was  appointed  to  the  command 
of  the  Kuru  army,  and  how  a  combat  with  maces 
took  place  between  Salya  and  Bhima,  and  another 
great  battle  between  Salya   and  Yudhi-shthira,  in 
which  the  former  was  eventually  killed.)  —  Salya- 
prota,  as,  a,  am,  pierced  or  transfixed  by  an  arrow. 

—  Salya-loman,  a,  n.  a  porcupine's  quill.  ••  Salya- 
mt,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  an  arrow,  owning  shafts ; 
shooting  arrows,  one  who  has  shot  an  arrow;  set 
with  stakes,  hampered  or  harassed  with  difficulties. 

"Salya-vdranga,  am,  n.  'arrow-handle,'  the  part 
by  which  an  arrow  or  other  foreign  substance  lodged 
in  the  body  is  laid  hold  of  during  the  operation  of 
extraction.  —  Salya-Gdstra,  am,  n. '  splinter-(extrac- 
tion)-science,"  that  part  of  surgery  which  treats  of 
the  removal  of  extraneous  substances  lodged  in  the 
body;  [cf.  aytir-veda.]  —  Salya-hartri,  ta,  m.  a 
remover  of  thorns,  weeder.  —  Salyiiri  (°ya-ari),  is, 
m.  '  enemy  of  Salya,'  an  epithet  of  Yudhi-shthira. 
—  SalySJiarana-vidhi  (°ya-ah°),  u,  m.  '  method 
of  extracting  splinters  or  other  foreign  substances,' 
N.  of  the  twenty-eighth  chapter  of  the  SQtra-stbSna 
or  first  book  of  the  AshtSn-ga-hridaya-sanihita.  -  S«- 
lyoddhara  (°ya-ud°),  as,  m.  extraction  of  arrows  or 
thorns  or  other  pointed  substances  from  the  body ; 
weeding ;  the  ceremony  of  cleansing  or  purifying  a new  house. 

Salyaka,  at,  m.  a  dart,  javelin,  spear,  pike ;  a 
stake,  thorn ;  a  porcupine ;  a  hedgehog ;  the  thorny 
shrub  Vangueria  Spinosa. 

^'fSif  Manga,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
ial),  a  king,  sovereign  ( =  loka-pala),  a  kind  of salt. 

^HW  salabha,  as,  m.  (according  to  Una- 
di-s. III.  112.  fr.  rt.  fol,  but  cf.  iarabha),  a  grass- 

hopper ;  a  locust ;  a  moth ;  N.  of  an  Asura.  -  Sn- 

lubka-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition  of  a  grass- 

hopper.  —  Salabhdiura  (°&Aa-as°),   as,   m.   the 
Asura  Salabha. 

salaka.     See  p.  995,  col.  3. 

s'aldta,  as,  m.  (etymology  doubt- 
ful), a  cartload  (  =  2O  times  100  Palas). 

31  oil^  salatu,  us,  us,  u  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
ial\  unripe  (as  fruit)  ;  (MS),  m.  a  kind  of  root. 

9WIJJT  salatura,  N.  of  the  abode  of  the 
ancestors  of  Panini  ;  [cf.  faldturiya.] 

3T?5T»THf<5  saldbholi,  is,  m.  (etymology 
doubtful),  a  camel. 

SIcMoJ  saldlu,  n.  a  sort  of  perfume  or 
fragrant  substance. 

Saldluka,  as,  t,  am,  purchased  with  or  exchanged 
for  the  substance  termed  Salalu  ;  [cf.  daldluka.] 

^T«?  salka,  am,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
III.  43.  fr.  rt.  ial,  but  probably  connected  with  tola 
and  rt.  irl),  a  part,  portion,  piece  ;  bark  (of  a  tree), 
rind  ;  the  scale  of  a  fish  ;  [cf.  v  alka.]  —  ffalka- 
maya,  as,  I,  am,  scaly,  flaky. 
Salkala,  am,  n.  a  part,  portion  ;  bark,  rind  ;  the 

scale  of  a  fish. 

Salkalln,  I,  m.  '  having  scales,"  a  fish. 
Salkin,  i,  m.  '  having  scales,'  a  fish. 
!Jlr>J<r  salpada,  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  or  root 

(  =  meda). 

[«U  ««  i  salpa-parnika  =  salpada, 

»j   "jj  salbh,  cl.  I  .  A.  salbhate,  sasalbhe, 
^        N  dalbhitum,  to  praise  ;  to  boast. 

^C^ilrt  salmali,  is,  m.  the   silk-cotton 
tree  ;  [cf.  sVz/maK.] 

S'almaU,  f.  =  Salmali  above. 

^TcR  salya,  &c.    See  col.  I. 
sail,  a  Sautra  root  meaning    to 

Satta,  as,  m.  a  frog  ;  (am),  n.  bark,  rind  ;  [cf. 

s-alka.] 

Sallaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Bignonia  Indica,  = 
dona;  (am),  n.  bark,  rind;  (i),  f.  a  porcupine; 
the  gum  olibanum  tree,  Boswellia  Thurifera  (  = 
gaja-bhakshd,  surabhi).  —  Sallaki-drava,  as,  m. 
'  S'allakl-essence,'  incense,  olibanum  (  =  si/da). 

salva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country,  (more 

usually  written  s"alca,  q.  v.) 

yieJ  sav  (perhaps  originally  s"u,  and  con- \  nected  with  rt.  SOT,  'to  swell,  increase,' 
in  the  same  way  as  rt.  TIM  with  rt.  hve),  cl.  I.  P. 
tfavati,  &c.,  to  go,  approach,  (ilauati  is  enumerated 
among  the  gati-karmdnaA  in  Naigh.  II.  14.  and 
among  the  pariiarana-karmanah  according  to 
some  readings  in  Naigh.  III.  5)  ;  to  alter,  change, 
iransform,  corrupt,  cause  to  decay. 
Sara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  dead  body,  corpse;  (am), 

n.  water.  —  Sava-kimya,  as,  m.  'desirous  of  dead 
jodies,"  a  dog.  —  Sara-diiha,  as,  m.  burning  a 
corpse,  cremation  of  a  dead  body.  —  Sava-dtittaka, 
as,  or  ia-oa-dahin,  i,  m.  a  corpse-burner.  —  Sat'a- 
iliiiisiiian,  a,  n.  the  ashes  of  a  corpse.  —  Sava-Iihuta, 
as,  a,  am,  become  a  corpse  or  like  a  corpse.  —  Sava- 

ydna,  am,  n.  or  dava-ratha,  as,  m.  '  corpse-vehicle,' 
a  bier,  hearse,  litter  for  carrying  a  dead  body.  —  S'ava- 
•ahaka,  as,  m.  a  corpse-carrier.  —  Sava-tadhana, 
im,  n.  'corpse-rite,'  a  magical  and  superstitious 
remony  performed  with  a  dead  body.  —  S'ora- 

parfo,  as,  m.  touching  a  corpse.  ••  Sara-sprit",  k, 
',  k,  one  who  has  touched  a  corpse  (and  is  conse- 

luently  defiled).  —  Sam'Mhadana  ("ra-ac"),  am, 
,  n.  f.  the  covering  of  a  corpse,  a  shroud. 
Savara,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rfdi'n,  cf.  iabara),  a 

jarbarian,  savage,  mountaineer,  a  Kirata,  (especially 

one  wearing  peacocks'  feathers  as  a  decoration);  water; 
the  band ;  N.  of  Siva ;  a  particular  S'astra  or  sacred 
treatise;  (i),  f.  a  Savara  female.  —  Savara-lvdhra, 

as,  m.  the  white  Lodhra  or  Lodh  tree.  —  S'urara- 
svdmin,  see  4abara-8°.  —  Savuriila  (°ra-dla  for 
dlaya  '.'),  as,  m.  a  sort  of  Lodhra  or  Lodh  tree. 
—  Sai'ardlaya  l^ra-dt1)  or  davardvasa  (Vo-at '), 
as,  m.  the  abode  of  outcasts  or  of  wild  barbarous tribes. 

Savala,  as,  a,  am  (also  written  fobala),  varie- 
gated, of  a  variegated  colour,  brindled,  mottled  (with 

various  hues,  as  with  brown  or  yellow,  &c.), 

spotted  (applied  in  Rig-veda  X.  14,  10.  to  the 
two  four-eyed  watch-dogs  of  Yama ;  the  word  Aj- 
bala  being  thought  by  some  to  be  a  corruption 
of  farvara  or  Barbara  =  KifPtpos) ;  diversified, 
varied,  divided  into  various  parts;  articulate,  imi- 

tative; (as),  m.  a  variegated  colour;  (a  or  i),  f.  a 
brindled  or  spotted  cow ;  the  cow  of  plenty,  Kama- 
dhenu  [cf.  iabali}  ;  (am),  n.  water ;  a  religious 

observance  peculiar  to  the  Bauddhas.  —  S'acala-yu, 
us,  us,  u,  having  mottled  cows.  —  ffarala-ta,  f.  or 
iavala-tva,  am,  n.  variegation,  variety  of  colour ; 
variation,  alternation.  •-  Savall-krita,  as,  a,  am, 
made  of  a  variegated  colour,  variegated. 
Savas,  as,  n.  power,  strength,  vigour  (Ved.) ; 

water  ( =  udaka,  Naigh.  1. 1  a) ;  a  corpse ;  (as),  m. 

a  proper  N. 
Saiiaidna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  powerful,  very  mighty, 

(Sjy.  =  bala-vat,  ati-bala);  (as),  m.  a  traveller; 
a  road ;  (am),  n.  a  cemetery. 

Savasd-vat,  an,  m.,  Ved. '  powerful,"  epithet  of Indra. 

Savasin,  i,  MM,  i,  powerful,  mighty,  (SSy.= bala-vat.) 

Savishtha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  strongest,  most 

powerful. 
sW,  cl.  i.  P.  sasati,  sasds'a,  sasi- \  tain,  to  jump,  leap,  spring,  bound,  dance ; 

A.,  Ved.  to  praise,  laud,  celebrate,  (this  sense  ap- 
pears to  be  doubtful  and  to  result  from  a  confusion 

with  $03  for  rt.  s'ans) ;  [cf.  Lith.  ez&kti ;  Slav. 

skakati, '  to  dance.'] So/a,  as,  m.  a  hare,  rabbit,  (its  flesh  is  said  to  be 
greatly  valued  and  is  offered  at  Sraddhas) ;  a  spot  or 
spots  on  the  moon  (supposed  to  resemble  those  on 
a  hare) ;  a  man  of  mild  and  virtuous  character  but 
uxorious  and  easily  led,  (one  of  the  four  classes  into 
which  men  are  divided  by  erotic  writers;  he  is 
described  as  gentle  in  speech  and  temper,  with  soft 
limbs  and  fine  hair)  ;  the  Lodh  tree,  Symplocos  Race- 
mosa  (  =  lodhra);  gum-myrrh;  N.  of  a  part  of 
Jambu-dvlpa;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  haso;  Angl.  Sal. 
hara;  Lith.  klszkii,  zuikis;  Ross,  see;.]  —  SWa- 
karna,  as,  m.  '  rabbit-eared,'  N.  of  the  author  of 
the  hymn  Rig-veda  VIII.  9  (having  the  patronymic 
KSnva).  —  Saia-dhara,  as,  m.  '  having  (marks 
like)  a  hare,'  the  moon ;  camphor ;  N.  of  a  com- 

mentator. —  Safadhara-mauli,  is,  m.  '  moon- 
crested,'  epithet  of  Sivz.  —  Sas'a-dhariya,  N.  of 
Sasa-dhara's  philosophical  treatise  on  the  nature  of 
atoms,  &c.  —  Sas"a-dharman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  king 
of  the  Maurya  dynasty  (a  descendant  of  Candra- 
gupta).  —  SaiSa-plutaJia,  am,  n.  a  mark  or  scratch 
with  a  finger-nail.  —  Safo-bhrit,  t,  m. '  hare-(mark)- 
possessing,"  the  moon.  —  Sas"abhrid-bhrit,  t,  or 
(according  to  Sabda-k.)  ilasabhrid-bhrila,  as,  m. 
'moon-bearer,'  epithet  of  Siva  (as  bearing  the  moon 
on  his  brow).  —  SaiSa-mdtra,  as,  I,  am,  'having 
the  measure  of  a  hare,'  as  large  as  a  hare.  —  Sasa- 
rajas,  as,  n.  '  a  speck  of  dust  or  dirt  on  a  hare,' 
a  particular  measure.— Sata-lakthmana,  as,  m. 
'  hare-marked,'  epithet  of  the  moon.  — 

(hana,  as,  m.  'hare-marked,'  the  moon.  —  S'asa- 
lupta,  am,  n.,  see  Pin.  VI.  3,  145.  —  SWa-ZomaM, 
a,  n.  the  hair  of  a  hare  or  rabbit,  hare-skin,  rabbit- 
skin.—  Saia-vindu,  us,  m. '  hare-spotted,'  the  moon ; 
N.  of  a  king  (son  of  Citra-ratha) ;  an  epithet  of 

Vishnu  or  Krishna.  —  Saia-v'ahaiia,  am,  n.  'rab- 
bit's-horn,'  anything  impossible  or  extraordinary,  an 
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impossibility.  —  S'asa-s'imbikd,  f.  a  particular  plant 
(=jivantl).  —  S'a<a-sthali,  f.  the  Doab  or  country 
between  the  Ganges  and  Jumna  rivers  (  =  antar- 

vedi).  —  S'atdttka  (°.s'a-a7*°),  a«,  n>. '  hare-marked," 
the  moon  ;  camphor.  —  &a*dnka-kirana-prakhya, 
an,  a,  am,  resembling  a  ray  of  the  moon,  like  a 
moon-beam.  —  SasSnnka-bhds,  as,  as,  as,  shining 

like  the  moon.  —  S'tts'dttka-miirti,  is,  m.  'having 
a  form  marked  like  a  hare,'  epithet  of  the  moon. 
—  ScuS&nka-leklia,  f.  'moon-streak,'  a  digit  of  the 
moon,  the  lunar  crescent.  ̂ S^a^d^Jca-vatl,  f.,  N.  of 

the  twelfth  book  of  the  KathS-sarit-sSgara.  —  S'a- 
4dnl:a-.<rmr/a.  am,  n.  a  horn  or  point  of  the  moon's 
crescent  (i).  —  S'as'ankdrdha-muliha  (°ka-ar°),  as, 
i,  am,  crescent-headed  (said  of  an  arrow).  —  Stadada 

(°da-arla),  as,  m.  'hare-eater,'  a  hawk,  falcon;  N. 
of  a  son  of  Ikshvaku.  —  Satddana  fVa-arf1),  as,  m. 
'hare-eater,'  a  hawk,  falcon.  —  Sas"orna  (°ia-ur°), 
am,  n.  the  hair  of  a  hare  or  rabbit,  hare-skin. 

S'as'aA'Ct,  as,  m.  a  hare,  rabbit.  ~  S'a'faka~viiiha- 
na,  am,  n.  =  3as'a-vishdna.'~S'as'akadltaiiia  (°ka- 
adh°),  as,  m.  a  miserable  little  rabbit. 
SWrti,  an,  anti,  at,  leaping,  jumping,  going  by 

leaps. 
I .  dadamdna,  as,  a,  am  (perhaps  to  be  connected 

with  rt.  I.  rfum,  see  a.  tiaSamdnd),  Ved.  praising, 
celebrating,  offering  praise. 

Sfaiaitka.     See  under  iato. 

Sasdiiduli,  is,  or  tfaddtiduli,  f.  a  kind  of  gourd 
or  cucumber. 

Sas"i&a,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Satin,  i,  m.  '  hare-marked,"  the  moon,  (see  s"a$a- 

dhara) ;  the  emblem  of  a  particular  Arhat  or  Jina  ; 
(ini),  f.  epithet  of  one  of  the  sixteen  digits  of  the 

moon.  —  SaGi-kara,  as,  m.  a  moon-beam.  —  S'as'i- 
kald,  f.  a  digit  of  the  moon  (of  which  there  are 
sixteen,  see  kald) ;  a  species  of  Atisakvari  metre 
(consisting  of  fifteen  syllables  to  the  Pada) ;  N.  of 

a  daughter  of  king  Vira-siriha,  (also  called  Candra- 

lekha)  ;  of  a  daughter  of  <iu-bandhu.  —  S'a$"ikfild- 
bharana  (°ld-abli,°),  as,  m.  'ornamented  with  a 
digit  of  the  moon,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sati-kdnta, 
as,  m.  '  moon-loved,"  the  moon-gem  or  moon-stone, 
see  fandra-kdnta  ;  (am),  n.  a  lotus.  —  Sati-kirana, 

as,  m.  a  ray  or  beam  of  the  moon.  —  S'as'i-ko'i, 
is,  f.  a  horn  of  the  moon.  —  Sas'i-graha,  as,  m. 
'moon-seizure,'  an  eclipse  of  the  moon.  —  Sfa3i-ja, 
as,  m.  '  moon-born," '  son  of  the  moon,"  epithet  of 
Budha  or  Mercury.  —  ffadi-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

king,  (also  called  Ranti-deva.)  —  S'a^i-dhdman,  a,  n. 
the  splendor  or  lustre  of  the  moon.  —  S'afi-dhvaja, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  king  of  Bhallata-nagara,  q. v. 

—  Satirspdda,  as,  m,  a  moon-beam.  —  S'as'i-fjra- 
lihd,  f.  the  lustre  or  radiance  of  the  moon,  moon- 

light ;  (as,  d,  am),  having  the  lustre  of  the  moon, 
radiant  as  the  moon  ;  (a),  f.  a  proper  N. ;  (am),  n. 

the  white  esculent  water-lily  ;  =  muktd  (according  to 

Sabda-k.).—  S'aii-bhds,  as,  f.  a  moon-beam.  —  Sfa- 
di-bhushana,  as,  m.  '  moon-decorated,"  epithet  of 

S'iva ;    [cf.  iaii-iek1tara.~\  —  SaM-maynkha,  as, 
m.  a  ray  of  the  moon,  moon-beam.  —  S'atti-miikha, 
as,  i,  am,  '  moon-faced,"  having  a  beautiful  face. 
••  SWi-matt/i,  is,  m.  'moon-crested,'  epithet  of 
S'iva.  —  Saii-raimi,  is,  m.  a  moon-beam.  —  Sas"i- 

lek/td,  f.  '  moon-streak,"  a  digit  of  the  moon ;  the 
plant  Menispermum  Glabrum  or  another  plant  (=_ 
gudufi) ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras ;  a  kind  of  metre  (either 

a  variety  of  the  Atijagat!  or  of  the  Atis"akvari ;  cf. 
.<aii-kald).  —  Safi-vadana,    f.    '  moon-faced,"   a 
woman  with  a  beautiful  face ;  a  species  of  the  G5- 

yatrT  metre.  —  S'aili-i'ardhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 
—  ffati-Vafileii,  f.  a  particular  plant  ( =punar-nam). 

—  Saii-tekkara,  as,  m.  '  moon-crested,"  epithet  of 
S'iva  (as  represented  with  a  crescent  of  the  moon  on 
his  brow) ;  of  one  of  the  Jaina  pontiffs.  —  tfafiifa 

(°ift'-i^a),  as,  m.  'lord  of  the  moon,"  S'iva.  —  SV 
rfiY/r.-rfisu-tfi,  is,  m.  wounding  the  child  of  S'iva. 

S'atiiyas,  an,  asl,  as,  Ved.  springing,  leaping, 
assailing,  (Say.  =utplavamdna,  leaping  up,  Rig- 
veda  IV.  32,  3) ;  (asl),  (.,  N.  of  the  queen  of  king 
Taranta  (Rig-veda  V.  61,  6). 

^I  31*1  1  «1  2.  s"asamaiia,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt. 
I.  iam;  for  i.  s"as'amana  see  col.  i),  Ved.  one 
who  has  pacified,  &c.  ;  being  pacified,  &c. 

JfT^ni  sasaya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  si),  Ved. 

lying,  reposing,  being,  (Say.  =  Guyana,  rartamdna.) 
Safaydna,  as.  d,  am,  Ved.  lying,  reposing,  sleep- 

ing, (Say.  =  iiiydna,  Rig-vediVII.  103,  I.) 

^POTTO  snsramana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 

s~ram),  Ved.  toiling,  struggling,  serving  laboriously or  diligently. 

3P5T^  sasvadai  (fr.  rt.  t!va6),  Ved.,  accord- 
ing to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  III.  33,  io  =  parishvaja- 

ndya,  connecting  it  with  rt.  s'vaj  or  svanj. 

$!  »J  t(sas'i;at  (probably  a  reduplicated  form fr.  rt.  M,  cf.  riilva  ;  the  form  of  the  nom.  masc. 
appears  to  be  doubtful,  but  ati,  at  are  found  for  the 
nom.  fern,  and  neut.,  the  latter  being  used  adverbi- 

ally), '  continually  increasing,"  lasting,  perpetual,  con- 
tinuous (Ved.)  ;  many,  numerous,  (Say.  and  Naigh. 

HI.  I=bahu,);  (at),  ind.  perpetually,  externally, 
continually,  repeatedly,  frequently,  always,  again  and 

again,  (3as'va(-<!has'i<at,  again  and  again,  constantly)  ; 
(ati),  f.,  N.  of  a  woman  belonging  to  the  family  of 
An-giras  (authoress  of  Rig-veda  VIII.  I,  34);  [cf. 

Gr.  iras  for  OTTOS.]  —  Sas'va(-6kdnti,  is,  (.  (for 
s'as'rat-s'anti),  everlasting  peace  or  tranquillity, 
eternal  rest.  —  Sas"rat-tama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  most 
constant,  very  regular  or  frequent. 

S'arfra,  Nom.  P.  iatvati  =  da^vayate  (Vopa-deva XXI.  8). 

Sativadha,  ind.,  Ved.  constantly,  continually. 
Safvdya,  Nom.  A.  iaivdyate,  Sec.,  to  be  or 

become  eternal. 

«J  |  u   fash  [cf.  rt.  i.  sas],  cl.  i.  P.  sashati, 
N  iaiasha,  dashitum,  to  hurt,  injure,  strike, 

wound,  kill. 

*1|1J 
^ 

saslilcula,  as,  m.  &  particular  plant 

or  tree,  =  dkitti,  karanja  ;  (I),  f.  the  orifice  of  the 
ear,  auditory  passage  ;  rice-gruel  or  barley-water 
(mixed  with  rice,  sesimum,  and  other  grain)  ;  a  sort 
of  fish  (called  Saurl  in  Hind!)  ;  a  kind  of  baked  cake 
or  pie  (  =  3askvli). 

sashpa.     See  below. 

i.  sas  (said  to  be  connected  with 
rt-  I-  torn,  cf.  rt.  SasK),  cl.  I.  P.  tasati, 

iaidsa  (3rd  pi.  HasasuK),  Sasitum,  to  cut,  wound, 
hurt,  injure,  strike,  kill,  destroy;  [cf.  Lat.  kostia; 
Goth.  Jiitnsl;  Angl.  Sax.  hitsel.] 

tfashpa,  am,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  III.  aS. 

ft.  rt.  i.  das  above),  young  grass  [cf.  i.4asya~\  ;  (as, 
am),  m.  n.  loss  of  intellect  or  of  confidence  (  —pra- 
tibhd-kslidya,  in  this  sense  only  masc.  according 

to  some)  ;  [cf.  Lat.  crcspes.]  —  S'ashpa-bhuj,  k,  Tc, 
li,  eating  grass,  any  animal  feeding  on  grass.  —  S'ash- 
pa-vrishi,  f.  a  seat  of  Kus'a  grass. 
Sasana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  wounding,  killing, 

immolation,  slaughtering  an  animal  in  sacrifice  ;  [cf. ~ 

S^asita  in  vi-dasita,  q.  v. 

Sasitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  cutter,  wounder.  See  vi- 
tfasitri. 

S'asitvd,  ind.  having  wounded  or  hurt. 
2.  iasta,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  iasta  see  p.  985, 

col.  2),  wounded,  injured;  struck,  killed,  (pra- 
s'asta,  destroyed.) 

S'astaka,  am,  n.  (probably  to  be  connected  with 
rt.  I.  das,  by  some  referred  to  I.  fasta),  a  defence 
for  the  finger  of  an  archer. 

SfastH,  til,  tri,  tri,  a  cutter  &c.,  in  vi-instri,  q.v. 
2.  itastra,  am,  n.  (for  I.  iastra  see  p.  985,  col.  2), 

an  instrument  for  cutting  or  wounding,  a  cutting 

weapon,  a  weapon  or  arms  (in  general)  ;  an  instru- 
ment or  tool  ;  iron  ;  steel  ;  (as),  m.  a  sword,  scymitar  ; 

(I),  f.  a  knife.  —  S'astra-ltdra,  as,  m.  'weapon- 
maker,'  an  armourer.  —  Sastra-lcuMa,  as,  d,  am, 

skilled  or  expert  in  arms.  —  S'astra-kos'a,  as,  m. 

the  sheath  of  a  weapon.  —  S'astrakos'a-taru,  vs,  m. 
a  particular  tree  (=pindl-taru).  —  Sastra-kfhata, 

as,  a,  am,  killed  by  weapons.  —  S'astra-graha, 
as,  m.  taking  arms.  —  Sastra-grahin,  i,  m. 

'weapon-taker,'  'weapon-holder,'  an  armed  man. 
—  S'astra-ghushta-kam,  as,  i,  am.  making  a  noise 
with  iron  weapons,  fcc.  —  S'astra-jdla,  am,   n.  a 

quantity  of  weapons.  —  S'astra-jimn,  i,  m.  'living 
by  weapons,"  a  soldier  by  profession.  —  Sastra-tyd- 
ga,  as,  m.  abandoning  or  throwing  away  a  weapon. 

—  Sastra-devata,    (.    'weapon-deity/    a    deified 

weapon   (represented  as  the  offspring  of  Kris'asVa, and  according  to   some  accounts  one  hundred   in 

number).— S'astra-dhara,  as,  m. '  bearing  weapons," 
an  armed  man  or  soldier,  a  warrior.  —  Sasira-dhd- 

rana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  carrying  arms.  —  S'astra- 
dhdrana-jivaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  one  who  lives  by 

carrying  arms;   (as),  m.  a  soldier.  —  S'astra-dhd- 
rin,  i,  ini,  i,  bearing  arms.  —  S'astra-nitya,  as,  d, 
am,  one  who  is  continually  under  arms.  —  S'astra- 
nydaa,  as,  m.  the  laying  down  of  arms.  —  Sastra- 

pdni,  is,  is,  i,  'weapon-handed,'  bearing  arms  or 
weapons,  armed  ;  (is),  m.  an  armed  warrior.  —  S'as- 
tra-pdnin,  ?,  ini,  i,  =  iastra-pdni.  —  Sastra-pdta, 

as,  m.  the  fall  or  stroke  of  a  weapon.  —  S'astra- 
puta,  as,  d,  am,  purified  by  arms,  absolved  from 

guilt  by  dying  in  the  field  of  battle.  "S'astra-pra- 
harana,  as,  a,  .am,  striking   or   wounding   with 

weapons,  using  arms.-* S'astra-praliara,  as,  m.  a 
wound  inflicted  with  a  weapon.  —  S'astra-bhrit,  f, 
t,  t,  bearing  weapons ;  ((),  m.  an  armed  man ;   a 

soldier,  warrior.  —  S'astra-mdrja,  as,  m.  a  weapon- 
cleaner,  furbisher,  armourer.  ••  tfastra-vidyd,  f.  the 
science   of  arms.  —  Sastra-vidvas,  an,   usht,  at, 

skilled  in  arms.  —  Sastra^vritti,  is,  m.  '  making  a 

livelihood  by  arms,"  a  soldier,  a  man  at  arms.  —  S'as- 
tra-ddstra,  am,  n.  the  science  of  arms,   military 

science.  —  S'astra-s'ikhin,  I,  ini,  i,  proud  of  (the 

practice  of)  weapons.  —  S'astra-famhati,  is,  i,  or 
gastra-samutia,  as,  m.  a  quantity  or  collection  of 
weapons;  an  arsenal,  armoury.  —  Sastra-sampdta, 
as,  m.  descent  or  sudden  fall  of  a  number  of  weapons. 

—  S'astra-hata,  as,  d,  am,  struck  or  killed  by  a 

weapon.  —  S'astra-hasta,  as,  m.  'weapon-handed,1 
an  armed  man.  —  S'astrajlra  (°ra-5j°),  as,  a  or  i, 
am,  living  by  arms;   (as),  m.  a  soldier;   (i),  f. 

(with  Saktas)  one  of  the  eight  Akulas.  —  Suiscro- 

bhydsa  (°ra-abh°),  as,  m.  the  practice  of  arms, 

military  exercise  (  =  astra-3ikshd,  khurali).  —  Sras- 
trdyasa  (°ra-ay°),am,n.  iron;  steel. «- S'astrdrfis 
(°ra-ar°),  is,  is,  is,   blazing   with    weapons,  one 
whose  flame  is  a  weapon.  —  S'astrastra  (°ra-as°), 
am,  n.  weapons  both   for  striking  and  throwing, 
arms  and  missile  weapons,  arms  or  weapons  (gene- 

rally). ••  S'astrdstra-bhrit,  t,  m.  '  bearing  arms  and 
missile  weapons,"  a  soldier,  warrior.  —  Saslrdstra- 
bhrit-lva,  am,   n.   bearing  arms  for  striking  and 

throwing,  the  use  of  arms.  —  S'astrotthdpana  (°ra- 
«£°),  am,  n.  the  act  of  raising  a  weapon  (so  as  to 
strike).  —  Stastrodyama  (°ra-ud°),  as,  m.  lifting 
up  a  weapon.  —  Sastropakarana  (°ra-up"),  am, 
n.  arms  and  instruments  of  warfare,  military  appa- 

ratus. —  Sastropaj'imn  (°ra-iip°),  i,  m. 'living  by 
arms,"  a  soldier,  a  man  at  arms. 

Sastraka,  am,  n.  iron,  steel ;  =  2.  dastra,  col.  2. 

S*astrika,  as,  d,  am  (at  the  end  of  comps.),  having 
a  knife ;  (d),  f.  a  knife,  blade. 

S'astrin,  i,  im,  i,  having  weapons,  bearing  arms, 
armed,  armed  with  a  sword,  accoutred. 

S'astrl,  f.  a  knife.     See  under  2.  dastra,  col.  a. 
S'astfd,  ind.  having  wounded,  having  hurt,  &c. 

S'aspa,  am,  n.  [cf.  dashpa],  young  grass ;  loss  of 
confidence  or  of  understanding. 

a.  tasya,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  Hasya  see  under  rt. 
/fans,  f.  985),  to  be  cut,  to  be  wounded  or  injured ; 
(am),  n.  corn  or  grain  (in  general);  the  fruit  or 
produce  of  any  plant  or  tree.  —  ffasya-kshetra,  am, 
n.  a  corn-field.  —  Sfasya-dhransin,  t,  ini,  i,  destroy- 

ing corn  ;  (I),  m.  the  tree  Cedrela  Tunna  ( =  tunna, 
and  commonly  called  Toon).  —  &<tfya-bhakslutka, 

as,  ikd,  am,  corn-eating,  granivorous ;  an  eater  of II  X 
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<x>m.  —  Sasya-l>hakihana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  feed- 
ing upon  grain.  —  Sfasya-manjari,  f.  an  ear  or  spike 

of  com;  a  fruit-stalk.  —  S^asya-mdlin,  i,  inl,  i, 
garlanded  with  fruits,  crowned  with  harvests  (as  the 

earth).  —  Sasya-raklhaka,  as,  m.  'corn-guardian,' 
a  watchman  set  to  guard  a  field  of  corn.  —  S'asya- 
diilin,  i,  int,  i,  abounding  with  corn.  —  S^ya-^wA'a, 
am,  n.  an  awn  or  beard  of  com.  —  Sfasya-sampad, 
t,  f.  abundance  of  corn.  —  ffasya-sambara,  as,  m. 
the  Ssl  tree,  Shorea  Robusta.  -  S'aaydd  (°ya-ad), 
t,  t,  t,  eating  grain.  —  Sasyaru  (°ya-drui),  Ui,  m. 
a  small  variety  of  the  Saml  tree. 

2.  /as,  cl.  2.  P.  sasti,  &c.,  to  sleep, 

«as,  q.  v. 

^ra  3.  s'as,  the  technical  case-termination 
of  the  accusative  plural  ;  the  Taddhita  affix  jfas  (form- 

ing adverbs  from  nouns,  especially  from  numerals 
and  words  expressive  of  quantity,  see  iata-iai, 
bahw-ias,  &c.). 

saskuli,  f.  a  kind  of  baked  cake 
or  pie,  (also  written  iaihkuli.) 

sasti,  &c.    See  under  rt.  s"ans,  p.  985. 
sasman,  jasyamana,  &c.   See  under 

rt.  tans,  p.  985. 

3H*T  i.  and  2.  sasya.  See  under  rts. 
jfani  and  i.  ,tos. 

31  i  31  H  sdnsapa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sinsapd  with 

substitution  of  a  for  i),  made  of  S'insapS  wood,  &c.  ; 
(as),  m.  a  kind  of  cup  or  ladle  made  of  S'insapa  wood  ; 
a  proper  N. 
Sdniapayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Su-sar- 

man  ;  N.  of  a  Muni,  teacher  of  the  PurSnas. 

S'dn^apdyani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a Sarnhiti. 

Sdniapdyanika,  f.,  scil.  sam-hita,  the  SamhitS 
of  S'ansapayani. 

^li  4  sdka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  fak),  Ved. 
strong,  mighty,  powerful  ;  (am,  as),  n.  m.  any  herb 
'  able  to  be  eaten/  a  vegetable,  herb,  pot-herb,  greens, 
any  edible  leaf  or  fruit  or  root  &c.  used  as  a  vege- 

table ;  (as),  m.  power,  strength,  energy,  force  ;  the 
Sirisha  tree.  Acacia  Sirlsa;  the  Teak  tree  (=khara- 
pattra);  N.  of  the  sixth  of  the  seven  Dvlpas 
(surrounded  by  the  sea  of  milk  or  white  sea, 
and  inhabited  by  the  Rita-vratas,  Satya-vratas, 
Dlna-vratas,  and  Anu-vratas);  N.  of  a  people 
(the  Sakas  or  Scythians)  ;  of  a  king  ;  an  era, 
period  (usually  commencing  with  some  celebrated 

prince,  as  Yudhi-shthira,  Vikramaditya,  S'ali-vahana, 
who  are  hence  denominated  SskesVarSs  ;  but  applied 

especially  to  the  era  of  S'ali-vahana,  commencing 
from  the  birth  of  that  king,  seventy-eight  years  after 
Christ);  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  plant  (=haritaki).—  Sdka- 
dukrika,f.  the  tamarind  (  =  6inia),—  Saka-tani, 
UK,  m.  the  Teak  tree  ;  the  plant  Capparis  Trifoliata. 
™  Sfaka-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Ssma- 
veda.  —  ffdka-dvipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Dvlpa,  (see 
above.  )  —  Sfdkadviplya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to 

S'ska-dvlpa.—  S^dka-pana,  as,  m.  a  handful  of  vege- 
tables, &c.  [cf.  pana],  a  measure  equal  to  a  hand- 

iul,  ••  S^dka-pattra,  as,  m.  a  particular  plant  or  tree 

(  =  rfi'oru).  —  Sdka-pdtra,  am,  n.  a  vessel  for  vege- 
tables, vegetable  dish.  —  Sdka-partMva,  as,  m.  the 

king  of  the  period  or  era  ;  [cf.  madhyama-pada- 

l0pa.]—S'dka-prati,  ind.  a  little  cowage.  —  Sufca- 
baltya,  at,  m.  a  particular  plant  (—brahma-yaehti, 
bdleija-iaka).  —  Sdkam-bhari,  f.  '  herb-nourishing,' 
epithet  of  DurgS  ;  of  a  city  (supposed  to  be  the 
modern  SSmbhar)  ;  observances  in  honour  of  Durga 
(according  to  some).  —  Sdkambhariya,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  fossil  salt  from  a  lake  in  the  vicinity  of  the 
town  Simbhara  or  SJmbhar  in  Ajmere.-S'dfca- 
yogya,  at,  m.  coriander  (  =  dhdnyaka).  —  Saka- 
radita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  composed  of  vegetables,  &c. 
—  if  ilka-raja,  as,  m.  a  particular  pot-herb  (  =  viis- 
tuka).-S'dka-vilva  or  idka-vilvaka,  as,  m.  the 

egg-plant,  Solanum  Melongena.  —  S'dka-rira,  as, 
m.  a  particular  herb,  Chenopodium  Album.  —  ffdka- 
i-fil:sha,  as,  m.  the  Teak  tree.  —  Sdka-i-rata,  am, 
n.  a  particular  vow,  abstinence  from  vegetables,  &c. 
—  Sdka-iakala  or  idka-idklna,  am,  n.   a  field 
cultivated  for  esculent  plants,  a  field  of  vegetables, 

kitchen  garden.  —  Sulia-ireshtha,  as,  m.  '  best  of 
herbs,'  a  kind  of  vegetable,  Chenopodium  Album  ; 
(a),  f.  a  particular  plant  (  =jivanti)  ;    a  kind  of 

shrub  (  =  dodi)  ;  the  egg-plant.  —  Sdkdkhya  (°ka- 
dkh°),  as,  m.  the  Teak  tree  ;  (am),  n.  a  vegetable, 
pot-herb,  esculent  plant.  —  S'dkamja  (°ka-an°),  am, 
n.  pepper  (as  an  accessory  to  vegetables).  —  Sakamla 
(°ka-am°),  am,  n.  the  hog-plum  (  =  vrikshdmla). 
—  Sdkdmla-bhedana,  am,  n.   sorrel   (  =  <!uira). 

—  S'dkalabu  Cka-af),  us,  m.  a  species  of  gourd  or 
cucumber  (  =  rdjdldbu).  —  Sdkashtakd  (°ka-ash°), 
f.  a  festival  on  the  eighth  day  of  the  second  half  of 

the  month  Magha.—  Sdkdhdra  (°&a-aA°),  as,  d,  am, 
eating  vegetables,  living  on  herbs,  a  vegetarian. 

S'dkin,  i,  int,  i,  possessed  of  power,  powerful, 
mighty  (Ved.)  ;  having  vegetables  or  herbs  ;  (inl),  f., 
scil.  bhumi,  land  planted  with  vegetables  or  pot- 

herbs, a  field  of  vegetables  ;  a  kind  of  female  demon 
or  fairy  attendant  on  DurgS  ;  [cf.  ddkini,  yogini, ~ 

Sdkina,  am,  n.  a  field  (at  the  end  of  a  comp., 

e.  g.  ikshu-£°,  a  field  of  sugar-canes  ;  cf.  4dka-i  !"). 
$||4«  sdkata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sakata),  be- 

longing or  relating  to  a  cart  (as  a  load,  horse,  &c.), 
going  in  a  cart,  drawing  a  cart  ;  (as),  m.  any  yoked 
animal,  a  draught-ox  ;  a  kind  of  tree  (  =  ileshmdn- 
taka)  ;  (am),  n.  a  field  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g. 

ikshu-4°,  a  field  of  sugar-canes  ;  cf.  ddka-3°).  —  Sa- 
katdkhya  (°la-dkh°),  as,  m.  a  particular  tree  (  = I.  dhava). 

S'dkaldyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  philologist  and 
grammarian  (generally  mentioned  witli  Panini, 
Amara,  Jainendra,  Kasa-kritsna,  Jayanta,  Candra, 
&c.)  ;  of  the  author  of  a  law-book. 
S'dkatdyani,  is,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Sdkatika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  a  cart,  &c., 

going  in  or  on  a  cart. 
Sdkatma,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  a 

cart  ;  (as),  m.  a  cart-load,  a  measure  of  weight  or 
value  equal  to  a  cart-load  (  =  20  Tulas). 

^ll'H^HO  sakapuni,  is,  m.  (sometimes  writ- 
ten ddkapurni),  N.  of  an  ancient  interpreter  of  the 

Veda  (quoted  as  an  authority  in  the  Nirukta). 

^Il4n.1  sdkari,  f.  (probably  for  sdkdrl), 
scil.  vi-bhdskd,  one  of  the  Vibhashas  or  corrupt 
dialects  (that  spoken  by  the  Sakara,  q.  v.). 

3n4f3  sdkala,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sakala,  but  in 
some  senses  fr.  iiikalya),  relating  to  a  piece  or  por- 

tion ;  (as),  m.  a  school  of  the  Rig-veda  (whose 
founder  is  thought  to  have  been  the  elder  Sakalya, 
see  below)  ;  a  kind  of  sacrifice  or  sacrificial  ceremony 
(one  performed  according  to  the  rites  of  the  Sskala 
school)  ;  (at),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  tribe  inhabiting  Bha- 
rata-varsha;  the  followers  of  the  S'akala  school  of 
the  Veda;  (am),  n.  a  fragment,  splinter  (Ved.  =  tfa- 
kala)  ;  N.  of  the  Rig-veda  PrStiSakhya,  (see  below)  ; 
N.  of  a  town,  (also  read  Sakala.)  —  tfakala-prati- 
sdkhya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  Rig-veda  PrStiSskhya 
ascribed  to  £aunaka  and  preserved  by  his  pupils  for 
the  use  of  the  Sikalas  or  their  school,  (this  is  the 

only  one  of  the  numerous  Rig-veda  Pran'Sakhyas that  has  come  down  to  us  ;  it  is  written  in  verse, 

the  metres  consisting  of  a  mixture  of  the  S"loka  with 
other  more  ancient  kinds.)  —  Sakala-$akhd,  f.  '  the 
S'akala  branch,'  i.  e.  the  recension  or  traditional  text 
of  the  Rig-veda  preserved  by  the  S'akalas  (the  only 
extant  recension).  —  Sakala-sainldta,  f.  the  Samhiti 

of  S'akala.  "Sdkala-homa,  as,m.  a  particular  kind  of 
sacrifice.  —  Sdkalahomiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or 
belonging  to  the  Sikala-homa  (Manu  XI.  256). 

Soiafata,  as,  m.  a  follower  of  S'akala  (?)  or  of 

S'Skalya. 

Sfdkalika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  S'a- kala, belonging  to  a  piece  or  part,  having  a  piece  or 
portion,  fragmentary. 
Sdkalya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet ;  of  an  ancient 

grammarian  (who  preceded  Panini  and  is  referred 
to  four  times  in  his  grammar;  he  is  supposed  to 
have  arranged  the  Pada  text  of  the  Rig-veda  ;  there 

appear,  however,  to  have  been  two  S'akalyas,  an 
elder  called  Sdkalya-pitri,  '  the  father  of  S'Skalya ' or  Sthavira,  and  a  younger  whose  opinions  differed 
from  those  of  his  father).  —  Sdkalya-pitri,  td,  m. 

the  father  of  S'akalya.  —  S'akalya-&anihitd-parir 
dishta,  am,  n.  a  sequel  or  supplement  to  the  Sam- 
hits  of  S'akalya. 

^n^fTC  sdkara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  s'akara),  act- 
ing or  speaking  like  a  S'akara,  i.  e.  in  a  low  man- 

ner ;  (I),  f.  the  corrupt  dialect  spoken  by  the  S'akara, 
(see  iakdra.) 

3f\<$*asakuna,  as,  i,  am,  repentant,  regret- 
ting, (according  to  Sabda-k.  =parottdpin.) 

%l\<Q1sakuna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sakuna),be\ong- 
ing  or  relating  to  birds ;  relating  to  omens,  ominous, 

portentous.  —  S'dkuna-sdroddhdra  lfra~ud°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  treatise  on  omens. 

S'dkunlka,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  birds,  belonging 
to  omens,  ominous ;  (as),  m.  a  fowler,  bird-catcher ; 
(am),  n.  interpretation  of  omens  or  dreams,  &c. 
.Sakuneya,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  birds  or  omens ; 

(as),  m.  a  small  owl  (  =  dundu,la);  N.  of  a  Muni, 

(Sdkuneyd  dharmdh,  the  laws  of  S'Skuneya.) 
SI  I  «J  *n  co  sdkuntala,  as,  m.  (fr.  sakuntala), 

a  metronymic  of  Bharata  (sovereign  of  India  as  son 
of  S'akuntalS  and  Dushyauta) ;  (am),  n.  the  drama 
commonly  called  S'akuntalS  or  Abhijiiana-sakuntala. 
—  Sfdkuntalopakhydna  (°la-up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  an 
episode  of  the  Maha-bh'irata  (Adi-parvan  2815- 

3125,  giving  an  accoun^  of  the  love  of  S'akuntalS and  Dushyanta,  and  of  the  origin  of  the  family  of 
the  Bharatas ;  Kalidasa  derived  the  materials  for  his 

drama  called  S'akuntalS  from  this  source). 
S'dkuntaleya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  of  Bharata 

(  =  sakuntala  above). 

^Iioyrrt^  sdkulika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sakula), 
belonging  to  fish ;  (as),  m.  a  fisherman. 

^IISRV  sukkara,  as,  m.  (fr.  sakkara),  an  ox; 

(am),  n.  a  particular  kind  of  metre ;  [cf.  iSakkari.] 

SIISR)  siikkt,  {.,  N.  of  one  of  the  five  Vi- 
bhashas  or  corrupt  dialects. 

311*1  sdkta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sakti),  relating 

to  power  or  energy,  relating  to  S'akti  or  the  divine 
energy  under  its  female  personification ;  (as),  m.  a 
worshipper  of  the  divine  power  under  its  female 
representation,  (this  power  or  energy  which  was  at 
first  regarded  as  the  mere  will  of  the  Supreme  Being 
willing  to  create  the  universe  was  afterwards  thought 
of  as  a  separate  deity,  and  identified  with  the  wives 

of  the  Triad,  Sarasvati  being  the  S'akti  or  Energy  of 
Brahman,  Lakshmi  of  Vishnu,  and  DurgS  of  Siva, 
but  the  latter  being  the  Destroyer,  his  Energy  became 
the  personification  of  everything  terrible,  and  his 

wife  Durga,  representing  this  terrific  power,  became 
a  favourite  object  of  propitiation  and  worship  ;  hence 
the  Ssktas  are  generally  worshippers  of  Durga,  and 
form  one  of  the  three  principal  sects  of  the  Hindus ; 
the  tenets  of  this  sect  are  contained  in  the  Tantras 

[see  tantra'],  and  the  ritual  enjoined  is  of  two kinds,  the  impurer  being  called  vdmdiSdra,  q.  v., 

the  purer  dakshina£dra,  q.  v.,  which  has  led  to  a 
division  of  the  sect  into  VSmS<!Srins  and  DakshinS- 

iSrins);  a  teacher,  preceptor  (Ved.,  S5y.  —  gakti- 
mat,  iiksliaka}.  —  Sakta-tanlra,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  Tantra  work.  "Sdkta-bhdghya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

work  by  Abhinava-gupta.— Saktananda-tarangini 

(°ta-dn°),  f.,  N.  of  a  work  compiled  for  the  use  of 
the  Ssktas  from  the  Tantras  and  PurSnas. 

Saktika,  as,  m.  a  worshipper  of  the  S'akti  or 
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female  personification  of  the  divine  energy,  a  Sskta, 
(see  above) ;  a  spearman,  (see  daktika  below.) 

ffaktika,  as,  ">,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  a 
spear,  spearing,  speared ;  (as),  m.  a  spearman, 
lancer. 

S'iikteya,  as,  m.  a  worshipper  of  the  Sakti,  a 
Sakta,  q.  v. ;  the  son  of  Sakti,  i.  e.  ParSsara. 

S'dktya,  as,  m.  a  worshipper  of  the  female  prin- 
ciple or  Sakti ;  a  patronymic  of  the  Vedic  Rishi 

Gauri-vlti ;  of  Parasara. 

3llt««\  sakman,  a,  n.  =  sakman,  Ved. 
power,  strength. 

$(1+4  sdkya,  as,  m.  (ft1,  saka  or  fr.  rt. 
I .  ffait),  N.  of  the  family  of  the  Buddha  par  excel- 

lence (founder  of  the  Buddhist  religion) ;  N.  of 
Buddha  himself,  (see  bnddha);  N.  of  a  son  of 

Sanjaya.  —  Sakya-bhikshukci,  as,  m.  a  Buddhist 
ascetic  or  kind  of  religious  mendicant ;  (I),  f.  a 

Buddhist  nun.  —  Sdkya-mwni,  is,  m.  'the  Sakya 

saint,'  epithet  of  Buddha.  —  S'akya-van.'la,  as,  m. 
the  Sakya  family.  —  Sakyavanidvatirna  (°sa- 

av°),  as,  m. '  incarnate  in  the  family  of  the  S'akyas," 
epithet  of  Buddha.  —  Sdkya-sinha,  as,  m.  'the 

Sakya  lion,'  epithet  of  Buddha. 

9(1  di  sakra,  as,  1,  am  (fr.  sakra),  relating 

to  Sakra  or  Indra ;  (i),  f.  the  wife  of  Indra ;  N.  of 
Durga. 

51 1 SJil  sdkvara,  as,  m.  an  ox  ;  a  bull,  (see 

idkkara)  ;  a  patronymic  of  the  Vedic  Rishi  Risha- 
bha ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman  (identified  with  the 
Rathantara-saman  in  Aitareya-Br.  IV.  13). 

mi  ij  sakh  (=rt.  Makh),  cl.  i.P.  sakhati, 

^^  iSdkhitam,  to  embrace,  pervade. 
ffdkha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  ft.  rt.  iakK,  but  accord- 

ing to  others  fr.  rt.  I .  tak),  a  particular  plant  ( =  dhitli) ; 
N.  of  Kumara  or  Karttikeya ;  of  a  son  of  Kumara  ; 
of  a  place ;  (a),  I.  the  branch  of  a  tree  &c.,  a  branch 
(in  general) ;  any  part  or  division  of  an  animal ;  an 
arm  ;  a  finger  (Ved.,  the  fingers  being  compared  to 
branches) ;  a  sect,  faction,  party  ;  a  subdivision,  sec- 

tion (of  any  work)  ;  a  branch  or  school  or  traditional 
recension  of  the  Vedas,  (i.  e.  the  Samhita  or  collection 
of  Mantras  and  the  Brahmanas  in  each  Veda  as  re- 

ceived in  conflicting  schools,  modified  more  or  less 
both  in  variations  of  the  actual  text  and  in  difference 

of  arrangement,  and  even  of  interpretation ;  the 
work  tiakha  or  branch  is  sometimes  used  to  dis- 

tinguish the  three  original  Vedas  from  each  other, 

as  when  it  is  said  that  '  Sama  hymns  ought  not  to 

be  recited  in  the  neighbourhood  of  another  Sakha,' 
i.  e.  of  the  other  two  Vedas ;  but  it  properly 

applies  to  the  various  recensions  or  editions  of  any 
of  the  original  Vedas  handed  down  by  different 

Caranas,  i.  e.  by  different  schools  or  sects,  each  ad- 
hering to  its  own  traditional  text  and  interpretation : 

in  the  Carana-vyQha,  a  work  by  Saunaka  treating  of 
these  various  schools,  five  Sakhas  are  enumerated  of 

the  Rig-veda,  viz.  those  of  the  Sakalas,  BSshkalas, 

Asvaiayanas,  Sankhayanas,  and  Mandukayanas ;  forty- 
two  or  forty-four  out  of  eighty-six  are  mentioned  of 
the  Yajur-veda,  fifteen  of  which  belong  to  the  Vaja- 
saneyins,  including  those  of  the  Kanvas  and  Madh- 
yandinas  ;  twelve  out  of  a  thousand  said  to  have  once 
existed  of  the  Sama-veda  and  nine  of  the  Atharva- 

veda ;  of  all  these,  however,  the  Rig-veda  is  said  to 
be  now  extant  in  one  only,  viz.  the  Sakala-sakha, 
the  Yajur-veda  in  three  and  partially  in  four,  the 

Sima-veda  in  one  or  perhaps  two,  and  the  Atharva- 
veda  in  one:  although  the  words  Parana  and  ddkhd 

are  sometimes  used  synonymously,  yet  Parana  pro- 
perly applies  to  the  sect  or  collection  of  persons  united 

in  one  school,  and  Hakhd  to  the  traditional  text 

followed,  as  in  the  phrase  s"akhdm  adhlte,  he  reads 
a  particular  recension  of  the  Veda) ;  any  part  of  an 

animal  devoid  of  sensibility  (as  a  horn  &c.)  ;  =  an- 
tilca  (according  to  Sabda-k.) ;  [cf.  Lith.  szaka  ; 
Russ.  suk;  Hib.  geagJ}  —  Sakha-lcantha,  as,  m. 
a  particular  tree  ( =  snuhi).  —  Sdkhd-6a.nkramana, 

am,  n.  skipping  from  branch  to  branch,  desultory 

study.  —  Sdkhd-tandra-nydya,,  as,  m.  '  the  rule  of 

the  moon  on  a  bough,'  a  phrase  adduced  as  an  illus- 
tration when  an  object  seen  or  matter  debated  has 

its  position  or  relation  assigned  to  it  merely  from 

the  appearance  of  contiguity  or  connection.  —  S'dkhd- 
dhyetri  (°kha-adh°),  td,  m.  the  reader  of  a  Sakha, 
follower  of  any  particular  text  of  the  Veda.  —  Sfakhd- 

nagara  or  ddkhd-pura,  am,  n.  'branch-town,'  a 
suburb.  —  &akhdntarlya-karm(m,  a,  n.  the  (rule 

of)  action  belonging  to  another  school  or  sect,  —  S'a- 
khd-pitta,  as,  m.  inflammation  of  the  extremities, 
(i.  e.  of  the  hands,  feet,  shoulders,  &c.)  —  Sakka- 
prakriti,  ayas,  f.  pi.  the  eight  remoter  princes  to 

be  considered  in  time  of  war  ;  [cf.  pra-kriti.~\  —  Sa- 
Icjid-bhrit,  t,  m.  '  branch-bearer,'  a  tree.  ••  Sfdkha- 
bheda,  as,  m.  difference  of  school,  (see  3dkhd.) 

—  S'dkhd-mriga,  as,  m.  '  branch-animal,'  a  monkey, 
ape  ;  a  squirrel.  —  Sdkhdmriya-gandyuta  (°na-dy), 
as,  d,  am,  filled  with  or   possessed  of  troops  of 

monkeys.  —  Saklidmrigdnika-pati  (°ga-an°),  is, 
m.  '  lord  of  troops  of  monkeys,'  epithet  of  Sugriva. 
-Sdkhamld  (°khd-am°),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 
vrikshamla).  —  Sdkhd-randa,  as,  m.  a  man  who 
is  faithless  or  a  traitor  to  his  Sakha,  i.e.  a  Brahman 

who  has  changed  his  peculiar  school  of  the  Vedas. 
—  Sakha-rathya,  f.  a  branch  road  (properly  sixteen 
cubits  in  width).  —  Sfdkhd-vilina,  as,  a,  am,  settled 

or  sitting  on  branches  (said  of  birds).  ••  S'dkhd-s'iphd, 
f.  '  branch-root,"  a  root  growing  from  a  branch  (as 
in   the   Indian   fig,  the  branches   of  which   shoot 
downwards  to  the  ground  and  take  fresh  root  there, 

=  ava-roha)  ;  a  creeper  growing  upwards  from  the 
root  of  a  tree  towards  the  top  (according  to  some). 

—  Sdkhas'raya  (°khd-d3°),  as,  m.  recourse  to  a 
Sakha,  following  a  particular  school.  —  Sfdkhdsthi 
(°khd-as°),  a.  the  bone  of  the  arm. 
Sdkhdla,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  cane  (  =  vdnira). 
ffdkhin,  I,  im,  i,  having  branches  (literally  or 

figuratively),  branched,  branching,  ramifying  ;  be- 
longing to  any  branch  or  school  or  sect,  &c.  ;  (t), 

m.  a  tree  ;  a  Veda  (as  having  various  branches  or 
schools)  ;  the  follower  of  any  school  or  sect,  (often 
at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  Mddhyandina-idkhin, 
a  follower  of  the  Madhyandina  school  of  the  Vaja- 
saneyins,  cf.  kanva-^  ;  an  inhabitant  of  the  northern 
districts  bordering  on  India,  a  Turk,  Tartar  (  =  tu- 
rushka)  ;  N.  of  a  king. 

S'dkhya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  branch  of  a 
tree,  branching,  ramifying  (literally  or  figuratively). 

SlualiS  sakhota  or  sakhotaka,  as,  m.  the 

small  tree  Trophis  Aspera  (  =pi£d(a-dru). 

^IT^?^  sankara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sankara),  be- 
longing to  or  composed  by  San-kara;  (as),  m.  a 

bull;  (am),  n.  a  form  of  metre;  [cf.  idkkara, 

Sdnkari,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  Karttikeya  ;  of 
Gai.iesa  ;  fire  ;  N.  of  a  Muni. 

31  1  SfWl  sankuti,  f.  the  skate  fish  (=  san- 
ku<H,  s~anko<la). 

:}li<V  tidnkha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sankha),  relat- 
ing to  the  conch-shell,  belonging  to  shells;  (am), 

n.  the  sound  of  a  conch-shell. 

Sdnkhamitri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  grammarian, 
(also  written  idnkhamitra.) 

Sdnkhdyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
San-khayana-Brahmana  and  of  certain  Srauta-sfltras. 
—  &ditkhayana-darana,  N.  of  a  Carana  of  the  Rig- 
veda.  —  Sdnlehdyana-lirdhmana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

Brahmana  (belonging  to  the  ijig-veda  ;  see  brdh- 

mana.)**Sfdttkhdyana--siUra,  am,  n.  the  Srauta- 
sutras  attributed  to  San-khayana. 

Sdnkhayanin,  inas,  m.  pi.  the  pupils  of  San- 
khayana. 

Sanlihika,  as,  I,  am,  made  from  the  San-kha, 
relating  or  belonging  to  the  conch-shell  or  to  any 
shell,  shelly  ;  (at),  m.  a  shell-cutter,  worker  or  dealer 

in  shells  (constituting  a  particular  caste  called  S3n- 

khari) ;  a  player  on  the  San-kha,  shell-blower  (  = ianTcha-dhma). 

^nq-8i  sditnushthd,  f.  the  shrub  Abrus Precatorius  (  =  gunjd). 

Sangoshlhd,  f.  another  reading  for  ddrngashthd, 

q.v. 

^TTfo  sH&,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  gat,  cf.  sad), 

distinguished,  renowned;  strong.  —  Sd<!i-gu,  us,  us, 
u,  Ved.  having  strong  or  renowned  cattle ;  having 
powerful  or  clearly  manifested  rajs.  —  Sdfi-pvjana, 
am,  n.,  Ved.  vehement  or  earnest  worship ;  (as,  a, 

am),  Ved.  having  strong  or  earnest  worship. 

$TIZ  sata,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sat),  a  petticoat ; 
a  particular  clean  or  white  garment,  gown  ;  cloth. 

ffataka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  petticoat,  garment,  cloth ;  a 

kind  of  play  (  =  ndtaka,  according  to  Sabda-k.). 

&dtika,  f.  a  particular  plant,  the  Zedoary  (= s*a/i). 
Kali,  (.  =  data  above. 

3ll<5zJlM1  s'dtyayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Brahmana;  a  particular  oblation 
for  remedying  anything  wrong  in  the  performance 
of  an  act  or  rite;  (as,  I,  am),  of  or  belonging  to 

i.  —  Sfdtya- 
yana-homa,  as,  m.  the  above  oblation. 

Satyayana  or  to  the  Satyayana-Brahmana.  —  Sfdtya 

Sdtydyanaka,  am,  n.  a  passage  from  the  Satya- 

yana-Brahmana. 
Sdtydyani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  law- 

book! 

Sdtydyanin,  inas,  m.  pi.  the  followers  of  the 
Satyayana-Brahmana ;  N.  of  a  Sakha  belonging  to 

the  Yajur-veda. 

51 1 (W  fathya,  am,  n.  (fr.  satJid),  wicked- 
ness, villainy,  dishonesty,  perfidy,  deceit,  roguery, 

knavery,  hatred. 

Sdthydyamya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Sakha  or school. 

6ad,  cl.  I.  A.  sadate,  ̂ adittim,  =  ti. 
s-di,  q.v. 

jadvala,  as,  d,   am  (—fadvala), 
abounding  in  fresh  grass,  green,  verdant. 

5(  141  i.  sana,  as,  i,  m.  f.  (fr.  rt.  so),  a 

whetstone,  grindstone ;  touchstone  [cf.  sVwio] ;  a  saw ; 
[cf.  Gr.  uSivo-s,  Kta/io-v,  Ktavi-t;  Lat.  cuneu-s  ;  Engl. 
hone;  Old  Norse  hein;  Angl.  Sax.  Atznan.]  —  Sdna- 

jiva  (°na-ij°),  as,  m.  '  living  by  a  whetstone,'  an 
armourer.— Sdndima-gharehana  (°na-a<f°),  am,  n. 
rubbing  (anything)  on  a  touchstone  or  whetstone. 

Stdnita,  as,  d,  am,  sharpened  on  a  grindstone, 
whetted,  ground. 

S(i<li  2.  s'ana,  as,  J,  am  (fr.  s'ana),  made  of 
hemp  or  Bengal  flax,  hempen,  flaxen ;  (as,  I),  m.  f. 

a  weight  of  four  Mashas ;  (am),  n.  cloth  made  of 
hemp,  coarse  cloth,  sack-cloth,  canvas ;  a  hempen 
garment ;  (I),  f.  a  hempen  cloth  or  garment ;  a  new 
unseamed  and  single  breadth  of  cloth  (given  to  a 
student  at  his  investiture  for  his  upper  garment), 

ragged  or  torn  raiment;  coarse  or  tattered  clothes 
given  to  a  Jaina  ascetic  at  his  initiation ;  a  small 
tent  or  screen  (especially  one  used  as  a  retiring-room 
for  actors,  tumblers,  &c.) ;  gesture,  gesticulation, 
making  signs  with  the  hands  or  eyes. 
Sani,  is,  m.  a  plant  from  the  fibres  of  which  a 

coarse  cloth  or  cordage  is  prepared,  Corchorus  Oli- 
torius  (=patla). 

5[Hlf)T  sdnira,  am,  n.  (according  to  Sabda- 
k.)  a  bank  in  the  Sona  river  (or,  according  to  some, 
in  the  river  Dardarl). 

5IUIi  s'anda,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  king. 
9llfi!irf  sdndila,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  fandila), 

descended  from  Sandila,  q.  v. 

Sidndill-putra,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 
Sdndili-matri,  td,  f.  a  matron  descended  from Sandila. 
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San-lileya,  Of,  m.  a  descendant  of  S'andila  or  of SJndilva. 

Su/itWya,  at,  -li,  am,  descenrled  from  S'andila; 
coming  from  SSndilya,  composed  by  S'lndilya  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  Muni  or  sige  (from  whom  one  of  the 
three  principal  families  of  the  Kanouj  or  KSnyakubja 
Brahmans  is  said  to  be  descended  ;  he  is  the  author 

of  a  law-book  and  of  the  Bhakti-sOtras)  ;  a  form  of 

Agni  or  fire  ;  a  kind  of  tree,  JEgle  Marmelos  (  = 
vilra).  —  Sdndllija-gotra,  am,  n.  the  family  of 

Sandilya.  —  Sindttyascidya,  (.  the  doctrine  of  SSn- 
dilya  (in  the  ChSndogya  Upanishad).  —  ffantfi  lya- 

eutra,  am,  n.  the  aphorisms  of  S'aydilya  on  faith 
and  devotion  (=:bka!;ti-sutra). 
Sdndilydyana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

5TTiI  6ata,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  so,  cf.  sita;  or 
in  some  senses  perhaps  to  be  regarded  as  an  anom. 
past  pass.  part,  of  rt.  iad),  sharpened,  sharp,  whetted  ; 
thin,  slender,  emaciated;  weak,  feeble;  beautiful, 

handsome  ;  happy,  prosperous  ;  (am),  n.  joy,  plsa- 
sure,  happiness;  the  thorn-apple.  —  Sdta-ililcha,  as, 
i,  am,  sharp-pointed  (as  the  nails  &c.).  —  Sdtodart 

("fa-Mo"),  f.  a  thin-waisted  woman. 
I.  s'dtana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sharpening,  whetting  ; 

sharpness,  thinness. 

3IHf<*(*U  satakarni,  is,  m.  (fr.  s"ata-karna 
or  iata-karna  ?),  N.  of  several  Andhra  kings. 

Sdtakumbha,  am,  n.  (fr.  s"ala-Jcumbha),  gold  ; 
the  thorn-apple  ;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Neriutn  Odorum 
(  =  Tcaramra).—  Sfdtal:umbha-maya,  as,  i,  am, 
made  or  consisting  of  gold,  golden. 

S'iilaknumhlia,  am,  n.  gold. 
Sdtapattralca,  as,  i,  m.  f.  (fr.  fata-pattra), 

moonlight 

tfatabhisha,  as,  m.  (fr.  fata-bhishd),  one  who 

is  born  during  the  lunar  mansion  called  S'ata-bhishd 
or  Sfata-bhiehaj. 

S'dtabhishaja,  as,  m.  =  s~dtabhisha  above. 
Sdtabhiru,  us,  m.  (fr.  fata-bhiru),  a  kind  of 

Mallika  or  Arabian  jasmine. 

Sdtamanyava,  at,  i,  am  (fr.  data-manyu),  re- 
lating or  belonging  to  Indra,  worthy  of  Indra. 

S'alamdna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  iata-mdna),  bought with  the  measure  of  one  hundred. 

Sdtavaneya,  as,  m.  (fr.  faia-vani),  Ved.  a  son 
of  Sata-vani. 

Sdtavdkana,  as,  m.  (fr.  fata-vahana),  a  proper 

311111  i  .  ialana.   See  under  fata  above. 

3d  rm  til  sdtapantd,  m.  du.,  Ved.,  accord- 

ing to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  X.  106,  5  =iukkavantau, 

1  possessors  of  happiness  '  or  '  diminishers  of  unhappi  - 
ness,'  (connected  with  rt.  s"o,  tanti-karane  ;  in  Naigh. 
III.  6.  mentioned  together  with  finibatd  and  4ata-ra 

among  the  sukha-niimdni.) 

311  KM  sutaya.    See  under  rt.  /ao",  p.  991. 
S'iitaka,  at,  d,  am,  one  who  destroys. 
1.  idtana,  am,  n.  causing  to  fall  or  perish,  causing 

to  wither  or  decay  ;  cutting  off,  withering,  decaying  ; 
becoming  thin  or  small,  (in  this  sense  perhaps  con- 

nected with  rt.  rfo,  see  inta.) 
Satita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  fall  or  perish,  over- 

thrown ;  cut  off,  (perhaps  connected  with  rt.  s"o.) 
Satin,  i,  ini,  t,  cutting  off,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.) 

xdijdileya. 
ianivya. 

Jatala,  f.  a  particular   plant  or 
shrub  (  =  sat  alii). 

s'atatapa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  a  law-book;  [cf.  rriltaH-fhdtdhipa.'] 

Si'itntapiija,  as,  d,  am,  composed  by  S'itStapa. 
^"<3^  satrava,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  6atru],  be- 

longing to  an  enemy,  hostile  ;  (as),  m.  an  enemy  ; 
(am),  n.  enmity,  hostility;  a  multitude  of  enemies. 

—  Sdtraveitgita  (°«i-i«°),  am,  n.  an  enemy's  in- tention. 

Sdtradiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  an  enemy, hostile,  inimical. 

siitcala,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Sakha 
or  school. 

^rn?  {Ada,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sad),  falling, 

dropping  (Ved.);  young  or  fresh  grass;  mud,  (in  these 
latter  senses,  according  to  Unadi-s.  IV.  97,  fr.  rt. 

rfo);  [cf.  Lith.  szuda-s :  Hib.  caidhe, ' dirt,  a  blemish ;' 
caidheach, '  polluted.']  —  Sfdda-harita,  as,  d,  am, 
green  or  fresh  with  young  grass. 
Sddoala,  as,  a,  am,  abounding  in  fresh  or  green 

grass;  grassy;  verdant,  green;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a 
place  abounding  in  young  grass,  a  grassy  spot ;  [cf. 

4a,di-ala,:~\  —  Sddvala-sthali,  f.  a  grassy  spot. 

«|  i  J  san  (properly  a  Nora.  fr.  sana  be- 
N  low),  used  only  in  Desid.  P.  A.  fUan- 

sati,  -te,  to  whet,  sharpen. 

Sfana,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  s"o,  cf.  s"dna},  a  touchstone ; 
a  whetstone,  grindstone;  (i),  f.  a  sort  of  cucumber 
or  colocynth  ( —  indra-vdruni) ;  [cf.  Angl.  Sax. 
h<xnanf\  —  Sdna-pdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  Psripatra 
mountain  ;  a  stone  for  grinding  sandal. 

3ll«f^  sanaf,  (in  grammar)  a  technical 
term  for  the  Krit  affix  ana  or  amnna,  used  in 

forming  present  participles  Atmane-pada,  or  for  and 
substituted  for  hi,  the  affix  of  the  2nd  sing.  Impv. 

JfTTn'St  s'anais'tira  (fr.  £anais-fara),  as,  t. 
am,  relating  to  Saturn ;  falling  on  a  Saturday. 

fylfT  sdnta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  jam),  ap- 
peased, allayed,  calmed,  alleviated,  pacified,  stilled, 

hushed,  tranquil,  calm,  free  from  passions,  contented, 
satisfied,  undisturbed ;  put  a  stop  to,  put  an  end  to, 
destroyed,  annihilated,  killed,  deceased,  dead,  ceased, 
abated,  subsided,  extinguished ;  shaded,  on  the  shady 
or  auspicious  side,  auspicious  (in  augury,  opposed  to 
dtpta,  q.  v.) ;  meek,  humble ;  purified,  cleansed ; 
(as),  m.  an  ascetic  whose  passions  are  subdued,  one 
absorbed  in  meditation  on  the  deity;  tranquillity, 

tranquil  devotion,  quietism  (as  one  of  the  Rasas,  see 
rasa) ;  indifference  to  all  objects  of  pleasure  and 

pain ;  (a),  f.  a  proper  N. ;  N.  of  a  Sakti ;  of  the 
daughter  of  king  Loma-p5da  (wife  of  Rishya-Srirrga) ; 
(am),  n.  appeasing,  pacifying,  alleviation ;  (am),  ind. 
enough,  no  more  1  hush !  fie !  for  shame !  heaven 
forbid  1  not  so !  —  &dnta-krodha,  as,  d,  am,  one 
whose  anger  is  appeased.  —  Santa-fetas,  <is,  as,  as, 
tranquil-minded;  composed  in  mind,  calm,  unanxious. 

—  S'dnta-jvara,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose   fever   is 
alleviated.  —  Santa-td,  f.   or   idnta-ti'a,  am,   n. 
quietness,   calmness,  quietism,  meekness.  —  Sdnta- 
toya,  as,  d,  am,  having  calm  or  still  waters,  gently 
flowing.  —  Sdnta-devatya,  as,  d,  am,  who  or  what 
appeases  a  god,  that  by  which  a  divinity  is  appeased. 

—  Santa-mala,  as,  d,  am,  having  all  defilement  re- 
moved.— Sunta-moha,  am,  n.,  scil.  sthdna, '  having 

delusion  dispelled,"  one  of  the  steps  towards  supreme 
happiness,  (fourteen  such  Sthanas  are  enumerated  in 
the  Jaina  system.)  —  ffdnla-raya,  as,  d,  am,  slack- 

ened in  speed.  —  Sdiita-rasa,  as,  m.  the  sentiment 
of  quietism  or  tranquillity  (said  to  be  illustrated  in 
the  Maha-bh3rata).-Santarasa-»ia/ai-a,ar»,  n.,  N. 
of  a  drama.  •*  Sdnla-rupa,  as,  d,  am,  calm,  tran- 

quil. —  S'dnta-vit'uda,  as,  d,  am,  having  disputes 
allayed,  reconciled,  appeased.— Sdntdtman  (°ta-dC), 
d,  d,  a,  of  resigned  or  composed  spirit,  calm-minded, 

composed.  —  S'dntdri'u  ("ta-ar"),  is,  «'«,  is,  whose 
flame  is  extinguished  or  abated,  gone  out  (as  fire). 

Sa?!(i,  j'«,  f.  quiet,  quietness,  tranquillity,  calmness, 
peace,  ease,  quietism,  absence  of  passion,  indifference 
to  objects  of  pleasure  or  pain  ;  rest,  repose,  remission  ; 
appeasing,  pacification,  allayment,  alleviation,  conso- 

lation, solace,  satisfaction,  reconciliation,  settlement 
of  differences ;  appeasing  the  stomach,  satisfying 

hunger ;  any  expiatory  or  propitiatory  rite  for  avert- 
ing evil  or  calamity;  Expiation  (personified  as  a 

daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Dharma) ;  ceasing, 
cessation  ;  causing  to  cease ;  good  fortune,  auspicious- 
ness,  felicity ;  preservation  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  the  Indra 
of  the  tenth  Manv-antara ;  of  a  pupil  of  Arrgiras ; 
of  a  king;  the  sixteenth  Jina  or  Jaina  deified  sage 

of  the  present  era ;  one  of  the  Jaina  emperors  of  the 

universe.  —  tfanti-kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  tran- 
quillity, calming,  appeasing,  soothing,  consolatory. 

—  &<inti-kartri,  td,  trt,  tri,   causing  tranquillity, 
calming,  allaying;  (td),  m.  any  divinity  who  averts 
evil.  —  Sdnti-ltarman,  a,  n.  any  action  leading  to 
tranquillity  or  for  averting  evil.  —  Sfanti-ltama,  as, 
m.  desire  of  tranquillity ;   (as,  d,  am),  desirous  of 

tranquillity.  ~Sdnti-grilia,  am,  n.  a  room  for  rest 

or  retirement  near  the  place  of  sacrifice.  —  S'niiti- 
faniMkd,  f.,  N.  of  a  poem  by  Kavi-6»ndra.  —  San- 

ti-jala,  am,  n.  =  4anty-uda.  —  S'dnti-<la,ait,  d,  am, 
giving  tranquillity,  tranquillizing.  —  S'dnti-dcfii,  (., 
N.  of  a  daughter  of  Devaka.  —  Sdnti-pari'an,  a,  n. 

'  Tranquillizing-section,'  N.  of  the  twelfth  book  of 
the  Maha-bhSrata,  (the  longest  in  the  whole  poem 
and  consisting  chiefly  of  stories,  discourses,  and  epi- 

sodes narrated  for  the  tranquillizing  of  the  troubled 
spirit  of  Yudhi-shthira  after  the  termination  of  the 

war  and  the  slaughter  of  his  many  relatives.)— S'anti- 
purdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Jaina  work  by  Ai.iga. 

" S'dnti-ratna,  am,  n.  'jewel  of  tranquillity,"  N. 
of  a  work.  —  S'dnti-vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular 
religious  observance  (kept  on  the  fifth  day  of  the 

light  half  of  the  month  Karttika).  —  S'anti-s'atala, 
am,  n.  '  a  hundred  verses  on  tranquillity,"  N.  of  a 
short  poem  by  S'rl-sihlana.  —  Sdnti-iftla,  as,  m. 
'  quiet-tempered,"  a  proper  N.  —  S'dnti-sarrnsra, 

am,  n. '  essence  of  quietism,"  N.  of  a  work.  —  S'a/i/i- 
sukta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  hymn  on  quietism.  —  &dnti- 
suri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  Jaina  work. 
—  Sdnti-homa,  as,  m.  a  propitiatory  oblation,  a 
burnt  offering  to  avert  or  remedy  evil.  —  Sfanty- 
uda  or  ddnty-udaka,  am,  n.  propitiatory  water, 
water  offered    at   sacrifices    for   propitiation,  lustral 

water.  —  Sdntyiula-TninMta,a3,  m.  a  vessel  holding 

propitiatory  water. 
Santika,  as,  i,  am,  propitiatory,  expiatory ;  pro- 

ducing ease  or  quiet ;  relating  to  quiet,  &c. ;  (am), 
n.  observances  or  ceremonies  for  the  removal  of 

calamities.  —  Saniilca-karman,  a,  n.  a  magic  rite 

performed  for  removing  obstacles ;  [cf.  s"dnti-kar- 

man.] 

S'dntvd,  inA.=iamitrd,  having  been  tranquil. 

^[Iii^  santanit,us,  m.  (fr.  Gantanu?),  the 
twenty-first  sovereign  of  the  lunar  dynasty  in  the 
DvSpara  or  third  age,  (he  was  son  of  Prattpa  and 

was  father  of  Bhishma  by  Gan-ga  before  he  became 
the  father  of  Vi(Htra-v!rya  by  his  wife  Satya-vati.) 

Sdntanara,  as,  m.  (fr.  sSintanu  above),  a  patro- 

nymic of  Bhishma  (as  son  of  king  S'antanu,  the  re- 
puted great-uncle  of  the  Pandavas) ;  N.  of  the  author 

of  the  Phit-sQtras  on  accentuation  ;  (i),  f.,  scil.  tlhd, 

the  commentary  composed  by  Santanu.  —  Santana- 

vddarya  (°m-dt!y),  as,  m.  the  author  of  the  Phit- sQtras. 

santv  (probably  connected  with 

\  rt.  i.  s'omy  by  some  regarded  as  a  Nom. 
fr.  ianl va  below;  frequently, but  less  correctly,  written 
sdnlv),  cl.  10.  P.  A.  iantvaynti,  -te,  aiafantrat, 
."frinti'uyitum,  to  console,  comfort,  soothe,  coax, 
pacify,  conciliate ;  to  address  gently  or  kindly. 

S'dntva.am,  n.  (less  correctly  written  sanlva),  con- 
solation, consoling,  comforting  ;  conciliation  ;  mild- 

ness ;  mild  speech ;  gentle  or  peaceable  means. 
—  S'i'intca-pun-am,  ind.  in  a  conciliatory  manner, 

coaxingly,  (see  purca.)  —  S/<mrra-"<!a'a!  as,  a,  am, 
speaking  in  a  kindly  and  affectionate  manner. 
Sunrrana.am.n.  (less  correctly  written  santvana), 

the  act  of  appeasing  or  reconciling,  conciliation, 
reconcilement;  mildness;  (at  the  end  of  an  adj. 

comp.)  appeasing ;  («,  am),  f.  n.  speaking  kindly 
and  in  a  conciliatory  manner ;  friendly  salutation  and 

inquiry ;  (dm),  n.  pi.  kind  or  flattering  words. 
S'dntcayat,  an,  anti,  at,  consoling,  appeasing. 
tfilnteiiyitrii,  ind.  having  consoled  or  comforted. 
.S'jH/i'iVo,  as,  a,  am,  consoled,  comforted. 
Sfdntvya  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having  consoled  or 

comforted. 
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shrub  ( 
r  santvati,  is,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  or 

=  brdhmana-yashtikd). 

tdpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  sap),  curse,  ana- 
thema, execration,  cursing,  reviling ;  abuse  ;  oath, 

imprecation,  affirmation  by  oath  or  ordeal;  ban, 
interdiction. •- SdpOfffrasta,  as,  d,  am,  seized  by  a 
curse,  suffering  under  a  curse.  —  Sdpa-ja,  as,  d, 

am,  arising  from  a  curse.  —  S'apa-nds'ana,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Sdpa-prada,  as,  d,  am,  '  curse- 
giving,'  uttering  imprecations.  —  Sdpa-bhita,  as,  d, 
am,  dreading  a  curse.  —  S'dpa-mitkta,  as,  d,  am, 
released  from  a  curse.  •-  S'upa-mukti,  is,  f.  or  ddpa- 
moksha,ws,  m.  deliverance  from  a  curse.— Sdpa-yan- 
trita,  as,  d,  am,  restrained  by  a  curse.  —  Sdpdnta 

(°pa-an°)  or  s'dpdrasdna  (°pa-av°),  as,  m.  the 
end  of  a  curse  or  of  the  period  during  which  an  im- 

precation takes  effect.  —  Sdpdstra  (°pa-as°),  as,  m. 
'having  curses  for  weapons,'  a  Muni,  saint,  (a  curse 
pronounced  by  a  Muni  being  formidable  even  to  the 

deities.)  —  Sdpotsarga  (°pa-uf),  as,  m. '  pouring 
out  a  curse,'  the  uttering  of  an  imprecation.  —  S'o- 
poddhdra  f^pa-ud"),  as,  m.  deliverance  from  a curse. 

Sdpita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  take  an  oath,  one 
to  whom  an  oath  has  been  administered,  sworn, 
adjured,  proved  by  ordeal. 

Sdpeya,  see  Gana  S'auuakadi  to  Pan.  IV.  3, 106. 
Sdpeyin,  i,  m.  a  proper  N. ;  (inas),  m.  pi.,  N. 

of  a  school  of  the  White  Yajur-veda. 

i  sdpathika,  as,  m.  a  peacock. 

5  sdpharika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  saphara), 
relating  to  the  Saphara  fish ;  (as),  m.  a  fisherman. 

311  HIM  sapheya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Sakha 

of  the  Yajur-veda;  [cf.  idpeya.~\ 
3111*.  sdbara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  commen- 

tary written  by  Sabara-svSmin ;  of  a  work  by  Prina- 
krishna ;  of  a  Tantra  work  ascribed  to  Siva.— Sdbara- 

bhdshya,  am,  n.  the  commentary  written  by  Sabara- 
svSmin. 

3f\*6.sabda,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sabda),  sonorous, 
sounding;  relating  to  sound,  (opposed  to  drtha, 
q. v.);  relating  to  or  derived  from  words;  verbal, 
oral ;  nominal  (as  inflection)  ;  (as),  m.  a  philologist, 
grammarian ;  (;),  f.  Sarasvatl  (as  goddess  of  speech 
and  eloquence).  —  Sdbda-bodha,  as,  m.  '  verbal 

knowledge,"  apprehension  of  the  meaning  of  words, 
perception  of  the  verbal  or  literal  sense  (of  a  sen- 

tence, &c.).  —  S'dbda-vyaiijand,  f.  (in  rhetoric) 
suggestion  or  insinuation  founded  on  words  (as  op- 

posed to  drtha-vyanjimd  or  suggestion  dependent 
upon  the  meaning  of  words). 

Sdbdika,  an,  i,  am,  relating  to  sounds  or  words ; 
making  a  noise,  sounding ;  verbal ;  (as),  m.  one 
skilled  in  words,  a  philologist,  grammarian.  —  Sdb- 
dika-tiarasinlta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian. 

3TTT  sdma,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  sam),  Ved. 

appeasing,  curing,  having  curative  properties. 

Sdman,  a,  n.  [cf.  sdman],  appeasing,  reconciling, 
reconciliation,  conciliation. 

Sdmana,  as,  m.  one  who  '  settles'  or  destroys, 
N.  of  Yama  (  =  damana);  (am),  n.  conciliation; 
tranquillity,  peace;  settling,  killing,  slaughter;  end, 
(ddmanam  yd,  to  go  to  an  end,  be  destroyed); 
(f),  (.  the  southern  quarter. 

Sdmala-ddsa  or  idmala-bhatta,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  modern  poet. 
Sdrnitra,  am,  n.  a  sacrificial  vessel ;  a  hearth  or 

place  (for  cooking  a  sacrificial  animal)  ;  a  deadly 
blow ;  sacrificing ;  tying  up  cattle  for  sacrifice,  &c. 
Sdmila,  am,  n.  ashes  (Pin.  IV.  3, 141). 
Sdmili,  f.  a  chaplet,  garland. 
Sdmvlya,  am,  n.  (probably  connected  with  jfa- 

mala),  Ved.  (perhaps)  anything  requiring  cleansing 

S'dmula,  am,  n.,  Ved.  (according  to  some)  an 
old  woollen  garment. 
Sdmyat,  an,  antl,  at,  becoming  calm  or  tranquil, 

being  appeased ;  one  who  is  placid  or  quiet. 

ifliq  samba,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna 

and  Jambavati  (frequently  mentioned  ip  the  PurSnas 
and  in  the  Mausala-parvan  of  the  Maha>bharata, 
where  it  is  related  that  in  consequence  of  the  curse 
of  some  holy  sages  who  had  been  deceived  by  a 
female  disguise  he  had  assumed,  he  was  condemned 
to  produce  offspring  in  the  shape  of  a  terrific  iron 
club  for  the  destruction  of  the  race  of  Vrishni  and 

Andhaka ;  he  is  said  to  have  been  instructed  by 
Narada  in  the  proper  worship  of  the  sun,  and  by 
Vyasa  in  the  ritual  observances  of  the  Magi ;  he  is 
regarded  as  the  author  of  the  Surya-stotra  hymn). 

—  Sdmba-pura,  am,  n.  or  s"dmba-puri,  {.,  N.  of 
a  city  founded  by  Samba  (said  to  be  situated  on  the 
banks  of  the  Candra-bhSga).  —  Sdniba-purdna, 

am,  n.,  N,  of  a  Purana.  —  Sdmbdditya  (°ba-dd°), 
as,  m.  a  particular  form  of  the  sun.  —  Sdmbopa- 

purdna  (°ba-up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-Purana. 
sdmbarika,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

jdmbari,  f.  (fr.  sambara),  jugglery, 

sorcery,  illusion  (as  practised  by  the  Daitya  Sambara) ; 
a  sorceress. 

fambavika,  as,  m.  (fr.  sambu),  a 
worker  or  dealer  in  shells. 

Sdmbuka,  as,  m.  a  bivalve  shell ;  [cf.  fambitka.] 
Sdmbuvi,  ayas,  m,  pi.,  N.  of  a  Sakha,  or  school. 

S'amtjiika,  as,  m.  a  bivalve  shell. 

^n**TT  Sambhara,  N.  of  a  city  in  Ajmere 

(commonly  called  Simbhar  or  Sambher,  where  a  par- 
ticular kind  of  fossil  salt  is  found).  —  Sambhara- 

nagara,  am,  n.  the  city  of  Sambhara. 
Sdmbhardyanl,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman,  (also  written 

sdmbhardyanl.) 

3(1  *N^  sdmbhava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sambhu), 
belonging  to  Siva;  (as),  m.  a  worshipper  of  Siva; 
the  son  of  Sambhu ;  camphor ;  a  sort  of  poison ;  a 

kind  of  plant  (  =  diva-malli) ;  bdellium  (  =  gng- 
gulu);  (t).  f-,  N.  of  Pirvatl;  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 
nila-durvd) ;  the  aperture  through  which  the  soul 
is  said  to  escape  (—mudrd-mdrga);  (am),  n.  the 

Deva-daru.—  S'dmbhava-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 

5ITIJ  say  a,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  si),  lying, sleeping. 

i.  s'dyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  lying,  sleeping,  reposing ; 
(ikd),  f.  sleeping,  repose,  sleep. 
Sdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  lying  down,  reclining,  sleeping, 

resting,  abiding,  (adhah-s"dyin,  sleeping  on  the 
ground ;  eka-ifdyin,  sleeping  alone.) 

3llM<*  2.  tdyaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  so),  an 
arrow ;  a  sword ;  [cf.  sayaka.] 

«JI  I J    s'ar  (also  written  sdr),  cl.  10.  P. 
x  idrayati,  -yitum,  to  be  weak  or  feeble ; 

to  weaken ;  [cf.  rt.  Sri.] 

Sll<,  s'ara,  ax,  i,  am  (in  some  senses  fr.  rt. 
s'ri;  in  others  fr.  s'ri  substituted  for  rt.  sn),  varie- 

gated (in  colour),  of  different  colours  (as  dark  hair 
mixed  with  grey) ;  mottled,  spotted  ;  yellow;  (at),  m. 
hurting,  injuring ;  variegating  ;  a  variegated  colour  ; 
a  mixture  of  blue  and  yellow,  green ;  air,  wind, 

(perhaps  for  sdra) ;  a  chess-man,  piece  used  at  chess 
or  at  a  kind  of  backgammon,  (for  sdra,  q.  v.) ;  (i), 
f.,  Ved.  an  arrow ;  Kusa  grass ;  (am),  n.  a  variegated 
colour.  —  Sara-fa,  f.  or  idra-tiia,  am,  n.  variety  of 
colour,  yellowness. 

S'dranga,  as,  I,  am  [cf.  sdrangct],  of  a  variegated 
colour,  spotted,  dappled;  (as),  m.  the  Cataka  bird, 
Cuculus  Melanoleucus ;  a  peacock ;  a  bee  ;  a  deer ; 

an  elephant ;  (i),  f.  a  particular  musical  instrument, 
or  expiation  (as  a  dirty  or  defiltd  garment ;  according     a  stringed  instrument  played  with  a  bow,  a  sort  of 
to  Siy.  on  Rig-veda  X.  85,  29  =  ilamalam  tidriram     fiddle  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Manda-pala. 
farira-Chinnatya  malasya  dhdrakam  vastram).         Sari,  it,  m.  a  chess-man,  piece  at  chess  (or  at  a 

kind  of  draughts) ;  a  little  round  ball  (=gutikd); 
a  kind  of  die ;  (is),  f.  a  kind  of  bird,  (see  sarita) ; 

an  elephant's  housings  or  armour ;  fraud,  trick.  —  Sdri- 

palta,  as,  m.  or  s'dri-phala,  am,  n.  or  idri-pha- 
laka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  chequered  cloth  or  table  for 

playing  draughts,  &c.  —  Sdri-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
disciple  of  Buddha.  —  Sdri-^i-iitkhald,  f.  a  sort  of 
die  for  playing  at  draughts,  Sec. 
Sdrilid,  f.  a  kind  of  bird  (commonly  called 

Maina,  either  the  Gracula  Religiosa  or  the  Turdus 
Salica,  cf.  sdrikd.) ;  a  bow  or  stick  used  for  playing 
the  Vina  or  any  stringed  instrument ;  chess-playing  ; 
a  piece  or  man  at  chess  or  backgammon  (according 

to  some) ;  N.  of  the  tutelary  goddess  of  S'arltaka. 
Sdrita,  as,  d,  am,  variegated,  coloured. 

S'drtvd,  f.  a  particular  plant  (the  root  of  which  is 
used  medicinally  as  a  substitute  for  sarsaparilla,  = 

tydmd,  ananta-mula,  utpala-s'driad,  cf.  sam'a). 
S  an,  f.  a  kind  of  bird  ( =  tfdrikd) ;  =  liudd  (ac- 

cording to  Sabda-k.). 

Sdruka,  as,  i,  am,  one  who  injures  or  destroys 
(with  ace.) ;  mischievous,  noxious,  injurious. 

3ll<.<,sarada,  as,  i, am  (fr.  s'arad), autumnal, 
produced  or  growing  in  autumn ;  annual,  lasting  for 
a  year  or  from  year  to  year,  perennial  (said  of  the 

cities  of  the  Asuras);  new,  recent  [cf.  rajjiirs'd- 
rada] ;  modest,  diffident ;  belonging  to  the  Asura 

Sarad  (according  to  Say.) ;  (aa),  m.  autumnal  sick- 
ness ;  autumnal  sunshine  ;  a  year ;  a  sort  of  kidney- 

bean  (yellow  Mung  and  another  kind,  =  pita-mudga, 
harin-mudga);  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  ifcasa);  the 
Vakula  tree;  (au),  m.  du.,  scil.  mdsau,  the  two 
months  of  autumn  (Ved.)  ;  (d),  (.,  N.  of  Sarasvatl ; 

of  Durga ;  of  a  daughter  of  Deva-ratha ;  a  kind  of 
musical  instrument,  a  sort  of  Vina  or  lute ;  N.  of 

certain  plants  ( =  brdhmi,  sdrivd) ;  =  ̂ dradd-tilaka 

below;  (i),  f.  the  plant  Jussiaea  Repens;  the  Sapta- 
parna  tree;  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month 
Karttika  or  (according  to  some)  AsVina,  =  Ttojagara- 

p&rnimd  ;  (am),  n.  corn,  grain,  fruit  (as  ripening  in 
the  autumn) ;  the  white  lotus.  —  Sdradd-lilaha, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mystical  poem  by  Lakshmana ;  of 

a  drama  by  S'an-kara.  ••  Sdradd-tilaka-tantra,  am, 
n.  the  Tantra  called  SaradS-tilaka.  —  Sdra.dd.mba 

(°dd-am°),  (.  the  goddess  SSrada,  i.  e.  Sarasvatl. 
Sdradilia,  am,  n.  a  particular  funeral  ceremony, 

an  annual  or  autumnal  Sraddha ;  (as),  m.  autumnal 
sickness ;  heat  or  sunshine  in  autumn. 

Sdradin, :,  ini,  i,  autumnal,  belonging  to  autumn. 

Sdradiya,  as,  i,  am,  autumnal.  —  Sdradiya-ma- 
hdpujd,  f.  the  autumnal  great  worship  (of  Durga). 

Sdradvata,  as,  i,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  Sarad- 
vat,  descended  from  Sarad-vat ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N. 
—  Sdradvati-putra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

S'aradvatayana,  as,  m.  a  patronymic. 

JflTTTra  sdrdva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sardva),  placed 
on  a  shallow  dish  (as  rice  &c.). 

$l\CH<ksaritaka,  N.  of  a  town  of  Kas'mira. 
5llO<  sdrira,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sarird),  cor- 

poreal, bodily,  relating  to  the  body  (of  animals) ; 
belonging  to  or  produced  from  the  body ;  connected 
with  the  body,  incorporate;  (am),  n.  the  incor- 

porate soul  or  spirit ;  a  particular  drug  ( =  vrisha, 

which  may  mean  'a  bull,' 'a  kind  of  drug,"  &c.);  ex- 
crement, excretion ;  (as),  m.  corporal  punishment  (?). 

—  Sdrira-vrana,  as,  m.  a  bodily  ulcer  or  tumour. 
Sdriraka,  as,  i,  am,  corporeal,  relating  to  the 

body ;  incorporate ;  (am),  n.  the  soul  or  embodied 
spirit  or  the  doctrine  inquiring  into  the  nature  of 

the  embodied  spirit ;  N.  of  San-karac'Srya 's  commen- 
tary on  the  VedSnta  or  Brahma-sutras.  —  Sdriraka- 

tikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Vacas-pati.  —  Sdrlraka- 
mlmdnsd,  f.  an  inquiry  into  the  embodied  spirit 
( =  l>rahma-mimdnsd,  uttara-mimdnsd,  veddnta, 
q.  q.  v.v.).  —  SdriraTca-mimdnsd-bhdshya,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  commentary  by  Ramanuja  on  the  Brahma- 

sutras;  of  another  by  San-karSc'arya.  —  Sdriraka- 
sutra,  am,  n.  the  aphorisms  of  the  Vedanta  philo- 

sophy (=  brahma-sutra,  q.  v.). II  Y 
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Sdrtraklya,  as,  i,  am,  corporeal,  pyschological 
(as  a  book  treating  of  the  incorporate  soul). 

S'dririka,  as,  t,  am,  relating  to  the  body,  cor- 
poreal, personal,  material,  contained  in  the  body, 

incorporate,  psychological. 

3H«5*  saruka.     See  p.  1001,  col.  3. 

$Trfi  tarka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sri,  con- 
nected with  iarkard,  q.v.),  clayed  or  candied  sugar. 

odrkaka,  as,  m.  clayed  or  candied  sugar  ;  a  lump 
of  sugar;  a  lump  or  ball  of  meat;  the  froth  of 
milk,  syllabub  ;  cream. 

Sari-ara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  farkara),  gravelly,  stony; 
made  of  sugar,  sugary  ;  (as),  m.  a  stony  or  gravelly 
place  ;  the  froth  or  skim  of  milk  ;  cream  [cf.  idr- 

kaka"\  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  metre  (  =  3dkkara). Sdrkaraka  or  tfdrkarika,  as,  I,  am,  gravelly, 
stony,  &c.  ;  (<j«),  m.  a  place  abounding  in  stones  or 
gravel. 
&drkaral-sha,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  garkardkska), 

a  patronymic. 
Sdrkardkshi,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Gotra. 
&drkariya,  as,  i,  am,  stony,  gravelly,  &c. 

^li'iiw  sdrgdla,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  srigala),  of 
or  belonging  to  a  jackal. 

SITJ?  sdrnga,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  s"ringa),  made 
of  horn,  homy,  corneous  ;  (as),  m.  a  bow,  (accord- 

ing to  some  am,  n.)  ;  N.  of  the  bow  of  Vishnu  ; 
N.  of  a  bird  ;  a  patronymic  of  several  Vedic  Ristiis  ; 
(am),  n.  ginger  (  =  drdraka).  —  Sdrnga-deva, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  San-gfta-ratnakara. 
—  Sarnga-dhanvan,   a,  m.   epithet   of  Vishnu. 
—  Sdntga-dhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
Vaidya-vallabha  ;  of  the  author  of  the  works  mentioned 

below.  —  S'drngadhara-paddhati,  is,  (.,  N.  of  an 
anthology  of  didactic  verses.  —  S'drngadliara-mm- 
liitd,  f,  N.  of  a  medical  work.  —  Sdrnga-pdni,  it, 
m.  •  bow-handed,'  N.  of  Vishnu;  of  the  father  of 
Vishnu  ;  of  a  chief  of  the  Vaishnava  sect.  —  Sarnga- 
tthrit,  t,  m.  •  carrying  the  bow  Sarn-ga,'  epithet  of Vishnu. 

Sarnglka,  f.  a  kind  of  bird  ;  [cf.  lapitd.'] 
&drttgin,  i,  m.  a  bowman,  an  archer  ;  epithet  of 

Vishnu;  of  Siva. 

tarngarava,  as,  m.  (fr.  sringa- 

rava  ?),  a  STarn-garava  man,  see  Pan.  IV.  'i,  73  ; (t),  f.  a  SSmgarava  woman. 

3Il_#»l  sarngashtha,  f.  a  kind  of  tree  (= 
maJia-karanja;  also  written  iangoshtha). 

Vi|cS  Sardula,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
iff),  a  tiger  ;  a  panther  or  leopard  (=  6itraka)  ;  any 
eminent  person,  best,  excellent,  pre-eminent  (at  the 
end  of  comps.,  see  vyaghra);  another  kind  of 
animal  (=.fara&Aa);  a  Rikshasa;  a  sort  of  bird; 
a  variety  of  the  Dhriti  metre,  (see  below)  ;  a  species 
of  the  Atidhriti  metre,  (sec  below)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  SikhS  or  school  of  the  Sima-veda  ;  [cf.  perhaps 
Gr.  iropSot  (for  KOpSos),  iropSoAi*  ;  Lat.  pardits, 

pardalis  ;  Lith.  pardas.]  -  S'drdula-darman,  a, 
n.  a  tiger's  skin.  —  Sdrdula-mrirja-serita,  as,  d, 
am,  frequented  by  tigers  and  deer.  —  S'drdHla-la- 
lita,  am,  n.  'tiger's  sport,'  a  variety  of  the  Dhriti 
metre  (consisting  of  four  PSdas  of  eighteen  syllables 
each).  —  &drduh-vahana,  as,  m.  '  riding  on  a 
tiger,'  N.^  of  one  of  the  twenty-five  POrva-jinas. 
—  sdrdula-rikridita,  am,  n.  'tiger's  play,'  a 
species  of  the  Atidhriti  metre  (having  four  Psdas  of 
nineteen  syllables  each).  -  Sdrdula-sama-mkrama., 
as,  a,  am,  having  prowess  equal  to  a  tiger,  as  bold as  a  tiger. 

.i  sarydta,  as,  m.  (fr.  sarydti),  X.  of 
a  Vedic  Rishi  (author  of  Rig-veda  X.  92,  and  having the  patronymic  Minava) ;  (ds),  m.  pi.  the  sous  of SarySta,  q.  v. 

STTf  sdna,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sarva},  belonirine to  Sam  or  Siva. 

samara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sarvari),  be- 
longing to  night,  nocturnal ;  murderous,  mischievous, 

pernicious ;  (am),  n.  darkness,  gloom  ;  (I),  f.  night. 
ffdrrariit,  I,  m.,  N.  of  the  thirty-fourth  year  of 

Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  years. 
sal  [cf.  rt.  sad],  cl.  I.  A.  salute, 
tUlitum,  to  flatter,    praise,   coax ;    to 

boast;   to  shine  or  be  endowed  with  [see  Malli- 
natha's  commentary  to  Kirat.  V.  44]. 

3Iir4  sdla,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sal  or 
rt.  idl  or  rt.  io;  in  some  senses  also  written  sdla, 

q.  v.),  a  particular  tree,  the  Shorea  Robusta  or  Valeria 
Robusta  (said  to  be  one  of  the  most  valuable  Indian 
timber  trees,  =  sarja,  cf.  sdla) ;  a  tree  (in  general) ; 
an  enclosure,  court,  fence  ( =prdkdra) ;  a  kind  of 
fish,  Ophiocephalus  Wrahl ;  N.  of  a  river;  of  king 

Sali-vahana ;  (a),  f.  a  large  branch,  the  upper  or 
main  branch  of  a  tree ;  a  hall,  saloon,  large  room, 
apartment,  room ;  a  house  ;  a  stable  ;  [cf.  Angl.  Sax. 

heal,  '  a  hall ;'  Mod.  Germ.  Saal,  Halle.']  -  SaZa- 
grdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sacred  place  or  district ;  a  par- 

ticular sacred  stone  worshipped  by  the  Vaishnavas,  (it 
is  said  to  be  a  kind  of  black  ammonite,  and  its  various 
circular  formations  are  supposed  to  have  a  mystical 
significance  and  to  be  typical  of  Vishnu ;  these  stones 
are  chiefly  found  in  or  near  the  river  GandakI,  and 
the  circles  or  spirals  they  contain  are  thought  by 

some  to  be  formed  by  the  Vajra-klta  or  other  in- 
sects; cf.  sdla-grdma.)  —  Sdlagrdma-giri,  is,  m., 

N.  of  a  mountain  producing  the  Sala-grama.  —  S'a- 
lagrdma-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  &dla- 
grdma-iila,  (.  the  Sala-grama  stone.  —  Sdla-ja, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish,  (see  above.)  —  Sdla-nirydsa, 
at,  m.  resin,  the  resinous  exudation  of  the  Sil  tree 

or  Shorea  Robusta.  —  Sdla-parni,  f.  '  having  Sal 
leaves,'  the  shrub  Hedysarum  Gangeticum,  (also 
written  sdla-parni.)  —  Sdla-pota,  as,  m.  a  young 
Sal  tree.  —  Sdla-bhanjikd,  f.a  doll, wooden  puppet ; 
a  courtezan,  harlot ;  a  kind  of  game  played  in  the 

east  of  India;  [cf.  sdla-Tthanjikd."]  —  ffdlalihaA- 
jikd-prakhya,  as,  d,  am,  resembling  the  game 
called  Sala-bhaiijika.—  Sfdla-bhariji,  f.  a  doll,  wooden 

puppet  (as  made  of  Sal  wood).  —  Sdla-vesTita,  as, 
m.  the  resin  of  the  Sal  tree  (used  as  incense  &c.), 

resin  (in  general).  —  SaJa-sara,  as,  m.  a  tree; 

Asa  Fetida,  (also  written  sdla-sdra.)  —  S'dldnki 
(°ld-ait°f),  (.  a  doll,  puppet.  —  Sdldjira  (°ld-aj°>), 
as,  am,  m.  n.  a  hollow  earthen  cup  or  saucer. 
—  Sdld-dvdra,  am,  n.  the  door  or  entrance  of  a 
hall.  —  Sdlddvdrya,  as,  m.,  scil.  agni,  a  kind  of 

sacred  or  sacrificial  fire.— S'dld-mriga,  as,  m. '  house- 
animal,'  a  jackal  (as  prowling  near  houses?).  — SnZo- 
vati,  (.,  N.  of  one  of  the  wives  of  VisVa-mitra  and 

mother  of  Hiranyaksha.  —S'dldvatya,  ds,  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  family  descended  fromVisva-mitra.— Sdld-rrika, 

as,  m. '  house-wolf,'  a  dog ;  a  cat ;  a  jackal ;  a  wolf ;  a 
deer ;  a  monkey ;  a  particular  class  of  evil  or  malicious 

beings,  (Maha-bharata,  Santi-parvan  1188.)  —  S'dld- 
rrikeya,  as,  m.  the  offering  of  a  Sala-vrika. 
Sdlaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  man  (perhaps  a  jester  in a  play). 

SdlaksTia,  ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family  or  Gotra. 
Salant,  f.  the  shrub  Hedysarum  Gangeticum. 

S'dliira,  am,  n.  a  ladder,  flight  of  stairs  or  steps ; 
a  bird-cage  ;  the  claw  of  an  elephant. 

S'dlika,  as,  »,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  the 
Sal  tree;  belonging  to  a  hall,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  a 
weaver ;  a  village  of  artificers ;  a  toll,  tax  ;  (a),  f.  the 
shrub  Hedysarum  Gangeticum ;  N.  of  a  Mlmarjsa 

work  by  Sslika-natha  (  =  prakarana-paiVikd). 
—  Sdlikd-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
SalikS  and  of  the  Prasasta-pada-bhashya-vyakhyana commentary. 

ffdlin,  i,  ini,  i,  belonging  to  a  house,  domestic, 
&c. ;  endowed  with,  possessed  of,  possessing,  having ; 
shining  or  resplendent  with  (generally  at  the  end  of 

comps.,  cf.  i'irya-4°;  in  this  sense  apparently  con- 
nected with  rt..3dl)  ;  (ini),  f.  a  mistress  of  a  house, 

housekeeper ;  a  kind  of  metre,  four  times   

w--u__;    a  proper  N.  — I.  ddli-til,  (.  or  4dli- 

tva,  am,  n.  the  being  endowed  with,  possession ; 
confidence  in. 

Sdlina,  as,  d,  am,  for  faUna  below.  —  SoZtni- 
karana,  see  ddlini-karana. 

S'ali,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (-krishna-i'iraka). 
Sdlina,  at,  d,  am,  attached  to  the  house  or  to 

one's  own  room,  domestic,  bashful,  humble,  retiring, ashamed;  like,  resembling;  (as),  m.  a  householder, 
one  who  devotes  himself  to  household  or  worldly  af- 

fairs ;  (d),  f.  a  sort  of  fennel  ( =  mtireyd).  —  Sdlina- 
tn,  (.  or.<afi)ia-(»a,ara,n.bashfulness,  modesty.— S'a- 
linatra-vivarjita,  as,  d,  am,  devoid  of  modesty, 
immodest.  —  Sdlina-8"ila,  as,  d,  am,  of  a  bashful  dis- 

position or  retiring  nature.  —  Sdllnailla-td,  {.  bash- 
fulness.  —  Sdlini-karana,  am,  n.  the  making  hum- 

ble, humbling;  abuse,  reproach.  —  Sfdlini-kri,  cl.  8. 
P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  make  humble,  humiliate. 
Sdllya,  as,  d,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  a  hall ; 

(a*),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 
^lirtgjigjc  sSlankatankata,  as,  m.,  X.  of 

a  Rakshasa  (son  of  Salan-katan-kata,  wife  of  Vidyut- 
keSin ;  the  N.  is  also  written  Sala-katan-kata). 

sdlankdyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

Muni ;  of  Siva's  attendant  Nandin  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  family  (descendants  of  Visva-mitra).  —  ydlankd- 
yana-gotra,  am,  n.  the  family  of  the  Sslan-kayanas. 
—  Sfdlankdyanorjivasu,  us,  f.  epithet  of  the  mother 
of  Vyasa.  —  Sdlankdyani-putra,  at,  m.,  Ved.,  N. 
of  a  teacher. 
Sdlankdyanin,  inas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 
Sdlariki,  it,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 

salahta,  as,  m.  =  s'alan6i  below. 
saldka  (fr.  salaka),  Ved.  a  frag- 

ment or  splinter  of  wood,  a  chip. 

S'dldkin,  t,  m.  a  spearman,  one  armed  with  a 
javelin  or  dart ;  a  surgeon ;  a  barber. 
Sdldkya,  am,  n.  a  branch  of  surgery  or  medicine 

(comprising  the  inquiry  into  diseases  of  the  head 

and  its  organs;  cf.  riijiir-veda).  —  S'dldkya-tantra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  the  fourth  part  of  the  Ashtarrga- 
hridaya-samhita  (treating  of  diseases  of  the  head). 

^MroirW  salanti,  is,  f.  =  salih(a,  p.  1003. 

^llrtigOM  siilatunya,  as,  m.  (fr. salatura), 
epithet  of  Panini. 
^Mc3lcJ<*  Jalaluka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  salalu), 

purchased  with  the  perfume  called  Salalu. 

^llfrt  4ali,  is,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  s'aJ  or 
fr.  rt.  ̂ n,  cf.  Un5di-s.  IV.  127),  rice  (of  which  there 
are  said  to  be  ten  varieties ;  but  especially  two  kinds, 
one  white,  growing  in  deep  water,  and  the  other  red, 
requiring  only  a  moist  soil) ;  the  civet-cat,  pole-cat ; 
N.  of  a  Yaksha  transformed  into  a  lion,  (see  iali- 
vdhana} ;  (ayas),  m.  pi.  grains  of  rice,  rice.  —  Sfdli- 
kana,  am,  n.  a  grain  of  rice.  —  Sdli4ur$a,  o«, 
am,  m.  n.  rice-flower,  ground  rice. —  3.  gdli-td,  f. 
or  dnli-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition  of  rice. 
—  Safi-parni,  f.  a  kind  of  leguminous  shrub  (  = 

mdsha-parni).  —  S'ali-pisltta,   am,  n.  '  flour   of 
rice,'  crystal.  •*&dli-bhavana,  am,  n.  a  rice  field. 
—  &dli-rdh,  vat,  -tyuhi,  rat,  see  Vopa-deva   IV. 

l2.~Sdli-vdka,  a*,  m.  a   proper  N.  —  S'dli-i-u- 
hana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  celebrated  sovereign  of  India 
(said  to  be  so  called  either  from  having  in  his  infancy 
ridden  on  a  Yaksha  called  Ssli,  or  from  Sali  for  Sila, 
the  Sal  tree,  Sali-vahana  being  represented  as  borne 
on  a  cross  made  of  that  or  other  wood ;  he  was  the 
enemy  of  Vikramaditya  and   instilutor  of  the  era 
now  called  Sfika,  commencing  from  his  birth,  seventy- 
eight  years  after  Christ ;  his  capital  was  Prati-shthSna 
on   the  GodavarT).  —  S'dli-^uka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king  of  the  Maurya  dynasty  (a  descendant  of  Candra- 

gupta).  —  Sdli-hotm,  as,  m.  'receiving  oblations  of 
rice  or  com,'  a  horse ;  N.  of  a  writer  on  veterinary 
subjects.  —SdWiiitra-jna,  as,  d,  am,  knowing  (the 
precepts  of)  Sali-hotra,  skilled  in  veterinary  surgery. 
—SSU-hoirin,  i,  m.  a  horse.  —  S'dly-odana,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  rice-gruel. 



ffaleya,  as,  a  or  I,  am,  fit  for  rice  (as  a  field 
&c.)  ;  sown  with  rice  ;  (as,  a),  m.  f.  a  sort  of  fennel, 

Anethum  Panmori  or  SovfA,  —  mi3reyd;  (am),  n.  a 
field  office. 

salika.    See  under  sn/a,  p.  1002. 

salihfa,  as,  m.  the  creeper  Achy- 
ranthes  Triandra  (the  leaves  of  which  are  used  as  a 
vegetable). 

ffalinfi,  {.  a  kind  of  vegetable  (  =  toulpha,  appa- 
rently somewhat  different  from  the  above). 

'5Ut?l«T  salina.    See  p.  1002,  col.  3. 

311  c£  safe,  us,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
I.  5.  fr.  rt.  4rz,  but  in  some  senses  connected  with 

rt.  sfal),  a  kind  of  astringent  substance  ;  a  sort  of 
perfume  (commonly  called  Chor)  ;  a  frog  [cf.  3a- 
lura]  ;  («)•  n.  the  root  of  the  water-lily. 

S'dluka,  am,  n.  (according  to  UnSdi-s.  IV.  42. 
fr.  rt.  3al),  the  esculent  root  of  the  different  kinds 

of  Nymphza  or  water-lily. 

S'dluda,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  frog. 
Sdlura,  as,  m.  a  frog. 

S'dluka,  as,  m.  a  frog  ;  the  root  of  the  water-lily 
(generally  neut.)  ;  (am),  n.  the  root  of  the  water-lily, 
(see  above);  the  nutmeg  (=jd(i-phala). 
Salura,  as,  m.  a  frog. 

ialottariya.,  as,  m.  (for  sala- 

baleya.  $H-teH<l,  sastra-vat. 
of  a  relation ;  (as),  m.  a  dark  yellowish  or  tawny 

colour ;  the  young  of  any  animal,  (in  this  sense  pro- 

bably connected  with  rt.  svi,  cf.  tiitu.)  —  S'dvas'aitfa 
(°va-a^),  am,  n.  impurity  caused  by  contact  with 
a  dead  body  or  by  the  death  of  a  relation. 

S'araka,  as,  m.  the  young  of  any  animal. 
Sfdi-asdyana,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

^T^X  sr'wara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  4avara),  relat- 
ing to  a  savage  or  barbarian,  barbarous ;  low,  vile ; 

(as),  m.  fault,  offence;  sin,  wickedness;  the  Lodh 
tree,  =  lodhra  ;  (i),  f.  cowach,  Carpopogon  Pruriens ; 
a  sort  of  Prakrit,  (one  of  the  five  VibhSshas,  said 

to  be  that  spoken  by  the  Savaras.)  —  Sdvara- 
'ilidshya,  see  idbara-bh" .  —  Stdvara-Wieddkhya 
'°da-dlih°),  am,  n.  copper.  —  tfavarotsava  (°ra- 
uf),  as,  m.  a  festival  observed  by  savage  or  bar- 
Darous  tribes. 

tas'adana.     See  under  rt.  sad. 
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turlya,  q.  v.  ?),  N.  of  the  grammarian  Panini,  (this 
word  is  given  by  Sabda-k.  on  the  authority  of  the 
TrikSnda-sesha  ;  it  is  said  to  be  derived  from  sold 
+  uttanya,  and  to  account  for  this  derivation  a 
legend  is  told  that  Panini  was  expelled  from  the 
house  of  his  preceptor  for  his  stupidity,  and  acquired 
his  subsequent  scholarship  by  propitiating  Siva.) 

5II«?H<9  ialmala,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

£al  or  ial),  the  silk-cotton  tree  ;  the  gum  or  resin 
of  the  cotton  tree  (  =  moda-rasa)  ;  one  of  the  Dvlpas 
or  divisions  of  the  continent  (  =  ialmali  below). 
—  Sdlmala-dmpa,  as,  m.  the  Salmala-dvlpa. 
S^dlmali,  is,  m.  f.  the  Seemul  or  silk-cotton  tree, 

Bombax  Heptaphyllum,  (kuta-idlmali,  a  fabulous 
thorny  rod  of  the  cotton  tree  for  torturing  the  wicked 
in  hell)  ;  one  of  the  seven  DvTpas  or  great  divisions 
of  the  known  continent  (so  called  from  the  above 
tree  said  to  grow  there  ;  it  is  surrounded  by  the  sea 
of  ghee  or  clarified  butter)  ;  a  kind  of  hell  in  which 
the  wicked  are  tormented  with  the  thorns  or  prickles 

of  the  Salmali.—  &almali-dvipa,  as,  m.  the  Sal- 

mali-dvlpa.  —  S'dlmali-pattraka,  as,  m.  the  Sapta- 
c'c'hada  tree.  —  Sdlmali-itha,  as,  m.  '  Salmali-abid- 
ing,'  epithet  of  Garuda. 

Sdlmalilta,  as,  m.  the  tree  Andersonia  Rohitaka  ; 
(am),  n.  an  inferior  kind  of  Salmali  tree. 
Sdlmalin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  Garuda,  the  bird  and 

vehicle  of  Vishnu  ;  (ini),  f.  the  silk-«>tton  tree. 
Salmali,  f.  =  ialmali  above  ;  N.  of  a  river  in  the 

infernal  regions  (Manu  IV.  90)  ;  of  a  hell,  (see  .•Sal- 

mali) ',  of  one  of  the  Saktis  of  Vishnu.  —  S'dlmall- 
Jcanda,  as,  m.  the  root  of  the  S'aimali  tree.  —  S'rtZ- 
mali-phala,  as,  m.  a  particular  plant  or  tree  (  = 
tcjah-phala).  —  Sfalmali-phalaka,  am,  n.  a  smooth 

board  of  Salman*  wood  (used  to  wash  clothes  upon). 
—  Salmali-veshta  or  idlmali-vesh/aka,  as,  m.  the 
gum  or  resin  of  the  silk-cotton  tree. 

311  <•?(  sdlva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country,  (also 
written  taloa,  q.  v.)  ;  a  king  of  the  Salvas;  (as), 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  tribe  (inhabiting  Bharata-varsha). 

—  S^dlva-pati,  ix,  or  x'dlva-rdja,  as,  or  s~dlva- 
rdjan,  a,  m.  the  king  of  the  Sslvas. 
ffdlmna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  class  of  herbs  (used 

medicinally  for  expelling  wind). 
Sdlveya,  as,  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  Salva. 

"^TR  £ava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sava),  cadaverous, 
relating  to  a  dead  body,  produced  by  or  belonging 
to  a  corpse  ;  dead  ;  of  a  cadaverous  or  dark  yellowish 
colour,  tawny  ;  relating  to  purification  from  the  de 
filement  caused  by  contact  with  a  corpse  or  the  death 

sasvata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sasoat), 
eternal,  constant,  perpetual  ;  all  ;  about  to  happen, 
future  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  VySsa  ;  of  Siva  ;  of  a  king  ; 
of  the  author  of  the  Nanartha-kosha  ;  the  sun  ;  (I), 
f.  the  earth  ;  (am),  n.  heaven,  ether  ;  (am),  ind. 
constantly,  perpetually,  eternally. 

S*d3vatika,  as,  t,  am,   eternal,   constant,   per- 
petual, permanent. 

tasoasat,  at,  ad,  at  (fr.  Intens. 

of  rt.  few),  Ved.  breathing  repeatedly,  panting,  con- 
stantly snorting  (said  of  the  horses  of  Indra). 

sashkula,  as,  i,  am  (said  to  be  an 
anom.  form  for  daushkala  fr.  fushkala),  eating 
flesh  or  fish. 

Jashkulika,  am,  n.  (fr.  sash- 
kidi),  a  quantity  of  baked  cakes  or  pastry. 

il|  ill  I.  /as  (connected  with  rt.  sans), 

^\  cl.  2.  P.  fasti  (Ved.  and  ep.  also  A. 
saste  ;  ep.  also  cl.  I.  P.  idsati;  in  some  forms  ids  is 
changed  to  rfig  and  this  again  to  dish,  e.  g.  Pres.  P.  1st 
du.  dishvas,  and  du.  iliehthas,  3rd  pi.  xannli,  Impf. 
2nd  and  3rd  sing,  asdt,  Impv.  2nd  sing.  iddJd, 

Ved.  6is"ddhi),  Haidsa,  tSdsishyati,  a&shat,  (Ved. 
form  dastana,  Rig-veda  X.  52,  1),  liasitum,  to  rule, 
govern,  command,  order,  direct,  control  ;  to  enact, 
decree  ;  to  train,  instruct,  inform,  teach  (with  two 
ace.)  ;  to  report,  proclaim  [cf.  rt.  fans]  ;  to  correct, 
punish,  chide;  (Ved.  A.)  to  implore,  wish,  desire 

[cf.  d-Sds,  d-s'ans]  :  Pass.  Sishyate,  to  be  taught  ; 
to  learn  [cf.  s~inhyate  under  rt.  2.  dish]  :  Cms. 
idsayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  aiaidsat,  to  correct,  punish  : 
Desid.  MatithaU:  Intens.  Mishyate,  ddildsti. 

2.  tfds,  ds,  m.  (connected  with  rt.  guns),  Ved. 

one  who  recites,  a  reciter,  repeater  [cf.  ulttha-s'as"]  ; a  worshipper. 

So«a,  as,  m.,  Ved.  order,  command,  (SSy.  =  ̂<5- 
sana,  Rig-veda  I.  68,  5)  ;  praise,  hymn  of  praise, 
(  SSy.  =  «  tuti  ;  in  this  sense  connected  with  rt.  ians)  ; 
N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi  (having  the  patronymic  BhSra- 
dhvaja,  and  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  152)  ; 
epithet  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  152. 

tfasaka,  as,  ijtd,  am,  a  ruler,  governor  ;  a  chastiser. 

S'dsat,  at,  all,  at  (the  nom.  m.  follows  the  rule  for 
cl.  3),  ruling,  regulating,  governing,  commanding. 

ffdsana,  as,  I,  am,  one  who  instructs,  instructing, 
directing,  &c.  ;  (it),  f.,  Ved.  an  instructress  ;  (am), 
n.  the  act  of  governing,  ruling,  government;  an 
order,  edict,  enactment,  decree,  command,  direction  ; 

the  act  of  instructing,  instruction,  discipline  ;  a  pre- 
cept ;  a  royal  grant,  charter  (usually  a  grant  of  land 

or  of  particular  privileges,  and  frequently  inscribed  on 
stone  or  copper)  ;  a  writing,  deed,  written  contract  or 
agreement  ;  any  written  book  or  work  of  authority, 
scripture  ;  the  control  or  government  of  the  passions, 
self-control,  devotion.  —  S^dsana-duxhaha,  fif,  ika, 

am,  disobeying  the  command  of  a  king.  —  Sasana- 

pattra,  am,  n.  '  edict-plate,'  a  plate  of  copper  or  of 
stone  on  which  an  edict  or  grant  is  inscribed  ;  a  sheet 

of  paper  on  which  an  order  is  written.  —  S'asana- 

hara,  as,  m.  a  command-bearer,  one  bearing  an 
edict,  a  royal  messenger.  —  ydsana-hdrin,  i,  ini,  i, 
bearing  commands;  (t),  m.  a  messenger,  envoy. 

-  Sasandtivrttti  (°na-af),  is,  (.  the  transgression of  a  command. 

S'dsaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  governed  or  directed ; 
to  be  corrected,  deserving  punishment,  punishable. 

S'dsita,  as,  d,  am,  governed,  ruled,  directed; corrected,  punished. 

S'dsitarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  governed;  to  be ordered  ;  to  be  corrected. 

Sdsitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  ruling,  governing ;  ordering, 
commanding;  one  who  rules  or  governs,  a  governor, commander. 

Sfasin,  I,  inl,  i,  ruling,  directing,  controlling; 
correcting. 

Sdsn,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  governor,  ruler  [cf.  idstr{\  ; 

a  command,  (Say.  =  s"dsanam.) 
ffasti,  is,  (.  governing,  ruling,  ordering ;  a  com- 

mand, order ;  correction,  punishment ;  a  punishment 
inflicted  by  royal  command  ;  a  sceptre. 

tfaslri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  rules  or  governs  or 
corrects ;  a  ruler,  governor,  (Say.  on  Rig-veda  1. 60,  2. 
s'dmh^s'dsituh,  gen.  c. '  of  a  ruler')  ;  teaching,  in- 

structing ;  (td),  m.  a  ruler,  governor,  king ;  a  father ; 
a  teacher,  master,  instructor;  a  Buddha  or  Jina  or 

the  deified  teacher  of  either  of  these  sects.  —  S'dstri- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  a  ruler,  &c. ;  governing, 
chastising. 

ffdstra,  am,  n.  'an  instrument  of  directing  or 
teaching,'  an  order,  command,  rule,  precept,  institute ; 
religious  or  scientific  treatise,  any  sacred  book  or 
composition  of  divine  or  standard  authority  (applica- 

ble even  to  the  Veda,  and  said  to  be  of  fourteen  or 

even  eighteen  kinds,  see  under  t'idyd;  the  word 
gdstra  is  often  found  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  after  the 

word  denoting  the  subject  of  the  book,  or  applied 
collectively  to  whole  departments  of  knowledge, 

e.  g.  Veddnta-s°,  a  work  on  the  Vedanta  philosophy 
or  the  whole  body  of  teaching  on  that  subject; 
dharma-f,  a  law-book  or  whole  body  of  written 

laws ;  kdvya-s'°,  a  poetical  work  or  poetry  in  general ; 

s"ilpi-3°,  works  on  the  mechanical  arts ;  kdma-s"°, 
erotic  compositions ;  alanlcdra-s° ,  rhetoric,  &c.) ; 
a  book,  treatise,  body  of  teaching  (in  general), 

scripture,  science.  —  Sdstra-krit,  t,  m.  the  author 
of  a  SSstra;  a  writer  or  author  (in  general);  a 

Rishi  or  sage  (as  the  author  of  sacred  works).  —  Sa«- 
ira-kdvida,  as,  d,  am,  skilled  in  sacred  works. 
—  Sd&tra-ganda,  as,  m.   a   superficial   reader^  of 

books;  a  general  reader  (  =  praghatd-md).  —  S'ds- 
tra-falahuK,  us,  n.  '  the  eye  of  science,'  grammar. 
—  Sdstra-tdrana,  as,  d,  am,  skilled  in  the  Sistras, 
well-versed  in  sacred  works  or  sciences.  —  Sdstra- 

jna,  as,  a,  am,  knowing  sacred  works,  acquainted 
with  the  Sistras ;  knowing  books  ;  a  mere  theorist. 

—  ffaitrajna-ta,  f.  or  tdstrajna-tva,  am,  n.  know- 
ledge of  sacred  works,  acquaintance  with  the  SSstras. 

—  Sdstra-jndna,  am,  n.  knowledge  of  sacred  works, 

knowledge  derived  from  the  study  of  the  S'Sstras. -  S'astra-tattva,  am,  n.  the  truth  (taught)  in  sacred 
works,  the  truth  of  the  SSstras.  -  Sdslratattva-jna, 
as,  d,  am,  understanding  the  truth  (as  taught  in) 

sacred  works;   (as),  m.  an  astronomer,  astrologer. 

—  S'detra-tas,  ind.  according  to  the  SSstras,  accord- 
ing to  sacred  precept  or  law.  —  Saftra-dar&n,  I, 

ini,  i,  seeing  or  knowing  the  Sastras,  skilled  in 
sacred  works  or  sciences.  —  ffdstra-dlpiJcd,  f.,  N.  of 

a  commentary  on  the  NySya-sutras  by  P5rtha-sirathi. 
—  Sdstra-drishta,  as,  d,  am,  seen  in  the  SSstras, 
stated  in  sacred  works  or  in  books  treating  of  any 
science.  —  Sdstra-mnda ,  f.  reviling  or  denying  the 
authority  of  sacred  works.  —Sdstra-prasanga,  as, 
m.  the   subject  of  the  Sastras;    the   discussion  of 
sacred  works.  —  Sdstra-yoni,  in,  m.  the  source  of  the 
SSstras.  —  Sd&trayoni-tva,  am,  n.   the   state  of 

being  the  source  of  the  Sastras.  ••  Sfdstra-vaktri, 
td,  m.  one  who  expounds  sacred  books.  —  I.  tdstra- 
vat,  ind.  like  the  sacred  writings,  conformably  or 

according  to  written  authority.  —  2.  .<astra-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  having  or  following  sacred  institutes,  skilled 
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in  sacred  writings.  —  Siistra-viil,  t,  t,  t,  knowing 
the  Sastras,  understanding  or  conversant  with  the 

scriptures,  skilled  in  sacred  sciences.  —  S'astra-vi- 
dhSna,  am,  n.  or  idttra-eidlii,  is,  m.  scripture- 

precept,  sacred  ritual,  ceremonial  injunction.  —  S'ds- 
tmvldhanokta  (°na-  «t'')>  as,  a,  am,  prescribed  by 
scriptural  precept  or  sacred  injunction.  —  Sastra- 
r!]iratithiil<lha,  as,  a,  am,  forbidden  by  the  Sis- 
tias,  contrary  to  the  scriptures,  illegal.  —  Sdstra-vi- 
pratishedha,  as,  m.  opposition  to  the  Sastras,  any 
act  contrary  to  sacred  precept  or  scriptural  injunction. 

—  Stuira-ii'mulAa,  as,  i,  am,  disinclined  to  learn- 
ing, averse  from  study.  —  Sdstra-viruddha,  as,  a, 

am,  opposed  to  the  SSstras,  contrary  to  law  or  reli- 

gious precept.  —  S'astra-virodka,  as,  m.  opposition 
to  sacred  precept  ;    mutual  contradiction  of  books, 

incompatibility  of  different  works.  —  S'dstm-ri/ut- 
patti,  is,  (.  perfect  conversancy  with  sacred  writings. 
—  Sdstra-tilpin,  i,  m.  the  country  of  Kalmira; 

(t'nos),  m.  pi.  the  people  of  Kasmira  (commonly 
called  Cashmere).  —  Sdstra-siddha,  as,   a,  am, 
established  by  the  Sastras,  proved  by  sacred  works. 

—  Sdstrddarana  ("ra-dd"),  am,  n.  the  study  of 
the  Sastras  ;  (at),  m.  one  versed  in  the  scriptures  or 
well  read  in  sacred  works  :  a  student  of  the  Vedas 

or  one  whose  conduct  is  regulated  by  their  precepts  ; 

a  Pandit.  ••  Sditrdtikrama  (°ra-at"),as,  m.  trans- 
gressing the   Sastras,  violation   of  sacred  precepts. 

—  Sditrdnamiahtharia  (°ra-an°),  am,  n.  non- 
performance    of  sacred    precept,    disregard    of  the 
authority  of  religious  books.  —  Sdxtrdnushthdna 

(°ra-an°),  am,  n.  observance  of  the  Sastras,  con- 
forming to  sacred  law  or  ritual  ;  applying  one's  self 

to  books.  —  S'dstranushthita  (°ra-an°),  as,  d,  am, 
established  or  authorized  by  the  Sastras,  obeying  or 

following  sacred  institutes.  —  Sdstrdnusdra  (°ra- 
an°),  as,  m.  conformity  to  the  Sastras,  following 
sacred  ordinances.  —  Sastrabhijna  (°ra-abh°),  Of, 
d,  ant,  learned  in  sacred  works,  versed  in  the  Sas- 

tras.  —  &dstrdrtha  (°ra-ar°\  as,  m.  the  object  or 
purport  of  a  book,  the  meaning  of  a  sacred  precept, 
a  precept  or  direction  of  the  Sastras  or  of  any  parti- 

cular Sastra,  a  scriptural  statement  or  dogma.  —  S'as- 
trokta  (°ra-uk°),  as,  d,  am,  declared  or  enjoined 
by  the  Sastras,  declared  in  works  of  sacred  authority, 
said  in  a  book. 

Sdstrita,  as,  a,  am,  treated  according  to  the 

Sastras.  —  Sditritdrtha,  (°ta-ar°),  as,  .m.  *  scien- 
tifically treated  subject. 

&iutrin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  or  following  sacred 
works,  versed  in  the  SJstras,  skilled  in  books  ;  (i), 
m.  a  teacher  of  sacred  science  ;  a  learned  man,  one 
who  has  studied  the  Sastras. 

Sastriya,  as,  d,  am,  scriptural,  authorized  by  or 
conformable  to  sacred  precept,  agreeable  to  sacred 
institutes,  legal. 

Sdsya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  governed  or  regulated, 
to  be  ordained  or  prescribed  by  law  ;  to  be  corrected  ; 
punishable,  deserving  chastisement  or  punishment, 
corrigible. 

Sishta,  dishya,  Sec.  See  under  2.  tishtq,  p-.ioog. 

tyiw  s'asa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  sas),  Ved. 
'  destroyer,'  epithet  of  India. 

s'dha,  N.  of  a  country  (belonging  to Kasmira). 

S'a/u,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  dynasty. 

i.  si  (closely  connected  with  rt.  /o), 
cl.  5.  P.  A.  iinoti,  imute  (Ved.  also  cl.  3. 

tfflO^ffi'j/a.  &fye,  ieshyati,  -te,  afoishit, 
a^ei>tta^etum^l^^!f':n>  whet  '<  to  make  sharP 
or  *>",  attenuate  ;  to  exciti'V  to  be  sharp  ;  to  be attend 
Desid. 

,  ci-lu,g,  excito,  incito;  Lith. 
2-  *«.  i«,  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva; 

good  fortune  ;  peace,  composure,  calm. 
•=•1/0,  a>,  a,  am  [cf.  fnta,  fr.  rt.  fo\,  shar whetted;    attenuated,  thin,  emaciated, 

clined;  we.ik,  feeble.  —  Sita-ta,  f.  or  t~ita-tva,am, 
n.  sharpness.  —  Sftta-dhilra  ,  as,  d,  am,  sharp-edged. 

—  Sita-tara,  as,  m.  a  sharp  arrow.  —  Sita-iara- 

lihita  (°ra-abh°),  as,  d,  am,  surrounded  or  encom- 
passed with  sharp  arrows.  —  Sita-suka,  as,  m.  '  sharp- 

bearded,'  barley  ;  wheat.  —  Sitdgra  (°la-ag°),  as,  d, 

am,  sharp-pointed;  (as),  m.  a  thorn.—  S'itdxtra-bhrit 
(ta-as°),  t,  m.  bearing  sharp  weapons.—  S'iteshu  (°ta- 
iihu),  us,  m.  a  sharp  arrow.  —  Sfttoda,  S.  =  fitodd. 

S'itvd,  ind.  having  sharpened,  having  whetted. 
Siidna,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  sharpening,  making 

sharp,  (Say.  =  ttkshi}i-ltu,Tvat.) 

f^T  3.  ii,  (in  grammar)  a  technical  term 
for  the  case-ending  i,  substituted  for  jas  and  $as  in 
neuters. 

s'ins'apa  or  (according  to  some) 
«/»«/)«,  f.  the  tree  Dalbergia  Sisu  ;  the  Aloka  tree. 

fVlSHIt.  sins'umara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  por- 

poise (  —  s'is'ii-mdra'). 

i^ff?  sink  =  rt.  tingh,  q.  v. 

ffinhdna,  s'inJtanaka,  =  s"inghdna,  &c. 

f$T^  s'ikku,  us,  us,  u,  idle,  lazy,  following 
no  business  or  profession. 

f^(c»"q  siktha  or  jikthaka,  am,  n.  bee's 
wax,  (also  written  sikthaka,  q.  v.) 

P^i-w  £ikya,  am,  a,  n.  f.  (according  to 

Unadi-s.  V.  16.  fr.  s'i  substituted  for  rt.  srans,  cf. 
rfirf),  a  kind  of  loop  or  swing  made  of  rope  and 
suspended  from  either  end  of  a  pole  or  yoke  to 
receive  a  load  ;  the  burden  or  load  so  carried  ;  a  sort 

of  hanging-shelf  suspended  by  strings  ;  the  strings  of 

a  balance.  —  Sikyddhdra  (°yd-ddh°),  as,m.'  loop- 
holder,'  the  hook  or  eye  at  each  end  of  a  pole  or 
beam  for  holding  the  above  looped  cord  or  for  hold- 

ing the  strings  of  a  balance. 
Sikyita,  as,  d,  am,  placed  or  carried  in  the  above 

loop,  suspended  in  a  swing  or  loop  made  of  cord,  &c. 

tVa^  sikvan  (perhaps  connected  with 
iikya  above),  Ved.  a  rope,  cord,  (Say.  tikvabhih  = 
rajjiibhih,  Rig-veda  1.  141,  8.) 

f^igi^  sikvas  (connected  with  rt.  i.  sak), 

Ved.  mighty,  powerful,  able,  (Say.  ̂ iki'asah  =  ,^ak- 
tdh,  Rig-veda  V.  52,16;  tikvase  =  gaktdya,  Rig- veda  X.  92,  9.) 

fST^  siksh  (properly  Desid.  of  rt.  I.  sak, 
q.v.,  but  regarded  by  some  as  a  separate  rt.),  cl.  I.  A. 
tfikshate,  Aor.  atikshishta,  Mkshitum,  to  learn, 
acquire  knowledge  ;  to  teach  (Ved.)  ;  to  give  (P., 

Ved.,  see  rt.  i.  s"ak)  :  Pass,  iikshyate,  Aor.  aiikshi: 
Caus.  tiltshayati,  -te,  Aor.  asliii-kshat,  -to,  to  teach, 
&c.,  (see  rt.  I.  iak,  p.  985.) 

Sikshaka,  as,  d  or  ikd,  am,  a  learner;  a  teacher, 
instructor,  (in  this  sense  fr.  Caus.)  ;  one  who  knows 
SikshS  or  the  science  of  euphony,  (see  below.) 

S'ikshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  learning,  acquiring 
knowledge  ;  teaching,  instruction  (fr.  Caus.). 

Silsshannja,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  learnt  ;  to  be  taught 

(fr.  Caus.). 
S'ikuhat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  teaching,  instructing. 
Sikshamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  learning;  (as), 

m.  a  learner,  pupil. 

Sikshayitri,  id,  m.  (fr.  Caus.),  an  instructor, 
teacher. 

Sfikshayitva,  ind.  having  taught,  having  instructed. 
Sfikshd,  f.  desire  of  being  able  to  effect  anything, 

wish  to  prevail  (KirJt.  XV.  37);  learning,  study, 
the  acquisition  of  knowledge  ;  teaching,  instruction, 
training,  discipline  ;  the  science  which  teaches  proper 
pronunciation  and  especially  the  laws  of  euphony 

peculiar  to  the  Veda,  (one  of  the  six  Vedln-gas  ;  see 
veddnga  )  ;  modesty,  humility,  diffidence  ;  giving, 
bestowing  (Ved.,  see  rt.  I.  A/i);  the  plant  Bignonia 
Indica  —  Sikakd-liara,  as,  i,  am,  instruction-caus- 

ing, instruction-giving  ;  (us),  m.  a  teacher,  instructor  ; 

epithet  of  Vyasa.  —  S^kilui-guru,  m,  m.  a  religious 
preceptor,  teacher.  —  ffikslid-nara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the 
chief  or  foremost  in  liberality  ;  epithet  of  Indra, 

(Sly.  =  ddnasya  netd.)  —  S'iksh.a-b'akti,  is,  f. 
'  power  of  learning,'  dexterity,  skill.  —•,&ik&hd-sutra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  section  in  the  Katantra  treating  of 

the  pronunciation  of  letters. 
Sfiks/M  na,  us,  ii,  am,  learning,  acquiring  knowledge. 
Stiksldta,  as,  «,  am,  learnt,  studied  ;  instructed, 

taught  (with  ace.,  e.  g.  Hkshito  nrityam,  instructed 
in  dancing);  disciplined,  exercised,  trained,  tamed, 
tame  ;  docile  ;  skilful,  clever,  conversant  ;  modest,  diffi- 

dent. —  S'ikshitdkshara  (ta-ak'3),  as,  m.  one  who  k 

taught  letters  or  literature,  a  pupil,  scholar.  —  S'ikshi' 
tdyudha  (°ta-dy°),  as,  d,  am,  skilled  in  weapons. 
SOuMtaeya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  learnt  ;  to  be  in- structed or  taught. 

S'ikshitvd,  ind.  having  learnt  ;  having  instructed. 
S'ikshin,  i,  inl,  i,  learning  ;  instructing. 
S'iksh  n,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  learning,  one  who wishes  to  learn. 

ffikshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  learnt  ;  to  be  trained 
or  taught,  teachable. 

S'ikshyamdiia,  as,  d,  am,  being  learnt;  being 
taught;  (as),  m.  a  pupil. 

fijra  sikha,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  serpent 

priest;  [cf.  anu-dikha.] 
Sikhalca,  as,  m.  (according  to  Sabda-k.  =  te£7ia- 

ka),  a  writer,  scribe. 
fjIMJIi  sikhanda,  as,  m.  (connected  with 

Sikhd,  q.  v.),  a  tuft  or  lock  of  hair  left  on  the  crown 
or  sides  of  the  head  at  tonsure  ;  any  crest  or  plume 
or  tuft  ;  the  tail  of  a  peacock. 
Sikkandaka,  as,  m.  a  tuft  or  lock  of  hair  left 

on  the  crown  of  the  head  at  tonsure  ;  three  or  five 
locks  left  on  the  side  of  the  head  (especially  in  men 

of  the  military  class,  =  kdka-pakfha)  ;  a  curl  or 

ringlet  ;  any  crest  or  tuft  ;  a  peacock's  tail,  (in  this 
sense  am,  n.  according  to  Sabda-k.) 

Sfikhandika,  as,  m.  a  cock  ;  (a),  f.  a  tuft  or  lock 
of  hair  on  the  crown  of  the  head. 

Sikhandita,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  metre. 
Sfikhandin,  i,  ini,  i,  crested,  tufted  ;  (i),  m.  a  pea- 

cock ;  a  peacock's  tail  ;  a  cock  ;  an  arrow  ;  a  kind  of 
yellow  jasmine  ;  the  plant  Abrus  Precatorius  ;  N.  of 
Vishnu  ;  of  a  Rishi  or  Muni  (one  of  the  seven  stars 

of  the  Great  Bezr,c(.<!itra-s'ikkandin)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Drupada  (enemy  of  Bhlshma  and  born  as  a  female)  ; 
of  a  mountain  ;  (inl),  f.  a  pea-hen  ;  a  kind  of  jasmine 
(  =  yuthllfd)  ;  the  shrub  Abrus  Precatorius  ;  N.  of  the 
daughter  of  Drupada  (afterwards  changed  to  a  male,  see 
above)  ;  N.  of  two  Apsarases  (daughters  of  Kasyapa  and 
regarded  as  the  authoresses  of  Rig-veda  IX.  104). 

S'ikhdndaka,  as,  m.  a  tuft  or  lock  of  hair  on  the 
top  or  side  of  the  head  (=£ikhandaka). 

slkhara.     See  p.  10x35,  c°l-  x- 

sikhalohita,  as,  m.   a  plant 

(commonly  called  kukura-mudd), 

Psmi  sikha,  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  V. 

24.  fr.  rt.  I.  fi;  probably  connected  with  rt.  I.  &'), a  sharp  end,  point,  spike,  peak,  pinnacle,  projection, 
top,  summit,  end  or  point  (in  general)  ;  the  end  or 
point  of  a  garment  ;  a  crest,  top-knot,  tuft,  plume, 

lock  of  hair  on  the  crown  of  the  head  ;  a  peacock's 
crest  or  comb  ;  a  pointed  flame,  flame  (in  general)  ; 

the  point  or  tip  of  the  foot  ;  a  ray  of  light  ;  a  fibrous 
root,  root  (in  general)  ;  a  branch  which  takes  root, 
any  branch  ;  the  head  or  chief  of  anything,  principal 
thing,  acme  ;  a  kind  of  metre  ;  a  particular  plant 
(  =  Iditgaliki)  ;  the  fever  or  excitement  of  lore  ; 

[cf.  Hib.  sigh,  '  a  hill.']  —  Sfikhd-kanda,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  onion  or  turnip  (  =  griiijana).  —  Sikhd-jata, 
as,  d,  am,  one  who  wears  a  lock  of  hair  in  a  knot 
on  the  top  of  the  head.  —  Sikhd-taru,  us,  in. 
'  flame-tree,'  a  lamp-stand,  candlestick.  —  tfiklld- 
ddman,  a,  n.  a  garland  at  the  top  of  the  head. 
—  ffikhd-dhara,  as,  d,  am.  having  a  sharp  end  or 

point,  pointed,  crested,  having  a  top-knot  ;  (a*),  m. 
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a  peacock ;  epithet  of  a  particular  Jaina  or  Buddhist 

deified  saint  (  =  mariju-ghosha).  —  Silihadhara-ja, 

'peacock-produced,'  a  peacock's  feather.  —  S'ikhd- 
dhdra,  as,  m.  'crest-wearer,'  a  peacock.  —  S'ikhd- 
mani,  ie,  m.  a  crest-gem,  jewel  worn  on  the  head. 

—  Sikhd-mula,  am,  n.  '  tuft-root,'  any  root  having 
a  tuft  of  leaves ;  a  carrot ;  a  turnip.  —  1 .  4ik/id-vat, 
ind.  like  a  crest.  —  2.  dikhd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having 
a  point,  pointed,  wearing  a  crest,  crested  ;  possessing 
flame,  naming ;  (an),  m.  epithet  of  fire ;   a  lamp ; 
the  personified  descending  node ;  a  particular  plant 

or  tree  ( =  ditraka) ;  (ati),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  cock's 
comb;   another   plant  (  =  mund).  —  S'ikhd-vara, 
as,  m.  the  jack  fruit  tree,  Artocarpus  Integrifolia  (  = 

panasa).  —  Sikhd-mla,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  point, 
pointed,  having  a  crest,  crested ;  (as),  m.  a  peacock ; 

(a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  cock's  comb,  Celosia  Cristata. 
—  S'ikhd-Vfiksha,  ag,  m. '  flame-tree,'  a  lamp-stand, 
candlestick.  —  Sfikhd-vriddhi,  is,  f.  'crest-interest,' 
a  kind   of  usurious  interest  increasing  daily,  (see 

vriddhy-djiva.)  —  Sikhd-sutra,  am,  n.  the  lock  of 
hair  on  the  head  and  the  sacred  thread  (regarded  as  the 
distinguishing  marks  of  the  Brahmanical  caste). 

Sikhara,  as.,  am,  m.  n.  point,  peak,  top,  summit, 
end,  pinnacle,  spire,  turret ;  the  peak  or  summit  of  a 
mountain ;  the  top  of  a  tree  ;  the  edge  or  point  of 
a  sword ;  erection  of  the  hair  of  the  body,  bristling 
of  the  hair;  the  armpit;  a  particular  position  of 

the  fingers  or  hands ;  a  ruby-like  gem  (of  a  bright 
red  colour  said  to  resemble  ripe  pomegranate  seed) ; 
the  bud  of  the  Arabian  jasmine ;  N.  of  a  weapon ; 

(a),  f.  a  plant  from  the  fibres  of  which  bow-strings 
are  made,  Sanseviera  Roxburghiana  ( =  murvd). 
—  Sfikhara-nidaya,O8,m.  a  collection  of  mountain 

peaks.  —  Silthara-vdsinl,  f. '  dwelling  on  a  peak  (of 
the  Himalaya),'  epithet  of  Durga. 
Sikharin,  i,  inl,  i,  pointed,  peaked,  crested, 

tufted  ;  resembling  the  buds  of  the  Arabian  jasmine  ; 

(i),  m.  a  mountain ;  a  hill-fort,  stronghold ;  a  tree ; 

the  plant  Achyranthes  Aspera  (  =  apdmdrga) ',  the 
lapwing ;  (inl),  f.  an  eminent  or  excellent  woman, 
a  kind  of  Atyashti  metre,  four  times  u   uo 
ci  u  »j  —  o  »j  «-»  -  ;  a  line  of  hair  extending  across 
the  navel ;  a  dish  of  curds  and  sugar  with  spices  ;  a 
kind  of  vine;  the  plant  Sanseviera  (  =  murva);  Arabian 
jasmine ;  N.  of  various  other  plants  (^vanddka;  = 

kunduruka;  =  ydvaiidla).—S'ikhari-sama,  as,  d, 
am,  equal  to  a  mountain,  mountain-like. 

ffikhalu,  us,  m.  a  peacock's  crest ;  cock's  comb, Celosia  Cristata. 

Sikhin,  i,  inl,  i,  pointed,  crested,  peaked,  having 
a  tuft  or  lock  of  hair  on  the  top  of  the  head ;  proud  ; 
(j),  m.  a  peacock ;  a  cock ;  an  arrow ;  a  tree ;  fire ;  a 
symbolical  expression  for  the  number  three  (from 
the  three  fires)  ;  a  lamp ;  a  bull ;  a  horse ;  a  moun- 

tain; a  Brahman;  a  religious  mendicant;  epithet 

of  Ketu,  the  personified  descending  node;  a  par- 
ticular tree  (  =  ditraka);  various  other  plants,  = 

aja-loman  ;  =  methikd  ;  =  iitdrara  ;  (inl},  f.  a 

pea-hen  ;  cock's  comb,  Celosia  Cristata.  —  Sikht- 
Tcantha  or  iikhi-grica,  am,  n.  blue  vitriol  or  sul- 

phate of  copper  (said  to  be  so  called  because  coloured 

like  a  peacock's  neck).  —  S'ikhi-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  Tlnha.  —  Sikhi-dhvaja,  as,  m.  'fire-marked,' 
smoke  ;  '  peacock-marked,'  epithet  of  Karttikeya 
[cf.  s'ikhi-vahanaj.  —  S'ikhidfivaja-tirtha,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  ffikhi-piddha  or  Sikhi-putCha, 

am,  n.  a  peacock's  tail.  —  S'ikhi-priya,  as,  m. '  pea- 

cock-loved,' a  tree  ( =  laghu-badara).—S'ikhi-man- 
dala,  as,  m.  Cratseva  Roxburghii  ( =  varana).  —  Sz°- 
Jchi-modd,(.' peacock's  joy,' a  plant  (  =  aja-modd). 
—  Silihi-yUpa,  as,  m.  an  antelope  (  =  drl-kdrin). 
—  Sikhi-vardhalm,  as,  m.  '  peacock-nourisher,'  a 
pumpkin,  gourd.  —  Sikhi-vdsas,  N.  of  a  mythical 

mountain,  (Vishnu-Purana  II.  2.)  —  Sfikhi-vd/iana, 
as,  m.  '  having  a  peacock  for  his  vehicle,"  epithet  of 
Karttikeya,  (this  god  being  represented  riding  on 
a    peacock.)  —  Sikhi-vrata,   am,  n.   a  particular 

religious  observance.  —  Sikhi-tikhn,  f.   a  peacock's 
crest ;  '  fire-peak,'  a  flame.— S'ik/d-s'ekhara,  am,  n.  a 
peacock's  crest. 

fifRJ  sigru,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  si), 
a  kind  of  tree,  Hyperanthera  Moringa  (the  root  of 
which  is  used  like  horse-radish,  set  dobhanjana) ;  a 
pot-herb  in  general ;  (anas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 
(Ved.).  —  Sfigru-ja,  as,  d,  am,  growing  on  or  pro- 

duced by  the  Moringa ;  (am),  n.  the  seed  of  the 

Moringa.  —  Sigru-m  ula,  am,  n.  the  pungent  root 
of  the  Moringa.  —  Sigru-mja,  am,  n.  the  seed  of 
the  Moringa. 

Sigruka,  as,  m.  =  s~igm,  a  particular  plant  or 
pot-herb,  (Manu  VI.  14.) 

.«  sinkh,  cl.  i.  P.  sinkhati,  &c.,  to 

go,  move. sinyambikd,  f.  a  proper  N. 

singh  (sometimes  written  sink, 
q.  v.),  cl.  I.  P.  tinyhati,  Miimjlia, 

Mn-yhitum,  to  perceive  by  the  nose,  smell ;  [cf.  upa- 
s"ingh.~\ 
Sfinghdna,  as,  m.  (also  written  iinhdna,  sinhdna), 

froth,  foam  ;  phlegm  ;  a  kind  of  sauce  or  gruel  ( = 

pi6?Kila  ?) ',  the  sperm  of  an  alligator,  =  nakra- 
retae;  (am),  n.  the  mucus  of  the  nose;  rust  of 
iron ;  a  glass  vessel  ( =  kdda-pdtra). 
Singhdnaka,  as,  m.  phlegm ;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 

the  mucus  of  the  nose. 

Singhila,  as,  d,  am,  perceived  by  the  nose, 
smelled. 

Singhin,  I,  inl,  i,  smelling ;  [cf.  singhini.~\ 
fijf^  sU,  k,  f.  (=:  sikya,  q.  v.),  the  string 

or  cord  of  a  pole  or  yoke  for  carrying  burdens. 

(V»1K  jijara,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

[y|4-J    siiij,  cl.  2.  A.  sinkte  (according 
^>,  to  Vopa-deva  also  cl.  I.  IO.  A.  iinjate, 

Sin  jay  ate),   MJinje,   iinjiium,   to  tinkle,    rattle, 
jingle;   to  snort,  roar,  bellow  (Ved.);   to  whisper 

(Ved.). 
Sinja,  as,  a,  m.  f.  tinkle,  jingle,  a  tinkling  or 

jingling  sound,  (especially)  the  tinkling  sound  of 
silver  ornaments  on  the  ancles  or  wrist,  rattle, 

rattling  sound  ;  (a),  f.  a  bow-string. 
Slnjanjiled,  f.  a  chain  worn  round  the  loins. 
Sinjat,  an,  all,  at,  tinkling,  jingling,  sounding. 

—  S'irijad-valaya-subhaga,  as,  d,  am,  pleasant 
with  tinkling  bracelets  or  zones. 

&iiijdna,  as,  d,  am,  tinkling. 
Sfinjdra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sounding,  uttering 

praise,  (Siiy.<=s'abdayat,  etuvat,  Rig-veda  VIII.  5, 
25-> 
Sinjila,  as,  d,  am,  tinkled,  tinkling ;  (am),  n. 

tinkling,  rattling ;  the  tinkling  of  metallic  ornaments. 
Sinjin,  i,  ini,  i,  tinkling,  making  a  tinkling 

sound ;  (ini),  f.  a  bow-string ;  tinkling  rings  worn 
round  the  toes  or  feet. 

fit  (also  written  sit),  cl.  i.  P.  (e- 
(ati,  Sec.,  to  value  little,  disregard,  despise, 

treat  with  disrespect. 

f^Iiisiotil1  iindaki,  f.  a  particular  edible substance  made  with  rice  and  mustard  and  said  to 

possess  stomachic  properties. 

fifTH  2.  sit,  t,  t,  t,  (in  grammar)  having  * 
as  an  indicatory  letter. 

f^Tif  tita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  si  or  rt.  £0), 
sharpened,  &c.  See  under  rt.  I.  H. 

f5IrT5  sita-dru,  us,  f.  =:  sata-dru,  the  river 

Sutlej.  S 
r^ini*!^  sitaman,  a,  n.  (probably  con- 

nected with  ilta  or  Uli  fr.  rt.  I.  i'i),  Ved.  a  parti- 
cular part  of  a  sacrificial  victim,  (according  to  Yaska, 

the  fore-foot ;  according  to  others,  the  shoulder-blade, 
the  liver,  &c.  See  Nirukta  IV.  3.) 

f^rfrT  siti,  is,  i,  i  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  121.  fr.  rt.  $at;  according  to  others  fr.rt.  I.rft), 

white  [cf.  sito];  black,  dark-blue;  (in),  m.  the 

Bhojpattra  or  birch  tree  (=  Ihurja).  —  Siti-kanlha, 
as,  a,  am,  having  a  white  throat  ;  having  a  black 
throat,  dark-necked  [cf.  nila-kantha]  ;  (as),  m.  an 

epithet  of  S'iva  (  =  ̂rl-kaititha)  ;  a  gallinule  ;  a 
peacock.  —  Sitikantha-dikshita,  as,  m.  a  proper 
N.  (  =  irl-kantha-dikshita).  —  Sfiti-ddra,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  pot-herb  (apparently  Marsilea  Dentata).—  ffiti- 

tfhada,  as,  m.  '  white-feathered,'  a  goose  ;  [cf. 

sita-tdhada.^—Siti-paksha,  as,  m.'  white-winged,' 
a  goose  ;  [cf.  sita-paksfia.]  —  Sili-pdd,  pat,  padl 

or  pdt,  pat,  Ved.  having  white  feet,  white-footed  ; 
black-footed.  —  Siti-priihtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
white-backed,  having  a  white  back;  (as),  m.,  N. 

of  a  serpent-priest  (tabled  to  have  acted  as  MaitrS- 
varuna  at  a  sacrifice).  —  Siti-ratna,  am,  n.  'blue- 

gem,'  a  sapphire.  —  Siti-sdraka,  as,  ID.  '  having 
black  essence,'  a  sort  of  ebony  (  =  tindit,  q.  T.  ;  this 
plant  yields  a  strong  black  resin). 

I^JIXK  sithira,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  srath), 
Ved.-=jith,Ua,  relaxed,  loose,  &c.  ;  outstretched, 

extended,  (Say.  =  ddndrtham  pratdrita,  Rig-veda 

VII.  45,  2);  (am),  n.  anything  relaxed  or  undone 
(as  a  bond,  fetter,  &c.). 

Sithila,  as,  d,  am  (according  to  Unadi-s.  I.  54. 
fr.  s'lath  for  rt.  s'rath),  loose,  loosened,  slackened, 
relaxed,  untied,'  unfastened,  undone,  lax,  flaccid, 
flabby,  not  rigid  or  compact  ;  dishevelled  (as  hair)  ; 
dissolved  ;  decayed  ;  languid,  inert,  weak,  unnerved, 
feeble;  ineffective,  unenergetic;  not  strict,  not  carefully 
or  strictly  observed,  loosely  per  formed;  loosely  retained 
or  possessed,  abandoned,  shaken  off;  (am),  n.  a 

loose  fastening  ;  looseness,  laxity,  slowness  ;  a  parti- 
cular kind  of  separation  or  combination  of  the  terms 

or  members  of  a  logical  series.  —  S'it/iila-ta,  f.  or 
.•iithila-tat;  am,  n.  looseness,  laxity,  relaxedness, 

relaxation  ;  the  being  unfastened,  a  state  of  disso- 
lution, want  of  energy,  languor.  —  Sithila-pra- 

yatna,  as,  d,  am,  (one)  whose  efforts  are  relaxed. 
—  Sithila-bala,  as,  d,  am,  relaxed  in  strength, 
weakened,  relaxed.  —  Sithila-vaau,  us,  us,  u,  hav- 

ing impaired  wealth  ;  shining  with  diminished  rays. 

—  Sithila-s'akti,  is,  is,  i,  impaired  in  strength  or 
power.  —  Sithill-karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  loosen- 

ing, unfastening  ;    impairing,  weakening,  reducing. 
-Sitkill-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 
tum,  to  make  loose,  loosen,  unfasten;    to  relax, 
slacken  ;  to  make  languid,  weaken,  enfeeble,  impair  ; 

to  remit,  dismiss,  give  up,  abandon.  —  Sithili-kfita, 
as,  d,  am,  made  loose,  loosened,  unfastened,  un- 

bound, slackened  ;  let  loose  ;    impaired,  weakened, 

reduced.  —  Sithili-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -bhavi- 
tum,  to  become  loosened  or  slackened,  be  relaxed, 
to  slacken. 

Sithilaya,  Nom.  P.  tithilayati,  -yitum,  to 
loosen,  make  loose,  relax. 

Sithllita,  as,  a,  am,  loosed,  let  go;  relaxed, 
loosened  ;  dissolved,  made  soft. 

sini,  is,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  51.  fr.  rt.  i.  rfi),  N.  of  a  son  of  Sumitra;  of  a 
descendant  of  Garga  (a  chief  of  the  Kshatriya  tribe)  ; 
a  man  belonging  to  a  particular  class  of  Kshatriyas  ; 

(ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  Kshatriyas  ;  [cf. 
iainya.]  —  Sini-biihu,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Siner- 

naptri,  td,  m.  '  grandson  of  S'ini,'  N.  of  Satyaki 
(one  of  the  Pandu  chiefs). 

sipa-vishta  for  sipi-vishta  below. 

sipataka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  minister. 

s"ipi,  is,  m.  (perhaps  connected  with 
rt.  i.  rfi),  a  ray  of  light  ;  (is),  f.  skin,  leather.  —  Sipi- 
vishta,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  rays  are  displayed, 
pervaded  by  rays  ;  bald-headed  (  =  khalati)  ;  leprous  ; 
(as),  m.  epithet  of  Vishnu;  of  Suva;  a  bald  man; 
a  man  naturally  without  prepuce  ;  a  leper  ;  [cf.  s^ipa- 
vishta,  dicipisltta.] 

fijTJT  sipra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  lake  on  the 
high  land  of  the  Himalaya  ;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  a  cheek, 

jaw,  (ayah-sipra,  as,  d,  am,  iron-jawed,  having II  Z 
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sipra-vat. 

siia-vrishti. 

jaws  of  iron ;  having  an  iron  visor)  ;  the  chin  ;  th 
nose ;  a  visor  or  helmet ;  (e),  n.  du.  the  two  jaws 
(a),  f.  a  helmet,  head-dress,  turban ;  a  visor,  (Say 
xifn'ii  —  ushnisha-mayi) ;  N.  of  a  river  issuing  fron 
the  S'ijir j  lake.  —  S'i/ira-rnt,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  bavin 
large  or  handsome  jaws,  (Siy.  =  ilobhana-ftanu 
Rig-veda  VI.  17,  a);  having  a  handsome  chin 
handsome-chinned ;  [cf.  aa-^ipra.J 
Sipraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  first  king  of  th 

Andhras. 
Siprin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  having  a  (beautiful)  chee 

or  nose,  handsome ;  having  a  handsome  chin  (sail 
of  India);  (tni),  t-  =  &pra;  (according  to  moder 
scholars)  a  draught  imbibed  by  the  mouth  or  jaws 
—  Siprinl-vat,  an,  m.,  Ved.  epithet  of  Indra  ( 
Upra-vaf). 

fijPB  jipha,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  si) 
=  iipha  below,  which  is  the  more  usual  form ;  (a] 
f.  a  fibrous  root  or  root  in  general ;  the  root  of  a 
water-lily ;  a  lash  or  stroke  with  a  whip ;  spikenan 
(  =  man#ika)',  turmeric;  a  sort  of  dill  or  fennel  (  = 
satn-pitflipii) ;  a  mother ;  a  river ;  a  particulai 
river  (Ved.).  —  SipHd-kanda,  at,  am,  m.  n.  the 
root  of  a  water-lily.  —  Siphd-dhara,  as,  m.  'pos 
sessing  a  fibrous  root,'  a  branch.  —  Siphd-ruha,  na 
m.  '  root-growing,"  the  Indian  fig-tree ;  [cf.  nyag- nxtto.] 
Siphaka,  as,  m.  the  root  of  a  water-lily. 

1*91  fa  sibi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi 
(having  the  patronymic  Auslnara  and  author  of  Rig- 
veda  X.  179, 1 ;  cf.  tin). 

f^i(»iqi  simika,  N.  of  a  district  in  Kasmira. 

fi?I>ft  firm,  f.,  Ved.  power,  strength,  (Say. 
"iakti,  Rig-veda  I.  151,  i);  a  sacrificial  rite, 
ceremony  (  =  karma,  Naigh.  II.  7).  —  ffimi-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  possessed  of  power,  full  of  energy 
or  strength,  strong,  vigorous,  energetic;  granting 
desires,  (according  to  S5y.  on  Rig-veda  I.  155,  3. 
dimivatoh  =  ishta-praddnddi-karmavatoh  orpra- 
haranddi-karmavatoh.) 

(?l«jil  simridi,  f.  a  kind  of  shrub  (= 
balya). 

f^TS^'mba,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  /i), 
a  sort  of  large  shrub,  =  dakra-mardaka  ;  (a),  f.  a 
pod,  legume,  (also  written  simlm.) 
Simbala,  am,  a.,  Ved.  the  flower  of  the  Salmall 

tree,  (Say.  =  dalmali-kusuma,  Rig-vedalH.  53, 32.) 
Simbi,  i»,  (.  a  pod,  legume  [cf.  simbi] ;  a  kind 

of  grass  ( =  erakd).  —  Simbi-parni  or  iHmbi-par- 
niicd,  f.  a  sort  of  kidney-bean,  Phaseolus  Trilobus 
( =  mudga-parni). 
Simbika,  a»,  m.  a  sort  of  pulse  or  kidney-bean, 

=  kriihna-mudya  ;  (a),  f.  a  pod,  legume. 
Simbi,  f.  a  pod,  legume ;  a  sort  of  kidney-bean ; 

a  kind  of  plant  (  =  kapi-ka<!c'hu). 

r^igifli  s'imbatd,  m.  du.,  Ved.  mentioned 
in  Naigh.  III.  6.  together  with  iata-ra  and  iata- 
panta  among  the  mikha-ndmdni,  see  Rig-veda  X. 

'°5>  5  J  [cf-  ̂atapanta.'] 
r^I«j  simyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  arousing,  ex- 

citing, (Sly.  =  bodhamdna,  Rig-veda  VII.  18,  5); 
(««),  m.  an  evil  demon,  Rakshasa,  (according  to 

Say.  =  samayitri  =  badha-kdrin,  '  a  destroyer,' 
Rig-veda  I.  loo,  18.) 

f?P^  fir,  ir,  ir,  ir  (fr.  rt.  art,  cf.  gir  fr.  rt. 
i.  f/ri),  hurting,  injuring,  wounding;  [cf.  tctfifa- 

/,,  Kiiit.  XV.  5.] 

sira.     See  col.  2. 

s'iras,  a*,  n.  (originally 
ra»;  according  to  Unadi-s.  IV.  193.  fr.  rt.  in),  the 
head  ;  the  skull ;  the  top  of  a  tree  ;  the  head  or  top 
of  anything,  highest  part,  (jfinu-tiras,  the  knee- 
pan)  ;  highest  point,  pinnacle,  acme ;  the  fore  part, 
front ;  the  van  of  an  army ;  chief,  principal ;  [cf. 
Zend  iara,  iaranh ;  Gr.  xdpa,  K&f, 

Kfavia-v,  Ktpas;  Lat.  cere-bru-m,  cer-vix,  cra- 
nium, perhaps  ealva ;  Goth,  hvair-n-ei,  haiirn; 

Old  Germ,  hirni,  horn;  Angl.  Sax.  TuKrn.ee;  Lith. 

karczei,  szerai;  Hib.  ceann.~\  —  Sirah-kapalin, i,  m.  an  ascetic  or  religious  mendicant  who  carries 
about  a  human  skull  (as  a  symbol  of  abandoning  all 

worldly  desires).— Sirah-pidu,  f.  'head-pain,'  head- 
ache. —  Sirah-prandma,  as,  m.  bowing  or  bending 

the  head.  —  Sirah-prdvarana,  am,  n.  'head-cover- 
ing,' a  head-dress,  turban.  —  Sirah-pkala,  as,  m. 

'having  fruit  on  the  top,'  the  cocoa-nut  tree.  —  St- 
rafi-s'ulti,  am,  n.  head-ache,  sharp  pain  in  the  head. 
—  Sirah-ireni,  i»,  m.  f.  a  line  of  heads,  number  of 
heads.  —  Sirah-stha,  as,  d,  am,  being  on  the  head. 
—  Sirah-sndta,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  bath*d  his 
head.  —  Sfirati-theda,  as,  m.  or  sira.i-6heda.na,  am, 
a.  cutting  off  the  head,  decapitation.  —  Slrasi-ja,  as, 
m. '  head-produced,'  the  hair  of  the  head.  •«  Sirasija- 
paia,  as,  m.  a  tuft  or  quantity  of  hair.  —  Siraswuh, 

t,  or  tfirasi-ruha,  as,  m. '  head-growing,'  the  hair  of 
the  head.  —  Siras-tas,  ind.  from  the  head.  —  Siras- 
tdpin,   i,  m.  an  elephant.  ••  Siras-tra  or  dirax- 
trana,  am,  n.  '  head-protector,'  a  helmet ;   a  cap, 
turban,  head-dress.  —  Siras-stha,  as,  a,  am,  being 
on  the  head,  being  on  the  summit,  at  the  top,  &c. ; 
(as),  m.  a  chief,  leader.  —  Siro-griha,  am,  n.  top 
room,  a  room  on  the  top  of  the  house,  upper  cham- 

ber, a  turret.  —  Sfiro-graha,  as,  m.  '  head-seizure,' 
disease  or  affection  of  the  head.  —  Siro-griva,  am, 
n.  the  head  and  neck.  —  S'iro-dhara,  f.  or  siro-dhi, 
is,  m.  'head-supporting,'  the   neck.  —  Siro-bhu- 
sliana,  am,  n.  an  ornament  for  the  head.  —  S'im- 
mani,  is,  m.  *  crest-jewel,'  a  gem  worn  in  a  head- 
ornament  or  any  jewel  worn  on  the  head ;  a  title  of 
respect  conferred  on  Pandits ;  N.  of  the  author  of 
:he  DTdhiti  commentary  (so  called  after  its  author 
Raghunatha-siromaiii-bhattScarya).  —  Siro-mar- 
man,  a,  m.  a  hog.  —  Siro-mdlin,  i,  m. '  garlanded 
with  skulls,'  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Siro-ratna,  am,  n. 
'  crest-gem,'  a  jewel  worn  on  the  head.  —  Sfiro-ruja, 
'. '  head-pain,'  any  pain  or  ache  in  the  head ;  a  kind 
of  tree  (— sapta-parna,  the  leaves  of  which  are 
used  as  a  remedy  for  head-ache).  —  Siro-ruh,  t,  or 

tiro-ruha,  as,  m.  '  head-growing,"  the  hair  of  the 
lead,  hair.  —  Siro-roga,  as,  m.  '  head-sickness,'  any 
win  or  disease  of  the  head.  —  ffiro-'rti  (°ras-ar°), 
s,  f. '  head-pain,'  pain  in  the  head,  head-ache,  &c. 
—  Siro-vartin,  i,  ini,  i,  being  at  the  head,  being 
on  the  top  or  summit ;  (f),  m.  a  chief,  any  one  at 

the  head  of  affairs,  the  general  of  an  army.  —  S'i'ro- valli,  f.  the  crest  or  comb  of  a  peacock,  (said  to  be 
Iso  read  diro-vandi.)  —  Siro^critta,  am,  n.  pepper. 

—  S'irovritta-phala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Achyranthes 
Aspera  ( =  raktapamarga).  —  Siro-veshta,  as,  m. 
>r  s"iro-vesh/ana,  am,  n.  '  head-cincture,'  '  head- 
overing,'  a  head-dress,  turban,  cap.  —  Siro-'sthi 
°ras-a»°),  i,  n.  '  head-bone,'  the  skull.  —  S7ro- 
larin,  i,  m.  epithet  of  S'iva. 
Sira,  as,  m.  the  head,  (according  to  some  am,  n.) ; 
le  root  of  the  pepper  plant,  (according  to  some 
m,  n.) ;  a  bed,  couch  ( =  fayya) ;  a  large  serpent. 

—  Sira-ja,  as,  m. '  head-produced,"  the  hair  of  the ead. 

Siraska,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  head,  being 
n  the  head;  (am),  n.  a  helmet;  a  cap,  turban, 
:c. ;  ((7),  f.  a  palanquin. 

Sirasya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  head,  being 
n  the  head ;  (as),  m.  clean  or  unentangled  hair firshanya). 

^RT  fira,  i.  (probably  another  form  of 
US,  col.  3),  any  tubular  vessel  of  the  body,  a  nerve, 
ndon,  fibre,  gut,  vein,  blood-vessel,  artery  (  = 
hamani).  —  oirii-pattra,  as,  m.  the  elephant  or 
ood-apple,  Feronia  Elc-phantum  (  =  kapittha);  a 
:ind  of  tree  (  =  ltintala).  —  S'ira-vriUa,  am,  n. lead  (=sisaka). 

Sirala,  as,  a,  am,  veiny,  tendinous,  sinewy, 
skinny,  full  of  tendons  or  veins ;  (am),  n.  the  acid 
fruit  of  the  Averrhoa  Carambola  (=  karma-rairga). 

Siralaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Vitis  Quadrangular!* 
( =  asthi-bhanga). 

nfnT  siri,  is,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  142.  fr.  rt.  iri),  a  murderer,  killer;  a  sword ;  an 
arrow ;  a  locust. 

Sirina,  f.,  Ved.  night,  (Say.  giryate  'syam  bhu- 
taniti  tirina  ratrih,  Rig-veda  II.  10,  3.) 

Siriiha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree,  Acacia  Sirisa ; 

(am),  n.  the  flower  of  this  tree.  —  Slrisha-pat- 
trika,  1.  a  white  kind  of  the  plant  Kinihl,  q.  v. 

DjiiVrga  sirimbitha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic 
Rishi  (having  the  patronymic  Bhiradvaja  and  author 
of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  155). 

*'*'  (a'so  wr'tten  **"0»  ci-  6.  P. 
tUati,  Sic.,  to  glean. 

S'iTa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  gleaning,  gathering  stalks  or 
ears  of  com,  (according  to  KullQka  on  M.uiu  X. 
1 12.  $"ila  =* aneka-dhanyonnayana,  i.e.  gleaning 
more  than  one  ear  of  corn  at  a  time,  opposed  to 

uni!ha  =  ekaika-dluinyadi-gudalcoilfayana.)  —  S»'- 
loMha  (°la-un°),  as,  m.  gleaning  ears  of  corn ; 
following  irregular  occupation.  —  ffiloMha-i-ritti, 
is,  {.  subsistence  by  gleaning ;  unusual  or  irregular 
occupation. 

f^lrtl  site,  f.  (probably  connected  with 

rt.  i .  #»'  or  rt.  io),  a  stone,  rock ;  a  grindstone  or 
any  flat  stone  on  which  substances  are  ground ;  the 
lower  timber  of  a  door ;  a  beam  or  stone  placed 
across  the  top  of  a  pillar,  the  top  or  capital  of  a 

column ;  a  vein,  tendon,  (for  s~ira,  q.  v.) ;  red 
arsenic;  camphor;  [cf.  Lat.  silex;  Hib.  clock, 
clock.]  **  Sila-garbha-ja,  as,  m.  (dila  for  iila),  a 
particular  plant  (=*paehana-bhedana).  —  Sfila- 
Icarnl,  f.  the  olibanum  tree,  Boswellia  Thurifera. 

—  S'ila-kuttaka,  as,  m.  a  stone-cutter's  chisel  or 
hatchet.  —  fftia-kitsumtt,  am,  n.  benzoin  or  storax, 
(see  4ila-ja.)~Sila-ghana,  as,  a,  am,  firm  or 
hard  as  a  stone  or  rock.  —  SUa-ja,  as,  d,  am, '  rock- 
born,'  produced  in  a  mountain  or  rock,  fossil,  mineral  ; 
(am),  n.  a  kind  of  resin  or  bitumen ;  benzoin,  storax 
or  styrax ;  petroleum ;   any  fossil  production ;  iron. 

—  Silii-jatu,  u,  n. '  stone-lac,'  bitumen ;  red  chalk. 
—  Sila-jit,  t,  f.  'rock-conquering,'  bitumen.  —  Si'- 
Idnjani  (  la-an°),  f.  a  particular  plant  or  shrub  (  = 
kalanjani).**Silataka  (°ttl-af),  as,  m.  a  room 
on  the  top  of  a  house  (  —  atta);  a  hole;  a  fence, 
enclosure.  —  Silii-htla,  am,  u.  the  surface  of  a  rock 

or  stone.  —  Silatmaja  (°ld-at°),  am,  n.  '  rock- 
born,'  iron.  —  Silatmilta  (°ld-df),  f.  a  crucible. 
—  S'ila-tvac',  k,  f.  =  s"ila-valka.  —  Sila-dadru,  us, 
m.  'rock-eruption,'  bitumen.  —  S'ila-d/idtu,  us,  m. 
'  rock-mineral,'  chalk ;    red  chalk ;    a  white   fossil 
substance ;  an  aluminous  earth  of  a  white  or  yellowish 

colour  (considered  to  be  a  sort  of  chalk).  —  S'ila- 
patta,  as,  m.  a  flat  stone  for  grinding  condiments 
&c. ;    a  slab  used  as  a  seat,  a  rocky  seat.  —  &ila- 

pattaka,  as,  m.  a  rocky  seat.  —  ffild-putra  or  A75- 
putraka,  as,  m.  (putra  being  used  as  a  diminutive), 
a  roller  for  grinding  condiments  Sec.,  a  small  flat 
stone  for  pounding  or  grinding.  —  Sild-pushpa,  am, 
n.  'rock-flower,'  storax  or  benzoin.  —  Sila-pesha, 
as,  m.  grinding  with  a  stone.  —  Sila-pratikriti,  is, 
{.  an  image  or  statue  of  stone.  —  Sila-phalaka,  am, 
n.  a  layer  or  table  of  rock,  a  «tone  slab.  —  Sila- 

bhava,  am,  n. '  rock-produced,'  storax  or  benzoin. 
—  Sila-bheda,  as,  m.  the  plant  Plectranlhus  Scu- 

tellarioides   ( =  pashana-bheda) ;    a   stone-cutter's 
chisel.  —  Sild-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of  stone, 

rocky,  Aony.  —  Sildrambha  (°ld-ar°),  f.  the  wild 
plantain  (=kashiha-kadali).  —  Sila-rasa,  as,  m. 
'rock-exudation,' olibanum,  benzoin,  incense.— SYld- 

rttlkala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  or  tila-valka,  f.  '  rock- 
bark,"  a  kind  of  moss  or  lichen  (especially  a  kind 
used  as  a  medicinal  substance  and  said  to  be  of  cool- 

ing and  lithonthriptic  properties ;   it  is  commonly 
called  SilabSk).  —  Sfila-vitana,  as,  am,  m.   n.  a 
covering  or  expanse  of  stones,  i.  e.   a  shower  of 

stones.  —  Sftla-vrishti,   is,    f.    '  stone-rain,'   hail. 



6ild-vesman. 

•  ffild-vedman,  a,  n.  '  rock-abode,"  a  cavern,  grotto, 
rocky  recess.  —  Sila-vyddki,  is,  m.  '  rock-disease,' 
bitumen.  —  SUa-tita,  as,  a,  am,  sharpened  on  a 

grindstone.  —  Sildsana  (°ld-as°  or  -ds°),  am,  n.  a 
stone  bench  or  seat  ;  benzoin  or  storax.  —  Sfila-eara, 

am,  n.  *  rock-  essence,"  iron.  —  S^ildkva  (cld-dh°), 
am,  n.  '  stone-named,"  bitumen,  red  chalk.  —  S'ili- 
bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  converted  into  a  rock,  made  hard. 

—  SiloMaya  (°ld-ud°),  as,  m.  '  rock-accumulation," 
a  mountain  ;  a  high  mountain.  —  Silottha  (°la-ut°), 
as,  ii,  am,  growing  upon  rocks,  produced  from  rocks 
or  stone  ;  (a/ft),  n.  benzoin,  storax.  —  S^ilodbhava 

("la-ad"),  as,  a,  am,  produced  from  stone  or  on  rock  ; 
(am),  n.  a  superior  sort  of  sandal-wood  (either  the 
white   or  yellowish   sort)  ;   benzoin.  —  S^iloraska 

(°ld-ur°),  as,  a,  am,  rock-chested,  having  a  chest  as 
hard  as  a  rock  (said  of  the  Himalaya  mountain). 

—  Siiavkas  (°ld-ofc°),  as,  m.  *  dwelling  in  rocks," 
an  epithet  of  Garuda. 

Sil  i,  is,  f.  the  lower  timber  of  a  door  ;  (is),  m. 
the  birch  tree  (  =  bhvrja-pattra). 

Sfiti,  f.  the  lower  timber  of  a  door  ;  the  stone  or 
beam  at  the  top  of  a  pillar  ;  a  small  earth-worm  ;  a 
spike,  dart  ;  an  arrow.  —  Sill-mukha,  as,  m.  an 
arrow  ;  a  bee  ;  a  fool,  blockhead  ;  war. 

Stteya,  as,  a,  am,  coming  from  rock  ;  like  a 
stone  or  rock,  as  hard  as  a  rock,  rocky,  stony  ;  (am), 
n.  benzoin  ;  bitumen. 

sildda,  as,  m.  &  proper  N. 

i  w\  sildlin,  I,  or  sildli,  is,  m.,  N.  of 
the  supposed  author  of  certain  Nata-sfltras  or  rules 
for  actors. 

silinda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish; 

[cf.  tilindhra.'] 
fulfil  »tf  sillndhra,  am,  n.  a  mushroom, 

fungus;  the  flower  of  the  plantain  tree;  hail,  =  M- 
pula;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of  tree;  a  kind  of  fish,  = 
tiitra-phalaka  ;  (f),  f.  earth,  clay;  a  small  earth- 

worm ;  a  sort  of  bird. 

S'ilindhraka,  am,  n.  a  mushroom  (especially  one 
growing  out  of  cow-dung)  ;  a  fungus. 

f^lrtlM^  silipada,  as,  m.  (=sllpada,  q.v.), 
enlarged  or  swelled  leg,  elephantiasis. 

fifn^5  &Ksha,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.,  (said 
to  have  been  an  early  teacher  of  the  art  of  acting  ; 
cf.  failusha.) 

!  silohtha.  See  under  si/a,  p.  1006. 

silgu,  us,  m.  =  sukha  (Naigh.  III.  6). 

silpa,  am,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
III.  aS.  fr.  rt.  &I),  an  art,  any  manual  or  mechanical 
or  fine  art,  (sixty-four  such  arts,  sometimes  called 
vdhya-kald,  '  external  or  practical  arts,"  are  enume- 

rated, e.  g.  carpentering,  architecture,  jewellery,  far- 
riery, acting,  dancing,  music,  medicine,  poetry,  &c.  ; 

and  sixty-  four  abkyantara-kala,  'secret  arts,'  e.g. 
kissing,  embracing,  and  various  other  arts  of  coquetry)  ; 
skill  in  any  art,  ingenuity,  contrivance,  skill  (in 
general);  any  act,  work  (enumerated  among  the 
karma-ndmdni  in  Naigh.  II.  i);  ceremonial  act, 
rite,  ceremony,  (in  this  sense  apparently  also  as, 
m.)  j  form,  shape  (enumerated  among  the  rupa- 
namdni  in  Naigh.  III.  7,  cf.  su-ililpa)  ;  a  particular 
kind  of  Sastra  or  hymn  (of  a  highly  artificial  cha- 

racter) ;  creation,  procreation  ;  a  sort  of  spoon  or 
ladle  used  at  sacrifices  for  throwing  the  clarified  butter 
into  the  fire;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher;  (i),  f.  a 

female  artisan  or  mechanic  (regarded  by  S'iktas  as 
one  of  the  eight  Akulas).  —  Silpa-kara  —  tSilpa- 
kara.  —  Silpa-karman,  a,  n.  or  iilpa-kriya,  f. 
manual  labour,  handicraft.  —  Sfilpa-kara,  as,  or 
iilpa-kHrin,  I,  m.  an  artisan,  workman,  mechanic. 
—  Sttpa-karaka,  as,  ika,  am,  practising  any  me- 
chsnical  art,  versed  in  an  art;  (as),  m.  an  artisan. 
—  Silpa-vidyd,  f.  the  science  of  mechanics,  me- 

chanical   knowledge,    skill    in    art,    mechanical    or 
manual  skill.  —  StUpa-tala,  am,  a,  n.  f.  a  work- 

shop,  workroom,  manufactory.  —  Silpa-^astra,  am, 
n.  a  book  on  any  mechanical  or  fine  art  (as  archi- 

tecture &c.),  a  scientific  treatise  ;  the  whole  collection 
of  treatises  on  mechanical  arts,  mechanics. 

Sfilpaka,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  drama,  one  exhibiting 
magical  and  mystical  rites. 

Stilpika,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  manual,  mechanical; 
(am),  n.  any  handicraft  or  mechanical  art  ;  a  sort  of 
drama,  =  iilpaka  ;  (a),  f.  =  iilpinl,  q.  v. 

Silpln,  I,  ini,  i,  belonging  or  relating  to  any 
mechanical  art,  mechanical  ;  (I),  m.  an  artificer, 
artist,  artisan  ;  (ini),  f.  a  kind  of  herb  or  grass 
(called  Lahanasipl  in  Hindi  ;  it  is  used  medicinally, 
and  descrited  as  sweet,  cooling,  and  bearing  seeds  of 
tonic  and  restorative  properties  ;  it  is  otherwise  de- 

scribed as  a  drug,  =  kola-dala),  —  S'iljn-^dla,  am, 
d,  n.  f.  a  workshop,  a  manufactory.—  Silpi-idstra 
=4ilpa-iastra,  q.  v. 

6'Mana.     See  tihlana. 

slva,  as,  d,  am  (according  to  Unadi-a. 
I.  153.  fr.  rt.  i.fi;  more  probably  to  be  connected 
with  rt.  (vi  and  favai,  see  Him),  auspicious,  pro- 

pitious, prosperous,  happy,  fortunate,  lucky,  increas- 
ing, thriving,  right  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  third  god 

of  the  Hindu  Tri-murti,  ph  the  later  mythology 

regarded  as  '  the  destroyer,  and  with  Brahma,  '  the 
creator,"  and  Vishnu,  '  the  preserver,"  constituting 
the  well  known  Hindu  triad  of  divine  manifestations  ; 

although  the  name  S'iva  is  not  found  applied  to  any 
god  in  the  Veda,  the  worship  of  the  destroying  and 
reproducing  principle  under  this  name  was  rapidly 
developed  in  the  Purinas  and  epic  poems,  and  be- 

came very  general  in  later  rimes,  the  worshippers  of 
Siva  or  Saivas  assigning  to  him  the  first  place  in  the 
tiiad  and  by  identifying  him  with  the  principles  of 
creation  and  reproduction  as  well  as  that  of  destruc- 

tion, constituting  him  the  one  Supreme  Being  who 
is  supposed  to  comprehend  all  the  powers  and  forces 
of  nature  and  whose  formidable  character  makes  him 
the  first  object  of  propitiation  and  adoration  ;  in  the 
Siva-Purana  he  is  addressed  as  Brahma,  Vishnu, 
Indra,  Varuna,  the  Sun,  Moon,  Earth,  Fire,  Water, 
Air,  Ether,  &c.,  while  even  in  the  Vishnu  and  other 
Puranas  not  specially  devoted  to  his  praise,  he  is 
mentioned  with  the  greatest  reverence  and  awe  ; 
according  to  one  view  the  name  Siva  belonged 
originally  to  the  principal  god  of  the  aboriginal 
tribes  of  India,  and  being  subsequently  adopted 
together  with  the  Liifga  or  symbol  of  reproduction 
into  the  Pantheon  of  the  Aryans,  was  then  identified 
with  their  own  deity  Rudra,  who  occupies  a  con- 

spicuous position  in  the  Veda  as  god  of  storms  ;  but 
according  to  a  more  likely  supposition  the  adjective 

fiva,  'auspicious,'  being  at  first  only  used  as  an 
euphemistic  epithet  to  propitiate  the  lord  of  tempests, 
passed  afterwards  into  his  name,  and  was  ultimately 
adopted  as  the  principal  name  of  the  god  of  destruc- 

tion, [see  rudra]  ;  according  to  Vishnu-PurSna  I.  8. 
there  are  eight  principal  manifestations  of  S'iva,  viz. 
Rudra,  Bhava,  S'arva,  I£5na,  Pasu-pati,  BhTma,  Ugra, 
Maha-deva,  which  again  are  visibly  represented  under 
eight  Tanus  or  material  forms,  viz.  the  Sun,  Water, 
Earth,  Air,  Fire,  Ether,  the  officiating  Brahman, 

and  the  Moon,  S'iva  being  supposed  to  uphold  the 
universe  by  means  of  these  forms  ;  as  presiding  over 
reproduction,  which  follows  destruction,  his  symbol 
is  the  Lin-ga  or  Phallus,  under  which  form  he  is 
generally  worshipped  at  the  present  day  ;  as  god  of 
justice  or  punishment,  which  character  he  shares  with 
the  gods  Yania  and  Varuna,  he  is  represented  as 
riding  on  a  white  bull,  the  god  Dharma,  it  is  said, 

having  taken  this  form  and  requested  S'iva  to  accept him  as  his  vehicle;  his  own  colour  is  sometimes 
depicted  as  black  in  his  character  of  destroyer  of  the 
world,  when  he  is  called  Kala  or  Time  ;  again,  one 

of  his  representations  is  as  Ardha-nari,  '  half-female," 
the  other  half  being  male  to  symbolize  the  unity  of 
the  generative  principle,  his  name  being  then  Ardha- 
n5rlsa,  '  the  half-female  lord  ;'  he  has  sometimes  five 
faces,  whence  his  name  Panianana  ;  he  has  also  three 
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eyes,  one  of  which  is  in  his  forehead,  and  which  are 
thought  to  denote  his  view  of  the  three  divisions  of 

time,  past,  present,  and  future,  while  a  moon's crescent,  round  or  above  the  central  eye,  marks  the 
measure  of  time  by  months,  a  serpent  round  his 
neck  the  measure  of  time  by  years,  and  a  second 
necklace  of  skulls  with  numerous  other  serpents  about 
his  person,  the  perpetual  revolution  of  ages,  and  the 
successive  extinction  and  generation  of  the  races  of 
mankind :  his  hair  is  thickly  matted  together,  and 
gathered  above  his  forehead  into  a  coil,  so  as  to 
project  like  a  hom ;  on  the  top  of  it  he  bears  the 
Ganges,  the  rush  of  which  river  in  its  descent  from 
heaven  he  intercepted  by  his  head  that  the  earth 
might  not  be  crushed  by  the  weight  of  the  falling 
stream  ;  his  throat  is  dark-blue  from  the  stain  of  the 
deadly  poison  which  would  have  destroyed  the  world 
had  it  not  been  swallowed  by  him  on  its  production 
at  the  churning  of  the  ocean  by  the  gods  for  the 
nectar  of  immortality :  he  is  sometimes  represented 
clothed  in  a  deer-skin,  sometimes  in  a  tiger-skin,  or 
he  appears  sitting  on  a  tiger-skin  or  holding  a  deer 
in  one  of  his  hands ;  in  explanation  of  this  a  legend 

is  told  that  S'iva,  having  once  visited  a  forest  in  the 
form  of  a  religious  mendicant,  the  wives  of  the 
Rishis  residing  there  fell  in  love  with  his  great 
beauty,  which  the  Rishis  perceiving  resented;  in 
order,  therefore,  to  overpower  him,  they  first  dug  a 
pit,  and  by  magical  arts  caused  a  tiger  to  rush  out  of 
it,  which  he  slew,  and  taking  its  skin  wore  it  as  a 
garment ;  they  next  caused  a  deer  to  spring  out  upon 
him,  which  he  took  up  in  his  left  hand  and  ever 
afterwards  retained  there ;  they  then  produced  a  red- 
hot  iron,  but  this  too  he  took  up  and  kept  in  his 
hand  as  a  weapon:  sometimes,  again,  he  appears 

wearing  an  elephant's  skin  which  belonged  to  an 
Asura  named  Gaya,  who  acquired  such  power  that 
he  conquered  the  gods  and  would  have  destroyed  the 
Munis  had  they  not  fled  to  Benares  and  taken 

refuge  in  a  temple  of  S'iva,  who  then  destroyed  the 
Asura  and,  ripping  up  his  body,  stripped  off  tie  hide 
which  he  afterwards  cast  over  his  shoulders  for  a 

cloak :  S'iva  holds  a  tridula  or  three-pronged  trident 
[also  called  Pinnka]  in  his  hand  to  denote,  as  some 
think,  his  combination  of  the  three  attributes  of 
Creator,  Destroyer,  and  Regenerator ;  his  other 
weapons  are  a  bow  called  Ajakava  or  Ajagava,  a 
thunderbolt,  an  axe,  a  kind  of  staff  with  transverse 

pieces  surmounted  by  a  skull  called  Khatvan-ga,  and 
another  nondescript  weapon  called  Khin-kira ;  he  also 
carries  a  kind  of  rattle  or  drum,  shaped  like  an  hour- 

glass, called  Daman),  and  a  PSs'a  or  noose  for  binding 
incorrigible  offenders :  his  attendants  or  servants  are 
called  Pramatha;  they  are  sometimes  regarded  as 
demons  or  supernatural  beings  of  various  kinds,  and 
form  a  complete  host;  some  of  his  more  personal 
attendants  or  chamberlains  have  special  names,  such 
as  Nandi  or  Nandin,  Bhrin-gin,  Tandu,  the  latter 
being  the  original  teacher  of  dancing  &c.,  whence 

S'iva  is  called  Natesvara, '  the  lord  of  dancers,'  and  is 
himself  described  as  natya-priya,  fond  of  dancing : 

his  principal  wife  Durga1,  otherwise  called  ParvatI, Um5,  Gauri,  BhavanI,  Sail,  &c.,  is  the  chief  object 

of  worship  with  the  S'Sktas  and  Tantrikas,  see  liakti, 
iakta,  tantra:  his  sons  are  Ganesa  and  KSrttikeya  : 
he  destroyed  several  Asuras  or  demons,  such  as  Pura, 
Tripura,  Andhaka,  Ruru ;  he  also  scorched  the  god 
of  love,  Kama-deva,  to  ashes  by  a  glance  from  his 
central  eye,  that  deity  having  attempted  to  inflame 
him  with  passion  for  Parvatt  whilst  he  was  engaged 
in  severe  penance  ;  he  is  said  to  have  cut  off  one  of 
the  heads  of  the  god  BrahmS,  that  god  having  ori- 

ginally possessed  five  heads,  one  of  which  is  fabled 
to  have  addressed  S'iva  on  a  particular  occasion  in  a 
disrespectful  manner,  cf.  brahma-murdha-bhrit  ; 
he  also  decapitated  Daksha  and  replaced  his  head  by 
that  of  a  ram,  because  that  sage,  who  was  his  father- 
in-law,  omitted  to  invite  him  and  his  wife  Salt  to  a 
grea^  sacrifice  at  which  all  the  other  gods  were 
present,  see  daks/iadhvara-dhvani!a-krit ;  in  the 
exercise  of  his  function  of  Universal  Destroyer  he 
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destroys,  at  the  end  of  every  Kalpa,  not  only  all 
created  beings,  but  even  Brahma,  Vishnu,  and  the 

other  gods,  whose  bones  and  skulls  he  wears  as  gar- 
lands ;  moreover,  at  the  end  of  one  of  the  early 

Kalpas  he  is  fabled  to  have  burnt  them  up  by  a  flash 
from  his  central  eye,  and  afterwards  to  have  rubbed 
their  ashes  upon  his  body,  whence  the  use  of  ashes 
is  considered  of  great  importance  in  his  worship, 
while  the  use  of  the  Rudraksha  berries  or  beads 

originated,  it  is  said,  from  the  legend  that  Siva,  on 

his  way  to  destroy  the  three  cities,  called  Tri-pnra, 
let  fall  some  tears  of  rage  which  became  converted 
into  these  beads :  his  residence  is  Kailisa,  one  of  the 

loftiest  northern  peaks  of  the  Himalaya,  which  is 

also  the  paradise  of  Kuvera :  he  has  strictly  no  in- 
carnations like  those  of  Vishnu,  though  Vlra-bhadra 

and  the  eight  Bhairavas  are  sometimes  regarded  as 

forms  of  him,  sometimes  as  his  sons,  see  nra-bha- 

dra,  bhairara;  he  is  especially  worshipped  at  Be- 
nares and  has  even  more  names  than  Vishnu,  one 

thousand  and  eight  being  specified  in  the  sixty-ninth 
chapter  of  the  Siva-Purana  and  in  the  seventeenth 

chapter  of  the  Anusisana-parvan  of  the  Maha-bha- 
rata,  some  of  the  most  common  being  Maha-deva, 

Sambhu,  San-kara,  Isa,  Isvara,  Mahes'vara,  Kara, 
RudraJ;  the  phallic  emblem  of  Siva,  the  male 
genital  organ,  penis ;  a  god  ( =  (leva,  according  to 
Sabda-k.) ;  an  auspicious  planetary  conjunction ;  the 
twentieth  of  the  astronomical  periods  called  Yogas, 

(see  yoga);  epithet  of  a  particular  month;  the 
Veda ;  final  emancipation  ( =  moksha) ;  a  pillar  or 
post  to  which  cattle  are  tied ;  a  kind  of  drug  and 
perfume  (  =  bdluka  or  valuka);  a  particular  plant 
or  drug  (=  pitntiarika) ;  the  black  DhustOra  or 
thorn-apple;  bdellium;  quicksilver;  N.  of  a  scribe; 
(au),  m.  du.  Siva  and  his  wife ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  class  of  deities;  (a),  f.  the  wife  of  Siva  (Durga, 
Parvati,  &c.);  final  emancipation  (  —  mukti);  N. 

of  the  wife  of  Artgiias ;  of  the  mother  of  the  twenty- 
second  Jina;  of  a  river;  a  jackal;  the  Saml  tree; 
yellow  Myrobalan  (  =  haritaki) ;  Emblic  Myrobalan 
( =  dmalaki) ;  the  tree  Flacourtia  Cataphracta  ( = 
tamalaki) ;  Durva  grass ;  turmeric ;  a  kind  of  yellow 

pigment, =go-r<x!and;  (am),  n.  bliss,  prosperity, 
happiness,  well-being,  auspiciousness,  pleasure ;  final 
emancipation  or  beatitude ;  water ;  rock-salt ;  sea-salt ; 
white  or  refined  borax.— ffiva-kara,  as,i,am,  causing 
happiness  or  prosperity,  making  happy,  auspicious, 

propitious ;  (a*),  m.  (with  Jainas)  one  of  the  twenty- 
four  Arhats  of  the  past  Ut-sarpinl.  ••  Siva-lta- 

•vafa,  am,  n.  '  Siva's  amulet,'  N.  of  a  chapter  in 
the  Skanda-Purana.  —  Sha-ltaiidi,  {.,  N.  of  a  city 

(said  to  have  been  founded  by  Sankata ;  cf.  rishnu- 
/.•<(/ic7).  «•  Siva-kanti-tlrthct,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tlrtha.  —  Siva-kdmadughd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

—  Siva-kdrini,  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess.  —  S'im-kiit- 
kara,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Sfita-kirtana,  as,  m. 

'  Siva-praiser,'  epithet  of  Bhrirhgi   or   Bhrin-ganta, 
one  of  Siva's  attendants ;  N.  of  Krishna  or  Vishnu  ; 
(am),  n.  the  act  of  praising  or  celebrating  Siva. 

—  Sfiva-kunda,  N.  of  a  place. "S'n'a-ltoAa,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  dictionary  of  synonyms  of  trees  and 

medicinal  plants  by  Siva-datta.  —  Sim-gangd-tirtha, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Siva-gana,  as,  m.  a  proper 

N.  —  Sivagana-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  S'iva- 
yati,  ii,  is,  i,  having  a  prosperous  course,  pros- 

perous, auspicious,  happy ;  worshipping  Siva  ;  (in), 

m.  one  of  the  twenty-four  Arhats  of  the  past  Ut-sar- 

pini  (with  Jainas).  —  S'im-y'ild,  f.  'Siva's  song,"  N 
of  a  part  of  the  Padma-Purana  (propounding  the 
doctrines  of  the  Saivas ;  it  is  regarded  as  a  Vedanta 
treatise,  and  attributed  to  Veda-vyasa).  —  Siva-guru 

Mi,  m.,  N.  of  San-kariiiarya's  father.  —  Siva-yharma- 

ja,  as,  m.  '  born  from  the  perspiration   of  Siva," 
epithet  of  the  planet  Mars.  —  S'imn-kara,  as,  f, 

•ausing  happiness  or  prosperity,  auspicious,  pro- 
pitious. —  Siva-Aikra,  am,  n.  epithet  of  a  particular 

mystical  circle.  —  Sii:n-fatunlai!l,  f.  the  fourteenth 

day  of  the  dark  half  of  the  month  Magha  kept  as  a 
festival  in  honour  of  Siva.  —  Sivataturdafi-vrata, 
am,  n.  a  particular  religious  observance  kept  on  the 

above-mentioned  day.  —  Sica-jna,  as,  a,  am, 
mowing  what  is  fortunate  or  propitious,  worshipping 

s'iva ;  (II),  f.  a  female  devotee  of  the  Saiva  sect. 
—  Siua-jndna,  am,  n.  knowledge  of  what  is  fortu- 

nate or  propitious ;  a  book  giving  rules  for  ascertain- 
ing auspicious  moments  or  lucky  and  unlucky  seasons. 

—  Siva-tattva-vioeka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by 

Apyaya-dikshita.  »  Sira-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tantra  work.  —  Siva-tama,  as,  ii,  am,  most  pros- 

rous,  very  fortunate.  —  S'iva-tara,  as,  a,  am,  more 
auspicious  or  propitious,  very  prosperous  or  fortunate  ; 
very  complacent.  —  Siva-tdti,  is,  is,  i  (Panini  IV. 

4,  143,  144),  causing  good  fortune,  conferring  hap- 
piness, propitious;  (is),  f.  propitiousness,  benevo- 

,ence,  auspiciousness.  —  Siva-tdtika,  as,  a,  um,  — 
ii-ea-tati  above.  — Siva-tirtUa,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 

Tlrtha.  —  Siva-datta,  as,  a,  am,  given  by  Siva ;  pre- 

sented to  Siva ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Siva- 
kosha ;  of  a  scribe ;  (am),  n.  the  discus  of  Vishnu. 
—  Siva-ddru,  u,  n.  the  tree  Pinus  Deodaru  (  = 

deva-daru).  —  Siva-ddsa,  as,  m.  '  Siva's  servant,' 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  Jataka-muktavall ;  of  the 

reputed  author  of  the  Katharnava.  —  Siva-ddsa- 
deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Sina-dutikd,  f.,  N. 
of  one  of  the  Matris  attending  on  Siva.  —  Siva- 

duti,  (.  '  Siva's  messenger,'  epithet  of  Durga ;  of  a 
Yoginl.  —  Sioa-duti-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra 
work.  —  Siva-drishti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  by  So- 

mananda-natha.  —  Siva-druma,  as,  m. '  Siva's  tree,' 

the  Vilva,  (commonly  called  Bel.)  —  S'iva-dmshtd, 
(. '  hated  by  Siva,'  the  Ketaka  tree,  (see  ketaka.) 
-•  Siva-dhanur-mda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  ascribed 

to  VySsa.  —  Siva-dharma  and  diva-dharmottara 

(°ma-ut°),  N.   of  two  works.  —  Siva-dharmopa- 

purdna  (°ma-up°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-Purana. 
—  Siva-dhdtu,  us,  m.  '  Siva's  essence,'  quicksilver ; 
'  Siva's   mineral,1  milk-stone,   opal  or  chalcedony, 
(according  to  Sabda-k.  =  go-danta.)  —  Siva-nabhi, 

is,  m.  '  Siva's  navel,'  a  particular   form  of  Siva- 
lirhga,  (see  liitga.)  —  Sira-ndrdyana,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a   god ;    of  a   modem   author.  —  Siva-pura, 

am,   n.   or   s'iva-puri,  *  Siva's  city,'   N.   of  the 
city  Benares  (especially  sacred  to  Siva).  —  Siva-pu- 
rdna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  one  of  the  eighteen  Puranas 
(devoted  to  the  praise  of  Siva ;  it  is  thought  by  some 
to  be  identical  with  the  Vayu-Purana).  —  Siva-pujd, 
f.  worship  or  adoration  of  Siva.  —  Siva-prddur- 
bhdva,  as,  m.  the  manifestation  of  Siva.  —  Si«io- 
priya,  as,  a,  am,  dear  to  or  esteemed  by  Siva; 
(as),  m.  the  tree  Sesbana  Grandiflora  (=iiaka); 
the  thorn-apple  ( =  dhustura) ;  crystal;  (a),  f.  the 
goddess  Durgi ;  (am),  n.  the  seeds  of  the  Rudraksha 
or  Elzocarpus.  —  Sira-bhakta,  as,  m.  a  worshipper 

of  Siva,  a  Saiva.  —  Siva-bhdkti-siddhi,  is,  f. '  per- 
formance of  the  worship  of  Siva,'  N.  of  a  devotional 

work ;  [cf.  4wa-4aldi-siddhi.~]  —  S'iiia-bhatta,  as, 
m.  a  proper  N.  —  Siiia-mallaka,  as,  m.  the  Arjuna 

tree ;  (ika),  f.  the  tree  Sesbana  Grandiflora  ( =  ra- 
suka).  —  Siva-malli,  f.  the  Sesbana  Grandiflora. 
—  Siva-md/idtmya-khaHda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  book 
of  the  Skanda-Purana.  «•  Siva-rasa,  as,  m.  the 
water  of  boiled  rice  or  pulse  three  days  old  (under- 

going spontaneous  fermentation).  —  Siva-raliasya, 

am,  n.  '  secret  doctrine  of  Siva,"  N.  of  a  part  of  the 
Skanda-Purana ;  of  a  compilation  from  the  Tantras 

on  the  divinity  and  worship  of  S'iva.  —  Siva-rdja- 
dhdni,  f.  '  Siva's  capital,'  N.  of  the  city  Kasi  or 
Benares  (especially  sacred  to  Siva).  —  Siva-ratri,  is, 
f. '  Siva's  night,'  N.  of  a  celebrated  and  very  popular 
festival  in  honour  of  Siva  (kept  on  the  fourteenth 

of  the  dark  half  of  the  month  Magha  or  January- 
February  ;    a  rigorous  fast  and  extraordinary  cere- 

monies are  observed    during  the    day  and    night, 
and    Siva   is  worshipped    under   the   type    of  the 

Lirfga;    cf.   6ii'a-daturd<isT,).  —  Sivaratrwnahat- 
mi/a,  am,  n.  the  greatness  or  glory  of  the  Siva-ratri 
festival.  —  Siva-rdma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor; 

of  the  author  of  the  Kritya-c'intamani,  the  Sraddha- 
c"int5mani,  the  Su-bodhinI,  and  a  commentary  on 
the    Karma-pradipa.  —  Siva-rama-gira,  as,   m.  a 
proper  N.  —  Siva-rupa,  am,  n.  the  form  or  image 

of  Siva;    (as,  a,  am),  having  the  form  of  Siva. 

—  &iva-linga,  am,  n.  Siva's  genital  organ  or  Siva 
worshipped  in  the  form  of  a  phallus ;  a  temple  or 

;pot   dedicated  to  the  worship  of  the  Lin-ga,  (see 
linga.)  —  Siva-lin gin,  i,  m.  a  worshipper  of  the 
Lin-ga  or  one  who  carries  this  symbol  on  his  person. 
—  oica-loktt,  as,  m.  the  world  or  paradise  of  Siva, 

Kailasa.  —  S'iva-vallabha,  as,   a,  am,  loved   or 
esteemed   by  Siva ;    (as),   m.   the   mango   tree ; 

gigantic  swallow-wort ;  (a),  f.  the  goddess  ParvatI ; 
the  Indian  white  rose  ( =  iala-paltri).  —  Siva-val- 
lika,  f.  a  particular  plant  ( =  linginl).  —  Sfea-raKZ, 
f.  a  particular  plant  ( =  lingini)  ;  a  particular  thorny 

tree  (  =  s"ri-valli).  —  Sfiiia-vahana,  as,  m.  'Siva's 
vehicle,'  a  bull.  —  Sita-mja,  am,  n. '  Siva's  semen,' 
quicksilver.  —  Sfira-fakti,  is,  (.  attachment  or  de- 

votion to  Siva ;  (is),  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Sfea-s'oWi- siddhi,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Harsha,  (also  called 
siva-bhakti-tiddhi.)  —  Siva-barman,  a,  m.,  N. 

of  a  priest.  —  Siva-6asana,  am,  n.  '  Siva's  ordi- 
nance,' N.  of  a  law-book.  —  &iva-&khara,  as,  m. 

Siva's  crest ;  Siva's  head  ;  the  plant  Sesbana  Grandi- 
flora; the  thorn-apple  ;  the  moon.  —Swa-samhita, 

{.,  N.  of  a  short  treatise  on  the  duties  of  a  Yogin. 

—  Sim-tankalpa,  as,  m.  'having  an  auspicious 
resolve,'  N.  of  a  hymn  (forming  part  of  the  thirty- 
fourth  book  of  the  Vajasaneyi-samhitS ;  cf.  Manu 

XI.   250).  —  Siva-sanlialpapanishad  (°pa-up°), 
t,  {.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad.  —  Siva-sarrasva,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  work.  —  ffiva-sahasra-mlman,  a,  n.,  N.  of 
a  description  of  one  thousand  epithets  illustrating  the 
attributes  of  Siva.  ••  Sfiva-sdy ujya,  am,  n.  absorp- 

tion into  or  identification  with  Siva,  final  emanci- 

pation. —  &iva-sundari,  f.  epithet  of  Durga.  —  S7fa- 
&utra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  aphorisms  of  the  Saiva 
philosophy  (attributed  to  the  god  Siva) ;  N.  of  the 
fourteen  Sutras  with  which  Panini  opens  his  gram- 

mar (said  to  have  been  communicated  to  him  by 

Siva).  —  S'irasiitra-vimartfini,   f.,  N.   of  a  com- 
mentary on  the  philosophical  Siva-sutras,  (also  called 

tiva-sutra-rnvriti)  ;  of  a  commentary  on  the  four- 
teen grammatical  aphorisms  of  Siva  (treated  as  sym- 

bolizing the  dogmas  of  the  Vedanta).  —  Siva-tkcm- 

dha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  S 'iva-sva,  am,  n. 
'  Siva's  property,"  anything  that  has  been  offered  to 
Siva.  —  Sita-svamin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet;  of  an 

author.  —  S'ivaksha  (°va-ak°),  am.  n.  the  seed  of 

the  Elacocarpus,  (see  rudraksha.)  —  Simkhya  (°va~ 
dkh°),  a.*,  a,  am,  called  happy,  termed  lucky.  —  S»- 
valika  (°va-at°1),  f.  a  kind  of  grass  ( =  vans"a-pat- 
tri).  —  Sivdtmaka  (°va-dt°),  as,  ika,  am,  consist- 

ing of  the  essence  of  Siva ;   (am),    n.  rock-salt. 

—  SfivaJes'uka  (°va-ad°),  as,  m.  a  fortune-teller. 
—  Sicananda  (°va-dn°),  as,  m. '  Siva's  joy,'  N.  of 
a  scribe.  —  S'irdpida  (°va  or  °vd-dp°),  as,  m.  the 
chaplet  of  Siva  or  Durga ;  Sesbana  Graudiflora  ( = 

iiaka).  —  i.  tiedpriya  (°va-ap°  or  °vd-ap°),  as,  a, 
am,  disliked  by  Siva  or  by  Durga.  —  2.  iiiia-priya, 

as,  a,  am,  beloved  by  Durga ;  (as),  m.  a  goat.  —  S*- 

vd-phala,  f.  the  Saml  tiee.  —  S'ivd-bali,  is,  m.  au 
offering  to  Durgi  made  at  night  and  consisting  chiefly 

of  flesh.  —  Sivarati  (°va  or  °vd-ar°),  is,  m.  an 

enemy  of  Siva  or  Durga;  'jackal's  enemy,'  a  dog. 
—SftvS-ntfa,  am,  n.  the  howling  of  a  jackal.  —  Si- 
varfana-tandrlka  (°t-a-ar°),  f.,   N.  of  a  work. 
—  Sivalaya  (°va-ala),  as,  m.  the  residence  of  Siva, 
Siva's  abode;   red  TulasI  or  basil;  (am),  n.  any 

temple  or  shrine  dedicated  to  S'iva  (generally  con- 
taining a  Lin-ga);   a  cemetery,  place  where  dead 

bodies  are  burnt  or  buried  ;  N.  of  a  place.  —  S'ivd- 
smriti,  is,  f.  '  Durga-memorial,'  the  plant  Sesbana 

jEgyptiaca   (=jayanfi).  —  Sivahlada   (°va-dh°), 
as,  m.  '  Siva's  joy,'  the  tree  Sesbana  Grandiflora. 
—  Siviihva  (°va-dh°),  as,  ii,  am,  called  or  named 
after  S'iva;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  creeper  (  =  rudra- 

jala).  —  S?ivetara  ("va-it"),  as,  a,  am,  'other  than 
auspicious,'  inauspicious,   unhappy,    unlucky.  —  S'i- 
veshta  (°va-ish°),  as,  d,  am,  loved  by  Siva;  (as), 

m.  Sesbana  Grandiflora ;  (a),  f.  Durva  grass.  —  SV'fo- 
panishad  (°va-up°),  t,  (.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad  (sup- 

posed to  have  been  the  work  on  which  the  Siva- 



sivopapurana. 

sfltras  were  founded).  —  Sivopapurana  (°va-up°), 
am.  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-PurSna. 

ffiuaka,  as,  m.  a  pillar  or  post  to  which  cattle  are 
tethered  or  to  which  cows  are  tied  (when  milked) ; 

a  scratching-post  (for  cattle  to  rub  against). 
Sfteanl,  f.  the  wife  of  Siva  (i.e.  Durga);  the 

plaut  Sesbana  jEgyptiaca  (=jayanti;  or,  according 
to  others,  Celtis  Orientalis). 
Sivalu,  us,  m.  a  jackal. 

Siivtya,  Nom.  P.  iivlyati,  -yitum,  to  treat  any 
one  (ace.)  like  Siva. 

ftjlfa  sivi,  is,  m.  a  beast  of  prey,  noxious 
animal;  the  birch  tree  (  =  bhurja);  N.  of  a  king 
(son  of  Usinara ;  the  story  of  his  rescuing  Agni  in 
the  form  of  a  pigeon  from  Indra  in  the  form  of  a 
hawk  by  the  offering  of  an  equal  portion  of  his  own 

flesh,  weighed  in  a  balance,  is  told  in  the  Vahni- 
Purana  and  Maha-bhSrala,  see  below) ;  N.  of  a 
country ;  (ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  or  race. 
—  Sfivi-farita  or  iim-faritra,  am,  n.  'the  story 
of  Sivi,'  N.  of  an  episode  of  the  Maha-bhSrata  ;  see 
Vana-parvan  13275-13300;  the  same  story  of  the 
hawk  and  the  pigeon  is  told  of  Usinara  in  Vana- 
parvan  10560-10596. 

f^tftoirT  sivikd.  f.  a  palanquin,  palkee, 

litter;  a  bier;  a  stage  erected  for  exhibitions;  a 
proper  N.  —  Sirika-ddna,  am,  n.  the  gift  of  a 
litter,  &c. ;  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Vahni-Purana. 

Siol-ratha,  as,  m.  a  palanquin,  litter. 

{Vtqf<4K  sivipishta  for  s'ipi-vishta,  as,  m. 
epithet  of  Siva,  &c.  See  iipi,  p.  1005. 

fi(I  fa  ̂.  sivira,  am,  n.  (said  in  Unadi-s.  I. 

54.10  be  fr.  rt.  I.  s"i),  a  camp;  a  royal  camp,  royal 
residence;  an  intrenchment  for  the  protection  of  an 

army  ;  a  sort  of  grain ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  tribe  (?). 

f$T5lfV^T  sisayisha,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt. 
I.  ii},  desire  to  lie  down,  wish  to  sleep,  drowsiness, 
sleepiness. 

Sifayishu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  lie  down,  sleepy, 
drowsy. 

T  sis'ima.  See  under  rt.  i .  si,  p.  1004. 
sisira,  as,  a,  am  (according  to 

Unadi-s.  I.  54.  fr.  rt.  jfas";  probably  connected  with 
rt.  tfri  or  rt.  fo),  cool,  chilly,  cold,  frigid,  freezing ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  the  seventh  month  of  the  year  (ac- 
cording to  one  reckoning) ;  N.  of  a  mountain ;  of  a 

teacher  of  the  Rig-veda  (a  pupil  or  descendant  of  Sl- 
kalya  Veda-mitra) ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  hoar  frost,  dew, 
coolness,  cold  ;  the  cool  or  dewy  season  (comprising 
two  months,  Magha  and  Phalguna,  or  from  about 
the  middle  of  January  to  that  of  March,  see  ritii). 

—  Siiira-kdla,   as,   m.   the   dewy    season.  —  S»- 
fira-ghna,  as,  i,  am,  destroying  frost;  (as),  m. 
epithet  of  Agni  or  fire.  —  SMra-tara,  as,  a,  am, 

more  cool,  very  refreshing.  —  Sis'ira-muthita,  as, 
a,  am,  pinched   by  cold.  —  SMrartu  (°ra-ritu), 
us,  m.  the  dewy  season.  —  S'ifirdnfu  (°ra-an°),  us, 
m.  '  having  cold  rays,'  the  moon.  —  Sis'irans'u-tva, 
am,  n.  the  state  of  having  cold  rays.  —  S'lViri-6A«, 
cl.  i .  P.  -bhavati,  &c.,  to  become  cool.  —  SMro- 

shna-rarsha  ("ra-ush°),  as,  (.  pi.  the  dewy,  hot, 
and  rainy  seasons. 

fijf$T  sisu,  us,  m.  (a  reduplicated  form  of 

I.  fa  for  rt.  fat;  according  to  UnSdi-s.  I.  21.  fr.  rt. 

fo;  Ved.  Of  vah  =  fifavah,  flfoa  =  fis'iind),  a 
child,  infant ;  the  young  of  any  animal  (as  a  calf, 
puppy,  &c.)  ;  a  boy  under  eight  years  of  age ;  a  lad 
under  sixteen  ;  a  pupil,  scholar ;  N.  of  a  descendant 

of  An-giras  (author  of  Rig-veda  IX.  112).  —  Si.vtt- 
kdla,  as,  m.  childhood.  —  Siiu-kranda,  as,  m.  or 
fifu-krandana,  am,  n.  the  weeping  of  a  child 
or  infant.  —  Siiu-krandlya,  as,  m.,  scil.  yrantha, 
a  book  treating  of  infantile  complaints  or  (perhaps)  a 
book  suitable  for  naughty  children,  (Pan.  IV.  3,  88.) 

—  S'iiS'i-gandha,  f.  double  jasmine.  —  S'uSu-fandra.- 
yana,  am,  n.  the  lunar  penance  of  children,  (eating 

four  mouthfuls  at  sunrise  and  four  mouthfuls  at  sun- 

set for  a  month,  Manu  XI.  219.)  —  Sfifn-tta,  am, 
n.  or  gHu-la,  f.  childhood,  boyhood,  the  period  up 
to  eight  years  of  age  ;  pupilage,  the  period  before 
sixteen.  —  Sifu-defya,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  the 
place  of  a  child,  not  far  from  or  almost  a  child. 

—  S'ifu-ndga,  as,  m.  a  young  elephant  ;  a  kind  of 
Rakshasa  or  demon  ;  N.  of  a  king  of  Magadha  (the 

founder  of  a  dynasty).  —  Siiii-pdla,  as,  m.  'child- 
cherisher,'  N.  of  the  king  of  the  Cedis  inhabiting  a 
country  in  central  India,  probably  the  same  as  Bun- 
delkhand,  (see  tedi  ;  he  was  son  of  Dama-ghosha, 
and  is  also  called  Su-nltha  ;  his  impiety  in  opposing 

the  worship  of  Krishna  is  described  in  the  Sabha- 
parvan  of  the  Maha-bharata  ;    when  Yudhi-shthira 
was  about  to  perform  a  Rajasuya  sacrifice,  numerous 
princes  attended,  and  Bhishma  proposed  that  especial 
honour  should  be  paid  to  Krishna,  who  was  also 

present,  but  S'isu-pSla  objected,  and  after  denouncing 
Krishna  as  a  contemptible  person  challenged  him  to 
fight,  whereupon  Krishna  struck  off  his  head  with 
his  discus  ;  the  Vishnu-PurSna  identifies  this  impious 
monarch  with  the  demons  Hiranya-kasipu  and  R5- 

vana  ;  his  death  forms  the  subject  of  Magha's  cele- 
brated poem  called  Sisupala-vadha.)  —  S'is'updlaka, 

as,  ilcd,  am,  protecting  or  cherishing  children  ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  king  (  =  fifu-pdla)  ;  the  plant  Nauclea 

Cordifolia.  —  Sifutpdla-badha  or  s"is"npala-vadha, 
as,  m.  '  the  slaying  of  Sisu-pala,'  N.  of  a  part  of 
the  Maha-bh3rata  (see  below)  and  of  an  epic  poem 

by  MSgha  on  the  subject  of  Sisu-plla's  death  by  the 
hand  of  Krishna.  —  Sfis'tipdla-badha-parvan,  a, 
n.,  N.  of  a  section  of  the  Maha-bharata  (contained 
in  the  SabhS-parvan  1418-1627,  see  above).—  SCi- 

fttpdla-han,  a,  m.  '  destroyer  of  Si£u-pala,'  an  epi- 
thet of  Krishna.  —  Sifu-bJidva,  as,  m.  the  state  of 

childhood,  infancy.  —  S'is'u.-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved. 
infantine,  childish,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 

I.   140,   10.  fifumatlr  =  fais"avaratir  jvdldh.) 
—  S'ifu-mdra,  as,  m.  '  child-killing,'  the  Gangetic 
porpoise,  Delphinus  Gangeticus  ;  '  the  heavenly  por- 

poise,' a  form  of  Vishnu  (described  as  a  collection 
of  the  stars  and  planets)  ;  N.  or  a  form  of  Vishnu. 

—  S'iitumdra-s'iras,  as,  n.  the  dolphin's  head,  a 
part  of  the  heavens  studded  with  stars,  the  north- 

east point.  —  Sifu-vdhaka  or  fifw-vdhyaka,  as, 

m.   'child-carrier,'  a  wild  goat.  —  S'ifu-hatyd,   f. child-murder. 

SKsuku,  as,  m.  a  child  ;  the  young  of  any  animal  ; 
a  porpoise  ;  a  fish  resembling  a  porpoise  ;  a  tree. 

Simula,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  child  or  ;.  young  animal, 

S'is'van  in  sam-fifvan,  q.  v.  ;  (according  to  Say. 
on  Rig-veda  I.  65,  5.  fifvd  may  either  ~  tanu- 
krita/t,  'attenuated,'  as  if  fr.  rt.  fo,  or=fifund, inst.  c.  of  fifu.) 

Siivdyai  in  Rig-veda  X.  95,  1  3  =  Hue,  i.  e.  kal- 
ydne  samupasthite  salt  (according  to  Say.). 

S'ifvi,  is,  is,  i,  swelling,  increasing,  thriving,  &c., in  su-fifvi,  q.  v. 

fijrar  sisna,  as,  m.  (according  to  Yaska 

fr.  rt.  s"nat  h  ;  according  to  others  fr.  rt.  faf),  the 
male  generative  organ,  (also  am,  n.  in  Ved.)  ;  (am), 

n.,  Ved.  a  tail  ;  thread  steeped  in  rice-water,  (said 
by  Say.  to  be  fr.  rt.  end,  Rig-veda  I.  105,  8.) 

—  Sis"na-deva,  as,  m.  '  having  the  generative  organ 
for  a  god"  or  'sporting  with  that  organ,"  a  lustful  or 
unchaste  man,  (Say.  s'is'ttena  divyanti  kridanti 
iti  Siina-devah  abrahmaiarydh  ity  arthah)  ;  a 

tailed  or  priapic  demon.  —  S'idnodara-parayana 
(°na-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  addicted  to  lust  and  gluttony. 

fjflntnnW  sisriyana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  s'ri), 
Ved.  seeking  refuge,  taking  refuge. 

r^ir»j<;rH  sijuidana,  as,  d,  am  (according 

to  UnSdi-s.  II.  93.  fr.  rt.  icit,  '  to  be  white,'  with substitution  of  d  for  t  and  elision  of  the  dcsiderative 

affix  s),  'being  pure,'  innocent,  virtuous  (  =  s"ukla- 
karman);  guilty,  sinful,  wicked  (  =  krishna-kar- 
man  according  to  some). 
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TSfH   I.  s'ish,  cl.  I.  P.  s'eshati,  sisesha, x  fekshyaii,  afikshat,  teshtum,  to  hurt, 

injure,  kill. 
2.  s'ish,  cl.  7.  P.  stnashti,  sisesha, 
fekshyati,  afishat,  feshtum,  to  leave, 

leave  remaining ;  to  distinguish  from  others,  indi- 
vidualize ;  (according  to  some  also)  cl.  i.  P.  feshati, 

&c.,  to  leave  a  residue,  allow  to  remain,  spare  : 

Pass,  flshyate,  (for  fishyate,  Pass,  of  rt.  I .  fas,  see 
p.  1003),  to  be  left  remaining,  remain  :  Caus.  (or  cl. 
10)  feshayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  aflfishat,  to  cause  to 
remain,  leave,  allow  to  remain,  spare :  Desid.  fi- 
kshati:  Intens.  feflshyate,  fefeshti;  [cf.  Lat. 

qutzso,  qucero,  quaestor,  perhaps  cura;  Goth,  qvis- 
teins,  qvistjan,  fra-qvixteins,  fra-qvistjan,  fra- 
qviitnan,  u$-qvialjan  (based  on  anoun  qcist  =  iiildi, 

in  the  sense  of '  leaving,  abandoning '),  us-haf sta.'] i.  fishta,  as,  d,  am,  left,  remaining,  residual, 
anything  that  remains  or  is  left.  •—  I.  fish'.a-td,  f.  or 
fishta-tva,  am,  a.  the  being  left,  the  being  residual. 

fifHT  2.  tishta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  sos), 

ordered,  commanded ;  disciplined,  well  regulated, 
educated,  trained  ;  tamed,  obedient,  docile  ;  orderly, 

correct,  learned,  wise,  good;  select,  (perhaps  refer- 
rible  to  I.  fishta) ;  eminent,  excellent,  superior,  prin- 

cipal, chief;  (as),  m.  a  chief;  a  courtier,  counsellor. 
—  2.  fishta-td,  f.  or  fishta-tva,  am,  n.  docility  ; 

good  behaviour,  urbanity,  civility.  —  Sishla-sabhd, 
f.  an  assembly  of  chiefs,  council  of  state.  —  S^ishta- 

sabhdddra  (°lhd-dd°),  as,  m.  history  or  tradition  of 
eminent  persons.  —  S^ishta-sammata,  as,  d,  am, 
approved  or  loved  by  the  learned,  (Manu  III.  39.) 

—  Sishtddarana  (°ta-dd°),  am,  n.  the  conduct  or 
procedure  of  the  virtuous,  practice  of  the  good,  gen- 

tlemanly behaviour.  —  Sfishtdddra  (°ta-d^°),  as,  m. 
the  practice  or  traditional  usages  of  the  virtuous ;  (as, 

d,  am),  well-behaved ;  the  approved  conduct  of  the 
wise  and  good,  good  manners,  gentlemanly  conduct, 
proper  behaviour.— Sishtd6dra-vlruddha,  as,  d,  am, 

opposed  to  the  practice  of  the  virtuous.  —  ffishtd- 
ddrdviruddha  (°ra-av°),  as,  d,  am,  not  opposed 
to  the  practice  of  the  virtuous. 

Si&ltti,  is,  f.  ruling,  governing,  commanding ;  an 
order,  command ;  correction,  punishment,  chastise- 
ment. 

S'ishtvd,  ind.  having  governed  or  regulated  or 
trained  ;  having  ordered  or  decreed. 

Sfishya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  taught,  docile  [cf.  a-f°] ; 
(as),  m.  a  scholar,  pupil,  disciple,  (ku-fishya,  a  bad 

or  wicked  pupil) ;  passion,  anger ;  violence.  —  S'ishya- 
td,  {.  or  fishya-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  character 
of  a  pupil,  pupilage,  instruction.  —  S^iahya-param- 
pard,  f.  a  series  or  succession  of  pupils  or  disciples. 

—  S'ishya-putra,  as,  m.  a  pupil  equal  to  a  son. 
—  Sishya-pradeya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  delivered  or 

imparted  to  pupils.  —  S'ishya-fishli,  is,  f.  chastise- ment or  correction  of  a  pupil. 

Siskyamdna,  as,d,  am,  being  ruled  or  controlled ; 

being  instructed  or  trained. 

fsfTfJ1  sihla  or  sihlaka,  as,  m.  (also  written 
sihla,  q.  v.),  olibanum,  benzoin,  Indian  incense  (  = fild-rasa). 

Sfihlana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  S§nti- 
sataka,  (sometimes  written  filhana.) 

i.  £i  (perhaps   connected  with  rt. 
fad),  cl.  2.  A.  fete  (ist  du.  fevahe,  3rd  du. 

faydte,  ist  pi.  fernahe,  3rd  pi.  ferate,  Ved.  cl.  I. 
fayate,  but  f  aye  =  fete,  Rig-veda  III.  55, 4,  cf.  Pan. 
VII.  I,  41;  Ved.  and  ep.  also  P.  in  some  tenses), 
Impf.  afcta  (P.  afayat.Ved.  2nd  du.  P.  afdyatam, 

3rd  du.  A.  afaydtdm,  3rd  pi.  aferata),  Pot.  fa- 
yita  (ep.  fayet),  Impv.  fetam  (2nd  sing,  fethva, 
ist  du.  faydvahai,  3rd  pi.  feratdm),  fifye,  fa- 
yishi/ate  (cp.  feehyati),  afaylshta,  fayitum  (Ved. 
Inf.  fayadhyai),  to  lie,  lie  down,  lie  on  the  ground, 
recline ;  to  rest,  repose ;  to  sleep :  Pass,  fuyyate, 

Aor.  afdyi :  Caus.  iSdyayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
lie  down,  put  down,  throw  down;  to  throw,  put; 

12  A 
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to  allow  to  rest :  Desid.  iHdayishatt :  Intens. 

siiiiyaie,  itiuyiti,  delicti;  [cf.  Gr.  Ktt-fuu  (xaaa 

«=  .fatie,  tcftrou  =  £tti>)  ;  KOI-TTJ,  Kot-pa-Qj,  Kw-f  ' 
KWfja,  tcu-faj :  Lat.  qui-e-s,  qui-e-sc-<t,  < 

Goth.  hai-m-s,  he-thyo,  haitlti,  /ititca,  'house,'  i 
comp.  heiva-franja  :  Old  Island,  hei-mr,  '  house 
Old  Germ,  liaim,  heim,  hi-iti,  hi-wo,  'husband 

Ii  tea,  '  wife ;'  hijan,  hiirjan,  '  to  marry ;'  hirdt 
Mod.  Germ.  Heirath  :  Angl.  Sax.  ham,  hceman 

Lith.  szttra,  '  a  tent ;'  Icilma, '  a  village.1] 
Sayaniya,  S'ayita,  Sec.    See  p.  994,  col.  I. 
Sfdyaka.     Sx  s.  v. 
Siit/dna,  at,  a,  am,  lying,  reclining. 
2.  fi,  is,  f.  sleep,  repose ;  tranquillity,  devotion 

complete  absorption  in  religious  worship. 

£ik  (also  written  sik,  and  per 

[  haps  connected  with  rt.  I.  sif),  cl.  I 
A.  fikate,  iiftkt,  ftkishyate,  afikishta,  fikitum 
to  sprinkle,  wet,  moisten ;  to  go  gently,  move ;  cl 
1. 10.  P.  fikati,  fikayati,  to  bear  ill  or  impatiently 
be  angry;  to  bear  patiently,  be  patient;  to  touch 
(  =  rt  <St);  to  speak  (cl.  10) ;  to  shine  (cl.  10). 
Stkara,  as,  m.  thin  or  drizzling  rain,  drizzle 

spray,  mist,  rain  driven  by  wind ;  a  drop  of  rain  or 
water,  (also  written  stkara) ;  (am),  n.  the  resin  o 
the  Sarala  pine  or  the  tree  itself.  —  Sikaraugha 

(°ra-oyha),  as,  a,  am,  abounding  with  mist,  having 
much  spray  or  thin  rain. 
Stearin,  i,  ini,  i,  sprinkling,  drizzling. 

^fiTT  sighra,  as,  a,  am  (etymology  doubt- 
ful), quick,  speedy;  (aj),  m.  (in  astronomy)  con- 

junction; (according  to  others)  parallax;  N.  of  a 
king ;  (o),  f.,  N.  of  a  river ;  a  particular  plant, 
danti ;  (am),  ind.  quickly,  rapidly,  swiftly ;  [cf.  Gr. 

Kt\6voi;  Angl.  Sax.  higian.~\  —  Sighra-karmi 
a,  n.  (in  astronomy)  the  calculation  of  the  conjunc- 

tion (of  a  planet).  —  Stghra-karin,  i,  ini,  i,  acting 

speedily  or  expeditiously.  —  S'ighra-kritya,  as,  d, 
am,  to  be  done  quickly,  what  must  be  done  quickly. 

—  Sfyhra-kendra,  am,  n.  (in  astronomy)  the  dis- 
tance from  the  conjunction  (of  a  planet),  commuta- 

tion.— Sighra-kopin,  i,  ini,  i,  quickly  angry,  irri- 
table. —  Sighra-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  quickly ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Sighra-gantri,  td,  tri,  tri,  or 

fighra-gamana,  as,  a,  am,  going  quickly.  —  Sl- 
ghra-gdmin,  i,  ini,  i,  g^ing  or  moving  quickly, 
swift,   expeditious.  —  Stghra-Mana,  as,   d,  am, 
having  quick  intellect,  very  sagacious;   (as),  m.  a 

dog.  —  ffighra-janman,  d,  m  '  having  quick  birth,' 
the  plant  Cxsalpinia  Bonducella  ;  another  plant  (  = 

TcaraAja).  —  S'ighra-tara,  ai,  d,  am,  more  quick, 
very  swift;   (am),  ind.  as  swiftly  as  possible.  —  Si- 

ghra-td,  f.  or  fighra-tta,  am,  n.  quickness,  speed, 
rapidity.  —  Stghra-parulhi,  is,  m.  (in  astronomy) 

the  epicycle  of  a  conjunction,  —  S'ighra-puxhpa,  as, 
m.  'quick-flowering,'  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  agastya). 
—  S^ghra-phala,  am,  n.  (in  astronomy)  the  equation 

of  a  conjunction.  —  S'ighra-bitddhi,  is,  is,  i.  quick- 
witted, having  quick  apprehension,  acute,  sharp.  —  Si- 

ghra-ydna,  am,  n.  rapid   motion.  —  Sighra-lart- 
ghana,  a*,  d,  am,  springing  or  jumping  quickly, 

moving  rapidly.  —  S'ighra-vegn,  as,  d,  am,  having 
a  rapid  course,  impetuous.  —  Sighra-vfdhin,  i,  m. 

'  quickly  piercing  (the  mark),' a  good  archer.  —  Sl- 
ghra.-irotai,  as,  as,  an,  having  a  rapid  current  (said 

ofa  river)  -Stifhro^a  (°ra-iu<°),  as,  m. '  the  apex  of 
the  swiftest  motion,' a  conjunction  (in  astronomy). 
Sighrdya,  Nom.  A.  fighrayate,  -yitum,  to  be- 

come quick  .or  rapid  ;  to  hasten. 
vighrfiyaindna,  as,  d,  am,  becoming  quick, 

going  rapidly,  huteniug. 
Sighrin,  i,  ini,  i,  speedy,  one  who  is  quick  or 

expeditious. 

Siyhriya,  as,  a,  am,  quick,  fleet ;  (as),  m.  an 
epithet  of  Siv»  ;  Of  Vishnu  ;  the  fighting  of  cats. 

Si'/hriya,  a*,  d,  am,  quick,  speedy,  rapid,  swift. 
Sftylirya,  am,  n.  quickness,  (peed,  rapidity. 

bayamya. 

fit,  ind.  [cf.  «/],  a  sound  njade  by- 

drawing  in  the  breath  tp.exprejiji'ny  tuUdeii  thrill  of 

pleasure  or  piin  (but  especially  pleasurable  sensations 
during  sexual  enjoyments,  =  raii-kdla-d/trani] 
—  Sfit-k<lrat  as,  m.  making  the  atwve  sound  ,vi7  . 
a  frown.  — S'it-ltrita,  am,  n.  the  sound  fit,  a  soum 
made  by  drawing  in  the  breath  to  express  pleasurable 
sensations. 

SffrrT  ilta,  as,  a,  am  (according  to  some  fr. 
rt.  rfyai  or  fr.  rt.    I.  ft;   according  to  others  an 
old  pass.  part.  fr.  rt.  rfo),  cold,  chilly,  frigid  ;  dull,  apa- 

thetic, stupid,  sluggish,  sleepy,  (in  this  sense  connected 
with  rt.  I.  fi);  idle,  lazy,  stupid;  decocted,  boiled; 
(am),  n.  cold,  coldness ;    cold  weather,  the  cold 
season;  water;  bark  or  cinnamon,  =  tvada;  (as), 
m.  a  small  tree,   Cordia  Myxa;    a  kind  of  ratan, 
Calamus  Fasciculatus ;  the  plant  Marsilea  Quadrifolia ; 

the  Nimb  tree;  another  plant  (=parpata);  cam- 
phor ;  (d),  f.  a  furrow ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Rama, 

(in  these  last  two  tenses  more  usually  written  sitd, 

q.  v. ;  but  derived  according  to  UnSdi-s.  III.  90.  fr. 
rt.  I.  fi.)  —  Sita-kdla,  as,  m.  the  cold  season, 
winter.  —  Sltakdllna,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the 
cold   season,  produced   in  winter,  wintry.  —  Sita- 

kumbha,  as,  m.  the   fragrant   oleander,  =  kara- 

fira;  (i),  f.  an  aquatic  plant;  [cf.  fitalii.^  —  S'Ua- 
krviihra,  as,  in.  a  particular  religious  penance  (con- 

sisting in  drinking  cold  water  for  three  days,  cold 
milk  for  three  days,  cold  ghee  for  three  days,  and 

eating  air  or  fasting  for  three  dzys).  —  S'ita-kshara, 
am,  n.  refined  borax.  —  Slta-gandhn,  am,  n.  'hav- 

ing cool  fragrance,"  white  sandal.  —  Sita-gu,,  us,  m. 
'having  cold  rays,'  the  moon.—  Sita-iiampaka,  as, 
m.  a  lamp ;  a  mirror ;  pleasing,  satisfying  (?).  —  Slta- 

jvara,  as,  m.  a  cold  fever,  ague.  —  aita-td,  f.  or 
ftta-ti'a,  am,  n.  coldness,  cold.  —  Sita-didhiti,  is, 

m.  'cold-rayed,'  the  moon.  —  Sita-parni,  i.  'cool- 
eaved,'  the  plant  Cleome  Pentaphylla ;  another  plant 

[  =arka).  —  Stta-pallara,  as,  m. '  cool-blossomed,' 
i  kind  of  plant,  Ardisea  Solanacea ;  (d),  f.  another 
ilant  (=bhumi-jambu,).  —  Sita-pdkirii,  f.  a  kind 
of  medicinal   root  (*=kdkoli);   another  plant  (  = 

mahd-S'imaitgd).  —  S>ita-pdki,  f.  a  medicinal  root 
kdkoli) ;  the  plant  Sida  Cordifolia ;  another  plant 

gunjd).  —  Sita-pitta,  am,  n.  increase  of  bile  or 
>hlegm  caused  by  cold.  —  Sita-pushpa,  as,  m. '  cool- 
lowered,'  the  Sirlsha  tree  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  = 
ati-bald;  (am),  n.  a  fragrant  grass,  Cyperus  Ro- 
undus.  —  Sita-pushpaka,  as,m.  a  kind  of  plant, 

=  arka;   (am),  n.  storax  or  benzoin.  —  S"Ua-pu- and,  f.  epithet  of  a  particular  Graha  or  disease  of 

hildren,  (see  graha,  p&tana.)  —  Sita-praltha,  as, 
m.  '  having  cool  radiance,'  camphor.  —  Sita-priya, 

as,  m.  'fond  of  cold,'  a  plant  (=parpala).  —  S'ii:i- 
Jiala,  as,  m. '  having  cool  fruit,"  the  tree  Ficus  Glo- 

merata ;  another  tree  ( =  idu).  —  S"ita  -bald,  f.  a  kind 
f  plant  (  =  mahd-samanga).  —  S'Ua-bhdnu,  us,  m. 
cool-rayed,'  the  moon.  —  Sita-bhiru,  us,   us,  u, 
fraid  of  cold ;  (us),  m.  Arabian  jasmine,  Jasminum 

Zambac.  —  Sita-bhojin,  I,  ini,  i,  eating  cold  viands. 
—  Sita-manjari,  f.  a  particular  plant  (-dephdli). 
—  Sita-mayukha,  as,  or  #i(a-mari<<i,  is,  m. '  cool- 
ayed,'  the  moon;  camphor.  —  Sita-mulaka,  as,  d, 
m,  having  a  cool  root;  (am),  n.  the  root  of  the 
Jiln.  —  Sita-ramya,  as,  a,  am,  pleasant  in  cold 
reather;    (as),  m.  a  lamp.  —  SUa-raimi,  is,  m. 

cool-rayed,"  the  moon ;  camphor.  —  Sita-rui!,  k,  or 
Ita-rufi,  is,  m.  'having  cool  light,"  the  moon. 
—  Slta-valka,  as,  d,  am,  having  cool  bark;  (as), 

m.  the  Udumbara  tree.  —  S'ita-riryaka,  as,  m. '  hav- 
ng  cold  seed,'  the  fig-tree  (  =  plaksha).  —  S'ita- 
iua,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  kind  of  fennel  (  —  madhuril:d, 
lidreyd) ;  the  Saml  tree ;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of  resin, 
orax  or  benzoin;  rock-salt.  —  ffita-ifaka,  as,  m. 

having  cold  awns  or  beards,'  barley.  —  Sita-tparia, 
s,  a,  am,  cool  to  the  touch  or  feeling,  cooling,  re- 
eshing,  pleasant.  —  Sita-saha,  as,  d,  am,  bearing 
r  enduring  cold :  (as),  m.  the  Pilu  tree  (growing  in 
ic  Himalaya  ini«n:'ains)  ;  (a),  f.  a  small  tree,  Vitex 

egipdo.;  ranoilitV^Ujit  (  —  n\*anti\  —  Sita-hara, 

\*,  a,  am,  removing"dold.—  S'itSns'ii  fta-an*),  us,  m. 
cool-rayed,'  the  moon ;  camphor.  -  S'itdns'ii-la,'  f. 

Sina. 

coldness  of  ray,  chilliness.  —  Sitanfu-talla,  am,  n. 

camphor  oil,  camphor  linament.  —  Sitdkula  (°ta- 
dk°),  as,  d,  am,  benumbed  with  cold,  frozen.  —  Si- 
tdnga  (°ta-ait°),  as,  a,  am,  cold-bodied,  having 
cold  limbs ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  fever  (supposed  to 
arise  from  a  vitiated  state  of  one  of  the  humors  of 

the  body)  ;  (i),  f.  a  particular  plant  ( =  hansa-fadi). 
—  S'itdda  ("fa-ada),  as,  m.  scorbutic  affection  or 
otherwise  diseased  state  of  the  gums.  —  S^itddri  ("la- 
ad'),  is,  m.  the  snowy  mountains,  the  Himilayas. 
—  Sitdbald  (°td-ab°),  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  ma/ta- 
saman-gd).  —  Sitdrta  (°la-dr°),  as,  d,  am,  pained 
or  pinched  with  cold,  suffering  from  cold,  chilled, 

shivering,  cold.  —  SitdSman  (°ta-af),  ii,  m.  a  cold 
stone;  the  moon-gem,  crystal.  —  Siti-bhava,  as,  m. 
cold  state,  coldness,  cold,  coolness ;  composure  ;  final 

emancipation.  —  Siti-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhai'ati,  &c., 

to  be  or  become  cold.  •-  Sitottama  (°ta-ut°),  am, 

n.  'the  best  of  cold  things,'  water.  —  S'itoda  (°ta- 
uda), '  having  cool  water,'  N.  of  a  lake ;  (d),  f.,  N. of  a  river. 

Sitaka,  as,  m.  cold  weather,  the  cold  season, 
winter ;  a  lazy  or  dilatory  man,  a  dull  person ;  a 

happy  or  contented  man,  one  without  cares  or 
anxieties  ( =  su-sthita) ;  the  plant  Marsilea  Den- 
tata ;  a  scorpion. 

Sttala,  as,  d,  am,  cool,  cold,  frigid,  chilly ;  (as), 
m.  the  moon ;    the  plant  Marsilea  Quadrifolia ;    a 

particular  Jina  or  Arhat,  (the  tenth  of  the  twenty- 
four  Tlrthakaras) ;    a  religious  ceremony  observed 

upon  the  sun's  entering  Aries ;  the  small  tree  Cordia 
Myxa  ;  the  Campaka  tree  ;  a  sort  of  camphor ;  tur- 

pentine or  the  resin  of  Shorea  Robusta;    (d),  f. 

small-pox    ( =  7iiaJuriA-d) ;    the   goddess    presiding 
over  or  inflicting  small-pox ;  a  kind  of  aquatic  plant 
(perhaps  the  Phrynium  Dichotymum,  from  the  split 
stems  of  which  a  cool  mat  is  made ;  =  fita-kurtibhi, 

fukla-pushpd) ;  olher  p\mls,  =  k nt >imbini;  =  dra- 
ma-fitald  ;  =bdlukd ;    (i),   f.   a    kind  of  aquatic 

.ilant,  see  above;  small-pox;  (am),  n.  cold,  cold- 
ness, coolness,  cold  weather ;  the  cold  season ;  green 

sulphate  of  iron    ( =  jmshpa-kdsisa)  ;    benzoin  or 
storax ;  sandal,  white  sandal ;  a  lotus ;  a  pearl ;  the 

root  of  the  Andropogon  Muricatus.  —  S'itala-Cc'hada, as,  m.  a  white  leaf;    (as,  d,  am),  having  white 

eaves ;  (a*),  m.  the  Campaka  tree.  —  Sitala-jala, 
am,  n.  cold  water;  a  lotus.  —  Sltala-tara,  as,  d, 
am,  more  cool,  colder.  —  Sltala-td,  f.  or  f(tala-tra, 
am,  n.  coldness,  coolness,  frigidity,  chilliness;  in- 
ensibility,  apathy  (=jada-ta).  —  Sltala-prada, 

as,  d,  am.  giving  or  producing  coolness ;  (as),  m. 
sandal.  —  Sltala-prasdda,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Si- 
tala-vdta,  as,  m.  a  cool  breeze,  cold  wind.  —  Sltdla- 
rdtaka,  as,  d,  am,  having  cool  breezes ;  (o«),  m. 
the  plant  Marsilea  Quadrifolia  ( =  afann-parni). 
—  Sitala-shaxhthi,  f.  or  iitala-sliashlhi,  the  sixth 
of  the  light  half  of  the  month  Magha  (when  only 
cold  food  is  eaten).  —  Sltald-ptijd,  f.  worship  of  the 
goddess  SltaI5  (a  festival  on  the  eighth  day  of  the 
second  half  of  the  month  Phalguna). 

Sitalaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant,  =  marutiaia  ; 

(am),  n.  a  white  lotus  (  =  sito1pnla), 

S"itdlu,  us,  us,  u,  suffering  from  cold,  shivering with  cold,  chilled,  cold. 

Sltikd,  f.,  Ved.  coldness,  cold.  —  Sitikd-tat,  an, 
ati,  at,  Ved.  possessing  coldness. 

Sitya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  cooled  or  chilled ; 
ploughed,  tilled,  (in  this  sense  more  usually  sitya.) 

s"it-kara,  slt-krita.    See  fit,  col.  I. 

sldhu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  (according  to 
UnSdi-s.  IV. 38.  fr.  rt.  I.  fi,  but  also  written  stdhu), 
a  spirit  distilled  from  molasses,  any  intoxicating 

liquor,  rum  ;  wine.  —  Sidhu-gnndha,  as,  m. '  smell- 
ing of  spirits,'  the  Vakula  tree,  Mimusops  Elengi. 

—  Sidhu-pa.  as,  i,  am,  drinking  spirits,  a  drinker 

of  spirits,  dram-drinker. 
TjiV»T  /ina,  as,  o,  am  (fr.  rt.  6yai,  cf.  6ita), 

congealed,  thick  (as  oil  or  butter) ;  (as),  m.  a  fool, 
blockhead ;  a  large  snake. 



fopala. sukotpatti. 

6~<pala,  as,  m.,Ved.  a  kind  of  plant, 
(Say.  =  s"aivdla,  Rig-veda  X.  68,  5  ;  cf.  tfepiila.) 

^fl  HII  PpjaBT  slphalika,  f.  the  plant  Nyctan- 
thes  Tristis,  (also  written  tfephali,  fephdlikd.) 

isihe,  si- 
bhitum,  to  boast  :  Caus.  gibhayati,  -yi~ 

turn,  Aor.  as'is'tbhat. 

Sibhya,  as,  m.  an  epithet  of  S*iva  ;  a  bull. 
3ffa>T  sibham,  ind.,Ved.  quickly,  speedily 

(  =  kiJtipram,  Naigh.  II.  15). 

sibhava,  as,  m.  thin  rain  (=sikara). 

siroa  in  su-slma,  q.  v. 

siyamdna.     See  rt.  ̂ ad,  p.  991. 

sir.     See  A'r. 

.  1.  sira,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
II.  I^.fr.rt.  I.  s7),  a  large  snake,  the  boa  constrictor. 

S'lrin,  i  ,  m.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  harid-garbha). 

3JTTT  2.  s'Zra,  as,  a,  am  (according  to  some 
fr.  rt.  I.  rft  or  fr.  rt.  2.  sY7,  '  to  cook  '),  Ved.  piercing, 
burning  ;  an  epithet  of  Agni,  (according  to  Nirukta 
IV.  14.  fr.  rt.  I.  s%  and  explained  by  anutfayin  or 

rosin,  which  Say.  interprets  to  mean  'sleeping  or 

lying  in  the  sacrifices.')  —  Sira-s"o(u,  is,  is,  is,  Ved. 
having  burning  or  piercing  splendor,  gleaming  like 

lightning.  (Sfy.  =  t'ayana-svabhdva-ro<<ishka,  'he 
whose  brilliance  has  the  character  of  lying  or  sleep- 

ing,' or  as'ana-s'ila-jv&la,  '  he  whose  flame  has  the 
character  of  pervading.') 

Tflfar  sirna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  //v),  withered, 
shriveled,  shrunk,  dry,  sere,  decayed,  rotten  ;  thin, 
wasted,  emaciated,  small,  slender,  broken  off,  shivered, 

shattered,  injured;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of  perfume  (  = 

sthauneyaka).  —  Sirna-td,  f.  '  having  a  shriveled 
or  slender  stem,'  or  slrna-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of 
being  withered  or  decayed,  a  withered  condition, 

emaciation.  —  S'irwa-na/a,  f.  the  plant  Hemionites 
Cordifolia  (  —  dirna-mdld).—  S'lrna-pattra,  am,  n. 
a  withered  leaf;  (as,  a,  am),  having  withered  or 
shriveled  leaves  ;  (as),  m.  the  tree  Pterospermum 
Acerifolium  ;  a  kind  of  Lodhra  (=pa,tlika-lodhra)  ; 

the  Nimb  tree.  —  Sirna-parna,  am,  n.  a  withered' 
leaf;  (a»,  a,  am),  having  withered  or  shriveled 

leaves  ;  (as),  m.  the  Nimb  tree.  —  Slrna-pada, 

as,  m.  a  thin  foot  ;  '  having  shriveled  feet,'  epithet 
of  Yama  (said  to  have  become  so  in  consequence  of 

his  mother's  curse).  —  Sirna-pushpikd,  f.  a  kind 
of  fennel,  Anethum  Sowa.  —  Sirna-mdla,  as,  a, 
am,  having  a  withered  garland  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of 

plant  (  =  s"irna-ndld').  —  Sirna-mula,  as,  a,  am, 
ha\'ing  withered  roots,  withered  at  the  root.  —  Strna- 
rrintfi,  am,  n.  'slender-stalked,'  a  water-melon. 

•-  SlTndngKri  (°na-an°),  is,  m.  'having  shriveled 
feet,'  epithet  of  Yama. 
Slryama.no,,  as,  a,  am,  being  broken  or  shattered. 

$fhf  sirta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  £ri),  Ved. 
served. 

'  sini,  is,  is,  i  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  54.  fr.  rt.  sYz),  destructive,  hurtful,  injurious, 
mischievous,  malignant;  savage. 

I  6irsha,  am,  n.  (an  abbreviated  form 

n,  col.  2),  the  head,  skull ;  black  Agallochum 
or  aloe  wood  ( =  krishndyuru) ;  [cf.  probably  Lat. 
collum;  Old  Germ,  and  Angl.  Sax.  hals.]  —  Sir- 
sha-yhdtin,  i,  ini,  i,  striking  the  head ;  beheading, 
decapitating.  —  Sirsha-fCheda,  as,  m.  or  firsha- 
(fnatana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  cutting  off  the  head, 
decapitating,  decapitation.  —  SirshaMhedika,  as,  I, 
am,  deserving  decapitation.  —•  Sirsha-Mhedin,  i, 
ini,  i,  cutting  off  the  head,  decapitating.  —  Sirsha- 
tthedya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  beheaded,  meriting  death 
by  decapitation.  —  Sirsha-raksha,  am,  n.  'head- 

protector,'  a  helmet.  —  Sirsha-s'uka,  as,  m.  pain  in 

the  head.  —  Sirshdmaya  (°sha-dm°),as,  m.  disease 

or  morbid  affection  of  the  head.  —  Sinkdras'cshi- 
kri  (°sha-av°),  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  leave 
only  the  head  undestroyed.  —  Sirshodaya  (°sha- 
«o"),  as,  m.  'head-rising'  or  'rising  in  front,'  epi- 

thet of  the  zodiacal  signs  Gemini,  Leo,  Virgo,  Libra, 
Scorpio,  Aquarius,  and  Pisces. 
Sirehaka,  am,  n.  the  head,  skull ;  a  helmet ;  a 

cap,  hat ;  judgment,  award,  verdict,  sentence,  result 
of  judicial  investigation;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Rshu  (the 
personified  ascending  node).  —  Slrshaka-stha,  as, 
d,  am,  being  in  or  on  the  head,  staying  on  the 
head ;  abiding  by  an  award  or  verdict,  submitting 
to  the  penalty  imposed. 

Sirshakti,  is,  f.  (probably  fr.  s"ir  =  s7rsAa  +  saktf), 
Ved.  a  pain  or  affection  in  the  head. 
Sirshanya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  head 

(Ved.) ;  (am),  n.  a  helmet;  a  cap;  a  rope  fastened 

to  a  horse's  head,  head-rope,  halter  (Ved.) ;  (as),  m. 

clean  and  unentangled  hair ;  [cf.  s'irasya.'] 
Sirshan,  a,  n.  (connected  with  Urea,  but  not 

declined  in  the  later  language  except  in  ace.  pi.  and 
remaining  cases,  where  it  may  be  optionally  substi- 

tuted for  tiros;  it  is  also  used  in  some  comps.,  e.g. 

sahasra-^),  the  head ;  any  eminent  or  illustrious 

person  (Ved.,  e.  g.  s'irshne-s'lrshne  =  sreihthiya 
ireshthdya,  to  every  eminent  person,  Rig-veda  VII. 18,  24). 

sil  (perhaps  to  be  regarded  as  a 
Norn.  fr.  Sila  below),  cl.  I.  P.  filati, 

iiiila,  dilishyati,  s~ditum,  to  meditate,  contem- 
plate, intend  ;  to  serve,  worship,  honour ;  to  act,  do, 

practise,  make;  cl.  10.  P.  or  Caus.  dilayati,  -yitnm, 
Aor.  adi&lat,  to  honour,  worship ;  to  do,  make, 
practise  repeatedly,  exercise,  engage  in;  to  act  or 
practise  excessively,  exceed ;  to  put  on,  wear,  pos- 

sess ;  to  visit,  frequent. 

Sila,  am,  n.  (according  to  Unjdi-s.  IV.  38.  fr.  rt. 
l.fi;  according  to  others  fr.  rt.  l.fith),  disposition, 
inclination,  character,  nature,  natural  disposition, 
quality,  tendency,  custom,  habit,  usage,  (in  all  these 
senses  said  to  be  also  as,  m.) ;  practice,  behaviour, 
conduct,  (said  to  be  also  as,  m.) ;  good  disposition 
or  character,  good  nature,  amiability,  good  conduct, 
moral  practice,  piety ;  virtue,  morality,  steadiness ; 
form,  shape,  beauty;  (in  all  the  preceding  senses 
often  used  at  the  end  of  adj.  comps.,  e.  g.  ddna- 

s"ila,  as,  d,  am,  disposed  to  give,  cf.  abhivddana- 
s°,  guna-s",  mansa-s",  punya-^,  mrigayd-f, 
ku-s",  su-i',  vi-f)  \  (as),  m.  a  large  snake,  (in  this 
sense  fr.  rt.  I.  s"i) ;  (a),  (.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  the 
Muni  Kaundinya ;  [cf.  Slav,  sila, '  strength,  power.'] 
—  Sila-jnana-nidhi,  in,  m.  a  treasury  of  virtue  and 
knowledge.  —  Sila-tata,  as,  a,  am,  having  virtue 
for  a  bank  or  shore  (said  figuratively  of  a  river). 
—  Sila-tas,  ind.  according  to  character,  by  natural 
disposition  ;  in  regard  to  the  character.  —  Sila-ld,  f. 

or  s"ila-tva,  am,  n.  disposition,  inclination ;  quality ; 
conversancy,  practice.  —  SHa-dhdrin,  i,  m.  'virtue- 
holder,'  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Sila-nidhi,  is,  m.  a 
treasure  of  virtue.  —  Sila-pdramitd,  f.  one  of  the 
six  perfections  (with  Buddhists).*- Sila-lihattdrikd, 
(.,  N.  of  a  female  poet.  —  Sila-rat,  an,  all,  at, 
possessed  of  good  qualities,  of  a  good  or  amiable 
disposition,  well-conducted.  •-  Sila-vrittfi,   as,   d, 
am,  well-conducted,  moral,  steady,  uniformly,  well- 
behaved.  —  Slla-vritti,  is,    f.  practice  of  virtue, 
good  behaviour,  virtue.  —  Sila-sampanna,  as,  d, 
am,  endowed  with  good  nature  or  conduct,  well- 
disposed,  of  proper  conduct  or  disposition,  well-con- 

ducted. —  Sildditya  (°la-dd°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  VikramJditya  (  =  pratdpa-s~ila). 
Silana,  am,  n.  repeated  practice,  habitual  per- 

formance, constant  study  (of  the  S'Sstras  &c.),  ex- 
cessive performance  or  exercise ;  wearing,  putting  on, 

possessing ;  serving,  honouring. 
Silayat,  an,  anti,  at,  worshipping,  honouring ; 

practising. 
Silita,  as,  d,  am,  practised,  exercised,  skilled  in, 

conversant  with  ;  endowed  with,  possessed  of;,  visited, 

frequented ;  (am),  n.  practice,  conduct. 
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£ivan,  d,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  113.  fr.  rt.  I.  sT),  a  large  snake,  the  boa  con- 

strictor; (art),  f.  an  iguana  (  =  godhd). 

^fl^rt  sivala,  am,  n.  the  aquatic  plant 

Vallisneria  Octandra  [cf.  s"ei'ala,  4aivala\ ;  benzoin 
or  storax. 

Sfftjn;  sihara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  scribe. 

^T  i.  sit,  a  form  assumed  by  rt.  s~vi,  cf. 
rt.  3av. 

^T  2.  su,  ind.  (perhaps  connected  with  s«  or 
with  oVu),  well,  right,  brilliantly,  elegantly ;  quickly 

(  =  kshipram,  Siy.  on  Rig-veda  III.  33,  i). 

Sukam,  ind.  quickly,  swiftly  (according  to  some). 

sunsumara,  as,   m.    a   porpose, 

(more  usually  written  didu-mdra,  q.  v.) 

suk,  cl.  i.  P.  sokati,  sokitum,  to  go, 

S.  move. 
^pK  £uka,  as,  m.  (said  in  Unadi-s.  III. 42.  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  iiibh,  the  final  of  the  root  being 

rejected),  a  parrot ;  the  Sirtsha  tree ;  a  plant  (com- 
monly called  SeySlkantJ) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  VySsa 

(narrator  of  the  Bhagavata-Purana  to  king  Parikshit, 

see  Wtdgavata-pwrdna) ;  N.  of  the  minister  of 
RSvana ;  (I),  f.  a  female  parrot ;  N.  of  a  daughter 
or,  as  some  say,  wife  of  Kasyapa  (represented  as  the 
mother  of  parrots,  Vishnu-PurSna  I.  21) ;  (am),  n. 
cloth,  clothes;  the  end  or  hem  of  a  garment;  a 
helmet,  turban ;  a  particular  drug  and  perfume  ( = 

granthi-parna,  commonly  called  GanthialS) ;  the 
plant  Bignonia  Indica.  —  Suka-lcarnt,  see  Panini 
IV.  I,  64.  —  Suka-Hihada,  am,  n.  'resembling  a 
parrot's  wing, 'a  fragrant  root  and  perfume  (= gran- 

thi-parna). —  S^ttka-jihvd,  f.  a  parrot's  tongue ;  a 

plant  (commonly  called  S'uyS-thontI  or  parrot's  beak). 
—  Suka-taru,  us,  m.  the  Sirlsha  tree,  Acacia  Si- 

risha. •—Sitka-tuiida,  as,  m.  'parrot's  beak,'  a  par- 
ticular position  of  the  hands.  —  Suka-dera,  as,  m., 

N.  of  the  son  of  Vyisa,  (see  tuka  above.)  —  Suka- 
druma,  as,  m.  the  Siriaha  tree;  —  Suka-ndmd,  f. 

'  parrot-named,'  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  s"u,ka-jihra). 
—  S'uka-nds'ana,  as,  m.  'parrot-destroying,'  a  par- 

ticular plant  (  =  dadru-ghna).  —  Suka-ndsa,  as,  a, 

am,  having  a  nose  like  a  parrot's  beak,  having  an 
aquiline  nose;   (as),  m.  the  tree  Bignonia  Indica; 
another  tree,  Sesbana  Grandiflora.  —  Suka-ndsikd,  f. 

a  parrot's  nose;    a  nose  like  that  of  a  parrot;  an 
aquiline  ntKt.  —  Suka-pindi,  is,  f.,  see  Huka-pindi. 

—  Snka-pitdmaha,   as,   m.  *  the    grandfather   of 
Suka,'  epithet  of  the  sage  ParSsara  (father  of  VySsa). 

—  Suka-puMia,  as,  m.  a  parrot's  tail ;  '  coloured 
like  a  parrot's  tail,'  sulphur.  —  Sitka-ptMhaka,  am, 
n.  '  parrot-tailed,'  a  particular  perfume,  (see  iiika 

above.)  —  S^uka-pushpa,  as,  m.   'parrot-flowered,' 
the  S'irisha  tree ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  perfume,  (see 
3boie.)  —  Suka-priya,  as,  d,  am,  dear  to  parrots; 

(as),  m.  the   S'irisha  tree;   (a),  f.  the  rose-apple, 
Eugenia  Jambu.  —  Sfuka-vat,  ind.   like  a  parrot. 
—  ffuka-i'arha,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  perfume,  (see 

s'u,ka.)  —  S?uka-vaUabha,  as,  d,  am,  beloved  by 

parrots  ;    (as),  m.  the  pome granzte.  —  ffttka-vdha, 
as,  m.  '  parrot-borne,'  epithet  of  Kama-deva  (whose 
vehicle  is  a  parrot).  —  Suka-s"drika,  am,  n.  a  parrot 
and  a  Maina  bird.  —  Siika-timld  or  s'ltka-s'imbi,  see 
s'Z.ka-s'imba.  —  Suka-sa'xhita,  f.,  N.  of  a  particular 
Tantra  composition.  —  Saka-saptati,  is,  f.,  N/ of 

seventy  stories  related  by  a  parrot.  —  Sukdkhyd  (°ka- 
dkh°),  (.  '  parrot-named,'  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  s"uia- 
ndmd).  —  Sukddana  (°ka-ad°),  am,  n.  parrot's 

food ;  (o»),  m.  the  pomegranate.  •-  Sukdnand  (°ka- 
an°),  f.  '  parrot-beaked,'  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  iuka- 
ndmd).  —  S'tikdnus'dsann  (°ka-an°),  am,  n.,  N.  of 

an  episode  extracted  from  the  S"anti-parvan  of  the 
Maha-bh3rata,  I.  12046  &c.  —  Sakdshtaka  (°ka- 

ash°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  eight  stanzas  on  the  Vedanta 
doctrine    (attributed  to  S"uka,  the   son   of  Vyisa). 

-Sitlcotpat,tf,l°J^arUt°)t  is,  I.  '  the  birth  of  S'uka,' 
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N.  of  part  of  the  SSnti-parvan  of  the  Maha-bhSrata 

(beginning  chapter  325,  I.  12158;  the  story  is  also 

related  in  a  chapter  of  ihe  Vahni-Purina,  called  Pra- 

iSpati-sarga).  —  Sulnaliirn  (  l;u-wd°),  am,  n.  the 

belly  of  a  parrot;  a  kind  of  tree  (  =  tdlis"a). &uki,  (.     See  under  duka. 

Sra  sukta,  as,  a,  am  (in  some  senses  fr. 

rt.  3.  «"«<?,  in  others  perhaps  fr.  rt.  I.  sW),  bright, 

pure,  clean ;  harsh,  hard ;  sour,  acid,  (perhaps  con- 
nected with  rt.  sWy) ;  united,  joined  ( =  iliehta) ; 

lonely,  deserted,  =  nir-jana;  (am),  n.  flesh;  sour 

gruel  (^kaajika);  vinegar  or  a  kind  of  acid  liquid 

(prepared  from  roots  and  fruits  by  first  steeping  them 

in  oil  and  salt,  then  drying  them,  and  afterwards 

leaving  them  in  water  to  undergo  acetous  fermenta- 
tion ;  in  this  sense  probably  connected  with  rt.  fady), 

any  sour  sauce  ;  crabbed  or  harsh  speech ;  (a),  f.  a 
sort  of  sorrel  ( =  dukrikd). 

Suletaka,  am,  n.  sour  eructation. 

ffukti,  is,  f.  a  pearl-oyster  or  oyster-shell,  (eight 

different  sources  of  pearls  are  enumerated  by  Malli- 
nJtha,  viz.  clouds,  elephants,  fish,  serpents,  bamboos, 
conch-shells,  boars,  and  oyster-shells,  KirSt.  XII.  40) ; 
a  small  shell,  muscle,  cockle  ;  a  conch-shell ;  a  por- 

tion of  the  skull  (used  as  a  cup  &c.) ;  a  sort  of  per- 
fume (in  appearance  like  dried  shell-fish,  =  nakhl) ; 

a  curl  or  feather  ou  a  horse's  neck  or  breast ;  a  weight 
of  two  Karshas  or  four  Tolas  (  =  ashtamikd) ;  he- 

morrhoids ( =  artio-roga) ;  a  disease  of  the  cornea 

(  =  4ukla).  —  ffukti-ja,  am,  n.  'oyster-born,'  a 
pearl.  —  Sukti-puta,  am,  n.  a  pearl-oyster  shell. 

—  Sufcti-peii,   f.   '  pearl-envelope,'  a  pearl-oyster 
shell.  -  ffukti-mat,  an,  m.  one  of  the  seven  prin- 

cipal mountains  or  mountainous  ranges  of  India,  (see 

Tnddtala,  p.  240,  col.  3);  (a(i),  *"-.  N-  of  »  "vcr- 
—  Sukti-vadhu,  us,  f.  mother  of  pearl  or  the  pearl- 
oyster  (which  produces  the  pearl).  —  Sukti*vlja,  am, 

n.  'oyster-seed,'  a  pearl.  —  Sfukti-spars'a,  as,  m. 
dusky   spots   on  a  pearl    (diminishing   its    value). 

—  S'ukty-udbhava,  as,  d,  am,  'sprung  from  or 
produced  in  a  pearl-oyster,'  epithet  of  a  pearl. 
Suktikd,  f.  a  pearl-oyster;  a  sort  of  sorrel  (  = 

dukrikd). 

^TOi  sukra,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  fu6;  con- 
nected with  iukla),  bright,  resplendent  (Ved.) ;  white, 

pure  (Ved.) ;  (as),  m.  the  planet  Venus  or  its  regent 
(regarded  as  the  son  of  Bhrigu  and  preceptor  of  the 

Daityas) ;  the  month  Jyeshtha  (May-June)  ;  N.  of 
Agni  or  fire ;  of  a  son  of  Vasishtha ;  a  kind  ofgraha 
or  Soma  cup ;  a  kind  of  mystical  formula,  (iihur, 
bhuva/i,  svar  are  said  to  be  the  three  Sukras) ;  a 

kind  of  plant,  =  6itraka;  (am),  n.  semen  virile, 
seed  of  animals,  sperm ;  male  and  female  energy ; 

the  essence  of  anything;  water  (Ved.  =  udaka  ac- 
cording to  Naigh.  I.  i  a) ;  a  morbid  affection  of  the 

iris  (change  of  colour  &c.  accompanied  by  imperfect 

vision,  =  iukla) ;  a  particular  Vedic  metre.  —  S'ukra- 
kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  or  producing  semen,  sper- 

matic ;  (as),  m.  the  marrow  of  the  bones.  —  Sukra- 

ddra,  as,  m.  the  course  of  the  planet  Venus.  -•  S'a- 
kra-pis',  Ved.  having  a  bright  or  pure  form  ( = 
iuJcra-petas,  Nirukta  VIII.  II;  cf.  mtva-pis") 
—•  S^ukra-puta-pd,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  drinks 
bright  and  purified  Soma.  —  Sukra-lihuj,  I;  m 

'seed-eater,'  a  peacock.  —  S^iA'ra-Wm,  us,  us,  u. 
semen-produced  ;  (UK),  m.  'semen-site,'  the  marrow 
of  the  bones.  —  Sblrva  •  ,  as,  Ved.  hav- 

ing bright  lustre  or  colour.  —  Ofukru-varna,  as,  d 
am,  Ved.  bright-coloured,  resplendent.  —  &ukra 

vdra,  at,  m.  'Venus'  day,'  Friday.  —  S'ukra-vdsas 
at,  as,  an,  Ved.  having  a  bright  or  white  robe 
clad  in  white,  (SSy.  =  ireta-rasana  or  nirmala 

dipti,  Rig-veda  1.  113,  1)-Sultra-s'ishya,as,  m 
'  pupil  of  Sukra,'  a  demon,  Asura,  Daitya,  enemy  o 
the  gods,  (see  above.)  —  SUra-rfoca,  as,  a,  am 

Ved.  brightly  shining,  (Siy.=./Ya!a-dIpfa.)-S'« 
kra-Mis,  is,  is,  ts.Ved.  having  bright- colour,  havin  ; 
resplendent  lustre  or  majesty.  —  oukranya  (°ra- 
o»°j,  as,  m.  '  having  a  brilliant  body,'  a  peacock ; 

[cf.  iuklditga^-Sukrdidrya  (°ra-dd°),  as,  m. the  regent  of  the  planet  Venus  and   preceptor  of 

the   Daityas.  —  Sukres'Tara,   (°ra-~ts'°),  N.   of  a ,in-ga. 

Sukrala,  an,  a,  am,  spermatic,  seminal,  augment- 
:ig  the  seminal  secretion  ;  (<Z),  .f.  a  kind  of  fragrant 

pass  ( =  uddatd ;  considered  by  some  to  be  a  sort 

f  Cyperus,  by  others  Zedoary). 

Sukriya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  Sukra,  sacred 
0  Sukra ;  seminal,  spermatic ;  (am),  n.  epithet  of  a 

art  of  the  Vajasaneyi-samhitS  (chapters  36-40). 

Sra sukla,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  su6;  connected 

with  dukra),  light,  bright,  white,  of  a  white  colour, 

jure,  unsullied  ;  (as),  m.  a  white  colour ;  the  twenty- 
burth  of  the  astronomical  Yogas ;  epithet  of  the  thirty- 

eventh  (or  third)  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  years ; 
the  light  half  of  a  month  from  new  to  full  moon  or 

any  lunar  day  in  it ;  epithet  of  S'iva ;  (am),  n.  silver ; 1  disease  of  the  cornea  or  white  part  of  the  eye 

opacity,  albugo) ;  fresh  butter ;  sour  gruel ;  (d),  (., 
N.  of  SarasvatI ;  clayed  or  candied  sugar ;  a  kind  of 

root  ( =  kdkolt) ;  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  vidarl) ;  another 
jlant  ( =  snuhl ).  —  Sukla-kanthaka,  a*,  d,  am, 
laving  a  white  throat ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  gallinule 
or  water-hen.  —  Sukla-katida.  as,  m.  a  white  bulb ; 

kind  of  plant,  =  mahisha-kanda ;  (d},  f.  the 
plant  Aconitum  Ferox.  —  Sukla-karman,  d,  a,  a, 
pure  in  action  or  conduct,  guileless,  innocent,  virtuous. 
—Sukla-kmhtha,  am,  n.  white  skin-disease,  leprosy. 
—  Sukla-keta,  as,  d,  am,  white-haired,  gray-haired. 
—  Sukla-kthira,  as,  d,  am,  having  white  milk  or 

bokanala. 

white,  whitened.  —  SfiMopala  (?la-up°),  as,  m.  a 
white  stone ;  (ii),  f.  cUyed  or  candied  sugar. 
SMaka,  as,  d,  am,  of  a  white  colour,  white ; 

(as),  m.  a  white  colour ;  the  light  fortnight  or  time 
from  new  moon  to  full  moon. 

S^nklala,  as,  d,  am,  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  white, 
whitening;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  fragrant  grass  (  =  «<!- 
dald). 

ffukldyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 
S'ukliman,  d,  m.  whiteness,  brightness. 

sukvan  (fr.  rt.  3.  sad)  in  su-^ukcan, 

juice ;  (t),  f.  a  kind  of  root 
kshetra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Sukla-td,  {.  or 
s"ukla-tva,  am,  n.  whiteness.  —  Sukla-tlrtha,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Ttrtha.  —  Sukla-daiana,  as,  d,  am, 

having  white  teeth,  white-toothed.  —  Sukla-dugdha, 

as,  m.  '  having  white  milk  or  juice,"  a  kind  of 
aquatic  plant  (  =  rfr»H-oaVafca).  —  S'uWa-d/iate,  us, 
m.  a  white  mineral,  chalk.  —  Sukla-paksha,  as,  m. 
the  light  half  of  a  month,  the  fifteen  days  of  the 

moon's  increase,  the  period  from  new  to  full  moon ; 
the  innocent  side  of  the  two  contending  sides  or 

parties.  —  tfuklapakshiya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to 
the  light  half  of  the  month.  ••  tfukla-pushpa,  as, 
d,  am,  having  white  flowers;  (us),  m.,N.  of  various 
plants,  a  white  variety  of  amaranth;  a  species  of 

jasmine,  Jasminum  Pubescens ;  other  plants,  =  dhat- 
traka;—maruvaka;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  aquatic 

plant  (*=s~tta-kumbki);  a  species  of  Naga-danti  or 
sunflower;  (;),  f-  »  species  of  sunflower.  —  S'uWa- 
prishthaka,  as,  m.  '  white-backed,'  a  small  tree, 
Vitex  Nigundo.  —  ffulila-bala,  as,  m.  a  white  Bala 
or  Bala-dcva  (according  to  the  Jainas;  nine  of  these 
personages  are  enumerated,  corresponding  to  the  nine 
Kri-hnas  or  black  Vasudevas,  sec  bala,  bala-deva). 
—  Sfukla-mandala,  am,  n.  a  white  circle  or  globe ; 
the  cornea  or  white  of  the  eyt.  —  Sukla-mdlydim- 

lepana  (°ya-an°),  as,  d,  am,  having  a  white  gar- 
land and  unguents  (i.  e.  wearing  a  white  garland  and 

anointed  with  unguents).  —  Sukla-rohita,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  white  Rohita  tree  ;  a  kind  of  bright-looking 
Rohita  fish.  —  ffukla-varga,  as,  m.  a  class  of  white 
objects  (as  the  conch-shell,  pearl-oyster,  and  cowrie). 
—  Sukla-vastra,  as,  d,  am,  wearing  a  white  robe, 

dressed  in  white.  —  S'ukla-vdyasa,  as,  m.  a  white 
crow ;  a  crane  —  Sukla-vritti,  is,  f.  pure  employ- 

ment   or    subsistence ;    maintenance    derived    by 

Brahman  from  other  Brahmans  only.  ~SWi'/<m* 

(°la-ait°),  as,  I,  am,  having  a  white  or  brilliant 
body  or  limbs ;  (as),  m.  a  peacock  ;  (T),  f.  a  particular 

plant  ( =  tfeiiftdlikd).  ̂ S'ukldpdiff/a  (°la-ap"),as, 
m.  '  having  white  eye-corners,'  a  peacock.  —  Sukld- 
bhijdtlyd  (°la-abh°),  as,  d,  am,  of  a  pure  race. 
—  Snklambara-dhara  (°la-am°),  as,  d,  am,  wear- 

ing or  arrayed  in  white  garments.  —  S'ukldmla  (°la- 
am° ),  am,  n.  a  sort  of  sorrel  ( =  amla-taka).  —  SV 
klannan   (°la-ar°),  a,  a.  a  particular  disease  of 
the  eyes. « Sftikli-karana,  am,  n.  making  white, 

wliitcning.-S'iii/i-Xv  (',  cl.  S.  P.  -karoti,-kartum,to 

sukshi,  is,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
,  fr.  rt.  s"ush),  air,  wind ;  fire,  light,  lustre 

=  tejas) ',  =  ditram  (according  to  Sabda-k.). 

'9T"3:  sunga,  as,  m.  (etymology  doubtful), 
the  Indian  fig-tree  (  —  vata);  the  hog-plum  (  = 
dmrdtaka) ;  the  awn  of  corn ;  N.  of  a  dynasty  of 
kings ;  (a),  f.  the  sheath  or  calyx  of  a  young  bud  ; 
the  waved-leaf  fig ;  the  awn  of  barley  &c.,  a  bristle. 

—  S'u>tgd-kanuan,a,  n.  a  form  of  the  SanskSra  or 
rite  called  Pum-savana,  (see  under  2.  puns.) 

Sfutegin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  a  sheath  or  calyx  ;  awned, 
furnished  with  an  awn;  (?),  m.  the  Indian  fig-tree 
=vata);  the  waved-leaf  fig-tree  (=plaks!ta). 

cl.  i.  P.  so6ati  (ep.  also  A. tii  ̂     i.  M, 

«  x  -te),  iuiota,  s"o<!ishyati,  aMit,  dotilum 
(or  ioktum,  Vopa-deva  V1I1.  79,  80),  to  be  grieved 
or  sorrowful,  be  afflicted  ;  to  bewail,  grieve  for  (with 

ace.)  ;  to.  regret,  repent  ;  to  be  absorbed  in  deep 
meditation:  Caus.  ioiSayati,  -yitwm,  Aor.  orfurfit- 

£at,  to  afflict,  grieve,  make  sorrowful  ;  to  be  sor- 

rowful ;  to  bewail  :  Desid.  s'lts'itittshati,  s'u.s'ofi- 
shati  :  Intens.  goiiuSyate,  ioiokti  ;  [cf.  Goth. 

hiufan;  Angl.  Sax.  heaf,  heofian;  Old  Germ. 

2.  sac1,  k,  (.  sorrow,  grief,  distress,  regret  ;  calamity, affliction. 

S'uc'a,  f.  sorrow,  grief,  distress  ;  affliction. 
I.  s~utita,  as,  d,  am,  grieved,  sad,  lamenting. 
S'ofca,  as,  m.  sorrow,  grief,  sadness,  anguish,  afflic- 

tion, distress,  mourning,  lamentation  ;  (i),  (.,  Ved. 

night  (  =  ratri,  Naigh.  I.  1).  —  ffoka-karshita,  as, 
a,  am,  harassed  by  sorrow,  agonized  with  grief. 

—  So/fa-AirAi,  f.  '  sorrow-repetition,'  indulgence  in 
grief.—  Soka-Cthid,  t,  t,  t,  sorrow-removing,  allaying 

grief,  consoling.  —  S'oka-ja,  as,  d,  am,  sorrow-born, 
produced  by  sorrow.  —  Sbka-duhkha-samam>ita, 

as,  a,  am,  affected  by  sorrow  and  pain.  —  S'ofai- 
na^a,  as,  m.  '  sorrow-destroying,'  the  ASoka  tree. 
—  ffoka-nafana,  as,  «,  am,  sorrow-destroying,  a 

remover  of  grief.  -  &oka-nihata,  as,  a,  am,  struck 

down  or  overcome   with   grief,  afflicted.  —  S'oia- 
panka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  slough  of  sorrow  (i.  e.  grief 

compared  to  a  quagmire).  "S'oka-parayai.ia,  as, 
a,  am,  wholly  given  up  to  gritf.  —  &oka-]jar!/ilntii, 

as,   d,  am,    overwhelmed    with   sorrow.  —  S'oka- 
bhanga,  as,  m.  '  sorrow-break,'  dissipation  or  re- moval of  sorrow.  —  Soka-bhara,  as,  m.  a  weight  or 
burden  of  sorrow.  —  Sfoka-murthita,  as,  ii,  am, 

stupified  with  sorrow,  swooning  with  grief.  —  Soku- 
rugiia,  as,  d,  am,  broken  down  with  sorrow,  in 
great  distress,  care-worn.  —  &oka-ldlas(t,  as,  <i,  <im. 
entirely  given  up  to  sorrow,  abandoned  to  grief. 
—  Snka-vat,  an,  alt,  at,  full  of  grief,  sorrowful. 
—  Soka-vinaiin,  I,  int,  i,  destroying  or  removing 
sorrow.  —  Soka-vivardhana,  as,  t,  am,  incre  sing 
sorrow.  —  Suka-samvigna-manaaa,   as.   a,   am, 

having  the  heart  distracted  with  grief.  —  Soka-sun- 
tapta,  as,  d,  am,  inflamed  or  consumed  by  soriow. 
—  S'ok(i-sanlii/iiii-wi~iii'i"a,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose 
mind  is  consumed  by  sorrow.  —  Soka-sayara,  as, 
m.  a  sea  of  trouble,  ocean  of  grief.  —  &oka-sthana, 
am,   n.   any   circumstance  or   occasion  of  sorrow. 
—  ffoka-hdri,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  vana-varva- 

rika).  —  S'okdknla  (  ka-iik°),   as,   d.   am,   over- 
whelmed or  overcome  with  sorrow.  —  Sokdgni  (ka- 

ag°),  is,  or  iokdnala  (°ka-an°),  as,  m.  the  fire 
make  white,  whiten.  —  Sukli-kriia,  as,  a,  am,  made  I  of  sorrow,  torment  of  grief,  deep  distress,  violent 
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grief.  —  Sokagni-santapta,  as,  a,  am,  inflamed  or 
consumed  by  the  fire  of  sorrow,  tormented  with 

violent  grief.  —  S'okdtisdra  (°/fea-a<°),  as,  m.  dysen- 
tery or  diarrhoea  produced  by  grief.  —  Sfokdnvita 

(°ka-an°),  as,  a,  am,  filled  with  grief.  —  Sfokdpa- 
nuda  (°ka-ap°),  as,  a,  am,  removing  or  alleviating 
sorrow,  consoling.  —  Sokapanoda  (°£a-ap°),  as,  m. 
removal  of  sorrow,  dispelling  grief;  a  teacher  of  holy 

wisdom.  •«  S^okdpaha  (°ka-ap°),  as,  a,  am,  de- 
stroying or  removing  sorrow.  —  Sokdpakartri  (%-a- 

ap°),  td,  tri,  tri,  taking  away  or  removing  sorrow, 
allaying  or  dissipating  gt\e[.—S?okdrdti-bhaya-trdna 

(°ka-ar°),  am,  n.  protection  or  a  protector  from 
danger,  enemies,  and  sorrow.  —  Sokdri  (°ka-ari), 
is,  m.  'grief-enemy,'  the  Kadamba  tree,  Nauclea 
Kadamba.  —  Sfokarta  (°&a-ar°),  a«,  a,  am,  afflicted 
with  sorrow,  sorrow-stricken.  —  S'okdvishta  (°ka- 
dv°),  as,  a,  am,  filled  with  grief,  full  of  sorrow. 
—  Sohaikamaya  (°ia-rf:J),  as,  i,  am,  consisting 
of  sorrow  only.  —  S^okotpddana  (^ka-ut°),  as,  i, 
am,  causing  sorrow,  producing  grief,  afflicting.  —  Sto- 

hodbhava  (°ka-ud°),  as,  a,  am,  arising  from  sor- 
row, caused  by  grief.  —  Sfokonmathita-dittdtman 

J^ka-un0,  °ta-dt°),  a,  a,  a,  having  the  thoughts  and 
mind  agitated  by  sorrow. 

S'okin,  i,  int,  i,  sorrowful,  full  of  grief,  sad. 
SodaTca,  as,  ikd,  am,  afflictive,  distressing. 

Sodat,  an,  anil,  at,  sorrowing,  grieving,  lament- 
ing, bewailing. 

Sodana,,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  sorrowing,  lamenting,  sor- 
rowful ;  causing  or  producing  sorrow,  afflicting,  griev- 

ing ;  (am),  n.  sorrow,  grief,  grieving,  mourning. 
Sodaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  grieved  or  lamented ; 

lamentable,  deplorable,  mournful.  —  Sodanlya-td,  I. 
the  state  of  being  condoled  with  or  grieved  for ; 
lamentableness,  deplorableness,  moumfulness. 

Sfarfa  mo  na,as,rt,am,  grieving,  sorrowing,mourning. 
I.  iodayat,  an,  and,  at,  causing  grief  or  sorrow, 

distressing,  afflicting,  grieving. 
Sodita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  grieve,  made  sad, 

saddened ;  afflicted  ;  sorrowful. 

S'oditavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  grieved  or  mourned, 
lamentable,  deplorable. 

S'oditvd,  ind.  having  grieved  or  mourned. 
I.  Mya,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  iofya  see  col.  2),  to 

be  lamented  or  bewailed,  to  be  mourned. 

3-  fat,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  sudyati,  -te  (Ved. 
also  cl.  I.  dodati,  ~te,  and  in  some  forms 

apparently  cl.  6.  s"udati),  s'us'oda,  s"«s"u<fe,  s"odishyati, 
-te,  aiudat  or  afodit,  adodishta,  tioditum  (Ved.  Inf. 
dudadhyai,  other  Vedic  forms  iota  =  todasva,  i\i- 

i<Ujd!ii  =  'praka£aya,  £u$w£ita-*dipyatdm,  Rig- 
vedall.  2,10), to  shine,  be  brighter  radiant;  to  brighten, 
illuminate ;  to  burn,  consume ;  to  become  clean  or 
pure,  be  pure  ;  to  yield  moisture,  be  wet ;  to  decay, 
become  fetid,  stink :  Caus.  Mayati,  -yitum,  to 
brighten,  illuminate ;  to  make  pure,  purify :  Desid. 

Mudishali,  -te,  or  s'us'odishati,  -te :  Intern.  ioiuA- 
yate,  ioiokti. 
Sukta,  as,  a,  am.     See  p.  loia,  ool.  I. 

4.  tut,  k,  f.,Ved.  brightness,  lustre,  radiance,  ($~udd- 
dudd,  with  reiterated  lustre,  Rig-veda  III.  4, 1.) 
Sudat,  an,  anil,  at,  Ved.  shining,  pure.  —  SV 

dad-ratha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  proper  N. 
Sudanti,  is,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  person  under  the 

especial  protection  of  the  Asvins. 
Sfudamdna,  as,  a,  am,  (according  to  modern 

scholars)  observed,  seen  of  men  ;  shining,  (according 

to  S5y.  on  Rig-veda  IV.  23,  8,  and  Nirukta  X.  41 
=  dipyamdna.) 

Su,(i,  is,  is,  i,  bright,  resplendent,  clear,  clean, 
cleansed,  purified,  pure ;  white ;  virtuous,  holy,  in- 

nocent, unsullied,  undefiled,  pious;  correct,  honest, 
upright,  true,  trusty,  faithful,  correct,  accurate,  free 
from  fault  or  error,  guileless,  gentle  ;  (is),  m.  white 
(the  colour)  ;  purity,  purification  (by  ablution  &c.) ; 
innocence,  virtue,  goodness;  correctness,  accuracy; 
acquittal ;  a  pure  man  ;  a  Brahman  ;  a  faithful 
minister,  true  friend ;  N.  of  fire  or  of  a  particular 
fire  (described  as  son  of  Antardliana  and  brother  of 

the  fires  called  Pavamana  and  Pavaka) ;  N.  of  a  son 
of  Agni ;  oblation  to  fire  at  the  first  feeding  of  an 
infant ;  the  sun  ;  the  moon ;  the  planet  Venus  or  its 

regent  [cf.  s"u,kra\ ;  the  hot  season  (i.  e.  the  months 
Jyeshtha  and  Ashadha) ;  love,  passion  ( =  s"rinrjdra- 
rasa) ;  the  condition  of  a  religious  student ;  a  par- 

ticular plant  ( =  iltraka) ;  N.  of  Siva ;  of  a  son  of 
Bhrigu ;  of  a  son  of  Sata-dyumna ;  of  a  son  of 
Andhaka ;  of  a  son  of  Vipra ;  of  the  Indra  of  the 

fourteenth  Manv-antara ;  (is),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  TamrS,  wife  of  Kasyapa  (regarded  as  the  parent 

of  water-fowl).  —  S'tidi-janman.  a,  a,  a,  Ved.  hav- 
ing a  pure  birth,  pure-born.  —  S'udi-td,  f.  or  dudi- 

tva,  am,  n.  purity,  brightness,  cleanness,  virtue, 

holiness,  innocence.  —  S'udi-dat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved. 
having  bright  teeth.  —  Sttdi-dravya,  as,  m.  a  proper 

N.  —  oudi-druma,  as,  m.  '  pure-tree,'  the  sacred 

fig-tree  ( =  as"vattha).  —  Sudi-prant,  is,  f.  '  leading 
to  purity,'  sipping  water,  rinsing  the  mouth,  &c. 
—  S'udi-bandhu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  a  brilliant 
relation  (said  of  Soma    as   being  related  to   fire). 

—  Sudi-bhrdjas,  ds,  ds,  as,  Ved.  having  a  bright 

radiance,    shining    brightly.  —  S'udi-mani,  is,    m. 
'pure-jewel,'  crystal;    a  jewel  worn   on  the   head. 
—  Sudi-mallikd,  f.  Arabian  jasmine  (=nava-mal- 
likd).  —  Siiidi-mukhl,  I.  the  plant  Sanseviera  Zeyla- 
nica.  —  ffati-rodis,  is,  is,  is,  having  pure  or  white 
light;  (is),  m.  the  moon.  —  Sudi-vardai,  ds,  (is, 

as,  having  pure  splendor.  —  S'udi-varddya,  Norn.  A. 
-varddyate,  -yitum,  to  have  pure  splendor.  —  ffudi- 

vdhya,  as,  d,  am,  externally  pure.  —  S'udi-vrata, 
as,  d,  am,  whose  acts  are  pure  or  holy,  pious, 
virtuous;  having  pure  sacrifices.  —  Sfadi-gravas,  ds, 

m.   '  having   bright    renown,'  N.  of  a    Praja-pati. 
—  Sndi-imita,  as,  d,  am,  '  smiling  with  white 

(teeth),'  smiling   pleasantly,    accompanied    with   a 
sweet  smile.  —  S'udi-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  &c., 

to  become  pure,  to  purify  one's  self.  —  Sudy-upa- 
6dra,  as,  d,  am,  performing  holy  actions. 

2.  di&dita,  as,  d,  am,  cleansed,  purified,  pure,  dean. 

Sfiutis,  is,  n.  =  s"odis,  light,  lustre,  radiance,  &c. 
—  S'udish-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  bright,  radiant;  (an), 

m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kardama ;  epithet  of  Agni,  (s"«- 
dishmah,  voc.  c.  in  Rig-veda  VI.  6,  4=dlptiman, 

'  O  resplendent  being,'  i.  e.  Agni) ;  (atl),  f.,  N.  of  the mother  of  Agni. 

Sudltja,  Norn.  A.  fudyate,  -yitum,  to  become 

pure  or  white. 
S'us'ukvana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  shining  excessively, 

very  brilliant. 

Sfus'ukvani,  is,  w,  i,  Ved.  resplendent,  shining, 
(Say.  =  dlpana-iila,  Rig-veda  VIII.  33,  5.) 

Sfudukvas,  van,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  has  purified  or 

brightened,  an  illuminator,  (Siy.  =  8'odayitd,  sar- 
vasya  prakdiayitd.) 

Suguddna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  shining,  bright,  bril- 
liant, (Say.  =  dipyamdna.) 

S'oda,  shining  &c.,  in  iiikra-s'oda,  q.  v. 
2.  dodayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  shine,  bright- 

ening, illuminating. 

Sodishlha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  shining  very  much, 
most  brilliant. 

S'odis,  is,  n.  light,  lustre,  radiance ;  a  flame,  blast 
of  fire.  —  S'odish-kes'a,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  (rays 
of)  light  for  hair,  having  flaming  locks ;  epithet  of 
the  sun ;  of  Agni ;  (as),  m.  fire  or  its  deity.  —  So- 
dish-mat,  dn,  ati,  at,  Ved.  possessed  of  lustre, 
effulgent,  radiant. 

•2.  iodya,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  s"odya  see  col.  i),  to 
be  cleansed  ;  requiring  purification,  wicked. 
Sodyaka,  as,  m.  one  who  requires  purifying,  a 

low  man,  vile  or  base  person. 

(also  written  fufy),  cl.  I.  P. 

i,  iutudya,  gudyitum,  to  express 
or  squeeze  out  juice,  distil ;  to  perform  ablution  (in 
the  sense  abhishava,  which  some  interpret  to  mean 

4  religious  bathing'). 

'3T^fa  sutlra  (apparently  not  in  use),  a 
hero;  [cf.  s"a!4<ira.]  —  Sfutira-td,  (.  or  s'utira-tva, 
am,  n.  heroism. 

Sutirya,  am,  n.  valour,  heroism ;  [cf.  iautirya.'] 
^TT  tilth  [cf.  rts.  sunth,  4.  JatK],  cl.  i.  P. 
**  N  dothati,  s"othitum,  to  limp,  be  lame,  go 

lame;  to  be  impeded  or  obstructed;  to  resist;  cl. 

10.  P.  dothayati,  -yitum,  to  be  lazy  or  idle ;  to 
be  dull  or  slow ;  [cf.  Gr.  x<uA<5s.] 
ffofha,  as,  d,  am,  foolish ;   idle,  lazy ;  wicked, 

low  ;  (as),  m.  a  fool,  blockhead  ;  a  sluggard,  idler  ; 
a  rogue,  cheat,  villain,  criminal,  sinner ;  a  low  man, 
one  of  a  degraded  tribe  or  occupation. 

yiJM  sunth,  cl.  i.  P.  sunthati,  sunthitnm, 
'i  X  to  limp,  be  lame  [cf.  rt.  tilth  above]  ;  to 

dry,  grow  dry,  be  or  become  dry ;  d.  IO.  P.  s'untha- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  dry,  become  dry. 
Sunthdddrya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chief  priest  of  Siva 

(in  the  Dhurta-nartaka). 
Sunthi,  is,  or  timtht,  f.  dry  ginger. 
Sfiinthya,  am,  n.  dry  ginger. 

til JIJ  sand,  cl.  I.  P.  sundati,  &c.,  to 
^  X  break ;  to  disturb,  harass,  vex,  torment. 

S'nnda,  as,  m.  (probably  connected  with  the  pre- 
ceding rt.),  the  juice  exuding  from  the  temples  of  an 

elephant  in  rut ;  an  elephant's  trunk ;  (a),  f.  spirituous 
liquor ;  a  place  where  spirituous  liquor  is  sold,  a 

tavern  ;  an  elephant's  proboscis  or  trunk  ;  the  stalk 
of  the  lotus  ;  a  harlot,  prostitute,  bawd  ;  a  particular 
animal  (perhaps  a  water-elephant  or  hippopotamus). 
—  ffunda-roha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass  (  =  4/t«- 
trina).  ••  Sfundd-pdna,  am,  n.  a  place  where  spirits 

are  drunk  or  sold,  a  tavern,  dram-shop.  —  S'uudd- 
rodanl,  f.  a  species  of  plant  ( =  rodanikd). 
Sundaka,  as,  m.  a  distiller  or  seller  of  spirituous 

liquors;  a  military  flute  or  fife  (  —  yuddha-venu). 

Sfunddra,  as,  m.  a  distiller,  vintner ;  an  elephant's trunk. 

Sundala,  as,  m. '  possessing  a  proboscis  or  trunk,' an  elephant. 

Sundikd,  f.  spirituous  liquor, &c.  (  =  s"undd  above) ; 
the  uvula  or  soft  palate  ;  a  swelling  or  enlargement 

of  any  gland ;  [cf.  gala-t".'] Sundin,  i,  int,  i,  possessing  spirituous  liquor; 
having  a  proboscis ;  (t),  m.  a  distiller,  preparer  and 

seller  of  spirituous  liquors ;  an  elephant.  —  S'undi- 
mushikd,  f.  the  musk-rat  or  shrew. 

S'undl,  f.  a  swelling  or  enlargement  of  any  gland 

[cf.  kantha-f,  gala-s"°~\ ;  the  plant  Heliotropium 

Indicum  ( = hasti-s'undi'). 
flgfj  4utu-dri,  is,  f.  (according  to  Say. 

fr.  rfw  =  kshipram  +  in  =  t unnd  with  rt.  dm),  the 

Satadru  or  Sutlej  river.  See  data-dm. 
Sutu-dri,  f.,  Ved.  =  Mu-dri. 

Sulu-dru,  us,  or  s"utii-dru,  us,  f.  —  gutu-dri. 

^TVt  sudh  (thought  by  some  to  be  for 
*i  S.  an  original  icadh),  d.  4.  P.  (ep.  also  A.) 

s"udhyati  (-te),  &"us"odha,  Msyati,  aiudhat,  iod- 
dhum,  to  be  or  become  pure,  be  purified,  be  cleared, 

be  cleansed  or  washed,  be  made  clear :  Pass.  s"udh- 
yate,  Aor.  as"odhi :  Caus.  iodhayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
as'tis'udhat,  to  make  pure,  purify,  wash  or  clear  off, 
cleanse,  purge,  refine,  filter;  to  correct;  to  acquit; 
to  make  clear,  explain ;  to  examine,  investigate : 

Desid.  s'u&'utsati :  Intens.  dodudhyate,  SoSoddhi; 
[cf.  Gr.  Ka0-apo-s,  tca6aip-<u,  KaOapiris,  KtHTTaAta ; 
Lat.  cas-tu-s  for  cad-tu-s ;  Old  Germ,  heitar; 

Slav,  cistu;  Hib.  cuidh,  '  clean,  pure.'] 
S'uddha,  as,  d,  am,  pure,  clean,  purified,  deansed ; 

white,  bright ;  stainless,  innocent,  guileless,  simple, 

genuine,  true,  fair,  honest ;  correct,  faultless,  blame- 
less ;  cleared,  acquitted ;  simple,  mere,  only,  alone ; 

simple,  unmixed  (said  of  a  note  or  sound  in  music); 

(in  phil.)  very,  unequalled  ( =  dvitlya-rahita) ;  non- 
nasal  (said  of  letters) ;  whetted,  sharp  (as  an  arrow) ; 
authorised,  admitted  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva ;  (am), 

n.  anything  pure ;  pure  spirit ;  rock-salt ;  black 
pepper.  —  Suddha-karman,  d,  d,  a,  of  pure  prac- 

tices, acting  virtuously,  holy.  —  S'uddha-kotit  is,  f. 
'  upright  side,'  one  of  the  sides  of  a  right-angled 
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triangle.  — SWdAa-rfortanya,  am,  n.  pure  intelli- 
gence (the  basis  of  the  divine  and  individual  intelli- 

gence according  to  the  Vedinta).  —  S'i«W/ja-ja»'/Aa, 
a«,  m.  '  hiving  clean  legs  or  thighs,'  an  ass.  —  SW- 
<//<«•(((,  f.  or  iuddha-tva,  am,  n.  purity,  cleanness, 

correctness,  faultlessness,  &c.  —  S'udd/ia-dat,  an, 
all,  at,  white-toothed,  having  handsome  teeth. 

—  Satldlui-dhi,  a,   is,  «',  pure-minded,  having  a 
pure  understanding.  —  ffuddlta-badha,  as,  m.  simple 

putting  to  death,  killing  in  any  ordinary  way ;  (ac- 
cording to    Righavananda   on    Manu   IX.   279  = 

iirai-theda,  beheading.)  -  Suddha-lihma,  as,  m. 
a  state  of  purity,  being  pure ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  a 

pure  mind  or  disposition,  pure-minded.  —  Saddha- 

iiuitl,  is,  is,!,  pure-minded,  free  from  guile, sincere, 

honest;  intelligent;  (is),  m.  one  of  the  twenty-four 
Jinas  of  the  past  age.  — SWuVia-manso,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  condiment  or  strong  seasoning  made  with 

pieces  of  meat,  Asa  Fetida,  turmeric,  Sic.  —  Sud- 
dha-variia,  as,  a,  am,  pure-coloured,  of  a  good 

caste,  &c. ;  having  pure  or  non-nasal  letters.  —  SW- 
dha-cattika,  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  Menispermum  Gla- 

brum;  another  plant  (  =  gududf).  —  S'<tddha-vdeas, 
as,  as,  as,  dressed  in  clean  garments,  having  pure 

vesture.  —  Suddhdtman  Cdha-af),  a,  a,  a,  pure- 
minded  ;  (a),  m.  the  pure  soul  or  spirit ;  epithet  of 

S\n.  —  Suddhananda  (°dha-an°),  as,  m.  'pure- 

joy,'  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —Siiddhanumana  (°dha- 
a»°),  am,  n. '  correct  inference,'  a  figure  of  rhetoric. 
—  Suddhania  (°dha-an°),  as,  m.  '  pure  or  sacred 
interior,'  the  private  or  women's  apartments  (espe- 

cially in  the  palace  of  a  king),  a  harem,  seraglio ;  a 

king's  wife  or  concubine  ;  (a),  f.  a  king's  wife,  queen. 
—  Suddhanta-<!arin,  i,  m.  an  attendant  or  servant  of 

the  private  apartments.— S'uddhanta-palaka,  as,  m. 

•  seraglio-guardian,'  a  guard  of  the  private  or  women's 
apartments,  attendant  on  women,  eunuch.  —  &ad- 
dhanta-yuj,  k,  f.  (?),  change  of  mode  or  key  in 

music.  —  Stiddhapahnuti  (°dha-ap°),  is,  f.  '  pure 
denial  or  turning  off,'  a  particular  figure  of  rhetoric, 
(denial  of  any  quality  or  property  for  the  sake  of 
applying  some  other,  e.  g.  this  is  not  the  moon,  it 

is  a  lotus  of  the  heavenly  Ganges. )  *~  S'uddhodana 
(°dha-od°),as,  m.  'pure-food,' N.  of  a  king  of  Kapila- 
vastu  (said  to  have  belonged  to  the  race  of  Ikshvlku  ; 

he  was  father  of  the  great  Buddha  Sskya-muni,  see 
buddka).  —  Suddhodana-sula,  as,  m. '  son  of  Sud- 
dhodana,1  epithet  of  Sakya  (the  great  Buddha  or 
founder  of  the  Buddhist  religion). 
Suddhi,  is,  f.  puritv,  cleanness,  holiness,  freedom 

from  defilement;  purification,  expiation,  cleansing; 
a  particular  expiatory  and  purificatory  rite  (described 
as  a  kind  of  STrSddba  performed  at  the  cost  of  a 
person  who  needs  purification  from  some  defilement, 

when  a  stated  number  of  Brahmans  are  fed)  ;  dear- 
ing,  clearance,  innocence  (established  by  ordeal  or 
trial),  acquittal;  clearing  (of  expences),  paying  off 

arrears;  quittance;  retaliation;  rectification,  correc- 
tion, correctness,  accuracy,  truth,  certainty;  subtrac- 

tion ;  N.  of  Durga  ;  of  one  of  the  Saktis  of  Vishnu  ; 
of  Dakshayaiil  as  worshipped  at  Kapala-moiSana. 
—  Suddhi-kara,  as,  I,  am,  causing  purity,  purify- 

ing, correcting.  —  Sfuddhi-kaumudl,  (.,  N.  of  a  work 

on  purificatory  rites  by  Govind5nanda.  —  S'tt-ddki- 
tandrika,  f.,  N.  of  a  treatise  on  the  observances  of 

mourning  and  the  purificatory  rites  thereto  belong- 
ing. —  guddki-dintiimani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 

—  Suddhi-taitca,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  on  purifi- 

cation (being  part  of  Raghu-nandana's  Smriti-tattva. 
~S?it<l'lki-diptka,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Sfrl-niv5sa 
on  the  position  of  stars  considered  favourable   for 

marriages,  journeys,  &c.  —  ffuddhi-nirupana,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  the  seventh  chapter  of  the  Yoga-vasishtha- 

sara.  —  S'uddhi-jjattra,  am,  n.  a  sheet  or  paper  of 
corrections,  errata  list ;  a  certificate  of  purification  by 
penance.  —  Smldhi-pradipa   and    itadilhi-mayu- 
Icha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  works.  —  Suddhi-lthrit,  t, 
I,  t,  possessing  purity,  free  from  soil,  clean,  clear ; 

pure,  virtuous.  —  Swldhi-ratntikara  (°na-ak°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Saddhirviveka,  at,  m.,  N.  of 
a  work  by  Rodra-dhara. 

,  ind.  having  purified,  having  cleared,  &c. 

Sotsyat,  an,  all  or  anti,  at,  about  to  cleanse  or 

purify. ffoddharya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  cleansed  or  purified ; 
to  be  corrected,  &c. 

Sodha,  as,  m.  purification,  cleansing ;  correction  ; 
payment ;  retaliation.  —  Sfodha-pattra,  am,  n.  a 

sheet  or  paper  of  corrections ;  [cf.  tfjtrfdAi-p0.] 
Sodhaka,  as,  a  or  ika,  am,  purificatory,  cleans- 

ing, cleaning,  purgative ;  corrective ;  (as),  m.  a 
purifier,  refiner ;  a  corrector  (in  arithmetic  or  algebra), 
the  subtrahend,  the  quantity  to  be  subtracted  from  a 
number  to  render  it  capable  of  yielding  an  exact 

square  root ;  (am),  n.  a  particular  kind  of  earth  (  = 
liankwhtha). 

S'odhana,  as,  I,  am,  cleaning,  purifying,  cleansing, 
refining,  purgative ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  cleaning, 
cleansing,  purifying,  refining ;  clearance,  correction, 
freeing  from  faults,  clearing  away  errors,  removing 
or  eradicating  anything  prejudicial  or  erroneous ; 
precise  determination;  the  cleansing  of  a  sore  or 
wound ;  the  refining  of  metals,  a  sort  of  refining 
practised  for  chemical  or  medicinal  purposes,  (exposing 

metals  to  heat  and  then  sprinkling  them  with  the 
urine  of  cows,  &c.) ;  payment,  clearance  or  discharge 
of  a  debt,  quittance,  paying  off  arrears,  acquittance ; 
expiation;  retaliation,  punishment;  (in  arithmetic) 
subtraction ;  excrement,  feces,  ordure ;  green  vitriol ; 

(as),  m.  the  lime  (  =  nimbuka) ;  a  kind  ofgandusha, 
q.  v.  (swallowing  or  rinsing  the  mouth  ?) ;  (4),  f.  a 
broom,  brush ;  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  tdmra-valli) ; 
another  plant  (  =  nlli).—  Sodhanl-mja,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  plant  ( =jaya-pala). 
Sfodhanaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  officer  in  an  assize 

court,  (Mric-c'nakatika,  Act  9.) 
Sodltariiya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  cleansed  or  purified ; 

to  be  corrected  ;  to  be  refined  ;  to  be  cleared  off  or 

discharged ;  to  be  paid  off  or  liquidated  (as  a  debt)  ; 

payable,  due ;  to  be  subtracted. 

S'odhayat,  an,  anti,  at,  making  clean,  purifying, cleansing,  purging. 

Sodhayitva,  ind.  having  cleared  or  purified,  &c. ; 
having  paid  or  discharged. 

Sodhita,  as,  a,  am,  cleaned,  cleansed ;  purified, 

purged;  refined;  strained,  filtered;  corrected;  ex- 
cused ;  cleared  off,  discharged,  paid  off,  liquidated  ; 

acquitted,  absolved. 

Sodhin,  I,  ini,  i,  purifying,  clearing ;  requiting, settling. 

Sodhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  purified  or  cleansed,  to 
be  cleaned  or  Defined ;  to  be  cleared  off  or  discharged  ; 
payable;  due ;  to  be  subtracted ;  (as),  m.  an  accused 
person,  one  to  be  cleared  or  tried ;  (am),  n.  a  con- 

stant number  to  be  subtracted  in  some  astronomical 

computations. 

sun,  cl.  6.  P.  gunati,  &c.,  to  go. 

'?pT  s'una,  as,  a,  am  (probably  fr.  rt.  4oi), 
white,  pure,  bright  (Ved. ;  cf.  gceta) ;  causing  pros- 

perity or  happiness,  auspicious  (Ved.) ;  (am),  ind. 
happily,  auspiciously  (Ved. ;  Say.  =  suJfham) ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  VSyu  (Ved.) ;  a  dog,  (fr.  *'?>a».)  —  S'una- 
Iwtra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymns  Rig- 

veda  VI.  33,  34  (having  the  patronymic  Bharad- 
vaja).  —  S'lmaslnya  or  flanasirya,  am,  n.  a  par- 

ticular sacrificial  oblation  (said  to  be  offered  in  the 
thirteenth  month  or  Mala-mSsa,  and  probably  in 

honour  of  S'una  and  Slra).  —  S'und-sirau,  m.  du., 
Ved.  S'una  and  Slra,  N.  of  two  Vedic  gods  (addressed 
in  Rig-veda  IV.  57,  and  identified  by  YSska  with 
Vayu  and  Aditya ;  according  to  other  authorities 
Indra  and  Vayu  or  Indra  and  Surya  are  meant ;  but 
according  to  another  view  Slra  may  perhaps  denote 

'  a  ploughshare,"  and  S'una  some  part  of  a  plough). 
—  Suneshita  ("na-tsA0),  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (probably) 
borne  along  or  carried  by  dogs. 

Sunah-puttha,  as,  m.  (properly  fr.  s"«na/i,  gen. 
c.  of  4can  +  putfha),  '  dog-tailed,'  N.  of  one  of  the 
three  sons  of  Ric'Ika  (or  according  to  the  Aitareya- 

Brahmana  the  eldest  of  the  three  sons  of  Ajtgarta)  ; 

N.  of  the  author  of  a  law-book. 

or  s'unah-s'eplia,  as,  m.  (s"unaA, 

gen.  c.  of  ivan),  '  dog-tailed,'  N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi 
(having  the  patronymic  Ajigarti,  as  son  of  Ajigarta 
or  Ajigarta,  and  regarded  as  the  author  of  the  hymns 
Rig-veda  I.  24-30,  IX.  3  ;  according  to  a  legend 
told  in  the  Aitareya-BrShmana  VII.  13-18,  king 

Harisc'andra,  whose  priest  was  Visva-mitra,  being 
childless,  made  a  vow  that  on  obtaining  a  son  he 
would  sacrifice  him  to  the  god  Varuna  ;  a  son  was 

then  born  to  him  named  Rohita,  but  Harisc'andra 
put  off  on  various  pretexts  the  fulfilment  of  his  vow, 
and  when  he  at  length  consented  to  perform  it,  his 
son  declined  being  sacrificed,  and  retiring  to  the 
forest  passed  six  years  there  until  he  met  a  poor 
Brahman  Rishi  named  Ajigarta,  who  had  three  sons, 
the  second  of  whom,  Sunah-sepha,  was  purchased  by 
Rohita  for  a  hundred  cows  to  serve  as  a  substitute 

for  himself;  Varuna  having  accepted  him  as  a  ransom, 
he  was  about  to  be  sacrificed,  Visva-mitra  being  Hotri 
priest,  when  he  saved  himself  by  reciting  verses  in 
praise  of  various  deities,  and  was  received  into  the 

family  of  VisvS-mitra  as  one  of  his  sons  under  the* 
name  of  Deva-rata,  q.  v.  :  the  legend  is  different  in 
the  Ramayana,  which  makes  Ambansha,  king  of 

AyodhyS,  perform  a  sacrifice,  the  victim  of  which  is 
stolen  by  Indra  ;  this  king  is  described  as  wandering 
over  the  earth  in  search  of  either  the  real  victim  or 
a  substitute  until  he  meets  with  a  Brahman  named 

RiiTka,  from  whom  he  purchases  his  middle  son, 

S'unah-s'epha,  who  is  about  to  be  sacrificed,  when 
VisVa-mitra  saves  him  by  teaching  him  a  prayer  to 

Agni  and  two  hymns  to  Indra  and  Vishnu  ;  see 
Ramayana  I.  61,  62);  (am),  n.  the  genital  organ 
of  a  dog. 

S'imaka,  as,  m.  a  young  dog;  a  dog;  N.  of  a 
descendant  of  Bbrigu;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family; 

[cf.  iaunaka.^—Sundka-iiantSuka,  f.  a  kind  of 
plant  (  =  leshudra-tantii).  —  Sunaka-Cilll,  f.  a  kind 
of  pot-herb  (  =  tvana-tittika).  —  ffunaka-putra, 
as,  m.  the  son  of  Sunaka,  i.e.  Saunaka,  (also  applied 
to  Gritsamada,  who  is  elsewhere  described  as  the 
father  of  Sunaka.) 

Sunas'ira  or  gunasira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Indra,  (also 

written  swiasira,  q.  v.,  cf.  guna-sirau,  under  s"«na.) Suni,  is,  m.  (fr.  dean),  a  dog. 
ffuni,  (•  a  female  dog,  bitch,  (see  under  s>an)  ; 

a  kind  of  gourd  (  =  kushmandi).  —  S'unin-dliama, 
see  Vopa-deva  XXVI.  ̂ .  —  Sunin-dTiaya,  as,  i, 

am  (timi  for  s~uni),  sucking  a  bitch,  suckled  by  a bitch. 

S'unira,  as,  m.  a  number  of  female  dogs. 
S'uno-lanr/iila,  as,  m.  (fr.  timah,  gen.  c.  of 

ivan  +  Idngula),  N.  of  the  youngest  of  the  three 

sons  of  Ric'Ika  (or  of  the  three  sons  of  Ajigarta, 

according'  to  the  Aitateya-Brahmana  ;  cf.  gunah- 
putfha). 

I.  imiya,  am,  n.  (for  3.  gunya  see  below),  a 
number  of  dogs  or  female  dogs. 

WTM  ilundh  (connected  with  rt.  sudli), 
O  \,cl.  i.  P.  A.  iundhati,  -te,  futumlha, 

iSuilimdhe,  iundhitum,  to  purify,  make  clean  or  pure, 

cleanse  (P.,  according  to  some  also  A.)  ;  to  be  or  be- 

come pure,  be  purified,  be  cleansed  (A.)  ;  cl.  IO.  P. 

(according  to  some  also  A.)  Jundhayati  (-te),  -yi- 
tum,  to  purify,  cleanse. 
Sundhn-mt,  an,  all,  at  (thought  by  some  to  be 

fr.  a  lost  Nom.  itmdhya,  meaning  '  to  desire  purifi- 

cation'), Ved.  'possessed  of  desire  for  purification,' sacred,  holy,  pure. 

Sundhyn,  m,  us,  u,  Ved.  '  desirous  of  purifica- tion,' purifying;  pure,  bright;  («s),  m.,  N.  of  Agni 
or  fire,  (according  to  S5y.  on  Rig-veda  1.  1  24,  4,  an 
Aditya  or  a  kind  of  water-fowl)  ;  (us),  f.  a  mare, 

(the  chariot  of  the  Sun  is  said  to  be  drawn  by  seven 

mares)  ;  [cf.  perhaps  Lat.  coitus.'] 2.  sunya,  as,  a,  am  (more  usually 
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written  $unya,  q.  v.  ;  for  i.  s"unya  see  p.  1014, 
col.  3),  empty,  void  ;  (am),  n.  a  cypher. 

TjTO  sup,  (in  grammar)  a  technical  term 
for  the  affix  «,  the  characteristic  sign  of  the  eighth 
class  of  verbs. 

suphahila,  N.  of  a  place. 

i.  subh  (perhaps  for  an  original 
fadbh,  cf.  rts.  ivdh,  rfum&A),  cl.  I.  A. 

Sobhate  (rarely  cl.  6.  P.  iubhati  or  cl.  I.  P.  <fo- 
bhati,  but  this  latter  is  referred  to  rt.  3.  4nbk),  rfu- 

tobha,  s'us'ubhe,  iokhiihijati,  -te,  afiibhat,  as"o- 
bhishla,  tdbhitum  (Ved.  Inf.  fobhatc,  s"ubham, 
Subhe,  see  2.  rfit&A),  to  shine,  be  splendid;  to  be 
beautiful,  look  beautiful  or  handsome,  appear  to  ad- 

vantage; to  be  gay  or  happy;  to  be  victorious, 

triumph  over  :  Caus.  fftihayaH,  -te  (Ved.  also  in- 

bhayati),  -yitum,  Aor.  as'iis'ubhat,  to  cause  to 
shine,  ornament,  decorate  ;  to  adorn  one's  self  (A.)  ; 
to  shine  (?)  :  Desid.  iuiobhwhate,  -ti,  or  /otfuMi- 

sJutte,  -ti  :  Intens.  tfos'ubhyate,  gojobdhi,  to  shine 
intensely  ;  [cf.  Gr.  Ko/,a//6s,  xo/i-^s,  Ko^fta  ;  Old 

Germ,  subar,  '  pure  ;'  Mod.  Germ,  sauber  ;  Lith. . 

t.  tubh,  p,  (.,  Ved.  splendor,  beauty,  brilliancy, 
glory;  happiness;  victory,  triumph,  (fubhe,  for 
victory  or  conquest)  ;  an  ornament  ;  an  auspicious 

offering;  a  brilliant  place  of  sacrifice,  (S5y.  =  ̂o- 
Ihana  deva-yajana,  Rig-veda  I.  23,  n);  water 
or  a  brilliant  chariot  (  =  udaka  or  ratha,  Rig-veda 

I.  167,  6,  &c.).  —  &abham-yd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved. 
causing  happiness,  bestowing  blessings,  benevolent 

(said  of  the  wind  ;  Say.  on  Rig-veda  IV.  3,  6.  ex- 
plains 3ubham-ye  by  tubhasya  prdpayitre,  con- 

necting yd  with  rt.  I.  yil  in  the  sense  of  prdpane). 
—  Subham-ydvan,  a,  &c.,  Ved.  going  to  splendor 
or  happiness  (said  of  the  Maruts,  Say.  =  dobhana- 

gati,  Jobhanam  gantd;  cf.  rina-ydvan).  —  S'u- bhas-pati,  is,  m.  lord  or  preserver  of  splendor, 
(Sfy.  =  4obhanasya  karmanah  pdlakaV)  ;  (i),  m. 
du.,  Ved.  epithet  of  the  two  Asvins. 

ffubha,  as,  a,  am,  bright,  shining,  splendid,  hand- 
some, beautiful  ;  auspicious,  fortunate,  lucky,  happy, 

•well,  right,  good,  virtuous,  eminent,  distinguished  ; 
learned,  versed  in  the  Vedas  ;  (as),  m.  the  twenty- 
third  of  the  astronomical  Yogas  ;  a  city  in  the  sky, 

(see  vyoma<!dri-pura  ;  said  to  be  also  fern,  and 
neut.)  ;  (a),  f.  light,  lustre;  beauty;  desire;  N.  of 
a  female  friend  and  companion  of  the  goddess  Uma  ; 

an  assembly  of  the  gods  ;  bamboo-manna  ;  white 
DurvS  grass;  the  Saml  tree;  the  yellow  pigment 

go-rotand;  a  particular  plant,  =pr!yangu;  (am), 
n.  anything  bright  or  beautiful,  auspiciousness  ;  hap- 

piness, hail,  welfare,  good  fortune,  good  ;  an  orna- 
ment; water,  rain,  (Say.  =  alankdra  or  uddka, 

Rig-veda  VII.  82,  5);  a  fragrant  wood  (  =  padrna- 

kdshfha)  ;  [cf.  Pers.  S^*  khub.~\  —  ffiibha-kara, as,  a  or  i,  am,  causing  welfare,  producing  good, 

propitious,  &c.  —  Sfubha-karman,  a,  n.  a  good  or 
virtuous  act,  auspicious  action  ;  reputable  occupation 

or  employment.  —  Subha-krit,  t,  m.  epithet  of  the 

thirty-sixth  or  tenth  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty 
years.  —  Subha-leshana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  auspicious 
or  lucky  moment.  —  Subha-ga,  as,  a,  am,  going 
well  or  beautifully,  graceful,  elegant  ;  propitious,  for- 

tunate. —  Sabha-gandhalca,  as,  a,  am,  good- 
scented  ;  (am),  n.  gum-myrrh.  —  ffubha-graha,  as, 
m.  an  auspicious  planet,  lucky  star  (such  as  Jupiter, 
Venus,  Mercury,  and  the  moon  when  more  than  half 

full).  —  Subhagrahodaya  (°ha-ud°),  as;  m.  the 
rising  of  an  auspicious  planet.  —  S'f.tbhart-kara,  as, 
d  or  i,  am,  conferring  happiness  or  fortune  ;  auspicious, 

propitious;  (i),  f.  PIrvati.  —  Sabha-jdni,  is,  is,  i, 
having  a  beautiful  v/ife.  —  S?ubha-da,  as,  d,  am, 
granting  happiness,  propitious,  auspicious  ;  (as),  m. 
the  sacred  fig-tree  (  =  ai!vattha).  —  Sfubha-dantl,  {. 
a  woman  with  good  teeth  ;  the  female  elephant  of 
Pushpa-danta  or  of  the  north-west  quarter,  (also  read 
4ubhra-danti.)—Subha-drishti,  is,  f.  an  auspicious 
look  or  aspect.  —  Subha-dhara,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  I 

—  Subha-namd,  f.  epithet  of  the  fifth  lunar  night. 

—  Sublia-pattrilcd,  I.  '  having  auspicious  leaves,'  a 
kind  of  shrub  ( =  idla-pann).  —  ffubha-phala,  am, 
n.   auspicious    result,  good   or   happy  consequence. 

—  S'u.bham-bhavuka,  as,  d,  am,  'disposed  to  be 

bright,'  resplendent,  decorated,  ornamented.— Subha- 
yoga,  as,  m.  a  particular  astronomical  Yoga,  (see 

s"ubha.)  —  Siibha-laltskana,  as,  a,  am,  having 
an  auspicious  sign  or  symptom ;  marked  or  charac- 

terized by  felicity.  —  Sfubha-layna,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the 
rising  of  an  auspicious  constellation,  a  lucky  moment. 

—  Stubha-varttd,  f.  good  news.  —  S'ubha-vdsaiia, 
as,  m.  auspicious  perfuming ;  perfume  for  the  mouth. 

—  S'ubha-v rata,  am,  n.,N.  of  a  particular  religious 
observance  (kept  on  the  twelfth  day  in  one  of  the 

halves  of  the  month  KSrttika).  —  S'ubha-s'ansin,  i, 

ini,  i,  indicative  of  good  luck.  —  S?ubha-s~ila,  as,  d, 
am,  well-disposed,  having  a  good  disposition.  —  Sf«- 
bha-samyuta,  as,  d,  am,  endowed  with  prosperity 
or  happiness,  blissful.  —  S^ubha-saptami-wata,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  particular  religious  observance.  —  ffuibha- 

sufarii,  f.  'indicating  good,'  N.  of  a  female  deity 
worshipped  by  women  in  times  of  calamity,  (she  is 

also    called    Su-vacam.)  —  S'ubha-sthali,   f.    any 
auspicious  place,  a  room  or  hall  in  which  sacrifices  are 

offered.— S'ubhdksha  (^bha-ak°),  as,  m. '  auspicious- 
eyed,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sfubhdyama  (°bha-dg°), 
am,  n.  epithet  of  certain  Tantra  works  regarded  as 

especially  orthodox.  —  Subhdnga  (°bha-an°),  as,  i, 
am,  handsome-limbed,  beautifully  formed,  handsome, 
elegant ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  lexicographer ;  of  another 
person ;    (i),   f.  a  handsome  woman ;    N.  of  Rati 
(wife  of  the  god  of  love) ;  of  the  wife  of  Kuvera 

(god  of  wealth).  —  ffMidtldra  (°bha-d<!°),  as,  d, 
am,  pure  in  practices  or  observances,  virtuous ;  (a), 

f.  epithet  of  a  female  attendant  on  Urn! ;  [cf.  rfu- 

bhd.~\  —  &ubhaAjana  (°bha-aii°),  as,  m.  the  tree 
Hyperanthera    Moringa,  (see   iobhdnjana.)  —  Sftt- 

bhdnana  (°bha-dn°),  as,  d,  am,  handsome-faced, 

good-looking;    (d),  f.  a   handsome  woman.  — S'ti- 
bhdnandd  (°bha-dn°),  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess.  —  S«- 
bhdnvita  (°bha-an°),  as,  d,  am,  endowed  with 

prosperity  or  good  fortune,  happy,  prosperous.  —  S'w- 
bhdpdngd  (°bha-apf),  f. '  a  woman  who  has  beauti- 

ful eye-comers,'  a  beautiful  woman.  —  Sfubhds'iibha 
{^bha-as"3),  as,  d,  am,  prosperous  and  unfortunate, 
good  and  evil;  (am),  n.  good  and  evil,  good  and 
bad  fortune,   weal  and  woe.  ••  Stibhddtibha-lak- 
shana,  am,  n.  a  mark  or  sign   of  good  or  bad 

fortune,  a  good  or  evil  omen.  —  Sfubhetara,  (°bha- 
it°),  as,  d,  am,  other  than  auspicious,  unlucky,  in- 

auspicious ;   evil,  bad.  —  S'ubtiodarlta  f^bha-ud?), 
as,  d,  am,  having  prosperous  results  or  happy  con- 

sequences ;  causing  happiness. 

S*ubhani-yd,  Stibliam^ydvan.  See  under  2.  dubh. 
S'tibhamytt,  us,  us,  it,  happy,  fortunate,  pros- 

perous, auspicious. 
Subhdna,  as,  d,  am,  shining  bright,  brilliant; 

(ds),  m.  pi.  (according  to  some)  epithet  of  the 
Maruts,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  165,  3. 

tfubkdnaih  —  s"obhamdnair  vafanaih.) 
S'abhikd,  {.,  Ved.  a  garland  formed  of  flowers. 
Subhra,  as,  d,  am,  shining,  radiant,  bright; 

white ;  (as),  m.  white  (the  colour) ;  sandal ;  (am), 
a.  silver;  talc;  green  vitriol;  rock  or  fossil  salt; 

(a),  f.  the  Ganges ;  crystal ;  bamboo-manna ;  [cf. 

Old  Germ,  subar;  Mod  Germ,  sauber,  'clean;' 

Angl.  Sax.  tyfr.~\—Siibhra-lirU,  t,  m.  the  thirty- 

sixth  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle ;  [cf.  s'ubha-krit.'] -.Subhra-Tcliddi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  shining 
rings,  having  bright  weapons  (said  of  the  Maruts ; 
Siy.  =  &'obhandyudka  or  gobhana-Jiavithka,  Rig- 
veda  VIII.  20,  4).  —  SubTira-td,  f.  or  4ubhra-tva, 
am,  n.  whiteness.  —  S'tibttra-dantl,  f.  the  female 
elephant  of  Pushpa-danta,  the  elephant  of  the  north- 

west quarter,  (see  ̂ nbha-danti. )  —  S'ubhra-ras'mi, 
is,  m. '  white-rayed,'  the  moon.  —  Subhra-s'astama, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  shining  very  much,  (according  to 
some  either  for  s'ubhra-s'asta-tama  or  for  iubhra- 

s'aii-t(ima.)  —  S'ubhrdns'u,  (°ra-an°),  us,  m. 'white- 
rayed,' the  moon;  camphor.  —  Subhrdlu  (°ra-dlu), 

u>,  m.  a  white  esculent  root;  a  particular  plant 

with  a  tuberous  root  (  =  mahislta-kanda).  —  Su- 
bhrd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  possessing  radiance, 

shining. 

SubJiri,  is,  is,  i,  shining  bright  (Ved.,  S3y.  =  io- 
bhana) ;  (is),  m.  an  epithet  of  Brahma. 
Subhrilcd,  f.,  see  Vopa-deva  IV.  8. 
Sobha,  as,  d,  am,  bright,  brilliant,  handsome ; 

(d),  {.  light,  lustre,  radiance,  splendor,  sheen,  bril- 
liancy ;  beauty,  elegance,  grace,  comeliness ;  dis- 

tinguished merit ;  turmeric ;  the  yellow  pigment 

go-rodand  ;  a  species  of  the  Kriti  metre.  —  &obha- 
krit,  t,  t,  t,  causing  lustre,  beautifying;  (t),  m.  the 

thirty-seventh  (or  sixth)  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle  of 
sixty  years  [cf.  ̂ tibka-krif] ;  the  marking-nut 
plant.  —  S'ob/id-kara,  as,  I,  am,  causing  lustre, 
beautifying.  —  Subhdnjana  l^bhd-aif),  as,  m.  the 
tree  Hyperanthera  Moringa  (commonly  called  Sa- 
jina ;  it  is  much  valued  for  its  various  properties ; 
the  legumes,  blossoms,  and  leaves  are  esculent ; 
the  root  of  the  young  tree  is  used  as  a  substitute  for 
horse-radish  as  well  as  a  stimulant  in  medicine,  and 
the  expressed  oil  of  the  seeds  is  said  to  relieve 
arthritic  pains ;  it  has  a  great  many  synonyms  j  cf. 

digru,  nila-s'igru,  kdksfiivaka,  jana-priya,  c*a- 
kshushya,  Scc^.  —  Sdbhd-maya,  as,  i,  am,  full  of 

lustre  or  beauty;  beautiful.  —  S'obhd-vat'i,  f.,  N.  of a  town. 

tfobhatha,  Ved.  splendor,  (used  only  in  the  inst. c.  dobhathd.) 

S'obhana,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  adorning,  causing  to 
look  beautiful,  shining,  splendid ;  beautiful,  hand- 

some, (sometimes  used  ironically) ;  richly  dressed  or 
ornamented ;  propitious,  auspicious ;  virtuous,  de- 

corous, good,  moral ;  (as),  m.  a  burnt  offering  for 

auspicious  results;  epithet  of  S'iva;  epithet  of  the 
eleventh  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle ;  a  planet ;  the  fifth 
of  the  astronomical  Yogas;  (d),  f.  turmeric;  the 

yellow  pigment  go-rodand ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 
adorning  or  causing  to  look  beautiful ;  the  being 
bright  or  handsome,  brilliance,  sheen ;  a  lotus. 

—  Sobhana-vdha,  as,  d,  am,  having  splendid  car- 

riers or  horses.  —  Sobhandfariia  (°na-ad°),  am,  n. 
virtuous  practice. 

Sobhanaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Hyperanthera  Mo- 
ringa ( =iobhdnjana  above). 

Sobhantya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  beautified  or  adorned. 

Sobhamdna,  as,  d,  am,  shining,  looking  beauti- 
ful or  handsome,  splendid,  fair. 

tfobhayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  shine,  orna- 
menting, decorating.  • 

ffobhas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  splendor,  beauty,  (the  dat. 

c.  £obhase  is  used  as  a  Ved.  Inf. ;  Say.  =  ̂ obhaniir- 
tham.) 

S'obMta,  as,  d,  am,  beautiful,  adorned,  decorated, 
trimmed,  made  splendid. 

Sobhin,  i,  ini,  i,  shining,  brilliant,  beautiful, 
handsome,  distinguished,  exceeding. 

&ob/tishtha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  most  brilliant,  very 
handsome  or  beautiful. 

3.  subh  (sometimes  written  sunbh 
or  rfttfliiA  =  rts.  eubh,  sunbh,  sumbh), 

cl.  i.  P.  iobhati,  s'unbhati,  &c.,  to  shine  [cf.  rt. 
i.  iSubh]  ;  to  speak;  to  strike,  injure,  kill. 

jumbh,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  sumbhati, 

-te,  tfuitumbha,  fitmbhiihyati,  ̂ um- 
bliittim,  Ved.  to  shine,  be  brilliant;  to  decorate; 
cl.  i.  P.  dumbhali,  &c.,  to  shine;  to  speak;  to 

strike,  injure,  kill,  (in  these  senses  =  rts.  3.  s"ubh, 
subh,  sumbh) :  Caus.  A.,  Ved.  dubhayale,  -yitum. 
to  decorate  one's  self,  to  shine ;  [cf.  probably  Gr. KO/UftOS.  ] 

Sumbhana,  as,  t,  am,  Ved.  shining,  brilliant. 

S'umbhamdna,  as,d,am,Ved.  decorating,  adorn- 
ing; handsome,  beautiful,  (SZy.-^s'ubhamdna.) 

Sumbhana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  decorating,  illumi 

nating,  (SSy.  =  s"ubhayat.) 
Sutmbhita.    See  brahma-s'ambhita. 
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sumbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura  or 

demon  slain  by  Durga,  (he  was  son  of  Gaveshthin 

and  grandson  of  Prahlsda.)— Sumbha-yhfitini  or 

tfumbka-mardini,  f.  *  Sumbha-killing,'  an  epithel 
of  Durga.  —  S'umbha-pura,  am,  i,  n.  f.  'the  city 
of  the  Asura  Kumbha,'  a  town  and  district,  (the 
modern  SambhalpQr  in  the  district  of  Gondwana ; 

it  is  also  called  Eka-cakra  and  Hari-griha.)  — S'uni- 
bha-batllta  or  iumbha-vadha,  ae,  m.  '  killing  ol 
Sumbha,'  N.  of  the  tenth  chapter  of  the  Devl- 
mahatmya  of  the  Markandeya-Purana. 

SK  sura,  as,  m.  (for  sura,  q.  v.),  a  hero ; 
a  lion,  &c. 

^V  s'urudh,  dhas,  f.  pi.,  Ved.  gifts, 
treasures,  riches;  waters,  water,  (Say.  =  apah,  IJ.ig- 
veda  IV.  23,  8) ;  preventers  or  alleviators  of  pain  or 

sorrow,  (Say.  = /ne'er  duhlthasya  pratiroddhdrah 
or  xiJcuni/ii  roilhayitri) ;  herbs  or  other  remedies 
used  to  allay  pain ;  exhilarating  drinks  (according  to 
some). 

^tt^>  cl-  lo-  P-  Mkayati,  -yitum, 
to  pay,  give ;  to  gain,  acquire ;  to 

abandon,  leave,  forsake ;  to  create  (tarjane) ;  to 
narrate,  tell ;  [cf.  rt.  walk.] 
Sulka,  at,  am,  m.  n.  toll,  tax,  duty,  customs 

(especially  money  levied  at  ferries,  passes,  and  roads) ; 

a  sum  of  money,  price,  (Say. *=mu,lya,)',  property, 
wealth,  (Say.  =  o7iana);  gain,  profit;  money  ad- 
ranced  to  ratify  a  bargain;  money  given  to  the 

parents  of  the  bride  (originally  as  purchase-price) ;  a 
present  made  by  a  bridegroom  to  his  bride ;  nuptial 

present ;  a  marriage-settlement  or  dower ;  a  wife's 
perquisites  or  private  property  (such  as  the  profits  of 
household  labour,  domestic  utensils,  milch  cattle, 

ornaments,  servants,  &.Q.).'—Sulka-kha'ndana,  am, 
n.  defrauding  the  revenue.  —  Sulka-grdhaka,  as, 
ikd,  am,  or  iulka-grdhin,  I,  ini,  i,  receiving  a 

toll  or  duty.  —  S'tdka-da,  ae,  m.  the  giver  of  a 
nuptial  present,  an  affianced  suitor.  —  S^ulka-mo- 
ehana,  am,  n.  stealing  or  defrauding  the  revenue. 

—  Sulka-dala,  f.  a  custom-house ;  [cf.  sauU'a- 
tdlika.]  —  Sulka-sanjna,  ae,  a,  am,  having  (merely) 

the  name  of  a  nuptial  gratuity.  —  S'u.lka-sthdna,  am, 
n.  a  toll-office,  custom-house  (Manu  VIII.  400) ; 
any  object  of  taxation  or  duty.  —  Siulka-hdni,  is, 

{.  loss  or  forfeiture  of  wages  or  dower,  &c.  —  S'ulkil- 
bhidhdna  (°ka-abh°),  as,  a,  am,  =  £ulka-sanjna. 
—SuUcavdpta  (°ka-av°),  at,  a,  am,  obtained  as  a dowry. 

^rf^!3i  sulkika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country 
or  district ;  [cf.  iaulkikeya^] 

$JW  Mia,  am,  n.  (for  6ulva),  a  cord,  rope, 
string;  copper  (  =  tdmra;  cf.  julva). 

*«'"  (also  written  sulb),  cl.  10.  P. 
dalrayati,  -yitum,  to  send  away,  dis- 

miss ;  to  measure ;  to  create. 

iSV™  or  >iulljii,  am,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  95.  fr.  rt.  I.  tv£),  a  rope,  cord,  siring,  (said  to 
be  also  at,  m.,  a  or  I,  f.) ;  copper,  a  copper  vessel ; 
a  sacrificial  observance ;  institute,  law,  custom ;  a 

quantity  of  water  ;  (ami),  n.  pi.,  N.  of  a  PariSishta 

of  the  Yajur-veda ;  [cf.  6ulvika.~\  —  Sulva-ja,  am, 
n.  brass.  —  Sidmi-dlpikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  ffulva- 

parif'ushta  and  iulra-vdrttika  and  dulva-iutra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  works.  —  Stdvari  (°va-ari),  it,  m. 
'  enemy  of  copper,"  sulphur. 

SWrii-a,  ani,  n.  pi.,  N.  of  a  PariJishja  of  the 
Yajur-veda. 

,  *«&*»«»•     See  under  rt.  3.  ant. 

l  tusukshani  in  a-jusukshani,  q.  v. 

sus'uma,  f.,  X.  of  the  wife  of  S'ukra. 

susulitka-ydtu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a 

demon  in  the  shape  of  an  owlet,  (according  to  Sly. 

on  Itig-veda  VII.  104,  22.  Juduluka  =  fiiuluka, 
a  small  owl;  cf.  uluka-ydtu.) 

s'usruvas.     See  under  rt.  i.  sru. 

susrli,  us,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  I.  sru), 

'  one  who  waits  on  a  child,'  a  mother. 
S'ufrushaka,  ae,  a,  am,  desirous  of  hearing, 

attentive,  obedient,  attending  or  waiting  on;  (ae), 

m.  an  attendant,  servant  (comprehending  five  de- 
scriptions of  persons,  viz.  a  pupil,  a  religious  pupil,  a 

hired  servant,  an  officer,  and  a  slave). 

S'utfruthana,  am,  n.  obedience  ;  dutiful  homage, 
close  and  assiduous  attendance,  service,  serving. 
SWrusAa,  f.  desire  or  wish  to  hear,  desire  to 

obey,  obedience  ;  service  (said  to  be  of  five  kinds, 

see  $tu!ru$haka)  ;  obsequiousness,  reverence  ;  say- 
ing, speaking,  telling.  —  SfudrusJul-para,  as,  a,  am, 

diligent  or  attentive  in  service. 
SWrusAitra,  ind.  having  attended  or  waited  upon 

(as  a  slave  upon  his  master,  Manu  XI.  no). 

Sudruehu,  ue,  ue,  u,  desirous  of  hearing  or  obey- 
ing, obedient,  attentive,  serving,  attending. 

WCT  4ush  (thought  to  he  for  sush,  which 

^  \  again  was  probably  for  an  original  sue), 
cl.  4.  P.  iushyati  (ep.  also  A.  -te),  tutoiha,  toksh- 
yati,  adushat,  ioihtum,  to  dry,  become  dry,  dry 

up;  to  wither,  become  withered;  to  languish,  be- 
come emaciated  ;  to  be  afflicted  :  Caus.  ioshayati, 

-te,  -yitttm,  Aor.  as'&s'ushat,  to  make  dry,  dry  up, 
wither,  parch  ;  to  emaciate  ;  to  destroy  ;  to  extinguish  : 

Desid.  4u.3ukahali  :  Intens.  sSoilushyale,  s"o$oshti; 
[cf.  Zend  htushka  :  Gr.  oavaapos,  aavoapia/jujs, 

auoi,  auos,  avori/poj:  Lat.  siccus :  Goth,  sink, 
tauht :  Old  Germ,  siuh,  siuchi,  siuhjan,  suht : 
Angl.  Sax.  seoc,  seac,  sioc,  sic,  suht :  Slav,  such, 

'  dry :'  Lith.  saiisa-s :  Hib.  seacadh,  '  parched, 

frozen  ;'  sioc,  '  frost ;'  sican.~\ 
Swha,  as,  i,  m.  f.  drying,  drying  up ;  a  hole  in 

the  ground. 
S^itshat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  drying  up,  absorbing 

(moisture). 

S'ushi,  is,  f.  drying ;  a  hole,  chasm ;  the  hollow 
or  groove  in  the  fang  of  a  snake ;  [cf.  Gr.  nvao-s, 
Kvo-96-s;  Lat.  cun-nu-s;  Lith.  kuszy-s.] 

S'ushira,  as,  d,  am,  full  of  holes  or  crevices 
(caused  by  drying),  perforated,  bored,  pierced,  full 
of  interstices  or  spaces ;  (am),  n.  a  hole,  vacuity, 
chasm  ;  the  atmosphere ;  a  wind-instrument ;  (as), 
m.  fire ;  a  rat,  mouse ;  (d),  f.  a  river ;  a  sort  of  per- 

fume (commonly  called  Nail). 

Tushila,  as,  m.  '  the  dryer,"  air,  wind. 
Yushka,  as,  d,  am,  dried,  dried  up,  dry ;  shriveled, 

withered,  emaciated,  shrunk  up;  groundless,  cause- 
less ;  unproductive,  fruitless,  unprofitable  ;  offensive  ; 

(am),  n.,  Ved.  anything  dry,  dry  wood  (for  lighting 
fire  by  attrition). «-  Sushka-kalaha,  as,  m.  vain  or 
useless  wrangling,  a  quarrel  about  trifles.  —  fftishka- 
td,  f.  or  iushka-tea,  am,  n.  dryness.  —  Stwlika- 
oattra,  am,  n.  a  dry  or  withered  leaf;  a  dried  pot- 

herb. —  S'ashka-parna,  am,  n.  a  dry  or  withered 
eaf.  —  &ushka-phala,  am,  n.  dry  fruit.  —  S'ushka- 
matsya,  at,  m.  a  dried  fish.  —  Sushka-mansa, 
am,  n.  dry  flesh,  dry  meat.  —  Saehka-revati,  f. 
epithet  of  a  particular  Matrika  or  goddess  presiding 
over  a  kind  of  disease ;  [cf.  revati,  putand^] 

—  &uslika-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  dried  up.  —  ffushka- 
•rikiha,  as,  m.  a  dry  tree;  a  particular  plant  or 

shrub  ( =  dhara).  —  Suehka-naira,  am,  n.  ground- 
ess  enmity.  —  Sfuehka-vrana,  as,  m.  a  dried  up 
wound,  cicatrized  sore,  scar.  —  gushka-srota,  as,  d, 

am,  having  the  stream  dried  up.  —  S'-uthkdnga  (°io- 
an"),  as,  t,  am,  having  shriveled  limbs,  emaciated, 
withered;  (as),  m.  a  particular  plant  or  shrub,  = 

ihara;  (i),  f.  a  lizard,  chameleon.  —  S'ushkdnna 
(°ka-an°),  am,  a.  'dry  food,"  rice  in  the  husk. 
—  Sushkdrdra  (°ka-dr°),  am,  n.  dry  ginger. 
S'ushkala,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  m.  f.  n.  dry  flesh; flesh  ;  one  who  eats  flesh. 

Stuehna,  as,  m.  the  sun ;  fire ;  N.  of  a  demon  of 

sukala. 

drought  (represented  in  the  Rig-veda  as  being  over- 
come by  Indra) ;  (aw),  n.,  Ved.  strength,  (enume- 
rated among  the  bala-ndmdni  in  Naigh.  II.  9.) 

—  Sushna-hatya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  slaughter  of Sushru. 

Sushma,  ae,  d,  am,  strong,  powerful  (Ved.); 

(as),  m.  power,  strength,  vigour  (Ved.) ;  the  sun  ; 
fire,  flame,  light ;  air,  wind ;  a  bird ;  (am),  n. 
strength,  prowess  (=6aZa,  Naigh.  II.  9);  light, lustre. 

Sfuehman,  a,  m.  fire;  a  particular  plant,  >- ct- 
traka;  (a),  n.  light,  lustre;  strength,  prowess. 

Sfuthmina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  S'ivis. 
Siushmin,  i,  ini,  i,  powerful,  strong  ;  fiery,  mettle- 

some; (inas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  caste  living  in  Kusa- 

dvipa  (corresponding  to  the  Kshatriyas).  —  S'ush- 
min-tama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  most  powerful,  very 
mighty. 

Sfuehyat,  an,  anti,  at,  becoming  dry,  drying  up. 
Sfushyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  dry  or  dried  up, 

languishing,  thirsty. 

S'osha,  as,  m.  drying  up,  exsiccation,  dryness; 
pulmonary  consumption ;  emaciation  ;  intumescence, 

(for  s'otha.)-'S'o8ha-8ambhava,  am,  n.  the  root 

of  long  pepper.  —  S'oshdpahd  (°sha-apc),  f.  're- 
moving consumption,'  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  klita- 

naka). 

&oshaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  drying  up,  exsiccating, 
absorbing,  absorbent. 

Soshana,  as,  i,  am,  drying  up,  draining ;  causing 

to  fade ;  (as),  m.  one  of  the  arrows  of  Kama-deva 
(god  of  love) ;  the  plant  Bignonia  Indica ;  (am),  n. 

the  act  of  drying  up ;  absorption  ;  exhaustion  ;  suck- 
ing up,  suction  ;  dry  ginger. 

tfoshaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  dried  up  or  absorbed. 
Sosfiayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  dried  up,  &c. 
&oshayitvd,  ind.  having  dried  up. 

S'oshila,  ae,  d,  am,  dried,  dried  up,  desiccated, 
absorbed,  sucked  up,  exhausted,  drained,  emptied. 

S'oshin,  i,  ini,  i,  drying  up  (often  at  the  end  of 
comps.) ;  (mi),  f.  ether,  one  of  the  five  Dharanas. 

SJoR  suka,  as,  am,  m.  n .  (said  to  he  fr.  rt.  so) , 
the  awn  of  barley,  &c. ;  a  bristle,  spicule ;  the  bristle 
or  sharp  hair  of  insects,  &c. ;  compassion,  clemency, 
tenderness ;  a  kind  of  venomous  insect  or  lizard 

(produced  in  stagnant  water) ;  a  sort  of  water-leech  (?) ; 
a  kind  of  moss  or  weed  growing  on  stagnant  water 

( =jala-3°) ;  a  particular  remedy  in  which  the  S'Qka 
is  used ;  (a),  f.  cowach.  —  Siika-kita  or  ifiikri- 
kitaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  caterpillar  covered  with 
bristles  or  hairs.  —  Suka-trina,  am,  n.  a  kind  of 

grass.  —  Suka-dhanya,  am,  n.  any  awned  or  bearded 

grain  (as  barley  &<:.).  •-S'uka-pindi,  is,  or  s'uka- 
pindi,  (.  cowach  (  =  kapi-katdhu).  —  &uka-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  awned,  bearded ;  (at;),  f.  cowach. 

—  Sfuka-dimbd,  f.  or  fuka-dimbi,  it,  or  s'uka- 
dimbika    or    £uka-simbi,   f.    cowach,    (also   spelt tlitka-tfimbd,  q.  v.) 

tfukaka,  as,  m.  barley  or  a  bearded  kind  of  wheat 
resembling  barley  ;  the  sentiment  of  compassion  or tenderness. 

Sfiikin,  i,  ini,  i,  awned,  bearded  (as  corn,  grain, 

&c.). 

TJpinc  siikara,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  connected 

with  $uka,  or  fr.  tfa,  an  imitative  sound,  +  A-ara;  cf. 
siikara),  a  hog,  pig ;  N.  of  a  Naraka ;  (i),  f.  a 
sow ;  a  kind  of  moss,  Lycopodium  Imbricatum ;  [cf. 
Gr.  avs,  Js;  Old  Germ,  su;  Mod.  Germ,  sau.] 

—  Sfckara-kanda,  at,  m.  -hog's  root,'  a  kind  of 

bulbous  plant  ( =  vdrdhi-kanda).  —  S'akara-dansh- 
tra,  as,  m.  a  hog's  tusk ;  N.  of  a  kind  of  disease, 
(prolapsus  ani.)  —  Svkara-padikd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant 

(  —  kola-simbi).  —  Sukardkrdntd  ("ra-dk0),   f.  a 
kind   of  moss   (  =  vardha-krdntd).  —  Sukarethta 
(Jra-i»h°),  ae,  d,  am,  liked  by  hogs  or  swine ;  (as), 
m.  a  kind  of  grass  (  =  kaseru). 

TJloST*  sukala,  as,  m.  a  restive  horse ;  [cf. 
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ta  or  (according  to  Sabda- 
k.)  Hukdputla,  as,  m.  a  particular  gem,  (perhaps) 

a  kind  of  amber  ( =  triiia-mani). 

3J^<5  siikula,  as,  m.  (?),  a  fish  in  general; 
a  kind  of  fish ;  a  fragrant  grass,  Cyperus. 

SHfrT  fa-krita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  making 
the  sound  3u  or  iut,  snorting  (said  of  a  horse). 

3iB»i  sukshma,  incorrect  for  sukshma,  q.v. 

SJ^T  6«ghana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  going 

quickly,  (Say.  dugkandsah  =  d4u-gantrya/i,  Rig- 
veda  IV.  58,  7.) 

^jTrlM^i  suti-parna,  as,  m.  (the  meaning 

ofs'uti  is  doubtful),  a  kind  of  tree  (  =  aro<7-fcadM). 

'STT^  sudra,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
II.  19.  fr.  it.  I.  4<u!,  to  be  afflicted,  &c.),  a  man  of 
the  fourth  or  servile  tribe  (whose  only  business,  ac- 

cording to  Manu  I.  91,  was  to  serve  the  three  higher 

castes;  in  Rig-veda  X.  90,  12.  the  Sudra  is  said  to 
have  been  born  from  the  feet  of  Purusha ;  in  Manu 
I.  87.  he  is  fabled  to  have  sprung  from  the  same 

part  of  the  body  of  Brahma ;  kn'ala^udra,  a  pure 

Sudra) ;  (a),  f.  a  woman  of  the  S'udra  tribe ;  (i),  f. 
the  wife  of  a  Sudra.  —  Sudra-Tcanyd,  f.  a  S'udra 
girl.  —  Sudra-lcritya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  done  by  a 

S'udra,  proper  for  a  S'udra ;  (am),  n.  the  duty  of 
a  S'udra.  —  S'udrakritya-viddra-tattva,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  part  of  Raghu-nandana's  Smriti-tattva  (illustrat- 

ing the  duties  of  S'udras  at  the  anniversaries  of  the 
death  of  parents  and  at  other  ceremonies).  —  S'udra- 
td,  (.  or  s"udra-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition 
of  a  S'udra  or  slave;  servility.  —  Sudra-dkarma, 
as,  m.  the  duty  of  a  SQdra  (i.  e.  the  service  of  the 

three  higher  castes).  —  S'udradharma-tattva,  am, 
n. '  the  nature  of  a  Sfldra's  duties,'  N.  of  a  work  by 
Kamalakara.  —  Sfudra-priya,  as,  a,  am,  dear  to  a 

S'udra,  liked  by  S'udras ;  (as),  m.  an  onion  ( =pa~ 
Idndu),  —  Sudra-preshya,  as,  m.  a  man  of  one  of 
the  three  superior  castes  who  has  become  a  servant 

to  a  S'udra ;  (am),  n.  the  being  servant  to  a  S'udra. 
—  Sudra-bhikshita,  as,  a,  am,  (anything)  begged 
or  received  as  alms  from  a  S'udra.  —  S'udra-bhu- 

yishtha,  as,  a,  cm,  inhabited  mostly  by  S'udras, 
abounding  with  S'udras.  —  Studra-yajaka,  as,  m. 
one  who  sacrifices  for  a  S'udra,  the  conductor  of  a 

sacrifice  for  a  Sadrz.  —  S'udmyajaka-prdya&itta, 
am,  n.  the  penance  incurred  by  sacrificing  for  a 

S'udra.  —  S'udra-yoni-ja,  as,  a,  am,  born  of  a  ser- 
vile womb,  of  plebeian  origin.—  Sudra-^djya,  am, 

n.  a  country  of  which  a  S'udra  is  king.  —  S'udra- 
varga,  as,  m.  the  S'udra  or  servile  class. «—  S'udra- 
varjam,  ind.  except  S'udras.  —  S'ddra-vritti,  is,  f. 
the  occupation  or  mode  of  life  of  a  S'udra  (i.  e.  ser- 

vitude to  the  higher  castes).  —  S'udra-s'dsana,  am, 
n.  an  edict  or  grant  addressed  to  S'udras.  —  S'udra- 
sanskdra,  as,  m.  any  purificatory  rite  relating  to 

Sudras.  —  S'udra-sevana,  am,  n.  attendance  on  a 
Sudra  master,  the  being  in  the  service  of  a  man  of 

the  servile  class,  (Manu  XI.  fo.)  —  Siidra-hatya,  (. 

the  killing  of  a  Sudra.  —  S'udra-han,  d,  m.  one 

who  kills  a  Sudra,  the  slayer  of  a  S'udra.  —  Sti- 
drdnna  (°ra-an°),  am,  n.  food  belonging  to  a 
Sudra;  [cf.  tfudrodaka,  below.]  —  Sudrd-parina- 

yana,  am,  n.  the  marrying  a  Sudra  female.  —  S'u- 
drd-putra,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  Sudra  woman,  (the 
father  being  either  a  Sudra  or  a  man  of  a  different 

caste.) «-  Sudrd-bhdrya,  as,  m.  one  who  has  a 
Sudra  woman  for  his  wife,  the  husband  of  a  Sudra 

woman.  —  Sudrdrtd  (°ra-ar°),  (.  a  kind  of  plant 
(=priyangu).-'S!idrd^edana,  am,  n.  the  mar- 

rying a  Sudra  woman.  —  S'udrd-vedin,  i,  m.  marry- 
ing a  Sudra  woman,  a  man  of  one  of  the  three 

higher  classes  who  has  married  a  Sudra  wife.  —  Su- 

draiauia  (°ra-a$"°),  am,  n.  the  impurity  of  a 
Sudra.  —  Sudrd-sula,  as,m.  =  s"udrd-pwtra.  —  S'u- 
drdhnika  (°ra-dh°),  am,  n.  the  daily  ceremonies 
of  a  Sudra.  - Sfudrl-lhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  Sec., 

1o  become  a  Sudra.  —  Sudrodaka  ("ra-MO10),  am, 

n.  water  that  has  been  polluted  by  the  touch  of  a 
Sudra.  —  SudrodaTca-pdna-prdya^itta,  am,  n.  a 
penance  for  drinking  water  given  by  a  Sodra. 
Sddralca,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  first  Andhra  king, 

(variously  written  Sindhuka,  Sisuka,  and  Suraka) ; 

of  a  king  (the  author  of  the  drama  called  Mri6- <<hakatika). 

Sudrdm,  f.  the  wife  of  a  Sudra. 

3t«T  suna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  svi,  q.  v.), 
swelled,  swollen,  increased,  grown,  prospered ;  mor- 

bidly swollen;  empty,  vacant  (Ved.,  Say.  =  iluiiya) ; 

(am),  n.,  Ved,  swelling,  increase,  (Say. = gam-rid' 
dhi,  Rig-veda  III.  33, 13) ;  emptiness,  poverty,  (Say. 
=  6unya,  ddridrya,  Rig-veda  II.  27,  17);  an  in- 

correct pronunciation  (in  Vedic  phonetics). 

Suna-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  increased. 

,  f.  (=siind,  q.v.),  the  uvula 
or  soft  palate ;  a  slaughter-house,  any  place  where 
animals  are  killed  or  are  liable  to  be  destroyed,  (five 

of  these  are  enumerated,  viz.  a  fire-place,  a  grind- 
stone, a  broom,  a  mortar,  and  a  water-pot ;  cf. 

panda-sund.)  —  Sana-/!akra-dhi>aja-vat,  an,  atl, 
at,  one  who  keeps  a  slaughter-house,  one  who  has 

an  oil-press,  and  one  who  exhibits  a  vintner's  sign, 
(Manu  IV.  84.)  —  S'und-dosha,  see  suna-dosha. 
^S'und-vat,  an,  m.  one  who  keeps  a  slaughter- 

house, a  butcher.  —  Sund-itha,  as,  a,  am,  being  in 
or  brought  from  a  slaughter-house  or  any  place  where 
animals  are  destroyed. 

SPT  sunya,  as,  d,  am  (probably  connected 
with  dnna  above,  fr.  rt.  dvi),  empty,  void,  hollow ; 

vacant,  barren,  non-existent ;  utterly  destitute  or  de- 
prived of,  without  (with  inst.) ;  ruined ;  nonsensical,  un- 

meaning ;  guileless,  unsuspicious ;  indifferent ;  lonely, 
private,  desert,  desolate,  (iunye  or  tfunyam,  ind.  in 
a  lonely  place,  secretly) ;  bare,  naked ;  (am),  n.  a 
void,  vacuum,  blank ;  space,  heaven,  ether,  the  sky, 
atmosphere ;  a  dot,  spot ;  a  cypher ;  naught,  vacuity, 
nonentity,  (one  of  the  principles  of  Bauddha  meta- 

physics) ;  N.  of  Brahma ;  (a),  f.  a  hollow  reed ;  a 
barren  woman ;  the  prickly  pear ;  [cf.  Gr.  Kfvos, 
Kevtos;  JEol.  xivvos.]  —  ffunya-gelta,  am,  n.  an 
empty  house.  —  Sunya-td,  f.  or  tfilnya-tva,  am, 
n.  emptiness,  voidness,  vacuity,  non-existence,  un- 

reality, the  false  or  illusory  nature  of  all  existence. 

—  Sunya-padavl,  (.  '  empty  path,'  the  road  or 
passage  of  the  soul,  (see  mahd-patha,  mudrd- 
mdrga.^  —  Sfunya-madhya,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
hollow  centre,  empty  inside ;  (as),  m.  a  hollow  reed. 

— &unya-vat,ind.  like  acypher,  annihilated  orvanished 

as  it  v/ere.  —  S"unya-vdda,  as,  m.  the  doctrine  of  the 
non-existence  of  anything.  •-  S'unya^vddin,  i,  m. 
*  affirmer  of  non-existence,'  an  atheist ;  a  Buddhist. 

••  S'ilnya-sthdna,  am,  n.  an  empty  place.  —  Sunya- 
hasta,  as,  d,  am,  empty-handed.  —  Sunya-hri- 

daya,  as,  a,  am,  'empty-hearted,'  unsuspecting, 
unsuspicious;  absent  in  mind.  —  S'unydkriti  (°ya- 
dk°),  is,  is,  i,  'empty-formed,'  having  a  vacant 
appearance  or  aspect.—  Sunydgdra-kritalaya  (°ya- 
dg°,  °ta-dl°),  as,  d,  am,  making  an  abode  in  de- 

serted houses.  —  Sdnydlaya  (°ya-al°),  as,  m.  an 
empty  or  deserted  house,  (sleeping  in  such  a  house 

is  forbidden.)  —  S'unyl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kar- 
tum,  to  make  empty,  leave. 

Sgtr^iTT;  supa-kara,  as,  m.  (for  siipa-kdra, 

q.v.),  one  who  lives  by  cooking  for  S'udras  ( =  iudra- 
pdkopajivin). 

3H41I1  suyamdna.     See  under  rt.  set. 

siir  (also  written  siir,  q.v.),  cl.  4.  A. 

4uryate,  gutiure,  duritum,  to  hurt,  in- 
jure, kill ;  to  be  firm  or  motionless,  stand  fast,  be 

fixed  ;  to  make  firm  or  immovable ;  to  be  senseless ; 

cl.  10.  A.  ddrayate,  -yitum,  Aor.  aduiturat,  to  be 
valiant  or  powerful,  act  the  hero ;  to  make  great 
effort  or  exertion,  (in  these  senses  rather  a  Nom.  fr. 
Sura  below.) 

Sura,  as,  m.  (probably  connected  with  savas), 

a  hero,  warrior,  champion,  valiant  man,  great  or 

mighty  man ;  a  lion ;  a  boar ;  the  sun ;  N.  or" Ysdava,  the  grandfather  of  Krishna ;  the  Sal  tree, 
Shorea  Robusta ;  N.  of  certain  other  plants  or  trees, 
=  ditraka  ;  =  lakufo  ;  =  masura  ;  (as),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  tribe  inhabiting  Bharata-varsha ;  [cf.  Zend 
3dra  ;  Gr.  Kvp-os,  Kvp6-w,  tcvpios,  tcotpavos,  Kovpos, 

ffopos."]  —  Sidra-kita,  as,  m.  '  warrior-insect,' an  in- ferior hero.  —  Sura-grama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having 

a  multitude  of  heroes.  —  S'ura-tara,  as,  a,  am, 

Ved.  more  heroic,  very  valiant.  -•  S'ura-td,  f.  or 
dura-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition  of  a  hero, 

heroism,  prowess,  valour,  bravery.  —  S'ura-deva,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  second  of  the  twenty-four  Arhats  of 
the  future  Utsarpim.  —  Sura-putra,  as,  d,  am, 
having  heroes  as  sons;  (a),  f., Ved.  epithet  of  Aditi. 

—  Sura-pura,  am,  n.  'hero-town,'  N.  of  a  town. 
—  Sfura-matlM,  as,   am,  m.  n.  the  college  or 

monastery  of  S'ura.  —  Sura-mdna,  am,  n.  thinking 

one's  self  a  hero,  arrogance,  vaunting.  —  S'ura-md- 
nin,  i,  m.  one  who  thinks  himself  a  hero,  a  boaster, 

braggart.  —  &dram-wianya,  as,  m.  one  who  thinks 
himself  a   hero,  a   boaster.  —  Sura-barman,  d, 
m.,   N.   of  several   kings.  —Sara-vira,  as,  m.  a 

proper  N.  —  Sdra-ilolta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  arti- 

ficial verse;   [cf.  vlra-viruda.~\  —  S'ura-sdti,  is, f.,  Ved.    conflict   of  heroes,    battle,  war,    (accord- 

ing to  Say.   on  Rig-veda  I.   31,   6.  &dra-sdtd  = 
guraih  samWiajaniye  yuddhe.)—Sura-sena,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  country  about  MathurS ;  of  a  king  (of 
MathurS  and  ruler  of  the  Yadus) ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N. 

of  the  people  inhabiting  the  above  country.  —  S«ra- 
senaka,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  people  and  country 

about  Mathura.  —  S'urasena-ja,  as,  m.  one  bora  in 
Sura-sena,  an  inhabitant  of  Sura-sena.  —  Surdrtha 

("ro-ar"),  as,  a,  am,  useful  for  or  suited  to  heroes, 
for  the  sake  of  warriors.  —  S'ures'vara  (Va-itf*°),  as, 
m.  '  lord  of  Sura,'  the  tutelary  deity  of  Sura  (or  the 
statue  of  a  deity)  ;  a  temple  built  by  Sura. 

S'draka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (=4udraka). 
Sfurana,  as,  d,  am,  high-spirited  (Ved.,  said  of 

horses;  S2y.=mkrama-s"ila,  Rig-veda  1. 163, 10) ; 
(as),  m.  a  kind  of  esculent  root,  Arum  Campanu- 
latum ;  the  plant  Bignonia  Indica.  —  Suranodlihuja 

(°na-ud°),  as,  m.  '  feeding  on  Arum  Campanu- 
latum,'  a  kind  of  yellow  bird  ( =•  haridranga). 
Surna,  as,  d,  am,  fixed,  firm. 

^Tn  surta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (probably) 

eager,  quick,  (according  to  S5y.  on  Rig-veda  1. 174, 
6.  4u,rtah  =  kshiprdh  or  =  kshiptdh,  varjitdh;  in 
Naigh.  II.  15.  sTtrtaA  is  enumerated  among  the 
Tcshipra^ndmdni. ) 

^FTTT  *"'P  (perhaps  rather  a  Nom.  fr. C\N  iiirpa  below),  cl.  10.  P.  tidrpayati,  -yi- 
ttim,  to  measure,  mete  out. 

Sttrpa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  HI. 
26.  fr.  rt.  sVi;  also  written  surpa),  a  winnowing 
basket  or  a  kind  of  wicker  receptacle  which,  when 
shaken  about,  serves  as  a  fan  for  winnowing  corn ; 
(as),  m.  a  measure  of  two  Dronas ;  (I),  f.  a  small 
winnowing  basket  or  fan ;  a  toy  for  children ;  N.  of 

the  sister  of  Ravana,  (see  durpa-nakhd^  —  Sdrpa- 

karna,  as,  m.  '  having  ears  like  winnowing  fans,' 
an  elephant.  —  Suiym-nalchd,  f.  or  ddrpa-nak/n,  f. 

'  having  finger-nails  like  winnowing  fans,'  N.  of  the 
sister  of  the  Daitya  RSvana,  (she  fell  in  love  with 
Rama  and,  being  rejected  by  him,  attacked  Sits,  but 
was  beaten  off  and  mutilated  by  Lakshmana ;  in 
revenge  she  incited  her  brother  to  carry  off  SIta.) 

—  Surpa-ni-shpdva,  as,  m.  a  basket-full  of  win- 

nowed corn.  —  S'urpa-parni,  (.  a  sort  of  bean, 
Phaseolus  Trilobus.  —  Sfurpa-vdta,  as,  m.  the  wind 
raised   by  shaking  a  winnowing  basket.  —  ffurpa- 

sVurf,  is,   m.  'having  cars  like  winnowing  fans,' 
an  elephant. 
Surpaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon  (an  enemy  of 

Kama-deva).  —  S«rpaiaro(»  or  sSurpakdri  (°ka- 
ar°),  is,  m.  '  enemy  of  Surpaka,"  epithet  of  Kama 

(god  of  love). 
S'urpi,  f.    See  above  under  Iiirpa. 
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sTirparaka,    N.    of    a    mythical 
country. 

3T»? surma, as,  m.  an  iron  image;  an  anvil. 

Surmi,  i«,  m.  f.  or  sfurmikd  or  sTtrnti,  f.™ 
turma  above ;  [cf.  lurmi,  syurnii.] 

^IfJL  sul  (rather  a  Nom.  fr.  siila  below), 
c5\.  cl.  i.  P.  tulati,  tuiula,  iulttum,  to  be 

ill ;  to  disorder,  make  sick,  disease ;  to  pierce,  transfix, 
impale ;  to  cry,  make  a  loud  noise ;  to  collect  (?). 

Sitla,  03,  am,  m.  n.  any  sharp  or  acute  pain; 
pain  in  the  stomach,  colic ;  rheumatism,  gout ;  any 
sharp  or  pointed  weapon,  a  pike,  dart,  spear,  lance, 
spike  ;  the  trident  of  Siva ;  a  sharp  iron  pin  or  spit 
(on  which  meat  is  roasted);  a  stake  for  impaling 
criminals  ;  a  banner,  ensign ;  the  ninth  astronomical 

Yoga;  death,  dying;  (d),  f.  a  stake  for  impaling 
criminals;  a  harlot,  prostitute;  [cf.  Slav,  suliza.] 

—  Sula-gava,  a  kind  of  animal  sacrifice.  —  S'ula- 
granthi,  is,  f. '  having  sharp  knots,'  a  kind  of  Durva 
grass  (  =  mdla~durvd).  —  Siila-ghdtana,  am,  n. 

•  pain-destroying,'  iron  rust  or  filings.  —  Stda-ghna, 
as,  i,  am,  removing  or  allaying  sharp  pain,  sedative, 
anodyne;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  tumburu). 

—  S'ula-dvish,  t,  m.  '  enemy  to  colic,'  Asa  Fetida. 
—  Sula-dhani-an,  a,  m.  'having  a  trident  for  a 
bow,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sula-dhara,  as,  m. '  spear- 
holder,   trident-holder,'   epithet   of  Siva ;    (o),   f. 
epithet  of  Durga.  —  Sula-dhdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  spear- 
holding,   lance-bearing,   trident-holding ;     (ini),   f. 
epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Suia-rf/triJt,  m.  (see  dhrik, 

p.  459),  '  trident-bearing,'  epithet  of  Siva ;  (k),  f. 
epithet  of  Durga.  —  Sula-ndiana,  am,  n.  'remov- 

ing pain  in  the  stomach,'  white  sochal  salt.  —  Sdla- 
pattrt,  f.  a  kind  of  grass  (=s~iili).  —  S&la-pdni, 
is,  m.  '  trident-handed,'  epithet  of  Siva  (regarded 
as  the  king  of  the  BhOtas) ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
PrSyasiiitta-viveka  and  of  the  Tithi-dvaidha-prakarana 
and  of  the  Yajnavalkya-tlkS.—  Sdla-pdnin,  1,  ini, 
i,  holding  or  bearing  a  lance  or  spear.  —  Sula-bhrit, 

t,  m.  'spear-holder,'  an  epithet  of  Siva.— Sula- 

bheda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  S'vla-mudgara- 
hasta,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  lance  and  mace  in  hand, 
armed  with  a  lance  and  club.  —  Siila-mdand,  f. 

sharp  or  acute  pain.  —  S'ula-s'atru,  us,  m. '  hostile 
to  colic,"  the  castor-oil   plant,  Ricinus  Communis. 
—  S'ula-stha,  as,  d,  am,  fixed  on  a  stake,  impaled. 
—  S"ula-hantri,  f. '  colic-removing,"  a  kind  of  barley 
( =  yavani).  —  Sula-hasta,  as,  m.  'lance-handed,' 
a  man  armed  with  a  lance,  lancer,  pikeman.  —  S«/a- 

hrit,  t,  m.  '  removing  colic,'  Asa  Fetida.  —  S"uld- 
kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  roast  on  a  spit. 

—  Suldkrita  (°la-dk°),  at,  d,  am,  roasted  on  a 
spit,  Sec. ;  (am),  n.  roasted  meat.  —  Siildgra  (°la- 
ag°),  am,  n.  the  point  of  a  pike  or  stake,  &c. 
—  Sdlcdvari-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  TTrtha.  —  Su- 

lotkhd  (°la-ul°),  f.   the   medicinal   plant  Serratula 

Anthelmintica.  —  Sulodyata-kara  (°la-ud°),  as, 
a,  am,  with  uplifted  spear  in  hand. 

Siilalta,  as,  m.  a  restive  or  unbroken  horse ; 
[cf.  iukala^] 
Sulika,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  spear  or  any  sharp 

instrument ;  roasted  on  a  spit ;  (o«),  m.  a  hare ; 
(am),  n.  roast  meat. 

Suh'n,  i,  ini,  i,  suffering  sharp  pain,  suffering 
from  colic ;  armed  with  a  spear  or  pike,  carrying  a 
lance  or  stake  ;  (i),  m.  a  spearman,  pikeman,  lancer 
epithet  of  Siva  (as  holding  a  trident) ;  a  hare ;  N 
of  a  Muni ;  (ini),  f.  epithet  of  Durga. 
Sulina,  as,  m.  the  Indian  fig-tree  (  =  l>hdndira) 

SUIT,  f.  a  kind  of  grass  ( =•-  madhn-latd). 
Sulya,  as,  d,  am,  roasted  on  a  spit;  deserving 

impalement;  (am),  n.  roasted  meat.  —  Sulya-pdka 
as,  m.  any  meat  or  other  substance  roasted  on  a  spit 

—  Sdlya-mdnsa,  am,  n.  roast  meat,  meat  cookcc 
on  a  spit. 

stijuna,  as,  a,  am  (according  to 

Sjy.  =  .s'orfuc'uaa,  dipyamana,  Rig-veda  X.  34,  6 
cf.   duMdna,  p.   1013),  Ved.  glowing,    resplen 
dent. 

Jn&iras,  van,  m.  (fr.  rt.  s'vi),  Ved. ne^who  rias  increased,  increasing ;  large. 

S'ufuvdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  growing  in  size,  in- 

reasing  in  strength. 

wra  sitsh  (also  written  sTtsh),  cl.  i.  P. 

wss,  diishati,  tufusha,   sushitum,   to   bring 
orth ;  to  beget,  propagate. 

siisha,  am,  n.  (perhaps  connected 

vitort.  stu),  Ved.  strength,  (according  to  Naigh.  II. 

j,  Say.  on  Rig-veda  1. 154,  3  =  bala;  cf.  tushma; 

Naigh.  HI.  6  =  su}lha)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  pre- 
ceptor. 
Sushani,  in  Rig-veda  X.  93,  I.  probably  fr.  a 

ise  iushan;  regarded  by  some  as  a  kind  of  Ved. 

nf.  fr.  rt.  »<!>». 

5loKI?S  srikala,  as,  m.  (for  srigala  below), 

jackal. 3jnT?5  srigala,  as,  m.  (etymology  doubt- 
"ul,  but  cf.  Gr.  Kpa-yirns ;  perhaps  connected  with 
rt.  s"ri ;  sometimes  written  srigala),  a  jackal ;  a 

ogue,  cheat ;  a  coward,  poltroon ;  an  ill-natured  or 
larsh-speaking  man;  N.  of  a  demon;  epithet  of 

Crishna ;  (i),  f.  a  female  jackal ;  a  fox ;  flight,  re- 
reat;  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  kokildksha);  another 

>lant  ( =  viddri).  —  Srigdla-kantaka,  as,  m. 

jackal's  thorn,'  a  kind  of  plant,  Zizyphus  Scandens. 
—  Srigdla-koli,  is,  m.  a  sort  of  jujube.  —  Srigdla- 

ghanti,  f.  a  particular  plant  (*=koliildksha).~Sri- 
idla-jambu,  us,  or  drigdla-jambu,  us,  f.  a  kind 
of  cucumber,  Cucumis  Madraspatanus ;  the  fruit  of 

the  jujube.  —  Srigdla-jdti,  is,  i.  birth  (in  a  future 

ife)  as  a  jackal.  —  S'rigdla-yoni,  is,  m.  f.  the  womb 
of  a  jackal ;  the  being  bora  in  a  future  birth  as  a 

ackal.  —  Srigala-rupa,  as,  m.  'jackal-formed,'  epi- 
het  of  Siva.  —  Srigala-vinnd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant 

= pri^ni-panii). 

Srigdlikd,  f.  a  female  jackal;  a  fox;  running 

away,  flight,  retreat;  a  kind  of  plant  (=&/<«?»«- 
kushmanda) ;  a  proper  N. 

_. „,.  Srinkhala,  as,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (ety- 

mology doubtful ;  perhaps  connected  with  iinj d,  '  a 
tinkling  sound"),  an  iron  chain ;  any  chain  or  fetter ; 
a  belt  or  chain  worn  round  the  waist  for  ornament, 

&c. ;  an  iron  chain  for  confining  the  feet  of  an 

elephant ;  a  measuring  chain.  —  Sriitkhala-td,  f.  or 
irinkhala-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  chained  together ; 
restraint ;  concatenation,  connection,  order ;  a  series. 
—  Srinkhald-bandha  or  drinkhala-bandhana, 

am,  n.  confining  by  chains  or  fetters. 
Srinkhalaka,  as,  m.  a  chain ;  a  young  camel  or 

other  young  animal  with  wooden  rings  or  clogs  on 
his  feet  (to  prevent  his  straying);  any  camel. 

Srinkhalita,  as,  d,  am,  chained,  fettered,  bound, 
confined. 

Srinkhali,  (.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  kokilaksha). 

TJJjf  sringa,  am,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
1. 1 25.  fr.  rt.  dVS  with  affix  ija,  a  nasal  being  inserted  ; 

according  to  some  perhaps  contracted  fr.  s'iran-ga 
'head-going'),  a  horn;  the  top  or  summit  of  a 
mountain,  a  peak,  crag ;  the  summit  of  a  building 
pinnacle,  turret ;  any  peak  or  point  or  projection  or 
lofty  object ;  a  cusp  or  horn  of  the  moon ;  height 
elevation,  dignity,  lordship,  mastership,  supremacy 

sovereignty;  the  rising  or  bursting  forth  of  desire 
excess  of  love  or  passion ;  anything  sharp  or  fine- 
pointed  ;  a  fountain  or  artificial  spout  of  water ;  any 

horn-like  vessel  or  instrument ;  a  buffalo's  horn  o 
other  horn  used  for  blowing ;  a  lotus ;  a  mark,  token 

sign;  (as),  m.  a  medicinal  plant  and  root  (=ji 
vaka);  N.  of  a  Rishi  or  Muni  (of  whom,  in  some 
parts  of  India,  on  occasions  of  drought,  earthen 
images  are  said  to  be  made  and  supplicated  for  rain) 
[cf.  Gr.  K{ pas ;  Lat.  cornu ;  Goth,  haurn  ;  Angl 

Sax.  Aor«.]  —  Sringa-kanda,  as,  m.  a  kind  - 
plant  (  —  ̂ riiigdtaka).  —  S'ringa-giri,  is,  m., 
of  a  mountain.  —  S'ringa-grdhikd,  f.  (in  logic)  dis 
tribution,  taking  singly  and  severally  all  the  parti 

ulars  included  under  a  general  term  or  all  the  indi- 

iduals  composing  a  body.  —  S'ringa-ja,  as,  d,  am, 
orn-produced,  made  from  horn ;  produced  on 
lountain-peaks ;  (as),  m.  an  arrow,  shaft ;  (am),  n. 
le  aloe  wood  or  tree  (=*a-guru).  —  Sringa-pura, 

m,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Srln-ga-prahdrin,  i,  ini, 
,  horn-striking,  butting  or  fighting  with  the  horns. 

—  Sritrga-priya,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sriitga- 
lula,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  Mitgd(aka). 

—  Sriitga-mohin,    »,    m.    the    Campaka    tree. 
—  Sringa-vat,  an,  at>,  at,  having  peaks,  peaked  ; 

an) ,  m.  a  mountain ;  epithet  of  a  mythical  moun- 
ain   forming  one  of  the  boundaries  of  the  earth. 
—  Sringa-vrish,  t,  m.,  Ved.  epithet  of  the  Sun; 
I.  of  a  Rishi  (said  to  have  been  the  father  of  Indra  ; 

'ringa-vrisho  napdt,  the  offspring  of  Srin-ga-vrish, 
e.  Indraj.  —  Sriitga-vera,  am,  n.  ginger  (undried 

r  dry);   N.  of  a  town  (=gu,ha-<<anddla-pura). 
-Sringa-mraka,  am,  n.  ginger.  —  Sringavera- 
ha-mOlaka  (°ra-dbh°),  as,  d,  am, '  having  a  root 

.ike  that  of  ginger,'  a  kind  of  grass  (-=erakd). 

—  Stingo-data,  am,  n.  a  hundred  peaks.  —  St~in- 

ydgra-praharanabhimukha  (°ga-ag°,  °na-abh°), as,  i,  am,  advancing  towards  or  making  a  charge 
with  the  weapons  of  the  points  of  the  horns ;  ready 

o  strike  with  the  points  of  the  horns.  —  Sringdn- 

ara  (°ga-an°),  am,  n.  the  space  or  interval  be- 
ween  the  horns  (of  a  cow  &c.).  —  S'ringisvara- 
irtha  (°gi-is"°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.— srinyod- 
'hrdya,  (°ga-u£°),  as,  m.  a  lofty  peak.  —  Sriitgon- 
nati  ("ga-un"),  is,  f.  elevation  of  a  hom,  the  rising of  the  moon  ? ;  cf.  firshodaya). 

Sringaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  horn ;  anything 
minted ;  a  cusp  or  hom  of  the  moon ;  (as),  m.  a 
nedicinal  root,  (commonly  called  Jivaka.) 

Sringald,  f.  a  particular  plant  (  =  aja-s'rijtgi, 

goat's  horn"). Srittgdta,  am,  n.  a  place  where  four  roads  meet ; 
'as),  m.  the  aquatic  plant  Trapa  Bispinosa;  the 
shrub  Ruellia  or  Barleria  Longifolia. 

Sringdtaka,  am,  n.  a  place  where  four  roads 
meet;  a  kind  of  pastry  or  dish  of  minced  meat,  &c. 
^called  Samusa  in  Hindi);  a  door;  (tu),  m.  the 

aquatic  plant  Trapa  Bispinosa ;  a  mountain  having 
three  peaks. 

S'ringdra,  as,  m.  (probably  connected  with  tringa 
in  the  sense  of  '  rising  of  desire ;'  according  to 
Unadi-s.  III.  136.  fr.  rt.  6rri  with  affix  dra,  a  nasal 

and  g  being  inserted),  love,  sexual  passion,  erotic  sen- 
timent ;  sexual  union,  coition ;  a  dress  suitable  for 

amorous  purposes,  an  elegant  dress ;  a  mark  or  marks 

with  red-l^ad  on  an  elephant's  head  and  trunk  by 
way  of  ornament ;  any  mark ;  N.  of  the  father  of 

Jaya-ratha  ;  (am),  n.  cloves ;  red-lead ;  fragrant 
powder  for  the  dress  or  person;  undried  ginger; 

Agallochum.— Sringdra-(eshtd,  f.  love-gesture,  any 
outward  action  indicating  love.  —  Sringdra-tilaka, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  an  erotic  poem  by  Rudra-bhatta. 

—  Sringdra-lhdshita,,  am,  n.  a  love  story.  —  Srin- 

gdra-Miis/uina,   am,   n.   red-lead.  —  Sringara- 
mandapa,  N.  of  a  temple.  —  Sringdra-yoni,  is, 
m.   'love-source,'  epithet  of  Kama,  god  of  love, 

—  S'riitgdra-rasa,  as,   m.  the   erotic   sentiment. 
—  Sfringararasdshlaka  (°sa-ash°),  am,  n.,  N.  of 

eight  stanzas  by  Kalidasa  on  the  erotic  sentiment. 
-  Sringara-vati,  f.,  N.  of  a  town ;  of  a  queen. 

-  Sringdra-vidhi,  is,    m.  a  dress    suitable   for 
amorous  interviews.  —  Srin-gdra-veJa,  at,  d,  am, 

dressed  suitably  for  amorous  enterprises.  —  Sringdra- 

iala  or  tringdra-iiatalia,  am,  n. '  a  hundred  verses 

on  love,'  N.  of  the  second  book  of  Bhartri-hari's 
poem.  —  Sringdra-sahdya,  as,  m.  an  assistant  in 

affairs  of  love,  confidant  of  a  dramatic  hero.  -  SV«»- 

gdraika-rata  (°ra-ek°),  as,  d,  am,  whose   sole 
feeling  is  love. 
Sringdraka,  as,  d,  am,  horned,  having  a  horn 

or  crest;  (as),  m.  love,  &c.  =  S'ringdra ;  (am),  n. red-lead. 

S'rimjdnla,  as,  d,  am,  affected  by  love,  impas- 
sioned ;  stained  with  red-lead,  reddened ;  adorned, 

decorated,  embellished. 
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Srlngdrin,  i,  inl,  i,  feeling  love  or  amorous  pas- 
sion ;  full  of  love,  amorous,  enamoured,  impassioned  ; 

relating  to  love  ;  stained  with  red-lead  ;  (i),  m.  an 
impassioned  lover;  an  elephant;  dress,  decoration  ; 

the  Areca  or  betel-nut  tree;  a  ruby  (  =  mdnikya). 

S'ringi,  is,  f.  a  species  of  Silurus  or  sheat-fish  ; 
(is),  m.  gold  for  ornaments,  (said  to  be  also  iringi, 

n,  ;  cf.  tfrittgi.)  ••  S'fittgi-kanaka,  am,  n.  gold  used for  ornaments. 

S'riitgika,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  poison  ;  («),  f.  a  kind 
of  Betula  or  birch  tree  (=prati-vishd). 
Sringina,  as,  a,  am,  horned  ;  (as),  m.  a  ram. 
Sringin,  i,  ini,  i,  horned  ;  crested,  peaked  ;  (J), 

m.  a  mountain  ;  N.  of  a  mythical  mountain  forming 

one  of  the  boundaries  of  the  earth,  (Vishnu-Purana 
II.  2)  ;  an  elephant  ;  a  tree  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Gautama  ; 
epithet  of  Siva  ;  (ini),  f.  a  cow  ;  Arabian  jasmine  or 

another  species  ;  heart-pea  ;  the  plant  Katukl. 

SVwgri,  f.  a  kind  of  gold  used  for  making  orna- 
ments ;  a  sort  of  Silurus  or  sheat-fish  ;  a  particular 

medicinal  root  shaped  like  a  bull's  horn  (  =  risha- 
liha)  ;  a  kind  of  poison  ;  a  kind  of  Betula  ;  N.  of 

various  other  plants  and  trees  (  =  ati-vishd  ;  =  kar- 

kata-s"ringi  ;  =  plaksha;  =  vata).  —  S'riirgi-ka- 
naka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  gold  used  for  ornaments. 

Sringeri-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 
Sriitgeri-watha,  N.  of  a  place. 

3{(<U  srini,  is,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sri),  the 
hook  for  goading  an  elephant,  (also  written  srini.) 

See  under  rt.  i  .  sru. 

Slrl  6rita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  sra),  boiled, 
(used  especially  with  reference  to  water,  milk,  and 
ghee)  ;  cooked,  dressed  ;  [cf.  irana,  irapita^] 
—  Srita-pd,  as,  as,  am  (see  2.  and  4.  pa),  Ved.  a 
drinker  or  appropriator  of  an  oblation,  (Say.  =  kshl- 
rader  Jiavishah  pdtri,   Rig-veda  VII.   18,   16.) 
—  Srita-pdka,   as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  well- 
performed  cooking,  cooked  or  dressed  fit  for  the 

gods,  (Say.  =  deva-yogya-pdkopeta,  Rig-veda  I. 
162,  10.) 

sridh,  cl.  I.  A.  (also  P.  in  Fut., 

x  Aor.,  Cond.)  fardhate,  iairidhe,  6ar- 

•Ihishyate  (and  fartsyati),  atfridhat,  Sec.,  s"ardhi- 
tu'fn,  to  break  wind  downwards;  cl.  I.  P.  A.  $~ar- 
dhati,  -te,  to  moisten,  become  moist  or  wet  ;  cl. 
10.  P.  Jardliayati,  to  insult  (by  breaking  wind 
against  or  by  voiding  excrement),  mock  at,  ridicule  ; 
to  strive,  make  effort,  (in  this  sense  also  cl.  I.  P. 

according  to  some)  :  Caus.  iardhayati,  -yiium  : 
Desid.  iUardhifhale,  iiiritsati:  Intens.  ianin- 
dhyaie,  darisarddhi. 

ffardha,  $"ardhana.     See  p.  995,  col.  2. 
S'riddha,  as,  a,  am,  expelled  from  the  body  (as 

wind)  ;  moistened. 
Sfriddhvd,  ind.  having  expelled  wind  from  the 

body. 

S'ridhu,  us,  m.  f.  (according  to  S'abda-k.  only 
m.),  the  anus  ;  =  l>uddhi. 

S'ridhu,  us,  m.  f.  (according  to  S'abda-k.  only 
m.),  the  anus  ;  =  kutsita. 

Sfidhyd,  f.,  Ved.  effort,  success,  (SSy.  =  utnuha- 

'iityam  karma,  Rig-veda  II.  12,  10.) 

w  sri,  cl.  9.  P.  s~rinati,  sasara  (y&  pi. 
C.  iaiaruh  and  iairuh.  Pan.  VII.  4,  12), 

Jarishyati  or  darishyati,  afarit,  faritum,  ̂ art- 
turn  (Ved.  Inf.  Cantos),  to  injure,  hurt,  wound,  kill, 
destroy  ;  to  tear  or  split  in  pieces,  break,  tear  asunder  : 
Pass,  slryale  (ep.  also  -ti),  to  be  injured;  to  be 
broken  or  torn  or  shattered,  be  split  to  pieces  ;  to 
wither,  moulder,  decay,  waste  away  :  Caus.  sara- 
t/ati,  -yitum,  Aor.  asi-s'arat  :  Desid.  ̂ i^arishati 
or  tiidarlshati  or  tiiilirishati  :  Intens.  ie&ryattet 
i!diarti  ;  [cf.  Zend  6ura  :  Gr.  ndpoi,  icop-i^u-s, 
itipfna,  Kovpa,  xovpcv-s,  Ktpatfa,  Ktpas,  Ktpaus, 
K\dof,  KKftpos,  noXo&us,  (probably)  tcopvvrj  :  Lat. 
ctir-tu-s  (Sabin.  curi-s)  ;  cornu,  cervus  ;  clava, 
'jiiiris,  (probably)  in-columis  :  Goth,  hair-u-s,  'a 
sword  ;'  haurn  :  Old  Norse  Mar  :  Old  Sax.  hcr-u  : 

Angl.  Sax.   hyrt ;    horn ;    heorot,  heart :    Slav. 

S'irna,  as,   d,   am,  withered,  &c.      See   s.  v., 
p.  ion,  col.  i. 

S'ritidna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  hurting,  injuring. 

3I<3<.  sekhara,  as,  m.  (fr.  sikhara;  the 

more  usual  form  would  be  taikhara),  a  crest,  chap- 
let,  diadem,  crown,  tuft,  garland  of  flowers  worn  on 
the  top  of  the  head  ;  a  peak,  summit ;  the  chief  or 
head  of  anything  (generally  at  the  end  of  comps.) ; 
a  particular  Dhruva  or  recurring  stanza  of  a  song, 
(another  kind  is  called  laghii-ilekhara) ;  a  proper 
N. ;  (am),  n.  cloves ;  the  root  of  the  Hvperanthera 
Moringa. 

Sekharita,  as,  a,  am,  crested,  tufted,  topped, 

peaked. S'ekhari,  f.  a  particular  parasitical  plant  ( =  vandd). 

^rttNt  senam  or  sena,  f.  (doubtful),  under- 
standing, mind,  intellect. 

3T7  sepa,  as,  m.  or  6epas,  as,  n.  (perhaps 
connected  with  rt.  3.  Sap,  see  Nirukta  III.  21;  ac- 

cording to  Unadi-s.  IV.  200.  fr.  rt.  I.  (ft),  the  penis 

or  male  organ;  a  testicle;  a  tail.  —  S'epa-harshana, 
as,  i,  am,  exciting  the  male  organ,  see  Atharva-veda 
PratisSkhya  II.  56. 

S'epha,  as,  m.  (also  written  sepha},  or  Cephas, 
as,  n.  the  male  organ,  penis  ;  a  testicle ;  a  tail. 

-s 

3im«T  sepdna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  3.  s~ap), 
Ved.  one  who  has  sworn,  bound  by  oath. 

^itUrti  sepala,  as,  m.  the  aquatic  plant 
Vallisneria  (  =  s"evdla). 

31  HU  frt  sephdli,  is,  f.  a  kind  of  plant, 
Nyctanthes  Arbor  Tristis;  another  plant  (  =  nir- 

yunti). 
S'ephdlikd  or  s'eplidli,  f.  =  iephdli  above. 

3l«j«<l  semusht,  f.  (probably  fern,  of  the 
perf.  part,  of  rt.  I.  fam),  understanding,  intellect. 

sel  (also  written  sel),  cl.  i.  P.  s'e- 
lali,  Caus.  Aor.  as'is'elat,  to  go,  move about ;  to  shake,  tremble. 

S'eldya,  Nom.  P.  seldyati,  -yitum,  (meaning doubtful.) 

ST^5  selu,  us,  m.  a  kind  of  plant  or  small 
tree,  Cordia  Myxa  ;  a  kind  of  fruit. 

s~ev  (another  form  of  rt.  sev),  cl.  I. 
N  A.  Hecate,  &c.,  to  worship,  serve. 

^f=f  seva,  as,  a,  am  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
I.  152,  154-  fr-  rt.  I.  tft,  but  more  probably  con- 

nected with  rt.  3vi  and  s"avas,  cf.  jiva),  causing 
happiness,  propitious,  affectionate  (Ved.,  Say.  =  su- 
k/ia-kara) ;  (as),  m.  a  snake ;  height,  elevation ; 
happiness;  treasure,  wealth;  an  epithet  of  Agni  (as 
being  the  source  of  happiness,  S5y.  =  sukha-kara)  ; 
of  Soma ;  the  male  organ,  =  3epa;  (am),  n.  happi- 

ness ;  (am),  ind.  hail,  homage,  an  exclamation  or 
salutation  addressed  to  the  deities;  (am,  d),  n.  f. 

the  male  organ,  penis  (*^s'epa).  —  Seva-dhi,  is,  m. 
(also  written  seva-dhi),  'wealth-receptacle,'  one  of 
the  nine  treasures  of  Kuvera,  divine  treasure,  any 

valuable  treasure  ;  [cf.  ni-dhi.]  —  S'cvadhi-pd,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  a  lord  of  treasures. 

S'e-vridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  conferring  happiness,  (Say. 
Se-vridhah  =  ievasya,  sukhatya  varilhayitdrah, Rig-veda  V.  87,4.) 

Se-vridha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  increasing  or  con- 
tributing to  felicity,  (Say.  on  Rig-veda  III.  16,  2. 

appears  to  derive  ie.-vrid.lia  fr.  2.  liam  and  rt. 
rriilh) ;  (am),  n.  happiness  (enumerated  among  the 
sttkha-ndntdni  in  Naigh.  III.  6). 
SVyya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  giver  of  happiness,  (S3y. 

—  siidhuh  sukha-karta,  Rig-veda  I.  156, 1.) 

31  •MO  sevala,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
I.  Si,  cf.  iaivala),  the  aquatic  plant  Vallisneria 

Octandra  [cf.  s'epdla'] ;  the  green  moss-like  sub- 
stance growing  on  the  surface  of  stagnant  water, 

duck-weed,  (said  to  be  also  as,  m.) 

Sevalinl,  f.'having  Sevala,"  a  river;  [cf.&m'aZm.] 
Sevdla,  am,  n.—ievala  above. 
ffevdll,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  dkd^a-mansl). 

se-vridh,  se-vridha.     See  col.  2. 

tesyita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  Intens.  of 
rt.  I.  £(,  Pan.  I.  2,  19),  fast  asleep,  sleeping  much. 

—  Ses"yita-i>al,   an,  all,  at,  one  who   has   slept 
soundly,  sleeping  much  or  soundly. 

JI'dlMllH  ses'viyamana.  See  under  rt./»i. 
^re  sesha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  sish),  re- 

maining, other,  all  the  other;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 
remainder,  leavings,  rest,  residue,  surplus,  balance ; 
the  being  spared  or  left,  escape,  salvation,  reprieve, 

respite ;  anything  rejected,  anything  left  or  left  out 
or  omitted  or  left  to  be  supplied ;  anything  left  out 

or  omitted  to  be  said,  (iti  ieshah, '  so  it  was  intended 
to  be  said,'  a  phrase  used  by  commentators  in  sup- 

plying any  word  or  words  necessary  to  elucidate  the 
text) ;  (as),  m.  result,  issue,  effect,  conclusion,  end, 
termination ;  finish,  destruction,  death,  killing ;  N. 

of  a  celebrated  mythological  thousand-headed  serpent 
regarded  as  the  emblem  of  eternity  (whence  he  is 

also  called  An-anta,  'the  infinite;'  in  the  Vishnu- 
Purana  he  and  the  serpents  Vasuki  and  Takshaka 
are  described  as  sons  of  Kadru,  but  in  one  place 

S'esha  alone  is  called  king  of  the  Nigas  or  snakes 
inhabiting  Patala,  while  elsewhere  Vssuki  also  is 
described  as  king  of  the  Nagas  and  Takshaka  of  the 

serpents ;  the  thousand-headed  S'esha  is  sometimes represented  as  forming  the  couch  and  canopy  of 
Vishnu  whilst  sleeping  during  the  intervals  of  creation, 
sometimes  as  bearing  the  entire  world  on  one  of  his 
heads,  sometimes  as  supporting  the  seven  PStSlas ; 
he  is  said  to  have  taught  astronomy  to  Garga ;  ac- 

cording to  some  legends  he  became  incarnate  in 
Bala-rama,  see  bala-rdma) ;  N.  of  Bala-rama,  (see 

above)  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  PrajS-patis ;  of  a  Muni ; 
(am),  n.  the  remnants  of  food ;  remains  of  an 
offering,  &c. ;  (a),  f.  the  remains  of  flowers  or  other 
offerings  made  to  an  idol  and  afterwards  distributed 
amongst  the  worshippers  and  attendants  ;  (e),  ind. 
in  the  end,  at  last,  finally,  lastly ;  in  other  cases,  in 
the  case  of  a  less  amount.  —  Sexha-karana,  am,  n. 

the  doing  what  remains  to  be  done.  —  S'esha-Jcdla, 
as,  m.  the  time  of  end  or  death.— Sfesha-krishna,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  drama  called  KaQsa-vadba. 

—  Sesha-jdti,  it,  f.  assimilation  of  residue ;  reduc- 
tion of  fractions  of  residues  or  successive  fractional 

remainders.  —  S'esha-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being 
a   remainder,  (deshatvena,  by  the   remainder,  in 
every  other  case);    all   that    is    left,  residue;    aid, 

succouring  others,  regard  or  consideration  for  others 

( =  itpakdritva,  pardrthya).  —  S'esha-ndga,  as, 
m.   the    serpent  S'esha,   (see   above);    N.   of  the 

mythical    author   of   the   Paramartha-sSra.  —  S'e- 
sha-bhdga,   as,    m.   the   last   or   remaining   part. 

—  Sesha-bliuj,  k,  k,  k,   one    who   eats    leavings. 
—  Sesha-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  being  the  remainder, 
being  left.  —  ffesha-bhojana,  am,  n.  the  eating  of 
leavings,  eating  the  rest  of  food  after  feeding  the 

family  guests,  &c.  —  S'esha-rakskana,  am,  n. '  end- 
protection,'  taking  care  that  an  undertaking  is  brought 
to  a  conclusion.  —  Sesha-rdtri,  is,  f.  the  last  watch 

of  the  night.  —  S'esha-rdma-fandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  commentator  on  the  Naishadiya-c'arita.  —  S'esha' 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  characterized  by  an  effect  or  result, 
(sometimes  applied  in  logic  to  a  posteriori  reason- 

ing.)— S^esfia-sarlra,  am,  n.  the  remainder  of  the 

body,  i.e.  all  the  other  parts  of  the  body.  —  S'e- 
shdnna  (°sha-an°),  am,  n.  leavings  of  a  meal,  &c. 
—  Sfeshdryd  (°fha-drc),  f.,  N.  of  a  metrical  intro- 

duction to  the  Vedanta  by  S'esha-naga.  —  S'eshd- 
vadayana  (°sha-av°),  am,  n.  gathering  up  rem- 

nants, collecting  what  remains.  —  ffeshdvasthd  (°sha- 
av°),  f.  the  last  state  or  condition  of  life,  old  age. 

—  S'eshdhi  (°aha-ahi),  is,  m.  the  serpent  S'esha. 
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ffeshas,  at,  n.,  Ved.  offspring  (  =  apatya,  Naigh. 
II.  a  ;  ct".  varuna-f3). 

|r SI -Tin  sai&unaga. 

sat,  cl.  i.  P.  %a<i,  &c.  =  rt.  sra,  to 
cook  ;  (according  to  some  also  A.  iayate,  in 

the  sense)  to  go  ;  [cf.  rt.  fyui.] 

3rR  saikya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  sikya),  sus- 

pended in  the  loop  or  swing  of  a  porter's  yoke; 
pointed,  spiked,  (for  jaikhya.) 

•^ 

3TEI  saiksha,  as,  m.  (fr.  siksha),  a  young 
Brahman  studying  with  his  preceptor,  a  youthfu 
student  just  commencing  the  study  of  the  Vedas  (  = 
prathamakalpika). 

Suiluhilca,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 
Siksha  or  the  science  of  euphony  ;  (as),  m.  one 
skilled  in  the  above  science. 

S'aikshya,  am,  n.  learning,  skill.  —  Saikshya- 
guna-krama,  as,  a,  am,  possessing  skill,  cleverness 
and  dexterity. 

JITS  saikha,  as,  m.  (doubtful),  the  off- 
spring of  an  outcast  Brahman. 

wWfiC*  saikharika,  as,  m.  (fr.  sekhara), 
the  plant  Achyranthes  Aspera. 
Saikhareya,  at,  m.-  Saikharika  above. 

^Wl^iM  saikhavatya,  as,  ra.,  N.  of  a 
hermit. 

T  saikhya,  as,  &c.  (fr.  s'ikha),  pointed, 
spiked  ;  [cf.  jCoityo.] 

^ 

3T?J^  saigrava,  as,  m.  (fr.  %ra),  a  patro- 
nymic. ^ 

3ITT  Saighra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  s"ighra),  relating to  a  conjunction  (in  astronomy). 
Saighrya,  am,  n.  quickness,  rapidity  ;  (an,  a  or 

•ri.am),  relating  to  a  conjunction  (in  astronomy). 
$fot|  ilaitya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sita),  coldness,  fri- 

gidity, cold. 

S'aitydyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  grammarian. 

ffar^J  s'aithilya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tithila), looseness,  laxity;  flaccidity,  slackness,  remissness  ; 
dilatoriness,  inattention,  weakness,  cowardice,  small- ness  ;  relaxation  of  rule  or  connection. 

\  Jaineya,  as,  m.  (fr.  /mi),  N.  of  Sat- 
yaki,  the  charioteer  of  Krishna  (represented  as  having 
destroyed  a  number  of  Dasyus,  Maha-bh.  Drona-p. 
4748):  (as),  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Sini  (a 
branch  of  the  Yadavas). 
Sainyo,  as,  m.  pi.  the  descendants  of  Sini  (who  be- 

came Brahmans,  though  originally  of  Kshattriya  race). 

R  s'airika,  as,  ra.  a  proper  N. 
B  fairiydka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  shrub, blue  Barleria. 

SbtrcyaJca,  at,  m.-iairiyaka  above. 

SICini  sairishi,  is,  ra.  a.  patronymic  of the  Vedic  Rishi  Su-vedas. 

*"rt  »a»fa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  s'(7(7),  craggy, rocky,  stony,  mountainous ;  (as),  m.  a  rock,  crae 
mountain,  hill ;  a  dike  ;  (am),  n.  benzoin  or  storax ; 
bitumen;  a  sort  of  collyrium,  =  rawiij ana,  tar- 
kAya-iaila;  (I),  f,  see  below.- Saila-katnka, at,  m.  the  brow  of  a  hill,  slope  of  a  mountain. 

'"'»-/..>,;;„, ,/»,  m.  a  mountain-thicket.-.S", /,'/,/- 
ganlha,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  sandal  (  =  Kvara-fan- 
<tana).-Sa{la-s,arbluih.va  ('blm-nh'),  (.  a  kind 
"t  medicinal  substance  <  =  A7<i-t-aMi<i).-.Sa»Ya-/'«, at,  a,  am,  produced  in  or  on  mountains  or  rocks 
«<•• :  (a),  (.  epithet  of  DurgS  ;  a  kind  of  plant  = *g~P*PP<*il  another  plant,  ,,,,/,,-/,;rt,afi; '"),  n.  a  fragrant  resinous  substance,  benzoin  or 

:    bitumen.  -  SaOa-jana,  as,  m.  one   who 
inhabits  mountain.,  a  mountaineer.  -  Vaila-tas,  ind. from  a  mountain ;  than  a  mountain.  -  S'aila-dlian- 

van,  a,  m.  'rock-bowed,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sfaila 
dliara,  as,  m.  '  mountain-holder,'  epithet  of  Krishna 
(see  gO'Vartlhana.)  —  S'aila-'ntryana,  at,  m.  *  rock 
exudation,'   storax,    benzoin.  —  S'aila-pati,   is,   m 
'  mountain-lord,'  the  Himalaya  mountain.  —  Saila 
pattra,  as,  m.  the  Vilva  tree.  —  S'aila-putri,  f. 
proper  N.  —  Sraila-bhitti,ig,  (.  a  stone-cutter's  chise 
or  axe,  an  instrument  for  dividing  or  cutting  stones 
••  tfaila-maya,  at,  i,  am,  rocky,  made  of  stone 
consisting   of  stones.  —  S'aila-randhra,  am,    n 
'rocky  hollow,'  a  cavern,  cave.  —  Sbila-raja,  as 
m.  '  king  of  mountains,'  epithet  of  the  Himalaya 
of  Indra-kila.  —  Sfailaraja-sutd,  f.  '  daughter  o 
Himalaya,'  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Saila^rugna,  as,  a 
am,  crushed  by  mountains.  —  S'aila-vanopapannc 
(°iia-up°),  an,  a,  am,  possessed  of  mountains  anc 
woods.  —  Saila-valkala,  f.  a  kind  of  medicina 
substance  (  =  $ila-valka).  —  Saila-vasa,  as,  m.  a 
mountain-habitation.  —  Saila-vija,  as,  m.  '  having 
stony  seeds,'  the  marking-nut  plant.  —  ffaUa-Mka 
ra,  am,  n.  the  crest  or  peak  of  a  mountain.  —  Sfaila 

sikha,  f.  •  mountain-top,'  a  kind  of  metre.  —  S'a)7a 
iivira,  am,  q.  '  rock-camp,'  the  ocean.  —  Sat/a 
iringa,  am,  n.  a  mountain-peak.  —  Saila-sdra,  as 
a,  am,  having  the  strength  of  a  mountain,  as  strong 
as  a  mountain,  hard,  firm  as  a  rock.  —  SaMa-euta 

f.  '  daughter  of  the  mountain,"  epithet  of  Uma  01 
Pirvafl,  daughter  of  Himavat.  -  Sailasuta.-<!a,rana- 
raga-yoni,  is,  is,  {,   produced  by  the  colour  of 
the   feet   of    Parvatl.  -  Sailans'a    or   iSailania- 
dvfa  (°la-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country.  —  Saild- 
khya  (°la-akh°),  am,  n.  a  fragrant  resinous  sub- 

stance ;  benzoin.  —  Sailagra  (°la-ag°),  am,  n.  the 
peak  of  a  mountain.  —  S'aildnga  or  taUanga-deta 
(°la-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country.  -  Saila-ja,  am, 
n.  (faila  for  iaila),  =iaila-ja,  q.v.  -  Sailata  (°la- 
ata),  as,  m.  a  mountaineer,  savage,  barbarian  ;  a 
lion  ;   (an  attendant  on)  an  idol  ;   crystal.  —  Sai- 
ladhipa  (°la-adh°),  at,  m.  '  king  of  mountains,' 
epithet  of  the  Himalaya.  -  Sailmdra  (°la-tn°),  as, 
m.  '  prince  of  mountains,'  epithet  of  the  Himalaya. 
—  S'ailendra-slha,  as,  m.  the  Bhojpatra  tree  (  = 
bhurja).  —  Sailda-linga,,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Lirrga. 
-ffaOodi  (°la-ud°),  I.,  N.  of  a  river.  -  SToflod- 
bhava  (°/o-«d°),  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  a  small  species of  pashaiia-bhedin. 

S'ailaka,  am,  n.  benzoin  or  storax  ;  bitumen. 
Sailadi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Nandin  (the  attendant rf  Siva). 

Sailavatya,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
oaili,  f.  a  short  explanatory  rule,  concise  explana- 

tion of  a  grammatical  aphorism  ;  a  special  or  parti- 
cular interpretation. 

Saileya,  as,  I,  am,  produced  in  the  mountains, 
&c.,  mountainous;  produced  from  rocks;  rocky, 
stony,  mountain-like,  hard;  (am),  n.  a  fragrant 
resin;  benzoin  or  storax;  a  vegetable  perfume  (  = 
mura)  ;  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  tala-parnl)  ;  rock-salt  ; 
(as),  m.  a  lion;  a  bee;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  Parvatl. 
—  Saileya-gandhi,  is,  is,  i,  fragrant  with  benzoin 
or  with  the  bituminous  exudation  of  rocks. 

S'aileyika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  benzoin  or  storax. 
Sailya,  as,  -K,  am,  rocky,  stony,  hard  ;  (am), a.  rockiness,  stoniness,  hardness. 

,  as,  m.(fr.  6i 
,&  proper  N. 

lcJ  s'ailala,  am,  n.  (fr.  Mali,  q.v.), 
he  principles  of  acting,  (this  word  seems  to  have 
ieen  formed  to  account  for  the  derivation  of  sm7a- in  below.) 

&ailali,  it,  m.  a  proper  N.,  (?atapatha-Br.  XIII. 

.  3,  3-) Sailalin,  I,  m.  an  actor,  dancer  ;  (inas),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  school.  -Sailali-lrahmana,  am,  n.,  N. if  a  Brahmana. 

a,  as,  m.  (etymology  doubt- 
ul),  an  impostor,  hypocrite,  pretended  devotee  (  = arvalingin). 

sailusha,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  st- 

lusha,  q.  v.),  an  actor,  public  dancer,  tumbler,  &c.  ; 
a  band-master,  leader  of  a  band,  one  who  beats  time 
at  a  concert  (^tala-dharaka)  ;  a  rogue,  cheat;  the 
Vilva  tree,  .ffigle  Marmelos. 
Sailtuhaka,  as,  m.  =  tailusha  above. 
Sailushi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  of  the  Vedic  Rishi Kulmala-barhisha. 

S'ailushilta,  as,  m.  one  who  follows  the  profession of  an  actor,  &c.  (  =  nata-vritty-anveshin). 
&ailu»hiki,  f.  a  woman  of  the  actor  caste,  an actress. 

?N  s'aiva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  £00),  relating  or belonging  to  the  god  Siva;  (as),  m.  'a  worshipper 
or  follower  of  Siva,'  N.  of  one  of  the  three  great divisions  of  modern  Hindu  sects,  (the  other  two 
being  the  Vaishnavas  and  Saktas,  see  vaii/tnara, 
iakta;  the  Saivas  believe  in  the  superiority  of  Siva 
to  the  other  gods  of  the  Tri-mflrti,  and  identify  him 
with  the  Supreme  Being  as  the  destroying  principle 
as  well  as  source  and  essence  of  the  whole  universe  ; 
the  temples  dedicated  to  him  in  his  popular  symbol 
of  the  Lin-ga  [see  siva]  are  very  numerous  every- 

where, but  the  doctrines  of  the  Saivas  as  represented 
by  their  great  teachers,  such  as  San-kara,  are  too 
philosophical  for  the  majority  of  the  people,  who  are 
more  attracted  by  Vishnu,  especially  in  his  forms 
of  Krishna  and  Rama  :  various  divisions  of  Saiva 
sects  have  prevailed  at  different  times,  the  earlier 
divisions  being  those  of  the  Raudras  who  have 
the  Tri-sula  or  trident  marked  on  their  foreheads, 
the  Ugras  who  have  the  Damaru  or  drum  on  their 
arms,  the  Bhaktas  who  have  the  Lin-ga  on  their 
foreheads,  the  Jan-gamas  who  have  that  symbol  on 
their  heads,  and  the  Pasupatas  who  have  it  marked 
on  other  parts  of  their  bodies;  the  more  modern 
divisions  being  the  Dandins  or  mendicant  staff- 
bearers,  including  the  Das-n5ml-dandins  [cf.  ,<rm/h.  - 

radarya'],  the  Yogins  who  cultivate  absorption  into Siva  by  suppression  of  breathing,  fixing  of  the  eyes, 
and  eighty-four  different  attitudes,  the  Jan-gamas  or 
Lin-gavats,  the  Parama-hansas,  the  Aghorins,  the 
Urdhva-bahus,  the  AkaSa-mukhins,  and  many  others)  ; 
a  particular  religious  rite  in  honour  of  Durga  (con- 

sisting of  devout  meditation  and  prostration  of  the 
>ody)  ;  the  thorn-apple  ;  another  plant  or  tree,  = 
vasuka  ;  (I),  (.,  N.  of  the  goddess  Manasa  ;  (am), 
n.  the  Siva-Purina;  the  aquatic  plant  Vallisneria 
Jctandra  (=°s'ai'vdla).  —  S'(rira-gara,  as,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  Gotra  or  family.  —  tfaira-tantra,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  Tantra  work.  —  Saiva-la,  f.  devotion  to  Siva, 

worship  of  or  belief  in  Siva.  —  Saiva-pun'inti,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Purana,  (see  4iva-purana.)  —  S'aiva- 
•~i>/n  rl  t/a-p-urana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Purana.  —  S'aiva- 
art'asva,  am,n.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Saiva-siddhanta- 

'ekhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  S'aivayama  (°rca- 
dg°),  N.  of  a  work. 
Snivya,  as,  -ri,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 

Siva,  &c.  ;  of  or  belonging  to  the  Sivis,  (in  this  sense 
r.  dim)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  four  horses  of 
/ishnu  or  Krishna  [cf.  siirgriva]  ;  of  a  king  and  chani- 
ion  in  the  Pandava  army  ;  a  tribe  of  the  Sivis,  (in 
his  sense  fr.  tivi)  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  ;  of  the  wife 
if  HarisYandra  ;  of  the  wife  of  Sata-dhanu. 

saivala,  as,  m.  (according  to  Una- 
i-s.  IV.  38.  fr.  rt.  i.  fi),  a  kind  of  aquatic  plant, 
Vallisneria  (or  Blyxa)  Octandra  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
people,  (also  written  faivala)  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind 

f  fragrant  wood  used  in  medicine  (  =padma-kiish- 

ha)  ;  [cf.  devala,  daivala,  &c.] 
Saivalin,  I,  inl,  i,  possessing  the  plant  Saivala  ; 

ini),  f.  a  river. Sfaivala,  am,  n.  the  aquatic  plant  Vallisneria. 

S'aivalalta,  am,  n.,  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  =  iai- 

ala. saisava,  am,  n.  (fr.  sisu),  childhood, 

nfancy,  pupilage,  the  period  under  age  (i.  e.  under 
xteen)  ;  N.  of  a  portion  of  the  Sama-veda. 
Saiinnaga,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  iiiu-naga),  N.  of  a 
ynasty  founded  by  Sisu-naga. 



Saisira. $aunda. 

saisira,  as,  t,  am,  belonging  to  the 

Sisira  or  dewy  season  ;  composed  by  S'aisira  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  of  a  founder  of  a  supposed 

separate  S'akh.l  of  the  Rig-veda  ;  of  a  dark  kind  of 
Cataka  bird.  -  S'aisira-  sa/t&a,  (.,  N.  of  a  S'ikha  of 
the  Rig-veda  (perhaps  only  a  subdivision  of  the 
S'akala). 

Satiiri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  White 
Yajur-veda. 

Sfai&riya,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  S'akala  texts. 
—  Sat&irlya-s'dkhd,  f.  a  subordinate  branch  of  the Sakala-sakha. 

Saistreya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Rig- 
veda. 

saishika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  a  re- 
mainder, belonging  to  the  end  or  termination. 

j|uAmUHfi(cM  saishyopddhydyikd,  f.  (fr. 
ilshya  +  upadhydya),  instruction  of  youth,  tuition. 

s'o  (closely  connected  with  rt.  I.  si, 
q.  v.  ;  according  to  some  the  original  form 

was  perhaps  as";  cf.  as>a,  asri,  afnian,  Sec.),  cl. 
4.  P.  dyati,  itatfau,  tfdsyati,  axat  or  adasit,  (Ved. 
also  cl.  3.  P.  iUati),  datum,  to  sharpen,  whet  ;  to 
pare,  attenuate,  make  thin  or  small  :  Pass,  iayatt: 
Caus.  tfdyayati  :  Desid.  diddsati  :  Intens.  daddy  ate; 
[cf.  Gr.  axfi,  dictf,  a/epos,  O.KUVI),  aitajv,  dxaKri, 
attptfjUW,  dKptfirjs,  uxpis,  attavos,  attavOa,  aKopva, 

6(vs  (i.e.  OK  +  TV),  of  os,  a-x&p,  d^opov,  d^fpSos, 
aixtrf,  KOJVOS  '.  Lat.  acies,  acus,  acer,  acidus, 
aculeus,  catus(  =  data),  cos,  cautet,  citus  (  =  dita), 
cuneus,  cacu-men,  (probably  also)  do,  cieo  :  Goth. 
aqvizi,  ahana,  hvotjan  :  probably  Old  Germ,  hvez- 

jan  :  Angl.  Sax.  hi-etan  :  Iceland,  hvetia  :  Lith. 
aa-trus,  os-mu:  Slav,  os-tr:  Hib.  geur,  gear, 

'  sharp;'  geire,  'sharpness;'  geirim,  '  I  whet,  grease.'] 
Sdta,  as,  a,  am,  sharpened,  Sec.   See  s.  v.,  p.  i  ooo. 
Sita,  as,  a,  am.    See  under  rt.  I.  M. 
Syat,  an,  anti,  at,  sharpening,  whetting  ;  paring, 

&c. 

3?K^  sons,  a  form  assumed  by  rt.  s'aws  in certain  sacrificial  formularies.  See  rt.  dans. 

^iWs'oia,  so6ana,  &c.  See  under  rt.  i. fad. 

soda,  fadis,  Sic.    See  under  rt.  3.  sud. 

sotlrya,  am,  n.  valour,  heroism; 
[cf.  dutlratd,  tiutirya,  dautirya.] 

sotha.     See  rt.  suth,  p.  1013,  col.  3. 

son  (perhaps  to  be  regarded  as  a 
sNom.  fr.  dona  below),  cl.  I.  P.  donati, 

s"udona,  donitum,  to  be  or  become  red;  to  go, 
move,  approach  :  Caus.  suiiaijati,  -yiturn,  Aor. 
ttfufoyat* 
Sona,  as,  a  or  I,  am  (thought  by  some  to  be  fr. 

sa-vartia),  coloured  like  the  red  lotus,  red,  crimson, 
of  a  crimson  or  chesnut  colour  ;  red  in  the  face  (from 
passion  &c.)  ;  brown,  bay  ;  yellow  ;  (as),  m.  the 
colour  of  the  red  lotus,  red,  crimson  (the  colour)  ; 
fire  or  the  god  of  fire  ;  a  sort  of  red  sugar-cane  ;  a 
chesnut  or  bay  horse  ;  a  particular  ocean  ;  the  river 

S"ona  or  Sone  (sometimes  written  Sfona,  f.  ;  it  rises 
in  Gondwana  in  the  district  of  Nagpore,  on  the 
table-land  of  Amara-kantaka,  four  or  five  miles  east 
of  the  source  of  the  Narma-da  or  Nerbudda,  and 
running  first  northerly  and  then  easterly  for  five 
hundred  miles  falls  into  the  Ganges  above  Pstali- 
putra  or  Patna)  ;  the  plant  Bignonia  Indica  ;  a  proper 
N.  ;  (am),  n.  blood;  red-lead,  minium;  [cf.  Slav. 
sim^\  —  Sona-jhintika,  f.  a  kind  of  red  Barleria. 
—  Sona-jhinK,  f.,  N.  of  two  plants  (  =  kuruvaka, 
kantakini).  —  Sona-nada,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Sona- 

pattra,  as,  m.  '  red-leaved,'  a  red  kind  of  hogweed. 
—  Sona-<padma]ca,  am,  n.  a  red   lotus.  —  Sfona- 

pmhpaka,  as,  m.  '  red-flowered,'  the  Kovidara  tree. 
—  S'ona-pushpt,  fT'  red-flowered,'  a  kind  of  plant 
(  =  sindura-pushpl).'-S'otfa-ratna,  am,  n.  a  red 

gem  ;  a  ruby.  —  Sona-sangama,  as,  m.  '  Sona-con- 
fluence,'  N.  of  a  place.  —  Sondmbu,  (°na-am°),  us, 
m.  '  having  crimson  waters  or  having  waters  of 
blood,"  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  clouds  at  the  destruc- 

tion of  the  world.  —  Sonadman  (°na-ad°),  a,  m.  a 
red  stone;  a  ruby.  —  S'onopala  (°na-up°),  as,  m. 
a  red  stone  ;  a  ruby.  —  Sonollldha  (^iiM-uf),  as,  d, 
am,  sharpened  or  polished  on  a  whetstone. 
Kanaka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Bignonia  or  Calosanthes 

Indica,  (this  plant  has  many  synonyms  ;  cf.  kutan- 
nata,  nata,  manduka-parna.) 
Sonaka,  as,  m.  =  ionaka  above. 

S'onita,  as,  a,  am,  red,  crimson,  purple  ;  (am), 
n.  blood  ;  saffron.  —  Sbyita-tondana,  am,  n.  red 
sandal.  —  Sonita-pa,  as,  d,  am,  drinking  blood  ; 
blood-sucking.  —  $foi)ita-parand,  f.  '  breakfast  of 
blood,'  a  meal  of  flesh-meat.  —  S^onita-pura,  am, 
n.  the  city  of  the  Asura  Vana  (  =  vaya-pura). 
—  Sfotiita-varnana,  am,  n.  description  of  the  nature 
and  properties  of  blood.  —  &onita-varnaniya,  as,  d, 
am,  treating  of  the  above.  —  Sonita-mndu-i-arshin, 
I,  int,  i,  showering  drops  of  blood.  —  Sfonita-snata, 
as,  d,  am,  bathed  in  blood.  —  ffonitddigdha  (°ta- 
dd°),  as,  d,  am,  blood-stained.  —  S'otiitdri^in  (°ta- 
ar°),  i,  int,  i,  suffering  from  piles  attended  with 
excretions  of  blood.  ~  tfoyitahcaya  (°ta-dh°\  am, 
n.  '  blood-named,'  saffron.  —  S'onitolcsltita  (°ta-uic°), 
as,  d,  am,  blood-stained,   sprinkled  with   blood. 
—  Sonitotpala  (°ta-ut°),  am,  n.  a  red  lotus.  —  So- 
nitopala  (°ta-up°),  as,  m.  'blood-stone,'  a  ruby, 
(according   to   some   also   am,  n.)  —  Sfonitaugha 

(°ta-ogha),  as,  m.  a  torrent  or  stream  of  blood. 
Soniman,  a,  m.  redness,  the  quality  of  being  red. 

^jn^l  s"otha,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
II.  4.  fr.  rt.  tfu,,  '  to  go  ;'   evidently  connected  with 
rt.  4vi),  swelling,  intumescence,  tumefaction  from 
disease,  dropsy.  ••  S?otha-ghna,  as,  i,  am,  destroying 
or  removing  swellings,  discutient  ;  (i),  f.  hogweed, 
Boerhavia  Diffusa  ;  a  kind  of  shrub  (  =  tdla-jMrnl). 
^ootha-jit,  t,  t,  t,  overcoming  or  removing  swell- 

ings, discutient  ;  ((),  f.  hogweed  ;  the  marking-nut 
plant.  -•  Sotha-jihma,  as,  m.  hogweed.  —  Sotha- 
roga,  as,  m.  'swelling   disease,'  dropsy.  —  So«Aa- 
rogin,  I,  im,  i,  suffering  from  dropsy,  dropsical. 
—  Sfotha-hrit,  t,  t,  t,  removing  swellings,  discutient  ; 
(t),  m.  the  marking-nut  plant. 
S'othaka,  as,  m.  =  Mha  above. 

3uV  sodha,  sodhaka,  sodhana,  sodhita, 
&c.  See  under  rt. 

^mm0*  sopdri-pdka,  a  particular  me- 
dicinal decoction. 

^JTifi  sopha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  svi;  cf.  sotha), 
intumescence,  morbid  swelling,  tumefaction,  bloated- 
ness,  flabbiness.  —  Sfopha-ghni,  f.  a  kind  of  shrub 
(  =  ddla-parni)  ;  a  kind  of  red  hogweed.  —  ffopha- 
ndtfana,  as,  i,  am,  removing  swellings  ;  (as),  m. 
a  kind  of  tree  (s=mla).  —  Sopha-hrit,  t,  t,  t,  re- 

moving swellings  ;  (t),  m.  the  marking-nut  plant. 

3HH  sob/ia,  sobhana,  sobhita,  &c.  See 
under  rt.  i.  ivbh. 

soil,  f.  wild  turmeric. 

s'os'utat,  at,  ati,  at  (fr.  Intens. 
of  rt.  3.  dud),  Ved.  shining  very  brightly,  very 

splendid. Sfosuidna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  shining  very  brightly, 

very  radiant,  resplendent  ;  [cf.  s'us'utdna.] 
sosudyamana,  as,  d,   am   (fr. 

Intens.  of  rt.  I.  s"u£),  sorrowing  intensely,  grieving deeply. 

sosubhyamana,  as,  d,  am  (fr. 
Intens.  of  rt.  I.  iubh),  shining  very  much,  very 
brilliant. 

sosha,  s"oshana,  soshita,   &c.     See 
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/os(?),  ind.  a  particle  of  reproach 
or  contempt. 

3tfai  s'auka,  am,  n.  (fr.  iuka),  a  flock  of 
parrots ;  (fr.  ioka  I),  sorrowfulness,  (according  to 
Sabda-k.  =  stnndm  karanam,  for  karunaml). 

3ll°li<.  ̂ aukara  or  i"aukarava,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  particular  TTrtha  (described  in  a  chapter  of  the 
VarSha-PurSna  called  JambukopJkhyana). 

^ifrft  suukta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  fukta),  acid, 
acetic,  acetous. 

I.  dauktika,  as,  i,  am,  acid,  acetic. 

^lifai<*  2.  s~auktika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sukti), 
relating  to  a  pearl. 
Saukiikeya,  am,  n.  a  pearl. 
Saukteya,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  a  pearl ;  (am), 

n.  a  pearl. 

ijllfti  saukra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sukra),  seminal, 
relating  to  sperm,  &c. 

^lilgicfm  sauklikeya,  as,  m.  a  sort  of 
poison,  (probably  for  daulkikeya,  q.  v.) 

TfrnR  sauklya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sukla),  white- 
ness, clearness. 

under  rt.  . 

saunga,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Gotra. 

Saungl-puira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher. 

^flj|"M  samtgeya,  as,  m.  (doubtful),  epi- 
thet of  Garuda  or  a  black-winged  enemy  of  birds. 

J(F[M  /attc'a,  am,  n.  (fr.  suti),  purification 
from  personal  defilement  (especially  from  defilement 
caused  by  the  death  of  a  relation  &c.) ;  evacuation  of 
excrement ;  freedom  from  defilement,  purity, cleanness; 
honesty ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Stauda-kalpa,  as, 
m.  mode  of  purification,  purificatory  rite.  •-  Sauda- 

kupa,  as,  m.  '  cleansing-pit,'  a  privy.  —  Sfauda-tva, 
am,  n.  purity.  —  Sauda-vidhi,  is,  m.  rule  of  purifi- 

cation (after  defilement  by  the  death  of  a  relation 
&c.),  directions  for  cleansing  the  person.  —  Saudd- 
ddra  (°da-dd°),  as,  m.  a  purificatory  rite,  rule  of 
purification  established  by  immemorial  custom,  mode 
of  cleansing  the  person  by  ablution  &c.  (after  voiding 
excrement  or  contracting  any  defilement).— Saudepsm 

(°da-ip°),  MS,  us,  u,  wishing  or  intending  to  obtain 
purification. 

S'audika,  as,  m.  a  cleanser,  cleaner ;  a  particular 
mixed  caste  (the  son  of  a  S'aundika  and  a  Kaivarta 
woman). 

Staudivrikshi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

S'audeya,  as,  m.  a  washerman ;  a  proper  N. 

^(T^  J^l  sattdadratha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patro- 

nymic of  a  descendant  of  S'ucad-ratha. 
tyl  j  saut  (also  written  sand),  cl.  i.  P. 

\  dautali,  dudauta,  dautitum,  to  be  proud 
or  haughty:  Caus.  datttayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  adu- 
dautat. 

:,  as,  d,  am,  proud,  haughty ;  (as),  rn.  a 
hero  ;  a  proud  or  haughty  man  (but  of  low  tribe  or 
occupation) ;  an  upstart ;  one  who  abandons  the 
world,  an  ascetic. 
Sautlrya,  am,  n.  pride,  arrogance ;  heroism, 

prowess. 
wftw  sand  (=rt.  saut),  cl.  i.  P.  iaudati, 

\  &c.,  to  be  proud  or  haughty. 
Sawrfa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country. 
S'aundarya,  am,  n.  pride,  arrogance;  [cf.  dau- 

ttrya.j 

Saui}dlra,  as,  d,  am,  proud,  haughty ;  elevated, 
iooking  upwards ;  (also  written  daundira,  daudlra.) 
—  S'aw)dira-td,  f.  haughtiness,  pride. 

?||<JS  saunda,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  6undd),  fond  of 
spirituous  liquor,  addicted  to  drinking;  drunk,  in- 

toxicated ;  (i),  f.  long  pepper ;  another  sort  ( = davya). 
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smaiiandlaya. 

SaunrfiA'a.os.m.adistillerand  vender  of  spirituous  !  nected  v 
liquors,  vintner ;   a  particular  mixed  caste  (the  son    jdlika). 
of  a  Kaivarta  and  a  GSndhika  woman) ;  (?).  f.  a 
female  vintner  or  keeper  of  a  tavern  or  dram  shop 
(regarded  as  one  of  the  eight  Akulas  according  to 
the  Ssktasl. 
tfaundikeya,  at,  m.  a  demon. 

Saundin, »,  m.  •=.<a«ndt'fra. 
Saunfika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  tribe. 

3 (Id IKK  fauddhakshara,  as,  m.,  scil.  san- 

dhi,  epithet  of  a  particular  Sandhi,  (viz.  the  insertion 

of  rf  before  Sandra,  e.  g.  puru-i-tSndra  ;  of  «/i  be- 
fore kfi,  e.  g.  pari-eh-krinran,  &c.) 

3Ti£lejfif  dauddhodani,  is,  m.  (fir.  suddho- 

dana),  '  son  of  Suddhodana,'  a  patronymic  of  the 
great  Buddha  (founder  of  the  Buddhist  religion,  see 
buddha). 

5^5  saudra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rfuoVa),  servile, 
relating  or  belonging  to  the  Sudra  or  lowest  tribe ; 
(at),  m.  the  son  of  a  man  of  either  of  the  first  three 
classes  by  a  Sodra  woman,  (the  last  of  the  twelve 
kinds  of  sons  acknowledged  in  the  ancient  Hindu 

nected  with  iiMia),  a  juggler,  conjurer  (  =  indra- 

faudhika,  f.  a  variety  of  panic, 

(Panicum  Italicum,  =  rakta-kartgu.) 
5JH  fauna,  am,  n.  (fr.  £un&),  meat  kept 

at  a  slaughter-house. 
Saunika,  as,  m.  a  butcher,  poulterer,  vender  of 

the  flesh  of  beasts  or  birds ;  chase,  hunting. 

3  if  I*  saunaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  reputed 

author  of  the  Rig-veda  PrStis'Skhya  and  of  certain 
Kalpa-sOtras  and  various  other  Vedic  compositions 
and  works  on  law,  (he  is  described  as  the  teacher  of 
KstySyana  and  especially  of  AlvalSyana ;  he  is  said 
to  hare  united  the  BSshkala  and  Sakala  Sakhas, 
and  is  sometimes  identified  with  the  Vedic  Rishi 

Gritsa-mada ;  but  according  to  the  Vishnu-PurSna, 
Saunaka  was  a  son  of  Gritsa-mada,  and  originated 
the  system  of  four  castes ;  the  various  legends  about 
him  are  very  confused.)  —  Saunaka-kalpa-sutra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  certain  Kalpa-sutras  (ascribed  to 
Saunaka  and  supposed  to  have  been  destroyed  by 
the  author).  —  Saunalta-grihya-sutra,  am,  n.  the 
Grihya-sOtras  of  the  Rig-veda  ascribed  to  Saunaka. 
—  Saunakdnukramani  (°ka-an°),  f.  an  Anukra- 
mani  or  Vedic  index  ascribed  to  Saunaka.  —  So una- 

Tcdranyaka  (°ka-dr°),  am,  n.  an  Aranyaka  ascribed 
to  Saunaka  (probably  identified  with  the  AitareyS- 
ranyaka).  —  Saunakopaniihad  Cka-up°),  t,  (.,  N.of 
an  Upanishad. 
Sauna&tn,  inas,  m.  pi.  the  pupils  or  followers  of 

Saunaka. 

Saunaki-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Saunakiya,  at,  a,  am,  belonging  to  or  composed 

by  Saunaka  or  the  Saunaktyas,  (Saunakiya-ia- 
turddhydyikd, '  Saunaka 's  treatise  in  four  chapters,' 
i.  e.  the  Atharva-veda  PrStis'Skhya) ;  (as),  m.  pi. 
the  pupils  or  school  of  Saunaka.  —  Saunaltiya-(a- 
turddhyayikd,  f.,  N.  of  the  above  PrStiSakhya. 
—  Saunakiya-tarana,  N.  of  a  Carana  (probably 

founded  by  the  author  of  the  Sskala-pratis'Skhya). 
^Ii«i6ip»  faunahotra,  as,  m.  the  son  of 

Suna-hotra  and  grandson  of  Bharad-vaja ;  epithet  of 
the  Vedic  Rishi  Gritsa-mada. 

saubha,  as,  m.  (fr.  tubha),  a  god,  di- 
vinity; the  Areca  or  betel-nut  tree  (*=gu.vaka); 

(am),  n.  the  city  of  Harisdandra  (fabled  to  be  sus- 
pended in  the  air,  see  hari-i-6andra). 

5n*i*1M  6aubhaneya,as,  I,  am  (fr.sobhana), 
sprung  from  a  handsome  mother;  relating  to  any- 

thing handsome  or  brilliant. 

saubhahjana,  as,  m.  (fr.  s"obhan- 
jarut,  q.  v.),  the  tree  Hyperanthera  Moringa. 

iaubhika,  as,  m.  (prohably  con- 

'II  saubhreya,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  be- 
longing to  anything  white  or  shining  (e.  g.  to  silver, 

talc,  sandal,  &c.) ;  (as),  m. '  son  of  SubhrS,'  a  patro- 

nymic. 
5fiT  saura,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  s"ura),  relating  to a  hero,  heroic. 
Sauradevyah,  in  Rig-veda  VIII.  70,  15.  appa- 

rently ace.  pi.  of  sSauradcvi,  qualifying  gdh,  '  cows,' 
and  explained  by  SSy.  thus,  divyanti  kr'tdanta  Hi 
deed  yoddhdrah  turdi-da  ie  devai-da  iura-deudh, 
teshdm  hiiam  iauradevam  yuddham  tat-sam- 
bandhinyo  gdh. 

Saurasena,  am,  n.  (fr.  iura-sena),  the  language 
spoken  by  the  people  of  Sura-sena ;  (i),  f.  a  Prakrit 
dialect  supposed  to  have  been  spoken  at  MathurS. 
Sauri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna ;  of  Bala- 

rama  (as  descended  from  Sura) ;  the  planet  Saturn. 
Sfaurya,  am,  n.  heroism,  valour,  prowess,  might ; 

the  heroic  branch  of  the  dramatic  art,  representation 
of  war  and  supernatural  events  on  the  stage  (  =  dra- 

bhati).  ̂   ffauryopdrjita  (°ya-wp°),  as,  d,  am,  ac- 
quired by  valour. 

^TTT  saurpa,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  turpa),  measured 
by  a  winnowing  basket  &c.,  belonging  to  a  winnow- 

ing fan  &c. 
Saurpandyya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Saurpika,  as,  i,  am,  =  faurpa  above. 

^ll<!»  saulka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sulka),  relating 
to  tolls  or  customs  or  taxes,  levied  (as  a  tax  &c.) ;  (as), 
m.  a  superintendant  of  tolls  or  customs,  a  custom- 

house officer. 

ffaulkatdlika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  guHta-tala),  of  or 
belonging  to  a  custom-house,  derived  from  a  custom- 
house. 

S'aullidyani,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 
Saulkika,  as,  t,  am,  relating  to  taxes  or  tolls ; 

(as),  m.  a  superintendant  of  tolls  or  customs. 

^liT'SH'bM  saulkikeya,  as,  m.  (fr.  sulkika), 
a  kind  of  poison  (said  to  be  produced  In  a  country 
called  Sulkika ;  according  to  some  the  venom  of  a 
kind  of  snake). 

faulpha,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  vegetable 
(commonly  called  SulphS). 

faulvika,  as,  ra.  (fr.  sulva),  a  cop- 

persmith. 
^fNf  ianva,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  svan),  relating 

or  belonging  to  dogs,  canine ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  par- 
ticular Udgitha ;  (am),  n.  a  pack  or  number  of 

dogs ;  the  nature  or  state  of  a  dog. 
Saut'ana,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  canine  nature ; 

having  the  qualities  of  a  dog ;  (am),  n.  the  nature  of 
a  dog ;  the  progeny  of  a  dog. 
Sauvapada,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ivd-pada),  relating  to 

a  wild  beast  or  beast  of  prey,  ferocious,  savage,  wild. 

^iNUfl0*  samastika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  2.  ̂ oas), 
of  or  belonging  to  to-morrow,  lasting  till  to-morrow, 
ephemeral.  —  Sawvaelika-iva,  am,  n.  the  lasting  or 
enduring  till  to-morrow,  ephemeral  ness. 

^itwuc?  saushkala,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sushkatt), 
eating  fish  and  flesh ;  (at),  m.  an  habitual  eater  of 
meat;  a  vender  of  flesh,  dealer  in  flesh  or  dried 
meat ;  (am),  n.  the  price  of  dried  meat. 

66am,  for  rt.  6am,  to  consume,  (ac- 
X  cording  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  104,  2. 

ifamnan  -Ihakshayantu,  but  also  referable  to  rt. i.  iam.) 

yjj   i.  fM  or  i.  s6yut  (perhaps  fr.  a 
O    >.  noun  formed  fr.  an  original  rt.  s'dyu ;  cf. 

rts.  I.  (yu,  3.  fyut),  d.  I.  P.  ifytati  or  ityotati, 
fa,i(oia  or  (uiiyota,  aiCutat,  addotit,  &c.,  ddotiti 
or  ttyotitum,  to  ooze,  trickle,  flow,  exude,  drop, 

distil ;  to  sprinkle,  scatter,  diffuse,  shed,  pour  out : 
Pass,  ftutyate,  Aor.  aMoti,  &c. :  Caus.  ifalayati, 
&c. ;  [cf.  Goth.tkevjan,skura;  Angl.  Sax.  eeitr.] 

2.  i(ul  or  2.  ifynt,  t,  t,  t,  distilling,  sprinkling, 

shedding,  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g.  jala-t°,  shed- ding or  sprinkling  water.) 
Sftutita  or  $6yutita,  as,  a,  am,  oozed,  exuded, 

issued,  sprinkled,  shed  ;  oozing,  dropping,  flowing. 
Stutftva,  ind.  having  oozed,  having  exuded  or 

flowed. 

St'oto  or  Myota,  as,  m.  oozing,  trickling  out, 
sprinkling,  aspersion,  pouring  forth. 

Sdotat  or  tlfyotat,  an,  and,  at,  oozing,  trickling, 
flowing ;  shedding.  —  Sdyotan-niayukha,  as,  a,  am, diffusing  light. 

S'dotana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  oozing,  flowing;  ex- 
udation. 

njm  snath,  cl.  I.  P.  Jnathati  (2nd  sing. 

X  Impv.  Vcd.  inathihi),  iai'natha,  aina- 
tJill  (snatMshtam,'you  two  have  destroyed,'  Rig- 
veda  VII.  99,  5),  dnathitum,  Ved.  to  strike,  injure, 
hurt,  destroy,  slay,  kill :  Caus.  inathayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  aiis!nathat(amnat  =  Jiinasti,  Rig-veda  VII. 
28,  3),  to  do  violence,  kill :  Desid.  siiSnatkishali  : 
Intens.  gagnathyate,  $"a3natti ;  [cf.  Goth,  snithan, 
'  to  cut ;'  Old  Germ,  snidu  ;  Angl.  Sax.  snidhan  ; 
Hib.  slethe,  '  cutting,  striking.'] 
Snathayat,  an,  and,  at,  Ved.  injuring,  destroy- 

ing, destructive. 
S'nathita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  hurt,  wounded. 
Snathitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  slays  or 

kills.asmiter;  killing,  destroying,  destructive,  deadly, 
fatal. 

^^/nam,  (in  grammar)  a  technical  term for  the  verbal  affix  na,  the  characteristic  sign  of  the 
seventh  class  of  roots. 

'^IT  sna,  (in  grammar)  a.  technical  term  for 
the  affix  na,  the  characteristic  sign  of  the  ninth  class 
of  roots. 

T|  snu,  (in  grammar)  a  technical  term  for 
the  affix  nu,  the  characteristic  sign  of  the  fifth  class of  roots. 

3*l«^ sman, a, n.  (according  to  some  ind.), 
the  face,  mouth;  the  body  (according  to  Nirukta 

III.  5). 

3H31T  6ma£a,  f.,  Ved.  the  channel  of  a 
river,  (Say.  =  Iculyd) ;  the  brim  or  rim  or  edge  of 

(the  Soma)  vessel. 
3H3IM  s'mas'ana,  am,  n.  (according  to  Ni- 

rukta III.  5.  fr.  ilma  for  iman  =  fartra  +4dna  = 

iSayana;  or  fr.  s"ma  =  s'ariram  +  3rinati  or  iam- 
ndti  ;  according  to  others  =  aHma-iayana), '  a  place 
of  repose  for  bodies,  place  for  destroying  bodies,'  a 
cemetery, sepulchre,  burning  or  burial-ground,  (pare- 
imaianam,  beyond  the  cemetery)  ;  =  bralima-rnn- 
dhra,  q.v.  —  Smaddna-kdli,  f.,  N.of  a  female  evil 

spirit  or  form  of  Durga  (  =  kdliha).  —  Smas'ana- 
gofara,  as,  d,  am,  frequenting  burning-grounds, 
employed  in  places  for  burning  the  dead,  (Manu 
XI.  %<).)  — Smatidna-niviisin,  i,  inl,  i,  dwelling  in 

burial-grounds,  a  ghost,  spectre.  —  S'maiana-bhdj, 
It,  m.  'inhabiting  burial-grounds,'  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Smatdna-vartin,  I,  inl,  i,  abiding  in  burial- 
grounds  or  cemeteries,  a  ghost,  spectre.  —  Stmaidna- 
vdta,  ax,  m.  a  cemetery-enclosure,  burying-ground. 
—  S'ma^Hna-rasin,  I,  inl,  i,  dwelling  in  cemeteries, 
a  ghost,  spectre ;  (i),  m.  epithet  of  Siva ;  (inl),  f. 
epithet  of  KSlI  or  Durga.  —  SmaSdna-veiman,  a, 
m.  '  inhabiting  cemeteries,"  epithet  of  Siva  or  MahS- 
deva ;  a  ghost.  —  ffmas'ana-vairagya,  ant,  n.  mo- 

mentary despondency  or  abandonment   of  worldly 
desire  at  the  sight  of  a  cemetery.  —  &ma:ldna-3ula, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  an  impaling  stake  in  a  cemetery. 
—  S'mcutana-sddhana,  am,  n.  magical  rites  per- 

formed in  a  cemetery  to  obtain  control  over  evil  spirits. 

—  Smatdndgnt  (°na-arf),  is,  m.  the   fire   of  a 
burning-ground.  —  Smaianulaya  (°na-aV),  as,  m. 
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'cemetery-house,'  a  cemetery.  —  Smaianalaya 
vdsinl  (°na-al°),  1.  '  inhabiting  cemeteries,'  epithe of  Kill  or  Durga. 

3T^J  s'mas'ru,  u,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s 
V.  28.  and  Nirukta  III.  5.  fr.  /man,  'the  face,' 
rt.  tri),  'growing  on  the  face,'  the  beard.  —  Sma 
&u-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  beard  has  grown 
—  Simairu-pravriddki,  is,  f.  the  growth  of  a  beard 
—  Smairu-mukhi,  (.  'beard-faced,'  a  woman  with 

a  beard  (=pali,  pall).  —  S'mafru-vardhaka,  as, 
m.  '  a  beard-cutter,"  a  barber. 
SmaSrula,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  beard,  bearded 

one  who  lets  his  beard  grow. 
Smairv.ya.mana,  as,  a,  am,  being  as  if  bearded 

having  something  like  a  beard. 

3*1  (V  smasi,  Ved.  for  us'masi,  fr.  rt.  vat 
q.  v.,  (Sly.=kamayaina7te,  we  desire,  Rig-veda  II 
31,  6-) 

1S(1J|  jyT  smll  (also  written  smll;  cf.  rt %.  mFQ,  cl.  I.  P.  imllati,  imilitum 
to  wink,  contract  the  eyelids  ;  to  twinkle. 

S^milana,  am,  n.  winking;  twinkling. 
Smrtita,  as,  a,  am,  winked,  blinked  ;  (am),  n.  a 

wink,  winking. 

TfT  sme,  ind.  an  abbreviation  for  pdrthu- 
raime,  (see  pdrthuragma.) 

.     See  under  rt.  So, 

yj>^  syan,  (in  grammar)  a  technical  term 
for  the  syllable  ya  or  characteristic  sign  of  the  fourth 
class  of  roots. 

o,  &c.  See  under  rt.  syai,  col.  3. 

syaparna,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
family;  (as,  a,  am),  belonging  to  the  SySparna 
family. 

S'ydparnlya,  as,  m.  a  man  belonging  to  the 
Syaparna  race. 
ffydparneya,  see  Gana  to  Pan.  VI.  2,  37. 

9Mi*i  fyama,  as,  a,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

sfyai  or  connected  with  rt.  s'vi;  cf.  s"ye<a,  fveta), 
black  or  dark-coloured,  dark-blue,  dark-brown, 
brown  ;  dark-green,  green  ;  dark,  shady:  dusky  ; 
(as),  m.  black,  brown,  green  (the  colour)  ;  a  cloud  ; 
the  Kokila  or  Indian  cuckoo;  a  sacred  fig-tree  at 
PraySga  or  Allahabad;  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  vrid- 
dha-ddraka)  ;  epithet  of  various  other  trees  and 
plants  (  —pllu,  ;  =  ilydmdka  ;  —  damanaka  ;  =  gan- 
dha-lrina)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  Carana,  (a 
subdivion  of  the  Maitrayanlyas)  ;  the  thorn-apple, 
Datura  Metel  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Sura  ;  (a),  {.  night  ; 
shade,  shadow  ;  a  dark  woman  ;  a  woman  who  has 
not  borne  children;  another  kind  of  woman  (de- 

scribed as  from  eight  to  sixteen  years  of  age,  resem- 
bling in  complexion  the  blossom  of  the  Priyan-gu  or 

in  shape  its  slender  stalk)  ;  a  form  of  Durgi  (much 
worshipped  by  the  Tantrikas)  ;  a  cow  ;  a  small  sing- 

ing bird  with  black  plumage  (commonly  called 
S5m3,  Turdus  Macrourus)  ;  the  female  of  the  Indian 
cuckoo  ;  a  kind  of  plant  (  =priyangu)  ;  turmeric  ; 
the  sacred  basil  ;  the  climbing-plant  Ichnocarpus  or 

Echites  Frutescens  (  =  s~drivd)  ;  indigo  (  =  nil&d)  ; 
a  kind  of  dark  creeper  (  =  Ttriehna-idrivd)  ;  epithet 
of  various  other  plants  and  shrubs  (  =  krishnd;  = 
vdgujl;  =  gudufi;  =  guggulu,;  =  soma-lata;  = 
Tcrishna-trivritd  ;  =  yundrd;  =  kasturi;  =  vata- 
patlri;  =  vandd;  =  mla-punarnavd  ;  =  nila- 
dund  ;  =  pippali  ;  —  iiniafd  ;  =  ilydmdka)  ;  epi- 

thet of  the  river  Yamuna  or  JumnS  ;  the  seed  of 
the  lotus,  =padma^vija;  (am),  n.  black  pepper; 
sea-salt;  [cf.  Gr.  xiiavo-s;  Lith.  szlmas  ;  Hib. 

ciar,  '  dark-brown,  black.']  —  S'ydma-kantha,  as,, 
m.  '  black-throated,  blue-throated,'  a  peacock  ;  a 
kind  of  small  bird  ;  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  [cf.  nlla- 

Tcantha.~\  —  Sydma-kandd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 
ati-i~ishd).  —  S'yama-karna,  as,  a,  am,  black- 
eared  ;  (as),  m.  a  horse  suitable  for  a  horse-sacrifice. 

—  ffydma-kdndd,  f.  a   kind   of  DurvS  grass   (  = 

ganda-durrd).  —  S'ydma-granthi,  is,  f.  =  syama 
kiinda.  —  Sydma-td,   f.  or  fydma-tva,   am,   n 

blackness,  brownnefs.  darkness.  —  S"ydma-deva, 

m.  a  proper  N.  —  S'ydma-pattra,  as,  m.  'black 
leaved,'  the  TamSla  tree.  —  S'ydma-bhde,  as,  as 
as,  of  a  brilliant  black,  glossy  black.  —  Sydma-latd 
f.  the  climbing-plant  Ichnocarpus  or  Echites  Fru 

tescens.  —  Styama-davala,  au,  m.  du.  Yama's  two 

watch-dogs,  (see  fovala.)  —  S'ydma-sandara,  as 
m.  '  dark  and  beautiful,'  epithet  of  Krishna.  —  S'ya 
manga  (°ma-an°),  as,  i,  am,  black-bodied,  dark 
bodied,  black ;  (as),  m.  the  planet  Mercury  or  it: 

regent.  —  S'ycimd-pujd,  f.  the  worship  of  SyamS  o; 
Durga  (on  the  new  moon  of  the  month  Karttika) 

—  Sfydmamll  (°ma-am°),  f.  a  kind  of  shrub  (=»j- 
Idmlfj.^S'ydmd-rahasya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work 
—  Sydmi-kn,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  Sec.,  to  make  black 
or  dark-coloured.  —  tfydmi-lihu,  cl.  j .  P.  -bhavati 
&c.,  to  become  black  or  dark-blue. 

S'ydmaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  edible  grain,  (Panicum 
Frumentaceum  or  Colonum)  ;  a  gramineous  plant 
(am),  n.  a  kind  of  grass  ( =  rohisha-trina). 
Sydmala,  as,  a,  am,  blackish,  black,  dark-blue, 

brownish,  dusky ;  (as),  m.  black  (the  colour)  ;  black 
pepper;  the  sacred  fig-tree;  a  large  bee;  (a),  f., 
N.  of  Durga  or  PSrvat! ;  epithet  of  various  plants 
(  =  a3va-gandha;  =  kata-bhi ;  =  jambu  ;  =  kas- 
turi).  —  Sfydmala-tudd,  f.  a  kind  of  shrub  (  = 
gurijd).  —  S'ydmalekshu  (°la-ik°),  m,  m.  a  sort  of dark  sugar-cane. 

S'ydmalilcd,  f.  the  indigo  plant  (  =  niZt). 
S'ydmaka,  as,  m.  =  S'ydmaka  above. 
Sydmdya,  Nom.  A.  tydmdyate,  -yitum,  to  be- 

come black  or  dark-blue  or  green,  to  prove  impure 
(as  gold). 
Sydmdyani,is,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Yajur- veda. 

Si/dmdyaniya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  Carana. 
Sydmdyamdna,  as,  a,   am,  growing  dark  or 

dusk,  becoming  dusky. 
Sydmikd,  f.  blackness,  impurity,  alloy  (of  metals 

&c.). 

S'ydmita,  as,  a,  am,  blackened,  turned  or  be- come black ;  darkened,  discoloured. 

S'ydva,  as,  a  or  i,  am  (connected  with  fyama), 
brown,  bay,  of  a  brown  or  dark-brown  colour,  dark, 
dusky,  livid ;  drawn  by  bay  horses  (said  of  chariots, 
Ved.) ;  (as),  m.  brown  (the  colour) ;  a  proper  N. ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  horses  of  the  Sun ;  (i),  {.,  Ved. 
night  (  =  rdtri,  Naigh.  I.  7);  [cf.  Russ.  sivyi, 
'  dark-grey. ']  —  ffyava-taila,  as,  m.  '  having  dark- 
brown  oil,'  the  mango  tree.  —  Sydva-dat,  an,  ati, 
at,  or  tydm-danta  or  tydva-dantaka,  as,  d,  am, 
one  who  has  naturally  brown  or  discoloured  teeth, 
brown-toothed,  black-toothed;  (according  to  some 
the  latter  two  words  may  mean  '  having  a  little  tooth 
growing  between  or  over  the  two  front  teeth.') 

Sydvdiva  (°va-ad°),  as,  m.  'having  brown  or 
bay  horses,'  N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi,  (an  Atreya  and 
author  of  several  hymns  in  the  fifth,  eighth,  and 

ninth  Mandalas  of  the  Rig-veda.)  —  S'ytivas'vi,  is, 
m.  a  patronymic  of  the  Vedic  Rishi  Andhigu. 
Sydvaka,  as,  d,  am,  brown,  bay ;  (as),  m.,  Ved., 

M.  of  a  person  under  the  especial  protection  of  Indra ; 
[as),  m.  pi.  the  horses  of  the  Sun. 

s'yala,  as,  m.  (also  written  syala), 
a  wife's  brother,  brother-in-law ;  a  proper  N. ;  (?), 
"  a  wife's  sister ;  [cf.  Gr.  dt\ioi,  ti\ioves.~\  —  Sfydla- 
ndman,  d,  &c.,  called  after  the  name  of  a  brother- 
n-law. 

Sydlaka,  as,  m.  a  wife's  brother;  a  poor  or 
miserable  brother-in-law;  (ail),  f.  a  wife's  sister; iister-in-law. 

S'ydlikd,  f.  a  wife's  sister. 

s'yava.     See  above. 

syeta,  as,  to,  or  fyeni,  am  (probably 
onnerted  with  Jveta),  white,  of  a  white  colour; 
as),  m.  white  (the  colour).  —  &yeta-kolaka,  as, 

m.  the  Saphara  fish,  Cyprinus  Saphore  (commonly called  Punti). 

S'yena,  as,  m.  white  (the  colour)  ;  whiteness, 
paleness  ;  a  hawk,  falcon,  bird  of  prey  ;  '  hawk-like 
conduct,'  violence  ;  a  horse  (Ved.)  ;  a  particular  sacri- 

ficial ceremony  or  imprecatory  rite  ;  N.  of  a  Vedic 
Rishi  (author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  188)  ;  (i), 
f.  white,  (see  above  under  iyeta)  ;  a  female  hawk  ; 
N.  of  a  daughter  of  Kasyapa  (regarded  as  the  mother 
of  hawks)  ;  a  woman  (described  as  resembling  a 
lily-leaf)  ;  a  species  of  the  Trishtubh  metre.  —  Syena- 
kapottya,  am,  n.  the  story  of  the  hawk  and 
pigeon  ;  [cf.  sm.]  —  Syena-karana,  am,  n.  or 
fyena-karanika,  f.  acting  like  a  hawk  (i.  e.  rashly 
or  desperately)  ;  burning  on  a  separate  funeral  pile. 
—  Syena-ghantd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  dantl). 
—  Syena-6it,  t,  m.  a  hawk-feeder,  hawk-keeper, 
falconer  ;  a  receptacle  shaped  like  a  hawk  (for  sacri- 

ficial   fire  &c.)  —  Syena-jit,   t,   m.    a   proper   N. 

—  S'yenajid-dkhydna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  episode  in 
the  MahJ-bharata.  —  S'yena-jhnn,  i,  m.  one  who 
lives  by  selling  or  training  hawks,  a  falconer.  —  S'ye- 
iia-patvan,  d,  art,  a,  Ved.  going  like  a  hawk  or 
going  as  fast  as  a  horse.  —  Syenopadeta  (°na-up°), 
as,  m.  recommendation  or  injunction  to  women  to 
burn  on  a  separate  funeral  pile. 
Syenika,  f.  a  kind  of  metre. 
Syaita,  us,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family  ;  (am),  n.,  N. 

of  a  SSman. 

Syainampatd,  f.  (fr.  S'yena  +pdta),  hawking, 
hunting,  the  chase. 

syai,  cl.  I.  A.  syayate,  sasye,  syus- 

yate,  afydsta,  fydtnm,  to  go,  move;  to 
coagulate,  be  congealed,  freeze  ;  to  dry  up,  wither  : 

Pass,  iydyate  :  Caus.  fydpayati,  -yttum  :  Desid. 
fifyasate  :  Intens.  Jdfyayate,  tdiyeti,  iaiyati. 
Sita,  as,  d,  am.     See  p.  1010,  col.  2. 
Slna,  as,  a,  am.     See  p.  1010,  col.  3. 
Sydna,  as,  d,  am,  gone  ;  coagulated,  congealed  ; 

viscous,  thick,  sticky,  adhesive  (as  clarified  butter)  ; 
shrunk  up,  shrunk  ;  (am),  n.  smoke.  —  Syana- 
pulina,  as,  d,  am,  having  shrunk  or  dry  sand- 

banks (as  a  river  in  the  hot  season). 

TOm 

Syonaka  or  syonaka,  as,  m.  (said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  fyai),  the  plant  Bignonia  or  Calosanthes Indica,  (see  kanaka.) 

frank  (also  written  slank,  srank), 

cl.  i.  A.  s"rankate,  tairaitkc,  tranki- 
tum,  to  go,  move,  creep. 

frany  (also  written  slang,  soang, 
sttartg),  cl.  I.  P.  irangati,  &c.,  to  go, move ;  to  shake  (?). 

fran,  cl.  i.  P.  sranati,  &c.,  cl.  10. 
P.  (or  Caus.)  irdnayati,  iranayati, 

-yitum,  Aor.  atfisranat  and  asasranat,  to  give, 

;rant,  present. 
,  ind.  (a  kind  of  prefix  combined 

or  compounded  with  rt.  I.  dhd,  and  in  the  Veda 
with  rt.  I.  kri,  and  generally  implying)  faith,  trust, 
jelief,  (enumerated  among  the  satya-namani  in 
^Jaigh.  III.  10 ;  Say.  irat  =  satydni,  Rig-veda  VIII. 
75.  2 ;  cf.  Lat.  cred  in  cred-o.) 
Sfrad-dadhat,  at,  ati,  at,  having  faith ;  trusting, 

>elieving ;  respecting,  venerating. 
Srad-dadhdna,  as,  d,  am,  having  faith,  &c.  ( = 

frad-dadhat) ;  a  believer.  —  Sraddadhdna-ld,  f. 
aith,  (Manu  VII.  86.) 

S'rad-dha,  as,  d,  am,  having  faith,  believing  in, 
rusting ;  (a),  f.  faith,  belief,  trust,  confidence,  (said 

o  be  also  am,  n.) ;  belief  in  the  S'astras  or  divine 
evelation ;  calmness  or  composure  of  mind ;  inti- 

macy ;  respect,  reverence ;  hope,  wish,  vehement 
esire,  the  longing  of  a  pregnant  woman ;  purity, 

the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  151.  is  attributed  to  Sraddha 
Camayanl.)  —  S'rarldhd-krita,  as,  a,  am,  done 
vith  faith.  —  Sraddhd-jddya,  am,  n.  blind  or  obsti- 

ate  adherence  to  one's  faith.  -  S'raddhd-deva,  as. 
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m.,  Ved.  epithet  of  Manu;    [cf.  irdddha-deva.~\ 
—  Sraddhdnvita  (°dhd-an°),  as,  a,  am,  endowed 
with  faith,   faithful,  believing.  —  Sraddhd-manat, 

at,  at,  at,  Ved.  having  a  faithful  mind,  faithful- 

hearted.  —  S"raddhd-maya,  at,  i,  am,  full  of  faith, 
believing.  —  Sraddlid-yukta,  at,  a,  am,  having 

faith,  believing.  —  Srculdha-rahita,  as,  a,  am,  de- 
prived of  faith,  distrusting,  disbelieving.  —  Sraddhd- 

rat,  an,  all,  at,  having  faith,  trusting,  believing. 
—  Sraddha-virahita,  at,  a,  am,  void  of  faith, 

destitute  of  belief.  —  S'raddhd-tamanvita,  as,  a,, 
am,=traddkanmta  above. 

&rad-dhd  (cf.  perhaps  cred-o  for  cred-do),  cl.  3. 

P.  A.  -dadhdti,  -dhatte,  -dhdtum,  to  place  con- 
fidence in,  have  faith  in,  trust,  believe,  (graddhatum 

arhah,  worthy  to  be  believed,  trustworthy);  to 
respect. 

Srad-dhdtri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  believes,  a 
believer. 

Sraddhdlu,  us,  us,  u,  disposed  to  trust,  faithful, 

believing;  desirous,  wishing;  (us),  f.  a  pregnant 
woman  longing  for  anything. 
&rad-dheya,  as,  n,  am,  to  be  trusted,  reliable, 

worthy  of  confidence.  —  Sraddheya-td,  f.  trust- 
worthiness. 

srath  or  sranth  (connected  with 

"V  rt.  .<lath,  of  which  it  appears  to  be  an 
older  form ;  cf.  also  rt.  gratli),  cl.  I.  9.  10.  P.  sra- 
thati,  sranthati,  fratlmati  (Ved.  also  A.  irath- 
nite),  irdthayati,  iranthayati,  fadrantha  (or  4a~ 
tratha,  jrd  pi.  tairanthuh  or  srethuh,  Pan.  I.  2, 6), 
tranthishyati,  atranthlt  (Ved.  forms  tidratJiat, 
tiirathas,  tisrathantu,  drathnds),  irathitum, 
iranlhitum,  fadthayitum,  to  untie,  loosen,  let  loose, 
discharge,  liberate,  set  free,  release,  remove ;  to 
hurt,  injure,  destroy,  kill,  (usually  cl.  9.  or  sra- 
thati  for  snathati,  cf.  rt.  inath);  to  bind,  tie, 
connect,  arrange  [cf.  rt.  grath] ;  to  strive  eagerly, 
endeavour,  use  exertion,  (in  this  sense  only  cl. 
10);  to  delight  repeatedly,  amuse;  cl.  I.  9.  A. 
tranthate,  irathnite  (in  neut.  sense  or  Pass,  refl.}, 
to  be  loosened  or  dissolved  or  untied,  to  be  loose ; 

to-be  weak;  to  be  shallow;  cl.  10.  P.  A.  iratha- 
yati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  loosen,  release  (Ved.) ;  to 
relax  efforts;  to  be  loose  or  relaxed,  be  weak 

or  infirm:  Caus.  tranthayati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor. 
aiairanthat,  -ta,  to  cause  to  loosen,  release,  &c. ; 

[cf.  Or.  *A4r0o>,  Ko\a6ot ;  Lat.  cratet,  rete,  res-tit 
(for  ret-tit);  Goth,  af-hlathan;  Old  Germ,  hla- 
dan,  JUast ;  Angl.  Sax.  Uadan,  Ucrst.] 
Sratkana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  untying,  loosening ; 

destroying,  killing;  tying,  stringing,  binding,  con- 
necting ;  making  effort,  exertion ;  delighting  repeat- edly. 

Srathitvd,  ind.  having  loosened,  &c. 
Srathndna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  loosening,  untying. 
yrantha,  as,  m.  loosening,  liberating ;  looseness, 

flaccidity ;  tying,  binding,  stringing  together ;  N.  of 
Vishnu. 

Sranthana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  the  act  of  loosening, 

untying ;  tying,  binding,  stringing  together  (flowers 
&c.) ;  killing,  destroying. 
Sranthita,  at,  d,  am,  loosed,  let  loose ;  strung, 

connected,  bound  together;  hurt,  injured,  killed; 
overcome,  overpowered ;  delighted. 

Sranthitva,  ind.  having  loosened,  &c. 

^TJf  srad-dha,  frad-dha,  &c.  See  under 
trot. 

•siM<lJ  srapana,  s'rapita,  &c.    See  cols.  2, 3. 

VJJ4J  sram,  cl.  4.  P.  sramyati  (sometimes 
\  also  A.  -te),  rforframa,  arframai  or 

airamtt,  framitum,  to  make  effort,  exert  one's 
self,  take  pains;  to  perform  acts  of  penance  or 
austerity,  mortify  the  body ;  to  be  wearied  or  fatigued  ; 
to  be  distressed  or  pained  :  Pass,  iramyate,  Aor. 
adrami :  Caus.  tramayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  aifUra- 
mat;  [cf.  perhaps  Angl.  Sax.  hearm;  Old  Germ. 
ramm,  ramjan.] 

Sramo,  at,  m.  exertion,  labour,  toil,  taking  pains ; 

penance,  austerity,  mortification  of  the  body ;  hard 
study,  {iramam  Teri,  to  make  exertion,  study); 
exercise,  military  exercise,  drill ;  weariness,  fatigue ; 
distress,  pain.  —  Srama-karehita,  at,  d,  am,  worn 

out  by  toil ;  weighed  down  with  fatigue.  —  fframa- 

jala,  am,  n.  '  toil-water,'  perspiration.  —  Srama- 
mohita,  at,  a,  am,  bewildered  by  exertion,  para- 

lysed or  stupefied  by  fatigue.  —  Srama-sddhya,  at, 
a,  am,  to  be  accomplished  by  labour.  —  &rama- 
siddha,  as,  a,  am,  accomplished  by  labour  or  exer- 

tion. —  Srama-sthdna,  am,  n. '  labour-place,'  a  place 
for  work  or  exercise,  workshop,  drilling-place.  —  SVa- 

mdinbu  (°ma-a7»°),  «,  n. '  toil-water,'  perspiration ; 
[cf.  irama-jala.]  —  Sramdrta  (°ma-ar°),  as,  d, 
am,  overcome  with  fatigue,  wearied. 

Sramana,  as, a  art, am,  making  effort  or  exertion, 

toiling,  labouring ;  following  a  low  or  menial  busi- 
ness ;  base,  vile,  bad ;  (o»),  m.  one  who  performs 

acts  of  penance  and  austerity,  an  ascetic,  devotee, 
one  who  restrains  his  passions  and  mortifies  his  body ; 
a  religious  mendicant ;  a  Buddhist  ascetic ;  a  beggar ; 

(d,  i),  f.  a  woman  of  low  caste  or  business ;  a  female 
mendicant,  (kumara-iramana,  a  female  mendicant 
even  in  girlhood) ;  a  handsome  woman ;  Bengal 

madder  ( =  manj ishthd) ;  another  plant  (  =  m«n- 
diri) ;  Indian  spikenard  ( =jatd-mdnst). 

Sframanaya,  Nom.  A.  iramandyate,  -yitum,  to 
become  a  Sramana,  become  a  beggar,  be  reduced  to 
beggary. 

Sramayu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  weary,  overcome  with 
fatigue. 

Sramin,  t,  ini,  i,  making  great  efforts,  laborious, 
diligent ;  undergoing  fatigue  or  weariness ;  wearying, 
tiring. 

Srdnta,  as,  a,  am,  wearied,  fatigued,  tired,  ex- 
hausted, distressed ;  calmed,  tranquil ;  (as),  m.  one 

whose  passions  are  subdued,  an  ascetic.  —  SVdnto- 
samvahana,  at,  d,  am,  soothing  a  weary  person 
(by  rubbing  or  shampooing  his  limbs) ;  relieving 
or  tending  the  wearied  (by  offering  a  seat  &c.). 

Srdntt,  is,  (.  fatigue,  weariness,  exhaustion. 
SVamo,  as,  m.  a  temporary  shed  (=mandapa) ; 

a  month ;  time. 

srambh  (also  written  srambh;  ge- 
nerally found  with  the  prefix  vi,  see  r»- 

tranibh,  p.  943),  cl.  I.  A.  trambkate,  daframbhe, 

irambhishyatc,  irambhitum,  to  be  careless  or  inat- 
tentive, be  negligent,  neglect ;  to  err,  do  wrong. 

^Hl  sraya,  srayana,  &c.  See  p. 1025,  col.  2. 

'Sra  frava,  s'ravaka,  fravana,  &c.  See 
p.  1017,  col.  i. 

TOT  s'ro  or  s'rai  (also  written  srai,  cf.  sat ; 
connected  with  rt.  1.  irl),  cl.  i,  4.  P.  Srati, 

trdyati  (or  cl.  I.  if  ft.  the  form  irai),  datfrau, 
irdtyati,  airdtit,  irdtum,  to  boil,  seethe,  cook, 
dress,  mature,  ripen ;  to  sweat :  Pass,  drdyate,  Aor. 

atirayi :  Caus.  irapayati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  adl- 
trapat,  to  cause  to  boil  or  cook,  to  boil ;  to  render 

mature  or  ripe ;  s"rdpayati,  -yitum,  to  make  hot, 
heat;  to  cause  to  sweat,  (according  to  Vopa-deva 
XXI.  16.  irapayati **pra4atyam  dtashte):  Pass, 

of  Caus.  s"rapyate  or  s~rdpyate,  Aor.  airdpi  or 
adrapi :  Desid.  Milrdsati :  Intern,  id^rdyate,  id- 
irdti,  tdireti;  [cf.  Gr.  npl Davos,  Kplftavov,  n\i- 
0avos,  KpifidvTj,  tepdfiifios,  Kapiros,  KOfflfjQJ, 
TTOS,  (probably)  xpavpos,  (perhaps  also)  x 

Ktpvov,  (according  to  some  also  perhaps)  apros  for 
KafiTas  or  Kparos,  K&yxpvs  for  tcapxpvs ;  Trtpxafa : 

Lat.  cremare,  carbo,  (probably)  calere,  cinit;  cu- 
lina:  Goth,  kauri,  hlaif-s:  Old  Germ,  riji  (  = 
Mod.  Germ,  reif),  herpitt :  Angl.  Sax.  heordh, 

klaf,  hcETffcBtt,  ftcErfest,  ripe :  Lith.  it-sirpstti : 

Hib.  cramhalm,  '  I  concoct,  digest.'] 
Sfrita,  at,  d,  am,  boiled,  &c.     See  s.  v. 

Srapana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  the  act  of  causing  to  boil or  boiling. 

Srapaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  boiled. 

Srapayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  boil,  boiling, 
cooking. 

SrapayHavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  boiled. 
Srapayitvd,  ind.  having  caused  to  be  boiled  or 

dressed. 

S'rapita,  at,  a,  am,  caused  to  be  boiled  ;  boiled 
(said  to  be  applied  to  anything  except  water,  milk, 

or  ghee,  cf.  irita)  ',  seethed,  sodden  ;  (o),  f.  rice- 
gruel  ;  (am),  n.  boiled  meat,  &c. 
Srdna,  as,  a,  am,  boiled  (said  to  be  applied  to 

anything  except  water,  milk,  or  ghee),  stewed,  cooked, 
prepared,  dressed  [cf.  Mta,  2.  srita]  ;  moist,  wet  ; 

(d),  f.  rice-gruel  ;  (am),  n.  boiled  meat,  &c. 
ffrdta,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  =  tfraria  above. 

sraddha,  as,  d,   am  (fr.  ̂ rad-dha, 
see  i"rad-dha),  faithful,  believing;  (am),  n.,  N. 
of  a  kind  of  funeral  rite  or  ceremony  in  honour  of 

the  departed  spirits  of  dead  relatives  observed  with 

great  strictness  at  various  fixed  periods  and  on  oc- 
casions of  rejoicing  as  well  as  mourning,  (these  cere- 
monies are  of  three  principal  kinds,  I.  Nitya,  i.e. 

general  and  constant,  in  honour  of  the  Pitris  or 
deceased  ancestors  and  progenitors  collectively  [also 

called  pdrvana,  ashtaka,  q.  q.  v.  v.],  when  three 
Pindas  or  balls  of  meal  [see  pinda]  and  water  are 

offered  to  three  paternal  ancestors  and  three  maternal 

forefathers  [see  jritfi]  :  t.  Naimittika,  i.  e.  occasional 
and  special,  as,  for  instance,  in  behalf  of  a  parent  or 
some  one  relative  recently  deceased  [called  also 

ekoddiskta,  q.  v.]  ;  the  object  being  twofold,  viz. 
first,  the  re-embodying  of  his  soul  in  some  kind  of 
form  after  burning  his  corpse  ;  secondly,  the  raising 
him  from  the  regions  of  the  atmosphere,  where  he 
would  otherwise  roam  among  demons  and  evil 
spirits,  to  a  particular  heaven  above,  where  he  is,  as 

it  were,  deified  among  the  shades  of  departed  kins- 
men ;  the  offering  of  the  funeral  Pinda  or  ball  of 

meal  is  in  this  case  the  office  of  the  nearest  male 

kinsman,  and  confers  the  title  to  any  property  that 

may  be  inherited  :  3.  KSmya,  i.  e.  voluntary  and 
performed  apparently  by  way  of  supererogation  for 

the  greater  benefit  of  deceased  ancestors  or  for  ob- 
taining increase  of  religious  merit,  &c.  :  other  Srad- 

dha  ceremonies  and  oblations  appear  to  have  more 
reference  to  the  living  than  the  dead,  and  to  be 
performed  either  for  the  sake  ofpushli  and  vriddhi, 

'  increase  of  prosperity,'  &c.,  or  as  thank-offerings  on 
various  joyful  occasions,  such  as  the  birth  of  a  son, 
when  gifts  and  food  are  offered  to  the  living  relations 
and  assisting  Brahmans  present:  there  is  also  an 

important  S'raddha,  called  Daiva,  in  honour  of  the 
Vilva-devas  or  Visve  DevSh,  '  deities  collectively  ' 

[see  viilva]:  the  S'raddha  to  a  recently  deceased relative  should  be  offered  on  the  day  after  mourning 

expires,  and  at  intervals  during  twelve  successive 
months,  and  afterwards  on  all  anniversaries  of  his 
death;  that  to  the  Pitris  collectively  should  take 

place  on  the  dark  fortnight  of  a  lunation  as  well  as 
at  various  other  seasons,  different  names  being  given 

to  the  various  Sriddhas  according  to  the  times  and 
objects  of  their  performance,  see  ashtaka,  ekddafi, 

mdsika,  anv-dhdrya,  dafa-pinda-irdddha,  preta- 

irdddha,  sapindana,  mahdlaya,  vriddhi-srdd- 
dha,  iuddhi,  ndndi-mukha)  ;  gifts  or  offerings  at 
a  S'raddha.  -SraddAo-iara,  as,  i,  am,  or  srdd- 

dha-kartri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  performs  a  S'rad- dha, the  offerer  of  an  obsequial  oblation.  —  Sraddha- 

karman,  a,  n.  a  S'raddha  rite,  a  funeral  ceremony. 
-  Srdddha-kalpa,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  Parisishta  of  the 
Yajur-veda  (ascribed  to  KatySyana).  -  Sidddlia- 
tcalpa-bhathya,  am,  n.  a  commentary  on  the 
Sraddha-kalpa  (ascribed  to  Gobhila).  —  Srdddha- 
kalpa-latd,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Nanda-pandita. 
—  S'rdddha-krit,  t,  m.  the  performer  of  a  funeral 

rite.  —  S'rdddha-kriyd,  f.  a  S'raddha  ceremony, 
funeral  rite.  —  S^rdddha-dandrikd,  f.  '  SrSddha- 
elucidation,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  S'rdddha-dintdiriani, 

is,  m.  '  Sraddha-gem,'  N.  of  a  work  by  S'iva-rama  on 
funeral  rites.  —  Srdddha-tattva,  am,  n.  '  Sriddha- 

truth,'  N.  of  two  portions  of  Raghu-nandana's  Smriti- 
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tattva  (called  respectively  the  Chandoga-sVaddha- 

tattva  and  the  Yajurvedi-sraddha-tattva).—  S'rdddha- 
tatti'a-tikii,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Kas'i-rama 
on  the  Chandoga-sraddha-tattva.  —  S'raddha-tva, 
am,  n.  faithfulness;  the  being  a  S'raddha.  —  Srdd- 
dha-da,  as,  m.  the  offerer  of  a  Sraddha.  —  S'rad- 
dha-dina,  an,  am,  m.  n.  the  day  of  a  Sraddha,  the 
anniversary  of  the  death  of  a  near  relative.  —  Srad- 

dka-dlpa-kalikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  S'rddd/ia- 
dlpikd,  (.  '  S'raddha-elucidation,'  N.  of  a  work. 
—  S'raddha-deva,  as,  m.  any  god  presiding  over 
funeral  rites  ;    a  Visva-deva  ;    Yama  (lord   of  the 
dead);    Maim  Vaivasvata  (brother  of  Yama  ;    in  a 
former   mundane  age  he   was  Manu   Satya-vrata). 

—  Srdddha-dei'atd,   f.    any  deity  presiding   over 
obsequial  rites  ;  a  Visva-deva  ;  a  Pitri  or  progenitor  ; 
Yama.  —  Srdddha-^pankti,  is,  f.,   N.  of  a  work. 
—  Srdddhu-paddhatt,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Nila- 
kantha.  —  Sriiddha-pradipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 

••  S'rdddha-bhuj  ,  k,  k,  k,  or  drdddha-bhoktri,  td, 
trl,  tri,  eating  food  prepared  at  a  Sraddha,  a  de- 

ceased   ancestor.  —  SraddJia-mayukha,   as,    m. 

'  Sraddha-light,'  N.  of  a  part  of  Nila-kantha's  Bha- 
gavad-bhaskara.  —  Srdddha-viveka,  as,  m.  '  Srad- 
dha-investigation,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Srdddha-idka, 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  pot-herb  (  =  kiila-3aka).  —  S'rdd- 
dha-Hshta,  am,  n.  what  remains  at  a  S'raddha,  food 
that  has  been  presented  to  the  Pitris.  —  S'raddha- 

sangraha,  as,  m.  *  Sraddha-compilation,'  N.  of  a 
work.  —  S'rdddha-sutra,  am,   n.,    N.  of  certain 
aphorisms  by  Katyayana'  on  the  rites  to  be  per- formed at  anniversaries  of  the  death  of  near  relatives. 

—  Srdddha-atai-aka,  as,  m.  a  chapter  on  SrSddhas. 

—  Srdildhopayogin  (fdha-up°),  i,  inl,  i,  service- 
able or  appropriate  for  S'ruddhas. 

Srdddhika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  a  Sraddha  or 

obsequial  rite;  the  recipient  of  an  obsequial  obla- 

tion ;  (arn),  n.  a  present  given  at  a  S'raddha. 
Srdddhin,  i,  int,  i,  having  a  S'rSddha,  any  object or  receiver  of  a  funeral  oblation. 

Srdddhiya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  a 
funeral  ceremony. 

sranta,  srama,  Sec.     See  under  rt. 
fram. 

MI  iji  sriim  (also  written  gram,  see  grti- 
\maya;  perhaps  rather  a  Nom.),cl.  lo.P. 

irdmayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  aiairamat,  to  call,  sum- 
mon, invite  ;  to  counsel,  consult  in  private,  advise. 

tl|H*!K  sramanera,  as,  m.  (fr.  sramana), 

a  follower  or  disciple  of  a  Jaina  or  Buddhist  mendi- 
cant, a  novice,  lay-brother. 

Wt  sraya,  &o.     See  col.  2. 

>5U«t«i  srayasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sreyas),  pro- 
duced in  or  on  the  best,  &c.  ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N. 

^TT^  srava,  sravaka,  sravana,  &c.  See 
p.  1027,  col.  2. 

srdvanfi.     See  fravastt  below. 

sriivasta,  as,  m.  (fr.  sravas),  N.  of 

a  king,  (also  written  sra-caataka  and  idvasta)  ;  (T), 
f.,  N.  of  a  city  situated  north  of  the  Ganges  and 
founded  by  king  Sravasta,  (it  was  the  capital  of 
Kosala,  and  said  tn  have  been  the  place  where  the 

merchant  AnStha-pindada  gave  Buddha  a  building 
for  his  residence  and  the  delivery  of  his  lectures  ;  it 
is  less  correctly  written  tiravantt,  and  is  identified 

with  Dharma-pattana,  q.  v.) 

sri  (some  of  the  forms  of  this  rt., 
such  as  the  Perf.  ,Caus.,  &c.,are  identical  with 

those  of  rt.  I.  sri),  cl.  i.  P.  A.  /Srayati,  -te,  iSMrdya 
(3rd  du.  iiiriyatus,  3rd  pi.  didriyus),  iHfriye  (3rd 

du.  iiiriyate),  ira.yishya.ti,  -te,  atitriyat,  -ta 
(Ved.  forms  airet,  agixret),  tirayitum  (Ved.  Inf. 
driyase),  to  go  to,  approach,  go  near  to,  resort  or 
have  recourse  to,  fly  to  (for  refuge),  approach  for 
protection,  seek  ;  to  go  into,  enter  ;  to  cling  to,  lean 

on,  depend  on,  rest  on ;  to  honour,  serve,  worship, 

devote  or  addict  one's  self  to,  be  devoted ;  to  serve, 
help,  assist ;  to  use,  employ,  make  use  of ;  to  obtain, 
possess,  receive,  (Say.  Unmake  =  drayasi  or  patati, 
Rig-veda  V.  6,  9 ;  cf.  rt.  3rl) ;  to  undergo ;  to 

abide  or  dwell  in  (with  loc.)  :  Pass,  s~riyale,  Aor. 

atirayi:  Caus.  irayayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  afSis'rayat : 
Desid.  s"is"raijishati,  -te,  and  tfidrishati,  -te:  Intens. 
ieinyate,  tesrayiti,  Seireii  ;  [cf.  Gr.  K\iva,  «Ai- 
TVS,  nXiaia  :  Lat.  clt-no,  in-clino,  dims,  (perhaps) 

clem  ens :  Old  Germ,  hlei-tara,  'a  ladder;'  hlinian, 
Jtlinon,  hlinen,  'to  lean  upon;'  obahlinen,  'to 
excel;'  fora-hlinen ;  hlita,  'a  declivity;'  scritan, 
'  to  step  ;'  ytt-sci'itan,  scrit :  Angl.  Sax.  hlynian, 
hlidh,  hlie-dre,  hlce-der,  hold,  hal :  Goth.  Mains, 

hlei-thra,  hlija,  hultk,  (perhaps)  hail :  Lith.  Tcle- 
tis,  a  room  in  the  uppermost  part  of  a  house ;  kle- 

joyu,  '  to  roam  through ;'  klystu  fr.  klydtu,  kly- 
dejit :  Slav,  klje-tj :  Old  Island,  scrid,  '  a  step.'] 

S'iirivas,  van,  yusK,  vat,  one  who  has  gone  to 
or  approached,  &c.,  (PSn.  VII.  2,  67.) 

Sraya,  as,  m.  approaching  for  protection,  asylum, 

refuge,  protection ;  [cf.  it^-iHiraya.'] 
S'rayana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  to  or  approach- 

ing (especially  for  protection),  asylum,  refuge,  pro- 
tection, shelter. 

Srayamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  had  recourse  to,  to 
be  depended  on ;  to  be  sheltered  or  protected. 

Srayamana,  as,  a,  am,  going  to,  entering; 
having  recourse  to,  &c. ;  being  near. 

Srayitarya,  as,  d,  am,  =  irayamya. 
Srayitva,  ind.  having  gone  to  or  approached  (for 

refuge  &c.). 

Srayin  in  sam-s"rayin,  q.  v. 
Sraya,  as,  m.  taking  refuge,  refuge,  reliance, 

shelter,  protection ;  [cf.  uf-ihraya] ;  (as,  i,  am), 

sacred  or  belonging  to  the  goddess  S*rt,  (in  this  sense fr.  2.  rfri.) 

Srayat,  an,  anti,  at,  having  recourse,  taking 

refuge,  &c.,  (s'rayantali=8am-as'ritah,  Nirukta 

VI.  8.) 

Srit,  t,  t,  t  (at  the  end  of  comps.),  going  to,  ap- 
proaching (especially  for  protection),  having  recourse 

to,  dinging  to ;  reaching  to,  rising  to. 
i.irtta,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  col.  3),  gone  to,  ap- 

proached, had  recourse  to,  fled  for  refuge,  approached 
for  protection,  entered,  clung  to,  rested  on,  founded 

on,  placed  on  ;  resting  or  sitting  on,  attached  or  con- 
tiguous to,  connected  with,  joined  with ;  subservient, 

subordinate,  auxiliary ;  protected ;  served,  honoured, 

cherished,  worshipped,  sustained,  covered  with,  over- 
spread ;  contained ;  obtained,  having,  possessing,  as- 

sembled, collected.  —  Srita-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one 
who  has  had  recourse  to  or  taken  refuge  with ;  one 
who  has  served,  &c. 

Sriti,  is,  f.  going  to,  approach,  recourse,  enter- 
ing ;  [cf.  vf-(Jirili .] 

S'rlyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  resorted  to,  being 
approached  for  protection,  &c. 

ftm^Gf  sriya-putra,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird, 
(incorrect  for  priya-jmtra.) 

sriyas,  sriya.     See  p.  1026,  col.  3. 

i  •  s'rish  (=  rt.  i .  s"lish) ,  cl.  I .  P.  sre- 
shati,  iifresha,  ire&liitum,  to  burn. 

JMjy  2.  srish  (probably  an  older  form 
\ofrt.  2.  dish),  cl.  i.  P.  4reshati,  &c., 

to  join,  fix,  infix,  impress,  (Say.  drcshdina  =  dlesha- 

yema  or  frayayema,  '  may  we  infix,'  Rig-veda  IV. 
43,  i;  md  i!reshat  =  <~is'lishtam  ma  bhut,  Met  it 
not  be  left  on  the  ground,"  I.  162,  II.) 

I.  sri  (connected  with  rt.  s'ra),  cl.  9. 
P.  A.  iSrlndti,  incite,  Hifraya,  titriye, 
,  -te,  airaishit,  aireshla,  iretum,  to  cook, 

dress,  mature,  prepare,  (SSy.  tfrinishc  —  drayasi  or  pa- 
Han,  Rig-veda  V.  6,  9  ;  cf.  rt.  iri)  ;  to  mix,  mingle  : 
Caus.  irayatjati,  -yitum,  Aor.  aiiirayat :  Desid.  ̂ *- 
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tirishati,  -te :  Intens.  teiriyale,  feiraylti,  SeSreti  ; 
[cf.  probably  Gr.  Kipvijfu,  nfpaai,  Kfpavvviu,  Ktttpcuu ; 

Lat.  pin-cerna.~\ 2.  Mta,  as,  d,  am  (for  i.  see  col.  2), Ved.  =  s"rita 
below  or  s~rdna  under  rt.  lira  ;  [cf.  s'»  it  a.] 
Srinat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  mixing. 

S'rind,  f.,  Ved.  night,  (a  various  reading  for  girina- in  Naigh.  I.  7.) 

ffrita,  as,  d,  am,  cooked  ;  dressed,  prepared, 
mixed  (said  of  the  Soma  juice,  Say.  =paya-ddibhih 

irayana-dravyair  misritah  or  sanskritah,  Rig- veda  VIII.  2,  28). 

^rt  2.  srf,  is,  f.  (thought  to  be  either  fr. 
rt.  Sri  or  to  be  connected  with  rts.  i.  in,  frai,  s'ra, 
'  to  mature,'  cf.  Lat.  Ceres),  prosperity,  well-being, 
wealth,  happiness,  good  fortune,  success,  thriving  or 
flourishing  condition,  riches,  plenty;  high  rank, 
dignity,  elevation,  sacredness,  majesty,  royalty,  glory, 
fame,  renown  ;  state,  the  insignia  of  royalty  ;  beauty, 

grace,  loveliness,  splendor,  light,  lustre ;  the  twelfth 
digit  of  the  moon  ;  Prosperity  or  Fortune  or  Beauty 
personified  ;  N.  of  Lakshmi  as  goddess  of  prosperity 
or  beauty  (wife  of  Vishnu,  see  lakshml) ;  N.  of 
Sarasvati,  goddess  of  speech  and  learning  (wife  of 

Brahma,  cf.  $"ri-paiii!ami) ;  any  virtue  or  excel- 
lence; decoration,  ornament,  dress;  intellect,  under- 

standing ;  superhuman  power ;  the  three  objects  of 
life  collectively,  (viz.  virtue,  pleasure,  and  wealth,  cf. 

tri-varga) ;  N.  of  the  mother  of  the  Arhat  Kunthu 
(according  to  the  Jainas) ;  the  Sarala  tree,  Pinus 
Longifolia;  the  Vilva  tree;  a  lotus;  cloves,  =  la- 
iianga  ;  a  kind  of  drug,  =  vriddhi  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of 
one  of  the  six  RSgas  or  musical  modes  (according 
to  some  the  fifth,  according  to  others  the  third  or 

first  in  order).  The  word  S'rt  is  frequently  used  as 
an  honorific  prefix  to  the  names  of  deities  [e.  g. 

S'rI-Durg5,  S'rt-Rama],  and  may  be  repeated  twice, 
thrice,  or  even  four  and  five  times  to  express  excessive 

veneration  [e.  g.  SVl-sYl-srl-DurgS]  ;  it  is  also  used 
as  a  respectful  prefix  to  the  names  of  eminent  persons 

Ee.  g.  Srl-Jayadeva]  as  well  as  of  celebrated  works 
z.  g.  Srl-BhSgavata]  and  sacred  objects,  and  is  often 

placed  at  the  beginning  or  back  of  letters,  manu- 
scripts, important  documents,  &c.  —  Sriyam-manya, 

as,  d,  am,  fancying  one's  self  S'rt ;  confiding  in  one's beauty  or  wealth  ;  arrogant,  conceited,  proud,  (also 

written  dri-wanya  according  to  some.)  —  Sriyd- 
ditya,  as,  m.  (iSriya  for  rfri+aff),  a  proper  N. 
—  Sriydnakvla,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Sriya-vdsin,  i, 

m. '  dwelling  with  S'rt,'  epithet  of  Siva,  (according 
to  the  commentator  driyd  saha  vasatiti. )  ~  SVi- 

kanlha,  as,  m.  'holy  or  eloquent  throat,"  epithet 
of  Siva ;  of  Bhava-bhOti  (the  author  of  the  Malatl- 
MJdhava,  &c.) ;  N.  of  a  medical  author ;  of  an  arid 
district  north-west  of  Dehli ;  (f),  {.,  N.  of  a  treatise 

on  the  Saiva  doctrines  (also  called  S'n-kanthtya-sam- 
hita).  —  Srikantha-dikshita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentator. —  S'nkantlia-pada-ldiUhana,  as,   m. 

'  marked  by  the  name  Srt-kantha,'  epithet  of  the 
poet  Bhava-bhuti.  -  SriTcantha-Siva,  as,  m.  epithet 
of   SambrrQ-natha.  —  S'rikantha-sakha,   as,    m. 

'friend  of  Siva,'  epithet  of  Kuvera.  —  S'rikaiMa- 

statia,  as,  m.  '  praise  of  the  district  of  Sn-kantha,' 
N.  of  a  poem.  —  ffrl-kandd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 
bandltyd-karkotaki).  —  &ri-kara,  as,  d  or  i,  am, 
causing  prosperity,  giving  good  fortune;    (as),  m. 
epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  of  the  author  of  a  law-book ;  of 
another  person ;  (dm),  n.  the  red  lotus.  —  8f1-t& 

rana,  as,  m.  '  making  the  word  Sri,"  a  pen.  —  Sri- 
kardtdrya  (°ra-d6°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  philosophical 
writer.  —  Sri-kdnta,  as,  m. '  beloved  by  Sri,'  epithet 
of  Vishnu;    N.  of  the   preceptor   of  Hari-natha. 
—  Sfn-kdma,  as,  a,  am,   desiring   prosperity  or 

happiness.  —  Sri-kdra,  as,  m.  the  word  Sri  written 
at  the  top  of  a  book  or  letter,  &c.  —  Sn-kdrin,  f,  m. 
'  causing  increase,'  a  kind  of  antelope  ( =  kuranga  ; 
the  flesh  of  this  animal  is  considered  highly  nutritious; 

some  make  the  word  3ri-kdri,  f.).  ••  Sri-hula,  N.  of 
a  work.  —  Sri-krama,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Sri-khanda, 

as,  am,  m.  n.  sandal-wood.  —  Srl-ganes'a,  as,  in. 
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the  divine  GaneSa.  —  Sri-gad ita,  am,  n.  a  kind  of 
Upa-rupaka  or  minor  drama  (described  as  a  compo- 

sition in  one  act,  dedicated  chiefly  to  the  goddess 

Sri).  —  Sri-garbha,  as,  m.  '  Fortune-womb,'  epithet 
of  Vishnu  ;  a  sword.  —  Sri-graha,  as,  m.  a  trough 
or  place  for  watering  birds  (  —  ̂ akuni-prajMl}. 

—  Sri-griima,  as,  m.  '  village  of  Fortune,'  N.  of  a 
place.  —  SVi-ardmara,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Narayana. 
—  Srl-gkana,  am,  n.  coagulated  milk,  sour  curds; 

(at),  m.  a   Buddha,  Bauddha  saint.  —  S'rl-(akra, am,  n.  a  kind  of  magical  circle  used  in  the  worship 

of  Tripura-sundari    (  =  trii>ura-iuyidarydh  pujd- 
yantra-rii!eshal>) ;  an  astrological  division  of  the 

body    (said    to    represent    the    uterine     or    pubic 

region) ;  a  wheel  of  Indra's  car ;   the  circle  of  the 
earth,  globe.  —  Sri-ja,  as,  m.  '  born   from   Sri,' 
epithet  of  Kama  (god  of  love).  —  Srl-tdla,  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  palm  tree  ( =  lakshmi-tdla,  =  mridu- 
cVAoda).  —  Sri-da,  as,  a,  am,  bestowing  wealth  or 
prosperity,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Kuvera  (god  of 

riches).  —  Sri-datta, as,  m.  'Fortune-given,'  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  Ac'Sridars'a  and  the  Samaya-pra- 
dlpa.  —  Sri-dayita,  as,  m.  'husband  of  Sri,'  epithet 
of  Vishnu.  —  S'ri-dhara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Sala- 
grama,  q.  v. ;  epithet  of  Vishnu ;   of  an  Arhat  of 
the  past  Utsarpinl  (according  to  the  Jainas) ;  N.  of 
a  commentator  on  the  Bhagavata-PurSna  [cf.  iri- 
dhara-svdmin] ;    of  an  astronomer;    of  a  poet. 
—  Sridliara-mdlava,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Sri- 
dkara-svamin,  t,  m.,  N.  of  the   author   of  the 
Smrity-artha-sara  and  the  following  commentaries, 
the  Atma-prakSsa,  the  Bhagavata-bhavartha-dlpika, 

and  theSubodhinl.  —  Sridharafarya  (°ra-d<f),  as, 
m.  a  proper  N.  —  Srl-dharola,  N.  of  a  town.  — Sri- 

nagara,  am,  a. '  city  of  Fortune,'  N.  of  two  towns 
(one  situated  in  the  district  of  Caunpore,  the  other 

in  Bundelcund).  —  Sn-nandana,  at,  m.  'son  of 
Sri,'  epithet  of  Kama-deva  (god  of  love).  — Sri- 
ndtha,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Srindtha-s'arman,  a, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Alara-landrika,  a  com- 

mentary on    the  Tithi-dvaidha-prakarana,  and  the 
Sara-manjarl  commentary.  —  Sri-niketana,  as,  m. 

'  dwelling  with  Sri,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  S'ri-nivasa, 
as,  m.  '  dwelling  with  Sri/  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  N. 

of  the  author  of  the  Suddhi-dlpika.  —  S'ri-pan- 
faml,  f.  the  fifth  of  the  light  half  of  Magha,  (a 
festival  in  honour  of  Sarasvati,  goddess  of  learning, 

when  books  and  implements  of  writing  are  wor- 
shipped.)— SripaMamwrata,  am,  n.  the  above 

religious   observance.  —  Sri-pati,  is,  m.   '  lord   of 
fortune,'  a   king,  prince ;    epithet  of  Vishnu   (as 
husband  of  Sri) ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Jyotisha- 
ratna-mala  and  of  the  VyavahSra-nirnaya.  —  Sripati- 
datla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Ka-tantra- 
parisishta.  —  Snpati-samufdaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work.  —  Srl-pattana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  Sri- 
patha,  as,  m.  a  royal  road,  highway.  —  Sri-parna, 
am,  n.  a  lotus ;  the  tree  Premna  Spinosa  (the  wood 
of  which  produces  fire  by  attrition) ;  (i),  f.  the  Premna 
Spiuosa ;  the  shrub  Ginelina  Arborea ;  the  medicinal 

plant  Katphala ;  the  silk-cotton  tree ;    the  aquatic 
plant  Pistia  Stratiotes.  —  Sri-partiika,  f.  a  kind  of 
medicinal    shrub  ( =  kal-phala,  commonly  called 
Kayaphal).  —  Sri-parvata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  moun- 

tain or  range  of  mountains ;  of  a  Lii>ga.  —  Sri-pa, 
as,  as,  am,  preserving   fortune.  —  Sri-pisTi(a,  as, 
m.  the  resin  of  the  pine  tree,  turpentine  (prepared 
by  pounding  the  wood  of  the  Sri  or  Sarala  tree), 

—  Sri-pufa,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  metre.  —  Srl-putra, 

as,  m. '  son  of  Sri,'  epithet  of  Kama  (god  of  love) ; 

a  horse;  [cf.  tri-bhrdtri.']  —  Sri-pura,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  town.  —  Sri-pushpa,  am,  n.  cloves;  a  parti- 

cular  fragrant   wood    (*-padma-kdsht}w.).  —  Sri- 
ptiala,  am,  n.  the  Vilva  tree  or  fruit ;  another  tree 

(  =  rajada.nl);   (a),  (.  the  indigo  plant;  (another 
plant    (  =  kshudra-kdravelU);    (i),   (.  the  indigo 
plant,  Emblic  Myrobalan.-SVi-^AttHA-ii,  f.  a  kind 
of  plant  (  =  knt,udra-kdraveUi);  another  plant  (<= 
maM-ntlD.-Sri-bali,  N.  of  a  village.  -  Sri-bha- 
da,  at,  m.  a  proper  N.  -  Srl-ltlwdra,  as,  m.  the 
fragrant  grass  Cyperus  Rotundus.  —  Sri-bluigavata, 

am,  n.  '  the  sacred  BhSgavata,"  epithet  of  the  cele- 
brated Bhagavata-Purana  (said  to  contain  18,000 

verses,  see  bkdgavata).  —  Sri-bhtiskya,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  commentary  by  Ramanuja  on  the  Brahma-sutra. 

—  Sri-bhriitri,  td,  m.  'brother  of  Lakshml,'  the 
moon ;  a  horse,  (the  moon  and  the  horse  UWaih- 
sVavas,  q.  v.,  being  recovered  with  Lakshml  at  the 
churning  of  the  ocean.)  —  Sri-mangala,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  Tirtha.  —  Sri-mat,  an,  all,  at,  possessed  of 
fortune,    fortunate,    prosperous,   thriving ;    wealthy, 
opulent ;    beautiful,   pleasing  ;    famous,    illustrious  ; 
(<1«),  m.  epithet  of  Vishnu  (as  husband  of  Sri);  of 
Kuvera  (the  god  of  wealth) ;  of  Siva ;  a  title  applied 
to  any  exalted  or  venerable  person ;  a  kind  of  tree 
(commonly  called   Tila  or  Tilaka) ;   the  Asvattha 

fig-tree ;   (atl),  f.  a  title  applied  to  women  ;   N.  of 
the  mother  of  Madhavalarya.  —  Sri-mati,  is,  f.,  N.  ' 
of  Radlia.  —  Srimat-ta,  (.  prosperity,  thriving  con- 

dition, beauty.  —  Sri-mada,  as,  m.  the  intoxication 
produced  by  prosperity.  —  Srlmad-dattopanuhad 

(°ta-up°),  t,  (.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad;  [cf.  dattupa- 
nisliad.]  —  Sri-maldpahd  (°la-ap°),  f.  a  kind  of 
shrub  (  =  dhumra-pattra).—  Sri-mastaka,  as,  m. 

Lakshml's  head;  garlic.  —  Sri-mala,  N.  of  a  dis- 
trict ;  of  a  town  (said  to  have  been  built  by  VisVa- 

karman).  —  Srimdla-khanda,  N.  of  a   book   of 
the  Skanda-Purana.  —  Srimdla-mdhutyma,  am,  n. 

'  greatness  of  Sri-mala,'  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Skanda- 
Purana  (containing  fifty-four  chapters  descriptive  of 
the  origin,  sanctity,  and  Tirthas  of  Sri-mala).  —  SVe- 
mukha,  am,  n.  a  beautiful  face ;  (as),  m.  epithet 

of  the  seventh  (or  forty-first)  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle 
of  sixty  years ;  the  word  Sri  written  on  the  back  of 
a  letter.  —  Sri-mudrd,  f.  a  particular  mark  made 
on  the  forehead  &c.  by  the  worshippers  of  Vishnu. 

—  SVi-nrosA,  t,  t,  t,  stealing  beauty.  ••  Sri-murti, 

is,  f.  '  sacred  or  divine  image,'  an  image  of  Vishnu ; 
any  idol.  —  Sri-yukta  or  irl-yuta,  as,  d,  am,  'en- 

dowed with  Sri,'  happy,  fortunate ;  wealthy,  opulent ; 
famous,  illustrious,  (prefixed  as  an  honorific  title  to 
the  names  of  men,  and  in  the  common  language 

written  iri-yut.)  —  Sri-ranga,  as,  m. '  holy  Ran-ga,' 
N.  of  Vishnu ;  (according  to  some)  of  Siva ;   (ac- 

cording to  others)  of  an  ancient  king  who  founded 

the  city  ofSeringapatam.  —  S'riranga-pattatM,  am, 
n.  '  Vishnu's  city,"  the  city  of  Seringapatam  (situated 
in  Mysore  on  an  island  in  the  channel  of  the  Ka- 
veri,  said  to  have  been  founded  by  an  ancient  king 
who  called  it  after  himself  or  by  a  devotee  who 

dedicated  it  to  Vishnu).  —  Sri-rasa,  as,  m.  'juice 

of  the  Sarala  tree,'  turpentine ;  resin.  —  Sri-rdga, 
as,  m.  the  fifth  (or  according  to  some,  third  or  first) 
of  the  Ragas  or  personified  musical  modes,  (see  M.) 

—  Sri-rdma,  as,  m.  the  divine  Rama,  i.e.  Rama- 
<!.urir.-i  (whose  name  in  this  form  is  used  as  a  saluta- 

tion by  those  who  worship  Vishnu  in  this  Avatara). 
—  Srirfima-navami,  f.   the   ninth   of  the   light 
half  of  the  month  Caitra,  observed  as  a  festival  in 

honour  of  the  birthday  of  Rama-candra  (when  cere- 
monies are  said  to  be  performed  with  the  S51a-grama 

and  Tulasi  leaves).  —  Srirdma-paddhati,  is,  f.,  N. 
of  a  work  on  the  proper  mode  of  worshipping  Rama 
(attributed  to  Ramanuja).—  Sri-lakshmana,  as,  a, 
am,  characterized  by  Sri.  —  Sri-lntd,  (.  a  kind  of 

plant  («=  mahd-jyotwhmati).  —  Sri-vatsa,  ax,  m. 

'  the  favourite  of  the  goddess  of  fortune,'' epithet  of 
Vishnu;   a  particular  mark  or  curl  of  hair  on  the 
breast  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna  (said  to  be  white  and 
represented  in  pictures  by  a  symbol  resembling  a 
cruciform  flower);   the  emblem  of  the  tenth  Jina 

(or  Vishnu's  mark  so  used) ;  a  hole  made  through 
a  wall  by  a   housebreaker ;    epithet  of  the  eighth 

astronomical  Yoga.  —  S'rivatsakin,  i,  m.   a   horse 
having  a  curl  of  hair  on  his  breast  (resembling  that 
of  Vishnu).  —  Srivatsa-dharin,  i,  m.  or  .<rivatsa- 

bhrit,  t,  m.  '  wearing  the  SrI-vatsa  mark,'  epithet 
of  Vishnu.  —  Srivatta-lalishman,  a,  or  frlratsa- 

Idnc/iana  or  drivatsanka  (°sa-an°),  as,  m. '  having 
the  SrI-vatsa  mark,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Sri-vara, 
as,  m.,   N.  of  the  author  of  the  Jaina-taian-ginI 
(which  is  said  to  be  a  continuation  of  the  Raja- 

taran-ginl  up  to  the  year  A.D.  1477).  —  Sri-varaha, 

as,  m.  '  the  divine  boar,'  epithet  of  Vishnu  (in  his 
boar-incarnation).  —  Sri-vardhana,  as,  m.  epithet 
of  Siva.  —  Sri-vallabha,  as,  m.  a  favourite  of  for- 

tune. —  Sri-valli,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (—kanta-valli). 
—  Sri-rati,  f.    a    kind  of  plant  (  =  ndga-vall>). 

—  Sri-rdraka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb  ( =  sitii- 

vara).  —  Sri-rasa,  as,  m.   '  dwelling   with    Sri,' epithet  of  Vishnu ;   of  Siva ;   a  lotus ;   turpentine. 

—  S'ri-vdsas,  ds,  m.  =  s'ri-vdsa,  turpentine.  —  SVt- 

vijaya-pras'asti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Sri-vidyi, 
(.  exalted  science ;   a  form  of  Durg3  ( =  maltd-vi- 

dyd-rUeshah  or   tripura-sundarf).  —  Srl-i-isala, 

as,  d,  am,  abounding  in  good  fortune.  —  Sri-rrik- 
$ha,  as,  m.  the  sacred  fig-tree,  Ficus  Religiosa ;  the 
Vilva  tree;  a  ring  or  curl  of  hair  on  the  chest  and 

forehead  of  a  horse ;  [cf.  sYira(safcm.]  —  Sri-vrik- 
shaka,  as,  m.  a  curl  or  lock  of  hair  on  the  chest  of 

a  horse,  (perhaps  for  dri-vatsaka.)  —  Srivriksha- 
nai'ami-vrata,  am,  n.  epithet  of  a  particular  re- 

ligious  observance.  —  Sri-veshta,  as,  m.   '  Sarala- 
exudation,' turpentine ;  resin.  —  Sri-i'aishnava,  as, 
m.  a  member  of  the  Vaishnava  sect  (especially  a 

follower  of  Ramanuja).  —  Sri.fa  (irl-iia),  as,  m. 

'  husband   of  Sri,'  epithet   of  Vishnu ;    of  R2ma- 
t'-andra,  (his  wife  Sita  being  regarded  as  an  incarna- 

tion of  Sri  or  Lakshml.)—  Sri-ialmali-bhdnda- 
tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Sri-iaka-tirtha, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Sri-daila,  as,  m.  '  Sri's 
mountain,"  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Sri-sanjna,  am,  n. 
'  called  after  Sri,"  doves  (the  various  names  of  Sri  are 
applied  to  this  spice).  —  Sri-mrastati,  tyau,  f.  du. 
Lakshmi   and   Sarasvati.  —  Sri-sahodara,  as,  m. 

'  brother  of  Sri,"  the  moon  (so  called  from  having 
been   produced  with  Sri  and  other  objects  at  the 

churning  of  the  ocean).  —  Sri-sul: ta,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  Vedic  hymn.  —  Sri-sraja,  am,  n. ,  see  Vopa-deva 
VI.  7.  —  Sri-itari,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu.  (Sri-harer 
utthdnam,  N.  of  a  festival  on  the  fourteenth  day  of 

the  month  Karttika.)— S'ri-hastini,  (.  the  sunflower, 
Heliotropium  Indicum  (so  called  as  held  in  the  hand 

of  Sri  or  Lakshml).  —  Sry-dhva,  am,  n.  'having 
the  name  of  Sri,'  a  lotus,  (the  goddess  Sri  or  Lak- 

shml is  said  to  have  appeared  first  from  within  this 
flower  and  thence  derives  many  of  her  names.) 

SVt'yas,Ved.  happiness,  prosperity ;  ornament,  deco- 
ration, (Say.  driyase  —  driye,  Rig-veda  V.  59, 3.) 

Sriyd,  (.,  Ved.  (for  2.  .s'ri),  the  wife  of  Vishnu, 
(thought  by  some  to  be  a  doubtful  form. ) 
Srika  —  2.  frl  (at  the  end  of  adj.  comps.,  e.g. 

punya-irlka,  possessing  pure  majesty ;  cf.  niAHrika, 

Srila,  as,  a,  am,    prosperous,  fortunate  ;    rich, 

wealthy  ;  famous,  celebrated. 
srita.     See  p.  1025,  col.  3. 

frlshavayana,  N.  of  a  part  of 

the  Romaka-siddhSnta. 

wr  i.  sru  (regarded  by  native  gram- 
O  marians  as  an  irregular  rt.  of  cl.  i),  cl.  5.  P. 

xfiiiiiti  (ep.  also  A.  ilrinute,  1st  du.  P.  irinnrax 
or  Grimms),  Impv.  irinutu  (and  sing.  Mnu  Ved., 
sriniiiii,  1,'rinudhi,  Pan.  VI.  4,  IO2,  and  JriuVii, 

as  if  cl.  2),  s"u6rava  (2nd  sing,  (ufrotka,  1st  du. 
iuiruva,  1st  pi.  sf«.<r«ma),  atranshit,  (Ved.  forms 

sYos/ian  =  irinvanti,  s~roshantu  =  irinrantu, 
ifitfvishe,  drinotu,  drinavat,  Ararat,  fuimvat), 
ilrdtum,  to  hear,  listen  to  (with  aoc.),  give  ear 

to  (with  ace.  or  gen.)  ;  to  be  attentive,  be  obedient, 

obey  ;  to  go  (according  to  Vopa-deva)  :  Pass.  sY«- 

yate  (iiinre  =  trnyate,  Rig-veda  I.  74,  7;  jfn'n- 
vire  =  druyante,  Rig-veda  1.  1  5,  8),  Aor.  airavi,  to 
be  heard;  to  be  celebrated  or  renowned  (Ved.); 
to  be  called  (Ved.)  :  Caus.  irarayati,  -te,  -yitum, 

Aor.  aiiiravat,  -ta,  or  aiusrai'at,  -ta,  to  cause 
any  one  to  hear  anything  (with  two  ace.),  tell,  nar- 

rate, relate:  Pass,  of  Caus.  druvyste  :  Desid.  of 

Caus.  didrdvayisltati,  -te,  or  (according  to  some) 
iuirdrayishaii,-te:  Desid.  guirushate,  to  desire  to 
hear  or  listen  to  ;  to  attend  to,  obey,  be  obedient  to 
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(with  ace.) ;  to  wait  upon,  tend,  serve :  Intens. 

dos'ruyate,  soiramti,  tfoiroti  ;  [cf.  Gr.  K\V-W, 
K&.V-OI  (  =  s'rudhi),  K\V-TU-S  (  =  .^ruia),  K^f-os, 
KKf-i-oj,  K\t-o~fiai,  K\f-tv-6-s,  K\(I~TO-S,  a-fcpo-a- 
o/xa;,  (perhaps  also)  nXaiw,  ttXavatu,  Ka\caj  for 
KXaptta :  Lat.  cltt-o,  clu-e-o,  cli-ens,  in-clu-tu-s, 
clamo,  (probably  also)  aus-cul-to,  laudo  for 
claus-do :  Go'.h.  hKu-ma,  hrothcigs,  (perhaps) 
hausja  for  hlausja :  Old  Germ,  hlu-t  (  =  ilmta 

=  Mod.  Germ.  Laut);  hluti,'z  sound;'  hl&tian, 
'  to  sound ;'  hliu-munt  ( =  Mod.  Germ.  Leumund), 
hlio-tar ;  hlo-s-en,  hloson,  klosian,  losen,  '  to 
hear;'  horin;  hlamon :  Old  Sax.  hlu$-t;  hlam&n, 
'  to  sound :'  Angl.  Sax.  hlud,  klyd,  hloican,  hlyn, 
hlyrian  (?),  hliosa,  hlyst,  hlystan :  Eng.  listen  : 

Slav,  slu-ti,  slov-o,  '  a  word ;'  slava,  '  fame :'  Lith. 

szlove,  'honour;'  klau-s-au,  'I  hear;'  slowiju,  'I 
praise,  celebrate ;'  perhaps  klabu,  '  to  speak :'  Russ. 
slueajit,  '  I  listen ;'  slav-i-tj,  '  to  celebrate ;'  slow, 
'  a  word,  speech  :'  Hib.  cluinim,  '  I  hear  ;'  cluas, 
'  ear ;'  clos,  '  hearing,  report ;'  cloisim,  eltiisim, 
'  I  hear.1] 

S'us'ruvas,  an,  usJii,  at,  one  who  has  heard,  &c. 
Srim-at,  an,  ati,  at,  hearing,  listening  to,  hearken- ing. 

I.  s"rava,  as,  m.  (for  2.  rfrara  see  p.  1028,  col.  2), 
the  ear ;  the  hypothenuse  of  a  triangle. 

S'ravaka,  as,  m.  one  who  hears,  a  hearer. 
1. dravana,  ant,  n.  the  act  of  hearing ;  that  which 

is  heard,  i.  e.  S'ruti  or  the  Veda,  (iti  jravandt,  since 
it  is  so  said  in  the  Veda,  because  of  or  according  to 
such  a  Vedic  text) ;  studying ;  (according  to  the 

Vedanta-sara)  the  determining  by  means  of  the  six 
Lin-gas  the  import  of  the  whole  Vedanta  in  regard 
to  the  Real  and  only  existing  Being ;  fame,  glory ; 
wealth ;  (as,  a/ft),  m.  n.  the  ear ;  the  hypothenuse 
of  a  triangle  ;  (as,  a),  m.  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  lunar 
asterisms  (placed  either  twenty-second  or  twenty-third 
in  the  common  list,  and  presided  over  by  Vishnu, 
whence  it  is  represented  by  three  footsteps  contain- 

ing three  stars,  a,  /3,  and  7  Aquite ;  cf.  tri-vikrama) ; 

(as),  m.  a  sort  of  disease,  =  s"rona  ;  (a),  f.  a  species 
of  plant,  =  mundirikd;  (as,  a,  am),  produced  in 

or  under  S'ravana.—  Sravana-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  preceptor.  — •  S'rarana-dv'itlas'i,  f.  a  particular 
Tithi  or  lunar  day  (when  certain  religious  ceremonies 
of  great  efficacy  are  observed ;  it  is  said  to  fall  on 
the  twelfth  of  the  light  half  of  Bhadra,  when  that 

month  is  connected  with  the  asterism  S'ravana1).— SVa- 
vana-patha,  as,  m. '  hearing-path,'  the  ear.  —  SVa- 
vana-parusha,  as,  5,  am,  hard  or  cruel  to  the  ear, 

hard  to  be  listened  to.~S'ravana-pali,  is,  f.  the 
tip  of  the  ear.  —  S'ravatia-ri/lhi,  is,  m.  a  method  or 
rule  of  hearing  or  studying.— S'ravana-vidhi-ri<!ara, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  treatise  on  the  study  of  the  Upani- 

shads.  —  S'ravana-vishaya-prdpin,  reaching  the 
range  of  the  ear.  —  Sfravana-s'lrihiJta,  f.  a  kind  of 
plant  ( —  drdvani).  —  S'ra  vanddhikiirin  (°na- 
adh°),  i,  m.  'one  who  rules  or  influences  the  ears 

(of  others),'  a  speaker,  addresser.  —  S'ravanendriya 
(°na-in°),  am,  n.  the  organ  of  hearing,  the  ear. 
"Sraeanotpala  (°na-uf),  am,  n.  'ear-lotus,'  a 
lotus  fastened  in  the  ear  (as  an  ornament).  —  S'ra- 
vanodara  (°na-ud°),  am,  n.  the  hollow  of  the outer  ear. 

S'ravanatya,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Sfravunikil-vrata,  am,  n.  epithet  of  a  particular 

religious  observance. 
Sravaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  heard,  &c. ;  to  be 

celebrated,  praiseworthy. 
Sravayat,  an,  anil,  at,  Ved.  making  famous  or 

celebrated,  celebrating. 
ffravai,  as,  n.  the  ear ;  fame,  renown,  glory  [cf. 

Gr.  K\i os] ;  wealth  ;  a  hyir.n,  eulogy ;  anything 
deserving  praise,  a  praiseworthy  action,  (in  the  latter 
senses  chiefly  Ved.) ;  food,  (Say.  =  anna.) 

1.  dravasya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  worthy  of  praise, 
praiseworthy,  to  be  celebrated,  (Say.  =  dravanjya) ; 
(am),  n.  anything  praiseworthy,  fame,  glory,  renown. 

2.  tfravasya,  Nom.  P.  dravasyati,  &c.,  to  desire 
fame  or  glory ;  to  desire  a  sacrifice  or  oblation. 

Sravaeya,  f.,  Ved.  desire  of  fame  or  glory ;  desire 
of  food. 

Sravasyu,  us,  ns,  a,  Ved.  desirous  of  fame  or 
that  which  deserves  praise,  eager  for  glory,  desiring 
wealth  or  treasures ;  desirous  of  food  or  of  an  obla- 
tion. 

Srai'dpya,  as,  m.  an  animal  fit  for  sacrifice,  sacri- 
ficial animal. 

S'ravdyya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  praised,  noto- 
rious, well-known,  (SSy.  =  iravaniya)  ;  (as),  m.  an 

animal  fit  for  sacrifice ;  [cf.  s'ravdpya.'] 
S'ravishfha,  as,  a,  am,  most  famous ;  (a),  f.,  N. 

of  a  lunar  asterism  (placed  twenty-fourth  in  the  com- 
mon list ;  it  is  also  called  Dhanishtha,  q.  v.,  and 

corresponds  to  the  four  principal  stars  in  the  head  of 
the  Dolphin) ;  (as,  a,  am),  produced  in  or  under 

S'ravishtha.  —  S'ravishtha-ja,  as,  a,  am,  born  under 
S'ravishtha ;  (as),  m.  the  planet  Mercury. 
Sravishtkaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni,  (see  ira- vishtha.) 

S'ravya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  heard,  worthy  of  being listened  to. 

i.  irava,  as,  m.  hearing,  listening. 

S'ravaka,  ««,  ikd,  am,  hearing,  a  hearer;  (as), 
m.  a  pupil,  disciple ;  a  particular  class  of  Buddhist 
saints  or  ascetics,  (properly  one  who  by  adhering  to 
the  teaching  of  the  Buddha  and  practising  the  four 
great  truths  becomes  eventually  qualified  to  be  ranked 
as  an  Arhat  and  to  be  addressed  as  Ayush-mat ; 
eighty  of  the  disciples  of  the  great  Buddha  are  called 
MahS-sr5vakas  or  Great  SVavakas) ;  a  Bauddha  or 
Buddhist  votary  (in  general)  ;  a  heretic ;  a  crow. 
—  Sfmvaka-i-rata,  N.  of  a  Jaina  treatise. 

S'ravana,  ae,  t,  am,  relating  to  the  ear  or  hearing, 
audible  ;  belonging  to  or  produced  under  the  asterism 

S'ravana  ;  (as),  m.  the  month  S'ravana  (July-August) ; 
a  heretic,  impostor  [cf.  dravaka]  ;  N.  of  a  Muni ; 
(am),  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  be  heard  ;  knowledge 
derived  from  hearing;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (com- 

monly called  KatukT) ;  (i),  f.  the  day  of  full  moon 
in  the  month  SrSvana ;  N.  of  one  of  the  domestic 

sacrifices;  a  species  of  plant  (  =  6Az&s/m).  —  SVa- 
I'ana-krislinu-daturthi,  f.  the  fourth  day  in  the 

dark  half  of  the  month  S'ravana.  —  Srdvana-dva- 

das"i,  f.  the  twelfth  day  of  S'ravana.  —  S'ravanadva- 
das'i-vrata,  am,  n.  a  religious  observance  on  the 
above  day.  —Srarana-vidhi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Pari- 

sishta  of  the  Sama-veda.— S'ravana-ilulda-Murihi, 
f.  the  fourth  day  in  the  light  half  of  the  month 

S'ravana.  —  Sfrdvana-s'iikla-ttitiyd,  the  third  day  in 
the  light  half  of  the  month  S'ravana. 

S'ra  oanil;a,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  or  produced  in 
the  month  S'rSvana ;  (an),  m.  the  month  SrSvana. 
Srdvaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  caused  to  be  heard, 

to  be  declared  or  pronounced. 

Sravayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  be  heard, 

making  famous,  conferring  honour.  —  S'rdvayat- 
pati,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  causing  the  mighty  to  hear,  i.  e. 
gaining  the  ear  of  the  mighty  gods ;  (SSy.)  conferring 
honour  on  fathers,  making  ancestors  celebrated. 

S'rdrayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made  to  be  heard, to  be  declared  or  made  known. 

S'rdvayitvd,  ind.  having  caused  to  hear,  having made  to  be  heard. 

SravasJilhiya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  or  belonging 

to  the  asterism  S'ravana  or  (according  to  some)  to 
S'ravishtha,  produced  in  or  under  this  asterism. 
Srdvita,  as,  ii,  am,  caused  to  be  heard,  spoken, 

told,  related,  narrated,  read. 

S'rdrin,  i,  inl,  i,  hearing,  a  hearer. 

S'ravya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  caused  to  be  heard,  to be  told  or  related  or  read ;  to  be  heard. 

S'ruta,  as,  d,  am,  heard,  listened  to ;  reported, 
heard  of;  ascertained,  understood ;  called  ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  an  enemy  of  Indra  (Ved.) ;  of  a  son  of  Dharma ; 
of  a  son  of  Bhagiratha ;  of  a  son  of  Upagu ;  of  a 
son  of  Krishna;  (am),  n.  the  object  of  hearing; 
that  which  was  hesrd  from  the  beginning,  the  Veda, 

revelation,  sacred  knowledge,  holy  writ,  &c.  —  S'nita- 
j-ishi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  one  by  whom  the  Rishis  have 
been  heard,  (S5y.  =  tfrufci  rlehayo  yctui;  cf.  4ru- 

tarshi.)  —  Sruta-ltalisTia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic 
Rishi   (author   of  the  hymn   Rig-veda  VIII.  8 1). 
—  Sruta-karman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Saha-deva. 

—  Sruta-kirtti,  is,  f. '  Veda-renown,'  fame  of  divine 
science ;   (is,  is,  i),  having  renowned  fame,  cele- 

brated, famous ;  (is),  m.  epithet  of  various  persons ; 
a  divine  sage ;  a  generous  man,  benefactor,  donor ; 

(is),  f.  a  river;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Satru-ghna;  of 
other  women.  —  S'riita-levalin,  inas,  m.  pi.  epithet 
of  a  class  of  Jaina  Arhats  (of  whom  six  are  enume- 

rated). —  Srutan-jaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Srit- 

ta-deva,  {.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  S'ura  and  wife  of 
Vriddha-sarman.  —  S'ruta-devi,  (.  '  goddess  of  learn- 

ing,' epithet  of  Sarasvatl.  —  Sruta-dhara,  as,  d, 
am,   recollecting  or  remembering  what  has  been 
heard,  having  or  observing  the  Vedas ;  (as),  m.,  N. 

of  a  poet;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  (inhabiting 
a  division  of  Plaksha-dvtpa).  —  Sfruta-praTcasa,  as, 
a,  am,   renowned    for   knowledge    of  the  Vedas. 
—  S'ruta-tandhit,  us,  m.,  N.   of  the   author  of 

several  hymns  in  the  Rig-veda.  —  S'ruta-bodha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  treatise  on  the  most  common  Sanskrit 

metres  by  a  certain  K3lid3sa.  —  Srutarshi  (°ta- 
ris/ii),  is,  m.  a  kind  of  secondary  Rishi,  one  by 
whom  the  Vedic  Rishis  have  been  heard ;  the  son  of 

a  Rishi ;  a  Rishi  of  a  particular  order  (as  the  author 

of  the  Su-sruta).  —  i.  s"ruta-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  one 
who  has  heard,  hearing.  —  2.  truta-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
possessing  or  knowing  the  Veda,  instructed  in  sacred 

learning,  pious;  (an),  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  ffruta- 

vid,  t,  m.  '  knowing  sacred  revelation,'  N.  of  an 
Atreya   (author   of  the   hymn   Rig-veda  V.   62). 

—  S'ruta- fila,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  S'ruta-.'Sraras, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king;  (as),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of 

S'flra.  —  S'rutas'ravo-'nuja  (°vas-an°),  as,  m. '  bom 
after  S'ruta-sravas,'  the  planet  Saturn  (said  to  be  one 
of  the  sons  of  Surya).  —  Sfruta-inni,  f.  a  kind  of 

plant  (  =  drai-anti)."S'ruta-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Parlkshit.  —  S'ruta-soma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Bhlma.  —  Srutdddna  (°ta-dd°),  am,  n. 
'  Veda-acceptation,'  citing  the  Vedas.  —  Srutddhya- 

yana-sampanna  (°ta-adh°),  as,  d,  am,  well  read 

in  sacred  science,  conversant  with  the  Vedas.  —  S'ru- 
tdnmta  (°ta-an°),  as,  d,  am,  acquainted  with  or 
conforming  to  the  Vedas.  —  S'rutd-magha,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  having  renowned  treasures.  —  Srutayu  or 

drutdyus  (°ta-ay°),  ns,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the 
solar  race  descended  from  Ku5a,  son  of  Rama ;  of  a 

son  of  PurD-ravas;    of  another  king.  —  S'rutartha 
(°ta-ar°),  as,  m.  '  heard-matter,'  any  matter  ascer- 

tained by  hearing,  a  fact  verbally  or  orally  communi- cated. 

Smtarya,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  man  (protected 
by  the  Asvins). 

S'rutarvan,  a,  m.  a  proper  N. 

S'ruti, is,  f.  'audition,'  hearing;  an  ear;  anything 
heard,  sound,  oral  account,  report,  rumour,  intelli- 

gence, news ;  that  which  was  heard  or  revealed  from 
the  beginning,  revelation,  the  Veda  (i.  e.  sound 
eternally  heard  and  so  differing  from  smriti  or  what 
is  only  remembered  and  handed  down  by  human 
authors,  see  Manu  II.  10;  properly  applied  to  works 
considered  to  have  been  revealed  by  a  deity,  and 

therefore  only  to  the  Mantra  and  Brahmana  portion 
of  the  Vedas,  but  often  applied  also  to  the  Upanishads 
and  other  Vedic  works) ;  any  Vedic  or  sacred  text, 

(iti  Crutch,  according  to  or  because  of  such  a  inAi 
or  Vedic  text) ;  the  hearing  of  a  sound,  a  sound ; 
the  diagonal  of  a  tetragon  or  hypothenuse  of  a 

triangle;  (in  music)  a  particular  division  of  the 
octave,  a  quarter  tone  or  interval,  (twenty-two  of 
these  are  enumerated,  four  constituting  a  major  tone, 
three  a  minor,  and  two  a  semitone ;  they  are  said 

to  be  personified  as  nymphs)  ;  the  constellation  S'ra- 
vana. •- S'ruti-kafa,  as,  m.  penance,  expiation;  a 

snake ;  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  =  prdtidalloha. 

—  S'ruti-katu,  us,  us,  u,  harsh  to  the  ear,  unme- 
lodious;    (us),  m.  a  harsh  or  unmelodious  sound, 

cacophony  (a  fault  in  rhetoric).  —  S'ruti-kathita,  as, 
d,  am,  mentioned  in  the  Veda,  taught  or  prescribed 

by  the  Vedas.  —  Sfruti-lcirtti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work. 
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—  SVi//.'-''""'"»".  CM,  n.  'Veda-precept,'  holy  pre- 
cept or  injunction,  the  doctrine  of  the  Vedas.  —  Sfufi- 
:,  f.  a  law-book  or  coJe  of  laws.  —  Sriiti-tnt- 

para,  as,  «,  am,  intent  on  hearing ;  intent  on 
studying  the  Veda.  —  Sfruti-ilruIiMia,  am,  n.  dis- 

agreement or  contradiction  of  any  two  passages  in 
the  Vedas  or  of  two  Vedas.  —  Sruti-dhara,  as,  a, 

am,  ascertaining  or  perceiving  by  the  ear,  hearing; 
holding  or  observing  the  Vedas ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

poet;  [cf.  £ruta-dhara.]  —  ffruti-nidar.4ana,  am, 
n.  the  evidence  of  revelation,  testimony  of  the  Veda. 

•AvtffKMidMMi  oj»,  i,  ant,  gratifying  the  ear, 
grateful  to  the  ea.  —  Smti-pramunyatai,  ind.  on 
the  authority  of  the  Veda,  with  the  sanction  of  the 

Veda.  —  Sruti-muniiala,  am,  n.  '  ear-circle,'  the 
outer  ear.  —  Sruti-mat,  an,  ati,at,  possessed  of  ears, 

capable  of  hearing.  —  Sruti-mula,  am,  n.  the  root  of 
the  ear ;  the  text  of  the  Vedas.  —  Sruti-mulaka,  as, 
a,  am,  founded  on  the  Veda,  springing  from  the 
Veda.  —  Sruti-mrigya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  sought  by 

hearing  or  by  the  Vedas  (not  by  sight).  —  Sfruti-var- 
jita,  as,  a,  am,  devoid  of  hearing,  deaf;  ignorant 
or  unread  in  the  Vedas.  —  Sruti-vipratipanna,  at, 
a,  am,  dissenting  from  revelation,  disregarding  the 
doctrine  of  the  Veda.  —  Sruti-vishaya,  as,  m.  the 

object  of  hearing  (i.  e.  sound,  see  vishaya);  subject- 
matter  or  doctrine  of  the  Veda,  any  sacred  matter  or 
ordinance ;  (aj,  a,  am),  conversant  with  sacred 
matters,  familiar  with  the  Veda.  —  Sruti-vishaya- 

guna,  as,  a,  am, '  having  the  quality  [sound]  which 
is  the  object  of  hearing  or  which  is  perceptible  by 

the  ear,' epithet  of  ether.  —  S'ruti-vedha,  as,  m.  the 
piercing  or  boring  of  the  ear.  —  Sruli-sphota,  f.  a 
kind  of  creeper  (  =  karna-sphota).  —  Sfruti-smriti, 
i,  (.  da.  the  Veda  and  legal  tradition,  the  Veda 
and  institutes  of  law.  —  Sruti-smriti-uiruddha, 

as,  a,  am,  opposed  to  the  Vedas  and  to  tra- 
dition or  kw.  —  S'ruti-smrfti-i-ihita,  as,  a,  am, 

enjoined  by  the  Vedas  and  the  law.  —  Sruti-svirity- 
ndita,  as,  a,  am,  declared  or  enjoined  by  the  Veda 

and  law.  —  S'ruty-anuprasa,  as,  m.  repetition  of 
sound,  alliteration.  —  Sruty-ukta  or  iruty-udita, 
at,  a,  am,  said  or  enjoined  by  the  Vedas. 
Srutin,  i,  ini,  i,  hearing;  obeying,  observing; 

having  or  possessing  the  Veda,  following  the  Veda. 
Sruti,  f.  =  !!ruti. 
&rvt-karna,  as,  a,  am,Ved.  one  who  has  hearing 

ears,  quick-hearing. 
Srutya,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  heard,  famous, 

glorious. 
Srutva,  ind.  having  heard  or  listened  to,  &c. 

SruJrutavat,  an,  ati,  at  (doubtful ;  said  to  be  a 
reduplicated  form),  one  who  has  heard. 

Srushta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (according  to  some) 
heard,  handed  down,  (srushte,  according  to  tradition 
or  ordinance.) 

Srushti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  hearing,  listening  to,  audience ; 
help,  assistance ;  a  boon ;  prosperity,  happiness, 

abundance,  (Siy. ^yajna-phala-riipam  snl'lni  m, 
Rig-veda  I.  69,  ̂   —  ffrushti-gii,  us,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  one  of  the  Valakhilya  hymns.  —  Sruxltti- 
mat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  possessing  happiness,  pros- 

perous, happy,  (Sly.=suli!ia-i:at.) 
&ru#liti,  ind.  (according  to  some  an  old  inst.  or 

dat  for  friuhtyai),  Ved.  having  heard,  having 
liaened  to,  (Say.  =  frutra,  Rig-veda VIII.  23,  14); 

'as  soon  as  heard,"  readily,  quickly,  in  a  moment, 
(Ssy.  =  fe«Atpram;  in  Rig-veda  II.  3,  9.  frushli  is 
regarded  as  a  nom.  c.  masc.  and  explained  by  l-shi- 
pra-gunah.) 

Sriuhfi-van,  a,  ari,  a, Ved.  possessing  happiness, 
granting  prosperity,  (S5y.  on  Rig-veda  I.  45,  2.  ex- 

plains /fruthliTiinah  by  tSrushtih  phalagya  diinam 
I'iijnlt;  in  Rig-veda  I.  119, 1.  irw>htir 

=  kshifimm  samtihajanianam  or  suk/Mvantam  ; 
>li/ah,  Rig-veda  X.  30,  n); 

listening  to,  helping  (according  to  some). 

Sruyamana,  at,  a,  am,  being  heard,  heard. 
—  S,  ,  it,  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition 
of  being  heard. 

Srotamja,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  heard  or  listened  to. 
1.  irotas,  as,  n.  the  ear;  an  organ  of  sense:  the 

trunk  of  an  elephant  (as  his  special  organ).  —  Srota- 

apannu,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  four  orders  of 
Buddhist  Aryas.  —  Sroto-randhra,  am,  n.  an  aper- 

ture of  the  proboscis,  a  nostril. 

S'rotti,  UK,  us,  u,  Ved.  hearing,  a  hearer;  re- 
nowned. —  Srotu-rdti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  re- 
nowned wealth  or  gifts. 

Srotri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  one  who  hears,  hearing,  a 
hearer;  ((a),  m.  a  pupil. 

Srotm,  am,  n.  the  organ  of  hearing,  ear ;  con- 
versancy  with  the  Veda  or  sacred  revelation  ;  the 

Veda;  [cf.  Angl.  Sax.  hleodhor.']  —  Srotra-r 
nuga,  as,  a,  am,  agreeable  to  the  ear.  —  Srotra- 
peya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  imbibed  by  the  ear,  i.  e.  to 

be  heard  respectfully.  -  S'rotra-bhid,  t,  t,  t,  splitting 
the  ears.  —  Srotra-mula,  am,  n.  the  root  of  the 
ear.  —  Srotra-sukha,  as,  a,  am,  sounding  agreeably, 

melodious,  musical.  —  Srotradi  (°ra-ddi),  i,  n. 
'  the  ear  and  the  other  senses,'  i.  e.  the  five  senses, 
(see  indriya.) 

Srotriya,  as,  a,  am,  learned  in  the  Veda,  con- 
versant with  sacred  revelation,  teachable,  docile,  well- 

behaved  ;  (a«),  m,  a  BrShman  versed  in  the  study 
of  the  Vedas,  a  theologian,  divine  ;  a  Brahman  fol- 

lowing a  particular  branch  or  school  of  the  Vedas. 
—  Srotriya-ta,  f.  conversancy  with  the  Vedas,  the 
being  a  learned  BrShman.  —  Smtriya-sva,  am,  n. 
the  property  of  a  learned  Brahman,  (Manu  VIII. 149.) 

Sromata  (according  to  S5y.  to  be  connected  with 
rt.  I.  rfra),  Ved.  fame,  renown,  (S5y.  $romataya  = 
ktrttimattvriya,  Rig-veda  1. 182,  7;  dromatebhih 

=  s"rotaryair  yaiioiihifi,  Rig-veda  VI.  19,  10;  iro- 
matena  =  4ravaniyena  punstvena,  Rig-veda  VIII. 
66,  9.) 

Sroiliama.no,,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  hearing,  listening. 
Srauta,  as,  t,  am,  relating  to  the  ear  or  hearing; 

relating  or  belonging  to  the  Veda,  prescribed  by  the 
Vedas,  founded  on  the  Vedas ;  sacrificial ;  (am),  n. 
any  observance  ordained  by  the  Vedas  ;  preservation 
of  the  sacred  fire ;  the  three  sacred  fires  collectively, 

(viz.  gdrliapatya,  ahavanlya,  and  dakshina) ;  (i), 

f.  comparison  expressed  by  a  particle  (?).  —  SVaate- 
Icarman,  a,  n.  a  Vedic  rite.  —  Srauta-jxiddhati,  is, 

{.,  N.  of  a  work,  (probably  belonging  to  the  Sima- 

veda.)  —  S'rauta-praya^iHtta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Pari- 
sishta  of  the  Ssma-veda.  —  Srauta-s'rava,  as,  m.  a 
proper  N.  —  Srauta-sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  certain 
Sutras  or  Sutra  works  based  on  Sruti  or  the  Veda, 

see  sitra,  (ascribed  to  various  authors,  such  as  AsVa- 

layana,  KatySyana,  S'Srrkha'yana,  &c.)  -•  Sfrauta- 
smdrta-kriya,  f.  any  act  conformable  to  law  and 
the  Veda.  —  ffrauta-smarta-dharma,  as,  m.  a  duty 

enjoined  by  law  and  the  Veda.  —  Srauta-homa-pa- 
riiishta,  am,  n.  a  Pari-Sishta  of  the  SSma-veda. 

S'/'uutarsha,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  from  S'rutarshi, 
a  son  of  S'rutarshi. 
Sramtro,  am,  n.  the  ear ;  that  which  relates  to 

the  ear  or  hearing  ;  conversancy  with  the  Vedas. 

Sraushat,  ind.  'may  he,  i.e.  the  god,  hear  us  I' 
an  exclamation  used  in  making  an  offering  with  fire 

to  the  gods  or  departed  spirits ;  [cf.  vautlta/.'] 

•jjj  2.  6ru  (a  less  correct  reading  for  rt. O  sru,  q.  v.),  cl.  I.  P.  travali,  &c.,  to  flow, 

go,  to. 
2.  Urata,  as,  m.   (for   srava,  q.  v.),   flowing, 

oozing,  dripping. 

3.  irarana,  am,  n.  (for  sravana,  q.  v.),  the  act 
of  flowing,  dripping,  oozing. 

2.  tirdra,as,  m.  (for  srava,  q. v.),  flowing,  oozing, 
dropping. 

SVwro,  as,  m.  (for  srura,  q.  v.),  a  sacrificial  ladle, 
(according  to  some  am,  n.);  a  sacrifice,  oblation; 
(a),  f.  a  kind  of  creeper  or  shrub  (  =  m»r»a). 
—  tfruva-rrikxhrt,  a«,  m.  the  Vikan-kata  tree. 

3.  ilrotas,  as,  n.  (for  srotas,  q.  v.),  the  current  of 

a  stream.  —  S'roto-'njana,  am,  n.  antimony,  (for sroto-'njana,  q.  v.) 

srngvarv,  us,  m.  the  plant  Fla- 
courtia  Sapida  (  —  vikankata). 

^ftf  =RT  srughnika,  f.  impure  carbonate  of 
soda,  lutroii,  alkali. 

^pT  srush,  a  form  in  Ved.  assumed  by  rt. 
I.  &V&  (q.  v.)  in  certain  tenses  and  derivatives. 
ffrushta,  tirusliti,  irushtl,  &c.     See  col.  I. 

W  sru,  its,  according  to  Vopa-deva  XXVI. 

75.  connected  with  a  rt.  s'rt't)  for  sriv. 

"•*. 

^|Cf|  srek,  another  form  of  rt.  srek,  q.  v. 

3(ft  sreti,  f.  (perhaps  connected  with 

ireni,  cf.  iredJa),  a  particular  numerical  notation  or 

progression  of  figures  in  arithmetic. 
infill  sreni,  is,  m.  f.  or  srenl,  f.  (according 

to  Unadi-s.  IV.  51.  fr.  rt.  sri),  a  line,  row,  range; 

a  troop,  multitude,  number,  quantity ;  a  corporation 
or  company  of  artisans  following  the  same  business. 
a  guild  or  company  of  traders  dealing  in  the  same 

articles ;  a  bucket,  baling  vessel.  —  S'reui-dat  (?),  an, 
m.  according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  X.  20,  3.  rfreni- 

daii  =  alihls/tta-phala-samuha-pradah  or  xuli-n- 

bhyo  ji'dla-panUi-pradah.  —  S'nni-mat,  an,  m. the  commander  or  master  of  a  company,  chief  of  a 

corporate  body  or  guild.  —  S?reni-3as,  ind.  in  rows 

or  lines ;  in  troops  or  flocks.  —  S'reni-dlmrma,  as, 
m.  pi.  the  customs  of  trades  or  guilds,  (Manu  VIII. 

41.)  —  S'reiu-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati,  -Ti/iarilinn, 
to  arrange  in  line  or  in  regular  order,  to  be  or  be- 

come a  heap.  —  Srenl-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  arranged  in 
rows,  formed  in  lines ;  become  or  made  a  heap. 

Sfrenika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  kings  of  Ma- 
gadha  (said  to  have  been  contemporary  with  and 
patron  of  Sakya-sinha) ;  (a),  f.  a  tent. 

3hft  sredhl,  f.  [cf.  sretl,  srem],  any  set  or 

succession  of  distinct  things ;  (in  arithmetic)  pro- 

gression ;  sequence.  —  Sredhl-pltala,  am,  n.  the 
sum  of  a  progression.  —  S'rcdtn-vi/mahdra,  as,  m. 
the  ascertainment  or  determination  of  progressions. 

^TO^  sreyas,  an,  asi,  as  (considered  as 
compar.  of  either  in-mat  or  prafatya),  better, 
more  excellent,  superior,  preferable ;  best,  excellent, 
most  excellent ;  more  fortunate,  very  fortunate,  more 

prosperous,  very  prosperous ;  most  beloved  ;  (as),  ind. 
well,  most  excellent,  rather,  (tfreyas — na,  rather—- 

than) ;  (o«),  n.  virtue,  moral  merit ;  an  act  leading 
to  the  chief  temporal  good  ;  good  fortune,  auspicious- 
ness,  prosperity,  bliss,  final  happiness  or  beatitude; 
(an),  m.,  N.  of  the  eleventh  Arhat,  (see  below) ; 
epithet  of  the  second  Muhurta;  N.  of  the  third 
month  (according  to  a  particular  reckoning) ;  (asi), 

{.  a  plant  resembling  pepper,  Pothos  Officinalis ;  the 
shrub  Cissampelos  Hexandra ;  yellow  myrobalan  ; 

other  plants  (=pat!itlj  =  rasn<l).  —  S're.t/ah-pari- 
irama,  as,  a.  am,  toiling  after  final  emancipation. 

—  S'reyas-kara,  as,  I,  am,  making  better  or  su- 
perior;   effecting  happiness,  ensuring  felicity,  con- 

ferring future  felicity ;  auspicious,  propitious.  —  SVe- 
yas-kama,  as,  d,  am,  desiring  final  felicity,  &c. 
—  Sreyas-tara,  as,   ii,   am,   very  much    better. 
—  S'reijas-ti-a,  am,  n.  betterness,  superiority ;  final 

felicity,  &c.  —  S'reyo-'rt hin  (°yas-ar°),   i,  ini,  i, 
desirous  of  the  good  (of  others),  wishing  well ;  seek- 

ing happiness,  desirous  of  felicity,  seeking  merit  in 

the  performance  of  religious  rites  &c.,  ambitious. 

Sreyasa  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.g.  nih-ireyasa, 
fvaJt-freyata,  q.  q.  v.v. 

Sfreyattiara  or  freyasitara,  f.  a  more  excellent woman,  (Pan.  VI.  3,  45.) 

Sreyan,<a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  eleventh  Arhat  of 
the  present  AvasarpinI,  (also  written  ireyansa.) 

Sreshtha,  as, a,  am,  best  (with  gen.  or  loc.,  e.g. 

tesham  or  teshu  treshtkah,  best  of  them),  excel- 
lent, most  excellent,  very  eminent  or  illustrious,  pre- 

eminent, highest  in  rank,  higher  in  rank;  most 
prosperous ;  oldest,  senior ;  (as),  m.  a  Brihman ;  a 
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king ;  an  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  of  Kuvera ;  (d),  f,  an 
excellent  woman ;  a  kind  of  shrub  ( =  sthala-pad- 
minl);  a  root,  =  medd;  (am),  n.  cow's  milk. 
—  S'reshtha-kdxktha,  am,  n.  the  main  pillar  of 
a  house.  —  Stresktha-tama,  as,  d,  am,  the  very 

best,  most  excellent.  —  ffreshtha-td,  (.  or  s"resh- 
tha-tva,  am,  n.  betterness,  superiority,  eminence, 
excellence.  —  S'reshtha-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  possessing  the 
best.  —  S'reshlha-vdt,  k,  k,  k,  pre-eminent  in 
speech,  eloquent.  —  Sreshtha-totis,  is,  is,  is,  Ved. 
having  the  best  splendor.  —  S'reshthdmla  (°tha- 
am°),ain,  n.  the  fruit  of  the  tamarind.  —  S'reshthii- 
iSrama  (°tha-d^°),  as,  m.  '  best  order,'  one  who 
is  in  the  best  order,  a  householder  (considered  to 
belong  to  the  best  of  the  four  orders  as  supporting 
the  other  three). 

ffreshthin,  i,  inl,  i,  best,  chief;  (f),  m.  an  artist 
eminent  by  birth,  the  head  or  chief  of  a  company 
following  the  same  trade,  a  president  or  foreman  of 
a  guild  or  corporation. 

Sraislitliya,  am,  n.  superiority,  preference,  super- 
excellence,  pre-eminence,  superlativeness.  —  S'faish- 
thya-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  desiring  superiority. 

^f  srai,  another  form  of  rt.  sra,  q.  v. 

sron  (also  written  slon),  cl.  I.  P. 

^N  s"ronati,  s~ronilum,  to  collect,  accumu- 
late, heap  together;  to  go,  move  (according  toYaska). 

^frtl  srona,  as,  d,  am  (according  to  Una- 
di-s. III.  6.  apparently  fr.  rt.  I.  or  2.  rfnt),  lame,  a 

cripple ;  dressed,  cooked,  matured,  (in  this  sense 
probably  for  irdna);  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  disease 

[cf.  i .  gravana"] ;  (d),  f.  rice-gruel  [cf.  irana\ ;  the constellation  SVavana,  (contracted  fr.  tfravand.) 

S'roni,  is,  f.  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  IV.  51.  fr. 
rt.  I.  or  2.  iru),  the  hip  and  loins,  buttocks;  a 
road,  way ;  [cf.  Gr.  K\6vi-s,  K\6vio-v,  K\ovi<TT-fjp ; 
Lat.  clilnis,  clanaclum ;  Lith.  eslauni-s ;  Hib. 

slias,  '  the  thigh,  the  loins.']  —  S'roni-tata,  as,  m. 
the  slope  of  the  hips,  (see  tata.)  —  Sroni-phala  or 
groni-phalaka,  am,  n.  the  hip  and  loins  or  the 
hip  only ;  the  hip-bone  (os  ilium).  —  Sroni-varjam, 
ind.  except  the  hips.  —  Sroni-vimba,  am,  n.  a 
waist-band.  —  Sroni-sutra,  am,  n.  a  string  worn 
round  the  loins  ;  a  sword-belt. 

S*ron t,  f.  =  Sroni  above ;  N.  of  a  river. 

TsftrfRnr  sroto-'njana.  See  under  2.  sro- 
tas,  p.  1028. 

1  srotra,  srauta,  Sec,    See  p.  1028. 
sromata,  froshamdna,  Sec.  See 

p.  1028,  col.  2. 

'  sraushat.     See  p.  1028,  col.  2. 
f  sraushtin,  t,  m.  (fr.  srushtl  =  kshi- 

pra),  Ved.  having  speed,  quick,  rapid,  (according 
to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VIII.  48,  2.  6rauihtl=kski- 
pra-gdmy  aivah.) 

'  sry-dhva.     See  under  2.  srl. 
slakshna  as,  d,  am  (according  to 

Unadi-s.  III.  19.  fr.  rt.  ilish),  small,  fine,  thin 
minute,  slender,  delicate ;  smooth,  even,  plain 
polished ;  beautiful,  pleasing,  charming,  soft,  gentle, 
mild,  amiable;  honest,  sincere,  candid.  —  Slaltshna 

tvart,  k,  m.  smooth  bark ;  (/:),  m.  *  having  a  smooth 
bark,'  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  aimantaka\ 

S'lakshiiaka,  as,  d,  am,  smooth,  even ;  beautiful 
pleasing ;  (aw),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  Areca  Catechu 
the  Areca  nut. 

Sflakshnaya,  Nom.  P.  s'la.kslmayatii,  -yitum,  t make  thin  or  small. 

slank  (=rt.  srank,  q.v.),  cl.  I.  A 

_  $"lankate,  s'as'lanke,  ilaiikitum,  to  go move. 

5;  4f?a»<7  (=rt.  srang),  cl.  I.  P.  slan- 
gati,  &c.,  to  go,  move. 

slath  (apparently  a  later  form  of 
rt.  irath,  q.v.),  cl.  I.  10.  P.  lUatkati, 

tc.,  tlnthayati,  -yitum,  to  be  loose  or  relaxed  or 
laccid,  be  unfastened  ;  to  be  weak  ;  to  hurt,  kill. 
Slatha,  as,  a,  am,  relaxed,  loose,  flaccid ;  untied, 

infastened ;    dishevelled  (as  hair).  —  S'latha-ban- 
dhana,  as,  I,  am,    having   the   muscles   relaxed. 
—  Slatha-lambin,  i,  inl,  i,  hanging  loosely.  —  Sla- 

hodyama  (°tha-ud?),  as,  a,  am,  relaxing  one's efforts. 
Slathat,  an,  antl,  at,  being  loose  or  relaxed. 

ymaj  slavana,  as,  m.  =  sravana ;  [cf. 

<lona.] 

ui  i  ij  sldkh  (=rt.  sakh),  cl.  I.  P.  sla- 

\khati,  s"ldkhitum,  to  pervade,  pene- 
rate,  embrace. 

m  1^1  sldgh,  cl.  I.  A.  slaghate  (ep.  also 

N  P.  -ti),  iaildghe,  aildghishta,  s"ldghi- um,  to  flatter,  coax,  wheedle  (with  dat.) ;  to  praise, 
commend,  applaud,  celebrate,  eulogise ;  to  be  proud 

of,  boast  of  (with  inst.) :  Pass,  s'ldghyate,  Aor. 
asldghi,  to  be  praised  or  celebrated  or  magnified : 
Caus.  illdyhayati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  a^ailaghat,  to 
approve,  praise,  celebrate,  congratulate ;  [cf.  Gr.  ftpfj- 

fvov,  probably  KO\O(  :  Hib.  sleigh,  '  adoration  ;' 
sleachd, '  adoration ;'  sleachdaim,  '  I  adore.'] 
Slaghana,  am,  n.the  act  of  flattering,  praising,  &c. 
Slaghaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised,  praise- 

worthy, laudable,  commendable. 

S'ldghamdna,  as,  d,  am,  flattering,  praising ;  con- 
gratulating one's  self,  rejoicing. 

S^tdghayitvd,  ind.  having  praised  or  applauded. 
Slagha,  f.  flattery,  praise,  commendation,  pane- 

gyric, eulogium ;  boasting ;  service,  obedience ;  wish, 
desire.  —  S'tdghd-vaha,  as,  d,  am,  meriting  praise. 

Sftaghita,  as,  a, am,  flattered,  praised,  commended. 
Sldgltitvd,  ind.  having  flattered,  having  praised, &c. 

S^ldghin,  I,  inl,  it  flattering,  praising,  commend- 
ing; desiring. 

Sldghya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised  or  commended, 
praiseworthy,  entitled  to  praise  or  veneration,  venera- 

ble, respectable,  honourable. 

S'ldghyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  praised,  &c. 

C^cg  sliku,  us,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
I.  33.  fr.  rt.  2.  slish),  a  servant,  slave,  dependant; 
a  profligate  or  low  person,  libertine,  debauchee ;  (u), 
n.  astronomy,  astrology. 

i-  s'lish  (=rt.  I.  frisk),  cl.  I.  P. 
dleshati,  iiilesha,  ileshitum,  to  burn, 

consume  by  fire. 
i.  4lesha,  as,  m.  burning. 

TUiy  2.  slish,  cl.  4.  P.  slishyati  (ep. 

\also  A.  -te~),  iiilesJia,  tlekshyati, 
aMikstiat  (in  the  sense  of  '  to  embrace '),  adli- 
shat  (and  according  to  some  also  ailaiksUlt  in 
other  senses),  sT,eshtum,  to  adhere,  cling  to,  be 
united  or  connected  with  ;  to  embrace  ;  to  unite 
tie,  join,  connect :  Pass,  dlishyate,  Aor.  aileshi,  to 
be  joined  or  connected  ;  to  be  implied  or  intimated  ; 
cl.  10.  P.  or  Caus.  tileshayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  orfi- 
Slisliat,  to  cause  to  embrace ;  to  embrace,  connect 

Desid.  fiiWeshati :  Intens.  Mlishyatf,  iles'leshti , 
[cf.  Gr.  K\r]-is,  n\<ls,  n\(t-Sus,  K\fi-ai:  Lat 
cldm-s,  clau-d-o :  Old  Germ,  sliuz-u :  Slav,  klju- 

ci, '  a  key ;'  Jdjucati  se, '  to  agree :'  Hib.  erios, '  a 

belt,  girdle.'] Sflishd,  f.  clinging,  embracing,  an  embrace. 
Slishta,  as,  d,  am,  dung  to,  adhered  to ;  touchei 

by ;  leaning  on  ;  embraced ;  connected  so  as  to  be  sus- 
ceptible of  a  double  interpretation,  (applied  to  a  figure 

of  speech  by  which  two  objects  are  closely  connectei 
and  epithets  applied  to  both  in  common),  implied. 

S'lishti,  is,  f.  adherence,  connection ;  embrace 
(M),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhruva. 
Slishiva,  ind.  having  clung  or  adhered,  having 

embraced. 

Sfllshyat,  an,  anil,  at,  clinging  to,  adhering  to, 
>eing  in  close  contact  with  ;  embracing. 

S'lishyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  embraced,  &c. 
2.  dleeha,  as,  m.  adhering  or  clinging  to ;  em- 

facing,  an  embrace ;  union,  junction,  contact,  prox- 
mity ;  association,  society,  presence ;  a  figure  of 
rhetoric,  connection  of  words  so  as  to  admit  of  a 
double  meaning,  verbal  equivocation,  paronomasia, 
sun,  irony,  implied  meaning.  —  Sleslia-bhittika,  as, 
d,  am,  resting  on  or  adhering  to  a  wall,  (said  to  mean 

simply  *  resting  on.")  —  Sfleshartha  (°sha-ar°),  as, 
m.  a  meaning  other  than  the  literal  one,  a  second 
sense  hidden  in  the  obvious  one,  implied  meaning. 

Slesliana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  adhering,  embracing, 
&c. 

S'leshaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  embraced,  &c. 
Sftenhin,  I,  inl,  i,  adhering,  clinging  to,  embracing. 

S'leshmaka,  as,  m.  phlegm,  the  watery  or  phleg- matic humor. 

Sleshmana,  as,  a,  am,  phlegmatic;  (a),  f.  a 
kind  of  plant  (  =  tarpani). 

Sleshman,  d,  m.  phlegm,  rheum,  the  phlegmatic 
humor,  (one  of  the  three  humors  of  the  body ;  see 
dhdtu.)  —  Sleshma-ghna,  as,  d  or  t,  am,  removing 
phlegm ;  (d),  f.  Arabian  jasmine ;  a  kind  of  tree 
(=ketaka);  (i),  f.  Arabian  jasmine;  hogweed; 
another  plant  ( —jyotishmati) ;  the  three  spices  ( = 
tri-kata).  —  S'leshma-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  or 
proceeding  from  phlegm.  —  Sl,eehma-dhdtu,  us,  m. 
the  phlegmatic  humor.  —  S^lcshma-ha,  as,  d,  am, 
removing  phlegm;  (as),  m.  a  medicinal  plant  (  = 
kat-phala).  —  S^eshmdtisdra  ("ma-at"),  as,  m. dysentery  or  diarrhcea  produced  by  vitiated  phlegm. 

—  Sleshmantaka,  (°ma-am°),  as,  m.  '  destroying 
phlegm,'  a  kind  of  plant  (=pid<lliila,  bahu-vdra). 
—  S'leshmdsru  (°ma-a4°),  u,  n.  a  tear  consisting 
of  phlegmatic  humor.  —  Sfleshmaujas  fmo-q/"), 
as,  n.  the  phlegmatic  humor. 
ffleshmala,  as,  d,  am,  phlegmatic,  abounding  or 

affected  with  phlegm,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Cordia 
Myxa  or  Latifolia. 
Sleshmdta,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree,  =  ileshmataka. 

Sleshmdtaka,  as,  m.  the  tree  Cordia  Myxa.  —  S'fe- 
shmdtaka-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  Cordia  Myxa. 
—  Sleshmdtaka-vana,  am,  n.  '  forest  of  Sleshma- 
taka  trees,'  N.  of  a  forest  about  Go-karna  (where 
Siva  is  said  to  have  been  concealed  in  the  form  of  a 

stag). 

Slaishmfka,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 
phlegm,  phlegmatic ;  producing  phlegm. 

^^  slipada,  am,  n.  (thought  by  some 
to  be  fr.  rt.  2.  s'lish+pada),  morbid  enlargement 

of  the  leg,  swelled  leg,  elephantiasis.  —  S'llpada-pra- 
bhava,  as,  m.  '  source  of  elephantiasis,'  the  Mango 
tiee.—S'Kpaddpaha  Cda-ap°),  an,  m.  'removing  or 
curing  elephantiasis,"  a  kind  of  tree  (=piitra-jiva). 
Sllpadin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  swelled  leg,  club- 

footed  ;  (i),  m.  a  club-footed  man. 
Wfc?  sllla,  as, a,  am  (for  frlla),  prosperous, fortunate,  affluent,  happy. 

^  Mu,  one  of  the  three  technical  terms  for 
grammatical  elision  classed  with  luk,  q.  v. 

s7o&  (probably  rather  a  Nom.  fr. 
N.  iloka  below),  cl.  I.  A.  iglokate,  tloki- 

tum,  to  versify,  compose  or  make  verses,  hymn  or 
praise  in  verse ;  to  be  put  together  or  composed ;  to 

acquire ;  to  relinquish,  abandon. 
ffloka,  as,  m.  (probably  connected  with  rt.  I. 

dm,;  according  to  Ramayana  I.  2,  33.  fr.  iotta, 

•sorrow,'  the  first  S'loka  having  resulted  from  the 
involuntary  expression  of  Valmlki's  grief  at  be- 

holding a  bird  killed  by  a  fowler),  praising  or 
hymning  in  verse,  a  hymn  of  praise ;  an  object  of 
praise ;  celebrity,  renown,  fame,  reputation  ;  a  par- 

ticular kind  of  common  epic  metre  (also  called  Anu- 
shtubh,  consisting  of  four  Padas  or  quarter  verses  of 
eight  syllables  each,  or  two  lines  of  sixteen  syllables 
each ;  the  following  is  the  usual  scheme  applicable 

12  F 
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to  both  lines  .  «  «  •  u  5  C  •  |  .  •  .  «  u  -  u  •  ,  the 
mark  .  denoting  either  long  or  short,  and  the  sixth 
syllable  being  either  short  or  long,  but  if  short,  then 
requiring  the  seventh  to  be  short  also,  and  if  long, 
then  long)  ;  any  verse  or  stanza  ;  a  proverb,  saying  ; 

=  t>ii<<  (Naigh.  I.  n).-S7o7co-(a,  f.  or  <!loka-tva, 

am,  n.  versification;  celebrity  in  verse.  —  S'loka- 
dvaya,  am,  n.  a  couple  of  Slokas,  two  verses. 

—  S'lolta-baMha,  as,  a,  am,  composed  in  Slokas. 
—  Sloka-matra,  am,  n.  a  single  Sloka. 

Slokaya,  Nom.  P.  slokayati,  -yitum,  to  celebrate in  song. 

Slokin,  i,  inl,  »,  Ved.  having  hymns  of  praise, 

receiving  praise,  praised,  lauded. 

fflokya,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  hymns  of  praise,  be- 

longing to  S'lokas. 

uT>J||  slon  (also  written  sron),  el.  I.  P. 
^jlonati,  ilonitum,  to  accumulate,  col- 

lect, assemble,  heap  together:  Caus.  ilonayati,  -yi- 
tum, Aor.  ifiii/i/<iijnt. 

•^far  s'lona,  as,  m.  (=/rona;  cf.  a-&lona), 
a  lame  man,  cripple. 

svaghnin.     See  col.  2. 

4vank  (also  written  svank),  cl.  I. 
A.  imnlcate,  jaivanke,  Svankitum,  to 

go,  move. 

f  svang  (also  written  frang,  svang, 
&c.  ;  cf.  it.  fvanJe),  d.  I.  P.  ilmngati, 

ivangitum,  to  go,  move. 

seaf  or  6eah(  (=rts.  iaht, 

sloka-ta. 

a,  as,  m.  'dog-rogue,'  a  jackal.  —  SWnora,  as, 

i.  a  dog-like  fellow,  low  fellow,  currish  or  snappish 

ellow.-SWnis'a,  am,  a,  n.  f. '  dog-night,'  a  night 

n  which  dogs  bark  and  howl.  -  Sva-pat,  k,  or  s»a- 

tafa,  as,  d,  m.  f.  '  dog-cooking,'  a  man  or  woman 
if  a  low  and  degraded  caste,  (see  ilva-pdka) ;  a 
ublic  executioner ;  a  dog-feeder,  dog-keeper ;  (i),  f. 
form  of  one  of  the  Saktis  of  Siva.  —  Sva-pada, 

am,  n.  a  dog's  foot ;  a  mark  like  a  dog's  foot  to  be randed  on  the  forehead  of  a  thief.  -  Sva-paka,  as, 

n.  '  dog-cooking,'  a  man  of  a  degraded  and  outcast 
ribe  (described  as  son  of  an  Ugra  woman  by  a 

Cshatriya,  and  classed  with  the  C'andala,  q.  v. ;  he 
s  required  to  live  outside  towns,  to  eat  his  food  in 

>roken  vessels,  to  wear  the  clothes  of  the  dead,  and 

o  be  excluded  from  all  intercourse  with  other  tribes ; 

le  can  possess  no  other  property  than  asses  and  dogs, 

and  his  only  office  is  to  act  as  public  executioner  or 

o  carry  out  the  bodies  of  those  who  die  without 

<indred) ;  (1),  f.  a  woman  of  the  above  low  or  out- 
cast tribe.  —  Sva-phala,  am,  n.  the  lime  or  common 

citron.  -  S'va-phalka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  son  of 
•risni  (or  according  to  others  of  Vrishni ;  he  was 

lusband  of  GSndinT,  by  whom  he  had  a  son  named 

Akrura).  -  Sva-l>hlru,  us,  m.  'dog-fearing,'  a  jackal. 

Sva-bhojana,  as,  m. '  having  dogs  for  food,'  N. of  a  Naraka.  —  ffva-yatu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  a  demon  in 

cl.  I.  A.  (vacate,  toanfate,  &c.,  (Ved. ^ 

form  ivantayah,  Rig-veda  X.  138,  2;  ffasfracat, 
see  s.  v.)F  to  go,  move ;  to  gape,  open,  be  opened, 
be  split. 

P  foaj  or  svahj (=rts.  6va6,4ah(),c\.  i. 
\A.  ilvajate,  tvanjate.  Sec.,  to  go,  move. 

4vah6.  See  above  under  rt.  6va6. 

1.  svath  (=rt.  2.  fath),  cl.  10.  P. 

.  fvathayati,  -yitum,  to   speak  ill ;   (ac- 
cording to  some)  to  speak  well  or  correctly ;  to  be 

accurate  or  true. 

2.  svath  or  svanth  (=rts.  3.  6ath, 

.  snath,  salh),  cl.  10.  P.  iSvathayati,  tvan- 
thayati,  Sec.,  -yitum,  to  finish,  accomplish,  adorn ; 
to  leave  unfinished  or  unornamented ;  to  go,  move 

TB^/pan,  <*>  m-  (according  to  Unadi-s.  I. 
158.  fr.  rt.  in,  perhaps  fr.  a  participial  base  ivant; 

Nom.  sing.  du.  pi.  iva,  ivanau,  tivanas;  Ace.  iva- 
nam,  ivdnau,  itmai;  Inst.  iuna,  ivalihyam,  &c. 

Gram.  155.  a),  a  dog,  hound,  cur ;  (rfuni),  f.  a  female 

dog,  bitch.    Svan  becomes  ift'd  for  A>a  in  some  com- 

pounds, see  below;    [cf.  Zend  £pd ;   Gr.  KV-UV, 

Kwlis  ( =  sunns),  a\-Kvfav ;  Lat.  can-i-s  (for  cvan- 

t-s),  catulus;    Goth,  hun-d-s;    Lith.  nom.  szH, 

gen.  szum;  Hib.  nom.  CM,  gen.  and  pi.  coin;  Russ. 

•obafca  (for  sltaka) ;  Pers.  sag.']  -  ffva-kitlikin,  F, 
in'i,  i,  Ved.  (according  to  some)  having  the  tail  of 

a  dog,  (Say.  connects  kishkinvii\h  kishku,  '  a  staff 
thunderbolt,'  Atharva-veda  VIII.  6,  6.)-ffva-krl- 

din,  f,  m.  one  who  sports  with  dogs,  a  dog-feeder 

or  trainer,  a  breeder  of  sporting  dogs.  —  &va-gana. 
at,  m.  a  pack  or  collection  of  dogs.  —  &vaganika 

as,  m.  '  one  who  has  to  do  with  packs  of  dogs,'  a 
hunter  ;  (o»,  t),  m.  f.  a  dog-feeder ;  one  who  is  drawn 

by  dogs.  —  S'va-ganin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  packs  o 
hounds.  —  Sm-graha,  at,  m.  'dog-seizure,'  epithe 
of  a  particular  disease  or  the  deity  presiding  ovei 

it.  —  Sva-ghni,  see  under  4va-han.  —  Siia-fan 
do/a,  am,  n.  a  dog  and  an  outcast.  —  Sva-dlli,  f 
a   kind   of  pot-herb  (  =  Hunaka-dlK).  —  Sva-ja 

gKan't,  (.  a  dog's  thigh,  the  haunch  of  a  dog,  (Manu 
X.  1 08.)  —  ffta-danshtraka,  ai,   m.  a  kind   o 

plant  (=gt-kshuni).  —  S-ca-danshtra,  f.  a  dog' 
tooth ;  a  kind  of  plant  (  =go-kshura).  —  Stia-dAur 

the  shape  of  a  dog.  -  S'va-yuthya,am,  n.  anumber  or 
jack  of  dogs.  —  Sva-rupa-dharin,  I,  inl,  i,  wearing 

>r  having  the  form  of  a  dog.—  I.  iva-vat,  an,  m. 

assessing  or  keeping  a  dog,  a  dog-feeder,  dog- 
trainer.  -  3.  tea-vat,  ind.  like  a  dog,  cur-like. 

Siia-vritti,  is,  f.  the  life  of  a  dog ;  condition  of 

a  dog ;  service,  servitude  (which  a  Brahman  ought 

not  to  engage  m).  —  Sva-ryaghra,  as,  m.  a  beast 

of  prey,  a  tiger ;  the  hunting  leopard  or  Chita. 

—  Sva-suta,  as,  m.  the  plant  Conyza  Aspera.— Sfea- 

spristya,  as,  a,  am,  touched  by  a  dog,  defiled. 
—  Sva-hata,  as,  a,  am,  killed  by  a  dog,  killed  by 

dogs.-SW-Aon,  a,  ghnl,  a,  Ved.  one  who  kills 

with  dogs;  (a),  m.  a  hunter;  (glim),  f.  the  wife 

of  a  hunter.  —  Sva-karna,  as,  m.  a   dog's   ear. 

-Sva-danta,  as,  m.  (fro,  for  jfra),  a  dog's  tooth. 
—  Sva-pada,  as,  m.  a  beast  of  prey,  wild  beast ;  a 

tiger;  (as,  i,  am),  relating  or  belonging  to  a  wild 

beast,  ferocious,  savage,  (in  this  sense  properly  an 

adj.    fr.   ilva-pada,   and    therefore    to    be    written 

without  a  hyphen.)  —  Sfvapada-sevita,  as,  a,  am, 

frequented  or  infested  by  wild  beasts.  -  ffvapadd- 

(arlta  (°da-ai!°),  as,  a,  am,  overrun  or  infested  by 

wild  beasts.  —  Svapadiinmarana  (°da-an°),  am, 

n.  the  pursuit  or  chase  after  a  wild  animal.  —  ffva- 

puttha,  as,  am,,  m.  n.  a   dog's   tail.  —  Si-acii- 
tharana,  am,  n.  (i.e.  iva-vidh,  see  below,  4-  Para- 

na),  the  lair  or  resting-place  of  a    porcupine,  (a 

porcupine's  hole  has  always  two  or  more  entrances.) 
—  S"m-mdh,  t,  m.  (Aa  for  .<ft>a),  a  porcupine,  hedge- 

hog. -SWA'd  (rf»o-orf°)i  o*.  m-   'having  a  dog 

for  a  horse,'  epithet  of  Bhairava  (or  S'iva  in  a  ter- 
rific form,  sometimes  represented  as  mounted  on 

a  dog). 

SW  at  the  end  of  comps.  =  ivan  above. 

Sfvaghnin,  i,  m.  (according  to  some  s"va  is  for 
sva,  and  the  word  is  thought  to  mean  'one  who 

destroys  his  own,'  others  connect  it  with  fca-han), 

Ved.  a  gamester,  (SSy.  =  dei-ana-fda.) 

Svaganika,  as,  m.  (fr.  iva-gana),  one  who  has 
to  do  with  packs  of  dogs,  a  hunter ;  (a«,  i),  m.  f. 

one  who  lives  by  feeding  or  keeping  dogs,  a  dog- 
keeper  ;  one  who  is  drawn  by  dogs. 

Scana,  at,  m.  a  dog ;  the  wind,  (according  to 

S5y.  on  Rig-veda  I.  161,  i^.imnam  =  antarikshe 

ttasantdm  rat/urn) ;  (i),  f.  a  female  dog,  bitch. 

-Smna^illilta,  f.  a  kind  of  pot-herb. -Seana- 

nidra,  f.  a  dog's  sleep;  light  slumber. - Svana- 

vaikharl,  f. '  dog's  speech,'  a  term  for  angry  snarling 

on  trifling  occasions.  —  Svano(6hishta  (°na-u<!°}, am,  n.  anything  left  by  a  dog. 

tvabhr  [cf.  rt.  svart],  cl.  10.  P.  &<z- 
,  -yitum,  to  go,  move;  to  live 

in  misery  (in  a  hole  ?) ;  to  break,  pierce,  bore,  make 
a  hole. 

Svabhra,  am,  n.  a  hole,  gap,  chasm ;  a  den. 

'"ETT^  saayathu,  svayici.  See  under  rt. 

M. 
Wat  6vart  (also  written  svart;  cf.  rt. 

1  N  fvabhr),  cl.  10.  P.  ilvartayati,  &c.,  -yi- 

tum, to  go,  move ;  to  live  in  misery  or  distress. 

teal  or  foall,  cl.  i.  P.  scalati  or 

^  foallati,  taScala  or  tafvalla,  Gallium or  gvallitum,  to  go  quickly,  run. 

MI    ̂   scalk  [cf.rt.  sulk],  cl.  10.  P.  6val- 

\  kayati,  -yitum,  to  tell,  narrate. 
s'vall=rt.  teal  above. 

_.„  ,  featura,  as,  m.  (perhaps  for  original 
sva-iura,  see  iSura;  in  Unadi-s.  I.  45.  said  to  be 

fr.  rt.  I.  a(f  with  jfu  for  aiu  prefixed),  a  father-in- 

law,  a  wife's  or  husband's  father ;  one  to  be  treated as  a  father-in-law,  a  venerable  man  ;  a  proper  N. ; 

(a«),  m.du.  a  father  and  mother-in-law;  [cf.  Zend 

qadura ;  Gr.  exvp6-s  for  aftxvpo-s ;  Lat.  socer 
for  svecer;  Goth,  evaihra;  Old  Germ,  srehur; 

Angl.  Sax.  sweger,  sweor ;  Slav,  svekm;  Lith. 

szeszura-s  ;  Cambro-Brit.  f wegrwn.~\ •Svaiuraka,  as,  m.  a  father-in-law. 

Svaiurya,as,m.  a  brother-in-law,  wife's  brother, husband's  brother ;  a  husband's  younger  brother. 

Svairu,  us,  f.  a  mother-in-law ;  [cf.  Gr.  ixvpa ; 

Lat.  socrus  ;  Goth,  sraihrd  ;  Old  Germ,  suigar  ; 

Cambro-Brit.  fwegyr ;  Slav,  si-ekruvi  or  srekry; 

perhaps  Lith.  uszwt.~\-S'i-as'ru-s'i-as'ura,  au,  m. du.  mother  and  father-in-law. 

I.  seas,  cl.  2.  P.  svasiti,  (also  ap- 

x  parently  cl.  I.  P.  A.  frasati,  -te,  in  certain 
forms  and  according  to  a  various  reading  in  Naigh. 

II.  19),  Impf.  ateasit  or  adrasat  (Pan.  VII.  3,  98, 

99,  cf.  rt.  I.  rud),  Pot.  teasel  (cl.  i),  Impv.  iva- 

situ  (or  ivasattt,  2nd  pi.  A.  ivasadhvam),  ta- 

iva&a,  dvasishyati,  atoasU,  ivasitum,  to  breathe, 

respire,  draw  breath,  live,  pant,  puff,  sigh ;  to  hiss, 

snort  ;  to  strike,  kill,  (enumerated  among  the  vadha- 
lifirmanah  in  Naigh.  II.  19):  Caus.  tvdsayati, 

-yitum,  Aor.  afavasat,  to  cause  to  breathe  easily, 
to  refresh:  Desid.  iUvasishati:  \TAtm.  iafvasyate, 

ias'va&ti,  to  breathe  frequently,  pant ;  [cf.  Lat.  qaeri, 

ques-tut;  Angl.  Sax.  hmeosan,  perhaps  liysian, htat,  gist.] 

ffmsat,  an,  atl  (ep.  also  antt),  at,  breathing, sighing. 

ffvasatha, Ved.  breathing;  hissing;  snorting. 

ffcasana,  as,  m.  air,  wind  ;  epithet  of  a  demon 

of  drought  vanquished  by  Indra  [cf.  ̂ us/ino]  ;  the 

thorny  plant  Vangueria  Spinosa ;  (am),  n.  breathing, 

respiration,  breath;  sighing. -  ffvasanasana  (  na- 

as°)  as,  m. '  air-eater,  breath-eater,'  a  snake,  serpent. 

-tfuaianeteara  (°na-i<f°),  as,  m.  'breath-l
ord,1 

the  tree  Pentaptera  Arjuna.  -  S'vasaiiotsuka  (  na- 

ut°)  as,  m.  '  eager  for  air '  or  '  fond  of  hissing,'  a 
snake.  - S'l-asanormi  (°na-Hr°),  is,  m.  f.  a  wave 

or  gust  of  wind. 
Svasamdna,  as,  a,  am,  breathing;  panting, snorting,  hissing. 

S'vasita,  as,  d,  am,  breathed,  sighed ;  breathing, 

sighing;  (am),  n.  breathing,  breath,  respirat
ion, 

sighing,  a  sigh. 

ffvati-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  Ved.  possessed  of  breath, 

vivifying,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  140,  ip. 
Jvasivdn  —  s"vasana-van  jvalabhii  teshtd-van 

prdnana-^iian  va.) S'vasuna,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant   (  =  kshata- 

ghna). 
Sfvdsa,  as,  m.  breathing,  breath,  inspiration,  re- 

spiration ;  sighing,  a  sigh ;  air,  wind ;  affection  of 

the  breath,  hard  breathing,  asthma.  —  Svasa-kdsa, 

as,  m. '  breath-cough,'  asthma  .-Si'Ssa-fcit/Aara,  as, 
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m.  a  particular  drug  used  as  a  remedy  for  asthma 

~&rdsa-td,   i,   breathing,    respiration,   aspiration. 
—  Seasa-praivasa-dhdrana,  am,  n.  suppression  01 
suspension  of  inspiration  and  expiration  (=prana- 

yama,  q.v.).~Sfva$a-rodha,  as,  m.  an  obstruction 
of  the  breath.  —  S'casa-hikkd,  f.  a  kind  of  hiccough 
—  S'viisa-heti,  u,  f.  'cure  for  hard  breathing,' sleepi- 

ness, sleep.  —  S'vdsdri  (°sa-ari),  is,  m.   '  breath- 
enemy,1  a  kind  of  plant  ( = pushkara-mula) .-~ S'va 
sodd/ivdsa  (°sa-uc°),  au,  m.  du.  inspiration  and  ex- 

piration, respiration. 

Svasita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  breathe,  refreshed, 
invigorated. 

&vdsin,  I,  inl,  i,  breathing,  respiring;  (J),  m. 
air,  wind. 

^1{  2.  seas,  ind.  (according  to  some  con- 
nected with  a  lost  rt.  gvi  in  teit,  '  to  be  white,' 

and  originally  denoting  'the  morrow's  dawn'),  to- 
morrow ;  future,  (at  the  beginning  of  a  comp.) ; 

future  happiness  or  fortune,  (apparently  used  in  this 
sense  at  the  beginning  of  certain  comps.) ;  a  particle 

implying  auspiciousness ;  [cf.  Lat.  eras.]  —  Smh- 

dreyasa,  as,  a,  am,  '  happy  in  the  future,'  happy, 
prosperous ;  (am,),  n.  happiness,  prosperity ;  Brahma, 
the  Supreme  Spirit;  (am),  ind.  happy,  well,  right. 

~&vah-sutyd,  f.,  Ved.  to-morrow's  preparation  of 
the  Soma.  —  ffro-bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  being  to-morrow; 

(e),  ind.  on  its  being  to-morrow.  —  S'vo-vasiya,  as,  a, 
dm, '  happy  for  all  future  time,'  auspicious,  fortunate  ; 
(am),  n.  happiness.  —  ffvo-vaslyas,  an,  asl,  as, 
fortunate,  prosperous,  auspicious.  —  Stvo-vasiyasa, 
as,  a, ant,  fortunate,  auspicious;  (am),  n.  auspicious- 

ness,  good  fortune.  —  S'vo-vasyasa,  am,  a.,  Ved., N.  of  Brahma. 

Svastana,  as,  ?,  am,  belonging  to  the  morrow, 
what  will  be  to-morrow,  future ;  (am),  n.  the  future 
[cf.  Lat.  crastinud]  ;  (i),  f.,  scil.  vibhakti,  a  gram- 

matical term  for  the  personal  terminations  of  the  first 
future. 

Scaitya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  morrow, 
what  will  be  to-morrow,  future. 

i  teaganika.     See  p.  1030,  col.  2. 

I.  svatra,  as,  a,  am  (probably  fr.  rt. 
£vi;  cf.  davas,  diva),  Ved.  increasing,  powerful, 
strong,  flourishing,  blooming  (according  to  some) ; 

quick,  swift,  (Say.  —  kshipra-dliarmaka,  Rig-veda 
X.  46,  7);  (am),  ind.  quickly,  (Say.  =  kshipram) ; 

(am),  n.  prosperity,  riches,  wealth.  —  S'vdtra-bhdj,k, 
k,  k,  Ved.  wealth-associated,  endowed  with  riches. 

2.  dvatra,  Nom.  P.  svatrati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  go, 
hasten,  (enumerated  among  the  gati-karmdnaft  in 
Naigh.  II.  14.) 

S-vatrya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  causing  prosperity  or 
happiness,  (Say.  =  sukhdvaha) ;  going  quickly,  (Say. 
=  kshipra-gamanarha.) 

»ai1  scana,  &c.     See  p.  1030,  col.  2. 

"dill  svanta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  wearied; 

placid,  (Say.  =  s"ranfa  or  ddnta,  Rig-veda  I.  145, 
4-) 

iflTit^  sva-pada,  sva-vidh,  &c.  See  under 
ican. 

"dl^lft;  scasuri,  is,  m.  (fr.  soas'ura),  a patronymic. 

svi  (this  rt.  assumes  the  form  su, 

q.  v.,  in  some  of  its  tenses  and  derivatives ; 

cf.  rt.  6av),  cl.  I.  P.  ieayati,  iluildva  or  ̂ iii-dya 
(2nd  sing,  dutfavitha  or  tli^vnyitha,  3rd  du.  gudu,- 
vatus  or  diMyatus),  ivayixltyati,  aivaylt  or 
aivat  or  aiiimyat,  Prec.  iuij&t,  tvayitum,  to 
swell,  increase,  grow;  to  thrive;  to  appear  (Ved., 
see  vi-M,  referred  by  some  to  rt.  3mt);  to  go,  ap- 

proach :  Pass,  tfuyate,  Aor.  aivayi :  Caus.  ivaya- 
yati,  -yitum,  Aor.  aiuiaoat  or  aiiivayat,  (accord- 

ing to  others  also  aiiiaiiat)  :  Desid.  of  Caus.  iu,ia-  \ 

vayishati  or  fis'vdyayishati,  to  cause  to  swell  or  i 

grow  or  be  prosperous  :  Desid.  ̂ ifvayishati  :  Intens. 
deifviyate,  toiuyate,  feirayiti,  iefccti,  to  swell 
much  ;  [cf.  Gr.  KV-I-OI,  KV-OS,  Kv-fm,  KU-J/-/UI,  KV 
dp,    KV-T-OS,    /rof-Ao-S,    K0l\~ia,    KdV\6-S,    KV-Xo-V 

fy-ttiaaau,  Kiffaa,  Kva/j.ost  KVCL&OS,  KUIVOS,  KTJKIS 

K'IKVS,  (probably  also)  K'UUV,  leia,  Kiviui,  perhaps  also 
x6-fu]  (for  Kv-firj)  :  Lat.  in-cl-ens,  cu-mu-lu-s 
cavu-s,  cau-li-s,  can-to,  calu-m,  ciliiir-m,  super- 
cili-um,  cuneus,  creacere;  coma:  Goth,  us-hul- 
on,  hul-undi  :  Old  Germ,  hoi,  (according  to  some 

wi-t,  '  wide  '  (  =  tfvita)  :  Angl.  Sax.  hoi  :  Hib.  ci  n- 
neas,  cinneachdin,  '  growth,  increase.'] 

S'uti,  is,  f.  swelling,  increasing. 
S'ana,  as,  d,  am,  swollen,  Sec.     See  s.  v. 
Siiyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  swollen,  swelling, 

enlarging,  expanding. 

Ses"viyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  swelling  or  in- 
creasing excessively,  enlarging,  expanding. 

S'vaya,  as,  m.  swelling,  increase. 
S'vayathu,  us,  m.  swelling,  intumescence.—  ffvaya- 

thu-dikitsd,  f.  the  cure  or  treatment  of  swellings,  &c. 
Sfvayana,  am,  n.  swelling,  intumescence. 

S'rayitvii,  ind.  having  swelled  or  increased. 
Svayidi,  is,  f.  sickness,  disease. 

s'vikna,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  race  ;  [cf. 

TW.I   6vit  (perhaps    a   kind  of  Nom. 
S  based  on  a  lost  rt.  fm,  cf.  Zend  £ 

tama,  Sic.),  cl.  I.  A.  6vetate  (Ved.  also  P.  -ti), 
tUmle,  ivetishyate,  asvctishta,  aMtat,  ivetilum, 
to  be  or  become  white,  (according  to  Vopa-deva 

XXI.  15.  3vetayati=*$vetadvam  afrisltte)',  [cf. 
Lith.  swediu  for  swetiu,  '  I  shine  ;'  Inf.  sw&ti  for 

swet-ti,  (perhaps  also)  swlta-s,  '  the  world  ;'  kaiciu, 
for  kaitiu,  kaitinu,  '  I  make  hot  ;'  kais-tu  for 
kail-tit,  '  I  become  warm  ;'  kaitau  :  Slav,  srit-a-ti, 
'to  become  light;'  twjet,  'light,  the  world.'] 

S'vila,  as,  a,  am,  while;  (am),  n.  whiteness (according  to  Say.). 

Sultana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  white,  white- 

coloured,  (Say.  =  s"vctamana,  dveta-varna,  Rig- veda  VI.  6,  2.) 

S»i<i,  whiteness,  a  white  colour  (according  to 

Say.).  —  S'vity-and,  an,  -ticl,  ak,  Ved.  going  to 
whiteness,  becoming  white,  white-coloured,  fair-com- 
plexioned,  white,  (Say.  on  Rig-veda  VII.  83,  8. 

s'vityancah  =  $vitam  ivaityam  nairmalyam  an- 
danto  gadi'liantafi.) 

S'i'itta,  as,  a,  am,  see  P5n.  VII.  2,  16,  17. 
Svitna,  white  (according  to  S5y.  on  Rig-veda  I. loo,  18). 

Svitnya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  white,  white-coloured, 
fair-complexioned  (said  of  the  winds  or  Maruts  ac- 

cording to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  loo.  1  8  ;  but  accord- 
ing to  some  more  probably  referring  to  the  fair- 

coloured  worshippers  of  Indra  as  opposed  to  the 
darker  aborigines  of  India). 

Svitya,  at,  a,  am,  white,  white-coloured. 
Seilra,  am,  n.  morbid  whiteness  of  the  skin, 

white  leprosy,  vitiligo  ;  =  antariksha  (Ved.,  cf. 

ttaitreya);  (a),  f.  a  proper  N.—S'titra-ghnl,  f. 
'  removing  whiteness  of  the  skin,'  the  plant  Tragia 
Involucrata  (  =  pjta-parnl). 

S'vitnn,  i,  itil,  i,  affected  with  whiteness  of  the 
skin  or  leprosy,  leprous;  (i),  m.  a  leper. 
Svitrya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  son  of  SVitrS. 

S'veta,  as,  a  or  dvenl,  am,  white,  dressed  in 
white  ;  (as),  m.  white  (the  colour)  ;  the  planet  Venus 

or  its  regent  S'ukra  ;  the  sixth  range  of  mountains 
dividing  the  known  continent,  the  white  mountains 
separating  the  Varshas  of  Hiranmaya  and  Ramyaka; 
one  of  the  minor  Dvlpas  or  divisions  of  the  woild, 

(see  iiieta-dvipa)  ;  a  white  cloud  ;  cumin  seed  ;  a 

conch-shell  ;  N.  of  a  particular  AvalSra  of  S'iva  ;  of a  manifestation  of  Vishnu  in  his  VarSha  incarnation 

(worshipped  in  a  particular  part  of  India)  ;  N.  of  one 

of  Siva's  pupils;  (as,  n),  m.  f.  a  small  white  shell, 
cowri  ;  (a),  f.  one  of  the  tongues  of  Fire  ;  a  kind  of 
grass,  Andropogon  Aciculatum  ;  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 

'kaslitlia-patala) ;  Aconitum  Ferox ;  various  other 
plants  (=  apardjitd  ;  =  tfveta-vriliatl ;  =  icela- 
liantalcari  ;  =  paehiina-bhedin  ;  =  tiila-valkala  ; 
^churikd-pattri);  hogweed;  white  Durva  grass; 
bamboo-manna ;  crystal ;  clayed  or  candied  sugar  ; 
a  mystical  term  for  the  letter  s ;  (am),  n.  silver; 

(tfveta  vaidana  or  vaiddrvya  or  vatdanya  is 

according  to  some  '  a  serpent  demon,'  others  give 
doaita-vaidarava  as  signifying  '  a  particular  deity 

connected  with  the  sun') ;  [cf.  Goth,  hveit-s, '  white ;' 

(perhaps)  hvaitei,  '  wheat :'  Old  Germ,  huiz,  u'i:  : Old   Sax.,  Angl.   Sax.,   Old   Norse   livit:     Lith. 

kwety-s,  'wheat.']  —  Sveta-kantakarl,  f.  a  species 

of  plant  (=priyan-karl).  —  Sceta-kandd,  (. '  hav- 
ing a  white  bulb,'  the  plant  Aconitum  Ferox.— SWa- 

kamala,  am,  n.  a  white  lotus.  —  S'mta-kakiya,  as, 
a,   am,  belonging   or   relating    to   a  white   crow. 
—  Sveta-kinihi,  f.  a  species  of  Kinihl  with  white 

blossoms.  —  Sveta-Tmnjara,  as,  m. '  white  elephant," 
Indra's  elephant  AirJvata.  —  Sveta-km!u,,  as,  m. 

white  Kus*a  grass  (=punya-trina).  —  S'veta-kush- 
tha,  am,  n.  white  leprosy.  —  S'veta-ketu,  us,  m.  a 
Bauddha  or  Jaina  saint;  epithet  of  the  descending 
node ;  N.  of  a  lirahtmn  ;  of  a  sage  (son  of  UddS- 

laka).  —  S'veta-ke^a,  as,  m.  white  hair;  a  variety  of 
the  Hyperanthera  Moringa.  —  Sveta-kola,   as,  m. 

'  having  a  white  or  glittering  breast,'  the  Saphara 
fish.  —  S'veta-lchadira,  as,  m.  a  white  variety  of  the 

Khadira  tree.  —  S^ueta-gangd,  f.  'the white  Ganges,* 
N.  of  a  river.  —  Sveta-gaja,  as,  m.  a  white  elephant ; 
the  elephant  of  Indra.  —  ffveta-garut,  t,  or  gveta-ga- 

rula,as,m. 'white-winged, 'a goose.— Sveta-gunja,  f. 
a  kind  of  plant  (  =  bliiriiMltii).  —  Si'eta-ghosKa, 
{.  a  white  Ghoshs  plant.  —  S^i'eta-dandana,  am, 
n,  white  sandal.  —  S'reta-dillika  or  ̂ veta-dilli,  f. 
a  kind  of  pot-herb.  —  Sreta-cthattra,  am,  n.  a 

white  umbrella ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  a  white  um- 

brella. —  Sveta-Mhada,  as,  m.  '  white-winged '  or 
'  white-leaved,"  a  goose ;  a  kind  of  basil,  Ocymum 
Album.  —  Sveta-jlraTca,  as,  m.  white  cumin.  —  SVe- 
ta-tankaka  or  -tankana,  am,  n.  white  or  refined 

borax.  —  S'veta-ta,  (.  whiteness.  —  Sveta-dunia,  f. 
white  Durvs  grass.  —  ffveta-dvipa,  as,  m.  a  white 

elephant;  Indra's  elephant.  —  S'veta-dvipa,  as,  m. 
'  the  white  island,'  N.  of  one  of  the  eighteen  minor 
Dvlpas  or  divisions  of  the  known  continent,  (also 
termed  Candra-dvipa,  see  tandra ;    identified  by 
some  with  Vaikuntha,  q.  v,,  and  by  others  supposed 

to  be  Britain);  N.  of  a  place  near  K5si.  —  S'veta- 
dhiitu,  us,  m.  a  white  mineral ;   chalk ;  the  milk- 

stone,  opal  or  chalcedony.  —  S'veta-dhdman,  a,  m. 
'  having  white  lustre,'  the  moon  ;  camphor ;  cuttle- 

fish bone.  —  Sveta-mla,  as,  a,  am,  white  and  black, 

(as),  m.  a  cloud.  -•  ffveta-pattra,  am,  n.  a  white 

feather;  (as),  m.  'white-feathered,'  a  goose.  —  SW- 
tapattra-ratha,  as,  m.  '  whose  vehicle  is  a  goose,' 
epithet  of  Brahms.  —  Sveta-padma,  am,  n.  the 
white  lotus.  —  Sveta-parna,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( = 

vari-parn7).-»S>ueta-parnasa,  as,  m.  white  basil. 

—  S'veta^parvata,,  as,  m.  'white-mountain,'  N.  of 
a  mountain.  —  Sveta-pdtald,  f.  the  white  trumpet- 

flower,  Bignonia  Suaveolens.  —  S'veta-pinga,  as,  m. 
white  and  tawny,'  a  lion.  —  Sveta-pingala,  as,  m. 

white  and  tawny,'  a  lion ;  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  S^veta- 
pingalaka,  as,  m.  a  lion.  —  S'veta-pinditaka,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  plant  (=maha-pinditaru).  —  Sreta- 
punarnavd,  (.  the  white-flowered  hogweed.— Stttn- 

pushpa,  am,  n.  a  white  flower ;  (as),  m.  '  having 
white  flowers,'  the  plant  Vitex  Trifolia,  =  sindhu- 
vara;  (a),  f.  a  Ghoshs  with  white  flowers ;  another 

plant  (  =  naga-danti);    colocynth.  —  S'i-eta-push- oaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  having  white  flowers;  (as),  m. 
;he    plant   Nerium   Odorum    (the   white   variety); 

(ika),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (=putra-datri);  another 
slant   (=  maha-ianapushpilta).  —  Sveta-praau- 
aka,  as,  a,  am,  having  white  flowers;  (as),  m. 

the  tree  Tapia  Crataeva.  —  ffveta-bala,  f.  the  white 

Sala,  a  kind  of  plant.  —  S'reta-bhanda,  f.  the  plant 
Clitoria  Ternatea.  —  S'veta-bhikshu,  us,  m.  a  kind  of 
mendicant.  •-  Sceta-mandaraka,  as,  m.  a   kind 

of  tree  (=*prithvi-kurai<aka').  —  Svcta-marica, 
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am,  n.  white  pepper ;  the  seed  of  the  Hyperanther 

Moringa.  —  ffveta-mddhara-tlrtlta,  am,  n.,  N.of 
Tlrtha.— Srrta-mala,  as,  m.  'having  white  wreaths 
a  cloud;  smoke.  —  SV'eta-jwrari,  f.,  Ved.  'clear 
flowing,'  N.  of  a  river.  —  Sveta-rakta,  a*,  m 
'whitish-red,'  pale-red,  rosy,  pink  (the  colour 
_ SV  i,  a»»,  n.  'white-coloured,'  lead 
—  Svcta-ratha,  as,  m.  a  white  chariot;  'having 
white  car,'  the  planet  Venus.  —  Sceta-rdji,  f.  a  kirn 
of  creeper  ( =  iafenila).  —  Sveta-rdsna,  (.  the  whit 
RSsni  plant.  —  SYein-rocM,  M,  m.  'having  whit 

light,'  the  moon.  —  S'i'ela-roman,  a,  n.  white  hair 
—  S'fcta-romdnka  (°ma-an°),  as,  m.  a  spot  o 
white  hair.  —  Svda-rohita,  as,  m. '  white  and  red, 
an  epithet  of  Garuda  ;  a  kind  of  tree  ( =  lakshmt 
rat).- Sect a-lodkra,  as,  m.  a  white  Lodhra  tree 
—  Sveta-lokita,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni  (a  pupil  o 

Siva).  —  Sneta-va6d,  f.  white   orris  root  (  =  ati- 
vukti). — St'efa-0ar«a,  as,  a,  am,  white-coloured 
—  Sveta-valkala,  as,   m.  white   bark ;    '  white 

barked,'  the  glomerous  fig-tree,  Ficus  Glomerata 
—  Sveta-vdjin,  I,  m.  a  white  horse ;  '  having  white 
horses,"  the  moon ;  epithet  of  Arjuna.  —  Sveta-va- 
sas,  as,  as,  as,  having  white  clothes;   (da),  m 

'  clad  in  white,'  an  ascetic  wearing  white  garments 
—  Sfveta-vdh,  vat,  dretauhl  or  -rd/ii,  vat,  borne 
on  white  horses ;  (t),  m.  epithet  of  Indra ;  (-tauhi 
or  -vahi),  f.  the  wife  of  Indra.  —  Sveta-i-aha,  as, 
m.  '  having  white  horses,1  epithet  of  Arjuna ;   01 
Indra.  —  Sreta-vdliana,  as,   m.    'having   white 
horses,'  epithet  of  the  moon ;  of  Arjuna ;  N.  of  a 
king,  (see  bhadrailva) ;  a  marine  monster  ( =  ma- 

kara).  —  SFcetOr-ca&tn,  t,  m. '  borne  by  white  horses,' 
epithet  of  Arjuna.  —  Sveta-vuhna,  (.  a  kind  ol 
plant   (  =  vana-tiktd).  —  Sveta-vriksha,   as,   m. 
'  white  tree,"  the  Varuna  tree.  —  Sfeta-vrikati,  f.  a 

kind  of  white  Vartaki  or  egg-plant.  -•  SVeta-s"ara- 
punkha,  f.  a  kind  of  shrub.  —  Snta-s'ingapa,  f. 
the  white  Sfinsapa  tree.  —  S'ceta-s'ikha,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  Muni.  —  Sveta-iigru,,  us,  m.  the  white  Sigru 

tree.  —  Sveta-s'tmga,  as,  a,  am,  having  white  awiis ; 
(as),  m.  barley.  —  Svcta- Parana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
plant  (  =  vana-iurana).  —  Sfveta-iSringa,  as,  m. 

'having   white   awns,'   barley.  —  Seeta-sarpa,   as, 
m.  a  white  snake ;  the  tree  Tapia  Crataeva.  —  SVeta- 
sdra,  as,  m.  the  tree  Mimosa  Catechu.  —  Sveta- 
surasa,  f.  a  white  variety  of  the  Nyctanthes  Arbor 

Tristis.  —  ffveta-tpanda,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 

apardjitd).  —  S'veta-haya,  as,  m.  a  white  horse; 
the  horse  of  Indra ;  '  having  white  horses,"  epithet 
of  Arjuna.  —  Sfveta-hastin,  I,  m.  a  white  elephant ; 

Airavata  (the  elephant  of  Indra).  —  Soetd-trii-rit,  t, 

f.  the  white  Trivrit  plant.  —  Svetdtreya  (°ta-df), 
as,  m.  a  proper  N.  -  Svetdnukds'a  (°fa-an°),  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  possessing  a  white   light;  white  and 

shining.  —  Svetdmbara  (°ta-am°),  as,  m.  'having 
white  garments,"  an  order  of  ascetics  among  the 
Jainas.  —  Svetamll  fta-am0),  is,  f.  a  kind  of  shrub 
(  =  amlikd).  —  Scetdranya-ilrtha  (°ta-ar°),  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.— Svetdvara  (°ta-av°),  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  vegetable  ( =  sitdvara).  —  Smlatvatara 

fta-orf").  <",  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi.-SVdas'ratera- 
s'dkhd,  f.,  N.  of  a  Sakha  of  the  Yajur-veda.  —  S'oe- 
t<~i.-imttirn->!,~,l:hiit,  inn*,  m.  pi.  the  followers  of 
the  SvetSsvatara-sakhS.  —  Svetafcataropanislui •/ 

CVa-u/>°),  t,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upi&iihad.  wSWfMMl 
(°la-ds°),  as,  m. '  white-faced,"  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  SVe- 
tdhiia  (°ta-d]i°),  (.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  Jukla-pa/ald). 
—Svetekshu  (°ta-ikc),  us,  m.  'white  sugar-cane,' 
a  species  of  sugar-cane  (=pdndurekshu).  —  S'iieto- 
dara  (°<a-t«r),  as,  m.  a  white  belly ;  '  white- 
bellied,'  epithet  of  Kuvera. 

••.  m.  a  cowri ;  (am),  n.  silver. 

SVetenu,  f.,  Ved.  •  the  whitener,'  epithet  of  Ushas or  dawn. 

'',«/!,  anfi,  (it,  making  white,  whitening. 
Sftetita,  an,  5,  am,  (probably)  whitened,  see  Pan. 

VII.  3,16,17, 
.  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

Suelauhl,  (.  the  wife  of  Indra ;  [cf.  totta-vah.} 
Svetyd,  (.,  Ved.  the  dawn. 

Svetra,  am,  n.  wlu'te  leprosy  (  =  ivitra). ifvaita-raiddrara.     See  under  gveta. 
Srailyn,  am,  «.  whiteness;  white  leprosy;  viti 

ligo ;  (an),  m.  a  proper  N. 
S'raitra,  am,  n.  white  leprosy;  vitiligo. 

S*vaitreya,  as,  t,  am,  Ved.  produced  in  the 
atmosphere;  (as),  m.^ilvitrya. 
Scaitrya,  am,  n.  leprosy,  whiteness  of  the  skin. 

svind  (connected  with  rt.  suit), 

cl.  i .  A.  gvindate,  iiimnae,  ivindish- 
yate,  innditttm,  to  be  white,  become  white ;  to  be 
cold  (according  to  some) ;  [cf.  probably  Gr.  miSvvs, 
m$p6s,  xCSos;  Goth,  hveits,  hvaitei;  Old  Germ, 
hwiz,  hwaizi,  hiza,  haiz;  Angl.  Sax.  knit,  hvcete.] 

seem,  fern,  of  soeta,  q.  v. 

,  as,  m.  (fr.  svikna),a,  proper  N. 

iX\*gflsvo-bhuta,svo-va.slyasa.  See  under 2.  s"vas. 

if  i.  sha,  the  thirty-first  consonant  of  the 
NJgari  alphabet  and  second  of  the  three  sibilants ;  it 
belongs  to  the  cerebral  class,  and  in  sound  corresponds 
to  sh  in  the  English  word  shun.  (Many  roots  which 
begin  with  the  dental  s  are  written  in  native  gran: 
mars  and  in  the  Dhatu-pStha  with  sh,  to  show  that 
the  dental  «  is  liable  to  be  cerebralized  after  certain 

prepositions.)  —  Sha-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or  sound 
sha.—Sha-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  the  letter  sha, 
the  cerebral  sibilant,  the  substitution  of  s/i  for  s. 

—  Shaiva-natva,  am,  n.  the  substitution  of  sh  for 
s  and  of  n  for  n  in  grammatical  derivatives. 

2.  sha,  as,  a,  am,  best,  excellent;  wise, 

learned ;  (as),  m.  loss,  destruction ;  loss  of  know- 
i-dge;  end,  term;  rest,  remainder;  eternal  happi- 

ness, final  emancipation,  (in  some  of  the  preceding 
senses  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  so)  ;  heaven,  paradise ;  sleep ; 
a  learned  man,  teacher;  a  nipple;  (according  to 

Sabda-k.)  =  ka/la;  =  manava  ;  =  sarva  ; = garblia- 
vimotaiia  [cf.  shu] ;  (am),  n.  the  embryo ;  patience, 
endurance  (according  to  some). 

WJT  shay,  shagh,  shad,  &c.     See  sag, 1    \&c. 

^  shut,  shad,  for  shush,  at  the  beginning 
>f  comps.  See  shash. 

*TC!3r  shanda,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
.  113.  fr.  rt.  i.  san;  cf.  ianda,  iandha),  a  bull ;  a 
:unuch,  (fourteen  or  even  twenty  classes  are  enume- 
ated  by  some  writers);  a  multitude,  collection, 
[uantity,  group,  heap ;  a  wood,  thicket ;  N.  of  one 

if  Vishnu's  guards  or  attendants,  (also  written  fSanda, 
q.  v.) ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  flock  (of  goats  &c.) ;  a 
uantity  of  lotuses. 
Shandaka,  as,  m.  a  eunuch. 
Shandali,  {.  a  wanton  woman ;  a  pond,  pool  j  a 

>articular  measure  of  oil  (commonly  called  Chatsk). 
Shandika,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
Shanilha,  as,  m.  a  eunuch.—  Shandha-tila,  as, 
i.  barren  sesamum.  —  Sltandha-tva,  am,  n.  the 
eing  a  eunuch. 

-lTam  sharajima  and  shardnjima  and 
harija,  N.  of  places. 

M^i.  sharjura,  N.  of  a  place. 

HrtlU  shaldgru,  N.  of  a  place. 

"3^shash,shat,  m.f.  n.pl.(thoughtbysome 
obeforan  original  *ra/;«A,  by  others  for  kshaih  ;  thash 
ecomes  skat  before  hard  letters,  shad  before  soft.sAo 
efore  d,  and  than  before  nasals),  six,  (the  following 
rards  are  used  as  symbolical  expressions  for  the  number 

x,anya,dars'ana,  tarka, guna,  rasa,  ritti,  rajra- 
OTHJ,  karttikeya-mukha) ;  [cf.  Zend  kshvas ; 

'"•  t(,  F*t;  Lat.  sex ;  Angl.  Sax.  seox,  sex,  fix; 
)ld  Germ,  seht  for  sihs;  Goth,  saihs  for  sihi; 

Lith.  szeszi,  f.  szezios;  Slav,  eesti,  sesty;  Cambro- 

Brit.  chwech;   Armor,  chuech ;    Hib.   se,   'six.'] 
—Shat-karna,  as,  d,  am,  six-eared ;  heard  by  six 
ears  (i.  e.  by  a  third,  instead  of  by  the  speaker  and 
person  addressed  only),  told  to  more  than  one  listener; 

(as),  m.  a  sort  of  lute.  —  Shal-karman,  a,  a.  the 
six  acts  or  duties  enjoined  on  Brahmans  collectively, 
(viz.  teaching  the  Vedas,  holy  study,  offering  sacri- 

fices, conducting  them  for  others,  giving  and  accept- 

ing gifts)  ;  six  acts  allowable  to  a  Brahman  for  sub- 
sistence, (viz.  gleaning,  accepting  gifts,  asking  alms, 

agriculture,  trade,  tending  cattle,  or,  according  to 
some,  lending  money  at  interest) ;  six  acts  belonging 
to  the  practice  of  Yoga,  (viz.,  according  to  Sabda-k., 
dhauti,  vasti,  neti,  nauliki,  Irdtaka,  kapdla- 
Ihdti,  these  consist  of  suppressions  of  the  breath 
and    self-mortifications    of    various    kinds ;    other 
authorities  write   the  words  with  different  termi- 

nations, e.  g.  dhauti,  fasti,  naulika,  &c.) ;    six 
acts  that  may  be  performed   by  means  of  magical 
texts,  (viz.  killing,  infatuating,  enthralling,  expelling, 
exciting  animosity,  and  the  stopping  or  privation  of 
any  faculty ;  these  are  taught  in  the  Tantras) ;  (a), 
m.  a  Brahman  skilled  in  the  above  six  acts;   an 

adept  in  the  Tantra  magical  rites.  —  Shat-karaka- 
pratiddhandaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammatical  work 
on  the  use  of  the  six  ases.  —  $/tat-ku/d,  f.  a  form  of 
Bhairavl. — Shat-kona,  am,  n.  a  six-angled  figure, 
hexagon ;  the  thunderbolt  of  Indra ;  (as,  d,  am), 

hex&nguhr.  —  Shat-khetaka,  N.  of  a  town.—  Shal- 
dakra,  am,    n.   the   six   mystical    circles   of  the 

body,    (see    dakra.)  —  Shatdatvdrins'a,    as,    i, 
am,  46lh.  —  Shat-datvdrins'at,  t,   f.,  ̂ 6."Sha(- 
darana,  as,  d,  am,  six-footed,  having  six  feet; 

(as),  m.  a  bee;    a  louse;    a  locust.  —  Khat-tila- 
ddna,  am,  n.  a  particular  ceremony  on  the  twelfth 
day  of  the  month  Magha.  —  Sha/tilin,  i,  ini,  f, 
one   who   on   certain   festivals    performs    six    acts 
with    Tila    or   sesamum,   (so    called,  according   to 
Sabda-k.,    when    he    is    tilodvartin,  fila-sndyin, 

tila-homin,   tila-prada,   tila-bhuj,   tila-vapin.) 
—Shaitrinfa,  as,  i,  am,  36th.  —  Shat-triniat, 
t,  (.,  36 ;   N.  of  a  work  on  law.  —  ShattriniSad- 
dbdika,  as,  i,  am,  lasting  36  years.  —  Shaftrin- 

s"ad-dipikd,  {.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Sha/trins'an- 
mata,  a  collection  of  the  opinions  of  36  Munis  (held 
:o  be  authors  of  as    many  law-books,  viz.  Manu, 
Vishnu,  Yama,  Daksha,  An-giras,  Atri,  Vrihaspati, 
Apastamba,  Usanas,  Katyayana,  ParSsara,  Vasishtha, 

Vyasa,  Samvarta,  Harita,  Gotama,  Pracetas,  S'an-kha, 
^ikhita,  Yajnavalkya,  Kasyapa,  S'Statapa,  Lomasa, 
lamad-agni,  Prajapati,  Visva-mitra,  Paithlnasi,  Bau- 
dhayana,  PitSmaha,  C'hagaleya,  Jabala,  Marrti,  Cya- 
'ana,  Bhrigu,  Rishya-srin-ga,  Narada.)— Shatpan- 

'aila,  as,  i,  am,  56th.  —  Shat-pandds'af,  t,  (., 
56.  —  Shatpandds'at-tama,    as,    I,    am,    56th. 

—  Shat-paiidds'ikd,   N.   of  a   work    by   Prithu- 
ra5as.  —  Shal-pada,  as,  d,  am,  six-footed,  contain- 
ng  six  Padas  or  divisions ;  (as),  m.  a  bee ;  a  verse 
-onsisting  of  six  Padas  or  divisions ;  (as,  t),  m.  f. 
a  louse;  (i),  f.  a  female  bee.  —  Shatpada-jya,  as, 

d,  am,  '  having  bees  for  a  string,"  epithet  of  Kama- 
leva's  bow  (the  string  of  which  is  supposed  to  con- 

sist of  bees).  —  Shatpada-priya,  <n,  m.  'beloved 
by  bees,'  a  kind  of  tree  (=naga-kcs'ara).  —  8hat- 
paddtithi  (°da-af),  is,  m.  'having  bees  as  guests," 
the  Mango  tree;  the  Campaka  tTec.  —  tihafpada- 

nanda-vardhana  (°da-dn°),  as,  m.  'increasing 
the  joy  of  bees,"  the  Kin-kirata  tree.  —  Sha/paddli 
(°da-ili),  f.  a  line  of  bees.  —  Shat-padikd,  f.  a 

kind  of  metre.  —Shat-prajna,  as,  m. '  six-knower," one  who  is  wise  on  six  subjects,  a  sage  (i.e.  one 

acquainted  with  the  four  objects  of  human  existence, 
viz.  virtue,  wealth,  pleasure,  and  final  emancipation, 
and  with  the  nature  of  the  world,  and  of  divine 

truth);  a  dissolute  or  lustful  man.  —  Sha(-prai!'no- 

panishad,  t,  f.=pra$'nopanishad,   q.v.  —  Shat- 
data,    am,    n.,    106 ;    600.  —  Shat-idstrin,   I, 
m.   one    who   has   studied   the  six   Sastras  or    six 
systems  of  philosophy.  —  Shatshashta,  as,  i,  am, 

66ih.-Shat-shashti,  is,  f.,'66.-S/iatsaptata, 
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os,  i,  am,  Jdih.  —  Shat-saptati,  is,  f.,  76. 
— Shad-akshara,  as,  a,  a?w,  consisting  of  six 

syllables.  —  Shad-ahshina,  as,  m.  'six-eyed,'  a 
fish.  —  Shad-anga,  am,  n.  six  pans  of  the  body 
collectively,  (viz.  the  two  arms,  two  legs,  head,  and 
waist) ;  the  six  limbs  or  works  auxiliary  to  the  Veda, 
(see  vedanga) ;  any  set  of  six  articles ;  (as),  m.  a 

small  kind  of  Go-kshura  plant ;  (as,  a,  am),  six- 
limbed  ;  having  six  parts  or  ingredients.  —  Shad- 
anya-jit,  t,  t,  t,  subduing  the  six  members ;  (t),  m. 
epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Shadanr/a-pdniya,  am,  n.  an 
infusion  or  decoction  of  six  drugp.  —  Shad-anghri, 

is,  m.  'having  six  feet,'  a  bee.—Shad-adhika, 
as,  a,  am,  exceeded  by  six.  —  Shadadhika-da- 
sVzw,  a,  m.  f.  n.  pi.  ten  +  six,  i.e.  sixteen.  —  Shad- 
adhikadada-nddi-Sakra,  am,  n.  the  circle  of  the 
16  tubular  vessels,  (the  heart.)  —  Shad-abhijAa,  as, 

m.  'knowing  six  sciences,'  a  Buddha  or  Buddhist 
deified  sage. — Shadatfta,  as,  i,  am,  S6th.  —  Shad- 

aditi,  is,  f.,  86 ;  N.  of  a  work ;  the  sun's  en- 
trance into  the  four  signs,  Pisces,  Gemini,  Virgo, 

and  Sagittarius.  ••  Shadatfiti-dakra,  am,  n.  a 
mystical  circle  shaped  like  a  man  for  telling  good 
or  bad  luck  when  the  sun  is  in  the  above  signs. 
«•  Shad-ashtaha,  am,  n.  (in  astronomy)  a  parti- 

cular Yoga,  n.i.  —  Shad-aha,  as,  m.  a  period  of 

six  days.  —  Shad-dnana,  as,  m.  'six-faced,'  epithet 
of  Karttikeya.  **  Shad-dmndya,  as,  m.  the  sixfold 
Tantra  (tabled  to  have  proceeded  from  the  mouth  of 
Siva  directed  towards  six  quarters,  east,  south,  west, 

north,  up  and  down).  —  Shad-dyatana,  am,  n.  the 
seats  of  the  six  organs  (or  senses).  —  Shad-dvali,  is,  f. 

any  row  of  six  objects,  (applied  to  a  set  of  six  S'atakas 
in  verse,  of  which  the  Surya-sataka  is  one.)  —  Shad- 
ushana,  am,  n.  six  spices  collectively,  or  long  pepper, 
black  pepper,  dried  ginger,  the  root  of  long  pepper, 
plumbago,  and  Cavi ;  [cf.  paiida-kola.]  —  Shad- 
ritu,  avas,  m.  pi.  the  six  seasons,  (see  ritu.) 

—  Shad-gala,  as,  d,  am,  arrived  at  the  sixth,  (a 
term  applied  to  the  sixth  power  of  numbers.)  —  Shad- 
yayd,  f.  .the  sixfold  Gaya,  (thus  explained  in  the 

VSyu-Purana  quoted  by  S'abda-k.,  gayd  gajo  gayd- 
dityo  gdyatri  da  gadddharah  gayd  gaydsuras" 
faiva  skad-gayd  mukti-ddyikd.)  —  Shad-gava, 
am,  n.  a  yoke  of  six  oxen,  (sometimes  compounded 
with  the  names  of  other  animals  to  denote  a  yoke  of 

six,  e.g.  aiva-ihadgavam,  six  horses;  ct.  hasti- 

sh°.)  —  Shad-guna,  as,  a,  am,  sixfold,  six  times; 
(am),  n.  an  assemblage  of  six  qualities  or  properties ; 
the  six  acts  or  measures  to  be  practised  by  a  king  in 
his  military  capacity,  (viz.  sandlti,  peace ;  vigraha, 
war ;  yana,  marching ;  dsana,  sitting  encamped  ; 
dvaidhi-bhdva,  dividing   his  forces ;    samdraya, 
seeking  the  protection  of  a  more  powerful  king.) 

—  Shad-guru-bhdshya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Shad-guru-dishya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 
the  Sarvanukramam-vritti.  —  Shad-grant  ha,  as,  m. 
a  variety  of  the  Csesalpinia  Bonducella ;  (a),  f.  orris 
root  ( =  v add) ;  white  orris  root ;   other  plants, 

s*tt£?y  =  mahd-karanja  ;  (I),  f.  orris  root.  — 
granthi,  is,  is,  i,  six-knotted,  having  six  joints; 
(i),  n.  the  root  of  long  pepper.  —  Shadgranthikd, 
f.  zedoary,  Curcuma  Zerumbet.  •- Shad-ja,  as,  m. 

'  six-born,  produced  from  six,'  epithet  of  the  first  or, 
according  to  some,  of  the  fourth  of  the  seven  Svaras 
or  primary  notes  of  music,  (so  called  because  it  is 
supposed  to  be  produced  by  six  organs,  viz.  tongue, 
teeth,  palate,  nose,  throat,  and  chest ;  the  other  six 
Svaras  are  Rishabha,  Gandhara,  Madhyama,  Pan- 

c"ama,  Dhaivata,  and  Nishada,  of  which  Nishada  and 
Gandhara  are  referred  to  the  UdJtta,  Rishabha  and 

Dhaivata  to  the  An-udatta,  while  Shad-ja  and  the 
other  two  are   referred  to  the  Svarita  accent ;  the 

sound  of  the  Shad-ja  is  said  to  resemble  the  note  of 

peacocks.)  —  Shad-dars'ana,  as,  m.  a  man  who  is 
versed  in  the  six  systems  of  philosophy,  (see  dai'- 

s"ana.)  —  Shad-da>!ana,as,d,am,  having  six  teeth. 
—  Shad-durga,  am,  n.   a  collection  of  six   forts 
(i.  e.  six  kinds  of  forts,  as  follow,  dhanva-durga, 
mahi-d',  gii-i-d1,  manushya-d°,  mrid-d",  rana- 
d).  —  Shad-dha,  ind.  in  six  ways;  [cf.  sho-dhd.] 

—  Shad-bhdga,  as,  m.  a  sixth  part,  a  sixth.  —  Shad- 
bhdga-bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  possessing  or  entitled  to  a  sixth 
part.  —  Shad-bhuja,  as,  d,  am,  six-armed,  six-sided ; 
(as),  m.  a  hexagon  ;  (a),  f.  epithet  of  Durga  ;  the 
water-melon.  —  Shad-rasa,   as,  m.  pi.   the   six 
flavours  or  tastes,  (see  rasa)  ;  (as,  a,  am),  having 

the  six  Rasas  or  flavours.  —  Shad-rdtra,  am,  n. '  six 

nights,'  a  period  of  six  days.  —  Shad-rekhd,  f. '  hav- 
ing six  lines,'  a  water-melon.  —  Shad-lavana,  am, 

n.  six  kinds  of  salt;  [cf. panda-lavana."]  —  Shad- 
vaktra,  as,  m.  'six-faced,'  epithet  of  Karttikeya. 
—  Shad-varga,  as,  m.  a  class   or   aggregate  of 
six  things   (e.  g.  of  the  six   faults,  desire,   wrath, 
covetousness,     bewilderment,     pride,    and     envy). 

—  Shadvarga-vaiya,  as,  d,  am,  subject  to  the 
above  six  faults.  —  Shadvins'a,    as,  i,  am,  26th. 
—  Shad-vinsati,  is,   f.,    26.  —  Shadvinfa-'brah- 
maiia,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  BrShmana  belonging  to 
the  Sama-veda.  —  Shad-vidha,  as,  d,  am,  sixfold, 

of  six  sorts  or  kinds.  ••  Shad-vindu,  its,  m. '  having 
six  spots,'  epithet  of  Vishnu ;  a  kind  of  insect ;  a 
sort  of  medicinal  oil.  —  Shannavata,  as,  i,  am, 

pCth.  —  Shan-navati,  is,   f.,   96.  —  Shan-nadi- 
dakra,  am,  n.  (in   astrology)  a  particular  circular 
diagram  (composed  of  six  Nakshatras,  under  which 
a  birthday  or  other  great  event  may  take  place). 

—  Shan-ndbhi,  is,  is,  i,  having  six  navels;   six- 
naved,    (a    wheel)    having    six    naves   or    centres. 
—Shan-mdtra,  as,  i,  am,  containing  six  Mstras. 
—  Shan-mdsa,  as,  m.  a  period  of  six  months,  half 
a  yeai.  —  Shanmdsa-nidaya,  as,  m.  a  collection  (of 
food  sufficient)  for  six  months.  —  Shanmdsdbhyan- 

tare  (asa-abh°),  ind.  within  the  space  of  six  months. 
—  Shanmdiika,  as,  d,  am,  happening  every  six 
months,  half  yearly.  —  Shanmdsya,  six  months  old, 
of  six  months  standing ;  [cf.  shdnmdsya.]  —  Shan- 
mukha,  as,  I,  am,  having  six  faces;  (as),  m.  epi- 

thet of  Karttikeya ;  (d),  f.  a  water-melon.  —  Shal- 
akshara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  =  shad-akuhara.  —  Shal- 
ara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  six  spokes.  —  Sho-dat, 
an,  m.  a  young  ox  with  six  teeth.  —  Sho-danla,  as, 
m.  one  who  has  six  teeth.  —  Shedato,  as,  i,  am, 
i6th,  the  l6th;  (i),  f.  one  of  the  twelve  forms  of 
Durga  called  Maha-vidya.  •-  Shodafaka,  as,  d  or 
i(?)  or  ikd,  am,  16,  consisting  of  1 6,  of  1 6  kinds, 
(shodaiakah  kaddha-puta/i,  a  box  with  16  com- 

partments.) ••  Shodatfa-kala,  as,  d,  am,  having  16 
parts,  sixteenfold  (e.g.  shodaia-kalah  purushah, 
the  sixteenfold  spirit);  (as),  f.  pi.  the  16  digits  of 
the  moon  (named  thus,  I.  A-mrita  ;  2.  MSna-d5 ; 
3.  Pusha  :  4.  Tushti ;  5.  Pushti ;  6.  Rati ;  7.  Dhriti  ; 

8.  S'asinI;  9.  CandrikS  ;  10.  Kunti ;    II.  JyotsnS ; 
12.   SVi;    13.  Prttij    14.   An-ga-dS;    15.   Pflrna ; 
1 6.   PurnamritS).  —  Skodadakala-vidyd,   f.   the 

science  of  the  sixteenfold  (spirit  or  soul).  —  Shodas'a- 
dala,  as,  d,  am,  having  16  petals   (as  a  lotus). 

—  Shodas'a-ddna,  am,  n.  the  aggregate  of  1 6  kinds 
of  gifts  to  be  given  at  a  SVaddha,  &c.,  (these  are 

said  to  be  'room,  a  seat, water, clothes, a  lamp,  food, 
betel,  a  parasol,  perfumes,  a  garland,  fruit,  a  bed, 

shoes,  cows,  gold,  and  silver.')  —  Shodaia-dha,  ind. 
in  16  ways,  in  16  parts  or  divisions.  —  Sho-das'an, 
a.m.f.n.  pi.,  l6.  —  Shodafa-paksha-s'ayin,i,im, 
i,  lying  torpid  during  16  half  months  of  the  year 

(said  of  a  frog).  —  Shiiilnxii-liliujd,  f.  'the  sixteen- 
armed,'  epithet  of  a  form  of  Durga  (represented 
with  1 6  hands).  —  Shodas'a-mdMkd,  as,  (.  pi.  the 
1 6  divine  mothers,  (see  mdtri.)  —  Shodaia-rdjika, 
as,   d,  am,  treating  of  or  relating  to   16  kings. 

— •  Shodas'artii-nis'd  (Va-ri^0),  f.  any  night  out  of 
1 6  from  the  commencement  of  menstruation.  —Sho- 

dafortvik-Jcratu  (°s"a-Hf ),  us,  m.  a  grand  sacrifice 
to  be  performed  by  1 6  priests,  (see  rilv-ij.)  —  Sko- 

daddni'a  (°.<a-an°),  as,  m.  a  i6th  fzrt.—ShodaHdns'u 
(°$a-an°),  its,  its,  n,  having   16   rays;  (us),  m. 
sixteen-rayed,  the  planet  Venus.  —  Shodas'dkiihara 
(°s"a-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  having  16  letters  or  syllables. 
—  Sliodaidnga  (°sa-a»°),  as,  d  or  t,  am,  having 
1 6  parts  or  ingredients;  (as),  m.  a  particular  per- 

fume (said  to  be  composed   of  guggulu,  sarala, 

ddru,  pattra,  malaya-ja,  hrivera,  ojrwra,  kush- 

(ha,  guda,  sarja-rasa,  ghana,  haritaki,  nakhi, 
lakshd,  jaldmdnsl,  iaila-ja,  q.  q.  v.  v.).  —  Shoda- 

tfangidaka  (° da-ait"),  as,  i,  am,  of  16  fingers' 
breadth.  —  Shodafdnghri  (°s"a-an°),  is,  is,  i,  hav- 

ing 1 6  feet ;  (is),  m.  a  crab.  —  ShodaiSdra  (°s"a-ara), 
as,  a,  am,  having  16  spokes  or  radii;  having  1 6 
petals ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  lotus ;  [cf.  shodada- 
dala.^—Shodas'drdis  (°s'a-ar"),  is,  is,  is,  having 
16  rays,  sixteen-rayed;  (is),  m.  the  planet  Venus. 
—  Shodas'dvarta  (Os"a-u»°),  as,  d,  am,  having  16 
twists ;    (us),  m.   a  conch-shell.  —  Shodadikdmra 

(°kd-dm°?),  am,  n.  (according  to  S'abda-k.)  a  kind 
of  measure  ( = pala-parimaiia).  —  Shodati-gralia, 
as,  m.  a  libation  made  at  the  Shodasin  ceremony. 
—  Shodaiin,  i,  m.  one  of  the  modifications  of  the 
Agni-shtoma  or  Soma  ceremony,  (others  being  called 
Ukthya,  Ati-ratra,   Vaja-peya,  &c.) ;    a   particular 
kind  of  Soma  vessel.  —  Shodas'i-mat,  an,  all,  at, 
having  the  above  ceremony.  —  Shodati-iastra,  am, 
n.  a  hymn  or  liturgical  formula  recited  during  the 

above  ceremony.  —  Shoda^opaddra  (°so-ttp°),  as, 
m.  16  ways  of  doing  homage,  (thus  enumerated, 

dsa«a,  svdgata,  pddya,  argha,  ddamamya,  ma- 
dhuparka,  ddamana,  sndna,  vasana,  dbharana, 
sugandhi,   sumanas,   dhupa,    dlpa,   naivedya, 

vandana,  q.q,v.v.')—Sho-las'an,  Ved.=sAo-rfa- 
s"an.  —  Sholaildkshara,  Ved.  =  shodas'dkshara. 

Z.sha  at  theendofacomp.  =  shash  (e.g.panda- 
sha,  q.  v.). 
Shatka,  as,  d,  am,  having  six,  sixfold,  six ;  (am), 

n.  an  aggregate  of  six. 
Shashta,  as,  i,  am,  6pth,  (but  only  in  comps. 

after  another  numeral,  e.  g.  eka-shashta,  one  and 

sixtieth  or  sixty-first ;  cf.  dvi-sh°,  dvd-sh°,  tri-sh°, 

&c.) 

Shashti,  is,  {.,  6o.  —  Shashti-tama,  as,  i,  am, 
6oth,  (this  is  the  only  form  of  this  ordinal  allowed 
except  in  comps.  after  another  numeral,  cf.  shashta 

above.)— Shafhli-dhd,  ind.  in  60  wayf.—Shashti- 
patha,  60  paths,  (thought  by  some  to  apply  to 

the  first  60  Adhyayas  of  the  S'atapatha-Brahmana.) 
—  Shashli-bhdga,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Sim.—Shashti- 
matta,  as,  m.  an  elephant  who  has  reached  the  age 
of  60  years  (or  is  in  rut  at  that   period ;    this  is 

supposed  to  end  the  first  half  of  his  life,  cf.  shashti- 
hayana).  —  Shashti-y(yani,  f.  a  journey  or  extent 
of  60  Yojanas.  —  Shashti-latd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant 
(  =  bhramara-mdrl).  —  Shashti-varshin,  i,  inl,  i, 

having  60  years,  60  years  o\d.  —  Shashti-samvat- 
sara,  as,  m.  a  period  of  60  years  or  the  6oth  year 
(from  birth  &c.).  —  Shash/i-hdyana,  as,  m.  a  period 
of  60  years  or  the  6oth  year  (from  birth  &c.) ;  (as, 

d,  am),  60  years  old ;  (as),  m.  an  elephant ;  a  kind 
of  rice,  (see  shashtika.)  —  Shashly-adhika,  as,  d, 

am,  exceeded  by  6o.  —  Shashty-adhika-s'ata,  am, 
n.,  160. Shashtika,  as,  d,  am,  bought  with  60 ;  (as,  a), 
m.  f.  a  kind  of  rice  of  quick  growth  (ripening  in about  60  days). 

Shashlikya,  as,  d,  am,  (a  field  &c.)  fit  for  sowing 
with  the  above  rice;  (am),  n.  a  field  sown  with  this 
rice. 

Shashtha,  as,  I,  am,  sixth,  the  sixth ;  (a«),  m., 
scil.  akshara,  the  sixth  letter,  i.  e.  the  vowel  i  (in 
the  Rig-veda  Pratisakhya) ;  (t),  f.  the  sixth  day  of  a 
kinar  fortnight ;  a  particular  Tithi  when  rites  are  per- 

formed to  the  sixth  lunar  digit ;  the  sixth  or  genitive 
case ;  an  epithet  of  Durga  in  the  form  KStyayan!  or 
of  one  of  the  1 6  divine  mothers;  [cf.  Zend  kihtra 

for  kshvasta  f'  Gr.  ?/fros;  Lat.  setrius;  Goth.  sacA- 
sta(n);  Angl.  Sax.  sixta;  Lith.  szeszta-s;  Slav. 

ses-ty;  Hib.  sei$eadh.~]—Shashthadi  (°tha-a<H], 
is,  is,  i,  beginning  with  the  sixth  letter,  i.  e.  with  the 

vowel  I  (in  Vedic  grammar).  —  Shashthdnna  (°tha- 
an"),  am,  n.  the  sixth  meal.  —  Shashlhdnna-kdla 
or  shashthdnna-kdlaka,  am,  n.  taking  food  -t 
the  sixth  period,  i.  e.  once  in  three  days  as  ai 
act  of  penance,  (also  written  shashthdlu-kdlaka.) 
—  Shash/hannakdla-la,  f.  eating  only  at  the  time 
of  the  sixth  meal,  i.  e,  once  in  three  days  or  on 
the  evening  of  every  third  dzy.  —  Skashthi-jdya, 
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at,  m.  one  who  has  a  sixth  v,'i(e."S/itish/!ti-tatpu- 
rtutha  or  shuxhthi-tumasa,  Of,  m.  a  Tat-purusha 
compound  of  which  the  first  member  is  a  genitive 
case.  —  Shaeli  thi-p  ajnua,  am,  n.  or  tlnif/i/i 
f.  worship  of  the  goddess  Shashthi  (especially  [  er- 
formed  by  a  woman  on  the  sixth  day  after  delivery). 
—  Miiishtkl-vrata,  am,  n.  a  religious  observance 
kept  on  the  sixth  day  of  one  of  the  halves  of  a 
month.—  Shaihthy-adi-kalpa-bodhana,  am,  n.  a 
festival  in  honour  of  Durgi  on  the  sixth  day  of  the 
month  Asvina  (when  she  is  supposed  to  be  awakened). 
Shashthaka,  as,  a  or  i  (?)  or  »V,-u,  am,  sixth,  the 

sixth  ;  (iA-a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  divine  mothers, 
(see  shash'hi.) 

t^/inshlhin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  a  sixth,  having  or 
being  the  sixth  (year  &c.). 
Sho-dlia,  ind.  in  six  ways,  sixfold.  ••  Shodhil- 

nyasa,  as,  m.  16  ways  of  disposing  magical  texts 
on  the  body  (as  practised  by  the  Tantrikas). 

If?  shah  =  rt.  i  .  sah. 
\ 

Shahaeana,  as,  a,  am,  patient  ;  (as),  m.  a  pea- 
cock; sacrifice  (=*satirt>tay>a,  q.  v.  ;  according  to 

Sabda-k.  written  shahasdnu). 

tTf^  shad  for  sat,  q.  v. 

^17  shot,  ind.  a  vocative  particle  or  inter- 
jection of  calling  (according  to  some). 

mjtr^i<*  shdtkaus'ika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  shat- ko$a),  enveloped  in  six  sheathes. 

i*  shdtpaurushika,  as,  I,  am  (fr. 
thash  +  purusha),  relating   or  belonging   to   six 
generations. 

msq  shddava,  am,  n.  (fr.  shash),  senti- 
ment, passion  ;  singing,  music  ;  a  particular  kind  of 

Riga  ;  [cf.  shad-jaJ] 

mj|<!4  shddgunya,  am,  n.  (fr.  shad-guna), 
the  aggregate  of  six  qualities  ;  six  properties  ;  six 
measures  or  acts  of  royal  policy,  (see  shad-guna)  ; 
six  articles  (of  any  kind)  ;  multiplication  of  anything 
by  iix.—Shadguni/a-prayoga,  as,  m.  the  applica- 

tion or  practice  of  the  above  six  measures.  —  Shad- 
gunya-samyuta,  a»,  a,  am,  connected  or  accom- 

panied with  the  six  qualities  or  measures,  &c. 

,.. 
tfi),  'having  six  mothers,'  epithet  of  Kirttikeya,  q.  v. 

i  slidnmasika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  shan- ,     ,  ,  . 
mdsa),  six-monthly,  half-yearly,  six  months  old,  of 
six  months  standing,  lasting  six  months. 

Shdnmisya,  &c.  =  shanmdsika  ;   [cf.  ihannui- 

frnoii  shdteanatvika,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 
shatva-natva),  relating  to  the  substitution  of  eh 
for  >  and  ti  for  n. 

i  shamila,  N.  of  a  place. 

THT  shashtha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  shashtha), 
sixth,  the  sixth. 

ShashthiJia,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  the  sixth, 
taught  or  explained  in  the  sixth  book  of  Panini, 
(similarly  iuhtamika,  taught  in  the  eighth  book.) 

I  C(£  sA»'<  =  rt.  si/,  q.  v. 
Hl'iifga,  at,  m.  a  profligate  man,  libertine,  lecher  ; 

an  inconstant  lover,  gallant. 

^  l.sAK  =  rt.  4.  s«. 

2.  «A«,  u»,  m.  child-bearing,  parturition,  delivery. 
Shu,  us,  {.  (  =  4.  gu,  q.  v.),  child-bearing,  delivery, birth. 

^^  xhukk=:Tt.  shvask. 

^V..  **  s/lur"J'ma>  N.  of  a  place;  [cf. 
ihardjima.'] 

i,  N.  of  a  place. 

iasan, &c.  Seep.  1033, col. 2. 
Sho-dhd.     See  col.  I. 

[  sho-las'an.     See  p.  1033,  col.  3. 

shtambh.     See  rt.  stambh. 

shtyuma,  as,  m.  (according  to  some) 
the  moon ;  light. 

shtyai.     See  rt.  sfyat. 

shthd.     See  rt.  «<Aa. 

shthiv  or  shthiv,  cl.  1.4.?.  shthl- 
\vati  or  shthlryati,  tishthrva  or  tisA- 

theva,  shthevi&hyati,  ashthevit,  shthcvititm,  to 
spit,  spit  out,  eject  saliva  from  the  mouth ;  to  sputter : 
Pass,  shthtvyate,  Aor.  ashthevi :  Caus.  shtlieva- 
yati,  -yitum,  Aor.  atishthivat  or  alishthivat  : 
Desid.  tishthevishati  or  tishthevishati,  tushthyu- 
ihati  or  tuxlithyusJuiti :  Intens.  teshtMvyate  or 
teihthlvyate  ;  [cf.  probably  Gr.  aiaKov,  aiaKos, 
ffrvytoi,  arv£,  ffnT\os,  <riri\6(u,  I//VTTO?,  irrvca,  (iri- 
(pSiifa;  Lat.  spuo ;  Goth,  speivan;  Angl.  Sax. 
spiwan  ;  Old  Germ,  splchitta.] 
Shthivana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  spitting,  ejecting 

saliva ;  saliva,  spittle. 
Shthiryamana,  at,  a,  am,  being  spit. 
Shtheva,  as,  m.  spitting,  sputtering. 
Shthcvana,  am,  r\.=ththivana. 
Shthevitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  spit  or  spit  out. 
Shthevitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  spits,  spitting. 
Wi  I  In  rit  ru.  ind.  having  spit,  having  ejected  saliva. 
Shthevin,  i,  ini,  i,  spitting,  ejecting  from  the mouth. 

Shtherya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  spit,  &c. 
Shthyuta,  as,  a,  am,  spit,  ejected  (as  saliva). 
Shthyuti,  is,  f.  spitting,  sputtering  out. 
Shthyutvd,  ind.  having  spit  or  spit  out. 

y  9  shvakk  ̂   rt.  shvask. 

y  LJ.  shvask   or  shvashk  (also  written 
^       N  shvakk,  shukk,  svaek),  cl.  I.  A.  shva- 

skate,  fhva»hkate,  &c.,  to  go,  (in  Naigh.  II.  14. 
shvahkati,  or  according  to  another  reading  slinish- 
kati,  and  shashkati  are  enumerated  among  the 
gati-karmanah.) 

TI  i.  so,  the  thirty-second  consonant  of 
the  NSgari  alphabet  and  last  of  the  three  sibilants ; 
it  belongs  to  the  dental  class  and  in  sound  corres- 

ponds to  8  in  sin.  —  Sa-kdra,  as,  m.  the  letter  or 
sound  s. 

V  2.  sa,  (in  prosody)  an  anapest  or  foot 
consisting  of  two  short  syllables  followed  by  a  long 
one. 

TB  3.  so,  as,  m.  a  snake;  air,  wind;  a 
bird ;  an  abbreviated  term  for  the  musical  note 

shad-ja;  Siva;  Vishnu;  (d),  f.  the  goddess  Lak- 
shml ;  (am),  n.  knowledge ;  meditation ;  a  carriage 
road ;  a  fence. 

?T  4.  sa,  the  actual  base  for  the  nom.  case 
masc.  of  the  third  personal  pronoun  tad,  q.  v.,  (Ved. 
loc.  sasmin.) 

V  5.  sa,  ind.  a  prefix  substituted  for  saha 
or  earn  or  lama,  and  when  combined  with  nouns  to 
form  compound  adjectives  and  adverbs  yielding  the 

senses  '  with,' '  together  with,' '  along  with,' '  having,' 
'  accompanied  by,'  '  possessing,'  '  same,'  '  similar,'  or 
translateable  by  the  English  adverbial  affix  'ly' 
(e.  g.  ea-kopa,  having  anger,  angry ;  sa-kopam, 

with  anger,  angrily  ;  sa-bhdrya,  accompanied  by  a 
wife  ;  tagni,  along  with  fire  ;  sopadlti,  fraudu- 

lently; sa-dhannan,  having  similar  duties);  [cf. 
Lith.  sa  in  sa-darbininkas,  '  a  fellow-worker  ;'  ga- 
karawis,  '  a  fellow-soldier  :'  Gr.  aa  in  acuji-qs  (cf. 
<paos,  </xus)  ;  a  in  some  compounds,  as  in OXOITIS,  d/comjs, 

saw,  ind.     See  saw. 

J  sam-ya.     See  under  saw-yam  below. 

sam-yaj,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -yajati,  -te, 
-yashlum,  to  worship  together,  offer  sacrifices  at 
the  same  time  ;  to  sacrifice,  worship,  adore,  honour  ; 
to  consecrate,  dedicate  :  Caus.  -ydjayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  sacrifice  together;  (in  Vedic  ritual)  to 
perform  the  Patnl-samyajas,  repeat  the  Sam-yjja 
Mantras;  to  perform  a  sacrifice  for  another,  act  as 
sacrificing  priest  for  any  one  (ace.). 

Sam-yaja,  as,  m.  a  sacrifice,  (see  patnl-s°.) 
Sam-yajya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  made  or  allowed  to 

sacrifice,  &c.,  (a-samyajya,  one  with  whom  nobody 
is  allowed  to  sacrifice);  (am),  n.  sacrificing  [cf. 

aiiajya-s"]  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  Ysjy5  and  Anu- 
vakya  Mantras  (as  required  in  the  Svishta-krit 
ceremony). 

Sam-ishta.  See  s.  v. 

i(Vr\  i.  sam-yat,  cl.  i.  A.  (Ved.  also  P.) 

-yatate  (-ti),  to  unite,  join  (P.  Ved.,  but  according 
to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VI.  67,  3.  samyatat)ias  = 
samya£(ha.tkas)  ;  to  form  or  be  formed  in  rows  ;  to 
unite,  meet  together,  agree,  coincide,  coalesce,  join 
with  ;  to  encounter,  quarrel,  dispute,  contend  (e.  g. 

dei'asurdh  samayatanta,  the  gods  and  Asuras  con- 
tended). 

Sam-yatta,  as,  a,  am,  prepared,  ready,  entirely 
devoted  to,  taking  great  care,  being  on  guard. 

flMfWdi  sam-yantrita,  as,  d,  am,  fastened 
with  bands,  held  in,  stopped. 

W^sam-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ya6(hati  (some- 
times also  A.  -te).  Sec.,  -yantum,  to  hold  together, 

hold  in,  hold  fast  ;  to  restrain  thoroughly  or  com- 
pletely, check,  guide,  control,  govern,  have  power 

over;  to  guide  or  drive  horses;  to  keep  down, 
suppress  (passions,  feelings,  &c.),  subdue  ;  to  bind  or 
fasten  together,  tie  up  ;  to  put  together,  heap  up  ; 
to  shut  up,  close  ;  to  keep  or  maintain  in  order  ; 
to  constrain  ;  to  make  a  present,  present  with,  give 
to  (A.  with  inst.  of  person  when  the  action  is  illicit  ; 
P.  with  dat.  when  the  action  is  usual,  see  Pan.  I. 

3,  55)  :  Pass,  -yamyate,  to  be  restrained  or  kept 
in  check,  &c.  :  Caus.  -yamayati,  &c.,  to  cause  to 
restrain,  £c.  ;  to  subdue,  overcome  ;  to  fasten  to- 

gether, bind  up. 
Sam-ya,  as,  m.  a  skeleton. 
2.  sam-yat,  t,  t,  t  (also  to  be  connected  with  rt. 

2.  yaf),  Ved.  making  efforts,  zealous,  eager  ;  strong, 
plentiful,  abundant;  (t),  m.f.  contest,  conflict,  war, 
battle  (  =  saitgrdma,  Naigh.  II.  i"]).  —  t<<imyn<l- 
rara,  as,  m.  'chief  in  battle,'  a  king,  prince,  chief; 
[cf.  sampadvara.]  —  Samyad-vira,  as,  d,  am^  ex- 

plained by  Say.  on  Rig-veda  II.  4,  8.  eami/titu  rira 

yasmin  tadritfa,  perhaps  an  epithet  of  '  food  '  as 
'  supporting  strong  heroes.' 
USam-yata,  as,  d,  am,  held  together,  held  in  ; 

well  or  completely  restrained,  checked,  controlled, 
fettered,  confined,  governed,  guided,  driven  ;  kept 
down,  suppressed,  subdued  ;  bound  together,  bound  ; 
fastened  up,  tied  up  ;  imprisoned  ;  restricted,  limited, 
kept  in  order,  arranged  ;  =  udyata,  prepared,  ready 
(with  inf.)  ;  (as),  m.  one  who  restrains  or  controls 
himself,  an  ascetic;  epithet  of  S"iva.  —  Samynta- 
fotas,  as,  as,  as,  one  whose  mind  is  restrained, 
controlled  in  mind.  —  Famyata-prana,  an,  a,  am, 
one  whose  breath  is  suppressed  or  whose  organs  are 
restrained.  —  Suiuyata-manasa,  as,  a,  am,  having 
the  mind  completely  controlled.—  Samyata-ral,  an, 
ail.  at,  one  who  has  restrained  or  controlled  (his 
passions,  feelings,  &c.).  —  Samyata-wastra,  as,  a, 
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am,  one  whose  dress  is  fastened.  —  Sami/ata-raC, 
k,  k,  k,  restrained  in  speech,  taciturn,  silent.  —  Sam- 
yatdksha  t^ta-aV),  as,  i,  am,  one  whose  eyes  are 
restrained  or  closed.  —  Samyatdiijali  (°ta-an°),  is, 
is,  i,  one  whose  hands  are  joined  together  (for  en- 

treaty or  salutation,  =  badd/idiljali).—  Samyatat- 
man  (°ta-dt°),  a,  a,  a,  one  whose  mind  is  restrained 
or  subdued,  having  a  well  regulated  spirit,  self-con- 

trolled. —  .S'a»»ya<u&ara  (°ta-dh°),  as,  a,  am,  one 
whose  food  is  restrained,  temperate  in  eating.  —  Sam- 
yatendriya  (°ta-in°),  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  senses 
or  passions  are  restrained,  controlled  in  feelings. 

—  Samyatopaskara  (°ta-up°),  as,  a,  am,  one 
whose  house-furniture  is  kept  in  order,  having  a 
well  regulated  house. 
Samyatvara,  as,  m.  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  = 

vag-yata  ;  =janturiamuha. 
Sam-yantri,  td,tri,tri,  one  who  restrains  or  keeps 

in  check,  restraining,  controlling,  &c.,  a  restrainer. 
Sam-yama,  as,  m.  restraint,  check,  control,  for- 

bearance, abstinence  ;  N.  of  the  last  three  stages  of 
the  Yoga  system  ;  a  religious  vow  ;  any  religious  act 
on  the  day  preceding  a  vow  or  course  of  penance  ; 
avoiding  infliction  of  pain  on  others,  humanity,  com- 
passionateness.  —  Samyama-punya-tirtha,  as,  a, 
am,  having  restraint  for  a  holy  place  of  pilgrimage. 
Sam-yamaka,  as,  a  or  ikd,  am,  restraining, 

checking,  curbing  ;  who  or  what  restrains,  &c. 
Sam-yamat,  an,  and,  at,  restraining,  subduing, 

curbing,  who  or  what  restrains,  &c. 
Sam-yamana,  as,  m.  one  who  restrains,  a  ruler  ; 

(am),  n.  the  act  of  restraining,  checking  ;  binding, 
confinement;  drawing  in;  holding,  detaining;  for- 

bearance, self-denial,  control  ;  a  religious  vow  or 
obligation  ;  a  cluster  or  square  of  four  houses  ;  («), 
f.,  N.  of  the  city  or  residence  of  Yama. 

Sam-yamita,  as,  a,  am,  restrained,  checked, 
controlled,  regulated  ;  bound,  confined,  fettered, 
held,  detained  ;  assembled,  collected. 
Sam-yamin,  t,  iril,  i,  who  or  what  restrains  or 

subdues,  restraining,  checking,  curbing,  abstaining; 
(i),  m.  one  who  subdues  or  controls  his  passions,  an 
ascetic,  saint,  sage,  hermit. 
Sam-yamya,  ind.  having  restrained  or  controlled  ; 

having  bound  together  or  fastened  up  ;  having 
fastened  or  dosed.  * 

Sam-yamyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  held  to- 
gether or  restrained. 

Sam-yama,  as,  m.  restraint,  check,  control,  for- 
bearance ;  abstaining  from  giving  pain  to  others, 

humanity.  —  Samyama-vat,  an 
of  restraint,  forbearing. 

ati,  at,  possessed 

sam-yas,  cl.  4.  I.  P.  -yasyati,  -ya- 
sati.  Sec.,  to  make  effort,  &c.,  (see  rt.  yas.) 
Sam-ydsa,  as,  m.  making  effort,  exertion,  &c. 

fniT  sam-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -yali,  -yatum,  to  go 
or  proceed  together,  go,  wander,  travel  ;  to  come 
together,  assemble,  meet  ;  to  meet  together  (hos- 
tilely),  come  to  blows,  fight  ;  to  go  to,  enter,  pene- 

trate ;  to  go  to  any  state  or  condition  (e.  g.  ekatdm 

samyd,  '  to  go  to  oneness,  become  one  ')  ;  to  go towards,  be  directed  towards,  aim  at  ;  to  come. 

Sain-ydta,  as,  a,  am,  gone  or  proceeded  to- 
gether, travelled. 

Sam-ydtrd,  f.  travelling,  voyaging  by  sea  (to 
another  country). 
Sum-ydna,  as,  m.  a  mould  ;  (am),  n.  going  toge- 

ther, going  along  with,  accompanying  ;  proceeding,  tra- 
velling, departure  ;  the  carrying  out  of  a  dead  body. 

tw^.»a»8-yo<5,  cl.  i.  A.  -yafate,  -yatitum, 
to  ask,  beg,  request,  implore,  solicit. 

WITT  sam-yama.     See  above. 

WJ  sam-yu,  cl.  2.  P.,  9.  P.  A.  -yautl,  -yu- 
ndti,  -yimite,  (for  Ved.  forms  see  under  rt.  2.  yu), 
-yavitum,  to  attach  to  one's  self,  lay  hold  of,  attack, 
consume  (Ved.)  ;  to  attach  to,  share  with,  bestow 
on  (Ved.)  ;  to  join  or  connect  together,  mix,  mingle, 
combine,  unite. 

Sam-yavana,  am,  n.  =  san-javana,  a  square  of four  nouses. 

Sam-yava,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  cake  (of  wheaten 
flour  fried  with  ghee  and  milk  and  made  up  into 
an  oblong  form  with  sugar  and  spices). 

Sam-yuta,  as,  d,  am,  joined  together,  connected, 
joined,  attached,  mixed  with,  blended,  heaped  to- 

gether ;  endowed  or  furnished  with ;  consisting  of 
(with  inst.) ;  relating  to,  implying,  (praishya-s  ,  [a 
name]  implying  service.) 

Sam-yuyushu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  join  together, wishing  to  unite,  &c. 

sam-yuj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yunakti, 
-ytmkte,  &c.,  -yoktum,  to  join  or  attach  together, 
connect,  combine,  unite ;  to  endow  with  ;  to  form 
an  alliance,  league  together ;  to  place  in,  fix  in  or 
on,  set  in  (with  loc.),  direct  towards:  Pass,  -yuj- 
yate,  to  be  joined  together,  be  united,  &c. :  Caus. 
-yojayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  join  together  ; 
to  bring  together,  unite,  connect,  mix  together ;  to 
yoke,  harness;  to  prepare,  equip  (an  army);  to 
fasten  or  fix  on,  put  on  (with  loc.),  direct  towards; 
to  shoot,  discharge  (a  missile  &c.)  ;  to  use,  employ ; 
to  place  in,  appoint  to  (an  office) ;  to  prepare,  equip 
(an  army  &c.) ;  to  furnish  or  supply  with,  endow 
with,  provide  with,  present  with ;  to  give  over  to, 
entrust  with  (with  ace.  and  gen.) ;  to  bring  about,  per- 

form, accomplish ;  to  be  absorbed,  meditate  (A.). 
Sam-yukta,  as,  d,  am,  conjoined,  joined  with, 

connected,  attached  ;  mixed,  blended  ;  accompanied 
or  attended  by;  endowed  or  furnished  with,  pos- sessed of. 

Sam-yuga,  as,  m.  conjunction,  union,  mixture ; 
conflict,  contest,  war,  battle,  (in  Naigh.  II.  IJ.sam- 
yuge  [loc.  c.]  is  enumerated  among  the  sangrdma- 
ndmdni.)  —  Samyuga-goshpada,  am,  n.  a  contest 
in  a  cow's  footstep,  i.  e.  an  insignificant  struggle. 

1.  sam-yuj,  k,  k,  k,  joined  together,  united,  con- 
nected, associated  with ;  possessed  of  or  endowed 

with  good  qualities. 

Sam-yujya,  ind.  having  joined  together,  becom- 
ing united. 

Sam-yoga,  as,  m.  conjunction,  connection,  junc- 
tion, adherence,  intimate  union,  close  connection, 

association,  living  together ;  a  kind  of  alliance  or 
peace  made  between  two  kings  for  a  common  object ; 
(in  phil.)  simple  conjunction  or  connection ;  conjunc- 

tion (as  one  of  the  twenty-four  Gunas  of  the  NySya); 
a  particular  relation,  (see  under  sam-bandha) ;  ad- 

herence, possession;  (in  gram.)  a  conjunct  conso- 
nant ;  (in  astron.)  conjunction  of  two  heavenly 

bodies  ;  endowment  with  ;  annexation,  addition,  ac- 
cession ;  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Samyoga-pritkaktva, 

am,  n.  (in  phil.)  separateness  or  severally  of  con- 
junction, (a  term  applied  to  express  the  distinction 

between  what  is  optional  and  non-optional  in  an 
action.)  —  Samyoga-riruddha,  am,  n.  any  eatables 
which  cause  disease  by  being  mixed. 

Sam-yogita,  as,  d,  am,  joined  together,  con- nected, annexed. 

Sam-yogin,  i,  irii,  i,  having  union  or  connection, 
conjoined,  associated ;  joining,  connecting. 
Sam-yojaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  joining  together,  con- necting, uniting. 

Sam-yojana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  joining  or  uniting 
together,  conjunction  ;  copulation,  coition  ;  (prahi- 
tolf  ?  samyojanam,  N.  of  a  Saman.) 
Sam-yojita,  as,  d,  am,  conjoined,  attached,  an- nexed. 

Sam-yojya,  ind.  having  joined  together  or  united  ; 
having  enjoined  or  directed. 

sam-yudh,  cl.  4.  A.  -yudhyate,  -yod- 
dhum,  to  fight  together,  fight  with,  combat,  oppose : 
Caus.  -yodhayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  fight  together, 
bring  into  conflict  or  collision;  to  fight  together, 
encounter :  Desid.  -yuyutsati,  to  desire  to  fight,  be 
eager  for  battle. sam-yup 

cl.  4.  P.    -yupyati,    &c., 

Ved.  to  efface  :  Caus.  -yopayati,  -yitum,  to  efface, obliterate. 

Sam-yopayat,  an,  and,  at,  Ved.  obliterating, 
effacing;  smoothing. 

sam-raksh,  cl.  I.  P.  -rakshati,  -rak- 
shitum,  to  guard,  watch,  take  care  of,  protect,  de- 

fend, preserve,  save  ;  to  keep  off,  ward  off. 
Sam-raksha,  as,  m.  protection,  care,  preservation, 

ward. 

Sam-rakshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  protecting, 
guarding,  preserving,  taking  care  of,  charge,  custody, 
protection  ;  saving. 

Sam-rakshita,  as,  d,  am,  protected,  preserved, taken  care  of. 

Sam-rakshitavya  or  sam-rakshaniya,  as,  d,  am, 
to  be  preserved  or  guarded  or  taken  care  of. 

1.  iam-rakshya,  a»,  a,  am,  —  sam-rakehitavya above. 

2.  sam-rakshya,  ind.  having  guarded  or  protected, 
&c. 
Sam-rakshyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  protected 

or  preserved. 

sam-rahj,  cl.  1.4.?.  A.  -rajati,  -te, 
•rajyati,  -te,  -ranktmn,  to  be  dyed  or  coloured, 
become  red  ;  to  be  affected  with  any  passion  :  Caus. 
-raiijayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  colour,  dye,  redden  ;  to 
please,  gratify,  charm. 
Sam-rakta,  as,  a,  am,  coloured,  red  ;  impas- 

sioned ;  inflamed,  angry,  enamoured,  charmed  ; 
charming,  beautiful.  —  Samrakta-loiana,  as,  d,  am, 
red-eyed,  having  the  eyes  reddened  (with  fury). 
Sam-ranjayat,  an,  antl,  at,  colouring,  dyeing; 

pleasing,  gratifying. 
Sam-ranjita,  as,  d,  am,  coloured,  dyed,  reddened. 
Sam-rdga,  as,  m.  colouring  ;  affection,  passion  ; 

anger. 

sam-rabh,  cl.  i.  A.  -rabhate,  -rab- 
dhnm,  to  seize  or  take  hold  of  together  (Ved.), 
take  hold  of  mutually  ;  to  become  possessed  of,  (Say. 
samrabhemahi^sangaMhcmahi,  Rig-veda  I.  53, 
4,  5)  ;  to  become  roused  or  incensed  or  angry. 
Sam-rabdha,  as,  d,  am,  seized,  held,  taken  hold 

of  (Ved.)  ;  closely  joined  or  connected,  hand  in  hand  ; 
excited,  aroused,  exasperated,  inflamed,  agitated  ; 
incensed,  enraged,  furious,  angry  ;  increased,  aug- 

mented ;  swelled,  swelling  ;  overwhelmed.  —  Sam- 
rabdha-netra,  as,  d,  am,  having  inflamed  or  angry 

eyes. 

Sam-rabliya,  ind.  having  become  angry,  &c. 
Sam-rambha,  as,  m.  taking  hold  of,  beginning 

[cf.  d-rambha]  ;  energy,  zeal,  impetuosity,  impetu- 
ous onset,  turbulence  ;  agitation,  flurry,  rage,  wrath, 

fury,  anger  ;  pride,  arrogance  ;  swelling  with  heat 
and  inflammation.—  Samrambha-tdmra,  as,  d,  am, 
red  with  faTy.  —  Samrambha-j)arus/i.a,  as,  d,  am, 
harsh  from  rage,  impetuously  harsh  or  rough.—  Sam- 
rambha-rasa,  as,  d,  am,  feeling  great  wrath  or 
resentment.—/S'amra)K57(a-t)egra,  as,  m.  the  violence 
or  impetuosity  of  wrath. 
Sam-rambhamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  aroused  or 

excited,  being  incensed. 
SamrambMn,  i,  iiii,  i,  agitated,  exasperated,  flur- 

ried ;  wrathful,  furious,  angry;  proud.  —  Samram- 
bhi-tti,  f.  or  samrambhi-tvat  amt  n.  agitation  ; 
wrath,  fury  ;  pride. 

m-ram,  cl.  I.  A.  -ramate,  -rantum, 
to  be  delighted,  find  pleasure  in  (with  loc.),  rejoice 
greatly  ;  to  have  carnal  pleasure  or  sexual  intercourse 
with,  dally  with. 

?RT  sam-ra,  cl.  2.  P.  -rati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 
give  liberally,  bestow,  grant,  confer. 
Sam-rarana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  bestowing,  grant- 

ing, liberal,  (Say.  —  sam-ramamdna)  ;  sharing,  di- 
viding. 

i.  sam-raj,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -rajati,  -te, 
-rdjitum,  to  reign  universally,  reign  as  a  paramount 
sovereign,  reign  over. 
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2.  iam-raj,  t,  m.  (properly  written  with  m  by  PSn. 
VIII.  3,  25).  See  sam-riij  s.  v. 
Sam-rajat,  an,  anti,  at,  reigning  universally; 

(n/(l,  m.  a  sovereign  lord  (  =  ««»i-ro/,  and  written 
with  m  in  Rig-veda  I.  27,  l). 

WTJV  sam-radk,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -radhyati,  -te, 
&c.  (see  rt.  railh,  p.  842),  to  be  accomplished  or 
perfected  ;  to  be  acquired  or  brought  into  possession  : 
Caus.  -radhayati,  -yitum,  to  bring  into  harmony  ; 
to  agree  together,  agree  about  or  upon  (with  loc.)  ; 
to  conciliate,  propitiate,  appease,  satisfy. 
Sam-rdddha,  at,  a,  am,  accomplished,  acquired, 

participated  in. 
Sam-rddhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  propitiating  or 

appeasing,  conciliation,  propitiation,  pleasing  by  wor- 
ship ;  the  act  of  accomplishing  or  perfecting  ;  perfect 

meditation. 

Sam-radhayat,  an,  anti,  at,  bringing  into  har- 
mony ;  agreeing  with,  being  in  unison  with  ;  con- 

ciliating. 
Sam-rddhita,  as,  a,  am,  propitiated,  appeased, 

pleased. 
Sam-radkya,  ind.  having  propitiated,  having 

gratified. 
See  below. sam-rava. 

sam-rih,  a  Vedic  form  of  sam-lih, 
q.  v.,  (see  also  rt.  rih,  p.  847.) 
Sam-rihdna,  as,  a,  am,  affectionately  licking, 

caressing  (said  of  a  cow  licking  its  calf). 

*W  sam-rl,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -rindti,  -rinite, 
Sec.  (see  rts.  l.  ri,  I.  ri),  Ved.  to  bring  together, 
restore,  set  free,  liberate  ;  to  wash,  purify. 

?n>  sam-rti,  cl.  2.  P.  -rauti,  -ravlti,  &c., 
to  cry  or  clamour  together,  shout,  roar. 
Sam-rava,  as,  m  clamour,  uproar,  tumult,  sound, noise. 

Sam-ravin,  I,  inj,  i,  shouting  together,  making 
an  uproar,  clamouring,  roaring. 

tnj^saw-rurf,  cl.  I.  A.  -rotate,  -rofitum, 
to  shine  together  or  at  the  same  time,  shine  along 
with,  shine  in  rivalry  ;  to  shine,  beam,  glitter  : 
Caus.  -rocayati,  -yitum,  to  find  or  take  pleasure  in 
(with  ace.)  ;  to  like,  love,  approve,  choose,  select. 

«^»^  sam-ruj,  cl.  6.  P.  -rujati,  &c.,   to 
break  entirely,  break  to  pieces,  shatter. 
Sam-rugna,  ai,  a,  am,  broken  to  pieces,  shattered. 

*T^H  sam-rudh,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -runaddhi, 
-runddhe,  -roddhum,  to  stop  completely,  check, 
obstruct,  hinder,  keep  back,  restrain  ;  to  hold  fast, 
fetter  ;  to  stop  up,  block  up,  stuff  up,  stuff,  fill  ;  to 
close  up,  shut  up,  besiege,  invest,  confine  ;  to  cover 
over,  cover  up,  conceal  ;  to  keep  from,  withhold,  re- 

frain, refuse  :  Caus.  -rodhayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  stop,  obstruct. 

tiiiiii-nuldha,  a»,  a,  am,  completely  stopped, 
checked,  impeded,  opposed,  attacked  ;  stopped  up, 
blocked  up,  stuffed,  filled  ;  shut  up,  confined,  be- 

sieged, invested  ;  covered  over,  concealed,  obscured  ; 
stopped  or  blocked  up,  filled  ;  withheld,  refused. 
Sam-rudhya,  ind.  having  completely  obstructed, 

having  blocked  up. 
'^<i)ft-rodha,  as,  m.  complete  obstruction  or  op- 

position, impediment,  hindrance,  stop,  prevention, 
check,  curb  ;  bond,  fetter  ;  throwing,  sending. 

''•'in,  ind.  having  completely  obstructed or  stopped. 

"<Sl  sam-rush,  cl.  I.  P.  -roshati,  &c.,  to 
annoy,  displease,  make  angry:  Caus.  -roshayati, 
&c.,  to  enrage,  irritate. 

H't,as,  a,  am,  enraged,  angry,  irritated. 
*'i  ill-rut,  yamdna,  at,  a,  aw,  being  enraged, being  irritated. 

«t>^  gam-nth,  cl.  I.  P.  -rohati,  -rodhum, 
to  grow  together  ;  to  grow  over,  be  cicatrized,  heal  ; 
t>  grow  up,  grow,  increase,  break  forth,  appear: 

Caus.  -ropayati,  -ijilum,  to  cause  to  grow  together 
or  grow  over  or  cicatrize  ;  to  heal ;  to  cause  to  grow, 
plant,  set,  sow. 

,<nin-rudlta,  at,  a,  am,  grown  together,  grown 
over,  cicatrized,  healed ;  grown,  sprouted,  budded, 
blossomed  ;  burst  forth,  appeared ;  growing  fast  or 
firmly,  taking  firm  root;  confident,  bold  (=prau- 
rfha).  —  Sumrudha-vrana,  as,  a,  am,  having  a 
healed  or  cicatrized  wound. 

Sam-ropita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  grow,  planted, 
sown,  impregnated. 

Sam-rohat,  art,  anti,  at,  growing  up,  breaking 
or  bursting  forth,  appearing. 

S^K^I  sam-rush,  cl.  10.  or  Caus.  -rushayati, 
-roshayati  (?),  &c.,  to  spread  over,  smear,  cover. 
Sam-rushita  or  sam-roshita,  as,  a,  am,  spread 

over,  covered,  besmeared. 

««<»^ sam-rej,  cl.  I.  A.  -rejate,  &c.,  Ved. 
to  shake,  quake,  tremble. 

?rai5{  sam-laksh,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -lakshayati, 
-te,  -yitum,  to  mark  distinctly,  distinguish,  charac- 

terize ;  to  observe,  see,  perceive,  feel ;  to  hear,  learn, 
understand ;  to  test,  prove,  try  :  Pass,  -lakshyate,  to 
be  distinguished ;  to  be  observed,  &c. ;  to  appear, 
seem  ;  to  be  tested  or  proved. 
Sam-lakshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  marking,  dis- 

tinguishing, characterizing. 
Sam-lakshita,  an,  a,  am,  distinctly  marked, 

distinguished,  characterized ;  observed,  recognised, 
known. 

1.  sam-lakshya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  marked,  dis- 
tinguishable, to  be  observed. 

2.  sam-lakshya,  ind.  having  observed   or  per- 
ceived, having  heard. 

fon  sum-lag,  cl.  I.  P.  -lagati,  &c.,  to 
adhere  or  stick  together :  Caus.  -Idgayati,  Sec.,  to 
put  or  place  firmly  upon. 
Sam-lagna,  as,  a,  am,  closely  attached,  stuck 

together,  joined  together,  united  with,  adhering, 
adherent,  sticking  in,  fallen  into;  come  to  close 
contact,  come  to  blows. 

TJ51F  sam-lattgh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -langhati, 
-te,  &c.,  to  leap  over  or  beyond,  pass  by. 
Sam-langhita,  as,  a,  am,  passed  by,  gone  by. 

«rt •Jigsaw-fay,  cl.  6.  A.  -lajjate,  Sec.,  to 
be  ashamed,  become  embarrassed,  blush. 
Sam-lajjamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  ashamed  or 

embarrassed,  blushing. 

!<•»<<.  sum-lap,  cl.  I.  P.  -lapati,  &c.,  to 
talk  together,  chat,  converse ;  to  address,  call,  name  : 
Pass,  -lapyate,  to  be  spoken  of,  be  called  or  named : 
Caus.  -Idpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  converse,  ad- dress. 

Sam-lapa,  as,  m.  talking  together,  familiar  or 
friendly  conversation,  confabulation,  chat,  discourse  ; 
(in  the  drama)  a  kind  of  dialogue  (having  an  occult meaning). 

Sfttn-ldpaka,  am,  n.  a  species  of  minor  drama 
(said  to  be  of  a  controversial  kind). 

Sam-ldpita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  converse,  ad- 
dressed, spoken  with,  conversed ;  discoursing,  con- versing. 

Sfim-liipin,  i,  ini,  i,  conversing  together  in  a 
friendly  way,  chatting ;  discoursing ;  one  who  con- 

verses or  discourses. 

?3*T  sam-labh,  cl.  I.  A.  -labhate,  &c., 
-labdhum,  to  seize  one  another,  lay  hold  of  mutu- 

ally ;  to  take,  obtain,  receive. 
laltdha,,  as,  a,  am,  taken  hold  of;  obtained, 

received. 

Sam-lipsu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  seizing  or  taking 
aold  of. 

^TWT  sam-laya.     See  sam-ll,  col.  3. 

«rtc«j  snm-lal,  Caus.  -lalayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  sport  or  dally  together ;  to  caress,  fondle. 

Sam-ldlita,  as,  a,  am,  caressed,  fondled. 

tif&^sam-likh,  cl.  6.  P.  -likhati,  -likhi- 
tum  or  -Ickhitum,  to  scratch,  scarify,  lance,  make 
an  incision  ;  to  write,  engrave,  inscribe  ;  to  touch, 
strike,  play  upon  (a  musical  instrument). 
Sam-likhita,  as,  a,  am,  scratched,  &c.,  (used  in 

Atharva-veda  VII.  50,  5.  to  express  some  action practised  in  gambling.) 

sam-lih,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -ledhi,  -lidhe, 
•ledhum,  to  lick  up,  lick  ;  to  devour,  enjoy. 
Sam-lihat,  an,  ati,  at,  licking  up,  licking,  de- vouring. 

Sam-lihdna,  at,  a,  am,  licking  up,  &c. 
Sam-lidha,  as,  a,  am,  licked  up,  licked,  enjoyed. 

*T<#  sam-ll,  cl.  4.  A.  -liyate,  -letum  or 
-latum,  to  cling  to,  stick  close  to,  cleave  to;  to 
enter,  go  into  ;  to  lie  down,  cower,  hide,  be  con- 

cealed ;  to  melt  away. 

Sam-laya,  as,  m.  lying  down,  sleep,  sleepiness  ; 
melting  away,  dissolution  (=pra-laya). 

Sam-layana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  clinging  or  adher- 
ing to  ;  lying  down,  &c.  ;  dissolution. 

Sam-Una,  as,  d,  am,  stuck  close  to,  clung  to, 
clinging  to,  staying  in;  joined  together;  hidden, 
concealed,  cowered,  cowering  down;  contracted. 
••  Samlina-lcarna,  as,  d,  am,  having  ears  inclined 
or  hanging  down.  —  Samlina-mdnasa,  as,  a,  am, 
drooping  or  depressed  in  mind. 
Sam-liya,  ind.  having  clung  or  stuck  to. 
Sam-liyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  lying  or  cowering down. 

sam-lud,  cl.  I.  P.  -lodati,  &c.,  to 

agitate,  stir  about,  disturb  :  Caus.  -lodayati,  -yitum, 
to  stir  about,  move  to  and  fro  ;  to  disarrange,  con- 

found, disturb,  throw  into  disorder  or  confusion: 
Pass,  of  Caus.  -lorlyate,  to  be  agitated,  be  thrown 
into  disorder  ;  to  be  ruined. 

Sain-lodana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  agitating,  disturb- 
ing, confusing  ;  (a*,  i,  am),  one  who  disturbs,  &c., 

a  disturber. 

Sam-lodita,  as,  d,  am,  agitated,  confounded,  dis- 
ordered, perplexed. 

Sam-lodyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  thrown  into 
disorder  or  confusion.  * 

*fA\sam-lup,  cl.  6.  P.  A.,  4.  P.  -lumpati, 
•te,  -lupyati,  &c.,  -loptum,  to  break  in  pieces, 
destroy  ;  to  drag,  tear,  tear  away  :  Caus.  -lopayati, 
-yitum,  to  cauise  to  perish,  destroy. 

?Tc5*T  sam-lubh  (in  some  senses  apparently 
connected  with  fam-lup),  cl.  4.  P.  -lub/iyati,  &c., 
to  be  perplexed  or  disturbed,  fall  into  confusion  : 
Caus.  -lobhayati,  &c.,  to  allure,  entice,  seduce  ;  to 
disturb,  disarrange,  put  in  confusion  (Ved.)  ;  to  cause 
to  disappear,  efface,  obliterate  (Ved.). 

'fJpS  sam-lul,  cl.  I.  P.  -lolati,  &c.,  to 
roll  or  stir  about  ;  to  agitate,  disturb. 

Sam-lulita,  as,  a,  am,  agitated,  disordered,  dis- 
arranged ;  mixed  up  with  ;  besmeared. 

*lrt\^saw(-?ot,  cl.  i.  A.  -lokate,  &c.,  to 
look  together,  look  at  one  another. 

sam-vanh.     See  sam-banh. 

sam-vad,  cl.  2.  P.  (in  the  non-con- 
jugational  tenses  also  A.,  see  rt.  vaf),  -rakti,  Sec.,  to 
proclaim,  announce,  publish,  communicate  ;  to  speak, 
say  ;  to  speak  to,  address  ;  to  remonstrate  or  expostu- 

late with  ;  to  converse,  talk  with  (A.). 

Sam-radya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  conversed  with,  &c. 
ikta,  as,  a,  am,  spoken  to,  addressed. 

W=TiT  sam-vat,  f.  (probably  connected  with 
2.  tam-vas),  Ved.  a  region,  (SZy.^samvibhdga- 
vat,  i.  e.  <i»V,  Rig-veda  1.  191,  15)  ;  an  assemblage 
or  host  of  people  (come  together  for  battle,  &c., 

Say.  samvat  a  h  =  sattgat  an.  iaii-un,  Rig-veda  V. 
ij,  3;  in  Naigh.  II.  17.  samvatah  is  enumerated 
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among  the  sangrama-ndmdni) ;  (t),  ind.  (probably 
a  contraction  of  sam-vatnara  below),  a  year;  a 

year  of  Vikramaditya's  era  (commencing  B.C.  57, 
as  opposed  to  a  year  of  the  era  of  S'ali-vahana,  com- 

monly called  S'aka  or  S'aka,  q.  v.) ;  [cf.  Gr.  CTOS, 

Sam-vatsara,as,m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. III.  72. 
fr.  2.  sam-vas, '  to  dwell  with,'  because  the  seasons  are 
supposed  to  abide  in  the  year ;  vas  becomes  vat  before 
affix  sara,  cf.  rt.  6.  vas),  a  full  year,  year,  (in  the 
Puranas  Sarnvatsara  is  personified  as  presiding  over 

the  seasons)  ;  a  year  of  Vikramaditya's  era,  (see 
sam-cat  above)  ;  the  first  year  in  a  cycle  of  five 

years;  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Samvatsara-Jcara,  as,  m. 
'year-causer,'  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Samvatsara-tama, 
as,  d,  am,  completing  a  full  year,  yearly;  [cf. 

mdsa-tama.~\~Samvatsara-nirodha,  as,  m.  im- 
prisonment for  a  year.  —  Samvatsara-pradlpa,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Samvatsara-bhrami,  is,  is,  i, 
year-revolving,  completing  a  revolution  in  a  year 
(said  of  the  sun).  —  Samvatsara-raya,  as,  m.  a 

year's  course. 

*f*<l  sam-vad,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vadati,  -te, 

-vaditum,  to  speak  together,  speak  with,  converse 
with  (with  inst.)  ;  to  speak  about,  discourse  upon 
(with  loc.)  ;  to  speak,  speak  to,  address ;  to  speak 
of  as,  designate,  call,  name ;  to  sound  together  (said 
of  musical  instruments ;  P.,  Ved.) ;  to  agree,  accord, 

consent :  Caus.  -vddayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
converse  with,  cause  a  conversation  about  (with  loc.) ; 
to  cause  to  speak  together,  cause  to  agree ;  to  agree 
upon,  accord  ;  to  state  accurately,  give  a  true  account 
of,  declare ;  to  invite  or  call  upon  to  speak  ;  to  cause 
to  sound,  play  (a  musical  instrument). 

Sam-radana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  speaking  together, 
conversing ;  communication  of  intelligence ;  con- 

sideration, examination,  =  alodana;  (am,  d),  n.  f. 
subduing  by  charms  (such  as  mystical  gems,  drugs, 

&c.),  overpowering  by  magic,  (probably  for  sam- 
vanana,  q.  v.) ;  a  charm,  amulet. 
Sam-vaditavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  spoken  with, 

to  be  addressed,  &c. 

Sam-vdda,  as,  m.  speaking  together,  conversation, 
colloquy,  dialogue ;  discussing,  discussion  ;  commu- 

nication of  intelligence,  report,  information,  news ; 

assent,  concurrence ;  agreement,  conformity,  corres- 
pondence, sameness. 

Sam-rddana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  con- 
verse, &c. 

Sam-vadayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  converse 
or  agree ;  agreeing. 
Sam-vddita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  speak  with, 

made  to  converse  ;  agreed  with  or  upon. 
Sam-vddya,  ind.  having  declared  truly,  having 

stated  accurately. 

I.  sam-udtta,  as,  d,  am  (for  i.  see  under  sam- 
ud-i),  spoken  with,  conversed  ;  spoken  to,  addressed, 
accosted ;  agreed  upon,  (yathd-iamuditam,  accord- 

ing to  agreement) ;  consented,  settled,  customary. 
Sam-udya,  ind.  having  spoken  together ;  having 

concluded  or  agreed  upon. 

?N«^  sani-van,  Caus.  -vanayati,  &c.,  (in 
Atharva-veda  VI.  9,  3.  sam-vdnayantu  occurs), 
Ved.  to  cause  to  like  or  love,  make  well-disposed. 
Sam-vanana,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  subduing  by  charms, 

adorable,  (Say.  =  stotribhi/f  samyak  sambhaja- 

niya) ;  (am,  d),  n.  f.  causing  mutual  fondness ;  sub- 
duing by  magical  drugs  or  charms  [cf.  sam-vailana] ; 

charming,  fascination ;  means  of  securing  love,  a 

charm ;  fondness,  love ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an  An-girasa 
(author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  191). 

fj=t*<^  sam-vand,  cl.  I.  A.  -vandate,  -van- 
ditum,  to  salute  respectfully. 

«=fH,  sam-vap,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vapati,  -te, 
-vaptum,  to  throw  together,  mix,  pour  in,  put  in ; 
to  scatter,  sow. 

sam-vara.     See  under  sam-vri. 

sam-varga.     See  under  i.  sam-vrij. 

i-varn,  cl.  10.  P.  -varnayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  communicate,  relate,  narrate,  tell ;  to  praise. 

sam-varta,  &c.    See  under  sam-nrit. 

sam-vardhaka,  &c.  See  under  sam- 
vriah. 

samvarmaya  (fr.  varman  with  sam), 

Nom.  P.  A.  samvarmayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  put  on 

armour,  arm  one's  self  fully. 
Samvarmita,  as,  d,  am,  fully  armed,  completely 

mailed. 

sam-varshana.     See  under  sam- 

See  sambala. 

H'l  fr*  if  sam-valita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  val 
with  sam),  met  together,  mixed,  mingled ;  con- 

nected or  associated  with ;  united ;  encompassed, 

surrounded;  possessed  of;  broken,  diversified  (  = 
durnita,  Kirat.  VI.  4,  Schol.). 

sam-valgita,  as,  a,  am,  overrun. 

sam-vavntvas,  an,  ushi,  at  (fr. 

rt.  I.  vrit  with  sam,  but  apparently  connected  with 

rt.  vrf),  one  who  has  enveloped,  enveloping,  (ac- 
cording to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  V.  31, 3.  sam-vavritvat 

=  samvarana-s'ilam.) 

JthpE^  I.  sam-vas  (see  rt.  5.  vas),  cl.  2.  A. 
-vaste,  -vasitum,  to  wear  (clothes),  be  clad  in,  be 
dressed  with. 

Sam-vastraya  (fr.  sam  +  vastra),  Nom.  P.  -vas- 
trayati,  -yitum,  to  put  on  clothes,  dress. 
Sam-vaslrya,  ind.  having  put  on  clothes,  having 

dressed  in. 

*m«^  2.  sam-vas  (see  rt.  6.  was),  cl.  I.  P. 
A.  -vasati,  -te,  -vastum,  to  dwell  together,  live 
with,  to  have  intercourse  or  dealings  with  (some- 

times with  ace.  of  person);  to  cohabit  with  (with 
ace.)  ;  to  stay,  abide,  dwell ;  to  spend,  pass  (time)  : 
Caus.  -vasayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  dwell  together, 
bring  together ;  to  furnish  with  lodging,  lodge. 

Sam-vasat,  an,  anti,  at,  dwelling  together,  &c. 
Sam-vasaltia,  as,  m.  a  place  where  people  live 

together,  village,  inhabited  place. 

Sam-vasana,  am,  n.  residing  together,  dwelling. 
Sam-vasdna,  as,  a,  am,  dwelling  with,  residing amongst. 

Sam-vasu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  dwells  along 
with,  living  with,  (Say.  sam-vasuh  =  samvasati, 
Rig-veda  VIII.  39,  7.) 

Sam-vdsa,  as,  m.  dwelling  along  with,  cohabita- 
tion, domestic  intercourse;  a  dwelling,  residence, 

house ;  an  open  space  for  meeting  or  recreation 
(either  within  or  without  a  town,  =  san-nive$a) ; 
association,  company,  society. 

Sam-ushita,  as,  a,  am,  dwelt  or  lived  together, 
stayed  with  ;  passed,  spent  (as  time). 

H^|  saiii-vah  [cf.  sam-uh'],  cl.  I.  P.  A. -rahati,  -te,  -vod/ium,  to  bear  or  carry  together, 
convey  together ;  to  carry  or  bear  along,  take  along, 
draw,  drag,  bear  away ;  to  convey ;  to  bring  near  ; 
to  take  a  wife,  marry;  to  carry  the  hand  along  the 
body,  rub  down,  press  together,  shampoo,  stroke, 
soothe  ;  to  manifest,  display,  express  :  Pass,  -uliyate, 
to  be  carried  by,  ride  on  (with  inst.) :  Caus.  -odha- 
yatl,  -te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  carried  together ; 
to  bring  together,  assemble,  collect ;  to  drive  (a  car- 

riage &c.),  guide,  conduct,  lead,  lead  or  conduct  to 

(one's  home),  take  a  wife,  marry  ;  to  carry  the  hand 
along  the  body,  stroke,  shampoo:  Pass,  of  Caus. 
-vahyate,  to  be  carried  away,  be  driven  along,  &c. 
Sam-vaha,  as,  m.  bearing  or  carrying  along ;  N. 

of  the  wind  of  the  third  of  the  seven  Msrgas  or  paths 
of  the  sky,  (viz.  that  which  impels  the  moon ;  the 

other  six  are  called  ii-raha,  pra-v",  ud-v°,  ri-v", 
pari-v°,  ni-v°,  the  Sam-vaha  coming  above  the 

L'd-vaha  wind.) 

Sam-vaha,  as,  m.  bearing  or  carrying  along, 
pressing  together;  rubbing  the  body,  shampooing; 
an  attendant  employed  to  rub  and  shampoo  the 

body  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  winds,  (see  sam-vaJia 

above.) 

Sam-vahaka,  as,  m.  an  attendant  who  rubs  and 
shampooes  the  limbs,  a  shampooer. 

Sam-viihana,  am,  n.  rubbing  the  person,  sham- 
pooing ;  bearing  (a  burden),  carrying. 

Sam-vdhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  brought  together  ; 
to  be  borne  or  carried  along  ;  to  be  rubbed,  to  be 

shampooed  ;  (a*),  m.,  scil.  ayni,  a  kind  of  sacrificial 

fire;  [cf.  I.  sam-iihya.'] Sam-uhya,  ind.  having  brought  together,  having 

arranged  or  put  in  order  ;  [cf.  2.  sam-uhya.~\ Sam-uhyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  borne  or 
carried  along;  being  carried  by,  riding  on  (with 

inst.). 

I.  sam-udtia,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  under  sam- 
uh),  borne  or  conveyed  together,  carried  or  borne 
along,  borne  away  ;  led,  conducted  ;  married. 

ff^T  sam-va,  cl.  2.  P.  -vati,  -vatum,  to 
blow  at  the  same  time,  blow. 

Sam-rat,  an,  ati  or  antl,  at,  blowing  together, 
blowing  (as  wind). 

tili^o  sam-vanch,  cl.  I.  P.  -vaMhati, 

-vaMhitum,  to  long  for,  wish,  desire,  be  eager  for. 

IrNrffcclfT  samvatika,  f.  the  aquatic  plant 
Trapa  Bispinosa. 

sam-vara.    See  p.  1038,  col.  3. 

sam-vas,  cl.  4.  A.  -vasyate  (Ved. 

and  ep.  also  P.  -vafyati,  and  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vaiati, 
-te),  -waiitum,  to  roar  or  cry  at  the  same  time, 

bellow  or  low  together,  bleat  :  Caus.  -vas~ayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  cause  to  cry  or  low  together. 

Sam-vdvas'ana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  roaring  at  the 
same  time,  bellowing  together. 

t(  q  I  P«  n  sam-vasita,  as,  a,  am,  made  fra- 

grant, perfumed  ;  made  fetid,  having  an  offensive 
smell  (said  of  the  breath). 

^fat^  sam-vuh  [cf.  sam-vah,  to  which  the 
forms  and  senses  given  to  this  verb  are  perhaps 

more  properly  referred],  cl.  i.  A.  -vdhate,  &c.  (see 
rt.  i.  vdk),  to  rub  together,  shampoo,  knead  (the 

limbs),  stroke  :  Caus.  -vdhayati,  &c.,  to  rub  to- 

gether, shampoo. 
Sam-vaha,  sam-vahana.     See  above. 

sam-vid,  cl.  3.  P.  -vevekti,  &c.,Ved. 
to  keep  entirely  separate  or  distinct. 

Sam-mkta,  as,  a,  am,  entirely  separated  or  dis- 
tinct; (am),  n.that  which  is  separated  or  individual- ized. 

sam-vi-ti,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -cinoti,  -tinute, 
-6etum,  to  separate  entirely,  keep  quite  apart. 

Sam-vi<!etarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  entirely  sepa- 
rated, to  be  kept  quite  apart  ;  to  be  removed. 

Srtftrf^»r^  sam-vi-tint,  cl.  10.  P.  -tintayati, 
-yitum,  to  consider  fully,  meditate  or  reflect  upon. 

ffftr^  sam-vij,  cl.  7.  P.,  6.  A.  -vinakti, 
-vijate,  &c.,  -vijitum,  to  tremble  violently,  shake,  be 
agitated  ;  to  start  with  fear,  start  up,  run  away  :  Caus. 

-vejayati,  -yitum,  to  startle,  frighten,  terrify. 
Sam-vigna,  as,  a,  am,  agitated,  flurried,  startled, 

alarmed,  frightened,  terrified,  distracted.  —  Sam- 
vigva-manasa,  as,  a,  am,  agitated  or  distracted in  mind. 

Sam-vega,  as,  m.  agiiation,  flurry  ;  excessive  im- 
petus or  impetuosity,  vehemence,  haste  proceeding 

from  terror  ;  hurry,  haste,  speed. 

saiii-vl-jna,  cl.  9.   P.  A.  -jandti, 
12  H 



1038 sam-vijhata. 

H^  sam-vnt. -janitt,  -jndlum,  to  recommend,  advise  (with  gen. 
of  person):  Caus.  -jiia/'iii/itti.  -iiiujmiiiiti,  -ijitaiit, 
to  make  known  ;  to  recite,  repeat. 

fiiiiH-i'ijiiata,  (it,  a,  am,  universally  known  or 
recognised,  generally  allowed. 

Hf¥ir%  sni.i-ri-tark,  cl.  10.  P.  -tarkayati, 

-yitum,  to  deliberate  about,  reflect  upon. 

Hftp?  I.  suin-rid,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  (gee  Vartt. 

to  P»n.sl.  3,  29),  -eelti,  -ritte  (3rd  pi.  -riildte  or 
ate),  &c.,  to  know  together,  know  thoroughly, 

know,  recognise;  to  investigate,  explore,  examine; 

to  perceive,  feel,  tas;e  ;  to  come  to  an  understanding, 

agree  together  ;  to  admonish,  advise,  teach  ;  to 
meditate?  cl.  6.  P.  A.  •rindati,  -te,  &c.,  to  find, 

meet  with,  obtain,  acquire,  gain  ;  to  meet  together 

(with  inst.):  Pass,  -vidyate,  to  be  found  or  ob- 
tained ;  to  be,  exist  :  Caus.  -vedayati,  -yitum,  to 

cause  to  know  or  perceive,  &c.  ;  to  make  known, 

inform,  announce,  instruct  ;  to  know,  perceive,  ob- 
serve, recognise:  Past,  of  Caus.  -vedyate,  to  be 

informed,  &c.  ;  to  be  perceived. 

Sam-vitti,  it,  (.  perception,  ascertainment,  know- 
ledge, consciousness,  feeling  ;  intellect,  understanding; 

recognition,  recollection  ;  mutual  reconciliation,  ac- 
commodation of  disputes,  harmony. 

i.  tarn-rid,  t,  f.  knowledge,  intellect,  understand- 

ing ;=  mahat  (in  philosophy)  ;  a  mutual  understand- 
ing, agreement,  contract,  covenant,  engagement; 

consent,  assent,  promise;  prescribed  custom,  esta- 
blished usage  ;  an  alliance,  marriage  (Ved.)  ;  a  watch- 

word, war-cry;  war,  battle;  a  name,  appellation; 

a  sign,  signal;  participation,  sympathy;  pleasing, 
delighting  (-toshana);  meditation  (  =  samadhi)  ; 
hemp.  —  Sami-id-vyatikrama,  as,  m.  breach  of 
promise,  violation  of  contract. 
Sam-vidana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  found  with 

or  together  with  ;  connected,  united  ;  agreeing  with, 
harmonious. 

Sam-tidita,  at,  a,  am,  known,  recognised,  under- 
stood ;  well-known  ;  explored  ;  agreed  upon,  assented 

to  ;  admonished,  advised  ;  (ant),  n.  agreement. 
Sam-vulvas,  an,  m.  one  who  has  known  or  knows. 

Sam-veda,  as,  m.  perception,  consciousness,  know- 
ledge, understanding. 

Sam-vedana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  perceiving  ;  per- 
ception, sensation,  feeling,  suffering. 

S.nii-vedita,  at,  a,  am,  made  known,  informed, 
instructed.  Sic. 

Sam-vedya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  known  or  under- 
stood ;  to  be  made  known  ;  (as),  m.  the  junction  of 

two  rivers. 

Sam-i-eriddna,  at,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Intens.),  Ved. 
=  s(im-viddna  above. 

T  I  .  sam-vi-dha,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati, 
-dhatte,  -dhdlum,  to  dispose,  arrange,  fix,  settle; 
to  direct,  order  ;  to  carry  on,  perform,  accomplish, 
conduct,  manage,  do,  act,  render,  make,  attend  to, 

mind  ;  to  use,  employ  ;  to  set,  lay,  place,  put,  (mil- 
nasain  sam-ridlia,  to  keep  the  mind  fixed  or 
composed)  :  Pass,  -dhlyale,  to  be  arranged  or  fixed 
to  be  performed,  &c. 

2.  tam-vidhii,  (.  arrangement,  plan,  preparation 
mode  of  life. 

Siiiu-i  iilhdtavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  disposed  or 
arranged,  &c. 

^•tiii-ridlidna,  am,  n.  disposition,  arrangement 
performance  ;  plan,  mode,  rite. 

*<iH,rilli<~iifil,;i,  am,  n.  a  strange   act,  unusua occurrence. 

id  .  having  disposed  or  arranged,  hav- 
ing appointed  or  fixed  ;  having  directed  or  ordered 

having  performed  ;  having  used  or  employed,  &c. 

•',  as,  a,  am,  arranged. 

•' 

I  siu,i-vi-ni,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -nayati,  -te 
i  in,  to  take  entirely  away,  remove,  suppress. 

^/'/,iud.  having  removed  entirely,  havin^ 
suppressed. 

••ind.     See  under  i.  sam-vid. 

srtm-ri-bhaj,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -bhajati, 

te,  -bhaktum,  to  divide,  separate ;  to  share  with  ; 

o  give  a  share  to,  distribute,  apportion  (with  dat.  or 

en.);  to  furnish  or  provide  any  one  (ace.)  with 

nything  (inst.),  bestow  upon,  give  to  :  Caus.  -bhd- 
ayatl,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  divided. 
Xuiii-vibhakta,  as,  d,  am,  divided,  parted,  sepa- 

rated, shared  with,  conferred  upon,  bestowed,  given. 

Sam-vilhajya,  ind.  having  divided  or  distributed. 

Sam-vibhdija,  as,  m.  a  dividing  together,  distribut- 

ig,  apportioning,  partition ;  part,  portion,  share. 
tfitm-rilhrtyin,  i,  ini,  i,  sharing  in;  (i),  m.  a 

harer,  co-partner.  —  Sameillidiji-ta,  (.  or  samri- 

hdgi-tca,  am,  n.  participation,  co-partnership. 

sam-vi-bha,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhati,  -47(5- 
um,  to  long  for,  be  desirous  of;  to  meditate  on  (  = ankalpayati). 

iff&IT*{sam-vi-bhash,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhashate, 
bhashitum,  to  speak  to,  address. 
Sam-vibhdskya,  ind.  having  spoken  to. 

^fo^I  sam-vi-mris,  cl.  6.  P.  -mrifati,  &c., 
o  reflect  upon,  consider. 

Sam-vimris'ya,  ind.  having  reflected  or  considered. 

Hf<Ul»^  sam-vi-raj,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -rqjati, 
te,  &c.,  to  shine  forth,  be  very  illustrious. 

sam-vi-langh,  cl.  10.  P.  or  Caus. 

lartghayatC  -yitum,  to  leap  over,  pass  by,  trans- 
;ress,  neglect. 

sam-vi-midh,  cl.  i.  A.  -vardhate, 
-i-ardhitiim,  to  grow,  increase,  prosper. 

sam-vivyana.     See  sam-vye. 

sam-ms,  cl.  6.  P.  -vit'ati  (ep.  also 
A.  -te),  -veshtum,  to  enter  together ;  to  lie  together ; 

to  enter ;  to  lie  down,  rest,  repose ;  to  lie  or  cohabit 

with  (with  ace.)  ;  to  sit  down  with ;  to  engage  in  : 

Caus.  -veiayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  enter,  cause  to 
lie  down,  cause  to  rest  on,  place,  lay. 

l.sam-vlihta, a», d, am, entered  together ;  entered ; 

lying  down,  resting  on,  reposing ;  seated  together. 
Sam-veia,  an,  m.  sleep,  sleeping ;  lying  together, 

cohabitation,  copulation  ;  dreaming,  a  dream ;  a  seat, 
chair,  stool. 

Sam-vefalea,  in  griha-»°,  q.  v. 
Sam-veiana,  as,  m.,Ved.  one  who  enters ;  one  who 

introduces ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  enter  or 

causing  to  lie  down ;  sexual  union,  coition. 

Sam-vei!ayat,  an,  attil,  at,  making  to  lie  down. 

fffV^sawi-eisA,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -veveshti,  -ve- 
vislite,  Sec.,  to  procure ;  to  clothe,  dress. 

i.  sam-visltfa,  as,  d,  am,  clothed,  dressed. 

fffoUT  sam-msM,  i.  the  plant  Aconitum 
Ferox  (  =  ati-risha). 

m-vi-has,  cl.  i.  P.  -hasati,  &c., 
to  laugh  at,  laugh. 

g'iflw  sam-viksh  (-vi-lksh),  cl.  I.  A.  -vik- 
shate,  -vikshitum,  to  look  about;  to  look  at  atten- 

tively, look  into  thoroughly ;  to  perceive. 
,^uii,-r(kshana,  am,  n.  looking  about  in  all  direc 

tions,  looking  for  (anything  lost),  search,  inquiry 
looking  or  gazing  attentively. 
Sam-vikshya,  ind.  having  looked  at  or  into,  hav 

ing  searched  for ;  having  perceived. 

?H^'rT  sain-vtta.     See  under  sam-vye. 

ff^[  sam-cri  or  snm-vri,  cl.  5.  9.  I.  P.  A 
-vrinoti,  -vrinute,  -vrinati,  -crinite,  -rarad',  -te 
-raritum,  -vantum  (ep.  also  -rartwm),  to  cove 
over,  cover,  enclose,  hide,  conceal ;  to  secure  ;  to  kee 

together,  close,  shut  up,  compress,  contract ;  to  pu 
or  place  together,  arrange,  put  in  order ;  to  keep  o 
ward  off,  avert,  restrain,  keep  back,  stop ;  to  refuse 
reject ;  to  select,  choose  :  Caus.  -vdrayati,  -yitum 
to  cover ;  to  restrain  ;  to  keep  back,  ward  off,  avert. 

Saip-vara,  at,  m.  (sometimes  written  and  con 

ounded  with  sambara),  covering ;  comprehending, 

omptehension,  collection  ;  closing,  contraction,  com- 
ression ;  a  causeway,  dam,  mound,  bridge  ;  a  kind 
f  deer  (  =  rfa»i6am);  a  sort  of  fish  (  =  fambara) ; 
.  of  a  demon,  =  tiaiitluira  ;  (am),  n.  covering,  con- 

ealment ;  restraint,  self-control,  forbearance ;  a  parti- 
ular  religious  observance  (with  Buddhists) ;  water. 

Sam-varana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  covering  or 
ireening,  concealing,  enclosing,  concealment ;  a 

ecret;  a  disguise,  pretext ;  tile  act  of  closing,  shut- 
ing  ;  an  enclosure  ;  a  sanctuary,  house,  (in  Rig-vcda 

X.  107,9.  according  to  Say.  t.amr<int/idni  =  iiam- 
hajaniydni  rasa-rupdny  anndni ;  according  to 
ome,  used  as  an  epithet  of  rivers  enclosed  in  beds) ; 

as),  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda 
V.  33,  34  (having  the  patronymic  PrSjapatya);  N. 
if  a  king  mentioned  in  the  Maha-bharata,  (the 
ather  of  Kuru.) 

Sam-vdra,  as,  m.  covering,  concealing,  closing 

up ;  compression  or  contraction  of  the  throat  &c. 
in  pronunciation),  obtuse  articulation  (opposed  to 
•i-riira  or  acute  articulation,  and  regarded  as  one  of 

he  Vahya-prayatnas) ;  diminution. 
I.  sam-vdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  covered  or  con- 

cealed ;  to  be  secured,  &c. 
a.  sam-varya,  ind.  having  kept  off,  having  warded 

iff  or  averted,  having  repelled. 

.s'aw-rrwursAtt,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  cover  or 
conceal  or  disguise,  &c. 
'8am-vni}vat,  an,  atl,  at,  hiding,  concealing; 

compressing. 

Sam-vrinvdna,  as,  a,  am,  concealing,  hiding,  &c. 

Sam-vriia,  as,  a,  am,  covered  up,  covered,  en- 
closed, enveloped,  surrounded ;  concealed,  hidden, 

tept  secret,  secured ;  retired,  secluded  ;  closed,  shut, 
shut  up,  secured,  put  away,  kept  in  safety  ;  contracted, 
compressed  (as  the  throat  &c.) ;  restrained,  sup- 

pressed ;  sequestered,  confiscated  ;  filled  with,  full  of; 
urnished  or  attended  with,  accompanied  by ;  (am), 

.  a  secret  place ;  (in  grammar)  a  particular  mode 

'f  pronunciation,  (one  of  the  Abhyantara-prayatnas.) 
—  Samvrita-samvdrya,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  con- 

ceals what  ought  to  be  concealed,  securing  what  ought 

to  be  secured.  —  Samvritdlidra  (°ta-dk°'),  as,  ii, 
am,  one  who  conceals  all  signs  of  feeling. 

,S(m-Ci  Hi,  is,  f.  covering  up,  concealment,  com- 

pression, suppression ;  secret  purpose. 
Sam-vritya,  ind.  having  concealed ;  having  closed 

or  compressed. 

sam-vrinh  (see  rt.  vrinh,  also  written 

Irinh),  cl.  I.  P.  -vrMati,  -rrinhituiu,  to  join 

firmly  together  (Ved.):  Caus.  -vHnhayati  (Ved. 

-varhayati),  &c.,  to  cause  to  be  joined  together,  to 

unite  (Ved.) ;  to  make  strong,  strengthen,  invigorate  ; 
to  incite,  stimulate,  encourage,  animate,  urge,  (SSy. 

utedhaya,  Rig-veda  VII.  31, 12.) 

I.  sam-vrij,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -vrinakti, 

-vrinlite,  -varjitum,  Ved.  to  bend  or  attract  or 

appropriate  to  one's  self,  carry  off,  despoil ;  to  devour, 

consume,  (Say.  =  k/iddati):  DcM.-vinrikfhule,  to 
wish  to  appropriate. 

,Sim-mraa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  plunder,  spoils,  (S3y. 

=  samyag  rrishler  mrjayitd,  discharger  of  rain, 

Rig-veda  X.  43,  5) ;  (perhaps)  food,  (Say.  *i«,ra>- 

gam  =  iatruUiyah.  fa/nWliiili/amaniuit,  Rig-veda 

VIII.  75,  12);  epithet  of  Agni  ('the  consumer'). 
-Samvarga-jit,  t,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

Safp-rxtrgya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sage. 
£tap-tW$ma,  am,  u.  the  act  of  bending  or  appro- 

priating to  one's  self;  devouring,  consuming. 

/  Sam-vrikta,  as,  a,  am,  consumed,  devoured,  de- stroyed.— Sann'rikta-dhrishiiu,  us,  ut,  «,Vcd.  one 
who  has  cut  off  or  destroyed  valiant  (enemies ;  Say. 

saiUhinna  dharshana-fdd  fatravo  yena). 

3.  sam-vrij,  It,  k,  Jc,  Ved.  one  who  carries  off,  a 

spoiler;  one  who  consumes  or  destroys. 

Sam-vrijya,  mA.^sam-liritya,  having  carried 

off,  &c. sam-vrit,   cl.  i.   A.   -vartate,   &c., 
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n,  to  tura  towards,  go  towards,  approach ; 
to  go  against,  attack,  assault  (with  ace.);  to  come 
together,  meet  together,  be  united,  meet  in  sexual 
embrace;  to  come  round,  come  to  pass,  happen, 
take  place,  be  produced,  be  fulfilled,  be  accomplished ; 
to  fall  to  the  lot  (of  any  one) ;  to  be,  become,  exist : 

Caus.  -vartayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  turn  or  re- 
volve, cause  to  proceed  or  go  on ;  to  cast,  throw ;  to 

carry  on,  accomplish,  fulfil,  roll  together,  roll  up, 
fold  up,  wrap  up,  envelop ;  to  crumple  up  ;  to  crush, 

destroy,  dash  to  pieces :  Desid.  P.  -vivriUati,  to  wish 
to  be  sexually  united. 

Sam-varta,  (W,  m.  turning  towards;  coming  to 
pass,  being,  becoming;  rolling  up,  crumpling  up, 
destruction  ;  the  periodical  destruction  or  dissolution 
of  the  universe ;  a  cloud ;  a  particular  kind  of  cloud 

(abounding  in  water  and  so  distinct  from  the  A-varta 
which  has  no  water,  cf.  drona,  pushkaldvartaka) ; 
N.  of  one  of  the  seven  clouds  at  the  dissolution  of  the 

universe  [cf.  bhima-nada]  ;  a  collection,  multitude ; 
a  year;  the  tree  Terminalia  Bellerica;  N.  of  a  Muni 

and  legislator  [cf.  vrihat-s°]  ;  of  an  An-girasa  (author 
of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  1 72) ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  family. 

Sam-vartaka,  as,  m.  the  fire  that  is  to  roll  every- 
thing together  and  destroy  the  world  at  the  period  of 

universal  dissolution  ;  submarine  fire ;  a  kind  of  cloud, 

(see  above,  cf.  matanga)  ;  N.  of  Bala-r5ma,  (other- 
wise called  Bala-deva,  elder  brother  of  Krishna) ;  the 

plough  of  Bala-rama.  —  Samvartakdgni  (°ka-ag°), 
is,  m.  the  world-destroying  fire. 
Samvartakin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  Bala-rama,  (see  above.) 
Sam-vartamdna,  as,  a,  am,  turning  towards, 

going  towards,  approaching ;  coming  or  meeting  to- 
gether, having  sexual  intercourse. 

Sam-vartayat,  an,  antl,  at,  crushing,  destroying, 
dashing  to  pieces. 

Sam-vartayitea  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having  per- 
formed, having  fulfilled,  &c. 

Sam-varti,  is,  f.  =  samvartiliii  below. 
Samvartikii,  f.  the  new  leaf  of  a  water-lily,  the 

petal  or  leaf  near  the  filament  (  =  lceiara-isami- 
paetha-dala}. 
Sam-vartita,  as,  a,  am,  rolled  up,  wrapped  up, 

enveloped. 

Sam-vritta,  as,  a,  am,  become,  arisen,  happened, 

taken  place,  fulfilled,  accomplished,  past,  gone ;  fur- 
nished with  (for  sam-vrita) ;  covered  (for  «a»»- 

vritu);  (at),  m.,  N.  of  Varuna. 

Sam-vritti,  is,  f.  being,  existing,  becoming,  hap- 
pening, fulfilment,  accomplishment;  covering,  con- 

cealing (for  sam-vriti). 

^p^sam-vridh,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vardhati,  -te 
(see  rt.  I .  vridh),  -vardhitum,  to  grow  to  perfection 
or  completion,  grow  up,  increase ;  to  fulfil,  satisfy, 

grant  (P.) :  Caus.  -vardhayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
grow  or  increase,  augment,  enlarge ;  to  plant ;  to 
bring  up,  rear,  raise,  cherish,  foster,  nourish,  fatten, 
feed,  nurse  ;  to  cause  to  prosper,  make  prosperous  or 
happy ;  to  present  with  (with  inst.) ;  to  fulfil,  satisfy, 

grant. 
Sam-vardltaka,  as,  ilia,  am,  causing  complete 

growth  or  increase,  augmenting,  prospering ;  an  in- 
creaser. 

Sam-vardhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  augmenting  or 

increasing,  prospering,  cherishing,  encouraging;  com- 
plete growth,  prospering,  thriving. 

Sam-vardhaniya,  as,  ii,  am,  to  be  increased  or 
augmented,  to  be  fostered  or  encouraged. 

Sam-vardhayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  grow 
up  or  increase,  enlarging,  increasing,  much  increased, 
magnifying. 

Sam-vardhita,  as,  a,  am,  brought  to  complete 

growth,  brought  up,  reared,  raised,  cherished,  pro- 
tected, encouraged. 

Sam^vriddlia,  as,  a,  am,  full  grown,  completely 
grown,  grown  up,  grown  tall  or  high,  increased, 
augmented,  enlarged,  large,  big ;  flourishing,  bloom- 
ing. 

sam-vrish,  cl.  i.  P.  -varshati,  &c., 
Ved.  to  rain  upon,  shower  down. 

Sam-varshana,  am,  n.  raining,  showering  down. 

?np|  sam-vrih,  cl.  6.  P.  -vrihati,  &c.  (see 
rt.  i.  erik),  -varhitum,  -vardkum,  Ved.  to  draw 
out  or  extract  together. 

W^  sam-ve,  cl.  i .  P.  A.  -vayati,  -te,  -vatum, 
Ved.  to  weave  together,  interweave. 

Satiwayat,  an,  antl,  at,  weaving  together,  in- 
terweaving in  concert. 

Sam-uta,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  woven  or  sewn  to- 
gether, (tardma-samuta,  having  the  holes  sewn 

together  or  fastened  together  with  pins.) 

sam-vega.     See  under  sam-vij. 

sam-veda.     See  under  i.  sam-vid. 

sam-vep,  cl.  i.  A.  -vepate,  &c.,  to 
tremble,  shake. 

Sum-vepamdna,  as,  a,  am,  trembling,  shaking 
(from  cold  &c.). 

^^  sam-vesht,  cl.  I.  A.  -veshtate,  &c.,  to 
be  surrounded :  Caus.  -veshtayati,  -yitum,  to  sur- 

round, envelop,  encompass. 

Sam-reshtamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  surrounded 
or  enveloped. 

^aj^  sam-vya/!,  cl.  6.  P.  -vitoti,  -vyati- 
tum,  Ved.  to  surround,  encompass,  envelop  ;  to  roll 

together,  (according  to  SSy.  on  Rig-veda  VII.  63, 1. 
sam-avivyak  —  saha  vidatt,  sam-veshtayati) ;  to 

pervade. JJ^l^'ElT  sam-vy-ava-so  (-vi-ava-),  cl.  4.  P. 
-syati,  -sdtwn,  to  decide  upon,  decree. 

Q'T^TTC  sajp-vyavahara,  as,  m.  dealing 
together,  mutual  traffic  or  business,  intercourse. 

H°u<S  sam-vyudha,  as,  a,  am  (see  2.  vy- 
udha),  combined  together,  mixed,  united. 
Sam-vyiiha,  as,  m.  combination,  mixture,  union. 

ff^T  sam-vye,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vyayati,  -te, 
-vydtum,  to  cover  over,  overlay,  clothe,  put  on 
clothes ;  to  invest,  surround,  enclose. 

Sam-vivydna,  as,  d,  am  (perf.  part.  A.),  Ved. 
fully  surrounded  or  invested  with,  endowed  with. 

Sam-vita,  as,  d,  am,  covered  over,  coated  over, 
overlaid ;  clothed  ;  adorned  ;  invested,  surrounded, 

enclosed,  encompassed,  shut  in;  overwhelmed.— Saiii- 

vitdnga  (°ta-anr),  as,  i,  am,  having  the  body 
covered,  properly  clothed,  (according  to  Kulluka  = 
adHiadita-dclia.) 

Sam-vydna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  covering  over,  a 
covering  :  cloth,  clothes,  garment,  vestment,  vesture  ; 

an  upper  garment. 

«^l=tirtl  samsakala,  hid.  (doubtful),  kill- 

ing, slaughter. 

^C5ffisam-sank,  cl.  I.  A.  -sankate,  -sanki- 
tum,  to  be  very  suspicious  of,  suspect. 

)tT3l<<  sam-sad,  Caus.  -satayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  fall  down,  throw  down,  break  to  pieces. 

?T3IH'+  sam-saptaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  iap 
with  sam},  a  soldier  sworn  never  to  recede  from  a 
fight  and  stationed  to  prevent  the  flight  of  others ; 
a  picked  warrior,  a  brother  in  arms ;  a  conspirator 
bound  by  an  oath  to  kill  another;  N.  of  a  kind  of 
soldier  or  guard  belonging  to  Narayam  (mentioned 
in  the  Maha-bharata). 

^51^  sam-sabda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sabd  with 

sam),  mention. 
Sam-4aldana,  am,  n.  making  a  sound,  calling 

out ;  praising,  eulogizing. 

Sam-£al>dya,  ind.  (see  rt.  s"abd),  having  called 
out,  having  said  or  spoken. 

SJ^f  sam-sam,  cl.  4.  P.  -sdmyati,  -sami- 
tum,  to  become  calm  or  pacified,  be  allayed,  be 

extinguished:   Caus.  -damayati,  -yitum,  to  miti- 
gate, calm,  allay ;  to  settle. 

Sam-iamana  in  papa-^°,  q.  v. 
Sam-ianta,  as,  a,  am,  extinguished. 

sum-say  a,  sam-sayitri.    See  below. 

sam-sarana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  sri  with 

sam),  commencement  of  a  combat,  charge,  attack. 

JT^n^  sam-sds,  cl.  2.  P.  -fasti,  -sdsitum, 
Ved.  to  sanctify,  purify,  make  perfect,  (Say.  sam- 
iteadli i  =  sanskaru,  Rig-veda  VII.  104,  19.) 

fff^I  sam-Ji  (closely  connected  with  sain- 
to),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -3inotl,  -s!!nute,  (Ved.  also  cl.  3.  A.) 

-s'is'lte,  -Return,  to  sharpen  up  or  well,  excite,  incite. 
i.eam-Sita,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  under  sam-io), 

sharpened  up,  aroused,  excited  ;  [cf.  «/ry'na-s°.] 
Sam-SHana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  sharpening  well  or 

thoroughly. 

fff^lWl^  sam-sisnsJm.  See  under  sam- 

irl. 

9^1  fA^sam-siivan,  a,  ari,  a,  Ved.  having 

young  ones,  (SSy.  sam-tis'mrih^sam-iiilvaryah 
anti  gavah,  Rig-veda  VIII.  69,  II.) 

sam-si,  cl.  2.  A.  -fate,  -jayitum,  to 
lie  down  for  rest  or  repose,  sleep,  grow  languid,  be- 

come feeble ;  to  waver,  be  uncertain  or  irresolute  or 
doubtful. 

Sam-daya,  as,  m.  uncertainty,  irresolution,  doubt, 
scruple,  misgiving,  suspicion,  (frequently  in  the  phrase 

na  satiiSayah,  there  is  no  doubt,  to  be  sure) ;  diffi- 
culty, danger,  risk,  peril ;  dispute,  question ;  possibility. 

" Samsaya-ffheda,  as,  m.  the  solution  of  doubt. 

—  Sams'aya-stha,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  uncertainty, 
uncertain,  doubtful.  •-  Sams'uyatmaka  (°ya-dt°),  at, 
ikd,  am,  consisting  of  doubt,  made  up  of  uncertainties. 

—  Samtfayatman,  (°ya-dt°),  d,  d,  a,  having  a  doubt- 
ful or  irresolute  mind  ;  (a),  m.  a  sceptic.  —  Satns'aya- 

panna  (°y«-op°),  as,  a,  am,  beset  with  doubt,  hesi- 
tating, irresolute;  doubtful,  uncertain,  dubious.«Sam- 

fayapanna-manasa,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  mind 
beset  with  doubts,  of  an  irresolute  or  hesitating  dis- 

position. —  Samiayopeta  (°ya-up°),  as,  d,  am, 
possessed  of  uncertainty,  subject  to  doubt,  doubtful, 
dubious,  uncertain. 

8am-3aydna,  as,  d,  am,  feeling  uncertain  or 
irresolute,  wavering,  doubting,  dubious,  sceptical. 

Sam-s'ayalu,  us,  its,  u,  disposed  to  doubt,  irreso- lute, doubting,  dubious. 

Sam-s'ayita,  as,  a,  am,  uncertain,  dubious, doubtful. 

Sam-sayitri,  id,  in,  tri,  one  who  hesitates  or 
wavers,  a  doubter,  sceptic ;  dubious,  doubtful. 

Sam-iayin,  I,  inl,  i,  doubtful,  dubious,  uncertain, 

questionable. Sam-iayya,  ind.  having  doubted  or  wavered,  being 
in  doubt,  deliberating. 

^njTO  sam-sudh,  cl.  4.  P.  -sudhyati,  -fod- 
dhum,  to  become  completely  pure  or  purified  :  Caus. 
-todhayati,  -yitum,  to  purify  or  cleanse  thoroughly, 
clear;  to  clear  (expenses),  pay  off;  to  correct,  rectify; 
to  examine. 

Sam-tuddha,  as,  d,  am,  completely  purified  or 
cleansed,  pure,  clean  ;  refined,  polished  ;  expiated  ; 

acquitted  (of  crime  or  debt).  —  Samiuddha-kilvi- 
slia,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  offences  are  expiated, 

purified  from  sin. &ain-6itd(lhi,  is,  f.  thorough  purification ;  cleansing 
or  cleaning  (the  body) ;  purity,  cleanness ;  clearance  ; 
acquittal,  acquittance  ;  correction,  rectification. 
Satn-s'odkana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  purifying 

thoroughly,  purification,  cleaning,  cleansing ;  refin- 
ing, clearing ;  paying  off,  correcting. 

Sam-s'odhita,  as,  d,  am,  completely  cleansed  or 

purified. 
I.  sam-s'odhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  purified,  to  be 

cleared  or  acquitted  ;  to  be  paid  off;  to  be  corrected 
or  rectified. 
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i.  sam-fodhya,  ind.   having   cleansed;    having 
cleared  (a  road). 

[  sa/ii-s'ubh,  Caus.  -sobhayati,  -yitum, to  decorate,  adorn. 

fT^M  sO'/i-siish,  cl.  4.  P.  -siis/n/ati,  -s'osh- to  be  completely  dried  or  dried  up :  Caus. 
-tfoshayati,  -yitum,  to  make  dry,  dry  up. 

Nil);/  .</i.-/</;a,  as,  a,  am,  completely  dried,  dry; 
withered,  sere. 

Xam-s'oshtta,  as,  a,  am,  made  thoroughly  dry, dried  up. 

f  sam-juna.     See  under  sam-4ci. 

sam-so  (closely  connected  with  sni/i- 
rfi),  d.  3.  P.  -iiiati,  -datum,  Ved.  to  sharpen 
thoroughly,  sharpen  up,  excite,  raise,  produce ;  to 
finish  off,  effect,  complete,  supply,  (SSy.  sam-iiiatu 
=  samyak  tikshni-karotu—prayaddhatu,  IJig-veda 
I.  Ill,  5.) 

2.  sam-fita,  as,  a,  am,  thoroughly  finished 
or  completed,  finished  off,  effected,  accomplished ; 
established,  decided,  determined,  certified,  certain, 

well-ascertained ;  completing,  effecting,  diligent  in 
accomplishing.  —  Samiita-vrata,  as,  a,  am,  one 
who  has  finished  or  accomplished  a  vow,  faithful  to 

a  vow  or  obligation.  —  SamHtatman  (°ta-at°),  a,  <i, 
a,  one  whose  mind  or  spirit  is  thoroughly  matured 
or  disciplined. 

WJ(sans-M,  t,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
II.  85.  fr.  rt.  i.  (i  with  tarn;  more  probably  fr.  rt. 

(at;  cf.  sandat,  eam-ivat},  deceit,  trick,  illusion, 
juggling;  (t),  m.  a  juggler. 
SanSdya,  Norn.  A.  san&ayate,  'yitum,  to  con- 

jure, juggle;  to  be  cheated  or  deceived. 

ff^*4l1  sam-syana,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  jyai 
with  gam),  contracted,  drawn  together,  shrunk  up, 
congealed,  frozen;  collapsed;  rolled  up,  gathered  up. 

HW=T  sam-srava,  as,  m.  (for  sam-srava), 
flowing  or  pouring  out,  sprinkling,  aspersion. 

tffa  sam-sri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -srayati,  -te, 
•irayitum,  to  go  towards  or  have  recourse  to,  betake 

one's  self  or  flee  for  refuge  or  succour,  seek  protec- 
tion with,  seek ;  to  lean  on,  rest  on,  depend  on ; 

to  attain,  obtain;  to  unite  with;  to  approach  for 
sexual  intercourse ;  to  serve. 

Sam-sis'rishu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  have  recourse 
to,  desiring  to  adhere  to  or  depend  upon ;  wishing 
to  serve,  &c. 

Sam-4raya,  as,  m.  the  having  recourse  to,  betak- 

ing one's  self  to  [cf.  kali-f0],  fleeing  for  refuge  or 
protection,  seeking  shelter  or  succour ;  refuge,  shelter, 
asylum,  protection,  patronage,  favour ;  a  resting- 
place,  dwelling-place;  seeking  alliance,  leaguing  to- 

gether for  mutual  protection  (one  of  the  six  Gunas 
of  a  military  prince  mentioned  in  Manu  VII.  160), 
league;  an  aim,  object;  N.  of  a  PrajS-pati.—  Sam- 

iraya-karita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  by  alliance  (Manu 
VII.  176). 

Sam-trayin,  i,  ini,  t,  having  recourse  to,  seeking 
refuge. 

Xam-trita,  as,  d,  am,  gone  or  fled  to  for  refuge; 
come  for  protection  or  an  asylum;  taken  under 
protection,  sheltered,  secured,  protected,  supported; 
united,  joined  ;  (as),  m.  a  dependant,  servant,  fol- 

lower.— Samjritanuraga  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.  the 
affection  of  dependants. 

-drill/a,  ind.  having  fled  to  for  refuge. 

*P!J  sa>n-s'ru,  cl.  5.  'P.  A.  -s'riiwti,  -sri- 
-irotum,  to  hear  well  (P.) ;  to  listen  well  or 

attentively,  be  attentive  (A.  without  ace.  c.  follow- 
ing); to  promise:  Caus.  -traraynti,  -yitum,  to 

cause  to  hear,  cause  to  be  heard ;  to  narrate,  report recite,  tell,  proclaim. 

'"t">.  as,  m.  hearing    or    listening   atten- tively ;  promise,  assent,  agreement. 
>"'.'<-s'rat>ano,«i»,n.theactofhearing;  the  ear. 

Sam-Jruia,  as,  a,  am,  well  heard;  promised, 
agreed,  assented. 

Sam-s'rutya.  ind.  having  heard  or  listened  atten- 
tively, having  promised. 

f[f&l{sam-s'lish,  cl.  4.  P.  -slishyati,  -tfesh- 
tum,  to  clasp  or  press  together,  join  together,  em- 

brace :  Caus.  -ilesliayati,  -yitum,  to  join  or  connect 
together,  unite. 

Sam-dlishta,  as,  a,  am,  clasped  or  pressed  toge- 
ther, embraced,  joined,  united  ;  adjoining,  touching, 

close  together ;  endowed  ;  possessed  of. 

Sain-s'listtya,  ind.  having  clasped  or  embraced, 
having  joined  together. 
Sam-tflesha,  as,  m.  embrace,  embracing ;  union, 

connection,  junction,  association,  contact.  —  Sam- 

s'le-^ha-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  union  or  contact, 
joined,  united. 
Sam-^leshana,  am,  n.  the  art  of  clasping  or 

pressing  together;  means  of  binding  together. 

Sam-s'lcshita,  as,  a,  am,  joined  together,  united, attached. 

Sam-ileahin,  t,  ini,  i,  clasping,  embracing,  joining 

together. 

tfar^  sam-svat,  t,  n.  =  sans-fat,  deceit, illusion,  Sec. 

^Tf*d  sam-svi,  cl.  I.  P.  -suayati,  -svayitum, 
to  swell  up,  swell  greatly. 

Sam-duna,  as,  a,  am,  much  swelled,  swollen. 

tffl^J  sam-sanj,  Pass,  -sajyate,  -sojjate 

(see  rt.  2.  saii;'),  to  adhere  or  cling  together,  stick 
close,  be  attached  or  connected  together,  adhere  or 
cling  to;  to  be  entwined. 

Sam-sakta,  as,  a,  am,  adhered  or  stuck  together, 
joined  or  attached  or  linked  together,  sticking  close 
to,  adhering  to,  attached  or  tied  to ;  fastened ;  re- 

strained ;  closely  connected ;  close,  near,  adjoining, 
contiguous ;  intent  on  ;  possessing,  endowed  with, 
affected  by.  —  Samsakta-manas,  as,  as,  as,  having 
the  mind  attached  or  fastened.  —  Samsakta-yuya, 
as,  a,  am,  attached  to  a  yoke,  harnessed,  yoked. 

—  Samsakta-vadanaivasa  (°na-as'°),  as,  a,  am, 
with  breath  adhering  to  the  mouth,  with  suppressed 
breath. 

Sam-iakti,  is,  f.  close  adherence,  sticking  close 
together,  intimate  union  or  junction;  close  connec- 

tion or  contact,  proximity ;  tying  or  fastening  toge- 
ther ;  intercourse,  intimacy,  acquaintance ;  addiction 

or  devotion  to. 

Sam-sajjamana,  as,  a,  am,  adhering  or  sticking 
close  together ;  being  prepared  or  ready. 

ff^  i.  sam-sad,  cl.  i.  6.  P.  -sidati  (Ved. 
and  ep.  also  A.  -te),  -sattum,  to  sit  down  together, 
sit  along  with,  sit  down ;  to  sink  down,  be  afflicted, 
be  in  distress ;  to  pine  away. 

i.  tarn-sad,  t,  t,  t,  one  who  sits  together,  one 
who  sits  at  or  takes  part  in  a  sacrifice ;  (t),  f.  an  as- 

sembly, meeting,  congress,  session  ;  a  court  of  justice. 

Sam-sada,  as,  m.  a  sitting  down  together,  meet- 
ing, assembly. 

Bwp-cUof,  an,  anti,  at,  sitting  down  together, 
sinking  down. 

sam-sarana.     See  under  sam-sri. 

sam-sarga,  sam-sarjana,  &c.  See 
under  I .  saiii-srij. 

sam-sarpa,   &c.     See   under   sam- 

sam-sava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  su  with 
earn),  a  confusion  of  libations,  an  irregular  or  sinful 
sacrifice  (so  regarded  when  two  Brahmans  perform 
the  Soma  sacrifice  on  the  same  spot  and  at  the  same 
time). 

fl«I«T  sam-sadh,  Caus.  -sadhayati,  -te, 

-yitum,  to  cause  to  be  completely  finished ;  to  ac- 
complish or  perform  thoroughly,  complete  ;  to  finish 

off;  to  settle;  to  destroy,  kill,  extinguish  ;  to  cause 

to  be  settled  or  paid  ;  to  regain  ;  to  obtain  ;  to  be 

successful  (A.)  :  Pass,  of  Caus.  -sadhyate,  to  be  com- 
pletely accomplished  ;  to  be  thoroughly  provided  or 

furnished  with. 

t>i<>ii-xrtil/tn>/at,  an,a»tl,  at,  accomplishing,  &c.  ; 
obtaining,  receiving,  taking. 

Sam-sddhya,  ind.  having  accomplished  or  per- 
formed thoroughly  ;  having  destroyed  or  killed,  &c. 

sain-sara,  &c.     See  under  saiii-sri. 

i  .  sam-sid,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -sincati,  -te, 

-sektum,  to  sprinkle  over,  sprinkle  thoroughly,  water. 
Sam-sikta,  as,  d,  am,  well  sprinkled  or  moistened, 

watered.  —  Sainsikta-renu,  us,  us,  u,  having  the 
dust  laid  or  well  watered. 

2.  sam-si<!t  h,  k,  k,  Ved.  one  who  sprinkles, sprinkling. 

8am-su?ya,  ind.  having  sprinkled. 
Sam-seka,  as,  m.  sprinkling  over,  moistening. 

watering. 

JJftl^  sam-sidh,  cl.  4.  P.  -sidhyati,  -sed- 
dhum,  to  be  accomplished  or  performed  thoroughly, 
to  be  made  perfect  ;  to  be  made  happy,  attain 
beatitude. 

Sam-siddha,  as,  a,  am,  fully  done  or  accom- 
plished, made  perfect,  perfected  ;  one  who  has  at- 

tained beatitude. 

Sam-siddhi,  is,  f.  complete  accomplishment,  per- 
fection, completion,  complete  attainment,  beati- 

tude, final  emancipation  ;  nature,  natural  disposition, 
natural  state  or  quality  ;  a  passionate  or  intoxicated 
woman. 

&^lsam-suda,  as,  as,  am,Ved.  altogether munificent,  one  who  gives  very  liberally,  (SSy.  = 
samyak  sushthu  datri.) 

sam-supta.     See  under  sam-svap. 
sam-siid,  cl.  10.  P.  -sufayati,  -yitum, 

to  indicate  or  show  plainly,  prove,  imply,  argue  ;  to 
inform,  tell. 

Sam-suiana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  indicating  or  show- 
ing plainly,  proving  ;  telling,  informing  ;  reproving, 

reproaching. 

Sam-sZdita,  as,  a,  am,  plainly  indicated;  in- 
formed, told,  apprised  ;  reproved. 

$JT|  sain-sri,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarati,  -sartum,  to 
go  towards,  approach,  attain,  obtain  ;  to  go  round, 
revolve,  pass  through  a  succession  of  states  :  Caus. 

-sdrayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  go  round  or  revolve 
or  pass  through. 
Sam-sarana,  am,  n.  going,  proceeding,  moving 

or  going  round  in  a  circuit,  revolving,  revolution, 

passing  through  a  succession  of  states,  birth  and  re- 
birth of  living  beings,  the  world  ;  going  well  or 

unobstructedly,  the  unresisted  march  of  troops  ;  the 

commencement  of  war  or  battle  ;  a  highway,  prin- 

cipal road  ;  a  resting-place  for  passengers  near  the 

gates  of  a  city. 
8(im-iara,  as,  m.  course,  passage,  passing  through 

a  succession  of  states,  course  or  circuit  of  mundane 
existence,  transmigration,  metempsychosis,  the  world, 
secular  life,  worldly  illusion.  —  Samsiira-gamana  , 

am,  n.  passing  from  one  state  of  existence  to  another 
or  from  one  body  to  another,  transmigration,  metem- 

psychosis.— Samsiira-guru,  •us,  m.  'the  Guru  of 
the  world,'  epithet  of  Kama  (god  of  love).  —  Sam- 
sara-mandala,  am,  n.  the  circle  of  the  world. 
—  Samsara-marga,  as,  m.  the  road  of  the  world, 
the  course  or  stage  of  mundane  affairs,  the  world  ; 
the  vulva.  —  SamiHra-mokshana,  as,  i,  am,  libe- 

rating or  emancipating  from  worldly  existence  ; 

(am),  n.  emancipation  from  the  world.  -./Sam  - 
sara-samtdra  or  samsara-sigara,  as,  m.  the 
ocean-like  world. 
Samidrin,  i,  ini,  i,  passing  through  (successive 

existences),  transmigratory,  worldly,  mundane,  secu- 
lar, mixing  with  society,  engaged  in  worldly  or  secular 

occupations  ;  (t),  m.  a  living  or  sentient  being, 
human  being,  animal,  creature,  embodied  spirit. 
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^Snnisiry-itnifin,  a,  m.  (perhaps  rather  two  separati 
words),  the  transniigratory  soul,  the  soul  passing  through 
various  mundane  states,  (opposed  toparamataum.) 
Sam-sriti,  is,  f.  course,  current,  flow,  stream 

revolution ;  course  of  mundane  existence,  transmi- 
gration ;  the  world. 

Sam-sritya,  ind.  having  gone  to  or  approached 
having  obtained  ;  having  passed  onwards  or  through 

?T«*1  i.  saiH-srij,  cl.  6.  P.  -srijati,  -srash- 
tum,  to  let  loose  together ;  to  mix  together,  commin 
gle,  conjoin,  connect,  unite ;  to  endow  with,  bestow 
upon ;  to  cover  with,  anoint  with  (Ved.) ;  to  create 

Pass,  -Hnjyate,  to  be  commingled  or  mixed,  come 
together ;  to  meet  with  (with  inst.) ;  to  converse 
with. 

Sam-sarya,  as,  m.  mixture  or  union  together, 
commixture,  conjunction,  close  or  intimate  union, 
close  contact,  touch,  proximity,  approximation,  asso- 

ciation, society,  (pdpish/ha-s ',  the  society  of  ven 
low  people) ;  intercourse,  sexual  attachment  or  con- 

nection, copulation,  coition;  acquaintance,  familiarity; 
intimate  relation  (  =  sam-avdya),  co-existence. 
—  Samsarga-tas,  ind.  through  union  or  connection, 
in  consequence  of  intercourse  or  familiarity.  —  Sam- 

sarga-dosha,  as,  m.  the  fault  or  evil  consequences 
of  society  (with  bad  people).  —  Samsarya-vat,  an, 
afi,at,  =  sam-srith/a,  mixed,  joined  with.  —  Siim- 

iargdbhava  ("ga-abh°),  as,  m.  (in  the  Nyaya 
phil.)  a  particular  form  of  the  category  of  non- 
existence  (said  to  be  of  three  kinds,  prior,  incidental 
and  final,  or  absence  of  birth,  destruction  of  present 
being  and  necessary  cessation  of  existence). 
Samsargin,  i,  iiil,  i,  commingling,  commingled, 

united  or  mixed  with,  in  contact  with,  connected ; 
associated,  keeping  company,  familiar,  friendly,  ac- 

quainted, an  acquaintiiice ;  (t),  m.  an  associate, 
companion.  —  Samsanji-td,  {.  or  itimsargi-tca, 
am,  n.  association,  combination,  fellowship. 

Sam-sarjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  letting  loose 
together,  commingling  ;  discharging,  voiding,  aban- 

doning, leaving. 

Sam-sisrikshtt,  u»,  us,  u,  wishing  to  mix  together 
or  unite. 

3.  sam-srij,  Ved.  commingling,  collision. 
Sam-srijyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  joined  or 

united  together. 

Sam-srishla,  as,  d,  am,  commingled,  mixed  to- 
gether, connected,  conjoined,  united  ;  composed ; 

associated  or  connected  together  (as  partners  &c.) ; 
reunited,  rejoined;  involved  in;  clothed  in  clean 
garments,  cleanly  dressed;  created.  —  Samsrishla- 
jit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  conquering  combatants.  m-Siimxr i- 
sit/a-lva,  am,  n.  commixture,  union,  association ;  re- 

union ;  (in  law)  voluntary  reunion  or  co-residence 
of  kinsmen  (as  of  father  and  son  or  of  brothers  with 
each  other,  after  partition  of  property).— Samsrishla- 
riipa.  Of,  d,  am,  mixed  in  form  or  kind,  adulterated. 

SaiH-trifhti,  is,  f.  union,  combination,  combin- 
ing, uniting ;  association,  intercourse,  co-partnership ; 

living  together  in  one  family  ;  collection,  collecting, 
assembling;  (in  rhetoric)  the  aggregation  or  combin- 

ing of  a  number  of  metaphors  in  one  passage. 
Samsrishlin,  i,  m.  a  reunited  kinsman  (applied 

in  Hindu  law  to  persons  of  the  same  family  who, 
after  having  made  a  partition,  again  live  together, 
annulling  the  partition  previously  made) ;  a  co- 

partner, co-parcener. 
Sam-srashlri,  ta,  Iri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  mixes 

together  or  commingles. 

*l »\sam-srip,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarpati,  &c.,  to 
creep  together,  creep  along  with ;  to  flow ;  to  glide, 
move,  wind. 

Sitm-tarpa,  as,  m.  creeping  along,  gliding,  flow- 
ing gently ;  any  equable  or  gentle  motion ;  the 

intercalary  month  occurring  in  a  year  in  which  there 
falls  a  Kshaya-masa. 

Sam-sarpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  creeping  along, 
sneaking  ;  an  unexpected  attack,  surprise. 
Saiii-narpat,  an,  anti,  at,  creeping  or  gliding 

along,  flowing. 

Sam-sarpin,  I,  in'i,  i,  creeping  along  or  over, winding,  gliding,  flowing. 

sum-seka.     See  under  I.  sam-sit. 

sam-sev,  cl.  i.  A.  -sevate,  &c.,  to 
attend  on,  wait  on,  serve  ;  to  worship. 

X'titi-scvana,  am,  n.  waiting  on,  attending  on, serving. 

Siun-sevii,  f.  service,  attendance,  reverence,  wor- 
ship. 

Sam-sevila,  as,  a,  am,  waited  on,  attended  on, 
served. 

or  san-kri,  s  being  inserted 

as  in  upa-s-kri,  pari-sh-kri  ;  cf.  san-kri),  cl.  8. 
P.A.-karoti,  -kurute;  lmpv.sans-karotu(2nd  sing. 
Mtgs-kuru)  ;  Perf.  tail-fankara  (2nd  sing,  san-fa 
tliaritha,  ist  pi.  saA-daskarima,  yd  pi.  sail-<!a 
ikaruh)  ;  Aor.  A.  sam-aslerita  ;  Prec.  P.  sans- 
kriydt,  A.  xana-kriihlshla,  -kurtum,  to  put  to 
gether,  construct,  compose,  form  well  or  thoroughly, 
make  perfect,  elaborate,  refine,  polish,  educate  ;  to 
fabricate  artificially  ;  to  form  grammatically  or  accu- 

rately ;  to  make  ready,  prepare,  arrange  ;  to  cook 
dress  (food)  ;  to  form  or  arrange  according  to  sacrec 
precept,  consecrate,  sanctify,  dedicate,  hallow,  devote 
to  sacred  uses  ;  to  invest  (with  the  sacrificial  thread)  , 
to  purify,  cleanse  ;  to  decorate,  embellish,  ornament  ; 
to  heap  together,  bring  together,  collect  :  Pass.  -1,-ri- 
ijate,  to  be  well  put  together  or  prepared,  &c.  ;  to 
be  consecrated  :  Caus.  -kdrayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  form  or  construct  well  ;  to  cause  to  prepare  or 
arrange  ;  to  make,  render  (with  two  ace.  )  ;  to  cause 
to  consecrate  :  Desid.  ean-fishkinhati  :  Intens. 
saii-dcthkriyate. 

Sans-kartri,  ta.  trl,  tri,  one  who  makes  perfect 
or  polishes,  one  who  prepares  or  dresses  or  cooks  ; 
one  who  consecrates,  &c. 

Sans-kara,  as,  m.  forming  well  or  thoroughly, 
making  perfect,  perfecting,  completing,  finishing, 
polishing,  refining,  perfection,  refinement,  education, 
accomplishment  ;  forming  in  the  mind,  conception, 
idea,  notion  ;  impression,  form,  mould  ;  impression 
on  the  mind  or  memory  ;  the  power  of  memory, 
faculty  of  recollection,  self-reproductive  quality  (one 
of  the  twenty-four  qualities  enumerated  in  the  Vai- 
seshika  branch  of  the  Nyiiya  phil.);  any  faculty, 
capacity,  instinct  ;  operation,  influence  ;  preparation, 
making  ready,  preparation  of  food,  &c.,  cooking, 
dressing,  compounding;  decoration,  embellishment, 
ornament,  elegance  ;  making  sacred,  hallowing,  con- 

secration, dedication  ;  consecration  of  a  king,  &c.  ; 
making  pure,  purification,  purity  ;  a  sanctifying  or 
purificatory  rite  or  essential  ceremony  (enjoined  on 
all  the  first  three  or  twice-born  classes  ;  the  following 
are  the  twelve  purificatory  rites  given  in  Manu  II.  27, 
but  of  these  ten  only  are  enjoined  according  to  some 
authorities,  the  tenth  and  eleventh  being  omitted: 

I.  garbhddhdna,  'embryo-reception,'  on  the  first 
iigh  of  conception,  sometimes  on  a  woman's  attain- 

ing maturity  :  2.  pum-savuna,  'male-production,' 
on  the  first  signs  of  vitality  in  the  -embryo  :  3.  si- 

mantnnnayana,  '  parting  the  hair  '  of  a  pregnant 
woman  in  the  fourth,  sixth,  or  eighth  month  of  her 

irst  pregnancy:  4.  jritii-kurinnn,  'birth-ceremony,' 
i.  e.  giving  the  infant  butter  out  of  a  golden  spoon 
before  cutting  the  navel-string:  5.  nSma-karman 

or  ndma-karana,  'naming-rite'  on  the  tenth  or 
twelfth  day  after  birth:  6.  nishkrama'ja,  'taking 
out  '  the  child  when  three  months  old  to  see  the  sun 
or,  according  to  some,  to  look  at  the  moon  :  7.  an- 

na-prdiana,  '  feeding  with  boiled  rice  '  in  the  sixth 
month  after  birth  :  8.  f-wldkarman  or  dudd-ka- 

•ana,  '  tonsure-rite,'  i.  e.  shaving  the  head  all  but 
he  Sudd  or  one  lock  in  the  first  or  third  year  after 

)irth  :  9.  upa-naya  or  upa-nayana,  'investiture' 
with  the  sacrificial  thread,  see  upa-naya;  this  is 
he  most  important  of  all  the  Sanskaras  :  10.  ke- 

'dnta,  'cutting  oft"  the  hair:'  n.  sam-dvarhtna, 
returning,'  a  rite  performed  on  the  student's  return 

home  after  completing  his  studies:  12.  nviiha, 

'  marriage :'  other  Sanskaras  are  mentioned  as  peculiar to  various  parts  of  India,  e.  g.  an-avulobkana,  per- 
formed bya  pregnantwomantopreventdisappointment 

or  miscarriage;  Yishna-bali,  an  offering  to  Vishnu 
on  the  seventh  month  of  pregnancy ;  svarndrohaua, 
furya-rilokan<i,  kunia-redha,  q.  q.  v.  v.) ;  any 
rite  or  ceremony;  funeral  obsequies;  a  polishing 
stone.  —  Kanaka ra-ja,  as,  a,  am,  produced  bv 

purificatory  ritts.  — &«nxfrara-fotfoa,  am,  n.,  N.  o'f 
part  of  Raghu-nandana's  Smriti-tattva.  —  Sanskara- 
pttta,  as,  a,  am,  rendered  pure  by  sacred  rites, 
purified  by  refinement.  —  Santkdra-bhdskam,  an, 

m.,  N.  of  a  work  on  the  Sanskaras  by  San-kara. 
—  Sanskdra-rahita  or  sanskara-varjita  =  sanska- 
ra-hina  be\ow.—Sunskdra-vat,  an,  all,  at,  possess- 

ing refinement,  cultivated.  —  Sanskararat-tva,  am, 
n.  the  being  posstssed  of  refinement.  —  Samkdra- 
riillii,  if,  in.  the  rules  of  Sanskara,  the  law  concern- 

ing purificatory  rites.  —  Sanskara-h ma,  as,  a,  am, 
destitute  of  purificatory  riies;  (as),  m.  a  man  of 
one  of  the  three  classes  who  has  not  been  invested 

with  the  sacred  thread  or  received  the  other  purifica- 
tory ceremonies  (in  consequence  of  which  neglect  he 

becomes  a  VrStya  or  oatcist).  —  Sanskaradhikdrin 

(°ra-od/i°), ',  i>n,  i,  one  who  has  a  right  to  receive 
or  observe  all  the  purificatory  ceremonies. 
Sanskaraka,  as,  a,  am,  consecrating,  purifying, 

purificatory;  serving  as  an  article  of  cooking  or  for 
preparing  any  article  of  food  or  for  dressing  it. 
Sanskdrya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  finished  or  perfected ; 

to  be  consecrated  or  initiated. 

Sans-krita,  as,  a,  am,  carefully  or  accurately 
formed,  artificially  made  or  constructed  or  fabricated, 
elaborated, highly  wrought,  artificial,  refined,  polished, 
cultivated,  perfected,  completed,  finished ;  made 

ready,  prepared,  cooked,  dressed,  compounded  ;  con- 
secrated, sanctified,  hallowed,  initiated ;  married, 

(a-sanskrita,  as,  d,  am,  unmarried) ;  cleansed, 
cleaned,  purified ;  decorated,  embellished,  orna- 

mented; excellent,  best;  (as),  m.  a  word  formed 
according  to  accurate  rules,  a  regular  derivative;  a 
man  of  one  of  the  three  classes  who  has  received 
all  the  purificatory  rites ;  a  learned  man ;  (am),  n. 
language  formed  by  accurate  grammatical  rules,  re- 

fined or  polished  or  highly  wrought  speech,  the 
Sanskrit  language;  an  offering,  oblation,  sacrifice 

(Ved.);  a  sacred  usage  or  custom.  —  Sanshritdt- 

man  (°ta-dt°),  d,  m.  one  who  has  received  the  puri- 
ficatory rites ;  a  sage.—Sanskritoliti  (°ta-uk°),  is, 

f.  refined  or  polished  language ;  a  Sanskrit  word  or 

expression. 
Sanskrita-vat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who  has  perfected 

or  elaborated  or  polished. 

Sans-kriti,  is,  f.  =  sans-kdra. 
Sans-kriti/a,  ind.  having  perfected,  having  polished 

or  adorned,  &c. ;  having  prepared  or  dressed,  having 
cooked. 

Sans-kritrtma,  as,  d,  am,  perfected,  polished  ; fabricated,  made. 

Saru-kriyd,  f.  any  purificatory  rite  (  =  sans-kdra 
above);  funeral  ceremonies  or  obsequies  (burning the  dead,  &c.). 

^{«j(|  s<7»sC  =  rt. 

sas,  q.  v. 

T  sam-stamlh,  cl.  5.  9.  P.  -stabh- 
toti,  -stabhnnti,  -stabdhum,  to  support,  prop  up; 
:o  confirm,  establish,  corroborate  ;  to  stop,  restrain  : 
3aus.  -stambhayati,  -yitum,  to  prep  up,  stay,  sup- 
>ort ;  to  confirm,  strengthen,  encourage ;  to  stop  ; 
o  make  immovable  or  rigid,  stupefy,  paralyze. 

Sam-stabdha,  as,  a,  am,  supported,  confirmed, 
orroborated ;  stopped,  stayed,  made  firm  or  rigid, 

Sam-stabhya,  ind.  having  supported,  having  con- 
irmed  or  established ;  having  made  firm  or  stable 

>r  rigid,  &c. ;  having  supported  or  composed  the 
nind  firmly  (in  affliction). 

Sam-stambha,  as,  m.  support,  supporting,  prop ; 
onfirming,  establishing,  fixing,  making  firm;  stop, 

ay 

paralysis,  muscular  rigidity. 

I 
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f,  a.  am,  to  be  propped;  to 
be  made  Arm ;  to  be  stopped. 

JAoyitfit  f-',  ti'l,  tri,  one  who  supports 
or  props  up,  a  supporter ;  one  who  stops  or  restrains, 
a  re*tr..incr. 

tfuni-KtiiiiMayilva  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having 
propped  or  confirmed  or  encouraged. 

>'</,,  .  a,s  <7,  am,  propped,  supported  J 
stopped;  stupefied,  paialy/.cj. 

sa/ii-stara.     See  under  sam-stri. 

sa/ii-stu,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -stauti,  -stavlti, 
-ftnte,  -sturite,  -stotum,  to  praise  or  hymn  together, 
praise  in  chorus;  to  praise  properly  or  well;  to 
celebrate. 

--/ ."''I,  of,  m.  praise;  association  together, 
agreeing  together,  acquaintance,  intimacy  (  =  pari- 
tfaya't.  —  Saiiistai-a-st/tii-a,  as, a,  am,  firm  through 
acquaintance. 

Sam-stardna,  as,  a,  am,  praising  properly  ;  talk- 
ing fluently  and  well,  eloquent;  i«*  ,  m.  a  singer, 

chanter  ( =  iul-ydtri)  ;  joy  ( =  harslia,  according  to 
some). 

Sam-stava,  as,  m.  hymning  in  chorus,  repetition 
of  hymus  by  a  number  of  Brahmans ;  the  place 
occupied  at  a  sacrifice  by  the  Brahmans  reciting 
hymns  and  prayers ;  praise,  celebration. 

f-iiiii-ntuta,  as,  d,  am,  praised  or  hymned  together; 
praUed  well  or  properly ;  lauded,  hymned,  eulogized  ; 
agreeing  together,  intimate,  acquainted,  known. 
—Samstuta-praya,  an,  a,  am,  for  the  most  part 
lauded  or  hymned  together,  usually  associated  in 
hymns. 
Sam-stuti,  is,  f.  praise  in  chorus,  hymning  to- 

gether ;  praise,  celebration. 

Sitm-stuyamdnu,  as,  a,  am,  being  praised  or 
celebrated. 

H5|  sam-stri,  cl.  5.  9.  P.  A.  -strinoti, 
-tirinute,  -ttrinati,  -strinite,-startum,  -starilam, 

•staritttm,  to  spread  out,  spread,  extend ;  to  strew 
over,  cover,  cover  over. 

Sam-ntara,  as,  m.  a  bed,  couch ;  a  bed  made  of 
leaves,  &c. ;  a  sacrifice  (or  perhaps  rather  the  ritual 
arrangements  for  a  sacrifice). 
Siim-starana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  strewing  or 

covering  over. 

Sam-stara,as,  m.  spreading  out,  extension.— Sam- 
stdra-paitkti,  is,  f.  a  particular  metre,  (the  first  and 
fourth  Padas  containing  twelve  syllables  each,  and 

the  second  and  third  eight  each ;  cf.  msh(dra-p°, 
praitdra-ff,  dstdra-p°.) 
Sam-stira,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  entirely  covered, 

hidden,  concealed,  (opposed  to  vi-shtira,  displayed, 
Rig-veda  I.  140,  7.) 

Sam-stlrna,  ai,  a,  am,  spread  over,  covered. 
Hain-itlrya,  ind.  having  spread ;  having  covered. 

WWTT1  sam-styaya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  styai 
with  «ain),  assemblage,  collection,  heap,  multitude, 
number;  spreading  expansion,  diffusion;  vicinity, 
proximity ;  a  habitation,  house. 

ffWTt  sam-sthu,  cl.  I.  A.  -tishthate  (ep. 
also  P.  -tit/tlhati),  -sthdtum,  to  stand  or  stay  close 
together,  abide  or  remain  or  live  together ;  to  agree, 
conform ;  to  stand  firmly ;  to  stand  or  remain  on  ; 
to  exist,  live,  be  ;  to  stand  still,  stop ;  to  be  com- 

pleted ;  to  die,  perish :  Cans,  -xthdpayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  stand  firmly,  to  settle,  establish  or  fix 
firmly ;  to  place  ;  to  collect  or  compose  (the  mind)  ; 
to  cause  to  stand  still,  stop,  restrain ;  to  cause  to 
cesse  or  die,  kill ;  to  place  in  subjection,  subject. 

NM iii --il, a,  ai,a,  am,  standing  or  staying  or  being 

':'Cr,  living  together,  staying  with,  associated, 
domesticated  ;  staying,  abiding,  dwelling,  living  ; 
lasting;  stopping  still,  stationary,  fixed;  ended, 
perished,  dead ;  (a«),  m.  a  dweller,  resident,  inha- 

bitant ;  a  fellow-countryman,  neighbour ;  a  spy, 
secret  emissary;  («),  f.  an  assembly,  assemblage; 
state  or  condition  of  being,  situation,  time  of  life, 

I  &c. ;  occupation,  business,  profession ;  continuance 
in  the  right  way,  correct  conduct ;  stop,  stay ;  end, 

i  completion  ;  loss,  destruction,  destruction  of  the  world 

(  =  praluya,  said  to  be  of  four  kinds,  viz.  naintit- 
ti/iu,  jirdkritiha,  nitya,  alyantilm) ;  death,  dying ; 
manifestation,  appearance  ;  resemblance,  likeness ; 

form ;  a  form  or  kind  of  Soma  sacrifice  [cf.  i/uji'in- 
s°,  paka-8°,  hamr-yqjna-s',  soma-s0]  ;  a  royal  ordi- 

nance; (am),  n.,  Ved.  a  battle. 
Sam-sthana,  as,  n,  am,  standing  together  ;  agree- 

ing, resembling,  like ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  standing 
or  being  together;  a  collection,  aggregation,  heap, 
quantity  ;  the  aggregation  of  primitive  atoms,  primary 
formation ;  conformation,  configuration ;  form,  figure, 

shape,  construction  ;  a  common  place  of  abode,  vici- 
nity, neighbourhood  ;  a  place  where  four  roads  meet ; 

any  place,  station  ;  position,  situation ;  a  spot,  mark, 

sign;  standing  still,  stopping,  dying,  death. ~Sa>n- 
stliana-ddrin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  in  various  forms  (of 
gods  or  demons)  ;  moving  in  various  stations. 

Sam-sthi'ipaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  fixing  firmly,  settling, establishing. 

Surti-sthdpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  placing  together, 
collecting ;  fixing  firmly,  placing,  fixing  ;  confirming, 
establishing,  establishment ;  restraining  ;  a  statute, 

regulation. 
Sant-sthdpaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  established  or 

settled. 

Sain-sthdpita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  stand  together, 
heaped  up,  accumulated ;  established,  fixed,  placed, 
deposited  ;  stopped,  restrained,  controlled. 
Saw-tthdpya,  ind.  having  made  to  stand  firmly, 

having  fixed,  having  confirmed,  having  established. 
Sant-sthdsnu,  us,  us,  u,  firmly  fixed,  stationary, 

immovable ;  lasting,  durable. 

Sam-sthita,  as,  a,  am,  standing  or  being  together, 
lying  or  situated  close  at  hand,  contiguous,  near ; 
brought  together,  collected,  heaped,  covered  ;  agree- 

ing, like,  resembling ;  standing  firm,  settled,  fixed, 
established  ;  staying,  abiding  ;  residing,  being  in  or 
at ;  placed  in  or  on ;  standing  still,  stationary ;  stopped, 
concluded,  completed,  ended,  finished ;  dead,  deceased. 

Sam-tstkiti,  is,  f.  staying  or  abiding  or  being  to- 
gether; collection,  accumulation,  heap;  standing  or 

staying  with,  residing  or  living  with  or  near ;  con- 
tiguity, nearness,  connection  ;  standing  firm ;  duration, 

continuance  ;  being,  abiding,  abode,  situation,  station, 
state,  condition  (of  life)  ;  standing  still  or  stationary, 
stoppage;  restraint;  death,  dying;  destruction  of the  world. 

tl«-*J3i^  I.  sam-spris,  cl.  6.  P.  -sprisati, 
-fparsh/um,  -sprash/um,  to  come  into  close  con- 

tact, to  touch,  lay  hold  of;  to  reach;  to  perceive; 

to  sprinkle  (with  water  &c.):  Caus.  -spars'ayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  touch ;  to  sprinkle  over. 

>V(  iii-spar fa,  as,  m.  close  or  mutual  contact,  touch, 
touching,  conjunction,  mixture,  laying  hold  of;  per- 

ception, sense ;  the  being  touched,  being  affected ; 
(«),  f.  a  kind  of  fragrant  plant  or  perfume  (=jani). 

~Sanisi>u>lH(i-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  by  contact 
or  sensible  perception. 

3.  sam-sprii,  k,  k,  k,  touching,  coming  into  con- tact. 

Sam-spriiat,  an,  atl  or  antl,  at,  touching,  laying 
hold  of;  striking  together. 

Sain-spris'iftt,  ind.  having  touched  ;  having  rubbed 
or  chafed ;  having  reached  ;  extending  to. 

Sam-tprishta,  as,  a,  am,  touched,  brought  into 
contact ;  mixed,  combined. 

• 

?T***iic«5  sam-sphiila,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sphal 
with  earn),  a  ram  (  =  meslia). 

JT«J(S  sam-sphuta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  sphut 
with  xam\  bursting  open,  blossomed,  blown. 

Xit7ii-*pltola,  as,  m.  war,  battle. 

Sam-sphuti,  is,  m.^sam-sfiltnta  above. 

?T**nS  saiii-spheta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  spJiit  with 
•am),  war,  battle. 

sain-smi,  cl.  I.  A.  -smayate,  -smetum, 

to  laugh  at,  deride:  Desid.  -sismayiahate,  to  wish 
to  laugh  at  or  deride. 

Smp-Mmayuftomafa,  as,  a,  am,  wishing  to 
ridicule,  desirous  of  laughing  at. 

fffft  sriiii-xnii-i,  el.  i.  P.-gmarati,  -smartum, 
to  remember  fully,  recollect  (with  ace.  or  gen.)  : 

Caus.  -itndrayuti,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  remember, 
remind  of. 

^uiit-smarana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  remembering, 
calling  to  mind,  recollecting. 

Xnm-smarat.  an,  antl,  at,  fully  remembering, 
recollecting  well. 

Xiim-s/iiartiiti/a,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  remembered; 
to  be  thought  upon. 

Swp-marya,  ind.  having  caused  to  remember, 
having  reminded  of. 

Sam-smrita,  as,  a,  am,  remembered,  recollected, 
called  to  mind. 

Sam-imriti,  is,  (.  remembering,  remembrance, recollection. 

Xaw-*m>'itya,  ind.  having  remembered  or  called to  mind. 

sam-srava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sru  with 

sum),  flowing,  oozing  out  ;  that  which  flows,  a 
stream  ;  anything  flowing  off  or  remaining  ;  the 

droppings  or  remains  of  a  libation  ;  a  kind  of  offer- 
ing or  libation. 

Sam-srava,  as,  m.  flowing,  oozing  out  ;  a  kind 
of  offering  or  libation. 

sam-srashtri.     See  under  sam-srij. 

m-svap,  cl.  2.  P.  -svapiti,  &c.,  to 
sleep  soundly,  sleep. 

Sam-supta,  as,  a,  am,  soundly  asleep,  fast  asleep, asleep,  sleeping. 

Q^  sam-srri,  cl.  I.  A.  -svarate,  -svartum, 
-svaritum,  to  hymn,  piaise  (Ved.)  ;  to  pain,  afflict, 
torment,  cause  pain. 

?Rn^  sam-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti,  -kantum, 
to  strike  together,  join  or  unite  closely,  put  together, 
close  (the  hands  &c.),  shut  ;  to  contract,  diminish  ; 
to  bring  together,  heap,  accumulate,  collect  ;  to  right 
together,  clash  ;  to  strike,  kill,  destroy  completely  : 

Caus.  -yliatuyati,  -yitum,  to  strike  together,  kill, destroy  utterly. 

?<i<iit-ha  =  tiutn-liata  below. 

Sam-liata,  as,  a,  am,  struck  together,  closely 

joined  or  united,  clostd,  shut  ;  well  knit  or  com- 
pacted together,  firmly  united,  compact,  close,  firm, 

solid  ;  closely  allied  ;  combined,  joined,  connected, 
acting  or  making  effort  together,  keeping  together  ; 
collected,  assembled,  accumulated  ;  struck,  hurt, 

wounded,  killed.  —  Hunihata-jilini,  us,  "s,  «,  <.r 

tiirjutfa-januka,  «.s,  i,  (tin,  knock-kneed,  —  /vi/// 
huta-tala,  as,  m.  the  two  hands  joined  with  the 

open  palms  brought  together.  —  Samhata-td,  f.  or 
samhuta-tva,  am,  n.  compactness,  close  combina- 

tion ;  close  contact  or  approximation,  conjunction  ; 

union,  agreement.  —  Fam/iatii-hhru,  us,  iic,  », 
knitting  the  brows.  —  Sam  hata-etant,  f.  (a  woman) 
whose  breasts  are  very  dose  to  each  other,  —tfaiii- 
hnlds'ra  (°tn-(is"),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

Saiii-hati.  (V  f.  the  state  of  being  brought  into 
close  contact,  firm  or  close  combination,  firm  union 

or  alliance,  junction,  joint  effort,  agreement,  com- 
pactness, firmness,  solidity,  bulk,  mass,  assemblage, 

collection,  heap,  number,  host,  multitude. 
Sam-hat  ya,  ind.  having  struck  together,  having 

closed  or  joined. 

Kum-hanana,  as,  t,  am,  striking  together;  kill- 
ing, destroying,  a  destroyer,  conqueror;    (am),  n. 

the   act  of  striking  together,  compactness,   inflexi- 
bility ;    strength,  muscularity  ;    rubbing  the  limbs  ; 

the  body  (as  having  the  limbs  well  compacted). 
uiii-litiHit,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  destructive,  deadly. 
i/f  i/ha,  us,  m.  close  contact  or  combination; 

any  collection  or  assemblage,  heap,  multitude,  quantity, 
crowd,  host,  band,  number,  group,  flock,  shoal  ;  any 
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number   of  people   or  inhabitants   living  together. 

—  Sairyha-yupta,  a?,  m.  a  proper  N.,  (also  read 

sinka-tjupta.)  —  Sa»gIia-ddrin,    I,   m.   'going   in 
shoals,'  a  fish.  —  Saitgha-fivin,  I,  m.  'living  by 
multitudes  of  people,'  a  hired  labourer,  porter,  cooly. 
—  Sangha-tala,  as,  m.  the  two  hands  joined  with 
the  open  palms  brought  together.  —  Simgha-pushpi, 
{.  a  particular  p\ant(  =  dhdta];i).  —  San-f/ha-vriUi, 
is,  I.  3.  state  of  close  combination.  —  Sa/iyhavritti- 

ta,  f.  combined  action.  —  Sanyha-s'as,  ind.  collec- 
tively, all  together  ;  by  troops,  in  flocks,  in  shoals, 

in  companies. 

San-gkatu,  as,  m.  close  combination,  union, 
association,  connection,  confederacy  ;  a  collection, 
quantity,  assemblage,  multitude,  heap,  cluster,  band  ; 
a  collection  of  mucus,  phlegm  [cf.  san-ykiiiiakci]  ; 
composition  of  words,  formation  of  compounds  ; 
striking,  killing,  hinting  :  a  paiticular  gait  or  mode 
of  walking  (in  the  drama);  N.  of  a  division  of  the 

infernal  regions;  [cf.  nam-hata.~]  —  Sattghata-l;a- tliina,  as,  a,  ant,  compactly  or  solidly  haid,  hard 

from  solidity  or  compactness.  —  Sanghdta-pattrikd, 

f.  a  sort  of  fennel  (  =  s~ata-pu,shpd).  —  8a?tghdta- 
rat,  an,  all,  at,  having  close  union,  possessing  a  heap 
or  multitude,  closely  compacted  or  combined. 

sam-harana.     See  under  sam-hri. 

I.  sam-harsha,  as,  m.  (for  san-ghar- 

sha,  q.  v.  ;  for  2.  see  under  sam-hrifTi),  rubbing, 
grinding,  trituration  ;  envy,  emulation  ;  air,  wind. 

51-^«T  sam-havana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  hu  with 

gam),  the  act  of  sacrificing  or  offering  oblations  toge- 
ther ;  sacrificing  in  a  proper  manner  ;  a  quadrangle, 

group  of  four  houses  ;  [cf.  saii-javanaJ] 

flTF  sam-hu,  cl.  3.  A.  -jihtte,  &c.,  to  go 
together,  proceed  ;  to  obtain. 
San-jihdna,  as,  a,  am,  going,  moving. 

H^trT  samhdta,  as,  m.  (probably  for  san- 

qhufa,  q.  v.),  one  of  the  twenty-one  hells  (mentioned 
in  Manu  IV.  89). 

JTin^  sam-hdra.     See  under  sam-kri. 

^f?  sam-hi,  cl.  5.  P.  -hinoti,  &c.,  to  send 
forth,  utter. 

sam-hita.     See  under  san-d/ia. 

sam-huti.     See  under  sam-hve. 

W%  sam-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati,  -te,  -har- 
titm,  to  bring  or  draw  together  ;  to  contract,  abridge, 
compress;  to  close,  clench  (the  fists  &c.};  to  crush 
together,  crumple  up,  destroy,  annihilate,  (opposed 
to  srij)  ;  to  bring  together,  collect,  accumulate  ;  to 
draw  together,  unite,  bind  by  obligations  ;  to  draw 
aside  (a  curtain  &c.),  withdraw,  withhold,  hold  back, 
take  back  ;  to  restrain,  suppress,  curb  ;  to  lay  hold 

of,  seize,  subtract,  take  :  Pass,  -hriyate,  to  be  drawn 
together,  be  contracted  or  abridged  ;  to  be  destroyed  ; 
to  be  finished  or  concluded  ;  to  be  restrained,  &c.  : 

De^d.  -jilursttati,  to  wish  to  draw  together  or 
destroy  or  annihilate. 
Sam-hara,  as,  a,  am,  drawing  together,  bringing 

together;  contracting;  destroying,  &c.  —  ti<ii:iku- 

riiklii/a  (°ra-dkh°),  as,  m.  'called  Samhara,'  the fire  Pav.ika. 

Sam-haraija,  am,  n.  the  act  of  drawing  or  bring- 

ing together  ;  contracting  ;  crumpling  together,  de- 
stroying, destruction,  ruin  ;  collecting,  accumulating  ; 

withdrawing;  restraining,  checking  ;  seizing,  taking. 

>'uM-A«rfri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  draws  together 
or  contracts,  &c.  ;  destroying,  a  destroyer. 
Sam-hara,  OK,  m.  drawing  together,  contraction, 

abridgement,  comprehensive  description,  abbrevia- 
tion, compression  ;  a  fault  in  pronunciation,  (opposed 

to  vi-hdra);  close,  end,  conclusion,  (Icaeya-fam- 

hiira,  an,  m.  '  the  close  of  a  poem,'  epithet  of  the 
benediction  at  the  conclusion  of  a  drama)  ;  destruc- 

tion, loss  ;  the  periodical  destruction  of  the  universe 

at  the  end  of  a  Kalpa  ;  collection,  assemblage,  accu- 

mulation ;  withdrawing,  withholding,  restraining, 
suppressing  ;  a  charm  or  spell  for  restraining  magical 
weapons  or  bringing  them  back  after  discharging 

them  ;  seizing,  laying  hold  of,  taking  [cf.  cem-s°~\  ; a  division  of  the  infernal  regions;  practice,  skill. 

—  Satiihdra-bhairara,  «.*,  m.  one  of  the  eight 
forms  of  Bhairava,  q.v.  —  Sawhdi'a-mudrd,  f.,  N. 
of  a  particular  posture  in  the  Tantra  worship  (  = 

Sam-hdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  drawing  together, 
compressing,  closing  ;  destructive,  ruinous  ;  a  de- stroyer. 

Sam-hdrya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  drawn  together  or 
contracted,  to  be  abridged  ;  to  be  destroyed,  &c.  ; 
to  be  restrained  or  curbed  or  suppressed. 

Sam-hrita,  as,  d,  am,  drawn  together  ;  contracted, 
compressed,  abridged  ;  closed  ;  destroyed,  scattered  ; 
collected,  assembled  ;  withdrawn,  withheld  ;  restrained, 
curbed  ;  seized,  laid  hold  of. 

Sam-hriti,  is,  f.  contraction,  compression,  abridge- 
ment; destruction,  loss,  disappearance;  collection; 

restraint  ;  taking,  seizure. 

^<iiii-hritya,  ind.  having  drawn  together  or  con- 
tracted, having  abridged  ;  having  closed  or  clenched 

(the  fist)  ;  having  destroyed. 

W^  sam-hrish,  cl.  4.  P.  -hrishyati,  -har- 
shitum,  to  bristle,  stand  erect  (as  the  hair  of  the 
body  from  joy  or  fright)  j  to  thrill  with  delight,  be 

glad,  rejoice. 2.  sam-harsha,  cts,  m.  bristling  or  erection  of  the 
hair  of  the  body  (either  from  rapture  or  terror), 
thrill  of  delight,  joy,  pleasure  ;  ardour,  emulation, 

(perhaps  for  sait-gharsha}  ;  air,  wind  ;  trituration, 
rubbing  together,  (for  satt-gharsha.)—  Samharsha- 
yofjin,  I,  ini,  i,  possessing  joy,  enraptured. 
Sam-Tirishta,  as,  a,  am,  thrilled,  enraptured, 

rejoiced,  delighted,  glad  ;  bristling,  shuddering  ;  fired 
with  ardour  or  emulation.  —Samhnsh/a-roman,  d, 

it,  a,  or  sarahrishta-romanga  (°ma-an°),  as,  d, 
am,  having  the  hair  of  the  body  bristling  (with  joy 
or  fright),  thrilling  with  joy. 

ff^Tc?  sam-hotra,  Ved.  =  samlcina-yajna, 
Rig-veda  X.  86,  10. 

$Tfn<T  sam-hrdda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  hrad  with 
earn),  a  loud  noise,  uproar,  sound,  noise. 
Sam-hrddin,  i,  irii,  i,  sounding  together,  making 

a  noise,  tumultuous,  noisy.  —  Samhrddi-kantha, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  a  sounding  throat. 

ITjlt  sa/n-hri,  cl.  3.  P.  -jihreti,  Sic.,  to  be 

quite  ashamed. 
Sam-hrlna,  as,  d,  am,  altogether  ashamed  ;  bash- 

ful, modest. 

H5JT?  sam-hldda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Hiranya-kasipu  (and  brother  of  Pra-hlada,  q.  v.). 

?T5?'  sam-hve,  cl.  I.  A.  -hvayatc,  -hvdtum 
(Ved.  Inf.  -livayitavai),  to  call  out  loudly,  shout 
together  ;  to  call  out,  tell,  relate,  make  known. 

f-'fiii-huti,  is,  f.  shouting  or  calling  out  together, 
general  shout  or  clamour,  exclamation,  tumultuous 
exultation. 

?HS  saka,  as,  m.  (a  diminutive  fr.  sa,  the 
base  of  nom.  sing,  of  tad),  he,  that  man  ;  (d),  f. 

she,  (Rig-veda  I.  191,  II.) 

^ToRT  sa-kata,  as,  d,  am,  bad,  vile  ;  (as), 

m.  the  small  tree  Trophis  Aspera  (*=ifaA'/*o/<0- 
—  Sal:atdnna  (°ta-an°),  am,  n.  impure  ibod  (ac- 

cording to  some). 

H3np=R  sa-kantaka,  as,  a,  am,  having 

thorns,  thorny,  prickly  ;  troublesome,  perilous  ;  (an), 

m.  the  aquatic  plant  Vallisneria  (  =  s"tii  cala)  ',  a  kind of  Karanja. 

W'JliHiH  sa-kaprtlum,  ind.  with  fraud  or 
dissimulation,  fraudulently. 

?To|W55    sa-kamala,    as,    a,   am,    having 
lotuses,  abounding  in  lotuses. 

sa-kampa,  as,  d,  am,  having  tremor, 
tremulous. 

Sa-kampana,  as,  d,  am,  having  tremor,  trem- 
bling ;  accompanied  with  earthquakes  ;  (according 

to  Ntla-kantha)  =  sa-t'2t/7/«i. 

i.  sa-kara,  as,  a,  am  (see  I.  kara), 

having  hands;  possessing  a  trunk  (as  an  elephant). 

S«FT  2.  sa-kara,  as,  a,  am  (see  2.  kara), 

having  rays,  full  of  rays  ;  having  or  bearing  tax, 
bringing  in  toll,  liable  to  pay  taxes. 

FoR^QI  sa-karuna,  as,  a,  am,  having  pity, 

tender,  compassionate  ;  (am),  ind.  compassionately, 
tenderly. 

^«BT!I  sa-karna,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  having 

ears;  hearing,  listening;  accompanied  by  Karna. 

^ofTrToR  sa-kartrika,  as,  d,  am,  having  an 

agent. Sa-karmaka,  ax,  m.  having  or  performing  any 

act;  (in  grammar)  'having  an  object,'  the  transitive or  active  verb. 

Sa-karman,  d,  d,  a,  performing  any  act  or  rite  ; 
following  similar  business. 
Sa-kdraiia,  ae,  d,  am,  having  a  cause,  originating 

from  a  cause. 

W3Rc5  i.  sa-kala,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  sa  and 

kald),  together  with  parts  or  portions  ;  all,  whole, 
entire;  (am),  n.  everything;  the  whole;  [cf.  Lith. 
cziela-s;  Russ.  zielyi;  Slav,  ziel  ;  Pol.  saly,  salki; 

perhaps  Goth,  huil-s  ;  Old  Norse  hell;  Angl.  Sax. 
hal.^—Sakala-siddhi-da,  as,  a,  am,  giving  all 
perfection.  —  I.  sakala-hansa-gana,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 

ing entire  or  unbroken  flocks  of  geese.  ̂ Sakaldr- 
tha-^datm-sdm  (°la-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  containing  the 
essence  of  precepts  about  all  things.  —  Sakalendw 

(°la-in°),  us,  m.  the  full  moon.—Sakalendu-mukha, 
as,  i,  am,  having  a  face  like  the  full  moon. 

WoReJ  2.  sa-kala,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  soft 
or  low  sound. 

wonrtg;  sa-kalanka,  as,  d,  am,  having 
spots  or  stains,  stained,  contaminated. 

WZtrcZS  sa-kalatra,  as,d,am,  accompanied 

by  a  wife. H«Rt<y?  sa-kalaha,  as,  d,  am,  having  quar- 

rels, quarrelsome,  quarrelling. 

«c*rt5«'l<u  2.  sa-kalaharisa-guna,  as,  d, 

am,  having  flocks  of  Kala-haosas. 
«e)«4f  sa-kalpa,  as,  d,  am,  having  the 

ritual  or  ceremonial  part  of  the  Veda,  along  with  the 

ritual,  (Manu  II.  140)  ;  having  rites  or  ceremonies  ; 

(<M),  m.  epithet  of  S"iva. y  <*  tf-M  sa-kava<!a,  as,  d,  am,  having  armour 

or  mail,  clad  in  armour,  mailed. 

*ToRT«lftc5  sa-kukola,  as,  m.   one  of  the 

twenty-one  hells  (mentioned  in  Manu  IV.  89). 

WefilrK  sa-katara,   as,  d,  am,  cowardly, 

dastardly  ;  (am),  ind.  with  cowardice,  in  a  cowardly 
manner. 

4)dilH  sa-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  having  love  or 
affection,  full  of  love,  loving,  a  lover  ;  one  who  has 
obtained  his  wish,  contented,  satisfied,  humoured, 

gratified;  (am),  ind.  with  pleasure;  contentedly, 
assuredly,  indeed.  —Sakdmdri  (°ma-ari),  is,  m. 

'  enemy  of  lovers,'  epithet  of  S'iva. sa-kdra.     See  under  I.  sa. 

sa-kdrmuka,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 

bow,  armed  with  a  bow. 
WZRTftsa-kdla,  as,  d,  am,  seasonable  ;  (am), 

ind.  seasonably,  betimes,  early  in  the  morning. 

«onirtl  sakdti,  f.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Sakdll- 
samudra,  N.  of  a  place. 
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sn-knia,  ns,  a,  am,  having  appear- 
ance or  visibility,  visible,  present,  near;  (ns),  m. 

presence,  propinquity,  vicinity,  nearness;  (am,  e), 
ind.  in  the  presence  of,  near;  (at),  ind.  from  the 
presence  of,  from. 

a-ktrifa-kautubka,  as,  a, 
am,  having  a  diadem  and  breast-jewel. 

*T$fS5f  sn-kukshi,  is.  is,  i.  having  the  same 
womb,  born  from  the  s.ime  mother  (as  a  brother  or 
other  relation  of  whole  blood). 

^•UiM  sa-kundala,  as,  d,  am,  having  ear- 
rings, decorated  wilh  ear-rings. 

«c£^lli  sakurunda,  as,  m.  yellow  Ama- 
ranth or  Barleria  (  =  nakiirunrfa,  kiirunta). 

W$<?  sa-kula,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  family; 
belonging  to  a  noble  family,  &c. ;  belonging  to  the 
same  family ;  (as),  m.  a  kinsman ;  (as,  i),  m.  f. 
a  sort  of  fish  (  =  iakula).  . 
Sakulya,  as,  m.  one  of  the  same  family  and 

name  ( =  sa-gotra) ;  a  distant  relation,  remote  kins- 
man (said  to  be  one  who  shares  a  divided  oblation, 

e.  g.  the  grandson's  grandson  or  even  other  descendants 
as  far  as  three  degrees  or  more  from  him  ;  sometimes 
extended  to  the  tenth  descendant). 

flcjitsj  sa-kricfhra,  as,  d,  am,  having 
trouble  or  distress,  attended  with  pain,  painful,  dis- 
tressing. 

fl^il  i.  sa-krit,  ind.  (connected  with  rt. 

I.  kfi),  once,  on  one  occasion  only  [cf.  o-s°] ;  at 
one  time  ;  at  once,  together  ;  together  with,  with  ; 
always;  [with  the  former  part  of  this  word  cf.  Lat. 
se,  si,  sim,  of  the  words  se-mel,  si-mttl,  sim-plex, 
and  Gr.  d  of  d-irXovs  ;  with  the  latter  part  cf.  Lith. 

kartas."\  -  Sakrit-praja,  as,  m.  '  having  offspring 
once,'  a  crow '.—  Sakrit-prayogin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved. 
being  employed  only  once.  *»Sakr'it-prasutikd,  f. 
one  who  has  borne  one  child ;  (a  cow)  that  has 

calved  once.  —  Sakrit-phald,  f. '  bearing  fruit  once,' 
the  plantain  tree  (  =  kadaK).  —  Sakrit-su,  «s,  f., 
Ved.  one  who  bears  a  child  only  once.  —  Sakrid- 
agdmin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  four  orders  of  Bud- 

dhist A.ryai.'-Sakrid-garWia,  as,  m.' having  only 
one  conception,' a  mule,  =  kheeara;  (d),  f.  awoman 
who  is  pregnant  only  once.  —  Sakrid-mra,  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  plant  ( =  eka-vira). 

"^iif  2.  sakrit,  t,  m.  (more  usually  written 
Jakrit,  q.  v.),  excrement,  feces,  ordure. 

WcRI  sa-kripa,  as,  d,  am,  having  pity,  com- 
passionate ;  with  Kripa,  accompanied  by  Kripa. 

Sa-kripana,  as,  d,  am,  pitiable,  miserable, 
wretched. 

W%5T  sa-kesa,  as,  d,  am,  having  hair, 
hairy. 

« <*«<=«  sa-knitaea,  as,  a,  am,  having  fraud, 
fraudulent ;  (as),  m.  a  deceiver,  cheat,  impostor ; 
(mi),  ind.  fraudulently. 

fltftlM  sa-kopa,  as,  a,  am,  enraged,  full  of 
anger,  angry,  displeased ;  (am),  ind.  with  anger, 
angrily. 

"^TTipB  sn-kaiitvka,  as,  d,  am,  full  of  ex- 
pectation, eagerly  expectant ;  (am),  ind.  expectantly. 

?H!S  sakta,  sukti.     See  under  rt.  saiij. 

W3i  saktu,  MS,  u,  m.  n.  (also  written  saktu, 

q.v.;  according  to  Unadi-s.  I.  70.  fr.  rt.  fad;  ac- 
cording to  some  only  masc.  pi.),  the  flour  of  barley 

(fried  before  ground);  barley-meal. ~Saktu-pra»- 
ll'ti,  a*,  am,  m.  n.  a  Prastha  or  particular  measure 
of  flour.  —tf<i/,<>ti,i<ir//ijya,am,n.,N.  of  an  episode 
in  the  MahS-bharata.  —  Siikta-phald  or  taktu- 

I'li'ili,  f.  'having  fruit  resembling  flour,'  the  Saml 
tree,  Mimosa  Suma. 

,*<tl.'t.'l;ii,   as,  m.-saktu,  above;    a   species  of 

poison. 
Haktula,  as,  a,  am,  containing  flour. 

sakthi,  i,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 

III.  I S4-  fr.  rt.  saiij,  because  the  body  'is  attached 
to '  or  '  rests  on  'the  thigh ;  according  to  Yaska  fr. 
rt.  sac*;  the  base  of  some  cases  is  sakthan,  see 
below  ;  in  Rig-veda  X.  86, 16.  sakthyd  —  saklhim, 
n.  du.,  occurs),  the  thigh ;  a  bone  ;  the  pole  or  shafts 
of  a  cart ;  a  part  of  the  frame  of  a  cart. 
Snktha  at  the  end  of  a  comp.  =  sakthi. 
Xiikthan,  a  form  of  base  substituted  for  snktlii 

above,  in  the  weakest  cases  (e.  g.  inst.  sing,  sakthna, 
dat.  sakthne,  abl.  gen.  sakthnas,  loc.  sakthni 

or  saklhani,  gen.  pi.  sakthnam,  Ved.  ace.  pi.  sak- Ihdni). 

sakma,  sakmya.    See  under  rt.  sad. 

sa-kriya,  as,  d,  am,  having  action, 

active,  mutable,  movable,  migratory;  one  who  ob- 
serves his  religious  duties. 

sa-krodha,  as,  d,  am,  full  of  anger, 

angry;  (am),  ind.  with  anger,  angrily. 
saksh.     See  rt.  sat!. 

sa-kshana,   as,   d,   am,   having   a 
leisure  moment,  being  at  leisure. 

sakshani,  is,  is,  i  (according  to 

some  fr.  rt.  Italian,  perhaps  fr.  rt.  I.  sah;  according 
to  Say.  fr.  rt.  sad),  Ved.  overpowering,  destroying  ; 

honouring,  obeying  ;  to  be  honoured  ;  (Say.  =  sa- 
tamana,  Rig-veda  VIII.  70,  8  ;  =  sattamya-sila, 

VIII.  22,  l'5.) 

«Bj<a*iN  sa-kshatram,  ind.  suitably  to  the 
state  of  a  Kshatriya. 

t)(\>jfl  sa-kshit,  t,  t,  t  (see  2.  isH<),Ved. 

dwelling  along  with,  associated  together,  going  to- 

gether. *?^g"  sa-khadga,  as,  a,  am,  armed  with  a 
sword,  sword  in  hand. 

sakhi,  d,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  136.  fr.  sa  for  samdna  -I-  rt.  khyd  ;  according 
to  others  fr.  4.  sa  and  rt.  2.  kshi,  and  meaning 

'  living  together'),  a  friend,  (kim-s°,  a  bad  friend)  ; 
an  associate,  companion  ;  [cf.  Lat.  socius.]  —  Sakki- 
td,  f.  or  sakhi-tva,  am,  n.  friendship,  intimacy. 
—  Sakhi-piina,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  been 
formerly  a  friend  ;  (am),  n.  the  being  formerly  a 
friend.  —  Sakhi-vat,  ind.  like  a  friend,  as  a  friend. 

—  Sitkhi-vigraha,  as,  m.  war  of  friends,  civil  war. 
Sakha,  as,  m.  a  friend,  (frequently  used  at  the 

end  of  comps.  for  sakhi  above  ;  cf.  nara-s",  ra- 
santa-s°)  ;  the  tree  Mimosa  Catechu. 

<^<rkkl,  f.  a  female  friend  or  companion,  a  woman's 
confidante,  (ku-sakhi,  a  bad  female  friend.)  —  Sa- 
khl-kadambaka,  (tin,  n.  a  number  of  female  friends. 

—  Sakht-yana,  as,  m.  a  number  of  female  friends. 
—  Sakhlgana-samdvrita,  as,  d,  (tin,  surrounded 
by  a  company  of  female  friends.  •-  Stikhl-jana,  as, 
m.a  female  friend,  confidante.—  Sakhi-sahita,  at,  a, 
am,  attended  by  female  friends. 

Xiiklilya,  Nom.  P.  euMiiyati,  &c.,  to  wish  for  a 
friend. 

SakJilyfit,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  desiring  friends, 
desirous  of  friendship. 
Sakhya,  am,  n.  friendship,  intimacy  ;  equality  ; 

(as),  m.  a  friend. 
«<a^  sa-kheda,  as.  d,  am,  having  grief  or 

sorrow  ;  (am),  ind.  with  grief,  sorrowfully. 

^WS^  sa-khelum,  ind.  with  a  gentle 
motion,  moving  gently. 

ii  J  I    sag,  cl.  i.  P.  sagati,  sasaan,  asaglt, 

\  sagitinn,  to  cover  :  Caus.  sayayati,  ~yi- 
tum,  to  cause  to  cover. 

sa-gojdroha,  as,  d,  am,  accom- 
panied by  an  elephant-rider,  attended  by  men  riding 

on  elephants. 

TT'HU  sa-gana,  as,  d,  am,  having  troops  or 
flocks,  accompanied  by  a  troop,  attended  by  a  body 
of  followers  ;  attended  or  accompanied  by  (with 

inst.)  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  b'iva. 
?T'ljj<5»iv  sa-gadgadam,  ind.  with  stammer- 

ing, in  a  faltering  voice. 

Tt'l'M   sa-gandha,    as,   d,  am,   having   a 
smell,  odoriferous,   fragrant,   sweet-smelling;    (as), 
m.  a  relation,  kinsman,  co-heir. 

^1*1  **1^  sa-gandharva,  as,  d,  am,  together 
with  the  Gandharvas. 

H7TT  sa-gara,  as,  d,  am,  having  poison, 

poisonous ;  (as),  m.  the  ocean,  sea  (Ved.,  enumerated 
among  the  antariksha-ndmdni  in  Naigh.  I.  3  ; 
also  am,  n.);  N.  of  a  king  of  the  solar  rate, 
sovereign  of  Ayodhya  (son  of  Bahu ;  he  is  said  to 
have  been  called  Sagara,  as  born  together  with  a 

poison  given  to  his  mother  by  the  other  wife  of  his 
father ;  he  was  father  of  Asamanja  by  Kesin!  and 
of  sixty  thousand  sons  by  Sumati ;  the  latter  were 
turned  into  a  heap  of  ashes  by  the  sage  Kapila,  see 

bhagiratha,  and  their  funeral  ceremonies  could 
only  be  performed  by  the  waters  of  Gan-ga  to  be 
brought  from  heaven  for  the  purpose  of  purifying 
their  remains;  this  was  finally  accomplished  by  the 
devotion  of  Bhagiratha,  q.v.,  who  having  led  the 
river  to  the  sea,  called  it  Sagara  in  honour  of  his 
ancestor :  Sagara  is  described  as  having  subdued  the 

S'akas,  Yavanas,  and  other  barbarous  tribes,  and  de- 
prived them  of  their  social  and  religious  position) ; 

N.  of  a  particular  &A*t.—8agaropdkbyana  (  m- 

up"),  am,  n. '  the  story  of  Sagara,'  N.  of  the  fifteenth 
chapter  of  the  Svarga-khanda  of  the  Padma-Purana. 
HnS  sa-garbka,  as,  d,  am,  pregnant;  (as), 

m.  '  having  the  same  womb,'  a  brother  by  the  same 
father  and  mother,  a  brother  of  whole  blood  (  =  sa- 
hodara ;  cf.  Gr.  aSf\if>6a) ;  (d),  f.  a  pregnant 
woman. 

Sugnrlihya,  as,  m.  a  brother  of  whole  blood, 
one  by  the  same  father  and  mother. 

?inW  sa-garva,  as,  d,  am,  proud ;  joyful, 

glad,  elated ;  (am),  ind.  haughtily. 

?TQ53I"^oR  sa-gudasringaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 
furnished  with  cupolas. 

tfTOTt  sa-guna,  as,  d,  am,  having  properties 

or  qualities,  &c. ;  possessing  good  qualities  or  attri- 
butes, virtuous;  worldly. 

WT3T  sa-gudham,  ind.  secretly,  privately, 

privily. 
fljftcU1  sa-gotra,  as,  d,  am,  being  of  the 

same  family  or  kin,  related  ;  (as),  m.  a  kinsman  of 

the  same  family ;  one  sprung  from  a  common  an- 
cestor ;  one  connected  by  funeral  oblations  of  food 

and  water ;  a  distant  kinsman ;  (am),  n.  a  family, 
race,  lineage. 

^TfrV  sa-gdhi,  is,  f.  (contracted  fr.  saha- 
jagilhi,  see  jagilhi),  eating  together;  (is,  is,  i), 
Ved.  eating  together. 

??TJ?«^  sagman,  enumerated  among  the 

sangriima-nauwni  in  Naigh.  II.  17. 
i  iii  sagh,  cl.  5.  P.  saghnoti,  sasdghn, 

^\  eaghishyati,  asaghit  or  asdf/hit,  saghi- 
tum,  to  strike,  hurt,  injure,  kill ;  to  receive,  accept ; 
to  support,  bear  [cf.  rt.  I.  sah]  :  Caus.  sdyhayati, 
-yitum,  Aor.  asishayhat  or  asisaghat :  Desid. 
sisayhuhati:  Intern,  sdsayhyatc,  sdsagdhi. 
«Hr|  sa-gliana,  as,  d,  am,  having  density 

or  solidity,  dense,  solid. 
?T^  san-ka,  as,  d,  am  (according  to  Say. 
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it.  rt.  7«ii  with  sam;  but  according  to  YSska,  Nir.  I     San-Tcaia,  a>,  m.  appearance;  presence;  vicinity 

IX.  14,  either  fr.  rt.  sal!  or  fr.  san-kri),  sounding 
together,  shouting ;  having  assembled  warriors ;  (in 
Naigh.  II. -1 7.  sankah  is  enumerated  among  the 

sangrdtna-namani.) 

TUffiT  san-kata,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  sum  +  kata, 

q.  v.),  '  having  the  hips  close  together,'  contracted, 
narrow,  strait ;  impassable,  impervious  ;  crowded  ; 
(as),  m.  a  proper  N. ;  (a),  f.  a  particular  goddess 
worshipped  at  Benares ;  a  particular  YoginI,  (seven 
others  are  named,  viz.  Man-gala,  Pin-gala,  Dhanya, 
Bhramari,  Bhadrika,  Ulka,  Siddhi);  (am),  n.  a 

narrow  passage,  strait,  defile,  pass ;  a  strait,  difficulty, 

trouble,  (prdna-satikata,  risk  of  life.)—  Sanka- 

taksha  (°ta-ak°),  as,  I,  am,  '  having  contracted 
eyes,'  winking,  leering ;  (as),  m.  the  tree  Grislea 
Tomentosa  (  =  dhava).  —  Sankatiipanna  (°<a- 
ap°),  as,  a,  am,  beset  witli  difficulties. 

V^TJ  san-kath  (sam-kath),  cl.  IO.-P.  -ka- 
thayati,  -yitum,  to  relate  or  narrate  fully,  tell,  com- 

municate, inform ;  to  explain ;  to  speak  about  or  of 
(with  ace.)  ;  to  converse. 
San-kathana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  narrating  fully, 

narration,  relation. 

San-kathd,  (.  conversation,  discourse,  talking  to- 

gether. 
San-kathita,  as,  a,  am,  related,  narrated,  com- 

municated. 

San-kathyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  told  or  related. 

fl  4'*^  san-kan  (sam-kan,  cf.  2.  kd,  rt.  kai), 
cl.  I.  P.  -kanati,  &c.  (apparently  only  used  in  the 
participle  below),  Ved.  to  be  satisfied  or  pleased,  &c.; 

[cf.  rt.  <tai-.] 
Saii-takana,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  satisfied  with, 

pleased ;  praised,  glorified,  (Say.  =  sluyamana,  as  if 
fr.  rt.  kai  with  earn.) 

fl^j*M  san-kamp  (sam-kamp),  cl.  I.  A. 
-kampate,  -kampitum,  to  shake  about,  quake, 
tremble :  Caus.  -kampayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
shake  or  tremble. 

;  san-kara.     See  under  san-kn. 

san-karshana.     See  under  san- 
krish. 

W^jc^  I.  san-kal  (sam-kal,  see  rt.  2.  kai), 
cl.  lo.V.-kalayati, -yitum,  to  drive  together,  drive 
to ;  to  drive  away,  put  to  flight. 
.  8an-kalu,  ind.  (doubtful),  killing,  slaughter. 

ti^-c^  2.  san-kal  (sam-kal,  see  rt.  3.  kai), 
cl.  10.  P.  -kalayati,  -yitum,  to  heap  together,  pile 
up,  accumulate ;  to  grasp,  lay  hold  of;  to  consider, 
deem,  regard  as. 
San-kala,  as,  m.  collection,  accumulation,  quan- 

tity ;  addition. 
San-Tcalana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  the  act  of  heaping  toge- 

ther ;  contact,  junction,  collision,  intermixture ;  blend- 
ing, twining ;  (am),  n.  addition  (in  arithmetic). 

San-kalita,,  as,  a,  am,  heaped  together,  piled  up, 
collected,  brought  together,  blended,  intermixed, 
arranged ;  added  ;  laid  hold  of,  grasped  ;  (5),  f.  (in 
arithmetical  progression)  the  first  sum;  (am),  n. -  - 

(griha-sankas'e,  in  the  neighbourhood  of  the  house, 
near  the  house) ;  (as,  a,  am),  like,  similar  (at  die 

end  of  comps.,  e.  g.  mrityii-sankas'a,  death-like ; 
gaja-s°,  resembling  elephants) ;  near,  close  at  hand. 
San-kasya,  N.  of  a  kingdom. 

W^pS  sankila,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

kil  with  jam),  a  burning  torch,  fire-brand. 

san-kirna.     See  under  san-kn. 

san-kirtana.     See  under  san-krit. 

sanku,  us,  m.  (doubtful),  a  hole. 

san-ku6  (sam-lcu6),  cl.  6.  I.  P.  -ku- 

dati,  -kodati,  -kotitum,  to  shrink,  become  con- 
tracted, contract,  shrivel  up ;  to  close,  shut  (as  a  flower) ; 

to  contract,  compress:  Pass,  -kvdyate,  to  be  con- 
tracted, be  closed  :  Caus.  -kodayati,  -yitum,  to  con- 

tract, narrow,  make  smaller,  lessen  ;  to  close  up. 
San-kitdita,  as,  a,  am,  contracted,  narrowed, 

shriveled  up,  shrunk,  wrinkled,  (a-sankwSita,  not 
wrinkled);  closed,  shut,  unblown  (as  a  flower); 
crouching,  cowering. 
San-koda,  as,  m.  contracting,  shriveling  up,  con- 

traction, shrinking ;  terror,  fear ;  compression,  abridge- 
ment, narrowness,  diminution  ;  shutting  up,  closing ; 

binding,  tying ;  a  sort  of  skate  fish  ;  (am),  n.  saffron. 

—  Sankoda-pis'una,  am,  n.  'manifesting  contrac- 
tion,' saffron. 

San-kodana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  contracting  or 
shrinking,  contraction,  causing  to  shrink  or  close ; 
astringing ;  (as,  I,  am),  contracting,  shrinking ; 
astringent;  (?),  f.  the  sensitive  plant  (  —  lajjalu). 
San-kodayat,  an,  anti,  at,  contracting,  causing 

to  shrink  or  close,  narrowing. 

San-kodin, i,  int,  i,  shrinking,  contracting,  shrivel- 

ing up ;  closing ;  astringent. 
San-kodya,  ind.  having  contracted  or  compressed, 

&c. 

IT^&san-kup  (sam-kup),  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -kttp- 
yatl,  -te,  -kopitum,  to  become  angry  or  enraged  ; 
to  be  agitated  or  excited  :  Caus.  -kopayati,  -yitum, 
to  make  angry,  enrage,  provoke,  excite ;  to  become 

agitated  or  excited. 
San-kupita,  as,  a,  am,  enraged,  aroused,  excited. 
San-kopayat,  an,  anti,  at,  making  angry,  en- 

raging, exciting. 

*)&•<•»  saitkula,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  kul  with 

sam;  probably  connected  with  san-kara,  fr.  gan- 
krl),  crowded  together,  thronged,  mixed  together, 

commingled,  confused,  perplexed,  disordered,  incon- 
sistent; filled  with,  full  of;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  poet; 

(am),  n.  a  crowd,  throng,  mob ;  a  flock,  collection  ; 
a  confused  fight,  battle,  war,  mulee;  inconsistent  or 
contradictory  speech. 

flSpT  san-kuj  (sam-kiij),  cl.  I.  P.  -kujati, 
Sec.,  to  cry  aloud,  utter  inarticulate  sounds. 
San-kujita,  as,  a,  am,  cried  aloud ;  (am),  n.  the 

cry  of  the  Cakra-vSka. 

5FT3j  san-kri  (sam-kri),  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti, 

addition  (in    arithmetic).  —  San-kalitaikya 
aik°),  am,  n.  the  sum  of  the  sums  or  terms  (of  an 
arithmetical  progression). 

ti^;<^  san-kalpa,  &c.  See  under  san- 
Tdrip. 

*'  4i^J°"  san-kasuka,  as,  a,  am  (according 
to  Unadi-s.  II.  29.  fr.  rt.  A-as  with  sam),  going  or 
moving  about  unsteadily,  unsteady,  inconstant,  fickle, 
changeable ;  uncertain,  doubtful ;  weak,  feeble ;  bad, 
wicked  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymn 
Rig-veda  X.  1 8  (having  the  patronymic  Yamayana). 

'HIJTSI  san-kas  (sam-kas'),  cl.  I.  A.  -kdsate, 
-l-ililitum,  to  appear  together,  appear  in  sight,  become 
visible :  Caus.  -kafayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  ap- 

pear ;  to  look  at,  see,  contemplate,  behold. 

-kurute,  -kartum,=san-s-kri,  q.  v. 
San-kriti,  is,  f.  a  kind  of  metre  (consisting  of  four 

lines  of  twenty-four  syllables  each)  ;  (is),  m.  a  proper 

N. ;  (ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  ancient  Rishis. 

"ISf!  san-knt  (sam-krit),  cl.  6.  P.  -krin- 
tati,  -kartitum,  to  cut  to  pieces,  cut  up ;  to  cut 
through,  cut,  pierce. 

San-kritta,  as,  a,  am,  cut  to  pieces,  cut  through, 

pierced. San-kritya,  ind.  having  cut  to  pieces,  having cut  up. 

tISH, san-krish  (sam-krish),  cl.  I.  P.  -kar- 
shati,  -karshtum,  -krashtum,  to  draw  together, 
contract ;  to  lace  together,  tighten ;  to  draw  away, 
withdraw ;  to  drag  away  with,  drag  along,  carry  off, take  away. 

San-Tcarshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  drawing  together, 

contracting;  shortening;  attracting,  drawing;  mak- 

ing rows,  ploughing,  Sec. ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  first- born offspring  of  Vishnu,  (Maha-bh.  Sauti-p.  7527)' 
epithet  of  Bala-deva  or  Bala-rama  (elder  brother  of 
Krishna,  and  so  called  because  withdrawn  from  the 
womb  of  DevakI  and  transferred  to  that  of  RohinI) ; 

a  proper  N.  —  Sankarshana-kdnda,  N.  of  a  work 
ascribed  to  Jaimini.  —  Sankarshaneimra-tlrtha 

('na-is"1),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 
San-karshat,  an,  anti,  at,  drawing  together, 

contracting ;  drawing  away. 

San-karshin,  i,  inl,  i,  drawing  together,  con- 
tracting, shortening,  (kala-sankarshin,  shortening 

the  time;  kdlasanlcarshini  vidya,  epithet  of  a 
particular  magical  incantation.) 
San-kriihta,  as,  a,  am,  drawn  together,  con- 

tracted (as  two  sounds),  drawn  near  to  one  another. 

WE  san-kn  (sam-kri),  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -ka- 
ritum,  -karitum,  to  pour  together,  mix  together, 
commingle  ;  to  confuse ;  to  scatter  about,  diffuse ;  to 
pour  out,  bestow  liberally  or  abundantly  (Ved.) ;  to 
make  full,  fill :  Pass,  -kiryate,  to  be  poured  toge- 

ther, be  intermingled  or  mixed  ;  to  be  confused. 

San-kara,  as,  m.  mixing  together,  intermixture, 
blending,  confusing,  confounding,  confusion,  irregular 
mixture,  unlawful  intermarriage,  mixture  of  caste, 
a  mixed  caste  or  race  (proceeding  from  the  union  of 
a  man  with  a  woman  of  a  higher  caste  or  from  the 

promiscuous  intercourse  of  the  four  tribes,  and  again 
from  the  indiscriminate  cohabitation  of  their  descend- 

ants amongst  each  other ;  cf.  yoni-sankara) ;  the 
union  or  mixing  together  of  two  figures  in  the  same 

passage  (in  rhetoric) ;  dust,  sweepings  [cf.  ava-kara, 
p.  88] ;  the  crackling  of  flame.  —  Sankara-ja,  as, 
a,  am,  born  from  a  mixed  marriage.  —  Sankarl- 
karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  mixing  together,  con- 

fusing ;  confusion ;  causing  mixture  or  loss  of  caste. 
—  Sankari-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 
tum,  to  mix  together  confusedly,  cause  confusion. 
—  Sankari-krita,  as,  a,  am,  confused,  blended  or 
mixed  confusedly ;  outcast. 

Sankarin,  i,  ini,  i,  confusing,  confused,  inter- 
mingled, produced  by  or  resulting  from  illegal 

mixture  of  castes. 

San-kara,  as,  m.  dust,  sweepings ;  the  crackling 

of  flame ;  (I),  I.  a  girl  recently  deflowered,  a  new 

bride. 
San-klrna,  as,  a,  am,  poured  together,  mixed 

together,  intermingled,  confused,  miscellaneous, 
crowded, closely  packed;  indistinct;  scattered.strewed, 
spread,  diffused  ;  sprinkled  (with  exuding  juice,  as  a 
rutting  elephant);  of  mixed  caste,  of  impure  origin, 
born  from  a  mixed  marriage,  impure,  polluted,  adul- 

terated ;  contracted,  narrow ;  (as),  m.  a  man  of 
mixed  caste,  an  outcast;  a  mixed  note  or  mode  (in 

music)  ;  an  elephant  possessing  certain  characteristic 
marks  or  one  in  rut ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  riddle  or 
enigma.  —  Sankirna-ddrin,  i,  int,  i,  wandering 

about  confusedly,  going  to  various  places.  —  San- 
ktrna-jali,  is,  is,  i,  or  sankirna-yoni,  is,  is,  i, 
of  mixed  birth  or  caste,  impure  through  illegal 

intermarriage,  of  a  mongrel  breed,  mule.  —  San- 
kirna-yuddha,  am,  n.  a  mixed  or  confused  fight, 
melee. 

WWT^  san-knt  (sam-krit),  cl.  10.  P.  -kirta- 
yati, -yitum,  to  mention  or  relate  fully,  recite ;  to 
proclaim,  announce ;  to  celebrate  or  praise  or  com- 

mend greatly. 
San-kirtana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  the  act  of  reciting  or 

proclaiming  at  full ;  greatly  praising  or  celebrating, 
extolling,  lauding,  honouring,  glorification. 

San-ltirtayat,  an,  anti,  at,  mentioning  or  de- 
scribing fully,  proclaiming ;  celebrating  or  praising 

greatly. San-kirtita,  as,  a,  am,  mentioned  fully;  cele- 
brated, praised,  renowned. 

San-klrtti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vaisya  (said  to  have 
been  the  author  of  certain  Vedic  hymns). 

I]  K 
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&iir-l;lrtiia,  ind.  having  mentioned,  having  cele- 
brated, &c. 

San-kirtyaniana,  as,  a,  am,  being  proclaimed 
or  celebrated. 

(sam-klrip),  cl.  I.  A.  -kal- 

pate,  -kalpitum,  -kalptum,  to  will,  wish  for,  long 

for,  be  desirous  of:  Caus.  -kalpayati,  -te,  -yitum, 

to  form  or  arrange  or  connect  together  ;  to  create, 

make,  effect,  furnish,  provide  ;  to  will,  purpose,  re- 

solve, determine,  wish  for,  desire,  intend,  aim  at, 

strive  after  ;  to  appoint,  settle,  fix,  allot,  assign,  des- 
tine ;  to  consecrate,  dedicate  ;  to  perform  obsequies  ; 

to  form  an  idea  in  the  mind,  imagine,  fancy  ;  to 

think  about,  weigh,  ponder. 

San-kalpa,  as,  m.  will,  volition,  strength  of  will, 

purpose,  mental  resolve  or  determination,  resolution, 

vow  ;  power  of  will  ;  wish,  desire  ;  idea  formed  in 

the  mind,  thought,  imagination,  fancy,  contrivance  ; 
consideration,  reflection  ;  mind,  soul,  heart  ;  idea  or 

expectation  of  advantage  from  any  voluntary  act; 
a  solemn  vow  to  perform  a  ritual  observance,  decla- 

ration of  purpose  ;  a  declaration  repeated  by  a  widow 
who  burns  herself  with  her  deceased  husband  ;  N.  of 

a  Praja-pati  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and 
wife  of  Dharma.  —  Sankalpa-kutmala,  at,  a,  am, 
Ved.  having  desire  for  its  shaft  (said  of  an  arrow). 

—  Sankalpa-ja,  as,  a,  am,  produced  from  self- 
determined  will  or  desire,  proceeding  from  idea  of 

advantage;  (<z#),  m.  'mind-born,  heart  -bom/  epi- 
thet of  Kama  (god  of  love).—  Sankalpayanman, 

a,  or  eankalpa-bhava,  as,  or  sankalpa-yoni,  is, 
m.  epithet  of  Kama  (god  of  \ove).  —  8ankalpa- 
rupa,  as,  a,  am,  formed  or  consisting  of  will,  of 
the  nature  of  mental  resolve,  conformable  to  the  will 

or  purpose.  —  Sankalpa-sambhava,  at,  a,  am, 
produced  from  will  or  desire,  arising  out  of  an  idea 

or  desire  of  advantage;  (as),  m.  '  mind-bom,'  epi- 
thet of  Kama.  —  Sankalpa-siddha,  at,  a,  am, 

perfected  by  mental  resolve  or  will,  having  super- 
natural powers  by  the  exercise  of  a  strong  will. 

—Sankali>atmaka  (°pa-af),  as,  ika,  am,  con- 
sisting of  will  or  volition,  of  the  nature  of  mental 

resolve  ;  willing,  resolving. 

Sankalpaka,  as,  a  or  ika,  am,  purposing,  deter- 
mining, reflecting,  pondering. 

8an-kalpaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  willed  or  wished 
or  desired  ;  to  be  purposed  or  intended. 

San-kalpayat,  an,  anti,  at,  wishing  or  striving 
for  ;  reflecting,  considering,  weighing. 

San-kalpita,  as,  a,  am,  wished  for,  desired, 
aimed  at,  striven  after,  intended,  purposed,  deter- 

mined, resolved  on;  conceived,  imagined,  thought, 
fancied,  contrived. 

San-kaljiya,  ind.  having  resolved  on,  having 
wished  for  or  desired  ;  having  consecrated,  having 
performed  funeral  rites. 

Sanklripta,  as,  a,  am,  desired,  wished  ;  con- 
trived. 

Saatklripti,  is,  (.  will,  resolve  ;  fancy;  contrivance. 

Wg;n  san-keta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kit  =  4.  fit 
with  8am),  any  indicatory  sign  or  gesture,  intimation, 
hint,  allusion,  innuendo,  sign,  mark,  token,  symbol 
(in  general)  ;  gesticulation  ;  a  short  explanatory  rule 
(teaching  the  application  of  grammatical  Sutras, 
ItaiK)  ;  agreement,  convention  ;  engagement,  ap- 

pointment, assignation  (with  a  lover)  ;  condition, 
provision.  —  Sanketa-niketana,  am,  n.  a  house  or 
place  appointed  for  meeting  (a  lover  &c.),  place  of 
assignation,  rendezvous.  —  Sanketa-patldhati,  is,  (., 
N.  of  a  vmtk.  —  Siiir/;rtu-l>hiini,i,  in,  f.  a  place  of 
assignation.  —  ,S,/,f/.,/<(-,«ii/,-a/id,  f.,  N.  of  a  work. 

,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  hymn.  — . 

keta-sthana,  am,  n.  place  of  assignation,  appointed 
place  ;  a  sign,  intimation. 

•^ttitkiliiku,  as,   m.   an  agreement,  convention, 
ap|Hiintnicnt  ;  a  rendezvous. 

rketana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  agreeing  together, 
appointment;  a  rendezvous. 

Sartketaya,  Nom.  P.  sanketayati,  -yitum,  to 

agree  upon,  appoint  (a  time  &c.) ;  to  invite,  call ; 
to  counsel,  advise. 

Knirl.-itlta,  as,  a,  am,  agreed  upon;  invited; 

[cf.  a-8°.] 
W^;^  san-krand  (sam-krand'),  cl.  I.  P.  A. •krinidati,  -te,  -kranditum,  to  cry  or  scream  toge- 

ther :  Caus.  -krandayati,  -yitum,  to  cry  out  toge- 
ther, call  together. 

Sa»-krandana,  as,  m.,  Ved.  'whose  cries  are 
terrible,'  epithet  of  Indra,  (Say.  =para-bltaya-hetur 
dhranir  yasya  sah.) 

?T|;>T  san-kram  (sam-kram),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-Jcramati,  -kramate,  -kramitum,  to  come  together, 
go  along  with,  meet  together,  meet;  to  go  near, 
approach ;  to  be  present  at,  attend ;  to  go  or  pass 
through;  traverse ;  to  go  or  pass  over,  pass  into  (with 
loc.  or  ace.);  to  enter  a  constellation  (said  of  the 
sun);  to  be  transferred;  to  overstep,  surmount: 
Caus.  -kramayati,  -kramayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  go  over  or  pass  into,  transfer,  transport; 
to  lead  or  conduct  through  or  towards,  convey ;  to 

consign,  deliver  over ;  to  take  possession  of;  to  agree 
to  help  one  another. 
San-krama,  as,  m.  going  or  coming  together, 

concurrence  ;  going  or  passing  through,  passage  from 
one  point  to  another,  traversing,  transit,  transition, 
progress,  transfer ;  the  passage  of  a  planetary  body 
through  the  zodiacal  signs ;  going,  moving,  travelling ; 
(as,  am),  m.  n.  difficult  passage  or  progress,  making 

one's  way  over  difficult  ground  (as  over  rocks  or 
torrents  or  inaccessible  passes) ;  the  means  of  effecting 
a  difficult  passage,  a  causeway,  bridge ;  a  means  of 

attaining  any  object.  —  Sankrami-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -ka- 
roti,  -kartum,  to  use  as  a  vehicle  or  means  of  transit 
or  means  of  attaining. 

Scm-kramana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  along 
with,  concurrence;  the  act  of  going  or  passing 

through,  transition,  proceeding,  progress ;  passage ; 

the  sun's  passage  from  one  sign  of  the  zodiac  to 
another ;  the  day  on  which  the  sun's  progress  to  the 
north  of  the  equator  or  summer  solstice  begins; 

(in  algebra)  concurrence,  (said  to  be  a  general  desig- 
nation of  a  certain  class  of  problems.) 

San-kramayya,  ind.  hiving  transferred,  having 
made  to  pass  or  proceed. 

San-kramita,  as,  a,  am,  conducted,  led,  trans- 
ported, transferred. 

San-kramitri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  who  or  what  passes  from 
one  place  to  another,  passing,  proceeding,  going. 

San-krdnta,  as,  a,  am,  gone  or  come  together, 
met  together,  passed  through  or  into,  entered  into, 

gone  from  one  point  to  another,  transferred  ;  trans- 
ferred to  a  picture,  depicted,  imaged ;  (in  astronomy) 

having  a  Sarrkranti,  (a-s>aitkranta,  [a  month]  which 
has  no  San-kranti.) 

San-kranti,  is,  f.  going  or  meeting  together, 
union  ;  going  from  one  place  to  another,  proceeding, 

procession,  passage,  proceeding  from  one  condition 
of  life  to  another ;  passage  of  the  sun  or  planetary 

bodies  from  one  sign  into  another,  (kuta-s0,  the 
sun's  entrance  into  another  zodiacal  sign  after  mid- 

night) ;  transferring  to  a  picture,  image,  reflection. 
—  Stml.nlitli-cnl.-ra,  am,  n.  an  astrological  diagram 
marked  with  the  Nakshatras  and  used  for  foretelling 

good  or  bad  fortune. 
San-krama,  as,  m.  difficult  progress  or  passage ; 

a  bridge  ( =  san-krama,  q.v.). 
San-kramat,  an,  anti,  at,  transporting,  trans- 

ferring. 

San-kramita,  as,  a,  am,  transferred,  transported, 
handed  over,  delivered,  communicated. 

*njjf  san-krl  (sam-kri),  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -krinati, 
-kr'uiite,  -kretum,  to  buy,  purchase. 

"jjjfe  san-krid  (sam-krid),  cl.  I.  A.  -kri- 
date  (sometimes  also  P.  -ti),  -kriditum,  to  sport 
or  play  together  (only  A.,  P5n.  I.  3,  21) ;  to  rattle 
(as  wheels,  P.). 

San-kndana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  playing  together, sporting. 

San-krldamana,  as,  a,  am,  playing  together, 
sporting. 
San-krldita,  as,  a,  am,  played,  sported  ;  rattled  ; 

(am),  n.  rattle  (of  chariots). 

a;'I  san-krudh,  cl.  4.  P.  -krudhyati,  -krod- 
dhum,  to  be  angry  with,  be  angry  at  (with  ace.  of 
person,  see  Pan.  I.  4,  38) ;  to  be  greatly  enraged. 

San-kruddha,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  enraged,  exas- 
perated, incensed,  wrathful,  violent. 

3J5I  san-krus  (sam-krus),  cl.  I.  P.  -iro- 
4ati,-kronhtum,to  cry  out  together,  shout  together, 
raise  a  clamour  ;  to  shout  at  angrily. 

San-kroiamana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  clamouring  or 
murmuring  together,  raising  a  shout  or  clamour. 

fjji'v  san-klid  (sam-klid),  cl.  4.  P.  -klid- 
yati,  &c.,  to  become  thoroughly  wet. 
San-klinna,  as,  <t,  am,  thoroughly  wet,  moist- 

ened, softened. 
San-kleda,  as,  m.  wet,  wetness,  moisture,  damp ; 

the  fluid  secretion  which  is  supposed  to  form  upon 

conception  and  become  the  rudiment  of  the  fetus. 

tffj|f3^  san-klls  (sam-klis),  cl.  9.  P.  -klis- 
nati,  -kles"itum,  -kleshtum,  to  press  together;  to 
torment,  pain,  afflict,  molest. 
San-kliiya,  ind.  having  pressed  together ;  having 

pained  or  afflicted. San-klislita,  as,  5,  am,  pressed  together,  squeezed, 

bruised,  pained,  afflicted.  —  Sankliihla-karman,  a, 
a,  a,  one  who  acts  with  trouble  or  difficulty ;  one 

who  gives  pain  in  acting. 
Satt-kleta,  at,  m.  afflicting,  affliction,  torment, 

anguish.  —  Sankleia-nireana,  am,  n.  cessation  of 
afflictions. 

TfT^^satt-kshap  (sam-kshap),  cl.  i.  P.  A. 
-kshapati,  -te,  -kshapitum,  to  emaciate  the  body 
by  fasting  or  abstinence,  fast,  do  penance. 

?l^-H  san-ksham  (sam-ksham],  cl.  I.  A. 
-kshamate,  -kshantujn,  to  have  patience  with,  be 
patient  with,  bear,  put  up  with ;  to  allow,  indulge. 

W|f^  san-kshar  (sam-kshar),  cl.  I.  P. 
-ksharati,  -kskaritum,  to  flow  together,  flow  down, 
trickle. 
San-kaharita,  as,  a,  am,  flowing,  trickling. 

^ff^  san-kshi  (sam-kshi),  cl.  9.  5.  I.  P. 
-kshinati,  -ksiiinoti,  -kshayati,  -kshetum,  to  de- 

stroy completely,  annihilate,  efface,  do  away  with  : 
Pass,  -kshiyate,  to  waste  away,  be  exhausted,  be 

destroyed,  disappear,  perish :  Caus.  -kshapayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  cause  to  be  annihilated,  cause  to  disappear. 

San-kshaya,  as,  m.  complete  destruction  or  con- 
sumption ;  loss,  ruin,  decline  ;  destruction ;  the  dis- 

solution of  all  things,  destruction  of  the  world  ;  end. 

San-MtiiinM:~i(ia,  as,  a,  am,  being  utterly  de- 
stroyed, perishing,  wasting  away. 

HP-d'H  san-kship  (sam-kship),  cl.  6.  P.  A. 

-kehipati,  -te,  -ksheptum,  to  throw  together,  heap 
together,  heap  up;  to  dash  together,  destroy;  to 
force  or  press  together,  compress,  contract,  abridge, 
shorten,  abbreviate,  diminish ;  to  confine,  shut  in, 
restrain  ;  to  constrain :  Pass.  -ktli  ipyalt,  to  be  thrown 

together,  be  destroyed ;  to  be  compressed ;  to  be 
diminished  or  lessened. 

San-ksMpat,  an,  anti,  at,  throwing  or  dashing 

together,  destroying ;  compressing. 
Sart-kfhipta,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  together,  heaped 

up;  dashed  together,  destroyed ;  compressed,  abridged, 
abbreviated,  diminished ;  concise,  compact,  small ; 

restrained ;  thrown,  dispatched ;  seized.  —  San- 
kshipta-dairghya,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  length 
diminished.  —  Sanlahipta-sara,  N.  of  a  gramma- 

tical work  by  Kramadlsvara. 
San-kthipti,  is,  f.  throwing  together;  compres- 

sion; abridgement,  brevity;  throwing,  sending; 
transition  (from  one  feeling  to  another),  replacement 
of  one  dramatic  character  by  another ;  ambuscade. 
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San-ksJt  ipyct,  ind.  having  thrown  together,  having 
destroyed  ;  having  compressed. 

San-kshepa,  as,  m.  throwing  together;  com- 
pression, abridgement,  abbreviation,  rendering  con- 

cise, (sankehepdt,  ind.  concisely,  in  short,  briefly) ; 
SL  brief  or  concise  exposition,  epitome,  paraphrase ; 

throwing,  sending ;  taking  away:  assisting  in  another's 
duty.  —  Sankshepa-tas,  ind.  concisely,  in  short, 
shortly.  —  Sankshepa-widtra,  am,  n.  only  an 
abridgement.  -~  Sanksltepa-lakshana,  as,  a,  am, 
characterized  by  brevity,  described  briefly.  —Scm- 

kshepa-iankara-juya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Midhava's 
life  of  San-karaciarya,  (also  called  San-kara-jaya  and 
Sfan-kara-vijaya ;  see  Jankara-dig-vijaya.)  — San- 

Jtehepa-s'driraka,  N.  of  a  work. 
San-kshepana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  throwing  or 

heaping  together;  abridgement,  brevity,  abbreviation ; 
sending;  taking  away. 

Sa't-kshepaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  thrown  toge- 
ther ;  to  be  abridged. 

Wfp  san-kshud  (sam-kshud),  cl.  I.  P.,  7. 
P.  A."-ks7iodati,  -kshunatti,  -kihuntte,  -kshottum, 
to  crush  together,  crush  or  dash  to  pieces,  pound, 
bruise. 

"1M  snn^cslnibh  (sam-kshubh),  cl.  I.  A., 

4.  9.  P.  -kfhobhate,  -kskubhyati,  -kshubhndti, 
-kshobhitum,  to  be  violently  shaken  about  or  agi- 

tated, to  be  moved  or  excited :  Caus.  -kshobhayati, 
-yitum,  to  shake  about  violently,  agitate,  toss,  excite. 
San-kshubdha,  as,  a,  am,  violently  shaken  or 

agitated. 
San-li-thubhita,  a»,  a,  am,  tossed  together,  tossed 

about,  violently  shaken  or  agitated. 
San-kshobha,  as,  m.  shaking  about,  trembling, 

agitation  ;  disturbance ;  overturning,  upsetting ;  pride, 
arrogance. 
Sankshobhita,  as,  a,  am,  shaken  or  tossed  about. 

+)4,'"yji  san-kshnu  (sam-kshnu),  cl.  2.  A. 
(according  to  Pan.  I.  3,  65.  only  A.)  -kshnute, 
-kshnantum,  to  sharpen  well  or  thoroughly,  sharpen ; 
to  excite,  intensify. 

San-kshnntya,  ind.  having  sharpened ;  having 
excited. 

San-kshnuvdna,  as,  a,  am,  sharpening  well, 
exciting,  intensifying. 

wj^l?  san-khad  (sam-khad),  cl.  I.  P.  -kha- 
dati,  -khaditam,  to  chew  thoroughly,  chew,  mas- 

ticate, eat  up,  devour,  consume. 

San-khadat,  an,  anti,  at,  chewing  well,  masti- 
cating ;  devouring. 

HC§<!  san-khid  (sam-khid),  cl.  6.  P.  -khi- 
dati,  -khettum,  Ved.  to  press  or  force  together, 
drag  away,  tear  away. 

"H?n  san-khyu  (sam-khya),  cl.  2.  P.  (in 
some  tenses  also  A.,  see  rt.  khya,  p.  377)'  -khydti, 
-khydtitm,  to  appear  along  with,  be  connected  with 
(Ved.) ;  to  reckon  or  count  up,  sum  up,  enumerate, 
calculate :  Caus.  -khydpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
be  looked  at  or  observed  (Ved.) ;  to  cause  to  reckon 
up,  &c. 
San-khya,  am,  n.  conflict,  battle,  war,  (in  Naigh. 

II.  17.  enumerated  among  the  sanf/rdma-namdni) ; 
(as),  m.  a  proper  N. ;  (a),  f.  reckoning  up,  num- 

bering, numeration,  calculation ;  an  account,  sum  ;  a 
number,  numeral ;  deliberation,  reasoning,  reflection ; 
reason,  intellect,  understanding;  manner;  (as,  d, 
am),  =  sankhyeya,  to  be  reckoned  up  or  counted. 

—  Sankhya-td,  f.  or  sankhya-tm,  am,  n.  nume- 
rableness,  numeration.  —  Sankliya-tas,  ind.  from  a 

number.  —  Sankhydtiga  (°yd-at°),  as,  a.,  am, 
1  going  beyond  numeration/  innumerable.  ••  San- 
hhyd-mdtra,  am,  n.  the  amount  of;  mere  nume- 

ration. —  Sankhyd-yoya,  see  under  yoga.~  I.  san- 
khya-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  having  number,  possessed  of 
number,  numbered ;  possessing  reason  or  intellect, 
intelligent,  discriminating ;  (an),  m.  a  learned 
Brahman,  Pandit,  teacher.  — 2.  sank!iyd-vat,  ind. 
like  number.  -•  Sankhya-vadaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 

expressive  of  number;  (as),  m.  a  numeral.  —  Satt- 
khyd-samdpana,  as,  m.  epiti  et  of  Siva. 
Sank/tyaka,  as,  d,  am,  numbering,  amounting 

to,  composed  of  a  certain  number,  (at  the  end  of 
comps.,  e.  g.  sahasra-sankhyaka,  as,  a,  am, 
amounting  to  a  thousand.) 

San-khydta,  as,  d,  am,  reckoned  up,  enumerated, 
calculated  ;  numbered,  counted  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of 
riddle  or  enigma  ;  (am),  n.  number. 
Sart-khydna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  reckoning  up, 

numbering,  numeration,  calculation. 

San-khydya,  ind.  having  reckoned  up,  having 
counted  or  numbered. 

San-khyeya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  reckoned  or 
counted  up,  numerable,  calculable. 

VJf  san-ga,  san-gatha,  &c.  See  below 
and  under  rt.  I  .  lanj. 

sanganika,  f.  (fr.  rt.  gan  with 

sam),  incomparable  or  unequalled  discourse  (  = 

apratirupa-kathd). 

tig5*?  san-gam  (sam-gam),  cl.  i.  A.  -ga(- 
(hate  (Pan.  1.  3,  29  ;  but  with  an  object  P.  -gaffhati; 
in  Hari-vansa  14,787.  sama-gaMhatu  occurs  for 
san-gatdhatu,  Perf.  -jagme  ;  Ved.  forms  &c. 
-gamemahi,  -gamdmahai,  -ajagmiran,  -agata, 
-aganmahi,  -agasmahi  or  -agansmahi,  -gmi- 
shiya,  -gasishta  or  -gansishta,  -gansyate,  &c., 
see  rt.  i.  gam,  cf.  Pan.  I.  2,  13,  VII.  2,  58),  -gan- 
tum,  to  go  together,  come  together,  assemble,  meet, 
encounter  (either  in  a  friendly  or  hostile  manner), 
come  into  collision  ;  to  meet  with,  to  ally  or  connect 

one's  self  with  ;  to  have  sexual  intercourse  with  ;  to 
meet  harmoniously,  harmonize,  agree,  be  suitable  or 
fit,  correspond  ;  to  become  contracted,  shrink  up  ;  to 
go  away,  depart,  die  ;  to  go  to,  attain  (with  ace.)  ; 

to  go  to,  visit  (P.)  :  Caus.  -gamayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  go  together,  bring  together,  connect  or  unite 
with,  endow  or  present  with  (with  inst.  of  person  and 
ace.  of  thing)  ;  to  connect,  combine  ;  to  lead  any  one 
to  anything  (with  two  ace.)  ;  to  deliver  or  hand  over 
to  another  (with  loc.),  transfer,  bestow,  give. 

I.  san-ga,  as,  m.  (for  2.  sanga  see  under  rt. 
I.  sanj),  coming  together,  concurrence,  meeting, 
encountering,  conflict,  war,  battle,  (in  Naigh.  II.  17. 

sange  is  enumerated  among  the  sangrdma-ndmd- 
ni)  ;  uniting,  union,  association,  contact,  touch,  co- 

herence ;  intercourse,  keeping  company,  intimacy, 
friendship,  love  ;  the  confluence  of  rivers.  —  I  .  sanga- 
vifyuti,  is,  f.  dissolution  of  union,  disunion. 
San-gat,  see  Vopa-deva  XXVI.  78. 
San-gata,  as,  a,  am,  come  together,  convened, 

met,  encountered  ;  joined,  conjoined,  united,  associ- 
ated ;  united  in  wedlock  ;  sexually  united  ;  assembled, 

collected,  accumulated,  mixed  ;  fitted  together,  ap- 
posite, proper,  seasonable,  appropriate,  applicable, 

adapted  to,  fitted  for;  in  conjunction  (as  planets); 
contracted,  shrunk  up  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king 

(belonging  to  the  Maurya  dynasty)  ;  (am),  n.  com- 
ing together,  union,  meeting  ;  alliance,  association, 

intercourse,  connection  ;  friendship,  acquaintance. 

—  Sangata-ydtra,  as,  d,  am,  having  contracted 
or  shriveled  limbs.  —  Sangata-satidhi,  is,  m.  a 
peace  concluded  after  friendship. 

San-gati,  is,  f.  coming  together,  meeting,  inter- 
view, union,  junction,  conjunction,  mixture  ;  associa- 
tion, intercourse,  society  ;  sexual  intercourse  ;  adapta- 
tion, fitness,  appropriateness,  applicability  ;  going  to, 

visiting,  frequenting  ;  meeting  or  coming  to  pass 
accidentally,  chance,  accident,  (sangatyd,  by  chance, 

haply)  ;  going  to,  visiting,  frequenting  ;  becoming 
acquainted,  knowledge,  questioning  for  further  in- 
formation. 

San-gatya,  ind.  =  san-gamya,  col.  3. 
San-gated  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having  come  toge- 

ther, having  met,  &c. 
San-gatha,  Ved.  coming  together,  encountering, 

conflict,  (in  Naigh.  II.  17.  enumerated  among  the 
snngrama-na.ma.ni)  ;  flowing  together,  confluence,  I 

(Say.  =  san-gamana)  ;  (a),  f.  confluence. 

San-gama,  as,  m.  coming  together,  meeting,  en- 
counter, conflict,  (in  Naigh.  II.  17.  enumerated 

among  the  sangrdma-ndmdni)  ;  union,  congress, 
junction,  conjunction,  contact,  touch  ;  association, 

society,  company  ;  sexual  intercourse  ;  flowing  toge- 
ther, confluence  (of  rivers)  ;  fitness,  adaptation  ;  mix- 
ture; meeting  with,  acquiring,  &c.  ;  (in  astronomy) 

planetary  conjunction.  —  Sangamefoara  (~  'ma-is'"), as,  m.,  N.  of  Visva-natha;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a 
Lin-ga. 

San-gamana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  coming  together, 
meeting  ;  going  with  ;  intercourse,  union  ;  (as,  t, 

am),  uniting,  bestowing  ;  any  person  or  thing  form- 
ing a  point  of  union  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Yama. 

Sangamaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  met  or  brought 
together,  relating  to  union  or  congress,  causing  re- union. 

San-gamayya,  ind.  having  united,  having  joined, 
having  delivered  over. 

San-gamila,  as,  a,  am,  brought  together,  con- 
nected, united,  delivered  over.  —  Sangamita-vat, 

an,  ail,  at,  one  who  has  brought  together  or  united. 

San-gamya,  ind.  having  met,  having  come  toge- 
ther, having  become  united,  having  had  sexual  inter- course with. 

I.  sangin,  i,  int,  i,  going  with  or  to,  uniting with,  meeting. 

San-jagrndna,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  come 
together,  going  alone  with,  uniting,  having  inter- course with. 

sangamanera,  N.  of  a  place. 

san-gara.    See  under  i.  and  2.  sa»- 

gri,  p.  7048,  col.  i. 

«jf*^  san-garj  (sam-garj),  cl.  i.  P.  -gar- 
jati,  -garjitmn,  to  roar  together,  roar  at,  shout  out 
against,  cry  out  defiantly. 

«U"l  san-gava,  Ved.  the  time  when  cows 
are  collected  for  milking,  i.  e.  early  morning  or  at  the 
end  of  night,  (Say.  sa>tgave=rdtry-aparakdle,  see 

Rig-veda  V.  76,  3,  where  sangava  is  enumerated 
among  the  five  divisions  of  the  day  ;  according  to 
some,  it  is  the  second  of  these  divisions  coming 
three  Muhurtas  after  Pratastana  or  the  first  dawn, 

cf.  pratastana;  the  other  three  are  madhydhna, 

pardhna,  and  sdydhna.)  ••  Sangava-kdla,  as,  m. 
the  time  when  cows  are  brought  together  for  milking. 

«JJM  san-ga  (sam-ga),  cl.  3.  P.  -jigati,  -ga- 
tum,  to  come  together  ;  to  go  to,  approach. 

**JJM<;  san-gada,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  gad  with 
sam),  conversation. 

W^T?  san-gah  (sam-gah],  cl.  I  .  A.  -galiate, 
-gdhitum,  -gddhum,  to  plunge  into,  enter,  go  into. 

san-gir.     See  under  i.  san-gfi. 

san-g'ita,  &c.     See  under  san-gai. 

an-gup  (sam-gnp).  See  rt.  2.  gup, 

p.  292. San-gupta,  as,  d,  am,  well  guarded  or  protected, 
preserved  ;  well  hidden,  concealed,  covered  over,  kept 

secret;  (a«),  m.  a  particular  Buddha  or  Buddhist 
saint.  —  Sanguptdrtha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  m.  a  secret 
matter,  hidden  meaning;  (as,  d,  am),  having  a 
secret  or  hidden  meaning. 

San-gopana,  am,  n.  the  art  of  hiding  or  conceal- 
ing well,  complete  concealment. 

San-gopaniya,  as,  at  am,  to  be  completely. hidden  or  concealed. 

"Iff  san-guh  (sam-guh),  cl.'  I.  P.  A.  -gu- hati,  -te,  &c.  (see  rt.  I  .  guh),  to  cover  or  conceal completely. 

San-giidha,  as,  d,  am,  completely  concealed  or 
hidden  from  view  ;  contracted,  abridged  ;  brought 
into  contact,  united,  joined,  heaped  together,  piled, 
arranged. 

San-jughukshd,  (.  the  wish  to  conceal  or  cover, desire  of  hiding. 
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u,  us,  u#,  u,  wishing  to  conceal, 
desirous  of  hiding. 

?TJf6TrT  san-gribhita,  san-grikita,  &c. 
See  under  san-grah. 

WW  I.  san-gri  (sam-grl,  see  rt.  I.  grl),  cl. 

9.  P.  A.,  6.  A.  -grinati,  -griiilte,  -girate,  Sec.,  to 
speak  about  or  praise  together;  to  agree  together, 
agree  with  (with  inst.),  assent,  promise  ;  to  recognise, 
acknowledge  ;  to  agree  in  calling  or  naming  (A.). 

A  I.  san-gara,  at,  m.  agreeing  together,  agree- 
ment,  assent  ;  promise  ;  a  bargain,  transaction  of  sale  ; 
knowledge. 

San-gir,  ir,  f.,  Ved.  a  song  of  praise,  hymn. 
Sa.it-girama.na,  a>,  a,  am,  agreeing,  assenting 

to;  promising. 

San-glrna,  as,  a,  am,  agreed,  assented  to,  pro- 
mised. 

WV  2.  san-gri  (sam-grl,  see  rt.  2.  gri),  cl. 
6.  9.  P.  -girati,  -grinati,  &c.,  to  swallow  up,  de- vour. 

fj\      3.  san-gara,  as,  m.  swallowing  up,  devouring, 
^  misfortune,  calamity  ;  conflict,  war,  battle  ;  poison  ; 

(am),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  SfamI  tree. 

San-yirya,  ind.  having  swallowed  up  or  devoured. 

*T]f  san-gai  (sam-gai),  cl.  I.  P.  -gayati, 

-gatum,  to  sing  together,  sing  in  chorus,  chant  ;  to 
celebrate  by  singing  together. 

San-gUa,  as,  a,  am,  sung  together,  sung  in 
chorus  or  harmony  ;  (am),  n.  a  song  sung  by  many 
voices,  chorus  ;  singing  accompanied  by  music  and 
dancing,  symphony  ;  a  concert  ;  the  art  of  singing 
with  music  and  dancing.  —  Sangita-kaumudi,  f., 
N.  of  a  work  on  harmony.  —  Sanr/ita-giti,  is,  is,  i, 
one  who  sings  a  song,  a  singer.  —  Sangita-darpana, 

'  mirror  of  harmony,"  N.  of  a  work  on  music  by 
DSmodara.  —  Sanglta-ndrayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work  on  symphony  by  NSrSyana.—  Sangita-ratna- 
mdld,  {.,  N.  of  a  work  on  harmony  by  Mammata. 

—  Snngita-ratndkara  (°na-dk°),  as,  m.  'jewel- 

mine  of  singing,'  N.  of  a  musical  work  by  Sarrtga- 
dev3.  —  S<ingltaratnakara-kala-nidhi,is,  m.,  N. 
of  a  commentary  on  the  San-glta-ramSkara.  —  San- 

gita-rydprita,  as,  a,  am,  engaged  in  singing  and 
music.—  SangUa-iaftra.am,  n.  the  science  of  singing 
combined  with  music  and  dancing  ;  any  work  on  the 
above  subject.  —  Sanglta-sara  and  sangitdrnava 

(°ta-ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  two  works.—  Sangitdrtka 
(°ta-arc),  as,  m.  the  apparatus  or  materials  for  a 
concert  ;  the  subject  of  a  musical  performance.  —  San- 

gitavasana  (°to-a»°),  am,  n.  the  close  of  a  concert. 
Sangltaka,  am,  n.  a  concert,  symphony,  public 

entertainment  consisting  of  songs  combined  wilh 
dancing  and  music. 

San-glti,  in,  (.  singing  together,  a  concert,  sym- 
phony, harmony,  the  art  of  singing  combined  with 

music  and  dancing  ;  conversation,  discourse  ;  a  species 
of  metre. 

San-gtyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  sung  together, 
being  chanted. 

san-gopana.    See  under  san-gup. 

san-grath    (sam-grath).      See   rt. 
I  .  ifmth. 

San-gratlUta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  strung  or  tied 
together,  knotted  together. 

san-gras  (sam-gras),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-grrifati,  -te,  -grasitum,  to  swallow  up,  devour, 
consume:  Pass,  -grasyate,  &c.,  to  be  devoured] 
consumed,  &c. 

san-grah  or  san-grabh  (sam-g°,  see 
rt  ',rah,  p.  302),  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grihntiti,  -grihnite 
(Ved.  generally  -yribliuati,  -griblinitt),  -grahltum, 
to  seize  or  hold  together,  grasp,  gripe,  clench,  take 
or  lay  hold  of,  snatch  ;  to  apprehend,  conceive,  un- 

derstand ;  to  take,  receive,  accept,  receive  kindly  or 
hospitably,  attend  to,  listen  to,  encourage,  support, 
lavour,  protect  ;  to  carry  off;  to  seize  on,  attack  (as 

an  illness);  to  gather  together,  assemble,  collect, 
compile ;  to  include,  comprehend,  contain ;  to  draw 
together,  contract,  make  narrow  or  smaller,  abridge ; 
to  draw  together  a  bow  (in  order  to  unstring  it) ;  to 
hold  in,  restrain,  check,  govern ;  to  keep  together, 
close,  shut  (as  the  mouth) ;  to  concentrate  (the 
mind) ;  to  constrain,  force ;  to  take  in  marriage, 

marry ;  to  mention,  name :  Caus.  -graliayali.  -i/i- 
tum,  to  cause  to  take  hold  of  or  receive,  cause  any 

one  to  accept  (with  two  ace.) :  Desid.  -jighrikshati, 
to  wish  to  take  hold  of,  &c.,  to  desire  to  collect ;  to 
wish  to  take  in  marriage,  desire  to  marry. 

San-gribhita,  as,  a,  am,  grasped,  griped,  con- 
centrated. 

San~firibhya,   ind.,  Ved.   (for  san-gribhya)  = 
zuit-f/rifiya  below. 

San-grikita,  as,  <i,  am,  grasped,  seized,  caught ; 
taken,  received,  accepted,  admitted,  received  kindly; 
collected,  gathered,  comprised,  contracted,  abridged; 

held  in,  restrained,  governed.  —  Sangrihita-rdshtra, 
as,  m.  (a  king)  who  ha*  a  well  governed  kingdom. 
San-grihnat,  an,  all,  at,  seizing,  laying  hold  of. 
San-grihya,  ind.  having  seized,  having  carried  off, 

having  restrained  ;  having  constrained. 

San-graha,  as,  m.  seizing,  grasping,  clench- 
ing (the  6st),  grasp,  grip,  taking  hold  of,  taking; 

reception,  admission,  assent ;  guarding;  protecting, 
protection,  favouring,  supporting,  encouraging,  pro- 

pitiating, receiving  kindly,  entertaining,  eru'ertain- 
ment;  Bringing  together,  conjunction,  collection, 

conglomeration,  compilation ;  agglomeration  (a  pa'/- 
ticular  kind  of  samyoga  or  conjunction  in  phil.);' 
comprehension ;  sum,  amount,  totality ;  abridge- 

ment, epitome,  summary ;  a  catalogue,  list ;  restrain- 
ing, confining,  controlling,  governing;  effort,  exertion; 

a  store-room,  place  where  anything  is  kept ;  mention, 
mentioning ;  greatness,  elevation,  loftiness  ;  velocity ; 
epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  several  works ;  [cf.  dhanaii- 

jaya-s°,  smriti-8°.~\  —  Sangraha-Tidra,  as,  m.  the 
composer  or  author  of  the  San-graha.  —  Sanyralia- 

s"lol-a,  as,  m.  a  verse  recapitulating  what  has  been 
explained  before  (in  prose  intermixed  with  Sutras). 

San-grahana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  taking  hold  of, 
seizing,  grasping,  accepting,  receiving,  admitting, 
supporting,  encouraging,  hoping;  embracing  car- 

nally, intercourse  with  a  female,  (see  stri-s°); 
adultery ;  bringing  or  gathering  together,  compiling, 
collecting,  mixing,  blending;  inlaying,  enchasing; 
(t),  f.  diarrhcea,  dysentery. 

San-grahamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  seized,  &c. ; 
to  be  collected ;  to  be  drawn  together  or  contracted ; 
to  be  restrained,  &c. 

San-grahitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  restrains,  &c. ; 
(ta),  m.  a  driver,  charioteer. 

San-graha,  as,  m.  forcible  seizure  or  grasp,  laying 
hold  of;  clenching  the  fist;  the  fist;  the  handle  of 
a  shield. 

Ban-grdhaka,  as,  m.  a  gatherer,  collector,  com- 

piler. 
San-grdhita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  be  taken  hold 

of  or  received,  imparted,  bestowed. 

San-gt'iihin,  i,  ini,  i,  seizing,  grasping,  holding ; 
collecting,  contracting,  &c.;  (i),  m.  the  Kuta-ja  tree. 

San-grdhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  laid  hold  of  or 
seized  ;  to  be  collected ;  to  be  received. 

±J  ̂ >|  JJ  sangram  (rather  to  be  regarded V  Sas  a  Nom.  fr.  sangrama  below),  cl. 

to.  A.  sanyrdmayate  (also  P.  -<»),  -yitum,  Aor. 
asasangriimata,  to  make  war,  fight. 

Sangrama,  as,  m.  war,  battle,  fighting ;  a  proper 

N.  —  Saitgrdma-jit,  t,  t,  t,  conquering  in  battle; 
(t),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna.  —  Sangrdma-pa- 
taha,  as,  m.  a  large  military  drum. 

san-gha.     See  under  sam-han. 

san-ghat  (sam-ghat),  cl.  I.  A.  -gha- 
tate,  -gltalitum,  to  assemble  together,  meet :  Caus. 
-gliatayati,  -y/iatayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  assem- 

ble, collect ;  to  join  together,  fasten  together ;  to  strike 

sa6. 

(a  musical  instrument),  sound  [cf.  san-g}iatt]  :  In- 

tern, -jdglta/iti,  to  be  well  fitted  or  adapted  for anything. 

San-ghalita,  as,  a,  am,  collected,  assembled; 
struck,  sounded. 

San-ghatya,  ind.  having  joined  or  united  toge- 
ther, having  assembled. 

Sanghatikd,  f.  a  pair,  couple ;  a  bawd,  procuress ; 
the  aquatic  plant  Trapa  Bispiuosa  ( =jala.-kantaka) ; smell  (  =  0/tra«a). 

Sanghdti,  (.  in  bhikshu-sanghati,  q.  v. 

«3'^  san-ghatt  (sam-ghatt),  cl.  I.  A. 
-ghattate,  -ghattitwm,  to  rub  together,  crush  to 
pieces,  bruise :  Caus.  -ghattayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  rub  against  (with  inst.) ;  to  strike  against,  touch  ; 
to  bring  together,  collect,  assemble. 

San-ghatta,  as,  m.  rubbing  together,  friction ; 
clashing  together,  collision,  shock,  clash,  encounter, 
conflict ;  meeting,  joining  together,  cohesion,  rivalry, 

(a-sangjiatta-suk/tam,  without  any  rival  to  one's 
happiness,  Raghu-v.  XIV.  86)  ;  embracing ;  (a),  f.  a 
large  creeper  (  =  lata).-Battghatta-^akra,  am,  n. 
a  particular  astrological  diagram  intended  as  a  guide 
for  determining  the  proper  season  for  war. 

San-ghattana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  rubting  together, 
friction ;  collision ;  close  contact,  cleaTOg  or  adhering 
to;  the  intertwining  of  wrestlers;  the  embrace  of 
lovers ;  contact,  cohesion,  union,  junction ;  collecting, 
meeting,  encountering,  occurrence. 

San-ghattayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  rub 
against,  rubbing  together. 

.  San-ghattayya,  ind.  having  brought  together, 

ha\'ing  collected. 
Sai'f-gh&tltoai  as,  d,  am,  struck  against,  touched ; 

assembled,  collected. 

5  sanffhanaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.  =  si'B- 
hdnaka,  the  r  nucus  of  the  nose ;  [cf.  san-ghata."] 

71^-lrl  san-gK-ata.     See  under  sam-han, 

Sanghdtya,  a  ku-jd  of  dramatic  performance. 

«*M  san-ghush  fsam-ghush),  cl.  i.  P. 

-ghoshati,  -gkoskitum,  fC  sound  together,  resound, 
sound ;  to  proclaim  aloud,  crj«  (in  offering  for  sale) ; to  fill  with  cries,  make  rcsonan  J- 

San-g/iushita,  as,  d,  am,  sanded,  proclaimed aloud  ;  resonant,  resounding.  o. 

Sait-ghushta,  as,  d,  am,  sound  ed.  proclaimed ; 
resonant,  resounding;  offered  for  sj'e>  C0*)'  m- sound,  noise,  cry. 

«a-<4  san-ghrish,  cl.  I.  P.  .^harshati, 

•gharskitttm,  to  rub  together,  grind  togeft)161"  t"tu' 
rate ;  to  rub  against  another  (with  tafia  ar^d  inst), 
contend  with,  vie  with :  Pass.  -ghrisJiyate  (teP-  ̂ *° 
P.  -ti),  to  rub  against  each  other  (sometime^5  w'm 
parasparam),  come  into  collision,  content  f°r 
superiority,  vie  with  each  other. 

San-gharsha,  as,  m.  rubbing  together,  grind  ln§i 
trituration,  friction ;  collision,  mutual  attrition,  rivajT* 

emulation,  vying  or  contending  for  superiority  ̂   = 
paraspara-spardhd) ;  envy;  going  gently,  glidir^JS' 
flowing  ( =  sam-sarpa). 

San-gharshin,  i,  ini,  i,  rubbing  together,  vyin,'  ? 
with  one  another,  emulating. 

San-ghrishta,  as,  d,  am,  rubbed  with,  rubbeo 

together. San-ghrishyat,  an,  anti,  at,  rubbing  together, 

coming  into  collision. 

sun-ghra  (sam-gJira),  cl.  i.  P.  A. 

Ved.  -jighrati,  -te,  -gliratum,  Ved.  to  smell  at  one 
another  (as  animals),  be  on  intimate  or  familiar 
terms,  be  closely  connected :  Caus.  -ghrdpayati, 

-yitum,  to  bring  into  close  connection  or  intimacy, 
make  intimate. 

JJ  J   sa6  (closely  connected  and  by  some 
S.  identified  with  rt.  sai(,  q.  v.,  cf.  rt.  sap), 

cl.  I.  A.,  3.  P.  satiate  (sometimes  also  P.  safalf), 
siihaltti  (Ved.,  Pot.  1st  pi.  i 
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dhemahi,  Impv.  2nd  sing.  saTtshi'a  for  sakshva), 
saktum  (Ved.  Inf.  sadadhyai),  Ved.  to  follow, 
pursue,  seek  after,  attend  on,  become  attached  to 
(sometimes  with  inst.) ;  to  love,  like ;  to  celebrate, 
honour,  worship,  serve,  obey,  be  obedient  to  (with  ace. 
or  gen.) ;  to  favour,  assist,  aid  ;  to  be  associated  with, 
(team  sadase  purandhyd,  thou  art  associated  with 
devotion,  Rig-veda  II.  1,  3) ;  to  go  towards,  go  to, 
(in  Naigh.  II.  14.  sadati  and  sakshati  are  enume- 

rated among  the  gati-l;armdnah);  to  attain,  obtain, 
acquire,  gain,  accomplish ;  [cf.  Gr.  (TT-QJ,  t-ffir-o-v, 
€tr-o-^ai,  f-ffir-o-fjHjv,  Iw-f-Tijs,  ou-\o-v,  oTrAore- 
fos,  (KCLS:  Lat.  sequ-o-r,  sec-u-ndu-s,  ad-sec-la, 
sec-to-r,  pedis-seqva,  soc-iu-s,  sec-us,  sacer :  Lith. 

sek-u,  '  I  follow :'  Hib.  seichim, '  I  follow,  pursue ;' 
seicin,  'pursuit.'] 
Sdkma,  as,  m.  =  sadana. 
Sakmya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  followed ;  to  be 

liked,  agreeable ;  to  be  honoured,  (Say.  =  tambha- 
jandrha)  ;  (am),  n.  (according  to  some)  the  agree- 

able produce  (of  the  cow,  i.  e.  milk). 
Sadatha,  Ved.  companionship,  assistance,  (Say. 

sadathdya  =  sadandya,  i.e.  ydga-sahaya-kara- 
ndya,  for  giving  assistance  at  the  sacrifice.) 

Sadalhya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  =  sadaniya,  to  be  fol- 
lowed or  served,  to  be  honoured,  worthy  of  honour, 

(Say.  =  8eBacAa;  in  Rig-veda  V.  50,  2.  sadatliya 
is  made  a  substantive  and  interpreted  by  kdma,  i.  e. 
anv  desirable  thing.) 
Sadana,  am,  a,  n.  f.,  Ved.  the  act  of  honouring, 

favouring,  assisting ;  honour,  service ;  (as,  a,  am), 
to  be  honoured  or  served  (  =  sevya).  —  Sadanas- 
tama,  as,  ii,  am,  Ved.  to  be  excessively  followed  or 
honoured.  —  Sadand-vat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing 
honour,  honoured. 

Sadanasyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  desiring  attach- 
ment or  union,  (Say.  =samparkam  iddhat,  Rig- 

veda  X.  4,  3.) 
Sadaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  followed,  to  be 

honoured  or  served. 

Sadamdna,  of,  u,  am,  Ved.  following,  pursuing, 
seeking  after,  &c. 
Sadd  (thought  by  some  to  be  fr.  sand,  i.  e.  sa  + 

aild,  'going  with,'  cf.  sddi;  but  more  probably  an 
inst.  of  a  form  sad),  ind.,  Ved.  along  with,  at  the  same 

time  with,  together  with,  with  (  =  2.  saha,  but  some- 
times used  with  loc.  and  even  with  gen.  and  dat. ;  Say. 

often  interprets  this  word  by  sahdya,  '  an  associate, 
helper,'  evidently  connecting  it  with  rt.  sad) ;  with 
the  assistance  of.  —  Sadd-bhu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  being 
along  with,  united  with,  associated  with,  an  associate, 
(Say.  =  saha  vartamdna.) 
Sadana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  following,  pursuing,  &c. ; 

being  associated  with. 
Sadi,  i<,  m.  an  associate,  friend  [cf.  sakhi] ;  con- 

nection, intimacy,  friendship;  (is),  f.  the  wife  of 

Indra,  (also  written  s"adi.)  —  Sadi-vid,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
knowing  or  appreciating  friendship. 

Sadiva,  as,  m.  an  associate,  companion,  friend ; 
a  counsellor,  minister ;  the  dark  thorn-apple ;  (a), 
f.,  see  Vopa-deva  VI.  1 3.  —  Sadiva-td,  f .  the  position 

or  rank  of  a  minister.  —  Sadivdmaya  (°va-dm°), 
as,  m.  the  disease  Vi-sarpa. 
Sad,  f.  the  wife  of  Indra,  (also  written  iadl, 

H.v.)  —  Sadi-nandana,  as,  m.  '  Sadi's  delight,'  epi- 
thet of  Jayanta  (son  of  SacI  and  Indra). 

*J^fcfirT  sa-cakita,  as,  a,  am,  trembling, 
timorous,  timid,  startled ;  (am),  ind.  tremblingly,  with 
alarm,  timidly,  timorously,  in  a  startled  manner. 

«•«<•*  sa-dakra,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  circle 
or  discus;  (am),  ind.  together  with  a  wheel  or 
discus. 

fl^'Z^sa-dakshus,  us,  us,  us,  having  eyes, seeing. 
Sa-daTsshusha,  as,  a,  am,  having  eyes,  seeing. 

«-MM^  sa-danas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having 
the  same  food,  (Say.  =samdndnna,  Rig-veda  I. 
127,  II);  (according  to  some)  being  in  company 

with,  accompanied  by ;  [cf.  sadana."] 

*t  sa-carana-Kksha-rdga, 

as,  d,  am,  having  the  colour  of  feet-lac,  i.  e.  lac  used 
for  (dyeing)  the  feet. 

W'*KT*R  sa-darddara  ("ra-ad0),  as,  a,  am, 
comprehending  all  moving  and  motionless  creatures, 
comprising  animate  and  inanimate,  having  all  things, 
universal  ;  (am),  n.  the  universe. 

?P5f7  sa-dala,  as,  d,  am,  having  moving 
things  ;  moving. 

sa-ddru,  ns,  -ret,  u,  very  beautiful. 

sa-iitra,  as,  a,  am,  having  pictures, 

painted,  variegated. 

BPMcl=(i  sa-6illaka,  as,  a,  am,  having  sore 

eyes,  blear-eyed. 

^^rTT  sa-detana,  as,  a,  am,  having  con- 
sciousness, conscious,  sentient,  sensible,  animate, 

rational  ;  having  feeling  ;  recovering  sense  or  con- 
sciousness. 

Sa-detas,  as,  as,  as,  conscious,  reflective,  intelli- 
gent ;  having  the  same  mind,  unanimous. 

^^r?5  sa-dela,  as,  a,  am,  having  clothes, 
clothed,  dressed. 

fH^B  sa-deshta,  as,  d,  am,  making  effort 

or  exertion,  active  ;  (as),  m.  the  mango  tree,  Man- 

gifera  Indica. 
sad-darita.     See  under  sat. 

sadddrd,  f.  turmeric. 

sad-did-ansa,  sad-did-dnanda,  &c. 
See  under  sat,  p.  1052. 

tlfisij  sa-ddhidra  (sa-dh°),    as,   d,   am, 
having  defects,  faulty. 

sad-dhudra.     See  under  sa(. 

sa-ddheda  (sa-dh°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
cuttings  or  divisions,  having  interruptions,  interrupted. 

?T»T«T  sa-jana,  as,  d,  am,  having  men  or 
living  beings  ;  (as),  m.  a  man  of  the  same  family, 
kinsman. 

Sa-janapada,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  same 
country  ;  a  fellow-countryman. 

Sa-jandmdtya  (°na-am°),  as,  a,  am,  accompa- 
nied by  men  and  ministers. 

Sajaniya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  ancient  hymn. 
Sajanya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  kinsmen 

or  relations. 

Wiiyirt  sa-jambdla,  as,  d,  am,  having 
mud,  muddy,  clayey. 

?l»jrt>  sa-jala,  as,  d,  am,  possessing  or 
containing  water,  watery,  wet,  humid.  —  Sajala- 
tva,  am,  n.  wateriness.  —  Sajala-nayana,  as,  d, 

am,  watery-eyed. 
W»ffiT  sa-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  born  together, 

born  at  the  same  time;  (as),  m.,  Ved.  a  brother. 

—  Sajdta-rani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  loving  one's  brethren, attached  to  relations  or  kindred. 

Sa-jdti,  is,  is,  i,  of  the  same  sort  or  kind  or 
species,  of  the  same  class  or  tribe  or  caste  ;  (is),  m. 
the  son  of  a  man  and  woman  of  the  same  caste. 

Sa-jdtlya,  as,  d,  am,  of  the  same  kind  or  species  ; 
like,  similar  ;  of  the  same  class  or  tribe,  descended 
from  parents  of  the  same  caste. 

Sajdtya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  of  the  same  race 
or  family,  a  kinsman,  relation  ;  (am),  n.,  Ved. 
brotherhood,  relationship;  kinsfolk. 

^nTTT  sa-jura,  as,  d,  am,  accompanied  by 
a  lover,  together  with  a  paramour. 

*(f»1H«^  sa-jitvan,  d,  Sec.,  Ved.  conquer- 

ing common  enemies  (Say.  =  tsamdna-s'atru-jaya- 
i  fila,  samdna-jetri),  conquering  together,  victorious. 

ii  _i 

^** 

sa-jishnu,  us,  us,  u,  accompanied 

by  Arjuna. 
sa-jlva,  as,  d,  am,  having  life,  alive. 

sa-jash  or  sa-jus,  us,  us,  us  (fr.  rt. 

I.  /«*&Nwith  sa),  having  fondness  or  friendship, 
loving,  serving,  attached  to  ;  associated  together  ; 
an  associate,  companion;  (us),  ind.  (thought  by 
some  to  be  for  an  original  sajuhsliu,  Visarga  being 

dropped),  with,  together  with  (with  inst.). 
Sa-josha,as,d,am,Ved.  rejoicingtogether,  pleased 

together,  associated  through  fondness,  united. 
Sa-joshas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  associated  together, 

united  with  (with  inst.),  united  in  love  or  as  com- 
panions, loving. 

1.  sajj  (also  written  sant,  sanj), 
cl.  I  .  P.  A.  sajjati,  -te,  &c.,  to  go,  move. 

2.  say  or  sa.;,  cl.  i.  P.  sajjati,  sa- 
jati,  &c.  =  rt.  t.  sanj,  to  cling,  adhere; to  fasten. 

Sajja,  as,  d,  am,  covered,  clothed,  dressed  ; 
accoutred,  trimmed  ;  ornamented,  decorated,  pre- 

pared, made  ready  ;  armed,  fortified  ;  (a),  f.  dress  ; 
decoration  ;  apparatus,  equipment,  equipage,  harness, 
armour,  mail.  —  Sajja-karman,  a,  n.  the  work  of 

fitting  or  fastening  on,  making  ready,  dressing,  pre- 
paration. —  Sajja-td,  f.  the  being  prepared  or  made 

ready,  readiness.  —  Sajji-karatia,  am,  n.  the  act  of 

equipping,  arraying,  preparing,  decorating,  arming. 
—Sajji-kri,  d:S.  P.  A.  -Jcaroti,  -kurute,  -kartum, 
to  equip,  make  ready,  prepare,  array  ;  to  decorate, 
arm.  —  Sajji-krita,  as,  d,  am,  arrayed  ;  prepared  ; 

decorated,  armed.—  Sajji-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati, 
-Ihavitum,  to  become  equipped  or  accoutred  or 
decorated;  to  be  prepared  or  made  ready.  —  Sajji- 
bhtita,  as,  d,  am,  equipped;  prepared,  made  ready; 
decorated.  —  Sajji-bhuya,  ind.  having  become  pre- 

pared or  decorated,  in  full  decoration. 

1.  tajjana,  as,  d,  am,  fastening  on  clothes,  dress- 
ing, preparing,  putting  on  armour,  arming  ;  (am), 

n.  the  act  of  preparing  or  making  ready  ;  a  guard, 

sentry,  picket;    a  ferry,  Ghat;    (d),  f.  the  act  of 

dressing  ;    dress,    decoration,    equipment,   accoutre- 
ment, caparisoning  an  elephant,  arming. 

Sajjamdna,  as,  d,  am,  dressing,  making  ready, 
preparing,  arming;  hesitating  (in  speech). 

Sajjita,  as,  d,  am,  dressed  ;  decorated,  orna- 
mented ;  made  ready,  equipped,  accoutred,  armed. 

2.  saj-jana.   See  under  sa<,  p.  1052. 

sa-jya,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  bow-string, 
strung  (as  a  bow).  —  Sajya-sdyaka,  as,  d,  am, 
having  arrows  on  the  string  (said  of  a  bow). 

flTlftfd^  sa-jyotis,  is,  is,  is,  having  the 
same  light,  having  a  common  light;  (is),  n.  the 
time  during  which  the  sun  or  the  stars  give  light. 

Sa-jyotsnd,  f.  '  having  moonlight,'  scil.  rdtri,  a moonlight  night. 

ii^-i  sanf,  cl.  i.  P.  sahi'ati,  &c.  =  rts. 
N,  I.  sanj,  I.  iajj,  to  go,  &c. 

*RT  sanca,  as,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  san-daya), 

a  collection  of  leaves  for  writing,  (according  to  S'ab- 
da-k.  pustaka-lekhandrtha*pattra-daya  =  sand  in Bengali.) 

w^ofi  san-dak  (sam-6ak).     See  rt.  6ak. 
San-dakita,  as,  d,  am,  greatly  startled,  trembling, 

fearful,  afraid  ;  [cf.  pra-dakita.] 

fl^oS  sandaka  (?),  a  stamp  ;  a  disc. 

•«;!S<*I1  san-dakdna.    See  under  san-kan. 

^ra^i.  san-daksh  (sam-6°;  cf.  rt.  khyd), 
cl.  2.  A.  -dashte,  -dashtum,  to  look  at,  observe, 
notice,  consider,  contemplate,  survey,  examine,  re- 

flect upon  ;  to  enumerate  ;  to  report  or  relate  fully  ; 
to  avoid,  shun. 

2.  san-daksh,  f.,  Ved.  appearance,  sight,  (Say.  «a/i- 
=  sandar:Sane  sati,  Rig-veda  VI.  14,  4.) 

12  L 
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San-dalahiina,  as,  d,  am,  beholding  at  the  same 
time,  observing,  surveying,  examining. 

San-dakfhya,  ind.  having  observed,  having  re- 
flected on,  &c. 

W4^sah-fat,  t,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  II.  85. 
said  to  be  ft.  rt.  I.  di,  the  final  of  the  rt.  being 
dropped,  and  g  being  generally  inserted  after  sain, 
see  «ani-(at),  cheating,  deceit,  juggling ;  a  cheat. 

4  san-caya,  &c.    See  under  I.  san-di. 

son-tor  (sam-if;  cf.  san-kram),  cl. 
I .  P.  A.  -darati,  -te,  -daritum,  to  go  or  come  toge- 

ther, meet,  join  ;  to  go  or  walk  about,  move  about, 
roam,  wander,  graze ;  to  go  through,  pass  through, 
pervade,  roam  through ;  to  go  towards,  come  to, 
arrive  at,  reach,  attain ;  to  go  over  to,  pass  over  to, 
enter ;  to  stay,  remain,  live  in  the  practice  of  (with 

loc.) ;  to  practise  (with  ace.) :  Cans,  -ddrayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  cause  to  come  together,  make  to  meet, 

bring  into  contact ;  to  cause  to  go  or  put  in  motion, 
move,  lead  about ;  to  cause  to  pass  through  ;  to  cause 
to  go  towards,  convey,  deliver  over  to,  transmit, 
communicate ;  to  turn  out  to  graze. 

San-dara,  as,  m.  [cf.  san-krama],  going  or 
passing  through,  passage,  transit ;  a  way,  road,  route, 
course,  entrance,  gate,  doorway ;  difficult  passage  or 
progress,  travelling  by  inaccessible  routes,  any  narrow 
road  or  difficult  pass,  a  defile,  a  bridge  over  a  torrent, 
&c. ;  emanation,  development  (in  phil.) ;  the  body ; 
killing. 

Saii-darana,  as,  i,  am,  going  together,  meeting, 
converging;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  going  together; 
passing  through,  travelling,  going,  motion,  setting 
in  motion,  use. 

San-darat,  an,  antt,  at,  walking  or  wandering 
about ;  passing  through. 

SaA-daramdna,  as,  a,  am,  going  about,  roaming ; 
passing. 
Saii-darenya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  moving,  movable, 

unsteady,  changeable ;  (am),  n.  fickleness. 

San-ddra,  ae,  m.  passing  through,  passage,  pro- 
gress, transition,  course,  a  passage,  way,  road,  door- 
way, entrance ;  the  passage  or  entrance  of  the  sun 

into  a  new  sign  ;  difficult  progress ;  difficulty,  distress ; 
setting  in  motion ;  impelling,  inciting,  conveying, 
leading,  guiding ;  transmission,  communication  of 
disease,  contagion;  a  gem  supposed  to  be  in  the 

head  of  a  serpent.  —  Saiiddra-jivin,  i,  ini,  i,  living 
with  difficulty  or  by  going  to  others  for  aid,  distressed, 
calamitous,  indigent.  —  SanddraspUa,  at,  a,  am, 
purified  by  the  course  or  passage  (of  anything). 

San-ddraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  conveying,  transmitting, 
communicating,  leading ;  (as),  m.  a  leader,  guide, 
messenger;  an  instigator;  an  orator;  (ika),  f.  a 

female  messenger,  go-between ;  a  procuress ;  a  pair, 
brace ;  odour,  smell. 

Saa-ddrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  setting  in  motion, 
moving ;  impelling,  instigating ;  conveying,  leading, 
guiding,  transmission. 
San-ddriki,  f.     See  san-ddralca, 
Xaa-ddrita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  come  together, 

made  to  meet,  brought  into  contact ;  caused  to  go, 
set  in  motion,  moved,  impelled,  driven,  worked ; 

led,  conducted,  conveyed,  guided  ;  transmitted,  com- 
municated (as  disease). 

San-ddrin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  together,  meeting ; 
moving  about,  going,  moving,  roaming,  wandering, 
passing  through,  passing;  changeable,  fickle,  unsteady, 
not  permanent,  transitory  (  =  vy-abMi!drin  and  ap- 

plied to  a  class  of  Bhavas  which  are  the  reverse  of 

Kthnyin) ;  passing  with  difficulty ;  difficult  to  be 
passed,  inaccessible ;  setting  in  motion,  impelling ; 
acting  on,  influencing;  transmitted,  hereditary  (as 
disease);  contagious;  (i),  m.  a  particular  Bhava, 
(see  above) ;  air,  wind ;  incense,  perfume ;  (inl), 
(.  a  kind  of  scandent  shrub  (  =  )uinsa-paill).—  San- 

•.'??iJtI'tiva,  an,  m.  a  transitory  Hh'iva  or  feeling 
(  =  ej«j/,JvT"-)'-M,7ru) ;  a  concomitant  feeling. 
Sun-ddrya^tA-  having  caused  to  go  or  move, 

having  conducted  01"  convcyc<1  °'  'ed. 

san-i'al  (sam-d°),  cl.  I.  P.  -datati, 
•calitam,  to  move  about,  shake,  move  to  and  fro, 
waver,  oscillate,  quiver,  tremble ;  to  move  away, 
move  off,  move  on,  depart ;  to  start  or  jump  up : 

Caus.  -ddlayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  move  about 
or  tremble,  put  in  motion,  agitate;  to  push  away, 
move  or  drive  away,  remove,  expel. 

SaA-dala,  as,  a,  urn,  moving  about,  trembling, 

quivering.  —  Saiidala-nddi,  is,  f.  '  quivering  tube,' an  artery,  vein,  pulse. 

San-dalana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  moving  about,  agitation, 
trembling,  shaking. 

Saaddlana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  move 
about,  shaking,  agitation. 

San-ddlayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  shake, 
agitating. 

San-dalj,  f.  the  shrub  GunjS. 

San-ddlya,  ind.  having  moved  or  thrust  away, 
having  ejected. 

«=3i«isa»t'a»a,  as,  m.  (according  to  some) 
a  kind  of  bird,  species  of  hawk. 

?ff^  i.  san-di  (sam-di;  see  rt.  i.  di),  cl.  5. 

P.  A.  -dinoti,  -dinute,  -Return,  to  pile  together,  pile 
up,  heap  up,  accumulate,  collect,  gather  together, 
assemble ;  to  arrange  in  order. 

San-daya,  as,  m.  collection,  gathering,  heaping 
up,  accumulation,  construction,  heap,  hoard,  store, 
multitude,  number,  quantity. 

San-dayana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  piling  together, 
heaping  up,  putting  together,  collecting,  gathering ; 
collecting  the  ashes  or  bones  of  a  body  lately  burnt. 

San-dayaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  gathered  or  col- lected. 

San-dayika  in  mdsa-s,  q.  v. 
SaA-dayitvd  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having  collected 

or  accumulated. 

Szn-dayin,  i,  vni,  i,  who  or  what  collects,  col- 
lecting, accumulating,  gathering. 

Sari-ddyya,  as,  m.  a  particular  sacrifice  at  which 
the  juice  of  the  acid  Asclepias  is  drank. 

San-dita,  as,  a,  am,  heaped  up,  accumulated, 
collected,  gathered,  saved,  assembled,  reckoned  up, 
enumerated ;  filled  with,  furnished  or  provided  with, 
full  of;  impeded,  obstructed ;  dense,  thick  (as  a wood). 

San-diti,  is,  f.  a  collection ;  N.  of  the  ninth  book 
of  the  Sata-patha-BrShmana. 
San-dinval,  an,  atl,  at,  or  sandinvdna,  as,  a, 

am,  accumulating,  collecting,  &c. 

San-detavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  accumulated  or collected. 

San-deya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  accumulated ;  to  be 
collected  or  gathered. 

Tffe  2.  sah-6i  (sam-di).     See  rt.  2.  di. 

San-ditya,  ind.  having  reflected,  (perhaps  for  san- dintya.) 

«r=ar^  sah-dit  (sam-f°;  see  rt.  4.  tit],  cl. 
i.  3.  P.  -detati,  -diketti,  -detitum,Ved.  to  observe 
together,  survey,  view,  notice ;  to  be  of  the  same 
mind  or  opinion,  agree  together,  be  unanimous  : 
Caus.  -detayati,  -yitum,  to  observe,  be  aware  of, 

perceive. San-dflcitvas,  an,  ushi,  at,  one  who  has  observed, 
one  who  knows  thoroughly. 

^an-i'dayamana,  as,  d,  am,  observing,  being 
aware  of,  perceiving. 

titaaT  san-ditra  (sam-6°),  f.  the  plant 
Salvinia  Cucullata  (  =  mtisha-karni). 

«r*it{san-dint  (sam-6°),  cl.  10.  P.  -dinta- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  think  about,  meditate  on,  think 
over,  think  of,  reflect  about  (with  ace.) ;  to  reflect, 
consider;  to  design,  intend,  destine. 

San-dintana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  thinking  about, 
considering,  reflecting. 

San-dintayat,  an,  anil,  at,  thinking  of,  medi- tating upon. 

San-dintayttvd  (anom.  ind.  part.),  ind.  having 
reflected,  &c. 

Fmi-dintita,  as,  d,  am,  thought  about,  delibe- 
rated, weighed  ;  designed,  intended  (for  an  office)  ; 

appointed. 
Sandintita-vat,dn,ati,at,  one  who  has  reflected, &c. 

San-dint i/a,  ind.  having  reflected  or  considered, 
being  thoughtful,  musing,  pondering. 

*tWl=t*.M  snh-clvaraya,  Nom.  -divarayate, 

-yitum,  to  assume  the  dress  of  an  ascetic. 

«^5  sah-dud  (sam-d°),  Caus.  -dodayati, 
•yitum,  to  impel,  push  on,  incite,  drive,  shoot  off; 
to  excite,  inflame,  arouse,  animate,  instigate,  further ; 
to  brandish,  wield ;  to  summon,  challenge  ;  to  pro- 

cure quickly,  assist  to  obtain  (Ved.). 

Sati-dodita,  as,  d,  am,  impelled,  urged  on,  incited, 
driven ;  ordered,  commanded. 

Tl^SUl  san-durnaya  (sam-<!°),  Nom.  P. 
-durnayati,  -yitum,  to  grind  to  powder,  commi- 

nute, pulverize. 
San-durnana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  grinding  to  pow- 

der, comminution,  crushing  or  breaking  to  pieces. 
San-durnita,  as,  d,  am,  completely  pulverized, 

comminuted ;  cut  or  broken  to  pieces. 

*T^5  sah-(ush  (sam-6°),  Pass,  -diishyate, 
to  be  in  a  state  of  great  heat,  boil  up. 

*T^nr  safi-cesht  (sam-d0),  cl.  I .  A.  -deshtate, 

-deshtitum,  to  be  restless  or  disturbed ;  to  exert  one's 
self,  make  effort,  strive,  act. 

San-deshtamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  restless  or 
disturbed  ;  making  effort,  striving. 

«=s^  sah-fyu  (sam-c°),  Caus.  -dyavayati, 

•yitum,  to  cause  to  fall  oft",  strike  off,  knock  off, remove. 

*T>2S<[  i .  san-dhad  (sam-dh°;  seert.  I .  dhad), 
cl.  IO.  P.  -dhu(Jai/ali,  -yittim,  to  cover  over,  en- 

velop, conceal,  hide,  obscure ;  to  put  on  (as  a  gar- 

ment). 

San-iHianna,  as,  5,  am,  entirely  covered  or  en- 
veloped, concealed,  hidden,  obscure ;  surrounded ; 

invested,  clothed. 

San-dhddana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  covering  or  con- 
cealing, obscuring. 

San-dhddya,  ind.  having  covered  over  or  enve- 

loped, &c. 
SaA-dltadyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  entirely 

covered  over  or  concealed. 

«>etc  2.  san-dhad  or  san-dhand  (sam-dh°; 
see  rt.3-  dliwl),  Caus.  -d/iadaijati,  -dhandayati,  -yi- 

tum, to  gratify  with  anything  (inst.),  present,  offer. 
tfan-dltandyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  presented 

or  offered. 

«f>ia<(  sah-dhid  (sam-dh°),  cl.  7.  P.  A. 
-dhinattl,  -dhintte,  -dhettum,  to  cut  to  pieces ;  to 
cut  off,  hack  off,  chop  off;  to  cut  through,  penetrate, 

pierce,  split ;  to  cut  away,  destroy,  remove,  resolve 
(a  doubt  &c.)  ;  to  decide,  settle,  answer  (a  question 
&c.) :  Pass,  -dhidyate,  to  be  cut  to  pieces ;  to  be 
cut  off,  &c. 

San-dhidya,  ind.  having  cut  to  pieces;  having 
cut  away,  &c. 

San-dhidgat,  an,  anti,  at,  mutually  cutting  off 
or  cutting  to  pieces. 
San-dhidyamdna,ae,  a,  am,  being  cut  to  pieces, 

being  hacked. San-dhinna,  as,  d,  am,  cut  to  pieces,  cut  off; 

dissipated,  removed. i.  sanj  (=rts.  sand,  i.  sajj),  cl.  i. 

P.  sanjati,  &c.,  to  go,  move. 
II  ij   2.  sanj   (sometimes  written  sajj, 

^^  which  appears  to  be  a  form  of  the  rt. 
developed  out  of  sajjate,  ep.  for  Pass,  sajyale),  cl. 
i.  P.  sajati  (ep.  also  eajjati),  sasanja  (ep.  also 
sasajja),   sankeltyati,    asankshlt,  sanktum,   to 



<  sakta. 

cling  or  adhere  to,  stick ;  to  fasten :  Pass,  sajyate (ep.  also  sajjate),  to  be  attached,  become  attached 
or  connected,  adhere,  cling,  slick:  Caus.  sanjayati, 
•yitum,  Aor.  asasatijat,  to  cause  to  stick  or  cling to;  to  cause  to  be  connected  or  have  intercourse 
with:^Desid.  sisankshati :  Intens.  sdsajyate,  sd- 
sankti;  [cf.  Gr.  acmai,  aa-ffi,  adf/ta^  aaxros, 
aaKTwp,  (probably)  aoKnos,  aaxras.^ 
Sakta,  as,  a,  am,  clung,  stuck  or  attached  to, 

joined  or  connected  with,  in  contact  with,  near  at 
hand,  impending ;  addicted  or  devoted  to,  fond  of, 
intent  on ;  diligent,  attentive ;  belonging  or  related 
to,  concerning ;  hindered,  impeded,  (a-saktam,  ind. 
uninterruptedly.)  -  Sakta-vaira,  as,  a.  am,  con- stant in  enmity. 

Saliti,  is,  f.  clinging  to,  attachment,  contact 
union,  junction,  cohesion,  addiction  to,  devotion. 
—  Sakti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  attachment, attached  or  addicted  to,  fond  of. 

2.  sanga,  as,  m.  (for  i.  tan-ga  see  under  san- 
gam),  clinging  to,  adhering  to,  attachment,  addiction 
or  devotion  to,  fondness,  propensity  for,  worldly  or 
elfish  attachment,  affection,  desire,  wish,  cupidity. -Samja-mhita,  as,  a,  am,  free  from  attachment 

indifferent,  unworldly,  stoiczL-Sanga-varjila,  as, 
a,  am,  free  from  worldly  attachments  or  affections, 
unworldly.  -  2.  sattga-vidyuti,  is,  f.  separation  from 
worldly  affection,  dissolution  of  worldly  attachments. 

2.  sangin,  J,  in'i,  i  (for  I.  see  under  san-gam), ill   of  attachment  or  devotion,  attached,  devoted, 
addicted  to,  fond  of,  intent  on,  connected  with ;  fu 
of  affection  or  desire,  desirous ;   libidinous,  lustful 
continuous,  uninterrupted,  (KirSt.  XIV.  59.) Saiijana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  clinging,  adhering sticking. 

saiijiiin. 

SaA-jalpita,  as,  d,  am,  spoken  together,  spoken uttered ;  (am),  n.  spoken  words,  talk. 

"^tlT  sun-javana,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 
n.ju  with  mm;  probably  for  eam-yarana,'(t.  it. 
2-2/"),_a  group  of  four  houses,  a' quadrangle ;  [cf. 
sa.m-ynma.no.,  saii-jivana.'} 

"fo  *«»-./»  (sam-ji),  cl.  i.  P.  -jay ati,  -je- 
twm,  to  conquer  together ;  to  gain  or  acquire  (by conquest  &c.),  conquer  entirely;  to  obtain  or  acquire 
together,  win. 

San-jaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  charioteer  of  king Dhrita-rSshtra;  of  a  son  of  Su-plr$va;  of  a  son  of 
Prati-kshatra;  of  a  son  of  Ranaii-jaya. 
San-jayat,  an,  anti,  at,  conquering,  victorious 
ban-jigivas,  an,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  has  com 

pletely  conquered,  victorious. 
San-jit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  completely  conquering,  win 

nmg. 

San-jita,  as,  d,  am,  entirely  conquered,  com pletely  overcome,  vanquished. 
San-jiti,  is,  f.  complete  victory. 
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san-jihdna.     See  under  sam-ha 

sah-jiv  (sam-f),  cl.  I.  P.  -jivat 
(ep.  also  A.  -te),  -jivttum,  to  live  with  or  together to  hve  exist  li 

sahjatara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city. 

,  san-jan  (sam-f),  cl.  4.  A.  -jay at, 
-janitum,  to  be  born  or  produced  together  with to  be  born,  arise,  grow,  be  produced,  come  int 
existence,  take  place,  appear,  happen;  to  become 
be ;  to  elapse,  pass  (as  time)  ;  to  bring  forth  :  Caus 
-janayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  born,  bring  forth generate,  beget,  produce,  create,  cause,  form,  make. 
San-ja,  as,  m.  'universal  producer,'  epithet  o Brahma  ;  of  Siva ;  (a),  f.  a  she-goat. 
San-janana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  begetting,  causing producing. 

San-janayat,  an,  anti,  at,  begetting,  producing causing. 

Saii-janita,  as,  a,  am,  produced,  caused,  created 
San-jata,  as,  a,  am,  born,  produced,  grown,  ap- 

peared, arisen,  become,  aroused  (often  at  the  begin- 
ning of  comps.  in  the  sense  •  becoming,'  '  growing 

'grown');  elapsed,  passed  (as  time).  -  SaAjdtd- kopa,  as,  a,  am,  growing  angry,  becoming  enraged. 
—  Sanjata-kautuka,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  curiosity roused,  becoming  curious.  -  Saiijdta-nirveda,  as,  a, 
am,  grown  despondent.  -  SaAjata-vitnxmbha,  as, 
a,  am,  having  confidence  excited,  becoming  confi- 

dent. —Sanjatershya  (°la-ir'),  as,  a,  am,  becom- ing envious. 

W^san-jap  (sam-f),  cl.  I.  P.  -japati, 
-japitum,  to  whisper  or  talk  about,  speak  about,  tell of,  report,  communicate. 

i  sah-jaya.    See  under  san-ji,  col.  2. 

J  san-jarbhurana.  See  under  sam- 
l>lt  itr. 

^<^san-jalp  (sam-f),  cl.  I.  P.  -jalpati, 
-jfilpitum,  to  speak  or  talk  together,  converse,  speak, chatter,  chat. 

San-jalpa,  as,  m.  talking  together,  conversation  ; 
confused  discourse,  chattering,  uproar,  confusion. 
SaA-jalpat,  an,  anti,  at,  conversing  speaking- chattering,  babbling ;  talking  boldly. 
SaA-jalpamana,  as,  a,  am,  speaking  together, conversing. 

to  hve,  exist,  live  by  any  business  or  occupation (With  mst.) ;  to  revive,  be  restored  to  life :  Caus 
•ji  my ati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  live,  make  alive vivify,  bring  to  life,  revive,  re-animate,  animate enliven ;  to  maintain,  nourish. 

San-jijirayisku,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  bring  to life  or  enliven. 

San-jiva,  as,  d,  am,  living  together,  living. 
Sati-jivaka,  as,  ika,  am,  living  together ;  animat- 

ing; (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  bull  (in  the  HitopadeSa). 
San-jii-at,  an,  anti,  at,  living  together,  living. 
San-jivana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  living  together  • 

bringing  to  life,  animating,  re-animating,  life-restor- 
ing ;  a  cluster  of  four  houses,  a  quadrangle  [cf.  san- 

javana']  ;  a  particular  hell,  (one  of  the  twenty-one kinds  mentioned  in  Manu  IV.  89) ;  (F),  f.  making 
alive  causing  life ;  epithet  of  food  ;  a  kind  of  elixir ; 
N.  of  Malh-natha's  commentaries  on  the  Kumara- sambhava,  Megha-duta,  and  Raghu-vansa. 

San-jh-amdna,  as,  d,  am,  coming  to"  life,  recover- ing, reviving. 

San-jivayat,  an,  anti,  at,  making  alive,  vivify- ing, animating ;  restoring  to  life. 
Sanjivita,  as,  d,  am,  vivified,  enlivened,  animated. 

San-jlvin,  i,  inl,  i,  rendering  alive,  enlivening' 
re-animating. 

San-jwya,  ind.  having  lived  together;  having  lived. 
*'*I3^T  saA-J"ahuks/id.  See  under  satt- 

guh. 
^    san-jushta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  jush 

with  sam),  visited,  frequented,  inhabited,  filled  with. 

_  san-jurv  (sam-f,-  connected  with 
an-jmr),  d.  i.  P.  -junali,  -junitum,  Ved.  to burn  up,  consume  (by  fire). 

^WT  san-jrimbh  (sam-f),  cl.  i.  A.  -jrim- 
hate,  -ji-imbhitum,  to  gape  open,  be  unfolded, ecome  displayed,  appear. 

V^san-jfi  (sam-jn,  see  rt.  3.jfi;  cf.  rt. 
.gri),  cl.  i.  A.  -jarate,  &c.,  Ved.  to  sound  forth 
raise,  to  extol,  (Say.  sanjarcta  =  mmvardhayatu, 
*ig-veda  IV.  3,  15;  sa>ijaratam  =  etauta  Rig- eda  IV.  4,  8.) 

i.  san-jna,  as,  d,  um  (see  i.jha;  cf. 
.  pra-jna),  knock-kneed. 
San-jiiu,    us,    us,   «.  =  samhdta-jdnu,   knock- need. 

n  san-jnd  (sam-f),  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -jdndti, 
Unite,  -jndtum,  to  be  of  the  same  mind,  agree 
gether,  come  to  a  mutual  understanding,  live  in 
irmony  with  (with  inst.  or  ace.,  Pan.  II.  3,  22), 

understand  one  another  (A.);  to  be  conscious,  be 
aware,  know,  understand,  comprehend ;  to  acknow- 

ledge, recognise,  own  (generally  A.);  to  acknowledge 
or  claim  as  one's  own,  take  possession  of  (P.) ;  to direct,  appoint,  assign,  intend  (for  any  purpose), 
destine  (usually  A.) ;  to  think  of,  recollect  sorrow- 

fully (P.,  with  ace.  or  gen.,  Pan.  I.  3,  46,  cf.  P5». 

lr-  3.  S2);  to  watch  for:  Caus.  -jfutpaynti,  -jn'a- payati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  of  one  mind  or 
agree  together;  to  appease,  gratify,  console,  satisfy; 
to  cause  to  acquiesce  or  agree  in,  pacify,  quiet  (espe- 

cially any  animal  destined  for  sacrifice  which  ought 
not  to  be  led  forcibly  but  made  to  resign  itself) ;  to 
cause  to  be  conscious,  animate ;  to  make  intelligible, 
cause  to  be  understood  or  known,  cause  to  under- 

stand, apprise,  cause  to  recognise ;  to  make  a  sign 
to  any  one,  to  communicate  or  make  anything 
known  by  signs ;  to  command,  enjoin,  instruct. 

2.  san-jna,  as,  a,  am,  named,  called,  designated 
(fr.  the  fern,  sati-jiia  below,  used  at  the  end  of  adj. 
comps.,  cf.  samasa-s°);  being  conscious;  (d),  {. sense,  consciousness,  becoming  aware  of  anything, 

knowledge,  understanding,  intellect,  thought,  mind', right  mind ;  sign,  token,  symbol,  gesture,  gesticula- 
tion;   name,   appellation,    title,   designation,  term; 

(in  grammar)  the  name  of  anything  thought  of  as 
standing  by  itself,  any  name  or  noun  having  a  special 
meaning,  (the  expression  sanjiiayam  therefore  de- 

notes  the   use   of  a  word  in  some  peculiar  sense 
rather  than  in  ib  strictly  etymological  meaning ;  for 
example,  as  a  proper  name;  and  a  derived  or  com- 

pounded word  can  only  be  called  Sanjiia  when  the 
idea  it  expresses  is  not  clearly  rendered  by  analysis) ; 
the  technical  name  of  any  affix,  &c.  (e.  g.  the  tech- 

nical expressions  gha,  ghu) ;  N.  of  the  Gayatri  or most  sacred  verse  of  the  Veda,  (see  gayatrl) ;  N. 
of  a  daughter  of  Vis'va-karman  and  wife  of  the  Sun  ; am),  n.  a  yellow   fragrant  wood,  yellow  sanders 
=pita-kdstitka).-.SanjAa-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of 

an  astronomical  work  by  Nlla-kantha.  -Sanjnadhi- 
•ara  (°na-adh°),  as,  m.  (in  PSnini)  a  heading  or presiding  rule  which  gives  a  particular  name  to  the 
ules  which  fall  under   it   and   influences  them  all. 
—  Sanjna-praTcarana,  am,  n.  explanation  of  the 
;rammatical    SanjiiSs.  -  Saiij&artJutm    (°tia-ar°), 
id.  for  a  sign.  -Sanjiia-i-at,  an,  ati,  at,  having 
:onsciousness,  become  sensible,  revived,  recovered; 
laving  a  name  or  denomination.  —  SaAjna-vishayd, 
s,  m.  'having  a  name  for  subject,'  an    epithet, ttributive.  -Sanjiid-suta,  as,  m.  'son  of  Sanjnj,' aturn. 

SaAjanana,  as,  a,  am,  being  of  the  same  mind, 
greeing ;  knowing,  observing,  understanding,  watch- 
g,  waiting,  who  or  what  keeps  watch. 
San-jnaka,  as,  ika,  am,  having  a  name,  called, 

named  (often  at  the  end  of  comps.;  cf.  ravi-s). 
San-jnapat,  an,  anti,  at  (ep.  for  sanjiiapayat), instructing,  commanding. 

San-jnapana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  killing,  sacrificing (an  animal  &c.). 

San-jnapita,  as,  d,  am,  sacrificed,  killed. 
San-jnapta,  as,  d,  am,  apprised ;  killed,  suffocated, 

sacrificed. 

San-jnapti,  is,  f.  apprising,  informing;  killing, 

slaying. 

San-jna,  {.     See  above  under  2.  tan-jna, 
titiil-jiiata,  as,  d,  am,  known,  understood,  des- tined or  intended  for. 

SaA-jiidna,  am,  n.  knowing,  understanding, 
knowledge. 

San-jnapana,  am,  n.  apprising,  informing;  teach- ing; killing,  slaughter. 
San-jAdpita,  as,  d,  am,  killed,  suffocated  (as  a 

victim). 

SaA^Adpya,  ind.  having  made  known  by  signs  • having  killed. 

Sanjiiita,  as,  a,  am,  named,  called,  designated, denominated,  termed. 

Sanjnin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  a  name,  named,  termed 
that  which  receives  a  name  or  has  a  term  given  to 
it  in  grammar. 
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col.  i. 
san-jiiu.     See  I.  san-jna,  p.  io;,i, 

(sam-j°;  cf.  san-juru,  san- 
jral\  cl.  I.  P.  -jvarati,  -jraritum,  to  be  in  great 
fever  or  heat,  be  greatly  depressed  or  grieved,  be 
afflicted  or  sorrowful,  grieve. 

Saii-jrara,  as,  m.  great  heat  or  fever  ;  heat,  the 
heat  of  fire,  burning,  scorching,  a  bum  ;  the  heat  of 
anger,  indignation.  —  Snnjviira-vat,  an,  alt,  at, 

full  of  heat  or  fever,  hot.  —  Saiijvardlura  (°ra-dt°), 
as,  a,  am,  afflicted  or  affected  with  fever,  fevered. 

San-jvdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  fevered,  diseased,  feverish. 

tixRtrt  san-jval  (sam-j°),  cl.  I  .  P.  -jvalati, 
-jvalitum,  to  blaze  up,  burn  brightly,  flame  :  Cam. 
-jvdlayati,  -yltum,  to  cause  to  blaze  up  or  name, 
light  up,  illuminate,  kindle,  light;  to  inflame. 

San-jvalat,  an,  antl,  at,  blazing,  flaming,  burning. 
8an-jvalya,  ind.  having  lighted,  having  kindled 

(a  Hre  &c.). 

II  J   sat,  cl.  I.  P.  satati,  sasata,  satitum, 

^  to  be  z  part  or  portion  ;  cl.  10.  P.  sdta- 

yati,  -yitum,  (not  to  be  distinguished  fr.  rt.  sat), 
to  manifest,  show. 

?T7  sata,  am,  a,  n.  f.  (=jata,  fata;  ac- 

cording to  some  also  as,  m.),  an  ascetic's  matted  or 
clotted  hair,  the  hair  collected  into  a  loose  braid  and 
twisted  forwards  upon  the  forehead,  a  braid  of  hair 
(in  general)  ;  the  mane  (of  a  lion  &c.)  ;  the  bristles 
(of  a  boar)  ;  a  crest,  (in  these  last  three  senses  usually 

a,  f.)  —  Satdnka  (°td-an°),  ae,  m.  •  mane-marked,' 
a  Hon.  —  Satd-pdtala,  ae,  m.  the  red  mane  (of  a 
lion). 

tisjgK  sa-tankara,  as,  a,  am,  having 
notoriety  or  fame,  famous. 

flf?  sati,  is,  f.  (=  fati),  the  plant  called 
zedoary  or  a  kind  of  Curcuma. 
Salikd,  f.  —  salt,  sati. 
Salt,  f.  =  sati  above  ;  a  kind  of  perfume. 

WTfai  sa-tika,  as,  a,  am,  accompanied  by  a 
comment  or  exposition,  explained  by  a  commentary. 

1J  J  satt,  cl.  10.  P.  sat  (ay  ati,  -yitum,  to 
<5  hurt,  injure,  kill  ;  to  be  strong  or  powerful  ; 

to  give  ;  to  take  ;  to  dwell,  inhabit. 

*ig<*  sattaka,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  minor 
drama  (in  Prakrit). 

fl^T  suti-a,  {.  a  kind  of  bird;  a  musical 
instrument  (  =  vddya). 

sath  (=rts.  snath,  3.  Sath,  svath), 
N  d.   10.   P.  sd/hayaii,  -yitum,  to  finish, 

complete,  adorn  ;  to  leave  unfinished  ;  to  go,  move. 

fl<}l  sathi,  f.  the  plant  zedoary  ;  [cf.  sati.'] 

««U<J3  sana-sutra,  am,  n.  (for  s~ana-sutra), 
hempen  cord  or  thread,  packthread. 

sanafiasfia,  N.  of  a  place. 

sanda,  as,  m.  (=^sanda,  s/tanda),  a 
eunuch. 

sandisa,  as,  m.  (=  san-dausa),  a 
pair  of  tongs  or  nippers. 

san-di  (sam-di),  cl.  I.  4.  A.  -day  ate, 
-ilii/iifr,  -rlaytttim,  to  fly  together. 
San-dina,  am,  n.  flying  together,  one  of  the 

modes  of  flight  attributed  to  birds  ;  alighting  from  a 
flight,  perching  (as  a  bird). 

ITi^sat,  an,  ati,  at  (Pres.  part,  of  rt.  I.  as), 
being,  existing  ;  real,  essential,  true  ;  good,  virtuous  ; 
right,  proper  ;  excellent,  best  ;  handsome,  beautiful  ; 
venerable,  respectable  ;  wise,  learned  ;  firm,  steady  ; 
(i),  f.  a  virtuous  wife,  &c.,  (see  p.  1053)  ;  (sat),  n. 
that  which  rtallj  is,  entity  or  existence,  essence,  the 
true  being,  the  really  existent,  the  self-existent  or 

Universal  Spirit,  Brahma ;  that  which  is  good  or  real 
or  true,  reality,  truth;  water,  (in  Naigh.  I,  12.  sat 

is  enumerated  among  \\ie  uda.lia-niima.ni ;  cf.  sa- 
tina) ;  (sat),  ind.  well,  rightly,  fitly ;  [cf.  Gr.  wv 
(Ion.  tan'  for  iaair) ;  Lat.  sens,  sent-is,  in  pra-sens, 

ab-stns;  Lith.  Nom.  m.  esaiis,  f.  esanti."]fSad- darita  or  sad-faritra,  am,  n.  good  conduct,  good 

behaviour ;  (as,  d,  am),  well-conducted,  well-behaved, 
virtuous,  honest,  upright.  —  Saddarita-mimdnad,  f., 
N.  of  a  work  by  VidyS-niv5sa-bhatt5<!arya.  —  Sa<!- 

<!it,  t,  n. '  existence  and  thought,"  epithet  of  Brahma 
or  the  Supreme  Spirit.  —  Sad-did-ans'a,  as,  m.  a 
portion  of  existence  and  thought. — Sad-did-dtman, 
d,  m.  the  soul  which  consists  of  entity  (or  essence) 

and  thought.  —  Sad-did-dnanda,  am,  n.  '  existence 

(or  entity),  thought  (or  knowledge),  and  joy,'  epithet 
of  Brahma  or  the  Supreme  Spirit ;  of  Vishnu.  —  Sad- 
did-dnanda-ntaya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of  existence, 
thought,  and  joy.  —  Saddiddnanda-stotra,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  hymn  addressed  to  Ganesa  (extracted  from  the 
Sanatkumara-samhita).—  Sad-d/iila  (sat-if},  as,  a, 

am,  of  a  virtuous  disposition,  benevolent.  —  Sad- 

dhudra  (sat-s'u0),  as,  m.  a  good  S'fldra,  a  S'Qdra who  has  gone  through  the  ceremonies  customary  in 

some  places  even  for  men  of  the  lower  caste.  «•  2.  saj- 
jana,  as,  a,  am  (for  i.sajjana  see  under  rt.  2.  sajj, 
p.  1049),  well-born,  of  good  family,  respectable, 
reputable,  virtuous,  good ;  (as),  m.  a  good  man, 
virtuous  man ;  a  proper  N.  —  Sajjana-f/arhita,  as, 

il,  am,  despised  by  the  virtuous.  —  Sajjana-val- 

laliha, '  friend  of  the  good,'  N.  of  a  work.— Saj- 
janeshta.  (°na-ishc),  as,  a,  am,  desired  or  chosen 
by  the  good.  —  Sajjanaikavasati  (°na-ek°),  is,  is, 
i,  residing  only  in  the  good. —Satt-td,  &c.,  see 

under  sati,  p.  1055.  —  Sat-kadamba,  as,  m.  'good 
Kadamba,'  a  species  of  Kadamba,  (Nauclea  Cordi- 
folia.)— Sat-kartri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  acting  well;  treat- 

ing well  or  kindly;  (to),  m.  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
—  Sat-karman,  a,  n.  a  good  or  virtuous  act,  pious 
deed ;  virtue,  piety ;  hospitality ;  funeral  obsequies ; 

expiation.—  Sat-Ttavi-mis'ra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 
—  Sat-kdndandra,  as,  m.  'good  mountain  ebony,' 
a  sort  of  ebony  (  =  rakta-kd>idana).  —  Sat-kdnda, 
as,  m.  a  hawk,  kite.  —  Sat-kdra,  as,  m.  kind  action, 
kind  treatment,  hospitable  treatment  or  reception, 
hospitality ;    reverence,  respect ;    care,  attention  ;  a 
meal ;  a  festival,  religious  observance.  —  Satkardrha 

(°ra-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  worthy  of  hospitable  treatment. 
—  Sat-kula,  am,  n.  a  good  family,  noble  family. 
~Sat-kulina,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  a  good 
family,  born  of  a  noble  family,  well-born,  nobly 
descended.  —  Satkulodbhava  (Qla-ud7),  a»,  a,  am, 
sprung  from  a  noble  family.  —  Sat-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A. 
-karoti,  -kurute,  &c.,  to  do  well  or  rightly,  treat 
well  or  kindly,  treat  with  respect,  receive  hospitably, 
welcome ;    to  honour,  worship  ;    to  adorn :    Caus. 

•kdrayati,  Sec.,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  treated  with 
respect  or  reverence,  show  reverence,  pay  respect. 

—Sat-krita,  as,  d,  am,  done  well,  acted  rightly  or 
properly;  treated  with  respecter  hospitality;  respected, 
revered,  honoured;   worshipped,  adored,  welcomed, 
saluted  ;    entertained  ;    (as),   m.   epithet  of  Siva  ; 
(am),  n.  virtue;   respect;   hospitality.  —Sat-lcriti, 
is,  f.  doing  good,  acting  properly,  virtue,  morality ; 
treating  with  respect,  hospitality .  —  Sat-kritya,  ind. 
having  treated  with  respect,  &c.,  having  hospitably 

entertained.  —  Sat-hriyd,  f.  a  good  action,  virtuous 
action,  doing  good,  charity,  virtue ;  respectful  treat- 

ment, salutation,  welcome,  courtesy,  worship,  homage, 
hospitality;  any  purificatory  ceremony;    funeral  or 
obsequial  ceremonies.  —  Sat-tama,  as,  d,  am,  very 
good  or  right ;  most  virtuous ;  excellent,  best ;  very 
venerable  or  respectable.  —  Snt-ta,  f.  existence,  entity, 
being,  reality;  a  particular  J ati  (in  phil.)  ;  goodness, 
excellence,  see  sal-tea  below.  —  Sattd-mdtra,  am, 
n.  mere  entity  or  existence.  ~Sattd-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 

endowed  with  existence,  possessing  reality.  —  Sattd- 

vdpya  (°td-av°),  as,  <i,  am,  included  in  (the  notion 
of)   existence.  —  Sat-tva,  am,  n.  being,   existence, 
(itvara-tattn,  the  existence  of  a  Supreme  Being), 
entity,  essence,  nature,  true  essence,  life,  the  principle 

of  being,  breath,  spirit,  mind,  sense,  consciousness  ; 
an  embryo ;  substance,  thing,  wealth ;  elementary 
substance  (as  earth,  air,  fire,  &c.) ;  anything  of  which 

a  property  may  be  predicated  ;  any  living  or  sentient 
being,  animal,  beast,  evil  being,  demon,  spirit,  ghost, 
goblin,  monster,  (in  these  senses  also  at,  m.) ;  a 
substantive,  noun  ;  goodness,  virtue,  excellence  ;  truth, 
certainty,  reality ;  strength,  energy,  vigour,  power, 

courage,  self-command,  sound  sense,  good  sense, 
wisdom  ;  the  quality  of  purity  or  goodness  (regarded 
in  philosophy  as  the  highest  of  the  three  Gunas 
which  are  supposed  to  constitute  the  external  world, 
the  other  two  being  rajas  and  tamos,  see  guna; 

the  quality  of  sattva  renders  a  person  in  whom  it 
predominates  chaste,  true,  honest,  wise,  &c.,  and  a 
thing  pure,  clean,  &c.);  any  natural  property,  quality, 
characteristic,  disposition ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Sattra-kashdya,  as,  m.  one  of  the 

signs  of  decay  (with  Buddhists,  see  kashdya).  —  Sat- 
tra-guna,  ae,  m.  the  quality  of  purity  or  goodness, 
(see  above.)  —  Sattvagunin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  the 
above  quality  predominant.  —  Sattva-td,  f.  purity, 

goodness,  the  existence  of  the  Sartva-guna.  —  Sattra- 
pradhana,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  quality  of  good- 

ness predominant.  —  Sattvam-ejaya,  as,  a,  am,  ter- 

rifying living  beings,  making  animals  tremble.  —  Sat- 
tra-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  endowed  with  life,  living, 
existent,  a  living  being ;  endowed  with  or  possessed 
of  the  true  essence ;  endowed  with  strength,  mag- 

nanimous, endowed  with  the  quality  of  goodness, 

pure,  virtuous.  —  Sattva-tiplava,  as,  m.  loss  of  con- 
sciousness. —  Sattva-mhita,  as,  d,  am,  effected  or 

caused  by  nature,  natural ;  caused  by  goodness ; 

virtuous,  upright.  —  Sattva-vritti,  is,  f.  the  con- 
dition or  quality  of  goodness,  &c.  —  Sattva-&la,  as, 

d,  am,  of  a  virtuous  disposition,  disposed  to  what  is 
right  and  good.  —  Sattva-famiStuldhi,  is,  f.  purity 
of  nature  or  disposition.  —  Sattva-santdviskta,  ae, 
d,  am,  filled  or  thoroughly  penetrated  by  the 

quality  of  goodness.  -•  Sattta-sampanna,  as,  d, 
am,  endowed  with  the  quality  of  goodness,  good, 

excellent ;  equable,  even-minded.  —  Satlva-sam- 
plava,  as,  m.  universal  destruction  of  beings ;  loss 
of  vigour.  —  Sattva-sdra,  as,  m.  essence  of  strength; 
a  most  powerful  person.  —  Sattra-stha,  as,  d,  am, 
being  in  the  nature  (of  anything) ;  inherent  in 
animals ;  animate ;  being  in  the  quality  of  good- 

ness, excellent,  holy,  pure.  —  Sattranurupa  (°va- 
an°),  as,  d,  am,  according  to  nature,  in  conformity 
with  natural  character.— Satti'otsdha  (°ra-ut°),  as, 
m.  natural  energy ;  (au),  m.  du.  courage  and  energy. 
—  Sattvotsdha-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  endowed  with 

courage  and  energy.  —  Sattrodrikta  (°va-ud°),  as, 
«,  am,  one  in  whom  the  quality  of  goodness  pre- 

dominates. —  Sattvodreka  ("va-ud'),  as,  m.  excess 
or  predominance  of  the  quality  of  goodness,  super- 

abundance of  energy  or  wisdom.  —  Sat-pati,  in,  m., 
Ved.  a  good  lord  ;  the  lord  of  the  good,  lord  of  real 
men,  lord  of  heroes  ;  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Sfit-pattra, 
am,  n.  the  new  leaf  of  a  water-lily.  —  Sat-patha, 
as,  m.  a  good  road ;  good  course  of  life,  correct  or 
virtuous  conduct ;  orthodox  doctrine.  —  Sat-pari- 
f/raha,  as,  m.  acceptance  (of  gifts)  from  a  proper 

person.  —  Sat-jm^u,  us,  m.  a  good  or  suitable  animal, 
a  victim  fit  for  a  sacrifice.  —  Sat-pdtm,  am,  n.  a 

proper  object  of  presents  or  honours,  a  worthy  or 
virtuous  person.  —  Satpdtra-rarsha,  as,  m.  raining 
down  or  bestowing  favours  on  worthy  objects,  judi- 

cious liberality.— Satpdtra-varsfnn,  i,  ini,  i,  bounti- 
ful to  worthy  objects.  —  Sat-putra,  as,  m.  a  virtuous 

son ;  a  son  who  performs  all  the  prescribed  rites  in 
honour  of  his  ancestors.  —  Sat-puruska,  as,  m.  a 

good  or  virtuous  man,  worthy  msn.  —  Sat-pushpa, 
as,  a,  am,  having  good  flowers.  —  Sat-pratlpaksha, 
as,  m.  (in  logic)  a  counterbalanced  reason  or  one 
along  with  which  there  exists  another  equally  good 

on  the  opposite  side  (as  sound  is  eternal  because  it 
is  audible,  sound  is  non-eternal  because  it  is  a  pro- 

duct) ;  contrariety  of  argument,  existence  of  oppo- 
site premises  proving  the  existence  or  non-existence 

of  a  thing.  —  SatpratipaksM-td,  f.  the  condition  of 
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containing  two  opposite  sets  of  premises.  —  Satpra- 
tipakthin,  i,  iijt,  i,  containing  opposite  reasons  or 

arguments.  —  Sat-phala,  as,  a,  am,  having  good 
fruit ;  (as),  m.  the  pomegranate  or  any  tree  produc- 

ing good  fruit.  —  Sat-phalin,  i,  inl,  i,  producing 
good  fruits.  —  Sat-samzarga,  as,  m.  association 
with  the  good,  the  society  of  the  good.  —  Sat-sanga, 
as,  m.  association  with  the  good.—Sat-sannidhdna, 
am,  n.  the  proximity  of  the  good,  association  or  in- 

tercourse with  the  good  or  vrise.—Sat-samagama, 
at,  m.  association  with  the  good.  —  Sat-sampra- 
yoga,  at,  m.  right  application.  —  Sat-sahaya,  as, 
a,  am,  having  good  or  virtuous  friends.  —  Sat-sara, 
as,  a,  am,  having  good  sap  or  essence ;  (as),  m.  a 
kind  of  tree  ;  a  painter ;  a  poet.  —  Sat-sukhdnu- 

liium  (°kha-an°),  as,  m.  fruition  of  real  happiness  ; 
N.  of  a  short  treatise  on  Vedanta  subjects  by  Iciiha- 

rama-svamin.  —  Sad-ai'ijana,  am,  n.  good  colly- 
rium  ;  calx  of  brass.  —  Sad-tts'va,  as,  rn.  a  good 
horse ;  '  having  a  good  horse,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Sa- 

mara. —  Sad-a&'a-vat,  ind.  like  a  good  horse. 
—  Sad-asat,  an,  ati,  at,  being  and  not  being, 
existent  and  non-existent,  real  and  unreal,  true  and 
false,  perceptible  and  non-perceptible ;  good  and  bad, 
virtuous  and  wicked;    (ati),  n.  du.   existence  and 
non-existence,  entity  and  non-entity,  truth  and  false- 

hood, good  and  evil.  —  Sad-asad-dtmaka,  as,  I, 
am,  having  the  nature  of  entity  and   non-entity, 
consisting  of  existent  and  non-existent,  real  and  un- 

real, existing  everywhere  essentially  though  not  ob- 
viously. —  Sad-asad-viveka,  as,  rn.  discrimination 

between  true  and  false  or  between  good  and  bad. 
— Sad-asad-ryakti-Jictu,  us,  m.  the  cause  of  the 
discrimination  between  good  and  bad  or  between 

true  and  fAse.  —  Sad-asthi-mdld,  f.  'good  necklace 

of  bones,'  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Vaidya-natha  on 
the  Laghu-sabdendu-sekhara.  —  Sad-ddura,  as,  m. 
moral  or  virtuous  conduct,  good  manners,  approved 
usage,  traditionary  observance,  immemorial  custom 

(especially  as  preserved  in  the  land  lying  between 
the  SarasvatI  and  Drishadvati  rivers,  Maim  II.  18). 

—Sadddiira-fandrodaya  (°ra-ud"),  as,  m. '  moon- 
rise  of  good  manners,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Sadaddra- 
}>i'fil;iii-t(n<(,  am,  n.,  N,  of  a  short  treatise  on  the 
duties  of  ascetics  by  Saitkaradarya.  —  Sadai'ara-rat, 
an,  m.  one  who  has  or  observes  approved  usages. 
—  Sad-iitman,  a,  a,  u,  being  of  a  good  essence  or 
nature,  good,  virtuous.  —  i.  fad-atfrita,  as,  a,  am 
(for  2.  tadairita  see  under  sadit),  having  recourse 

or  attaching  one's  self  to  the  virtuous,  belonging  to  the 
good,  virtuous.— Sad-uttara,  am,  n.  a  proper  answer, 

good  reply.  —  Sad-gati,  i$,  {.  good  or  happy  state, 
felicity,  fortune,  good  conduct  —  Sad-guna,  as,  a, 
atn,   having  good  qualities,   good,  pure,   virtuous, 
excellent,    eminent.  —  Sad-dhana,    am,    n.  good 

wealth,  property.  —  Saddhetu,  us,  m.  (i.e.  sat-lie°), 
the  existence  of  cause  and  effect.  —  Sad-bhdva,  as, 
m.  the  quality  of  being,  actual  existence,  reality, 
being,  entity  ;  the  quality  of  goodness ;  good  nature 
or  disposition ;  gtxxlness,  amiability,  kindly  feeling. 

—Sadbhdvn-s'ri,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess.— Sad-bhuta, 
as,  ii,  am,  being  good,  who  or  what  is  real  or  true. 

—  Sad-yurati,  f.  a  good  young  woman,  virtuous 
maiden.  —  Sad-vantfa,  as,  a,  am,  of  a  good  f.unily 
or  race,  of  high  birth.  —  Sad-vadas,  as,  n.  agree- 

able speech.  —  Sad-vati,   f.,  N.    of  a  daughter  of 
Pulastya  and  wife  of  Agni.  —  Sad-vasatha,  as,  m. 
a   village.  —  Sad-rastu,   u,   n.   an    excellent  work. 
—  Sad-vadita,  as,  a,  am,  well-spoken.  —  Sad- 
rigarhita,   as,    a,    atn,    censured    by   the    good, 
blamed  by  the  benevolent.  —  Sad-vi<lyd,   f.   good 
leanaag.—Bad-viyoga,  as,  m.  separation  from  the 
good.  —  Sad-vritta,  as,  a,  am,  well-behaved,  well- 
conducted,  amiable  ;  virtuous,  moral ;  well-rounded, 
beautifully  circular;  (am},  n.  good  conduct,  virtuous 
conduct,   amiable   character    or    disposition.  —  Sad- 
vrittdnta,   as,  a,   am,  having   good  or  beautiful 

stories.  —  Sad-vritti,  is,  f.  good  course  of  conduct, 
good  state.  — SadvriM-bhaj,  k;  k,  k,  or  sadcritti- 

•ci^ishta,  a*,  d,  am,  possessing  good  habits,  having 
a  good  character.  —  San-nimitta,  am,  n.  a  good 

i  cause ;  the  cause  of  the  good,  (san-nimitte,  in  a 
:  good  cause;  for  the  sake  of  the  good.)  —  San-n{- 
\  sarga,  as,  m.  good  nature,  kindness.  —  Sau-md- 

tura,  as,  m.  *  having  a  good  mother,'  the  son  of  a 
virtuous  mother.  —  Sim-mdtra,  as,  m.  'consisting 
of  mere  existence,'  epithet  of  Atman.  —  San-mdna, 
am,  n.  respect  for  the  good ;  the  respect  or  esteem 
of  the  good.  —  Sun-mdrga,  as,  m.  a  virtuous 
way,  good  or  virtuous  conduct.  —  Sanmdrydlokana 

(°ga-dl°),  am.  n.  the  seeing  or  following  of  good 
paths  (of  morality  &c.).  —  San-mitra,  am,  n.  a 
good  friend,  real  or  faithful  friend. 

Sail,  f.  (fern,  of  sat),  a  virtuous  wife  (especially 
applied  in  later  use  to  the  Suttee  or  faithful  wife  who 

burns  herself  with  her  husband's  corpse)  j  a  female 
ascetic ;  N.  of  the  goddess  Durga  or  Uma  (some- 

times described  as  Truth  personified  or  as  daughter 

of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Bhava  [S'iva],  and  sometimes 
represented  as  putting  an  end  to  herself  by  Yoga,  or 
at  a  later  period  destroying  herself  on  the  funeral 
pyre  of  her  husband ;  also  represented  as  one  of 

the  wives  of  An-giras) ;  N.  of  the  mother  of  Nages'a  ; 
a  fragrant  earth  (commonly  called  Surat  earth);  a 
species  of  the  Prati-shtha  metre.  —  Sati-ta,  f.  or 

sat~t-lva,  am,  n.  virtuousness,  purity,  chastity,  fidelity 
(especially  as  evinced  by  ascending  the  husband's 
funeral  pile).  -« Satl-deha-tydga,  as,  m. '  Salt's  aban- 

donment of  the  body,'  N.  of  the  forty-third  chapter  of 
the  Ganesa-khanda  of  the  Brahma-vaivarts-Purana. 

—  Sati-putra,ati,  m.  the  son  of  a  virtuous  woman. 

—  Satlivara-linga  (°ti-ls"°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Lin-ga. 
—  Sati-saras,  as,  n.,  N.  of  a  lake  in  Kasmira. 
Sa  tika,  am,  n.,  Ved.  water  ( =  udalia,  Naigh.  1. 1 2). 
Satlna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  real,  essential,  mighty, 

powerful ;  (as),  m.  a  bamboo ;  pease,  pulse  or  a 
particular  kind  of  it,  (see  satlla) ;  (am),  n.,  Ved. 
water  (  =  udaka,  Naigh.  I.  12;  Say.  satlna  = 
vrishty-udaka,  cf.  sat).  —  Satlna-kankaia,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  venomous  aquatic  animal.  —  Sa- 
ll:iii- manyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.,  (Say.)  eager  to  (shed) 
rain-water.  —  Satina-satmm,  a,  m.,  Ved.  'having 

real  or  mighty  power,'  epithet  of  Indra;  (Say.)  a 
sender  of  water  (  =  udalia$ya  sddayitri,  gama- 
yitri,  Rig-veda  I.  loo,  I). 
Satmaka,  as,  m.  pease  or  pulse,  (see  above.) 
Sati/a,  as,  m.  a  bamboo ;  air,  wind ;  (as,  a),  m. 

f.  pease,  pulse  or  a  particular  kind  (called  Teor5). 

Safilnka,  as,  m.  pease ;  [cf.  sdtilaka.~\ Satya,  as,  d,  am,  true,  real,  genuine,  sincere, 
honest,  truthful,  faithful,  pure,  virtuous,  good,  (sat- 
yam  kri,  to  make  true,  make  good,  ratify,  fulfil); 
fulfilled,  realized;  (as),  m.  the  uppermost  of  the 
seven  Lokas  or  worlds  (the  abode  of  Brahma  and 

heaven  of  truth,  see  lolta) ',  the  Asvattha  tree  ;  epithet 
of  Rama-candra ;  of  Vishnu  ;  of  a  deity  presiding 
over  the  Nandl-mukha  Sraddha ;  N.  of  the  author 

of  the  Hora-sastra ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of 
deities ;  (u),  f.  truth,  sincerity,  veracity ;  epithet  of 
Slta  (wife  of  Rama) ;  of  Satya-vatI  (mother  of 

VySsa)  ;  =  satya-lthdmd,  col.  3  ;  N.  of  the  goddess 
Durga  ;  (am),  n.  truth  ;  sincerity,  reality,  goodness, 
the  quality  of  goodness  or  purity,  knowledge ;  demon- 

strated truth  or  conclusion,  dogma ;  a  solemn  asseve- 
ration, promise,  oath  ;  water  ( =  udaka,  Naigh.  I. 

1 2) ;  the  first  of  the  four  Yugas  or  ages  (i.  e.  the 
best  or  golden  age  as  the  age  of  general  virtue  and 
purity,  comprising  1,728,000  years  of  men;  it  is 
also  called  kfita,  q.  v.)  ;  (airi),  ind.  truly,  indeed, 

verily,  necessarily,  (Say.  =  ava?iyam)  ;  yes;  a  par- 
ticle of  asseveration  and  interrogation ;  [cf.  Gr. 

frfos^]  —  Satya-karman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Satya-kdma,  as,  m,  a  lover  of  truth ;  a  proper 
N.  —  Satya-kdruiiya-vedin,   I,   im,    I,    possessing 
truth  and  tenderness  and  the  Veda.— Satya-ketu,™, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Satyan-kilra,  as,  m.  making 
true  or  good,  ratification  of  a  contract  or  bargain ; 
something  given  in  advance  as  an  earnest  or  security 
for  the  performance  of  a  contract,  earnest-money, 
pledge.  —  Satyankdra-krita,  as,  d,  am,  given  or 
deposited  in  order  to  ratify  a  bargain.  —  Sattja-jit, 

t,  m.  '  truth-conqueror  '  or  '  truly  conquering,'  N.  of 

a  king.  —  Satya-tapas,  as,  rn.  'practising  true 
penance,'  N.  of  a  Muni  (who  was  once  a  hunter, 
but  after  performing  severe  austerities  obtained  as  a 
boon  from  DurvSsas  that  he  should  become  a  great 

sage  and  saint).  —  Satya-tama,  as,  d,  am,  most 
true,  quite  true.  —  Satya-tara,  as,  d,  am,  more 
true,  very  true.  —  Satya-ta,  f.  or  satya-tva,  <iiu, 
n.  trueness,  truth,  sincerity,  veracity.  —  Satya-dar- 

$in,  lt  iiu,  i,  truth-seeing,  foreseeing  truth,  truth- 
discerning.  —  Satyit-deva,  as,  a,  am,  shining  through 
truth.  —  Salya-dkana,  as,  d,  am,  rich  in  truth, 
virtuous,  sincere.  —  Satya-dharma,  as,  m.  a  proper 
N.—Satya-diharman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  practising  the 
duty  of  truth  ;  ruling  by  fixed  ordinances.  —  Satya- 
dharma-pardyana,  as,  d,  am,  devoted  to  truth 
and  virtue.  —  Sat  ija-dhrita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Pushpa-vat.  —  Satya-dhriti,  is,  is,  i,  holding  fast  to 
truth,  strictly  truthful ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  (author 
of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  185;  he  has  the  patro- 

nymic Varuni) ;  of  a  son  of  S'atananda  ;  of  several 
other  persons.  —  Satya-dhvaja,  as,  m.  'truth-ban- 

nered,' N.  of  a  king.  —  Satya-dhvrit,  t,  t,  t,  destroy- 
ing or  perverting  truth.  —  Satya-ndman,  d,  d,  a, 

having  a  true  name.  —  Satya-ndrdyana,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  particular  divinity  (called  Satya-plr  in  Bengali). 

—  Satya-netra,  as,  m.  'true-eyed,'  N.  of  a  son  of 
Atri.  —  Satya-pardkrama,  as,  a,  am,  having  real 
valour,  truly  brave.  —  Satya-pura,  am,  n.  the  world 
of  Vishnu.  —  Satya-puta,  as,  d,  am,  purified  by 
truth  (as  a  speech  &c.).  —Satya-pratijiia  or  satya- 

pratis'rava,  as,  a,  am,  true  or  faithful  to  a  promise. 
—  Satya-pratishllidna,  as,  d,  am,  having  truth 
for  a  foundation,  grounded  in  truth.  —  Satya-phala, 

as,  m,  'having  good  fruit,"  theVilva  ttee.—Satya- 
bandka,  as,  d,am,  bound  by  truth,  adhering  to  the 

truth,   truthful.  —  Satya-bhdmd,    f.   'having   true 
lustre,'  N.  of  the  daughter  of  Satra-jit  and  one  of 
the  eight  wives  of  Krishna,   (she  is  described  as 
having   promoted    the   quarrels    of  the    Yadavas.) 
—  Satya-bhdrata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  poet  Vyasa. 

~Satya-bhedin,^,irii,  i,  a  truth-breaker,  breaking 
a  promise.  —  Satya-mantra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 

or  repeating  true  prayers,  praying  effectually .  —  Sat- 
yam-ugra,  as,  d,  am,  having  very  invigorating  or 
exciting  qualities,  (Rig-veda  IX.  1 1 3, 5  .)—Sutya-yaj, 
t,  t,  t,  sincerely  worshipping,  sacrificing  in  truth. 

—  Satya-yajna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Satya- 
yuga,  am,  n.  the  first  of  the  four  Yugas  or  ages. 

—Safya-yugadyd  (°ga-dd°),  f.  the  third  day  of 
the  light  half  of  Vaisakha  (on  which  the  commence- 

ment of  the  Krita-yuga  is  celebrated).  —  Satya-yau- 

vana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  Vidya-dhara.  —  Sat- 
ya-rata,  as,  d,  am,  devoted  to  truth,  honest,  sincere ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  prince  (son  of  Satya-vrata)  ;  epithet 
of  Vyzsa.  —  Satya-ratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
Vidarbha.  —  Satya-rathi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

—  Satya-rddlias,  as,  ds,  as,  Ved.  one  who  grants 
real  or  true  gifts.— Satya-loka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  seven  worlds,  (see  uatya  above.)— Siitya-vaktri, 
ta,  tri,  tri,  a  speaker  of  truth.—  Satya-vaiSana, 
am,  n.  truth-speaking,  veracity,  admitting  the  truth. 

—  Satyara<?andrt/iam  (°na-ar°),  ind.  for  the  sake 
of  speaking  the  truth.  —  Satya-rai'as,  ds,  de,  as, 
truth-speaking,  veracious;   (ds),  m.  a  Rishi,  saint, 

seer;  (as),  n.  veracity, truth.  —  Satya-i'at,dn,aii,at, 
possessing  or  practising  truth,  veracious,  true;  con- 

taining the  word  satya  (said  of  a  hymn) ;  (an),  m., 
N.  of  a  king  (husband  of  Savitrr) ;   (ati),  (.,  N.  of 
the  wife  of  Parasara  and  mother  of  Vyasa ;   of  a 
daughter  of  Gadhi  and  wife  of  Rtflka  (fabled  to  have 
become  the  Kausikr  river)  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Na- 

rada  ;    epithet  of  Ac'c'hoda.  —  Satyavati-suta,  as, 
m.  'son  of  Satyavatl,'  epithet  of  the   poet  VySsa. 
—  Satya-radya,  as,  d,  am,  true-speaking,  veracious; 

(am),  n.  truth.  —  Satya-i'dkya,  am,  n.  true-speak- 
ing, veracity,  truth.  —  Salyn-vd<!,  k,  k,  k,   truth- 

speaking,  veracious,  sincere ;  (k),  m.  a  Rishi,  saint ; 

N.  of  a  son  of  Cakshusha  ;  a  crow.  —  Satya  t'ddi- 
Iva,  am,  n.  veracity,  truthfulness.  —  Stitya-vddin, 
i,  ini,  i,  speaking  truth,  veracious ;  (t«t),  f.,  N.  of 

a  goddess.  —  Satya-vaha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  descendant 
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of  Bharad-vaja.  —  .SV/fw-n'JTKma,  at,  a,  am,  hav- 
ing real  valour,  truly  valiant.  —  >  '.  nf,  rl, 

<nn,  practising  truth,  honest  or  upright  in  conduct. 

—  -'  i/'ia-i'ruta,  an,  u,  am,  true  to  a  vow  or  promise, 
adhering  to  truth,  veracious,  honest,  sincere  ;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  king,  (the   twenty-fifth  of  the  s>lar 
dynasty  in  the  second  age)  ;  N.  of  Manu  Vaivasvata  ; 
of  the   author  of  a  Dharma-sSstra  ;    (as),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  race  inhabiting  S*aka-dvipa.  —  Satya-vrata- 
fxiriiyana,  as,  a,  am,  devoted  to  truth  and  religious 
observances.  *-Sii1ya-davtt$,  at,  'is,  tie,  Ved.  having 
real  strength,  possessing  true  vigour,  truly  vigorous. 
—  X;/va-s'™  en.*,  its,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
hymns  Rig-veda  V.  79,  80  (having  the  patronymic 
Atreya)  ;  of  a  teacher  of  the  Rig-veda  ;  of  a  son  of 
Mfirkaiideya.—  i*  •'ti/u-irnr<isi,  f.,  Ved.  'possessed 
of  real  wealth  or  renown,'  epithet  of  Ushas.  —  Satya- 
t>'rdv(tna,  am,  n.  the  speaking  or  taking  of  an  oath. 
—Salya-s'ri,  Is,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Rig-veda. 
—  Sniya-saitka^a,  as,  a,  am,  like  the  truth,  likely, 
probable,  plausible.  —  Satya-sairgara,   as,  a,   am, 
true  to  an  agreement  or  promise,  veracious  faithful  ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  Kuvera  (god  of  wealth).—  Saty<t~ 
sandha,  as,  n,  am,  true  to  an  agreement  or  com- 

pact, faithful  to  an  engagement  ;  faithful,  veracious  ; 
(as),  m.  epithet  of  Bharata   (younger  brother  of 

Rama);    of  Rama-iJandra  ;   of  king  Janam-ejaya  ; 
(d),  f.   epithet  of  Draupadi  (wife  of  the   Pandu 

princes).  —  S.itya-sannib/ta,  as,  a,  am,  like  the 
truth,  likely,  probable,  plausible.  —  Satya-sava,  09, 
a,  am,  Ved.  really  generating  ;  possessing  true  energy 

(epithet  of  Savitri)  ;  observing  truth,  (S3y.  =  satya- 

nujna,  Rig-veda  V.  82,  1.*)*-Saiya-saki<hin,  I,  m. 
a  genuine  or  trustworthy  witness.  —  Satya-hita,  as, 
in.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Rig-veda.  —  Satya-kriti, 

is,  f.  ratification  of  a  bargain.  —  Satyanni  (°ya- 
ag°\  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  Muni  Agastya.  —  Satyaitga 
(°y<j-a»°),  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  mythical  race  inha- 

biting Plaksha-dvTpa.  —  Satydtman  (°ya-dt°),  a,  a, 
a,  having  a  true  soul,  true-hearted,  true  ;  (a),  m.  a 

virtuous  and  upright  mzn.  —  Satyilnurakta  (°ya- 
an°\  as,  a,  am,  attached  to  truth,  upright,  true. 
—  Satydnrita  (°ya-an°),  as,  a,  am,  true  and  false, 
containing  truth  and  falsehood  ;  (am),  n.  practice 
of  truth    and   falsehood,   commerce,  trade,   traffic. 

—  Satydbhidhdna  (°ya-abti'),  as,  a,  am,  truth- 
speaking.  —  S  ityabhid/iydyin  (°ya-abli°), 
i,  truth-meditating,  meditating  upon  truth.  —  Satya- 
lilti$u)t<Ui<i  or  satydbhisandka.ua,  as,  a,  am,  or 

fatynbhisuiidhin  ("ya-itbli'),  i,  inl,  i,  faithful  to 
a  promise  or  agreement.  —Satyotkarsha  (°ya-ut°), 
os,  m.  eminence  or  excellence  in  truth  ;  true  excel- 

lence. —  Satyodaka  (°ya-ud°),  as,  a,  am,  having 
truth  for  water,  flowing  with  truth.  —  Satyodya  (°ya- 

nd'),  a<,  a,  am,  speaking  the  truth.  —  Satyopaya- 
dana  (°ya-up°),  as,  a,  am,  true  to  a  request, 
granting  or  fulfilling  a  prayer  or  petition. 
Satyaka,  a»,  a,  am,  =  eutya,  true,  real,  veracious, 

&c,  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  ot"  S'ini  ;  (am),  n.  rati- 
fication (of  a  contract  or  bargain  &c.). 

^'uli/dpana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  (fr.  tatyapaya  below), 
speaking  or  observing  the  truth;  ratification  (of  a 
bargain  &c.). 

Satfipaga,  Nom.  P.  satyapayati,  -yititm,  to 
speak  the  truth  ;  to  ratify  (a  bargain  or  contract). 
Satran,  tl,  m.  (according  to  Say.  to  be  connected 

in  some  senses  with  rts.  fad,  san),  Vcd.=*sut-tr<t, 
entity,  existence,  being;  a  living  being;  reality, 
power,  strength;  a  strong  or  valiant  man,  hero, 

wamor,  (Say.  =  satrunam  sadfiyitri  dltaiii'itulm 
Rig-veda  VI.  45,  22)  ;  (anas),  m.  pi.  a 

class  of  spirits  attendant  on  Paramesvara,  (S5y.= 
/•uniiii'xniKi.'iKi  Ihuta-yand  utisaycna  bala- 
pariU-ramdh,  Rig-veda  I.  64,  2.) 

WrT  sata,  a  kind  of  sacrificial  vessel. 

;  ««tii!j-panlctl.    See  satas,  col.  2. 

TifrT  sn-tata,  as,  a,  am  (—san-tata,  see 
"in-tan),  cnnstant,  lasting,  incessant,  perpetual, 
eternal,  continual,  uninterrupted  ;  (am),  n.  incessantly, 

1  eternally,  perpetually,  uninterruptedly,  continually, 

alw.iys.—  tjittiitu-gii.  im,  in.  or  siitnt'i-'jati.  )'.-',  in. 
'continually  moving,'  the  mnd.  —  Sataf<i-/r<n:i.  ./  . 
m.  a  constant  fever,  one  not  intermitting.  —  Sa 

tnt<i-;i~ii/iii.  'i,  inl,  i,  continually  moving  or  going, 
always  tending  to  decay,  (Manu  I.  50.) 

«(T?»  sa-tattta,  am,  n.  natural  property, 

nature;  (as,  a,  am),  having  or  knowing  the  real 

truth  ;  containing  the  words  tad,  '  this,'  and  tva, 

'  thou.' 
TTiffisa-tarka,  as,  a,  am,  having  argument 

or  reasoning,  skilled  in  speculation;  cautious,  con- siderate. 

*)tiM  sa-tarsha,  as,  a,  am,  having  thirst, 
thirsty  ;  (am),  ind.  with  thirst,  thirstily. 

*iri<?  sa-tala,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  bottom; 
[cf.  a-tala.] 

H  rl  rtd  sa-talatra,  as,  a,  am,  having  leather 
guards  (used  in  archery). 

*TrT^  satas,  ind.  (according  to  some  fr. 
sat  ;  according  to  others  fr.  so  =  saha,  sama  ;  usually 

occurring  at  the  beginning  of  comps.),  =  r«'ras  (ac- 
cording to  Naigh.  III.  29  ;  cf.  Niruirta  III.  20). 

—  Satah-paitkti,  is,  f.  a  kind  of  metre  consisting 
of  two  Padas  of  eight  syllables  and  two  Padas  of 
twelve  syllables.  —  Suto-bri/tati,  f.  a  kind  of  metre 
the  even  Padas  of  which  consist  of  eight  syllables  and 
the  uneven  of  twelve.  —  Sato-jnahat,  an,  ati,  tit, 
Ved.  truly  great,  greater  than  everything  that  exists, 
(Say.  sato-inahtijttah  =  sarvasmdd  vidyamandt 

prithiry'im  api  ye  mahantas,  Rig-veda  VIII.  30, 
i.)—Sdto-vira,  as,  d,am,Ved.  thoroughly  brave  or 
valiant,  (Sfy.=prapta-virya,  Rig-veda  VI.  75,  9.) 

*irtl«im  satananda,  as,  m.  (for  satananda, 
p.  990,  col.  3),  N.  of  the  sage  Gautama;  of  the 
son  of  Gautama. 

ftrJTl-  satalta,  N.  of  a  place. 

flfTT  i.sati,  is,  f.  (fir.  rt.  so;  for  2.  sati  see 
under  rt.  san),  end,  destruction. 

^fift  sati,  satl-tva.     See  p.  1053,  col.  2. 

?f  rft'T  satixa.     See  p.  1053,  col.  2. 

«rf)«l  sa-ttrtha,  as,  a,  am,  having  sacred 

bathing-places  ;  having  the  same  bathing-place  ; 
(as),  m.  a  pupil  of  the  same  spiritual  preceptor, 
fellow  religious  student. 
Xittirthya,  as,  m.  a  fellow  religious  student,  &c. 

*IIJM  sa-tusha,  as,  a,  am,  having  husk  or 

chaff;  (am),  n.  grain  with  the  husk  remaining  on  it, 

*iq<u*?  sa-trinam,  ind.  with  grass,  grass 
and  all. 

v  sa-trish,  t,  t,  t,  or  sa-trisha,  as,  a, 
am,  having  thirst,  thirsty,  desirous,  greedy,  longing 
after,  cupidiuous. 

Sa-trishna,  as,  a,  am,  thirsty;  (am),  ind.  with 
thirst,  thirstily  ;  with  desire. 

satera,  as,  m.  husk,  chaff  (=  tuska). 

satr,  cl.  10.  A.  satrayate,  satrapa- 
yate,  -yitum,  to  fulfil,  accomplish  ;   (ac- 

coiding  to  others)  to   extend;    to   connect,  fasten 

together. 
^^  satra  or  sattra.    See  under  rt.  i.  sad. 

«e)H  sa-trapa,  as,  a,  am,  having  shame 
or  modesty,  ashamed,  modest. 

satra,  ind.  (fr.  so  +  'ra;  cf.  2.  sa- 
dkri),  with,  together  with,  (Say.  =  sa/(a)  ;  all  toge- 

ther, all  at  once;  always,  ever,  continually,  (Say.= 
santfitam,  sarvatld)  ;  truly,  (in  Naigh.  III.  10. 
satra,  is  enumerated  among  the  satya-namani); 

great,  many,  abundant,  (Say.  =  maltat,  bahtt,  pra- 
l>liiit<'.iii.'\  —  ?>iti'~i-jlt,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  always  conquer- 

ing ;  conqueror  of  the  great  ;  (t),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Nighna  and  father  of  Satya-bhama,  (he  was  father-in- 
law  of  Krishna  and  was  killed  by  Sata-dhanvan  )  ; 

N.  of  Piatardana.  —  Satraiiil  (°ra-aii<!),  nit,  ufi,  iilt 

[cf.  sadhry-aii<<~],  going  with,  associated,  united  ; 
perfect.  —  Satra-dacan,  a,  m.,Ved.  always  granting, 
giving  all  at  once,  (Say.  =  saha  praddtri)  ;  epithet 
of  Indra.  —  Satrd-fa  h  or  satrd-sah,  sdl,  t,  t,\'eA. 
always  overcoming  or  con  Bering  ;  conquering  the 

great;  conquering  many.  —  Satra-han,  a,  in.  always 
destroying,  destroyer  of  mighty  foes,  (Say.  =  maha- 
tam  iSatrunam  hantfi)  ;  epithet  of  Indra. 
Satram,  ind.  with,  together  with. 

«fl  I  *(»^  sa-trdsam,  ind.  with  terror  or  fear, in  a  fright. 

-tri-jatatca,  am,  n.  a  kind  of 
dish  consisting  of  meat  fried  with  three  sorts  of 
spices,  (it  is  then  soaked  and  dried  and  again  dressed 
with  ghee  and  condiments.) 

H3T  satva,  am,  n.    See  sat-tea  under  *a/. 

«r=CM  sa-tvafa,  as,  d,  am,  having  skin  or bark. 

*ir=ir^  satvat,  N.  of  a  people  inhabiting 

the  south  of  India  ;  [cf.  sdtcata."] 
See  col.  I. 

«r«n.  sa-tvara,  as,  d,  am,  having  haste  or 
speed,  expeditious,  quick  ;  (am),  ind.  quickly,  swiftly, 

hastily,  suddenly.  —  Satvara-ta,  f.  or  satvara-tva, 
am,  n.  quickness,  hastiness,  speed. 

*)^r=*l<.  sa-thut-kdra,  as,  d,  am,  accom- 
panied with  the  sound  Ot  ut  or  the  sound  made  in 

spitting  or  sputtering,  sputtered  ;  (am),  n.  sputtering 
(in  speech),  speech  accompanied  with  sputtering  ; 

[cf.  ambu-krita.] 

i.  sari  [cf.  rt.  sad],  cl.  I.  P.  (or  ae- 
cording  to  some  cl.  6.  P.)  sulati  (ep.  also 

A.  -te),  sasada  (2nd  sing,  sedilha  or  sasatt/ia, 
3rd  pi.  sedus),  mitsyati,  aaadut  (Vedic  forms,  d.  2. 
sntsi,  cl.  i.  sadatu,  sadatHm),  sattum  (Ved.  Inf. 
sade),  to  sink  down,  lie  down,  lie,  recline  ;  to  sit, 
sit  down,  settle  down,  rest,  settle  ;  to  be  seated, 
reside,  remain,  live,  be  ;  to  sink  into  despondency, 

be  dejected  or  low-spirited  ;  to  become  wearied, 
faint  away,  pine  away  ;  to  sink  into  distress  ;  to  waste 
away,  perish,  decay,  be  destroyed  ;  to  be  impeded  ; 
to  go  :  Pass,  sadyate,  Aor.  asddi  :  Caus.  sadaynfi, 

-iilt'nn,  Aor.  .is'txltadat,  to  cause  to  sink  or  sit 
down,  throw  down,  cast  down,  place  down,  place,  put  ; 

to  weary  out,  wear  out,  exhaust,  harass,  afflict;  to  cause 

to  perish,  destroy:  Desid.  nlf/ntlMll  :  Intern,  sd- 
sadyate,  sdsatti,  to  sit  or  lie  down  in  an  indecent 
posture  ;  [cf.  Gr.  v86s,  ovSus,  t5(6\ov,  15-os,  ££o/im, 
ISpuoi  :  Lat.  solum,  sedeo,  sfdo,  probably  also  de- 

sidero,  sella  (for  sed-la)  :  Goth,  sat,  '  to  sit  ;'  satja, 
'to  place;'  sinths,  titan,  sltli  :  Old  Germ,  saz, 
'  to  sit  ;'  serin,  '  to  place  ;'  senal,  satul  :  Angl.  Sax. 
in-sidhian,  on-scttan,  siitan,  sadl,  mdel  :  Lith. 

sed-mi,  '  to  place  ;'  sodiun,  '  to  plant  :'  Slav,  sjadu, 
sad-i-ti:  Hib.  sitidhim,  suidhivr/liaim,  'I  set,  I 

plant  ;'  saidhe,  midhiste,  '  a  seat.'] 
Satta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.**sanna,  (ni-shatta=ni- shanna,  Rig-veda  I.  68,  4.) 

Satti,  is,  I.  sitting  down,  sitting  ;  [cf.  ni-shatti.J 
Sattri,  ta,  trl,  tri,  sitting  down,  sitting  ;  one  who sits  or  resides. 

Sattra,  am,  n.  a  long  sacrifice  or  sacrificial  session 
(lasting,  according  to  some,  from  13  to  100  days)  ; 
a  sacrifice  (in  general)  ;  an  oblation,  offering,  gift  ; 

giving  alms  or  charity,  liberality,  munificence;  wealth; 
a  residence,  house  ;  a  place  of  refuge,  asylum,  hiding- 
place,  covert  ;  covering,  clothing,  concealing  ;  fraud, 
roguery,  cheating;  a  wood,  forest;  a  tank,  pond. 
—  Saltra-parireshana,  am,  n.  a  distribution  of 
food  or  other  gifts  at  a  sacrifice.  —  Sattra-vardhana, 
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as,  i,  am,  increasing  or  promoting  sacrifice.  —  Sat- 

tra-s'dld,  f.  a  large  hall  or  room  where  food  and 
alms  are  given  away  to  Brahmans  or  mendicants, 

&c.,  an  alms-house.  —  Sattrdpairaya  (°ra-ap°), 
<a,  m.  a  place  of  refuge,  asylum.  —  Sattmyana 

(°ra-ay°),  am,  n.  a  long  course  of  sacrifices. 
Sattrdya,  Nom.  A.  sattrdyate,  Sec.,  to  perform 

a  sacrifice. 

Sattri,  is,  is,  i,  conquering,  a  conqueror;  (is), 
m.  a  cloud ;  an  elephant ;  [cf.  ifartYi.] 

Sattrin,  i,  m.  a  liberal  householder  who  constantly 
performs  sacrifices  and  distributes  gifts  or  alms ;  a 
priest  superintending  or  performing  a  sacrifice ;  an 
ambassador  or  agent  residing  in  a  foreign  country. 
Sattva,  ind.  having  sunk  down,  sitting,  resting, 

&c. 

Satra  =  sattra,  p.  1054,  col.  3. 
2.  sad,  t,  t,  t,  one  who  sits  or  settles  down, 

sitting,  dwelling,  residing  (often  at  the  end  of  comps., 

see  nal:a-s°). 
Sada,  as,  m.  [cf.  jfarfn],  the  fruit  of  trees ;  N. 

of  one  of  Dhrita-rSshtra's  sons. 
Sadana,  am,  n.  sinking  or  settling  down,  sitting, 

a  seat;  a  dwelling,  residence,  house,  palace;  the 
abode  of  sacrifice,  sacrificial  hall ;  the  abode  of  Yama ; 

perishing,  decaying  ;  exhaustion  ;  water  ( =  udalta, 
Naigh.  I.  n).  —  Sadand-sad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  sitting 
on  a  seat. 

Sadanya,  as,  a,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  a  house, 
&c. 

Sadas,  as,  n.  a  seat,  residence,  abode,  dwelling ; 
an  assembly,  meeting,  (also  as,  f.  according  to  some, 
and  as,  ni.  according  to  others ;  sada*ah  patih, 

'  lord  of  the  assembly,'  epithet  of  Agni) ;  (asi),  n. 
du.,  Ved.  heaven  and  earth  (=  dydvd-pi  ll/iiri, 
Naigh.  III.  30);  [cf.  Gr.  f 5os.]  —  Sodas-pat  I,  m. 

du.,  Ved.  '  lords  of  the  assembly,'  epithet  of  Indra 
and  Agni.  —  Sado-gata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  to  the 
assembly,  being  in  the  assembly.  —  Sudo-grika ,  am, 

n.  '  assembly-house,'  the  court  of  a  prince. 
Sadasya,  as,  m.  any  person  present  at  or  belong- 

ing to  an  assembly,  an  assessor,  spectator,  member 
of  an  assembly,  councillor;  any  one  present  or  assist- 

ing at  a  sacrifice,  a  superintending  priest  or  Ritvij, 
(his  duties,  according  to  the  Kaushltakins,  are  to 
superintend  the  whole  sacrifice  and  correct  mistakes ; 

cf.  vidki-dariin.) 
Sadman,  a,  m.  an  abode,  dwelling  (Ved.) ;  (a), 

n.  a  seat ;  a  house,  dwelling,  palace ;  a  temple ;  an 
altar ;  a  place,  station ;  conflict,  (in  Naigh.  II.  1 7. 
enumerated  among  the  sanyrdma-ndmiini) ;  water 
(  =  udaka.  Naigh.  I.  12);  (ani),  n.  du.,  Ved.  heaven 

and  earth  (  =  dydcd-prithii'i,  Naigh.  III.  30);  (a, 
a,  a),  Ved.  sitting,  seated,  (in  Rig-veda  I.  173,  I. 
according  to  Say.  ftadmdnam^stdant'im.)'— Sad- 
marditi,  is,  f.  a  collection  of  houses.  —  Sadma-lar- 
II!K,  is,  is,  is,  Ved.  having  sicred  grass  for  its  abode 

or  place  of  sprinkling.  —  Sadma-u/al:ttti*,  as,  as, 
as,  Ved.  (according  to  Say.  makhas  —  mahaa),  hav- 

ing light  for  a  seat  or  abode,  radiant,  (Say.  =p>-apta- 
tejaska,  Rig-veda  1. 18,  9.) 
Sadru,  us,  us,  u  [cf.  iadru],  resting,  staying ; 

going,  moving ;  [cf.  probably  Gr.  I8pv  in  iSpiW.] 
Sanna,  as,  a,  am,  sunk  down ;  lying  down ; 

seated,  resting ;  settled  down ;  still,  motionless ; 
sunk,  low  (in  tone,  accent,  &c.);  depressed,  low  (in 
spirits),  desponding,  dispirited,  spiritless,  weak,  feeble, 
diminished ;  wasted  away,  exhausted,  decayed,  perished, 
destroyed,  spoiled,  lost ;  stunted,  shrunk,  contacted  ; 
oppressed  ;  lying  near,  adjacent ;  gone,  departed  ; 

(a»),  m.  the  Piyala  tree;  (am),  n.  little,'  a  small 
quantity.  —  Sanna-kaiitha,  as,  a,  am,  having  a 
contracted  throat,  having  a  feeble  or  broken  utter- 

ance, with  a  choking  voice,  scarcely  able  to  articulate, 
choking,  choked.  —  Sanna-tiim,  as,  a,  am,  more 
depressed,  very  weak  or  feeble ;  (in  grammar) 
lower  (in  tone  or  accent),  more  depressed  than  the 

ordinary  accentless  tone  (  =  anud<~itt<t-tara).  —  San- 
na-mmala,  am,  n.  a  motionless  psstle ;  (e),  ind.  at 
the  time  when  the  pestle  lies  motionless,  (Manu  VI. 

56.)  —  Sanna-harsha,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  joy 
has  departed,  depressed  in  spirits,  desponding. 
Sannalia,  as,  a,  am,  low,  dwarfish  ;  («s),  m.  the 

Piyala  liee.—Sannaka-dm,  us,  m.  the  PiySla  tree. 
Sada,  as,  m.  sinking  or  settling  down,  sinking, 

exhaustion,  weariness,  lassitude;  perishing,  decay; 

suffering,  pain  ;  purity,  clearness,  cleanness  [cf.  pra~ 

sanna,  pra-sdda~]  ;  going,  motion. 
Sddaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  exhausting,  wearying,  de- stroying. 

Sadat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  sitting  down  (  =  sldat). 

—  Sddad-yoni,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  sitting  in  the  interior, 
sitting  on  the  hearth. 

Sddana-,  am,  n.  causing  to  sink,  wearying,  ex- 
hausting ;  destroying,  dispelling  ;  sinking,  sitting, 

settling  ;  a  seat,  house,  dwelling,  palace  ;  (i),  f.  the 
plant  Helleborus  Niger  ;  exhaustion,  decay.  —  Sd- 

dana-spr{s"—grihddi-prada,Rig-ved!L  IX.  72,  8. 
Sadanya,  as,  d,  am,Ved.  =  sadanya,  belonging 

to  a  house,  &c.,  skilful  in  domestic  affairs,  (Siy.  — 
griha-karya-kmala,  Rig-veda  I.  91,  20.) 
Sddayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  sink  down, 

wearying,  wearing  out,  exhausting  ;  destroying  ; 
expelling,  removing;  extracting. 

Sddayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  destroyed,  de- 
structible. 

Sddayiiva,  ind.  having  caused  to  sink  or  sit  down  ; 

having  put  or  placed  down  ;  having  destroyed  ;  hav- 
ing removed. 

Sddayishyat,  an,  all  or  antl,at,  about  to  destroy. 
Sddi,  is,  m.  a  charioteer  ;  a  warrior  ;  a  dispirited 

or  melancholy  person  ;  air,  wind. 
Sddita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus  ),  made  to  sink 

down,  depressed,  exhausted,  harassed  ;  dispirited, 

wearied,  distressed  ;  wasted,  decayed  ;  destroyed,  ex- 
terminated ;  broken  ;  made  to  go,  drawn,  dragged. 

Sadin,  I,  in~i,  i,  sitting  down,  settling  down  ;  (fr. 
the  Caus.)  exhausting,  wearying,  destroying;  (i),  m. 
a  horseman,  cavalier  ;  any  one  seated  or  riding  on  an 
elephant  ;  any  one  seated  or  mounted  on  a  car  or 
chariot  ;  a  charioteer. 

Sasadyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  sitting  or  lying  down 
in  an  indecent  posture. 
Sidat,  an,  anti,  at,  sinking,  desponding,  pining, 

grieving,  sorrowing  ;  decaying,  perishing  ;  distressed, 
pained  ;  going. 
Sldamdna,  as,  a,  am,  sinking  down,  &c. 
Sedivas,  van,  -duihl,  vat,  one  who  has  sat  down 

or  sunk  down. 

sa-danhka,  as,  a,  am,  having  teeth  ; 

having  a  sharp  sting  ;  (as),  m.  '  having  nippers,'  a  crab. 
Sa-dansa-radana,  as,  m.  '  having  a  face  with  a 

sharp  bill,'  a  heron. 
«(^r«j«ii  sa-dakshina,  as,  a,  am,  having 

presents,  accompanied  by  gifts. 

*)<;(•«(  sadandi,  is,  m.,  Ved.  (perhaps) 

'  continuous,  uninterrupted,'  epithet  of  a  kind  of 
Takman  or  fever,  (Atharva-veda  V.  22,  13,  XIX. 

39.  I0-) 
See  col.  3. 

sa-daya,  as,  a,  am,  merciful,  com- 
passionate, benevolent  ;  (am),  ind.  kindly  ;  gently, 

softly.—  Saday  a-  hridaya,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
compassionate  heart,  tender-hearted. 

?t^  sa-dara,  as,  d,  am,  fearful,  afraid, timorous. 

Wnf  sa-darpa,  as,  a,  am,  having  pride; 
haughty  ;  (am),  ind.  haughtily,  arrogantly,  proudly. 

W?3T  sa-dasa,  as,  d,  am  (see  dasa),  having 
a  fringe,  fringed. 

Vf$\  sadd,  ind.  (fr.  5.  sa  +  dd),  always,  at 

all  times,  continually,  perpetually,  ever.—Sadii-kala- 
vaha,  as,  it,  am,  flowing  at  all  seasons,  (opposed  to 
prdvrit-kdla-vaha).  —  Sadd-kdntd,  i.,  N.  of  a 

river;  [cf.  sadd-nird.]  —  Sadd-  gati,  t>,  m.  'ever- 
going,'  air,  wind  ;  the  Universal  Spirit  ;  the  sun  ; 

everlasting  happiness,  final  emancipation.  —  Satin- 

toyd,  f.  'always  (wanting)  water,'  the  plant  Mimosa 
Octandra;  the  Karatoya  river  (  —  sa'ld-niru).— l.sa- 

dd-ddna,  ai/t,  n.  '  always  giving,'  liberality,  munifi- 
cence.—2.  sadd-ddna,  as,  m.  (see  2.  ddna), 

'always  exuding  ichor,'  epithet  of  AirSvata  (the 
elephant  of  Indra)  ;  of  Ganesa ;  an  elephant  in  rut. 

—  Saddnanda  (°dd-dn°),  a#,  d,  am,  always  happy; 
(as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
Ved5nta-sSra.  —  Sc.dd-narta,  as,  a,  am,   always 

dancing ;    (att),   m.  a  kind  of  bird,  the  wagtail. 
—  Sada-mra-vahd  or  sadd-nird,  f.  'always  bear- 

ing or  possessing  water,'  epithet  of  the  KaratoyS 
river,  (see  kara-toyd.)—Sadd-nta,   as,  d,  am, 
Ved.   always    crying    out,    (Say.  =  sadd   nonuva, 
sarcaddkroia-ltdrin,   Rig-veda    X.   155,  I,   see 
Nirukta  VI.    30.)  —  Sadd-pushpa,    as,    d,   am, 

always  in  flower,  ever-flowering ;  (as),  m.  the  cocoa- 

nut;  (i),  f.  a  variety  of  the  gigantic  swallow-wort 
(=raktdrka).—Sadd-pri/>a,  as,  m.  'always  mu- 

nificent,' N.  of  a  Rishi   (having  the   patronymic 
Atreya  and  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  V.  45). 

—  Sadd-prasuna,  an,  m.  '  always  in  flower,'  N.  of 
various  plants  (  =  rohitaka  ;  =  arka  ;  =  kimda). 

—  Sadd-phula,  as,  d,  am,  always  bearing  fruit; 
(as),  m.  the  cocoa-nut  tree ;  the  glomerous  fig-tree ; 
the  jack,  Artocarpus   Integrifolia ;    the  Vilva  tree ; 

(a),   (.  a  kind  of  mallow;    a  kind  of  egg-plant. 
••  Sadd-bhadi'd,  f.  '  always  auspicious,'  a  kind  of 
shrub,  Gmelina  Arborea.  —  Sadd-lhavya,  as,  a, 

am,  always  present ;  attentive.  ••  Sadd-mada,  as, 

d,  am,  ever-furious.  —  Saddmarsha  (°dd-am°),  as, 
d,  am,  always  impatient,  very  impatient,  petulant. 

—  Sadd-yoyin,   i,   m.  'always    practising   abstract 
contemplation,'  epithet  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna.  —  Sa- 
dd-vrid/ia,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  always  increasing  or 
prospering,  ever-growing. —Sadd-diva,  as,  d,  am, 
always  happy  or  prosperous;    (as),  m.  epithet  of 

S*iva ;  a  proper  N.  —  Saddtfiva-samhitd,  f.,  N.  of 

part  of  the  Skanda-Purana.  —  2.  sadds'rita  (°dd- 
<J4'°),  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  sad-ds"rita  see  under  sat), 
always  resorting  to ;  always  dependant  on.  —  Sadd' 
sa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (see  rt.  I .  san),  always  honour- 

ing or  giving,  (Say.  =  sarradd  Wtajamdna  or  an- 
nasya  ddtt'i,  Rig-veda  IV.  16,  2i.)  —  Sadd-sah  or 
sadd-sdh,  sat,  t,  t,  Ved.  always  conquering.  —  Sa- 

dotsava  (°dd-uC),  as,  d,  am,  ever-festive. 
Sadam,  ind.,  Ved.  always,  &c. 

Saddtana,  as,  i,  am,  incessant,  continual,  per- 
petual, eternal;  (ai),  m.  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Sa- 

ddtana-tra,  am,  n.  eternity. 

'-aiara.     See  under  sat. 

i.  sa-duna,  as,  a,  am,  having  gifts, 
with  gifts. 

2.  sa-ddna,  as,  a,  am,  having  ichor 

(exuding  from  the  temples),  being  in  rut  (as  an 
elephant). 

^Tt  sa-dara,  as,  d,  am,  accompanied  by 

a  wife,  together  with  a  wife.  —  Saddra-putra,  as, 

d,  am,  accompanied  by  wife  and  son. 

^f^3I  sa-dis,  k,  k,  k,  together  with  the 
quarters  (of  the  sky). 

*)({1r|H  sa-dlnam,  ind.  lamentably,  misera- 

bly. 

?T£St  sa-dris,  k,  k,  k  (see  2.  dris,  p.  428, 
col.  3),  having  the  same  look  or  appearance,  like, 
similar,  same  ;  fit,  proper. 

Sa-driksha,  as,  i,  am,  like,  resembling,  similar. 
Sa-di-iisa,  as,  t,  am,  like,  resembling,  same,  similar, 

of  the  same  rank  ;  conformable,  fit,  proper,  right, 

suitable;  worthy.  —  Sadrts'a-ta,  (.  or  sadrisa-tva, 

am,  n.  likeness,  similarity,  sameness.  —  Sadrii'a- 
spandana,  am,  n.  any  regular  or  even  throbbing 
motion  (  =  ni-spanda). 

sa-drishti-kshepam,  ind.  with 
a  glance  of  the  eye,  with  a  sidelong  glance. 



IO;>G sa-devdsura-rukshasa. sanatkumura-samhitu. 

sa-devusura-rakshasa  (°va- 
''.?,  a,  am,  accompanied  by  gods,  Asuras,  and 

RSkshasas. 

sn-ilff'ika,  as,  a,  am,  along  with 
or  accompanied  by  a  queen. 

*iej?(  sa-desa,  as,  a,  am,  possessing  a 
country  ;  of  the  same  country  or  place  ;  neighbour- 

ing, proximate,  near. 

«t{\M  sa-dosha,  as,  a,  am,  having  faults, 
faulty,  defective  ;  improper,  wrong  ;  liable  to  objec- 

tions, objectionable.  —  Sadosha-rat,  an,  at'i,  at, 
containing  anything  defective.  —  Sadofhu-i'ikd.'sa, 
as,  m.  a  defective  exhibition. 

sad-bhava.     See  under  sat. 

n.     See  p.  1055,  col.  I. 

sa-dyas,  ind.  (fir.  4.  sa  -4-  dyas  for  di- 

ras,  fr.  3.  rfi'r,  q.v.),  to-day,  this  very  day,  now, 
instantly,  at  the  moment,  in  an  instant,  momenta- 

rily ;  presently,  forthwith,  immediately,  on  a  sudden  ; 

quickly,  promptly;  recently.—  Sadya-uti,  is,  is,  i, 
Ved.  quickly  aiding  or  assisting  ;  quickly  going,  (SSy. 
=  sadyo-gamana.)  —  Sadyah-krita,  as,  a,  am, 
done  at  the  moment,  done  promptly  or  quickly  : 
n.  a  name,  appellation.  —  Sadyah-pdtin,  i,  int,  i, 
quickly  falling  or  dropping,  frail.  —  Sadyah-prakshd- 
laka,  as,  m.  one  who  cleans  corn  immediately  for 

use  (without  storing  \l).  —  Sadyah-pranakara,  as, 
i,  am,  quickly  inspiriting  or  invigorating.  —  Sadyah- 
pranahara,  as,  a,  am,  quickly  destroying  vigour, 

debilitating.  —  Soflyalf-s'uddhl,  is,  f.  =  sadya/i- 
iaufa.  —  Sadyah-iotha,  f.  'quickly  swelling,' 
cowach,  Carpopogon  Pruriens.  —  Sadyah-touto, 
am,  n.  present  or  immediate  purity  or  purification. 

—  Sadyas-kdla,  as,  m.  present  time.—  Sadyas- 
Jcdlina,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  present  time, 
recent,  modern,  new.  —  Sadyas-tapla,  as,  a,  am, 
just  heated.  —  Sadyo-artha,  as,  a,  am.Ved.  quickly 
going,  swift-moving.  —  Sadyo-jdta,  as,  a,  am, 
newly  born,  born  in  a  moment;  (as),  m.  a  calf; 
epithet  of  Sm.—Sadyo-bhavin,  i,  inl,  t,  existing 
or  becoming  born  in  a  moment,  newly  bom  ;  (i), 
m.  a  calf. 

Sadyaska,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  present  day, 
immediate,  present,  quick,  prompt;  new,  recent 

«5  sadru.     See  p.  1055,  col.  I. 

fS*S  sa-dvandva,  as,  a,  am,  quarrelsome, 
strifeful,  contentious,  fond  of  strife  or  litigation,  dis- 
agreeing. 

^T^^T^I  sad-vasatha.    See  p.  1053,  col.  i. 

*TV  sa-dha,  ind.  (probably  for  sa-dhd), 
Ved.  =  2.  saha,  with,  together  with,  (Pan.  VI.  3, 

96.) 
Sadha-ma,  UK,  m.,  Ved.  a  sacrifice. 

8a&UI-mada,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  intoxi- 
cation or  joy  together,  exulting  or  rejoicing  toge- 

ther ;  intoxicating  together;  (an),  m.  a  companion, 
friend;  a  feast,  festival  (  =  saha-madana);  a  sacri- 

fice ;  (am),  ind.  so  as  to  exult  or  become  intoxicated 
together. 

BadkorttSdya,  rts,  a,  am,  Ved.  intoxicating  or 
rendering  glad  together. 

><i<lltu-*tuti,  i*,  f.,  Ved.  united  praise;  (i),  ind. 
along  with  praise,  (Sfy.  =  stutya  sahitam,  Rig-veda V.  1  8,  5.) 

'l<a-stittya,  an,  a.   am,  Ved.  to  be  praised 
together;  (a/»),  n.  praising  together. 

'I'l-xtlin,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  place  where  persons 
stand  together,  place  of  meeting,  a  spot,  place;  a 
seat;  an  abode,  region,  world,  sphere,  firmament. 

WT    xri-dlinna,    as,    a,   am,    possessing riches,  wealthy,  rich,  opulent. 

so-dhanu,  us,  us,  u,  or  sa-dhanus,  us, 

(in  hand) 

WVHH  sa-dharman,  d,  a,  a,  or  sa-dharma, 
as,  d,  am,  having  similar  duties,  having  the  same 
or  similar  properties;  of  the  same  sect  or  caste; 
performing  like  duties;  resembling,  equal,  like. 
~Sa-dli>tnttfiSdrini,  f.  a  wife  who  assists  (her 
husband)  in  the  performance  of  religious  duties,  a 
virtuous  wife,  one  wedded  with  the  proper  rites. 
Sadharmin,  i,  inl,  i,  observing  the  same  customs 

or  laws  ;  (»ni)>  f-  a  w'fe  wedded  according  to  the 
proper  ritual  ;  a  legal  or  virtuous  wife. 

^HITT  sa-dhava,  f.  a  woman  having  a 
husband,  a  wife  whose  husband  is  living;  [cf.  vi- dhara.] 

ffftl  sa-dhi,  is,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  dha  with  so), 
N.  of  Agni  or  fire. 

^frtf^sadhis,  is,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
II.  114.  fr.  rt.  i.  salt),  an  ox,  bull. 

THJJI  sa-dhumra,  as,  a,  am,  dusky,  dark. 

?TV  sa-dhe,  a  various  reading  for  svadhe, 

enumerated  among  the  dyava-prithivi-namadhe- 
ydni  in  Naigh.  111.  30. 

flV^IT  sa-dhairyam,  ind.  with  firmness, 
with  gravity  ;  firmly,  gravely. 

Jlftr  i.  sadhri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 

of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  114  (having  the  patro- 
nymic Vairupa). 

us,  us,  having  a  bow,  armed  with  a  bow,  with  bow  j  Ved.  obtaining,  acquisition,  pursuit  ;  giving,  dona- 
tion ;  service,  worship  ;  (is),  m.  f.  request,  solicitation, 

respectful  entreaty  (addressed  to  a  spiritual  preceptor, 

&c.)  ;  quarter,  region,  point  of  the  compass. 
X'HiVd,  an,  i(,  am,  granted;  gained,  obtained. 
Sanitri,  id,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  grants  anything 

(with  ace.  or  gen.;  Sly.—tambhajana-Jlla-);  a 
benefactor;  a  husband,  (SSy.  =  bhartr{,  Rig-veda 
III.  31.  2;  seeNirukta  III.  6.) 
Sanitra,  am,  n.,  Ved.  an  instrument  or  means 

of  honouring,  (Rig-veda  IX.  97,  29.) 

Sanitva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  honoured  or  loved, 

(Szy.  =  sambkajaniya,  Rig-veda  VIII.  Si,  8.) 
Saninhtha,  ax,  a,  am,  Ved.  most  liberal  or  boun- 

tiful, very  munificent. 
Sanishya,  Nom.  P.  saniehyatl,  Ved.  to  wish  to 

give  ;  to  wish  for  or  desire  gifts. 
Sanishyat,  an,  and,  of,  Ved.  desiring  to  bestow; 

wishing  for  riches,  desirous  of  wealth,  (Say.  =  dkanam 

Hfhat  or  lapsyamdna,  Rig-veda  VII.  loo,  I.) 
Sanishya,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  wishing  to  give,  de- 

sirous of  giving  ;  desirous  to  honour. 
Sani,  t.  a  respectful  request  (  =  sani  above);  a 

quarter  or  point  of  the  compass  ;  the  flapping  of  an 

elephant's  ears  (  =  1.  Sana)  ;  light,  lustre;  epithet 
of  Gauri. 
Sanutri,  f.  (probably  fern,  of  a  form  sanutrl), 

Ved.  a  giver  or  dispenser  (of  light  to  the  whole 
woild),  epithet  of  Ushas,  (Say.  nanulrl  =  tnrmi;i ' 

2.  sadhri  [cf.  sa-fra],  a  form  sub- 
stituted for  2.  saha,  with,  together  with,  (P5n.  VI. 

3,  95-) Sadlirl,  sd\.nadyah,Ved.  the  rivers  going  or  flow- 
ing together,  (SZy.*=sadhridma/i,  Rig-ve<Ja  II.  13, 

2,  the  an6  of  sad/try-ant!  being  dropped.) 
Sadhridina,  as,  d,  am,  going  or  coming  with, 

accompanying,  associated  ;  [cf.  pratulna.'] 
Sadhry-and,  an,  -ridi,  ak  [cf.  satrant],  going 

with,  accompanying,  associated  ;  a  companion  ;  (<M), 

f.  a  woman's  companion  or  female  friend,  a  confi- 
dante ;  (ak),  ind.  together  with. 

TTS^TT  sa-dhvansa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 

of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  VIII.  8  (having  the  patro- 
nymic Kinva). 

TOeJif  sa-dhvaja,   as,  a,   am,   having  a 
banner,  bannered,  with  a  flag. 

i-  son,  cl.  i.  P.,  8.  P.  A.  sanati, 

sanoti,  sanute  (Ved.  sanishiiata  =  sam- 
bliajanle,  Rig-veda  I.  131,  5),  sasana,  sanitum, 
to  love,  like,  worship,  honour;  to  obtain  through 
love  or  worship,  obtain,  acquire,  gain;  to  receive 
graciously  ;  to  honour  with  gifts,  give,  bestow,  dis- 

pense, distribute  :  Pass,  eanyate  or  sayate  (Pan.  VI. 

4,  43),  to  be  loved,  &c.  :  Caus.  sanayati,  -yltum, 
Aor.  asishanat:  Desid.  »i*((nifliati,  xishasuti,  to 

be  eager  to  worship  or  honour  ;  to  wish  to  obtain, 
desire,  strive  for  ;  to  wish  to  bestow  or  give  :  Intens. 
sansanyutc,  siisayate,  sansanti. 

5.  sa,  as,  a,  am,  giving,  bestowing,  Sec.  (at  the 
end  of  comps.,  cf.  sa</d-sa). 

2.  lati,  is,  (.  (for  i.  sati  see  s.  v.),  giving,  a  gift. 

I.  sawa,  OK,  m.  the  flapping  of  an  elephant's  ears; 
the  plant  GhantS-f'Stali  ;  the  tree  Pen'aptera  To- 
mentosa;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  food,  (SSy.  saniini  =  an- 
itani,  Rig-veda  I.  95,  10.)  —  Sana-farm,  f.  the 
plant  Marsilea  Quadrifolia,  (also  written  asana- 

juini'i.) 
I.  sanat,  an,  and,  at,  Vtd.  bestowing,  granting. 

—  Sanat-ki(iiiam,  see  under  a.  sanat.  —  Sanad- 
rayi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  granting  wealth.  —Sanud-vaja, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  granting  food. 

I.  siinas,  as,  n.  (doubtful),  excrement,  ordure; 
S'iva's  trident  (?)  ;  crystal  (?). 

,  is,  i,  Ved.  giving,  a  giver,  (S5y.  sani 

jcfgat  sambhajantl  or  ddtri  prakis'asya,  Rig-veda 
1.123,  2.) 

Saneru,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  honouring,  worshipping, 
&c.,  (Stj.—mabhaJctri.) 

1.  santi,  is,  f.  (for  2.  santi  see  s.v.),  giving,  a  gift. 

Santya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  honoured  or  wor- 

shipped, adorable;  to  be  possessed,  (Say.  =  tA(y'ana- 
s'tla,  sambhajaniya)  ;  giving,  a  giver,  a  giver  of 
rewards,  (Say.  =  phalasya  datri,  Rig-veda  I.  45, 

9)  ;  (a«),  m.  epithet  of  Agni. Samjas,  apparently  only  used  in  dat.  c.  «»;. 

=  8anib/taj(tndya,  'for  the  honouring,'  (according 
to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  III.  31,  19.  fr.  rts.  I.  son  and 

ynx,  perhaps  a  kind  of  Ved.  Int.) 
Sishafat,  an,  a»fi,  at,  Ved.  desirous  of  giving, 

eager  to  bestow  benefits,  (SZy.  =  sambhaktu,m  id- 
(liai,  Rig-veda  I.  123,  4.) 

?l*^  2.  son,  (in  grammar)  a  technical  term 
for  the  syllable  sa  or  sign  of  the  desiderative. 

^T«T  2.  sana,  a  Vedic  word  meaning  '  old,' 
'  ancient,"  occurring  in  the  form  sanil,  neut.  pi.  = 
Kanaai  =  saniitaniin!,  sadatan&ni,  Rig-veda  III. 
I,  20,  I.  174,8;  see  also  sana,  sanat,  &c.  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  sons  of  Brahma  ;  [cf. 

Lat.  senex;  Goth,  sins,  sineigs.'j  —  Sana-ja,  as, 
d,  am,  or  sana-ja,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  born  or  pro- 

duced of  old,  ancient.  —Sana-vitta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
long  since  obtained.  —  Bo/n&frutQ,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  famous  of  old  ;  always  celebrated  ;  (as),  m.  a 

proper  N. 
Sanaka,  (ts,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  four  sons  of 

BrahmS  (described  as  one  of  the  councillors  or  com- 
panions of  Vishnu  and  as  inhabiting  the  Janar-loka  ; 

some  accounts  assign  to  Brahma  seven  mind-born 
sons)  ;  N.  of  an  inspired  legislator  ;  (as),  m.  pi., 

Ved.  epithet  of  the  Asuras  (represented  in  the  Rig- 
veda  as  slain  by  Indn^.—ftoRaJea-eamhita,  (.,  N.  of 
a  Tantra  work,  (one  of  the  Subhagamas.) 

2.  sanat,  t,  m.  (according  to  some  properly  neut. 
of  2.  Sana  above),  N.  of  Brahma  ;  (t),  ind.  always, 

ever,  perpetually.  •-Sanat-kumara,  as,  m.  *son  of 
Erahma,'  or,  according  to  some,  '  always  a  youth," 
N.  of  one  of  the  four  sons  of  Brahma  and  oldest  of 

the  progenitors  of  mankind  (  =  raidhatra;  other 
lists  give  seven  sons)  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  twelve  S5r- 
vabhaumas  or  emperors  of  India  according  to  the 
Jainas;    N.  for  any  sanctified  person  who   retains 
throughout   life  the    purity  of  youth.  —  Sanatku- 
mira-tantra,  am,  n..  N.  of  a  Tantra  work.  —  Sa- 
natkumdra-stim/iiia,  (.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Skanda 

dhanasya  ddlfi;    cf.  sahasra-s°) ;    (is),  m.,  i  Purina;  of  a  Tantra  work  (regarded  as  one  of  the 
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SubhSgamas).  —  Sanatltumarlya,  N.  of  a  Tantra 

work.  —  Sanatkumdropapurdna  (°ra-up0),  am, 
a.,  N.  of  an  Upa-Purana.  —  Sanat-sujata,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  second  of  the  seven  mind-born  sons  of 

Brahma.  —  Sanatsujdtiya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to 
Sanat-sujata. 
Sanaya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  old,  ancient  (=pu- 

rdna,  Nirukta  IV.  10,). 

2.  sanas  =  2.  eana,  p.  1056.  —  Sano-jd,  as,  as, 
am,  Ved.  =sana-ja,  q.  v. 
Sand,  ind.  (properly  an  old  inst.  fr.  2.  Sana, 

p.  1056),  always,  eternally,  perpetually;  [cf.  Angl. 
Sax.  sin,  especially  at  the  beginning  of  comps.  ;  Old 

Germ,  sin;  Goth,  sin  in  sin-teins.'] 
Sandt,  ind.  (properly  abl.  fr.  3.  Sana),  Ved. 

•  from  ancient  times,'  of  old,  always,  eternally,  per- 
petually, ever,  (na  sandt,  never.) 

Sandtana,  as,  I,  am,  eternal,  continual,  perpetual  ; 
firm,  fixed,  permanent  ;  primeval,  ancient  ;  (as),  m. 

epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  of  S"iva  ;  of  Brahma  ;  of  one  of 
Brahma's  sons  ;  of  one  of  Rudra's  sons  ;  of  a  teacher 
of  the  Sata-patha-Brahmana  ;  a  guest  of  the  Manes, 
one  who  must  always  be  fed  whenever  he  attends 
SVaddhas  or  obsequial  ceremonies  ;  (»),  f.,  N.  of 
the  goddess  LakshmT  ;  of  Durg3  ;  of  Sarasvat!  ;  [cf. 

Goth,  finteins,  sintdno.~\  —  Sandtana-tama,  as, 
m.  'the  most  eternal,  most  ancient,'  epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —Sanatana-fSarman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  an  author 

of  a  commentary  on  the  Megha-duta. 
Sanaya,  Nom.  A.  sandyate,  Ved.  to  act  like  an 

immortal  being,  be  eternal. 

sanaga,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of 

the  S'ata-patha-Brahmana. 

«*1*5  sa-nanda,  as,  m.  'joy-possessing,' 
N.  of  one  of  the  four  sons  of  Brahma  (inhabiting 

Janar-loka  ;  see  loka)  ;  one  of  the  sons  of  Rudra. 
Sa-nandana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  mind- 

engendered  sons  of  Brahma  (said  to  have  preceded 

Kapila  in  teaching  the  San-khya  phil.)  ;  of  a  pupil 

of  S'an-karScSrya  and  author  of  the  Panea-padika  ; 
of  a  commentator.  •-  Sanandana-samliita,  f.,  N.  of 
a  Tantra  work,  (one  of  the  SubhSgamas.) 

til^fsM  sa-nara-dvipa,  as,  a,  am,  accom- 
panied by  men  and  elephants. 

sa-naladanala-da  (°da-an°, 
cf.  3.  da),  as,  d,  am,  having  the  Nalada  (i.e.  An- 

diopogon  Muricatus  or  Us'ira  plant)  and  appeasing heat,  (Kirit.  V.  25.) 

sana-siitra,  am,  n.  (=:sana-siitra), 
hempen  cord  or  string,  packthread  ;  a  net  made  of 
hemp. 

*i1l<*e)i'in  sa-naka-vanita,  as,  a,  am, 
having  celestial  women  or  Apsarases. 

*<«1i1  sa-natha,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  master 
or  protector  ;  having  a  lord  or  husband  ;  occupied 

by,  possessed  by  ;  endowed  with,  possesse'd  of,  pos- 
sessing, having  ;  («),  f.  a  woman  whose  husband  is 

living.  —  Sandtha-td,  f.  the  state  of  having  a  pro- 
tector or  husband.  —  Sanathi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti, 

-kartum.to  make  to  possess  a  master  or  protector. 

WTTM  sa-ndbhi,  is,  is,  i,  connected  by 
the  same  navel  or  womb,  uterine,  nearly  related, 
kindred  ;  like,  resembling  ;  affectionate  ;  having 
even  or  evenly  formed  naves  (Ved.)  ;  (is),  m.  a 
near  kinsman,  uterine  brother,  one  of  the  same 
family  name  ;  a  relation  or  kinsman  as  far  as  the 

seventh  degree  (  =  sa-pinda,  q.  v.)  ;  (ayas),  f.  pi. 

'the  sisters,'  epithet  of  the  fingers,  (enumerated 
among  the  angull-ndmflni  in  Naigh.  II.  5.) 

Sa-ndbhya,  as,  m.  a  relation  as  far  as  the  seventh 
degree. 

*f«HH°R  sa-namaka,  as,  iku,  am,  having 
the  snme  name:  (as),  m.  the  tree  Hyperanthera 
Moringa. 

Sa-ndman,  a,  d  or  -mnl,  a,  having  the  same name. 

sanaru,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of 

the  S'ata-patha-Brahmana. 

*t  (*rt  vd  I  *i*Jx  sa-nihsvasam,  ind.  with  a  sigh. 

*t  ft  MH  sa-niyama,  as,  a,  am,  performing 
or  observing  religious  ceremonies,  engaged  in  religious 
observances. 

«Ur(*llrt  sa-nirghata,  as,  a,  am,  accom- 
panied by  a  hurricane  or  whirlwind. 

^jf*T*j»!!t  sa-nirghrina,  as,  a,  am,  merciless, cruel, 

sa-nirvedam,  ind.  in  a  modest 
manner,  with  humility,  humbly  ;  despairingly  ;  with 
indifference. 

sa-nishthiva,  am,   n.    sputtered 

speech,  speech  accompanied  with  sputtering  or  emis- 
sion of  saliva. 

Sa-nishlhem,  am,  n.  =  sa-nishthiva  above. 

««fls  sa-nlda,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  nest  or 
abode  ;  having  or  occupying  the  same  nest  or  abode, 
dwelling  together  ;  near,  proximate. 
Sa-nlla,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  =  sa-nlda  above. 

sanlya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

^  sanutar,  ind.  (thought  by  some  to 
be  fr.  sdnu  +  ta/t),  Ved.  from  behind,  behind  the 
back,  in  concealment,  secretly,  clandestinely,  (enume- 

rated in  Naigh.  III.  25.  among  the  nirmtdntar- 
hita-ndmadheydni)  ;  far  away,  far  off. 
Santitya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  lies  in  ambush 

(as  a  thief;  Say.  antarhite  deie  bharas"  ioraK). 

^•tftr  sa-nemi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  '  having  the 
halves,'  complete,  entire,  whole,  (see  nemo)  ;  having 
equal  or  even  fellies,  i.  e.  revolving  with  even 

motion,  (Say.  samdna-nemy  eJcaprakdra^vahir- 
valayam  akhina-nemi,  Rig-veda  I.  164,  14); 
(i),  ind.  wholly,  entirely;  enumerated  among  the 
purana-ndmdni  in  Naigh.  III.  2  7  ;  =  isMpram, 
(Nirukta  XII.  44.) 

^*Tl»TT  sano-ja.  See  under  2.  sanas,  col.  I. 

ten  santa,  as,  m.  the  two  hands  opened 
and  the  palms  joined  (=samhata-tala). 

»tfSJ  san-taksh  (sam-t°),  cl.  I.  P.  -tak- 
shati,  -takshitum,  -tashtum,  to  cut  out,  form, 
fashion  by  cutting  ;  to  construct,  compose  (hymns 
&c.,  Ved.)  ;  to  cut  through,  cut  to  pieces,  wound  ; 
to  hurt  by  words. 

San-takshana,  am,  n.  cutting  language,  sarcasm, 
scoff,  reproach. 

San-takshya,  ind.  having  cut  out,  &c. 
San-tashta,  as,  d,  am,  cut  out,  formed,  cut 

through,  &c. 

W?T3  san-tad  (sam-t°),  cl.  10.  P.  -tdda- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  strike  effectually,  strike  or  hit  hard, 
hit  (with  an  arrow  &c.)  ;  to  beat  or  play  a  musical 
instrument. 

San-tddya,  ind.  having  struck  or  hit. 

Ttl'tT'^  sun-tan  (sa?n-t°),  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -tanoti, 
•tanutf,  -tanitum,  to  stretch  or  extend  along, 
stretch  over,  cover  with,  cover  over;  to  join  or 

connect  together,  make  continuous  ;  to  effect,  accom- 
plish ;  to  exhibit,  display,  evince  ;  to  be  connected 

or  combined  with  (Ved.)  :  Caus.  -tdnayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  extend,  cause  to  accomplish,  cause  to  be 
finished. 

San-tata,  at,  a,  am  [cf.  sa-tata"],  stretched along,  extended  along,  stretched  or  spread  over, 
covered  over,  connected  together,  sewn  or  woven 

together,  extended  ;  continued,  continuous,  uninter- 
rupted, regular,  continual,  lasting,  eternal  ;  much, 

many  ;  (am),  ind.  constantly,  continually,  eternally, 
always.  —  (iantata-jvara,  as,  m.  continuous  fever. 

—  Santata-varshin,  I,  inl,  i,  raining  continuously. 
—Santata-vepathu,  m,  us,  u,  trembling  all  over. 

"Santatupad  ("ta-dp"),  t,  t,  t,  one  whose  mis- 
fortunes are  continuous.  —  Santatali/iydsa  (°ta- 

abh°),  as,  m.  habitual  practice,  regular  study  or 
repetition  (of  the  Vedas  &c.). 
San-tati,  is,  f.  stretching  or  extending  along, 

stretching  or  spreading  over,  extent,  expanse,  con- 
tinuity ;  a  continuous  line,  row,  range  ;  uninterrupted 

succession,  descent  ;  lineage,  race,  progeny,  offspring  ; 
a  son;  a  daughter;  a  number  of  people,  multitude; 

(is),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Alarka. 
Santateyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Raudrasva. 
San-tani,  ix,  m.,Ved.  extension  ;  continuous  stream. 
San-tanvat,  an,  ail,  at,  extending  along,  covering 

over,  covering  with. 

San-tana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  extending,  extension, 
expansion,  spreading  ;  the  being  spread  or  increased, 
continuance,  continuous  succession,  lineage,  race, 

family  ;  progeny,  offspring  ;  a  son  or  daughter  ;  one 

of  the  five  trees  of  Indra's  paradise.  —  Sant&na- 
sandlti,  is,  m.  peace  cemented  by  family  alliance 

(by  giving  a  daughter  in  marriage,  &c.). 
Santdnaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  stretching,  spreading, 

who  or  what  spreads  ;  (as),  m.  one  of  the  trees  of 

Indra's  heaven,  the  Kalpa  tree  or  its  flower  ;  (ikd),  ' 
f.  froth,  foam  ;  cream,  coagulated  milk,  custard  ;  a  cob- 

web ;  the  blade  of  a  knife  or  sword.  —  Santdnaka- 

Itlrna  (°ka-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  strewn  with  celestial 
flowers,  &c.  (from  the  Kalpa  tree). 

n-tap  (sam-tap),  cl.  I.  P.  -tapati, 
-taptum,  to  heat  thoroughly,  make  red  hot,  cause 
to  glow,  inflame  ;  to  scorch,  parch,  dry  up  ;  to  pain 
by  heat,  torture:  Pass,  -tapyate  (ep.  P.  -ti),  to  be 
well  heated,  to  become  hot,  suffer  great  pain  or 
torment  ;  to  undergo  penance  ;  to  be  penitent, 

repent  :  Caus.  -tdpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be 
heated,  to  make  very  hot,  heat,  scorch,  burn,  inflame, 
set  on  fire;  to  foment;  to  burn  up,  consume;  to 

pain  by  heat,  torment,  torture,  distress,  harass  ;  (with 

dtmdnam)  to  torture  or  torment  one's  self,  harass 
the  body  by  penance  :  Pass,  of  Caus.  -tdpyate,  to 
be  made  very  hot,  &c. 

San-tapana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  inflaming  or  tor- 

menting. 

San-tapta,  as,  d,  am,  greatly  heated  or  inflamed, 
red  hot,  glowing  ;  melted,  burnt  up,  scorched,  dried 
up,  inflamed  with  passion,  &c.  ;  suffering  great  pain 
or  anguish,  tormented,  distressed,  afflicted,  wearied, 

fatigued.  —  Santapta-ddmikara,  am,  n.  glowing  or 
molten  gold.  —  Santapta-rajata,  am,  n.  molten 
silver.  —  Santapta-rakthas,  as,  di,  as,  oppressed 

in  the  chest  or  breathing,  short-breathed.  —  San- 
tapta-hridaya,  as,  d,  am,  feeling  great  anguish  of 

heart.  —Santaptdyas  (°ta-ay°),  as,  u.  heated  iron, 
red  hot  iron. 

San-tapya,  ind.  having  undergone  penance. 
San-tapyamdna,  as,  d,am,  being  inflamed,  being 

tormented  or  distressed.  —  Santapyamdna-manas, 
as,  as,  as,  one  whose  mind  is  in  a  state  of  torture. 

San-tdpa,  as,  m.  great  heat,  burning  heat  ;  in- 
flammation, fire;  affliction,  pain,  anguish,  distress; 

passion  ;  remorse,  resentment,  penance,  penitence, 

repentance.  —  Santdpa-hara,  as,  d  or  t,  am,  re- 
moving heat,  cooling  ;  consolatory,  consoling. 

San-tapana,  as,  i,  am,  burning  up,  scorching, 
inflaming  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  burning,  scorching  ; 
paining,  affliction  ;  exciting  passion  ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  one  of  the  arrows  of  Kama-deva. 

San-tdpayitvd  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having  burnt 

up  or  inflamed. San-tdpita,  as,  d,  am,  made  very  hot,  burnt  up, 
scorched  ;  inflamed,  consumed  ;  tormented,  pained, 
harassed,  distressed,  afflicted,  wearied. 

San-tdpya,  ind.  having  caused  to  be  heated. 

«fl«^  sau-tam  (sam-t°),  cl.  4.  P.  -tam- 
yati,  -tamitum,  to  be  distressed,  pine  away,  become 
exhausted. 

San-tamaka,  as,  m.  oppression  or  distress  (in breathing  &c.). 
I2N 
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San-tamat,  as,  n.  great  darkness,  universal  dark- 
ness or  obscurity. 

San-tamasa,  as,  a,  am,  darkened,  clouded ; 
(am),  n.  overspreading  or  universal  darkness ;  great 
darkness  or  delusion  of  mind. 

san-tark  (sam-t°),  c\.  10.  P.  -tarka- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  consider  as,  regard. 

V'A*{san-tarj  (sam-t0),  cl.  I.  P.  -tarjati, 
-tarjitum,  to  threaten,  menace,  revile,  abuse,  scold, 
blame. 

San-tarjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  threatening, 
reviling,  abusing,  reproving. 
San-tarjita,  as,  a,  am,  threatened,  abused, 

scolded,  reproved. 
Santarjya,  ind.  having  threatened,  &c. 

«11M<U  san-tarpana,  &c.    See  col.  2. 

*{  id  <fl r4  ̂ san-tavitvat .   See  under  sun-tit. 
H Til  2.  santi,  is,  f.  (probably  connected 

with  rt.  so;  for  i.  santi  see  under  rt.  I.  tan),  end, 
destruction;  [cf.  I.  sati,  2.  sdti.] 

flf-ds^  san-tij  (sam-tij),  Caus.  -tejayati, 
-yitum,  to  stir  up,  excite,  incite. 
San-tgayat,  an,  anti,  at,  stirring  up,  arousing, 

exciting. 

ViJ  san-tu  (sam-tu).    See  rt.  2.  tu,  p.  377. 
San-tavitvat,  at,  ati,  at  (ft.  the  Intens.),  Ved. 

increasing  in  power  or  vigour,  (SZy.=pravriddha- 
balavan  san,  Rig-veda  IV.  40,  4 ;  see  Nirukta  II. 
28) ;  having  great  power  to  effect  or  accomplish. 

«*$<^san-tud  (sam-tud),  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -tudati, 
-te,  -tottum,  to  strike  at,  goad,  sting ;  to  attack  (as 
a  disease). 

San-tudyamana,  as,  a,  am, being  goaded  or  stung. 

ti'ije^  san-tul  (sam-tul),  cl.  10.  P.  -tolayati, 
-tulayati,  -yitum,  to  weigh  one  thing  against 
another,  balance  together,  compare  by  measure ;  to 
weigh  or  balance  in  the  mind. 

^^san-tush  (sam-t°),  cl.  4.  P.  -tushyati, 
-toshtum,  to  feel  quite  satisfied  or  contented,  be 
calmed  or  pacified,  be  pleased  or  delighted  ;  to  have 
great  pleasure  in:  Caus.  -toshayati,  -yitum,  to 
make  well  satisfied  or  contented,  satisfy,  propitiate, 
please,  rejoice,  gratify ;  to  comfort ;  to  present  with. 
San-tushta,  as,  a,  am,  quite  satisfied,  contented, 

well  pleased,  delighted. 
San-tusfiti,  is,  f.  complete  satisfaction,  content- 

ment, gratification. 
San-titshya,  ind.  feeling  quite  satisfied  or  con- 

tented ;  feeling  great  pleasure. 
San-tushyat,  an,  anti,  at,  being  satisfied  or 

pleased. 
San-tosha,  at,  m.  satisfaction,  contentedness,  (san- 

tosham  kri,  to  be  satisfied  or  contented) ;  happiness, 
delight,  joy,  pleasure ;  Content  (personified  as  a  son 
of  Dharma  and  Tushti) ;  the  thumb  and  fore-finger ; 
(d),  f.  a  proper  N.—Santosha-vat,  an,  ati,  at, 
contented,  joyful,  pleased. 
San-toshaka,  as,  ilia,  am,  satisfactory,  gratifying, 

pleasing. 
San-toshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  satisfying,  pleas- 

ing, propitiating,  comforting. 
San-tonhanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  gratified  or 

propitiated. 

San-toshita,  as,  a,  am,  satisfied,  gratified,  con- 
soled, comforted. 

San-toshlavya,  ai,  a,  am,  to  be  satisfied,  to  be 
gratified  or  pleased,  consolable. 
San-toshya,  ind.  having  gratified  or  pleased,  hav- 

ing propitiated. 

"^  san-trid  (sam-t°),  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -tfi- 
•natti,  -trintte,  &c.,  Ved.  to  connect  together,  fasten 
together ;  to  hollow  out,  perforate. 
San-tardana,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
tfan-trinna,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  connected  or  fastened 

together. 

San-tridya,  ind.,  Ved.  having  fastened  or  con- 
nected together. 

SMH^  son-trip  (sam-f),  cl.  4.  5.  P.  -trip- 
ytiti,  -tripnoti  (Ved.  -tripnoti).  Sic.,  to  satiate 
one's  self  with,  refresh  one's  self  with  (with  gen.) ; 
to  become  satisfied  or  refreshed :  Caus.  -tarpayati, 
-yitum,  to  satiate,  satisfy,  invigorate,  gladden,  gratify. 
San-tarpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  satisfying,  satiat- 

ing ;  gratifying,  delighting ;  a  particular  luscious 
dish  (consisting  of  a  mixture  of  grapes,  pomegranates, 
dates,  plantains,  sugar,  flour,  and  ghee). 
San-tarpita,  as,  d,  am,  satisfied,  satiated. 

San-tarpya,  ind.  having  satisfied  or  satiated  one's self. 

WrT  san-tri  (sam-t°),  cl.  i.  P.  -tarati  (ep. 
also  A.  -re,  Ved.  also  cl.  6.  -tirati),  -taritum,  -tari- 

tum, to  cross  over,  pass  over,  travel  over ;  pass  through, 
swim  through ;  to  pass  or  cross  over  towards,  reach, 
attain  ;  to  surpass,  overcome  ;  to  escape  from  (with 
abl.),  be  saved ;  to  bring  safely  over,  save,  rescue : 
Caus.  -tdrayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  pass  over,  bring 
over,  bring  safely  over,  rescue,  save  :  Pass,  of  Caus. 
-tdryate,  to  be  brought  over,  to  be  rescued  or  saved. 
San-tarana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  crossing  over, 

swimming  over  or  through. 

San-tarat,  an,  anti,  at,  crossing  over,  passing 
over,  swimming  over  or  through. 
San-taramdna,  as,  d,  am,  passing  over,  Sec. 
San-tarutra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  carrying  or  con- 

veying safely  across,  rescuing,  (Say.  =  sarveshdm 
upadravandm  santdraka,  Rig-veda  III.  1, 19.) 

San-tdrft,  as,  m.  crossing  or  passing  over,  &c. 
San-tdrita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  pass  over,  saved, 

rescued,  delivered. 

San-tirna,  as,  d,  am,  crossed,  passed  through; 
rescued,  saved. 

San-tirya,  ind.  having  crossed  over,  having  passed through. 

Wn*T  santya.     See  p.  1056,  col.  3. 

tiTM»1  san-tyaj  (sam-tyaj),  cl.  i.  P.  -tya- 
jati,  -tyaktum,  to  relinquish  altogether,  abandon, 
leave,  desert;  to  leave  (a  place),  depart  from,  avoid, 
shun ;  to  give  up,  resign,  renounce,  deliver  up ;  to 
leave  alone,  take  no  notice  of,  disregard,  omit : 
Caus.  -tydjayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  abandon ;  to 
deprive  or  rob  a  person  of  anything  (with  two  ace.) ; 
to  cause  a  person  (ace.)  to  be  delivered  up  by  any 
one  (inst.),  rescue. 
San-tyakta,  as,  d,  am,  completely  deserted,  left, 

abandoned,  renounced,  resigned,  robbed,  deprived  of. 
San-tyajat,  an,  anti,  at,  relinquishing,  abandon- 

ing, deserting. 
San-tyajana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  deserting,  leaving, abandoning. 

San-tyajya,  ind.  having  abandoned  or  given  up 
entirely,  having  discarded  or  renounced ;  having 
avoided ;  having  left  alone,  having  taken  no  notice  of. 

ww*^  san-tras  (sam-tras),  cl.  I.  4.  P. 
-trasati,  -trasyati,  -trasitum,  to  tremble  all  over, 
start  with  fear,  be  afraid,  be  terrified  or  frightened : 
Caus.  -trdsayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  tremble, 
frighten,  terrify. 
San-trasta,  as,  d,  am,  trembling  with  fear, 

afraid,  scared,  frightened,  alarmed. 
San-trdsa,  as,  m.  great  trembling,  terror,  fear, alarm. 

San-trdsita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  tremble,  terri- 
fied, frightened. 

J3RT  san-trai  (sam-t°),  cl.  I.  A.  -trdyate, 
-trntmn,  to  protect  well  or  effectually,  preserve, 
defend. 

H*r3^san-tvar  (sam-t°),cl.  I.  A.  -tvarate, 
-learitum,  to  hurry,  make  great  haste,  hasten  :  Caus. 
-tvarayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  hurry,  cause  to 
hasten,  urge  on. 

San-tvaramdna,  as,  a,  am,  hurrying,  making 

great  haste. 

San-trarayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  hurry, hastening,  urging  on. 

San-tvarita,  as,  a,  am,  hurried,  hastening  ;  (am), 
ind.  in  a  hurry,  in  great  haste,  quickly. 

T  san-dans  (sam-d°),  cl.  I.  P.  -dasati, 
-danshlum,  to  bite  together,  bite,  seize  with  the 
teeth  ;  to  press  together,  compress,  press  closely  on 
anything,  indent  by  pressure. 
San-danga,  as,  m.  a  pair  of  tongs  or  nippers  ;  too 

great  compression  of  the  teeth  in  the  pronunciation 
of  vowels  ;  a  particular  position  or  movement  of  the 
hands  ;  N.  of  a  particular  Naraka  ;  of  a  section  of 
the  Shadvinsa-BrShmana. 

San-dans'aka,  am.  n.  a  pair  of  tongs,  a  kind  of 
forceps  or  pincers;  (ikd),  (.  a  pair  of  pincers  or 
nippers,  small  shears  or  tongs  ;  a  vice. 
San-dadat,  an,  anti,  at,  biting  together,  biting, 

pressing. 
San-das'ya,  ind.  having  bitten;  having  pressed 

together. San-dashta,  as,  d,  am,  bitten,  compressed,  pressed 
closely  together,  nipped,  pinched  ;  (am),  n.  a  parti- 

cular fault  in  pronunciation  (arising  from  keeping  the 
teeth  too  close  together).  —  Sandashta-ktisuma- 

s'ayana,  as,  d,  am,  indenting  (by  pressure  of  the 
limbs)  a  couch  of  flowers.  —  Sandashta-td,  f.  a 
particular  incorrect  pronunciation  of  nasalized  vowels, 
(see  san-dashta.)  —  Sandashta-danta<!<!hada,  as, 

d,  am,  biting  the  \ips.  —  Sandashtaushtt»a  (°ta- 
osh°),  as,  d  or  i,  am,  biting  or  compressing  the  lips. 
ti^c  sun-dad  (sam-dad),  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  giving 

abundantly,  bestowing  liberally,  (SSy.  =  lamyak 

prayatthat.) 
.     See  below. 

«  <^«n«T  san-dadhana.  See  under  san-dha. 
san-darbha.    See  under  san-dribh. 

san-darsana,  &c.    See  under  san- 

san-dal  (sam-dal),  cl.  i.  P.  -dalati, 
dalitum,  to  pierce  through,  pierce. 
San-dalita,  as,  d,  am,  pierced  through,  pierced. 

^t^lW  san-dasasya  (sam-d°),  Nom.  P. 
-daiasyati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  remit,  pardon  (a  sin)  ;  to 
destroy,  consume,  (Say.  =  sa>t-kshapayati.) 

V^^san-das  (sam-das),  cl.  4.  P.  -dasyati, 
-dasitum,  Ved.  (perhaps)  to  go  out  or  be  extinguished 

(as  fire). 
San-dadasvas,  an,  m.,Ved.becoming  extinguished 

(according  to  some);  giving  liberally,  (SSy.  =*am- 
yak  prayatthat,  Rig-veda  II.  2,  6;  cf.  san-dad.) 

*nr^  san-dah  (sam-dah),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -rfa- 
hati,  -te,  -dagdhum,  to  burn  together,  burn  up, 
consume  by  fire,  destroy  ;  to  be  burnt  up,  be  con- 

sumed (A.):  Pass,  -dahyate,  to  be  burnt  up;  to 
burn,  glow;  to  be  distressed,  pine  away,  grieve: 
Caus.  -dahayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  burn. 
San-dagdha,  as,  d,  am,  burnt  up,  consumed. 
San-dahat,  an,  anti,  tit,  burning  up,  consuming. 

San-dahyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  burnt,  burn- 
ing, glowing. 

San-ddha,  as,  m.  burning  up,  consuming;  in- 
flammation of  the  mouth  and  lips. 

i.  san-da  (sam-da,  see  rt.  I.  da),  cl. 
3.  P.  A.  -daddti,  -datte,  -datum,  to  give  together, 
present  ;  to  hold  or  keep  together  ;  (according  1o 
some)  to  meet  together,  (Siy.  san-dade  =  sam- 
ladhndli,  Rig-veda  IV.  44,  5.) 

«»<^l  2.  san-da  (sam-da,  see  rt.  3.  da),  cl. 

2.  4.  P.  -ddti,  -dyati,  -datum,  to  cut  together;  to 
cut,  divide,  dip,  cut  off,  pare  ;  to  reap,  gather  toge- ther. 

I  .  san-dana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  cutting  or  divid- 

ng;  (as),  m.  that  part  of  an  elephant's  temples  whence the  fluid  called  Mada  issues  ;  [cf.  2.  rfana.] 
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1.  san-dita,  as,  d,  am,  cut  off,  cut;  tired,  weary, 
(Say.  =  samyak  khandita,  dura-gamanena  irdn- 
ta,  Rig-veda  I.  25,  3.) 

w^l  3.  san-dd  (sam-dd,  see  rt.  4.  da),  c 

4.  P.  -dyati,  -datum,  Ved.  to  bind  together,  faste 
together,  tie. 

2.  san-ddna,  am,  n.  a  rope,  cord  (especially  fo 
tying  cattle) ;  a  head-rope,  halter,  (Say.  =  siro-lan 
d/tana,  Rig-veda  I.  162,  1 6.) 

San-ddnikd,  f.  a  kind  of  tree  (  =  ari-khadira). 
Sanddnita,  as,  d,  am,  bound  together,  tied. 

.  Sandiinini,  (.  a  cow-house ;  [cf.  tan-dhdnini."] 
San-daya,  ind.  having  bound  together,  having  tiec 
2.  san-dita,  as,  d,  am,  bound  or  fastened  toge 

ther,  bound,  tied ;  detained,  caught 

t<  K^I  [»i  n <*sanddmitaka,  am,  n.  (doubtful) 
a  poem  of  three  stanzas. 

«»<^i«f  san-ddva,  as,  m.  (probably  for  son 
drdra),  flight,  retreat,  running  away. 

'  i.  and  2.  san-dita.     See  above. 

JI  San-dig  (sam-dis),  cl.  6.  P.  -disati 

-deshtum,  to  point  out,  appoint ;  to  assign,  desrini 
for  ;  to  commission,  depute,  direct,  give  an  order  o 
message  to  any  one  (sometimes  with  two  ace.) ;  t< 
pronounce,  state,  communicate  intelligence,  report 
send  any  one  (ace.)  with  a  message  to  anothe 
(dat.);  to  order,  command,  declare;  Caus.  -deia 

yati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  point  out  or  declare  o 
communicate ;  to  invite  or  ask  to  speak  about. 

San-difat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  pointing  out 
assigning ;  informing,  telling,  &c. 

San-diiya,  ind.  having  pointed  out,  having  as- 
signed, having  instructed  or  directed. 

San-dishta,  as,  d,  am,  pointed  out,  assigned 
indicated,  directed ;  communicated,  told,  related  (as 
tidings  or  a  message) ;  promised,  engaged,  agreed 
(am),  n.  news,  tidings,  information.  —  Sandishtdr- 

tha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  m.  one  who  communicates  infor- 
mation or  news,  a  messenger,  royal  messenger, 

herald,  pursuivant. 

San-deda,  as,  m.  communication  of  intelligence, 
information,  tidings,  news ;  a  message,  commission, 
command,  direction  ;  a  particular  kind  of  sweetmeat 

or  savoury  mixture.  —  Sandeda-vat!,  k,  f.  communi- 
cation of  intelligence,  news,  tidings.  —  San  Ma-ham 

or  sandetfa-hdraka,  as,  m.  a  news-bringer,  message- 
bearer,  messenger,  courier;  an  envoy,  ambassador. 

San-deJaka,  am,  n.  information,  news,  tidings. 

San-des"ita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  point  out,  made 
to  declare,  asked  to  speak  about. 

San-deshfavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  pointed  out  or 
indicated,  to  be  enjoined  ;  to  be  communicated ; 
(am),  n.  an  injunction,  direction,  order. 

Ttf»^s  i.san-dih (sam-dih), cl. 2. P.  A.  -deg- 
dhi,  -digdhe,  -degdhum,  to  smear  over,  besmear, 
anoint,  plaster  over,  cover  over,  obliterate ;  to  heap 

together :  Pass,  -dihyate,  to  be  plastered  or  smeared 
over;  to  become  indistinct  or  doubtful ;  to  be  uncertain 

or  dubious :  Caus.  -dehayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  make 
indistinct  or  uncertain,  confuse,  perplex ;  to  be  doubt- 

ful or  uncertain  (A.). 

San-digdha,  as,  d,  am,  besmeared,  smeared 
over,  covered,  confused,  indistinct,  obscure,  unintel- 

ligible ;  doubted,  questioned,  dubious,  doubtful ;  en- 
tertaining doubt,  unsettled,  despairing ;  uncertain, 

unsafe,  dangerous,  riskful.  —  Sandiydha-td,  f.  or 
fandigdha-tva,  am,  n.  uncertainty,  hesitation,  in- 

distinctness. —  Sandif/d/ia-niMaya,  as,  d,  am,  one 
who  hesitates  to  hold  a  firm  opinion ;  one  who  is 

confident  in  a  doubtful  matter,  —  Saiidigdhfi-buddhi 
or  sandigdha-mati,  is,  is,  i,  having  a  doubtful 
mind,  sceptical,  doubtful  about  the  use  of  religious 

observances.  —  Sandigdha-lelthya,  am,  n.  a  writing 
or  document  of  doubtful  meaning  or  authority. 

—  SamUgdhdkshara  (°dha-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ing indistinct  utterance.  —  Sandigdhdriha  (Jdha- 

ar°),  as,  m.  doubtful  meaning,  dubious  interpret tion ;  a  disputed  debt ;  (o,<,  a,  am),  having  doubtf 
meaning,  dubious  in  sense, 

i.san-dih,  dhik,  f.,Ved.  smearing  over,  coverin 
over;  a  heap,  accumulation. 

San-dihdna,  as,  d,  am,  doubtful,  dubious,  u certain. 

San-dihya,  ind.  having  smeared  over,  being 
doubt,  being  subject  to  doubt. 

San-dihyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  or  becomin doubtful,  uncertain,  obscure. 

San-deglia,  as,  m.,Ved.  =  san-deha  below. 
San-deha,  as,  m.  doubt,  uncertainty,  suspense 

risk,  danger.  —  Sandeha-gandha,  as,  m.  th 
(slightest)  shade  of  a  doubt.  -  Sandeha-dola-sthc 
as,  d,  am,  being  in  the  swing  or  perplexity  o doubt. 

San-dehaya,  Nom.  P.  -dehayati,  &c.,  to  rende 
doubtful  or  uncertain,  make  dubious. 

San-dehaydna,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  doubt uncertainty. 

Sandehin,  f,  ini,  i,  doubtful,  dubious ;  doubting 

i.  san-dl  (sam-di,  see  rt.  2.  di),  cl 

3.  P.  (Ved.  Impv.  2nd  sing,  -didihi  or  -didihi),  t 
shine  together;  to  make  very  bright  or  manifest 
(Say.  =  samyak  prakdsayati.) 

*"^T  2.  san-di,  i.  (perhaps  connected  vvitl 

3.  san-dd),  a  small  bedstead  or  cot  (=khattd). 

*in;1«r  san-diksh  (sam-d°),  cl.  i.  A.  -dik 

shate,  -dikshitum,  to  consecrate  one's  self  togethe 
or  along  with,  be  initiated  with  others. 

San-dikshita,  as,  d,  am,  consecrated  together 
initiated  along  with  others. 

an-dip  (sam-dip),  cl.  4.  A.  (ep.  also 

P.)  -dlpyate  (-ti),  -dlpitum,  to  blaze  up,  flame 
burn  or  shine  very  brightly,  glow :  Caus.  -dipayati 

-yitum,  to  set  on  fire,  light  up,  kindle,  inflame 
illumine ;  to  inflame  with  anger ;  to  fire,  animate, 
excite,  inspirit,  encourage. 

San-dipana,  as,  i,  am,  lighting  up,  kindling 
inflaming,  inspiriting,  encouraging,  (kdmdgni-s", 
dndling  the  fire  of  love,  exciting  sexual  desire) , 

'am),  n.  the  act  of  lighting  up,  inflaming,  inflam- 
mation, kindling  (of  wrath  &c.),  encouragement ; 

'as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  arrows  of  Kama-deva 
^god  of  love). 

San-dipita,  as,  d,  am,  lighted  up,  kindled,  in- flamed, excited. 

San-dipta,  as,  d,  am,  inflamed,  flaming,  burning, 
ieing  on  fire.  —  Sandlpta-lofana,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ng  inflamed  or  flashing  eyes. 

San-dipya,  as,  m.  the  plant  Celosia  Cristata  ( = 
mayura-s'ikhd). 
San-dipyat,  an,  anti,  at,  flaming  up,  burning, 

hiiiing. 

san-dush  (sam-d°),  cl.  4.  P.  -dush- 
lati,  -doshtum,  to  be  or  become  utterly  corrupt, 
e  defiled  or  polluted,  become  unclean :  Caus.  -du- 

hayati,  -yitum,  to  corrupt,  defile,  pollute,  stain, 
poil ;  to  revile,  abuse,  censure,  libel,  expose  to  shame r  infamy. 

San-dushfa,  as,  a,  am,  polluted,  defiled,  unclean ; 
ery  depraved,  wicked,  bad ;  ill-disposed,  ill-affected 
owards  (with  gen.). 

San-dushana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  vitiating  or  cor- 
ipting,  defiling,  any  vice  which  causes  infamy. 

San-dushlta,  as,  d,  am,  utterly  corrupted,  vitiated, 
efiled,  stained,  made  unclean ;  made  or  grown 

'orse  (as  a  disease);  exposed  to  shame,  reviled, >used. 

San-dushya,  ind.  having  entirely  spoiled  or  cor- 
upted,  having  vitiated. 

san-duli  (sam-duh),  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -dog- 

hi,  -dugdhe,  &c.  (see  rt.  2.  duh),  to  milk  at  the 
same  time,  milk  together ;  to  milk  out,  suck :  Caus. 

-dohayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  milk,  &c. 

San-dugdha,  as,  d,  am,  milked  at  the  same 
time,  milked  together. 

San-doha,  as,  m.  '  the  whole  of  a  quantity  of 

drawn  milk,'  any  quantity,  multitude,  mass,  as>em- 
blage. 

San-dohya,  ind.  having  caused  to  milk. 

*T^H  san-dribh  (snm-d°),  cl.  6.  P.  -dri- 
Ihati,  -darbhitum,  to  string  or  bind  together ;  to 
connect,  arrange,  compose ;  to  collect  or  bind  into 
a  bunch  or  tuft,  weave  into  a  garland,  interweave. 

San-darbha,  as,  m.  stringing  or  connecting  toge- 
ther (especially  into  a  wreath  or  chaplet),  weaving, 

interweaving, arranging;  collecting, uniting, mixture ; 
regular  connection,  coherence,  continuity,  composi- 

tion ;  construction.  —  Sandarbha-viruddha,  as,  d, 
am,  contrary  to  order  or  consistency,  incoherent, 
unconnected.  —  Sandarlha-iaMlta,  as,  a,  am, 
clearly  arranged,  coherent,  connected.  —  Sandarbha- 

s"uddhi,  is,  f.  clearness  of  connection  or  arrange- 
ment (as  of  the  parts  of  a  composition  or  narrative), 

regular  coherence. 
San-dribdha,  as,  d,  am,  strung  together,  inter- 

woven, bound  or  collected  into  a  tuft  or  bunch; 
arranged,  composed. 

fl*£3ti .  san-drii!(sam-d°),  cl.  I .  P.  sampas- 
yati  (ep.  also  A.  -te),  sandrashtum,  to  see  together 
or  at  the  same  time ;  to  look  at  steadfastly,  see  well, 

gaze  at,  see,  behold,  view,  perceive,  become  aware 
of,  recognise ;  to  review ;  to  regard,  consider,  reflect 
upon ;  to  calculate,  enumerate ;  to  overlook,  wink 
at,  allow  to  happen ;  to  look  about  (A.  if  without 
an  object,  Pin.  I.  3,  29,  VSrtt.  2) :  Pass,  -driiyate, 
to  be  seen  at  the  same  time,  appear  together ;  to 
look  like,  resemble,  be  similar,  be  equal ;  to  be 
observed,  become  visible,  appear :  Caus.  -dariayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  see  well,  make  manifest,  show, 

display  ;  to  represent ;  to  show  one's  self  to  any  one 

(ace.). 
San-dars'ana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  looking  stead- 

fastly, gazing,  looking,  viewing,  beholding,  seeing, 
sight,  vision,  seeing  one  another,  meeting,  appear- 

ance, presence  ;  regard,  consideration,  reflection  ; 
the  act  of  causing  to  see,  showing,  &c, 

San-dardayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  see,  show- 

ng,  pointing  out. San-dariita,  as,  d,  am,  shown,  pointed  out; 
displayed,  manifested. 
San-darsya,  ind.  having  made  to  appear,  having shown,  &c. 

San-didars"ayishu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  show, 
&c. 

2.  san-dris',  t,  Tc,  Tc,  Ved.  one  who  sees  well  or 
horoughly,  (Say.  samyak  padyali  yah) ;  (k),  f. 

ight,  vision  ;  a  glance,  look. 
San-drifya,  ind.  having  looked  at,  having  beheld, 
c. ;  having  considered. 

San-drifyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  seen  well  or 
horoughly,  being  looked  at,  being  foreseen. 
San-drishta,  as,  d,  am,  seen,  beheld,  (pdpa- 

andrishta,  having  an  evil  aspect)  ;  foreseen,  antici- 
ated. 

San-drishti,  is,  f.  complete  sight,  full  view;  a 

ght,  glance,  look,  aspect. 
Sam-pas'yat,  an,  anti,  at,  looking  at. 
Sam-pas~yamdna,  as,  d,  am,  beholding. 

san-deha.     See  under  I.  san-dih. 

san-do  (sam-do)=2.  san-dd,  q.  v. 

san-doha.     See  under  san-duh. 

sam-d°),  cl.  I.  A.  -dyotate, 

lyotitum,  to  shine  together  with,  shine  along  with, 
val  in  shining ;  to  shine  forth. 

san-dru  (sam-dru),  cl.  I.  P.  -dravati, 
drotum,  to  run  together ;  to  run  away. 
San-drdea,   as,  m.  running   together,  running 

way,  flight,  retreat. 

san-dhanv   (sam-dh°),  cl,    i.   A. 
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-dhanrafe.  Sic.,  to  flow  towards,  be  directed  towards, 

(in  Rig-veda  III.  31, 1.  according  to  S5y.  tan-da- 
titidnain  sandhatte.) 

san-dha  (sam-dha),  el.  3.  P.  A.  -da- 

l,  -dhatte  (ep.  •<lii<Ili<~:n:<ilte  =  -dad/imahe), 
•dhatum  (ep.  -dkitum),  to  place  or  hold  together, 

join  together,  unite,  combine,  connect,  fasten  toge- 
ther ;  to  repair,  restore,  mend,  heal ;  to  make  good, 

atone  for,  redress ;  to  put  together,  compose,  com- 
pound, make,  construct,  prepare,  mix  ;  to  draw  toge- 

ther, contract,  close  up,  close;  to  bring  together, 
collect;  to  bring  together  or  unite  in  friendship, 
reconcile ;  to  make  a  compact  or  agreement,  con- 

clude a  league  or  alliance,  come  to  terms,  make 
peace  with  (with  inst.  or  sometimes  with  ace.) ;  to  be 
associated  or  allied  with  (A.) ;  to  come  near,  approach ; 
to  fix  or  compose  the  mind  or  thoughts,  (see  under 
rt.  I.  dha) ;  to  put  or  lay  down  by  the  side  of,  put 

or  lay  on,  fix  on  (e.  g.  iaram  dhanuthi  san- 
iltulhiiti  or  san-dhatte,  he  fixes  an  arrow  on  a 

bow ;  sometimes  dhanur  garena  san-dha,  to  con- 
nect a  bow  with  an  arrow) ;  to  aim  at,  direct  towards ; 

to  take  hold  of,  grasp,  support,  sustain ;  to  render 

aid,  assist ;  to  take  hold  of  with  the  mind,  compre- 
hend, conceive ;  to  hold,  possess,  have ;  to  perform, 

do ;  to  grant,  yield ;  to  inflict ;  to  be  a  match  for, 
hold  out  against  (A.) ;  to  employ,  make  use  of 
(with  inst.) :  Pass,  -dldyate,  to  be  joined  together, 
be  connected,  unite  one's  self  with,  become  recon- 

ciled, &c, ;  to  become  possessed  of  (with  inst.) : 
Desid.  -dhitsati,  to  wish  to  place  or  join  together, 
desire  to  unite  or  repair. 

Sam-htia,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  dha  with  «nm), 
put  together,  placed  together,  conjoined,  combined, 
joined,  connected,  united,  attached,  agreed,  agreeing 
with,  conformable  to,  in  accordance  with,  (dharma- 

8°,  in  accordance  with  justice)  ;  referring  to,  relating 
to ;  collected,  assembled ;  compiled  ;  placed,  fixed  ; 

endowed  with,  provided,  furnished,  equipped,  pos- 
sessed of,  accompanied  by,  abounding  in ;  caused  by ; 

(a),  f.  conjunction,  combination,  connection,  union ; 
a  collection,  compilation,  compendium ;  any  metho- 

dical or  arranged  collection  of  texts  or  verses ;  the 
real  continuous  hymuical  text  of  the  Veda  as  formed 
out  of  the  Padas  or  separate  words  (see  pada)  by 
proper  phonetic  changes  according  to  various  schools, 
(the  PiStisSkhyas  teaching  how  these  Padas  must 
change  in  order  to  become  the  Samhita ;  hence  the 
term  SamhitS  is  applied  to  that  portion  of  the  Veda 
which  contains  the  collection  of  Mantras  or  hymns 
thus  formed,  collected,  and  arranged  according  to 

particular  S'SkhSs  or  schools  [cf.  tfnMa] ;  the  number 
of  Vedas  being  four,  and  the  Yajur-veda  having  two 
branches,  it  follows  that  there  must  be  at  least  five 

Samhitis  of  the  Veda,  viz.  the  Rik-s°,  Taittiriya-s°, 
Vajasaneyi-s°,  S5ma-s°,  Atharva-s° ;  for  the  division 
of  the  SamhitS  of  the  Sfikala  school  of  the  Rig-veda, 
which  is  the  only  Sakha  of  this  Veda  preserved,  see 

mandala ;  VySsa  is  said  to  have  compiled  a  Sam- 
hita of  the  PurSnas,  the  substance  of  which  is  sup- 

posed to  be  represented  by  the  Vishnu-Purana)  ;  a 
compilation  or  compendium  of  laws,  code,  digest; 
(in  grammar)  the  junction  or  combination  of  letters 

according  to  euphonic  rules  (  =  sandhi,  but  some- 
times considered  rather  as  the  state  preparatory  to 

the  actual  junction  than  the  junction  itself) ;  the 
Being  who  holds  together  and  supports  the  universe, 
(a  term  applied  to  the  Supreme  Being,  according  to 

some) ;  N.  of  an  astrological  work ;  [cf.  vrihat-s0.'] 
—  tf.imhita-pushpikii,  i.  a  particular  plant  (  =  mi- 

sreyd*.  —  fi<ii/tltiti~'-pafha,  a*,  m.  the  continuous 
text  of  the  Veda  (as  formed  out  of  the  Pada-patha). 

—  Samliilii  -,  m. '  light  of  the  SamhitS," 
N.  of  a  work.  —  KiniihHii-ntt,  ind.  as  in  the  Sam- 

hiti text.  —  ,-  (  lu-ifliu),  us,  its,  u,  one 
who  has  fitted  or  placed  an  arrow  on  a  bow-string. 

"StupMtopanishada  (  tii-up')  or  samhi: 
'ixtna,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  BrShmana  (of 

the  Sama-veda).-,S'(jmM(oru  (°ta-uru),  us,  us  or 
us,  u,  having  the  thighs  joined  (through  obesity). 

San-dadhana,  as,  a,  am,  placing  or  holding 

together ;  being  at  peace  with,  making  peace,  being 
reconciled ;  fixing  in  or  on ;  holding,  possessing,  having. 

'lha,  as,  it,  am,  holding  together;  joined, 
united,  closely  blended ;  placing  in  or  on ;  possessing ; 

(a),  f.  junction,  intimate  union,  association,  identi- 
fication ;  alliance,  compact,  stipulation,  agreement, 

assent,  promise;  twilight  (as  joining  night  and 

morning  or  day  and  evening;  cf.  sandhya)',  fixation, 
steadiness,  fixedness ;  steady  continuance  in  any  state ; 
state,  condition ;  a  boundary,  limit. 

Sandhaya,  Nom.  P.  -dhayati,  -yitiim,  to  join 
together,  reconcile ;  to  fasten  on,  (see  san-d/Ma.) 
San-dhdtarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  placed  or  held 

together,  to  be  united  or  connected,  to  be  allied 
with,  to  be  reconciled. 
San-dhdtH,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  puts  together 

or  joins,  a  joiner,  uniter. 
I.  san-dhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  placing  or  holding 

together,  joining,  junction,  uniting,  tying  or  binding 
together,  intimate  union,  combining,  combination, 
repairing,  restoration ;  composing,  compounding, 

mixing,  preparation;  drawing  together,  contraction 
(as  of  the  skin  by  astringents  &c.) ;  bringing  toge- 

ther, alliance,  league,  association,  companionship, 

peace ;  the  act  of  fixing  an  arrow  on  a  bow-string ; 
directing,  taking  aim  ;  direction ;  advertence,  atten- 

tion ;  sustaining,  supporting,  reception,  receiving ; 
spirituous  liquor ;  a  preparation  of  pickles  &c.  (made 
from  the  Vilva  and  other  fruits) ;  mixed  or  bell- 
metal  (=3aurash(ra);  a  kind  of  relish  eaten  to 
excite  thirst;  sour  rice-gruel;  (am,  f),  n.  f.  distil- 

lation, distilling ;  the  manufacture  of  fermented  or 
spirituous  liquors ;  (i),  f.  a  braziery,  foundery,  place 

where  metals  are  wrought  or  stored.  —  Sandhiina- 
karana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  union  or  combination, 
who  or  what  re-unites  or  heals  or  reconciles ;  uniting, 

connecting ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  combining  or  unit- 

ing ;  healing ;  allying,  making  peace.  —  Sandhdua- 
kartri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  =  sandhana-karana  above. 

i.  san-dhana,  a«,  a,  am  (ep.  for  aan-dadlta.ua), 
placing  together,  &c. 
Sandhanika,  f.  a  kind  of  pickle  or  sauce. 
Sandhdnita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  I. fan-dhana),  joined, 

united,  strung  together ;  bound,  tied. 
Sandhdnin,  I,  inl,  i,  tying  or  binding  together ; 

clever  in  taking  aim,  shrewd ;  (inl),  f.  a  cow-house 
(  =  go-gnha). 
San-dhdm,  f.     See  under  I .  san-dhdna  above. 
San-dlidya,  ind.  having  placed  together,  having 

joined  or  united ;  having  repaired ;  having  formed 
an  alliance  or  made  peace ;  having  fixed  an  arrow 
pn  a  bow-string,  having  taken  aim,  shooting  at. 

San-dhi,  is,  m.  placing  or  holding  together,  con- 
junction, junction,  connection,  combination*,  union, 

contact ;  composition,  construction,  structure  ;  distil- 
lation ;  compact,  agreement,  alliance,  league,  reconcili- 
ation, peace,  making  a  treaty  of  peace,  negotiating  alli- 
ances, (one  of  the  six  Gunas  or  courses  of  action 

recommended  to  kings,  see  guna;  many  kinds  of 
treaty  are  enumerated,  e.  g.  adrislita-puruxhah 
sandhill,  an  alliance  concluded  without  the  inter- 

vention of  an  agent ;  utfhinnah  sandhill,  a  treaty 

purchased  by  the  cession  of  fertile  territories ;  kai't- 
danah  sandhih, '  golden  alliance,'  an  alliance  which 
lasts  throughout  the  lifetime  of  the  parties,  each  of 

whom  pursues  the  same  object,  see  also  A'«y>a/a-s0, 
santdna-s°)  ;  euphonic  junction  of  final  and  initial 
letters  in  grammar,  (every  sentence  in  Sanskrit  being 

regarded  as  a  euphonic  chain,  the  links  being  syl- 
lables rather  than  words,  and  a  break  in  the  chain 

denoting  the  end  of  a  sentence,  commonly  called 

*  a  VirSma  or  stop ;'  this  Sandhi  or  euphonic  coa- 
lition is  applied  both  to  the  final  and  initial  letters 

of  separate  Padas  or  finished  words  in  a  sentence 
and  to  the  final  letters  of  DhStus  or  roots,  and  Prati- 
padikas  or  nominal  bases  when  combined  with  ter- 

minations and  affixes  to  form  such  words) ;  a  con- 
necting link  (as  of  a  perpendicular  in  mensuration) ; 

a  joint,  articulation  (of  the  body  &c.);  juncture, 

1  critical  juncture,  opportune  moment ;  division,  sepa- 

ration ;  breaking,  dividing  ;  a  breach,  chasm,  mine, 
hole,  opening  or  cavity  made  in  a  wall  or  underneath 
a  building  by  a  housebreaker  or  enemy  &c.  ;  the 
vagina  or  vulva  (in  anatomy)  ;  a  division  in  a 

drama  (e.  g.  critical  junctures,  changes  of  situa- 
tion &c.  considered  as  breaks  though  contributing 

to  the  connection  of  the  whole)  ;  a  fold  ;  an  interval, 
pause,  rest  ;  a  period  at  the  expiration  of  each  Yuga 

or  age  (equivalent  to  one  sixth  of  its  duration  and 
intervening  before  the  commencement  of  the  next  ; 

occurring  also  at  the  end  of  each  Manv-antara  and 
.  —  Sandhi-kU:fala,  as,  a,  am,  skilled  in  the 

art  of  making  treaties  or  forming  alliances.  —  *San- 

dhi-yranthi,  is,  m.  'joint-knot,'  a  synovial  gland 
connecting  and  lubricating  a  joint.  •—  Sandhi-daura, 
as,  m.  '  hole-thief,'  one  who  enters  a  house  by 

undermining  it,  a  housebreaker.  —  Sandtti-j",  "••', 
a,  am,  produced  by  Sandhi  ;  (am),  n.  spirituous 
liquor.  —  Sandhi-jicaka,  as,  m.  one  who  lives  by 
dishonest  means  (especially  by  making  matches  or 

as  a  go-between).  —  Sandhi-tas,  ind.  from  an  alli- 
ance. —  Sandhi-<1ushana,  am,  n.  the  violation  of 

a  treaty  or  alliance.  —  Sandhi-puja,  {.,  N.  of  the 
third  period  in  the  great  autumnal  Durga-puja. 
—  Sandhi-prabandhana,  am,  n.  (in  anatomy)  the 

ligament  of  a  ']o'mt.  —  &tndhi-bandlta,  as,  m.  the 
plant    Kaempferia    Rotunda.  —  Sandhi-bandhana, 

am,  n.  'joint-binding,'  a  ligament,  tendon,  nerve. 
•~Sandhi-bhanga,  as,  m.  joint-fracture,  dislocation 
of  a  joint.  —  Sandhi-mati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  minister 
of  Jayendra,  king  of  Kasmira.  —  Sandhl-mukta,  as, 

a,  am,  '  joint-loosened,'  dislocated.  —  Ha  ndh  i-  niui'ti, 
is,  f.  'joint-loosening,'  dislocation  of  a  joint.  —  San- 
dhi-randhra/;d,  f.   a  hole   or   breach    in  a  wall. 

—  Sandhi-riyraha,  au,  m.  du.  peace   and  war. 
"Sandlii-rigrahaka,  as,  m.   one  who  has  the 

charge  of  peace  and  war,  a  chief  minister.  —  Samlhi- 

vigrahadhikara  (°ha-adh"),  as,  m.  superintend- 
ence of  peace  and  war,  war-ministry.  —  SamUii- 

i:i'li'alta<lliil;tirin,  i,  m.  superintendent  of  peace  and 

war,  a  chief  political  minister.  —  <S'<(M<//<i-n<W»>/ium(, 
as,  m.  one  skilled  in  peace-making,  an  able  nego- 

tiator of  treaties.  —  £a>td/ii-vid,  t,  t,  t,  skilled  in 

alliances  ;  (t),  m.  a  negotiator  of  treaties,  a  minister. 
•—  Sandhi  -veld,  f.  'a  connecting  period,  time  of 

junction,'  any  period  or  time  which  connects  parts 
of  the  day  or  night  or  fortnight  (e.  g.  morning, 

noon,  evening,  new  moon,  the  first  or  thirteenth  day 

of  the  fortnight,  full  moon,  &c.).  —  Sandhi-sitdsita- 

roga  (°ta-ae°),  as,  m.  a  kind  of  disease.  —  Sandhi- 
stotra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  hymn.  *~Sandlti- 
hdraka,  as,  m.  a  housebreaker,  (see  tandlti- 
<!aura.)—Sandhy-al;f/iara,  am,  n.  a  compound 
vowel,  diphthong,  N.  of  the  diphthongs  e,  ai,  o, 

au;  [cf.  samu>idks/iara^]—8andhy-adhyaya,  as, 
m.  an  Adhyaya  or  chapter  on  Sandhi. 
Sandhilca,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fever  (said  to  be 

caused  by  a  vitiated  state  of  the  three  humors  of 

the  body)  ;  (d),  f.  distillation. 
Sandhiga,  a  kind  of  disease,  (probably  for  san- 

dhika.)  —  Sandliiga-iSikitsd,  f.  the  treatment  or 
cure  of  Sandhiga. 

Sandhita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  eandhaya],  joined  or 

fastened  together,  united,  strung,  bound,  tied  ;  recon- 
ciled, allied;  fixed,  fitted,  prepared,  mixed  together; 

pickled  ;  (am),  n.  pickles,  acid  preparations,  spirituous 
liquor.—  Sandhitethu  (°ta-iehu),  us,  ««,  u,  having  an 

arrow  fitted  on  a  bow-string  ;  [cf.  saiiiltiteshu.~] 
Sandhitai~ya,  as,  a,  am,  =  san-dluija  below. 
San-dhitsu,  us,  iw,  u,  wishing  to  make  peace  or 

form  an  alliance  with. 
^'ttidltint,  f.  a  cow  with  calf,  one  which  has  just 

taken  the  bull;  a  cow  milked  unseasonably.  —  San- 
dliiiii-kihlra,  am,  n.  the  milk  of  a  cow  in  heat, 

(prohibited  as  an  article  of  food.) Samlhila,  f.  a  breach  or  hole  made  in  a  wall  ;  a 

chasm,  mine,  pit  ;  spirituous  liquor  ;  a  river. 
San-dhiyamiina,  as,  a,  am,  being  joined  toge- 

ther by  the  rules  of  Sandhi,  (as  words  in  the  SamhitS 
text  of  the  Vedas,  &c.) 

San-dheya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  joined  or  united,  &c.  ; 
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to  be  connected  or  allied,  &c. ;  to  be  reconciled ;  to 
be  made  peace  with  ;  to  be  aimed  at. 

Sandhya,  at,  a,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  Sandhi, 
relating  to  euphonic  conjunction,  joined  together  by 
Sandhi. 

I.  sandhya,  f.  (for  2.  see  under  san-dhyai),  hold- 
ing or  joining  together,  union,  conjunction,  connec- 
tion ;  joint,  division ;  boundary,  limit ;  twilight  (a 

period  consisting  of  two  Dandas  connecting  day  and 
night),  morning  or  evening  twilight,  evening,  dusk ; 
early  morning,  day-break ;  Twilight  personified  as 
daughter  of  BrahmS  and  wife  of  Siva ;  the  period 
which  precedes  a  Yuga  or  age  of  the  world  (see  yuga) ; 
any  one  of  the  three  divisions  of  the  day,  (forenoon, 

noon,  and  afternoon) ;  morning  or  evening  or  mid- 
day prayer  (or  any  religious  exercise,  such  as  abstrac- 

tion, meditation,  repetition  of  Mantras,  sipping 
water,  &c.,  performed  at  the  three  divisions  of  the 
day) ;  promise,  agreement,  assent ;  a  kind  of  jasmine 

(according  to  some) ;  N.  of  a  river.  ~  Sandhyiins'a 
("yi-Of),  as,  m.  '  portion  of  twilight,'  the  period 
at  the  end  of  each  Yuga,  (see  yuga.)  —  Sandhydns'u 
(°ya-an°),  us,  m.  *  twilight-ray/  twilight.— Sandhyd- 
Tcdla,  as,  m.  twilight-period,  (a  term  applied  to  the 
intervals  of  a  Yuga,  see  yw/a) ',  evening.— Sandhyti- 
6ala  (cyd-ad°),  as,  m.  *  twilight-mountain,'  N.  of  a 
mountain.  —  Sandhyd-traya,  am,  n.  the  three 
divisions  or  periods  of  the  day  (i.  e.  forenoon,  noon, 

and  afternoon).  •—  Sandhyd-ti'a,  am,  n.  the  state  of 
twilight ;  the  time  of  twilight  (period  for  devotional 

exercises).  —  Sandhijti-natin,  i,  m.  *  dancing  at 
evening  twilight,'  epithet  of  S\va.  —  Sandhyd-pd- 
tra,  am,  n.  a  vessel  used  for  pouring  out  water  in 

performing  the  Sandhya  ceremonies.  —  Sandhyd- 
pushpl,  f.  a  kind  of  jasmine ;  nutmeg  ( =jati  or 

jdti).  —  Sandhyd-bala,  as,  m.  'strong  in  twilight,' 
a  demon,  imp,  RSkshasa.  —  Sandltyd-bali,  is,  m. 

*  receiving  twilight-oblations,'  a  clay  or  stone  image 
of  the  bull  of  Siva  (usually  standing  in  the  temples 

of  that  deily).—Sandhydbhra  (°yd-abh°),  am,  a. 
an  evening  cloud ;  a  sort  of  red  chalk  ( =  stivarna- 
rjairika).  —  Sandhijd-ma>tijala,  am,  n.  an  evening 
solemnity  or  religious  service.  —  Sandhyd-rdga,  am, 

n.  '  having  the  colour  of  twilight,'  red-lead. —  *SVm- 
dliydrdma  (°yd-ilr°),  ax,  m.  '  delighting  in  S:m- 
dhya,'  epithet  of  Brahma.  —  Sandhya-vandana, 
am,  n.  morning  and  evening  adoration  or  prayer. 
—  Sandhyd-cidhi,  in,  m.  a  Sandhya  rite,  (see 
above.)  —  Sandhyd-fartkha,  as,  m.  the  evening 
conch,  the  conch  which  sounds  the  evening  hour. 

••  Sandltyd-samaya,  as,  m.  twilight-period,  even- 
ing; a  portion  of  each  Yuga,  (see  yuga.)  —  &an- 

dnyvpcmishad  (°ya-up°),  t,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad 
belonging  to  the  Atharva-veda.  —  Sandhyopiisana 

i^yd-iip'),  am,  n.  worship  performed  at  the  Sandhyas, 
(see  above.) 

fl*»JMJ!J  san-dharana,  &c.  See  under 
san-dhri,  col.  2. 

^nVT^  i.  san-dhav  (sam-dh°),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-dhumti,  -te,  -dhdvitum,  to  run  together;  to  run 
up  to  violently,  assail,  attack ;  to  run  to. 

WH^  2.  san-dhtiv  (sam-dh0),  cl.  I.  A. 
-dliiivate,  -dhdvitum,Ved.  to  rub  one's  self,  wash 
one's  self. 

San-dhdrya,  ind.  having  washed  one's  self. 

fl^1^  san-dhuksh  (sam-dh°),  cl.  I.  A. 
-dhukshatc,  -dhuk.tlt.itum,  to  kindle;  to  animate, 
revive  :  Caus.  -dhitkthayati,  -yitum,  to  set  on  fire, 
light  up,  inflame,  animate. 

San-dhukshana,  am,  n.  kindling,  inflaming,  in- 
flammation. 

Sun-dhukshayat,  an,  ant'i,  at,  setting  on  fire, kindling. 

San-dhttkehita,  as,  a,  am,  kindled,  inflamed, 
lighted. 
San-dJmkskyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  kindled 

or  lighted  up ;  being  increased. 

n-dhu  (sam-dhu),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dhu- 

noti,  -dhunute  (also  -dhunoti,  -dhunute,  see  rt 
1.  dhu),  -dhotum,  -dhavitum,  to  scatter  or  distri 
bute  liberally,  bestow  ;  to  seize  or  carry  off. 

*t«^  san-dhri  (sam-dhri),  cl.  10.  P.  A 
-dhdrayali,  -te  (Impf.  ep.  sam-adhdram  =  -adhd 
rayam),  -yitum,  to  hold  together;  to  hold  up 

support,  sustain,  preserve,  maintain  ;  to  ho.'d  back 
restrain  ;  to  hold,  have,  possess  ;  to  hold,  bear,  carry 
to  hold,  observe,  keep;  to  hold  or  fix  the  mine 
(manas)  on  anything  (loc.)  ;  to  keep  in  the  mine 
or  memory,  remember  ;  to  bear,  suffer,  endure,  to 
hold  out,  remain  alive,  survive,  exist  :  Pass,  -d/idr- 
yate,  to  be  held  together  or  supported,  be  held  up, 
&c.  ;  to  be  maintained  or  governed. 
San-dhdrana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  holding  together, 

holding  in,  restraining,  observing,  practising. 

San-dhdrayat,  an,  antl,  at,  holding  or  possessing 
completely  ;  keeping  in  mind,  remembering. 

San-dkdraytimdnu,  as,  d,  am,  holding  together, &c. 

San-dhdraydna,  as,  o,  am,  holding  together, 
supporting,  &c.  ;  keeping  back,  restraining,  &c. 

San-dhdrya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  held  or  observed or  followed. 

San-dhdryamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  held  toge- 
ther, being  held  or  maintained,  &c. 

San-dhrita,  as,  d,  am,  held  together,  compacted  ; 
closely  connected. 

V^T^san-dhrish  (sam-dh°),  cl.  I.  P.  -dhar- 
shati,  &c.,  to  injure  greatly,  destroy  :  Caus.  -dharsha- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  violate,  ravish  ;  to  disgrace. 
San-dhanhita,  as,d,am,  greatly  injured,  violated, 

disgiaced. 

WWTT  san-dhma  (sam-dh°),  cl.  I.  P.  -dha- 
mati,  -dhmdtum,  to  blow  together;  to  melt  toge- 

ther ;  to  proclaim  aloud. 

?Tn4  san-dhyai  (sam-dh°),  cl.  I.  P.  -dhya- 
yali,  -dhydtum,  to  reflect  on,  think  about. 

2.  san-dhyd,  f.  (for  I.  see  col.  I),  reflection,  medi- 
tation. 

San-dJiydtri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  reflects  or 
thinks  about;  one  who  binds,  (Manu  VIII.  342; 

probably  for  san-ddtri.) 

?TW  sanna,  sannaka.    See  under  rt.  i.sad. 

«sf<^  san-nad  (sam-nad),  cl.  I.  P.  -nadati, 
-naditum,  to  cry  aloud,  roar:  Caus.  -nddayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  resound,  till  with  noise  or  cries  ; 
to  cry  aloud. 

San-ndda,  as,  m.  shouting  together,  a  confused 
or  tumultuous  noise,  uproar,  din,  clamour  ;  a  voice, 
sound. 

San-nddayat,  an,  antl,  at,  making  to  sound, 
causing  a  clamour  or  uproar,  making  to  resound  or 

ring  with. 
Saiirtiddita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  resound,  filled 

with  noise  or  cries. 

san-naddha.     See  under  san-nah. 

san-nam  (sam-nam),  el.  i.  P.  A.  -na- 
inati,  -te,  -nanlum,  to  bend  together,  bend  down, 
bow  down  before,  bow  to  ;  to  bow  down  in  sub- 

mission, submit  to,  comply  with,  obey,  be  obedient 

(A.)  ;  to  bend  in  the  right  direction,  make  straight, 
bring  into  order,  direct,  make  ready,  accomplish  ;  to 
be  accomplished  :  Caus.  -ndmayati,  -namayati, 
•yitum,  to  bend,  cause  to  bow  or  curve,  cause  to 
sink  ;  to  make  crooked,  bend  together,  contract  ; 
to  bend  in  a  particular  direction,  nuke  right,  make 
ready,  prepare  for  a  particular  object. 
San-nata,  as,  a,  am,  bent  together,  bowed  down, 

bent,  curved,  stooping  ;  bent  down  through  sorrow, 

dispirited,  downcast  ;  deepened  ;  contracted.  —  San- 
nata-tara,  as,  d,  am,  more  deepened,  deeper. 
—  Sannata-bhru,  us,  us,  a,  bending  or  contracting 

the  brow,  frowning.  —  Sannafdttga  (°ta-an°),  an, 
I,  am,  having  the  body  bent,  stooping. 

San-nati,is,  f.  bowing  down,  reverential  salutation, 

obeisance  ;  reverence,  humility  ;  Humility  (peisonified 
as  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Dharma)  ;  sound, 
noise.  —  Sannati-mat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

San-namat,  an,  antl,  at,  bending  down,  bowing. 
San-namamdua,  as,  a,  am,  bending  together, 

bending  in  the  right  direction. 

San-namifa,  as,  d,  am,  bent  together,  bent. 

—  Sannamitobhaydnea  (ta-ubhaya-an°),  as,  a, 
am,  having  both  shoulders  bent. 
San-namya,  ind.  having  bent  together,  having bowed  down. 

San-ndmu,  as,  m.  bowing  down  before  any  one, 

worship. 

san-namasya  (sam-n°),  Nom.  P. 
-namasyati,  -yitum,  to  show  respect  or  honour,  to 

worship. 

See  under  san-ni. 
san-naya. 

san-nard  (sam-n°),  cl.  I.  P.  -nardati 
(ep.  also  A.  -te),  &c.,  to  roar  aloud,  bellow. 
San-nardamdna,  as,  d,  am,  roaring  aloud,  bel- 

lowing. 

ftsfSI^  i  .  san-raos*  (sam-nas,  see  rt.  T  ,  was'), 
cl.  i.  P.  A.  -nafati,  -te,  &c.  (according  to  some 
Ved.  Inf.  san-nate),  Ved.  to  reach,  attain,  (Say.  na 
ean-naie  =  na  samyag-dpanlyah,  i.  e.  parair 
a-pradhrishya/t,  not  to  be  overcome  by  others, Flig-veda  VIII.  3,  :o.) 

.  san-na6  (sam-natf),  cl.  4.  P.  -natf- 
yati,  -natitum,  -nanshtum,  to  disappear  entirely, 

perish. 

San-nash/a,  as,  d,  am,  entirely  disappeared, 
utterly  perished,  ruined.  . 

as  (sam-nas),  cl.  I.  A.  -nasate, 
&c.,Ved.  to  come  together,  meet  together,  assemble, 

approach,  be  united,  (in  Rig-veda  II.  1  6,  8.  accord- 
ing to  SSy.  iiaslinu/ii  =  vydpyemahi.) 

san-nah  (sam-nah),  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -nah- 

yati,  -te,  -naddhum,  to  bind  or  tie  together,  bind 
over,  bind  or  fasten  on,  to  put  or  gird  on,  clothe 

with,  furnish  with  ;  to  put  anything  on  one's  self, 
accoutre  one's  self,  dress  or  arm  one's  self  with  (A. 

with  ace.  ;  eannahyadhvam  dariiifi  duns'andni, 
jut  ye  on  your  beautiful  armour)  ;  to  prepare  for 

doing  anything  (with  inf.)  :  Pass,  -nahyate,  to  be 
rastened  on,  &c.;  to  be  harnessed  :  Caus.  -ndhayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  gird  or  bind  on,  cause  to  clothe 

or  dress  one's  self  in. 
^(in-iiadd/ta,  as,  d,  am,  bound  or  fastened  or 

:ied  together,  bound  round,  girded  round,  girded  on, 
astened  on,  girt,  bound  (in  general),  dressed  or  clad 
n,  armed,  mailed,  accoutred  ;  harnessed  ;  arranged, 

arrayed,  prepared,  provided,  ready  for  battle,  pre- 
>ared  or  ready  (in  general)  ;  provided  with  destruc- 
ive  weapons,  murderous,  felonious;  provided  with 

charms,  &c.  ;  well  provided  or  furnished  with  any- 
thing ;  closely  attached  or  connected,  in  close  con- 

tact with,  contiguous,  bordering,  near.~Sannaddha- 
kavada,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  girded  on  his 
•mour,  clad  in  mail  or  accoutred. 
San-nahana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  arming,  preparing, 

making  one's  self  ready,  preparation. 
San-nahya,  ind.  having  girded  on,  having  bound 

r  fastened  on. 

San-nuhyat,  an,  anti,  at,  binding,  fastening, 

irding  on. 
San-nahijamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  girt  with, 
eing  clothed  in  ;  being  accoutred  or  harnessed. 

San-ndha,  as,  m.  girding  on  armour,  arming  for 
attle  ;  accoutrements,  armour,  mail,  a  coat  of  mail 
made  of  iron  or  thick  quilted  cotton). 

Sanndhya,  as,  m.  a  war  elephant. 

^RnRrSI  san-ni-kas  (sam-),  Caus.  -kasa- 

yatl,  -yitum,  to  make  quite  clear,  manifest,  reveal  ; 
to  make  known,  announce. 

san-nikirna.     See  san-ni-kti. 120 
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N  san-ni-krish. 

san-m-vas. 

snn-ni-krish  (jam-),  cl.  I.  P. 
-karshati,  &c.,  to  draw  together,  draw  near,  attract, 
contract. 

F:iH-iiikiirilia,  as,  m.  bringing  or  drawing  near, 
nearness,  proximity,  vicinity,  presence;  connection, 
relation  ;  connection  of  an  Indriya  or  organ  of  sense 
with  its  Vishaya  or  object,  (this  is  the  source  of 
Jnatu  according  to  the  Nyaya  phil.,  and  is  of  two 
kinds,  I.  Laukika,  which  is  sixfold,  and  2.  A-laukika, 
which  is  threefold.) 

San-nikarihana,am,  n.  the  art  of  drawing  toge- 
ther, bringing  near,  approaching  near,  approximating, 

approximation,  proximity,  vicinity. 
San-nikrishla,  at,  a,  am,  drawn  together,  drawn 

near,  brought  near,  contiguous,  proximate,  approxi- 
mate, near,  adjacent,  close  ;  (am),  iiid.  near,  close 

to  ;  (a-m),  n.  proximity,  vicinity,  neighbourhood, 

Hftf  t*  san-ni-krl  (sam-),  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati, 
&c.,  to  scatter  along,  strew  about  ;  to  stretch  out. 

San-nikiriia,  an,  a,  am,  scattered  along  j  stretched 
out  at  full  length,  lying  ;  flung,  thrown. 

tifqcjn,  san-nikshara,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  kshar 
with  ni  and  8am),  the  Piyala  tree. 

HftfClSm^  san-ni-kship  (sam-),  cl.  6.  P. 
•kehipati,  -ksheptum,  to  throw  down,  put  or  lay 
down. 

san-ni-gam  (sam-),  cl.  I.  P.  -ga£- 
iliati,  -gantum,  to  go  or  come  together  with,  unite 
With  any  one  (inst.). 

'fffVy?  san-ni-grah  (sam-),  cl.  9.  P.  A. 
-giihnati,  -grihnite,  &c.,  -ijrahUum,  to  hold  or 
keep  down,  keep  under,  overpower,  subdue  ;  to  hold 
or  keep  back,  keep  in,  restrain,  suppress,  obstruct  ; 
to  lay  hold  of,  seize. 

San-nigrihya,  ind.  having  held  or  kept  in,  sup- 
pressing ;  overpowering,  vanquishing,  discomfiting. 

«(sj'j'\  san-ni-ghrish  (sam-),  cl.  I.  P. 
-gkarshati,  -yharskitum,  to  rub  or  pound  down 
together,  mix  together. 

^p7(p«i  san-ni-iH  (sam-),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -tinoti, 
-Minute,  -Mum,  to  pile  or  heap  up  together. 
San-nWaya,  as,  m.  piling  or  heaping  together,  a 

collection  ;  (as,  a,  am),  heaped  together. 

San-ni6ita,  as,  a,  am,  heaped  together,  collected  ; 
congested,  constipated,  stagnated. 

fTT^rpJT  san-ni-dris  (sam-),  Caus.  -darsa- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  observed,  bring  into 
view,  show,  display. 

San-nidariita,  as,  a,  am,  brought  into  view, 
shown,  pointed  out. 

flOdHIT  san-ni-dha  (sam-),  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -da- 
dhati,  -dJuitte,  -dhatum,  to  put  or  place  down  near 
together,  put  in  the  same  place,  to  place  or  put  down 
near  ;  to  deposit  ;  to  put  into  ;  to  place  or  fix  upon, 
direct  towards,  (dfishlim  eannidhii,  to  fix  the  eyes 
upon  ;  manah  or  hridttyam  sannidha,  to  fix  or 
direct  the  mind  or  thoughts,  see  rt.  I  .  dha)  ;  to 
place  together,  collect,  pile  up  ;  to  deliver  over, 
assign  ;  to  look  at  closely,  inspect,  observe  :  Pass. 

-dh'iyate,  to  be  put  together  in  the  same  place,  to 
be  placed  near,  to  be  near,  to  be  present  :  Caus. 

-dhdpayati,  -yitum,  to  came  to  be  put  down  near 
or  close  at  hand,  to  bring  near  :  Pass,  of  Caus.  -dhiip- 
yate,  to  appear  or  become  manifested  in  the  presence 
of  (with  gen.). 

•-iridlia,  am,  n.  juxta-position,  proximity,  vici- nity. 

>'  ni-iiiilhalri,  la,  tri,  tri,  who  or  what  places 
near,  one  who  brings  near  or  introduces  ;  depositing, 
placing  in  deposit  ;  receiving  in  charge  ;  (to.),  m.  a 
receiver  of  stolen  goods  ;  an  officer  who  introduces 
people  at  court. 

San-nidhana,  am,  a.  placing  down  together, 
juxtt-position,  proximity,  nearness,  vicinity,  neigh- 

bourhood, presence,  appearance,  perceptibility  ;  plac- 
ing down,  depositing  ;  a  receptacle  ;  receiving,  taking 

charge  of;  (e),  ind.  in  the  vicinity  or  presence  of, 
near. 

>  '  iii-nidliiipi/  1,  ind.  having  caused  to  be  placed 
near,  having  brought  near. 

San-nidhiya,  iud.  having  placed  near  together, 
having  placed  near  at  hand  ;  having  piled  up  or  col- lected. 

San-nidhi,  is,  m.  placing  near;  juxta-position, 
proximiiy,  approximation,  nearness,  vicinity,  presence, 
appearance,  visibility,  perceptibility;  receiving,  taking 
charge  <i(.  —  Sannidhi-rartin,  I,  ini,  i,  being  near, 
neighbouring. 

Han-nihita,  Of,  a,  am,  placed  near  together, 
near,  contiguous,  proximate  ;  close  at  hand,  present  ; 

deposited,  fixed,  laid  up  [cf.  liridaya-s°]  ;  prepared, 
ready;  staying,  being.  —  Sanniliitapaya  (°ta-ap°), 
as,  a,  am,  having  loss  or  destruction  near  at  hand, 
transient,  transitory,  fleeting. 

H(V«fl  san-ni-rii  (sam-),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -na- 

yati,  -te,  -netum,  Ved.  to  bring  together,  pour  toge- 
ther, mix. 

San-niniya,  ind.  having  poured  together,  having mixed. 

san-ni-pat  (sam-),  cl.  I.  P.  -pa- 

tati,  -patitum,  to  fly  down,  alight,  descend,  fall 
down  ;  to  perish,  be  destroyed  ;  to  fall  together, 

come  together,  meet  ;  to  present  one's  self,  arrive, 
appear  :  Caus.  -patayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  fall 
down,  throw  down,  shoot  down  or  off,  discharge  ; 
to  cause  to  come  toge.her,  convoke,  bring  together, 
collect,  unite. 

San-nipatita,  as,  a,  am,  flown  down,  descended, 
alighted  ;  fallen  together,  met  together,  come  toge- 

ther ;  assembled,  collected,  mixed,  blended  ;  arrived, 
come  near. 

San-nipatya,  ind.  having  flown  down,  alighting, 
descending  ;  having  flocked  together,  having  come 
together,  having  met;  having  come  near. 
San-nipata,  as,  m.  flying  down,  alighting,  de- 

scending, failing  down  ;  a  kind  of  musical  time  or 
measure  (  =  talu-blieda)  ;  falling  together,  meeting  ; 
contact,  union,  junction,  collision,  collection,  assem- 

blage, multitude  ;  mixture,  miscellaneous  collection  ; 
coming  near,  arrival  ;  combined  derangement  of  the 
three  humors  producing  fever  and  dangerous  illness. 

—  Sannipata-kaliid,  (.,  N.  of  a  treatise  on  the 
cure  of  fevers  arising  from  a  vitiated  state  of  the 

three  humors.  —  Sannipata-jvara,  as,  m.  a  dan- 
gerous fever  resulting  from  morbid  condition  of  the 

three  humors,  (one  of  the  eight  kinds  of  fevers.) 

—  Sannipata-nud,    t,   m.   'removing   the    above 
fever,'  N.  of  a  kind  of  tree  (  =  ne]>dla-nimba). 
SannipStaka,  as,  m.  combined  disorder  of  the 

three  humors  (wind,  bile,  and  phlegm)  or  a  dangerous 
fever  resulting  from  such  disorder. 

San-nipatita,  as,  a,  am,  thrown  or  shot  down, 
shot  off,  discharged;  brought  together,  assembled, 
called  together. 

San-nipatya,  ind.  having  caused  to  come  together, 
having  collected  or  brought  together. 

«na«»«I  san-ni-bandh  (sam-).  See  rt. 
landh. 
San-nibaddlia,  as,  a,  am,  firmly  bound  on,  firmly 

tied,  fettered,  closely  connected  with  or  attached  to, 
engrossed  in  ;  planted  or  covered  with. 

San-nt!jiiinl/t<i,  as,  m.  binding  firmly,  tying; 
attachment,  connection,  consequence  ;  effectiveness. 
Saii-nilandhiina,  am,  n.  tie  act  of  binding  or 

tying  firmly,  binding  fast. 

*rfV*V  san-ni-budh  (sam-),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

-bodhuti,  -te,  &c  ,  to  perceive  thoroughly. 

«l(V»T  san-nibha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  bha 
with  ni  and  sam),  like,  similar,  resembling,  (at  the 

end  of  comps.,  e.  g'.  meyha-s°,  resembling  a  cloud.) 
san-ni-bhri  (sam-).     See  rt.  bhri. 

San-nilihrila,  as,  a,  am,  kept  secret,  concealed, 
hidden  ;  discreet,  piudcnt,  modest,  unassuming. 

*Tfq»mi  san-ni-majj  (sam-),  cl.  6.  P.  -maj- 
jati,  &c.,  to  sink  quite  under,  sink  down,  be  im- mersed. 

San-nimagna,  as,  a,  am,  sunk  under,  submerged, 
immer.ed;  sleeping,  asleep. 

San-nimajjat,  tin,  utl  or  and,  at,  sinking  down 
into,  sinking  under. 

Hf-s*i««x  san-ni-mantr  (sam-),  cl.  10.  P.  A. 

-mantfuyuti,  -re,  -yitum,  to  invite. 
sun-nimitta.     See  under  sat. 

5  san-ni-mll,  cl.  I.  P.  -mllati,  &c., 

to  close  completely,  shut  (the  eyes). 

«  (fl  M*^  san-ni-yam  (sam-),  cl.  I.  P.  -yac- 
fhati  (ep.  also  A.  -te),  -yantum,  to  hold  together, 
hold  tight,  keep  back,  restrain,  keep  in  check,  subdue, 
suppress  ;  to  annihilate,  destroy. 

San-niyata,  as,  a,  am,  restrained,  controlled. 
San-niyantjri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  a  restrainer,  suppress- 

ing, one  who  chastises,  chastising,  a  chastiser. 

San-niyamya,  ind.  having  restrained  or  controlled. 

ttf*<}jT  san-ni-ynj  (sam-),  cl.  7.  P.  A. 

-yunakti,  -y  unite,  -yoktutn,  to  connect  with,  attach 
to,  place  in  or  on  ;  to  appoint,  commission,  employ, 
depute  ;  to  enjoin,  order  :  Caus.  -yojayati,  -yitum, 
to  place  in  or  on,  appoint  to  (with  ace.),  entrust 
with  ;  to  enjoin. 

8an-niijuktd,  as,  a,  am,  attached  to,  connected 
with  ;  appointed,  employed. 

San-niyoya,  as,  m.  connection  or  union  with, 
attachment,  application  to  (any  pursuit  &c.)  ;  appoint- 

ment, employment  (in  any  office),  commission. 

San-niyojita,  as,  a,  am,  appointed,  entrusted 
with,  commissioned. 

?Jl7H\'T  san-ni-rudh  (sam-),  cl.  7.  P.  A. 

-runaddhi,  -rumJilhe,  -ruddhum,  to  keep  back, 
hold  firm,  keep  in,  suppress,  restrain,  hinder,  check, 
stop  ;  to  shut  in,  confine  ;  to  shut,  close,  lock  up  ; 

to  block  up,  crowd,  fill  :  Pass,  -rudhyate,  to  be 
kept  back  or  restrained,  &c. 
San-niruddha,  as,  a,  am,  obstructed,  hindered, 

checked,  stopped,  blocked  up,  choked,  shut,  closed, 

crowded,  filled,  covered  over.  —  SanninuM/iu- 
tjiidu,  as,  a,  am,  having  an  obstruction  of  the 
lower  intestine. 

San-nirudliya,  ind.  having  suppressed  or  re- strained. 

San-nirodha,a-->,  m.  obstruction,  hindrance,  check, 

suppression. 
*us('i»^  san-nir-gam  (sam-),  cl.  I.  P.  -gad- 

tYiaf  i,  -gantum,  to  go  out  together,  go  away,  depii". 

<<  f^lM  y  san-nir-math  or  san-nir-manth 

(sam-),  cl.  I.  9.  P.-mat/uiti,  -m.antJia.ti,  -math- 
nilti,  &c.,  to  churn  out,  stir  or  shake  about  together, 
crush  together. 

Hf^Hl  san-nir-ma  (sam-),  cl.  2.  P.  -matt, 

&c.  (see  rt.  3.  ma),  Ved.  to  construct,  compose. 

San-nirmita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  constructed,  com- 

posed. 

ftf^^san-nir-vap  (sam-),  cl.  I  .  P.  A.  -va- 
pati,  -te,  &c.,  to  scatter  about,  distribute,  dispense. 

JHftfpfl  san-ni-li  (sam-),  cl.  4.  A.  -I'tyate, 
-letum,  -IStum,  to  settle  down,  alight,  settle;  to 

cower  down,  hide  or  conceal  one's  self,  disappear. 

^fTNH.  san-ni-vap  (sam-),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-vapati,  -te,  Sec.,  to  throw  together,  heap  together, heap  up. 

wf^M^  i.  san-ni-vas  (sam-,  see  rt.  5.  vas), 

cl.  2.  A.  -vaste,  Sec.,  to  clothe  with,  put  on  (clothes 
&c.). 

2.  san-ni-vas  (sam-,  see  rt.  6.  pas), 
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cl.  I.  P.  -vasati,  &c.,  to  dwell  together,  live  with  ; 
to  live  in,  inhabit, 

san-ni-vid  (sam-),  Caus.  -veda- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  know,  make  known, 
announce,  inform,  tell  ;  to  offtr,  present. 

*rf%ft3!  san-ni-vis  (sum-),  cl.  6.  A.  (also 

P.)  -Mate  (-ti),  -reshtum,  to  enter  into  together; 
to  enter  into  deeply  ;  to  sit  down  together  ;  to  have 
intercourse  or  intimate  connection  with  ;  to  enttr  ; 

to  sit  down,  encamp  :  Caus.  -ve&'ayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  enter  or  sit  down  together  ;  to  unite,  join, 
collect  ;  to  cause  to  enter,  introduce,  insert,  install  ; 
to  fix  or  fasten  in  ;  to  cause  to  sit  or  lie  or  settle 

down,  put  or  place  down,  cause  to  encamp,  pitch  a 
camp  ;  to  found  (a  town  &c.)  ;  to  put  on,  place  on, 
impose,  consign,  commit  ;  to  fix  the  thoughts  or 
mind  on  anything  ;  to  contemplate. 

San-nivishta,  at,  a,  am,  entered  together,  met 
together,  assembled,  collected  ;  entered  deeply  into  ; 
absorbed  or  engrossed  in  ;  stationed  in,  abiding  in, 
resting  in  ;  inserted  in,  sticking  in,  depending  on  ; 
stationed  near,  contiguous,  neighbouring,  near,  pre- 

sent, at  hand  ;  seated,  encamped. 
&WHWVMDZ,  as,  in.  entering  together,  thorough 

or  deep  entrance  into  (any  pursuit  &c.),  ardent 
attachment  to  ;  assembling,  assemblage,  collection, 
multitude  ;  union,  junction,  contact  ;  proximity,  vici- 

nity, neighbourhood  ;  station,  seat,  encampment, 
place,  situation,  position,  posture  ;  an  open  space 
near  a  town  (where  people  assemble  for  recreation), 

a  sort  of  play-ground  in  or  near  a  town  ;  causing  to 
enter  together,  putting  together,  construciion,  fabrica- 

tion, preparation  ;  form,  figure  ;  the  collective  form  of 
an  asterism  ;  causing  to  enter,  putting  in,  insertion. 

Stm-nives'ita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  enter  in,  intro- 
duced, inserted  ;  made  to  settle,  located,  lodged, 

stationed,  encamped;  put  down;  consigned,  com- 
mitted. 

Sarwiive^ya,  ind.  having  caused  to  enter  or  per- 
vade, havmg  introduced,  having  made  to  encamp,  &c. 

*?f^  san-ni-vri  (sam-),  Caus.  -varayati, 
-yitum,  to  keep  off,  keep  back,  restrain. 

Uf%^iT  san-ni-vrit  (sam-),  cl.  I.  A.  -var- 
tate  (in  some  tense?  also  P.,  see  rt.  I.  writ),  -varti- 
tum,  to  turn  back,  turn  round,  return  together, 
return,  retire  ;  to  desist  from  (with  ab!.),  leave  off, 

cease,  stop  ;  to  pass  away  :  Caus.  -vartayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  return  or  turn  back,  send  back  ;  to  divert, 

avert,  keep  off,  hinder,  preclude  ;  to  cause  to  cease, 
suppress,  stop. 
San-nivartita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  return,  sent 

back,  sent  away. 

San-nivarlya,  ind.  having  caused  to  turn  back, 
having  diverted,  &c. 
San-nivritta,  as,  a,  am,  turned  back,  come  back, 

returned,  coming  back;  desisted,  stopped,  ceased; 
ceasing,  forbearing  ;  withdrawing,  shrinking  from. 

,*<iit-nivrittt,  is,  f.  turning  back,  returning,  com- 
ing back  ;  desisting  from,  forsaking,  avoiding  ;  for- 

bearance, restraint,  complete  abstinence. 

^r^^ll*^  san-ni-sam  (sum-),  cl.  4.  P.  -sam- 
yati,  -famitum,  to  hear,  perceive  :  Caus.  -iamayati, 
Sec.,  to  cause  to  hear,  summon. 

San-nitamya,  ind.  having  heard  or  perceived. 

^ff^l^  san-ni-shad  (sam-ni-sad),  cl.  I.  6. 
P.  -shidaii,  -shattum,  to  sink  down  ;  to  sit  down. 
San-nishanna,  as,  a,  am,  seated  down,  settled 

down,  seated  ;  halted,  stationary. 

*rf%H<J  san-ni-sud  (sam-),  Caus.  -sudayati, 
-yitum,  to  kill  or  destroy  utterly. 

«(V«>i  san-ni-srij  (sum-),  cl.  6.  P.  -sri- 
juti,  -srashtum,  to  deliver  up,  deliver  over,  entrust, 
commit. 

San-nisrishta,  as,  a,  am,  delivered  up  or  01  er, 
entrusted,  committed,  handed  over. 

san-ni  (sam-),  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -nayali, 

-te,  -netmn,  to  lead  together,  bi  ing  together,  collect ; 
to  connect,  unite  ;  to  mix  together,  mingle,  mix ;  to 
arrange ;  to  lead  or  direct  towards,  lead,  bring ;  to 
guide,  direct,  govern ;  to  obtain,  procure ;  to  bring 
back,  return,  restore,  give  back,  pay ;  to  endow  with 
(with  inst.,  Ved.). 

San-naya,  as,  m.  a  collection,  multitude,  number, 
quantity;  the  rear  of  an  army,  rear-guard;  (af,d,am), 
Ved.  bringing  together,  collecting,  aggregating. 

San-nayat,  an,  antl,  at,  bringing  together ; 
leading  to,  directing  towards. 

San-nayya,  am,  n.  (for  silnnayya,  q.  v.),  any 
substance  to  be  mixed  with  clarified  butter  &c.  and 
offered  as  a  burnt  offering. 

San-wya,  ind.  having  led  or  brought  together ; 
having  mixed  together. 

H'g  san-nu  (sam-),  cl.  2.  P.  -nauti,  &e. 
(Ved.  cl.  I.  A.  -navate,  &c.),  to  roar  or  sound  toge- 

ther, bellow,  bleat. 

*  san-nud  (sam-),  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -nudati, 
-te,  -nottum,  to  impel  or  bring  together:  Caus. 
-nalayati,  -yitum,  to  impel  or  bring  together,  col- 

lect, bring  near  ;  to  procure,  find  ;  to  push  or  urge 
on,  impel. 

«sjn  san-nrit  (sam-),  cl.  4.  P.  -nrityati, 
-nartitum,  Ved.  to  dance  together. 

tiV4*i  san-ny-as  (sam-ni-as),  cl.  4.  P. 

-asyati  (sometimes  also  cl.  I.  P.  -asati),  -asitmn, 
to  throw  down  together,  place  or  put  together,  lay 
together  ;  to  put  or  lay  upon  ;  to  put  down,  lay 
down,  deposit;  to  give  over  to,  consign,  entrust, 
deliver  over  ;  to  lay  aside,  give  up,  resign  ;  to  resign 
the  world,  become  an  ascetic  or  Sannyasin. 

San-nyasana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  placing  or  laying 
down,  depositing,  delivering  over,  entrusting  to; 
resigning,  resignation,  relinquishment,  abandonment 
of  the  world,  renunciation  of  temporal  concerns, 
abdication. 

San-nyasta,  as,  it,  am,  thrown  down,  laid  down, 
placed  down  ;  encamped  ;  deposited,  entrusted,  de- 

livered over,  consigned  ;  laid  aside  ;  relinquished, 
discarded,  abandoned,  deserted.  —  Samtyasta-deha, 

as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  given  up  his  body.  —  San- 
mjusta-sastra,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  laid  aside 
his  weapons. 

San-nyasya,  ind.  having  put  down  or  deposited, 
having  consigned  or  delivered  ;  having  put  off,  having 
laid  aside  ;  having  given  up  or  resigned,  having  left 
or  abandoned,  having  abandoned  the  world,  having 
become  an  ascetic. 

San-nyasa,  as,  m.  deposit,  trust  ;  stake,  wager  ; 
relinquishment,  resignation,  abandonment,  profession 
of  asceticism,  abandonment  of  the  world  ;  giving  up 

the  body,  sudden  death;  Indian  spikenard.  —  tfan- 
nyusa-graltana,  am,  n.  assuming  or  practising 
asceticism.  ~Sannyana-<jrattana-f>adf!hati,  is,  f., 
N.  of  a  short  treatise  on  the  duties  of  ascetks  by 

S'an-katac'arya.  —  Sanmjiisa-dhaiTna,  as,  m.  the 
duty  of  giving  up  worldly  concern',  asceticism. 
—  tianHyasa-dkarma-saityraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
short  treatise  on  the  duties  of  ascetics.  —  Samnjaso- 

panishad  (°m-up°),  t,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad 
belonging  to  the  Athatva-veda. 
San-nyasika  in  veda-s°,  q.  v. 
Sannyasin,  I,  m.  one  who  lays  down  or  deposits  ; 

one  who  abandons  or  resigns,  an  ascetic,  devotee 
(especially  one  who  retires  from  worldly  concerns 
and  is  no  longer*  bound  to  read  the  Mantras  and 
perform  sacrifices,  but  only  to  read  the  Aranyakas  or 
Upanishads)  ;  a  Brahman  of  the  fourth  order  or 

Asrama,  religious  mendicant.  —  Sannyasi-ta,  f.  or 
sannyasi-tva,  am,  n.  abandonment  of  worldly  con- 

cerns, retirement  from  the  world.  —  Sannyasi-dar- 
dana,  am,  a.,  N.  of  the  forty-ninth  chapter  of  the 
Patala-khanda  of  the  Padma-Purana. 

san-mana.  See  under 

sat,  p.  1053,  col.  2. 

*n*TT*T  san-marga,  san-mitra,  &c.  See 
under  sat,  p.  1053,  col.  2. 

sap  (probably  connected  with  rt. 
sad  and  saparya),  cl.  I.  P.  sapati,  sa- 

siipa,  sapitmn,  Ved.  to  worship,  honour,  serve, 
follow,  (in  Naigh.  III.  5.  lapati  is  placed  among 
the  paritarana-karmaiiah,  and  in  Naigh.  III.  14. 
among  the  ardati-karmdnaA)  ;  to  conform  to ;  to 
join  or  unite  together,  connect  (  =  samaraye);  to 
obtain,  (Say.  =prdp)  ;  to  touch,  sip,  (Say.  ta.pa.nta, 
=  spri:!anti,  IJig-veda  V.  3,  4);  to  perform,  do, 
(Say.  =  kii):  Caus.  sapayati,  -yitum,  to  follow, 
worship,  (Ved.  sia/iapanta  =  parttara  nam  kur- 
vant/-i) ;  [cf.  Gr.  <7cj3o/iat,  <re$as,  afpvus,  tvofjai ; 
Goth,  siponeis,  '  a  pupil.] 

Sapat,  an,  antl,  at,  honouring,  worshipping,  fol- lowing; obtaining. 

Saparya  (probably  fr.  a  lost  noun  sapas  =  Gr.  al- 
pas,  cf.  sabas),  Nom.  P.  saparyati,  -yitum,  Ved. 
to  worship,  adore,  honour,  serve,  (in  Naigh.  III.  5. 

saparyati  is  enumerated  among  the  parii'arana- karmanah.) 

Suparyat,  an,  antl,  af, Ved. worshipping,  serving. 
Saparya,  f.  worship,  adoration,  reverence. 
Saparyu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  serving,  honouring, 

adoring. 

W«J  sapa,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (probably)  the 
organ  of  generation ;  [cf.  iep a.] 

*mBf  sa-paksha,  as,  a,  am,  having  wings, 

winged  ;  having  a  side  or  party ;  being  on  the  same 
side,  belonging  to  the  same  party;  containing  the 
major  term  or  subject ;  (as),  m.  a  partisan,  follower, 
adherent ;  (in  logic)  an  instance  on  the  same  side 

(e.  g.  the  common  illustration  of  '  the  culinary 
hearth '\  a  similar  instance  or  one  in  which  the 
major  term  is  found. 

«iHfll=B  sa-pataka,  as,   a, 

banner,  with  a  banner. 

am,  having  a 

sa-pattana,  as,  d,  am,  possessing 
towns  or  cities. 

a,  as,  a,  am,  having 

fragrant  pigments. 

OM^Icji  sa-pattra-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti, 
-Icartum,  to  wound  with  an  arrow  or  other  feathered 
weapon  in  such  a  way  that  the  feathers  enter  the 
body. 

Sapattra-karana,  am,  n.  wounding  so  that  the 
feathered  part  of  an  arrow  enters  the  body,  causing 
excessive  pain,  worrying  any  one  to  death. 

Sapattrd-krita,  as,  d,  am  (according  to  some 
also  sapattra-krita},  severely  wounded  or  pained, 
excessively  afflicted  ;  (an),  m.  a  deer  or  other  animal 

severely  wounded. 
Sapattra-kriti,  -is,  f.  great  agony  or  affliction; 

excessive  pain  or  distress. 

sa-patna,  as,  a,  am  (said  by  some 
to  be  fr.  sa-patni  below,  but  regarded  by  others  as 
a  separate  word  and  connected  with  rt.  sap  above,  in 

the  sense  of  '  following,"  '  persecuting  '),  hostile  ;  (as), 
m.  an  enemy,  adversary,  rival.  —  Sapatna-ta,  f. 
enmity,  rivalry.  —  Sapatna-han,  a,  -ghnl,  a,  Ved. 

killing  enemies,  destroying  rivals.  —  Sapatndri  (°na- 
ari),  is,  m.  a  sort  of  bamboo,  Bambusa  Spinosa. 
Sa-patni,  (.  a  woman  who  has  the  same  husband 

with  another  woman  (P3n.  IV.  I,  3:;)  or  whose 
lusband  has  other  wives,  a  fellow  wife,  rival  wife, 
cotemporary  wife,  rival  mistress.  —  Sapatni-tas, 
ind.  from  a  rival  wife.  —  tiapatni-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  a  woman  whose  husband  has  other  wives. 

—  Sapatni-duhitri,  ta,  f.  the  daughter  of  a  rival 
wife.  —  Sapatnl-putra,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  rival wife. 

Sa-patnVia,  as,  m.  accompanied  with  a  wife, 
along  with  a  wife. 

sa-padi,  ind.  at  the  same  instant, 
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instantly,  in  a  moment,  at  the  moment,  immediately; 
quickly,  swiftly. 

UMfl  sa-padma,  as,  a,  am,  furnished  with 
lotuses,  having  lotuses. 

flq^'l  sa-pannaga,  as,  a,  am,  furnished 
with  serpents. 

HlRltKH  sa-parakrama,  as,  a,  am,  having 
ralour,  valiant,  brave,  bold. 

WffWZ  sa-parikara,  as,  a,  am,  attended 
by  a  retinue. 

V  M  (X'fldiJ  sa-parMhada,  as,  a,  am,  attended 

by  a  train,  provided  with  necessaries. 

*mft.»H  sa-parijana,  as,  a,  am,  having 
attendants,  accompanied  by  followers. 

fmfXcftq  sa-paritosha,  as,  a,  am,  feeling 
satisfaction,  much  pleased. 

S>t|(X«IR  sa-parivara,  as,  a,  am,  attended 

by  a  retinue,  having  a  multitude  of  dependants. 

WTft^T?  sa-parivaha,  as,  a,  am,  having 
an  overflow,  overflowing,  brimful. 

UMfX!)!1!  sa-parisesha,  as,  a,  am,  having 
a  remainder,  with  the  remainder,  with  the  rest. 

Hlfmr*  sa-parishatka,  as,  m.  a  teacher 
surrounded  by  a  college  of  his  own  disciples. 

saparya.     See  under  rt.  sap. 

sa-parvata-vana-druma,  as, 
a,  am,  with  mountains,  forests,  and  trees.  —  Sa- 

parvatarvandrtfara  (°tta-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  pos- 
sessing mountains,  forests,  and  seas  (said  of  the 

earth). 

HMril?!  sa-palasa,  as,  a,  am,  together 
with  a  PalSsa  tree. 

tlM^tq  sa-pallava,  as,  a,  am,  together 
with  shoots,  having  branches. 

*nrfacf?i  sa-pavitraka,  as,  a,  am,  con- 
taining sacrificial  grass. 

«mc;  sa-pada,  as,  a,  am,  having  feet; 
having  a  fourth  part,  with  a  quarter,  increased  by 
one  fourth. 

Sa^pddapitha,  a>,  a,  am,  furnished  with  a  foot- 
stool. 

tmM4i  sa-paduka,  as,  a,  am,  wearing 
shoes,  wearing  sandals  ;  with  shoes  or  sandals. 

^flH!i  sa-pinda,  as,  m.  '  having  the  same 
Pinda,'  a  kinsman  connected  by  the  offering  of  the 
funeral  cake  to  the  Manes  of  certain  relations  (viz. 

father,  grandfather,  great-grandfather,  &c.,  including 
the  direct  descendants  of  four  persons,  or,  according  to 
others,  seven  persons  in  an  ascending  and  descending 

line:  the  following  are  therefore  called  Sapindas  — 

son,  son's  son,  and  son's  grandson  ;  widow,  daughter, 
and  daughter's  son  ;  father,  mother,  brother,  brother's 
son,  brother's  grandson  ;  father's  daughter's  son  ; 
father's  brother's  son  and  grandson  ;  paternal  grand- 

father's daughter's  son  ;  paternal  grandfather;  paternal 
grandmother,  paternal  grandfather's  brother,  brother's 
son  and  grandson  ;  great  grandfather's  daughter's 
fon).  —  Sapinda-ta,  (.  the  condition  of  being  a  Sa- 
pinda.—  Sapindi-karaua,  am,  n.  investing  a  person 
with  the  rights  of  a  Sapinda  or  kinsman  (as  described 
above)  ;  performing  the  SVSddha  to  deceased  relatives 
called  Sapindas  (at  the  end  of  a  full  year  after  the 
death  of  a  relative).  —  .SVi;.  inili-krit<i,  as,  a,  am, 
invested  with  the  relationship  of  Sapinda. 
Sapindana,  am,  n.  —  sapii)dl-lcarana. 

*«iMr<*  sa-pitva,  according  to  S&y.sapitvam 
=  »aha-prdptavyam  ethanam,  'a  place  to  be  ob- 

tained together,'  (Rig-veda  1.  109,  7.) 

sa-pisafa,  as,   d,   am,  together 
with  or  accompanied  by  the  PifScfas. 

Wlfli  sa-plda,  as,  a,  am,  suffering  pain  or 

anguish,  painful. 

?njfanfi  sa-p'daka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant 
(  =  rdja-koshdtaki). 
Sa-pltika,  f.  a  kind  of  creeper  (  =  hasti-ghoshii). 

WHlPr!  sa-piti,  is,  f.  compotation,  drinking 
together,  drinking  in  company  ;  (is,  is,  i),  Ved.  one 

who  drinks  together,  a  boon-companion. 

'^J5T  sa-putra  or  sa-putraka,  as,  a,  am, 
having  a  son,  accompanied  by  a  son.  —  Sa-pntm- 
ddra,  as,  d,  am,  with  son  and  wife,  accompanied 

by  son  and  wife. 
Sa-putrin,  I,  inl,  i,  together  with  sons,  accom- 

panied by  sons. 

sa-purohita,  as,  a,  am,  accom- 
panied by  a  family  priest. 

^npq  sa-pushpa,  as,  a,  am,  having  flowers, blooming. 

Sa-pushpa-bali,  is,  Is,  i,  filled  with  offerings  of 
flowers. 

sa-paura,  as,  a,  am,  accompanied 

by  citizens. 
t4H«^  saptan,  a,  m.  f.  n.  pi.  (in  Unadi-s.  I. 

156.  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sap,  'to  connect,  join'), 
seven,  (a  favourite  number  with  the  Hindus,  and 
regarded  as  a  sacred  number;  hence  mention  is 
made  of  seven  Matris,  seven  streams,  seven  oceans, 

seven  cities  [Rig-veda  I.  63,  7],  seven  divisions  of 
the  world,  seven  Rishis,  seven  Vipras  [Rig-veda  I. 
62,  4],  seven  Adityas,  seven  Danavas,  seven  horses 
of  the  Sun,  seven  flames  or  tongues  of  fire,  seven 
Yonls  of  fire,  seven  Samidhs,  seven  tones,  seven 
sacrificial  rites,  seven  MarySdls,  thrice  seven  PadSni 

or  mystical  steps  by  which  heaven  is  obtained  [Rig- 
veda  I.  72,  6],  thrice  seven  cows,  Sec.);  [tf.  /end 
hapta;  Gr.  «rra;  Lat.  septem;  Goth,  sibun; 
Angl.  Sax.  eeofon  ;  Lith.  septyni,  Kcptyniim;  Slav. 
S'dmj;  Hib.  neacUt;  Cambro-Brit.  saitli;  Armor. 

seiz."]  —  Sapta-ris/ii,  ayas,  m.  pi.  '  ihe  seven  Rishis,' 
epithet  of  the  authors  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  IX.  107. 
—  Sapta-kona,  as,  a,  am,  septangular,  heptagonal. 
—  Sapta-gangam,  ind.  the  place  of  the  seven  streams 
of  the  Gai>g3,  (Pan.  II.  I,  20;  cf.  panfu-natla.) 
—Sapta-gu,  its,  m.,  N.  of  an  An-girasa  (author  of 
the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  tf).—Sapta-godararam, 
ind.  the  place  of  the  seven  streams  of  the  Goda- 
Vin.  —  Sapta-grahi,  f.  the  meeting  of  the  seven 
planets  under  one  sign.  —  Sapta-fakra,  as,  d,  am, 

having  seven  wheels,  (according  to  S'an-kara  =  «(r- 
pana-<!akra.)—Saiita(!atvarin4a,  as,  i,  am,  the 

47th.  —  Sapta-fatvdrins'at,   t,    f.,   47.  ••  Sapta- 
(fhdda,  as,  m.  •  having  seven  leaves,'  a  kind  of  tree 
[cf.  gapta-parnti]  ;  (a),  f.  a  species  of  plant  (  = 
mada-(/andha\  —  Sapta-jani  or  iscpta-jdmt,  is, 
is,    i,  Ved.   (probably)    having   seven    brothers    or 

sisters.  —  Sapla-jihva,  as,  m.  '  seven-tongued,'  epi- 
thet of  Agni  or  fire,  (the  seven  tongues  of  fire  have 

all  names,  e.  g.  kali,  Imrdli,  mano-jard,  su,-lohitd, 
su-d/iiimra-varijd,    ngrd  or   sphitlingini,   pra- 
dljttn,  and  these  names  vary  according  to  the  parti- 

cular rite  in  which  fire  is  used,  see  kiranyd,  su- 
niriid,   mi-prablid,   &c.)  —  Sapta-jvala,   as,  m. 

'seven-flamed,'  epithet  of  Agni   or  fire.  —  Sapta- 
tantn,  UK,  m.  'having  seven  performers,'  a  sacrifice, 
offering,    oblation,    (Say.  =  sapta.    tanitdrah,   i.e. 
karmanam  vislarayitaro  yasya.)  —  Saptatrinfa, 

as,  i,  am,  the  37th.  —  Sapta-trins'at,  t.  f,  37. 
—  Saptadada,  as,  i,  am,  the  I7th;    having  17 
properties  or  attributes  (said  of  a  kula  or  family)  ; 
(as),  m.,  scil.  st&ma,  epithet  of  a  particular  Stoma; 
N.  of  a  collection   of  hymns  (said   to   have  been 

created    from   Brahma's  western   mouth).  —  flitptii,- 
daian,  a,  m.  f.  n.  pi.,  if.  —  Sapta-didhiti,  ii,  m. 

'  having    seven    rays   of   light,'   epithet   of  Agn?. 
—  .^n/jta-dvaravakir>ia  (°ra-av),  an,  a,  am,  con- 

fined within  seven  gates  (i.  e.  according  to  KullQka, 
confined  to  ihe  five  organs  of  sense,  tLe  mind  and 
the  intellect,  or  restricted  to  this  world  and  the  three 
above    and    the    three    be!ow    it,    Manu   VI.   48). 

—  ̂ <il>ta-dvtpa,  as,  m.  pi.  the  seven  divisions  of 
the  terrestrial  world,  see  dvi/ia;  (a),  f.  'having  or 

consisting  of  seven  Dvlpas,'  epithet  of  the   earth. 
—  SaptacMp&pati,  if,  m.  the  lord  of  the  seven 
Dvlpas.  —Sapta-dcii>a-vat,  an,  utl,  at,  containing 
or  consisting  of  seven  Dvlpas. -vtfftfita-tl/tatu,  us, 

us,  u,  consisting  of  seven  elements,  sevenfold,  con- 
taining seven ;  (ai'as),  m.  pi.  the  seven  constituent 

elements  of  the  body  (viz.  chyle,  blood,  flesh,  fat, 
bone,  marrow,  and  semen).  —  Snpta-dhataka,  ai, 

a,  am,  =  sapta-dhatu.—Saptti-dhard-tirtha,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  place.— Saptanaiata,  as,  i,  am,  the  97th. 

— Sapta-narati,  is,  f.,  gJ.~S/iiita»<irnti-tama, 
as,  5,  am,  the  97th.  —  Sapta-nadi-dtkrti,  am,  n. 
an  astrological  diagram  supposed  to  foretell  rain,  (it 
consists  of  seven  serpentine  lirus  marked  with  the 

names  of  the  Nakshatras  and  planets. )  —  >-Yi^/a-m7- 

man,  a,  a,  a,  having  seven  names.  —  f<tijita-iiiinul, 
(.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  aditya-bhaktd).  —  N'l/^u/wi/i- 
(W«,  ax,  i,  am,  the  57th.  —Sapta-paiitaiSat,  t,  (., 

c,j.—Sapta-pattra,  as,  m.  'seven-leaved,'  a  kind of  plant  (  =  mudgara).  —  Sapta-padu,  an,  a  or  i, 
am,  having  seven  steps,  containing  seven  Padas ;  (i), 

f.  the  seven  steps  at  marriage.— Sapta-padiirthl,  f,  N. 

of  a  treatise  on  Kanada's  seven  Vaiseshika  categories. 
~Saptapadl-ga,manu,  am,  n.  the  walking  together 
round  the  nuptial  fire  in  seven  steps,  (see  sapta- 

padina.)  —  Sapta-parna,  as,  I,  am,  seven-leaved ; 
(as),  m.  the  tree  Alstonia  or  Kchites  Scholaris ;  (i), 
f.  the  sensitive  plant ;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of  sweetmeat 

(made  of  grapes,  pomegranates,  dates,  with  sugar, 
spices,  honey,  and  ghee).*-Sapta-patala,  ant,  n. 
the  seven  Paulas  or  regions  under  the  earth,  (see 

pritrda,   the    names  Ni-tala  and   Gabhasti-mat  are 
sometimes  substituted  for  Rasa-tala  and  Talatala.) 

—  Sapia-putra,  as,  d,  am,  having  seven  sons,  hav- 
ing seven  children.  —  Supta-pntra-sH,  us,  f.  the 

mother  of  seven  sons  or  children.  —  Na/</"  -jn'iiki  it  i. 
Hi/an,  (.  pi.  the  seven  constituent  parts  of  a  kingdom 
(viz.  the  king,  his  ministers,  ally,  territory,  fortress, 

army,  and  treasury,  see  pmliritif.  —  Supta-buililliti- 
ftnlni,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  BuddhUt  v/ai]s.~Supta- 
liudhna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  seven  bottoms  or 

foundations.  —  Sapta-bhadra,   as,   m.   the   S'irisha 
hfe.—Saptu-bhumika  or  sapta-bhamna,  as,  a, 

am,  having  seven  stories,  seven  stories  high.  —  Sapla- 
inrittika,  dtf,  f.  pi.  seven  earths  collected  from  seven 
places  and   used  in  certain  solemn   rites.  —  Sapta- 
yojani,  f.  a  distance  or  extent  of  seven  Vojanas. 
—  Sapta-rakta,   am,   n.  the   seven   red-coloured 
parts  of  the  body  (viz.  the  palms  of  the  hands,  soles 
of  the  feet,  nails,  corners  of  the  eyes,  tongue,  palate, 

and  lips).  —  Sapta-ra^mi,  ii,   is,  i,  Ved.    seven- 
rayed,  having  seven  rays  ;  (is),  m.  epithet  of  Agni. 
—  S<t pta-riit ra,  am,  n.  a  period  of  seven  nights. 

—Sapta-ratrika,  as,  a,  am,  lasting  seven  nights. 
—  Xaptarriiika,  am,   n.   the  rule  of  proportion 

with  seven  terms.  —  Saptarshi  (°ta-rif/ti),  ayas, 

m.   pi.   '  the  seven   Rishis,'  the  constellation   Ursa 
Major,  (the  seren  stars  of  which  are  supposed  to  be 

the  seven  f:reat  Rishis,  viz.  MarlA',  Atri,  An-giras, 
Pulastya,  Pulaha,  Kratu,  and  Vasishtha.)  —  Saptar- 
M-mata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  on  \aw.-Sapta- 
vadhri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  an  Atreya  (author  of  the 
hymns  Rig-veda  V.  jS,&c.).—Sapta-t>arutha,  as, 
d,  am,  having  seven  protecting  ledges  (said  of  a 

carriage,  see  vaTi&a),  —  Saptai'in»'a,  as,  i,  am, 
the  27th;  consisting  of  or  containing  zJ.  —  Sapta- 
viiidaka,  as,  t,  am,  the  2  7th.  —  Sapta-vindati,  is,  f., 
27.  —  Sapta-vitldru,  a  particular  kind  of  tree,  (not 
ascertained.)  —  Sapta-rid/ta,  as,  d,  am,  sevenfold. 
—  Kiipta-iota,  am,  n.,  700 ;  107 ;  (f),  f.  the  aggre- 

gate of  700;  a  collection  of  700  verses.  —  Sapta- 

datika,  f.  the  aggregate  of  joo.  —  Sapta-s'aldka, 
as,  m.  a  kind  of  astrological  diagram  marked  with 



sapta-siva. 
sabha. 
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twice  seven  lines  crossing  each  other  at  right  angles, 
(it  is  used  for  indicating  auspicious  days  for  mar- 

riages.)— Sapta-fiva,  as,  f.  p!.,  Ved.  'being  seven 

auspicious  ones,'  epithet  of  the  seven  Matris;  (a),  f. 
a  kind  of  plant  (  —  ndya-valli).  —  Sapta-shashta, 
as,  i,  am,  the  67111.  —  Sapta-sltashti,  is,  f.,  67. 
—Saptaoliashti-tama,  as,  i,  am,  the  67th.  —  Sap 
ta-sankhydka,  at,  a,  am,  seven  in  number,  amount' 
ing  to  seven.  —  Sapta-saptaka,  am,  n. '  seven  times 

seven,'  forty-nine.  —  Saptasaptaka-vettri,  ta,  m. 
one  who  knows  seven  times  seven  sciences.  —  Sapta- 

saptata,  as,  i,  am,  the  Jjth.  —  Sapta-saptati,  is, 
f.,  TJ.  —  Saptasaptati^ama,  as,  I,  am,  the  77th. 

—  Sapta-sapti,  is,  m.  *  having  seven  horses,'  epi- 
thet of  the  Sun.  —  Sapta-sdgara  or  sapta-sdyaraka, 

as,  m.  a  kind  of  very  valuable  gift  (compared  to 

seven  ocems).  —  Saptasagara-praddnikd,  (.,  N. 
of  a  chapter  of  the  Matsya-PurSna.  —  Sapta-su,  tie, 
f.  the  mother  of  seven  children  ( =  suta-vaskard). 
•-  Sapta-svasri,  sd,  sd,  sri,  Ved.  having  seven 
sisters.  —  Bapta-liasta,  as,  a,  am,  having  seven 
hands;  measuring  seven  cubits.  —  Sapia-hotri,  ta, 
&c.,  (probably)  having  seven  Hotris;  [cf.  datur- 

hotri,  das'a-hotri..'}  —  Hapta-hautra,  N.  of  a  treatise 
on  ritual.  —  Saptin^u  (°ta-an°),  us,  us,  u,  having 
seven  rays.  —  Saptdns'u-pwngava,  as,  m.  '  eminent 
with  seven  rays  of  light,'  the  planet  Saturn.  —  Sap- 
tdksttara  (°ta-ak°),  as,  a,  am,  containing  seven 
syllables ;  (as),  m.  a  word  or  a  Pida  which  contains 

seven  syllables.  —  Saptdnga  (°ta-an°),  as,  d  or  i, 
am,  consisting  of  seven  members  or  parts  or  con- 

stituent elements,  (epithet  of  a  kingdom,  see  sapta- 

prakriti.)  —  Saptdtman  (°ta-df),  a,  m.  'having 
seven  forms  or  essences,"  epithet  of  Brahma.  —  Sap- 
tdriOs  (°ta-ar°),  is,  is,  is,  seven-flamed,  having 
seven  flames  or  tongues  ;  of  inauspicious  aspect,  evil- 
eyed  ;  (is),  m.  epithet  of  Agni  or  fire ;  of  the  planet 
Saturn;  a  particular  plant  ( =  titraka).  —  Saptdfita 

fto-orf0),  as,  i,  am,  the  Sjth.-Saptdfiti  (°ta- 
arf°),  is,  (.,  8j.  —  Saptds~tti-tama,  as,  i,  am,  the 
87th.  —  Saptdfra  (°to-a#°),  as,  d,  am,  septangular ; 
(as,  am),  m.  n.  a  heptagon,  (also  spelt  saptdsra, 

see  i.as'ra.)  — Baptafoa  (°ta-a^°),  as,  m.  'having 
seven  horses,'  epithet  of  the  Sun,  (the  seven  horses 
are  supposed  to  symbolize  the  seven  days  of  the  week.) 

—  Saptds"va-rdhana,  as,  m. '  borne  by  seven  horses,' 
epithet  of  the  Sun.  —  Saptdsya  (°ta-ds°),  an,  d, 
am,  Ved.    seven-mouthed,  having  seven   mouths. 

-•  Saptdha  (°ta-aha),  am,  n.  seven  days,  a  week. 
—  Saptottara  (°ta-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  having  a  sur- 

plus or  excess  of  seven  (e.  g.  saptottaram  s"atam, 
a  hundred  +  seven  or  107.) 

Sapta,  as,  i,  am,  (according  to  Sabda-k.)=sop- 
tama,  the  seventh. 

Saptaka,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  containing  seven,  seven ; 
the  seventh ;  (am),  n.  a  collection  of  seven  (as  of  ieven 

stanzas  or  verses) :  (i),  f.  a  woman's  girdle,  zont. 
Saptata,  as,  t,  am,  the  7oth  (only  used  when 

other  numerals  precede,  see  eka-s°,  di'd-s°,  tri-i°, 
&c.,  cf.  Pan.  V.  v,  58.) 

Saptati,  is,  f.,  7°  '•  N.  of  a  work,  =  sdnkhya- 
Ttdrikd ;  (i),  f.  du.  two  seventies ;  (-ay as),  (.  pi. 
many  seventies.  -•  Saptati-tama,  as,  *,  am,  the 

yoth ;  [cf.  eka-s".']  —  Saptati-sambandha,  as,  m. a  collection  of  70  tales. 
Saptatha,  as,  I,  am,  Ved.  the  seventh. 
Saptadhd,  ind.  in  seven  ways,  sevenfold ;  in  seven 

parts  or  pieces. 
Saptama,  as,  I,  am,  the  seventh ;  (i),  f.  the 

seventh  case,  i.  e.  the  locative ;  the  seventh  Tithi  or 

lunar  day  of  the  fortnight,  (in  the  light  fortnight 
there  is  a  festival  in  honour  of  the  seventh  digit  of 
the  moon  on  this  day ;  it  often  occurs  at  the  end 

of  comps.,  e.  g.  Gangd-saptami,  the  seventh  day  in 
the  light  half  of  the  month  Vaisakha ;  Jayanti- 
saptaml,  the  seventh  day  in  the  light  half  of  the 
month  Magha);  [cf.  Zend  haptatha;  Gr.  {0$ofio$; 
Lat.  septimus ;  Lith.  sekma-s  for  sepma-s ;  Slav. 
sedmyl;  Old  Germ.  sibunto(n);  Hib.  seachtmad.] 

—  Saplama-kala,  f.  the  seventh  digit  of  the  moon. 
—  Saptami-pratirHpaka,  at,  ikd,  am,  resembling 

in  form  a  locative  case.  —  Saptamt-rrata,  am,  n.  a 
religious  observance  to  be  performed  on  the  seventh 

day  of  a  month.  —  Saptaml-samdsa,  as,  m.  a  Tat- 
purusha  compound  of  which  the  first  member  is  sup- 

posed to  be  a  locative  case.—  Saptaml-snapana, 

am,  n.  'bathing  on  the  seventh  day,'  a  particular 
religious  observance. 
Saptala,  f.,  N.  of  several  plants,  double  jasmine 

(  =  nai'a-mdlikd)  ;  other  plants  (  =  darma-kadd  ; 
=  gunjd  ;  =  pdfald). 

Saptin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  or  containing  seven  (syl- lables &c.). 

«IM  sapti,  is,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt.  sap,  'to 
join'),  a  yoke  (of  horses);  a  horse;  a  yoke-fellow; 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  79  (hav- 

ing the  patronymic  Vajambhara).-  Sap  ti-vat,  an, 

atl,  at  (Ved.  for  sapti-vat),  possessed  of  horses, 

having  splendid  horses,  (Say.=pras'astd3i)a.) 

^HW  saptya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  according  to 
Say.  on  Rig-veda  VIII.  41,  4  =  sarpaniya. 

t»H*U<<  sa-pranaya,  as,  a,  am,  having 
affection,  affectionate,  friendly  ;  (<rtn),  ind.  affection- 

ately, kindly  ;  confidently. 

tiHtU^f  sa-pranava,  as,  d,  am,  together 
with  the  Pranava  or  sacred  syllable  Om. 

sa-prandmam,  ind.  with  a  bow. 

sa-pratibandha,  as,  d,  am,  at- 
tended with  obstacles. 

sa-pratyaya,  as,  a,  am,  having 
confidence,  reposing  confidence  in  (with  loc.)  ;  cer- 

tain, secure,  sure,  (sapratyayd  vrittih,  sure  means 
of  subsistence)  ;  having  an  affix. 

WHrlJI!}!*!   sa-pratyasam,  ind.  hopefully, 
expectantly. 

fmvj  sa-pratha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 
Rig-veda  X.  181,  2  (with  patronymic  BhSradvSja). 

HRif*^  sa-prathas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having 
breadth,  broadly  diffused,  extensive,  far-famed, 
glorious,  mighty  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Sa- 
pratfias-tama,  as,  d,  am,  very  extensive,  very  large. 

TOW  sa-prabha,  as,  d,  am,  possessing 
splendor,  brilliant. 

«H*II«U  sa-pramana,  as,  d,  am,  having 
proof  or  evidence,  authentic. 

<frt«f  sa-prayoga-nwartana,  as, 
a,  am,  along  with  the  (secret  for)  using  and  restrain- 

ing ;  (see  the  next.) 
Sa-prayoga-rahasya,  as,  d,  am,  possessing 

secret  spells  for  (their)  use  (said  of  magical  weapons 
which  are  not,  wielded  manually  but  invoked  or 
meditated  upon,  and  are  useless  to  one  unacquainted 
with  the  mode  of  invoking  them). 

sa-prasrayam,  ind.  with  affection 
or  courtesy,  affectionately,  respectfully. 

sa-prasdda,  as,  d,  am,  accompanied 
with  favour  or  kindness,  propitious. 

sa-prasveda,  as,  d,  am,  having 
perspiration,  perspiring,  sweating. 

«Hl*ff  sa-prdna,  as,  d,  am,  having  breath 
or  life. 

sa-prema,  as,  d,  am,  having  love, 
full  of  love  or  affection,  loving,  affectionate. 

«H«H  sa-preshya,  as,  d,  am,  attended  by 
servants. 

^  sa-psaras,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having 
the  same  form  or  beauty,  (5iy.  —  samdna-rupa  or 
Mnsaka,  Rig-veda  1.  1  68,  9.) 

saphara,  as,  m.  (also  written  /a- 
pkara,  q.  v.),  a  small  glistening  fish  (Cyprinus 

Sophore,  said  to  be  a  sort  of  carp  and  commonly 
called  PuntI)  ;  (i),  f.  the  above  fish. 

tiHirt  sa-phala,  as,  d,  am,  bearing  fruit, 
fruitful,  productive,  profitable,  yielding  profit  ;  ful- 

filled, rewarded,  blessed.  —  Saphala-prdrthana,  as, 

d,  am,  one  who  has  attained  his  desire.  —  Saphalo- 

daya,  (°la-ud°),  as,  m.  '  auspicious-rising,'  epithet 
of  S'iva. 

sa-badhuka.     See  sa-vadhuka. 

sa-bandlm,  us,  us,  u,  possessed  of 
a  friend,  befriended;  being  of  the  same  family; 
closely  connected  or  united;  (us),  m.  a  kinsman, relation. 

*i=ig»l  sabar-dugha,  sabar-dhu.  See  under 
sabas. 

tftcO  sa-bala,  as,  d,  am,  powerful,  strong  ; 

accompanied  by  a  force  or  army.—  Sa-baldnuga 

(°la-an°),  as,  d,  am,  with  an  army  and  followers. 

wifrt   sa-bali,  is,  is,  i,  endowed  with 
royal  revenue  ;  accompanied  by  the  Bali  offering  ; 

(is),  m.  evening  twilight  (this  being  the  proper 
hour  for  offering  food  to  spirits,  &c.  ;  see  bali). 

WM^  sabas  (changeable  into  sabar  before 
soft  consonants  ;  cf.  sapas  under  rt.  sap),  Ved. 
water,  heavenly  food,  nectar,  (Say.  =  «<Zofca,  payas, 

amrita;  cf.  Gr.  oifias,  '  worship'  or  '  the  object  of 
worship.')—  Sabar-dugha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  yielding 
or  granting  heavenly  food  or  water,  dispensing  water. 
—  Sabar-duh,  -dhuk,  k,  k,  Ved.  yielding  nectar. 
—Sabar-dhu,  Ved.  =  sabar-duh  above. 

«i^*n*l*{sa-bahumanam,  ind.  with  great 
honour  or  reverence,  very  respectfully. 

*TOT^  sa-bddh,  t,  m.,  Ved.  an  oppressor, 
destroyer,  one  who  is  oppressed  ;  a  sacrificer  who  is 
disturbed  by  enemies,  (Say.  =  iatrubhir  badhito 

yajamdnah,  Rig-veda  I.  64,  8  ;  =  bddhd-sahita, 
Rig-veda  IV.  17,  18)  ;  a  priest,  (in  Naigh.  III.  18. 
sabadhah  is  enumerated  among  the  ritmn-na- 

mdni.) 

Sa-bddha,  as,  d,  am,  painful,  hurtful;  extor- 
tionate, oppressive. 

Sa-bddhas,  Ved.  according  to  Say.  sa-badhasas 
=  ddridra-nimittaJ>ddha-sahitasya,  having  the 

suffering  caused  by  poverty,  Rig-veda  V.  10,  6. 
sa-bdndhava,  as,  d,  am,  having 

kindred,  connected,  related. 

4)  «)  re4'<J^I  sa-bdla-vriddha,  as,  d,  am,  with 
children  and  old  men. 

WI  sa-bibhatsam,  ind.  with  abhor- 
rence. 

)«fi  sa-brahmaJta,  as,  d,  am,  together 

with  Brahma,  together  with  (the  world  of)  Brahma. 

sa-brahma(arya,  am,  n.  fellow- 
studentship,  studying  together  or  being  disciples  of 
the  same  teacher. 

Sa-brahma(arin,  i,  m.  a  fellow-student,  one 
engaged  in  the  same  studies  and  observing  the  same 
austerities. 

sa-bhaktikam,  ind.  respectfully. 

sa-bhadramusta,  as,  d,  am,  full 

of  Cyperus  Rotundus,  (also  read  su-bV.) 
sa-bhaya,  as,  d,  am,  fearful,  appre- 

hensive ;  (am),  ind.  with  fear,  timidly. 
aras,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  bearing 

together. 

sa-bhartrikd,  f.  '  having  a  hus- 
band,' a  woman  whose  husband  is  alive. 

sabha,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.  bha 

with  sa,  because  people,  saha  bhdnti,  'appear 
together'  at  a  place  of  meeting),  an  assembly,  con- 
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10G6 sabhd-6dlurya. sama-ranjita. 

gregation,  meeting,  company,  society,  good  society  ; 
Society  (personified  as  a  daughter  of  PrajJ-pati)  ;  a 
council,  council-chamber,  hall  ;  a  court  of  justice  ; 
a  court,  palace  [cf.  raja-*'];  a  public  audience, 
levee  ;  a  gaming  room,  gambling  house  ;  any 
house  or  large  room  or  frequented  place.  —  Sabhd- 
ddturya,  am,  a.  politeness  in  society.  —  Sabhdddra 

(°bhd-dt!°),  as,  m.  the  customs  or  usages  of  society, 
court-manners.  —  Sabhd-dhairya,  am,  n.  boldness  in 
company.  ̂ Sabhd-nara,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.—  Sa- 
bhd^ndyaka^  a»,  or  sabhd-pati,  is,  m.  the  president 
of  an  assembly,  chairman  ;  the  keeper  of  a  gaming 
house.  —  Sabhd-parvan,  a,  n.,  N.  of  the  second  book 
of  the  Maha-bharata  (which  describes  the  holding  of 
a  great  assembly  at  Hastinapura  and  the  gambling 
between  Vudhi-shthira  and  Salami,  in  which  the 
former  staked  and  lost  all  his  possessions,  including 
his  territory  and  his  wife  Draupadi).  —  Sabhd-piijd, 
f.  respect  or  reverence  paid  to  the  audience  (in  the 
prelude  of  a  drama).  —  Sabhd-mandana,  am,  n.  the 
adorning  or  arranging  of  an  assembly-room.  —  Saljhd- 
raiakara,  as,  i,  am,  controlling  or  influencing  an 
assembly.—  Sakha-sad,  t,  m.  one  who  sits  at  an 
assembly,  a  member  of  any  society  or  company, 
an  assistant  at  an  assembly  or  meeting  ;  (in  law)  an 
assessor,  one  who  sits  in  a  couit  of  justice,  a  judge. 
"Sabhd-saha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one  who  restrains 
or  rules  an  assembly.  —  Sabha-sinha,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  king.—  Sabhdstara  (°bhd-ds°),  Of,  m.  an  assistant 
at  an  assembly,  one  of  a  society  or  company.  —  Sabha- 
stha,  as,  a,  am,  being  at  an  assembly  or  court  ;  (ax), 
m.  one  who  sits  in  an  assembly;  a  courtier.—  Sa- 

bhodita  (°bhd-w!°),  as,  a,  am,  fit  for  an  assembly, 
fit  for  good  society  ;  (as),  m.  a  learned  Brahman, 

any  learned  or  educated  person.  —  Sabhoddefa  (*bhd- 
ud°),  the  neighbourhood  of  any  place  of  meeting  ; 
the  precincts  of  a  house,  &c. 
Sabhika,  at,  m.  the  keeper  of  a  gaming  house. 
Sabhika,  as,  m.  =  sabhika  above. 
Sabheya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  relating  to  an  assembly, 

skilled  in  council,  shining  in  society. 
Sabhya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to  an 

assembly,  fit  for  an  assembly;  suitable  to  good 
society;  fit  for  a  court;  polite;  refined,  civilized, 
(a-sabhya,  as,  a,  am,  not  met  with  in  good  society, 
not  used  in  the  best  society,  unrefined,  indecorous)  ; 
trusted,  confidential,  faithful  ;  (us),  m.  an  assistant 
at  an  assembly  ;  an  assessor  ;  a  person  of  honourable 
parentage  ;  N.  of  one  of  the  five  sacred  fires  ;  the 
keeper  of  a  gaming  house  ;  the  servant  of  a  keeper 
of  a  gaming  house  ;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  sibba,  sibbi, 
sibbo,  ga-sibbo,  ga-sibbot  ;  Goth,  trasti-sibja, 

ga-sibjon,  un-sibja  ;  Angl.  Sax.  sib,  sibbe,  ge-sib.'] 
—  Sabhya-tama,  as,  a,  am,  most  worthy  of  an 
assembly,  very  senatorial  or  oratorical,  very  polite  or 
refined  ;  (as),  m.  a  very  polite  or  refined  person,  an 
ornament  of  society.  —  Sabhya-td,  f.  or  sabhya-tra, 
am,  n.  politeness,  refinement,  good  breeding.  —Sa- 
bhyetara  (°ya-it°),  as,  a,  am,  '  contrary  to  good 
society,'  vulgar. 

sabhaj,  cl.  10.  P.  sabhajayati, 
-yitum,  Aor.  asasabhdjat,  to  serve, 

honour,  worship  ;  to  salute  ;  to  please,  gratify,  satisfy, 
exhilarate  ;  to  beautify  ;  to  show. 
Sabftdjana,  am,  n.  service,  honour,  courtesy, 

politeness,  civility  in  receiving  or  taking  leave  of  a friend. 

Sabhdjita,  as,  d,  am,  served,  honoured,  treated 
with  courtesy,  gratified,  pleased. 

sa-bhdrya  or  sa-bhdryaka,  as,  a, 
am,  with  a  wife,  having  a  wife. 

*W  r«cnsa-6Aacnna,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Siva. 
sabhd-sad.     See  under  sabha. 

ifiT  sa-bhiti,  is,  is,  i,  having  fear,  fear- 
ful, b'mid. 

sa-bhtma,  as,  d,  am,  together  with Bhtma. 

sa-bhrikufi-mukha,  as,  d,  am, 

having  a  frowning  face,  frowning. 

SOJf'I  sa-bhritya,  as,  d,  am,  attended  by 
servants,  with  (the  assistance  of)  servants. 

TOJTrJ  sa-bhrdtri,  id,  tri,  tri,  with  a  brother, 
attended  by  brethren. 
Sa-bhrdtrika,  as,  d,  am,= sa-bhrdtri. 

JJ^JT^f  sa-bhrubhartya,  as,  d,  am,  with  a 
frown,  frowning,  knitting  the  brows;  (am),  ind. frowningly. 

Mil  i.  sam  (=rt.  stam),  cl.  i.  P.  sa- 

^V  mati,  sasdma,  samitvm,  to  be  confused 
or  agitated  or  disturbed  ;  (according  to  some)  to  be 
undisturbed,  not  to  be  agitated  [cf.  rt.  I .  .-Cam]  ;  cl. 
10.  P.  samayati,  -yittim,  to  be  agitated  or  dis- 
turbed. 

?W  2.  sam  [cf.  5.  sa,  sama;  by  some  con- 
nected with  4.  «a],  ind.  (as  a  preposition  or  prefix 

to  verbs  and  verbal  derivatives  opposed  to  I.  vi, 
q.  v.,  and,  like  Gr.  ovv,  Lat.  con,  expressing)  with, 
together  with,  along  with,  together  (e.  g.  sam-yuj, 
to  join  together ;  san-di,  to  gather  together ;  san- 
dhd,  to  place  together ;  san-dld,  placing  together) ; 
when  prefixed  to  some  roots  and  verbal  derivatives 
Sam  intensifies  the  idea  contained  in  the  simple  rt., 

and  may  often  be  translated  by  '  much,'  '  greatly,' 
'  thoroughly,' '  quite,'  '  very,'  '  well,'  (see  san-tap, 
san-tush,  Sec.) ;  it  may  also  express  '  completeness,' 
'perfection,'  *  beauty,'  &c.,  (see  sam-utfheda,  san~ 
tamos,  &c.) ;  it  is  not  unfrequently  prefixed  to 

nouns  in  the  sense  of  sama, '  same,' '  like,'  '  similar,' 
(see  sama,  cf.  sam-artha) ;  in  the  Veda  it  may  be 
used  as  a  separable  preposition  with  inst.  (e.  g.  atri- 
jad  madhund  sam  madhuni,  Rig-veda  X.  54,  6); 
[cf.  according  to  some,  Gr.  avv,  £vv ;  perhaps  Lat. 
cum;  Old  Russ.  sen;  Slav.  »«,  su.] 

1TH  i.  sama,  as,  d,  am  (probably  connected 
with  5.  sa  and  2.  sam;  declined  like  the  prono- 

minal sarva  except  in  meanings  like '  even,' '  equal,' 
&c.,  e.  g.  samasmai,  to  all,  to  every  one,  Rig-veda 
VI.  51,  6),  even,  level,  flat,  plain;  same,  equal, 
(samam  tri,  to  make  equal,  balance;  to  pay); 
like,  similar,  like  to  (with  inst.,  e.  g.  mayd  sama, 
like  to  me) ;  a  match  for,  acting  in  the  same  way  or 
with  equal  justice  towards  every  one ;  indifferent, 
impartial,  fair ;  free  from  emotion,  unaffected  by 
passion,  unmoved ;  straight ;  upright,  honest,  just, 
temperate,  good,  virtuous;  fit,  convenient,  suitable; 
not  eminent,  ordinary,  common,  low,  mean,  equally 
distant  from  extremes;  all,  every  one  (=sarva 
and  so  declined,  see  above)  ;  full,  complete ;  whole, 
entire ;  (aft),  m.,  N.  of  certain  zodiacal  signs  (espe- 

cially Vrisha,  Karkata,  Kanya,  Vriscika,  Makara, 
Mina) ;  a  mode  of  measuring  time  in  music  (de- 

scribed as  a  simultaneous  movement  of  the  hands 
or  feet  of  a  singer  with  the  time  of  the  music); 
a  kind  of  straight  line  placed  over  a  numerical  figure 
to  mark  the  process  of  extracting  the  square  root ; 
(d),  f.  a  year ;  see  p.  1067,  col.  I ;  (am),  n.  anything 
even  or  level,  a  level  plain  ;  (in  rhetoric)  a  particular 
figure,  sameness  of  objects  compared  to  one  another ; 
(in  geometry)  a  mean  proportional  segment  (de- 

scribed as  a  fourth  proportional  to  the  two  perpen- 
diculars and  the  link  or  segment,  and  used  for  solving 

certain  problems  in  a  trapezium) ;  (am),  ind.  equally ; 
similarly ;  like ;  ceteris  paribus ;  on  a  level  with,  in 
the  same  way ;  conformably  to ;  entirely ;  with, 
along  with,  together  with  (used  as  a  preposition 
governing  the  inst.) ;  sometimes  used  for  the  pre- 

position sam,  cf.  sama-dodita,  sama-ranjita,  and 
sama-gatfhatu  under  san-gam) ;  [cf.  Zend  hama : 
Gr.  apa,  &nu-s,  ofiov,  ofio-Ofv,  dfiu-fff,  6,uo-(b-s, 
t/tol-i-os,  A/ia\ii-s,  nia,  ftiv:  Lat.  sim-ia  (?),  si- 
mili-s,  simul,  simul-tas,  simul-d-re,  semel,  sem- 

per, singidi :  Old  Lat.  simitu :  Goth,  sama,  sama- 
frathjis,  sam-ana,  samath,  sums,  sum :  Old 
Germ,  sama,  samara,  zi-samane  (  =  Mod.  Germ. 

zusammen),  unmet ;  Angl.  Sax.  tame  (tarn  in 
comp.),  svmne,  samnc,  sum :  Slav,  samii :  Hib. 
snmhiiit,  '  like ;'  samhladh,  '  resemblance ;'  sam- 
hlain,  '  I  compare,  resemble.']  —  Sama-kanyd,  f.  a 
suitable  maiden,  a  girl  fit  to  be  married.  —  tfama- 
liuriM,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an  equi-diagonal  tetragon. 
—  S(ima-kdla,  as,  m.  the  same  time,   the  same 
moment;  (am),  ind.  simultaneously.  —  Sama-kola, 
ai,  m.  'having  an  even  breast,'  a  serpent,  snake. 
—  Sama-koshtha-miti,  is,  f.  the  measure  of  like 
compartments,  area  or  superficial  contents  of  any 
figure.  —  Kama-kthetra,    am,   n.  (in   astronomy) 
'  having  an  even  or  complete  figure,'  epithet  of  a 
particular  division  or  arrangement  of  the  Nakshatras. 
—  Sama-khata,  as,  m.  (in  geometry)  an  equal 
excavation  or  cavity,  a  cavity  having  the  figure  of  a 
regular  solid  with  equal  sides,  a  parallelopipedon, 
cylinder.  —  Sama-gandtiaka,    as,  m.   any   com- 

pounded perfume,  incense,  olibanum.  —  Sama-gan- 
dhika,  as,  a,  am,  having  equal  or  similar  fragrance  ; 
(am),  n.  the  fragrant  root  of  the  Uslra.  —  Sama- 
Jaturaira,  as,  d,  am,  equally  quadrangular,  square ; 

(as,  am),   m.  n.  an  equilateral  tetragon.  —  Sama- 
faturbhitja,  as,  d,  am,  equally  four-sided ;    (as, 
am),   m.  n.  an   equilateral  tetragon  or   rhombus. 
—  Srima-ditta,  as,  d,  am,  even-minded,  even-tem- 

pered, equanimous,  equable ;  indifferent ;  having  the 
thoughts  directed  to  the  same  subject.  —  Samatilta- 
td,  f.  or  samatitta-tva,  am,  n.  even-mindedness, 
equanimity,  indifference.  —  Sama-fodita,  as,  a,  am, 

*=  $an-c"odita,  driven,  impelled,  shot  off.  —  Sama- 
((hedmia,  as,  d,  am,  having  like  divisions  or  deno- 

minators. —  Sama-jdti,  is,  is,  i,  equal  in  kind, 
homogeneous.  —  Sama-jnd,  f.  fame,  reputation ;  [cf. 
sam-ajya.]  —  Sama-td,  f.  or  sama-tva,  am,  n. 
evenness,  sameness,  equality,  similarity ;    identity ; 
equanimity ;  fairness,  impartiality,  justness,  upright- 

ness, perfectness,  commonness.— Sama-traya,  am,  n. 
an  equal  triad,  equal  quantity  of  three  ingredients,  (ac- 

cording to  Sabda-k.  haritakl-ndgara-gudam.)—Sa- 
ma-tribhuja,  as,  d,  am,  having  three  sides  equal ; 
(as,  am),  m.  n.  a  tetragon  containing  three  sides  equal ; 
an  equilateral  triangle.  —  Sama-tvish,  (,  t,  t,  equally 
bright  or  lovely .  —  Sama-danta,  as,  d  or  i,  am, 
having  even  teeth.  —  Sama-dariana,  as,  d,  am,  = 
tulya-dar&tna,  regarding  with  equal  or  indifferent 
eyes.  —  Sarna-dartfin,  i,  ini,  i,  viewing  or  regarding 
equally,  looking  at  both  sides  impartially,  impartial, 
— Sama-du/ikha,  as,  a,  am,  sympathising  with, 

feeling  for  another's  woe.  —  Sama-duhkha-sukha, 
as,  d,  am,  having  the  same  grief  and  joy,  sympathis- 

ing in  sorrow  and  \oy.-Sama-drii,  k,  k,  k,  looking 
on  all  alike,  regarding  all  alike,  impartial ;  equable. 
—  Sama-druhti,  is,  f.  the  act  of  looking  at  equally 
or  impartially ;  (ts,  is,  i),  looking  on  all  equally, 
regarding  all  alike.  —  Sama-dijuti,  is,  is,  i,  equal 
in  radiance. — Sama-dvdda$d3ra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  an 

equilateral  dodecagon  or  dodecahedron.  —  *Sama- 
ili-i-ilribhiya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  rhomboid  consisting 
of  two  pairs  of  equal  sides.  —  Sama-dvibhuja,  as, 
am,  m.  n.  a  rhomboid   having  two  sides  equal. 
—  Sama-dlirita,  as,  d,  am,  equal  or  equivalent  to. 

—  Siima-pada,  as,  m.  '  holding  the  feet  even,'  a particular  posture  in  sexual  intercourse ;  (am),  n.  an 
attitude  in  shooting.  —  Sama-pdda,  am,  n.  standing 
with   feet  even,  a  particular  posture  with  archers. 
—  Sama-prabha,  as,  d,  am,  having  equal  splendor. 
—  Sama-lniddhi,  is,  is,  i,  looking  on  all  things 
alike,  calm,  indifferent,  philosophical,  stoical ;  (is), 
m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Sama-bhdga,  as,  m.  an  equal 
share.  —  Sama-blidva,  as,  1,  am,  of  like  nature  or 

property ;    (as),  m.  sameness,  equability.  —  Sama- 
bhZmi,  is,  f.  even  or  level  ground.  —  Sama-man- 
dala,  am,  n.  '  even-circle,'  the  prime  vertical  line 
(in  astronomy ).  —  Sama-maya,  as,  i,  am,  of  like 
origin,  proceeding  from  the  same  cause.  —  Sama- 
mdtra,  as,  >,  am,  of  the  same  size  or  measure. 
—  Sama~miti,  is,  f.  mean  measure.— Sama-ranhas, 

as,  ds,  as,  having  equal  impetuosity  or  speed.  —  Sa- 
ma-rajju,  uf,  (.  mean  rope  or  line,  mean  soundings. 
—  Sama-ranjita,  as,  d,  am,  =  sam-ranj ita,  tinged, 
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coloured,  dyed.  —  Sama-rabha,  as,  m.  •  equal- 

clasping,'  a  kind  of  coitus.  —  Sama-rupa,  as,  a,  am, 
of  the  same  form. —Sama-rupya,  as,  a,  am,  for- 

merly in  the  possession  of  an  honest  man,  (see 

rupya.)  —  Sama-reliha,  as,  a,  am,  straight-lined, 
straight.  —  Sama-lamba,  as,  a,  am,  having  equal 
perpendiculars;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  trapezoid.  —  Sa- 
ma-loshta-kdiidana,  as,  a,  am,  one  to  whom  a 
clod  and  piece  of  gold  are  all  the  same.  —  Sama-va- 
yaska,  as,  a,  am,  of  equal  age.  —  Sama-varna, 
as,  a,  arn,  of  the  same  colour  or  caste,  &c. ;  (as}, 
m.  community  of  caste,  &c.  —  Sama-vartin,  i,  ini, 
i,  being  equal,  being  of  a  fair  or  impartial  dispo- 

sition ;  (i),  m.  Yama,  the  ruler  of  Tartarus.  —  Sama- 
vibhdga,  as,  m.  a  division  of  property  amongst  sons 

in  equal  shares.  —  Sama-virya,  as,  a,  am,  equal  in 
strength.  ~  Sama-vritta,  am,  n.=sama-mandala 
above.  —  Sama-vftiti,  t»,  f.  even  state  or  temper, 
equanimity ;  (is,  is,  i),  of  an  equal  or  even  temper, 
equable,  fair,  moderate.  —  Sama-vedha,  as,  m. 
mean  depth.  —  Sama-iodhana,  am,  n.  equal  sub- 

traction ;  subtraction  of  the  same  quantity  on  both 

sides  of  an  equation.  —  Sama-saitkhydta,  as,  a, 
am,  equal  in  number.  —  Sama-sandhi,  is,  m.  equal 
alliance,  peace  on  equal  tenns.  —  Sama-sanfl/ilta, 
as,  d,  am,  allied  on  equal  terms,  bound  or  con- 

nected equally .  —  Sama-supti,  is,  f.  universal  sleep 
(i.  e.  the  end  of  a  Kalpa  and  destruction  of  the 

universe).— Sama-sutra-ga  or  sama-sutra-stha, 
as,  d,  am,  (in  astronomy)  situated  on  the  same 
diameter.  —  Sama-stha,  as,  d,  am,  being  level  or 
even,  equal,  level,  uniform;  like,  similar.  —Sama- 
sthaJn,  am,  i,  n.  f.  even  or  level  ground ;  ({),  f.  the 
Doab  or  country  between  the  Ganges  and  Jumna 

rivers  (  =  antar-vedi).  —  SamastJtali-krita,  as,  d, 
am,  made  into  level  ground,  levelled,  filled  up  (as  a 

marsh  or  river). —Sama-sparta,  as,  d,  am,  having 
the  same  contact,  equal  in  touch,  having  the  same 
effect  of  contact,  equally  defiling.  —  Sama-svara,  as, 
d,  am,  having  the  same  or  a  similar  sound. —Sa- 

mdnia  (°ma-an°),  as,  m.  an  equal  pdrtion  or  share ; 
(as,  d,  am),  entitled  to  an  equal  portion  or  share. 
—  Samdnfa-hdrin,  I,  ini,  i,  taking  an  equal  por- 

tion, sharing  equally,  a  co-heir.  —  Samans'ika,  as, 
d,  am,  or  samans'in  (°ma-an°),  t,  ini,  i,  entitled 
to  an  equal  share,  a  co-heir.  —  Samdkara  (°ma-dk°), 
as,  d,  am,  of  like  form,  like  in  appearance,  similar, 

like.  —  Samdkshara-pada-krama  (°ma-ak°),  as, 
d,  am,  containing  a  succession  of  Padas  or  metrical 
feet  of  the  same  number  of  syllables.  —  I.  samdddra 

(°ma-ddj),  as,  m.  (for  i.  sam-dddra  see  p.  1072, 
col.  2),  equal  or  similar  conduct;  upright  or  virtuous 
conduct,  proper  practice ;  (as,  d,  am),  equal  or 
similar  in  practice  or  in  virtuous  conduct.  —  Samdr- 

thin  (°ma-ar°),  I,  ini,  i,  seeking  or  desiring 
equality;  seeking  peace.  —  Sami-karana,  am,  n. 
the  act  of  making  even  or  equal,  lequalising,  levelling ; 
assimilation,  digestion ;  (in  arithmetic)  the  reducing 
of  fractions  to  a  common  denominator,  equation. 

—Sarni-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -leurute,  &c.,  to 
make  even  or  equal,  equalise.  —  Sami-krita,  as,  d, 
am,  equalised ;  levelled,  equipoised,  balanced  ;  dene 
in  the  same  manner,  imitated  ;  summed  up,  added. 

—  Sami-liriya,  f.  the  act  of  equalising;  (in  arith- 
metic)  equation.  —  Sami-bhu,  cl.   I.  P.  -bliavati, 

&c.,  to  be  or  become  equal,  be  equalised.  —  Sami- 
bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  equalised,  equipoised ;  identified. 

—Samodaka  (°ma-ud°),  am,  n.  a  mixture  of  half 
buttermilk  and  half  water.  —Siimopamd  (°ma-up°), 
f.  (in  rhetoric)  comparison  expressed  by  the  adjective 
sama  in  composition  with  the  substantive  to  which 
the  object  of  the  comparison  is  likened. 

Samayd,  ind.     See  under  sam-i. 
I.  sama,  f.  (sometimes  as,  pi. ;  for  1.  samd  see 

s.  V.),  a  year  ;  a  day  (according  to  some).  —  Samdm- 
samind,  f.  a  cow  bearing  a  calf  every  year.  «•  Sanid- 
nidaya,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  a  store  (of  pro- 

visions) sufficient  for  a  year.  —  Samdnta  (°md-an°), 
as,  m.  the  end  of  a  year. 

I.  samiya,  Nom.  A.  eamiyate,  &c.,  to  be  treated 
equally  or  in  the  same  manner  as  (with  hist.). 

i.  samiya,  as,  a,  am,  similar,  like,  of  like 
origin. 

I.  samiyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  treated  in  the 
same  manner  as.  (For  a.  see  under  i.  sam-i.) 

^H?  2.  sa-ma,  as,  d,  am  (i.e.  sa  +  ma), 

'  together  with  Lakshml,'  happy,  prosperous. 

*w?fi  samakta.     See  under  sam-anj. 

samakna.     See  under  sam-ant!. 

sam-aksha,  as,  I,  am,  being  before 
the  eyes  or  in  sight,  visible,  being  in  presence  of; 
(am),  ind.  before  the  eyes,  in  sight  of,  visibly,  in 
presence  of.  —  Samaks7ta-td,  f.  visibility.  —  Sam- 

aksha-dars'ana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  seeing  with  the 
eyes,  ocular  evidence. 

*Nt{  sam-agra,  as,  d,  am,  all,  entire,  whole, 
full,  complete.  —  Samagra-dhana,  as,  d,  am,  pos- 

sessing the  whole  of  one's  property.  —  Samagra- 
sampad,  t,  t,  t,  having  complete  happiness,  blessed 

with  every  happiness. —Samagrendu  (°ra-in°),  us, 
m.  the  full  moon.— Siimagrendu-nibhdnana  (°6Aa- 
dn°),  as,  d,  am,  having  a  face  like  the  full  moon. 

sam-anga,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

sa-mangala,  as,  d,  am,  endowed 
with  happiness,  auspicious. 

4IHJH  sam-anga,  f.  Bengal  madder  (= 
manjishthd) ;  a  sort  of  fern,  Lycopodium  Imbri- 
catum ;  the  sensitive  plant  ( =  lajjdlu) ;  other  plants 

( =  vardha-krdntd  ;  =  bald). 

WT^sam-a/Soisam-an6(see rts.  at,  i. ah(, 
cf.  sam-anj  below),  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -adati,  -andali, 
-te,  -anditum,  to  bend  together;  to  go  together: 
Pass,  -adyate,  to  be  combined  or  united. 
Sam-akna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  sam-and),  bent  toge- 

ther ;  going  or  moving  together  or  simultaneously, 

going,  moving. 
Sam-adya,  ind.  having  bent  together. 

«»ui  sam-aj,  cl.  I.  P.  -ajati,  -ajitum,  to 
bring  or  collect  together,  (Say.  =  sam-yojayati) ;  to 
bring  into  conflict ;  to  meet  (for  battle ;  Say.  =  san- 
gaddhate,  Rig-veda  I.  100,  n);  to  subdue,  over- 

come ;  to  animate,  incite,  (SSy.  =  sam-prerayati.) 
Samaja,  as,  m.  a  multitude  of  beasts  or  animals ; 

a  number  of  fools ;  (am),  n.  a  forest,  wood. 

Sam-ajyd,  f.  a  meeting,  assembly;  fame,  celebrity. 

Sam-dja,  as,  m.  a  meeting  [cf.  dyutri-s°,  prek- 
shd-s°~],  assembly,  congregation,  congress ;  a  society, 
company,  association,  club ;  a  convivial  meeting, 
party ;  a  collection,  quantity,  multitude,  number 
(applied  to  any  collection  of  articles  except  of  beasts) ; 

an  elephant. — Samdja-sannives'a,  as,  m.  a  building 
or  place  suitable  for  an  assembly,  assembly-room, 
meeting-house. 
Samdjika,  as,  m.  a  member  of  an  assembly  or 

congregation ;  a  spectator. 

W!^  sam-anj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -anakti,  -ankte, 
-aiijitnm  or  -anktitm,  to  smear  over,  anoint,  be- 

sprinkle ;  to  beautify,  decorate,  adorn  (Ved.) ;  to 

honour  (Ved.);  to  join  together  (Say .=  ckl-kri), 
connect,  unite ;  to  put  together,  compose ;  to  utter 

forth,  (Say.  =  samyarj  vyaktam  kri);  to  consume, 
devour  (Ved.). 

Sam-akta,  as,  a,  am,  joined  together;  put  toge- 
ther, composed,  combined,  (also  referrible  to  sam-ad 

above.)  7 

Sam-anjasa,  as,  (^  am,  proper,  right,  fit ;  correct, 
accurate,  true,  consistent ;  virtuous,  just,  good  ;  sound, 
healthy ;  exercised,  practised,  experienced  ;  (am),  n. 

propriety,  fitness,  truth,  accuracy,  consistency,  correct 
evidence.  f.P %.13.S 

WTCJ3  samantha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb 
(described  as  a  sort  of  cucumber,  =  gandira). 

'WUH  sam-at,  cl.  i.  P.  -atati,  -atitum,  to 
resort  to,  approach,  visit. 
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sam-ati-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -kra- 
mati,  -kramate,  -kramitum,  to  go  or  pass  by  en- 

tirely, go  completely  beyond,  go  or  pass  completely 

through,  cross  over,  step  over,  step  out  of;  to  trans- 
gress, neglect,  disregard,  lose  ;  to  surpass,  excel,  exceed  ; 

to  pass  by,  elapse  (as  time)  ;  to  let  pass  by. 
Sam-atikrama,  as,  m.  going  entirely  over  or 

beyond  ;  deviating  from,  transgressing,  omission. 
Sam-atikramya,  ind.  having  entirely  gone  by, 

having  wholly  passed  over,  (dvau  mdsau  samaii- 
kramya,  having  allowed  two  months  to  elapse,  after 
two  months)  ;  having  neglected  or  omitted. 
Sam-atikrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  gone  entirely  over  or 

beyond  ;  transgressed  ;  surpassed,  exceeded  ;  passed 

by,  elapsed. tllCrlM!  sam-ati-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -ydtum, 

to  go  completely  beyond,  pass  by  or  away,  elapse. 

flFfrtfl^i  sam-atirikta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt. 
rid  with  ati  and  sam),  excessively  redundant  or 
abundant,  exceeding,  excessive,  much. 

**tfd^?  sam-ati-vah,  Caus.  -vdhayati, 

&c.,  to  cause  to  be  spent,  to  pass,  spend. 

«H  fA'^sam-ati-vrit,  cl.  I  .  A.  -vartate,  &c. 
(see  rt.  I.  vrit),  to  pass  by  ;  to  escape  from,  avoid. 

«*iifl  sam-ati  (-ati-fj,  cl.  2.  P.  -atyeti, 

&c.,  to  go  or  pass  by  entirely,  pass  completely  be- 
yond ;  to  go  through,  cross  over  ;  to  go  by,  avoid  ; 

to  surpass,  excel. 
Sam-atita,  as,  d,  am,  gone  or  passed  by. 
Sam-atitya,  ind.  having  completely  gone  or  passed 

by,  having  passed  through  ;  having  avoided. 
tlHrtK  sa-matsara,  as,  d,  am,  having  envy 

or  jealousy,  envious,  jealous. 

*W^  i.  sam-ad,  cl.  2.  P.  -atti,  -attum,  to 
eat  completely  up,  entirely  devour. 

*WeI  2.  samad,  t,  f.  (in  the  Pada  sa-mad; 

according  to  Yiska  either  fr.  I.  sam-ad  above  or 
sam-mad),  Ved.  a  battle,  contest,  fight,  (in  Naigh. 

II.  17.  samatsu  is  enumerated  among  the  «a»- 
grdma-ndmdni.) 

^R^  sa-mada,  as,  d,  am,  intoxicated  ;  ex- 
hilarated, delighted  ;  furious,  mad  with  rut. 

^wftjcBsam-adAiia,  as,  6,  am,  exceedingly 

abundant,  very  abundant,  exceeding,  excessive,  plen- 

tiful ;  (am),  ind.  exceedingly,  excessively.—  Sam- 
adhika-tara,  as,  d,  am,  more  abundant,  exceed- 

ing, excessive. 
««  (\J^TrT  sam-adhi-krit,  cl.  6.  P.  -krintati, 

-kartttum,  to  cut  up  in  addition,  cut  up  completely. 
Sam-adhikritya,  ind.  having  completely  cut  up, 

having  cut  in  pieces,  having  cut  off. 

WUVn*^  sam-adhi-gam,  cl.  I  .  P.  -gaMhati, 
-gantum,  to  go  towards  together,  go  well  up  to, 
come  quite  near,  approach  ;  to  come  into  possession 
of,  acquire,  obtain  ;  to  go  completely  over,  surpass  ; 

to  go  over,  study,  read. 
Sam-adhigata,  as,  d,  am,  gone  quite  near  to, 

approached. 
Sam-adhigamana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  quite 

near  to  ;  surpassing,  overcoming. 
Sam-adhigamya,  ind.  having  completely  attained 

to  ;  having  obtained. 
•Hl<i\l4\?  sam-adhi-ruh,  cl.  i.  P.  -rohati, 

&c.,  to  rise  up,  mount,  ascend;  to  rise  up  to,  be 
convinced  of. 

sam-adhi-sri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -s>a- 

yati,  -te,  -drayitum,  to  proceed  or  advance  towards, 

approach,  go  up  to  ;  to  attack. 
Sam-ad/ti^ritya,  ind.  having  proceeded  or  ad- 

vanced towards  ;  having  approached. 

+1*1(1481  sam-adhi-sh/hu  (-sthd),  cl.  I.  P. 

A.  -tishthati,  -te,  -shthatum,  to  stand  over,  preside 
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over,  superintend,  administer,   protect  ;    to   mount 
upon,  ascend. 
Sam-adhisktliaya,  ind.  having  presided  over; 

having  mounted  upon. 

WT&  sam-adhi  (-adhi-i),  cl.  2.  A.  -adklte, 
to  go  over,  read  through,  study  thoroughly,  peruse, 
investigate. 
Sam-adliita,  as,  a,  am,  gone  over,  read  through, 

studied. 

«l*Mit^  sam-adhy-ds  (-adhi-as),  cl.  2.  A. 
-aste,  -aiitum,  to  sit  on  together,  occupy  (a  seat) 
along  with  ;  to  dwell  in,  inhabit  :  Desid.  -asisishate, 
to  wish  to  occupy. 

THW  sam-adhva,  as,  a,  am,  being  on  the 
same  road,  travelling  in  company. 

ftlfH  sam-an,  cl.  2.  P.  -aniti,  -anititm, 
Ved.  to  breathe  again,  come  to  life. 

I.  tarn-ana  (for  2.  samana  see  s.  v.),  one  of  the 
five  vital  airs  (that  which  circulates  about  the  navel 
and  is  considered  essential  to  digestion). 

WT«T  samana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  i.  sam  or 
connected  with  2.  sam),  Ved.  a  battle,  fighting,  (in 

Naigh.  II.  17.  enumerated  among  the  sangrama- 
ndmani,  cf.  sctm-ara),  rivalry;  coming  or  going 
together,  meeting,  union,  collection;  a  marriage, 
marriage  ceremony;  a  sacrifice,  (SSy.  —yajaa);  (as), 
m.  zeal  ;  a  diligent  man  (Ved.). 
Samana,  ind.,  Ved.  in  battle,  (SSy.  =  samane)  ; 

(according  to  others  samana  is  an  old  inst.  =  sam- 
ditayii  fr.  2.  samana,  see  Nirukta  X.  5.  and  SJy. 
on  Rig-vedaVIII.  41,  2.) 
Samanya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  warlike,  martial, 

military. 

WHilt*^  sam-anantaram,  ind.  immedi- 
ately after. 

HHH^  sa-manas,  as,  as,  as,  of  the  same 
mind,  unanimous. 

*i  »i  »fl  «*  sam-anika,  am,  n.,  Ved.  war,  battle. 

4IMrJe||4-l^  sam-ann-kamp,  cl.  I.  A.  -kam- 
pate,  -kampitum,  to  sympathise  with,  have  pity  on, 
pity. 
Sam-anukampya,  ind.  having  sympathised  with, 

having  pitied. 

WT*ppl.*am-a»tt-Afrtp,  Caus.  -kalpayati, 
-yitum,  to  make  any  one  (ace.)  attain  any  state  or 
condition  (loc.),  convert  into,  cause  to  become. 

^H^aifl  sam-anu-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -Icra- 
mati,  -kramate,  -kramitum,  to  go  or  pass  through 
completely,  to  go  through. 
Sam-anukramya,  ind.  having  passed  or  gone 

through. 

BJT^rR  sam-anu-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ga66hati, 
•gantum,  to  go  after,  follow,  pursue  ;  to  penetrate, 
pervade. 
Sam-anugata,  as,  a,  am,  followed,  pursued  ; 

penetrated,  pervaded. 

«l  «j'  1  1  sam-anu-ga,  cl.3-  P.  -jigati,  -gatum, 
to  go  after  together  ;  to  go  well  after,  follow  quite 
closely,  follow. 

*l*13tf^  sam-anu-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grih- 
nati,  -gHhnlte,  -grahitum,  to  collect  or  gather 
together,  arrange  or  put  in  order. 
Sam-anugrtiiya,  ind.  having  arranged  in  order. 

tiH'jP'iT^  sam-anu-tint,  cl.  10.  P.  -finta- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  reflect  deeply  about,  meditate  on, 
think  upon,  remember. 

^in«j»i«^  sam-anu-jan,  cl.  4.  A.  -jayate, 
•janitnm,  to  be  born  similar  to  or  resembling  (with ace.). 

sam-anu-jna,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -janati, 
-jdnUe,  -jniitum,  to  permit  or  allow  or  consent  to 
fully,  wholly  acquiesce  in  ;  to  approve,  admit,  grant, 

uthorize,  empower ;  to  pardon,  forgive,  excuse ;  to 
Tant  leave  of  absence,  allow  to  go  away,  dismiss ; 
o  favour:  Caus.  -jtiapayati,  -yitum,  to  ask  leave, 
eg  permission ;  to  ask  for,  request ;  to  take  leave 
f  (with  ace.),  bid  adieu  ;  to  greet,  salute. 
Sam-anujnata,  as,  a,  am,  entirely  assented  or 
greed  to,  permitted,  allowed  ;  authorized ;  allowed 
o  go  away,  dismissed  ;  favoured. 
Sam-anujiiana,  am,  n.  entire  assent,  concurrence, 

jermission;  (as,  a,  am),  entirely  acquiesced  in, 
jermitted,  allowed. 

Sam-anujiiapya,  ind.  having  granted  full  permis- 
ion,  having  fully  allowed,  having  asked  leave,  having 
equested  permission ;  having  taken  leave  of ;  having 
saluted  respectfully. 

Sam-anujnaya,  ind.  having  entirely  approved  or 
onsentedto;  having  acquiesced  in. 

H*Jrm  sam-anu-tap,  Pass,  -tapyate,  to 
uffer  great  subsequent  pain,  be  very  penitent,  repent. 

TJjfifST  sam-anu-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  -disati, 
deshlum,  to  assign,  apportion. 

JJT3I  sam-anu-dris,  cl.  I.  P.  -pasyati, 
drashtum,  to  look  well  after ;  to  look  on,  regard 

as,  consider,  observe. 

nrrj'?  sam-anu-dru,  cl.  I.  P.  -dravati  (ep. 
also  A.  -te),  -drotum,  to  run  after  together ;  to  run 
veil  after,  follow,  pursue. 

*t*l«j«ll^  sam-ann-dhdv,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dha- 
•ati,  -te,  -dhavitum,  to  run  after  together ;  to  run 
well  after,  pursue. 

*H«J  sam-anu-dhyai,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhya- 
>/ati,  -ahyatum,  to  reflect  upon,  think  of. 

i*igM^  sam-anu-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate, 
-pattum,  to  enter  into,  enter  upon,  attain  to. 

)H«JJTd  sam-anu-pra6h,  cl.  6.  P.  -pri6- 
thati,  -prashtum,  to  ask  about,  ask  after,  inquire 
about. 

«H ^JH IH.  sam-anu-prap  (-pra-ap),  cl.  5.  P. 
-prapnoti,  -praptum,  to  attain,  reach,  arrive  at ;  to obtain. 

Sam-anuprapta,  as,  a,  am,  arrived  at,  reached, 
ittained ;  obtained,  assumed  ;  entirely  covered  or 
overspread. 

Sam-armprapya,  ind.  having  reached  or  arrived  at. 

tWJJ'J,  sam-anu~bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhavati, 
&c.,  to  enjoy  together,  feel,  perceive. 

T»( ̂ »1«1^  sam-anu-man,  cl-4.  A.  -manyate, 
Sec.,  to  assent,  allow,  consent ;  to  recognise  as. 
Sam-anumata,  as,  a,  am,  assented  to,  agreed 

upon ;  (am),  n.  consent. 

H^jm  sam-anu-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -yati,  -yatum, 
to  go  after,  follow. 
Sam-anuyata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  after,  followed. 

"** Tj^ \sam-anu-yuj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yunakti, 
-yunkte,  -yoktum,  to  inquire  after,  ask  about ;  to 
appoint,  order,  enjoin. 
Sam-aniiyujya,  ind.  inquiring  about. 

«*l.jqW  sam~anu-vary,,  cl.  10.  P.  -varna 
yati,  -yitum,  to  depict,  describe. 
Sam-anuvarnita,  as,  a, am,  described,  delineated. 

^W^^«am-areM-»as  (see  rt.  6.  vas),  cl.  i. 
P.  -mtsati,  -vastum,  to  abide  by,  follow,  conform  to. 

?IH^r=)^  sam-anu-vid,  Caus.  -vedayati, 
-t»,  Sec.,  to  cause  to  know  or  remember,  remind. 

HH^rl  sam-anu-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate, 
Sec.,  to  follow  after,  pursue ;   to  obey ;   to  ensue 
Caus.  -vartayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  take  place  or 
happen. 

**H^>Tx  sam-anu-vraj,  cl.  I.  P.  -vrajati 
-vrajitum,  to  go  after,  follow,  pursue. 

sam-anuvrata,  as,  a,  am,  entirely 

levoted  to,  ardently  attached  to. 
sam-anu-sas,   cl.  2.  P.   -sasti, 

iasltum,  to  rule  or  regulate  well,  govern,  direct. 

sam-anta,  as,  a,  am,  being  on  every 
ide  or  part,  universal,  complete,  whole,  entire,  all ; 
as),  m.  limit,  boundary,  term,  end ;  (am),  ind.  to 
:he  very  end,  on  all  sides,  wholly,  altogether;  (at), 
nd.  from  every  side,  on  every  side,  from  every  part, 

all  round,  completely.  —  Samanta-tas,  ind.  all  round, 
on  every  side,  altogether,  wholly.  ~SfimQnta-dug~ 
dhd,  f.  the  milk  hedge-plant  ( =  snutti).  —  Samanta- 
tandaka,  am,  n.  the  district  Kuru-kshetra,  q.  v.  (said 
o  have  been  once  bordered  by  five  lakes  filled  by 
'arasu-rama  with  the  blood  of  the  slaughtered  Kshatri- 

yas).—Samanta-lhadra,  as,  m. 'wholly  auspicious,' 
a  Buddha  or  Jina.  —  SamantaJ>huj,  It,  m.  '  all- 
devouring,'  epithet  of  Agni  or  fire. 

sa-mantraka,  as,  a,  am,  possessing 
charms  or  spells. 

sa-mantrika,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  man- 
trin  with  5.  sa,  q.v.),  together  with  or  accompanied 
jy  counsellors  (said  of  a  king). 

Samantri-tva,  am,  n.  counsel  on  the  same  side, assent. 

io|il<  sam-andhakara,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
»reat  or  universal  darkness ;  [cf.  san-tamas.] 
Samandhakarl-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made  dark  on 

all  sides,  (Kirat.  XIV.  39.) 

sa-manmatha,  as,  a,  am,  having 
love,  filled  with  love. 

samanya.     See  col.  I. 

sa-manyu,  us,  its,  it,  having  the 
same  splendor  (Ved.) ;  feeling  the  same  energy  or 

nger,  (SSy.  =  samana-^vayaska  or  samana-krodha, 
Rig-veda  II.  34,  3) ;  feeling  anger  or  resentment, 
angry,  fierce,  enraged  ;  filled  with  sorrow,  sorrowful ; 

(us),  m.  epithet  of  Siva. 
sam~anv-a-gam  (-anu-a-),  cl.  I. 

P.  -gacfhatl,  -gantum,  to  go  together  after,  follow. 
Sam-anvagata,  as,  a,  am,  attended  by,  accom- 

panied by,  furnished  with. 
sam-anv-d-rabh,  cl.  I.  A.  -ra- 

Ihate,  &c.,  to  take  hold  of  or  clasp  together. 
Sam-anvarabdha,  as,  a,  am,  taken  hold  of 

together,  grasping  together. 
sam-anv-a-ruh  (-anu-a-),  cl.  I. 

P.  -rohati,  -rodhum,  to  ascend  after  (as  a  wife 
ascends  the  funeral  pile  after  her  husband). 

sam-arm-i  (-anu-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -eti, 

-etum,  to  go  together  after,  follow ;  to  infer  or  ensue 
as  a  consequence. 

Sam-amaya,  as,  m.  regular  succession  or  order, 
connected  sequence  or  consequence,  conjunction, 
mutual  connection ;  [cf.  anv-aya.] 

Sam-anvita,  as,  a,  am,  connected  or  associated 
with ;  completely  possessed  of,  fully  endowed  with, 

possessing,  full  of,  affected  by  ;  [cf.  ant'-ita.] 
sam-anv-ish  (-anu-ish),  cl.  6.  P. 

i,  Sec.,  to  search  through,  seek  about  every- where. 

Sam-anvishya,  ind.  having  searched  through,  &c. 
M*4></ll!f  sam-anv-tksh  (-anu-lksh),  cl.  I. 

A.  -ikfhate,  -iksMtum,  to  look  towards,  look  or 

gaze  after ;  to  keep  looking  at,  keep  in  view. 
Sam-anvlkshya,  ind.  having  looked  towards  or 

kept  in  view. IpTTTVq  sam-apa-dhyai,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhyayati, 
-dhyatum,  to  think  ill  or  badly  of,  meditate  evil  or 

injury  against,  injure. 
tlHM^i^  sam-apa-vrij,  Caus.  -varjayati, 

Sec.,  to  deliver  over,  present  with. 
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Sam-apavarjita,  as,  a,  am,  given  up  ;  delivered 
over,  given,  presented. 

^WT^rT  sam-apa-vrit,  Cans,  -vartayatl, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  roil  away,  drive  away. 

WrftlVT  sam-api-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati, 
-dhatte,  -dhdtiim,  to  cover  completely. 
Sam-apidhdya,  ind.  having  completely  covered. 

tillM^;?  sam-api-ruh,  cl.  I.  P.  -rohati, 
See.,  to  grow  together,  grow  over. 

WTIT^  sam-apoh  (-apa-uh,  see  rt.  I.  vh), 
cl.  I.  P.  -apokuti,  -apohitum,  to  dispel  completely, 
entirely  exclude. 

WTfH^  sam-abhi-krit,  cl.  10.  P.  -kirta- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  relate,  tell,  narrate. 
Scim-alihiltirtya,  ind.  having  related,  having  nar- 

rated. 

Wffirai'*?  sam-abhi-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -kra- 
mati,  -kramate,  -kramitiim,  to  go  near  to,  approach. 
Sam-abhikramya,  ind.  having  approached. 

^nrfW^if  sam-abhikruddha,  as,  a,  am, 
greatly  enraged,  angry. 

TWMTTT  sam-abhi-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ga&'hati, 
-gantum,  to  go  towards  together,  go  up  to,  approach. 
Sam-abhigaMhat,  an,  anil,  at,  going  up  to 

together,  approaching. 

^nrfiPTj^  sam-abhi-garj  ',  cl.  r.  P.  -garjati, 
-garjitum,to  shout  or  cry  at  defiantly,  roar  at,  chal- 

lenge with  a  shout. 

Wrf»T^  sam-abhi-guh,  cl.  I.  A.  -guhate, 
-guhitum,  -got/hum,  to  crouch  down,  cower. 

?n?fH«l<!  sam-abhi-cthad  (-(had),  cl.  10. 

P.  -ddhadayati,  -yitum,  to  cover  all  over,  com- 
pletely envelop. 

Sam-abhicfhanna,  as,  a,  am,  completely  covered 
over. 

sam-abhi-jan,  cl.  4.  A.  -jayate, 

•janitum,  to  be  produced  or  spring  up  together, 
spring  up,  arise. 

^nrfasTT  sam-abhi-jna,  ci.  9.  P.  A.  -janati, 
-jSnite,  -jnatum,  to  recognise  fully,  entirely  acknow- 

ledge or  perceive. 

Sam-abhijndya,  ind.  having  fully  recognised  or 
acknowledged. 

^rofalT^  sam-abhi-tarj,  cl.  I.  10.  P.  -tar- 
jati,  -tarjayati,  &C.,  to  threaten  or  menace  greatly, 
abuse,  blame,  scold. 

sam-abhi-tyaj,  cl.  I.  P.  -tyajati, 
-tyaktum,  to  give  up  entirely,  abandon  or  renounce 
completely,  wholly  resign. 

Sam-abliityakta,  as,  a,  am,  wholly  given  up, 
completely  abandoned,  renounced;  risked.  —  ISam- 
abhityakta-jivita,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  quite 
renounced  his  life. 

tfiUTJ  sam-ablii-dru,  cl.  I.  P.  (ep.  also 

A.)  -drarati  (-te),  -drottim,  to  run  or  hasten  toge- 
ther towards,  to  run  hastily  up  to  or  towards  (with 

ace.),  rush  full  upon,  assail,  attack;  to  infest. 

Sam-abhidruta,  as,  a,  am,  rushed  upon,  attacked, 
resorted  to,  infested  ;  (am),  ind.  hurriedly,  quickly. 

Sam-dbhidrutya,  ind.  having  hastened  towards, 
having  rushed  full  upon,  having  assailed. 

*TTfHVTsam-a6Ai-<tta,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati, 
-dhatte,  -dhatum,  to  speak  to  (with  ace.),  to  address; 

to  direct  all  one's  thoughts  to;  to  proclaim,  announce, 
(KirSt.VII.  i.) 
Sam-abhihita,  as,  a,  am,  addressed,  spoken  to. 

WrfWT^  sam-abhi-dhav,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dha- 

vati,  -te,  -dhdvitum,  to  run  hastily  up  to  or  towards, 
rush  full  upon  ;  assail  ;  to  fly  towards,  dart  at. 

sam-abhi-dhyai,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhyd- 

yati,  -dhyiitum,  to  reflect  deeply  on,  meditate  on  ; 
to  direct  all  the  thoughts  upon,  long  for. 

WTW'l'^  sam-abhi-nand,  cl.  I.  P.  -nan- 
dati,  -nanditum,  to  rejoice  together  with,  congra- 

tulate ;  to  greet,  salute. 

Sam-abhinaiidita,  as,  a,  am,  rejoiced  with,  con- 

gratulated. 
?Wf»TTr^  sam-abhi-pat,  cl.  I.  P.  -patati, 

•patilum,  to  fall  full  upon,  assail,  attack  (with  ace.). 

Tnifim?  sam-abhi-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate, 

-pattitm,  to  come  to,  arrive  at,  attain  ;  to  come  on  ; 
to  reply  to,  answer. 

i-pri,  Caus.  -purayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  fill  up,  fill. 

flHPHHB^  sam-abhi-preksh  (-pra-iksh^,  cl. 
I  .  A.  -prekshate,  -prekshitum,  to  look  at,  perceive, 

sam-abhi-plu,  cl.  I.  A.  -plavate, 

-plotutn,  to  inundate,  flood  over  ;  to  overwhelm, 
cover. 

Sam-abkipluta,  as,  a,  am,  inundated,  flooded, 
overwhelmed  ;  eclipsed  (as  the  moon). 

WffiWT^  sam-abhi-bhash,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhd- 
shate,  -bhiishitnm,  to  speak  with,  converse  with; 
to  speak  to,  address. 

WlfifTT  sam-abhi-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -yd- 
tum,  to  approach  together  (with  ace.)  ;  to  go  towards 
or  near,  advance. 

TBTftrrr^  sam-abhi-ya6,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -ya- 
dati,  -te,  &c.,  to  ask  earnestly,  implore. 

WTf»n>|.  sam-abhi-ruh,  cl.  I.  P.  -rohati, 

&c.,  to  grow  up  together,  ascend  :  Caus.  -rfthayati, 
&c.,  to  cause  to  grow  up,  cause  to  ascend,  place  or 

impose  on  (as  a  burden  &c.)  :  Pass,  of  Caus.  -rop- 
ynte,  to  be  placed  or  imposed  on. 

«*dHrt^  sam-abhi-lash,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -la- 
shati,  -te.  Sic.,  to  long  for,  be  eager  for. 
Sam-abltilashat,  an,  antl,  at,  longing  for. 

^Wftr^  sam-abhi-vad,  Caus.  -vadayati, 
-yitum,  to  address  or  salute  respectfully. 
Sam-abhivcidya,  ind.  having  saluted  reverentially. 

^WfirTW  sam-abhi-vadh  (defective,  see  rt. 

vadh),  to  strike  at. 

fi<!h,  cl.  I.  P.  -van- 
fhati,  &c.,  to  long  for,  be  eager  for. 

?wf>T^^r  sam-abhi-vlksh  (-vi-lksh),  cl.  I. 

A.  -mi-skate,  -mkshitmn,  to  perceive,  become aware  of. 

flTftr^  sam-abhi-vrit,  cl.  I  .  A.  -vartate, 
-vartilum,  to  go  towards,  approach,  advance  towards, 
come  on;  to  attack,  assail;  to  turn  back,  return, 
recur  ;  to  remain,  continue  ;  to  pass  by,  pass  away, 
pass  over  ;  to  depart. 

TTJ?fa^V  sam-abhi-vridh,  cl.  I.  A.  -var- 
dhate,  &c.,  to  grow  up,  increase  :  Caus.  -vardha- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  make  larger,  enlarge,  increase, 

augment. 

TWfa^*{sam-abhi-vrish,  cl.  I.  P.  -varshati, 
&c.,  to  rain  down  upon. 

nnftrajT^  sam-abhi-vy-a-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-harali,  -te,  -hartum,  to  mention  together;  to  bring 
together,  associate  together. 

Sam-abhivyahiira,  as,  m.  (in  rhetoric)  mention- 
ing together;  proximity  to  or  association  with  a 

word  whose  meaning  is  well  understood  (=prasid- 

dkartkakasya  s'abdasya  sannidliiK)  ;  bringing  to- 
gether, association,  company. 

Sam-abhivyahurin,  %,  ini,  i,  mentioning  toge- 
ther; accompanying. 

Sam-abhiiryahrita,  as,  a,  am,  mentioned  or 

spoken  of  together;  associated  (  =  ja7«ta),  accom- 

panied by. 
sam-abhi-shtu  (-abhi-stu),  cl.  2.  P. 

A.  -shtauti,  -shtute,  &c.,  to  praise,  extol. 
Sam-abhishtutya,  ind.  having  praised,  &c. 

?WfiW^  sam-abhi-sam-vri.     See  rt.  m. 
Sam-abhisamvrita,    as,   d,   am,    entirely   sur- 

rounded, encompassed. 

^wfirWVI  sam-abhi-san-dha  (-sam-dha), 

cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati,  -dhatte,  -dhatum,  to  place 
or  put  into  ;  to  aim  at,  strive  after,  determine  on. 

Sam-abhieandhaya,  ind.  having  aimed  at  or 
resolved  on. 

sam-abhi-sri,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarati,  &c., 

to  go  towards,  approach. 

Sam-abhisarana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going  towards 
or  against,  approaching,  seeking,  wishing  or  endeavour- 

ing to  gain. 
Sam-abhi-sritya,  ind.  having  gone  towards,  hav- 

ing advanced,  having  attacked. 

Wffir^  sam-abhi-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati, 

-te,  &c.,  to  seize  upon  or  take  together  ;  to  seize, 
take,  take  out. 

Sant-abhiharana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  seizing  upon, 
taking,  &c. 

Sam-abhihdra,  as,  m.  seizing  or  taking  together  ; 
repetition,  reiteration,  (kriya-samabhiharena,  by  a 
repetition  of  acts,  by  repeated  acts)  ;  excess,  surplus. 

Sam-abhihritya,  ind.  having  taken  out,  having 
picked  out  or  selected. 

V?»ft  sam-abhi  (-abhi-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -abhyeti, 

Sec.,  to  go  towards,  come  near,  approach  ;  to  follow, 
attend,  wait  upon. 

'HTWlfiraf'T  sam-abhy-ati-kram,  cl.  I.  P. 
-Ttramati,  -kramitum,  to  come  upon. 

W1  *«•<(,  sam-abhy-art  (-abhi-),  cl.  I.  P. 
-arcati,  Sec.,  to  pay  great  honour  to,  worship, 

greet,  salute. 
Sam-abhyar^ana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  paying  great 

honour  to,  worshipping,  reverencing. 

Sam-db]iyar6ita,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  honoured, 

worshipped,  saluted. 
Sam-abhyardya,  ind.  having  paid  honour  to,  &c. 

«*I*HK^  sam-abhy-arth,  cl.  10.  A.  -artha- 
ynte,  &c.,  to  petition,  solicit,  request. 
Sam-abhyarthayitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  a  petitioner; 

seeking,  petitioning. 

«»1»<^  sam-abhy-ave  (-abhi-ava-i),  cl.  2. 

P.  -avaiti,  Sec.,  to  go  together,  meet,  assemble  ;  to 
come  to  an  agreement  with  (with  inst.). 

^H^HI'W  sam-abhy-a-gam  (-abhi-a-),  cl. 

i.  P.  -gacfhati,  -gantum,  to  come  to,  approach, 
arrive  ;  to  return. 

Sam-abhydgata,  as,  a,  am,  come  to,  approached  ; 
come  back,  returned. 

*Wnm  sam-abhy-d-ga  (-abhi-a-),  cl.  3. 

P.  -jigiiti,  -gdtum,  to  come  to,  come  near,  approach  ; 
to  come  upon,  assail,  attack. 

sam-abhy-a-da,  cl.  3.  A.  -datte, 

-datum,  to  comprehend,  perceive. 
Sam-abhyudaddna,  as,  d,  am,  comprehending, 

perceiving. 
l  sam-abhy-a-ni,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -na- 

yali,  -te,  -nctum,  to  lead  near  to  or  towards;  to 

introduce. 
«*i>*i  i  ̂  i  <.  sam-abhyahara,  as,  m.  bringino; 

together,  association,  accompaniment. 

IWyqf^sam-abliy-un-nam  (-abhi-ud-),  cl. 
i.  P.  -namati,  -nantum,  to  ascend,  rise  up. 
Sam-abhyunnata,  at,  d,  am,  ascended,  risen, 

rising  up. 

13  Q. 
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sam-avasthita. 

sam-abhyupagamana,  am,  n. 
the  act  of  approaching  or  going  near  ;  following. 

flJT^^  sam-abhy-upe  (-upa-i),  cl.  2.  P. 
-upaiti,  Sic.,  to  go  very  near,  approach. 
Sam-abhyupeya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  gone  to  or 

approached;  to  be  followed;  (am),  n.  the  being 
followed  by. 

WP*l  sam-abhy-e  (-abhi-d-i),  cl.  2.  P. 

-abliyaiti,  &c.,  to  come  up  to,  approach,  go  near 
to  (with  ace.). 

Sam-dbhyetya,  ind.  having  come  up,  having 

approached. 

?TR*T  i.  samam,  ind.  with,  together  with. 
(See  under  sama.) 

^TS  2.  sam-am,  cl.  i.  A.  -amate,  &c.,Ved. 

to  go  earnestly  towards,  solicit  eagerly;  to  go  together, 

ally  or  connect  one's  self;  to  fix  or  settle  firmly. 
Sam-amamdna,  ai,  a,  am,  connecting  or  allying 

one's  self. 

44H1I  sam-aya,  sam-aya,  &c.  See  under 
i.  eam-i,  p.  1076. 

*Wt  sam-ara,  sam-ardna,  &c.  See  under 
eam-ri. 

?W^  sam-art  [cf.  sam-rtV],  cl.  i.  P.  or 
Caus.  -ardati,  Sic.,  or  -ardayati,  Sec.,  to  honour, 
worship,  adore  ;  to  adorn,  decorate  (Ved.). 

Sam-ardana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  honouring,  wor- 
shipping, adoration. 

Sam-ardita,  at,  a,  am,  honoured,  worshipped, 
adored. 

See  sam-ard. sam-arna 

sam-arth  (in  some  senses  to  he  re- 

garded as  a  Nom.  fr.  sam-artha  below),  cl.  10.  P. 
A.  -arthayati,  -te  (more  usually  A.),  -yitum,  to 
make  fit  or  ready,  prepare  ;  to  make  capable,  main- 

tain, enforce,  exert  (e.  g.  yatnam  samarthaya, 

make  great  exertions,  exert  effort)  ;  to  establish,  sup- 
port, provide,  bestow  (Ved.,  Say.  samarthayasva 

=  sangamaya  =  dehi);  to  judge  of  the  fitness  or 
propriety  of  anything,  deliberate  upon,  take  into 
consideration,  reflect  or  think  upon,  decide  on,  deter- 

mine, resolve;  to  judge,  consider,  regard,  think, 

imagine,  suppose,  hold  ;  to  suppose,  imply,  suggest 
(a  possibility  &c.)  ;  to  approve  ;  to  expect. 
Sam-artha,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  similar  or  suitable 

aim  or  object,  having  proper  aim  or  force,  very  forcible 
or  adequate,  well   adapted  (to  any  purpose),  well 

suited,  fit,  suitable,  proper,  regular  ;  capable,  compe- 
tent, adequate  ;  very  strong  or  powerful,  able  ;  having 

the  same  sense  or  meaning,  having  one  sense  (  = 
tulynrtha,  ekdrtha)  ;  having  the  same  construction, 
being  in  apposition  (said  of  words)  ;  having  meaning 
or  significance,  full  of  meaning,  coherent,  significant, 
intelligible  ;  made  fit  or  proper,  prepared,  allowed  ; 

(as),  m.  a  word  which  has  force  or  meaning,  signi- 
ficant word  ;  the  construction  or  coherence  of  words 

together  in  a  significant  sentence.  —  Samartha-ta, 
f.  or  samartha-tva,  am,  n.  forcibleness,  adequacy, 
capability,  ability,  strength,  force,  power;  sameness 
of  meaning,  oneness  of  meaning  or  sense,  force  or 
signification  (of  words),  sense,  meaning. 
Samarthaka,  am,  n.  aloe  wood,  Amyris  Agallocha. 
Sam-arthana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  the  act  of  making 

capable,  giving  force  or  strength,  establishing,  main- 
taining. supporting,  corroborating,  corroboration  ;  de- 

liberation, determination,  determining  or  deciding 
on  the  propriety  of  anything,  judging,  considering, 
supposing,  imagining,  inferring  ;  adequacy,  capability, 
energy,  force,  potency,  efficacy,  ability,  perseverance; 
attempting  difficulties  or  impossibilities  ;  reconciling 
differences,  reconciliation,  allaying  disputes  ;  object- 

ing, objection. 

Sam-<irthanlya,  as,  a,  ant,  to  be  maintained  or 
established  ;  to  be  determined  or  considered. 

Sam-arthayat,  an,  anti,  at,  maintaining,  regard- 
ing, considering,  reflecting  on. 

Sam-arthita,  as,  a, am,  maintained,  established; 
taken  into  consideration, considered,  judged,  regarded, 

held ;  resolved,  determined. 
Samarthita-vat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who  has  judged 

or  considered,  &c. 

Sirm-arthya,  ind.  having  deliberated,  having  con- 
sidered, having  determined. 

?ra<^  sam-ard,  Caus.  P.  -ardayati,  -yitum, 
to  pain  greatly,  distress,  wound. 
Sam-arna,  as,  a,  am,  asked,  solicited ;  pained, 

wounded,  plagued. 

*wtj<*  sam-ardhaka.   See  under  sam-ridh. 

«*1M«!.I  sam-arpana.     See  under  sam-ri. 

W«l«4  samarya.     See  under  sam-ri. 

*\+m\r^  sa-marydda,  as,  d,  am,  bounded, 

limited  ;  near,  proximate ;  keeping  within  bounds  or 
in  the  right  course, correct  in  conduct;  respectful. 

*)*l?  sam-arh,  Caus.  -arhayati,  -yitum,  to 
show  honour  to,  honour,  pay  respect  to. 

UHc4  sa-mala,  as,  d,  am,  having  dirt, 
dirty,  foul,  filthy,  muddy,  impure ;  sinful ;  (am),  n. 
excrement,  feculent  matter,  ordure. 

*<«ipjf;n  sam-alankrita,  as,  a,  am,  highly 
decorated,  well  adorned. 

Sam-alankritya,  ind.  having  completely  adorned. 

Wra  sam-av,  cl.  I.  P.  -avati,  -avitum,  to 

satisfy,  satiate;  to  protect,  maintain,  (Say.  sam- 
dvatam  =  sumyag  ardkthatam,  Rig-veda  I.  in, 
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^*H<*H.  sam-avakara,  as,  tn.  (fr.  rt.  I.  kri 

with  ava  and  sam),  a  species  of  Rupaka  or  drama 
(described  as  a  representation  of  mutual  combats  and 
heroic  action  in  three  acts). 

«»l=|c«  sam-ava-krt,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -ka- 

ritum.-karitum,  to  scatter  completely  over,  cover 
entirely,  overwhelm  with. 

wtftSP^  sam-ava-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
-kshipati,  -te,  -ksheptum,  to  cast  or  thrust  away, 
repel. 

WH^TTJT  sam-ava-aam,  cl.  i.  P.  -gaUhati, 

-gantum,  to  perceive  or  understand  thoroughly, 
become  thoroughly  acquainted  with. 

*W^*J^  sam-ava-guh,  cl.  i.  A.  -guhate, 
-gfihitum,  -godhum,  to  crouch  down,  cower ;  (ac- 

cording to  a  Scholiast  =  deham  san-kud.) 

UlN^d.^  sam-ava-Mhad  (-(had),  cl.  10.  P. 

-ddltddayati,  -yitum,  to  cover  completely  over,  con- 
ceal, obscure  :  Pass,  -ddhddyate,  to  be  covered  over. 

Sam-avaddhanna,  as,  a,  am,  covered  all  over. 
Sam-avaddhddya,  ind.  having  covered  completely 

over. 

«»mij  sam-ava-trt,  cl.  I.  P.  -tarati,  &c., 

to  descend :  Caus.  -tdrayciti,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
descend. 

Sam-avatdra,  as,  m.  descent;  a  descent  into  a 
river  or  sacred  bathing-place,  a  TTrtha  or  place  of 
pilgrimage,  (KirSt.  V.  7.) 

wi=l<;i  sam-ava-dd  or  sam-ava-do  (see 

rts.  3.  da,  da),  cl.  2.  P.  -dati,  -datum,  to  cut  up  in 
pieces,  divide,  distribute  ;  to  gather  together,  collect 
the  pieces,  to  put  together  piece  by  piece. 

Sam-avatta,  as,  d,  am,  cut  up,  divided  into  pieces. 

Sam-avaddya,  ind.  having  cut  up  or  distributed. 

wtiqf^s^  sam-ava-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  -di£ati, 
-deshtum,  to  point  or  refer  to,  to  explain  with  refer- 

ence to  (anything). 

««tqj  sam-ava-dru,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -dravati, 
-te,  -drotum,  to  run  away  together. 

sam-avadhdna,    am,    n.    great 

attention ;  preparation. 

sam-avanata,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  nam 

with  ava  and  sam),  completely  bent  down,  bowed, 
sending  down,  stooping  (to  drink  water  &c.). 

i<ll1  sam-ava-ni,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -nayati, 

-te,  -netum,  to   lead   together,  unite ;    to  pour  in 

together. Sam-araniya,  ind.  having  poured  together. 

«*iqjl   sam-ava-plu,   cl.   i.  A.    -plavate, 

-plotum,  to  leap  or  jump  down  from. 
Sam-avapluta,  as,  d,  am,  lept  down,  jumped  off. 

*m<*^^sam-ava-budh,  cl.  4.  A.  -budhyate, 
-bodhitum,  to   perceive  clearly,   understand   fully, know. 

«j5^  sam-ava-mris,  cl.  6.  P.  -mrisati, 
Sic.,  to  lay  hold  of. 

sam-ava-rudh,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -ru- 
naddhi,  -runddhe,  Sec.  (ep.  also  -rundhati,  Sec.), 
-roddhum,  to  shut  up,  enclose,  confine :  Pass,  -ru- 
dhyate,  to  be  enclosed  or  contained  in ;  to  be  shut 
out  of,  be  deprived  of. 
Sam-avaruddha,  as,  a,  am,  shut  up,  enclosed ; 

obtained. 

^f  sam-ava-lamb,  cl.  I.  A.  -lambate, 
&c.,  to  lay  hold  of;  to  support. 

Sani-ai'alambya,  ind.  having  taken  hold  of,  hav- 

ing supported. 
sam-ava-li,  cl.  4.  A.  -liyate,  &c., 

to  be  dissolved. 

sam-ava-lok,  cl.  10.  P.  -loka- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  look  at,  observe;  to  look  into, 
inspect ;  to  look  about ;  to  behold,  perceive. 

Sam-aralokayat,  an,  anti,  at,  looking  at,  in- 
specting, &c. 

jr^  sam-ava-vrit,   Caus.    -vartayati, 
-yitum,  to  turn  towards. 
WH=)fsm   sam-ava-sish,  Pass,   of  Caus. 

-s"esliyate,  to  be  left,  to  remain. 
Sam-avas'eishita,as,d,am,  left,  spared,  remaining. 

'*I*H5<4I'*(  sam-avafydna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt. 

ilyai  with  ava  and  sam),  gone  away,  wasted,  de- stroyed. 

*IH<4*1<^  sam-ava-sad,  cl.  I.  6.  P.  -sidati, 
-sattum,  to  sink  down,  pine  or  waste  away,  perish. 

Sam-fivasanna,  as,  d,  am,  sunk  down,  de- 

pressed, dispirited,  sorrowful. 

tifHHi^  sam-ava-srij,  cl.  6.  P.  -srijati, 
-srasktum,  to  let  go,  cast  or  hurl  down  upon ;  to 
abandon. 
Sam-avasargya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  let  go,  to  be 

abandoned,  &c. 

+<H=(**'<r  sam-ava-skand,  Caus.  -skanda- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  assail,  attack. 
W*HW*»*  sam-ava-stambh,  cl.  5.  9.  P. 

-stalhnoti,  -stabhndti,  -stambhitum,  to  support, 
confirm,  encourage. 

«H<^W|I  i.  sam-ava-sthd,  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

-tishthati,  -te,  -sthdtum,  to  stand  firmly,  stand  still, 

stand  ready :  Caus.  -sthdpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
stand  firm  or  still,  stop;  to  establish,  found. 

2.  sam-avastha,  (.  firm  or  fixed  state  or  condition ; 
similar  condition  or  state ;  state  or  condition  (in 

general). Sam-avasthdpita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  stand 
firmly,  set  up ;  fully  established,  founded. 
Sam-avasthita,  as,  d,  am,  standing  or  remaining 

firm,  remaining  fixed ;  staunch,  steady ;  standing 

ready  or  prepared,  ready;  being  in  any  place  or 

position. 
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sam-avahita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 
dha  with  ava  and  earn),  closely  connected  with. 

«n-mctiTT  sam-avdkdra,  as,  m.  probably 
incorrect  for  sam-avakdra,  q.  v. 

w^l^sam-avdp  (-ava-dp),  cl.  5.  P.  A. 
-dpnoti,  -dpnute,  &c.,  to  meet  with,  attain,  reach, 
gain,  obtain,  incur. 
Sam-avdpta,  at,  a,  am,  obtained,  attained. 

— Samavdpta-kama,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has 
obtained  his  desires. 

Sam-avdpli,  is,  f.  attainment,  obtaining,  getting. 
Sam-avapya,  ind.  having  attained,  having  gained. 

MH^I^  sam-avdrj  (-ava-arj),  cl.  I.  P. 
-avdrjati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  leave  together. 

*mq  sam-ave  (-ava-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -avaiti, 
-avaitum,  to  come  together,  meet  together,  blend 
or  mix  together,  assemble  together,  be  connected  or 
united. 

Sam-avdya,  as,  m.  coming  or  meeting  together, 
conjunction,  close  combination  or  union,  mixing 
together,  cohesion,  connection ;  a  collection,  aggre- 

gate, meeting,  ccncourse,  congress,  assemblage,  mul- 
titude, quantity;  complete  or  intimate  union,  con- 

stant and  inseparable  connection  or  cohesion,  inse- 
parable existence  or  inherence  of  one  thing  in  another, 

intimate  or  material  relation  (e.  g.  the  relation  which 
exists  between  a  whole  and  its  parts ;  between  cloth 
and  the  yarn  composing  it;  between  a  genus  or 
species  and  its  individuals ;  between  an  action  or 
quality  and  its  subject ;  between  particularity  and  the 
eternal  substances  of  ether,  time,  space,  soul,  &c. ; 
this  is  one  of  the  seven  categories  or  Padarthas  of 
the  Vaiseshika  system  or  school  of  Nyaya  philosophy 
founded  by  Kanada).  —  Samavdya-tas,  ind.  in  con- 

sequence of  constant  and  intimate  connection  or  rela- 
tion. —  Samavaya-sambandha,  as,  m.  intimate  and 

constant  connection,  inseparable  relation  (as  described 
above),  connection  by  inseparable  inherence  or  co- 
hesion. 

Samavdyin,  1,  ini,  i,  closely  and  intimately  con- 
nected or  united,  aggregated;  multitudinous;  (i),  n. 

intimate  and  inseparable  cause  (as  clay  of  pottery, 
thread  of  cloth,  8cc.).—Samai;dyi-karana,  am,  n. 
inseparable  cause  or  connection,  cause  of  constant 
inherence  or  cohesion,  material  cause,  substantial 
cause,  (in  the  VedSnta  phil.  upddana-kdrana  is 
more  commonly  used.)  —  Samavdyi-tva,  am,  n. 
intimate  connection  or  relation. 

Sam-ai-ela,  as,  a,  am,  come  together,  met  toge- 
ther, met,  closely  united,  mixed,  mingled,  blended, 

collected,  assembled,  intimately  connected  with  or 
related  to,  intimately  united  or  inherent ;  con- 

tained or  comprised  or  included  in  a  larger  number, 
contained  or  comprised  in  anything.  —  Sarnauela- 
tca,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  intimately  related  or 

connected.  —  Samavetdrt ha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  a,  am, 
containing  a  meaning,  significant,  instructive. 
Sam-avetya,  ind.  having  come  together,  having 

assembled. 

tinqTST  sam-aveksh  (-ava-lksh),  cl.  I.  A. 
-avekshate,  &c.,  to.  look  at,  behold,  observe,  view, 
look  about,  look  round ;  to  perceive ;  to  consider, 

regard,  notice  ;  to  concern  one's  self  about ;  to  reflect 
or  ponder  on  ;  to  acknowledge :  Caus.  -aveJisha- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  look  at  or  consider. 
Sam-avekshita,  as,  a,  am,  observed,  considered. 
Sam-avekslitja,  ind.  having  viewed,  having  con- 

sidered, &c. 

Wre^  i.  sam-as'  (see  rt.  i.  a£),  cl.  5.  P.  A. 
-as'noti,  -atnute.  Sec.,  to  pervade  or  penetrate 
thoroughly,  extend  through  ;  to  obtain,  gain,  attain ; 
to  meet. 

Sam-as"nuvana,  as,  a,  am,  completely  pervading, 
extending  throughout,  spreading  over ;  obtaining, 
experiencing. 
Sam-ashli,  is,  f.  (in  the  Vedinta  phil.)  collective 

pervasion,  a  collective  aggregate  or  one  which  is 

viewed  as  consisting  of  one  thing  or  as  constituted 
of  parts  of  which  each  is  consubstantiaHy  the  same 

with  the  whole,  totality;  [cf.  ry-axhti.']  —  Sam- 
ashty-abhiprdya,  as,  m.  the  regarding  a  group  of 
objects  collectively. 

^W5^  2.  sam-as,  cl.  9.  P.  -asndti,  -asitum, 
to  eat  together,  consume  ;  to  taste,  enjoy. 
Sam-aiana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  eating  together. 
Sam-afaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  eaten  together. 

WTftr?5  sam-ashthila,  as,  m.  (see  ashthi), 
a  kind  of  shrub  (  =  kokdgra,  dmra-gandhaka). 
Sam-ash/hild,  f.  a  kind  of  pot-herb  or  cucumber 

(  =  gandira). 
Sam-ashthlld,  f.  =  sam-ashthild  above. 

1.  sam-as,  cl.  2.  P.  -asti,  to  be,  exist. 

2.  sam-as,  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati,  -asitum 
(Ved.  Inf.  sam-dsam),  to  throw  or  bring  together, 
join    together,  combine,  compound,   mix,  mingle, 
connect :   Pass,  -asyate,  to  be  thrown  together  or 
combined,  to  be  compounded  ;  (in  grammar)  to  be 
compounded,  form  a  compound. 
Sam-asana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  throwing  together, 

aggregation,  combination,  conjunction,  compound- 
ing, composition,  formation  of  compound  words; 

contracting,  contraction. 
Sam-asta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown  together,  combined, 

connected,  united,  compounded,  compound ;  inherent 
in  or  pervading  the  whole  of  anything;  all,  the 

whole,  entire,  complete  [cf.  ydvat-s°]  ;  contracted, 
abbreviated,  condensed,  concise,  succinct,  abridged. 
—  Samasta-bala,  am,  n.  a  whole  army,  entire  force. 
—  Samasta-loka,  as,  m.  the  whole  world. 

1.  mm-asya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  thrown  or  brought 
together,  to  be  collected  together,  to  be  compounded 
or  combined  ;  to  be  made  entire  or  complete ;  (a), 
f.  part  of  a  stanza  given  to  another  person  to  be 
completed  ;  the  giving  this  to  any  one  and  requiring 
him  (as  a  proof  of  his  skill)  to  complete  it.  —  Sam- 
asyd-pZrana,  am,  n.  the  filling  up  or  completing 

a  Samasya,  (see  above.)  — Samasydrthd  (°ya-ar°), 
f.  part  of  a  stanza  to  be  completed. 

2.  sam-asya,  ind.  having  thrown  or  put  together, 
having  duly  collected  or  arranged. 
Sam-asyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  combined, 

being  compounded,  &c. 
I.  sam-asa,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  under  3.  sam-as), 

throwing  or  bringing  together,  aggregation,  collec- 
tion, conjunction,  combination,  connection,  union, 

compounding,  composition  ;  composition  of  words, 
a  compound  word  (of  which  there  are  six  kinds, 
according  to  native  grammarians,  viz.  Dvandva, 
Bahu-vrihi,  Karma-dharaya,  Tat-purusha,  Dvigu, 
and  Avyaya  or  Avyayl-bhava,  an  improper  com- 

pound is  called  asthdna-samdsa) ;  euphonic  combi- 
nation ( =  sandhi) ;  composition  of  differences,  unit- 

ing enemies,  reconciliation  ;  an  aggregate,  collection, 
assemblage;  a  collection  of  parts,  whole,  totality, 
summary;  contraction,  abbreviation,  condensation, 
abridgement ;  succinctness,  conciseness ;  (ena),  ind. 
summarily,  with  conciseness,  succinctly.  —  Samdsa- 
tas,  ind.  in  a  summary  manner,  succinctly,  concisely, 
briefly.  —  Samdsa-pdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  section  of 
the  Katantra  grammar  on  the  subject  of  compound 
words ;  of  a  section  on  the  same  subject  in  the 
San-kshipta-sSra.  —  Samasa-prdya,  as,  d,  am,  con- 

sisting chiefly  of  compound  words.  —  Samdsa-ba- 
hula,  as,  d,  am,  abounding  in  compounds  (as  a 
poetical  style).  —  Samdaa-bhdvand,  f.  (in  mathema- 

tics) composition  effected  by  addition  or  by  the  sum 
of  the  products.  —  Samdsa-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  possess- 

ing compounds,  compounded  ;  contracted,  abridged  ; 
(an),  m.  the  Toon  tree  (  =  tunna).  —  Sumasa- 
sanjna,  as,  d,  am,  called  a  compound.  —  Samd- 

a  member  or  part  of  a 

supplying  an  ellipsis  in  a  compound,  Sc.c.  —  Sama- 
sdrtha  (°sa-ar°),  as,  m.  the  sense  of  a  compound ; 
(a),  f.  part  of  a  stanza  proposed  as  a  trial  of  skill  to 

be  completed  (  =  samasyd).  —  Samdsokti  (°sa-uk°), 
is,  f.  a  compound  metaphor,  protracted  metaphor 
(in  rhetoric). 
Samdfita,  as,  d,  am,  formed  into  a  collection, 

assembled,  aggregated. 

TfTW  sama-stha.     See  p.  1067,  col.  i. 

«»is  sam-ah,  cl.  i.  P.  -ahati,  to  join  or 
connect  with,  (but  according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 
VIII.  48,  5.  sam-andha  =  san-dadhate,  as  if  fr. 
san-nah.) 

1W?sa-maha,  as,  d,  am,Ved.  accompanied 
with  honour,  honoured  by  all ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of 
Indra,  (Say.  =  sama»ia-p«/a,  sarvaih  pujya.) 

WR^hR  sa-mahidhara,  as,  a,  am,  having 
mountains,  mountainous. 

«*1K4I  samahyd,  f.  (perhaps  for  sama-jnd, 
q.  v.),  fame,  reputation  ;  [cf.  sam-ajyd.] 
WTt  2.  samd  (for  I.  see  p.  1067,  col.  i), 

ind.  (apparently  an  old  inst.  and  connected  with 
3.  sam,  see  sami;  cf.  amd,  p.  74,  tafd,  p.  1049), 
with,  together  with. 

flii«n<u1  sam-d-karnaya,  cl.  10.  P.  -kar- 
nayati,  -yitum,  to  give  ear  to,  listen  to,  hear. 
aam-dkarnya,  ind.  having  listened  to. 

*f1F«liTS  sam-d-kdnksh,  cl.  I.  P.  -kdnk- 
shati,  &c.,  to  long  for,  hope  for,  desire,  wish  for. 

*i*ii3rt  sam-dkula,  as,  d,  am,  crowded 
together,  crowded,  thronged,  crammed,  filled  with ; 
greatly  agitated  or  confounded,  bewildered,  troubled, 
flurried,  confused.  —  Samdkula-td,  f.  or  samdkula- 
tva,  am,  n.  great  agitation  or  confusion,  great  bewil- derment or  trouble  of  mind. 

tWI^I  sam-d-kri,  cl.  5.  8.  P.  A.  -Icrinoti, 
-Jcrinute,  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  Ved.  to  bring 
together,  unite ;  to  collect  together ;  to  make  ready, 

prepare. 
Sam-akurvdna,as,d,am, bringing  together,  mak- ing ready. 

Sam-dkrita,  as,  d,  am,  brought  or  collected  toge- ther. 

^nTT^i^  sam-d-krish,  cl.  I.  P.  -karshati, 
-karfhtum,  -krashtum,  to  draw  together ;  to  draw 
towards,  attract ;  to  draw  away  or  out,  extract,  take 
out:  Caus.  -karshayati,  -yitum,  to  draw  away, 
carry  off. 
Sam-dkarshin,  f,  inl,  i,  drawing  together; 

attracting;  spreading  or  extending  far,  diffusing 
fragrance  ;  (i),  m.  a  scent  spreading  afar. 
Sam-akrishta,  as,  a,  am,  drawn  together ; 

attracted ;  drawn  out. 

Sam-dkrishya,  ind.  having  drawn  towards  or 
attracted ;  having  drawn  away. 

«*U<*  sam-d-kri,  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati,  -kari- 
tum,  -karitum,  to  scatter  over,  pour  over,  strew 
over,  cover  or  fill  with  anything. 

Sam-dklrna,  as,  d,  am,  strewn  over,  bestrewed, 
completely  covered,  overspread. 

«H1*-^  sam-d-krand,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -kran- 
dati,  -te,  &c.,  to  cry  out  together,  cry  or  lament 
piteously. 

^Wr3fT  sam-d-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -krd- 
mati,  -kramate,  -kramitum,  to  tread  upon,  step 
upon ;  to  press  or  bear  down  upon  (with  »cc.) ;  to 
overrun,  attack,  assail,  invade,  seize  upon. 
Sam-dkrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  trod  upon  ;  pressed  or 

borne  down  (by  a  burden  &c.) ;  attacked,  assailed, 
seized  upon,  possessed ;  overcome ;  overrun,  per- 

sdttya  (°sa-an°),  am,  n. 
compound  word.  - Samdednta  (°sa-an°),  as,  m.     ̂ .^          ̂   ̂ ^^u,   „, — 
(in  grammar)  a  Taddhita  affix  added  at  the  end  of    yadedj  overspread  .  surmOunted. 
a  compound  and  belonging  to  the  whole  compound.  |  ^  . 

-Samdsddtiydhdra  (°sa-adh°),  as,  m.  the  act  of  |     tHiistil?  sam-d-krid,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -kridatt, 
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-te,  -kriditum,  to  play  or  sport  along  with 
(another). 

HHIiWI  sam-a-krus,  cl.  i.  P.  -krosati, 

-kroshtum,  to  join  in  reviling  any  one,  call  out 
abusively  at,  scold  at 

Sam-dkrush(a,  at,  d,  am,  reviled,  abused. 

;HHTf3ft  sam-d-klid,  cl.  4.  P-  -klidyati, 
&c.,  to  be  well  moistened. 

Sam-Minna,  as,  d,  am,  well  moistened,  well 

wetted ;  suffused  with  tears,  affected  by  pity  or  com- 
passion. 

WUfism,  sam-d-kship,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -kshi- 

pati,  -te,  -ksheptum,  to  throw  together,  heap  or 

pile  up ;  to  thrust  or  throw  away  violently,  hurl ;  to 

drive  way,  expel,  to  throw  down;  to  tear  off;  to 

destroy ;  to  insult,  mock,  ridicule. 

Sam-dkshipta,  as,  d,  am,  thrown  or  heaped 

together ;  thrown  or  cast  off. 

Sam-dkshipya,  ind.  having  thrown  or  cast  off; 
having  torn  off. 

4IHI4MI  i.  sam-d-khya,  cl.  2.  P.  -khydti, 

-khydtum,  to  reckon  up,  count  up,  calculate,  enu- 
merate ;  to  sum  up,  add  together ;  to  relate  fully, 

report,  communicate,  tell ;  to  declare,  proclaim. 

t.sam-dkhyd,  f.  report,  fame,  reputation,  cele- 
brity ;  name,  appellation. 

8am-dkhydta,  as,  d,  am,  reckoned  up,  enume- 

rated, summed  up  ;  completely  or  fully  related  ;  de- 
clared, proclaimed;  famed,  celebrated,  well  known, 

public,  notorious. 

Sam-dkhyaya,  ind.  having  related,  having  told, 
&c. 

4H|J|^  sam-d-gam,  cl.  i.  P.  -gatihati, 
-gantam,  to  come  together  (either  in  a  friendly  or 
hostile  manner),  meet,  encounter ;  become  united  or 
allied  with  (with  inst.  or  with  inst  and  saha) ;  to 
enter  into  an  alliance;  to  come  together  sexually, 
have  intercourse  with ;  to  come  together  (as  heavenly 
bodies  in  conjunction  or  occultation) ;  to  come  to, 
come  near,  approach,  arrive ;  to  come  back,  return ; 
to  meet  with,  come  upon,  find :  Caus.  -gamayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  come  together,  bring  together, 
unite  one  thing  or  person  (ace.)  with  another  (inst. 
or  loc.). 

Sam-dgata,  as,  d,  am,  come  together,  met, 
encountered,  joined  in  close  conflict,  united,  joined ; 
met  together,  assembled  ;  being  in  conjunction  (as 
the  heavenly  bodies) ;  come  to,  approached,  arrived ; 
(a),  f.  a  kind  of  riddle  or  enigma. 
Sam-dgati,  is,  f.  coming  together ;  encountering, 

meeting;  union,  joining;  approach,  arrival,  similar 
condition  or  progress. 
Sam-dgatya,  ind.  =  sam-agamya  below. 

Sam-dgama,  as,  m.  coming  together,  encounter, 

meeting,  union,  junction,  coalition,  assembling ;  asso- 
ciation, acquaintance,  intercourse,  society,  company ; 

an  assembly  ;  (in  astronomy)  conjunction,  the  occul- 
tation of  a  heavenly  body  by  another;  approach, 

arrival.  —  Samugama-kdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  causing  union. 
—  flamdriinaa-firdrthand,  f.  the  desire  of  associ- 

sam-d-ghra,    cl.   I.    P.    -jighrati, 
-ghrdtum,  to  smell  at,  smell ;  to  kiss. 
Sam-dghrdya,  ind.  having  smelt  at;  having  kissed. 

flHMHI  sam-d-6aksh,  cl.  2.  A.  -6ashte,  &c. 

(see  rt.  daks/t),  to  relate  fully,  tell,  report. 
HHMH  sam-d-6am,  cl.  I.  P.  -(amati  (but 

•ddmati  with  a,  see  d-dam,  cf.  Pan.  VII.  3,  75), 
to  sip  water  (as  a  religious  act  forming  part  of  the 
ceremony  of  ablution). 
Sam-ddamya,  ind.  having  sipped  water. 

SHUT  sam-d-6ar,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -6arati, 
-te,  &c.,  to  proceed ;  to  practise,  perform  thoroughly, 

do,  act,  accomplish ;  to  conduct  one's  self,  behave ; to  remove. 
Sam-ddara,  as,  i,  am,  who  or  what  proceeds  or 

practises ;  practising,  observing. 
Sam-ddarana,  am,  a.  the  act  of  proceeding, 

practising,  performing,  observing,  behaving. 
Sam-ddarat,  an,  antl,  at,  proceeding,  practising, 

behaving,  following. 
Sam-ddarita,  as,  d,  am,  practised,  performed, 

done,  committed. 
2.  sam-dddra,  as,  m.  (for  i.  samdddra  see 

p.  1067,  col.  i),  proceeding,  going;  performance, 
practice,  conduct,  behaviour,  usage,  way ;  proper 
practice  or  behaviour;  doings,  news,  report,  infor- 

mation, intelligence,  tradition. 
Sam-ddirna,  as,  d,  am,  performed,  done,  prac- 

tised, committed. 

UHlfo  sam-d-ti,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -tinoti,  -fi- 
nnte,  -detain,  to  heap  up  together,  accumulate ;  to 
load  or  cover  with ;  to  fill  up  (cavities  in  a  road  Sec.). 
Sam-ddayana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  heaping  up 

together,  accumulation,  aggregation. 
Sam-ddita,  as,  d,  am,  heaped  together,  covered 

with,  overspread. 

sam-at'irna.     See  above. 

   sam-d-66had,  cl.  10.  P.  -tthdda- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  cover  completely  with,  overspread, 
conceal,  veil,  cloud ;  to  stupefy. 
Sam-dddhanna,  as,  d,  am,  completely  covered 

with,  concealed  ;  involved  in. 
Sant-dddltddya,  ind.  having  covered  with,  having 

overspread,  having  clouded,  having  stupefied. 

SHlP-od^  sam-d-ithid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -tthi- 
natti,  -ddhintte,  -ddhettum,  to  cut  off;  to  tear 
away,  snatch  away. 
Sam-dddhidya,  ind.  having  cut  off;  having  snatched 

away. 

samdja,  &c.     See  under  sam-aj. 

sam-d-jush,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -jushati, 

-te  (Free,  ̂-jushyat),  &c.,  to  have  a  liking  for,  be inclined  towards,  resolve  upon  (with  dat.). 

HHM^IHIILI  sam-djuhushamdna.  See 
sam-d-hrc. 

HHIill  i.  sam-d-jhd,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -jdndti, 
-janltc,  -jiidium,  to  know  or  understand  thoroughly, 
become  acquainted  with,  learn,  ascertain,  perceive, 

ation.  —  Samdgama-manoratha,  ae,  m.  desire  of  ,  observe;  to  acknowledge,  recognise:  Caus.  -jildpa- 
uman.-Samdgamvpdya  (Jma-up°),  as,  m.  means of  union. 

Sam-dgamana,  am,  a.  the  act  of  coming  toge- 
ther, approach. 

Sam-dgamya,  ind.  having  come  together,  having 
met,  having  joined  in  conflict,  having  gone  to  meet ; 
having  coalesced  ;  having  approached. 

sam-a-gal,  cl.  I.  P.  -galati,  -ga- 
titum,  to  fall  together,  fall  down. 
Sam-agalita,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  down,  fallen. 

«*nif^  sam-a-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -grihnati, 
-grilintte  (Ved.  -grUhndti,  &c.),  -grahitum,  to 
seize  together  or  at  once,  lay  hold  of. 

«*UVIfl  sam-dghdta.     See  sam-d-han. 

;,,.!.,  -..,.',  -yitum,  to  order,  command,  direct. 
Sam-djnapta,  at,  d,  am,  ordered,  commanded, 

directed. 
2.  eam-ajiid,  f.  reputation,  fame. 

Sam-djndta,  as,  d,  am,  known,  ascertained,  ac- knowledged. 

SiiM-djndya,  ind.  having  known,  having  learnt 
or  ascertained. 

HHIrl*^  sam-d-tan,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -tanoti, 
-tanute,  -tanitum,  to  extend,  spread;  to  effect, 

cause,  produce,  procure. 
Sam-dtata,  as,d,am,  extended,  stretched,  strung 

(as  a  bow) ;  excessive,  uninterrupted. 
Sam-atamat,  an,  ati,  at,  extending ;  producing, 

procuring. 

sa-mdtri-dakravdla,  as,  a, 

am,  attended  by  the  whole  circle  of  divine  Matris. 

sam-d-dd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -daddti, 
-datte,  -ddtum,  to  give,  bestow,  present ;  to  give 
back,  restore ;  to  take  or  receive  fully  or  entirely  ; 
to  take  together,  take  away  with,  take  away,  take 
off;  to  take  hold  of,  seize;  to  take  up;  to  appre- 

hend, perceive,  comprehend ;  to  take,  receive,  ac- 
cept;  to  collect;  to  undertake,  begin,  (vadanam 

sam-ddd,  to  begin  a  speech);  to  take  to  heart, 
reflect  on. 

Sam-ddatta,  as,  d,  am,  taken  away,  taken  hold 
of,  seized,  received. 
Sam-ddaddna,  as,  d,  am,  taking  away,  taking 

hold  of,  receiving,  taking. 

Sam-dddna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  taking  or  receiving 
fully  or  entirely ;  receiving  suitable  donations ;  the 
daily  observances  of  the  Jaina  sect. 

Sam-dddya,  iud.  having  wholly  taken,  having  taken 
away,  having  taken  or  seized,  having  accepted. 
Sam-ddeya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  taken  or  received, 

acceptable. 

*W  I  P<  Sl^sam-a-rfi's,  cl.  6.  P.  -disali,  -desh- tum,  to  assign,  allot ;  to  point  out,  indicate,  declare, 

announce,  communicate,  inform  ;  to  foretell,  fore- 
show;  to  appoint,  name,  commission,  charge,  de- 
pute, delegate ;  to  direct,  advise,  order,  command  ; 

to  determine:  Caus.  -defayali,  -yitum,  to  order, 
command. 

Sam-aditi/a,  ind.  having  assigned,  having  indi- cated, having  directed,  &c. 

Sam-ddishta,  as,  d,  am,  assigned,  indicated, 
directed,  commanded,  enjoined. 

Sam-ddefo,  as,  m.  direction,  advice,  order,  com- mand. 

HHI£  sam-d-dri,  cl.  6.  A.  -driyatc,  Sec., 
to  respect  greatly;  to  be  greatly  respected  or honoured . 

Sam-ddara,  as,  m.  great  respect,  veneration. 

Sum-ddaramya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  greatly  re- 
spected or  venerated. 

Sam-ddrita,  as,  d,  am,  very  respectful,  showing 

great  regard. 
TTOT5  snm-d-dru,  cl.  i.  P.  -dravati  (ep. 

also  A.  -te),  -drotum,  to  run  towards  together,  run 
towards ;  to  rush  against,  rush  at,  attack  (with  ace.). 

4W|«n  i.  sam-d-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhdti, 
-dJtatte,  -dhdtum,  to  place  or  put  or  hold  together, 

fix  together,  compose,  collect,  unite,  join,  reconcile, 
compose  differences ;  to  adjust,  set  right,  make  right, 
settle,  solve  a  difficulty,  reply  to  an  objection  (e.  g. 

samddltatte,  he  settles  a  question,  he  answers  an 
objection,  he  clears  up  a  doubt  or  difficulty) ;  to 

dispose,  put  in  order,  arrange,  repair,  redress ;  to  put 

or  place  to,  put  or  place  on  (e.  g.  idhmam  sumd- 
dhatte,  he  puts  on  fuel;  t-asa/t  samddltatte,  he 
puts  on  a  garment);  to  lay  or  place  upon,  apply, 
impose ;  to  deliver  over,  intrust,  commit  to,  appoint 

to  ;  to  impose  a  burden,  load  ;  to  compose  or  collect 

the  thoughts,  pay  great  attention,  apply  or  fix  in- 
tently (e.  g.  drish/im  samddhd,  to  fix  the  sight ; 

ditliim  or  detah  or  manah  or  matim  samiidha, 

to  fix  the  mind  upon,  with  loc.) ;  to  devote  one's 
self  to,  give  one's  self  up  to  (generally  A.) ;  to 

assume,  take  to  one's  self,  take  upon  one's  self; 
to  conceive  (in  the  womb) ;  to  produce,  effect, 
cause,  make,  accomplish,  complete ;  to  put  down  as 

settled  (A.),  establish,  declare:  Pass.  -<l}tiyate,\o  be 

placed  together  or  adjusted  or  arranged  ;  to  be  recon- ciled, &c. :  Desid.  -dhiliati,  to  wish  to  put  together, 
desire  to  collect  or  compose. 

2.  sam-ddhd,  as,  m.  putting  together,  adjusting, 

settling,  reconciling,  clearing  up  difficulties,  &c. ; 

completion,  accomplishment. Sam-ddhdna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  putting  together 

or  collecting  or  composing;  fixing  the  mind  in 
abstract  contemplation  (as  on  the  true  nature  of 
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spirit),  religious  meditation,  profound  absorption  or 
contemplation  (in  general);  intentness,  attention, 

eagerness;  clearing  up  a  doubt,  answering  an  objec- 
tion, replying  to  the  Purva-paksha  (in  logic) ;  agree- 
ing, promising ;  declaring,  declaration  (in  the  drama), 

a  leading  incident  (described  as  one  which  unexpect- 
edly gives  rise  to  the  whole  plot).  — iSamndhCuM- 

mdtra,  am,  n.  mere  contemplation,  only  religious 
meditation. 

Sam-ddhdya,  ind.  having  put  together,  having 
steadily  composed  or  collected  or  adjusted,  &c. ;  hav- 

ing fixed  (the  mind  or  thoughts)  upon,  being  en- 
gaged in  religious  meditation,  being  intent  upon. 

Sam-adlti,  is,  m.  putting  together;  collecting  or 
composing  the  mind,  fixing  the  thoughts,  intentries?, 
attentiveness,  intent  contemplation,  profound  or  ab- 

stract meditation  (especially  on  the  true  nature  of 
spirit  &c.),  perfect  absorption  of  thought  into  the 
one  object  of  meditation  (i.  e.  the  Supreme  Spirit ; 
this  is  the  eighth  and  last  stage  of  Yoga) ;  intense 
absorption  or  contemplation  (in  general) ;  silence ; 
devotion ;  a  religious  vow  or  self-imposed  restraint ; 
composing  differences,  making  up  quarrels,  recon- 

cilement ;  agreement,  assent,  promise,  engagement ; 

making  good ;  requital,  retaliation  ;  support,  uphold- 
ing ;  continuance  ;  completion,  accomplishment,  con- 

clusion, demonstrated  conclusion  ;  attempting  impos- 
sibilities; perseverance  in  extreme  difficulties;  col- 

lecting or  laying  up  grain  in  times  of  dearth ;  the 
joint  of  the  neck ;  a  tomb,  grave ;  a  Jaina  saint  of 

the  future  age ;  a  particular  figure  of  rhetoric  (de- 
scribed as  the  coincidence  of  two  events  accidentally 

connected  and  expressed  by  a  common  verb,  e.g. 

8(1  jagdma  astam  6a  Widnumdn,  she  went  away 
and  the  sun  to  its  setting).  —  Samadhi-bhanga,  ns, 

m.  the  breaking  or  interruption  of  meditation.  —  Sa- 
mddhir-mat,  an,  att,  at,  engaged  in  meditation, 

absorbed  in  contemplation ;  making  a  promise,  an- 
nouncing assent  or  permission. — Samddhi-yoga,  as, 

m.  application  or  employment  of  religious  medita- 
tion, the  efficacy  of  contemplation.  —  Samdahi-stha, 

as,  a,  am,  abiding  in  contemplation,  absorbed  in 
devout  meditation. 

Samddhin,  i,  ini,  i,  absorbed  in  contemplation, 
meditating. 
Sam-dhita,  as,  a,  am,  placed  together,  put  or 

fixed  together,  held  together,  composed,  collected, 
compiled,  accumulated,  assembled ;  comprehended  ; 
united,  joined,  reconciled,  adjusted,  made  up  (as  a 
quarrel),  set  right,  put  in  order,  settled,  disposed, 
arranged,  repaired;  conduded,  inferred,  demonstrated; 
agreed  upon,  assented  to ;  promised ;  placed  or  put 
on,  imposed,  applied ;  deposited,  entrusted,  delivered 
over;  composed  or  collected  (as  the  thoughts),  fixed 
(in  abstract  meditation),  intently  absorbed,  very 
intent  on  or  attentive,  abstracted  ;  steadfast,  firm, 
cool,  calm  ;  made,  effected,  accomplished,  finished, 
completed  ;  (as),  m.  a  pure  or  holy  man ;  (am),  n. 
great  attention  or  intentness,  description  of  great 
intentness  (as  a  figure  of  rhetoric).  —  Samahita- 
manas,  as,  dj,  as,  having  the  mind  fixed  in  con- 

templation, absorbed  in  mind. 

WIVT^  sam-a-dhav,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dhavati, 
-it.  Sec.,  to  run  together  towards,  rush  towards,  run 
near  to. 

*W1^  sam-a-dhu,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dhunoti, 
-dhilnute,  -dhunoti,  -dhunute,  &c.,  to  shake  off, 
drive  away,  dispel,  disperse. 

Sam-ddhiita,  as,  a,  am,  driven  away,  dispersed, 
scattered. 

Wm»n  sam-a-dhma,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhamati, 

-dhmdtum,  to  blow  into  (a  horn  &c.)  ;  to  innate  ;  to 
cause  (musical  instruments)  to  sound  forth  together. 
Sam-ddhmdta,  as,  a,  am,  blown  into ;  made  to 

sound  forth  together ;  swelled  up,  puffed  up,  swollen, 
inflated. 

OTTTwl  sam-a-dhyai,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhyayati, 
-dhydtum,  to  meditate  deeply  upon,  reflect  upon, 
be  lost  in  thought. 

2.  samana,  as,  a  (Ved.  also  if),  am 

(according  to  some  fr.  sa  +  mdna,  as  if  the  original 

meaning  were  'having  the  same  measure,'  according 
to  others  connected  with  i.  sama;   in  Rig-veda 

V.  87,  4.  samdnasmdt,  abl.  c.  =  samasmdt  =  sar- 
veshdm  sddhdrandt,  see  i.  sama;  for  i.sam-dna 
see  under  sam-an).  same,  alike,  similar,  equal  (with 
inst.,  e.g.  lena  samdna,  equal  to  him),  uniform,  one; 
common  to  all,  common,  general ;  good,  virtuous ; 
honoured;  (am),  ind.  equally  with  (with  inst.);  (as), 
m.  an  equal,  friend;  any  letter  which  corresponds  to 
another  (e.g.  a  long  to  its  short  vowel,  a  hard  guttural 
to  its  soft),  a  letter  having  the  same  place  or  organ  of 

utterance;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  metre.  —  Samdna-kdla 
or  samdna-kdlina,  as,  d,  am,  synchronous,  occur- 

ring or  produced  at  the  same  time.  —  Samana-gotra, 
as,  d,  am,  being  of  the  same  family  (  =  sa-gotra, 
q.  v.).  —  Samdna-jana,  as,  m.  a  person  of  the  same 
family  or  race.  —  Samdna-janman,  d,  d,  a,  having 
a  common  birth  or  origin,  of  equal  age.  —  Samdna- 

jdti,  is,  is,  i,  or  samdna-jdtiya,  as,  d,  am,  be- 
longing to  the  same  kind  or  species,  of  a  common 

tribe  or  caste,  of  the  same  sort.  —  Samdna-td,  f.  or 
samdna-tva,  am,  n.  sameness,  equality,  likeness; 
community  of  kind  or  quality.  —  Samdna-tejas,  ds, 

as,  as,  of  equal  splendor,  equal  in  glory.  —  Samdna- 
duhkha,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  same  griefs,  sympa- 

thising. —  Samdna-bandhu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  of  the 
same  family.  —  Samdna-mdna,  as,  d,  am,  receiving 

equal  honour,  equally  respected.  —  Samdna-yama, 
as,  m.  the  same  pitch  of  voice.  —  Samdna-yoga- 

ksliema,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  same  value.  —  Sa- 
mdna-yojana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  the  same 
yoking,  harnessed  for  both  alike  (said  of  the  chariot 
of  the  Asvins).  —  Samdna-nu!i,  is,is,i,  having  the 

same  tastes,  taking  pleasure  in  similar  objects.  —  Sa- 
mdnaruii-td,  f.  the  having  similar  tastes. —Samdna- 
rupd,  f.  a  kind  of  riddle  or  enigma.  —  Samdna- 
vayas,  ds,  ds,  as,  or  samdna-rayaska,  as,  d,  am, 
of  the  same  age.  —  Samdna-uardas,  ds,  ds,  as,  Ved. 

of  equal  splendor.  —  Samdna-s'abdd,  f.  a  kind  of 
riddle  or  enigma.  —  Samdna-  fila,  as,  d,  am,  of  a 
similar  disposition   or   temper.  —  Samdndkshara 

t°na-ak°),  'a  monophthong,'  N.  of  the  vowels  a,d, 
i,  I,  u,  u,  ri,  ri.  In  (as  opposed  to  the  sandhy- 
akshara  or   diphthongs).  —  Samdnddhikarana 

(°na-adh°),  am,  a.  common  or  same  government ; 
same  location,  same   predicament ;    a  predicament 
including   several    things   or   persons,   common  or 
generic  property,  common  substratum  ;  (as,  d,  am), 
being  in  the  same  subject  or  category,  being  in  the 
same   predicament,    having   the   same   location    or 

sphere ;  having  a  common  substratum  (in  the  Vaise- 
shika  phil.);   agreeing  together  in  the  same  case, 
Sec.,  being  in  the  same  government,   (see   adhi- 
karana.)  —  Samdnddhikdra  (°na-adh?),  as,  m, 
similar   office,   like    rule   or   government;    generic 

character.  —Samdndrtha  or  samdndrthaka  (°na- 
ar°),  as,  d,  am,  having  the  same  meaning,  syno- 

nymous. —  Samdndrtha-prayojana  (°na-ar°),  as, 
d,   am,   having    a   common    object   and    purpose, 
caused   by  common   interests.  —  Samdndlankdra 

(°na-aP),  as,  d,  am,  wearing  the  same  ornaments. 
-Samdnodaka  (°«a-ttcP),  as,  m. 'having  com- 

mon water-oblations,'  a  kinsman  connected  by  the 
offering  of  water  to  the  departed  spirits  of  common 
ancestors,  (this  relationship  is  said  to  extend  to  the 
fourteenth  degree,  the  first  seven  being  both  Sapindas 
and  Samanodakas,  while  the  remaining  seven  are 

Samanodakas  only.)  —  Samdnodarya   (°na-«ff), 
as,  m.  bom  from  the  same  womb,  a  brother  of 
whole  blood. 

Samdnaya,  Nom.  P.  samdnayali,  -yitum,  to 
make  equal  or  similar,  equalise. 

i.  famdnayat,  an,  anti,  at  (for  2.  see  col.  3), 

equalising,  making  equal  or  like. 
Samdnikd,  f.  a  kind  of  metre. 

sam-d-ni,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -nayati,  -te, 
-netum,  to  lead  or  conduct  together,  unite,  brinj 

together,  join  together,  collect,  assemble;  to  leac 
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any  one  to  another,  unite  one  person  (ace.)  with 
another  (inst.  or  inst.  with  eaha) ;  to  lead  towards, 

uring  near ;  to  bring  on ;  to  pour  one  liquid  into 

another ;  to  bring  or  offer  an  oblation :  Caus.  -na- 
yayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  brought  together, 
cause  to  bring  together,  cause  to  be  brought  near, 

call  together,  convoke,  assemble. 
2.  sam-anayat,  an,  anti,  at,, bringing  together, 

eading  towards,  bringing  near,  &c. 

Sam-dnayana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  bringing  together, 
collecting,  leading  towards,  conducting,  bringing. 

Sam-dndyya,  ind.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  having  caused 
to  be  brought  together,  having  convoked  or  called 

together. 
Sam-dnlta,  as,  d,  am,  brought  together,  col- 

lected, assembled,  led  towards  or  near,  conducted, 
conveyed,  brought. 

Sam-dniya,  ind.  having  brought  together,  having 
led  near,  having  brought. 

samanta.     See  i.  sama,  p.  1067. 

,.  ..  ̂ sam-ap,  cl.  5.  P.  -dpnoti,  -aptum, 
to  obtain  completely,  gain  ;  to  accomplish,  fulfil ;  to 
reach  :  Caus.  -dpayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  gain  or 
obtain  completely,  cause  to  reach  or  attain  entirely  ; 
to  cause  to  fulfil,  accomplish,  bring  to  an  end,  finish, 

complete,  conclude :  Desid.  of  Caus.  -dpipayishati, 
to  wish  to  cause  to  complete,  try  to  accomplish: 

Desid.  -tpsali,  to  wish  to  obtain  or  reach,  wish  to 
accomplish,  wish  for,  desire. 
Sam-dpa,  as,  m.  sacrificing,  offering  oblations  to 

the  gods  ( =  deva-yajana). 

Sam-dpaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  accomplishing,  com- 
pleting, fulfilling,  finishing;  bringing  to  an  end; 

killing ;  (ikd),  f.  a  verb  or  any  part  of  speech  used  as 
a  verb  to  complete  a  sentence.  —  Samdpaka-kriyd, 
f.  a  finishing  act,  finishing  stroke. 

Sam-dpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  obtain 

or  gain  completely,  accomplishing,  conclusion,  com- 
pletion; acquisitionlflgain ;  killing,  destroying;  a 

section,  chapter,  division ;  profound  meditation ; 

(as,  i,  am),  completing,  concluding. 
Sam-dpaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  accomplished  or completed,  &c. 

Sam-dpita,  as,  d,  am,  accomplished,  finished, concluded,  done. 

Sam-dpipayishu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  cause  to 
complete,  desirous  of  accomplishing. 

Sam-dpta,  as,  d,  am,  concluded,  completed, 
finished,  ended,  done;  clever.  —  Samapta-prdya, 

as,  d,  am,  nearly  finished.  —  Samdpta-bhuyishtha, 

as,  d,  am,  nearly  completed  or  ended,  having  the 
greater  part  finished.  —  Samdpla-iiksha,  as,  d,  am, 
one  who  has  completed  his  studies. 

Samdptdla,  as,  m.  (doubtful),  a  lord,  master, 
(according  to  Sabda-k.  =pati.) 

Sam-dpti,  is,  I.  complete  acquisition,  accomplish- 
ment, completion,  perfection,  conclusion,  finish,  end ; 

reconciling  differences,  putting  an  end  to  disputes. 

-Samdpti-sddhana,  am,  n.  means  of  accom- 
plishment or  completion.  —  Samdpty-arthd,  f.  part 

of  a  stanza  given  as  a  trial  of  skill  to  be  completed ; 

[cf.  samasydrthd.] 

Samdptika,  as,  I,  am,  concluding,  completing, 
final,  finite ;  one  who  has  finished  the  whole ;  (as), 

m.  one  who  has  completed  a  course  of  holy  study ; 

a  finisher,  ender. 

1.  sam-dpya,  as,  d,  am,=sam-dpan>ya  above. 
2.  sam-dpya,  ind.  having   obtained  completely, 

having  completed,  &c. 

Sam-lpsita,  as,  a,  am,  wished  for,  longed  for, desired. 

^Wffi  sam-a-pat,  cl.  I.  P.  -patati,  -pati- 

tum,  to  fly  together  towards;  to  rush  fully  upon, 

fall  upon,  assail,  assault,  attack;  to  come  together, 
be  united  sexually  with  (with  inst.);  to  come  to, 
attain  to,  obtain. 

Sam-dpatat,  an,  anti,  at,  rushing  upon,  assailing. 

sam-a-pad,  cl.   4.   A.   -padyate, 
12  R 
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-pattum,  to  fall  upon,  assail,  attack ;  to  fall  into  any 
state  or  condition,  attain  to,  undergo ;  to  begin  ;  to 

come  together,  come  about,  come  to  pass,  occur, 
take  place,  appear ;  to  be  finished  or  completed  : 
Caus.  -pddayati,  &c.,  to  cause  to  come  to  pass ;  to 
bring  about,  complete,  accomplish  ;  to  restore. 
Sam-apatti,  is,  (.  coming  together,  meeting,  en- 

countering ;  restoration. 

Sam-di>anna,  as,  a,  am,  attained,  obtained, 

gained ;  occurred,  come,  arrived,  happened  ;  finished, 

completed,  accomplished,  concluded,  done ;  perfect, 

proficient  (in  any  science  &c.) ;  furnished  or  endowed 

with  ;  distressed,  afflicted  ;  killed  ;  [cf.  vy-dpanna.] 

Sam-apadana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  bringing  about, 

accomplishing,  &c. ;  restoration. 

Sam-dpddya,  an,  a,  am,  to  be  brought  about,  to 

be  restored ;  (am),  n.  the  change  of  Visarga  to  s  or 

sh  (  =  wpa-AmYa);  the  change  to  sh  (in  Vedic 

phonetics,  —  ska-tva). 

44HIMI  sam-d-pd,  cl.  I.  P.  -pibati,  -pivali, 
-patum,  to  drink  entirely  up,  drink  up,  absorb ;  to 
drink  in,  imbibe,  suck  in ;  to  suck  out,  drain,  im- 

poverish. 
Sam-dpibat,  an,  anti,  at,  drinking  up,  absorbing; 

drinking  in. 

W(^sam-d-pu,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -pundti,  -pu- 
nite,  &c.,  to  purify  thoroughly,  purge. 

OTTO  sam-a-pfi,  Pass,  -puryate,  to  be- 
come completely  full,  be  quite  filled :  Caus.  -pura- 

yati,  -yitum,  to  make  quite  full;  to  fill  out;  to 
draw  or  bend  (a  bow). 

Sam-apiirna,  as,  a,  am,  completely  full,  well 
filled ;  complete,  entire. 

WnS|  sam-a-pyai,  cl.  I.  A.  -pyayate, 

-pyatum,  -pydyitum,  to  grow,  increase:  Caus. 

-pydyayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  increase  or 
grow,  nourish,  invigorate;  to  refresh,  reanimate, 
animate,  enliven. 

Sam-dpydyita,  as,  a,  am,  nourished,  invigorated, 
refreshed. 

OT13T  sam-a-plu,  cl.  I.  A.  -plavate,  -plo- 
tum,  to  bathe  or  immerse  together;  to  overflow, 
inundate,  overwhelm,  overspread ;  to  jump  or  spring 
upon,  rush  upon ;  to  come  into  violent  collision  with. 
Sam-apluta,  at,  a,  am,  bathed,  bathing  in; 

drowned,  well  drenched,  flooded,  inundated,  over- 
whelmed ;  overflowing  or  suffused  with  moisture ; 

overflowing,  filled. 

Sam-dplutya,  ind. having  bathed  together;  inun- 
dating ;  rushing  together,  coming  into  collision. 

^Hlfl»y  sam-d-bandh,  cl.  9.  P.  -badhndti, 
-banddhum,  to  bind  on,  fasten  on  firmly. 
Sam-abadhya,  ind.  having  bound  or  fastened  on 

firmly. 

WTHT sam-d-bhd,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhdti,  -bhdtum, 
to  appear. 

'+)HIM|H  sam-a-bhdsh,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhashate, 
-bhanMtum,  to  talk  together,  converse  with,  converse 

together,  address,  speak  to;  to  speak  about,  com- 
municate. 

Sam-dbhashana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  conversing 
with,  speaking  to  or  addressing. 
Sam-dbktlshya,  ind.  having  talked  or  conversed 

together,  having  spoken  to,  having  addressed. 

«*1l<}ai  sam-a-bhiij,  cl.  7-  P.  A.  -bhunakti, 
-lhmt]ite,lo  enjoy  or  possess  entirely  or  completely; 
to  rule  over. 

*WT»J  sam-d-bhri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -bharati, 

-te,  -bhartum,  Ved.  to  bring  together ;  to  produce, 
procure. 

f~nm-ublirita,  as,  a,  am,  brought  together,  pro- cored. 

«iiii«^  sam-a-mantr,  cl.  10.  A.  -mantra- 
yate,  -yitum,  to  address,  accost ;  to  invoke,  summon ; 
to  bid  farewell  to  any  one. 

Snm-amantrya,  ind.  having  addressed;  having 
bid  farewell  to. 

sam-u-mna,  cl.  I.  P.  -manati,  -mnd- 
tnm,  to  repeat  or  mention  together  ;  to  hand  down  ; 
to  repeat  memoriter  or  by  tradition  (especially  to 
repeat  or  hand  down  traditionally  collections  of  words 
or  sacred  texts)  ;  to  enumerate  ;  to  prescribe  :  Pass. 

-inn'iyate,  to  be  handed  down,  &c. 
Sam-amndta,  as,  a,  am,  repeated  or  mentioned 

together  ;  repeated  traditionally,  handed  down  by 

memory  or  tradition;  recited,  enumerated;  pre- scribed. 

Sam-dmndna,  am,  n.  repetition,  mention,  hand- 
ing down  or  repeating  traditionally  ;  enumeration. 

Sam-dmndya,  an,  in.  repetition  or  mention  toge- 
ther, traditional  repetition  or  mention  (especially  of 

sacred  texts  &c.)  ;  a  traditional  collection  (of  words 
&c.)  ;  tradition  or  repetition  or  mention  (in  general)  ; 

enumeration,  reading,  recitation  (  =pathana)  ;  tota- 

lity, aggregate  ;  epithet  of  Siva. 

See  under  i.  sam-i. 
sam-dya 

sam-d-yat,  cl.  I.  A.  -yatate,  -ya- 
titum,  to  attach  one's  self  to,  be  devoted  to. 
Sam-d-yatta,  as,  a,  am,  devoted  to,  resting  or 

depending  on  (with  loc.). 

^H|t|^  sam-d-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -y  at/that  i, 
-te,  &c.,  to  draw  together,  contract;  to  draw  out, 
extend  ;  to  draw,  pull,  stretch. 

Sam-ayata,  as,  a,  am,  drawn  out,  lengthened, 
extended,  long  (e.g.  dvi-yojana-samdyata,  two 
Yojanas  long). 

4IHI4M  sam-d-yasta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  yas 
with  a  and  sam),  distressed,  troubled,  oppressed. 

«*1IMI  sam-d-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -ydtnm,  to 
come  together;  to  come  to,  approach,  arrive  at, 
reach,  attain,  obtain,  meet  with  ;  to  go  to  any  state 

(with  ace.  ;  see  rt.  I.  yd)  ;  to  pass  away,  elapse. 
Sam-dydt,  an,  dtl  or  antl,  at,  coming  towards, 

approaching,  arriving. 
Sam-ayata,  as,  d,  am,  come  together,  come  to, 

arrived  at,  reached,  attained,  arrived,  come. 

«*H^j1  sam-d-yitj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yunakti, 

-yunkte,  -yol-tnm,  to  join  or  fasten  together,  unite 
with  ;  to  join,  connect,  prepare,  make  ready  ;  to 
provide,  furnish,  supply  ;  to  meet  together,  encounter  ; 
to  enjoin,  charge,  entrust,  appoint  ;  to  surround  : 
Caus.  -yojayati,  -yitum,  to  join  together,  connect, 
fit  together  ;  to  furnish  or  supply  with. 

Sam-ayukta,  as,  d,  am,  joined,  connected,  united  ; 
attached  ;  touched  ;  intent  on,  devoted  to  ;  pre- 

pared, made  ready  ;  well  furnished  or  endowed  with  ; 
supplied,  provided  ;  enjoined,  charged,  appointed  ; 
met  together,  encountered,  brought  into  contact. 

Sam-dyoga,  as,  m.  conjunction,  connection,  union, 
junction,  preparation,  fitting  (an  arrow  to  a  bow), 
aiming  ;  association  ;  assemblage,  multitude,  heap  ; 
cause,  origin,  motive,  object. 

wnig'rT  sam-dyuta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  2.  yu 
with  a  and  tarn),  joined  together,  connected  or 
united  with,  attached  to  ;  furnished  or  endowed 
with,  possessed  of,  adorned  with  ;  brought  together, 
collected. 

««ll<.n  sam-drata,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ram 
with  a  and  sam),  ceased  from,  left  off,  desisted 

WTIT*^  sam-d-rabh,  cl.  i.  A.  -rabhate, 
-rabdlium,  to  take  in  hand,  undertake,  begin,  com- 

mence, try  ;  to  try  to  propitiate  :  Pass,  -rabhyate, 
to  be  undertaken,  &c. 

Sam-drabdka,  as,  d,  am,  taken  in  hand,  under- 
taken, begun,  commenced. 

!*iim-!iraliliya,  ind.  having  undertaken;  having 
commenced. 

Sam-drambha,  as,  m.  undertaking,  enterprise, 
commencement,  beginning;  using;  anointing  the 

body,  an  unguent  (  =  sam-dlambha). 

Sam-iiramJihana,  am,  n.  taking  in  hand,  under- 
taking; anointing  (  =  sam-dlamb/iana). 

*)*iKI*l(  sam-drdna.     See  under  sam-ri. 

*)*ll<J*l  sarn-d-rddh,  Caus.  -rddhayati, 

-te,  -yitum,  to  conciliate,  propitiate,  make  favour- 
able, gratify,  satisfy,  serve ;  to  win. 

Sam-aradkana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  conciliating, 
'ratifying,  conciliation,  propitiation ;  winning. 

sam-d-ruj,  cl.  6.  P.  -rujati,  -rok- 
tum,  to  break  to  pieces,  break  down,  break  off. 

Sam-drujya,  ind.  having  broken  off,  having 
broken  to  pieces. 

sam-d-rudh,  el.  7.  P.  A.  -runaddhi, 
-runddlic,  -rorldhum,  to  block  up,  obstruct,  stop  up. 

Sam-drtuUtya,  ind.  having  blocked  up  or  ob- structed. 

sam-d-ruh,  cl.  i.  P.  -rohati,  -ro- 
,  to  ascend  or  mount  on,  ride  on;  to  ascend 

or  rise  to  (with  ace.  or  sometimes  loc.) ;  to  go  to, 
enter  upon,  undertake,  begin,  engage  in,  attain  to  : 

Caus.  -rohayati,  -te,  -ropayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  mount  upon  or  ascend ;  to  cause  to  rise  up,  lift 

up,  raise ;  to  string  (a  bow) ;  to  put  or  place  or 
deposit  upon  or  in  (with  loc.  or  ace.) ;  to  plant ;  to 
deliver  over  to  (with  loc.),  hand  over;  to  ascribe, 

attribute ;  to  display,  put  forth,  exhibit. 
Sam-druruhshti,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  ascending. 

Sam-aruhya,'md. having  ascended,  having  mounted 
upon,  having  surmounted. 
Sam-driidha,  as,  d,  am,  ascended,  mounted,  gone 

up ;  grown  over,  healed ;  agreed  upon. 
Sam-dropana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  ascend, 

placing  or  fixing  in  or  on,  depositing,  delivering  over. 

Sa'in-dropita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  mount  or 
ascend ;  strung  (as  a  bow) ;  placed  in  or  on,  de- 

posited, planted,  lodged;  delivered  over;  put  forth, 

displayed.  —  Samdropita-kdrmukti,  as,  m.  a  strung 
bow;  one  who  has  strung  a  bow.  —  Samiiroplta- 
bJtdra,  as,  a,  am,  one  on  whom  a  burden  has  been 

placed. 

Sam-dropya,  ind.  having  caused  to  ascend,  having 
raised  ;  having  placed  or  deposited  in  or  on  ;  having 
delivered  over. 

fhu&JXfoh&i  «'S  m.  ascending,  mounting,  going 

up  ;  riding  upon ;  agreeing  upon. 
Sam-drohana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  mounting  or 

ascending,  &c. 

Sam-drohya,  ind.  having  put  or  placed  on  or 

deposited. 
WHIc-iS  sam-d-laksh,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -lak- 

sltayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  look  at  attentively,  behold, 
see,  perceive,  view,  observe,  regard,  consider,  watch. 

Sam-dlal'sliya,  ind.  having  looked  at  or  con- 
sidered well,  perceiving,  regarding,  contemplating, 

watching  for. 

OTlrt'l  sam-d-lagna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt. 

lay  with  d  and  sam),  sticking  or  adhering  together, 
closely  clasped  or  united  together. 

Wlrf^  sam-d-lap,  cl.  I.  P.  -lapati,  &c., 

to  converse  together ;  to  speak  to,  address. 

^TTTt?**  sam-d-labh,  cl.  I.  A.  -labhate, 
-lalidhum,  to  take  hold  of,  seize,  grasp ;  to  stroke, 

handle ;  to  touch,  rub,  anoint,  smear  over. 
Sam-alaldha,  as,  d,  am,  taken  hold  of,  grasped, 

handled,  touched ;  rubbed,  anointed,  smeared  (with 

unguents  &c.). 
Sam-dlambha,  as,  m.  taking  hold  of,  seizing, 

seizing  a  victim  (for  sacrifice);  rubbing,  smearing 
the  body  with  unguents  or  coloured  perfumes  (as 
saffron  &c.). 

Sam-alambhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  taking  hold 
of,  seizing;  anointing  or  smearing  the  body  (with 

perfumes  £c.). 
WTTpHjf  sam-d-lamb,  cl.  i.  A.  -lambate, 

-lambitum,  to  hang  on  to  (any  one),  hold  on  to, 
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HHTt^  samus. 
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cling  to,  grasp,  lay  hold  of,  seize;  to  lean  or  rest 
upon,  be  supported  by,  depend  upon,  trust  to,  devote 

one's  self  to,  give  one's  self  up  to ;  to  assume,  maintain ; 
to  settle  down  or  abide  in :  Caus.  -lambayali,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  hang  or  rest  or  depend,  suspend. 

Sam-dlambana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  clinging  to, 
laying  hold  of,  leaning  or  resting  on,  support. 

Sam-dlambita,  as,  n,  am,  suspended;  clung  to; 
rested  on,  supported,  upheld,  maintained. 

Sam-dlambin,  i,  inl,  i,  clinging  to,  laying  hold, 
&c. ;  (i),  m%a  particular  grass  (  =  l)hutriria). 
Sam-dlambt/a,  ind.  having  suspended ;  having 

clung  to  ;  having  maintained. 

wHlfe*^  sam-a-likh,  cl.  6.  P.  -likhati, 
&c.,  to  scratch  down,  mark  down,  mark  out,  write 
down,  delineate. 

till TnT^sam-a-ling,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -llnyati, 
-te.  Sec.,  to  embrace  closely,  clasp  or  hold  in  a  firm 
embrace. 

Sam-alingya,  ind.  having  embraced  closely ;  hav- 
ing clasped  firmly. 

^tllCrt^  sam-a-lip,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -limpati, 

-te,  -leptum,  to  anoint  all  over ;  to  anoint  one's  self 
(A.) :  Caus.  -lepayati,  -yitum,  to  anoint  or  smear 
over,  anoint  well. 

Sam-dlipta,  as,  d,  am,  well  anointed  or  smeared. 

flHIrtl  sa-mdlt,  f.  (fr.  5.  sa  +  mala,  q.  v.), 
a  collection  of  flowers,  nosegay. 

«n\eQS^sam-a-lud,  Caus. -lodayati,8tc.,  to 
stir  or  mix  together,  stir  up,  agitate,  disturb,  confuse  ; 
to  rummage,  investigate. 
Sam-dlodya,  ind.  having  stirred  or  mixed  toge- 

ther ;  having  rummaged. 

+IHIc^l«^  sam-d-lok,  cl.  I.  A.,  10.  P.  -lo- 
Ttate,  -lokayati,  Sec.,  to  look  at  attentively,  inspect, 
view,  observe,  regard,  perceive,  consider ;  to  look 
about,  look  around ;  to  acknowledge. 

Sam-d/olca,  as,  m.  looking  at  or  considering  well. 
Sam-dlokya,  ind.  having  looked  at  or  observed 

thoroughly. 

HHIc-iY^T  sam-a-lot,  cl.  I.  A.  -locate,  &c., 
to  look  at  attentively,  consider  well  or  thoroughly. 

.^(tM-alofya,  ind.  having  looked  at  or  considered 
well. 

«*UM<5  sam-a-vad,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vadati, 

-te,  &c.,  to  speak  with  certainty,  tell  fully ;  to  speak 
to,  tell,  say. 

+)HNi^  sam-a-vap,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vapati, 
-te,  &c.,  to  sow  or  scatter  together,  mix  up  together, 

throw  in  together :  Caus.  -vdpayali,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  be  sown  or  scattered  in  together  or  at  once. 

Sam-drdpya,  ind.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  having  caused 
to  be  sown  or  scattered  in  together. 

sam-avartana.    See  sam-a-vrit. 

l  *J  sam-avalokya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 
lot;  with  am,  u,  and  sam),  to  be  perceived  or  observed. 

WHI^*^  sam-a-vas,  cl.  i.  P.  -vasati,  -vas- 
tum,  to  dwell  in,  inhabit,  settle  in  (with  ace.) ;  to 

encamp,  lodge,  halt ;  to  resort  to  :  Caus.  -vdsayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  dwell  or  settle  or  halt ;  to  pitch 
a  camp,  encamp. 

Sam-dvdsa,  as,  m.  a  dwelling-place,  residence, 
abode,  halting-place,  encampment. 
Sam-dvdgita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  dwell  or  settle, 

lodged,  encamped ;  sojourned.  —  Samdvdsila-lca- 
taka,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  pitched  a  camp. 

*(HI=I^  sam-a-vah,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vahati, 
-te,  &c.,  to  bear  or  bring  together,  bring  or  convey 
towards ;  to  procure  means  of  subsistence. 

*t«iiqi'M  sam-dvdya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  5.  i  with 
ava,  d,  and  sam),  association ;  integral  or  inseparable 

connection,  (see  sam-avaya) ;  aggregation,  totality  ; 
a  multitude,  number,  heap,  quantity. 

sam-dvigna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 
l.vij  with  d  and  sam),  agitated,  terrified,  trembling 

greatly. 

Wflf^?[  sarn-a-vid,  Caus.  -vedayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  cause  to  know  thoroughly,  inform;  to  tell, 

announce,  report  fully. 

1.  sam-dvcdya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  told  or  commu- nicated fully. 

2.  sam-d'ocdya,  ind.  having  announced  or  reported 
fully. 

*(*1ll%3^  sam-u-vis,  cl.  6.  P.  -visati,  -vesh- 
lum,  to  enter  together  or  at  once,  enter  into,  go 

towards,  approach,  betake  one's  self  to ;  to  enter 
thoroughly,  take  possession  of,  occupy,  penetrate, 
pervade,  engross,  fill ;  to  overcome,  seize  upon ;  to 
sit  down,  settle  down,  sit  down  in  or  on,  take  up  an 
abode  ;  to  go  or  fall  into  any  state  or  condition  ;  to 

apply  one's  self  to,  undertake  :  Caus.  -rdayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  cause  to  enter  together  or  thoroughly ;  to 

cause  to  enter  in,  insert ;  to  conduct,  lead  or  bring 
into ;  to  contain  ;  to  place  or  fix  in  or  on,  direct 
towards ;  to  impose ;  to  deliver  over  or  consign  to 
(with  ace.  and  loc.) ;  to  cause  to  sit  down,  cause  to 
settle  down. 

Sam-avis' ya,  ind.  having  entered  together,  having 
entered  thoroughly  or  entirely,  having  penetrated,  &c. 

Sam-dvitihta,  as,  d,  am,  entered  together,  entered 
entirely  or  thoroughly,  completely  occupied  or  pos- 

sessed, penetrated,  pervaded,  filled,  seized,  overcome, 
absorbed,  engrossed  (as  by  any  feeling,  passion,  &c.); 
possessed  by  (an  evil  spirit),  possessed  of,  endowed 
with,  well  instructed  in ;  seated,  settled. 

Sam-dveda,  as,  m.  entering  together,  coming 
together,  abiding  together,  meeting,  association,  co- 
inherence  ;  entrance,  penetration,  complete  possession ; 
possession  by  evil  spirits,  Sec. ;  affection,  passion, 

emotion  ;  (in  grammar)  applying  together,  employ- 
ing a  term  with  a  common  applicability,  common 

applicability  of  a  term. 
Sam-avctita,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  enter  together, 

brought  together,  caused  to  enter,  inserted,  made  to 
penetrate,  brought  in  or  into  ;  placed,  fixed,  absorbed, 

engrossed. 

Sam-di'es'ifa,  ind.  having  made  to  enter,  having 
fixed  or  placed  (in  any  place),  having  made  to  settle. 

Wn^  sam-a-vri,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -vrinoti,  -vri- 
nute,  Sec.,  to  cover  all  over,  cover  completely,  en- 

velop, encompass,  enclose,  surround ;  to  conceal, 
hide  ;  to  shut  out,  shut,  close ;  to  obstruct,  impede, 
hinder,  stop. 

Sam-dvrila,  as,  a,  am,  covered  all  over,  com- 
pletely covered,  enveloped,  encompassed,  surrounded, 

enclosed,  beset,  filled  up ;  overspread ;  screened, 
veiled,  concealed,  hidden  ;  protected,  guarded ;  shut 
out,  excluded,  shut,  closed,  stopped. 

Sam-dvrifya,  ind.  having  completely  covered 
over,  having  enclosed  or  surrounded. 

*fn^>T  sam-d-vrij,  cl.  I.  P.  -varjati,  cl. 
7.  P.  A.  -vrinakti,  -vrinkte,  Sec.,  to  bend  or  turn 

down  ;  to  bend  or  turn  to  one's  own  use,  appropriate 
(Ved.,  A.) :  Caus.  -varjayati,  -yitum,  to  bend  down, 
incline,  lower. 

Sam-dvarjita,  as,  d,  am,  bent  down,  inclined, 
turned  down,  lowered.  —  Bamdvarjita-kftu,  us,  ns, 

u,  one  who  has  lowered  his  standard.  —  Sctmdvat'- 
jita-netra,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  eyes  bent  down. 

«*1I^(1  sam-d-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate,  -var- 
titum,  to  turn  or  advance  towards,  approach,  come ; 
to  come  together,  assemble ;  to  turn  back,  come 

back,  return  (said  especially  of  a  Brahma-6arin  or 
religious  student  who  returns  home  after  completing 

his  studies  with  a  preceptor) ;  to  turn  out  well,  suc- 
ceed ;  to  come  to  an  end,  be  concluded  or  completed  : 

Caus.  -vartayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  turn  back, 
cause  to  return  home,  dismiss;  to  put  an  end  to, 
annihilate,  (Say.  sam-dvartayanti  =  ndfayanti, 
^.ig-veda  VII.  79,  2.) 
Sam-drartana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  turning  back, 

returning ;  a  pupil's  return  home  after  finishing  his 
religious  studies;  the  ceremony  performed  on  the 
above  occasion,  (see  sans-kara .) 

Sam-dvritta,  as,  d,  am,  come  together,  assem- 
bled, returned  ;  completed,  ended,  concluded ;  (as), 

m.  a  pupil  who  has  returned  home  after  completing 
his  studies.  —SantdvriUa-mata,  as,  d,  am,  one 
who  has  completed  a  religious  vow. 

Sam-dnritlaka,  as,  m.  a  pupil  who  has  returned 
home. 

Sam-urritti,  is,  f.  turning  back,  returning,  return  ; 
completion. 

WTR  sam-ci-i-e,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vayati,  -te, 
Sec.,  Ved.  to  weave  together,  interweave ;  to  string 
together  (Ved.,  A.) 

?JH  r«4\J^  sam-d-vyadh,  cl.  4.  P.  -vidhyati, 
-vyaddltum,  to  move  or  shake  about,  agitate. 
Sam-dmddha,  as,  a,  am,  shaken  about,  agitated. 

*(*1 1 31*^ sam-d-sans,  cl.  I.  A.  -sansate,  &c., 
to  wish  for,  long  for,  hope  for,  desire. 

*4*ll9lf;j;rt  sam-dsankita,  as,  d,  am  [cf. 

d-tfank],  very  fearful  or  apprehensive ;  doubted, 
doubtful. 

sam-d-sri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.   -Srayati, 

-te,  -tfrayitum,  to  go  to  or  have  recourse  to  together 
(especially  for  protection),  fly  to  for  refuge,  seek 
refuge  with,  resort  to,  approach,  enter,  occupy;  to 
attain  to,  obtain,  assume ;  to  seek,  follow,  practise ; 
to  rest  on,  depend  on,  lean  on,  trust  to,  confide  in. 

Sam-ddraya,  as,  m.  going  together  to  any  one 
for  support  or  shelter,  seeking  protection ;  support, 
protection ;  a  refuge,  place  of  refuge,  place  of  resort 
or  shelter,  resting-place,  dwelling-place,  asylum. 
Sam-dMta,  as,  d,  am,  fled  to  for  refuge,  resorted 

to,  protected,  defended,  cherished ;  going  to  for 
protection,  resorting  to ;  rested  on ;  depending  on, 

supported  by ;  assuming. 

Sam-ds'Htya,  ind.  having  resorted  to  for  protection 
or  support ;  having  followed  or  practised  or  engaged 
in ;  resting  on,  depending  upon,  trusting  to. 

^wsj  sam-a-sru,  cl.  5.  P.  A.   -srinoti, 
-Mnute,  Sec.,  to  promise. 

WTtf'S^sam-d-slish,  cl.  4.  P.  -ttishyati, 
'ilesJtlum,  to  embrace  closely  or  firmly,  to  join 

together,  bring  near. 
Sam-d^lish/a,  as,  d,  am,  closely  embraced,  closely 

or  firmly  attached. 

Sam-a^lisliya,  ind.  having  closely  embraced,  hav- 
ing intwined  together. 

Sam-ds'lesha,  as,  m.  a  close  or  firm  embrace. 

*wa*^  sam-d-svas,  cl.  2.  P.  -svasiti  (also 
cl.  i.  P.  -dvasati,  see  rt.  I.  icas).  Sec.,  to  breathe 

again,  take  or  recover  breath,  revive,  recover,  take 

courage,  (samds"vasihi,  2nd  sing.  Impv.  take  courage), 
regain  confidence  ;  to  trust  or  confide  in  (with  loc.) : 

Caus.  -ftaiayali,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  revive,  re- 
animate, encourage,  refresh,  cheer,  comfort,  console, 

calm,  make  confident. 

Sam-diScasta,  as,  d,  am,  recovered,  revived,  re- 
animated, encouraged,  comforted,  consoled ;  trusting, 

confiding,  full  of  confidence. 
Sam-ds'catiya,  ind.  having  taken  confidence,  gain- 

ing courage. 

Sam-ds'i-dsa,  as,  m.  recovering  breath,  relief, 
comfort,  consolation,  encouragement ;  trust,  belief, 
confidence. 

Sam-ds"vdsana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  take 
breath,  encouraging,  reviving,  cheering,  comforting, 
consolation. 
Sam-d3vasita,  as,  d,  am,  reanimated,  revived, 

refreshed,  &c. 

Sam-ds"i'd8ya,  ind.  having  reanimated  or  encou- 
raged or  refreshed,  having  cheered  or  comforted. 

fl*!!^  i.  samds,  m.  (doubtful,  except  as 
nom.  pi.  of  I .  suiita,  q.  v.),  a  year. 
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2.  snm-as,  el.  2.  A.  -as/e,  &c.  (see 
rt.  4.  /!«),  to  sit  together  ;  to  sit  along  wilh,  assemble 
or  meet  around  (with  ace.  or  with  inst.)  ;  to  sit  toge- 

ther in  council,  hold  a  council  ;  to  be  a  match  for, 

cope  with  (with  ace.)  ;  to  sit  down,  be  seated  ;  to 
join  in  adhering  to  or  following;  to  adhere  to, 
observe. 

a.sam-iisa,  a*,  m.  (in  the  NySya  phil.)  proper  abid 
ing  or  connection.    (For  i.  see  under  2.  earn-as.) 
Sam-asina,  as,  ii,  am,  sitting  together,  seated 

together,  sitting  down. 
Sam-dsya,  (.  (doubtful),  sitting  together,  colloquy, 

interview. 

sam-5-i.aiij,  cl.  I.  P.  -snjati,  -saj- 
jati,  &c.  (see  rt.  2.  saiij),  to  fasten  or  stick  toge- 

ther, to  join  or  attach  or  fix  to  ;  to  fix  or  place  on, 
impose,  place  down  on,  resign  or  deliver  over  to 
(with  loc.):  Pass,  -sajyate,  -sajjate,  to  cling  or 
adhere  closely  together,  to  cling  or  stick  to,  become 
attached  to. 

Sam-dsakta,  a»,  a,  am,  fastened  or  joined  toge- 
ther, attached,  united,  combined,  comprehended; 

attached  to,  fixed  on  (with  loc.)  ;  reached,  attained  ; 
affected  by. 

Sam-asakli,  is,  f.  sticking  or  adhering  closely 
together,  union  ;  attachment,  affection  ;  compre- 

hension, inclusion. 

Sam-dsanga,  as,  m.  adhering  together,  attach- 
ment, &c. 

Sam-dsajat  or  (according  to  some)  sam-asajjat, 
an,  ftnfi,  at,  joining  or  connecting  with  ;  attaching, 
adhering  to. 

Sam-dsajya,  ind.  having  attached  together,  having 
fixed  or  placed  on,  having  delivered  over  or  con- 

signed to  (with  loc.). 

Sam-asanjana,  am,  n.  (according  to  some  also 
written  sam-dsajjana),  the  act  of  attaching  or  unit- 

ing together,  joining,  union  ;  connection,  combina- 
tion, contact. 

«»il«^  sam-d-sad,  cl.  I.  10.  P.  -sidati, 
-sddayati,  &c.  (see  rt.  I  .  sad),  to  go  to  or  approach 
together,  go  towards  ;  to  go  against,  encounter,  assail, 
attack  ;  to  attain,  obtain,  meet  with,  find,  recover. 

Sam-dsanna,  as,  a,  am,  approached,  attained, 
obtained;  met  with,  found  ;  near,  proximate. 

Sam-dsddana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  approaching, 
meeting  with,  attaining,  obtaining,  finding  ;  effecting, 
accomplishing. 

Sam-asddita,  as,  a,  am,  approached  ;  assailed, 
encountered  ;  met  with,  attained,  obtained  ;  accom- 

plished, effected,  finished,  performed,  done. 

I.  sam-dsddya,  as,  a,  am,  attainable,  obtainable, 
procurable,  to  be  effected. 

3.  sam-dsdilya,  ind.  having  encountered  ;  having 
met  with  or  obtained. 

«i»11«4i^  sam-a-srij,  cl.  6.  P.  -srijati, 
-srashtum,  to  let  go  or  abandon  completely,  resign, 
deliver  over,  consign  ;  to  place  or  put  down  upon. 

Sam-dsarjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  resigning  or 
abandoning  completely,  delivering  over,  abandon- 

ment, consignment. 

Sam-dsrijya,  ind.  having  resigned  or  consigned. 
Sam-dsrishta,  as,  d,  am,  abandoned,  delivered 

over,  made  over,  consigned,  given. 

«*im^  sam-a-sev,  cl.  I.  A.  -sevate,  &c., 
to  practise  or  perform  assiduously  ;  to  pursue,  follow, 

addict  one's  self  to  ;  to  enjoy  ;  to  employ  ;  to  serve, 
honour,  gratify. 

Sam-dsevana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  practising,  follow- 

ing, addicting  one's  self  to,  employing,  serving. 
Sam-dserita,  as,  a,  am,  practised,  followed,  em- 

ployed, served. 

Sam-iiierya,  ind.  having  practised,  having  em- 
ployed, &c. 

sam-us. 

Q.P.  A.  -strinoti,  -iti  iiinte,  -ttniidti,  -ftrinite,  &c., 
to  spread  entirely  over,  cover  over ;  to  extinguish. 

?T*?TWT  sam-5-stlia,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -iislitliati, 

-te,  -sthdtum,  to  undergo,  undertake,  practise,  per- 
form, engage  in ;  to  employ,  use,  apply,  exert 

Caus.  -Jtftdpoyoti,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  be  performed 
or  practised. 
Sam-dstha,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  sam  +  astkd),  being 

in  a  prosperous  condition. 

Sam-dit/idpya,  ind.  having  caused  to  be  performed ; 
having  duly  observed,  paying  proper  regard  to ;  having 

placed  one's  self  on  a  seat,  having  sat  down. 
Sam-dsthdya,  ind.  having  practised  or  engaged  in, 
Sam-dflhita,  as,  d,  am,  undergone,  engaged  in, 

practised ;  having  recourse  to ;  seated  together, seated. 

sam-iti. 

from  gaming  with  dice  or  other  inanimate  object?, 
see  di/uta)  ;  an  appellation,  name. 

Sam-dhcdna,  am,  a.  calling  together,  calling, 
convoking,  summoning,  provocation,  challenge. 

sam-a-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hand,  -han- 
tum,  to  strike  together  ;  to  unite,  join  ;  to  strike 
violently,  strike  down  completely,  strike,  beat,  slay, kill. 

Sam-ayhdta,  as,  m.  striking  together,  uniting; 
striking  down,  beating,  killing  ;  conflict,  war,  battle. 

Sam-dhata,  as,  a,  am,  struck  together;  com 
pletely  struck  down,  well  beaten,  wounded,  killed. 

Sam-dhcitya,  ind.  having  struck  down  ;    having struck  or  killed. 

till  fig  it  sam-dhita.  See  under  sam-a-dhd. 

*l«fl|>ff  sam-dhiita,  sam-dhuya.    See  below 
under  sam-d-hve. 

sam-a-skand,  cl.  I.  P.  -skandati, 
-slcantum,  to  assail,  attack. 

sam-d-stri,  cl.  5.  or  sam-5-stri,  cl. 

sam-d-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati,  -te, 

-Jiartum,  to  bring  together,  combine,  collect,  accu- 
mulate, assemble,  compile  ;  to  draw  together,  con- 

tract, abridge  ;  to  crush  together,  destroy,  annihilate  ; 
to  bring  back,  restore  ;  to  offer  up,  offer. 

Sam-dharana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  bringing  toge- 
ther, collecting,  collection,  accumulation,  uniting, 

combination,  composition. 

Sam-ahartit,  an,  anti,  at,  bringing  together, 
collecting,  contracting,  &c. 

Sam-dhartri,  td,  irl,  tri,  one  who  collects  toge- 
ther or  accumulates,  a  collector. 

Sam-<~tkdra,  as,  m.  collection,  accumulation,  ag- 
gregation, assemblage,  union  by  association;  con- 

traction, abridgement;  composition  of  words  (in 
grammar)  ;  conjunction  of  words  or  sentences  (as  by 

the  particle  '  and  ')  ;  epithet  of  a  particular  subdivision 
of  Dvandva  and  Dvigu  compounds,  (applied  to  the 
former  when  the  last  part  of  the  compound  is  in 

the  neater  gender,  e.g.  alti-nakulam,  the  snake 
and  the  ichneumon  ;  to  the  latter  when  the  com- 

pound expresses  an  aggregate,  e.  g.  tri-lokl,  the 
aggregate  of  three  worlds)  ;  a  combination  of  two 
letters  of  the  alphabet  into  a  syllable  (=praty- 
dltdra,  q.  v.). 

Sam-dhrita,  as,  d,  am,  brought  together,  col- 
lected, accumulated,  assembled,  combined,  compiled  ; 

abundant,  much  ;  contracted,  abridged  ;  accepted, 
received,  taken. 

Sam-dhriti,  is,  f.  collection,  compilation,  abridge- 
ment. 

«*ll<j»  sam-d-hve,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -hvayati, 

-tc,  -hvdttim,  to  call  together,  convoke;  to  call 
upon,  invoke,  summon,  challenge,  provoke  to  battle  ; 
to  invite  ;  to  call,  name. 

Sam-djuhushamdna,  as,  a,  am,  challenging 
[e.g.  samardya,  to  battle). 
Sam-ahuta,  as,  a,  am,  collected  together,  con- 

voked, invited. 

Sam-dhuya,  ind.  having  called  together,  having summoned. 

Sam-dhta,  at,  i,  m.  f.  calling  out,  mutual  calling, 
challenge;  defiance;  (a),  f.  appellation,  name;  a 
cind  of  plant  (  =  go-jilmd). 

i^'tm-tikvaya,  as,  m.  calling  out,  challenging  ; 
single  combat,  war,  battle  ;  setting  animals  to  fight 
for  sport,  a  match  with  fighting-cocks,  &c.,  betting 
or  gambling  with  living  creatures  (as  distinguished 

i.  sam-i  (see  rt.  5.  i),  cl.  2.  P.  -eti, 
-el urn,  to  go  or  come  together,  meet  together, 
assemble ;  to  meet  or  be  united  with  (with  ace.  or 
inst.  or  dat.) ;  to  meet  any  one  (inst.)  in  hostile 
encounter ;  to  come  together  or  be  united  sexually  ; 
to  be  joined  or  united  together  (generally) ;  to  go 
or  come  to,  arrive  at,  approach,  visit,  enter,  reach, 
attain ;  to  enter  upon,  commence ;  to  lead  to ;  to 

agree  with,  harmonize  with  (with  inst.) :  Pass,  -lyatc, 
to  be  united  ;  to  be  resorted  to  or  frequented  by ;  to 

be  agreed  upon  :  Intens.,  Ved.  -lyate,  to  go  repeat- 

edly, traverse  frequently;  to  present  one's  self,  be manifested. 

Sam-aya,  as,  m.  coming  together,  convention, 
coming  to  a  mutual  understanding,  agreement,  com- 

pact, covenant,  treaty,  contract,  bargain,  engage- 
ment, appointment ;  stipulation,  condition  ;  oath  ; 

concurrence  of  circumstances,  juncture,  fit  or  proper 

time,  right  moment,  opportun  ity,  occasion,  season,  time, 

emergency,  exigency  ;  leisure ;  conventional  rule  or 
usage,  established  custom,  law,  rule,  regulation,  regu- 

lar observance,  religious  obligation  ;  order,  direction, 
precept,  instruction,  affirmation,  declaration;  sign, 
hint,  indication ;  coming  to  an  end,  conclusion,  ter- 

mination ;  limit,  boundary;  demonstrated  conclusion  ; 
end  of  trouble  or  distress;  success,  prosperity;  poeti- 

cal idiom  or  conventionality  (in  rhetoric);  (ena), 

ind.  according  to  agreement,  on  condition,  con- 
ditionally. —  Samaya-kdra,  as,  m.  making  an 

agreement  or  appointment  or  engagement,  fixing  3 

time.  —  Samaya-kriyd,  f.  making  an  agreement  or 

compact.  —  Samaya-parirakfihana,  ant,  n.  tin- 
observance  of  a  compact  or  agreement.  —  Samaya- 

/»•«/. v76fc(,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Samaya-pra- 

dipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Srl-datla.  —  Samaya- 
bheda,  as,  m.  breaking  an  agreement.  —  Samaya- 
bkedin,  I,  ini,  i,  a  promise-breaker,  breaking  an 
agreement,  violating  an  engagement.  —  Samaya- 
ryabhitdra,  as,  m.  transgression  or  violation  of  a 
compact,  breaking  an  agreement.  —  Samaya-mja- 
bhtidrin,  i,  ini,  i,  transgressing  a  compact,  violating 
an  engagement.  —  Samaya-selu-rarita,  as,  d,  am, 
restrained  by  the  barrier  of  the  rules  of  decorum. 

—  Samaydddra  (°ya-a<!°),  as,  m.  conventional 
practice  or  usage ;  [cf.  sdmaydtarika.]  —  Samaya- 
tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work. — Samayd- 

dhyushita  (°ya-adh°},  am,  n.  a  time  at  which 
neither  stars  nor  sun  are  visible. — Samaydnuvartin 

(°ya-an°),  i,  ini,  i,  following  established  rules,  ob- 
servant of  duties.  —  Samaydnitedrena  (°ya-an°) , 

ind.  according  to  the  occasion,  suitably  to  the  time 

or  season.  —  Samayoi!ita  (°ya-u<!°),  as,  d,  am, 
suited  to  the  occasion  or  time,  suitable  to  an  emer- 

gency, seasonable,  timely,  opportune;  (am),  ind. 
suitably  to  the  occasion,  as  the  occasion  demands. 

Samayaddyota  (°ya-ud°),  N.  of  a  work  by 
Hemfidri.—  Samayollanghita-tva  (°ya-uf),  am, 
n.  the  overleaping  or  violating  of  contracts  or  agree- ments. 

Samayd,  ind.  at  a  fixed  or  appointed  time ;  duly, 
seasonably,  in  due  time  or  season ;  (in  the  following 
senses  probably  an  old  inst.  of  sama),  within,  in 
the  middle,  in  the  midst,  betwixt,  between,  within  ; 
near  (with  ace.) ;  [cf.  Gr.  u^fj,  upov,  6^wt ;  Lat. 

mul.~\ 

Sam-dya,  as,  m.  coming  towards,  arriving  at, 
arrival,  visiting,  a  visit. 

Sam-it,  t,  1.  conflict,  war,  battle.  —  Samit-pani, 

is,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of  San-karSc'arya. Sam-ita,  as,  d,  am,  come  together,  met;  col- 
lected, assembled ;  united  with,  conjoined,  connected  ; 

coming  into  contact,  contiguous,  parallel ;  promised, 

agreed,  assented  to;  finished,  completed. 
i. sam-iti, is,!,  coming  together,  meeting,  assem- 

bling, union,  association ;  Association  or  Society  (per- 
sonified as  a  daughter  of  PrajS-pati) ;  an  assembly, 
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company;  encounter,  hostile  meeting,  war,  battle, 

(enumerated  among  the  sangraina-ndmiini  in 
Naigh.  II.  17);  sameness,  likeness,  equality,  (in 
this  and  the  following  sense  probably  to  be  con- 

nected with  I.  sama)  ;  moderation,  (eshana-ta- 
miti,  moderation  in  desires)  ;  one  of  the  five  Jaina 
rules  of  lite,  irreproachable  conduct  as  an  ascetic  [cf. 

bhasha-f^.—Samitin-jaya,  as,  a,  am,  conquering 

or  emiuent  in  an  assembly.  —Samiti-s'obhaiia,  as, 
a,  am,  conspicuous  in  fight  or  battle. 
Sam-itha,  ax,  am,  m.  n.  war,  battle  (=san- 

grdma,  Naigh.  II.  17);  fire;  offering  oblations 
with  fire. 

a.  sam-lyamdnn,  as,  a,  am,  being  come  together, 
being  united  with;  being  treated  equally,  (in  this 
sense  probably  for  I.  samiyamdna,  see  p.  1067. 
Satn-iyivas,  an,  -yushl,  at,  one  who  has  met  or 

encountered;  one  who  has  gone  to  or  arrived  at 
or  resorled  to;  one  who  has  attained. 

2.  sami,  apparently  an  old  loc.  con- 
nected with  2.  earn.    See  samy-and. 

«f*i<*  samika,  am,  n.  (see  samika),  a  pike, 
javelin,  dart. 

^fWJ?  sam-ing,  Caus.  -ingayati,  -yitum, 
Ved.  to  cause  to  move  or  throb,  agitate,  shake  about. 

yfurtTsnmzVa,  f.  [cf.  samida"],  wheat-flour; 
[cf.  Gr.  tr«/it'5oAis  ;  Lat.  ximila,  siiuUayo.] 

WftrfrT  2.  sam-iti,  ind.  a  sacred  verse  be- 
ginning with  tarn. 

«  fW<=(  sa-mitra,  as,  a,  am,  attended  by  a 
friend,  along  with  a  friend. 

*i(«ni«a  sam-inaksh  (see  inaksK),  -inak- 
sluiti,  Ved.  to  wish  to  obtain,  strive  to  reach,  be 
desirous  of. 

?rfiT»Q  sam-indh,  cl.  7.  A.  -inddhe  or 

-indhe,  &c.,  to  light  up,  kindle,  ignite  ;  to  glorify  ; 
to  kindle  (figuratively),  inflame,  excite  ;  to  take 

fire  :  Pass,  -idhyale,  to  be  kindled,  take  fire,  break 
out  into  flame. 

Sam-iddha,  at,  a,  am,  lighted  up,  kindled,  ignited, 
set  alight,  set  on  fire.  —  Samiddha-darpa,  as,  a, 
am,  inflamed  with  pride.  —  Samiddha-fara;::t,  nf, 
a,  am,  (a  town  &c.)  which  has  its  houses  set  on 

Sie.  —  Samiddha-homa,  as,  a,  am,  having  the 
oblation  kindled.  —  Samiddhdrdis  (°dha-ar"),  is, 
n.  a  blazing  flame. 

Sam-idh,  t,  {.  fuel,  wood,  a  log  of  wood,  fire- 
wood, grass  &c.  employed  as  fuel,  (seven  Samidhs, 

or  sometimes  three  times  seven,  are  mentioned,  as 
well  as  seven  Yonis,  seven  flames,  &c,)  ;  a  division 

of  a  stanza,  (Ved.,  SZy.  =  pdda.)  —  8amid-adhdna, 
am,  n.  the  placing  on  of  wood  or  fuel  (for  the  obla- 

tion to  fire).  —  Samid-dhoma,  as,  m.  (i.e.  samidh- 
homa),  an  oblation  of  fuel  (to  fire).  —  Samid-vat, 
an,  ati,  at,  having  fuel,  supplied  with  fuel. 
Sam-idha,  as,  m.  fire. 
8am-idhdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  kindled,  lighted 

(  =  sam-idhyamdna). 
1.  lam-idhya,  ind.  having  kindled. 
2.  samidhya,  Norn.  P.  samidhyati,  Sec.,  to  wish 

for  fuel. 

Sam-idhyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  kindled  or 
ignited. 
8am-indhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  kindling  ;  fuel, 

fire-wood  ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N. 
Sam-indhfina,  as,  a,  am,  kindling,  inflaming; 

augmenting,  prospering. 
Sam-eddhri,  dhd,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  kindles, 

kindling. 

^ftf^  sam-inv,  cl.  6".  P.  -invati,  -invitum, Ved.  to  impart,  bestow  ;  to  spread  through,  (SSy. 

saminvatu  =  vyipnotu  =prapayatu,  R.ig-veda  IV. 
53,  7)  ;  to  restore. 

vf»?T  sam-ira,  as,  m.  =  sam-ira,  wind, 
air,  (see  eam-ir.) 

sam-ishta,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  sam-yaj), 

sacrificed  together,  sacrificed. 

'H'ft^i  samika,  am,  n.  (perhaps  connected 

with  samy-attd),  war,  battle,  (in  Naigh.  II.  17.  sa- 
mike  is  enumerated  among  the  eangrama-namani)  ; 
a  pike,  dart  ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N. 

«*fl««MU  saml-karana,  sami-kri,  &c.  See 

p.  1067,  col.  I. 

B>ftT3  sam-lksh,  cl.  I.  A.  -Ikshate,  -ikshi- 
tum,  to  look  at  or  inspect  thoroughly,  investigate 
closely,  view,  perceive,  see  ;  to  look  about  for,  look 
around;  search  for;  to  look  towards,  look  to;  to 
consider  well,  inquire  into,  investigate,  examine, 

contemplate,  reflect  upon  :  Caus.  P.  A.  -iliikayati, 
-te,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  look  at  or  perceive. 

Sam-lkslia-,  am,  n.  complete  investigation  ;  the 
San-khya  system  of  philosophy  ;  (a),  f.  thorough  or 
close  inspection  ;  looking  well  at,  consideration,  (a- 
safnlksham,  inconsiderately)  ;  investigation,  search  ; 
the  Mlmansa  system  of  philosophy  or  any  work 
examining  Vedic  ritual  and  explaining  the  modes  of 
sacrifice  ;  understanding,  intellect  ;  effort  ;  essential 

nature  or  truth  (  =  tattva,  q.v.);  any  essential  princi- 
ple (accordi  ng  to  the  San-khya  system  of  philosophy)  . 

Sam-ikskana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  looking  at  or 
inspecting  thoroughly;  looking  about  for,  search, 
close  investigation. 
Sam-ikshamana,  as,  a,  am,  looking  at  or  con- 

sidering attentively. 
Sam-ilcshita,  as,  a,  am,  well  looked  at;  per- 

ceived, considered,  investigated. 

1.  sam-ikshya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  looked  at  or 
considered;  to  be  investigated  (in  phil.). 

2.  sam-ikshya,  ind.  having  well   looked  at  or 
considered,  having  reflected.  —  Samtkshya-kdrin,  I, 
inl,  i,  acting  after  due  deliberation. 
Sam-ikshyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  looked  at 

or  well  considered. 

samida,  as,  m.  (fr.  samy-and),  the 
ocean ;  (i),  f.  a  female  deer,  doe  ;  praise,  eulogium. 
Samidaka,  as,  m.  sexual  union,  copulation. 
Samldina.    See  under  samy-and. 

wft^  samida,  as,  m.  fine  wheat-flour; 

[cf.  samita."] *i«fl«t  samlna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  i .  sama) ,  yearly, 
annual,  relating  to  a  year ;  hired  for  a  year ;  after  a 

year,  a  year  hence. 
Sammt'io,  f.  a  cow  calving  every  year. 

«*flH  samlpa,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  sam-ap),  near, 
contiguous,  proximate,  adjacent,  close  by,  at  hand ; 
(am),  n.  proximity,  vicinity ;  (e),  ind.  in  the 
vicinity,  in  the  presence  of,  towards.  — « Samipa-ga, 
as,  a,  am,  going  near.  —  Samtpa-ja,  as,  a,  am, 
produced  near,  growing  near.  —  Samipa-tas,  ind.  in 
the  vicinity  of,  in  the  presence  of,  near,  before. 

—  Samipa-td,  f.  or  samlpa-tva,  am,  n.  nearness, 
contiguity,  proximity.  —  Samipa-vurtin,  I,  inl,  i, 
or  samipa-stha,  as,  a,  am,  being  or  situated  near, 
living  near,  adjoining,  neighbouring.  —  Samipopa- 

gata  (°pa-up°),  as,  d,  am,  approached  near. 
,  &c.     See  p.  1067,  col.  I. 

samlya,  &c.     See  p.  1067. 

sam-lyicas.    See  col.  i. 

,  sam-lr,  Caus.  P.  A.  -Irayati,  -te, 

-yitum,  to  cause  to  move  about,  agitate ;  to  move, 
stir  up,  excite,  rouse ;  to  lift  up,  raise  up,  revive ;  to 
send  forth,  emit,  utter  (a  sound  &c.);  to  throw, 
cast ;  to  bring  about,  accomplish ;  to  confer,  bestow, 
endow  with. 

Sam-Ira,  as,  m.  air,  wind ;  the  Sam!  tree ;  (as), 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Sam-irana,  as,  m.  breeze,  wind,  air ;  the  breath ; 

a  traveller ;  the  plant  Maruvaka ;  (am),  n.  the  act 

of  sending  forth  or  emitting,  throwing.  —  Samirana- 

TM  q  <^  s 

sahaija,  as,  d,  am,  accompanied  by  the  wind, 
fanned  by  the  breeze  (as  a  forest  fire). 
Sam-irita,  as,  a,  am,  stirred,  moved,  roused, 

sent  forth,  emitted,  uttered ;  cast,  tossed,  thrown. 

Sam-irna,  as,  d,  am,  moved  about,  moved,  &c. ; 

[cf.  8am-rt'.] *t»fl<^  sam-lsh,  cl.  i.  A.  -Ishate,  Ved.  to 
become  extended  or  lengthened  out. 

Sam-ishita,  as,  d,  am,  extended,  stretched  out, 
lengthened. 

^nft?  sam-ih,  cl.  I.  A.  -lhate,  -Ihitum,  to 
strive  after  (with  ace.),  endeavour  to  gain,  long  after, 
desire  to  accomplish,  wish  for,  desire,  hope  for. 

Sam-Hid,  f.  striving  after,  longing  for,  desire. 
Sam-lkita,  as,  d,  am,  longed  or  wished  for, 

desired  ;  undertaken  ;  (am),  n.  great  effort  to  obtain 
anything,  desire,  longing,  wish. 

«I«JG^I.  sam-uksh (see  rt.  I.  uksh),  cl.  6.  P. 
-ukihati,  -ukshitum,  to  sprinkle  well  or  thoroughly, 
wet ;  to  besprinkle,  strew,  scatter  or  pour  over,  pour 
out ;  to  confer,  endow. 

Sam-ukshaija,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sprinkling  or 
pouring  over,  shedding,  effusion. 

I.  sam-ukshita,  as,  a,  am,  besprinkled,  scattered, 
strewed,  covered  ;  poured  out,  effused. 

fl«JSf  2.  sam-uksh.     See  rt.  2.  uksh. 
I.  sam-ukshita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  strengthened, 

augmented,  exalted,  (Say.  =  vardhita.) 

*)^T  sa-mukha,  as,  d,  am,  talkative,  lo- 
quacious, eloquent. 

tiq^  sam-ud,  cl.  4.  P.  -udyati  (Perf. 
-uvoda),  -uditum,  Ved.  to  delight  in  (with  inst.) ; 
to  like  to  combine  or  blend  with,  (Say.  =  sam-udyasi 
=  sangaddlutsi,  Ijlig-veda  V.  81,  4.) 

Sam-udita,  as,  d,  am,  liked ;  well  suited,  suit- 
able, fit,  right,  proper ;  appropriate,  worthy ;  accus- 

tomed, used. 

tig^ <-  sam-u6-6ar  (-ud-6ar),  cl.  I.  P.  -ta- 
rati,  -daritum,  to  go  out  together ;  to  go  up,  be 
borne  upwards,  ascend. 

Sam-uddara,  as,  a,  am,  going  or  coming  forth 
together ;  going  upwards,  ascending,  flying  upwards ; traversing. 

Sam-uddarat,  an,  antl,  at,  going  or  coming  out 
together ;  rising  upwards  together,  ascending. 

«g^ac»  sam-ud-dal  (-ud-cal),  cl.  i.  P.  -6a- 
lati,  -dalitum,  to  set  out  together. 

WjfW  sam-ud-di  (-ud-di),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -fi- 
noti,  -dinute,  -detum,  to  heap  up  together,  aggregate, 
collect  together,  gather,  collect ;  to  arrange,  array  in order. 

Sam-uddaya,  as,  m.  collection,  assemblage,  ag- 
gregavion,  accumulation,  multitude,  mass,  aggregate ; 
conjunction  of  words  or  sentences  (as  by  the  particle 

'  and,'  &c.,  see  sam-dhdra) ;  the  gathering  together 
of  two  or  more  things  independent  of  each  other  (but 
associated  in  idea  with  reference  to  some  common 

action).  —  Samuddaydlankdra  Cya-af),as,m.  the 
rhetorical  ornament  of  conjunction,  (see  above.) 

Sam-uddayitvd  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having  col- 
lected, having  picked  up  and  placed  in  a  heap. 

Sam-uddita,  as,  a,  am,  collected  or  aggregated 
together,  regularly  arranged. 
Sam-uddilya,  ind.  having  collected  or  gathered 

together,  having  arranged. 
Sam-uddtya  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having  arranged. 
Sam-uddiyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  aggregated 

or  conjoined. 

tifl'oa^  sam-u(-dkad  (-ud-(had),  cl.  10.  P. 
-dhddayati,  -yitum,  to  uncover  (the  body  &c.)f 
put  off  (a  garment),  undress. 

flHPaS^  sam-ud-dhid  (-ud-dhid),  cl.  7.  P. 
A.-dninatti,  -dhintte,-dhettum,  to  cut  up  or  cut  off 

completely,  cut  off,  tear  out,  tear  to  pieces ;  to  eradi- 
cate, exterminate,  destroy  utterly, 13  S 
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Sam-nfcTtinna,  as,  a,  am,  completely  cut  up  or 

eradicated,  utterly  destroyed,  perished.  -  Samiii!-
 

chinna-taeana,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  dress  is  torn 

off;  one  whose  delusion  is  completely  removed. 

Sam-uMheda,  at,  m.  cutting  off  completely, 

destroying,  utler  destruction  or  extermination. 

sam-vc-thush  (-ud-sush),  cl.  4-  P- 

ti,  -choshtv,m,K>  be  or  become  completely dried  up. 

**f*$  sam-ut-thri  (-ud-sri),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

-thrayali,  -te,  -chrayitum,  to  raise  well  up,  rai
se 

up,  to  raise  aloft,  erect,  elevate. 

Sam-Mraya,  at,  m.  raising  aloft,  eleva
t.on, 

height;  opposition,  enmity. 

8am-u£clira>jv,  as,  m.  raising  up,  nsmg  upwards, 
elevation,  height. 

Sam-wSarita,  as,  a,  am,  well  raised  or  elevated
, 

high,  lofty. 

tiq^tT  sam-uc-chvas  (-ud-svas).    See  rt. itat. 

Sam-uc'thvaaita,  ai,  a,  am,  sighing  heavily  or 

deeply ;  (am),  n.  a  heavy  or  deep  sigh. 
Sam-ucfhvdsa,  at,  m.  sighing  deeply,  heavy 

expiration. 

Sam-utchvasita,  ai,  a,  am,  loosened,  unfastened ; 

separated,  divided. 

ti^r-nl^l  sam-uj-jihirshu,  us,  us,  u  (fr. 

the  Desid.  of  rt.  hri  with  «d  and  earn,  see  sam- 

ud-dltH),  desirous  of  raising  up. 

«tj-njW  sam-vj-jrimbh  (-ud-f),  cl.  I.  A. 

-jrimhJiate,  Sec.,  to  gape  wide  open ;  to  be  extended 

out,  spread  out;  to  break  into  sight,  burst  forth, 

become  visible,  arise ;  to  begin  or  strive  (to  do  any- thing). 

4UJ4i4<^  sam-uj-jval  (-ud-f),  cl.  I.  P. 

•jralati, -jvalitum,lo  blaze  up  with  great  intensity, 
shine  very  brightly. 

Sam-ujjvalat,  an,  antl,  at,  shining  very  brightly. 

Wp?  sam-vjjk,  cl.  6.  P.  -ujjhati,  -vjjhi- 
tum,  to  abandon  or  give  up  entirely,  renounce ;  to 

let  go,  discharge. 

Sam-ujjhita,  ai,  a,  am,  quite  given  up,  entirely 

left  or  abandoned,  deserted,  quitted,  renounced,  re- 

signed;  let  go,  discharged;  free  from;  (am),  n. 
that  which  is  left,  a  remnant,  leavings. 

KtjrMM  sam-utkantha,  Norn.  A.  -utkan- 

thate,  &c.,  to  think  of  with  regret,  long  after. 

*1JrSH  sam-ut-krit  (-ud-k°),  cl.  6.  P. 
-krintati,  -kartitum,  to  cut  off  or  cut  away  entirely, 

cut  in  pieces. 

Sam-utkritya,  ind.  having  completely  cut  oft  or 
cut  out. 

Uqr}\  sam-ut-krish  (-ud-k°),  cl.  I.  P. -karthati,  -karshtum  or  -krashtum,  to  draw  or 
raise  well  up,  raise  up,  elevate. 

Sam-utkanha,  as,  m.  exaltation ;  self-elevation, 

setting  one's  self  up  (as  belonging  to  a  higher  than 
one's  own  tribe). 
Sam-utkrithya,  ind.  having  drawn  up. 

Wlpf  sam-ut-kn  (-ud-k°),  cl.  6.  P.  -kirati, 
Sic.,  to  pierce  or  perforate  thoroughly,  bore  through. 

Sam-utklrna,  at,  a,  am,  completely  perforated 
or  pierced. 

WJ3K*t  sam-ut-kram  (-ud-k°),  cl.  I.  P.  A.' -kramatC-kramate,  &c.,  to  go  upwards,  ascend; 

to  overstep,  pass  over,  transgress,  violate,  neglect, 
omit. 

Sam-utkrama,  as,  m.  going  or  rising  upwards, 
ascent ;  passing  over ;  transgressing  proper  bounds. 
Sam-alkramyi,  ind.  having  passed  or  transgressed 

proper  bounds. 

«*}riji3l  sam-ut-krus  (-ud-k°),  cl.  I.  P. 
-krotati,  -kroshtum,  to  cry  out  loudly,  cry  aloud, 
make  a  loud  noise. 

-,  as,  a,  am,  cried  out,  called  out. 

Sam-utkros'a,  as,  m.  crying  out  aloud ;  clamour ; an  osprey. 

Wqfrjti^  sam-ut-klis  (-ud-k°),  cl.  9.  P. -klixmlti,  &c.,to  distress  greatly,  make  very  uneasy; 

to  suffer  great  uneasiness. 
Sam-utklishta,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  distressed  or 

disturbed,  very  uneasy  or  uncomfortable. 

TO|fr^  sam-ut-kship  (-ud-k°),  cl.  6.  P. A.  -kshipati,  -te,  -ksheptum,  to  throw  up,  toss  up, 

lift  or  raise  up ;  to  throw  or  toss  about,  scatter  about ; 
to  throw  off,  throw  aside,  loosen,  liberate ;  to  throw 
or  drive  away,  expel ;  to  destroy. 

8am-utksMpya,  ind.  having  thrown  up,  having 
lifted  or  raised  up,  having  hoisted ;  having  thrown 

or  tossed  up,  having  tossed  or  scattered  about. 

WJr^  sam-ut-khan  (-ud-kh°),  cl.  I.  P. 
A.  -khanati,  -te,  Sic.,  to  dig  up  by  the  roots,  eradi- 

cate, exterminate  or  destroy  utterly. 

Sam-utkhaya,  ind.  having  utterly  eradicated. 

Kffin{sam-ut-tij  (-ud-tifi.    See  rt.  tij. 
Sam-uttejana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  exciting  or  in- 

flaming greatly,  inciting,  irritating. 

Sam-attejita,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  excited  or  in- 
flamed, incited,  excited,  irritated. 

sam-ut-tn  (-ud-tn),  cl.  i.  P.  -tarati, 
Sic.,  to  pass  out  of,  come  out  of  (with  abl.,  e.g. 

jalat,  out  of  the  water) ;  to  rise  or  come  forth  from  ; 
to  pass  safely  out  of,  escape;  to  pass  through,  go 

through,  break  through,  pass  over  or  beyond,  cross over,  cross. 

Sam-uttarat,  an,  antl,  at,  passing  out  of,  com- 
ing forth  from,  passing  over  or  beyond,  crossing. 

Sam-uttirna,  as,  a,  am,  come  forth  from ; 

escaped  from ;  passed  through,  crossed,  landed,  &c. 

Sam-uttlrya,  ind.  having  passed  out  of  or  come 
forth  from,  having  passed  through,  &C. 

MtJ^t^  sam-nt-tras  (-ud-tras).     See  rt. 2.  trot. 

Sam-uttrasta,  as,  a,  am,  thoroughly  frightened, 
greatly  alarmed  or  terrified. 

WJjrVJI  sam-ut-tha  (-ud-stha),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-tishthati,  -te,  -thatum,  to  rise  up  together,  rise 

up,  arise;  to  return  to  life:  Caus.  -thiipayati,  -yl- 
tum,  to  raise  up  together,  raise  up,  elevate,  erect ; 
to  re-animate,  revive,  restore  to  life. 

Sam-uttha,  as,  a,  am,  rising  up,  risen ;  arising, 
arisen  or  produced  from  ;  occurring,  occasioned. 
Sam-utthana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  rising  up  toge 

ther,  rising  up,  rising ;  recovering  from  sickness  o 

injury,  perfect  cure,  healing  of  a  wound  or  sore 
increase,  increment,  advance,  growth ;  performance 
of  work,  active  occupation,  effort,  industry,  (mm- 

lltuya  samutthana,  the  performance  of  work  or 

engaging    in    business    after    uniting    with    others 
co-operation,  partnership) ;    indication  or  symptom 
of  disease.  —  Samutthana-vyaya,  as,  m.  the  ex 
pense  of  recovery  or  cure. 
Sam-utihapya,  ind.  having  raised  up,  having 

made  or  helped  to  stand  up. 

Sam-vtthaya,  ind.  having  risen  up,  having  arisen 

Sam-utthita,  as,  a,  am,  risen  up  together,  starte< 

up,  risen,  raised ;  recovered,  cured,  healed  ;  swollen 

up ;  increased  ;  arisen,  produced  ;  derived,  obtained. 

WJ>tJ7  sam-ut-pat  (-ud-p°),  cl.  10.  P 
-patayatil  -yitum,  to  tear  completely  out,  tear  ou 

by  the  roots,  root  up,  tear  off;  to  draw  out ;  to  tea 
away,  detach,  sever;  to  expel,  dethrone. 

Sam-utpa(a,  as,  m.  tearing  completely  out  o 

away,  rooting  up,  eradication ;  tearing  away  from 
severing,  detaching. 

Sam-utpalita,  as,  a,  am,  torn  up  by  the  roots 
torn  completely  away,  severed,  detached. 

Sam-utpdtya,  ind.  having  torn  completely  out  o 
away. 

ut-pat  (-ud-p°),  cl.  I.  P.  -pa 

ati,  -patitum,  to  fly  up  together,  fly  upwards, 

mp  up,  start  up,  spring  up,  rise,  ascend,  arise,  be 
reduced  ;  to  rush  out  of,  gush  out  ;  rush  forth, 
reak  forth  ;  to  fly  away,  depart,  disappear  ;  to  rush 

>on,  attack,  assail. 
Sam-utpatat,  an,  antl,  at,  flying  up  together, 

mig  upwards,  ascending. 
ftaiu-utpatana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  flying  up  toge- 
ler,  flying  upwards,  going  upwards,  ascending  ; 
laking  effort,  energy,  exertion. 
Sam-utpatita,  as,  a,  am,  flown  up  together, 
own  upwards,  ascended,  sprung  up,  springing  up- 
vards  ;  flown  away,  gone,  departed,  disappeared  ; xerted. 

Sam-utpatya,  ind.  having  flown  upwards  ;  having 
own  away  ;  having  gushed  out. 

Sam-utpipatishu,  us,  its,  u  (fr.  the  Desid.), 
rout  to  start  up  or  spring  up. 

^iH^sam-ut-pad  (-ud-p°),  cl.  4.  A.  -pad- ate,  -pattiim,  to  spring  up  together  ;  to  spring  up, 
rise,  come  forth  ;  to  be  brought  forth  or  born  or 
reduced,  happen,  come  to  pass,  occur,  take  place  ; 

o  present  one's  self:  Caus.  -padayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  arise,  produce,  effect,  cause. 

Sam-vtpatti,  is,  f.  arising  together,  arising,  pro- 

uctlon,  birth,  origin;  formation,  occurrence,  inci- 
ence. 

Sam-utpanna,  as,  a,  am,  sprung  up  together, 

risen,  produced,  born,  effected,  excited;  occurred, 
lappened,  occurring,  taking  place. 
Sam-utpadana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  bringing  forth, 

producing;  effecting,  fabricating. 

Sam-utpadita,  as,  a,  am,  brought  forth,  pro- 
duced, effected,  caused,  formed. 

njfrT?I  sam-utpihja,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt. 

pinj  with  ud  and  snm),  excessively  confused  or  con- bunded,  bewildered,  disturbed,  overcome  ;  (as),  m. 

an  army  in  great  disorder  ;  complete  confusion. 

Sam-utpinjala  =  sam-utpinja  above;  [cf.  pin- 
'ala,  utpinjala.] 

Sam-utpinjalaka,  as,  m.  excessive  confusion  or 
disorder. 

rlM  sam-utpipatishu.  See  sam- ut-pat. 

sam-utpish,  cl.  7.  P.  -pinashti,  &c., 
to  crush  or  Squeeze  together  ;  to  grind  to  pieces. 

Sam-utpishta,  as,  a,  am,  crushed  or  squeezed 

together  ;  greatly  crushed. 

t  sam-utpldana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  pld 

with  ud  and  sam),  the  act  of  pressing  together,  com- 

pression, pressing  ;  great  pressure  or  distress. 

?&£F{sam-ut-pfi,  Caus.  -parayati,  -yitum, 
Ved.  to  spread  out,  stretch  out,  stretch  forth. 

sam-ut-plu  (-ud-p°),  cl.  i.  A.  -pla- 

vate,  -plotum,  to  jump  or  leap  up  together,  spring  up. 

Sam-utplatya,  ind.  having  jumped  or  leaped  up. 

qqrH^  sam-ut-sad,  Caus.  P.  -sadayati, 

-yitum,  to  destroy  utterly,  overturn,  overthro
w. 

sam-utsava,  as,  m.  a  great  festival 
or  ftstivity. 

WTRTf  sam-ut-sah,  Caus.  P.  -sdhayati, 

•yitum,  to  encourage  or  exhort  together,  animate
, 

incite. 

Sam-utsahya,  ind.  having  encouraged  or  exhorted. 

UUM*  sam-utsuka,  as,  a,  am,  very  un- 

easy OT  anxious,  very  agitated,  anxiously  desirous, 

longing  for  (an  absent  person),  eager  for,  fond  o
f, 

attached  to  ;  regretting,  missing,  grieving  for,  sor- 
rowful. —  Satmutsuka-tva,  am,  n.  sorrow,  regret, 

longing  desire. Sam-vtsukaya,  Nom.  P.  -utsukayati,  -yitum, 

to  cause  to  long  for,  cause  to  be  fond  of,  make 

attached  to. 

sam-ut-sri  (-ud-sri),  Caus.  P.  -sara- 
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yali,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  move  away,  drive  away; 
to  give  away. 

tiam-utsdmna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  expelling  or 
driving  to  a  distance,  driving  away;  pursuing,  hunt- 
ing. 

* 9 "1*1.  sam-ut-srij  (-ud-s°),  cl.  6.  P.  -sri- 
jati,  -srashtum,  to  pour  out  or  shed  forth  together, 
pour  out,  shed ;  to  send  forth,  give  forth,  cast  forth, 
let  go,  let  loose,  dismiss ;  to  leave  or  abandon  or  lay 
aside  completely;  to  put  off;  to  lose;  to  place  or 
put  down,  throw  forth  or  away. 

Sam-utsarga,  fie,  m.  pouring  out  or  shedding 
forth  together,  casting  or  giving  forth,  giving  away ; 
leaving,  abandoning ;  evacuation  (of  the  bowels  or 
bladder),  feculent  discharge. 

Sam-utsrijat,an,anti,at,  letting  loose, letting  go. 
Sam-iitsrijya,  ind.  having  wholly  abandoned  or 

given  up,  having  cast  away. 

Sam-utsriehta,  as,  a,  am,  altogether  poured  or 
shed  forth,  cast  forth,  given  away ;  let  loose,  wholly 
given  up  or  abandoned. 

W^r^H,  sam-ut-srip  (-ud-s°),  cl.  I.  P. 
-sarpati,  &c.,  to  glide  or  soar  upwards  together ;  to 
go  upwards,  ascend,  rise. 

««jcw«T  sam-utsedha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  sidh 
with  lid  and  earn),  elevation,  height;  swelling  up, 
intumescence,  fatness,  thickness. 

*tg^  sam-ud  or  sam-und,  cl.  7.  P.  -unatti, 
-unditiim,  to  moisten  thoroughly,  sprinkle  all  over, 
water,  wet. 

2.  sam-udya,  ind.  (for  I.  see  p.  1037,  col.  i), 
having  sprinkled  all  over,  having  moistened. 

I.  iam-udra,  as,  m.  [cf.  vdra,  an-udra"],  the waters  above  the  firmament,  the  aerial  ocean  or  sky 

(Ved. ;  in  Naigh.  I.  3.  enumerated  among  the  an- 
tarikfha-ndmani) ;  a  collection  of  water,  sea,  ocean, 
(seven  seas  are  enumerated  in  Vishnu-Purana  II.  4, 

viz.  the  sea  of  Lavana,  '  salt-water ;'  Ikshu,  *  sugar- 
cane juice  or  syrup ;'  Sur3,  '  wine ;'  Ghrita, '  clarified 

butter ;'  Dadhi,  '  curds ;'  Dugdha,  '  milk  ;'  Jala, 
'  fresh  water') ;  a  symbolical  expression  for  the  num- 

ber four  (the  number  of  oceans  being  only  four, 
according  to  one  reckoning) ;  the  Ocean  (personified 
and  represented  as  the  king  of  rivers) ;  epithet  of 

S'iva ;  a  kind  of  metre  ;  N.  of  a  place  ;  of  a  work ; 
(as,  a,  am),  Ved.  having  a  collection  of  water, 
watery,  flowing;  (a),  f.  the  plant  called  zedo;iry 
(  =  sati);  the  Sami  tree.  —  Samudra-kapha,  as, 

m.  '  sea-foam,'  cuttle-fish  bone.  —  Samudra-kdntd, 
f. '  sea-beloved,'  a  river.  —  Samudra-kukshi,  is,  f. 
the  shore  of  the  oc&ai.—Samitdra-ga,  as,  a,  am, 
ocean-going,  sea-faring ;  flowing  towards  the  ocean ; 
(as),  m.  a  sea-farer,  seaman;  sea-trader;  (a),  f.  a 
river.  —  Sumudra-gamana,  am,  n.  going  or  voyag- 

ing by  sea ;  sea-roving.  —  Samvdra-gdmin,  i,  inl,- 
i,  sea-going,  sea-faring.  —  Samudra-gupta,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  king  of  the  Gupta  dynasty.  —  Samudra- 
grilia,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  summer-house  built  in  the 
midst  of  water  (=jala-yantra-gr{ha,  q. v.).— Sa- 

mudra-<!uluka,  as,  m.  '  holding  a  mouthful  of  the 
ocean,'  epithet  of  the  sage  Agastya  (fabled  to  have 
drunk  up  the  ocean).  —  Samudra-ja,  as,  a,  am, 
sea-born,  produced  in  the  sea.  —  Samudra-lata,  am, 
n.  the  sea-coast.  —  8amudra-tlra,  am,  n.  the  sea- 

shore. —  Samudra-dayitd,  f. '  sea-beloved,'  a  river. 
—Samudra-navanita,  am,  n. '  ocean-butter,'  nectar 
or  ambrosia  ( =  a-mrita) ;  the  moon  (as  produced 
or  recovered  at  the  churning  of  the  ocean).  —  Sa- 
mudra-nemi,  i»,  is,  i,  encircled  or  surrounded  by 

the  ocean.  —  Samudra-pltala,  am,  n.  'sea-fruit,'  a 
particular  drug  or  medicament.  -•  Samudra-phena, 

as,  m.  'sea-foam,'  cuttle-fish  bone;  [cf.  phena.] 
—  Samudra-bhava ,  as,  a,  am,  being  in  the  ocean, 
produced  from  or  in  the  sez.**Samudra-melthald, 

f. '  sea-girdled,'  the  eMh.—Samudra-yatra,  (.  a  sea- 
voyage.—  Samudra-ydna,  am,  n.  a  sea-voyage;  a 
vessel,  ship,  bcat.—Samudra-ydyin,  I,  m.  a  sea-farer, 
mariner,  sailor,  navigator,  sea-trader.  —  Samudra- 

yoshit,  t,  f.  'sea-wife,'  a  river. —Bamudra-ras'ana 

or  samudra-rasana,   f.    'sea-girdled,'   the   earth. 
—  Samudra-lavana,  am,  n.  sea-salt.  —  Samudra- 

varnana,  am,  n.  '  description  of  the  ocean,'  N.  of 
the  sixty-eighth  chapter  of  the  Sundara-k§nda  of  the 

RSmSyana.  —  Samudra-vasana!  (.  '  sea-clothed,' 
the  earth.  —  Samudra-vahni,  is,  m.  submarine  fire. 

—  Samudra-vdsas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  'sea-clothed,' 
enveloped   by  the   ocean,  surrounded    by  the   sea. 

—  Samudra-'vijaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of 
the  twenty-second  Arhat  of  the  present  Avasarpim. 
—  Samudra-mld,  f.  the  ocean-tide  ;  an  ocean-wave, 
wave  of  the  sea.  —  Samudra-vyadas,  as,  as,  as, 
Ved.  extensive  or  expanded  as  the  ocean.  —  Samu- 

dra-s"osha,  as,  m.  the  creeping-plant  Convolvulus 
Argenteus.—  Samudra-subhaga,  (.  '  ocean-favourite,' 
the  Ganges.  —  Samudra-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
-•  Samudra-snana,  am,  n.  ablution  in  the  sea. 

—  Samudrdnta  (°ra-an°),  am,  n.  the  sea-shore; 
nutmeg  ;   (a),  f.  the  shrub  Alhagi  Maurorum  (  = 
dur-alabhd)  ;  the  cotton  plant;  the  plant  Trigo- 
nella  Corniculata  ;  another  plant  (  =  yavdsa).  —  Sa- 

mudrdmbard  (°ra-am°),  f.  '  sea-clothed,'  the  earth. 
—  Samudramlihas  (°ra-am°),  as,  n.  sea-water. 
—  Samudrdru  (°ra-aru  or  -dra),  us,  m.  a  croco- 

dile, shark;  a  large  fabulous  fish  (  =  timin-gila)  ; 

Rama's  bridge  or  the  ridge  of  rocks  between  India 
and  Ceylon.  —  Samudrdrtha  (°ra-ar°),  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.tendingtothesez.—Samudropapluta(°ra-up°), 
as,  a,  am,  inundated  or  submerged  by  the  ocean. 
Samudriya  or  samudrtya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging 

to  or  generated  in  the  firmament,  aerial,  (in  Rig-veda 
X.  65  ,  1  3  .  the  form  samudriyah,  ace.  pi.  fem  .,  occurs)  ; 
marine,  oceanic,  maritime,  living  in  the  ocean. 

Samudrya,  as,  d,  am,  =  sanwdriya  above. 
Sam-wndana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  thoroughly  moist- 

ening or  sprinkling  ;  moisture,  damp,  wetness. 

Sam-unna,  as,  d,  am,  well  moistened  or  sprin- 
kled, thoroughly  wetted  or  watered,  very  wet  or 

moist,  moistened. 

sam-udakta,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ahf, 
with  ud  and  earn),  lifted  up,  raised  up,  thrown  up, drawn  up. 

*nj<?T7T'T  sam-ud-a-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -gaC- 
fltaii,  -gantunt,  to  arrive  at  full  or  complete  know- 

ledge, understand  perfectly. 

Sam-uddyata,  as,  d,  am,  completely  known  or understood. 

Sam-itddgama,  as,  m.  full  or  complete  knowledge. 

*ig^l'«lt  sam-ud-a-tor,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -6a- 
rati,  -te,  &c.,  to  move  or  travel  about  (e.g.  ratkena, 
in  a  chariot);  to  practise,  perform,  accomplish,  do; 
to  act  towards,  treat. 

Sam-udadarat,  an,  anti,  at,  practising;  acting 
towards,  treating. 

Sam-udd(dra,  as,  m.  proper  or  right  practice  or 
usage  ;  intention,  purpose,  design,  motive. 

WJ^T^l-  sam-ud-a-vah,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -ca- 
kati,  -te,  &c.f  to  lead  or  conduct  out,  draw  out, 
carry  out;  to  carry  away,  carry  off;  to  conduct 
home,  marry. 

«<q<;i§  sam-ud-a-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati, 
-te,  &c.,  to  utter  together  ;  to  pronounce,  declare. 
Sam-uddharana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  uttering,  de- 

claring, pronouncing;  illustrating,  illustration. 
Sam-uddhrita,  as,  d,  am,  declared,  uttered  ;  pro- 

nounced, said,  spoken,  mentioned,  recorded  ;  illus- trated. 

sam-ud-i,  cl.  2.  P.  -eti,  -etum,  to  go 

upwards  or  rise  together  ;  to  go  up,  ascend,  rise  ;  to 

rise  up  together  or  prepare  for  battle  ;  to  come  toge- 
ther, collect  together  in  great  numbers  ;  to  come 

into  the  possession  (of  any  one). 

Sam-wdaya,  as,  m.  going  upwards,  rise,  ascent, 
rising  (of  the  sun  &c.)  ;  coming  together,  collection, 
multitude,  number,  heap,  quantity  ;  totality,  the 
whole  ;  revenue  ;  combination,  mixture,  blending 

together  ;  effort,  exertion,  perseverance  ;  war, 

battle;  the  rear  or  reserve  of  an  army;  a  day; 

(am),  n.  the  rising  of  a  planet,  &c. ;  an  auspicious moment  ( =  lagna). 

Sam-uddya,  as,  m.  rise,  ascent ;  a  collection,  mul- 
titude, quantity,  number,  heap,  mass,  aggregate, 

whole,  totality ;  a  word  of  more  than  one  syllable ; 
war,  battle  ;  the  rear  or  reserve  of  an  army. 

2.  sam-udita,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  see  under  gam- 
vad),  gone  up,  risen,  ascended,  rising  upwards,  lofty, 
elevated  ;  arisen,  produced,  occasioned,  excited ;  come 
together,  collected,  gathered  together,  aggregated, 

united,  assembled ;  possessed  of,  furnished  with,  en- dowed. 

Sam-udyat,  an,  atl,  at,  ascending,  rising. 

*"«J<0 KIV  sam-ud-iksh,  cl.  I.  A.  -ikshate, 
-iksMtum,  to  look  up  at;  to  look  at  attentively, 
perceive,  observe;  to  look  well  up  to,  confide  in, 
trust  in ;  to  respect,  honour. 

Sam-udikshya,  ind.  having  looked  up  at,  having 
looked  at  or  observed. 

*i^<{i^  sam-ud-ir,  cl.  2.  A.  -trie,  &c.,  to 
move  upwards ;  to  move  about,  be  agitated,  be 
greatly  moved  or  excited  :  Caus.  -trayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  move  upwards,  raise ;  to  cause  to  move 
about,  agitate,  excite,  incite,  stimulate ;  to  throw ; 
to  raise  the  voice,  speak,  utter,  declare. 

Sam-udtrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  raising  the  voice, 
uttering,  declaring,  speaking,  pronouncing;  repeat- 

ing, reciting. 

Sam-udlrita,  as,  d,  am,  set  in  motion,  caused 
to  move,  agitated,  excited ;  uttered,  said,  spoken, 
declared,  recited. 

Sam-udirna,  as,  d,  am,  greatly  moved  or  agi- 
tated, excited.  —  Samudlrna-^ndnasa,  as,  d,  am, 

agitated  or  excited  in  mind. 

^l^^  sam-ud-ish,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -ishati, 
-te,  &c.,  Ved.  to  rise  well  upwards,  mount  quite 

upwards. 
*iqts  i.  sa-mudga,  as,  a,  am,  having  a 

cover  or  lid  ;  having  beans,  filled  with  beans ;  (05), 
m.  a  covered  box  or  casket. 

1.  sa-mudgaka,  as,  m.  a  covered  box,  casket. 

titjs*^  sam-ud-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -gaMati, 
-ffantum,  to  go  up  or  rise  together ;  to  rise  up, 
ascend ;  to  come  forth,  break  forth,  issue,  exude. 

2.  sam-udgn,  as,  d,  am,  going  up  or  rising  toge- 
ther, rising,  ascending ;  entirely  pervading ;  (as),  m. 

a  kind  of  artificial  stanza,  (see  below.)  —  Samudga- 
yamaka,  am,  n.  (in  rhetoric)  artificially  combining 
words  so  as  to  make  different  parts  of  a  stanza  cor- 

respond   in    sound  but  with  different  senses,  (see 

yamaka.) 
2.  samudgaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  artificial  stanza 

(each  half  of  which  corresponds  exactly  in  sound, 
though  the  meanings  of  the  words  are  different, 
those  of  one  half  being  respectively  adjectives  to  those 
of  the  other;  an  example  occurs  in  KirStSrjunlva XV.  1 6). 

Sam-udgata,  as,  a,  am,  risen  up  together,  risen, 
ascended,  arisen ;  rising ;  breaking  forth,  issuing, 
exuding. 

Sam-udgama,  as,  m.  rising,  ascent,  arising; 

issuing ;  birth,  production. 

«*JB  sam-ud-gri.     See  rt.  2.  gn. 
Sam-udglrna,  as,  d,  am,  vomited  forth  (as  food 

&c.),  ejected ;  raised  up,  lifted  up ;  raised  (as  the 
voice),  uttered,  exclaimed,  (in  these  senses  perhaps 
to  be  connected  with  rt.  I.  gri.) 

«*jis  sam-ud-gai.     See  rt.  gai, 

Sam-udgita,  as,  a,  am,  sang  out  loud,  chanted 
loudly ;  (am),  n.  a  loud  song,  chant. 

sam-ud-granth,  cl.  9.  P.  -grath- 
ndti.  Sec.,  to  bind  up  together  ;  to  tie  or  fasten  up, 
Sam-udgrathya,  ind.  having  bound  up  together, 

having  tied  up  (as  the  hair  &c.). 

sam-ud-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -g 
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-grihnitt,  &c.,  to  rai-e  up  together;  to  raise  or  lift 
up  ;  to  take  hold  of,  lay  hold  of,  seize  on. 
Sam-udyrtliyu,  ind.  having  raised   up,   having 

taken  hold  of. 

sam-udgrihya.  *1*JM<J<^  sam-upa-knsh, 
m.    thorough    rousing   up. 

sam-ud-dis,  cl.  6.  P.  -disati, 

-deshlum,  to  point  out  or  indicate  fully,  mention  ai 
full,  state,  declare,  communicate;  to  designate  as 
name  ;  to  refer  to,  relate  to. 

Sam-uddiiya,  ind.  having  fully  pointed  out  ;  re- 
lating or  referring  to,  with  reference  or  regard  to 

(with  ace.)  ;  aiming  at,  in  behalf  of,  on  account  of, 
in  honour  of,  in  remembrance  of;  for;  against. 
Sam-uddishta,  at,  a,  am,  fully  pointed  out  or 

declared  or  indicated,  shown,  explained  ;  enumerated, 
particularised. 
Sam-uddefa,  as,  m.  fully  pointing  out  or  indicat- 

ing, accurate  or  complete  description;  explanation, 
enumeration,  particularising. 

ffffisam-ud-dn,  Pass,  -dlryate,  to  be  com- 
pletely rent  or  torn  in  pieces,  to  burst  asunder. 

««je^  sam-ud-dyut,  cl.  i.  A.  -dyotate, 
&c.,  to  blaze  up,  shine  very  brilliantly. 

W«J?  sam-ud-dru,  cl.  i.  P.  -dravati,  -dro- 
tum,  to  run  forth  together,  escape  together. 

WiJ-i*^  sam-ud-dhan  (-ud-han).  See  rt. 
han. 

Sam-uddltata,  as,  a,  am,  raised  well  up,  com- 
pletely lifted  up,  upraised,  uplifted,  elevated,  risen, 

excited,  drawn  up,  upheld  ;  puffed  up  with  pride, 

proud,  arrogant,  overbearing;  impudent,  rude;  ill- 
mannered,  ill-behaved.  —  Samuddhata-ldngula, 
as,  d,  am,  (an  animal)  whose  tail  is  raised  or 
cocked  up. 

ti*}S*n  sam-ud-dhasta  (-ud-hasta),  as,  a, 
am,  wiped  off  with  the  hand. 

ff^^sam-ud-dha,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -dhunoti, 
-dhunute,  Sec.  (see  rt.  I.  dhU),  to  shake  up,  toss 
up,  rouse  up,  raise  ;  to  shake  about,  disturb,  agitate, 
move  hither  and  thither. 

Sam-uddhuta,  as,  a,am,  shaken  about,  agitated, 
driven  hither  and  thither. 

Sam-uddhuya,  ind.  having  shaken  up,  having 
raised  up. 

«<js  sam-ud-dhri  (-ud-hri),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-uddharati,  -te,  -dhartum,  to  raise  well  up,  lift 
completely  up,  elevate,  erect  ;  to  extol,  honour  ;  to 
take  or  pick  up  ;  to  take  quite  out,  draw  well  out, 
take  out,  extract  ;  to  extricate  ;  to  root  out,  extirpate, 
exterminate,  destroy  utterly. 

Sam-uddharana,  ant,  u.  the  art  of  raising  well 
up,  drawing  up,  upraising,  lifting  ;  picking  up  ; 
drawing  out,  lifting  out  ;  complete  extraction,  extri- 

cation, deliverance  ;  eradication,  pulling  up  by  the 
roots,  extirpation  ;  taking  out  from  (as  a  part  or 
share)  ;  food  thrown  up  (from  the  stomach),  vomit. 

Sam-uddharat,  an,  anti,  at,  raising  up  ;  picking 
up  ;  drawing  out,  &c. 
HaiH-whlhartri,  tti,  tri,  tri,  one  who  lifts  up  or 

raises  or  extricates  ;  ((a),  m.  a  raiser  up,  deliverer, 
redeemer. 

Sam-'Mldkrita,  as,  a,  am,  well  raised  or  drawn 
up  or  uplifted  ;  picked  up  ;  completely  drawn  out  or 
extracted  ;  lifted  out,  extricated  ;  thrown  up,  vomited  ; 
taken  away,  removed  ;  taken  out  from  (as  a  share), 
deducted  ;  set  apart,  divided  ;  seized,  possessed  of; 
ill  behaved. 

sc"n-ud-dhvans.     See  rt.  dhvans. 

Sam-uddhvaeta,  as,  a,  am,  completely  overspread, 
sprinkled  or  covered  with. 

wjs  *«{  sam-ud-bandh,  cl.  7.  P.  -badhnati, 
-banddhum,  to  bind  up  firmly. 
Sam-udbadhya,  ind.  having  bound  up  firmly. 

«1§^sam-ud-budh,  Caus.  -bodhayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  rouse  up  thoroughly,  awaken,  animate. 

Sam-udbodha,   as, 

awakening,  exciting. 

«*J^  sam-ud-bhii,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  &e., 
to  spring  up  from,  arise,  rise,  be  produced,  exist;  to 
increase,  augment. 

Sam-ittZ&Aai-a.as.m.  existence,  production,  origin; 
(as,  a,  am),  sprung  up,  produced,  born. 
Sam-udbhiita,  as,  a,  am,  sprung  up,  arisen,  born, 

produced,  derived. 

««j^«  sam-ud-bhram.     See  rt.  bhram. 
Sam-udbhranta,  as,  a,  am,  roused  up,  excited, 

bewildered,  rendered  wild. 

«*jCI  sam-udya.  See  under  sam-vad, 
p.  1037,  and  under  sam-ud,  p.  1079. 

WJJtl  Asam-udyat.     See  under  sam-ud-i. 

«i«ja>T  sam-ud-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  -ya((hati, 
-yantum,  to  raise  up,  lift  up,  excite ;  to  prepare  for 
action,  make  ready,  strive,  endeavour ;  to  offer,  pre- 

sent ;  to  rein  in,  curb,  restrain,  drive  (horses  &c.). 

Sam-udyata,  as,  d,  am,  lifted  up ;  ready  or  eager 
for  action,  prepared  for,  ready  for  (with  inf.  or  dat. 

or  loc.  or  with  artftam  or  prati)  ~,  about  to  do anything. 

Sam-udyama,  as,  m.  lifting  up ;  great  effort  or 
exertion,  undertaking,  commencing,  commencement, 
onset. 

Sam-udyamya,  ind.  having  lifted  up,  carrying 
aloft ;  having  restrained,  having  curbed. 

WjpETT  sam-ud-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -yati,  -ydtum, 
to  rise  up  against  any  one  (with  ace.),  assail. 

Sam-udyata,  as,  d,  am,  risen  up  against. 

ttq^iT  sam-ud-yuj,  Caus.  -yojayati,  &c., 
to  incite,  excite,  animate,  stimulate  to  exertion. 

Sam-udyoga,  as,  m.  active  exertion,  zeal,  energy. 

«i«j«j  i.  samudra,  as,  m.  the  ocean,  &c. 
See  under  sam-ud,  p.  1079,  col.  I. 
Samudriya,  &c.     See  p.  1079,  co''  3- 

4)«J5  2.  sa-mudra,  as,  a,  am,  having   a 
stamp  or  seal,  stamped,  sealed ;  having  marks. 

*nj^5^  sam-ud-rit.     See  rt.  rid. 
Sam-udrikta,  as,  a,  am,  abundantly  furnished 

with  (with  inst.),  abounding  in. 

sam-ud-vas,  Caus.  -vasayati,  -yi- 
tum,  to  cause  to  be  moved  away,  expel  or  remove 
from. 

S^  sam-ud-vah,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vahati, 
-te,  -vodhum,  to  bear  up,  raise  or  lift  up ;  to  bear 
out,  lift  out,  carry  out,  carry  forth ;  to  bear,  carry, 
possess;  to  display,  exhibit;  to  lead  away,  marry. 
Sam~u<1vaha,  as,  a,  am,  bearing  up,  lilting  up, 

who  or  what  lifts  up ;  moving  up  and  down. 

Sam-udi'ahat,  an,  anti,  at,  lifting  up,  raising 
up,  raiding  or  moving  up  and  down. 
Sam-udvaha,  as,  m.  bearing  up ;  leading  away, marriage. 

^\sam-ud-tij,  cl.  6.  A.  -vijate,  &c.,  to 
tremble  greatly ;  to  shrink  or  start  back  together. 

Sam-udvigna,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  agitated  or  dis- 
turbed, terrified,  trembling  with  terror,  frightened, 

anxious. 

Sam-udvega,  as,  m.  great  agitation  or  perturba- 
jon,  trembling,  terror,  alarm,  fear. 

sam-ud-vlksh  (-vi-lksh),  cl.  I.  A. 

,  &c.,  to  look  at  together,  look  at,  perceive. 
Sam-udvikshamdna,  at,  a,  am,  looking  at  toge- ther. 

Sam-udvikshya,  ind.  having  looked  at  or  observed. 

«g ̂  i^ sam-ud-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate,  Sec., 
to  rise  or  swell  upwards  together,  rise  or  swell  greatly : 

3aus.  -vartayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  rise  or  swell. 
Sam-udvartita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  rise  or 

swell,  excited. 

Sam-udi'Htta,  as,  a,  am,  risen  up,  swollen. 

**J^f  sam-ud-vrih,  cl.  6.  P.  -vrihali,  &c., 
to  draw  out  together,  draw  out,  pull  out. 

sam-und.     See  sam-ud,  p.  1079. 

-ud-nad],  cl.  I .  P.  -na- 
dati,  Sec.,  to  cry  out  together,  shout  out,  roar  out. 

Sam-unnadat,  an,  anti,  at,  crying  or  roaring  out. 

««Jfl«ix  sam-un-nam  (-ud-nam),  cl.  i.  P. 
-namati,  -nantum,  to  rise  up  or  ascend  together, 
rise  aloft,  ascend :  Caus.  -namayati,  -namuyati, 

-yitum,  to  raise  well  up,  erect,  lift  completely  up, elevate. 

Sam-itnnata,  as,  d,  am,  risen  up,  raised  aloft, 
lifted  up ;  elevated,  exalted,  erect,  high,  lofty  ;  sub- 

lime, arched,  vaulted ;  sticking  out,  prominent,  pro- 

jecting ;  upright ;  puffed  up,  proud,  arrogant,  dig- 
nified. —  Samunnata-lditgula,  as,  a,  am,  having 

the  tail  erect. 

Sam-unnati,  is,  f.  raising  or  lifting  completely 
up,  excessive  elevation  or  exaltation ;  height,  lofti- 

ness ;  rank,  dignity,  consequence,  arrogance,  pride ; increase,  prosperity. 

Sam-unnamya,  ind.  having  raised  up  or  elevated. 
ijam-unndmya,  ind.  having  raised  completely  up, 

&c. 

+I«J?T^  sam-un-nah  (-ud-nah),  cl.  4.  P.  A. 
-nahyati,  -te,  -naddh-um,  to  bind  or  tie  up ;  to 
raise  up;  to  untie,  unfasten,  unfetter,  loosen,  set 
free,  liberate. 

Sam-tmnaddha,  as,  d,  am,  tied  up,  bound  up ; 
raised  up,  elevated,  exalted ;  swollen,  pressed  up  or 
out ;  full,  excessive ;  puffed  up  (with  pride),  proud, 

conceited,  arrogant,  overbearing ;  supreme  ;  untied, 
unfettered,  liberated,  loosened ;  produced,  born. 

*i*jWl  sam-un-m  (-ud-rii),  cl.  i.  P.  A. 
•nayati,  -te,  ~netum,  to  lead  or  conduct  upwards 
together ;  to  raise  completely  up,  elevate ;  to  lead 
or  conduct  out,  bring  out,  educe,  deduce ;  to  pay  off 

(a  debt  &c.). 
Sam-unnaya,  as,  m.  gaining,  obtaining ;  occur- 

rence, event,  advent. 
Sam-unnayat,  an,  anti,  at,  raising  or  lifting  up, 

causing  to  obtain  eminence;  attaining,  gaining. 
Sam-unnita,  as,  a,  am,  led  upwards,  raised  up, elevated. 

Sam-unneya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  brought  out,  to 
be  deduced. 

w«J**l  -n\  sam-un-majj  (-ttd-majj),  cl.  6.  P. 

-majjati,  &c.,  to  emerge  out  of  the  water ;  to  dive 
under,  bathe. 

Sam-*unmajjya,  ind.  having  bathed. 

«*} ("•*< MX sam-un-mish  (-ud-mish),  cl.  6.  P. -mishati.  Sec.,  to  rise  up,  spring  up. 
Sam-unmishat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  rising  up, 

springing  up. 

sam-un-mil  (-ud-mil),  cl.  I.  P. 

-milali,  &c.,  to  become  fully  expanded  or  unfolded, 
jecome  displayed ;  to  open  (as  the  eye  &c.) ;  to 

spring  up :  Caus.  -milayati,  -yitum,  to  open,  ex- >and,  unfold,  display. 

Sam-unmilita,  as,  d,  am,  opened,  expanded. 
Sam-unmilya,  ind.  having  opened  or  expanded. 

«*J«*Je^  sam-mt-mul  (-ud-mul),  cl.  10.  P. 
muftiyati,  -yitum,  to  uproot  or  eradicate  com- 
jlrtely  ;  to  exterminate  utterly. 
Sam-unmulana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  uprooting  or 

eradicating  completely,  utter  destruction,  extermi- nation. 

Sam-unmalya,  ind.  having  completely  eradicated, 

laving  utterly  exterminated. 
sam-un-mrij  (-vd-mrij),  cl.  2.  P. 

mdrshli,  &c.,  to  rub  completely  off  or  out,  wipe 

out,  efface. 

-  !•  P-  A.  -kar- 
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shati,  -te,  Sec.,  to  draw  towards  at  one  time  or 
together,  bring  near,  draw  near. 

«g M *H. sam-upa-klrip,  cl.  I.  A.  -kalpate, 
Sec.,  to  be  prepared  or  made  ready  together :  Caus. 

-kalpayati,  -yitum,  to  make  ready  together,  pre- 
pare, make  ready. 

Sam-apakalpita,  as,  d,  am,  made  ready,  pre- 
pared, arranged. 

Sam-upaklripta,  as,  d,  am,  prepared  or  made 
ready  together. 

flg^Hfi'f  sam-upa-kram,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -krd- 
mati,  -kramate,  -kramitttm,  to  go  up  to,  proceed 
towards,  go  near  to,  approach ;  to  begin,  commence 

(with  inf.,  e.g.  vaktum  sam-upa<!akrame,  he  began 
to  speak). 

Sam-vpakrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  gone  towards,  ap- 
proached. 

«g H' l*x sam-upa-gam,  cl.  I.  P.  -gacchati, 
-gantum,  to  go  or  proceed  together  towards,  go 
near  to,  come  near  to,  approach ;  to  go  to  any  state 
or  condition  (see  rt.  gam),  undergo. 

Sam-upagata,  as,  d,  am,  approached,  approxi- 
mated ;  undergone. 

Sam-upagama,  as,  m.  going  near,  approach, 
approximation,  contact. 

"y  j¥  sam-upa-guh,  cl.  I .  P.  A.  -guhati, 
-te,  &.C.,  to  embrace,  surround. 

Sam-upaf/iihya,  ind.  having  embraced  or  sur- 
rounded. 

ftgHWl  sam-upa-ghrd,  cl.  I.  P.  -jighrati, 
-yhrdtum,  to  smell  at ;  to  kiss. 
Sam-upajighrat,  an,  antl,  at,  kissing. 

TJyir'?  sam-upa-ci,  Pass,  -ilyate,  to  grow 
up,  increase ;  to  become  heaped  together  or  accu- 
mulated. 

Sam-upai'ita,  as,  d,  am,  collected,  heaped,  accu- 
mulated.— Samupafita-jala,  as,  d,  am,  having 

accumulated  waters  (as  the  ocean). 

"?v|'1*t,  sam-upa-jan,  cl.  4.  A.  -jdyate, 
-janitum,  to  arise,  be  born  or  produced,  spring  up, 
take  place,  happen  ;  to  be  born  again :  Caus.  -jana- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  generate,  engender,  cause,  pro- 
duce. 

Sam-upajanita,  as,  d,  am,  generated,  produced, 
caused. 

Sam-upajdta,  as,  d,  am,  engendered,  arisen, 
produced,  caused ;  aroused.  —  Samupajdta-kopa, 
as,  d,  am,  one  whose  anger  is  roused,  provoked  or 

moved  to  mgei.  —  Samupajdtabhinives'am  (°ta- 
abh°),  ind.  after  having  formed  a  determined  reso- lution. 

M  sam-upajosham  or  sam-upajo- 
>!am,  ind.  entirely  according  to  wish  or  desire,  quite 
happily,  fortunately. 

*l«j4Str  sam-upa-jna,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -janali, 
-jdnite,  -jnatum,  to  ascertain  fully,  find  out;  to 
perceive,  learn. 

Sam-upajdnat,  an,  ati,  at,  ascertaining,  per- 
ceiving. 

«tji4rtM  sam-upa-tap,  Pass,  -tapyate,  to 
be  greatly  distressed,  feel  pain. 

Wjrfipj^  sam-upa-dis,   cl.  6.  P.  -disati, 
-deithtum,  to  point  out  or  indicate  fully,  show ;  to 
assign. 

Wynj  sam-npa-dn,  cl.  I.  P.  -dravati 
fep.  also  A.  -te),  -drotum,  to  run  together  towards, 
rush  upon  (with  ace.) ;  to  run  up  to,  assail,  overrun, 
attack. 

Sam-upadmla,  as,  a,  am,  assailed,  attacked, 
overrun. 

««JM»IT  sam-upa-dhd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadhati, 
-dJiatte,  -dhdtum,  to  put  together,  construct,  create, 
produce. 
Sam-upadadhat,at,ati,  at,  constructing,  creating. 

\sam-upa-dhav,  cl.  r.  P.  A.  -dhd 
vati,  -te,  -dhavitum,  to  run  up  to  together,  run 
near,  rush  towards. 

*t«JHll  sam-upa-m,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -nay ati 
-te,  -netum,  to  lead  up  to  together,  bring  or  draw 
near  to,  lead  to ;  to  bring  about,  cause ;  to  taki 
away,  carry  off  or  away. 

Sam-upanayat,  an,  antl,  at,  leading  to,  bring 
ing  about,  causing. 

Sam-upanlta,  as,  d,  am,  brought  to,  led  to. 

**^H*Mtl  sam-upa-ny-as,  cl.  4.  P.  -asyati 
-outturn,  to  lay  down  or  state  at  full  length,  describi 
or  prove  fully. 

Sdiii-upanyasta,  as,  d,  am,  fully  stated  or  proved 

*?*JMH<|  sam-upa-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyatc, 
-pattum,  to  come  to  pass,  take  place,  be  brought 
about  or  accomplished,  be  produced  :  Caus.  -ptida- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  bring  about,  make  ready,  prepare, 
accomplish. 

Sam-upapddita,  as,  d,  am,  brought  about,  made 
ready,  prepared. 

«g«4^j  sam-upa-plu.     See  rt.  plu. 
Sam-upapluta,    as,   d,   am,   completely   over- 

whelmed or  beset,  assailed. 

"^f^J'T  sam-upa-bhuj,  cl.  7.  A.  -bhunkte, 
•iihoktum,  to  enjoy  sexually,  have  sexual  union  with 
(with  ace.). 
Sam-upabhujya,  ind.  having  enjoyed,  &c. 
Sam-upabhoga,  as,  m.  cohabitation,  sexual  union. 

ti^HMl  sam-upa-yd,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -ydtum, 
to  go  up  to  or  approach  together  (with  ace.) ;  to 

betake  one's  self  to;  to  go  to  any  state  or  condition, 
(see  rt.  I .  yd.) 

Sam-upaydta,  as,  d,  am,  gone  up  to,  approached, 

&c. 

^gt,  sam-upa-yuj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yu- 
nakti,  -yunkte,  -yoktttm,  to  appropriate  entirely  to 
one's  self,  make  complete  use  of,  consume :  Caus. 
-yojayati,  Sec.,  to  make  complete  use  of,  consume. 
Sam-upayukta,  as,  d,  am,  completely  used  up 

or  consumed,  eaten. 

Sam-upayuktavat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has consumed. 

^  sam-upayosham,  ind.  ==  sam- 
ttpajosham,  col.  i. 

sam-upa-ruj,  cl.  6.  P.  -rujati, 
8cc.,  to  break  or  cut  up ;  to  press  hardly  upon. 

sam-vpa-rudh,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -ru- 
naddhi,  -runddhe,  Sec.,  to  hinder  greatly,  disturb, 
obstruct :  Pass,  -rudhyate,  to  be  hindered  or  inter- 

rupted. 

WHILST  sam-upa-laksh,  cl.  10.  P.  A. 
•lakskayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  look  at  attentively, 
observe  carefully ;  to  see  fully,  perceive. 

sam-npa-lalh,  cl.  I.  A.  -labhate 

'ep.  also  P.  -labhati),  -labdhitm,  to  take  or  receive 
rully,  obtain,  acquire ;  to  acquire  by  experience, 
earn,  perceive. 

*1^MC'*V  sam-upa-vat,  cl.  i.  P.  -vasati, 

-va$tum,to  abide  wholly  in,  engage  in,  devote  one's self  to ;  to  abide  in  a  state  of  abstinence,  fast. 

Sam-uposhila,  as,  a,  am,  engaged  in,  devoted 
:o ;  fasting,  abstaining. 

«g«4l^  sam-upa-vah,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -vahati, 
•le,  -vodhum,  to  bear  or  carry  along  with;  to  flow 
with,  stream:  Pass,  -upohyate,  to  be  borne  near, 

approach. I.  sam-vpodha,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  under  sam- 
upoh),  borne  or  carried  along ;  bonie  upwards,  gone 

upwards,  risen. 

sam-upa-vis,  cl.  6.  P.  -visati, 
veshtum,  to  sit  down  together,  sit  down  on,  take  a 

seat ;  to  sit  down  near ;  to  lie  down  upon  (with 

ace.),  rest  upon ;  to  encamp :  Caus.  -vedayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  cause  to  sit  down,  ask  to  be  seated;  to 

cause  to  encamp. 

Sam-upavifya,  ind.  having  sat  down  together. 
Sam-upavishta,  as,  d,  am,  seated  together, 

seated,  sat  down. 

Sam-upares'a,  as,  m.  sitting  down  together; 
asking  to  sit  down  or  rest,  entertaining. 

Sam-upatesana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  sit 
down  ;  a  habitation,  building. 

Sam-upaves'ita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  sit  down, 
made  to  lie  down,  asked  to  sit  down  or  rest,  received hospitably. 

*'91'1^  sam-upa-vrinh,  Caus.  -vrinhayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  increase,  augment,  strengthen ; to  complete. 

«g*f^  sam-upa-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate, 
&c.,  to  go  together  towards,  proceed  together;  to behave. 

WJIJ^  sam-upa-s'ru,  cl.  5.  P.  -srinoti, 
-tfrotum,  to  listen  to  attentively,  hear. 

"^^5  sam-upa-sam-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-harati,  -te,  Sec.,  to  withhold  entirely,  restrain,  stop. 

«q<4«H.  sam-upa-srip,  cl.  I.  P.  -sarpati, 
-sarptum,  -sraptum,  to  creep  up  together  towards, 
creep  up  to,  go  to,  go  towards,  approach  ;  to  attack. 
Sam-upasarpat,  an,  antl,  at,  creeping  or  crawl- 

ing near,  approaching. 

~N 

«»j<4«^  sam-upa-sev,  cl.  i.  A.  -senate, 
-sevitum,  to  make  use  of  together ;  to  use,  enjoy. 

«qn*«)r  i.  sam-upa-sthd,  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-tishlhati,  -te,  -sthdtum,  to  stand  together  in  close 
proximity,  come  near,  go  to  or  towards,  approach, 
attack  (with  ace.) ;  to  occur,  arise,  befall. 

2.  sam-upasthd,  (.  standing  near,  approximation, 
proximity ;  happening,  befalling. 
Sam-upasthdna,  am,  n.  approximation,  approach; 

nearness ;  happening,  occurring. 

Sam-upastJiita,  as,  d,  am,  standing  near,  brought 
near  to,  approximated,  impending ;  imminent;  attained, 

acquired. Sam-upaethiti,  is,  f.=sam-upastji,dna  above. 

*<«j>4«pix  sam-upa-spris,  cl.  6.  P.  -spri- 
iail.  Sec.,  to  touch  (water)  for  ablution,  use  for 
ablution ;  to  sip  water ;  to  bathe. 

niTJif  sam-upa-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati, 
-te,  -hartum,  to  bring  towards,  offer ;  to  perform 

[a  sacrifice). 

tjMi^i  sam-upa-kri  (-upa-d-),  cl.  8.  P.  A. 
-karoti,  -kurute,  -kartum,  to  satisfy,  pay  off. 

*<«J m  J« *»s  sam-upd-kram  (-upa-d-),  cl.  I. 
?.  A.  -krdmati,  -kramate,  -kramitum,  to  go  up 

to  together,  to  approach,  attain  to. 

Sam-updkrdnta,  as,  d,  am,  approached,  attained 

i. 

Utj<4)J|l^  sam-upa-gam  (-upa-d-),  cl.  I.  P. 
-gafdkati,  -yantum,  to  go  up  to  together,  go  near 
o,  go  towards,  approach,  meet ;  to  come  upon, 
ncur ;  to  occur,  befall ;  to  undergo,  go  to  any  state 
or  condition,  (see  rt.  gam.) 

Sam-upagata,  as,  d,am,  gone  near  to,  approached, 
-ome  together,  assembled,  met ;  come  upon,  incurred ; 
occurred,  happening, 

«jm«l  sam-upd-ghra  (-upa-d-),  cl.  I.  P. 
jiflhrati,  -ghrdtum,  to  smell  at ;  to  kiss. 
Sam-updghrdya,  ind.  having  kissed. 

Wjm^  sam-upd-dar  (-upa-d-),  cl.  I.  P. 
harati,  -caritum,  to  attend,  wait  on,  treat  (medi- 

cally) ;  to  practise ;  to  be  intent  upon  anything. 

gm^i  sam-upd-dd  (-upa-d-),  cl.  3.  P.  A. 
dadati,  -datte,  -datum,  to  give  or  deliver  over  (P.) ; 
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to  gain,  receive,  acquire  (A.) ;  to  take  away  from, 
deprive  of  (A.) ;  to  collect,  heap  together  (A.) ;  to 
assume,  put  on  (A.). 
^iiM-apdUa,  as,  a,  am,  acquired;  taken  away; 

collected. 

S<nn-upd(ldya,  ind.  having  delivered  over;  having 
acquired ;  having  assumed. 

4<lgl||rO  sam-vpa-m  (-upa-d-),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 
-nayati,  -te,  -netum,  to  conduct  or  lead  together 
towards,  bring  together,  gather  together,  assemble. 
Sam-updnita,  at,  a,  am,  brought  together, 

gathered  together. 

«gMIMt  sam-upd-yd  (-upa-d-),  cl.  2.  P. 

-yiiti,  -y'ltiim,  to  go  up  to  together,  go  towards, 
come  up  to,  approach,  arrive  at. 
Sam-upoyata,  as,  a,  am,  come  near,  approached, 

arrived. 

.  sam-upd-yuj  (-upa-a-).     See  rt. 

Sam-upayukta,  as,  d,  am,  furnished  with,  pos- 
sessed of,  surrounded  by,  full  of. 

sam-npd-rabh  (-upa-d-,  see  d- 

cl.  i".  A.  -rabhate.  Sec.,  to  begin  together, commence. 

Sam-updrabdha,  as,  d,  am,  begun,  commenced, 
undertaken. 

tlJJMUjT^  sam-upd-ruj  (-upa-d-),  =  sam- 
upa-ruj. 

WJMHj¥  sam-upd-ruh  (-upa-d-),  cl.  i.  P. 
•rohati.  Sec.,  to  mount  up,  ascend. 
Sam-updrudha,  as,  d,  am,  mounted  upon, 

ascended. 

w«jmn  sam-updrj  (-upa-arj),  cl.  1. 10.  P. 
-updrjati,  -updrjayali,  Sec.,  to  bring  together, 
cause  to  be  brought  together  or  prepared ;  to  gain 
or  acquire  together. 

Sam-updrjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  gaining  or 
acquiring  together,  simultaneous  acquisition. 
Sam-updrjita,  as,  d,  am,  brought  together, 

prepared ;  acquired,  gained ;  stored  up. 

«qmfa3(  sam-upd-vis  (-upa-d-),  cl.  6.  P. 
-viiati,  -veshlum,  to  enter  upon  together,  under- 

take, begin,  commence. 

«««jHl3I  sam-upas"  (-upa-as'),  cl.  9.  P. 
-upddndti,  Sec.,  to  taste  fully  or  completely,  enjoy. 

tiijMlHM  sam-vpd-sri  (-upa-d-),  cl.  I.  P. 
A.  -irayati,  -te,  -irayitum,  to  have  recouree  to 
together,  resort  to. 

Sam-updMta,  as,  d,  am,  resorted  to,  having 
recourse  to. 

««jm*(^  sam-upds  (-upa-ds),  cl.  2.  A. 
-upiste.  Sec.,  to  sit  near  together  or  near  each  other ; 

to  engage  in  or  devote  one's  self  to  anything  toge- 
ther, practise  in  common ;  to  serve  or  honour  to- 

gether. 
Sam-updsina,  as,  d,  am,  sitting  near  together. 

ftlJMIWI  sam-upd-sthd  (-upa-d-),  cl.  I. 
P.  A.  -tlshlhati,  -te,  Sec.,  to  stand  near  to;  to 
practise,  observe. 

Wpl  sam-vpe  (-upa-i,  see  rt.  5-  ')>  cl.  2. 
P.  -tifiaiti,  Sec.,  to  come  together,  assemble,  meet; 
to  go  towards,  go  near  to,  approach,  assail,  attack  ;  to 
reach ;  to  fall  to  the  share,  come  into  the  possession 
of;  to  go  to  any  state  or  condition,  undergo. 

Sam-upeta,  as,  a,  am,  come  together,  assembled, 
gone  near  to,  approached,  resorted  to,  visited  ;  arrived 
at ;  furnished  with,  possessed  of,  endowed  with ;  in- 

habited by. 

<-«/*>ti/a,  ind.  having  gone  near  to,  having 
approached. 

Sam-upeyivat,  an,  -yushi,  at,  one  who  has  gone 
near  or  approached  ;  going,  proceeding. 

8J  sam-upeksh  (-vpa-iksh),  cl.  I.  A.  | 

-upelcshatc  (sometimes  also  P.  -ti),  -upekthitum, 

to  look  completely  over  or  beyond,  take  no  notice 

of,  overlook,  disregard,  neglect,  abandon. 

flq<il<4f%3T    sam-upopa-vis    (-upa-upa-). 
See  rt.  I.  t'fY. 

Sam-upopavishta,  as,  d,  am,  seated  together, 
sitting  down. 

««Jifl^N  sam-uposh  (-upa-ush),  cl.  i.  P. 

-upo$hatf,8ec.,to  burn  together,  consume  together, to  bum  up  completely. 

W*JM)£  sam-upoh  (-vpa-iih,  see  rt.  I.  fih), 
cl.  i.  P.  A.  -upohati,  -te,  Sec.,  to  bring  near  to, 
draw  towards;  to  bring  into  contact  with. 

2.  sam-upodha,  as,  a,  am  (equally  referrible  to 

sam-upa-vah),  brought  near,  piesented,  close  at 
hand  ;  suppressed,  restrained ;  begun. 

WJ*^  sam-ubj,  cl.  6.  P.  -ubjati,  -ubjitum, 
to  cover  over,  close  up ;  to  press  together. 

Sam-ubjita,  as,  d,  am,  covered  over,  closed  up. 

1J1J1T  sam-ubh,  cl.  9.  7.  P.  -ubhndti,  -unapti 

(Impf.  -unap).  Sec.,  Ved.  to  confine,  shut  up,  cover 

up,  dose  up ;  to  strike  down,  injure,  mutilate. 
Sam-ubdta,  as,  d,  am,  confined,  covered  up; 

injured;  contracted,  shrunk  together,  (Siy.  =  «an- kiHfita.) 

W^cJlj-  sam-nl-lanoh,  cl.  10.  P.  -langha- 

yati,  Sec.,  to  leap  beyond,  violate,  transgress, 

neglect 

sam-ul-lamb  (-ud-lamb).     See-rt. 
lamb. 
Sam-nllambUa,,  as,  d,  am,  quite  erect,  upright ; 

(according  to  some)  hanging. 

^sam-ul-las  (-ud-las),  cl.  i.  P.  -la- satC-lasiium,  to  shine  forth  brightly,  gleam,  glitter; 

to  break  forth,  appear;  to  jump  or  dance  about, 

sport,  be  wanton :  Caus.  -Ksayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  jump  or  sport,  exhilarate,  make  glad. 
Sam-uttasat,  an,  anti,  at,  shining  very  brightly, 

brilliant;  dancing  about,  sporting,  playing,  wan- 
toning. 

Sam-ullasita,  as,  d,  am,  shining  forth,  gleaming, 
brilliant,  beautiful ;  sportive,  spotting. 

Sam-ulldsa,  as,  m.  excessive  brilliance ;  sporting, 
exhilaration. 

Wjf?!*^  sam-ul-likh  (-ud-likh),  cl.  6.  P. 
-likhati,  Sec.,  to  scratch  up,  tear  up,  dig  up,  furrow, 

scarify ;  to  rub  against,  graze  ;  to  write  down. 
Sam-ullikhat,  an,  all  or  anti,  at,  scratching  up, tearing  up. 

Mljdl^  sam-ul-lup,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -lumpati, 
-te,  Sec.,  Ved.  to  seize  upon,  lay  hold  of,  pick  up. 
Sam-ullupya,  ind.  having  seized  upon,  having 

caught  hold  of. 

*T>pI  sam-ush,  cl.  I.  P.  -oshati,  Sec.,  to 
burn  up  or  consume  by  fire. 

*nj?l  sam-uhya,  sam-uhyamdna.  See  under tam-vak. 

See  col.  3. ««<;  2.  sam-udha. 

^fJT  samura,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  deer,  (see 
below.) 

Samunt,  us,  m.  a  kind  of  deer  (the  skin  o; 

which  may  be  used  as  a  student's  seat,  &c. ;  accord- 
ing to  some  it  has  a  white  mane). 

Samuraka,  as,  m.^samuru  above. 

WJpj  sa-mula,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  root, 
along  with  the  root ;  (am),  ind.  by  the  roots,  wilh 
the  roots,  completely. —Samula-kdsliam,  ind.  strik- 

ing or  shaking  (the  ground)  to  its  very  foundations 
—  Samula-ghatam,  ind.  having  destroyed  by  the 
roots,  having  utterly  exterminated. 

sam-uh  (see  rt.  i.  uh;  cf.  sam-vah) 

1.  I.  P.  A.  -uUati,  -te,  -uhitiim,  to  bring  together, 

gather  together,  collect,  unite ;  to  bring  or  place 
jack  in  right  order:  Caus.  -uhayati,  -yitum,  to 
cause  to  be  brought  together,  bring  together. 

2.  sam-udlia,  as,  d,  am  (in  some  senses  equally 
eferrible  to  sum-vah,  see  I.  sam-iidha,  p.  1037, 

ol.  3),  brought  together,  collected;  heaped  up, 
accumulaled,  assembled  ;  associated,  accompanying ; 

enveloped;  produced  quickly ;  crooked,  bent ;  tamed, 

ranquillised  ;  purified,  cleansed.  —  Samudha-cfhan- 
litx,  as,  as,  as,  having  the  metres  restored  to  their 

iroper  order. 
Sam-uha,  us,  m.  a  collection,  assemblage,  aggre- 

;ation,  aggregate,  accumulation,  heap,  number,  mul- 
itude,  quantity.  —  Samuha-karya,  am,  n.  the 
msiness  or  affairs  of  a  community. 

Sam-uliat,  an,  ant't,  at,  bringing  together,  col- 
ecting,  gathering  ;  contracting. 
Sam-uhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  bringing  together, 

collection ;  plenty ;  (i),  f.  a  broom. 

1.  sam-uhya,,as,  d,  am,  to  be  brought  together 
or  assembled  or  collected ;   (as),  m.,  scil.  agni,  a 
•dud  of  sacrificial  fire  (to  be  brought  or  carried  by 

the  priest) ;  a  place  prepared  for  the  reception  of  a 
sacrificial  fire. 

2.  sam-uhya,  ind.  having   brought  together  or 
collected  or  assembled. 

J  sam-ri  or  sam-n,  cl.  1.9.  P.  -riMhati, 
-rinati  (Ved.  also  cl.  3.  5.  P.  -iyarti,  -rinoti,  -rin- 
vaii,  in  some  forms  also  A.),  &c.,  to  go  or  come 

together,  meet  together,  meet,  be  united,  run  toge- 
ther; to  come  into  collision  or  conflict;  to  bring 

together,  construct:  Caus.  -arpayati,  -te,  -yitum, 
to  throw  at,  hurl  at  (with  ace.),  strike,  hit ;  to  fix  or 

place  in  or  on,  put  on,  put  down,  deposit ;  to  deliver 
completely  over,  hand  over,  consign,  commit;  to 

place  back,  give  back,  restore. 
Sam-ara,  as,  am,  m.  n.  coming  together  in  a 

hostile  manner,  conflict,  combat,  struggle,  strife,  war, 

battle  [cf.  samarya]  ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Sam- 
ara-kanda,  N.  of  a  district.  "Samaraii-jaya,  as, 

m.  a  proper  N.  —  Samara-niardana,  as,  m.  'de- 

stroying in  battle,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Samara-m&r- 
dhan,  d,  m.  the  front  or  van  of  battle.  —  Samara- 
varman,  d,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Samara-vtjayin,  i, 

i,  i,  victorious  in  battle.  —  Samara-sinha,  as,  m. 

a  proper  N.  —  Samara-evdmin,  »,  m.  a  particular 
statue  or  idol  erected  by  Samara-varman.  —  Sama- 

rdrnava  (°ra-ar°),  as,  m.  the  ocean  of  war.  —  Sa- 
marotita  (°ra-n<!°),  as,  d,  am,  fit  for  war.  —  Sa- 
maroddesa  (°ra-ud°),  as,  m.  a  battle-field,  place 
of  combat.  —  Samarodyata  (°ra-ud"),  as,  d,  am, 

prepared  for  conflict,  ready  for  combat. 
Sam-arana,  am,  n.,  Ved.  coming  together,  ap- 

proach ;  conflict,  fighting,  combat ;  (in  Naigh.  II.  1 7. 
enumerated  among  the  saitijrama-ndmdni.) 
Sam-arana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  coming  together. 

Sam-arpana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  the  act  of 
delivering  or  handing  completely  over,  consigning, 
presenting. 

Sam-arpantya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  delivered  or 

presented,  to  be  made  over. 
Sam-arpayat,  an,  nntl,  at,  placing  in  or  on; 

depositing,  delivering  over,  consigning. 

Sam-arpayitavya,  as,  d,  am,  —  sam-arpaniya. 
Sam-arpita,  as,  d,  am,  placed  or  fixed  in  or  on, 

deposited,  resting  on,  delivered,  made  over,  con- 

signed, committed  ;  appointed;  put  together.  —  5am- 

arpita-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  one  who  has  consigned  or delivered  over. 

Sam-arpya,  as,  d,  am,  —  sam-arpaniya. 
i.  samarya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  [cf.  snm-ara;  the 

Pada  text,  however,  divides  into  sa-marya'],  Ved. conflict,  battle,  war,  (in  Naigh.  II.  17.  enumerated 

among  the  sangrnma-ndmtlni) ;  sacrifice,  (Say.  = 
yajna,  IJLig-veda  VII.  23, 1.)  -Samarya-jU,  t,  t,  t, 

Ved.  conquering  in  war,  victorious  in  battle.  —  Sam- 

arya-rajya, am,  n.  the  dominion  of  fighting,  war, 
battle. 



».  sa.ma.rya,  Norn.  P.  samaryati,  &c.,  to  desire 
buttle. 

Samaryat,  cm,  anti,  at,  Ved.  desiring  battle, 
intent  on  conflict. 

Sam-drdna,  at,  a,  am  (perf.  part.  A.),  having 
come  together,  flowing  together. 
Sam-irna,  referred  to  sam-ri  by  Scholiast  on 

Pan.  VII.  I,  102. 

Sam-rita,  as,  a,  am,  come  together,  met ;  come 
into  collision,  clashing  together. 

Sam-riti,  is,  f.,Ved.  coming  together,  meeting  to- 
gether, contact,  (Say.  =  aangaina) ;  conflict,  fighting. 

WJ^  sam-ric  [cf.  sam-arc],  cl.  6.  P.  -n- 
fatti,  &c.,  to  praise,  extol,  adore,  honour,  (sam- 
dnride,  he  has  been  lauded  ;  but  according  to  Say.  = 
samyak  pujitavdn,  he  has  well  honoured,  or  tthd- 
pitavdn,  he  has  established,  Rig-veda  1. 160,  4.) 

««j^  sam-rinj,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -rihjati,  -te, 
&c.,  to  strive  together  or  unite  together  for  any 
object  (with  loc.) ;  to  promote  well  or  together, 

(Siy.  =  samyali  prasddkayati,  Rig-veda  I.  6,  9.) 

*"£^  I.  sam-ridh,  cl.  4.  5.  P.  -ridhyati, 
-ridtinoti,  <3cc.,  to  succeed  well,  be  very  successful, 
prosper,  flourish,  increase  or  grow  greatly :  Pass. 
-ridhyate,  to  be  completely  successful,  be  fulfilled  or 
accomolished,  succeed,  prosper ;  to  share  in  abun- 

dantly'be  fully  furnished  with  (with  inst.) :  Caus. 
-ardkayati, -yitum,  to  cause  to  succeed  or  prosper; 
to  cause  to  be  fulfilled ;  to  cause  to  be  abundantly 
furnished  with. 

Sam-ardhaka,  as,  a,  am,  causing  to  prosper, 
&c.,  granting  a  blessing  or  boon. 

Sam-riddha,  as,  a,  am,  very  prosperous,  thriv- 
ing, flourishing,  happy,  fortunate;  full-grown,  in- 

creased, grown,  accelerated ;  fully  furnished  with, 
abundantly  endowed  with,  rich  in,  rich,  wealthy ; 

completed,  full,  complete,  entire.  —  SamriddJia- 
yadas,  as,  as,  as,  rich  in  fame,  renowned,  famous. 

—  Samfiddha-reya,  as,  a,  am,  increasing  in  speed, 

excessively  swift.  —  Samriddhdrtha  (°dha-ar  ),  as, 
d,  am,  having  increased  substance  or  wealth,  increas- 

ing in  resources.  —  Samriddhi-Tcri,  d.  8.  P.  -Tca- 
roti,  &c.,  to  make  prosperous  or  wealthy. 

Bam-nddhi,  is,  f.  great  prosperity  or  success, 
exuberance,  profusion ;  thriving,  increase,  gain,  hap- 

piness, good  fortune,  well-being,  wealth ;  power, 
supremacy,  sv/zy.  —  8amriddhi-samaya,  as,  m.  a 
season  of  great  prosperity. 

SamriddMn,  i,  inl,  i,  prosperous,  happy,  blessed  ; 
possessing  abundance  of  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.). 

2.  sam-ridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  very  prosperous,  (Say. 
=  sam-rid dha,  Rig-vedaVI.  2,  IO.) 

WJ^sam-raA,  cl.  I.  P.  -arshati,  Sec.  (see 
rt.  I.  raA),  Ved.  to  come  together,  unite  with. 

?TO  sam-e  (-a-i,  see  rt.  5.  i),  cl.  2.  P. 
-aiti,  &c.,  to  come  together,  approach  together, 
meet  or  assemble  together,  unite  together,  meet  at 
or  in  (with  ace.  or  loc.) ;  to  come  together  with 
(with  inst.) ;  to  go  to,  enter,  go  through,  march 
across  (with  ace.) ;  to  come  into  competition  or 
rivalry  with,  cope  with;  to  join  or  lead  together 
(with  ace.). 
Sam-eta,  as,  a,  am,  come  together,  met  together, 

assembled,  joined  or  united  together,  collected,  asso- 
ciated, agreed,  covenanted  ;  encountered,  come  to 

close  quarters,  come  into  collision ;  conjoined,  con- 
comitant, connected  or  united  with,  furnished  with, 

possessed  of,  having;  come  near,  approached,  ap- 
proximated, near.  —  Samda-maya,  as,  d,  am,  fur- 

nished with  or  possessing  illusions. 

Sam-etya,  ind.  having  come  together,  having 
assembled  or  met  together,  having  held  a  meeting. 

Sam-cyivas,  an,  -yuslii,  at,  one  who  has  come 
together. 

tt«i«l««  sa-megha-lekha,  as,  a,  am,  hav- 
ing streaks  of  cloud. 

samarya.  *$**&.*•*  sam-pari-knt. 

?PT3^  sam-ej,  cl.  i.  P.  -ejati,  &c.,  to  rise 
or  move  upwards. 

WTst  samedi,  f.,  >>T.  of  one  of  the  Matris 
attending  on  Skanda  ;  [cf.  bhedi.] 

•5W3  sam-eddhri.     See  under  sam-indh. 

*i*iil  sam-edh,  cl.  I.  A.  -edhate,  -edhitum, 

to  prosper  greatly,  thrive,  increase  :  Caus.  -cdhayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  prosper  or  succeed,  cause  to 
increase  or  swell ;  to  strengthen,  make  happy  or 
fotunate. 

Sam-edhita,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  increased  or 
augmented,  made  to  prosper  or  thrive,  strengthened, 
strong ;  united. 

WTO  sa-medha,  as,  a,  am,  along  with  the 
sacrifice,  having  the  essence  of  sacrifice. 

*)»H«I!^  sam-olcas,  as,  as,  as,  living  or 
dwelling  together,  furnished  or  surrounded  with 
(with  inst.,  Say.  =  samana-nivdsa  or  sam-aveta, 
Rig-veda  I.  64, 10.) 

samodaka.     See  under  sama. 

sam-ope  (sam-a-vpa-i).    See  rt.  5.  i. 

Sam-opeta,  as,  d,  am,  fully  furnished  or  endowed 
with,  possessed  of. 

^«flt:  samoha  [cf.  sam-moha  under  sam- 

muK],  enumerated  among  the  sangrdma-ndmdni 
in  Naigh.  II.  17. 

sa-mauli-ratna,  as,  d,  am,  with 

a  crown-jewel,  having  a  crest-jewel. 

tt**<  sampa,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  sam-pat), 
descending,  falling,  alighting  ;  (a),  f.  lightning  ; 
[cf.  fampd.] 

«**fis  sam-pa6,  Caus.  -pafayati,  -yitum, 
to  cook  or  mature  together;  to  ripen  thoroughly, 
bake  or  cook  thoroughly,  burn. 

Sam-pafcva,  as,  d,  ant,  thoroughly  matured  or 

ripened. 
Sam-paka,  as,  m.  cooking  or  ripening  thoroughly, 

maturing  ;  the  tree  Cassia  Fistula  [cf.  dam-pdka^  ; 
(as,  d,  am),  reasoning  well,  a  reasoner,  logician  ; 
subtle,  cunning,  impudent  ;  lustful,  lewd  ;  small, 
little,  low. 

*i*M<^  sam-path,  cl.  I.  P.  -pathati,  Sec., 
to  read  through,  peruse. 

Sam-pd/hya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  caused  to  be  read, 
(a-sampdthya,  one  with  whom  no  one  is  allowed to  read.) 

*)*Mit  sam-pat,  cl.  I.  P.  -patati,  -patilum, 
to  fly  together,  run  or  rush  together,  meet  or  come 
together,  flow  together  ;  to  meet  at  (with  ace.)  ; 
to  unite  with  (with  inst.)  ;  to  fall  together,  meet 

together  in  hostile  encounter  ;  to-  fly  to,  hasten 
towards,  flock  to,  go  to,  attain  ;  to  rush  towards, 
assail,  attack;  to  fall  in  with;  to  fly  down,  fall 

down,  alight  on  ;  to  go  or  roam  about  ;  to  come  to 
pass,  happen  :  Caus.  -pdtayati,  -yitum,  to  cause 
to  fly  or  fall,  cause  to  fly  down,  throw  down,  hurl 
down,  cast,  throw. 

Sam-patat,  an,  antl,  at.  flying  together,  hasten- 
ing together  ;  falling  or  flying  down,  alighting, 

arriving  ;  going  backwards  and  forwards. 
Sam-patita,  as,  d,  am,  flying  or  falling  together, 

coming  to  pass,  happening,  fallen  or  met  together; 
come  to  pass. 

Sam-pdta,  as,  m.  falling  together,  concurrence, 
falling  against  each  other,  meeting  together,  en- 

countering ;  butting  together  ;  general  fall  ;  falling 
down,  descending,  coming  down,  alighting  (as  a 
bird)  ;  a  peculiar  mode  of  flight  (of  birds)  ;  the 
flight  of  an  arrow;  that  which  falls  or  settles  to 
the  bottom,  the  residue  (of  an  offering)  ;  anything 
thrown  in  or  added  as  an  ingredient  ;  going,  moving, 

removing  ;  N.  of  the  son  of  Garuda  ;  (au),  m.  du., 
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N.  of  two  Vedic  hymns.  —  Sampdta-i-at,  an,  ati, 
at,  containing  ingredients. 

SciM-pdti,  is,  in.,  N.  of  a  fabulous  bird  (the  eldest 
son  of  Garuda  and  elder  brother  of  Jatayu)  ;  a  proper 

N.,  (also  written  sam-ydti.) 
Sampdtilta,  as,  m.  a  fabulous  bird. 
Sam-pdtin,  i,  ini,  i,  falling  together. 

sam-patnl,  f.  (a  woman)  together 
with  her  husband,  (see  patni.) 

^^1?  T-  sam-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate,  -pat- 
turn,  to  fall  or  happen  well,  turn  out  well,  succeed, 
be  prosperous,  be  accomplished  ;  be  completed  or 
fulfilled,  to  become  full  or  complete  (as  a  number), 

amount  to  ;  to  become  (e.  g.  svedodbhedo  vibhushd 
sampcde,  the  bursting  out  of  drops  of  perspiration 
became  an  ornament,  Kirat.  VII.  5),  be  produced, 

be  bom,  be  brought  forth,  arise  ;  to  fall  together, 
come  together,  meet  with,  unite  with  (with  inst.)  ; 

to  fall  into  any  one's  possession  ;  to  attain  to,  obtain, 
acquire  ;  to  enter  into,  be  absorbed  in  (with  loc.  or 
ace.)  :  Caus.  -pad  ayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  succeed, 
cause  to  arise,  cause  to  become,  bring  about,  produce, 

effect,  accomplish,  complete,  cause  to  procure,  obtain, 

make  ready,  prepare  ;  to  turn  or  transform  into  ;  to 
furnish  or  provide  with,  endow  with  ;  to  cause  to 
be  occupied  with  ;  to  attain,  obtain  ;  to  be  agreed, 
agree  upon  (Ved,). 

Sam-patti,  u,  f.  prosperity,  success,  increase  of 
wealth,  &c.,  completion,  fulfilment,  perfection,  excel- 

lence ;  a  suitable  state  or  condition  ;  a  sort  of  medi- 
cinal root. 

i.  sam-pad,  t,  f.  success,  prosperity,  good  fortune  ; 
luck,  fate  ;  increase  of  wealth  or  happiness,  advance- 

ment of  any  kind,  advantage,  benefit,  blessing  ;  a 

treasure;  a  necklace  of  pearls;  decoration,  adorn- 
ment ;  accomplishment,  perfection,  completion  ;  ex- 

cellence; correctness,  right  method;  excess,  abun- 
dance. —  Sampad-vasu,  ut,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 

seven  principal  rays  of  the  sun  (supposed  to  supply 
heat  to  the  planet  Mars).  —  Sampad-vinimaya,  as, 
m.  an  interchange  of  benefit  or  advantage. 

Sam-padyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  accomplished, 
being  brought  about. 
Sampadvara,  as,  m.  a  king,  prince. 

Sam-panna,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  or  turned  out  well, 
successful,  prosperous,  fortunate,  thriving,  happy; 

accomplished,  effected,  completed,  finished,  com- 
plete, perfect;  perfectly  acquainted  or  conversant 

with  ;  full  grown,  mature  ;  right,  correct  ;  procured, 
acquired,  obtained  ;  possessed  of,  endowed  with  ;  of 
perfect  or  correct  flavour  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva  ; 

(am),  n.  a  delicacy.  —Sampanna-tama,  as,  d, 
am,  most  complete  or  perfect.  —  Sampanna-rupa, 
as,  d,  am,  complete,  perfect  ;  dainty,  delicate. 

SampannaTca,  as,  a,  am,  =  sam-panna  above. 
Sam-pdda,  as,  m.  accomplishment,  completion, 

acquisition,  obtaining. 

Sam-pddaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  bringing  about,  effect- 
ing, effective  of,  accomplishing,  fulfilling. 

Sam-pddana,  as,  i,  am,  effective  of,  procuring, 

gaining  :  (am),  n.  the  act  of  bringing  about,  accom- 
plishing, effecting,  making  ;  preparing,  clearing 

(ground  &c.);  gaining,  acquiring,  reaching,  attaining. 

Sam-pddaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  brought  about or  effected. 

Sam-pdtlayat,  an,  antl,  at,  accomplishing,  effect- 

ing, perfecting. 
Sam-pddayilri,  td,  M,  tri,  one  who  accom- 

plishes or  effects. 
Sam-pddita,  as,  d,  am,  brought  about,  accom- 

plished, effected  ;  attained,  obtained,  gained,  gotten. 

Sam-pddya,  ind.  having  procured,  effected,  or 
obtained. 

H4-U<^  sam-pada,  am,  n.  standing  with  the 
feet  together  or  even  (  =  eamam  pada-yugam). 

cl.  10.  P.  -ktrta- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  enumerate  fully,  particularise. 
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Sam-parikirtita,  as,  a,  am,  fully  enumerated, 
rcbted  in  detail. 

«*MiXtti'>T  sam-pari-kram,  cl.  i.  P.  A. 
-krdmati,  -kruniate,  Sic,,  to  go  or  walk  round,  to 
visit  in  succession,  go  the  round  of. 
Sam-parikrauii/a,  ind.  having  walked  round. 

TTHTftjan sam-pari-khyd,  cl.  2.  P.  -khydti, 
Sec.,  to  communicate  completely,  relate  in  full,  de- 

clare at  length. 

^TWlfCH^  sam-pari-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A. 
-grihndti,  -grihnUe,  &c.,  to  accept  fully,  receive ; 

to  receive  in  a  friendly  manner ;  to  embrace ;  to 

accomplish,  perform,  complete ;  to  take  in  or  under- 
stand thoroughly. 

Sam-parigrihya,  ind.  having  accepted;  having 
completed,  having  thoroughly  understood. 

;H»xrft^  sam-pari-car,  cl.  I.  P.  -(arati, 
-taritum,  to  wait  upon,  attend  on,  serve. 

4(M|  fi,PN  t)N  sam-pari-tint,  cl.  10.  P.  -fin- 
tayati,  -yitum,  to  think  out,  excogitate,  invent. 
Sam-paruHntita,  of,  a,  am,  thought  out,  devised. 

t)U|f{.r}M,  sam-pari-tush,  cl.  4.  P.  -tush- 
yati,  -toshtum,  to  feel  quite  satisfied  or  content : 
Caus.  -toshayati,  -yitum,  to  satisfy  completely, 
appease. 
Sam-paritoshita,  as,  a,  am,  fully  satisfied,  quite 

appeased. 

MMjiXrM*^  sam-pari-tyaj,  cl.  I.  P.  -tya- 
jati,  -lyaktum,  to  abandon  completely,  desert, 
leave. 

Sam-parityakta,  as,  a,  am,  abandoned,  given  up. 
— Samparityakta-jh'ita,  ai,  a,  am,  (a  battle  &c.) in  which  life  is  risked. 

Sam-parityajya,  ind.  having  completely  aban- 
doned, having  abandoned  everything. 

fl**liX<;?  sam-pari-dah,  Pass,  -dahyate 
(also  P.  -ti),  to  be  entirely  burnt  or  consumed  by 
fire,  be  consumed. 

Wlfiw  sam-pari-pri.   See  rt.  pfi,  p.  596. 
Sam-paripurna,  as,  a,  am,  quite  filled,  fully 

satisfied;  completely  accomplished,  perfected.— Sam- 
paripurna^vidya,  as,  a,  am,  well  filled  with 
knowledge,  perfect  in  knowledge. 

tiutfc?  sam-pari-plu,  cl.  i.  A.  -plavate, 
&c.,  to  flow  quite  over,  overflow  completely. 
8am-pa.riplv.ta,  as,  a,  am,  completely  overflowed, 

deluged ;  overwhelmed  (with  misfortune  &c.),  greatly 
distressed. 

JHmfi.^  sam-pari-bhu,  cl.  I .  P.  -bhavati, 
&c.,  to  despise  or  contemn  utterly :  Pass,  -bhuyate, 
to  be  despised,  &c. :  Caus.  -bhdvayati,  -yitum,  to 
fix  firmly,  hold  well  together,  control. 

H W4 IX.£3T sam-pari-bhrarts.  Seeit.bltrans. 
Sam-paribhrashta,  as,  a,  am,  fallen  away  from, 

entirely  deprived  of  (with  abl.). 

«*M  (V«j<;  sam-pari-mud,  cl.  I.  A.  -modate, 
Sec.,  to  rejoice  greatly,  exult. 

««-H(V<.BI  sam-pari-raksh,  cl.  I.  P.  -rak- 
rhati,  -raTtshitum,  to  keep  complete  guard  over, 
protect,  defend. 

«*Mr«.<«Tsam-/>an'-ro6A,cl.  I. \.-rabhate, 
Sec.,  to  take  well  hold  of;  to  clasp  or  embrace  mutually. 

Saiii-parirab/iya,  ind.  having  mutually  embraced. 

«•*!  Kc}  sam-pari-vri,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -vrinoti, 
-vrinulc.  Sec.,  to  surround  completely,  encompass, 
encircle :  Caus.  -varai/ati,  Sec.,  to  surround. 

i-parivarita,  as,  a,  am,  entirely  surrounded 
or  encompassed. 

•^'tm-parivarya,  ind.  having  encircled  or  encom- 
passed. 
Sam-parii'rita,  at,  a,  am  (Ved.  also  sam-pari 

),  completely  surrounded. 

fSa  sam-parikirtita. sam-purayat. 

     ^tam-pari-vrij,  Caus.  -varjayati, 
-yitum,  to  shun  or  avoid  utterly,  forsake,  abandon. 

Hm (Vjrl  sam-pari-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate, 
Sec.,  to  turn  completely  round,  roll  round,  revolve  ; 
to  exist ;  to  turn  back,  return ;  to  turn  back  from, 

desist  from  (with  abl.) :  Caus.  -tartayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  turn  round,  lead  round,  lead  about. 

Sam-parivartya,  ind.  having  made  to  turn  round, 
having  led  round. 

J  sam-parisoshana,  am,  n.  (fr. 
rt.  ju.sh  with  pari  and  sam),  becoming  completely 
dried  up,  withering  up,  emaciation. 

t)Mjf^t»q;i  sam-pari-shcaiij.  See  rt.  svanj. 

Sa  m-parishvakta,  as,  d,  am,  mutually  embraced, 
closely  embraced. 
Sam-parishvajya,  ind.having  mutually  embraced. 

HJ-ufCffT  sam-pari-hrish,  Caus.  -harsha- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  make  completely  happy,  delight. 

,.  . .  sum-pare  (-pard-i,  see  rt.  5.  i),  cl. 
2.  P.  -paraiti.  Sec.,  to  come  together  (in  conflict)  ; 

to  go  away,  go  beyond  (especially  to  another  world or  future  state). 

Sam-pardya,  as,  m.  meeting  together  in  strife 
or  encounter,  conflict,  contention,  war,  battle ; 
calamity,  adversity ;  the  other  world,  a  future  state, 
futurity,  future  time ;  a  son. 
Sampardyaka,  am,  a.  conflict,  encounter,  war, battle. 

Samparayika,  am,  n.  =  aampardyaka  above. 

sam-parka.     See  under  sam-prif. 

t-pary-dp  (-pari-dp),  cl.  5.  P. 
-dpnoli,  Sec.,  Ved.  to  take  hold  of  together. 

Sam-parydpya,  ind.  having  taken  hold  of  simul- taneously. 

  x  sam-paldy  (fr.  rt.  oy  =  rt.  5.  i 
with  paid  for  para  and  sam),  cl.  I.  A.  -palayate, 
-yitum,  to  run  away  together,  escape. 
tfJ-MjlJHH  sam-pasyamana.  See  under 

i.  tan-dris",  p.  1059,  col.  3. 

4)U(|  sam-pd,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -pibati,  -te,  &c. 
(see  rt.  I.  pa),  to  drink  together ;  Caus.  -payayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  drink  together,  make  to  drink. 
Sam-paya,  ind.  having  drunk  together. 
Sam-piti,  is,  f.  drinking  in  company,  compo- tation. 

44*44 1 3  sam-pdka.    See  sam-pac,  p.  1083. 

(41-mZ  sam-pdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  pat  with 

sam),  a  spindle ;  the  intersection  of  the  prolonged 
side  of  a  triangle  by  a  perpendicular. 

sam-pdta,  sam-pati.    See  sam-pat. 
sam-pdda,  sam-pddana,  &c.     See 

p.  1083,  col.  3. 
sampdra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

sam-pdrana.    See  sam-pri,  col.  3. 

tam-pind,  cl.  10.  P.  -pindayati,  &c., 
to  heap  together ;  to  clench. 
Sam-pindita,  as,  ii,  am,  heaped  together;  con- 

tracted.— Sampiyditanguli  (°ta-an°),  is,  is,  i, 
having  the  fingers  clenched  or  closed. 

«fj-MH  sam-pish,  cl.  7.  P.  -pinashti  (Impf. 
sam-apinat,  Ved.  sam-piijak),  -pesh/um,  to  grind 
or  rub  together,  pound  or  crush  to  pieces,  bruise, 
crush  (Soma  &c.) ;  to  shatter,  destroy,  kill. 
Sam-pis/iia,  as,  d,  am,  crushed  or  broken  to 

pieces,  pounded,  bruised,  shattered,  destroyed. 
Sam-peshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  grinding  toge- 

ther, pounding. 

*t«flT  sam-pul,  cl.  10.  P.  -pidayati,  -yi 
turn,  to  compress,  press  or  squeeze  together,  oppress, 

press,  force  ;  to  pinch,  pain,  torture,  vex,  harass, 
disturb ;  to  obscure,  eclipse ;  to  reckon  up,  calculate 

together,  compute,  sum  up. 
Sam-pnla,  as,  m.  pressing  or  squeezing  together, 

pain,  torture ;  harassing,  agitating,  disturbing ;  send- 
ing, directing  ;  (a),  f.  torment. 

Sam-pidana,  am,  n.  compression,  pressing  toge- 
ther, squeezing;  pinching, paining,  castigation,  punish- 
ment ;  stirring  together,  agitating ;  sending. 

Sum-pidayat,  an,  anti,  at,  compressing ;  squeez- 
ing, tormenting,  paining. 

Sam-pidita,  as,  a,  am,  pressed  together,  squeezed  ; 
pained,  tortured,  punished  ;  agitated  ;  sent. 
Sam-pldya,  ind.  having  pressed  together,  having 

tormented ;  having  restrained. 

«**flfn  sam-piti.     See  under  sam-pd. 

flMj2  sam-puta,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  put  with 
gam),  a  covered  box,  casket ;  the  Kuruvaka  flower. 
Samputaka,  as,  m.  a  box,  casket;  (ika),  (.  a 

box  filled  with  ornaments. 

T*^'1?  sam-push,  cl.  9.  P.  -pushndti,  -po- 
sJiitum,  to  become  thoroughly  nourished,  increase, 

grow. 

Sam-poshya,  ai,  a,  am,  to  be  well  nourished  or 

supported. 
ff^sarn-pu,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -punuti,  -punite, 

&c.,  to  cleanse  thoroughly,  purify  :  Caus.  -pavayati, 
-yitum,  to  make  clean,  cleanse,  purify. 
Sam-puya,  ind.  having  cleansed,  having  purified. 

*nn^\sam-puj,  cl.  10. P.-piijayati,  -yitum, 
to  honour  greatly,  esteem  or  value  highly. 
Sam-piijana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  treating  with  great 

respect,  honouring,  reverence,  esteem. 
Sam-pujaniya  or  sam-pujayitavya,  as,  a,  am, 

to  be  highly  honoured  or  valued ;  to  be  respected. 
Sam-pujita,  as,  d,  am,  greatly  honoured,  highly 

respected  or  valued,  revered. 
1 .  sam-pujya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  honoured,  &c. 
2.  sam-pujya,  ind.  having  honoured,  honouring, 

worshipping,  paying  respect  to. 

J"|  sam-pri,  Caus.  -pdrayati,  -yitum, 
Ved.  to  bring  over  to  the  further  side,  bring  to  an 
end,  accomplish,  perform. 

HM4-«^  sam-pri6,  cl.  7.  P.  -prinakti  (also 
apparently  cl.  3.  in  some  Vedic  forms,  e.  g.  sam- 

piprigdhi,  -piprikta,  &c.),  cl.  2.  A.  -priJtte  or -priitkle.  Sec.  (see  rt.  I.  pric),  to  mix  together, 
commingle,  bring  into  contact,  connect,  unite;  to 
be  mixed  together,  be  united,  be  in  contact,  be 
connected  (A.) ;  to  fill  up,  fill,  complete ;  to  fill  or 
satiate  with,  present  with ;  to  be  filled  or  satiated 
with,  be  presented  with  (A.). 

Sum-parka,  as,  m.  mixing  together,  mixture, 
commingling,  conjunction,  union  ;  contact,  touch  ; 
bodily  contact,  sexual  union  or  connection. 
Samparkin,  i,  int,  i,  blended  together,  mixed  ; 

united  with,  connected ;  in  contact  with,  touching. 

Samfiarkjya,  at,  a,  am,  rerating  to  contact  or 
connection  ;  liable  to  come  in  contact. 
Sam-prikta,  as,  d,  am,  mixed  together,  blended, 

combined,  conjoined,  united,  connected,  related ;  in 
contact  with,  touching,  in  close  contact ;  interspersed, inlaid. 

>'•< ,,1-prinfana,  ai,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  mixed  or 
mingled  with,  associated  with. 

W{  sam-pri,  Pass.  -pHryate,  to  be  com- 
pletely filled,  become  quite  full :  Caus.  -pdrayati, 

-purayati,  -yitum,  to  make  quite  full,  complete ; to  fill  with. 

Sam-pdrana,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  (equally  referrible 
to  sam-pri  above),  completing,  filling,  adequate, 

(Sa>  =  td<JAayoA  eamyak  puraka,  Rig-veda  III. 

45,  4-) Sam-purayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  be  full, 

filling. 



sam-purita. 
sam-pratipujya. 

Sam-puriia,  as,  d,  am,  filled  quite  full,  filled  with. 
Sam-purna,  as,  a,  am,  completely  filled  or  full, 

replete ;  full  (as  the  moon) ;  complete,  finished ; 
whole,  entire ;  (as),  m.  any  mode  of  music  in  which 
all  the  notes  of  the  gamut  are  employed ;  (a),  f. 
a  particular  ekadafi,  q.  v. ;  (am),  n.  ether,  the 
etherial  element  or  atmosphere.  —  Sampurna-kama, 
as,  a,  am,  filled  with  desire.  —  Sampiirna-tara, 
as,  d,  am,  more  filled,  very  full.  —  Sampurna-td, 
{.  or  sampurna-tra,  am,  n.  complete  fulness,  per- 

fection, completeness.  —  Sampurna-mdya,  as,  d, 
am,  replete  with  knowledge. 

^**(OIH-H  sam-pra-kamp,  cl.  I.  A.  -kam- 
pate,  -kampitum,  to  tremble  violently,  shiver, 
quake:  Caus.  -kampayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
tremble. 

**^«nTTn  sam-pra-kds,  cl.  I.  A.  -kasate, 
&c.,  to  become  manifest,  be  visible,  appear;  to 
shine,  glitter :  Caus.  -kaiayati,  -yitum,  to  illumi- 

nate, make  manifest,  display,  discover,  disclose. 

Sam-prakds'ita,  as,  d,  am,  made  manifest,  dis- 
played, discovered. 

*< +4  en  sam-pra-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti, 
-kurute,  -kartum,  to  perform,  practise,  do ;  to  effect, 
render,  cause  anything  to  become  (with  two  ace.). 

mH eh  14^ sam-pra-krish,  cl.  I.  P.  -karshati, 
&c.,  to  drag  along  with,  carry  off,  tear  away. 

ttfr^cn  sam-pra-kri.     See  rt.  I.  kri. 
Sam-prakirna,  as,  a,  am,  thoroughly  mixed  or 

mingled. 

H m  AH  sam-pra-knt,  cl.  10.  P.  -kirtayati, 
-yitum,  to  mention  fully,  enumerate ;  to  declare  or 
designate  as,  call,  name,  pronounce. 
Sam-prakirtita,  as,  a,  am,  mentioned  fully,  enu- 

merated ;  called,  named,  designated. 

HUjctiX^  sam-pra-klrip,  Caus.  -kalpayati, 
-yitum,  to  arrange  or  dispose  properly,  ordain, 
regulate,  appoint,  fix,  settle. 
Sam-prakalpita,  as,  d,  am,  thoroughly  arranged 

or  prepared,  disposed,  ordained,  appointed,  fixed. 
Sam-praklripta,  as,  d,  am,  well  prepared  or 

arranged ;  well  provided  or  furnished  with. 

WT3K*{sam-pra-kram,  cl.  i.  A.  -kramate, 
-Jcramitum,  to  proceed  to  do  or  set  about  anything, 
to  begin  (with  inf.). 

sam-prakshdlana,  am,  n.  the 
act  of  washing  entirely  away,  complete  ablution,  puri- 

fication by  water  ;  bathing  ;  inundation. 

hip,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -ksM- 
pati,  -te,  -ksheptum,  to  throw  or  hurl  at,  cast. 

HHHiJ*?  sam-pra-kshubh,  cl.  I.  A.,  4.  P. 
•ksTiobhate,  -kshubhyati,  &c.,  to  be  greatly  shaken 

or  tossed  about  or  agitated  ;  to  become  confused. 

Sam-pralmhubhita,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  shaken 

or  tossed  3bo\A.  —  Sampmkshubhita-mana&a,  as, 

a,  am,  agitated  or  confused  in  mind. 

H  HI  >ii  sam-pra-kshai,  Caus.  -kshapayati, 
-yitum,  Ved.  to  cause  to  die  away  or  be  destroyed, 
extinguish. 
Sam-prakshapya,  ind.  having  extinguished. 

WHIJMi|  sam-pra-gah,  cl.  I.  A.  -ydhate, 
&c.,  to  dive  into,  plunge  into,  enter. 

^m^sam-pra-gri,  cl.  9.  P.  -grindti,  &c., to  recite  or  celebrate  together. 

Sam-pragirya,  ind.  having  recited  together. 

H^FI  sam-pra-gai,  el.  I.  P.  -gayati,  -gd- 
tum,  to  sing  forth,  chant,  intone,  sing  ;  to  begin  to 
sing. 

H*My¥  sam-pra-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -yrih- 
•nati,  -grihnite,  Sec.,  to  hold  forth  together,  stretch 
forth  (Ved.);  to  seize  or  take  hold  of  together;  to 
take  hold  of;  to  accept  or  receive  well  or  kindly, 

Sam-pragrihya,  ind.  having  laid  hold  of  or  seized. 

^P'Snn^  sam-pra-ghrish,  cl.  I.  P.  -ghar- 
shati,  &c.,  to  rub  well  into  or  on. 

H*M't'rf  sam-pra-caksh,  cl.  2.  A.  -toshte, 
-dashtum,\o  explain  or  expound  particularly;  to 
suppose,  assume. 

tl^H^*.  sam-pra-6ar,  cl.  I.  P.  -darati, 
-daritum,  to  come  forth,  advance,  begin  to  move ; 
to  go  on,  be  carried  on,  take  place. 
Sam-pradarat,  an,  anti,  at,  advancing,  going  on. 

tfjyfa  sam-pra-6i,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -tinoti, 
-dinute,  &c.,  to  gather  or  collect  completely. 

HHI^Jr!  sam-pra-6ud,  Caus.  -fodayati,  -yi- 
tum, to  urge  on  or  impel  quickly,  set  in  rapid 

motion,  push  on,  incite,  drive  on;  to  promote, 
encourage ;  to  require. 
Sam-pradodita,  as,  d,  am,  urged  on,  impelled, incited. 

tlHlf-<sJ<J  sam-pra-drhid  (-thid),  cl.  7.  P. 
A.  -ddhinatti,  -ddhintte,  &c.,  to  cut  to  pieces,  cut 
through,  split  to  pieces,  shatter. 

HHI^y  sam-pra-tyu,  Caus.  -fydvayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  proceed  or  come  forth  from 
different  directions ;  to  bring  together. 

HHliS  sam-pra6h,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -pri66hati, 
-priUhate,  -praslitum,  to  ask  fully,  inquire  about 
(with  two  ace.) ;  to  make  inquiries,  consult  about 
(A.) ;  to  salute,  greet  (Ved.). 
Sam-prishta,  as,  d,  am,  asked  or  inquired  about. 
Sam-pras'na,  as,  m.  asking  or  inquiring  about, 

full  inquiry;  courteous  inquiry;  any  question  or 
inquiry ;  a  refuge,  asylum  (Ved.,  Say.  =2>arame- 

s"vara). 

W*4 *\<\sam-pra-jan,  cl.  4.  A.  -jdyate,  &c., 
to  be  produced,  spring  up,  arise,  come  into  existence ; 
to  exist,  be ;  to  be  born  again. 
Sam-prajdla,  as,  a,  am,  produced,  arisen;  (5), 

f.  a  cow  which  has  calved  ;  [cf.  pra-jata."] 
MHIsM  sam-pra-jnd,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -jdndti, 

-janite,  &c.,  to  distinguish,  discern,  recognise,  know 
accurately  or  perfectly. 

Sam-prajAdta,  as,  d,  am,  distinguished,  dis- cerned ;  known  accurately. 

tl^yiari  sam-pra-jval,  cl.  I.  P.  -jvalati, 
Sec.,  to  flame  or  blaze  up,  catch  fire,  burn :  Caus. 

-jvnlayati,  -yitum,  to  light  up,  kindle,  ignite. 
Sam-prajvaltit,  an,  anti,  at,  flaming  up,  burning. 
Sam-prajvalita,  as,  a,  am,  lighted,  kindled. 

Sam-prajvalya,  ind.  having  lighted  or  kindled. 

HHULI?  sam-pra-nad  (-nad),  cl.  I.  P.  -na- 
dati,  &c.,  to  cry  out,  cry  :  Caus.  -nadayati,  -yitum, 
to  cause  to  resound,  fill  with  clamour  or  noise. 

Sam-pranddita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  resound. 

UHHtro  sam-pra-nam  (-nam),  cl.  I.  P. 

-namati,  -nantum,  to  bow  down  or  bend  one's self  before  (with  ace.). 

Sam-praiiamya,  ind.  having  bowed  down  before. 

HHI1K  sam-pra-nard  (-nard).  See  rt. 
nard. 

Sam^pranardita,  as,  a,  am,  roared  out,  bel- lowed. 

?T  HI  •HI  91  sam-pra-nas  (-nas),  cl.  4.  P. 

-naiyati.  Sec.,  to  be  entirely  lost,  vanish;  to  dis- 

appear. Sam-pranaskta,  as,  a,  am  (incorrectly  sam- 
pranashta),  entirely  vanished,  disappeared. 

ftHtftimT  sam-pra-ni-dhd  (-ni-dhd),  cl.  3. 
P.  A.  -dailliati,  -dhatte,  -dhdtum,  to  put  down  on 
one  side,  leave  behind,  leave  unnoticed,  disregard. 

Sam-pranidhdya,  ind.  having  put  aside,  having 
disregarded. 
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sam-pra-rii  (-rii),  cl.  I.  P.  A. 

-nayati,  -te,  -netum,  to  bring  together,  collect, 
raise  (taxes  &c.)  ;  to  put  together,  compose  ;  (with 
dandam)  to  apply  the  rod,  inflict  punishment, 
administer  chastisement. 

Sam-pranita,  as,  a,  am,  brought  together, 
brought,  conveyed  ;  composed  (as  poetry  &c.),  in- 

flicted (as  punishment). 

Sam-pranetri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  guides  or  leads, 
guiding,  leading,  &c.  ;  (td),  m.  a  ruler,  judge. 

ff^PJ^  sam-pra-nud  (-nud),  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
•nudati,  -te,  -nottum,  to  drive  or  press  forward, 
urge  on,  to  drive  away  from,  remove  or  move  away 
from  (with  abl.). 

Sam-pranudita,  as,  a,  am,  driven  or  urged  on. 

^fn^sam-pra-tap.     See  rt.  2.  tap. 
Sam-pratapta,  as,  a,  am,  excessively  heated  ; 

greatly  pained,  tortured  ;  suffering  pain. 
Sam-pratapana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  heating  or 

burning  ;  inflicting  great  pain  or  torture,  afflicting  ; 
N.  of  one  of  the  twenty-one  hells,  (Manu  IV.  89.) 

HHIrl^  sam-pra-tark,  cl.  to.  P.  -tarka- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  form  a  clear  conclusion  or  conjec- 

ture ;  to  consider  as,  think,  regard. 

Sam-pratarkya,  ind.  having  considered  or  re- 

garded. 

^HlTr!  i.  sam-prati,  ind.  now,  at  this 
time,  at  present. 

RWjfTf  2.  sam-prati,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  par- 
ticular Athat  of  the  past  Utsarpini. 

H^rnr?T?  sam-prati-grah,  cl.  9.  P.  A. 
-gnhnati,  -grihnite,  -grahitum,  to  receive  hos- 

pitably, treat  kindly,  welcome. 
ti***^?!!  sam-prati-jhd,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  -ja- 

mati,  -jantte,  -jnatum,  to  recognise  fully,  assent  to, 

promise. 
Sam-pratijnata,  as,  a,  am,  fully  recognised  or 

assented  to,  promised. 

-prati-nand,  cl.  I.  P.  -nan- 
dati,  Sec.,  to  greet  or  welcome  gladly. 
Sam-pratinandita,  as,  a,  am,  greeted  joyfully, 

welcomed. 

WHlfrm<i(  sam-prati-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -pad- 
yate,  -pattum,  to  go  towards  together  ;  to  go  near 

to,  approach,  arrive  at  (with  ace.)  ;  to  addict  one's self  to  ;  to  attain  to,  reach  ;  obtain,  receive  ;  to 
receive  back,  recover  ;  to  come  to  pass,  arise  ;  to  be 

fully  agreed  about,  agree  upon,  assent  to  ;  to  consider 
as,  regard  ;  to  bring  about,  perform,  accomplish  : 
Caus.  -padayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  go  towards  or 
come  to,  cause  to  receive,  bestow,  grant,  give  over  to. 

Sam-pratipatti,  is,  f.  approach,  arrival,  presence, 
attaining  to,  obtaining,  acquirement,  gain  ;  going 

against,  assault  ;  arising,  occurring  ;  agreement,  con- 
currence, acknowledgment,  admission,  confession, 

assent,  affirmation;  co-operation;  bringing  about, 

performing,  effecting  ;  (in  faw)  a  particular  kind  of 

reply  or  defence,  confession  or  admission  of  a  fact 

[cf.  praty-avaskanda]  ;  (is,  is,  i),  agreed  toge- 
ther, consentient. 

Sam-pratipadya,  ind.  having  gone  towards  or 

approached,  having  attained  to. 
Sam-pratipanna,  as,  a,  am,  gone  near,  come 

up  to,  approached,  attained,  reached,  gained,  arrived  ; 
agreed,  concurred  ;  recognised,  acknowledged,  assented 
to  ;  brought  about,  performed. 
Sam-pratipddana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to 

receive,  delivering  or  giving  over  to,  granting. 

Sam-pratipddita,  as,  a,  am,  delivered  over, 
bestowed,  given. 

Jjm  frl  IfH  sam-prati-piij,  cl.  10.  P.  -pnja- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  honour  greatly,  revere,  respect. 
Sam-pratipujita,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  honoured, 

much  respected. 

Sam-pratipujya,  ind.  having  honoured  greatly. 

IJ  U 
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sam-Prati-budh>  Caus.  -bodha- 
yati,  -yituin,  to  rouse  up  or  awaken  thoroughly. 

H*^rfrTHT  sam-prati-bha,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhdti, 
&c.,  to  shine  out  fully,  be  conspicuous,  appear,  seem; 
to  appear  dearly,  be  fully  understood. 

fP^rfiWT1^  sam-prati-bhash,  cl.  I  .  A.  -bha- 
ihate,  -bhdihitum,  to  speak  to  in  return,  answer. 

ff^ffinj^  sain-prati-mu6,  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
-mtiiiiati,  -te,  Sec.,  to  bind  firmly,  fetter,  bind. 
Sam-pratimukta,  at,  a,  am,  firmly  or  completely 

bound,  fastened,  bound  ;  [cf.  prati-mukta.] 

HHlfrH^VJl*  sam-pralirodhaka,  am,  n.  (fr. 
rt.  2.  ritdh  with  prati  and  earn),  complete  restraint, 
confinement,  imprisonment,  obstruction. 

sam-prati-laksh,  cl.  IO.  P.  A. 
-lakehayati,  -te,  to  perceive  fully,  see  clearly  :  Pass. 
-lakshyate,  to  be  seen  clearly. 

UHlfrlH?  sam-prati-vid,  Caus.  -vedayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  be  fully  known,  publish,  pro- 

claim, announce,  report,  tell,  relate. 

HHlfd'SJ  sam-prati-sru,  cl.  5.  P.  -srinoti, 
Sec.,  to  hear  fully,  listen  attentively  to,  assent,  promise  : 

Caus.  -irdvayati,  -yitum,  to  make  to  promise  or 
repeat  a  promise,  remind  of  a  promise. 

Sam-pratUravya,  ind.  having  reminded  of  a 
promise. 
Sam-pratiirutya,  ind.  having  promised  or  as- 

sented, having  agreed. 

««^rn8i  sam-prati-shthd  (-stha),  cl.  I.  P. 
A.  -tishthati,  -te,  -shthdtum,  to  stand  firmly  on  (with 
loc.),  rest  on. 

Sam-pratishthita,  ai,  a,  am,  standing  firmly  on, 
resting  on,  depending  on  ;  established,  fixed,  settled. 

^TJ^Tift  sam-prafi  (-prati-i),  cl.  2.  P.  -pra- 
tyeti,  &c.,  to  go  towards,  arrive  at,  come  to  a  firm 
conviction,  believe  firmly  in,  trust  in. 

Sam-prattta,  ai,  a,  am,  come  back  again,  re- 
turned ;  firmly  believed  or  believing  ;  fully  convinced  ; 

proved,  approved,  admitted,  thoroughly  ascertained, 
well  known,  renowned  ;  respectful,  compliant. 

Sam-pmtiti,  is,  f.  complete  belief  or  trust,  full 
knowledge  or  ascertainment,  notoriety,  fame  ;  respect, 
compliance. 

Sam-pratyaya,  as,  m.  firm  conviction,  perfect 
faith  or  belief,  entire  conviction  or  trust  ;  agreement, 

appointment  ;  [cf.  yatha-s°.] 

ti«*l  nl^  sam-pratiksh  (-prati-lksh),  cl.  I. 
A.  -pratikshate,  Sec.,  to  look  out  for,  wait  for, 
await,  expect. 

Sam-pratikshd,  f.  looking  out  for,  waiting  for, 
expecting,  awaiting. 

Sam-pratikshya,  ind.  having  waited  for,  expecting. 

wm  fll  •<  sam-pratlsh  (-prati-ish),  cl.  6.  P. 

-pratiichati,  &c.,  to  wish  together  with,  assent  to, 
agree,  promise. 

**^9lv  som-pra-tush,  cl.  4.  P.  -tushyati, 
Sec.,  to  be  or  become  quite  satisfied,  be  contented. 

fmPa  sam-prattl.  See  under  sam-pra- 
dii. 

sam-pratyaya.     See  sam-pratl. 

sam-praty-d-yam  (-prati-d-), 
cl.  I.  P.  -gadchati,  -ganturn,,  to  come  back  to, return. 

Sam-pratydgata,  at,  a,  am,  come  back,  returned. 

«»n<;^   sam-pra-dah,   cl.  I.   P.  -dahati, 
•llttim,  to  burn  quite  up,  consume,  destroy. 

**H^I  sam-pra-dd,  cl.  3.  P.  A.  -dadatl, 
-dalle,  -diitum,  to  give  completely  up  or  deliver 
wholly  over  to  (any  one)  ;  to  give,  impart,  grant  ; 
to  bequeath,  transmit,  hand  down  by  tradition  ;  to 
give  in  marriage  :  Caus.  -dapayati,  -yitum,  to 

cause  to  give  over  or  transmit :  Desid.  -ditsati, 
to  wish  to  give  over  to. 

Sam-pratti,  if,  f.  (for  sam-pradatti'),  giving 
entirely  up,  delivering  over. 
SaiH-pradatttt,  as,  a,  am,  given  over  to,  given 

up  to,  imparted,  communicated,  transmitted,  handed 
down ;  given  in  marriage. 

Sam-praddtavya,  as,  a,  (tin,  to  be  given  or  deli- 
vered over  or  transmitted  ;  to  be  handed  down. 

Sam-pradatri,  td,  m.  one  who  gives  or  delivers 
over  or  hands  down,  a  giver. 

Sam-praddna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  giving  or  handing 
over  completely ;  gift,  donation,  bestowal ;  bestowing 

in  marriage;  (in  grammar)' one  of  the  six  Karakas, 
the  idea  expressed  by  the  dative  case,  the  recipient 
to  which  the  agent  causes  anything  to  be  given, 
(see  kdraka.) 

Sam-praddmya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  given  or 
delivered  over ;  (am),  n.  a  gift,  donation. 

l.aam-pradaya,\n\.  having  given  up  to;  having 
handed  down,  having  transmitted  (to  posterity). 

2.  sam-pradaya,  as,  m.  tradition,  established 
doctrine  transmitted  from  one  teacher  to  another, 

traditional  belief  or  usage  ;  any  peculiar  or  schisma- 
tical  system  of  religious  teaching,  schism;  custom, 

usage.  —  Sampraddya-pradyotaka,  as,  m.  a  re- 
vealer  of  the  tradition  of  the  Veda.  —  Sampraddya- 
prdpta,  as,  a,  am,  obtained  through  tradition. 

— Sampraddya-vid,  t,  m.  one  versed  in  traditional 
doctrines  or  usages. 

Sampraddyin,  i,  irii,  I,  a  holder  of  any  tra- 
ditional doctrine,  a  member  of  some  sect,  (e.  g. 

certain  sects  of  the  Vaishnavas  are  called  ?ri-sampra- 
dayins,  Rudra-sampradayins,  Brahma-sampradayins, 

&c.) 

*Wjf<3^  sam-pra-dU,  cl.  6.  P.  -disati, 
-deshtum,  to  point  out  or  indicate  fully,  prescribe, 
announce,  appoint,  designate ;  to  instruct,  teach ; 
Pass,  -ditfyate,  to  be  indicated  or  designated. 
Sam-pradishta,  ae,  a,  am,  dearly  or  particularly 

pointed  out,  prescribed,  designated,  particularized. 

ti  *«*<;")<<_  sam-pra-dip,  cl.  4.  A.  -dipyate, &c.,  to  name  or  blaze  forth ;  to  burst  into  flame, 

shine  very  brightly :  Caus.  -dipayati,  -yititm,  to 
set  fire  to,  inflame,  ignite,  kindle. 

Sam-pradipita,  as,  a,  am,  set  fire  to,  ignited, inflamed. 

Sam-pradipta,  as,  a,  am,  flaming  or  blazing 
up,  shining  very  brightly,  brilliant. 

«*Hg>^  sam-pra-dush,  cl.  4.  P.  -dushyati, 
Sec.,  to  become  thoroughly  bad,  become  quite  cor- 

rupt, deteriorate. 
Sam-pradtiehta,  as,  a,  am,  wholly  corrupted, 

quite  defiled  or  polluted. 

*(***  £3J  sam-pra-dris,  cl.  I.  P.  -pasyati, 
-dratlttum,  to  look  well  at,  observe,  regard,  con- 

sider, perceive,  know,  judge  :  Pass,  -driiyaie,  to  be 
clearly  seen  or  observed,  appear :  Caus.  -darilayati, 
•yitum,  to  cause  to  see,  show,  indicate,  exhibit, 
manifest ;  to  declare. 

Sam-pradartita,  an,  a,  am,  shown,  exhibited, manifested. 

Sam-pradariSija,  ind.  having  shown  or  exhibited. 

«m  <J  sam-pra-dru,    cl.  I.  P.  -dravati, 

Sec.,  to  "run  away  together,  run  quite  off,  escape. 
tittm-pradntla,  as,  d,  am,  run  away,  escaped. 

«*HVT5T  sam-pradhana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt. 

I.  dltfi  with^ro  and  sam),  consideration,  ascertain- ment. 

«**I*U^  sam-pra-dhav,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -dhd- 
vati,  -te,  -dhdvitum,  to  run  quite  away,  hurry  off, 
escape ;  to  run  up  to,  run  towards,  hasten  towards. 
Sam-pradhavat,  an,  anti,  at,  running  away, escaping. 

Wiy  sam-pra-dhri,  Caus.  or  cl.  10.  P. 
•dltdrayati,  -yitum,  to  fix  upon,  direct  towards; 

I  saiu-pra-mu6. 
to  deliver  over  to;  to  fix  the  mind  or  thoughts 
steadily  upon ;  to  reflect,  consider,  deliberate  or 
think  about,  determine,  resolve,  settle :  Pass,  -d/tdr- 

yate,  to  be  fixed  upon  or  determined. 
Xitm-pradharatia,  am,  d,  n.  f.  determination, 

|  deliberation,  deciding  on  the  propriety  or  impro- 
priety of  anything. 

Sam-pradhdrita,  ai,  a,  am,  fixed  or  determined 
upon,  deliberated  about. 

Sam-pradhdrya,  ind.  having  fixed  or  determined 
or  resolved ;  having  delivered. 

sam-pra-dhrish,  Caus.  -dharsha- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  offer  violence  to,  outrage,  insult, violate,  hurt. 

sam-pra-dhyai,  cl.  I.  P.  -dhyayati, 
Sec.,  to  reflect  or  meditate  deeply  about,  ponder  or 
think  well  over. 

sunt-pra-nrit,  cl.  4.  P.  -nrityati, 
Sec.,  to  begin  to  dance. 
Sam-pranritta,  as,  d,  am,  beginning  to  dance or  move  about. 

sam-pra-pai,  Pass,  -pafyate,  to 
become  quite  ripe  or  mature;  to  come  to  a  head 
(as  a  boil  &c.). 

«***M^.  sam-pra-pad,  cl.  4.  A.  -padyate, 

-pattum,  to  go  towards  or  enter  together  ;  to  set 
out  (on  a  journey  &c.);  to  come  to,  arrive  at;  to 

betake  one's  self,  have  recourse  to  (especially  for 
help)  ;  to  set  about,  begin  ;  to  succeed,  be  accom- 

plished ;  to  become. 

Sam-prapada,  am,  n.  wandering  about,  roaming. 
Sam-prapanna,  as,  d,  am,  entered,  fallen  into; 

arrived  at  ;  endowed  with,  filled  with. 

«*yil<^  sam-pra-badh,  cl.  I  .  A.  -badfiate, 
-bdd/titum,  to  press  back,  drive  back,  repel,  resist, 

oppose  ;  to  oppress,  pain,  torment. 

tfnr^Hsam-pra-budh,  cl.  4.  A.  -budhyate, 
-bodhitum,  to  be  roused  up  or  awakened  (from 
magical  influences  &c.),  recover  consciousness:  Caus. 

-bodhayati,  -yitum,  to  rouse  up,  awaken  ;  to  cause 
to  know,  inform  ;  to  try  to  convince,  persuade  ;  to 
consult  about,  deliberate  about. 

Sam-prabuddha,  as,  d,  am,  roused  up,  awak- ened. 

Sam-prabodhita,  as,  d,  am,  roused  up,  awakened; 
convinced,  persuaded  ;  consulted  or  deliberated  about. 

^fj^^sam-pra-bhanj.    See  rt.  2.  bhanj. 
Sam-prubhrtyna,  as,  d,  am,  entirely  broken  to 

pieces,  broken  up,  dispersed,  defeated. 

Tn^HT  sani-pra-bhd,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhdti,  Sec., 
to  shine  forth  clearly,  be  conspicuous,  appear. 

fffjifl'^sam-pra-bliash,  cl.  I.  A.  -bJidshate 
(ep.  also  P.  -ti),  Sec.,  to  speak  to,  accost,  address 
(with  ace.)  ;  to  speak,  say,  proclaim,  declare. 
ifam-pralihdshat,  an,  antl,  at,  speaking,  talking. 

3HWfa^  sam-pra-bhid.     See  rt.  I.  b/iid. 
Sam-pralhiniM,  as,  d,  am,  broken  to  pieces, 

split  quite  asunder,  split  open,  cleft  ;  in  rut  (as  an 
elephant,  whose  temples  are  deft  during  the  exuding 
of  the  fluid  in  the  rutting  season). 

timH^T  sam-pra-math  or  sam-pra-manth, 
cl.  I.  9.  P.  -mathati,  -manthati,  -mathndti,  Sec., 
to  stir  about  or  agitate  violently  ;  to  confound  ;  to 
violate,  outrage,  oppress,  treat  with  harshness  or 
cruelty;  to  tear  out  (the  eyes). 

Sam-pramatkya,  ind.  having  agitated;  having 
violated  ;  violently,  by  force. 

*I**IH7  sam-pra-mad.     See  rt.  2.  mad. 

Sam-pramatta,  as,  d,  am,  very  exdted,  rutting 
(said  of  an  elephant)  ;  very  careless,  thoughtless, 

neglectful. Mc',  cl.  6.  P.  A,  -muMati, 
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•le,  -moktum,  to   loaen   entirely,  set  quite  free, 
liberate. 

Sam-pramutya,  ind.  being  quite  free  from  ; 
having  abandoned  or  quitted. 

«*q>$\sam-pra-mush.    See  rt.  2.  mush. 
Sam-pramushila,  as,  a,  am,  carried  quite  away, 

abstracted,  distracted. 

Sam-pramosha,  as,  m.  carrying  off,  abstraction, 
loss  (= 

sam-pra-muh,  cl.  4.  P.  A.  -muh- 
yati,  -le,  &c.(  to  become  completely  stupefied  or 
embarrassed,  be  perplexed  or  unconscious  :  Caus. 

-mohayati,  -yitum,  to  perplex  completely,  confuse, 
embarrass. 

Sam-pramudha,  as,  a,  am,  utterly  bewildered, 
confused,  perplexed,  embarrassed. 

Sam-pramoha,  as,  m.  utter  bewilderment,  em- 
barrassment, infatuation. 

*l*U«J^  sam-pra-mrid,  cl.  9.  P.  -mridnati, 
Sec.,  to  trample  or  crush  to  pieces. 

Sam-pramridya,  ind.  having  crushed  or  com- 
pletely destroyed. 

sam-pra-moksh,  cl.  10.  P.  A. 
-mokshayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  make  free,  clear  away; 

to  clear  a  way  for  one's  self  (A.). 

*i*u»ii<;  sam-pramoda,  as,  m.  excessive 
joy  or  delight. 

«<*«*«4r^i.  sam-pra-yat  (for  2.  sam-prayat 
see  under  sam-pre),  cl.  I.  A.  -yatate,  &c.,  to 

strive  eagerly  for,  exert  one's  self  about,  be  intent 
upon  (with  dat.). 

«*UM*^  sam-pra-yam,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -yac- 
cliati,  -te,  &c.,  to  offer  or  present  together  or  mu- 

tually ;  to  bestow,  grant,  give,  yield  up  ;  to  give  in 

marriage  ;  to  give  back  ;  [cf.  pra-yam.] 

sam-pra-ya,  cl.  2.  P.  -ydti,  -yatum, 
to  proceed  or  set  off  together  ;  to  go  forwards  or 
advance  towards,  move  on  ;  to  go  together  to  any 
state  or  condition,  (see  rt.  I  .  ya)  ;  to  make  use  of 
(with  inst.). 

Sam-prayana,  am,  n.  proceeding  together  to- 
wards, setting  out,  departure. 

Sam-pruyata,  as,  a,  am,  gone  forth  together, 
setting  out  in  a  company,  gone  forward,  &c. 

*nm  <4\^sam-pra-yad,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -ya.6a.ti, 
-te,  &c.,  to  ask  for  together,  solicit,  beg,  request. 

^W>p^  sam-pra-yuj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -yunakti, 
-yunkte,  -yoktum,  to  yoke  or  join  together,  har- 

ness ;  to  attach,  connect  ;  to  apply,  employ,  make 
use  of;  to  perform,  execute  ;  to  instigate,  incite, 

induce  :  Caus.  -yojayati,  -yitum,  to  join  together, 
connect  ;  to  equip,  prepare  ;  to  employ,  use  :  Puss. 

-yujyate,  to  be  joined  together  or  connected  or 
attached  ;  to  be  united  sexually  ;  to  be  employed 
about  ;  to  be  implicated  in. 

Sam-prayukta,  as,  a,  am,  yoked  or  joined  toge- 
ther, joined  or  united  or  connected  with  ;  reached  ; 

dependent  on,  resulting  from  ;  mixed,  mingled, 
holding  intercourse  with,  mutually  acquainted  ;  sexu- 

ally united;  meeting  or  encountering  one  another 
in  a  hostile  manner  ;  occupied  with,  engaged  upon, 
intent  on,  addicted  to. 

Sam-prayvjya,  ind.  having  employed,  having 
instigated. 

Sam-prayoga,  as,  m.  joining  together,  conjunc- 
tion, union,  connection,  association,  relation,  depend- 

ence ;  mutual  intercourse  ;  sexual  union,  coition  ; 
mutual  proportion,  connected  series  or  arrangement, 
order  ;  application,  employment  ;  magic. 

Samprayogin,  I,  inl,  i,  yoking  or  joining  toge- 
ther ;  addicted  to  sexual  intercourse,  wanton  ;  (*),  m. 

a  joiner,  uniter,  any  one  who  effects  a  union  or 
connection  ;  a  libertine  ;  a  conjuror. 

Sam-pray  ojita,  as,  a,  am,  joined  together,  con- 

nected ;  well  suited  for  anything,  adapted,  suitable  ; 

employed,  used  ;  produced,  brought  forward. 

*****  Q^son-pra-yudh,  cl.  4.  A.  -yudhyate, 
&c.,  to  begin  to  fight  together,  commence  a  war  ; 
to  fight,  make  war. 

Sam-prayuddha,  as,  a,  am,  engaged  in  war, 
fighting. 

tt**«j-«iN  sam-pra-ru6,  cl.  I.  A.  -rotate, 
&c.,  to  appear  very  bright  or  beautiful,  appear  good  ; 
to  please. 

OT^TCj^  sam-pra-rudh,  Pass,  -rudhyate, 
to  be  completely  debarred  from,  be  deprived  of. 

TtW^v'S  sam-pra-rush.     See  rt.  I.  rush. 
Sam-prarush/a,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  enraged  or 

irritated,  furious. 

flmrtl  sam-pra-ll,  cl.  4.  A.  -Kyate,  &c., 
to  be  completely  dissolved  in,  become  absorbed, 
disappear,  vanish,  be  destroyed,  die  away,  perish. 

Sam-pralina,  of,  a,  am,  wholly  dissolved  or 
melted  away,  absorbed  in,  disappeared,  vanished. 

***^  <$\sam-pra-lup,  Pass,  -lupyate,  to  be 
forcibly  deprived  of;  to  be  violated  or  injured. 

t»*»ifj»T  sam-pra-lubh,  Caus.  -lobhayati, 
-te,  -yitum,  to  allure  or  entice  away,  try  to  seduce 
or  deceive. 

Sam-pralobhya,  ind.  having  allured  away  or 
seduced. 

sam-pra-vai,  cl.  2.  P.  -vakti,  &c., 

to  explain  or  declare  together  ;  to  relate  at  full  or 
comprehensively,  declare,  communicate,  announce. 

Sam-prokta,  as,  a,  am,  spoken  to,  addressed; declared. 

fl*H^  sam-pra-vad,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vadati, 
•te,  &c.,  to  speak  forth  together,  speak  out,  pro- 

nounce aloud  ;  to  utter  cries  together,  sing  together  ; 
to  talk  or  converse  together  (A.). 

Sam-pravadana,  am,  n.  talking  together,  con- 
versation. 

Sam-pravadamana,  as,  a,  am,  talking  or  con- 
versing together. 

*i*H  i^-^sam-pra-vi-c'ar,  Caus.  -carayati, 
-yitum,  to  examine  or  consider  carefully. 

timfqs^  sam-pra-vis,  cl.  6.  P.  -visati  (ep. 
also  A.  -te},  &c.,  to  enter  into  together  ;  to  enter 
entirely  or  completely  into;  to  have  intercourse 
with  ;  to  be  sexually  united  with  :  Caus.  -veiayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  enter,  introduce,  lead  into. 

Sam-pravis'ya,  ind.  having  entered  together  ; 
having  completely  entered. 

Sam-pravish/a,  an,  a,  am,  entered  together; 
completely  entered  ;  gone  into. 

Sam-praves"a,  as,  m.  entering  into  together; 
complete  entrance. 

Sam-praveiita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  enter,  intro- duced. 

Sam-prareiya,  ind.  having  caused  to  enter,  &c. 

wmfq^iM  sam-pravihritya,  ind.  (fr.  rt. 
hri  with  m,  pra,  and  earn),  having  roamed  or 
wandered  all  over. 

TWr^  sam-pra-vrit,  cl.  I.  A.  -vartate, 
&c.,  to  go  well  forwards,  set  off,  proceed  ;  to  come 
forth,  arise  ;  to  come  to  pass,  take  place,  happen  ; 
to  enter  upon,  begin,  set  about,  commence,  be 
occupied  in  (with  inf.  or  dat.  or  loc.)  ;  to  go  against, 
assail,  attack  ;  to  be  present  or  near  at  hand  :  Caus. 

-vartayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  proceed  or  go  for- 
ward, spread  about  ;  to  set  in  motion  or  action  ;  to 

undertake,  begin. 

Sam-pravartana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  setting  in 
motion  or  action,  undertaking. 

Sam-pravritta,  as,  a,  am,  gone  forwards,  pro- 
ceeded, set  off;  arisen,  come  to  pass  ;  begun,  com- 

menced ;  near  at  hand  ;  passed  by. 

Sam-pravritti,  is,  f.  proceeding,  setting  forward, 
undertaking. 

«l*H  <J«I  sam-pra-vridh,  cl.  I.  A.  -vardhate, 
&c.,  to  grow  well  up,  attain  full  growth,  grow,  in- 

crease :  Caus.  -vardJtayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
grow  or  increase. 
Sam-pravriddha,  as,  a,  am,  full  grown,  increased, 

increasing,  well  advanced. 

«*i  •J'S  sam-pra-vrish,  cl.  I.  P.  -varshati, 
Sec.,  to  begin  to  rain  ;  to  rain. 
Sam-pravrishla,  as,  a,  am,  begun  to  rain  ; 

(am),  n.  that  which  has  been  completely  rained,  a 
whole  rain-fall. 

W^K  sam-pra-ve,   cl.  I.  P.  A.  -vayati, 

-te,  &c.,  to  interweave,  sew  or  string  together  ;  to compose. 

^ 
«t*H=m,  sam-pra-vep,  cl.  I.  A.  -vepate, 

Sec.,  to  tremble  violently. 

^nj^-q  sam-pra-vyath,  cl.  I.  A.  -vya- 
thate,  &c.,  to  be  greatly  troubled  or  distressed  ;  to tremble  violently. 

Sam-pramjathita,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  troubled  or alarmed. 

sam-prasna.  See  under  sam-prath. 

sam-prasrita,  as,  a,  am  [cf.  pra- 

irita],  modest,  humble,  well-behaved. 

*IWH^  sam-pra-sad,  cl.  i.  or  6.  P.  -stdati, 
-sattum,  to  settle  down  quietly,  become  placid  or 
propitious,  be  soothed:  Caus.  -sadayati,  -yitum, 
to  make  propitious,  propitiate,  soothe. 

Sain-prasada,  as,  m.  propitiation,  propitiousness, 
favour,  grace;  serenity;  the  soul  (in  the  VedSnta 

phil.)  ;  trust,  confidence. 

timtM^  sam-pra-sildh,  Caus.  P.  -sadha- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  accomplish,  effect,  settle;  to  make 
one's  own,  acquire. 

Sam-prasadhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  effecting, 
accomplishing,  performing  well  or  completely. 

Sam-prasadhya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  accomplished 
or  effected. 

*<*u«iK*y  sam-prasarana,  am,  n.  (seepra- 

sdrana),  mutual  moving  or  changing  about;  the 
mutual  interchange  or  substitution  of  the  vowels  i,  u, 
jri,  Iri,  and  their  corresponding  semivowels  y,  v, 

r,  I. 

sam-pra-su  (see  2.  pra-su),  cl.  i. 

P.,  2.  4.  A.  -savati,  -sute,  -suyate,  &c.,  to  bring 
forth,  beget,  generate,  engender,  procreate  :  Pass. 
-suyate  (ep.  also  -ti),  to  be  born  or  produced,  be 
brought  forth. 

«m«*4l  sam-pra-sthd,  cl.  {.  P.  A.  -tish- 
tliati,  -te,  -tttltatu.m,  to  set  out  together;  to  set 
out,  depart;  to  proceed,  advance. 
Sam-prasthana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  setting  out 

together,  setting  out  on  a  journey,  departure. 
Sam-prasthita,  as,  a,  am,  set  out  together,  set 

out  on  a  journey,  departed  ;  standing  forward. 

«*y  **J3!i  sam-pra-spris',  cl.  6.  P.  -sprlsati, Sec.,  to  touch  or  sprinkle  with  water,  wash,  bathe. 

tf«-«l«SH.  sam-pra-svap,  cl.  2.  P.  -svapiti, 
Sec.,  to  sleep  soundly. 

Sam-prasupta,  as,  a,  am,  fast  asleep,  sound 

asleep. 

«*u  ̂ (^sam-pra-has,  cl.  i.  P.  -hasatl,  &c., 
to  laugh  together,  smile. 

Sam-prahafya,  ind.  having  laughed. 
Sam-prahilsa,  as,  m.  laughter,  joy. 

^T95  sam-pra-hri,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -harati, 
-te,  -hartum,  to  strike  at  mutually,  come  to  blows, 
fight  together  ;  to  strike,  wound. 
Sam-prahdra,  as,  m.  mutual  striking,  wounding, 
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killing;    conflict,   encounter,   assault,  war, 
going,  motion. 

TTO<!plvsam -pro-Ami,  cl.  4.  P.  -hrishyati, 
-harthitum,  to  rejoice  greatly,  be  glad,  to  think  with 
pleasure;  Caus.  -harshayati,  -yitum,  to  rejoice, 
make  glad. 

Sam-praharsha,  as,  m.  great  joy,  thrill  of  de- 
light. 
Sam-praharshita,  as,  it,  am,  much  pleased, 

greatly  delighted ;  thrilled. 
Sam-prahrishta,  <w,  a,  am,  excessively  rejoiced, 

rejoicing,  joyful ;  erect,  bristling  (as  the  hair  of  the 

body),  thrilling.  —  Samprahrishta-taniiruha,  as,  a, 
am,  having  the  hairs  of  the  body  bristling  with 

delight.  —  Samprahris/ita-manas,  as,  as,  as,  over- 
joyed in  heart. 

HUjHlT  sam-pra-dru  (-pra-d-),  cl.  I.  P. 
-dravati,  &c.,  to  run  away  together. 
Sam-prddravat,  an,  anti,  at,  running  away 

together. 

SmiH,  sam-prap  (-pra-ap),  cl.  5.  P.  -pra- 
pnoti,  -prdptum,  to  reach  or  attain  fully  to,  reach, 
arrive  at ;  to  meet  with,  light  upon,  come  to ;  to 
obtain  or  acquire  thoroughly,  gain;  Caus.  -prapa- 
yati,  'yitum,  to  cause  to  attain  or  obtain. 
Sam-prdpta,  as,  a,  am,  well  reached  or  attained, 

arrived,  found,  met  with ;  completely  obtained,  got, 
caught  hold  of;  effected,  accomplished;  become. 
— Samprapta-yauvana,  at,  a,  am,  one  who  has 
fully  attained  youth  or  manhood,  come  of  age. 
—  Samprapta-vidya,  at,  a,  am,  one  who  has  ac- 

quired all  knowledge. 
Sam-prapti,  is,  (.  attainment,  obtaining,  getting, 

acquisition;  gaining. 
1.  sam-prapya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  fully  attained 

to,  attainable,  obtainable. 

2.  sam-prapya,  ind.  having  attained  to  or  ob- 
tained. 

*)*y  | V^sam-prarth(-pra-arth), cl.  TO.  P.A. 
-prdrthayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  ask  for  earnestly,  pray 
for,  beg,  request. 
Sam-prdrthita,  as,  a,  am,  asked  for,  begged, 

requested. 

HHIH  sam-prdv  (-pra-av),  cl.  I.  P.  -prd- 
vati,  &c.,  Ved.  to  assist  together,  join  in  assisting, 
aid,  help. 

«f*^fl  sam-pri,  cl.  4.  A.  -priyate,  &c.,  to  be 
completely  satisfied  or  contented,  to  be  greatly 
pleased  with,  delight  in  (with  inst.) :  Caus.  -prlnayati, 
~yitum,  to  make  completely  happy  or  pleased. 
Sam-priya,  as,  a,  am,  very  dear  or  beloved ; 

mutually  dear,  loving  each  other. —Sampriya-tii, 
f.  dearness,  the  being  very  dear. 
Sam-prinita,  as,  a,  am,  nude  completely  happy, 

thoroughly  satisfied,  well  pleased. 
Sam-prita,  as,  a,  am,  completely  satisfied  or 

pleased,  delighted,  well  pleased.— Samprlta-munasa, 
««,  n,  am,  delighted  in  mind. 
Sam-priti,  is,  f.  attachment,  affection ;  friendly 

assent;  delight. 
Sampriyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  greatly  pleased, 

rejoicing. 

WI  sam-pre  f-pra-j),  cl.  2.  P.  -praiti,$tc., 
to  go  forth  together,  flow  together. 

».  sam-prayat,  an,  all,  at  (for  I .  sam-pra-yal  see 
p.  1087,  col.  i),  flowing  together. 

sam-preksh  (-pra-iksh),  cl.  i.  A. 
e,  &c.,  to  look  well  at,  observe  carefully, 

behold,  become  aware  of,  perceive ;  to  look  well 
into,  consider  carefully,  reflect  on,  examine. 

Sam-prekshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  looking  well 
at,  observing,  viewing,  beholding,  seeing ;    looking 
thoroughly  into,  deliberating  about,  considering,  in- vestigating. 

Sam-prekshamana,  as,  a,  am,  fully  beholding. 

sam-pra-hrish. 
battle ; 

samba-kri. 
Sam-prekihita,  as,  a,  am,  well  looked  at  or  seen, 

beheld  ;  well  looked  into,  considered,  investigated. 
Sam-prekfhya,  ind.  having  looked  carefully  at, 

having  observed  or  noticed  ;  having  looked  well  into, 
having  considered  or  examined. 

«*¥<.  sam-prer  (-pra-ir,  see  rt.  Ir),  cl.  2. 
A.  -prerte,  &c.,  to  come  forth  together,  rise  to- 

gether ;  Caus.  -prerayati,  -yitum,  to  drive  or  push forwards. 

Sam-prerna,  as,  a,  am,  risen  up  together. 
Sam-prerya,  ind.  having  pushed  forwards. 

?W*nT  sam-presh  (-pra-ish,  see  rt.  i.  ish), 
cl.  4.  P.  -preshyati,  -preshitum,  to  throw,  fling, 
cast;  (in  Vedic  ritual)  to  summon,  invite  [cf.  ̂. 
presh]  :  Caus.  -preshayati,  -yitum,  to  send  forth 
together,  send  away,  dispatch,  send,  dismiss  ;  to  send 
a  message  to. 

Sam-preshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sending  forth 
together,  sending  away,  dispatching. 
Sam-preshita,  as,  a,  am,  sent  forth,  ordered  ; 

dismissed,  sent  away. 

Sam-preshya,  ind.  having  sent  away  or  dispatched. 
Sam-praisha,  as,  m.  sending  away,  dismissing  ; 

direction,  order,  command,  precept. 

sam-prokta.     See  under  sam-pra- 

sam-proksh  (-pra-uksh),  cl.  6.  P.  A. 
-proJcshati,  -te,  Sec.,  to  sprinkle  well  over,  sprinkle 
on;  to  consecrate  by  sprinkling;  to  be  sprinkled over  (A.). 

Sam-prokshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sprinkling  well 
over,  consecration  (of  a  temple  &c.). 

Sam-prokshita,  as,  a,  am,  well  sprinkled  or 
wetted  (especially  with  holy  water),  consecrated. 
Sam-prokshya,  ind.  having  besprinkled  ;  having 

sprinkled  one's  self  well  over. 

«**i\*^  sam-prornu  (-pra-!ir°),  cl.  2.  P.  A. 
-prornoti  or  -prornauti,  -prornute,  &c.,  to  cover 
all  over,  cover  completely. 

TinjJ  sam-plu,  cl.  i.  A.  -plavate,  -plotum, 
to  flow  together  ;  to  float  about;  to  fluctuate  :  Caus. 
-pldi'ayati,  -yitum,  to  inundate,  flood  over,  sub- 

merge, overwhelm  ;  to  cause  to  float  about. 
Sam-plava,  as,  m.  submersion,  inundation  ;  flood  ; 

surging,  surge  ;  splashing  or  tumbling  about  in  water  ; 
falling  into  ruins,  ruin  ;  subversion. 
Sam-planamdna,  as,  a,  am,  flowing  together, 

floating  about,  &c. 

Sam-pluta,  as,  a,  am,  flooded,  overspread,  over- 
cast. —  Samplutodaka  (°to-i«P),  as,  a,  am,  flooded with  water. 

sam-phala,  as,  a,  am,  see  Vopa- deva  IV.  15. 

*i*Hilrt  sam-phala,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  plial  or 
rt.  sphal  with  sam),  a  ram,  sheep. 

«*>ji3  xam-phulla,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  phal 
with  sum),  full-blown,  blossomed,  fully  opened  (as a  flower). 

W«ft5  sampheta,  as,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  phct, 

q.  v.,  with  gam),  mutual  encounter  of  persons  en- 
raged or  agitated,  angry  and  tumultuous  conflict  (as 

a  particular  division  of  dramatic  action;  described  in 
the  Sahitya-darpana,  and  illustrated  by  the  encounter 
of  Msdhava  and  Aghora-ghanta  in  the  MalalT- madhava). 

i  ILJL  samb  [cf.  rts.  sari,  jamb,  saml"],  cl. X  i.  P.  sambati,  &c.,  to  go,  creep;  cl.  10. 
P.  sambayati,  -yitum,  to  collect,  accumulate,  con- 

nect, join  together. 
Samba,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  samb  above), 

water  [cf.  sambara]  ;  twice  ploughing,  the  second 
ploughing  of  a  field  [cf.  damba].—  Samba-kri,  cl.  8. 
P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  plough  twice.  —  Sambd-krita,  as, 
a,  am,  twice  ploughed  [cf.  sambd-krita]. 

sam-banli,  cl.  10.  P.  or  Caus.  (orXom. 

of  bahula)  -banhayati,  -yitum,  to  make  firm  or 
prosperous,  establish  firmly,  increase. 

«*£t{sam-bat,  ind.  (according  to  Sabda-k.) —sam-rat,  q.  v. 

W*j**r  sam-bandh,  cl.  9.  P.  -badhndti,  &c., 

to  bind  together,  fasten  or  tie  together,  bind  or  fix 
on,  attach,  connect,  to  construct,  form  :  Pass,  -bai/h- 
yfite,  to  be  bound  together,  to  be  attached  or  con- 

nected, belong  to ;  to  be  furnished  or  supplied  with  : 
Caus.  -bandhaynti,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  bind  toge- 

ther ;  to  make  to  bind  on  or  attach  or  connect. 
Sam-baddha,  as,  d,  am,  bound  or  tied  together, 

connected ;  connected  in  sense,  having  meaning ; 
fastened  together  ;  closed,  shut ;  bound  on,  fastened 
or  fixed  on,  attached  ;  connected  with,  belonging  to, 
related,  inherent,  endowed  with,  possessing,  possessed 
of  authority,  empowered.  —  Sambaddha-darpa,  as, 
rt,  am,  having  feelings  of  pride  formed  (in  the  heart). 
—  Sambaddha-sainyawjha  (°ya-oyh°\  as,  d,  am, 
having  the  main  body  of  troops  concentrated. 
Sam-badhnat,  an,  ati,  at,  binding  together,  at- 

taching, forming  (fruit  as  a  plant  &c.). 
Sam-badhyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  bound  toge- 

ther or  connected. 
Sam-bandha,  as,  m.  binding  together,  joining 

together,  union,  association,  connection  (sometimes 

at  the  end  of  comps.  in  the  sense  *  connected,'  &c., 
cf.  su-s°) ;  connection  by  marriage  [cf.  srn-s"] ; 
relationship,  relation,  (in  phil.  said  to  be  of 

I  three  kinds,  I.  samavaya,  'intimate  relation,'  as 
between  a  whole  and  its  parts;  2.  samyoya,  'con- 

junction,' as  between  a  pot  and  the  ground ;  3. 
si'drupa,  '  the  nature  of  a  thing,'  as  between  an 
object  and  the  knowledge  of  it,  which  last  is  also 
called  rishayatd-sambandha),  inherence ;  a  rela- 

tion, kinsman,  relative,  (ku-sambandha,  as,  m.  a 
wicked  relation) ;  binding,  restraining,  restraint ;  (in 
grammar)  the  possessive  case  (but  see  karafai) ;  the 
application  of  authority  to  prove  a  theological  doc- 

trine ;  fitness,  propriety ;  prosperity,  success  ;  (as,  d, 

erasable,  capable;  fit,  right,  proper.  —  Sambandha- 
tatti'a,  am,  n.  and  sambandha-viceka,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  two  works. 

Sambandhaka,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to,  concern- 
ing ;  fit,  suitable ;  (as),  m.  connection  by  birth  or 

marriage  ;  a  relation,  friend  ;  (scil.  sandhi),  a  kind 
of  alliance  proceeding  from  relationship. 
Sambandhin,  i,  inl,  i,  connected  with,  belong- 

ing to,  relating  or  related  to,  referring  to,  adjunct, 
inherent ;  possessing  good  qualities ;  (i),  m.  a  rela- 

tion or  connection  (by  marriage),  relative,  kinsman. 
—  Sambandhi-bhiuna,  as,  d,  am,  divided  or  shared 

by  relatives. 
«^f<  sambara,  as,  m.  (apparently  mixed 

up  and  confounded  with  the  words  sam-vara,  3am- 
vara,  s"ambara,  but  in  some  senses  said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
safiib},  a  bridge,  dam,  causeway,  (probably  for  sam- 
rara) ;  a  kind  of  deer ;  a  sort  of  fish ;  a  parlicular 
mountain;  a  kind  of  dramatic  entertainment;  N.  of 

a  demon  or  Daitya,  (see  fombara)  ',  N.  of  a  Jaina 
Arhat  of  the  future  period  ;  N.  of  a  district  and  lake 
in  Rajputana  (where  the  salt  called  gada-lavana  is 
found;  sometimes  written  sam-rara) ;  (i),  f.  the  plant 

Asparagus  Racemosus  ( =  iatd-varl) ;  the  aquatic 
plant  Salvinia  Cucullata;  (am),  n.  restraint,  self- 
control  ;  a  religious  observance  with  Buddhists ; 
water,  (in  the  preceding  senses  probably  for  sam- 
vara,  but  cf.  jambara.)  —  Sambardri  (°ra-ari), 
is,  m.  '  enemy  of  Sambara,1  epithet  of  Kama-deva. 
—  Sambarodbhava  (°ra-ud°),  am,  n. '  produced  in 
Sambara,'  a  kind  of  salt  (  =  gada-larana). 
Sambarya  (said  to  be  connected  with  sambara 

above),  Nom.  P.  sambaryati,  -yitum,  to  bring 
together  [cf.  rt.  samb]. 

Sambala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  [cf.  tombola"],  provender, stock  of  provisions  for  a  journey ;  (am),  n.  water. 

samba-kri.    See  samba,  col.  2. 
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h,  cl.  i.  A.  -badhate,  &c.,  to 

press  together,  compress,  contract ;  to  press  heavily  on  ; 
to  bind  firmly  together;  to  oppress,  afflict,  torment. 

Sam-bddha,  as,  m.  pressing  together,  compres- 
sion, contraction,  pressing  on,  pressure,  thronging, 

blocking  up,  the  being  thronged  ;  difficulty,  obstruc- 
tion, (sometimes  at  the  end  of  comps.  in  the  senses, 

'  narrow,'  '  contracted,'  '  confined,"  '  blocked  up," 
'crowded,'  'completely  covered  or  strewn,'  'ob- 

structed ;'  cf.  haftij-aira-ratha-s",  Atra-s°) ;  the 
female  organ  of  generation ;  the  road  to  Naraka  or 
hell ;  fear,  dread. 

Sam-badhaka,  as,  d,  am,  pressing  together,  com- 
pressing, contracting;  pressing  upon,  thronging, 

crowding. 

Sam-badhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  pressing  to- 
gether or  compressing;  thronging,  obstructing  op- 

posing ;  a  barrier,  gate  ;  the  female  organ,  (according 

to  Sabda-k.  =  madanasya  dvdra) ;  a  door-keeper ; 
the  point  of  a  stake  or  spit. 

,  cl.  I. P.  A.,  4.A.  -bod/tati, 

-te,  -budhyate  (ep.  also  P.  -ti),  &c.,  to  perceive  or 
understand  thoroughly,  have  perfect  knowledge  of; 
to  perceive,  notice,  observe,  know ;  to  wake  up  : 
Caus.  -bodhayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  know,  inform, 
instruct,  advice;  exhort,  admonish;  to  explain;  to 
make  attentive,  cause  to  wake  up,  rouse ;  to  call  to ; 
to  cause  to  agree. 

Sam-bmldha,  as,  a,  am,  well  perceived,  perfectly 
known  or  understood  ;  thoroughly  awake ;  exces- 

sively wise,  prudent,  clever ;  (as),  m.  a  Buddha  or 

JaTTErdeified-  ̂ age. 
Sam-buddhi,  is,  {.  perfect -knowledge  or  per- 

ception ;  calling  to;  the  vocative  case  (  =  sam- 
liulhana) ;  an  epithet. 

Sam-budliya,  ind.  awaking,  waking  up. 
Sam-budhyamdnu,  (is,  a,  am,  being  quite  aware. 
Sam-bodha,  as,  m.  explaining,  instructing,  in- 

forming ;  throwing,  sending ;  loss,  destruction. 

Sam-bodhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  know 
thoroughly,  informing,  instructing,  explanation,  call- 

ing to,  addressing ;  the  vocative  case  (in  gram.). 

Sam-bodhayitvd  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having  caused 
to  be  informed,  having  instructed. 

Sam-bodhita,as,d,am,  fully  warned,  duly  apprised. 
Sam-bodhitavat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who  has  duly 

warned  or  apprised. 

Sam-bodliya,  ind.  having  explained,  having  made 
an  excuse  or  apology. 

?TH^  sam-brili  or  sam-brinh.  See  sam- 
vrinh,  p.  1038. 

*l*«|^  sam-brn,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  -bramti,  -brute, 
Sic.  (see  rt.  bru,  p.  694),  to  speak  with,  converse 
with ;  to  talk  together,  agree ;  to  say  anything  to 
any  one  (with  two  ace.). 

TQWX^sam-bhaksh,  cl.  10.  P.  -bhakshayati, 
&c.,  to  eat  together,  eat  up,  devour,  consume. 

tSam-bhaks/ta,  as,  m.  eating  together,  food  in 
common. 

Sam-bhakshya,  ind.  having  eaten  up,  having  con- 
sumed. 

Sam-bhakshyumdtia,  as,  a,  am,  being  consumed. 

WH>T  sam-bhaj,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -bhajati,  -te, 
-bhaktum,  to  distribute  completely,  apportion,  allot, 
dispense,  divide,  share,  cause  to  participate  in ;  to 
bestow,  grant ;  to  favour,  serve,  help ;  to  share  in, 
possess,  enjoy  (A.). 
Sam-bhakta,  as,  a,  am,  distributed,  divided, 

shared ;  participating  or  sharing  in,  enjoying,  pos- 
sessing ;  devoted  to,  faithful  to,  faithfully  attached. 

Sam-lihaltti,  is,  f.  sharing  in,  possessing,  enjoy- 
ing; participating,  causing  to  participate,  distributing ; 

favouring,  honouring. 
Sam-bhaktri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  shares  or  par- 

ticipates, one  who  enjoys  or  possesses,  sharing  in, 
possessing,  one  who  distributes  or  grants,  one  who 
favours  or  honours  or  worships. 

Sam-bhajana,  am,  n.  causing  to  share  in,  dis 
tributing,  favouring. 

Sam-bhajantya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  shared  in  o 
enjoyed,  to  be  liked ;  to  be  favoured  or  honoured. 

smn-bhahj,  cl.  7.  P.  -bhanakti,  &c. 
to  break  to  pieces,  shatter,  shiver. 

Sam-bhagna,  as,  a,  am,  broken  to  pieces,  shat 
tered  ;  dispersed,  scattered,  defeated  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  o 

Siva  (= samyak-serita,  as  if  fr.  sam-bhaj). 

sam-bhara.     See  under  sam-bhri. 

sam-bharts,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -bhartsa- 
yati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  censure  greatly,  abuse,  reproach 
rind  fault  with,  blame. 

Sam-bhartsita,  as,  d,  am,  much  censured,  abused reviled. 

ft**^  sam-bhal,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -bhdlayati 
-te,  -yitum,  to  observe  well,  perceive,  hear,  see behold. 

sambhala,  as,  m.  (for  sam-bhara), 

Ved.  one  who  brings  together,  one  who  arranges  a 
marriage,  a  match-maker ;  a  suitor,  wooer ;  a  pro- 

curer, pimp ;  (i),  f.  a  procuress,  bawd,  (also  written fambhall.) 

sam-bhava,  &c.  See  under  sam-bhu. 

sam-bha,  cl.  2.  P.  -bhdti,  -babhau, 

-bhatum,  to  shine  fully  or  brightly,  be  very  bright ; 
to  shine  forth,  be  visible,  be  conspicuous;  to  ap- 

pear, seem. 

«I*HI<!S<I  sam-bhandaya  (fr.  bhdnda  with 

gam),  Nom.  A.  -bhdndayate,  -yitum,  to  collect 
vessels  or  utensils. 

Sam-bhdndya,  ind.  having  collected  utensils. 

^4+d  014  sam-bhdvya.    See  p.  1090. 

t)*ni^  sam-bhdsh,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhashate,8cc., 
to  speak  together,  converse  with ;  to  address,  speak 
to  (with  ace.) ;  to  greet,  salute ;  to  agree  together, 
consent ;  to  talk  over,  persuade  (with  ace.) ;  to  have 
sexual  intercourse  with ;  to  speak,  say,  recite ;  Caus. 

-bhdihayati,  -yitum,  to  converse  with  (with  inst.) ; 
to  address  (with  ace.) ;  to  persuade,  prevail  upon. 

Sam-bhdsha,  as,  m.  conversation  [cf.  sneha-s°~\ ; 
(d),  f.  conversation,  discourse ;  greeting ;  criminal 
connection ;  contract,  agreement ;  war-cry,  watch- word. 

Sam-bhdahana,  am,  n.  conversation,  discourse; 
sexual  intercourse ;  war-cry,  watch-word. 
Sam-bhdshat,  an,  antl,  at,  speaking  together. 
Sam-bhdshama/ia,  as,  d,  am,  speaking  or  con- 

versing together. 

Sam-bfidshita,  as,  d,  am,  spoken  to,  addressed ; 
said,  spoken ;  (am),  n.  conversation. 

Sam-bhashiti'd  (auom.  ind.  part.),  having  con- versed. 

1.  sambhdshya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  conversed  with, 

fit  to  be  talked  in,  (asambhdshye  dcs"c,  in  a  place unfit  for  conversation,  Manu  VIII.  55.) 

2.  sam-bhaxhya,  ind.  having  addressed  in  suitable 
language ;  addressing,  accosting ;  having  recited. 

sam-bhid,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -bhinatti, 
-bhintte,  &c.,  to  break  to  pieces,  split  or  break 
completely  asunder,  pierce ;  to  bring  into  contact, 
combine,  join,  mingle,  associate  with. 
Sam-bhinna,  as,  d,  am,  completely  broken  or 

divided ;  shaken,  agitated ;  brought  into  contact  or 
collision,  combined  or  united  with ;  (as),  m.  an 

epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Sambhinna-maryiida,  as,  d,  am, 
one  who  has  broken  through  barriers  or  bounds. 
~Sambhinna-rritta,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has 
abandoned  good  conduct.  ~>Sambhinna-sarvditga, 
as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  contracted  or  compressed 
the  whole  body  (as  a  tortoise). 

Sam-bheda,  as,  m.  breaking  to  pieces,  splitting, 
ursting ;  union,  junction,  mixture  ;  the  confluence 

of  two  rivers,  the  junction  of  a  river  with  the  sea. 

Sam-bhedana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  breaking  up ; 
bringing  into  contact  or  collision. 

««*flrt  sam-bhita,  as,d,am,  greatly  alarmed, 
afraid  of  (with  gen.). 

f^J>^  i.  sam-bhuj.   See  rt.  i.  bhuj. 
Sam-blmgna,  as,  d,  am,  completely  bent  or  curved. 

*H»J>^  2.  sam-bhuj,  cl.  7.  P.  A.  -bhunakti, 
-bhunkte,  -bhoktum,  to  enjoy  together,  eat  together ; 
to  enjoy  thoroughly,  eat ;  to  enjoy  carnally ;  to  serve, 
be  of  service  to  (Ved.) :  Pass,  -bhujyate,  to  be  en- 

joyed together,  to  be  enjoyed  :  Caus.  -bhojayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  enjoy,  cause  to  eat ;  to  feed  with 
(with  ace.  and  instr.). 
Sam-bhukta,  as,  d,  am,  well  enjoyed ;  eaten ; 

made  use  of. 

Sam-bfiuja,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  universally  enjoyed, 
(S£y.  =  santata-bhuja  or  sam-bhujam=samyah 
bhogdya,  Rig-veda  II.  i,  4.) 
Sam-bhuiijat,  an,  ati,  at,  enjoying,  &c. ;  being of  service  to  (Ved.). 

Sam-bhoga,  as,  m.  complete  enjoyment,  pleasure, 
delight ;  sensual  enjoyment ;  carnal  enjoyment,  sexual 

union  ;  a  particular  subdivision  of  the  S'rin-ga'ra  Rasa  or 
sentiment  of  love  (described  as  successful  love  leading 
to  union) ;  employment,  use  ;  a  sensualist,  libertine ; 

a  Jaiua  or  Buddhist  edict  (  =  $'dsana).  —  S(imbhoga- 
ksliama,  as,  d,  am,  suitable  for  enjoyment. 
Sambhogin,  i,  ini,  i,  enjoying,  addicted  to  sensual 

enjoyment,  sensual;  employing,  using;  (I),  m.  a 
sensualist,  libertine. 

Sam-bhojaka,  as,  m.  an  eater,  taster. 
Sam-bhojana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  enjoying  or  eat- 

ing; feeding;  eating  together,  a  meal  taken  in 
company,  a  dinner  party;  (as,  I,  am),  eating  to- 

gether ;  ("cf.  saha-bhojana.] 
Sam-bhojya,  ind.  having  caused  to  enjoy  or  eat ; 

having  fed  with. 

1&»J^  sam-bhur.     See  rt.  bhur. 
San-jarbhiirdna,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  Intens.),  moving 

about  rapidly;  seizing,  taking,  (Say.  =grihnat,  Rig- 
veda  V.  44,  5.) 

r»J.  sam-bhu,  cl.  I.  P.  A.  -bhavati,  -te,  &c., 
to  be  together,  be  united  with,  be  joined  with,  have 
intercourse  with  (with  inst.  or  sometimes  with  ace.), 
be  united  sexually  with ;  to  meet  with  ;  to  be  bom 
or  produced,  be  engendered,  be  formed,  arise,  spring 
up,  proceed,  ensue,  accrue;  to  take  place,  happen, 
take  effect ;  to  be,  become,  exist,  be  found,  occur ; 
to  be  composed  of,  to  be  adequate  for  (with  inf.),  be 
competent  to  (with  inf.),  be  able;  to  be  fitting  or 
compatible  or  consistent ;  to  be  possible ;  to  be  capable 
of  holding ;  to  be  capable  of  existing  in,  be  contained 
In;  to  be  numbered  among  (Ved.):  Caus.  -bhdvayati, 
•yitum,  to  cause  to  be  together,  cause  to  be  united 
or  meet  together ;  to  bring  together ;  to  cause  to  be 
)orn  or  produced,  cause  to  be  or  exist,  produce,  effect, 
accomplish,  make;  to  manifest,  exhibit;  to  think 
about,  think,  imagine,  fancy,  suppose,  consider,  be- 
ieve  ;  to  imply,  suggest  a  possibility,  suppose  anything 
)ossible  in  any  one  (with  loc.  or  gen.),  believe  any 
one  capable  of;  to  think  highly  of,  honour,  esteem, 

do  honour  to,  pay  one's  respects  to,  salute,  greet ;  to 
receive  or  accept  with  honour  or  favour ;  to  honour 

>r  gratify  with,  present  with  (with  inst),  bestow ;  to 
egard  or  consider  as  (with  two  ace.);  to  expect: 

'ass.  of  Caus.  -bhdvyate,  to  be  produced  or  effected  ; 
o  be  possible ;  to  be  honoured  or  esteemed ;  to  be 
eceived  with  favour;  to  be  supposed  or  imagined 
>r  proved  capable  of,  &c. ;  to  be  thought  fitting  or 
onsistent :  Desid.  -bubhushati,  to  wish  to  be  pro- 
uced,  &c. 

Sam-bhava,  as,  m.  birth,  being,  production,  ex- 
stence,  arising,  springing  up ;  origin,  cause,  motive ; 
niting  together,  combination,  mixing,  union ;  com- 
>atibility,    consistency,   appropriateness,    adaptation, 

dequacy;  capacity,  ability,  possibility;  agreement, 
conformity  (especially  of  the  receptacle  to  the  thing 
received) ;    equivalence   (regarded   as   one   of  the 
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PramSnas  or  means  of  certain  knowledge  in  phi].,  !  a  supporter,  bestower,  (SSy. 

it  may  be  illustrated  by  the  equivalence  known  to 

exist  between  one  shilling  and  twelve  pence);  ac- 

quaintance, intimacy ;  loss,  destruction ;  N.  of  the 

third  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpinI,  (also  read 
Am-Mnw.) 
Sam-bkacat,  an,  and,  at,  being,  existing,  arising, 

springing  up. 

Sam-Wiai-ya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  produced  together, 

to  be  capable,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  the  wood-apple,  Feroma 
Elephantum  (=kapittha). 

Sam-bhavana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  compatibility,  fitness, 

suitableness,  adequacy,  competency,  ability;  possi- 

bility; (in  logic)  doubt;  (in  grammar)  the  sense  of 

the  potential  mood  ;  considering,  reflecting,  supposi- 
tion, idea,  fancy,  imagination,  thought;  regard, 

esteem  ;  worship,  honour,  affection,  love ;  paying 

honour,  salutation,  greeting ;  celebrity,  fame ;  a  par- 
ticular Alan-kSra  or  figure  in  rhetoric  (described  by 

some  as  the  use  of  the  verb  in  the  imperative  or 

potential  mood). 

Sam-bkavamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  honoured  or 

greeted. 
Sam-bhavayitavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  honoured, 

&c. 
Sam-bhavita,  as,  a,  am,  suited,  fitted,  adequate, 

capable,  suited  to,  fit  for,  possible;  perceived,  thought 

about,  thought  of,  considered,  supposed,  conjectured, 

imagined,  reflected ;  thought  highly  of,  esteemed, 
honoured,  honourable ;  sztisfad.-Sambhavita-tara, 

as,  a,  am,  more  honoured  or  esteemed,  more  con- 

fided in.  —  Sambhavitdtman  (°ta-at°'),  a,  a,  a, noble-minded. 

l.sam-bhivya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  adapted,  to  be 
made  fit ;  suitable,  capable ;  to  be  supposed  capable, 
to  be  supposed,  supposable,  imaginable,  probable ;  to 
be  honoured,  &c. ;  (am),  n.  adequacy,  competency, 
fitness. 

2.  sam-bhavya,  ind.  having  honoured  or  done 
honour  to,  having  adorned. 
Sam-bhu,  us,  m.  one  who  is  born  or  produced 

(  =  samlihavati  yah) ;  a  parent,  progenitor;  a  species 
of  the  Ati-dhriti  metre. 

Sam-bhiita,  as,  a,  am,  being  together,  combined 

with ;  become,  born,  produced,  arisen,  accrued,  pro- 
ceeded from,  formed  of,  composed ;  capable,  ade- 

quate, equal ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Sambliuta- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  being  combined  or  united  with 

(e.  g.  panfasu  bhiteshu,  with  the  five  elements). 
—  Sambhuta-vijaya,  as,  m.  (according  to  some) 
N.  of  a  particular  Jaina  Arhat  (  =  imta-kevalin). 

Sam-bhuti,  w,  f.  the  being  together,  combina- 
tion; suitability,  fitness;  Fitness  (personified  as  a 

daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Marlii) ;  birth,  ori- 
gin, production ;  power.— Sambhiili-vijaya,  as,  m., 

N.  of  one  of  the  six  Sruta-kevalins  (with  Jainas). 

Sam-bhuya,  ind.  being  together,  being  united  or 
combined  with,  (sambhuya  samulthanam,  en- 

gaging in  business  after  joining  partnership,  associa- 
tion in  trade,  partnership ;  sometimes  written  as  a 

compound  word.)  —  Sambhuya-kdrin,  I,  ini,  i, 

acting  in  concert  or  in  company,  a  coadjutor,  co- 
partner, colleague.  —  Sambhuya-gamana  or  sam- 

bhuya-yana,  am,  n.  going  in  company. 

Sambhiiyasya  (said  to  be  fr.  a  form  sam-bhuyas), 
Norn.  P.  sambkuyasyati,  &c.,  to  be  born  again. 

f*>J^  sam-bhitsh,  cl.  I.  P.  -bhushati,  &c., 
Ved.  to  procure  or  provide  anything  (ace.)  for  any  one 
(loc.) ;  to  obtain,  (bltush  being  regarded  by  S5y.  as  a 
form  of  rt.  I .  bhu) ;  to  adorn,  (Say.  =  alan-kfi.) 

B*»j  sam-bhri,  cl.  I.  3.  P.  A.  -bharati,  -te, 
-bibharti,  -bibhrite,  &c.,  to  bring  together,  collect, 
unite,  concentrate,  place  together,  compose ;  to  pre- 

pare, yjake  ready,  procure  (materials  or  ingredients 
of  any  kind,  especially  for  a  sacrifice)  ;  to  offer,  pre- 

sent ;  to  support  or  maintain  well,  nourish ;  to  effect ; 

accomplish :  Caus.  -bharayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to 
bring  together  or  prepare. 

Sam-bhara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  brings  together, 

Rig-veda  IV.  17,  II.) 

Sam-bhara,  as,  m.  bringing  together,  collecting, 

preparing,  preparation,  equipment,  provision,  ap- 

paratus, materials,  necessaries,  constituent  part,  in- 
gredient, requisite,  assemblage  of  things  required  for 

any  purpose  ;  multitude,  number,  quantity,  heap,  ful- 

ness, completeness  ;  wealth  ;  maintaining  or  support- 
ing well,  maintenance,  support,  nourishment. 

Sam-bharya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  maintained  or 
nourished,  a  dependant. 

Sam-blirita,  as,  a,  am,  brought  together,  col- 

lected, assembled,  accumulated,  concentrated,  com- 

posed, prepared,  got  ready,  equipped,  fitted  out, 

provided,  stored,  laden,  filled,  covered,  furnished, 
endowed,  possessed  of;  full,  complete,  compact; 

brought,  placed,  deposited,  offered  (as  an  oblation)  ; 

acquired,  obtained,  gained  ;  produced,  caused  ;  well 
maintained  or  nourished;  carried,  borne.  —  Sarn- 

bhrita-kratu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  one  who  has  accom- 

plished holy  acts  (said  of  Indra  ;  StJ."tOKfadita- 
karman  or  sampadita-prajna,  Rig-veda  I.  52,8). 
—  Sambhrita-iri,  is,  Is,  i,  one  whose  beauty  is 

enhanced,  richly  stored.  —  Sambhrila-sainbhara, 

as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  brought  together  all  re- 

quisite materials  or  provided  all  requisites.  —  Sam- 
bhritartha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has 
accumulated  wealth. 

Sam-bhriti,  is,  (.  collection  ;  equipment,  prepara- 

tion, provision  ;  plenitude,  fulness;  complete  main- 
tenance, support,  nourishment. 

I.  sam-bhritya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  maintained  or nourished. 

a.  sam-bhritya,  ind.  having  brought  together, 
having  nourished. 
Sam-bhriyamnna,  as,  a,  am,  being  collected  ; 

being  nourished,  &c. 

^T*»!3^  sam-bhrans  or  sam-bhras,  cl.  4.  P.  A. 
-bhraiijati,  -te,  &c.,  to  fall  quite  away,  glide  off, 
slip  away. 

WJR^  sam-bhrajj.     See  rt.  i.  bhrnjj. 
Sam-bhrish!a,  as,  a,  am,  thoroughly   parched, dried,  dry. 

sam-bhram,  cl.  1.4.  P.  -bhramati, 

sam-ma. 

-mathati,  -mantJiati,  -mnlltniiti,  &c.,  to  bruise 
or  pound  together,  crush  to  pieces. 
Sam-mathita,  as,  a,  am,  bruised,  pounded, 

crushed  to  pieces,  destroyed. 

^n*I<J  sum-mad,  cl.  4.  P.  -madyati  (Ved. 

also  cl.  i.  P.  A.  -madati,  -mandati,  -te),-maditum, 
to  be  completely  drunk  or  intoxicated ;  to  be  very 

glad,  be  greatly  pleased  wilh,  rejoice  at,  rejoice: 
Caus.  -madayati,  -te,  -yitum,  to  make  intoxicated  ; 
to  make  cheerful,  put  in  good  spirits,  exhilarate ;  to 
be  completely  intoxicated  (A.). 

Sam-matta,  as,  a,  am,  completely  intoxicated, 
greatly  exhilarated  or  excited,  intoxicated  with  love, 
enraptured  ;  rutting,  in  rut. 

Sam-mada,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  exhilarated,  happy, 
glad  ;  (as),  m.  exhilaration,  happiness,  joy,  pleasure  ; 

N.  of  the  king  of  the  fish  (in  Vishnu-Purana  IV.  2). 

Sam-mada,  as,  m.  great  exhilaration,  intcxica- 

-bhramyati,  &c.,  to  roam  or  wander  all  about,  go 
quite  astray  ;  to  whirl  about,  be  greatly  confused,  be 

perplexed  or  puzzled  :  Cxas.-bhramayati,-bhriima- 
yati,  -yitum,  to  lead  astray,  perplex,  bewilder: 
Pass,  of  Caus.  -bhramyate,  &c.,  to  be  led  astray, 
be  bewildered,  be  at  a  loss,  be  perplexed  about 

(with  abl.). 
Sam-bhrama,  as,  m.  moving  about,  moving  or 

going  round,  turning  round,  whirling  about,  re- 
volving, haste,  hurry  ;  flurry,  confusion,  agitation  ; 

uproar,  tumult  ;  fear,  terror,  alarm  ;  error,  mistake, 
ignorance  ;  bustling  activity,  zeal  ;  respect,  reverence  ; 

epithet  of  a  class  of  beings  attending  on  Siva.  —  Sam- 
bkrama-jvalita,  as,  a,  am,  excited  by  flurry. 
—  Sambhrama-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  possessing  bewilder- 

ment, embarrassed,  agitated. 

Sam-bliranta,  as,  a,  am,  whirled  about  ;  flurried, 
confused,  perplexed,  troubled,  bewildered,  stirred  up, 

agitated,  excited.  —  Samb/irdnta-jana,  as,  a,  am, 
one  whose  people  are  bewildered.  —  Sambhranta- 
manas,  as,  tis,  as,  bewildered  in  mind. 

5*¥Tt>T  sam-bhraj,  cl.  I.  A.  -bhrdjate,  &c. 
(see  rt.  I.  bhrdf),  to  shine  brightly,  glitter,  gleam, 

sparkle. Sam-bhrajat,  an,  and,  at,  shining  brightly, 

glittering,  sparkling. 

^WTH^  sam-majj,  cl.  6.  P.  -majjati,  &c., 
to  sink  together,  sink  down,  to  be  wholly  submerged 
or  immersed. 

Sam-magna,  as,  a,  am,  sunk  down  ;  immersed  ; overwhelmed. 

sam-mat/t  or  sum-month,  cl.  I.  9.  P. 

tion,  frenzy. 

*i*HH,  sam-man,  cl.  4.  A.  (ep.  also  P.) 

-mamjate  (-ti),  -mantum,  to  think  together,  be  of 
the  same  mind,  agree,  consent  to,  assent  to,  approve, 
sanction,  authorise,  permit,  allow,  recognise  ;  to 
think  highly  of,  esteem,  value,  honour;  to  think, 

suppose,  imagine  ;  to  consider  or  regard  as,  to  have 
in'  the  mind,  intend,  contemplate,  resolve  :  Caus. 
-innnai/ati,  -yitum,  to  honour,  reverence,  respect; 
to  consider,  regard;  to  assure  of;  to  instruct,  teach, (Pan.  I.  3,  36.) 

Sum-mata,  as,  a,  am,  agreed,  consented  or  as- 
sented to,  concurred  in,  approved  ;  conformable, 

corresponding,  like,  resembling,  attached,  liked,  be- 
loved ;  thought  highly  of,  esteemed,  highly  honoured, 

valued  ;  thought,  supposed,  considered,  regarded  ; 

(am),  n.  assent,  consent,  approval,  acquiescence,  con- 
currence ;  opinion,  impression,  (sammate  sartha- 

vahasya,  under  the  impression  of  its  being  a  com- 
pany of  travellers.) 

Sam-mati,  is,  f.  sameness  of  opinion,  agreement, 
consent,  assent,  approval,  approbation  ;  wish,  desire  ; 
esteem,  respect,  homage  ;  regard,  affection,  love  ; 
self-knowledge  ;  order,  command. 

Sammafiya,  N.  of  one  of  the  four  divisions  of  the 
Vaibhiishika  system  of  Buddhism  (whose  founder  is  said 
to  have  been  Upali,  a  disciple  of  the  great  Buddha). 

I.  sam-mnna,  as,  m.  (according  to  some  also 
am,  n.),  honour,  respect,  homage. 

Sam-manana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  honouring,  wor- 
ship, homage  ;  instruction,  teaching,  (Pan.  I.  3,  36.) 

Sam-manita,  as,  a,  am,  honoured,  treated  with 
reverence  or  respect. 

Sam-mamja,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  honoured,  honour- 
able, respectable. 

T&ir^sam-mantr,  cl.  10.  A.  -manfrayate, 
-yitum,  to  consult  together,  take  counsel  with  (with 
inst.),  hold  a  council,  deliberate,  advise,  express  an 
opinion  ;  to  salute,  greet,  address. 

Sam-mantraniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  consulted. 

Sam-mantrayitva  (anom.  ind.  part.),  having  con- 
sulted together. 

Sam-mantrya,  ind.  having  consulted  together; 
having  saluted. 

<5  sam-marda,  sam-mardin,  &c.     See 
under  sam-mrid. 

m-marsin.  See  under  sam-mris. 

I.  sam-ma  (see  rt.  3.  ma),  cl.  2.  P., 

3.  4.  A.  -mail,  -mimite  (2nd  sing.  Impv.  P.,  Ved. 

-mimihi),  -mayate,  -matum,  to  measure  out,  mea- 
sure j  to  make  of  the  same  measure,  make  equal, 

make  to  correspond,  equalize  (in  size,  number, 

quantity,  &c.);  to  compare;  to  mete  out,  appor- tion, distribute,  grant,  bestow  (Ved.)  ;  to  be  of  the 
same  capacity  with,  be  contained  in  (with  loc.)  : 
Pass,  -miijate,  to  be  of  the  same  measure  ;  to  be 

contained  in. 2.  sam-ma,  (.  a  kind  of  Vedic  metre. 



sam-rnuna. 
samyaff-vritta. 
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3.  sam-mana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  measuring  out, 
equalizing,  comparing ;  measure. 
Sam-mita,  as,  a,  am,  measured  out,  measured, 

meted  ;  of  the  srmie  measure,  of  equal  measure  or 
extent,  commensurate,  conformable,  corresponding, 
equal,  same,  like,  resembling,  similar,  as  large  as,  as 

long  as  (e.  g.  tulayd  s°,  equal  in  weight ;  snmare  s°, 

equal  in  battle ;  pdfia-s'J,  equal  in  crime  ;  nayara-ti°, 
as  large  as  a  city ;  yojanayuta-s®,  ten  thousand 
Yojanas  long) ;  reaching  to  (e.  g.  laliita-sQ,  reaching 
to  the  forehead) ;  equalized,  adapted  ;  furnished  or 
provided  with. 

Sam-iuiti,  is,  f.  measuring  out,  measuring,  com- 
paring. 

*)«*lig^  sam-matura,  as,  m.  (for  san- 
mnttira,  q.  v.),  the  son  of  a  virtuous  mother. 

^WTTrJ  sam-matn,   ta,   &c.,   having   the 
same  mother,  twin. 

See  above 

See  under 

-moktum,  to  let  loose  together,  pour  out,  discharge, 
shed :    Caus.  -modayati,  -yitum,  to  release,   free, 
set  free,  liberate. 

Sam-moi'ita,  as,  a,  am,  set  free,  liberated,  released, 

i.  and  2.  sam-mana. 
and  p.  1090,  coi.  3. 

«*ni'fl  sam-mdrj.     See  sam-mrij. 
Sam-marjaka,  sam-marjana,  &c. 

sam-mrij. 

«f*«  sam-mi  (see  rt.  I  .  mi),  cl.  5.  P.  A.  -mi- 
noil,  -minute,  &c.,  Ved.  to  fasten  at  the  same  time, 
fasten  together,  fix,  erect. 

SfWE?  sam-miksh  or  sam-mimiksh  (by 

some  regarded  as  a  Desid.  form  of  mm-mih,  see 
miltth,  p.  777),  -mimikshati,  &c.,  to  mix  together, 
mingle. 

sam-mita.     See  under  I.  sarn-ma. 

sam-mil,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -milati,  -te, 
See.,  to  meet  together,  assemble  together,  be  present, 
associate  with. 

Sam-milita,  as,  a,  am,  met  together,  assembled, 
collected. 

Sam-mili/a,  ind.  having  assembled  or  met  toge- 
ther. 

Sam-mdana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  meeting  together, 
assembling,  union  ;  mixing  with,  mixture,  blending. 

flfar^  sam-misr.     See  rt.  misr. 
Sam-mtira,  as,  a,  am,  commingled,  mixed 

together,  mixed,  mingled,  blended,  joined,  con- 
nected, furnished  or  endowed  with. 

Sam-mitrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  commingling 
or  mixing  together. 
Sam-miilrita,  as,  a,  am,  mixed  together,  mingled, 

intermixed  with  (with  inst.). 

Sam-mUla,  as,  ii,  am,  =  sam-mis'ra  above  ;  (as), 
m.  *  universal  mingler,'  epithet  of  India. 

JlfwiS  sam-mih,  apparently  cl.  3.  A.  (see 

Rig-veda  I.  48,  16,  where  the  form  mimiksltra 
occurs),  Ved.  to  sprinkle  with,  shower  down  upon  : 
Desid.  -mimikshati,  to  wish  to  mix;  to  mingle, 

unite  one's  self;  [cf.  sam-miksh  above.] 

TTwft^  sam-mil,  cl.  I.  P.  -milati,  &c.,  to 
close  up  (as  a  flower  &c.)  ;  to  shut  the  eyes  :  Caus. 
-milayati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  close  up,  close,  shut  ; 
to  close  the  eyes  ;  to  make  insensible. 
Sam-milana,  am,  n.  the  closing  up  (of  a  flower 

&c.),  covering  up,  enveloping. 
Sam-mllya,  ind.,  Ved.  having  closed  up,  having 

covered  over,  having  enveloped. 

WJS  sam-mukha,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  facing, 
fronting,  being  in  front  of,  being  face  to  face,  oppo- 

site; confronting,  meeting,  encountering:  looking 
towards,  directed  towards;  propitious;  (am),  ind. 
before  the  face,  in  front  of.  —  Sammukha-vartin, 
i,  irii,  i,  being  before  the  eyes. 

Sammukhin,  i,  m.  a  looking-glass,  mirror. 
Sammiilihina,  as,  a,  am,  facing,  being  in  face 

of,  face  to  face,  confronting,  before,  in  front,  op- 
posite. 

-mui!,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -muncati,  -te, 

5  sam-murch,  cl.  I.  P.  -miirchati,  &c., 
to  congeal  into  a  fixed  form,  acquire  density  or  con- 

sistency, become  dense,  thicken,  coagulate;  to  be- 
come stupid  or  senseless,  become  stupefied  or  insen- 

sible ;  to  acquire  firmness  or  strength,  grow  stronger 
or  more  intense,  increase,  expand,  become  powerful : 

Caus.  -murdhuyati,  -yitum,  to  cause  to  assume  form 
or  consistency,  form,  fashion ;  to  stupefy,  cause  to faint. 

Sam-mun'ha,  (perhaps)  thickening,  augmenting, 
increase,  expansion,  spreading.  —  Sammurtlha-ja, 
as,  m.  grass  or  any  gramineous  plant. 

Sam-miiriHiat,  an,  anti,  at,  becoming  more 
intense,  increasing,  spreading,  pervading. 

Sam-milrdkana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  congealing  or 
becoming  dense ;  stupefaction,  insensibility,  fainting 
away;  increasing  or  spreading  in  all  directions, 
universal  pervasion,  entire  permeation,  expansion, 

co-extension;  height,  elevation.  —  Sammurihanod- 

Iham  (°na-ud°),  as,  m.  a  fish  or  other  aquatic animal. 

Sam-murfhita,  as,  a,  am,  coagulated,  congealed, 
thickened;  stupefied,  senseless,  unconscious;  inten- 

sified, increased. 

««*J^  sam-muh,  cl.  4.  P.  -muhyati,  &c., 
to  become  quite  stupefied  or  unconscious;  to  be 
bewildered  or  disturbed  or  confounded  ;  to  become 

unconscious :  Caus.  -moliayati,  -yitum,  to  stupefy, 
make  unconscious,  confound,  bewilder,  perplex,  in- 

fatuate, lead  astray. 

Sam-mugdlta,  as,  a,  am,  stupefied,  astounded ; 
bewildered,  fascinated;  beautiful;  (am),  ind.  in  a 
fascinating  manner ;  furtively. 

Sam-mudha,  as,  a,  am,  completely  stupefied, 
astounded  ;  unconscious,  senseless ;  bewildered,  be- 

guiled ;  infatuated,  foolish,  ignorant ;  disordered, 
deranged ;  heaped,  accumulated  ;  produced  rapidly ; 

broken  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  riddle  or  enigma.  —  Sam- 
mudha-detas,  as,  as,  as,  or  sammudna-hridaya, 
as,  a,  am,  bewildered  or  infatuated  in  mind. 
Sam-moha,  as,  m.  stupefaction,  bewilderment, 

confusion,  insensibility,  fainting  away,  swoon;  in- 
fatuation, ignorance,  folly,  illusion  of  mind ;  fasci- 

nation, beguilement ;  tumult,  battle,  (enumerated 
among  the  mnrjrama-namani  in  Naigh.  II.  17; 
cf.  samoha.) 

Sam-mohana,  as,  i,  am,  stupefying,  bewitching, 
fascinating;  (am),  n.  fascinating,  fascination.  —  Sam- 
mohana-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work. 
Sam-mohayat,  an,  anti,  at,  stupefying,  infatuat- 

ing, bewildering. 

Sam-mohita,  as,  a,  am,  stupefied,  bewildered, 
infatuated,  beguiled,  fascinated  ;  enraptured. 

Sam-mohya,  ind.  having  fascinated  or  stupefied, 
having  bewildered. 

«»*ui  sam-mrij  or  sam-marj  (see  rts. 

I.  mrij,  marj),  cl.  2.  P.  -mdrshti  (sometimes 
cl.  i.  -marjati,  also  cl.  10.  P.  -miirjayati,  -yitum), 
&c.,  to  sweep  together;  to  sweep  clean,  scour;  to 
rub  or  wipe  off,  clean,  cleanse,  sweep,  purify,  wash, 
strain,  filter ;  to  take  away,  remove ;  to  stroke. 
Sam-marjaka,  as,  m.  a  sweeper,  purifier. 
Sam-marjat,  an,  all  or  anti,  at,  sweeping, 

cleansing,  scouring. 

Sam-marjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sweeping  or 
cleansing  thoroughly ;  cleaning,  scouring,  purifying, 
brushing ;  the  anointing  (of  images  &c.) ;  (i),  f.  a 
broom,  brush. 
Sam-mdrjita,  as,  a,  am,  well  swept  or  scoured. 
Sam-marjya,  ind.  having  swept  clean,  having 

scoured,  &c. 

Sam-mrijyamiina,  at,  a,  am,  being  swept  or 
cleansed. 
Sam-mrishla,  as,  a,  am,  well  swept  or  scoured, 

cleaned,  cleansed ;  strained,  filtered. 

!T  sam-mrin,  cl.  6.  P.  -mrinati,  &c., 
Ved.  to  kill,  slay,  destroy. 

«n  sam-mrita,  as,  a,  am,  quite  dead, 
deceased. 

sam-nirid,  cl.  9.  I.  P.  -mridndti, 

-mardati,  &c.,  to  press  or  squeeze  together,  rub  or 
grind  to  pieces,  bruise,  crush,  trample  upon,  defeat  : 
Caus.  -mardayati,  Sec.,  to  cause  to  be  rubbed  toge- 

ther, &c.,  crush,  pound,  bruise;  to  rub;  to  clean. 
Sam-marda,  as,  m.  pressing  or  rubbing  together, 

friction  ;  thronging,  trampling  or  treading  on  ;  war, 
battle. 

Sam-mardaynna,  as,  a,  am,  rubbing  or  dashing 
to  pieces,  shattering. 
Sam-murdita,  as,  a,  am,  thoroughly  bruised, 

crushed,  pounded. 
Sam-mardin,  I,  inl,  i,  pressing  thoroughly, 

rubbing,  crushing,  trampling  upon. 

Sam-mardya,  ind.  having  pounded  or  bruised  ; 
having  rubbed  or  cleaned. 

WJ3I  sam-mris,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  -mrisati,  -te, 
Sec.,  to  take  hold  of,  seize,  touch. 

Sam-martin,  I,  in>,  i,  inquiring  into,  deliberating 
about,  discriminating,  judicious. 

*i«*)rt«1  sam-melana.     See  col.  I. 

«»*flT5f  sam-molcsh,  cl.  10.  P.  -mokshayati, 

-yitum,  to  set  quite  free,  liberate,  let  loose,  release. 

*<  «*il<;  sam-moda,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  mud 
with  sam),  great  rejoicing,  delight,  pleasure. 

sam-moha.     See  under  sam-muh. 

,  cl.  I.  P.  -myakshati, 
&c.  (see  rt.  myaksh),  Ved.  to  be  held  together  or 
united  ;  to  be  joined  with. 

«*t)«)N  sam-mraksh,  cl.  I.  P.  -mrakshati, 
&c.  (see  rt.  mraksh),  to  rub  on  or  in,  anoint,  em- 
brocate. 

Sam-mrakshita,  as,  a,  am,  rubbed  in,  anointed. 

^W|^  samy-ah6  or  samy-a6,  an,  ifi,  ak 
(fr.  an  old  loc.  j.  sami  +  aiif,  see  sami  ;  cf. 

tin  fr.  tiras  in  tiry-afi£),  going  along  with  or 
together,  going  with,  accompanying  ;  uniform,  same, 
identical  ;  all,  entire,  whole,  complete  ;  correct,  accu- 

rate, proper,  true,  right  ;  pleasant,  agreeable  ;  (at), 
ind.  at  the  same  time,  with,  together;  wholly,  com- 

pletely, entirely,  comprehensively,  thoroughly,  fully, 
accurately,  correctly,  truly,  properly,  fitly,  in  right 
manner,  honourably;  well,  duly;  distinctly,  clearly. 

—  Samyiik-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  -kurute,  -kar- 
tum,  to  make  true,  perform  well.  —  Samyak-i!aritra, 

am,  n.  '  correct  conduct,'  one  of  the  three  excellent 
things  (according  to  the  Jainas,  see  ratna-traya). 
—Samyak-tva,  am,  n.  completeness,  correctness,  ac- 

curacy, propriety,  (kshdyika-s°  ,  that  state  of  perfection in  which  material  existence  is  destroyed.)  —  Samyak- 

pTitlia,  as,  m.  correct  recitation  or  pronunciation. 
—  Xtimyak-in-ayoga,  as,  m.  fitting  or  proper  use 
or  employment,  due  practice;    (ena),  ind.  by  the 

use  of  proper  means.  —  Smnyak-prarritti,  is,  f. 

the  right  or  proper  direction  (of  the  organs).  —  Sam- 
ij<ii/-ukta,  as,  a,  am,  properly  or  accurately  said,  of 
equal  weight  or  authority.  —  Samyag-gamana,  am, 
n.  the  act  of  going  with,  accompanying.  —Samyag- 

(joptri,  ta,  m.  a  true  protector  or  guardian.  —  Sam- 

yafj-jnana,  am,  n.  '  complete  knowledge,1  one  of the  three  jewels  or  excellent  things  (according  to 
the  Jainas,  see  ratna-traya).  —  Samyag-dandana, 
am,   n.    the  act  of  punishing  properly  or  justly; 

punishing  legally.  •-  Kamyay-dars'ana,  am,  n.  '  com- 
plete vision,  accurate  perception,'  one  of  the  three 

jewels  or  excellent  things  (according  to  the  Jainas, 

see  ratna-traya)  ;  (with  arrata),  epithet  of  the 
fourth  of  the  fourteen  stages  leading  to  final  emanci- 

pation (according  to  the  belief  of  the  Jainas).  —  Sam- 
yag-vartamana,  as,  a,  am,  continuing  in  the  proper 
discharge  of  duty,  &c.  —  Samyag-vritta,  as,  d,  am, 
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properly  conducted  ;  wholly  confiding  in.  —  Samyag- 
vritti,  i»,  (.  steady  or  complete  practice,  regular 
discharge  of  prescribed  duties. 
Samiclna,  at,  a,  am,  tending  in  a  common 

direction,  going  with  or  in  company  with,  agreeing 
with,  concordant,  consistent,  convenient,  fit,  proper, 

correct,  true,  just,  light;  (am),  n.  propriety,  fitness, 
truth. 

*rei»^  sam-ruj,  t,  m.  (fr.  sam-raj,  Pan. 

VIII.  3,  25K  a  sovereign  lord,  paramount  sovereign, 

one  who  rules  over  other  princes  and  has  performed 

the  RajasOya  sacrifice  ;  (t),  (.  a  kind  of  Vedic  metre. 

Sam-rdjat,  an,  m.,  Ved.  =  sain-raj,  (see  sam- raj.) 

Samrdjni,  (.,  Ved.  a  woman  who  takes  prece- 
dence, a  mistress,  superior. 

say,  cl.  i.  A.  sayate,  &c.,  to  go. 

sa-ya,  as,  a,  am,  with  the  letter  ya. 

sa-yakshman,  a,  a,  a,  having  or 

subject  to  consumption,  consumptive. 

WHd  sa-yatna,  as,  a,  am,  making  efforts, 

taking  pains,  endeavouring,  persevering;  active,  busy; 
(am),  ind.  with  effort,  vigorously,  assiduously. 

41  JM  sayana,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  si),  the  act 

of  binding,  fastening  ;  [cf.  pra-«°.] 
HH*d  sa-yantra,  as,  a,  am,  with  machines. 

—Sa-yantra-jala-iaila,  as,  a,  am,  having  engines 
and  water  and  a  rock. 

tmHch  sa-ydvaka,  as,  d  (according  to 
some  ikd),  am,  dyed  or  coloured  with  lac. 

4l4||t|>^  sa-ydvan,  d,  art,  a,  Ved.  going 
along  with,  attendant,  attending,  associated  with 
(with  inst.). 

HV^sn-yuj,  k,  m.,  Ved.  a  companion. 
Sa-yiigean,  a,  a  or  art,  a,  Ved.  associated  with, 

attending  on,  attendant  ;  (a),  ro.  a  proper  N. 

Sa-yujya,  as,  a,  am,  closely  united  with.  —  Sa- 
yujya-tii,  f.  intimate  union  or  junction. 

^njfvfijT  sa-yudhishthira,  as,  d,  am,  with 
or  accompanied  by  Yudhishthira. 

«^aj  sa-yuthya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to 
the  same  herd  or  tribe  ;  (as),  m.  one  of  the  same 
tribe. 

wffrl  sa-yoga,  am,  n.  (scil.  guna-sthana), 
epithet  of  the  last  but  one  of  the  fourteen  stages 
leading  to  final  emancipation  (according  to  the  belief 
of  the  Jainas). 

sa-yoni,  is,  is,  i,  having  the  same 
womb,  uterine;  closely  related  to;  closely  united 

with  the  womb  ;  (w),  m.  '  being  from  the  same 

womb,'  a  brother;  a  pair  of  nippers  for  cutting 
betel-nut  ;  N.  of  Indra  (according  to  some). 

«i<4imu  sa-yoshana,  as,  d,  am,  attended 
by  women,  along  with  the  women. 

'KT  sara,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  sri,  cf.  sola 

under  rt.  ml),  going,  moving,  proceeding  (often  at 

the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  pnrah-s°)  ;  cathartic,  purga- 
tive ;  (as),  m.  going,  motion  ;  an  arrow  [cf.  ifara]  ; 

the  coagulum  of  curds  or  milk,  cream,  (in  this  sense 
cf.  according  to  some,  Or.  l>pA-s,  iippus,  ovpu-s  ; 

Lat.  ttru-m;  Lith.  suri-s;  Slav,  si/ru);  salt  (pro- 
bably as  coming  from  water,  cf.  sula,  sarira,  sa- 
;  a  waterfall;  (d),  f.  going,  motion,  move- 

ment; a  cascade,  waterfall;  the  plant  Paxleria 
Fetida  ;  (t),  f.  a  cascade  ;  (am),  n.  a  lake,  pool  ; 
water.  —  Sara-ja,  am,  n.  'produced  from  cream," 
fresh  butter.  —  Sara-pattrika.  f.  the  new  leaf  of  a 
lotus.  —  .S'ara-uati,  f.,  N.  of  the  river  Vitasta.—  Sa- 
rotmva  (°ra-uf  ),  as,  m.  '  delighting  in  water,'  the Indian  crane. 

Saraka,  as,  d  or  ilta,  am,  going,  moving,  pro- 

ceeding ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  continuous  line  of  road, 
spirituous  liquor  (especially  that  distilled  from  sugar), 
rum;  drinking  spirits;  a  drinking  vessel,  goblet; 
distribution  of  spirituous  liquor ;  (am),  n.  going  ;  a 

lake,  pond,  pool ;  heaven,  sky. 
Sarat,  t,  m.  air,  wind ;  a  cloud ;  a  bee ;  a  lizard, 

chameleon. 

Sarala,  as,  m.  wind ;  a  kind  of  lizard  or  cha- 
meleon ;  [cf.  karate.] 

Sarafi,  is,  m.  air,  wind ;  a  cloud. 
Saratu,  us,  m.  a  lizard,  chameleon. 
Sarana,  as,  d,  am,  going,  moving,  proceeding, 

lowing,  who  or  what  goes  or  moves ;  (am),  n.  the 
act  of  going,  flowing,  proceeding ;  iron  rust  or  filings; 
(d),  f.  the  creeping  plant  Pxderia  Fetida ;  a  sort  of 
convolvulus  (  =  tri-vrita,  commonly  called  Tiiori). 
Sarani,  is,  f.  a  road,  path,  way  [cf.  2.  rfarawi] ; 

a  straight  or  continuous  line;  the  creeping  plant 
Pzderia  Fetida ;  a  disease  of  the  throat 

Sarani,  f.  =  sarani  above. 
Saranda,  at,  m.  a  bird ;  a  lizard ;  a  rogue,  cheat ; 
dissolute  man ;  a  sort  of  ornament ;  [cf. 

Saranya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  gone ;  [cf.  2.  iaranya.] 
Saranyat,  an,  antl,  at,  wishing  to  go ;  wishing 

to  go  everywhere,  all-pervading,   (Siy.  =  sarvatra 
gamanam  iddhat.) 
Saranyu,  us,  us,  u,  (probably)  fleet,  impetuous 

(Ved.);  (us),  m.,  N.  of  Yama,  (Say.  =  sarana- 
a);  of  the  son  of  Varuna,  (in  Rig-veda  X.  61, 

74.  said  to  have  the  form  of  a  horse ;  the 
plural  of  this  word  is  in  other  places  applied  to 

certain  beings  called  Saranyus,  who  seem  to  be  iden- 
tified in  Rig-veda  III.  32,  5.  with  the  Maruts,  and 

in  I.  62,  4.  with  the  An-girasas,  who  are  described  by 
Say.  as  seven  in  number) ;  air,  wind ;  a  cloud ; 
water ;  spring  ( =  vasanta) ;  fire  ( =  Agni) ;  [cf. 

Saranyii,  us,  f., Ved.  'the  fleet-running  one,'  N. 
of  a  daughter  of  Tvashtri, , (in  Rig-veda  X.  17,  2. 
represented  as  wife  of  Vivasvat  or  the  Sun  and 
mother  of  the  two  Asvins,  and  according  to  another 

legend,  mother  of  the  twins  Yama  and  YamI ;  ac- 
cording to  Yaska  XII.  10,  SaranyO  is  a  personifica- 

tion of  the  Night,  and  the  first  twins  she  bore  were 
Madhyama  and  Madhyamika  Va6 ;  she  then  made 
Sa-varna,  q.  v.,  take  her  place  as  wife  of  the  Sun, 
and  herself  ran  away  in  the  form  of  a  mare,  but 
being  pursued  and  embraced  by  the  Sun  in  the  form 
of  a  horse,  then  gave  birth  to  the  two  Asvins  or 

'  horsemen,'  her  substitute  Sa-varna  giving  birth  to 
Manu);  epithet  of  the  Dawn  (according  to  some). 

l.sarat,an,  ant't,  at,  going,  flowing,  proceeding. 

2.  sarat,  t,  m.  a  thread ;  [cf.  aarit.'] 
Sarnpasas,  pi.,  Ved.  (in  the  Pada-patha  sepa- 

rated into  sara  apasaA),  the  flowing  waters,  (Say. 

=  saranam  apah  karma  yasam  tah,  those  waters 
whose  act  is  flowing,  Rig-veda  II.  13,  12.) 

Sarama,  f.  (probably  fr.  rt.  sri},  '  the  runner,' 
N.  of  the  dog  of  Indra  (represented  in  Rig-veda  X. 
14,  IO.  as  the  mother  of  the  four-eyed  brindled  dogs 
of  Yama,  and  called  in  Maha-bharata  Adi-p.  671. 

dera-iuni;  in  the  Rig-veda  this  dog  is  said  to 
have  gone  in  search  of  and  recovered  the  cows  stolen 
by  the  Panis;  according  to  some  modern  scholars 

Sarama  may  be  one  of  the  names  of  l/shas, '  Dawn," 
the  cows  representing  the  rays  of  the  sun  stolen  by 

the  night ;  the  name  Sarama  is  also  thought  to  cor- 
respond with  Helena  ;  and  Sarameya,  q.v.,  is  regarded 

as  connected  with  Hermes,  Sarama  being  by  some 
identified  with  the  Wind,  as  conductor  of  the  souls 

of  the  departed  ;  Sarama  Deva-sunI  is  said  to  be  the 
authoress  of  part  of  Rig-veda  X.  108) ;  a  female 

dog,  bitch  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  Vibhlshana  (RSvana's 
brother);  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of 
Kasyapa. 

Sarayu,  us,  m.  air,  wind ;  (us),  (.,  N.  of  a  well- 
known  river  (commonly  called  by  the  various  names 
Surjoo,  Surju,  Sirjoo,  Seryu  ;  it  is  a  tributary  of  the 
Ghogra  [see  yhafgkara]  on  which  stands  the 
ancient  city  of  Ayodhya  or  Oude,  cf.  R5m3yana  I. 

5,6;  in  Rig-veda  X.  64,  9,  X.  75,  5.  it  is  men- 

tioned  along  with  the  other  well-known  rivers  Saras- 
vatl,  Sindhu,  Gan-ga,  Yamuna,  and  Sutu-dri).  —  Sa- 
rayu-tata,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  bank  of  the  Sarayu ; 
N.  of  a  place. 

Sarayu,  «»,  f.,  N.  of  a  river  (^tarayu  above). 
—Sarayu-vana,  am,  n.  a  forest  on  the  river  Sarayu. 
Sarala,  as,  a,  am,  straight,  not  crooked,  direct, 

right,  honest,  sincere,  candid,  artless,  simple,  upright 

[cf.  s'araZa]  ;  (as),  m.  a  species  of  pine  tree,  Pinus 
Longifolia;  a  kind  of  bird,  Pavo  Bicalcarata;  a 

Buddha;  fire;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  convolvulus  (  =  tri- 
puta);  N.  of  a  liver.  —  Sarala-kdshtha,  am,  n. 
the  wood  of  the  pine.  —  Sarala-<lrava,  as,  m.  the 
exudation  of  the  Sarala  pine  ;  a  fragrant  resin.  —  Sa- 

rala-yiiyin,  I,  irii,  i,  going  in  a  straight  line ; 
upright,  honest ;  (inl),  (.  a  plant  with  an  upright  stem. 
—  Sarala-skandka-sanghatta-janman,  a,  d,  a, 

originating  in  the  friction  of  the  trunks  of  pines. 

—  Saralaiiga  (°la-an°),  as,  m.  the  exudation  of 
the  Sarala  pine,  resin,  turpentine.  —  Sarald-bhdshya, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Bhashya. 
Sararya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sara,  an  arrow),  a  mark  for 

shooting  at,  target,  butt ;  [cf.  tiaravya.] 

Saras,  as,  n.  (originally  perhaps  'flowing  water'), water ;  a  lake,  large  sheet  of  water,  pond,  pool ;  any 
piece  of  water  in  which  the  lotus  grows,  (in  Naigh. 

I. -12.  enumerated  among  the  Uflaka-nnniani,  and 
in  I.  II.  among  the  vdn-ndmdni) ;  [cf.  Old  Norse 

sir,  8(er,  sior ;  Angl.  Sax.  sirendce.'}  —  Sarah- kaka,  as,  m.  'water-crow,'  a  gander;  (i),  f.  a 

goose.  —  Sarasi-ja,  am,  n.  '  pond-born,'  a  lotus. 
—  Sarasi-ruka,  am,  n.  '  growing  in  a  pond,"  a 
lotus.  —  Sarasiruha-janman,  a,  m.  '  born  from 
a  lotus,'  epithet  of  Brahma.  —  Sarasl-rulia,  am,  n. 

'  pool-growing,' a  lotus.  —  Saras-tlra,  am,  n.  the 
bank  of  a  lake  or  pond.—  Saras-vat,  an,  atl,  at, 

'  having  water,'  watery,  fluid,  juicy,  sapid  ;  elegant ; 
sentimental ;  (an),  m.  the  ocean  ;  a  male  river ;  N. 

of  a  river-god,  (in  Rig-veda  VII.  96,  4-6.  assigned 
as  a  consort  to  Sarasvatl,  see  below)  ;  N.  of  Vayu, 

(according    to    Say.    on    Rig-veda  VII.    95,   3  = 
madhya-sthano  rayith) ;  a  buffalo ;  (ati),  f.,  N. 
of  the  goddess  of  speech  and  learning,  (in  the  later 
mythology  regarded  as  the  wife  or  female  energy  of 
the  god  Brahma  or  first  deity  of  the  Hindu  triad 

[see  brahmaii],  and  sometimes  identified  with  Vac", q.  v.,  and  invoked  as  a  kind  of  muse  or  patroness  of 
science  and  inventress  of  the  Sanskrit  language  and 
letters ;  in  the  earliest  mythology  she  was  probably 

a  river-deity,  her  name  signifying  '  watery;'  according 
to  YSska  [Nirukta  II.  23]  she  was  regarded  both  as 
a  river  and  as  a  goddess ;  probably  this  river  was  to 
the  earlier  Hindus  what  the  Ganges  [said  to  be  only 

twice  named  in  the  Rig-veda]   was   to  the  later ; 
sacrifices  were  doubtless  performed  on  its  banks,  and 
its  sanctity  imparted  a  sacred  character  to  the  district 

lying  between  its  waters  and  those  of  the  Drishad- 
vati  [see  Manu  II.  17];  hence  the  river  Sarasvatl 
was  not  only  personified  as  a  river-goddess,  but  her 
assistance  was  invoked  at  the  sacrifices  performed 
near  her  flowing  waters  and  her  influence  held  to 
be  necessary  for  inspiring  the  Rishis  who  composed 
the  sacrificial  hymns  with  eloquence  and  wisdom  ;  in 

Rig-veda  11.41,16.  she  is  called  the  best  of  mothers, 
of  rivers,  and  of  goddesses ;  in  other  places  she  is 
described  as  bestowing  wealth,  fertility,  and  offspring, 
as  moving  along  a  golden  path,  as  destroying  Vritra, 
as  associated  with  the  AsViiis,  and  even  as  the  wife 

of  Indra;  in  Rig-veda  VI.  61,  IO-I2,  VII.  36,  6. 
she  is  called  the  mother  of  rivers,  and  is  said  to  be 
sevenfold  or  to  have  seven  sisters  ;  in  Maha-bhSrata, 

Salya-parvan   2189,  seven  Sarasvatis  are  also  men- 
tioned, viz.  Su-prabh3,  KSncanJkshl,  Visala,  Mano- 

rama,  Ogha-vati,  Su-renu,  and  Vimalodaka  ;  in  the 
S'anti-parvan  12920,  Sarasvat!  is  called  the  mother 
of  the  Vedas,  which  is  also  elsewhere  said  of  Va£, 
though  V5<J  in  the  earlier  mythology  is  regarded  as 
a  separate  deity;    according  to  later  legends   the 
goddess  Sarasvatl  was  persuaded  to  descend   from 
heaven  and  confer  her  invention  of  language  and 
letters  on  the  human   race  by  the  sage  Bharata, 
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whence  one  of  her  names  is  Bharart ;  she  is  some- 

times represented  as  as.-uming  the  form  of  a  Hansa 
or  swan,  and  is  also  called  Maha-sveta  or  Maha- 
sukla  from  her  extreme  whiteness)  ;  N.  of  a  cele- 

brated river  (held  very  sacred  by  the  HindOs  and  in 
the  earlier  mythology  mixed  up  with  the  goddess 

[see  above]  ;  it  corresponds  with  the  modern  Sur- 
sooty,  which  rises  in  the  mountains  bounding,  the 

north-east  part  of  the  province  of  Delhi,  and  running 
in  a  south-westerly  direction  becomes  lost  in  the 
sands  of  the  great  desert ;  this  river  formerly  marked 
one  of  the  boundaries  of  the  region  called  Arya-desa, 
and  of  a  particularly  sacred  district  called  in  Mann 

II.  17.  Brahmavarta;  in  Rig-veda  VII.  95,  2.  it  is 
represented  as  flowing  into  the  sea,  although  later 
legends  make  it  disappear  underground  and  join  the 

Ganges  and  Jumna  at  Allahabad,  see  tri-vem,  pra- 
ydga) ;  a  river  (in  general) ;  speech,  voice,  eloquence, 
literary  composition;  a  cow  (=go);  N.  of  DurgS ; 
an  excellent  woman ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  a  Manu ; 

of  the  wife  of  Mandana  (see  mfindana-midra) ;  a 
female  divinity  peculiar  to  the  Buddhists  or  Jainas ; 

the  moon-plant  Asclepias  Acida  ( =  soma-latd,  brdh - 
mi)',  N.  of  another  plant  ( =jyotish-matT) ;  N. 
of  a  celebrated  grammarian,  (in  this  and  the  follow- 

ing senses  masc.);  N.  of  various  learned  men. 

—  Sarasvati-lcanthdbharana  (°tha-dbh"),  N.  of 
a  work  on  the  art  of  poetry  by  Bhoja-deva.  —  Sa- 
rasvatl-kutumba.  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.— Sarasvatl- 
tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Sarasvatl-pu- 
jana,  am,  n.  or  sarasrati-pujd,  f.  the  worship  of 
Sarasvati  (observed  on  the  fifth  of  the  light  half 
of  the  month  Magha,  on  which  day  books  and  im- 

plements are  held  sacred  and  not  allowed  to  be  used). 

—  Sarasvatl-prayoga,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  mystical 
rite  peculiar  to  the  Tantrikas.  —  Sarasvati-mantra, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  hymn  to  Sarasvati.  —Sarasvatl- 
vrata,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  religious  observance. 
—  Sarasvati-saras,  as,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  lake. 
—  Sarasi'atl-sukta,  am,  n.,  N.   of  a   particular 
hymn.  —  Saras  eat  i-siitra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  particular 
grammatical  aphorisms.  —  Saranvati-stava,  as,  m. 
or  sarasmti-stotra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  hymn. -•  Saro- 

ja,  am,  n. '  lake-born,'  a  lotus ;  (o«),  m.  a  prosodial 
foot  containing  six  long  syllables  (according  to  some). 

—  Saro-janman,  a,  n. '  lake-born,'  a  lotus.  —  Saro- 
jala,  am,  n.  the  water  of  a  pond  or  lake.  —  Sarojin, 
i,  inl,  i,  having  lotuses ;  (f),  m.  epithet  of  Brahma  ; 
(ini),  f.  a  pond  abounding  in  lotuses ;  a  multitude 
of  lotuses ;    a  lotus.  —  Saro-raksha,  as,  m.  the 

guardian  of  a  pool.  —  Saro-ruh,   t,  or  saro-ruha, 

am,  n.  '  pond-growing,'   a  lotus.  —  Saroruhasana 
(°ha-ds°),  as,  m.  '  sitting  on  a  lotus,*  epithet  of 
Brahma  (as  having  appeared  first  from  the  interior 
of  a  lotus  springing  from  the  navel  of  Vishnu  in 

order  to  create  the  world).  —  Saro-rukini,  f.  'pond- 

growing,'  a  lotus.  "Saro-vara,  as,  m.  a  lake,  large 
pond,  any  piece  of  water  deep  enough  for  the  lolus 
to  grow. 

I.  sarasa,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  col.  i),  a  tank, 
pond,  lake,  (also  a  substitute  for  sarai  at  the  end  of  a 
comp.)  ;  alchemy;  (a),  f.  a  sort  of  white  convolvulus 

(  =  3ceta-M<>nla).  —  Sarasa-vdni,  f.  a  proper  N. 
Saraiika  or  saranlka,  as,  m.  the  Indian  crane. 
Sarasi,  f.  a  lake,  large  pond  or  sheet  of  water ; 

N.  of  a  species  of  metre.  —  Sarasl-ruha,  am,  n. 

*  pond-growing,'  a  lotus. 
8m,  is,  m.  a  cascade,  waterfall ;  [cf.  sara,  sari.] 

—  Sari-putra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Bodhi-sattva. 
Sarikd,  f.   the  act  of  going  or  proceeding;    a 

woman  going  or  moving  [cf.  saraka]  ;  a  particular 
drug  (  =  hirtf/u-pattri). 

Sarit,  t,  {.  a  stream,  river;  a  thread,  string;  a 

particular  species  of  metre.  —  Saritdm-uard,  f. '  best 

the  ocean.  —  Sarit-suta,  as,  m.  '  river-son,'  epithet 
of  Bhishma  (son  of  Gmgi).—Sarid-bhartri,  id,  m. 

'  river-lord,'  the  ocean ;  a  symbolical  term  for  the 
number  four,  (see  i.aam-udra,  p.  1079).  —  Sarid- 

I'adhu,  us,  f.  '  river-woman,'  a  woman-like  river. 

—  Sarid-vard,    (.  '  best   of  rlvefe,'   the   Ganges. 
—  Sarin-ndtha,   as,   m.  '  river-lord,'  the  ocean. 
—  Sarin-maru-vands'raya  (°na-ds"),  as,  d,  am, 
protected   by  a  wood,  desert,  and   river.  —  Sarin- 
mukha,  am,  n.  the  source  of  a  river. 

Sarin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  going,  moving,  one  wlio  goes. 
Sariman  or  sariman,  a,  m.  going,  moving,  pro- 

ceeding ;  air,  wind. 
Sarira,  am,  n.,  Ved.  —  salila,  water,  the  ocean, 

(enumerated  among  the  bahu-tidmdni  in  Naigh. 
III.  I)  ;  the  universe  (  =  loka,  loka-traya,  according 
to  Mahldhara  on  V5jasaneyi-s.  XV.  52,  XVII.  87). 
Sarila,  am,  n.  =  salila,  water. 
Sarma,  as,  m.  going,  running  ;  sky  ;.  heaven  ; 

[cf.  Gr.  opftfi^] 

*KWiK  sa-rakta-gaura,  as,  a,  am,  being 
of  a  red  and  whitish  colour. 

TtT^Tt  saraghd,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  sara,  '  a 
goer,'  and  rt.  Jum),  a  bee,  (apparently  also  am,  n.) 

TOT]?  sa-ranga,  as,  d,  am,  having  colour  ; 
having  a  nasal  sound  ;  («.s)  ,  m.  a  quadruped  ;  a  bird  ; 
[cf.  sdranga^] 

*Kg'«n  sarangaka,  a  species  of  the  Atisak- 
varl  metre. 

*)*.»tn  sa-rajat,  an,  antl,  at  (fr.  rt.  ranj 
with  sa  for  saha),  Ved.  colouring  or  tinging  at  the 

same  time,  (Say.  =  saha-rajat,  Rig-veda  X.  1  1  5,  3.) 

??^»ro  sa-rajas,  as,  as,  as,  having  dust  or 

dirt  or  impurity  ;  (as),  f.  a  woman  during  menstru- ation. 

Sa-rajasa,  as,  d,  am,  having  dirt  or  impurity  of 
any  kind  ;  (am.),  ind.,  see  Vopa-deva  VI.  fo.—  Sa- 
rajasa-ta,  f.  dirtiness,  dustiness. 
Sa-rajaska,  as,  d,  am,  =  sa-rajasa  above. 
M4.Z4  sarataka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  mendicant. 

ITOJr  sarana,  &c.     See  p.  1092,  col.  2. 
Saranyu,  &c.     See  p.  1092,  col.  2. 

W  t,f(rl  saratni,  is,  m.  f.  a  kind  of  cubit  mea- 
sure (  =  ratni)  ;  a  short  cubit  (according  to  some). 

««,x4  sa-ratha,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  car  or 
chariot,  possessing  a  carriage;  riding  in  the  same 
car;  (a«),  m.  a  warrior  or  Kshatriya  (as  riding  in 
a  chariot).  —  Sa-ratha-pdddta,  as,  d,  am,  accom- 

panied by  or  along  with  chariots  and  infantry. 

p.  994. 

sarabha,  a  species  of  the  Atis'akvarl metre. 

Sarabhaka,  (probably)  a  kind  of  animal  or  insect  ; 
[cf.  tfarabha.] 

TO>ra  sa-rabhasa,  as,  a,  am,  possessing 
speed  or  impetuosity,  impetuous,  speedy,  quick  ; 

agitated,  passionate  ;  delighted  ;  (am),  ind.  im- 
petuously, with  great  speed,  hurriedly,  hastily,  pas- 

sionately, delightedly. 

sarama.     See  p.  1092,  col.  2. 

sa-rasana,  as,  d,  am,   having  a 

girdle,  girdled. 
sarashatta,  N.  of  a  place. 

2.  sa-rasa,  as,  d,  am  (for  i.  see 

col.  i),  tasty,  juicy,  succulent,  sapid  ;  fresh,  new  ; 
beautiful,  charming,  excellent;  agreeable;  expressive 

of  poetical  sentiment,  (seera.sa);  impassioned,  enrap- 
tured ;  (am),  ind.  with  rapture.  —  Sarasangayashli 

Csa-att3),  is,  is,  i,  &ae  whose  delicate  body  is  wet 
with  perspiration,  (see  under  2.  yash/i.) 

M<.M**JrT  sarasamprata,  am,  n.  a  sort  of 
Euphorbia  (  =  tri-kai(a). 

TH^WJ  sa-rahasya,  as,  a,  am,  possessing 

anything  secret  or  mystical,  magical,  mystical  ;  having 

the  secret  or  mystical  doctrine  (of  the  Upanishads, 
see  Manu  II.  140);  along  with  the  Upanishads  or 
esoteric  part  of  Vedic  teaching.  —  Sa,-rahasya-i>rata, 

as,  a,  am,  possessing  mystical  spells. 

ftUT  sa-rdga,  as,  a,  am,  having  colour, 

coloured,  tinted ;  having  passion,  passionate,  impas- 
sioned.— Saraga-td,  (.  the  being  coloured  with  red. 

"Saraga-netra,  ae,  d,  am,  red-eyed. 

«<.l»i<*  sa-rdjaka,  as,  d,  am,  possessing 
a  king ;  along  with  the  king. 

sardta,  N.  of  a  place. 

sa-rdti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  accompanied 
with  presents  or  wealth. 

?W^  sardca,  as,  m.  (for  jarava,  q.  v.), 

a  lid,  cover ;  a  shallow  cup,  saucer,  &c. 

*tm?  sa-rdshtra,  as,  d,  am,  possessing  a 
kingdom  ;  along  with  the  kingdom. 
Sa-rasUraka,  as,  d,  am,=sa-rdsh4ra  above. 
*fTT?  sa-rahu,  us,  us,  u,  possessed  or  held 

by  RShu,  q.  v. ;  eclipsed. 

*rft  sari,  sarit,  &c.     See  col.  I. 

sarira,  sarila.     See  col.  2. 

sarishapa,  as,  m.  =  sarshapa,  mus- 
tard, Sinapis  Dichotoma. 

«0«H  sarisripa,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Intens, 

of  rt.  trip),  crawling',  creeping ;  (as),  m.  a  snake. 

*f^  saru,  us,  us,  u  (probably  to  be  con- 
nected with  rt.  erl,  cf.  rt.  tsar),  minute,  thin,  fine, 

small ;  (us),  m.  =  tsaru,  the  hilt  or  handle  of  a  sword. 

*U\>^ sa-ruj,  k,  k,  k,  or  sa-ruja,  as,  d,  am, 
suffering  pain  or  sickness,  sick,  ill,  diseased ;  [cf.  per- 

haps Goth,  saurga.'] Sa*roga,  as,  d,  am,  affected  with  disease,  sick, 
diseased.  —  Saroga-td,  (.  or  saroga-tva,  am,  n. 
sickliness. 

Sarog'm,  i,  ini,  i,  diseased,  sick.— Sarogi-td,  f. 
sickliness,  sickness,  disease. 

a-rush,  t,  t,  t,  feeling  anger,  angry. 

sa-rupa,  as,  d,  am,  of  the  same 
shape,  like,  similar,  resembling,  having  shape,  shaped, 
formed.  —  Sarupa-td,  f.  or  sariipa-tva,  am,  n. 
identity  of  form,  likeness,  resemblance,  assimilation 
to  the  deity,  (one  of  the  four  states  into  which 
mukti,  q.  v.,  is  distinguished.) 

4fi.Mi  sa-repha,  as,  d,  am,  together  with the  letter  r. 

saroga,  &c.     See  above. 

saro-ja,  sarojin,  &c.     See  col.  i. 
sarotsavu.     See  under  sara. 

sa-rodha,  as,  d,  am,  having  hin- 

drance or  obstruction  or  opposition ;  having  destruc- 
tion or  loss;  (as),  m.  obstruction,  opposition  (ac- 

cording to  some). 

HI^H  sa-roma,  as,  d,  am,  having  hair, 

hairy. —Sa-roma-Icantaka,  as,  d,  am,  having  hair 
bristling  with  ecstasy.  —  Sa-roma-vikriya,  as,  a, 
am,  thrilling  with  ecstasy. 

^fCfa  sa-rosha,  as,  d,  am,  full  of  anger, 

angry,  wrathful ;  (am),  ind.  with  anger,  angrily. 
—  Sarosha-rdgopahata  (°ga-up°),  as,  d,  am, 
suffused  with  a  flush  of  anger. 

^HS  sarka,  as,  m.  (according  to  Sabda-k.), 
wind,  air,  (probably  fr.  rt.  sri);  the  mind;  N.  of 

Praja-pati,  (perhaps  for  sarga  below.) 

'(W  sarga,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  I.  srij),  letting 

go,  relinquishment,  abandonment ;  loss  of  conscious- 
ness, fainting   (  =  moha);   voiding   (as   excrement 12  Y 
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&c.) ;  letting  loose ;  creation,  the  creation  of  the 
world,  (in  Bhagavata-PurJna  III.  10,  13,  &c.  nine 
different  creations  are  enumerated,  viz.  I .  Mahat  or 

intellect ;  2.  Aham  or  personality ;  3.  Tan-mStra, 
the  subtile,  with  the  five  grosser  elements  [see  tan- 

inatm~l;  4.  Indriya  or  organs;  5.  Vaikarika  or 
Deva-sarga,  which  also  comprises  Manas  or  mind ; 
6.  Tamas  or  darkness;  7.  TasthushSrn  Sarga  or 
creation  of  stationary  creatures,  such  as  trees,  plants, 
&c.,  which  are  said  to  be  ut-srotas,  having  the  flow 
or  current  of  life  upwards,  cf.  urdhva-srotas  ; 

S.Tiras'c'sm  Sarga  or  creation  of  animals,  cf.  tiryak- 
srotas;  9.  NrinSm  Sarga  or  creation  of  men,  which 
is  said  to  be  arcdk-srotas,  q.  v.) ;  nature,  the 
universe ;  natural  property,  disposition,  tendency ; 
onset,  advance,  motion,  rush ;  a  troop  of  horses  let 

loose  (Ved.);  a  horse,  (Siy.  =  arfco) ;  effort,  reso- 
lution, determination,  resolve,  will,  perseverance ; 

a  chapter,  book,  section,  canto ;  assent,  agreement ; 

ascertainment,  certainty ;  epithet  of  S'iva ;  (as),  m. 
pi.,  Ved.  a  stream  of  water  ( =  udal;a,  Naigh.  I. 
12).  —  Sarga-krama,  as,  m.  the  order  of  creation. 
— Sarga-takta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  set  in  motion, 
(S3y.  =  gamane  pravritta.)  —  Sarga-pratakta,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  urged  on  to  impetuous  motion,  (Say. 

=  rwarjanena  pragamita.)  —  Sarga-bandha,  as, 

m.  'chapter-composition,'  a  Mah5-kSvya  or  great 
poem ;  any  work  or  book  comprising  several  sections 
or  chapters. 
Saija,  as,  m.  the  Sal  tree,  Shorea  Robusta  (  = 

idla} ;  another  tree  ( =pita->!dla') ;  the  resinous 
exudation  of  the  Sal  tree.  —  Sarja-gandhd,  f.  a 

particular  plant  (  =  raina),  —  Sarja-niryasaka,  as, 
or  sarja-mani,  is,  or  sarja-rasa,  ax,  m.  the  resi- 

nous exudation  of  the  Sal  tree ;  resin  (in  general). 
Sarjaka,  as,  m.  the  Sal  tree ;  another  tree  ( = 

pita-idla). 
Sarjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  letting  go  or  letting 

loose,  abandonment,  quitting ;  voiding  (excrement 
&c.) ;  the  reserve  or  rear  of  an  army ;  the  act  of 
creating,  creation. 

Sarji,  is,  f.  natron,  (see  below.)  —  Sarji-kshara, 
at,  m.— sarji,  (also  written  svarji-kahdra.) 
Sarjikd,  f.  natron,  impure  alkali  or  carbonate  of 

soda  (used  in  India  instead  of  soap  for  cleaning  linen 

&c.).~SarjHcd-kshdra,  as,  m.  natron,  (also  written 
narjikd-kshara.) 

Sarji,  (.  =  sarji  above. 

U;jj  sarj  [cf.  rt.  I.  or;],  cl.  I.  P.  sarjati, 
\  sarjitum,  to  cam  by  labour,  acquire,  gain. 

Sarju,  us,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  I.  82.  said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
earj  above,  but  probably  to  be  connected  with  rt. 
I .  srij,  cf.  larja  above),  a  merchant,  trader  ;  (Hi), 
f.  lightning ;  a  necklace ;  going,  following. 

?TO  sarpa,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  srip),  a  creeping 
or  serpentine  or  tortuous  motion,  creeping,  moving 
gently,  gliding,  sliding,  twining;  going,  flowing;  a 

f nake,  serpent ;  a  particular  tree  ( =  ndga-kes"ara) ; 
a  particular  tribe  of  MlcWhas  or  barbarians  who 

were  formerly  Kshatriyas  (mentioned  in  the  twenty- 

fourth  chapter  of  the  Hari-vans'a,  and  described  as 
wearing  beards) ;  N.  of  a  particular  Rudra ;  (F),  f.  a 
female  snake  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  a  Rudra ;  [cf.  Gr. 

ip*-tru-r;  Lat.  serpent.]  —  Sarpa-rishi,  is,  m. 

•  serpent-Rishi,'  epithet  of  Arbuda  Kadraveya.-Sar- 
pa-kankdlikd  or  sarpa-kanknli,  f.  'serpent's  ske- 

leton,' N.  of  a  particular  medicinal  plant  and  antidote 
(~i'islia-na$ini).  —  Sarpa-gandhd,  f.  a  particular 
plant  (species  not  known). -Sarpa-rjliatinl,  f.  a 
variety  of  the  Sarpa-kan-kall  plant.  —  Sarpa-tlra- 
nivnsana,  as,  m.  'clothed  in  a  serpent's  skin,' 
epithet  of  Hivi.  —  Sarpa-tfhattra,  am,  ft.  'serpent- 
umbrella,'  a  mushroom.  —  Sarpa-trina,  as,  m.  a mungoose  or  ichneumon.  —  Sarpa-tva,  am,  n.  the 
state  of  a  snake.  —  Sarpatva-samlihdvand,  f. 
imagination  of  being  a  snake,  mistaking  for  a  snake. 
—  Sarpa-danslitra,  as,  m.  a  snake's  fang;  a  kind 
of  plant,  =  dantl;  (a),  f.  the  shrub  Tragia  Involu- 
cnte.-Sarpa-danKh/rika,  f.  a  kind  of  shrub  (  = 

<tja-s'ringi).  —  Sarpa-dandd,  (.  a  kind  of  plant, 

=  eainliafi;    (i),  f.  another  plant  (  =  go-rakshi). 
—  Sarpa-dantl,  f.  a  species  of  sunflower  (  =  niiyn- 
danti).  —  Sarpa-damanl,  (.  a  kind  of  medicinal 
plant  (  —  bandlti/d-karko>aki).—Sarpa-dhdraka, 
as,  m.  a   snake-catcher,    snake-charmer.  —  Sarpa- 
ndmd,   f.    a   variety   of  the    Sarpa-kan-kali    plant. 
—  Sarpa-pushpl,  f.  a  species  of  sunflower  ( =  iid(ja- 

ilitnti).  —  Sarpa-phana-ja,  as,  m.  'produced  in  a 
snake's  hood,"  the  snake-stone  (a  gem  or  pearl  said 
to  be  found  in  a  snake's  head  and  to  resemble  the 
berry  of  the  Abrus  Precatorius).  —  Sarpa-bnli,  is, 
m.  an  offering  of  rice  to  serpents.  —Sarpa-bhuj,  k, 

m. '  snake-eater,'  a  peacock ;  a  crane ;  a  large  snake. 

~Sarpa-mani,  is,   m.  'snake-gem,'  the   snake- 
stone,  a  kind  of  carbuncle  (said  to  be  found  in  a 

snake's  head  and  to  have  the  power  of  expelling 
poison). "  Sarpa-mdld,  (.  a  variety  of  the  Sarpa- 

kan-kail  plant.  —  Sarpa-rdja,  as,  m.  *  serpent-king,' 
epithet  of  Vasuki  (sovereign  of  the  serpent-race  in- 

habiting PStala).  —  Sarpa-latd,   f.  =  ndga-valli. 
—  Sarpa-vid,  t,  m.  one  who  understands  serpents, 
a  serpent-charmer.— Sarpa-vidya,  f.  serpent-science, 
a  particular  Veda  ;  the  charming  of  serpents. —  <Sar- 
pa-visha-pratishedha,  as,  m.  the  keeping  off  or 
expelling  of  snake-poison.  —  Sarpa-veda,  N.  of  a 
work  on  serpents  or  their  influence.  —  Sarpa-vydpd- 
dana,  am,  n.  the  killing  of  serpents ;  being  killed  by 

a  snake.  —  Sarpa-s"iras,  as,  m.  (scil.  hasta),  'ser- 
pent-headed,' epithet  of  a  particular  position  of  the 

hands.  —  Sarpa-sattra,  am,  n.  '  serpent-sacrifice,'  a 
particular  sacrifice  for  the   destruction  of  serpents. 

—  Sarpa-sattrin,  i,  m.  'performer  of  a   snake- 
sacrifice,'  epithet  of  king  Janam-ejaya  (son  of  Pari- 
kshit ;  a  legend  relates  that  in  order  to  revenge  the 
death  of  his  father,  who  was  killed  by  the  bite  of  a 
snake,  he  compelled,  by  means  of  Mantias,  the  whole 
serpent-race  to  be  present  at  a  sacrifice,  where  they 
were  all  destroyed   except  a   few  of  the   chiefs). 

—  Sarpa-saJid,  f.  a   variety  of  the   plant   Sarpa- 
kan-kali.  —  Sarpa-sdt,  ind.  to  a  snake  or  serpent. 

—  Sarpa-han,  a,  m.  'snake-killer,'  an  ichneumon, 
mungoose. —Sarpdksha  (°pa-ak°),  am,  n.  'ser- 

pent-eye,' the  seed  of  the  Elacocarpus ;   (i),  f.  the 
plant   Sarpa-kan-kall;    another   plant   (  =  gandha- 
ndkult) ;  another  plant  (  =  nddi-kaldpaka).  —  Sar- 

pdMnja  (°pa-dkh°),  as,  m.'serpent-named,'a  kind 
of  Mahisha-kanda,  q.  v. ;    the  plant  Mesua  Kerrea 

(  =  ndga-kei!ara).  —  Sarpditgi  (°pa-a>t°),  f. 'ser- 
pent-limbed,' a  variety  of  the  plant  Sarpa-kan-kall ; 

another  plant.  —  Sarpddani  (°pa-ad°),  f.  a  parti- 
cular plant  (  =  nakuU).  —  Sarpdrdti  (°pa-ar")  or 

sarpdri  (°pa-arl),  is,  m.  '  enemy  of  snakes,'  an 
ichneumon;  a  peacock ;  the  bird  Garuda.—  Sitrpd- 

vali  (°pa-av"),  is,  1.  a  row  of  serpents.  —  Surpd- 
vdsa  (°pa-dv°),  as,  m.  the  abode  of  a  serpent ; 

(am),  n.  the   Sandal   tree  or  vtood.  —  Sarpi'tsana 
(Qpa-al°),  as,  m.  'snake-eater,*  a  peacock.  —  Sar- 
pishta  ("pi-ink0),  am,  n.  '  liked  by  female  snakes,' 
the  Sandal  tree  or  wood.  —  SarpeJvara  (°-pti-is-), 
as,  m. '  lord  of  serpents,'  epithet  of  Vasuki  (sovereign 
of  the   serpent-race).  —  Sarpefrara-tirtha,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Sarpesh/a  (°pa-ixk°),  am, 
n.  '  serpent-loved,'  the  Sandal  tree  or  wood. 
Sarpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  creeping  or  gliding ; 

going  tortuously ;  the  flight  of  an  arrow  nearly 
parallel  with  the  ground. 
Sarpat,  an,  anti,  at,  gliding,  creeping,  sliding, 
ipping,  goil'g; 

Sarpin,  I,  inl,  i,  going  gently  or  tortuously, 
creeping,  gliding,  winding,  sliding,  slipping,  twin- 

ing, moving;  (inl),  f.  a  female  serpent;  a  small 
medicinal  shrub  (  =  bkilja-g<). 

Sarpis,  is,  n.  clarified  butter,  ghee,  (in  Naigh.  I. 
1 2.  enumerated  among  the  udaka-ndmdni.)  —  Sar- 
pir-dsuti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  sacrificed  or  worshipped 
with  butter;  (Is),  m.  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Sarjnsh- 
Itundikd,  f.  a  butter-jar.  —Sarpish-tara,  more  com- 

pletely clarified  butter,  more  or  most  excellent  ghee. 
-•  Sarfjish-mat,  an,  ail,  at,  possessed  of  ghee, 
seasoned  with  clarified  butter.  —  SarpM-rat,  an, 

ati,al,  containing  ghee,  dressed  with  butter.  —  Sar- 
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pts-samudra,  as,  m.  the  sea  of  clarified  butter  (one 
of  the  seven  seas,  see  I.  sam-udrct). 

sari  (also  written  samb),  cl.  I.  P. 

sarbati,  &c.,  to  go,  move. 

?H?  sarma.     See  under  sara. 

TTrf  sarv  (=rt.  San],  cl.  I.  P.  sarvati, 

\  &c.,  to  hurt,  injure,  kill. 

?H|  sarva,  as,  a,  am  (in  Unadi-s.  I.  153. 

said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sri,  '  to  go,"  '  pervade,'  this  rt. 
having  also,  according  to  some,  the  meaning  '  to  be 
strong  or  whole,'  cf.  sara  ;  according  to  others  fr. 
satra  for  salrd,  q.  v.,  ixi  being  affixed  ;  dat.  sing. 
sanasmai,  nom.  pi.  sane,  &c.,  this  declension 
being  the  model  for  a  whole  series  of  pronominals, 
see  Gram.  237),  all,  every;  whole,  entire,  universal, 
complete  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Siva  ;  of  Vishnu  ; 
of  a  Muni,  (sarram  is  enumerated  among  the 
udaka-namdni  in  Naigh.  I.  12);  [cf.  Gr.  ZX-o-s, 
6Ao-<5-s,  ouA-o-s  :  Osk.  sol-lu-s  (for  sol-vu-s), 

'  whole,  sound  :'  Lat.  sar-c-ire,  sal-vu-s,  sal-u-s, 
sal-n-lier,  sol-u-m,  sol-i-du-s,  sol-ari,  sol-amen, 

soll-eiinii,  'yearly;'  soll-ers:  (perhaps  also)  Goth. 

alls:  Hib.  uile,  'all,  every,  whole.1]  —Sanam- 
srfha,  as,  a,  am,  all-sustaining,  all-bearing  ;  patient, 
enduring  ;  (d),  f.  the  earth.  —  Sarva-kara,  as,  m. 
'maker  of  all,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sarva-kartH,  td, 

m.  'maker  or  creator  of  all,'  epithet  of  Brahma. 
—  Sarva-karman,  a,  n.  every  act;   (a),  m.  one 

who  performs  all  acts;    epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Sarva- 
karmina,  as,  d,  am,  performing  every  act;  per- 

vading every  action,  &c.  —  Sarva-kama,  as,   in. 

every  wish;  epithet  of  S'iva  ;  N.  ofa  king.  *-Sarva- 
kama-da,  as,  m.  'granting  all  desires,'  epithet  of 
S'iva.  —  Sari'a-kama-vara,  as,  m.  '  best  of  all  ob- 

jects of  desire,'  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Sarra-kdma- 
samriddha,  as,  d,  am,  amply  stocked  with   all 

desired  objects,  fulfilling  every  desire.  —  Sarra-Tsd- 
min,  i,  inl,  i,  having  every  pleasure,  having  all 
desired  objects,  fulfilling  all  wishes.  —  Sarra-Jtamya, 
as,  a,  am,  to  be  wished  for  by  every  one,  having 
everything  one  can  wish.  —  Sarra-kdrin,  i,  im,  i, 
making  or  doing  all  things;  (i),  m.  the  maker  of 
all  things.  —  Sarva-kdla,  am,  ind.  for  all  seasons,  at 
all   times.  —  Sarva-kdla-prasdda,  as,  m.   'pro- 

pitious at  all  seasons,"  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Sarra- 
/.•ii/iHfi,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  all  times  or  seasons, 
perpetual.  —  Sarca-Jiedin,  t,  m.  a  dancer,  actor,  (per- 

haps  for   sarva-veilin,  q.  v.)  —  Sarva-kshatriya- 
mardana,  as,  m.  the  destroyer  of  all  the  Kshatriyas 
or  men  of  the  military  tribe.  —  Sarva-kshara,  as, 

m.  '  universal  alkali,'  impure  carbonate  of  soda  or 
potash,  natron  (used  as  a  soap  for  cleaning  clothes  ; 
~mahd-kshdra),  —  Sar<;a-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going 
everywhere,    all-pervading,    ubiquitous  ;    (as),    m. 

spirit,  soul  ;  epithet  of  S'iva  ;  of  Brahma  ;  N.  of  a son  of  Paurnamasa;  ofa  son  of  Bhima;  (am),  n. 

water;   (a),  f.  the  Priyan-gu  plant.  —  Sarva-gana, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  all  kinds  or  classes,  of  every 
kind.  —  Snrm-gata,  as,  d,  am,  going  everywhere, 

universally  diffused,  all-pervading,  omnipresent.—  Sar- 
vagata-tra,  am,  n.  the  condition  of  going  every- 

where,  omnipresence.  •-  Sarva-gandha,   as,    m. 

'having  all  perfumes,"  a  class  of  four  aromatic  sub- 
stjnces  (viz.  Kakkola,  Lavan-ga  or  cloves,  Aguru  or 
agallochum,  and  Sihlaka  or  olibanum)  ;  any  perfume. 
—  Sarra-gandha-vaha,  as,  d,  am,  conveying  all 
perfumes  or  scents.  —  Sana-guna-sampanna,  as> 
a,  11  m,  endued  with  every  excellence,  gifted  with 

every  good  quality.  —  Sam'a-guHOp*ta  (°na-u]>°), as,    d,   am,  endowed   with    every   good    quality. 

—  Sarva-yuhya-maya,  ax,  i,  am,  made  up  of  all 
mysteries.  —  Sarea-granthi,  is,  m.  or  earva-gran- 
thika,  am,  n.  'all-knotted,'  the  root  of  long  pepper. 
—  Sarra-grdfa,  as,  d,  am,  swallowing  or  engulfing 

all.  —  Sarvan-kasha,  as,  d,  am,  'all-grazing,'  all- 
pervading,  everywhere  diffused  or  extended  ;   (as), 
m.  '  all-injuring,'  a  rogue,  wicked  man  ;  (5),  f.,  N. 

of  a  commentary  by  Malli-natha  on  the  SisupSla- 
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vadha.  —  Samt-farmina,  as,  d,  am,  made  of  every 
kind  of  skin  or  leather.  —  Sarva-darin,  »,  m.  'all- 

pervading,'  epithet  of  Siva.  •-  Sarra-jagat,  t,  f.  the 
whole  world,  the  universe.  —  Sana-janlna,  as,  a, 
am,  belonging  or  relating  to  all  men,  fit  for  all. 

—  Sarva-jayd,  f.  *  all-conquering/  a  particular  reli- 
gious observance  performed  by  women  in  the  month 

MSrga-sIrsha ;  a  particular  plant.  —Sana-jit,  t,  t,  t, 
nil-conquering,  all-subduing,  irresistible ;   all-surpass- 

ing, excellent,  incomparable ;  (t),  m.  a  proper  N. ; 
epithet  of  the  twenty-first  (or   fifty-fifth)  year  of 

Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  years.  —  Sari-a-jna,  as,  a, 
am,  all-knowing,    omniscient,   all-wise ;    (as),  m. 
epithet  of  Siva;  N.  of  a  Muni;  a  Jina  or  Buddha 

deified  sage ;  (a),  f.  epithet  of  DurgS.  —  Sarvajna- 
ta,  f.  or  sarvajiia-tva,  am,  n.  omniscience.  —  Sar- 
vajiia-ndrdyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  —Sar- 
rajna-vdsudeva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Sana- 
jndtri-tva,  am,  n.  the  condition   of  one  who  is 
omniscient.  —  Sarra-jiidna,  am,  n.  all-knowledge. 
—  Sarvaj  liana-  tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tanlra  work. 
—  Sarra-ji'fina-mat/a,  as,  I,  am,  made  up  of  or 
containing  all  knowledge.  —  Sarva-jndna-tid,t,  t,  t, 
acquainted  with  all  knowledge.  —  Sarva-lanu,  us, 
m.,  Ved.  one  who  is  bom  again  with  his  whole  body. 
—  Sarva-tantra,  as,  m.  one  who  ha;  studied  all  the 
Tantras ;    (as,   a,  am),   universally  acknowledged, 
admitted  by  all  schools  (as  a  philosophical  principle). 

—Sarvatantra-siddhanta,  as,  m.  a  dogma  admitted 
by  all  schools,  (opposed  to  pratitantra-siddhdnta, 
a  dogma  peculiar  to  some  school  or  a  controverted 
dogmi,  such  as  the  Mimansaka  doctrine  of  the  eternity 
of  sound.)  —  Sarra-tas,  see  p.  1096,  col.  3.  —  Sarva- 
tata,  ind.,  Ved.  everywhere,  (Say.  —  sarvatra) ',  at 
the  sacrifice,  lftfy.  =  mrva-tatau  =  ijajne,  Rig-veda 
IV.  26,  3;  see  the  next.)  —  Snrva-tati,  is,  f.  (see 
Pan.  IV.  4,  142),  Yed.  all  prosperity,  complete  hap- 

piness or  health  ;   soundness,  wholeness ;    [cf.   Gr. 
v\6-Ti)s ;  in  some  passages  tali  is  connected  by  Say. 
with  2.  toti,  p.  361,  and  is  said  to  mean  either 

'the  extension  of  all  enjoyments'  or  simply  'sacri- 
fice.'] —  Sarva-ldpana,  as,  I,  am,  all-inflaming ; 

(en),  m.  epithet  of  KSma  (god  of  love).  —  Sarva- 
tikta,  f.  a  particular  plant  (  =  liaka-md£i).  —  8arva- 

turya-ninddin,   t,    m.   '  playing   all    instruments,' 
S'm.—Sarva-tejas,  as,  n.  all  splendor.— Sarvatejo- 
maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting  of  all  splendor ;  con- 

taining all  power.  —  San-a-da,  as,  m.  'all-giving,' 
epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sarva-damana,  as,  I,  am,  all- 
subduing,  all-taming,  irresistible ;    (a«),  m.  epithet 
of  Bharata  (son  of  Sakuntala).— Sarva-darJana- 

sangraha,  as,  m. '  compendium  of  all  the  Dars'anas,' N.  of  a  treatise  on  the  various  systems  of  philosophy 
(not  including  the  VedSnta)  by  Madhavacarya  and 

his  brother  SJyana.  —  Sarva-dars'in,  1, 4m,  i,  all- 
seeing;  (I),  m.  a  Buddha.  —  Sana-ddna,  am,  n. 

the  gift  of  everything.  —Sarva-ddnddhika  (°na- 
adk),  as,  a,  am,  better  than  every  gift.  —  Sarva- 
ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Sarva-diy-vij aya, 
as,  m.  conquest  of  all  regions,  universal  conquest. 
—  Sarca-duhkUa-lmliaya,  as,  m.  destruction  of  all 
pain,  final  emancipation  from  all  existence,  beatitude. 
—  Sana-devata,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  all  the 
deities.  —  Sarva-deua-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  all 
deities,  comprising  all  the  gods ;  (a-s),  m.  epithet  of 
Sm.—Sarva-deva-mukha,  as,  m.  'mouth  of  all 

the  gods,'  epithet  of  Agni  or  fire  (Agni  being  the 
medium  of  oblations  to  the  gods).  —  Sarva-deiya, 
as,  a,  am,  being  in  all  places.  —  Sarva-daicatya 

=  sdrvadaivatya.  —  Sarva-dhana,  am,  n.  all  one's 
wealth  or  property ;  (in  arithmetic)  a  sum  total,  sum 
of  a  series,  total  of  a  sum  in  progression.  —  Sarva- 

dhara,  '  all-containing,'  N.  of  a  work  on  medicine 
by   Karatha.  —  Sarva-d/tarma-prakds'a,  as,   m., 
N.  of  a  work  on  law  by  San-kara-bhatta.  —  Sarva- 
dharma-vid,  t,  t,  t,  knowing  all  duties,  one  who 
knows  the  duties  of  all  tribes  and  castes.  —  Sarva- 

<lhii,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  all-containing,  all-yielding. 

—  Sana-dhdrin,  t,  m. '  all-holder,"  epithet  of  Siva ; 
epithet  of  the  twenty-second  (or  according  to  others 

fifty-sixth)  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  years. 

—  Sana-iltidri,  f.  the  twenty-second  year  of  the 
cycle    (according    to    some;    cf.    surva-dhdrin). 

—  Sarva-dhuravaha  ("ra-dv°),  as,  m.  an  ox  fit 
for  any  surt  of  draught  or  carriage  —  Sarva-dhu- 
rina,  as,  m.  an  ox  or  other  animal  fit  for  any  kind 

of  carriage  or  draught.  —  Sarvandma-td,   f.   the 
being  a  pronoun  or  pronominal.  —  Sarra-ndman, 
a,  n.  (in  grammar)  N.  of  a  class  of  words  beginning 

with  sai'va,  (these  comprise  the  real  pronouns  and 
a  series  of  pronominal  adjectives,  such  as  ubhaija, 
nVra,  ekatara,  &c.)  —  Sarvandina-stkdna,  am, 

n.  (in  Panini's  g  ammar)  a  N.  for  the  An-ga  cases 
collectively  (i.  e.  the  nom.  sing.  du.  pi.,  ace.  sing.  du. 
of  masc.  and  fem.  nouns,  and  the  nom.  ace.  pi.  of 

neuters ;  these  are  called  by  some  '  the  strong  cas^s ;' 
see  Pan.  I.  I,  42,  43  ;  the  voc.  as  following  the  nom. 

maybe  included  under  this  name).—  Surva-nds'a, 
as,  m.  total  destruction,  destruction  of  all.  —  Sarva- 

naiin,  I,  irii,  i,  all-destroying.  —  Sarvan-dama, 

as,  m.  'all-subduing,'  N.  of  Bharata.  —  Sana-pa- 
iha,  as,  m.  every  road  or  way,   every  direction. 
—  Sarra-pathlna,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  every 
road   or  way,  going  in  every  direction.  —  Sarva- 
pa~!u,  us,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  I.  sarva-pd,  us,  an, 
am,  drinking  everything;  (as),  f.  the  wife  of  the 
Daitya  Bali.  — 2.  sarva-pd,  as,  as,  am,  all-preserv- 

ing. —  Sarm-pdpa-hara,  as,  d,  am,  removing  all 

sin.  —  Sarva-pdrs'va-muhtia,   as,   m.    'having   a 
fjce  on  all  sides,'  epithet  of  SivL  —  Sarva-piivana, 

ax,   m.   '  all-purifying,'  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Sarva- 
pujila,  a»,  m.  'worshipped  by  all,'  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Sarra-punia,  as,  a,  am,  full  of  everything. 
—  Sarra-purna-tva,  am,  n.  entire  fulness  or  com- 

pleteness, complete  preparation  or  provision.  —  Sar- 
va-priya,  as,  d,  am,  dear  to  all,  universally  beloved ; 
generally  friendly,  loving  all.  —  Sarva-bandha-vi- 

mofana,  as,  m. '  delivering  from  every  bond,'  epithet 
of  Siva.  —  Sarva-bhaksha,  as,  d,  am,  eating   all 
kinds  of  food,  omnivorous;  (d),  f.  a  female  goat. 

— Sarva-bhakthya,  as,  d,  am,  all-devouring  (as 
fire);  eating  all  things;   all-devouring,  omnivorous. 
—  Sarva-bhdj,   k,   k,    k,   sharing   in   everything. 
—  Sana-bhdva,  as,  m.  whole  being  or  nature, 

(sarva-bhdvena,  with  one's  whole  being,  with  all 
one's  thoughts.)  —  Sarra-bhava-kara,  as,  m. '  causer 
of  all  being,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sarva-blidvana,  as, 
m.  'all-creating,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sari'a-bhuta, 
dni,   n.  pi.  all   beings,  all  created  things,  all  the 
elements.  —  Sari'abhuta-kHt,  t,  m.  n.  the  maker  of 
all  things ;    the  cause   of  all   elements  or  beings. 
—  Sarvabhiita-maya,  as,  I,  am,  containing  all 
living  beings  or  existences,  comprising  or  compre- 

hending all  elementary  matter ;  (fw),  m.  the  supreme 

pervading  spirit.  —  Sarva-bhiita-stha  or  sarva- 
bhdta-sthita,  as,  d,  am,  present  in  all  elements  or 
beings.  —  Sana-bhuta-hara,  as,  m.  epithet  of 
S\v*.  —  San<a-bhuta-Jtita,  am,  n.  the  welfare  of 
all  created  beings  ;  (as,  a,  am),  serviceable  to  all 

creatures.  —  Sarvablmtdtman  (°ta-dt°),  d,  m. 
'soul  of  all  beings,' epithet  of  the  universal  or  all- 
pervading  spirit ;  epithet  of  Siva  ;  (a,  a,  a),  having 
the  nature  of  all  beings,  containing  all  beings. 
—Sarvabhtitdtina-meflltas,  as,  as,  as,  having  a 
knowledge  of  the  essence  or  nature  of  all  creatures. 

—  SarvabJiutepsita  (°ta-ip°),  as,  d,  am,  desired 
by  all  beings.  —  Sarva-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  all-sustaining, 
cherishing  or  supporting  a\\.  —  Sarva-bhor/in,  I,  inl, 
i,  enjoying  all.  —  Sarva-bhogina,  as,  d,  am,  good 
or  beneficial  for  all,  to  be  enjoyed  or  possessed  by 

all.  —  Sana-mangold,  f.  'all-auspicious,'  an  epithet 
of  the  goddess  Durga  ;    N.  of  a  work.  —  Sarva- 

maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  or  consisting  of  all,  all- 
containing,  general,  universal,  comprehensive  of  all. 
—Sarva-mahi,  f.  the  whole  earth.  —  Sarva-matrd, 

r  f.  epithet  of  a  kind  of  metre.  —  Sarva-mulya,  am, 
n.  'price  of  all  things,'  a  cowry;    any  small  coin. 
—  Sarva-mushaka,   as,   m.   '  all-stealing,'   time. 
—  Sarva-medha,  as,  m.  a  universal  sacrifice,  sacri- 

fice for  universal  success. ••Sarva-medhya-tva,  am, 
n.  perfect  purity.  —  Sarva-yamrika,  am,  n.  a  kind 
of  Yamaka,  q.  v.  —  Sarva-yogin,  i,  m.  epithet  of 

Siva.  —  Sari-a-rakshana-kai<afa,  am,  n.  an  all- 
preserving  amulet  or  charm.  —  Sarva-raksltin,  i, 
inl,  i,  all-protecting ;  preserving  from  all  (harm). 

—  Sarva-ratna,  as,  m.  'having  all  gems,'  N.  of  a 
minister  of  king  Yudhi-shthira  ;  (/I),  {.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  female  personifications  of  musical  tones  or  modes. 

—  Sarra-rutna-maya,  as,  I,  am,  nude  up  of  all 
kinds  of  jewels.  —  Surva-ratna-samanvita,  as,  d, 

am,  possessing  all  gems  or  precious  things.  —  Sarra- 
ra*a,  as,  m.  the  resinous  exudation  of  the  Sal  tree, 
resin ;  saltness,  salt,  saline  flavour  or  taste ;  a  sort 
of  musical  instrument,  a  kind  of  lute;    a  scholar, 

learned  man.  —  Survarasottama  (°sa-uf),  as,  m. 
'  the  best  of  all  flavours,'  the  saline  flavour,  saltness, 
salt.  —  Sarva-rdtra,  as,  m.  the  whole  night.—  Sar- 

va-rupa-bhdj ,    k,    k,    k,    assuming     all     forms. 

—  Sanartu  (°va-rftu),  us,  m.  every  season. —  Sar- 
vartttka  (°va-rity),  as,  a,  am,  adapted  to  every 
season,    habitable    in    every   season.  —  Sarvartu- 

parivarta,  as,   m.   '  revolution    of   all   the    sea- 
sons,' a  yezT.  —  Sari'artii-phala,  am,  n.  the  fruit 

of  all  the  seasons. —  Sarva-lakshaya-lakiiJiita,  as, 

m.  'characterized   by  all   marks,'  epithet  of  Siva. 
— Sarva-ldlasa,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sarva- 

liitijin,  F,  m.  'having  all  the  external   marks,'  a heretic,  impostor  (especially  one  who,  not  belonging 
to  the  orthodox  faith,  wears  the  dress  and  assumes 

the  character  of  an  ascetic).  —  Sarva-kka,  as,  m.  the 

universe.— Sarva-loka-krit,  t,m.  'Universe-maker,' 
epithet  of  SivtL.—8arva-loka-pitdmaha,  as,  m. '  the 

great  forefather  of  all  creatures,'  epithet  of  Brahma. 
—  Sarvalvka-prajdpati,  is,  m.  '  father  of  the  Uni- 

verse,' epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sarvaloka-bhayaitkara, 
as,  f,  am,  formidable  to  the  whole  world.  -*Sarva- 
luka-tid,  t,t,t,  acquainted  with  all  worlds.  —  Sana- 
loha,  as,  m.  an  iron  arrow.  —  Sarva-varnikd,  f.  or 

(according  to  some)  sarva-vartikd,  f.  the  tree  Gme- 
lina  Arborea.  —  Sarva-varman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  the  Ka-tantra  Sutras. —Sarva-vallabha, 

as,  a,  am,  dear  to  all ;  (a),  f.  an  unchaste  woman. 
—  Sarva-vdta-sa ha,  as,  d,  am,  able  to  bear  every 
wind  (said  of  a  ship).  —  Sana-vddi-sammata,  as, 

d,  am,  approved  by  all  disputants,  universally  ad- 
mitted. —  Sana-vdsa,  as,  or  sarva-vdsin,  i,  m. 

'  all-abiding,'  Siva.  —  Sarva-mkhydta,  as,m.'  cele- 

brated by  all,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sana-vigraha, 
as,  m.  'all-shaped,'  S'iva.  —  Sarva-vid,  t,  t,  t,  all- 
knowing,  omniscient,  all-wise ;  (t),  m.  the  Supreme 

Being.  —  Sarva-i'ibhuti,  is,  f.  dominion  over  all. 
—  Sarva-vira,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  all-heroic,  contain- 

ing all  heroes ;  possessing  numerous  male  descendants. 
—  Sarva-veda,  as,  d,  am,  having  all  knowledge  ; 
(as),  m.  a  Brahman  who  has  read  the  four  Vedas. 
—  Sarva-vedas,  as,  m.  a  man  who  gives  away  all 
his  acquisitions  or  property  to  the  priests  employed 
by  him  at  particular  sacrifices.  —  Sana-redin,  i,  inl, 

i,  all-knowing,  omniscient.  —  San-a-vetim,   »,  m. 
'  having  all   dresses  or  disguises,'  an  actor,  dancer. 
—  Sarva-ruinris'ika,  as,  m.  'all-annihilating,'  epi- 

thet of  a  class  of  Buddhists  who  argue   total   an- 
nihilation. —  tfarva-vydpi-tva,  am,  n.  universality. 

—  Sarva-vyapin,  i,  inl,  i,  all-pervading,  universal, 
ubiquitous ;    embracing  all  particulars ;    (i),  m.  epi- 

thet of  Rudra.  —  Sarva-^ak,  k,  i;  k,  all-powerful, 
omnipotent.  —  S>ma-4aitkd,  f.  suspicion  of  every- 

body. —  Sarvatfas,  see  p.  1096,  col.  3.  —  Sarva- 
ddnti-ki'it,  t,  t,  t,  '  causing  universal  peace  or  tranquil- 

lity,' epithet  of  Bharata  (sovereign  of  all  India  and  son 
of  Sakuntals).  —  Sana-sTistra,  as,  d,  am,  knowing 

every  science.  —  Sarva-s"dstra~pravctri,  id,  m. '  cha- 
rioteer of  all  the  sciences,'  one  who  is  well  acquainted 

with  all  the  sciences.  —  Sarva-s"dstra-rid,  t,  t,  t ,  or 
sarva-s'dstra-vis'drada,  as,  d,  am,  skilled  in  all  the 
sciences.  —  Snrva-3ubha>i-kara,  as,  m.  '  beautifying 

everything,1  epithet  of  Sivz.  —  Sarva-s'unya,  as, 
d,  am,  empty  of  everything,   completely   empty. 
—  Sarva-fesha,  as,  d,  am,  anything  remaining  out 

of  a  whole.  —  Sarca-ioka-vinas'in,  I,  inl,  i,  re- 
moving all  sorrow  or  griefs.  —  Sarva-drdvya,  as,  d, 

am,  audible  to  all.  —  Sarva-samsarga-larana,  am, 
n.  a  particular  kind  of  salt  or  salt  soil  (mixing  with 
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everything).  —  Sarra-eangala,  at,  a,  am,  united 
with  all,  met  with  universally;   (as),  ra.  a  sort  of 

quick-growing  rice  (  =  shash/il-d).—  tf  trrit-ranyu- 
71130,  as,  m.   abandonment   of  all    worldly 

affections  or  connections.  —  Sarea-siingd,  f.  'all- 
s',' N.  of  a  river. *-Sarea-sait<jralia,  as,  m. 

a    general    or  universal  collection ;    any  collection. 
—  >  irra-sannahana,  am,  n.  or  sarva-wnnaha- 

iidrtkaka  (°HO-ar°),  at,  m.  a  complete  armament ; 
the  arming  or  assembling  of  a  complete  army  (con- 

sisting   of  elephants,  chariots,    horse   and  foot),  a 
complete   armament .  —  Sana-eannaha,  as,  m.  a 
c  Hiiplete  armament  (see  above) ;  the  universally-per- 

vading   spirit.  —  Sarra-sama-la,  f.  sameness    or 
iJentity  with  all  things;   equality  towards  all,  equal 

regard    for  all,  equanimity.  —  Sarva-satya,  as,  a, 
am,  bearing  all  kinds  of  corn,  (also  written  sarna- 
fasya.)—Sana-saha,  as,  a,  am,  all-enduring,  all- 
bearing,  very  patient;   (as),  m.  bdellium;   (a),  f. 

the  earth.  —  Sarca-sdkshin,  i,  m.  'all-witnessing,' 
epithet  of  the  Supreme  Being ;  of  Wind ;  of  Fire. 

—  ̂ ana-iddluina,  as,  m. '  all-accomplishing,"  Siva. 
—  Sarva-sddhdrana,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  common  to 
all.  —  Sana-sddhu,   ind.   in  all  respects   good    or 

well.  —  Sarra-sddhu-niihcvita,  as,  m.  'honoured 

by  all  good  people,'  Siva.— Sana-sdmdnya,  as, 
a,  am,   common   to   a-1.  —  Sarva-sdropanishad 

(  ra-up°),    t,  f..  N.  of  an   Upanishad.  —  Sarra- 
siddluirtha  (°dhrt-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  having  every 
object  attained,  having  every  wish  gratified,   quite 

happy.  —  Sana-tiddhi,  is,  f.  accomplishment   of 
every  object,  universal    success;    (is),  m.  the  Vilva 
tree.  —  Sana-sena,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  lord  of  the 
whole   host.  —  Sarca-ira,  am,  n.  the  whole  of  a 

person's  property  or  possessions ;  whole  subs'.ance  or 
essence  of  anything.  —  Sarva-sva-dftnda-,  as,  a, 
am,  fined  in  all  possessions ;  (am),  n.  confiscation 

of  the  whole  of  a  property. —Sarvasva-harana, 
am,  n.  or  sarrasra-hara,  as,  m.  the  seizure  or 

confiscation  of  the  whole   of  any  one's   property. 
—  Sarra-svdmi-gunopeta  (°na-up°),  as,  a,  am, endowed    with    all    the    excellences    of  a   master. 

—  Sarva-svdmin,  i,  m.  the  owner  or  master  of  all ; 
a  universal  monarch.  —  Sanasvin,  i,  m.  a  kind  of 
mixed  caste  (the  result  of  intermarriage  between 
a  woman  of  the  Gopa  or  cowherd  caste  with  a 

Nipita  or  barber).  —  Sarva-hara,  as,  a,  am, '  seizing 
all,'  an  epithet  of  death.  —  Sarea-harana,  am,  n. 
or  sarva-hdra,  as,  m.  seizing  of  the  whole,  total 
confiscation.  —  Sarva-hari,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  96,  (having  the  patronymic 
Aindra.)  —  Sarva-hdyas,  as,  as,  ai,  Ved.  having  all 
strength  or  vigour.  —  Sana-hita,  as,  a,  am,  useful 
or  beneficial  to  all ;  (am),  n.  black  pepper.  —  Sarva- 
hut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  (perhaps)  all-sacrificing  or  sacrificing 

all  at  once.  —  Sarvagamopanishad  (°ra-dgama- 
up"),  t,  (.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad.  —  Sarvdttga  (°va- 
an°),  am,  n.  the  whole  body  (from  head  to  foot); 
all  the  An-gas  or  VedSn-gas  (see  vedanga)  collec- 

tively ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  all  members,  perfect  in 

limb;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Sarranga-r&pa, 
as,  m.  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Sarvdnga-sundara,  as, 
t,  am,  beautiful  in  every  member,  completely  beau- 

tiful. —  Siin'dnga-sundara-rasa,  as,  m.  'whose 
essence  is  good  for  all  the  limbs,'  epithet  of  a  par- 

ticular drug  or  medicament.  —  Sarvamfina,  as,  a, 
am,  spread  over  all  the  limbs,  thrilling  through  the 
whole  body  or  throughout  the  body,  generally  dif- 

fusive,   pervading;    relating    or    belonging    to    the 
An-gas  or  Vedan-gas   collectively,  (see    vedanga.) 
"SanUIM-frata  (ci-a-at  ),  as,  ii,  am,  devoted 
to  all  guests,  hospitable.  —  San,ltodya-})arigra/ia 

(  ra-dt°),  as,  m.  '  comprehending  every  musical  in- 
strument,' epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sarvdtmaka,  (°va-dt°), 

at,  a,  am,  all-containing,  all-pervading.  —  Sanat- 
matta-daritaKa,  am,  n.  the  doctrine  of  the  one- 

ness of  everything  with  Spirit.  —  Sartatman  (°i-a- 
<it  \  a,  m.  the  universal  soul,  the  Supreme  Spirit; 
epithet  of  Sin.-S,mdtma-lhuti,  is,  f.  all  beings 
collectively.  -  Sana-dfUa,  as,  i,    am,   like   to 
all.  -Sarvadhikarana  (°va-adJi°),  dni,  n.  pi.  all 

occasions;  (eshti),  ind.  on  a!l  occasions.—  San-a- 
dlitkdra  (°i-a-adh°),  as,  m.  general  superintendence. 
—Sm-i;'i<!/iil:-(li'i>i,i,  or  tarv&dhyaixha  ("ra-adh°), 
as,  m.  a  general  superintendent.  —  &arvd<Vtil;ii'i 

(°ra-ddh°),  am,  n.  superiority  to  all.  —  Sarrd- 
nai'adyiirtga  (°va-anaFadit<t-art0),  us,  a,  am, 
having  altogether  blameless  or  faultless  limbs. 

—Sarranul'Srin  ("va-an°),  i,  ini,  i,  all-imitating; 
(ini),  f.  a  kind  of  shrub  (  =  ̂ dla-parnl)."Sand- 

nukrama  (va-an°),  as,  m.  a  general  index  (show- 
ing the  successive  contents  of  any  book) ;  =  surra- 

nukramani  below.  —  Sarranukramanika  (°ra- 
an°),  (.,  N.  of  KitySyana's  index  to  the  Rig-veda  ; 
of  an  index  to  the  VJjasaneyi-samhita  by  the  same 

author.  ~Sarcanukramani  (°va-an°),  {.,  N.  of  a 
general  index  to  the  Veda  by  KStyayana  (a  pupil  of 

Stun»\ii).—Samdnid-r(ima(ti-rritti,  is,  f.  a  com- 
mentary by  Shad-guru-sishya  on  the  above.  —  Sar- 

rdnulihuti  ("va-an"),  it,  (.  universal  experience; 

'all-perceiving,'  epithet  of  one  of  the  twenty-four 
Arhats  of  the  past  Ut-sarpinI;  also  of  one  of  the  future 
Ut-sirpinl;  a  white  variety  of  the  Tri-vrit  plant. 

—  Sarvdnumati  (°ra-a»°),  is,  f.  the  consent  of 
all.  —  Samdntarydm'n  (°ra-an°),  I,  m.  'ruling  or 
pervading  all  hearts,'  epithet  of  the  Supreme  Spirit. 
—Sarvdnna-bhakshaka  (°va-an°),  as,  a,  am,  or 
sarvdnna-btbojin,  I,  ini,  i,  or  8arvannina,as,  a, am, 
eating  all  sorts  of  food  (whether  clean  or  otherwise). 

•• Sun'dbharana-bfiushita  (°ra-afcA°),  as,  a,  a-m, 
adorned  with   all    ornaments.  —  Sanabhisandhin 

(°ra-aiA'),  i    m.  'all-censuring,'  a  cynic,  calum- 
niator, ievi\er.  —  San'iib]iifdra  (0ra-a6A3),  at,  m. 

an  attack  with  a  complete  army  (of  elephants,  chariots, 
horse  and  foot),  assembling  a  complete  armament. 

—  Sarrdyasa  (°va-ay),  ax,  i,  am,  entirely  made 
of  iron.  —  Sarvdyudlta  i^va-dy0),  as,  m.  'armed 
with  every  weapon,'  epithet  of  Sm.  —  Sarviiyudho- 
peta  (?va-ayudha-u,p°),  as,  a,  am,  possessing  all 
weapons,  stored  with  all  sorts  of  arms.  —  Sarvartha 

(°va-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  having  all  objects  or  aims; 
(as),  m.  epithet  of  the  twenty-ninth  Muhurta;  (as), 
m.  pi.  all  matters,  (sarvartheshu,  in  all  matters,  in 
all  the  subjects  contained  in  any  particular  work) ; 

all  objects;  (am),  ind.  for  the  sake  of  all.  —  Sar- 

varttia-kus'ala,  as,  a,  am,  skilful  in  all  matters. 
— Sarvdrtha-dintaka,  as,  a,  am,  a  superintendent 
or  manager  of  all  affairs,  (according  to  KullOka  = 
kdrya-drashid  nayarddhipati/t.)  —  Sarrdrtfta-td, 
f.  the  state  of  possessing  all  objects.  —  Sai'viirtha- 

sddhikd,  f.  '  effecting  all  objects,"  epithet  of  Durga. 
Sarvdrtl/a-siddlta,  as,  m.  'one  by  whom  all 

objects  are  effected,'  epithet  of  the  great  Buddha  (or 
S'akya-muni,  the  founder  of  the  Buddhist  religion ; 
according  to  some  he  was  so  called  because  his 

parents'  wishes  were  all  fulfilled  by  his  birth). 
^(ii'i'drthanusiidhinl  (Otha-an°),  f.  'effecting  all 

objects,'  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Surrdvasara  ("va-av°), 
at,  m.  'universal  leisure,'  midnight.  —  Samacarthii 
(°ra-a*'°),  f.  every  condition,  (sarvdvOKtlidsii,  at  all 
periods.)  —  Sarvafaya  ("ra-as"),  as,  m.  'refuge  of 
all,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  S/ircafin  fra-oif1),  i,  ini,  i, 
eating  all  things.  —  Sarvdframin  (°t'a-n.v°),  i,  ini, 

i,  belonging  to  every  order  of  life.  —  Sarvds"raya 
(°ra-iis"),  as,  d,  am,  giving  shelter  or  protection 

to  all;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Sarvdsti-rdda 
("va-as"),  as,  m.  or  sarvasti-vddin  (°va-as°),  i, 
m.  '  one  who  asserts  the  reality  of  all  existence,' 
epithet  of  one.  of  the  four  divisions  of  the  Vaibha- 
shika  system  of  Buddhism  (said  to  have  been  founded 

by  Rahula,  son  of  the  great  Buddha).  —  San-tit/ r<t 
a-a*°),  a^,  d,  am,  having  all  weapons ;  (a),  f. 

epithet  of  one  of  the  sixteen  Jaina  VidyS-devIs  or 
goddesses  of  learning. "  Sareastra-mahajrala,  one 
of  the  Vidya-devls  described  above.  —  Sari'astra- 
rid,  t,  t,  I,  knowing  or  skilled  in  all  weapons.  —  Sar- 

vahna,  ("va-ah"),  as,  m.  the  whole  day, (also  spelt  sar- 
rd/ina.)  ~  Sarvendriya-samMiava  (°va-in°),  as,  d, 
am,  arising  from  every  sense.  —  Sameta  (°va-i^a), 
as,  m.  '  lord  of  all,'  the  Supreme  Being ;  a  universal 
monarch.  —Sareefrara  ("fa-its'0),  as,  m.  'lord  of 
all,'  a  universal  monarch,  paramount  lord ;  epithet 

sarvika. 

of  S'iva ;  a  proper  N.  -  Sareoltama  (°ra-ui~),  as,  d, 
am,  best  of  all,  supremely  gooA.~8(trmpakartn 

(°va-vp°),  I,  ini,  i,  assisting  all ;  (ini),  f.,  N.  of  a 
commentary  on  the  Tattvas  of  the  S5n-khya  phil. 

—  Sari'opatl/ia  (°ra-«/>'),  as,  a,  am,  having  any 
penultimate  letter.  —  Sarcopanieliad  (°ra-up°),  t, 
f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad.  —  Sarropddlii  fi-a-up1),  is, 
m.  a  general  attribute.  —Sanauyha  (°m-ogtia), 
as,  m.  great  speed  or  impetuosity ;  the  assembling 
of  a  complete  army  (consisting  of  elephants,  chariots, 

horse  and  foot).  —  Sarcaushad/ii  (va-osKJ),  is, 
m.  or  sarvaushadlti-ganti  or  farmusltadhi- 
rarya,  as,  m.  a  class  of  certain  medicinal  herbs 
or  drugs  (such  as  Mur5,  Campaka,  Jala-mans!, 
Haridra  or  turmeric,  Vaca  or  orris  root,  Saileya  or 

benzoin,  SatT  or  zedoary,  Kushtha  or  Costus  Spe- 
ciosus,  Karpura  or  camphor,  Candana  or  sandal, 

Mus'a  or  Cyperus,  &c.).  —  Sarvaushadhi-rasa,  Of, 
m.  the  juice  or  infusion  of  all  the  above  herbs 
(especially  of  those  used  at  a  royal  inauguration). 
Sarmka,  as,  d,  am,  all,  every,  whole,  entire, 

universal ;  (e),  ind.  everywhere,  universally. 
Sarva-tas,  ind.  from  every  quarter,  from  every 

side,  from  all  parts,  from  everybody ;  in  every  di- 
rection ;  on  all  sides,  every  way,  all  round,  every- 

where; wholly,  entirely.  —  Sarratah-itibhd,  {. 

'  wholly  auspicious,'  the  plant  Priyan-gu.  —  San'ato- 
dikka,  as,  d,  am  (see  2.  did),  diffused  over  all 
quarters,  extending  in  every  direction. —  Sarraro- 

diiam  or  sarrato-dis'as,  ind.  to  every  quarter  (of 
the  world),  in  every  direction.  —  Sarvato-bliailra, 
as,  d,  am,  everywhere  or  on  every  side  good,  in 
every  direction  or  towards  every  quarter  auspicious ; 

(as,  din),  m.  n.  a  temple  or  palace  of  a  square  form 
and  having  an  entrance  opposite  to  every  point  of 

the  compass ;  (a«),  m.  the  car  of  Vishnu ;  a  bam- 
boo ;  a  form  of  military  array ;  a  square  mystical 

diagram  (painted  on  a  cloth  with  various  colours,  and 
used  on  particular  occasions  to  cover  a  sort  of  altar 
erected  to  Vishnu) ;  a  kind  of  charade  in  which  the 
same  word  answers  several  questions ;  a  particular 
kind  of  artificial  verse  (so  contrived  that  the  same 
meanings  and  syllables  occur,  whether  the  line  be 
read  backwards  or  forwards,  or  in  various  other  direc- 

tions; an  example  occurs  in  KirSt.  XV.  25);  the 
Nimba  tree ;  N.  of  a  forest ;  (d),  f.  the  tree  Gmeiina 

Arborea  ( =  gambhdri) ;  an  actress,  the  wife  of  an 
actor  or  dancer ;  a  sort  of  yam,  Dioscorea ;  (am),  n. 

a  mystical  diagram  of  a  square  shape  but  enclosing 

a  circle  (this  diagram  is  regarded  as  sacred,  and  em- 
ployed on  the  occasion  of  the  letting  loose  of  a  bull, 

the  completion  of  a  vow  or  other  religious  observ- 
ance ;  it  may  perhaps  be  identical  with  that  de- 

scribed above) ;  another  square  diagram  employed 

for  astrological  purposes  or  to  foretel  good  and  bad 
fortune,  —ijarvato-miik/ta,  as,  i,  am,  facing  every 
quarter  (of  the  compass),  turned  everywhere,  going 

everywhere;  complete, unrestrained, unlimited, bound- 

less ;  (as),  m.  soul,  spirit ;  epithet  of  S'iva  (as  repre- sented with  five  faces) ;  of  Brahma  (as  represented  with 
four  faces) ;  of  Aguior  Fire  ;  a  Brahman  ;  the  heaven 
of  India  or  Svarga;  (am),  n.  water;  sky,  heaven. 
Sarvatra,  ind.  everywhere,  in  all  places  ;  always, 

at  all  times.  —  Sarvalra-ga,  as,  d,  am,  going  every- 

where, all-pervading ;  (as),  m.air,  wind.— Sarvatra- 

gnmin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  everywhere  ;  (~i),  m.  air, 
wind.  —  Sanatidjtratiylia  (°ra-ap°),  as,  d,  am, 
not  kept  back  from  (penetrating)  everywhere. 
Sarvalhd,  ind.  in  all  ways,  by  all  means ;  at  all, 

(na  sarrathd,  not  at  all),  altogether,  entirely,  wholly, 

completely,  mostly,  assuredly,  certainly ;  exceed- 

ingly ;  at  all  times. Sarradd,  ind.  always,  at  all  times,  at  every  time. 

SorvadryaAdi  an,  -drift,  ak  (fr.  san'a  with  adri 
substituted  for  the  final  +  rt.  aius),  honouring  all 
I =sarvasya  putjaka). 
San-ados,  ind.  wholly,  altogether,  completely, 

entirely,  universally ;  everywhere ;  on  all  sides. 

Sandni,  (.,  N.  of  Durga  (wife  of  S'iva). 
Sirvikd,  f.  according  to  Vopa-deva  IV.  6.  a  dimi- 

nutive of  SUiTil. 



sa-rv'iya. savitri. 

Sarviya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  all 
suitable  or  fit  for  all. 

sarvari,    f.    (for   sarvari),    night 

—  Sarvari-kara,  as,  m.  '  night-maker,'  the  moon. 
?TOWT  sarvala,  f.   (for  sarvala,   p.  995 

col.  3),  an  iron  club  or  crow. 
San-all,  f.  =  aarvala  above. 

sarshapa,  as,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  Ill 
141.  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sri),  mustard  or  mustard-seed 
Sinapis  Dichotoma ;  a  kind  of  poison ;  a  smal 
measure  of  weight  or  a  mustard-seed  so  considered 
(i),  f.  a  kind  of  small  bird  (said  to  be  a  species  o 
wagtail,  =  khanjanikd).  —  Sarshapa-taila,  am,  n. 
mustard-oil. 

T  sarshi-gana  (sa-rishi-),  as,  d,  am 
having  or  attended  by  a  host  of  Rishis. 

Sarshi-marud-gana,  as,  d,  am,  with  a  host  of 
Rishis  and  Maruts. 

sarshlkd,  f.  a  particular  kind  ol 
metre. 

AJ-J1 \ 
sal  (connected  with  rt.  sri),  cl.  i. 

.  P.  salati,  sasdla,  salitum,  to  go,  move 
[cf.  Gr.  OAA-O-/MI,  aA/ia ;  Lat.  saUo  ;  Lith.  selu. 

'  to  creep ;'  Slav,  sl-a-ti,  '  to  send ;'  Hib.  silim,  '  1 
drop,  distil,  spit.'] 

Sala,  am,  n.  [cf.  sara"],  water. Salila,  am,  n.  [cf.  the  older  form  sarira,  p.  1093, 
col.  2],  water;  (in  the  San-khya  phil.)  a  technical 
term  for  one  of  the  four  kinds  of  adhydtmikd  titshli 
or  internal  acquiescence,  (the  other  three  being 
airibhas,  ogha,  and  vrishti  ;  cf.  su-pdrd)  ;  a  kind 
of  metre ;  [cf.  Gr.  ffdAos,  oXs ;  Lat.  talitm,  sal, 

saliva;  Slav,  sol,  'sz\l.'~\  —  Salila-karman,  a,  n. 
a  particular  funeral  rite  (  =  salila-kriyd).  — 
fatntala,  as,  m.  '  water-hair,'  the  aquatic  plant  Val- 
lisneria  Octandra.  —  Salila-kriyd,  f,  'water-rite,  'the 
funeral  rite  of  washing  a  corpse.  —  Salila-ja,  am, 
n.  'water-born,'  a  lotus.  —  Salila-nidhi,  is,  m. 
'  water-receptacle,'  the  ocean.  —  Salila-piira-i'at, 
ind.  like  a  large  quantity  of  water.  —  Salila-raya, 
as,  m.  'water-flow,'  a  current,  stream.  —  Salila- 
ras"i,  is,  m.  '  water-heap,"  any  piece  of  water. 
—  Salila-sthala-dara,  as,  a  or  ?,  am,  frequenting 
water  and  land,  amphibious.  —  Salildrthin  (°la-ar°), 
i,  iiii,  i,  wishing  for  water,  thirsty.  —  Salilaitiya 

(°la-a&°),  as,  m.  a  receptacle  or  reservoir  of  water, 
tank,  lake.  —  SaHUle-^ara,  as,  a,  ant,  moving  about 
in  the  water.  —  Salilendhnna  (°la-in°),  as,  m. 
'  water-kindling,'  submarine  fire.  —  Salile-iSaya,  as, 
a,  am,  resting  or  lying  in  water.  —  SaliloMaya 

(°la-u<f),  as,  a,  am,  having  a  mass  or  collection  of 
vm\eT.  —  Salilopaplava  (°la-up°),  as,  m.  a  flood of  water,  inundation. 

sa-liiksha,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  lac 
or  a  hundred  thousand. 

sa-lakshana,  as,  a,  am,  having  the 
same  marks,  of  the  same  species. 

sa-lakshman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  having 
the  same  marks  or  characteristics,  related,  a  relation. 

ffrt^JI  sa-lajja,  as,  d,  am,  feeling  shame 
or  modesty,  bashful,  modest,  ashamed ;  (am),  ind. 
bashfully,  modestly. 

sa-lalitam,    ind.   with    sport, 
wantonly. 

^t«5c^i  snlaKka,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt. 
sal;  according  to  Say.  for  sarar&ka,  fr.  rt.  sri), 
Ved.  (probably)  an  unstable  or  wavering  person ; 
a  wicked  person,  sinner,  (Say.  =  sarana-fila  or 
samlubdha  or  pdpalia;  see  Nirukta  VI.  3.) 

sa-lavuka.     See  lavaka. 

*irtl1«yt}*1  sa-liija-kusttma,  as,  a,  am,  ac- 
companied with  sprinkled  grain  and  flowers. 

*i«lco  sa-lila,  as,  a,  am,  playful,  wanton, 
sportive;    (am),   ind.  playfully,   sportingly;   affec- tionately. 

sa-lesa,  as,  d,  am,  having  parts  or 
portions,  with  every  part,  entire;  (am),  ind.  with 
every  particle,  entirely,  wholly  (  =  1.  sa-kalam). 

sa-loka,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  the 
same  world.  —Saloka-ta,  f.  the  being  in  the  same 
world  or  sphere,  residence  in  the  same  heaven  with 
any  particular  deity  (one  of  the  four  states  into 
which  Mukti  or  final  beatitude  is  distinguished). 

sallaki,  f.  (=sallak~i),  the  gum olibanum  tree,  Boswellia  Thurifera. 

saha,  as,  m.  pi.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  peo- 
ple ;  [cf.  folea.]  —  Salca-deita,  a»,  m.,  N.  of  a country. 

*re  i.  sava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  3.  su),  pressing 
out  or  extracting  the  Soma  juice ;  a  libation,  obla 
tion,  sacrifice ;  N.  of  the  fifth  book  of  the  Sara 

patha-Brahmana;  (am),  n.  sprinkling  or  pouring 
out  the  juice  of  the  Soma  plant ;  making  libations 
water ;  the  juice  or  honey  of  flowers. 

1.  savana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  extracting  or  pouring 
out  the  juice  of  the  Soma  plant ;  a  libation  ;  a  sacri- 

fice or   oblation  (in  general);    drinking  the  Soma 
juice  ;  bathing  (as  a  religious  exercise  or  as  prepara- 

tory to  a  sacrifice;  generally  performed  three  times 
a  day,  viz.  morning,  mid-day,  and  evening ;  cf.  tri- 
shavana) ;  any  purificatory  ablution ;  (as),  m.,  N. 
of  a  son  of  Vasishtha.  —  Savana-Jearman,  a,  n 
a  sacrificial  rite. 

Savaniya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  the  Savana  (see 
above) ;  to  be  offered  or  poured  out ;  to  be  distilled 
sacrificial. 

2.  sava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  4.  su),  a  gene- 
rator ;  the  sun  ;  the  moon  ;  offspring,  progeny. 

2.  savana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  bearing  children, 
aringing  forth  young,  generation. 
Savitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  generating,  vivifying,  pro- 

ducing, causing,  effecting;  (td),  m.  a  generator, 
vKifier ;  the  sun,  (in  the  Veda  sometimes  identified 
with  and  sometimes  distinguished  from  Stirya,  q.  v. ; 
according  to  S3y.  the  sun  before  rising  is  called 
Savitri,  and  after  rising  till  its  setting  Sflrya ;  many 
lymns  of  the  Rig-veda  are  devoted  to  the  praise  of 
Savitri,  e.g.  I.  35,  II.  38,  III.  62,  10-12,  IV.  53, 

54,  V.  81,  83,  &c. ;  he  is  described  as  'golden- 
eyed,'  '  golden-handed,"  '  golden-armed,'  '  golden- 
tongued,'  'yellow-haired,'  &c.,  the  waters  and  the 
winds  are  said  to  obey  him,  and  the  other  gods  are 
described  as  following  his  lead  and  bowing  to  his 
authority ;  he  is  also,  like  Agni,  called  ApSm  napSt, 

"  son  of  the  waters,'  and  is  even  worshipped  as  a 
lord  of  all  creatures,"  supporting  the  world  and  de- 
ivering  his  votaries  from  sin  ;  the  celebrated  verse 
called  gdyatri  and  ideitri,  q.q.v.v.,  is  addressed  to 
lim) ;  epithet  of  Indra ;  of  S'iva ;  N.  of  one  of  the 
twenty-eight  Vyisas ;  a  particular  plant  or  tree 
( =  arka)  ;  (tri),  f.  a  mother  ;  a  cow.  —  Savitri- 
laienta,  as,  m.  •  having  the  sun  for  a  deity,'  the constellation  Hasta  or  the  thirteenth  of  the  lunar 
asterisms  (so  called  because  the  sun  is  the  ruling 
leity  of  this  asterism). 
Savitrila,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 

lie  sun,  solar. 
Savitra,  am,  n.  a  cause  of  generation,  instrument 

>f  production. 
Savitriya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 

he  sun,  solar. 
Sauitri,  f.,  see  under  saritri  above. 
H'lrimtin,    d,   m.,  Ved.    production,   generation, 

ivifying  power,  favouring  aid. 

sa-vajra-sangfidta,  as,  d,  am, 
ith  the  stroke  of  a  thunderbolt. 

sa-vatsa,  as,  d,  am,  together  with 
calf,  having  a  calf;  having  descendants. 
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sa-vadhiika,  as,  m.  along  with  a 
wife,  a  man  with  his  wife. 

or  form,  embodied. 
sa-vapusha,  as,  i,  am,  having  a  body 

sa-vayas,  as,  as,  as,  being  of  the 
same  age,  coeval,  cotemporary  ;  (as),  m.  a  coeval, 
cotemporary,  friend  of  the  same  age;  (as),  f.  a 
woman's  female  friend  or  confidante. 

5R^T  savara,  as,  m.  (=savara),  water; 

N.  of  S'iva. 
sa-varutha,  as,  a,  am,  having   a 

protecting  ledge,  (see  varutlia.) 
f 

sa-variia,  as,  a,  am,  being  of  the 
same  colour  ;  being  of  like  appearance,  like,  resem- 

bling ;  of  the  same  tribe  or  class  ;  belonging  to  the 
same  class  of  letters  (i.e.  uttered  by  the  same  organs 
of  speech)  ;  of  the  same  kind,  homogeneous  ;  (a), 
f.,  N.  of  the  woman  substituted  by  SaranyO  for 
herself  as  a  wife  of  the  Sun,  (she  is  said  to  have 
given  birth  to  Manu,  and  is  called  in  later  legends 

C'hayS  ;  see  sararfyu)  ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  the 
Ocean,  and  wife  of  Prac!lna-varhis.  —  Savarnasa- 

varna-vivaha  (°na-as°),  as,  m.  the  marriage  of 
people  of  the  same  and  of  different  castes.  —  Savar- 

nopdyin  (°na-up°),  i,  ra.  one  who  approaches  a woman  of  the  same  caste. 

Sa-vartii-liitgin,  i,  inl,  i,  wearing  the  marks  of 
a  religious  student,  disguised  as  a  Brahma-65rin,  (see 
varnin.) 

sa-varman,  a,  a,  a,  having  armour, 
along  with  armour. 

savala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
Pushkara  (son  of  Priya-vrata ;  also  written  savana). 
••  Savalds'va  ("la-ad0"),  as,  m.  pi.  (perhaps  for  &j- 
valds~ra),  epithet  of  the  thousand  sons  of  Daksha. 
fRTI-T  sa-vahd,  f.  the  plant  Tri-vrit ;  [cf. 

su-vahd.'] sa-vddas,  as,  as,  as,  or  sa-vd<!asa, 
as,  d,  am,  having  words  or  conversation,  conversing 
with. 

TOTV  sa-vdnadhi,  is,  is,  i,  together  with 
a  quiver,  bearing  a  quiver. 

tf  sa-vdlakhilya,  as,  d,  am,  to- 
gether with  the  Vslakhilya  hymns. 

W    sa-vdshpa-stambham,    ind. 
with  suppression  of  tears. 

1.  sa-vdsa,  as,  d,  am  (see  I.  vasa), 
scented,  perfumed. 

2.  sa-vdsa,  as,  d,  am  (see  2.  vdsa), 
laving  a  dwelling. 

sa-vdsas,  as,  as,  as  [cf.  3.  vasa'], clothed,  dressed. 

^fastusn  sa-vikalpa,  as,  d,  am,  admitting 
of  an  alternative  or  option,  optional ;  admitting  of 
ambiguity  or  doubt,  doubtful;  having  distinction, distinguishing. 

Sa-vikalpaka,  as,  d,  am,  =  sa-riknlpii  above; 
recognising  distinctions  (e.  g.  those  of  subject  and 
object  in  the  Vedanta  phil. ;  opposed  to  niwi- talpaka). 

I  sa-vikdsa,  as,  d,  am,  possessing 
expansion,  expanded,  extended,  extensive. 

sa-vigraha,as,  d,  am,  having  body 
form,   embodied ;   having   meaning   or  import, 

meaning,  importing. 

Wlq  n  <ft*i  sa-vitarkam,  ind.  with  reasoning 
r  thought,  thoughtfully. 

fttVrJ  savitri.   See  col.  2. 
12  Z 
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sa-vidis,  k,  k,  k,  along  with  the 
intermediate  quarters. 

wfciH  sn-ridya,  as,  a,  am,  having  learn- 
ing, learned,  wise,  versed  ia  science. 

sa-ridyut-stanita,  as,  a,  am, 
accompanied  with  lightning  and  thunder. 

«CmI  sa-vidha,  as,  a,  am,  of  the  same 
kind  or  sort  ;  near,  proximate. 

«[q«ii|  sa-vinaya,  as,  a,  am,  having  good 
behaviour  or  propriety,  well-conducted,  well-behaved, 
modest;  (am),  n.  modestly,  humbly,  respectfully, 
graciously. 

«r=WIH  sa-vibhdsa,  as,  m.  '  having  great 
lustre,"  epithet  of  one  of  the  seven  suns. 
?rf^nT  sa-vibhrama,  as,  a,  am,  employing 

amorous  or  coquettish  glances,  coquettish,  wanton  ; 
(am),  ind.  coquettishly,  playfully,  with  amorous 
action. 

flfa^fi*^  sa-vimars'am,  ind.  thoughtfully, with  consideration  or  deliberation. 

*)fqcoi^  sa-vilasa,  as,  a,  am,  acting  co- 
quettishly, sportive,  playful,  wanton,  amorous  ;  (am), 

ind.  playfully,  coquettishly,  with  expressive  looks. 

^Cq^iH  sa-visesha,  as,  a,  am,  possessing 
distinguishing  or  characteristic  qualities  ;  peculiar, 
singular,  extraordinary  ;  excellent,  superior  ;  having 
discrimination,  discriminating  ;  (am),  ind.  in  a  special 
or  peculiar  manner,  especially,  singularly. 
Sasri&shaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  having  distinguishing 

properties  or  peculiar  qualities  ;  discriminated;  (am), 
n.  any  distinguishing  peculiarity  or  characteristic. 

Sa-m4cshana,  o»,  a,  am,  possessing  distinctions 
or  peculiarities  ;  distinguished,  marked,  characterized, 
individualized  by  peculiar  marks  or  properties. 

Saviiahaiai,  ind.  especially,  particularly,  singu- 
larly, excellently. 

*ff^!W?  sa-visrambham,  ind.  with  con- 
fidence, confidently. 

«f«mnu  sa-vishdna,  as,  a,  am,  possessing 
horns  or  tusks,  along  with  tusks. 

«(V«i  n;*^  sa-vishddam,  ind.  despondingly, 
with  despair. 

•Hl=itjn.  sa-vistara,  as,  a,  am,  having  dif- 
fuseness,  diffuse,  detailed,  complete;  (ai/i),  ind.  with 
all  details,  in  detail,  in  extenso. 

tiliwl  sa-vismaya,  as,  a,  am,  astonished, 
surprised  ;  doubtful  ;  (am),  ind.  with  surprise  ;  with 
respect,  respectfully. 

™'*?Hi  sa-vihanga,  as,  a,  am,  possessing 
birds,  with  birds. 

saeiman.     See  under  2.  sava. 

T  sa-vriksha-kshupa-lata,  as,  a, 
<im,  having  trees,  bushes,  and  creepers. 

^fe«li  sa-vriddhika,  as,  a,  am,  bearing 
interest. 

""}^  sa-vridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  increasing  to- 
gether, (Say.  =  su/ta-t-ardhayitri.) 

*i^1»^  sa-vegam,  ind.  with  impetuosity, 
with  great  haste,  hastily. 

sa-venu-vlnd-pana- 

I'aila  (°rn-an°),  as,  a,  am,  resounding  with flutes,  lutes,  and  labours. 

sn-etfa  or  sa-vesha,  as,  a,  am,  ap- 
pareled, dressed,  ornamented,  decorated  ;  near,  prox- imate. 

*i  sii-rniklaoyam,  ind.  with  bewil- 
derment ;  with  despair,  despairingly. 

sa-vailitkshya,  as,  a,  am,  having 

contrary  marks  or  characteristics,  unnatural  ;  abashed, 
embarrassed,  pretended,  forced  ;  (am),  ind.  affectedly. 
—  Sai'ailalcshya-siuitam,  ind.  with  a  forced  smile. 

TW  savya,  as,  a,  am  (according  to  Una- 
di-s.  IV.  109.  fr.  rt.  su  ;  perhaps  for  an  original 

skavya),  left,  left  hand  ;  south,  southern  ;  reverse, 

contrary,  backward  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an  An-girasa 
(author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  I.  51-57);  an  epi- 

thet of  Vishnu  ;  [cf.  Gr.  anat6-s,  aiuul)-Tr\-s,  a/taio- 
avvrj  (probably  also  anavpo-s)  ;  Lat.  scaivu-s,  sc(e- 
vitas,  sctevola  (perhaps  also  scauru-s,  sinister)  ; 

Slav.  sui.~\—  Sarya-tas,  ind.  from  the  left  side;  on the  left  side,  on  the  left  hand  ;  in  a  reverse  way. 

—  Savya-shthri,  (ha,  m.  =  sarye-shthri.'-Sai'ya- 
sdfin,  i,  m.  (see  satin),  '  drawing  a  bow  with  the 
left  hand  as  well  as  the  right,'  epithet  of  Arjuna; 
any  person  who  can  use  both  hands  alike.  —  Savyd- 

pasavya  (°ya-ap°),  as,  a,  am,  left  and  right,  re- 
verse  and    direct,  wrong   and   right.  —  Saryetara 

(°ya-it°),  as,  a,  am,  '  other  than  left,'  right.—  Savye- 
shtha,  o«,  or  savye-shthri,  (hd,  m.  '  standing  on 
the  left,'  a  charioteer. 

H^HT  sa-vyatha,  as,  a,  am,  feeling  pain 
or  anguish,  suffering  pain. 

?TajV  sa-vyadha,  as,  a,  am,  having  blows, 
having  wounds. 

TrefTHS!  sa-vyapeksha,  as,  a,  am,  having 
connection,  connected. 

TrarfiTTTC  sa-vyabhtiara,  as,  m.  an  alleged 
reason  which  goes  astray,  i.  e.  a  reason  or  argument 
that  is  incompatible  with  the  conclusion  drawn  from 
it  ;  an  allegation  that  proves  too  much  (one  of  the 
Hetv-abhisas,  q.v.),  a  too  general  middle  term  (as 
'  fire  '  to  prove  smoke). 

*)«M>1  sa-vydja,  as,  a,  am,  artful,  fraudu- 
lent; cunning,  plausible,  pretending;  (am),  ind. 

under  a  pretext  or  pretence,  artfully,  cunningly. 

««m'm*.  sa-vyapdra,  as,  d,  am,   having 
employment,  employed,  occupied,  busily  engaged. 

-ryahriti-pranavaka,  as, 

sa-^dlmala^  as,  d,  am,  possessing 
silk-cotton  trees. 

a,  am,  accompanied  with  the  (three)  Vyahritis  and 
the  syllable  Om,  (see  ry-dhriti,  pra-nava.) 

sa-vrida,  as,  d,  am,  feeling  shame, 
modest,  ashamed,  bashful ;  (am),  ind.  with  shame, 
bashfully. 

W3I3;  sa-s"anka,  as,  d,  am,  fearful,  doubt- 
ful, suspicious. 

KT^T^  sa-sankha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
conch-shell.  —  Sa-3anklia-ghosha,  as,  d,  am,  re- 

sounding with  conch-shells,  accompanied  by  the  sound 
of  conch-shells. 

T?^T^  sa-^abda,  as,  a,  am,  having  sound 
or  noise,  full  of  cries,  sounding;  proclaimed;  (am), 
ind.  with  noise,  noisily. 

U^TT  sa-sara,  as,  d,  am,  furnished  with  an 

arrow,  armed  wiih  arrows.  —  Sa-s'ardsana,  as,  d, 
am,  furnished  with  a  bow. 

3ty<!t<  sa-sarlra,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  body, 
embodied ;  together  with  the  body. 

«^(<«*  sa-salka,  as,  d,  am,  possessing 
scales,  scaly  (as  a  fish  &c.). 

«3l<^(  sa-salya,  as,  d,  am,  pierced  by  a 

thorn  or  dart,  pierced  ;  having  thorns,  thorny ;  trou- 
blesome, difficult. 

«3lttS  sa-sastra,  as,  d,  am,  having  arms, armed. 

«^l«4  sa-4asya,  as,  d,  am,  having  corn  or 
grain,  yielding  corn ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  sunflower 

sa-sikhandin,  i,  irii,  i,  accom- 

panied by  S'ikhandin. sa-siraska,  as,  d,  am,  along  with 
the  head. 

sa-sishya,  as,  a,  am,  attended  by 

pupils. 

« sfl  r*i «.«i  ta-Jitkaram,  ind.  with  a  mur- 

muring sound  ;  with  a  sigh.  • 

?T3Joir  sasiika,  as,  m.  (according  to  some) 
a  believer,  one  who  believes  in  the  existence  of  God 

(=dstika). 

wi[h«J^'l*'*lt  sa-saila-vana-kdnana,  as, 
d,  am,  having  mountains,  woods,  and  groves. 

« 3)1  <*  sa-soka,  as,  d,  am,  sorrowful,  sad ; 

(am),  ind.  sorrowfully. 

I  |«j|  sasc  (closely  connected  with  rt.  sa6 
•^  and  probably  also  with  rt.  2.  tanj),  cl.  I. 

P.  A.  saddati,  -le,  ladtitum,  Ved.  to  cling  to,  stick 
to,  cleave  to,  follow,  pursue,  attend  on ;  to  serve, 
honour,  revere,  worship,  celebrate,  love ;  to  favour, 

aid,  protect ;  to  go,  proceed,  pervade ;  to  go  to,  at- 

tain, obtain;  to  cause  to  flow,  (Say.  asas'i.'atam  = 
agamayatam,  Rig-veda  1. 112,  9  ) 
SaJtot,  an,  and,  at  (in  Ved.  the  masc.  is  some- 

times used  for  fern.),  clinging  to,  sticking  to,  cleaving 
to,  sticking  together,  closed  up,  stopping ;  becoming 

dried  up ;  going  against,  persecuting ;  coming  to- 
gether, uniting,  (in  Rig-veda  I.  42,  7,  III.  9,  4. 

connected  by  Say.  with  rt.  6as/  =  rt.  sanj.) 

Sat&vax,  ushi,  f.  in  a-ioifwshi  =  a-pratibandhd 

(Rig-veda  IX.  86,18;  see  a-sa36'mas). 
W!}*!1^  sa-sma^ru,  us,us,u,  having  a  beard, 

bearded  ;  (us),  f.  a  woman  with  a  beard. 
Ht)H  sa-frama,  as,  d,  am,  feeling  fatigue, 

wearied. 
tl<!/loft  sa-srlka,  as,  d,  am,  having  pros- 

perity, prosperous,  fortunate. 
fiyHlfl  sa-s'ldghani,  ind.  with  praise,  eu- 

logistically. 
II II  sas  (=rrts.  2.  sas,  sanst,  sanst),  cl.  2. 
^^  P.  sasti  (apparently  also  cl.  3.  P.  sasasti), 

sasaxa,  sasis/iyati,  asasU  or  asiislt,  sasiium,  to 
sleep :   Caus.  sasayati,  -yitum,   Aor.   astiJiasat : 
Desid.  sisasishati :  Intens.  sdsasyale,  sdsasti. 
Sasat,  an,  ati,  at,  sleeping. 

TPFT  sasa,  am,  n.  food  (=anna,  Naigh.  II. 

7)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  an  Atreya,  (author  of  the  hymn 
Rig-veda  V.  21.)  —  Sasa-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved. 

possessed  of  food,  feeding  on  sacrificial  food,  (accord- 
ing to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VII.  87,  2.  easavan  either 

=  annamn  or  as  if  fr.  n.i.ean  =  samb/uiktur<l>t.) 

^rasrt  sa-samsaya,  as,  d,  am,  doubtful, 
uncertain. 

WH^K  sa-samhdra,  as,  d,  am,  possessing 

means  of  restraint,  (said  of  magical  weapons  which 
can  only  be  restrained  by  repeating  certain  Mantras.) 

H«fjjf  sa-sakhi,  ind.  similar  to  a  friend, 
(Pan.  II.  i,  6.) 
T!Hi%H  sa-sativa,  as,  d,  am,  accompanied 

or  attended  by  ministers. 
««>*<  sa-sanjna,  as,  d,  am,  having  sense, 

sensible,  conscious. 
BH^J  sa-sattva,  as,  d,  am,  possessing 

energy  or  vigour;  (a),  f.  containing  an  embryo,  a 

pregnant  woman. 
W3  sasana,  am,  n.  (=  sasana,  samana), 

immolation,  slaughtering  a  victim. 
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sa-sandeha,  as,  a,  am,  having 
doubt  or  hesitation,  (applied  to  a  kind  of  indirect 
praise  in  rhetoric.) 

?IW»Ml  sa-sandhya,  as,  a,  am,  having  the 
period  called  Sandhya,  (see  yuga)',  relating  to 
evening,  vespertine.  —  Sa-sandhydns"a  (°yd-an°), 
as,  a,  am,  with  the  period  called  Sandhyansa,  (see 
yuga.) 

^«**4<;  sa-sampada,  as,  a,  am,  possessing 
happiness  or  prosperity,  happy. 

TOTWr  sa-sambhrama,  as,  a,  am,  filled 
with  confusion  or  bewilderment,  bewildered,  flurried, 
agitated  ;  (am),  ind.  with  confusion  or  perplexity, 
hurriedly,  hastily  ;  in  fear. 

1WT  sa-sarpa,  as,  a,  am,  having  serpents, 
infested  by  serpents. 

w«M<^  sasarpari,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  srip),  Ved. 
gliding  everywhere  (said  of  VSc,  the  daughter  of 
Surya). 

*t*i=(*^  sasavas,  an,  m.,  Ved.  one  who 
possesses,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  III.  34,  8. 
fr.  rt.  i.  san.) 

?W?rni  sa-sahdya,  as,  a,  am,  along  with 
associates,  having  companions. 

TOnttf*l  sa-sddhvasa,  as,  a,  am,  filled  with 
terror,  terrified,  frightened,  alarmed  ;  timid  ;  (am), 
ind.  in  fear,  timidly. 

sa-sdra,    as,    a,    am,    possessing 
strength  or  energy. 
Sa-sdra-vdna,  as,  a,  am,  possessing  both  strength 

a  id  sound. 

sa-slman,   a,   a,   a,   having   the 
same  boundary,  conterminous,  near. 

^TOrT  sa-suta,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  son, 
with  sons,  with  children. 

«*jrq<t,  sa-sutvan,  d,  &c.,  accompanied 
by  Soma-offering  priests. 

*)*jO»IM'Tsa-SMra<?«pam,  ind.  with  Indra's bow. 

«*jfj  m«T  sa-suhrijjana,  as,  a,  am,  attended 
by  friendly  people,  along  with  kinsfolk. 

WJTT  sa-suta,  as,  d,  am,  attended  by  a charioteer. 

WT»T  sa-sena,  as,  d,  am,  having  an  army, 
commanding  an  army. 

*<*)*q  sa-sainya,  as,  d,  am,  having  an 
army,  along  with  an  army,  attended  by  guards. 
—  Sa-sainya-bala-vdhana,  as,  d,  am,  with  guards, 
armies,  and  equipages. 

Trerfara  sa-saushthava,  as,  d,  am,  having 
excellence,  excellent  ;  with  lightness  or  fleetness, 
quick,  fleet. 

sss;  =  rt.  2.  san/,  p.  1050. 

-s/nra,  as,  m.  '  having  a  strewing,' a  bed  of  leaves. 

^^fl*  sa-strika,  as,  d,  am,  attended  by 
a  wife. 

sa-sthiinu-jangama,  as,  d,  am, 
along  with  immovables  and  movables. 

WWM  sa-sthdna,  as,  d,  am  (=samdna- 
st7«ma,Vopa-deva  VI.  98),  having  the  same  position, 
having  the  same  class,  corresponding. 

WWN^  sa-sthavan,  d,  art,  a,  Ved.  stand- 
ing or  fixed  together, 

1?f%  sasni,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  I.  san;  accord- 
ing to  Say.  fr.  rt.  sna,  with  5.  so),  Ved.  granting, 

offering,  generous  ;  eager  to  gain  or  win  or  acquire  ; 
pure,  holy,  (Say.  =  duddha,  Rig-veda  II.  1  8,  i); 
becoming  lulled,  (according  to  Say.  =  sanniruddha, 
and  in  this  sense  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sas,  Rig-veda  III. 
15.  5;  according  to  Nirukta  V.  i.  sas«i xnata  =  meyha.) 

sa-sneha,  as,  d,  am,  possessing  affec- 
tion, affectionate  ;  (am),  ind.  affectionately. 

«**JS  sa-spriha,  as,  d,  am,  filled  with 
desire  or  longing,  wishing  for,  desirous  ;  (am),  ind. 
wistfully,  with  passionate  longing. 

^jftWrT  sa-smita,  as,  d,  am,  accompanied 
with  smiles,  smiling,  laughing;  (am),  ind.  with,  a 
smile,  smilingly. 

*TOT  i.  sasya,  am,  n.  (for  i.  sasya,  q.  v.; 
in  Unadi-s.  IV.  109.  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sas),  a  good 
quality,  excellence,  merit. 

i.sasyaka,  as,  a,  am,  possessed  of  good  qualities  ; 
(as),  m.  a  sort  of  precious  stone  (coloured  like  the 
inner  fruit  of  a  cocoa-nut;  perhaps  an  opal). 

WRT  2.  sasya,  am,  n.  (for  2.  sasya,  q.  v.  ; 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sas),  corn,  grain  ;  fruit  ;  a  weapon  ; 

[cf.  perhaps  Gr.  era,  f/'iov.']  —  Sasya-kreni,  f.  buying 
grain.  —  Sasya-prada,  as,  a,  am,  yielding  corn, 
fertile.  —Sasya-pravriddhi,  is,  f.  the  growth  of 
corn.  —  Sasya-mdrin,  I,  ini,  i,  corn-destroying, 
destructive  of  grain  ;  (i),  m.  a  kind  of  rat  or  large 

mouse.  —  Sasya-samvara,  as,  m.  the  S'al  tree, 
Shorea  Robusta.  —  Sasya-samvarana,  as,  m.  the 
AsVa-karna  tree.  —  Sasydd  (°ya-ad),  t,  t,  t,  eating 
grain  or  fruit,  granivorous.  —  Sasyeshti  (°ya-ish°), 
is,  f.  sacrifice  offered  on  the  ripening  of  new  grain. 

2.  sasyalta,  as,  m.  a  weapon,  sword. 

*»«*<<{  sa-syad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  flowing  toge- 
ther, (Say.  =  saha-syandamdna,  as  an  epithet  of 

'the  waters,'  Rig-veda  X.  113,  4.) 

fTH  sasra,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  sri),  Ved. 
going,  flowing,  rapid,  swift  (said  of  rivers). 
Sasrivas,  van,  -rushi,  vat,  Ved.  one  who  has 

gone,  flowing. 
Sasri,  is,  is,  i,  going,  who  or  what  goes. 

^J^r^  sasrut,  t,  t,  t  (fr.  rt.  sru  with  g.  sa 
or  a  reduplicated  form),  Ved.  flowing  or  going  toge- 

ther ;  flowing,  (Say.  =  sctlia-  pravartamdna,  and 
sarana-fila,)  ;  (t),  f.  a  flowing  stream,  river  (= 
nadl,  Naigh.  1.  13). 

«*g*r  sa-svadha,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  svadhd 
with  sa),  having  the  Sva-dha  or  food  offered  to 
deceased  ancestors  ;  epithet  of  a  particular  class  of 
Pitris. 

«ta^  sasvar,  ind.  secretly  ;  secret,  (Say. 
=  antarMta;  in  Naigh.  III.  25.  enumerated  among 
the  nirmtdntarhita-ndmadheyani.  ) 

«*a<;  sa-sveda,  as,  d,  am,  moist  with 
sweat  ;  perspiring,  exuding  ;  (a),  f.  a  girl  who  has 
been  recently  deflowered. 

i  I.J  i  .  sah  (perhaps  for  ta-vah,  cf.  sod/ia 
^  for  sa-udha),  cl.  I.  A.  sahate  (sometimes 

also  P.  -ti),  sehe,  sasdha,  sahishyate,  asahishfa, 
sahitum  or  sodhum  (Ved.  sahydma  for  sahydma, 
Atharva-veda  IV.  32,  1  ;  sdsaltah  =  mmhah  =  abhi- 

Wi«CT<«',Vajasaneyi-s.XV.  40),  to  bear,  bear  patiently, 
suffer,  endure,  be  patient  ;  to  allow  ;  to  be  strong  or 
able  to  bear  up  against  or  resist,  overpower,  over- 

come, conquer,  defeat  ;  to  stop,  keep  back,  suppress  ; 
to  be  able  (with  inf.);  cl.  IO.  or  Caus.  sdhayati, 
-yitum,  to  cause  to  bear,  make  bearable,  Aor.  asl- 
safiat  :  Desid.  of  Caus.  tti>f<~ihiiyislt(iti  (Pan.  VIII. 
3,  62  }:  Desid.  sisahishate,  to  wish  to  bear  :  Intens. 
sdsahyate,  sdsorihi,  to  resist,  defeat;  [cf.  Gr.  (X~u 
for  ex-<u  (i.  e.  (<T)('X-O'),  t(°>,  f(*iis,  «rts.  «X'°'/""> 
(-axo-v,  ff\i)-aoi,  f-<Txij-K&,  ox*~at~s> 
<rx»-^Vi  yxf'^"'  '"X"*1  (probably  for 

lax°-"au,  t\-vpu-s,  6x-wp<J-s;  according  to  some 

also  Lat.  sug-ax,  sayus,  sagio.~] 2.  sah,  sat,  t,  t,  bearing,  enduring,  &c.  (frequently 
at  the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  vane-shah,  satrd-sa/i). 

I.  xii /in.  as,  d,  am,  patient,  enduring,  suffering, 

bearing;  able;  (as),  m.  the  month  Marga-s'Irsha, 
(see  sahas);  epithet  of  S"iva ;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 
strength,  power ;  (a),  f.  the  earth  ;  N.  of  a  division 
of  the  world  (according  to  the  Buddhists)  ;  the  aloe 
plant  or  flower ;  a  sort  of  bean  ( =  mudga-parni) ; 
the  perfume  or  drug  Nakha;  the  plant  Dandot- 
pala ;  a  sort  of  white  Barleria ;  the  ichneumon  plant 
( =  rdsna) ;  a  kind  of  medicinal  moon-plant ;  other 
plants,  =  sarpa-kankdll;  =  taraiil;  (am),  n.  the 
salt  called  Parjsava.  —  I .  saha-tva,  am,  n.  or  saha- 
td,  f.  sufferance,  endurance,  capacity  for  enduring. 

—  Saha-raksha,  as,  m.  'preserving  strength,'  epi- 
thet of  the  son  of  the  Fire  called  Pavamana.  —  Sahd- 

vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  possessing  strength,  strong, 
powerful.  —  Sahd-van,  Ved.  =  sahd-vat,  (Rig-veda X.  178,1.) 

Sahaka,  as,  a,  am,  enduring,  bearing,  patient. 
Bahama,  as,  d,  am,  patient,  enduring ;  (am),  n. 

patience,  endurance,  forbearance,  bearing,  enduring. 
—  Sahana-ftla,  as,  d,  am,  of  a  patient  disposition. 
Sahanlya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  borne  or  endured, 

tolerable,  endurable. 

Sahantya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  capable  of  overcom- 
ing or  conquering  (said  of  Agni). 

I.  sahamdna,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  saha-mana  see 
p.  Iioo,  col.  2),  bearing,  enduring;  overpowering, 

conquering,  victorious. 
Sahas,  as,  n.  strength,  force,  power  (  =  oaZa, 

Naigh.  II.  9) ;  overpowering,  overcoming,  conquer- 
ing, victory ;  light ;  water  ( =  udaka,  Naigh.  1. 1 2) ; 

(ds),  m.  the  month  Marga-slrsha  or  Agrahayana 
(November-December);  the  winter  season;  («a- 
hasd),  ind.  with  great  force  or  precipitation,  pre- 

cipitately, quickly,  inconsiderately,  on  a  sudden,  at 
once ;  along  with  ( =  sahu) ;  [cf.  Goth,  sigis  ;  Angl. 
Sax.  sigor,  sige.^  —  Sahasas-putra,  as,  m.,  Ved. 
'  son  of  strength,"  epithet  of  Agni ;  of  Brahmanas- 
pati.  —  Sahasa-drishta,,  as,  d,  am,  suddenly  beheld, 

seen  quickly;  (as),  m.  an  adopted  son.  —  Sahasd- 
rat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  powerful,  mighty,  (Ssy.= 
bala-rat.)  —  Sahas-krita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  pro- 

duced by  .strength  or  force  ;  made  strong  or  powerful, 
strengthened  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Agni ;  of  Indra. 
—  Sahas-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  power,  power- 

ful; (at),  ind.  powerfully,  mightily  (Ved.).  —  Saho- 
jd,  ds,  ds,  am,  Ved.  produced  by  power.  —  Safw-dd, 
ds,  ds,  am,  Ved.  strength-bestowing.  —  Saho-bala, 
am,   n.   great   force   or  violence,   cruelty.  —  Saho- 
bjtari,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  strength-supporting,  strength- 
nourishing.  —  Saho-van,  Ved.  =  sahas-rat.  —  Safio- 
vridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  increasing  strength. 
Sahasdna,  as,  d,  am,  patient,  enduring;  over- 

powering; (as),  m.  a  peacock ;  sacrifice,  oblation. 
Sa/iasin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  powerful,  strong,  mighty. 
Sahasya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  strength,  strong, 

vigorous  (Ved.) ;  coming  from  strength,  being  the 
offspring  of  might  (Ved.) ;  (o»1,  m.  the  month 
Pausha  (December-January).  —  Sahasya-ilandra, 
as,  m.  the  wintry  moon. 
Sahi,  sahd-rat.     See  under  i .  saJia  above. 
I.  eahita,  as,  d,  am,  borne,  endured,  supported. 
Mt/ritri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  bearer,  bearing,  enduring. 
Sahitra,  am,  n.  patience,  endurance,  forbearance. 
Sahishnu,  us,  us,  u,  able  to  support,  capable  of 

enduring,  disposed  to  bear,  patient,  enduring,  re- 
signed;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Sahiehnu-td, 

{.  or  sahishnit-tva,  am,  n.  ability  to  bear  or  sup- 
port ;  patience,  resignation,  forbearance. 

Sahlyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  fr.  sodhri),  Ved. 
stronger,  very  strong. 
Sahuri,  is,  is,  i,  patient,  enduring  (Ved.) ;  con- 

quering, victorious  (Ved.) ;  (is),  m.  epithet  of  Agni 
(Ved.) ;  the  sun  ;  (is),  f.  the  earth. 
Sahara,  as,  d,  am,  good,  excellent;  (as),  m.  a 

saint,  a  pure  or  pious  man. 
Sahya,  as,  d,  am,  to   be   borne  or   endured, 
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endurable,  sufferable,  tolerable ;  able  to  bear,  adequate 
to,  equal  to ;  powerful,  strong ;  sweet,  agreeable ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  principal  ranges  of 

mountains  in  India,  (see  kulai'ala) ;  of  the  moun- 
tainous district  on  the  north-west  side  of  the  Penin- 

sula (near  Poonah ;  the  Go-davari  river  rises  in  this 
district) ;  (am),  a.  health,  convalescence ;  adequacy ; 

assistance ;  [cf.  according  to  some,  Gr.  aao-t,  aa-tb- 
Ttpo-t,  auo-t,  awi.  au-rrjp,  ou>-KO-t,  rju-^-a ;  per- 

haps Lat.  ea-nu-s;  Old  Germ,  ga-sunt;  Angl.  Sax. 
«und.]  —  Sa/iya-parvat a,  as,  or  sa/iya-mahlbhrit, 
t,  or  sahyadri,  it,  m.  the  Sahya  range  of  moun- 

tains.— Sahyddn-khanrfa,  N.  of  a  section  of  the 
Skanda-PurSna. 

Sakyas,  an,  asi,  an,  Ved.  =  ««Aiy<M. 
Sahyu,  ut,  us,  u,  Ved.  conquering,  victorious. 
8d<Jha,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  overcome,  conquered; 

[cf.  a-flidtlha.] 
Sdlhri,  Ihd,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  overcomes  or 

conquers,  a  conqueror. 
Sisahdna,  as,  a,  am  (for  sasahana),  Ved.  over- 

coming, conquering,  oppressing. 
Sasaki,  is,  is,  i  (ft.  the  Intens.),  able  to  bear  much ; 

overpowering,  conquering,  victorious  (Ved.). 
Sdsahvat,  an,  Sec.  (for  sasahvas),  Ved.  one  who 

has  overcome,  overcoming,  conquering,  victorious. 
Sahana,  sdhaya,  sdhasa,  &c.     See  s.  v. 
Sdhvas,  an,  m.  (in  the  Pada  text  soAvos),  Ved.  one 

who  overcomes  or  subdues,  mighty,  (Say.  =  Outrun 

abhfbhdi'ukaJf.') Fiksltat,  an,  anti,  at  (ft.  a  Vedic  Desid.),  Ved. 

desiring  to  overcome,  anxious  to  conquer,  (SSy.  = 
eodhum,  \.  e.  abhibhamtum  itthat,  IJig-veda  VI. 
14,  3-) 
Sodha,  soihri,  &c.    See  I.  v. 

ij -j  3.  sah  (connected  with  rt.  suh),  cl. 

^  4.  P.  tahyati,  tasdha,  &c.,  to  satisfy,  de- 
light ;    to  be  pleased ;    to  bear,  endure ;    [cf.  rt. 

I.  soA.] 

?T?  2.  saha,  ind.  (perhaps  fr.  4.  so  or 
5.  sa  +  dha,  which  in  Ved.  may  become  dha,  see 

sa-dha),  with,  along  with,  together,  together  with 
(often  used  as  a  preposition  governing  the  inst.  case, 
but  generally  placed  after  the  governed  word ;  fre- 

quently also  as  a  prefix  in  comp. ;  according  to 
native  lexicographers  the  following  words  express  the 
senses  which  j .  saha  may  convey,  sakalyam,  vid- 
yamdnam,  eddriiyam,  yaugapadyam,  eamrid- 
dhih,  sambandha/f,  sdmarthyam) ;  [cf.  probably 

Lat.  soda-lis.~\  —  i .  saha-kdra,  as,  m.  (for  2.  sa- 
fad-lira  see  p.  IIOl),  acting  with,  co-operation;  a 
sort  of  fragrant  Mango  tree.  —  Sahakara-bhaiijikd, 
f.  a  sort  of  game.  —  Sahakari-t a,  !.  or  sal: 
tm,  am,  n.  co-operation,  assistance.  —  Xuha-kiirin, 
i,  tiii,  i,  or  saha-krit,  t,  t,  t,  one  who  acts  toge- 

ther or  co-operates  with  another,  an  assistant,  coad- 
jutor, associate,  co-operating,  working  together,  assist- 

\uf,.  —  Saha-kril,n,  nx,  «,  am,  co-operated  with, 
assisted,  aided.  —  Saha-kritvan,  a,  art,  a,  co- 

operating, assisting;  a  coadjutor.  —  Kaha-gata,  an, 
d,  am,  gone  with,  accompanied,  associated,  going 
with.  —  NnA<i-f/«Hi,  cl.  I.  P.  -ijuffhati,  -yantum, 
to  go  with,  accompany. — Saha-gamana,  am,  n.  the 

act  of  going  with  or  accompanying  ;  a  woman's 
going  with  her  deceased  husband  (i.  e.  burning  her- 

self with  his  dead  body).  — >'aAa-'/«/»{n,  i,  ini,  i, 
going  with,  accompanying;  (f»i),  f.  a  woman  who 
goes  with  her  deceased  husband  (i.  e.  burns  herself 
with  his  body).  —  Saha-yopds,  as,  a*,  am,  Ved. 
accompanied  by  a  protector.  —  Halia-grah,  cl.  9.  P. 

*;  -ynli'i'i'i.  -(I ''Hi it'll ',  -i/r'iliitnm,  to  take  along 
with,  carry  off  with.  —  Saha-fJara,  as,  I,  am,  going 
with,  accompanying,  associating  with ;  (as),  m.  a 
companion,  follower  ;  a  friend ;  a  surety ;  the  shrub 
Barleria  Cristata,  yellow  and  blue  Barleria ;  (i),  f. 
a  female  companion,  female  friend,  confidante;  a 
wife;  yellow  Barleria. - Salta-farat,  an,  anti,  at, 
going  with,  accompanying,  attending.  —  Saha-ta- 
rita,  as,  a,  am,  gone  with ;  going  with,  accom- 

panying, attending,  associating  vi'tth.  —  tjaha-dira, 

af,  m.  going  together;  harmony,  agreement;  the 
accompanyment  of  the  middle  term  by  the  major ; 

right  course,  (opposed  to  vy-abh.i<?ara.)  —  Xiiltn- 
(drin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  along  with,  a  companion, 
friend,  attendant.  —  Sa/ia-Mhandas,  as,  as,  as, 
Ved.  along  with  metre.  —  Saha-ja,  as,  u,  am,  bora 
or  produced  together,  born  from  the  same  mother, 

connate,  congenital,  innate,  inherent,  naturally  be- 
longing to,  natural,  co-existent ;  (as),  m,  a  brother 

of  whole  blood ;  the  natural  state  or  disposition ; 
epithet  of  the  third  astrological  mansion ;  a  proper 

N.  —  Saha-jagdhi,  is,  (.  eating  together.  —Suha- 
janman,  d,  d,  a,  =  saha-ja  above ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of 
an  Apsaras.—  Saka-janyd,  (.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 
—  SaJtaja-mitra,   as,    m.   a   natural   friend,   one 

friendly  by  birth  (as  a  sister's  son,  cousin,  &c.). 
—  Sa haja-ratsala,  as,  a,  am,  having  innate  fond- 

ness, naturally  fond.  —  Sahaja-s'atru,  us,  m.  =  «a- 
hajdri.—Saha-jSta,   as,  d,  am,  born   together, 
born  from  the  same  mother,  twin-born.  —  Sahaja- 

dhindtha  (°ja-adha),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Sa- 

hajiiri  (°ja-ari),  is,  m.  a  natural  enemy,  one  hostile 
by  birth  (as  the  son  of  the  same  father  by  another 
mother,  the  son  of  a  paternal  uncle,  &c.).  —  Saha- 

jetara  (°ja-it°),  as,  d,  am,  other  than  natural,  not 
innate,    not    inherent,    not    congenital,    accidental. 

—  Sahajendra   (°ja-in°),    as,   m.   a   proper   N. 
— Sahajoddsina  (°ja-ud°),  as,  m.  a  born  neutral, one  who  is  naturally  neither  an  enemy  nor  a  friend, 
a  common  acquaintance,  a  friend  unconnected  by 
birth,  —  a.  saha-td,  f.  or  iaha-tva,  am,  n.  associ- 

ation, connection,  union.  —  Saha-ddra,  as,  d,  am, 

along  with  a  wife,  married.  —  Saha-deva,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi  (having  the  patronymic  Var- 
shagira,  q.  v.)  ;  of  the  youngest  of  the  five  PSndava 
princes  (son  of  Madrl  and  reputed  son  of  Pandu, 
but  really  of  the  Asvins,  and  twin-brother  of  Nakula, 
see  mddri) ;  of  a  person  renowned  as  a  swordsman  ; 

of  a  son  of  Srinjaya  ;  of  a  son  of  Harsha-vardhana ; 
of  a  son  of  Su-dasa  ;  of  a  son  of  Jara-sandha ;  of  a 
son  of  Divakara  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  Bala  plant;  the 

twining  shrub  Echites  Frutescens;  the  plant  Dan- 
dotpala ;  another  plant  ( =  ̂ arivd) ;  the  mother  of 
an  Arhat;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Devaka;  (i),  f.  the 
wife  of  Saha-deva;  a  sort  of  Ball  plant;  a  yellow 

Dandotpala ;  the  shrub  Priyan-gu ;  another  plant 

(=sarpfik&lii).'-Sahadei'i-gana,  as,  m.  a  collec- 
tion of  herbs  used  in  certain  rites  of  ablution  at  the 

consecration  of  an  idol,  &c.  —  Saha-drona,  as,  d, 

am,  along  with  Drona,  accompanied  by  Drona. 
—  Salia-dharma,  as,  m.  community  of  duty  or 
law,  common  usage  or  characteristic.  —  Saha-dliar- 
ma-fara,  as,  a,  am,  one  following  the  same  law 
or  duties.  —  Saha-dltarniaddrwi,  i,  m.  a  helper  in 
the   fulfilment  of  duties,    a  husband  ;    (ini),   f.  a 

woman  who  aids  in  fulfilling  duties,  helpmate,  legiti- 
mate viife.  —  Saha-d/ianiiin,  i,  ini,  i,  following 

the  same  duties  or  customs ;  possessing  similar  pro- 

perties ;  (ini),  f.  a  lawful  or  legitimate  wife.—  Sa~ 
ha-nnrtana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  dancing  together. 
—  tfali't-jiatni,  f.,  Ved.  (a  woman)  along  with  her 
husband.  —  Salia-patJiin,  -panthds,  -pathi,  m.  f. 
going  by  the  same  road,  a  companion  on  a  journey, 

fellow-traveller.  —  Sulia-iidtu'u-iiila,    as,   m.   'one 

who  has  played  with  another  in  the  sand,'  a  friend 
from  childhood,  cotemporary.-«£rt/i!ffl-pa7ja  or  *<i/m- 

j,rtiiii,'.-ii,am,  n.  drinking  together.— Su/m-/. inilii.  us, 
m.  a  kinsman,  (see  su-jiinda.}  ~S(th(i-pi<lr<i.  "••-,  ti, 
ii  in.  :ilong  wilh  a  son,  accompanied  by  a  son.  —  Saha- 

.  ind.  like  the  forenoon,  (Vopa-deva  VI. 

61.) •- tfdha-bharya,  as,  a,  am,  along  with  a  wife, 
accompanied  by  a  wife.  -•  Saha-bhaein,  I,  m.  being 
together,  a  friend,  companion,  adherent,  partisan. 
—  ̂iiliii-lih'ijniiii,  am,  n.  eating  together,  eating  in 
company;  joint  possession.  —  Saha-bhratri,  td,  tri, 
tri,  along  with  a  brother,  accompanied  by  a  brother 
or  brothers.  —  Saha-mnntna,  am,  n.  dying  toge- 

ther, concremation,  a  widow's  burning  herself  with 
the  corpse  of  her  husband.  —  2.  saka-mdna,  ax,  d, 
am  (for  I.  see  under  rt.  I.  sah),  possessing  pride, 
full  of  arrogance.  ~  Ha/M-marifa,  as,  d,  am,  ac- 

companied by  Marlca.  —  i.  taka-mura,  as,  d,  am 
(mura  =  mudha),  Ved.  infatuated,  bewildered,  con- 

fused. —  a.  saha-mura,  as,  d,  am,  along  with  the 
root,  (Say.  =  miilena  saltita,  Rig-veda  X.  87,  19.) 
—  Saha-mritn,  f.  a  woman  who  has  burnt  herself 
on  the  funeral  pile  of  her  husband.  —  8aha-ya;/i/i, 

t,  int.  i,  going  along  with,  going  together,  accom- 
panying. —  Saha-yiulhran,  d,  &c.,  fighting  together, 

fighting    in    company,    a    brother-in-arms.  —  »S«/«z- 
rakshas,  one  of  the  three  kinds  of  sacrificial  fire 

(viz.  that  which  receives  the  offerings  to  the  Rak- 
shasas).  —  Saha-rasd,  f.  a  sort  of  bean  ( =  mudga- 

parniJ.  —  Salia-lahskmana,   as,  d,   am,   accom- 
panied   by  Lakshmana.  —  Saha-vartin,   I,   ini,   i, 

being  together,  keeping  company.  •»Saka-ra*/itt, 
is,  f.  dwelling  together.  —  Saha-vaeu,  us,  m.,  Ved. 

'having  wealth,'  N.  of  an  Asura    (an    enemy    of 
Indra).  —  Saha-vah  or  saha-rdh,  t,  t,t,  Ved.  draw- 

ing together  (said  of  horses).  —  Saha-vasa,  as,  m. 
one  who  lives  with  another,  a  fellow-lodger;  dwell- 

ing together.  —  Saha-vdsin,  I,  ini,  i,  living  together. 
—  Saha-vdhana,  as,  d,  am,  accompanied  by  an 
army;  with  vehicles.  ~Saha-vira,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
accompanied  with  heroes,  together  with  sons  or 

progeny.  —  Saha-^eyya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  the  lying 
together  with.  —  Saha-stoma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  along 
with  hymns.  —  Sahd-dara,  as,  m.  (for  soAo-cara), 

yellow  B3T\eTh.  —  Sukad/iyayana  (°Aa-adA°),  <nn, 
n.  a  reading  together,  fellowship  in  study.  —  Sahii- 

dhyayin  (°ha-adh°),  i,  m.  a  fellow  student,  fellow 
disciple,  condisciple.  —  Sahdnuja  (°ha-an°),  as,  d, 
am,  along  with  a  younger  brother. «—  Sahdpatya 

(°ha-ap°),  as,  a,  am,  along  with  offspring.  —  Sulid- 
pavdda  (°ha-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  containing  contradic- 

tions, disagreeing.  —  Sahdmdtya  (°Aa-am°),  as,  d, 
am,  having  councillors,  attended  by  ministers.  —  $a- 
hdya,  sahdyaka,  &c.,  see  below.  —  Sahdrogya 

(°ha-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  possessing  freedom  from 
disease,  healthful.  —  Sahdrtha  (°ha-ar°),  a»,  m.  a 
common  object;  (as,  d,  am),  having  the  same 
object,  having  the  same  meaning,  synonymous. 
— Sahdrtha-ndda,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  is  the 

same  in  profit  and  loss.  —  Sahasana  Chorda0),  am, 
n.  sitting  on  the  same  seat.  —  Saheti  (°ha-iti),  is, 
is,  i,  along  with  the  particle  iti,  followed  by  iti. 
—  Sahetikaratia  or  sahetikdra,am,n.,x\\.pada, 

a  word  followed  by  the  particle  iti;    [cf.  sttlka- 

rana.~\  —  Sahokti  (°ha-uk°),  is,  f.  speaking  at  the 
same  time ;  a  figure  of  rhetoric  (either  employing 
a  word  in  a  double  meaning,  or  connecting  different 

ideas  by  using  the  word  saha).  —  Sahoiaja  (°ha- 
ut°),  an,  m.  a  cabin  or  hut  made  of  leaves,  (sometimes 
erected  on  the  funeral  pile  of  an  ascetic  and  burnt 
with  the  body).— I.  sahotilta  Cha-udha),  as,  m. 

(for  2.  sa-hoiiha  see  p.  1 102),  the  son  of  a  woman 
pregnant  at  marriage.  —  Sahodha-ja,  as,  m.  the  son 
of  a    woman    pregnant   at    marriage.  *-Sahodaya 

(  Itn-iid"),  as,  a,  am,  together  with  the  following 

(words,  letters,  8cc.).  —  Sahodara  (°Ao-«dJ),  as,  m. 
'  co-uterine,'  a  brother  of  whole  blood ;  [cf.  sodara.] 

—  Saliodila  ('  /i<i-iii}:),  as,  «,  am,  said  together, 
declared  comprehensively  or  collectively.  —  Sahopa- 

dltii  (ha-up°),  as,  d,  am,  along  with  a  penultimate 
letter.  —  SaJwpamd  (°ha-up°),  f.  '  comparison  by 
the  word  salta,'  a  particular  figure  of  speech  which 
by  coupling  two    objects   implies    their   similarity. 
—  Saliorn  ("Ita-iiru),  us.  Us,  «,  along  with  thighs, 

having  thighs.  —  Sahoshita  (°ha-usfi°),  as,  d,  am, 
dwelling  or  abiding  together. 
Sahdya,  as,  m.  (i.  e.  saha-aya),  one  who  goes 

along  with  (another),  a  companion,  follower,  adhe- 

rent, ally ;  a  helper,  patron ;  epithet  of  S'iva ;  the 
ruddy  goose  ;  a  sort  of  drug  or  perfume  (  =  ghantd- 
pdtali).  —  Sahaya-karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  ren- 

dering assistance,  aiding.  -•  Salidya-td,  f.  or  sahdyor 
tva,  am,  n.  companionship,  union,  association, 
friendship,  assistance,  help  ;  a  number  of  companions, 
company  of  associates  or  followers.  —  Sahdya-rat, 

an,  ati,  at,  having  a  companion,  accompanied,  be- 
friended, assisted.  —  Sa hii ydrthin  (°ya-ar°),  i,  ini, 

i,  seeking  a  companion,  desirous  of  an  ally. 
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Sakaydka,  as,  a,  am,  accompanied  by  (at  the 

end  of  an  adj.  conip.,  e.  g.  ndrdyana-8^,  accompa- 
nied by  Narayana). 

Sahii-vat.     See  under  I .  folia. 

2.  sahita,  as,  a,  am  (for  3.  see  col.  3),  accompa- 
nied or  attended  by,  associated  or  connected  with,  in 

company  with,  with  (with  inst.  or  at  the  end  of 
comps.),  possessed  of;  (am),  ind.  with,  along  with, 
together  with.  —  Saltita-kumbhaka,  as,  m.  epithet 
of  a  particular  mode  of  suppressing  the  breath,  (see 
pranayama.) 

*i?*mi(T  sa-hansa-pata,  as,  a,  am,  accom- 
panied with  flights  of  swans. 

4i5<*lT!  2.  sa-hakdra,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  saha- 
Jcdra  see  under  2.  ealta),  having  the  sound  ha,  i.e. 
the  sound  used  in  calling. 

??5<ijc»  sahanduka,  am,  n.  a  particular 
kind  of  condiment  prepared  with  meat  &c. 

V^ff  sahama,  am,  n.  (fr.  Arabic  sahm), 
good  or  evil  luck  arising  from  the  influence  of  the 
stars. 

^'T  sa-haya,  as,  a,  am,  having  horses, 
along  with  horses. 

?Tf.ft  sa-hari,  ind.  resembling  Hari  or 
Vishnu ;  (M),  m.  the  sun  ;  a  bull  (according  to  some). 

*>?5  sa-harsha,  as,  m.  joyfulness,  envy, 
emulation  ;  pleasure,  delight ;  (am),  ind.  joyfully, 
cheerfully. 

*i£rt*fl*l  sa-halanlya,  as,  m.  (probably) 
a  plough-mate. 

*i^W  sa-hasta,  as,  a,  am,  dexterous  or 
skilled  in  handling  weapons. 

^TI;5J  sahasra,  am,  n.  (perhaps  connected 
with  sahas;  cf.  Pers.  hazar),  a  thousand  (used  in 
the  sing,  with  a  plur.  noun,  e.  g.  sahasram  pitarah 
or  sa/tasram  pitnndm,  a  thousand  ancestors ;  and 
used  with  other  numerals  thus,  ekddhikam  sahasram 

or  eka-sahasram,  a  thousand  +  one,  loo  I;  di'y- 
adhikaiu  sahasram,  a  thousand  +  two,  1002  ; 

ekadas'ddhikam  sahasram  or  ekadafam  saha- 
sram  or  ekddasa-sahasram,  a  thousand  +  eleven 

or  a  thousand  having  eleven,  ion;  vins'aty-adhi- 
liam  sahasram  or  vindam  sa/msram,  a  thousand 

+  twenty,  1020);  any  very  large  number  (enume- 
rated among  the  bahu-ndmdni  in  Naigh.  III.  I; 

cf.  sahasra-kirana  &c.  below) ;  (e),  n.  du.  two 
thousand  (  =  dve  sahasre,  dm-sahasram) ;  (dni), 
n.  pi.  thousands  (e.g.  tnni  sahasrdni  or  tri- 
tdhatrayi,  three  thousand) ;  (as,  I,  am),  thousandth, 
(but  sahaxra-tama  is  the  better  form,  cf.  Pan.  V. 

2,  ̂ .)^Sahasra-kdn(id,  f.  'many-jointed,'  white 
Durva  grass.  —  Sahasra-kirana,  as,  m.  '  thousand- 

rayed,'  the  sun.  —  Sahasra-kritvas,  ind.  a  thousand 
times,  many  times.  —  Sahasra-ketu,  «s,  us,  u, 
Ved.  thousand-bannered,  having  many  banners. 
—  Sahasra-gu,  us,  us,  u,  possessing  a   thousand 
cows.  — Sahasra-rf  una,  as,  a,  am,  a  thousandfold. 
—  Sdhasra-ghni,  Ved.  smiting  thousands,  (Atharva- 
veda  XI.  2,  i2.)  —  Sahasra-darana,  as,  a,  am, 
thousand-footed.  —  Sahasra-jit,  t,  t,  t,  conquering 
a  thousand  (Ved.);  (t),  in.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Yadu ; 
of  a  son  of  Bhajamana.  —  Suhasra-tama,  as,  I,  am, 
thousandth,  the  thousandth.  —  Sahasra-da,  as,  a, 
am,  giving  thousands,  liberal ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of 
Sivz.  —  Sahasra-danshtra,  a-s1,  or  sahasra-dansh- 
trin,  I,  m.  'thousand-toothed,'  a  sort  of  sheat  fish, 
Silurus  Pelorius.  —  Sahasra-dahshina,  as,  a,  am, 
having  a  thousand  rewards.  —  Sahasra-dd,  as,  as, 
am,  Ved.  giving  a  thousand,  very  liberal.  —  Sahasra- 
ddtu,,   us,    -us,   u,  Ved.    thousandfold.  —  Sahasra- 
ddvan,  a,  m.,  Ved.  a  giver  of  thousands.  —  Sahasra- 

drU,  k,  m.  'thousand-eyed,'  an  epithet  of  Indra. 
—  Sahasra-dos,  s,  m.  '  having  a  thousand  arms," 
epithet  of  Arjuna  Kartavlrya.  —  Sahasra-dvdra,  as, 
a,  am,  thousand-gated.— Sahasra-dhd,  ind.  in  a 

thousand  ways,  thousandfold,  in  a  thousand  parts  or 

portions.  —  Sahasra-dhdra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. '  thou- 

sand-streamed,' flowing  in  a  thousand  streams;  hav- 
ing a  thousand  edges ;  (as),  m.  the  discus  of  Vishnu  ; 

(a),  f.  a  stream  of  water  for  the  ablution  of  an  idol 
conveyed  through  a  vessel  pierced  with  a  multitude 
of  little  holes  like  a  shower-bath.  —  Sahasra-na- 

yana,  as,  m.  '  thousand-eyed,'  an  epithet  of  Indra  ; 
[cf.  sahasrdksha.]  —  Sahnsra-ndman,  a,  n.  the 
thousand  names  (of  Vishnu,  Siva,  or  any  deity)  ; 

(a,  &c.),  thousand-named,  having  a  thousand  names. 
—  Sahasranama-stotra,  am,  n.  '  hymn  of  a  thou- 

sand  names,'  N.  of  a   Tantra   hymn.  —  Sahasra- 
nirnij,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  having  a  thousand  ornaments 
(said  of  the  car  of  the  ASvins).  —  Sahasra-nitha, 
as,   a,   am,  Ved.  praised   in   a   thousand  hymns ; 
skilled  in  a  thousand  sciences.  —  Suhasra-netra,  as, 

m.  'thousand-eyed,'  epithet  of   Indra.  —  Sahasra- 
pati,  is,  m.  lord  of  a  thousand  towns,  governor  of 

a  district.— Sahasra-pallra,  am,  n. '  having  a  thou- 

sand   leaves,'   a   lotus.  —  Sahasrapattrdbharana 
(°ra-dbh°),   as,   d,  am,   having   lotus    ornaments, 
decorated  with  lotuses.  —  Sahasra-pdjas,  as,  as,  as, 
Ved.  having  infinite  splendor  or  might,  glittering  a 
thousandfold.  —  Sahasra-pad,   -pat,  -padi,    -pat, 
thousand-footed,  milliped ;   (t),  m.  epithet  of  Pu- 
rusha  (as  described  in  the  Purusha-sOkta,  q. v.);  of 
Vishnu ;  of  Suva ;  of  Brahma.  —  Sahaxra-pdda,  as, 

m.  'thousand-footed*  or  'thousand-rayed,'  the  sun; 
Vishnu ;  a  sort  of  duck  (  =  kdrandava).  —  Sahasra- 

poshin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  nourishing  a  thousand.  —  Sa- 
hasra-pradhana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one  who  has 
experienced  a  thousand  battles.  —  Sahasra-bala,  as, 

m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —Sahasra-bdhtt,  us,  us,  u,  having 
a  thousand  arms  ;  (its),  m.  epithet  of  Siva ;  of  the 
Asura  V5na.  —  Saha*ra-bharnas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  a 
thousandfold ;  having  unlimited  food ;  [cf.  bharnas.] 

— Sahasra-bli  uja,  as,  m. '  having  a  thousand  arms,' 
epithet  of  Vishnu;  (d),  f.  epithet  of  Durga.  —  Sa- 
hasra-bhrishti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  a  thousand 
points,  thousand-edged.  —  Sahasra-manyu,  us,  us, 
u,  Ved.  filled  with  unbounded  passion,  filled  with 

infinite  splendor.  —  Sahasra-marldi,  is,  m.  'thou- 
sand-rayed,' epithet  of  the  fun.—Sahasra-midha 

or  sahasra-mllha,  as,  d,  am  (see  midha,  p.  780, 
col.  i),  Ved.  possessing  or  yielding  a  thousand  trea- 

sures; (am),  n.  a  battle.  — Sahasra-miuihka,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  having  a  thousand  testicles  (said  of  Indra, 

Rig-veda  VI.  46,  3) ;  having  many  flames  (said  of 
Agni ;  Sfy.  =  bahu-tejaska,  Rig-veda  VIII.  19,  32). 
—  Sahasra-murdha,  as,   m.    '  thousand-headed,' 
epithet   of  Vishnu.  —  Sahasra-murdhan,   a,  m. 

•thousand-headed,'   epithet    of    Siva.  —  Sahasra- 
mull,  f.  '  having  a  thousand  roots,'  a  kind  of  plant 
( = drarantl). — Sahasra-mauli,  is,  m. '  thousand- 

crested,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Sahasra-yajiia-tirtha, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.—  Sahasra-ydj,  t,  m.  one 
who  sacrifices  a  thousand  victims.  —  Sa/tasra-yuga, 

am,  n.  a  period  of  a  thousand  ages.  —  Sahasra- 

radmt,  is,  m. '  thousand-rayed,'  the  sun.  —  Sahasra- 
retas,  a.x,  as,  as,  Ved.  containing  inexhaustible  seed. 

—  Sahasra-roman,  a,  n. '  having  a  thousand  hairs,' 
a  blanket.  —  Sahasra-cadana,  as,  m.  'thousand- 
faced,  '  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Sakasra-varfas,  as,  as, 
as,  Ved.  having  infinite  splendor  or  power.  —  Sa- 
hasra-vartani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  a  thousand 
paths.  —  Saltasra-vartanin,i,  ini,  i,  having  a  thou- 

sand wheels.  —  Sahasra-tatia,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
having    a    thousand    branches,    thousand-branched. 

—  Sahasra-vdja,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  possessing  infinite 
strength.  —  Saliasm-viryd,  f.  a  kind  of  DOrvi  or 
bent  grass,  Panicum  Dactylon ;    another  plant  (  = 
mahd-datdvari).  —  Sahasra-vedha,am,  n.  sorrel; 
a   kind   of  sour  gruel.  —  Sahasra-vedhln,    I,   m. 

'  thousand-piercer,'  a  sort  of  cane,  Calamus  Fascicu- 
latus,  =  kasturi;    (i),  n.  Asa  Fcetida.  —  Sahasra- 
6ata-dahihina,  as,  a,  am,  accompanied  by  hundreds 
of  thousands  of  sacrificial  fees.  —Sahasra-ias,  ind.  by 
thousands,  in  a  thousand  ways,  thousandfold.  —  Sa- 

hasra-s'ikhara,    as,    m.    '  thousand-peaked,'   the 
Vindhya  mountain.  —  Sahaera-firsha,  as,  d,  am. 

or  sahasra-dirshan,  a,  d,  a,  thousand-headed,  hav- 
ing a  thousand  heads.  —  Sahasra-tiriitga,  as,  d,  am, 

thousand-horned,  having  a  thousand  horns.  —Sa- 

hasra-iravana,  as,  m.  '  having  a  thousand  ears,' 
epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Sahasra-sankhyd,  f.  the  sum  of 
a  thousand.  —Sahasra-sani,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  giving  or 
bestowing  a  thousand.  —  Sahasra-sammila,  as,  d, 

am,  measuring  or  numbering  a  th.ou.-and,  a  thousand 
in  number.  —  Stdia$ra-sava,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
thousand  libations.  —  t-ahasra-ed,  as,  ax,  am,  Ved. 
granting  a  thousand,  bringing  a  thousand  (treasures). 
—  Sahaira-sdtama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  giving  thou- 

sands. —  Sahasra-stuka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a 
thousand  tufls  or  curls  of  hair.  —  Sahasra-sthuna, 

as,  d,  am,  Ved.  supported  by  a  thousand  columns. 
—  Sahasra-hary-a  fca-,  as,  m.  'having  a  thousand 
bay  horses,'  the  car  of  Indra.  —  Sahasra-hasta,  as, 
m.  '  thousand-handed,'   epithet   of  Siva.  —  Saha- 

sraniu   (°ra-an°),  us,    m.   'thousand-rayed,'  the 
sun.  —  Sahasrans'ii-ja,  as,  m.  'sun-born,'  epithet  of 
Saturn.  —  Sahasrdksha  (°ra-ak°),  as,  i,  am,  '  thou- 

sand-eyed," all-perceiving,  all-inspecting,  vigilant,  all- 
powerful  ;  (as),  m.  an  epithet  of  Indra  (so  called, 
according  to  one  legend,  in  consequence  of  the  curse 
of  the  sage  Gautama,  who,  detecting  him  in  the 
desire  to  seduce  his  wife  AhalyS,  covered  him  with 
a  thousand  marks  resembling  the  female  organ,  which 
he  afterwards  changed  to  eyes  ;  a  different  legend  is 
related  in  RamSyana  I.  48);  epithet  of  Purusha  (in 

the  Purusha-sflkta,  q.  v.)  ;  of  Vishnu  ;  epithet  of  Fire 
and  Rudra  (as  identified  with  Fire  in  the  Upani- 
shads);   of  Siva;   N.  of  a  place;   (T),  f.,  N.  of  a 

goddess.  —  Sahasrd<!dra  (°ra-a<f),  as,  m.  a  sort  of 
yellow  Barleria,  Barleria  Prionitis  ;  [cf.  saAa-rfara.] 

—  Sahasrddhipaii  (°ra-adh°),  is,  m.  the  governor 
of  a  thousand  villages,  chief  of  a  district.—  Sa  hasra- 

nana  ("ra-dn"),  as,  m.  '  thousand-faced,'  epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —  SahairdniJia  (°ra-an°)  or  sahasrdnlka, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (son  of  SatSnlka,  q.  v.).  —  Sa- 

hasrapsas   (°ra-ap°),  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having   a 
thousand  forms  or  shapes.  —  Sahasra-magha,  as, 

d,  am  (for  sahasra-magha),  Ved.  having  thousands 
of  gifts,  giving   thousands,  (Ssy.  =  6aA«-cttana.) 

—Sahasrdra  (°ra-ara),  as,  am,  m.  n.  'having  a 
thousand  lines  or  divisions,"  a  kind  of  receptacle  said 
to  be  found  in  the  top  of  the  head  and  to  resemble 
a  lotus  reversed,  (it  is  fabled  to  be  the  seat  of  the 

soul.)  —  Sa/tasrdrgha  fra-ar°),as,  o,am,Ved.  equi- 
valent to  a  thousand.—  SahasrdriUs  (°ra-ar°),  is, 

m.  'thousand-rayed,'  the  sun.  —  Sahasrdvara  (°ra- 
av°),  as,  m.  a  fine  below  a  thousand  or  from  five 
hundred  to'  a  thousand  Panas.  —  Sahasrdvartaka- 
ttrtha  (°ra-dv°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Saha- 
srdiva  (°ra-as"°),   as,  m.    'having    a    thousand 
horses,"  N.  of  a  king. 
Sahasrataya,  as,  t,  am,  a  thousandfold  j  (am), 

n.  a  thousand. 

Sahasra,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  amba-shtha). 
Sahasrin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  a  thousand  ;  consisting 

of  thousands  ;  amounting  to  a  thousand  (as  a  fine)  ; 

(?),  m.  a  body  of  a  thousand  men,  &c.  ;  the  com- 
mander or  prefect  of  a  thousand. 

sahaya.     See  p.  noo,  col.  3. 

Sahara,  as,  m.  the  Mango  tree, 

(probably  for  saha-kdra);  universal  dissolution  (  = mahd-pralaya), 

sa-harda,  as,  a,  am,  full  of  affection 
or  love,  affectionate. 

sa-hava,  as,  a,  am,  employing  co- 

quettish gestures,  wanton  ;  (am),  ind.  with  blandish- ments. 

sa-hdsa,  as,  a,  am,  with  laughter  or 
derision,  laughing,  smiling;  (am),  ind.  derisively, scornfully. 

3.  sahita,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  see 
p.  1099,  col.  3;  for  2.  see  col.  i),=sam-hita  under 
san-dhd.—Sahitoru  (°ta-uru),  us,  f.=samhi- taru, 
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1102 sahishnu. WITT  sugara-ga. 

sahishnu,  sahtyas,  &c.  See  p.  1099, 
col.  3. 

5ff?T  sa-huda,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  ram, 
with  rams. 

!  sahuri.     See  p.  1099,  col.  3. 

f  sa-hitl,  ind.,  Ved.  by  common  in- 

vocation,  (Say.  =  tahutyd  =  sahdlirdnena,   Rig- 
veda  II.  33.  4.) 

44  £(jq  sa-hridaya,  as,  d,  am,  possessing  a 

heart,  good-hearted,  compassionate,  intelligent ;  with 
the  heart,  sincere ;  (at),  m.  a  learned  man. 

M£feJ(4l  sa-hrillekha,  as,  d,  am,  doubted 

about,  questionable ;  (am),  n.  questionable  food. 

flgrj*  sa-hetuka,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  cause 
or  reason,  produced  by  a  cause,  together  with  a 
reason. 

W^H  4  £M  sa-hema-kakshya,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 

ing golden  girths. 

W?t3  sa-hela,  as,  d,  am,  full  of  play  or 
wanton  endearment,  playful,  sportive,  playing. 

1  sahotaja.     See  p.  noo,  col.  3. 

j  2.  sa-hodha,  as,  m.  (for  I.  sahodha 

see  p.  I IOO,  col.  3),  '  having  stolen  goods,'  a  thief 
caught  with  stolen  property  upon  him. 

t!^C  sahodara.     See  p.  1100,  col.  3. 

'.  sahora.     See  p.  1099,  col.  3. 
WT  i.  so,  f.  (nnm.  fern,  of  the  pronoun 

tad,  see  4.  «a),  she ;  N.  of  Lakshml ;  of  Gaurl. 

1TT  2.  id,  as,  as,  am  (fr.  rt.  i.  san),  Ved. 
giving,  bestowing,  granting  (at  the  end  of  a  comp., 
e.  g.  eahasra-td,  q.  v.). 

I.  fata,  as,  d,  am,  given,  bestowed;  (am),  n., 
Ved.  a  gift,  present,  wealth,  riches,  (Say.  sa(an>  = 
dhandni,  R.ig-veda  II.  24,  10.) 

i.sdti,  it,  (.  gaining,  obtaining,  acquisition,  (SSy. 
tdtaye  =  ldbJi,dya);  gift,  giving,  dispensing ;  honour- 

ing, helping,  help;  wealth  [cf.  3.  sati,  1.  n«tf\; 
(is),  m.  a  proper  N. 
Sdnati,  it,  is,  {,  Ved.  granting,  giving ;  enjoyable, 

full  of  enjoyment,  (Say.  =  eambhajaniya) ',  (is),  m. 

gold. 

$TT  3-  sa  =  rt.  so,  q.v. 

a.  iota,  at,  d,  am  (regarded  as  an  irregular  part. 
fr.  rt.  so),  destroyed.  (For  3.  sdta  see  p.  1104, 
col.  a.) 

9.  tdti,  is,  f.  end,  conclusion ;  cessation ;  destruc- 
tion ;  sharp  pain. 

«IM»1«1  sdmyamana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sam- 
yamana),  relating  to  restraint. 

HHIlfd*  sdmydtrika,  as,  m.  (fr.  sam- 
ydtriil,  a  voyaging  merchant,  one  who  trades  by 
sea,  &c. 

•»il«j'fl«1  sdmyuglna,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sam- 
yuga),  relating  to  war  or  battle ;  warlike,  martial, 
skilled  in  war ;  (as),  m.  a  soldier  skilled  in  war, 
great  warrior. 

tinjlqiij  samrdvina,  am,  n. (fr.  sam-rdta  or 
faift-ravhi),  general  acclamation  or  calling  out  of  a 
number  of  people  together,  a  general  shout,  crying 
or  complaining  aloud. 

WTTrWT  sdmvutsara,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  sa;«- 
vattara),  yearly,  annual,  perennial,  lasting  or  occupy- 

ing a  year;  (as),  m.  an  astrologer;  an  almanac - 
tmka.~8dmvattara-»titra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter 

of  Bhattotpala's  commentary  on  the  Brihat-samhitS. 
Samvatsaraka  or  sdmvattarika,  as,  i,  am, 

yearly,  annual,  relating  to  a  year,  produced  in  a  year, 

&c. ;    (as),    m.    an    astrologer.  —  Sdmvatsarikii-  ' 
tirdildlta,  am,  n.  an  annual  funeral  ceremony  in 
honour  of  deceased  ancestors. 
Sdmratsariya,  as,  I,  am,  -sdmvattara  above. 

Ml 44.4U  sdmvarana,  as,  m.  son  of  Sam- 

varana,'  a  patronymic  of  the  Vedic  Rishi  Manu, 

JTNlfe'SS  snaivddika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  snm- 
vdda),  colloquial,  controversial,  causing  discussion; 
(as),  m.  a  disputant,  controversialist,  lugician. 

tii<|r^4  sdmvrittika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  sam- 
vritti),  phenomenal,  illusory. 

HJSlfu*  sdmsayika,  as,  f,  am  (fr.  sam- 

s"aya),  dubious,  doubtful ;  in  doubt,  uncertain,  ir- resolute. 

HiHlfY1*  sdmsdrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sam- 
tdra),  worldly,  belonging  to  the  world,  mundane. 

wCiiC^s)!  sdmsiddhika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sam- 
tiddhi),  effected  naturally,  belonging  to  nature, 
natural,  native,  innate ;  absolute,  existing  absolutely  ; 
effected  by  supernatural  means  (as  spells).  —  Sdm- 

siddhika-drava,  as,  m.  natural  (as  opposed  to 
generated)  fluidity,  (it  belongs  to  water  only.)  ̂ . 

*i I**) I f 1^1  sdmsthanika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sam- 
sthdna),  relating  or  belonging  to  a  common  place 
of  abode ;  (us),  m.  an  inhabitant  or  native  of  the 
same  place ;  fellow-countryman. 

^TTHTnt'Cr  sdmsrdrina,  am,  n.  (fr.  sam- 
irdva  or  sam-srdcin),  a  general  stream  or  flow  (of water  &c.). 

« I  ?  1 1i ««  sdmhananika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sam- 
hanana),  relating  to  the  body,  bodily,  corporeal. 

tfif^rf  samhita,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  samhita),  re- 
lating to  the  Samhita,  found  in  the  Samhita  text; 

(i),  f.,  N.  of  an  Upanishad  ( =  taittirlyopanithad). 

¥l"*S  saka,  am,  n.  (for  Jdka,  q.v.),  a  vege- 
table, herb,  pot-herb.  —  Saka-mcdha,  as,  in.  pi.,  Ved. 

the  Saka  sacrifice  (observed  on  the  full  moon  of 
KSrttika  and  following  day). 

MleU  sdkad(sa-ak°), having  theTaddhita 
affix  aka6  (in  grammar). 

*i|c|i*^  sdkam,  ind.  (probably  fr.  sa  +  rt.  i. 
arid,  see  sdfi),  with,  together  with  (with  inst.),  at 
the  same  time.  —  Sdkam-ja,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being 
bom  together.  —  Sdkam-yiij,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  joined 
together.  —  Sdkam-vridh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  increasing 
along  with  or  at  the  same  time.  —  Siikam-ukfh, 
Ved.  sprinkling  at  the  same  time.  —  Sdkam-pra- 
sthayya,  a  particular  kind  of  sacrifice. 
flT«6t?  sakala,  am,  n.,  X.  of  a  town  in  the 

Paiijib  (also  read  sdkala). 

«M°*eM  sdkalya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sakala),  to- 
tality, entireness,  completeness,  the  whole,  entire, 

all ;  (ena),  ind.  completely.— Sdkalya-vafana,  am, 
n.  a  complete  perusal. 

«|oKljjf  sdkdnksha  (sa-dk°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  a  wish  or  desire,  wishing,  desirous ;  having 

significance ;  (am),  ind.  with  longing  desire,  wish- 
fully. 

til oti I*,  sdkiira  (sa-dk°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
form,  having  any  shape  or  definite  figure.  —  Sdkdra- 
siddhi,  is,  (.,  N.  of  a  work. 

3fi^^<is  sdkuruiirla,  as,  m.  yellow  Ama- 
ranth or  Barleria  (  =  kuru,»da,  sakurunda). 

HT^rt  sdkula  (sa-dk°),  as,  d,  am,  per- 
plexed, bewildered. 

*U^n  sdkuta  (sa-dk°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
significance  or  meaning,  intentional ;  significant ; 
amorous,  wanton ;  (atn),  ind.  intentionally,  signi- 

ficantly, impressively;  attentively.  —  Sdkuta-smita, 
am,  n.  a  meaning  smile,  amorous  smile. 

*u<*fl  sdketa,  am,  n.,  X.  of  the  city  Ayo- 
dhy5  or  ancient  Oude ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitant! of  :-3keta  or  AyodliyS. 

tfrikttakii.  as,  m.  an  inhabitant  of  Ssktta;  (am), 
n.  —  sdketa  above. 

«ii*«»  sdktukrr,  as,  m.  (fr.  saktu),  barley; 

(am),  n.  a  quantity  of  fried  bjrley  or  barley-meal. 

WTBJ  i.sdksha  (sa-dk°),  as,  ii,  am  (see  2. 
akslia),  having  the  seeds  cf  which  rosaries  are  made, having  a  rosary. 

*frST  2.  sdksha' (sa-ak°),  having  eyes,  (see 
4.  aksha.) 

t^'ikulidt,  ind.  (properly  abl.  c.  of  the  above),  be- 
fore the  eyes,  in  sight  of,  in  presence  of,  before ; 

eye  to  eye,  visibly,  evidently,  openly,  manifestly ; 

visibly  present,  visioly  manifested  as,  like  ;  with  one's 
own  eyes.*-Sdkghtit-];<iranti.  am,  n.  or  nakihat- 
kdra,  us,  m.  causing  to  be  visibly  present ;  making 
evident  to  the  senses ;  intuitive  perception,  actual  feel- 

ing. —  Sdkshdt-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  make 
evident  to  the  senses,  place  clearly  before  the  mind. 
—  Sakshdtkrita-dharman,  d,  m.  one  who  has  a 

real   or   intuitive   perception   of  duty.  —  S'lkshdd- 
dharma,  as,  m.  the  personified  incarnation  of  law 
or  justice  ;  Justice  himself. 
Batth&a,  in  o-s7,  loka-s°,  q. q.v. v. 
Silkshin,  i,  int,  i,  observing,  witnessing,  seeing ; 

attesting,  testifying,  giving  evidence ;  (i),  m.  an 
observer;  an  eye-witness;  any  witness  (in  law). 
-*Sdkxhi-td,  f.  or  siikshi-tvu,  am,  n.  the  office  of 
a  witness,  evidence,  testimony,  attestation.  —Sakshi- 
dvaidha,  am,  n.  discrepancy  between  witnesses, 
contradictory  evidence.  —  Sakshi-parikshd,  f.  or 

sdkshi-parikshana,  am,  n.  examination  of  a  wit- 
ness. —  Sdkfhi-pratyaya,  as,  m.  the  evidence  or 

testimony  of  witnesses.  —  Sdkshi-praifita,  as,  m. 
interrogating  witnesses,  examination  of  witnesses. 
—  Sdkshipratfna-vidhdna,  am,  n.  the  rule  or  law 
about  examining  witnesses.  —  Sdkuhi-bhdvita,  as,  d, 
am,  proved  by  an  eye-witness,  established  by  testi- 

mony. —  Sdkshi-mat,  an,  ail,  at,  having  or   re- 
quiring evidence.  —  Sakshi-lakshiina,  an,  d,  am, 

defined  or  proved  by  testimony.  —  Siikfhi-vat,  ind. 
like  a  miiKss.—Sdkshy-ab/Mva,  as,  m.  absence  or 
want  of  witnesses,  absence  of  testimony. 

Sdkshl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  call  to 
witness,  cause  to  attest. 

Siikshi-kntya,  irrd.  having  called  to  witness. 
Sakshya,  am,  n.  testimony,  evidence,  attestation. 

*UGjiri  sdkshata  (sa-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  un- 
interrupted; possessing  grain;  (am),  ind.  uninter- 

ruptedly. —  Sdkshata-pdtra-hasta,  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ing a  cup  of  grain  in  the  hand,  holding  a  vessel  full 

of  parched  grain. 

*rre|T  sdkshara  (sa-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
syllables  or  letters ;  containing  syllables,  &c. 

WT5PT  sdkshepa  (sa-dk°),  as,  d,  am,  con- 
veying reproach  or  irony,  taunting  ;  (am),  ind.  with 

contumely,  reproachfully,  reproachingly. 

Hlf*f<Jr(^  sdkhidatteya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sakhi- 

dalta, '  friend-given '),  belonging  to  a  friend's  gift. 

HIWH  sdkheya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sakhi),  relat- 

ing to  a  friend,  friendly,  amicable. 

tjdkhya,  am,  n.  friendship,  affection. 
sdkhota  for  fdkhota,  q.v. 

sdgara,  as,  m.  (fr.  sagara),  the 

ocean  (said  to  have  been  named  Sagara  by  Bha- 
grratha  after  his  ancestor  king  Sagara,  see  the 

legend  under  samara;  another  legend  asserts  that 
the  bed  of  the  ocean  was  dug  by  the  sons  of  Sagara ; 

according  to  various  authorities  three  or  four  or  seven 
oceans  are  enumerated,  see  I .  sam-udra) ;  a  symboli- 

cal term  for  the  number  four ;  a  sort  of  deer ;  N.  of 

a  place ;  of  an  author ;  of  a  work.  —  Sdgara-ga,  as, 

a,  am,  going  to  the  ocean;  (ii),  f.  epithet  of  the 
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Ganges  ;  a  river,  &ewn.~Sngara-gamini,  f.  'ocean- 
going,' a  river.  —  Sagarcujil-suta,  as,  m.  '  son  of 

the  Ganges,'  epithet  of  Bhishma.  —  Saffaran-gama, 
as.  a,  am,  flowing  to  the  ocean.  —  Siitjara-dalta, 

as,  m.  '  Ocean-given,'  a  proper  N.  —  Sayara-dliira- 
fatas,  dx,  as,  as,  whose  mind  is  as  firm  or  as  deep 

as  the  ocetn.—Sdyara-nemi,  is,  f.  '  ocean-encircled,' 
tne  earth.  —  Sagara-paryauta,  (is,  a,  am,  bounded 
by  the  sea.  —  Sagara-jilaeana,  am,  n.  navigat- 

ing the  ocean,  leaping  across  the  sea.  —  Sigara-iite- 
kluila,  as,  d,  am,  girdled  by  the  ocean,  sea-girt  ; 
(5),  f.  the  earth.  —  Sigara-vat,  iud.  like  the  ocean. 

—  Sdgardnukula  (°ra-an°),  as,  d,  am,  situa.ed  on 
the  sea-coast.  —  Sdaan'mta  fra-an0),  as,  a,  am, 
ending  at  the  sea.  bounded  by  the  ocean,  sea-girt. 

—  Xiigardmbara  (Vrt-am0),  f.  'ocean-clothed,'  the 
earth.  —  Sm/a  rate/  1  (Va-aP),  ai,  m.  'ocean-dwell- 

ing,' epithet  of  Varuna.  —  Sagaredvara-tlrtha,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Sdgarottha  (°ra-u«°).  am>  "• 
'  produced  in  the  sea,'  sea-salt.  —  Sdgarodydra  (Va- 
«<T),  a»,  m.  the  swelling  or  heaving  of  the  sea. 

—  SdgaroddhZta-nihsvana  Cra-ud),  as,  d,  am, 
raising  a  sound  like  the  ocean. 

siiyni  (sa-ag°),  is,  is,  i,  having  fire  ; 

taking  the  sacred  fire;  (»"),  ind.  along  with  fire. 
Sdgnika,  an,  d,  am,  possessing  or  maintaining  a 

fire  ;  associated  with  Agni  ;  (as),  m.  a  householder 
who  maintains  a  sacred  fire. 

TSTfJ  sagra  (sa-og°),  as,  d,  am,  with  a  sur- 

plus, more  than;  (am'),  ind.,  Ved.  for  a  longer 
period,  for  a  whole  life. 

HIijq  sankarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  san-kara), 
mixing  or  blending  together  confusedly,  confusion, 
mixture.  —  Sdnkarya-vdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  short 
NvSya  treatise. 

TlT3;c5  sankala,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  san-kala), 
effected  or  produced  by  addition,  accumulated,  &c. 

H  1^-13''?  sanlcasya,  N.  of  the  country  of 
king  Kusa-dhvaja  (brother  of  Janaka)  ;  (d),  f.,  N. 

of  Kusa-dhvaja's  capital,  (Ramayana  I.  /o,  3.) 
—  Sditkafya-ndtha,  as,  m.  'lord  of  SJn-kasya,' 
epithet  of  Kusa-dhvaja,  (see  sitd.) 

HfWZ  sankura  (sa-an°),  as,  a,  am,  pos- 
sessing shoots  or  buds,  budding,  in  bud. 

Hl'sOf  sankriti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  sage  (son 
of  Visva-mitra,  and  founder  of  the  VaiySghrapadya 
family). 
Sditkritya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni  ;  (as),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  a  family  or  race. 

Ml^-frliK  sanketika  (fr.  sanketa),  as,  I,  am, 
conventional  ;  indicatory,  symbolical,  expressed  by 

signs  or  tokens  or  marks,  consisting  of  signs,  &c. 

Sfn^-faeR  sankshepika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  san- 
kshepa),  throwing  together,  abridging;  abridged, 
contracted,  concise,  summary,  short. 

HI  j£  siitikhya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  san-khya), 
relating  to  number  or  calculation,  reckoning  up,  cal- 

culating, enumerating,  deliberating,  reasoning;  ra- 
tional, discriminative  ;  (as,  am},  m.  n.,  N.  of  one 

of  the  three  great  divisions  of  Hindu  philosophy, 
(ascribed  to  the  sage  Kapila,  q.  v.,  and  so  called  as 

•reckoning  up'  or  'enumerating'  twenty-five  Tat- 
tvas  or  true  principles,  its  object  being  to  effect  the 
final  liberation  of  the  twenty-fifth  Tattva  [Purusha, 

the  Soul]  from  the  fetters  of  the  phenomenal  crea- 
tion by  conveying  the  correct  knowledge  of  the 

twenty-four  other  Tattvas,  and  rightly  discriminating 
the  Soul  from  them  ;  these  twenty-four  principles 

are  divided  into  eight  Prakritis  or  Producers  and  six- 
teen Vikaras  or  Productions;  the  eight  Producers 

start  from  a  Mula-prakriti  or  original  Producer 

[variously  called  Pradhana,  '  chief  one  ;'  A-vyakta, 
'  unevolved  ;'  Brahman,  'supreme;'  Maya,  'power 
of  illusion;'  Bahu-dhanaka,  'much-containing'], 

which  is  emphatically  the  Prakriti, '  First-producer,'  or 
'  Originant,'  being  a  kind  of  primordial  germ  whence 
all  the  twenty-three  remaining  Tattvas  are  evolved  ; 
its  first  production  is  the  2nd  Tattva,  viz.  Buddhi, 
Intellect  [sometimes  called  Mahat  from  its  being 
the  great  source  of  the  two  other  internal  organs 
or  instruments,  Aharrkara  and  Manas,  which  are 

both  modifications  of  it] ;  3rd  in  order  comes  Ahan- 

kara,  'the  1-making'  principle  or  sense  of  indi- 
viduality ;  4th  come  the  five  Tan-matras  or  subtile 

elementary  particles  out  of  which  the  five  grosser 
elements  are  evolved  ;  the  preceding  eight  principles 
constitute  the  Producers,  fall  but  the  first  being  of 
course  in  one  sense  also  Productions];  then  follow, 

as  proceeding  from  the  Tan-matras,  the  five  Sthula- 
bhutas  or  grosser  elements  [also  called  Maha-bhuta], 
viz.  a.  dkdsa,  space  or  ether,  having  the  Guna  or 
property  of  sound  [faMa],  which  is  the  Vishaya 
or  object  of  apprehension  for  the  corresponding 
Indriya  or  organ,  the  Ear ;  b.  vdyii,  air,  having  the 
Guna  or  property  of  tangibility  or  touch  [sparia ] , 
which  is  the  Vishaya  lor  the  Skin ;  c.  tejas  or 

jyotis,  fire  or  light,  having  the  property  of  form  or 
colour  [nlpol,  which  is  the  Vishaya  for  the  Eye ; 
d.  dpas,  Witer,  having  the  property  of  savour  or 
taste  [rasa],  which  is  the  Vishaya  for  the  Tongue ; 
e.  prititivl  or  bhumi,  earth,  having  the  property  of 
odjur  or  smell  [yandh<.{\,  which  is  the  Vishaya  for 

the  Nose,  [see  gttiia~\ ;  each  of  these  elements  after 
the  first  having  also  the  Guna  or  Gunas  of  the  pre- 

ceding besides  its  own,  and  these  Gunas  being  some- 
times identified  with  the  Tan-m5tras ;   then   follow 

the  eleven  organs,  produced  like  the  Tan-mStras  from 
the   3rd   Tattva   AharrkSra,  forming  with  them  a 
class  of  sixteen  [shodaJukali] ;  these  eleven  organs 
are  the  five  above-named  BuddhTndriyani  or  organs 
of  sense,  viz.  ear,  skin,  eye,  tongue,  nose ;  the  five 

,  Karmendriyani  or  organs  of  action,  viz.  larynx,  hand, 

foot,  arms,  and  organ  of  generation ;  and  an  eleventh 

organ  called  Manas,  commonly  tianslated  'mind,' 
which  stands  between  both  sets  of  indriyas  as  an  in- 

ternal organ  of  perception  and  action,  or  of  cogni- 
tion and  volition,  [see  mctna*]:  the  twenty-fifth 

Tattva,  Purusha  or  Soul,  is  to  be  wholly  distinguished 

from  the  twenty-four  just  enumerated  ;  it  is  neither 
a  Producer  nor  Production ;  it  is  altogether  passive, 

and  simply  a  looker-on,  having  nothing  whatever  to 
do  with  the  acts  of  creation,  which  it  only  contem- 

plates, uniting  itself  with  unintelligent  Prakriti,  as 

a  lame  man  mounted  on  a  blind  man's  shoulders, 
for  the  sake  of  observing  and  enjoying  the  acts  of 
this  Prakriti,  who  herself  cannot  see  or  observe  any- 

|  thing ;  without  that  union  no  creation  can  take 
place  any  more  than  can  the  birth  of  a  child  without 
the  union  of  male  and  female ;  this  view  of  creation 

implies  the  eternal  existence  of  innumerable  separate 
individual  souls,  each  soul  by  i;s  junction  with  Pra- 

kriti causing  the  creation  of  its  own  phenomenal 
world,  which  world,  however,  has  an  existence  of 

its  own  independent  of  all  connection  with  the  par- 
ticular Purusha  to  which  it  is  joined  ;  moreover,  each 

soul  is  invested  in  the  first  place  with  a  subtile  body 

[littga-darlra  or  sukshma-x'arira']  composed  of Buddhi,  Ahan-kSra,  the  five  Tan-mStras,  and  the 
eleven  organs,  and  afterwards  with  a  grosser  body 
formed  of  the  five  elements ;  the  former  accompany- 

ing the  soul  through  all  its  transmigrations,  while  the 
I  latter  perishes ;  this  system  also  teaches  that  Prakriti 
I  and  its  products  may  be  regarded  as  made  up  of 
three  ingredients  in  a  state  of  equipoise,  viz.  Sattva, 
Rajas,  and  Tamas,  Goodness,  Passion,  and  Darkness, 
commonly  called  Gunas,  but  rather  substances  than 

qualities,  and  more  correctly  translated  '  fetters,'  be- 
cause they  are  like  a  triple-stranded  rope  [see 

guna\  which  binds  and  confines  the  soul ;  the  Sfin- 
khya  system  agrees  with  the  Vedanta  in  being 
synthetical,  and  so  differing  from  the  Analytical 
Nyaya ;  its  great  point  of  divergence  from  the 
Vedanta  is  in  maintaining  two  principles  which  the 
Vedanta  denies,  [see  vedanta]  ;  it  is  said  to  be 
atheistical  as  ignoring  all  notice  of  a  Supreme  Soul, 

whose  existence  is,  however,  established  by  the  Yoga 
branch  of  the  Sirrkhya  proper,  [see  yoga]  :  the 
vague  outlines  of  the  system  before  its  crystallization 
into  a  distinct  school  of  dualism  are  propounded  in 
the  first  Book  of  Manu  :  its  more  fully  developed 
doctrines  are  contained  in  the  Siitkhya-sutras  ascribed 
to  Kapila,  in  the  Tattva-samasa,  or  Summary  of 
Principles,  ascribed  to  the  same  author,  in  the 

San-khya-karikS  [see  below.],  and  the  numerous 
commentaries  on  these  works,  some  of  which  are 
enumerated  below  :  the  Buddhist  system  and  that 
of  bishop  Berkeley  in  Europe  have  many  points  of 
connection  with  the  S3n-khya,  but  the  modern  phi- 

losophers of  India  pay  far  more  attention  to  the 

Nyaya  and  VedSnta)  ;  a  follower  of  the  SSn-khya 
system  of  philosophy  ;  a  patronymic  of  the  Vedic 

Rishi  Atri;  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Sdnkhya-kdrikd,  (., 
N.  of  a  collection  of  memorial  verses  or  stanzas  by 
Jsvara-krishna  in  which  a  summary  of  the  San-khya 
system  is  given.  —  Sdnkhya-kdrikd-bhdihya,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Gauda-pada  on  the 
S5n-khya-karika.  —  Sdnkhya-kattmudl,  f.  =  sdn- 
khya-tattva-kaumudi  ;  N.  of  another  commentary 

by  Rama-krishna-bhattac'Srya  on  the  San-khya- 
karika.  —  Siiitkhya-krama-dipikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary on  the  Tattva-samSsa.  —  Sankhya-San- 
driltd,  (.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  San-khya- 
karika  by  NarSyana-lirtha.  —  Sdukhya-tattvii-kau- 
•mudi,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  San-khya- 
karika  by  Vadaspati-misra.  —  Sdnkhyn-tatti'a-pra- 
dipa,  as,  m  ,  N.  of  a  brief  exposition  of  the  Sjn-khya 
system  by  Kavi-r5ja-yati.  —  SaitMti/<t-iattru-vilasa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Raghunatha-tarka- 

vaglsa-bhi.ttSC'Srya  on  the  San-khya-tattva-kaumudl. 
^Sdnkftya-pravaSana,  am,  n.  'exposition  or  in- 

terpretation of  the  S3n-khva  system,'  N.  given  by 
the  commentator  VijiiSna-bhikshu  to  the  six  books 
containing  the  Sfltras  of  the  SSn-khya  system  of 
philosophy  ascribed  to  Kapila  ;  N.  of  the  Yoga-surras 
(ascribed  to  Patanjali,  see  yoga-sutra  ;  the  title 

San-khya-pravac'ana  appears  to  be  more  properlv  ap- 
plied to  this  division  of  the  San-khya).  —  ̂tlit-k/ti/a- 

pravadana-bhdshya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary 
on  the  SSn-khya-sfltra  by  VijnSna-bhikshu.  —  San- 

khya-prasada,  as,  m.  epithet  of  S'iva.  —Sdnkhya- b/tdshya,  am,  n.  =  sdnkhya-fravadana-bhashya. 
—  Sdnlfhya-bhikshu,  us,  m.  a  particular  kind  of 
mendicant.  —  Sanlchya-mukhya,  as,  m.  epithet  of 

S'iva.  —  Sdnkhya-yoga,  as,  m.  '  application  of  the 
San-khya  doctrine  to  the  knowledge  of  spirit,'  N.  of 
the  second  chapter  of  the  Bhagavad-glt5,  (perhaps  so 
named  as  setting  forth  both  the  San-khya  and  Yoga 

doctrines  in  regard  to  the  sou!  ;  according  to  S'abda- 
k.  =jiidna-yoga  or  brahma-vidyii.)  —  SdnkJiya- 

yoga-pravartin,  i,  m.  epithet  of  Sivn.—Sdnk/iyi- 
vritti-prakds'a,,  as,  m.  —  sdnkhya-tattva-vildta. 
—  Sdnkhya-vritli-sdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commen- 

tary on  the  San-khya-sntra  by  Maha-deva  Sarasvatl. 
—  Sdnkhya-^lstra,  am,  n.  the  San-khya  doctrine 
or   system    of    philosophy  ;    any   treatise    upon   it. 

—  Sdnkkya-sdra  or  sankhya-sdra-viueka,  as,  m., 
N.   of  a   work   by   Vijiiana-bhikshu.  —  Sdnkhya- 
sutra,  am,  N.  of  six  books  of  aphorisms  of  the 

San-khya  philosophy  ascribed  to  Kapila,  (the  number 
of  aphorisms  is  said  to  be  §26.)  —  Sditkhya-sutr(t- 
vivarana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Tat- 

tva-samasa. —  Sdnkhydrtha-tattta-pradipikdfya- 

ar°),  f.,  N.  of  a  brief  exposition  of  the  San-khya 
system  by  Bhatta-kesava.  —  Sdrtkhydrtha-saitkhyd- 

yika  f'ya-ar'')  —  sdnkhya-tattva^vildsa.  —  Sdn- 
khyalankdra  (°ya-al'),  as,  m.  =  sdnkhya-krama- 
diip(k&, 
tffijtkhydifana,  as,  m.  (probably  for  ddnkhyd' 

yana),  N.  of  a  Muni  ;  of  the  author  of  certain 
Grihya-sutras,  &c.  —  Sdnkhydyana-satra,  am,  n. 
the  Sutras  of  San-khyayana. 

sanga  (sa-an°),  as,  d  or  I,  am,  having 
members  or  subdivisions;  comprising  every  sub- 

ordinate part,  complete  in  every  part,  finished  ;  to- 
gether with  the  An-gas  of  the  Veda,  (see  veddnga.) 
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Iwitgopdnya  (°</a-wp°),  a«,  a,  am,  along  with  the 
An-gas  and  Upan-gas,  (see  veddnya,  updnya.) 

HI  5'^  sangaja  (sa-an°).  as,  a,  am,  toge- 
ther with  hair,  covered  with  hair. 

TH'#ffl«S  siinrjatika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  san- 
gati),  relating  or  belonging  to  union  or  association, 
relating  to  society,  social,  associating;  (an),  m.  a 
visitor,  guest,  new  comer  ;  one  who  comes  to  transact 
business. 

Wl^H  siingama,  as,  m.  (fr.  san-gama), 
coming  together,  union,  meeting,  encounter. 

Sangamana,  as,  m.     See  under  an-ailnat. 

HlfJ-U*  sdngdruka  (sa-an°),  as,  a,  am, 
attended  by  the  planet  Mars. 

^Ifl-yH  sditgushtham  (sa-an°),  ind.  toge- 
ther with  the  thumb. 

H|S|fH4"  sdngrdmika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  saitgra- 
ma),  relating  to  war  ;  warlike,  martial  ;  (o«),  m.  a 
commander,  general. 

tUJflfinif  sdnghdtika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  san- 
ghata),  utterly  destructive,  causing  complete  destruc- 

tion, very  deadly,  killing. 

WI^J*>fl  sdnmukhi,  f.  (according  to  Sab- 
da-k.),  N.  of  a  particular  Tithi,  q.  v. 

Wr^  sai  (fr.  rt.  sa6),  Ved.  in  apatya-sad, 
nri-lhdd. 

Safin  in  sauya-s°,  q.  ?.  (perhaps  connected  with 
sddi  below). 

?Trfa  suti,  ind.  (probably  loc.  c.  of  a  word 
formed  fr.  go  +  rt.  I.  and,  see  2.  and),  crookedly, 
awry,  in  a  sidelong  manner,  obliquely,  bent  on  one 
side.  —  Sddi-va/ika,  f.  the  white-flowered  hogweed. 
~S5di-ritokita,  am,  n.  a  side-long  glance.  —  Sd  di- 
st/iita,  ai,  a,  am,  standing  or  placed  unevenly; 
standing  across.  —  Sadi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -Isaroti,  &c., 
to  make  crooked,  bend  or  turn  aside.  —  Sddi-knta, 
as,  a,  am,  made  crooked  ;  bent,  inclined,  seen 
crookedly  or  tortuously,  distorted,  misrepresented  ; 
(ami,  n.  distortion  or  perversion  of  mind,  prejudice. 
—  Safi-guna,  N.  of  a  place  or  district. 

tilf-qaf  sativya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sativa},  com- 
panionship, friendship,  fellowship;  the  office  of  a 

counsellor,  ministership,  ministry,  administration. 

wflfVr^  sainit,  ind.  (in  Naigh.  II.  15. 
enumerated  among  the  kshipra-namani). 

ttlliw  sdjiitya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sa-jdti),  com- 
munity of  genus,  homogeneousness,  sameness  of  class 

or  caste  or  tribe,  equality  of  kind. 

til'aiiV^?  sdnddrika,  as,  I,  am  (fr  san- 
ddra),  moving  about,  setting  in  motion. 

flrfe  santi  (incorrect  for  sah-(iti),  N.  of 
the  ninth  book  of  the  £atapatha-Brahmana. 

til^n  sdnjana  (sa-anf),  as,  a,  am,  having 
pigment;  (as),  m.  a  lizard,  chameleon. 

IJ'I  J  sill,  cl.  10.  ]'.  sdtayati,  -yitum,  to 
X  make  visible  or  manifest,  show. 

^tlSlT  satopa  (sa-dt°).  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
swelling,  swollen,  puffed  up  ;  puffed  up  with  pride, 
proud,  haughty,  consequential  ;  (am),  ind.  arrogantly, 
proudly,  consequentially. 

*iifcf  l«  sdttahdsa  (sa-at°),  am,  ind.  with 
loud  laughter,  with  a  horse-laugh. 

T^JjrT  sdil-hliutn,  as,  u,  am,  taking  the 
form  »d(  or  tad,  (said  of  3.  sah.) 

sddha.     See  under  rt.  I  .  sah. 

l.  sat,  a  Taddhita  affix  which  when 

put  after  a  word  denotes  a  total  change  of  anything 
into  the  thing  expressed  by  that  word,  (see  bhanma- ror.) 

sangopanga. 

2.  sat,  a  Sautra  rt.  meaning '  to  give 

pleasure.' 

3.  sat,  t,  n.  (according  to  some),  N.  of  Brahma. 
3.  idta,  am,  n.  pleasure,  delight. 

,  as,  d,  am,  causing  or  affording  pleasure. 
f.,  N.  of  a  plant  (  =  darma-kuf/ia). 

and  2.  sdta,  &c.    See  p.  1102,  col.  I. 

+11  (IN  sdtatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sa-tata),  con- 
tinuity, constancy ;  (ena),  ind.  with  continuity,  eter- 

nally, perpetually. 

*M  filial  sdta-vdhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  king 

S'ali-vahana,  (fabled  to  have  been  discovered,  when 
a  child,  riding  on  a  Gandharva  called  Ssta,  who, 
according  to  one  legend,  was  changed  into  a  lion ; 
but  see  tfdli-vdhana.) 

'RlfrT  i.  and  2.  sdti.     See  p.  1102,  col.  I. 

^ifrtioF  sdtireka  (sa-at°),  as,  d,  am,  hav- 

sadhana. 

ing  excess,  increased,  more  extended. 

sdtisaya  (sa-at°),  as,  d,  am,  ex- 
cessive. 

^nfiratT  sdtisdra  (sa-at°),  as,  d,  am,  af- 
flicted with  dysentery,  dysenteric, 

tllrfll  sdtina,  as,  m.   (fr.  satina,  q.v.), 

pease,  pulse,  Pisum  Sativum. 
Sdtilalia,  as,  m.  (fr.  satilakd),  pease. 

*JlriY«ii*iT  sdtobdrhata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sa<o- 
bntiati),  relating  or  belonging  to  the  Sato-brihatl metre. 

sdttrika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  saltra),  be- 
longing to  a  sacrifice,  sacrificial. 

«lP?c|cti  sdttvika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sat-tva), 
real,  substantial,  essential,  natural,  genuine,  true, 
honest,  sincere,  good,  virtuous,  excellent,  amiable, 
vigorous,  energetic,  pure  (without  the  least  admixture 
of  passion) ;  internal,  pertaining  to  the  internal  feel- 

ings ;  endowed  with  the  Sattva  Guna,  (i.  e.  purity  or 

goodness,  see  guna,  sat-tva)  ;  belonging  to  or  pro- 
ceeding from  this  Guna  ;  (as),  m.  natural  indication 

of  feeling  or  emotion,  (constituting  a  class  of  Bhavas 
which  hold  a  middle  place  between  the  Sthayi- 
bhavas  and  Vyabhi<!5ri-bhavas  in  poetry  and  the 
drama ;  they  are  described  as  eight  particular  states 
of  body  and  mind,  viz.  stambha,  inability  to  move  ; 
sveda,  perspiration;  romdtida,  horripilation ;  svara- 
vikara,  change  of  voice ;  vepathu,  tremor ;  rarna- 
vikarct,  change  of  colour  ;  atirit,  tears ;  and  pi'alaya, 
mental  absorption) ;  a  Brahman ;  epithet  of  BrahmS  ; 
of  the  eighth  creation  by  PrajS-pati;  (i),  f.,  N.  of 
Durga ;  a  particular  kind  of  Pujd  practised  by  the 
worshippers  of  Durg3  ;  scil.  tushli,  epithet  of  one  of 
the  five  kinds  of  external  acquiescence  (in  the  San- 
khya  phil. ;  cf.  su-para). 

^nW»^  satman  (sa-dt°),  d,  d,  a,  having  a 
soul;  united  to  the  Supreme  Soul.  —  Satma-td,  f. 
absorption  into  the  essence  (of  Brahman). 
Satmya,  as,  d,  am,  agreeable  to  the  nature  or 

natural  constitution,  wholesome. 

^imfcd  sdtyaki,  is,  m.  (fr.  satyaka),  pa- 
tronymic of  a  warrior  in  the  Pandu  army  who  acted 

as  the  charioteer  of  Krishna  (he  was  son  of  Satyaka 
and  belonged  to  the  Vrishni  family). 

ttiiMgltj  sdtyamugri, is,  m .,  N. of  a  teacher 
of  the  Sama-veda. 

SStyamugrya,  an,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school  or  S'akhi of  the  Sama-veda. 

Wnrftr  sdlyayajhl,  is,  m.  (fr.  satya- 
yajna),  a  patronymic  of  Soma-sushma. 

tilrM^n   satyavata,  as,  m.  (fr.  satya-vati, 
q.  v.),  a  metronymic  of  the  sage  Vyasa,  q.  v. 
Satyavateya,  as,  m.  =  satyavata  above. 

«l(M?"l  sdtyahavya,  as,  m. '  son  of  Satya- havya/  N.  of  a  descendant  of  Vasishtha. 

satrdjita,  as,  m.  (fr.  satrd-jii), 

a  patronymic. 
satrdsaha,  as,  m.  (fr.  salra-sah), 

a  patronymic  of  ?ona  (a  king  of  the  Pancjlas). 
Sdtrdsdlia  for  aatrasaha  in  Atharva-veda  V.  13,6. 

HlrMrt  sdtvat,  an,  m.  [cf.  satvat],  a  man  of 
the  Yadava  tribe,  (see  Bhagavata-Purana  VIII.  5, 
13)  ;  a  follower,  worshipper  (of  Krishna,  &c.). 

sdtvata,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  sdtvat 
or  fr.  satvat),  N.  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna ;  of  Bala-dcva  ; 
the  son  of  an  outcaste  Vaisya ;  (tit),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people  inhabiting  a  district  in  central  India  (said  to  be 
the  descendants  of  outcaste  Vaisyas ;  cf.  f  at  vat) :  (i), 

(.,  scil.  vritti,  one  of  the  four  great  divisions  of  dra- 
matic style  or  action  (described  as  abounding  in  dis- 

plays of  bravery,  generosity,  honesty,  and  cheerful- 
ness, containing  little  love,  and  characterized  by  the 

marvellous ;  four  kinds  of  Satvati  are  enumerated, 

viz.  Utthapaka,  San-ghatya,  SamlSpa,  and  Parivar- 

taka)  ;  N.  of  the  mother  of  S'isu-pala. 
wifr^sf  sdtvika.     See  sdttvika. 

^f  RT  sdrla,  sadana,  sddayat,  &c.  See  under 
rt  i.  sad,  p.  1055,  col.  2. 

sddara  (sa-dd°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
or  paying  respect,  respectful ;  impassioned ;  (am) , 
ind.  respectfully,  considerately. 

sddi,  sddita,  sddin,  &c.  See  p.  1055, 

col.  2. 

W  Id  5H  sddrisya,  am,n.  (fr.  sa-drixa),  like- 
ness, resemblance,  similarity ;  a  likeness,  portrait. 

—  Sadrifya-vada,  as,  m. '  disputation  about  Sadri- 
s'ya,'  N.  of  a  philosophical  treatise  by  Maha-deva. 

ttltlft  sddy-anta  (sa-dd°),  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ing beginning  and  end,  complete,  entire  ;  (am),  ind. 

from  beginning  to  end. 

«iat'9i  sitdijaslikrn,  as,  m.,  Ved.  N.  of  a 
particular  Kratu  or  sacrificial  ceremonv. 
Siidyahkra,  as,  m.  Ved.  =  sddyashkra  above. 
W!?rai  sddyaska,  as,  i,  am  (probably  for 

sadyaska,  q.  v.),  quick,  instantaneous. 

nT\|  sddh  (connected  with  rt.  3.  sidh), 
™*  \d.  5.  P.  sddhnoti  (Ved.  also  cl.  I.  »a- 

illiati),  sasddha,  satsyati,  asdtslt,  saddhum  (also 

sddliitum),  to  complete,  finish,  accomplish  ;  to  con- 
quer ;  cl.  4.  P.  sddkyati,  &c.,  to  be  completed  or 

accomplished  :  Caus.  (identical  with  the  Caus.  of  rt. 

3.  sidh),  addknyati,  -yitnm :  Aor.  asishadhat 
(Ved.  [pra-^sisliadhati=prasadhayatii,  Rig-veda 
VI.  49,  8) ;  to  accomplish,  effect,  perform,  do,  com- 

plete, conclude,  perfect,  make  perfect,  bring  to  per- 
fection, bring  to  an  end  or  conclusion,  settle,  secure  ; 

to  substantiate,  prove ;  to  enforce  settlement,  recover 
(a  debt);  to  obtain  ;  to  subdue,  overcome,  conquer  ; 
to  destroy,  kill ;  to  learn,  understand ;  to  set  out, 

depart,  go  away,  proceed,  go,  (used  for  rt.  gam  in 
dramatic  language,  according  to  the  SShitya-darpana) ; 

to  fly,  flee:  Desid.  of  Caus.  *i«h<~ulhuiji*ltati,  to 
desire  to  accomplish  :  Desid.  sishatsati :  Intens.  id- 

sidliyate,  sasdddhi;  [cf.  Or.  ($-os,  %8-os,  r)«efo-«, 
d-wO-a,  iO-i£-<v :  Goth,  sid-u-s,  '  a  habit ;'  eidon, 
'to  contrive,  perform;'  probably  sandjan,  sells, 
'good;'  un-selis :  Angl.  Sax.  tendon  :  Old  Germ. 
sit-u,  '  a  habit ;'  salig,  '  happy  ;'  siilida.] 

Fridlidka,  as,  akd  or  ika,  am,  etfective,  accom- 
plishing, fulfilling,  completing,  perfecting,  finishing  ; 

effecting  by  magic,  magical;  an  efficient  or  skilful 
person,  adtpt;  aiding,  helping,  an  assistant;  (akd), 

f.  epithet  of  Durga ;  (ikd),  f.  a  skilful  or  efficient 

woman  ;  [cf.  sddhika,  s.  v.] 
Sadhat,  an.  antl,  at,  accomplishing,  completing, 

effecting.  —  Sddkad-ishli,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  fulfilling 
the  objects  of  sacrifices  (said  of  Agni). 
^aithana,  as,  i,  am,  effecting ;  a  perfecter ;  (as), 

m.,  N. of  the  author  ofRig-vedaX.157;  (am), n. the 
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act  of  accomplishing,  effecting,  performing ;  settling ; 
accomplishment,  completion,  complete  attainment  of 
any  object ;  a  means  of  accomplishing  or  effecting, 
means  of  obtaining,  means  or  expedient  (in  general) ; 
efficient  cause,  source,  cause  (in  general) ;  an  instru- 

ment, agent ;  the  instrumental  case  (in  grammar) ; 
a  bodily  organ ;  the  penis ;  an  udder ;  an  implement, 
utensil,  apparatus  ;  matter,  materials,  ingredient,  sub- 

stance ;  a  medicinal  preparation,  drug,  medicine ;  a 
component  part  of  an  army,  any  military  apparatus, 
force,  army ;  aid,  assistance,  an  assistant ;  substanti- 

ation, proof,  establishment  of  the  truth,  demonstra- 
tion ;  a  reason  or  premise  leading  to  a  conclusion, 

middle  term  or  Hetu  in  a  syllogism  ( =  vydpya, 
q.  v.) ;  accomplishing  anything  by  magic  or  incanta- 

tions, magic;  enforcement  of  payment  or  settlement 
(of  a  debt),  compelling  the  delivery  of  anything, 
infliction  of  a  fine  (in  law) ;  good  works,  penance, 
self-mortification,  the  observance  of  moral  and  cere- 

monial duties,  attainment  of  beatitude ;  wealth  ; 

advantage,  profit ;  friendship ;  the  act  of  subduing, 
overcoming  ;  subduing  by  charms,  stupefying,  fasci- 

nating ;  conciliating,  propitiating,  worshipping ;  kill- 
ing, destroying ;  killing  metals,  depriving  them  by 

oxydation  &c.  of  their  metallic  properties  (especially 
said  of  mercury) ;  burning  on  the  funeral  pile,  ob- 

sequies ;  setting  out,  proceeding,  going ;  going 
quickly ;  going  after,  following.  —  Sddhana-kriyd,  f. 
(in  Panini)  an  action  connected  with  a  Karaka ;  a  finite 

verb ;  a  Krid-anta  affix.  —  Sddhana-fahishtaya, 
am,  n.  four  kinds  of  proof  (in  phil.).  —  Sddhana- 
td,  f.  or  sddhana-tva,  am,  n.  being  a  means  of 
attaining  (e.  g.  dharmasya  tattva-jndnddi-sddha- 
natve  kirn  mdnam,  what  proof  is  there  of  merit 
being  the  means  of  attaining  to  the  knowledge  of 
the  truth  ?) ;  the  state  of  perfection.  —  Sadhana- 
nirdetfa,  as,  m.  the  production  of  proof  (in  law)  ; 
the  indication  of  premises  leading  to  a  conclusion. 
—  Sdilhana-paiifaka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  five  stanzas 
giving  rules  for  the  attainment  of  Pra-santi  or  qui- 

escence. —  Sadhana-pattra,  am,  n.  any  written 
document  used  as  evidence  or  proof.  —  Sddhana- 
rupin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  the  form  of  an  instrument, 
having  the  form  or  character  of  a  means  or  expe- 

dient. —  Sddhandrha  fna-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  worthy 
of  being  accomplished.  —  Sddhandvydpalca  (°na- 
01;°),  as,  a,  am,  (in  logic)  not  invariably  attending 
on  the  proof.  —  SddhandvydpaTca-td,  f.  or  sd- 
dhandvydpaka-tva,  am,  n.  non-invariable  attend- 

ance on  the  proof  or  on  what  is  brought  forward 
in  proof. 

Sddhand,  f.  accomplishment,  completion;  pro- 
pitiation, worship,  adoration. 

Sadhaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  accomplished  or 
effected  ;  to  be  proved. 
Sddhanta,  as,  m.  a  beggar,  mendicant. 
Sddhayat,  an,  anti,  at,  accomplishing,  effecting ; 

perfecting,  purifying;  substantiating,  proving;  en- 
forcing payment,  recovering  (a  debt  &c.),  subduing ; 

conciliating  ;  waiting  upon,  serving. 
Sddhita,  as,  d,  am,  effected,  completed,  finished, 

achieved,  accomplished,  succeeded  ;  settled,  fulfilled  ; 
substantiated,  proved ;  made  good,  settled  (as  a 
debt),  discharged,  recovered ;  obtained ;  fined ; 
amerced,  punished  by  fine,  made  to  pay ;  awarded 
(as  a  punishment  or  fine) ;  subdued,  mastered ; 
enabled  to  effect  or  obtain* 

Sddhimim,  a,  m.  perfection,  goodness,  excellence. 
Sddhishtha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  of  sddhu),  best, 

most  excellent ;  very  fit,  most  proper  or  right ; 
hardest,  very  hard  or  firm,  (in  these  senses  regarded 
as  an  irregular  superl.  of  vddha,  cf.  sddhaya.) 
Sddhiyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  of  sddhu),  better, 

more  excellent ;  more  right,  more  proper ;  very  right 
or  proper ;  very  handsome ;  harder,  firmer,  very  hard 
or  firm,  (in  these  last  senses  regarded  as  a  compar. 
of  vddha.) 

Sddhu,  us,  us  or  -OT,  u,  perfect,  excellent,  good, 
eminent ;  virtuous,  honourable,  pious,  righteous, 
faithful,  pure ;  correct,  pure,  classical  (as  a  language 
&c.);  fit,  proper,  right;  kind,  beautiful,  pleasing; 

well-born,  noble,  of  honourable  or  respectable  descent ; 
(««),  m.  a  good  or  honest  man,  a  saint,  sage;  a 
Jina  or  deified  Jaina  saint ;  a  merchant ;  a  money 
lender,  usurer;  (according  to  some)  a  derivative  or 
inflected  noun  ;  (vt),  f.  a  chaste  or  virtuous  woman  ; 
a  saintly  woman  ;  a  faithful  wife ;  a  particular  root, 

=  medd;  («),  ind.  well ;  well  done  I  good  I  indeed  ; 
enough,  away  with  I  (with  inst.)— Sddhu-karman,  d, 
a,  a,  Ved.  doing  kind  actions,  beneficent.  —  Sddhu- 

klrtti,  is,  m. '  having  a  good  reputation,'  a  proper  N. 
—  Sddhu-gata,  as,  d,  am,  resorted  to  by  the  good, 
respectable,  virtuous.  —  Sddhu-ja,  as,  d,  am,  well- 

born, of  noble  family  or  descent.  —  Sddhu-jana,  as, 

m.  a  good  person,  good  people.— Sddhu-tas,  ind.  from 
a  good  man.  — »Sddhu-td,  f,  or  sddtiu-tva,  am,  n. 
goodness,  excellence,  correctness.  —  Sddhu-devin,  i, 
ini,  i,  Ved.  skilfully  playing.  —  Sddhu-dvi Kya,  as, 
d,  am,  having  a  merchant  as  second,  accompanied 
by  a  merchant.  ->Sddhu-dhi,  w,  f.  a  good  under- 

standing ;  good  disposition ;  (is,  is,  i),  having  a 
good  understanding,  wise,  well-disposed ;  (is),  f.  a 
wife's  mother,  husband's  mother,  mother-in-law. 
— Sadhu-pushpa,  am,  n.  a  beautiful  flower;  the 
shrub  Hibiscus  Mutabilis.  —  Sddhu-bhdva,  as,  m. 

good  nature,  goodness,  kindness.  —  Sddhu-mat,  dm, 
att,  at,  good.  —  Sddhu-mata,  as,  d,  am,  well 
thought  of,  highly  prized,  praised.  —  Sddhum- 

manya,  as,  d,  am,  thinking  one's  self  good  or 
virtuous.  —Sddhu-ratna-suri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  a  commentary  on  the  Nava-tattva.  —  Sd- 
dhu-vat,  ind.  as  if  good,  as  if  correct.  ~Sad 

vdda,  as,  m.  a  cry  of '  good !' — Sddhu-vaha,  as,  m. 
a  good  horse,  well-trained  horse.  ••  Sddhib-vdhin,  i, 

m. '  carrying  well,'  a  good  horse,  well-trained  horse  ; 
(I,  ini,  i),  having  good  horses.  —  Sddhtirvriksha, 
as,  m.  a  good  tree;  the  Kadamba  tree;  another 
tree  (  =  varuna).  —  Sddhu-vritta,  am,  n.  good 
conduct,  virtue,  piety;  (as,  d,  am),  well-conducted, 
upright;  (as),  m.  a  well-conducted  person,  a  virtuous 
or  honest  man.  —  Sddhu-vritti,  is,  f.  good  pro- 

fession or  means  of  living;  good  exposition,  excel- 
lent commentary;  good  or  excellent  practice,  the 

moral  and  ritual  observances  of  the  HindQs ;  (is,  is, 

i),  well-conducted,  well-behaved,  virtuous.  —  Sadhtt- 

iabda,  as,  m.  a  cry  of  'good  I'— Sddhu-sTla,  as, 
d,  am,  well-disposed,  virtuously  inclined ;  virtuous, 
righteous.  —  Sddhu  fila-tva,  am,  n.  good  disposition, 
virtuous  inclination.  —  Sadhu-samsarga,  as,  m. 
association  with  the  good.  —  Sddhu-eamdifdra,  as, 
d,  am,  well-behaved.  —  Sddhu-sammata,  as,  d, 

am,  approved  by  the  good.  —  Sddhultta  Cdhu-uk°), 
as,  d,  am,  said  or  declared  by  the  good.  —  Sddhv- 
anindita,  as,  d,  am,  unblamed  or  unreproached  by 
the  good,  of  irreproachable  character.  ••  Sdilhv- 
alankrita,  as,  d,  am,  beautifully  adorned.  —  Sddhv- 
dddra,  as,  d,  am,  well-conducted,  of  virtuous  con- duct. 

Sddhuka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  low  or  degraded  tribe. 
Sddhuyd,  ind.,  Ved.  kindly,  properly,  amicably. 
Sddhya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  accomplished  or  effected ; 

to  be  formed ;  practicable,  feasible,  attainable ;  to 
be  proved  or  demonstrated ;  to  be  substantiated  or 
made  good ;  to  be  inferred  or  concluded  (in  logic) ; 
to  be  subdued  or  mastered,  subduable,  to  be  con- 

quered, conquerable ;  to  be  killed  or  destroyed ;  to 
be  cured,  curable ;  (as),  m.  a  particular  celestial 

being,  (see  below) ;  a  deity  (in  general) ;  the  twenty- 
second  astronomical  Yoga ;  a  particular  Mantra ;  N. 

of  a  Muni ;  (as),  m.  pi.  '  the  perfect  or  pure  ones,' 
N.  of  a  class  of  celestial  beings  belonging  to  the 

Gana-devatd,  q.  v.,  sometimes  mentioned  in  the 
Veda,  (see  Rig-veda  X.  90,  16;  in  the  Satapatha- 
Brahmana  their  world  is  said  to  be  situated  above 

the  sphere  of  the  gods  ;  according  to  Yaska  [Nirukta 
XII.  41]  they  are  the  gods  whose  locality  is  the 
sky,  i.  e.  the  Bhuvar-loka  or  middle  region  between 
the  earth  and  sun ;  in  Manu  I.  22.  the  Sadhyas  are 
described  as  created  after  the  gods  with  natures 
exquisitely  refined,  and  in  III.  1 95.  they  are  said  to 
be  children  of  the  Soma-sads,  who  are  described  as 
sons  of  VirSj ;  in  the  Puranas  they  are  regarded  as 

sons  of  SsdhyS,  and  their  number  is  variously  given 
as  twelve  or  seventeen  ;  but  in  the  later  mythology 
the  Sadhyas  seem  rather  to  be  superseded  by  the 
Siddhas,  see  siddha  ;  their  names  are  sometimes 
given  as  follows,  Manas,  Mantri,  Prana,  Nara,  Pana, 
Vinirbhaya,  Naya,  Dansa,  Narayana.Vrisha,  Prabhu); 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of 
Dharma  (regarded  as  the  mother  of  the  Ssdhyas)  ; 

(am),  n.  accomplishment,  perfection  ;  an  object  to 
be  accomplished  (in  law),  the  thing  to  be  proved  or 
established  by  proof,  the  matter  in  debate  ;  (in 

logic)  the  major  term  in  a  syllogism,  the  subject  of 
a  proposition.  —  Sddhya-td,  (.  the  state  of  being 
able  to  be  accomplished  or  effected,  practicableness, 

feasibility;  conquerableness  ;  curableness.  "Sddhya- 

idvaMhedalta  (°td-av"),  am,  n.  the  characteristic 
or  distinguishing  property  of  the  thing  to  be  proved 
or  of  the  major  term.  —  Sad  hya-paksha,  as,  m. 
the  side  of  the  thing  to  be  proved,  the  plaint  in  a 

lawsuit.  —Sddhyarshi  (°ya-rishi),  is,  m.  epithet 
of  Siva.  —  Sddhya-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  comprehending 
the  point  to  be  proved  ;  (an),  m.  the  party  on  whom 
the  burden  of  proof  in  a  lawsuit  rests  ;  (at),  n. 
that  which  contains  the  Sadhya  or  major  term  (i.  e. 

the  paksha  and  its  sapaksha).  —  Sddhya-vydpaka, 

as,  d,  am,  (in  logic)  invariably  attending  on  what 
is  to  be  proved.  —  Sddhyavydpalca-td,  f.  invariable 
attendance  on  what  is  to  be  proved  or  the  property 

to  be  established.  ••  Sddhya-samatva,  am,  n.  same- 
ness with  the  point  to  be  proved,  (sddhya-sama- 

tvdt,  because  it  is  in  the  same  condition  with  what 

is  to  be  proved.)  —  Sddhya-sddhana,  am,  n.  the 
means  of  establishing  what  is  to  be  established  (e.  g. 
a  Hetu  or  reason),  effecting  what  may  be  or  is  to  be 
done,  &c.  —  Sddhya-siddfii,  is,  f.  the  effecting 
of  what  has  to  be  done  ;  the  establishing  of  what 
has  to  be  established  or  proved  ;  the  success  of  an 
undertaking,  accomplishment,  completion,  fulfilment; 
proof,  conclusion.  —  Sddhyasiddhi-pdda,  as,  m. 
the  fourth  stage  or  division  of  a  suit  at  law,  judg- 

ment, decision.  —  Sddhydbhdva  (°ya-abh°),  as,  m. 
absence  of  the  thing  to  be  proved  ;  absence  of  the 
subject  of  a  proposition  ;  impossibility  of  cure. 

Sddhyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  effected,  being 
in  course  of  accomplishment  ;  being  subjected  to, 
capable  of  proof,  in  course  of  proof;  being  proceeded 
against  (at  law). 

Sddhvl,  f.     See  under  sddhu. 

sddhaya  (according  to  Vopa-deva 
XXI.  16.  fr.  vddha),  Nom.  P.  sddhayati,  -yitum, 
to  make  hard  or  firm  ;  [cf.  sddhishtha,  sddhiyas, 

col.  I.] 

«l*4«l  sddharmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sa-dharma), 
community  or  equality  of  duty  or  office  ;  community 
of  properties,  sameness  of  nature,  common  character, 
likeness  ;  the  being  of  the  same  religion. 

?ITVTm  sddhdrana,  as,  a  or  I  (generally  j), 

am  (ft.  sa-dhdrana),  belonging  or  applicable  to 
many,  common  to  many,  general,  universal,  com- 

mon, joint  ;  spreading  everywhere  (applied  to  '  the 
atmosphere"  or  'sky'  or  'ether'  according  to  S*ab- 
da-k.  on  Naigh.  I.  4)  ;  (in  logic)  belonging  to  more 
than  the  one  instance  alleged  ;  equal,  like,  similar  ; 

generic  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  forty-fourth  (or  eigh- 
teenth) year  of  Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  years  ;  (am), 

n.  a  common  rule  or  precept  or  one  generally  appli- 
cable ;  a  generic  property,  a  character  common  to 

all  the  individuals  of  a  species  or  to  all  the  species 
of  a  genus,  &c.  ;  (i),  f.  a  twig  of  bamboo  (perhaps 

used  as  a  bolt)  ;  a  key  (  =  Tcuiitikd,  Sabda-k.).-,iSa- 
dfidrana-tva,  am,  n.  commonness,  community, 
universality,  common  right,  joint  interest,  general 

law.  —  Sddhdrana-dfs'a,  as,  m.  common  land  ;  a 
wild  marshy  country.  —  Sddhdrana-dhana,  am,  n. 
oint  or  common  property.  —  Sddhdrana-dharma, 
as,  m.  common  or  universal  duty,  conduct  or  duty 
rinding  on  all  castes  and  orders  alike  (as  humanity 

&c.).—Sddharana-paksha,  as,  n.  common  side  or 
party,  middle  side,  the  mean  (between  two  extremes). 
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«l  s "  Siidharana-stri,  f.  a  common  woman,  prostitute, 
harlot. 

.^mllulranya,  am,  n.  commonness,  universality; 
=  kiMikd  [cf.  eddhdrant], 

4llfvio|i|  sadhika,  f.  (sa-adh°),  very  deep 
or  profound  sleep  ( =  su-shupti  ;  by  some  referred 
to  iddhaka,  p.  1104,  col.  3). 

«ufv«fM  siidhikshepa  (sa-adh°),  as,  a,  am, 
having  or  showing  contempt,  taunting,  ironical. 

tUlN^t  siidkidaipa  (sa-adh°),  as,  a,  am, 
(united  or  identified)  with  supreme  divinity. 

^rrfvtJTf  sddhibhuta  (sa-adh°),  as,  a,  am, 
(identified  or  one)  with  the  Being  who  enters  into 
all  material  objects. 

tuftl«<sl  sddhiyajna  (sa-adh°),  as,  a,  am, 
one  with  the  Being  who  presides  over  sacrifice. 

?nfV¥  sddhishtha,  sddhlyas.    See  p.  1 105. 

?rrfilSI  H  sadhishthdna  (sa-adh°),  as,  a,  am, 
baring  a  solid  basis,  possessing  a  firm  foundation. 

sadhu,  &c.     See  under  rt.  sadh. 

sddhrita  (sa-ddh°),  am,  n.  '  what  is 
held  together,'  a  stall,  shop ;  an  umbrella,  parasol ;  a 
flock  of  peacocks. 

sadhya.     See  p.  1 105,  col.  2. 

sddhvasa,  am,  n.  (probably  fr.  sa 
+  dhvansa),  fear,  terror  ;  perturbation  ;  torpor ; 

[cf.  ea-s°.]  —  Sadhvasa~wipluta,  as,  a,  am,  over- whelmed with  consternation. 

«l1i^ilf!  sdnatkumdra,  am,  n.  (fr.  sanat- 
Jcumdra),  N.  of  an  Upa-PurSna. 

tim^  sdnanda  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am,  pos- 
sessed of  joy,  happy,  delighted,  enjoying  happiness, 

endowed  with  happiness ;  (am),  ind.  joyfully. 

*it"t*.  sdnandura,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  TTrtha. 

—Sdnandura-mdhatmya,  am,  n.  'the  glory  of 
if,'  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  Vsriha-PurSna. 

*il«1rt  sanala  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am,  con- 
taining fire ;  (as),  m.  the  resinous  exudation  of  the 

Sal  tree. 

«l«1i«i  sdnasi.     See  under  2.  sd,  p.  1 102. 

tuf»i«iii  sdnikd, f.  (probably  fr.  rt.  I. son), 
a  flute,  pipe. 
Sdneyikd,  !.  a  flute,  pipe. 
Sdneyi,  f.  a  flute,  pipe. 

«ug  sdnu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
I .  son,  Unldi-s.  1. 3  ;  all  the  cases  except  the  Nom. 
Voc.  sing.  du.  pi.,  Ace.  sing.  du.  are  optionally  formed 
fr.  a  base  snu;  in  Rig-veda  IV.  45,  I.  sanair  — 
sanau),  level  ground  on  the  top  or  edge  of  a  moun- 

tain, table-land  ;  a  summit,  ridge,  (antah-sanu,  ind. 
among  the  summits  or  ridges,  Kirilt.  V.  36) ;  an 
elevation,  elevated  spot,  (Say.  =  samuddhrita-pra- 
dtta) ;  any  surface,  point,  end,  top ;  a  precipice ;  a 
shoot,  sprout ;  a  forest,  wood ;  a  road ;  a  gale  of 
wind ;  a  sage,  learned  man  ;  the  sun.  —  I .  sanu-ja, 
as,  m.  '  produced  on  table-land,'  the  plant  Prapaun- 
darlka ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  tree  or  plant  ( =  turn- 
lturu).  —  Sdnu-mat,  an,  m.  'having  table-land  or 
a  summit,'  a  mountain ;  (ati),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras. 
Sanvka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  elevated,  lofty ;  arrogant, 

(S5y.  =  sam-uMhrita,  Rig-veda  II.  23,  7.) 

*li^jqi*M  sdnnkampa  (sa-an°),  as,  a,  am, 
full  of  pity,  sympathising,  kind ;  (am),  ind.  kindly. 

fll*Jqu^i  sanukrosa  (sa-an°),  as,  a,  am, 
full  of  compassion,  compassionate,  tender,  kind  ; 
(am),  ind.  compassionately,  affectionately. 

W-jn  sanuga  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
attendants  or  followers,  with  attendants. 

2.  sdnvja  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am  (for 

I.  sanu-ja  see  under  tann),  accompanied  by  a 
younger  brother,  along  with  a  younger  brother. 

*M^H^  siinunaya  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am,  hav- ing courtesy,  courteous,  civil,  kind,  willing;  (am), 
iud.  courteously,  civilly,  kindly. 

si/am  (sa-an°),  ind.  with a  nasal  sound,  in  a  nasal  tone. 

Kl^iH  sanuplava  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am,  ac- 
companied by  followers  or  attendants. 

«iigi»*t  sdnubandha  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am, 
possessing  connection  or  continuity,  uninterrupted, 
continuous  ( =  artiiMhinna). 

t«l«j»n«1  sdnumdna  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am,  (in 
phil.)  dependent  on  or  associated  with  inference, 
(opposed  to  nir-anumdna.) 

^Tl^Mia  sdnuydtra  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am, attended  by  followers,  with  a  retinue. 

tu^tj'l  sdnurdga  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am, 
attached,  passionate,  impassioned. 

?>T^5I1  sdnvsaya  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am,  filled with  remorse. 

«u«j*an.  sdnusvdra  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  the  nasal  mark  Anu-svSra. 

«l»t«ft  sdneyi,  sdneyikd.     See  col.  I. 

«uii;«?i|  sdntatistha  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  semivowels,  along  with  semivowels. 

«iiim«l  sdntapana,  am,  n.  (fr.  san-ta- 
pana),  '  tormenting,'  a  sort  of  severe  penance 
(mentioned  in  Manu  XI.  1 24.  and  described  in  XI. 

212,  see  the  description  under  mahd-s°,  p.  761). 

tilll*.  sdntara  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am,  pos- 
sessing intervals  or  interstices ;  not  close  or  compact, 

open  in  texture. 

Sdntarala  (sa-an°),  a»,  d,  am,  having  an  in- 
terval, separated  by  intervals,  distinct  from,  apart ; 

together  with  the  intermediate  or  mixed  (castes ; 
see  Manu  II.  18). 

*ui\\w\santarhdsam  (sa-an°),  ind.  with 
an  inward  or  suppressed  laugh,  smilingly. 

«l*nir«loh  sdntdnika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  san- 
Idna),  stretching,  extending,  spreading  (as  a  tree) ; 
relating  to  offspring  or  descendants,  &c. ;  belonging 
or  relating  to  the  heavenly  tree  SantSna,  made  of 
SantSna  flowers ;  (as),  m.  a  Brahman  intending  to 
marry  for  the  sake  of  issue. 

^{|*t^  sdntv.     See  rt.  sdntv,  p.  1000. 
Santva,  edntvana,  sdntvita,  &c.  See  under  rt. t'diitv. 

«|(*<{)HM  sdndipani,  is,  m.  (fr.  san-dl- 
pana),  N.  of  a  Muni,  (according  to  Vishnu-PurSna 
V.  21.  he  was  the  tutor  of  Krishna  and  Bala-rSma, 

and  requested  as  his  preceptor's  fee  that  his  son,  sup- 
posed to  be  drowned  in  the  sea  but  kept  under  the 

waters  by  the  demon  Pan<?a-jana,  should  be  restored 
to  him ;  Krishna  plunged  into  the  sea,  killed  the 
demon,  and  brought  back  the  boy  to  his  father; 

sandrishtika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  san- 
visible  or  perceptible  at  the  same  time, 

relating  to  present  perception ;  (am),  n.  present 
perception  of  a  result,  immediate  consequence. 

W^  sundra,  as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  5.  so 
+  rt.  and,  'to  bind '),  thick,  close,  compact  (but 
having  interstices) ;  clustered  together,  collected  ; 
coarse,  gross ;  strong,  stout,  robust ;  much,  abundant ; 
excessive,  vehement,  intense;  unctuous,  oily;  viscid; 
smooth,  soft,  bland ;  pleasing,  agreeable ;  (as),  m.  a 
thicket,  wood;  a  heap,  cluster;  [cf.  probably  Gr. 

dSpoi.']  —  Sandra-kutahala,  as,  a,  am,  having  in- 
tense curiosity,  excited  deeply  by  curiosity.  —  Sim- 

apindya-mimansa. 
dra-tara,  a*,  d,  am,  more  vehement,  increased. 
—  Sdndra-td,  {.  or  idndra-tea,  am,  n.  thickness, 
coarseness;  viscidity. —Sdndra-pushpa,  as,  m.' hav- 

ing thick  clustering  floweis.'a  kind  of  tree  (  =  vibhi- 
taka).  —  Stindra-snigdha,  as,  d,  am,  thick  and unctuous. 

*uf»*|c|i  sdndhika,  as,  m.  (fr.  san-dhd  or 

sandhikd),  a  distiller. 

*nr*<lf=(y(:p=ti  sandhivigrahika,  as,  m.  (fr. 

sandhi-vigraha),  one  who  has  to  do  with  peace  and 
war,  a  minister  who  decides  upon  peace  and  war. 

^nT*Mc(rt  sandhivela,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sandhi- 

veld),  belonging  to  or  occurring  at  a  Sandhi-vel5,  q.  v. 
4tlrdt  sdndhya,  as,  z,  am  (fr.  sandhyd), 

relating  to  the  evening  twilight ;  relating  to  the 
morning  twilight  or  fawn.~Sdndkya-ku8umd,  f.  a 
kind  of  plant  (=tri-sandhi). 

'WN^f«1«l  sdnnahanika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  san- 
nahana),  bearing  or  putting  on  armour ;  calling  to 
arms,  sounding  (as  an  alarm) ;  (as),  m.  an  armour- 
bearer,  shield-bearer. 

fll'MIUI  sdnndyya,  am,  n.  (fr.  san-ni,  q.  v., 

cf.  san-ndya),  any  substance  mixed  with  clarified 
butter  Sec.,  and  offered  as  a  burnt  offering  or  obla- 

tion ;  a  particular  offering  of  the  Agni-hotris  (said 
to  consist  of  milk  drawn  on  the  evening  of  the  new 
moon,  then  mixed  on  the  next  day  with  other  milk 
and  offered  with  clarified  butter).  ~- Sdnndyya-prd- 

ya&itta,  am,  n.  a  particular  penance. 

tHfflUl  sdnnidhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  san-nidha), 
nearness,  vicinity,  proximity ;  presence,  attendance. 
—  Sdnnidhya-tas,  ind.  from  the  proximity. 

f  I  f*(  M  I  in  =n  sdnnipdtika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  san- 
nipdta),  miscellaneous,  promiscuous,  complicated ; 
having  a  combined  or  complicated  state  of  derange- 

ment of  the  three  humors  (applied  to  dangerous 
illness). 

*l It'll fa°h  sdnnydsika,  as,  m.  (fr.  san- 

nydsa),  a  Brahman  of  the  fourth  or  mendicant order,  a  beggar. 

sdnya-putra,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

sdnvaya  (sa-an°),  as,  d,  am,  along 
with  family  or  descendants ;  with  all  the  race  or  family ; 
in  regular  order  or  succession  ;  related  to,  of  kin  to. 

^rnrnT  sapayama  (sa-ap°),  as,  d,  am, 
attended  with  departures. 

41IM(rf  sapatna,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sa-patnl), 
born  from  a  rival  wife,  belonging  to  fellow-wives ; 
(as),  m.  pi.  the  children  of  different  wives  of  the same  husband. 

Sdpatnya,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  rival  wife ;  an 
enemy,  adversary,  rival ;  (am),  n.  the  state  or  con- 

dition of  a  rival  wife  or  fellow-wife  ;  enmity,  rivalry, 

ambition,  (in  these  senses  to  be  connected  with  sa- 

patna.) «IMrH  sdpatya  (sa-ap°),  as,  d,  am,  pos- 

sessing offspring,  having  progeny ;  attended  by  one's children. 

*ll^5t*^  sapades'am  (sa-ap°),  ind.  under a  pretext  or  pretence ;  intentionally. 

WIH1I1  scipamdna  (sa-ap°),  as,  d,  am, 
with  contempt,  contemptuous ;  (am),  ind.  contemp- tuously. 

^TPJUV  sdparddha  (sa-ap°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  faults,  faulty,  offending,  criminal,  guilty. 

^trtfmiSJ  sdpindya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sa-pinda), 
connection  by  presenting  obsequial  offerings  to  the 
same  Manes,  consanguinity,  kindred,  kin.  —  Sd- 
pindya-dipikd  and  sdpindya-mimdnsd,  f.,  N.  of 
two  works. 



sapeksha. 

1  sapeksha  (sa-ap°),  as,  a,  am,  having 
regard  or  respect  to,  dependent  on.  —  Sdpeltsha-tva, 
am,  n.  dependence  on ;  need,  necessity. 

fl"TJnj<^  saptapada,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sapta- 
pada), belonging  to  seven  steps,  produced  by  or 

depending  on  seven  steps ;  (ant),  n.  =  sdptapadina 
below. 
Sdptapadina,  am,  n.  the  state  of  seven  steps, 

circumambulation  of  the  nuptial  fire  by  the  bride 
and  bridegroom  in  seven  steps,  or  advance  of  the 
bride  to  meet  the  bridegroom  in  seven  steps ;  friend- 

ship easily  contracted  (i.  e.  formed  with  any  one 
with  whom  seven  paces  are  walked,  or,  according  to 
others,  contracted  after  the  utterance  of  only  seven 
words),  intimacy. 

*tlNHi«>H  sdptapaurusha,  as,  t,  am  (fr. 
sapta-purueha),  extending  to  or  comprising  seven 
generations. 

«infti4  sdptamika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  saptami), 
belonging  or  relating  to  the  seventh  case. 

^TTftr^t  sdptika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  saptan),  re- 
lating to  seven. 

sdpya,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

sapsaro-gana  (sa-ap°),  as,  a, 
am,  attended  by  a  number  of  Apsarases. 

HIHICH  sdphalya, am,n.  (fr. sa-phala), pro- 
ductiveness, fruitfulness ;  profit,  advantage ;  success. 

sabdi,  f.  a  sort  of  grape. 

sdbhikdma  (sa-abh°),  as,  d,  am, 
possessing  love  or  affection,  loving,  affectionate. 

HTftnjTT  sdbhiprdya  (sa-abh°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  an  aim  or  purpose,  persevering,  resolute. 

^nf^iln  sdbhimdna  (sa-abh°),  as,  d,  am, 
full  of  pride,  haughty,  proud. 

HTfWrtH  sdbhildsha  (sa-abh°),  as,  d,  am, 
full  of  desire,  eager ;  (am),  ind.  wishfully,  eagerly, 
passionately. 

<H"WJ5  sdbhyasiiya  (sa-abh0),  as,  d,  am, f  jll  of  envy,  envious,  malicious. 

HTVT  sdbhra  (sa-abh°),  as,  a,  am,  having 
clouds,  covered  with  clouds,  overcast,  cloudy. 

?TWTrft  subhramatl,  f.,  N.  of  a  place. 

iiijj|  sum  (perhaps  rather  a  Nominal 
v  verb  fr.  saman,  col.  2 ;   cf.  rts.  iam, 

dantVjVfith  which  sdm  is  doubtless  connected),  cl.  10. 
P.  sdmayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  asasdmat  and  aslsha- 
mat,  to  conciliate,  appease,  pacify,  tranquillize. 

IfW^i  i.sdmaka,  am,  n.  (fr.  I.  sama),  the 
principal  of  a  debt. 

?TT*f«lf  2.  sdmaka,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt. 
I.  go,  perhaps  for  Jamaica,  fr.  rt.  so),  a  whetstone 
(especially  one  for  sharpening  spindles  &c.). 

?TW*T  siima-aa,  sdma-ja,  &c.  See  under 
sdman,  col.  2. 

Hl*lt|l  sdmayri,  f.  (fr.  sam-agrd),  a  collec- 
tion or  assemblage  of  implements  or  materials,  ap- 

paratus, baggage,  goods  and  chattels,  furniture,  effects. 
—  Sdmar/rt-vdda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  treatise  by  Hari- 
rarm ;  of  a  short  treatise  on  the  Nyaya  philosophy 
by  Raghu-deva-bhattacarya.  —  Sdmayrl-vittdra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  two  short  treatises  on  the  Nyaya  phi- 
losophy. 
Sdmagrya,  am,  n.  entirencss,  wholeness,  totality, 

the  whole,  completeness,  perfection  ;  train,  retinue ; 
collection  or  assemblage  of  implements,  instruments, 
utensils,  apparatus ;  stock,  effects. 

tli*i5»«*t  sdmanjasya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sam- 
atijam),  fitness,  propriety,  consistency,  accordance, 
correctness,  accuracy. 

samara,  a,  n.  (probably  to  be  con- 
nected with  rt.  4am,  see  s"aman,  cf.  rt.  sam,  col.  i ; 

in  Unadi-s.  IV.  152.  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  so,  as  'destroy- 
ing sin,'  and  in  this  agreeing  with  Sayana's  derivation 

of  dhandas,  fr.  rt.  I.  (had,  as  'covering  sin;'  by 
some  connected  with  2.  sam  and  I.  sama,  and  sup- 

posed to  mean  originally  '  composition,'  '  stringing 
together  in  metrical  song ;'  by  Yaska,  Nirukta  VII. 
12,  apparently  connected  with  sammita),  calming, 
tranquillizing,  soothing ;  reconciling,  conciliating,  ap- 

peasing ;  conciliation,  speaking  kindly,  kindness ; 
gentleness,  mildness ;  negotiation  (one  of  the  four 
Upayas  or  means  of  success  against  an  enemy,  the 
other  three  being  ddna,  Wieda,  and  danda,  q.q.v.v.) ; 
peaceable  or  conciliatory  behaviour ;  a  particular  kind 
of  sacred  text  or  verse  (intended  to  be  chanted, 
and  forming  with  rtV,  yajus,  dhandas,  one  of  the 
four  different  kinds  of  Vedic  composition  mentioned 
first  in  the  Purusha-sukta,  Rig-veda  X.  90,  9 ;  see 
mantra,  reda) ;  a  metrical  hymn  or  song  of  praise, 
(Say.  =  stotra) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  three  principal 
Vedas,  (see  sdma-veda  below) ;  (mnd),  ind.  in  a 
conciliatory  manner,  willingly,  voluntarily ;  (mnl),  !., 
see  p.  1108,  col.  l.  —  Sdma-ga,  as,  m.  a  Brahman 
who  chants  or  recites  the  Sama-veda ;  (I),  f.  the  wife 
of  a  Sama-veda  Brahman  ;  [cf.  Vopa-deva  XXVI.  46.] 
— Sdma-garbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu.  —  Sdma- 
ga-vrishotsarga-tattva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of 
the  Smriti-tattva.  —  Sdma-ga,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  a 
chanter  of  Saman  verses.  —  Sdma-gdyaka,  as,  m. 
a  chanter  of  the  Sama-veda.  —  Sdma-gdyana,  as, 
m.  a  chanter  of  the  S3ma-veda ;  an  epithet  of 
Vishnu.  —  Sdma-ja  or  sdma-jdta,  as,  a,  am,  arising 
from  conciliation,  produced  by  gentleness  of  conduct 
or  kindness ;  produced  by  the  Sama-veda ;  (as),  m. 
an  elephant.  —  Sdma-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work. 
— Sdma-dhvani,  is,  m.  the  sound  of  the  chanting 
of  the  Sama-veda,  (see  Manu  IV.  123.)  —  Sdma- 

paris'ishta,  am,  n.  a  Parisishta  belonging  to  the 
Sama-veda.  —  Sdma-brdhmana,  am,  n.  a  Brah- 
mana  of  the  Sama-veda.  —  Sdma-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved. 
one  who  brings  or  offers  Saman  verses,  (SSy.  =  udgd- 
tri,  Rig-veda  VII.  33,  n.)  —  Sdma-yoni,  is,  is,  i, 
born  from  the  Sama-veda ;  (is),  m.  Brahma  (as  source 
of  the  Veda);  an  elephant  [cf.  sdma-}a\.  —  Sama- 
rathantara,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Saman,  (said  to  have 
been  created  from  Brahma's  first  mouth.)  —  Sdma- 
rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Dama-carita 
and  DhOrta-nartaka.—  Sdma-vat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Sarasvata  (afterwards  changed  into  a  female). 
—  Sdma-rdda,  as,   m.  a  kind   word,  conciliatory 
speech.  —  Sdma-vidhdna-brdltmana,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  Brahmana  belonging  to  the  Sama-veda.  —  Sdma- 
vidhi,  is,  m.  =  sdma-mdhana-brdhmana. — Sdma- 
vipra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  skilled  in  Samans  or  hymns. 
—  Sama-veda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  three  prin- 

cipal Vedas  (see  veda},  or  of  the  collective  body  of 
sacred  Mantras  which  constitute  this  Veda,  (although 
the  word  sdman  is  thought  to  be  connected  with  rt. 

s"am,  and  soma  is  fr.  another  rt.  [3. sit],  yet  there is  a  dear  connection  between  this  Veda  and  the 
Soma  ritual  or  moon-plant  ceremonies ;  the  princi- 

pal part  of  its  Mantras  being  specially  arranged  for 
chanting  by  the  Udgatri  priests  at  such  ceremonies, 
[e.  g.   the   Jyotishtonia   and    its    various    stages  of 
Agnishtoma,  Ukthya,  &c.];  nevertheless  it  is  really 
a  mere  reproduction  of  parts  of  the  Rig-veda  trans- 

posed and  scattered  about  piecemeal,  only  78  verses 
in  the  whole  Sama-veda  being,  it  is  said,  untraceable 
to  the  present  recension  of  the  Rik  :  the  Samhita  of 
the  Sama-veda  consists  of  two  parts ;  the  first,  called 

Arcika  [or  Purvarftka  or  C'hando-grantha],  contains 
585  verses  disjoined  from  their  proper  sequence  in 
the  Rig-veda  and  arranged  in  59  DaSatis  or  decades, 
which  again  are  subdivided  into  Prapathakas  and 
Ardha-prapathakas ;  the  second,  called  Staubhika  [or 
Uttararcika  orUttarS-grantha],  contains  1225  verses, 
also  chiefly  from  the  Rik-sarnhit5,  but  less  disjointed 
than  in  the  first  part,  and  arranged  in  nine  Prapathakas 
with  Ardha-prapathakas,  mostly,  however,  grouped 
in  triplets,  the  first  verse  of  which  is  also  in  the 
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Arcika,  and  thus  appears  twice  in  the  Samhita ;  this 
verse  is  called  the  Yoni  or  womb,  being,  as  it  were, 
a  kind  of  parent  of  the  two  following  verses,  called 
Uttara,  which  are  required  to  adapt  themselves  to 
all  the  modulations  and  modifications  observed  in 
the  intoning  of  this  leading  verse ;  directions  for 
these  modulations  being  carefully  laid  down  in  the 
Ganas  or  manuals  for  chanting,  two  of  which,  viz. 
the  Veya-gSna  and  Aranya-gSna,  are  a  directory  for 
the  Arlika  portion,  and  two,  viz.  the  t)ha-gana  and 
tjhya-gana,  for  the  Staubhika,  the  supposed  efficacy 
of  the  hymns  depending  greatly  on  the  right  appli- 

cation of  these  directions  for  their  utterance  :  it  has 
been  calculated  that  out  of  the  aggregate  of  1549 
distinct  verses  remaining  in  the  two  divisions  of  the 
Sama-veda  Samhita  after  subtracting  the  repeated 
verses,  190  are  from  the  1st  Mandala  of  the  Rik, 
9  from  the  2nd,  40  from  the  3rd,  23  from  the  4th, 
53  from  the  5th,  77  from  the  6th,  75  from  the  7th, 
355  from  the  8th,  9  from  the  Vslakhiryas,  545 
from  the  gth,  95  from  the  loth;  there  being  also 
12  verses  from  the  Atharva-veda,  and  4  from  the 
Vajasaneyi-samhitS  or  white  Yajur-veda ;  it  will  be 
observed  that  more  verses  are  taken  from  the  ninth 
than  from  any  other  Mandala  of  the  Rik,  the  whole 
of  the  114  hymns  of  this  ninth  Mandala  being 
especially  devoted  to  the  praise  of  the  Soma  plant, 

and  thence  called  PivamSnyah  or  '  purificational,' 
this  plant  being  there  not  only  personified  as  a 
deity  but  described  as  primeval,  immortal,  all-pervad- 

ing, all-powerful,  lord  of  gods,  and  indeed  the  Su- 
preme Being  himself;  it  is  remarkable  that  although 

in  Manu  I.  23.  the  Sama-veda  is  described  as  drawn 
forth  from  the  sun,  yet  in  IV.  123,  124.  its  sound 
is  said  to  possess  a  kind  of  impurity,  which,  however, 
Kulluka  explains  to  be  merely  a  semblance  of  im- 

purity, the  reason  given  for  this  defect  being  that 
whereas  the  Rig-veda  has  the  gods  for  its  objects 
and  the  Yajur-  has  men,  the  Sama-  has  special  refer- 

ence to  the  Pitris  or  deceased  ancestors  [this  relation- 
ship implying,  perhaps,  a  connection  between  the 

Soma  plant  and  the  moon,  as  this  plant  was  collected 
by  moonlight,  and  in  the  later  mythology  was 
sometimes  identified  with  the  moon,  the  supposed 
residence  of  the  Pitris]  ;  this  Veda  is  said  to  possess 
eight  BrShmanas,  viz.  the  Praudha  or  large  Brah- 

mana [  =  Panca-vins'a],  the  Shadvinla,  the  SSma- 
vidhi  or  Sama-vidhana,  the  Arsheya,  the  Devata- 
dhyava,  the  Vansa,  the  Samhitopanishad,  and  the 
Upanishad  [sic],  which  last  is  probably  the  same  as 
the  Chandogyopanishad  of  the  Sama-veda  regarded 
as  a  BrShmana,  see  dkandoga-brdhmana,  brdh- 
mana.)  —  Sdmaveda-ddhald,  (.,  N.  of  a  short  work 
(giving  certain  musical  directions  in  the  form  of 
modulations  and  intonations  of  letters  or  syllables  for 
the  chanting  of  the  S5ma-veda ;  the  work  contains 

seven  chapters,  viz.  veya-Mhala,  drand-tl0,  u/ia-d°, 
uhya-f°,  gana-i",  ttltarotara-pada-<!°,  and  sto- 
bha-d°).  —  Sdmaveda-samhitd,  f.  the  Samhita  of 
the  Sama-veda.  —  Sdmaveddrtha-prakds'a  fda- 
ar°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Ssyana's  commentary  on  the 
Tandya-Brahmana.  —  Sdma-vedin,  I,  m.  a  Brahman 
who  studies  the  Sama-veda.  —  Sdma-vediya,  as,  m. 
one  having  to  do  with  the  Sama-veda,  a  Chandoga 
priest.  —  Sama-s'ravas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  pupil  of 
Yajiiavalkya.  —  Sdma-ilrdddha-tattva,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  part  of  the  Smriti-tattva.  —  Sdma-samltitd,  f. 
the  collection  of  texts  constituting  the  S5ma-veda. 
—  Sdma-sankhyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  PariSishta  connected 
with  the  Sama-veda.  —  Sdma-saitf/iiyaka,  as,  m.  a 
chanter  of  the  Sama-veda.  —  Sdma-siddhi,  is,  f.  the 
art  of  accomplishing  something  in  a  peaceable  way. 
—  Sdma-sutra,  am,  n.  a  Sutra  work  belonging  to 
the  S5ma-veda,  (ten   such  works  are  enumerated.) 

—  Sdmdnya  (°nio-a»°),  am,  n.  an  An-ga  of  the  Sama- 
veda.—  Sdmodbhava  (°ma-iuP),  as,  m.  an  elephant ; 
[cf.  samara.]  —  Sdmonmukha  (°ma-un°),  a*,  i, 
am,  eager  for  conciliation,  wishing  to  conciliate. 

Sdmopaddra  or  sdmopdya  (°ma-u|>0),  as,  m.  a 
mild  remedy,  moderate  measure,  gentle  means. 
Sama,  at,  a,  am,  in  prati-sdma,  q.  v. 
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Bamako,  at,  tta,  am,  belonging  to  the  Slma- 
veda. 

l.  idmana,  as,  i,  am,  conciliatory,  peaceable,  con- 
tented, (in  IjLig-veda  X.  85,  II.  sdmanau  =  sdmd- 

nau)  ;  (i),  f-  "  r°Pe  for  W^g  cattle  (according  to 
Sabda-k.  ;  cf.  samni). 

Sdmanya,  as,  m.  a  BtShman  conversant  with  the 
Sima-veda  ;  one  skilful  in  chanting  the  verses  of  that 

Veda,  (Szy.  =  sdma-gana-kus'ala,  Rig-veda  IX.  96, «.) 

Samni,  f.  a  sort  of  metre  (one  of  the  classes  occur- 

ring in  the  Sama-veda)  ;  a  rope  for  tying  cattle. 

«1«11  2.  sdmana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.=samdna, 
level,  even. 

H1HM  siimanta,  as,  i,  am  (fir.  sam-anta), 

bordering,  bounding,  limiting,  neighbouring;  uni- 
versal ;  (as),  m.  a  neighbour  ;  a  neighbouring  king  ; 

*  feudatory  or  tributary  prince,  the  chief  of  a  dis- 
trict (paving  tribute  to  a  lord  paramount)  ;  a  leader, 

general,  captain,  champion  ;  (am),  n.  a  neighbour- 
hood. —  Samanta-fakra,  am,  n.  a  circle  of  neigh- 

bouring princes.  —Sdmanta-pratyaya,  as,  m.  the 
evidence  or  testimony  of  near  neighbours.—  Sdmanta- 
vatin,  i,  ini,  »,  dwelling  on  the  borders,  bordering, 
neighbouring,  a  neighbour. 

tHWH  sdmaya  (sa-dm°),  as,  a,  am,  suffer- 
ing from  sickness,  sick,  diseased. 

siimaydfdrika,  as,  I,  am  (fr. 
samayuddra),  relating  to  conventional  practice  or 

usage.  —  Sdmaydtdrika-siitra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  certain 
Sutras,  sometimes  called  Dharma-sutras,  which  treat 
of  customs  and  rites  sanctioned  by  the  common 
agreement  and  practice  of  virtuous  men,  and  which 

afterwards,  with  the  Grihya-sutras,  grew  into  the 
Dharma-sastras  or  law-books,  (see  sutra.) 

till  IMC*  sdmayika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sam-aya), 
conventional,  customary,  conformable  to  agreement, 
agreed  upon,  stipulated,  precise,  exact  ;  periodical  ; 
seasonable,  punctual,  observing  time  or  season  ;  tem- 

porary. —  Sdmriyikabhdva  Cka-abh°),  as,  m. 
temporary  non-existence  (as  that  of  a  water-pot  which 
has  been  removed  from  its  place  to  be  again  restored 
to  it). 

fTTTt  samara  (sa-am°),  as,  a,  am,  being 
with  the  immortals,  accompanied  by  the  gods. 

Samarddhipa  (sa-am°),  as,  a,  am,  together  with 
the  lord  of  the  gods. 

tUiKon  sdmarika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sam-ara), 
belonging  to  war  or  battle,  martial,  warlike. 

sdmarthya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sam-artha), 
sameness  of  aim  or  object,  sameness  or  oneness  of 
meaning  or  signification  ;  adequacy,  fitness,  the  being 
adequate,  capacity,  the  being  entitled  ;  force,  power, 
ability,  energy,  fortitude,  strength  ;  wealth  ;  interest, 
advantage  ;  sense  or  force  of  words,  signification, 
mutual  relation  of  words;  (at),  ind.  through  the 
power  of,  on  the  strength  of,  by  reason  of,  on  ac- 

count o!.—Sdmartl(ya-bandhana,  as,  a,  am,  hav- 
ing power  as  the  bond  of  union,  cemented  by  or 

contingent  on  power  or  fitness.  —Samarlhya-hlnn, 
as,  a,  am,  destitute  of  strength,  strengthless,  weak, 
feeble. 

l  samarsha  (sa-am°),  as,  a,  am,  full  of 
impatience  or  anger,  enraged,  wrathful  ;  (am),  ind. 
angrily.  -.sVimn/  -7io-<d,  f.  angry  impatience,  wrath. 
-  '"t-ltdsam,  ind.  with  an  ironical  smile. 

fcliq^i  sdma-vasa,  as,  m.  (in  Vedic  gram- 
mar) a  kind  of  irregular  lengthening  of  certain  short 

vowels  before  consonants  (when  required  bv  the metre). 

sdmardyika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sam- 
araya),  belonging  to  an  assembly  or  association, 
collective  ;  relating  to  close  or  intimate  connection  ; 

(a«),  m.  a  minister  or  counsellor;   the  chief  of  a 

company  or  corporation. 
sdmdjika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.samdja), 

relating  or  belonging  to  an  assembly  or  multitude ; 
(as),  m.  an  assistant  or  spectator  at  an  assembly  or 
meeting,  member  of  an  assembly. 

samdtya  (sa-am°),  as,  a,  am,  ac- 
companied by  ministers  or  counsellors.  —  Sdmdtya- 

pramukha,  as,  a,  am,  with  the  chief  ministers. 

«T*U«1lfvciK<W  sdmdnddhikaranya,  am, 

n.  (fr.  samanddhikarana),  the  being  in  samdna- 
dhikarana,  q.v. ;  the  being  in  the  same  predica- 

ment ;  common  office  or  function  or  government, 

common  agreement  or  relationship  (see  adhi-ka* 
rana),  the  condition  of  relating  to  the  same  object 
or  residing  in  the  same  subject,  the  being  a  receptacle 
or  substratum  of  common  properties. 

sdmdnya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  2.  samana), 

common,  general,  universal,  generic,  equal;  entire, 

whole;  vulgar,  ordinary,  common-place,  insignifi- 
cant, low ;  (am),  n.  community,  generality,  uni- 

versality ;  totality,  entireness ;  common  or  generic 
property,  specific  property ;  kind,  sort ;  public  affairs 
or  business ;  equanimity  ;  identity  ;  (in  rhetoric)  the 

connection  of  different  objects  by  common  proper- 
ties ;  (a),  f.  a  common  female,  courtezan,  harlot. 

—  Sdmdnya-jndna,  am,  n.  the  perception  of  com- 
mon or  generic  property.  —  Sdmanya-tara,  as,  a, 

am,  more  common ;  very  common-place  or  insigni- 
ficant. —  Sdmdnya-tas,  ind.  generally,  commonly, 

ordinarily,  usually.  —  Sdmdnyato-drishta,  am,  n. 
(in  logic)  a  particular  kind  of  inference,  that  of  which 
the  ground  is  neither  the  relation  of  cause  to  effect 

nor  of  effect  to  cause,  (according  to  the  SSn-khya  and 
Nyaya  systems  it  furnishes  evidence  of  things  trans- 

cending the  senses  [alindriya-vishaya],  such  as 
the  paths  of  the  heavenly  bodies  [siiryddi-gati],  the 
existence  of  air,  ether,  soul,  space,  time,  and  the 

internal  organ.)  —  Sdmdnya-paksha-,  as,  m.  the 
general  side,  the  middle  part,  mean  (between  two 

extremes).  —  Sdmdnya-paddrtha  (°da-ar°),  as,  m. 
the  category  Generality.  —  Sdmdnya-pratipaltl- 
puroam,  ind.  after  an  equal  elevation,  after  elevating 
to  a  common  rank.  —  Sdmdnya-lakshana,  am,  n. 
a  generic  definition  or  sign,  a  definition  comprising 
many  individuals,  a  specific  characteristic;  (a),  f. 

one  of  the  three  A-laukika  or  transcendental  percep- 
tions or  Sannikarshas  (in  the  Nyaya  phil.,  described  as 

dtraya-jnapaka-sdrndnya-jtidna;  see  san-nikar- 
tha).  —  Sdmdnya-vanitd,  f.  a  common  woman, 

prostitute.  —  Sdmdnya-s'dsana,  am,  n.  a  general 
edict  or  enactment.  —  Sdmdnya-tdslra,  am,  n.  a 
general  rule  (in  grammar =ut-sarga). 

HWfirT^T  sdmasika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  I.  sam- 

ara), belonging  or  relating  to  a  Samasa  or  com- 
pound word,  &c.,  (see  I.  sam-dsa)  ;  compounded, 

composite ;  comprehensive,  collective,  comprising  the 
whole  ;  condensed,  concise,  succinct,  brief. 

OTftl  sami,  ind.  (said  to  be  a  form  of  the 

old  inst.  sdmyd  of  sdmya  ;  cf.  adi  for  ddija),  half 
(often  used  in  comp.  like  the  English  semi-;  cf. 
a-sdmi);  blamably;  [cf.  Gr.  jjfu-,  ijiu-av-s ;  Lat. 
semi-,  zemi-8 ;  Old  Germ,  garni-  in  sdmi-qmk, 
'  half-alive ;'  Angl.  Sax.  si'im-  in  sam-loren,  '  half- 

born,  abortive,'  lum-worht ;  Eng.  semi-.]  —  Sdmi- 
krita,  as,  a,  am,  made  half,  halved,  divided.  —  6u- 
mi-pita,  as,  d,  am,  half-drunk.— Sdmi-bhukta,  as, 
a,  am,  half-eaten,  semi-devoured. 

ffl  (*!««•*<  samidhenya,  as,  m.  (fr.  sam-indh 

or  sam-idh),  a  particular  Mantra  or  mystical  prayer. 
Silmidheni,  f.  a  particular  prayer  or  verse  recited 

whilst  the  sacrificial  fire  is  being  kindled  or  on  add- 
ing fuel  to  it  ( •=  dltdyya) ;  fuel. 

sdmliit,  f.  praise,  panegyric. 

sdmipya,  am,  n.  (fr.  samlpa),  near- 
ness, vicinity,  proximity,  contiguity,  nearness  to  the 

deity  (as  one  of  the  four  or  five  states  or  grades  of 
beatitude)  ;  (as),  m.  a  neighbour. 

I  r<4  «n  sdmuddyika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  sam- 

uddya),  belonging  to  a  multitude  or  assemblage, 
collective. 

iq<J  i.sdmudra,  am,  n.  (fr.  l.sa-mudra), 
an  impression  or  mark  on  the  body,  spot. 

I.  sdmudraka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  describing 
the  various  marks  on  the  bodies  of  men  and  women, 

(so  called,  according  to  one  account,  because  com- 
posed by  Samudra  ;  see  2.  edmitdra  below.)—  Samu- 

dralta-vidya,  f.  the  art  of  interpreting  the  marks 
of  the  body,  palmistry. 

1.  sdmudrika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  marks  on  the 

body,    (sdmudrikd.   gundh,    qualities    denoted    by 
marks  on  the  body);  connected  with  good  or  bad 
fortune  supposed  to  be  indicated  by  marks  or  spots 
on  the  body  ;  (as),  m.  an  interpreter  or  describer  of 
marks  or  spots  on  the  body  ;  a  fortune-teller  ;  (am), 
n.   palmistry,  N.  of  a  work  on  this  subject;    [cf. 

I.  sdmudraka  above.]  —  Sdmudrilcdddrya  ("ka- 
0.6°),  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Hl«J5  2.  sdmudra,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  2.  sam- 
udra),  oceanic,  marine,  sea-born  ;  declared  or  re- 

lated by  Samudra  ;  (as),  m.  a  mariner,  voyager, 

sailor  ;  (t),  f.,  N.  of  the  daughter  of  Samudra  and 
wife  of  Pradlna-barhis  ;  (am),  n.  sea-salt  ;  a  cuttle- 

fish bone. 

2.  samudraka,  am,  n.  sea-salt. 
Sdmudri,  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 
2.  ftlmudrika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  the  sea  or 

ocean,  oceanic. 

*U«l"\<;  sdmoda,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  so-am0),  joy- 
ful, pleased  ;  possessing  fragrance,  fragrant,  odori- 

ferous. 

sdmodbhava,  Sec.    See  under  sa- 
man,  p.  1107. 

sdmni.     See  col.  i. 

sdmparaya,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sam- 
pariiya),  relating  to  war  or  battle,  warlike  ;  relating 
to  the  other  world  or  a  future  state,  belonging  to  the 

future;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  contention,  conflict;  the 
future,  future  life  ;  means  of  attaining  a  future  world  ; 
inquiry  into  the  future  ;  investigation  (  in  general)  ; 
uncertainty. 

Sdmpardyika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  war,  military, 
strategic  ;  warlike  ;  calamitous  ;  relating  to  the  other 
world  or  a  future  state,  belonging  to  future  time, 

future  ;  (as),  m.  a  war-chariot  ;  (am),  n.  war,  battle. 
—Sdmparayika-kalpa,  as,  m.  military  form,  strategic 

array. 

HTT511'  sdmpasya,  as,  &c.  (fr.  rt.  i.  pa£ 
with  sam),  Ved.  causing  mutual  looks  (of  love), 

forcing  mutual  glances  (of  affection  ;  said  of  a  herb 
used  in  charms  or  philters). 

tlimn1^  sdmpratam,  ind.  (fr.  sam-prati), 

now,  at  this  time  ;  seasonably,  fitly,  properly  ;  [cf.  a-s°.] 
Sdmpratika,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  the  present 

time,  present  (not  future),  suitable  to  the  present 
occasion,  suitable. 

HTOnrrf*T<If  sampraddyika,  as,  I,  am  (fr. 

sam-praddya'),  traditional,  belonging  to  traditional 
doctrine,  handed  down  by  tradition. 

sdmprayogika,  as,  t,  am  (fr. 

sam-prayoga),  relating  to  sexual  union. 

II  jj_i   samb  (=:  rt.  sami),  cl.  10.  P.  sam- 
\  bayati,  -yitum,  to  accumulate,  collect. 

samba  (sa-am°),  as,  m.  attended  by 

Amba  (said  of  Siva).  —  Sdmba-iliva,  as,  m.  S'iva 

along  with  Amba. 
«igfW|ch  sambandhika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sam- 

landha"),  belonging  to  or  proceeding  from  relation- 
ship  ;  (am),  n.  (probably)  alliance. 
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i.  sambara,  am,  n.  (fr.  sambara, 
q.v.),  a  kind  of  salt  (=jrada-Za»ana). 

ttltf*.  2.  sambara  (sa-am°),  a*,  a,  a»z,  hav- 
ing clothes,  clothed. 

ffltfO  sdmbarl,  f.  (also  written  sambarl, 
q.  v.),  a  female  juggler,  sorceress. 

tiigiifl  sambavati,  f.,  N.  of  a  woman. 

Sambefvara  ("ia-is""),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular 
idol  or  of  a  temple  built  by  Sambavati. 

OTW^t  sambhavi,  f.  (fr.  sarn-bhava),  pos- 
sibility, probability ;  the  red  Lodhra  tree. 

ffTW^  sdmbhas  (sa-am0),  as,  as,  as,  hav- 
ing water,  containing  water,  watery. 

?TT**T^  sdmmada,  as,  m.  (fr.  sam-mada),  a 
patronymic  of  the  Vedic  Rishi  Matsya  (the  author 
of  a  hymn  in  the  Rig-veda,  according  to  some). 

tll*Hig<  sdmmatura,  as,  m.  (fr.  sam- 
mdtri),  a  patronymic. 

«I*g<fMS«mmMMya,a»!,n.(fr.  sam-mukha), 
the  state  of  being  present  face  to  face  or  in  front, 
presence,  favour,  countenance. 

tn«4  sdmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  I.  sama),  even- 
ness, equality,  parity,  sameness,  equipoise;  likeness, 

similarity ;  harmony ;  equability  ;  impartiality,  indif- 
ference. —  Sdmya-td,  f.  or  siimya-tva,  am,  n. 

equality,  sameness.  —  Sdmya-bodhaka,  as,  ikd,  am, 
expressive  of  similarity.  —  Sdmydvasthd  (°ya-av°), 
f.  equal  state,  equipoise. 

?Ti«3lj«4  samrdjya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sam-raj), 
complete  or  universal  sovereignty,  empire,  dominion ; 
(as),  m.  the  descendant  of  a  king  or  Kshatriya. 
—Sdmrdjya-krit,  t,  t,  t,  one  who  exercises  im- 

perial sway,  obtaining  complete  sovereignty.  —  S5- 
mrdjya-dikshita,  as,  a,  am,  consecrated  to  universal 
empire. 

ff  it  I  r«u  °n<;*i  sdmrani-kardama,  am,  n.  (ac- 
cording to  Sabda-k.)  a  kind  of  perfume  or  mixture 

of  fragrant  substances  ( =javddi-ndmaka-gandha- 
draeya). 
Sdmrdni-ja,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  tree  (=maha- 

pdrevata). 

fffj  siiya,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  so,  cf.  ava-so, 
I.  ava-saya,  divasavasdna),  end,  close,  termina- 

tion ;  the  close  of  day,  evening ;  an  arrow ;  (am), 
ind.  the  evening ;  Evening  personified  as  a  son  of 
Pushparna  and  Prabha  [cf.  prdtar,  madhyan- 
dina] ;  in  the  evening ;  (e),  ind.  in  the  evening, 
at  the  close  of  day ;  [cf.  according  to  some,  Lat. 
serux,  but  recent  authorities  refer  serus  to  rt.  sri.] 
—  Sayam-sandhya,  f.  the  evening  twilight;  the 
goddess  to  be  worshipped  at  the  evening  twilight 
or  the  time  at  which  she  is  worshipped.  ̂ Sayam- 
sandhya-devatd,  f.  '  the  deity  of  the  evening  twi- 

light," epithet  of  Sarasvat!.  —  Sayan-kola,  as,  m. 
evening,  eventide.  —  Sdyankdlina,  as,  a,  am,  be- 

longing to  evening,  vespertine.  —  Sdyan-griha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  Muni.—  Sayan-dhnti,  is,  f.  the  even- 

ing Homa  or  oblation.  —  Sdyan-nivdsa,  as,  m. 
evening  abode,  evening  resting-place.  —  SSya-man- 
dana,  am,  n.  *  evening-ornament,*  sunset.  —  Sdyam- 
adhivdsa,  as,  m. '  evening-decoration,'  N.  of  the 
ceremony  of  decorating  an  image  of  Durga  on  the 

fifth  day  of  the  month  Asvina.  —  Sdydkna  (°ya- 
ah°)t  a«,  m.  the  evening,  eventide. 
Sdyaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  Ved.  destroying ;  (as),  m. 

an  arrow  [cf.  2.  sdyak(i\ ;  a  sword,  any  weapon,  a 
thunderbolt,  (enumerated  among  the  vajra^iamdni 
in  Naigh.  II.  20)  ;  (ikd),  f.  the  being  or  standing 
in  regular  order,  =  krama-sMti ;  (am),  n.,  Ved. 
an  zmw.  —  Sdyaka-punltftd,  f.  the  feathered  end 
of  an  znovf.  —  Sdyaha-pranutta,  as,  d,  am,  driven 
away  by  arrows,  put  to  flight  by  arrows.  -  SdyaUa- 
maya,  an,  i,  am,  consisting  of  arrows. 
Sdyakdyana,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

Sdyantana,  as,  t,  am  [cf.  ilimntana],  belonging 
to  evening,  vespertine. 
Sdyamprdtika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sayam-prdtar 

cf.  paunahpuniJca),   belonging   to    evening    and morning. 

sayana  or  sayandddrya  (°na-dd°) 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  learned  BrShman  (thought  to  have 
flourished  about  A.  D.  1370,  and  celebrated  as  a 

well-known  commentator  on  the  Rig-veda,  S'ata- 
patha-BrShmana,  Tandya-Brahmana,  and  other 
works  ;  he  was  associated  in  many  of  his  writings 
with  his  elder  brother  Madhava,  also  called  Vidya- 
ranya,  who  became  prime  minister  to  two  kings, 
Bukka-rSya  and  Harihara,  after  having  aided  them 
to  found  a  new  capital,  called  Vijaya-nagara,  in  the 
native  kingdom  of  Karnata  about  A.  D.  1344). 
Sdyamya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  to  or  composed 

by  Sayana. 

sayana  (sa-ay°),  am,  n.  the  longi- 
tude of  a  planet  reckoned  from  the  vernal  equi- 

noctial point. 

sdyavasa,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

,  sdyin,  i,  m.  (according  to  some 
a  horseman  (  =  as'varoha;  cf.  sddin). 

tfT^iT  sayujya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sa-yuj),  inti- 
mate union,  identification,  absorption  (especially  into 

the  divine  essence  ;  this  is  one  of  the  four  or  five 
grades  or  states  into  which  Mukti  is  distinguished  ; 

cf.  brahma-s°)  ;  similarity,  likeness  ;  [cf.  ro/o-s0.] 

fl"t*JV  sayudha  (sa-dy°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
weapons,  armed.  —  Sdyudha-pragralia,  as,  a,  am, 
holding  weapons  in  the  hand. 

=  rt.  tidr,  q.  v. 

sdra,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sri,  'to  go, 
pervade,"  apparently  involving  in  some  of  its  deriva- 

tives a  meaning  '  to  be  strong,  to  be  whole  or 
entire,'  cf.  sarva),  essence,  substance  ;  the  substantial 
or  essential  part  of  anything  ;  the  best  or  choicest 
part  ;  the  quintessence  ;  the  heart  ;  the  matter  (of  a 
book,  speech,  &c.  ;  also  am,  n.,  according  to  some)  ; 
real  meaning,  main  point,  real  truth,  (also  am,  n.}  ; 
marrow;  pith;  the  sap  of  trees  and  plants,  (also 
am,  n.)  ;  cream,  curds  ;  nectar  ;  the  matter  formed 

boil  or  ulcer,  pus;  strength,  power,  vigour, 
force,  courage,  prowess,  valour,  heroism;  firmness, 
hardness  ;  worth,  excellence,  highest  degree  of  per- 

fection ;  wealth,  goods,  riches  ;  a  compendium,  sum- 
mary, epitome  ;  impure  carbonate  of  soda  ;  sickness, 

disease  [cf.  odrana]  ;  air,  wind  ;  (as,  I),  m.  f.  a 
chess-man,  piece  at  chess  or  backgammon  [cf.  idra, 
t!in\  ;  (5),f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  krishna-trivritd)  ; 
Durva  grass;  Kusa  grass;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  bird  (  = 
sdrlkd)  ;  a  kind  of  plant,  =  saptald  ;  (am),  n. 
sith  ;  sap  ;  water  ;  fresh  butter  ;  wealth  ;  propriety, 
itness;  steel;  a  wood,  thicket,  =  vipina;  (in  rhe- 

toric) a  climax  ;  (as,  d,  am),  essential,  substantial  ; 
vigorous,  strong,  hard  ;  excellent  ;  good,  sound, 
jest  ;  real,  true,  genuine  ;  sound  (as  an  argument), 

thoroughly  proved  ;  [cf.  Lat.  serum.']  —  Sdra-khadi- 
•a,  as,  m.  '  hard  Khadira,'  a  kind  of  Acacia  Catechu 
=  dash-khad{ra).—Sdra-gandha,  ai,  m.  'hav- 

ing the  perfection  of  scent,'  sandal-wood.  —  Sdra- 
qita,  (.,  N.  of  a  short  work  on  Yogz.—Sara-grd- 
kin,  i,  inl,  i,  extracting  the  essence  or  best  part  of 

anything.  —  Sdra-grivtt,  as,  m.  '  strong-necked,'  epi- 
thet of  Siva.  —  Sdra-ja,  am,  n.  '  produced  from 

cream,'  fresh  butter  ;  [cf.  saraya.]  —  Sdra-taru, 
us,  m.  'pith  tree,  sap  tree,"  the  plantain  tree  (  = 
kadala,  q.  v.  ;  so  called  as  containing  no  hard  wood 

the  stem).  —  Sdra-tas,  ind.  essentially,  from 
strength,  by  or  with  vigour,  vigorously,  according 
o  wealth,  with  regard  to  riches.  —Sdra-td,  f.  or 
sdra-tva,  am,  n.  essence,  substance  ;  strength  ; 
lighest  degree.  —  Sdra-dd,  f.  '  force-  giver,'  epithet 
of  Sarasvatl  (goddess  of  speech);  of  Durga.  —  Sara- 
druma,  as,  m.  'hard  tree,'  the  Khadira  tree. 

—  Sdra-padapa,  as,  m.  a  particular  plant  or  tree, 
(probably = dhdmani.)  —  Sara-phalgutva,  am,  n. 
substance  and  emptiness,  importance  and  insignifi- 

cance. —  Sdra-Wtanya,  as,  am,  m.  n.  destruction  or 
loss  of  vigour ;  (as,  a,  am),  deprived  of  substance 
or  strength.—  Sdra-bhattdraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
author.  —  Sara- bhdnda,  am,  n.  a  natural  vessel  (as 
the  bag  or  skin  containing  the  musk  of  the  musk- 
deer)  ;  a  bale  of  goods ;  implements.  —  Sdra-bhuj, 
k,  k,  k,  eating  the  essence  or  best  part  of  anything. 
—  Sdra-manjari,  !.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Srt- 
natba-sarman    on   the   Parisishta-prakasa.  —  Sdra- 

miti,  is,  m.  'truth-measuring,  truth-determining,' 
the  Veda.  —  Sdra-mushikd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( = 
deva-dali).  —  Sara-yoga,  as,  m.  possession  of  the 
essence  or  substance  of  anything.  —  Sdra-lahari,  {., 
N.  of  a  grammatical  work  by  Kavi-candra.  —  Sdra- 
loha,  am,  n.  'the  essence  of  iron,'  steel. —Sara- 
vat,  are,  all,  at,  having  substance,  substantial ;  hav- 

ing pith  or  sap;  fertile.  —  Sdravat-td,  f.  substanti- 
ality, hardness,  force,  strength.— Sdra-vatjita,  as, 

d,  am, '  devoid  of  substance,'  pithless,  sapless.  —  Sara- 
sangraha,  as,  m.  concentration  of  essence ;  N.  of  a 
philosophical  work  by  Varada-raja;   of  a  work  on 
the  proper  seasons  for  performing  ceremonies  or  for 
commencing  other   undertakings.  —  Sdra-samud- 
(aya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Sdra-siddhdnta- 
kaumudi,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Varada-raja-bhatta. 
—  Sdrdparddha-tas  (°rarap°),  ind.  in  accordance 
with  proved  offences  or  crimes.  —  Sdrdi'alt  (°ra- 
dv°),  1.,  N.  of  a  work  [cf.  smriti-s°] ;  of  a  work 
on  astronomy.  —  Sdrdedra  (°ra-as°),  as,  d,  am, 
substantial  and  unsubstantial,  valuable  and  worthless, 
real  and  vain;  (am),  n.  substance  and  emptiness; 
strength  and  weakness;    worth  and  worthlessness. 
—Sdrasdra-td,  f.  the  state  of  being  substantial  and 
unsubstantial  or  of  having  strong  or  weak  points,  &c. 

Sardsdra-vifdra,  as,  m.  the  considering  or 
weighing  of  strong  and  weak  points.  —  Sdri-kri,  cl. 
8.  P.  -karoti,  -kartum,  to  make  hard.  —  Sdrod- 
dhdra  (°ra-vd°),  N.  of  a  work  on  music. 
Sdraka,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  Caus.  of  rt.  sri),  causing 

to  go;  cathartic,  laxative;  (as),  m.  a  particular 
plant  (=jaya-pdla). 

Sdrana,  as,  I,  am,  (fr.  Caus.  of  rt.  sri),  caus- 
ig  to  go  or  flow;  (as),  m.  dysentery,  diarrhoea 

[cf!  ati-sara] ;  the  hog-plum,  Spondias  Mangifera ; 
another  plant  (  =  bhadra-bald);  N.  of  one  of  R5- 
vana's  ministers  (sent  as  ambassador  to  Rama); 
(am),  n.  a  kind  of  perfume. 
Sdrand,  f.  a  particular  process  to  which  mineral 

substances  (especially  quicksilver)  are  subjected,  (two 

others  are  given,  called  ritu-s°  and  prati-s°.)  —  Sd- 
•and-traya,  am,  n.  the  three  Saranl  processes. 
Sdrani,  is,  f.  a  canal,  drain,  channel,  water-pipe ; 

a  small  river;  the  plant  Pxderia  Fetida;  [cf.  sa- 

rani.] 

Sdranika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  sarani),  travelling, 
wayfaring,  journeying ;  (as),  m.  a  traveller,  way- 
"arer.  —  tidranika-rjhna,  as,  m.  'killing  travellers,' 
a  robber,  highwayman,  murderer. 
Sdranika,  f.,  N.  of  a  short  treatise  on  astrology. 
Sdrani,  i.=sdrani  above. 
Sari,  is,  f.  a  chess-man,  &c.  (=soro,  sdrt).—Sdri- 

ihalaka,  as,  m.  a  chess-board,  draught-board;  a 
able  for  playing  chess  or  backgammon ;  [cf.  s"<m- 
»7t°.]  —  Sdr im-ejaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  chieftain. 
Sdrikd,  f.  a  kind  of  bird  ( =  iariku.,  iyama) ; 

N.  of  a  RSkshasI. 
Sdrin,  i,  mi,  i,  going,  resorting  to,  &c.  (gene- 

•ally  at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.  g.  okah-sarin,  going 
lome) ;  having  the  essence  or  substance  of;  (im),  f., 
N.  of  various  plants  (  =  salia-devi ;  =  kdrpdsl ;  = 

dur-dlabhd  ;  =  kapila-s"Mapd  ;  =  pra-sdritfl ;  — 
rakia-yunarnavd) . 
Sdrivd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  ddrivd). 
Sdri,  (.     See  under  saro,  col.  2. 

tfI<-M  sdraaha,  am,  n.  (fr.  saraahd),  honey. 

^1<S  saranga,  as,  I,  am  (probably  fr. 

a-ranga,  'having  colour,   Sec.;'    but  cf.  sara, 
'3C 
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idranga;  according  to  UnSdi-s.  1.  121.  fr.  rt.  en), 
of  a  variegated  colour,  variegated,  spotted  [cf.  kris/i- 

na-s°,  lohita-s°]  ;  (as),  m.  a  variegated  colour  ; 
the  spotted  antelope  ;  a  deer  ;  a  lion  ;  an  elephant  ; 
the  Citaka  bird,  Cuculus  Melanoleucus  ;  the  Indian 

cuckoo;  a  kind  of  large  crane,  Ardea  Sarunga;  a 
peacock  ;  the  Rsja-harisa  ;  a  large  bee  ;  a  cloud  ; 
a  tree  ;  an  umbrella,  parasol  ;  a  garment,  cloth, 
cloths;  hair;  a  lotus;  a  flower;  a  conch-shell;  a 
sort  of  musical  instrument  ;  an  ornament,  jewel  ; 

gold;  a  bow;  epithet  of  Siva;  of  K5ma-deva; 
sandal  ;  camphor  ;  the  earth  ;  night  ;  light  ;  (t),  f. 
a  kind  of  spotted  doe  or  antelope  ;  a  sort  of  violin. 

—  Saranga-deva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Saranga- 
ranga-dd,  {.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Krishna- 
karnjmrita. 

Sarcmgika,  as,  m.  a  bird-catcher,  fowler,  hunter, 
deer-catcher,  &c. 

«K<U  sdrana,  &c.     See  under  sara. 

*<IM!i  sdraiida,  as,  m.  ==  sarpanda,  a 

snake's  egg. 

*u<.4M<*  sdranyaka  (sa-dr°),  as,  a,  am,  hav- 
ing the  Aranyakas,  together  with  the  Aranyakas. 

«K(M  sdrathi,  is,  m.  (fr.  sa-ratha),  the 

son  of  a  Sa-ratha  (see  sa-ratha)  ;  a  charioteer,  driver 
of  a  car,  coachman,  (forming  a  mixed  caste,  com- 

monly called  Sarthi,  and  supposed  to  have  sprung 
from  a  Kshatriya  father  and  Brahman  mother)  ;  the 
ocean  (  =  I.  sam-vdra.) 
Sdrathin,  I,  m.,  Ved.  a  charioteer,  (Atharva-veda 

XV.  3,1.) 

Sdrathya,  am,  n.  the  office  of  a  charioteer,  coach- 
manship, charioteering,  driving  ;  conveyance. 

«II«,»IM  sarameya,  as,  m.  (fr.  sarama, 
q.  v.),  a  dog;  (an),  m.  du.  the  two  children  of 
SaramS,  i.  e.  the  two  four-eyed  brindled  watch-dogs 
of  Yama  (conjectured  by  some  to  have  been  origin- 

ally Indra  and  Agni)  ;  (i),  f.  a  female  dog,  bitch  ; 

[cf.  probably  Gr.  'E/ywi'as.]  —  Sdrameya-vakya, 
am,  n.  '  Saranieya's  speech,'  N.  of  the  fifty-sixth 
chapter  of  the  Uttara-kanda  of  the  RSmayana. 

£,  &c.     See  under  rt.  m. 

sdralya,  am,  n.  straightness,  recti- 
tude, sincerity,  uprightness,  honesty,  artlessness. 

*n«.i  sdrava,  as,  I,  am  (anomalously  fr. 
sarayu),  being  on  or  belonging  to  the  Sarayu  river. 

sdrasana,  am,  n.  (fr.  sa-rasana), 

a  woman's  zone  or  girdle  (said  to  be  formed  of 
twenty-five  strings)  ;  a  military  belt  or  girdle. 
Sarasana  =  sdrasana  above. 

sdrasa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  saras),  relating 
or  belonging  to  a  lake  or  pond,  coming  from  a 
lake  ;  (as),  m.  the  Indian  or  Siberian  crane,  Ardea 

Sibirica  ;  a  bird  in  general  [cf.  raja-s°]  ;  the  moon  ; 

(am),  n.  a  lotus  ;  a  woman's  zone  or  girdle  ;  [cf. 
saraiana.]  —  Sdrana-deitiya,  as,  a,  am,  accom- 

panied by  a  Ssrasa  or  Indian  crane. 
Sdrafi,  f.  a  female  Indian  crane. 

sarasvata,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  saras- 
vali),  relating  or  belonging  to  the  river  Sarasvatl  ; 
relating  to  the  goddess  Sarasvatl  ;  being  in  the  form 
of  Sarasvatl  ;  eloquent,  learned  ;  belonging  to  the 
Sarasvata  country  ;  (a«),  m.,  N.  of  the  country 
about  the  Sarasvatl  river  (i.  e.  the  north-west  part 
of  the  province  of  Delhi  including  part  of  the 
Panjlb)  ;  N.  of  a  Muni  or  saint  (tabled  to  have 
sprung  from  the  personified  Sarasvatl  river)  ;  N.  of 
a  particular  tribe  of  BrShmans  (so  called  as  coming 
from  the  above  country  or  as  supposed  to  be  de- 

scended from  the  above  Muni  ;  they  are  said  to  be 
subdivided  into  ten  classes,  and  to  be  often  cultivators 
of  literature)  ;  a  staff  of  the  Vilva  tree  ;  a  particular 
ceremonial  used  in  the  worship  of  Sarasvati  ;  =  saras- 
vata-prakriyd  below;  (at),  m.  pi.  the  people  of  the 

Sarasvata  country;  (I),  f.,  scil.  prakriyil  =  laras- 
vata-prakriyd.  —  Sarasvata-kalpa,  as,  m.  the 
ceremonial  used  in  the  worship  of  Sarasvatl.  —  Sa- 
rastatti-kosha  and  narasvata-temlra,  N.  of  two 
works.  —  Sdrasrata-tlrtka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 

—Sdraevata-prakriyd,  f.,  N.  of  a  grammatical 
work  by  Anubhuti-svariipacSrya.—  Sdrasvata-vrata, 
as,  am,  m.  n.  a  particular  religious  observance  in 

honour  of  Sarasvatl.  —  Sdrasvatdlartkdra  (°ta-af), 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Sdrasvatotsara  (°ta-ut°), 
as,  m.  the  festival  in  honour  of  Sarasvatl. 

Sdrasvatya,  as.  Sec.,  belonging  to  the  Sarasvata 
family  or  tribe,  (sdrasvatyo  ganah,  the  descendants 
or  family  of  Sarasvata.) 

sdrdla,  as,  m.  sesamum  (=tila). 

sari,  sarin,  &c.     See  p.  1  109,  col.  3. 

sdrisrikta,  as,  m.  (probably  ano- 
mal.  fr.  the  Intens.  of  rt.  I.  srij),  N.  of  the  author 

of  Rig-veda  X.  142,  5,  6  (having  the  patronymic Sani-ga). 

saru  (doubtful),  a  kind  of  metre. 

sarundhatika  (sa-ar°),  as,  a, 
am,  together  with  Arundhati,  accompanied  by  Arun- dhati. 

*tT^»M  sdriipya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sa-rupa),  same- 
ness or  similarity  of  form,  conformity,  resemblance  ; 

assimilation  to  or  conformity  with  the  deity  (one  of 

the  states  or  grades  of  Mukti,  —  sarupa-ta,  q.  v.); 
(in  the  drama)  surprise  at  seeing  an  object  or  its 
likeness  previously  seen  elsewhere.  —  Sdriipya-tas, 
ind.  in  consequence  of  similarity  of  form. 

«uCll  sdropa  (sa-dr°),  as,  d,  am,  super- 
imponent. 

^lOlsm  sdroshtrika,  as,  m.  (corrupted 
fr.  saurashfrika,  q.  v.),  a  kind  of  poison. 

«il<J5  sdroha  (sa-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
elevation,  rising. 

*<l°n  sdrka  (sa-ar°l,  as,  a,  am,  with  the sun,  sunny. 

*MJlp>  sargala  (sa-fl»°),  a*,  a,  am,  having 
a  bar  or  obstacle,  barred,  impeded,  prevented, 
(Raghu-v.  I.  79.) 

*ii«<4  sarhjaya,  as,  m.Tyr.  srihjaya),  Ved. 
the  son  of  Srinjaya. 

*U^  sartha  (sa-ar°),  as,  d\am,  having  an 
object  ;  having  meaning,  full  of  mtening  or  purport, 
significant,  important  ;  serving  a  purbosc,  useful,  ser- 

viceable ;  of  like  meaning  or  purpoc  ;  having  pro- 

perty, opulent,  wealthy  ;  (as),  m.  a  wealthy  man  ;  a 
company  of  traders,  caravan  ;  a  multitude  of  similar 
animals  ;  a  troop  ;  a  collection  or  multitude  (in 

general)  ;  one  of  a  company  of  pilgrimV  —  Sdrtha- 

ja,  as,  d,  am,  born  or  reared  in  a  carawn.  —  St'tr- 
t/ta-bhrans'a-samtunhava,  as,  a,  am,  arising  from 
the  loss  of  a  caravan.  —  Sartha-mandala,  aV,  n.  the 
circle  or  collected  body  of  a  caravan.  —  Sartlia-rat, 

an,  all,  at,  having  a  meaning  or  purpose,  signifi- 
cant, intending  ;  having  a  numerous  company.  ~lj[dr- 

tha-valia,  the  leader  or  conductor  of  a  caravan,  a 
merchant,  trader.  —  Siirtharaha-vadas,  as,  n.  the 
speech  or  proclamation  of  the  captain  of  a  caravan. 

•—Sdrtha-han,  ha,  y/ml,  ha,  'caravan-destroyer,' a  robber  who  attacks  a  caravan. 

Sartltaka  (sa-ar'J),  as,  d,  am,  having  meaning, 
full  of  meaning,  important  ;  serviceable,  useful,  ad- 

vantageous. —  Sarthaka-ta,  f.  the  being  adapted  to 

any  purpose,  serviceableness. 
Sarlhika,  as,  m.  a  merchant,  trader. 

^TTJ  sdrdra  (sa-dr°),  as,  d,  am,  wet,  moist, 
damp. 

WtV  sdrdha  (sa-ar°),  as,  i,  am,  joined  with 
a  half,  plus  one  half,  increased  by  one  half,  having  a 

half  over  (e.  g.  dve  date  edrdhe,  two  hundred  toge- 
ther with  a  half,  i.  e.  two  hundred  and  fifty,  Manu 

VIII.  138;  used  chiefly  in  comps.,  see  below); 

(am),  ind.  with,  along  with,  together  with  (with 

inst.).  —  Sardlia-s'ata,  am,  n.  'a  hundred  +  a  half,' 
150.  —  Sdrdlta-samvatsara,  as,  m.  a  year  and  a 
half. 

Siirdhamatra   (ea-ar°),   as,  a,  am,   having   a 
half  MatrS. 

sdrpa,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  snakes  or 
serpents;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  the  Nakshatra  AsleshS. 
Sarparajni,  (.,  N.  of  the  authoress  of  the  hymn Rig-veda  X.  189. 

Sarpya,  as,  -pi,  am,  relating  to  a  snake  ;  (as, 
-pi),  m.  f.,  N.  of  the  Nakshatra  Aslesha  (over  which 
the  serpents  are  said  to  preside). 

tilTn^  sarpisha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sarpis),  con- 
taining clarified  butter,  cooked  with  ghee,  dressed 

with  clarified  butter. 

Sarpwhka,  as,  i,  am,  =  sarpisha  above. 

«1«T  sdrva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sarva),  relating 
to  all,  general,  universal  ;  fit  for  all  ;  (as),  m.  a 
Buddha  ;  a  Jina  or  Jaina  deified  saint. 

Sdrraiaiitika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sarra-lama),  ful- 
filling all  desires,  gratifying  every  wish. 

Sanaltdla,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sarva-lidla),  taking 
place  at  all  times,  suitable  for  all  seasons. 

SarvakiiliJca,  as,  %,  am  (fr.  tarta-kiila),  belong- 
ing to  all  times,  suited  to  all  seasons,  everlasting. 

Sdrragunika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sarva-guiia),  endued 
with  every  good  quality  or  excellence. 

Sdrvajanika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sarva-jana),  relating 
or  belonging  or  suited  to  all  men,  universal,  public. 

Saroajanina,  as,  i,  am,  =  idnajanika  above. 
Sarcajnya,  am,  n.  (fr.  tana-jna),  omniscience. 
Sdrvatrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sanatra),  belonging 

to  every  place,  general,  suited  to  all  places  or  cir- cumstances. 

Siircadahatya,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  earva  +  devata), 
presided  over  by  or  sacred  to  all  the  gods. 
Sdrvadhatuka,  at,  i,  am  (fr.  tarva-dh&tn), 

applicable  to  the  whole  of  a  radical  term  or  to  the 
complete  form  of  the  verbal  base  after  the  conju- 
gational  characteristics  or  Vikaranas  are  affixed,  i.  e. 
to  the  four  conjugational  or  special  tenses,  &c.  (see 
below  ;  cf.  drd/tadhdtuka)  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  the 
verbal  terminations  of  the  four  conjugational  or 

special  tenses  (present,  imperfect,  potential,  and 

imperative)  and  of  all  the  root  affixes  (such  as  xanii/- 
and  datri)  which  have  a  servile  or  indicatory  .{. 

Xnrmbliautika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sarva-lhuta), 
belonging  or  relating  to  all  elements  or  beings,  &c.  ; 
comprising  all  animated  beings. 

S<ln-alhauma,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  sarra-lhumi), 

relating  to  or  consisting  of  the  whole  earth,  com- 
prising the  whole  world,  known  throughout  the 

world  ;  (as),  m.  an  emperor,  universal  monarch  ; 
N.  of  the  elephant  of  Kuvera  (regent  of  the  north)  ; 

N.  of  a  king;  of  a  poet.  —  Sarvabhauma-bh<it(d- 
<!drya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

Sdrvalaukika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sarva-loka),  pre- 
vailing throughout  the  whole  world,  common  to  all 

the  world,  known  by  every  one,  universal. 

Sdrvavarnika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sarra-varna),  of 
every  kind  or  sort  ;  belonging  or  relating  to  every 

tribe. 
tfi'irrararmila,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  tana-varman), 

composed  or  written  by  Sarva-varman  ;  (am),  n.  any 

thing  written  by  Sarva-varman. Hiirvarilihaktika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  sarva-vibhaktt), 

applicable  or  belonging  to  all  the  cases  of  a  noun,  Sec. 
Sarvavaiasa,  as,  m.  (fr.  sana-vcdas,  q.v.),  one 

who  gives  away  all  his  wealth  at  a  sacred  rite. 
Sdrvai-edya,  as,  m.  (fr.  iarva-veda),  a  Brahman 

conversant  with  all  the  Vedas. 

?rnhr  sarshapa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sarshapa), 

made  of  mustard  ;  (am),  n.  mustard  oil. 

sdrshti,  is,  is,  i  (perhaps  fr.  so  -f-  a 
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+  r{skti;  cf.  rishva),  possessing  the  same  rank  or 
condition  or  station,  having  the  same  power  or  sub- 

limity ;  (at/as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Gotra. 

Sdrsltti-td,  f.  equality  in  rank  or  condition,  equality 
in  power,  &c.  (according  to  Kulluka  on  Manu  IV. 

232  =  samdna-yati-td,  tulya-td;  in  a  passage  of 
the  MahS-n5r5yana  Upanishad,  Say.  explains  sarshti- 
ta  by  samanalsvarya-tra,  which  is  said  to  mean 
here  equality  with  the  Supreme  Being  in  power  and 
all  the  divine  attributes  ;  it  is  regarded  as  the  fourth 
grade  or  division  of  Mukti  or  final  beatitude). 
Sarshtya,  am,  n.  the  fourth  state  of  Mukti,  =sar- 

th/i-td  above. 

sola,  as,  m.  (=6ala,  q.  v.),  the  Sal 
tree  or  its  resin  ;  any  tree  ;  a  fence  or  wall  surround- 

ing a  building  ;  any  wall  ;  a  kind  of  fish,  Ophio- 
cephalus  Wrahl  ;  (a),  f.  a  house  (more  usually  written 
4ala).  —  Sdl-a-gratna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  sacred  place; 
the  Sala-grSma  stone,  (see  gala-grama.)—  Sdla- 
grdma-kshetra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  district.  —  Sdla- 
jya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Sdla-nirydsa,  see 
sdla-nirydsa.  —  Sala-parni,  see  tSdla-parni. 
—  Sdla-pushpa,  am,  n.  a  flower  of  the  Sal  tree  ; 
the  shrub  Hibiscus  Mutabilis.  —  Sdla-l/taiijikd,  see 
3dla-bhanjika.  —  Sdla-rasa,  as,  m.  the  resin  of 
the  Sjl  or  Ss.1  tree.—Sdla-vdhana,  incorrect  for 

iali-'caluma.  —  Sdla-veikta,  see  3dla-veshta.—Sd- 

la-irinya,  am,  n.  '  wall-pinnacle,'  the  coping  of  a 
wall.  —  Sdla-sdra,  see  iala-sdra.  —  Sald-kan,  f. 

(according  to  some)  '  house-worker,"  a  female  cap- 
tive (especially  one  won  in  battle).  —  Sdla-vrika,  as, 

m.  (see  tfdld-i'rika),  a  dog  ;  a  jackal  ;  a  hyena  ;  a 
wolf;  a  wolf-like  or  cruel  man. 
Sdlana,  as,  m.  the  resin  of  the  Sal  or  Szl  tree; 

resin  (in  general). 

Sdldra,  am,  n.  a  pin  or  peg  projecting  from  a 
wall,  a  bracket,  shelf. 

turtle*  sdlaki,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni. 

sdlanga,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Raga  or 
musical  mode. 

sdlamla  (sa-dl°),  as,  a,  am,  having 
a  support  or  prop,  supported. 

Sdlambana  (sa-dl°),  as,  a,  am,  =  sdlamba  above. 

flirt??  sdlasa  (sa-al°),  as,  a,  am,  having 
languor,  languid,  languishing. 

*<lrtig<.")T  sdldturlya,  as,  m.  (for  sdldtu- rlya, q.  v.),  N.  of  Panini. 

sdlimanjari,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Muni. 

a  frog 
sdliira,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sal), 

sdleya,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  fennel  or 
dill  (  =  taleya). 

tilrtl'W  sdlokya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sa-loka),  the 
being  in  the  same  sphere  or  world  (with  another), 
residence  in  the  same  heaven  with  any  particular 

deity  (  =  saloka-td,  q.v.).  —  Sdlolcya-td,  (.  =  salokya above. 

sdlva,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  demon-king 

who  was  slain  by  Vishnu,  (according  to  the  S'abda-k. 
he  was  king  of  the  country  of  Saubha)  ;  N.  of  a 
country  (more  usually  written  ialva)  ;  (as),  m.  pi. 
the  inhabitants  of  Salva  ;  (as,  i,  am),  belonging  to 

the  country  Salva.  —  Sdlm-han,  a,  m.  'slayer  of 
Salva,'  N.  of  Vishnu. 

^nr^floti  sdlvika,  as,  m.  (prohably  a  cor- 
ruption of  sdrikd,  q.v.),  the  Sarika  bird. 

sdlhri.     See  under  rt.  I.  sah. 

silva,  as,  m.  (fr.  i.  sava),  a  libation, 
in  prdtah-gnva,  q.  v. 
Sai-ana,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  I.  sarana),  relating  to  or 

comprising  the  three  Savanas  ;  (as),  m.  an  institutor 
of  a  sacrifice  or  employer  of  priests  at  a  sacrifice 

(  —  yajamdna) ;  the  conclusion  of  a  sacrifice  or  the 
ceremonies  by  which  it  is  terminated  ;  N.  of  Varuna ; 
a  month  of.  thirty  solar  days ;  a  particular  kind  of 
day ;  a  natural  or  civil  day  from  sunrise  to  sunset ;  a 
particular  kind  of  year  (as  distinguished  from  the 
solar  year) ;  a  particular  ceremony  performed  during 
the  Savana  month. 

*l]«f«ti  sdvaka,  as,  ikd,  am  (fr.  the  Caus. 

of  rt.  4.  su),  generative,  productive,  causing  birth, 
&c.,  obstetric,  parturient ;  the  young  of  any  animal 
(in  this  sense  for  idvaka) ;  (ikd),  f.  a  midwife. 

«U<t<*m  savakdsa  (sa-av°),  as, a,  am,  hav- 
ing leisure,  at  leisure ;  (am),  ind.  leisurely. 

tJl^llS  sdvagraha  (sa-av°),  as,  a,  am,  hav- 
ing the  grammatical  mark  called  Ava-graha,  q.  v. 

tn^SJ  sdvajna  (sa-av°),  as,  a,  am,  feeling 
contempt,  despising,  disdainful. 

timssaeaefya  (sa-av°),  am,  n.,  soil,  aisvar- 
ya,  one  of  the  three  kinds  of  power  attainable  by 
an  ascetic,  (the  other  two  are  called  nir-acadya  and suLshma.) 

^TRVI'T  sdvadhdna  (sa-av°),  as,  a,  am, 
having  or  bestowing  attention,  attentive,  heedful, 
careful,  cautious ;  diligent ;  (am),  ind.  cautiously. 
—  Savadhdna-td,  f.  attention,  carefulness. 

Sdvadhdnl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoli,  Sec.,  to  make 

careful,  caution,  put  on  one's  guard. 
Sdvadhdni-krita,  as,  a,  am,  cautioned,  apprized, 

made  aware. 

tiii«n«u  sdvadhdrana  (sa-av°),  as,  a,  am, 
(in  argumentative  writings)  having  a  limitation. 

TTrefil  sdvadhi  (sa-av°),  is,  is,  i,  together 
with  a  limit  or  termination,  having  a  bound  or  limit, 
limited  (in  time),  finite,  defined,  circumscribed. 

tnimltiw  savanta-misra,  as,  m.  a  pro- 

per N. *u<(t|<T  sdvayava  (sa-av°),  as,  d,  am,  com- 

posed of  parts  (in  the  Vais'eshika  phil.  said  of  all 
things  except  the  eternal  substances). 

*i I5**-  sdvara,  as,  m.  (=s'a»ara),  fault,  of- 
fence ;  sin,  wickedness,  crime ;  the  Lodhra  tree. 

ttl*)*.*!)  suvarana  (sa-dv°),  as,  d,  am,  hav- 
ing concealment  or  secrecy,  clandestine. 

t«iq<3)  srivarna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sa-varna.},  re- 
lating or  belonging  to  one  of  the  same  colour  or 

tribe  or  caste  ;  (as),  m.  (fr.  ea-rarnd),  a  metronymic 
of  the  eighth  Manu,  (see  below.)  —  Sdvarna-lak- 

shya,  am,  n.  '  mark  of  sameness  of  colour  or  caste,' 
the  skin. 

Sdi-arni,  is,  m.  a  metronymic  of  the  eighth  Manu 
(son  of  the  Sun  by  Sa-varna,  q.  v.,  and  therefore 
younger  brother  of  the  seventh  Manu  or  Vaivasvata ; 
the  succeeding  Manus  to  the  twelfth,  or  according 
to  other  authorities  to  the  fourteenth,  inclusive  are 

also  called  Savarni;  cf.  dalcsha-s°,  l)rahma~s°, 
dharma-8°) ;  (ayas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Gotra. 
Sdvarnika,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  Savarni,  ar- 

ranged by  Savarni  (said  of  a  Samhita). 
Sdvarnya,  am,  n.  sameness  or  similarity  of  colour ; 

identity  of  caste  or  class;  the  Manv-antara  presided 
over  by  the  eighth  Manu  (in  this  sense  fr.  sdvarni) ; 
(as),  m.,  Ved.  the  eighth  Manu  (  =  snvarni). 

*)|lrttj  siiealamba  (sa-av°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  a  support  or  prop,  supported,  leaning  for  sup- 

port (on  the  arm  of  another). 

^T^rt"^  sdvalepa  (sa-av°),  as,  d,  am,  full 
of  pride,  proud  ;   (am),  ind.  insolently,  arrogantly, 
haughtily. 

^ 

WII^IH  sdvasesha  (sa-av°),  as,  a,  am,  hav- 
ing a  remainder,  leaving  a  residue  or  remainder,  re- 

maining ;  imperfect,  incomplete,  unfinished.  -  Sd- 

tadesha-bandhana,  as,  d,  am,  having  bonds  still 
remaining,  still  bound. 

savashtambha  (sa-av°),  as,  d,  am, 
possessing  self-dependence,  full  of  self-confidence  ; 
(am),  ind.  resolutely,  courageously. 

tillSrt"  sdvahela  (sa-av°),  as,  a,  am,  dis- 
dainful, disdaining,  despising;    (am),  ind.  disdain- fully, contemptuously. 

tuflCI  sdvitra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  savitri),  re- 
lating or  belonging  to  the  sun  ;  descended  from  the 

sun,  belonging  to  the  solar  dynasty  ;  accompanied  by 
the  Gayatrl  (or  sacred  verse  described  below)  ;  (as), 
m.  the  sun  ;  an  embryo  or  fetus  ;  a  BrShman  ;  N. 

of  S'iva  ;  of  Karna  (as  child  of  the  Sun)  ;  of  a  Vasu, 
q.  v.  ;  of  the  tenth  Kalpa  (according  to  the  Viyu- 
Purana)  ;  of  one  of  the  Nakshatras  or  lunar  aste- 
risms  ;  (i),  f.  a  beam  or  ray  of  light,  a  cluster  of  solar 
rays;  N.  of  a  celebrated  verse  of  the  Rig-veda  (III. 
62,  IO.  regarded  as  the  most  sacred  verse  of  the 
Veda,  and  called  Savitri  as  addressed  to  the  sun  ;  it 

is  repeated  by  every  Brahman  at  his  morning  and 
evening  devotions,  and  is  also  called  yayatri,  see 

under  ydyatra,  p.  288);  N.  of  a  wife  of  Brahma 
(sometimes  regarded  as  the  above  verse  or  prayer 
deified  and  represented  as  mystical  mother  of  the 
first  three  twice-born  classes;  sometimes  identified 
with  the  daughter  of  Savitri  by  his  wife  Prilni)  ;  the 
ceremony  of  investiture  with  the  sacred  thread,  (see 

upa-naya,  p.  164,  col.  3)  ;  a  kind  of  metre  ;  epithet 
of  SuryS  (daughter  of  Savitri)  ;  of  UmS  (wife  of 

S'iva)  ;  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha  (wife  of  Dharma)  ; 

of  the  wife  of  Kas"yapa  ;  of  the  wife  of  Satya-vat 
(king  of  Salva  ;  she  was  daughter  of  ASva-pati,  king 
of  Madra)  ;  (am),  n.  the  sacred  sacrificial  thread 
worn  only  by  Brahmans  and  members  of  the  first 

three  classes,  (see  yajiiopavita;  it  was  called  Sa- 
vitra  because  the  repetition  of  the  Gayatri  forms 

part  of  the  ceremony  of  investiture.)—  Sdvitri-firtha, 

am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.—Sai'i<r?-/)a<»to  or  sdvitri- 

paribhraehta,  as,  m.  'fallen  from  the  SSvitri,"  a man  of  one  of  the  first  three  classes  not  invested  at 

the  proper  time  with  the  sacrificial  cord.  —  Sdvitrl- 
mahdndmya,  (according  to  some)  the  ceremony  of 
investiture  accompanied  by  repetition  of  the  GayatrT. 
—  Sdvitrl-vrata,  am,  n.  a  particular  fast  (kept  by 
Hindu  women  on  the  fourteenth  day  of  the  second  half 
of  the  month  VaiSakha,  or  of  the  dark  half  of  Jyaishtha, 
to  preserve  them  from  widowhood).  —  Sdvitrl-sutra. 
am,  n.  the  sacred  cord  or  thread  worn  by  men  of 
the  three  twice-born  classes,  (see  above.)  —  Savitry- 
avarajd,  (.  the  younger  daughter  of  Savitri. 

*l  I  iq  wfl  r*.  siwishkdra  (sa-dv°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  manifestation,  manifest;  showing  off  or 
making  an  exhibition  of  any  power  or  talent,  proud, 

haughty,  arrogant  (—sdhankdra). 

^. 

sdvetasa,  as,  m.,  a  proper  N. 

sdsansa  (sa-d^°),  as,  d,  am,  full  of 
desire  or  strong  passion,  desirous,  hopeful  ;  (am), 
ind.  wishfully. 

ti  1  31  «}•  susanka  (sa-ds°),  as,  d,  am,  feeling 
fear,  apprehensive,  disheartened,  afraid.—  Satfanka-ta, 
{.  the  state  of  being  afraid  or  apprehensive,  fear,  terror. 

<ii^l«l  sasana  (sa-as°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
food,  consisting  of  nourishment. 

^I^IIK.  sasandra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  parti- 
cular Agra-hara  or  royal  grant  to  Brahmans. 

susayandaka,  as,  m.  a   small 
house-lizard  (=jyeshlhi). 

musics  sdsiika,  as,  m.  a  blanket  (=  kam- 
lala). 

W^l  siisfarya  (sa-ds'°),  as,  d,  am,  won- 
derful, marvellous,  astonishing  ;  (am),  ind.  with 

astonishment,  with  surprise.  ~  Sd&arya-maya,  as, 

i,  am,  wonderful,  full  of  marvels. 
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1.  sasra  (sa-as°),  as,  a,  am,  having 
angles  or  comers,  cornered,  angular. 

2.  sasra  (sa-as°),  as,  a,  am,  tearful, 
weeping. 

>'/.</•«  (sa-aO.  MS,  tw,  «,  accompanied  by  tears, 
tearful,  shedding  tears.  —  SH3rit-naya.no,,  ae,  a,  am, 
having  the  eyes  filled  with  tears. 

*TP!pft  sdsrudhl,  f.  a  wife's  or  husband's mother,  a  mother-in-law. 

*rn&  sospa  (sa-as°),  as,  a,  am,  possessing 
horses,  with  horses. 

sdshtangam  (sa-ash°),  ind.  with 
eight  limbs  or  members  (viz.  the  hands,  breast,  fore- 

head, knees,  and  feet)  ;  with  humble  prostration  of 

the  body  (i.e.  touching  the  earth  with  the  eight 
members  ;  cf.  ashlanga). 

tllgeli  sdshtraka  (sa-ash°),  as,  ikd,  am, 
possessing  goads,  (see  ashtra.) 

WTO  sdsa  (sa-dsa),  as,  a,  am,  having  a  bow. 

sasadyamana.  See  p.  1055, 
col.  2. 

col.  I. 
sdsahi,  sasahvas.      See  p.  noo, 

sasara  (sa-as°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
showers,  rainy. 

?nftl  sdsi  (sa-asi),  is,  is,  i,  having  a 
sword,  armed  with  a  sword. 

WR^  saSK-su  (sa-as°),  us,  us,  u,  having 
arrows,  (see  KirSt.  XV.  5,  where,  according  to  Malli- 
natha,  asu-su=vdna.) 

Ttmrq  sdsHya  (sa-asuyd),  as,  d,  am,  envious, 

disdainful,  scornful;  (am),  ind.  disdainfully,  scorn- 
fully, angrily. 

I*I  sdsthi-tamrdrdha,  am,  n.  (fr. 
«a  +  asthi  +  tdmra  +  ardha),  a  kind  of  amalgam  of 

zinc  and  copper,  bell-metal  (  =  kdnsya~). 
«nai  sdsna,  f.  (in  Unadi-s.  III.  15.  said 

to  be  fr.  rt.  sas),  the  dewlap  of  an  ox  (-=go-gala- 
Icambala). 

*»Itl   i.  sasra   (sa-as°),   as,   d,    am   (for 
1.  iaira,  q.  v.),  having  angles  or  comers,  cornered, 

angular. 

10T9  2.  sasra   (sa-as°),   as,   d,   am  (for 
2.  sasVa,  q.  v.),  weeping,  in  tears. 

*ii*ai^l  sdsvddana  (sa-ds°),  am,  n.,  soil. 
xthiina,  one  of  the  steps  towards  supreme  happiness 

(according  to  the  Jainas). 

"T^rflTC  sdhankara  (sa-ah°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  egotism  or  arrogance,  proud,  arrogant. 

fllig'"**)  sdhacarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  saha-6ara), 
companionship,  fellowship,  company,  association, 
society. 

sdhanji,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

sdhadeva,  as,  m.  pi.  (fi.saha-deva), 
the  descendants  of  Saha-deva. 
Sdhadevya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  patronymic  of  Somaka. 

«»l?1  sdhana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.  of  rt. 

I.  eah),  the  act  of  causing  or  enabling  to  bear; 
sufferance,  endurance. 

Sahaya,  as,  d,  am,  causing  or  enabling  to  endure. 

sdhasa,  am,  n.  (in  Manu  VIII.  138. 

also  <M,  m.  ;  fr.  sahas),  violence,  force,  rapine, 
robbery,  rape,  felony,  suicide  ;  any  act  of  aggression 
or  oppression  or  hatred  ;  cruelty  ;  punishment,  chas- 

tisement, fine  (regarded  as  of  three  kinds,  the 
highest  being  called  Uttama  ;  half  of  that,  Madh- 

yama  ;  and  half  of  that,  Adhama  ;  see  uttama-s", 

madhyama-s°)  ;  boldness,  daring,  courage,  fool- 

hardiness,  rashness,  temerity,  inconsiderate  hastiness.  |  2-/id-f,  i-pov-i&,  ln&aa-u,  <Vd<r-0A>; :  Old  Germ. 

impetuosity ;  a  particular  sacred  fire  in  which  an  t  sei-l,  sei-d,  '  a  noose ;'  sai-to :  Goth.  in-sa.iljan  : 

oblation  is  made  (in  this  sense  as,  m,),  or  the  obla-  i  Old  Sax.  si-mo,  'a  bond:'  Angl.  Sax.  sal,  seel, 

tion  itself  (according  to  some).-Sdhasdnka  (°sa-  \  sedan,  sieran,  lyncan :  Slav.  si-Jo,  se-ti,  si-tije : 
'    Lett,  see-t,  '  to  bind  ;'  sai-te,  '  a  bond,  rope.'] 

o»°),  as,  m.  '  marked  or  characterized  by  daring,' 
epithet  of  king  VikramSditya  ;  of  a  poet ;  of  a  lexi- 

cographer.— Sdhasddhyava<i5yin  (°sa-adh°),l,ini, 
i,  acting  with  inconsiderate  haste.  —  Sdhasaika- 
rasika  ("sa-ek"),  as,  i,  am,  one  whose  only  feeling 
or  passion  is  cruelty,  wholly  intent  on  violence, 
brutal,  ferocious.  —  Sahasaikanta-rasdnuvartin 

(°sa-ek°,  °sa-an°),  i,  inl,  i,  one  who  follows  or 
yields  to  the  one  passion  of  cruelty  or  rashness. 
Sahaiika,  as,  I,  am,  using  great  force  or  violence, 

violent,  perpetrated  with  violence,  cruel,  brutal,  fero- 
cious, felonious,  rapacious ;  bold,  daring,  impetuous, 

rash  ;  punitive,  castigatory ;  (as),  m.  a  robber,  free- 
booter. —  Sdhasika-td,  f.  cruelty,  ferocity,  impetu- 

osity, temerity,  boldness. 
Sdhasin,  i,  ini,  i,  violent,  ferocious ;  foolhardy, 

bold,  daring,  impetuous,  rash. 

sdhasra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sahasra), 
elating  or  belonging  to  a  thousand ;  consisting  of  a 

thousand ;  bought  with  a  thousand ;  paid  per  thou- 
sand (as  interest,  duty) ;  a  thousandfold,  a  thousand 

times  better  ;  (as),  m.  an  army  or  detachment  con- 
sisting of  a  thousand  men  ;  (am),  n.  the  aggregate 

of  a  thousand ;  an  aggregate  of  many  thousands. 

sdhdyaka,  am,  n.  (fr.  sahdya), 

assistance,  fellowship,  association  ;  a  number  of  asso- 
ciates or  companions  ;  auxiliary  troops. 

Sdhdyya,  am,  n.  friendship,  fellowship,  alliance, 
confederation  ;  help,  succour  ;  helping  another  in 

danger  (regarded  as  a  branch  of  dramatic  action). 

—  Sdhdyydrtha  (°ya-ar°),  as,  m.  the  use  or  ad- 
vantage of  assistance. 

sdhida,  ds,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

scihiCi,  f.  (fr.  2. 
below. 

Sdhitya,  am,  n.  association,  connection,  combi- 
nation, union,  society,  fellowship;  literary  compo- 

sition, rhetorical  composition,  rhetoric,  poetry;  (ac- 
cording to  some)  a  collection  of  materials  or  means 

or  rules  for  the  production  or  performance  of  any- 

thing. —  Sahitya-darpana,  am,  n.  '  mirror  of  com- 
position,' N.  of  a  treatise  on  rhetorical  composition  by 

ViSva-natha-kavi-rSja  (a  kind  of  Ars  Poetica,  giving 
rules  and  canons  of  literary  composition,  especially 

dramatic).  —  Sahilya-mlmansa,  (.,  N.  of  a  work  on 
rhetorical  composition.  —  Saldtya-Gastra,  am,  n.  any 
rhetorical  treatise  (i.e.  any  work  explaining  and 

applying  the  figures  of  rhetoric,  setting  forth  the 
various  passions  and  affections,  and  giving  rules  for 
dramatic  or  poetical  composition).  —  Sahitya-sar- 
vasva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Mahesvara 
on  the  KavySlan-kara-vritti.  —  Sahitya-mdha-sa- 
mudra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  on  medicine. 

Sdhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  2.  saha),  conjunction,  union, 
society,  association,  companionship.  —  Saltya-krit, 
t,  m.  a  companion,  associate. 

sdhideva,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

sdhi-vidi  (sa-ah°),  is,  is,  i,  hav- 
ing waves  of  serpents. 

*i  1C  is  «4i«i  sahudiydna,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

the  author  S'ula-pani. 

sdhvaya  (sa-dh°),  as,  m.  gambling 
with  fighting  animals,  setting  animals  to  fight  for 

sport,  &c.  (  =  sam-ahvaya). 

See  p.  noo,  col.  i. 

I.  sita,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  1113,  col.  2 ;  for 

3.  see  under  rt.  I.  so),  bound,  tied,  fastened;  sur- 
rounded. 

I.  siti,  is,  f.  binding,  fastening;  [cf.  I.  pra-siti.] 
Setu,  setri,  setra,  &c.     See  under  setu,  p.  1134. 

sinsapa,  f.  =  sinsapa,  q.  v. 

sinha,  as,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  V.  62.  said 
to  be  ft.  rt  I .  stC,  with  ha  substituted  for  the  final  and 
a  nasal  inserted ;  according  to  others  fr.  sift,  a  weakened 
form  of  rt.  I .  sah,  with  insertion  of  nasal),  a  lion ;  the 
sign  of  the  zodiac  Leo  or  the  Lagna  of  that  sign  (see 

lagna) ;  a  hero  or  any  eminent  person,  (often  used 
at  the  end  of  comps.  to  express  excellence  or  emi- 

nence of  any  kind,  cf.  purusha-s1 ,  rdja-s") ;  the 
symbol  or  emblem  of  the  twenty-fourth  Arhat  of 
the  present  Ava-sarpin! ;  a  particular  plant  (  =  rakta- 
digru) ;  N.  of  a  king  (father  of  Sshideva) ;  (d),  f.  a 
particular  grass  or  plant,  =  nddi;  (t),  f.  a  lioness,  &c., 

TTJ  si,  cl.  5.  9.  P.  A.  sinoti,  sinute,  si- 
ndti,  sinlte,  sishdya,  sishye,  seshyati,  -te, 

asaishlt,  ascshta,  setum,  to  bind,  tie,  fasten ;  to  ; 
ensnare :  Caus.  sayayatl,  -yitum,  Aor.  asisJiayat :  ! 

Desid.  sistshati,  -te :  Intens.  seslnyate,  seshaylti,  '< 
sesheti ;    [cf.  Zend  hi-ta,  '  bound  :'    Gr.   ait-pa, 

of  lions.  —  Sinha-keli,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  celebrated 

B6dhi-sattva  (  =  Manju-ghosha).  —  Sinha-kefara  or 

sinha-liesara,  as,  m.  a  lion's  mane  ;  the  plant 
Mimusops  Elengi ;  a  kind  of  Modaka  or  sweetmeat. 

—  Sinha-ga,  as,  m.  '  lion-going,'  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Sinha-gupta,   as,   m.  =  sangha-gupta,   q.  v. 
—  Sinha-griva,  as,  a,  am,  lion-necked.  —  Sinha- 
ghosha,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Slnha-ta!a,  as,  m. 
(probably  for  samha-tala,  q.  v.),  the  open  hands 

joined.  —  Sinha-tunda,  as,  in.  'lion-faced,'  a  kind 
of  fish;   a  particular  plant  (  =  sehiinda).  —  Sinha- 
danshtra,  as,  d,  am,  lion-tusked,  having  the  teeth 
of  a  lion ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  S\va.  —  Sinha-datta, 
as,  m.  '  lion-given,'  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Sinha-darpn , 

as,  d,  am,  having  a  lion's  pride,  proud  as  a  lion. —  Sinha-drdra,  am,  n.  a  principal  gate,  chief  gate, 

any  gate  or  entrance.  —  Sinha-dhvani,  is,  m.  the 
roar  of  a  lion ;  a  sound  like  the  roar  of  a  lion ;  a 

war-cry.  —Sinha-nardin,  I,  inl,  i,  roaring  like  a 

lion.  —  Sinha-ndda,  as,  m.  a  lion's  roar ;  a  war-cry, 
war-whoop;  a  species  of  the  Ati-jagatl  metre  (  = 

kala-hansa)  ;  '  roaring  like  a  lion,'  epithet  of  S'iva. —  Sinha-nddaJca,  as,  m.  the  roar  of  a  lion ;  a  war- 

cry;   (ikd),  f.  a  particular  prickly  plant  (=dur- 
dlabhd).  —  Sinha-parni,  f. '  lion-leaved,'  the  plant 
Justicia  Ganderussa  ( =  vdsaka).  —  Sinha-pippali, 

f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  sainhali).  —  Sinha-pui!<!hika, 
{. '  lion-tailed,'  a  particular  plant  (  =  titra-parnika). 
—  Sinha-puMl,  f.  the  plant  Citra-parnika ;  other 

plants  ( =  pris'ni'parnl ;  =  mdsha-^tarni)  .—Sinha- 

pushpl,    (.    a   kind   of   plant   (  =  pris'ni-parn'i). —  Sinha-^pragarjana,  as,  a,  am,  roaring  like  a 
lion.  —  Sinha-pragarjita,  am,  n.  the  roaring  or 
roar  of  a  lion.  —  Sinha-pradipa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
work  mentioned  in  the  Kunda-kaumudi.  —  Sinha- 
bdhu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  Vijaya  (the  founder 
of  the  first  Buddhist  dynasty  in  Ceylon).  —Sinha- 

mukhi,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  vdsaka).—Sinlia- 

ydnd,  f.  or  sinha-ratha,  f.  'having  a  lion  as  a 
vehicle,'  N.  of  the  goddess  Durga.  —  Sinha-rava, 

as,  m.  the  cry  or  roar  of  a  lion.  —  Sinftai-fhabha 
(°ha-rish"),  as,  m.  a  noble  or  fierce  lion.  —  Sinha- 
lagna,  am,  n.  the  Lagna  of  the  sign  Leo,  (see 

lagna.)  —  Sinha-lamba,  N.  of  a  place.— Sinha- 

llla,  as,   m."  a   particular   kind    of  sexual   union. 
—  Sinha-valiana,  as,  m.   '  having  a  lion  for  a 

vehicle,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sinha-vdhini,  f.  'borne 
on  a  lion,'  epithet  of  Durga.  —  l<irilia-vikrama,  as, 
m.  =  mkrama-sinlia.  —  Sinha-rikrdnta,   as,  d, 

am,  valiant  as  a  lion ;  (as),  m.  a  horse.  —  Sinha- 
vikranta-gati,  is,  is,  i,  or  sinha-vikrdnta-gdmin, 

i,  inl,  i,  having  a  gait  as  bold  as  a  lion's.  —  Sinha- 
vikridita,  am,  n.  '  lion's  play,'  a  kind  of  metre. 
—Sinha-mnnd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =masha-parnl). 
—  Sinha-vydghra-nishevita,  as,  d,  am,  inhabited 
by  lions  and  tigers.  —  Sinha-idva,  as,  or  sinh 



sinha-samhanana. 

us,  m.  a  lion's  whelp  or  cub.  -  Sinha-samhanana, am,  n.  the  killing  or  destroying  of  a  lion ;  (as,  d, 
am),  lion-shaped,  well-shaped,  handsome ;  strong  as  a llon.—Sinha-skandha,  as,  d,  am, 'lion-shouldered,' 
having  the  shoulders  of  a  \\on.-Sinha-stha,  as,  m. 
'  being  in  the  lion,'  epithet  of  die  planet  Jupiter when  in  the  constellation  Lm.-Sinhdtlhya  (°ha- 
adh  ),  as,  d,  am,  abounding  in  lio"ns. -Sin hdva- lokana  (°ha-av°),  am,  n.  a  lion's  look  (applied  to the  habit  of  constantly  pausing  and  looking  back). 
-Sinhdsana  (°ha-ds°),  am,  n. '  lion-seat,' a  throne 
(said  to  be  so  called  as  supported  by  golden  lions) ; (as),  m.  a  particular  kind  of  sexual  union.  -  Sinhd- 
sana-dakra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  three  astrologicardia- grams  shaped   like  a   man  and    marked  with   the 
twenty-seven  Nakshatras.  -  Sinhdsana-dvatrintat, t,  or  sinhatanadvatriniat-puttrikd-vdrttd,  f.,  N. 
of  a  work  consisting  of  thirty-two  stories  in  praise  of 
Vikramaditya  (=mkrama-farita).  -  Sinhdsana- 
bhrashta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  from  a  throne,  d'ethroned. -Sinhdsana-^ana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  strife  or  struggle 
for  the  throne.  —  Sinhdsana-stha,  as,  d,  am,  sitting 
on  a  throne. -Sinhdsya  (°ha-ds°),  as,  d,  am,  lion- 
faced;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  vdsaka);  a  par- 

ticular position  of  the  hands.  -Sinhoddhatd  (°ha- 
ud"),  (.  a  kind  of  metre.  -  Sinhonnatd  (°ha-un°) f.  a  kind  of  metre. 
Sinhala,  am,  n.  tin;  brass;  bark,  rind;  Cassia 

bark  ;  (am,  d),  n.  f.  the  island  or  country  of  Ceylon, 
(perhaps  so  called  as  abounding  in  lions)  ;  (as),  m. 
pi.  the  people  of  Cey]on.-Sinhala-dvipa,  as,  m.  the 
island  of  Ceylon.  -  Sinhala-stha,  as,  d,  am,  being 
or  dwelling  in  Ceylon ;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 
sarpa-dandd,  sainhall).  -  Sinhald-sthdna,  as, m.  a  kind  of  palm  tree. 
Sinhalaka,  am,  n.  the  island  of  Ceylon. 
Sinhdya,  Nom.  A.  sinhdyate,  -yitum,  to  be  or become  like  a  lion,  act  like  a  lion. 
Sinhikd,  {.,  N.  of  the  mother  of  Rahu,  (she  was 

one  of  the  thirteen  daughters  of  Daksha  and  wife  of 
Kasyapa) ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Kasyapa  (wife  of 
Viprac'itti).  —  Sinhikd-sunu,  us,  m.  'son  of  Sirj- hika,'  epithet  of  Rahu  or  the  Ascending  Node  per- sonified. 

Sinhikeya,  as,  m.  '  son  of  Sinhika,'  epithet  of Rahu. 

Sinhl,  f.  a  lioness ;  N.  of  the  mother  of  Rshu ; 
of  various  plants  (  =  vdrtdkl;  =  kantakdri;  =  vd- 
saka  ;  =  brihatl;  =  mudga-parni). '—  Sinhl-latd, f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  brihatl). 

UI^KJ  sinhana,  am,  n.  (probably  for 
iinghana;  also  written  singhana),  rust  of  iron; the  mucus  of  the  nose. 

Sinhdnaka,  as,  am,  m.  n.- sinhana  above,  (also 
written  singhdnaka,  Singhdnaka,  sanghanaka.) Sinhana,  am,  n.= sinhana  above. 

sik,   a   Sautra  rt.   meaning   'to 
;  scatter  about,  sprinkle;'  [cf.  rts.  I.  sid, 

ft  H  I«M  sitanana. 
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Singhim,  (.  the  nose,  (see  tinghin,  p.  1005, 

I-  sid,  cl.  6.  P.  A.  sintati,  -te, 
sisheda,  sishide,  sekshyati,  -te,  asidat 

asidata  or  asikta,  eektttm,  to  sprinkle,  scatter  in 
small  drops;  to  besprinkle,  soak,  moisten,  water 
(plants  &c.);  to  pour  out,  discharge,  emit,  shed, 
effuse ;  to  pour  in ;  to  impregnate :  Pass.  sidyate, 
Aor.  asedi,  to  be  sprinkled,  &c. :  Caus.  sedayati, 
-yitum,  Aor.  asishidat  or  (according  to  some)  asi- 

Sikata,  as,  m.  pi.  (said  to  be  ft.  the  Sautra  rt. 
above  ;  probably  fr.  rt.  I.  sif),  sand  ;  N.  of  certain 
Rishis,  (part  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  IX.  86.  is  attri- 

buted to  SikatSh) ;  (d),  f.  sandy  soil ;  sand ;  gravel 
or  stone  (the  disease). -Sikatd-maya,  as,  t,  am, 
consisting  of  sand,  full  of  sand,  sandy ;  (am),  n.  a 
sand-bank;  an  island  with  sandy  shores.  —  Sikatd- 
renu,  us,  m.  a  grain  of  sznA.—Sihatd-vat,  an, 
ati,  at,  possessed  of  sand,  abounding  in  sand,  sandy. 
Sikatila,  as,  a,  am,  sandy  (as  a  soil,  countrj\&c.). 

S  sikta,  siktha,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

",  •"   \—  "  "    "'"6   llj  auiuc^  ii&t,- mdat,  to  cause  to  sprinkle  :  Desid.  sisikshati  -te  • 
Intens.  sesidyate,  sesekti;  [cf.  Gr.  i'«-/«i(5)-s,  ixfm- 
\fO-s,  'ucnaiv-ai,  ixfta-io-t,  a-ri^-r,,  almt  :  Lat.  stilla 
(for  stic-la):  Old  Germ,  sih-a,  stich,  'urine;' 
seihjan,  seo,  gi-sich:  Goth,  (probably)  sains: Lith.  simk-iu,  s&ki-s,  sek-ti.] 
Sikta,  as,  a,  am,  sprinkled,  besprinkled,  bespat- 

tered,  watered;    wetted,    moistened,  soaked,   wet; 
poured  out,  effused  ;  impregnated,  engendered. 

Sikli,  is,  (.  sprinkling  ;  effusion  ;  emission. 
Siktva,  ind.  having  sprinkled,  having  poured  out or  effused. 

Siktha,  as,  m.  boiled  rice  ;  a  lump  of  boiled  rice 
or  a  mouthful  of  boiled  rice  kneaded  into  a  ball  ; 
(am),  n.  bee's-wax;  indigo  (=nili). 
Sikthaka,  am,  n.  bee's-wax. 
2.  sit,  k,  f.  clothes  ;  the  skirt  of  a  dress,  (SSy  = 

vastra-prdnta)  ;  (aw),  f.  du.,  Ved.  (according'  to some)  the  two  wings  (of  an  army)  ;   heaven  and earth. 

Sidaya,  as,  m.  a  robe,  raiment,  cloth,  clothes; 
old  or  ragged  raiment. 
Sidyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  sprinkled  ;  being 

poured  out. 
Sindat,  an,  all  or  anti,  at,  sprinkling,  wetting scattering  water. 

Seka,  as,  m.  sprinkling,  besprinkling,  moistening, 
watering  (of  plants  &c.)  ;  aspersion;  pouring  out, effusion,  emission;  seminal  effusion,  impregnation; 
that  which  is  poured  out,  a  libation,  offering  ;  semi- 

nal fluid  ;  a  drop  of  anything.  -  Seka-pdtra,  am,  n. 
a  vessel  for  pouring  out  or  holding  water  ;  a  watering- 
pot,  baling-vessel,  bucket.  -  Sekanta  (°ka-an°),  as, m.  the  end  or  conclusion  of  the  process  of  watering 
(plants  &c.). 
Seltima,  am,  n.  a  radish  (=mulaka). 
Sektavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  sprinkled  or  poured out,  &c. 
Sektri,  ta,  trt,  tri,  sprinkling,  who  or  what 

sprinkles  or  impregnates;  (ta),  m.  a  sprinkler;  a water-carrier  ;  a  husband. 
Sektra,  am,  n.  a  vessel  for  holding  or  pouting 

out  water,  a  watering-pot,  bucket,  baling-vessel. 
Sedaka,  as,  d,  am,  sprinkling,  a  sprinkler;  (as) m.  a  cloud. 

Sedana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sprinkling  or  watering, 
aspersion,  effusion,  pouring;  dripping,  oozing  out; 
(am,  i),  n.  f.  a  bucket,  baling-vessel. 
Sedamya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  sprinkled  or  watered, 

to  be  poured  out  or  effused. 
Sedya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  sprinkled  ;  to  be  moist- 

ened, &c. 

sikshya,  as,  m.  crystal,  glass. 

;  singdpidi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 

singhana  or  singhana,  am,  n.  (pro- 
bably for  iinghana,  Singhana,  fr.  rt.  s'ingh,  q.  v.; also  written  sinhana;  cf.  sanghanaka),  the  mucus of  the  nose. 

Singhdnaka,  am,  n.— singhana  above. 

sihtita,  f.  long  pepper  (=pippali). 

sinja,  f.  (for  siiija,  q.  v.),  the  jingling 
sound  of  metallic  ornaments. 
Sinjita,  am,  n.  tinkling  (—iinjita,  q.  v.). 
Sinjinl,  f.  =  iiijini,  q.  v. 

sit  (=  rts.  &t,  shit),  cl.  i.  P.  setati, 
&c.,  to  disregard,  despise. 

2.  sita,  as,  d  or  I,  am  (thought  by 
some  to  be  fr.  2.  asita,  q.  v.  ;  apparently  connected 
with  fill,  p.  1005,  cf.  sSvita,  imta,  p.  1031,  and 
see  sina;  for  i.  see  under  rt.  si,  for  3.  see  under 
rt.  I.  so),  white;  (as),  m.  the  colour  white;  the 
light  half  of  the  month  from  new  to  full  moon  ;  the 
planet  Venus  or  its  regent,  =  iukra  ;  (d),  {.  candied 
sugar,  sugar  ;  moonlight  ;  a  handsome  woman  ; 
spirituous  liquor;  white  Durva  grass;  Arabian  jas- 

mine; a  sort  of  Clitoria;  a  kind  of  Aparajita  plant 
(growing  on  mountains);    various  other  plants  or 
trees,  =  teeta-kantakdri ;  =  vdkiidl;=  viddri;  = 
kutumbinl;  =  pingd;  =  trdyamdnd;  =  tejanl; 

(am),  n.  silver;    sandal;    a   radish'  (  =  mulaka). —Sita-kantd  or  sita-kantdrikd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant (=4veta-kantakarl).-Sita-kantha,  as,  d,  am, white-throated,  having  a  white  rieck;  (as),  m.  a 
gallinule.  —  Sita-kara,  as,  m.  'white-rayed,'  the moon;  camphor. -Sita-karni,  f.  a  kind  of  plant 
(=fdsaka).-8ita-karman,  a,  a,  a,  pure  in  deeds 
or  actions.  -  Sita-Jcunjara,  as,  m.  a  white  elephant ; 
N.  of  Indra's  elephant;  'having  a  white  elephant,' epithet  of  Indn.-Sita-gunjd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant 
(= ifveta-gutijd).  -  Sita-dihna,   as,   m.   'white- 
marked,'  a  sort  of  fish  (  =  bdlukd-gada).-Sita- ddhattra,  am,  n.  a  white  umbrella  (especially  as  one of  the  emblems  of  royalty) ;  (<j  or  I),  f.  a  sort  of 
fennel  (  =  !iata-pushpd).-Sita-ddhatnta,  as,  m 
having  a  white  umbrella,  possessed  of  all  the  insignia of  royalty,  (according  to  the  Scholiast  on  Naishadha 
1.  i.  =  ilretdtapatrl-krita,  made  into  a  white  um- 

brella.) -  Sita-ddhada,    as,  m.  'white-feathered,' 
a  goose;  (d),  f.  white  Durva  gnss.-Sita-turaga, 
as,   m.  'white-horsed,'  epithet  of  Arjuna.-tfita- 
darbha,  as.  m.  white  Kus'a  grass. -Sita-didhiti ts,  m.  'white-rayed,'  the  mooa.-Sita-dlpua,  as, m.   white   cumin.  _  Sita-diin-d,  {.  white   DflrvS 
grass. -Sita-dru,  us,  m.  'white  tree,'  a  species  of Morata  plant.  -Siia-dhatu,  us,  m.  a  white  mineral ; 
chalk. - Sita-paksha,  as,  m.  a  white  wing;   the 
light  half  of  a   lunar   month;    'white-winged,'  a 

goose ;    [cf.   dharala-paksha.']  —  Sita-parni'   [. •white-leafed,'  a  kind  of  plant  (=arka-pmhpilcd). 
—Sita-patalikd,  f.  the  white  Patala  tree.-Sita- 
punkhd,  f.  the  white  S'ara-pun-khS  plant. —Sita- 
pushpa,  as,  m.  the  Tagara  tree ;  a  kind  of  grass 
(  =  fta«-o);  a  kind  of  tiee,  =  iveta-rohita;  (d),  (. Arabian  jasmine;  (i),  {.  a  kind  of  white  AparSjitS 
plant;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of  grass,  Cyperus  Rotundus. 
—  Sita-mani,  is,  m.  a   white  precious   stone,  a 
crystal.  —  Sitamani-maya,  as,  i,  am,  consisting  of 
crystals  or  jewels,  made  of  crystal.  -  Sita-marida, 
am,  n.  white  pepper.  -Sita-mdsha,  as,  m.  a  sort 
of  bean  (=>rdja-mdsha).-8ita-ral:ta,  as,  d,  am, 
white  and  red.  —  Sita-ranjana,  as,  m.  '  white- 
tinged,'  yellow  (the  colour).  -Sita-raimi,  is,  m. '  white-rayed,'  the  moon.-Sita-varshdbhu,  us,  m. 
a  kind  of  plant  (= punar-navd).  -  Sita-vdjin,  i, 
m.  'having  white  horses,'  epithet  of  Arjuna.-Sita- iarkara,  f.  candied  sugar.  —Sita-tdyakd,  f.  the 
white  Sara-pun-khS  plant.  -  Stta-s'ins'apd,  f.  the 
white  S'ins'apS  tiee.—Sita-s'imbika,  as,  m.  'white- 
awned,'  wheat,  (also  read  ̂ iti-aimbika.)  -  Sita- fiva,  am,  n.  rock-salt,  (also  read  Sita-ilva,  sita- 
siva,  &ta-tiva,  4ita-siva.)  —  Sita-^uka,  at,  m. 
' white-awned,'  barley;   [cf.  iita-/Suka.\  —  Sita-iii- 
rana,  as,  m.  the  plant  Vana-sflrana.  —Sita-dma- 
iru,,  us,  us,   u,    having   a    white   beard,    silvery- 
bearded.—  Sita-sapli,  is,  m.  'having  white  horses,' 
epithet  of  Arjuna.— Sita-sarshapa,  as,  m.  white 
mustard.  —Sita-sdra  or  sita-sdraka,  as,  m. '  having 
white  pith,' the  Salinda  plant.  —  Sita-sinhl,  I.  the 
white^Kanfakarf  plant.  —Sita-sindhu,  us,  f.  •  white 
river,'  the  Ganges.— Sita-siva,  see  sita-iiva.  —Si- 
tdntfu  (°ta-an°),  us,  m.  '  white-rayed,'  the  moon ; 
camphor.  —  Sitdnfuka  (°ta-an°),  as,  d,  am,  dressed 
in  a  white  mantle  or  garment.  —  Sitdni'u-taila,  am, n.  camphor  oil  or  ointment.  —  Sitd-khanda,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  clayed  or  refined  sugar  (said  to  be 
prepared  from  honey). —Sitdgra  (°ta-ag°),  as,  m. 
=  iitdgra,  a  thorn.  -  SUdnka  (°ta-an°),  as,  m. 
'  white-marked,'  the  BSluka-gada  fish.  -  Sitdnga 
(°ta-an°),  as,  m.  the  SVeta-rohita  tree.  —  Sitdnga- 
rdga  (°ta-an°),  as,  m.  a  white  cosmetic  or  deco- 

ration for  the  limbs  or  body.  —  Sitdjdji(°ta-aj°'), 
f.  white  cumin.— Sitdtapa-vdrana  (°ta-dt°),  am', n.  a  white   umbrella    (especially   as   a   symbol    of 
royalty).  -  Sitddi  (°ta-ddi  ?),  is,  m.  treacle,  mo- 

lasses (=guda).-Sitdnana  (°ta-dn°),  as,  i,  am, 
white-faced;    (as),  m.  epithet  of  Garuda.— Sitd- 
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siddhdnta.  ' 
panga  (°ta-ap°),  as,  m, '  having  white  eye-comers,' 
a  peacock.  —  Sitabja  (°ta-abj),  am,  n.  a  white 
lotus. "Sitdbha  (°ta-dbh°),  as,  m.  'white-looking,' 
camphor ;  (a),  f.  =  takrahva  (according  to  Sabda-k.). 

—Sitdbhra  (°ta-abh°),  a»,  am,  m.  n.  or  sitd- 
bhraka,  am,  n.  (see  abhra),  camphor ;  (incorrectly 

written  dUdbhraJ—Sitdmbara  (°ta-am°),  as,  a, 
am,  clothed  in  white  garments ;  (as),  m.  an  ascetic 

wearing  white  garments.  —  Sitdmbiya  (°ta-am°) 
or  sitiimbhoja  (°ta-am°),  am,  n.  a  white  lotus. 
—Sitdrjaka  (°ta-ar°),  at,  m.  white  basil.— Sita- 
laka  (°ta-al  ),  as,  m.  the  white  Mandsraka  tree. 
—Sitd-latd,  (.  white  DOrvi  grass.  —Sitdli  (°ta-dli), 
it,  is,  i,  having  white  lines.  —  Sitdli-ka/abhl, 

(.  the  white  Kinihl  tree.-Siidlikd  (°ta-dl°),  (. 
'  white-lined,' a  cockle.— Sitdvara  ("ta-at°td-av°), 
at,  m.  a  species  of  culinary  plant  (commonly  called 

Susuni,  =  medhd-krit) ;  (1),  (.  the  plant  Vakuci. 

<~8itd4va  (°ta-ad°),  as,  m.  'having  white  horses,1 
epithet  of  Arjuna.  —Sitdsita  (°ta-as°),  as,  d,  am, 
white  and  black ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Bala-rSma ;  (an), 

m.  du.  Venus  and  Saturn.  —  Sitdhvaya  (°ta-dh), 
as,  m.  the  white  Sigru  tree ;  the  Sveta-rohita  tree. 

—  Sitekshu  (°ta-ik°),  us,  m.  white  sugar-cane. 
—Sitetara  (°ta-it°),  at,  a,  am,  other  than  white, 
black ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of  dark-coloured  rice ;  a 

kind  of  pulse  (  =  kulattha).—Sitetara-gati,  is,  m. 

'  having  a  black  course,'  epithet  of  fire ;  [cf.  krithna- 
cortman.]  — 'Sitotpala  (°ta-ut°),  am,  n.  a  white 
water-lily.  -  Sitodara  (°ta-ud°),  as,  m.  '  white- 
bellied,'  epithet  of  the  god  Kuvera  (who  is  described 
as  deformed  and  whitened  by  a  leprous  taint).—  Si- 

todbhara  (°ta-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  produced  from 
sugar;  (am),  n.  white  sandal. -Sitopala  (°ta-up°), 
as,  m.  'white  stone,1  crystal;  (a),  f.  refined  or 
candied  sugar ;  (am),  n.  chalk  (or  a  similar  substance 

considered  as  a  variety).— Sitos/iija-vdratja  (°ta- 
ush°),  am,  n.  'white  heat-repeller,'  a  white  um- brella. 

a.  Mi,  is,  is,  i  (connected  with  6itl,  p.  1005 ; 
for  I.  tee  p.  1112,  col.  3 ;  for  3.  see  under  rt.  I.  so), 
white ;  black.  —  Siti-kantha,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
white  throat;  dark-necked;  (as),  m.  Siva;  [cf. 

.4iti-kanflia.~\—  Siti-vara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  culinary 
plant  (  =  su-nishanyaka).—Siti-i-iisas,  an,  as,  as, 
clad  in  black;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Bala-rama  (  = 
nlldmbara). 
Sitiman,  d,  m.  whiteness. 

siddha,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

siddhill,  f.  (according  to  some) 
a  small  ant. 

1.  sidh  (according  to  Vopa-deva 
VIII.  41.  the  s  of  this  rt.  is  not  changed 

to  sh  after  prepositions;  cf.  pari-sidh),  d.  I.  P. 
sedliati,  sishedha,  sedhishyati,  asedhit,  sedhi- 
tu,m,  to  go,  (in  Naigh.  II.  14.  sedliati  is  enume- 

rated among  the  gati-karmdnah) ;  to  go  towards, 
reach,  strike,  hit  (Ved.). 

I.  eedha,  as,  m.  going,  reaching  [cf.  ut-s°] ;  a  tail 
(according  to  some ;  cf.  go-sh°) ;  (a),  f.  a  porcupine. 

Sedliat,  an,  antl,  at,  going,  &c. 
I.  sedhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  going. 
I.  sed/tilva,  ind.  having  gone. 

2.  sidh  (this  rt.  allows  the  change 

of  i  to  sh  after  prepositions,  cf.  jiraii- 
shidh),  d.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  sedhati  (-te),  ei- 
ehedlia,  setsyati  or  sedhishyati,  asaitsit  or  ate- 
dhit,  sfddlium  or  sedhitum,  to  drive  off,  ward  off, 
keep  off,  restrain,  hinder;  to  interdict;  to  ordain, 
instruct ;  to  turn  out  well  or  auspiciously :  Caus. 
sedhayati,  -yitum  :  Dcsid.  of  Caus.  tithedhaiii- 
ihati:  Desid.  liiedhithati,  eiMhishati,  sisliit- 
satt :  Intens.  seshiilhyale,  sesheddld. 

Setldhavya,  as,  d,  'am,  to  be  kept  off,  to  be  pre- vented, &c. 

1.  ttdha,  an,  m.  restraint,  restraining,  hindering ; 
[cf.  ni-ihedha  under  ni-tladh.] 
Sedhaka,  at,  d,  am,  driving  off,  preventing. 

i.  sedhana,am,n.  the  act  of  restraining  or  keep- 

ing off. 
Sedhatiiya,  as,  d,  am,  =  seddharya,  col.  I. 

3.  sidh  (connected  with  rt.  sadh), 

cl.  4.  P.  sidliyati  (ep.  also  A.  -te),  si- 

shedha,  setsyati,  asidhat,  seddhitm,  to  be  accom- 
plished, be  fulfilled,  be  effected;  to  be  successful, 

succeed ;  to  be  settled  or  established ;  to  be  valid ; 
to  be  proved  or  demonstrated ;  to  be  thoroughly 
prepared  or  cooked ;  to  attain  an  object,  hit  an  aim, 
fall  true  (with  loc.,  e.  g.  ishuh  sidhyati  lakshye, 
the  arrow  falls  true  on  the  mark) :  Pass,  sidhyate, 

Aor.  asedhi,  to  be  completed  or  concluded,  &c. : 
Caus.  sedhayati,  with  reference  to  sacred  things ; 

sddhayati,  -yitum,  with  reference  to  secular  things, 
(Pin.  VI.  I,  49;  see  rt.  sadh);  to  accomplish, 
complete,  effect,  settle,  perform :  Desid.  sishitsati : 
Intens.  scshidhyate,  sesheddhi. 

Siddha,  as,  a,  am,  accomplished,  effected,  com- 
pleted, finished,  perfected,  fulfilled,  performed,  ob- 
tained, acquired,  gained ;  succeeded,  successful ; 

settled,  established,  substantiated,  demonstrated, 
proved ;  valid  (as  a  rule  of  grammar  or  in  law)  ; 
admitted  to  be  true  or  right ;  adjudicated,  decided, 
terminated  (as  a  lawsuit)  ;  paid,  liquidated,  settled 

(as  a  debt) ;  ready  (as  money) ;  thoroughly  pre- 
pared, concocted,  compounded  (as  drugs  &c.); 

cooked,  dressed  ;  matured,  ripened,  ripe ;  subjugated, 
subdued,  brought  into  subjection  (by  magical  power) ; 
thoroughly  skilled  or  versed  (in  magical  arts  &c.) ; 
perfected  or  sanctified  (by  penance,  austerities,  &c.) ; 
emancipated,  beatified ;  endowed  with  supernatural 

powers  or  faculties,  (of  these  eight  are  usually  enu- 
merated, see  under  siddhi  below ;  but  twenty-six 

others  are  sometimes  added,  e.g.  dura-&ravana, 

sarvajna-tva,  manoydyi-tra,  vahni-stambha,  &c., 
see  under  stambha) ;  sacred,  holy,  pious,  divine, 

immortal,  eternal ;  well-known,  eminent,  celebrated  ; 
illustrious,  shining,  splendid ;  (as),  m.  a  semi-divine 
being  supposed  to  be  of  great  purity  and  holiness, 
and  said  to  be  specially  characterized  by  the  eight 
supernatural  faculties  (of  which  uniman  is  the  first; 
see  under  siddhi;  according  to  some  the  Siddhas 

inhabit,  together  with  the  Munis  &c.,  the  Bhuvar- 
loka  or  middle  region  between  the  earth  and  the 

sun ;  according  to  the  Vishnu-Purana  eighty-eight 
thousand  of  them  occupy  the  regions  of  the  sky 
north  of  the  sun  and  south  of  the  seven  Rishis ; 

they  are  regarded  as  immortal,  but  only  in  the  sense 

of  living  to  the  end  of  a  Kalpa ;  in  the  later  mytho- 
logy they  appear  to  be  sometimes  confused  with  the 

Sadhyas,  whose  place  they  seem  occasionally  to  take, 

see  Ki'iilfiyn) ;  an  inspired  sage  or  seer  (as  Vyasa  and 
others) ;  any  holy  or  sanctified  personage  or  great 
saint  (especially  one  who  by  austere  practices  has 
attained  some  or  all  of  the  five  states  of  beatitude, 

see  saloka-td,  xarupa-td,  s~unli>y<i,  artijtijya, 
sdrshti-td) ;  an  adept  in  magical  or  mystical  arts, 
one  who  by  the  performance  of  certain  mystical  rites 
has  acquired  superhuman  powers,  (see  above  and 
under  siddhi);  a  lawsuit,  judicial  trial  (  =  ryaca- 
hdra)  ;  a  kind  of  dark  Dhustura  or  thorn-apple ; 
another  plant  or  a  sort  of  hard  sugar  (=--guda) ;  N. 
of  the  twenty-first  of  the  astronomical  Yogas ;  (ds), 
m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people;  (d),  f.  a  medicinal  plant  or 
root  ( =  riddhi) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  eight  Yogims, 

(see  under  yogin)',  (<tm),  n.  sea-salt.  —Siddha- 
ktintis'cari,  f.  one  of  the  five  forms  of  KamakhyS 
or  DuTgz.  —  Siddha-kerala,  am,  n.  'the  perfect 
Kerala,'  N.  of  a  district.  —  Siddha-Jtthetra,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  p\3ce.  —  8iddha-gattyd,  {.  the  divine  or 
heavenly  Ganges  ( =  manddkini).  —  Siddha-yraliti, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  kind  of  madness  or  seizure 

(produced  by  supernatural  agency).  —Siddha-jala, 
am,  n.  'cooked  water,'  the  fermented  water  of 
boiled  rice  or  sour  rice-gruel.  —  tiiddka-ld,  f.  or 
siddhciriva,  am,  n.  perfection,  completion  ;  the 
establishment  or  validity  of  a  rule  or  doctrine. 

—  Siildha-deva,  as,  m.  'perfected  deity,'  epithet 

of  Siva.  —Siddha-dhdta,  us,  m. '  perfected  mineral,1 

quicksilver.  —  Siddha-dhaman,  a,  n.  the  abode  of 
the  Siddhas.  —  Siddlia-paktha,  as,  m.  the  established 
or  logical  side  of  an  argument.  —  Siddha- pi/ ha,  as, 
m.  a  most  sacred  station  or  shrine ;  a  place  sacred 

to  Durga.  —Siddha-/iura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  mythical 
city  said  to  be  located  in  the  southern  or  lower 
regions  of  the  ezith.—Siddha-ptirmlM,  a«,  m.  a 
perfect  or  completely  sanctified  personage ;  a  sage,  seer ; 
an  adept  in  mystical  mcs.-.Siddha-pushpa,as,  m. 

'  having  perfect  flowers,'  the  Kara-vira  plant.  —  iSW- 
dha-prayojana,  as,  m.  white  mustard.— Siddha- 
praya,  as,  d,  am,  almost  accomplished,  nearly  com- 

pleted, almost  finished.  —  Siddha-bhumi ,  is,  (.  the 
region  inhabited  by  Siddhas.  —  Siddha-manorama, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  the  second  day  of  the  civil  month 

(karma-mdsa).—Siddlia-mantra,  as,  m.  a  parti- 
cular Mantra  of  great  efficacy .  —  Siddha-modaka, 

as,  m.  a  particular  kind  of  candied  sugar  prepared 
from  the  TavarSja  phnt.—Siddha-yatrika,as,  m. 
a  pilgrim  who  seeks  the  region  of  the  Siddhas. 
••  Siddha-yoyin,  t,  m.  epithet  of  Siva;  (ini),  f., 
N.  of  a  particular  Yogini ;  of  the  goddess  ManasS. 

—  Siddha~yof/e3i'ara-iantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tantra  work. — Siddha-rasa,  as,  d,  am,  having 
perfected  metallic  fluids,  mineral,  metallic;  (as),  m. 

'  perfected  mineral,'  quicksilver ;  skilled  in  the  science 

of  metals,  an  alchemist.— Siddha-rudr&irara-t'irtha 
(°ra-is"°),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Siddha-cata, 
N.  of  a  place.  —  Siddha-vati,  f.,  N.  of  a  tutelary 
goddess.  ••  Siddha-vidyd,  f.  the  worship  of  DurgI 
under  a  particular  form.  —  Siddha-sartkalpa,  as,  d, 

am,  one  who  has  accomplished  his  wishes. —  Na/- 
dha-sanyha,  as,  m.  a  company  of  Siddhas,  assem- 

blage of  sain\s.—Siddha-#alila,  am,  n.  'cooked 
water,'  sour  rice-gruel. ~8iddlia-sdd/iiil;a,  as,  in. 
epithet  of  Siva.  —  Siddha-sddhana,  as,  m.  white 
mustard ;  (am),  n.  the  performance  of  magical  or 
mystical  rites  (for  the  acquisition  of  supernatural 
powers,  &c.) ;  the  materials  employed  in  mystical 
or  chemical  processes.  —  Siddha-sadhana-doslia, 
as,  m.  the  etror  of  labouring  to  establish  what  is 
already  proved.  —  Siddha-sudhya,  as,  d,  am,  who 
or  what  has  effected  what  was  to  be  done ;  effected, 

accomplished,  proved  ;  (as),  m.  a  particular  Mantra ; 

(ntn),  n.  demonstrated  proof  or  conclusion.  —  Sid- 
dha-sdrasrata,  N.  of  a  v/ork.  —  Siddhasdrasvata- 
dlpikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Padmanabha  on 
the  Bhuvanesvari-stotra.— Siddha-siddha,  as,  m.  a 

particular  Mantra.  —  Siddha-sindhu,  un,  f.  'divine 
river,'  epithet  of  the  {janges.  —  Siddha-susiddha, 
as,  m.  a  particular  Mantra. — Siddha-sena,  an,  m. 

'  having  a  divine  or  perfect  army,'  epithet  of  Kartti- 
keya  (god  of  war);  of  an  astronomer.  —  Siddha- 
Sdiii-dicakara,  «.-',  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Sarva-jna 
and  pupil  of  Vriddha-v5da-suri  (said  to  have  induced 
Vikramaditya  to  tolerate  the  Jaina  religion).  —  Hid- 
dha-sevita,  as,  d,  am,  honoured  or  worshipped 

by  Siddhas ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  a  form  of  Bhairava 
or  Siva  (~vajuka-bhairava),  —  Siddlia-sthdli, 
f.  the  boiler  or  pot  of  a  seer  (fabled  as  a  vessel 
bestowed  by  a  holy  personage,  and  gifted  with  the 

property  of  overflowing  with  any  kind  of  food  at 

the  wish  of  the  possessor).  —  Siddhdnta  (°dha- 
an°),  as,  m.  established  end  [cf.  raddhanta]  ; 
demonstrated  conclusion  of  an  argument,  the  esta- 

blished line  of  reasoning  or  view  of  any  question, 

the  true  logical  conclusion  (following  on  the  refuta- 
tion of  the  purva-paksha  or  first  objection),  esta- 

blished truth,  proved  fact,  settled  opinion  or  doc- 
trine, dogma,  axiom,  received  or  admitted  truth 

(regarded  as  of  four  kinds,  viz.  earm-tuntra-s°, 
prati-tantra-s",  adWtarona-s°,  abhyupagama- 

s",  q.  q.  v.  v.) ;  any  fixed  or  established  text-book 
resting  on  conclusive  arguments,  (often  used  at  the 
end  of  comps.  to  denote  certain  received  treatises 

by  high  authorities  on  astronomy,  mathematics,  and 
other  sciences ;  nine  astronomical  works  being  espe- 

cially so  designated,  viz.  the  Btahma-s",  Surya-s°, 
Soma-s°,  Vrihaspati-s0,  Garga^s0,  NSrada-s°,  Para- 
sara-s°,  Pulastya-s°,  Vasishtha-s°  ;  five  principal  astro- 

nomical Siddhantas  ate  enumerated  by  others,  viz. 
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Paulis'a-s'3,  Romaka-s0,  Vasishtha-s°,  Saura-s0,  and 
Paitamaha-s'.)  —  Sid<lhdnta,~koti,  is,  f.  the  point  in 
an  argument  which  is  regarded  as  a  logical  conclu- 

sion.— Siddhanta-kaumudi,  f.,  N.  of  a  celebrated 
grammar  by  Bhattoji-dlkshita  (intended  to  furnish 

a  practical  arrangement  of  Panini's  Sutras  with  a 
commentary).  —  Siddlidnta-yarblia,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  work  by  Madana-pala.  —  Siddhanta-fandrikd, 
f.  a  commentary  on  the  Sarasvatl-sntra  by  Rama- 

candrasrama ;  another  on  the  S'Sstra-dlpika  by 
Rama-knshna-bhatta  ;  N.  of  Rama-samyamin's  Ve- 

danta precepts.  —  Siddhuntadandrikd-tikd,  (.  a 
commentary  by  Gairgadhara-yati  on  Rania-samya- 

min's  work.  —  Siddkantz-fandrodaya,  (°ra-ud°), 
as,  m.  a  commentary  by  Krishna-dhurjati-dikshita 
on  the  Tarka-san-graha.  —  Siddhanta-ittntdniani, 
is,  rn.,  N.  of  a  work  on  astronomy, *-Siddhtinta- 
tattva,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  on  the  principles  of 

the  Vaiseshika  doctrines,  (also  called  Padartha-viveka.) 
-•Siddhuntatattva-bindti,  a  commentary  by  Ma- 

dhu-sudana-sarasvatl  on  S'an-karac'arya's  Dasa-slokl. 
—Siddhantatattvabindu-sandipana  or  bindu- 
pandipana,  am,  n.  a  commentary  by  Purushottama 

Sarasvati  ou  the  preceding.  —  Siddhdntatattra-sar- 
rasva,  am,  n.  a  commentary  on  the  SiddhSnta- 
tattva  by  Goplnatha-maunin. — Siddhdnta-dipikd, 
{.  a  commentary  on  the  Siddhanta-muktavall  by 
Nana-dlkshita.  —  Siddhdnta-pakslia,  as,  m.  the 
logically  correct  side  of  an  argument.  —  Siddkdnta- 
bindu,=*siddhdntatattva-bindu,  q.  v.—Slddhdn- 
tabindu-vydlikyd,  f.  a  commentary  by  Narayana- 
yati  on  the  preceding.  •~Siddkdnta-muktdvall,  f. 

*  string  of  pearls  of  dogmatic  precepts,'  N.  of  a  com- 
mentary by  Visva-natha  Paiicanana  Bhattac'arya 

Tarkalan-kSra  on  the  BhSsha-pari&heda  (a  text- 
book of  the  Nyaya,  also  called  miiklava.li) ;  of  a 

metrical  Vedinta  treatise  with  a  prose  interpretation 
by  Prakasananda ;  of  a  metrical  exposition  of  the 

theory  of  Vallabhacarya.  —  Siddkdntamuktdvali- 
prakdia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on  the  Sid- 

dhanta-muktavall. —  Siddhdnta-ratna,  N.  of  a 
summary  of  the  Vedanta  system  by  Nimbarka  (  = 

da$a-s'loki).  —  Siddhdnta-rahasya,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  work  on  astronomy.  —  Siddhdnta-les'a,  as,  m., 
N,  of  a  metrical  work  by  Apya-dlkshita  on  the 
Vedanta  and  other  systems  of  philosophy.  —  Sid- 
dlinnta-ragiia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  preceptor  of 

Raghavendra.  —  Siddhdnta-s'lromani,  N.  of  an 
astronomical  work  by  Bhaskara.  —Siddhdnta-san- 

graltu,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  epitome  of  Vijiunes'vara's 
Mitakshara.— Siddkdnta-sandarbha,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  an  astronomical  work.  —  Siddhilnta-simdiirtt, 

N.  of  a  work  on  astronomy  by  Jiiana-raja.  —  Sid- 

dhdnta-sukli-mai'ijari,  f.,  N.  of  a  metrical  abridg- 
ment of  the  Siddhanta-lesa  by  Gan-ga-dhara-sarasvatl. 

—Siddhdntdfdra  (°t/i-d<!°),  as,  m.  a  perfect  rule 
of  action  (with  the  Tantrikas) ;  one  who  practises 
this  rule  (said  to  consist  in  purity,  quietism,  and 

complete  mental  absorption  in  Durga).  —  Siddhan- 
tila,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nddltdnta),  logically  demon- 

strated or  proved,  established  as  true.  —  Sid<lfidntin, 
i,  m.  one  who  establishes  or  proves  his  conclusions ; 
one  learned  in  scientific  text-books;  a  follower  of 

the  Mlmansa  philosophy.  —  Siddhdnna  (°dlta-an°), 
am,  n.  dressed  food,  cooked  victuals.  —  Siddlidfiuyd 

(adha-ap°),  (. '  divine  river,'  epithet  of  the  Ganges. 
—  Siddhdri  (°dha-ari),  is,  m.  a  particular  Mantra. 
—  HitlJ/iartha  (°d/M-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has 
accomplished  an  aim  or  object,  successful,  prosperous ; 

(as),  m.  epithet  of  the  great  Buddha  (or  S'akya- 
muni,  founder  of  the  Buddhist  religion)  ;  N.  of  the 
father  of  the  last  and  most  celebrated  Arhat  of  the 

present  Ava-sarpinI ;  epithet  of  Siva  ;  white  mustard  ; 
(a),   f.,    N.   of  the  mother  of  the  fourth  of  the 
twenty-four  Arhzts.—SidiUtdrthaka,  am,  n.  white 

mastarA.  —  Siddhdrtha-knrin,  i,  m.  epithet  of  S'iva. 
—  tiiddharthin  (°dka-ar°),  I,  m.,  N.  of  the  fifty- 
third  (or  twenty-seventh)  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle  of 
sixty  years.  — SidaVmrfrarna  (dh<i-as"J),  N.  of  a 
hermitage  in  the  Himalaya  (where  Vishnu  performed 

penance  before  his  dwarf  incarnation).  -•  Siddha- 

drama-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —Siddhd- 

sana  (°dha-ds°),  am,  n.  a  particular  posture  in 
religious  meditation  (described  as  placing  the  left 
heel  under  the  body  and  the  right  heel  in  front  of 
it,  fixing  the  sight  between  the  eyebrows,  and  medi- 

tating upon  the  syllable  Om).  —  Siddhetvam-tantra 

("dlia-itS"),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra  work.-Std- 
dhes'rara-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Sid- 
dhetfvari  ("dlia-is"^),  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  goddess. 
—Siddhaugha  (°dha-ogha),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  par- 

ticular class  of  Gurus  worshipped  or  revered  by  the 
Tantrikas,  (their  names  are  said  to  be  Narada, 

Kasyapa,  S'ambhu,  Bhargava,  Kula-kausika.) 
Siddhaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree  (  =  sindhu- 

vdra) ;  the  S"al  tree ;  a  species  of  metre. 
Suldltd.     See  under  siddha,  p.  1114,  col.  2. 

Siddhdyikd,  {.,  N.  of  one  of  the  twenty-four 

goddesses,  called  S"asana-devatas,  who  execute  the 
commands  of  the  twenty-four  Arhats. 

Siddhi,  is,  f.  accomplishment,  fulfilment,  com- 
pletion, perfection,  complete  attainment  (of  any 

object),  performance  ;  success,  prosperity,  well-being ; 
settlement,  establishment,  substantiation,  demonstra- 

tion, proof,  indisputable  conclusion ;  validity  (of  a 
rule  or  law) ;  certainty,  truth,  accuracy,  correctness  ; 
decision,  adjudication,  determination  (of  a  lawsuit) ; 
payment,  liquidation  (of  a  debt),  acquittance ;  the 
solution  of  a  problem  ;  preparation,  cooking,  matur- 

ing, maturity ;  readiness  ;  complete  knowledge ; 
complete  perfection  or  sanctification  (by  penance 

&c.) ;  final  emancipation,  supreme  felicity,  beati- 
tude ;  the  acquisition  of  supernatural  powers  by 

magical  means  or  the  supernatural  faculty  so  ac- 
quired, (eight  are  usually  enumerated,  e.  g.  animan, 

inaliiman,  laghiman,  yariman,  prdpti,  prd- 

kdmija,  ib'i-tva,  va^i-tva,  q.  q.  v.  v.,  to  which  is 
sometimes  added  kdmavasdyi-tva  and  many  others, 
e.  g.  siddhiff  khedari,  the  magical  power  of  flying 
through  the  air ;  rasolldsa,  q.  v.,  vi-dokd,  q.  v.,  see 
also  under  siddha,  p.  1 1 14) ;  any  marvellous  skill  or 
capability;  a  magical  shoe  or  slipper  (supposed  to 
have  the  power  of  conveying  the  wearer  wherever 
he  likes) ;  good  effect  or  result,  use,  advantage ;  un- 

derstanding, intellect;  concealment,  vanishing,  mak- 

ing one's  self  invisible ;  a  particular  Yoga  (either  the 
sixteenth  of  the  astronomical  periods  or  the  nine- 

teenth of  the  twenty-eight  astrological  Yogas)  ;  a 
kind  of  medicinal  root  (  =  riddki);  Perfection  (per- 

sonified as  a  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of 

Dharma)  ;  N.  of  a  Yogini ;  of  Durga  ;  of  S'iva,  (in 
this  sense  masc.)  —  Siddhi-ltdrana,  am,  n.  a  cause 
of  beatitude,  means  of  obtaining  felicity.  ••  Si'liUt  i- 
(dmwi&d-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Siddhl- 
da,  as,  d,  am,  conferring  felicity  or  beatitude ;  (as), 

m.  epithet  of  a  form  of  Bhairava  or  S'iva  ( =  vatitka- 
bhaii'at}a).  —  Siddtii-ddtri,  f.  'giver  of  perfection,' 
epithet  of  Dar^ft.—Kiddhi-bhairami,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  Tantra  work.  —  SiddU-ywja,  as,  m.  a  parti- 

cular auspicious  conjunction  of  the  planets.  —  N/f/- 
dhi-yogini,  f.  a  kind  of  Yogini.  —  Siddhi-ldbha, 
as,  m.  acquirement  of  success  or  perfection,  —  fyid- 

dhi-sopdna,  '  ladder  of  success,"  N.  of  a  work. 
—  t*td>lhi-stltdna,  am,  n.  'place  of  felicity,'  N.  of 
any  sacred  spot  where  final  beatitude  is  obtained  by 
religious  worship  (such  as  particular  places  on  the 
Ganges  or  Sutmtt).~8idd}ty-<irtham,  ind.  for 
the  sake  of  accomplishing  or  obtaining. 
Siddhvd,  ind.  having  accomplished  or  effected, 

having  completed. 
Sidhitva,  ind.  (according  to  some)  =  siddhvd 

above. 

SUfBunOi  am,  or  sidhman,  rt,  n.  a  blotch,  pustule, 
scab ;  pock-mark,  leprous  spot ;  leprosy  or  a  kind  of 
leprosy  (one  of  the  seven  kinds).  —  Sidhma-piah- 
pikd,  f.  a  particular  kind  of  cutaneous  disease  or 
leprosy.  ~Sidhi)Ui-vat)  dn,  atl,  at,  scabby,  pock- 

marked, covered  with  pustules  or  blotches ;  leprous, 
tainted  with  leprosy. 

Sid/tmala,  as,  d,  am, =&idhma-vat;  (a),  f.  a 
scab,  blotch,  leprous  spot ;  a  sort  of  leprosy ;  dried 

fish,  salt  fish  (=>mat8i/a-vikriti). 

Sidhmd,  f.  a  blotch,  scab,  leprous  spot ;  leprosy. 

Sid/tya,  as,  m.  '  auspicious,'  N.  of  the  asterism 
Pushya. 

Sidhra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  obtaining,  effecting, 
(Say.  =  sddhalia) ;  perfect,  good ;  protecting;  (an), 
m.  a  pious  or  virtuous  man  ;  a  tree. 

Sidhrakd,  (.  a  kind  of  plant  or  tree.  —  Sidhrakd- 

vana,  am,  n.  '  Sidhraka-grove,'  N.  of  one  of  the celestial  gardens. 

1.  sedltitvd,  ind.  (according  to  some)  =  rid dhrd , 
col.  2  ;  [cf.  I.  salhitvd  under  rt.  I.  sidh.] 

ftpT  sina,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
III.  ̂ .  fr.  rt.  si,  '  to  bind;'  see  also  Nirukta  V.  5), 

*  a  quantity  of  anything  bound  or  collected  together/ 
a  lump  of  food,  &c.,  mouthful ;  (am),  n.  the  body  ; 

food  (Ved.;  SSy.  =  anna);  (as,  i,  am),  white, 
white-coloured  (according  to  Sabda-k.) ;  blind  with 
one  eye,  one-eyed,  =  kana  ;  (i),  f.  white,  (perhaps 
an  old  fern,  of  2.  situ;  cf.  iyeni  under  sSyena.) 

—  Sina-iiat,  dn,  atl,  at,  Ved.  having  food. 

Sinlvdl't,  f.   (said   to   be  connected   with   sini, 
'white;'  but  in  Nirukta  XI.  31.  sini  it  connected 

with  rt.  si  and  vSli  with  rt.  val,  '  to  surround,'  or 
with  bdla,  'young;'  the  real  meaning  may  be  'a 
white  ring'),  the  day  preceding  that  of  new  moon 
or  the  day  on  which  the  moon  rises  with  a  thin 

crescent  of  light  scarcely  visible ;  N.  of  a  Vedic  god- 
dess ;  of  the  goddess  Durga. 

fw<:<*  sinduka,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  rt. 

syand,  see  below),  the  small  tree  or  shrub  Vitex 
Negundo. 
Sindu-vara,  as,  m.  (probably  for  syanda-vdra, 

the  plant  being  used  medicinally  to  prevent  flow 
of  the  humors  and  laxity),  —  sinduka  above;  [cf. 
sindhu-vdra.] 

ffS^T.  sindura,  as,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  I.  69. 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  syand),  a  sort  of  tree ;  («),  f.,  N. 

of  a  plant  (  =  rofani);  tie  plant  Grislea  Tomentosa 
( =  dhatdhl) ;  the  plant  Lythrum  Fruticosum;  red 
cloth  or  clothes ;  (am),  n.  red  lead,  minium,  m- 
mi\ion;  =  raja-lekha  (according  to  some).  —  Sin- 

dura-kdrtina.  am,  n.  '  origin  of  minium,'  lead. 
—Sindura-tilaka,  as,  m.  'marked  with  red  lead,' 
an  elephant;  {«),  f.  a  woman  whose  forehead  is 
marked  with  red  lead  (and  therefore  whose  husband 
is  living).  —Sindura-nirgama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 

1 3  7th  chapter  of  the  Krlda-khanda  or  second  part 
of  the  Ganesa-Purana.— Sindiira-pushpi,  (.  a  kind 
of  plant  (  =  nra-pushpi). 
Sindurikd,  f.  red  lead,  minium. 

Sindurita,  as,  d,  am,  reddened,  made  red. 

ftr^J  sindhu,  us,  m.  (probably  connected 
with  rt.  syand,  'to  flow'),  the  ocean,  sea,  (kripd- 
sindhu, '  ocean  of  mercy,' a  term  for  an  exceedingly 
merciful  person) ;  N.  of  Varuna  (as  god  of  the 
ocean);  the  river  Indus;  the  Indus  personified  (as 
one  of  the  male  rivers,  cf.  nada) ;  the  country 
around  the  Indus  (commonly  called  Sindh);  the  water 
into  which  the  Soma  drops ;  water  ejected  from  the 

mouth  or  from  an  elephant's  trunk  (  =  vamathit) ; 

the  juice  that  exudes  from  an  elephant's  temples ;  an 
elephant ;  a  particular  Raga  or  musical  mode  (re- 

garded as  son  of  the  Raga  Malakaula) ;  the  tree 

Vitex  Negundo  [cf.  sinduka~] ;  white  or  refined 
borax,  =  smta-tankana ;  (anas'),  m.  pi.  the  in- 

habitants of  Sindh ;  (us),  f.  the  river  Sindhu,  (Ni- 
rukta IX.  26) ;  a  river  or  stream  of  water  in  general. 

—  Sind/i./!-ka)>/i<i,   as,   m.  '  sea-foam,'   cuttle-fish 
bone.  "Sindttu-kara,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  white  borax 
(  —  sretri-/ankana).  —  Sindhn-kshit,  t,  m.,  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  75  (having  the 

patronymic  Praiyamedha).—  Sindhu-khela,  as,  m. 

'  sported  or  flowed  over  by  the  Indus,"  the  country 
Sindh.  —  Sindhti-ja,   as,  a,  am,  ocean-bom,  sea- 

born, marine ;  river-born,  aquatic ;  born  or  produced 
in  the  country  Sindh ;  (d),  C.  epithet  of  the  goddess 
Lakshml  (as  produced  at  the  churning  of  the  ocean) ; 

(am),  n.  rock-salt.  —  Sindhu-janman,  d,  d,  a, 
ocean-born,  sea-born ;  produced  in  Sindh ;  («),  ro. 
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the  moon;  (a),  n.  rock-salt.  —Simlhu-tia,  {.,  N. 

of  the  wife  of  the  Riga  M  Slava.  —  Sindhu-des'a,  as, 
rn.  the  country  of  Sindh.—  Slndhu-dvipa,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  king  ;  of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda 

X.  9  (having  the  patronymic  Ambarisha).  —  i'inrfAu- 
nnila,  N.  of  a  river.  —  SinJh  u-nandana,  as,  m.  '  son 
of  the  ocean,"  the  moon  (fabled  to  have  been  one 
of  the  fourteen  precious  things  recovered  at  the  churn- 

ing of  the  ocean,  see  mandara,  p.  74^)-  ~  Sindhu- 
natha.as.m.  'lord  of  rivers,'  the  ocean.  —  Sindhu- 
pati,  is,  m.  '  lord  of  Sindh,'  epithet  of  Jayad-ratha. 
—Sindhu-para-ja,  ca,  a,  am,  bom  or  produced 
on  the  further  bank  of  the  Indus.  —Sindhu-putra, 
as,  m.  '  son  of  the  ocean,'  the  moon  ;  a  sort  of 
ebony.  —  Sindhu-pulinda,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people.  —  Sindhu-pushpa,  as,  m.  'sea-flower,'  a 
conch-shell.  —  Sindhu-madhya,  N.  of  a  district. 
—  Sindhu-mantha,  as,  m.  the  churning  of  the 
ocean,  (see  mandara,  p.  746)  ;  '  ocean  chuming- 
stick,"  a  mountain  (according  to  some).  —  Sindhu- 
manlha-ja,  am,  a.  vxk-salt.'-Sindhu-mdtri,  td, 
tri,  tri,  Ved.  having  the  sea  as  mother  (said  of  the 
Soma,  also  of  the  Maruts  and  of  the  ASvins)  ;  (id),  f. 

•  mother  of  streams,'  epithet  of  the  river  Sarasvatl 
(Ved.).—  Sindhu-mukha,  am,  n.  the  mouth  of  a 

river.  —  Sindhu-mukhdgata,    (°kha-ag°),    as,   a, 
am,  arrived  at  the  mouth  of  a  river.  —Sindhu- 

raja,  as,  to.  '  king  of  Sindh,'  epithet  of  Jayad- 
nlha.—Sindhu-lavana,  am,  n.  '  Sindh-salt,"  rock- 
salt  —Sindhu-vara,  as,  m.  a  good  horse  or  one 
of  a  particularly  good  breed  (brought  probably  from 
Sindh  or  the  borders  of  Persia)  ;  the  small  tree  Vitex 
Negundo  (  =  sindu-vdra).'-Sindhu-vdraka,  as, 
m.  Vitex  Negundo,  (see  ibove.)  —  Sindhu-vdrita, 
as,  m.  Vitex  Negundo,  (see  above.  )~Sindhu-vasin, 

i,  ini,  «',  living  in  Sindh,  an  inhabitant  of  Sindh. 
—  Sindhu-vdhas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  bringing  streams 
of  water.  —Sindhu-reshana,  as,  m.  the  tree  Gme- 
lina  Arborea.  —  Sindhu-iayana,    as,  m.  •  ocean- 
reclining,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Sindhu-sangama, 
at,  m.  '  sea-confluence,"  the  mouth  of  a  river  or  its 
point  of  junction  with  the  sea.  —  Sindhu-samudra- 
sangama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place.  -  Sindltu-sunu, 
•us,  m.  '  son  of  Sindhu,'  N.  of  the  Asura  Jalan-dhara. 
—Sindhu-eauvira,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  (the 
people  of  Sindh  and  western  RajputSna,  according 
to  some).  -  SindhtMha  Cdhu-ut°)  or  sindhud- 
bhava  (°dhu-ud°),  am,  a.  '  Sindh-produced,'  rock- 
salt   (=saiiidhava).  -  Sindhiipala    fdAu-up0), 
am,,  n.  '  Sindh-stone,'  rock-salt 
Sindhuka,  at,  a,  am,  marine  ;  born  or  produced 

in  Sindh  ;  (as),  m.  the  tree  Vitex  Negundo  [cf.  si«- 
duka]  ;  N.  of  a  king  (  =  sudraka). 

Sindhura,  as,  m.  an  elephant;  [cf.  sindhu.'] 
—Sindhura-dveshin,  i,  m.  •  elephant-hater,'  a  lion. 
Sindhida,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  Bhoja. 

^nv  =  rt.  ninv,  q.  v. 

sipdhatia,  N.  of  a  place. 

sipra,  as,  m.  sweat,  perspiration, 

heat;  the  moon;  (a),  f.  a  woman's  zone;  a  female 
buffalo  ;  N.  of  a  river  near  Ujjayini  [cf.  jipra]  ; 
(am),  n.,  N.  of  a  lake  [cf.  sipra']. 

sibh  or  simbh  =  rt.  sribh,  q.v. 

sim,  ind.  (in  Vedic  grammar)  a  tech- 
nical term  for  the  eight  simple  vowels  (viz.  a,  a,  i, 

»,  u,  u,  rt,  rt). 

l^t*T 
ftUT  si 

sima,  as,  5,  am  (in  Unadi-s.  I.  143. 
said  to   be   fr.  rt.  si;    probably   connected   with 

simisimaya  (fr.  an  imitative 
sound),  Nom.  P.  si»d»iindyati,  Sec.,  to  tremble, 

quiver,  be  convulsed. 
ftlffT  simba,  f.  (also  written  simba,  q.  v.), 

3  pod,  &c. 
Simbi,  is,  (.  a  pod  (  =  s'imbi).—Simbi-ja,  f. 

'  pod-born,'  any  pulse  or  grain  growing  in  pods. 
Simbi,  (.= 

silahara. 

others  fr.  rt.  si),  Ved.  sprinkled  (with  Soma),  receiv- 
ing libations,  (SSy.  ̂ iomendsifyainana,  Rig-veda 

VIII.  19,  31.) 

(in  Rig-veda  VIII. V"  jj-ig-veaa  viil.  4,  i.  simd,  voc.  c.  =  s«na  = 
treshthendra) ;  (S),  f.,  Ved.  a  cord,  band,  (accord- 

ing to  some  as,  m.;  cf.  sima.) - Simd-tva,  am, a.,  Ved.  the  state  of  a  cord. 

simbh.     See  rt.  sibh,  col.  i. 

sira,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  si;  but 

cf.  s"t'ra,  6ird,  p.  1006),  the  root  of  long  pepper; 
(a),  f.  any  tubular  vessel  of  the  body,  a  nerve,  vein, 

artery,  tendon,  Sec.  (see  si'rn) ;  a  stream,  water  (Ved., 
Say.  sirdsu  =  sarana-tildsv  apsu,  Rig-veda  I. 
121,  II;  in  Naigh.  I.  12. sira  is  enumerated  among 
the  udaka-ndmdni;  cf.  sira);  a  bucket,  a  baling- 
vessel.  —Sird-jdla,  as,  in.  a  network  or  plexus  of 
vessels  or  veins,  an  enlargement  of  the  vessels  of 

the  eye.  —  Sird-moksha,  as,  m. '  loosing  the  veins," 
venesection.  —  Sira-vyadha,  as,  m.  or  sird-rya- 

dhana,  am,  n.  'piercing  the  veins,"  venesection. 
—Slra-harsha,  as,  m.  thrill  of  the  nerves ;  a  flow  of 
discoloured  tears  (according  to  some).  —  Sirotpdta, 

(°rd-ut°),  as,  m.  disease  or  morbid  affection  of  the 
veins,  &c. ;  redness  and  inflammation  of  the  eyes. 

sil.     See  rt.  s"i7. 
silaka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

f^ffttsilika,  as,  d,  am, Ved.  (according  to 
SSy.)  compact,  symmetrical  (=samsrUa,  sangata). 
—  Silika-madhyama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  com- 

pact or  symmetrical  waists  ( =  samsrita-madhyama 
or  firsha-madhyama,  Nirukta  IV.  13). 

sillakl,  f.  (=^sallakl,  sallakT),  the 
gum  olibanum  tree,  Boswellia  Thurifera. 

Rig-veda  I.  25,  3.  vi-8lmahi~vis'e- ehe.no,  Trndhriimah  is  referred  by  SSy.  either  to  rt. 

siv  with  «'  or  to  rt.  si  with  ri),  sishera,  scvishyati, 
asevtt,  sevitum,  to  sew,  darn,  stitch ;  to  stitch  toge- 

ther, unite,  join :  Pass,  stvyate,  Aor.  asevi,  to  be 
sewn :  Caus.  sevayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  aslsiiivat  : 
Desid.  sisevisTiati  or  sisyushati :  Intens.  seshii;- 
yate  ;  [cf.  Gr.  xaa-av-ta  (na-Tv-cu),  tcaa-av-fui  (non- 

),  tcarrv-s,  probably  vf^rjy  and  'Tprjv :  Lat. 
su-o,  su-tu-s,  su-tor,  iu-tura,  su-tela,  sw-b-ula, 
Con~sus,  Con-sualia:  Goth,  siu-ja,  eiri/fyiaTrra;: 
Old  Germ,  siud,  sou-m,  '  a  hem ;'  sui-la  :  Mod. 
Germ,  seam :  Angl.  Sax.  seam :  Engl.  scam  .•  Old 
Norse  saumr :  Slav,  eiv-a  (Inf.  si-ti) :  Lith.  siuv-it, 
(Inf.  siu-ti),  siu-ta-s.] 
Sivana,  am,  n.  sewing,  stitching ;  a  seam,  suture  ; 

(i),  f.  a  needle ;  the  frenum  of  the  prepuce. 
Sivyat,  an,  anti,  at,  sewing,  &c. 
Sevana.     See  under  a.  tevaka. 
Seeitvd,  ind.  having  sewn  or  stitched;  having 

joined. Syula,  syuti,  ly&tvd,  Sec.    See  s.  v. 

ffc^T!  sivara,  as,  m.  (according  to  some) 
an  elephant  (  =  hastin). 

5  sisangrdmayishu,  us,  us,  u 

(ft*.  Desid,  of  it.  sangrdm),  wishing  or  intending  to 
make  war,  eager  or  desirous  to  fight. 

T*imvi*4ll  sishddhayishd,  f.  (fr.  Desid. 
of  Caus.  of  rt.  sddh  or  rt.  3.  sidh),  wish  to  effect  or 
accomplish  ;  desire  to  establish  or  prove. 
Sishddhayishu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  to  accomplish 

or  effect ;  seeking  to  prove  or  demonstrate. 
sishdsat.    See  rt.  I.  son,  p.  1056. 

Sishdsu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  desirous  of  obtaining, 
eager  for  wealth. 

sishnu,  us,  m.  (according  to  Say.  fr. 
an  assumed  Vedic  rt.  «J8/j=rt.  aid;  according  to 

sislimiydna,  as,  a,  am  (Perf. 

part.  A.  of  rt.  ami),  one  who  has  smiled,  smiling. 

ftj f«>q <;  i  rf  sishvidan a,  as,  a,  am  (Perf.  part. 
A.  of  rt.  svid),  Ved.  one  who  has  perspired,  swearing. 

f*HJBn  sisriksha,  f.  (fr.  Desid.  of  rt.  i .  srij ), 
wish  or  purpose  to  create. 

Sisriks/tu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  or  purposing  to 

.     See  under  rt.  sri. 

sihunda,  as,  m.  the  milk-hedge 
plant,  Euphorbia  Antiquorum  (  =  snuhi). 

ffT§  sihla,  as,  m.  (=:sthla),  olibanum, 
benzoin,  Indian  incense.  —  Sihla-bhumika,  f.  the 
olibanum  tree,  Boswellia  Serrata  or  Thurifera. 

SMaka,  as,  m.  =  sihla;  (i),  f.  =  the  olibanum tree. 

sik  (also  written  sik,  q.  v.),  cl.  I. 
A.  sikate,  &c.,  to  sprinkle,  scatter  in 

drops,  (in  which  sense  the  form  sik  seems  preferable 
to  iik,  cf.  rts.  sik,  I.  si<!) ;  to  go,  move;  cl.  I.  10. 
P.  sikali,  sikayati,  &c.,  to  be  impatient;  to  be 
patient ;  to  touch,  &c.  (see  rt.  rfifc). 
Sikara,  as,  m.  drizzling  rain,  drizzle,  mist,  &c. ; 

(see  fikara,  but  the  form  sikara  seems  preferable.) 

See  p.  noo,  col.  i. 
sit,  ind.  a  sound  made  by  drawing 

in  the  breath  (to  express  sighing,  shivering  with  cold, 

murmuring,  sexual  enjoyment,  &c. ;  cf.  fit).  —  Sit- 
kdra,  am,  n.  making  or  uttering  the  above  sound 
sit.—Sit-ltri,  cl.  8.  P.  -Ttaroti,  Sic.,  to  make  the 
sound  sit.  —  SU-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made  or  uttered  as 
the  above  sound ;  (am),  n.  the  inarticulate  sound  sit. 

^ftrTT  s'lld,  f.  (probably  fr.  rt.  si,  'to  bind,' 
cf.  slman,  'a  boundary"),  a  furrow,  the  track  or 
line  of  a  ploughshare  [cf.  eira] ;  agriculture ;  a 
Furrow  or  Husbandry  personified  (and  apparently 

once  worshipped  as  a  kind  of  goddess  resembling 

Pomona;  in  Rig-veda  IV.  57,  6,  Sita  is  invoked  as 
a  deity  presiding  over  agriculture  or  the  fruits  of  the 
earth,  and  appears  to  be  associated  with  Indra,  whence 
some  describe  her  as  a  wife  of  Indra  ;  in  VSjasaneyi-s. 
XII.  69-72,8113  the  Furrow  is  again  personified  and 
addressed,  four  furrows  being  required  to  be  drawn 
at  the  ceremony  when  these  stanzas  are  recited) ;  N. 

of  the  wife  of  Rama-Sandra  (daughter  of  Janaka, 

king  of  Mithila,  capital  of  Videha,  who  was  other- 
wise called  Sira-dhvaja ;  she  was  named  SM  because 

fabled  to  have  sprung  from  a  furrow  made  by  Janaka 

while  ploughing  the  ground  to  prepare  it  for  a  sacri- 
fice instituted  by  him  to  obtain  progeny,  whence 

her  epithet  A-yoni-jS,  '  not  womb-born ;'  her  other 
common  names,  MaithilT  and  Vaidehi,  are  from  the 

place  of  her  birth ;  according  to  one  legend  she  was 
Veda-vatT,  q.v.,  in  the  Krita  age  ;  according  to  others 
she  was  an  incarnation  of  Lakshml  and  of  Uma; 

the  story  of  Rama's  bending  the  bow,  which  was  to  be 
the  condition  of  the  gift  of  SIt5,  is  told  in  RamSyana 

I.  67 ;  Slta's  younger  sister  Crmill  was  at  the  same 
time  given  to  Lakshmana,  and  two  nieces  of  Ja- 

naka, daughters  of  his  brother  king  Kusa-dhvaja,  to 
Bharata  and  Satru-ghna)  ;  N.  of  Lakshml ;  of  Durga 
or  UmS;  of  a  female  poet;  of  the  eastern  branch 
of  the  four  fabulous  branches  of  the  heavenly  Ganges 

(into  which  it  is  supposed  to  divide  after  falling  on 
mount  Meru ;  this  branch  is  fabled  to  flow  into  the 
Varsha  or  Dvfpa,  called  Bhadrasva,  q.  v.) ;  spirituous 

liquor.  —  Sita-dravya,  ani,  n.  pi.  implements  of 
husbandry.  —  Sitd-pati  or  sitdydh-pati,  is,  m. 

'  husband  of  Sits,"  epithet  of  the  hero  Rima-<!andra. 

—  Sitd-phala,  as,  m. '  SitS's  fruit,"  the  custard  apple 
tree,  Annona  Squamosa  ;  (am),  n.  its  fruit.  —  Sita- 
liarana,  am,  a.  the  carrying  off  of  Sita. —Sitahara 



(°ta-Sk°\  at,  m.  '  SitS's  food,'  a  kind  of  plant, 
Lycopodium  Phlegmaria.  —  Sitormile  (°td-ur"),  f. du.  Sita  and  tlrmila. 

Sltya,  as,  a,  am,  measured  out  by  furrows, 
ploughed,  tilled  [cf.  fitya]  ;  (am),  a.  rice,  corn,  grain  ; 
[cf.  probably  Gr.  crcToff.] 

«fln1«i«*  s'ttinaka,  as,  m.  =  satlnaka,  pease, 
pulse. 

sUlnalta  above;  [cf.  satllaka.'] 
sit-kara,  sit-krita.     See  above. 

sidat,  sldamana.      See   under  rt. 
i.  sad,  p.  1055,  col.  3. 
Sidya,  am,  n.  slothfulness,  idleness,  indolence. 

?ffaj  sidhu,  us,  m.  =  s~idhu  (q.  v.),  spirit distilled  from  molasses,  rum  (or  any  similar  spirit). 

—  Sidhu-gandha,  as,  m.   'having  the   smell   of 
mm,'  the  plant  or  tree  Mimusops  Elengi  (  =  vakula). 
—  Sldhu-pa,  as,  a  or  t,   am,   drinking  spirits. 
—  Sldhu-pushpa,  as,  m.  the  Kadamba  tree;  the 
Vakula  tree;    (i),  f.  the  DhatakT  plant.  —Sidhu- 

rasa,  as,  m.  '  having  spirit-like  juice,"  the  Mango 
tree.  —  Sidhii-sanjAa,  as,  m.  the  Vakula  tree. 

^ftll  sldhra,  am,  n.  (according  to  some) 
the  anus. 

sitormile,  ?j 

manta-pujana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  honouring  a 
village  boundary,  &c.—Simd-linga,  am,  n.  a  boun- 

dary-mark, landmark.  —  Simd-vdda,  as,  m.  a  dispute 
about  boundaries.  —  Slmd-vinirnaya,  as,  m.  the 
(legal)  decision  of  disputed  questions  about  boun- 

daries and  landmarks.  —  Simd-mvddct,  as,  m.  liti- 
gation about  boundaries.  —  Slmd-vivdda-dharma, 

as,  m.  the  law  respecting  disputes  about  boundaries. 

—Slmd-vriksha,  as,  m.  'boundary-tree,'  a  tree 
serving  as  a  boundary-mark.  —  Simd-sandhi,  is,  m. 
'  boundary-junction,'  the  meeting  of  two  boundaries. 
— Simd-setn-vinirnaya,  as,  m.  (legal)  decision 
about  boundaries  and  barriers.  —  Simollanghana 

(°md-ula),  am,  n.  the  leaping  over  or  transgressing 
boundaries,  passing  a  frontier. 

t<1fW<*  slmika,  as,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  II.  43. 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  syam),  a  kind  of  tree ;  an  ant-hill 
(=syamika);  an  ant  or  similar  small  insect. 
Slmika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree ;  [cf.  slmika  above.] 

slpa,  as,  m.  a  sacrificial  vessel  in  the 
shape  of  a  boat  (for  making  libations). 

?ftH  s'rni,  ind.,  Ved.  a  particle  laying  stress 
on  a  preceding  word  (  =  id)  ;  everywhere,  on  all 
sides  (  =  sarvatas,  Rig-veda  II.  -8,  4,  IV.  56,  i). 

?fl*(«^  slman,  a,  f.  (according  to  some  also 
m.,  but  only  f.  according  to  Amara  and  Vopa-deva 
IV.  3  ;  according  to  others  also  n.  in  Ved.  ;  in 
UnSdi-s.  IV.  150.  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  ei  ;  in  some 
senses  perhaps  connected  with  rt.  siv),  a  boundary, 
border,  bound,  limit,  margin,  frontier  ;  a  mound  or 
ridge  or  anything  serving  to  mark  the  boundary  of 
a  field,  village,  &c.  ;  a  mark,  landmark  (in  general)  ; 
a  bank,  shore,  coast  ;  the  horizon  ;  a  suture  (of  the 
skull  &c.  ;  cf.  sivana)  ;  the  bounds  of  morality  or 
decorum,  keeping  within  bounds,  rectitude  ;  a  field  ; 
the  nape  of  the  neck  ;  the  scrotum. 
Slmatas,  Ved.  from  a  boundary  or  horizon,  (ac- 

cording to  Nirukta  I.  J.  =  eimnas  or  simd-tas; 
according  to  others  an  abl.  c.  fr.  a  base  simat.) 
Simanta,  as,  m.  (for  simanta,  i.  e.  slman  or 

xi'nift  +  anta),  a  boundary-line,  (see  simanta  under 
flmd)  ;  a  separation  or  parting  of  the  hair  on 
each  side  of  the  head  so  as  to  leave  a  line  ;  a  land- 

mark ;  N.  of  a  son  of  king  Bhadra-sena  ;  of  a  poet  ; 
(o«,  am),  m.  n.  the  head  (according  to  some).  —  Si- 
manta-icarana,  am,  n.  the  act  or  ceremony  of  part- 

ing the  \\rn.-Slmantonnayana  (°ta-un°),  am, 
n.  'arranging  the  parting  of  the  hair,'  N.  of  one  of 
the  twelve  Sanskaras  or  purificatory  rites,  (it  is  ob- 

served by  women  in  the  fourth,  sixth,  or  eighth 

month  of  their  pregnancy;  see  under  sans-kdra, 
p.  1041.) 
Slmantaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  kind  of 

infernal  being  or  inhabitant  of  hell  ;  (am),  n.  red 
lead  (with  which  a  mark  is  sometimes  made  along 
the  division  of  the  hair). 

Slmantaya,  Nom.  P.  simaniayati,  Sec.,  to  mark 
by  a  line,  part  (as  hair  &c.). 
Simantita,  as,  a,  am,  marked  by  a  line,  parted 

(as  hair  &c.). 

Slmantinl,  f.  'having  hair-parting,'  a  woman; 
N.  of  a  daughter  of  king  Citra-varman. 
Slmantyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  parted  or 

divided. 

Simd,  (.  a  boundary,  bound,  border,  limit,  &c. 

(  =  slman  above).  —  Slmujndna  (°md-af),  am,  n. 
ignorance  of  boundaries.  —  Simadhipa  (°md-adli°), 
as,  rn.  a  neighbouring  king.  —  Slmd-niMaya,  as, 
m.  a  legal  decision  with  respect  to  landmarks  and 

boundaries.  —  Simanta  (°md-an°),  as,  m.  a  boun- 
dary-line, frontier-line,  border,  boundary.  —  Sl- 

sira,  as,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  II.  25.  said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  si;  cf.  sltd),  a  plough ;  the  sun ;  N.  of 

a  Vedic  god,  (see  s"und-sirau)  ;  the  Arka  plant ; 
(am),  n.,  Ved.  a  plough.  —  Sira-deva,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  grammarian.  —  Sira-dhvaja,  as,  m.  '  plough- 
bannered,'  N.  of  Janaka  (father  of  SttS,  q.v.).— Slra- 
pani,  it,  m.  '  plough-handed,'  epithet  of  Bala-rama 
(as  armed  with  a  weapon  like  a  plough-share).  —  Sira- 

bhrit,  t,  m.  '  plough-bearer,'  Bala-rama ;  [cf.  hala- 
bhrit.']  —Sira-yoga,  as,  m.  the  yoking  of  cattle  to a  plough  or  a  team  so  yoked. 
Slraka,  as,  m.  a  plough ;  the  sun ;  a  porpoise. 
Sira,  as,  f.  pi.,  Ved.  streams,  waters,  rivers,  (S5y. 

—  nadih,  Rig-veda  1. 1^4,  9;  in  Naigh.  1. 13.  enu- 
merated among  the  nadl-namdni;  cf.  sira.) 

Slrin,  I,  m. '  having  or  holding  a  plough,"  epithet 
of  Bala-rama,  (see  above.) 

«fl*.if  siraja,  N.  of  a  place. 

tiTrt-^I  sllandha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish 
(commonly  called  Silinda). 

*ft<3*rt  sllama,  f.,  Ved.  (probably)  a  plant. 
—Sllamd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  having  plants, 
abounding  in  plants  (said  of  the  river  Sindhu). 

slKana.     See  p.  1116,  col.  2. 

slshat,  an,  ati,  at  (probably  fr.  rt. 
i.  sa«),Ved.  giving,  granting. 

tfNl  sisa,  am,  n.  (etymology  doubtful), 
lead.  —  Sisa-pattra  or  sisa-pattraka,  am,  a.  lead. 
Slsaka,  am,  n.  lead. 

4(1  U ill 411  stsatdna,  N.  of  a  place. 

TJfa^  sisara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  husband 
of  SaramS  (according  to  one  legend). 

«1^<!S  s'thunda,  as,  m.=sehunda,  the  milk- 
hedge  plant,  Euphorbia  Antiquorum. 
TT  i.  su,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  savati,  savate,  &c., 

O  to  go. 
TT  2.  su,  cl.  i.  2.  P. savati,  sauti,  sushava, 
vj  &c.,  to  possess  power  or  supremacy. 

TT  3.  su,  cl.  5.  P.  A.  sunoti  (ist  du.  su- 
O  nuiias  or  eunvas,  ist  pi.  sunumas  or  sun- 

mas),  sunute,  suskdra,  sushuve,  soshyati,  -te, 
asavit  or  asaushit,  asoskta  or  asaviMa,  sotum 
(Ved.  Inf.  sotave),  to  pour  out,  sprinkle,  make  a 
libation  (especially  of  the  Soma  juice) ;  to  press  out 
juice  (especially  from  the  Soma  plant),  to  extract 
or  prepare  the  Soma  juice  or  any  other  juice,  to 
distil  (wine,  spirits,  &c.) ;  to  churn ;  to  perform  a 
sacrifice  (especially  with  the  Soma) ;  to  bathe  [cf. 
i .  savana,  sutya] :  Pass,  suyate,  Aor.  asdvi  (Ved. 
Pass.  3rd  sing,  sunve,  3rd  pi.  sunvire  =  sutd  ba- 
bhuvuh):  Caus.  sdvayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  asiisha- 
vat  (according  to  some  aslshavat) :  Desid.  of  Caus. 
sitshdvayishati :  Desid.  tusfahati :  Intens.  soshii- 
yate  ;  [cf.  Gr.  v-a,  v-(-r6-s ;  Umbr.  souito.] 

«.  1117 
I .  sut,t,t,  t,  extracting  juice,  pouring  out,  sprinkling, 

making  libations,  (see  pra-sut,  madhu-shut) ;  (t), 
m.^stotri,  (Naigh.  III.  16.) 

I.  suta,  as,  d,  am,  poured  out;  extracted  or 
expressed  (as  Soma  juice) ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.,  Ved. 
the  expressed  Soma  juice,  a  Soma  libation,  (in  Naigh. 
II.  7.  enumerated  among  the  anna-namdni.) 
—  i.  suta-pa,  as,  m.  (for  2.  su-tapa  see  p.  1120, 
col.  i),  a  drinker  of  the  Soma  juice;  (as),  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  class  of  deities.— Suta-pd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved. 
a  drinker   of  libations,  (Say.  =  huta-jishta-soma- 
pita-yajamana,  Rig-veda  1. 155,  2) ;  drinking  the 
effused  Soma  juice  (said  of  Indra). — Suta-pdvan,  a, 
art,  a,  Ved.  drinking  the  effused  Soma  juice.  —  Su- 
tam-bhara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi.  —  i.  svta- 
vat,  dm,  m.  possessed  of  Soma  juice,  a  drinker  of 
Soma  juice;  an  offerer  of  a  libation. —Suta-soma, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  possessing  effused  Soma,  (SSy.= 
abhishutena    somenopetah,    Rig-veda    I.    i,    2.) 
—  Sutd-vat,Ved.=  i.  suta-vat  above.  —  Sute-kara, 
as,  m.,Ved.  (Say.)  one  who  makes  a  Soma  libation. 
—Sute-gfibh,  p,  p,  p,  or  sute-gribha,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  received  at  the  effusion  (said  of  Soma ;  Say.  «= 
abhishutena  rasena  grihitah,  Rig-veda  V.  44,  5). 
—Sute-manas,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
Suti,  is,  (.  extracting  or  pouring  out  the  Soma 

juice,  &c. i.  sutya,  f.  Soma  pressing,  Soma  preparation  [cf. 
adya-s°,  rf«oA-s°] ;  sacrificial  ablution,  (see  sutya 

below.) 

Suti-an,  d,  m.  an  offerer  of  Soma  juice ;  a  drinker 
of  Soma ;  a  student  who  has  performed  his  ablutions 
(subsequent  or  preparatory  to  a  sacrifice) ;  a  proper  N. 

Suniiat,  an,  ati,  at,  pouring  out  libations,  offering 
sacrifice,  sacrificing ;  (on),  m.  an  offerer. 
Sunvana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  offering  libations ; 

(as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Su-mantu. 
Snshuvdna,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has  poured  out 

libations. 

Sushvayat,  an,  and,  at  (according  to  some 
fr.  a  Nominal  base  sushvaya,  to  which  sushva- 
yanta,  Rig-veda  VII.  36,  6,  may  possibly  also  be 
referred;  but  according  to  Say.  derived  fr.  rt.  ay 
with  a  reduplicated  form  of  su  prefixed),  Ved.  pour- 

ing out  libations. 
Sushvdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  pouring  out  libations, 

being  poured  forth,  (Say.  sushvdnebhis  =  sunvad- 
bhir  yajamdnaih,  Rig-veda  IV.  29,  2  ;  =  suya- 
mdna,  IX.  101,  uj  sushvana/t^yajamdnebhyah 

Jcdmdn  prerayan,  as  if  fr.  rt.  I.  su,  Rig-veda  IX. 

6,  8.) 

Sushvi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  pouring  out  libations,  offer- 
ing sacrifices,  (Say.  susJivim^somandm  abhisho- 

taram,  Rig-veda  I.  61,  15;  nuktaye  =  tomam 

sunvate,  Rig-veda  IV.  35,  •j.')  —  Swkvi-tara,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  making  more  libations,  one  who  offers 
frequent  sacrifices. 
Susvdna,  as,  d,  am,  =  sushvana. 
i.  suti,  is,  f.  (for  2.  see  p.  1118,  col.  i),  a  place 

where  Soma  juice  is  poured  out  or  extracted  (  = 

somdbhishava-bhumi,  according  to  S"abda-k.). 
Sutya,  f.  drinking  the  Soma  juice  at  a  sacrifice ; 

religious  bathing,  ablution  preparatory  or  subsequent 

to  a  sacrifice. 
SUma,  as,  m.  milk ;  water ;  sky,  heaven. 

Sotavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  poured  out,  &c. 
I.  sotri,  id,  tri,  tri  (for  i.  see  p.  1118,  col.  2), 

Ved.  one  who  presses  out  the  Soma  plant,  one  who 

pours  out  libations. Sotva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  =  sotavya,  to  be  poured 

out  or  offered,  (Say.  abhishotavya,  Rig-veda  X. 
1 60,  2.) 

Soma.    See  s.  v. 
TT  4.  sa  (=rt.  3.  su,  p.  1130,  but  by 
vj  some  identified  with  rt.  3.  su,  col.  2,  the 

act  of  pouring  out  the  Soma  juice  being  compared 
to  that  of  generation);  cl.  I.  2.  P.  savati,  sauti, 
sushdva,  soshyati,  asaushit  or  (according  to  some) 
asdvlt,  cl.  2.  A.  sute  (ist  sing,  suve),  Impf.  asuta 
(ist  sing,  asuvi,  ist  du.  asuvahi),  Pot.  suvita, 
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Impv.  siituin  (ist  sing,  suvai,  ist  du.  surdvahai,  ' 
nt  pi.  suvdmahai),  cl.  4.  A.  suyate,  sushui-e, 
soshyate  or  safwAyate,  asoshta  or  asavi»hta,  (in 
Atharva-veda  XIV.  I,  33.  the  form  ««!•«<»  occurs, 
which  might  also  be  referred  to  rt.  i .  su).  Inf.  sotum, 
savitum,  to  beget,  procreate,  engender,  generate ;  to 
bring  forth  a  child,  give  birth  to,  bear,  produce,  yield ; 
to  confer,  bestow  ( Ved.) ;  to  gain,  acquire  (Ved.) ;  to  ac- 

cept, (Say.  sdvithat  =  anujiindtu,  Rig-veda  I.  164, 
26) :  Pass,  suyate,  Aor.  asdvi,  to  be  begotten ;  to  be 

brought  forth :  Caus.  sdvayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  as«- 
sharat,  (according  to  some  aslshavat) :  Desid.  of 

Caus.  sushdvayishati :  Desid.  susushati,  -te :  In- 
tens.  ttahuyate,  soshamti,  sosltoti;  [cf.  Zend 

hunu, '  a  son ;'  Gr.  viut,  v0T(pa  =  Lat.  uterui  ;  Goth. 

tu-nu-t;  Slav,  sy-nu;  Lith.  su-nu-s,  'a  son.1] 
2.  sut,  t,  t,  t,  begetting,  generating,  engendering. 
2.  suta,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  p.  1 1 1 7),  begotten, 

brought  forth ;  (as),  m.  a  son ;  a  child,  offspring ; 
a  king ;  N.  of  the  fifth  sign  or  astrological  house ; 

(a),  f.  a  daughter ;  the  plant  Dur-SlabhS,  q.  v.  —  Sit- 

tan-gama,  as,  m.  'son-obtaining,'  the  father  of  a 
ioa.—Suta-jivaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree  (=pu- 
tra-jlva).  —  Suta-nirviJesham,  ind.  exactly  as  a 
child,  not  differently  from  a  son.—Suta-pddikd,  (. 
a  particular  plant  ( =  hansa-padl).  —  i.  iuta-rat, 
an,  all,  at  (for  I.  see  p.  1117},  having  children; 

(an),  m.  the  father  of  a  son.  —  Suta-vaskard,  f.  the 
mother  of  seven  children.  ~~Suta-ireni,  f.  the  plant 
Salvinia  Cucullata. — Suta-sneha,  ai,  m.  Move  for  a 

son,'  paternal  affection. —Suta-hibuka-yoga,  as,  m. 
junction  of  the  fifth  and  fourth  signs  or  astrological 

houses  (said  to  be  suitable  for  marriages).  —  Sutdtma- 

ja  (°ta-dt°  or  °td-df),  as,  m.  a  grandson  (either  a 
son's  son  or  a  daughter's  son) ;  (d),  f.  a  grand- 

daughter (either  a  son's  daughter  or  a  daughter's 
daughter).  —Sutdrthin  (°ta-ar°),  i,  ini,  i,  desirous 
of  offspring.— SutotpaUi  (°ta-ut°),  is,  f.  birth  of a  son. 

Sutin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  or  possessing  a  child,  hav- 
ing children ;  (I),  m.  a  father ;  (ini),  (.  a  mother. 

Suti,  Is,  rn.  f.  (abl.  gen.  sing,  sutyiis),  one  who 
wishes  for  a  son ;  one  who  treats  like  a  son. 

Sutiya,  Nom.  P.  sutiyati,  &c.,  to  desire  a  son ; 
to  treat  like  a  son  (e.g.  sutiyati  dishyam,  he  treats 
the  pupil  like  a  son)  ;  to  wish  for  a  daughter,  (in  this 
case  for  suta.) 

•2 .  sulyd,  f.  bringing  forth  a  child,  parturition. 
Su,  ««,  f.  child-bearing,  &c.    See  4.  sit,  p.  1130, 

COl.   2. 

I.euto.  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  1130,  col.  2),  bom, 
engendered,  produced ;  the  sun  [cf.  sura] ;  (as,  am), 
m.  n.  quicksilver,  mercury ;  (a),  f.  a  woman  who  has 
given  birth  to  a  child  or  one  recently  delivered. 
— Suta-mahodadhi,  N.  of  a  work  on  medicine. 
—Suta-rdj,  (,  m.  quicksilver. 
Sutaka,  am,  n.  birth,  production ;  impurity  from 

child-birth  or  miscarriage ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  quick- 
silver, mercury ;  (akd),  f.  a  woman  recently  de- 

livered; [cf.  eutikd  below.]  —  Sutakn-grilta,  am, 
n.  a  part  of  a  house  appropriated  to  a  woman  in 
child-birth ;  a  lying-in  chamber. 

2.  Suti,  is,  (.  (for  I .  see  p.  X 1 1 7,  col.  3  ;  for  3.  see 
p.  1131),  birth,  production,  delivery,  child-bearing, 

parturition,  bringing  forth ;  offspring,  progeny.— >S'«//- 
grilta,  am,  n.  the  lying-in  chamber,  (also  written 
suti-gri/ta.)  — SMirmasa  or  suti-mdsa,  as,  m.  the 
month  of  delivery,  the  last  month  of  gestation  or 
pregnancy  (^vaijanana).— Suly-dilauda,  am,  n. 
impurity  caused  by  child-birth  (continuing  for  ten 
days  in  the  case  of  regular  parturition,  and  in  the 
case  of  a  miscarriage  for  a  period  of  days  equal  to 
the  number  of  months  elapsed  since  conception). 

Siitika,  {.  a  woman  who  has  recently  given  birth 
to  a  child,  a  lying-in  woman.  —  Sutikdydra  (°l;d- 

dg°)  or  sutilcd-griha  or  sutika-yeha  or  siitikd- 
b!iarana,  am,  n.  or  sutikdvdsa  (°kd-dv°),  as,  m. 
a  room  or  part  of  a  house  appropriated  to  a  woman 
at  child-birth,  a  lying-in  chamber.  -  Kutikd-roga, 
at,  m.  puerperal  sickness,  fever  or  sickness  of  any 
kind  supervening  on  child-birth.  -  Sutikd-shashthi, 

sukratuyayd. 

f.  a  particular  goddess  worshipped  on  the  sixth  day 
after  child-birth.  —  Sutikrithuththi-puja,  f.  the  wor- 

ship of  the  above  goddess. 

Suna,  as,  d,  am,  born,  produced ;  blown,  blos- 
somed, budded  (as  a  flower) ;  empty,  vacant,  (in  this 

sense  probably  for  iuna  and  iUmja);  (a),  f.  a 

daughter,  (for  sund,  a  slaughter-house,  £c.,  see  s.  v.) ; 
(am),  n.  bringing  forth,  parturition;  a  bud,  blossom, 

flower ;  [cf.  pra-suna.~\ Siinavat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who  has  borne  or  pro- 
duced ;  having  budded  or  blossomed. 

Sunu,  us,  m.  a  son ;  a  child,  offspring ;  a  daughter's 
son ;  a  younger  brother ;  the  sun ;  N.  of  the  author 

of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  1 76  (having  the  patro- 
nymic Arbhava)  ;  (MS,  fig),  f.  a  daughter ;  [cf.  Zend 

hunu;  Gr.  uios;  Goth,  sunus,  'a  son;'  Angl.  Sax. 
sunn;  Mod.  Germ,  sohn,  &c. ;  see  col.  I.] 

Suvan,  d,  art,  a,  Ved.  bearing  children,  generat- 

ing, producing ;  [cf.  lahu-suvari."] 2.  sotri,  td,  tri,  tri  (for  I.  see  p.  1117,  col.  3), 

engendering,  generating,  bringing  forth  children. 

jy  5.  su,  ind.  (thought  by  some  to  be  a 
O  shortened  form  of  vasu,  q.  v. ;  opposed  to 

dins,  q.  v.,  and  corresponding  to  Gr.  tv ;  in  the  Veda 
liable  to  become  shu,  see  Rig-veda  I.  36, 13,  1. 1 1 2, 
I,  P5n.  VIII.  3,  107;  and  to  lengthen  a  preceding 
vowel,  see  PSn.VI.  3,  134;  also  becoming  su  in 
Rig-veda  I.  10,  II,  &c. ;  cf.  sukam),  an  enhancing 

particle  frequently  used  as  a  prefix  implying  '  good, 
well,  excellent,  excellently,  beautiful,  beautifully, 
honourable,  worthy  of  respect  or  reverence,  excessive, 
excessively,  exceedingly,  much,  very;  readily,  easily, 

willingly,  quickly'  (Ved.,  Say.  =  smh(hu,  and  in 
Rig-veda  1. 112,  I,  &c.  used  separately  to  qualify  a 
verb) ;  according  to  native  authorities  this  prefix  may 

also  imply  anu-mati,  '  assent ;'  sam-ridd/ii,  '  pros- 
perity ;'  kriiSdhra,  '  distress ;'  [cf.  Gr.  tv :  Cambro- 

Brit.  hu,  hy,  he :  Armor,  he :  Hib.  so,  soailce, '  a 

good  fashion,  good  manners;'  sucridh,  '  easy ,' —su- 
Icrita.]  —Su-uti,  is,  {.,  Ved.  good  protection,  kind 
assistance  or  favour.  —  Sn-kaksha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  VIII.  81,  82  (having 

the  patronymic  An-girasa).  —JSu-kantakd,  f.  '  hav- 

ing good  thorns,'  the  Aloe  plant,  Aloe  Indica.  —  Su- 
kanlha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  musician.  —  Su-kandu,  us, 

m.  'much-scratching,'  the  itch.  —  Su-kanda,  as,  m. 

'  having  a  good  bulb,"  an  onion ;  a  yam  ;  the  esculent 
root  Arum  Campanulatum ;  a  sort  of  grass,  Scirpus 

Kysoor ;  other  bulbous  plants  ( =  vdrdh't-kanda  ;  = 
dharant-kanda).  —  Su-kandalta,  as,  m.  an  onion. 
-•Su-kandin,  I,  m.  Arum  Campanulatum. —  Xc,- 
kanyaka  or  su~kanydka,  as,  d,  am,  having  a 
beautiful  maiden,  (Vopa-deva  VII.  2^.)—Su-kanyd, 
f.  a  beautiful  girl ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Saryati  (and 
wife  of  the  Rishi  Cyavana).—  Su-kaparda,  UK,  ii, 

am,  having  beautiful  braided  hair.  —  Su-kara,  as,  d 
or  t,  am,  easy  to  be  done,  practicable,  feasible, 
attainable;  easy  to  be  managed,  doing  well ;  (a),  f. 

a  tractable  cow ;  (am),  n.  doing  good,  charity,  be- 
nevolence. —  Sukara-tand/if,  is,  is,  i,  easily  joined 

or  united.  —  Su-karnaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  having 
beautiful  ears;  (of),  m.  a  particular  tree,  =  hasti- 
kanda;  (ikd),  f.  the  plant  Salvinia  Cucullata.  —  Su- 
karni,  f.  the  colocynth.  —  Su-karma,  as,  m.  pi., 
N.  of  a  class  of  deities.  —  Su-karman,  d,  d,  a,  one 
whose  deeds  are  righteous  or  virtuous,  performing 
good  works ;  doing  what  is  right,  acting  virtuously, 
virtuous,  good ;  active,  diligent ;  (a),  m.  epithet  of 
Visva-karman  (the  artist  or  architect  of  the  gods) ; 
the  seventh  of  the  twenty-seven  astronomical  Yogas, 

(see  yoga) ;  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the  Sama-veda ; 

(anas),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  deities.  —  /S'u-A'aJa, as,  d,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  J.  kal,  to  sound  forth), 
one  who  has  a  great  reputation  for  liberality  both 

in  giving  and  using,  —  tiu-kavi,  is,  m.  a  good  or 
excellent  poet.  —  Sukavi-til,  f.  the  state  of  a  good 
poet,  excellent  poetical  talent.  —  Su-kdnda,  ae,  d, 
am,  having  a  good  stem  or  stalk;  well-jointed; 
(as),  m.  the  Kiravella  plant.  —  Su-kdndilid,  f.  the 
KSndira  creeper.  •*  Su-kdiidin,  having  good  stems 

or  stalks;  beautifully  jointed  ;  (t),  m.  a  bee.  —  Su- 
kdnti,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Pulaha.  —  Su-kdma, 

as,  d,  am,  having  good  desires ;  (a),  f.  the  Tr3ya- 
mana  plant.  —  Sit-kdlin,  inas,  in.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class 
of  Pitris  (regarded  as  the  sons  of  Vasishtha  and 
the  especial  Htris  of  Sudras).  —  Su-kdlukd,  (.  the 
Dodl  shrub.  —  Su-kdshlha,  as,  d,  am,  having  good 

wood  ;  (a),  f.  the  Katvl  plant,  the  Kashtha-kadall, 
q.  v.  —  Su-kdih/haka,  as,  d,  am,  having  good 

wood;  (am),  n.  the  Deva-dSru  pine.  —  Su-kim- 
duka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  beautiful  Kimsuka 
wood  (,«aid  of  a  carriage  either  from  being  made  of 
this  wood  or  from  resembling  in  colour  the  flowers 

:  of  the  Kimsuka  tree,  Rig-veda  X.  85,  20 ;  perhaps 

!  to  be  translated  'bright-coloured').  —  Su-kirtti,  is, 
f.  good  report,  celebration ;  epithet  of  a  particular 

hymn  ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  Rig-veda  X. 
131  (having  the  patronymic  Kakshlvata).  ~*Su-ku<?a, 
as,d,  am,  handsome-breasted,  having  beautiful  breasts. 
•-Su-kundaka,  as,  m.  a_n  onion ;  [cf. sti-kandaka.] 
—Su-kundana,  as,  m.  the  Varvara  plant.— Svr 
kitmdra,  as,  m.  a  beautiful  youth ;  (ae,  d  or  1,  am), 

beautifully  young  or  youthful,  very  soft  or  tender, 

delicate,  smooth ;  (as),  m.  a  variety  of  the  sugar- 
cane (  =  pundra);  the  SyamSka  grain;  a  sort  of 

mustard  ( =  kthava)  ;  the  wild  Campaka ;  N.  of  a 
Daitya;  of  the  father  of  Satya-ketu ;  (d),  f.  double 

jasmine  ;  great-flowered  jasmine ;  the  plantain ;  another 

plant  (  =  prikkd)  ;  N.  of  a  river ;  (i),  f.  the  Nava- 
mJlika  jasmine.  —Su-kumdraka,  as,  m.  a  beautiful 

youth;  rice,  =  &th';  (am),  n.  the  Tamala-pattra, 
q.  v.  —  Sitkumdra-tanu-tvad,  k,  k,k,  having  very 
soft  and  delicate  skin. — Sukumdra-tara,  an,  d, 
am.  much  more  delicate.  •-Suktttndra-nukha-tvat!, 

k,  k,  k,  having  very  delicate  nails  and  skin.  —  Suku- 
mdrdnga  (°ra-an°),  as,  i,  am,  having  very  soft 
limbs.  —  Su-kurlra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a  beau- 

tiful head-dress.  —  Su-kula,  am ,  n.  a  good  or  virtuous 

family;  (as,  d,  am),  of  good  family;  well-born. 
— Sti-kula-stri,  Is,  f.  a  woman  of  good  family,  a 
respectable  woman.  —Su-krit,  t,  t,  t,  doing  good, 
benevolent ;  virtuous,  pious ;  wise,  learned ;  fortunate, 
well-fated ;  performing  splendid  sacrifices,  making 

good  offerings ;  (t),  m.  a  skilful  worker,  epithet  of 
Tvashtri.—  Su-krita,  as,  d,  am,  done  well  or  pro- 

perly ;  well  made,  well  constructed ;  treated  with 
kindness,  befriended,  assisted;  virtuous,  pious;  for- 

tunate, auspicious ;  (am),  n.  any  good  or  virtuous 
act,  kindness,  bounty,  friendliness,  aid  ;  virtue,  moral 
merit ;  fortune,  auspiciousness ;  reward,  recompense. 

—  Sakritdrdsa  (°ta-dv°),  as,  d,  am,  constituting  a 
well-made  residence,  well  provided  with  accommoda- 

tion. —  Su-krili,  is,  (.  well-doing ;  acting  in  a  friendly 
or  kind  manner,  kindness ;  virtue ;  the  practice  of 

religious  austerities ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Prithu. 
—  Su-kritin,  i,  ini,  i,  acting  well  or  kindly;  vir- 

tuous,   pious,    good ;    benevolent ;    wise,    learned ; 
fortunate,   lucky.  —  Sukrito&hmya   (°ta-u<f),   as, 
d,  am,  made  very  high,  very  lofty.  —Sukritodimna 
(°ta-uda),  am,   n.  the   proclaiming  or   blazoning 

1  abroad  of  good  actions.  —  Suk/it-tara,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  more  beneficent.  —  Su-krityd,  f.,  Ved.  good 

'  sacrificing,  a  splendid  sacrificial  offering.  —  Su-ketu, 
us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Nandi-vardhana ;  of  a  son 
of  Su-nitha.-S«-tofa,  as,  d  or  i  (P5n.  IV.  I,  54), 

am,  having  beautiful  hair;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Vidyut-kesa;  (i),  f.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Su-ke.<an, 
m.  (apparently)  a  proper  N.  (in  conjunction  with 
Bh5radv3ja).-,S«4-f&iro  or  su-kesara,  as,  m.  the 
citron;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  metre.  —  Suke^dnta 

'  (°&j-a»°),  ««,  a,  am,  having  beautiful  locks  of  hair 
or  ringlets.  -  Su-kefi,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vidyut- 
kelin.  —  Su-kesin,  i,  ini,  i,  =  su-ke^a;  (t),  m.  = 

su-ke^i.  —  Su-koli,  f.  a  medicinal  root  (  =  kshira- 

kakoK).—Su~kos'aka,  as,  m.  the  KoSamra  plant. 
—  Su-kratu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  well-sacrificing,  doing 

good  acts  or  very  wise,  (Szy.  =  3Miana-karman  or 
iSobliana-prajna) ;  (us),  m.  an  epithet  of  Agni ; 
of  Mitra  and  Varuna  ;    of  Savitri ;    of  Soma ;    of 

ludrn.  —  Sukratuyayd,  ind.  from  a  desire  to  sacrifice 
i  well  or  to  do  good,  (S5y.  iobhana-karmetthayd, 
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Rig-veda  I.  160,  4.)— Su-kmyd,  f.  a  good  action, 
good  work,  moral  or  religious  observance.  —Su- 
kruddha,  as,  a,  am,  very  angry.  —  Su-kshatra, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  good  dominion,  mighty, 
strong,  powerful;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —6V 
ksliaya,  as,  m.  a  beautiful  house,  (Say.  =  iobhana 

yajiia-griha,  Rig-veda  X.  23,  4.)— Su-kshiti,  is, 
is,  i,  Ved.  having  good  dwellings,  granting  good 
dwellings.  —  Su-kthetra,  am,  n.  an  excellent  field. 

—  Su-ksJietriyd,  ind.,  Ved.  desire  for  good  fields  or 
with  such  desire,  (SSy.  =  suksketreddhd,  Rig-veda 
I.  97,  2;   cf.  su-gdtuyd.)—Su-kiilieman,  a,  n., 
Ved.  water,  (in  Naigh.  I.  12.  enumerated  among 

the  •udaka-ntimani.)  —  Sit-kha,  &c.,  see  sukha, 
s.  v.—  Su-khddi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved:  wearing  beautiful 
rings  (said  of  the  M.iruts ;  cf.  khddi-hasta).  —  Su- 
khydta,   as,   a,   am,   very   renowned,    celebrated, 

famous.  —  Su-khydti,  is,  f.  good  report,  fame,  cele- 
brity.  —  Stt-ga,  as,  a,  am,  going  well  or  gracefully, 
graceful,  elegant ;  easy  of  access,  easily  passed,  (op- 

posed to  dur-ga)  ;    easily  understood,  intelligible  ; 
(am),  n.  happiness;  feces,  ordure.  —  Siirgan,  ti,  n, 
n,  counting  well  or  easily,  a  ready  reckoner ;  easily 
calculated.—  Su-gauita,  as,  a,  am,  easily  or  accu- 

rately calculated.  —  Su-gata,  as,  a,  am,  well-gone, 
going  well,  passed,  gone ;  well-bestowed ;  (as),  TI. 
the  Buddha  or  a  particular  Buddha.  -•  Su-gati,  is,  m. 
a  good  or  happy  condition  ;  N.  of  an  Arhat.  —  Su- 
gandka,   as,   (i,  am,   sweet-smelling,    odoriferous, 
fragrant ;  (as),  m.  fragrance,  odour,  perfume ;  sul- 

phur; the  red  S'igru  ttce;  =  <!ana]ia;  =  l>hu-trina; 
a  trader,  dealer;  (a),  f.  the  ichneumon  plant  (  = 
rdmd);   zedoary,  Curcuma  Zerumbet;    a  fragrant 
grass ;  a  sort  of  lime ;  sacred  basil ;  various  plants 
and   trees  (including   several   kinds   of  jasmine,  = 

bandhyd-karkotaki ;  =  rudra-jatd  ;  —  sola-push  - 
pd;  —  ndkull;    nava-mdlikd  ;    saarna-yuthikd  ; 
prikkd;     gangd-paltrl ;     sallaki ;     mddhavi ; 
anantd  ;   matiilnngd) ',    N.  of  a  goddess;   of  an 
Apsaras ;    (am),  n.  small  cumin  seed  ;    a  fragrant 
grass  (  =  kat-trina,  f.  199);  the  blue  lotus;  sandal; 
the  Granthi-parna  plant.  —  Sttyandhaka,  as,  m.  the 
red  TulasT ;  sulphur ;  the  orange ;  a  sort  of  gourd, 
Momordica    Mixta.  —  Stigandha-td,    f.    fragrance, 
perfume.  —  Sugandha-taila-nirydsa,  am,  n.  a  par- 

ticular perfume  made  with  roses,  &c.  —  Sugandhct- 
pattrd,  f.  the  plant  Rudra-jata.  —  Siigandha-bhu- 
trina,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  fragrant  grass.  —  Sugantlha- 

muld,   f.  '  having  a  fragrant  root,'  the  ichneumon 
plant  (  =  sthala-padmini).*-Sugandhddilya  ("dha- 
dd'),  as,   m.  a   proper   N.  —  Sugandhdmalaka 
(°dha-dm°),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  mixture  of  various 
herbs.  —  Sa-gandhdra,  as,  m.   epithet   of  Siva. 
—  Su-gandhi,  is,   is,  i,  very  sweet-smelling  or 
fragrant,  redolent  with  perfumes;   virtuous,  pious; 
(is),  m.  a  perfume,  fragrance ;  the  supreme  Being 
(=paramdtman) ;  a  sort  of  sweet-smelling  Mango ; 
(i),  n.  a  drug  and  perfume   ( =  dabdluka) ;   the 
root  of  long  pepper  ;  a  kind  of  fragrant  grass  (both 
Cyperus  Rotundus  and  Scirpus  Kysoor) ;  coriander 

seed    (  =  gamlha-tnna;=pippu,ll-mula').  —  Su- 
f/andhilca,  as,  m.  '  having  a  sweet  or  strong  smell,' 
incense  ;  sulphur ;  a  sort  of  large  rice  ;  (am),  n.  the 

white  lotus  ( = pu:;hkara-mula  ;  =  gaura-suvarna  ; 
=  ufira).  —  Sugandhi-liusuma,  am,  n.  a  fragrant 
flower;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of  yellow  oleander ;  (a),  f. 

the    plant   Trigouella    Corniculata.  —  Sugandhi-td, 
(.  fragrance,  agreeable  scent,  perfume.  —  Sagandhi- 
tejana,  Ved.  a  kind  of  fragrant  grass.  —  Sugandhi- 
Iriphald,  f.  nutmeg;  arecanut;  cloves.  —  Sa-gan- 
dhin,  I,  ini,  i,  very  fragrant  or   sweet-smelling; 
(ini),  f.  the  fragrant  plant  AraTna-sItala.  —  Sugan- 
dhi-mula,  am,  n.  the  root  of  Uslra;  (a),  f.  the 
ichneumon  plant.  —  Su>gandhi-mu8hikd,  f.  the  musk 

rat  or  shrew. —Suyandheia  ("d/wi-isa),  as,  m.  a 
statue  of  the  tutelary  deity  of  Su-gandh5.  —  Su-gan- 
man,  see  Vopa-deva  XXVI.  6S.  —  Sa-gali/tasti,  w, 
is,  i,  Ved.  beautiful-handed,  skilful-handed  (said  of 
Tvashtri).  —  Su-gama,  as,  a,  am,  easy  to  tte  tra- 

versed or  travelled  over,  easy  of  access  or  approach, 
accessible ;  easy,  practicable ;  plain,  intelligible ;  [cf. 

—  Sit-gamya,  as,  a,  am,  =  su-gama 
col.  i,—Su-gava  or  eu-gavya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved 
having  fine  cows,  abounding  in  cattle.  —  Sti-gahana 
as,  a,  am,  very  thick  or  close,  very  impervious ; 
(a),  f.  an  enclosure  round  a  place  of  sacrifice  to 
exclude  profane  access  (  =  kumbd).  —  Sugahana- 

vt-iti  (°na-av°),  is,  f.  a  sacred  enclosure,  (see  above/ 
—  Su-gatuyd,  ind.,  Ved.  with   a  desire  for  gooc 
roads,  (Siy.  =  ̂ oWiana-mdrgeddhayd,  Rig-veda  I. 
97.  2.)  —  Su-gdtra,  am,  n.  a  fine  figure,  graceful 
person ;  (as,  a,  am),  handsome-limbed,  having  a 
good  figure,  graceful.  —  Su-gddha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
easily  fordable.  —  Su-giti,  is,  (.  good  singing ;  a  kind 
of  metre.  —  Su-gu,  us,  us,  u,Ved.=su-yava  above. 
—  Su-gunin,  i,  ini,  i,  very  rich  in  virtues,  very 
virtuous  or  excellent.  —  Su-gupta,  as,  d,  am,  well 
hidden  or  concealed,  very  secret ;   (am),  ind.  very 

secretly,  privily.  —  Sugupta-lekha,  as,  m.  a  very 
private  letter  or  one  written  in  cipher.  —  Su-gupti, 
is,  f.  good  protection,  secrecy.  —  Suguptl-knrci,  8.  P. 
-karoti,  -kartum,  to  guard  well.  —  Su-gulpha,  as,  d, 
am,  having  beautiful  ancles,  (Pan.  IV.  I,  54.)  —  Su- 
gudha,   as,  d,  am,  well   concealed,    very   secret. 
—  Sit-griha,  as,  i,  am,  having  a  beautiful  abode; 
(as),  m.  the  taylor-bird,  Sylvia  Sutoria.  —  Sa-gn/ilta, 
as,  d,  am,  held  fast  or  firmly,  seized,  grasped  ;  taken 
or  applied  properly  or  auspiciously.  —  SugrihUa-na- 

man,  d,  m.  *  one  whose  name  is  invoked  auspiciously,' 
epithet  of  Yudhishthira  and  of  others  who  are  in- 

voked early  in  the  morning  to  secure  good  luck. 

— Siujrihitabhidha  (°ta-abh°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
an  auspicious  name.  —  Su-gopd,  as,  as,  am, Ved.  hav- 

ing good  protectors,  well  protected.  —  Sugopd-tama, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  the  best  guardians,  protected 
most  effectually.  —  Su-gmya,  as,  d,  rim,  Ved.  easy  to 
be  obtained  or  acquired,  (Say.  =  lutlilhii  gantavya) ; 
yielding   happiness,   (in   Naigh.   III.  6.  sugmyam 
is  enumerated  among  the  sukha~ndmdni.)  —  Su- 
r/rathita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  well  fastened.  —  Su-gran- 
tlti,  is,  is,  i,  well  knotted  ;  having  beautiful  joints ; 

(is),  m.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  doraka).  —  Su.-grd$a, 
as,  m.  a  dainty  morsel,  tidbit,  bonne  bouche.  —  Su- 

grdhya,  as,  d,  am,  easy  to  be  taken,  easily  appre- 
hensible, easy  to  be  laid  hold  of,  &c.  —  Su-yriva,  as, 

d,  am,  handsome-necked,  having  a  beautiful  neck ; 
(as),  ra.  a  swan  or  Raja-harisa ;  a  hero ;  a  sort  of 
weapon ;    N.  of  a    monkey-king    (who,  with   his 
army   of  monkeys    headed    by    Hanumat,    assisted 

Rama-c*andra  in  conquering  Ravana  and  recovering 
Sita ;  he  was  fabled  to  be  son  of  the  Sun,  and  was 

re-established  by  Rama  in  the  throne  of  Kishkindhya, 
which  had  been  usurped  by  his  brother  BSli  or  Balin, 
see  kishkindhya) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  four  horses  of 
Krishna  or  Vishnu  [cf.  megha-pushpa,  valdhaka, 

(aivya\  ;  N.  of  S'iva ;  of  Indra ;  of  a  particular  moun- 
tain ;  of  a  particular  Naga  or  serpent  of  Patala ;  of 

the  father  of  the  ninth  Jina  or  Arhat  of  the  present 
age  ;  of  an  Asura  or  demon ;  the  countenance  of  a 
friend  (?) ;    a  piece  of  water  (?) ;    (I),   f.,  N.  of  a 
daughter  or  (according  to  others)  wife  of  Kasyapa 
(regarded  as  the  parent  of  horses,  camels,  and  asses ; 
she  is  usually  held  to  be  the  daughter  of  Kasyapa 

and  Tamra).  —  Sagrtws'a  (°mt-l>ia),  as,  m.  'lord 
of  the  monkey-king  Su-gcrva,'  Rama.  —  Su-gla,  as, 

~i,  am  (rt.  glai),  very  vfezry.  —  Sii-yhatita,  as,  d, 
am,  well  joined  or  united,  well  contrived  or  devised, 
well  arranged  or  managed. —  Su-ghora,  as,  d,  ant, 
very  fearful  or  terrible,  terrific,  hideous.  —  Su-gho-tha, 
as,  m.  a  pleasant  sound  or  cry.  —  Sughosha-grdma, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Su-dakra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
having  beautiful  wheels.  —  Su-dakshus,  us,  us,  us, 

having  good  eyes,  seeirrg  well ;    (us),  m.   a   dis- 
cerning  or   wise  man,  a  learned  man ;    the  glo- 

merous  fig-tree.  —  Su-daAdukd,  f.  a  kind  of  vege- 
table ( =  mahd-<?ant?u).  ••  Su~^atura,  as,  d,  am,  see 

Vopa-deva  VI.  29.— Su-fandra,,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king  of  Vaisall ;    of  another  person.  —  Su-darita, 
am,  n.  good  conduct;  (as,  a,  awi),  well  conducted, 
well  behaved ;  well  managed ;  (d),  f.  a  well  conducted 
or  faithful  wife.  —  Sufarita-vrata,  as,  d,  am,  well 

performing  religious  obligations.  •-  Su-taritnt,  am, 

n.  good  conduct,  a  good  or  virtuous  course  of  life ; 
(as,  d,  am),  well  conducted ;  (d),  f.  a  virtuous  or 
faithful  wife.  —  Sti-darman,  d,  d,  a,  having  beautiful 
skin  or  bark;  (d),  m.  the  BhOrja  tree.  —  Surddrit, 
us,  us  or  n,  u,  very  lovely  or  beautiful,  pleasing, 
delightful ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Krishna.  —  Su,- 
ddru-svana,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  delightful  sound, 
melodious,  harmonious,  mellifluous.  —  Su-ditra,  as, 
d,  am,  very  variegated  or  spotted ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 

a  king;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  gourd  (  =  dirbhitd). 
—Su-ditraka,  as,  a,  am,  very  variegated;  (as), 
m.  a  kingfisher  ;  a  kind  of  speckled  snake  (  =  ditra- 

sarpa).—Suditra-vijd,  f.  'having  variegated  seed,' 
a  kind  of  plant  (  =  vidangd).  —  Su-dintana,  am, 
n.  the  act  of  thinking  well,  deliberate  consideration. 

—  Su-dintd,  f.  deep  thought,  due  reflection  or  con- 
sideration. —  Su-dintita,  as,  d,  am,  well   thought 

about,  well  considered  or  weighed,  well  imagined, 
well  pondered  upon,  well   conceived.  —Su-diram, 
ind.  for  a  very  long  time,  very  long,  a  good  while ; 

(dya),  ind.  for  a  very  long  time.  —  Sud irdyta  (°ra- 
aif),  us,  m. '  having  a  very  long  life,'  a  god,  divinity. 
—  Sa-duti,  f.   'cutting  well  or  easily,'  a   pair  of 
nippers  or  tongs.  -  Su-deti-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made 
good  minded  or  well  disposed.  —  Su-detu,  Ved.  good 
feeling,  benevolence,  kindness,  favour,  graciousness, 

(generally  in  inst.  c.  su-detund,  which  may,  how- 
ever, be  referred  to  m-detuna  below.)  —  Su-detima, 

Ved.  well  disposed,  favourable,  gracious,  auspicious, 

(in  Rig-veda  IX.  65,  30.  su-detunam=SK-jndnam^ 
according  to  Say.)  -  Su-delaka,  as,  m.  fine  cloth, 

cloth,  —  tiu-ddhaltra,  as,  m.  epithet  of  S'iva;  (d),  f. 
the  river  Sata-dru  or  Sutlej.— Su-ddhardieh-tama, 

as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a  most  delightful  dwelling, 
very  blissful.— Su-ddltardii,  is,  is,  is,  Ved.  having 
a  beautiful  abode.  —  Su~jangha,  as,  d,  am,  haying  a 

beautiful  leg.  —  Su-jana,  as,  m.  a  good  or  virtuous 
man,  benevolent  man ;  a  gentleman  ;  (as,  a,  am), 

virtuous,  good,  respectable ;  kind,  benevolent ;  N.  of 

Indra's  charioteer.  —  Sujana-td,  f.  goodness,  virtue, 
kindness,  benevolence ;  bravery  ;  a  number  of  good 
men  or  respectable  persons.  —  Sujana-tva,  am,  n. 

goodness,   kindness.  —  Su-janiman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved. 
having  noble  birth,  of  exalted  birth.— Sujanelara- 

maitrl  (°na-it°),  f.  the  friendship  of  a  bad  man. 
—Su-janman,  d,  d,  a,  of  noble  or  respectable  birth ; 
lawfully  begotten,  legitimate.— Su-jambha,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  handsome-jawed,  (SSy.  =su-danshtra.)-'Su- 
jambhan,  d,  d,  a,  having  good  jaws. — Su-jala,  am, 
a.  good  water ;  a  lotus ;  (as,  d,  am),  having  good  or 
sweet  water.  —  Su-jalpa,  as,  m.  good   speech;    a 
particular   kind  of  discourse   (described  as  sincere, 
earnest,  humble,  full  of  meaning  and  vivacity).  —  Su~ 

jams,  as,  as,  as,  quick,  swift.— Su-jala,  as,  d,  am, 
well  born,  of  high  birth ;    well  grown,  tall ;    well 
produced,  well  made,  beautiful;   (u),  f.  a  kind  of 

jlant   (  =  tmari).  —  Sujdta-td,  f.  the   being  well 

)orn,  nobility.  —  Sujdtditga  ("ta-an"),  as,  I,  am, 
laving  well-formed  limbs.  —  Su-jdti,  is,  is,  it  of  a 

id  tribe  or  species ;  of  a  good  race  or  caste ;  (is), 

m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vlti-hotra.  —  ijujdtlya,  as,  a, 

am,—su-jati  above. •- Sits-jihi'a,  as,  a,  am,  Ved. 
jeautiful-tongued,  bright-tongued,  having  bright 
flames  (said  of  Agni).—  Sit-jtrya,  KS,  d,  am,  well 
digested;  decayed, worn  out.~Su-jiua,  as,  m.  good 
or  easy  life.  —Sit-jivanti,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  svar- 
ia-jivanti).—Su-jtrita,  as,  d,  am,  lived  well  or 
to  some  purpose ;  (am),  n.  a  lucky  or  happy  life. 
—  tiu-jushta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  well  satisfied,  fully 
)ropitiated.  —  Su-jurni,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  very  quick  or 
active ;  very  old,  worn  out,  (Say.  =  3ob?iana-java, 
sushfhu,  jirna,  i.  e.  purdna,  Rig-veda  IV.  6,  3); 
;lowing  brightly  [cf.  rt.  jOrv,  and  see  Rig-veda 
VI.  63,  4].— Su-jiidta,  at,  a,  am,  well  known, 
easily  known.  —  Su-jyeah/ha,  a;',  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
—  Su-jyaishthija,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  much 
ire-eminence,  bringing  much  prosperity  (said  of  a 

on).  —  Su-jyotis,  is,  is,  is,  having  a  beautiful  light, 
veil  lighted.  —Su-tanu,  us,  f.  a  beautiful  body; 
us,  us  or  vi,  u),  having  a  beautiful  body;  very 

thin,  very  slender  or  delicate;   emaciated;   (us  or 
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»i),  f.  a  woman ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Ugra-sena. 
— Sutanti-tii,  f.  great  thinness  or  delicacy.  —  Sit- 
tantrt,  it,  it,  i,  having  good  strings,  well-stringed, 
sounding  well,  melodious.  —  3.  tu-tapa,  as,  d,  am 
(for  i.suta-pa  see  under  i.su(a),  practising  great 
penance,  very  austere.  —  Su-tapat,  as,  n.  severe 
penance;  (at,  at,  at),  one  who  practises  great  or 
severe  penance;  having  great  heat;  (us),  m.  an 
ascetic,  devotee,  anchorite,  hermit ;  the  sun ;  N.  of 
the  father  of  Bali ;  of  the  son  of  Pariplava ;  of  a  son 
of  Vasishtha.  —  Su-tapta,  at,  a,  am,  much  heated, 

very  hot.'-Su-tarodm,  ind.  most  excellently,  best. —  Su-tara,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  easy  to  be  crossed. 
— Su-tardm,  ind.  better,  more  excellently;  more; 

excessively;  exceedingly;  consequently;  (nas°, very 
badly ;  ma  s°,  in  no  way,  by  no  means.)— Su-tar- 
kdri,  f.  a  kind  of  gourd  (  =  deva-ddll).  —  Su-tar- 

dana,  as,  m.  the  Koil  or  Indian  cuckoo.  —  Su-tar- 
man,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  easily  carrying  across  (said  of  a 

boat;  S5y.  =  s«sA/Au  tdrayitri,  Rig-veda  VIII. 42, 

3). — Su-tala,  am,  n.  'immense  depth,'  one  of  the seven  divisions  of  the  lower  regions  or  regions  under 
the   earth   peopled   by   the   Nagas,   (according   to 
some  the  sixth  in  order,  but  see  pdtdla,  p.  563) ; 

the  base  or  foundation  of  a  large  building.  —  Su- 
tash/a,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  well-fashioned. —Sutdm- 

roshtha  (°ra-osh°),  as,  a,  am,  very  ruddy-lipped. 
— S»-tdra,  as,  m.  'well-crossing,' 'well-delivering,* 
N.  of  a  Muni ;  (a),  (.,  scil.  tushti,  one  of  the  nine 

kinds  of  acquiescence  (in  the  San-khya  phil. ;  cf.  su- 
pdrd) ;  scil.  siddhi,  one  of  the  eight  kinds   of 
Perfection  (in  the  San-khya  phil.) ;  N.  of  a  daughter 
of  SVa-phalka.  —  Su-tnraka,  as,  d,  am,   having 

beautiful  stars;    (a),  f.  ' good-accomplisher,'  N;  of 
one   of   the    twenty -four   goddesses    who    execute 
the  commands  of  the   twenty-four   Arhats.  —  Su- 
tileia,  as,  d,  am,  very  bitter  or  pungent ;  (as),  m. 
a  kind  of  bitter  medicinal  plant, = parpata  ;  (a), 

f.  a  species  of  gourd  ( =  koshdtakl).  —  Su-tiktaka, 

at,  m.  '  very  bitter,'  a  kind  of  gentian,  Gentiana 
Cherayta;  the  coral  tree.—Stt-til-shna,  as,  d,  am, 
very  sharp ;  very  pungent ;  acutely  painful ;  (as),  m. 
the  Sigru  tree  or  a  white  species  of  it ;   N.  of  a 

Muni.—  Suttkshna-daiana,  as,  m.  'very   sharp- 

toothed,'  epithet  of  Siva. — Sutiksfindgra  fna-ogr0), 
at,  d,  am,  very  sharp-pointed.  —  Su-tirtha,  as,  m. 
a  good  preceptor  (opposed  to  ku-ttrtha) ;  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Su-tuka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  good  off- 

spring.— 8u-tunga,  as,  d,  am,  very  lofty  or  tall; 
(as),  m.  the  cocoa-nut  tree ;  a  particular  culmination 
or  high  position  (of  the  planets  8t.c.).  —  Su-tush/a, 
as,  d,  am,  easily  satisfied.  —  Su-tus,  us,  us,  us  (inst. 
pi.  su-turbkis),  well-sounding.  —  Su-tejana,  as,  m. 
a  particular  tree  ( =  dhanvan).  —  Su-tejas,  as,  as, 
as,  very  sharp  or  sharp-edged  ;  very  bright,  splendid  ; 
very  mighty  or  potent;  (ds),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
Arhats  of  the  past  age ;    a  worshipper  of  the  sun. 

—  Su-tejita,  as,  d,  am,  well-sharpened,  very  sharp. 
—  Su-tailu,   f.  the   plant   Maha-jyotishmall,  q.  v. 

—  Su-trdtri,  td,  trl,  tri,  Ved.  a  good  protector  or 
preserver,  well  protecting  or  saving.  —  Su-trdman,  d, 

m.  'good  protector,'  N.  of  Indra  [cf.  siitramait]', 
(a),  f.  '  excellent  protectress,'  epithet  of  Prithivl. 
—  Su-dandita,  as,  d,  am,  well  bitten;  well  armed 
[cf.   pari-darvlita] ;    pressed  very  close    together, 
crowded  into  close  proximity.  —  Su-dansas,  ds,  ds, 
as,  Ved.  accomplishing  mighty  or  splendid  actions, 
energetic,  active,  powerful ;  [cf.  puru-dansat.]  —  Su- 
d.-i/.f/ia,  as,  d,  am,  very  capable  or  clever;  (Ved.) 
having  great  energy,  very  strong.  —  Su-dakshin a, 
as,  d,  am,  very  sincere  or  upright,  very  liberal  in 
sacrificial  gifts;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Vidarbha; 
(S),  (.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Dillpa.  -  Su-dagdhikd,  f. 
a  kind  of  plant  (  =  dagdhd).  —  Su-danda,  as,  m. 
the  man  cane  (  =  vetra).  —  Su-dandikd,  f.  the  Go- 
rakshi  plant.  —  Su-dat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  hand- 

some teeth.  —  Su-datta,  as,  d,  am,  well  or  properly 
given ;  [cf.  tutta,  s.  v.]  —  Su-datra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
granting  well  or  liberally  (  =  Jcalydya-ddna,   Nir- 
ukta  VI.  14).  -  Su-danta,  as,  m.  a  good  tooth; 
(at,  i,  am),  having  good  teeth ;   (as),  m.  an  actor, 

dancer;  (i),  f.  the  female  elephant  of  the  north- 
west quarter. —Su-dama,  as,  d,  am,  easy  to  be 

subdued.  —  Sit-dayita,  as,  d,  am,  much  beloved, 
very  dear.  —  Sti-darbha,  as,  d,  am,  having  good 
Daibha  or  Kusa  grass ;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  grass  or 

sugar-cane  (  =  ikshu-darbhd).  —  Su-darfa,  as,  d, 

am,  easily  seen.  —  Su-dars'ana,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  good 
looking,  beautiful,  handsome  ;  easily  seen ;  (as),  m. 
the  discus  of  Vishnu  or  Krishna  (in  this  sense  also 
am,  n.) ;  a  vulture  ;  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  Mount 
Meru ;  of  a  son  of  DadhlcH ;  of  a  son  of  Dhruva- 
sandhi ;  of  the  father  of  the  eighteenth  Arhat  of  the 

present  AvasarpinI ;  of  one  of  the  nine  Jaina  Sukla- 

balas  or  Bala-devas  [cf.  s"ukla-bala] ;  of  a  poet ;  the 
rose-apple,  Eugenia  Jambu ;  (i,  am),  f.  n.,  N.  of 

Indra's  city  Amaravat! ;  (a),  f.  a  handsome  woman  ; 
a  woman  ;  an  order,  command  ;  a  particular  drug  or 
medicinal  plant;  the  plant  Cocculus  Cordifolius  or 

Menispermum  Glabrum ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  Jambu- 
dvlpa.  —  Sudardana  -  furna,  am,  n.  '  beautiful 
powder,'  a  particular  medicinal  compound  used  in 
fevers.  —  Sadars'ana-dmpa,  am,  n.  Jambu-dvJpa. 
—  Sudardana-samhitd,  f.,   N.  of  a  work  (from 

which  the  HanQmat-paddhati  and  HanQmat-kavac'a 
are  chiefly  extracted).  —  Su-dala,  as.  m.  '  having 
good   leaves  ;'   a  kind  of  plant,  =  kxhira-moratd  ; 

(d),  (.  other  p\mts  (  =  s"iila-parni ;  =  tarnui).—  Su- 
dd, ds,  ds,  am,  very  bountiful,  munificent.  —  Sa- 

ddnu,  ut,  us,  u,  Ved.  giving  well  or  liberally,  mak- 
ing beautiful  presents,   bounteous,  giving  plentiful 

rain ;   offering  sacrifices.  —  Su-ddnta,  as,  d,  am, 
well-subdued,    well-restrained,    very   self-controlled ; 

(as),  m.  a  follower  of  Sakya-muni  (q.  v.),  a  Buddhist. 
—  Suddnta-sena,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  medical  author. 

—  Su-ddman,  d,  d,  a,  giving  well,  one  who  gives 
liberally ;   (d),  m.  a  cloud  ;  the  sea ;   a  mountain ; 

N.   of  Indra's  elephant  Airavata;    of  a  particular 
Go-pa  or  cowherd ;  of  a  poor  Brahman  (who  came 

to  Dvfuaka  to  ask  Krishna's  aid,  and  was  raised  to 
wealth  by  him) ;   N.  of  a  particular  mountain   [cf. 
sauddmanT] ;   of  a  river.  —Su-ddmd,  f.,  N.  of  a 
river  in  the  north  of  India  (mentioned  in  R3m5- 

yana  II.  71,  I)-  —  Su-ddya,  as,  m.  a  good  gift, 
auspicious   gift;   a  special   gift  given  on  particular 
solemn  occasions  (e.  g.  a  gift  to  a  student  at  his  in- 

vestiture with  the  sacred  thread  or  Yajnopavlta,  a 
nuptial  present,  &c.);    one  who  makes  the  above 
present  (e.g.  a  mother,  father,  husband, &c.).  —  Su- 

ddru,  us,  m.  '  having  good  timber,'  N.  of  a  part  of 
the  Vindhya  mountains  called  Paripatra,  q.  v. ;  [cf. 

kuldfola.]  —  Su-ddruna,  as,  a,   am,  very  cruel, 
very  dreadful  or  terrible.  —  Su-ddi-an,  d,  m.,  Ved.  a 
giver  of  good,  a  benefactor.  —  Su-dds,  ds,  m.,  Ved.  a 
liberal  man,  liberal  sacrificer ;  N.  of  a  king  at  whose 
court  both  Vasishtha  and  Visva-mirra  appear  to  have 
acted  as  family  priests,  (SudSs  Paijavana  is  regarded 
as  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  133.)  —  Su- 
ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king;   [cf.  sw-dds.]  —  Sn- 
dds-tara,  as,  5,  am,  more  liberal,   very   liberal. 
—  Su-dina,  am,   n.  a  fine  day,   auspicious   day, 
happy  day;   fine  weather.  —  Sudina-tva,  am,  n., 
Ved.  state  of  fine  weather,  an  auspicious  time.  —  Siir 
dindya,  Nom.  A.  sudinayate,  to  be  fine  weather. 

—Sudindha  (°na-aha),  am,  n.  a  day  of  fine  wea- 
ther, a  fine  day.  —  Su-div,  -dyaus,  -dyaus,  -ilijn, 

Ved.  having  a  good  sky,  having  good  days.  —  Su- 

d'lti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  shining  beautifully,  =  su-duHti 
below ;   (is),  m.,  N.  of  an  An-girasa  (author  of  a 
hymn  in  the  Rig-veda).  —  Su-dlditi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 
shining  beautifully.  —  Su-dir//ha,  as,  d,  am,  very 
long  (in  time  or  space),  very  extended;    (d),  f.  a 

kind  of  cucumber  (  =  f~indkarkati).  —  Sudirgha- 
gharmd,  f.  the  plant   Marsilia  Quadrifolia.  —  Su- 

dirgha-phalikd,  f.  '  having  very  long  fruit;'  a  kind 
of  egg-plant.  —  Su-duAkha,  am,  n.  great   pain ; 
(as,  d,  am),  very  painful ;  (am),  ind.  very  sorrow- 

fully. —  Su-duhkhita,  as,  d,  am,  much  grieved, 
greatly  afflicted.  —  Su-duhsaha,  as,  d,  am,  very 
difficult  to  be  borne  or  endured.  —Su-dugha,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  milking  well  or  easily,  prolific.  —  Su-durd- 
<!dra,  as,  d,  am,  very  ill-conducted,  very  badly  be- 

haved or  wicked;  (as),  m.  a  profligate.  —  Su-dura- 
rulia,  as,  d,  am,  very  hard  to  be  ascended,  inacces- 
sible.  —  Su-durdrarta,  as,  d,  am,  very  difficult  to 
be  dissuaded.  —  Su-durgama,  as,  d,  am,  very  diffi- 

cult to  traverse  or  cross,  very  difficult  to  sail  over. 

— Su-durjaya,  as,  d,  am,  very  difficult  to  be  over- 
come or  conquered.  —  Su-durdars"a,  as,  d,  am,  very 

difficult  to  be  beheld  or  observed.  —  Su-<lurbuddhi, 

it,  it,  i,  very  foolish.  —  Su-durlabha,  as,  d,  am, 
very  difficult  to  be  attained,  quite  unattainable,  very 
scarce  or  rare.  —Stt-du&ara,  as,  d,  am,  very  diffi- 

cult to  be  performed  or  attained ;  very  arduous  or 

painful.— Su-duehkara,  as,  i,  am,  very  difficult  to 
be  done,  most  arduous.  —  Su-dushkha,  as,  d,  am, 

very  painful,  very  unpleasant ;  (am),  ind.  very  pain- 
fully, very  sorrowfully.  —  Su-dushkhita,  as,  d,  am, 

much  pained  or  grieved.  —  Su-dushta,  as,  d,  am, 

very  bad,  very  wicked  or  depraved,  much  cor- 
rupted or  spoiled.  —Su-du*tara,  as,  d,  am,  very 

difficult  to  be  passed  or  crossed ;  [cf.  dus-tara.] 

—  Su-dustyaja,  at,  d,  am,  very  difficult  to  be 
abandoned  or  quitted.  —  Su-dura,  as,  d,  am,  very 

distant ;  (am),  ind.  for  a  very  long  distance ;  in  a 

very  high  degree ;  (at),  ind.  from  afar.  —  Sudiira- 
pardhata,  as,  d,  am,  driven  back  to  a  great  dis- 

tance.— Sii-driilha,  as,  d,  am,  very  firm  or  hard  ; 

(am),  ind.  very  6rm]y.  —  Sudridha-i'rata,  as,  i, 

am,  very  rigid  or  strict  in  vov/s.  —  Su-dns",  k,  h,  k, having  beautiful  eyes,  very  beautiful ;  (k),  f.  a  pretty 

woman.  —  Su-drito,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  looking  beauti- 
fully, having  a  beautiful  appearance  (said  of  Ushas). 

—  Su-drifika,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  looking  beautiful, 
handsome.— Sudriftka-saiulrii,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  hav- 

ing a  handsome  or  beautiful  appearance ;  (k),  f.  epi- 
thet of  Ushas.  —  Su-driiya,  as,   d,   am,  clearly 

visible.  —  Su-drishta,  as,  d,  am,  easily  seen,  easy  to 

be  seen;  looked  at  earnestly. —Su-deva,  as,  m.  a 
favourable  or  propitious  deity ;   N.  of  a  Brahman ; 

(i),  f.  a  proper  N.—Su-deslina,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son 
of  Krishna ;  (ds),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people ;  (d),  f., 

N.  of  the  wife  of  Virata;  of  the  wife  of  Bali.  —  Su- 

dohana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  easy  to  be  milked.  —  Su- 
dyut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  shining  brightly.  —  Su-dyumna, 
as,  d,  am,  very  bright ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king ;  of 
a  son  of  Manu  Vaivasvata  (supposed  to  have  been 
born  a  female,  under  the  name  of  Ida,  q.  v.,  and 

afterwards  changed  into  a  male  through  the  favour 
of  Mitra  and  Varuna).  —  Su-<lravinas,  ds,  as,  as, 

Ved.   having  splendid   riches  or  treasures  (said  of 
Agni).  -Su-dru,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  beautiful 
wood.  —  Su-dvijdnana  (°ja-dn°),  as,  d,  am,  hav- 

ing a  mouth  containing  beautiful  teeth.  —  Sil-dhana, 

as,  d,  am,  very  rich;  (o»v),  m.  a  proper  N.— Su- 

dhanus,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Kuru.  —  Su-dhan- 
ran,  d,  d,  a,  having  an  excellent  bow ;  (a),  m.  a 

good  archer,  bowman  ;  N.  of  Vis'va-karman,  q.  v. ; 
of  a  king ;   the  son  of  an  outcast  Vaisya  (but  see 

below). —Sudhanmtdrya,  as,  m.  (by  some_  sepa- 
rated into  two  words,  see  su-dhanvan  and  <!drya), 

the  son  of  an  outcast  VaiSya  by  a  woman  of  the 
same  class,  (Manu  X.  23.)  -  Su-dharma,  as,  m., 
N.  of  one  of  the  ten  disciples  of  the  celebrated  Jaina 
teacher  and  Arhat  Maha-vira,  q.v.,  (the  line  of  Jaina 

ascetics  is  said  to  be  traced  up  to  him  in  regular  sue-        • 

cession,  the  other  ten  disciples  of  Maha-vira  having 
left  no  successors) ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of 

deities ;  (a,  t),  f.  an  assembly  or  council  of  the  gods. 

—Su-dharman,  d,  d,  a,  keeping  well  to  duty,  at- 
tentive to  duties ;  (d),  m.  a  council  or  assembly  of 

the  gods ;  the  hall  or  palace  of  Indra  (given  to  Ugra- 
sena  by  Krishna) ;  a  man  attentive  to  the  proper 
maintenance  of  his  family ;  N.  of  a  son  of  king 

Bhadra-sena;  of  a  Kshatriya.— Su-dharsha  or  su- 

dharshana,  as,  d,  am,  (probably)  easy  to  be  laid 

hold  of,  easy  of  attainment  or  approach ;  [cf.  dur- 

dharsha.^-Su-dhd,  see  p.  H27.-S«-dAama,N. 
of  a  mountain ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  deities. 
—  Su-dhaman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni ;  of  a  Loka-pala. 
—  Su-dhdra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  streaming  beautifully. 
—Su-dhita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  well  or  properly  placed, 

well-ordered,   perfect,  secure;   well-disposed,   kind. 
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good,  benevolent ;  prosperous,  happy;  well  held,  well 
aimed,  well  thrown  (said  of  weapons).  —  Su-dhiti, 
is,  m.  f.  an  axe  (more  correctly  written  sva-dhiti, 

q.v.).  —  Su-dhi,  is,  (.  a  good  understanding,  good 
sense,  intelligence ;  (is,  is,  i),  having  a  good  under- 

standing, wise,  clever,  sensible ;  (is),  m.  a  wise  or 
clever  or  intelligent  man ;  a  Pandit,  teacher.  —  Su- 
dhira,  as,  a,  am,  very  firm  or  resolute ;  very  con- 

siderate or  wise.  —  Su-dhura,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  carry- 
ing a  burden  well  (said  of  a  horse).  —  Su-dkumya, 

ai,  m.  a  particular  fragrant  substance  (  =  svadu). 
—Su-dhumra,  at,  a,  am,  very  purple.  —  Sudhumra- 

varna,  f.  '  of  a  deep  purple  colour,'  epithet  of  one 
of  the  seven  tongues  of  ftTe.—Su-dhriti,  is,  m., 
N.  of  a  king.  —  Sudky-updsya  (written  suddhy- 

updsya),  as,  m. '  he  who  is  to  be  worshipped  by  the 
intelligent,"  epithet  of  the  Deity ;  (as),  m.  a  particu- 

lar kind  of  royal  palace  (of  which  twelve  sorts  are 
enumerated) ;  a  particular  attendant  on  Krishna ; 
(a),  f.  a  woman ;  N.  of  the  goddess  UmS  ;  of  one 

of  Uma's  female  companions ;  the  plant  Aristolochia 
Indica;  a  sort  of  pigment,  =*  go-rofond  ;  (am),  n. 
the  club  of  Bala-r5ma.  —  Su-nakshatra,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  king ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  second  night  of  the  civil 
month  (kartna-mdsa). — Su-nanda,  as,  a,  am,  pleas- 

ing well,  delighting.  —  Sunandd-sahita,  as,  a,  am, 
attended  by  Su-nanda.  —  Su-nandini,  f.  a  species  of 
the  Ati-jagatI  metre  (  =  ma>iju-bhdshini).  —  Su- 
naya.  as,  m.  good  conduct ;  good  policy  [cf.  dur- 

nayd]  ',  N.  of  a  son  of  Rita ;  of  a  son  of  Pariplava ; 
(ai),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Su-nayana,  as,  a, 
am,  having  beautiful  eyes;  (as),  m.  a  deer;  (a),  (. 
a  woman.  —  Sti-nasa,  as,  a,  am,  handsome-nosed ; 
(a),  (.,  N.  of  a  river.  —Su^iidbha,  as,  a,  am,  having 
a  beautiful  navel,  having  a  good  nave  or  centre; 
(as),  m.  a  mountain ;  the  mountain  Mainaka,  q.v. ; 
N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  of  a  son  of  Garuda. 
—  Su-ndma-dvadafi,  f.  a  particular  religious  ob- 

servance performed  on  the  twelfth  day  of  the  twelfth 

month.  —  Sa-naman,  a,  -mm,  a,  well  named ;  (a), 

m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Ugra-sena.  of  a  chief  of  the  S'ura- 
senas  (represented   as  destroyed  in  battle  together 
with  his  whole  army  by  Krishna).  —  Su-ndlaka,  as, 
ikd,  am,  having  a  beautiful  stalk  or  stem  ;  (as),  m. 
a  kind  of  tree  ( =  vaka-pushpa).—Su-na8a,{.  a  hand- 

some nose.  —  Sii-ndsdksha-bhrura  (°sd-aksh°),  as, 
d,  am,  endowed  with  handsome  nose,  eyes,  and  eye- 

brows. —Su-ndsika,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  handsome 
nose ;  having  a  good  point  or  projection ;  (a),  f.  a 
particular  plant  ( =  kdka-ndsd).  —  Sa-nasira,  see  s.  v. 
—  Sti-nigraha,  as,  a,  am,  well  controlled,  easily 
restrained.  —  Su-nidrd,  f.  sound  sleep.  —  Su-nidhd 
(inst.  of  su-nidha  for  su-nidhd  according  to  Say.), 
Ved.  with  careful  putting  down,  with   great   care, 

(SSy.  =  dobTtanena  nidhdnena,  Rig-veda  III.  29, 
12.)  —  Su-ninada,  as,  d,  am,  sounding  agreeably 
or  pleasantly.  —Su-nibhrita,  as,  d,  am,  very  lonely 
or  private ;  (am),  ind.  very  secretly  or  closely,  very 
narrowly,  very  privately.  —  Su-niraja,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  altogether  easy  to  be  attained,  (SSy.  =  sukhena 
nihtfesham  prdpya,   Rig-veda   I.   10,  7-)  ~  S»- 
nirupita,  as,  d,  am,  well  observed  or  inspected, 
well  examined,  well  seen  into.  —  Su-nirnikta,  as,  d, 

am,   thoroughly   cleansed,   well    washed   off.  —  Su- 
nirmatkd  (according  to  Say.  inst.  case  fr.  su-nir- 
math),  Ved.  with  auspicious  attrition  ( =  dobhanena 

manthanena,  Rig-veda  III.  29, 1 2).  —  Su-nirydsd, 

f.  *  having  good  exudation  or  resin,'  the  plant  Jin-gim, 
q.  v.—Su-nis'ita,  as,  d,  am,  very  sharp.  —  Sn-nii- 
tala,  as,  m.  '  very  unchangeable,'  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Su-ni&ita,  as,  d,  am,  well  ascertained   or  de- 

termined, resolved  ;    commended,   approved  ;    (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  particular  Buddha.  —  Su-nishanna  or 
su-ntshannaka,    am,    n.   the    pot-herb    Marsilea 
Quadrifolia.  —  Su-nishka,  an,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
beautiful  ornaments.  —  Su-nish'apta,  as,  d,  am, 
well  heated  or  burnished.— Sn-nita,  as,  d,  am,  well- 
conducted,  well-behaved ;  politic ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
king;   (am),  n.  good  conduct  or  behaviour;  good 
policy,  prudence.  —  Su-nlti,  is,  f.  good  conduct  or 
behaviour,  good  manners,  propriety,  good  policy ;  N. 

of  the  mother  of  Dhruva ;  (is,  is,  i),  well-conducted. 
—  Su-nitha,as,  a,  am, well-disposed, well-conducted, 

righteous,  virtuous,  moral,  good ;    (as)',  m.  a  good 
leader  (Ved.)  ;  a  Brahman  ;  N.  of  a  king ;  of  Silu- 
pala,  king  of  Cedi ;    (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  first-born 
daughter  of  Mrityu  or  death  (wife  of  An-ga).—  Su- 
nlla,  as,  d,  am,  very  black  or  blue,  dark ;  (as) ,  m. 
the  pomegranate  tree;   (am),  n.  the  root  of  the 
Andropogon  Muricatus ;   (a),  f.  common  flax  (  = 
alasl) ;  other  plants  (  =  vishnu-krdntd  ;  =jarati- 

trina).  —  Su-nilaka,  as,  m. '  very  blue,'  a  kind  of 
blue  Bhrirrga-raja  bird ;    a  blue  gem  (perhaps  an 
emerald  or  sapphire) ;  a  kind  of  tree  (  =  nilasana). 

—  Stt-nris'ansa,  as,  d,  am,  very  mischievous  or  in- 
jurious, very  cruel.  —  Su-nris'ansa-krit,  t,t,t,  doing 

very  malicious  things,  malicious. —Su-netra,  as,  d, 
am,  beautiful-eyed ;  (a),  f.,  scil.  tashti,  one  of  the 
nine  kinds  of  acquiescence  (according  to  the  San-khya 
phil. ;  cf.  su-pdra). — Su-nau,  aus,  aus,  u,  having 

good  ships ;  (u),  n.  water  (according  to  S'abda-k.). 
—Su-pakva,  as,  a,  am,  well  cooked  or  matured, 
thoroughly  ripe ;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of  fragrant  Mango. 
—  Su-pattra,  as,  d,  am,  having  beautiful  leaves; 
(as),  m.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  dditya-pattra) ;  a  sort 
of  grass,  =pallivdha;  (a),  f.  various  plants,  —ru- 
dra-jatd;  =  iatdiiarl;  =  pdlakyd ;  =*  saroi;  = 

s"dla-parm ;  (am),  n.  the  leaf  of  the  Laurus  Cassia. 
—  Su-pattraka,  as,  m.  the  Sigru  tree;   (ikd),  f. 
=jatukd.  —  Su-pattrin,  i,  im,  i,  well  feathered. 
—  Su-patni,  (.  (a  woman)  having  a  good  husband; 

[cf.  sa-patni.']  —  Su-patha,  as,  m.  a  good  road ; good  course  or  way ;  good  conduct ;   (as,  a,  am), 
having  a  good  road,  having  beautiful  paths;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  a  brother  of  Sas'i-kala.  —  Sit-pathin,  -pan- 
thds,  m.  a  good  road ;  (-pantJids,  -pathi,  -pathi), 
having  good  roads.  —  Supathin-tara,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a 
better  road. — Su-pathya,  as,  d,  am,  very  whole- 

some; (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (=iveta-<!illi).—Su- 
padma,  as,  d,  am,  having  beautiful  lotuses ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  a  grammar  by  Padma-nibha-datta ;  (a),  f. 
orris  root.  —  Su-paptani,  m.  du.  (in  the  Pada  text 
su-paptani),  easily  descending,  quickly  alighting, 
(according  to  SSy.  su-paptani  =  tobhana-patanam 
yathd  bfiavati  or  su-patanaw,  Rig-veda  1. 182,5.) 
—  Su-pariklishta,  as,   d,  am,  sorely   distressed, 
grievously  pained.  —  Su-paritthanna,  as,  d,  am, 
well  surrounded  or  furnished  with  requisites.  —  Su- 

paris~rdnta-vdha,  as,  d,  am,  having  very  wearied 
horses.— Su-parikshana,  am,  n.  the  art  of  examin- 

ing or  trying  well,  thorough  examination.  —  Su-pa- 
rikshita,  as,  d,  am,  well   examined,  well  tried, 
thoroughly  investigated.  —  $ u-parna,  as,  d  or  i,  am, 
well-winged,  having  good  or  beautiful  wings ;  having 
beautiful  leaves ;  (as),  m.  a  ray  of  the  sun,  solar  ray, 

(in  Naigh.  1. 5.  su-parndh  is  enumerated  among  the 

ragmi-namdni,  and  in  I.  14.  among  the  as"ra-nd- 
mdni)  ;  N.  of  Garuda,  q.v. ;  a  class  of  bird-like  beings 
of  a  semi-divine  character ;  any  supernatural  bird  ;  a 
cock ;  the  tree  Cassia  Fistula ;  N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi ; 

(d,  i),  f.  a  number  of  lotuses  or  a  pool  abound- 
ing with  them  ;  (i),  (.  the  mother  of  the  bird  Ga- 

ruda;   (Ved.)  'the  beautiful-winged  one,'  the  sky 
(^dyaus,  sometimes  identified  with  Vii  and  re- 

garded as  the  mother  of  metres ;  see  sauparneya). 

—  Su-parnaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  having  good  wings ; 
having  beautiful  leaves ; .  (as),  m.  Garuda  or  any  bird 
of  supernatural  character;    the  tree  Cassia  Fistula; 
the  tree  Echites  Scholaris ;   (ikd),  f.  various  plants, 
&c.  (  =  svarna-jivanti  ;  =  paldifi ;  —  ddla-parni ; 
=renulid;  =  vakudi).  —  Suparna-ltetu,  us,  m. 

'  having  Garuda  for  a  symbol,'  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
— Suparna-ydtu,  us,  m,,  Ved.  a  demon  in  the 
shape  of  a  Su-parna.— Suparna-vdta,  as,  m.  the  wind 
agitated  by  the  wings  of  Garuda.  —  Suparndkhya 

(°na-dkh°),  as,  m.  the  plant  Naga-kesara.  —  Supar- 
ni-tanaya,  as,  m.  'son  of  Su-parnI,'  Garuda,  —  Sit- 
parneya,  as,  m.  a  son  of  Su-parm. — Su-paryava- 
sita,  as,  d,  am,  quite  finished  or  concluded,  well- 
nigh  accomplished.  ••  Su-parydpta,  as,  d,  am,  very 
extensive,  very  spacious  or  comprehensive ;  well  filled 
or  fitted  out  (as  a  palace  with  various  offices  and 

buildings).  —Su-panan,  a,  d,  a,  well  jointed,  hav- 
ing many  joints  or  knots ;  (a),  m.  a  bamboo ;  an 

arrow ;  a  god,  deity ;  a  special  lunar  day  (in  which 
religious  ceremonies  are  performed,  as  the  full  and 
new  moon,  and  the  eighth  and  fourteenth  days  of 

each  fortnight)  ;  smoke ;  (a),  f.  white  D0rv3  grass. 
—  Su-paldyita,  as,  d,  am,  completely  fled  or  run 
away ;  well  or  skilfully  retreated ;  (am),  n.  a  total 
rout  or  retreat ;  a  good  or  skilful  retreat.  —  Su-palafa, 

as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  many  leaves,  abounding  in 
leaves,  leafy.  —Su-pdkya,  am,  n.  a  particular  medi- 

cinal sa\t(  =  vid-lavarta).—Su-pdili!dlaka,  seeVopa- 
deva  VII.  2,  VII.  18.— Su-pdni,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  beau- 

tiful-handed, skilful-handed,  dexterous.  —  Su-patra, 
am,  n.  a  good  or  suitable  vessel,  proper  receptacle ; 
a  fit  or  competent  person,  an  able  man,  any  one  well 
fitted  for  an  office.— Su -pad,  -pat,  -pat  or  -padi, 
-pat,  having  good  or  handsome  feet.— Su-pdna,  as, 
d,  am,  well  or  easily  drunk,  easy  to  be  drunk.— Su- 
pdra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  well  crossing,  easy  to  be 
crossed ;  (d),  f.,  scil.  tushti  (in  the  San-khya  phil.), 
one  of  the  nine  kinds  of  acquiescence  and  five  kinds 
of  external  acquiescence  (the  other  four  being  su- 
tdrd,  su-netrd,  su-maridikd,  and   anuttamd  or 

sdttriki ;  cf.  talila).'-Su-pdrs'ra,  as,  m.  the  waved- 
leaf  fig-tree  (  =  plaksha)  ;  N.  of  a  minister  of  Ra- 
vana ;  of  a  fabulous  bird  (son  of  Sampiti,  mentioned 
in  RamSyana  IV.  59) ;  of  the  seventh  Arhat  of  the 

present  Ava-sarpinI ;  of  a  son  of  S'rutSyus ;  of  a  son 
of  Dridha-nemi ;  of  a  place.  —  Supdrtfvaka,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  third  Arhat  of  the  future  UtsarpinI ;  a  kind 

of  veined-leaf  fig  (=gardabhdnda).  —  Supdrfvoru 

(°va-uru),  us,  us  or  us,  u,  having  fine  ribs  and 
thighs.  —  Su-pingald,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (=jivantl); 
another  plant  ( =jyotiihmati).  —  Su-pippala,  as,  d, 

am,  Ved.  having  fine  fruit,  (Say. =su-phala,  Rig- 
veda  VII.  101,  c,.)  —  Su-pii,  Ved.  beautifully  varie- 

gated  or  decorated,   having  fine  ornaments,  well- 

formed,  having  beautiful  limbs,  graceful ;  [cf.  vis"va- 
pis~.]  —  Su-pis,  is,  is,  Is  (inst.  pi.  su-pirbhis),  well 
going,  well  walking.  —  Su-ptdana,  am,  n.  the  act  of 
pressing  or  pinching  pleasantly,  rubbing  and  knead- 

ing the  limbs.  —  Su-pidita,  as,  d,  am,  well  pressed. 
—  Su-pita,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  fifth  Muhurta ;  (am),  n. 
a  carrot  (=garjara,  see  2.  ptta).  —Su-ptna,  as,  a, 
am,  very  stout  or  big. — Su-pivan,  d,  &c.,  drinking 
well  (according  to  Sabda-k.).— Su-punsi,  f.  (a  woman) 
having  a  good  husband.  —  Su-puta,  as,  m.  a  sort 
of  bulbous  plant  ( =  kola-kanda) ',  another  plant 
(  =  vishnu-kanda).—Su-putra,  as,  m.  an  excellent 

son.— Su-putrikd,  f.=jatukd  (according  to  S'ab- 
da-k.). —  Su-puru-huti,  is,  is,  i,  very  much  invoked. 

—Su-pwhkard,  f.  a   particular  plant  (=sthala- 
padmini).  —  Su-pushkala,  as,  d,  am,  very  copious. 
—  Su-pusfipa,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  having  beautiful 

flowers ;  (as),  m.  the  coral  tree ;  the  S'irlsha  tree ; 
other  plants,  8cc.,  =  rakta-pushpaka;=^liari-dru; 
=  raja-taruni ;  (i),  f.  the  plantain  tree ;  a  sort  of 
fennel   ( =  misreyd) ;   the  white  Clitoria  Ternatea 
( =  a-pardjitd) ;  other  plants,  &c.,  —jirna-phanji ; 
—  iata-pushpl ;  =  drotia-pushpl ;  (am),  n.  cloves ; 
various  plants,  &c.  ( =  dhulya  ;=prapaundarlka  ; 
==tula);  the  menstrual  excretion.  —Su-pushpikd, 
f.  a  kind  of  tree  or  plant  (=pdtald).  —  Sit-pnshpita, 

as,  d,  am,  blooming  beautifully,  in  full  flower;  hav- 
ing the  hair  bristling  or  thrilling  (with  internal  plea- 

sure). —  Su-pujita,  as,  d,  am,  much  honoured. 
—  Su-puta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  well  purified.  —  Su- 
pura,  as,  d,  am,  easy  to  be  filled ;  well  filling ;  a 
sort  of  lime  or  citron  (  =  v1ja-pum).  —  Supuraka, 
as,  m.  the  Vaka-pushpa  tree.  —  Su-purna,  as,  a, 

am,  well  filled.  —  Su-pes"as,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  beauti- 
ful in  form,  handsome.  —  Su-prakds'a,  as,  d,  am, 

Ved. very  visible,  manifest,  apparent;  public.  —Su- 
praketa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  very  wise;   beautifully 
shining.  —  Su-pra&hanna,  as,  d,  am,  well  con- 

cealed, very  secret   or   private.  —  Su-prajas,  as, 

as,  as,  having  good  offspring.  —  Su-pramti,  is, 
is,  i,  Ved.  skilfully  guiding,  wisely  directing.  —  Su- 
pratara,  as,  d,   am,  Ved.  easily   crossing  over; 
far-shooting.  —  Su-pratarka,  as,  m.  a  sound  judg- 
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ment,  good  understanding  or  intellect.  —  Su-pra- 
titaksha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  beautiful  to  look  at 

or  behold.  —  Su-ytratiMhannam,  ind.  in  a  very 
secret  manner.  —  Su-pratibkd,  f.  spirituous  liquor 

( =  madira).  —  Su-pratishtlia,  of,  a,  am,  stand- 
ing well ;  very  celebrated,  very  glorious,  famous ;  (d), 

f.  good  position,  good  reputation,  fame,  celebrity; 
the  establishment  or  erection  (of  a  temple,  idol, 

&c.) ;  installation,  consecration ;  a  species  of  metre 

containing  four  lines  of  five  syllables  each;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  month.  —  Sti-pratishtliita,  an,  a,  am,  well 
set  up  or  established  or  fixed,  well  situated  or  placed  ; 
consecrated;  celebrated;  (as),  m.  the  Udumbara 

tree.  —  Su-pratiskndta,  as,  a,  am,  well  bathed ; 

thoroughly  purified  or  cleared ;  well  versed  in  ;  well 

investigated,  clearly  ascertained.  —  Supratishndta- 
tUtra,  01,  m.  a  Brahman  well  versed  in  the  Sutras, 
one  who  is  well  skilled  in  repeating  or  has  clearly 

ascertained  the  (meaning  of  the)  Sutras.  —  Su-pra- 
tdia,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  beautiful  shape  or  form, 

well  made,  handsome ;  handsome-faced  (Ved.)  ;  hav- 

ing a  beautiful  trunk,  strong  as  an  elephant's  trunk ; 
{as),  m.,  N.  of  Kama-deva ;  of  Siva ;  of  the  ele- 

phant of  the  north-east  quarter.  —  Su-pratita,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor.  —  Su-prattirt i,  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 
easily  overpowering ;  (Say.)  inflicting  much  injury. 
—  Sur-pradoha,  as,  d,  am,  easily  milked,  easy  to 
be  milked.  —  Sn-pradhrishya,  as,  a,  am,  easy  to 
be  injured,  easily  overpowered.  —  Su-prapdna,  am, 
n.,  Ved.  a  pond  &c.  easy  for   drinking,   a   good 

drinking  place,  a  good  tank.  —  Su-prabuddha,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  king  (father  of  MSyS-devI,  mother  of 
Buddha).  —  Su-prabha,  as,  a,  am,  very  bright  or 
splendid,  brilliant,  glorious ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of 
the  nine  Sukla-balas  of  the  Jainas ;  of  a  king  ;  (n), 
f.  one  of  the  seven  tongues  of  Fire ;  N.  of  a  river 
(sometimes  regarded  as  one  of  the  seven  Sarasvatis) ; 
the  Vsku6i  plant.  —  Suprabha-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  town.  —  Su-prabhata,  as,  a,  am,  well  dawned, 
well  shone  forth,  well  illumined  or  enlightened  ;  (d), 
(.,  N.  of  a  particular  river ;    (am),  n.  an  auspicious 
dawn  or  day-break,  beautiful  morning ;  the  earliest 

dawn;  (e),  ind.  at  earliest  break  of  day.  —  Su-pra- 
yat,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  much  food  or  sacrifice, 

abounding  in  oblations  (said  of  Agni) ;  food-bestow- 
ing, (in  Rig-veda  VII.  39,  2.  su-prayd  barhis*= 

dobhandnnena  yuktam  barhis,  according  to  Say. ; 

by  others  regarded  as  from  a  base  tu-prayd,  see 
Mahi-dhara  on  Vajasaneyi-s.  XXXIII.  44.)  -  So- 
prayakta,  as,  d,  am,  well  joined  or  applied,  well 
attached  ;  well  managed  ;  closely  connected.  —  Su- 

prayukta-s'ara,  as,  m.  one  who  fits  an  arrow  skil- 
fully on  a  bow,  a  good  marksman,  skilful  archer. 

~8u-prayoga,  as,  m.  good  application,  good  ma- 
nagement ;  dexterity,  expertness ;  close  contact ;  (a), 

f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Suprayoga-vis'ikha,  as,  m. 
=  suprayukta-fara  above.  —  Sa-pralambha,  as, 
a,  am,  easy  of  attainment.  —  Sn-praldpa,  as,  m. 
good   speaking,  discoursing  well,  eloquence.  —  8u- 
prm'dfawt,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  much  speech 
or  eloquence,  worthy  of  much  praise.  —  Sti-pravrid- 
dha,  as,  a,  am,  full-grown ;   a  proper  N.  —  /S«- 
/*ra«arma,  as,  d,  am,  well  pleased,  very  gracious  or 
favourable ;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  Kuvera.  —  Suprasan- 
nalm,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  krishndrjaka}. 
—  Su-prasard,  f.  a  kind  of  creeper  ( =pra-8dri>n). 
—  Sv^prasdda,  as,  m.  extreme  graciousness  or  kind- 

ness, great  propitiousness ;  (as,  a,  am),  very  gracious 
or  kind,  auspicious ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Siva.  —Supra- 
sadaka,  a*,  a,  am,  (probably)  easily  propitiated, 
very  placable.  —  Su-prdiid,  -prdn,  -prdfi,  -prak, 
Ved.  easily  going  in  front,  proceeding  well  or  quietly. 
—  Su-prdta,  as,  a,  am  (probably  for  su-prabkdta, 
q.v.),  dawning  finely,  —  tfn-priitar,  ind.  fine  d»wn 
or  morning.  —  Su-prdpya,  as,  d,  am,  easily  obtain- 

able. —  Su-prnyana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  ap- 
proached easily,  easily  accessible.  —  Suprayana-ta- 

ma,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  most  accessible  ;  very  delicate 
or  tender  (said  of  the  bar*!*  or  sacred  grass ;  Siy. 
=  mridu-tama,  Rig-veda  VI.  63,  3).  -  Sit-pram, 
it,  Is,  »,  Ved.  well  protected ;  well  protecting,  a  care- 

ful  protector,  (Sly.  *=  tusHthu  prakarshena  rak- 
shitj-i,  Rig-ueda  I.  60,  l.)  —  Su-prdi~ya,  as,  a,  am, 

Ved.  to  'be  well  protected,  especially  worthy  of  pro- 
tection, (Sly.  —  sush(hu  prakarsJicna  raksfianiya, 

Rig-veda  I.  34,  4.)  —  Su-priya,  as,  d,  am,  very 
dear,  greatly  beloved,  much  loved  or  liked,  agreeable, 

pleasant ;  (as),  m.  (in  prosody)  a  foot  of  two  short 
syllables,  a  pyrrhic;  (a),  f.  a  lovely  or  charming 
woman,  a  favourite  wife  ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Su- 
prlta,  as,  d,  am,  well  pleased,  much  delighted,  very 
happy,  well  cared  for,  favoured,  cherished;  very 
kind,  very  gracious  or  friendly.  —  Su-praitri,  td, 
in,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  goes  well.  —  Su-psaras,  as, 
as,  as,  Ved.  handsome  in  form.  —  Sapsaras-tama, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  most  handsome  in  form  (said  of 
Vsyu).  —  Su-phala,  as,  d,  am,  bearing  good  or 
much  fruit,  very  fruitful,  very  fertile,  very  profitable ; 

(as),  m.  the  wood-apple  tree,  Feronia  Elephantum 
(=kapittha) ;  the  pomegranate ;  the  jujube ;  a  sort 
of  bean,  Phaseolus  Mungo;  the  Karnikara  tree; 

(a),  f.  colocynth ;  a  pumpkin,  gourd  ;  the  plantain ; 

a  kind  of  brown  grape;  another  plant  (  =  kds'ftiari). 
—  Su-phena,   am,  n.  'good   foam,"   a  cuttle-fish 
bone.  —  Su-bandha,  as,  a,  am,  well   bound   or 
secured,  having  a  good  binding ;  (as),  m.  sesamum. 

—  Su-bandhana-vimofana,  as,  m. '  good  deliverer 
from  bonds,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Su-bamlhu,  us,  us, 
u,  having  good  connections  or  friends;  (us},  m.  a 

good  friend  ;  N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi  having  the  patro- 
nymic   GaupSyana    or    Laupayana    and   author  ot 

several  hymns  in  the  Rig-veda  ;  N.  of  a  merchant ; 
of  the    author    of   the  Vasava-datta.  —  Su-bala, 

as,  m.   '  very  powerful,"  epithet  of  Siva ;    N.  of 
a  king  of  GSndhara.  —  Subala-putra,  as,  m.  'son 
of  Subala,'  epithet  of  Sakuni;  [cf.  saubala.]  —  Sn- 
bahu,  us,  vi,  u,  very  much,  very  many,  very  nume- 

rous. —Su-bahu-^ruta,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  is  deeply 

versed  in  the  Veda,  a  very  profound  divine  or  theo- 
logian. —  Su-bandhava,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Siva. 

— Su-bdlaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  KauSika.  —  Su- 
bdladhi,  is,  is,  i,  fine-tailed. — 8u-bdla-grdma,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  village.  —  Su-bdhu,  us,  us,  u,  handsome- 
armed  ;  having  mighty  arms,  strong-armed ;   (us), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra  and  king  of  Cedi ; 
of  a  son  of  Satru-ghna  and  king  of  Mathura  ;  (us), 
(.,  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Su-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  of  good 

understanding,  wise,  clever,  intelligent,  shrewd.  —  Su- 
bodha,  as,  d,  am,  easy  of  apprehension ;   easily 
understood,   easily  taught ;    (as),   m.   making   well 
known,  good  information  or  knowledge ;  awakening 
or  waking  up  well ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  on 

the  Mugdha-bodha ;  ot  a  commentary  on  the  Megha- 
duta  by  Bharata-sena ;  of  a  commentary  on  the  Sisu- 
pala-vadha  by  Bharata-sena.  —  Su-bodhanl,  f.,  N. 
of  a  commentary  on  the  Krishna-karnamrita ;   of 
another  or.  the  Bhagavad-gM  ;    of  another  on  the 
Sruta-bodha  by  Manohara-sarman.  «•  Stt~bodhinl,  f., 

N.  of  a  commentary  on  Vijiianesvara's  MitaksharS 
by  VisvesVara  ;   of  another  on  the  Bhagavad-g!ta  by 
Srt-dhara-svSmin ;    of  a  short  treatise  on  ritual  by 

Siva-rama.  ••  Su-brahmanya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Kartti- 
keya ;  one  of  the  sixteen  priests  employed  at  a  solemn 

sacrifice ;  N.  of  a  district ;  (<l),  f.  a  particular  recita- 
tion of  certain  Mantras.  —  Su-brakman,  d,  a,^r,Ved. 

having  or  receiving  excellent  prayers,  receiving  or 

uttering  beautiful  hymns ;  very  pious.  —  Subrahina- 
vasudeca,  as,  m.  (according  to  Sabda-k.),  epithet  of 
the  son  of  Vasudeva  in  the  form  of  Brahman  (i.  e.  of 

Krishna  identified  with  the  Creator).  —  Su-bhaya, 
as,  d,  am,  possessing  good  fortune,  very  fortunate 

or  prosperous,  happy,  blessed,  auspicious,  highly  fa- 
voured ;  beautiful,  lovely,  charming,  pretty ;  beloved, 

liked,  amiable ;  illustrious;  (as),  m.  borax ;  theAsoka 
tree ;   the  Campaka  tree ;  red  Amaranth  ;  (d),  f.  a 
woman  beloved  by  her  husband  ;  a  favourite  wile  ; 
an  honoured  or  honourable  mother ;  a  kind  of  wild 
jasmine  ;  turmeric ;  holy  basil ;  various  other  plants, 

Scc.,  =  kaivarti;  =  ddla-parm ;  =  nila-durvd  ;  = 
priyanyu ;  •=  kasturi ;  —  suvarna-kadali ;    (am), 
n.  good  fortune.  — Snbtiag(i7t-karana,  as,  5,  am, 
making  prosperous.— Subhaga-tva,  am,  n.  prosperity. 

—Subhaga-mdnin,  i,  in'i,  i,  fancying  or  consider- 
ing one's  self  fortunate  or  pleasing.  —  Subkayam- 

bhavishnu,  us,  us,  u,  or  subJiayam-bhavuka,  as, 
I,  am,  becoming  happy  or  prosperous  or  pleasing. 

—Subhagam-manya,  as,  a,  am,  thinking  one's  self 
fortunate  or  pleasing,  fancying  one's  self  a  favourite  ; 
vain,  a  self-flatterer.  —  Subhagammanya-bhdva,  as, 

m.  the  state  of  supposing  one's  self  pleasing  or  a 
favourite,  self-conceit,  vanity.  —  Subhagd-suta,  at, 
m.  the  son  of  a  favourite  or  much-loved  wife;  the 
son  of  an  honoured  or  honourable  mother.  —Subha- 

yodaya  (°ga-ud°),  as,  m.  '  rise  of  prosperity,'  N.  of a  vtcak.  —  Su-bhanga,  as,  d,  am,  breaking  easily; 

(as),m.  the  cocoa-nut  tree.  —Su-bhata,  as,  m.  a  great 
warrior,  champion  ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the  DutSn- 
gada.  —  Su-bhatia,  as,  m.  a  very  learned  man  ;  a 
distinguished  warrior  (in  this  sense  probably  for  sw- 
bhata,q.v.).  —  Su-bhadra,  as,  d,  am,  very  pro- 

pitious or  auspicious,  very  happy  or  fortunate  ;  (as), 
m.,  N.  of  Vishnu  ;  of  a  particular  king  ;  (<5),  f.,  N. 
of  the  sister  of  Krishna  and  wife  of  Arjuna,  (she  was 

forcibly  seized  and  carried  off  by  Arjuna  from  Dva- 

rak5  after  obtaining  Krishna's  leave,  as  described  in 
MahS-bh.  Adi-parvan,  chap.  219,  220;  her  image 

is  carried  in  procession  with  those  of  jagan-natha  and 
Bala-rama  at  the  Ratha-yatra)  ;  the  creeper  Echites 
Frutescens  ;  a  particular  plant  (  =  ghrita-manda)  ; 

another  plant  (  =  kas'mari').  —  Sabkadraka,  as,  m. 
a  car  or  vehicle  of  a  god  or  for  carrying  the  image  of 
a  god  in  procession  (also  am,  n.  according  to  some)  ; 

the  Vilva  tree  ;  a  species  of  the  Ati-sakkari  metre 
(according  to  some).  —  Stibhaflrdjii,  f.  a  kind  of 

medicinal  plant  (  =  trayamatia).  •-  Subhadra-ha- 
rana-parvan,  a,  n.  '  the  section  relating  to  the 
seizure  of  Subhadra,'  see  above  under  su-bhadrd. 
—  Su-bhadrika,  f.,  Ved.  the  wicked  Su-bhadrS;  a 

particular  metre.  —  Subtiadrefa  (°rd-ifo),  as,  m. 
'husband  of  Su-bhadra,'  epithet  of  Arjuna.—  S/i-bhara, 
as,  a,  am,  bearing  well,  well  burdened  ;  easy  to  be 

borne.  —  Su-bhasattard,  (.,  Ved.  =  atis'ityena  su- 
bhaga,  Say.  on  Rig-veda  X.  86,6.  —  Sit-bkdnu,  us, 
m.,  N.  of  the  seventeenth  (or  fifty-first)  year  of 

Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  years.  —  Su-bhasMto,  as,  d, 
am,  spoken  well  or  eloquently  ;  speaking  or  dis- 

coursing well,  eloquent  ;  (as),  m.  a  particular  Buddha 
or  Bauddha  sage  ;  (am),  n.  a  fine  speech,  eloquence. 

(°sa-di°,  °ma-aA°),  as,  d,  am,  having  (as  it  were)  a 
coat  of  mail  consisting  of  bristling  hairs  produced  by 

tasting  the  flavour  of  delightful  words.  —  Su-bhdsa, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Su-bhiksha,  am,  n.  good 
alms,  successful  begging  ;  abundance  of  food  (espe- 

cially that  given  as  alms),  an  abundant  supply  of 

provisions,  plenty  [cf.  (I  tir-bhiksha]  ',  (as,  d,  am), 
having  good  food  or  an  abundant  supply  of  pro- 

visions ;  (a),  f.  the  tree  Grislea  Tomentosa.  —  Su- 
bhis/iak-tama,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  healing  best,  curing 

most  effectually,  a  most  excellent  physician.  —  Sa- 
bhishaj,  k,  k,  k,  healing  well,  a  good  physician. 
—  tfii-blilraku,  as,  m.  the  PalSsa  tree,  Butea  Fron- 

dosa.  —  Su-bhu,  Us,  F.  a  good  or  illustrious  birth,  (in 

Rig-veda  VI.  66,   3.   su-bhi'e,   '  for   an    illustrious 
birth,'  is  explained  by  Say.  to  mean  nrinam  samyak 

bhavanaya,  '  entirely  for  the  benefit  of  men')  ;  (is, 
«.<,  u),  Ved.  (subhvah,  nom.  pi.  masc.,  Rig-veda 
VII.  67,  8),  being  good  or  excellent;  having  an  ex- 

cellent birth;  beauiiful,  excellent;  (bhvats),  pi.  (  = 

naiiyafi,  Rig-veda  I.  52,  ̂ -,-stotarah,  I.  52,  i). 
—  Su-bhrdika,  as,  m.  the  Vilva  tttc.—Su-bhuma, 
as,   m.,  N.   of  Kartavlrya    (as    the    eighth    Jaina 
Cakra-vartin  or  universal    emperor).  —  Su-bhumi, 

is,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Ugra-sena.  —  Su-Uirita,  as, 
d,  am,  well  borne  or  maintained,  well  cherished 

or  protected.  —  Su-bhris'a,  as,  a,  am,  very  much, 
exceeding;    (am),   ind.   very   much,   exceedingly. 
—  Sti-bheshaja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi.  —  Sit-bhai- 

rara,   as,   i,  am,  very  fearful,  terrific.  —  Su-bho- 
r/ina,  as,  d,  am,  very   fit   to   be   enjoyed,   very 
desirable.  —  Su-bhrdj,   t,   t,    t,   shining   brightly. 

—  Sa-bhrdti-i,  id,  m.  a  good  brother.—  Su-bhru, 
us,  us,  u,  =  su-lhrH.  —  Su-lhru,  us,  us,  u  (ace.  sing. 
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•bhruvam,  dat.  -bkruve  or  -bhruvai,  abl.  -bhruvas 
or  -bhruvds,  gen.  pi.  -bfiruvfim.  or  -bhrundm,  voc. 
sing.  -Mima  or  -6A™,  the  latter  form  of  voc.  occur- 

ring once  in  the  Bhatti-kavya),  lovely-browed,  having 
beautiful  eyebrows;  (us),  {.  a  woman. -*Su-bhru- 

ndsdkshi-keidnta  fsa-ai0),  as,  a,  am,  having 
handsome  brows,  nose,  eyes,  and  hair.  —  Su-makha, 
as,  a,  am,  abounding  in  sacrifices ;  much  adored ; 

(Say.)  =  &"obhana-yajiia,  having  worthy  oblations  or 
sacrifices.  —  Sti-mcmyala,  ae,  a  or  i,  am,  very 
auspicious,  bringing  good  fortune;  abounding  in 
sicrifices;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  river  in  the  district  of 
KamakhyS ;  a  kind  of  medicinal  root  (  =  kdkoli) ; 
N.  of  one  of  the  mothers  of  the  twenty-four  Arhats 
(according  to  some) ;  (t),  f.,  Ved.  a  woman  who 

brings  good  luck.  —  Su-mat,  sumad-an.'Sii,  &c.,  see 
p.  1128.  —  Su-mata,  an,  a,  am,  well  or  kindly  dis- 

posed, friendly.  —  Su-mati,  is,  f.  a  good  mind  or  dis- 
position, benevolence,  kindness,  friendship;  favour 

of  the  gods,  favour,  blessing,  gift ;  a  hymn,  prayer, 
desire,  wish ;  (is,  is,  r),  very  wise ;  (is),  m.,  N.  of  a 
son  of  Ranti-bhara ;  of  a  son  of  Bharata ;  of  a  son 
of  Janam-ejaya ;  of  a  son  of  SQta  and  teacher  of  the 
Puranas ;  of  several  other  persons ;  the  fifth  Arhat  of 
the  present  era ;  one  of  the  Arhats  of  the  past  era ; 
(is),  (.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Sagara  (mother  of  60,000 
sons) ;  of  the  wife  of  Vishnu-yasas  and  mother  of 
Kalki,  q.v.  —  Sumati-vridh,  t,  t,  t  (for  sumati- 
•vridh),  Ved.  augmenting  blessings,  increasing  favour, 
—  Stt-mada,  as,  a,  am,  very  drunk,  mad  or  impas- 

sioned. —  Su-madana,  as,  m.  'greatly  delighting,' 
the   Mango  tree.  —  Sitmaddtmajd   (°da-dt°),   f. 
*  daughter  of  intoxication  or  passion,1  an  Apsaras  or 
courtezan  of  Indra's  heaven.  •-  Su-madram,   ind. 
excessive  prosperity  of  the  Madras,  (Pan.  II.  I,  6.) 

—Su-madhura,  as,  a,  am,  very  sweet  or  saccha- 
rine, very  sweet  or  pleasing,  very  gentle  or  soothing ; 

(as),  m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb,  =jiva~s'dka  ;  (am),  n. 
very  soothing  or  gentle  speech,  &c. ;    (am),  ind. 
very  sweetiy.  —  Su-madhya,  as,  a,  am,  having  a 
beautiful   waist,    slender-waisted.—  Su-madhyama, 
as,  a,  am,  slender-waisted  ;  (a),  f.  a  graceful  woman. 
—8u-mana,  as,  a,  am,  very  charming,  beautiful, 
handsome;  (as),  m.  wheat;  the  thorn-apple;  (a), 
f.  great-flowered  jasmine.  —  Sumanah-paltrika,  f. 
(probably)  the  outer  skin  of  the  nutmeg.  —  Suma- 
nah-phala,  as,  m.  elephant  or  wood-apple,  Feronia 
Elephantum ;   (am),  n.  nutmeg.  —  Su-manas,  as, 
as,    08,    good-minded,    well-disposed,    benevolent, 
happy ;    well    pleased,  satisfied ;    (its),  m.  a   god, 
divinity ;  a  learned  man  or  teacher ;  a  student  of  the 
Vedas,  &c. ;  wheat ;    the  Nimb  tree  ;    other  plants 

(=puti-karanja;  =  mahd-kararija);  N.  of  a  sou 
of  Urn ;  of  a  son  of  Hary-asva ;  (asas),  m.  pi.,  N. 
of  a  class  of  deities ;  (as,  as),  f.  n.  a  flower ;  (asas), 
f.  pi.  (with  a  singular  meaning),  a  flower;  (a*),  f. 
great-flowered  jasmine ;  other  plants  (  =  malatl;  = 
iata-^paUrt).  —  SiMnanasyamdna,    as,   a,   am, 
being  in  good  spirits,  cheerful,  being  of  a  cheerful 
disposition;  regarding  with  favour.  —  Su-manii,  f.  a 
kind  of  plant  ( =jdll-pushpa).  —  Su-mandya,  Nom. 

A.  -mandyate,  8cc.,  to  become  happy. — <S'«?ftan?- 
Tcri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  make  of  good  mind, 
make  well-disposed.  —  Sumani-b/tu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bha- 
vati,  Sec.,  to  be  of  good  mind.  —  Sumamo-bhara, 
as,  <i,  am,  possessing  or  ornamented  with  flowers. 
—SuHiano-rajas,  as,  n.  the  pollen  of  a  flower. 
—  Sa-manohara,  as,  a,  am,  or  su-manoharana, 
as,  i,  am,  very  captivating  or  agreeable,  very  charm- 

ing or  pleasing,  beautiful.  —  Su-mantit,  us,  us,  u, 
advising  well ;  very  faulty,  very  blamable  ;  (us),  m. 
excellent  praise  (Ved.);    a  good  adviser;    N.  of  a 
Muni  (and   lawyer,  said  to  have   been  a  pupil  of 
Veda-vyasa  and  to  have  been  taught  by  him  the 
Atharva-veda,  originally  handed  down  by  tradition 
from  Brahma) ;  N.  of  a  king ;  of  a  son  of  Jahnu  (or, 

according  to  some,  of  PurD-ravas ).  —  Su-mantra,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  elder  brother  of  Kalki,  q.  v. ;  of  the 

charioteer  and    minister  of  king   Dasa-ratha,  (see 
Ramayana  II.  14,  30)  ;  of  a  preceptor.  —  Siii-man- 
trajna,  as,  a,  am,  well  versed   in   sacred  texts. 

—  Sa-mantrita,  as,  a,  am,  well  or  wisely  coun- 
selled, well  advised,  wisely  planned.  ̂ Su-inattdadftl, 

is,  is,  i,  very  dull  of  understanding.  —  Su-manda- 
buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  very  dull-witted ;  much  disheart- 

ened. —  Sa-mandabhaj,  k,  le,  t,  very  unfortunate. 
—  Su-manman,  il,  a,  a,  Ved.  having  good  under- 

standing, very  wise  or  intelligent.  —  Sa-marlfikd,  f., 
scil.   tushti,  epithet  of  one  of  the  five  kinds  of 
external  acquiescence  (in  the  San-khya    phil. ;    cf. 
su-pdrd).  —  Su-marshana,  as,  d,  am,  easy  to  be 
borne.  ̂ •Stt-mahat,  an,  atl,  at,  very  great,  very 
large  or  abundant;  (a(),  ind.  very  greatly,  mightily. 
—  Su-mahas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  beautifully  shining. 
••  Su~mahd-kak*lia,  as,  m.  a  very  great  gate ;  a 
large  court-yard.  —  Sa-mahd-tapas,  as,  as,  as,  one 
who  has  practised  very  great  religious  austerities, 

very  pious.  —  Su-mahdtman,  d,  d,  a,  most  magna- 
nimous. —  Su-maltiityaya  (chd-at°),  as,  d,  am, 

causing  very  great  evil  or  destruction,  very  per- 
nicious. —  Su.-mahd~bala,  as,  d,  am,  of  very 

great  strength,  very  strong  or  powerful.  —  Sa- 
mahii-bdhu,  us,  its,  u,  having  very  long  arms,  very 
powerful.  —  Su-mahd-svana,  as,  m.  '  very  loud- 
sounding,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Su^mdya,  as,  d,  am, 
abounding  in  illusions,  very  wise.  —  Su-mdrdava, 
am,  n.  beautiful  softness.  —  Su-mdli,  is,  it,  i,  well- 
garlanded.  —  Su-mdlin,  i,  ini,  i,  well-garlanded  ;  (i), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Veda-mili.  —  Su-mdlya,  as,  m., 
N.of  a  son  of  Mah5-padma  or  Nanda.  —  tin-mil  fa, 

as,  m.  'good  friend,'  N.  of  the  father  of  the  twentieth 
Arhat  of  the  present  era ;  of  the  author  of  Rig-veda 
X.  105  (having  the  patronymic  Kautsa) ;  of  the 
author  of  Rig-veda  X.  69,  70  (having  the  patronymic 
Vadhryasva) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vrlshni ;  of  a  descendant 
of  Vrihad-bala  (last  of  the  race  of  Ikshvaku) ;  (d), 
f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  wives  of  Dasa-ratha  (mother  of 
Lakshmana  and  Satru-ghna) ;  of  the  mother  of  Mar- 
kandeya.  —  Stimitra-bhu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  Sagara  (as 

one  of  the  Jaina  C'akra-vartins) ;  of  the  twentieth 
Arhat  of  the  present  en.  —  Sumitrd-bhu,  us,  or 

sumitrd-tanaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Lakshmana. —Su- 
mllha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  proper  N.  —  Su-mukha,  am, 
n.  a  good  or  beautiful  mouth ;  a  handsome  face ; 
(as,  d  or  i,  am),  having  a  good  or  beautiful  mouth, 
(according  to  Vopa-deva  the  fem.  is  d  when  used  in 
a  metaphorical  sense,  e.g.  sumukkd  dilla, a  hall  with 
a  good  entrance) ;  handsome-faced,  lovely ;  pleas- 

ing, agreeable  ;  (as),  m.  a  learned  man  or  teacher  ; 
N.  of  a  Muni ;  of  Garuda ;  of  the  son  of  Garuda ; 

of  Ganesa ;  of  S'iva ;  of  one  of  the  serpents  of 
Patala ;  a  kind  of  pot-herb  ;  other  plants,  =  sitdr- 
jaka  ;  =  vana-varvarikil ;  =  varvara  ;  (d,  i),  f.  a 
handsome  woman;  a  mirror;  (i),  f.  a  species  of  the 

Tri-shtubh  metre ;  (am),  n.  the  mark  or  scratch  of 
a  finger-nail.  —  Sumukha-su,  is,  m.  '  the  father  of 
Sumukha,'  epithet  of  Garuda.  —  Su-mufh/i,  is,  m. 
a  kind  of  shrub  (  =  vi$ha-mufltti).~Su-mu,  us, 
Us,  u,  binding  well.  —  Sa,-mula,  as,  d,  am,  having 
a  good  root ;  (as),  m.  the  white  Sigru  tree ;  (d),  f. 

a  kind  of  plant  (  =  s'dla-parni;  =  pris'ni-parni). 
—  »S«-m«ZaA'a,  am,  n.  a  carrot. ••  Su-mridika,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  making  very  happy ;    very  bountiful. 
—  Su-mriehta,  as,  d,  am,  well  rubbed  or  purified, 
well  brushed,  very  smooth  or  glossy,  very  fine.  —  Su- 

mriMa-pushpddltya    ("pa-ddh"),    as,    d,    am, 
abounding    in    bright    flowers.  —  Sumrishta-vesha, 
as,  a,  am,  dressed  in  well-brushed   clothes.  —  Su- 
meka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (perhaps)  well-formed,  of 
a  beautiful  shape,  (Say.  sii-meka  =  su-rupu,  Rig- 
veda    III.    6,   10 ;  —  su-dipt<t,   shining    beautifully, 

Rig-veda  IV.  6,  3;  su-niekc**sobhana-kai'mdnau 
or  dobhana-mehane,  well  acting  or  well  nourishing, 
Rig-veda  I.  146,  3.)  —  Su-mekliala,  as,  d,  am, 
possessing  a  good  girdle,  well  girdled ;  (as),  m.  the 
Munja  grass  (which  forms  the  Brahmanical  girdle). 

—  Sn-medftas,  as,  as,  as,  having  a  good  under- 
standing, sensible,  intelligent ;  (as),  m.  a  wise  man  ; 

N.  of  a  Muni;   of  a  ton  of  Veda-mitra;  (as),  f. 

heart-pea.  —  iS'u-merit,  us,  m.  the  sacred  mountain 
Meru,  q.  v. ;  N.  of  S'iva ;  (us,  us,  u),  very  exalted, 
excellent.  —  Su-yata,  as,  d,  am,  well  restrained  or 

governed.  —  Suryantrita,  ae,  a,  am,  well  curbed 
or  governed,  well  restrained  or  bound,  well  regu- 

lated; one  who  governs  his  passions  completely. 

—  Suyantrita-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  well  or  firmly 
restrained  or  bound.  —  Su-yabhyd,  f.,  Ved.  to  be 
well   embraced   (sexually).  —  Su-yama,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  well  restraining;    well  traversing,  (S3y.  =  io- 

bhana-niyamana,  i.e.  sanfdrm,  Rig-veda  I.  180, 
i.)— Sa-yavasa,  am,  n.  beautiful  grass,  good  pas- 

turage ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  good  pasturage,  abound- 
ing in  grass;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Su-yaoasin, 

i,  ini,  i,  having  excellent  grass,  abounding  in  pasture. 

—Su-yas'a,  as,  d,  am,  =  su-yas'as  below;  (a),  f., 
N.  of  a  wife  of  Parlkshit.  —  Su-yaias,  as,  as,  as, 
very  famous  or  renowned ;  (ds),  m.,  N.  of  a  king 

(belonging  to  the  Maurya  dynasty).  —  Su-ydmuna, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  Vishnu;  of  a  king  of  KosSmbi,  (also 
called  Vatsa) ;    a   palace ;    a  mountain ;   a  kind  of 
cloud.  •>  Sti-ydsu-tard,    f.,  Ved.   (a    female)  who 
has  excessive  sexual  embraces,  (Rig-veda  X.  86,  6.) 

"Su-yukta,  as,  d,  am,  well  joined,  harmoniously 
combined;    (as),  m.  epithet  of  Sivn.  —  Su-yulcti, 
is,  f.  good  appliance  or  contrivance.  —  Su-yuj,  k,  k, 
k,  Ved.  well  joined,  well  yoked.  ••  Su-yuta,  as,  a, 
am,  well  accompanied  by,  well  furnished  or  provided 
with.—Su-yiuld/ia,  am,  n.  a  well-fought  war  or 
battle.  —  Su-yoga,  as,  m.  a  favourable  juncture,  good 

opportunity.  —  Su-yodiiana,  as,  m.  'fighting  well,' 
epithet  of  Dur-yodhana,  q.v. — Su-rakta,  as,  d,  am, 
well  coloured,   deeply  dyed ;    deep   red,   crimson ; 
strongly  affected  or  impassioned ;    well  or  kindly 
affected.  —  Stt-ralttaka,  as,  m.  a   sort   of  red    or 
golden  chalk ;  a  kind  of  Mango  tree  (apparently  one 
bearing   a   small    red   fruit).  —Su-raksha,  as,  m. 

'good-protector,'  N.   of  a  Muni.  —  Su-raTishana, 
am,  n.  careful  protection,  protecting  or  preserving 
well.  —  Su-ralishita,  as,  d,  am,  well  preserved  or 
protected,  carefully  guarded.— Su-rakshya,  as,  d, 
am,  easy  to   be  preserved.  —  Su-ranga,  as,  m.  a 

good  colour,  good  dye ; '  bright-coloured,'  the  orange; 
a  hole  cut  in  a  house;    (d),  f.  a  hole  cut  in   a 
wall  for  the  purpose  of  breaking  into  a  house,  &C, 

(probably  for  sti-rmtgd,  q.v.);  a  kind  of  fragrant 

grass ;  crystal ;  (I),  (.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  kdka-nds'd); a  kind  of  red  Sobhanjana ;   (am),  n.  red  sanders ; 
vermilion. <- Sm-anrja-da,  am,  n.  'yielding  a  good 

colour,"  red  sanders.  —  Suranga-dhdtu,  us,  m.  red 
chalk.  ̂ Suraitffa-yuj,  k,  m.  a  house-breaker,  (see 
su-ranga.)  —  Su-rungikd,  f.  the  MurvS  plant.  —  Su- 
rajah-phala,  as,    m.  the  jack-fruit   tree.  —  Su- 
rajani,  f.  night.  —Su-rajas,  as,  as,  as,  very  dusty. 
—  Su-rajdya,  Nom.  A.  surajdyate,  &c.,  to  become 
very  dusty.  —  Su-ranjana,  as,  m.  the  betel-nut  tree 
Areca  Faufel  or  Catechu.  —  Su-rana,  am,  n.,  Ved. 

a  pleasant  sound,   (Say.  —  s'obkana-gitddi-dhi'ani, 
the  sound  of  pleasant  hymns,  or  gti-ramainyam, 
ind.  very  pleasantly) ;  pleasure,  enjoyment  (according 

to  some) ;  (as,  a,  am),  giving  forth  pleasant  sounds 
(said  of  Agni  or  fire).  —  Su-rata,  as,  d,  am,  much 
sported  or  dallied,  playful ;    much  enjoyed ;    com- 

passionate, tender ;  (am),  n.  great  delight  or  enjoy- 
ment ;  amorous  pleasure,  the  union  of  the  sexes,  sexual 

intercourse,  coition.  —  tiurata-tdll,  f.  a  female  mes- 

senger, go-between;  a  chaplet,  garland  for  the  head. 
—  Surata-prasanga,  as,  m.  addiction  to  amorous 
pleasures.  —  Surata-prasangin,  i,  ini,i,  devoted  or 

addicted  to  amorous  pleasures.  —  Surata-vis'esfta,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  sexual  intercourse.  —  tiu-rati,  i-s,  f.  great 

enjoyment  or  delight.  —Surati-mis'ra,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  the  author  of  the  Alan-kira-mala.  —  Su-ratha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  lunar  race  ;  of  a  son  of 
jahnu ;  of  a  son  of  Caitra ;  of  a  son  of  Adhiratha. 

••  Suratha-vijayn,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  seventy-ninth 
chapter  of  the  Patala-khanda  of  the  Padma-Purana. 
—  Su-rabhi,  surabhita,  Sec.,  see  p.  1129.  —  Su- 
rasa,  as,  d,  am,  well  flavoured,  juicy,  sapid,  savoury ; 
sweet ;  elegant  (as  a  composition) ;  (as),  m.  a  kind 

of  plant  (  =  sindhu-vdra);    a   particular   resin,  = 
mofa-rasa;  (d,  am),  f.  n.  sacred  basil;  (d),  f.,  N. 
of  Durgi ;  of  the  mother  of  the  NSgas ;  of  a  daughter 
ef  Daksha  and  wife  of  Kasyapa ;  of  an  Apsaras ;  a 
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kind  of  plant  (  =  ru«i<!) ;  other  plants  ( =  roisVcyfi  ; 
=  bralimi;  =  maka-tatai-art) ;  a  species  of  the  Ati- 
dhriti  metre ;  N.  of  a  river ;  (am),  n.  gum-myrrh, 

Cassia  bark ;  fragrant  grass.  —  Surasashta  (°sa-asA°), 
a*,  m.  a  class  of  eight  plants  (viz.  Nirguntt,  TulasI, 
BrShml,  Vriha'.I,  Kanta-k3iiki,  Punar-navS,  &c.). 

—Su-rajaka,  at,  m.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  6A.rmoa- 

as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  beautiful  gifts;  granting 

good  things,  very  rich;  having  great  power;  (as), 

m.,  N.  of  a  Vedic  Rishi  (having  the  patronymic 

VSrshigira,  q.  v.).-Sa-rashtra,  am,  n.  (sometimes 

also  a,  f.),  '  good  country,'  N.  of  a  country  on  the 

western  side  of  India,  (commonly  called  Surat.)  -  Su- 

rashtra-ja,  as,  a,  am,  bom  or  produced  in  Surat ; 

(<M),  m.  a  sort  of  pulse  (  =  ltrishna-mudga) ;  a  sort 

of  poison;  (11),  f.  a  sort  of  fragrai)t  earth;  (am),  n. 

the  fragrant  earth  TuvarT.  —  Swashtra-brahma,  as, 
m.  a  Brahman  of  Su-rishtra,  (P5n.  V.  4,  104.) 

— Su-rukma,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  shining  beautifully. 

—Su-rut,  k,  k,  fe.Ved.  brightly  shining.  -  Su-rudi, 
is,  m.  a  proper  N.— Su-ruja,  as,  a,  am,  very  sick, 
unwell.— Su-ruttha,  as,  a,  am,  standing  well  up  or 

out,  very  prominent  or  projecting.  —  Sa-rupa,  as,  a 
or  f,  am,  well-formed,  handsome ;  wise,  learned ; 

(a«),  m.  epithet  of  Siva;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class 
of  deities ;  (a),  f.  the  shrub  Ssla-parnI ;  (am),  n.  = 

tiila.—Surupa-kritnu,  us,  UK,  u,  Ved.  accomplish- 

ing excellent  actions.  —Su-ruhaka,  as,  m.  'easily 
mounted,'  a  horse  resembling  an  ass  (=gardabha- 
bhasra).  —  Su-reknat,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having 

beautiful  property,  rich  in  possessions. —Su-renu, 
us,  m.  a  sort  of  atom,  (also  «,  n.,  according  to  some, 

cf.  trasa-renu,  hema-renu) ;  (us),  f. '  having  beau- 
tiful sand,'  N.  of  a  river,  (sometimes  regarded  as 

one  of  the  seven  Sarasvatls.)  —  I.  su-rebha,  as,  a, 

am  (for  2.  surebha  see  p.  1129,  col.  2),  fine- 
sounding,  fine-voiced,  (KirSt.  XV.  16);  (am),  n. 
tin.  —  Su-revata,  as,  m.  a  species  of  small  Areca 

tree  ( =  rama-puga).  —  Su-rai ,  ras,  rax,  ri,  very 
rich ;  (ras),  m.  f.  an  opulent  person.  —  Su-rofis,  is, 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Vasishtha.  —  Su-lakshana,  am, 
n.  the  act  of  observing  or  examining  carefully,  looking 
well  into,  ascertaining,  determining;  a  good  mark 

or  characteristic,  auspicious  mark ;  (as,  d,  am),  hav- 
ing beautiful  or  auspicious  marks,  having  an  auspicious 

name,  fortunate  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  Durga's  female 
companions ;  epithet  of  one  of  Krishna's  wives.  —  Su- 
lakshita,  as,  a,  am,  well  examined,  well  determined 

or  ascertained.  —  Su-langhita,  as,  a,  am,  one  who 
has  been  caused  to  fast  properly,  (see  rt.  langh.) 

—Su-labha,  as,  a,  am,  easy  to  be  obtained  or 
effected,  easy  of  acquisition  or  attainment,  easy  of 
access,  attainable,  feasible,  easy ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of 

shrub  ( =  maska-parnt) ;  N.  of  a  female  mendicant. 

—  Sulabha'cakdf.'a  ('JAa-ai'0),  as,  a,  am,  easily 
gaining  room  or  admission. —Su-lald(a,  as,  a,  am, 
having  a  beautiful  forehead.  —  Su-Jalita,  as,  a,  am, 
sporting  gracefully  ;  greatly  pleased  or  happy  ;  very 
delicate  or  dainty;    (am),  ind.  very  sportively  or 

wantonly,  with   delight,  easily.  —  Su-labhikd,  f.= 
itobhana-liibha  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  X. 
86,  7).  —  Sit-lu,  us,  us,  a,  one  who  cuts  well.— Su- 
loiana,  as,  a,  am,  fine-eyed,  having  beautiful  eyes ; 
(as),  m.  a  deer ;  epithet  of  Duryodhana  (according 
to  some) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra ;  (a),  f.  a 
handsome  woman  ;  N.  of  the  wife  of  king  Msdhava. 

—  Xtt-Ioma,  as,  a,  am,  fine-haired,  having  beautiful 
hair  or  down;   (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  tdmra- 
valli) ;    another   plant    (  =  mdnsa-ddhadii).  —  Su- 

loman,  a,  a,  a,  =  8u-loma.—Su-lomas'a,  as,  a, 
am,  having  good  hair  or  down,  very  hairy  or  downy ; 
(5),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  kSka-jan;/hd).  —  Su-lo- 

haka,  am,  n.  '  good  metal,'  brass.  —  Su-lohita,  as, 
m.  a  beautiful  red  colour;   (as,  a  or  -Aini,  am), 
very  red  ;  (n),  f.  epithet  of  one  of  the  seven  tongues 
of  fire.  —  Su-vaktra,  am,  n.  a  good  mouth  or  face ; 
correct  utterance  or  intonation ;  (as,  a,  am),  hand- 

some-mouthed;  handsome-faced;  (as),  m.  epithet 

of  Siva;  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  rana-varvan).  —  Sn- 
vakshas,  as,   5s,  as,  having  a   handsome  breast. 
—  Su-vadana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  speaking  well, 

good  speech,  eloquence ;   (t),  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess. 
—  Su-vadas,  as,  as,  as,  speaking  much  or  well, 
discoursing  eloquently.  —  Sitrvadasya,  f.,  Ved.  sweet 
praise,  an  excellent  hymn.  —  Su-rajra,  as,  a,  am, 
Ved.  having  an  excellent  thunderbolt.  —  Su-vadana, 
as,  a,  am,  having  a  beautiful  face,  beautiful ;  (a),  f. 
a  particular  metre.  —  Su-vayas,  as,  m.  (probably) 

N.  of  a  plant.  —  Su-varatra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  hav- 
ing good  thongs.  —Survarutha,  as,  a,  am,  having 

a  good  protecting  ledge  (said  of  a  chariot ;  see  va- 
riitha).  —  I.  su-varga,  as,  m.,  Ved.  having  good 

society,  (but  see  2.  suvar-ga,  srarjra.)  — Su-var- 
daka,  as,  m.  natron,  alkali ;  N.  of  an  ancient  sage. 
—Su-vardala,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  country;   (a),  f., 
N.  of  a  wife  of  the  Sun ;   of  a  wife  of  Rudra  ; 

linseed,    Linum   Usitatissimum ;    other   plants   (  = 

surya-mukhi  ;  =  aditya-bhdkta  ;  =  brahmi).—Sa- 
vardas,  as,  as,  as,  very  bright,  very  glorious ;  (Us), 
m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Su-vardasa, 
as,  a,  am,  having  great  splendor ;  (as),  m.  epithet 
of  Siva. — Sii-vardasin,  t,  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Su- 
vardika,  as,  a,  m.  f.  natron,  alkali.  —  Su-rardin,  f ,  m. 

natron. — Su-varna, &c., see  p.  1 1 29.  —  Sn-varman, 

a,  m.  'having  good  armour,'  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita- 
rashtra.  —  Su-valli,  is,   or  tti-vallt,  f.  the   shrub 
Serratula  Anthelmintica  ( =  soma-rdji).  ••  Su-vas, 

as,  as,  as,  covering  or  clothing  well.  —  Su-rasana, 
as,   a,   am,  Ved.  well   dressed,   elegantly  attired. 
— Su-rasanta,  as,  m.  a  beautiful  venial  season; 
the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month  Caitra ;  a  festival 
in  honour  of  K5ma-deva  celebrated  in  that  month. 

—  Su-vasantaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  large  creeper, 
Gsertnera  Racemosa  ;  a  festival  in  honour  of  Kama- 
deva  in  the  month  Cairra.  —  Siwalia,  as,  a,  am, 

bearing  well,  conveying  pleasmtly ;  patient,  enduring ; 
easy  to   be   borne;    (a),  f.   the   plant  Nyctanthes 
Tristis ;    the   shrub  Mimosa  Octandra ;    the  plant 
RSsnS  ;  the  shrub  Cissus  Pedata ;  the  gum  olibanum 

tree,  Boswellia  Thurifera ;  the  plant  Tri-vrit  or  Con- 
volvulus Turpethum  ;  other  plants  ( =  rudra-jald  ; 

=  tianna-padl ;  =  gandha-nakuli ;  =  musali;  = 
nila-sindhuvara);  a  Vlni  or  lute.  —  Su-vad,  k,  k, 
k,  Ved.  speaking  well ;  sounding  beautifully ;  making 

a  loud  noise ;  (k),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rSshtra. 
—  Su-vddya,  as,  a,  am,  easy  to  be   read.  —  Su- 
vdmd,  f.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Su-var,  r,  r,  r,  having 
beautiful  water.  —  Su-vartta,  f.  good  news.—  I.  su- 
vasa,  as,  m.  an  agreeable  perfume.—  2.  su-vata,  as, 
m.  a   pleasant  dwelling. —  3.  su-vdsa,  as,  a,  am, 

well  clad  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Su-vasas,  as, 
as,  as,  Ved.  having  beautiful  garments,  well  dressed. 
—Su-va$ita,  as,  a,  am,  well  scented  or  perfumed. 
—  Su-vasin,  ?,  ini,  i,  dwelling  in  a  comfortable  or 
respectable  abode  ;  (ini),  f.  a  woman  married  or  single 

who  resides  in  her  father's  house  ;  a  term  of  courtesy 
for  a  respectable  woman  whose  husband   is  alive. 
—  Su-vastu,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Su-vahana,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  Muni.  —  Su-vikrama,  as,   m.  prowess, 
valour.  —  Su-rikrdnta,  as,  a,  am,  very  valiant  or 
heroic,  bold,  chivalrous ;  (as),  m.  a  hero ;  (am),  n. 

heroism.  —  Su-vidakshana,  as,  a,  am,  very  clever, 

well    discerning,    sensible,    proficient,   skilful.  —  Stt- 
ridilra,  as,  m.  good  or  deliberate  consideration;  a 

proper  N.~Sti-mdarita,  as,  a,  am,  well  weighed, 
deliberately  considered.  —  Su-riddrya,  ind.  having 

well  deliberated,  having  carefully  investigated  or  dis- 
cussed.— Suvidarya-kdrin,  i,  tni,  i,  acting   after 

due  deliberation,  discreet.  —  Su-vijnana,  as,  a,  am, 

very  wise.  —  Su-vijneya,  as,  m.  'easily  discernible,' 
epithet  of  Siva. — Su-vitta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
—Sn-vltrasta,  as,  a,  am,  greatly  scared,  terrified, 
affrighted.  —  Su-rid,  t,  m.  a  learned  man;  (t),  f.  a 
shrewd  or  clever  woman.  —  Su-vida,  as,  m.   an 

attendant  on  the  women's   apartments;    [cf.  sa«- 

vida.~\  —  Sn-vidat,  t,  m.  a  king.  —  Su-vMatra,  as, 
a,  am,  well-disposed,  gracious ;    having  good  pos- 

sessions,  (Say.  =  s«-j>raM;'/ia   or   su-dhana,   Rig- 
veda  II.  9,  6 ;  according  to  YSska  =  kalyiina-vidya, 

cf.  dur-vidatra) ;  related,  of  kin,  a  kinsman,  &c. : 
(am),  n.  wealth,  riches,  property,  (Sly.  =  dhana) ; 
a  household,  family.  —  Su-vidatriya,  as,  a,  am, 

Ved.  well-disposed,  gracious,  worthy  of  knowledge 
or  wealth,  (Say.  =jiianarha.  or  dhanarha,  Rig- 

veda  X.  17,  4.)— 8u-vidaUa,  am,  n.  the  women's 
apartments;  (a),  f.  a  married  woman.  —  Sa-t'iilita, 
as,  a,  am,  well  known  or  understood.  —  Su-vidirifa, 
as,  a,  am,  much  torn  or  split,  greatly  expanded. 

~Su-mdyut,  t,  m.,  N.  of  an  Asura.  —  Su-vidha, 
as,  a,  am,  of  a  good  kind,  in  a  good  or  easy  way ; 

(am),  ind.  easily.  —  Su-vi<lhi,  is,  m.  a  good  rule  or 
ordinance  ;  the  ninth  Arhat  of  the  present  age  (with 

Jainas).  —  Su-vinlta,  as,  a,  am,  well  trained,  pro- 
perly behaved,  very  modest ;  (a),  f.  a  tractable  cow. 

—  Su-vipula,  as,  a,  am,  very  great,  very  spacious, 

very  ample  or  roomy;  very  loud.  —  Su-vibhakta, 
as,  a,  am,  well  divided,  well  proportioned.—  Su- 
vibhakta-gatra,  as,  I,  am,  having  well  divided  or 

symmetrical  limbs.  —Su-rilih~tfa,  as,  a,  am,  shin- 
ing   splendidly,  very  bright.  —  Su-vibhishana,  as, 

a,  am,  very  frightful.— Su-vibhu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king.  —  Su-vilaya,  as,  a,  am,  easily  fusible,  lique- 

fying. —  Sw-vivrita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  very  extensive 
or  extended,  everywhere  abundant.  —Su-viirabdha, 
as,  a,  am,  very  confident. — Su-vi^casta,  as,  a, 

am,  very  confiding;  very  trusty,  confidential.— Su- 
vishanna,  as,  a,  am,  very  sorrowful.  —  Su-vtstaram, 
ind.  very  diffusely  or  fully,  at  length.  **Su-vwtirna, 
as,  a,  am,  well  spread  or  laid  out ;    very  broad. 

—  Su-vismita,  as,  a,  am,  very  astonished.  —  Su- 
rihita,  as,  a,  am,  well  placed  or  deposited ;  well 
furnished  or  appointed,  well  provided,  well  arranged, 

well  supplied;  well  done,  well  performed.  —  Su-vija, 
am,  n.  good  seed ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  good  seed ; 

(as),  m.  epithet  of  S'iva ;  the  poppy  (  =  kliaskhasa). 
—  Su-vira,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  many  heroes ; 
having  excellent  offspring ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 
Siva ;  of  a  son  of  Kshemya ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 

people.  —  Su-vtraka,  am,  n.  a  collyrium  prepared 
from  the  Amomum  Anthorhizon  ( =  sauviranj ana). 

-Su-viramla  (°ra-am°),  am,  n.  sour  rice-gruel. 
—  Su-virya,  am,  n.  great  vigour,  heroism;  abun- 

dance of  heroes ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  great  vigour 
or  power  ;  of  heroic  strength ;  having  good  essence 
or  seed ;  (a),  (.  wild  cotton ;  (am),  n.  the  fruit  of 
the  jujube.  —  Sii-vrikti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  well  trimmed, 
having  excellent  purity ;  (is),  f.  a  pure  offering ;  a 

hymn  of  praise,  hymn.  —  Sit-i'rit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  easy 
rolling,  well  turning ;  well  built  (said  of  a  chariot ; 

SSy.  =  s"o6Aana-faT<ana  or  su-dakra,  Rig-veda  I. 
Ill,  i).  —  Su-vritta,  as,  a,  am,  virtuous,   good: 
well  rounded,  beautifully  globular  or  round ;  a  kind 

of  plant,  =  3urana;   (n),  (.  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 

s"ata-pattri) ;  a  sort  of  grape  (  =kakall-drakshii) ; 
a  particular  metre.  —  Su-vriiti,  is,  f.  a  good  way  of 
living.  —  Su-vriddha,  as,  a,  am,  full-grown;  (as), 

m.  a  proper  N.  —  Swridh,  t,  t,  t,  or  su-vridha,  as, 

a,  am,  Ved.  well  increasing,  full-grown. —Sa-vrisd, 
vril,  t,  t,  cutting  well,  (Vopa-deva  III.  148.)  —  Su- 
vi-ishta,  am,  n.  beautiful  rain.  —  Su-vega,  (.  a  kind 
of  plant  (  =  maha-jyotishmati).  —  Siwedana,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  easy  to  be  found.—  Su^vedas,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.   147 

(having  the  patronymic  Sairlshi). — Su-rema,  as,  m. 
a  good  loom.— Su-rela,  as,  5,  am,  bowed  or  stoop- 

ing greatly;    humble,  quiet;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 
mountain  (  =  tri-kuta).  —  Su-ves'a  or  m-vesha,  a», 
a,  am,  well  dressed^  well  clad ;  (as),  m.  a  kind  of 

sugar-cane  (  =  &cetelahu).-Siwes'in,  i,  ini,  *,  well 
dressed,  well  ornamented  or  decorated.  —  Su-vyakta, 
as,  ii,  am,  very  plain,  manifest;  (am),  ind.  very 
evidently  or  clearly,  most   distinctly.  —  Sit-vyasta, 

at,  a,  am,  greatly  dispersed,  much  scattered,  strag- 
gling (said  of  an  army).  —  Su-vrata,  as,  a,  am, 

strict  in  observing  a  religious  vow  or  obligation, 
strictly  religious  or  virtuous;    (as),  m.  a  religious 
student ;  N.  of  a  king ;  of  the  twentieth  Arhat  of 

the  present  AvasarpinI,  (also  called  Muni-suvrata) ; of  the  eleventh  Arhat  6T  the  future  UtsarpinT ;  (a), 

f.  a  virtuous  wife ;  a  cow  easily  milked  or  one  of 
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tractable  disposition ;  N.  of  the  mother  of  the 

fifteenth  Jina  of  the  present  age. — Su-fansa,  as,  d, 
am,  having  praise,  enjoying  good  report,  well  spoken 
of,  praiseworthy,  glorious.  —  Su-jaka,  as,  d,  am, 

capable  of  being  easily  done.  —  Su-s"akti,  is,  is,  i, 
Ved.  displaying  great  prowess.  —  Su,-:'ami,  m.,  Ved. 
one  who  does  mighty  deeds;  sacrificing  well;  (i), 
ind.  for  the  sake  of  an  auspicious  rite  ( =  su-karma- 
tvdya,  Rig-veda  V.  87,  t)).  —  8u-sarana,  as,  am, 
m.  n.,  Ved.  a  good  protector,  a  noble  refuge.  —  Su- 
tfarman,  d,  d,  a,  well  destroying  (enemies);  pro- 

tecting well,  sheltering;  enjoying  great  happiness  or 
prosperity,  very  happy;  (d),  m.,  N.  of  a  king;  of  a 

wicked  Brahman.  —  Su-s'alya,  as,  m.  the  Khadira 
tree.  —  Sit-favi,  f.  the  gourd  Momordica  Charantia  ; 
a  sort  of  black  cumin,  Nigella  Indica  ( =  krishna- 
jiraka).—  Su-gasti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  a  beautiful  hymn, 

hymn  of  praise.  —  Su-ddka,  as,  m. '  good  herb,'  epi- 
thet of  various  plants,  =  ?an(?u  l'  =  bhindd,'  =  tan- 

duliy a;  (am),  n.  undried  ginger.  —  Su-gdnta,  as, 
a,  am,  very  placid ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  king 
Sasi-dhvaja.  —  Suinnia-toya,  as,  d,  am,  having  very 

placid  water.  —  Su-s"dnti,  {s,  m.,  N.  of  the  Indra  of 
the  third  Manv-antara ;  of  a  king.  —  8u-s"drada,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor ;  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Su-ddsana, 
am,  n.  good  government. — Su-ddsita,  as,  d,  am, 
well-governed  or  regulated,  kept  under  good  discipline. 
—  Su-dikshita,  as,  d,  am,  well  trained  or  taught,  dis- 

ciplined. —  Su-sikha,  as,  d,  am,  having  beautiful 

points  or  crests ;  (as),  m. '  possessing  beautiful  flames,' 
N.  of  Agni  or  fire ;  (a),  f.  a  peacock's  crest ;  cock's 
comb.  —  Su-dipra,  as,  d,  am,  or  su-tiprin,  i,  int, 
i,  Ved.  having  a  handsome  chin ;    having  beautiful 

cheeks. —Su-s~iras,  as,  as,  ax,  having  a  fine  head. 
—  Su-s"isvi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  much  enlarged,  (S5y.  = 
sushthu  prai'ardhita,  Rig-veda  I.  6-,,  i.)  —  Su- 
tishta,  as,  d,  am,  governing  well ;  (as),  m.  a  faith- 

ful minister  or  counsellor.  —  Sit-&ta,  as,  d,  am, 
very  cold  or  cooling;    (as),  m.  a  kind  of  dwarf 
Plaksha  tree  ;   (a),  f.  a  particular  plant,  =  i!ata-pat- 
tri ;    (am.),  n.  great  coldness;    a  kind  of  fragrant 
yellow  sandal-wood.  —  Su-sitala,  as,  a,  am,  very 
cold  or  cooling,  frigid,  freezing;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of 

fragrant  grass  (  =  gniidha-trina).—Su-!fima,  as,  d, 
am,  easy  to  be  attained,  (according  to  a  commentator 

=  su-prdpa;  cf.  duh-ftma) ;  well-disposed  (for  su- 
dila,  according  to  some) ;  cold,  frigid  [cf.  su-shlma]  ; 
(as),   m.  cold,   coldness.  —  Su-sJla,  as,  d,  am, 
well-disposed,  good  tempered,    having  an  amiable 
disposition ;  well  conducted,  well  made,  well  shaped ; 
(as),  m.  epithet  of  king  Cola ;   (d),  f.  epithet  of 

Yama's  wife ;  of  one  of  Krishna's  eight  wives ;  of  a 
daughter  of  Hari-svSmin.  •-  Sadila-td,  f.  or  suftla- 
tva,  am,  n.  excellence  of  temper  or  disposition,  good 
morals,  natural  amiability.  —  Su-.3ivikd,  f.  a  kind  of 

bulbous  root  or  plant  (  =  vdrdhi-kanda).  —  Sit-s'uk- 
van,   d,   art,  a,  Ved.    shining   brightly,    brilliant. 
—  Su-teva,  as,  d,  am,  possessing   good   fortune, 
blessed ;  granting  prosperity,  auspicious,  propitious, 

favourable.  —  Su-doka,   as,  a,   am,  Ved.   shining 
brightly,  (said  of  Agni ;  Say.  =  iobhana-dipti,  Rig- 
veda  I.  70, 1.)  —  Su-^dandra,  as,  d,  am  (for  su- 

dandra),  beautifully  shining.  —  Su-s"ravas,  as,  ds, 
as,  Ved.  abounding  in  glory,  famous ;  prosperous ; 

having  good  oblations ;  (ds),  m.,  N.  of  a  Praja-pati ; 
of  a  preceptor.  —  Su-itrdvya,  aa,  d,  am,  distinctly 

audible  ;  pleasing  to  the  ear.  -*Su-s"ri,  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 
abounding  in  good  fortune  or  prosperity.  —  Su-trika, 
as,  d,  am,  possessing  good  fortune  or  great  pros- 

perity, greatly  blessed  or  happy;    (d),  f.  the  gum 
olibanum  tree.  —  Su-^runa,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  very 

famous,  (Say . =  su-prasiddha.)  —  Su-drul,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  hearing  well ;  having  a  good  reputation,  (Say. 
=  su-iravas.)  —  Su-iruta,  as,  d,  am,  well  heard  ; 
versed  in  the  Vedas ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king ;  of  an 

author  of  a  system  of  medicine  (son  of  ViSva-mitra 
and  descendant  of  Dhanvan-tari ;    his  work  with 
that  of  Caraka,  another  older  mediial  authority,  is  | 
held  in  great  esteem,  and  consists  of  six  books) ;  (am),  ! 

n.  '  may  it  be  well  heard  I '  an  exclamation  used  at  j 
a  SrJddha;  [cf.  traiishat^-Sufruta-samhitd,  f.  I 

Su-sruta's  system  of  medicine.  —  Su-.'Sroni,  is,  it  or  i 
i,  having  beautiful  hips,  Ka\\im/fos ;  (is),  (.,  N 
of  a  goddess.  —  Su-tfrot  u,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  well  o 

altogether  hearing,  (Say.  =  samyak  irotri,  Rig-veda 

I.  122,  6.)  —  Su-s'lakshna,  as,  d,  am,  very  smooth 
—  Su-.<lishta,  as,  d,  am,  closely  united  or  adhering 
—Su-s"lesha,  as,   m.  close  or  intimate  union;  a 
close  embrace.  —  Su-shamsad,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  having 
a  good  meeting ;  [cf.  su-samsad.]  —  Su-shakhi,  khd 
m.,  Ved.  a  good  friend.  —  Su-shana,  as,  d,  am 
Ved.  easy  to  be  acquired  ;  to  be  liberally  distributed. 

—  Su-shanana,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  beautiful 
gifts;  liberally  distributed.  —  Su-shadman,  d,  m.  a 
proper  N.  —  Sti-shama,  as,  d,  am,  very  even,  very 
beautiful  or  handsome,  very  pleasing ;  same,  all ;  (a) 
f.  exquisite  beauty;    a  particular  Jaina  division  of 
time,  (the  second  Ara  or  spoke  of  a  time-wheel  con- 

taining six  such  divisions ;    it  is  supposed  to  be  a 
period  in  which  steady  happiness  is  enjoyed  by  man- 

kind ;  sometimes  written  su-khamd.)—Su-shamidh, 

t,  m.,  Ved.  'lighting  or  igniting  well,'  epithet  ol 
Agni.  —  Su-shamiddha,  as,  d,  am,  beautifully  kin- 

dled or  lighted.  —  Su-shavi,  f.  a  sort  of  gourd,  Mfl- 
mordica  Charantia  (or  a  small  species) ;  black  cumin, 

Nigella  Indica ;   cumin-seed  ;   [cf.  «u-«Yiin.]  —  Su- 
shaha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  excellent  strength. 
—  Su-shddha,  of,  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  -.  Su-shdman, 
d,  d,  a,  having  good  conciliation,  sweet  or  kindly 
spoken ;    N.   of  a   king,   (Rig-veda  VIII.  26,  2.) 
—  Su-shdrathi,   is,   m.,  Ved.    a   good   charioteer. 
—Su-shima,  as,  d,  am,   cold,    frigid;    pleasant, 

agreeable ;  (as),  m.  cold  ;  a  sort  of  snake  ;  the  Can- 
dra-kanta  or  moon  gem.  —  Su-shuta,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  beautifully  pressed  (said  of  Soma).  —  Su-shupta, 
as,  d,  am,  fast  asleep ;  (am),  n.  deep  or  profound 

sleep.  —  Snshupta-vat,  ind.  like  one  who  is  fast 
asleep.  —  Su-shupti,  {s,  f.  deep  sleep,  profound  re- 

pose;   (in   phil.)   entire   insensibility   (or   spiritual 

ignorance  ( =  sattra-pradhanam   ajndnam   and, 

according  to  Sabda-k.,  equivalent  to  kdrana-s'arira 
and  dnanda-maya-kosha,  q.<\.v.v.).—Su-shumal, 
an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  very  beautiful.  —  Su-shumna,  as, 
d,  am,  Ved.  rich  in  pleasure  or  happiness,  highly 

blessed ;    (as),  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven   prin- 
cipal rays  of  the  sun  (supposed   to  supply  heat  to 

the   moon) ;    (a),  f.  a   particular   artery    or   vessel 
of  the  body  lying  between  the  vessels  called  idd 

and  pingald,  and  supposed  to  be  one  of  the  pas- 
sages for  the  breath  or  spirit,  (see  brahma-ran- 

dhra.)  —  Surshulama,  as,  d,  am  (i.e.  su-sutama 
=  su-sutatama),  =  atitlayena  su-auta,   (Vajasa- 
neyi-s.  VI.  30.)  —  Su-shena, as, m.  (i.e.  su  +  send), 

'  having  beautiful  clusters,'  the  Kara-marda  tree ;  a 
cane  or  reed,  the  ratan ;  '  having  a  good  army,'  epi- 

thet of  Vishnu ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra  ;  of 
a  son  of  Vasu-deva ;  of  a  son  of  Vrishni-mat ;  of  a 
son  of  Krishna;  of  a  monkey-chief,  son  of  Varuna,  (see 

hanu-mat) ;   (i),  f.  the  plant  Convolvulus  Turpe- 
thum  ( =  tri-vrit).  —  Su-shenikd,  f.  a  kind  of  dark 
Tri-vrit  or  Convolvulus  Turpethum.  —  Su-shomd,  f., 
N.  of  a  river.  —  Su-shluta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  well 
praised.  —  Su-shluti,  is,  f.  a  beautiful  hymn,  excellent 

praise;  (is,  is,  i),  having  a  beautiful  hymn.  —  Su- 
shtubh,  p,  p,  p,  Ved.  praising  well,  lauding,  extol- 

ling. —  Su-samyata,  as,  d,  am,  well  restrained,  well 
composed.  —  Su-samrabdha,  as,  d,  am,  very  angry, 

greatly  enraged  or  agitated.  —  Su-samuita,  «.->•,  a, 
am,  well  clothed  or  dressed.  —  Su-samvnta,  an,  d, 

am,  well  covered  or  veiled,  well  wrapped  up.  —  Su- 

sams'ita,  as,  d,  am,  very  sharp.  —  Su-sanisad,  t,  t, 
t,  Ved.  having  a  good  company  or  assembly.  —  Su- 
sanskrita,  as,  d,  am,  well  perfected  or  completed, 

well  polished,  highly  finished ;  highly  seasoned,  well- 
cooked.  —  Susanskritopaskara  (°ta-up°),  as,  d, 
am,  one  who  carefully  polishes  or  cleanses  the  house- 

hold utensils.  —  Su-samslhita,  as,  d,  am,  well  situ- 
ated ;    standing  firmly,   doing   well ;    well    brought 

together,  circumscribed.  —  Su-samhata,  as,  d,  am, 
well  compacted,  well  knit  together.  —  Su-sarnhila, 
as,  d,  am,  well   united.  —  Susamhita-pramdna, 
as,  d,  am,  having  well  united  principals  or  chiefs. 

—  Su-saktha,  tu-taklhi,   see  Vopa-deva  VI.   25. 
—  Su-sankds'a,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  a  beautiful 
appearance,  fair,  handsome.  —  Su-sankshejm,  as,  m. 
epithet  of  Sin.  —  Sit-sangrihlta,  as,  d,  am,  well 
kept  or  preserved;  well  abridged.  -  Su-eatkrita,  as, 
d,  am,  well  or  hospitably  received,  highly  honoured, 
treated  with  great  hospitality.  —  Su-satyd,  f.,  N.  of 
the  wife  of  king  Janaka.  —  Su-sadriia,  as,  i,  am, 

very   like.  —  Su-tanilri,   td,   m.    a   liberal    giver, 
generous  benefactor.  —  Su-santrasta,  as,  d,  am, 

greatly  alarmed.  —  Su-sandrii,  k,  k,  k,  having  a 
pleasing  aspect,  agreeable  to  look  at.  —  Su-sand/ii, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Su-sanditita,  as,  d,  am, 
well  reconciled.  —Su-sannata,  as,  d,  am,  well  di- 

rected (said  of  an  arrow).  —  Su-iamdhita,  as,  d,  am, 
very  intent  or  attentive,  having  the  mind  intently 
fixed  or  absorbed  on  a  subject  or  object.  —  Su-samid- 
dha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  thoroughly  well  kindled,  well 
lighted  (said   of  Agni).  —  Su-samubdha,   as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  much  contracted  or  shriveled  up,  much 
shrunk. — Su-samridd/ia.  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  very  pros- 

perous ;  quite  perfect.  •-  Su-sampad,  t,  f.  good  for- 
tune, prosperity.  —  Sa-sampishla,  as,  d,  am,  much 

crushed  or  shattered.— Su-sambandha,  as,  u,  am,  well 

joined.— Su-sambhrama,as,m.  great  haste,  confusion; 
great  respect  or  reverence.  —  Su-samb/trdnta,  as,  d, 
am,  greatly  bewildered.  —  Su-sammata,  ae,  d,  am, 
much  honoured,  highly  approved.  —  Su-sammrishta, 
as,  d,  am,  Ved.  well  rubbed,  well  cleaned  (said  of 
horses). — SWarana,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Siva. — Su- 
sartu,  us,  (.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  river. —Su-sarra,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  quite  complete.  —  Su-sam,  {.  =  8u-shavt. 
—Sn-saha,  as,  d,  am,  easy  to  be  borne  or  suf- 

fered ;  bearing  or  enduring  well ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Su-saman,  a,   n.   good    negotiation.  —  Su- 
sdra,  as,  m.  good  essence,  good  sap,  good  sub- 

stance ;  competence ;  (as,  d,  am),  having  good  es- 

sence or  sap;    (as),  m.  the  red-flowering  Khadira, 
Mimosa  Catechu.  —  Su-sdra-vat,  an,  all,  at,  hav- 

ing  good    essence    or   substance;    (at),  n.  crystal. 
-•  Sti-sikatd,  f.  good  sand  ;   gravel ;   sugar.  —  Su- 

siddhdrtha  (°dha-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  one   whose 
object   is  completely  effected,  completely  supplied 
with.  «•  Su-stmd,  f.  a  good  boundary ;    good  con- 

duct;   N.  of  the  mother  of  the  sixth  Arhat.  —  Su- 
svkham,  ind.  very  happily. —Su-sukshma,  as,  a, 
am,  very  subtle  or  minute,  very  small,  very  delicate. 

—  Su-sevita,  as,  d,  am,  well  served,  much  addicted 
to.  —  Su-stri,  f.  a  good  wife.  —  Su-stha,  as,  a, 
am,  well  situated,  being  well  or  in  good  condition, 

in  health,  healthy,  faring  well,  prosperous,  well  of}", 
in   good  circumstances,  happy.  —  Sustha-td,  f.  or 
siistha-tva,  am,  n.  the  being  well  or  well-established, 
lealth,  welfare,   happiness,    good    or   easy  circum- 

stances. —  Susthaya,  Nom.  P.  susthayati,  &c.,  to 
establish  or  settle  well.  —  Susthayat,  an,  anli,  at, 

settling  well,  setting  at  rest,  appeasing.  —  Susthd- 
vatl,  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  scale  in  music.  —  &u-sthita, 
ox,  d,  am,  well-established,  being  well  or  in  good 
condition,  in  good  health;  living  well  or  happily. 
—  Susthita-manas,  as,  as,  as,  being  in  a  happy 
rame  of  mind,  contented.  —  Sitstfiitam-inanya,  as, 

d,  am,  fancying  one's  self  prosperous  or  well  off. 
—  Su-sthiti,  is,  (.  a  good  condition,  good  circum- 

stances or  position,  well-being,  welfare ;  health,  con- 
valescence. —  Su-sthira,  as,  d,  am,  very  firm  or 

teady,  stable;  resolute,  cool.  —  Su-tsnd  (perhaps  more 
>roperly  written  susnd),  a  kind  of  pulse,  Lathyrus 
iativus.  —  Sti-sndta,  as,  d,  am,  well  bathed  (some- 
imes  used  as  a  benedictory  term  addressed  to  a  per- 

son about  to  bathe) ;  one  who  has  duly  performed 

lis  ablutions,  a  student  who  has  performed  his  ablu- 
ions  in  preparation  for  or  after  a  sacrifice.  —Su- 
nigdha-fjambhlra,  as,  d,  am,  very  soft  and  deep- 
oned.  —  Su-smita,  as,  a,  am,  pleasantly  smiling; 

a),  f.  a  woman  with  a  pleasing  or  smiling  counte- 
lance.  —  Su-svapna,  as,  m.  a  good  dr  lucky 

Iream ;  '  having  good  dreams,'  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Su-svara,  as,  d,  am,  well-sounding,  harmonious, 
melodious ;  having  a  loud  voice,  loud  ;    (am),  ind. 

n  a  loud  voice.  —  Su-svaru,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  going 
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well ;  well  praised,  (Say.  =  iubhana-gamana  or  jV 
Ithana-stutika,  Rig-veda  V.  44,  5.)  —  Su-svanta, 
a»,  a,  am,  having  a  good  or  happy  mind,  well-dis- 

posed. —  Su-hana,  an,  a,  am.  Ved.  easy  to  be  killed, 
to  be  killed  gloriously.  —  Su-hantu,  Ved.  '  killing 
easily,'  a  thunderbolt,  (Say.  su-JiantUi  —  suhanlund 
vajrena,  Rig-veda  VII.  19,  4.)  —  Fu-hara,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  well  or  easily  invoked,  to  be  well  invoked. 

—  Su-havis,  is,  is,  it,  Ved.  having  or  offering  beau- 
tiful oblations,  devout,  pious.  —  Su-hasdnana  C&a- 

a»°)>  <"i  a>  am,  having  a  cheerful  smiling  face. 
— Su-hasta,  ni,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  beautiful  or 
skilful  hands,  skilful-handed,  clever;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
a  son  of  Dhrita-rashtra.  —  Su,-hastin,  i,  m.  (also 
written  sn-hasti  according  to  some),  one  of  the  Jaina 

saints  called  Dasa-pOrvins ;  [cf.  maha-giri,  vajra.] 
—  Su-hastya,  as,  a,   am,  Ved.  having   beautiful 
hands;  skilful-handed,  clever,  skilful,  (in  Rig-veda  I. 
64, 1 .  su-hastya  =  kritdnjaH,  having  folded  hands) ; 
(at),  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X. 
41  (having  the  patronymic  Ghausheya).  —  Su-hdrd, 
m.,Ved.  =su-Aria*,a  friend,  (see  Atharva-veda  III.  28, 
5,  6;  VI.  120,  3.)  —  Sit-hins,  hin,  n,  n,  one  who 
strikes  well.  —  Su-hita,  as,  a,  am,  very  fit  or  suit- 

able ;  salutary,  beneficial,  good  ;  very  friendly,  affec- 
tionate ;  satiated,  satisfied ;  (a),  f.  one  of  the  tongues 

of  Agni  or  fire. — Su-hiratiya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  hav- 
ing beautiful  gold,  abounding  in  gold.  —  Suhrid- 

dhoka-vivardhana,  a»,  i,  am,  augmenting  the  grief 
of  a  friend. —Suhrij-jana,  <js,  m.  a  friendly  person, 
friend.  —  Silhrit-kula,  am,  n.  a  company  or  family 
of  friends. —Suhrit-tama,  as,  a,  am,  very  friendly 
or  cordial,  kind,  affectionate. —Suhrit-td,  f.  or  su- 
hrit-tva,  am,  n.  friendship,  friendliness,  affection. 
— Suhrit-tydga,  as,  m.  the  desertion  of  a  friend. 
—  St(-ltnd,  t,  t,  t,  having   a   kind   heart,  cordial, 
friendly,  affectionate,  loving;  (t),  m.  a  friend,  (kirn- 
suhrid,  a  bad  friend)  ;   an  ally ;    N.  of  the  fourth 

Lagna,  (see  lagna.)  —  Su-hrida,  a  friend,  (see  the 
next.)  —  Suhrida-druli,  -dhruk  or  -dhrut,  injuring 
a  friend,  one  who  smites  a  friend  secretly.  —  Su,- 
hridaya,  as,  a,  am,  good-hearted,  well-disposed, 
affectionate.  —  Suhrid-bala,  am,  n.  the  army  of  an 
ally.  —  Suhrid-bheda,  as,  m.   the   separation   of 
friends;  N.  of  the  second  book  of  the  Hitopade^a. 

—  Suhrid-vadha,  as,  m.  killing  a  friend,  (Manu 
XI.  e,6.)  —  Sultrid-i'dkya,  am,  n.  the  speech  of  a 

friend;  a  friend's  advice.— Kahril-Ungadhara,  as, 
a,  am,  having  the  mere  appearance  of  a  friend,  —  /vt- 
Itotri,  ta,  trt,  tri,  Ved.  abounding  in  priests ;  (to), 
m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  five  sons  of  Vitatha.  —  Su- 

hotra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymns  Rig- 
veda  VI.  31,  32  (having  the  patronymic  Bharad- 
vaja) ;  N.  of  a  son  of  king  Vrihad-ishu  of  the  lunar 
race ;  of  a  son  of  Kancana ;  of  a  son  of  Bhumanyu ; 
of  several  other  persons ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  sect  of 

fire-worshippers.  —  Sukta  (su-uk~),  as,  a,  am,  well 
spoken,  well  or  properly  said  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  bird, 
the  Sarika,  q.v. ;  (am),  n.  a  Vedic  metrical  prayer 
or  hymn,  (the  Sokta  is  properly  a  whole  hymn  as 
distinguished  from  a  Ri<5  or  single  verse  of  a  Vedic 
hymn,  the  term  Mantra,  q.v.,  being  still  more  com- 

prehensive ;  but  many  other  words  are  loosely  used 
for  hymns  of  the  Veda,  e.g.  aria,  uktha,  rid,  glr, 
dhi,  ntlha,  ni-vid,  mati,  stotra,  stoma,  vdd,  vadas, 
&c.)—Sukta/lari!i-tva,  am,  n.  the  seeing  or  com- 

posing of  Vedic  hymns,  the  being  a  seer  or  Rishi. 
—Sulita-dargin,  i,  m.  or  sukta-drashtri,  (a,  m. 
a  hymn-seer,  the  author  of  a  Sukta  or  Vedic  hymn, 
a  Rishi  (to  whom  a  Sflkta  is  revealed).  —  Sukta- 
bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  one  who  has  a  hymn  or  hymns  (of 
the  Veda  addressed  to  his  honour).  —  Sultta-vaka, 

an,  m.,  Ved.  praise-speaking,  a  hymn ;  a  particular 
ceremony.  _  Sukta-vdd,   k,  (.  a  word    of  praise, 

praise,   hymn.  -  Suktdsi   (°ta-asi),   is,    m.   the 
sword  of  pleasant  speech.  —  Suftti  (*Uruk°),  is,  f. 
good    speech,    friendly   speech.  —  SiMi-sahasra, 
N.  of  a   work.  -  SOUara  (su-uf),  as,  <T,  am, 
very   superior;   well  towards  the    north,   northern. 

—  Sutthdna  (s«-uO,  am,  n.  good  effort  or  exer- 
tion, active  effort  j  (at,  a,  am),  making  good  effort, 

clever.  —  Su-nrita,  see  s.v.— Siinmada  or  sunmada 

(«u-ii»°),  as,  a,  am,  quite  mid.  —  Siipatlrtha  (su- 
iip°),  as,  a,  am,  having  good  steps  for  bathing. 
—  Supavandana  (su-up°),  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  easily 
deceiving.  —  Supaeadana  (su-up°),  as,  a,  am, 
easy   to   be   approached.  —  Supaskara   (su-up°), 
as,  a,  am,  furnished  with  good  instruments.  —  Su- 

pastha  (sit-up0),  ai,  a,  am,  Ved.  granting  good 
help,  rich  in  help.  —  Siipayana  (su-up°),  as,  a,  tun, 
Ved.  having  easy  approach,  easy  of  access.  —  Su- 
bharva,  see  s.v.  —  Su-yarasa,  am,  n.,  Ved.  =stt- 
yavasa,  a  good  pasture ;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of 

Ajlgaita. — Suyavasdd  (°sa-ad),  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  eat- 
ing abundance  of  grass  or  fodder.  —  Su-yavasin,  i, 

ini,  i,  Ved.  having  good  pasturage.  —  I .  sHrmi  (su- 
uf),  is,  is,  i  (for  i.siiriui,  see  s.v.),  Ved.  having 

mighty  waves,  billowy,  surging.  ••  Sv-akufia,  as,  d 
or  i,  am,  handsome-eyed ;    having  good   or  keen 

organs,  acute ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people.  —  Sv- 
agni,  is,  is,  i,  having  a  good  fire.  —  Sv-aitga,  am, 
n.  a  good  or  handsome  limb ;    (as,  j,  am),  hand- 

some-limbed, well-shaped,  handsome.  —Se-anguri, 
is,  is,  i,  Ved.  handsome-fingered.  —  Sv-addha,  as, 
d,  am,  very  transparent  or  clear,  pellucid,  crystalline  ; 
white ;  pure,  stainless ;  healthy,  sound,  convalescent ; 
(as),  m.  crystal  j  (a),  f.  white  DflrvS  grass ;  (am), 

n.  a  pearl ;  pure  chalk,  &c.  ( =  vimaloparasa).  —Sv- 
addhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  =  sv-addha  above.  —  Svad- 
dha-td,  f.  or  svaddha-tva,  am,  n.  great  transparency 
or  purity. —Stiaddha-dravya,  am,  n.  the  crystalline 
humour.  —  Svaddha-pattra,  am,   n.  '  transparent 
leaf,'  talc.  —  Svaddha-bdluka,  am,  n.  pure  chalk,  &c. 
( =  vimaloparasa).  —  Svaddha-mani,  is,  m. '  clear- 
gem,'  crystal.  —  Sv-and,  an.  Sec.,  Ved.  going  well, 
gracefully  moving,  stepping  well  (said  oi   horses), 

swift, rapid,  (inNiruktaV.  7.  sv-a/wfdA  occurs.)— I.sw- 
adita,  as,  d,  am,  well  eaten,  (see  a.  sv adita.)  —  Sv- 
adhishthdna,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  solid  foundation 
or  framework  (said  of  a  chariot  &c.).  —  Sv-adhita, 
as,  a,  am,  well  read,  well  versed  in  or  conversant 
with.  —  Sv-adhvara,  as,  d,  am,  quite  uninjured ; 
having   beautiful    sacrifices,   propitious    for   sacrifice 

(Ved.). — Sv-anika,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  beauti- 
ful lustre,  very  radiant  (said  of  Agni).  —  Sv-anugupta, 

as,  a,  am,  well  guarded,  well  secured,  well  hidden. 

—  So-anurupa,  as,  d,  am,  well  suited.  ~Sv-anu- 
shthila,  as,  d,  am,  well  observed,  duly  practised  or 

performed.  -•  Sv-anta,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  good  end, 
terminatingwell.— i.»»-«p,seeVopa-devaIII.l68,(for 
rt.  2.  trap  see  s.  v.)  —  Sv-apatya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
having  many  descendants,  prolific.— Sv-apardddha, 

as,  d,  am,  very  faulty.  —  Sv-apas,  (Is,  as,  u«,Ved.  ac- 
complishing excellent  works,  skilful,  energetic.  —  ;SVi- 

pas-lama,  a*,  d,  am, Ved.  most  skilful.—  Sc-apasyd, 
f.,  Ved.  desire  of  performing  a  good  work,  wish  to  do 

good.—Sv-apivdta,  as,  d,  am, Ved.  easy  to  be  gained 
or  obtained,  (see  rt.  2 .  rat.)—Sv-abliishli,  is,  is,  i,Ved. 

having  good  protection,  (Siy.^s'obhandbhyeskuHa- 
rat  or  dobhandbhigamana,  Rig-veda  I.  51,  2.) 

—  Sv-abhis'u,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  beautiful  reins 
or  bridles.  —  Sv-arankrita,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  well 
ordered,  well  arranged.  —Sv-aritra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
having  good  oars,  well  rowed.  —  Sv-arka,  as,  d,am, 
Ved.  flashing  beautifujly ;  rich  in  praise,  resounding 
with  beautiful  songs.— Sc-alakshita,  as,  d,  am,  alto- 

gether unseen,  not  thoroughly  observed.  —  Sv-alan- 
krita,  a«,  a,  am,  well  adorned,  highly  decorated.— &0- 
alankritya,  ind.  having  well  adorned. —Sv-alpa, 
svalpaka,see  s.v.,  p.iifji.  —  tiv-avas,  as,  n.,Ved. 
good  protection ;  (as,  as, as),  well  protecting,  affording 
favourable  assistance.  —  Sv-aveks/ia,  as,  d,  am,  well 

considered;  well  cared  for.  —  iSVas'i!a,as)a,am,Ved. 
possessing  excellent  horses ;  (as),  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 

king  (said  to  have  been  the  father  of  Surya,  Rig-veda 

I.  6llI().w9wUlM|nt  us,  us,  «,Ved.  desiring  beau- 
tiful horses,  fond  of  good  horses,  (Say.  =  kalt/dntim 

ajvam  iddhan,  Rig-veda  VIII.  45,  j.)—Btmfma, 
at,  d,  am,  Ved.  consisting  of  beautiful  horses.  —  *V 

asitdyata-lodana  l^ta-dy^),  as,  d,  am,  having  very 
black  and  long  eyes.  —  Sv-aeti,  svattika,  &c.,  see 
s.  v.  —  Sv-dkdra,  at,  a,  am,  well   formed,   well 

shaped,  handsome.  »•  I.  sv-aga ta,  am,  n.  (for  a. 
svdgata  see  s.v.), welcome,  salutation;  (d),  f.  a  species 
of  the  Trishtubh  metre.  —  Svagata-vudana,  aat.n. 

the  uttering  of  welcome,  the  word  welcome.  —  >St- 
dgati-kritya,  ind.  having  made  into  a  welcome, 

giving  (to  a  cry)  the  sound  of  '  welcome.'  — 6V- dddra,as,  d,  am,  well-behaved.  —  Sv-djivya,  as,  a, 

am,  yielding  an  easy  subsistence.— Sv-dddna,  am, 
n.  the  act  of  taking  anything  justly  or  properly, 

(Manu  VIII.  172.)  —  Sv-ddki,  is.  Is,  i,  Ved.  well- 

minded  [cf.  dur-ddh'i]  ;  thoughtful,  contemplative, 
meditating,  (accoiding  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  X.  6l,  7. 
sv-ddhyah  —  su-dhydndh  or  su-karmdiiatt.)  —  Sv- 
dpi,  it,  m.,  Ved.  a  good  ally  or  relation,  (perhaps  for 
sra-dpi.)  —  Sv-dbhdsa,  as,  d.  am,  very  illustrious  or 
splendid,  (Kirat.  XV.  22.)  —  Sv-ablm,  us,  us,  w.Ved. 
being  well  or  beautifully  present,  being  happily  near 

at  hand.  -•Sv-dyasa,  as,  i,  am,  Ved.  made  of  good 
iron.  —  Sv-dyuj,  see  s.  v.  —  Sv-dyudha,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  having  good  weapons.  —  Sv-drddhita,  as,  d, 
am,  well  or  easily  propitiated,  made  very  propitious. 

—  Sv-drddhya,  as,  d,  am,  easy  to  be  propitiated. 

—Sv-diita,  as,  d,  am,  well  fed,  well  eaten.  •-  So- 
dtfis,  ts,  &c.,  Ved.  having  beautiful  prayers.  —  Sv~ 
d-iliih,  cl.  4.  P.  -sTuhyali,  &c.,  to  embrace  firmly 
or  .closely,  (Manu  XI.  103.)—  Sv-dsina,  as,  d,  am, 
sitting  at  ease,  comfortably  seated.  —  Sv-dstirna,  as, 
d,  am,  well  spread.  —  Sv-dkdra,  as,  m.  good  food; 

(as,  a,  am),  easy  to  be  brought  or  procured.  —  i.  sv- 
dhiLta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  well  honoured  (by  offerings 
&c.).  —  3.  sv-ahuta,  as,  d,  am  ̂ see  rt.  hve),  well  or 
properly  invoked.  —  Sv-idhma,  as,  d,  am,  Ved, 
bright-faced,  bright-edged  (said  of  a  hatchet;  Say. 
= su-dtptdsya  or  surya-kiranaih  surdipta,  Rig- 
veda  I.  121,  7).  —  Sv-iihu,  us,  us,  u,  having  ex- 

cellent arrows.  —  Sc-ishta,  as,  d,  am,  well  or  pro- 

perly sacrificed,  completely  sacrificed.  —  Svishta-krit, 

t,  m.  'causing  good  sacrifice,' a  form  of  Fire,  (Manu 
III.  86) ;   epithet  of  particular  sacred  texts.  —  Si'- 

aupada,  as,  d,  am  (aupa^a  =  o;)as'a),  Ved.  having beautiful  locks  of  hair. 

Sukam,  ind. —  5.  su,  (Naigh.  III.  12.) 

Suahlhu,  ind.  (fr.  su  +  sthu  fr.  rt.  I .  sthd  ;  accord- 
ing to  some  sh{hu  =  ftu,  is  merely  an  affix),  well,  excel- 

lently, beautifully ;  much,  very,  exceedingly ;  truly. 
—  Sush/hu-vah  or  sushthu-vdh,  -vdt,  t,  t,  Ved. 

carrying  well,  bearing  along  rapidly  (said  of  horses). 

II  ij  sukh  (perhaps  to  be  regarded  as  a 

«    N  Nominal  fr.  sukha  below),  cl.  10.  4.  P. 
sukhayati,  sukhyati,  &c.,  to  make  happy,  please, 

delight,  rejoice,  comfort. 
Sukha,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  5.  su  +  3.  kha,  q.  v., 

cf.  du/ikha),  happiness,  pleasure,  delight,  joy,  com- 
fort; prosperity;  ease,  alleviation  ;  easiness;  heaven, 

paradise ;  water  (in  Naigh.  1. 1 2.  enumerated  among 

the  udaka-namdni) ;  epithet  of  the  fourth  astro- 
logical house ;  the  drug  or  medicinal  root  called 

Vriddhi;  (as,  a,  am),  happy,  joyful,  delighted; 
agreeable,  sweet ;  virtuous,  pious  ;  easy,  practicable  ; 
meet,  suitable  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Dharma  ; 
(a),  f.  the  capital  of  Varuna ;  (am),  ind.  happily, 

joyfully ;  well,  (sukham  detdm  bhavdn,  may  your 
honour  be  well  1  farewell  1) ;  placidly;  willingly,  rather 

(followed  by  na  punar);  comfortably;  easily; 
(ena),  ind.  with  pleasure,  pleasantly,  joyfully ;  easily ; 

[cf.  Hib.  sogh, '  prosperity,  ease,  pleasure.']  —  Sukha- 
kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  happiness  or  pleasure ; 

doing  anything  easily,  done  easily.  —  Sukha-kura  — 
sukha-kara  zbovt.—Sukha-ga,  as,ii,am,  or  tukha- 

gdmin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  easily.  —  Sukha-grahya,  as, 
d,  am,  easy  to  be  grasped ;  easy  to  be  comprehended 
or  understood.  — Sukhayrahya-nibaiidhana,  am, 

n,  a  composition  or  construction  easy  to  be  compre- 
hended, easily  intelligible  language.  —  Suklian-kara, 

as,  i,  am,  causing  happiness  or  pleasure ;  (t),  f.  the 
plant  Jlvantl.  —  Sukha-dara,  as,  i,  am,  going  or 

moving  easily;  (as),  m.  a  particular  Grama.  —Su- 
kha-ddra,  as,  m.  'going  easily,'  a  good  horse. 
—  Sukha-ddhedya,  as,  d,  am,  easy  to  be  cut ;  easily 

destroyed.  —  Suk/ta-jdta,  as,  d,  am,  bom  or  fro- 
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duced  easily ;  conicious  of  pleasure,  feeling  pleasure, 

happy.— Sukha-tama,  as,  a,  am,  most  happy,  very 
pleasant  or  agreeable.  —  Sukha-da,  as,  a,  am,  giving 
or  affording  pleasure,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of 
Vishnu ;  a  particular  kind  of  musical  time  or  measure ; 

(a),  f.  the  river  Ganges;  a  courtezan  of  Indra's 
heaven  (fmarfa-ve^ya) ;  the  Saml  tree;  (aw),  n. 
the  seat  of  Vishnu.  —  Sttk/ia-duhk/ia,  e,  a.  da. 

pleasure  and  pain.  —  Sukhaduhkhdtmalca  (°kha- 

<*£°),  as,  ikd,  am,  consisting  of  pleasure  and  pain. 
—  Sitkha-dohyd,   (.   a   cow    easily    milked ;     [cf. 

sukha-sandiihyd.~\  —  Sukha-punydha-ghosha, 
at,    m.    the    proclamation    of   a    happy    holiday. 
—  Sidchapratibandhi-td,  f.  the  prevention  or  inter- 

ruption  of  happiness.  —  Sukha-pralibandhin,   I, 
inl,  i,  obstructing  or  interrupting  happiness.  —  &u- 

kha-pratlkaha,  at,  a,  am,  looking  for  or  expecting 
happiness,    hoping    for   pleasure.  -.  Sukha-prabo- 
d/tuka,  as,  ika,  am,  easy  to  understand.  —Sakha- 
prdpta,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  attained  happiness. 

—  Sukha-prdpya,   as,  a,  am,   easily   attainable. 
— Su,kha-bvdha,  as,  m.  perception  or  sensation  of 
pleasure ;  easy  teaching,  easy  knowledge.  —  Suklia- 
lilidi/a,  as,  m.  a  happy  lot  or  portion,  good  fortune. 
—SuJckabhagin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  a  happy  lot  or 
portion,  happy,  prosperous. —  Sukha-bkdj,  h,  k,  li, 
possessing  or  enjoying  happiness ;  embracing  a  loved 

object  (  =  ish/a-parishvanga).  •-  Sulcha-bhedya, 
as,    a,   am,   easily    broken    or    disunited,    fragile, 
brittle.  —  Suklia-bhoga,  as,  m.  the  enjoyment  of 
pleasure.— tiukha-bhogin,  I,  inl,  i,  enjoying  pleasure. 
"Sukha-maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting  of  happiness, 
full  of  joy  or  pleasure.— Sukha-modd,  f.  the  gum 
olibanum  tree. —Sukha-rdja,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
•-Sidcha-rdtri,  is,  or  sukha-rdtrikd,  f.  a  particular 
night  of  new  moon  (when  there  is  a  festival  in  honour 

of  Lakshml,  celebrated  with  lighted  lamps)  ;  a  night 
when    a   wife   may    be    legally   approached ;     [cf. 

Manu  III.  4l.~\  —  i>ukha-lakshi/a,  as,  a,  am,  easy 
to  be  seen  or  known,  easily  recognised.  —  Sukfut- 
lipsd,  f.  desire  of  attaining  pleasure  or  happiness. 
— Sukha-leda.,  as,  m.  a  littie  pleasure,  (see  lesa.) 
->Sukha-vart!aka,  as,  or  sukha-rardas,  as,  m. 

'having  a  pleasant  lustre,'  natron,  alkali.  —  Silk ha- 
varman,  a,  m.  a  proper  N.—Sukha-vdsa,  as,  m. 

a  water-melon.  —  tiukha-edsana,  as,  m. '  pleasantly- 

perfuming,'  a  perfume   for   the   mouth.— Sukha- 
vedana,  am,  n.  the  consciousness  of  pleasure.  —  Su- 

kha-iuyana,  am,  n.  pleasant  sleep,  sleeping  well. 
—  Sukha-soblidrtham,  ind.  for  the  sake  of  comfort 

and  honour.  — Sukha-iSrava,  as,  a,  am,  having  a 

sweet  sound,  sweetly  sounding.  —  Siikha-s'ruti,  is, 
i.-J,  i'.  agreeable  or  pleasant  to  the  ear.  —  Sukha-sam- 
riM,  it,  (.  consciousness  of  happiness,  enjoyment 
or  experience  of  happiness.  —  Sukha-sanga,  as,  m. 
attachment  to  pleasure.  —  Sukha-sanr/in,  I,  inl,  i, 
attached  to  pleasure.  —  Sukha-iaujnd,  f.  the  term 

'  ease.'  —  Sukha-sanduhyd  or  sukha-sandoliyu,  f. 
'  easily  milked,'  a  tractable   and  gentle  cow ;    [cf. 

sukha-dohyd,   du.hkha-dohyd.']  —  Sukha-idgara, 
a*,  m.  an  ocean  of  pleasure.  —  SukJui-sadhana,  am, 
n.  a  means  of  obtaining  pleasure.  —  Sukha-sadhya , 
an,  a,  am,  easy  to  be  accomplished  or  attained  ;  easy 
to   be  cured ;    easy  to   be  conquered   or  subdued. 

—  Sttkha-eupta,  as,  a,  am,  sweetly  sleeping,  com- 
fortably asleep. "Sakha-ilka,   as,  a,   am,   living 

happily,  happy.  —  Sukha-sparda,  as,  a,  am,  agree- 
able to  the  touch,  pleasant  to  the  feelings,  gratifying. 

—  Sukha-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  make  happy, 

gladden,  please.  —  Sukhdjata   ("kha-df),  as,  m. 
epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sukhdtmaka  (°kha-df),  as,  ika, 
am,   consisting   of  pleasure.  —  Sukhdd-apeta  or 

iukhdpeta  (°kha-ap°),  as,  a,  am,  a  little  removed 
from  or  deprived  of  pleasure,  (see  Pan.  II.  I,  38.) 

—  Sakhddhdra  (°klta-ddh  ),  as,  m.  a  receptacle 
of  pleasure  or  delight ;    '  pleasure-location,'  Indra's 
heaven,  paradise.  —  Sukhananda   (°kha-dn"),  as, 
m.  the  joy  of  happiness.  —  Sukhdnukhava  ("klta- 
an°),  as,  m. '  perception  of  pleasure,'  anticipation  or 
consciousness  of  pleasure.  —  SuJihdnta  ("kha-an°), 
as,  a,  am,  ending  in  happiness;  friendly;  subver- 

sive of  happiness.  —  Sukhdnvifa  (°kha-an°),  as,  a, 
am,  attended  with  happiness,  hr.ppy.-Sukhdpanna 

(k/ta-dp0),  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  attained  or 
gained  happiness.  —  Suk/idplaia  (°kha-dp''),  as, 
d,  am,  convenient  for  bMhing.  —  Sakhdbhiyojya 

(°k/ta-abh°),  as,  a,  am,  easily  assailable.  —  Sukhd- 
bhildsha  ("kha-abti3),  as,  m.  longing  for  pleasure, 
desire  of  pleasure.  —  Sukhdyata  ̂ kha-dy°),  as,  m. 
•easily  restrained  or  guided,'  a  well-trained  horse. 
~Su,k1iSyana  (°kha-dy°),  as,  m.  'going  easily  or 
pleasantly,'  a  good  hoise.  —  Suklidrohana  (°kha- 
dr°),  as,  a,  am,  of  easy  ascent  ~  Sukhdrohana- 
sopdna,  as,  d,  am,  having  stairs  of  easy  ascent. 
—  Sukhdrta  Ckha-rita),  as,d,  am  (see  Gram.  38. 

d),  affected  by  joy.  —Sukhdrtltam  (Jkka-ar°),  ind. 
for  the  sake  of  ease  or  happiness,  &c.  —  Sakhdrthin 

(°Ma-«r°),  f,  inl,  i,  seeking  or  wishing  for  happi- 
ness.  —  Sakhdr/ia  (°kha-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  deserving 
of  happiness.  —Sukhdloka  (°klta-dl°),  as,  d,  am, 
pleasant-looking,  charming.  —  Sukhdvagdlta  Ck 

av°),  as,  d,  am,  easy  to   penetrate,  easily   seen 
through.  —Sukharatl-deva,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  par- 

ticular deities.  —  Sukhdvati-vyuha.'N.  of  aBuddhist 
v/oik.  —  Sukhdvatis'i'ara  (°tl-l4°),  as,  m.  a  parti- 

cular Buddha.  —  SukhdvaJta  ("kha-dv"),  as,  d,  am, 
bringing  or  conferring  pleasure,  delighting,  pleasing. 

—  Sukhds'a  (^kha-dsa),  as,  m.  eating  with  pleasure  ; 
pleasant  food  ;  N.  of  Varuna ;  a  cucumber,  Cucumis 

Sativus.—Sukhds'aka  ("kha-ds"),  as,  m.  a  cucum- 
ber. —  Suklids'aya  ("klta-as""),  as,  a,  am,  aiming 

at  or  expecting  pleasure;  feeling  happy.  —  Suklid- 

sakta  (°kha-ds°),  as,  m.  'devoted  to  happiness,' 
epithet  of  S'm.—Sukhdslna  (°kha-ds°),  as,  d, 
am,  seated  or  sitting  at  ease,  comfortably  seated. 

—Sukhasparia  (°kha-ds°),  as,  d,  am,  =  sukha- 
span'a.  —  Sukhdsvdda  (°kha-as  ),   as,   d,  am, 
pleasantly  flavoured  ;    delightful,   agreeable ;    (as), 
m.    pleasant    flavour;    enjoyment.  —  Sukhdhara 

(°kJifi-dh°\   as,  d,   am,   bringing  or  conferring 
pleasure,  agreeable,  delightful.  —  Sukhdhdra  ("kha- 
(7/t°),  am,  n.  ease  and  food.  —  Sukheddhd  (°kha- 
id°),  f.  hope  or  desire  of  happiness.  —  Sukhetara 
(°kha-it°),  as,  a,  am,  other  than  happy,  unhappy, 
unfortunate.  —  Sukhepsu  (°kha-ip°),  m,  us,  u,  de- 

sirous of  ease.  —  Sukhaikdyatanu  (°kha-eka-d!/°), 
am,  n.  sole  abode  of  joy.  _  Siikkais!mi  (°kha- 
eeh°),i,  iifl,  i,  one  who  seeks  happiness,  desiring 
happiness  ;  seeking  another's  happiness,  wishing  well 
ta.  —  Siikkodd/iedya  (°k7ta-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  to  be 
cut  up  or  destroyed  with  ease,  to  be  exterminated 

easily.  —  Sukhotsava  (°kha-uf),  as,  m.  a  pleasure- 
festival,  merry-making,  jubilee,  occasion  of  joy ;  a 

husband.  —  Sukhodaka  (°kha-ud°),  am,  n. '  pleasant 

water,'  warm  water.  —Sukhodai/a  (°kha-ud"),  as, 
d,  am,  following  or  resulting  from  pleasure ;  (as), 
m.  realization  or  occurrence  of  pleasure.  —  Sukho- 

darka  (°kha-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  'having  happiness 
as  a  consequence,'  leading  to  or  resulting  in  happi- 

ness or  pleasure,  causing  happiness.  —  Sukhodya 

(°klM-ud°),   as,   d,   am,   to   be  uttered    easily  or 
agreeably.  —  SukhopaeisJila   (°kha-up°),   as,    d, 
am,  seated  comfortably  or  at  ease.  —Sukhopasarpya 

(°kl/a-up°),  as,  d,  am,  to  be  approached  easily, 
easy  of  access. —Sukhorjika  (°kha-urf),  as,  m. 
natron  (  =  sarjikd-kshdra).  —  Snkhoshita  (°kha- 
us7i°),  as,  d,  am,  pleasantly  lodged.  —Sukhoshna 
(°kha-ush°),  am,  n.  warm  water. 
Siikhaya,  Nom.  A.  sukltdyalc,  &c.,  to  be  happy 

or  pleased  ;  to  be  glad  ;  to  rejoice. 

Sukhita,  as,  a,  am,  pleased,  delighted,  comforted, 

happy  ;  (am),  n.  happiness. 
Sukhin,  I,  inl,  i,  possessing  happiness  or  pleasure, 

happy,  joyful,  pleasant,  comfortable,  easy  ;  (I),  m.  a 
religious  ascetic.  —  Sitkhi-td,  f.  happiness.  —  Sukhi- 
srab/idva,  as,  m.  a  happy  or  contented  disposition. 
Sukhl,  Is,  m.  f.  one  who  loves  pleasure,  (see  Vopa- deva  III.  61.) 

Sukhlbala  or  sukhlvala,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king, 
(also  read  sukhlnala.) 

I.  sukhya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  pleasure, 

pleasurable. 

2.  iukhya,  Nom.  P.  iuTcTajaii,  -yitum,  to  render 

happy. 

sukhanyhuna,  as,  m.  (perhaps  fr. 

siikham  +  ghuna,  'easily  brandished'),  a  kind  of 
staff  with  a  skull  at  the  top  considered  as  a  weapon 
of  Siva  (  =  khatvdnga,  q.  v.). 

su-gandha,  &c.    See  p.  1  1  19,  col.  i  . 

su-griha.     See  p.  1119,  col.  2. 

su-gmya.     See  p.  1119,  col.  2. 

su-gla.     See  p.  1119,  col.  2. 

su-tthattra,  &c.  See  p.  1  1  19,  col.  3. 

*J7  sut,  (in  grammar)  a  Pratyiihara  used 
as  a  technical  expression  for  the  first  five  inflections 

(i.  e.  nom.  sing.  du.  pi.,  ace.  sing,  du.,  also  called  sor- 
randma-stlidna,  q.v.,  for  masc.  and  fem.  nouns). 

•CTT  suft,  cl.  io.  P.  suttayati,  asushuttat, 
OC^  to  slight,  disregard,  despise;  to  be  small, 

to  be  low  or  shallow. 

^in^TBIJi  sunahasapha,  N.  of  a  place. 

IJ'rT  suta,  &c.     See  p.  1117,  col.  3. 

tapa,  su-tapas.  See  p.  1  120,  col.  i. 
su-tdraka.     See  p.  1120,  col.  i. 

*pft  sutl.     See  p.  ii  18,  col.  i. 
Satyd.    See  p.  1  1  18,  col.  I. 

sutvan.    See  under  rt.  3.  su,  p.  1117. 

su-dds.    See  p.  1120,  col.  2. 

sudi,  ind.  (probably  a  contraction  for 

su-dina),  in  the  light  fortnight  or  light  half  of  the lunar  month  ;  [cf.  parfi.] 

?JVT  su-dha,  f.  (in  some  senses  fr.  5.  su 

with  rt.  i.  dhd,  '  to  hold  or  sustain  ;'  in  others  pro- 
bably fr.  5.  sit  with  rt.  dhe,  'to  drink'),  well-being, 

welfare,  happiness,  ease,  comfort  (Ved.)  ;  the  beve- 
rage of  the  gods,  nectar  [cf.  2.  dhdtu,  p.  453]  ; 

the  nectar  or  honey  of  flowers  ;  juice  ;  water  ;  N.  of 
the  Ganges  ;  whitewash,  plaster,  mortar  ;  a  brick  ; 
lightning;  the  milk-hedge  plant  (  =  snuhi);  the 
plant  Aletris  Hyacinthoides  ;  Emblica  Myrobalan; 

yellow  Myrobalan;  a  particular  metre.  —Sudhdns'u, 
t^dhd-an"),  us,  m.  '  nectar-rayed,'  the  moon  (as  the 
supposed  repository  of  nectar)  ;  camphor.  —  Su- 

dhdns'u-taila,  am,  n.  camphorated  oil.  -•  Sudhdns'u- 
ratna,  am,  n.  '  moon-jewel/  a  pearl.  «—  Sicdhdkara 
{°dhri-dk°)t  as,  m.  '  mine  of  nectar,'  the  moon,  (sec 

siidltans'tt);  N.  of  a  grammarian.  —  Sttdhdnga 
(°dhd-ait:°),  as,  m.  'whose  body  is  nectar,'  the 

moon.  —  Sud/id-j'a'in,  f,  m.  'living  by  plaster,'  a 
plasterer,  bricklayer.  -•  I  .  sudhd-drava,  as,  m.  a 
nectar-like  fluid.  —  2.  sudhdrlrara,  Nom.  P.  -dra- 
vali,  to  flow  like  nectar.  —Sadhd-dhavalita,  as, 

d.  am,  whitewashed,  plastered,  stuccoed.  —  Sttilhd- 

dhdra  (°dhd-ddli,°'),  as,  m.  '  nectar-receptacle,'  the 
moon.  —  Sudhd-nidhi,  is,  m.  —  sudhdiVidra.  —  Su- 

dhd-pd.ii,  is,  m.  '  bearing  nectar  in  his  hands,1 
epithet  of  Dhanvantari  (physician  of  the  gods,  see 

dhani'antarfy.  —  SufUi'i-bliai'dna,  am,  n.  a  plas- 
tered or  stuccoed  house.~Sttflhd-bhitti,  in,  f.  a 

Mastered  wall  ;  a  brick  wall  ;  the  fifth  Muhurta  or 

lour  after  noon.  —  Sudhd-bhuj,  k,  m.  '  nectar- 

enjoying,'  a  god,  deity.  —  Sadhd-b/iriti,  is,  m. 
nectar-bearing,'  the  moon;  sacrifice,  oblation.  —Su- 
dhd-maya,  as,  I,  am,  consisting  of  nectar;  made 
of  plaster,  &c.  ;  (as),  m.  a  brick  or  stone  building  ; 
a  palace,  mansion.—  iSudhd-modaka,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of  sugar  made  from  YzvZ$z.  —  Sudhdmodaka-ja, 
as,  m.  a  sort  of  hard  sugar  prepared  from  the  pre- 

ceding. —  Sudha-varsha,  as,  m.  a  shower  of  nectar. 

—  Sudhd-varshin,  I,  m.  'raining  nectar,'  epithet  of 
irahma  ;  a  particular  Buddha.  —  Sudhdvdsa  (°dha- 

at>°),  as,  m.  '  abode  of  nectar,'  the  moon  ;  (<7),  f.  a 
;ind  of  cucumber  (  =  t 



1128 sudha-sravd. sura-laid. 

it,  (.  a  shower  of  nectar.  —  Sitdha-s'rava,  f.  =  su- 
dha-sravd, q.v.—Sudltd-sita,  as,  a,  am,  white 

as  mortar ;  bright  as  nectar ;  bound  by  nectar,  (KirSt. 

XV.  45.)— iS'itd/ia-SMidViu,  til,  m.  the  ocean  of 
nectar.  —  Sudha-fiiti,  is,  m.  '  producing  nectar," 
the  moon ;  sacrifice,  oblation ;  a  lotus.  -•  Sudhn- 
syanda,  as,  i,  am,  shedding  or  distilling  nectar. 
—  Sudha-syandin,  i,  ini,  i,  flowing  with  nectar. 

—  Sudkd-sravd,  f.  'water-distilling,'  the  uvula  or 
soft  palate ;  the  shrub  Rudanti.  —  Sudhd-hara,  as, 
m. '  nectar-stealer/  epithet  of  Garuda  (fabled  to  have 

stolen  the  moon's  nectar  for  the  serpent  children  of 
Kadru,  wife  of  Kasyapa,  in  return  for  which  his 
mother  Vinata,  also  one  of  the  wives  of  KaSyapa, 
was  to   be  released   from  a  state  of  subjection  to 

Kadru).  —  Sudhd-hrit,  t,  m.  —  sudkd-hara  above. 

—Sudhodaya  ("d/ai-wo"),  as,  m. '  nectar-production,' 
N.  of  a  work  by  Hati-vallabha  —  Sudkodbhava 

(°dAa-«(f),  a*,  m.  •  nectar-source,'  epithet  of  Dhan- 
vantari,  (see  dhanvan-tari) ;  (a),  f.=haritaJfi. 

f  sudhesha,  N.  of  a  country. 

su-nanda,  &c.     See  p.  1121,  col.  I. 

<}  I'm  sunapha,  f.  (=Gr.  <rvva<t>{);  cf. 
anaphd),  a  particular  conjunction  of  the  planets. 

—  Sunaphd-yoga,  as,  m.  the  above  conjunction. 

sunakrita,  as,  m.  zedoary,  Cur- 
cuma Zerumbet  (  =  karpiiralta). 

*J«1l*if  su-nabha.     See  p.  II2I,  col.  I. 

«J«1K  sundra,  as,  m.  the  udder  of  a  bitch  ; 
the  egg  of  a  snake  ;  a  sparrow. 

«}«f  lrt«*  su-ndlaka.     See  p,  1121,  col.  i. 

«j«ii^lTC  sunaslra  or  sunasira,  as,  m.,  N, 
'  Jndra  ;  [cf.  junasirau.] 

nv.     See  su-nau,  p.  1121,  col.  2. «^=»    SM7!...    , 

.  shine,  be  brighttra   rt.  meaning     to 
Sunda,  at,  m.,  N.  of  a  Daily, 

and  brother  of  Upa-sunda)  ;  N.  of  a  V.  of  Ni-sunda 

—  Sundopaeunda  (°da-up°),  au,  m.  dura  or  ape. 
Daityas  Sunda  and  Upa-sunda.  u  "  two 
Suudara,  as,  i,  am  (said  to  be  fr.  5.  su  with  i. 

und),  beautiful,  handsome,  lovely,  charming,  agree- 
able ;  right ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  KSma-deva ;.  of  a  king ; 

of  an  author  who  lived  in  the  beginning  of  the  seven- 
teenth century,  (he  composed  the  Abhirama-mani 

drama,  the  Dvadasa-masa-varnana,  and  the  Sundara- 

frin-gara);  (i),  f.  a  beautiful  woman;  N.  of  a 
daughter  of  Vaisvanara ;  N.  of  a  deity,  (Tripura- 
sundarl  is  apparently  a  form  of  Durgi) ;  the  tree 
Heritiera  Minor ;  turmeric ;  a  kind  of  metre  ( =  ri- 
yoyini) ;  a  particular  Yogini.  -  Sundara-iunria, 
N.  of  the  fifth  book  of  the  Adhyatma-ramayana ; 
of  the  fifth  book  of  the  Ramayana.  _  Sundara- 
taram,  ind.  very  well.  —  Sundara-tra,  am,  n. 
btiuty.—Sundara-pura-ma/idtmya,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  part  of  the  Brahmanda-Purana.  —  Sundaram- 

manya,  as,  d,  am,  thinking  one's  self  handsome 
or  beautiful.  - Sundara-itukla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the 
author  of  the  Mauna-mantravabodha.  —  Siindara- 

sriirgdra,  N.  of  a  work  on  rhetoric  by  Sundara. 

—  Sundari-tdpini,  f.,  N.  of  an  Upa-nishad  belong- 
ing to  the  Atharva-veda— Sundari-bhavana,  am, 

n.,  N.  of  a  temple. 

Sundaraka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

t.     See  under  rt.  3.  sit. 

^.  sup,  (in  grammar)  the  technical  ex- 
pression for  the  termination  of  the   locative  case 

plural  ;  a  PratyShSra  used  as  a  technical  expression 
tor  all  the  twenty-one  case-terminations  ;  a  term  for 

ne  of  these  case-endings.  -  Sub-anta,  am,  n. 
technical  expression  for  an  inflected  noun  as  ending with  a  case-termination. 

u-parsva.     See  p.  1121,  col.  3. 

?pr  supta,  as,  A  am  (fr.  rt.  svap),  slept  ; 
sleeping,  asleep  ;  palralyzed,  numbed,  insensible  ; 
(am),  n.  sleep,  deep  or  sound  skep.—Supta-ghd- 

taka,  as,  i,  am,  '  killing  a  sleeping  person,'  mur- 
derous. —  Supta-jana,  as,  m.  a  sleeping  person; 

'having  every  person  asleep,'  midnight.  —  Supta- 
jana-prdya,  as,  a,  am,  having  almost  every  person 

asleep.  —  Supta-jiidna,  am,  n.  'sleep-knowledge,'  a 
dream,  dreaming.  —  Supta-tvad,  k,  k,  k,  'having 

the  skin  benumbed,"  paralytic.  —  Supta-vijiiana, 
am,  n.  '  sleep-knowledge,'  a  dream,  dreaming. 
—  Suptotthita  (°ta-ut°),  as,  a,  am,  arisen  from 
sleep,  just  arisen  after  sleep. 

Supti,  ii,  (.  sleep,  sleepiness,  drowsiness  ;  numb- 
ness, insensibility,  paralysis  ;  trust,  confidence. 

tj^^  suplan,  m.,  N.  of  a  person  (having 
the  patronymic  Sariijaya). 

gMillrt^  suphdliha  or  suphdllha,  N.  of  a 

place. 
subh  or =  rt.  3.  subh,  q.  v. 

su-bhadra,  &c.    See  p,  1122,  col.  3. 

subhanjana,  as,  m.  the  tree  Hy- 
peranthera  Morunga,  (also  read  subhanjana.) 

^J»T  suma,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  5.  su  -f- 
4.  ma,  «ee  rt.  3.  ma),  the  moon  ;  the  sky,  atmo- 
ephere,  —  tiabha;  (am),  a.  a  flower. 

sumanya,  f.,  N,  of  a  river. 

a-mad  ind.  (probably  fr.  5.  su,  but 
in  some  senses  donnected  with  &va  and  svayam], 

Ved.  '  well,'  gladljr,  easily  ;  naturally,  of  one's  self,  of 
itself,  (Say.  =  svOf/am,  Rig-veda  I.  162,  7,  Nirukta 
VI.  21;  see  als»  Say,  on  Rig-veda  I.  142,  7.) 

—  Sumaj-jdni,  (s,  m.,  Ved.  '  born  by  his  own 
power,  self-born,  'jor  'having  a  very  pleasing  wife,' 
epithet  of  Vishnu  j  (Rig-veda  I.  156,  2.)  —  Sumad- 

ans"u,  us,  us,  u,  Vtd.  having  natural  height,  naturally 
high,  (Say.  =  svakah  pranifu,  Rig-veda  I.  loo, 
16.)  —  Sumad-ratha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a 
beautiful  carriage,  Kzy.=jiatyana-ratha,  Rig-veda VIII.  45-  39-) 

su-mantv.     See  p.  1  123,  col.  i. 

'  am>  n-  (perhaps  fr.  5.  su+mna, 
piness  (=<?  ft-  ni,  cf.  rt.  mnd),  a  hymn  ;  joy,  hap- 
sacrifice,  (Vt^f'i  N»igh.  III.  6)  ;  favour,  protection  ; 

Sunmayu,  ui;"««aya  =  sumnaya.) 

happiness  (Ved.)  ;  "•>  M.  one  who  desires  (another's) 
Sumndya,Nom.us},  m-  »  chanter  of  hymns. 
Sumndyat,  an,  P-sumnayati,&c.,todnghyiant. 

favouring.  tftl,  at,  Ved.  desiring  happiness  ; Sumndrari,  f., 

epithet  of  Ushas.      'e<L  '  having  or  imparting  joy," 
^ 

Curcuma  Zerumbet'"'"??*""   as>   m-   zedoary, 
sumbh 

=rt.  subh. 
sumbha,  i 

'.s,  m.,  N.  of  a  country. 
suyya,  as 

proper  N.  -  Suyv>  m-  a  Proper  N.  ;  (a),  f.  a 
vi\hge.—Suyydbli<>-k!l>)dala,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
called  Suyya.  idltdna  (°yd-abh°),  as,  d,  am, 

w  (pro 

below),  c'b^ty  connected  with  sura 
sora),  asorit,  sot'  6-  P-  surati,  sushora  (or  s«- 
supreme  or  superhu''"m>  to  rule,  govern,  possess 
surayati,  &c.,  =  rtman  power;  to  shine;  cl.  10.  P. 
_—  .  (far,  to  find  fault,  blame. 
«|T  sura,  as,  ; 

II.  24.  fr.  rt.  3.11'  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
juice,'  but,  accordir  »">  '  1°  pour  out  or  extract 
formed  fr.  usura  •&  to  some,  in  the  masc.  sense 

p.  105,  col.  3  ;  ac^15  *''a  ff'  afita,  see  2.  asita, siding  to  others,  more  probably 

to  be  connected  with  3.  svar,  heaven;  cf.  rt.  sur, 

col.  2),  a  god,  divinity,  deity ;  a  symbolical  expres- 
sion for  the  number  thirty-three,  (see  tri-daia, 

p.  389)  ;  a  sage,  learned  man  [cf.  siira]  ',  the  sun, 
(in  this  sense  fr.  3.  srar  or  perhaps  fr.  rt.  4.  su;  cf. 

sura)  ',  (d,  i),  f.  spirituous  or  vinous  liquor,  wine ; 
Wine  or  Spirituous  Liquor  (personified  as  a  nymph 
produced  at  the  churning  of  the  ocean) ;  water,  (in 

Naigh.  I.  I2.sx/v!  is  enumerated  among  the  udaka- 
namani) ;  a  drinking  vessel ;  a  snake.  —  Sura- 
Tiarin,  I,  m.  an  elephant  of  the  gods.  —  Sura- 

karindra-darpapahd,  (. '  taking  away  the  pride  of 
the  chief  elephant  of  the  gods,"  epithet  of  the  Ganges. 
—  Sura-kiiru,  us,  m.  'the  artificer  of  the  gods," 
epithet  of  Visva-karman.  —  Sura-kdrmuka,  am,  n. 

the  bow  of  the  gods,  rainbow.  —  Sura-krita,  (.  a 
kind  of  shrub  (  —  giujuiH^.  —  Siira-khandamkd,  f. 
a  kind  of  Vina  or  lute,  (also  read  siira-manda- 
likd.)—Sura-gnja,  as,  m.  an  elephant  of  the  gods : 

Indra's    elephant.  —  Sura-gana,  as,  m.  a  class   or 
company  of  divinities,  (see  gana-devata) ;  a  host 
of  gods;  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Sura-ganda,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  ailment  (described  as  a  boil  on  the  stomach). 

—  Sura-gariha,  as,  m.  the  child  of  a  god.  —  Su- 

ragarbhdlha  (°l>ha-aW),  as,  d,  am,  like  the 
sons  of  the  gods.  —  Sura-guru,  us,  m.  'preceptor 

of  the  gods,'  epithet  of  Vrihas-pati.  —  Sura-grd 
mam,  is,  m.  '  chief  of  the  gods,'  epithet  of  Indra. 

—  Sura-jyeshtha,  as,  m.  '  oldest  of  the  gods,"  epi- 
thet of  Brahma.  —Sura-taru,  us,  m.  a  tree  of  the 

gods,  tree  of  paradise.  —  Sura-td,  f.  godhead,  divi- 

nity. —  Sura-loshaka,  as,  m.   'god-pleasing,'  the 
jewel  Kaustubha  (worn  by  Krishna  on  his  breast). 
—  Sura-darn-,  u,  n.   the   Deva-daru   pine,   Pinus 
Deodora.  —  Sura-dirghika,  f.  the  celestial  Ganges. 
— Sura-dundubhi,  f.  sacred  basil.  —  Sura-druma, 

as,  m.  '  tree  of  the  gods,'  the  Deva-daru  pine ;  a 
kind  of  reed  (  =  deva-naJa).—Sura-dripa,  as,  m. 
an  elephant  of  the  gods;  an  elephant  of  one  of  the 

quarters  of  the  sky,  (see  dik-karin)  ;  Indra's  ele- 
phant. —  Sura-dvish,  t,  m.  a  god-hater,  enemy  of 

the  gods;    an  Asura,  demon.  —  Sura-dhanus,  us, 
n.  the  bow  of  the  gods,  rainbow.  —  Sttra-dhupa, 
as,  m.  resin,  turpentine  (  =  rala).  —  Sura-nadi,  f. 

or  sura-nimiiayd,  f. '  river  of  the  gods,"  the  celestial 
Ganges.  —  Sura-nandd,  {.  'joy  of  the  gods,'  N.  of 
a  particular  river.  —  Sura-nala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 

reed   (  =  deva-nala}.  —  Sura-pati,  is,  m.   'lord 
of  the  gods,'  epithet  of  Indra.  ~Sitrapati-tanaya, 
as,   rn.   'Indra's    son,'  epithet  of  Arjuna.  —  Sura- 

patha,  am,  n.  'path  of  the  gods,'  the  sky,  heaven. 
<*-Sitra-pania,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant 
( =  mafi-pattm,  described  as  pungent,  bitter,  sto- 

machic, and  a  remover  of  worms   and    phlegm). 

—Sura-parnika,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Pun-naga  tree 
(  —  sura-pimndya),  —  Sura-parnikd,  f.  the  tree 
Rottleria  Tinctoria  (—pun-ndga).'-B*fa>f>arni, 
f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  paldii).  —  Sura-parvala,  as, 

m.  '  mountain  of  the  gods,'  the  mountain  Meru. 
—  Sura-pddapa,  as,  m.  a  tree  of  the  gods,  the 
Kalpa  tree,  (see  kalpa-taru.)  —  Sura-pala,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  Vrikshayur-veda.  —  Sura- 

punndga,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Pun-naga  tree.  —  Sura- 
puri,  {.   'city  of  the   gods,'  the  capital   of  Indra 
(  —  aniarti-vatl'j.  —  Sura-priya,  as,  d,  am,  loved 
by  the  gods,  dear  to  the  gods ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of 
Indra ;    of  Vrihas-pati ;    the  Elseocarpus ;    another 

plant,  =  agastya-pitshpa  ;    (d),  f.  a   kind  of  jas- 
mine (=jdti);  another  plant.  —  Sura-bfiuya,  am, 

n.    the    becoming   a   deity,  deification,   apotheosis. 
—  Sitra-bhuruha,    as,   m.   the   Deva-daru   tree. 
•—  Sura-mandalika,   f.  =  sura-khandamkd,  q.  v. 

—  Sitra-mrittikd,  f.  a  sort  of  fragrant  earth  (  =  tu- 
vari).  —  Sura-medd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  maAa- 
medd).  —  Sura-yuvati,  is,  f.  a  youthful  goddess, 
celestial  maiden.—  Sura-raja,  as,  m.  'king  of  the 

gods,'  epithet  of  Indra.  —  tiura-rdjya,  am,  n.  the 
government  or  dominion  over  the  gods.  —Surarshi 

("ra-rishi),  is,  m.  a  Devarshi  or  Rishi  of  the  divine 
order,  a  divine  sage,  (see  rishi,  derarxhi.)~Sura- 
laid,  f.  a   kind   of  plant  (  =  ma,hd-jt/otishmati). 
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"Sura-ldsikd,  f.  a  flute,  pipe,  fife.  —  Sura-loka, 
as,  m.  the  world  of  the   gods,   heaven  of  Indra. 
—  Suraloka-eundarl,  f.  a  celestial  woman ;   N.  of 

Durga.  —  Sura*vartman,  a,  n.  'road  of  the  gods;' 
heaven,  sky,  ether,  atmosphere.  —  Sura-vallabhd, 
f.  white  DDrva  grass.  —  Sura-valli,  f.  sacred  basil. 
—Sura-vidvish,  t,  m.  a  god-hater,  enemy  of  the 
gods,  demon,  Asura.  —  Sura-vildsini,  f.  a  heavenly 
nymph,  Apsaras ;  a  proper  N.  —  Sura-vlthi,  f.  the 

way  of  the  gods.  —  Sura-vairin,  i,  or  swra-s'atru, 
us,   m.    an    enemy   of  the    gods,    demon,    Asura. 

—  Sura-s'dkhin,  i,  m.  a  tree  of  the  gods ;  the  Kalpa 
tree.  —  Sura-dreslitlid,  f.  a    particular   plant   (  = 
brdhmi).  —  Sura-samjha,  as,  m.  a  company  or  as- 

semblage of  gods. — Sura-sattama,  as,  m.  the  best 
of  the  gods.  —  Sura-sadman,  a,  n.  the  abode  of 
the  gods,  heaven  of  Indra.  —  Sura-sama,  as,  d,  am, 
equal  to  the  gods. — Stira-samiti,  is,  f.  an  assem- 

blage of  gods. — Sura-sambhavd,  (.  a  kind  of  plant 
(  =  dditya-bhaktd).  —  Sura-sarit,  t,  or  sura-sin- 

dhu,  us,  f.  '  river  of  the  gods,'  the  Ganges.  ••  Stira- 
sarshapaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  mustard  (  =  deva- 
sarshapa).  —  Sura-suta,  as,  m.  a  son  of  a  god  ; 

(d),  (.  a  daughter  of  a  god.  —  Sura-sutopama'(°ta- 
up°),  as,  d,  am,  similar  to  the  children  of  the  gods. 
"Sura-sundari,  f.  a  woman  of  the  gods,  lovely 
celestial  female,  Apsaras ;  N.  of  Durga  ;  a  particular 

YoginT.  —•  Sura-strt,  f.  a  celestial  nymph,  Apsaras. 
—  Sura-stlidna,  am,  n.  the  place  or  abode  of  a  god  ; 

a  temple.  —  I.  surd-kara,  as,  m. '  liquor-maker,"  the 
cocoa-nut  tree.— 2.  surdkara  (°rS-ak°),  as,  m.  'mine 
of  spirituous  liquor,'  a  distillery.  —  Sura-gralia,  as, 
m.  a  vessel   for  taking   up    or    holding  spirituous 

liquor.  —  Surdngand  (°ra-an°),  f.  a  celestial  woman, 
nymph,   Apsaras.  —  Surdtdrya  ("ra-arf"),  as,  m. 
'preceptor    of  the    gods,'   epithet   of  Vrihas-pati. 
—  Surdjiva,  as,  or  surajtvin  ("ro-n/3),  i,  m. '  living 
by  spirituous  liquor,'  a  distiller.  —  Surddhipa  (°ra- 
adh°),  as,m.'  sovereign  of  the  gods,'  Indra.  —  Su- 
rddhyaksha  (^ra-adh°),  as,  m.  '  superintendent  of 
the  gods,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Surd-dhvaja,  as,  m. 
'  liquor-sign,"  a  flag  or  sign  hung  outside  a  tavern  or 
public-house.  «•  Surd-pa,   as,  d   (or  according  to 
some   5),  am,  a   spirit-drinker,    dram-drinker  (fr. 
surd  +  2.  pa) ;  wise,  sage  (perhaps  fr.  sura  +  3.  pa 

with  a) ;  pleasant,  agreeable ;  a  preserver  of  spiri- 

tuous liquor  (fr.  surd  +  ̂ .pa).—Surdpagd  (°ra-ap°), 
f.  'divine  river,'  the  Ganges. "Surd-pdna,  am,  n. 
(also  written  surd-pdna),  the  drinking  of  wine  or 
spirituous  liquor;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  inhabitants 
of  eastern    India  (so    called    from   their    drinking 
spirituous  liquors) ;  eating  anything  to  excite  thirst 

and  promote  drinking  (in  this  sense  written  surd- 
pdna).  —  Surapdna-parikuhiva,  drunk  with  wine- 
drinking.  —  Surdfidna-prdyaicitta,  am,  n.  a  par- 

ticular penance  for  drinking  spirits.  —  Surdpin,  t, 
im,  i,  possessing  wine-drinkers.  —  Surd-pita,  as,  d, 
am,  drinking  wine  or  spirituous  liquor.  —  Surd- 

bhdga,  as,  m.  '  a  portion  of  spirituous  liquor,"  yeast, 
barm.  —Sitrd-bhdjana,  am,  n.  a  wine  cup.  —  Surd- 
manda,  a«t  m.  the  scum  or  froth  of  vinous  liquor 

during  fermentation,  yeast,  barm.  •-  Surdri  (°ra- 
ari),  is,  m.  an  enemy  of  the  gods,  demon,  Asura ; 
the  chirp  of  a  cricket.  —  Surdri-sambhava,  as,  d, 
am,  caused  by  an  enemy  of  the  gods.  —  Surdri-han, 

hd,  m.  'destroyer  of  the  enemies  of  the  gods,'  epi- 
thet of  Siva.  —  Surdri-hantri,  td,   m.  'demon- 

killer,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Surdrdana  (°ra-ar°), 
am,  n.  the  act  of  worshipping  the  gods,  worship. 

—  Surdrha  (°ra-ar°),  am,  n. '  worthy  of  the  gods ;' 
gold  ;    saffron.  -•  Surdlaya  (°r«-flP  and  °rd-dl°), 
as,  at.  '  abode  of  the  gods,'  epithet  of  the  moun- 

tain Meru,   q.  v. ;    heaven,  paradise ;    a   place    for 

selling  spirituous  liquor,  a  tavern.  —  Surd-vat,  an, 

ati,  at,  having  wine,  drinking  wine.  —  Surd-s"u,  us, 
us,  u,  Ved.  (see  I.  .<n),  swollen  with  wine,  wine- 
drinking,  wine-swilling,  (Say.  surd-teak  =  suraya 
vriddhdh,  Rig-veda  VIII.  21,  14);  growing  up  in 
drinking;  (us),  m.  a  drunkard;  a  heretic.  —  Surd- 
samsprisltta,  as,  d,  am,   touched   by   spirituous 

liquor,  (Manu  XI.  lJi.)  —  Surd-sandluina,  am,  n. 

the  distilling  of  spirituous  liquor.  —  Surdsava  ("ro- 
ds'), am,  n.  spirituous  liquor.  —  Surdsura  (°ra- 

as°),  am,  n.,  as,  m.  pi.  gods  and  demons.  —  Sitrd- 
sura-vimarda,  as,  m.  a  conflict  or  war  between  the 

gods  and  demons.  —  Surdhva  fra-dk"),  am,  n. 
'  called  divine,'  the  Deva-daru  pine  tree ;  other  plants 

(  =  hari-dru;  =  maruvalta).  —  Surejya  (°)'o-i/°), 
as,  m.  '  preceptor  of  the  gods,'  epithet  of  Vrihas- 
pati ;  (a),  f.  the  sacred  basil.  —  Surendra  (°ra-i»°), 
as,  m.  '  chief  of  gods,"  Indra  ;  N.  of  a  king  of  Kas- 
m!ra.  —  Surendra-gopa,  as,  m.  cochineal;  [cf. 

indra-gopaJ]  —  Surendra-jit,  t,  m.  '  conqueror  of 
Indra,'  epithet  of  Garuda.  —  Surendra-loka,  as,  m. 
Indra's  heaven.  —  Surendra-vati,  f.  a  proper  N. 
—2.  surebha  t^ra-ibha),  as,  m.  a  celestial  elephant; 

(for  l.su-rebha  see  p.  1 1 24.)  —  Suretvara.  (°ra- 
5rf°),  as,  m.  the  lord  of  the  gods  ;  epithet  of  Indra ; 
of  S'iva  (as  one  of  the  eleven  Rudras) ;  N.  of  a 
pupil  of  Sarrkaracarya  (the  author  of  the  Taittirlya- 

bhashya-varttika,  the  Panc'Ikarana-varttika,  and  the 
Vrihadaranyaka-bhSshya-varttika) ;  (D,  f.  the  celes- 

tial Ganges ;  Durga.  —  Sureivara-^drUika-tlkd,  f., 
N.  of  a  commentary  by  Anantananda-giri  on  the 
Vrihadaranyaka-bhashya-varttika.—  SuraSvardiarya 

Cra-dt!°),  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Sure3vari-kshetra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  district.  —  Sureshta  fra-ish0),  as, 
d,  am,  beloved  or  desired  by  the  gods;  (as),  m. 
the  tree  Sesbana  Grandifiora ;  the  Sal  tree  (= tala) ; 

another  tree  ( =  sura-punndaa) ;  (a),  f.  the  moon- 
plant  Asclepias  Acida.  —  Surottama  fra-uf),  as, 
d,  am,  best  or  most  excellent  of  the  gods ;  (as), 

m.  the  sun.  —  Surottara  Cra-ut°),  as,  m. '  superior 
to  gods,'  sandal-wood.  —  Suroda  (°rd-uda),  as,  m. 
the  sea  of  spirituous  liquor. 

Surald,  f.,  N.  of  the  Ganges ;  of  another  river. 

su-rana.     See  p.  1123,  col.  3. 

surandala,  f.,  N.  of  a  river. 

su-rabhi,  is,  is  or  ?,  i,  sweet-smell- 

ing, fragrant ;  agreeable,  charming,  pleasing ;  hand- 
some ;  beloved ;  friendly  ;  celebrated,  famous ;  wise, 

learned  ;  good,  virtuous ;  (is),  m.  a  fragrance,  per- 
fume, any  sweet-smelling  substance;  nutmeg;  the 

resin  of  Shorea  Robusta ;  the  C'ampaka  tree ;  the 
SamT  tree ;  the  Kadamba  tree ;  a  particular  plant 

(  =  kana-guggulu);  a  kind  of  fragrant  grass  (  = 
gandha-trma) ;  other  fragrant  plants ;  the  season 

of  spring ;  the  month  C'aitra,  q.  v. ;  (is),  f.  the  gum 
olibanum  tree  (  =  iallaki) ;  sacred  basil ;  jasmine ;  a 

kind  of  creeper  (=  riidra-jafa) ;  other  plants  (  = 
vana-mdlikd;=pd<!i);  a  sort  of  fragrant  plant  or 
perfume  ( =  murd)  ;  spirituous  liquor  (  =  surd  which 
some  read  for  mnrd  above) ;  the  earth  ;  a  cow  ;  N. 
of  the  fabulous  cow  of  plenty ;  N.  of  one  of  the 

Mains,  (see  mdtri) ;  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Daksha 
and  wife  of  Katyapa ;  (I),  f.  gum  olibanum ;  N.  of 
the  cow  of  plenty ;  (i),  n.  a  fragrant  smell,  fragrance ; 
sulphur ;  gold.  —  Siirdbhi-kandara,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  mountain.  —  Sitrabjii-gandhi,  is,  is,  i,  sweet- 
smelling,  fragrant.  —  SuraWii-gTirita,  am,  n.  fra- 

grant butter,  well-seasoned  ghee.—Sitrabhi-triphald, 
f.  nutmeg ;  Areca  nut ;  cloves.  —  Surabhi-tvat,  k,  n. 

large  cardamoms.  —  Surabhi-ddru,  us,  m.  '  having 
fragrant  wood,"  a  kind  of  pine  tree  (  =  sarala). 
—  Surabhi-pattrd,    f.  =  surabftl-pattrd    below. 
—  Surabhi-mat ,  an,  m.  epithet  of  Agni.  —  Sura- 
bhi-mdsa,  as,  m.  the  fragrant  month,   season  of 
sweet  scents,  spring.  —  Surabhi-mukha,  am,  n.  the 
opening  or  commencement  of  spring.  —  Surabhi- 
valkala,  am,  n.   the  Lauras  Ca?sia   or  its   bark. 

—  Surabhi-vdna,  as,  m.  '  having  fragrant  arrows,' 
epithet  of  Kama  (whose  five  arrows  are  tipped  with 

flowers).  —  Surabhi-srag-dhara,  as,  d,  am,  wear- 
ing fragrant  garlands.  —  Surdbhi-sravd,  f.  the  gum 

olibanum   tree.  —  Surabhi-pattrd,  f.   '  fragrant- 

leaved,"  the  rose-apple  ( =jambu) ;  a  kind  of  Jambfl 
( =  raja-Jamba),  —  Surabhi-rasd,  f.  the  gum  oli- banum tree. 

SurabMkd,  (.  a  sort  of  plantain  ( =  svarna-Tca- dali). 

Surabhita,  as,  d,  am,  rendered   fragrant,  per- 
fumed, scented. 

Surabhin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  fragrant. 

?JTc3T  surala.     See  col.  2. 
surika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 

surunga,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree,  Hy- 
peranthera  Morunga ;  (d),  (.  (probably  from  Gr.  av- 
ptyf),  a  hole  made  underground  for  military  pur- 

poses, a  hole  dug  through  the  walls  of  a  building  for 
the  purpose  of  house-breaking  ;  a  mine,  excavation, 
breach,  subterraneous  passage ;  [cf.  su-rangd.]  —  Su- 

rungdhi  (°gd-ahi),  is,  m.  a  house-breaker. 

«J5I*!I  sullana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commen- tator. 

sulhana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 

suvana,  as,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  II.  80. 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  «(i  =  rt.  4. ««),  the  sun ;  fire ;  the 
moon. 

*J^  suvar,  Ved.  =  2.  war,  heaven. 
2,suvar-ga  (for  svarga,  q.  v. ;  for  I.  su-varga 

see  p.  1124,  col.  2),  Ved.  heavenly,  (suvarga  loka 
=svarga-loka,  the  world  of  heaven  or  the  heavenly world,  Taittirlya-s.  I.  7,  I,  3.) 

«jq*U  su-varna,  as,  a,  am,  of  a  good  or 
beautiful  colour,  brilliant  in  hue,  bright,  golden,  yel- 

low; of  a  good  tribe  or  caste;  (as),  m.  a  good 
colour ;  a  good  tribe  or  class  ;  the  tree  Cassia  Fistula ; 
the  thorn-apple ;  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  kana-guggulu) ; 
a  sort  of  sacrifice  ;  epithet  of  Siva ;  N.  of  a  king ; 

(as,  am),  m.  n.  a  particular  weight  of  gold  ( =  I 
Karsha  =  16  Mashas,  =  SoRaktikSs,  =  about  175 

grains  troy);  a  gold  coin;  (a),  f.  epithet  of  one  of 
the  seven  tongues  of  fire ;  black  aloe  wood ;  tur- 

meric ;  colocynth  or  bitter  gourd ;  the  plant  Svarna- 
kshlrl ;  the  plant  Sida  Cordifolia ;  (t),  f.  the  plant 

Salvinia  Cucullata ;  (am),  n.  gold  (of  which  fifty- 
seven  synonyms  are  given) ;  money,  wealth,  property, 

riches  ;  a  sort  of  yellow  sandal-wood  ;  a  kind  of  red 
chalk;  a  kind  of  tree  with  fragrant  blossoms  (  = 

ndga-Jces'ara).  —  Suvarna-kakshya,  as,  d,  am, 
having  a  golden  girth  or  girdle. —Suvarna-kadali, 

f.  '  golden  plantain,'  a  kind  of  plantain  with  a  bright 
yellow  fruit.  —  Suvarna-kartH,  td  or  suvarna- 
kdra,  as,  or  suvarna-krit,  t,  m.  a  gold-worker, 
goldsmith.— Suvarna-karsha,  as,  m.  a  Karsha  weight 
of  gold. — Suvartia-ganita,  am,  n.  computation  of 
gold  (of  its  weight  and  fineness)  ;  a  particular  method 
of  calculation  in  arithmetic  (said  to  be  the  same  as 
medial  alligation).  —  Suvarna-gairika,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  red  chalk  or  golden  ochre.  —  Stivarna- 
granthi,  is,  f.  a  knot  made  for  keeping  gold. 
—  Suvarna-faura,  as,  m.  a  stealer  of  gold.— Su- 
varna-ddna,  am,  n.  a  gift  of  gold.  —  Snvarna- 

dvipa,  '  golden  island,'  N.  of  a  place.  —  Suvarna- 
dhenu,  w,  f.  an  offering  of  gold  (in  the  shape  of  a 
cow).  —  Snvarna-nakuK,  f.  the  plant  Maha-jyoti- 
shmatl.  —  Sm-arna-ndbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  the  Samprayogikadhikarana.  —  Sitvarna-pura, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city. — Suvarna-pushpa,  as,  m. 

'golden-flowered,'  the  globe-amaranth.  —  Snvarna- 
pushpita,   as,    d,  am,    having    gold    instead   of 
flowers,  abounding  in   go\d.  —  S/tvarna-prishtha, 
as,  d,  am,  having  a  golden  surface,  overlaid  with 
gold,  gilded.  —  Suvarna-prasava,  am,  n.  a  parti- 

cular drug,  &c.  (  =  elavdluka).  —  Suvarna-banij, 

k,  m.  '  gold-merchant,'  a  particular  mixed  caste,  the 
son  of  a  VaiSya  woman  by  an  Amba-shtha.  —  Su- 
vartta-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of  gold,  golden. 
—  Suvarna-mdkshika,  am,  n.  a  mineral  substance 
of  a  bright  yellow  colour  (thought  to  be  the  common 

pyritic  iron  ore).  —  Suvarna-mdlikd,  f.  '  gold-gar- 
landed,' epithet  of  a  goddess.  —  Suvarna-mukhart, 

{.,  N.  of  a  river.  —  Smarna-yuthi,  f.  yellow  jasmine. 
—  Smarna-rupyaka,  as,   d,  am,   abounding   in 
gold  and  silver.  —  Suvarna-rctas,  as,  m.  '  having 

golden  semen,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Suvarna-roman, 
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a,  d,  a,  having  golden  wool ;  golden-haired,  having 
beautiful  hair ;  («),  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  I.  sitvarna- 
vat,  an,  all,  at,  having  gold,  golden ;  beautiful, 

handsome;  (atT),  (.,  N.  of  a  city.  — 2.  suvarna- 
vat,  ind.  like  gold. — Smarna-varna.  as,  d,  am, 
golden  coloured ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Vishnu  ;  (a), 

f.  turmeric.  —  Suvarna-rasirddi  (°ra-ddi),  n. 

money,  clothes,  &c.  —  Suvarna-vindu,  us,  m. '  gold- 

spdtted,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Smarna-files'cara- 
tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Surarna-fhlhivin, 
i,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Suvarna-siddha,  as,  m.  an 
adept  who  has  acquired  gold  by  magical  means. 
—  ̂ nrarna-sutra,  am,  n.  a  string  of  gold.  —  Sa- 
rarna-steya,  am,  n.  the  stealing  of  gold  (regarded 
as  one  of  the  five  MahS-p5takas  or  great  crimes; 

see  mahd-pdtaka).  -  Sifvarna-steyin,  i,  m.  a  stealer 

of  gold  (one  of  the  five  heinous  offenders).  —  Su- 

vanidksha  (°na-ak°),  as,  m. '  golden-eyed,'  epithet 
of  Siva.  —  Sumrndkkya  fna-dkh"),  as,  m.  the  tree 
Nlga-kesara,  q.v.;  the  thorn-apple.  —  Suvarndbhi- 

sheka  (°na-aiA°),  as,  m.  the  sprinkling  of  the  bride 
and  bridegroom  with  water  into  which  a  piece  of 

gold  has  been  dropped.  —  Suvarni-bhu,  cl.  I .  P. 
-bhavati,  &c.,  to  become  gold,  turn  into  gold. 
Suvarnaka,  as,  a,  am,  of  a  good  or  beautiful 

colour;  (as),  m.  the  tree  Cassia  Fistula;  (am),  n. 
brass,  bell-metal  (=pittala);  lead  (according  to 
some). 

sitvita,  as,  d,  am  (apparently  re- 
referred  by  some  to  rt.  4.  su,  perhaps  connected  with 

5.  su),  Ved.  prosperous,  prospering,  (Ssy.  =  siikha- 
kara,  Rig-veda  IV.  55,  4) ;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  welfare, 
blessing;  riches;  sacrifice. 

su-vida,  See.     See  p.  1124,  col.  2. 

sus'ivika,  f.  a  sort  of  yam. 

sush  =  rt.  /usA,  p.  1016. 

Sushi,  is,  f.  (for  s"ushi,  q.  v.),  drying ;  a  hole, 
cavity ;  a  tube,  pipe ;  (is),  m.  an  opening,  aperture ; 

[cf.  o«tti-s°.] 
Suehira,  as,  d,  am  (for  insliira,  q.v.),  full  of 

holes,  perforated,  hollow,  &c. ;  having  spaces ;  slow 
in  articulation, —vilambita;  (a),  f.,  Ved.  an  abyss; 
(am),  n.  a  hole,  cavity. 

*jfHo4l<*T  sushilika,  f.,Ved.  a  kind  of  bird. 

tJS1"**^  sushupvas,  sushupsu.  See  under 
rt.  wop. 

su-shumna.     See  p.  1125,  col.  2. 

su-shena,  &c.     See  p.  1125,  col.  2. 

sushthu.     See  p.  1126,  col.  3. 

sushma,  am,  n.  a  rope,  cord. 

sushvi.     See  under  rt.  3.  su. 

susnii.     See  su-snd,  p.  1125. 

susmurshamana,  as,  d,  am  (fr. 

Desid.  of  rt.  smri),  wishing  or  trying  to  recollect. 

suh  [cf.  rts.  3.  i.  saA],  cl.  4.  P.  s«- 
.  hyati,  suthoha,  sohitum,  to  satisfy,  make 

glad,  gladden ;  to  be  glad,  rejoice ;  to  bear,  endure, 
sustain,  support. 

suhanamukha,  N.  of  a  place. 

sit-Arid,  &c.     See  p.  1126,  col.  I. 

*JW  suhma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Bali  and 
Su-deshnS;  of  a  district  in  the  west  of  Bengal; 
(«»),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 

XT  i.  *u,  cl.  6.  P.  suvati,  sushava,  sam- 

B^  shyati,  asdvit,  savitum,  to    excite,  incite, 
impel,  send,  throw;   to  discharge;   to  remit  (debts 
&c.) :  Caus.  sdvayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  asushacat,  to  ! 
excite,  hasten  on:    Desid.  eusfiihati :   Intens.  so-  \ 
ifi  uyate. 

2.  su,  us,  I.  impelling,  sending,  dispatching,  throw- 
ing. 

Suka,  as,  m.  an  arrow  ;  air,  wind  ;  a  lotus. 
a.  suta,  as,  a,  am  (for  i.  see  p.  1  1  18),  impelled, 

sent,  dispatched  ;  gone,  departed  ;  drank  (a  doubtful 
sense  perhaps  referrible  to  rt.  3.  sit);  (as),  m.  a 
charioteer,  driver  ;  a  man  of  a  mixed  caste  (the  son 

of  a  Kshatriya  father  and  Brahman  mother  ;  his  oc- 
cupation is  managing  horses  and  driving  cars)  ;  a 

bard,  encomiast  ;  a  carpenter  [cf.  sutra-dhdra]  ', 
N.  of  a  pupil  of  Vy2sa  (to  whose  teaching  the  Iti- 
hisas  and  PurSnas  are  said  to  have  been  entrusted 

by  his  preceptor),  a  teacher  of  the  PurSnas;  (i),  f. 
the  wife  of  a  Suta  ;  a  female  bard.  —  Suta-ja  or 

suta-tanaya,  as,  m.  the  son  of  a  charioteer  ;  epi- 
thet of  Kama,  q.  v.  —  Suta-tva,  am,  n.  the  business 

of  a  charioteer.—  Suta-nandana,  as,  m.  a  charioteer's 
joy  ;  the  son  of  a  charioteer.  —  Suta-putra  or  suta- 

putraka,  as,  m.  a  charioteer's  son  ;  epithet  of 
Kama,  q.  v.  —  Sula-ryasanin,  i,  ini,  i,  suffering 
from  the  unskilfulness  of  a  charioteer.  —  Suta-sam- 

hitd,  f.,  N.  of  part  of  the  Skanda-PurSna. 
Suit.     See  under  2.  suta  above. 

W  3.  su  =  rt.  4.  SM,  q.v. 

4.  su,  us,  f.  child-bearing,  parturition  [cf.  shu]  ; 
(us,  us,  »),  bringing  forth,  bearing,  producing  (often 
in  comps.,  cf.  vlra-su). 

^  5.  su,  ind.,  Ved.  =  5.  su,  well,  &c. 

JJ^TT  sukara,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  su  + 

kara,  'making  the  noise  su;'  =  sTtkara,  q.v.),  a 
hog,  pig  ;  a  sort  of  deer  (the  hog-deer)  ;  a  potter  ; 
(i),  f.  a  sow  ;  a  sort  of  moss,  Lycopodium  Imbrica- 
tum  ;  [cf.  Gr.  (7u»,  u»  ;  Lat.  sits;  Angl.  Sax.  stiga; 
Old  Germ,  su;  Mod.  Germ,  sou.]  —  Sukara- 
kanda,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  plant. 

W3i  siikta.     See  p.  1126,  col.  i. 

«TScti  siiktaka  (incorrect  for  s'uktaka,  q.v.). 

JJTBpTf  sukshana,  am,  n.  (for  surkshana, 
q.  v.),  disregard,  disrespect. 

HT3JT  sukshma,  as,  d,  am  (according  to 

Un3di-s.  IV.  1  76.  fr.  rt.  sac1,  cf.  sitdi,  col.  3  ;  thought 
by  some  to  be  a  contraction  of  5.  su  +  kshdma), 
subtile,  minute,  atomic  ;  little,  small  ;  thin,  fine,  at- 

tenuated, delicate,  exquisite,  refined  ;  nice  ;  sharp. 
acute  ;  subtle,  crafty,  artful,  sly,  ingenious  ;  exact, 
precise,  accurate,  correct  ;  (as),  m.  an  atom  ;  the 
Kataka  or  clearing-nut  plant  ;  epithet  of  Siva  ;  (a), 
f.  a  kind  of  jasmine,  Jasminum  Auriculatum  ;  a  par- 

ticular perfume  (described  as  a  substance  in  small 
grains,  =  elavdlu)  ;  small  cardamoms  ;=lcarn>n;  = 
bdlukd;  (am),  n.  the  subtile  all-pervading  spirit, 
the  Supreme  Soul  ;  subtlety,  minuteness  ;  one  of  the 
three  kinds  of  power  attainable  by  an  ascetic,  (see 

siivadya);  slyness,  craft,  ingenuity;  fraud,  cheat- 
ing ;  fine  thread,  &c.  ;  a  particular  figure  of  rhetoric 

(described  as  the  delicate  or  subtle  expression  of  an 

intended  act).  —  Stikshina-krishna-phald,  f.  a  par- 
ticular plant  (  =  madliyama-jambu-vriksha).  —  Su- 

kfhma-jdtitka,  N.  of  a  work  by  VarSha-mihira  (  = 
svalpa-jdtakaY—Sukshma-tandida,  as,  m.  '  hav- 

ing small  seeds,'  the  poppy;  (a),  f.  long  pepper;  a 
sort  of  grass,  Andropogon  Muricatus.  —  SSfo/i  ma-tii, 
(.  or  sukshma-tva,  am,  n.  minuteness,  subtilty  or 
subtlety,  fineness.  —  Siikshmariarili-ta,  (.  quick- 
sightedness,  acuteness,  wisdom.  —  Sukshma-dartin, 

i,  ini,  1,  or  fiikshma-dHsh/i,  it,  is,  i,  sharp-sighted, 
eagle-eyed  ;  of  acute  discernment  ;  acute,  quick,  in- 

telligent. —  Sukshma-ddru,  u,  n.  a  thin  plank  of 
wood,  a  board.—  Sukshma-deha,  as,  am,  m.  n.= 

sukshma-s'arira,  q.v.  —  Sukshma-pattra,  as,  m. 
'  small-leaved,'  coriander  seed  ;  a  kind  of  wild  cumin  ; 
a  sort  of  mustard  (  =  deva-sarsltapa)  ;  a  sort  of  red 
sugar-cane;  the  gum-arabic  tree,  Mimosa  Arabica; 
other  plants  and  trees  (according  to  Sabda-k.= 

laghit-badara  ;  =  sitra-parna;  =  vana-van-arl  ; 

„  kiikkttta-dru  ;  =  vai-ala).  '-  Sukshma-pattrika, 

Sllti. 

i.  'small-leaved,'  epithet  of  various  plants  and  trees 

I  ( =  s"ata-pushpd ;  =  fatarari ;  —  laghu-brd/tml ;  = 
[  kshiidro/joddki ;  =  dnr-dlabhd  ;  =  dkaia-mdnsl). 
—  Sukshma-pania,  as,  d,  am,  small-leaved,  hav- 

ing sharp  leaves;   (a),  f.,  N.  of  two  plants,  —jlrna- 

!  phanj I ;  =  do(ii ;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  basil  (  =  rdma- 
duti).  —  Siikfhma-pippali,  f.  wild  pepper.  —  Su- 

kshma-ptishpa,  as,  i,  am,  small-flowered,  having 
small  blossoms;  (1),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  yava- 

tiktd).  —  Sukshma-phala,  as,  d,  am,  having  small 
fruit;  (as),  m.  the  plant  Cordia  Myxa;  (a),  f.  the 
plant  Flacourtia  Cataphracta.  —  Sukshma-badari,  f. 

a  kind  of  jujube  (  =  b/m-bailari).  —  Sukshma-bud- 
dhi,  is,  f.  sharp  wit,  acute  intellect,  mental  acumen ; 

(is,  is,  i),  sharp-witted,  acute,  shrewd,  intelligent. 
—Sukslima-bhuta,  dni,  n.  pi.  the  subtle  elements 
( =  tan-mdtra).  —  Sukshma-makshika,  as,  d,  m.  f. 
a  small  fly,  musquito,  gnat.  —  Sukilima-mdna,  am, 
n.  minute  or  exact  measurement,  precise  computa- 

tion. —  Sukshma-mula,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  small 
root ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (=jayanti).  -Sdkshma- 
valli,  (.  a  medicinal  plant  ( =  tdmra-valli).  —  Su- 
kshma-vaxtra  or  sukshma-vastraka,  am,  n.  fine 

cloth.  —  Siika?ima-vija,  as,  m. '  having  small  seeds,' 
the  poppy.  — Sukfhma-farira,  am,  a.  (in  phil.)  the 
subtile  body  which  is  invested  by  and  the  archetype 

or  pattern  of  the  grosser  material  frame,  =  linga- 
frirlra,  q.v. ;  (dni),  n.  pi.  the  six  subtile  principles 
from  which  the  grosser  elements  are  evolved  (viz. 
Ahan-kara  and  the  five  Tan-m5tras,  see  Manu  1.17; 
according  to  other  systems  seventeen  subtile  princi- 

ples exist  of  the  five  organs  of  sense,  five  organs  of 
action,  five  elements,  Buddhi  and  Manas).  —  ,S«- 

kshma-s"arkar<i,  f.  small  gravel,  sand.  —  Sukihma- 
tdkha,  as,  m.  '  having  small  branches,'  a  kind  of 
plant  (=jdla-vari-ura).  —  Sftkshma-s'dli,  14,  m.  a 
kind  of  fine  rice.  —  Sukshma-shatdarana,  as,  m. 

'  small  insect,'  a  sort  of  lick  or  louse  (said  to  breed 
at  the  roots  of  the  eye-lashes).  —  Sukshmdtman 

(°ma-dt°),  d,  m.  'subtile-soul,'  epithet  of  Siva. 
—  Sukshmi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  make  thin 
or  fine,  subtilize,  refine.  —  Sukshmi-krita,  as,  d, 

am,  subtilized,  made  thin  or  minute.  —  Sukshtni- 
bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  become  subtile  or  fine,  minute. 

—  Suktltmaild  (°ma-eld),  f.  small  cardamoms. 

ij  ̂ i   sttd  (thought  by  some  to  be  pro- 
C-v  S.  perly  a  Nom.  fr.  gtufi),  cl.  IO.  P.  suda- 

yati,  asnsudat,  sufayitum,  to  pierce ;  to  point  out, 
indicate,  show,  prove,  make  manifest ;  to  betray,  re- 

veal, inform  against,  inform ;  to  indicate  by  gesture, 
gesticulate,  communicate  by  signs,  declare,  relate, 
tell ;  to  trace  out,  ascertain,  spy  out,  espy :  Pass. 

sudyate,  Aor.  asildi :  Intens.  sosudyate. 

Sada,  as,  m.  a  pointed  shoot  or  blade  of  Kusa 
grass  [cf.  iukuhma] ;  (d),  f.  piercing ;  making  signs ; 
gesticulation  ;  spying  out,  sight,  seeing. 

Sudaka,  as,  iku,  am,  indicative,  indicating,  prov- 
ing, making  manifest ;  betraying,  informing ;  (as), 

m.  a  piercer ;  a  needle,  any  implement  for  perforat- 

ing or  sewing ;  a  pointer  out ;  an  informer,  tale- 
bearer, traduccr,  spy  ;  a  narrator,  teacher,  instructor  ; 

the  manager  or  chief  actor  of  a  company ;  a  Buddha  ; 
a  Siddha ;  a  villain,  scoundrel ;  a  demon,  imp ;  a 

dog;  a  crow;  a  cat;  a  kind  of  fine  rice.  —  Sudaka- 
vdkya,  am,  n.  the  information  given  by  an  in- former. 

^iihina,  am,  d,  n.  f.  the  act  of  piercing  or  per- 

forating, perforation ;  pointing  out,  indicating,  indi- 
cation, intimation ;  informing  against,  traducing, 

betraying;  indicating  by  signs  or  gesture,  gesticula- 
tion ;  hinting,  hint ;  information,  informing ;  teach- 
ing, showing,  describing;  spying  out,  espying,  see- 

ing ;  villainy,  wickedness. 

Sudaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  pointed  out  or  indi- cated, to  be  made  known  or  communicated,  to  be 
informed. 

Siiii,  is,  or  suft,  f.  piercing,  perforating  [cf.  tu- 
kshma] ;  a  needle ;  the  point  of  a  blade  of  grass, 
point  of  a  bud,  sharp  point  of  anything ;  a  kind  of 
military  array  (according  to  Kuliuka  on  Manu  VII. 
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187.  placing  the  sharpest  and  most  active  soldiers  in 
front),  a  sharp  file  or  column  ;  a  triangle  formed  by 
the  sides  of  a  trapezium  produced  till  they  meet ;  a 
cone,  pyramid  ;  indication  by  gesture,  making  signs, 
gesticulation ;  a  particular  mode  of  gesticulating  or 
dancing ;  dramatic  action ;  an  index,  table  of  con- 

tents, catalogue,  (see  sZdl-pattra) ;  (in  astronomy) 

the  earth's  disc  in  computing  eclipses  (or  corrected 
diameter  of  the  earth).  —  Sudi-khdta,  as,  m.  a  sharp 
pyramid  or  pyramidal  excavation,  an  excavation  of 
a  conical  form,  a  pyramid,  cone.  —  Sudi-td,  f.  needle- 

work. —  Sudi-pattraka,  as,  m.  '  having  pointed 

leaves,'  the  pot-herb  Marsilea  Quadrifolia  (  —  sita- 
vara).  —  Siidi-puslipa,  as,  m.  the  Ketaka  tree, 
Pandanus  Odoratissimus.  —  Sudi-bhinna,  as,  a,  am, 
divided  into  needles,  split  or  bursting  open  at  the 

points  of  the  buds.  —  Sudi-roman,  a,  m.  'having 
needle-like  or  sharp  bristles,1  a  hog.  —  Sudi-vat,  an, 
att,  at,  having  a  needle ;  having  a  pointed  beak, 
&c.,  pointed;  (an),  m.  epithet  of  Garuda.  —  Sudi- 
vadana,  as,  a,  am,  needle-faced ;  having  a  pointed 
mouth  or  beak;  (as),  m.  the  mungoose;  a  mus- 

quito.  —  Sudi-s'dli,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  fine  rice.  —  Sudt- 
katd/ia-nydya,  as,  m.  the  rule  of  the  needle  and 
the  boiler,  (a  phrase  used  to  denote  that  when  two 
matters,  one  easy  and  the  other  more  difficult  and 
important,  require  to  be  done  at  once,  the  more 

simple  should  be  despatched  first.)—  Sudi-karman, 
a,  n.  needle-work.  —  Snft-dala,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 

pot-herb  (  =  sitdrara).  *•  Sudl-pattra,  am,  n. '  in- 
dicatory-leaf/ an  index,  table  of  contents,  catalogue; 

(as,  a,  am),  having  pointed  leaves;  (a),  f.  a  kind 
of  DurvS  grass  (  =  yanda-durvd).  —  Sudi-pushpa, 
as,  m.  =  sudi-pushpa.  •- S&di-bliedya,  as,  a,  am, 
to  be  pierced  or  penetrated  by  a  needle ;  gross, 
thick,  dense ;  palpable,  tangible.  —  Sudl-mukha,  as, 
t,  am,  needle-mouthed,  having  a  pointed  beak  or 
proboscis,  pointed ;  (as),  m.  a  bird ;  white  Kusa 
grass ;  a  particular  position  of  the  hands ;  (?),  f.  a 
female  bird;  (am),  n.  a  diamond.  —  Sudi-roman, 
a,  m.  a  hog.  —  Sudy-agra,  am,  n.  the  point  of  a 
needle ;  (as,  d,  am),  needle-pointed,  having  a 
needle-like  point,  acuminated  ;  pointed.  —  Sudy- 
agra-sthulaka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  grass,  Saccharum 
Cylindricum.  —  Sudy-asya,  as,  a,  am,  needle-faced, 
having  a  pointed  beak  or  mouth  ;  (as),  m.  a  rat ;  a 
particular  position  of  the  hands.  —  Sudy-dhva,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  pot-herb  ( =  sitacara). 
Sudika,  as,  m.  any  one  who  lives  by  his  needle, 

a  tailor,  &c.  [cf.  saudika~]  ',  (a),  f.  an  elephant's trunk  or  proboscis;  a  needle  [cf.  sudaka,  p.  1130], 

—  Sudikd-dhara,  as,  m.  '  having  a  trunk,'  an  ele- 
phant. —  Sudikubharana  (^kd-dbh0?),  am,  n.  a 

particular  drug  or  medicament,  (apparently  used  as 
a  remedy  for  the  bite  of  a  serpent.  )  —  Sudikd- 
mukha,  as,  i,  am,  having  a  pointed  mouth  or  head  ; 
having  a  needle-shaped  point  or  end ;  (am),  n.  a 
shell,  the  conch  shell. 

Sudita,  as,  a,  am,  pierced,  perforated ;  pointed 
out,  indicated,  intimated,  hinted ;  made  known,  in- 

dicated by  signs  or  gestures,  communicated,  told, 
revealed ;  ascertained,  known. 

f-'u''itarya,  as,  a,  am,  =  siidya. 
Sudin,  I,  inl,  i,  piercing,  perforating ;  pointing 

out,  indicating ;  informing  against,  informing  ;  spying 
out;  (i),  m.  a  spy,  informer;  (inl),  f.  a  needle; 
night. 

Sudi,  (.  a  needle  ;  an  index,  &c.    See  sut'i  above. 
titidija,  as,  d,  ant.  to  be  indicated  or  pointed  out, 

to  be  made  known,  communicable. 

1?t  sut,  ind.  an  imitative  sound.  —  Siit- 
kdra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  making  the  sound  sat  or  any 
sound  expressive  of  impatience  or  aversion ;  snorting, 
snoring ;  roaring. 

3JTT  silta,  &c.     See  p.  1118,  col.  i. 

JjfrT  3.  suti,  is,  f.  (for  syuti,  fr.  rt.  siv; 
for  i.  suti  see  p.  1 1 1 7,  co!.  3  ;  for  2.  see  p.  1 1  iS), 
jewing. 

flw  sutta,  as,  a,  am  (contracted  fr.  sa- 
datta,  q.  v.),  well  given,  entirely  given. 

«17**. suttara.     See  p.  1126,  col.  i. 

,  col.  i. 
sutpara,   am,,  n.   the   distilling  of 

spirituous  liquor  (  =  sura-sandhdna). 

STTT  suit/a.     See  under  rt.  3.  su,  p.  1117. 

XTnT  s"'r  (probably  to  be  regarded  as  a 
Cx  \  Nom.   fr.   sutra    below ;    see   sutraya, 

col.  3),  cl.  10.  P.  sutrayuti,  futrdpayati,  &c.,  to 
tie,  bind,  thread,  string;  to  unbind,  relax:  Intens. 
sosutryate. 

SUtra,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  siv,  'to  sew;'  but  said  to 
be  connected  with  rt.  sutr  above),  a  thread,  string, 
line,  cord ;  fibre,  wire ;  a  collection  of  threads ;  the 
sacred  thread  or  cord  worn  by  the  first  three  classes, 

(see  yajnopavlta,  p.  804)  ;  the  string  or  wire  of  a 
puppet  or  doll;  a  short  rule  or  precept,  axiom, 

aphorism  (in  morals,  religion,  or  science;  iti  su- 
train,  according  to  such  an  aphorism) ;  a  short  and 
technical  sentence  or  metrical  line  used  as  a  memorial 

rule  to  aid  in  the  acquirement  of  any  system  (and 
hence  generally  expressed  in  brief  and  obscure  and 
sometimes  symbolical  language,  intelligible  only  to 
those  who  possess  the  key  to  its  interpretation,  this 
key  being  sometimes  given  in  separate  SOtras  called 
ParibhSshas,  and  the  right  understanding  of  a  whole 
series  or  chain  of  rules  depending  on  a  knowledge  of 

the  Adhikara  or  heading-rule  and  its  influence  [anu- 
rritti]  on  those  that  follow;  these  short  sentences 
and  aphoristic  rules,  the  use  of  which  constitutes  a 
most  curious  feature  in  the  literary  history  of  the 
Hindus,  appear  to  have  been  often  mere  aids  to  the 

memory  of  teachers — mere  hints  to  guide  lecturers  in 
their  oral  explications ;  they  were  also  especially 
useful  in  this  way  to  the  priests  who  had  the 
management  of  a  complicated  ritual)  ;  any  work  or 
manual  consisting  of  strings  or  long  lines  of  the 
above  aphoristic  rules  and  sentences  hanging  toge- 

ther like  threads,  (though  the  term  sutra  may 
possibly  indicate  not  so  much  a  line  or  series  of 
rules  as  rules  written  on  leaves  which  were  kept 
together  by  strings ;  these  Sutra  works  form  a  sort 
of  groundwork  or  foundation  of  teaching,  not  only 
in  all  religious  ritual,  but  in  philosophy,  in  grammar, 
and  in  the  collateral  subjects  of  accent,  euphony, 

etymology,  and  prosody  :  thus  in  religion  and  ritual 

there  are  first  the  S'rauta-sutras,  and  among  them 
principally  the  Kalpa-sutras,  founded  directly  on 
SYuti,  q.  v,,  and  treating  especially  of  ritual ;  they 
form  a  kind  of  rubric  or  directory  to  Vedic  cere- 

monial, or  in  other  words,  a  complete  systema- 
tized guide  to  the  rambling  discursive  Biahmana  as 

distinct  from  the  Mantra  portion  of  the  Veda  [see 

brahmana"],  giving  concise  rules  for  the  perform- ance of  every  kind  of  sacrifice ;  there  are  Sutras  of 

this  kind  by  Asvalayana  and  S'an-khayana  for  the 
Rig-veda ;  by  Katyayana  for  the  White  Yajur-veda ; 
by  Apastamba,  Baudhayana,  and  the  Manavas  for 
the  Black  Yajur-veda ;  by  Latyayana,  Drahyayana, 
Masaka,  and  Gobhila  for  the  Sama-veda ;  and  by 
Kusika  for  the  Atharva-veda ;  there  are  also  two 
other  kinds  of  Sutras  connected  with  ceremonial, 

viz.  the  Grihya-sutras  and  Samayac'arika  or  Dharma- 
sutras  [ofien  by  the  same  authors,  with  special  refer- 

ence also  to  each  separate  Veda,  and  even  placed  by 
some,  like  the  Kalpa,  under  the  head  of  Sutras 

founded  on  S'ruti],  which  are  really  '  rules  for  domestic 
ceremonies  and  conventional  customs,' and  are  some- 

times called  collectively  Smarta-sutras  [as  founded 

on  smriti  or  '  tradition,'  see  sinnrta] ;  these  led  to 
the  hter  Dharma-sastras  or  '  law-books '  attributed 
to  Manu,  Yajnavalkya,  Parasara,  &c.,  the  names  of 
the  authors  of  the  Sutras  and  of  the  law-books  being 
often  identical ;  in  philosophy  each  system  has  its 

regular  text-book  of  aphorisms  written  in  Sutras  by 

its  supposed  founder,  see  vedanta-sutra,  nydya-s°, 

ianTckya-t°,  mlmdnsd-t",  vaijeihika-s0,  yoga-s°; 
in  Vyakarana  or  grammar  there  are  the  celebrated 
Sutras  of  Panini  in  eight  books,  which  are  the 
groundwork  of  a  vast  grammatical  literature,  besides 
the  Unadi-sutras  on  certain  affixes ;  in  Vedic  accent 
and  phonetics  there  are  the  Pratisakhyas  [see  prati- 

s'aliliya]  and  the  Phil-surras  of  Santanava ;  in 
etymology  there  are  strings  of  Vedic  words,  and 
in  prosody  there  are  the  Sutras  of  Pin-gala-naga  on 
C'handas,  including  both  Vedic  and  non- Vedic 
metres,  and  the  Nidana-sutra  on  the  metres  of  the 
Sama-veda  and  Vedic  metres  generally :  it  should  be 
borne  in  mind  that  the  mixture  of  Slokas  in  some 

of  the  Pratisakhyas  and  in  some  more  recent  Sutra 
works,  though  depriving  them  of  the  brevity  strictly 
necessary  to  constitute  Sfltras,  does  not  prevent  their 

being  regarded  as  collections  of  aphoristic  and  me- 
morial rules :  with  regard  to  grammatical  Sutras  it  is 

necessary  to  remember  that  all  connecting  words 
used  as  prepositions,  however  necessary  to  the  sense, 

are  omitted ;  thus,  a  word  in  the  genitive  case  re- 

quires sthdne, '  instead  of,'  to  be  supplied  ;  a  word  in 

the  ablative  requires  param,  '  after ;'  a  word  in  the 
instrumental  requires  saha,  '  together  with  ;'  a  word 
in  the  locative,  though  sometimes  to  be  translated 

in  the  ordinary  way  by  prefixing  '  in,'  may  often  be 
used  as  a  locative  absolute,  and  pare  must  then  be 

supplied,  the  sense  being  '  on  such  an  affix  or  word 
coming  after  or  following ;'  the  word  -va  is  equivalent 
to  *  optionally '  or '  alternative') ;  any  rule,  law,  canon, 

decree  (in  law  &c.).  —  Sutra-kantha,  as,  m.  'hav- 
ing Sutras  in  the  throat  or  mouth  ready  to  be 

repeated,'  a  Brahman ;  '  having  lines  on  the  throat,' 
a  pigeon,  dove;  a  wagtail.  —  Sutra-karman,  a,  n. 
'rule-work,'  carpentry.  —  Sutra-kdra,  as,  m.  the 
author  or  composer  of  Sutras.  —  Sutra-krit,  t,  m. 

'  Sutra-maker,'  the  author  of  an  aphorism  or  set  of 
aphorisms.  —  Sutra-kona  or  sulra-konaka,  as,  m. 
a  small  drum  shaped  like  an  hour-glass  and  struck 

by  a  string  and  button  ( =  damaru).  —  Sulra- 
gandikd,  f.  a  kind  of  stick  used  by  weavers  in 

spinning  threads.  —  Sutra-graha,  as,  a,  am,  hold- 
ing a  thread.  —  Sutra-grdha,  as,  i,  am,  taking  a 

thread.  ••  Sutra-darana,  N.  of  a  class  of  Caranas  or 
Vedic  schools  who  introduced  various  Sutra  works. 

—  Sutra-tantu,,  us,  m.  a  thread,  string,  line.  —  Su- 
tra-tarkuti,  f.  a  distaff,  spindle.  —  Salra-dhara, 

as,  m.  =siitra-dfidra.—SiHra-dhdra,  as,  m. '  rule- 
holder,  thread-holder,'  a  stage-manager,  a  director  or 
principal  actor  who  arranges  the  plot  of  a  drama 
and  takes  a  leading  part  in  the  prelude ;  a  carpenter ; 
the  author  of  a  set  of  rules  or  aphorisms ;  epithet  of 

Indra.  —  Sutra-pi/aka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the 
three  collections   of  Buddhist  writings  (viz.   those 
which  prescribe  rules  for  the  laity,  see  tri-pifaka). 

—  Hutra-jmshpa,   as,   m.   'thread-flowered,'  the 
cotton  phut.  —  tiutra-bhid,  t,  m.  '  thread-cutter,*  a 
tailor.  —  Sutra-lthrit,   t,    m.  =  sutra-dhara.  —  Su- 

tra-madhya-bhu,  us,   f.   '  born    amid   threads   or 
fibres,'  the  resin  of  Shorea  Robusta;  incense.  —  Su- 

tra-yantra,  am,  n.  '  thread-machine,'  a  shuttle ;  a 
weaver's  loom.  —  Sutra-vid,  t,  m. '  a  Sutra-knower,' 
one  versed  in  Sutras.  —  Sutra-vina,  f,  a  kind  of  lute 

(  =  ZarWci).—  Sutra-veshtana,  am,  n.  a  weaver's 
shuttle  ;  the  act  of  weaving.  —  Sutratman  fra-at°), 
il,  d,  a,  having  the  nature  of  a  string  or  thread  ; 

(a),  m.  'soul-thread,'  intellect  having  for  its  site  the 
collective  totality  of  subtile  bodies ;  the  soul.  —  Sil- 

trdll  (°ra-dli),  f.  a  siring  of  beads  &c.  worn  round 
the  neck,  necklace. 

Sutrana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  stringing  together,  ar- 
ranging, putting  in  order;  arranging  in  aphorisms. 

Sutraya,  Nom.  P.  sutrayati,  sutraydm-dsa, 
sutrayittim,  to  make  a  Sutra  or  aphorism,  arrange 
in  the  form  of  an  aphorism,  prescribe  or  declare  in 
a  Sutra  or  aphorism,  propound  an  aphorism. 

Siitrala,  f.  a  spindle,  distaff. 
Sutrikn,  f.  a  kind  of  dish  or  cake. 

Sutrita,  as,  d,  am,  strung,  arranged,  methodized  ; 
ruled,  directed  or  declared  in  a  Sutra ;  prescribed  or 
enjoined  in  an  aphorism,  delivered  in  axioms. 
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Siilrin,  i,  t'ni,  »,  having  threads  or  lines,  having 
rules  ;  (i),  m.  a  crow. 

lraman,  a,  m.  =  su-traman. 

i  •  siid,  cl.  i  .  A.  sudate,  sushilde,  siidi- 
turn,  to  strike,  hurt,  wound,  kill,  destroy  ; 

to  effuse,  pour  out  ;  to  distil,  flow  ;  to  eject  (accord- 
ing to  some)  ;  to  deposit  (according  to  some)  ;  cl. 

10.  or  Caus.  tudayati,  -yititm,  Aor.  a»u*hndat,  to 
strike,  wound,  kill,  massacre  ;  to  incite,  excite,  urge 

en,  animate,  (according  to  SSy.  on  Rig-veda  V.  5,  2. 
suskudayati  =  sushthu  prerayati;  sudayantu  = 
karmasn  prerayantu,  Rig-veda  IV.  40,  i)  ;  to 
cook,  dress,  season,  prepare,  purify;  to  preserve, 
(Sly.  sudayantti  =  rakshantu,  Rig-veda  IV.  39,  i)  ; 
to  pour  out,  effuse  ;  to  eject  ;  to  assent,  agree,  pro- 

mise :  Desid.  susudishaie  :  Intens.  sosiidyate,  so- 
tutti;  [cf.  Gr.  avS  in  irav-av&iri,  iraa-avSi;  Lett. 

saudet,  '  to  destroy.'] 
1.  sud,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  flowing,  distilling,  pouring 

forth,  dropping,  (in  havya-eud,  q.  v.) 
Suda,  as,  m.  destroying,  destruction,  massacre  ;  a 

destructive  weapon,  (S3y.  =  hinnakam  $"a$tram, 
Rig-veda  X.  61,  2);  pouring  out,  distilling,  (Say. 
=  kstiarayitri,  Rig-veda  IX.  9  7,  44)  ;  a  well,  spring, 
(in  Naigh.  III.  25.  enumerated  among  the  kupa- 
ndmdni)  j  cooking,  a  cook  [cf.  supa]  ;  sauce,  soup, 
seasoning  ;  anything  seasoned,  a  made  dish  ;  split 
pease  ;  mud,  mire  ;  sin,  fault  (  =  papa)  ;  the 
Lodhra  tree  :  =sarathya,  q.  v.  ;  N.  of  a  country  in 

KaSmira.  —  Suda-karman,  a,  n.  cook's  work,  cook- 
ing. —  Suda-dald,  f.  *  cooking-room/  a  kitchen. 

—Sudddhyaksha  (°da-adh°),  as,  m.  a  superin- 
tendent of  cooking,  overseer  of  the  kitchen. 

Sudana,  as,  i,  am,  destroying,  destructive,  a 
destroyer  ;  dear,  beloved  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 
destroying,  destruction,  killing  ;  the  act  of  assenting 

to  or  promising  (  =  angi-karana)  ;  the  act  of 
ejecting  or  throwing  away  (  =  nihkthepana). 
Sudayitnit,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  inciting,  urging  on, 

animating,  exciting,  (Szy.=prerayitri,  Rig-veda 
X.  64,  9.) 

Sudita,  as,  a,  am,  wounded,  destroyed,  killed. 
Svditri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  destroying,  a  destroyer. 

^«T  suna,  sunu.     See  p.  1  118,  col.  2. 

sutrin. 
surya-kamala. 

siinara,  as,  m.  (probably  for  su- 
nara),  Ved.  a  good  or  excellent  man,  (SSy.  = 

ilobhana-manuehya,  Rig-veda  V.  34,  7)  ;  '  a  good 

leader.'  epithet  of  Soma,  (Siy.  =  s«sA/A«  ratrlnam 
nclii,  Rig-veda  VIII.  29,  i)  ;  (i),  f.,  Ved.  a  good  or 
well-married  or  happy  woman  ;  epithet  of  the  Dawn, 
(S5y.  =janandm  sushlhu  netri,  Rig-veda  VII.  81, 
i)  ;  (as,  i,  am),  well-disposed,  friendly  (Ved.). 

T  siina,  f.  (in  Unadi-s.  III.  13.  said  to 
be  fr.  rt.  3.  su),  any  place  where  animals  are  killed 
or  sacrificed  ;  any  place  or  utensil  in  a  house  where 
animals  are  liable  to  be  accidentally  destroyed,  (of 
five  kinds,  see  iuna,  panda-sunii)  ;  a  slaughter- 

house ;  killing,  hurting,  injuring  [cf.  nurlana]  ;  the 
sale  of  flesh  or  meat;  the  uvula  or  soft  palate,  (in 
this  and  the  next  sense  perhaps  connected  with 
rfwno)  ;  inflammation  of  the  glands  of  the  neck 
(commonly  called  mumps)  ;  a  zone,  girdle  (according 
to  some)  ;  a  ray  (according  to  some)  ;  a  river  (ac- 

cording to  some).—Suna-<losha,  as,  m.  the  guilt 
incurred  by  destroying  animals  in  any  of  the  five 
Siiiifis.  (see  above;  cf.  Manu  III.  71.) 

In,  i,  m.  one  who  keeps  a  slaughter-house,  a 
butcher,  flesh-seller,  one  who  causes  the  death  of 
animals,  a  hunter. 

simrita,  as,  a,  am  (thought  to  be 
fr.  ?.  »«  and  rt.  t.  nrit),  Ved.  movable,  quick, 
active,  brisk,  lively,  cheerful,  kind,  agreeable, 
pleasant  and  at  the  same  time  true,  (sunrita  mi 
or  yir,  '  cheerful  words,'  or,  according  to  some,  •  kind 
yet  sincere  language,'  is  one  of  the  four  things  with 
which  even  the  poorest  man  is  expected  to  greet  a 
guest,  Manu  111.  101  ;  the  sense  'true'  may  have 

arisen  from  some  fancied  connection  with  ritit, 

q.v.);  fortunate,  auspicious;  dear,  beloved;  (it),  f. 
true  and  agreeable  speech,  (Szy.  =  pri;/a-kita-vdf); 
the  goddess  of  true  speech  (=ivdg-devatd,  Rig-veda 
I.  40,  3,  and  invok^^^goddtss  j^yt.  141,  2); 
excellent  song ;  ̂ t^K^fc^  (^^IIWB)  >  *°°°- 

^fanna,  Naigh. 'ILy)  ;T^J.  of  a  wife  OTLUttana- 
p5da ;  (am),  n.  true  and  agreeable  speech,  pleasant 
discourse ;  auspiciousness.  —  Sunrita-vdd,  k,  k,  k, 

truth-speaking,  speaking  politely  and  truthfully.— Sii- 
nrita-vat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  having  a  pleasant  or 
friendly  voice,  having  excellent  songs ;  (att),  (.,  N. 

of  Ushas,  (Naigh.  I.  8.)  —  Sunntd-van,  d,  ari,  <i, 
Ved.  having  a  pleasant  voice ;  (art),  f.  epithet  of 
Ushas. 

«J»H<;  sunmada.     See  p.  1126,  col.  2. 

ITJ  siipa,  as,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  III.  26.  said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  3.  su, '  to  distil ;'  cf.  suda),  sauce,  con- 

diment ;  soup,  broth ;  split  pease ;  a  cook ;  one  who 
lives  by  cooking  for  SOdras  (tfudra-pakopajiviri) ; 
a  vessel,  pot,  pan ;  an  arrow ;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  tuf, 

sufan,  saitfjan;  Old  Norse  sup  ;  Angl.  Sax.  su- 

pan.^  — Supa-kdra,  as,  m.  'sauce-maker,'  a  cook. 
—Siipa-dhupana  or  supa-dhupaka,  am,  n. '  scent- 

ing sauce,'  Asa  Fetida.  —  Supa-partn,  f.  a  sort  of 
bean  (•=miidga-parni).  —  Supa-prati,  ind.  a  little 
sauce  or  soup,  (Pan.  II.  i,  <).)  —  Supa-i!resJitka, 

as,  m.  'best  of  sauces,'  a  sort  of  bean.  ~*Supdnga 
(°pa-art°),  am,  a.  '  sauce-ingredient,'  Asa  Fetida. 

^ttsxsupaskara,  supastha.  Seep.  1126, 
col.  2. 

su-bharva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  (for  su- 

bharva;  see  rt.  bharv),  well-fed,  having  good  food 
or  pasturage,  (Say.  =  dobhana-bhaksha,  Rig-veda  X. 
94,  3  ;  =  $d>hana-(arana,  Rig-veda  X.  102,  5.) 

?|*T  sumo,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (in  Unadi-s.  I. 
144.  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  4.  tv,  or  3.  su),  the  sky, 
heaven  ;  milk  ;  water. 

sii-maya,  as,  i,  am  (for  su-maya), 
Ved.  abounding  in  happiness,  very  successful,  (S3y. 
=  su-sultha.) 

tjMltl  sii-yavasa,  &c.    See  p.  1126,  col.  2. 
ZfT  swr  =  rt.  swr,  cl.  4.  A.  suryate,  Sec., 
fiCV  to  hurt,  kill  ;  to  be  firm  ;  to  make  firm, 

&c.,  (see  rt.  4ur.) 

Siirana,  as,  m.  =  Parana,  the  esculent  root  Arum 
Campanulatum. 
Surna,  as,  a,  am,  hurt,  injured. 

JJT  s«ra,  as,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  II.  24.  said 
to  be  fr.  rt.  4.  su  or  3.  «5,  but  probably  connected 
with  i.  svar,  originally  suvar,  from  which  a  form 
sur  appears  to  have  been  derived,  see  Rig-veda  VI. 
49,  3),  the  sun;  N.  of  the  father  of  the  seventeenth 
Arhat  of  the  present  Avasarpini  ;  the  swallow-wort, 
Calotropis  Gigantea  (  =  arka);  the  Soma;  a  wise  or 
learned  man,  teacher  ;  a  hero,  king,  (in  these  senses 

probably  for  s"ura,  q.v.);  (i),  f.,  N.  of  KuntI  (as 
married  to  the  Sun  before  her  marriage  with  P3ndu)  ; 

black  mustard,  =  ruja-earshapa  ;  [cf.  Lat.  sol  ;  Goth. 

surma,  'the  sun;'  Lith.  saide.~]  —  Sura-dakshas, 
as,  as,  as,  Ved.  sun-eyed  ;  radiant  as  the  sun. 
—  Sura-varman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  Sura- 

suta,  as,  m.  'son  of  the  Sun,'  N.  of  Saturn;  [cf. 
sa«ri.]  —  Xura-suta,  as,  m.  '  charioteer  of  the  Sun,' 
N.  of  Aruna  (or  the  Dawn  personified).  —Siirii- 

pagd  (°ra-ap°),  (.  'river  of  the  gods,'  epithet  of 
the  Ganges.  —  Surasana-deta  (°ra-aa°),  as,  m., N.  of  a  district. 

Siiri,  in,  m.  the  sun  ;  a  learned  man,  sage  ;  a 
priest  ;  a  worshipper,  praiser,  (Say.  =  stotri)  ;  a  title 
commonly  given  to  jaina  teachers  ;  N.  of  Krishna  ; 
a  kind  of  plant  (  =  bhuja>tga-yhatinl). 
Surin,  i,  ini,  i,  wise,  learned  ;  (i),  m.  a  wise  or 

learned  man,  scholar. 

Suri,  {.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Surya,  (see  under  sura 
above.) 

Surya,  as,  m.  (perhaps  originally  turar-ya,  or, 
according  to  some,  sai-ar-ya,  savar  being  for  sa- 
van,  cf.  the  etymology  of  sura,  col.  2 ;  according 
to  Vopa-deva  fr.  rt.  sri),  the  Sun  or  its  deity,  (the 

name  Surya  being   generally  distinguished   in  the 
Veda  from  Eavitri,  q.v.,  and  Aditya,  q.v.,  as  be- 

longing to  a  distinct  god ;  from  some  passages,  how- 
ever, it  would  appear  that  these  names  are  intended 

to  be  interchangeable  as  representing  various  forms 
of  one  and  the  same  divine  personality ;  in  the  later 
mythology  Surya  as  Savirri  is  reckoned  as  one  of  the 
twelve  Adityas  or  emblems  of  the  Sun  in  the  twelve 
months  of  the  year  ;  by  YSska,  Nirukta  VII.  5,  he 
is  regarded  as  one  of  the  original  Vedic  triad,  his 
place  being  in  the  sky,  while  that  of  Agni  is  on  the 
earth,  and  that  of  Indra  is  in  the  atmosphere ;  many 

hymns  or  parts  of  hymns  in  the  Rig-veda  are  in 
praise  of  Surya,  e.g.  I.  50,  I.  115,  IV.  13,  VII.  60, 

X.  37,    X.   170;    sometimes  he  is  called  son  of 
Dyaus,  sometimes  of  Aditi ;  in  one  passage  Ushas, 
the  Dawn,  is  his  wife,  in  another  he  is  styled  the 
child  of  the  Dawns ;  he  moves  through  the  sky  in 
a  chariot  drawn    by  seven  ruddy  horses  or  mares 

[see  saptas'va,  harit,  harid-as"va,  s"imdkyii] ;  he 
is  described  as  the  eye  of  Mitra  and  Varuna,  and 

sometimes  of  Agni ;  he  is  all-seeing,  ever  beholding 
the  good  and  bad  deeds  of  mortals,  the  preserver  of 
all  things  stationary  and  moving ;  in  other  passages 
he  is  represented  as  holding  a  somewhat  secondary 

position,  being  made  to  shine  or  have  his  path  pre- 
pared for  him  by  Mitra  and  Varuna,  by  Aryaman, 

by  Indra,  by  the  Dawns,  and  others ;  tie  long  hymn, 
Atharva-veda    XIII.   2,   is    entirely  in   his   praise; 
there  is  another  addressed  to  the  Sun,  called  Bhanu, 

in  Maha-bharata,Vana-parvan  166,  &c. ;  and  in  the 
Yuddha-kanda  of  the  RSmayana  [VI.  106,  Bombay 
edit.],  Rama,  when  about  to  do  battle  with  Havana, 

is  told  by  Agastya  to  repeat  a  hymn,  called  Aditya- 
hridaya,  to  the  Sun,  there  called  Vivasvat,  and  iden- 

tified with  Aditya,  Savitri,  Surya,  Pflshan,  and  in 

fact  with  Brahma,  Vishnu,  S'iva,  and  all  the  other 
gods ;    in   the    later   mythology    the   seven-horsed 
chariot  of  Surya  is  said  to  be  driven  by  Aruna  or  the 
Dawn  as  its  charioteer,  who  is  represented  without 

legs;  the  Sun,  whether  named  Surya  or  Vivasvat, 
has  several  wives,  see  surya  below,  and  cf.  fa-rarna, 

see  also  fhiiya,  saii-jAd,  as'rini ;  by  SanjnS  he  had two  children,   Yama  and   Yamuna,   q.  q.v. v, ;    by 

Asvin!,  the  two  Asvins ;  by  Kunti,  before  her  mar- 
riage with  Pandu,  he  had  Kama,  q.v.;  and  he  is 

also  supposed  to  be  the  father  of  Manu  Vaivasvata, 
and  to  be  the  progenitor  of  one  of  the  two  great 

lines  of  Hindu  kings   [see  surya-i'dmta  below] ; 
seven  Suryas  are  sometimes  mentioned,  which  are 
probably  the  seven  planets,  the  Sun  being  regarded 

as    a    planet    by  Hindu    astronomers;    ninety-four 
synonyms  of  SOrya  are  commonly  given,  and  his 
epithets  are  almost  innumerable ;    at  the  end  of  a 

Kalpa  he  is  called  Kala-surya);  a  symbolical  expres- 
sion for  the  number  twelve  (in  allusion  to  the  sun  in 

the  twelve  signs  of  the  zodiac) ;  the  swallow-wort 
(either  Calotropis  or  Asclepias  Gigantea,  =  aria)  ; 

N.  of  the  son  of  Bali ;  of  a  Danava ;  of  an  astro-' 
nomer  ( =  surya-dasa) ;  epithet  of  S'iva ;  (a),  f.  the 
wife  of  Surya  or  the  Sun,  (also  called  SahjnS,  q.  v.)  ; 

the  daughter  of  SOrya  or  the  Sun,  (see  Rig-veda  I. 
1 1 6,  17;  also  described  as  daughter  of  Savitri  and 
wife  of  the  Asvins,  and  in  other  places  as  married 

to   Soma;    in   Rig-veda    I.    119,    2.   she  is  called 
tTrjSnl,  and  in  VI.  55,  4,  VI.  58,  4.  the  sister  of 
PQshan,  q.  v.,  who  is  described  as  loving  her,  and 
receiving  her  as  a  gift  from  the  gods ;  according  to 
some  she  represents  a  weak   manifestation   of  the 
Sun ;  Surya  Savitil  is  regarded  as  the  authoress  of 
the  SOrya-sukta,  Rig-veda  X.  85  ;  in  Naigh.  I.  II. 

SuryS  is  enumerated  among  the  rdit-ndmdn'i) ;  the 
hymn  about  the  marriage  of  SOryS  ( =  suryd-sukta, 
q.  v.)  ;    a  new  bride  ;    a  drug  ;    the  colocynth  or 
bitter   gourd;    [cf.  Gr.    ̂ Xios ;    Lat.   sol;    Goth. 
stmna,  sunno,  sanil;  Angl.  Sax.  surma,  sunne, 

sun.]  —  Surya-kamala,   am,    n.  the    sunflower, 
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heliotrope.  —  Surya-kdnta,  as,  m.  'sun-loved,'  the 
sun-stone,  sun-gem,  sun-crystal   (a  kind  of  crystal 
cool  to  the  touch  and  supposed  to  possess  fabulous 

properties  because  like  a  glass  lens  it  gave  out  heat 
when  exposed  to  the  rays  of  the  sun  ;    there  is  a 
fellow-stone   in   connection  with   the  moon  called 

ilandra-kanta,  q.  v.);   crystal  (=spkatika) ;   the 
flowering  shrub  Hibiscus  Phceniceus.  —  Surya-kdnti, 
is,  f.  sun-light,  sun-shine ;    a  particular  flower  (pro- 

bably the  China  rose) ;  the  flower  of  sesamum  (ac- 

cording to  some).  —  6T(n/a-A-aZa,  as,  m.  'sun-time,' 
day-time,  dzy.  —  Surya-kdldnala-fokra  (°la-an°), 
am,  n.  a  kind  of  astrological  diagram  for  indicating 

good  and  bad  fortune.  **Surya~gangd-tlrtha,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Surya-graha,  as,  m.  '  sun- 

planet,'  the  sun ;  '  sun-seizure,'  an  eclipse  of  the  sun  ; 
'  sun-seizer,'  epithet  of  Rahu  and  Ketu,  q.  q.v.v. ; 
the  bottom  of  a  water-jar.  — Surya-grahana,  din, 

n.  '  sun-seizure,'  a  solar  eclipse.  —  Surya-ja,  as,  m. 
'sun-born,'  epithet  of  the  monkey  Sugrlva;  of  the  hero 
Kama ;  of  the  planet  Saturn  ;  (a),  f.  the  river  Yamunl 

(also  called  Ansu-mali,  q.  v.).  —  Surya-tanaya,  as, 
m. '  son  of  the  Sun,"  epithet  of  the  planet  Saturn ;  of 

Kama;  of  Sugriva;  (a),  f.  'daughter  of  the  Sun;' 
the  river  YamunS.  —  Surya-tejas,  as,  n.  the  radiance 
or  heat  of  the  sun.  —  Surya-lva/!,  Ic,  k,  k,  or  surya- 
tvaia,  as,  a,  am,  having  skin  as  bright  or  as  clear 
as  the  sun.  —  Surya-ddsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  astro- 

nomer of  the  sixteenth  century  (author  of  the  Rama- 
kiishna-kavya) ;   of  a  son  of  Swa-dSsa.  —  Sfirya- 

dhvaja,  as,  m.  *  sun-bannered, 'N.  of  a  king.  —  Sur- 
ya-nakshatra,  am,  a.  '  sun-asterism,"  that  Nak- 
shatra  (of  the  twenty-seven)  in  which  the  sun  hap- 

pens to  be.  —  Surya-nagara,  'city  of  the  Sun,'  N. 
of  the  capital  of  Cashmere  (commonly  called  Siri- 
nagar  or  Seri-nagar).—  Surya-ndrdyana,  as,  m.  the 
Sun  personified  ;  a  proper  N.  -•  Surya-pattra,  as, 
m.  the  plant  Calotropis  Gigantea.  —  Surya-parvan, 
a,  n.  a  solar  festival  (on  the  days  of  the  solstices, 

equinoxes,  eclipses,  &c.).  —  Surya-putra,  as,  m., 
N.ofKarna;  of  Sugriva;  of  Varuna ;  of  the  planet 

Saturn,  (see  ianf);  of  Yama;  (i),  f.  'daughter  of 
the  Sun,'  lightning ;   the  river  Yamuna.  —  Surya- 
pura,  am,  n. '  city  of  the  Sun,'  N.  of  a  city.  —  Surya- 
prajiiapti,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Surya-prabha, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  S'akala  (son  of  Candra- 
prabha).  —  Sftrya-prabhava,  as,  a,  am,  sprung  from 
the  Sun.  —  Surya-phatii-dakra,  am,  n.  a  kind  of 
astrological  diagram  for  indicating  auspicious  and  in- 

auspicious moments  for  doing  anything.  «••  Surya- 
Ihakta,  as,  a,  am,  worshipping  the  sun,  one  who 
worships  the  sun ;  (as),  m.  a  particular  tree  ( =  ban- 
dhuka-pitshpa).—Surya-bhaktaka,  as,  m.  a  sun- 

worshipper  ;  the  tree  Bandhuka-pushpa.—,S'«?v/a-Wm, 
as,  &c.,  bright  as  the  sun.  —  Surya-mani,  is,  m.  the 
sun-stone,  or  sun-gem,  (see  surya-kdnta) ;  the  shrub 
Hibiscus  Phceniceus.  —  Suryamani-enkntia,  as,  m. 
the  flowering  shrub  Hibiscus  Phceniceus  (—pushpa- 
rakta).  —  Surya-manclala,  am,  n.  the  orb  or  disk 
of  the  sun.  —  Surya-miikbi,  f.  the  plant  Helianthus 

Annuus.  —  Surya-yantra,    am,    n.  'sun-machine,' 
a  representation    of  the   sun,    instrument    used   in 

worshipping  the   Sun  (or  in  taking  solar  observa- 

tions). —  Surya-ras'mi,  is,  m.  a  ray  of  the  sun,  sun- 
beam ;  (is,  is,  i),  having  the  rays  of  Surya  ;  (is),  m. 

epithet  of  Savitri.  —  Surya-latd,  f.  the  plant  Cleoine 
Viscosa  or  another  ( =  arka-Wi,aktd).—Surya-loka, 
as,  m.  the  world  or  heaven  of  the  sun  (a  region  or 
space  supposed  to  exist  round  the  sun,  constituting 
a  heaven  of  which  the  sun  is  regent).  —  Surya- 

i-ans'a,  as,  m.  the  family  or  race  of  the  sun,  the 
solar  race  of  kings  (i.  e.  the  royal  dynasty  of  Rama- 
candra,  king  of  Ayodhya,  hero  of  the  Ramayana, 
who  was  descended  from  Ikshvaku,  son  of  Vaivas- 
vata  Manu,  son  of  the  Sun  ;  many  Rajput  tribes  still 

claim  to  belong  to  this  race ;  it  is  one  of  the  two 

great  lines  of  kings,  the  other  being  called  'lunar,' 
see  dandra-vanifa), —  Surya-vana,  am,  n.,  N.  of 
a  forest  in  Kuru-kshetra. «—  Surya-varCas,  as,  as,  as, 
resplendent  as  the  sea ;  ((is),  m.  a  proper  N.  ••  Sur- 
ya-varna,  as,  a,  am,  sun-coloured,  bright  as  the 

sun.  —  Surya-valll,  f.  the  plant  Arka-pushpika  (or,  1 
according  to  some,  Cleome  Pentaphylla).  —  Surya- 
vimba,  as,  am,  m.  n.  the  disk  of  the  sun.  —Surya- 
vimba-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Surya-vi- 
lokana,  am,  n.  the  ceremony  of  taking  a  child  out 

to  see  the  sun  when  four  months  old.  —  Siirya-s'a- 
taka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  short  poem  by  MayOra  (  = 

mayura-iataka).— Surya-s'obhu,  f.sun-shine.— Sur- 
ya-sankramn,  as,  m.  the  passage  of  the  sun  from 
one  sign  to  another.  —  Surya-sankrdnti,  is,  f.  the 
sun's  entrance  into  a  new  sign.  —  Surya-sanjria,am, 
n.  saffron.  —  Surya-sama,  as,  a,  am,  equal  to  or 
resembling  the  sun.  —  Surya-sdrathi,  is,  m.  the 
charioteer  of  the  Sun,  i.  e.  Aruna  (the  Dawn  per- 

sonified). —  Surya-siddhanta,  as,  m.  a  celebrated 
astronomical  text-book  (said  to  be  a  direct  revelation  | 
from  the  Sun,  and  thought  by  some  to  be  the  same  ' 
as  the  Saura-s°  or  one  of  the  five  earlier  works  on 
which  was  founded  the  Panca-siddhantikS  of  VarSha- 
mihira,  who  lived  about  the  beginning  of  the  sixth 

century  of  our  era  ;  the  Surya-s0  has  been  printed  with 
Ran-ga-natha's  commentary,  the  GOdhartha-praka- 
Saka).  —  Suryasiddhdnta-llkd,  f.  a  commentary  on 
the  Surya-siddhanta.— Surya-stavana,  am,  n. '  praise 

of  the  Sun,'  N.  of  the  IO7th  chapter  of  the  Mirkan- 

deya-Purana.  —  Surya-stuti,  is,  f.  a  hymn  to  the  sun.' 
—Surya-stotra,  am,  n.  a  hymn  to  the  sun  (attri- 

buted to  Samba).  —  Surya-hridaya,  am,  n. '  heart 
of  the  sun,'  a  hymn  to  the  sun  of  great  efficacy  (also 
called  Aditya-h°,  see  under  surya).  —  Suryd-dan- 
dramasau,  m.  du.  the  sun  and  moon.  —  Surydtapa 

(°ya-dt°),  as,  m.  the  heat  or  glare  of  the  sun,  sun- 
shine.— Surydtapa-Mhinna-drishti,  is,is,i,  hav- 

ing the  sight  dazzled  by  the  sun's  glare.  —  Siirydta- 
pa-pariks/npta,  as,  a,  am,  darted  upon  or  over- 

spread by  the  rays  of  the  sun.  —  Suryd-mdsd,  m.  du., 

Ved.  the  sun  and  moon.—Suryarghya  (°ya-ar°), 
am,  n.  the  presentation  of  an  offering  to  the 

sun.  —  Surydloka  (Oya-dl3),  as,  m.  sun-shine. 
—Surydvarta-  (°ya>dv^),  as,  m.  'turning  to  the 
sun,"  the  plant  Cleome  Viscosa;  a  kind  of  sun- 

flower, Helianthus  Indicus ;  (d),  f.  a  kind  of  plant 

(=  arka-bhaktd).  •-  Surya-vivdha,  as,  m.  the 
marriage  of  Surya  (as  described  in  Rig-veda  X.  85). 

— Surydvekshana  (?ya-av°),  am,  n.  the  act  of 
looking  at  the  sun.  —  Suryds'man  (°ya-a^°),  a,  m. 
the  sun-stone  or  sun-gem,  (see  surya-kdnta.)— Sur- 

yds'va  (°ya-as""),  as,  m.  a  horse  of  the  sun  (  = 
harit,  q.  v.).  —  Surya-s&kta,  am,  n.  the  hymn  Rig- 
veda  X.  85  (giving  an  account  of  the  marriage  of 
Surya ;  this  hymn  is  also  given  with  some  variations 

in  Atharva-veda  XIV.  I).  —  Suryasta  (°ya-as°), 
am,  n.  sun-set.  —  Surydhva  (°ya-dh°),  as,  d,  am, 
named  after  the  sun  ;  (as),  m.  gigantic  swallow-wort ; 

(am),  n.  copper.  —  Suryendu-sangama  (°ya-in°), 
as,  m.  '  conjunction  of  sun  and  moon,'  the  day  of 
new  moon  ( =  ama-ratyi).  —  Suryodha  (°ya-udha), 
as,  m.  an  evening  guest  (one  who  arrives  after  sun- 

set).— Suryotthdna  ("ya-ut"),  am,  n.  sun-rise,  the 
rising  of  the  sun.  —  Suryodaya  (°ya-ud°),  as,  m. 
sun-rise.  —  Suryopaeaka  (°ya-up°),  as,  m.  a  sun- 
worshipper.—  Suryopdsand,  f.  the  worship  of  the  sun. 
Siiryaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
Suryani,  {.  = surya,  the  wife  of  the  god  Surya. 

^Tjf  siirata,  as,  a,  am  (for  su-rata),  well 
disposed  towards,  compassionate,  tender;  tranquil, 

calm  ;  (<7),  f.  a  tractable  cow. 

silrksli,  cl.  I.  P.  surkshati,  susliur- 
'\  ksha  (or  susiirksha  according  to  some), 

surlishitimi,  to  respect,  regard,  treat  with  reverence ; 
to  disregard,  disrespect,  slight,  neglect. 
Surkshana,  am,  n.  disrespect,  contumely. 

Surkshya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bean,  Phaseolus  Ra- 
diatus. 

surkshy,  cl.  I.  P.  siirkshyati,  tu- 
\  surkshya,  surkshyitum,  to  despise,  dis- 

respect ;    to  envy. 

:,  as,  d,  i 
=  snVo,  movng, 

going,  (Say.  =  sarana-iahila) ;  near  (said  of  Rajas 
or  '  the  atmosphere  ;'  cf.  0-8°). 

flTt  sSrpa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  =  surpa,  a  win- 
nowing-basket ;  a  measure  of  two  Dronas ;  another 
measure  ( =  kumbha) ;  [cf.  probably  Old  Germ. 

swarb,swerban;  Golh.svairl>an.~\—Siirpa-nakhd, 
f.,  see  durpa-nakhd. 
?Tfa  2.  stirrni,  is,  f.  (=SMrmi,  q.  v. ;  for  I. 

sttrmi  see  p.  1 1 26,  col.  2),  an  iron  or  metal  image ; 
the  pillar  of  a  house ;  brightness,  a  flame  (Ved. ;  in 
this  sense  probably  connected  with  sura  and  surya). 

Surmi,  f.  =  2.  surmi  above ;  (Ved.)  brightness,  ra- 
diance (in  this  sense  probably  connected  with  sura 

and  surya;  surmyd=jvdlaya,  Rig-veda  VII.  I,  3 ; 
according  to  Mahl-dhara  on  Vajasaneyi-s.  XVII.  76. 

surmi  =  samit-kdshtha,  'kindled  wood,'  or  it  may 
mean  '  an  iron  post '  or  '  a  burning  post,'  and  there- 

fore figuratively  '  a  flame'). 
Surmya,  (probably)  the  fire  that  will  consume 

everything  at  the  dissolution  of  the  universe. 

H^l  siirya.     See  p.  1 132,  col.  3. 

TTW  sush  (=rt.  s'ush,  q.v.),  cl.  I.  P.  sii- 
^sX  sAa<i,&c.,to  bring  forth,  bear;  to  beget. 
Susliana,  (.  (perhaps  fr.  an  old  Desid.  of  rt.  3.  su, 

without  reduplication),  '  one  desiring  to  bring  forth,' a  mother. 

.  Sushd,  (.,  Ved.  =  sushand  above. 

Susliyantl,  f.  (a  woman)  desiring  to  bring  forth, 
one  who  is  parturient. 

TT  sri  [cf.  rt.  sal],  cl.  i.  P.  sarati  (Ved. 
^i  also  cl.  3.  P.  sisarti,  stiarshi  =  prapaya, 

Rig-veda  III.  32,  j),  sasdra  (ist  du.  sasriva,  1st 
pi.  sasrima),  sarishyati,  asnrshlt  or  asarat,  Free. 
sriydt,  sartum  (Ved.  Inf.  sartave,  sartavai),  to  go, 
move,  proceed ;  to  approach;  to  go  fast,  run  ;  to  flow ; 
to  blow  (as  the  wind)  :  Pass,  sriyate,  Aor.  asari,  to 

be  gone,  &c. :  Caus.  sdrayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  asl- 
sarat,  to  cause  to  go,  move ;  to  extend ;  to  push, 

strike,  to  push  away,  remove :  Desid.  sisirshati  (ac- 
cording to  some  susurshati) :  Intens.  sesrlyate, 

sarsarti,  (Ved.  sarsrite) ;  [cf.  Zend  har ;  Gr. 

op-piTi,  op/ia-ou,  anp-oppfi,  &pHT/-TT)pio-v,  ffoAoj,  ffd- 
\a,  ffaKtiia,  (according  to  some  also)  cipfut,  app6', 
opfios,  (ppa ;  Lat.  salio,  sa.Ua  (probably  also  serere) ; 
Angl.  Sax.  Haitian,  serian.] 

Sara,  saras,  &c.,  see  p.  1092. 

Sdrayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  go,  putting  in 
the  proper  place,  fixing,  adjusting,  replacing ;  causing 
to  go  away,  removing. 

Sdrayitva,  ind.  having  caused  to  move  or  vibrate. 
Sixrat,  at,  all,  at,  Ved.  going,  rapid. 

Srika,  as,  m.  air,  wind  ;  an  arrow  ;  a  thunderbolt 

(=«jjra,  Naigh.  II.  20);  a  lotus  (=  kairava, 
padma).  —  Srikd-vin,  i,  irii,  i,  probably  holding 
an  arrow.  —  Srikd-liasta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having  an 
arrow  in  the  hand. 

Sriga,  as,  m.  a  short  javelin  or  arrow  thrown  with 
the  hand  or  shot  through  a  tube  ( =  bhindapdla). 

Srini,  is,  m.  (according  to  Un5di-s.  IV.  104,  IV. 
49.  fr.  rt.  «rt  above),  an  enemy ;  the  moon ;  (is),  f. 

a  hook  used  to  drive  an  elephant  (also  written  sVt'nf, 
q.v.)  ;  a  weapon  (Ved.), 
Srinika,  i.  saliva,  spittle,  slaver. 
Srini,  f-  =  srini,  a  hook  for  driving  an  elephant. 
Srintkd,  f.  =  srinika,  saliva. 
Srinya,  as,  d,  am,  skilful  in  weapons  or  arms, 

(according  to  Say.  =  dyudha-kiidala,  and  connected 
with  sriiii  above,  Rig-veda  IV.  20,  5.) 

Srit,  t,  t,  t,  going,  running,  &c. ;  [cf.  sw-8°.] 
Srita,  as,  d,  am,  gone,  proceeded,  flowed. 
Sriti,  is,  f.  a  road,  path,  way;  gliding,  going, 

proceeding ;  (according  to  some)  hurting,  injuring 

(perhaps  to  be  connected  with  rt.  sn  =  rt.  4rt). 
Sritvan,  a,  an,  a,  Ved.  one  who  goes  or  creeps 

or  moves,  (Say.  =  sarana-s"ila) ;  (a),  m.  epithet  of 
Praja-pati;  =  Disarpa;  =  »n'<MH,  (these  meanings 
are  made  fem.  by  Sabda-k.);  (an),  f.  a  stream, 

river;  a  mother  (according  to  Sabda-k,  =  mat  a). 
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Sritrara,  as,  «,  am,  going,  moving,  creeping, 
proceeding,  flowing. 

Sfitrd,  ind.  having  gone  or  proceeded,  having  ap- 
proached. 
Sridara,  as,  m.  a  snake. 
Sriddku,  us,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  III.  78. 

fr.  rt.  sri  above) ;  fire ;  air,  wind ;  a  deer  ( =  mri- 
ga) ;  Indra's  thunderbolt ;  the  disk  or  orb  of  the 
sun  ;  (us),  f.  a  river,  stream. 
Srimara,  as,  a,  am,  going,  going  well  or  quickly  ; 

(u»),  m.  a  kind  of  animal ;  (according  to  some)  a 
young  deer. 

sri-kandu,  us,  f.  (see  kandu),  the 
itch,  itching. 

•H4hlr4  srikdla,  as,  m.  (=  srikdla),  a  jackal; 

[cf.  srigdla.] 

?p|S  srikka,  am,  n.  (probably  fr.  rt.  i.  sri; 
below ;  according  to  Say.  phenasya  srashtri,  '  the 
emitter  of  saliva '),  the  comer  of  the  mouth. 
Srikkani,  !.  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  the  corner  of 

the  mouth. 
Srikkan,  a,  n.  the  corner  of  the  mouth ;  (ant), 

n.  du.  the  two  corners  of  the  mouth. 
Srikkini,  f.  =  srikkanl  above. 
Srikkin,  i,  n.  the  corner  of  the  mouth;  (inl),  n. 

du.  the  two  corners  of  the  mouth,  (but  according  to 
Sabda-k.  the  crude  form  is  srikki.) 
Srikva,  am,  n.  =  srikka  above. 
Srikttani,  f.  (according  to  Sabda-k.) =srikkanl 

above. 

Srikvan,  a,  n.  =  srikkan  above,  (in  Rig-veda  I. 
164,  28.  and  Atharva-veda  IX.  10,  6.  the  form  tri- 
kvdnam,  ace.  masc.,  occurs ;  this  is  by  some  trans- 

lated 'the  mouth,'  but  according  to  Say.  'the  corner 
of  the  mouth ;'  according  to  Yaska,  Nirukta  XI.  42, 
=  sarana) ;  (ani),  n.  du.  the  two  corners  of  the 
mouth. 

Srikmnl,  (.  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  =  srikkanl above. 

Srikvin,  i,  n.  =  srikkin  above ;  (inl),  n.  du.  the 
two  corners  of  the  mouth  (according  to  Sabda-k. 
the  crude  form  is  srikvi). 

^a  srik-kri,  cl.  8. P.  -karoli,  &c.,  to  make 
the  inarticulate  sound  srik. 

fl'UW  srigdla,  as,  m.  (=  srigdla),  a  jackal; 
a  particular  Daitya  or  demon. 

srinkd,  f.  a  kind  of  garland  made  of 

jewels. 

i-  srij  (connected  with  rt.sri),  cl.  6. 
P.  trijati  (Ved.  and  ep.  also  A.  -te),  sa- 

tarja  (and  sing,  sasarjitha  or  sasrashtha,  1st  pi. 
A.  Ved.  sasrijmake  or  sasrigmahe),  sraks/tynti, 
atrdkshit,  cl.  4.  A.  srijyate,  sanrije,  &c.,  (Ved. 
forms  asrigram,  asrigran  or  asrigran,  asasri- 
gram,  Rig-veda  X.  31,  3),  srashtum,  to  let  go,  let 
loose  ;  to  emit,  send  forth,  let  flow,  pour  out,  shed, 
effuse ;  to  let  off,  throw,  cast ;  to  create,  produce, 
make;  to  procreate,  beget;  to  put  on,  place  on, 
apply ;  to  send  away,  abandon,  leave,  quit ;  to  be  let 
loose  or  sent  forth  (d.  4.  A.) :  Pass,  srijyate,  Aor. 
asarji,  to  be  made  or  created ;  to  be  left  or  aban- 

doned: Cans,  earjayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  asasarjat 
or  asisrijat,  to  cause  to  let  loose,  let  go,  create,  &c. : 
Desid.  sisriksJiati,  -te :  Intens.  sarisrijyate,  &c. 
Sarga,  tarja,  sarjana,  &c.,  see  pp.  1093, 1094. 
Sasrijana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  being  let  loose,  let  go, 

(Sly.  =  srijyamdna,  Rig-veda  VII.  8,  2) ;  created. 

-  *ry'i  t,  !,  t,  creating,  a  creator. 
,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  shedding. 
dna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  creating,  producing. 

a,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  bird. 
Srijdna,  as,  a,  am,  let  go,  poured  out. 
Srijikd-kshara,  as,  m.=sarjikd-kshara,  natron, alkali. 

Srijya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  let  go  or  emitted ;  to 
be  created,  &c. 
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Srijyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  let  go,  being  let 
loose ;  being  made  or  created. 
Srishla,  as,  d,  am,  let  go,  let  loose ;  poured  out, 

emitted ;  given  away ;  created,  made  ;  ascertained ; 
sent  away,  abandoned,  deserted,  left ;  joined,  at- 

tached, connected  ;  ornamented,  adorned  ;  abundant, 
much,  many. 

Srishfavat,  an,  atl,  at,  one  who  has  let  go  or 
created  or  made. 

Srishti,  is,  f.  letting  go,  letting  loose,  emission ; 
giving  away,  gift ;  creation,  procreation,  creating  ; 

the  creation  of  the  world,  (manoratha-s°,  mental 
creation,  fiction  of  the  imagination) ;  nature,  natural 
property  or  disposition ;  the  existence  of  properties 
or  qualities ;  the  absence  of  properties.  —  Si-ishti- 
kartri,  td,  m.  a  creator,  maker.  —  Srishti-khanda, 
N.  of  the  first  book  of  the  Padma-Purana.  —  Srishti- 

pradd,  f.  'causing  procreation,'  a  particular  shrub 
( =  garbha-datrl). 
Srishtvd,  ind.  having  let  go ;  having  created ; 

having  abandoned. 

srinjaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Deva- 
vata  (Ved.) ;  N.  of  several  kings ;  (<is),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people  (said  to  have  been  allies  of  the  PaMalas). 

srinjari,  f.,  N.  of  a  wife  of  Bhaja- 
m3na. 

siip  (connected  with  rt.  «ri),  cl.  i. 
\  P.  tarpati  (ep.  also  A.  -te),  sasarpa  (1st 

du.  sasripiva),  sarpsyati  or  srapsyati,  asripat, 
asdrpsit  or  asrdpsit,  sarptum  or  sraptum,  to 
creep,  crawl ;  to  go,  move :  Pass,  sripyate,  Aor. 
asarpi :  Caus.  sarpayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  isisripat 
or  asasarpat,  to  cause  to  creep,  cause  to  go,  &c. : 
Desid.  sisripsati :  Intens.  sarisripyate,  sarisarpti  ; 
[cf.  Gr.  tpir-ai,  ipn-vf-a,  ipir-(r6-v,  ?PIM)(T)-S,  Sap- 
mjtaiv,  (according  to  some  also)  pix-ai,  Sec. :  Lat. 
serp-o,  serp-en(t)-s,  serp-ula,  Pro-serp-ina  (?), 
rep-o  (probably  for  srep-o) :  Old  Germ,  sltch,  '  to 
creep ;'  (according  to  some  also)  slif  for  silf,  '  to 
glide:'  Mod.  Germ,  ichleife:  Angl.  Sax.  slipan: 
Lith.  slenkiu, '  to  creep ;'  reptoju,  '  to  creep  with 
hands  and  feet :'  Hib.  sleagaim,  '  to  sneak.'] 
Sarpa,  &c.     See  p.  1094. 
Sripta,  as,  d,  am,  crept,  crawled ;  £one,  going. 
Sripti,  is,  f.  creeping,  crawling ;  going,  moving. 
Sriptvd,  ind.  having  crept  or  crawled;  having 

gone. 

Sripra,  as,  a,  am,  creeping,  going,  proceeding, 
gliding,  (Say.  =  sarpana-iila,  prasrita) ;  (as),  m. 
the  moon.  —  Sripra-karasna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  one 
whose  hands  are  extended  or  mighty,  (Say.  =pra- 
srita-bdhu.)  —  Sripra-danu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  con- 

stantly giving,  (Say.  =  avMhedena  dhandni  pro- 
yaMhat,  Rig-veda  I.  96,  3) ;  (perhaps  according  to 
some)  possessed  of  flowing  rain.  —  Sripra-bhojas, 
as,  as,  as,  Ved.  conferring  extended  enjoyment. 
—  Sripra-vandhura,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (according  to 
some)  having  a  wide  fore  part. 

«JHI<5  sripiita,  as";  m.  a  kind  of  measure. 
Sripdtika,  f.  the  beak  of  a  bird. 
Sripatl,   (.  a   kind    of  measure;    (according  to 

Sabda-k.)  =  rakta-dhdrd. 

sribinda,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a 
demon  (an  enemy  of  Indra). 

sribh  or  srimbh,  cl.  I.  P.  sarbhati, 
\  srimbhati,  &c.,  to  kill,  slay,  injure ;  [cf. 

rt.  sibh,  sribh.'] 
sri  [cf.  rts.  sVi,  *»rl],  cl.  9.  P.  srindti, 
&c.,  to  hurt,  injure,  kill. 

Sirna,  as,  d,  am,  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  hurt, 
injured. 

Sirni,  is,  f.  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  injury,  hurt. 

sek  (=rt.  srek),  cl.  I.  A.  sekate,&c., 
to  go,  move. 

*TO  seka,  sektri,  &c.    See  p.  1 1 13,  col.  2. 

secafca,  seiana,  &c.     See  p. 
col.  2. 

if£  setu,  us,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  sit),  a 
water-melon ;  a  kind  of  cucumber,  Cucumis  Ma- 
draspatanus. 

fffn  «*«.<!/  seti-karana  (sa-it°),  as,  a,  am, 
having  the  word  iti,  followed  by  iti  (as  in  the  Pada 
text  of  the  Rig-veda;  cf.  sahetHiarana). 

WfrTcRT  setikd,  f.,  N.  of  Ayodhya. 

WJ  setu,  us,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  I. 
70.  fr.  rt.  si, '  to  bind '),  a  ridge  of  earth,  mound,  bank, 
causeway,  dike,  dam,  any  raised  piece  of  ground 
separating  fields  (serving  as  a  boundary  or  as  a  pas- 

sage during  inundations) ;  a  landmark ;  a  bridge  ;  a 
pass,  defile,  mountain  road  or  track ;  a  boundary, 
limit;  a  barrier  or  obstruction  of  any  kind;  an  estab- 

lished institution,  fixed  rule  or  law ;  epithet  of  the 
Pranava  or  sacred  syllable  Om  (which  is  said  to  be 
mantrdndm  settih) ;  the  tree  Crataeva  Roxburghii 
or  Tapia  Crataeva  ( =  varana,  varuna) ;  N.  of  a 
king ;  of  a  place.  —  Setu-knanda,  N.  of  a  book  of 
the  Skanda-Purana.  —  Setu-bandha,  as,  m.  the 
forming  of  a  causeway  or  bridge ;  the  ridge  of  rocks 
extending  from  the  south  extremity  of  the  Coro- 
mandel  coast  towards  the  island  of  Ceylon  (supposed 
to  have  been  formed  by  Hanumat  as  a  bridge  for 

the  passage  of  Rama's  forces  against  Ravana)  ;  any 
causeway,  bridge,  dike,  &c. ;  N.  of  a  poem.  —  Seiu- 
bhedin,  »,  inl,  i,  breaking  down  barriers ;  removing 
obstructions;  (1),  m.  the  medicinal  plant  DantI,  q.v. 
—  Setu-mangala-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tantra 
work.  —  Setu-Vfiksha,  as,  m.  the  tree  Crataeva  Rox- 
burghii. 
Setavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  bound,  to  be  fastened 

together. Setuka,  as,  m.  a  bank,  causeway,  bridge,  pass ; 
the  tree  Crataeva  Roxburghii. 

Setri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  binds,  binding,  fasten- 
ing ;  that  which  binds,  a  bond,  fetter. 

Setra,  am,  n.  a  bond,  ligament,  fetter. 
Seru,  us,  us,  u,  binding,  tying,  fastening. 

sedivas.     See  p.  1055,  col.  2. 

*IV  sedha,  Sec.     See  rt.  i.  sidh. 

W«T  sena  (sa-ina),  as,  a,  am,  having  a  lord, 
possessing  a  master  or  leader. 

senaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  grammarian. 

sena,  f.  (in  Unadi-s.  III.  10.  said  to 
be  fr.  rt.  si,  '  to  bind ;'  according  to  some  fr.  sena 
above),  an  army,  armament,  armed  force ;  an  Army 
personified  as  the  wife  of  Karttikeya ;  N.  of  the 
mother  of  the  third  Arhat  of  the  present  Avasarpinl. 

—  Sena-jit,  t,  m.  (for  send-jit),  a  proper  N. — Send- 

kalpa,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Senagra  (°nd-a;/  ), 
am,  n.  the  front  or  van  of  an  army. — Sendyra-ga, 

as,  m. '  going  at  the  front  of  an  army,'  the  leader  of 
an  army,  general.  —  Sendnga  (°nd-an°),  am,  n.  a 
component  part  of  an  army  (supposed  to  be  con- 

stituted of  four  divisions,  viz.  elephants,    chariots, 
cavalry,  and  infantry). —Sena-dara,  as,  i,  am,  going 
with  or  accompanying  an  army  ;  (as),  m.  a  soldier ; 
a  surlier,  camp-follower.  —  Send-ju,  w«,  us,  u,  Ved. 

inciting  an  army,  outstripping  a  host.  •-  Send-wi- 
vesa,  as,  m.  the  camp  of  an  army.  —  Send-nl,  is, 
m.  (ace.  sendnyam,  loc.  sendnydm,  see  Gram.  126. 
ij),  the  leader  of  an  army,  commander,  general ;   N. 
of  Karttikeya   (god    of  war);    epithet    of  a   die 
(the  head  of  a  host  of  dice) ;   N.  of  one  of  the 
eleven  Rudras  (according  to  some);    of  a  son  of 

Dhrita-rashtra.  -  Send-pati,  is,   m.  '  army-chief,' 
a  general ;    N.  of  KSrttikeya ;   of  Siva.  —  Send- 
pati-tva,  am,  n.  generalship. — Send-pariCdhad,  t, 
t,  t,  surrounded  by  an  army.  —  Send-pura,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  city.  —  Send-prishtha,  am,  n.  the  rear  of  an 
z:my.  —  Send-bh<inga,  as,  m.  the  breaking  of  an 
army,  rout,  disorderly  flight.  —Send-mukha,  am,  n. 
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a  division  or  battalion  of  an  army,  a  company  con- 
sisting of  three  Pattis  (or  three  elephants,  three 

chariots,  nine  horse  and  fifteen  foot  ;  see  patli)  ;  a 
mound  or  covered  way  in  front  of  a  city  gate.  —  Sena- 
yoga,  as,  m.  the  equipment  of  an  army.  —  Send- 

mkslia,  as,  m.  'army-protector,'  a  guard,  sentinel. 
—Send-vindu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
Senaya,  Nom.  P.  senayati,  &c.  See  abhi-she- 

naya,  p.  68,  col.  2. 
Senya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  belonging  to  an  army,  re 

sembling  an  army. 
Sainapatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  send-pati),  the  office  of 

a  general,  command  of  an  army,  generalship. 
Sainika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  an 

army,  military,  martial,  drawn  up  in  martial  array  ; 
(as),  m.  an  army-man,  soldier;  a  guard,  sentinel; 
a  body  of  forces  in  array. 
Sainya,  of,  m.  a  soldier,  one  under  arms,  one 

drawn  up  in  martial  array  ;  a  guard,  sentinel  ;  (am), 
n.  an  army.  —  Sainya-prishtha,  am,  n.  the  rear  of 
an  army.  —  Sainyddhipati  fya-adh°),  is,  or  sai- 
nyadhyaksha  <^ya-adh°),  as,  m.  '  army-overseer," 
a  general,  commander. 

*l*5  sendra  (sa-in°),  as,  d,  am,  accom- 
panied by  Indra,  together  with  Indra. 

Sendragana  (sa-in°),  as,  a,  am,  together  with 
the  troops  of  Indra. 

Sendratdpa  (sa-in°),  at,  d,  am,  along  with  the bow  of  Indra. 

Sendrdyudha-tadit  Cra-ay°),  t,  t,  t,  with  a  rain- 
bow and  lightning. 

Sendriiyudha-purogama,  as,  a,  am,  preceded 
by  the  rainbow. 

^(••JM  sendriya  (sa-in°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
organs  of  sense,  with  the  organs  of  sense. 

?HB  sepha,  as,  m.  (=  sepha,  q.v.),  the  penis. 

«1ifl  semantl,  f.  the  Indian  white  rose. 
Semanttkd,  f.=semantl  (according  to  some). 

*n,l£  seraha,  as,  m.  a  horse  of  a  milk- 
white  colour  (^piyu 

W<fs  seru.    See  under  setu,  p.  1134,  col.  3. 

WH  sershya  (sa-ir°),  as,  a,  am,  full  of  envy 
or  jealousy  ;  (am),  ind.  enviously,  with  jealousy. 

^j(yV  sel,  cl.i.P.selati,  &c.=  rt.  M,  q.v. 

?ra  selu,  us,  m.  the  tree  Cordia  Myxa 

(see  delu)  ;  N.  of  a  river. 

selhdra,  as,  m.,  N,  of  a  family. 

sea  (thought  to  be  connected  with 
rt.  sap),  cl.  i.  A.  sevate  (sometimes  also 

P.  sevatf),  sisheve,  snnshyate,  asevishta,  sevitum, 
to  follow,  go  after,  seek,  pursue  ;  to  wait  upon,  serve, 
honour,  obey,  worship,  gratify  ;  to  love,  attend  to, 

devote  or  apply  one's  self  to,  cultivate,  study,  prac- 
tise, perform,  do  ;  to  use,  enjoy  ;  to  enjoy  (sexually)  ; 

to  frequent,  dwell  in,  inhabit  ;  to  watch  over,  protect, 
guard  :  Pass,  sevyate,  to  be  followed  or  served,  &c.  : 
Caus.  sevayati,  -yitnm,  Aor.  asiiliffnat,  to  serve, 
honour,  worship  :  Desid.  sisevishate,  -ti  :  Intens. 
seshevyate;  [cf.  Gr.  afpo/Mt  ;  perhaps  Goth,  sai- 

nala,  'soul  ;'  Old  Germ,  sda."] 
i.  sevaka,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  col.  2),  serv- 

ing, waiting  or  attending  upon,  worshipping;  prac- 
tising; servile,  dependent;  (as),  m.  a  servant,  at- 

tendant; a  worshipper,  votary.  —  Sevakottama  ("ka- 
nf),  as,  d,  m.  f.  best  of  servants. 

i.  sevana,  am,  n.  (for  2.  see  col.  2),  the  act  of 
following,  serving,  service  ;  devotion  or  addiction  to, 
being  fond  of,  fondness  for,  using,  practising,  adopt- 

ing, enjoying  ;  carnal  enjoyment  ;  frequenting,  dwell- 
ing in. 

i.  feraniya,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  col.  2),  to 
be  followed  ;  to  be  practised  ;  to  be  served  or  waited 
on,  to  be  honoured. 

Sevamdna,  as,  il,  am,  following,  pursuing,  serv- 
ing, attending  on  ;  practising,  being  addicted  to,  using, 

employing,  &c. 
Sevd,  f.  service,  attendance,  servitude;  worship, 

homage  ;  devotion  or  addiction  to  ;  use,  practice, 
employment  ;  resorting  to,  frequenting.  —  tievd-kaku, 
us,  f.  change  of  voice  in  service  (i.  e.  sometimes 
speaking  loudly,  sometimes  softly,  sometimes  angrily, 
sometimes  sorrowfully).—  Sevd-dharma,  as,  m.  the 
duty  or  rule  of  service  ;  the  functions  or  obligations 
of  service.  —  Sevd-bhrit,  t,  t,  t,  maintaining  service, 

doing  service,  serving.  —  Sevavalamba  ("vd-av°), 
as,  a,  am,  depending  on  the  service  of  another. 
—  Sevd-vyatahara,  as,  m.  the  practice  of  service. 
Sei'i,  n.  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  the  jujube  (  = 

badara)  ;  an  apple  (in  this  sense  probably  fr.  Per- sian seb). 

Serikd,  (.  a  kind  of  sweetmeat. 
Sevila,  as,  a,  am,  followed,  pursued  ;  served,  at- 

tended on,  obeyed,  honoured,  worshipped,  adored  ; 
protected,  preserved;  practised,  used;  infested  or 
frequented  by;  (am),  n.  the  jujube  (  =  badara); 
an  apple  (  =  sevi).  —  Sevita-manmatha,  as,  a,  am, 
addicted  to  love  or  amorous  enjoyments. 
Sevitavya,  as,  a,  am,  =  I  .  sevaniya. 
Sevitfi,  td,  tn,  tri,  serving,  worshipping  ;  a  ser- 

vant, attendant,  worshipper  ;  addicted  or  devoted  to. 

Sevin,  I,  inl,  i,  following,  pursuing,  serving,  obey- 
ing, honouring  ;  practising,  using  ;  dwelling  in,  fre- 

quenting; (i),  m.  a  servant.  —  Sevi-tva,  am,  n. 
service,  obedience,  devotion  ;  the  state  of  one  who 
dwells  in  or  inhabits. 

Serya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  served  or  obeyed,  to  be 
worshipped  or  honoured,  honourable  ;  to  be  prac- 

tised, to  be  used  or  employed  or  enjoyed  ;  to  be 
taken  care  of  or  guarded  ;  (as),  m.  the  Asvattha  tree  ; 
the  Hijjala  plant  ;  (a),  f.  the  parasitical  plant  VandS  ; 

(am),  n.  the  root  of  Andropogon  Muricatus.  —S'c- 
vya-ta,  f.  or  sevya-tea,  am,  n.  the  condition  of 
being  worthy  of  honour,  honourableness,  rank,  emi- 

nence, worth.  —  Sfvya-sevaka,  au,  m.  du.  served 
and  server,  master  and  servant. 

Sevyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  served  or  waited 
on,  being  attended  on. 

«•*««  2.  sevaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  siv;  for  I. 
sevaJca  see  col.  i),  one  that  sews,  a  sewer  ;  a  sack. 

2.sevana,  am,  n.  (for  I.  see  col.  i),  the  act  of 
sewing,  darning,  stitching  (  =  sivana);  a  sack;  (i), 

f.  a  needle  ;  a  seam  ;  (in  anatomy)  a  suture  or  pecu- 
liar seam-like  union  of  parts  (of  which  there  are 

seven  in  the  body,  viz.  the  five  sutures  of  the  cranium, 
the  frenum  of  the  tongue,  and  that  of  the  glans 

penis). 
1.  sevaniya,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  col.  i),  to  be 

sewn  or  stitched  together. 

serakdlu,  us,  m.  a  kind  of  plant 
(  =  ni$a-bhanya,  commonly  called  Dugdhapeya). 

sevatl,  f.  the  Indian  white  rose. 

seva-dhi,  is,  m.  (for  geva-dhi,  q.v.), 
one  of  the  nine  treasures  of  Kuvera,  a  divine  trea- 

sure ;  a  treasure. 

seshrriiyana,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the 
Intens.  of  rt.  smi),  Ved.  (according  to  some)  smiling 
much,  continuing  to  smile. 

sesKara-sankhya 

m.  the  theistical  branch  of  the  Sartkhya  school  of 
philosophy. 

H^M  sehana,  as,  a,  am  (Perf.  part.  A.  fr. 

rt.  I.  saJi),  one  who  has  overcome,  overcoming,  con- 
quering, (Say.  =  abhi-bhavat.) 

'tT^JJi  sehunda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Euphorbia 
(=  sihunifa). 

D  sai  [cf.  rts.  3.  sa,  I.  so],  cl.  I.  P.  sayati, 
lasati,  sdtum,  to  waste  away,  decline. 

*(?•  sainha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sinha),  belonging 
to  lions,  leonine,  lion-like. 
Sainkika,  as,  i,  am,  lion-like,  leonine  ;  (as),  m., 

N.  of  Rahu  or  the  personified  ascending  node  (  = 
sainhikcya  below). 
Sainhikeya,  as,  m.  (fr.  sinhikd,  q.  v.),  a  metro- 

nymic of  Rahu,  q.  v.  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of Danavas. 

sainhala,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sinhala),  be- 
longing to  Ceylon  ;  produced  or  growing  in  Ceylon  ; 

(i),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  sinha-pippali  ). 

««nn  saikata,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sikata),  sandy, 

gravelly,  having  sandy  soil  ;  (am),  n.  a  sand-bank  ; 
an  island  with  sandy  shores;  any  bank  or  shore. 
—  Saikata~vat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing  sand-banks. 
••  Saihat  eehta  (°ta-ish°),  am,  n.  Moved  by  sandy soil,'  ginger. 

Saikatika,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 
sand-banks  ;  fluctuating,  living  in  doubt  and  error, 
=  sandeha-jivin  ;  (as),  m.  a  religious  mendi- 

cant; an  ascetic;  (am),  n.  a  thread  worn  round  the 
wrist  or  neck  to  secure  good  fortune  (  =  mangala- 

sutra)  ;  =  matri-ydtra  (according  to  S'abda-k.). 

«n'i  saitava,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

ifl^nf^rfl  saitavahim,  f.  (fr.  sita  +  va- 
Unfj,  N.  of  the  river  Bahu-da,  q.  v. 

<l-Sl(*fia«  saiddhdntika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sid- 

dhanta),  belonging  or  relating  to  a  dogma  or  estab- 
lished truth  ;  one  who  knows  the  real  truth  ;  relating 

to  an  astronomical  text-book  or  to  any  scientific  text- 
book. 

sainapatya,  sainika.    See  col.  i. 

saindhava,  as,  i,  am  (fr.sindhu),  pro- 
duced or  born  in  Sindh  or  in  the  country  near  the 

Indus  ;  belonging  to  the  Indus  ;  river-born  ;  belong- 
ing to  the  sea,  oceanic,  marine,  aquatic  ;  (as),  m.  a 

horse  (particular  one  bred  in  Sindh)  ;  N.  of  a  Muni  ; 
of  a  family  ;  of  a  country  ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  kind 
of  rock-salt  (found  in  the  country  near  the  Indus)  ; 

(»),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  RSginis  or  personified 
musical  scales  ;  (am),  n.  (in  dramatic  literature)  a 
kind  of  song  in  PrSkrit  words  accompanied  with 
music  expressive  of  disappointment  in  the  keeping 

of  an  assignation  ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  people  inhabit- 
ing Sindh  or  the  country  near  the  Indus.  —  Sain- 

dhava-ghana,'as,  m.  a  lump  of  salt.  —  Saindhava- 
fild,  f.  '  Sindh-rock,'  a  kind  of  rock  or  fossil-salt. 
—Saindkavdranya  (°va-ar°),  as,  am,  m.  n.  the 
jungly  district  of  Sindhu  or  the  Indus. 
Saindkavaka,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  or  relating 

to  the  Saindhavas  ;  (as),  m.  a  miserable  inhabitant of  Sindhu. 

Saindhavayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  teacher  of  the 
Atharva-veda  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family  (supposed 
to  have  been  descended  from  Visva-mitra). 

saindhi,  f.  (according  to  S'abda-k.) spirituous  liquor  (especially  that  prepared  from  the 
fermented  juice  of  the  palm). 

sainya.     See  col.  i. 
saimantika,  am,  n.  (fr.  simanta), 

red-lead  (so  called  because  used  to  make  a  mark 
ilong  the  parting  of  the  hair). 

titTW  sairan-dhra,  as,  m.  (probably  fr.  an 

mused  word  siran-dhra,  derived  fr.  sira,  '  a  plough," 
+  dhra  for  dhara,  '  holding,'  cf.  matii-dhra,  an- 
sa-dhri),  a  kind  of  menial  or  domestic  servant  (em- 
>loyed  to  dress  his  master,  and,  though  not  a  slave, 
required  to  perform  various  servile  offices;  he  is 
employed  also  in  the  chase,  and  constitutes  a  kind  of 
mixed  tribe  or  caste,  being  originally  the  oflspring 
of  a  Dasyu  and  an  Ayogava  female  ;  see  Manu  X. 

32);  any  menial  servant  or  attendant  ;  (i),  f.  a  maid- 
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servant  or  female  attendant  in  the  women's  apart- 
ments (  =  bhujiiihya),  a  woman  of  the  mixed  tribe 

described  above  ;  an  independent  female  artizan 

working  in  another  person's  house  ;  epithet  of  Drau- 
padl,  wife  of  the  Pandava  princes,  (when  these  five 
princes  entered  the  service  of  king  Virata  in  various 

disguises,  Draupadi  became  servant-maid  and  needle- 
woman in  the  same  king's  household  ;  see  Maha-bh. 

Virita-parvan  77.) 
Xnirindhra  for  sairan-dhra  above. 
•S'airino'Ari  for  sairan-dhri  above. 

saird-vat,  an,  all,  at  (according  to 

SJy.  connected  with  t'ro,  '  food  ;'  according  to  others 
perhaps  connected  with  sira),  Ved.  having  plenty 
of  provisions  (said  of  a  ship). 

wft«ir  salrika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sira),  relating 
or  belonging  to  a  plough  ;  having  furrows  ;  (as),  m. 
a  plough-ox  ;  a  ploughman. 

Nil  ('/•;//«  or  Miiriyaka,  as,  m.  'turned  up  by  the 
plough,'  the  plant  Barleria  Cristata. 
Saireya  or  saireyaka,  as,  in.  =  sainya  above. 

sairindhra.    See  under  sairandhra. 

sairibha,as,  m.  (probably  connected 

with  sira),  a  burtalo  ;  Indra's  heaven,  Svarga. A  _ 
^M  sairya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  grass. 

941(4  saivala,  am,  n.  (=  saivala),  the 
aquatic  plant  Vallisneria. 

«W*  saisaka,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  slsa),  leaden,  of 
lead. 

I.  so  (usually  found  with  preposi- 
tions, see  ava-so,  vy-ava-so,  adhy-ava-so, 

pary-am-so,  &c.),  cl.  4.  P.  syati,  sastm  (2nd  sing. 
sasitha  or  sasdtha,  ist  du.  sasiva],  sdsyati,  asdt 
or  asdsit,  Free,  seydt,  sat  um,  to  destroy,  kill  ;  to 
bring  to  an  end,  finish,  complete  :  Pass,  slyate,  Aor. 
aiaiji  :  Caus.  sayayati  (or,  according  to  some,  ta- 
payati),  &c.  :  Desid.  tishdsati  :  Intens.  scshiyate, 
taeatl,  idseti. 
Sdya,  as,  m.  end,  close,  &c.     See  p.  1  109,  col.  I. 
3.  sita,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  under  rt.  si;  for  2. 

see  p.  1  1  1  3,  col.  i),  destroyed,  brought  to  an  end, 
finished,  completed,  concluded  ;  ascertained,  known  ; 
(as),  m.  an  arrow  (probably  for  rfita,  cf.  sdyaka, 

4dyaka).—Sitdgra  (°ta-ag°),  as,  m.  =  titdgra,  a thorn. 

3.  liti,  is,  f.  destruction  ;  [cf.  i.pra-siti.] 
Sfya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  destroyed  ;  to  be  com- 

pleted or  effected  ;  (am),  n.  completion,  effecting  ; 

[cf.  ifata-s0.] 2.  to,  sos,  {.,  N.  of  PSrvall. 

fcW  sodha,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  I.  sah),  borne, 
suffered,  endured;  patient,  enduring;  (as),  m.  a 
proper  N. 
Kmfhavat,  an,  all,  at,  one  who  has  borne  or  en- 

dured. 

Sodhaya,  Nom.  A.  sodhiiyate,  &c.,  to  bear,  en- 
dure. 

Sodliri,  dha,  dhri,  dhri,  a  bearer,  one  who  bears 
or  suffers,  patient,  enduring  ;  able,  powerful. 

*AfJ  sotri.     See  p.  1117,  col.  3. 

«tnKH>  sotkantha  (sa-ut°),  as,  a,  am,  ar- 
dently longing,  impatiently  eager  ;  regretful  ;  bewail- 

ing, sorrowing;  (am),  ind.  with  ardent  or  eager 
longing  ;  regretfully,  sorrowfully. 

«\r***f  sotkampa  (sa-ut°),  as,  a,  am,  trem- 
bling, tremulous. 

sotpala  (sa-ut°),  as,  a,  am,  pos- sessing lotuses. 

sotplda  (sa-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  covered with  foam  or  froth. 

l  sotprdsa  (sa-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
excess,  excessive  ;  exaggerated,  exaggerating  ironic- 

ally; (as),  m.  violent  laughter;  (as,  am),  m.  n. 

ironical  exaggeration,  sarcasm,  flattering  speech,  sneer- 

ing praise  and  covert  censure.  —  Sotprdsa-ltasita, 
am,  n.  sarcastic  laughter. 

sotva.     See  p.  1117,  col.  3. 

sotsava  (sa-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  festive, making  merry,  joyous. 

+flrWI£  sotsdha  (sa-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  making 
effort,  vigorous,  energetic,  persevering;  (am),  ind. 
energetically,  carefully.  —  Holsdha-td,  f.  activity, 
energy. 

*flrf$*  sotsuka  (sa-ut°),  as,  d,  am,  regret- 
ful, repining,  anxious,  sorrowful,  languid. 

^fftfcJT  sodaka  (sa-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  having 
or  containing  water. 

*ft*nj  sodaya  (sa-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  connected 
with  the  rise  (of  the  heavenly  bodies  &c.),  having 
an  increase  of  profit,  accumulated,  augmented  by 
interest;  having  a  succession,  having  something 
coming  after,  followed  by. 

flV^*.  sodara  (sa-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  born  from 
the  same  womb,  co-uterine ;  (as),  m.  a  co-uterine 
brother,  brother  of  whole  blood,  own  brother  [cf. 

iahodara} ;  (a),  f.  a  co-uterine  sister,  own  sister. 
Sodarya  (sa-ud°),  as,  m.  an  own  brother  (= samdnodarya). 

tfltJsS  sodarka  (sa-ud°),  as,  a, am,  attended 
with  results  or  consequences;  having  elevations  or turrets. 

tfltfl'l  sodyoga  (sa-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  mak- 
ing active  exertion,  diligent,  persevering,  enterpris- 
ing, energetic ;  violent  (as  a  disease). 

Hlgl^H  sodvdshpam  (sa-ud°),  ind.  with tears  in  the  eyes. 

*f|g'l  sodvega  (sa-ud°),  as,  d,  am,  mourn- 
ful, sorrowful,  anxious,  fearful ;  (an*),  ind.  anxiously, 

eagerly. 

sonaha,  as,  m.  garlic. 

sonmdda  (sa-un°),  as,  d,  am,  mad, 

sopakarana  (sa-vp°),  as,  d,  am, 
provided  with  every  requisite  instrument  or  imple- 

ment, properly  equipped. 

Sopakdi-a  (sa-up"),  as,  d,  am,  furnished  with 
necessary  means  or  implements,  well  equipped  or 
stocked  ;  assisted,  befriended. 

Sopakdraka  (sa-up°),  as,  d,  am, properly  equipped 
or  aided,  assisted,  benefited. 

sopacdra  (sa-up°),  as,  d,  am,  act- 
ing with  politeness  or  civility,  deferential ;  (am),  n. 

politely,  deferentially. 
Sopaddrakam  (sa-up°),  ind.  politely,  deferen- 

tially. 

«flH$=i  sopadrava  (sa-iip°),  as,  d,  am, 
visited  with  great  calamities  or  afflictions,  dangerous. 

3ffVrV  sopadha  (sa-np°),  as,  d,  am,  full  of 
fraud  or  deceit,  fraudulent,  guileful. 
Sopad/ii,  is,  is,  i,  fraudulent ;  (i),  ind.  deceitfully, 

fraudulently. 

*f)Mf«T*rrfi  sopanishatka  (sa-vp°),as,d,am, 
along  with  the  Upanishads,  (Kulluka  on  Manu  II. 

snpaplava  (sa-upa),  as,  a,  am,  af- 
flicted with  any  great  calamity,  overrun  or  attacked 

by  enemies ;  eclipsed  (as  the  sun  or  moon). 

?tV<ITY*I  snparodha  (sa-up°),  as,  d,  am,  ob- 
structed, impeded  ;  favoured  ;  (am),  ind.  obligingly, 

respectfully. 

sopavdsa  or  sopavdsika.  (sa-up° 
as,  a,  am,  fasting,  keeping  a  fast. 

sopasarga  (sa-up°),  as,  d,  am,  af- 
flicted with  any  great  misfortune,  visited  by  portents, 

portentous  ;  possessed  by  an  evil  spirit  ;  having  a 
particle,  preceded  by  a  prepositional  prefix  (in  gram- 

mar). 

sopahdsa  (sa-up°),  as,  d,  am,  ac- companied with  derisive  laughter,  sneering,  jocular, 
sarcastic;  (am),  ind.  with  a  sneer.sneeringly.  —  Sopa- 
hdsotprasa  (°sa-ut°),  as,  m.  a  jocular  expression. 
*Tlmen  sopuka,  as,  m.  (probably  another 

form  of  iva-pdlta),  a  man  of  a  degraded  caste  (the 
son  of  a  Candsla  by  a  PukkasT,  and  only  to  be  em- 

ployed as  a  public  executioner,  &c.,  see  Manu  X.  38). 

fffarrfv  sopddhi,  is,  is,  i,  or  sopddhika  (sa- 

up°),  a»,  i,  am,  restricted  by  some  condition  or 
limitation,  limited,  qualified  by  some  particular  cha- 

racteristic (as  liberality  by  the  desire  of  receiving 

something  in  return);  having  some  peculiar  attri- 
bute or  distinguishing  title  ;  special. 

Wfl«t  sopdna,  am,  n.  (perhaps  contracted 
from  sa  +  upayana),  stairs,  steps,  a  staircase,  a 
ladder.  —  Sopdna-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  or  condition 
of  stairs,  the  uses  of  a  staircase.  —  Sopana-param- 
pard,  f.  a  line  of  steps,  flight  of  steps. 

*TlMI«ir=li  sopanatka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  sa  + 

updnah  +  ka,  see  upd-nah),  with  sandals,  having sandals  or  shoes,  (Manu  III.  238.) 

*n«(l*M  sopdsana  (sa-vp°),  as,  m.  having the  sacred  fire,  (see  2.updsana.) 

sobha,  am,  n.,  Ved.,  N.  of  the  city  of 

the  Gandharvas  ;  [cf.  sambha."] as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  or  belonging 
to  Sobha. 

sobliari,  is,  m.,  X.  of  the  author 
of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  VIII.  1  9-2  1,  &c.  (having  the 
patronymic  Kanva). 

sobhdnjana,  as,  m.   (:=sobhdii- 
jana),  the  tree  Hyperanthera  Moringa. 

^ffrT  soma,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 

1.  139.  fr.  rt.  3.  su,  '  to  distil  or  extract  or  sprinkle,1 
but  connected  by  some  with  rt.  4.  su,  '  to  generate,' 
the  act  of  expressing  the  Soma  juice  being  compared 
to  the  act  of  begetting),  a  particular  climbing  plant, 
Sarcostema  Viminalis  or  Asclepias  Acida  (said  to  grow 

abundantly  on  the  mountains  of  India  and  Persia  ; 

this  celebrated  plant,  sometimes  called  '  the  moon- 
plant'  and  perhaps  a  kind  of  milk-weed,  was  for- 

merly a  most  important  ingredient  in  sacrificial  offer- 
ings, and  is  perpetually  alluded  to  in  Vedic  literature 

as  well  as  in  the  Persian  Avesta  ;  it  was  collected  by 

moon-light  on  certain  mountains  [in  Rig-veda  X.  34, 
I  .  the  mountain  Muja-vat  is  mentioned],  stripped  of 
its  numerous  leaves,  and  then  carried  to  the  place  of 

sacrifice;  the  stalks  having  been  there  crushed  be- 
tween stones  by  the  priests  were  sprinkled  with 

water  and  placed  on  a  sieve  or  strainer  for  purifica- 

tion [see  pdvamdna"],  whence,  after  further  pressure, the  acid  juice  trickled  into  a  vessel  called  Drona  ; 
after  which  it  was  mixed  with  clarified  butter,  flour, 

&c.,  made  to  ferment,  and  then  offered  in  libations 
to  the  gods  or  drunk  by  the  BrShmans,  by  both  of 
whom  its  exhilarating  or  intoxicating  qualities  were 

supposed  to  be  highly  prized;  it  is  sometimes  de- 
scribed as  having  been  brought  from  the  sky  by  a 

Syena  or  falcon,  and  guarded  by  the  Gandharvas  ; 
sometimes  as  having  been  brought  by  the  Gayatrl  in 
the  form  of  a  bird,  or  by  the  daughter  of  the  Sun, 
from  a  spot  where  it  had  been  nourished  by  the 

rain-god  Parjanya,  who  is  represented  in  Rig-veda 
IX.  82,  3.  as  its  father,  the  god  Soma  being  else- 

where described  as  rejoicing  in  the  society  of  the 

waters  ;  all  the  114  hymns  of  the  ninth  Mandala  of 
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the  Rig-veda,  besides  many  others  throughout  this 
Veda  and  the  whole  Slma-veda,  are  devoted  to  the 
praise  of  this  plant,  the  use  of  which  seems  now  to 
be  little  known,  though  in  some  parts  of  India 
Soma  sacrifices  are  still  offered ;  for  the  connection 
between  the  Soma  ceremonies  and  the  Sama-veda 
see  sdma-veda;  this  Veda  distinguishes  two  kinds 
of  Soma,  one  said  to  be  green  and  the  other  yellow, 
but  the  golden-coloured  is  described  as  most  cele- 

brated; the  more  modern  Su-s'ruta,  q.  v.,  on  the 
other  hand,  distinguishes  twenty-four  varieties  of  the 
Soma  plant) ;  the  intoxicating  and  invigorating  juice 
of  the  above  plant  (which,  in  the  Vedic  period,  was 
regarded  as  a  kind  of  Amrita  or  nectar,  conferring 
eternal  life  and  vigour  on  the  drinkers  of  it,  whether 

gods  or  men,  and  was  offered  to  the  gods  to  pro- 
pitiate them  and  make  them  accede  to  the  petitions 

of  their  worshippers,  see  above);  the  above  plant  or 
its  juice  personified  (and  constantly  deified  in  theVeda, 
and  in  its  character  of  a  god  represented  as  primeval, 

all-powerful,  all-pervading,  heaJing  all  diseases,  lord  of 
all  other  gods,  and  identified  with  the  very  supreme 
Being  himself;  this  worship  of  Soma  by  the  Hindus 
of  the  Vedic  age  is  thought  to  possess  great 
community  of  character  with  that  of  Dionysus  and 
Bacchus  by  the  Greeks  and  Romans;  Soma  is 

regarded  as  the  author  of  Rig-veda  X.  124, 1,  5-9); 
nectar,  the  beverage  of  the  gods ;  water ;  the  moon 
or  its  deity  (to  whom  the  name  Soma,  which  first 
belonged  to  the  plant  only,  came  to  be  applied  in 
Post-vedic  mythology,  traces  of  this  application  being 
also  observable  in  Rig-veda  X.  85,  in  Atharva-veda 
XI.  6,  7,  and  in  several  passages  of  the  Satapatha- 
BrShmana;  in  the  Vishnu-Purana  I.  22,  Brahma  is 
said  to  have  appointed  Soma  or  the  moon  to  be  the 

'  monarch  of  planets,  of  plants,  of  sacrifices,  and 
penances/  and  one  of  the  names  of  the  moon  is 

Oshadhi-pati  or  Oshadhisa,  '  lord  of  herbs ;'  again, 
at  the  churning  of  the  ocean,  as  described  in  the 
Puranas,  after  all  sorts  of  medicinal  plants  and  heal- 

ing herbs  &c.  are  thrown  in,  three  of  the  precious 

things  said  to  be  produced  are  Soma,  '  the  moon,' 
Amrita,  'nectar,'  and  Sura,  'spirituous  liquor,'  and 
in  other  legends  this  nectar  is  said  to  be  preserved  in 
the  body  of  the  moon ;  in  Manu  V.  96,  Soma  is 
called  one  of  the  eight  Loka-palas  or  guardians  of 

the  world);  a  ray  of  light  (  =  d~tdhiti,  according 
to  Sabda-k.);  air,  wind;  camphor;  a  particular 
drug  of  supposed  magical  properties;  a  particular 
mountain  or  mountainous  range,  (according  to  some) 
the  mountains  of  the  moon ;  a  particular  class  of 

Pitris,  (probably  for  soma-pd) ;  N.  of  a  monkey 
chief;  of  Kuvera;  of  Yama;  of  one  of  the  Vasus, 

(see  vasu) ;  of  S'iva ;  of  the  author  of  a  law-book ; 
of  the  author  of  the  RJga-vibodha ;  (<7),  f.,  N.  of 
an  Apsaras ;  (am),  n.  rice-water,  rice-gruel ;  heaven, 
sky,  ether.  —  Soma -kavi,  ii,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 
—  Soma-kdnta,  as,  a,  am,  moon-beloved;  lovely 
as  the  moon ;  (as),  m.  the  moon-gem,  moon-stone 
.( =  (andra-kanta,  q.  v.);  N.  of  a  king  ofSaurashlra. 
—  Soma-kama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  delighting  in  Soma. 
—  Soma-kMti,  is,   m.,  N.  of  a   son  of  Dhrita- 

ttojapi.—Soma-Ttthoya,  as,  m.  disappearance  of 
the  moon,  new  moon. — Soma-garbha,  as,  m.,  N. 

of  Vishnu.  —  Soma-giri,  if,  m.  'moon-mountain,' 
N.  of  a  mythical  mountain.  —  Soma-gopd,  as,  as, 
am,  having  Soma  as  protector.  —  Knma-graha,  at, 
m.  a  vessel  for  taking  up  the  Soma.  —  Soma-ja, 
tt«,  d,  am,  moon-produced,  moon-born ;  (as},  m. 
epithet  of  the  planet  Mercury  or  Budha ;  (am),  n. 
mi\k.  —  Soma-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place  of  pil- 

grimage in  the  west  of  India  (  —  prabhdsa,  q.  v.). 
—  Soma-clatta,  OK,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  Vaisali; 

(a),   (.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Yajna-soma.—  Soma- 
deva,  at,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Katha-sarit- 
sagara.  —  Soma-daivatya,  as,  a,  am,  having  Soma 
as  a  deity,  presided  over  by  Soma.  —  Soma-d  liana, 
af,  a,  am,  Ved.  holding  or  containing  Soma  (as  a 

bowl).  —  8oma-dhdrd,  f.  '  Soma-holding,'  the  sky, 

heaven.  —  Soma-nandis'vara  (°di-~t^),  N.  of  a 
Lin-ga.  —  Soma-ndlha,  as,  m.  '  Soma's  lord,  the 

divinity  set  up  by  Soma,'  N.  of  a  celebrated  Lircga, 
i.  e.  columnar  emblem  of  S'iva  or  of  the  place  or 
temple  where  it  was  set  up,  (this  temple  was 
established  in  the  town  described  below,  and  was 

one  of  the  twelve  cerebrated  Lin-ga  temples  whieh 
in  various  parts  of  India  are  held  in  especial  venera- 

tion ;  the  legend  relates  that  the  god  Soma  or  the 

moon  propitiated  S'iva  by  performing  great  austerities 
on  the  spot,  whereupon  S'iva  granted  him  a  boon, 
and  Soma  in  return  set  up  a  Lin-ga  on  the  place 
where  he  had  done  penance ;  the  temple  built  there 
was  so  famed  for  its  splendor  and  enormous  wealth 
that  it  attracted  the  celebrated  Mahmud  of  Ghazm, 
A.  D.  1024,  who,  under  pretext  of  destroying  its 
idols,  carried  off  .its  treasures  along  with  its  renowned 

gates);  N.  of  several  persons.  —Somandtha-tlrtka, 
N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Somandtha-pattana,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  town  on  the  western  coast  of  India  (com- 

monly called  Somnath  Pattan  in  the  peninsula  of 
Katty war  and  province  of  Guzerat ;  it  was  celebrated 

for  the  temple  of  S'iva  above  described).  —  Soma- 
pa,  as,  m.  one  who  drinks  the  Soma  juice  (especially 
at  a  sacrifice) ;  a  Soma  sacrificer ;  a  class  of  Pitris, 

(see  soma-yja.)  —  Soma-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  'lord  of 
Soma,'  epithet  of  Indra.  —  Soma-pattra,  as,  m.  a 
sort  of  grass,  Saccharum  Cylindricum. — Soma-par- 
van,  a,  n.,  Ved.  the  time  for  preparing  the  Soma. 
—  Soma-pd,  as,  m.  (ace.  pi.  soma-pas,  dat.  sing. 
soma-pe,  see  Gram.  108.  a),  a  drinker  of  Soma 
juice  (especially  at  a  sacrifice) ;  a  Soma  sacrificer ; 
the  performer  of  a  sacrifice ;  a  Pitri  of  a  particular 
class  (said  to  be  especially  the  progenitors  of  the 
Brahmans).  —  Somapd-tama,   as,    d,   am,  Ved. 
drinking  much  Soma,  very  fond  of  Soma.  —  Soma- 
pdna,  am,  n.  the  drinking  of  the  Soma  juice. 
—  Soma-pdla,  as,  m.  a  preserver  of  Soma,  (pro- 

bably) a  provider  or  seller  of  the  Soma  plant;  (as), 
m.  pi.  epithet  of  the  Gandharvas  (as  keeping  especial 
guard  over  the  Soma).  —  Soma-pdran,  d,  m.,  Ved. 
a  Soma  drinker.  —  Soma-plti,  is,  f.  drinking  Soma, 
a  draught  of  Soma;  a  Soma  sacrifice.  —  Soma-jiltiii, 
i,  m.  a  drinker  of  the  Soma  juice.  —  Soma-pltha, 
as,  m.,  Ved.  a  draught  of  Soma;  [cf.  ffo-fftha.^ 

—  Soma-pltkin,  I,  m.  a  Soma  drinker. —Soma- 

plvin,  t,  m.  (doubtful),  a  Soma  drinker.  —  Soma-pit.- 
tra,  as,  m.  'son  of  the  moon,'  the  planet  Mercury. 
—  froma-pr{shtha,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  touching  Soma, 

sprinkling  Soma,  (Say.  =  soma-sprashtri,  somdbhi- 
sJtara-kartri,  Rig-veda  VIII.  63,  2.)  —  Soma-peya, 
as,  m.,  Ved.  a  sacrifice  in  which  Soma  is  drunk, 

a  Soma  libation.  —  Soma-pratika,  as,  ii,  am,  Ved. 
having  Soma  at  the  head.  —  Soma-prabha,  f.,  N.  of 
a  female.  —  Soma-prayoya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  treatise. 

—  Soma-pravaka,    as,    m.    '  Soma-sacrifice-an- 
nouncer,'  a  person  commissioned  to  engage  S'rotriyas 
or  sacrificial  priests  for  a  Soma  sacrifice.  —Soma- 

bandhu,  us,  m.  '  friend  of  the  moon,'  the  white 
esculent  water-lily  (as  expanding  at  night).  —  Soma- 
bhava,  a»,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  ijama-bltii,  us,  ils,  u, 
Soma-born,  belonging  to  the  family  of  the  moon ; 

(us),  m.  '  son  of  Soma,'  epithet  of  Budha  (regent  of 
the  planet   Mercury  and   supposed   founder  of  the 
lunar  dynasty) ;  one  of  the  persons  called  Vasudevas 

by  the  Jainas.  —  Soma-yajiia,  as,  m.  a  Soma  sacri- 
fice, an  offering  or  libation  of  the  juice  of  the  acid 

Asclepias.  -  Soma-ydga,   as,   m.   a  great  triennial 
sacrifice  in  which  the  Soma  juice  is  drunk.  —  Soma- 

yiijin,  i,  m.  a  Soma-yaga  sacrificer  (who  also  drinks 
the  Soma  juice  at  the  ceTemony).  —  Soma-yogin,  I, 

ini,  i,  being  in  conjunction  with  the  moon.  —  8oma- 
l/oni,  is,  m.  a  sort  of  yellow  and  very   fragrant 
sandal.  —  tfoma-rasa,  as,  m.  the  juice  of  the  Soma 

plant.  —  Soma-rdjaki,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Gotra. 
—  Soma-rdjan,  d,  -jnl,  a,  having  the  Soma  plant 
as  king,  (Atharva-veda  VIII.  I,  17) ;  (a),  m.,  N.  of 
a   Muni.  —  Soma-rdjikd,  {.  =  soma-riijin  below. 
—  Soma-rdjin,  i,  m.  the  medicinal  plant  Serratula 
orVernonia  Anthelmintica.  —  Soma-raji,  f.  =  soma- 
riijin  above ;    a  particular  metre  consisting  of  six 
syllables. —Suma-rdshtra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place. 
—  Soma^roga,  as,  m.  a  particular  disease  incident 

to  women.  —  Soma-raudra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred 

text ;  [cf.  somd-raudra.]  —  Soma-lald,  f.  the 
moon-plant  Sarcostema  Viminalis,  (see  soma,  col.  I); 
N.  of  the  river  Godavart.  —  Soma-latikd,  (.  a  par- 

ticular shrub  (  =  gudufi). — Soma-vania,  as,  m. 

'  the  family  or  race  of  the  moon,'  the  lunar  dynasty 
or  line  of  kings  supposed  to  be  descended  from 

Soma,  '  the  moon,"  and  his  son  Budha,  (in  this  line 
came  Puru,  Yadu,  Dushyanta,  Krishna,  Bharata, 

Kuru,  Dhrita-rashtra,  and  Pandu,  see  fandra- 
vanta;  it  was  one  of  the  two  great  lines  of  ancient 
Hindu  kings,  the  other  being  called  Solar,  see  surya- 

i-ania)  ;  N.  of  Yudhi-shthira  (as  belonging  to  this 
line).  —  Soma-vanttin,  t,  m.  a  prince  or  king  of  the 
lunar  dynasty.  —  I.  soma-tat,  an,  all,  at,  possessing 
Soma  (said  of  the  Himalaya  district),  having  Soma 

juice;  having  the  moon,  lunar.  —  2.  soma-vat,  ind. 
like  the  moon.  —  Soma-ralka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
white  Khadira,  Mimosa  Catechu  ;  a  medicinal  plant 

(commonly  called  Kayaphal,  =  kat-phala) ;  the 
plant  Karaiija  ;  another  kind  ( =  ri/hd-karanja). 
—  Soma-rallari,  is,  or  soma-vallari,  f.  the  moon- 
plant   Sarcostema  Viminalis;    a   kind    of  vegetable 

(  =  brahmi).  —  Soma-rattikd,  {.  the  moon-plant; 
the   plant  Vernonia   Anthelmintica.  —  Soma-valli, 
{.  the  moon-plant,  (see  soma  above) ;    the  shrub 
Cocculus  Cordifolius  ( =  yajna-ralli) ;  the  medicinal 
plant  Vernonia   Anthelmintica ;    other    plants    ( = 

brdhml ;  =  pdtdla-garudl ;  =  su-darfand).  —  So- 
ma-t'akni-prakdda,  as,  d,  am,  bright  as  the  fire 

of  the  moon. — Soma-vdmin,  t,  m. '  Soma-vomiter,' 
a  priest  who  has  drunk  so  much  Soma  juice  that  he 

is  obliged  to  vomit  it  out  of  his  mouth.  —  Soma- 

vdra,  as,  m.  'moon-day,'  Monday. —Somavdra- 
vrata,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  religious  observance  per- 

formed in  the  evening  and  consisting  of  the  worship 

of  S'iva  and  DurgS  preceded  by  fasting  every  Mon- 
day. —  Soma-vikrayin,  I,  m.  a  vendor  of  Soma 

juice.  — Soma-vriksha,  as,  m.  the  medicinal  plant 
Kat-phala ;   the  white  Khadira ;  Vernonia  Anthel- 

mintica. —  Soma-iSakald,  (.  'resembling  a  portion 

of  the  moon,'  a  kind  of  cucumber  (  =  s'as'anduli). 
—  Soma-dambhu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  an  author.  ••  Soma- 
iSarman,  d,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (belonging  to  the 
Maurya   dynasty) ;    of  a    Muni ;    of  a   merchant. 

—Soma-tfuskma,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Brahman.  ••  So- 
ma-gravae,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  merchant.  —  Soma- 
samstkd,  (,,  N.  of  the  fifth  division  of  the  Jyo- 
tishtoma  sacrifice,  (seven  Soma-samsthSs  are  enume- 

rated, viz.  Agni-shtoma,    Aty-agnishtoma,   Ukthya, 

Shodas'in,   Ati-rStra,  Vaja-peya,    and   Aptor-yama.) 

—  Soma-saiij ria,  am,  n.  '  Soma-named,'  camphor. 
—  Soma-iad,  t,  m.  a  Pitri  of  a  peculiar  class  (de- 

scribed as  progenitor  of  the  celestial  beings  called 
Sadhyas,  Manu   III.   195).  —  Soma-sara,  as,  m. 
the  white  Khadira  tree.  —  Soma-sidd/idnta,  as,  m. 

'  the  Soma  doctrine,'  N.  of  a  particular  astronomical 
text-book  ;  a  particular  Tantra  doctrine  or  system  of 

philosophy  followed  by  a  sect  of  Saivas  and  regarded 
as  unorthodox,  (it  is  personified  in  the  Third  Act  of 
the  Prabodha-candrodaya) ;  one  who  holds  the  above 

system  of  doctrines;   a  partiuilar  Buddha.  —  Soma- 
siddlidntin,  i,  m.  one  who  knows  the  Soma-sid- 

dhanta ;  a  follower  of  the  above  sect  of  the  S'aivas, 
a  rationalist  of  the  above  school.  —  Soma-sind/iu, 

'US,  m. '  ocean  of  Soma,'  epithet  of  Vishnu.  —  Soma- 
sut,  t,  m.  a  Soma-distiller,  Soma-sprinkler,  a  priest 
who  offers  the  Soma  juice  at  a  sacrifice.  —  Soma- 

suta,  as,  m. '  son  of  the  moon,'  epithet  of  Budha, 

q.  v. ;    (d),  f.   'daughter  of  the  moon,"  the  river Narma-da  or  Nerbudda.  —  Somasiit-vat,  an,  atl, 

at,  possessing  offerers  of  Soma  juice  (said  of  a  her- 
mitage, a  sacrifice,  &c.).  —  Soma-sutran,  d,  m.,Ved. 

one  who  offers  Soma  libations.  —  Soma-sundara, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator.  —Soma-sukta,  am, 
n.  a  hymn  in  honour  of  Soma.  —  Soma-sitra,  am, 

n.  a  channel  for  conveying  water  from  a  S'iva-lirrga 
or  a  kind  of  receptacle  to  receive  the  water  with 
which  the  idol  has  been  bathed.  —  Somasutra-pra- 

dakshind,  f.  circumambulation  around  S'iva's  idol 
in  such  a  way  as  that  the  Soma-sutra  shall  not  be 
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crossed.— Soma-surya-prakiifa,  as,  il,  am,  bright 

as  the  sun  and  moon.  —  >'<!,,/</  tout,  <i$,  m.,  N.  of  a 
king  of  Campaka-pura. —  »SowaM?/a  (°fna-&M  ̂ . 
<i;n,  n.  the  red  lotus.  —t*iiiii:~/li/i/>tn  (ma-af),  as, 
a,  am,  excessively  purified  by  the  Soma  juice  (which, 
if  drunk  in  excess,  is  supposed  to  pass  through  the 

nose,  ears,  and  other  apertures  of  the  body).  —  Ho- 

mananda  (°ma-nn°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
—  Homdnanda-natha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 
—  Siniia-fiiifhitiiii,  m.  du.,Ved.  Soma  and  Pushan. 
—Somabha  fma-Sbha),  as,  a,  am,  like  the  moon ; 
(a),  f.  epithet  of  CandrSvall,  q.  v.  -  SenSMWoM 

(°tua-a6A°),  as,  m.  the  distilling  or  extracting  of 
Soma  juice.— Somd-rudru-sakta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Vedic  hymn,  (see  the  next.)— Soma-raudra,  am, 
n.,  N.  of  the  four  Vedic  texts  beginning  with  or 

containing  the  word  SomS-rudra,  (these  occur  in 
Rig-veda  VI.  74,  1-4 ;  cf.  Atharva-veda  VH.  42, 

M.uiu  XI.  imJ  —  Somarka-pratisaitkas'a  fma- 
ar°),  at,  a,  am,  resembling  the  sun  and  moon. 
—SomaJta  (°ma-aA°),  as,  m. '  moon-day,'  Monday. 
—  Somahuti  (°ma-ah°),  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of 
the  hymns  Rig-veda  11.4-7  (having  the  patronymic 

Bhargava).  —  Someicara  fma-irf0),  as,  m. 'Soma's 
lord,  the  divinity  set  up  by  Soma,'  N.  of  a  celebrated 
representation  of  SIVA  (supposed  to  have  been  set 
up  by  Soma  at  Benares)  or  of  the  place  where  it 

was  established,  (see  soma-ndtha) ',  of  an  author ; 
of  a  poet ;  of  the  author  of  a  work  on  music ;  of  the 
author  of  the  NySya-sudha  commentary ;  (am),  n., 
N.  of  a  Lin-ga  at  Benares.  —  Somotpatti  Cma-uf), 
ix,  f.  the  production  or  origin  of  Soma;  N.  of  a 

Parisishta  of  the  Rig-veda.  —  Somodbhara  (°ma- 
u<i5),  as,  a,  am,  moon-produced,  sprung  from  the 
moon ;  (d),  f.  the  river  Narma-da  or  modern  Ner- 
budda  (so  called  either  as  supposed  to  be  descended 
from  the  moon  or  as  the  source  of  celestial  nectar). 

Somaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Saha-deva  and 
grandfather  of  Drupada  ;  of  a  particular  Bharataka  or 
mendicant ;  (as),  m.  pi.  the  family  of  Drupada. 
Soman,  a,  m.  the  moon;  a  Soma  sacrificer,  an 

offerer  of  libations  (Ved.). 

Somala,  as,  a,  am  (according  to  some  a  Prakrit 
corruption  for  m-kumara ;  cf.komala),  resembling 
the  moon,  soft,  bland,  placid. 
Somin,  i,  inl,  i,  offering  Soma,  performing  the 

Soma  sacrifice ;  (i),  m.  a  performer  of  a  Soma  sacri- 
fice ;  (inT),  (.  a  proper  N. 

Somya,  as,  a,  am,  worthy  of  Soma;  offering 
Soma;  shaped  like  Soma;  resembling  the  moon, 

soft,  good,  amiable,  (eomya,  voc.  c.  '  my  good  Sir,' 
used  in  addressing ;  cf.  saumya.) 
Saumika,  sawmya.     See  s.  v. 

i  somila,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet. 

«n(»tirij<*  somilaka,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

tiKifg*  sordsktrika,  as,  m.  =  saurasA- 
trikii. 

solanka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  family. 

solkdldtavapothika 

(sa-ulka-alata-av''),  as,  a,  am,  with  machines 
for  hurling  down  fire-brands  and  lighted  darts  (on 
an  enemy ;  these  machines  appear  to  have  been  a 
kind  of  catapult  or  ballista). 

44l^<;o  solluntha  (sa-til°),  as,  m.  irony, 
sarcasm,  ridicule.  —  Solliuftlia-vafana,  am,  n.  or 

I'hokti  Ctha-uk0),  is,  f.  an  ironical  expression. 
>«//un/Aana,  am,  n.  apparent  praise  and  covert 

censure,  irouy. 

Wi"»it^  soshman  (sa-ush°  or  sa-ush°),  a,  a, 
a,  having  heat,  warm ;  (in  grammar)  having  aspi- 

ration, aspirated  (said  of  the  aspirated  letters  kh,  gh, 
{h,  jh,  (h,  dh,  th,  dh,  ph,  lih,  also  of  the  sibilants 
and  the  letter  h);  (a),  m.  an  aspirated  letter,  aspi- 

rate. —  Sothma-la,  f.  the  state  or  condition  of  being 
aspirated,  aspiration.  —  Koshma-vat,  an,  m.  'having 

an  aspirate,'  an  aspirated  word  or  syllable: 

T  so'liam,  norn.  sing.  m.  I  myself, 
(see  tad,  p.  360.) 

^ftfrpSSJTO  sohala-griima,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a village. 

?TT=liT  saukara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sukara),  be- 

longing or  relating  to  a  hog,  hoggish,  swinish  ;  (rt-s1), 
m.,  N.  of  a  district.  —  Saukara-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  TTrtha. 

Saukaraka-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha. 
Saukarika,  as,  m.  a  hunter  ;  N.  of  a  district. 

I.  saukarya,  am,  n.  hoggishness,  swinishness. 

«i°li4.l<44U  saukartlyana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 

teacher  of  the  S'atapatha-Brahmana. 

2.  saukarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-kara), 
easiness    of  performance,    practicability,    feasibility, 

saudhiitaki. 

«iniri  saujdta,  as,  m.  (fr.  su-jata),  N.  of 
a  Rishi. 

saundl,  f.  long  pepper. 

sauli,  is,   m.   (fr.   2.  suta),  N.  of 
Karna,  (so  called  from  having  been  brought  up  by 

the  charioteer  [suto]  Adhi-ratha,  see  kania.)  • 
I.  sautya,  am,  n.  the  office  of  a  charioteer. 

?rrm  2.  sautya,  as,  &c.  (fr.  sutya),  relating 

to  Soma-pressing,  sacrificial. 

fTTcl  sautra,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sutra),  belong- 
ing to  a  thread  or  string,  having  a  thread,  &c.  ; 

belonging  to  a  Sutra,  mentioned  or  declared  in 
Sutras,  according  to  rule  or  precept,  preceptive,  for- 

mulary ;  (as),  m.  a  Brahman  ;  an  artificial  root 
occurring  in  grammatical  Sutras  only  and  not  capable 

facility;  adroitness;  easy  and  extempore  preparation  j  of  conv°rsion'  ;„,„  a  verb_  but  used  to  form  dcriva. offoodormeduMne.  ,ive  nouns 

WT^prra  saukumdrya,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-ku-  Sautrantika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  one  of  the  four 

mSra),  youthfulness,  tenderness,  delicacy  ;  softness,  g^1  schools  or  systems  of  Buddhism,  (see  sawjata; 
fineness  thev  are  said  to  admit  the  authority  of  the  Buddhist 

Sutras  but  not  of  the  Abhi-dharma.) 

W^irT  saukritya,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-krita'}, strictness  in  performing  religious  acts,  piety. 

t4f(iW4  saukshmya,  am,  n.  (fr.  siiksltma), 
minuteness,  fineness,  subtilty. 
Sauixhmaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  small  animal  or 

insect,  (perhaps)  a  grub  or  maggot. 

saukhas'dyanika,  as,  m.  (fr. 

V 

sukha-^ayana),  one  who  asks  another  whether  h 

has  slept  well ;  [cf.  sausnatika.'] Saukha^ayika,  as,  m.  (fr.  sukha-fayin),  =  the 
above. 

*T(<?Hj  PH  •*  saukhasuptika,  as,  m.  (fr.sukha- 
supti),  one  who  asks  another  whether  he  has  slept 
well ;  a  bard  or  minstrel  whose  duty  is  to  waken 

kings  in  the  morning  with'music  and  song. 
flT^T  saukhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sukha),  pleasure, 

happiness,  felicity,  enjoyment. 
Saukhika,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  pleasure,  pleasur- 

able, sensual,  pleasure-seeking. 
Saukhiya,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  pleasure  or 

enjoyment. 

WfrT  saugata,  as,  m.  (fr.  su-gata),  a  fol- 
lower of  Su-gata,  q.v. ;  a  Buddhist,  (the  Buddhists 

are  said  to  be  divided  into  four  classes  or  schools, 

viz.  Madhyamikas,  Yogateras,  Sautrantikas,  and 
Vaibhashikas)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Dasa-ratha. 
Saugatika,  as,  m.  a  Buddhist;  a  Buddhist  or 

Brahman  mendicant ;  an  atheist,  heretic,  unbeliever ; 

(am),  n.  unbelief,  scepticism. 

jir'I'M  saugandha,  as,  i,  'am  (fr.  su-gan- 
dha),  possessing  a  fragrant  odour,  sweet-scented, 
fragrant;  (am),  n.  sweet-scentedness,  fragrance;  a 
particular  fragrant  grass  (  =  kat-trina). 
Saiujandhika,  as,  a  or  J,  am,  sweet-scented, 

fragrant ;  (as),  m.  a  dealer  in  perfumes ;  sulphur ; 
N.  of  a  mountain  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  lotus ;  (am), 

n.  the  white  water-lily,  the  blue  lotus;  a  kind  of 

fragrant  grass  (  =  kat-trina) ;  a  ruby. 
tfaiigandhya,  am,  n.  sweetness  of  odour,  fra- 

grance, perfume. 

*u'|4-H  saugamya,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-gama~), easiness  of  access,  easiness  of  attainment,  facility. 

*nff  sauti,  is,  m.  (fr.  suci;  cf.  sutika), 

one  who  lives  by  his  needle,  a  tailor. 

Saufitta,  as,  m.  —  saiiti  above. 

ST^ioR  saui'lka,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of 
the  Vedic  Rishi  Agni. 

WN-M  saujanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-jana~), 
goodness,  generosity,  kindness,  compassion,  bene- 

volence, clemency ;  friendship. 

sautramam,  f.  (probably  fr.  su- 
traman),  a  particular  sacrifice  (one  of  the  seven 
Havir-yajnas ;  it  is  described  as  a  substitute  for  the 
Soma  sacrifice,  spirituous  liquors  and  milk  being 
taken  instead  of  Soma,  and  both  liquids  placed  in  the 
Soma  vessels;  animals  are  also  immolated,  one  to 
the  Asvins,  one  to  SarasvatT,  one  to  Indra,  and 

one  to  Brihaspati;  in  S'atapatha-Brahmana  XII.  8, 
3,  31.  it  is  said  that  every  one  who  is  consecrated 
by  the  Sautramam  enters  among  the  gods  and  is 

born  in  the  next  world  [saiTa-taniVi]  with  his 

entire  body). 

W?§  saudarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sodara),  bro- 
therhood ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  brotherhood  with (at  the  end  of  a  comp.). 

W<i  W*H  sauduman'i,  f.  (fr.  su-daman), 
lightning  or  a  particular  kind  of  lightning ;  N.  of 

an  Apsaras  of  Indra's  heaven ;  of  part  of  the  Su- 
daman  mountain  (according  to  some). 

SauJiimini,  f.  a  particular  kind  of  lightning; 

lightning  (in  general) ;  N.  of  an  Apsaras  of  Indra's heaven  ;  N.  of  a  city  or  country. 

Saudiimni,  f.  =  «a udam am  above. 

W?l  rn^ksaudayika,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  su-daya), 
that  which  is  given  to  a  woman  at  her  marriage  by 

her  father  or  mother  or  any  relative  and  which  there- 
fore becomes  her  own  property ;  relating  to  such  a 

present ;  (am),  n.  a  nuptial  gift  or  present  (as  de- scribed above). 

«ii<;i«  saudiisa,  as,  m.  (fr.  su-dasa),  N.  of 

a  king  of  the  solar  race  (a  descendant  of  Ikshvaku 
and  Sagara  in  the  thirteenth  generation,  son  of  king 

Su-dasa,  and  also  called  Mitra-saha  and  Kalmasha- 

pSda). 
*mj  saudha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sudha),  relating 

or  belonging  to  nectar,  having  nectar ;  having  plaster ; 
plastered,  stuccoed;  (us),  m.  a  kind  of  plant,  = 

dugdha-piishana ;  (am),  n.  a  plastered  or  white- 
washed mansion;  any  great  mansion  or  house;  a 

palace,  (also  a«,  m.  according  to  some);  silver; 
opal  (according  to  K>me).—8aucUia-kara,  as,  m.  a 
plasterer,  whitewasher ;  the  builder  or  maker  of  a 
palace.  —  Saudha-vasa,  as,  m.  a  palatial  dwelling. 

W*|rl|  saudhanya,  as,  &c.  (probably  fr. 

su-dhami),  epithet  of  certain  Dharmah  or  laws. 

44IVHH  saudhanvana,  as,  m.  (fr.  su-dhan- 

van),  a  son  or  descendant  of  Su-dhanvan. 

wVT'rTfiR  saudhatnki,  is,  m.  (fr.  su-dhatri), 

a  patronymic,  (Pan.  IV.   I,  97);    N.  of  a  hermit 

!  (pupil  ofValmiki). 



saudhara. 

«il«ili.  saudhara,  as,  m.  (according  to 
some)  one  of  the  fourteen  parts  or  divisions  of  a 
drama,  (a  doubtful  word.) 

*miic-i>  saudhdla,  am,  n.  (probably  to  be 
connected  with  saudha,  p.  1138),  a  temple  of  Siva. 

OT*T  sauna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sund),  belonging 
or  relating  to  a  slaughter-house  or  to  butchery,  &c.  ; 

(am),  n.  butcher's  meat;  [cf.  launa.] 
Saunadhannya,  am,  n.  'the  law  or  rule  of 

butchery,'  a  state  of  deadly  hostility. 
Saunika,  as,  m.  a  butcher,  vender  of  the  flesh  of 

beasts  or  birds. 

W'T'tJ  saunanda,  am,  n.  the  club  of  Bala- 
rama. 

Sannandin,  i,  m.  '  having  Saunanda,'  epithet  of 
Bala-rama,  (see  p.  675.) 

^ffS^I  saundarya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sundara), 

beauty,  loveliness,  handsomeness,  gracefulness,  ele- 
gance. —  Saundarya-lahari,  i.,  N.  of  a  mystical 

poem  ascribed  to  Saifkaraiarya  (  =  ananda-lahart). 

TTm'ZZf  saupanthya,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  su- 
patha,  according  to  some),  connected  with  a  good 
road. 

saura. 

sauparna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  su-parna  or 
su-parm,  q.  v.),  belonging  or  relating  to  Su-parna 
or  Su-parnI ;  (am),  n.  dry  ginger ;  the  emerald  ;  N.  of 
a  Vedic  story  which  relates  the  transformation  of  the 
metres  into  birds  that  they  might  fetch  the  Soma  from 

heaven;  (z),  f.  a  kind  of  creeper  (—pntala-gariidi). 
Sauparneya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  of  Garuda ;  (<), 

f.  a  female  descendant  of  Su-parna ;  (as),  pi.  epithet 
of  the  metres  (regarded  as  children  of  Su-parnT). 

{ufoon  sauptika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  supta),  con- 
nected with  or  relating  to  sleep,  somnolent,  som- 

niferous, &c. ;  (am),  n.  a  nocturnal  combat ;  a  night- 
attack,  attack  on  sleeping  men.  —  SauptOut-parvan, 
a,  n.,  N.  of  the  tenth  book  of  the  Maha-bhSrata 
(in  which  is  described  how  the  three  surviving  Kuru 
warriors,  Asvatthaman,  Krita-varman,  and  Kripa, 
after  the  destruction  of  their  army,  determined  on 
attacking  the  camp  of  the  Pandavas  by  night  and 
murdering  them  while  asleep ;  this  they  accordingly 
did,  Asvatthaman  entering  the  camp  stealthily  and, 
with  the  assistance  of  the  god  Siva,  slaughtering 
thousands,  while  the  two  others  stood  at  the  gate 
and  killed  all  who  attempted  to  escape ;  the  whole 
Pandava  army  was  thus  destroyed,  except  the  five 
Pandu  princes  themselves,  with  Krishna  and  Satyaki, 
who  were  stationed  at  some  distance  from  the  camp ; 
a  messenger  having  escaped  conveyed  the  news  to 
Yudhi-shthira,  who,  with  his  brothers  and  DraupadI, 
then  returned  to  the  camp  and  bewailed  their 

slaughtered  kindred). 

«i1rt  saubala,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of 

Sakuni  (as  son  of  Su-bala,  king  of  GSndhara). 
Saiibali,  f.  a  patronymic  of  Gandhar!  (daughter 

of  Su-bala  and  wife  of  Dhrita-rashtra). 

Saubaleyl,  f.,  N.  of  Gs'ndhari. ' 
wW  saubha,  am,  n.  (for  saubha),  N.  of 

Hari-s&ndra's  city  (suspended  in  mid-air) ;  N.  of  a 
town  of  the  S'alvas ;  (rli),  m.  p!.,  N.  of  a  people. 
—  8aubha-pati,  is,  or  sanlhu-riija,  as,  m.  the  king 
of  Saubha  or  of  the  Saubhas. 

ubhaki,  is,  m.,  N.  of  Drupada. 

siubhaya,   am,  n.   (fr.  su-bhaga), 
good    luck,    happiness ;    prosperity,    riches,   wealth. 
—  XaiMtaya-ti;a,am,  n.  a  state  of  prosperity,  hap- 
piness. 
Saubhagya,  am,  n.  auspiciousness,  good  fortune, 

fortunateness,  good  luck  ;  blessedness ;  beauty,  grace, 
charm  ;  the  happy  and  auspicious  state  of  wile-hood 
(as  opposed  to  widowhood) ;  affection,  favour ;  con- 

gratulations, good  wishes ;  the  fourth  of  the  astro- 

nomical Yogas  ;  red  lead;  borax  (tankana).—Sau- 
lihdgya-kanda,  N.  of  part  of  the  Atharva-veda. 
—  Sanbhdyya-dmtrtmani,  is,  m.  a  particular  drug 
or  medicine  compounded  of  various  medicaments. 

—  SaiAhaijya-fihna,  am,  n.   any  mark  of  good 
fortune  or  blessedness;    any  sign  or  token  of  the 
blessed  state  of  wife-hood  (e.  g.  red  pigment  on  the 
forehead,  the  marriage  string,  &c.).  —  /SaitWiaji/a- 
tantu,  us,  m.  the  marriage  string  (which  is  cast 
round  the  neck  of  the  bride  by  the  bridegroom  at 
the  wedding   and  worn   till  widowhood).  —  <SV«/- 

bliagya-tritiya,  f.  the  third  day  of  the  light  half  of 
the    month    BhSdra.  —  Saubhygya-decata,   f.  an 
auspicious  or  tutelary  dehy.—Saubhagya-rat,  an, 
all,   at,    possessing    good    fortune    or    blessedness, 
auspicious,  fortunate  ;  (o<»),  f.  a   married  and  un- 
widowed  woman.  —Saubhagyavat-ta,  f.  or   sait- 
bhnyyavat-tva,   am,  n.  auspiciousness,  prosperity. 
—  Saub/iagya-vayana,  am,  n.  auspicious  offerings 
of  sweetmeats,  Scc.—Saubhagya-etmilari-tirt/M, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Siva-Purana. 

saubhadra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  su-bhadra), 

belonging  or  relating  to  Su-bhadra,  q.  v.  ;  (as),  m. 
'  son  of  Su-bhadra,'  epithet  of  Abhimanyu  ;  (am), 
n.,  scil.  ywldha,  the  war  occasioned  by  the  carrying 
off  of  Su-bhadra,  q.  v. 

Saubfiadreya,  as,  m.  a  metronymic  of  Abhi- 
manyu; Beleric  Myrobalan  (=>vibhitaka). 

WWR  saubhara,  as,  m.  a  patronymic  of 

Kusika  (author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  X.  127). 

TTTHft  saubhari,  is,  m.,   N.   of  a  Muni 
(married  to  the  fifty  daughters  of  Mandhatri  and 
father  of  150  sons). 

Tu*rtt  saubhari,  f.  (fr.  sobhari),  Ved.  a 
verse  composed  by  Sobhari. 

WMTni«ni  I.  saubhagineya,  as,  tn.  (fr.  sa- 
Uiaga),  the  son  of  a  favourite  wife  or  of  an 
honoured  mother. 

2.  saubhdgineya,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 
eit-Wiagineya),  belongii 
sister's  son. 

ig  or  relating  to  a  good 

saubkagya.     See  col.  I.        "" 
saubhanjana,   as,   m.  =  sobhan- 

jana,  tfobliaiijana,  the  tree  Hyperanthera  Moringa. 

TfmVRi  saubhika,  as,  m.  (for  saubhika),  a 

juggler. 3mTFeT  saubhratra,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-bhrdtri), 
good  brotherhood,  fraternity. 

^mi^fw  saumadatti,  is,  m.  (fr.  soma- 
datta),  a  patronymic. 

«|«1«TW  saumanasa,  as,  a  or  I,  am  (fr.  su- 

manas),  agreeable  to  the  feelings,  pleasing ;  relating 
to  flowers,  floral,  flowery  ;  (us),  m.,  N.  of  the  eighth 
day  of  the  civil  month  (  =  karma-ma  so) ;  (ii),  f.  the 
outer  skin  of  the  nutmeg,  =jati-pattrl ;  (t),  f.,  N. 
of  the  fifth  night  of  the  civil  month ;  (am),  n. 
benevolence,  kindness ;  pleasure,  satisfaction. 

Saumanaeya,  am,  n.  satisfaction  of  mind,  agree- 
ableness,  enjoyment ;  a  particular  offering  of  flowers 
with  holy  texts  placed  in  the  hands  of  the  priest  at 
a  SVaddha. 

Saitin(ina?yayani,  f.  the  blossom  of  the  Malati 
or  great-flowering  jasmine. 

*i?Hiqi  saumiiyana,  as,  m.  (fr.  soma),  a 
patronymic  of  Budha  ;  [cf.  sanmya^] 

WfocS  Salonika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  soma),  per- 
formed with  Soma  juice  (said  of  an  oblation  or 

sacrifice),  relating  to  the  Soma  juice ;  relating  to 
Soma  or  the  moon,  lunar ;  (i),  f.  a  particular  sacrifice 

performed  on  the  day  of  full  moon  (  =  dil:sham- 

yeehli). 
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saumitra,  as,  m.  (fr.  su-mitrd),  a, 

metronymic  of  Lakshmana  the  younger  brother  of Rama. 

Saumitri,  it,  m.  =  saumitra  above;   N.  of  a 
teacher  of  the  Sama-veda. 

saumilla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  dramatic 

writer  (mentioned  in  the  Malavikagnimitra). 

WW^i  saumefaka,  am,  n.  (probably  fr. 
su-metola),  gold. 

*t  m  f*r=fi  saumedhika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  g.  SB  + 

mcdha),  possessing  supernatural  knowledge  or  wis- 
dom ;  (as),  m.  a  sage,  seer. 

*rr*ro\^i  saumeruka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  su-meru), 

belonging  to  or  coming  from  Su-meru;  (am),  n.  gold. 

«)**(  saumya,  as,  a  or  mi,  am  (fr.  soma), 

belonging  or  relating  to  Soma  or  to  the  moon, 
sacred  to  Soma;  having  the  nature  or  properties 

of  Soma  ;  resembling  the  moon  ;  handsome,  pleas- 
ing, good,  mild,  gentle,  soft,  benign,  placid,  (saumya, 

voc.  c.  '  O  gentle  Sir,'  '  O  good  Sir,'  used  in  address- 
ing another);  auspicious;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Budha  or 

the  planet  Mercury  (son  of  Soma)  ;  N.  of  the  Vedic 
Rishi  Budha  ;  a  Brahman  (or  the  proper  epithet  by 
which  he  should  be  addressed,  see  Manu  II.  125); 
N.  of  one  of  the  nine  Khandas  or  divisions  of  the  earth 

or  of  Bharata-varsha  ;  epithet  of  the  forty-third  (or 

seventeenth)  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty  years  ; 
epithet  of  certain  signs  of  the  zodiac  (viz.  Taurus, 
Cancer,  Virgo,  Scorpio,  Capricornus)  ;  the  Udumbara 
fig-tree  ;  the  Saumya  penance,  (see  saumya-krii!- 
(hra)  ;  (in  anatomy)  the  blood  before  it  becomes 
red,  serum  ;  the  gastric  juice  ;  =  bltiisvara  (according 
to  Sabda-k.)  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  the  five  stars  in 
Orion's  head,  (also  called  ilvala,  q.  v.);  N.  of  a 
class  of  Pitris,  (Manu  III.  199);  (a),  f.,  N.  of 

Durga  ;  a  particular  metre  ;  the  moon-plant,  (see 
soma);  various  other  plants,  =  maM»7ca;  =  rfa?i;  = 

sala-panii  ;  =  gunjd  ;  =  mahisha-valli  ;  =  maha- 
jyotishmatl  ;  =  rndra-jala  ;  =  mahendra-varum  ; 
(am),  n.,  scil.  adbhuta,  a  particular  kind  of  omen 
or  prodigy  (occurring  in  the  Diva  otsky).  —  Saumya- 
kriMhra,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  kind  of  religious  penance 
(described  as  subsisting  for  five  days,  severally,  on 

sesamum,  the  water  of  boiled  rice,  butter-milk 
mixed  with  water,  water,  and  parched  grain,  and 

fasting  on  the  sixth  day).  —  Saumya-tjandhi,  f.  the 
Indian  white  mse.  —  Saumya-graha,  as,  m.  an 
auspicious  or  benign  planet  (such  as  Mercury,  Ju- 

piter, Venus,  and  the  full  moon).  —  Saiimya-ta,  f. 
or  saumya-tva,  am,  n.  gentleness,  mildness,  be- 

nignity, placidity  ;  benevolence;  beauty.  —  Saumya- 
dhtitu,  ui,  m.  (according  to  Sabda-k.  f.),  the 
phlegmatic  humor,  phlegm.  —  Suumya-naman,  a, 
-mm,  a,  having  a  soft  or  agreeable  name  (or  one 
easily  pronounced  ;  see  Manu  III.  io).«—  Saumya- 
Vffpus,  us,  \w,  us,  of  an  agreeable  form.  —  tfaumya- 
vara,  as,  m.'Mercury'sday.'Wednesday.—  Saumyo- 
pafara  (°ya-up°),  as,  m.  a  mild  or  gentle  remedy, mild  measure  or  means  of  cure. 

sauyavasa,  as,  m.  a  son  of  Su- 

yavasa. 
Satiyarasi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic. 

sauydmi,  is,  m.  a  proper  N. 

saura,  as,  i,  am  (in  some  senses  fr. 
surer,  in  others  fr.  sura),  belonging  or  relating  to 
the  sun,  solar;  sacred  to  Sfirya  or  the  sun;  celestial, 
divine;  relating  to  spirituous  liquor;  (as),  m.  a 

worshipper  of  the  sun  ;  the  planet  Saturn  [cf.  sura- 
suta]  ;  a  solar  month  (consisting  of  thirty  risings 
and  settings  of  the  sun  or  the  period  during  which 
the  sun  is  in  one  sign  of  the  zodiac)  ;  a  representation 
of  a  solar  zodiacal  sign  used  at  marriage  ceremonies  ; 
a  solar  day  ;  N.  of  a  Guru  ;  the  Tumburu  plant  ; 

(i),  f.  the  wife  of  the  sun  ;  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  col- 
lection of  hymns  addressed  to  Surya  (extracted  from 
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the  Rig-veda).  —  Saura-ja.  as,  m.  'sun-born,'  the 
Tumburu  plant.  —  Xniira-lirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
chapter  of  the  Siva-PurSna.  —  Saura-divasa,  as,  m. 
a  solar  day.  —  Saura-nakta,  am,  n.  a  particular  reli- 

gious observance  (accompanied  with  ceremonial  ablu- 
tions, worship  of  the  sun,  &c.).  —  Saura-bhuvana, 

am,  n.  =  surya-loka,  q.v.  —  Saura-masa,  as,  m. 
a  solar  month.  —  Sattra-samvatiara,  at,  m.  a  solar 

yaa.  —  iiaura-samhila,  (.,  N.  of  part  of  the  Skanda- 
Purana.—  Saura-siddhanta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of 

five  ancient  astronomical  Siddhantas  or  text-books, 

(see  eiddhanta,  d.  surya-s°.)-i>aura-sukta,  am, 
n.  a  hymn  addressed  to  Surya.  —  Saiiropapurdna 

Cra-up"),  am,  n.,  N.  of  an  Upa-Purana. Nauroia,  N.  of  a  town  founded  by  Surendra. 

Saurasaindhava,  an,  t,  am  (fr.  sura-sindhu), 

belonging  to  the  river  Ganges,  Gangetic  ;  related  to 
the  Ganges  (applicable  as  an  epithet  to  Bhlshma)  ; 

(as),  m.  a  horse  of  the  Sun  (in  this  sense  com- 
pounded of  saura  and  saindfiava,  q.  v.). 

Sauri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  the  planet  Saturn  (as  son  of 

the  Sun);  the  tree  Asana  (q.v.);  the  plant  Aditya- 
bhakts  (q.v.).  —  Sauri-ratna,  am,  n.  a  particular 
gem  (sapphire). 
Saurika,as,i,am,  celestial;  spirituous,  vinous;  any- 

thing (such  as  money)  due  for  spirits  ;  (as),  m.  Saturn  ; 
heaven,  paradise  ;  a  vender  of  spirituous  liquor. 
Sauri,  (.     See  above  under  saura. 
Sauriya,  as,  i,  am,  solar,  belonging  or  suitable  to 

the  sun  (  =  suryaya  Tiita). 
Saureya  or  saureyaka,  as,  m.  the  white  Barleria 

(a  shrub  bearing  white  flowers). 
Saurya,  as,  I,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  the  sun, 

solar  ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic  of  several  Vedic  Rishis 

(authors  of  hymns  in  the  Rig-veda). 
SauryHyaiii,  is,  or  sauryayanin,  i,  m.  a  de- 

scendant of  Saurya. 

)  sauratha,  as,  m.  (fr.  su-ratha),  ahero. 

saurabha,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  su-rabhi), 
fragrant  ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N.  ;  (I),  f.  a  cow  ;  a 
daughter  of  the  cow  Su-rabhi  ;  (am),  n.  fragrance  ; 
saffron  ;  N.  of  a  commentary. 
Saurabhaka,  am,  n.  a  particular  metre. 
Saurabheya,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 

Su-rabhi  ;  (as),  m.  an  ox  ;  (i),  f.  a  cow  ;  the  daughter 
of  Su-rabhi.  —  Saurabhcya-tantra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tantra  work. 

Saurabhya,  am,  n.  fragrance,  sweet-scentedness, 
odour;  pleasingness,  agreeableness,  beauty;  good  cha- 

racter, good  reputation,  fame  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  Kuvera. 

«!<,«  saurasa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Vihara 
founded  by  king  Surendra. 

«(<*I1  saurasena,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 
or  district  ;  (i),  f.,  scil.  bhashii,  the  language  spoken 
in  the  above  district;  [cf.  tfaurasmi.] 

«ii«,«l*t  sauraseya,  as,  m.  (fr.  su-rasa),  'off- 
spring of  Su-rasa,  '  epithet  of  Skanda. 

Sauranyit,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-rasa),  well-flavoured- 
ness,  tastiness,  savoriness. 

j- 

«iKli«4  saurujya,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-raja),  good 
government. 

tiiMg  sauriishtra,  as,  a  or  i,  am  (fr.  su- 

r&fhtra),  belonging  or  relating  to  the  district  of 
Surat;  (as),  m.  the  district  of  SuiSt;  the  resin  of 
the  plant  Boswellia  Thurifera  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a 
people  inhabiting  part  of  Bharata-varsha;  (a),  (. 
a  sort  of  fragrant  earth,=  tuvari;  (i),  f.  a  sort  of 
fragrant  earth  found  in  Surat;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of 
amalgam  of  zinc  and  copper,  bell-metal,  brass.  —  iSaa- 

'".  as,  in.  the  country  of  Surat.  —  Sau- 
rlt^m-nfiUitH,  f.  Surat  earth. 
Xiuirithtnika,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  white  or  bell- 

metal  ;  a  kind  of  amalgam  of  five  metals  (=panfa- 
loha). 

Saur.'ifhfrika,  as,  ?,  am,  belonging  to  the  dis- trict of  Surat;  (am),  n.  a  sort  of  poison,  (according 

to  some,  of  a  kind  of  snake;  according  to  others,  a 

vegetable  or  mineral.) 

flirt »T  saulabha,  ani,  n. pi.  (fr.  su-labha), 
N.  of  particular  Brahmanas. 

^diilabhya,  am,  n.  easiness  of  acquisition  or  at- 
tainment; feasibility,  facility. 

*Uf«?>l<*  sauhika,  as,  m.  (for  saulvika),  a 

copper-smith. 
5nT  i.  sauva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sea),  relating 

to  self  or  to  one's  own  property ;  (am),  n.  an  order, 
edict  (according  to  some). 

Sauragramika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sva-grama),  be- 

longing or  relating  to  one's  own  village. 

*rN  2.  sauva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  2.  svar),  belong- 
ing to  heaven,  being  in  heaven. 

?ffa^  sauvara,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  svara),  relat- 
ing to  sound  or  to  a  note  in  music,  produced  or 

existing  in  a  note ;  treating  of  accents. 

^d^^lrO  sauvar(ala,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  su-var- 

(nla  or  su-vardala),  belonging  to  Su-var<!ala  or  Su- 
varcalS,  coming  from  the  country  called  Su-varcala ; 
(am),  n.  sochal  salt  (prepared  by  fusing  fossil  salt 
with  myrobalan)  ;  natron,  alkali. 

tH<H8  sauvarna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  su-varna), 

made  or  consisting  of  gold,  golden  ;  weighing  a  Su- 
varna. 

Sauvarnialmedini,  f.  the  plant  Priyan-gu. 
Sauvarnika,  weighing  a  Su-varna  (at  the  end  of 

a  comp.,  e.  g.  (atuh-s°,  weighing  four  Su-varnas). 

tri^cM  sauvalya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people 
(also  read  saufalya,  saudulya). 

*)i«ca  sauvasva,  as,  m.  (fr.  sv-asca),  a 

descendant  of  Sv-asva. 

Sauvas'vi,  is,  m.  a  patronymic  from  Sv-asva. 
Sauvafoya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  son  of  Sv-asVa ;  [cf. Pan.  IV.  I,  171.) 

'jfofttT'ir  sauvastika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  svasti), 

benedictive,  salutatory ;  (as),  m.  a  family  Brahman 

or  priest. 
w«rnflTftrai  immadhySyiica,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

svailhyaya),  belonging  or  relating  to  sacred  study. 

*)l<m*ciH  sauvastava,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  su  -)- 
vastit),  having  a  good  site,  pleasantly  situated. 

<ji(c«;  sauvida,  as,  m.  (fr.  su-vida],  a  guard 

or  attendant  on  the  women's  apartments. 
Wfliijgr  sauvidalla  or sauvidallaka,  as,  m. 

(fr.  iu-iiilalla),  =  saui'ida  above. 

ttfPqte^fiH  sauvishtakrita,  as,  i,  am,  dedi- 

cated or  relating  to  Agni  Svishta-krit. 

*ilql^  sauvira,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-cJra),  the 

fruit  of  the  jujube  ;  antimony  ;  sour  gruel ;  (as),  m., 
N.  of  a  district  or  country  in  the  west  of  India  con- 

nected with  the  country  along  the  Indus  (perhaps 
the  district  now  inhabited  by  the  Suirs) ;  (as),  m.  pi. 

the  people  of  Su-vlra ;  N.  of  a  people  inhabiting 
part  of  Bharata-varsha.  —  £<tiirira-rilja,  as,  m.  a 
king  of  Sauvira.  —  >Vi«rim-sora,  am,  n.  antimony. 

—  Sauvlrafijana  (cra-a;i°),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  anti- 
mony or  collyrium. 

Sauviraka,  as, »,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  Sauvira ; 

(«s),  m.  an  inhabitant  of  Sauvira ;  a  miserable  Sau- 
vira; N.  of  Jayad-ratha ;  the  jujube  tree ;  (am),  n. 

sour  barley-gruel,  sour  wheat-gruel. 
,  am,  n.  great  heroism  or  fortitude. 

sausilya,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-slla),  ex- 
cellence of  disposition,  good  morals. 

WTw<*t  sausravasa,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-sravas), 
celebrity,  renown ;  (as),  m.  a  patronymic. 

sausruta,  as,  m.  pi.  (fr.  su-sruta), 

N.  of  a  family  descended  from  VisVa-mitra. 

W*TO«T  saushadmana,  as,  m.  (fr.  su-shad- 

man),  a  patronymic. 

WTT^  saush(hava,am,<a.  (fr.  su-shthu),  ex- 

cellence, superior  goodness  or  beauty,  extreme  skil- 
fulness,  cleverness  ;  excess  (of  anything)  ;  lightness, 

suppleness,  fleetness,  a  particular  division  of  dramatic 
composition. 

W^iin<n  sausnatika,  as,  m.  (fr.  su-snata), 
one  who  asks  whether  an  ablution  has  been  success- 

ful or  auspicious. 

*H£!<;  sauharda,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-hrid),  good- 
heartedness,  affection,  friendship,  friendliness  ;  (as), 
m.  the  son  of  a  friend.  —  Sauharda-nidhi,  is,  m. 

'  treasury  of  friendship,'  epithet  of  Rama. 
SauJiardya,  am,  n.  friendship,  affection. 
Sauhrida,  am,  n.  friendship,  (kti-eauhrida,  as, 

a,  am,  one  who  is  a  bad  friend)  ;  («s),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people. 

Sauhridaya,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-hridaya),  cordial affection  ;  friendship. 

'Sauhridya,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-hrid"),  friendship. 

sauhitya,  am,  n.  (fr.  su-hita),  sa- 
tiety, satisfaction  ;  fulness,  completion  ;  kindness, friendliness. 

sauhotra,  as,  m.  (fr.  su-hotra),  a 

patronymic  of  the  Vedic  Rishi  Aja-midha  ;  of  Puru- mldha. 

1.  skand=  rt.  skund,  q.  v. 

2.  skand  (also  written  skandh),  cl. 
S  10.  P.  skandayatl,  skandayati,  &c.,  to 

collect. 

II  —• 

* 
3.  skand  (connected  with  it.  skund, 

*^  q.v.),  cl.  i.  P.  skandati  (also  A.  -te), 
(nsltanda  (2nd  sing,  daskanditiia  or  faskanUha}, 
ikantsyati,  as7iadat  or  askantsit,  skanttum,  to 

leap,  jump,  spring  ;  to  jump  or  spring  upwards,  rise, 
mount,  ascend  ;  to  raise  (A.,  but  in  this  sense  re- 

garded as  a  form  of  rt.  skund)  ;  to  jump  down- 
warjs,  drop,  fail  ;  to  leap  out,  shoot  out,  burst  out, 
drop  out,  be  poured  out,  be  spilled,  ooze;  to  go, 
move,  approach  ;  to  fall  away  ;  to  perish  (A.)  ;  to 

become  dry  :  Pass,  skudyate,  Perf.  taal'iule  or  fa- 
skamle,  Aor.  askandi  :  Czus.skandayati,-yitinu, 
Aor.  adaskandat,  to  pour  out,  effuse,  shed,  spill, 

emit  (seminal  fluid)  ;  to  omit,  neglect  :  Desid.  <*i- 
skantsati  :  Intens.  Ocmlikadyate,  (anukanti  ;  [cf. 
Gr.  (r/fapS-aXo-v,  GKav8a\r]-Opo-if,  a\aari}p,  per- 

haps aitaipw,  and^ai  ;  Lat.  scand-o,  de-scend-o,  (ac- 
cording to  some  also)  seated  ;  Hib.  skeinnead, 

'  eruption,  gushing  forth.'] 
Skanttri,  tit,  iri,  t>*i,  one  who  leaps,  &c.  ;  [cf. vi-shkanltri.] 

Skiinlted,  ind.  having  jumped,  &c.  ;  having  de- 
scended or  fallen. 

Skimtla,  as,  m.  leaping;  flowing;  quicksilver; 

N.  of  KSrttikeya  (son  of  S'iva  and  god  of  war,  see 

kdrltikeya);  epithet  of  S'iva;  a  king,  prince;  the 
body;  the  bank  of  a  river;  a  clever  or  learned  man 
[cf.  nkandha\  ;  a  kind  of  disease  (attacking  children). 
—  Xkanda-gnpta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of  the  Gupta 

dynasty.  —Skanda-pnnina,  inn,  n.,  N.  of  one  of 

the  eighteen  Puranas,  (see  skantla-purilna.  )—  *S'ta?j- </ii-iiiiilfl,  til,  i.  the  mother  of  Skanda,  i.e.  DurgS. 
-  Xkanda-shadilki,   f.   a   festival    in    honour  of 

Karttikeya  on  the  sixth  day  of  the  month  Caitra. 
-  Skanda-tvdmin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  a  commentator 

(mentioned    by    MSdhavaiarya  ;    cf.  ekdnda-bhd- 
iliya).  —  Skandans'dka  ('da-an°),  as,  m.  quick- 

silver. —  Skandetrara-tirtha  (°da-Irf°)>  am'  "••  ̂*- 
of  a  Tilth*.—  Skandopunisltud  {°da-up°),  I,  (.,  N. 
of  an  Upauishad. 
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ka,  ai,  m.  one  who  leaps  or  springs;  a 
soldier. 

Skandana,  am,  n.  emission,  effusion  ;  purging, 
looseness  ;  going,  moving  ;  drying  up  ;  the  suppres- 

sion of  bleeding  by  cold  applications. 
Skandaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  emitted,  to  be 

poured  out  or  effused. 
Skandayat,  an,  and,  at,  emitting,  effusing,  pour- 

ing out,  shedding  ;  neglecting. 
Skandita,  as,  a,  am,  emitted,  effused,  shed; 

going. 
Slcandin,  i,  ini,  i,  leaping,  jumping;  bursting 

out  :  effusing. 
Skanna,  as,  5,  am,  fallen,  fallen  down,  descended  ; 

oozed  out,  trickled  down  ;  emitted,  sprinkled  ;  gone  ; 
dried  up. 

skandilafarya  (°la-ai!°),  as, 
m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

skandh  (=rt.  2.  skand),  cl.  10.  P. 
s.  skandhayati,  &c.,  to  collect. 

skandha,  as,  m.  (according  to  Una- 

di-s.  IV.  206.  fr.  rt.  3.  skand,  'to  rise'),  the  shoulder, 
upper  part  of  the  back  or  the  region  from  the  neck 
to  the  shoulder-joint  (in  men  and  animals)  ;  the 
body  ;  the  stem  or  trunk  of  a  tree  (especially  that 
part  of  the  stem  where  the  branches  begin)  ;  a  large 
branch  or  bough  ;  a  branch  or  department  of  human 
knowledge  (five  of  which  are  enumerated)  ;  a  sec- 

tion, chapter,  division  of  a  book  ;  a  division  of  an 
army,  form  of  military  array  ;  war,  battle  ;  a  body  of 

men  Sec.,  troop,  multitude,  quantity,  (see  lcari-sk°, 
nara-sk°,  turanga-sk°)  ;  the  five  objects  of  sense, 
(see  t'ishaya)  ;  the  elements  of  being  or  the  five 
forms  of  mundane  consciousness  (according  to  the 
Buddhist  philosophy)  ;  the  regalia  or  other  articles 
used  at  the  coronation  of  a  king  (as  a  jar  filled  with 
holy  water,  a  parasol,  a  chowri,  &c.)  ;  a  king,  prince  ; 
a  sage,  wise  man,  seer,  teacher;  equality  of  height 
in  the  humps  of  a  pair  of  draught  oxen  ;  a  road, 
path,  way;  an  engagement,  agreement;  a  sort  of 
metre  ;  a  heron  ;  N.  of  a  poet  ;  =  bhadradi  (accord- 

ing to  S'abda-k.)  ;  (a),  f.  a  branch  ;  a  creeper  ;  [cf. 
perhaps  Gr.  airaS-ri  :  Lat.  scapida  :  Angl.  Sax.  sail- 
dor,  sadder,  scoldr  :  Old  Germ,  scultra,  sculdra, 
scultarra  :  Armor,  skoaz:  Cambro-Brit.  ysgwyz  ; 
perhaps  Hib.  guala  for  sguada  orsgtiana.]  —  Skan- 
dha-capa,  as,  m.  '  shoulder-bow,'  a  sort  of  yoke  or 
pole  made  of  bamboo  with  a  sling  attached  to  either  end 
for  carrying  burdens  (  =  rlih/a)  —Skandha-ja,  as,  m. 
a  tree  growing  from  a  principal  stem  (such  as  the  gum 
olibanumtree&c.).—  $&awo'Aa-£ani,  as,  m.  the  cocoa- 
nut  tree.  —  Skandha-defa,  as,  m.  'shoulder-region,' 
the  shoulder  ;  the  part  about  the  shoulders  or  withers  of 
an  elephant  where  the  driver  sits.  —  $!;ftndlia-/><iri- 
nin'nna,  am,  n.  the  annihilation  of  the  elements 
of  being  (with  Buddhists).  —  Skanrfha-phala,  as, 

m.  '  having  fruit  at  the  top,'  the  cocoa-nut  tree  ;  the 
Vilva  ;  the  glomerous  fig-tree.  ~$l;(w<llt(t-]unidlia- 
na,  {.  a  sort  of  fennel,  Anethum  Panmorium.—  Skan- 
dha-mallaka.  as,  m.  a  heron.  —  Skandlia-ntlt  <i.n*, 

m.  '  branch-growing,'  the  Indian  fig-tree.—  Skandha- 
vnha  or  skandha-vahaka,  as,  m.  'carrying  on  the 
shoulders,'  an  ox  trained  to  carry  burdens,  pack-bullock. 
"Skantlltn-iSSkhi!,  f.  a  principal  branch,  the  forked 
branch  which  issues  from  the  upper  stem  of  a  tree. 

—  Skandha-ftrinr/a,  as,  m.  '  branch-horned,'  a  buf- 
falo. —  Sknnrlha-nkandha,  an,  m.  every  shoulder. 

—  Skandhagni  ("dha-an"),  is,  or  shandhannla 
("dha-an°),  as,  m.  '  trunk-conflagration.'  the  trunk 
of  a  tree  or  any  large  piece  of  timber  set  on  fire  by 
attrition  &c.  —  Skandhmdra  ('dha-av"),  as,  m. 
an  army  or  a  division  of  it  attached  to  the  person  of 
a  king;  a  royal  capital,  royal  residence;    a  camp. 

—  Skandhopaneya  (°dha-up°),  as,  a,  am,  to  be 
carried  on  the  shoulders  ;  (as),  m.  a  form  of  peace- 
offering  in  which  fruit  or  grain  is  presented  as  a 
mark  of  submission. 
Xkandhaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  metre. 
Skandhas,  as,  n.  the  shoulder  ;   the  trunk  of  a 

tree.  —  Skandho-grivi,  f.  a  kind  of  metre  (the  first. 
third,  and  fourth  Padas  of  which  consist  of  eight 
syllables  each,  and  the  second  of  twelve  syllables, 
nyaitku-sarini), 
Skandhika,  as,  m.  an  ox  trained  to  carry  burdens 

(  =  skandha-vaha). 
Skandhin,  I,  ini,  i,  having  shoulders,  having 

branches,  having  a  branched  stem;  (i),  m.  a  tree. 
Skandhya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  shoulders. 

skanna.     See  col.  i. 

s^am^>  h  or  skabh  (probably  a  mere 
phonetic  variety  of  rt.  stambh,  q.  v.  ; 

in  native  lists  written  skanbh),  cl.  I.  A.  skambhate, 
daskambhe,  Sec.;  cl.  5.  9.  P.  skabhnoti,  skdbhnati, 
&c.,  ehambhitum,  to  make  firm,  establish,  to  sup- 

port, prop  up  (Ved.)  ;  to  create  ;  to  stop,  hinder, 
impede,  restrain,  block,  obstruct  :  Caus.  skabtutyati 
or  skambhayati  (Ved.  also  skabhayatt),  &c.,  to 
establish,  support  ;  [cf.  according  to  some,  Gr.  ainjir- 
rpov,  GKTjirrtu,  fftttfnrToj  ;  Lat.  scabeUuni,  scam- 
num;  Goth,  ga-skapjan,  ga-skafts;  Angl.  Sax. 
scapen,  sceapan,  sccaft;  Old  Germ,  scafan,  sca- 

fon,  scoppon,  '  to  stop.'] Skabdka,  as,  a,  am,  propped,  supported  ;  stopped. 
Slcabhita,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  supported,  fixed,  fast- 

ened. 

Skabhiyas,  an,  ast,  as,  Ved.  supporting  more, 
supporting  firmly. 
Skambha,  as,  m.  support,  prop,  fulcrum  ;  '  the  sup- 

porter, propper,'  N.  of  a  Vedic  deity,  (he  is  identified 
in  Atharva-veda  X.  7.  with  the  supreme  Being  him- 

self, and  is  there  represented,  like  Purusha,  as  co- 
extensive with  the  universe,  and  comprehending 

every  existing  thing  in  his  members  ;  the  gods  and 
all  other  entities,  and  even  such  abstract  conceptions 
as  faith,  truth,  &c.,  standing  to  him  in  the  relation 
of  branches  to  a  tree  ;  in  X.  8.  he  is  described  as  a 
sort  of  universal  fulcrum  as  well  as  a  universally  dif- 

fused essence,  the  sky  and  the  earth  being  said  to 

be  supported  by  him,  and  '  all  which  has  soul,  which 
breathes,  which  winks'  being  identified  with  him; 
he  is  even  called  jytshtham  brahma,  which  some 
think  may  mean  not  only  the  highest  divine  essence, 
but  a  kind  of  prescval  Veda,  of  which  the  existing 
Vedas  are  merely  branches.)  —  Skambfia-deshna,  as, 
a,  am,  Ved.  whose  gifts  are  firm,  stable  in  giving 
(said  of  the  Maruts). 
Skambhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  supporting,  a  sup- 

port, prop. 

skanda,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  skanda},  relat- 

ing to  Skanda  or  KSrttikeya  ;  relating  to  S'iva  ;  (am), n.  the  Skanda-Purana.  —  Skiinda-piirana,  am,  n., 
N.  of  one  of  the  eighteen  Puranas  (also  called 
skanda-purana  ;  it  is  supposed  to  be  lost  or  only 
to  exist  in  fragments  the  most  celebrated  of  which  is 
the  Kasl-khanda,  which  gives  a  description  of  the 

temples  or  Lin-gas  of  S'iva  near  Benares,  with  direc- 
tions for  worshipping  that  god,  and  various  legends 

chiefly  intended  to  glorify  KSs!  and  exalt  the  sanctity 
ofits  shrines).  —  Skanda-bhasliya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a commentary. 

sku,  cl.  5.  9.  P.  A.  skunoti,  skunati, 
skuniite,  tkimtte,  diakdca,  dusk/tve,  sko- 

shyali,  -te,  askaiuhtt,  askosh/a,  skotum,  to  go  by 
leaps,  jump:  to  raise,  lift;  to  cover,  overspread;  to 
approach  :  Caus.  skuva;/ati,  -ijitnm,  Aor.  adiuika- 
vat  :  Desid.  ditskushali,  -ie  :  Intens.  ioet&yate 

(Ved.  doM'tiyate'i,  doakofi;  [cf.  Gr.  axtv-ri,  axtv- 
os,  cxfva-f-ai,  OKV-TO-S,  KV-T-OS,  im-aKv-yio-v  : 
Lat.  ob-scu-ru-s,  scu-tu-m,  cu-ti-s,  coriitm,  cavere, 
caiitits,  causa:  probably  Angl.  Sax.  scuva,  scoh, 
sceo,  scimian,  scawian,  sceawian  :  Goth,  skoh  : 
Old  Germ,  scar,  fkiuhan.] 

CosM-Zijamana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  bestowing,  giv- 

ing, (Szy.  =  prayaddhat,  Rig-veda  I.  33,  3,  =  da- 
dat,  Nirukta  VI.  22.) 

daskunde,  &c.,  skunditum,  to  jump,  go  by  leaps 
or  jumps  ;  to  raise,  lift,  (see  rt.  3.  skand.) 

\in  native  lists  regarded  as  a  Sautra  rt. 
and  written  skunbh),  cl.  5.  9.  P.  skubhnoti,  skubh- 
ndti,  Sec.,  to  hold,  stop,  hinder. 

q.  v.  ;   cf.  rt.  sku),  cl.  I.  A.  skundate, 

skotika,  f.  a  kind  of  bird  (pro- 

bably a  sort  of  wagtail,  =  kha«janil:a). 

skhad  [cf.rt.  kshad],  cl.  I.  A.  skha- 
date,  (ankhadt,  skhaditum,  to  cut,  cut 

or  tear  to  pieces  ;  to  destroy  ;  to  hurt,  injure,  kill  ; 
to  rout,  defeat  ;  to  harass,  fatigue,  exhaust  ;  to  make 
firm  ;  to  be  firm  ;  Caus.  skhadayati,  -yitum,  Aor. adiskhadat, 

Skhadana,  am,  n.  cutting  or  tearing  to  pieces  ; 
the  act  of  hurting  or  killing,  injury;  harassing,  de- 

feating, discomfiting  ;  firmness. 

l|d  fJL'  skhal  (connected  with  rts.  6hal, *\  tphal),  cl.  i.  P.  skhalali,  dasklwla, 
skhalishyati,  askhallt,  skhalitum,  to  stumble, 
tumble,  fall,  fall  down,  trip,  slip  ;  to  totter,  waver  ; 
to  fall  or  deviate  from  the  right  course;  to  make 
mistakes,  blunder,  err,  fail;  to  make  mistakes  in 
speaking,  stammer,  falter,  stutter,  hesitate  ;  to  drop, 
drip,  trickle  ;  to  go,  move  ;  disappear  ;  to  gather, 
collect  :  Pass,  skhalyate,  Perf.  daskhale  (Kirat. 
XVI  II.  6),  Aor.  askhali  :  Caus.  skhalayati  or 
skhalayati,  &c.,  to  cause  to  stumble,  trip  up  ;  [cf. 
Lat.  scelus,  culpa;  Goth,  skula,  skulan;  Angl. 
Sax.  sceal,  smlan,  scyld.] 

Skhalat,  an,  anti,  at,  stumbling,  tripping  ;  blun- 

dering; stuttering;  dropping,  trickling.—  Skhalad- 
vakya,  as,  a,  am,  making  mistakes  in  speaking, 
stammering,  faltering,  blundering.  —  Skhalan-mati, 

is,  is,  i,  erring  in  judgment,  weak-minded. Skhalana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  stumbling,  slipping, 

tripping,  falling,  tottering  ;  falling  or  deviating  from 
the  right  course  ;  blundering,  an  error,  mistake, 
blunder;  blundering  in  speech  or  pronunciation,; 

dropping,  dripping,  trickling,  effusion,  emission  ; 
dashing  or  clashing  together,  shock,  collision  ;  mutual 
striking  or  rubbing  together. 
Skhalita,  as,  a,  am,  stumbled,  slipped,  tripped, 

fallen  ;  dropped  down  ;  shaking,  fluctuating,  waver- 

ing, tottering,  unsteady  ;  erring  ;  stuttering,  stammer- 
ing, faltering,  hesitating;  intoxicated,  drunk;  agi- 
tated, disturbed  ;  dropped,  effused,  emitted  ;  trickling 

down  ;  interrupted,  stopped,  obstructed  ;  confounded  ; 

gone;  (ant),  n.  tumbling,  falling;  deviation  from 
the  right  course  ;  blunder,  fault,  error,  sin  ;  deceit, 

treachery  ;  circumvention,  stratagem  (in  vtsu).—Skha- 
lita-subhagam,  ind.  slipping  or  tripping  along  plea- 

santly, dashing  or  flowing  along  in  a  charming  manner 

(said  of  a  stream). 
Skhalitva,  ind.  having  stumbled  ;  having  slipped or  tripped. 

MJ  j   skhud  (=  rts.  sthud,  thud),  cl.  6.  P. 

\J  \  skhuilati,  to  cover. 

i  Igli  sink,  cl.  i.  P.  stakati,  tastaka,  sta- 
^^    x  kit  nm,  to  resist  ;  to  strike  against,  repel  : 

Caus.  stakayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  atishtakat. 

T"TT  T  stan,  cl.  I.  P.stanati,  tastana,  sta- 
\  nitiim;  to  sound,  make  a  sound,  resound, 

reverberate  ;  to  groan,  breathe  hard,  sigh  ;  cl.  10.  P. 
stanayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  atastanat,  to  thunder  : 
Caus.  stanayati  (or  Itanayati  according  to  some), 
yitum,  Aor.  ntiManat  (or  atittanat  according 

to  some),  to  cause  to  resound  :  Desid.  tistanithati  : 
Intens,  tanstanyatc,  tanxtanti  ;  [cf.  Gr.  artv-oj, 
ffTfvdx-w,  arvvo-s,  ffrtvo-fMt,  ffrfivo^cu,  artvo-s, 
aravu-s,  artTros,  Sriv-Ttvp  :  Lat.  tono,  tmitru  : 

Old  Norse  stynja,  stijn  :  Old  Germ,  stimod,  '  a 
sigh  ;'  thonar,  donar,  '  thunder  :'  Old  Sax.  thtmar  : 
Angl.  Sax.  thunor  :  Lith.  slen-e-ti  :  Slav,  sten-a-ti, '  to  groan.'] 

Stana,  as,  m.  the  breast  of  a  woman,  (probably 

13  L 
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so  called  from  the  noise  made  in  breathing);  the 

nipple  of  the  breast  ;  an  udder  or  dug  or  breast  of 
any  female  animal,  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.  the 

fern,  may  end  in  a  or  i,  according  to  Vopa-deva  IV. 
17,  but  the  more  usual  form  is  in  i.)  «•  Stana- 

J;alafa,  as,  am,  m.  n.  '  goblet-like  breast,'  a 
woman's  breast.  —  Stana-kutmala,  am,  n.  •  breast- 
bud,'  a  woman's  breast.  —  Stanu-tata,  as,  m.  the 
slope  of  the  breasts,  (see  tata.)—Stanan-dhama, 

as,  a,  m.  f.=stanan-dhaya  below.  —  Stanan- 

dhaya,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  breast-  sucking,  sucking  at 
the  breast;  (at,  a),  m.  f.  an  infant;  a  suckling. 
—  8tana-pa,  as,  a,  am,  or  stana-pd,  as,  as,  am, 
or  stana-payaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  or  stana-pdyin,  I, 
ini,  «',  breast-sucking,  sucking  the  breast  or  udder; 
an  infant  at  the  breast,  suckling.  —  Stana-pdna,  am, 
n.  the  drinking  or  sucking  of  the  breast.  —  Stana- 

bhara,  as,  m.  •  breast-possessing,'  a  man  with  a 
breast  like  a  woman's.  —  Stana-bhava,  as,  d,  am, 
being  on  the  breast  ;  (as),  m.  a  particular  posture 
in  sexual  union.  —  Stana-mandala,  am,  n.  '  breast- 

orb,"  a  woman's  breast.  —  Stana-madhya  or  stana- 
mnl'ha,  as,  m.  'breast-point,'  a  nipple.  —  Stana- 
vrinta,  as,  m.  'breast-stalk,'  a  nipple.  —Stana- 
iikha,  f.  'breast-point,'  a  nipple.  —  Stanans'tJta 
fna-an°),  am,  n.  '  breast-mantle,"  a  cloth  covering 
the  bosom.  —  Stanagra  <?na-ag"),  as,  m.  'breast- 
point,'  a  nipple.  ~  Stananga-rdga  (°na-an°),  as,  m. 
paint  or  pigment  on  the  breasts  (of  women).  *-Sta- 

nantara  ("no-are"),  am,  n.  'breast-interval,'  the 
heart  (as  situated  under  the  centre  bone  of  the 

sternum);  a  mark  on  the  breast  (supposed  to  indi- 
cate future  widowhood).  —  Stand~bhuja,  as,  a,  am, 

Ved.  feeding  or  nourishing  with  the  udder  (said  of 

cows).  —  Standbhoga  (°na-dbh0),  as,  m.  fulness  or 
swelling  of  the  breast,  the  expanding  of  the  bosom 
of  a  young  woman  ;  the  circumference  or  orb  of  the 
breast;  a  man  with  large  breasts  like  those  of  a 
woman. 

Stanatha,  ax,  m.,  Ved.  thunder. 
8lana.no.,  am,  n.  sounding,  sound,  noise  ;  the 

rumbling  of  clouds  ;  groaning;  breathing  hard. 

Stanayat,  an,  anti,  at,  thundering.  —  Stanayad- 
amds,  m.  pi.  (see  amd,  p.  74,  col.  3),  Ved.  roaring 
together,  sounding  in  concert  (said  of  the  Maruts). 

Stanayitnti,  i«s,  m.  thundering,  thunder,  the  mut- 
tering of  clouds  ;  a  cloud  ;  lightning  ;  sickness  ; 

death  ;  a  kind  of  grass  (  =  mitttaka).  —  Stanayitnu- 
ghosha,  as,  a,  am,  loud  as  thunder. 

Stanita,  as,  a,  am,  sounded,  sounding;  thun- 
dering ;  (am),  n.  the  rattling  of  thunder,  rumbling 

of  thunder-clouds;  thunder,  noise;  the  noise  of 

clapping  the  hands.—  Stanita-phala,  at,  m.  the 
plant  Vikantaka. 

Stanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  stand),  '  that  which  is  to  be 
drawn  from  the  breast,'  mother's  milk,  milk.  —  Sta- 
nya-tydga,  as,  m.  leaving  off  the  mother's  milk, 
weaning.  —  Stanya-tyaga-mdtraka,  as,  a,  am, 
only  just  weaned.  —  Stanya-pdyin,  i,  ini,  i,  or 
stanya-bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  sucking  or  feeding  on  milk, 
sucking  at  the  breast. 

stabdha,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

^»W  stabha,  as,  m.  a  goat;  a  ram;  [cf. 

stubha."] 
'L-IU  stam  (=rt.  I  .  sain),  cl.  I  .  P.  stamati, 

\  tofituma,  stamitnm,  to  be  confused  or 
agitated  ;  (according  to  some)  not  to  be  confused, 
see  rt.  i.  lam;  cl.  10.  P.  stamayati,  to  be  agitated, 
&c. 

stamba,  as,  m.  (in  Unadi-s.  IV.  96. 
said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  tttia;  probably  connected  with 
stambha,  q.  v.),  a  clump  of  grass,  &c.  ;  a  sheaf  of 
corn;  any  clump  or  bunch  or  cluster;  a  bush, 
thicket  ;  a  shrub  or  plant  having  no  decided  stem 
(such  as  the  Jhinti  or  Barleria)  ;  the  post  to  which 
an  elephant  is  tied  ;  any  post  or  pillar,  (in  this  and 
the  next  sense  probably  for  stambha,  but  said  by 
some  to  be  neut.)  ;  stupefaction,  insensibility  ;  a 
mountain;  [cf.  Angl.  Sax.  st<ipel.]-Stamba-kan, 

it,  m. '  forming  clusters,'  corn,  rice.  —  Stamba-kdra, 
as,  i,  am,  making  a  clump,  forming  a  cluster. 

—Stamba-ghana,  as,  m. '  clump-destroyer,'  a  small 
hoe  for  weeding  or  eradicating  clumps  of  grass,  &c. ; 
a  sickle  for  cutting  corn ;  a  basket  for  holding  the 

heads  of  wild  rice,  &c.  —  Stamba-ghdta=stamba' 
ghna  below.  —  Stamba-g/ma,  a»,  i,  am,  clump- 
destroying,  weed-destroying ;  (as),  m.  a  hoe  or 
sickle.  —  Stamba-ja,  as,  d,  am,  growing  on  a 
clump  or  bush  ;  growing  on  a  post.  —  Stamba-pur, 
ur,  (.,  N.  of  the  city  TSmalipta,  q.  v.  —  Stamba- 

mitra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  Rig-veda  X. 

142,  7,  8  (having  the  patronymic  S'arn-ga).«-JS'?a7re- 
ba-han  or  stamba-hanana,  am,  i,  n.  f.  'clump- 
destroyer,'  a  hoe  for  eradicating  weeds ;  a  sickle  for 
cutting  com. — Stambe-rama,  as,  m.  'delighting 

in  clumps  of  high  grass,'  an  elephant. 

'ET'jjj  stambh  or  stabh  (connected  with 
s,  rt.  skambh,  q.  v. ;  in  native  lists  written 

stanbh),  cl.  5.  9.  P.  stabhnoti,  stabhndti,  (2nd 
sing.  Impv.  stabhdna),  tastambha,  astambhit  or 

astabhat,  stambhitum  (originally  perhaps  '  to 
stamp'),  to  fix  firmly,  make  firm,  make  stiff  or  im- 

movable ;  to  paralyze,  stupefy ;  to  prop,  support,  prop 
up,  sustain;  to  create  (Ved.);  to  stop,  arrest,  suppress, 

oppose,  hinder ;  cl.  I.  A.  stambhate,  tastambhe  (ac- 
cording to  some  also  tashtambhe,  shtambhate),  &c., 

to  become  fixed  or  immovable,  to  become  senseless 
or  insensible,  become  stiff  or  rigid :  Pass,  stabhyate, 

Aor.  astambhi:  Caus.  stambhayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
atastambhat,  to  fix,  make  firm  or  immovable,  to 
make  stiff  or  rigid,  stupefy,  paralyze,  stun ;  to  prop, 

support ;  stop,  arrest,  bring  to  a  stand,  suppress,  re- 
strain :  Desid.  tistambhishati :  Intens.  tdslabhyate; 

[cf.  Gr.  ffTtp*p-v\o-v,  d-trrt/i^-iys,  arffifi-cu,  arfpfi- 
dfoi,  aro0(-aj,  aTO&af-to,  OT(i0-ai;  Lat.  stupeo, 
stipes;  Old  Germ,  stamph,  stamphon,  stab; 
Mod.  Germ,  stampfen;  Old  Norse  stofn.] 

Stabdha,  as,  d,  am,  fixed,  firm,  stiff,  rigid,  hard, 
immovable,  motionless,  numb,  paralyzed,  senseless, 
stupid,  dull,  insensible,  indifferent ;  stopped,  brought 

to  a  stand,  blocked  up;  obstinate,  stubborn,  hard- 
hearted ;  coarse ;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  sfif;  Mod.  Germ. 

steif;  Engl.  stif.]  —  Stabdha-karna,  as,  I,  am, 
'stiff-eared,'  having  the  ears  fixed,  pricking  up  the 
ears.  —  Stabdha-td,  f.  or  stabdha-tva,  am,  n. 
fixedness,  rigidity,  immobility,  steadiness,  stupor, 

stubbornness.  —  Stabdha-roman,  d,  m.  '  stiff- 
bristled,'  a  boar,  hog.  —  Stabdha-lodana,  as,  d,  am, 
having  fixed  or  unwinking  eyes  (applied  as  an  epi- 

thet to  the  gods  who  are  supposed  to  be  known  by 
this  characteristic).— Stabdhi-karana,  am,  n.  the 
act  of  making  stiff,  stiffening,  making  rigid,  para- 

lyzing. —  Stabdhi-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made  stiff, 
stiffened,  rigid,  paralyzed.  —  Stabdhi-krilya,  ind. 
having  stiffened  or  made  rigid.  —  Stabdhi-bhdva, 
as,  m.  the  becoming  stiffened  or  rigid,  torpidity. 

Stabdhi,  is,  f.  fixedness,  hardness,  rigidity,  firm- 
ness, immobility,  stupor,  numbness,  obstinacy. 

Stabdhva,  ind.  =  etambhitvd. 
Stabhita,  as,  d,  am, Ved.  =  stabdha. 
Stabhu,  n.  =  stambhana. 
Slabhuya  (fr.  stabhu),  Nom.  A.  stabhuyate, 

Sec.,  Ved.  to  desire  to  support. 

Stabhuyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  desiring  to 

support,  upholding. 
Stabhyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  made  firm. 
Stambha,  as,  m.  fixedness,  stiffness,  rigidity ; 

immobility,  a  prop,  support,  fulcrum ;  a  pillar, 
column,  post ;  a  stem,  stock,  trunk ;  insensibility, 
stupor,  stupefaction  (from  fear,  joy,  grief,  &c.) ; 
numbness,  paralysis,  torpor ;  stupidity,  coldness,  want 

of  feeling  or  excitability ;  stoppage,  obstruction,  hin- 
drance ;  suppression ;  a  particular  faculty  acquired  by 

magical  means,  the  supernatural  suppression  or  ar- 
resting of  any  feeling  or  force  (as  of  hunger,  thirst, 

or  the  forces  of  fire,  water,  &c. ;  this  is  one  of  the 

shat-karman  described  as  taught  in  the  Tantras, 
see  p.  1032,  col.  3 ;  many  varieties  of  Stambha  are 

enumerated,  e.  g.  jala-st°,  vahni-if,  vdyu-st°, 

stibhi. 

Mtut-sf,  pipdsa-st°,  nldrd-sf,  and  in  the  case  of 
the  first  of  these  one  effect  of  this  faculty  is  to  enable 
a  person  to  walk  on  the  waters) ;  N.  of  a  Rishi ; 

[cf.  Angl.  Sax.  steb.~\-Stambha-kara,  as,  i,  am, causing  obstruction  ;  causing  stiffness,  paralyzing  ; 

(as),  m.  a  fence,  railing,  Scc.  —  Stambha-kdrana, 
ant,  n.  cause  of  obstruction  or  impediment.  —Slam- 
bha-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Stambha-pujd, 
(.  worship  of  the  posts  of  the  temporary  pavilions 
erected  for  marriages  or  other  festive  occasions. 

—  Stambh't-bhu,  cl.  i.  P.  -bhavati,  Sec.,  to  become 
a  post. — Stambhotkirna  (°bha-utj),  as,  a,  am, 
carved  out  of  a  post  of  wood  (as  a  statue). 

Stambhaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  fixing,  propping,  stop- 

ping, restraining. Stambhakin,  i,  m.  a  kind  of  musical  instrument 
covered  with  leather. 

Stambhana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  fixing  firmly, 
making  stiff  or  hard  or  rigid,  making  like  a  post, 

(rambhd-stambhana,  the  turning  of  the  nymph 
Rambha  into  a  pillar  by  the  curse  of  Visva-mitra,  see 
Rimayana  1.  64) ;  paralyzing,  stupefying,  stunning, 
benumbing ;  propping  or  supporting,  holding  up- 

right ;  stopping,  making  immovable,  hindering, 
arresting,  bringing  to  a  stand,  suppression,  obstruc- 

tion; stopping  of  hemorrhage,  staunching  the  flow 
of  blood ;  anything  employed  as  a  styptic  or  astrin- 

gent ;  a  particular  magical  act  or  faculty,  suppression 
of  any  of  the  bodily  feelings  or  forces  of  nature  by 
supernatural  means,  (see  under  stambha;  jala- 

stambhana=jala-stambha)',  (as,  i,  am),  fixing 
immovably,  paralyzing,  supporting,  stopping;  (as), 

m.  '  the  paralyzer,'  epithet  of  one  of  the  five  arrows 
of  Kama-deva,  (the  names  of  the  other  four  are 

Unmadana,  S'oshana,  Tapana,  and  Sammohana.) 
Stambhaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  fixed  firmly;  to 

be  propped  ;  to  be  stopped. 

Stambhita,  as,  d,  am,  fixed  firmly;  stiffened, 
benumbed,  paralyzed,  stupefied,  senseless;  propped 

up,  supported  ;  slopped,  brought  to  a  standstill,  sup- 
pressed ;  staunched;  restrained,  constrained.  —  Slnm- 

bhita-rambha,  (tm,  n.,  N.  of  a  particular  Trotaka 
or  drama ;  [cf.  rambhd-stambhana  above.]  —  Stam- 
bhita-vri*h)Ht-rrltti,  is,  is,  i,  suppressing  the  flow 

of  tears.  —  StambhitZiru  (°ta-as'a),  us,  us,  M,  one 
who  has  suppressed  his  tears. 
Stambhitvd,  ind.  having  fixed,  having  stopped, 

having  suppressed. 

Slambhin,  i,  ini,  i,  supporting;  stopping,  re- 

straining ;  (ini),  f.  one  of  the  five  DhSranas  or 
elements  (  =  earth,  see  bhramani). 

*3T  stara,  starana,  stariman,  &c.  See 

p.  1144,  col.  i. 
stava,  stavaka,  &c.     Seep.  1143. 

stavaraka,  as,  m.   (doubtful),  a 
fence,  railing  ( =  dvamka). 

^rTNJ  stiimu,  us,  m.  (=stotri,  Naigh.  III. 
1 6),  Ved.  a  praiser,  worshipper. 

Hra  stara.     See  p.  1143,  col.  i. 

ftff  sti,  sti-pa.     See  under  rt.  styai. 

fllTCT   stigh,  cl.  5.  A.  stighnute,   tish- S  tighe,  asteghishta,  steghitum,  to  as- cend ;   to  assail :   Caus.  steghayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
atishtighat :  Desid.  tfsfighuhate  or  tixtcrjldfhate : 
Intens.  teshtiyhyate,  teshfegdhi ;  [cf.  Gr.  ard)^-oi, 
f-ffTlY-OV,    ffTtyo-S,   CTOI^O-S,    OTlX^O-^Utl  '.    Goth. 

steig-a,  staig-a,  'a  path:'  Old  Germ,  steg-a,  'an 
ascent,  path  :'  Mod.  Germ,  iteig-en,  '  to  rise  :'  Slav. 
stiz-a,  '  a  path  :'  Lilh.  staig-ii-s, '  quick  ;'  ttai<jio-s, 
'  to  hasten :'  Hib.  staighre,  '  a  step,  stair.'] 

slip  (also  written  step),  cl.  I.  A. 
stepate,  tishtipe,  &c.,  to  ooze,  drip, 

drop. 

stibhi,  is,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  m.  fr.  rt  etambh),  an  obstacle,  obstruction; 



the  ocean;  a  cluster,  clump,  bunch  ( =phala-sta- 
vaka;  cf.  stamba). 
Stimbhi,  is,  m.  =  stibhi  above  (according  to  some). 

TCrn  slim  or  stlm  (connected  with  rt. 
N  tint),  cl.  4.  P.  stimyati,  stlmyati, 

tish/ema,  tixlittma,  Sec.,  to  be  or  become  wet  or 
moist ;  to  become  fixed  or  immovable. 

tftimita,  as,  a,  am  [cf.  timita],  wet,  moist; 
still,  motionless,  unmoved,  steady,  fixed,  rigid  (as 
the  eye),  immovable,  benumbed ;  tender,  soft ; 
gratified,  pleased  ;  (am),  n.  moisture.  —  Stimita-tra, 
am,  n.  steadiness,  fixedness,  stillness,  absence  of 
motion,  absorption.  —  Stimita-rdyu,  us,  m.  still  air. 
—  Stimita-samddhi-JtuH,  is,  is,  i,  pure  with  steady 
meditation.  —  Stimitdyatdksha  (°ta-dy°,  °ta-alc°), 
as,  i,  am,  one  who  keeps  his  large  eyes  fixed  or 
still. 

Sterna,  as,  m.  wetness,  moisture. 

=  rt.  stim  above. 

stirvl,  is,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  54.  fr.  rt.  I.  stri),  an  officiating  priest  at  a  sacri- 

fice (especially  an  Adhvaryu  versed  in  the  Yajur-veda) ; 
grass  ( =  tfina-jati) ;  sky,  atmosphere  (  =  nabhas)  ; 
water  (=payas);  blood  (=  rudhira) ;  Indra(  = 
fobra). 

XJI  stu,  cl.  2.  P.  A.  stauti  or  stavlti  (ist 
\i  du.  stuvas  or  stnmvan,  3rd  pi.  stuvanti), 

etnte  or  stuvite,  Impf.  astaut  or  astai-H  (ist  sing. 
astavam),  Impv.  statttu  or  stavltu  (2nd  sing. 
etuhi  or  stuvihi),  Perf.  tuihtava  (2nd  sing,  tush- 
tutha,  ist  du.  tushtuva,  ist  pi.  tushtuma),  titsh- 
titee,  stoskyati,  -te,  astdi'it,  astoslita,  stotum  or 
(according  to  Vopa-deva  also)  stavittim  (Ved.  Inf. 
stiiske,  stavadhyai),  to  praise,  laud,  eulogize,  glorify, 
extol,  celebrate ;  to  hymn,  praise  or  celebrate  in  song, 
worship  by  hymns ;  cl.  I .  A.  stavatc  (Ved.  stave), 
to  be  praised  (Ved.) :  Pass,  stuyate.  Sec.,  Aor. 
astavi,  to  be  praised,  &c. :  Caus.  stdvayati,  Aor. 
atushtavat :  Desid.  tushtusliali,  -te :  Intens. 
toshtuyate,  toshtoti;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr.  <rro-/xct, 

JEu\.  arv-iia :  Goth,  siaua,  '  a  judge ;'  stauja, 
•  to  judge.'] 
Stava,  as,  m.  praising,  celebrating,  hymning; 

praise,  eulogium,  panegyric. «-  Stavz-rdja,  as,  m., 
N.  of  a  particular  mystical  prayer  or  incantation. 

—  Stavavali,  is,  or  stavavali  (°va-av°),  1.,  N.  of 
a  work  by  Kavi-c"andra. 
Stacaka,  as,  Hid,  am,  praising,  eulogising ;  (as), 

m.  a  panegyrist,  praiser ;  praise,  eulogium  ;  a  cluster 
of  blossoms,  bunch  of  flowers,  nosegay,  tuft,  (in 
these  senses  said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  sthd  according  to 
UnSdi-s.  IV.  96) ;  N.  of  the  chapters  in  the  Kusu- 
manjali;  a  quantity,  multitude ;  [cf.  stoma.]  —  Sta- 

vakdiUta  (ka-ad'"),  as,  a,  am,  covered  with  blos- soms, in  blossom. 
Slavakita,  as,  a,  am,  full  of  blossoms. 
Staratha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  praise,  (Say.  =  stotra.) 
Stavana,  am,  n.  praising,  praise ;  a  hymn. 
Staraniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised,  praiseworthy, 

laudable. 
Stavamana,  as,  d,  am,  lauding,  praising. 
Stavdn.  nom.  c.  masc.,  Ved.  being  praised  or 

lauded,  (Siy.  =  stuyamana,  Rig-veda  VI.  24,  8.) 
Stavana,  as,  d,  am,  being  praised,  being  lauded 

or  glorified,  (Say.  =  stuyamdna.) 
Stavitarya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  praised,  &c. 
Stamtri,  td,  trl,  tri,  a  praiser,  praising. 
Staveyya  (according  to  some)  =  stuveyya. 
Stdva,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  praising,  one  who  praises, 

a  praiser ;  (as),  m.  praise. 
StSmtta,  as,  m.  a  praiser,  panegyrist,  eulogiser, 

flatterer. 

Stdvin,  i,  ml,  i,  praising,  hymning. 
Stdvya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  praised,  praise- 

worthy. 

Stut,  t,  t,  t  (at  the  end  of  comps.),  praising,  cele- 
brating, (see  deva-st°,  yatlid-st",  (handah-sC .) 

Stuta,  as,  d,  am,  praised,   eulogised,  hymned, 

stimbhi.  w  stri. 

glorified  ;  flattered  ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Stuta- 
svami-lishetra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  sacred  place. 

SttUi,  is,  f.  praise,  eulogy,  commendation,  adula- 
tion, flattery ;  N.  of  Durga.  —  Stuti-gita,  am,  n.  a 

song  of  praise,  panegyric.  —Stuti-pada,  am,  n.  an 
object  of  praise.  —  tituti-paryavatdtjin,  i,  ini,  i, 
concluding  or  ending  in  praise  (said  of  ironical 
nindd  or  censure).  —  Sttiti-pdfliaka,as,m.'  praise- 
reciter,"  a  panegyrist,  encomiast,  bard,  herald  (espe- 

cially one  who  accompanies  a  chief  or  an  army,  = 
vandin,  q.  v.).  —  Stiili-pr-iya,  as,  d,  am,  fond  of 
praise  or  adulation.  —  Stuti-cdda,  as,m.  a  laudatory 

speech,  panegyric.  —  8tuti-rrata,  as,  m. '  one  whose 
duty  is  praise,'  a  bard,  &c.,  (see  above.) 
Stulya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised,  laudable,  praise- worthy. 

Stutvd,  ind.  having  praised,  having  glorified. 
Stuvat,  an,  ati,  at,  praising,  glorifying. 
Stuvana,  ax,  d,  am,  praising,  glorifying ;  being 

praised  or  celebrated,  (Say.  =  stuyamdna,  Rig-veda 
VII.  96,  3.) 

Stuveyya,  as,  m.,  Ved.,  N.  of  India. 
Stitsheyya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  excellent,  praise- 

worthy, (Say.  =  stotavya,  Rig-veda  X.  1 20,  6); 

(am),  n.  excellence. 
Stuyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  praised  or  lauded. 
Stotavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised,  deserving 

praise,  laudable. 
Slotri,  td,  trl,  tri,  praising,  a  praiser,  panegyrist, 

flatterer. 

Stotra,  am,  n.  praise,  eulogium,  a  hymn  of  praise, 
ode.  —  Stotrdrha  (°ra-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  worthy  of 

praise. Stotriya,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  verse  (used  in  parti- 
cular ceremonies  along  with  the  anu-rupa,  q.  v.)  ; 

(d),  !.  a  kind  of  verse  ( =  stotriyd  below). 
Stotriya,  f.  a  particular  kind  of  verse  consisting 

of  eighty  syllables. 
Stoma,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  I.  139.  fr. 

rt.  stu),  praise,  eulogium,  a  hymn,  (see  suhta); 
sacrifice,  oblation ;  a  Soma  libation  ;  a  heap,  collec- 

tion, assemblage,  number,  multitude,  quantity,  mass 
[cf.  stavaka,  col.  i];  (am),  n.  the  head;  riches; 
wealth ;  grain,  com  ;  an  iron-pointed  stick  or  staff 
or  one  bound  with  iron;  (as,  a,  am),  crooked, 
bent  (according  to  some).  —  Stoma-tashta,  as,  d, 
am,  Ved.  composed  by  poets,  (Say.  =  atoma-kd- 
riblii/i  krita.)  —  Stoma^vahas,  us,  as,  as,  Ved.  per- 

forming or  offering  hymns  of  praise. 
Stomaya  (referred  in  native  lists  to  a  rt.  stom, 

but  rather  to  be  regarded  as  a  Nom.  fr.  stoma  above), 
Nom.  or  cl.  10.  P.  stomayati,  attiatomat,  stoma- 
yitum,  to  praise,  laud,  hymn. 
Stomya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  praised,  praiseworthy, 

laudable. 

^fj^f  stuka,  as,  m.  (probably  another  form 
of  stupa,  but  cf.  stavaka),  a  collection  of  hair,  knot 
or  braid  of  hair,  (Say.  =  keila-sanghdta) ;  (d),  f.  a 
knot  or  braid  of  hair  ( =  ketfa-veni ;  cf.  prithur 

shthtika,sahasra-$°);  a  curl  of  hair,  bunch  of  curly 
hair  between  the  horns  of  a  bull ;  (according  to  Say. 
on  Rig-veda  IX.  97, 1 7.  stukd  =  apatya  ;  cf.  toka) ; 
a  hip,  thigh,  (according  to  some  =  jaghana.) 
—  Stukd-vin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  possessing  bunches  of 
hair,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VIII.  74,  13. 
stukdvinah  =  urndyavah.)  —  Stukd-sargam,  ind. 
after  the  form  of  a  curl  or  knot  of  hair  ( —  stukd 

yathd  srijyate  tathd). 
stu/!,   cl.   i.  A.   stofate,   tv.slit.u6e, 

\  sMitum,  to  be  bright  or  pellucid ;  to 
be  propitious  or  pleased :  Caus.  stotayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  atushtaiSat .    Desid.  tustudishate  or   tusto- 
tUskatc :  Intens.  tnslttudyate,  toshtokti. 

^pT'R  stunaka,  as,  m.  a  goat  (=6haga). 

^1  stupa,  as,  m.  [cf.  stupa],  Ved.  a  knot 
of  hair,  top-knot ;  the  collection  of  curly  hair  be- 

tween the  horns  of  a  bull ;  the  horns  of  a  bull. 
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I-  stubh  (connected  in  some  senses 
with  rt.  stambk,  and  in  these  senses  also 

identical  with  rt.  stumbh  below,  and  perhaps  ori- 
ginally •  to  stamp'),  cl.  I.  A.  stobhate,  tusktubhe, 

stobhitum,  to  stop,  suppress  ;  to  paralyze,  stupefy  ; 
to  be  stupefied;  cl.  I.  P.  stolhati,  to  praise,  (in 
this  sense  probably  connected  with  and  developed 
out  of  rt.  stu);  to  celebrate,  worship  (Ved.,  in 
Naigh.  III.  14.  slobliati  is  enumerated  among  the 
ardati-karmdiiah)  :  Caus.  stobhayati,  &c.,  to 
praise  (Ved.). 

2.  stubh,  pt  m.,  Ved.  one  who  stops,  (perhaps 
the  words  tri-shfubh  and  anu-shtubk  are  to  be 
referred  to  this  sense,  the  metre  requiring  regular 
stoppages  or  pauses)  ;  one  who  praises,  a  worshipper 
(  =  stotri,  Naigh.  III.  16). 
Stubhvan,  a,  m.,  Ved.  one  who  praises,  a  praiser, 

Stobha,  as,  m.  stopping,  obstructing;  a  stop, 
pause  ;  disrespect,  contumely  ;  hymn,  praise  ;  a 
division  of  the  Sama-veda,  (see  sdma-reda,  p.  1  107)  ; 
an  insertion,  anything  inserted.  —  Stobha-Mhald,  (., 
N.  of  a  chapter  of  the  Sama-veda-c^hala,  q.  v. 
—Stobha-prakriti,  is,  (.,  N.  of  part  of  the  Sama- 
veda.  —  Stobhdnusamnara  (°bha-an°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  short  treatise  on  S'iksha  (one  of  the  Parisishtas 
of  the  Sama-veda). 

Stolhana-samhdra  *=  stobhdnusa'mhdra  above. 
Staubhika,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  second  portion  of 

the  Samhita  of  the  Sima-veda,  (see  sdma-veda, p.  1107.) 

stubha,  as,  m.  g,  goat  (=  (Mga). 

stumbh  (connected  with  ri.stambh, 
and  in  some  senses  identical  with  rt. 

I.  stubh  above;  in  native  lists  wtitten  stunbh),  cl. 
5.  9.  P.  stubhnoti,  stubhndti,  to  stop  ;  to  stupefy  ;  to 
expel  ;  [cf.  Gr.  ffrvip-co,  crrwpcAos,  arviivii,  OTV- 
<pf5av6s,  rv<p(5avijs,  probably  also  7vtp\vs,  rv(ftw- 
8175;  perhaps  Old  Germ,  stump/i,  stumbal;  Angl. 
Sax.  sty  pel,  dumb;  Goth,  dumb.] 

-\ 

^fpTQI  stmeyya,  stusheyya.     See  col.  2. 

l_j  M  sttip  (probably  derived  fr.  stvpa 
CxX  below),  cl.  4.  10.  P.  stupyati,  stii/ja- 

yati,  Sec.,  to  heap  up,  pile,  collect  ;  to  erect. 
Stupa,  as,  m.  (according  to  Say.  fr.  rt.  styai; 

according  to  Unadi-s.  III.  25.  fr.  rt.  stu),  a  heap  or 
pile  of  earth,  any  heap  or  pile  or  mound  ;  a  Buddhist 
monument  (commonly  called  Tope  ;  it  is  a  kind  of 
Tumulus  erected  over  sacred  relics  of  the  great 
Buddha  or  on  spots  consecrated  as  the  scenes  of 
his  acts)  ;  a  funeral  pile  ;  a  heap  of  rays,  accumu- 

lated rays  (Ved.,  according  to  S§y.  stupai/f  =  taptai 
ras"mibhih,  Rig-veda  VII.  2,  I)  ;  (according  to 
S'abda-k.)  =  nishprayojana  ;  =  bald. 
Staupika,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  small  broom  carried 

by  a  Buddhist  or  Jaina  ascetic. 

TJT  i-  stri,  cl.  ,5.  or  stri,  cl.  9.  P.  A.  stri- noti,  strinute,  strinuti,  striinte,  tastdra 
(ist  du.  tastarira),  tastarc,  starisfiyati  or  sta- 
rishyati,  -te  (if  in  cl.  9),  astarshit  laccording  to 
some  also  astdrit),  astfita,  astarishta  or  asta- 

rishta, astinhta  (if  in  cl.  9,  Pan.  VII.  2,  42); 
Prec.  starydt,  stlrydt,  stristtlshta,  starishishta 
or  starishishta,  stirshixhta  (if  in  cl.  9,  Pan. 
VII.  2,  42),  startum  or  staritum  or  staritum 
(Ved.  Inf.  startavai),  to  spread,  spread  out,  expand, 
diffuse ;  to  spread  about,  strew,  scatter ;  to  spread  on 
or  over;  to  cover,  clothe;  to  kill,  (in  Naigh.  II.  19. 

stnndti  is  enumerated  among  the  vadlta-li'annd- 
nafi) :  Pass.  cl.  5.  staryate,  cl.  9.  stiryate,  Aor. 
astari,  to  be  spread,  &c. :  Caus.  atdrayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  atastarat,  to  spread  ;  to  cover :  Desid.  tistir- 
sfiati,  -te,  or  tistarishati,  -te,  or  tistarishati,  -te: 
Intens.  tdstaryate,  testlnjatf,  tdstarti;  [cf.  Zend 
dtar,  dlair-is :  Gr.  OTop-vv-fu,  ffropfvvv-fu, 
ffrptjjvvv-f^t,  GTpui-fia,  arpoj-^frj,  ffrpa-ru-s :  Lat. 
stcr-n-o,  stra-tu-s,  stra-men,  stra-mentu-m, 
toru-s :  Goth,  etrau-ja :  Old  Germ,  strao,  betti- 

\ 
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streifi,  '  lectisternium :'  Slav,  ttre-li,  'to  extend;' 
po-ttla-ti,  '  to  strew ;'  po-std-ja,  '  a  bed :'  Lith. 
stra-je,  '  a  bed  of  straw.'] 

Tislirdna,  as,  d,  am  (Perf.  part.  A.),  Ved.  one 
who  has  spread,  spreading. 

Stara,  as,  a,  am,  spreading,  extending,  covering, 
&c. ;  (as),  m.  anything  spread,  a  layer,  stratum ;  a 
bed,  couch. 

Manilla,  am,  n.  the  act  of  spreading,  strewing, 
scattering. 

Siaraniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  spread ;  to  be 
strewn  or  scattered. 

Stariman,  d, m. '  that  which  is  spread,'  a  bed,  couch. 
Stari,  is,  f.  smoke,  vapour ;  a  heifer;  a  barren  cow 

(ace.  c.  staryam,  Rig-veda  I.  1 18,  20;  in  this  sense 
probably  connected  with  st/iira,  q.v.) ;  [cf.  Gr.  anipa 
(for  arfpta);  Lat.  sterUis;  Goth,  stairo.] 
Stariman,  d,  m.  =  stariman  above. 
Stirna,  as,  d,  am,  spread,  covered,  strewn;  pre- 

pared; [cf.  Gr.  ffTtp-vo-v,]~ •  Stiriia-barhis, is,  is, 
is,  Ved.  one  who  has  spread  Kusa  grass. 

3.  stri,  spreading,  covering,  clothing,  (Say.  =  a(- 
(hddaka,  Rig-veda  I.  87,  1);  a  star,  (Rig-veda  II. 

3,  5.  stribhih  =  nakshutrai/i,  'a  star;'  cf.  tara, 
'  light-strewer,  light-scatterer ;'  in  this  sense  thought 
by  some  to  be  for  astri,  fr.  rt.  2.  at  +  tri  ;  cf.  Gr. 
affrqp,  TtTpos,  j^Eol.  re/5/iof ;  Lat.  Stella ;  Goth. 
stairno  ;  Angl.  Sax.  steorra.) 

Strinat,  an,  ati,  at,  covering,  strewing,  spread- 
ing over  or  upon. 

Strinana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  spreading,  strewing. 

Strita,  as,  a,  am,  spread,  spread  out;  [cf.  vi- 
stnta.] 

StrUi,  is,  f.  spreading,  stretching  out,  expansion ; 
covering,  clothing. 

TJT  3.  stri  (=  rt.  spri,  q.v.),  cl.  5.  P.  stri- 
L  noti,  &c.,  to  please,  gratify,  &c. 

striksh,  cl.  I.  P.  strikshati,  tastri- 
,  Jesha,  &c.,  to  go :  Intens.  tarishtriksh- 

yate,  &c. 

'XJjJ  strih  or  strih  (connected  with  rt. 
<«  >  t  rih,  q.  v.),  cl.  6.  P.  strihati,  strihati,  ta- 

starha,  starhitum  or  stardhum,  to  strike,  hurt,  kill. 

M  *'/"'•     See  rt.  i.  stri  above. 

strih.     See  rt.  strih. 

stara. slrl-raiijana. 

sten  (more  properly  regarded  as  a 
.  Norn.  fr.  stena  below ;  cf.  rt.  stai),  cl.  10. 

P.  etenayati,  atistenat,  Sec.,  to  steal,  rob ;  [cf.  Gr. 

artpiai;  Goth,  stil-an,  'to  steal;'  Angl. Sax. Man, 
stal,  Sicilian,  stalu.] 
Stcna,  as,  m.  (perhaps  to  be  connected  with  a 

form  ete  derived  fr.  ati  for  rt.  stai;  cf.  styena  fr. 
rt.  styai},  a  thief,  robber ;  (am),  n.  thieving,  steal- 

ing. —  Stena-nigraha,  as,  m.  the  restraining  or 
punishing  of  thieves  ;  suppression  of  theft. 

Steya,  am,  n.  [cf.  rt.  stai],  theft,  robbery ;  any- 
thing stolen  or  liable  to  be  stolen  ;  anything  clandes- 

tine or  private.  —  SUya-Jcfit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  one  who 
commits  a  theft,  a  thief,  robber. 

Steym,  i,  m.  a  thief,  robber ;  a  goldsmith. 
Staina,  am,  n.  theft,  robbery,  thievery. 
Stainya,  am,  n.  theft,  thievery,  robbery ;  (as), m.  a  thief. 

Staima,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  thief,  robber,  (Say.  =  stena, 
Rig-veda  VI.  66,  5.) 

steP>  d-  i-  A.  stepate,  &c.,  to  ooze, 
&c.  (  =  rt.  slip,  q.v.);  d.  10.  P.  stepa- 

yati,  &c.,  to  send,  throw. 

sterna.     See  under  rt.  stim. 
steya,  staina.     See  above. 

stai,  cl.  i.  P.  stay  ati,  &c.,  to  put  on, 
adorn  (  =  rt.  snai) ;  (probably  also)  to  steal, 

do  anything  stealthily  (Ved.). 

Ftayeif,an,antt,ai,Ve<}.  stealing,  acting  stealthily, 
(Atharva-veda  IV.  16,  I.) 

*tl*l<«4  staimitya,  am,  n.  (fr.  stimita),  fixed- 
ness, rigidity,  immobility,  numbness. 

Wl°l>  stoka,  as,  a,  am,  little,  small,  short  ; 

few  ;  low  ;  (as),  m.  a  small  portion,  drop  (of  water, 

ghee,  &c.)  ;  the  C'ataka  bird  ;  (am),  ind.  a  little  ; 
less  ;  [cf.  Lith.  stotojit,  '  I  want.']  —  Stoka-kaya, 
as,  I,  am,  little-bodied,  small,  diminutive.  —  Stoka- 
namra,  a*,  ii,  am,  a  little  bent  down,  slightly  de- 

pressed. •-St'ikd-s'as,  ind.  sparingly. 
Stokaka,  as,  m.  the  Cataka  bird. 

«tl  n  <M  stotauya,  stotri,  stotra.  Seep.  1143. 

*n»T  stobha,  &c.  See  under  rt.  i.  stubh. 

TTT^  1  1  stom.  See  stomaya,  p.  1143, 

ttlli  stoma.     See  p.  1143,  col.  2. 

WIIH^I  staupika.     See  stupa,  p.  1  143. 

W(H«R  staubhika.    See  under  rt.  i  .  stubh. 

«lfc»  staula,  as,  a,  am  (torsthaula  fr.  sthu- 
la\  Ved.  stout,  robust,  powerful,  (Say.  =  sthula, 
pravriddha,  Rig-veda  VI.  44,  7.) 

stydna,  styena.    See  below. 

styai  (also  written  shtyai),  cl.  i.  P. 

styayali,  &c.,  to  be  collected  into  a  heap 
or  mass  ;  to  be  spread  about  ;  to  sound  ;  [cf.  accord- 

ing to  some,  probably  Gr.  artvut  ;  Lat.  stipare.] 
Sti,  is,  m.  (according  to  Say.  fr.  rt.  styai,  but  cf. 

upa-sti),  Ved.  a  house,  dwelling,  abode,  (SSy.  = 

griha,  Rig-veda  VII.  19,  u;  perhaps  also  'those 
who  live  in  the  house.')  —  Sti-pa,  as,  as,  am,  house- 
protecting,  (see  Rig-veda  VII.  66,  3  ;  Nirukta  VI. 

I7-) 

Stiya,  (.,  Ved.  a  collected  mass  ;  a  mass  or  quantity 
of  water,  (Say.  =  apah,  Rig-veda  VII.  5,  2  ;  see Nirukta  VI.  17.) 

Stytina,  as,  a,  am,  collecting  into  a  mass  ;  thick, 
bulky,  gross  ;  soft,  bland,  unctuous,  smooth  ;  sound- 

ing ;  (am),  n.  thickness,  grossness,  massiveness  ; 
unctuousness  ;  nectar  ;  idleness,  sloth  ;  echo,  sound. 

Styaya  in  sam-styaya,  q.  v. 
Slyayana,  am,  n.  collecting  into  a  mass,  aggrega- 

tion, crowding  together. 

Styena,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  II.  46.  fr. 
rt.  ffyai  above),  nectar  (  =  a-mrita);  a  thief  (in 
this  sense  probably  for  stena,  q.  v.  ). 

^5p  stri,  f.  (probably  a  contraction  of  so- 

tri,  fern,  of  2.  sotri,  'a  bearer  of  children,'  see 
p.  1118,  col.  2  ;  but  according  to  UnSdi-s.  IV.  165. 
fr.  rt.  styai),  a  woman,  female  ;  a  wife  ;  the  female 

of  any  animal  (e.  g.  iSakhamriga-stri,  '  a  female 
monkey').  —  Stri-kama,  as,  m.  desire  of  intercourse 
with  women  ;  fondness  for  women  ;  desire  of  a  wife  ; 

(as,  d,  am),  desirous  of  women,  fond  of  women. 
—  Stri-karya,  am,  n.  the  business  of  women  ;  at- 

tendance on  women  or   the  women's   apartments. 
—  Stri-kumara,  am,  n.  a  woman  and  child.  "Stri- 
kitsuma,  am,  n.  the  menstrual  excretion  in  women. 

—  Hri-krita,  as,  a,  am,  done  by  women.  —  Slri- 

kshira,  am,  n.  mother's  milk.  —  Stri-gari,  f.  a 
milch  cow.  —  Stri-guru,  iw,  m.  a  female  Guru  or 
priestess  (who  teaches  initiatory  Mantras).  —  Stri- 

ghoslM,  ax,  m.  '  marked  by  the  sound  of  women,' 
dawn,  day-break.  —  Stri-ijhna,  as,  m.  the  murderer 
of  a  woman.  —  Stri-farttra,  am,  n.  the  doings  of 
women.  •-  $tri-t!itta-harin,  l,ini,i,  captivating  the 
heart  of  women,  pleasing  to  the  female  sex  ;  (i),  m. 
the  tree  Sobhanjana.  —  Stri-flkna,  am,  n.  any  mark 
or  characteristic  of  the  female  sex  ;  the  female  organ, 

vulva  or  womb.  ~Stri-<!aiim,  as,  m.  '  woman-thief,"  ] 
a  seducer  of  women,  libertine.  —  Stri-janani,  f.  ' 

'  bearing  females,'  the  mother  of  a  daughter,  a  wo-  ' 

man  who  brings  forth  only  daughters.  —  Stri-jati,  it, 

f.  the  female  sex.  — Stri -jita,  as,  m. '  wife-subdued,' 
a  man  ruled  by  his  wife,  a  hen-pecked  husband.— Wri- 
tamd  or  stri-tama,  (.  a  thorough  woman,  (Pan.  VI. 

3,  44.)  —  Strl-tara  or  stri-tard,  f.  more  thoroughly 
a  woman,  (Pin.  VI.  3,  44.)  —  Stri-tii,  (.  or  stri- 
tra,  am,  n.  womanhood,  wife-hood;  feminineness, 

effeminacy.  —  Xtri-dlutna,  am,  n. '  woman's  wealth,' 
a  wife's  peculiar  property  or  any  property  belonging 
to  a  woman  over  which  she  has  independent  control 

(said  to  be  of  six  kinds,  viz.  adhy-aijnika,  a  gift 
upon  or  in  presence  of  the  nuptial  tire  by  a  member 
of  either  family;  aiUiy-avalianika,  that  which  is 
taken  from  the  father's  house  at  the  time  of  the 
bridal  procession  or  when  the  bride  is  conducted  to 

her  husband's  home ;  adhimlanika,  a  settlement  on 
a  first  wife  when  her  husband  contracts  a  second 

marriage  ;  prUi-datta,  a  gift  of  affection  ;  dulka,  a 
kind  of  dower  or  money  given  to  a  woman  to  induce 

her  to  go  to  her  husband's  house ;  anv-wlheya,  a 
gift  from  her  own  or  husband's  family  after  marriage : 
according  to  others  the  six  kinds  are,  Wiartri-daya, 

pitri-datta,  matri-d0, 1>hrutri-d°,v/ith  the  first  two 
enumerated  above  :  other  varieties  of  woman's  pro- 

perty are  bandha-datta,  q.v.,  yaulaka,  q.v.,  sou- 
dayika,<i.v.,pilriniiyya,ci.v.,  laiianyarjita,  q.v., 
and  pddavandanika,  the  last  being  a  gift  to  a  wife 
from  a  husband  in  return  for  her  ptida-vandana, 
q.  v.,  on  her  entering  his  house).  —  Stri-dharma,  as, 
m.  the  duty  of  a  woman  or  wife ;  the  laws  concerning 
women;  menstruation.  —  Stridharma-yoga,  as,  m. 
the  application  of  laws  or  customs  relative  to  women. 

—  ̂ 'i-i-dharmini,  f.  a  woman  during  menstruation. 

^  ̂ t n-dhava ,  as,  m.  a  woman's  husband  ;  a  man, 
male. — Stri-dhmja,  as,  m.  'having  the  mark  of  a 
female,'  the  female  of  any  species  of  animal.  —  Stri- 
natha,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  woman  as  lord  or  pro- 

tector, protected  by  a  woman.  —  Stri-nil man,  a, 
-mm,  a,  having  a  female  name.  —  Slri-nilmnd/iana, 

am,  n.  a  woman's  peculiar  province,  domestic  duty, 
housewifery.  —  Strl-panyopajlriii  (°ya-up°),  i,  m. 
one  who  makes  a  living   by  keeping  women   for 

prostitution.  —  Stri-para,  as,  m.  one  who  is  devoted 
to  women,  a  woman-lover,  libertine.  —  Strl-parvata- 

des"a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  district.  —  tSVn-yja/ra/i,  a,  n., 
N.  of  the  eleventh  book  of  the  MahS-bh3rata.  —Stri- 

piiati,  f.  a  fiend-like  wife.  —  Stri-puns,  man,  ra. 
a  woman  who  has  become  a  man.  —  Stri-punsa,  au, 
m.  du.  wife  and  husband,  man  and  wife,  the  union 

of  man  and  wife.  —  /S'Oi-ji'/«sa-/afa7ta«<7,  f.  a  wo- 
man who  has  the  characteristic  marks  of  both  male 

and  female,  a  hermaphrodite.  —Stri-pim-d/iarma, 
as,   m.  the    law  (which   regulates   the   duties)  of 
man  and  wife,  the   mutual  duties  of  husband  and 

wife  or  of  man  and   woman.  —  Ftri-i»(n-tiapun- 
saka,  masculine,  feminine,  and  neuter.  —  Utri-purra 
or  fti'i-purraka  or  stri*purvika,  as,  m.  or  ytrl- 
purrin,  i,  m.  one  who  has  been  a  woman  for- 

merly or  in  a  former  birth,  (according  to  Sabda-k. 
xti'<-j>urra  =  stri-jita,  ruled  by  a  woman.)  —  Stri- 

pmtyaya,  as,  m.  (in  grammar)  a  feminine  affix,  an 
affix  used  in  forming  feminines  from  PrStipadikas. 
—  f*tri-pramana,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  wife  for  an 
authority,  one  who  is  ruled  by  a  wife.  —  Stri-pra- 

sattga,  as,   m.  intercourse  with   women.  —  t<tr]- 
prasu,  us,  us,  u,  bearing  females,  bringing  forth 
daughters  only.  —  Stri-priya,  as,  a,  am,  liked  or 

loved  by  women;  (as),  m.  the  Mango  tree.  —  Stri- 
lnlilhij<t,  as,  m.  one  who  suffers  himself  to  be  dis- 

tressed by  a  woman.  —Stri-ljnil<lhi,  in,  f.  the  female 
understanding.  —  Stri-blintyn,  us,  m.  pi.  women  and 
servants.  —  Stn-bhoga,  as,  m.  enjoyment  of  women, 
sexual  intercourse.  ~  Stri-mat,  tin,  m.  a  wife-pos- 

sessor, a  married  man.  —  Stri-mantra,  as,  m.  a 

woman's  counsel,  female  stratagem.  —  tftri-mukha- 

pa,  as,  m.  'drinking  the  mouth  of  women,'  the 
Asoka  tree  (  =  dohall).  —  Strl-yantra,  am,  n.  'wo- 

man-vessel,' woman  regarded  as  a  vessel  or  machine, 

a  woman  who  works  '.ike  a  machine.  —  Strl-yadita- 
putra.as,  m.  a  son  obtained  through  a  wife's  solicita- 

tions. —  Stri-raniana,  am,  n.  '  delighting  women,' 
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betel  (which  with  the  areca-nut  is  much  chewed  by 
Hindu  women).  —  Strl-ratna,  am,  n.  a  jewel  or 
gem  of  a  woman,  an  excellent  woman  ;  N.  of  Lak- 
shmi.  —  Stri-rdjya,  am,  n.  the  kingdom  of  women 
(a  country  placed  by  some  in  the  region  of  Bhotan). 
—  Stri-roga,  as,  m.  any  disease  incident  to  women. 

—  Stri-litiga,  am,  n.  the  female  organ  ;  the  feminine 
gender.  —  Strtlinya-vartin,  i,  inl,  i,  being  in  the 
feminine  gender,  being  a  feminine.  —  Stri-vadha, 
as,  m.  the  slaying  of  a  woman.  —  Stri-vaila,  am,  n. 
subjection  to  women,  submissiveness  to  a  wife.  —  Stri- 

vdkydntcusa-prakshuniia  (°ya-an°),  as,  a,  am, 
driven  or  urged  on  by  the  goad  of  women's  words. 
—Stri-ifidhfya,  as,  <1,  am,  submissive  to  a  wife, 
governed  by  a  wife,  uxorious.  —  Strl-viyoga,  as,  m. 
separation  from  a  wife.  —  Strl-rivdha,  (is,  m.  *  wo- 

man-marriage," the  act  of  contracting  marriage  with 
a  woman.  —  Strl-vrita,  as,  a,  am,  surrounded  or  at- 

tended by  women.  —  Stri-xamsarga,  as,  m.  inter- 
course with  women,  female  society.  —  Stri-sam- 

sthdna,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  female  shape.  —  Stri- 
sanga,  as,  m.  attachment  or  addiction  to  women; 

intercourse  with  a  woman.  —  Strl-sangrahana,  am, 
n.  the  act  of  embracing  a   woman  (improperly), 
adultery,  seduction.—  Strl-sabha,  am,  n.  an  assembly 
of  women,  collection  of  females.  -•  Stfi-sambandha, 
OS,  m.  matrimonial  connection  with  a  woman  ;  con- 

nection by  marriage  ;  relation  or  reference  to  women. 

—  Stri-sei'd,  f  .  '  woman-service,"  addiction  to  wo- 
men. —  Stri-srabhava,  as,  m.  the  nature  or  disposi- 

tion of  women  ;  a  guard  of  the  women's  apartments, 
eunuch.  —  Strl-svarupa,  as,  a,  am,  or  stri-svarupa- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  or  stri-svaru/>in,  i,  ini,  i,  having 

a  woman's   shape  or  figure.  —  Strl-hatya,  f.   the 
murder  of  a  woman.  ••  8tri-hanti~i,  td,  m.  the  mur- 

derer of  a  woman.  —  Stri-harana,  am,  n.  the  carry- 
ing off  or  forcible  abduction  of  a  woman;   rape. 

—  Stri-hdrin,  i,  m.  the  carrier  off  of  a  woman  ;  one 

who  commits  rape,  a  ravisher.  —  Stry-abhigamana, 
am,  n.  the  act  of  approaching  a  woman,  sexual  inter- 

course. —  Stry-djlva,  as,  m.  one  who  lives  by  his 
wife  ;  one  who  lives  by  keeping  women  for  pros- 
titution. 

Strt  Tea  =  strl  (at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp.,  e.g. 
sa-strika,  q.  v.). 

Straina,  as,  i,  am,  female,  feminine  ;  suited  or 
belonging  to  women  ;  being  among  women  ;  (aw), 
n.  womanhood,  feminineness  ;  the  female  sex  ;  the 
nature  of  woman  ;  a  multitude  of  women  ;  sexual 

enjoyment  (Ved.).  —  Straina-td,  f.  or  straina-tva, 
am,  n.  effeminacy. 
Strairdjaka,  as,  f.  pi.  (probably)  the  women  of 

Stri-rajya. 
Straishuya.     See  Atharva-veda  VI.  n,  3. 

W  stha.     See  under  rt.  i.  sthd,  col.  3. 

W»F^  sthakara  (connected  with  sthagara 
below),  a  betel-nut  (according  to  some  ;  cf.  sthagl). 

TSTft  sthuy,  cl.  I.  P.  sthagati,  tasthdga, 
\  afthayit,  Sec.,  to  cover,  hide,  conceil  : 

Caus.  sthar/ayati,  &c.,  to  cover,  veil,  hide,  make 

invisible  ;  [cf.  Gr.  ariy-ai,  rrriy-r/,  riyr;,  OTiyos, 
Ttyos,  ffTty-avo-s,  <TT€y-v6-s  :  Lat.  tfg-o,  tec-tu-m, 

teg-i-men,  teg-ula:  Old  Norse  thele,  'a  roof:'  Old 
Germ,  dak-jan  :  Angl.  Sax.  theccan,  tliaca  :  Lith. 

steg-iu,  '  I  cover  ;'  ftor/a-s,  '  a  roof.'] 
Sthaya,  as,  il,  am,  fraudulent,  dishonest,  shame- 

less, abandoned;  (as),  m.  a  rogue,  cheat;  (?),  f.  a 
betel  box. 

Sthagana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  covering  or  conceal- 
ing, concealment. 

Stliagara,  a  kind  of  plant  (=putra-jivaka); 
(perhaps)  a  betel-nut  ;  [cf.  stliagi  above.] 
Sthagikd,  (.  a  courtezan;  the  office  of  betel- 

bearer. 

Sthagita,  as,  a,  am,  covered,  concealed,  hidden. 

Sthayu,  us,  m.  a  hump,  an  excrescence  or  pro- 
tuberance on  the  back. 

Sthandila,  am,  n.  (according  to 
some  connected  with  rt.  sthal),  a  piece  of  ground 

(levelled,  squared,  and  prepared  for  a  sacrifice);  a 
barren  field  ;  a  heap  of  clods ;  a  boundary,  limit,  land- 

mark ;  (as\  m.,  N.  of  a  RKh\.—8thandila-i!di/in, 
i,  m.  a  devotee  who  sleeps  on  the  bare  ground  or  on 
the  sacrificial  Sthandila  (on  account  of  a  religious 
vow).  —  St!tandila-tiitaka,am,  n.  an  altar. —Sthan- 
dile-faya,  as,  m.  an  ascetic  who  sleeps  on  the  bare 
ground  or  on  the  Sthandila ;  a  proper  N. 
Sthandileyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

W«T  sthana  (fr.  rt.  I.  as),Ved.=  bhavatha, 
(Rig-veda  VIII.  1 8,  15.) 

stha-pati.     See  col.  3. 

sthaputa,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  con- 
tracted or  difficult  circumstances;  unevenly  raised, 

elevated  and  depressed,  bent  down.  —  Sthapitta- 
gata,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  contracted  and  uneven 
places,  being  on  raised  places  and  in  hollows. 

—  Sthaputl-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  uneven,  raised 
and    depressed;   (according   to    one   commentator) 
covered  with  grass,  &c. 

sthal  (connected  with  rt.  I.  sthd), 

cl.  i.  P.  sthalati,  tasthdla,  sthalish- 
yati,  asthdltt,  sthalitum,  to  stand  firm,  be  firm : 
Caus.  sthdlayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  atishthalat,  to 
cause  to  stand  firm,  fix  firmly :  Desid.  of  Caus. 

tisl/iiilayishati:  Desid.  tisthalishati  :  Intens.  td- 

sthalyate,  tdsthalti;  [cf.  Gr.  are'AA-oi,  «<TTaA«a, 
t-ffTa\r)-v,  ffToAo-s,  ffrdX-t^,  ffTf\(6-v  ;  Lat.  pTCE- 
stol-o-r,  stul-tu-s,  stol-i-dn-s  (?) ;  Old  Germ,  stil, 

stallan,  stellan;  Lith.  stelloju,  'I  appoint.'] 
Sthala,  am,  i,  n.  f.  firm  or  dry- ground,  terra 

firma,  dry  land  (as  opposed  to  'water');  shore, 
strand,  beach  ;  ground  or  land  (in  general),  soil ; 
place,  spot,  site  ;  field,  tract,  district ;  station  ;  (am, 
d),  n.  f.  a  spot  of  dry  ground  artificially  raised  and 
drained ;  (I),  f.  a  deity  of  the  soil,  local  or  tutelary 
divinity  ;  (a»i),  n.  a  piece  of  raised  ground,  mound, 
terrace  ;  a  topic,  case,  subject  (of  a  description  &c.), 
point  under  discussion ;  part  (of  a  book) ;  a  tent, 

house  of  cloth ;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  stal,  '  a  place ;'  stul- 
lan,  stelza,  stolv :  Goth,  ga-stalds :  Angl.  Sax. 

stal,  steel,  stillan,  stille:  Mod.  Germ,  stall.'] 
—  Sthala-kanda,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant  (=agrd- 
mya-kanda}.  —  Sthala-lcamala,  am,  n.  or  slhala- 
hamalim,  f.  the  flowering  shrub,  Hibiscus  Muta- 

bilis.— Sthala-kumuda,  as,  m.  the  Kara-vlra  plant. 
—  Sthala-gata,  as,  d,  am,  gone  or  left  on  dry  land. 
—  Sthala-tara,  as,  i,  am,  land-going,  living  on  dry 
land,  not  aquatic  (opposed  to  jala-dara).  —  Sthala- 
fyuta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  or  removed  from  a  place  or 
position.  —  Sthala-ja,  as,  d,  am,  land-born,  ter- 

restrial, not  aquatic.  —  Sthala-tas,   ind.  from  dry 
land,  from  terra  firma.  —  Sthrda-td,  f.  the  state  of 
being  dry  ground.  —  Sthala-deoatd,  f.  a  local  or 
rural  deity,  tutelary  god  presiding  over  some  par- 

ticular spot.  —  Sthala-nalinl,  f.=sthala-padminl 
below.  —  Sthala-padma,  as,  m.  =  nidnaka;  (am), 
n.  the  shrub  Hibiscus  Mutabilis;  another  plant  (  = 
dliattra-pattra,  tamdlaka).— Stliala-padmini,  (. 
the  shrub  Hibiscus  Mutabilis.  —  Sthala-maiijafi,  f. 
the  plant  Achyranthes  Aspera.  —  Sthala-mdrga,  as, 
m.  or  sthala-vartman,  a,  n.  a  way  or  road  by  land, 
(fthala-ciirtmand,  inst.  c.  by  laud,  as  opposed_tq n        .    _ 

',a-manicna.  by  water  j—tithala-vigraha,  as,  m. 
a  baffle  on  level   ground.  —  Sthala-iitddhi,  if,  f. 
purification  or  clearance  of  a  pUce  from  impurity. 

—  Sthala-s'ringdla  or  sthala-tringataka,  as,  m. 
the    plant   Tribulus    Lanuginosus    (  =  go-kshura). 
—  Stltala-siman,   a,   m.  a    land-mark,  boundary. 
—  Slhala-stha,  as,  d,  am,  standing  or  being  on 

dry  ground,  being  on  terra  firma,  being  on  shore. 
—  Sthaldntara  (°la-an°),  am,  n.  another  place. 
—  Slhalilrudha  (°la-dr°\  as,  d,  am,  alighted  on 
the  ground. — Sthale-ruha,  as,  d,  am,  growing  on 

dry  ground;    (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  griha-ku- 
mdri);  another  plant  (  =  dagdhd}.  —  Sthale-6aya, 
as,  d,  am,  sleeping  on  dry  ground  ;    (as),  m.  any 
amphibious  animal  (such  as  a  tortoise,  otter,  &c.). 
Sthali,  (.  dry  ground,   &c. ;   see  under  stliala 

above.  —Sthali-devata,  f.  a  local  divinity,  deity  of 
the  soil  or  tutelary  deity  presiding  over  some  par- 

ticular spot  (as  a  field,  grove,  village,  &c.),  a  kind 
of  faun  or  dryad. 

Sthaltya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  dry 
ground,  terrestrial  ;  belonging  to  a  place,  local. 
Sthaleyu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 

sthavi,  sthavira,  &c.     See  p.  1146. 

sthavishtha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  of 
tthSla),  largest,  most  bulky  ;  very  big,  very  fat  or 
corpulent. 

Sthavlyas,  an,  asl,  as  (compar.  of  slhula'),  larger, bigger,  more  bulky,  fatter,  stronger;  very  fat,  very 
corpulent. 

mil  i.  sthd,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  and  in  some 
^^  special  significations  also  A.)  tishthati,  -te 

(sthat  =  tishthatu,  Rig-veda  II.  3,  10),  taslhan 
(2nd  sing,  tasthitha  or  tasthdtha,.ist  du.  tasthiva), 
tasthe,  sthdsyati,  -te,  asthdt  (3rd  pi.  asthuh),  as- 
thita  (3rd  pi.  asthishata).  Free,  stheydt,  st/id- 
sishta,  sthdlum,  to  stand  (often  with  inst.,  e.g. 
pdddbhydm  sthd,  to  stand  on  the  feet  ;  jdnubhydm 
sthd,  to  stand  on  the  knees,  i.  e.  to  kneel)  ;  to  stand 
still,  stand  firmly  ;  to  stay,  stop,  abide,  dwell,  remain, 
rest,  wait  ;  to  stop,  cease,  desist  ;  to  rest  on,  depend 
on  (sometimes  A.)  ;  to  be  in  any  situation  or  state 
or  position  ;  to  be,  exist,  live  ;  to  be  at  hand,  be 
near  or  at  the  side  ;  to  abide  or  continue  or  be  en- 

gaged in  any  act  or  course  of  action,  practice,  per- 
form, behave,  occupy  one's  self  with,  (sometimes  with 

loc.,  e.g.  tidsane  stha,  to  abide  in  a  command,  i.e.  to 
be  obedient;  iometimes  with  inst.,  e.g.  sdmadibliih 
sthd,  to  practice  or  continue  practising  conciliation, 
&c.  ;  maima-vratena  sthd,  to  continue  observing 
a  vow  of  silence  ;  sometimes  with  ind.  part.,  especially 
if  a  habit  or  continuous  course  of  action  is  implied, 

e.g.  tl  harm  a  in  ds'riiya  tishlhati,  he  continues  prac- 
tising virtue);  to  stand  as  a  prostitute,  give  one's 

self  up  to  sexual  embrace,  ofier  one's  self  to  (A.,  e.g. 
deva-daitdya  tishthate,  she  offers  herself  to  Deva- 
datta,  Pan.  I.  4,  34)  :  Pass,  sthiyate,  2nd  fut.  sthd- 
syate  or  sthdyishyate,  Aor.  asthayi,  to  be  stood  ; 
to  be  stayed  or  remained  or  abided,  to  be  fixed 
or  located,  &c.  (frequently  used  impersonally,  e.g. 
mayd  sthiyatdm,  let  it  be  abided  by  me,  i.e. 
I  must  abide)  :  Caus.  sthapayati,  -te  (sometimes 
regarded  as  :i  nominal  fr.  sthira),  -yitum,  Aor. 
atishthipat,  -ta,  to  cause  to  stand;  to  cause  to 
stand  still  or  firmly;  to  fix,  settle,  establish,  set 
up,  found,  institute,  erect,  build;  to  place,  put,  lo- 

cate, set,  lay  ;  to  stop,  arrest,  restrain,  hold  in  ;  to 
cause  to  be  in  any  state  or  position  ;  to  cause  to 
continue,  make  durable  ;  to  cause  to  live  ;  to  give  in 
marriage  ;  to  make  (with  two  ace.)  ;  to  instruct  in 
(with  two  ace.):  Desid.  tishfhdsati,  -te:  Intens. 
teshthtyate,  tasthati;  [cf.  Zend  hi-std-mi  =  Sans. 
ti-shthd-mi  :  Gr.  I-OTIJ-JU,  e-aTij-v,  arA-iri-s,  ara- 
jiiv,  aTa-ftvo-s,  l-ar6-s,  arri-^aiv.  ari]-\r],  aTa-rfjp, 
ara-9-tfl>-s,  ara-O-nii-s,  arfj-B-o-s,  OTt-v6-s  ;  (with 
the  Caus.  may  be  compared  also,  according  to  some) 

arf<f>-a>  (for  areir-a),  mi\i-pa,  ari<t>-os,  oriip-avo-s, 
aretp-dft],  r6ir-o-s  :  Lat.  st-o,  si-st-o,  sta-ti-m, 
stii-ti-o,  Sta-tor,  sta-tu-s,  sta-tu-o,  std-tua,  sta- 

men, std-bu-lu-m,  sta-bi-li-s;  (also  with  the  Caus.) 
stipa-re,  stipatores,  stipuldri,  tstapia;  (according 
to  some  also)  stup-eo,  stup-idti-s  :  Old  Germ,  slti-iii. 

stcdi,  standa,  stat  :  Goth,  stan-dan,  '  to  stand  ;' 
stath-s,  'a  place;'  stol-s,  'a  stool,  throne:'  Angl. 
Sax.  stan-dan,  stand,  studu.  stand  :  Slav,  sta-ti, 
'  to  stand  :'  Lith.  stii-ti,  '  to  stand  ;'  sta-tu-s,  '  stand- 

ing;' staty-U,  'to  place;'  sto-na-s,  'a  stand,  sta- 
tion ;'  std-Me-s,  '  a  loom  :'  Hib.  sta-d,  '  stop,  delay, 

state,  condition  ;'  stadaim,  '  I  stand,  stop.'] 
Tasthivas,  van,  -thiuihl,  vat,  one  who  has  stood. 
Stha,  as,  d,  am,  standing,  staying,  abiding,  being 

situated,  living,  existing  (generally  found  at  the  end 

of  comps.,  e.  g.  garbha-s",  jala-s°,  dura-s°)  ;  a 
place,  spot,  ground,  =  sthala  (according  to  Sabda-k.). 
—  Stha-pati,  is,  m.  (probably  fr.  stha+pati,  but 
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according  to  some  from  the  Caus.  of  rt.  I.  stM), 

'  ground-lord,'  a  sovereign,  chief,  king  (according  to 
K3ty3yana's  Srauta-sutras  XXII.  II,  II.&c.  a  Slha- 
pati  is  a  Vaisya,  or  even  a  person  of  lower  caste,  who 
has  celebrated  the  Go-sava  sacrifice  after  being  chosen 
king) ;  an  architect ;  a  master  carpenter  or  mason, 
wheelwright;  a  charioteer;  one  who  sacrifices  to 
Vrihas-pati,  a  performer  of  the  Vrihas-pati  sacrifice  ; 

a  guard  or  attendant  of  the  women's  apartments ;  N. 
of  Kuvera ;  (is,  if,  i),  chief,  best,  principal. 
Sthavi,  i»,  m.  a  weaver;  heaven  (=svarga);  = 

jangama  (according  to  Sabda-k.). 
Sthavira,  of,  a,  am,  fixed,  firm,  steady  [cf.  stha- 

vira] ;  old,  aged,  ancient,  (saptatyd  sthavirah,  one 
who  is  seventy  years  old,  see  sthavira) ;  (as),  m. 
an  old  man ;  a  beggar  ;  epithet  of  Brahma  ;  (a),  f. 
an  old  woman ;  a  kind  of  plant,  =  mahd-frdvani ; 

(am),  n.  =  iaileya. 
a.  ithd,  as,  as,  am,  Ved.  standing,  stationary,  (ac- 

cording to  Siy.  on  Rig-veda  X.  88, 4.  gthah  =  sthd- 
varam  vrikshddi  rupam  ;  see  also  Nirukta  V.  3.) 
Sthdnu,  us,  its,  u,  firm,  fixed,  steady,  stable,  im- 

movable, motionless ;  (MS),  m.,  N.  of  Siva ;  a  stake, 

post,  pile ;  a  peg,  pin,  pillar ;  the  gnomon  of  a  dial ; 
a  spear,  dart ;  a  nest  of  white  ants  ;  the  drug  or  per- 

fume called  Jivaka,  q.  v. ;  (us,  u),  m.  n.  a  branchless 
trunk  or  stem,  the  trunk  of  a  lopped  tree  or  of  any 

tree,  any  bare  stock  or  stem.— Sthdnu-Mheda,  as, 
m.  one  who  cuts  down  the  trunks  of  trees,  one  who 

clears  away  timber,  (Manu  IX.  44.)  —  Sthanu-tir- 
tha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  TIrtha.  —  St/idnu-bhrama,  as, 
m.  mistaking  anything  for  a  post.  —  Sthanu-vat, 

ind.  like  a  post.  —  Sthdnu-vanaukas  (°na-ok"),  as, 
as,  as,  inhabiting  Siva's  forest.  —  Sthdnv-idvara, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  a  particular  Siva-lin-ga. 
Sthdtavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  stood ;  to  be  stayed 

or  remained ;  to  be  fixed. 

Sthatui,  n.  (according  to  some  modern  scholars 
an  old  nom.  sing.  neut.  for  the  later  sthatri),  Ved. 
anything  standing  or  stationary  (opposed  to  (aratJia, 
see  Rig-veda  I.  58,  5). 

Sthatri,  td,  trt,  tri,  who  or  what  stands  or  stays 
stationary,  standing  (frequently  opposed  to  jagat  in 

the  phrase  sthdtur  jagataMa,  e.  g.  vis"vasya  sthd- 
tur jagataMa  gopdh,  the  preserver  of  everything 

that  stands  and  moves,  Rig-veda  VII.  60,  2) ;  [cf. 
Lat.  statorJ] 
Sthdna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  standing  or  staying, 

stay,  continuance,  the  being  fixed  or  stationary ; 
state,  condition ;  a  stationary  state  or  condition,  (one 

of  the  three  aims  or  results  of  state  policy ;  it  is  de- 
scribed as  a  kind  of  neutral  or  middle  state  character- 

ized by  neither  loss  nor  gain,  failure  nor  success) ; 
the  act  of  standing  firm  so  as  to  resist  a  charge,  firm 
or  calm  bearing  of  troops,  (Manu  VII.  190) ;  halt; 
the  stamina  of  a  kingdom,  that  which  constitutes  its 
chief  strength  or  by  virtue  of  which  it  exists,  (regarded 
as  consisting  of  four  parts,  viz.  army,  treasury,  city, 
and  territory,  Manu  VII.  56) ;  the  place  of  standing 
or  staying,  any  place,  spot,  locality,  site,  situation, 
position,  posture,  station,  post ;  office,  appointment, 
rank,  dignity,  degree ;  proper  or  right  place ;  the 
place  or  organ  of  utterance  of  any  letter  (which,  ac- 

cording to  Panini,  are  eight,  viz.  kanlha,  the  throat ; 
tdln,  the  palate ;  murdhan,  the  top  of  the  palate ; 
danta,  the  teeth ;  osh/ha,  the  lips ;  kantha-talu, 
the  throat  and  palate ;  kanthoshtha,  the  throat  and 
lips ;  ilnntoshtha,  the  teeth  and  lips :  to  which  may 
be  added  ndsikd,  which  is  the  place  of  utterance  for 
the  true  Anusvara,  and  uraf,  the  chest,  which  is  said 

to  be  the  place  of  Visarga);  dwelling-place,  abode, 
house  ;  country,  region,  district ;  a  town,  city ;  a  par- 

ticular place  or  sphere  assigned  after  death  to  those 
who  do  their  duty  or  neglect  it,  (that  of  virtuous 
BrShnuns  is  called  PrajSpatya ;  of  Kshatriyas,  Aindra ; 
of  Vaisyas,  Maruta ;  of  Sudras,  Gandharva ;  similarly, 
iwglectors  of  duty  have  places  of  punishment  assigned 
to  them) ;  a  holy  place ;  an  altar ;  an  open  place  in 
a  town,  green,  plain,  square ;  part  or  division  of  a 
book,  section,  chapter ;  the  part  or  character  of  an 
actor;  interval,  opportunity,  leisure ;  an  object  (e.g. 

s"idka-3th°,  an  object  of  toll,  taxation ;  piijd-sth°, 
object  of  honour ;  lcopa->th°,  object  of  anger)  ;  a 
modulation  of  the  voice,  note,  tone  (of  which,  ac- 

cording to  the  Rig-veda-PrStisakhya,  there  are  three ; 
see  mandra)  ;  likeness,  resemblance ;  intimation  ; 

(ethane),  loc.  c.  in  the  right  or  proper  place,  pro- 
perly, suitably,  appropriately,  justly,  fitly,  truly ;  at 

the  right  or  appropriate  moment,  opportunely ;  some- 
times ;  in  the  place  of,  in  the  room  of,  in  lieu  of, 

instead  of  (with  gen. ;  in  Panini's  grammar,  when 
the  gen.  c.  stands  alone,  the  word  sthdne  has  to  be 

supplied,  thus  hanter  jah  means  thatja  is  to  be  sub- 
stituted 'in  place  of  han,  see  P5n.  I.  I,  49);  on 

account  of,  because  of;  like,  resembling,  similarly, 

as;  [cf.  Siiarijvoi  (i.e.  SW-OTT/COS),  a-OTTjvos,  a- 
0Tt]v,  affraitoj,  SwraivtiiJ]  —  Sthana-fantald,  f. 
the  plant  Ocimum  Pilosum  ( =  varvari).  —  Sthdna- 
dintaka,  as,  m.  an  officer  who  superintends  places 
of  residence  or  official  dwellings  or  provides  quarters 

for  an  army,  a  kind  of  quarter-master.  —  Sthana- 
<!tfuta,  as,  d,  am,  =  sthdna-bhrashta  below. 
—  Sthdna-tas,  ind.  according  to  place  or  station; 
in  regard  to  the  place  or  organ  of  utterance.  —  Sthd- 

na-tydga,  as,  m.  desertion  of  post,  leaving  one's 
place.  —  Sthdna-pdla,    as,    m.    '  place-protector, 
place -keeper,'    a    watchman,    sentinel,    policeman. 
—  Sthana-pradyuta,  as,  d,  am,  ejected  from  a 
station  or  post,  removed  from  an  office,  Scc.—Sthdna- 
bhumi,  is,  f.  a  dwelling-place,  mansion.  —  Sthana- 
bhraMa,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  or  removed  from  any 
place  or  station,  ejected  from  an  office,  displaced,  out 

of  place. ~- Sthdna-mdhdtmya,  am,  n.  the  greatness 

or  glory  of  any  place,  a  kind  of  divine  virtue  sup- 
posed to  be  inherent  in  a  sacred  spot,  and  to  operate 

upon  those  who  visit  it.  —  Sthdna-yoga,  as,  m.  as- 
signment of  suitable  places,  proper  mode  or  place  for 

preserving  articles,  (Manu  IX.  332.)  —  Sthdna-rak- 
shaka,  as,  m.=sthdna-pdla.  —  Sthdna-vibhdya, 
as,  m.  subdivision  of  a  number  according  to  the 

places  of  its  figures.  —  Sthdna-stha,  as,  d,  am,  abid- 

ing in  one  place,  staying  at  home.  —  Sthanddkya- 

ksha  (°na-adh°),  as,  m.  the  superintendent  of  any 
place  or  post ;  a  local  governor ;  a  watchman,  police- 

officer.  -.  Stlidndntara  (^na-an°),  am,  n.  another 
place.  —  Sthdndntara-gata,  as,  d,  am,  gone  to 

another  place,  gone  away.  —  Sthdndnya-tva  (°na- 
an°),  am,  n.  difference  or  diversity  of  place.  —  Stha- 
nabkdva  (°na-abh°),  as,  m.  the  want  of  a  place  or 
situation.  —  Sthdndsana  (°na-ds°),  e,  n.  du.  stand- 

ing and  sitting  down.  —  Sthdndsana-vihdra-vat, 
an,  m.  (a  pupil)  occupying  the  station  and  seat  and 
place  of  religious  exercises  (of  his  preceptor,  Manu 

II.  2^S).  —  8tkdndBedha  (°na~ds°),  as,  m.  confine- 
ment to  a  place,  imprisonment, arrest.  —  Sthiinefoara 

(°na-~ul°),  N.  of  a  place. 

Sthdnaka,  am,  n.  a  position,  situation ;  a  par- 
ticular point  or  situation  in  dramatic  action,  (patdki- 

sthdnaka,  a  striking  situation  introduced  as  an  episode 
into  the  regular  plot  of  a  drama) ;  a  city,  town ;  a 
basin  or  trench  dug  for  water  at  the  root  of  a  tree  ; 
froth  or  a  kind  of  scum  on  spirits  or  wine;  a  mode 
of  recitation  ;  a  division  or  section  of  the  Taittirlya 
branch  of  the  Yajur-veda. 

fithdnika,  as,  I,  am,  belonging  to  a  place  or  site, 
local.;  (in  grammar)  that  which  takes  the  place  of 
anything  else  or  is  substituted  for  it ;  (as),  m.  any  one 
holding  an  official  post,  a  placeman,  the  governor  of  a 
place,  superintendent  of  a  district,  manager  of  a  temple. 

tithdnin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  a  place,  having  fixedness, 
placed,  abiding,  permanent ;  having  a  substitute;  (I), 

m.  (in  Panini's  grammar)  the  original  form  or  primitive 
element  (i.  e.  that  form  for  which  anything  is  substi- 

tuted ;  the  substituted  form  which  takes  its  place  being 

called  ddes"a) ;  that  which  has  a  place,  that  which  has 
a  place  in  a  sentence  or  is  actually  expressed.  —  Sthd- 
ni-bhuta,  as,  d,  am,  being  the  original  or  primitive 
form.  —  Sthdni-vat,  ind.  (in  grammar)  like  the 
original  form  or  primitive  element,  (the  adeda  or 
substituted  form  is  said  to  be  ethdni-vat  when  it  is 

liable  to  all  the  rules  which  hold  good  for  the  primi- 
tive.) —  Sthdnivat-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being 

like  the  original  form  or  element.  —  Sthdny-as'raya, 
as,  a,  am,  depending  on  the  primitive  form  (said  of 
a  grammatical  operation). 

Stlumlya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  suitable  to  any 
place, prevailinginanyplace, local;  (am), n.atown, city. 

Sthdpaka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to 
stand,  placing,  fixing,  establishing,  founding,  order- 

ing, regulating ;  (as),  m.  the  establisher  or  director 
of  the  stage-business,  a  kind  of  stage-manager ;  the 
founder  of  a  temple,  erector  of  an  image. 

Sthdpatya,  as,  m.  (fr.  stha-pati),  a  guard  of  the 
women's  apartments  ;  (am),  n.  architecture,  building, 
erecting.  —  Sthdpatya-veda,  as,  m.  '  the  science  of 
architecture,"  one  of  the  four  Upa-vedas,  (see  upa- 

vecta.) 

Sthapana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  the  act  of  caus- 
ing to  stand,  placing,  fixing,  establishing,  erecting, 

founding,  instituting,  regulating,  directing,  appoint- 
ing ;  fixing  the  thoughts,  concentration  of  the  mind, 

abstraction  ;  a  dwelling,  habitation  ;  a  ceremony  per- 
formed when  a  mother  perceives  the  first  signs  of 

living  conception,  =pum-saiiana ;  (d),  f.  placing, 
fixing,  establishing,  regulating,  arranging  (as  a  drama 

&c.),  stage-management;  (i),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 

pdthd). •Sthdpamya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  placed  or  fixed  or 
established. 

Sthdpayat,  an,  anti,  at,  causing  to  stand,  fixing, 
placing,  establishing. 
Sthdpayitva,  ind.  having  placed  or  fixed,  having 

established  or  erected,  &c. 

Sthdpita,  (is,  d,  am,  caused  or  made  to  stand, 
fixed,  established,  placed,  located,  deposited ;  set  up, 
erected ;  founded,  instituted,  endowed,  set  apart ; 

placed  in  any  post  or  situation,  appointed ;  ordered, 
regulated,  directed,  enjoined,  ordained,  enacted  ;  set- 

tled, ascertained,  certain ;  firm,  steady. 

Sthdpitavat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  placed  or 
fixed,  &c. 

Sthdpya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  placed  or  deposited ; 
to  be  fixed  or  established  ;  (am),  n.  a  deposit,  pledge 

( =  nikshepa).  —  Sthdpydpaharana  (°ya-ap°),  am, 
n.  the  stealing  or  embezzling  of  a  deposit. 

Sthdman,  a,  n.  strength,  power,  stamina ;  fixity, stability. 

Mltdtjin,  i,  int,  i,  standing,  staying,  being,  situ- 

ated (often  at  end  of  comps.,  cf.  antara-sth°) ;  abid- 
ing, stopping,  fixed,  stationary,  enduring,  continuing, 

permanent,  constant,  lasting  (as  a  feeling  or  state, 
see  sthdyi-bhdra  below) ;  steady,  firm,  unchange- 

able, invariable  ;  (i),  n.  anything  lasting,  a  permanent 
state  or  condition  (opposed  to  vy-abhiddrin,  q.  v.). 
—  Sthdyi-td,  f.  or  sthdyi-tva,  am,  n.  permanency, 
steadiness,  fixedness,  constancy,  invariableness.— /SYAa- 

yl-bhdva,  as,  m.  a  particular  fixed  or  permanent 
condition  of  mind  or  body,  lasting  feeling  (as  form- 

ing a  class  of  feelings  or  conditions  which  are  fa- 
vourite subjects  of  description  in  poetical  and  dramatic 

compositions ;  these  Sthayi-bhavas  are  opposed  to 
the  VyabhicSri-bhavas,  and  are  said  in  the  Sahitya- 
darpana  to  be  eight  in  number,  viz.  I .  rati,  love  or 
desire ;  2.  hdsa,  mirth ;  3.  tfoka,  sorrow ;  4.  kro- 

dha,  resentment;  5.  utsulia,  high-mindedness  or 
heroism  ;  6.  bhaya,  terror ;  7.  jttoupsd,  disgust  or 

aversion ;  8.  vismaya,  surprise ;  to  which  is  some- 
times added  a  ninth,  viz.  Kama,  quietism). 

Sthdyuka,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  disposed  to  stay  or  last, 
apt  to  endure,  of  a  steady  nature,  abiding,  stopping, 

stationary,  steady,  firm ;  (as),  m.  the  overseer  of  a 
village. 

Sthdla,  am,  n.  a  plate  or  dish  (generally  made  of 
some  metal  and  used  in  eating) ;  a  cooking-pot, 
caldron  or  any  culinary  utensil.  —  Sthdla-rupa,  am, 
n.  the  form  or  representation  of  a  pot. 
Sthdli,  f.  an  earthen  pot  or  pan,  cooking-pot, 

caldron,  kettle,  boiler  ;  a  particular  vessel  used  in  the 

preparation  of  Soma ;  the  substitution  of  a  cooked 
ofTering  of  rice  &c.  for  the  offering  of  meat  at  the 
MSnsashtakS,  q.  v. ;  the  trumpet-flower,  Bignonia 
Suaveolens.  —Sthali-daraija,  am,  n.  the  breaking 
of  a  pot.  —  Sthdli-palcva,  as,  d,  am,  cooked  or 
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dressed  in  a  pot,  boiled.  —  Stlidll-pdka,  as,  m., 
Ved.  a  particular  religious  act  performed  by  a  house- 

holder, a  cooked  oftering  of  rice,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  pi., 
scil.  mantrah,  epithet  of  particular  Vedic  hymns. 

—  St hdli-purisha,  am,   n.  the   sediment  or  dirt 
sticking  to  a  kettle  or  cooking-pot.  —  Sthali-pti- 
Idka,  as,  m.  boiled  rice  in  a  cooking-pot;  an  illus- 

tration derived  from  the  rule  of  boiled  rice  in  a  pot 
(by  which  all  the  grains  are  equally  moistened  by 
the  heated  water).  —  Sthdli-rila,  am,  n.  the  interior 
or  hollow  of  a  caldron  or  cooking-pot.  —  Sthall- 
viliya  or  sthali-vilya,  as,  a,  am,  lit  to  be  boiled 
or  cooked  in  a  pot.—Sthdli-vrilcsita,  as,  m.  a  kind 
of   plant    or    tree   ( =  nandi-vriksha,   adrattha- 
bheda). 

Sthavan,  a,  an,  a,  standing,  stable,  stationary. 
Sthdvara,  as,  a,  am,  standing  still,  not  moving, 

not  having  the  power  of  motion,  not  locomotive, 

fixed  to  one  spot,  fixed,  stationary,  firm,  stable,  immov- 
able, (opposed  to  jangama,  q.  v.) ;  inert,  inactive, 

slow  (said  of  poison);  regular,  established;  (as),  m. 
a  mountain ;  (am),  n.  any  stationary  or  inanimate 
object  (as  a  plant,  mineral,  &c. ;  these  stationary 
objects  constituted  the  seventh  creation  of  Brahma 

or  tasthu&hdm  sarga,  see  under  sarrja;  cf.  Manu 
I.  41) ;  a  bow-string ;  immovable  property,  real 
estate  (such  as  land  or  houses) ;  a  heir-loom,  family 
possession  (such  as  jewels  &c.  which  have  been  long 
preserved  in  a  family  and  ought  not  to  be  sold). 
—  Sthdvara-td,  f.  fixedness,  stability,  the  quality  of 
being  stationary,  immobility ;  the  state  of  a  vegetable 

or  mineral,  (Manu  XII.  9.)  —  Sthdeara-jangama, 
am,  n.  or  dni,  n.  pi.  things  stationary  and  movable 
or  inanimate  and  animate,  (Manu  I.  41.)  —  Sthava- 
rddi  Cra-ddi),  a.  the  poison   called  Vatsa-nabha, 

q.  v.  —  Sthdmrdtthdrara  (°ra-as°),  am,  n.  things 
stationary  and   movable,  immovable  and   movable 

property. 

^tfidrira,  as,  a  or  I,  am  (fr.  sthai'ira),  thick,  firm 
(Ved.) ;  (am),  n.  old  age  (described  as  commencing 
after  seventy  in  men  and  after  fifty  in  women,  and 
ending  at  ninety,  after  which  period  a  man  is  called 
varshiyas). 
Sthasaka,  as,  m.  perfuming  or  smearing  the  body 

with  fragrant  unguents  (of  sandal  &c.) ;  a  bubble  of 
water  or  any  fluid. 
Sthasu,  w,  n.  bodily  strength  or  stamina. 
Sthasnu,  us,  ut,  u,  disposed  to  stand,  firm, 

stationary,  immovable,  fixed,  stable ;  durable,  per- 
manent, eternal ;  a  tree  or  plant  ( =  vriksha ;  cf. 

stkdvara).~Stliasnii-td,  f.  firmness,  stability,  dura- 
bility. 
Sthita,  as,  a,  am,  stood,  stayed,  remained, 

stopped  ;  standing ;  standing  up,  risen  ;  staying, 
resting,  abiding,  (udddvateshii  sthita,  abiding  in 
all  things  high  and  low) ;  being,  situated,  existing, 
living ;  stood  still,  standing  still,  desisted,  stopped  ; 
fixed,  permanent,  settled,  steady,  firm,  immovable ; 
steadfast,  determined,  resolved,  decreed,  established  ; 
steady  or  steadfast  in  conduct ;  faithful  to  a  promise 
or  agreement;  upright,  virtuous;  agreed,  engaged, 
contracted,  promised ;  being  close  at  hand,  ready ; 
(am),  n.  (in  Vedic  grammar),  scil.  pada,  a  word 
standing  by  itself  (i.  e.  without  the  particle  Hi  in 
the  Pada  text;  opposed  to  iipa-ithita).—8thita- 
dhi,  is,  is,  i,  steady-minded,  firm-minded,  firm, 
unmoved,  ca\m.  —  Sthita-pd(hya,  (in  the  drama) 
recitation  in  Prakrit  by  a  woman  standing.  —  St Itita- 
prajiia,  as,  a,  (tm,  firm  in  judgment  or  wisdom, 
free  from  fancies  or  hallucinations,  calm,  contented. 

—  Mhiti-preman,  a,  m.  'firm  in  affection,'  a  firm 
or  faithful  friend.  — Sthitopaslhita  (°ta-up"),  as, 
a,  am,  (a  word)  with  and  without  the  particle  Hi 
(in  the  Pada  text ;  see  stkita  above). 
Stkitavat,  an,  ati,  at,  one  who  has  stood  or 

stayed  or  abided. 

Sthiti,  ts,  f.  standing,  staying,  remaining,  con- 
tinuing, living,  residing,  abiding ;  stay,  residence ; 

standing  still,  stopping,  continuance  in  one  state ; 
remaining  stationary,  stability,  duration,  fixedness, 
fixity,  a  firm  position;  stop,  cessation;  pause;  any 

situation,  state,  position ;  posture,  condition,  natural 
state,  state  of  a  case ;  good  condition,  well-doing, 
welfare ;  station,  high  station,  rank,  dignity ;  per- 

manence; continuance  or  steadfastness  in  the  path 
of  duty,  steadiness,  correctness  of  conduct,  propriety, 
good  manners ;  consistency ;  establishment  of  good 
order  (in  a  government)  ;  settled  rule,  sure  or  fixed 
decision,  ordinance,  decree,  axiom,  maxim;  settled 

determination ;  term,  limit,  boundary ;  (in  philo- 
sophy) inertia,  resistance  to  motion ;  one  of  the 

three  states  through  which  the  system  of  created 
things  and  every  individual  being  passes,  (these 
three  states  are,  I.  utpatti,  arising  into  being; 
2.  sthili,  continuance  in  life;  3.  laya,  dissolution); 
(in  astronomy)  duration  of  an  eclipse;  (in  Vedic 
grammar)  the  standing  of  a  word  by  itself  (i.e. 
without  the  particle  iti,  see  sthita).—Sthiti-mat, 
an,  alt,  at,  possessing  firmness  or  stability,  firm, 
stable;  steady  (in  purpose  or  conduct),  upright, 
firm,  virtuous.  — Sthiti-sthdpaka,  as,  a,  am,  fixing 
in  a  (former  or  original)  state  or  condition,  capable 
of  placing  in  or  restoring  to  a  (previous)  form  or 
position,  having  elastic  properties ;  (as),  m.  (ac- 

i  cording  to  some  also  am,  n.),  the  capability  of 
placing  in  or  recovering  a  (previous)  position  or 
condition,  elasticity. 

Sthitva,  ind.  having  stood  or  stayed  or  stopped, 
&c. 

Sthira,  as,  a,  am,  firm,  fixed,  steady,  steadfast  ; 
unfluctuating,  permanent,  enduring,  durable,  settled, 
lasting ;  not  moving,  immovable,  still,  placid,  calm, 

quiescent,  cool,  composed,  collected,  free  from  pas- 
sion ;  steadfast  or  steady  in  conduct ;  constant, 

faithful,  determined ;  certain,  sure,  convinced  ;  firm, 
hard,  solid,  strong;  (as),  m.  a  deity,  immortal; 
epithet  of  Siva;  of  Karttikeya;  a  mountain;  a 
tree ;  a  bull ;  final  emancipation  from  existence ; 
the  planet  Saturn ;  a  particular  plant  (  =  1.  d/iava) ; 
N.  of  a  particular  astronomical  Yoga;  of  certain 
zodiacal  signs  (viz.  Taurus,  Leo,  Scorpio,  Aquarius ; 
so  called  because  any  work  done  under  these  signs 

is  supposed  to  be  lasting)  ;  (a),  f.  a  strong-minded 

woman  ;  the  earth  ;  the  shrub  S'ala-parni ;  a  medi- 
cinal root  ( =  kdkoll)  ;  the  silk-cotton  tree  ;  [cf.  Gr. 

ffrfpfu-s,  GTtfipo-s,  ffTfpi-Qo-s,  ffrfpitptj,  areipa, 

arfip-iyf,  OTT)pi(-u,  OTtXfuv :  Lat.  stcri-li-s,  slir- 
ia,  stitla,  stolidus,  stultus :  Goth,  stairo :  Old 

Germ,  staren,  storren,  stornen,  ga-starken,  slarh- 
jan,  &c. :  Angl.  Sax.  utariun,  stare :  Lith.  styr-u, 

'  to  be  stiff  or  benumbed  ;'  ster-va,  '  a  carcass.'] 
—  Sthira-kuttalca,  as,  m.  (in  algebra)  a  steady 
pulverizer,  constant  multiplier,  common  divisor  (ap- 

plied   to   a   particular   kind   of  common   divisor). 

—  Sthira-gandhn,  as,  d,  am,  having  durable  per- 
fume, strong-scented ;  (as),  m.  the  Campaka  tree, 

Michelia  Champaca ;  (5),  f.  Pandanus  Odoratissimus 

( =  ketaki) ;  the  trumpet-flower  ( =pdtald).  —  Slhi- 
ra-dakra,  as,  m.  a  particular  Jina  or  Bodhi-sattva 

( =  ma>iju-s'ri).—St/iira-<!itta,  as,  a,  am,  or  sthira- 
tfetas,  as,  as,  as,  firm-minded,  firm,  resolute,  constant, 

steady. —Sthira-Mhada,  as,  m.  'firm-leafed,'  the 
birch  tree  (  =  bhiirja-pattra).—StJiira-<!tfid>ja,  as, 

m. '  having  deep  shade,'  a  tree  which  gives  shelter  to 
travellers;  any  tTee.  —  Stliira-jihBa,  as,  m.  '  firm- 

tongued,'  a  fish.  —  Sthira-jivitd,  i. '  firm-lived,'  the 
silk-cotton   tree.  —  Sthira-tara,  as,  a,  am,   more 
firm,  fixed,   stationary;    very  firm  or   permanent, 
durable,  eternal.  —  Sthim-td,  f.  or  stkira-tva,  am, 

n.  firmness,  stability,  steadiness,  steadfastness ;  nioi-.il 
firmness,  fortitude;  fearlessness.  —  Sthira-danxhtra, 

as,  m.  '  strong-toothed,'  a  snake  ;  N.  of  Vishnu  in 
the  boar-Avatara ;  =  oVtwtni  (according  to  Sabda-k.). 
—  Stkira-dhanvan,  a,  a,  a,  having  or  armed  with 
a  strong  bow  (said  of  Rudra,  Rig-veda  VII.  46,  i). 
—  Stldra-dhl,  is,  is,  i,  firm-minded,  resolute,  per- 

seveiiag.  —  iSthir<i-]iiittr<i,  as,  m.  'firm-leafed,'  the 
marshy  date  tree.  —  Sthira-pitshpa,  as,  m.  '  firm- 
flowered,'    the    Campaka   tree;    the   Vakula    tree. 

—  Sthira-pushpin,    i,   m.   'strong-flowered,'    the 
Tilaka  iKt.  —  Sthira-pratijna,  as,  a,  am,  persist- 

ing in  an  assertion,  pertinacious  ;  faithful  to  a  promise. 

—  Sth ira-pratibandha,  as,  a,  am,  firm  in  resist- 
ance,  pertinacious,   obstinate.  —  Sthira-pratishtha, 

f.  a  firm   resting-place,  fixed   residence.  —  Sthira- 
prejnan,  a,  a,  a,  firm  or  steady  in  affection,  a  firm 
friend.  —  Stfdra-psnit,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  con- 

stant food ;   [cf.  ritoa-psnya.]  —  Stldra-phald,  f. 

'  having   firm    fruit,'   a    kind   of  gourd    ( =  kush- 
mdndl).  —  Sthira-buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  steady-minded, 
resolute,  calm,  dispassionate.  —  Sthira-mati,  is,  f.  a 
firm  mind,  fixed  resolution ;  (is,  is,  i),  firm-minded, 
firm,  steady,  resolute.  —  Sthira-manas,  as,  as,  as, 
firm-minded,  resolute,  determined,  faithful.— Sthira~ 

yoni,  is,  m.  '  having  a  firm  receptacle,'  a  large  tree 
which  gives  shade  and  shelter.  —  Sthira-yiuvanu, 
as,  a,  am,  possessing  constant  youth,  ever  youthful ; 
(as),  m.  a  kind  of  good  or  evil  genius,  a  fairy  (  = 

vidyti-dhara).  —  Sthira-rangd,  f. '  having  a  durable 
colour,'  indigo;  a  sort  of  Curcuma.  —  Sthira-raga, 
f.  a  kind  of  Curcuma  (  =  ddru-haridrd).  —  Sthira- 

lodana,  as,  a,  am,  steady-eyed:  (one)  whose  gaze 

is  fixed.  —  Sthira-s'ri,  is,  is,  i,  having  fixed  or  en- 
during prosperity.  —  Stkira-sangara,  as,  a,  am, 

faithful  to  an  agreement  or  promise,  true,  veracious. 
— Sthira-aadhanaka,  as,  m.  the  Sindu-vara  tree. 

—  Sthira-sdra,  as,  m.  '  having  firm  sap,"  a  kind  of 
tree  (  =  s'dka).  —  St/tii'(i-sauItrida,  as,  d,  am,  firm 
in    friendship ;    (am),    n.    firmness    in    friendship. 
— Sthira-slhayin,   i,  ini,  i,   remaining   firm   or 

steady, 'keeping  perfectly  still  (as  in  meditation). 

••  Sthirdnhripa  (°ra-an°),  as,  m.  'durable  tree,' 
the  marshy  date  tree.  —  Sthirdtman  (°ra-af),  a,  a, 
a,  firm-minded,  resolute,  unmoved,  stable,  steady. 

—  Sthirdnurdga  (°ra-an°),  as,  d,  am,  constant  in 
affection  or  \ove.-Slhirdyiis  (°ra-dy°),  us,  us,  us, 
long-lived,  long-lasting;    (us),   m.   the  silk-cotton 
tree,  (also  sthirdyu  according  to  some.)  —  Sthird- 
rambha  (Vu-nr0),  as,  a,  am,  firm  in  undertakings, 
persevering.  —  Sthirl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoli,  &c.,  to 
make    firm,    confirm,    strengthen,   corroborate ;    to 
bring  to  a  standstill,  stop,  make  fast,  —  Sthin-bhu, 
d.  I .  P.  -bhavati,  Sec.,  to  become  firm  or  steady ; 
to  become  calm. 

Sthiraka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

Sthiraya,  Nom.  P.  sthirdyati,  &c.,  to  remain 
firm  or  constant. 

Sthura  in  apa-shth°,  q.  v. 
Sthnrin,  i,  m.  =  sthurin  below. 

I.  sthtilu  in  apa-shth°,  vi-8amsh'.h°,  q. q.v.v. 
Sthura,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  =  sthula,  athai'ira, 

strong,  firm;  wide,  extended,  (S5y.  =  twtrita,  Rig- 
veda  VI.  29,  2) ;  (as),  m.  a  bull  (Ved  ) ;  a  man. 
Sthurilca,  f.  (probably)  a  barren  cow,  (according 

to  some  this  is  the  more  correct  reading  for  tfhurikd in  Manu  VIII.  325.) 

Sthurin,  i,  m.  (also  written  stliurin,  cf.  sthau- 
rin),  a  pack-horse,  one  carrying  loads  on  his  back ; 
a  pack-bullock ;  (i),  n.,  Ved.  a  cart  drawn  by  one 
bull  or  draught  animal,  (Say.  =  ekena  dhuryena 
yithtam  anah,  Rig-veda  X.  131,  3);  [cf.  Zend 

sttiora,  '  a  beast  of  burden ;'  Gr.  raupo-s :  Lat. 
tauru-s :  Umbr.  t tint :  Old  Germ,  stiiiri, '  strong ;' 
slur, '  large  :'  Goth,  stinr :  Angl.  Sax.  steor,  star  : 

Engl.  steer:  Slav,  turn,,  'a  bull:'  Lith.  taura-s, '  a  wild  ox.'] 

Stheman,  d,  m.  (according  to  some),  firmness, 
stability,  fixedness. 

Stheya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  placed  or  fixed,  to  be 
settled  or  determined ;  (as),  m.  a  person  chosen  to 
settle  a  dispute  between  two  parties,  an  arbitrator, 
umpire,  judge  ;  a  domestic  priest ;  (dn),  f.  pi.,  scil. 
dpah,  standing  water  (i.  e.  water  standing  in  a  pot 
used  in  certain  nuptial  ceremonies). 

Stheyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  of  Sthira),  more 
fixed  or  firm,  firmer;  very  firm  or  stable;  eternal, 
permanent ;  very  resolute. 
Stheshtha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  of  sthira),  most 

fixed,  very  firm  or  stable,  durable. 
Sthairya,  am,  n.  (fr.  stkira),  firmness,  stability, 

fixedness,  steadiness ;  continuance ;  firmness  of  mind, 
resolution,  constancy,  calmness ;  patience ;  hardness, solidity. 
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Sthorin,  i,  m.  a  pack-horse  or  animal  carrying 
burdens,  (see  sthaaria.) 
Stkaunt,  am,  n.  (fr.  sthura  =  sthula),  firmness, 

strength,  power ;  a  sufficient  load  for  a  horse  or  ass ; 

(as),  m.  a  patronymic  of  the  Vedic  Rishi  Agni- 
yuta  or  Agni-yupa  (author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda 
X.  116). 

Slhanrin,  i,  m.  (see  sthurin,  sthorin,  sthurin), 

a  horse  carrying  burdens  on  his  back,  a  pack-horse ; 
a  strong  horse. 

WT*Tt  sthagara.Ved.  probably  connected 
with  sthayara,  q.  v. 

sthaun.     See  p.  1146,  col.  i. 

sthandila,  as,  m.  (fr.  sthandila), 

a  devotee  who  sleeps  on  the  bare  ground  or  on 

ground  prepared  for  a  sacrifice  ( =  gthandila-iayin) ; 
a  mendicant,  religious  beggar. 

4*1 1  >1  sthana,  sthanin,  &c.     See  p.  1 146. 

t?qiHi  sthapana,  sthdyin,  &c.  See  p.  1 146. 

4*1 1  n  sthala,  &c.     See  p.  1146,  col.  3. 

4*ii<i<,  sthavara,  &c.     See  p.  1147,  col.  i. 

4*114}  sthasu,  sthasnu,  &c.     See  p.  1147. 

14*1  on  sthika,  as,  m.  (according  to  some 
ft.  rt.  i.  stha},  the  buttocks  (=kati-protha). 

ftilif  sthita, sthiti, &c.  Seep.  1147,00!.  i. 

[7m  i    sthir,  cl.  i.  P.  sthirati,  &c.,  (see 
11  %  NiruktalX.  II.) 

\^m.sthira,  &c.     See  p.  1147,  col.  2. 

fwfo  sthivi,  see  Rig-veda  X.  68,  3,  (ac- 
cording to  Say.  isthlvibhyah  apparently =  kuslde- 

bhyah,  but  the  MS.  is  doubtful.) 

sthud=rt.  thud,  cl.  6.  P.  sthudati, 
N  &c.,  to  cover. 

2.  sthula,  am,  n.  (perhaps  for  sthuda, 
ft.  rt.  sthud,  but  cf.  I.  sthula,  at  p.  1147,  col.  3), 
a  sort  of  long  tent. 

<?"j<ui  sthund,  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
III.  15.  fr.  rt.  1.  stha),  the  post  or  pillar  of  a  house; 
any  post  or  pillar ;  an  iron  image,  statue ;  an  anvil ; 
a  disease  (according  to  some). 

^ffffsthUma,  as,  m.  (according  to  S'abda-k.) 
light ;  the  moon ;  [cf.  syuma.] 

4*(<.  sthura,  sthurin.     Seep.  1147. 

ijy  -j  sthul  (rather  a  Nora,  derived  fr. 
C\  N  sthula  below),  cl.  10.  A.  stiialayate 

(also  P.  stliulayati  according  to  some),  atusthulat, 

•la,  to  become  big  or  stout,  to  become  bulky,  in- 
crease, grow  fat. 

Sthula,  as,  a,  am  (probably  a  later  form  of 
ethfira  for  athavara,  see  p.  1147,  col.  3),  strong, 
powerful ;  stout,  bulky,  big,  huge ;  fat,  corpulent ; 
great,  large,  thick ;  clumsy,  coarse,  gross,  rough, 
(opposed  to  sukshma);  not  exact;  doltish,  stolid, 

thick-headed;  stupid,  dull,  ignorant;  (as),  m.  the 
jack  tree ;  (a),  f.  a  sort  of  pepper  ( =  gaja-pippali) ; 
a  kind  of  gourd  or  cucumber  (  =  errant);  large 
cardamoms  ;  (am),  n.  a  heap,  quantity ;  =  kii/a 

(according  to  S'abda-k.);  a  tent,  (probably  for 
3.  sthula.)  —  Sthula-kattgu,  us,  m.  a  sort  of  wild 
and  coarse  kidney-bean  ( =  varaka).—Sthula-kand, 
f.  the  plant  Nigella  Indica.- Sthula-kan/aka,  as,  m. 

'  large-thorned,' a  kind  of  plant,  =jdla-varvuraka; 
(ika),  f.  the  silk-cotton  tiee.-Sthula-kantd,  f.  a 

kind  of  plant  (  =  l}rihatl).-Sthula-kanda',as,  m. 
'  having  a  large  bulb,'  a  kind  of  esculent  root  or 
plant  with  such  a  root  (  =  suratia  ;  =  mdnaka  ;  = 
hasti-kanda) ;  a  kind  of  garlic  ( =  rakta-laiiuna). 
—  Sthula-kdya,  an,  a,  am,  large-bodied,  corpulent. 
—  Sthula-kdshlha-dah,  -dhak,  or  sthula-kdsh- 

thdgni  (°lha-ay°),  is,  m.  the  trunk  of  a  tree  or 

stfiorin. 

any  thick  piece  of  timber  on  fire.  —  Stltt 
or  stliiila-kthveda,as,  m.  (see  kshverla),  an  arrow. 

—Sthtla-grlca,  as,  a,  am,  thick-necked.  —  Sthii- 
latt-karana,    as,   i,  am,   making    big    or    large. 
—  Stliula-faatu,  vs.  m.  a  kind  of  culinary  plant 

(  =  m«hd-<!an<!u).—Sthula-t<dpa,  as,  m.  (for  tula- 
fdpa),  a  large  bow-like  instrument  used  in  cleaning 
cotton.  —  Sthula-jiraka,  as,  m.  the  plant  Nigella 
Indica  (called  KalonjI  in  Hindi).  —  Stliiila-tara,  as, 
a,   am,   more   bulky,   bigger,   stouter,  very  large, 

larger.  —  Sthiila-til,  (.  or  sthula-tva,  am,  n.  big- 
ness, stoutness,  bulkiness,  coarseness;    dulness,  stu- 

pidity.— Sthula-tdla,  as,  m.  the  marshy  date  tree 

(  =  hintdla).  —  Sthula-tvatid,   f.  'thick-barked,'  a 
kind  of  plant  (  =  kd^marl).  —  Sthula-daiiila,  as, 
m.  a  sort  of  large  reed  (=dera-nala)."Sl!iahi- 
darbha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grass,  Saccharum  Munja. 
-•  Sthiila-dald ,  f.  the  plant  Aloe  Perfoliata.  —  Sthu- 
la-deha,  as,  am,  m.  \\.  —  stJiuhi~^arlra,   below. 
—  Sthula-dhi,  Is,  is,  i,  dull-witted,  stupid,  ignorant. 
—  Sthula-ndla,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  large  reed  (  = 
deva-nala).  —  Sthiila-ndsa  or  sthiila-nasika,  as, 
a,  am,  large-nosed,  thick-nosed ;   (as),  m.  a  hog, 
boar.  —  Sthula-pata,  as,  am,  m.  n.  coarse  cloth; 

(as,  a,  am),  having  coarse  cloth  or  clothes.  —  Slhula- 
patta,  as,  m.  cotton ;  (am),  n.  coarse  cloth  (accord- 

ing to  some).  —  Sthiila-pattdka,  as,  m.  coarse  cloth. 
—  Sthula-pdda,  as,  a  or  i,  am,  large-footed,  club- 
footed,  having  swelled  legs ;  (as},  m.  an  elephant ; 
a  man  with  elephantiasis.  —  Siliula-pusltpa,  as,  m. 

'  large-flowered,'  the  tree  /Eschynomene  Grandiflora ; 
(a),  f.  a  sort  of  mountain  Clitorea ;  (I),  f.  a  kind 

of  plant  (-yai-a-tildd).  —  Sthula-phala,  am,  n. 
the  gross  result  of  a  calculation  or  measurement ; 

(as),  m.  'having  large  fruit,'  the  silk-coitoii  tree; 
(a),  f.  the  Crotolaria  (  =  fana-pushpi).  —  Sthiila- 
bdhu,  us,  f.,  N.  of  a  v/omnn.  —  Sthula-buddhi,  is, 
is,  i,  dull-witted,  dull,  stupid.  —  Sthula-bhadra, 

as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  six  Jaina  S'ruta-kevalins. 
—Sthula-bhuta,  dni,  n.  pi.  the  five  grosser  ele- 

ments (according  to  the  San-khya  phil.,  see  sdnkhya). 
—Sthula-marida,am,n.z  particular  fragrant  berry 

(  =  kakkola).  —  Sthula-mana,   am,   n.   gross   or 
rough  measure,  rough  computation.  —  Sthula-mula, 

am,  n.  a  large  root;  a  kind  of  radish  (=  c"u/m/.'i/a- 
mulaka).  —  Sthulam-bhavishnu,  us,   us,  u,   or 
ethulam-Wiaviika,  as,  d,  am,  becoming  large  or 
stout.  —  athula-lakslm  or  sthula-lakshya,  as,  a, 

am,  '  having  large  aims  or  attributes,'  munificent, 
liberal,  generous;  wise,  learned;  disposed  to  recol- 

lect both  benefits  and  injuries ;  taking  careless  aim. 

—  Sthulalakshya-tva,  am,  n.  munificence,  libe- 
rality; aiming  carelessly.  —Sthula-vartma-krit,  t, 

m.   a   kind   of    shrub   (=  brdhmana-yashtilid). 

—  t?(lttlla-valkala,  as,  m.  'thick-barked,'  the  red 
Lodhra  (or  Lodh  tree,  the  bark  of  which  is  used  in 

tanning,  8cc.).—Sthula-vriksha-phala,  as,  m.  a 
kind    of  plant   or   tree    (==  smgdha-piiiflltaka). 
—  Sthula-raidehl,  f.  a  particular  plant  (  =  gaja- 

pippali).~Sthula~*ankhd,  f.  a  woman  having  a 

large  vulva.  —  Sthi.la-s'ara,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  large 
reed.  —  Sthula-s'arira,  aiti,  n.  the  grosser  or  material 
and  perishable  body  with  which  a  soul  clad  in  its 

subtile  body  is  invested,  (opposed  to  sukshma- 
iarlra  and  linga-iarira,  q.  q.  v.  v.)  ;  (as,  a,  am), 

large-bodied,  huge.—Sthida-s'iilaka,  as,  akd  or 
•ika,  m.  f.  or  stliula-^dti,  is,  m.  thick  or  coarse 
dolh.  —  Sthula-idli,  is,  m.  a  kind  of  large  rice. 

••  Sthula-s'iras,  as,  n.  a  large  head  or  summit; 
(us,  as,  as),  large-headed.  —  isthula-iirshalia,  as, 
ika,  am,  large-headed ;  (ikd),  f.  a  small  ant  having 

a  large  head  in  proportion  to  its  s'ae.  —  St/iula-shat- 
pada,  os,  m.  a  large  bee;  vnsp.  —  Sthula-shthivi, 
is,  m.,  N.  of  the  father  of  a  grammarian.  —  Sthula* 
sukshma,  as,  d,  am,  mighty  and  subtile  (as  God 
who  sustains  the  universe  and  an  atom).  •-  Sthula- 

skamlha,  as,  m. '  having  a  thick  stem,'  the  Lakuca 
tree.  —  Sthula-hafta,  as,  m.  a  large  hand;  the 

thick  trunk  of  an  elephant ;  (am),  n.  an  elephant's 
trunk;  (as,  a,  am),  having  large  hands.  —  Sthu- 
Idndd  (°ia-are°),  f.  a  kind  of  Curcuma  (=yandha- 

snapita. 
pattrd).  —  Sthulqntra  (°la-an°),  am,  n.  the  larger 
intestine  near  the  anus.  —  Sthulamra  (°la-dm°), 
as,  m.  the  large  Mango  tree  (=mahdrdja-futa). 

—  Sthuldsya  (°la-af),  as,  d,  am,  large-faced, 
large-mouthed  ;  (as),  m.  a  snake.  —  Sthtdl-karana, 
am,  n.  the  act  of  making  large  or  bulky,  enlarging, 

fattening.  —  Sthuli-krita,  as,  d,  am,  made  large, 
enlarged,  fattened.  —  Sthuli-bhMa,  as,  d,  am,  be- 

come large  or  thick,  become  bulky,  fattened.  —  Sthu- 

lairanda  (°la-er°),  as,  m.  the  large  castor-oil 
plant.  —  Sthulaild  (°la-dd),  f.  large  cardamoms. 
«•  SthitloMaya  (°la-u£a),  as,  m.  'rough  aggre- 

gation,' a  large  fragment  of  rock  or  crag  fallen  from 
a  mountain  and  forming  an  irregular  mound  or 
hillock ;  incompleteness,  deficiency,  defect ;  the 
middle  pace  of  elephants  (neither  quick  nor  slow)  ; 
an  eruption  of  pimples  on  the  face ;  a  hollow  at  the 

root  of  an  elephant's  tusks. 
Sthiilaka,  as,  d,  am,  large,  bulky ;  (as),  m.  a 

sort  of  grass  or  reed  (Saccharum  Cylindricum,  com- monly called  Ulu). 

Sthillin,  i,  m.  a  camel ;  [cf.  sthurin.'] Sthaida,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  stout,  robust  (  =  sthula, Rig-veda  VI.  44,  7). 

Sthaulalakshya,  am,  n.  (fr.  slhula-laksha), 
the  having  great  aims,  munificence,  liberality,  (Manu 
VII.  211.) 

Stliaula&rsha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sthula- firsha), 

having  a  large  head  or  summit,  large-headed. 
Hthanlashthm,  is,  m.  (sometimes  written  sthau- 

la&hiMvi),  N.  of  an  ancient  grammarian. 
Sthaulya,  am,  n.  stoutness,  bigness,  largeness, 

bulk,  size,  thickness,  coarseness,  grossness,  denseness, 

(opposed  to  saukshmya) ;  doltishness,  density  of intellect. 

f*mstheya,stheyas,stheshtlia.  See  p.il47- 

T*HI  sthairya.     See  p.  1147,  col.  3. 

4*1  HUM  sthauneya,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr. 

sthund),  a  sort  of  perfume  (=yranthi-parna; 
commonly  called  Ganthiala). 

Sthauneyaka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  perfume. 

4*llVsrtfl«ra,  sthaurin.  See  col.  I. 

«a»4«1  snapana,  snapita.  See  below. 

W^  snava.  See  under  rt.  i.  snu. 

ij  it   snas,  cl.  I.  4.  P.  snasati,  snasyati, 

\  sasnasa,  Sec.,   (according  to   some)  to 
eject,  eject   from  the  mouth,   reject   (nirdse);    to 
inhabit  (nivdse,  according  to  others) ;  to  eat  (?) ;  [cf. 
rt.  sjms] :  Caus.  snasayati  or  sndsayati,  Sec, 

^?*TT  snasa,  f.  a  tendon,  muscle,  =  snava  ; 

[cf.  perhaps,  according  to  some,  Old  Germ,  snor, 

snuor.] 

sna  (probably  connected  with  rt. 

I.  snu),  cl.  2.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  sndti  (-te), 
Pot.  P.  sndyat  (Manu  IV.  82  ;  A.  anomalous,  snd- 
yita,  Maha-bh.  Vana-p.  7072),  sasnau,  sndsyati, 
asnasit,  Prec.  snaydt  or  meydt,  sndtum  (perhaps 

originally  '  to  float  or  swim,'  cf.  rt.  I.  snu,  3.  nan, 
p.  518),  to  bathe,  perform  ablution;  to  perform  the 
ceremony  of  bathing  when  leaving  the  house  of  a 
spiritual  preceptor:,  Caus.  snapayati  or  snapa- 

yati (with  preps,  the  form  snapayati  is  more 
correct),  to  cause  to  bathe,  wash,  cleanse,  bathe, 
wet;  to  bathe  with  tears,  weep  for(?) :  Desid.  si- 
snasati  :  Intens.  sasndyate,  sdsndti,  sdsneti;  [cf. 

Gr.  va-ca,  vd-ua,  va-pu-s,  vrj-po-s,  VTj-ffO-s,vnrTOJ,  vtj- 
v-cu  for  avrj-x-ca ;  Lat.na-re,  nn-s  (  =  Sans.  sndsi), 

na-ta-re,  na-su-s;  Goth,  nadr  ;  Angl.  Sax.  nced- 
dre.nedre;  Old  Germ,  nacho ;  Hib.  snamltaim, '  I  swim.'] 

Snapana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  to  bathe ;  used  for 
bathing  (as  water  &c.)  ;  (am),  n.  causing  to  bathe, 
bathing,  ablution ;  washing,  sprinkling,  wetting. 
Snapita,  as,  d,  am,  bathed,  washed,  sprinkled, 

wetted,  moistened. 
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Snat,  an,  all  or  anti,  at,  bathing,  performing 
ablution. 

Sndta,  as,  «,  am,  bathed,  washed,  purified  by  ab- 
lution, pure ;  (as),  m.  one  whose  spiritual  instruc- 

tion is  finished;  an  initiated  householder.  —  Snata- 

•nulipta  (°ta-an°),  as,  a,  am,  one  who  is  both  bathed and  anointed. 

Snataka,  as,  m.  a  Brahman  who  has  performed 

the  ceremony  of  ablution  (cf.  d-plava)  required  on 
his  finishing  his  first  Asrama  or  period  of  studentship 

as  a  Brahma-dSrin  (and  on  becoming  initiated  into 
the  second  ASrama  or  order  of  a  Griha-stha,  q.  v.) ; 
a  Brahman  just  returned  from  the  house  of  his  pre- 

ceptor and  become  a  married  man  or  initiated  house- 
holder, (three  kinds  of  Snatakas  are  enumerated, 

I.  the  Vidy5-sn3taka  or  Brahma-darin,  who,  at  the 
end  of  his  period  of  studentship,  has  completed  a 
course  of  study  of  the  Vedas  only;  2.  the  Vrata- 
snataka,  who  has  completed  the  prescribed  Vratas  or 
vowed  observances,  such  as  fasting,  continence,  &c., 
without  becoming  perfect  in  the  Vedas ;  3.  the  VidyS- 
vrata-snataka  or  Ubhaya-snStaka,  who  has  com- 

pleted both  the  Vedas  and  the  Vratas ;  this  last  is  of 
course  regarded  as  the  highest  kind,  see  Kulluka  on 
Manu  III.  2);  a  Brahman  who  is  a  Bhikshu  or 

asker  of  alms  for  any  religious  object  or  legitimate 
purpose,  (nine  kinds  are  enumerated  in  Manu  XI.  l) ; 
any  man  of  the  first  three  classes  who  is  an  initiated 
householder. 

Snatri,  to,,  tri,  tri,  one  who  bathes  or  washes,  a 
bather. 

Sndtva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  fit  for  ablutions,  capable 
of  being  used  for  bathing,  (S5y.  snatvdh  =  sndndr- 
hdh,  Rig-veda  X.  71,  7.) 
Snatva  (Ved.  also  snatvf),  ind.  having  bathed  or 

washed,  having  performed  ablutions. 
Sndna,  am,  n.  bathing,  washing,  ablution,  dipping 

in  water,  wetting,  purification  by  bathing,  religious 
or  ceremonial  ablution,  bathing  in  sacred  waters 
(considered  as  a  daily  observance  or  as  an  essential 
part  of  some  ceremonial) ;  the  ceremony  of  bathing 
or  anointing  an  idol ;  anything  used  in  ablution  (e.  g. 

water,  perfumed  powder  for  the  body,  &c.).  —  S'nn- 
na-trina,  am,  n. '  bathing-grass,'  Kusa  grass.  —  Sna- 
na-dipil:d,  f.,  N.  of  a  commentary  by  Gopl-natha 
on  the  SnSna-sutra.  —  Snana-drom,  f.  a  bathing-tub. 

—Snana-ydtrd,  f.  '  bathing  procession,'  the  festival 
held  on  the  day  of  full  moon  in  the  month  Jyeshtha 

(when  images  of  Krishna  as  Jagan-natha  are  carried 
out  and  bathed ;  in  Orissa  this  festival  is  called 

Ratha-yatrS).  —  Snanaydtrika,  as,  a,  am,  attend- 
ing the  above  procession  at  the  bathing  of  Jagan- 

natha.  —  Snana-vastra,  am,  n.  a  cloth  put  on  for 
bathing,a  bathing-dress,  wet  cloth. —Sndna-vidhi,  is, 
m.  the  rules  of  ablution,  proper  manner  of  bathing; 
N.  of  a  Parisishta  of  the  SSma-veda.  —  Sndna-flla, 
as,  a,  am,  fond  of  bathing,  observing  or  performing 
ablution  (especially  in  sacred  waters).— Sndna-sutra, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Sutra  work  (ascribed  to  Katyayana). 

—  Sndnasut ra-paddhati,  is,  f.,  N.  of  a  summary 
of  a  commentary  by  Hari-jTvana-misra  on  the  Snana- 

sOtra. — Sndndgdra  (°na-ag°),  am,  n.  a  bath-room. 
—  Sndnottirna  fna-ut^),  as,  a,  am,  rising  up  from 
a  bath,  one  who  has  just  completed  his  ablutions. 
Sndniya,  as,  d,  am,  fit  for  bathing  or  ablution, 

suitable  for  bathing ;  (am),  n.  water  or  any  article 
(such  as  unguents,  perfumed  powders,  &c.)  proper 
for  bathing.  —  Snariiya-vastrtt.  am,  n.  a  cloth  tied 
round  the  waist  for  bathing,  a  bathing  dress. 
Sndpaka,  as,  m.  (fr.  the  Caus.\  a  servant  who 

bathes  his  master  or  attends  him  while  bathing 
(bringing  water  and  pouring  it  over  his  person). 
Snapana,  am,  p.  the  act  of  causing  to  bathe  or 

attending  a  person  while  bathing,  (Manu  II.  209.) 

—  SndpanoMhishta-bhojana  (°na-ud°),  e,  n.  du. 
the  act  of  bathing  another  person  and  eating  his 
leavings,  (Manu  II.  209.) 
Snilpita,  as,  a,  am,  caused  to  bathe,  attended  on 

while  bathing,  immersed. 

Sndyin,  I,  ini,  i,  bathing ;  (t),  m.  a  bather,  per- 
former of  ablutions. 

Snasyat,  an,  ail  or  anti,  at,  about  to  bathe  or 
perform  an  initiatory  ceremonial  ablution  ;  (an),  m. 
a  religious  student  about  to  become  a  Snataka,  (Manu 
II.  245.) 

^FJ  snayu,  us,  f.  (according  to  some  us, 
m. ;  said  in  UnSdi-s.  1. 1.  to  be  fr.  rt.  sna),  a  sinew, 

tendon,  muscle  (described  as  viiyu-vahini-nadi,  '  a 

tubular  vessel  conveying  vital  air ') ;  the  string  of  a 
bow ;  [cf.  probably  Gr.  vivpo-v,  vfvp-a ;  Lat.  ner- 
vu~s,  nei*vice,  nervosus;  Old  Germ,  snar-a,  snar- 
ahha,  snnnr,  narwa;  Old  Sax.  narw;  Lith.  nar- 

a-s,  ner-u.']  —  Sndyu-bawlhana,  am,  n.  a  sinew- 
string.  —Sndyu-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of  tendons. 
—  Sndyn-yuta,  as,  a,  am,   possessed  of  tendons, 
(Manu  VI.  76.)  —  Sndyit-rajju,  us,  us,  u,  having 
tendons  for  cords  (said  of  the  body).  —  Sndyv-arman, 
a,  n.  a  kind  of  disease  of  the  eyes. 

Sndynka  =  snayu  above. 
Sndva,  as,  m.  (the  form  snavdni,  neut.  pi.,  occurs), 

a  tendon,  muscle ;  (according  to  some)  the  vascular 
membrane  investing  the  bones;  [cf.  probably  Old 

Germ,  senwa;  Angl.  Sax.  tinu,  sinm,  tenw."] 
Snavan,  a,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  IV.  1 1 2.  fr. 

rt.  sna),  a  muscle,  sinew  (Ved.) ;  =  roailca,  a lover  (?). 

fepv  snigdha.     See  below. 

T*J7  snit,  cl.  10.  P.  snetayati,  to  go ;  to 

*    \  love,  be  in  love ;  [cf.  rt.  l.snih  below.] 

i .  snih,  cl.  4.  P.  snihyati,  sishneha, 
snehishyati  or  snekskyati,  asnihat, 

snehitum  or  snegdhum  or  snedhum,  (probably 
originally)  to  be  adhesive  or  sticky  or  viscid ;  to  be 
bland  ;  to  be  easily  attached ;  to  have  affection  for, 
love,  regard ;  to  be  fond  of  (with  gen.) ;  to  be  kind 
to  or  pleased  with ;  cl.  10.  P.  sndiayati,  &c.,  to  be 
unctuous  or  greasy :  Pass,  snihyate,  Aor.  asnehi : 
Caus.  snehayati,  &c.,  Aor.  asishnihat,  to  make 
unctuous,  anoint,  lubricate ;  to  cause  to  love,  &c. ;  to 

dissolve,  destroy,  kill,  slay,  (in  Naigh.  II.  19.  sneha- 
yati and  [according  to  some  readings]  snekati  are 

enumerated  amongst  the  mdha-lcarmdnah) :  Desid. 
sisnehishati,  sisnihishati,  sisnikshati :  Intens. 
seshnlhyate,  seshnegdhi  or  seshnedhi. 
Snigdha,  as,  a,  am,  oily,  oleaginous,  unctuous, 

greasy,  fet,  sticky,  viscid,  cohesive,  adhesive ;  emol- 
lient, smooth ;  glossy,  shining,  resplendent ;  moist, 

wet ;  cooling  ;  bland,  kind,  amiable ;  attached,  lov- 
ing, tender,  affectionate,  friendly,  well  affected ;  lovely, 

agreeable ;  coarse,  thick,  dense  ;  (as),  m.  a  friend  ; 

a  sort  of  pine,  (see  snigdha-ddru  below) ;  the  red 
castor-oil  plant ;  scil.  gandusha,  a  particular  mode 
of  rinsing  the  mouth;  (a),  f.  marrow,  =  mfda; 

(am),  n.  oil ;  bees'-wax ;  light,  lustre  ;  thickness, 
coarseness.  —  Sntgdha-jana,  as,  m.  an  affectionate 
or  friendly  person,  a  friend.-*  Snigdha-tandula,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  rice  of  quick  growth  (  =  shashtika). 

—  Sniydha-td,  f.  or  snigdha-tva,  am,  n.  unctuous- 
ness,  oil  i  ness ;  blandness;  tenderness,  kindness,  affec- 

tion, love.  —  Snigdha-ddru,  u,  n.  a  sort  of  pine, 
Pinus  Longifolia  ( =  sarala) ;   another  kind,  Pinus 
Devadaru.  —  Snigdha-paitra,  as,  a,  am,  having 
smooth  or  glossy  leaves ;  (as,  a),  m.  f.  the  jujube, 

Zizyphus  Jujuba ;    (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  ka^- 
marl);   another  kind  (=pdla!tyd).  —  Snigdha- 

pnttraka,  as,  m. '  having  smooth  leaves,'  a  kind  of 
grass;  other  plants  (  =  gkrita-karanja ;  =  yutttha- 
karaiija).  —  Snigdha-pinditaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
Madana  iTee.  —  Snigdha-phala,  as,  a,  am,  having 

unctuous  fruit,  having  glossy  fruit ;  (d),  f.  the  ich- 
neumon plant  (=*ndkuli),  —  Snigdha-varna,  as, 

a,  am,  having  a  glossy  or  bright  colour ;  having  a 
soft  or  agreeable  complexion. 

Snigdhvd  or  snihitvd,  ind.  becoming  unctuous, 
becoming  bland  or  affectionate. 

2.  snih,  t,  t,  t,  or  it,  k,  k,  loving,  affectionate  ;  one 
who  loves. 

Snidha,  as,  a,  am,  attached,  bland,  tender,  loving. 
Snidhvd,  ind.  =  snigdhvd  above. 

Snihiti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  killing,  slaying. 
Snikitl,  f.,  Ved.  killing,  slaying;  malevolent,  (Say. 

—  vadha-kdrini,  Rig-veda  I.  74,  2.) 

Sneha,  as,  m.  oiliness,  unctuousness,  fattiness, 

greasiness,  lubricity,  viscidity  (as  one  of  the  twenty- 
four  Gunas  of  the  Vaiseshika  branch  of  the  Nyaya 

phil.) ;  moisture  ;  blandness,  tenderness,  love,  affec- 
tion, kindness  ;  filial  love  or  affection  ;  any  unctuous 

or  oleaginous  substance,  oil,  grease,  fat,  an  unguent ; 

a  fluid  of  the  body ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  caste  (cor- 
responding to  the  Vaisyas).  —  Sneha-gunita,  as,  a, 

am,  endowed  with  love  or  affection.—  Sneha-Mheda, 
as,  m.  interruption  of  friendship,  cessation  or  loss  of 
regard.  —  Sneha-pakva,  as,  d,  am,  cooked  or 
dressed  with  oil.  —  Snfha-patra,  am,  n.  a  worthy 

object  of  affection.  —  Snelta-punam,  ind.  preceded 
by  affection,  affectionately,  tenderly,  fondly.  —Sneha- 

pravritti,  is,  (.  'course  of  friendship,'  affection, 
love.  —  Sneha-pri ya,  as,  a,  am,  fond  of  oil;  (as), 
m.  a  lamp.  —  Sneha-bhanda,  am,  n.  an  oil-vessel, 
pot  of  oil.  ••  Snehabhdnda-jivin,  i,  m.  living  by 
oil-vessels,  an  oilman. —Sneha-bhu,  us,  m.  phlegm, 
rheum,  the  phlegmatic  humor.  —  Sneha-bhumi,  is, 

f.  *  oil-ground,  oil-source,'  any  substance  yielding  oil 
or  grease ;  any  object  of  affection,  one  worthy  of 

love.  —  Sncha-ranga,  as,  m.  '  oil-coloured,'  se- 
sarnum.  —  Sneha-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  unctuous,  oily ; 
possessed  of  affection,  affectionate ;  (atl),  f.  =  tneda 
(according  to  Sabda-k.).  —  Sneha-vasti,  is,  f.  a 

clyster  or  injection  of  oil,  oily  enema.  —  Sneha-vid- 

dha,  as,  rn.  *  pierced  or  impregnated  with  oil,'  a 
sort  of  pine,  Pinus  Devadaru  (according  to  S"abda-k. 
am,  n.).  —  Sneha-vimardita,  as,  a,  am,  rubbed  or 
anointed  with  oil.  —  Sneha-iija,  as,  d,  am,  having 
oily  seeds,  causing  unctuousness,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  the 

PiySla  tree. — Sneha-vyakti,  is,  f.  manifestation  or 
display  of  friendship. —Sneha-samyukta,  at,  d,  am, 
mixed  with  oil,  dressed  with  ghee,  (Manu  V.  24.) 

••Sneha-sambhdsha,  as,  m.  kind  conversation. 

—Snehdkta  (°ha-ak°),  as,  d,  am,  anointed  with 

oil,  oiled,  greased,  lubricated.  —  Snehdnuvritti  (°Aa- 
an°),  is,  f.  continuance  of  affection,  affectionate  or 
friendly  intercourse.  —  Snehdia  ("ha-ada),  as,  m. '  oil-consumer,'  a  lamp. 

Snehan,  d,  m.  a  friend ;  the  moon ;  a  kind  of 
disease. 

Snehana,  as,  I,  am,  anointing,  lubricating ;  de- 

stroying ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  S'iva ;  (am),  n.  the  act 
of  anointing,  unction,  lubrication,  rubbing  or  smear- 

ing with  oil  or  unguents;  unctuousness,  being  or 

becoming  oily,  &c. ;  an  emollient,  unguent,  lini- ment. 

Snehaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  anointed  or  lubri- cated ;  to  be  loved. 

Snehayat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  destroying,  killing, 
murdering. 

Snehita,  as,  a,  am,  anointed,  smeared  with  oil ; 
loved,  beloved ;  kind,  affectionate ;  (as),  m.  a  loved 
one,  friend. 

Snehtiavya,  as,  a,  am ,  =  snehanlya  above. 
Snehiti,  f.,  Ved.  destroying,  lolling ;  [cf.  sniMti 

above.] 

Snehitvd,  ind. = snigdhva,  snihitvd  above. 

Snehin,  i,  inl,  i,  oily,  unctuous,  fat ;  attached,  af- 
fectionate, friendly;  (i),  m.  an  anointer,  smearer; 

a  painter;  a  friend. 
Snehu,  us,  m.  the  moon ;  a  kind  of  disease ;  [cf. 

Snaigdhya,  am,  n.  (fr.  snigdhn),  unctuousness, 
oiliness,  smoothness,  lubricity,  blandness ;  tenderness, 
fondness ;  affectionateness. 

D  i.  snu  (probably  connected  with  rt. 
O  snd),  cl.  2.  P.  snauti,  sushndva,  snavish- 

yati,  asndvlt,  snavitum,  to  drip,  trickle,  distil,  fall 
in  drops,  drop,  ooze,  run  out,  leak ;  to  flow,  stream  ; 
cl.  2.  A.  (Pass,  reflex.)  snute,  asnoshta  or  asnd- 
vishta :  Pass,  snuyate,  snota  or  sndvitd,  snosh- 
yate  or  sndvishynte,  Aor.  asndvi,  to  be  distilled, 
&c. :    Caus.   sndvayati.  Sec.,  Aor.  asushnavat  : 
Desid.  of  Caus.  sisndvayishati  or  susndvayishati 

13  N 
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(according  to  Vopa-deva) :  Desid.  susnushati:  In- 
tens.  toehnui/ate,  soshnariii,  soshnoti;  [cf.  Gr 

vf-&  (for  av(P-aa),  viv-trtu  (for  trvfv-ffoj),  vtv-fft-t 
vfv-ff~r^p,  ra-<y  (for  ffvap-oi),  atva-o-s,  vd-^ut,  vd- 
po->,  VTj-po-s,  Vj]-p-fv-t,  Nij-(i-(!)-s  ;  (probably  also 
vav-s,  vav-Tn-f,  &c.,  see  under  3.  nail,  p.  518) 

Goth,  snu,  '  to  go ;'  mi  fa,  snau,  snivum  (for  snu- 
«m),  mains,  'snow:'  Old  Germ. sniutan,  sniumi, 
sneo,  sne :  Angl.  Sax.  sniwan,  snytan,  income . 
Lith.  snega-s  (w  being  changed  to  g) :  Slav,  sneg : 

Hib.  snuadhaim,  '  i  flow ;'  snuadh,  '  blood  ;' 
sneachd, '  snow.'] 
Snava,  as,  m.  oozing,  drizzling,  dripping,  trickling. 
Snavana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  oozing,  trickling; 

distillation. 
Snuta,  as,  d,  am,  trickled,  distilled,  dropped, 

trickling,  flowing,  dropping,  oozing. 
SntUi,  is,  f.  trickling,  distilling,  oozing,  stream, 

flow. 

Snuti'd,  ind.  having  trickled  or  oozed  or  flowed. 

^  2.  snu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  (a  defective  word 
optionally  substituted  for  sdnu,  q.  v.,  in  certain  cases ; 
according  to  some  fr.  rt.  I.  so),  the  level  summit  or 
edge  of  a  mountain,  table-land ;  any  top,  surface ; 
anything  fixed  or  stationary  (as  the  firmament ;  Say. 
=  sthita,  Rig-veda  IV.  38,  3). 

^  3.  snu,  us,  f.  =  snayu,  a  sinew,  tendon, 
muscle.  —  Snu-las,  ind.  from  the  sinews  or  muscles. 

^  4.  snu,  a  Krid-anta  affix  to  roots  form- 
ing adjectives  expressive  of  an  aptitude  to  be  what  is 

implied  by  the  root ;  [cf.  sthdsna.J 

fel^l  snu(,  cl.  i.  A.  sno6ate,  &c.,  to  be 
O    X  bright  or  clear  (probably  for  rt.  stuf,  but 

according  to  Sabda-k.,  under  s/tnuc',  the  meaning  is se<tane). 

^^T  snusha,  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  snu), 
a  daughter-in-law ;  the  milk-hedge  plant  ( =  2 .  snuh) ; 
[cf.  Gr.  rv6-t ;  Lat.  n«r«-s  (for  snusu-s) ;  Old 
Germ,  snur;  Angl.  Sax.  snoru;  Slav.  snocAd.] 

snus,  cl.  4.  P.  snusyati,  susnosha, 
i  snositrtm,  to  eat ;  to  disappear  or  become 

invisible  ;  to  take. 

i.  snuh,  cl.  4.  P.  snuhyati,  sushnoha, 

;  snohitum  or  snoydhum  or  snodhtun,  to 
vomit ;  =  rt.  i .  snih. 

2.  snuh,  (,  t,  t,  or  it,  It,  Te,  vomiting,  one  who 
vomits ;  (It),  i.  the  milk-hedge  plant,  Euphorbia 
Antiquorum  (its  milky  juice  has  various  medicinal  pro- 

perties, and  is  used  as  an  emetic ;  seventeen  synonyms 
of  this  plant  are  enumerated,  cf.  siliunda).—Snuk- 
£hada,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  reed  ( =  kshtra-kanilukin). 
Snuhd,  f.  the  milk-hedge  plant. 
Snuhi,  is,  or  snuhi,  f.  =  3.  snuh  above. 

sneha,  snehin.    See  p.  1149,  col.  3. 

snai  (also  written  stai,  q.  v.),  cl.  i.  P. 
sndyati,  &c.,  to  dress,  wrap  round,  envelope, 

Tjl 
' 

adorn. 

snaigdhya.     See  p.  1149,  col.  3. 

spand  (sometimes  incorrectly  con- 
X  founded  with  rt.  Hi/and),  cl.  I.  A.  span- 

date,  paspande,  aspandidi/a,  spanditum,  to 
quiver,  throb,  tremble,  quake,  shake,  palpitate,  beat, 
to  go,  move  (  =  rt.  tyand)  :  Pass,  spadyate  (accord- 

ing to  some),  Aor.  aspandi:  Caus.  spandayatl, 
Aor.  apaspandat. 

Spanda,  as,  m.  throbbing,  throb,  pulse,  tremor, 
vibration,  motion  ;  [cf.  vi-shpanda.]  —  Spanda- 
kdrikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  metrical  version  of  the  Spanda- 
sOtra.  —  Spanda-tattra,  am,  a.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—Spanda-siitra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  the  aphorisms  of 
the  Saiva  philosophy  (  =  fiva-sutra). 
Spandana,  am,  n.  throbbing,  pulsation,  palpita- 

tion, quivering,  (throbbiugs  and  quiverings  of  the 

limbs  and  different  parts  of  the  body  are  supposed  by 
the  Hindus  to  indicate  good  or  bad  luck ;  they  are 
therefore  minutely  described  in  certain  works) ; 
tremor,  vibration,  agitation ;  the  quickening  of  a 
child  in  the  womb  ;  rapid  motion,  going ;  (according 
to  some)  a  car,  chariot  (Sjy.  explains  spandane  by 
rathasyagamanesati,  Rig-veda  III.  53, 19);  (as), 
m.  a  sort  of  tree. 

Spandamdna,  as,  a,  am,  throbbing,  quivering, 
palpitating,  beating ;  going. 
Spandita,  as,  d,  am,  throbbed,  quivered,  agitated, 

throbbing,  beating;  gone;  (am),  n.  a  pulsation, throb. 

Spandin,  i,  ini,  i,  quivering,  throbbing,  palpitat- 
ing, beating,  tremulous. 

sparitri.     See  sparshtri,  p.  1151. 

span/a.     See  p.  1151,  col.  I. 

14J  <J  spardh  (connected  with  rt.  sprih, 
X  q.  v. ;  the  older  form  seems  to  have  been 

spridh,  q.  v.),  cl.  I.  A.  (ep.  also  P.)  spardhnte 
(-ti),  paspardhe,  spardhishyate,  aspardhishta, 
spardhitum,  to  contend  or  compete  with,  contest, 
vie  with,  emulate,  rival,  be  equal  with ;  to  envy ;  to 
challenge,  defy,  bid  defiance  to :  Pass,  spardhyate, 
Aor.  aspardhi :  Caus.  spardhayati,  Aor.  apa- 
spardhat,  &c.:  Desid. pispardhishate  :  Intens.jja- 
spardhyate,  pdsparddhi;  [cf.  Goth,  spauards; 

Old  Germ,  spurt;  Angl.  Sax.  spyrd."} Spardha,  as,  d,  am,  emulous,  envious;  (a),  f. 
emulation,  rivalry,  competition,  the  successive  eleva- 

tion of  rivals;  envy,  jealousy;  defiance;  equality 

with.  —  Spardha-td,  f.  rivalry,  emulation,  envious- ness. 

Spardhana,  am,  n.  competition,  emulation ;  envy. 
Spardhamdna,  as,  d,  am,  vying,  emulating,  com- 

peting, contending  with,  envying,  challenging,  de- fying. 

Spardhita,  as,  d,  am,  contended  with,  emulated, 
envied;  defied. 

Spardhitvd,  ind.  having  contended  or  competed 
or  vied  with. 

Spardhin,  I,  ini,  i,  rivalling,  emulating,  compet- 
ing ;  emulous,  envious ;  proud,  superb. 

Spardhishyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  about  to  contend 
or  compete.  ̂ i^a^lkya.  it«l*e  t*^w*L,i^n4l^,Ti4C. 
Spurdhas  (probably  to  be  connected  with  rt. 

spardh),  Ved.  envy,  (Say.  spurdhase=spardha- 
ndya,  IJig-vedaV.  64,  4.) 

jy  spars'  (also  written  spas',  see  rt.  5. 
spas';  cf.  rt.  l.sprif),  cl.  10.  A.  spar- 

fayate,  apaspanfata,  &c.,  to  take,  take  hold  of, 

touch  ( =  rt.  1.  sorts') ;  to  unite,  join,  embrace. 

spris. Spate,  as,  m.  a  spy  [cf.  Old  Germ,  spe'lim,  'to 
look;'  spehu,  'a  spy'];  any  secret  messenger  or 
emissary ;  a  fight,  war,  battle ;  a  kind  of  gladiator 
who  fights  with  a  savage  animal  for  a  reward. 
Spashta,  as,  a,  am,  clearly  perceived  or  discerned, 

distinctly  visible,  distinct,  clear,  evident,  manifest, 
plain,  apparent,  intelligible ;  true,  real ;  one  who  sees 
clearly;  (am),  ind.  clearly,  distinctly ;  openly,  boldly, 
(na  ipashtam  udvikshate,  he  does  not  look  [at 
me]  straight  in  the  face.)  —  Spash/a-garlhd,  f.  a 
woman  evidently  pregnant.  —  Spashta-ldraka,  as, 
a,  am,  (the  sky)  which  has  its  stars  distinctly  seen 
or  clearly  displayed.  —  Spashta-pratipalti,  is,  f. 
clear  perception  or  ascertainment.  —Spashta-bhd- 
shin,  I,  ini,  i,  or  spashta-vaktri,  id,  trl,  tri,  speak- 

ing clearly  or  distinctly,  plain-spoken.  •-  Spashtdr- 
tha  (°/a-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  clear  in  meaning,  obvious, 
perspicuous,  intelligible.  —  S/ianhtl-lcarana,  am,  n. 
the  act  of  making  distinct  or  clear,  elucidation. 
—Spashfi-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  make  dis- 

tinct or  clear.  —  Spashti-krita.  as,  d,  am,  made 
plain  or  clear,  explained,  expounded,  elucidated,  made 
manifest,  revealed,  exposed.  —  Spashti-bhiita,  as,  d, 

am,  become  plain  or  evident.  —  Spashtetara  (°ta- 
it°),  as,  d,  am,  the  reverse  of  clear,  indistinct,  un- 
intelligible. 
Spashtaya,  Norn.  P.  spashtayati,&c.,  to  make 

clear,  elucidate. 

14J*y  3.  spas',  =  rt.  3.  pas',  'to  bind,' 
'v"'  x  q.  v.  This  rt.  is  said  to  have  the  follow- 
ing additional  meanings — to  obstruct,  oppose,  hinder ; 

to  string  together ;  to  touch,  undertake,  perform, 

(Say,  paspasre  =  spnshtai'dn^anutishthati,  Rig- veda  I.  22,  19;  aS2>ashla  =  upakrdntavdn,  I.  10, 

2-) 

4.  spas',  
t,  t,  t,  Ved.  

binding. Spd&ta,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  be  stopped,  hindered. 

in  tju |  5.  spas'  (=rt.  spar/),  cl.  10.  A. X  spdJayate,  Sec.,  to  take,  &c.     See  rt. 

sparser,  sparsana,  &c.     See  p.  1151- 

inn   sparsh  (=  rt.  parsh,  q.v.),  cl.  I.  A. 

^^   X  fparshate,  &c.,  to  become  wet  or  moist. 

I.  spas'  (=rt.  i.  pa/,  q.v.),  cl.  I. 
X  P.  A.  spaiati,  -te,  paspds'a,  paspaie, 

spa.<ishyati,  -te,  aspdslt,  atpatfishta,  spaiit  im, 
to  see,  behold,  perceive  clearly,  spy  out,  espy :  Caus. 

spdilayati,  -tc,  -yifum,  Aor.  apaspaiat,  to  destroy  : 
Desid.  pispatishati,  -te :  Intens.  pdspaiyate,  pd- 

spashti;  [cf.  Zend  tfpa.-f ;  Gr.  ffWir-T-o-^at,  ffKOTT-rj, 
axoma,  OKoir-6-s,  im-aito-nos,  aituap  ;  Lat.  spec-i-o, 
con-spic-i-o,  specula,  speculum,  spec-to;  Old 

Germ,  speh-o-m,  spdh-i,  '  circumspect,  prudent."] 

3.  spas',  /,  t,  t,  Ved.  seeing,  spying  out,  perceiving ; 
/),  m.  one  who  espies,  a  spy,  messenger,  (in  the  Rig- 
'eda  especially  applied  to  the  messengers  of  Varuna)  ; 
i  guardian,  protector,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 
V.  59, 1.  spal  or  spat  =  s}>rashtd  =  hot<i,  a  priest ; 
'n  Rig-veda  VIII.  61,  15.  spat  =  sartatya  ji'idtd, 
omniscient,'  applied  to  Indta)  ;  a  ray  or  rein,  (ac- 

cording to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VI.  67,  5.  spaiah  = 
raimayah  or  dardh.) 

spashta.     See  above. 

sparha.     See  rt.  sprt'A,  p.  1151. 

^ijjh^  spiirdhas.     See  col.  2. 
TJT  spri  (=rts.  3.  stri,  i.  smri),  cl.  5.  P. 
^i  tprinoli,  paspdra,  spartum,  &c.,  Ved.  to 

gratify,  grant,  confer ;  to  extricate  from,  deliver  from, 
preserve  from,  defend,  (spartam  in  nuhpartam  = 

nyapnrayatam,  'you  rescued  or  extricated,'  Rig- 
veda  VII.  71,  5);  to  live;  to  fill  or  bestow  abun- 

dantly, (Say.  epfinavdma  =  puraydma,  Rig-veda 
V.  44,  10) ;  to  live. 
Spartri,  td,  trl,  tri,  delivering  or  protecting  from, 

a  deliverer ;  [cf.  ava-sp°.] 
Sprit,  t,  t,  t,  gratifying  with,  conferring;  delivering 

from,  (in  kilvisha-l°,  delivering  from  guilt ;  loka-s°, 
[probably]  conferring  worlds  ;  cf.  dhana-s°.) 

sprikkd,  f.  the  plant  Trigonella  Cor- niculata  ( —priltkd). 

^- spridh,  aVedicform  of  rt.sparcM, 

,  \co\.  2  (e.g.  aspridhran,  they  strove  toge- 
ther, Rig-veda  VII.  56,  3;  pa»pridhre  =  paspri- 

dliire  ;  paspridhate  -  mitliah  spardhete,  Rig-veda VII.  104,  12). 

Patpridhana,  as,  ii,  am,  Ved.  contending  with, 
rivaling,  a  rival,  opponent,  enemy  (Ved.). 

2.  spridh,  t,  t,  i,  one  who  contends  or  fights  ;  (t), 
(.  battle,  fight  (in  Naigh.  II.  17.  spridhah  is  enume- 

rated among  the  eangrama-namani). 
Spridhdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  contending,  vying, 

rivaling. 

Spridhya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  vying,  emulous,  &c. in  mttha-s°,  q.  v.) 

i .  spris  (cf.  rt.  spars),  cl.  6.  P.  (ep. 

also  A.)  iprisatl  (-te),  paspars'a  (3rd 
pi.  pasprisah;  ep.  3rd  sing.  A.  paspriile,  yd  pi. 
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•paspriSire),  sprakshyati  or  sparkshyati,  aspra- 
kshit  or  aspdrkshit  or  asprikshat,  Free,  sprisyat, 
tprashtum  or  sparshtum,  to  touch,  graze;  to 

handle,  take  hold  of,  (anyonyam  hastau,  spris'a- 
tah,  they  mutually  touch  hands,  \.  e.  they  shake 
kinds  with  each  other)  ;  to  cleave  to,  cling  to,  come 
in  contact  with;  to  act  upon,  affect;  to  take,  re- 

ceive, accept  (a  sacrificial  offering  &c.)  ;  to  reach, 
attain,  obtain,  undergo  ;  to  wash,  sprinkle  (e.  g. 
adbhis,  with  water,  Manu  II.  60)  :  Pass.  spridyate, 
Aor.  aspariH,  to  be  touched  ;  to  be  seized  or  affected 

by  :  Cans,  sparitayati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  apaspar- 

£at  or  apaspris'ut  (according  to  some  apispris'at), 
to  cause  to  touch,  make  to  touch  (with  two  ace.)  ;  to 
offer,  present,  give  :  Desid.  pisprikshati  :  Intens. 
farisprUijate,  partsprashti,  parisparshti,  &c.  j 

[cf.  Lat.  epargo.'] 
Spariia,  as,  m.  touch  (=sparta  below;    Sab- 

da-k.). 
Sparia,  as,  m.  touching,  touch,  perception  by 

touch,  handling,  contact  ;  sexual  union  ;  collision,  con- 
flict, encounter  (  =  sam-pardya)  ;  the  quality  of  tangi- 

bility (which  is  the  Vishaya  for  the  skin  ;  see  siiit- 
ihya)  ;  feeling,  sensation  ;  anything  which  touches 
or  comes  in  contact,  (eleven  such  Sparsas  are  enume- 

rated, viz.  i.  Kshna,  hot  ;  2.  fita,  cold  ;  3.  tukJta, 

pleasant  ;  4.  duhkha,  painful  ;  5.  snigdha,  greasy  ; 
6.  niada,  clean  ;  7.  Mara,  hard  ;  8.  mridu,  soft  ; 
g.  ilakshna,  smooth  ;  i  o.  layhu,  light  ;  ll.gurii, 
heavy)  ;  who  or  what  affects  or  acts  upon  or  in- 

fluences ;  affection,  morbid  affection  or  influence,  any- 
thing the  contact  or  influence  of  which  causes  pain 

or  disease,  disorder,  sickness,  fever  ;  air,  wind  ;  a 
consonant  of  any  of  the  five  classes  of  Gutturals, 

Palatals,  Cerebrals,  Dentals,  and  Labials  (so  called  be- 
cause the  first  four  are  pronounced  by  the  contact  of 

the  tongue  with  the  four  places  of  utterance  [see 

tthdna,  sprishta'],  throat,  palate,  top  of  palate,  and teeth  ;  the  fifth  class  or  labials  being  formed  by  contact 
of  the  lips)  ;  contact  (in  astron.)  ;  presentation,  gift, 

donation,  offering,  (kdka-spars'a,  a  particular  cere- 
mony on  the  tenth  day  after  a  death,  putting  out  a  lump 

of  rice  as  an  offering  for  the  crows)  ;  a  spy  (probably 

for  spada,  q.  v.);  (5),  f.  a  wanton  or  unchaste  wo- 
man. —  Bparia-tanmdtra,  am,  n.  the  subtile  ele- 
ment of  tangibility,  (see  sditkhya.)  —  Spar^a-td, 

f.  a  state  of  contact,  touching.  —  Spar.<a-mani, 

is,  m.  '  touch-stone,'  a  kind  of  stone  (supposed  to 
turn  everything  it  touches  to  gold),  the  philo- 

sopher's stone.  —  Spardamani-prabhava,  am,  n. 
'  touchstone-production,'  gold.  —  Sparfa-lajja,  f. 
'  shrinking  from  touch,'  the  sensitive  plant,  Mimosa 
Pudica.  —  Sparta-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  tangi- 

bility, palpable;  agreeable  to  the  touch,  smooth, 

soft.  —  Spars'a-varga,  as,  m.  a  class  of  consonants, 
(see  under  sparia).  —  Sparia-redya,  as,  a,  am,  to 
be  known  or  apprehended  by  the  sense  of  touch. 

—  Sparia-iiiddha,  f.  'pure  to  the  touch,'  the  plant 
Asparagus  Racemosus.  —  Sparda-sakha,  am,  n.  the 
pleasure  of  touch.  —  Sparia-sndna,  am,  n.  ablution 
at  the  ingress  of  the  sun  or  moon  into  an  eclipse. 

Sparfa-syanda,  as,  m.  a  frog  (also  written 

ariSa-spanda).  —  Spar&nandd  (°.<a-<m°),  f. 
touch-delighting,'  N.  of  an  Apsaras.  —  Spariodaya 

("jfa-ueT),  as,  a,  am,  having  a  consonant  succeed- 
ing, followed  by  a  consonant. 

Sparsaka,  as,  a,  am,  touching,  who  or  what 
touches  or  comes  in  contact  with,  a  toucher. 

Spar^caia,  as,  I,  am,  touching,  handling  ;  affect- 

ing, acting  upon  ;  (a*),  m.  air,  wind  ;  (am),  n.  the 

act  of  touching,  touch,  contact  ;  sensation,  sense  of 

touch,  organ  of  sensation  or  feeling,  sensitive  nerve  • 
gift,  donation. 

Spansanaka,  am,  n.  '  that  which  touches,'  a  term 
for  the  skin  (in  the  San-khya  phil.). 

Spariaiiiya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  touched,  percepti- 
ble by  touch,  tangible,  sensible,  palpable,  to  be  felt, 

to  be  handled. 

Spartin,  i,  inl,  i,  touching,  handling. 

Sparshtai-ya,  as,  a,  am,  tangible,  to  be  felt,  to be  handled. 

spar 

Sparshtri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  who  or  what  touches  or 
affects  or  acts  upon ;  (ta),  m.  any  agent  or  affection 
causing  bodily  pain  or  sickness,  morbid  heat,  (the 
word  spa.ntri  given  in  Sabda-k.  appears  to  be  a 
corrupt  form  of  this  word ;  cf.  spaniel.) 
Spdrdanapratyaksha,  am,  n.  (fr.  spartfana  + 

pratyrikfha),  tactile  perception,  perception  by  touch or  feel. 

3.  sprit,  k,  k,  k,  a  toucher,  who  or  what  touches, 

touching,  piercing  (generally  in  comps. ;  cf.  marma- 

spris). 
Sprifat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  touching,  handling, 

&c. 

Sprite,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  bhiijanga-ghdtini, 
commonly  called  Kankaliks). 

Spris"i,  f.  the  prickly  nightshade,  Solanum  Jacquini. 
Sprisya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  touched  or  felt,  tangi- 

ble, sensible. 

Sprifyamana,  as,  a,  am,  being  touched,  being 
handled. 

Sprishta,  as,  a,  am,  touched,  felt  with  the  hand, 
handled  ;  formed  by  complete  contact  of  the  organs 
of  utterance  (as  the  consonants  of  the  five  classes  of 
Gutturals,  Palatals,  Cerebrals,  Dentals,  and  Labials, 

except  the  semivowels  which  are  called  ishat-spri- 
shta,  formed  by  slight  contact,  and  the  sibilants  and 
h  which  are  called  ishad-vivrita,  formed  by  slight 
opening) ;  defiled.  —  Sprishta-mdtra,  as,  a,  am, 
merely  touched.  —  Sprishta-maithuna,  as,  a,  am, 
defiled  by  sexual  mteicourse.  —  Sprishta-8prishtani 
or  sprishtd-sprishti,  ind.  mutual  touching,  touching 
one  another. 

Sprishti,  is,  f.  touch,  touching,  feeling,  contact. 
Spriilitin,  I,  ini,  i  (?),  one  who  has  touched. 
Sprishtvd,  ind.  having  touched  or  felt  or  handled. 
Sprashtavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  touched,  tangible, 

to  be  handled. 

SprasMri,  id,  tn,  tri,  =  sparshtri  above. 

sprih  (connected  with  rts.  I .  spridh, 

, spardh),  cl.  10.  P.  A.  sprihayati,  -te, 
sprihayd  m-dsa,  sprihaydm-babhiiva,  apasprihat, 
sprihayitum,  to  desire,  wish  for,  long  for  (with  dat. 
or  gen.,  e.  g.  rdjydya  na  sprihaye,  I  do  not  desire 
dominion) ;  to  envy  (with  dat.  or  gen.,  e.  g.  na 
teshdm  sprihaydmi,  I  do  not  envy  them ;  kuverdya 
sprihayati,  he  envies  Kuvera) :  Pass,  sprihyatc,  to 

be  desired,  &c. ;  [cf.  perhaps  Gr.  o-nipxppai ;  Lat. 

spero;  Old  Germ.  spulgen.~\ Spdrha,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sprihd),  Ved.  wished  for, 
desirable,  agreeable,  enviable;  (am),  n.,  Ved.  any- 

thing enviable  or  beautiful.  (SSy.  ip~irlta  =  spriha- 
nlyani  tejdwi,  Rig-veda  I.  135,  2.)  —  Sparha-rii- 
dhas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  or  bestowing  enviable 
wealth,  (Say.  =  sprihaniya-dhana,  Rig-veda  IV. 
16,  16.)  —  Spdrha-vira,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  having 
enviable  heroes  or  posterity. 

Sprihana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  desiring  or  wishing 

for. 
Sprihamya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  wished  or  longed 

for,  desirable,  enviable.  —  Sprihanlya-td,  f.  or 

sprihaniya-tva,  am,  n.  desirableness,  enviableness. 
—Spriluimya-3obha,  as,  d,  am,  having  desirable 
beauty,  of  enviable  beauty. 
Sprihayat,  an,  anti,  at,  longing  for,  desiring, 

envying.  —  Sprihayad-varna,  as,  a.  am,  Ved.  en- 
dowed with  any  form  that  may  be  desired,  assuming  all 

shapes,  (Sav.  =  yddrisam  mrnnmyajamanah  spri- 
hayati tddriila-varnopetah,  Rig-veda  II.  JO,  15.) 

^liriliayamdna,  as,  d,  am,  desiring,  wishing  for, envying. 

Sprihayiiyyct,  at,  a,  am,  desiring,  desirable,  en- 
viable, (Say.  =  sprihaniya);  (as),  m.  epithet  of  a 

particular  Nakshatra,  (Un5di-s.  III.  96.) 

Sprihaydlu,  m,  us,  u,  disposed  to  be  desirous 
or  envious  of,  wishful,  desirous,  eager  for,  covetous, 

cupidinous. 
Sprihayitvd,  ind.  having  desired  or  wished  for. 
Sprihd,  f.  desire,  eager  desire,  longing,  wish,  envy, 

covetousness. 

Sprihdlu  (according  to  some)  =  sprihaydlu  above. 

Sprihita,  as,  a,  am,  desired,  wished  for,  longed  for. 
Sprihya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  wished  for  or  desired, 

desirable;  (as),  m.  the  wild  citron  tree  (*=mdtu- 
langaka). 

Sprihyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  being  desired  or  longed 
for. 

spri  (also  written  svrl,  sri),  cl.  9.  P. 

sprinati,  to  hurt,  kill. 

sprashtri,  &c.     See  col.  2. 

IJLJ  sphat  (thought  to  be  for  an  original 
\spart;  cf.  Germ,  spalten;  Eng.  split), 

cl.  i.  P.  sphatati,  &c.,  to  burst,  expand,  &c.  (=rt. 
sphut,  q.v.) :  Caus.  or  cl.  10.  P.  sphdtayati,  &c., 
to  split  open,  cleave;  to  kill  (  =  rt.  sphit). 

Spliata,  as,  d,  m.  f.  a  snake's  expanded  hood ; 
(i),  f.  alum,  (see  sphal&iiri  below.) 
Sphatika,  as,  m.  crystal,  quartz;  (a),  f.  sulphate 

of  alumina  or  a\um.—SpJiatika-prabha,  ae,  d,  am, 

glittering  like  crystal,  crystalline,  transparent.  —  Spha- 
tika-mani-griha,  am,  n.  a  house  of  crystalline  gems, 
crystal-abode.  —  Sphatika-m-aya,  as,  I,  am,  made 
or  consisting  of  crystal,  crystalline.  —  Sphatika- 
skambha,  as,  m.  a  crystal  pillar.  —  Sphatika-har- 

itii/a,  am,  n.  a  crystal  palace.  —  Sphatikddala  (°ka- 
att°),  as,  m.  *  crystal-mountain,'  mount  Meru. 
— Sphatikdtman  (°ka-at°),  d,  m.  crystal.  —  Splta- 

tikddri  (°ka-ad?),  is,  m.  'crystal-mountain,'  the 
mountain  Kailasa.  ••  Sphatikddri-bhida,  as,  m. 

•penetrating  Kailasa.'camphor.— Sphalikdbhra  (*ka- 
abh°),  as,  m.  'crystal-cloud,'  camphor.  —  Sphali- 

katman  fka-a^,  d,  m. '  crystal-stone,'  crystal. 
Sphalikdri,  is,  or  spha(ikdrikd  or  sphatikdri, 

(.  sulphate  of  alumina  or  alum  (commonly  corrupted 
into  phat-karl,  phat-kdri,  phat-kiri). 
Sphatikl,  f.  (according  to  some)  alum. 
Sphdjaka,  as,  m.  a  drop  of  water;  (am),  n. 

crystal. Sphatika,  as,  I,  am,  made  of  crystal,  crystalline ; 

(am),  a.ayita.\.  —  Sphdtikopala  (°ka-up°),  am,  n. 
'  crystal-stone,"  crystal. 
Sphdtita,  as,  d,  am,  split  open,  expanded,  made 

to  gape,  cleft. 
Sphdtika,  am,  n.  crystal,  quartz. 

sphant,  cl.  I.  P.  sphantati,  &c.,  to 
burst,  open,  expand,  &c.  ( =  rt.  sphut, 

q.  v.),  cl.  10.  P.  sphantayati,  to  jest  or  joke  with 
(  =  rt.  sphand). 

sphand,  cl.  I.  P.  sphandati,  &c., 
d.  10.  P.  sphandayatl,  to  jest  or  joke 

with,  to  laugh  at. 

sphar  =  rt.  sphur,  and  serving  as 
the  form  of  its  Caus.  sphdrayati,  &c., 

see  sphur,  vi-sphur. 
Spharana,  am,  a.  trembling,  quivering,  throbbing, 

vibration. 

I .  sphara,  as,  m.  (for  2 .  see  p.  1 1 5  a),  throbbing, 

quivering,  vibration ;  twanging  (of  a  bow-string ;  cf. vi-sphdra). 

Spharana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  throbbing,  shaking, 
trembling ;  causing  to  throb  or  vibrate  (fr.  the  Caus.). 

I.  sphdrita,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  1152),  made 

to  quiver  or  vibrate  [cf.  vi-sphdrita"} ;  throbbing ; 
vibrating. 

ML  i  sphal,c\.i.  F.sphalati,pasphala, 

*^,  sphalitum,  to  tremble,  quiver,  throb, 
palpitate,  beat  (  =  rt.  sphul,  q.v.):  Caus.  sphdla- 
i/aii,  -yitnm,  to  cause  to  tremble  or  shake,  &c. ; 
[cf.  Gr.  a<pa\\-ai,  atpaX-tin,  d-ffifoA-iys,  a<fia\-(pos  ; 
Lat.  fall-o,  fal-sitx,  falla,  fallax,  fallac-ia;  Old 

Germ.  fa!lan;  Lith.  pula,  pulti,  '  to  fall.'] 
Sphdla,  as,  m.  throbbing,  quivering,  palpitation, 

beat,  trembling,  shaking. 

Sphdlana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  palpitating,  shaking, 
quivering  ;  causing  to  shake  about  or  move ;  rubbing, 
friction ;  stroking  or  patting  (a  horse  &c.). 

sphataka,  sphatika.     See  above. 
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ULI^I  sphdy  (thought  by  some  to  be 
X  derived  from  a  Pass,  of  a  lost  rt.  span, 

p  becoming  ph  through  the  influence  of  initial  g; 
but  apparently  connected  in  some  senses  with  rts. 

*j>h<ir,  sphur), cl.  I.  A.  gphdyate,  pasphtiye,  sphd- 
yitum,  to  grow  large  or  fat,  become  bulky,  swell, 

expand,  increase:  Caus.  sphdvayati  (perhaps  ori- 
ginally sphdpaijati),  -yitum,  Aor.  apisphavat 

(Pan.  VII.  3,  II),  to  cause  to  grow  large,  enlarge, 

augment,  increase ;  [cf.  Gr.  oira-iv,  oira-ff-na,  aira- 
ff-fto-s,  a-ffira£ofjiai,  ayavdoj  (i.e.  dyav -airaoj) ; 
Lat.  spa-ti-um,  patere;  Old  Germ,  spannan,  spa- 
nan;  Angl.  Sax.  epanan,  spinnan;  Goth,  spin- 
nan.] 

Sphdta,  at,  a,  am,  grown  big,  swollen,  enlarged, 
increased. 

Sphdti,  is,  (.  swelling,  intumescence,  increase, 

growth. 
2.  sphdra,  as,  m.  (according  to  UnSdi-s.  II.  13. 

fr.  rt.  sphay  above ;  perhaps  also  connected  with  rt. 
spkarind  I. sphdra), swelling,  increase, enlargement 
( =  rriddhi) ;  a  bubble  (in  gold  &c.) ;  a  protuber- 

ance [cf.  Gr.  atpatfa]  ;  (a«,  a,  am),  large,  increased, 
expanded,  spreading,  great ;  abundant ;  loud  ;  (am), 
n.  much,  abundance.  —  Sphari-bfiu,  cl.  I.  P.  -bha- 
vati,  &c.,  to  become  large  or  swollen,  swell  out, 
expand,  spread  out ;  to  become  manifest. 

2.  gphdrita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  a.  ephtira  above ;  but 
perhaps  also  connected  with  rt.  sphar),  swollen  out, 
spread  out,  extended,  large. 
Sphavayat,  an,  anti,  at,  augmenting,  increasing, 

enlarging. 

Sphira,  as,  a,  am,  abundant,  much,  many,  large ; 
swollen,  expanded ;  vast,  capacious,  (Say.  =  vrid- 
dha.) 

Sphita,  as,  a,  am,  swollen,  enlarged,  bulky,  fat, 
big,  large,  thick ;  much,  abundant,  many,  numerous ; 
successful,  prosperous ;  affected  by  hereditary  disease. 

—  Sphita-td,  f.  bulkiness,  enlargement ;  prosperity, 
successful  progress.  —  Sphiti-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti, 
Sec.,  to  enlarge,  augment. 
Sphlti,  is,  f.  increase,  enlargement ;  prosperity. 
Spheyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  of  gphira),  more 

abundant,  very  much  or  abundant. 
Spheshtha,  as,  a,  am  (superl.  of  tpMra),  most 

abundant,  very  much  or  abundant. 

«-Hil«.  sphdra,  sphdrana.  See  p.  1151, 
col.  3,  and  above. 

**Wrt  sphala,  sphdlana.     See  p.  1 151. 

ftM!^  sphit,  k,  f.  (by  some  connected  with 

rt.  sphay,  'to  be  fat'),  a  buttock,  hip  ;  (aw),  f.  du. 
the  buttocks;  [cf.  Old  Germ,  speck;  Angl.  Sax. 
f/iic.]  —S[ihilc-<jhdtanaka,as,  m.a  particular  plant 
or  small  tree  much  used  in  medicine  (  =  kat-pliala, 
p.  196,  col.  i). 

Hphiai,  (.,  Ved.  the  buttock,  hip;  (this  form 
sp/iigl  seems  necessary  to  account  for  sphigya^ 

kalya,  Rig-veda  III.  32,  n  ;  zphigyam  =  ka(i- 
pradefam,  R.ig-veda  VIII.  4,  8.) 
Sphij,  k,  I.  =  sphid  above. 

|iU»^  sphit,  cl.  10.  P.  sphetayati,  &c., 
X.  to  hurt,  injure,  kill  (  =  rt.  tphitt);  to 

despise  ;  to  love  (according  to  some) ;  to  cover  (ac- 
cording to  some). 

liilt,  cl.  10.  P.  sphittayali,  &c., 

to  hurt,  kill  (  =  rts.  spUit,  'spliat). 
(****.  sphira.     See  above. 

t*«lrT  sphita,  sphiti.     See  above. 

'Hh?  sPh"(  (connected  with  rts.  sphur, 
-i    N  sphul),  d.  6.  P.  sphutati,  cl.  i.  P.  A. 

sphotati,  -te,  pusphota,  pusphut'e,  ntplmtat,  as- wtit,  asphotlt,  ephulitum  (cl.  i.sphotitum),  to 
>urst  or  become  suddenly  rent  asunder,  burst  open, 

split  open,  part  asunder,  break  forth,  expand  ;    to 
blossom,  blow  (generally  A.) ;  to  burst  into  view,  be- 

sphdy. 
sphurti-mat. 

come  manifested  or  made  public,  to  disperse,  run 

away  ;  cl.  IO.  P.  sphutayati,  to  burst,  crack,  break 
open ;  to  burst  into  view :  Pass,  sphitfi/ate,  Aor. 

itfjihoti :  Caus.  pphotayati,  to  burst  or  rend  sud- 
denly, break,  split,  cleave,  tear  open,  divide;  to 

disclose,  make  clear;  to  hurt,  destroy,  kill;  to 
winnow. 

Sphuta,  as,  a,  am,  burst,  split  open,  broken, 
rent,  torn,  opened,  expanded ;  open,  blossomed, 
blown ;  clearly  displayed,  clear ;  plain,  distinct,  mani- 

\  fest,  evident ;    well  known  or  understood ;   bright ; 

j  white ;  loud  ;  spread,  diffused ;  (in  astronomy)  ap- 
parent, true;  corrected;  (d),  f.  the  expanded  hood 

of  a  serpent ;  (am),  ind.  distinctly,  manifestly,  evi- 
dently, certainly.  —  Sphuta-ta,  f.  openness,  mani- 

festation; perspicuity;  blossoming.  —Sphuta*ta.ra, 
at,  a,  am,  having  stars  clearly  seen,  bright  with 
stars.  — Sphuta-2>aurtisha,  as,  a,  am,  one  who  has 
displayed  valour  or  energy. — Sphuta-phala,  am, 
n.  (in  geometry)  clear  or  precise  result  (of  any 
calculation);  distinct  or  precise  area  (of  a  triangle 

&c.).  —  Sp/iuta-bandhani,  f.  a  kind  of  plant,  heart- 
pea  (—pdrdvata-padi).~-Sphuta-valkaU,  (.  the 
plant  heart-pea.  —  Sphuta-sdra,  as,  m.  (probably) 
the  true  latitude  of  a  star  or  planet.  —  Sphuta-surya- 
gati,  is,  (.  apparent  or  true  motion  of  the  sun. 

—  Sphuturtha  (°ta-ar°),  as,  a,  am,  having  a  clear 
meaning,  intelligible,  obvious,  significant.  —  Sphuti- 
karana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  displaying  clearly,  making 
distinct ;  making  true  or  correct,  correction. 
Sphutat,  an, all  or  antl,  at,  bursting  open,  part- 

ing or  bursting  asunder,  splitting  in  two ;  blowing, 
blossoming ;  becoming  manifest  or  clear ;  evolving. 
Sphutana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  breaking  or  rending 

suddenly,  bursting,  tearing  open,  disruption,  open- 
ing, expanding,  blossoming. 

Sphutaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  broken  open  or 

split. Sphuti,  is,  or  sphuti,  f.  cracking  or  chapping  of 
the  skin  of  the  feet,  sores  or  swelling  of  the  feet ; 
the  fruit  of  the  Karkati  or  a  sort  of  melon,  Cucumis 
Momordica. 

Sphutikd,  f.  (probably)  a  small  bit  broken  off, 
little  bit  or  piece. 

Sphutita,  as,  a,  am,  burst,  broken  open,  split, 
cracked ;  budded,  blown,  expanded  (as  a  flower) ; 
made  clear,  manifested,  spread  out ;  toni,  destroyed ; 

laughed  at  ( —  pari-hasita  ;  cf.  rt.  spkun  f).  —  Sphu- 
tita-darana,  as,  d,  am,  having  wide  feet,  splay- 
footed. 

Spkota,  as,  m.  breaking,  splitting  open,  bursting, 

disclosure,  (narma-sphota  in  dramatic  action  is  ex- 

plained to  mean  bhdra-les'aih  sufito  'Iparasah, 
i.e.  slight  disclosures  or  glimpses  of  love) ;  a  swelling, 
boil,  tumor;  the  idea  or  disclosure  which  bursts  out 
or  flashes  on  the  mind  when  a  sound  is  uttered ;  the 

eternal  sound  in  the  POrva-mTmansS ;  (a),  f.  the 
expanded  hood  of  a  snake.  —  Spltola-vdda,  as,  m. 
a  dissertation  on  the  above  philosophical  Sphota. 

—  Spkola-vljaka,  as,  m.  'having  bursting  seeds,' 
the  marking-nut  plant  (  —  bhallittaka). 
Sphotaka,  as,  m.  one  who  bursts  or  splits  open ; 

a  swelling,  boil,  tumor. 

Spho/ana,  as,  I,  am,  breaking  or  splitting  asunder, 
opening,  making  clear,  disclosing,  manifesting ;  (as), 
m.  (in  Vedic  grammar)  =  vyanjaka,  separated  utter- 

ance of  a  close  combination  of  consonants ;  (am),  n. 
the  act  of  bursting  or  rending  suddenly,  splitting, 
cracking;  tearing;  winnowing  grain,  &c. ;  cracking 
the  finger-joints,  snapping  the  fingers ;  (in  grammar) 
the  separation  of  the  letters  of  a  double  consonant ; 

(i),  f.  an  instrument  for  splitting  or  cleaving,  a 
gimlet,  boring-tool,  auger  [cf.  d-aphotani,  laspho- 

tani~]. Sphotayana,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  ancient  gram- 
marian, (Pin.  VI.  I,  123;  he  is  identified  by  some 

with  Kakshlvat.) 

Sphotilsa,  f.  a  kind  of  bird,  a  wagtail  (  =  hapu- trika). 

Sphotita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  made  to 
burst  open,  rent  or  torn  asunder,  disclosed. 

sphuft,  cl.  ro.  P.  sphutlayati,  Sec,, 
to  despise,  disrespect. 

sphud,  cl.  6.  P.  sphudati,  &c.,  to 

sphunt,  cl.  I.  P.  splmntati,  &c., 
\to  open,  expand,  &c.  (=rt.  tphut); 

cl.  10.  P.  sphuntayati,  &c.,  to  jest,  joke,  laugh  at 
(  =  rt.  spltand). 

LJLJ|J    sphitnd,  cl.  I.  A.  sphundate,  &c., 
^      \  to  open,  expand,  &c.  ( =  rt.  splint) ;  cl. 

10.   P.   sphandayati,    Sec.,   to   jest,   &c.   (  =  rt. 

sphaiid). 
^tflfsphut,  an  imitative  sound;  [cf.phut.] 

••  SpkutJcara,  as,  m.  'making  a  blowing  or 

crackling  sound,' fire.  —Sphut-kara,  as,  m.  making 
the  noise  splint,  crackling,  burning. 

sphur  (=  rt.  sphar,  which  appears 
N  in  the  Caus.  and  is  probably  the  oldei 

form,  see  spharr;  the  rt.  sphur  is  evidently  con- 
nected with  rts.  splutt,  sphul),  cl.  6.  P.  sphurati, 

pusphora,  iphurithyati,  asphiint,  Prec.  iphur- 
ydt,  sphnritum,  to  tremble,  palpitate,  throb,  vibrate, 
thrill,  quiver,  twitch,  become  agitated,  struggle ;  to 
start,  dart,  spring,  bound ;  to  spring  back,  rebound  ; 
to  spring  up,  shoot  out,  break  forth,  burst  out  plainly 
or  visibly,  start  into  view,  be  evident  or  manifest, 

appear  clearly,  become  displayed  or  expanded;  to 
flash,  scintillate,  twinkle,  sparkle,  shine,  gleam, 
glitter;  to  flash  on  the  mind,  rush  into  the  memory; 
to  go  tremulously ;  to  bruise,  destroy,  (Say.  sphurat 

=  sphurishyati  =  vii(lltishyati,  Rig-veda  I.  84,8): 
Pass,  sphuryate,  Aor.  asphori :  Caus.  sphwayati, 

spharayati  (see  rt.  sphar),  -yitum,  Aor.  apu- 
spliurat,  apuspharat,  to  cause  to  vibrate ;  to  make 
to  shine  or  glitter ;  to  cast :  Desid.  pusphurishati  : 

Intens.  posphuryate,  posphorti;  [cf.  Zend  spar  ; 
Gr.  trjra/p-w,  d-(jiratp-<u,  (probably  also)  ffircipa, 

a-nippa,  awopas,  cr<t>vpov ;  (probably)  Lat.  spcrno; 
Angl.  Sax.  spurnan,  spura;  Lith.  spir-ti,  spar- 

dy-ti.~\ 

Sphura,  as,  m.  trembling,  throbbing ;  swelling ; 
coruscating ;  a  shield. 
Sphurana,  am,  a,  n.  f.  the  act  of  trembling, 

throbbing,  pulsation,  vibration ;  quivering  or  throb- 
bing of  parts  of  the  body  (e.  g.  quivering  of  the 

lips,  twitching  of  the  eyes,  &c.,  as  indicating  good 
or  bad  luck) ;  springing  or  breaking  forth,  starting 

into  view,  expansion  ;  flashing,  coruscation,  scintilla- 
tion, twinkling,  glittering ;  flashing  on  the  mind. 

Sphurat,  an,  atl  or  anti,  at,  trembling,  shaking, 
quivering,  throbbing;  starting,  darting;  springing 
up,  breaking  forth,  bursting  out  plainly  or  visibly, 
becoming  clear  or  manifest ;  flashing,  glittering ; 

flashing  vividly  on  the  mind ;  swelling,  expanding 

[cf.  sphutat] ',  going,  moving ;  going  tremulously. 
— Sphurad-adharoshtka  (°ra-osh°)  or  sphurad- 
oskfha,  as,  i,  am,  having  quivering  lips,  (sphurad- 
adharonhtham,  ind.  with  quivering  or  pouting  lips.) 

—  Sphurad-ulka,  (.  a  shooting  meteor,  aerolite. 

—  Spliuradulkakriti  (°kn-ak°),  is,  is,  i,  having the  form  of  a  shooting  meteor. 

Sphurita,  as,  d,  am,  trembling,  heaving,  throb- 
bing, thrilling,  palpitating ;  shaken,  agitated ;  flash- 

ing, glittering,  gleaming,  playing,  unsteady ;  swelled, 

swollen ;  (am),  n.  a  throb,  throbbing*,  tremor, 
quivering  or  twitching  of  the  eyelids,  &c.,  agitation 
or  emotion  of  mind.  —  Sphwrita-datahrada,  as,  d, 
am,  having  flashing  lightning  (said  of  a  cloud). 

—  Sphumtoltarddhara  (°ta-ut°,  °ra-adlt°),as,d, 
am,  having  trembling  upper  and  under  lips. 
Spliurta,  as,  d,  am,  (according  to  some)  throbbed, 

throbbing ;  suddenly  risen  into  remembrance. 
Sphurti,  is,  f.  throb,  palpitation,  tremor,  trem- 

bling, shaking,  vibration ;  spring,  bound,  start ; 
breaking  forth  visibly,  becoming  evident  or  apparent, 
manifestation,  expansion ;  flashing  on  the  mind  or 

memory. —Sphurti-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  throbbing, 



sphorana. 
smara-&asana. 

thrilling  (with  joy  or  excitement),  tremulous,  agi- 
tated ;  tender-hearted ;  (an),  m.  a  follower  or  wor- 

shipper of  Siva  (=pds"upata). 
Sphorana,  am,  n.  throbbing,  quivering,  &c.  = 

spkdra  (according  to  Vopa-deva). 

ML.J.    sphurdh  (also  written  svurdh),  cl. 

x"3i  ̂   I.  P.  sphurdhati,  pusphurdha,  sphur- dhitum,  to  spread,  extend ;  to  forget. 
Sphurfhita,  at,  a,  am,  spread  ;  forgotten. 
1.  sphurna,  as,  a,  am,  =  sphurdhita  above. 

j  sphurj  (probably  connected  with 
X  rt.  sphur),  cl.  I.  P.  sphurjati,  pu- 

sphurja,  sphurjitum,  to  thunder,  make  a  sound 
like  a  thunder-clap,  crash,  explode :  Pass,  sphurj- 
yate:  Caus.  spharjayati :  Desid.  pusphurjitshati : 
Intens.  posphurjyate,  posphurkti  ;  [cf.  Lrt.spargo; 
Angl.  Sax.  sprecan,  sprcencan,  sprengan,  sprin- 

can,  springan."] Sphurjaka  =  sphurjaka  below. 
Sphurjatiiu  =  sphurjathu  below. 
Sphurja,  as,  m.  the  crashing  sound  of  a  thunder- 

clap, thunder;  Indra't  thunderbolt;  sudden  burst, 
(narma-sphurja,  sudden  burst  of  love ;  in  dramatic 
action  defined  to  mean  suJchdramblio  bhaydnto 

nava-sangamah,  first  union  of  lovers  characterized 
by  joy  in  the  beginning  and  some  cause  of  fear  in 

the  end.)  —  Sphiirjd-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  thundering. 
Sphurjaka,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  ebony  tree,  Diospyros 

Glutinosa  ( =  tinduka). 
Sphurjathu,  us,  m.  a  clap  of  thunder,  explosion. 
Sphurjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  thundering ;  an 

explosion,  crash. 
Sphurjayat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  overwhelming, 

crushing,  (Say.  -^nishpishat.) 
Sphurjita,  as,  d,  am,  thundered ;  [cf.  vi-sphur- 

jita.] 
2.  ephurna,  as,  a,  am,  (according  to  some)  thun- 

dered. 

sphul (connected  with  rts.sphur, 

sphat,  sphal),  cl.  6.  P.  sphulati,  pu- 
tphola,  Aor.  asphulit,  sphulitum,  to  tremble, 
throb,  vibrate ;  to  dart  forth,  appear  ;  to  collect ;  to 

slay,  kill,  (enumerated  among  the  vadha-Ttarmanah 
in  Naigh.  II.  19):  Pass,  sphulyate,  Aor.  aspholi  : 
Caus.  spholayati,  Sec.  (For  comparisons  see  rt. 
sphal.) 
Sphula,  am,  n.  a  tent  ( =  vastra-vetman). 
Sphulana,  am,  n.  trembling,  throbbing,  vibration, 

palpitation. 
Sphulinga,  as,  a,  am,  m.  f.  n.  (perhaps  to  be 

connected  with  sphut,  p.  1152),  a  spark  of  fire. 
Sphulingiti,  i,  inl,  i,  having  sparks  of  fire, 

sparkling;  (ini),  f.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  tongues 
of  Agni  or  fire. 

Spholana,  am,  a.  =  spkala  (according  to  Vopa- 
deva). 

i^hm^spheyas,  spheshtha.     See  p.  1152. 

f*W3  sphota,  sphotita,  &c.     See  p.  1152. 

WH  sphya,  am,  n.  an  implement  used  in 
sacrifices  (described  as  a  piece  of  wood  shaped  like 
a  sword  for  stirring  the  boiled  rice,  or,  according  to 
some,  for  trimming  the  mound  used  as  an  altar). 

—  Sphya-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made  or  marked  out 
by  the  sphya.  — Sphya-vartani,  i>,  m.  the  furrow 
or  line  made  by  the  sphya  (in  marking  out  the 
sacrificial  ground). 

Sphaiyattrita,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sphya-Jcrita),  re- 
lating to  anything  made  by  the  sphya. 

=  rt.  svn,  q.  v. 

T?R  sma  (probably  for  2.  sama,  an  old  inst. 

of  I.  sama,  and  meaning  'wholly,  entirely"),  ind.  a 
particle  added  to  the  present  tense  of  verbs  or  to 
present  participles  (generally  giving  them  a  past 
signification,  e.g.  pravitanti  sma  purim,  they 
entered  the  city);  a  pleonastic  particle  (often  used 

after  md,  see  ma  sma  under  I.  ma;  also  in  the 
Veda  preceded  by  adha,  q.  v.,  and  other  particles). 

Wi^  smat,  ind.  (probably  connected  with 
sma;  according  to  some  an  old  neut.  of  I.  sama; 
but  according  to  Say.  a  contraction  of  sumat),  Ved. 

well,  excellently,  (Say.  =  su,  sumat)  ;  with,  together 
with  (  =  2.  saha  ;  cf.  Gr.  juna.  ;  Mod.  Germ,  mil)  ; 
constantly,  always,  (Say.  =  nityam.)  —  Smat-puran- 
dhi,  is,  m.  =  warga-lmtitmlii  (according  to  S5y.  on 
Rig-veda  VIII.  34,  6).—Smad-abhi3u,  us,  us,  u, 

Ved.  having  beautiful  reins,  (Say.=*s'obhana-rajju- 
yukta  or  s'obhana-s'arira-kdnti,  Rig-veda  VIII. 
25,  i4.)—Smad-ishta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  (according 

to  SSy.)  going  well  or  sent  together  (=pras'asta- 
gati  or  saAa-pres&ita,  Rig-veda  VII.  87,3).  —Smad- 
udhni,  f.  (see  iidhas),  Ved.  (a  cow)  always  giving 
milk,  (S5y.  =  nityam  udhasd  yukta,  saraadd 
payasah  praddtri,  Rig-veda  I.  73,  6;  cf.  pi- 
nodhni.)  —  Sinad-dishli,  is,  is,  »,Ved.  auspiciously 
speaking  (said  of  Indra  ;  Say.  =  bhadra-vdkya, 
Rig-veda  III.  45,  5);  handsome-looking,  (Siy.  = 
pra^asia-dar^ana,  Rig-veda  VI.  63,  9.) 

smaya,  smayat,  ojc.     See  below. 
smara.     See  col.  3. 

smarter,  &c.     See  p.  1154,  col.  I. 

[Ml  smi,  cl.  i.  A.  smayate  (ep.  also  P. 
~ti),  sishmlye,  s'tneshyate,  asmeshta, 

smetum,  to  smile,  laugh  ;  to  expand,  bloom  (as  a 
flower)  :  Pass,  smtyate,  Aor.  asmdyi  :  Caus.  smd- 
yayati,  -te  (also  smdpayate  in  vi-smi,  q.  v.),  to 
cause  to  laugh,  provoke  or  excite  laughter  ;  (A.)  to 
laugh  at,  mock,  despise  :  Desid.  sismayishate  : 
Intens.  seshmiyate,  (in  Malavikjgnimitra,  Act  IV, 
the  Prakrit  simisimd-anti  [see  s.  v.]  is  incorrectly 
referred  to  the  Intens.  of  rt.  smi),  seshmayiti,  gesh- 
meti;  [cf.  Gr.  /«f-5-o*,  nd-S-ij-iaa,  ̂ tei-5-a-oi, 
/it(-5((4a),  (perhaps  also)  ffpotus, 
Lat.  mi-ru-s,  ni-miru-m,  mira-ri 
smie-l-en,  smie-r-en  :  Eng.  smile 
smcsrc  :  Slav,  sme-ja-ti,  po-sme-chu  :  Lett,  smee-t  : 

Hib.  smigeadh,  magadh,  '  mocking  ;'  magamhml, 'jeering.'] 

Smaya,  as,  m.  smiling  at  anything,  wonder,  sur- 
prise, astonishment  ;  Wonder  (personified  as  a  son 

of  Dharma)  ;  pride,  conceit,  arrogance.  —  Smaya- 
nutti,  is,  f.  the  driving  away  or  pulling  down  of 

pride. 
Smayat,  an,  anti,  at,  smiling,  laughing. 
Smayana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  smiling,  a  smile, 

gentle  laughter. 

Smayanlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  smiled  (used  im- personally). 

Smayamdna,  as,  a,  am,  smiling,  gently  laugh- 

ing. 

Smayin,  I,  inl,  i,  smiling,  laughing. 
Smita,  as,  d,  am,  smiled,  smiling;  expanded, 

blown,  blossomed  ;  (am),  n.  a  smile,  gentle  laugh. 

—  Smita-dritf,  k,  f.  '  having  a  smiling  look,'  a  hand- 
some woman.—  Smita-purva,  as,  d,  am,  preceded  by 

a  smile;  (am),  ind.  with  a  smile,  smilingly.  —  Smita- 

purvdbhibhdshin  (°va-abh°),  I,  ini,  i,  addressing 
with  a  smile.  —  Smita-ddlm,  i,  ini,  i,  having  smiles, 
smiling,  laughing.  —  Smita-fobhin,  I,  inl,  i,  smiling beautifully. 

Smiti,  is,  f.  smiling,  a  smile,  laughter. 
Smitvd,  ind.  having  smiled  or  laughed. 

Smetavya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  smiled  (used  imper- sonally). 

Smera,  as,  a,  am,  smiling,  laughing;  blown, 
blooming,  opened,  expanded  (as  a  flower)  ;  proud  ; 

evident,  apparent  ;  (as),  m.  (according  to  some)  ap- 
pearance, manifestation.  —  Smera-mukha,  as,  i,  am, 

smiling-faced,  having  a  smiling  face.  —  Smera-vish- 

kira,  as,  m.  '  proud  bird,'  a  peacock. 

0  j  i  j  smit   (connected  with  rt.  smi), 
X,  cl.  10.  P.  smetayati,  &c.,  to  slight, 

despise  ;  to  love  ;  to  go. 

Old  Germ. 

Angl.    Sax. 

blink. 
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smH(=rt.  smil,  p.  1023;  cf.  rt. 

mil),  cl.  I.  P.  smilati,  &c.,  to  wink, 

1.  smri  (=rt.  spri,  q.  v.),  cl.  5.  P. 
smrinoti,  &c.,  to  please,  gratify  ;  to  protect, 

defend  ;  to  live. 

2.  smri,  cl.  i.  P.  (ep.  also  A.)  smarati 

(-te),  sasmdra  (2nd  sing,  sasmartha,  1st 
du.  sasmarii'a,  3rd  pi.  sasmarus),  smariihyati, 
asmdrshit,  smartum,  to  remember  (with  ace.  or 

gen.,  and  when  joined  with  2nd  Fut.  of  another  rt. 

giving  it  a  past  signification,  e.  g.  amum  smarati  ha- 
nishyati,  he  remembers  having  killed  him,  P5n.  III. 
2,  112);  to  recollect,  call  to  mind,  bear  in  mind, 

think  of,  think  upon,  be  mindful  of;  to  recite  men- 
tally or  call  upon  the  name  (of  a  deity  &c.)  ;  to  re- 
cord (in  the  Smriti),  declare  (as  Smriti  or  law; 

smaranii,  they  declare  in  the  Smriti)  ;  to  desire,  long 

for  (with  gen.)  :  Pass,  smaryate,  Aor.  asmdri,  Prec. 
imrishishtaani  smarishishta,  to  be  remembered  ; 
to  be  recorded  ;  to  be  mentioned  ;  to  be  declared  (as 

a  law)  ;  to  be  mentioned  in  the  Smriti  :  Caus.  smara- 
yati  (or  smarayati),  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  asasmarat, 
-ta,  to  cause  to  remember,  call  to  mind,  remind  ;  to 

give  information  ;  to  cause  to  regret,  cause  to  desire 
or  long  for  (in  the  latter  sense  only  smarayati)  : 
Desid.  susmurshate,  to  wish  to  recollect  :  Intens. 

sdsmaryate,  sdsmarti;  [cf.  Gr.  pip-nyp-a,  pip-i- 
Itva,  pep-palpai,  /ifpiajp-lfa,  pip-pip-os,  pdp-rvp, 
H&p-TVp-O-S,   fMp-TV-S,    IMp-TVp-tOV,   fUtpTVp-O-IMlt, 

(perhaps  also)  nt\(tv,  fit\-t-ff0at,  fj.f\-f-7ij,  &c.  : 
Lat.  me-mor,  memor-ia,  memor-d-re,  mor-a,  mos, 
mar-is  :  Goth,  mer-j-an,  '  to  proclaim  ;'  mentha, 
maurnan  :  Old  Germ,  smer-zo,  m.,  smer-za,  f- 
•pain;'  smerzan,  mariu,  'to  announce;'  man, 
'memorable  :'  Mod.  Germ.  Mahrchen  :  Angl.  Sax. 

mcelan,  mal,  g&mared,  mcerdh,  mcersian,  md- 

dian,  ameldian,  murnan,  smeortan,  '  to  smart  :' 
Lith.  uz-mirs-tu,  'to  forget:'  Hib.  smuairean, 

'dejection;'  (perhaps)  smalanach,  'sorrowful;' muirn,  '  natural  affection.'] 
Susmiirshamdiia,  at,  a,  am,  wishing  to  re- member. 

Smara,  as,  m.  remembrance,  recollection  ;  loving 
recollection,  lore;  K5ma-deva(godoflove).—  Smara- 
karman,  a,  n.  amorous  action  or  conduct,  any  wanton 

act,  lasciviousness.—  Smara-kupaka,  as,m.  or  smara- 

kupikd,  f.  '  well  of  love,'  the  female  organ.  —  Smara- 

guru,  us,  m.  'love-preceptor,'  epithet  of  Vishnu. 
—  Smara-griha,  am,  n.  '  abode  of  love,"  the  female 
organ.  —  Smara-fakra,  as,  m.  a  particular  kind  of 
sexual  union.  —  Smara-ddhatra,  am',  n.  the  clitoris. 
—Smara-da^d,  f.  a  state  of  love,  state  of  the  body 

produced  by  being  in  love,  (ten  such  states  are  enu- 
merated, e.  g.  anxious  thought,  sleeplessness,  emacia- 

tion, loss  of  appetite,  fainting,  8cc.)  —  Smara-dayin, 
i,  ini,  i,  causing  or  exciting  love  (  =  ttdmoddipaka). 

—Smara-dipikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Smara-dhva- 

ja,  as,  m.  Move-sign,'  'love-emblem,'  the  male 
organ  ;  a  fabulous  fish  (regarded  as  the  emblem  of 
K5ma-deva  ;  cf.  makara-dhvaja)  ;  a  musical  in- 

strument ;  (a),  f.  a  bright  moonlight  night  (accord- 

ing to  some)  ;  (am),  n.  the  female  organ.  —  Smara- 
priya,  (.  '  dear  to  K5ma,'  epithet  of  Rati  (K5ma- 
deva's  wife).  —  Smara-bhdsita,  as,  a,  am,  love- 
illuminated,  inflamed  by  love.  —  Smara-mandira, 

am,  n.  Move-palace,"  the  female  organ.  —  Smara- 
moha,  as,  m.  infatuation  of  love,  passion,  love. 
—  Smara-mohi  ta,  as,  d,  am,  infatuated  by  love, 
overcome   by   passion.  -•  Smara-lckhani,   f.   the 

S'arika  bird.  —  Smara-vallabha,  as,  m.  '  love's  fa- 
vourite,' epithet  of  A-niruddha.  —  Smara-vana- 

pankti,  is,  f.  the  five  arrows  of  K5ma-deva  collec- 

tively (see  panta-vana).  —  Smara-vitJiika,  f.  '  love- 
shop,'  a  prostitute,  harlot.  —  Smara-vriddhi-ftan- 
jna,  as,  m.  a  particular  shrub  (  =  Jtdma-vriddhi). 

—  Smara-iavara,  as,  m.  Move-barbarian,'  cruel 
love.  —  Smara-  45f  ana,  as,  m.  '  chastiser  of  K3ma- 

deva,'  epithet  of  S"iva  (see  an-anga).  —  Smara- 
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sakha,  as,  m. '  love's  friend,'  the  moon.  —  Smara- 

ttumlilia,  at,  m.  '  lore -column,'  the  male  organ. 
^Strutra-smarya,  as,  m.  a  donkey,  ass  (=garda~ 

iiha)."Smara-/iara,  as,  m.  'love-destroyer,'  epi- 
thet of  Siva  (see  an-anga). — Smardkula  or  snta- 

rakulita  fra-dk°),  at,  a,  am,  agitated  by  love,  love- 
sick.— Smardgdra  (°ra-ag°),  am,  n.  'love-abode,' 

the  female  organ.— Smardnkuda  (°ra-an°),  as,  m. 
'  love-hook,'  a  finger-nail ;  a  lover,  lascivious  person. 
—Smardtura  (°ra-dt^),  as,  a,  am,  love-sick,  pining 
with  love.  —  Smardndha  (°ra-an°),  at,  a,  am, 
love-blinded,  infatuated  with  passion.  —  Smardri 

fra-ari),  ii,  m. '  enemy  of  Kama-deva,'  epithet  of 
Siva.  —  Smardrta  fra-dr°),  as,  a,  am,  love-sick. 
— Smar&sava  (°ra-ds°), as,  m. '  love-liquid,'  saliva. 
—Smarotsitka  (°ra-ut°).  as,  a,  am,  pining  or 
languishing  with  love,  love-sick. 
Smarana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  remembering,  re- 

membrance, memory,  recollecting,  recollection,  re- 
miniscence ;  tradition,  traditional  precept,  (iti  smara- 

nat, '  from  its  being  so  mentioned  in  the  Smriti,'  cf. 
smriti) ;  menial  recitation  (of  the  name  of  a  deity), 
calling  upon  the  name  of  a  god ;  regretting,  remem- 

bering with  regret ;  thinking  upon,  anxious  thought. 

— Smarana-padavi,  f.  'road  to  mere  memory,' 
death.— Smarandnugraha  (°na-an°),  as,  m.  the 
favour  of  remembrance,  kind  remembrance.-Smara- 

ndpatya-tarpata  (°na-ap°),  as,  m.  'satisfying 
memory's  offspring,' a  turtle,  tortoise.  —  Smarand- 
yaugapadya  (°na-ay°),  am,  n.  the  non-simuita- neousness  of  recollections. 

Bmaraniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  remembered,  memo- 
rable, to  be  borne  in  mind. 

Smarat,  an,  anti,  at,  remembering,  recollecting, 
considering. 

Smartavya,  as,a,am,  to  be  remembered,  memo- 
rable. 

Smartri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  remembers  or  re- 

collects.— Smartri-tva,  am,  a.  remembrance,  recol- 
lection. 

Smaryamdtfa,  as,  5,  am,  being  remembered, 
being  mentioned  in  the  Smriti. 
Smdra,  as,  m.  memory,  recollection. 

Smdraka,  as,  tkd,  am,  reminding,  putting   in 
mind,  instructing. 
Smdrana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.),  the  act  of  caus- 

ing to  remember,  reminding,  calling  to  mind. 
Smdram,  ind.  having  remembered. 

Smdritu,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  reminded, 
called  to  mind,  recalled  to  recollection. 

Smdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  remembering ;  reminding. 
Smarta,  as,i,am  (fr.  smriti),  relating  to  memory, 

memorial,  remembered,  coming  within  the  range  of 
memory ;  recorded  in  the  Smritis,  prescribed  in  the 
inspired  codes  of  law,  based  on  Smriti,  q.  v. ;  sanc- 

tioned by  law,  canonical,  legal;  following  the  doc- 
trine of  the  law-books;  domestic  (applied  to  the 

domestic  fire  which  every  Brihman  is  bound  to  keep 
up) ;  (as),  m.  a  Brihman  skilled  in  jurisprudence 
or  traditional  law  (especially  one  belonging  to  a  sect 
founded  by  San-kaiJcarya,  whose  expositions  of  the 
principle  of  unity,  according  to  the  VedSnta  doc- 

trine, they  professedly  follow,  though  holding  Siva 
in  especial  honour ;  their  chief  establishment  is  at 

Sfin-ga-giri,  but  they  are  said  to  be  found  throughout 
the  south  of  India) ;  (am),  n.  any  act  or  rite  enjoined 
by  Smriti  or  allowed  by  traditional  usage,  a  legal  act. 
—  Smdrta-karman,  a,  a.  a  rite  enjoined  in  the 
Smritis,  one  of  the  less  important  domestic  rites. 

'rta-kdla,  as,  m.  the  period  to  which  memory 
may  extend  (i.e.  a  century,  according  to  some 
lawyers).  _  Smarta-sutra,  am,  n.  any  Sntra  work 
based  on  Smriti  (opposed  to  irautti-mtra,  or  Sutras 
based  on  iruti,  see  tiitra).  —  Smdrta-homa-pari- 
/lithta,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Pariiishta  of  the  Sima-veda. 
Smdrya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  remembered,  memo- rable. 

Smrita,  at,  a,  am,  remembered,  recollected,  called 
to  mind ;  recorded,  mentioned,  said,  declared,  termed, 
styled,  named;  enjoined  by  Smriti  or  traditional 
law,  declared  or  propounded  in  the  law-books. 

—Smrita-mdlra,  as,  a,  am,  only  remembered  or 
thought  of. 
Smriti,  is,  f.  remembrance,  memory,  reminiscence, 

recollection,  thinking  of  or  upon  (any  person  or 

thing),  calling  to  mind ;  Memory  (personified  as  a 
daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife  of  Arrgiras)  ;  what  is 
remembered,  that  which  is  borne  in  mind  from  the 

beginning,  tradition,  law ;  the  institutes  or  body  of 
traditional  or  memorial  law  (as  handed  down  ori- 

ginally by  Manu,  Yjjnavalkya,  and  other  great  legis- 
lators who  were  supposed  to  have  been  inspired,  and 

to  have  based  their  precepts  on  the  Veda  and  divine 
revelation,  though  the  laws  they  promulgated  were 

called  Smriti, '  what  is  remembered,'  in  contradistinc- 
tion to  Sruti,  'what  is  heard  or  revealed,'  and  to 

A^ara, '  established  usage ;'  the  very  essence  of  Smriti 
being  that  it  was  delivered  memoriter  by  human 
authors,  and  not  directly  revealed,  as  explained  in 
Manu  II.  IO,  see  fruti;  in  its  widest  acceptation 

Smriti  is  said  to  include  the  Vedan-gas,  the  Surras  or 
aphorisms  both  tfrauta  and  griliya,  the  institutes  of 

Manu  and  other  inspired  law-givers,  the  ItihSsas, 
such  as  the  Ramayana  and  Maha-bharata,  and  the 
Purlnas,  but  the  term  Smriti  is  more  usually  re- 

stricted to  the  metrical  codes  of  Manu,  Yajnavalkva, 

Parisara,  &c.,  see  smrUi-instra  below)  ;  any  par- 
ticular law-book  or  code  of  laws ;  any  particular  law 

or  rule  of  law,  canon,  legal  text  (e.g.  anumitd 
smriti/i  pratyakshayd  smrilya  bddhyate,  a  Smriti 
which  is  only  inferred  is  set  aside  by  a  visibly  exist- 

ing Smriti ;  // ;  smriteh,  according  to  such  a  Smriti 
or  legal  text,  according  to  such  a  traditional  law) ; 
a  passage  in  a  work  treating  of  law;  pensive  or 
loving  recollection,  desire,  wish  [cf.  smara] ;  under- 

standing. «•  Smriti-kaumudl,  f.  '  light  ot  law,'  N. 
of  a  legal  work  by  VisvesVara  (composed  under  the 

patronage  of  king  Madana-pila).  —  Smriti-kaustu- 

6Aa,  '  jewel  of  law,'  N.  of  a  work  by  Ananta-deva. 
—  Smriti-dandrikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  legal  work.  —  Smri- 

ti-tattva,  am,  n.  '  digest  of  legal  truth,'  N.  of  a 
work  by  Raghu-nandana.— Smriti-darpana, '  mirror 
of  law,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  SiH.riti-pratyavamars'a, 
as,  m.  retentiveness  of  memory,  accuracy  of  recollec- 

tion. —  Smritt-prabandha,  as,  m.  a  Smriti  com- 

position, legal  work.  —  Smritirbhrans'a,  as,  m.  loss 
or  failure  of  memory.  —  Smriti-manjari,  (.,  N.  of 
a  legal  work.  —  Smriti-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  a 
good  memory,  remembering,  recollecting.  —  Smrili- 

mahdruava  (°hd-ar°),  as,  m. '  ocean  of  law,'  N.  of 
a  work.  —  Smriti-ratndkara  (°na-dk°),  as,  m. 
'jewel-mine  of  law,'  N.  of  a  work  by  CandesVara. 

— Smritiratndvali  (°na-av°),  f. '  string  of  jewels  of 
law,'  N.  of  a  work  by  Rama-nStha.  — •  Smriti-rodha, 
as,  m.  temporary   interruption   or   obstruction   of 
memory,  failure  of  memory.  —  Smriti-vibhrama,ae, 
m.  confusion  of  memory.  —  Smriti-mruddha,  as, 

d,  am,  contrary  to  law,  illegal,  unjust.  —  Smriti- 
virodKa,  as,  m,  opposition  to  law,  illegality,  im- 

propriety ;  disagreement  between  two  or  more  codes 

of  law  or  legal  texts.— Smriti-s'diftra,  am,  n.  a  law- 
book,  a  code,  digest ;  legal  science,  (the  most  cele- 

brated law-books  are  those  of  Manu,  Ysjnavalkya 
with  its  commentary  the  Mitakshara,  ParaSara,  Ha- 
rlta,  Vyisa,  Vasishfha,  Vishnu,  Vrihas-pati,  Atri,  San- 
kha,  I.ikhit.i,  Usanas,  An-giras,  Yama,  Apastamba, 

Samvarta,  S'itStapj,  Katyayana,  Daksha,  Gautama; 
these  authors  are  sometimes  classed  in  three  divisions, 
under  the  three  heads  of  sdttrika,  rdjasa,   and 
tdmasa,  according  to  the  tendency  of  their  writings.) 

—  Stnriti-&la,  e,  n.  du.  traditions  and  moral  prac- 
tices. —  SmHti-tisha,  as,  a,  am,  one  of  whom  only 

remembrance  remains,  a  deceased  or  defunct  person  ; 
that  of  which    nothing    is   left  but   remembrance. 

—  Smritl-iaithilya,  am,  n.  temporary  failure  or 
loss  of  memory.  —  Smrili-eangraha  or  smritl- 
samuMaya,  as,  m.  '  law-collection,'  N.  of  two  legal 
works.  •—  Smriti-sammata,  as,  d,  am,  approved  by 
law.  —  Smriti-sdqara    and    smriti-sdgara-san- 
f/ra/ia    and    smriti-sagara-sdra,   N.    of  various 
legal  v/oiks.  —  Smrili-sdd/iya,  as,  d,  am,  capable 
of  being  proved   by  law.  —  Smriti-ldra,  as,  m. 

'  essence  of  law,"  N.  of  a  work  by  Deva-yjjnika ;  of 
another  work  by  Yadavendra ;  of  another  by  Hari- 

natha.  —  Smriti-sdrdvali  (°ra-dv°),  (. '  line  of  es- 
sence of  law,'  N.  of  a  work.  —  Smriti-siddlia,  as, 

d,  am,  established  by  law.  —  Smriti-hdrikd,  f. 
'  memory-seizer,'  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Duhsahana 
(described  in  the  fifty-first  chapter  of  the  Markan- 
deya-Purana  as  exercising  an  evil  influence  on  the 
memory).  —Smriti-hetu,  us,  m.  a  cause  of  recollec- 

tion, any  mental  act  stirring  the  memory,  impression 
on  the  mind,  reflection,  association  of  ideas,  recollec- 

tion. — Smrity-antara,  am,  n,  another  law-book. 
—Smrity-apeta,  as,  a,  am,  departed  from  memory, 
forgotten ;  inconsistent  with  Smriti ;  illegal,  unjust. 

—Smrity-artha-sdgara,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work  by 
Nri-sioha.  —  Smrity-artha-tara,  as,  m.  'essence  of 

the  meaning  of  Smriti,'  N.  of  a  work  on  Hindu  cere- 
monies by  SVldhara-svimin.  —  Smrity-ukta,  at,  d, 

am,  prescribed  in  the  codes  of  law,  enjoined  by  the 
Smritis,  canonical. 

Smritlka,  am,,  n.  water  (  =  udaka,  Naigh.  1. 12). 

WT  smera,  smera-mukha.    Seep.  1153. 

W  sya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  a  winnowing  basket 
(-iurpa,  q.v.). 

fJI^  syad,  syada.     See  below. 

syand,  cl.  i.  A.  (in  Fut.,  Aor.,  and 
Condit.  also  P.,  Ved.  also  P.  in  other 

tenses),  syandate  (•*«),  sasyande  (Ved.  3rd  pi. 
Perf.  P.  sishyadus,  Atharva-veda  IX.  2,  20),  tyan- 
dishate,  syantsyate  (syantsyati),  asyandithta, 

asyanta  (asyadat),  syanditum,  syanttum  or 
syantum  (Ved.  Inf.  syandayadhyai),  to  trickle, 
ooze,  drip,  drop,  distil,  flow,  ooze  out,  flow  out ;  to 
flow  with,  pour  forth,  shed  (with  ace.) ;  to  run,  flee 

(P.) ;  (according  to  Naigh.  II.  14),  to  move,  rush, 
go :  Pass,  syadyate,  Aor.  asyandi :  Caus.  syanda- 
yati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  asisyandat,  -ta :  Desid. 
einyandishate,  sisyantsate,  sisyantsati. 

Syad  in  raghu-shyad,  q.  v. 
Syada,  as,  m.  rapid  motion,  speed,  velocity,  rush. 

Syantai-ya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  flowed,  &c. 
Syanttva  or  syantvd,  ind.  having  flowed ;  having rushed  on. 

Syanda,  as,  m.  trickling ;  going,  moving  rapidly ; 
a  car,  chariot. 

Syandat,  an,  anti,  at,  moving  on,  rushing  im- 
petuously. 
Syandana,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  flowing,  going  quickly ; 

quick,  expeditious,  swift;  (as),  m.  a  war-chariot, 
chariot,  car ;  air,  wind  ;  the  tree  Dalbergia  Ougei- 
nensis  ( =  tiniia) ;  a  particular  Arhat  of  the  past  era ; 

(i),  f.  saliva ;  (according  to  some)  the  urinary  pas- 

sage ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  trickling,  oozing,  drop- 
ping ;  rushing,  going  or  flowing  swiftly ;  water. 

—Syandana-druma,  as,  m.  the  tree  Dalbergia 
Ougeinensis  (said  to  be  so  called  because  its  wood  is 
used  to  make  chariot-wheels  8ic.).  —  Syandandru- 

dha  (°na-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  mounted  on  a  chariot  or 

car.  —  Syandandroha  (°na-a.r°),  as,  m.  a  warrior 
who  fights  mounted  on  a  war-chariot.  ••  Syandand- 
loka-bhita  (°na-iil'),  as,  d,  am,  terrified  at  the 
sight  of  a  chariot. 

Syandani,  is,  m.  the  tree  Dalbergia  Ougeinensis. 
Syandaniltd,  f.  a  drop  of  saliva. 
Syandaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  flowed ;  to  be  run ; to  be  gone. 

Syandamdna,  as,  d,  am,  trickling,  flowing,  moT- fng  rapidly. 

Syanditri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  runs  or  rushes 
quickly. 
Syanditvd,  ind.  having  flowed  ;  having  rushed. 
fyandin,  i,  im,  i,  trickling,  oozing,  dropping; 

flowing,  rushing;  going,  moving;  (ini),  f.  saliva; 

a  cow  bearing  two  calves  at  once. 
Syandra,  ax,  d,  am,  Ved.  rushing,  impetuous ;  (in 

Naigh.  II.  9.  syandrdaah  is  enumerated  among  the 
bala-ndmani). 
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Syanna,  as,  a,  am,  flowed,  trickled,  dropped ; 
dropping,  trickling,  flowing  (as  water  &c.). 

syam,  cl.  I.  P.  syamati,  sasydma 

X  (3rd  pi.  sasyamus  or  eyemus),  sya- 
mishyati,  asyamlt,  syamitum,  (according  to  Vopa- 
deva  also)  cl.  10.  P.  syamayati,  &c.,  to  sound,  cry 
aloud,  shout,  vociferate;  to  go,  (in  Naigh.  II.  14. 

enumerated  among  the  gati-karmdnah) ;  cl.  10.  A. 
sydmayale  (sometimes  also  P.  -ti),  to  consider, 
reflect,  think:  Caus.  syamayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
asisyamat,  to  cause  to  sound :  Desid.  sisyamishaii : 
tntens.  sesimyate  (Pin.  VI.  1, 19),  sansyanti. 
Syamika  =  syamika  below. 
Syamitvd,  ind.  having  sounded  ;  having  gone,  &c. 

Syamika,  ai,  m.  a  cloud ;  au  ant-hill ;  a  kind  of 
tree ;  time ;  (a),  f.  indigo. 
Sydnta,  as,  a,  am,  sounded ;  gone,  &c. 

Sydntm,  mA.—iyamitva  above. 

««(»tifcii  syamantaka,  as,  m.  the  jewel 

worn  by  Krishna  (given  to  Satri-jit  by  the  Sun  and 
transferred  by  him  to  his  brother  Prasena,  from 
whom  it  was  taken  by  Jambavat,  and  after  much 
fighting  and  contention  appropriated  by  Krishna ; 
the  whole  story  is  told  in  Vishnu-Purana  IV.  13; 
the  jewel  is  described  as  yielding  daily  eight  loads  of 
gold  and  preserving  from  all  dangers ;  it  is  said  to 
have  been  worn  by  Krishna  on  his  wrist,  that  on 
his  breast  being  called  Kaustubha). 

**d sya,  fern,  of  the  pronoun  tyad—tad, 

'  he,' '  that,'  &c.,  (nom.  c.  masc.  eyas.) 

**lii^  syat,  ind.  (properly  3rd  sing.  Pot. 
of  rt.  I .  as],  it  may  be,  perhaps,  perchance,  (sydd 
asti,  it  may  be,  perhaps  it  is ;  sydn  nasti,  it  may 
not  be.)— Sydd-vdda,  as,  m.  (probably)  assertion 
of  possibility  (in  phil.).— Syddvdda-manjari,  f., 
N.  of  a  philosophical  work  classed  under  the  Arhata- 
darsana  in  the  Sarva-darsana-san-graha.  —  Syadvada- 
rddin,  i,  m.,  N.  of  an  Arhat.  —  Sydd-^vddin,  i,  m. 
one  who  asserts  possibility. 

*Hlrt  syala,  as,  m.  (according  to  Yaska 
on  Nirukta  VI.  9.  fr.  tya,  a  winnowing  basket,  and 
Id  for  Idjd,  fried  grains,  it  being  the  custom  for  the 

bride's  brother  to  scatter  fried  grains  at  marriage 
ceremonies),  the  brother  of  a  bride,  a  wife's  brother ; 
the  favourite  of  a  king ;  a  proper  N. ;  (i),  f.  a  wife's 
sister,  (also  written  tyala)  ;  [cf.  Gr.  d«Aioi.] 

f*f%  syumna,  am,  n.  (a  doubtful  form, 
but  probably  fr.  rt.  siv  ;  cf.  dyumna,  fr.  rt.  a.  div, 
and  see  ayHma  below),  happiness,  joy,  delight. 

f^TT  syiita,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  siv),  sewn 
with  a  needle,  stitched,  woven ;  sewn  or  woven  toge- 

ther, joined,  fabricated ;  pierced,  penetrated ;  {as), 
m.  a  bag,  sack ;  coarse  canvas  bag. 

Syuti,  is,  f.  sewing  with  a  needle,  stitching,  join- 
ing together,  weaving ;  needle-work  ;  a  bag,  sack  ; 

lineage,  family,  offspring. 
Syiitvd,  ind.  having  sewed  or  joined  together. 
Syuna,  as,  m.  a  sack,  bag  of  coarse  cloth ;  a  ray 

of  light ;  the  sun. 
Syola,  as,  m.  a  bag,  sack,  bag  of  coarse  canvas. 
Syona,  as,  d,  am  [cf.  syuma,  below],  beautiful, 

pleasing,  favourable,  propitious,  auspicious ;  (as), 
m.  a  sack,  coarse  bag ;  a  ray  of  light ;  the  sun ; 
(am),  n.  happiness,  pleasure  (*=sukha,  Naigh.  III. 

6).  —  Syona-krit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  one  who  causes  hap- 
piness (to  guests),  a  hospitable  person,  (Say.  —  ati- 

thindm  sukha-kdrin,  Rig-veda  1. 3 1, 15.)  —  Syona- 
fi,  it,  is,  i,  Ved.  lying  or  resting  in  a  happy  or 
pleasant  place  (i.  e.  in  a  sacrificial  chamber ;  applied 
in  Rig-veda  I.  73,  I.  to  Agni,  and  according  to 
Say.  =  gdrhapatydyatane  faydnah). 

*?J*T  syiima,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
I.  143.  fr.  rt.  tiv),  a  ray  of  light;  (am),  n.  a  ray 

of  light ;  water  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  ;  happiness, 
pleasure  (Ved.,  cf.  »umna)."Syuma-gabhasti,  ii, 
it,  i,  Ved.  having  pleasing  or  happy  rays,  (Say.  = 

or  syuta-ras'mi,  Rig-veda  VII.  71, 
3.)  —  Syuina-ra^mi,  is,  is,  i,  having  happy  rays, 
(is),  m.,  N.  of  a  Rishi  under  the  protection  of  the 
Asvins  (author  of  the  hymns  Rig-veda  X.  77,  78). 
Si/umaJia,  am,  n.,  Ved.  happiness,  pleasure  (  = 

sukha,  Naigh.  III.  6). 

Syuman,  (according  to  some)  anything  woven 
or  connected,  a  web,  (but  according  to  Say.  syumand 

=  syumdni  or  aniusyutdni  or  santatdni,  Rig-veda I."3.  !7-) 

Syumanyu,  us,  ««,  u,  Ved.  desiring  happiness, 
(SSy.  —  sukham  i(6Uat  or  iatata-gdmin,  going continuously,  Rig-veda  I.  174,  5.) 

J-jiJ  i  •  srans  (sometimes  written  srans), 
Xcl.  I.  A.  sransate,  saeranse,  sransish- 

yate,  asranslshta  or  asrasat  (Pan.  I.  3,  91,  III. 
*>  55)'  sransitum,  to  fall,  fall  down,  drop,  slip, 
slip  down  or  off,  tumble ;  to  fall  asunder ;  to  hang 
down;  to  go  (according  to  Naigh.  II.  14):  Pass. 
srasyate,  Aor.  asransi:  Caus.  sransayati,  Sec., 
Aor.  asasransat,  to  cause  to  fall  or  slip  down ; 
cause  to  move,  loosen ;  to  move,  disturb :  Desid. 
sisransishate :  Intens.  sanlsrasyate,  santsransti. 
Sranta,  as,  m.  falling,  slipping,  fracture ;  [cf. 

paruh-s* '.] 
Sransana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  falling  or  causing  to 

fall,  bringing  down. 
Sransamdna,  as,  d,  am,  falling,  dropping,  falling 

down,  slipping  off;  fainting. 
Sransita,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  fall  or  slip  down, 

loosened. 

Sransitvd,  ind.  having  fallen,  having  slipped. 
Sransin,  i,  ini,  i,  falling  down,  slipping  down, 

hanging  down,  depending,  pendulous;  being  loos- 
ened ;  (T),  m.  the  Pilu  tree.  —  Sransini-phala,  as, 

m.  the  Sirlsha  tree. 

Sras,  t,  t,  t,  falling,  dropping  (at  the  end  of  comps. ; 
see  also  vi-sra»). 

Srasta,  as,  d,  am,  fallen,  dropped,  fallen  down, 
slipped  off,  fallen  from ;  hanging  down ;  loosened  ; 
let  go,  relaxed;  separated.  —  Srasta-kara,  as,  a, 
am,  having  trunks  hanging  down  or  dangling. 
—  Srasta-hasta,  as,  d,  am,  relaxing  the  grasp, 

letting  go  the  ho\d.  - Srastanr/a  (°ta-an°),  as,  d 
or  i,  am,  having  the  limbs  relaxed;  swooning, 

fainting. —Srastottara-pata  (°ta-ut°),  as,  d,  am, 
having  the  upper  garment  slipped  dowi.  or  loose. 
Srastara,  am,  n.  (probably  fr.  rt.  i.  srans),  a 

couch  or  sofa  for  reclining  (placed  on  the  top  of  a 
house  or  terrace,  see  Manu  II.  204,  =  tayanartha- sanddi). 

Srasti,  is,  f.  falling,  slipping ;  a  slip  ;  loosening. 
Srastva,  ind.  having  fallen,  having  slipped  or 

tumbled. 

IJAl  2.  srans,  a  various  reading  for  rt. 
N  tframbh,  q.  v.  (and  said  to  be  used  pros- 

mode  or,  according  to  another  reading,  prasdde). 

ij  jj  sranft    [cf.  rt.  srambK],   cl.  I.  A. 
X  sranhaie,  &c.,  to  confide,  trust. 

HH  srakva  (=srikvan,  q.  v.),  Ved.  the 
corner  of  the  mouth,  the  mouth,  jaws ;  the  flame  of 

fire,  (S5y.  =jvald,  Rig-veda  VIII.  72,  15);  (d),  f. 
the  part  about  the  lips,  (Siy.  =  osh/ha-dei!a.) 
Srakti,  (according  to  some)  a  corner. 

sran/c  =  it.  frank,  p.  1023,  col.  3. 

sraj,  k,  f.  (fr.  rt.  i.  srij),  a  chaplet, 
wreath  of  flowers,  garland  worn  on  the  head  ;  any 
garland  or  string  of  flowers,  (audakl  srak,  Ved.  a 

watery  garland,  i.  e.  one  woven  with  water-flowers) ; 
a  species  of  the  Ati-sakvar!  metre.  ^Srag~ddm(in, 
a,  n.  the  fillet  or  tie  of  a  garland.—  Sray-dhara, 
as,  d,  am,  wearing  a  garland ;  (d),  f.  a  species  of 
the  Prakriti  metre  (a  stanza  of  four  lines  of  twenty- 
one  syllables,  each  line  being  divided  into  three 
portions  of  seven  syllables  each).  —  Smg-vat,  an, 
all,  at,  possessed  of  garlands,  wearing  a  wreath. 

—Sray-mn,  i,  ini,  i,  garlanded,  wearing  a  garland, 
bearing  a  chaplet;  (ini),  f.,  N.  of  a  goddess;  a 
species  of  the  JagatI  metre  (consisting  of  four  times 

Srajaya  (fr.  sragmn),  Nom.  P.  srajayati, 

-yitum,  to  garland,  i.  e.  furnish  with  a  garland. 
Srajishlha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  ft.  sragmn), 

completely  covered  with  garlands,  profusely  deco- rated. 

Srajiyas,  an,  asi,  as  (compar.  fr.  sragvin), 
well  covered  with  garlands. 

«^l  srajvd,  f.  (probably  fr.  rt.  i.  srij), 

a  rope,  cord,  string  (according  to  Sabda-k. =rajju, 
q.  v.) ;  =  tantu-paia-sangkdta  ;  N.  of  PrajS-pati,  (in 
this  sense  given  as  fern,  by  Sabda-k. ;  perhaps  ft.  a 
form  srajvan  ;  cf.  yajvan,  fr.  yaj.) 

^^sradd/iu,  us,  f.  (better  written  srad- 
dhu  and  derived  ft.  rt.  iridh,  q.  v.),  breaking  wind 
downwards. 

sr<zm4A  =  rt.  tframbh,  q.  v. ;    [cf. 

vi-srambh,  visrahdha,  vi-srambha."] 
ta=f  srava,  sravana.     See  p.  1156,  col.  i. 

tfij  srashtri,  id,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  srij),  a. 
creator ;  a  maker,  author ;  N.  of  BrahmS ;  of  Siva. 
—  Sroshtri-td,  f.  or  aroahtri-tva,  am,  n.  creator- 

ship. 

tJ*^  sros,  srasta,  &c.  See  under  rt.  i .  srans. 

Wi  <^  srdk,  ind.  (probably  fr.  rt.  *ri  +  &M: 
cf.  drdk),  quickly,  speedily,  instantly. 

srdma,  as,  m.  (according  to  some  fr. 
rt.  sru),  Ved.  a  sick  man,  (Say.  =  vyddhita  or  r»- 
ttishtdnga ;  cf.  a-s°),  disease,  sickness,  (Say.= vyddhi.) 

srdva,  srdvaka.    See  p.  1156,  col.  i. 

i.  sridh,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  sredhati,  -te, 
&c.,  Ved.  to  assail,  injure,  ruin,  destroy; 

to  perish ;  cl.  6.  P.  A.  sridhati,  -te,  &c.,  Ved.  to 
perish,  be  injured;  [cf.  Lat.  itlii,  lis ;  Old  Germ. 
stritan,  strit;  Angl.  Sax.  stridh.] 
2.  srid.h,  t,  {.,  Ved.  injury,  distress,  suffering,  (Say. 

=  duhkha);   battle;   (t),  m.  an  enemy,  (S3y.= doshayitri.) 

Sredhat,  an,  anti,  at,  injuring,  destroying. 

Txrjl  sribh  or  srimbh,  cl.  i .  P.  srebhati, 
^  srimbhati,  &c.,  to  hurt,  injure,  kill  (= 

ETH  srima,  as,  m.,  Ved.  (probably)  a  kind 

of  evil  spirit,  (Atharva-veda  VIII.  6,  IO.) 

sriv,  cl.  4.  P.  srwyati,  sisreva, 
srevitum,  logo;  to  become  dry :  Caus. 

srevayati,  -yitum,  to  make  dry,  dry  up:  Desid. 
sisrevishati,  iusryushati :  Intens.  seirivyatc. 
Sruta,  as,  d,  am,  gone;  dried,  become  dry, 

(Pan.  VI.  4,  20.) 

Srutvd,  ind.  —  sreviti'd  below. 
Srevayat,  an,  anti,  at,  Ved.  making  dry,  drying 

up. 

Srevitvd,  ind.  having  gone ;  having  become  dry. 

TT  sru  (incorrectly  written  sru,  see  rt. 

O  2.  dru),  cl.  i.  P.  sravati  (ep.  rarely  A.  -te), 
usrdva  (ist  du.  susruva),  sroshyati,  asusruvat, 

srotum  (Ved.  Inf.  sravitave,  sraritarai),  to  flow, 
tream,  trickle,  ooze,  drip,  drop,  distil,  exude;  to 
move,  go ;  to  let  flow,  shed  (with  ace.) ;  to  trickle 
away,  slip  away,  waste  away,  perish ;  to  flow  from 
with  abl.) ;  to  be  diffused  or  spread  about,  trans- 
>ire :  Caus.  srdvayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  asusrarat  or 
asisravat,  to  cause  to  flow,  pour  out,  shed,  effuse, 
pill :  Desid.  of  Caus.  susrdvayishali  or  sisrdva- 
yishati :  Desid.  susrualiati :  Intens.  sosruyale, 
•osroti;  [cf.  Gr.  pi-ai  (for  aptpta),  pfv-ffto,  i-fpvtj-y, 
pf-os,  pu-o-t,  ptv-fia,  po-Tj,  pv-at-s,  ptv-ffi-s,  pv- 
r6-t,  f(va-r6-s,  p(-f-$po-r,  />v-a£,  pv-py,  fv-8- 
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liv-s,  'Srpvfuai' :  Lat.  riv-u-s,  Jlttmo,  rumen,  Ru- 
mina  .-  Old  Germ,  strou-m,  sliu-mo,  '  quickly ;' 
sli'imor,  'quicker:'  Mod.  Germ,  sckleunig  :  Lith. 
irar-j-u,  '  to  flow ;'  srov-e  :  Slav,  t-t-ra-ja,  o-s-t- 
rocu,  'an  island:'  Hib.  truth,  'stream.'] 
Srava,  as,  m.  flowing,  streaming,  dropping, 

trickling,  oozing  ;  a  drop ;  a  spring,  fountain,  torrent ; 
(a),  f.  the  Mflrvi  plant.  —  Srata-tlranga,  at,  m. 

1  moving  town, '  a  fair,  market,  bazaar. 
Sravaka,  a»,  a  or  ikd,  am,  flowing,  dropping,  &c. 
Sravana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  flowing,  streaming, 

trickling,  oozing ;  sweat,  perspiration  ;  urine. 
Sravat,  an,  antl,  at,  flowing,  streaming,  oozing, 

dripping,  dropping,  distilling;  (OH),  m.,  Ved.  a 
stream;  (anti),  (.  a  stream,  river,  (in  Naigh.  I.  13. 
sravantyah  is  enumerated  among  the  nadi-nd- 
mdni)  ;  the  region  of  the  spleen  (sometimes  called 
the  left  hypochondriac  region)  ;  a  particular  drug  or 
medicinal  plant.  —  Srarat-svedajala,  as,  a,  am, 
streaming  with  perspiration,  perspiring  profusely. 
—  Sravad-gartthd,  f.  a  woman  that  miscarries;  a 
cow  miscarrying  by  accident, 
Sravanta,  as,  a,  am,  flowing,  dropping. 
Srava,  a»,  m.  flow,  flowing,  oozing,  dripping. 
Srdvaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  causing  to  flow,  letting 

flow,  pouring  out,  shedding,  exuding;  (ant),  n. 
black  pepper. 

Srdvana,  an,  I,  am,  causing  to  flow,  exuding; 
(I),  f.  a  kind  of  medicinal  plant  (  =  riddhi). 
Sravin,  i,  ini,  i,  flowing,  streaming,  fluid. 

— Srdm-tara,  as,  a,  am,  very  watery,  marshy. 
Srut,  t,  t,  t,  flowing,  &c.  (at  the  end  of  comps., 

see  pari-srut,  amrita-srut.  Sec.). 
Snita,  as,  d,  am,  flowed,  trickled,  flowing,  drop- 

ping, dripping,  fluid ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  medicinal 
plant  (=liinrju-pattri). 

Sruti,  is,  (.  flow,  flowing,  streaming,  oozing, 
distilling;  exudation,  resin;  a  stream;  (Ved.)  a 

path,  by-way,  course,  road,  (S5y.  =  rndrga  ;  in  Rig- 
veda  X.  88,  15.  dre  srutl  airinavam  pitrindm 
devdndm  uta  is  translated,  '  I  have  heard  of  two 

paths,  that  of  the  fathers  and  that  of  the  gods.') 
Sruva,  as,  a,  m.  f.  [cf.  sntf],  a  wooden  ladle 

(of  a  semicircular  shape  with  a  double  extremity,  or 
two  oval  collateral  excavations,  used  to  pour  ghee  on 
the  sacrificial  &n,  =  2.juhu);  a  Soma  ladle,  Soma 
spoon ;  (a),  f.  the  M0rv3  plant ;  the  tree  Boswellia 
Thurifera.—  Sruva-hasta,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Siva. 
—Sruvd-rriksha,  as,  m.  the  plant  or  tree  Fla- 
courtia  Sapida. 

Sru,  us,  {.  a  sacrificial  ladle  (=sruva  above); 
a  spring,  fountain,  cascade. 

Srota,  as,  m.  =  srotas  below  [cf.  guslika-i°~\; (am),  n.  a  stream  (=*rotes  below). 
Srotas,  as,  n.  a  natural  stream  of  water,  current, 

flow  or  course  of  water ;  a  rapid  stream,  torrent ;  a 
stream  or  river  or  spring  (in  general);  a  wave; 
water,  (in  Naigh.  I.  u.  enumerated  among  the 
vdalca-ndmdni) ;  the  course  or  current  of  nutriment 

in  the  body,  stream  of  life,  (see  Urdhna-s",  tir- 

yale-»°);  an  organ  of  sense;  [cf.  I.  j'rotas.] 
—Srota-iia,  an,  m.  '  lord  of  streams,'  the  ocean. 
•-  Srotas-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  possessing  a  stream  or 
current;  (ati),  f.  a  river.  —  Srotas-mn,  t,  inl,  i, 
having  a  stream  or  current ;  (inl),  f.  a  river.  —  Sroto- 

java,  as,  m.  rapidity  of  current. —Sroto-'njana, 
am,  n.  '  stream-collyrium,'  antimony  (especially  as  a 
cpllyrium  for  the  eyes,  said  to  be  produced  in  the 
river  Yamuna,  cf.  ydmuna).  —  Sroto-vah,  vat,  f.  a 
river  ( =  srolo-vahii  be\ow).  —  Sroto-vaha,  as,  a, 
am,  flowing  like  a  stream  or  river;  (5),  m.  a  river 
in  general. 

Srotasya,  as,  d,  am,  produced  in  a  stream  (Ved.) ; 
(as),  m.,  N.  of  Siva;  a  thief. 

Srotya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  produced  in  a  stream ; 
(a),  f.,  Ved.  a  stream,  current,  river,  (in  Naigh.  I. 
13.  srotydh  is  enumerated  among  the  nadi-na- mdni.) 

^TI  srughna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country. 
Brughni,  f.  natron,  (see  irug-gimi  under  »n«?.) 

SraugJina,  as,  i,  am,  of  or  belonging  to  the 
country  of  Srughna,  coming  from  Srughna ;  suited 
to  Srughna;  abounding  in  Srughna,  abiding  or  staying 
in  Srughna ;  going  or  leading  to  Srughna,  looking 

toward  Smghna  (as  a  gate  &c.) ;  (a*),  m.  an  inha- 
bitant of  Srughna ;  (am),  n.  the  gate  leading  to 

Srughna,  (Pan.  IV.  3,  86.) 

^^  sni':,  k,  f.  (connected  with  rt.  sru  and by  some  derived  fr.  sru  +  aM,  cf.  sruva,  sru),  a 
sort  of  wooden  ladle  used  for  pouring  clarified  butter 
on  a  sacrificial  fire,  (it  ought  to  be  made  of  PaUsa 
or  Khadira  wood.)  —  Sruk-prandlikd,  f.  the  spout 
of  a  ladle.  —  Srug-ghni,  f.  (probably  fr.  srnd  + 
ghni ;  but  also  spelt  srughni),  natron,  alkali. —Srug- 
ddru,  us,  m.  the  tree  Flacourtia  Sapida.  •-  Srug-vat, 
tin.  ati,  at,  having  a  ladle. 
Srufaya,  Nom.  P.  srudayati  =  srugvantam 

ddashte  or  karoti,  (see  Vopa-deva  XXI.  14.) 
Srufya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  in  a  sacrificial 

ladle,  contained  in  a  ladle. 

^J  srupa.     See  sttipa. 
srek  (also  written  Srelc,  sek,  seek), 
cl.  i .  A.  srekate,  sisreke,  srekitmn :  Cans. 

srekayati,  Aor.  asisrekat,  to  go,  move. 

XT  srai,  cl.  4.  P.  srayati,  &c.  =  rts.  frai, 
ird,  iai. 

^  i.  sva,  as,  d,  am,  own,  one's  own,  my 
own,  thy  own,  his  own,  our  own,  &c.  (according 
to  the  context ;  and  in  these  senses  frequently  used 
at  the  beginning  of  comps. ;  when  declined,  sva  is 
generally  treated  as  a  pronominal,  and  follows  sarva, 
e.  g.  svasmai  dat.  c.  sing.,  scasmat  abl.  c.  sing., 
svasmin  loc.  c.  sing.,  but  in  abl.  loc.  sing.  Nom. 
pi.  it  optionally  follows  fiva,  e.g.  ta>p  svayam- 
bhuh  svad  dsyad  asrijat,  him,  the  self-existent, 
created  from  his  own  mouth,  Mann  I.  94 ;  when, 
however,  sva  is  used  as  a  substantive,  meaning 

'  kinsman '  and  '  property,'  it  cannot  be  declined  as 
a  pronominal,  but  must  necessarily  follow  the  de- 

clension of  s'iva,  e.  g.  svd/t,  one's  own  relations, 
prabhutdh  svd/t,  great  riches),  innate,  native,  natural, 
inherent,  proper,  peculiar,  appropriate  ;  belonging  to 

one's  own  family  or  tribe ;  (as),  m.  self,  one's  own 
self,  self-identity ;  the  soul ;  N.  of  Vishnu  ;  a  kins- 

man, relative,  relation,  (Manu  II.  109);  (as,  am), 

m.  n.  property,  wealth,  riches ;  (in  algebra)  plus  or 
affirmative  quantity;  [cf.  Zend  hva,  ga  :  Gr.  I,  ft 

(for  af(),  fftpe  (ou,  of,  ?),  t-o-s,  o-s,  a<f>-6-s,  i-Sio-s  : 

Lat.  se,  suu-s :  Goth,  si-k,  '  self;'  eves,  '  own ;' 
svesa,  '  property ;'  sei-na  (for  svei-na),  sve,  svi  in 
sci-kunths,  '  manifest :'  Old  Germ.  SHOS,  •  own  :' 
Angl.  Sax.  sin,  swa :  Lith.  saw,  sawa-s,  satca : 

Slav,  sebje,  sebe,  svoi,  svaja,  si-ie,  svo-bodi, '  free ;' 
svo-boda, '  liberty.']  —  Sca-kampana,  as,  m. '  self- 
moving,'  air,  wind.  —  Sva-karma-krit,  t,  m.  doing 
one's  own  business,  an  independent  workman.  —  Sva- 
kannan,  a,  n.  one's  own  work,  own  business,  own 
duty,  peculiar  or  proper  business.  —  Sea-karma- 
vaia,  as,  d,  am,  subject  to  (the  consequences  of) 
one's  own  acts.  —  Sva-karma-stJia,  as,  d,  am, 
minding  one's  own  business  or  duty. — Soa-kdmin, 
i,  ini,  i,  self-loving,  selfish.  -  Sva-kdrya,  am,  n. 

one's  own  business  or  duty  or  function.  —  Sva-kdr>/a- 
saha,  as,  d,  am,  able  to  do  one's  duty  or  effect 
one's  own  business.  —  Sm-kutumba,  am,  n.  one's 
own  household.  —  Sva-kula,  am,  n.  one's  own 
family  or  race.  —  Sva-kula-kshaya,  as,  m. '  destroy- 

ing its  own  family,"  a  fish.  —  Sca-Jtrita,  as,  d,  am, 
self-performed,  done  or  made  by  one's  self.  —  8ra~ 
kshatra,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  possessing  innate  strength, 
self-powerful,  innately  strong.  —  Sva-gata,  as,  d, 

am, '  gone  to  one's  self,'  passing  in  one's  own  mind, 

spoken  to  one's  self,  apart,  aside ;  (am),  n.  to  one's 
self,  aside  (in  theatrical  language).  —  Sva-garbha, 
as,  m.  own  womb;  own  embryo.  —  Sva-gmta-tas, 
ind.  from  personal  merit.  —  Sva-gwia-prakdifaka, 

as,  ikd,  am,  proclaiming  one's  own  merits,  boast-  . 
ful.  -  Soa-gupta,  as,  d,  am,  self-defended,  self-  I 

preserved ;  (5),  f.  cowach;  the  sensitive  plant  (=* 

litjjnlii).  —  Sca-gurta,  of,  d,  am,  Ved.  sponta- 
neously striving,  (Say.  =  svayam-udyata,  Rig-veda 

VI.  68.  4) ;  self-flowing,  spontaneously  going  (said 
of  rivers;  Say.  =  svayam  era  gamin,  Rig-veda  I. 

140,  i3).—Sea-griha,  am,  n.  one's  own  house; 
(as),  m.  a  kind  of  bird,  Loxia  Philippensis.  —  Sra- 

rjriima,  as,  m.  one's  own  village.  —  Si'a-darana- 
purshad,  t,  f.  a  college  or  community  of  members 
of  one's  own  Carana  or  sect.  —  tiva-tthanda,  as,  m. 
one's  own  will,  own  choice,  own  fancy ;  independ- 

ence; (as,  d,  am),  self-willed,  independent,  un- 
controlled ;  spontaneous  ;  uncultivated,  wild  ;  (am), 

ind.  according  to  one's  own  will  or  choice  or  fancy, 
voluntarily,  spontaneously,  independently.  —  Sva- 
Mhandaka,  at,  d,  am,  =  ma-tdhanda  above. 

—  Svaddhanda-ddrini,  f.  '  going  about  at  will,'  a 
harlot.  —  Sva(<!handa-tai,  ind.  voluntarily.  —  Scaf- 
dhanda-bhairava,  N.  of  a  work.  —  SraMhanda- 

iaktagama  (°ta-dg°)  and  svarthanda-sanyraha, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  two  works.  —  Sva-ja,  as,  d,  am, 

self-produced,  self-born,  produced    in    or    by   one's 
self;    (as),  m.  a  son;  sweat,  perspiration;  (d),  f. 

a  daughter;   (am),  n.  blood.  —  Sva-jana,  as,  m. 

one's   own   people,  own  kindred,  own   family  or 
household;    a  kinsman,  connection.  —  Scajandya, 

Nom.  A.  scajandyate,  -yitum,  to  become  a  relation. 
—Sva-jandvrita  ("na-diP),  as,  d,  am,  surrounded 
or  accompanied  by  one's  own  people.  •-  Sva-jdti, 
is,  f.  own  cast  or  tribe,  own  kind  or  species.  —  Sva- 

jdtii/a  or  sra-jdtya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  one's 
own  tribe  or  species.  —Sva-jiidti,  is,  f.  one's  own 
kindred  or  kin;    (is),  m.  a  kinsman.  —  Svatah- 

pramdna,   as,    d,  am,   self-proved,   self-evident. 
—  Svatah-siddha,  as,  d,  am,  self-accomplished; 
self-proved,  self-demonstrated.  —  Sca-tantra,  as,d, 
am,  self-dependent,  self-reliant,   independent,   free, 
self-willed,    unrestrained,    uncontrolled ;    no   longer 
subject  to  parents,  of  age,  full  grown ;  (am),  n.,  N. 

of  a  mystical  v/ork.  —  Si''-itantra-tii,  f.  self-depend- 
ence, self-reliance,  independence;  wilfulness.  —  Sva- 

tantra-vntti,  is,  f.  acting  self-reliantly,  independent 
action.  —Svatantra-sdra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  work. 
—  Sva-lavas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  power  in 

one's  self,   havine;  innate  or  peculiar  power,  very 
strong  or  powerful  (said  of  the   Maruts);    having 

wealth   in   one's   self,  (Say.   sva-taran,   nom.   c. 
masc.  =  dhana-van,  Rig-veda  IV.  2,  6;  cf.  PSnini 

VIII.  3,  n,  VII.  i,  83);  firmly  rooted  (said  o'f  a mountain).  —  Sva-tas,  ind.  by  one's  self,  in  one's 
self,  of  one's  self  (applicable  to  any  person,  e.  g. 
by  himself,  in  himself,  &c.,  by  itself,  in  itself,  of 
itself,  &c.);    own,  peculiar.  —  Svatas-sidtlha,  see 

sratah-siddha.^Sfa-tn,  f.  =  sva-tva,  q.v.  —  Si'a- 
tra,  as,  d,  am,  self-preserving ;  (as),  -to.  a  blind 

man. ~Sra-tua,    am,   n.  'selfness,'  self-existence, 
independent  being  or  condition ;  the  state  of  relation 

to  one's  self;    own  right   or  property,   ownership, 
proprietorship,  proprietary  right.  —  Svatva-nivritti, 
is,  f.  cessation  or  loss  of  proprietary  right.  —  Svatva- 
bodhana,  am,  n.  declaration  or  proof  of  ownership. 
—  Svatra-ttat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  proprietary  right ; 

(an),  m.  an  owner.  *-Svatva-ryabhi<tdri-tva,  am, 
n.  uncertainty  of  ownership.  —  Svatva-vyabhtfdrin, 
I,  ini,  i,   departing  or  deviating  from  ownership. 
—  Svatva-hdni,  is,  (.  loss  of  proprietary  right,  for- 

feiture of  title.  —  Sralva-hetu,  us,  m.  ground   or 

cause  of  proprietary  right.  —  Svatvdbhdva  (°va- 
abh°),  as,  m.  non-existence  of  proprietary  right. 

—Svatvdvagama  (°va-av°),  as,  m.  determination 
or  ascertainment  of  ownership. —Svatvanpada  (°tJa- 
ds°),  am,  n.  site  of  ownership,  that  in  which  any 
one  has  proprietorship.  —  Svatvdspadi-bhuta,  as,  d, 
am,  become  the  subject  of  proprietary  right.  —  Sva- 

tvotpatti  (°va-uf),  is,  f.  the  arising  of  proprietary 

right,  origin  of  ownership.  —  Sva-ddra,  as,  m.  one's 
own  wife.  •~Svaddra-nirata,  as,  d,  am,  attached 

to  one's  wife,  uxorious.  —  Sva-duhitri,  ta,  f.  one's 
own  daughter.— Sva-deda,  as,  m.  own  country, 

native   country,  home ;    one's    own   place,   proper 

place.  —  Si'adesa-ja,  as,  d,  am,  born  in  one's 
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country,  a  fellow-countryman,  compatriot.  —  8va- 
deta-paridhi,  is,  m.  circumference  of  a  circle  of 
longitude  in  any  place  that  has  latitude.  —  Svadefa- 
madhya-paridhi,  is,  m.  circumference  of  the  ter- 

restrial equator.  —  Sva-deha-ddna,  am,  n.  the  gift 

of  one's  own  body.  —  Sva-ilharma,  as,  am,  m.  n. 
own  right,  own  duty,  peculiar  duty  or  occupation, 

the  duties  of  one's  own  class  or  caste  (as  defined 
in  Manu  I.  88-91),  peculiar  property,  peculiarity. 

•-  Svadharma-dyuta,  as,  a,  am,  deprived  of  one's 
rights,  fallen  from  or  neglecting  one's  duty.  —  Sva- 

dharma-ty'tya,  as,  m.  dereliction  or  neglect  of 
one's  own  duty ;  abandoning  one's  religion,  apostasy. 
—Scadharma-skhalana.  am,  n.  falling  from  or 

neglect  of  one's  own  duty.  —  Svadharma-stha,  as,  a, 
am,  abiding  in  one's  peculiar  duty.  —  Svadliarma- 
farana  (°ma-d6°\  am,  n.  the  act  of  practising  one's 
own  duties.  —  Svadharmdnapaya  (°ma-an°),  as, 
a,  am,  not  swerving  from  one't  duties, — Svadhar- 
mdrtha-vini&aya,  as,  m.  the  knowing  or  ascer- 

taining one's  duty  and  interests.  —  Sva-dlia,  see  s.  v. 
••  Sva~nagara,  am,  n.  one's  own  town,  native  city. 
—  Sva-ndman,  a,  n.  one's  own  name.  —  Svana- 
miittka  (°ma-an°),  as,  a,  am,  marked  with  one's 
own  name,  called  after  one's  own  name.  —  Sva-nd3a, 
as,  m.  self-destruction.  —  Sva-paksha,  as,  m.  one's 
own  side,  own  party;  'being  on  one's  own  side,'  a 
friend.  —  Sva-para-mandala,  am,  n.  one's  own 
and  an  enemy's  country.  —  Sva-pinda,  f.  a  kind  of 
date  tree  (  =  piiida-kharjuri).  —  Sva-pitri,  id,  m. 

one's  own  father;    (taras),  m.  pi.  one's  ancestors. 
—  Sva-putra-vat,   ind.  like   one's   own  children. 
—  Sm-pu,  see  s.  r.  —  Sva-posliam,  ind.  according 

to  the  nurture  or  training  practised  by  one's  own 
kindred.  —  Sra-prakada,  as,  a,  am,  self-resplendent, 
self-luminous,  self-evident.  —  Sm-prad/idna-td,  f. 

one's  own  nature  or  natural  condition.  —  Sva-pi'a- 
bhu-td,  f.  own  power  or  supremacy,  (sva-prabhiir 

tayd,  inst.  c.  by  one's  own  power,  arbitrarily.)  —  Sva- 
prayogdt,  ind.  through  the  application  of  one's  own 
efforts,  by  means  of  one's  own  exertions.  —  Sva~ 
prayojana-vas'a,  as,  m.  the  force  of  one's  own  ob- 

ject or  purpose.  —  Sva-balds'raya  (°/a-as*~),  as,  a, 
am,  depending  on  one's  own  strength.  —  Sva-bdn- 
dhava,  as,  m.  one's  own  relation.  —  Sva-bdhu,  tis, 
m.  one's  own  arm. — Svabiihu-bala,  am,  n.  strength 
of  one's  own  arm.  —  Sva-brdhmanyd,  f.  the  text 
called  Sva-brahmanya  (used  for  invoking  Indra  in 
the  Jyotishtoma  sacrifice,  Manu  IX.  1 26).  —  Sva- 

bhata,  as,  m.  one's  own  warrior,  body-guard.  —  /SVa- 
bltiijana,  am,  n.  (probably  for  sabhdjana,  q.v.), 
ci vility, polite  greeting,  welcome,  adieu.— Sva-bhdnu, 
us,  us,  u,  Ved.  self-luminous,  self-shining.  —  Sca- 
bhdrft,  as,  m.  own  state,  essential  or  inherent  pro- 

perty, innate  or  peculiar  disposition,  natural  state  or 
constitution,  nature;  peculiar  purpose  or  aim.—  Sva- 
bhdva-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced  by  natural  disposition, 
innate,  natural.  —  Svabhava-tas,  ind.  from  natural 
disposition,  by  nature,  naturally.  —  /SoaiAam-dau>'- 
janya,  am,  n.  natural  or  innate  wickedness.  —  Sva- 
bhdva-dvesha,  as,  m.  natural  hatred.  —  SmbJiava- 
vdda,  as,  m.  the  doctrine  that  the  universe  was  pro- 

duced and  is  sustained  by  the  natural  and  necessary 
action  of  substances  according  to  their  inherent  pro- 

perties. —  Svabhava-vadin,  i,  m.  one  who  maintains 

the  above  doctrine.  —  Srabhdva-s'ura,  as,  d,  am, 
possessing  natural  heroes.  •—  Svablinra-ziddha,  as, 

d,  am,  accomplished  by  one's  own  nature,  natural, 
essential,  spontaneous,  not  acquired.  —  Smbhdvokta 
Cva-ulf),  as,  il,  am,  uttered  or  said  naturally,  de- 

clared spontaneously.  —  Svabhdvokti  ^va-uk0),  is, 
f.  spontaneous  declaration,  description  of  natural  pe- 

culiarities or  properties.  —  Xra-bhu,  us,  m.  'self-ex- 
istent,' N.  of  Vishnu  ;  of  S'iva ;  of  Brahma ;  (its),  f. 

one's  own  land,  own  country.  —  Svabhu-tydga,  as, 
m.  abandonment  of  one's  country,  abdication  of  one's 
own  territory.  •-  Sva-bhuty-ojas,  ds,  ds,  as,  Ved. 
whose  energy  is  derived  from  inherent  power.  —  Si'a- 
bhumi,  is,  f.  one's  own  land,  own  estate ;  native 
country,  fatherland.  —  Sva-mdya,  f.  own  cunning, 
own  magical  art  or  skill,  own  art.  —  Sva-yata,  as, 

a,  am,  Ved.  self-guided.  —Sva-yatna,  as,  m.  one's 
own  exertion,  own  effort.  —  Sca-yatfas,  ds,  ds,  as, 

Ved.  self-famous,  deriving  renown  from  one's  self, 
having  peculiar  fame.  —  Svayas"as-tara,  as,  d,  am, 
Ved.  more  renowned,  very  famous.  —  Sva-ydvan,  d, 
&c.,  Ved.  self-moving,  (in  Rig-veda  V1I1.  25,  12. 
the  voc.  c.  iva-ydran  is  applied  to  Sindhu  or  the 
Ocean  ;  according  to  Say.  the  nom.  c.  is  sva-yavdn.) 

—  Sva-yukti,  is,  is,  »',  Ved.  self-yoked,  self-har- 
nessed.— Scarfjoni,  is,  m.  f.  own  womb,  one's  own 

place  of  birth ;  (is,  is,  i),  nearly  related,  related  on 

the  mother's  side ;    (is),  f.  a  sister  or  near  female 
relative.  —  Sva-rasa,  as,  m.  natural  or  peculiar 
flavour ;  proper  taste  or  sentiment  in  composition ;  a 
particular  kind  of  astringent  juice  or  decoction ;  the 
sediment   of  oily    substances  ground   on   a   stone. 

"Sva-rdj,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  self-resplendent,  self-lumi- 

nous, shining  of  one's  self  (said  of  the  As*vins,  Indra, 
Mitra,  and  Varuna) ;    (t),  m.  the   supreme  Being 
(Brahman) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  principal  rays 
of  the  sun  (supposed  to  supply  heat  to  the  planet 
Saturn) ;  a  kind  of  metre  used  in  the  Vedas  (de- 

scribed as  a  stanza  of  three  lines,   two  containing 
eight  syllables  each,  and  one  ten) ;  a  variety  of  the 
same  metre  containing  four  lines  (probably  fem.  in 

this  sense).  —  Sva-rdjya,  am,  n.,  Ved.  independent 
dominion  or  sovereignty.  —  Sva-rdshtra,  am,  n. 

one's  own  country  or  kingdom  ;  (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of 
a  people  (also  read  sii-rdthtra).—  Sva-rufi,  is,  f. 

one's  own  taste  or  inclination,  own  wish ;  (is,  is,  i), 

following  one's  own  likings  or  desires,  self-willed, 
uncontrolled,  wilful.  —  Sva-ruh,  t,  t,t,  self-growing, 

self-increasing.  —  Sra-rupa,  am,  n.  one's  own  form 
or  shape,  natural  state  or  condition,  essential  pro- 

perties ;  natural  character  or  appearance,  true  consti- 
tution or  purpose ;  peculiar  aim ;  nature ;  species, 

kind,  sort ;  a  particular  relation  (in  phi!.,  see  under 

fam-bandha) ;  (as,  il  or  i,  am),  having  one's  own 
form  or  character,  having  a  like  nature  or  character ; 
similar,  like,  identical ;    pleasing,  handsome  ;   wise, 
learned ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  a  place.  —  Svarupa-gata,  as, 

d,  am,  endowed  with  one's  own  form  or  nature, 
having  a  like  character.  —  Svarupa-tas,  ind.  accord- 

ing to  one's  own  form,  analogously,  similarly,  iden- 
tically. —  Svarupa-td,  f.  or  svarupa-tva,  am,  n. 

the  having  a  natural  form  or  state ;  identity  of  form 
or  nature ;    handsomeness.  —  Svarupa-dhdrin,   I, 
ini,  i,  possessing  a  natural  form  or  character,  having 

one's  own  form. — Svarupa-sambodhana,  am,  n., 
N.  of  a  work.  —  Svarupdsiddhi  (°pa-as°),  is,  f.  a 
form  of  A-siddhi  or  fallacious  proof  (where  the  nature 
or  property  alleged  is  not  really  proved  to  belong  to 

the  subject).  —  Sva-rupin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  one's 
own  form  or  character ;  having  essential  properties ; 
identical.  —Sra-rodas,  ds,  ds,  as,  or  sva-rodis,  is, 
is,  is,  self-shining.  —  Sva-lakshana,  am,  n.  peculiar 
characteristic  or  property.  —  Sva-lina,  as,  m.  (per- 

haps for  svar-lina),  N.  of  a  DSnava  (mentioned  in 
the  Vahni-Purana).  —  Sva-vanittn,  t,  ini,  i,  belong- 

ing to  one's  own  family.  ••  Si'a-vat,  an,  all,  at, 
Ved.  possessing  property,  wealthy,  opulent,  (accord- 

ing to  some  svavdn  is  wrongly  separated  into  sva- 
rdn,  and  is  rather  nom.  case  masc.  of  sv-avas,  q.  v. ; 
cf.  Pan.  VII.  i,  83  ;  cf.  sva-tavas.)  —  Sca-vargya, 

as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  one's  own  tribe.  —  Sva- 
vaxa,  as,  d,  am,  subject  to  one's  own  will,  self-sub- 

dued, self-controlled ;   ruled  by  one's  free  will,  in- 
dependent. —  Sva-va$im,  f.  a  kind  of  metre  (con- 

sisting of  thirty-eight  syllables).—  Sva-vahita,  as, 
d,  am,  self-impelled,  self-moved  ;  alert,  active.  —  Sva- 

vandlta,  f.  one's  own  desire,  (sva-i'dM/iayd,  accord- 
ing to  one's  own  wish.)  —  Sva-viirtta,  am,  n.  one's 

own  condition  or  welfare.  —  Sva-vdsini,  f.  a  woman 
whether   married    or  unmarried   who  continues  to 

dwell  after  maturity  in  her  father's  house.  —  Sva- 
vindda,  as,  m.  self-destruction,  suicide.— Sva-visha- 

ya,  as,  m.  one's  own  country,  own  home.  ••  *SVa- 
vjja,  am,  n.  own  seed,  own  cause ;    (as),  m.  the 

soul.  —  Sva-virya-tas,  ind.  according  to  one's  power. 
—  Sva-vrikti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  self-cleansing,  having 
cleansing  properties ;  (is),  f.  a  hymn.— Sva-vrij,  k, 

k,  I;  Ved.  self-cutting,  (S3y.  =  svayam  Chettri,  Rig- 
veda  X.  38,  5.)  _  Si-a-vritta,  am,  n.  one's  own 
business  or  occupation.  —  Sra-vritti,  is,  f.  one's  own 
peculiar  occupation  or  means  of  subsistence ;  (is,  is, 

i),  subsisting  by  one's  own  exertions.  —  Sm-vriehti, 
is,  is,  i,  Ved.  rain-appropriating,  the  appropriate  of 
rain.  —  Sva-farira,  am,  n.  one's  own  body,  own 
person.  —  Sva-samvrita,  as,  d,  am,  self-concealed, 
self-covered,  self-guarded,  self-secured.  —  Sva-sam- 
sthd,  f.  self-abiding,  self-staying,  self-possession,  ab- 

sorption in  one's  own  self. — Sva-sadrito,  as,  i,  am, 
like  one's  self.  —  Sra-sara,  see  s.  v.  —  Sva-srit,  t, 
t,  t,  moving  or  advancing  by  one's  self,  going  or 
moving  at  one's  own  will,  moving  freely  or  inde- 

pendently.— Sra-iainya,  am,  n.  one's  own  army. 
—  Sva-stha,  as,  d,  am,  self-staying,  self-abiding, 
self-possessed,  relying  upon  one's  self,  confident,  re- 

solute, firm,  composed  ;  self-sufficient,  independent ; 
contented  ;  well,  healthy,  comfortable,  at  ease,  in 

health  ;   (am),  ind.  composedly.  —  Smstha-td,  f. 
self-possession,  well-being,   health.  —  Sea-sthina, 

am,  n.  one's  own  place,  own  home.  —  Svaslhdna- 
st/ia,  as,  d,  am,  standing  in  or  occupying  one's  own 
condition.  —Sva-sradhas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  particular 
class  of  Manes,  (see  sm-dhd.)  — Sva-hasta,  as,  m. 
one's  own  hand;  own  handwriting,  autograph,  signa- 

ture. —  Sca-hasta-gata,  as,  d,  am,  fallen  into  one's 
own  hand.  —  Sva-haslika,  f.  (probably)  an  axe  (also 
read  su-hastikd).  —  Sra-hastollikhita  ("ta-wf),  as, 

d,  am,  drawn  or  painted  by  one's  own  hand.  —  Sva- 
hita,  as,  d,  am,  good  or  advantageous  for  one's 
self;   (am),  n.  one's  own  advantage,  own  benefit, 
own  welfare.  —  Sva-hitaishin  (°ta-€3h°),  i,  ini,  i, 

seeking  one's  own  good  or  advantage.  —  Sva-hetu, 
us,  m.  one's  own  cause,  own  sake,  (sva-hetuna,  for 
one's  own  sake.)  —  Scdkdra  (sra-dk"),  as,  d,  am, 

or  svdkrili  (sva-ak°),  is,  is,  i,  having  one's  own 
form.— Svdksha-pdda  (sva-ak°),  as,  m.  a  follower 
of  the  NySya  system  of  philosophy,  a  Naiyiyika. 

—Svdks/iara  (si-a-ak°),  as,  m.  (according  to  Sab- 
da-k.)  one's  own  handwriting  or  signature.  —  2.  sva- 
gata  (si'a-dg°\  as,  a,  am,  come  of  one's  self;  (for 
l.sv-dgata  seep.  1126.)  —  Svdnga  (sva-an°),  am, 
n.  a  limb  of  the  body  (Vopa-deva  IV.  1 7) ;  (as),  m. 

a  proper  N.  —  Svditgi,  a  patronymic  from  SvSn-ga, 
(Vopa-deva  VII.  i,  4.)—  Svddliikdra  (sra-odA0), 
as,  m.  own  office  or  function,  peculiar  station.  —  Sva- 

dhipatya  (sva-adK"),  am,  n.  own  supremacy,  su- 
preme sway,  royalty,  sovereignty.  —  Soddishthdna 

(sva-adh°),  am,  n.  one  of  the  six  Cakras  or  mys- 
tical circles  of  the  body,  (see  tSakra.)  —  Svddhina 

(sva-adh°),  as,  d,  am,  self-subject,  self-dependent ; 
independent,  uncontrolled ;  in  one's  own  power  or 
subjection,  dependent  on  or  belonging  to  one's  own 
side    or   party,  one's  own    subject   or   dependent, 
faithful.  —  Svddhina-kus'ala,  as,  d,  am,  having 
prosperity  in  one's  own  power.  —  Svddhina-td,  f.  or 
srddhina-tva,  am,  n.  self-dependence,   independ- 

ence ;  subjection  to  one's  self.  —  Svddhina-patikil. 
or  svddhina-bhartfikd,  f.  a  woman  who  has  a  hus- 

band subject  to  herself  or  dependent  on  herself,  an 

independent  woman.  —  Siiddhydya  (iva-adh°),  as, 

m.  'going  over  any  subject  to  one's  self,'  self-recit- 
ing, self-reading,  repeating  or  rehearsing  to  one's  self, inaudible  reading  or  muttering  of  prayers,  private 

prayer,  (especially)  repetition  or  study  of  the  Vedas, 
sacred  study  ;  perusal  of  sacred  books ;  the  Veda ;  a 

day  on  which  the  resumption  of  sacred  study  is  com- 
manded after  a  suspension  of  it.  —Svddhydya-brdh- 

manft,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  chapter  in  the  TaittirlySra- 
nyaka  (ascribed  to  Katha).  —  Si'ddhydya-i'tit,  an, 
m.  a  student  of  the  Vedas.  —  Svddhydydrtkin  (°y(t- 
or°),  z,  m.  one  who  seeks  a  maintenance  for  him- 

self during  his  studentship,  (Manu  XI.  I.)  -•  Svd- 
dhydyin,  i,  m.  one  who  recites  or  repeats  to  himself, 
(especially)  a  repeater  or  student  of  the  Vedas ;  a 
tradesman,  dealer.  —  Svdnubhava  (sva-an°),  as, 
m.  one's  own  personal  experience  or  observation. 
•-Svdnubhuti  (sva-an°),  is,  f.  one's  own  experi- 

ence ;  self-enjoyment.  —  Svanubhiity-cka-Bdra  (sva- 

an°),  as,  a,  am,  whose  only  essence  consists  in 13  P 
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self-enjoyment.  —  Svdnurupa  (sva-an"),  as,  I,  am, 
'  self-conformable,'  natural,  innate.  —  I .  wdnta  (sva- 

an°),am,  n.  (for  2.  see  s.v.),' having  the  end  in  itself,' 
the  mind  (  =  manas);  a  cavern.  — Svdnyadiya-tm 

(sva-an*),  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  one's  own  or 
some  one  else's.  —  Sraiiyiiiriyritra-e'tnileha,  as,  m. 
doubt  about  'meum'  and  '  tuutn.'  —  Svayalta  (sva- 

ay°),  as,  d,  am,  subject  to  one's  self;  uncontrolled 
by  others,  one's  own  master.  —  Svdyattl-kri,  cl.  8. 
P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  make  subject  to  one's  self.  —Svd- 

ruh,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.-sea-ruh.-Svdrjita  (sva-ar"), 

as,  a,  am,  self-acquired,  acquired  by  one's  own 
efforts.  —  Svdrtha  (sva-ar*),  as,  m.  one's  own  ob- 

ject or  aim  or  wish,  own  advantage  or  interest,  self- 
interest;  one's  own  property  or  substance;  own 
meaning,  inherent  or  real  meaning,  true  interpreta- 

tion, similar  meaning,  a  pleonasm;  (according  to 
S'abda-k.)  =  littgdrtha-vilesha  ;  (as,  d,  am),  hav- 

ing one's  own  object  or  aim  ;  self-interested  ;  having 
or  expressing  [its]  own  inherent  or  true  meaning, 
having  a  natural  or  literal  meaning,  having  a  similar 

meaning ;  pleonastic ;  (am),  ind.  on  one's  own  ac- 
count. —  Svdrtha-pandita,  as,  d,  am,  clever  in  one's 

own  affairs. — Svdrtha-para  or  svartha-pardyana, 

as,  d,  am,  intent  on  one's  own  object  or  advantage, 
self-interested,  selfish. — Svdrthapara-td,  f.  selfish- 

ness. —  Svdrtha-bhran$"in,  I,  inl,  i,  injurious  to 
one's  own  interests. — Svartha-lipsu,  us,  us,  u,  de- 

sirous of  gaining  one's  own  object,  self-seeking. 
— Sudrtha-vighdla,  as,  m.  the  frustration  of  one's 
object.  —  Svartha-siddhi,  is,  f.  accomplishment  of 
one's  object,  attainment  of  a  wish  or  desire.  —  Svdr- 
ihdnumdna  Ctha-an°),  am,  n. '  inference  for  one's 
self,'  (in  logic)  a  particular  process  of  induction. 
—Svdrthika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  svdrtha),  having  one's 
own  object ;  having  [its]  own  true  and  natural  mean- 

ing, having  a  literal  meaning ;  done  with  one's  own 
wealth.  —  Svdrthin,  I,  inl,  i,  pursuing  one's  own 
objects,  self-seeking.  —  Svarthopapatti  (°tha-up°), 
is,  f.  the  gaining  or  accomplishing  of  one's  own  ob- 

ject. —  Svds~rita  (sva-ai'°),as,  d,  am,  dependent  on 
one's  self.  —  Svi-kara>?a,  Sec.,  see  col.  3.  —  Sved- 
c7*a  (sva-id0),  f.  one's  own  wish  or  will,  own  inclina- 

tion, self-will,  wilfulness.  —  Svet!6hd£dra  (°£hd-d<!'), 
as,  m.  acting  as  one  likes,  doing  what  is  right  in 

one's  own  eyes.  —  Sve6(ha-tas,  ind.  according  to 
one's  own  will  or  inclination.  —  Svedfliddhlna  (°(?hd- 
adh°),  as,  d,  am,  dependent  on  one's  own  will  or 
inclination.  —  SveM/id-mrityu,  us,  m.  '  dying  at  his 
own  will,'  epithet  of  Bhlshma  (who  had  received 
from  his  father  the  power  of  fixing  the  time  of  his 
own  death ;  see  Maha-bhSrata,Bhishma-parvan  5674). 

—  SveMhdhdra  (Y&<i-aA°),  as.  a,  am,  eating  any- 
thing at  one's  pleasure. — Svetthdhdra-vihara,  as, 

m.  feeding  and  roaming  about  according  to  one's  in- 
clination. —  Svedu-havya  (sva-id°),  as,  d,am,  Ved. 

probably  =  sva-samriddha-havishka,  (see  Say.  on 
Rig-veda  I.  121,  6,  where  the  word  idu  is  referred 
either  to  rt.  ind  or  rt.  indh.) — Sveshta  (sm-ixh"), 
as,  d,  am,  self-desired,  wished  for.  —  Svokta  (sva- 

uk**),  as,  d,  am,  spoken  by  one's  self,  (svoktam ak&hipali,  he  corrects  his  own  previous  remark.) 

—Smdaya  (sva-ud°),  as,  m.  the  rising  of  a  sign 
or  any  heavenly  body  at  any  particular  place  (de- 

termined by  adding  to  or  deducting  from  the  lan-ko- 
daya  or  time  of  rising  at  Ceylon).  —  Sropadhi  (sva- 

«p°),  is,  m.  self-support;  (probably)  a  fixed  star. 
—  Scopdrjita  (sva-up°),  as,  d,  am,  self-gained, 
self-acquired   (as  wealth  Scc.).  —  Sraiijas  (sva-of), 
is,  as,  as,  having  natural  or  peculiar  energy ;  (as), 
m.  a  proper  N. 

2.  sva,  Nom.  P.  svati,  according  to  Vopa-deva 
XXI.  7.  =  «ra  ivdtSarati,  he  acts  like  himself,  he 
acts  like  his  kindred. 

Scaka,  as,  d  or  ikd,  am,  own,  one's  own,  proper, peculiar. 

ship,  one's  own  property. 
Svayam,  ind.  self,  myself,  himself,  herself,  itself, 

one's  self,  &c.  (applicable  to  all  persons  and  sometimes 
used  emphatically  with  other  pronouns,  e.  g.  aham 

svayam,  '  I  myself;'  sometimes  used  alone,  e.  g. 
scayam  tat  kritavan,  I  or  thou  or  he  did  that  him- 

self; evayfiin  tat  kritavatl,  she  did  that  herself; 
svayam  tat  kurvanti,  they  do  that  themselves)  ; 

by  one's  self,  spontaneously,  of  one's  own  self,  of 
one's  own  accord ;  [cf.  Hib,  fein,  '  own,  self ;'  sin, 
'  that,  there ;'  siom, '  they,  them  :'  Cambro-Brit.  him, 
'  he  himself.']  —  Svayam-vara,  as,  m.  '  self-choice,' 
the  election  of  a  husband  by  a  princess  or  daughter 
of  a  Kshatriya  at  a  public  assembly  of  suitors  held 
for  the  purpose ;  (a),  f.  a  maiden  who  thus  chooses 
her  own  husband.  —  Svayamvara-kathd,  f.  the  de- 

claration of  a  Svayam-vara.  —  Svayamvara-krita- 
kshana,  d,  f.  a  maiden  who  has  fixed  the  moment 
for  a  Svayam-vara  (see  above).  —  Svayani-vrita,  (is, 

d,  am,  self-chosen,  selected  by  one's  self.  —  Svayam- 
^Irna,  as,  d,  am,  self-fallen,  dropped  spontaneously. 

—  Svayam-freshtha,  as,  m.  epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Sva- 
yam-hdrikd,  f.  '  self-seizing,'  N.  of  a  daughter  of 
Nir-marshti  (who  was  wife  of  Duhsaha ;  she  is  de- 

scribed in  the  fifty-first  chapter  of  me  Markandeya- 
PurSna  as  exercising  an  evil  influence  on  certain  sub- 

stances, by  abstracting,  for  example,  the  colour  from 
saffron  and  the  thread  from  cotton) .  —  Svayan-krita, 
as,  d,  am,  self-formed,  self-made,  natural,  sponta- 

neous ;  self-done,  done  by  one's  self ;  done  to  or  under- 
taken for  one's  self.  •-  Svayan-guptd,  f.  '  self-pre- 

served,' cowach,  Carpopogon  Pruriens.  —  Svayan- 
yraha,  as,  m.  the  taking  for  one's  self( without  leave). 
—  Svayan-graha,  as,  d,  am,  self-choosing,  volun- 

tary. —  Svayan-jdta,  as,  d,  am,  self-born.  —  Svaya.n- 
datta,  as,  d,  am,  self-given  ;  a  child  who  has  given 
himself  to  be  adopted  by  adoptive  parents  (one  of 
the   twelve    kinds    of  children  recognised  in   law- 
books).  —Svayam-arjita,  as,  d,  am,  self-acquired, 
gained  by  one's  own  efforts.  —  Svaytm-agata,  as, 
d,  am,  come  of  one's  own  accord.— •Svaya.m-nkti, 
is,  (.  voluntary  declaration  ;  (in  law)  information,  de- 

position. —  Svayam-upasthita,  as,  d,  am,  come 
voluntarily  or  of  one's  own  accord.  —  Svayam-upnija- 
ta,  as,  d,  am,  come  of  one's  own  accord  ;  (as),  m.  a 
child  who  comes  and  often  himself  voluntarily  to  an 

adoptive  parent.  —  Sixiyam-prabha,  a.s,  m.  '  self- 
shining,'  N. of  the  fourth  Arhat  of  the  future  Utsarpin! ; 
(a),  f.,  N.  of  an  A.pszTM.  —  Srayam-bhtt,  us,  m. '  self- 
existent,'  Brahma.  —Svayam-bluiva,  as,  m.  'self-ex- 

isting,'the  first  Manu;  epithet  of  Brahma;  of  S'iva;  (d), 
{.  a  kind  of  shrub  (  =  dhumra-pattrd).  —  8vayr»n- 
bliu,  us,  m.  'self-existing,'  the  Self-existent,  Brahma ; 
Vishnu ;  S'iva  ;  Ka!a  or  time  ;  Kama-deva  ;  a  Jaina 
deified  sage ;  N.  of  the  third  of  the  nine  black  Vasu- 
devas;    N.  of  certain  plants   (=  masha-parm ;  = 

linyini).  ••  Svayam-bhuta,  as,  m.  'self-created,' 
epithet  of  S'iva.  —  Svayam-bhoja,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a 
Yadava  chief.  —  Smyam-mHrta,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
self-curdled,  coagulated  (said  of  dadht). 
Svayn,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  possessed  of  opulence, 

wealthy,  (Say.  =  dhana-vat,  Rig-veda  III.  45,  5.) 
Svdpaya  (fr.  I.  sva),  Nom.  P.  svdpayati,  &c., 

(Vopa-deVa  XXI.  16.) 
Sviimika  =  8vdmin,  at  the  end  of  an  adj.  comp. 

(e.  g.  pranashta-svdmitca,  whose  master  or  owner 
is  lost  or  unknown,  i.  e.  not  known  whether  he  be 
alive  or  dead). 

Svamin,  I,  inl,  i  (fr.  I.  sva  with  affix  min),  possess- 
ing proprietary  rights,  owning ;  (i),  m.  a  proprietor, 

owner ;  a  master,  lord  ;  a  sovereign,  king,  monarch  ; 
a  husband,  lover;  a  spiritual  preceptor;  a  learned 
Brahman,  an  ascetic  or  religious  man  of  the  highest 
order  (used  as  a  title  at  the  end  of  names,  e.  g. 

s'rjdhara-svamiri) ;  N.  of  Karttikeya  ;  of  Vishnu  ; 
of  S'iva ;  of  the  Muni  Vatsyfiyana  ;  of  Garuda  ;  of 
an  Arhat  of  the  past  era ;  of  several  other  persons ; 
(inT),  f.  a  mistress,  proprietress ;  (svdmin  at  the  end 
of  a  comp.  has  frequently  the  meaning  of '  a  temple 
or  shrine  built  by,'  'a  temple  in  honour  of,'  e.g. 
dharma-s'',  vishnu-s°.)  —  Si:dmi-kdrttilM,  as,  m., 
N.  of  the  author  of  the  Raga-mala.  —  Scumi-ktlrtti- 
keydnuprekfhd  (°ya-anc),  f.,  N.  of  a  Jaina  work  by 

Jaya-6andra.  —  Sv dmi-ltdrya,  am,  n.  the  business  of 
a  king  or  master.  —  Svdmi-kdrydrthin  (°ya-ar°),  i, 
inl,  i,  desirous  of  or  seeking  a  master's  interests. 
—  Kvdmi-jannhin,    i,   m.,    N.    of   Parasu-rama. 
—  Srdmi-td,  f.  or  svdmi-tva,  am,  n.  ownership, 
mastership ;  lordship,  sovereignty,  &c.  »•  Swlmi-pala, 
au,  m.  du.  the  owner  and  the  tender  (of  cattle,  Manu 
VIII.  5).  —  Svdmi-pdla-vivada,  as,  m.  a  dispute  be- 

tween a  master  and  the  servant  who  tends  his  cattle. 

—  Svdmi-bkdva,  as,  m.  the  state  or  relation  of  a 
lord  or  owner.  —  Svdmi-mula,  as,  a,  am,  originat- 

ing in  or  derived  from  a  master  or  lord,  depending 
on  a  master  or  husband.  —Srdmi-vdtsalya,  am,  n. 
affection  for  a  lord  or  husband.  —  Svdmi-sad-lihdva, 
as,  m.  existence  of  a  master  or  owner  ;  amiability  of 
a  master  or  lord.  —  Svdmi-sevd,  f.  the  service  of  a 
master,  respect  for  a  master  ;  reverence  for  or  atten- 

tion to  a  husband.  —  Svamy-artham,  ind.  for  a 
master's  sake.  —  Svamy-asammata,  as,  d,  am,  un- 
permitted  by  a  master ;  one  who  has  not  obtained 
an  owner's  permission.  —  Svdmy-upakaraka,  as, 
m.  'serviceable  to  an  owner,  benefiting  a  master,' a  horse. 

Scdmya,  am,  n.  mastership,  lordship,  ownership ; 
right  or  title  to  property;  rule,  supremacy,  dominion. 
-iScdmya-kdrana,  am,  n.  the  cause  of  supremacy or  lordship. 

Scdya,  Nom.  A.  svdyate  according  to  Vopa-deva 
XXI.  7.  =  si-a  ivddarati,  he  acts  like  himself,  he acts  like  his  own  kindred. 
Sviki,  f.     See  under  svaka,  col.  I. 
Svin  in  s"ata-svin,  q.  v. 

Scl-karana,  am,  n.  making  one's  own,  appropria- 
tion, adopting,  taking,  accepting,  assenting,  agreeing, 

assent,  promise. «—  Svlkarana-karman,  a,  a,  a,  Ved. 
whose  function  is  to  appropriate. 

Sui-karaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  appropriated  ;  to 
be  admitted  or  acknowledged  or  accepted  ;  to  be  as- 

sumed ;  to  be  assented  or  agreed  to ;  to  be  pro- 
mised. 
Sol-kartri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  appropriates  or 

accepts  or  admits,  &c. 

Svi-kdra,  am,  n.  making  one's  own,  taking  on 
one's  self,  appropriation,  adopting,  assuming,  assump- 

tion, claiming,  claim  ;  assent,  agreement,  consent ; 
promise.  —Svlkdra-rahUa,  as,  d,  am,  devoid  of 

assent,  not  agreed  to.  —  Svtkdrdnta  (°ra-an"),  as, d,  am,  ended  or  concluded  by  assent ;  agreed  to. 

Svi-kdrya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  admitted,  to  be  as- sumed (in  argument). 

Svl-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoli,  &c.,  to  make  one's  own. 

own,  win,  appropriate,  claim ;  to  take  upon  one's self;  to  adopt,  admit,  assume  (in  argument) ;  to  as- 
sent, agree  to. 

Sm-krita,  as,  d,  am,  appropriated,  owned,  ac- 
cepted, admitted,  acknowledged,  adopted,  claimed, 

agreed,  assented  to,  promised. 
Svl-kritya,  ind.  having  agreed  to  or  promised ; 

having  satisfied. 
Stftya,  as,  a,  am,  own,  relating  or  belonging  to 

one's  self,  peculiar,  characteristic ;  (a),  f.  one's  own 
wife,  a  faithful  wife,  one  solely  attached  to  her  own 
husband  ;  [cf.  Gr.  (us,  atpios,  ait>6s.]  —  Sviydl:nhara 
(°ya-ak°),  as,  m.  one's  own  handwriting  or  signa- 

ture, autograph,  (S'abda-k.) 
Si-aira,  as,  t,  am  (probably  fr.  sra  +  Ira,  going ; 

see  rts.  ir,  If),  going  where  one  likes,  following 
one's  own  fancy,  self-willed,  wilful,  wanton,  unre- 

strained, refractory ;  slow,  lazy ;  dependent  on  will, 
voluntary,  optional,  unimportant;  (am),  n.  wilful- 

ness  ;  (am),  ind.  with  one's  own  will  or  assent ;  of 
one's  own  accord.  —  Svaira-td,  f.  wilfulness,  inde- 

pendence. —  Sraira-vritta,  as,  d,  am,  acting  or  liv- 

ing as  one  likes,  following  one's  own  inclinations. 
Svairin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  where  one  likes,  self- willed,  wanton,  uncontrolled ;  (inl),  f.  a  loose  or 

unchaste  woman,  an  adultress,  wanton  woman. 

—  Svairi-td,  f.  wilfulness. 
svakk.     See  rt.  shvakk,  p.  1034, 

and  Vopa-deva  VIII.  43. 
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*38f  sr-aksha,   sv-agni,    sv-anga.      See 
p.  1126,  Col.  2. 

*S1I^5  svaga-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  A.  -karoti,  ku- 
rute,  &c.,  (said  to  mean)  to  put  in  its  place,  arrange 
(perhaps  referable  to  sva-ga). 

5  srank  (=rt.  svank),  cl.  I.  A.  svan- 
kate,  &c.,  to  go,  move. 

LJ  ~U  svana,  cl.  I.  P.  svangati,  &c.,  to 

^^  *\go,  move  (  =  rt.  s"rang,  p.  1023). 
«a  «a  sv-attha,  svaMha-ta,&.c.  See  p.  1126, 

col.  2. 

LJ  3_J " 

sva-tthanda.    See  p.  1156,  col.  3. 

sv-aiic.     See  p.  1126,  col.  2. 

scan/  or  sea/  [cf.  pari-shvahf\,  cl. 
I.  A.  svajate,  sasvaje,  sasvatije,  svan- 

kshyate,  asran-kta,  sranktum,  &c.,  to  embrace, 
clasp,  encircle,  twist  round  :  Pass,  srajyate,  Aor. 
asvanji  :  Cans,  svaifj/ryali,  Aor.  asislivanjat  : 
Desid.  sisvankshate:  Intens.  sdsi'ajyate,susvaitkti; 
[cf.  perhaps  Germ.  Schlange,  '  a  snake.'] 
Svakta,  as,  a,  am,  embraced  ;  [cf.  pari-shvakta.] 

Svanga,  as,  m.  embrace  ;  [cf.  pari-shvanga.'] Svajamdna,  as,  a,  am,  embracing. 
Svajitvd,  ind.  having  embraced. 
Svajyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  embraced. 
Svanjana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  embracing. 

svatk  (=  rt.  2.  soath),  cl.  10.  P. 

svathayati,  &c.,  to  finish,  &c.  ;  to  go. 

svad  or  suad  (probably  formed  from 
f,.  su  +  rt.  ad),  cl.  I.  A.  (in  Ved.  also  P.) 

svadate  (Ved.  gradati),  svadate,  sasvade,  sas- 
vade,  svaditam,  svdditum,  to  taste,  relish,  eat  ;  to 
be  sweet  or  pleasant  to  the  taste,  be  liked  ;  to  please  ; 

to  sweeten,  make  sweet  (Ved.  P.,  Say.  =  svddu- 
kri)  :  Caus.  and  cl.  10.  P.  svddayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
asisvadat  (Ved.  tishvadat  =  svadayatu,  svddii- 
liarolu,  Rig-veda  I.  188,  10),  to  make  to  taste;  to 
taste  ;  to  sweeten,  make  sweet  ;  (according  to  Vopa- 
deva)  to  cut:  Desid.  of  Caus.  sisvddagishati;  [cf. 
Gr.  di/5-ap-a>  (Z-aS-o-v,  c-a5-a),  ijS-o-pai,  ̂ 5-os, 
•fjfi-ovTi,  iyS-u-5,  7/5u-/*o-s,  ac-ftevo-s,  tS-avo-s  ;  Lat. 
snn-t'i-s  (for  m&d-m-i),  snad-e-o,  suad-u-s,  su- 
ad-a,  suad-ela;  Goth,  suti-s;  Old  Germ,  suozi, 

'sweet;'  Angl.  Sax.  erete,  swaaend,  'food;'  Lith. 
sald-u-s,  '  sweet  ;  '  Slav,  elad-i-ti,  slad-u-ku, 
•  sweet.'] 
Svadana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  tasting,  licking,  eating. 
2.  svadita,  as,  a,  am,  tasted,  eaten;  (am),  n. 

'may  it  be  well  tasted  or  eaten!'  an  exclamation 
used  at  a  S'rJddha  after  presenting  the  oblation  of 
food  to  the  Manes,  (Manu  III.  251,  254;  in  this 

sense  probably  for  sr-adita,  see  I  .sv-adita,  p.  1  1  26  ; 
cf.  su-truta,  sva-dhd.) 
Scdda,  as,  m.  taste,  flavour,  savour  ;  tasting,  eat- 

ing, drinking  ;  liking,  relishing,  enjoyment. 
tirdilat,  an,  anil,  at,  tasting,  eating. 
Svadana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  tasting,  eating,  drink- 

ing ;  liking,  relithing  ;  sweetening,  pleasing. 
Svadaniya,  an,  a,  am,  to  be  tasted  ;  tasty,  savory. 
Sviidita,  as,  a,  am,  tasted,  relished,  liked,  en- 

joyed ;  sweetened  ;  pleased. 
Si'ddin,  i,  inl,  i,  tasting,  drinking. 
Scadiman,  a,  m.  savormess,  sweetness. 

Svudishljui,  as,  a,  am,  sweetest,  very  sweet. 
Suiiillijas,  tin,  ant,  as,  sweeter,  very  sweet. 
Svddu,  us,  us  or  ri,  u,  sweet,  pleasant  to  the 

taste,  savory,  tasteful,  dainty,  delicate;  pleasing,  agree- 
able, desired,  lovely,  charming,  handsome  ;  (n),  ind. 

sweetly  ;  (us),  m.  a  sweet  taste  or  flavour,  sweetness, 
relish;  treacle,  molasses  ;  a  medicinal  root  commonly 

called  Jivaka  ;  a  particular  perfume  or  fragrant  sub- 
stance, =  rjandha-ilhuma-ja,  su-dlriimya;  (us  or 

««),  f.  =  drakshd,  a  grape  ;  [cf.  Gr.  qSvs  ;  Lat. 

suavis  (for  suddvis)  ;  Goth,  sntf,  sutizo,  '  sweeter  ;' 
Old  Germ.  suazi,iuozi;  Mod.  Germ,  sues  ;  Angl. 

Sax.  met;  Eng.  sweet.']—  Svadu-kantaJca,  as,  m. 
'  sweet-thorn,'  the  plant  Flacourtia  Sapida  ;  the  creeper 
Tribulus  Lanuginosus ;  other  plants  ( =  VtJtttnfaata  ; 

—  go-kshuraha  ;  =  m-kan/aka).  —  Svddu-kandd, 
f. '  having  a  sweet  root,'  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  vt-ddrt). 
—  Svddu-kdra,  as,  i,  am,  causing  relish,  dainty. 
—Svddu-kshadman,  d,  d,  a,  Ved.  having  dainty 
food,  (Say.  =  scadv-anna,  Rig-veda  I.  31, 15),  pro- 

viding delicacies  for  guests,    hospitable.  —  Svadu- 
khanda,  as,  m.  a  piece  of  any  sweet  substance ;  raw 
sugar,  molasses.  ••  Svddu-gandkd,  f.  a  species  of 
creeper,  the   dark    Convolvulus   Paniculatus ;   other 

plants  (=  lihumi-kushmdniia;  =  rakta-s'obhaiija- 
nu).-'Svddu-dhanvan,  d,  m. '  having  a  sweet  bow,' 
epithet  of  Kama-deva  (whose  bow  is  said  to  be  made 

of  sugar-cane).  —  Svadit-parni,  f.  'sweet-leafed,'  a 
kind  of  plant  (  =  dur/dhikd).  —  Svddu-pdkd,  f.  a 
kind  of  plant  ( =  kdka-mddl).  —  Svadu-pinda,  f. 

a  kind  of  date  \ree.-Svddu-pushpa,  as,  m.  'hav- 

ing pleasing  flowers,'  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  kata-bhl). 
—  Svddn-phala,  am,  n.  'sweet  fruit,' the  fruit  of 
the  jujube;  (a),  f.  'having  sweet  fruit,'  the  jujube 
tree.  —  St'ddu-majjan,  d,  m.  a  sort  of  mountain 
Pilu  tree.  —  Svddu-mdnsi,  (.  the  root  KakolT,  q.  v. 

—  Svddit-mfila,   am,   n.    'sweet-root,'    a    carrot. 
—  Svddu-yorjin,  i,  iiii,  i,  connected  with  or  pos- 

sessing sweetness,  sweet.  —  Svddu-rasd,  f. '  having  a 
sweet  flavour,'  the  root  KakoII,  q.  v. ;  the  fruit  of  the 

hog-plum  ;  the  plant  S'atavarl ;  spirituous  liquor  ;  a 
grape.  —Svddu-rdti,  is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  pleasant 
gifts.  —  Svddu-latd,  f.  the  plant  Vidarl.  —  Si-adu- 
slita,  as,  a,  am,  sweet  and  cool.  —  Siddu-iuddlia, 

am,  n.  '  sweet  and  pure,'  rock  salt ;    marine  salt. 
—  Si\idu.-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  Sec.,  to  make  sweet, 
sweeten.  ••  Svadv-anna,  am,  n.  sweet  or  choice 
food,  dainties,  delicacies ;    (as,  d,  am),  having  or 

providing  delicacies.  —  Smdv-amla,  as,  m.  'sweet 
and  sour,'  the  pomegranate  tree. 
Svddman,  d,  a,  m.  n.,  Ved.  sweetness. 

?^$I  sva-desa,  sva-dharma,  &c.  See 
pp.  1156, 1157. 
^VJT  sva-dha  or  svadha,  f.  (fr.  sea  +  rt.  I. 

dhd ;  but  in  Unadi-s.  IV.  174.  connected  with  rt. 

svad ;  cf.  svadita),  Ved.  one's  own  condition  or 
nature,  own  peculiarity  or  individuality;  innate  or 

inherent  power  or  strength,  (svadhaya,  by  one's 
own  power  or  strength  ;  Say.  —  svakiyena  balcna, 

by  one's  own  nature  or  determination,  spontaneously) ; 
'  self-contained,  self-sustained,'  N.  of  Maya  or  Pra- 
kriti  (as  the  source  of  the  phenomenal  world ;  in  this 

sense  Svadha  is  sometimes  translated  '  Nature,'  as, 
for  example,  in  the  celebrated  hymn  Rig-veda  X. 

129.  dnid  aratam  tradhaya,  tad,  'that  one,  i.e. 
the  supreme  Being  breathed  calmly  along  with  Na- 

ture;' and  in  Naigh.  III.  30.  svadhe,  fern,  du.,  is 

enumerated  among  the  dijdvd-pritlm'i-ndmadhe- ydni);  manner,  habit,  custom,  usage,  (ami  svad/idm, 

according  to  one's  wont  or  custom,  as  usual;  ac- 
cording to  one's  own  determination,  according  to 

pleasure)  ;  one's  own  portion  or  share ;  the  sacrificial 
offering  due  to  each  god;  the  food  or  oblation 
offered  to  the  Pitris  or  spirits  of  deceased  ancestors 

(in  this  sense  especially  in  later  Sanskrit) ;  the  Srud- 
dha  or  funeral  ceremony  itself;  the  Food  or  Obla- 

tion to  the  Pitris  &c.  personified  (as  a  daughter  of 
Daksha  and  wife  of  the  Pitris ;  also  represented  as  a 

wife  of  An-giras,  of  a  Rudra,  and  of  Agni) ;  an  ob- 
lation or  offering  or  food  (in  general,  =  anna,  Naigh. 

II.  y,=  wlaka,  Naigh.  1. 12);  (svad/iil),  ind.  an 
exclamation  or  prayer  used  on  presenting  an  oblation 

to  the  gods  or  Manes  of  departed  ancestors  and  pro- 
genitors [cf.  svalta,  6raushat,  rausltat,  vashaf], 

the  highest  form  of  blessing  used  at  a  SrSddha,  (sra- 
dhiistu,  'let  there  be  Svadha!'  this,  according  to 
Manu  III.  252,  is  the  highest  benison  at  a  Sraddha) ; 

[cf.  according  to  some  Gr.  HO-os,  %&-os,  ijOf?o-s,  tt- 
ca6-a,  (0-i^-oj;  Lat.  suctits;  Goth,  sidus;  Angl. 

Sax.  sidu,  siodo.]  —  Svadhd-hara,  as,  I,  am,  offer- 

ing oblations  to  deceased  ancestors  or  deified  pro- 
genitors, performing  funeral  obsequies  (Manu  LX.  ' 

127);  (as),  m.  =  svadha-kara.  —  Svadha-kara, 
as,  m.  pronouncing  the  exclamation  or  blessing  sva- 
dhd;  the  formula  svadha.  —  Scadhd-ninayana, 

am,  n.  '  Svadha-performing,'  a  sacred  text  used  in 
nuking  the  oblation  to  the  Pitris,  (Manu  II.  172.) 

—  Scatlhd-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  lord  of  the  Svadha. 

—  Soadhd-priya,  as,   m.   'fond  of  the    Svadha,' 
Agni  or  fire ;  black  sesamum,  (tila  or  sesamum  being 
offered  to  the  Manes,  Manu  III.  267.)  —  Svadha- 

bhuj,  It,  m.  '  Svadha-eating,'  a  Pitri,  deceased  or 
deified  ancestor ;  a  deity.  —  Scadhd-vat,  an,  all,  at, 

having  natural  power,  self-controlled,  self-reliant,  in- 
dependent, powerful,  (Say.  svadhd-i'im  =  bala-i-an, 

Rig-veda  II.  20,  6;    in  Rig-veda  VII.  88,  5.  sva- 
dhdvah,  voc.  case  masc.  O  self-sustaining  one,  O  self- 
dependent  God,  Say.  =  annavan) ;  having  the  Sva- 

dha, rich  in  obladons ;    (an),  m.  epithet  of  VisVa- karman. 

Svadhdvan,  d,  art,  a,  Ved.  abounding  in  food, 

(Say.  svadhamri  =  annavatyau,  Rig-veda  VII. 
31,  7);  self-reliant,  independent  (perhaps  in  this 
sense  for  sva-dhdvan;  cf.  svadhd-vat  above). 

«s(Vfrt  svadhlti,  is,  m.  f.  (sometimes  writ- 
ten Jvadhiti;  fr.  »m  +  rt.  i.dha),  an  axe  (in 

Naigh.  II.  20.  sradhitih  is  enumerated  among  the 
vajra-ndmdni).  —  Scadhiti-hetika,  as,  m.  'axe- 
armed,'  a  soldier  armed  with  an  axe. 
Scadhiti,  f.  an  zxe.  —  Svadhitl-vat,  an,  all,  at, 

Ved.  possessing  or  holding  an  axe,  having  a  weapon. 

1  rj  ̂   svan,cl.  I .  P.  svanati,  sasvana  (3rd 
^\pl.  tatvaniM  or  menus),  tuanithyati, 

asvanit  or  asvdnit,  svanitum,  to  sound,  make  a 

noise ;  to  sing :  Caus.  svanayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  asi- 
svunat,  to  cause  to  sound,  make  to  resound;  to 
sound  ;  to  adorn  (in  this  sense  also  srdnayati,  &c.) : 
Desid.  sisvunixhati :  Intens.  sansranyate,  san- 

sranti;  [cf.  Lat.  son-o;  Lith.  zwanu, ' to  sound;' 
Hib.  sian,  '  a  voice,  sound.'] 
Svana,  as,  m.  sound,  noise;  voice,  speech  (in 

Naigh.  I.  ir.  enumerated  among  the  ca»-namant). 
•—Svana-dalcra,  as,  m.  a  particular  form  of  sexual 
union.  —Svana -dull,  seeVopa-deva  III.  165.— Sva- 

na-rat,  an,  ati,  at,  having  sound,  sounding,  thun- 
dering. —  Svanotsdha(°na-ut),  as,  m.  a  rhinoceros 

(=gandaka;  also  read  iSanotsaha). 
Svanat,  an,  and,  at,  sounding,  resounding. 
Svani,  is,  m.  sound,  noise. 
Scanika,  as,  d,  am,  sounding  (at  the  end  of  a 

comp.,  e.g.  pdni-s°,  one  who  claps  with  the  hands). 
Svanita,  as,  d,  am,  sounded,  sounding,  making 

a  noise  ;  (am),  n.  the  noise  of  thunder,  a  thunder- 

clap. —  Smnitaltraya  (°to-aA°),  as,  m.  a  kind  of pot-herb  ( =  tanduliya). 

Si'dna,  as,  m.  sound,  noise. 
Svdnin,  i,  ini,  i,  Ved.  noisy,  turbulent. 
i.svdnta,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  svdnta  see  p.  1158, 

col.  l),  sounded,  making  a  noise. 

?3"!T1  svanaya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  (said 
to  have  given  his  ten  daughters  in  marriage  to  the 
Rishi  Kakshivat). 

i  j  M  2.  scap  (for  i.  sv-ap  see  p.  1126), 
^•*  Ncl.  2.  P.  Si-apiti  (2nd  sing,  srapisfii,  1st 

sing,  si'apimi,  ep.  also  A.  and  sometimes  even  cl. 
I.  P.  A.  srapati,  -te);  Impf.  asrapit  or  asva- 
pat  (istdu.  asvapiva) ;  Pot.  srapyat;  Impv.  xva- 
pitu  (2nd  sing,  svapihi,  1st  sing,  stapini);  Perf. 

sushi'dpa  (3rd  pi.  0tu&upu$),  scapsyati,  asedpslt ; 
Prec.  xitpyiit,  sraptum,  to  sleep  ;  to  fall  asleep  ;  to 
lie  down  to  sleep,  repose,  go  to  bed ;  to  lie  down, 
recline  ;  to  be  dead  ;  Pass,  snpyate,  Aor.  asvapi  : 

Caus.  svdpayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  asushupat  (accord- 
ing to  some  also  asizhvapat),  to  cause  to  sleep, 

make  sleep,  lull  to  rest ;  to  kill,  (Ved.  sishvapah  — 

asvdpayah,  pdlitaran,  thou  didst  hurl  down,  Rig- 
veda  I.  121,  n) :  Pass,  of  Caus.  srdpyate  :  Desid. 
of  Caus.  sushvtipayishali :  Desid.  sushupsati  : 

Intens.  soshupyate,  sdsrapti,  (according  to  Vopa- 
deva  also)  sdsvapiti,  goshuplti,  soshopti;  [cf. 
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Zend  qap,  qaf-nfi,  'sleep:'  Gr.  vv-vo-t  (for  ava- 
vo-s):  Lat.  som-nti-s  (for  sop-nus),  eop-or,  sop- 

i-o  ( =  Caus.  svapayati) :  Old  Norse  svef-n, '  sleep :' 
Old  Germ,  srebjan :  Goth,  slepan :  Angl.  fax. 

svefian,  svefn,  sldpan  :  Slav,  eunu,  '  sleep ;'  sup- 
a-ti,  '  to  sleep  :'  Lith.  sap-na-s,  '  a  dream  :'  Cam- 
bro-Brit.  hephitn .:  Hib.  svain,  'sleep;'  suaimh- 
neach, '  quiet ;'  suaimhnighim,  '  I  rest.'] 
Supta,  snpti.     See  s.  v.,  p.  1 1 28. 
Suptvd,  ind.  having  slept,  having  gone  to  sleep. 
Sushupdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  sleeping,  (Say.= 

supta.) 
Sitshupvas,  an,  ushi,  at,  one  who  has  slept  or 

sleeps. 
Sushitpsu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  sleep,  sleepy, 

drowsy. 
Svapat,  an,  anil,  at,  sleeping,  asleep,  reposing. 
Svapana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  sleeping,  dreaming, 

sleep. 

Soapaniya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  slept,  &c. 
Svapiti-karman,  d,  to.  one  who  lies  down  to 

sleep  (  =  iayana-kartri). 
Seaptai-ya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  slept. 
Sraptii-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  wishing  to  sleep. 
Svaptri,  td,  tri,  tri,  a  sleeper,  one  who  sleeps. 

Svapna,  as,  m.  sleep,  sleeping ;  a  dream,  dream- 
ing ;  sleepiness,  sloth,  indolence ;  (u),  f.  a  dream, 

(jdgrat-svapndbhydm,  inst.  du.  by  alternately  wak- 
ing and  sleeping.) —Svapna-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  wish- 
ing for  sleep.  — Svapna-Jcrit,  t,  t,  t,  causing  or 

producing  sleep,  somniferous,  soporific,  narcotic ; 
(t),  n.  the  pot-herb  Marsilea  Qtiadrifolia.  —  Svapna- 
griha,  am,  n.  a  sleeping  apartment,  bed-chamber. 
—  Svapna-ja,   as,    d,    am,   produced   in   sleep. 
—  Svapwa-dosha,  as,  m.  'sleep-fault,'  pollutio  noc- 
turna.  —  Svapna-d/ii-gamya,  as,  a,  am,  perceptible 
by  the  intellect  (only  when)  in  a  state  of  sleep-like 
abstraction,  (Manu  XII.  122.)  —  Srafma-naniana, 
as,  m.   sleep-destroying,   (see   Nirukta  XII.    28.) 
—Svapna-niketana,  am,  n.  a  sleeping-room,  bed- 

chamber. —Svapna-praparida,  as,  m.  the  illusions 
of  sleep,  the  world  as  presented  in  a  dream.  —  SVap- 
na-bhuj,  k,  k,  k,  enjoying  sleep.  —  Svapna-rat, 
ind.  like  a  dream.  —  Suapna-viddra,  as,  m.  inter- 

pretation of  dreams.  —  Smpna-vitarin,  I,  m.  an 
interpreter  of  dreams.  —  Svapna-sTla,  as,  d,  am. 

supta. svarenu. 

disposed  to  sleep,  sleepy,  drowsy.  -^ 
is,  f.  the  creation  of  dreams  or  illusions  in  sleep. 

—  Svapnddliydya  (°na-adh°),  as,  m.  'a  chapter 
on  dreams,'  N.  of  a  short  work  on  the  interpretation 
of  dreams,  (said  to  be  extracted  from  the  Brahma- 
vaivarta-PurJna.)  —  Svapnara&thd  (°na-av°),  f. 
state  of  dreaming,  (applied  to  life  as  a  state  of 

illusion.)  —  Svapnes'vara  (°na-i3~),  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  author  of  a  commentary  on  the  Sandilya-sOtra. 
—Svapnopama  (°na-up°),  as,  d,  am,  having  the 
likeness  of  sleep,  resembling  a  dream. 
Svapnaj,  k,  k,  k,  sleepy,  drowsy,  sleeping,  asleep. 
Svdpa,  at,  m.  sleep,  sleeping  ;  dreaming,  a 

dream  ;  sleepiness,  sloth  ;  paralysis,  palsy,  loss  of 
sensation,  ignorance  ;  temporary  or  partial  loss  of 
sensation  from  pressure  on  a  nerve,  numbness,  the 
sleep  of  a  limb. 

Svdpin,  i,  in  i,  i,  causing  sleep,  lulling  to  sleep. 

sv-apivdta.    See  p.  1  1  26,  col.  2. 

(thought  by  some  to  be  fr.  an 

old  rt.  svap,  'to  tear,  pull'),  Ved.  (according  to 
some)  a  beak,  bill  of  a  bird,  (in  Rig-veda  VII.  56, 
3,  SSy.  explains  sra-pubhii  by  srakiyaih  pava- 
naih  saMaranaih,  by  their  own  pure  paths)  ; 
[cf.  Old  Germ,  snabid,  '  beak  ;'  Mod.  Germ. 

Schnepfe,  '  a  snipe  ;'  Old  Norse  nef.~\ 
svabdin,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  (perhaps) 

kurvat,    Rig-veda  VIII. 
roaring, 

33.  3.) 

«s»i<*  scameka,  as,  m.  (etymology  doubt- 
ful), a  year  (  =  lamvattara,  according  to  Sabda-k.). 

&c. 
svayam,  svayam-vara,  svayam-bhu, 

Seep.  1158. 

TJ  r   i.  svar,  cl.  10.  P.  svarayati,  &c., 

^^   N.  to  find  fault,  blame,  censure,  reprove  (  = rt.  sw). 

T?T  2.  svar,  ind.  (probably  connected 
with  rt.  4.  su  or  3.  sfi,  and  apparently  originally 
written  suvar,  cf.  sum,  sitt'ya.  ;  but  according  to 
some  fr.  a  lost  rt.  svar  =  stir,  'to  shine,'  cf.  eura), 
the  sun  (Ved.;  according  to  S5y.  —  svarana-illa 
wlitya,  Rig-veda  V.  45,  I)  ;  heaven,  paradise,  the 
world  of  the  gods,  abode  of  the  deities  ;  the  heaven 
of  Indra  and  temporary  abode  of  the  virtuous  after 
death  ;  the  sky,  ether  ;  the  space  above  the  sun  or 
between  the  sun  and  the  polar  star,  the  region  of 
the  planets  and  constellations  ;  a  mystical  word 
pronounced  after  On  and  before  the  GSyatri  by 
every  Brahman  in  commencing  his  daily  prayers,  (it 
is  the  third  of  the  three  Vyahritis,  bliur,  bhuvah, 
srar,  and  denotes  the  space  of  the  sky  above  de- 

scribed as  distinguished  from  the  earth  and  atmo- 
sphere, see  Manu  II.  76.  and  cf.  bhitvas,  vy-iihriti  ; 

the  mystical  word  svar  is  represented  as  produced 
from  the  Sama-veda,  just  as  bhur  and  bJinvah  are 
supposed  to  come  from  the  Rig-veda  and  Yajur-veda 
respectively);  radiance,  splendor;  water,  (in  Naigh. 
I.  12.  enumerated  among  the  udaka-ndmdni)  ;  epi- 

thet of  Siva  ;  [cf.  Zend  hvare,  '  the  sun  ;'  qaretha, 
qarenanh,  'splendor:'  Gr.  Si'tf-io-s,  Sfi'p,  atip- 
ia-o},  afip-ia-ffi-s,  fffip-ivo-s,  fff\-as,  G(\-TJVTJ  : 

Lat.  ser-enu-s,  sol  :  Goth,  sauil,  '  the  sun  :'  Old 
Norse  sol  :  Lith.  aaidc  :  Slav,  sin-nice,  '  the  sun  :' 
Hib.  speur,  'the  sky;'  (perhaps)  soir,  'the  east, 
morning.']  —  Svah-kdmya,  Nom.  P.  -kdmyati,  &c., 
to  wish  for  heaven.  —  Svah-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the 
lord  of  heaven.  —  Svar-dpagd,  f.  the  river  of  heaven, 
the  celestial  Ganges.  —Srar-driidha,  as,  d,  am, 
ascended  to  heaven.  —Svar-dlu,  us,  m.  a  kind  of 
root  (  =  va<!d).—Si<ar-gattgd,  f.  the  celestial  Ganges  ; 
the  galaxy.  —  Svar-gata,  as,  d,  am,  gone  to  heaven, 
dead.  —  Svar-gati,  is,  f.  or  svar-gamana,  am,  n. 
going  to  heaven,  future  felicity  ;  death.  —  Svar-giri, 
is,  m.  'the  heavenly  mountain,'  Su-meru.  —  Svar- 
jit,  t,  t,  t,  conquering  heaven  ;  (f),  m.  a  proper  N.  ; 
N.  of  a  kind  of  sacrifice,  (Manu  XI.  74  ;  cf.  srargn- 
jit.)  —  Svar-tiadi,  f.  the  river  of  heaven,  the 
celestial  Ganges;  a  kind  of  shrub  (  =  vris'ifikall). 
—Svar-mira,  as,  m.,  Ved.  the  lord  of  heaven; 
one  who  leads  or  is  led  to  heaven,  a  pious  or  de- 

votional man;  all-leading,  (Say.  =svargam  prati 
•nilri  or  netavija  or  san-asya  netri);  a  sacrifice 
(as  leading  the  offerer  to  heaven).  —  Xrar-ilrix,  /,-, 
k,  k,  Ved.  looking  heavenwards  ;  (&),  m.  epithet 
of  Indra;  of  Agni  ;  of  Soma.  **Svar-nadl,  f.  = 
si'ar-nadl.  —  Svar-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the  lord  of 
heaven.  —Svar-bhanava,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  precious 
stone  (  —  go-medaka).  —  Svar-bhdnu,  us,  m.,  N. 
of  R3hu  or  the  personified  ascending  node  (repre- 

sented in  Rig-veda  V.  40,  9.  as  of  the  Asura  race 
and  as  concealing  or  piercing  the  sun)  ;  N.  of  a 
Djnava  (regarded  as  a  son  of  Kasyapa  or,  according 
to  other  authorities,  a  son  of  Vipra&tti).  —  Svar- 

lihrinu-siidana,  as,  m.  'destroyer  of  R5hu,"  the 
sw.  —  Svar-niadhyrt,  am,  n.  the  central  point  of 
the  sky,  zenith.  —Srar-milha,  as,  d,  am,  Ved. 
happiness-bestowing,  (Say.  =  svMta-tcktri)  ;  con- 

ferring heaven,  (Say.  svar-millieshu  =  srarga-de- 
stilihasya  seilayatsu,  Rig-veda  I.  130,  8.) 

—  Smr-ydta,  as,  d,  am,  gone  to  heaven,  deceased, 
dead.  —  Srar-ydtri,  ta,  tn,  tri,  going  to  heaven, 
dying.—  Svar-loka,  as,  m.  the  celestial  region, 
heaven.  —  Sear-vat,  an,  ail,  at,  Ved.  full  of  splen- 

dor or  happiness,  heavenly,  celestial,  (Say.  =  s«/Mia- 
yultta,  Rig-veda  VI.  22,  3.)  —  Srar-vadh  u,  us,  f. 
'  celestial  wife,'  an  Apsaras.  —  Svar-vdpi,  f.  '  heavenly 
lake,'  the  Ganges.  —  Svar-vid,  t,  t,  t,Ved.  obtaining 
heaven,  possessing  heaven  (said  of  the  Pitris,  of 

Indra,  &c.).  —  Svar-ves'yd,  f.  a  courtezan  of  heaven, 
nymph,  Apsaras  (such  as  Urvasi  &c.).  -  Svar- 

raidya,  as,  m.  '  physician  of  heaven,'  either  of  the 
two  Asvins,  (see  as"i'in.}  —  Svar-sltd,  as,  Us,  am, 
Ved.  granting  heaven ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Soma ; 
of  the  thunderbolt.  —  Scar-s/tdti,  it,  {.,  Ved.  the 
granting  or  gaining  of  heaven,  anything  which  gains 
heaven;  (is,  is,  i),  bestowing  or  procuring  heaven 

(and  hence  applied  to  'war,  battle;'  according  to 
SSy.  on  Rig-veda  X.  99,  3.  svar-shdtd  =  svar- 
shiilau  =  svarga-ldbkopete ;  in  IX.  88,  2  ̂ svarga~ 
liiliha-yukle  sattgrdme,  cf.  raja-sati),  —  JSvas- 
la.ru,  us,  m.  the  tree  of  paradise. 
Svarya,  as,  m.  (according  to  some  for  su-rargft), 

heaven,  Indra's  paradise,  the  residence  of  beatified 
mortals  and  of  the  inferior  gods  (supposed  to  be 
situated  on  the  mountain  Meru) ;  N.  of  a  son  of 
Bhima.  —  Svarga-kdma,  as,  d,  am,  desirous  of 
heaven.  —  Srarga-khanda,  N.  of  the  third  book 
of  the  Padma-PurSna.  —  Svarga-gata,  as,  d,  am, 
gone  to  heaven.  —  Srarya-gamana,  am,  n.  going 
to  heaven.  —  Svarga-gdmin,  i,  ini,  i,  going  to 

heaven.  ̂ Svarga-f/ii'i,  is,  m. '  the  heavenly  moun- 
tain," Su-meru.  —  Svarga-jit,  t,  t,  t,  winning  or 

obtaining  paradish.— Svarga-da,  as,  d,  am,  heaven- 
giving,  procuring  paradise.  —  Srarga-dvdra,  am,  n. 
heaven's  gate,  the  <k»r  of  paradise,  entrance  into 
heaven;  epithet  of  SmL  —  Svarga-pati,  is,  m.  the 
lord  of  heaven,  Indra.  —TSyarga-para,  as,  a,  am, 
intent  on  heaven,  desirousN^f  heaven.  —  Svarga- 
bliartri,  tn,  m.  the  lord  of  heat^n,  Indra.  —  Svarga~ 
mdrga-didriltshv,  «»,  us,  u,  wishing  to  see  the 
road  to  heaven.  —  Svarga-loka,  as,  m.  the  ce- 

lestial region,  (see  svarga)  ;  Indra's  heaven,  para- 
dise. —  Svargalokes'a  ("ka-is'a'),  as,  m.  'lord  of  the 

celestial  world,'  Indra ;  the  body  (as  enjoying  felicity 
in  the  paradise  of  Indra).  —  Svarga-vadku,  us,  f.  a 
woman  or  nymph  of  Indra's  heaven,  Apsaras. 
•-  Svarga-vdsa,  as,  m.  residence  in  heaven. 
—  Svarga-vdsin,   I,   irii,    i,   inhabiting    heaven. 
—  >'r«  rya-s'ri,  is,  f.  the  glory  of  heaven.  —  Svarga- 
sampddana,   as,    i,   am,    effecting  or   procuring 
heaven,  gaining  heaven.  —  Svarga-saHt,  t,  f.  the 
river  of  heaven.—  Svargasarid-vard,  f.  'best  of 
heavenly  rivers,'  the   Ganges.  •-  Svarga-sddhana, 
am,  n.  a  means  of  attaining  heaven.  —  Srarga-su- 
kha,  am,  n.  the  joy  of  heaven.—  Srarga-stri,  (.  a 
woman  of  paradise,  Apsaras.  —  Svargdpagd  (°ga- 
dp°),  f.  the  celestial  river,  the  Ganges.  —  Svargii- 

pavarga  (°cja-ap°),  as,  m.  heaven-like  emanci- 
pation. —  Svarydrudha  ("j/a-dr0),    as,   d,  am, 

ascended  to  heaven.  —  Svargdrohana  (°ga-dr°'), am,  n.  the  act  of  ascending  to  heaven ;  N.  of  certain 
funeral   ceremonies.  —  Srargdrohana-panan   or 

svargdrohatiika-parvan,  a,  n.,  N.  of  the  eighteenth 
book  of  the  Maha-bharata  (in  which  is  described  the 

journey  of  the  five  Pandava  princes  towards  Indra's 
heaven  in  mount  Meru).  —  Svargepsu  (°ga-'ip°~), 
us,   u»,   u,   desirous  of  obtaining  heaven.  —  Svar- 
gaukas  (°ga-ok°),  as,  m.  'having  an  abode  in heaven,'  a  god,  deity. 

Srargin,  i,  ini,  i,  belonging  to  heaven,  being  in 
heaven,  heavenly;  (i),  m.  an  inhabitant  of  heaven, 

a  god,  deity,  celestial ;  (in  law)  '  in  heaven,'  a  dead 
person.  —  Svargi-giri,  if,  m.  the  celestial  moun- 

tain, Su-meru.  —  Svanji-vadhu,  us,  f.  a  celestial 
woman,  Apsaras. 

Svaryiya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 
Svarga,  heavenly,  celestial;  conducive  to  heaven, 
leading  to  heaven. 

Srargya,  as,  d,  am.  =  svargiya  above. 
Svarya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  heavenly,  celestial. 
Sraryu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  wishing  for  heaven ;  de- 

siring happiness. 

*SX  svara,  svarita,  svaritri.     See  rt.  svri. 

sva-rasa,  sva-rdj,  &c.    See  p.  1157. 

svaru.     See  p.  1163,  col.  i. 

sva-rupa,  &c.     See  p.  1157,  col.  2. 

svarenu,  us,  f.  (etymology  doubt- 
ful), N.  of  a  wife  of  the  Sun  (=2.  san-jild). 



svarga. 

'  svarga,  &c.     See  p.  1160,  col.  3. 
^  svarjika,  as,  m.  (=  sarji,  sarjika), 

natron,  nitrate  of  potash. 
Svaiyikd-kshdra,  as,  m.  =  svarjika  above. 

.  Svarji-kshdra,  as,  m.  =  sarji-lcshdra,  svarjilta. 
Svarjin,  I,  m. = svarjika  above. 

^&  svarna,  am,  n.  (contracted  fr.  su- 

varna,  q.v.),  gold;  a  gold  coin.-Suan.ia-ikawa, 
as,  m.  a  grain  of  gold ;  '  having  golden  grains  or 
seeds,'  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  kana-(/uggulu).  —  Svar- 
na-kaiiikd,  f.  a  particle  of  gold,  grain  of  gold. 
—  Svarna-kadali,  f.^smarna-kadali.  -  Svar- 
na-kdya,  as,  d,  am,  golden-bodied;  (as),  m. 
Garuda.  —  Svarna-kdra,  as,  or  svariia-krit,  t, 
m.  a  gold-worker,  goldsmith  (forming  a  particular 
caste).— Svarna-ketaki,  f.  a  sort  of  Ketaki  tree 
with  golden-coloured  or  yellow  blossoms.  —  Svarna- 

kfhiri,  f.  '  having  gold-like  milk  or  sap,'  a  kind  of 
Soma  or  moon-plant  with  yellow  juice  (used  for 
medicinal  purposes  and  said  to  be  brought  from  the 
Himalaya  mountains;  cf.  himd-vati).— Svarna- 
gairika,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  yellow  ochre  or  red 
chalk.  —  Svarna-grdma,  N.  of  a  country  situated 

to  the  east  of  Dacca.—  Svarna-grim,  f.  'golden- 

necked,'  N.  of  a  river  issuing  from  the  eastern  side 
of  the  Nataka  mountain.  —  Soarna-duda,  as,  m. 

'golden-crested,'  the  blue  jay;  a  cock. - Svarna-ja, 
am,  n.  'gold-produced,'  the  metal  tin.  —  Svarna- 
jivanti,  {.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  trina-grantki). 
—  Svarna-didhiti,    is,   m.   '  golden-rayed,'   fire 
—  Svarna-dru,  us,  m.  a  kind  of  tree  with  yellow 
blossoms   (  =  arag-badha).  —  Svarna-paksha,  as 
m.  'golden-winged,'  Garuda.  —  Svarna-padmd, 
'  bearing  golden  lotuses,'  the  celestial  Ganges.  —  Sva; 
tia-pdthalta,  as,  m.  borax  ( =  tankana).  —  Svarna 
pdrevata,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  tree  (  =  mahd--pdre 

vata).  —  Svarna-pusJipa,as,i,am,  having  golden 
coloured  flowers  or  yellow  blossoms;  (as),  m.  the 
tree  Arag-badha;  the  Campaka  tree;  (a),  f.  th 
gum-arabic  tree  and  other  plants,  =  kali-kdri  ;  = 

i>i-arnuU;  =  sdtald;  (F),  f.  the  tree  Arag-badha 
the  golden  Ketaki  tree ;  a  sort  of  moon-plant 
—  Svarna-prastha,  N.  of  an  island.  —  Svarna- 

phald,  f.  'having  golden  fruit,'  a  kind  of  plant. 
—  Svarna-banij,  k,  m.  a  gold-merchant,  money- 

changer. —  Svarna-bandha  or  svarna-bandhaka, 
as,  m.  a  deposit  of  gold.— Svarna-bhrinr/dra,  as, 
m.  a  golden  vase;    a  kind  of  plant  (  =  scarn(i- 
bhr!ngardja).—Svarna-mahd,  f.  a  particular  river 
(mentioned    in  the  eighty-second    chapter   of  the 
Kaliki-Purana).  —  Svarna-mdkshika,   am,   n.  a 
mineral  substance  (  =  surarna-m°,  q.v.).  —  Svarna- 
yuthi  or  svarna-yuthikd,  f.  yellow  jasmine.  —  Svar- 
na-vekhd,  f.  a  streak  of  gold ;    N.  of  a  woman. 

—  Svarna-latd,  f.  'golden  creeper,"  a  kind  of  plant 
(=jyotishmatl).  —  Svarna-varna,   as,    d,   am, 
gold-coloured;  (5),  f.  turmeric.  —  Scarna-valkala, 

as,  m.   'having  golden  bark,'  the  plant  Bignonia 
Indica.  —  Svarna-valli,  (.  a    kind    of  plant    (  = 
rakta-phal(l).—Svarna-v{ndii,  us,  m.  a  spot  of 
yellow  or  gold  ; '  having  a  gold  mark  or  dot,'  epithet 
of  Vishnu.  —Svarnavindu-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a 
Tlrtha.  —  Svarna-iringa,  as,  i,  am,  golden-horned. 

—  Si'arna-t'ephdlika,  f.  a  kind  of  yellow  S'ephS- 

Iik5  ;    the   tree   Cassia   Fistula   ( =  arag-badlui).' 
— Svartidnga  (°na-an°),  as,  m.  'golden-bodied,' 
the  Arag-badha  tree.  —  Svarndri  (°na-ari),  is,  m. 
'  enemy  to  gold,'  sulphur. 
Svarnaka,  as,  d,  am,  golden,  made  of  gold. 

svapateya. 

seal,  cl:  i.  P.  svalati,  sasvala &c.,  togo(?). 

f  sv-aipa,  as,  a,  am,  very  small  or 
little,  minute,  trifling,  insignificant;  very  few;  (ena) ind.  for  a  very  short  time.  -Svalpa-kanka.  as  m 
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svarnakiitha,  N.  of  a  sacred  place. 

svarnuli,  f.  a  kind  of  shrub  (= 
svarna-pushpd). 

tjl  it  svart  =  rt.  hart,  p.  1030,  col.  3. 

4-dr   svard,  cl.  I.  A.  svardate,  sasearde, 
x:  svarditum,  to  taste ;  to  be  pleasing. 

*SMI  svar-sha,  svar-shati.     See  p.  1 160. 

Svalpa-kanka,  as,  m. 
a  species  of  heron  ( =  bhu-kdka).  -  Smlpa-keSarin, 
i,  m.  '  having  minute  filaments,'  the  KovidSra  tree. 
-Svalpa-kefin,  i,  m.  'having  small  fibres'  the 
root  of  sweet  teg.-Svalpa-jataka,  am,  n.,  N  of 
a  work  by  VarSha-mihira ;  [cf.  vrihaj-jdtaka.'] 
—Smlpa-pattraka,  as,  m.  'small-leaved,' a  kind 
of  Madhuka  or  Bassia  Latifolia.  -  Svalpa-pkald  f 
'having  small  fruit,'  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  Tca6<!hu- 
ghnl,  a-pamjitd).  —  Svalpa-bala,  as,  d,  am 
having  very  little  strength,  extremely  weak  or 
feeble;  attended  by  a  very  small  force. - Svalpa- 
vishaya,  as,  m.  a  very  small  matter,  insignificant 
object;  a  small  pzrt.-Smlpa-vyaya,  as,  m.  very 
little  expenditure,  great  stinginess;  (as,  a,  am), 
spending  very  little,  very  niggardly.  -Svalpa-vrlita, 
as,  a,  am,  having  little  shame,  shameless,  impudent. 
—Sralpa-sarira,  as,  a,  am,  having  a  very  dimi- 

nutive body,  small  in  stature.  —  Svalpa-tttd,  f  a 
very  small  stone.  -  Smtlpa-filaya,  Norn.  A.  -&la- 
'/ate,  &c.,  to  act  like  a  very  small  stone,  to  become 
a  very  small  stone.  -Svalpdkara  (°pa-ah°),  as,  d, am,  eating  very  little,  most  abstemious. 
Svalpaha,  as,  d,  am,  very  little,  very  small, •ery  few. 

Svalpiyas,  an,  asi,  as,  much  less,  (Manu  XI.  8.) 
sva-vasa,sva-vritti,&c.  Seep.  1157. 
svasura.     See  svasura. 

sva-sara  (see  p.  1 157),  am,  n.  (pro- 
bably fr.  sra  +  sara),Ved.  'self-moving,  self-revolv- 

ing,' epithet  of  the  sun,  (Say.=s»asarasj«i=sra- yam  sartur  ddityasya,  Rig-veda  V.  62,  2) ;  a 

day,  (SZy.-ahan,  Rig-veda' I.  34,  4,  Naigh.  I.  9) ; a  house,  abode,  nest,  (Say.  srasardtii  =  svakiydni 
nivdsa-sthdndni,  Rig-veda  II.  34,  jj  in  Naigh.  II. 
4.  enumerated  among  the  griha-wamdni) ;  one's own  place  of  going. 

seasri,  sa,  f.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
II.  97.  fr.  rt.  I.  as  with  5.  sit  prefixed,  and  according 
to  some  connected  with  sv-asti  below,  and  meaning 
'  one  who  pleases  or  consoles ;'  according  to  others 
fr.  sva+stri),  a  sister,  (si'asrdm  =  svasrindm,  Rig- 
veda  I.  65,  4);  the  fingers,  (in  Naigh.  II.  5.  sva- 
sdrah  is  enumerated  among  the  anguli-ndmdni) ; 
[cf.  Lat.  soror,  con-sobrinus ;  Goth,  svistar;  Old 
Germ,  suestar;  Mod.  Germ.  Schwesler;  Angl. 
Sax.  sweoster,  swmter,  syster;  Eng.  sister;  Slav. 

eettra;  Lith.  sessu  (for  sest°t);  Cambro-Brit. 

Svasriya  (or  according  to  some  svasriya),  as,  m. 

sister's  son  ;  (a),  f.  a  sister's  daughter. 
Svasreya,  as,  m.  a  sister's  son  ;  (i),  f.  a  sister's 

daughter. 

t*(  t<h  svask  =  rt.  shvask,  p.  1034. 

sv-asti,  is,  i,  f.  n.  welfare,  health, 

•osperity,  blessing  (Ved.);  joy,  happiness,  bliss; 
srasti),  ind.  may  it  be  well  with  (used  as  a  par- 
icle  of  benediction  with  dat.,  e.  g.  svasty  astu  te, 
may  it  be  well  with  thee  !  may  blessings  rest  on 
hee!)  hail!  health!  adieu!  so  be  it!  amen!  (as  a 
erm  of  sanction  or  approbation).  —Svasti-gd,  as, 
is,  am,  Ved.  going  auspiciously.  —Srasti-da,  as, 

n.  '  granting  happiness,'  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Svasti- 
u,ds,  as,  am,  Ved.  conferring  happiness.  —  Svasti- 
leal,  (.,  N.  of  a  goddess  (represented  as  wife  of 
/ayu  and  said  to  have  sprung  from  the  particles 
f  Prakrit!).  —  Svasti-bhdva,  as,  m.  epithet  of 
iva.  —  Svasti-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  prosperous,  happy, 
uspicious.  —  Svasti-mukha,  as,  m.  'beginning 

fith  Svasti,  '  a  letter,  note  ;  '  pronouncing  blessings 
or  benedictions,'  a  Brahman  ;  a  panegyrist,  bard, 
encomiast.  —Svasti-vdfaim  or  tvatti-vildanaka  or 

svast^-va<<anika,  am,  n.  a  religious  rite  preparatory 
to  a  sacrifice  or  any  solemn  observance  (performed 
by  scattering  boiled  rice  on  the  ground  and  invoking 
blessings  by  the  repetition  of  certain  Mantras) ;  an 
ottering  or  complimentary  present  (of  flowers,  sweet- 

meats, &c.  to  any  one  with  good  wishes  and  bless- 
ings to  conciliate  favour,  =  vdyanaka,  a.  v.). 

-bvasti-vddya,  am,  n.  invocation  of  blessings congratulation.  -Svasti-vd h,  t,  t,  t,Ved.  bringing 
welfare  or  happiness.  -Srasty-ayana,  am,  n.  a 
prosperous  journey  (Ved.) ;  a  means  of  attaining 
prospenty ;  the  averting  of  evil  by  the  recitation  of Mantras  or  performance  of  propitiatory  rites;  the 
benediction  of  a  Brahman  after  presentation  of  offer, 
ings  [cf.  Jcrita-s°] ;  (as,  d  or  j,  am),  bringing blessings,  producing  happiness,  auspicious,  propitious. 
-bvasty-atreya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
hymns  Rig-veda  V.  50,  51 ;  (a»),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a family  of  Brahmans. 
Scaslaka,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  prosperous,  happy (Atham-veda  XIV.  2,  64.) 

Svastika,  as,  m.  any  lucky  or  auspicious  object, 
a  kind  of  mystical  mark  made  on  persons  or  things 
to  denote  good  luck,  (it  is  shaped  like  a  Greek  cross 
with  the  extremities  of  the  four  arms  bent  round  in 
the  same  direction ;  amongst  Jainas  it  is  one  of  the 
twenty-four  auspicious  marks  and  is  the  emblem  of 
the  seventh  Arhat  of  the  present  Ava-sarpini)  ;  the 
crossing  of  the  arms  ;  the  meeting  of  four  roads ;  a 
mansion  or  palace  of  a  particular  shape  (described  as 
surrounded  by  a  terrace  or  portico  on  the  north, 
west,  and  south  sides,  and  having  the  door  on  the 
east) ;  a  particular  symbol  made  with  ground  rice  and 
shaped  like  a  triangle  (  =  tandula-(!ilrna~nirmita- 
trikondkdrddhivdsa-dravya;  it  is  used  in  fumi- 

gating the  image  of  Durgs,  and  is  said  to  symbolize 
the  Lin-ga) ;  a  kind  of  cake ;  a  voluptuary,  libertine ; 
garlic ;  (as,  am),  m.  n.  a  mansion  or  temple  of  a  parti- 

cular form  with  a  portico  or  terrace  in  front ;  a  particular 
mode  of  sitting  practised  by  Yogins ;  a  kind  of  vege- 

table (  =  sitdvara).-8vastikdmna  (%-a-a«°),  am, n.  a  particular  mode  of  sitting,  (see  above.) 

svasriya,  svasreya.     See  col.  2. 
svu-svadha.     See  p.  1157. 
svakara.     See  p.  1157  ,  col.  3. 

«9i<m  i.  sv-agata.     See  p.  1126,  col.  3. 
«sirgf«ii  si-ankika,  as,  m.  (perhaps  fr.  sva 

+  anki,  q.  v.),  a  drummer,  (according  to  Sabda-k. =  mdrdangika.) 

«si«i«-a  svaMhandya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sva- 

(flianda),  the  power  of  following  one's  own  wilt 
or  fancy,  independence,  (svdddhandyat,  by  one's 
own  will,  of  one's  own  free  choice,  voluntarily.) 

«ai>ll«l  sv-ajivya.     See  p.  1126,  col.  3. 
«Sin«-«f  svatantrya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sva-tan- 

tra),  the  power  of  following  one's  own  will,  freedom 
of  will,  independence ;  (in  phil.)  free  will. 

^SIlfT  svati,  is,  m.  f.  (said  to  be  fr.  5.  su 
+  rt.  2.  at),  an  auspicious  constellation ;  the  star 
Arcturus  (as  forming  the  fifteenth  lunar  asterism); 
N.  of  a  son  of  Cru,  (in  this  sense  masc.) ;  (is),  f. 
one  of  the  wives  of  the  Sun;  a  sword.  —  Svdti- 

yoga,  as,  m.  conjunction  with  SvSti. 
Svdtl,  f.  Arcturus ;  a  wife  of  the  Sun ;  a  sword. 

svad.     See  rt.  svad,  p.  1159. 

Svdda,  svddii,  &c.     See  p.  1159,  c0''  '• 
«SIVI1  svadhina,  &c.     See  p.  1157. 
^TWl  svadhydya,  &c.     See  p.  1157. 
*3T«T  svana,  svanta.     See  p.  1159. 

*S  i  f  svapa.     See  p.  1160.  col.  I. 

•x 

*siHn<(  svapateya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sva  +pat>), wealth,  property. 
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1162 sv&pada. 
svarita. 

svapada,  as,  m.  (for  seapada),  a 
wild  beast. 

sv-api. 

sra-riyw.] 

See  p.  1126,  col.  3. 

srabhacika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sva- 

thdva),  belonging  to  one's  own  nature,  natural, 
native,  peculiar,  inherent;  (us),  m.  pi.  a  sect  of 
Buddhist  philosophers  who  accounted  for  all  things 
by  the  laws  of  nature. 

Svdbhdvya,  am,  n.  naturalness,  natural  state  or character. 

svamin,  &c.  See  p.  1 158,  col.  2. 

svayambhuva,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  spa- 

yam-lhti),  relating  to  Svayam-bhu  or  the  Self-ex- 
istent ;  derived  from  the  Self-existent  or  Brahman ; 

(as),  m.  the  son  of  Svayam-bhu,  epithet  of  the  first 

Manu;  (i),  !.  =  brdhmi,  (Sabda-k.)  -  Syayam- 

Mura-manu-pitri,  id,  m.  'father  of  the  Manu 
Svayambhuva/  Brahma. 
Stdyambhii  =  svdyambhma  above. 

*4|Jj>1  either  sv-ayuj  or  svayuj  (sva-ay°~) or  svd-yuj,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  easily  yoked ;  putting  them- 
selves spontaneously  to  the  chariot. 

svarasika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  sea-rasa), 
possessing  inherent  flavour  or  sweetness  (said  of  a 
poem  Sec.). 
Svdrasya,  am,  n.  the  possessing  natural  savori- 

ness  or  excellence. 

ij,  t,m.  (fr.  2.  svar  -j-  ro;),  the 
ruler  of  heaven,  i.  e.  Indra. 

Svardjya,  am,  n.  the  dominion  of  heaven,  Indra's heaven ;  union  with  Brahma,  identification  with  the 

Self-refulgent  (in  this  sense  fr.  sva-ruj),  a  state  of 
self-eflulgence. 

svarupa,  f.,  N.  of  a  place;   [cf. 

staroctsha,  as,  m.  (fr.  sva-rocrs), 
N.  of  the  second  Manu. 
Stdrofis,  is,  m.  the  second  Manu. 

snartha,  svarthika,  &c.   See  p.  1 158. 

«?llcl>B|*W  svalakshanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  sva-lak- 
shana),  the  peculiar  characteristics  or  natural  dis- 

position, (Manu  IX.  19.) 

svalpa,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  sv-alpa),  little, 
small ;  few ;  (am),  n.  littleness ;  paucity. 

svasthya,  am,  n.  (fr.sva-stha),  self- 
reliance,  self-dependence,  self  possession,  fortitude, 
resoluteness,  firmness ;  sound  state,  health,  prosperity, 
happiness,  comfortableness,  competence ;  compla- 

cency, contentment,  satisfaction. 

si-aha  (probably  for  sv-adha,  i.e.  5. 
Stt  +  rt.  dlid  with  n,  but  cf.  sva-dhd),  '  anything 
good  placed  on  the  fire,'  a  good  oblation  or  offering 
(to  Agni,  Indra,  &c.),  that  part  of  an  offering  which 
is  given  to  all  the  gods  indiscriminately,  (in  this 
sense  probably  ind.,  but  in  the  next  fern.) ;  the  Ob- 

lation personified  (as  a  wife  of  Agni  and  goddess 

presiding  over  burnt-offerings ;  Svaha's  body  is  said 
to  consist  of  the  four  Vedas,  and  her  limbs  are  the 

six  An-gas  or  members  of  the  Veda ;  she  is  repre- 
sented also  as  a  wife  of  the  Rudra  Pasu-pati ;  cf.  srn- 

dhn);  a  female  Bauddha  divinity;  in  Naigh.  I.  II. 
svahd  is  enumerated  among  the  vdn-ndmdni; 
(ind.)  an  exclamation  used  in  making  oblations  to 
the  gods  (often  used  like  '  Hail !'  and  governing  a 
dat.  case,  e.  g.  Agnaye  or  Somdya  evaM  ;  cf.  sv-aati). 
—  Svahd-kdra,  as,  m.  utterance  of  the  term  SvahS  ; 
the  formula  Svihi  (uttered  at  the  end  of  the  Yajya 
verses).  —  Svdhd-kriti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  an  oblation  made 
with  the  Svaha-kara,  (Rig-veda  X.  no,  II.  is  ad- 

dressed to  the  Svaha-kritis.)  -  Srdhd-pati,  is,  m. 
•lord  of  the  Svshl/  Agni.-Svdhd-i>riya,  as,  m. 
'  fond  of  the  SvahS/  Agni.  _  Svahd-ihnj,  k,  m. 
'  eating  the  Svaha/  a  deity. 

svit  or  svid,  ind.  a  particle  of  inter- 
rogation or  inquiry  (often  implying  doubt  or  surprise, 

and  translateable  by  'hey'r'  'what?' 'can  it  be  that?'); 
an  expletive  (often  redundant,  but  sometimes  per- 

haps used  disjunctively,  and  equivalent  to  'either/ 

•or'). 

svid,  cl.  4.  P.  svidyati,  sishveda, 
svetsyati,  asvidat,  svettum,  to  sweat, 

perspire;  cl.  I.  A.  svedate,  sisheide,  sveditum,  to 
be  anointed  ;  to  be  greasy  or  unctuous ;  to  pour  forth, 
shed(?);  to  be  disturbed  :  Caus.  svcdayatl,  -yitum, 
Aor.  asisvidat,  to  cause  to  sweat ;  to  make  warm, 
heat :  Desid.  of  Caus.  sisvedayishati :  Desid.  si- 
shvitsati :  Intens.  seshvidyate,  seshvelti ;  [cf.  Gr. 
IS-l-a,  TSos,  lS-p6-s,  lS-pw(r)-t,  aiSijpos ;  Lat.  s>ul- 
d-re,  sud-or,  sud-ariu-m  ;  Old  Norse  sveit-i ;  Old 
Germ,  sveiz;  Goth,  sveitan;  Angl.  Sax.  siccetan; 

Eng.  siceat.~] Svidita,  as,  a,  am,  sweated,  melted;  sweating, 

perspiring. 
Svinna,  as,  d,  am,  perspired,  sweated,  covered 

with  perspiration,  perspiring ;  steeped.  —  Si'inndn- 

f/uli  ("na-an°),  is,  is,  i,  having  perspiring  or  moist 
fingers. 
Sveda,  as,  a,  am,  sweating,  perspiring;  toiling; 

(as),  m.  perspiration,  sweat ;  warmth,  heat ;  vapour. 

—  Sveda-dushaka,  as,  m.  '  perspiration-sucker,"  a 
cooling  breeze.  —  Sveda-Mhid,  t,  t,  t,  'cutting  per- 

spiration,' absorbing  or  allaying  perspiration,  cooling. 
—  Sveda-ja,  as,  d,  am,  sweat-produced,  engendered 
by  heat  and  moisture,  generated  by  warm  vapour  or 
steam  (said  of  insects  and  vermin).  —  Sveda-jala,  as, 

m.  'sweat-water/  perspiration.  —  Sveda-malnjjhita- 

deha  (°la-uf),  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  body  is  freed 
from  perspiration  and  impurity ;  (as),  m.  a  Jaina  of 
the  highest  order,  a  holy  or  sainted  teacher  of  the 

Jainas.  —  Sveda-les'a,  as,  m.  a  little  perspiration. 
—Sveda-vindu,  us,  m.  or  sveda-viplush,  t,  (.  a  drop 

of  perspiration.  —  Svedditji  (°da-ari°),  is,  is,  i.Ved. 
having  streaming  ornaments  (said  of  the  Maruts ;  Say. 
=kskarad-abharana,  Rig-veda  X.  67,  6).  —  Sve- 

ddnuviddha  (°da-an°),  as,  d,  am,   covered  or 
streaked  with  perspiration.  —Svcdoda  (°da-uda)  or 

fvcdodaka  (°da-ud°),  am,  n.  'sweat-water,'  per- 

spiration. Svedana,  am,  n.  perspiration,  sweat;  sweating, 
causing  to  perspire  ;  any  instrument  or  remedy  for 
causing  perspiration,  a  diaphoretic,  sudorific ;  (<),  f. 
an  iron  plate  or  pan  used  as  a  cooking  utensil,  a  fry- 

ing-pan, saucepan. 
Svedanikd,  f.  a  boiler,  saucepan,  iron  plate  or  pan 

used  as  a  cooking  utensil,  frying-pan ;  a  room  for 
cooking,  kitchen. 
Svedita,  as,  d,  am,  sweated,  warmed,  heated, 

steamed. 

Sverlya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  sweated  or  treated  by 
sudorific  means. 

sv-ishfa,  svishta-krit.     See  p.  1126. 

svi-karana,  svl-krila,  sviya,  &c. 
See  p.  1158,  col.  3. 

smirch  (=rt.  sphurih,  q.  v.),  cl.  i. 
P.  svuritliati.  Sec.,  to   spread,  extend, 

expand ;  to  forget. 
suri,  cl.  i.  P.  svarati,  sasvara  (yd  pi. 
sasvartix),  srarisJiyati,  asvdrlt  or  asmr- 

fhlt,  svartum,  svaritum,  to  sound,  utter,  recite,  (ac- 

cording to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  88,  5.  the  form 
sasvar  =  iMdritavdn,  but  in  VII.  60,  10.  =  antar- 
hita,  see  sasvar,  s.  v.);  to  praise,  sing  the  praises 
of  (Ved.) ;  to  pain,  afflict  [cf.  rt.  sr/il ;  to  be  pained  ; 
(according  to  Naigh.  II.  14),  to  go ;  Caus.  svdrayati, 
-yitum,  Aor.  asisrara£ :  Pass,  svaryate,  to  be 
marked  with  the  Svarita  accent :  Desid.  sisrarishali 

or  susrurshati :  Intens.  sdsraryate,  sdsvarti ;  [cf. 

Zend  gar;  Gr.  avp-ty£,  avpi^-ca,  ffvpiy-ftv-s,  avpty- 
fia,  vpa(,  Vpov ;  Lat.  su-sur-ru-s,  ab-sur-dti-s,  svr- 
du-e;  probably  Goth,  traran ;  Angl.  Sax.  swan, 

swerian;  Slav,  svir-a-ti,  evir-ZU,  'a  pipe;'  Lith. iur-ma,  'a  flute,  pipe.'] 

Svara,  as,  m.  sound,  noise ;  voice ;  tone,  rone, 
music,  a  primary  musical  sound,  note  of  the  musical 
scale  or  gamut  (of  which  there  are  seven,  commonly 
thus  arranged,   i.  nuhdda,   2.  rishablia,  3.  rjdn- 
d/iara,  4.  shadja,  5.  madhyama,  6.  dhaivata, 
1 ,  panfuma  ;    these  notes  are  described  as  resem- 

bling respectively  the  notes  of  an  elephant,  bull,  goat, 
peacock,  curlew  or  heron,  horse,  and  Koil ;  they  are 
designated  by  their  initial  letters  or  syllables  thus, 

'"•  !^i  ffa,  aha,  ma,  dlta,  pa,  and  the  order  is  some- 
times changed,  shadja  being  placed  first,  paitcama 

fifth,  and  nishada  last) ;  a  symbolical  expression  for 
the  number  seven ;  a  vowel  (either  hrasva  short, 

dlrgha  long,  or  pluta  prolated) ;  an  accent,  tone  (of 
which  there  are  three,  viz.  udatta,  anudatta,  and 

svarita,  see  below) ;  air  breathed  through  the  nostrils, 

nasal  sound  ;  snoring  ;  (a),  f.,  N.  of  the  chief  wife  of 
Brahma  (Gayatn  being  the  other).  —  Svara-gata- 

dhyaija  (°ta-adh°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  first  book  of 
the  Saifglta-darpana ;  of  the  first  book  of  the  San- 
gita-ratnakara.  —  Svara-grdma,  as,  m.  the  musical 

scale,  gamut—  Svara-tattvodaya  ("i-a-ud0),  am, 
n.,  N.  of  treatise  on  astrology  by  Ji  va-natha.  —  Svara- 

pattana,  am,  n.  '  abode  of  accents/  N.  of  the  Sama- 
veda  (this  Veda  being  chanted  with  a  peculiar  rhythm, 
and  the  efficacy  of  its  prayers  depending  on  their 
proper  accentuation).  —  Svara-baddha,  as,  d,  am, 
composed  in  musical  measure  (said  of  a  song  Sec.). 

—  Srara-bhakti,  is,  f.  '  vowel-fracture,'  (in  Vedic 
phonetics)  a  vowel-sound  phonetically  inserted  in  the 
pronunciation  of  r  or  I  when  these  letters  are  fol- 

lowed by  a  sibilant  or  other  consonant  without  the 
intervention  of  a  vowel  (e.  g.  varsha,  pronounced 

varisha).—8cara-bhanga,  as,  m.  interruption  or 
indistinctness  of  utterance,  broken  articulation,  crack- 

ing of  the  voice,  hoarseness,  fluttering  of  the  voice, 

any  defect  in  speaking  (caused  by  emotion  or  morbid 
affections  of  the  chest).  —  Svara-bhangin,  t,  m. 

'  note-separating/  a  kind  of  bird.  —  Svara-bheda, 
n*,  ni.  =  ttvara-bhanga  above.  —  Svara-manda- 
likii,  f.  a  kind  of  Vina  or  stringed  musical  instru- 

ment (also  read  sitra-khanilalikn).  —  Srara-lasikd, 
f.  a  flute,  pipe.  —  Svara-vat,  an,  ati,  at,  having 
sound,  sonorous ;  having  a  voice,  vocal ;  having  an 
accent,  accentuated.  —  Svara-^dstra,  am,  n.  a  trea- 

tise on  the  modulations  of  sound  or  on  the  passage 

of  the  air  through  the  nostrils.  —  Svara-fuddha,  as, 
«,  am,  correct  in  musical  measure.  —  Smra-i!unya, 
as,  d,  am,  devoid  of  sound,  without  musical  notes, 
unmelodious,  unmusical.—  Svara-samyoga,  as,  m. 

the  junction  of  vowels.  —  Scara-sankrama,  as,  m.  a 
transition  or  succession  of  sounds  or  notes ;  the  musical 

scale,  gamut.  —  Svara-sandhi,  is,  m.  the  junction 
or  coalition  of  vowels.  —  Svara-mman,  anas,  m. 

pi.  epithet  of  particular  days  in  a  Sattra  or  sacrificial 

session.— Svardns'a   ("ra-an3),  as,  m.  a   half  or 
quarter  tone  in  music.  —>Kvardntara  (°ra-an°),ttm, 
n. '  vowel-interval,'  the  interval  between  two  vowels, 

hiatus,  =  rivr-itti ;  (e),  ind.  in  the  middle  of  vowels, 

between  two  vowels.  —  Soarodaya  (°ra-ud°),  as, 
m.  the  arising  or  production  of  sound  (thought  to  be 
:onnected  with  certain  tubular  vessels  of  the  body)  ; 

(as,  am),  m.  n.,  N.  of  a  work  on  that  subject;  an  astro- 
logical dissertation  on  the  indications  which  the  human 

breath  affords  under  particular  circumstances  and  astral 
conjunctions  of  the  duration  of  life  and  future  events ; 

(as,  a,  am),  followed  by  a  vowel.  —  Svarodaya- 
i-h-arana,  N.  of  a  work  on  the  tubular  vessels  of 

the  body  (regarded  as  passages  of  air  and  channels 
of  sound).  —  Xraropadha  (°ra-up°),  as,  d,  am, preceded  by  a  vowel. 

Svarana,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  illustrious,  celebrated, 
3iy.  =  de«s/iw  prakafana-rat,  Rig-veda  1. 18,  I.) 
Svarita,  as,  a,  am,  sounded ;  sounded  as  a  note, 

jitched  ;    articulated  ;  accented  ;    having  the  mixed 
or  circumflex  accent,  circnniflexed  ;  («*),  m.  the  third 
or  mixed  tone  between   high   and  low,  which  is 
hought  to  correspond  with  the  circumflex  accent, 
the  ether  two  tones  being  called  Ud-atta  »nd  An- 
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udatta,  q.  q.  v.v. ;  the  Ud-atta  sound  of  a  vowel  is 
said  to  result  from  the  employing  the  upper  half  of 
the  organs  of  utterance,  and  the  An-udatta  from  em- 

ploying the  lower  half,  while  the  Svarita  represents 
a  sustained  mixed  intonation  neither  high  nor  low, 
which  is  well  illustrated  by  the  expression  tiryuy- 
gamana,  i.  e.  a  horizontal  or  wavy  movement  of 
the  hand  as  distinguished  from  a  direct  upward  and 
downward  motion ;  Pinini,  however,  applies  the 

term  an-uddtta,1  non-elevated,'  to  the  neutral  accent- 
less  tone,  and  uses  the  term  sanna-tara  or  an- 

vdatta-tara  for  '  the  very  or  proper  An-udatta,'  i.  e. 
the  true  grave  accent  which  precedes  the  Udatta; 

in  I.  2,  31.  he  calls  the  Svarita  sam-dhdra,  i.e.  'a 
combination'  of  the  elevated  and  non-elevated  tones ; 
the  Svarita  accent  is  denoted  in  the  Rig-veda  by  a 
small  upright  stroke  above  the  syllable,  the  Anudatta- 
tara  by  a  horizontal  mark  underneath,  and  the  UdStta 
is  left  unmarked ;  but  the  Svarita  mark  may  denote 
either  a  dependent  or  an  independent  Svarita,  i.  e. 
one  produced  by  an  Udatta  immediately  preceding 
or  a  real  Svarita  belonging  to  the  word  itself,  and 
commonly  produced  by  the  suppression  of  an  Udatta 
syllable ;  again,  as  a  word  is  supposed  to  have  only 
one  real  accent,  so  words  which  have  real  Svaritas 
of  their  own  do  not  have  Udatta  accents ;  they  are 

called  ddi-si'arita,  tnadhya-svarita,  anta-svarita, 
according  as  they  have  Svaritas  on  the  first,  middle, 
or  last  syllable ;  it  must  also  be  borne  in  mind  that 
when  a  dependent  Svarita  is  immediately  followed 

by  an  Udatta,  the  Svarita  becomes  a  kind  of  Anudatta- 
tara,  and  is  so  marked,  see  tathdbhdvya;  there  were, 
doubtless,  different  kinds  of  Svarita  pronunciation.) 

— Svarita-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  having  the  Svarita 

accent. —Svaritopndha  (°ta-up°),  as,  d,  am,  pre- 
ceded by  the  Svarita ;  having  the  penultimate  marked 

with  the  Svarita. 

S-varitri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  sings,  a  singer 
(Ved.) ;  one  who  pains  or  afflicts,  a  painer  (=*upa- 
tdpayitri,  but  perhaps  to  be  connected  with  rt.  srn). 
Svaru,  us,  m.  sunshine ;  a  sacrifice ;  part  of  a 

sacrificial  post  (or  a  slip  of  wood  from  it) ;  the  sacri- 
ficial post,  (Say.  —yupa) ;  a  thunderbolt ;  an  arrow  ; 

a  kind  of  scorpion  ;  (us,  us,  u),  Ved.  (perhaps)  per- 
fect, entire,  (Say.  =  graravah  =  8va-sakalavantati, 

Rig-veda  III.  8,  6.) 
Svarus,  us,  m.  a  thunderbolt  (  =  svaru  above). 
Svarya,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  to  be  praised. 
Svaryamdna,  as,  d,  arn,  being  accented  with  the 

Svarita,  circumflexed. 

Svdra,  as,  i,  am,  relating  to  sound  or  accent. 

^jjrtl^i  svritlka,  am,  n.,  Ved.  water  (= 
udaka,  Naigh.  I.  12  ;  cf.  smritllia). 

i  j'  sari  or  sbrl  (=  rt.  sri;  cf.  rt.  sri,  also 

^    rt.  svri  in  one  of  its  senses),  cl,  9.  P.  gvri- 
ndti,  sbrinati,  &c.,  to  hurt,  kill. 

i^i  ̂j    svek  (=rt.  srek),  cl.  I.  A.  svekate, 

™    <s.  &c.,  to  go. 
\sveUha,  &c.     See  p.  1158,  col.  i. 

'  sveda,  svedana,  &c.     See  p.  1162. 
'.  sveshta.     See  p.  1158,  col.  I. 

V.  svaitavah,  Norn.  pi.  masc.,  Ved. 

going  auspiciously,  (according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 
V.  41,  Q.  =  dobhana-ffamandh,  as  if  fr.  sit  +  aita- 
vah;  in  the  Pada  text  the  word  is  divided  into  sra- 
etavah.) 

[svaira,  &c.     See  p.  1158,  col.  3. 

airindhri,  f.-z=.sairan-dhr~i  under 
eairan-dhra,  p.  1135,  col.  3. 
t^TKW  svorasa,  as,  m.  the  sediment  of  oily 

substances  ground  with  a  stone. 

*3 !5(valM  svovasvlya,  am,  n.  =  s'»o-r<zsj- 
yasa,,  happiness,  prosperity. 

[  sv-aupa^a.     See  p.  1126,  col.  3. 

5  i.  ha,  the  thirty-third  and  last  con- 
sonant of  the  Nagar!  alphabet  (belonging  to  the 

guttural  class,  and  in  sound  corresponding  to  the 
English  h  in  hard).  —  Ha-kdra,as,  m.  the  letter  or 
sound  ha.—Ha-tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  the  letter  ha. 

^  2.  ha,  as,  m.  a  form  of  S'iva  or  Bhairava, 
(see  nakidis'a') ',  water ;  a  cipher  (i.  e.  the  arith- 

metical figure  expressing  nothing) ;  meditation ; 
auspiciousness ;  sky,  heaven ;  paradise;  blood;  dying; 
fear ;  knowledge ;  the  moon ;  Vishnu ;  war,  battle  ; 
horripilation ;  a  horse ;  pride ;  a  physician  ;  cause, 
motive ;  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  =  pdpa-harana  ; 
=  sakopa-i-drana;  =  ̂ tishka;  (u),f.  (according  to 
some)  coition  ;  a  lute ;  (am),  n.  (according  to  some) 
the  supreme  Spirit;  pleasure,  delight;  a  weapon; 
the  sparkling  of  a  gem ;  the  sound  of  a  lute ;  (as, 
a,  am),  mad,  drunk  (according  to  some). 

5  3-  ha,  ind.  =  Ved.  2.  aha,  an  emphatic 
particle  laying  stress  on  the  preceding  word  (generally 

equivalent  to  'verily,'  'indeed,'  'manifestly,'  'evi- 
dently,' &c.,  e.  g.  na  ha,  not  indeed ;  it  is  eu- 

phonically  changed  to  dlia,  e.  g.  yad  dha  =  yadd 
khalu,  when  indeed ;  kad  dha,  what  then  ?  and  is 
sometimes  used  without  any  distinct  signification, 
often  with  the  Perfect  and  Impf. ;  cf.  Pan.  III.  2, 

116);  a  vocative  particle  (corresponding  to  'hoi' 
&c.)  ;  a  particle  of  reproach  or  disdain  ;  of  laughter ; 
[cf.  Gr.  yf ;  Dor.  70  ;  (according  to  some  also)  Lat. 

hi,  ha,  ho  in  hie,  ha'c,  hoc;  Goth,  prefix  ga-j 

Angl.  Sax.  ge-.~\ 
"?,  4.  ha.     See  under  rt.  i.  han. 
?  5.  ha.     See  under  rt.  3.  ha. 

TJ  ham.     See  ham. 

?H  i .  hansa,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
III.  62.  fr.  rt.  l.han},  a  goose,  gander,  swan,  duck, 
flamingo  (or  a  kind  of  bird  the  description  of  which 
is  rather  poetical  than  real ;  perhaps  a  kind  of  mixture 
of  any  of  these);  the  vehicle  of  Brahma  (represented 
as  borne  on  a  Hansa) ;  the  supreme  Soul  or  universal 

Spirit  ( =  brahman  ;  according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda 
IV.  40.  5.  in  this  sense  derived  either  fr.  rt.  I.  han 

in  the  sense  '  to  go,'  i.  e.  '  who  goes  eternally,'  or 
resolvable  into  altam  sa,  *  I  am  that,'  i.  e.  the  su- 

preme Being) ;  the  Jivatman  or  living  soul ;  one  of 

the  vital  airs ;  Vishnu  :  S'iva ;  the  Sun,  (see  hansa- 
vatl) ;   a  particular   Mantra   or   mystical    text   [cf. 
han<a-vatT] ;    N.  of  Kama-deva ;    an  unambitious 
monarch  ;  an  ascetic  or  devotee  of  a  particular  order ; 

a  kind  of  horse,   (in  Naigh.  I.  14.  hansusah  is 
enumerated  among  the  asva-ndmdni) ;  envy,  malice ; 
a  spiritual  preceptor ;  a  mountain  ;   N.  of  a  moun- 

tain ;  a  buffalo ;  a  species  of  the  Ati-sakvari  metre ; 
(in  composition)  best,   excellent;   pure  (  =  vUud- 
dlta] ;  going  before  or  in  front ;  (an),  m.  p!.,  N.  of 
a  caste  supposed  to  live  in  Plaksha-dvipa ;  (*),  f.  a 

female  goose  ;  N.  of  a  courtez-.ni ;  a  kind  of  metre 
(said  to  consist  of  twenty-two  syllables);   [cf.  Gr. 

Xnv  \   Lat.  ans-er;   Old  Germ,  t/ans;   Angl.  Sax. 
oos,  gandra.]  —  Ilansakdkiya,  as,  a,  am  (fr. 
hania-kalea),  relating  to  a  goose  and  crow  (said  of 
a  fable).  —  Hansa-kdkau,  m.  du.  a  goose  and  crow. 

—  JIanKa-kdntd,    f.    *  gander-beloved,"    a    female 
goose.  —  Ifansa-kdli-tanaya.  as,  m.  a  buffalo,  (see 
kSli-tanaya).  —  Hamn-liilalca,  as,  m.  a  particular 

form  of  sexual  union.  —  Hansa-kuta,  as,  m. '  swan's 
peak,"  N.  of  one  of  the  peaks  of  the  Himalaya;  the 
hump  on  the  shoulder  of  the  Indian  ox.  —  Hansa- 

f/atl,  is,  is,  i,  stalking  like  a  swan,  having  a  swan's 
gMl.~-lIan>ta-yad<jadd,  f.  'prattling  like  a  swan," 
a  sweetly  speaking  woman.  —  Ilansa-gamana,  am, 
n.  moving  gracefully  like  a  swan  ;  the  gait  of  a  swan 

or  goose.  —  Hansa-ydmint,  f. '  walking  like  a  swan," 
a  graceful  woman.  —  Hanna-jdttya,  as,  a,  am,  be- 

longing to  the  tribe  of  birds  called  Harjsa,  anserine. 
—  Ilansa-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha.  —  Hansa- 

tula,  as,  am,  m.  n.  'goose-cotton,'  the  soft  feathers 
or  down  of  a  goose.  —  Hunsa-dahana,  am,  n. 

'geese-exciting,'  aloe  wood  ( =  a-gitru).  —  Hansa- 
duta,  N.  of  a  poem  by  Rupa-gosvamin.  -  Ilansa- 
dvdra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  pass  near  Lake  Manasa. 
—  llansa-ndda,  as,  m.  the  cackling  of  a  goose,  cry 
of  a  goose  or  swan  (as  the  Hansa  serves  the  god 
Brahma  for  a  vehicle,  this  cry  is  thought  to  have 
something  of  a  sacred  character).  —  Ifansa-nadin, 
i,  irii,  i,  making  a  noise  like  a  goose  or  swan, 

cackling ;    (inl),  {.  a  graceful  woman  (one  of  the 
various  classes  into   which  women  are  divided;   a 
woman  of  this  class  is  described  as  having  a  slender 

waist,    large   hips,    the   gait    of   an    elephant   and 
voice  of  a  Koil).  —  Hansa-pakeha,  as,  m.  epithet 
of  a  particular  movement  or  position  of  the  hands. 
—  Hansapadikd,  1.  (fr.  hansa-padl),  a  proper  N. 
—  Hansa-padl,  f. '  goose-footed,'  the  creeper  Cissus 
Pedata;  (perhaps  also)  Clitoria  Ternata.  —  Hansa- 

param&lvara  (°ma-is"),  N.  of  a  work.  —  Hansa- 
pdda,  as,  m.  the  foot  of  a  goose ;   (am),  n.  ver- 

milion ;  (f),  f.  a  kind  of  hansa-padl  (see  above). 
••Ilansa-padikd,  f.  —  hansa-padl  above.— Hansa- 
mantra,  as,  m.  a  particular  Mantra;  [cf.  hansa, 

hansa-vati.~]  —  Hansa-mald,  f.  '  swan-garland,'  a 
flight  of  Hansas,  flock  of  wild  geese,  &c. ;  a  particular 
kind  of  goose  or  duck  ( =  kadamba) ;  a  kind  of  metre. 
—  Ilansa-masha,  f.  a  kind  of  shrub  (=*mdsha- 

parttl).  ~*  JIansa-mahes'rara,    N.   of  a   work. 
—  Hansa-yukta,  as,  d,  am,  drawn  by  swans  (said 
of  the  chariot  of  Brahma).  —  llansa-yman,  a,  m. 

a  young  goose  or  swan.  —  Hansa-ratha,,  as,  m. 
'  whose  vehicle  is  a  Hansa,'  Brahma.  —  Ilansa-raja, 
as,  m.  a  king  of  geese.  —  Hansa-ruta,  am,  n.  a 
kind  of  metre.  —  Hansa-lomafa,  am,  n.  green  sul- 

phate of  iron  (  —  kasha).  —  Hansa-lohaka,  am,  n. 

brass  ( =pittala).  —  llama-rat,  an,  alt,  at,  possess- 
ing geese,  &c. ;  (ail),  I.  the  creeper  Cissus  Pedata ; 

(scil.  rid)  epithet  of  the  verse  Rig-veda  IV.  40,  5. 
(in  which  the  sun  in  the  type  of  Dadhi-krS,  here 
called  Hansa,  is  identified  with  Para-brahman  or  the 

supreme  Being ;  this  verse  is  also  found  in  Vajasa- 
neyi-s.  X.   24,  XII.  14,  &c.)  —  Hansa-varana- 
yamim,  (.  a  woman  who  walks  like  a  swan  or  young 

elephant.  —  Ifansa-i'ahana,  as,  m.  '  borne  on  a 
Hansa,'  Brahma.— Huma-vheka,  as,  m. '  discrimina- 

tion of  the  one  Spirit,'  N.  of  a  short  Vedanta  poem. 

—  Hansa-vija,  am,  n.  a  goose's  egg.  —  Ilansa- 
ircni,  f.  a  line  or  row  of  geese.  —  Ifansanilii  (°sa- 
an°),  us,  its,  u,  '  swan-rayed,'  swan-coloured,  white. 
—Ilansiltty/tri  (°sa-ait°),  is,  m.  '  goose-footed,'  vti- 
milion.—Hansadhirudhd  (°jja-adAJ),f.'mountedona 

swan.'epithet  of  Sarasvatl  (wife of  Brahma).« Hans'i- 
lihikhi/a  (°sa-abh°),  am,  n.  silver.  —  Hanmrfidha 
(°sa-dr°),  as,  d,  am,  mounted  on  a  swan  ;  (rw), 
m.  Brahma;  (d),  f.  the  wife  of  Brahma,  —  llaiitf- 

ilrara-tirtlia  (Jsa-i^°),  am,  n.,  N.  of- a  Tirtha. 
—  Ifansodaka  ("sa-ud1),  am,  n.  a  kind  of  cordial 
water  (described  as  a  sort  of  infusion  of  cardamoms). 

—  Haniopanishad  (°sa-np°),  t,  {.,  N.  of  an  Upa- 
nishad  belonging  to  the  Atharva-veda. 

2.  Jtansa,  Norn.  P.  hagttoti,  &c.,  to  act  or  behave 
like  a  swan. 

Hansaka,  as,  m.  a  goose,  gander,  flamingo ;  an 
ornament  for  the  feet  or  ankles  (said  to  be  formed 

like  a  goose's  foot). Hansikd,  f.  a  female  goose. 
llansi,  f.  a  female  goose,  (see  hansa .)  —  llansl- 

yii'jala,  am,  n.  a  pair  of  geese  or  ducks. 

ijtift  haaiho  (i.e.  ham  +  ho),  ind.  a  voca- 

tive particle  (corresponding  to  'ho!'  '  hollo  1');  a 
particle  expressing  haughtiness  or  contempt ;  an  inter- 

rogative particle ;  (in  the  drama)  a  form  of  address 
among  those  of  the  middling  class  used  by  equals  to 
each  other. 

?c^  liak,  ind.  (imitative)  the  sound  hak. 
—  Ilak-kSra,  as,  m.  making  the  sound  hak,  call- 

ing, calling  to. 
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Hakka,  as,  m.  the  calling  of  elephants  (=gaja-     Gr. 

hanu. 

samaheiina). 

haja-deta,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  district. 

hajaja,  N.  of  a  place. 
Hajaji,  N.  of  a  place. 

hanja,  ind.  (in  the  drama)  a  vocative 

particle  used  in  addressing  a  female  attendant  or 
maid-servant. 

llafije,  ind.  a  vocative  particle,  (see  above.) 

hahji,  is,  m.  a  sneeze,  sneezing  (— 
ii&vi). 

hanjikd,  f.  (probably)  a  kind  of 
plant  (  =  bhdrgl) 

hat,  cl.  i.  P.  hatati,  jahata,  hatitum, 
.  to  shine,  be  bright. 

hala-parni,  n.  (according  to  S'ab- 
da-k.)  the  aquatic  plant  Vallisneria;  [cf.  hatha- 
parni.] 

?J  hatta,  as,  m.  a  market,  fair  ;  (I),  f.  a 

petty  market  or  fair.  —  Ilatta-tamaka,  as,  m.  a 
thief  who  steals  from  fairs  and  markets.  —  Hatta- 

vildsini,  f.  '  dallying  in  market-places  ;'  a  wanton 
woman,  prostitute  ;  a  sort  of  perfume  (  =  dhamani)  ; 
turmeric  (  =  haridra). 

hath,  cl.  I.  P.  hathati,  jahiitha,  &c., 

to  leap,  jump  ;  to  be  wicked  ;  to  treat  with 
violence,  oppress  ;  to  bind  to  a  post. 
Hafha,  as,  m.  violence,  force,  (ha/hena,  by  force, 

forcibly,  violently,  with  precipitation,  suddenly),  op- 
pression ;  rapine  ;  the  aquatic  plant  Pistia  Stratiotes 

(=pris"ni).  —  Hatha-dipikd,  f.,  N.  of  a  work,  (see 
below.  )  —  Hatha-parni,  (.  the  aquatic  plant  Vallis- 

neria Octandra.  —  ilatha-pradlpikd,  f.  a  treatise  on 
the  Hatha-yoga  and  asceticism  by  Atmarama.  —  H  a- 
tha-yoga,  as,  m.  a  particular  mode  of  Yoga  or  ab- 

stract contemplation  (forcing  the  mind  to  abstain 

from  external  objects  ;  it  is  treated  of  in  the  Hatha- 
pradlpikfi,  and  may  be  performed  in  various  ways, 
sach  as  standing  on  one  leg,  holding  up  the  arms, 
inhaling  smoke  with  the  head  inverted,  &c.).  —  Ha- 
tha-vidyd,  f.  the  science  or  method  of  forced  medita- 

tion. —  Ifatha-sanketa-dandrikd,  (.,  N.  of  a  treatise 
by  Sundara-deva  on  the  Hatha-yoga. 
Hathaln,  us,  m.  the  plant  Pistia  Stratiotes. 
Hathl,  f.  the  plant  Pistia  Stratiotes. 

?"%  hadi,  is,  m.  wooden  fetters,  a  kind  of stocks. 

i  harlika,as,m.a.  servant  of  the  lowest 
caste,  a  sweeper  (  =  malakarshin). 
Ifaddaka,  as,  m.  =  hadika  above. 
lladdi,  is,  or  haddika,  as,  m.  =  hadika  above. 

?|  hadda,  am,  n.  a  bone.  —  Hadda-ja,  am, 
n.  produced  from  bones,  marrow. 

haddipa,  as,  m.  =  hadika  above. 

handa,  ind.  a  vocative  particle  used 
in  addressing  a  female  of  inferior  rank;    (in  the 
drama)  a  form  of  address  used  by  equals  to  each  other 
among  those  of  the  lowest  class. 

Hande,  ind.  a  vocative  particle,  =  handa  above. 

?M!sqii  handika,  f  .  an  earthen  pot  or  boiler. 
—  Ifindikd-siita,  as,  m.  a  small  earthen  pot. 
Handl,  l.=handiJ:d  above. 

?1T  hata,  hataka,  &c.     See  cols.  2,  3. 

^1  hatha.     See  col.  3. 

i-X°l>-a,  X«-ff<"'-/*ai)'  Xtaf'a<  X<5-o-s, 
Angl.  Sax.  scit-e;  Old  Germ,  sciz-u.] 

Radana,  am.  n.  the  act  of  excretion,  evacuation 

(of  excrement  or  ordure). 
Hanna,  as,  a,  am,  passed  (as  excrement),  evacu- 

ated, excreted;    (am),  n.  excrement,  ordure;    [cf. - 

hadda,  f.,  (in  astronomy)  N.  of  a  di- 
vision of  each  zodiacal  sign,  (thirty  such  divisions  are 

specified  and  distributed  variously  to  each  planet; 
according  to  some,  a  masc.  form  of  this  word  exists.) 

—  HaddeGa  (°dd-i^a),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  a  thirtieth 
division  of  a  zodiacal  sign,'  (probably)  an  epithet  of 
the  planets  (  =  trinsan$a-pa). 

i.  hem  (probably  for  an  original 

dAan,  cf.  ni-dhana,  p.  487 ;  but  some 
forms  are  fr.  ghan,  some  fr.  ghat,  and  others  are 
borrowed  fr.  rt.  radh  or  badh),  cl.  2.  P.  (ep.  also 
A.  in  some  forms,  cf.  a-ttan),  hanti  (3rd  du.  hatas, 
3rd  pi.  ghnanti) ;  Impf.  ahan  (yd  du.  ahatdm, 
3rd  pi.  aghnan) ;  Pot.hanydt;  Impv.  Jiantu  (ind 
sing,  jahi,  3rd  sing,  hantu,  and  pi.  hata,  yd  pi. 
ghnantu;  in  Naigh.  II.  14.  a  form  hantdt  is  given 
as  one  reading);  Perf.  ja.ijlia.na  (2nd  sing,  jagha- 
nitha  or  jaghantha,  1st  du.  jayhnim,  yd  pi. 

jaghnm,  ep.  A.jaghnire);  2nd  Kut.  hanishyati, 
Aor.  avarlhit  (fr.  rt.  radA  or  6adA,  ep.  also  ahanat) ; 

Free,  vadhydt;  Coad.ahanishyat,hantum,(\red. 
forms,  Pres.  hanati  [as  if  cl.  i],  jighnate  [cf.  rt. 

</Aro];  Perf.  jahd=jaghdna,  Nirukta  IV.  i;  Inf. 
hantus,  lumtavai),  to  strike,  hit,  beat;  to  strike 
down,  kill,  slay,  destroy;  to  wound,  hurt,  injure, 
harass,  afflict;  to  overcome,  overthrow,  overturn, 
conquer ;  to  remove,  take  away,  counteract,  cure  ; 
to  obstruct,  stop,  hinder,  impede,  mar ;  to  go,  move, 

(in  Naigh.  II.  14.  hanati  is  enumerated  among  the 
gati-karmdnah)  :  Pass,  hanyate,  jaghne,  hanta 
or  ghdnitd,  hanishyate  or  ghdnishyate,  avadhi 

or  aghani  (3rd  pi.  aghanishata  or  ahasata.  Pan. 
VI.  4,  62),  ghdnishishta,  to  be  struck,  to  be  killed, 
&c. :  Caus.  ghdtayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ajighatat 
(properly  a  Nom.  fr.  ghdta),  to  cause  to  be  slain  or 
killed :  Desid.  jighdnsati,  to  wish  to  kill  or  slay : 
Intens.  janghanyate  or  jeghniyate  (in  Pan.  VII.  4, 

3i),janghanti,  (Ved.  [ni-^ghanighnate,  pres. part, 
dat.  or  according  to  Say.  =  [ni-]hanti,  Rig-veda  I. 

55,5);  [cf.  Gr.  t-6av-ov,  6dv-aros,  9iiv-<a,  6vT}OKto  : 
Lat.  (fen-d-o),  offend-o,  defend-o,  in-festus:  Goth. 
dauthus,  '  death :'  Angl.  Sax.  dead,  deadh,  dydan, 
'  to  kill :'  Hib.  gonaim,  '  I  wound  ;'  (perhaps  also) 

gail,  '  slaughter ;'  gaillim,  '  I  hurt.'] Ghdta,  ghdtayat,  &c.     See  p.  307. 
Ghna,  ghnat.  Sec.     See  p.  310. 
Jaghanvai,jaghnivas.    Seep.  335. 
Janghanyamdna,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  the  Intens.), 

being  repeatedly  struck,  being  greatly  wounded. 
4.  ha  (for  5.  ha  see  under  rt.  3.  ha),  killing,  de- 

stroying, removing,  counteracting  (at  the  end  of 
comps.,  cf.  visha-ha). 

Hata,  as,  a,  am,  struck,  beaten  [cf.  o-7i°];  struck 
down,  killed,  slain,  wounded,  hurt,  marred,  injured, 

spoiled,  blighted,  destroyed,  utterly  ruined,  ex- 
tinguished, dimmed,  ended,  lost ;  impeded,  hindered, 

checked ;  counteracted,  neutralized,  disappointed, 
frustrated  ;  repelled,  driven  off,  avoided ;  deprived 
of,  bereft  of,  freed  from,  destitute  of  (especially  at  the 
beginning  of  comps.,  sec  below) ;  miserable,  worthless ; 
(in  arithmetic)  multiplied ;  (am),  n.  striking,  killing, 
hurting;  multiplication.  —  Hata-kanlaka,  as,  a, 
am,  freed  from  thorns;  one  whose  foes  are  de- 

stroyed. —  Hata-titta,  as,  a,  am,  bereft  of  sense, 
perplexed  in  mind,  dispirited,  bewildered,  confounded. 
—  Hatfi-jivita,  as,  a,  am,  deprived  of  life  or  hope, 
overcome   with  despair;    (am),  n.  despair  of  life. 

•  Hata-jndna,  as,  d,  am,  deprived  of  conscious- 
ness. —  Uatajyotir-niiitha,  as,  m.  a  night  in  which 

•had,c\.i.A..hadate,jahade,hatsyate,  \  the  stars  are  extinguished,  a  starless  night. -Hata- 
•^ahatta,hattnm,  to  evacuate,  excrete  or  dis-  '  jyotis,  is,  is,  is,  having  the  stars  extinguished,  star- 

charge  excrement:  Caus.  hddayati:  Des\d.jihat-  less,  dark.  —  Hata-tdpa,  as,  a,  am, freed  from  heat, 
late:  latem.jdhadyate,jahatti;  [cf.  Zend  sad;  cookd.  —  Hata-ttieh,  t,  t,  (,  dimmed  in  lustre,  de- 

prived  of  light.  —  Itata-daha,  as,  a,  am,  ill-fated, 
ill-starred,  luckless.  —  Hata-dvish,  t,  t,  t,  one  who 
has  slain  his  enemy  or  enemies.  —  Ifata-pitri,  ta, 
m.  one  whose  father  has  been  slain.  —  Ilata-putra, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  one  whose  son  has  been  slain. 
—  Hata-prabhava,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose  power  has 
been  destroyed,  bereft  of  power.  —  Hata-pramada, 
as,  d,  am,  driving  away  or  avoiding  negligence,  freed 
from  carelessness.  —Ifata-pravira,  as,  5,  am,  whose 
choicest  warriors  are  slain.  —  llata-prdya,  as,  d,  am, 

j  almost  killed.  —  Hata-bandhava,  as,  d,  am,  de- 
prived of  relations,  destitute  of  relations.  —  Jfata- 

buddhi,  is,  is,  i,  deprived  of  sense,  destitute  of  sense. 

—  Hata-bhdgya,  as,  d,  am,  ill-starred,  ill-fated. 
—  Hata-mdtri,  td,  m.  one  whose  mother  has  been 
slain.  —  Hata-murkha,  as,  m.  an  excessive  fool,  a 
blockhead.  —  Hata-mcdhas,  as,  as,  as,  perplexed  in 
mind,  deprived  of  sense  or  intellect.  —  Ilata-ratha, 
as,  m.  a  smitten  chariot,  a  chariot  of  which  the 
horses  and  charioteer  are  slain.  —  Hata-laksftana, 

as,  d,  am,  deprived  of  good  marks,  unlucky.  —  Hata- 
vinaya,  as,  d,  am,  lost  to  a  sense  of  propriety. 

—  llata-mrya,  as,  d,  am,  one  who  has  lost  his 
virility  or  vigour.  —  Hata-vrishan,  d,  ni,  a,  Ved. 
(according  to  Say.)  one  whose  obstructor  has  been 
destroyed,  (applied  to  the  waters  whose  obstructor  is 
said  to  be  Vritra,   Rig-veda  IV.  17,  3.)  —  Ilata- 

$"ishta,  as,  d,  am,  left  remaining  out  of  the  slain, 
left  surviving.  —  Hata-s"ishta-jana,  as,  m.  a  sur- 

vivor, (see  above.)  —  Hata-tesha,  as,  d,  am,  re- 
maining from  among  the  killed,  escaped,  survived. 

—  Hata-dri,   >s,  is,  i,   one   whose   prosperity  is 
blighted  ;  reduced  to  penury.  —  Hata-sampada,  as, 
d,  am,  one  who  has  lost  his  property,  reduced  to 
poverty.  —  JIata-sammada,  as,  a,  am,  one  whose 
pleasures  are  destroyed  or  marred.  —  Hata-sarva- 
yodha,  as,  d,  am,   having  all  the  warriors  slain. 
—  Hata-sddhvasa,  as,  d,  am,  freed  from   fear. 
—•Hata-suta,  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  charioteer  is 

slain.  —  Hatddhimantha  Cta-adh°),  as,  d,  am,  freed 
from  disease  of  the  eye  or  from  loss  of  sight.  —  Hatd- 

roha  fta-ar"),  as,  d,  am,  (an  elephant  &c.)  whose 
riders  are  slain.  —  HatdvaS'esha  (°ta-aif),  as,  m.  pi. 
those  left  of  the  slain.  —  Haiada  (^ta-d^,  as,  d,  am, 

one  whose  hopes  are  destroyed,  bereft  of  hope,  hope- 
less, despairing,  desponding ;  weak,  powerless ;  bar- 

ren ;  vile,  low,  infamous,  wicked ;  cruel,  merciless. 

—  llatdtiva  (°(a-aif°),  as,  d,  am,  one  whose  horse 
or  horses  have  been  killed.  —  JIataujas  (°ta-oj°), 
as,  ds,  as,  one  whose  vigour  is  destroyed,  bereft  of 

energy,  debilitated. 
Hataka,,  as,  a,  am,  miserable,  ill-bred,  bad  (in 

general) ;  (as),  m.  a  low  person,  coward. 

Jfati,  is,  f.  striking,  a  stroke,  blow  [cf.  hala-h°~\ ; killing,  destroying,  destruction,  removing,  &c. ;  (ac- 

cording to  S'abda-k.)  =  apa-karsha  ;  =  ulldsa. 
Hatnu,  us,  m.  a  weapon ;  sickness,  disease. 

Hatya,  am,  n.  killing,  slaying;  [cf.  fambara- 

K°.-\ 

Halt/a,  f.  killing,  slaying,  slaughter,  murder  (gene- 
rally applied  to  criminal  killing,  and  chiefly  used  in 

comps. ;  cf.  brahma-h°,  go-h°). 
Satrd,  ind.  having  struck  or  killed,  having  slain. 
Hatm,  ind.,  VeA.  =  hatva  above. 
Hatha,  as,  m.  a  stroke,  blow ;  killing,  slaughter ; 

death  ;  a  man  dejected  or  in  low  spirits. 

2.  han,  hd,  ghni,  m.  f.  killing,  slaying;  a  killer, 
slayer  (at  the  end  of  comps. ;  cf.  brahma-han, 
vritra-han). 

liana,  as,  m.  killing,  slaying,  a  killer,  slayer,  (see 
su-h°,  cf.  ghana,  ghandyhana.) 

Hanana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  striking,  killing,  de- 
stroying ;  wounding,  hurting,  injuring ;  (in  arith- 

metic) multiplication.  —  Ilanana-fda,  as,  d,  am, 
of  a  murderous  disposition,  cruel. 
Hanamya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  struck  or  beaten,  to 

be  killed,  worthy  of  death. 
Jfanishyat,  an,  ati  or  anti,  at,  about  to  kill  or 

slay. 

Hanu,  us,  m.  f.  the  jaw  (also  hanu,  us,  f.  and 

hanu,  u,  n.,  and  in  the  sense '  jaw,'  thought  to  be  con- 
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riected  with  rt.  2.  Jid,  but  according  to  Say.  so  called, 
as  hanana-sddhana,  '  an  instrument  of  destruc- 

tion'); (us),  f.  anything  which  destroys  or  injures 
life  ;  a  weapon ;  death,  dying  ;  disease,  sickne.ss  ;  a 
kind  of  drug  ;  a  wanton  woman,  prostitute  ;  [cf.  Gr. 

ytw-s,  yfv-iio-v,  yv-dSo-s,  yva.9-ft6-s ;  Lat.  gen-a  ; 
Goth,  liinnu-s;  Old  Germ,  liinni;  Angl.  Sax. 

cinn,  cyn.]  —  Hanw-graha,  as,  rn.  'jaw-seizure,' 
locked  )zvr.  —  Hanit-bheda,  as,  m.  the  gaping  or 
parting  asunder  of  the  jaws.  —  Hanumaj-jayantl, 

f.  the  day  of  full  moon  of  the  month  C'aitva  (being  the 
supposed  birthday  of  Hanumat).—  Ilanu-mat,  an,  m. 

*  having  (large)  jaws/  N.  of  a  monkey-chief  (one  of 
the  most  celebrated  cf  a  vast  host  of  semi-divine 

apes  or  monkey-like  beings,  who,  according  to  Rama- 
yana  I.  16,  were  created  to  become  the  allies  of 
Rama-candra  in  his  war  with  Ravana ;  the  chiefs  of 
these  Simian  armies  were  supposed  to  be  the  progeny 
of  various  gods ;  thus,  Su-griva,  q.  v,,  was  son  of  the 
Sun,  Bali  of  Indra,  Tara  of  Vrihas-pati,  Gandha- 
madana  of  Kuvera,  Nala  of  VisVa-karman,  Nila  of 

Agni,  Su-shena  of  Varuna,  and  the  celebrated  Hanu- 
mat of  Pavana  or  Msruta, '  the  Wind  ;'  their  character 

corresponds  more  to  that  of  Genii  than  animals; 
they  are  all  described  as  capable  of  supernatural  feats, 
and  Hanumat  especially  is  fabled  to  have  assumed 
any  form  at  will,  wielded  rocks,  removed  mountains, 
mounted  the  air,  seized  the  clouds,  and  rivalled 

Garuda  in  swiftness  of  flight ;  according  to  other 

legends,  Hanumat  was  son  of  S"iva;  his  mother's 
name  was  AnjanS,  q.v.) ;  a  particular  sort  of  monkey, 
Simia  Sinica.  —  Hanuman-nii/akn,  am,  n.  the 
Hanumat  drama  (a  celebrated  drama  in  fourteen  acts, 
supposed  to  have  been  written  about  the  tenth  or 
eleventh  century  of  our  era,  and  ascribed  to  Hanumat 
himself,  who  is  said  to  have  engraved  it  on  rocks ; 
it  is  emphatically  called  the  Maha-nataka  or  great 
drama,  and  is,  in  fact,  the  story  of  the  Rjmayana 

dramatized,  the  monkey-chief  Hanumat  playing  a 
very  important  part  in  the  action  of  the  piece). 

—  Hanu-mula,  am,  n.  the  root  of  the  fiw.  —  Ifann- 

stmnbltfi,as,  m.' jaw-stoppage,'  locked  jaw.— Hanu- 
mat, an,  m.  =  hanu-mat  above  ;  N.  of  tht  mythical 

author  of  the  Khanda-prasasti ;  of  the  author  of  the 
Hanuman-nataka.  —  ffanumnt-kalpa,  N.  of  a  work. 

—]fani),mat-kava<?a,am,  n.  'Hanfimat's  breastplate,' 
N.  of  a  hymn  addressed  to  the  five-headed  Hanumat, 

(this  hymn  is  taken  from  the  Sudars'ana-samhitJ.) 
—  Ifanumat-paddhati,  i*',  f.,  N.  of  a  work  in  five 
chapters  (describing  the  rites  to  be  observed  in  the 
worship  of  Hanflmat ;  four  chapters  are  said  to  be 
extracted  from  the  Sudarsana-samhita,  and  the  re- 

maining one  from  the  Ramayana).  —  Hanuman- 
niitaica,  am,  n.  =  hanuman-ndtaka  above. 

Jfanu,  M*,  f.     See  under  hanu. 
Hanusha,  as,  m.  a  Rakshasa,  demon. 

llantavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  struck  or  killed,  de- 
serving death. 

If  until,  us,  m.  killing,  death  ;  a  bull ;  [cf.  xu-h°.~] llnntu-manas,  as,  da,  as  (hantii  for  hantum), 
minding  to  kill,  intending  to  kill. 

Hantri,  to,,  trl,  tri,  one  who  strikes  or  kills,  strik- 

ing ;  destroying,  removing,  counteracting  [cf.  i~isha- 
/(."]  ;  (tit),  m.  a  murderer,  slayer ;  a  thief,  robber ; 
(according  to  some)  a  particular  measure  of  food. 
Ilantva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  slain,  (S5y.  = 

hananiya,  Rig-veda  III.  30,  15.) 
Hanman,  a,  n.,  Ved.  anything  causing  death,  a 

deadly  or  destructive  weapon. 
Ilanyituidna,  as,  a,  am,  being  struck  or  smitten  ; 

being  killed. 
Jliinuka,  as,  I,  am,  killing,  hurting,  mischievous. 

flirt  han'ila,  as,  rn.  (according  to  S'ab- 
da-k.)  a  particular  tree  (  =  ketakl,  also  written  ha- 
llna). 

7*i(  hanta,  ind.  an  exclamation  of  grief, 

(equivalent  to  "ah,"  alas');  of  pity';  of  joy;  of  sur- 
prise ;  of  flurry  or  haste ;  an  exclamation  expressive 

of  good  luck  or  benediction,  (see  below)  ;  an  in- 
ceptive particle.  —  Hanta-kdra,  as,  m.  the  exclama- 

tion Hanta,  a  particular  formula  of  benediction  or  salu- 
tation (mentioned  along  with  svdhd-kara,  vashat- 

kilni,  and  naJhd-lcara)  ;  rice  or  other  offerings  to 
be  presented  to  a  guest  (according  to  some).  —  Han- 

tokti  ("ta-ujc"),  is,  f.  '  saying  alas  1'  tenderness,  com- 

passion. 
hapusha,  f.,  N.  of  a  particular  sub- 

stance forming  an  article  of  trade  (commonly  called 
Habush,  and  said  to  be  of  a  long  form  and  black 
colour,  and  smelling  like  raw  meat  or  fish  ;  it  is  of 
two  kinds). 

Habmhd,  f.  =  hapushd  above. 

halasora,  N.  of  a  place. 

^^  ham,  ind.  an  exclamation  expressive 
of  anger  (  =  rushvkti)  ;  of  courtesy  or  respect. 

hand-ana,  N.  of  a  place. 

hamba,  f.  (onomatopoetic)  the  lowing 
of  cattle. 

HamWiii,  f.  the  lowing  or  bellowing  of  cattle. 
—  Hambhd-rava,  as,  m.  the  cry  Hambha,  lowing 
of  kine.  —  Hambhdrara-mrdrin,  i,  ml,  i,  making 
a  lowing  or  bellowing  sound. 
Hambhdyamana,  as,  a,  am,  lowing,  bellowing. 

hamm,  cl.  I.  P.  hammati,jahamma, 
Itammitum,  to  go. 

hammira,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 

S'Skam-bhari  (patron  of  Raghava-deva). 

1ITT  ̂ ay  E°f-  ̂ '  '•  ̂*>  'n  sense  to  go'],cl. 
™  \  i.P.hayati,jahdya,hayi8hyati,a/tayit, 

hayitiim,  to  go,  move,  (in  Naigh.  II.  14.  hayantat 
is  enumerated  among  the  gati-karmdnaH)  ;  to  re- 

vere, worship  ;  to  sound  ;  to  be  weary. 

THI  haya,  as,  m.  (fr.rt.  I.  Az'.but  connected 
with  rt.  hay  above),  a  horse  ;  a  symbolical  expression 
for  the  number  seven  (that  being  the  number  of  the 
horses  of  the  Sun,  see  sapta-tra)  ;  a  man  of  a  par- 

ticular class  ;  N.  of  Indra  ;  of  a  YSdava  king  ;  the 
Yak  or  Bos  Grunniens  ;  (in  prosody)  a  foot  of  four 

short  syllables,  proceleusmaticus  ;  (a),  f.  =  haya-gan- 
dltd  below;  (I),  f.  a  female  horse,  mare.  —  Haya- 
kdtard  or  haya-katarilcd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  or  tree. 
—  Huya-kovida,   as,    a,   am,   skilled   in   hones. 
—  Haya-gandha,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  medicinal  salt, 
=  kd<!a-lavana  ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Physalis  Flexuosa  ; 
another  plant  (  =  aja-moda).  —  Haya-gardabhi,  is, 

m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  llmja-gma,  as,  m.  '  horse- 
necked,'  N.  of  a  form  of  Vishnu  (manifested,  accord- 

ing to  one  legend,  in  order  to  recover  the  Veda 
carried  off  by  two  Daityas  called  Madhu  and  Kaita- 
bha)  ;    N.  of  a  Daitya  (called  Sra/tma-vcda-pra- 
hartri,  as  having  seized  and  carried  off  the  Vedas  at 

the  dissolution  of  the  universe  caused  by  Brahma's 
sleep  at  the  end  of  the  past  Kalpa  ;  in  order  to  re- 

cover them  Vishnu  became  incarnate  as  the  Matsya 
or  fish,  and  slew  Haya-griva)  ;  N.  of  a  poet  ;  (a),  f., 

N.  of  Durg3.  —  Ifftyngnva-han,  a,  m.  *  slayer  of 

Haya-guva,'  Vishnu.  —  Hayan-kasha,  as,  m.  'im- 
pelling horses,'  a  driver,  charioteer  ;  epithet  of  M5tali 

(charioteer  of  Indra).  —  Haya-jna,  as,  m.  one  who 
understands  the  points  of  a  horse,  a  horse-dealer,  groom, 

jockey.  —  Ifayajna-td,  f.  knowledge  of  horses  and 

their  management,   horsemanship.  —  IIai/a-jii>~fna, 
am,  n.  knowledge  of  horses.  —  Ilaya-tattva-jna, 
as,  a,  am,  acquainted  with  the  nature  of  horses. 

—  Haya-dvishat,  an,  m.  '  hating  horses,'  the  buffalo. 
—  Haya-nirghoshfi,  as,  m.  the  noise  or  clatter  of  a 

horse.  —  Haya-pudtha,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  horse's  tail  ; 
(i),  f.  the  plant  Masha-parni,  q.  v.  —  Haya-prtya, 

as,  m.  '  dear  to  horses,'  barley  ;  (a),  f.  =  Itaya-ijan- 
dhd  above;    the  Kharjurl  tree.  —  Haya-mdra  or 

haya-mdraka,  as,   m.  '  horse-killer,'  the  fragrant 
oleander  (  —  kara-rira).  —  Haya-mdrana,  as,  m. 

'horse-killing,'  the  sacred  fig-tree,  Ficus  Religiosa. 
—  Haya-mcdha,  as,   m.  the  horse-sacrifice,  (see 
afra-medha).  —  Hayamcdha-ydj,  t,  m.  one  who 

performs  the  horse-sacrifice.  —  ITaya-rupin,  i,  (nl, 

i,  Ved.  having  the  shape  of  a  horse.  —  Haya-ltld- 
vatl,  f.,  N.  of  a  work  (mentioned  by  Malli-nStha). 
—  Haya-vahana,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Revanta  (son 
of  the  Sun)  ;  of  Kuvera.  —  Haya-vah  ana-iankara, 
as,  m.  red  mountain-ebony  or  a  particular  tree  (  = 

raltta-kdAfana).  —  Haya-s'dla,  f.  a  stable  for  horses. 
—  Ilaya-s'dstra,  am,  n.  any  treatise  on  horses,  the 
art  or  science    of  training   and    managing  horses. 

—  Ilaya-diras,  as,  n.  a  horse's  head  ;  a  mythical 
monster  (described    as   vomiting   forth  the  fire  of 
Aurva's  wrath,  which  was  cast  into  the  sea)  ;  (as),  (. 

'  having  a  horse's  head,'  N.  of  a  daughter  of  Vrisria- 
parvan  ;  of  a  wife  of  Kratu.  —  Tlaya-firsha,  as,  m. 

'  having  a  horse's  head,'  a  form  of  Vishnu.  ••  Haya- 
sTtrxha-pandariitra,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Haya-sangra- 
hana,  am,  n.  the  restraining  or  curbing  of  horses, 

checking  horses.  —  Haydtlkyaksha  ("ya-adK1),  as, 
m.  a  superintendent  of  horses,  head-groom.  —  Jlayd- 

nanda  (°ya-rm°),  a*,  m.  '  horse  's-joy,'  a  kind  of 
bean,    Phaseolus   Mungo.  —  Haydyur-veda  (°ya- 
ay°),   as,  m.  the   science  of  medicine  applied  to 
horses,  veterinary  science.  —  Hayari  Cya-ari),  is, 

m.  '  horse-foe,'  the  fragrant  oleander,  Nerium  Odorum. 

—  Haydrudha  (°ya-dr°),  as,  d,  am,  mounted  on  a 
horse  ;  (as),  m.  a  horseman,  rider.  —  Haydroha  (°!/a- 
dr),  as,  a,  am,  mounted  on  horseback,  a  rider  ;  (as), 

m.  horsemanship,  riding.  —  Hayatfand  (°ya-a^"), 
{.  'horse-food,'  the  gum  olibanum  tree.  —  Hayeshta 

Cya-isK1),  as,  m.  •  loved  by  horses,"  barley.  —  H  a- 
yottama  (°ya-ut°),  as,  m.  'best  of  horses,"  a  well- bred  or  excellent  horse  (  =  djdneya). 

Hayana,  as,  m.  a  year  [cf.  the  more  usual  form 
hayana]  ;  (am),  n.  a  covered  carriage  or  palanquin, 
(also  read  dayana,  q.  v.) 

jfT;  hara,  haraka,  Sic.     See  p.  1175. 
Harana,  haras,  Sec.     See  p.  1175. 

haramvja,  N.  of  a  place. 

harayana.     See  under  rt.  I.  Art. 

harave,  N.  of  a  place. 

harahura,  f.  (probably  for  hdra- 
hurd,  q.  v.),  a  grape. 

Ij^T=B  haraka,  N.  of  a  place. 

^ft  i  .  hari,  is,  is,  i  (perhaps  to  be  connected 

with  hiri  and  rt.  l.hri,  q.v.;  according  to  some  an  ab- 
breviated form  of  harit,  p.  1167;  inUnadi-s.  IV.  1  18. 

said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  hri,  p.  1175),  green,  greenish 
yellow,  yellow  ;  reddish  brown,  bay,  tawny  ;  (is), 

m.  green  (the  colour);  a  yellow  or  golden  colour; 
a  reddish  brown  or  tawny  colour  ;  N.  of  Vishnu  ; 
of  Krishna  (regarded  as  identical  with  Vishnu);  of 
Siva  ;  of  Brahmi  ;  of  Indra  ;  of  Yama  ;  a  man, 

people,  (in  Naigh.  II.  3.  harayah  is  enumerated 
among  the  manushya-namani)  ;  N.  of  the  Soma 
(so  called  as  being  harita-varnn,  see  Nirukta  IV. 
19)  ;  a  stone  for  crushing  the  Soma  (Ved.,  Say. 
hai'(fyah  =  grdvdnati,  Rig-veda  III.  44,  i)  ;  the 
moon;  the  sun;  a  ray  of  light;  fire;  wind,  air;  a 
horse;  a  bay  horse,  horse  of  Indra,  (in  Naigh.  I. 

15.  liari,  m.  du.,  is  given  as  'the  horses  of  Indra;' 
and  in  Rig-veda  I.  10,  i  ;  101,  10,  &c.,  the  plurals 
harayah  and  haribhih  occur  ;  cf.  harln,  ace.  pi. 

'the  horses  of  Indra,'  in  SakuntalS,  Act  i)  ;  a  lion  ; 
a  parrot  ;  the  Koil  or  Indian  cuckoo  ;  a  peacock  ;  a 
goose  ;  an  ape  ;  a  frog  ;  a  snake  ;  one  of  the  nine 
Varshas  or  divisions  into  which  the  known  continent 

is  divided,  (see  varsha)  ;  N.  of  the  poet  Bhartri- 
hari  (by  which  he  is  usually  known)  ;  N.  of  several 
other  authors  ;  a  species  of  the  Aty-ashti  metre  ;  [cf, 

Zend  zairi,  'yellow;'  zairina,  'yellowish'  (  =  ha- 
rina)  :  Gr.  xx"-V.  X*°-(P"-S,  x*-a-p"-*,  X*-°-°-s. 
XoAij  ;  Lat.  hclus  (holus,olus),  hel-uu-s,  hel-m-lus, 
gilrus  :  Old  Germ,  gro-j-u,  gmo-j-u,  gro-ni  : 
Angl.  Sax.  growan,  gran,  grene  :  Slav,  -el-igc, 

'vegetables;'  zcl-enu,  'green:'  Lith.  zel-iu,  'to 

become  green  ;'  zol-e,  '  grass  ;'  zal-ie-s,  '  green  :' 
Hib.  glas,  'green,  f*\<:.'~\  —  Hari-kdnta,  as,  3, 
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am,  beloved  by  Indra,  dear  to  Indra;  beautiful  as  a 

Mon.  —  llari-kntltna,  at,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Jlari- 

lictiya,  as,  m.  '  sported  in  by  Vishnu,'  the  country 
of  Bengal ;  (as,  a,  «>»).  belonging  to  or  dwelling 

in  Bengal.  —  Uari-kuSa,  as,  m.  'yellow-haired,' 
epithet  of  Savitri  (Ved.) ;  N.  of  one  of  the  seven 
principal  rays  of  the  sun  (supposed  to  supply  heat  to 
the  stars) ;  epithet  of  Siva,  (according  to  some  so 

called  as  '  lord  of  Hari  and  Biahm5 ;  cf.  hari,  3.  i'a) ; 
N.  of  a  Yaksha  (who  propitiated  the  god  Siva  and 
was  made  by  him  a  leader  of  his  troops  and  a 

guardian  of  fields  and  fruits;  see  danda-pdni). 
—  Hari-krdnta,  (.  a   kind   of  plant  (=risAnu- 
kranta).  —  IIari-]ifhctra,  N.  of  a  place,  —  Harl- 
gana,  as,  m.  a   troop   of  horses;    a  proper  N. 

"Hari-gand/ia,  am,  n.  a  sort  of  sandal  (  =  Aaci- 
<!andaiia),  —  JIari-gHha,  am,  n.   the   abode   of 
Hari ;  N.  of  a  city  and  district,  (also  called  Sam- 

bhalpur,  =  iumbha-pura,    dra-c'aira.)  —  Hari- 
faiulana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  sort  of  yellow  sandal- 
wood  or  sandal  tree  ( =  taila-parnika,  indra-dan- 
dana,  maha-gandha);   one  of  the  five  trees  of 
paradise  (the  other  four  being  called  ParijSta,  Man- 
dSra,  Santfina,  and  Kalpa)  ;  (atn),  n.  saffron ;  moon- 

light; the  filament  of  a  lotus  (=padma-ke$ard) ; 
the  person  of  a  lover  or  mistress.  —  Harifondana- 

spada  (°na-as°),  am,  n.  the  site  of  yellow  sandal- 
wood.  —  flari-i'andra,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  physician 
(author  of  a  commentary  on  the  Caraka-tantra). 
—  Hari-ja,  am,  n.  (in  astronomy)  longitude  (said 
to  =  l:ihiti-ja).  —  llari'jirana-mi4m,  as,  m.,  N. 
of  the  author  of  the  Snina-sutra-paddhati.  —  Hari- 

turangama,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Indra,  (see  liary-aiva.) 

—  Mariturangamdyudha    (°ma-ay°),    am,    n. 
Indra's  thunderbolt.  —  Ilari-trata,  as,  a,  am,  pro- 

tected by  Hari.  —  Hari-datta,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 
—  Hari-darbha,  see  harid-garbha.  —  ILari-dasa, 
as,  m.  a  slave   or  worshipper   of  Vishnu;   N.  of 
a  king ;   of  the   author  of  a  commentary  on  the 

Nyaya-kusuminjali ;    of  the    author    of    the   Le- 

khaka-muktamani.  —  Hari-dina,  am,  n.  'Hari's 

day,'  a  particular  day  sacred   to  Vishnu.  —  Jlari- 
dVahita,  as,  m.,   N.   of   a   preceptor.  —  Jlari- 
driivan,  a,  art,  a,  see  Vopa-deva  IV.  i$.  —  IIari- 
deva,  as,  m.  the  asterism  Sravana ;   a  proper  N. 

—  Hari-drava,  as,   m.   green    fluid ;    (perhaps) 
Soma ;   a  powder  made  from  the  blossoms  of  the 

NSga-kesara  tree.  —  JIari-dru,  us,  m.  a  kind  of 
Curcuma  (  =  daru-haridra,  pita-ddru);  a  tree  (in 

general).  —  Ilari-dvdra,  am,  n.  '  Vishnu's  gate,' 
N.  of  a  celebrated  town  and  Tirtha  or  sacred  bathing- 
place  (commonly  called  Hardvir  or  Hurdvar;    this 
is  the  place  where  the  Ganges  finally  leaves  the 
mountainous  districts  for  the  level   plains  of  Hin- 

dustan, whence  it  is  sometimes  called  Gan-ga-dvSra ; 
tens  of  thousands  of  pilgrims  flock  to  this  Tirtha  at 
particular  seasons  and  seek  priority  of  ablution  in 
the  sacred  stream,  the  complete  purgation  from  sin 
being  supposed  to  depend  on  seizing  the  auspicious 

moment  laid  down  by  astrologers ;  it  is  called  '  Hari's 
gate,'  as  leading  to  Vaikuntha  or  Vishnu's  heaven). 
—  Ifari-dhdyas,  as,    tit,   as,  Ved.   yellow-rayed, 
having  golden  luminaries,  (in  Rig-veda  III.  44,  3, 
Sly.  explains  hari-d/iiiyasam  by  harito  harita- 
•earna  dhayaso  dhdrakd  raimayo  yasydli.)  —  Ha- 
ri-ndtha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Smriti- 
sara ;  of  the  author  of  the  Rama-vil5sa-k5vya ;  of 
the  author  of  the  Kanthabharana-marjana  and  the 
Kavyadarsa-marjana  commentaries.  —  llari-naman, 
a,  n.  the  name  of  Hari  or  Vishnu;  (<7),  m.  the 
kidney-bean,  Phaseolus  Mungo.  —  llari-ndyakd, 
an,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  work  on  music. 

—  JIarl-netra,  am,  n.  the  eye  of  Vishnu;  a  white 
lotus ;  an  eye  of  a  greenish  colour ;  (as),  m. '  having 

greenish  eyes,"  an  ov/\.  —  Hari-pada,  am,  n.  (ac- 
cording to  some)  the  vernal  equinox.  —  Hari-parna, 

as,  a, am,  green-leaved ;  (am),  n.  a  radish.  —  llari- 
praliodha,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Ifari-priya,  as,  a,  am, 
liked  or  loved  by  Vishnu ;  (as),  m.  the  Kadamba 
tree;    other  plants,  &c.  (=pita-bhringardja;  = 

vMnu-kanda;  =  l;ara-vira;  -  bandhuka);    a 

conch-shell;  a  mad  person;  armour  (  =  ia>iduka}; 

Siva;  (a),  f.  Lakshml;  the  earth;  sacred  basil  (  = 
r«iW.«i) ;  the  twelfth  day  of  a  lunar  fortnight ;  (am), 
n.  a  kind  of  dark  sandal-wood:  the  root  Uslra,  q.  v. 

—  Uari-bdluka,  am,  n.  'yellow  sand,'  a  kind  of 
perfume    and    drug    (  —  ela-calti,   q.  v.).  —  llari- 
bunga-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town.  —  llari-bhaltta, 
as,  m.  a  worshipper  of  Vishnu.  —  llari-bhalla,  as, 
m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  a  work  on  music.  —  Hari- 
bhadra,  am,  n.  =  hari-baluka.  —  Hari-T)hdrini  or 
hari-bhavini,  (.  a  woman  who  meditates  on  Vishnu. 

—  ffari-bhtij,  1;,  m.  'frog-eater,'  a  snake.  —  llari- 
mantha,  as,  m.  the  tree  Premna  Spinosa  (the  wood 

of  which  by  attrition  produces  flame) ;  the  chick-pea 
(  =  (andl;a};  N.  of  a  particular  country  or  district. 
—  llari-manthaka,  as,  m.  the  chick-pea.  —  Hari- 

mantha-ja,  as,  m.  '  produced  in  the  district  Hari- 
mantha,'  the  chick-pea ;  a  sort  of  dark  kidney-bean. 
—  Jlari-yupJya,  {.,  Ved.,  N.  of  a  city  or  of  a  river. 
—  Hart-yoga,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  yoke  of 
bay  horses,  yoked  with  horses.  —  Hari-yojana,  as, 
m.,  Ved.  '  harnesser  of  the  Hari  steeds,'  Indra  ;  [cf. 
hdriyojana.]  —  Hari-rdma,    as,   m.,   N.   of  the 

author    of    the    Dharmita'vac'c'hedakata-pratya'satti- 
vic!5ra,  the  Navma-mata-vic'ara,  the  Marrgala-vada, 
and  the  Samagu-vada.  —  JIari-rdya,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  Ji<5arana-cihna-mShatmya.  —  Hari- 

llld,  {.,  N.  of  Vopa-deva's  index  to  the  Bhagavata- 
Purana.  —  Jlarillld-fireJia,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  com- 

mentary by  Hemadri   on   the  Hari-lilS.  —  llari- 
lofana,  as,  d,  am,  having  dark-green  eyes ;  tawny- 
eyed;  (a«),  m.  a  crab;  an  owl.  —  Hari-vatjda,  as, 
m.  the  family  of  Krishna  (as  identified  with  Vishnu) ; 

N.  of  a  celebrated  poem  supplementary  to  the  Maha- 
bharata  on  the  history  and  adventures  of  Krishna 
and  his  family,  (it  is  usually  regarded  as  part  of  the 
greater  epic,  though  really  a  comparatively  modern 
addition  to  it;    the  poem  consists  of  no  less  than 

16,374  verses,  comprised  in  three  sections,  called 
Harivansa-parvan,  Vishnu-parvan,    and    Bhavishya- 
parvan  ;  in  the  first  is  contained  a  description  of  the 
creation  of  the  world  and  a  history  of  the  solar  and 
lunar  races,  the  second  gives  a  detailed  biography 
of  Krishna,  and  the  third  an  account  of  the  future 
condition  of  the  world  with  the  corruptions  about  to 

prevail  during  the  Kali-yuga.)  —  Hari-rans'a-gosrd- 
min,  I,  m.,  N.  of  the  author  of  the  Rudha-rasa- 
sudha-nidhi.  —  llari-rat,    an,   all,   at,    possessing 

Hari ;  (an) ,  m.  '  possessing  bay  horses,'  N.  of  Indra, 
(in  Rig-veda  VIII.  40,  9.  lianvah,  voc.  c.,  occurs.) 
—  Hari-rarpas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  having  a  verdant 
form,  tinted  with  green,  green-coloured  (s-iid  of  the 
earth).  —  Huri-varman,   d,   m.,    N.    of  a    poet. 
—  Ifari-varsha,  am,i\.  one  of  the  nine  divisions 
of  Jambu-dvTpa  or  the  known  continent,  (the  country 
between  the  Nishadha  and  Hema-kuta  mountains, 

see  mrsha,  p.  893) ;   (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  king  of 
Nishadha  (son  of  AgnUhra).  —  Hari-vallabha,  as, 

m.  '  beloved  by  Vishnu,'  N.  of  the  author  of  the 
Sudhodaya  ;  (a),  f.  epithet  of  Lakshml ;  sacred  basil 

(  =  <«Zasi);    another   plant   (=jaya).—llari-rd- 

sara,  am,  n.  Vishnu's  day  (the  eleventh  or  twelfth 
lunar  day,  or  according  to  some,  the  first  quarter  of 
the   twelfth  lunar   day).  —  Hari-ciihana,   as,   m. 

'  Vishnu-bearer,'  Garuda  ;  '  having  bay  horses,'  Indra 
[cf.  liary-asca,  hari-lun/a].  —  Ilari-vija,  as,  m. 
•  Vishnu's  seed,"  yellow  orpiment,  (see  huritdla.) 
—  Uari-vri&ha,  am,  n.  a  division  of  the  continent, 

(see  hari-vanha.)  —  Jluri-xaitkara,  as,  m.,  N.  of 

a  scribe;  of  a  place.  —  Hari-s'ayana,  am,  n.  the 
sleep  of  Vishnu.  —  llari-fara,  as,  m. '  having  Vishnu 

for  an  arrow,'  epithet  of  Siva,  (Vishnu  having  served 
S'iva  as  the  shaft  which  set  the  cities  of  Tripura  on 
fire.)  —  Uari-iarman,  a,  m.,  N.  of  a  poet.  —  llari- 

xijiru,  as,  m.,  Ved,  'ruddy-jawed,'  epithet  of  Indra. 
—  Hari-ifandra,  a!,  a,  am  (see  dandra),  Ved. 
having  golden-coloured  splendor ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of 
the  twenty-eighth  king  of  the  solar  dynasty  in  the 

Treta  age,  (he  was  son  of  Tri-sai>ku,  and  was  cele- 
brated for  his  piety ;  according  to  the  Markandeya- 

PurSna,  which  gives  a  most  interesting  legend  de- 

harina. 

tailing  the  history  of  this  prince,  he  gave  up  his 
whole  country,  sold  his  wife  and  son,  and  finally 

himself,  to  satisfy  the  demands  of  Visva-mitra,  whom 
he  had  provoked  by  interfering  to  protect  the  Sciences 
who  were  becoming  mastered  by  this  intensely 
austere  sage ;  after  enduring  incredible  sufferings, 
Hari-scandra  won  the  pity  of  the  gods  and  was 
raised  with  his  subjects  to  heaven :  on  the  other 

hand,  in  the  Sjbha-parvan  of  the  Maha-bharata, 
verse  4Sg  &c.,  his  performance  of  the  Raja-sOya 
sacrifice  is  stated  to  have  been  the  cause  of  his 

elevation,  and  in  the  Aitareya-BrShmana  quite  another 

legend  is  told  about  him,  see  under  sunah-s'epQ, 
p.  1014 :  in  later  legends  Hari-sYandra  is  represented 
as  insidiously  induced  by  Narada  to  relate  his  actions 
with  unbecoming  pride,  whereupon  he  was  degraded 
from  Svarga,  one  stage  at  each  sentence,  till  stopping 
in  time  and  doing  homage  to  the  gods  he  was  fixed 

with  his  capital  in  mid-air ;  his  aerial  city  is  popu- 
larly believed  to  be  still  visible  in  the  skies  at  parti- 
cular times;  cf.  daublta);  (am),  n.,  N.  of  a  Lir>ga, 

—  Hariifandra-tlrtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

•-  HariMandra-pura,  am,  n.  the  city  of  Hari- 

scandra  (  =  s"auW/a,  see  above).  —  Hari-s'mas'dru  or 
huri-iinairu,  Uii,  us,  «,Ved.  ruddy-bearded,  golden- 
bearded,  having   a   yellow  beard.  —  Hari-srama, 
as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Ilari-dratd,  (.,  N.  of  a  river. 
•—  llari-3ri,  i*1,  is,  i,  Ved.  blessed  with  or  abounding 
in  horses.  —  Hari-ihaf,  k,  k,  k,  Ved.  enjoying  or  par- 

taking of  Soma,  (Say.  =  gomasya  sambhaktri,  Rig- 
veda  X.  94,  i2.)  —  llari-she»a,  as,  m.  (shena  for 
scna  fr.  send),  N.  of  the  tenth  of  the  Jaina  Cakra- 
vartins.  —  Hari-shthd,  as,  as,  am  (shlha  for  xthd), 
Ved.  one  who  stands  over  horses,  a  guider  of  horses, 

(Say.  =  liaryoh  sthdtri,  Rig-veda  VI.  1 7,  2.)  —  //«• 
ri-salilia,  as,  m.  'friend  of  Indra,'  a  Gandharva. 
—  Jfari-sankirtana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  pronouncing 
or  repeating  the  name  of  Vishnu  (supposed  to  possess 

great  efficacy).  —  Hari-suta,  as,  m.  'son  of  Hari,' 
N.  of  Arjuna ;  of  the  tenth  Cakra-vartin,  (also  called 
Hari-shena.)  —  Hari-sulda,  am,  n.  a  hymn  addressed 

to  Hari.  —  Hari-sunu,  us,  m.  'son  of  Hari,'  N.  of 
Aij\m3.  —  Hari-slotra,am,  n.  and  hari-stuti,  is, 
f.,  N.  of  two  Vedanta  hymns  (in  praise  of  Vishnu). 

—  Jfuri-si'dmin,  I,  m.,  N.  of  a  priest ;  of  the  author 
of  a  commentary  on  the  Satapatha-Brahmana.  —  Ha- 

ri-haya,   as,   m.    '  having    bay    or    gold-coloured 
horses,'  epithet  of  Indra ;  of  the  Sun  ;  of  Skanda  ; 
of  Ganesa.  —  llari-hara,  as,  m.  a  particular  form 
of  deity  consisting  of  Vishnu  and  Siva  conjoined ; 
N.  of  a  king ;  of  a  poet ;  of  several  other  persons. 
—  lluri-hara-liathd,  f.  the  repeating  of  the  names 

of  Hari  and  Hara  (i.e.  of  Vishnu  and  $'\n).  —  ]Iari- 
Itarn-k&Jietra,  nm,  n.'the  sacred  place  of  Vishnu  and 
S'iva  conjoined,'  N.  of  a  particular  Tirtha  and  place 
of  pilgrimage.  —  llari-ltara-puri,  N.  of  a  preceptor. 

—  Harihara-lilu'ithya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  commen- 
tary. —  Hari-haraimaka  (°ra-dt°),  as,  iltil,  am, 

identified  with  Vishnu  and  Siva  in  their  united  state  ; 

(a*),  m.  Garuda  ;  the  bull  of  Siva  ( =  ̂ iva-rrinha) ; 
Daksha  (according  to  some) ;  (am),  n.  =  harihara- 
kshctra.—  Jlnri-ltcti,  is,  f.  the  weapon  of  Vishnu, 
i.e.  the  C'akra  or  discus.  —  Hariheli-huthis,  m.— 
(akra-vdka,  a  sort  of  duck.  —  Hary-aksha,  as,  m. 

'  green-eyed,  brown-eyed,'  a  lion  ;    N.  of  Kuvera  ; 
of  Siva ;  of  a  son  of  Prithu.  —  Hary-anga,  as,  m., 

N.  of  a  king.  —  llary-atra,  as,  m.  '  having  bay 
horses  called  Hari,'  N.  of  Indra ;  of  Siva ;  of  a  son  of 
DridhSsva ;  of  several  other  persons  ;  (<is),  m.  pi., 

N.  of  5000  sons  of  Daksha.  —Hary-dlmaJi,  a,  m. 
epithet  of  Uttama  (one  of  the  twenty-eight  Vyasas). 

llarika,  a-s,  m.  a  horse  of  a  yellowish  or  reddish 
brown  colour  (  =  hdlaka);  a  thief,  (in  this  sense 
evidently  fr.  rt.  I.  Art);  a  gambler  with  dice. 
Marina,  as,  i,  am  (the  fem.  may  equally  belong 

to  Itarita,  next  col.),  greenish  or  yellowish  or  reddish 
white,  pale,  whitish ;  (a*),  m.  yellowish  or  reddish 
white  (the  colour) ;  white  (the  colour) ;  a  deer,  ante- 

lope, fawn,  stag  (one  of  five  kinds,  others  being 
called  risltya,  rnru,  prisltata,  mriga) ;  a  goose ;  a 
minor  division  of  the  world ;  the  sun ;  N.  of  Vishnu  ; 



of  S'iva  ;  (i),  f.  green  (the  colour)  ;  yellow  jasmine  ; 
a  female  deer,  doe;  a  golden  image;  one  of  the 
four  kinds  of  women 

?  harina-kalanka. 
Haritayat,  an,  anfi,  at,  becoming  green. 
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Ifaritillit,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pigeon  of  a  yellowish 

an  excellent  woman  (  =  e*i-  ;  green  colour;  (i),  f.  DurvS  grass";  a  streak  or  line trim,  corresponding  to  the  kind  of  man  termed  l  in  the  sky  (  =  akata-rekha)  ;  a  sort  of  creeper  (  = 
mriga);  turmeric  (-haritd);  madder  (  =  man-  I  khadga-pattra)  ;  »  kind  of  tree  (according  to  Say.)  ; 
jif  hi/id);  a  species  of  the  Aty-ashti  metre  (  =  ta- 
runi).  —  Harina-kalanka,  as,  m.  'deer-spotted,' 
epithet  of  the  moon.  —  Harina-dhdman,  d,  m. 
the  moon.  —  Harina-nayana,  as,  t,  am,  deer- 
eyed,  fawn-eyed,  having  eyes  like  a  deer.  —  llarina- 
nartaka,  as,  m.  a  mins:rel  of  Indra's  heaven  (  = 
Tiin-nara).  —  Harina-pltita,  am,  a,  n.  f.  a  kind  of 
metre  (described  by  some  as  a  stanza  having  eleven 
syliables  in  every  first  and  third  Pada,  and  twelve  in 
every  second  and  fourth;  by  others  two  kinds  of 
metre  are  given).  —  Harina-lo<!ana  =  harina-na- 
yana.  —  Harina-hridaya,  as,  d,  am,  deer-hearted, 
faint-hearted,  timid.  —  Harindksha  (°na-ak°),  as, 
i,  am,  deer-eyed,  fawn-eyed ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of 

S'iva ;  (J),  f.  a  woman  with  beautiful  eyes ;  a  kind 
of  perfume  (  =  hai(a-i'ilasinJ).~Harindnka  (°na- 
an°),  as,  m.  'deer-marked,'  the  moon;  [cf.  Ao- 
riiia-kalanka.']  —  Hariiiantara  (°na-an°),  as,  m. a  species  of  deer  (  =  bliarydtika). 
Ilarinaka,  as,  m.  a  deer. 
Harindya,  Nom.  A.  harindyate,  &c.:  to  become 

a  deer. 

Harint,  see  tinder  hariija.—Harini-i-rilta,  am, 
n.  the  Harint  metre. 

Harit,  t,  t,  t  (in  Unadi-s.  I.  99.  said  to  be  fr.  rt. 

I.  Art',  perhaps  for  original  harat;  cf.  I.  hart, 
7iiri,  hirana),  green,  of  a  green  colour;  greenish 
yellow,  yellowish,  golden-coloured;  (i),  m.  green 
(the  colour) ;  a  swift  horse ;  a  horse  of  the  Sun,  (in 
Rig-veda  I.  50,  8.  sapta-haritak  is  explained  by 
Say.  as  '  the  seven  horses  of  the  Sun,'  symbolical  of 
sapta  raimayah,  'the  seven  rays;'  see  also  Rig- 
veda  I.  115,  4,  where  haritah  is  explained  by  'the 
Sun's  horses,'  as  well  as  by  rasa-harana-sildn 
ra^mln, '  the  rays  which  take  up  the  moisture  ;'  the 
seven  horses  of  the  Sun  are  sometimes  called  mares, 
cf.  iimdhyn;  they  probably  really  symbolize  the 
seven  days  of  the  week) ;  the  kidney-bean,  Phase- 
olusMungo;  a  lion;  the  sun;  Vishnu;  (f),  m.  n. 
grass ;  ((),  f.  a  quarter,  region  ;  a  point  of  the  com- 

pass ;  turmeric ;  [cf.  according  to  some,  Gr.  X"P'~ 
Ttt,  xltf-rm ;  perhaps  Lat.  riridi-s  (for  geirulio) ; 
Goth,  gulth,  fjras;  Angl.  Sax.  gold,  gr&s.]  —  lla- 
rit-parna,  as,  d,  am,  green-leaved,  having  green 
leaves;  (am),  n.  a  radish;  [cf.  hari-parna.]  — Ha- 
rid-as'va,  as,  m.  '  whose  horses  are  called  Harit,' 
the  sun,  (see  harit  ibove.)—Harid-ga/rbha,  as, 
m.  a  green  or  yellowish  Kusa  grass  with  broad  leaves 
(  =  prithu-6fhada;  also  read  hari-darbha).— II  a- 
rid-varna,  as,  a,  am,  green-coloured,  of  a  yellowish 
golden  colour.  —  Harin-mani,  in,  m.  '  green-gem,' 
an  emerald.  —  Harin-mudya,  as,  m.  a  sort  of 
kidney-bean  (  =  s'drada). 
Harita,  as,  d  or  harini,  am  (connected  with 

harina  above;  cf.  its  fern,  harini ;  cf.  also  2.  b/ict- 
rita  with  its  fern,  bhariiii),  green,  of  a  green 
colour ;  reddish  brown  or  tawny ;  grassy,  verdant ; 
dark  blue ;  (ai),  m.  green  (the  colour) ;  a  lion ;  a 
kind  of  grass  (  —  manthdp.aka)',  N.  of  a  son  of 
Yuvanasva ;  (ds),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  Gotra ;  (a),  f. 
Durva  grass ;  turmeric  ;  a  brown-coloured  grape ; 
other  plants,  =  jayanti;  =  pd6i;  =  nlla-durvd; 
(am),  n.  a  kind  of  perfume  (  —  sthauneyaka). 
—  Harita-tfhada,  as,  d,  am,  green-leaved,  hiving 
green  leaves. —Harita-trina,  am,  n.  green  grass. 
—  ]Iarita-p<ttt rikii,  f.  'green-leaved,'  a   kind  of 
creeping  plant  (=pd<!i).  —  Uarita-rarna,as,d,am, 
green-coloured.  —  Harita-sdka,  as,   m.  the   Sigru 
plant.— Haritdifman  (~ta-a$"~),  a,  n. '  green -coloured 
stone,'  an  emerald ;  a  turquoise ;  sulphate  of  copper 
or  blue  vitriol.  —  Haritdxra  (°ta-a^°),  as,  m.,  N. 
of  a  son  of  Su-dyumna.  —  Ilaritl-krita,  as,  d,  am, 
made  green,  coloured  green,  made  verdant. 
Hai'itaka,  as,  m.  a  green  vegetable,  pot-herb. 
Harituya,  Nom.  A.  haritdyate,  &c.,  to  become 

green  or  verdant. 

the  fourth  day  of  the  light  half  of  the  month  Bhadra  ; 
(am),  n.  yellow  orpiment  or  sulphuret  of  arsenic 
(described  as  the  seed  or  seminal  energy  of  Vishnu, 
=  barer  mryam).  —  llaritdla-janaka,  as,  m.  orpi- 
ment-producer  (a  woid  employed  in  modern  Sanskrit 
to  express  the  metal  arsenic). 
llaritalaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  pigeon  of  a  yellowish 

green  colour ;  (am),  n.  yellow  orpiment ;  painting 
the  person,  theatrical  decoration. 
Haritrdikd,  f.  Durva  grass ;  the  fourth  day  of  the 

light  half  of  the  month  Bnadra.  —  Haritalikd-vraia, 
am,  n.  a  particular  religious  observance  on  the  above 
day. 

Ilaridra,  f.  turmeric ;  the  root  of  turmeric  pow- 
dered, (forty-six  synonyms  of  this  plant  are  given.) 

—  Haridrdkta  (°rd-ak°),  as,  a,  am,  smeared  or 
stained  with  turmeric.  —  Ifaridrd-ganapati,  is,  or 

linridrd-yancs'a,as,m.n  particular  form  of  the  god 
Ganesa  (in  whose  honour  a  Mautra  is  repeated,  ac- 

companied   with   offerings    mixed  with    turmeric). 

—  llandranga  (°ra-arij),  as,  m.  'yellow-bodied,' 
a  kind  of  yellow  bird  (  =  haritdla).~llaridrdbha 

(°rd-dbha),  as,  a,  am,  resembling  turmeric,  of  a 
yellow  colour;    (as),  m.  the  plant  Plta-Ssla,  q.  v. ; 
zedoary  (  =  karpiiraka).  —  IIaridrd-rdya  othari- 
drd-rdyttka,  as,  d,aitt,  turmeric-coloured  ;  unsteady 
in  affection  or  attachment,  fickle,  capricious  (like  the 
colour  of  turmeric  which  does  not  last). 

I.  hariman,  a,  m.  (for  2.  see  under  rt.  I.  hri), 
yellowness;  yellowness  (of  the  body),  a  kind  of 
disease,  (Rig-veda  I.  50,  II.&c.);  paleness. 
Hariya,  as,  m.  a  horse  of  a  yellowish  or  reddish colour. 

Harllaki,  (.  the  yellow  Myrobalan  tree,  Termi- 
nalia  Chebula,  (twenty-eight  synonyms  and  seven 
varieties  of  this  are  enumerated ;  a  form  haritaka 
is  also  found.) 

hari,  ind.  alas! 

harimanta,    as,   m.,    N.   of    an 

An-girasa  (author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda  IX.  72). 

^Krt  harile,  ind.  (according  to  some)  a 
vocative  particle  used  in  addressing  a  female  slave 
(in  theatrical  language). 

jrftl  hnrisha,  as,  m.  (a  modern  form  of 

harsha),  joy,  happiness  (according  to  S'abda-k.). 
ir^Nr  harlshu,  f.  a  particular  kind  of 

seasoning  or  condiment. 

j-T'SJ  harenu,  us,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
II.  I.  fr.  rt.  I. hri),  pease,  pulse;  a  creeper  marking 
the  boundary  of  a  village;  N.  of  Lan-ka  ;  (us),  f.  a 
sort  of  drug  or  perfume  (  —  rciinkd,  q.  v.) ;  a  re- 

spectable woman  ;  a  copper-coloured  deer. 
Uarenuka,  as,  m.  pease,  pulse  (  =  kaldya). 

hartavya,  hartri,  &c.     See  p.  1175. 

,  a,  m.(said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i.hri), 

gaping,  yawning. 
JIarmita,  a*,  a,  am,  yawned  ;  thrown,  cast,  sent ; 

burned  [cf.  yharmfi], 

¥QZ  harmuta,  as,  ra.  (according  to  some) 
the  sun ;  a  tortoise. 

harmya,  am,  n.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I .  hri 

in  the  sense  of  '  to  captivate  or  charm  the  mind ;' but  more  probably  to  be  connected  with  gharma), 
a  hole  in  the  ground  for  cooking,  a  kind  of  pit  or 
oven  for  holding  fire,  fire-place,  hearth ;  a  domestic 
hearth,  home ;  house,  building,  palace,  mansion, 
any  large  building  or  residence  of  a  man  of  wealth, 
[cf.  Zend  sairimya;  Lat.  form  n»] ;  a  fiery  pit, 
place  of  torment,  region  of  darkness,  abode  of  evil 
spirits,  abode  of  the  departed,  the  nether  world ;  (n?, 

a,  am),  living  in  houses.  —  Harmyi-prishtha,  am, 
n.  the  roof  or  upper  room  of  a  palace.  —  Harmya- 
bhdj,  k,  k,  k,  living  iu  a  pdice.  —  Harmya-stha, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  standing  near  a  hearth  or  fire-place  ; 
being  in  a  house.  —  Harmya-sthala,  am,  n.  the 
room  or  chamber  of  a  mansion  or  palace.  —  Har- 

mydngana  (°ya-a«-°),  am,  n.  the  court  of  a  palace. 
STCT  hary,  cl.  I.  P.  haryati  (sometimes 

.  N  also  A.  -te),  jaharya,  haryishyati,  ahar- 
y'tt,  haryitum,  Ved.  to  desire,  yearn  after,  love, like,  be  pleased  with,  (in  Naigh.  II.  6.  enumerated 
among  the  kdnti-karmanah) ;  to  worship,  pray  to ; 
to  take  [cf.  rt.  1.  Art]  ;  to  threaten  ;  to  be  weary ;  to 
go,  (in  Naigh.  II.  14.  enumerated  among  the  yali- 
karmdnah) :  Caus.  haryayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  oja- 
haryat :  Desid.  jiharyishati :  Intens.  jdharyatc, 
jdharyili,  jdharti ;  [cf.  Gr.  xa'P<»<  XaP  a<  X^P-l^i 

gra-tu-s,  grat-ia  (Osc.  her-est,  Herentiiti-s, '  Ve- 
nus:' Umbr.  heriett);  Goth,  faihu-gair-n-s,  'ava- 

ricious;' gair-uni,  'affection;'  yailjan,  goljan  : 

Old  Germ,  ger,  giri, '  desirous ;'  ger i,  girt,''  greedi- ness ;'  gerSn,  '  to  desire  :'  Angl.  Sax.  gal,  gayol : Lith.  gm--u-ti,  gar  (?) :  Slav,  zd-e-ti  (?).] 
llaryat,  an,  antl,  at,  Ved.  desiring,  liking,  lov- 

ing, (Say.  =  kdmayamdna ;  in  Rig-veda  I.  57,  2. 
according  to  SSy.  haryatah=prcpsatah  or  dobha- nnh,  see  the  next.) 

Ilaryata,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  amiable,  beloved,  (SSy, 
=  sprihamya,  Rig-veda  III.  5,  3);  agreeable, 
pleasant,  delicious  (said  of  Soma) ;  (as),  m.  a  horse  ; 
a  steed  fit  for  the  Asva-medha  sacrifice ;  N.  of  the 
author  of  a  hymn  in  the  Rig-veda,  (see  prdgdtha.) 
Haryamdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  desiring,  wishing, 

loving,  (Say.  =  kamayamana.) 

^^Tfl  hary-asva.     See  p.  1 166,  col.  3. 

jT3  harsha,  harsha-kara,  &c.   See  p.  1176. 
Harshana,  harshita,  &c.     See  p.  1176. 

harshlkd,  f.  a  kind  of  metre. 

i.  hal,  cl.  i.  P.  halati,  jahala,  uha- 
lit.  Sec.,  to  plough,  make  furrows. 

Hala,  am,  n.  a  plough ;  ugliness,  deformity,  = 
i-airupya;  (d),  f.  the  earth;  water;  spirituous liquor,  wine.  —  Hala-dhara,  as,  d  or  I,  am,  plough- 
holding,  having  a  plough ;  (as),  m.  a  ploughman  ; 
epithet  of  B.ila-rSma  (as  bearing  a  peculiar  weapon 
shaped  like  a  ploughshare;  cf.  sim-pdni).  —  Ilala- 
bhiiti,  if,  {.  agriculture,  husbandry.  —  JIala-bhrit, 

t,  t,  plough-holding,  possessing  a  plough;  (t),  m. 
a  ploughman;  Bala-rama;  [cf.sira-bhrit.]  —  Hula- 
li/iriti,  is,  f.  ploughing,  agriculture,  husbandry; 

(is),  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni  (  =  iipu-rai'slin,  kritu-kiiti, 
a-yaiita),  —  Hala-muklii,  f.  a  kind  of  metre. 
—  Hala-rdklho,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  shrub  (  = 
dhulya).  —  llala-hati,  »j,  f.  '  plough-striking,' 
sloughing,  furrowing.  —  Halayudha  (cla-di/°),  <tx, 
m.  '  plough-weaponed,'  Bala-rama,  (see  above)  ;  N. 
ot  a  poet  (son  of  Dhaiwti-jaya) ;  of  the  author  of 
:he  Brahmana-sarvasva  ;  of  the  author  of  the  PurSna- 
sarvasva ;  of  the  author  of  the  Abbidhana-ratnamalfi exicon. 

Halaya,  Nom.  P.  Jtalayati,  &c.,  to  plough  (  = 
Aa//;n  grilii/dti,  Vopa-devi  XXI.  17). 
Hiddli'i,  as,  m.  a  horse  of  a  mixed  r  variegated 

colour,  (also  read  lidldha.) 
Hall,  is,  m.  a  large  plough,  ploughshare  (  = 

'ifyd,Vopa-deva  XXVI.  20 ;  =  rriluid-dhala,  q.  v.) ; 
a  furrow  (according  to  some) ;  agriculture. 
Halin,  i,  m.  a  ploughman,  agriculturist,  cultivator ; 

'J.  of  Bala-rSma;  (ini),  f.  a  number  of  ploughs; 
a  kind  of  plant  (  =  ld>tyaliki).  —  llali-priija,  ai, 
m.  'dear  to  agriculturists,'  the  Kadamba  tree;  (a), 
'.  spirituous  liquor  (  =  madird). 
Hall,  (.  the  plant  Kali-kin,  q.  v. 

Halisha,  f.  (probably  fr.  hala  +  ishd),  =  lanya- 
tshd,  the  handle  of  a  plough. 

Halya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  ploughed  or  tilled, 
arable;  belonging  to  or  proceeding  from  ugliness  or 
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deformity,  ugly;  (a),  f.  a  multitude  of  ploughs; 

(am),  n.  a  ploughed  field,  arable  land  ;  ugliness ;  de- 
formity. 

?[c^2.  hal,  in.  n.  (in  Panini's  system)  a 
technical  expression  for  all  the  consonants ;  any  con- 

sonant. —  Hal-anta,  as,  d,  am,  ending  in  a  con- 
sonant. 

hasta-gata. 

haladdi,  f.  turmeric  (=haridra). 

hala-hala  (an  imitative  sound), 

halloo,  hallooing.  —  Halahala-s'abda,  as,  m.  shout- 
ing Hala-hali,  hallooing,  shout,  outcry,  tumult. 

?c5T  hala,  f.  a  female  friend,  (see  also 

hala  under  hala) ;  (hala),  ind.  a  vocative  particle 
used  in  addressing  a  female  friend  who  is  an  equal 
(in  theatrical  language). 

£c-4l^c4  halahala,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (=  hala- 
hala, q.  v.,  sometimes  also  written  halahala,  and 

said  to  be  fr.  rt.  I.  hal),  a  sort  of  deadly  poison  [cf. 
kiilalciita  at  p.  226,  col.  2];  (as),  m.  a  kind  of 

snake  ( =  brahma-sarpa) ;  a  Jaina  or  Bauddha  sage ; 
a  sort  of  lizard  or  newt. 

^rtl«1  hal'ina,  as,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  i. 
hal),  the  Teak  tree  ( =  sata). 

^rtmc*  I.  halimaka,  am,  n.  (probably  con- 
nected with  I.  hariman  at  p.  1167,  col.  2),  a  sort 

of  jaundice,  paleness  or  yellowness  of  skin. 

haluana  or  haluana,  N.  of  a  place. 

hallaka,  am,  n.  the  red  lotus. 

f  cfi  hallana,  am,  n.  rolling  or  tossing 

about,  rolling  about  in  sleep. 

^cjl^l  halllsa,  am,  n.  one  of  the  eighteen 

Upa-rupakas  or  minor  dramatic  entertainments  (de- 
scribed as  a  piece  in  one  act,  consisting  chiefly  of 

singing  and  dancing  by  one  male  and  seven,  eight, 
or  ten  female  performers),  a  ballet ;  a  circular  dance 
(performed  by  women). 

Ilalliiaka,  as,  m.  dancing  in  a  ring  (as  performed 
by  women). 

Ilattifha,  hatt~ishaJ;a,  =  halloa  above. 
IfaUlsa,  halllsaka,  =  hallitfa  above. 

jf^  i.  hava,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  hu),  an  oblation, 
burnt-offering,  sacrifice. 
Havaitga,  as,  m.  (probably  havam  +  ga),  eating 

rice  and  curds  from  a  metal  cup. 
I.  havana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  offering  an  oblation 

with  fire ;  an  oblation  to  the  gods,  burnt-offering, 
sacrifice ;  (i),  f.  a  hole  made  in  the  ground  for  the 
sacrificial  fire  which  is  to  receive  a  burnt-oblation. 

—  l.havana-syuda,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  hastening  to 

a  sacrifice.  —  Havauilyus  (°na-ay°),  us,  m.  'having 
the  burnt-offering  for  its  life,'  fire. 
Havaniya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  offered  with  fire,  fit 

for  an  oblation  or  sacrifice,  sacrificial ;  (am),  n.  any- 
thing fit  for  an  oblation ;  clarified  butter,  ghee. 

I  In  rit  n,  f.  a  hole  made  in  the  ground  for  holding 
the  sacred  fire  for  an  oblation. 

Iliirufiya,  am,  n.  anything  fit  for  an  oblation; 
clarified  butter ;  wild  rice  (or  any  similar  wild  grain) ; 
rice  mixed  with  ghee ;  a  hymn  in  praise  of  oblations 

(Ved.).  —  Havishija-ihuj,  k,  Jc,  1;,  eating  clarified 

butter ;  (k),  m.  fire.  —  Ha  cishydnna  ('ya-an"),  am, 
n.  food  fit  to  be  eaten  during  certain  holy  days 
(or  during  the  continuance  of  fasts  and  other  re- 

ligious observances) ;  any  particularly  pure  food  (as 

wheat,  cow's  milk,  8cc.),  —  IIavishyasin  (°ya-aisj), 
i,  tni,  i,  devouring  clarified  butter,  (Manu  XI.  218); 
(F),  m.  fire. 

llnrighyantlya.  See  under  havis. 
ffavis,  is,  n.  anything  offered  as  an  oblation  with 

fire,  clarified  butter,  ghee ;  an  oblation  or  burnt- 
offering  (in  general);  water,  (in  Naigh.  I.  12.  enu- 

merated among  the  udaka-namani);  epithet  of 
S"iva.  —  7/ariA-ses/ia,  as,  m.  the  residue  of  an  obla- 

tion.— Havir-as'ana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  devouring 

clarified  butter;  (as),  m.  'consuming  oblations,'  fire. 

—  Hamr-gandha,  (.  '  smelling  like  clarified  butter,' 
the  S'ami  tree.—  Jfavir-geha,  am,  n.  any  house  or 
chamber  in  which  an  oblation  is  offered,  a  sacrificial 

hall.  —  Ifavir-da,  as,  «s,  am,  Ved.  a  giver  of  obla- 
tions, (said  of  Rudra,  Rig-veda  IV.  3,  y.)  —  IIavir- 

dhdna,  am,  n.,Ved.  'ghee-containing,' an  oblation; 
(e),  n.  du.  the  two  receptacles  or  vehicles  on  which 
the  Soma  and  other  offerings  are  put ;  (as),  m.,  N. 

of  the  author  of  the  hymns   Rig-veda  X.  11—13 

(having  the  patronymic  A.n-ff).  —  Havir-lihiij,  1:,  1:, 
I',  eating  clarified  butter;    (k),  m.  fire;    N.  of  the 
Pitris  of  the  Kshatriyas.  —  Ilarir-bhu,  us,  f.,  N.  of 
the  wife  of  Pulastya.  —  Harir-mathi,  is,  is,  i,  Ved. 
destroying  or  obstructing  oblations,  impedingsacrificial 

t'rtes.—ffavir-mantha,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  plant  (  —  ga- 
nikdri).—  Havir-yajna,  as,  m.  a  particular  sacrifice, 
N.  of  the  first  book  of  the  Sata-pitha-Brahmana  (ac- 

cording to  the  Madhyandina-sakha).— H'trir-yujiia- 
iamstha,  f.  a  kind  of  sacrifice,  (seven  Havir-yajna- 
samsthas  are  enumerated,  viz.  Agny-adheya,  Agni- 

holra,  Darsa-purnamasau,  C'aturmasyani,  Pasu-ban- 
dha,  SautramanI,  and  Paka-yajna.)  —  Hanr-yojin, 

I,  m. '  ghee-offerer,' a  priest.  —  Ilavish-krit,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  performing  a  sacrifice.  —  Havish-pankti,  is, 
m.,  Ved.,  scil.  yajiia,  a  sacrifice  consisting  of  five 
oblations,  —  Ifavish-pati,  is,  m.,  Ved.  the  lord  of  a 
sacrifice.  —  Harifh-mat,  an,  atl,  at,  possessed  of 

oblations;  (antes),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  class  of  Pitris  (re- 
garded as  progenitors  of  Kshatriyas  and  as  descended 

from  An-giras ;  Manu  III.  197,  198).  —  Uavithy- 

antiya,  am,  n.,  N.  of  nineteen  Vedic  texts  begin- 
ning havishyantam,  (Manu  XI.  251.) 

1 .  harya,  as,  a,  am,  fit  to  be  offered  in  oblations, 
(Say.  =  hotarya)  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a  son  of  Atri ; 
(am),  n.  an  oblation  or  offering  to  the  gods  (as  dis- 

tinguished fr.  katya,  q.  v.)  ;   clarified  butter,  ghee. 

—  Havya-karya,  am,  n.  oblations  both  to  the  gods 
and  to  the  spirits  of  deceased  ancestors,  (also  ani,  n. 

p\.)  —  Havya-jushti,  is,  f.,  Ved.  the  favour  of  an 
oblation,  an  acceptable  oblation,  (Say.  =  havifi-eei'a.) 

—  Hai'lja-ddti,  is,  {.,  Ved. '  oblation-giving,'  a  sacri- 
ficial offering  ;  (is,  is,  {),  giving  sacrificial  offerings. 

—  Harya-pdka,  as,  m.  an  oblation  (of  rice,  barley, 
&c.)  cooked  with  butter  and  milk  for  presentation  to 
the  gods ;  the  vessel  in  which  such  an  oblation  is 

prepared.  —  Hart/a-i-dh,  t,  or  Jiavya-vaha,  as,  m. 
'  oblation-bearer,'  Agni  or  fire.  —  Havya-rdhana, 
as,  I,  am,  bearing  oblations,  conveying  oblations ; 
(as),  m.  fire ;  epithet  of  the  ninth  Kalpa ;  N.  of  a 

son  of  S'uci.  —  Havt/a-l'dkint,  f.  'oblation-bearer,' 
N.  of  a  goddess.  —  Harya-nud,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  flowing 
with  oblations,  affording  oblations  (said  of  cows  as 
affording  milk  that  yields  butter  for  sacrificial   rites). 

-•  ffat'ydsa  (°yo-flrf&)  or  havydtfana  (c//a-os°) ,  as, 
m.  'oblation-eater,'  fire. 

^  2.  hava,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  rt.  hve),  call- 
ing, call ;  invocation,  prayer ;  order,  command ; 

challenging,  defying. 

2.  havana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  calling,  an  invoca- 
tion ;  challenging  to  battle.  —  llarana-3rut,  t,  t,  t, 

Ved.  listening  to  an  invocation.  -•  2.  havana-syada, 
UK.  (i,  HM,  Ved.  hastening  to  battle. 
llaras,  as,  n.,  Ved.  a  song  of  praise,  hymn, 

prayer. 
Hariman,  a,  m.,  Ved.  invocation  ;  challenging ; 

battle,  (S'iy.  —  sangrama,  Rig-veda  VII.  83,  4.) 
2.  harya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  to  be  invoked,  (S5y. =  dhvdfarya.) 

sTcTT  hava  or  haviiva,  ind.  (a  term  imply- 

ing) undoubtedly,  certainly. 

i.  has,  cl.  i.  P.  hasati,  jahcisa,  hnsi- 
shyati,  ahasit,  hasititm,  to  laugh,  smile ; 

to  laugh  at,  ridicule  (with  ace.) ;  to  resemble,  (see 
hasat):  Pass,  hasyate,  Aor.  ahdsi :  Cms.hdsayati, 

-yitum,  Aor.  ajihasat,  to  cause  to  laugh,  make  laugh, 
provoke  laughter  :  Desid.  jihasisliati  :  Intens.  jd~ 
hasyate,  jahasti,  to  laugh  immoderately ;  [cf.  per- 

haps Gr.  TO-Ofio,  T(u-0af<u ;  probably  Lat.  histrio.'] 

2.  ?ia»,  Ved.  laughter,  joy ;  brightness,  brilliance. 
—  Has-kartn,  tii,  tri,  tri,  VeJ.  causing  joy  or 

prosperity  ;  making  bright,  (Siy.=vriddheh  kartri 
or  pral-iltafaka,  Rig-veda  IV.  7,  ̂.)  —  Has-l;ara, 
Of,  ii,  am,  Ved.  causing  brightness  or  radiance  (said 
of  lightning;    SSy.  =  dipti-kara,  Rig-veda  I.  23, 
li).  —  Has-kriti,  is,  (.,  Ved.  a  song  of  praise  ;  (w, 

is,  i),  causing  joy,  (Say.  =  ka,<a-l-iirin  or  harshasya 
liitaka,  Rig-veda  VIII.  89,  6.) 

IJasa,  at,  m.  laughter,  laughing,  a  laugh ;  de- 
rision.— Hasa-mudau,  m.  du.,  Ved.  laughing  and rejoicing. 

JIasat,  an,  aitti,  at,  laughing,  smiling ;  resem- 
bling (i.e.  smiling  like,  with  ace.,  Kirat.  VIII.  44.) ; 

(anti),  f.  a  portable  fire-pan,  small  furnace,  chafing- 

dish  ;  Arabian  jasmine ;  a  kind  of  S'akini,  q.  v. 
Jiasana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  laughing,  laughter,  a 

laugh  ;  (a),  f.  laughter ;  a  joke,  subject  of  laughter 
or  ridicule,  (Rig-veda  IX.  112,  4.) 

JIaxani,  (.  a  portable  fire-place  or  chafing-dish. 

•~ITa$anl-ma,)ii,  is,  m.  'furnace-jewel,'  fire. 
Hasaniya,  as,  a,  am,  laughable;  to  be  ridiculed, ridiculous. 

Hasantikd,  f.  (fr.  hasantf),  a  portable  fire-place or  small  furnace. 

Jlasika,  f.  laughter,  derision,  jesting. 

Ifasita,  as,  a,  am,  laughed,  laughing,  smiling  ; 
expanded,  blossomed,  blown  (as  a  flower);  (am),  n. 

laughter,  jesting  ;  smiling ;  the  bow  of  Kama  (god of  love). 

Hasiti'i,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  laughs,  a  laugher, smiler. 

llntitrti,  ind.  having  laughed,  having  smiled. 

Hasra,  as,  «,  am,  smiling;  stupid,  ignorant,  a 
fool. 

Hasa,  as,  m.  laughing,  laughter ;  mirth,  merry- 
making, joy ;  derision.  —  Iliija-kdra,  as,  I,  am, 

causing  laughter,  ridiculous ;  laughing,  merry. 

Hataka,  as,  m.  a  laugher ;  one  who  causes 

laughter,  a  buffoon,  merry-andrew. 
Jldsamuna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  laughing,  being  de- 

lighted,  (Say.  =  hilsam  kurvat,  harsha-yukta.) 
Hasika,  (.  laughter,  mirth,  merry-making. 
Jfrtsitt,  t,  itil,  i,  laughing,  smiling,  making  merry. 
J/<(,-?/rt,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  laughed  at,  laughable, 

ridiculous ;  (am),  n.  laughter,  laughing,  mirth  (one 
of  the  ten  Rasas,  see  ro.s«),  jest,  amusement;  ridi- 

cule, derision.  —  Hasya-ta,  f.  laughableness,  ridicu- 

lousness. —  Jliisya-padavl,  f.  '  road  of  laughter,' 
ridicule,  laughter,  (huKya-padaclm  y<i,  to  expose 

one's  self  to  laughter,  incur  ridicule.)  —  lldfya-rasa, 
as,  m.  the  sentiment  of  humour,  sense  of  humour, 
comic  vein,  facetiousness  (the  fifth  of  the  ten  Rasas, 

see  rasa).  —  Ha*ydr>iam  (°>/a-ar°),  as,  m. 'ocean 
of  mirth,'  N.  of  a  drama  by  Jagad-Isvara.  —  Iltisyri- 

epada  Cya-as),  am,  n.  a  laughing-stock,  butt  for 
derision. 

I^T  hasta,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
III.  86.  fr.  rt.  i.  has),  the  hand;  the  thirteenth  as- 
terisni,  (see  below)  ;  the  fore-arm,  cubit ;  a  measure 
of  length  from  the  elbow  to  the  tip  of  the  middle 

finger  (  =  twenty-four  An-gulas  or  about  eighteen 

inches)  ;  an  elephant's  trunk ;  (in  prosody)  an  ana- 
pest  ;  quantity,  abundance,  mass,  (in  this  sense  only 
at  end  of  comps.  and  when  compounded  with  words 

signifying  '  hair;'  cf.  kaia-hctsta) ;  (a),  f.  the  thir- 
teenth lunar  asterism  (represented  by  a  hand  and 

containing  five  stars,  identified  by  some  with  part  of 
the  constellation  Corvus) ;  (am),  n.  a  pair  of  leather 

bellows;  (e),  ind.  in  hand,  in  one's  possession;  [cf. 
Gr.  x'H'ii-oi'-iu  (e  xaS-ov,  Kf-x<""S-a,  X^'TO/"")  ; 
Lat.  pre-hend-o,  hed-era  (!) ;  Goth.  Iri-i/it-an, 
ttaiidu;  Angl.  Sax.  gitan  (=  Eng.  ytj),  hand.] 
—  Hasta-kamala,  am,  n.  a  lotus  carried  in  the 
hand  (thus  when  Lakshml  was  churned  out  of  the 

ocean,  she  appeared  holding  a  lotus).  —  llasta-kau- 
tlala,  am,  n.  skilfulness  of  hand,  manual  dexterity. 

—Ilasta-kriyd,  f.any  manual  performance.— Hasfa- 

guta,  as,  a,  am,  come  to  hand,  fallen  into  one's possession,    procured,    gained,    obtained,    secured. 



hasta-giri. 

—  Hasta-giri,  is,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountain.  —  Ilasta- 
griliya,  ind.,  Ved.  having  taken  the  hand.  —  Hasta- 
ghna,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  kind  of  arm-guard  or  shield 
(defending  the  fore-arm  from  the  blows  of  the  bow- 

stting).  —  Ifasta-ddpalya,  am,  n.  =  hasta-kaus'ala. 
—  Hasta-dchedana,  am,  n.  the  amputation  of  a 
hand.  —  llasta-Syitta,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  shaken  or 
moved  with  the  hand,  moved  or  thrown  violently 
by  means  of  the  hand.  —  Ilasta-fyuti,  is,  f.,  Ved. 
moving  or  shaking  about  with  the  hand,  (according  to 

Say.  Jiasta-fyutl  =  hasta-pratyutyd,  hasta-gatya, 
Rig-veda  VII.  I,  I.)  —  Hasia-jyodi,  is,  m.  a  kind  of 
tree  or  plant  (=kara-jyodi),  —  Hasta-tala,  am,  n. 

the  palm  of  the  hand ;    the  tip  of  an  elephant's 
trunk.  —  Ilaita-talu,  as,  m.  clapping  the  hands 
together.  —  JIasta-traya-sammite,  ind.  at  a  distance 
of  three  Hastas.  ~  Hasta-dosha,  as,  m.  a  slip  of 
the  hand,  mistake  committed  by  the  hand.  —  Iltata- 
dhatrlm hastdmalaka. -•  Hasta-dhdrana,  am,  n. 
warding  off  a  blow ;  stopping  a  blow  with  the  hand. 

—  Hasta-pddddi  (°da-ddi),  the  hands  and  feet 
&c.,  the  extremities,  the  limbs  of  the  body.  —  Uaita- 

pudtha,  am,  n.  the  lower  part  of  the  fore-arm,  the 
hand  below  the  wrist.  —  ITasta-prishtha,  am,  n. 
tlie  back  of  the  hand  (also  called  apa-prishtha). 
—  Hatta-prdpta,  as,  a,  am,  reached  with  the  hand, 
held  in  the  hand;  obtained,  secured  (  =  kara-prd{jta). 
—  Hasta-mani,  is,  m.  a  jewel  worn  on  the  wrist. 
—  llasta-matra,  a  cubit  in  length,  (see  mdtra.) 
—  Hasta-yitgala,  am,  n.  the  two  hands.  —  Hasta- 

ratndvali  (°na-dv°),  f.,  N.  of  a  work  by  Raghava 
(treating  of  the    various   movements  of  the  hands 
&c.).—Haeta-rekhd,  f.  a  line  on  the  hand.— Ilasta- 

Idghai'a,  am,  n.  lightness  of  hand,  manual  readiness, 
smartness,    cleverness,    legerdemain.  —  Hasta-mt, 
an,  ati,  at,  having  hands,  'handy,  dexterous,  clever, 
skilful.  —  Hasta-vartin,  i,  inl,  i,  being  or  remain- 

ing   in    the    hand,    seized,    held,   caught   hold    of. 

—  Ilasta-i'drana,  am,  n.  restraining  the  hand  (of 
another) ;  warding  off  a  blow.  —  Hasta-rimba,  am, 
n.  perfuming  or  smearing  the  body  with  unguents 

&c.  —  Hasta-samvdhana,  am,  n.  rubbing  or  sham- 
pooing with  the  hands.  —  Hanta-s{ddhi,  is,  f.  per- 

forming or  effecting  anything  with  the  hand,  manual 

labour ;  hire,  wages,  salary.  —  llasta-sutra  or  hasta- 

sutraka,  '  hand-ribbon ;'  (am),  n.  a  bracelet  worn 
on  the  wrist.  —  Hasta-stha,  as,  a,  am,  staying  in  the 
hand,  being  in  hand,  held,  grasped.  *•  ITaxta-sthita, 
as,  a,  am,  being  in  hand,  held.  —  Hastdkshara  Cta- 

ak°),  am,  n.  one's  own  sign  manual,   autograph, 
signature,  handwriting.  —  Hastdgra  (°la-ag°),  am, 
n.  the  extremity  of  the  hand,  the  ringers.  —  Hastd- 

gra-layna  ("ta-ag"),  as,  a,  am,  'joined  hand  in 
hand,'  married ;  [cf.  pdni-graha.]  —  Ilattdnguli 
(°ta-an°),  is,   f.  'hand-finger,'  any  finger  of  the 
hand.  —  Hastdmalaka  (°ta-dm°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  one 
of  the  four  principal  disciples  of  San-karacarya  ;  (am), 
n.  the  fruit  of  Emblic  Myrobalan  held  in  the  hand  ; 
N.  of  a  short  work  by  Hastamalaka  (containing  the 

elements  of  the  VedSnta).  —  Ifoftdmalaka-bhd- 

shyfi,  am,  n.  a  commentary  on  the  above  by  S'an- 
karaiarya.  —  Haftdralamba  (°ta-av°),  as,  a,' am, 
supported  by  the  hand  of  another.  —  Ilastdvdpa 

(°<a-afl°),   as,   m.  'hand-bracelet,'  a  finger-guard, 
arm-guard    (used  by  2rcheTS,=jyaghiita-i'drana). 
—  llastd-hasti,  ind.  hand  to  hand.  —  llaste-karana, 

am,  n.  '  taking  by  the  hand,'  marriage  (  =pdnau- 
Icarana).  —  Hafte-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to 

take  in  hand,  take  possession  of,  make  one's  own. 
—  Hattc-kritya,  ind.  having  taken  possession  of. 
llastaka,  as,  m.  a  position  of  the  hands. 
Hastika,  am,  n.  a  multitude  or  collection  of  ele- 

phants (=*gaja-td). 
Ilastin,  I,  inl,  i,  having  hands,  having  a  trunk ; 

(i),  m.  an  elephant,  (four  kinds  of  elephants  are 
specified,  each  characterized  by  particular  marks  ;  see 

bhadra,  mandra,  mriga,  miira  ;  some  give  Jci- 
linja-hastin,  a  straw  elephant,  effigy  of  an  elephant 
made  of  grass)  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  king  Su-hotra  (a  prince 
of  the  Lunar  race,  described  in  Vishnu-Purana  IV. 

19.  as  founder  of  HastinS-pura) ;  a  kind  of  plant,  = 

aja-modil ;  (ml),  (.  a  female  elephant ;  a  woman 
of  a  particular  class  (one  of  the  four  into  which 
females  are  divided ;  a  woman  of  this  class  is  de- 

scribed as  having  thick  lips,  thick  hips,  thick  fingers, 
large  breasls,  dark  complexion,  and  libidinous  ap- 

petite) ;  a  kind  of  drug  and  perfume.  —  Uaeti-kak- 
shya,  as,  m.  a  lion ;  a  tiger.  —  Ilasti-kanda,  as, 
m.  a  kind  of  tree  or  bulbous  plant  (described  as  a  sort 
of  Amm,=gaja-kanda).  —  Hasti-karaiija,  as,  m. 
a  kind  of  tree  (  =  mahd-karanja).  —  Hasti-karna, 

as,  m.  '  elephant-eared,'  the  castor-oil  tree  (also  the 
red  kind);  a  kind  of  PaUSa  tree;  another  tree  or 

bulbous  plant  ( =  hasti-kanda)  ;  a  particular  class  of 
semi-divine  beings  (forming  one  of  the  gana-devatd, 
q.  v.) ;  N.  of  a  district.  —  Ilasti-karnaka,  as,  m.  a 
kind  of  Palasa  \tee.-IIastikarna-dala,  as,  m. 
a  sort  of  Palasa  tree.  —  Ilasti-koli,  is,  m.  a  sort  of 
jujube.  —  llasti-giri,  is,  m.  the  city  and  district  of 
Kanci,  q.  v.  —  Hasti-gkata,  N.  of  the  seventh  book 
of  the  Sata-patha-Brahmana.  —  llasti-ghoshd  or 
hasti-yhoshdtakl,  f.  a  kind  of  creeper  (  =  aibhi, 

mahd-kos'dtaki).  —  Hasti-ghna,  as,  m.  an  elephant- 
killer;  a  man.  —  llasti-fdrin,  i,  m.  an  elephant- 
driver;  (inl),  f.  a  kind  of  tree  (=  mahd-karanja). 
—  Ilasti-danta,  as,  m.  the  tusk  of  an  elephant;  a 
radish  ;  a  pin  or  peg  projecting  from  a  wall ;  (am), 
n.  ivory ;   a  radish.  —  Hasti-dantaka,  am,  n.  a 
radish.  —  Ilastidanta-phala,  (.  a  kind  of  cucumber 
(  =  ervdru).  —  Hasti-dvayasa,  as,  i,  am  (Gram. 
80.  XX),  as  high  or  as  big  as  an  elephant,  elephantine. 

—  llasti-nakha,  am,  n.  'elephant's  nail,'  a  sort  of 
turret  or  raised  mound  of  earth  or  masonry  protecting 
the  access  to  the  gate  of  a  city  or  fort,  (it  is  described  as 
furnished  with  an  inner  staircase,  and  affording  means 

for  discharging  arrows  &c.  at  an  enemy.)  —  Ifasti- 

pa  or  hastipaka,  as,  m.  an  elephant-driver,  ele- 
phant-rider; an  elephant-keeper.  —  Hasii-pattra, 

as,  m.  =  hast i-kanda.  —  Hasti-parnikd,  f.  a  kind 

of  plant  (=raja-kos'dtaki).  —  Hasti-pann,  f.  a 
kind  of  plant  ( =  moratd) ;  a  sort  of  gourd  ( =  fcar- 
kati).  —  Hasti-pdda,  as,  a  or  I,  am,  elephant- 
footed.  —  ffasti-pdla,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king.  —  Ilasti- 
prishthaka,   am,  n.   the   back   of  an    elephant. 
—  llasti-mada,  a",  m.  the  ichor  or  exudation  from 

an  elephant's  temples  when  in  rut.  •«  Ilasti-malla, 
as,  m.,  N.  of  AirSvata  (Indra's  elephant) ;  of  Ga- 
riesa ;  of  San-kha  (the  eighth  of  the  chief  NSgas  or 
serpents  of  PatSla) ;  a  heap  of  ashes ;  a  shower  of 
dust ;   frost,  cold.  —  Hanti-mdtra,  as,  I,  am,  as 

great  as  an  elephant.  —  Hasti-yutha,  am,  n.  a  herd 
of  elephants.  —  Hasti-rdja,  as,  m.  the  king  or  chief 
of  elephants.  —  Hasti-rohanaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of 
tree  ( =  mahd-karanja).  —  Hasti-lodhraka,  as,  m. 
the  Lodhra  tree.  —  Ilasti-vadha  or  hasti-badha,  as, 
m.  the  killing  of  an  elephant  (especially  by  a  lion, 
which  incurs  the  guilt  of  murder,  whilst  others  carry 
off  the  spoils,  such  as  the  tusks  and  the  pearls  said  to 
be  found  in  the  head).  —  llasti-vartasa,  am,  n.  the 

magnificence  of  an  elephant.  —  Hasti-vdha,  as,  m. 
an  elephant-driver;    a  hook  for  driving  elephants. 
—  Jlasti-visTianl,  f.  the  Kadall  iree.  —  Haeti-vai- 

dtjalta,  N.  of  a  work  by  Vira-soma.  —  Hafti-idld, 
(.  an  elephant-stable.  —  IJasti-iunda,   as,  m.   or 

hasti-s'imda,  f.  an  elephant's  trunk;    (a  or  i),  f. 

the    shrub    Heliotropium    Indicum.  —  Hasti-i'yd- 
mdka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  grain.  ~I[asti-shadgava, 
am,  n.  a  yoke  or  collection  of  six  elephants,  (see 

shad-gava.)  —  Hasti-somd,    (.,    N.   of  a   river. 
—  Hasti-mdna,  am,  n.  the  washing  of  an   ele- 

phant. —  Ifasti-frasta,  as,  m.  an  elephant's  trunk. 
—  Hasti-hasta-pardmrishta,  as,  a,  am,  touched 
or  struck  by  the  trunks  of  elephants.  —  Ilasty-adhy- 
aksha,  as,  m.  a  superintendent  or  master  of  ele- 

phants. -•  Ifaftty-a-'tva'-ratha-sambddha,  as,  d,  am, 
crowded    with    carriages,    horses,    and    elephants. 

—  Hasfy-dyurveda,  as,  m.  a  work  on  the  treat- 
ment of  elephants'  diseases.  -•  Hanty-droha,  as,  m. 

an  elephant-rider,  elephant-driver. 
Hastina-pura,  am,  n.  (fr.  hastin+pura),  the 

city  of  Hastin  (  =  hastina-pura  below). 
Hastind-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  city  founded  by 
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king  Hastin,  q.  v.,  (it  was  situated  about  fifty-seven 
miles  north-east  of  the  modern  Dilll  or  Delhi  on  the 
banks  of  an  old  channel  of  the  Ganges,  and  was  the 
capital  of  the  kings  of  the  Lunar  line,  as  AyodhyS 
was  of  the  Solar  dynasty ;  hence  it  forms  a  central 
scene  of  action  in  the  Maha-bharata ;  here  Dhrita- 
rashtra  reigned  when  the  government  was  resigned 
by  his  brother  Pandu,  and  here  the  five  Pandava 
princes  were  educated  along  with  their  cousins  the 
Kauravas,  and  here  at  the  conclusion  of  the  great 
war  between  them  Yudhi-shthira  was  crowned  after 
a  triumphal  progress  through  the  streets  of  the  city ; 

see  S'Snti-parvan  1386-1410:  other  names  for  this 
celebrated  town  are  gajdhvaya,  ndga-sdhvaya, 
ndgdhva,  hdstina.) 

Hastini-pura,  am,  n.  =  hastind-pura  above. 
Hastya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  hand,  done 

with  the  hand,  manual ;  given  with  the  hand. 

^Q  hasra.     See  p.  1168,  col.  3. 

^1-?J  hahala,  am,  n.  (=hahala,  see  hala- 
hala),  a  sort  of  deadly  poison. 

^T  hahd,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  Gandharva, 
q. v. ;  [cf.  i.  hdhd,  A«A«.] 

ITI  i.hd,  ind.  an  exclamation  of  pain  or 

grief  or  weariness  (equivalent  to '  ah  ! '  '  alas  1 '  '  woe  ! ' 
hd  hato  '*//</,  ah  [  I  am  killed !  it  is  all  over  with 
me) ;  an  exclamation  of  joy  or  surprise  (oh !  ha  ! 
&c.) ;  an  interjection  of  anger  or  reproach ;  [cf. 

SJT  2.  hd  (connected  with  rt.  3.  hd),  cl.  3. 
•  A.,jihite  (ist  sing,  jihe,  3rd  da.jihdte,  2nd 

pi.  jihidhm,  3rd  pi.  jihate),  Impf.  ajihtta.  Pot. 
jihita,  Impv.  jihitdm,  Perf.  jahe,  hdsyate,  ahdsta, 
hdtitnl,  to  go,  move,  to  go  to,  attain ;  to  give  way, 

yield  [cf.  I?ig-veda  I.  37,  7]  :  Pass,  hdyate,  Aor. 
aAa^i :  Caus.  hapayati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  ajiha- 
pat,  'ta,  to  cause  to  go  :  Desid.  jihdsate  :  Intens. 

jdhdyate,  jdhdti,  jdheti;  [cf.  Gr.  xa-'"-*1.  Xa~ 

Tii-sc-o,  hi-o,  hia-tus;  Old  Germ. gi-e-m,  gin-e-m, 
gein-o-m ;  Ang!.  Sax.  ginan,  cinan,  geonan,  gyn- 

ian,  ganian;  Slav,  zi-ja-ti,  ze-ja-ti,  zi-nati,  'to 
gape  ;'  Lith.  zio-j-tt,  zto-ti-s,  '  a  cleft,  hole.'] Jihana,  as,  a,,  am,  going,  &c.     See  p.  347. 

Hdtvd,  ind.  (Pan.  VII.  4, 43),  having  gone,  hav- 

ing moved. Hana,  as,  a,  am,  gone,  moved. 
Jldsyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  about  to  go. 
i.heya,as, d, am  (for  2.  seep.  1170),  to  be  gone. 

3.  hd  (connected  with  rt.  2.  Aa),  cl. 
3.  P.  jahati  (ist  du.  jahiras  or  jahivas, 

3rd  du.  jahltas  or  jakitas,  3rd  pi.  jahati.  Pan. 
VI.  4,  116),  Impf.  ajahdt  (ist  du.  ajahiva  or 
ajahiva,  3rd  pi.  ajahuh),  Pot.  jttkydt  (P3n.  VI. 

4,  118),  Impv.jahdtit  (2nd  sing,  jnh'thi  mjahihi orjahdhi,  3rd  p\.jahatu,  Pan.  VI.  4,  117),  Perf. 

jahau,  (2nd  Ang.jakitha  or  jahdtlia,  1st  da.j'a* 
hiva,  2nd  pl.^'aAa,  3rd  p\.jahtik),hdsyati,  ahdsit, 
Prec.  heydt,  hdtum,  to  abandon,  leave,  quit,  desert, 
forsake,  relinquish,  dismiss ;  to  resign,  forego,  let  go, 
lose ;  to  let  fall ;  to  omit,  neglect ;  to  avoid,  shun  ; 
to  remove :  Pass,  hiyate,  Perf.  jahe  (Kirat.  XII. 
1 2),  Aor.  ahdyi,  to  be  left  or  deserted,  be  forsaken  ; 
to  be  excluded  from  or  deprived  or  bereft  of,  to  lose 

(with  inst.  or  abl.,  e.  g.  jahe  prdnaih,  he  was  de- 
prived of  breath  or  lost  his  life ;  hiyate  pati-lokat, 

she  is  excluded  from  the  heaven  of  her  husband)  ; 
to  be  destitute  of,  be  deficient  in,  be  wanting  in, 
fail,  decrease ;  to  be  lost ;  to  fail  (in  a  lawsuit)  ;  to 
be  left  out  or  omitted  or  neglected ;  to  become 
weary  or  enfeebled ;  to  be  lessened  or  lowered ! 

Caus.  hapayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ajlliapat,  to  cause 
to  quit  or  abandon ;  to  drive  away,  expel ;  to  cause 
to  lose  or  want ;  to  neglect,  omit,  decline ;  to  lose : 

Desid.  jihasati,  to  wish  to  leave,  &c. :  Intens.  je- 

hiyate,  jdheti,  jdhdti',  [cf.  Gr.  \j)-po-9. 
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Lat.  habeo  (?) ;  Goth.  Aaba,  haliaia,  gaidi;  giban; 
Angl.  Sax.  gifan,  gafol,  gcrfel,  gif ;  Eng.  if.] 
Jahat,  at,  ati,  at,  leaving,  &c.     See  p.  343. 
5.  ha,  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  abandoning,  leaving, 

quitting,  avoiding;  see  p.  1163,  col.  2. 
4.  ha,  (.  abandoning,  leaving,  relinquishing. 
Ildtavya,  as,  it,  am,  to  be  abandoned  or  left, 

relinquishable. 
Hdna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  abandoning,  relinquish- 

ing ;  escaping ;  prowess,  valour. 
Hani,  is,  f.  abandonment,  relinquishment,  neglect, 

loss,  want,  privation,  absence ;  decrease,  deficiency, 
diminution,  detriment,  damage.  —  Hdni-kara,  as, 
i,  am,  causing  loss,  prejudicial,  injurious. 

Ildniyn,  as,  a,  am,  =  hdtarya. 
Ildpana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  causing  to  quit  or 

abandon,  expelling. 

HdpUa,  as,  d,  am,  caused  to  be  relinquished; 
made  to  give  up. 

I.  hayana,  as,  d  or  i,  am  (for  2.  see  col.  2), 

quitting,  leaving ;  passing  away,  (in  this  sense  per- 
haps to  be  connected  with  rt.  2.  hd;  cf.  2.  hayana, 

col.  i.) 

Hdyin,  I,  ini,  i,  leaving,  abandoning,  neglecting. 
i.  Mtta,  ind.  (for  1.  see  p.  1171,  col.  i),  having 

left  or  abandoned,  having  quitted  or  renounced,  hav- 
ing deserted  ;  letting  alone,  slighting,  disregarding. 

Uttvdya,  ind.,  Ved.  having  abandoned,  having 
left,  having  discarded,  (SZy.  =  hitvd=parityajya, 
Rig-veda  X.  14,  8.) 

ffitvd,  ind.,  Ved.  =  I.  Mtra,  (PSn.VII.  4,  44.) 
Hina,  as,  a,  am,  left,  forsaken,  relinquished, 

abandoned,  quitted,  deserted,  neglected;  excluded, 
shut  out  from  (with  abl.) ;  deprived  of,  free  from, 
devoid  of,  destitute  of,  without,  bereft  of  (with  inst., 
e.  g.  prdnair  hinah,  bereft  of  breath  or  life ;  or 
with  abl.,  e.  g.  mantrdt  or  mantrato  hinah,  devoid 
of  sacred  knowledge,  Manu  III.  65) ;  wasted,  dimi- 

nished, decayed,  enfeebled,  feeble ;  deficient,  defec- 
tive, faulty,  inferior,  insufficient ;  deducted,  subtracted, 

minus;  lower,  less,  (Manu  II.  194);  mean,  base, 
vile,  bad,  low ;  (as),  m.  a  faulty  respondent,  insuf- 

ficient or  defective  witness,  (five  kinds  are  enume- 
rated, viz.  anya-vadin,  kriyd-dveshin,  nopasthd- 

yin,  nir-uttara,  dhuta-prapalaytri) ;  subtraction 
(  =  vy-avakalana).—  Hina-karman,  a,  a,  a,  or 
hina-kriya,  as,  d,  am,  neglecting  or  omitting 
customary  rites  or  religious  acts.  —  Hina-kula,  as, 
a,  am,  of  low  family,  base-born,  plebeian.  —  Hina- 
kula-tva,  am,  n.  lowness  of  birth.  —  Uina-knia, 
as,  a,  am,  having  an  empty  treasury.  —  Hina- 
kratu,  us,  us,  u,  one  who  neglects  to  sacrifice, 
(Manu  XI.  n.)  —  Hina-ja,  as,  d,  am,  low-born. 
—  Uina-jati,  is,  is,  i,  low-born,  of  low  caste,  de- 

prived of  caste,  outcaste,   degraded,  vile.  —  Hina- 
tva,  am,  n.  defectiveness,  deprivation,  destitution, 
the  state  of  being  without,  absence  of,  (generally  at 

the  end   of  comps.,  e.  g.  putra-h°,    buddhi-h°.) 
—  nina-dariana-sdmarihya,  as,  d,  am,  destitute 
of  the  power  of  seeing,  blind.  —  Ilina-nayaka,  as, 
ikd,  am,  having  a  low  or  base  hero  (said   of  a 
drama).  —  Hina-ydna,  am,  n. '  the  inferior  or  lesser 
vehicle,'  N.  of  a  system  of  Buddhist  teaching,  (op- 

posed to  rnahii-ydna,  q.  v.)  —  Hina-yoni,  is,  m.  f. 
an   inferior   womb,  low  birth   or  origin.  <-IIina- 
roman,  d,  d,  a,  deprived  of  hair,  bald,  (Maha-bh. 
Sinti-p.   13,229.)  —  Hina-variia,  as,   d,  am,  of 
low  caste,  outcaste,  of  inferior  rank,  belonging  to 
the  lower  orders.— Hina-vdda,  as,  m.  defective 
statement,  insufficient  or  contradictory  evidence,  pre- 

varication. —  Illna-vddin,  i,  ini,  i,  making  a  de- 
fective statement,  insufficient  or  inadmissible  (as  a 

witness,  see  hina  above) ;  contradictory,  prevaricat- 
ing ;  destitute  of  speech,  speechless,  dumb ;  cast  in 

law.  —  Ulna-vlrya,  as,  d,  am,  deficient  in  courage. 
—  Illna-iakhya,   am,   n.    making   friends   with 
low    people,   associating    with    degraded  .persons. 
—  Uina-sandhi,  is,  is,  i,  destitute  of  peace  or 
reconciliation.  —  IVina-sevd,  I.  attendance  on  base 
people,  serving  or  waiting  on  low  persons.  —  Hl- 

ndnga  (°»ia-a»c),  as,  i,  am,  deficient  in  limb, 

crippled,  maimed,  mutilated,  imperfect,  defective  ; 

(i),  m.  a  small  ant.  —  llindnna-vastra-veeha  (°na- 
a»°),  as,  m.  (a  Brabma-cSrin)  eating  less  food 
(than  his  preceptor)  and  wearing  an  inferior  dress, 
(Manu  11.194.) 

Ifinaka,  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.)  =  hlna,  deprived 
of,  &c. 
Hlnita,  as,  a,  am,  (according  to  Sabda-k.)  sub- 

tracted (  =  ry-avakaUta). 
Hiyamdna,  as,  a,  am,  being  left  or  deserted  ; 

being  lost  ;  sinking,  giving  in. 
2.  heya,  as,  a,  am  (for  3.  see  p.  1171,  col.  2), 

to  be  left  or  abandoned,  to  be  avoided. 

hangara,  as,  m.  a  large  fish,  shark. 

hataka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  rt.  hat),  golden, 

made  of  gold;  (am),  n.  gold;  the  thorn-apple  (= 
dhustura).  —  Hdtaka-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  or 

consisting  of  gold,  golden.  —  Hdtakes'vara  ("ka- 
irf°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  form  of  S'iva  (worshipped  on 
the  banks  of  the  GodSvarl). 

?fT?r  hatra,  am,  n.  (probably  fr.  rt.  i.  han, 
cf.  hantra  below),  injuring,  killing  (  =  prama- 
thana)  ;  death,  dying  (  =  marana)  ;  a  Rakshasa, 
(in  this  sense  probably  masc.)  ;  wages,  hire,  (in  this 
sense  probably  fr.  rt.  2.  ha.) 

hdna,  hani.     See  col.  I. 

hanuka.     See  p.  1165,  col.  i. 

antra,  am,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  159.  fr.  rt.  I.  han,  cf.  hdtra  above),  death, 
dying. 

JJdndra,  am,  n.=  hantra  above. 

handana,  N.  of  a  place. 

haputri,  f.  a  kind  of  wagtail. 
Hdpulrikd,  f.  =  hdputn  above.  , 

haphika,  f.  gaping,  yawning. 

2.  hayana,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (probably 
fr.  hayana  and  connected  with  rt.  I.  hi,  but  cf. 
1.  hayana  at  col.  i),  a  year,  (at  the  end  of  an 
adj.  comp.  the  fern,  ends  in  t,  cf.  dvi-h°)  ;  (as),  m. 
a  flame,  ray  ;  a  sort  of  rice  ;  epithet  of  Takman  (so 
called  either  from  this  disease  lasting  the  whole  year 
or  because  it  returns  every  year). 

£1M*^  hat/as,  as,  n.,  Ved.  =  2.  dhdyas, 

support,  vigour,  strength  ;  [cf.  sarat-A°.] 
ra,  haraka.     See  p.  1175,  col.  2. 

harayu,  N.  of  a  place. 

hdrahiira,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (according 

to  some  only  masc.  ;  probably  connected  with  hdra- 
hdrd,  see  under  I.  hdra),  spirituous  liquor,  wine; 

(a),  f.  a  grape. 
hdri.     See  p.  1175,  col.  2. 

hdrina,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  harina),  be- 
longing or  relating  to  deer  ;  (i),  f.  a  species  of  the 

Aty-ashti  metre  ;  (am),  n.  venison. 
JTiirinika,  as,  m.  a  deer-killer,  hunter;  (i),  f.  a 

species  of  the  Aty-ashti  metre. 
^TfiCiT  i.  harlta,  as,  m.  (fr.  harit;   for 

2.  hdrila  see  under  rt.  I.  hri),  the  colour  green  ;  the 
Haritala  pigeon  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Visvi-mitra  ;  (as), 
m.  pi.  the  sons  or  descendants  of  Harita. 
Hdritaka,  as,  m.  [cf.  iiaritaktk],  a  green  vege- 

table or  pot-herb. 
I.  hdrita,  as,  m.  (for  2.  see  under  rt.  I.  hri),  the 

Haritala  pigeon  ;  N.  of  a  Muni  and  writer  of  a 
Dharma-s'Sstra  or  law-book  ;  of  a  poet  ;  of  a  phy- sician. 

JldritaJca,  as,  m.  the  Haritala  pigeon  ;  N.  of  a 
son  of  Vi^vS-mitra. 

fTft^  hdridra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  haridra), 
stained  or  dyed  with  turmeric;  turmeric-coloured; 
yellow;  (as),  m.  a  yellow  colour;  the  Kadamba 

hasya. 

tree;  a  kind  of  fever  (supposed  to  arise  from  a 
vitiated  state  of  the  three  humors  of  the  body). 
Hdridrava,  Ved.  the  HaritJla  tree,  (according  to 

Siy.  hdridraveshii  =  haritdla-drumefhn  tddrig- 
varnavatsu,  Rig-veda  I.  50,  12.) 
Hdridravin,  inas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  school. 

Hdridraviya,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  S'akha  of  the 
Yajur-veda. 

haridrumata,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

harin,  harl.     See  under  rt.  I.  hri, 

^1^  hdrda,  as,  ?,  am  (fr.  Arid),  being  in 
the  heart ;  (am),  n.  affection,  love ;  kindness ;  will, 
mind,  intention,  meaning. 

lldrd'm,  I,  ini,  i,  Ved.  relating  to  the  heart ; 
(i),  n.  anything  greatly  desired  or  loved. 

^lf^<W  hdrdikya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Kuril 
warrior,  (also  called  Krita-varman.) 

hdrya.     See  under  rt.  i.  hri. 
hdla,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  i.  hal  or  fr.  hala), 

a  plough ;  N.  of  Bala-rama  (as  bearing  a  weapon 
shaped  like  a  ploughshare,  see  hala-dhara) ;  N.  of 
S'alivahana ;  of  a  king ;  (a),  f.  spirituous  liquor, 
wine,  the  spirituous  juice  of  the  palm ;  (i),  f.  a 

wife's  younger  sister.  —  Hdla-bhrit,  m.  epithet  of 
Bala-rJma  (  =  hala-bhrit).—Hdldsya-mdhdtmya 

(-la-ds"),  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  part  of  the  Skanda-Purana. 
Hdlahala,  am,  n.  (  =  haldhala,  q.  v.),  a  sort  of 

deadly  poison  (produced  at  the  churning  of  the 
ocean  by  the  gods  and  demons)  ;  any  poison  or 
venom. 

Hdlahdla,  am,  n.  the  above  poison. 
Hdldhala,  as,  m.  a  sort  of  worm  or  insect;  a 

kind  of  lizard  or  newt ;  (d),  C.  a  small  mouse ;  (i), 
f.  spirituous  liquor,  wine ;  (am),  n.  the  above 
deadly  poison  or  any  poison,  venom ;  spirituous 

liquor.  —  Hdldhala-dhara,  as,  m. '  having  venom,' a  small  black  snake. 
Hd/uila,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  above  with  elision  of  la 

or  Id),  deadly  poison. 
IJdhdla,  am,  n.  the  above  poison. 
Hdlika,  us,  i,  am,  belonging  or  relating  to 

ploughing  or  a  plough,  agricultural ;  (as),  m.  a 

ploughman,  ploughboy,  agriculturist. 
Hdlini,  f.  a  sort  of  large  house-lizard. 
Hdla,  us,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  I.  I.  fr.  rt. 

I.  hal),  a  tooth  (  =  danta). 
Hdleya,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  king. 
jJIpJ oh  hdlaka,  as,  m.  (connected  with 

harika),  a  horse  of  a  yellowish  brown  or  tawny 
colour. 

Haldha,  as,  m.  a  spotted  or  piebald  horse  (accord- 
ing to  some). 

^R  hdva,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  hve),  calling,  a 
call ;  any  feminine  or  coquettish  gesture  tending  to 
excite  amorous  sensations,  blandishment,  dalliance, 
the  airs  and  arts  of  lovers,  (in  these  senses  perhaps  a 
form  evolved  out  of  bhdva,  q.  v.) 

Hdmlca,  an,  m.  one  who  calls  or  summons ;  (in 
nuptial  ceremonies)  one  who  summons  the  bride, 
an  attendant  on  the  bridegroom. 

hasa,  hdsaka,  Sec.    See  p.  1168,  col.  3. 

,  as,  m.  (accordingto  Unadi-s. 
IV.  220.'  fr.  rt.  3.  hd),  Ved.  the  moon. 

'jrref  hdsta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  hasta),  formed 

by  the  hands. jJlfw*  Mstika,  as,  m.  (fr.  hastin),  an 

elephant-rider,  elephant-driver,  £c. ;  (am),  n.  a 
herd  or  collection  of  elephants. 
Hdstina,  as,  I,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to 

elephants,  elephantine,  as  big  as  an  elephant,  huge ; 

(am),  n.  the  city  of  HastinSpura,  q.v.-Hdstina- 
pttra,  am,  n.  =  hastind-pura,  q.v. 

.dsya.     See  p.  1168,  col.  3. 
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hahala.     See  p.  n"o,  col.  3. 

,  hahas,  as,  m.  a  Gandharva.     (See 
p.  281,  col.  3.) 

I.  hdhd,  as,  m.  (see  Gram.  108.  6),  a  Gandharva; 
a  particular  high  number,  ten  thousand  billions, 
(mahd-hdhd,  a  hundred  thousand  billions.) 

^1^1  2.  ha-ha,  ind.  (an  interjection  of 
surprise  or  grief  or  pain,  equivalent  to)  ah,  ah  !  alas, 

alas  1  —  Ildhd-kdra,  as,  m.  •  making  the  exclamation 

hdhd,'  a  general  or  great  lamentation,  or  wailing ; 
sound  of  grief  or  pity ;  the  noise  or  uproar  of  battle. 
—  Hahd-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made  to  resound  with 
the  uproar  of  battle.  —  Hdhd-bhuta,  at,  a,  am, 
lamented,  bewailed.  •-  Hdhd-rava.  as,  m.  the  cry 
or  noise  hdha. 

TJJ  i.  hi  (connected  with  rt.  hinv,  to 
^  which  some  of  the  forms  in  the  examples 

given  below  are  referred  by  Say.),  cl.  5.  P.  hinoti 
(Ved.  also  A.  hinute),  jighdya,  heshyati,  ahai- 
shit,  hetum,  to  send,  send  forth,  impel,  (hinvanti 

=  prerayanti,  Rig-veda  VIII.  43,  29) ;  to  dis- 
charge, throw,  cast,  shoot  (as  an  arrow  &c.) ;  to 

urge,  incite,  excite;  to  further,  promote,  advance; 
to  protect,  favour,  benefit,  prosper  (Ved.) ;  to  please, 
gratify,  exhilarate,  satisfy,  (hinvlre=prlnayanti, 
Rig-veda  VIII.  43,  19) ;  to  go,  proceed :  Pass. 
hiyate,  Aor.  ahdyi :  Caus.  hdyayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
ajlhayat:  Desid.  of  Caus.  jighdpayishati :  Desid. 
jif/hlshati :  Intens.  jeghiyate,  jeghayiti,  jcgheti; 
[cf.  perhaps  Gr.  Kta ;  Lat.  cieo.] 
Ilaya,  hayana.     See  p.  1165,  cols,  a,  3. 
1.  hita,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  p.  1173),  sent, 

impelled ;  gone,  proceeded. 
Hiti,  is,  (.  sending,  impelling. 
2.  hitvd,  ind.  (for  i.  see  p.  1170,  col.  i),  having 

sent ;  having  impelled  ;  having  gone. 
Hinva,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  favouring,  benefiting, 

(Szy.  =  priiiayitri,  Rig-veda  VIII.  40,  9.) 
Hinrat,  an,  all,  at,  Ved.  gratifying,  pleasing, 

(Say.  hinvan  =  hinvantah  =  prinayantah,  Rig- 
veda  V.  36,  2.) 
Hinvdna,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  pleasing,  gratifying, 

exhilarating. 
Hiydna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  prospering,  favouring, 

(SSy.  =  samriddhim  gatfhat,  i.  e.  vydpnuvat, 
Rig-veda  II.  4,  4.) 

Heti,  is,  in.  f.  a  weapon,  missile  ;  stroke,  wound, 

injury,  (SZy.  =  hinsd,  Rig-veda  VI.  75,  14);  a  ray 
of  the  sun  ;  light,  splendor  ;  flame  ;  (£<),  m.,  N.  of 
the  first  Rakshasa  king  (father  of  Vidyut-kesa ;  repre- 

sented as  residing  in  the  Sun's  chariot  in  the  month 
of  Caitra  or  Madhu).«— 77e£i'-ma£,  an,  ati,  at,  pos- 

sessed of  weapons,  armed  with  missiles  (Ved.) ; 
illuminated  by  the  sun. 

Hetika  =  heti  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  cf.  3akti-h°). 
Jletu,  us,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  I.  73.  fr.  rt. 

I.  hi),  impulse,  motive;  cause,  reason,  object,  pur- 
pose (e.  g.  anena  hetiind,  for  this  reason  ;  mntyu- 

hetave,  in  order  to  kill ;  hctur  alaukikah,  a  super- 
natural cause) ;  a  logical  reason,  the  reason  for  an 

inference  (constituting  the  second  Avayava  or  mem- 
ber of  the  five-membered  Nyaya  syllogism,  e.  g. 

I. 'this  hill  is  fiery,'  2. 'because  it  smokes;'  see  ny- 
aya,p.  519;  ̂ .prati-jAd,  p.  6 13);  any  logical  deduc- 

tion or  argument,  proof;  reasoning,  logic  (in  general) ; 
excuse,  sophistry;  means,  instrument ;  law,  condition  ; 
source,  origin ;  a  particular  figure  of  speech,  (in  the 
drama)  a  brief  speech  giving  a  reason  ;  (hetund  or 
hetau  or  hetos),  ind.  by  reason  of,  because  of,  on 
account  of,  for  the  sake  of,  (generally  after  a  gen.  or 

at  the  end  of  a  comp.,  e.g.  mama  hetoh  or  tnad- 
dhetoh,  on  account  of  me.)  —  Hetit-td,  f.  or  hetu- 
tva,  am,  n.  the  state  of  being  a  lietu  or  cause, 
causation,  cause,  causativeness,  the  abstract  existence 
of  cause  or  motive.  —  Ileta-mat,  an,  all,  at,  having 
a  reason  or  cause,  proceeding  from  a  cause  (as  any 
effect) ;  having  the  Hetu  (or  second  Avayava  of  a 
syllogism);  accompanied  by  arguments;  controverted 
by  arguments.  —  Hctu-Tada,  as,  m.  a  statement  of 

reasons  or  argument,  assigning  a  cause,  disputation. 

—  Hetu-ddstra,  am,  n.  a  rationalistic  book,  (Manu 
II.  II);  any  heretical  or  sceptical  work  calling  in 

question  the  authority  of  Stall.  — Hetii-s'dstrds'raya 
(°ra-ds"°),  as,  m.  reliance  on  rationalistic  treatises. 
—  Iletu-flishta,  (in  rhetoric)  combination  of  cause, 
a  method  of  comparing  two  objects  by  using  epithets 
common  to  both  so  as  to  describe  similar  results  in 

each  produced  by  similar  causes.  —  Retu-hetumatl- 
bhdva,  as,  m.  the  relation  subsisting  between  cause 

and  effect.  —  Hetupanydsa  Ctu-up°),  as,  m.  the 
assignment  of  reasons  or  motives,  statement  of  an 

argument.  —  Hetv-apadeia,  the  adducing  or  men- 
tioning of  the  reason   (cr  second   member  of  the 

syllogism  in  logic).  —  Iletf-dlhdsa,  as,m.  (in  logic) 
a  mere  appearance  of  a  reason,  fallacious  semblance 
of  an  argument,  fallacious  middle  term,  fallacy  (said 

to  be  of  five  kinds,  viz.  vy-abhiddra  or  sa-rya- 
bhiddra,  m-rudflha,  a-siddha,  sat-pratlpaksha, 
bdd/ia  or  Iddhita) ;  the  bringing  forward  or  stating 
of  a  Hetu  (or  second  member  of  a  syllogism),  the 
assignment  of  a  reason  which  can  be  shown  to  be 
incorrect. 

Iletuka,  as,  m.  a  cause,  active  cause,  instrument 

(  =  heta);  a  logician;  (as,  a,  am),  causal,  instru- 
mental, belonging  to  a  motive  or  cause ;  causing, 

producing  (at  the  end  of  comps.,  e.  g.  vishdda-h°, 
causing  dejection) ;  N.  of  a  poet. 

Iletri,  td,  trl,  tri,  Ved.  urging  on,  inciting ;  (to), 
m.  an  inciter. 

3.  heya,  as,  d,  am  (for  I.  and  2.  see  pp.  1169, 
1170),  to  be  sent  or  impelled. 

2.  hi,  ind.  (probably  to  be  connected 
with  rt.  i.  hi;  cf.  hetu),  for,  because,  on 

account  of  (used  enclitically  so  as  not  to  stand  first 
in  a  sentence,  e.  g.  pramdnam  hi  bhavdn,  for  your 
honour  is  the  authority ;  tathd  hi,  for  example,  for 
instance,  accordingly) ;  assuredly,  certainly ;  indeed, 

surely,  (in  these  senses  used  emphatically  and,  accord- 
ing to  some,  also  interrogatively ;  but  sometimes  to 

be  treated  as  redundant  and  a  mere  expletive) ;  but ; 
ah !  alas  I  (said  to  be  also  an  interjection  of  envy, 
of  contempt,  of  hurry,  &c.) 

TJIJ  Aires  (by  some  regarded  as  an 
•  \  anomalous  Desid.  of  rt.  i.  han),  cl.  I.  7. 

P.  (ep.  also  A.)  hinsati  (-te),  hinasti,  jihinsa, 
htnsishyati  (ep.  A.  hinsishyate),  ahinslt,  hinsi- 
tum,  to  strike,  hit,  beat ;  to  hurt,  harm,  wound, 
injure ;  to  kill,  slay,  destroy :  Pass,  hinsyate,  Aor. 
akinsi :  Caus.  or  cl.  IO.  hinsayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 
ajihintat,  to  kill,  slay  :  Desid.  jihinsishati :  Intens. 

jehinsyale,  jehinsti;  [cf.  perhaps  Old  Germ,  fjeis- 

la,  '  a  whip ;'  Mod.  Germ.  Ge'i8sel.~\ 
Hinsaka,  as,  d,  am,  injurious,  noxious,  detri- 

mental, mischievous,  hostile,  malignant,  ferocious, 

savage ;  an  injurer ;  (as),  m-  any  savage  or  noxious 
animal,  beast  of  prey ;  an  enemy  ;  a  Brahman  skilled 
in  the  Atharva-veda  [cf.  hintd-karvian,  and  see 
the  account  of  this  Veda,  p.  964,  col.  i]. 

llinsat,  an,  anti,  at,  hurting,  injuring,  killing. 
|      llinsana,  am,  d,  n.  f.  the  art  of  hurting,  injuring, 
injury,  detriment ;  killing ;  slaying. 

Hinsd,  f.  injuring,  injury,  mischief,  hurt,  harm, 
wrong  (said  to  be  of  three  kinds,  I.  mental  or 
malice;  2.  verbal  or  abuse;  3.  personal  or  actual 
violence) ;  killing,  slaying ;  robbery,  spoliation. 
—  Ilima-karman,  a,  n.  any  injurious  or  hostile  act ; 
magic  applied  to  the  ruin  or  injury  of  an  enemy, 
employment  of  spells  and  mystical  texts  (especially 
those  of  the  Atharva-veda,  see  veda)  for  injurious 

purposes.  —  llinsdtmaka  ("sd-dt"),  as,  d,  am,  of 
an    injurious   nature,  naturally   hurtful,    destructive. 

—  ninsd-prdijin,  i,  m.  a  savage  or  noxious  animal. 
—  Iliiisdprdiii-pradura,  as,  d,  am,  abounding  in 
noxious  animals.  —  Hinsd-prdya,  as,  d,  am,  abound- 

ing in  injury,  generally  injurious,  —  llin&d-rata,  as, 
d,  am,  delighting  in  mischief.  —  flinsd-i'udi,  is,  is, 
i,   taking   pleasure    in   injury,    having   a   taste    for 
slaughter.  —  Himdrudi-tra,  am,  n.  the  having  a 

taste  for  injury  or  mischief.  — //m.s'a-n'/ulra,  as,  d, 

am,  sporting  in  mischief,  wanton  in  injuries,  roam- 
ing about  to  do  harm.  —  llinsd-samudbhata,  as, 

d,  am,  arising  from  injury  ̂i.  e.  from  the  sin  of 
hurting  any  living  creature). 

Hinsdru,  us,  m.  a  destructive  animal  ;  a  tiger. 
Ilinsdlu,  us,  us,  u,  disposed  to  injure,  injurious, 

mischievous,  hurtful,  murderous. 

Uinsdluka,  as,  d,  am,  disposed  to  be  mischievous, 
hurtful  ;  (as),  m.  a  mischievous  or  savage  dog. 
Hinsita,  as,  d,  am,  injured,  hurt  ;  mortally 

wounded  ;  (am),  n.  injury,  hurt. 

Jfinsili'd,  ind.  having  injured,  having  wronged. 
Hinsira,  as,  m.  a  mischievous  wretch,  villain, a  tiger. 

Jlinsya,  as,  a,  am,  liable  to  be  hurt  or  injured. 
Hinsra,  as,  d,  am,  injurious,  mischievous,  hurtful, 

noxious,  destructive,  murderous  ;  formidable,  terrible  ; 
cruel,  fierce,  savage  ;  (as),  m.  any  noxious  animal  ; 

a  beast  of  prey  ;  a  destroyer  ;  N.  of  S'iva  ;  of  Bhima  ; 
(d),  [.  spikenard  (=jatd-mansi);  the  shrub  Abrus 
Precatorius  ;  a  sort  of  grass,  Coix  Barbata  ;  a  vein, 
nerve.  —  Ilinsra-padu,  us,  m.  a  noxious  animal, 

beast  of  prey.  —  Hinsra-yantra,  am,  n.  an  imple- 
ment for  injuring  or  wounding,  a  trap  ;  a  mystical 

text  used  for  injurious  purposes.  —  Hinsrdhinsra 

(°ra-ah°),  am,  n.  noxious  and  harmless,  wicked and  good. 

Sinsralca,  as,  m.  a  savage  or  noxious  animal, 
beast  of  prey. 

hikk,  cl.  i.  P.  A.  hikkati,  -te, 

jihiltka.jihiMie,  hikkishyati,  -te,  ahik- 
liit,  ahikkiehla,  hikkititm,  to  make  an  indistinct 
or  inarticulate  sound;  to  hiccough;  cl.  IO.  A.  hik- 
kayate,  &c.,  to  injure,  kill  (  =  rt.  kishlc,  q.  v.)  : 
Caus.  hikkayati,  -yitum,  ajihikkat  :  Desid.  ji- 
hikkis/iati,  -te:  Intens.  jchikkyute,  jehikklti, 

jch  ihti. 
Hikka,  f.  an  indistinct  or  inarticulate  sound  ; 

hiccough  ;  [cf.  hekkd.] 

hittkri,  cl.  8.  5.  P.  -karoti,  -krinoti, 
&c.,  to  make  the  sound  him  ;  to  low  (as  a  cow). 

—  llin-kdra,  as,  m.  the  sound  him  ;  a  kind  of  low 

roar;  a  tiger  (as  making  this  sound).  —Hin-krin- 
vat,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  making  the  sound  Aim  ; 
roaring  (as  a  tiger)  ;  lowing  (as  of  a  cow  ;  SJy.  hin- 
J;ri>jvati  =  vatxam  prati  /linkdram  kurvati,  Rig- veda  1.  164,  27). 

f^n?  hingu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  (according  to 

Unadi-s.  I.  37.  fr.  hi,  substituted  for  rt.  I,  han; 
according  to  Sabda-k.  only  neut.),  the  plant  Asa 

Fetida  (said  to  be  so  called  as  'killing'  or  over- 
powering all  other  odours)  ;  the  substance  prepared 

from  the  plant  (for  household  tue).  —  llingu-nd- 
dikd,  f.  the  resin  of  a  particular  plant  (  —  ndtil- 
hnttjn).  —  llitiyit-nirydsa,as,  m.  the  gummy  exu- 

dation or  concrete  juice  of  Asa  Felida  ;  the  Nimba 

Iree.  —  IIingu-pattra,  as,  m.  the  In-gud!  tree;  (5), 
f.  a  drug  composed  of  a  leaf  resembling  that  of  Asa 
Fetida  ;  (ant),  n.  the  leaf  of  the  Asa  Fetida  plant. 

—  Ilinyu-parni,  (.   a  particular  plant  (  =  rans'a- 
pattr'i)."  Hingu-s'irdtikd,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  = •vania-pattri). 

Hinyula,  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  preparation  of  mercury 
with  sulphur,  vermilion  ;  (d),  f.,  N.  of  a  country 
(mentioned  in  the  Vamana-Purana)  ;  N.  of  a  goddess. 
—  Hinguld-jd,  {.,  N.  of  a  goddess. 
lliitguli,  is,  m.  vermilion. 
Hinyvlika,  f.  the  prickly  nightshade,  Solanum 

Jacquini. 

lliifgull,  f.  the  egg-plant,  Solanum  Melongena. 
llinyulu,  us,  u,  m.  n.  vermilion. 
Ilinyula,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  edible  root  like  a 

potato,  a  sort  of  yam  (  —  din), 

fijTn  hijja,  as,  m.  the  tree  Barringtonia 
Acutangula  (commonly  called  Hijja]). 

llijjalti,  as,  m.  the  Hijjal  tree. 

f^fl'C  hiiijira,  as,  m.  a  rope  or  chain  for 
fastening  an  elephant's  foot. 
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hit,  cl.  I.  P.  hetati,  &c.  =  rt.  bit, 
to  curse,  swear ;  to  shout,  exclaim. 

hidimba,  as,  m.  a  gigantic  Rak- 

shasa  slain  by  Bhima ;  (o),  f.  Hidimba's  sister  (who 
changed  herself  into  a  beautiful  woman  and  married 
Bhima ;  he  had  a  sou  by  her  named  Ghatotkaca) ; 

the  wife  of  Hanumat.  —  Uidimba-jit,  t,  m.  'con- 
queror of  Hidimba,'  Bhima.  ~  Hidimba-niaiidana, 

as,  or  hiditulia-lhid.  t,  m.  'destroyer  of  Hidimba,' 
Bhima.  —  ]Iitlimlta-nidlui  or  -badha,  as,  m.  'the 

killing  of  Hidimba,'  an  episode  of  the  Maha-bharata 
(Adi-parvan,  section  152-156,  verse  5927).  -1H- 

dimbd-pati,  is,  m.  '  husband  of  Hidimba,'  epi- thet of  Bhima ;  of  Hanumat.  —  Ilidimbd-ramana, 
as.  m.  epithet  of  Bhima  ;  of  Hanumat. 
Ilidamba  =  hidimba  above. 

^  Miiditum,  to  go,  move,  wander  or  roam 
about  [cf.  d-hiiid]  ;  to  disregard,  slight. 
Hindana,  am,  a.  wandering,  roaming;  sexual 

intercourse;  writing. 
Iliiidika,  as,  m.  an  astrologer  (  =  lagn!ifarya). 
I'.'uiilira,  as,  m.  =  hindlra,  cuttle-fish  bone. 
Hindi,  {.,  N.  ofDurgX.  —  irinili-priyatama,as, 

m.  'most  beloved  by  Durga,'  Siva. 
Hiifdira,  as,  m.  cuttle-fish  bone  (supposed  to  be 

the  congealed  foam  of  the  ten;  =  sam>idra-phena); 
a  man,  male ;  the  egg-plant,  Solanum  Melongena  ; 
a  tonic  or  stomachic;  (am),  n.  the  pomegranate. 

f^rT  2.  hita,  as,  a,  am  (past  pass.  part,  of 
rt.  I.  dhd;  for  i.hita  see  under  rt.  2.  hi,  p.  n?1)' 

put,  placed,  laid,  imposed  [cf.  i.dhila] ;  held,  taken, 

seized;  suitable,  proper,  fit,  worthy,  right,  advan- 
tageous, beneficial,  profitable,  useful,  salutary,  whole- 

some, agreeing  with  (often  said  in  a  medical  sense 

of  diet,  regimen,  medicines,  &c.);  friendly,  affec- 
tionate, kind,  (in  these  senses  hardly  distinguishable 

fr.  I.  hita);  (as),  m.  a  friend,  benefactor;  benefit, 
profit,  service,  good,  welfare,  well-being ;  (a),  f.  a 
causeway,  dike ;  (am),  n.  anything  suitable  or  proper, 
an  advantage.  —  Hila-kara,  as,  I,  am,  doing  what 
is  fit  or  proper,  doing  a  service,  performing  a  kind- 

ness, befriending,  friendly,  favourable;  (as),  m.  a 
benefactor.  —  Hita-kdma,  as,  a,  am,  wishing  well 
to,  desirous  of  benefiting  or  befriending.  —  Ilita- 

icHmija,  f.  desire  for  another's  welfare,  good-will. 
—  tlita-lsarin,  5,  ini,  i,  or  hita-krit,  t,  t,  t,  doing 
services,  performing  kindnesses  or  benefits,  befriend- 

ing, useful,  beneficial,  auspicious.  >~  Hita-pranl,  is, 

m. '  executing  what  is  advantageous,'  a  spy,  secret 
emissary.  —  Uita-prayas,  as,  as,  as,  Ved.  one  who 
has  offered  an  oblation  of  food,  &c.  —  IIita-prepsii, 

us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  effecting  another's  welfare, 
wishing  to  benefit  or  befriend.  —  Hita-buddhi,  is, 
it,  i,  friendly-minded,  well-disposed,  wishing  well. 
—  II  itu-mitra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  a  benevolent  friend. 

—  llita-rat,  an,  all,  at,  friendly,  favourable,  doing 
good,  useful.  —•  H  ita-tiikya,  am,  n.  friendly  advice, 

good  counsel.  —  Jlila-rddi n,   i,   in'i,   i,   speaking 
kindly,  giving  good  counsel  or  friendly  advice ;  (i), 
m.  a  friendly  counsellor   or    adviser.  —  Jtita-hari- 

tani'a-gotrdmin,   t,  m.  =  hari-ranSa-gotvdmin. 
—  Hitdnnkdrin  (ta-an"),  i,  iin,  i,  acting  con- 

formably to  what  is  right  or  kind.  —  Jlitanuban- 

dhin  (°ta-a»°),  i,  ini,  i,  having  welfare  as  a  con- 
sequence, involving  or  bringing  welfare.  —  Nitun- 

vt&in  (°ta-an°),  I,  ini,  i,  seeking  another's  wel- 
fare. —  IIitd-l>ltanga,as,m.  the  forcing  or  breaking 

of  a  dike  or  causeway,  (Manu  IX.  2  74.)  —  llitar- 

thin  (ta-ar°),  i,  ini,  i,  seeking  or  desiring  another's 
welfare  or  advantage.  -  llitdvali  (°ta-m°),  (.  a 
particular  plant  (=*angdra-kushthaka).  —  Ilildhita 

(  <a-aA°),  (/«,  ,-,,  am>  good  and  evil,  beneficial  and 
disadvantageous. -7/iVeoYAu  ('la-id"),  f.  well-wish- 

ing, good-will,  good  wishes.  -Iltiaishin  (°<a-csA°), 

i,   «ni,  »',  wishing  well,  desiring  another's  welfare, 
kindly  disposed,  benevolent,  -Hitokti  (°ta-uk°),  is, 
!.  kind  or  good  advice,  salutary  instruction,  friendly 
language.  -Ilitopadeia,  (°ta-up°),  ae,  m.  friendly 

hit. 

advice,  salutary  instruction ;  N.  of  a  celebrated  and 

very  popular  collection  of  stories  and  fables  (supposed 
to  be  narrated  by  a  Brahman  named  Vishnu-sarman 
to  some  young  princes,  and  intermixed  with  many 
admirable  didactic  sentences  and  moral  precepts  ex- 

tracted from  various  sources,  the  whole  being  chiefly 

founded  on  the  Pan<!a-tantra,  q.  v. :  the  stories  illus- 
trate four  principal  subjects,  divided  into  four  books, 

viz.  I.  Mitra-labha,  'the  acquisition  of  friends;' 
2.  Suhrid-bheda,  '  the  separation  of  friends ;'  3.  Vi- 
graha,  'war;'  4.  Sandhi,  'peace;'  they  have  been 
translated  into  nearly  all  the  languages  of  Asia  and 
Europe,  and  have  served  as  the  substance  of  many 
similar  collections,  such  as  the  Auvari  Suhaili,  Khirad- 

afroz,  Pilpay's  Fables,  &c.)  ;  N.  of  a  work  on  medi- 
cine; of  another  work  on  medicine  by  SambhO- 

nfitha.  (also  called  Vaidyaka-sara-san-graha.)  —  Hito- 

padeshtri  (Ote-up0),  to,  m.  a  friendly  instructor, kind  adviser. 

HitaJta.at,  m.  a  child,  the  young  of  any  animal, 

a  pupil,  &c.  (  =  tiin,  according  to  Sabda-k.). 
3.  hitva,  ind.  (for  2.  see  p.  1171,  col.  i),  having 

put  or  placed,  having  made,  &c. 

rattle*  hintala,  as,  m.  (connected  with 
tala,  q.  v.),  the  marshy  date  tree,  a  species  of  palm, 
Phoenix  or  Elate  Paludosa. 

hindu,  us,  m.  (fr.  the  Persian 

a  Hindu  (more  properly  HindO).  —  Ilindii-dharma  , 
as,  m.  the  Hindu  religion.  —  Hindu-sthana,  am,  n. 
the  country  of  the  Hindus,  Hindustan  (properly  re- 

stricted to  the  upper  provinces  between  Benares  and 
the  river  Sutlej). 

hindola,  as,  m.  a  swing,  swinging 

cradle  or  hammock  ;  an  ornamental  swing  or  litter 
in  which  figures  of  Krishna  are  carried  about  during 

the  Swing-festival  in  the  light  half  of  the  month 

S'ravana  ;  one  of  the  six  Ragas  or  personified  musical modes,  (see  rarja,  p.  837.) 

Hlndolaka,  as,  m.  a  swing  ;  a  cradle. 
Jlindolaya,  Nom.  P.  hindolayati,  &c.,  to  swing, 

rock  about. 

Ilindula,  {.  a  swing  (  =  ldndola  above). 

hinv  (connected  with  rt.  2.  hi;  cf. 
rt.  dhinv),  cl.  i.  P.  hinvati,  jihinva, 

hinvitiim,  to  satisfy,  please,  exhilarate. 

hinvana.     See  under  rt.  2.  hi. 

hibuka,  am,  n.  (=iiirof(ior),  epithet 
of  the  fourth  Lagna  or  astrological  sign,  fourth 
house  (=patala,  p.  563). 

f^f  hima,  as,  a,  am  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
I.  146.  fr.  hi  substituted  for  rt.  I.  han;  according 
to  others  from  a  lost  rt.  hyam),  cold,  frigid,  frosty, 
icy,  dewy,  any  cold  substance  ;  (as),  m.  the  cold  season, 
cold,  winter  (  =  hemanta,  p.  1173);  the  moon; 
the  Himalaya  mountain  ;  the  sandal  tree  ;  camphor  ; 
(n),  {.  the  cold  season,  winter  ;  a  year  (Ved.)  ;  small 
cardamoms  ;  a  variety  of  the  fragrant  grass  Cyperus 

(  —  bhadra-mustd,  ndgara-m  ustii)  ;  a  kind  of  plant 
(  =  prikkd)  ;  a  kind  of  grass  (  =  fanika);  the  fra- 

grant drug  and  perfume  Renuka  ;  (am),  n.  frost, 
hoar-frost,  ice,  snow,  dew,  cold,  coldness,  coolness, 

(in  Rig-veda  X.  37,  10.  liima.  inst.  c.  =  faityena, 
and  thought  by  some  to  come  from.  a  monosyllabic 
form  him)  ;  night,  (in  Naigh.  I.  7.  hlmn,  inst.  c. 
is  enumerated  among  the  ratri-ndmani;  cf.  Idmyii 

under  himyu)  ;  sandal-wood  ;  another  fragrant  wood 
(of  cooling  properties,  =  padma-kdshtha);  fresh 

butter;  tin;  a  pearl;  a  lotus;  [cf.  Zend  zjao,  ci'm, 
zima,  '  winter  :'  Gr,  -xi-wv  (xtov-os),  Svo-xtfio-s, 

XtiH*pwu-i :  Lat.  hiem-s,  hibernu-s  (for  himer- 

nus)  :  Slav,  zimn, '  winter  :*  Lith.  ztma,  zemini-s  : 
Hib.  geimhre,  geimhrith,  geimhreadh,  'winter;' 
gamh,  'winter,  cold.']  —  Hima-kara,  as,  i,  am, 
causing  or  producing  cold,  frigorific,  cold ;  (as),  m. 

the  moon;  camphor.  —  Uima-hu/a,  as,  m.  'cold- 

himalaya, 

summit,'  the  winter  season.  —  Hima-yarbha,  as,  a, 
am,  laden  with  snow.— ll(ma-giri,is,m.  the  Himalaya 

mountain.  —  Hima-gii,  us,  m.  '  cold-rayed,'  epithet 
of  the  moon;  [cf.  4ita-gu.~]~Himd-gaura,  as,  a, 
rt/M.white  as  snow.  —  Hima-ja,  as,  d,  am,  produced 
by  cold  ;  born  or  produced  in  the  Himalaya  mountain ; 

(as),  m.  the  mountain  Mainaka ;  («),  f.  '  daughter 
of  Himalaya ;'  the  plant  called  Zedoary ;  another 
plant  (  =  kthirini);  PSrvati.  —  Illma-jjhaii,  is,  i. 

(jjhati  for  jhali,  see  tt.jhat), '  intermixture  of  cold 
dew,'  hoar-frost,  mist,  fog ;  [cf.  ku-jjhati.]  —  Ilima- 
jvara,  as,  m.  fever  with  cold  paroxysms,  ague. 
—  Hima-taila,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  camphor  ointment. 

«« Hima-didhiti,   is,   m.   'having  cool  rays,'  the 
moon.  —  Hima-du'jdhd,  f. '  having  cool  juice, 'a  kind 
of  milky  plant  or  tree  (  =  kshiriiu).  —  Ifima-dur- 
dina,  am,  n.  cold  and  bad  weather,  frosty  or  snowy 
weather,  wintry  weather.  —  Ilima-dyuti,  is,  m. 

'having  cool  radiance,' the  moon.  —  Hima-druma, 
as,  m.  a  sort  of  large  Nimba  \Ke.-Hima-drufi, 

-dhrulc,  m. '  dew-dispeller,'  the  sun.  —  Ilima-dhdtu, 
us,  m. '  having  cold  minerals,'  the  Himalaya  moun- 

tain.— Iliina-dhvatta,  as,  d,  am,  withered  by  cold, 
frost-bitten,    frost-nipt   (as  a   lotus  &c.).  —  Hima- 
nirmukta,  as,  d,  am,  freed  from  frost.  —  llima- 

prastha,   as,   m.   '  having   snowy  table-land,'  the 
Himalaya  mountain.  —  Hima-bdlnka,  as,  d,  m.  f. 

camphor.  —  Hima-bhds,  as,  m.  '  having  cool  lustre,' 
epithet  of  the  moon.  —  Ilima-ras'ini,  fa,  m. '  having 
cool   rays,'  the  moon.  —  Himaras'mi-ja,  as,  to. 
'  born  from  the  moon,'  epithet  of  the  planet  Budha 
or  Mercury.  —  Himartu("ma-rUu),us,  m.  the  cold 
season.  —  llima~vat,  an,   ail,  at,  having  frost  or 
snow,  snowy,  frosty,  icy,  freezing,  snow-clad ;  (an), 
m.  the  Himalaya  mountain  or  the  Himalaya  per- 

sonified, (see  Mmdlat/a.)  —  Ilimavata,  at  the  end  of 
a  comp.  =  hima-vat  above.  —  Himavat-kukxhi, 
u,  m.  a  valley  of  the  Himalaya.  —  llimaiiat-khanda, 
N.  of  a    book    of  the    Skanda-Purana.  —  Hima- 

vat-prabhava,  as,  d,  am,  springing  from  or  be- 
longing to  the  Himalaya  mountain.  —  Himavat- 

suta,  as,  m.  '  son  of  the   Himalaya,'  the  moun- 
tain Mainaka ;  (a),  f.  the  Ganges ;  Parvatl.  —  Ilima- 

vad~yiri,  is,  m.  a  snowy  mountain.  -•  Himavad- 

giri-sam^raya,  as,  m.  'taking  refuge  in  the  Hima- 
laya mountain,'  epithet  of  Sin.  —  IIima-mddha, 

as,  d,  am,  'frost-pierced,'  penetrated  with  frost  (as 
the  west  wind  in  the  cold  season).  ••  Ilima-s'arkard, 
f.  a  kind  of  sugar  ( =  yavandll).  —  Ilima-s"itala,  as, 

d,  am,  very  cold  or  frosty,  freezing.  —  2Iima-s"u<!i- 
bhasma-bhSshita,  as,  d,  am,  adorned  with  ashes 

white  as  snow.  —  Hima-s'aila,  as,  m.  a  snowy  moun- 
tain, the  Himalaya.  —  llima^aila-jd,  f. 'daughter 

of  Himalaya,"  the  goddess  DurgS  or  Parvatl.  —  Ilima- 
s'ratha,  as,  m. '  shedding  cold,'  the  moon.  —  Jlima- 
samhati,  is,  (.  a  mass  of  ice  or  snow.  —  llima- 
saras,  as,  n.  cold  water.  — Hima-hiina-krit,  t,  m. 
'causing  loss  of  cold,'  Rre.  —  Hima-hdsaka,  as,  m. 
'  winler-smiler,'  the  marshy  date  tree.  —  Himanin 
(°ma-an°),  us,  m. '  cool-rayed,'  the  moon ;  camphor. 
—  Jliiitdnxr-abhtkhya,  am,   n.   'called  after  the 

moon,'  silver.  —  Himdgama  (°ma-dg°),  as,  rn.  'ap- 
proach of  cold,'  the  cold  season,  winter.  —Himddri 

Cma-ad"),  is,  m.  a  snowy  range  of  mountains,  the 
Himalaya  mountain  (sometimes  personified). —llimd- 

dri-jd,  f. '  daughter  of  Himalaya,'  Parvatl ;  a  kind  of 
plant  or  tree  (  =  kshirin~t).  —  .]fimddri-tanayd,  f. 
'  daughter  of  Himalaya,'  DurgH.—IIimddri-tanayd- 

pati,  is,  m.  'husband  of  the  daughter  of  Hima- 
laya,' Sivi.  —  Uimdnila  (^ma-an"),  as,  m.  a  cold 

or   frosty   vtwd.  —  Himdbja  (°ma-ab°),  am,  n.  a 
lotus.  —  Ifimdbha  (^ma-dbha),  as,  d,  am,  resem- 

bling cold,  like  snow  or  frost.  —  Iliindmbii  (°ma- 
an»u),  u,  n.  cold  water.  —  Himdrdti  ̂ tna-ar^},  is,  m. 
'  enemy  of  cold,'  fire  ;  the  sun  ;  a  kind  of  plant  (  = 
titraka) ;  another  plant  (=arka).  —  Himdruna 

('ma-ar°),  as,  d,  am,  grey  with  frost.  —  Himdrta, 
(°ma-dr°),  as,d,  am,  pinched  with  cold,  suffering  from 
cold,  chilled,  frozen.  —  Jliniarditu  (°ma-ar°),  as,d, 
am,  pinched  or  pained  by  cold.  —  Himalaya  (°ma- 
dl°),  as,  m. '  abode  of  snow,'  the  Himalaya  range  of 
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mountains  (which  bounds  India  on  the  north  and 
separates  it  from  Tartary,  giving  rise  to  the  rivers 

Ganges  an,d  Indus,  and  containing  the  highest  eleva- 
tions in  the  world  ;  in  mythology  personified  as  the 

husband  of  Mena  or  Menaka,  by  whom  he  had  a 
son  called  Mainaka,  who  is  also  a  personified  moun- 

tain ;  he  was  moreover  the  father  of  Durga  or  Uma, 

who  became  incarnate  as  ParvatT,  '  daughter  of  the 
Mountain,'  to  captivate  Siva  and  withdraw  him  from 
a  severe  penance  he  had  undertaken  to  perform  in 
the  region  of  Himalaya  ;  the  personified  Mountain 

is  also  represented  as  the  father  of  Gan-ga,  who,  as  the 
personified  Ganges,  is  generally  regarded  as  his  eldest 
daughter,  though  sometimes  identified  with  ParvatI) ; 
the  white  Khadiratree ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plant  ( =  bhu- 

my-dmalaki).  —  ffimalfiya-sutd,  f.  'daughter  of 
Himalaya,'  Uma  or  ParvatI.  —  Hima-vati,  (.  a  kind 
of  Soma  or  moon-plant  ( =  srarnn-kshm,  q.  v.). 

^HimdSraya  (°ma-d^°),  f.  'depending  on  cold,' 
a  kind  of  plant  ( =  svarna-jivanti).  —  Himdhi-a 

("ma-dh"),  ai>,  m.  '  called  after  ice,"  camphor. 
••  Himahvaya  (°ma-uA°),  as,  m. '  called  after  ice,' 
camphor  ;  (am),  n.  a  lotus.-. Himottara  (°ma-ut°),  f. 
'  following  on  cold,'  the  tawny  grape.  —  ITimotpanna 
(°ma-ut°),  as,  a,  am,  produced  by  cold;  (a),  f.  a 
kind  of  sugar  ( =  ydvanali).—IIimodbhavd  (°ma- 
ud?),  f.  '  cold-produced,'  the  plant  called  Zedoary 
(  =  s"atl).  —  Tfimosm  (°ma-us°),  as,  m.  'cool- 
rayed,'  epithet  of  the  moon. 
Himaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  tree  ( =  vi-kankata) ; 

N.  of  a  prince  or  chief  of  KaSmTra. 
Himavala,  am,  n.  (a!so  read  hemavala),  a  pearl. 
Hima,  f.     See  under  hima,  p.  1172. 
Himani,  f.  great  frost,  a  mass  of  snow,  collection 

of  ice  and  snow  (  =  hima-sanihati),  snow-drift;  a 

kind  of  sugar  (  =  ydvanali).  —  IIimani-vis'ada,  as, 
a,  am,  white  as  a  snow-drift. 
Ilimika,  (.  hoar-frost,  cold  dew. 
Himelit,  us,  us,  u,  chilly,  suffering  from  cold, 

frozen. 

Himna,  as,  m.  (see  I.  heman  and  hemna  below), 
the  planet  Mercury. 

Himya,  as,  a,  am,  frosty,  snowy,  icy,  dewy,  cold, 

frigid,  (in  Rig-veda  I.  34,  i.himyii,  'with  the  night,' 
is  explained  by  SSy.  as  =  hima-yttktayd  ratrya, 

'  with  the  frosty  night.') 
I .  heman,  a,  m.  (according  to  Sabda-k.  also  a 

neut.),  winter;  cold,  the  cold  season;  the  planet 

Mercury,  (see  hima-ra.'Smi-ja.) 
Ilcmanta,  as,  am,  m.  n.  winter,  the  cold  season 

(comprising  the  two  months  Agra-hayana  and  Pausha, 
i.  e.  from  middle  of  November  to  middle  of  January). 

—  Hemanta-natha,  as,  m.  '  lord  of  winter,'  the 
wood-apple  tree  (  =  kapitlha). 
Ifemanti.  f.  the  winter  season,  cold  season. 
Hemarala,  am,  n.  a  pearl  (-himavala). 

Hemna,  m.  (according  to  S'abda-k.)  the  planet 
Mercury. 

f^T5  Mrangu,  us,  m.,  N.  of  Rahu  (the 

personified  ascending  node). 

ftnTJT  hirana,  am,  n.  (connected  with  hiri, 

l.hari,  harit,  q.q.v.v. ;  but  see  etymology  given 
for  hiranya  below),  gold  ;  semen  ;  a  cowry. 

Hiranin,  i,  inl,  i,  Ved.  golden,  (Say.  =  liiranya- 
vat.) 

Hiran-maya,  as,  I,  am  (hiran  for  hirana), 
made  of  gold,  golden ;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  Brahma, 
(see  hiranya-yarbha) ;  (am),  n.  one  of  the  nine 
Varshas  or  divisions  of  the  continent  (said  to  be  be- 

tween the  mountainous  ranges  SVeta  and  SVin-gavat ; 
see  rarsha,  ̂ retfi).  —  Hiran-vat,  an,  m.,  N.  of  a 

son  of  Agnldhra  (king  of  Sveta-dvlpa).  —  Hiran- 
rati,  {.,  N.  of  a  river. 

Hiranya,  am,  n.  (according  to  UnSdi-s.  V.  44. 
fr.  rt.  liary  with  substitution  of  him),  gold  (crude 
bullion  or  wrought) ;  any  vessel  made  of  gold  (e.  g. 
a  golden  spoon,  Manu  II.  29) ;  a  golden  ornament 
(Ved.)  ;  any  precious  metal,  silver  (crude  or  wrought) ; 
wealth,  property  ;  substance,  imperishable  matter ; 

semen  virile;  a  particular  measure;  a  cowry;  ihe 
Datura  or  thorn-apple ;  (a),  f.  one  of  the  seven 

tongues  of  fire.  —  Hiranya-kal-sha,  an,  it,  am 
wearing  a  golden  girdle.  —  Hiranya-kavadotlbhava 

("fa-ucF),  as,  m.  epithet  of  Siva.  —  JJimiiya- 
kasipu,  us,  m.  '  clothed  in  gold,'  N.  of  a  king  of 
the  Daityas  celebrated  for  his  blasphemous  impiety, 
(he  was  son  of  Kasyapa  and  Dili,  and  had  obtained 
a  boon  from  Brahma  that  he  should  not  be  slain  by 
either  god  or  man  or  animal  ;  hence  he  became  so 
powerful  that  he  usurped  the  sovereignty  of  the 
three  worlds,  and  appropriated  the  sacrifices  made  to 
the  gods  who  were  compelled  by  him  to  fly  from 
their  seats  in  heaven  ;  when,  however,  his  pious  son 
Prahlada  praised  Vishnu,  the  Daitya  exerted  all  his 

power  in  vain  to  destroy  the  boy,  and  Vishnu  him- 
self appeared  out  of  a  pillar  [which  had  been 

blasphemously  struck  by  the  father,  saying,  '  Is  the 
deity  here?']  in  the  form  Nara-sinha,  'half  man, 
half  lion,'  and  tore  Hiranya-kas'ipu  to  pieces ;  this 
was  Vishnu's  fourth  Avatara  ;  see  pra-hldda,  nara- 

sinha,  vishnu.)  —  Hiranya-kas'ipu-han,  ha,  ni. 
'slayer  of  Hiranya-kasipu,'  Vishnu.  ••  Hiranya- 

kdmadhenu,  us,  f.  '  a  golden  cow  of  plenty,'  one 
of  the  sixteen  Maha-danas,  (see  maha-dana,  tula- 

purusha.)  —  Hiranya-hcs'in,  i,  m.,  N.  of  the  author 
of  certain  Kalfa-sutras.  —  lliramjakcti-sfttra,  am, 
n.  the  Kalpa-sutras  of  Hiranya-keSin.  —  Ifiranya- 

kedya,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  golden-haired,  having  goldeu 
manes  (said  of  the  two  horses  of  Indra).  —  lliramja- 
kosha,  as,  m.  wrought  and  unwrought  gold  and 
silver.  —  Hiranya-garbha,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Brahmi 
(so  called  as  born  from  a  golden  egg  supposed  to 
have  been  formed  out  of  the  seed  deposited  in  the 

waters  when  they  were  produced  as  the  first  creation 
of  the  Self-existent ;  according  to  Manu  I.  9.  this 

seed  became  a  golden  egg,  resplendent  as  the  sun, 
in  which  the  Self-existent  Brahma  was  born  as 
Brahma,  the  creator  of  the  worlds,  i.  e.  according 

to  Kulluka,  as  Hiranya-garbha,  who  is  therefore  re- 
garded as  a  manifestation  of  the  ParamStman  or 

supreme  Soul ;  in  Rig-veda  X.  1 2 1 .  it  is  said  Hiranya- 
garbha  arose  in  the  beginning ;  he  was  the  one  lord 
of  existing  things  ;  he  established  the  earth  and  the 

sky,  &c.) ;  N.  of  the  author  of  the  hymn  Rig-veda 
X.  121  (having  the  patronymic  Prijapatya) ;  N.  of 

Vishnu;  (in  phil.)  the  soul  invested  by  the  Suk- 
shma-saiira  or  subtile  body  ( =  sutrdtman,  prandt- 

man) ',  N.  of  a  Lin-ga.  —  IJiranya-dakra,  as,  a, 
am,  golden-wheeled.  —  Hiranya-trcu!,  k,  k,  k,  Ved. 

'  golden-skinned,'  having  a  golden  covering,  coated 
with  gold  (said  of  a  chariot).  —  Hiranya-tvada,  as, 
a,  am,  having  skin  bright  as  gold.  —  Hira.nya.-Aa, 
as,  a,  am,  yielding  gold,  granting  gold ;  (as),  m. 
the  ocean :  (d),  f.  the  earth.  —  Hiranya-dat,  an, 
atl,  at,  Ved.  having  golden  teeth.  —  Jtiranya- 
ilhamtt,  us,  m.  'golden-bowed,'  N.  of  a  king. 
-  Hiranya-nabha,  as,  m. '  having  a  golden  navel,' 
the  mountain  Mainaka  ;  N.  of  a  pupil  of  Jaimini  and 
teacher  of  the  Sama-veda.—  Hiranya-nirnij,  k,  k, 

k,  Ved.  bright  as  gola.  —  Hiranya-nemi,  u,  if,  i, 
Ved.  having  golden  wheels.  —  Hiranya-paksha,  as, 
ii,  am,  Ved.  golden-winged.  —  Hiranya-pani,  is, 
if,i,  Ved.  golden-handed,  golden-footed  (said  of  the 
horses  of  the  Maruts).  —  JJiranya-pdva,  as,  a,  am, 

Ved.  purifying  with  go\d.  —  Hirani/a-pinda,as,  m. 
Ved.  a  lump  of  gold.  —  Hiranya-pura,  am,  n.,  N. 
of  a  town  of  the  Asuras.  —  fiirat}ya-pe£ai,  as,  as, 

as,  Ved.  having  golden  lustre.  —  Hiranya-prauya, 

am,  n.,  Ved.  a  golden  fore-part  of  a  chariot-pole, 
(Rig-veda  I.  35,  5.)  —  Hirariya-pratipurna,  ait,  a, 
am,  full  of  gold.  —  Hiranya-bahu,  us,  m. '  golden- 
armed,'    epithet   of  S'iva ;    the    river    S'ona,    q.  v. 
-  Iliran>/a-rupa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  golden-shaped 

(said  of  Agni).  —  Hiranya-retas,  as,  m.  '  having 
golden  seed,'  epithet  of  Agni  or  fire ;  of  the  sun  ;  of 
S'iva;  a  kind  of  plant  or  tree  (  =  ditraka);  N.  of 
a  son   of  Priya-vrata.  —  Hiranya-roman,  d,  m. 

'  golden-haired,'  N.  of  a  Loka-pSla  (son  of  Marlci) ; 

of  a  son  of  Parjanya  (regent  of  the  north).  —  H ira- 
nya-vat,  an,  atl,  at,  abounding  in  gold ;  (an),  m. 

epithet  of  Agni;  (ati),  f.  a  proper  ff.—Biranya- 
vandhura,  as,  it,  am,  Ved.  having  a  framework  of 
gold  (said  of  a  chariot  of  Indra  and  V3yu).  -•  Hira- 
nya-varna,  as,  ii,  am,  golden-coloured;  (a),  f.  a 

river,  (in  Naigh.  I.  13.  hiranya-rarniih  is  enume- 
rated among  the  nadi-iiiimani.)<—Hirunya~i'artani, 

is,  is,  i,  Ved.  having  a  golden  path.  ••  Hiranya- 

varman,  a,  m.  '  having  golden  armour,"  a  proper  N. 
—  Iliranya-vas'lmattama,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  most 
skilful  wielder  of  the  golden  spear  (said  of  Pflshan). 

—  ]Iimnya-vdha,  as,  m.  'bearing  gold,'  the  river 
S'ona,  q.  v.  ;  epithet  of  Siva.  —  Ilirunya-md,  t,  t,  t, 
Ved.  'knowing  gold,'  possessing  or  granting  gold. 

—  Hiranya-vindu,  us,  m.  fire.  —  Hiranya-s'amya, 
as,  a,  am,  Ved.  having  a  golden  s'amijd  or  yoke. 
—  Itirai.ya-sandris,  k,  k,  Tc,  Ved.  resembling  gold, 
shining  like  gn\d.  —  IIiranya-?lupa,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
an  An-girasa  (author  of  Rig-veda  I.  31-35,  IX.  4, 

69  ;  Ardat  Hairanyastupa  is  the  author  of  Rig-veda 

X.  149)  ;   (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family.  —  Hiranya- 
hasta,  as,   m.,  Ved.  '  golden-handed.'  epithet    of 
Savitri  ;  N.  of  a  son  of  Vadhri-matl.  —  Hiranyakeha 

(°ya-ak°),  as,  m.  '  golden-eyed,'  N.  of  a  celebrated 
Daitya,  twin  brother  of  Hiranya-kasipu,  q.  v.,  (he 
was  killed  by  Vishnu,  in  his  third  Avatara,  in  the 
form  of  a  Varaha  or  boar  ;  like  his  brother,  Hiranya- 
kasipu,  he  had  obtained  a  boon  from  Brahma,  so 
that  no  animal,  except  a  boar,  which  he  had  omitted 
to  mention,  could  hurt  him  ;  he  then  became  very 
insolent  and  seized  upon  the  earth,  which  he  carried 
with  him  into  the  depths  of  the  ocean,  where  it 

must  have   perished  had    not  Vishnu  become  in- 
carnate as  a  boar  [the  symbol  of  great  strength], 

and    having  divfd    into   the    abyss,    destroyed  the 
Daitya  and  lifted  up  the  recovered  earth  on  the 
point  of  his  tusks)  ;  epithet  of  Savitri  (Ved.)  ;  N.  of 
a  Muni  ;  of  a  place  ;   (as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  family 

(supposed  to  have  been  descended  from  VisvS-mitra). 

—  Hiranyanga  (°ya-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Muni  ; 

(as),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  (>m(\y.  —  IIiranyabhisu  (°ya- 
abh°),  utt,  us,  u,  Ved.  having  golden  reins.  —  Hira- 

nydtfva  (°ya-a^°),  as,  m.  '  a  golden  horse,"  one  of 
the  sixteen  Mah5-dSnas,  (see  maha-dana,  tuld- 

purusha.)  —  Hiranyiifva-ratha,  as,  m.  '  golden- 
horsed-chariot,'  one  of  the  sixteen  MahS-dinas,  (see 

above.) 

Hiranyaka,  as,  m.,  a  proper  N. 

Hiranyaya,  as,  i,  am,  golden,  (in  Rig-veda  VIII. 
78,  2.  hiran!/ayd  =  hiranma>jani.) 
Hiranyaya,  f.,  Ved.  desire  for  gold. 

Hiranyayu,  iis,  us,  u,  Ved.  fond  of  gold  or  trea- sures. 

Hiranyara,  as,  m.  a  divine  treasure,  the  property 
of  the  gods  (  =  deva-sva). 

ft5*-I«JT  hiradhara,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

iri  (see  rt.  2.  hri),  apparently  aVedic 

form  of  hart,  q.v.  —  Ifim-gipra,  as,  m.,  Ved.  epi- 

thet of  Agni,  (explained  by  S5y.  as  harana-s'ila- 
hanit,  '  one  whose  jaws  carry  away  or  seize,*  or 

dlptosJitusha,  '  having  a  flaming  head-dress,'  Rig- 
veda  II.  2,  5  ;  cf.  hrini.)  —  Hiri-s'mas'ru,  us,  m., 
Ved.  '  golden-bearded,'  epithet  of  Agni. 
Ilirimat,  (in  Rig-veda  X.  105,  6.  according  to 

Say.  hinmdn  =  haritaitvah  or  harita-varnah.) 
Hir'imasa,  (in  Rig-veda  X.  105,  6.  according  to 

Say.  hirimasah  —  harita-s'mas'ruh  or  prisho- 
darali.) 

K  hiruk,  ind.  concealed,  hidden,  (in 

Rig-veda  I.  164,  $2.  =  antar-hita,  and  in  Naigh. 
111.  25.  enumerated  among  the  nirnitantarhita- 
nimadheyani)  ;  without,  except  ;  in  the  midst  of, 

amongst  ;  near  ;  below. 
hil  (connected  with  rt.  hel,  q.  v.), 

cl.  6.  P.  hilati,  jihela,  &c.,  to  sport 

amorously,  dally,  wanton,  express  amorous  inclina- tion. 

Hila-modi,  is,  or  liila-modl  or  hilamotika,  f- 
the  pot-herb  Hingtsha  Repens. 

13  T 



1174 hili-samudra. hun-kfiti. 

'  hili-samudi-a,  N.  of  a  place. 

f  hilla,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird  (=  sardri). 

hillola,  as,  m.  (connected  with 
hindola,  q.  v.),  a  wave,  surge  ;  a  whim ;  a  particular 
form  of  sexual  union  ;  one  of  the  Ragas  or  personified 
musical  modes,  (for  hindola,  q.v.) 

Ilillolaya,  Nom.  P.  hittohiyuii,  &c.,  to  swing 
or  rock  or  roll  about  ( =  hindolaya). 

H?<^(c4l  hih'uld,  as,  f.  pi.,  N.  of  five  small 
stars  in  the  head  of  the  Nakshatra  Mriga-liras ;  [cf. 

ilvalas.'] 
hishk,  a  various  reading  for  rts. 
hikk,  l-ithk. 

'  hihi,  ind.  =  ATAi,  q.  v. ;  [cf.  AT  below.] 
^T  AT,  ind.  [cf.  ATAT],  an  exclamation  or 

interjection  of  surprise  (ah  !  ah  !) ;  of  fatigue  or  de- 
spondence or  sorrow  (ah  !  alas  !) ;  (said  to  be  also 

used  in  giving  a  reason  or  cause,  and  equivalent  to 

'  therefore,'  '  so,'  '  foi,'  '  because,'  =  2.  hi,  q.  v.) 

<•! n  hita,  as,  «,  am,  Ved.  =  AiCa  (accord- 
ing to  some). 

'  hina.     See  p.  1170,  col.  i. 
hintdla,  as,  m.  =  hintdla,  the 

marshy  date  tree. 

^ft  hira,  as,  m.  (connected  with  hard), 

Indra's  thunderbolt,  a  thunderbolt ;  a  diamond,  (see 
vajra) ;  a  snake ;  a  necklace ;  a  lioo ;  N.  of  Siva ;  of 
the  father  of  Harsha,  q.v. ;  (o),  f.  a  sort  of  cockroach ; 
an  ant ;  N.  of  the  goddess  Lakshml ;  of  the  wife  of 
Darpa-nirayana;  a  kind  of  plant,  =  kajmarl;  (am), 
n.  a  thunderbolt ;  a  diamond.  —  Hira-bhatta,  as,  m. 

a  proper  N.  —  Hiranga  (°ra-an?),  as,m.'  diamond- 
bodied,'  Indra's  thunderbolt. 
Hiraka,  as,  m.  the  diamond  (supposed  to  be  pre- 

sided over  by  Sukra  or  Venus). 

^t<3  hila,  am,  n.  (perhaps  connected  with 
rt.  hit),  semen  virile. 
Uiluka,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  rum  or  spirit  distilled 

from  molasses. 

'  hilita.     See  rt.  hel. 

hihi,  ind.  (hi,  q.v.,  repeated),  ah, 
ha !  bee,  hee  I  (or  similar  sounds  made  in  laughing 
or  giggling). 

a  hu  (probably  connected  with  rt.  i.  dhu 

\3  =  Gr.  6vv ;  in  some  forms  identical  with  rt. 
hve),  cl.  3.  P.  (Ved.  also  A.)  juhoti  (ist  du.jnlm- 

vat  or  juJii-as,  3rd  pi.  jahvati) ;  Impf.  ajuhot  (3rd 
pi.  ajuhavut,  3rd  pi.  A.,  Ved.  ajuhvata) ;  Impv. 
jtihotu  (2nd  nag.jullMdU,  Ved.  zkojuhodhi,  and 
2nd  pi.  juhota);  Perf.juhdva  (identical  in  form 
with  Perf.  of  rt.  hue;  1st  iu.juhuviva),  or  juha- 
van-dalidra,  ho  thy  ati,  ahaiishlt,  hotum,  to  offer 
or  present  (an  oblation  [ace.],  especially  with  fire  or 
to  fire),  make  an  offering  to  or  in  honour  of  any 
deity  (sometimes  with  ace.  of  the  deity  honoured, 

e.  g.  pavakam  or  agnlm  juhudhi,  '  make  oblations 

to  fire,'  but  often  with  dat.,  e.  g.  Somam  Indraya 
hu, '  to  offer  Soma  to  India ') ;  to  pour  or  cast  clarified 
butter  &c.  (ace.)  into  the  sacred  fire  (loc.) ;  to  offer 
up  anything,  worship  or  honour  with  offerings  or 
oblations ;  to  sacrifice,  perform  a  sacrifice  ;  to  accept 
or  appropriate  an  oblation,  (Say.  =  svi-kri,  Kig-veda 
'•  75-  ');  'o  eat,  (according  to  Vopa-deva  X.  i. 
adane):  Pass,  hiiyate  (identical  in  form  with  Pass, 
of  rt.  hve),  Aor.  ahavi,  to  be  offered  (as  an  oblation 
&c.),  to  be  poured  forth  (in  oblation,  as  clariSed 
butter  &c.),  to  be  sacrificed:  Caus.  hdi-m/nti, 

-yitum,  Aor.  ajuhavat,  to  cause  to  offer  oblations, 
make  to  sacrifice,  cause  to  honour  with  oblations: 
Desid.  juhnshati:  Intens.  johuyate,  johaviti,  jo- 
hoti;  [cf.  Gr.  x«-<»  (xn-tra 

m-i,  xo-)7,  x"-°-s'  Xv-P&-'>  Xv-*6-s<  Xv-TP? '  Lat- 
fo-n(t)-t,  ftt-tirs,  ec-fu-ti-o,  re-fu-to,  con-fu-to,  f  u- 
nd-o,fu-ti-li-s;  Goth,  giu-t-a;  Angl.  Sxx.ycotun.] 
Juhvat,  at,  ati,  at.     See  p.  350,  col.  I. 
Juhvana,  as,  d,  am,  sacrificing,  offering,  present- 

ing ;  accepting  (an  offering,  Ved.). 
I.  huta,  as,  a,  am  (for  2.  see  under  rt.  hve),  of- 

fered with  fire,  poured  forth  (as  clarified  butter  in  the 
sacred  fire),  burnt  as  an  oblation,  sacrificed ;  one  to 
whom  an  oblation  is  offered;  (as),  m.  epithet  of 

S'iva;  (am),  n.  an  oblation,  offering,  sacrifice. 
—  llutit-jdtavcdas,  as,  as,  as,  one  who  has  made 

an  oblation  to  fire.  —  H utabhuk-priya,  f.  'dear  to 

Agni,'  the  wife  of  Agni.  —  Htda-bhuj,  k,  m.  'obla- 
tion-eater,' Agni  or  fire ;  epithet  of  a  particular  star. 

—  Uuta-i-aha,  as,  m.  'oblation-bearer,'  Agni  or 
fire.  —  Uuta-samvikta,  as,  d,  am,  (according  to 
some)  one  who  has  sacrificed  all  his  individuality  or 
blended  his  own  will  with  the  Universal  Soul.  —  Huta- 

homa,  a«,  m.  a  Brahman  who  has  offered  an  obla- 
tion;  (am),  n.  an  offered  oblation,  burnt-offering. 

—  Hutdgni  (°ta-ag°),  is,  m.  fire  with  which  an 
oblation  is  made,  sacrificial  fire.  —  Hutas"a  (°ta-aisa), 
as,  m.  '  eating  the  oblation,'  fire  or  its  deity  Agni ; 
fear,  alarm,  apprehension  (=bhaya,  according  to 
Sabda-k. ;  perhaps  fr.  huta+  I .  d-id,  but  this  sense 

is  doubtless  modern).  —  IItttds'ana,(°ta-a4°),aa,m. 
•oblation-eating,' fire  or  its  deity;  epuhet  of  Siva. 
—  Jlutdtona-cot,  an,  ati,  at,  bearing  or  holding 

consecrated  fire  (said  of  an  altar  &c.).  —  llutds'ana- 
sahaya,  as,  m.  epithet  of  Sivz.  —  Hutdhuti  (°ta- 
dh°),  is,  M,  i,  having  an  oblation  just  offered. 

i.  huti,  is,  f.  (for  2.  see  under  rt.  hve),  offering 
oblations. 
Hutvd,  ind.  having  offered  (as  an  oblation  &c.). 
I.  huyamdna,  as,  d,  am  (for  2.  see  under  rt. 

Are,  p.  1 1 80),  being  offered  in  oblation. 

?3[H.  hun-kdra,  hun-krita.     See  below. 
hud,  cl.  6.  P.  hudati,  &c.,  to  collect, 

_       accumulate,  heap  together  ( =  rt.  hund) ;  to 

dive",  sink,  be  submerged;  cl.  i.P.  hodati,  &c.,  to 
go  (  =  rts.  hod,  hud). 
Hilda,  as,  m.  a  ram  [cf.  sa-huda,  himda] ;   a 

kind  of  fence  or  bulwark,  a  bastion,  tower ;  a  bar  or 
iron  stake  for  keeping  out  thieves ;  a  club,  iron  club ; 
(according  to  some)  a  place  for  voiding  excrement. 
Hudu,  us,  m.  a  ram. 

?Tfl  httdukka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  bird, 

Gallinu'a  Madraspatana  (  =  ddtyuhu);  a  drunken 
man ;  a  small  hourglass-shaped  drum ;  a  stick  or  staff 
bound  with  iron ;  the  bar  or  bolt  of  a  door. 
lluddnka,  another  reading  for  hudukka  above. 

?Ji!  hudut,  t,  n.  (according  to  S'abda-k.) 
the  noise  of  a  bull  (  —  rt-isha-^abda). 

?Jlf  hudumba,  as,  in.  a  thunder-clap, 
(according  to  Sabda-k.  =  bhrashta-di2>i/a.) 

hund,  cl.  i.  A.  liundate,  &c.,  to  col- 
lect, accumulate ;  to  select,  choose,  take, 

accept  (  =  rt.  bhund,  q.v.). 
1 1  Hilda,  as,  m.  a  tiger;  a  village  hog;  a  block- 

head ;  a  demon,  imp ;  a  ram. 

^f4|i4iT  hundikd,  f.  (Pers.  (^}  •- t),  a  bill 
of  exchange,  bond  ;  assignment,  order  (given  for  the 
maintenance  of  soldiers). 
IIuHdi,  {.  =  hundikd  above. 

?H^Aum,  ind.  (cf.  hiim;  an  imitative  sound 
used  as  a  particle)  expressive  of  remembrance, 
doubt,  interrogation,  assent,  anger,  aversion,  reproach, 

fear,  (see  hum) ;  a  mystical  syllable  occurring  fre- 
quently in  spells  and  incantations ;  (in  Vedic  ritual) 

a  sacrificial  exclamation  used  immediately  before  the 

singing  of  the  Pra-stava  or  prelude  as  well  as  during 
the  chanting  of  the  Prati-hara  or  response.  —  Him- 
kdra,  as,  m.  the  word  or  sound  hum,  making  the 

sound  hum,  uttering  a  menacing  sound  ;  the  grunt- 
ing or  roaring  of  a  boar ;  any  roaring,  bellowing  ; 

the  nc  ise  or  twang  (of  a  bow).  —  Huitkdra-garbliu, 
Of,  it,  am,  filled  with  groaning  or  menacing  sounds. 
—  llnnkdra-tirtha,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tlrtha.  —  Hun- 
Jcrita,  as,  d,  am,  uttered  with  a  mystical  sound, 
pronounced  as  an  incantation  ;  roared  ;  (am),  n.  an 
incantation  ;  the  roar  or  grunt  of  a  wild  boar ;  the 

roar  (of  thunder);  any  roar.  —  Hnn-kriti,  is,  f.  = 
ftmt-lidra  above.  —  Ifiim-fiha/l-anta,  ds,  m.  pi., 
scil.  iiMittrah,  incantations  ending  in  the  mystical 
words  hum  and  phat. 

hurdh  (developed  out  of  rt.  licri, 

q.  v. ;  cf.  rtih,  fr.  rt.  ri),  cl.  I .  P.  hurdhati, 
jultilrcha,  hurdhitum,  to  be  crooked,  go  crookedly ; 
to  be  crooked  or  dishonest  in  conduct,  deceive  ;  [cf. 

Gr.  \o£us;  (probably)  Lat.  quercus,  oli-liquus; Goth,  vraiqs.] 

II ur,  hur  (a  Kvip  formation  fr.  rt.  liurdh;  gen. 
sing,  hurae),  one  who  goes  crookedly,  a  deceiver, 
dishonest.  —  Hura^-dit,  t,  m.  (according  to  Say.  on 

Rig-veda  I.  42,  3.  huras  is  from  a  Kvip  formation, 
the  final  (h  being  dropped),  a  deceiver,  thief,  (in 

Naigh.  III.  24.  =  stena,  according  to  Say.  =  ftaa- 
tilyasya,  or  tumiilyena  sandetri,  a  collector  of 
crookedness  or  one  who  collects  crookedly.) 

llurfhana,  am,  n.  the  art  of  going  crookedly, 
crookedness,  craft,  dishonesty,  cunning. 

Jliirdhita,  as,  d,  am,  gone  crookedly  ;  deceived. 
Hurna,  as,  d,  am,  =  hurthita  above. 

c.,  to  go;  to 
cover,conceal;  to  kill. 

hulahuli,  f.  inarticulate  sounds 

made  by  women  on  joyful  occasions  (  =  mukha- 
ghantd,  a  sort  of  Ululatus,  though  expressive  of 
happiness). 

huvdna.     See  under  rt.  hve. 

jp^S^  hushka-pura,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  town. 
^  huhu,  us,  or  huhil,vs,  m.  (probably  from 

an  anomalous  Intens.  of  rt.  hve),  a  kind  of  Gan- dharva. 

|-  lui,  ind.  an  interjection  of  calling  ;  of 
contempt  ;  of  pride  ;  of  grief,  (oh  !  ah  !  alas  !  &c.) 

—  llu-rava,  as,  m.  '  making  the  sound  Hu,'  a 

jackal. 

hun-kdra,  &c.     See  under  hum. 

hungara-sthdna,  N.  of  a  place 
(probably  Hungary). 

ST3  hiid  [cf.  rts.  hrud,  hud,  hod,  hand, 

^,  X  hraitd],  cl.  I.  P.  (according  to  Vopa-deva 
also  A.)  hudati  (-te),  juhuda,  &c.,  hiiiiitum,  to 

go,  move. IL*!!  huna,  as,  m.  a  barbarian,  Hun  ;  N. 
of  a  district  ;  (ds),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people  (living  in 
BhSrata-varsha). 

|[(T  hida,  huti,  &c.     See  under  rt.  hve. 
ITiT  huna,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  certain  barbarous 

race  (perhaps  the  Huns)  ;  a  kind  of  gold  coin  current 
in  the  kingdom  of  Madra,  (commonly  called  a  pagoda 
and  worth  about  eight  shillings.) 

?*^  hum,  ind.  (cf.  om,  hum,  an  imitative 
sound  used  as  a  particle)  expressive  of  doubt  or 
consideration  (equivalent  to  humph  !  umph  !  &c.)  ; 

of  interrogation  (hey  1  indeed  f  eh  ?)  ;  of  assent 
(yes,  aye,  well,  exactly,  so  be  it  ;  see  om,  p.  1  89)  ; 
of  anger,  menace,  aversion,  repulse  (avaunt  !  away  ! 

begone  I  tush  I  forbear  !  be  silent  !  hush  I)  ;  of  re- 
proach, contempt  (fie  I  shame  I)  ;  of  fear  (ah  !  oh  I)  ; 

a  magical  or  mystical  monosyllable,  (see  hum.) 
—  lluif-kdra,  as,  m.  the  word  or  sound  hum 
(uttered  disrespectfully  or  menacingly)  ;  uttering  the 
sound  hum;  roaring,  grunting.  —  1  1  iiit-kriti,  is,  f. 
making  the  sound  hum;  grunting,  groaning;  a 
sound  made  in  sleeping  ;  disrespect,  insult. 



tiuyamuna. 

hiiyamana.     See  p.  1174,  col.  2. 

hu-rai-a.     See  under  AM. 

hur<!hana,  Imrdiita.     See  p.  1174. 

|fj  huhu,  us,  or  huhu,  us,  m.=hwhu,  q.v 

•or  i.  hri  (evolved  out  of  rt.  bhri,  whic' 
^  in  Ved.  often  has  the  sense  of  rt.  I .  hri},  cl.  i 

P.  A.  harati,  -te,  (Ved.  bliarali),  jaham,  jahrc 

liridgollya.. 
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(Ved.jalhdra.jatihre),  harishyati,  -te,  ahdrshit 
dhrita,  (Ved.  also  cl.  i.  Pres.  1st  sing.  P.  liarmt 
also  cl.  3.  f.jiharti;  in  Satapatha-Brahmana  X.  4 

3,  9.  there  is  a  form  hnrasai,  '  thou  may'st  hav 
seized'),  hartitm,  to  bring,  convey,  carry,  fetch  ;  tc 

carry  away,  carry  off,  take  away,  take  off;  seize,  t'ak hold  of,  extricate ;  to  rob.  plunder,  steal ;  to  strip  off 
spoil,  despoil,  remove.deprive  of;  to  take, acquire,  gain 
obtain,  hold  ;  to  captivate,  charm  ;  to  accept,  receive 
inherit ;  to  throw,  cast  (an  arrow  &c.) ;  to  offer 
Pass,  hriyate,  Aor.  ahSri,  to  be  taken  or  seized,  &c. . 
Cans.-  hdrayati,  -te,  -yitum,  Aor.  ajiharat,  -ta,  to 
cause  to  bring  or  carry  or  seize  (with  ace.  and  inst 
or  with  a  double  ace.),  cause  to  take  or  take  hold  of 
to  give,  give  away ;  to  permit  to  be  carried  off  01 
plundered;  to  send:  Desid.  ji/iirshati,  -te,  to  wish 
to  take  or  carry  off,  wish  to  rob,  Sec. :  Intens 

jehrlyate,  jarharlti,  jariharlti,  jariharlti,  jar- 
harti,  jarihartl,  jari/iarti;  [cf.  Zend  zar;  Gr 

X(ip,  ci-x'p-'js,  X*P-1S,  xpao/"",  '"XP'?/".  (accord- 
ing to  some  also  perhaps)  aipat,  aipeta  (for  xa'w«i) 

dyeipa ;  Old  Lat.  hir;  Lat.  heru-s,  hern,  Jier-e(d)-s, 
(perhaps  also)  co-hors,  (according  to  some  also  per- 

haps) gcro;  Goih.geiro,  gairon,  gairnjan;  Angl. 

Sax.  georit,  geomian;  Eng.  yare.~\ 
Hara,  as,  d  or  F,  am,  bringing,  conveying,  carry- 

ing, taking,  seizing;  captivating;  removing,  taking 
away,  depriving  of;  dividing;  (as),  m.  the  act  of 

carrying,  taking,  seizing ;  a  seizer ;  N.  of  S'iva ;  of 
Agni ;  of  one  cfthe  eleven  Rudras;  an  ass;  (in 

arithmetic')  a  divisor;  the  denominator  of  a  fraction, 
division;  [cf.  Lat.  It&res.]  —  Hara-gauri,  f.  one  of 

the  forms  of  S'iva  or  of  S'iva  and  ParvatI  conjoined  (  = 
ro'd/ta-ndris'a).  —  Hara-ddpdropana  (°pa-dr°), 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Nataka  or  drama.  —  Hara-(udd- 

mani,  is,  m. '  S'iva's  crest-gem,'  the  moon.  —  Hara- 
jit,  t,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  llara-tejas,  as,  n.  S'iva's 
energy;  quicksilver.  —  Hara-datta,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
the  author  of  the  Pada-maiijari ;  of  the  Mitakshara 

commentary.  —  Haradattdtfdrya-  (°ta-dd°),  as,  m. 
a  proper  N.  —  Uara-ddaa,  as,  m.  a  proper  N. 

—  llara-ndra,  am,   n.  S'iva's   eye;    the    number 
three. -•  flara-rupa,  as,  m.  'having  the  form  of 

Kara,'  S'iva.  —  Hara-vfja,  am,  n.   '  S'iva's  seed,' 
quicksilver.  —  Ilara-s'ekhara,  f.  'S'iva's  crest,'  the 
Ganges.  —  Hara-sinlia,  as,  m.,   N.   of  a   king. 

—  Jlarddri  (°ra-ad°),  is,  m.  '  S'iva's  mountain,' 
the  mountain  Kailasa  (fabled  as  the  favourite  resort 

of  S'iva). 
Haraka,  as,  m.  a  conveyer,  taker ;  a  seizer ;  N. 

of  S'iva;  a  thief,  rogue,  cheat;  (in  arithmetic)  a 
divisor ;  division  ;  a  reflecting  or  judicious  person 
(according  to  some). 

llarana,  as,  m.  '  the  taker,'  the  hand ;  (am},  n. 
the  act  of  taking,  accepting,  receiving ;  seizing,  carry- 

ing off  or  away,  removing;  stealing;  withholding, 

annulling,  disregarding;  a  nuptial  present  (  =  yau- 
taka) ;  a  gift  to  a  student  at  his  initiation ;  the 
arm;  semen  virile;  gold;  a  shell,  cowry  (  =  ka- 

parda) ',  boiling  water ;  (in  arithmetic)  dividing, 
division. 

Ifarantya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  taken  or  accepted, 
acceptable ;  to  be  taken  away  or  seized ;  to  be 
divided. 

Harat,  an,  anti,  at,  conveying,  taking  away, 
seizing,  &c. 
Haraydna,  as,  m.  (according  to  some)  a  proper 

N.,  (according  to  NiruktaV.  ic,.  =  haramdna-yiirm; 

according  to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  VIII.  25,  22.  =  s"a- 
tru-j~mtai!!varyddi-harana-fila-ijdnu). 
Harae,  as,  n.,  Ved.  anger,  (Siy.=krodha;  cf. 

Na.gh.  II.  13);  flame  heat  warmth,  (enumerated  :  _  nrita-mdnas<t ,  as,  a,  am,  deprived  of  mind among  the  jralato  namadheyani,  Naigh.  I.  17);  robbed  of  one's  senses.  -JMta-rdiya  as  d  am 

3dU(!ee'NiruCkutaiV°n,:  ̂ y^*''"0^!  the  ,  "ripped  ̂ of  a  kingdom.  - //nVcctvl™,  a,',  as,  as, 
at,  Ved.  impetuous,  precipitate,  (Say.  ̂ vega-vat)  '; (ati),  f.,  Ved.  a  river,  (in  Naigh.  I.  13.  harasm- 
tyah  is  enumerated  among  the  nadl-ndmdni.) 

•2.  hariman,  d,  m.  (for  i.  see  p.  1167),  time. 
llarta,  as,  m.  =  hartri  below. 
Hartavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  taken  or  accepted, 

to  be  seized,  &c. 

Hartri,  til,  trl,  tri,  one  who  brings  or  conveys, 
one  who  takes  or  receives,  a  taker,  receiver,  seizer; 
a  robber;  taking  up,  absorbing;  (Co),  m.  the  sun 
(  —  sun/a). 

I.  hdra,  as,  i,  am,  taking,  conveying,  seizing, 
carrying  off,  who  or  what  takes,  &c. ;  (according  to 

S'abda-k.  fr.  l.huri},  relating  or  belonging  to  Hari 
or  Vishnu  (  =  hari-sambaiidhiya);  (as),  m.  the 
act  of  taking  or  conveying  away,  abstraction,  seizing, 
removing,  deprivation  ;  loss,  (kdla-hdra,  loss  of  time, 
waste  of  time) ;  a  porter,  carrier ;  war,  battle ;  a 

string  or  garland  of  pearls,  &c.,  a  pearl-necklace,  any' 
necklace ;  (in  prosody)  a  long  syllable ;  (in  arithmetic) 
a  divisor,  a  denominator  of  a  fraction  ;  (1),  (.  a  pearl. 
—  Ildra-gufikd,  (.  the  bead  or  pearl  of  a  necklace. 
—  Hdra-yashti,  is,  f.  a  string  of  pearls,  necklace. 
—  Hdra-latd,  f.,  N.  of  a  work.  —  Udra-hdrd,  {.  a 

kind  of  tawny  grape.  —  Ildrdvali  (°ra-ai>°),  f.  a  string 
of  pearls ;  N.  of  a  lexicon  by  Purushottama. 

2.  hdra,  Nom.  P.  harati.  Sec.,  to  act  like  a  string 
of  pearls,  be  like  a  necklace. 

Hdraka,  as,  ikd,  am,  bringing ;  taking,  seizing ; 
(as),  m.  one  who  seizes  or  takes  away,  a  plunderer, 
thief;  a  cheat,  rogue;  a  gambler;  a  kind  of  prose 
composition ;  a  particular  science ;  the  tree  Trophis 
Aspera  ;  {in  arithmetic)  a  divisor ;  a  string  of  pearls. 

Hai-ayishyat,  an,  all  or  and,  at,  about  to  con- 
vey or  transmit. 

JJdrd,  f.     See  Vopa-deva  XXVI.  191. 
Hart,  is,  is,  i,  captivating,  charming,  pleasing, 

>eautiful ;  (is),  f.  defeat,  discomfiture ;  losing  a  game 

in  gambling);  a  traveller's  progeny  (  =  i>athika- 
antdna),  a  caravan. 
2.  lidrita,  as,  d,  am  (for  i.  hdrita  see  p.  1170, 

ol.  2),  made  or  allowed  to  be  taken,  caused  to  be 
aken  away ;  presented,  offered  ;  suffered  to  be  seized, 
made  away  with,  lost,  relinquished ;  captivated,  fas- 
inated. 

1.  hSr'tn,  f,  iifi,   i,  taking,  conveying,  bringing, 
-arrying  away,  seizing,  robbing;    obtaining,  acquir- 
ng;  a  seizer,  disturber  (with  gen.,  Manu  XII.  28); 

•aptivating,  charming,  delighting;    pleasant,  agree- ble. 

•2.  hdrin,  i,  ini,  i,  having  a  necklace,  possessing 
necklace  or  garland  of  pearls,  —  lldri-kanthu,  at, 
am,  having  a  necklace  on  the  throat ;  (as),  m. 

having  a  ring  on  the  throat,'  the  Kokila  or  Indian uckoo,  Koil. 

lldriyojana,  as,  m.  (see  hari-yojana),   '  har- 
esser  of  the  Hari  steeds,'  Indra ;  a  particular  Graha 
r  portion  of  an  offering  taken  out  of  the  Agrayana 
bation. 

Hdrl,  f.  a  pearl,  (see  hdra  above.) 
2.  hdrita,  as,  m.  (for  I.  see  p.  1170,  col.  2),  a 
ief,  cheat,  rogue ;  thieving,  cheating,  fraud,  roguery. 
Udrya,  as,  d,  am.,  to   be   taken,   to   be   taken 

way ;  (as),  m.  a  serpent ;  the  Vibhitaka  tree ;  (in 
•ithmetic)  the  dividend  (  =  rjhdjya).  —  Hdrya-pu- 
•a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Rama. 
Hrit,  t,  t,  t  (at  the  end  of  comps.),  taking  away, 
moving,  carrying  off,  seizing,  &c. 
Srita,  as,  d,  am,  taken,   taken   away,   seized; 
ptivated  ;  accepted  ;  (am),  n.  that  which  is  taken  ; 

a  portion,  share.  <-llnta-<!andra,  as,  d,  ant,  having 
the  moon  taken  away  ;  destitute  of  moon,  moon- 

less. —  Ilrita-juana,  as,  d,  am,  bereft  of  knowledge, 
void  of  knowledge.  —  Ilrita-dravya,  a.i,  a,  am, 

stripped  of  everything,  deprived  of  one's  property. 
—  Hrita-dhana,  «x,  d,  am,  spoiled  of  wealth. 
•-  Ilrita-pratada,  as,  5,  am,  deprived  of  calmness. 

whose   dress   is  taken   away,  deprived    of  clothes. 
—  Hi-ita-sarrasra,  as,  d,  am,  robbed  or  stripped 
of  all  personal  properly,  entirely  ruined.  —  Ifritd- 

dhikdra  (°ta-adh°),   as,  d,  am,  deprived   o'f  an 
office,  turned  out;  deprived  of  one's  right.  —  Ifri- 
tottara  (°ta-uf),  as,  d,  am,  deprived  of  an  answer, 
left  without  a  reply.  -  Hritottanya  (°ta-ut°),  as, 
d,  am,   having   the    upper   garments  stripped  off. 
—  Uritoraija  (~ta-ur°),  as,  d,  am,  deprived   or devoid  of  snakes. 

Itriti,  is,  f.  taking  away,  seizure,  robbing,  rob- 
bery;  destruction. 

Jlritvd,  ind.  hiving  taken  or  seized,  having  ac- 
cepted, &c. 

Hriyamana,  as,  d,  am,  being  taken  or  seized ; 
being  captivated  or  attracted. 

jr  2.  hri  or  hri  (referred  in  native  lists 

^  to  the  Nom.  hrimya  below,  technically  called 
hritiin,  but  connected  with  rt.  I.  hri,  q.v.,  and 
perhaps  better  written  hri),  cl.  9.  A.  hrimte,  &c., 

Ved.  originally  perhaps  'to  be  yellow'  (cf.  hurt); to  blush ;  to  be  ashamed,  (Say.  lajjdydm) ;  to 
be  angry  (roshdydm),  be  displeased,  (Say.  hrinite 
=  krudhya1i,  Rig-veda  VII.  86,3;  hrinlshe=kru- 
dhyasi,  Rig-veda  VII.  104,  14.) 

IlrinSua,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  angry,  irate,  displeased, 
(^y.  —  hriniyamdna,  Rig-veda  I.  35,  2.) 

llfiiii,  is,  m.,  Ved.  anger  (  =  krodha,  Naigh.  II. 
13);  flaming,  (in  Naigh.  I.  17.  enumerated  among the  jvalato  ndmadheydni.) 

Hriniyd,  f.  =  hriniyd  below. 
Hrimya,  Nom.  A.  hriniyale,  &c.,  to  be  angry; 

to  be  ashamed ;  [cf.  Gr.  x°M  ;  Lat.  fel,  bilis  ; 
Old  Germ,  galla;  Angl.  Sax.  gealla.] 
llriniyamdna,  as,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  angry. 
Ilrinlyd,  f.  censure,  reproach ;  shame,  bashfulness. 

hrid,  t,  n.  (abbreviated  fr.  hard,  but 
^  said  by  some  to  be  connected  with  rt.  i.hri;  Jf  /yS 

it  is  defective*-!!!  declension,  being  optionally  substi-  *  /  ' 
tuted  for  hridaya  in  all  cases  except  the  first  five 
inflections  or  Nom.  sing.  du.  pi.,  Ace.  sing.  du. ;  it 
is  said  by  some  to  be  also  inasc.),  the  heart ;  the 

mind,  (hridy  ai-cdin,  '  one  who  has  no  knowledge 
or  capacity  of  knowledge  in  the  mind,'  applied  to 
animals),  the  soul,  the  faculty  or  seat  of  thought 
and  feeling ;  the  interior  of  the  body,  breast,  chest, 
bosom ;  the  interior  or  essence  of  anything ;  [cf. 

Gr.  Kfjp,  Ktap,  xapS-la,  upaS-ir/ ;  Lat.  cor  (cord-is), 
dimin.  cor-culum,  cordatits,recors  ;  Go\h.hairt-o; 
Old  Germ,  hcrza;  Mod.  Germ.  Her-.;  Angl.  Sax. 
heorte;  Eng.  heart;  Lith.  szird-i-s ;  Slav.  *r«- 

dlce.]  —  IJri<!-thaya,  us,  it,  am  (i.e.  hr'id  +  tSaya), 
lying  or  abiding  in  the  heart;  (as),  m.  'heart- 
dweller,'  epithet  of  Kama-deva  (god  of  love),  love. 
—  l!1-ii'i'!iayii-/ililit(i,  as,  d,  am,  tormented  by  love, 
love-sick.  —  Ifriddlutyn-rardliana,  as,  i,  am,  aug- 

menting love.-/// •ic<-/i'i:/^ri.->!:/a-i'clana  (°y«- 
as,  d,  am,  having  a  heart  penetrated  by  love.  —  IlrU- 

(:/iula,  am,  n.  (i.  e.  hrid  +  liida),  '  heart-pang,'  any 
acute  internal  pain,  pain  in  the  chest,  —  llrif-flitika, 

as,  m.(i.e.  hrid  +  suka), heart-ache;  a  pang.—  Hril- 
kampa,  as,m.  heart-throb,  tremor  of  the  heart,  palpita- 

tion.— Ujit-pinihi,  am,  n.  'heart-mass,'  the  heart. 
—  llrit-stha,  as,  d,  am,  being  in  the  heart,  seated 
in  the  heart.  —  Jlritar-ait,  <ts,  as,  as,  Ved.  throwing 
into  the  heart.  —  Hridam-sani,  is,  iV,  i,  Ved.  giving 
the  heart;  receiving  the  heart  or  essence  of  anything; 
receiving  affection  or  kindness.  —  llrid-deurta,  as, 

m.  a  curl  or  lock  of  hair  on  a  horse's  chest.  _  Ilridi- 

spriV,  k,  k,  k, '  touching  or  lying  in  the  heart,'  dear, beloved,  cherished.  —  llrid-gata,  as,  d,  am,  gone 
to  the  heart,  seated  in  the  heart  or  mind,  come  to 
mind,  conceived,  designed;    cherished;    (am),  n. 

anything  fixed  in  the  mind,  design,  meaning,  intent. 
—  lliid-rjiilii,  a*,  m.,  N.  of  a  mountainous  district. 

—  llrklgoliya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  the  above 
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district ;  (is),  m.  pi.  the  inhabitants  of  the  Hrid-gola 

mountains.  —  J[fid-yr<ili«,  us,  m.  'heart-seizure,' 
spasm  of  the  heart.  —  JIrid-grantha,as,ii^.  (accord- 

ing to  <?abda-k.)  a  heart-wound,  heart-sore  (  =  ftrid- 
vrana).  —  Ih -!d-di  .in,  as,  m.  the  region  of  the 
hevt.—JBfid-bkeda-ta*tra,  nut,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tan- 

tra  work.  —  Ifrid-rnj,  k,  {.  'heart-disease,'  grief. 
—  ]I/-id-i-'i:/ii,  iix,  m.  heart-disease,  heart-ache,  heart- 

burn ;    sorrow,  grief,  anguish  ;    love ;    the  zodiacal 

sign  Aquarius.  —  Jli-ldrin/n-i  u  irin,  i,   m.  'hostile 
to  heart-burn,'  the  tree  Pcntaptera  Arjuna. —  ////</- 

(•'I,  ax,  m.  '  partitioning  the  heart  or  chest,' 
the  stomach.  —  Hi  il-lasa,  as,  m.  '  heart-sport,' 
hiccough;  heart -disturbance,  disquietude,  grief. 

—  Hril-lfkha, as,  m.  'heart-impression,'  knowledge, 
reasoning;   'heart-scratch,'  heart-ache,  heart-sorrow; 
(a),  f.  disquietude,  anxiety  or  regret  for  any  absent 

object. 
//;  iilitya,  am,  n.  the  mind,  soul,  seat  or  faculty 

of  thought  and  feeling,  (dapala-hriilaya,  fickle- 
minded)  ;  affection,  love  ;  the  heart ;  the  interior  of 

the  body,  breast,  chest,  bosom  ;  the  interior  or  cen'.re 
or  essence  of  anything ;  true  or  divine  knowledge  ; 
the  Veda :  science ;  [cf.  Gr.  /capita,  &c. ;  Hib.  croi- 

dhe,  cridhe,  'the  heart.']  —  Ifridnya-kampa.  as, 
m.  tremor  or  throb  of  the  heart,  palpitation.  —  7/n- 
daya-kampana,  am,  n.  throbbing  of  the  heart ; 
(at,  i,  am),  heart-stirring,  heart-agitating,  causing 
the  heart  to  throb  (with  indignation  Scc.).—IIri- 

da  ya-yrantki,  is,  m.  '  heart-tie,  heart-bond,'  any- 
thing which  binds  the  soul.  —  Hridaya-yrdlrin,  i, 

ini,  i,  heart-caplivating,  engaging  the  affection. 
—  Hritlayan-aama,  a*,  a,  am,  going  to  the  heart, 
heart-stirring,  thrilling,  affecting,  touching,  moving, 
dear,  beloved ;  (am),  n.  an  apposite  or  appropriate 

speech.  — Ilridaya-i'aHru,  us,  m.  a  heart-robber, 
one  who  steals  the  heart  or  affections.  —  Hridaya- 
(chid,  t,  t,  t,  heart-breaking,  heart-piercing,  heart- 

rending. —  Hridaya-daurbalya,  am,  n.  weakness 
of  heart,    faintheartedness.  —  ITridaya-rajju,   (in 
geometry)  a  centra!  line,  the  semidiameter  of  a  circle 
in  contact  with  the  angles  of  a  trapezium.  —  Hridaya- 

I'klni.  as,  m.  heart-impression,  knowledge;  'heart- 
scratch,'  heart-ache,  anxiety,  (see  hril-leltha.)  —  Hri- 
ilnjn-ral.  an,  all,  at,  having  a  heart,  tender-hearted, 
kind,  humane.—  Jtridaya-vidh,  t,  t,  t  (vid/t  for 
rijndh,  see  rt.  2.ridh),  heart-piercing.  —  Hridaya- 

.  i»,  f.  disposition  or  inclination  of  the  heart. 

—  ITridaya-vedhin,  i,  ini,  i,  heart-piercing,  piercing 
the  vilals  (said  of  an  arrow).  —  Sfidaya-ialya,  am, 
n.  a  dagger  or  arrow  in  the  heart,  wound  in  the 
heart.  —  Hridaya-tfoka,  as,  m.  heart-sorrow,  heart- 

ache, a  pang  of  grief.  —  IIridaya-so»lMna,as,  i,  am, 
heart-withering.  —  Hritlaya-sannihita,  as,  a,  am, 
placed  or  deposited  in  the  heart,  fixed  or  laid  up  in 
the  mind.  —  Ifridaya-snmmitn,  fix,  a,  am,  breast- 
high,  as  high  as  the  brtatt.—Sridaya-sdki,  i>,  m. 
a  proper  N.  —  ]Tr!d<iya-stha,  as,  a,  am,  being  in 
the  heart,  cherished  in  the  heart.  —  Hfidaya-stJiana, 

am.  n.  '  seat  of  the  heart,'  the  breast,  chest,  bosom. 

—  //  ("ya-af),  a,  m.  a  heron.  —  Jfri- 
dayamayii  "'.  n,  am,  Ved.  having  sick- 

ness  of  heart,   heart-sickening.  —  Tfridai/duthi/jn 

'in?),  am,  n.  'heart-lotus,'  a  lotus-like  heart. 
—  //,  idiii/'lridfi   Ci/ii-'u"),  I,  t,  t,  heart-piercing. 
—  Hfidaijfia  ( ";i<i -~ix«  i   >r  li >  'ulnyi.xrara  (°ya-lt '  ), 
a«,    m.    'heart-lord,'   a    husband;    (a),   f.   '  heart- 
mistress,' a  wife ;  zm\s\ttss.—  Uridaynil<nt1:,i(  i/n- 
udc),  as,  m.  upheaving  or  torturing  the  heart;  (as, 
a,  am),  heart  heaving,  heart-disturbing. 
Ilridaydlu,  us,  its,  u,  good-hearted,  tender- 

hearted, affectionate,  friendly. 

Ifridaydvl,  (according  to  some)  Ved.  one  who 
has  a  heart. 

flridayika,  as,  a,  am,  good-hearted,  tender- 
hearted. 

JTridayitnu.    See  Vopa-deva  XXVI.  166. 

Jlridayin,  i,  ini,  i,  good-hearted,  tender-hearted. 
Hridika,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Yldava  king. 
Hridya,  as,  !i,  am,  hearty,  cordial,  proceeding 

from  or  produced  in  the  heart;  dear  to  the  heart, 

beloved,  cherished,  dtsited  ;  affectionate,  kind  ;  grate- 
ful, pleasant,  agreeable  ;  savory  ;  (as),  m.  a  Vedic 

Mantra  employed  to  effect  the  subjection  or  fascina- 
tion of  an  enemy  or  rival  ;  (<<),  f.  the  medicinal  root 

called  Vriddhi;  (a»»),  n.  the  baik  of  the  Laurus 

Cassia.  —  Ili-iili/a-yaiidlia,  as,  m.  the  Vilva  tree; 
(a),  f.  great-flowered  jasmine;  (atn),  n.  small 
cumin  ;  sochal  salt.  —  llridya-gandki,  n.  small 
cumin.  —  llridya-ta,  f.  or  hridya-tva,  am,  n. 
cordiality,  heartiness,  agreeableness,  delightfulness. 

hiil-lasa.     See  col.  I. 

j  y  hrish  (originally  bhrish),  cl.  4.  i.  P. 
™  \lirlflii/ati,  Itarsliuti  (ep.  also  A.  -te),  ja- 

harsha,  harshishyati,  ahrithat,  aharshit,  har- 
sfiittim,  to  bristle  or  become  erect  (as  the  hair  of 
the  body)  ;  to  thrill  with  rapture,  rejoice,  exult,  be 
glad  or  pleased  ;  to  become  erect  (said  of  other  things 
besides  the  hair)  ;  (according  to  some,  also)  to  speak 
or  affirm  falsely,  lie  (but  in  this  sense  only  P.)  :  Pass. 

hrishyate,  Aor.  aharshi  :  Caus.  harshayati,  -yi- 
tum,  Aor.  ajaharshat  or  ajilirishat,  to  make  glad, 

cause  to  rejoice;  to  be  glad,  rejoice:  Desid.  jihar- 
i<lti*hati  :  Intcns.  jarllirlsliyatc,  jarharshti,  Sec., 
to  rejoice  very  much,  be  exceedingly  elated  ;  [cf.  Gr. 
iftpiaaa,  ̂ fif,  (perhaps  also)  \tpaos,  xhf>  Lai. 
liorrco,  Hersilia  ;  Old  Germ,  burst  ;  Angl.  Sax. 

byrtt,  bfietl,  forst,  frost,  frysan,  a-yrisan,  yerst, 

Hars/ia,  as,  m.  bristling,  erection  (especially  of 
the  hair,  but  also  said  of  other  things);  thrilling, 
thrill,  rapture,  delight,  glee,  joy,  pleasure,  gladness, 
exultation,  happiness;  Joy  (personified  as  a  son  of 
Dharma)  ;  N.  of  a  king  of  Kasmlra  (celebrated  as 
a  great  patron  of  learning  ;  he  was  son  of  Hira  and 
was  said  to  be  himself  a  writer  and  poet,  author  of 

the  Khandana-khanda-khadya,  the  C'hancia-prasasti, 
the  NagananSa-nataka,  the  Naishadlya-carita,  the 
Ratn.ivalf,  &c.)  ;  (as,  a,  am),  happy,  delighted. 

—  Jlarsha-kara,  as,  i,  am,  causing  delight,  grati- 

fying, delighting.  —  ITarsha-kirtti,  if,    m.,   N.  of 
the  author  of  a   commentary  on  the  SYuta-bodha. 
—Harsha-krodha,  au,  m.  du.  joy  and  anger.—  llnr- 
iha-darita,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  poem.  —  Harsha-ja,  as, 
d,  am,  arising  from  joy.  —  Harsha-jada,  as,  it,  am, 
paralyzed  with  joy.  —  Ilarsha-deca,  at,  m.  king 
Harsha,  (see  harsha  above.)  —  irartha-i/ttkla,  as,  d, 
am,  filled  with  joy,  joyful.  —  Hanha-vardhana,  as, 

m.  'joy-promoter,'  N.  of  a  king.  —  Harrha-rivar- 
dhnna,  as,  i,  am,  increasing  or  promoting  joy. 

—  Harflia-rivriddha-sattva,  as,i~i,am,  one  whose 
vigour  is  increased  by  happiness.  —  Jlurzha-rihvala, 
as,  a,  am,  agitated  with  joy,  overjoyed.  —  Harf/ia- 
samanvita,  as,  a,  am,  filled  with  joy.  —  l{<ir*ha- 
svana,  as,  m.   a  cry  of  joy,  sound  of  pleasure. 

—  Harehiinvita  (°sha-an  ),  as,  d,  am,  full  of  joy, 

happy.  —  Jlurshavishta    (°s)ta-av'J).    as,   d,   am, 
penetrated    or   filled   with  joy.  —  JFarshotkarsha 

(J.ilia-itt°),  as,  m.  excess  of  happiness.  —  Harsho- 

daya  (°sha-ud°),  as,  m.  rise  of  joy,  occurrence  of 

pleasure. JIttrshaka,  as,  a  or  ikii,  am,  delighting,  gladden- 
ing, rejoicing,  pleasing,  delightful  ;  (as),  m.,  N.  of  a 

particular  mountain  ;  of  a  king  belonging  to  the 
S'aisunSga  -dynasty. 

II  in:*l"ina,  as,  a  or  I,  am,  causing  delight,  de- 
lighting, gladdening,  delightful,  pleasurable,  pleasant  ; 

(ai),  m.  who  or  what  delights  or  rejoices;  'glad- 
dener,'  epithet  of  one  of  the  five  arrows  of  Kama- 
deva  ;  the  fourteenth  of  the  astronomical  Yogas  ;  a 
morbid  affection  of  the  eyes  ;  a  deity  presiding  over 

S'raddhas  ;  a  kind  of  SrJddha  ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of 
delighting  or  making  glad,  pleasing,  making  happy  ; 
rejoicing,  being  happy. 

Harshamana,  as,  a,  am,  rejoicing,  joyful,  cheer- ful, happy. 

Jfarihayat,  an,  antt,  at,  causing  to  rejoice,  glad- 
dening. 

Jlnfnlt'iytlnii,  us,  us,  u,  gladdening,  causing  de- 
light, delighting;  (MS),  m.  a  son,  child;  (w),n.  gold. 

Harahaya,  Nom.  A.  harshayate,  &c.,  to  be  glad. 

Hartliita,.  n.-1,  <7,  am  (fr.  the  Caus.),  made  glad 
or  happy,  gladdened,  delighted,  happy. 
SoTttnn,  1,  ini,  i,  rejoicing,  delighting;  (ini),  f. 

a  particular  plant  (  =  vi-joyti). 
Harsliu,  Ved.  joy,  delight.  —  JTanhu-mat,  tin, 

nl'i,  at,  Ved.  delighted,  exulting;  eager  for  war, 
(Say.  =  harsha-yukta,  i.e.  sanyrdmotgiika,  Rig- vedaVHI.  16,4.) 

Ilurehula,  as,  a,  am,  disposed  to  be  cheerful  or 

happy,  delighted  ;  (as),  m.  a  deer  ;  a  lover. 
Hrishi,  (probably)  rejoicing;  (i),  m.  du.  Agni 

and  Soma,  (according  to  S'abda-k.  =  oi7«i-»omnM.) 
—  Hrishi-rat  ,  an,  ati,  at,  Ved.  full  of  joy,  glad, 

happy,  (Szy.=prdpta-hrtrsha,  Rig-veda  It.  31,  i.) 
Ilrishita,  as,  d,  am,  having  the  hair  bristling  or 

thrilling  (with  joy  &c.)  ;  enraptured,  delighted, 
pleased  ;  astonished,  surprised  ;  erect,  fresh  (as  flowers. 

opposed  to  mlana)  ;  disappointed,  deceived  ;  bent, 
bowed  (  =  pra-n(ttv)  ;  armed,  accoutred  (  =  va,r- 
mita).  —  JIriskitu-sraj,  !;,  I;,  k,  having  a  fresh  gar- 

land (the  flowers  of  which  are  erect  and  unfaded). 

///  Ink  iku,  am,  n.  any  organ  of  sense  (  =  indriija^. 

—  Hrish'tkc.ia  ("ha-lda),  as,  m.  '  lord  of  the  organs 
of  sense,"  Vishnu  or  Krishna.  —  HrishikuSa-tirtha, 
am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Tirtha. 

///  ifltfa,  as,  a,  am  [cf.  /ifiihitd],  having  the 
hair  of  the  body  bristling  or  thrilling  (with  delight 
or  rapture),  enraptured,  delighted,  rejoiced,  pleased, 
glad,  joyous,  delighted  ;  exulting,  laughing,  smiling  ; 
astonished,  surprised;  disappointed,  deceived  (  = 
prati-Tiata).  —  JIrish'a-fitta,  as,  <7,  «m,  rejoiced 
in  heart.  —  Hnsh/a-puih'a,  as,  a,  am,  merry  and 

fat,  happy  and  well-fed.  —  Ifrish/a-jiiishlatiya  fta 
an°),  as,  d,  am,  merry  and  fat  in  limb,  happy  and 
well  nourished,  frisky  and  ht.  —  }fn?h!a-ni(ina8r', 
as,  i,  am,  rejoiced  in  mind,  glad  in  heart,  happy. 
—  Ilnsh/a-rujia,  as,  a,  am,  thrilling  with  happi- 

ness, in  a  happy  or  cheerful  mood.  —  Hrishla-roman, 
a,  tl,  a,  having  the  hair  of  the  body  bristling  or 

thrilling  (with  delight  or  rapture).  —  Hntkfa-i'at, 
ind.   cheerfully.  —  Jliinlitrt-rndana,    as,    a,   am, 

merry-faced,  having  a  cheerful  countenance.  •«  Hri- 
skta-sankalpa,  as,  a,  "ni,  pleased  in  mind,  con- 

tented, glad.  —  Hf{ih{a-hridaya,  «x,  d,  inn,  joyous- 
hearted,  light-hearted,  happy. 

Hrishti,  is,  f.  delight,  pleasure,  joy,  happiness; 

pride,  arrogance. 
lli'Lihted,  ind.  Ijfying  rejoiced,  being  delighted. 

^  he,  ind.  a  vocative  particle  (oh!  ho! 

&c.)  ;  a  particle  used  in  vociferating  or  challenging 
(hallo  !  ho  there  !)  ;  an  interjection  expressing  envy 
or  ill-will  or  disapprobation. 

hekka,  f.  (fr.  rt.  hikk),  hiccough. 

heth  (according  to  some  written  Jiet), 
cl.  r.  A.  P.  hethate,  hetliati  (according  to 

some  hetati),  jihe/hc,  hcthitum,  to  be  wicked;  to 
vex.  harass,  obstruct  ;  to  strike,  hurt,  injure  ;  cl.  9.  P. 
fie/linati,  &c.  =  rt.hcdh  :  Caus.  Jiethayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  ajihethat. 

lletlia,  an,   m.  vexation,  harassing  ;    hindering. 

preventing,  hindrance,  obstruction,  opposition  ;    in- 

jury, hurt. 'fTS  hed  or  (in  the  Veda)  hel  or  hel  (see 

^X.  rt.  'lie!),  cl.  i.  A.  Mate  (Ved.  helate,  hf- 
late),jili:i!i.  fiii/itnm,  to  disregard,  slight,  neglect  ; 
to  be  displeased  or  angry  (Ved.  ;  helate  =  knidliyati, 
Naigh.  II.  12);  cl.  I.  P.  hedati,  jiheda,  &c.,  to 
surround,  clothe,  attire  :  Pass,  hedyatc,  Aor.  ahidi 

nr  ali'idi  or  ahcdi,  to  be  surrounded  or  attired: 
Caus.  hedayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  aj!/ic<lfi>,  to  cause  to 
disregard,  &c.  ;  hidayati,  -yitum,  ajihidat,  to  cause 
to  surround. 

1  1>  da,  as,  m.  disregard,  slight.  —  Ilcda-ja,  as,  m. 

passion,  anger,  displeasure. Iledamana,  as,  a,  am,  disregarding,  neglecting, 

neglectful. Hedas,  as,  n^  Ved.  anger,  wrath,  (SJy.  =  krodka.) 

Helas,  as,  n.,  Ved.  =  hedas  above. 



hedavukka. 
haitukya. 
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heiliirukla,  us,  m.  (=helavukka 
q.v.),  a  horse-dealer,  horse-seller. 

hedh  (also  \vritten  heth),  cl.  9.  P 
licilltniiti,  &c.,  to  be  bom  again;  to  pro- 

duce happiness,  cause  prosperity ;  to  purify  [cf.  rts 
kha/!,  khav]. 

^fif  heti.     See  p.  1 1)1,  col.  i. 
Iletu.     See  p.  1171,  col.  I. 

i?W^2.  heman,  a,  n.  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
IV.  144.  fr.  rt.  i.  hi,  perhaps  connected  with  I.  hari- 

man,  'yellowness,'  p.  1167;  cf.  pra-uga  for  pro- 
yitya;  or  perhaps  connected  with  hima,  I. 

at  pp.  1172,  1173),  gold;  water,  (in  Naigh.  I.  2. 
enumerated  among  the  hiraiiya-ndmdni,  and  in  I. 
12.  among  the  udaka-riamani) ;  the  thorn-apple; 
the  Kesara  flower.  —  Jlema-kaksha,  as,  d,  am, 
having  a  golden  girdle;  having  golden  walls.—  //<,«•/- 

kandala,  as,  m.  'having  golden  shoots,'  coral. 
••  Hema-kara,  as,  m.  a  gold-worker,  gold- 

smith; epithet  of  Sm.  —  Jfema-kartri,  td,  m.  a 
goldsmith  ;  a  kind  of  bird.  -  Hcma-lidnti,  in,  is,  i, 
having  a  golden  lustre ;  (is),  {.  a  kind  of  Curcuma 

(  =  ddru-h<iridra).— Hema-kara,  as,  m.  a  gold- 

worker,  goldsmith.  —  Hcmn-kii'ijalka,  am,  n. '  hav- 
ing golden  filaments,'  the  Naga-kesara  flower.  -•  llc- 

ma-kirlta-mdlin,  I,  inl,  i,  garlanded  with  a  diadem 
of  gold.  —  Hema-kumbha,  as,  m.  a  golden  jar. 

^llema-kufa,  as,  m.  'golden-peaked,'  (perhaps 
also  connected  with  I.  heman  at  p.  1173,  col.  i), 
one  of  the  ranges  of  mountains  dividing  the  known 
continent  into  nine  Varshas,  (supposed  to  be  situated 
north  of  Himalaya  and  forming  with  it  the  boundaries 
of  the  Kinnara  or  Kimpurusha  Varsha,  see  var*]ia.) 

—  Hema-ketaki,   (.    a    kind    of  tree    (  =  M 

l:ctalci).  —  Hcma-keli,  is,  m. 'golden-sport/epithet 
of  Agni   or  fire.  —  Hema-keia,  (ts,   m.   '  golden- 
haired,'  Siva.  —  Hema-kshirt,  f.  the  plant  Svarna- 
kshlrl,  q.v.  —  llema-gandhini,  f.  the  perfume  Re- 
nuk.i.  —  Jlema-yat'.ra.  as,  i,  am,  of  a  golden  yellow 
colour;  (rts),  m.  the  Kin-kirrtta  Iree.  —  Hcniagau- 

ranija  (°ra-an°),  as,  a  or  i,  am,  having  limbs  or  a 
body  of  a  golden  yellow  colour.  —  Jlema-c'akra,  as, 
a,   am,  golden-wheeled,   having  wheels   of  gold. 
—  IIi.nni-ci.iiiili-11,    a.*,    m.    a   golden    or  golden- 
coloured  moon  ;  N.  of  a  king  of  Vaisali ;  of  a  phi- 

losopher ;  of  a  celebrated  lexicographer  and  author 

(son  of  Jaya-sirjha-deva,  author  of  the  Abhidhana- 
iintamani  lexicon ;  of  the  Unadi-vritti ;  of  a  Dhfitu- 
patha ;  of  the  Vibhrama-sutra ;  of  a  Prakrit  gram- 

mar;   of  the  Chandas-c'Qdamani,  &c.).  —  llcma- 
Cthanna,  as,  d,  am,  covered  with  gold ;  (am),  n. 
a  golden  covering,  golden  trappings  (of  an  elephant 
&c.).  —  Hema-jlvanti,  f.  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  srarnu- 

jivanti).  —  Hema-jvdla,  as,    m.  '  golden-flamed,' 
fire.  —  Hema-taru,  us,  m.  'golden  tree,'  the  Datura 
or  thorn-apple.  —  Hema-fdra,  am,  n.  =  hcma-sdra, 
blue  vitriol  (  =  tuttha).  —  Hcma-dtigdha,  as,  m. 

'  having  golden  or  yellow  juice,'  the  glomerous  fig- 
tree  ;  (a),  f.  the  plant  Svarna-kshir! ;  (i),  f.  the  plant 
Svarna-kshlri ;  a  kind  of  tree  (  =  yajAodumbam). 
—  jieina-dugdttaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  having  golden 
or  yellow  juice;   (as),  m.-=hema-diigdha  above. 
—  ilana-ndbhi,  ii,  is,  i,  having  a  golden  nave  or 

centre.  —  Ilema-parvata,  as,  m. '  golden-mountain,' 
the  mountain  Mem.—Hema-pilhddhidevatd  (°lha- 
ailh'-),  f.  the  tutelary  deity  of  a  golden  foot-stool, 
(epithet  of  a  monarch's  (oot.)  —  Hema-pushpa,  as, 
m.  '  bearing  golden  flowers,"  the  Campaka  tree ;  the 
Lodhra  tree;  (f),  f.  Bengal  madder;  other  plants, 

=  svarna-jivanti,  indra-rdruni,  svarnuli,  mu- 
sluill,  kantakdrl;  (am),  n.  the  Asoka  flower;  the 
flower  of  the  China  Tose.  —  Hema-pushpaka,  as, 

m.  the  Campaka  tree;  the  Lodhra  tree;  (ikr'i),  f. 
the  golden  or  yellow  jasmine.  —  Heiua-phala,  as,  a, 
am,  having  golden  fruit ;  (a),  f.  a  kind  of  plantain 
(  =  irarna-kadali).  —  Ifema-maya,  at,  i,  am, 
made  or  consisting  of  gold,  golden.  —  Jlema-mdld, 

f.  a  golden  garland  ;  '  golden-garlanded,'  the  wife  of 
Yama.  —  Hema-mdlin,  i,  iul,  i,  having  a  golden 

garland,  golden-crowned;  (i),  m.  the  snn.-Hema- 
mriija,  as,  m.  a  golden  deer,  (according  to  a  popular 
legend,  the  Rakshasa   MSrlca  transformed   himsell 
into  a  golden  deer  and  so  captivated  Rama-candra 
and  his  wife  Siti,  that  the  former  left  his  cottage 
in  the  forest  to  pursue  the  beautiful  animal  ;  during 
his  absence  the  Rskshasa  RSvana,  q.  v.,  disguised  as 
a    mendicant,   presented    himself  before    Slt5    and 
carried  her  off;  the  whole  story  is  told  in  the  third 

book  or  Aranya-kSnda  of  the  Ramayaua.)  —  Ilema- 
yuthikd,  {.  the  golden  or  yellow  jasmine.  —  Hema- 

ratna-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  or  consisting  of  gold 
and  gems.  —  Hema-rdyini,  f,  'gold-coloured,'  tur- 

meric. —  Hema-riija,  as,  m.  a  proper  N.  —  Hema- 

retin,  us,  n,  m.  n.  'golden-dust,'  a  sort  of  atom  ; 

[cf.  su-renu,  trasa-r°.  "\-Hema-latd,  f.  'golden- 
creeper,'  a  kind  of  plant  (  =  srarna-jioanti).  —  He- 
ma-laml>a  or  hcnui-lambaka,  as,  m.  epithet  of 

the  fifth  (or  thirty-first)  year  of  Jupiter's  cycle  of  sixty 
years.  —  Hema-cat,  S»,  alt,  (it,  golden.  —  Hema- 
i-i/'il-nrana,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  oil  grammar  by Hema-suri  or  Hema-candra.  —  Ilema-iankha,  as, 
m.    '  having   a    golden    conch,'  Vishnu.  —  Hema- 
il'hil,  f.  'gold-crested,'  the  plant  Svarna-kshlri,  q.  v. 
Hema-fyinga,  am,  n.  a  golden  horn;  a  golden 

peak  or  summit.  —  Ilema-Kfingiii,  i,  inl,  i,  golden- 
liorned,  golden-peaked.  —  Jleuia-siira,  am,  n.  blue 
vitriol    or   sulphate   of  copper;    [cf.    hema-tdra.] 

—  Hcma-stitra  or  hema-sutraka,  am,  n.  'gold- 
string,'  a  kind  of  necklace.  —  Hema-suri,  is,  m., 
N.  of  a  grammarian  (  =  hema-candm).  —  Ilt,i,fi- 
ita.it  i-ratha,  as,   m.  'golden-elephant-chariot,'  N. 
of  one  of  the  sixteen  Maha-dSnas  ;  [cf.  hiranydsva- 

ratha.~\  —  Hemanga  (°ma-aii°),  am,  n.  a'  golden 
jody;    (as,  a  or  i,  am),  having  a  golden    body, 
golden-limbed,  golden;   (as),  m.  Garuda;  a  lion; 
the  mountain  Su-meru  ;  BrahmS  ;  Vishnu  ;  the  C'am- 
paka  \Ke.-JIemanga-da,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  Gan- 

dharva.  —  Semadhya    (°iHa-<iilh°),   as,    it,   am, 
abounding  in  gold.  -  Ilcnutdrl  (  uta-ad:),  is,  m. 
golden-mountain,'    (perhaps   also    connected   with 

I.  heman  at  p.  1173,  col.  i),  the  mountain  Su- 
meru  ;  N.  of  a  Kshatriya  king,  (according  to  Sabda-k. 

author   of  the  C'intSmani-kamadhenu-kalpadruma- 
smriti-san-graha  ;   also  author  of  the  Harillla-viveka 
and   of  a   commentary  on  the  AshtSn-ga-hridaya- 
samhita,  &c.)  ;  N.  of  a  work.  —  I!iu:adr!-jiimiia, 
as,  m.  the  plant  Svarna-kshlrT,  <\.v.  —  llcmambh(ija 

°ma-am°),  am,  n.  a  golden  lotus-flower.  —  Hc- 
na/ira  (°ma-ah°),  as,  m.  '  called  after  gold,'  the 
wild  Campaka  tree  ;  the  thorn-apple  ;  (a),  f.  a  kind 
of  plant  (  =  svarna-jiranti). 

Jli'ina,  am,  n.  (abbreviated  fr.  2.  heman,  col.  i), 
old;  (as),  m.  a  horse  of  a  dark  or  brownish  colour 

'cf.  hariya,  p.  1167];  a  particular  weight  of  gold 
=  mdshaka)  ;  N.  of  the  father  of  Su-tapas  ;  of  a 
:mg;  =  hema-dandm,  q.v.;    («),  f.  a  handsome 

woman  ;    an  Apsaras  of  Indra's  heaven  ;    N.  of  a river. 

Nemaka,  am,  n.  gold. 

Hemala,  as,  m.  a  goldsmith  ;  a  chameleon,  lizard  ; 
fie  touchstone. 

Hemavala,  am,  n.  a  pearl. 

1/emya,  as,  a,  am,  golden,  made  of  gold.  —  He- 
myd-vat,  tin,  ati,  at,  Ved.  having  golden  trappings, 

Say.  =  surarna-ninnita-Iiaks/tiji'mit,   having   a 
;irth  made  of  gold,  Rig-veda  IV.  2,  8.) 

hemanla. 
See  p.  1173,  col.  I. 

hemavala.     See  p.  1173,  col.  i. 

heya.     See  under  rts.  2.  3.  ha,  I.  hi. 

Tiera,  am,  n.  (perhaps  fr.  rt.  I.  hi,  or 
onnected  with  rt.  I.  hri),  a  sort  of  crown  or  tiara; 
urmeric  ;  demoniacal  illusion. 

Herika,  as,  m.  [cf.  hairika],  a  spy,  secret  emis- 
ary  or  agent,  (said  to  be  also  written  heraka.) 

5<g  heramba,  as,  m.,  N.  of  Ganesa;  a 
uffalo;  a  boastful  hero  (vain  of  his  own  valour);  a 
articular  Buddha  (  =  heruka).  —  ]Ieramba-janani, 

.f. '  mother  of  Ganes'a,'  Durg3.  -  Heramba-mantra, 
as,  m.  a  particular  Mantra  (sacred  to  Ganes'a). —  Ueramba-hat/a,  as,  m.,  N.  of  a  country,  (said 
to  be  one  of  the  provinces  of  the  Deccan.) 
Hairaniba,  as,  i,  am,  connected  with  or  belong- 

ing to  Ganesa ;  (us),  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  sect. 

?^^  heruka,  as,  m.  an  attendant  on 

Mah5-ksla  or  Siva;  '(with  Buddhists)  an  inferior 
Buddha. 

1.  hel.     See  rt.  hed,  p.  1176. 

2.  hel  or  hel  (connected  with  rt. 

N  Ml)  =  rt.  lied,  q.  v. ;  cl.  I.  A.  helate,  &c., 
to  disregard,  slight ;  to  be  angry,  &c. 

Hilita,  as,  d,  am  (according  to  Say.  fr.  rt.  hed 
or  hel),  Ved.  angry,  displeased  (  =  kruddha,  Rig- veda  1.  So,  5). 

Helandi,  f.  a  kind  of  pot-herb  (=?iila-mo<!f). 
Helana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  disregarding,  slighting, 

disrespect,  contempt  [cf.  ava-helana] ;  sporting 

amorously,  wanton  dalliance ;  [cf.  rt.  Ml.'] 
Held,  f.  disrespect,  contempt  [cf.  ava-held] ;  wan- 

ton sport,  amorous  dalliance,  manner  or  gesture  of 
lovers,  play,  sport,  pastime,  pleasure,  delight,  (helayd, 
inst.  c.  sportively,  out  of  mere  sport  or  pastime,  for 
amusement) ;  facility,  ease,  (helaya,  with  the  greatest 
ease,  easily,  at  once);  moonlight;  pausing  in  a  note 
or  shaking  as  in  music.  —  Held-rdja,  as,  m.,  N.  of 
a  commentator. 

I.  heli,  is,  (.  dalliance,  wanton  sport,  amorous 
embrace. 

Hclita,  as,  d,  am,  disregarded,  neglected,  slighted. 

£f"5'3tS  fiflurukka,  as,  m.  (=  ftedavukka), 
a  horse-dealer,  horse-seller. 

2.  hell,  is,  m.  (probably  borrowed  fr. 
Gr.  JjAios),  the  sun. 

?«5  helu,  X.  of  a  village  in  Kasmfra. 

—  Jlclu-grama,  as,  m.  the  village  Helu.  —  Hcln- 
dinna,  as,  d,  am  (diiina  Prakrit  for  datta),  pre- 

sented with  (the  village)  Helu,  having  received  Helu 
as  a  present. 

lielas.     See  herlas. 

hesh  [cf.  rt.  hresJi],  cl.  I.  A.  /its/1. 
ji/tcslic,  Iiesltitum,  to  neigh  (as  a  horse), 

whinny;  to  mike  any  inarticulate  sound 

[cf.   G~r.  t'uvos;    Lat.  hinnio   (for  hisnio),   hi: 

nidus.'] 

Hesha,  as,  m.  neighing  ;  a  neigh,  braying,  roaring. 
—  Hcsha-ltratu,  ns,  its,  u,  Ved.  making  a  neighing 
or  roaring  sound,  roaring,  (in  Rig-vcda  III.  26,  5. 
said  of  lions;  according  to  Say.  /  nh  = 

heshd-rai'usycc  l:ratit,h  karanatii  i/ftJinm  te.) 
Y/fs/ios.Vcd.  (probably)  neighing,  braying  ;  sound- 

ing, (in  Rig-veda  X.  89.  12.  Say.  explains  healuisd 
by  dabda-kdHnya  hi.lija.) 

Tfcshd,  f.  neighing  (of  horses),  whinnying,  braying. 

Jfc*hXya,  Norn.  A.  hcthayatf,  -yiliiiit,  to  neigh, 
whinny. 

Heshita,  am,  n.  a  neigh  or  any  similar  inarticulate 
sound,  neighing,  whinnying. 
Heshin,  i,  inl,  i,  neighing;  (J),  m.  a  horse. 

^  he-he,  ind.  (he,  q.  v.,  repeated),  a  vo- 
cative particle  (used  in  addressing,  calling,  or  vocife- 

rating). 

%  hai,  ind.  a  vocative  particle  (used  in 
calling  or  vociferating). 

jfj^i  tiaituka,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  hetu),  causal, 
causative;  argumentative,  rationalistic;  (a«),  m.  a 

reasoner,  arguer,  logical  reasoner  ;  a  follower  of  the 
MimansJ  doctrines  ;  one  who  requires  a  reason  for 
everything,  a  rationalist,  sceptic,  causalist,  sophist, 

heretic. 

lln'itiikija,  am,  n.  causality,  causativeness,  (a-hai- 
lukya,  am,  n.  absence  of  interested  motives.) 

13  U 



1178 haima. 

^H  i.  haima,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  I.  heman), 

wintry,  brumal,  cold,  frigid,  freezing;  (am),  n.  hoar- 
frost, dew. 

1.  haimana,  as,  i,  am,  winterly,  cold;  growing 
in  winter,  suitable  to  winter  ;  (a«),  m.  the  month 

Margaslrsha  (  =  November-December)  ;   a  kind  of 
rice  which  grows  in  winter,  =  shashtika  ;  (as,  am), 
m.  n.  winter,  the  cold  season,  wintry  weather. 
Saimanta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  hemanta),  wintry, 

cold  ;  growing  in  winter,  &c.  ;  suitable  to  winter  ; 
(as,  am),  m.  n.  the  winter  season. 
Haimantilia,  as,  i,  am,  wintry,  cold,  growing 

in  winter  ;  (am),  n.  a  kind  of  rice,  (see  hdimana 
above.) 

Ilaimnla,  as,  am,  m.  n.  (fr.  himala),  winter, 
the  cold  season. 

Haimavata,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  Jama-vat),  snowy, 
covered  with  snow  ;  flowing  from  the  snowy  moun- 

tain ;  bred  in  or  belonging  to  the  Himalaya  moun- 
tains ;  (as),  m.  a  sort  of  poison  ;  (t),  f.  epithet  of 

the  goddess  Psrvall  ;  the  river  Ganges  (which  rises 
in  the  Himalaya  mountains)  ;  N.  of  a  wife  of  VisVs- 
mirra  ;  a  kind  of  drug  or  perfume  (  =  renuka)  ;  a 
kind  of  white  orris  root;  common  flax  (  =  atasi); 
the  plant  Svarna-kshm  ;  a  kind  of  myrobalan  (  = 
JutrUaki)  ;  the  tawny  grape,  (in  some  of  these  last 
senses  probably  to  be  connected  with  2.  liaima 

below);  (am),  n.  Bharata-varsha  or  India.  —  Hai- 
mavata-vanha,  am,  n.  India. 

^T  2.  haima,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  2.  heman), 

golden,  made  of  gold  ;  of  a  golden  yellow  colour  ; 

(as),  m.  epithet  of  Siva  ;  the  plant  Gentiana  Che- 
rayta  ;  (a  or  i),  f.  yellow  jasmine  ;  (am),  n.  the 

lexicon  of  Hema-c'andra.  —  Haima-Jeosha,  as,  m. 
Hema-c'andra's  lexicon.  —Haima-(!itra-samutsedha, 
as,  a,  am,  enchased  with  golden  pictures.  —  Haima- 
miulra  or  haima-mudrilcd,  (.  a  golden  coin.  —  Ilai- 
mamudrika,  ai,  l,am,  having  or  possessing  a  golden 
coin.  —  Haima-valkala,  as,  a,  am,  having  bark 

garments  set  with  gold,  clothed  in  gold.  —  Haima- 

ndcariha  (°ma-an°),  N.  of  a  lexicon.  —  Jlaiml- 
bhuta,  as,  a,  am,  become  golden,  turned  into  gold. 

2.  haimana,  as,  i,  am,  golden,  made  of  gold. 

^S'sflH  haiyangamna,  am,  n.  (fr.  hyas 
+  go  with  insertion  of  nasal),  clarified  butter  pre- 

pared from  yesterday's  milking  ;  butter  prepared  only 
a  day  before  it  is  used,  fresh  butter. 

^tTPT7!*!  hairanyagarbha,  as,  i,  am  (fr. 

hiranya-garbha),  belonging  to  Hiranya-garbha  ; 
(as),  m.  the  offspring  of  Hiranya-garbha  (i.  e.  Manu 
SvSyambhuva,  son  of  Brahml). 

«-*.«W<fl«i«^  hairanyavasas,  as,  as,  as  (fr. 
hiranya  +  tasas),  having  a  golden  dress  or  covering  ; 

(as),  m.  an  arrow. 

^MWWM  hairanyastupa,  as,  i,  am,  be- 
longing to  Hiranya-stupa,  q.  v.  ;  (as),  m.  a  patro- 

nymic, (see  hiranya-stiipa.) 
hairamba.     See  under  heramba. 

i  hairika,  as,  m.  (probably  connected 
with  rt.  I.  hri,  cf.  harika),  a  thief. 

%?*T  haihaya,  as,  m.  (thought  by  some 
to  be  connected  with  haya,  a  horse),  N.  of  a  tribe 
of  people  (said  to  have  been  descendants  of  Yadu  ; 
they  are  described  in  the  Puranas  as  separated  into 

five  divisions,  viz.  the  Tala-jan-ghas,  Viti-hotras, 
Av^ntyas,  Tundikeras,  and  Jatas;  they  are  said  to 

have  overrun  parts  of  India  along  with  the  S'akas  or 
Scythian  tribes)  ;  N.  of  the  great  grandson  of  Yadu ; 
of  Arjuna  Kartavlrya  (as  ninth  in  descent  from 
Haihaya  or  as  king  of  the  Haihayas ;  he  is  said  to 
have  had  a  thousand  arms ;  see  kdrtavirya). 
Haikeya,  as,  m.  Arjuna  Kartavlrya  (  =  haihaya). 

jfl  ho,  ind.  a  vocative  particle  used  in 
calling  to  a  person  or  in  challenging  (ho  !  hallo  !); 
also  expressive  of  surprise. 

hod  [cf.  rts.  hud,  Mif],  cl.  i.  A. 
liodate.juJtode,  Sec.,  to  disregard,  disrespect 

(  =  rt.  hed);  cl.  i.  P.  hodati,jnhfida,  &c.,  to  go. 
Hoda,  <T«,  m.  a  raft,  float,  boat  (  =  tarandtiu) ; 

a  title  of  a  particular  class  of  Kayasthas ;  a  title  of 

S'rotriya  Brahmans  in  Bengal. 

^\SI  hoda,  f.  (according  to  the  Laghu- 
kaumudl),  a  young  girl  (in  the  language  of  the  Vedas). 

lft3  hodri,  ii,  m.  (said  to  be  fr.  rt.  hud; 

cf.  hur  under  rt.  hurdh),  a  robber,  foot-pad,  high- 
way-robber. 

ifti?  i.  hodha,  as,  a,  am  [cf.  hur  under  rt. 

hur<!h~\,  stolen ;  (am),  n.  stolen  goods ;  [cf.  2.  so,- hodha,  p.  1 102.] 

2.  hodha,  Nom.  A.  hodhale,  Jiodhayale,  see Vopa- deva  XXI.  7. 

jjVrJ  hotri,  ta,  tri,  tri  (according  to  Unadi-s. 
II.  96.  fr.  rt.  hit;  according  to  others  in  the  sense 

'  priest,'  fr.  rt.  hve),  sacrificing,  offering  oblations  with 
fire,  a  sacrificer;  (ta),  m.  an  offerer  of  an  oblation 
or  burnt-offering  (with  fire) ;  a  priest  who  at  a 
sacrifice  invokes  the  gods  or  recites  the  prayers  of 

the  Rig-veda,  a  priest  conversant  with  the  Rig-veda, 
(one  of  the  four  kinds  of  officiating  priest,  see  ritv- 

ij,  p.  181;  properly  the  Hotri  priest  has  three 
assistants,  sometimes  called  Purushas,  viz.  the  Maitra- 
varuna,  Atthavaka,  and  Grava-stut;  to  these  are 
sometimes  added  three  others,  making  seven  Hotri 

priests  in  all,  viz.  the  Brahmanacc'hansiii,  Agnidhra 
or  Agnldh,  and  Potri,  though  these  last  are  properly 
assigned  to  the  Brahman  priest;  sometimes  the 
Neshtri  is  substituted  for  the  Grava-stut) ;  a  sacri- 

ficing priest  (in  general) ;  an  epithet  of  Agni  or  fire, 
(in  this  sense  fr.  rt.  hit)  ;  (tri),  f.  one  of  the  eight 

Murtis  or  Tanus,  i.  e.  material  manifestations  of  S'iva, 
(but  this  may  be  referred  to  hotrin,  see  ifiva.)—Hotd- 
potdrau,  m.  dn.  (nom.  c.)  the  Hotri  and  Potri 
priests.  —  Hotri-vurya,  at,  a,  am,  Ved.  (a  rite)  in 

which  a  priest  has  to  be  chosen.  —  Hotri-sliadana, 
am,  n.  the  Hotri's  seat  or  place  where  the  Hotri  sits 
at  a  sacrifice,  (said  to  be  near  the  uttara-zedi.) 
—  Hotn-samstha-japa,  N.  of  a  liturgical  treatise. 

—  Hotrikdra  (tri-rik"  or  -lrik°),  as,  m.  the  mother 
of  the  Hotri  (according  to  Vopa-deva,  the  letters  ri, 
Iri,  and  In  being  employed  as  mystical  formularies 
by  the  Hotri,  see  In). 

Hotrika,  as,  m.  a  minor  Hotri  priest  or  assistant 
of  the  Hotri,  (see  above.) 

Hotra,  am,  n.  (fr.  rt.  hu),  anything  intended  or 
fit  for  offering  with  fire  (generally  clarified  butter)  ; 
the  clarified  butter  so  offered  (  =  havis);  a  burnt- 

offering,  oblation  with  fire,  a  sacrifice,  (in  Rig-veda 
II.  36,  i.  hotra  =  hotur  ydga.)  —  Hotra-t!dhana, 
as,  m.  '  bearer  of  the  burnt-offering,"  a  proper  N. 
—  Hotrafonsin  ('ra-ds"1),  !,  m.  'a  repeater  of  the 
Horri  verses,1  a  particular  minor  Hotri  priest,  (the 
Potri,  the  Neshtri,  and  the  Agnidhra  belong  to  this 

class'.) 
Unlral-a,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  inferior  Hotri  priest,  (the 

MaitrSvaruna  or  Pra-lastri,  the  Brahmanacc'hansin, 
and  the  AidhavSka  belong  to  this  class ;  see  ho- 
trika.) 

Hotrd,  f.  an  oblation,  sacrifice;  praise  (  =  8f«fi); 

speech  (  =  va<!,  Naigh.  I.  n);  N.  of  a  Vedic  god- 
dess (said  to  have  been  the  wife  of  Agni). 

Hotrin,  i,  m.  a  sacrificing  priest ;  the  priest  who 
offers  the  oblation. 

Hotri,  (.     See  under  hotri  above. 

Hotnya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  an  oblation, 
connected  with  a  burnt-offering,  &c. ;  (as),  m.  the 
priest  who  offers  an  oblation ;  (am),  n.  any  place  or 
chamber  where  oblations  are  offered,  a  sacrificial 
chamber. 

Homa,  as,  m.  the  act  of  making  an  oblation  to 
the  Devas  or  gods  by  casting  clarified  butter  into  the 
fire  (accompanied  with  prayers  and  invocations ;  this 
is  regarded  as  one  of  the  five  Maha-yajiias  and  called 

Deva-yajna,  see  maha-yajna,  deva-yajna) ',  an 

holaka. 

oblation  of  clarified  butter,  oblation  with  fire,  burnt- 

offering  ;  a  sacrifice,  (ayuta-homa,  as,  m.  a  sacri- 
fice of  10,000  burnt-offerings  to  the  planets. )  —  Ho- 

ma-kunda,  am,  n.  a  hole  in  the  ground  for  receiv- 
ing the  consecrated  fire  for  an  oblation ;  [cf.  agni- 

kunda,  harani."]  —  Homa-dravya,  am,  n.  anything 
employed  for  a  Homa-sacrifice  or  oblation. —  7/onza- 

dravya-parimana,  N.  of  a  Pari-Sishta  of  the  Sama- 
veda.  —  Homa-dhdna,  am,  n.  a  sacrificial  chamber. 
—  Homa-dhiinya, am,  n.  sacrificial  grain;  sesamum 
(  =  tila).  —  Homa-dhuma,  as,  m.  the  smoke  of  a 
burnt-offering  or  sacrificial  fire.  —  Homa-bhasman , 
a,  n.  the  ashes  of  a  burnt-offering.  —  Homa-vat,  dn, 
atl,  at,  one  who  has  offered  an  oblation  or  performed 
sacrifice.  —  Homo-vela,  f.  the  time  for  the  burnt- 
offering.  —  Homa-gdld,  f.  a   chamber  or  place  for 

keeping  the  sacred  fire  for  oblations.  —  Homa-sva- 

rottara  (°ra-itl°),  N.  of  a  work.  —  Uomdgni  (°ma- 
0/7°),  is,  m.  sacrificial  fire,  the  fire  for  an  oblation. 
Homaka,  as,  m.  the  priest  who  offers  the  oblation 

(  =  hotri). 

Roman,  a,  n.  an  oblation,  &c.  (  =  homa  above). 
JJomi,  is,  m.  clarified  butter;  fire;  water. 

Homin,  i,  m.  the  priest  who  makes  the  oblation 
(of  clarified  butter  &c.)  ;  an  offerer  of  any  oblation 

(e.g.-  tila-homin,  an  offerer  of  sesamum). 
Homlya,  as,  d,  am,  relating  or  belonging  to  an 

oblation,  fit  for  an  oblation,  belonging  to  a  sacrifice. 

—  Homiya-dravya,am,  n.  anything  used  for  an 
oblation  (as  clarified  butter). 

Homya,  as,  d,  am,  belonging  to  or  fit  for  an 
oblation  ;  (am),  n.  clarified  butter. 
Hautrilta,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  hotri),  relating  or 

belonging  to  the  Hotri  priest,  sacerdotal. 

Hautna,  as,  m.  (according  to  Unadi-s.  IV.  IOJ. 
fr.  rt.  hit),  the  offerer  of  an  oblation. 

Hautra,am,  n.  (fr.  kotra),  the  office  or  function 
of  a  Hotri  priest.  — Uautra-prayoga,  N.  of  a  prac- 

tical hand-book  for  the  Hotri  priests.  —  Hautra- 
sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  certain  Sutras  by  Katyayana. 

Hautrdka,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  Pari-sishta  of  the 
Yajur-veda. 

Hautrika,  am,  n.  =  haiitra-sutra. 
Ilaiimya,  as,  d  or  -mi,  am  (fr.  homa),  belonging 

to  or  fit  for  a  Homa  or  oblation  ;  (am),  n.  clarified 

butter.  —  Ilaumya-dhdnya,  am,  n.  sacrificial  grain, sesamum. 

tffrj  hard,  f.  (borrowed  fr.  Gr.  &pa),  the 

rising  of  a  zodiacal  sign  ;  part  of  the  duration  of  a 
sign ;  an  hour ;  a  mark,  line ;  a  particular  scientific 
work  or  science,  (probably  astrological.)  —  Hord- 
phala,  am,  n.  the  result  or  effect  of  the  rising  of  a 
sign.  —  Ilord-makaranda,  N.  of  an  astrological 
work.  —  Hora-sfastra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  a  work  by 

Sztyz.  —  Hora-sara-sudhdnidhi,  N.  of  a  work  by 

Narayana. 

^IXriOH^  horila-sinha,  as,  m.  a  proper  X. 

holaka,  as,  m.  chick-pea  or  pulse 
half  parched  in  the  pod  or  fried  on  a  grass  fire. 

?  hola-sinha,  as,  m.  a  proper  X. 

holaka,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  sweating 

(practised  for  the  cure  of  certain  diseases). 

^pSfdil  holaka,  f.  (perhaps  fr.  the  sound 

made  in  singing),  the  spring  feslival  held  at  the  ap- 
proach of  the  vernal  equinox  (commonly  called  Hull 

or  Holl,  and  one  of  the  most  popular  festivals  in  India ; 
it  is  said  to  be  dedicated  to  Krishna  and  the  Gopis, 

and  is  properly  celebrated  during  the  ten  days  pre- 
ceding the  full  moon  of  the  month  Phalguna,  q.  v., 

but  usually  only  for  the  last  three  or  four  days  ending 
with  the  full  moon  ;  the  chief  observances  described 

are  sprinkling  one  another  with  red  or  yellow 

powder  in  sport,  addressing  passers-by  with  jokes, 

singing  songs  in  praise  of  the  young  Krishna,  and 

lighting  fires  around  which  rude  frolics  are  practised  ; 
in  Marathi  the  name  Holi  is  said  to  be  applied  also 



holt. hresh. 

to  the  pile  prepared  for  the  fire  ;  in  some  parts  of 
India  the  Holi  festival  corresponds  to  or  immediately 

precedes  the  Dola-yatra). 
Holi  (or  according  to  some  also  holiJcd,  hull),  the 

common  designation  of  the  Holaka  festival  or  of  the 
song  sung  during  the  festival. 

'  ho-hau,  ind.  a  vocative  particle  (ho  ! 
ho  there  !  hallo  I),  an  interjection  used  in  calling  or 
challenging. 

Hdu,  ind.  a  vocative  particle,  =  ho-hau  above. 

hand,  cl.  I.  P.  haudatt,  &c.,  to  go 
(  =  rt.  hud). 

hantrika,    hautna,    hautra.      See 
p.  1 1 78,  col.  3. 

5"  Ann,  cl.   2.  A.  (Ved.  also   P.)  himle 
«^  (api-hnutas  =  apaldpam  kurutah,  Rig- 

veda  VIII.  31,  7),  juhnuve,  hnoshyate,  ahnosh/a, 

hnotum,  to  take  away,  rob,  abstract;  to  with- 

hold, secrete,  conceal;  to  conceal  one's  self,  hide 
from  any  one,  dissimulate  or  deny  before  any  one 

(with  dat.,  e.  g.  Devadattdya  hnute,  he  hides  from 
Devadatta,  Pan.  1.  4,  34) :  Pass,  hnuyate,  Aor.  ah- 
navi :  Caus.  hnavayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ajtihnavat : 
Desid.  jiihnushate :  Intens.  johnuyate,  johnoti ; 

[cf.  Gr.  ava-vtvoi,  vevta,  vv<rrdfa,  vvQus;  Lat.  ab- 
nuo,  nuto,  gnavus,  navo,  i-gnavis,  se-gnis,  niti, 
nicto,  con-niveo;  Goth,  hneivan,  hnaiiis;  Old 
Germ,  hnigan;  Angl.  Sax.  hnivan,  hnigan.] 
Hnava,  as,  m.  secreting,  hiding,  concealment, 

(api-hnava,  as,  m.  a  denial, =apaldpa;  cf.  ni- 
hnava.) 
Hnavana,  am,  a.  the  act  of  secreting,  concealing, 

dissimulating. 
Unwta,  as,  a,  am,  taken  away,  withheld,  secreted, 

hidden. 

Hnuti,  is,  f.  abstraction,  concealment ;  denial. 

Hnutvd,  ind.  having  concealed ;  having  dissimu- 
lated. 

Hnotarya,  as,  d,  am,  to  be  secreted  or  con- cealed, &c. 

.ilfyl    hmul,  cl.  i.  P.  hmalati,  jahmala, 
"  *x  &c.,    to   shake,   move ;    to  go :    Caus. 

hmalayati  or  hmalayati  (the  former  when  prepo 
sitions  are  prefixed). 

^W  hyas,  ind.  (perhaps  fr.  5.  ha  +  dyas), 

yesterday ;    [cf.  Gr.  x&*s<  *"X^*st   X^C"'5*  X@f 
tv6-s;  Lat.  heri,  hes-ternu-s ;  Goth,  gwtra-dagii 

Old  Germ,  gester,  '  yesterday.']  —  Hyo-bhava,  as, 
d,  am,  what  happened  yesterday. 

lli/astana,  as,  I,  am,  hesternal,  belonging  to 
yesterday,  produced  or  occurred  yesterday.  —  Ilyas 
tana-dina,  am,  n.  the  day  just  past,  yesterday. 

Hyastya,  as,  d,  am,  hesternal,  of  yesterday. 

jji  lirag  (also  written  Mag),  cl.  I.  P 
V-   N  hragati,  jahrdga,  ahragit.  Sec.,  to  cover 

hide,  conceal :  Caus.  liraguyati,  Sec. 

'gftmil  hraniyu,  f.  (=hriniya  at  p.  1175 
col.  3),  censure,  reproach,  shame,  bashfulness. 

hrad,  an   older  form   of  rt.  Area" 

Hrada,  as,  m.  a  large  or  deep  piece  of  water, 

lake,  pool ;  a  ray  of  light.  —  Hrada-graha,  as,  m 
•  lake-monster,'  a  crocodile,  alligator.  —  Hraddntar 

(°da-an°),  am,  n.  another  lake. 
Wradini,  f.  a  river  (either  as  supplying  or  issuin 

from  a  lake)  ;  lightning  [cf.  hradini]. 

rrnr  hrap  (=rt.  AYap,q.v.),cl.  10.  P.  Ara 
>-^-payati,  Sec.,  to  speak;  to  sound,  creak. 

hras  [cf.  rts.  ras,  Mas],  cl.  i.  P.  hra- 
sati  (ep.  also  A.  -te),  jahrasa,  hrasitum, 

to  sound  (in  this  sense  =  rt.  Mas),  to  become  small, 
be  diminished  or  lessened  :  Caus.  hrasayati,  -yitum, 
Aor.  ajihrasat,  to  make  small  or  less,  shorten, 

essen,   decrease,   diminish :    Desid.  jlhrasishati  : 

itens.  jahrasyatc,  jdhrasti. 
Hratita,  as,  o-,  am,  sounded ;  made  little,  short 
ned,  curtailed,  diminished. 
Hrasiman,  a,  m.  smallness,  shortness. 

llmsishtha,  as,  d,  am  (superl.  fr.  hrasva),  short- 
st,  smallest ;  very  short  or  small. 
Jfmsiyas,  an,  asi,  at  (compar.  fr.  hrasra), 
lorter,  smaller;  very  small  or  short;  («si),  f.  a 
ariety  of  the  GSyatrT  metre  (containing  two  lines  of 
x  syllables  and  one  line  of  seven). 
Hrasra,  as,  a,  am,  short,  small,  little,  short  in 

tature,  dwarfish ;  low  (as  a  doorway  &c.)  ;  prosodi- 
,ly  or  metrically  short  (opposed  to  dlrgha;  cf. 

aghu)  ;  (as),  m.  a  dwarf;  a  short  vowel,  a  vowel 
ontaining  only  one  MStrS;  (rZ),  f.  a  female  dwarf; 

sort  of  kidney-bean  (  =  mudga-parni);  other 
lants  or  trees,  =  ndga-bald  ;  =  bhumi-jambu  ; 
am),  n.  a  particular  short  measure;  a  kind  of 

egelable  (  =  gaitra-sitvarna)  ;  green  or  black  sul- 

ihate  of  iron ;  [cf.  Gr.  xf'("?'>  XtP("u"'  Xf'Pc"I'> 
Ifipiaros ;  perhaps  Lat.  irera.]  —  Hrama-kitia, 
\s,  m.  short  Kusa  grass,  white  Kusa  grass.  —  Hrasva- 
garbha,  as,  m.  Kusa  grass.  —  Hrasva-gavedhuka, 
.  the  plant  Uraria  Lagopodioides.  —  Hrasva-jambu, 
is,  m.  the  small  Jambu  tree.  —  Hrasva-tandula, 

as,  m.  a  kind  of  rice  (  =  rdjdnna).  —  Hrasva-td,  f. 
>r  hrasva-tva,  am,  n.  shortness.  —  Hrasva-darbha, 

as,  m.  short  Kusa  grass,  white  Kusa  grass.  —Hrasva- 
dd,  f.  gum  olibanum  (  =  ̂ allakl).^Hrasva-pat- 

raka,  as,  m.  'having  short  leaves,'  a  sort  of 
mountain  MadhQka  or  Bassia ;  (ikd),  f.  a  particular 

>lant  or  tree  (  =  as'vatthi).  —  Hrasva-purra,  as,  a, 
am,  preceded  by  a  short  vowel.  —  Hras-va-plaksha, 
a  species  of  small  Plaksha  tree  ( =  pundra). 
—  Hrasva-phala,  as,  d,  am,  having  small  fruit  or 

jernels;  (d),  f.  the  tree  Bhumi-jambu.  —  Hrasva- 
)dhuka,  as,  «,  am,  short-armed.  —  Hrasva-murti, 
is,  is,  i,  short  in  stature,  small  in  figure,  dwarfish. 
—  Hrasva-mtila,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  small  root; 

[as),  m.  the  red  sugar-cane.  —  Hrasva-roman,  d, 
m.  'having  short  hair,'  N.   of  a  king.  —  Hrasva- 
s'akhds'ipha ,  as,  m.  '  having  short  branch-roots,'  a 
small  tree,  shrub.  —  Hrasva-sabhd,  f.  a  small  or 

narrow  hall.  —  Hrasvagni  fva-ag"),  i»,    m.  the 

gigantic  swallow-wort  ( =  arita).  —  Hrasvdnga  (°va- 
an°),  as,  i,  am,  short-bodied,  dwarfish ;  (as),  m.  a 
dwarf;  the  medicinal  plant  and  root  called  JIvaka, 

q.  v.  —  Hrasvodaya  (va-ud?),  as,  a,  am,  followed 

by  a  short  vowel.  —  Ilrascopadha  fva-up°),  as,  d, 
am,  having  a  short  penultimate ;  preceded  by  a  short 
vowel. 

Hrasitaka,  as,  d,  am,  short,  small,  &c.  =  hrasva. 
llrasa,  as,  m.  sound,  noise;  shortening,  diminu- 

tion, abatement,  decrease,  decline,  deterioration,  de- 
triment ;  paucity,  scarcity. 

Ifrdsaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  shortening,  diminishing, decreasing. 

Arad  (closely  connected  with  rt 
hldd;  cf.  rt.  hriul),  cl.  I.  A.  hrddate 

jahrdde,  hrdditum,  to  sound  (as  a  drum  or  othe 
musical  instrument) ;  to  roar  (as  water,  thunder) 

[cf.  Zend  zrdd;  Gr.  x^C".  ft-x^aSa,  probably 
xaXafa;  Lat.  grando,  grandinat;  Goth,  gretan 

Angl.  Sax.  grcEtan.~\ jfrdda,  as,   m.   noise,  sound ;   N.  of  a  son 

Hiranya-kas'ipu. Hriulin,  t,  ini,  i,  sounding,  making  a  sound  o 

noise ;  (ini),  f.  Indra's  thunderbolt ;  lightning 
a  river  [cf.  hradini] ;  the  gum  olibanum  tree  (  = 
iallaki). 

Hraduni,  (in  Rig-veda  I.  32,  13)  a  weapon,  th 

weapon  of  Vritra,  a  thunderbolt,  (Say.  =  as'am. -llrdiluni-rrit  or  hratlimi-vrit,t,  t,  (,Ved.wieW 

ing  the  thunderbolt,  (said  of  the  Maruts ;  Say.  ex 
plains  hrddunl-vritah  by  hrddtmyii  afaneh  pra 
vartakdh,  Rig-vedi  V.  54,  3.) 

Arasa.     See  above. 

hriniya  or  hr'miyd,  f.  (=Ariniy 

1179 shame, 

t  p.   1175,   col.  3),   reproach,   censure; 
ashfulness. 

%H  i.  hrita,  as,  a,  am  (for  hrita  at 

.  1175),  taken,  conveyed;  taken  away,  seized; 
ivided,  apportioned ;  (am),  n.  a  portion,  share. 
Hriti,  is,  f.  (for  hriti),  taking,  conveying; eizure. 

2.  hrita,  as,  a,  am  (for  hrita),  ashamed. 

hriyamana.    See  p.  1175,  col.  3. 

hrivera,  am,  n.  a  kind  of  drug  and 
perfume  (  =  bala,  bdlaka). 
Hrivera,  am,  a.  — hrivera  above. 

i.  hri  (connected  with  rt.  2.  An  or  hri, 
q.  v.),  cl.  3.  P.  jihreti  (yd  pi.  jihriyati), 

'erf.  jihraya  or  jihraydil-iSaTidra,  hreshyati, 
ahraishit,  hretum,  to  blush ;  to  be  ashamed,  be 
modest ;  to  be  ashamed  of  (with  abl.  or  gen.,  e.  g. 

anyonyasya  jihrlmah,  we  are  ashamed  of  one  an- 
other, Kirat.  XI.  58) :  Caus.  hrepayati,  -yitum,  Aor. 

ajihripat  (according  to  some  ajihripat),  to  put  to 
shame,  make  to  blush,  confound  :  Desid.  jihrishati  : 
intens.  jehriyate,  jehrayiti,  jehretl;  [cf.  probably 

Old  Germ,  hriuwan ;  Angl.  Sax.  hreowan.~] •2 .  hri,  Is,  f.  shame,  bashfulness,  modesty ;  Modesty, 

Shame,  (personified  Ss  daughter  of  Daksha  and  wife 
of  Dharma. )  —  Hri-jita,  as,  d,  am,  overcome  by 
shame,  modest,  ashamed.  —  Hri-nirasa,  as,  m. 
abandonment  of  shame,  shamelessness.  —  Ifri-ni- 
shedha,  as,  d,  am,  having  shame  as  a  check, 
checked  by  modesty.  —  Hn-nisheva,  as,  d,  am,  or 

hri-nishevin,  i,  ini,  i,  practising  modesty,  modest. 
—  Hri-mat,  an,  ati,  at,  bashful,  modest,  ashamed. 

—  Hri-yantrand,  f.  the  constraint  or  pain  of  bash- 
fulness,  torment  of  shame.  —  Hri-siinna-kantha, 
as,  i,  am,  having  the  throat  choked   by  shame, 
i.e.  having  a  feeble  or  broken  utterance  through 

bashfulness. Hrikd,  (.  shame,  bashfulness,  modesty,  shyness ; 

timidity,  fear,  terror. 
Jfrtku,  us,  us,  u,  ashamed,  bashful,  modest,  shy, 

timid;  (us),  m.  lac;  tin. 
Hrina,  as,  d,  am,  ashamed,  modest,  bashful,  shy. 
llrita,  as,  d,  am,  ashamed,  bashful,  modest. 

Hrepana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  putting  to  shame, 
excelling,  surpassing. 

Hrepayat,  an,  anti,  at,  putting  to  shame,  outvy- 
ing, surpassing. 

Hrepita,  as,  d,  am,  made  ashamed,  put  to  shame ; 
excelled,  surpassed. 

hrich  (connected  with  rt.  i.  An), 

cl.i .  P.  hrMhatitjihrMha,  JtrMhit  urn , 
to  be  ashamed  or  modest,  to  blush. 

j^Nc?  hrivela  or  hrivelaka,  am,  n.  (=  Ari- 
vera,  q.  v.),  a  kind  of  perfume. 

fhru  (a  Vedic  form  of  rt.  hvri;  cf.  vi- hru,  a-vihruta),  cl.  9.  P.  lirundti,  Sec.,  to 
hurt,  injure. 
Hrut,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  hurting,  injuring ;  (t),  m.  an 

enemy  ;  [cf.  ri'-Ar«<.] Hruta,  as,  d,  am,  hurt,  injured. 

hrttrl  or  hriul  (=rts.  hrauii,  hud),  cl. 

I.  P.  hrodati,  hrudati  (according  to  some 

also'A.  -te),  Sec.,  to  go ;  to  be  drawn  up  or  con- tracted ;  to  contract. 

Hrudu  or  hrudu,  us,  m.,  Ved.  '  drawing  up,  con- 

tracting, convulsing,'  epithet  of  Takman,  (in  Athilrva- 

veda  I.  25,  2,  3.  interpreted  to  mean  'cramp'  or 
'  spasm.') 
Hroda,  as,  m.  contraction;  [cf.  jyd-hroda.] 

hrep,  cl.  I.  A.  hrepate,  &c.,  to  go. 

AresA  [cf.  rt.  AesA],  cl.  i.  A.  hreshate, 
jihreshe,  hreshitum,  to  neigh  (as  a  horse), 

whinny ;  to  creep,  go  [cf.  rt.  I .  presh] :  Caus.  hresha- 
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i/ati.  Sec.,  to  make  to  neigh,  to  neigh ;  [cf.  Gr. 

\pu-iaj,  xpep(9a>,  xPfP'fr-  Old  Germ,  liros  ;  Mod. 

Germ.  Jtoss;  Angl,  Sax.  hors.'] 
Hi-/  .-Ail,  f.  neighing  (of  a  horse),  whinnying. 
Hretltita,  as,  a,  am,  neighed ;  (am),  n.  neigh- 

ing. 

i  hreshuka,  as,  m.  (according  to  some) 
an  instrument  for  digging. 

hraiifl,  cl.  I.  P.  hraudati,  &c.,  to  go 
(  =  rts.  hrud,  hud,  q.  q.v.  v.). 

Mag  (=rt.  hrag,  q.v.),  cl.  r.  P.  hla- 
\  ijdti,  &c.,  to  cover,  hide. 

hlap    (also   written    hrap;    cf.  rt. 
.  Map),  cl.  10.  P.  hldpayati,  &c.,  to  speak  ; 

to  sound,  creak. 

hlas  [cf.  rt.  hras],  cl.  i.  P.  hlasati, 
^jahlasa,  hlasitum,  to  sound. 

hlad(a,]ateT  form  of  rt.  hrad,  q.v.), 
cl.  i.  A.  hladate,  jahlddf,  hldditum, 

(originally  '  to  shout  with  joy,  raise  joyful  cries'),  to 
rejoice,  be  glad,  be  delighted  ;  to  sound  (as  a  musical 

instrument) :  Caus.  hlddayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ajihla- 
dat,  to  make  glad,  gladden,  exhilarate,  delight ;  [cf. 

Gr.  itix^aSa,  nax\af<a,  perhaps'also  fijOos,  yrjBita  ; 
Lat.  gaudeo;  Old  Germ,  glat ;  Angl.  Sax.  gla;d, 

glad,  gladian;  Eng.  glad;  Hib.  gairdim,  'I  re- 

joice.'] 
Illttttl,  if,  f.  jov,  gladness,  happiness ;  [cf.  pra- 

klatti.} 

fflanna,  as,  d,  am,  glad,  pleased,  delighted, 
happy ;  [cf.  pra-hlanna.} 

lll'inni,  M,  f.  joy,  gladness,  happiness;  [cf.  pro- 

hlanni.'] 
Hldda,  as,  m.  pleasure,  joy;  N.  of  a  son  of 

Hiranya-kas'ipa. 
Hladaka,  as,  ikd,  am,  gladdening,  rejoicing ; 

(ikii),  f.  joy,  gladness.  —  Jllddilta-rat,  an,  atl,  at, 
Ved.  possessed  of  joy,  joyful. 
Hlddana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  rejoicing,  joy,  delight. 
IHddita,  as,  d,  am,  gladdened,  delighted,  happy. 
Illiidiii,!,  ini,i,  delighting,  gladdening;  happy; 

(mi),  f.  lightning  [cf.  hrddini]  ;  Indra's  thunder- 
bolt; the  olibanum  tree;  N.  of  a  river. 

jc:  I  A/i,  another  form  of  rt.  I.  hrl,  q.  v. 

lllitta,  as,  a,  am,  bashful,  modest ;  (d),  f.  shame, 

modesty  (  —  hrikd). 
Jl/iku,  us,  iw,  u  (  =  Arii«\  ashamed,  modest; 

(«s), m.  lac ( ̂jatit) ;  tin;  [cf. Gr.  x"^-*<5-s ;  Slav. 
zel-e-zo;  Lith.  gel-e-zi-s.] 

A  (4  hlesh,  another  form  of  rt. 

Illcshd,  f.  =  hreshu,  neighing,  whinnying. 

hval  [cf.  rt.  hvri],  cl.  I.  P.  hvalati, 

jahvala,  &c.,  to  move,  shake,  tremble ; 

to  go :  Caus.  hmlayati,  hvdlayati  (the  former 
when  prepositions  are  prefixed),  to  cause  to  tremble ; 

[cf.  Old  Germ.  wattSn,  'to  walk  about;'  Mod. 

Germ,  written,  wall-fahrt.~] Hvalat,  an,  antl,  at,  moving,  shaking,  trembling. 

¥ln-ri  or  hvrl  (originally  dhvri,  q.v.; 
cf.  rts.  hurili,  hru),  cl.  i.  P.  hvarati,  jah- 

rara,  hvarishyati,  ahvarshit  (Ved.  ahrdr),  hrar- 
tum,  cl.  9.  P.  hvnnati,  &c.,  to  be  crooked  or  curved, 
go  crookedly ;  to  be  crooked  in  conduct,  deceive ; 
to  be  injured  or  afflicted ;  (according  to  Naigh.  II.  8) 
to  eat :  Caus.  hvarayati,  &c.,  to  make  crooked, 
bend,  curve ;  to  hurt,  injure  :  Desid.  juhwrthati  : 
Intens.  jahvaryate,  jdhvarti;  [cf.  Gr.  Kvpros, 

Kvp0fts,fpt<pu:  Lat.  curvus,  varus :  Goth,  hrair- 
ban:  Angl.  Sax.  hwearfan,  hwerfa,  liweorfan, 

hicealf,  hwealfa:  Hib.  far,  'crooked;'  faraim, 
'  I  incline,  bend ;'  faros,  '  crookedness.'] 
Hrut,  hrnta.     See  under  rt.  hru. 

Hvaras,  as,  n.,  Ved.  crookedness,  deceit,   dis- 
honesty,  fraud,    (Say.  =  Ttantilya,    hinsana;    in 

Naigh.  II.  13.  enumerated  among  the  krodha-na- 
mani.) 

Budra,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  dishonest,  malicious,  (S5y. 

hveya. 

Svarya,  as,  m.,  Ved.  '  going  crookedly,'  (Say.)  a 
snake  or  an  unbroken  horse,  (in  Naigh.  I.  14.  enu- 

merated among  the  adva-namani.) 
Hvrita,  as,  a,  am,  curved ;  injured,  hurt. 

thve  (in  some  of  its  forms  identical 
with  rt.  tin  at  p.  1 1 74,  and  several  derivatives 

seem  to  recognize  another  rt.  hu.  oihu  =  hi-f),  cl.  I. 

P.  A.  heayat{,-le,JHhata  (identical  in  formwith  Perf. 
of  rt.  hit),  juhme  (in  Rig-veda  I.  48,  i^.juhun 
—juhvire),  hvdsyati,  -te,  ahvat,  ahrata  or  ah- 
r/lfla.  Free,  tiuyat,  hvaeishta  (Vedic  forms  Pres. 
ist  sing,  have  or  huee,  3rd  sing,  havate,  1st  pi. 
havdmahe,  hvdmahe,  humahe,  homa,  3rd  pi.  ha- 
vante;  Impf.  jrd  pi.  havanta;  Pot.  ist  pi.  hu- 
rema;  Perf.  3rd  sing,  huvc,  (d\juhre,  3rd  pi. 

jithure,juhure;  Aor.  1st  sing,  ahce,  3rd  pi.  atiu- 
shata),  hvatum  (Ved.  Inf.  hamlave,  hucadhyai), 
to  call  ;  to  call  to  ;  to  call  upon,  invoke  ;  to  chal- 

lenge ;  to  name  ;  to  seek,  ask,  pray,  beg  ;  to  emu- 
late, vie  with  :  Pass,  hiiyate  (identical  in  form  with 

Pass,  of  rt.  hu),  Aor.  ahrayi,  &c.,  to  be  called,  &c.  : 

Caus.  hrayayati,  -yitum,  Aor.  ajuhavat  :  Desid. 
of  Caus.  jiihavayii/hati  :  Desid.  jukuthati,  -te  : 
Intens.  johuyate,  johavUi,  johoti  (Impf.  ajol/avlt, 
3rd  pi.  ajoKmuh,  Pres.  part,  johurat),  to  call  on, 

invoke  ;  [cf.  according  to  some,  Gr.  @o-/i,  0oaa>,  pro- bably duo), 
Lat.  re-l>oare,  perhaps  voceo,  vo- 

lum  :  Goth,  vopjan  ;  Old  Germ,  hiceion,  hrofu, 
ruafu;  Mod.  Germ.  Itufc  ;  Angl.  Sax.  hweop, 

wepan  ;  Old  Icel.  hvia,  '  to  neigh  ;'  Slav,  zv-a-ti, 
'  to  call  ;'  Hib.  guilim,  '  I  bewail.'] 

Hum,  as,  am,  m.  n.  calling.  See  2.  hava,  p.  1  168. 
//lira,  as,  m.  calling,  &c.     See  p.  1170,  col.  3. 
2.  huta,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  p.  1174,  col.  2), 

called,  summoned,  invited. 

2.  huti  =  huti  below;  [cf.  2.  a-huti."] Hm'dna,  at,  d,  am,  Ved.  being  invoked,  (accord- 
ing to  Siy.  and  Mahi-dhara  =  (5Auj/am(jKa.) 

]Iuta,  as,  a,  am,  called,  summoned,  invited. 
Hiiti,  is,  (.  calling  ;  invocation  ;  calling  defiantly, 

challenging. 

liutva,  ind.  having  called,  having  challenged. 

Huija,  in  dci'a-lf,  q.  v. 

2.  huyamana,  as,  a,  am  (for  I.  see  under  rt.  /i«, 

p.  1  1  74),  being  called  or  invoked. 
II-eayat,  an,  antl,  at,  calling  out  ;  challenging, 

vying  with. 
Jh-atri,  la,  trl,  tri,  who  or  what  calls,  a  caller, challenger. 

Hi-dna,  am,  n.  the  act  of  calling  ;  a  ay,  noise  ; 
[cf.  ku-hvaiui.] 

11  i-Tuilija,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  called  or  invoked. 
Hvayin,  i,  inl,  i,  calling,  invoking,  challenging. 

llfui/a,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  called  ;  to  be  invoked. 



ADDITIONS    AND    CORRECTIONS. 

A-katham. 
Apa-bhashana. 

A-katham,  ind.  (fr.  3.  a  +  I .  katlia),  even  without 
telling,  without  further  words,  without  any  dispute. 

A-kula;  add — (am),  n.  epithet  of  Siva  (with 
Tsmrikas;  cf.  kula,  p.  1183). 
Akull,  (.,  Ved.  a  cat. 

A-kukaka,  as,  a,  am,  not  deceiving,  free  from 
deceit,  guileless. 
A-knopana,  as,  i,  am,  not  moistening,  drying. 

See  knopana,  p.  1183. 

Akra  ;  add — as,  m.  (according  to  B.  R.,  probably) 
a  standard,  banner;  a  wall,  fence  (=prdkdra  ac- 

cording to  Durga  on  Nirukta  VI.  1 J). 

2.aksha;  add — the  collar-bone  (Ved.);  a  mesh 
(of  a  net). 
Akshaka;  add — (probably)  the  collar-bone. 

AksTia-dhara ;  for  'see  sakhota'  read — see  s'u- H-hota. 
Akshan,  an  organ  of  sense. 

Agastya;  correct  thus  —  as,  m.  =  agasti;  and 
add — in  Raghu-v.  XIII.  36.  Agastya  is  said  to  be 

'  the  cleanser  of  water,'  as  on  the  rising  of  Canopus turbid  waters  become  clear. 

Agrdrtguli;  add — the  tip  of  the  toe. 
A-ghdsaka,  as,  a,  am,  without  food  or  provisions. 

A-ghosJia  ;  under  as,  m.  add — '  non-sonance,'  ab- 
sence of  all  sound  or  soft  murmur,  hard  articulation  or 

effort  as  applied  to  the  hard  consonants  and  Visarga. 

A-ghnat ;  for  '  antl '  read  ati. 
Anka-bhdj  ;  add — close  to  one's  side;  in  one's 

possession,  anything  which  is  close  or  easy  of  attain- 
ment, close  at  hand. 

Anga  ;  add — anything  inferior  or  secondary,  any- 
thing immaterial  or  unessential ;  (in  grammar)  also 

in  Panini's  system  a  term  for  the  base  in  the  strong 
cases  only,  (see  pada,  2.  bha.) 

Anga-ta,  f.  or  anga-tva,  am,  n.  a  state  of  sub- 
ordination or  dependence,  the  being  of  secondary 

importance,  the  being  immaterial  or  unessential. 
Angi-kri;  add — to  take  or  espouse  the  side  of. 
A£;  for  'carved'  read  curved. 
A6,  3.  technical  term  for  all  the  vowels. 

Addhodya  (°dha-ud°),  ind.  having  spoken  to, 
(Pan.  I.  4,  69.) 

I.  a/a;  for '  (as),  m.  pi.'  read  (as),  m.  pi. 
Aj-anta,  as,  a,  am,  ending  in  a  vowel. 
Aj-madhya-stha,  as,  a,  am,  being  or  occupying 

a  place  between  two  vowels. 

Anjand ;  add — a  kind  of  lizard. 
Anji;  add — an  ornament. 
Anda-dala,  am,  n.  an  egg-shell. 
Ati-kriinti,  is,  (.  transgression,  (Kirat.  XIV.  23.) 
Ati-vdhita;  read  ati-vdptka. 
Ati-npina  ;  add — very  impenetrable. 
Atharva-rid;  for  '  Brahmanas  '  read  Brahmans. 
A-Jakshina  ;  add — inexperienced,  simple-minded. 
Z-a-diti;  add — Aditi  was  daughter  of  Daksha 

»nd  wife  of  KaSyapa. 

A-ilnistja^a-drUya,  invisible,  &c. 
Adhah-liriya,  f.  =  apa-mana,  disgrace,  humilia- 

tion. 

\Adhara-kantha;   add — the   lower  part  of  the 
tntt>at. 

Mharaya,  Nom.  P.  adharayati,  &c.,  to  make 
infertor,  put  under  ;  to  eclipse,  excel. 

Ad)iLnat/ia  ;  add— a  supreme  lord,  chieftain. 
Adhbfuli;  add — to  attack,  accuse. 
%•  adnfovata ;  add — fumigation  of  a  person  or 

image  witrrincense,  &c. ;  fragrance,  perfume ;  smell, 
odour  (in  general). 

a,  am,  n.  the  highest  knowledge. 

Adhi-s"rl,  u,  fs,  i,  having  great  prosperity,  highly 
prosperous  or  fortunate. 

Adhi-shtheya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  superintended  or 

governed. 
Adhi-sendpati,    is,  m.   'over-general,'  a   com- mander-in-chief. 

Adhi-hasti,  ind.  on  an  elephant. 

Adhitin;   add — occupied  with  the  study  of  the 
Veda,  studying  the  Vedas. 

Adklna;  add — resting  on,  situated  in  or  on,  be- 
longing to. 

Adho-nilaya,  as,  m.  'lower  abode,'  the  lower 

regions. 
Adhy-arhamya,  as,   5,  am,  to  be  honoured 

highly,  very  honourable. 
Adlty-avasiti,  is,  (.  exertion,  effort,  &c.  (  =  adhy- ai'asana). 

Adhy-d-vdhanika;  the  proper  explanation  of  this 
word  is  given  under  strl-dhana. 

Adhy-Zdha,  as,  m. ;  add — the  son  of  a  woman 
pregnant  before  marriage  [cf.  I.  sahodhd]. 

Adhyudka-ja,  as,  m.  =adhy-udha  above. 
AdJtvaryu;  add — (us),  [.  the  wife  of  an  Adhvaryu 

priest,  (PSn.  IV.  I,  66.) 

Anala-da,  as,  a,  am  (see  3.  da),  destroying  or 
quenching  fire,  (said  of  water,  Kirat.  V.  35.) 

An-avakds'a  ;  add — having  no  other  opportunity 
for  application,  inapplicable,  (Pan.  I.  4, 1.) 
Anavakdtlatvdt,  abl.  c.  from  the  inapplicability 

(of  a  rule),  if  the  (present)  rule  does  not  take  effect. 
Anita ;  read — an-ita,  not  gone  to,  not  obtained. 

Anilavdjm,  I,  m.  'white-horsed,' epithet  of  Arjuna. 
Anu-kulana,  am,  n.  kindness  towards  (with  gen.). 
Anu-kranta, ;   add — mentioned  or  written  down 

in  the  AnukramanT. 

Anu-gandilcd,  f.  a  line  of  hills  or  a  little  hill. 

Anu-gdyas,  as,  as,  as,  to  be  hymned,  (Say.  anu- 
gdtavya.) 
Anu-gitd,  f.  an  after-song ;  N.  of  part  of  the  four- 

teenth book  of  the  Maha-bharata  (chaps.  16-92). 

Ann-gunaya,  Nom.  P.  -gunayati,  &c.,  to  favour. 
Anu-godam,  ind.  near  the  Godavarl. 
Anugrahi-krita,  as,  a,  am,  made  into  a  favour 

or  benefit. 

Anu-jildtri,  td,  trl,  tri,  one  who  assents,  giving 
leave  or  permission. 

Anu-tarshula,  as,  a,  am,  causing  thirst ;  causing 
a  desire  or  longing  for. 

Anu-tishthdsu,  us,  us,  u,  intending  to  do  or  effect 
anything. 

Anu-dars'a,  as,  m.  remonstrance,  expostulation. 
Anu-deham;  add — behind  the  body,  from  behind. 
An-upakshita  ;  add — unexhausted. 

An-itpades'a,  as,  m.  absence  of  reference  to  (any- thing else). 

a.  ami-pa  ;  add — to  cherish ;  to  watch,  bide  one's time,  wait  for,  expect. 

Anu-pra-y itj ;  add — to  employ  afterwards. 
Anu-pravadana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  learning  the Veda. 

Anu-pravadaniya,  as,  a,  am,  relating  to  or  re- 
quisite for  the  learning  of  the  Veda. 

Amt-prai'ana,  as,  a,  am,   corresponding  with, 
adequate  to  (at  the  end  of  a  comp.). 

Anu-pras'amana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  tranquillizing 
or  pacifying,  calming,  assuaging,  silencing. 
Anu-badhnat,  an,  ati,  at,  following,  seeking. 
Anu-l>andha;  add — an  adherent. 

Amu-bandhin,  i,  irii,  i;  add— extending,  spread- 
ing ;  continuous,  lasting,  permanent. 

Anu-Wiaga,  as,  m.  a  subordinate  division,  minor 

part,  subdivision. Anu-bhdshitri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  speaking  to,  saying. 
2.  anit-mdna,  as,  m.  (fr.  anu-man),  permission, 

consent. 
Anu-manana,  am,  n.  (fr.  the  Caus.  of  anu- 

man),  the  act  of  persuading,  persuasion. 

Anu-mrigya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  sought  after,  de- 
sirable, anything  desirable.  Under  anummgya-das'u, 

p.  37,  col.  3,  erase  (rt.  mrig  and  da).  ' Anu-mrit,  t,  t,  t,  dying  after. 

Anu-yunjaka,  as,  m.  one  fond  of  censuring  others, 
fault-finder,  a  jealous  or  envious  person. 
Anu-ranjayut,  an,  antl,  at,  dyeing,  colouring ; 

tinging  with  a  dark  colour. 
Anu~raga;  add — colour;  red  colour,  redness. 
Anuraga-vat ;  add — red-coloured,  red. 

Anu-lakshya,  ind.  conforming  to,  conformably  to. 
Anu-vaniia ;  add — collateral  race  or  branch  of  a 

family ;  (as,  a,  am),  having  equal  birth,  of  the 
same  rank. 

Anu-vad;  add— Pass.  anOdyate,to  be  expressed correspondingly. 

Anu-vartman;  add — (a),  n.  a  path  trodden  by 
others. 

Anu-vakya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  recited. 
Anu-vddita,  as,  a,  am,  translated. 
Anu-vasaram,  ind.  day  by  day,  every  day,  daily. 
Anu-vimba,  am,  n.  a  corresponding  image  or 

picture,  counterpart. 

Anu-shatya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  3.  anu  +  satya),  Ved. 
following  the  truth,  an  observer  of  truth. 

Anu-samydna,  am,  n.  visiting  in  succession,  going 
from  one  place  to  another. 

Anu-samvatsarat,  abl.  c.  after  the  lapse  of  a  year. 
Anu-sarga,  as,  m.  an  after-creation,  secondary 

creation. 

Anu-sartavya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  followed  or  pur- sued. 

Anw-sdnii,  ind.  along  a  table-land  or  summit,  from 
ridge  to  ridge. 
Anu-seva,  f.  waiting  on,  attendance,  service. 
An-udara  (for  an-udara),  without  a  belly. 
Anrita-deva  ;  add — having  false  gods. 

Antar-anga  ;  add — (am),  n.  an  inner  part  (of  the 

body) ;  the  heart. 
Antar-giri,  among  hills  or  mountains. 
Antargirya,  as,  m.  pi.  dwellers  among  hills. 
Antar-hatya,  ind.  having  struck  in  the  middle. 
Antar-han,  cl.  2.  P.  -hanti.  Sec.,  to  strike  in  the middle. 

Ante-sad  or  ante-sJiada,  as,  m.  a  pupil. 
Anmya,  Nom.  P.  anniyati,  Sec.,  Ved.  to  desire 

food. 

Anniyat,  an,  antl,  at,  desiring  food. 
Anyathaya,  Nom.  P.  (fr.  anyalha),  anyatha- 

yati,  &c.,  to  change,  alter. 
Anya-drikeha ;  for  '  amja-drii,  anya-drUa ' 

read  antjd-d'. Anvak  ;  add — behind,  from  behind. 

Apa-jya,  as, «,  am,  loosened  from  the  bow-string. 
Apa-jvara,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  fever. 
Apa-tushara,  as,  a,  am,  free  from  frost  or  mist. 
Apatushdra-td,  f.  absence  of  mist,  departure  of 

frost. 

Apa-nidra;  add — wide  awake,  expanded,  bloom- 
ing (said  of  a  flower,  see  nidrii). 

Apa-nidhi,  is,  is,  i,  treasureless,  poor. 

Apa-bhdshana,  as,  m.  one  who  speaks  a  bar- 
barous language  (other  than  Sanskrit). 

13  X 



1182 Apa-marga. Ud-yamita. 

Apa-marga,  as,  m.  (fr.  apa-mrij),  wiping  off, 
cleaning,  removing. 

Apa-rakta;  add — disaffected. 
Apa-ranj,  Pass,  -rajyate,  to  become  disaffected. 
Apara-vaklrd,  f.,  p.  5 1 ,  read  apara-vaktra,  am,  n. 
Apa-rush,  t,  t,  t,  free  from  anger. 
Aparokshaya;  add — to  have  ocular  proof  of. 
Apartu;  add — {us),  m.  improper  season,  unusual 

time. 

Apa-iula,  as,  a,  am,  spearless,  having  no  spear. 
,  Apa-fruti,  is,  is,  i,  from  which  the  ear  is  turned 
away,  unpleasant  to  hear. 

Apa-sphur ;  for  '  ta,  us,  its'  read  ur,  ur,  ur. 
Apa-smaya,  as,  a,  am,  free  from  pride  or  haughti- ness. 

Apa-harta,  as,  m.  = apa-hartri,  one  who  takes 
away,  a  destroyer. 

Apa-hasta;  add — as,  m.  the  back  of  the  hand 
( =  hasta-prishlha). 
Apa-Jiaetaya  ;  add — to  drive  away  (with  the  back 

of  the  hand). 

Apd-kriti;  add— evil  conduct. 

Apantara-tamas  (apa-an°),  as,  m.,  N.  of  an 
ancient  sage  (identified  with  Krishna-dvaipSyana). 

1 .  a-pdra  ;  correct  thus — not  the  opposite  bank, 
this  side  of  a  river,  the  near  bank. 

Apa-rrittaka,  as,  a,  am,  running  away,  fugitive. 
Api-dhina;  add — a  bolt,  bar,  lock. 
Api-eat.     See  rt.  2.  vat;  [cf.  sv-api-vata.] 
Apobd/ia,  as,  a,  am,  bound. 
Apvmbhana,  am,  n.  binding,  a  bond,  fetter. 
A-prdiirupya,  am,  n.  dissimilarity. 
2.  abja,  Nom.  P.  abjati,  &c.,  to  become  a  lotus 

flower. 

Abhi-kshattri ;  add — one  who  carves  food,  a  host. 

Abhi-gridhna,  at,  a,  am,  eagerly  desiring,  greedy for. 

Abhi-derana,  am,  n.  a  gambling-table,  dice-table. 
Abhi-pala,  as,  m.  a  protector,  watcher. 
Abki-pdlana,  am,  n.  protection,  watching. 
Abhi-pradltarshana.am,  n.  assault,  ill-treatment. 
Abhi-praveda,  as,  m.  entering,  entrance. 
Abhi-marutam,  ind.  against  the  wind. 
Abhi-mukha  ;  add — face  to  face,  opposed  to. 

Abhi-mukhaya,  Nom.  P.  -miikhayati,  Sic.,  to 
face,  encounter. 

AbJii-yajna-gdthd,  p.  66,  to  be  erased. 
Abhi-rdma ;  add— ̂ as),  m.  pleasure,  pleasure  in. 
Abhi-satijnita,  as,  d,  am,  called,  named. 
Abhi-sara;  add — an  assailant. 

Abhy-dkarsha  ;  add — putting  on  clothes,  dressing. 
Abhy-utthraya,  as,  m.  height. 
AbhyuMhraya-vat,  an,  all,  at,  high,  lofty. 
Amata-pardrtha-ta,  f.  the  having  an  unaccept- 

able second  meaning. 

A-mdnusha;  add — (as,  a,  am),  destitute  of  men. 
A-minat;  add — not  failing. 
Arnu-drihslta;  for  '  a'  read  t. 
Ambarisliaka,  as,  m.  =  ambarisha,  a  frying-pan. 

Ambu-ja;  insert — («/»),  n.  before  'a  lotus,'  &c. 
Ambu-mud,  k,  m. '  water-discharger,'  a  cloud. 
A-yudhtin  to  be  erased. 

A-yuva;  add — undivided,  strong;  free  from  de- 
struction, (Say.  =  marana-rahita.) 

A-yitraiin'irin,  i,  inl,  i.Ved.  (according  to  B. R.) 
not  dying  in  youth  ;  [cf.  yuva-mdrin.] 
Argheya,  as,  d,  ant,  =  aryhya,  having  a  fixed 

price,  valuable. 

Arnasa,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  watery,  full  of  water,  (Say. 
=  udaka-r-at) ;  floating,  billowy  (according  to  B.  R.). Artu  =  ritu,  a  season. 

Arthiintara-nydsa;  add — transition  to  another 
matter  or  subject,  the  turning  aside  from  a  narrative 
to  introduce  a  moral  reflection,  &c. 

Arlha.fu.Ui;  add — a  disjunctive  hypothetical  syl- 
logism. 

Ardha-nari,  Sin  and  Pirvatl  conjoined. 
Armaka,  doubtful  and  probably  to  be  erased,  B.  R. 
Arvan;  read  arvat  or  urvan. 

Anaktana,  as,  d  or  i,  am,  being  on  this  side, 
not  reaching  to  the  other  side. 

Arhat;   after  'a  Buddha'  add  —  who   is   still  a candidate  for  Nirvana. 

Alambusha;  for  'vomiting'  read  a  kind  of  plant 

Aliibu  ;  add  —  (a),  n.  the  fruit  of  the  AlSbu. 
Ava-kilaka,  as,  m.  a  peg,  nail. 

Ava-tvlaka  ;  for  'as,  m.'  read  am,  n. 
Ava-jiti,  is,  f.  conquering,  conquest. 
Ava~dola,  as,  m.  shaking,  swinging. 

Ava-dyat,  an,  ail,  at,  breaking  off. 
Avana;  add  —  (as,  I,  am),  protecting,  sheltering, 

a  protector. 
Ara-pha  to  be  erased,  B.  R. 
Ava-mofana  ;  add  —  a  place  of  abode. 
Avara-iild  to  be  erased,  B.  R. 

Ava-ropana;  add  —  the  act  of  planting  (trees). 

A-varsha;  for  'as,  m.'  read  am,  n. 
Ava-lekha,  (.  drawing,  painting. 

Ava-lopa,  as,  m.  breaking  off,  destruction. 
Ava-sarpin  ;  add  —  descending  gradually  ;  the 

Jaina  Ava-sarpin!  is  a  '  descending  cycle  '  divided 
into  six  stages,  (viz.  good-good,  good,  good-bad, 
bad-good,  bad,  bad-bad.) 

Ava-siiyaka,  a»,  ika,  am,  destructive,  fatal,  deadly. 
Ava-setona  ;  add  —  bathing;  strewing,  scattering. 

Ara-seya;  add  —  to  be  accomplished  ;  to  be  ascer- tained. 

Ava-skanda;  erase  —  'a  camp.' 
Ava-harika,  am,  n.  spoil,  booty,  plunder. 

A-vyavastha,  as,  a,  am,  irregular,  without  rule. 
A-vyakrita;  add  —  undeveloped,  unexpanded. 

A-vyutpanna;  add  —  underived. 
A-s"ankya,  as,  d,  am,  not  to  be  feared  or  doubted. 
Aianin,  i,  inl,  i,  having  a  thunderbolt. 
A-^lona;  read  a-s"lona  [cf;  dlona,  srona], 
Afea-shangava  ;  correct  thus  —  atea-shadgava. 
As"i;a-sukti  ;  read  —  as~va-suktin,  i,  m. 
2.  ashti;  for  '  rt.  I.  as  '  read  rt.  i.  ai. 
3.  ashti,  is,  F.  (fr.  rt.  2.  as),  seed  (  =  ashthi). 
A-sakta;  add  —  uninterrupted;  (am),  ind.   un- interruptedly. 

A-saitivas;  for  '  a«  '  read  at. 
A-sdra;  under  (am),  n.  add—  chaff. 
Asl-riddhita,  as,  a,  am,  increased  or  extended 

by  the  sword  (  —  khadga-balena  rtddhimprapita). 
Asthi-dania-maya,  as,  i,  am,  made  of  bone  or 

of  ivory,  (Manu  V.  121.) 
A-srdma;  add  —  not  withered  (Ved.). 

Alian-karana,  am,  n.  —  ahan-lcara. 

Ahan;  for  '  and  alias  '  read  —  ahar,  which  is  the 
proper  form  of  the  Nominative. 
Ahar-dala,  mid-day. 
Ahas-lriydma,  am,  n.  day  and  night. 
A-Tcekara,  as,  I,  am,  slightly  looking  askance. 
Angarika,  as,  m.  one  having  to  do  with  charcoal, 

a  charcoal-burner. 

A-far;  add  —  to  examine  (a  witness). 

Afijana;  add  —  (as,  I,  am),  having  the  colour  of ointment. 

Adambara;  add  —  noise,  din;  bombastical  lan- 
guage ;  tumult,  confusion. 

Atma-santdna,  as,  m.  'own  offspring,'  a  son. 
2.  dda  or  adaka,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  rt.  ad),  eating 

(at  the  end  of  comps.). 

i  .  iiJiiya  to  be  erased. 
Addra-bimbl  to  be  erased. 

A-d<paka,  as,  m.  one  who  sets  fire  to  anything, an  incendiary. 

Adhidairilta  ;  add  —  proceeding  from  the  influence 
of  the  atmosphere  or  planets,  proceeding  from  divine 
or  supernatural  agencies. 

Adhlna-adhlna,  depending  on  (with  loc.). 
Adltydtmika;  add  —  proceeding  from  bodily  or 

mental  causes  within  one's  self. 
Aparaptikshiya  (fr.  apara-paJtsJia),  belonging 

or  relating  to  the  second  half  of  a  month. 

Aptor-ydma,  as,  m.  =  aptor-yima,  q.  v. 
Apran  to  be  erased. 
Apsarasa,  as,  i,  am,  coming  from  an  Apsaras. 
A-phalaka,  a  fence  made,  of  planks,  palisade. 

Abdam  (d-ab°),  ind.  for  a  whole  year. 

A-lharita,  as,  a,  am,  ornamented,  adorne 
Amisha;  add — prey. 
Amisltu-td,  f.  the  being  a  prey. 

A-mfU;  add — Pass,  mrityate,  to  be  devoured  or 
eaten  ( =  bhaksliyatc,  Raghu-v.  V.  9). 

A-rata;  add — (am),  n.  a  kind  of  coitus. 
A-re6in,  »,  ini,  {,  emptying. 

A-rodha,  as,  m.  a  siege,  blockade. 
Arjavin,  i,  inl,  i  (fr.  arjava),  having  honesty, 

upright,  honest,  straightforward. 

Arjika  ;  '  milk '  to  be  erased. 
A-rarjana,  am,  n.  victory,  conquest  (=jaya). 

A-rigna;  add — as,  a,  am  (fr.  ii-rij),  terrified. 
Aeir-mandala,  as,  d,  am,  manifesting  the  form of  a  circle. 

A-vedha,  as,  m.  (fr.  a-ryadh),  shaking  about. 

Aiir;  for  '  it '  read  ir. 
Aiishtha,  as,  a,  am  (super),  of  ds"u),  quickest. 
Afiyas,  an,  asl,  as  (compar.  of  din),  quicker. 
Ashlamika,  as,  i,  am,  taught  in  the  eighth  book 

(of  Panini). 
A-samsriteh,  ind.  till  the  end  of  the  world,  as  long 

as  the  course  of  this  world  lasts. 

.l.~idhdra,  am,  n.  (fr.  ani-dharii),  scil.  rratam,  a 
vow  as  difficult  as  standing  on  the  edge  of  a  sword. 

Asura;  under  (i),  f.  add — an  epithet  of  biaidhi in  the  SSrrkhya  philosophy. 

Ahankdrika,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  ahan-Jidra),  belong- 

ing or  relating  to  Ahan-kara. 
Ikaku-s'akata  ;  for  '  kind '  read  field. 
Ida;  add — N.  of  a  particular  artery  on  the  left side  of  the  body. 

Indl-vara;  add  —  (o«),  m.  a  bee   [cf.  indin- 

dira]. 

Indra-gopa;  to  (as),  m.  add — a  fire-fly. 
Indra-putrd;  correct  thus — 'having  Indra  for  a 

son,'  i.  e.  the  mother  of  Indra. 
Indra-maha  ;  add — (according  to  a  commentator) 

a  feast  in  honour  of  Indra  [cf.  maha], 

Ibhya-tilrafa;  read  ibhya-tdvila. 
Irvaruka  to  be  erased,  B.  R.  [cf.  mrigendruka]. 

Iksha,  as,  d,  am,  looking  [cf.  tiryag-lksha~\ ;  an ipening,  hole,  mesh,  (in  kshudrcksha,  having  small 

meshes.) 

lal-Jiana,  am,  n.  shaking  about,  swinging. 

lyivas  ;  for '  as '  read  at. Ira,  as,  m.  the  wind.  —  Ira-ja  or  ira-putra,  as, 

m.  'son  of  the  wind,'  Hanu-mat. 
Irana  ;  add — (am),  n.  the  act  of  publishing,  pro- 

claiming. 

U£-<!hotha  (ud-s"1),  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  sYi  with  ud), 
welling,  intumescence. 
I't-fhrasita;  add — unfastened,  untied. 
U/f-dhi-asita  ;  add — raised,  lifted  up. 

/  "//'A  ;  add — to  let  out,  discharge  (water),  emit. 
Ui'idha  ;  add — also  as,  m. 

I'n-ridi,  a  class  of  Krit  affixes  beginning  with  un. 
I'lkufa;  add — hairless;  full-blown. 
rtkntakasana ;  add — sitting  with  the  legs  bent underneath. 

rttdna-pani-ihaya,  as,  a,  am,  having  the  two 
lands  with  the  concave  of  the  palms  turned  upwards. 

I'ltltTn/l-tKa,  am,  n.  effort,  energy,  activity. 

l~t-thdyin;  add — exerting  one's  self,  active. 

n  the  reverse  order  to  ava-sarpini,  q.  v.,  col.  2). 

I't-srotas,  as,  as,  as,  having  the  flow  of  life  or 
current  of  nutriment  upwards  (opposed  to  arftt- rotas,  q.  v.). 

I'diiinya  (,Va-i7rfr),  as,  am,  m.  n.  a  lake,  tank. 
l'il-gdra;  add — swelling,  heaving  [cf.  sdgand- 

idra]. 

1'il-in/inl-a;  add — (as),  m.  a  kind  of  bird. 
7  'd-ilharma,  as,  m.  an  erroneous  doctrine,  neresy. 

Ud-b/tarana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  raising  up,  eleva- 
ion. 

Udya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  vad),  to  be  spoken, 
udya,  '  a  liver,'  is  incorrect  for  uddliya.) 

I  'd-yamita,  as,  a,  am,  excited,  instigated. 
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TJd-tij ;  for  ' -vejitum'  read  -vijitum. 
Un-nahana,  as,  a,  am,  unfettered,  unrestrained. 
Un-ndmita,  as,  a,  am,  raised  up. 

I'n-naha;  add — excess;  unbridled  conduct. 

I  'n-majjana  ;  add- — (am),  n.  the  act  of  emerging. 
Un-mani,  is,  m.  a  jewel  found  on  the  surface  of 

the  ground  ( =  bahih-prakata). 
TTpa-krdnta,  as,  a,  am,  previously  mentioned. 
Vpa-gdna,  am,  n.  an  accompanying  song. 
Upa-geya;  add — (am),  n.  a  song. 
Upa-ddrika,  as,  a,  am,  serviceable,  useful. 

I'pa-tirna,  as,  a,  am,  attended;  deceived  (  = randila), 

Upa-i!<!Tianda,  as,  m.  an  implement,  instrument. 
Upa-janam,  ind.  near  the  people. 
Upa-tirtha,  am,  n.  steps  leading  down  to  a  river. 
Upa-duh,  -dhuk,  m.  a  milk-pail. 
Upa-detfa  ;  add — a  name,  title. 
Upa-duha;  correct  thus — a  milk-pail. 
Upa-dohana,  a  milk-pail. 
Upa-dhi  ;  add — support. 

Upa-pada;  for  'as,  m.'  read  am,  n. ;  and  after 
'  in  a  compound  '  add — but  not  in  a  Bahu-vrlhi. 
rpa-band/ia  ;  add — a  bond,  rope,  cord. 
Upa-mnjjana,  am,  n.  ablution,  bathing,  a  bath. 
Upa-mantrin;  add — (i),  m.  a  subordinate  coun- 

sellor. 

Upa-mdt,  Ved.  =  upa-mit. 
Upa-mitra,  am,  n.  a  secondary  or  inferior  friend. 
Upa-mel;halam,  ind.  about  or  on  the  slopes  or 

sides  (of  a  mountain). 

Upa-yat,  an,  all,  at  (fr.  upe),  flowing  into,  going 
near,  approaching,  tributary  (as  a  river). 

Upa-yoga;  add — engagement,  compact,  agree- 
ment. 

Upa-vrajam,  ind.  near  a  cattle  pen. 

Upa-s'alya  ;  add — neighbouring  district,  environs. 
Upa-sangraha  ;  add — a  pillow,  cushion,  mattress. 
Upa-sikta,  as,  a,  am,  sprinkled  with. 
Upa-stma,  ind.  near  the  boundary  (of  a  field). 

I'pa-teka,  as,  m.  sprinkling  upon,  infusion. 
Upa-harya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  presented  or  offered  ; 

(am),  n.  an  offering,  oblation. 

Upa-hita;  add — good  in  a  secondary  degree, 
somewhat  good  ;  (am),  n.  a  secondary  good. 

Upd-6'irna,  as,  a,  am,  deceived. 
Upd-nayana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  leading  or  conduct- 

ing home. 

T'pd-rata  ;  add — ceasing,  turning  back,  returning. 

Upd-sad  (upa-d°),  cl.  I.  P.  -sidati,  Sec.,  to  ap- 
proach, walk  along. 

Urasi-kri  or  urasi  kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to 
appropriate,  make  one's  own. 

I'n'ina,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  making  broad,  (Say.  = uru-kurrdna.) 

Urva^l ;  add — according  to  some,  more  properly 
derived  fr.  urti  +  rt.  I.  orf,  to  pervade,  and  meaning 

originally  '  widely-spreading.' 
1  'I Tiki,  f.  an  owl. 

J'lliisa  ;  add — increase,  growth. 
I'xij;  add — charming,  beautiful,  handsome. 
RijUha;  add — viscid,  unctuous. 

fliji'ad ;  for  *  ait '  read  an. 
Rita-jtiT  ;  for  '«?•'  read  ui: 
RidtUiila,  as,  d,  am,  made  to  prosper,  prospered. 

Eka-tdla,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  single  palm  tree. 
£i]l ,  f.  a  female  sheep,  ewe. 

Eiianhi  (ena-an0),  as,  m.  'deer-marked,'  the 
moon.  —  Eiuinlsa-mam,  is,  m.  the  moon-gem  [cf. 

,  <Sanana-kdnta\. 

^Aikayunya,  am,  n.  (fr.  eka-guna),  the  value  of  a 
unit,  simple  unity  (opposed  to  ih-aijunya). 

tidamparya,  am,  n.  (fr.  idam+para),  'the 

state\pf  being  devoted  to  this  alone,'  main  or  only objectuihief  end. 

a,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  indra-mla),  made  of 
sapphireX 

Aifya,  tan,  n.  (fr.  i<a\  supremacy,  power. 
Otsurijai\ld-uf),  iud.  until  the  sun  rises. 

Oshtlia-jatin;  for  'car'  read  lips. 
Aurmileya,  m,  m.  a  metronymic  from  tTrmila. 

Annara,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  wvara),  belonging  to 
the  earth,  coming  from  the  ground. 

Kat-phala.     See  under  katu,  p.  196,  col.  I. 
Kanta.  See  under  kantaka;  (these  words  are 

thought  by  some  to  be  for  original  karnta,  karn- 
taka,  fr.  rt.  2.  I- fit,  to  cut.) 
Kamandahi;  in  Ved.  a  form  kamandalu,  us,  f. 

is  allowed,  (PSn.  IV.  I,  71.) 

Kamala-ndblta,  as,  m. '  lotus-naveled,'  epithet  of Vishnu. 

Karna-srotas,  as,n.'  ear-flow/  the  wax  of  the  ear. 
Kalahat,  an,antl,  at  (fr.  a  Nom.  lialaha),  quar- 

reling. 

Kavayitri  =  Icavi,  (Kum5ra-s.  II.  1 7,  Malli-nStha.) 
Kastlra;  said  to  be  connected  with  rt.  I.  has  for 

kd.3,  to  shine. 

Kdnabhuja,  as,  I,  am,  composed  by  Kana-bhuj, 
i.  e.  Kanada. 

Kddrava,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  kadru),  dark-yellow,  of 
a  reddish-brown  colour. 

KdniAthya,  am,  n.  (fr.  kanixhtha),  the  place 
or  position  of  the  youngest  (opposed  to  jyaishthya),' 
juniority. 

Kdma-tdta,  as,  m.  epithet  of  S'iva  [cf.  Itdma- 
pdla]. 
Kamakhya;  add — a  district  in  Assam  sacred  to Durga. 

Kaya-danda,  as,  m.  command  over  the  body, 
control  of  the  actions. 

Kara;  for  '(as)'  read  (us). 
Kdla-piiga;  transfer  under  i.  kdla,  and  correct 

thus — a  quantity  or  length  of  time,  a  long  time. 
Kdtlitha-loshta-maya,  as,  I,  am,  made  of  wood and  clay. 

Kindanya,  am,  n.  (fr.  kinfana,  'something'), possession,  property. 

Kin-ta,  {.  'the  state  of  whom?"  any  despicable 
state  or  condition,  contemptibleness;  kinfayd,  with 
meanness,  contemptibly. 

Kin-deva,  as,  m.  a  demi-god  [cf.  Tcin-nara"]. 
Kim-pralihu,  us,  m.  a  bad  master. 
Kim-l)hritya,  as,  m.  a  bad  servant. 
Kim-mantrin,  i,  m.  a  bad  minister. 

Kirlta;  add — (as),  m.  a  merchant,  trader. 

/',"»/.•  hi-ja,  as,  m.  a  son,  (Raghu-v.  XV.  15.) 
Ku-tantri,  is  or  i,  f.  a  tail. 

Kula,  am,  n. ;  add — (with  Saktas),  epithet  of 
Sakti  and  of  the  rites  observed  in  her  worship  [cf. 

kaula"]. Jiula-dharma ;  add  —  the  observances  of  the 
Kaulas. 

Kula-mdr/ja  ;  add — the  doctrine  of  the  Kaulas. 
Kuln-vartman,  a,  n.  the  doctrine  of  the  Kaulas. 

Knv'td,  ind.  where ?  where  at  all ?  (Say.)  often, frequently. 

Kurfala,  as,  d,  am,  having  a  beard,  bearded. 

Kritdrthayat,  an,  anfi,  at,  making  "successful. 
Krimi-ja,  am,  n. ;  add — silk. 
Keli-kila  ;  add — (as,  d,  am),  wanton,  arrogant. 

Kaimittika-nyaya,  aft,  m.  the  rule  of '  how  much 
more'  or  aforti»,-i. 

Koti,  is,  {.  a  point  or  side  in  an  argument. 

Kaulya  ;  add — (am),  n.  noble  origin,  good  family. 
I.  liauiika;  add — (am),  n.  a  silk  garment. 
Knopana,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  Caus.  of  rt.  knuy),  wet- 

ting, moistening, 

Krakafa  ;  under '  as,  m.'  add — a  particular  musical 
instrument;  N.  of  a  hell. 

Kfand,  ind.  (according  to  B.  R.  inst.  of  Iirdiia, 

'  desire,  eagerness,'  and  probably  from  a  form  lira 
=  rt.  l.kri),  Ved.  willingly,  gladly. 

Ks/tira-hharjura,  kthirikd  ;  for  '  Datura '  read Date. 

K'hitrn-samhitd,  f.  any  work  on  geometry. 
Kx/i(p(iya,  Nom.  A.  kstiepiiyate,  &c.,  to  revile. 

K*hi'/>i'fyamaii<i,  as,  d,  am,  abusing,  reviling. 
Kf/iwlana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  playing,  sport,  jest. 
K"hveli,  is,  f.  sport,  jest. 

Khanda-kdvya,  am,  n. ;  add — a  partial  or  minor 
poem  (i.  e.  one  not  on  any  heroic  or  sacred  subject, 
and  having  only  one  topic).  | 

Jfftarju  ;  for '  datura '  read  date. 
Klialalihaldya,  Nom.  A.  khalakhaldyate,  to  act 

knavishly. 

K/taldya,  Nom.  A.  khalayate,  to  act  roguishly. 
Khoraka,  as,  m.  a  disease  of  the  foot. 

Gajin,  I,  ini,  i,  riding  on  an  elephant. 
Gait,  f.  —  gati,  going,  (in  Rsmayana  VII.  31,41. 

explained  by  the  commentator  as  a  Vedic  lengthen- 
ing of  the  final.) 

Gatvara;  for  '  d '  read  I. Gadi,  is,  (.  speaking,  speech. 

Gamaka;  add — making  clear  or  intelligible. 

Garuda ;  Aruna  is  the  elder  (not  '  younger ') 
brother,  and  Garudagraja  should  be  translated  '  elder 

brother  of  Garuda.' 
Gavd$"ira;  the  base  should  rather  be  gardiir, 

Nom.  case  masc.  fem.  fjavd&r. 

Gala;  add — (as,  i,  am),  produced  in  or  from 
the  throat,  guttural. 

Guna-yoga,  as,  m.  the  application  of  the  secondary 
sense  of  a  word. 

Guita-fritti ;  for  '  essential '  read  unessential : 
add — the  secondary  force  of  a  word. 
Gunuya,  Nom.  A.  yunayate,  &c.,  to  appear  like 

virtues,  become  merits  or  good  qualities. 

Gunin  ;  add — having  a  string  or  cord. 
3.  gup;  add— ̂ J.  I.  P.  gopdyati. 
Guru-mat;  add — (all),  f.  a  pregnant  woman. 
Gurv-artha,  as,  m. :  add— one  who  seeks  to  pro- 

vide a  maintenance  for  his  Guru. 

Grishfi  ;  under  '  is,  m.'  add — a  proper  N. 
Go-daryd,  i.  seeking  pasturage  or  food  like  a  cow. 
Go-farm;  add — one  who  seeks  his  nourishment 

like  a  cow,  seeking  food  with  the  mouth,  (see 
mriga-ddrin.) 

Gopdya,  Nom.  A.  gopdyate,  to  act  like  a  herds- 
man. 

Go-yajna;  add — a  sacrifice  in  honour  of  a  cow. 
Gaunya;  add — the  being  a  merit,  excellence; 

(as),  m.  merit,  excellence. 
i.gras;  add — to  neglect,  (according  to  Kulluka 

on  Manu  VIII.  43.  grasct^upekshcta.) 

Grdmatikd,  I.  (fr.  grama),  a  wretched  village. 

Ghatotkaia  means  '  bald  as  a  jar.1 
Ghanta ;  probably  for  hantra  as  danda  for dantra. 

Cukra-tunrla,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  fish  (  =  nala- mtna). 

C'ukJivas,  an,  m.  an  abbreviated  perf.  part.,  (accord- 
ing to  Say.  on  Rig-veda  II.  14,  4.  either  fr.  rt.  faksh 

or  rt.  Man,  perhaps  'one  who  has  displayed,'  'dis- 
playing;' according  to  B.  R.  perhaps '  stretching  out.') 

C"aritagu;ia-tva;  add — the  attainment  of  some 
peculiar  quality  or  use. 

2.  darya,  am,  n.  (fr.  (ara  or  diira),  spying  out, 
espionage,  information  brought  by  spies. 

ddtHka,  as,  m.  (onomatopoetic),  Ved.  a  kind  of 
bird. 

Cira-ratra,  (according  to  Halayudha  1. 108)  as,  m. 

Cudaya,  Nom.  P.  (ntlayati,  &c.,  to  make  any- 

thing (ace.)  into  a  C'uda  or  top-knot. C'alikd,  f. :  adj — the  hinting  of  a  matter  or  event 
by  those  behind  the  curtain  (in  the  drama). 

Caileya,  as,  »,  am  (fr.  cWa),  made  of  cloth. 
Cordyita,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  a  Nom.  doraya),  acted 

like  a  thief,  playing  the  thief. 

C'hanna;  add — (am),  n.  a  covering;  the  trap- 

pings (of  an  elephant). 
CHialita-rdma ;  for  'as,  m.'  read  am,  n. 
Ja/laya,  Nom.  P.jadayati,  &c.,  to  make  apa- 

thetic, make  motionless  or  lifeless. 

Jaddtmalia,  as,  d,  am,  or  jaddtman  (°da-dt°), 
a,  d,  a,  insensible,  void  of  sensation,  calm,  placid, 
cool  (said  of  the  moon). 

Jani  or  ja.nl;  add — cf.  Gr.  71*77. 

Jala-s'arkard,  f.  'water-gravel,'  hail. 
Jatl,  f.  a  kind  of  jasmine. 

Jdlandhara,  as,  m.-jalan-dhara,  N.  of  an Asura. 

Jribh  ot  jrinibh;  add — to  unbend  or  unstring  a bow. 
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Ydvat. 

Jyotirmilin,  probably  for  jyotirmttin. 
Jrar ;  add — connected  with  rt.  jval. 

Jvalat;  add — (an),  m.  fire,  flame. 
Jhasita-kctann ;  add — the  sea. 

Tihfi,  in  (i-ari/a-grdma-Hkii-vilunthana,  to  be 
erased,  (see  gramalika,  p.  1 183.) 

Tatdghata  (°ta-dgh°),  as,  m.=vapra-krldd, 
the  butting  of  elephants  against  banks,  &c. 

3.  tan ;  add — to  manifest,  display,  exhibit,  show, 
put  forth  (energy  &c.),  make. 

Tanu-maiihya,  am.  n.  middle  of  body,  waist. 
Tapar-loka  =  tapo-loka. 
Tamo-yii  to  be  erased. 
Tarunaya,  Nom.  P.  tarunayati,  to  make  fresh. 
Tala-varana  =  tala-tra. 

Tamyat;  add — becoming  distressed,  becoming 
attenuated. 

Tavat;  add — just  a  little. 

Tiryak-srotae ;  for  'hurrying'  read  having. 
Tulita  ;  add — lifted  up. 
Tulyakulya,  as,  a,  am,  belonging  to  the  same 

family. 

Trinanarta;  add — N.  of  a  demon  killed  by  the 
infant  Krishna. 

Trishta,  to  be  connected  with  rt.  I.  Irish;  add 

—(originally)  dry. 

Tokdya,  Nom.  P.  tokdyati,  to  be  like  a  new-boni 
child. 

Taitrangika,  at,  m.  a  horseman. 

Tyajana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  abandonment,  renun- 
ciation. 

Tri-saraka,  am,  n.  the  aggregate  of  three  spi- 
rituous liquors  ;  drinking  spirituous  liquors. 

Daniia ;  add — probably  for  original  dantra, 
'  the  instrument  of  restraining.' 
Danda-vadike,  n.du.  in  pdnisJiyedanda-fadikc, 

the  two  kinds  of  assault,  i.e.  blows  and  abuse. 

Dadas'ras  ;  for  '  vas*  read  rat. 
Dadivas;  for  'vai'  read  vat. 
Dadriiijsas  ;  for  '  vas '  read  vat. 
Dandhrana,  as,  m.  (fr.  Intens.  of  rt.  2.  dhvan), 

'  sounding  very  much,'  a  kind  of  reed  or  cane. 
Dariman  (fr.  rt.  drl),  Ved.  destruction. 

Dara ;  the  meaning  '  a  ploughed  field '  to  be 
erased ;  the  words  printed  ekake  dare  in  Manu  IX. 

38.  should  be  eka-keddre,  (see  kedara.) 
Dalana;  for  *am,  n.'  read  as,  m. 
Daivai;  for  'vas'  read  vat. 
Di/gdha-bandhaka;  correct  thus — as,  m.  the 

pledging  of  milk. 

Dur-ddhi;  add — (is),  m.  anxious  thought,  dis- 
tress of  mind. 

Dur-upasada,  as,  a,  am,  difficult  of  approach. 
Daurhridini,  (.  =  da  uhridim,  a  pregnant  woman. 
Dravya;  add — (one  of  the  Padarthas  or  categories 

in  grammar),  a  word  which  is  trie  name  of  a  single 
object  as  distinguished  from  a  Jati  or  class. 

Draupadeya;  for  'patronymic'  read  metro- 
nymic. 
Dvairupya,  am,  n.  (fr.  dri-r&pa),  duality  of 

form,  double  appearance. 
Dhanuh-kanda,  dhanith-khanda  ;  these  would 

be  better  written  dfianuA-liinda,  dhanush-khanila, 
(see  Pan.  VIII.  3,  45.) 

Dhuna;  add — (am),  n.  one  million  billions. 
3.  dhvan;  add — Pass.  dJimnyatc,  to  be  implied 

or  signified. 
Naksliatra ;  the  order  of  the  Nakshatras  is 

differently  given,  but  the  following  is  the  most 
usual:  i.Asvini;  2.  BharanI;  3.  Krittika;  4.  Ro- 
t'nl;  5-  Mriga-siras ;  6.  XrdrS;  7.  Punar-vasu; 
8.  Pushya;  9.  ASIeshS :  10.  MaghS ;  II.  POrva- 
Phalgunl;  12.  Uttara-PhalgunI ;  13.  Haeta ;  14. 
Citra;  15.  Svatl;  16.  VisSkha;  17.  Anuradha; 
18.  Jyeshtha;  19.  Mola;  20.  POrvashadhS ;  21. 
Uttarashidha  ;  22.  Abhijit;  23.  STravana ;  24.  Sra- 
vishtha  or  DhanishthS  ;  25.  SaU-bhishaj ;  26.  POrva- 
BhJdrapadS;  27.  Uttara-Bhadrapada ;  28.  Revati : 
sometimes  the  twenty-second,  Abhijit,  is  omitted,  a 
sidereal  revolution  of  the  moon  being  accomplished 
in  little  more  than  twenty-seven  days. 

Nara;  in  col.  2,  line  3,  read,  the  waters  are 
called  N5ri  or  NarSh. 

Nartaka;  add — am,  n.  a  kind  of  mythical 
weapon. 
Narma-garbha  ;  add — the  action  of  the  amorous 

hero  in  concealment. 

Nalopakhyana ;  read  Nalopakhyana. 

Nara;  add — proceeding  from  Nara  or  the  su- 
preme Spirit. 

Nikdsha=nikasha,  the  touchstone. 

Ni-gup,  cl.  i .P.  -gopnyati,  -gopitnm,  to  conceal. 
Ni-meshana;  add — (ant),  n.  the  closing  of  the 

eyes. Nirayin,  t,  m.  an  inhabitant  of  hell. 
Ntr-akranda;  add — having  no  friend  or  pro- 

tector, affording  no  refuge  or  protection. 

Nir-dyati,  is,  is,  i,  one  who  has  no  future,  one 
whose  end  is  at  hand,  soon  to  be  destroyed. 

Nir-oshthya,  am,  n.  a  verse  containing  no  labial letter. 

Xir-marshti.  i«,  f.,  N.  of  the  wife  of  Duhsaha. 

Ni-layana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  hiding  one's  self. 
Nf-sheva;  add — (as),  m.  honouring,  honour, 

worship,  respect,  esteem. 
Nishpata,  as,  m.  rapid  stroke  or  dash. 
Nis-takslt ;  add — to  carve  out ;  to  cut  up,  wound 

(by  insults  &c.). 
Nis-tap,  cl.  i.  P.  -tapali,  &c.,  to  melt  gold  &c. 

repeatedly,  (s  is  changed  to  sh,  unless  repeated  action 
is  intended,  see  niah-tap.) 

Ni-sva,  as,  a,  am,  without  soul  or  spirit,  spiritless, 
weak. 

Nitha;  after  '  subterfuge'  insert  (am),  n.  a  hymn. 
Ni-rdga,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  nis  +  rdya),  without 

colour,  colourless ;  without  feeling  or  emotion,  emo- 
tionless. 

4.  mi;  add — (Ved.  cl.  I.  A.  narate). 
Nutti,  is,  f.  (fr.  rt.  i.  nud),  repelling,  removal. 
Naihdra,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mi-Aura),  produced  by 

fog  or  mist  or  dew ;  misty,  dewy. 

Ny-ej,  cl.  i.  A.  -ejate,  &c.,  to  tremble,  quake with  fear. 

Paitkaya,  Nom.  P.  pattJcayati,  -yitum,  to  make 
muddy,  bemire. 

Paiiayitri,  td,  tri,  tri,  one  who  buys,  a  purchaser. 
Para;  (at  the  end  of  comps.)  sometimes  to  be 

translated  by  '  another  word,  another  equivalent  ex- 

pression,' e.  g.  fiva-tobdo  mahat-parah,  the  word 
jiva  is  an  equivalent  expression  or  another  word  for 

mahat. 
Pardnyana  (°ra-an°),  f.  the  wife  of  another,  a wife. 

Pard-mars'aka  referring  to  something  (before mentioned). 

Parn-sedha,  as,  m.  (fr.  rt.  2.  sidh  with  para; 
cf.  2.sedka),  restraint,  confinement,  imprisonment. 

l'<>rl-l;luinijana,am,  n.  annihilating,  humiliating. 
I'nrl-jral,  cl.  I.  P.  -jvalati,  &c.,  to  shine  very 

brightly,  glow. 

Parimanilala-ld,  whirling  about  or  round. 
J'ttri niantlfdita,  as,  d,  am,  whirled  round. 
J'arlliilitu,  as,  a,  am,  shaken  about,  tossed  about. 
2.  pari-vota,  as,  m.  fragrance,  perfume. 
Pari-ilantv,  cl.  10.  P.  A.  -sTmtcayati,  -te,  &c., 

to  console,  comfort,  soothe,  conciliate. 

Pari-shikta,  as,  d,  am,  sprinkled  about,  diffused. 
Pari-hri  ;  add — to  take  away,  remove. 
Paripsn  ;  add — desirous  of  ascertaining. 
2.  parsha,  as,  a,  am,=parusha,  keen,  piercing 

(said  of  the  wind). 

I'aramarthya,  am,  n.  (fr.  paramdrtlui),  the 
complete  truth. 

Pitri-mntrartha  (°tri-ar°),  as,  m.  one  who  seeks 
to  provide  a  maintenance  for  his  father  and  mother. 
Pitri-sadman,  a,  n.  the  abode  of  the  Pitrls,  a cemetery. 

Pifangita,  as,  d,  am,  made  brown  or  red,  em- 
browned, reddened. 

Plda-bhaj ;  possessing  marks  of  pressure  or  wavy indentations. 

Piyutha-bhdnu,  us,  m.  the  moon. 

Punar-liilya,  am,  n.  second  childhood.' Putana,  as,  m.  a  kind  of  evil  spirit ;  [cf. putanft.] 
Purna-mukha;  add — a  kind  of  bird. 

Piirvin;  add — (i),  m.  a  particular  Jaina  saint. 
Prithu-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -Tcaroti,  Sec.,  to  expand,  ex- 

tend, enlarge,  spread  out. 
Paitdmaha-siddhdnta.     See  siddhanta. 

Pra-grahin,  i,  ini,  i,  taking  the  reins. 
Pra-ghosha,  as,  m.  noise,  din,  clamour ;  N.  of 

a  son  of  Krishna. 

Pm-jvald,  {.  a  flame,  blazing  up. 

Pra-tapa,  as,  m.  heat,  the  heat  of  the  sun. 

Pratapa-tra,  am,  n.  'protecting  from  heat,"  a 
parasol,  umbrella. 
Pra-tara,  as,  d,  am,  crossing  over,  going  across 

by  boat  [cf.  dush-p°,  su-j5°];  epithet  of  the  joints in  the  vertebral  column. 

Pra-tarana,  as,  »,  am,  crossing  over;  bringing 
forward,  carrying  on,  furthering,  promoting,  increas- 

ing ;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  crossing  over,  passing  over 

by  boat. 
Pra-taritrl,  td,  tri,  tri,  Ved.  one  who  causes 

progress,  bringing  on,  advancing,  lengthening,  a 
promoter,  furtherer. 
Prati-tarj,  d.  i.  P.  -tarjati,  &c.,  to  menace, 

•threaten,  scold  at ;  to  challenge. 
Prali-dantin  =  prati-n<iya. 

Prati-nadi,  ind.  at  every  stream. 

1'ratl-padapam,  ind.  at  every  tree. 
Prati-irita,  am,  n.  a  protected  place,  shelter. 
Prati-srotam,  ind.  =prati-srotas. 

Praty-aya,  as,  m. ;  add — a  grammaticaraffix  or 
any  suffix  to  roots  forming  derivatives. 

Pratyaya-lopa,  as,  m.  elision  of  a  grammatical affix  or  surhx. 

Pratyaya-siara,  as,  m. '  suffix  accent,'  an  accent on  a  suffix  or  affix. 

Praty-ilvritti,  is,  (.  turning  back,  return. 

Praty-ahvaya,  as,  m. '  calling  in  reply,'  an  echo. 
Pra-bhdvana;  add — (fr.  the  Caus.),  causing  to 

come  forth,  creating ;  causing  to  prosper. 

I.  pra-md;  the  pra  of  the  Nagari  type  has 
broken  off  in  the  printing  of  part  of  the  impression. 

Pramdna-koli,  is,  f.  the  point  in  an  argument 
which  is  regarded  as  actual  proof. 

Pra-mriiia,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  rt.  mrid  with  ̂ ra), 
favourable,  gracious. 

Pra-moyha,  as,  m.  carrying  off,  plundering, 
robbery. 

Pra-rivicikshu,  us,  us,  u,  intending  to  pervade or  embrace. 

Pra-sakta;  add — occurred,  happened,  taken  place. 

Pi'dild ;  the  meaning  is  '  worshipping  '  when  the 
nasal  is  retained  throughout  (e.  g.  inst.  sing.  du. 
pr'tnt'Tr,  ttraitWtijant,  Gram.  176.  c). 

Phit-sutra,  am,  n.,  N.  of  certain  Sutras  on  accent 

by  S'antanava. 
Jiiifttka,  am,  n.  a  quantity  or  herd  of  goats. 
Jiahvata,  as,  m.,  N.  of  an  author. 

lliikka-maliipati;  for ' Wiupdta'  read  bhilpati. 
Madhu-vana;  after  'cuckoo'  insert  (am),  n. 

Madli yan-dina;  for  '  Pushpa-pSrna  '  read  Puih- 

parna. 

Mantra-kns"ttla  ;  read  mantra-kus'ala. 
Mni/iira-i'itraka;  for  '  VaiSha-Brahmana '  read 

Varaha-mihira's  Vrihat-s.inihitJ. 

Muliiilllkd,  f.  a  female  attendant  in  the  women's 

apartments. Mahdkshauhini  (°ha-ak°),  f.  a  thousand  millk) 

billions. 
Miilnl-dliuntt,  ten  million  billions. 
Mahri-ltilltii,  a  hundred  thousand  billions. 

Mdsa;  for  '  eurya-mdsd  '  read  siirija-masu. 

Mitdkshara-siddhdnta-tanyralia;  transfer  ','<W, 

a,  am),  speaking  with  caution  &c.,'  to  mi.laih.a- bhdshin. 

i,  mrij ;  add — also  cl.  I.  3rd  sing,  mnrjati,  2nd 
sing.  Impv.  A.  miirjasva. 

Ydcat;  add — ill  ynrat,  such  is  the  meaning, 

just  so  far  is  the  sense,  (an  expression  used  by  com- 
mentators.) 

lens : 



Ranga-da. 
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Hanga-da;  for  'paint'  read  substance. 
lidgin;  for  '  Raginis'  read  RSginls. 
RuCita;  add  —  (am),  n.  an  exclamation  used  at  a 

SrSddha. 

Rorudat;  the  nom.  case  sing.  masc.  ought  rather 
to  be  like  that  of  the  3rd  cl.,  in  which  case  it  must 
be  rorudat. 

Vatulca;  for  '  form"  read  youthful  manifestation. 
Vatsa;  add  —  according  to  some,  properly  'a 

yearling;'  [cf.  sam-vat,  sam-vatsara.~\ 
Vatsara;  according  to  Un5di-s.  III.  Ji.  fr.  rt. 

'  6.  vas,  to  abide. 
Varga;  after  ya-varga,  'the  semivowels,'  add  — 

$a-varga,  the  sibilants. 
Varsha-dhara  or  varsha-pa,  as,  or  varsha- 

pati,  is,  or  varsfta-bhuj,  k,  m.  the  ruler  of  a 
Varsha. 

Varshd-hu,  us,  (.,  Ved.  'calling  out  or  croaking 

in  the  rains,'  a  frog  (  —  rarshd-bhu). 
Varshu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  sprouting  in  the  rains. 
Varshtri,  id,  in,  iri.Ved.  one  who  rains,  pouring 

down. 

Varehman;  add  —  (a),  m.,  Ved.  height,  the 
highest  ;  the  highest  point,  crown  of  the  head. 
Vala;  to  as,  m.,  Ved.  add  —  (according  to  B.  R.) 

a  cave,  hollow  ;  a  covering. 
Valaka,  as,  m.  a  covering,  cover;  (am),  n.  a 

procession,  B.  R. 
Valabhiltd,  f.  a  particular  poisonous  insect. 

Valayin;  add  —  (i,  inl,  i),  having  a  bracelet. 
Valt/ulika;  add  —  a  box,  chest;  a  kind  of  bat. 
Valguli,  f.  a  kind  of  bat. 

Vaditri,  ta,  tri,  tri,  one  who  has  a  strong  will, 
independent. 

Vatiman,  a,  m.  the  supernatural  power  of  bringing 

everything  under  one's  own  will. 
Vaaliti,  is,  is,  i  (fr.  rt.  vai),  Ved.  wishing  for, 

loving. 

Vasati-druma,  as,  m.  a  tree  suitable  for  lodging 
under. 

Vasanta-tilaka  ;  for  '  as,  am,  m.  n.'  read  am,  a, n.  f. 

Vasavdna,  as,  m.  (fr.  vasu),  Ved.  an  owner  or 
holder  of  property. 

Vasdti,  ayas,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Vasdtiya.  belonging  to  the  VasStis  ;  (as),  m.  a 

king  of  the  VasJtis. 

Vasta,  us,  f.,Ved.  the  becoming  light  or  bright, 
dawning,  dawn,  early  morning,  (in  these  senses  rather 
to  be  derived  fr.  rt.  3.  vas,  to  shine.) 
Vasnaya,  Nom.  P.  vasnayati,  &c.,  Ved.  to 

expose  for  sale  (B.R.)  ;  to  desire  wealth. 
Vasnayat,  an,  anil,  at,  Ved.  desiring  riches, 

(Say.  =dhanam  itthat,  Rig-veda  VI.  47,  2:.) 

Vuhya-fman,  a,  art,  a,  or  vahye-s'aya,  as,  a, 
am,  Ved.  lying  in  a  palanquin  ;  reclining  on  a  couch  ; 

j/f.  talpa-sjmn.'] 
3.  va,  (according  to  B.  R.)  a  Vedic  form  of  rt. 

I.  van  (generally  found  in  the  desideratives  vivdsati, 

I'ivdxate,  &c.,  and  usually  with  preposition  a  prefixed  ; 
cf.a-uu,p.  131),  to  wish  to  conciliate  or  win,  (2.  fata, 
p.  902,  may  be  referred  to  this  rt.) 

Vadamyama-tva,  am,  a.  taciturnity,  silence. 
Vdja  ;  add  —  a  race,  struggle  for  a  prize  ;  a  prize 

\or  reward  of  a  race,  reward  of  a  contest  ;  anything 

gained  or  won,  reward,  prize  (in  general)  ;  a  race- 
horse (especially  one  driven  in  the  chariots  of  military 

heroes  and  gods  ;  in  the  preceding  senses  Ved.). 

Van'i-tidda,  as,  a,  am,  uttering  words,  talking, 
\       talkative;  (a*),  m.  a  kind  of  bird. 

\       V&ta-thuda;  correct  thus  —  Vdta-hiidd,  f. 

\     V  'dta-rcfaka,  as,  m.  a  gust  of  wind. 
\  V  dta-skandka,  as,  m.  one  of  the  regions  of  the 
*pd  (of  which  there  are  seven)  ;  N.  of  a  Rishi. 

f^taya,  Nom.  A.  vatdyate,  -yitum,  to  resemble the 

dna,  as,  a,  am,  resembling  the  wind, 
quick  a^the  wind. 

lika;  add  —  uttering  windy  or  empty  words  ; 
(as),  m.  a  flatterer. 

Vdditavya,  am,  n.  instrumental  music. 

Vadya;  add  —  (as,  a,  am),  to  be  played  on,  to 
be  sounded  ;  (am),  n.  a  musical  instrument. 

Vddhryas'va,  as,  m.  (fr.  vadhry-a&a),  a  patro- 

nymic. Vdpikd,  f.  an  oblong  tank. 
Vdmanaka,  as,  a,  am,  —  udmana,  dwarfish,  a 

dwarf;  (as),  m.  epithet  of  a  man  born  under  a  par- 
ticular constellation  ;  N.  of  a  mountain  ;  (ilia),  f., 

N.  of  one  of  the  IVUtris  attending  on  Skanda  ;  (am), 
n.  the  form  of  a  dwarf;  N.  of  a  place  of  pilgrimage 
(called  after  Vishnu  in  his  dwarf-incarnation). 

Vayu-skandha,  as,  m.  one  of  the  regions  of  the 
wind. 

1.  vara;  add  —  (a),  f.  a  harlot,  prostitute. 
Varana-iala,  f.  a  place  for  keeping  elephants. 
Variya,  Nom.  A.  vdriyate,  &c.,  to  be  like  water. 
Vdruni;  add  —  (is),  {.  spirituous  liquor. 

Vary-okas,  as,  as,  as,  living  in  the  water  •  pro- 

bably (as),  f.  a  leech  [cf.  jalauJras'}. 
Vdrshala,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  mishala),  proper  for  a 

Sudra  ;  (am),  n.  the  occupation  of  a  Sfldra. 
Vdrshikya,  as,  a,  am  (fr.  varshika),  yearly, 

annual  ;  (aw),  n.  the  rainy  season. 
Vala;  add  —  •(probMy  only  a  later  form  of 2.  vara). 

Vdsavi,  is,  m.  (fr.  vasava),  'son  of  Indra,"  Ar- 
juna  ;  the  ape  Balin. 
Vdsaveya,  as,  m.  (fr.  vdsavl),  a  metronymic  of 

Vyasa. Vdsishtha-siddhdnta  ;  see  siddhanta. 
Vdstavd,  perhaps  for  vasura. 
Vdstu-i'idhdna,  am,  n.  house-building. 
Vdhna,  as,  i,  am  (fr.  vahni),  relating  to  fire. 
Vin<a  ;  add  —  accompanied  or  increased  by  twenty  ; 

consisting  of  twenty  parts  ;  (am),  n.  twenty,  a  score. 
Vi-kalpaka;  add  —  as,  m.  one  who  divides  or 

distributes  ;  one  who  prepares  or  arranges. 

3.  vi-kara,  as,  m.  the  syllable  £»'. 
Vi-kutsd,  f.  violent  abuse. 

Vi-krida,  as,  m.  a  play-ground;  (a),  f.  play, 
sport,  jest. 
Vi-klava;  add  —  (am),  n.  confusion,  perplexity. 
Vi-klavita,  am,  n.  a  desponding  speech. 
Vi-kshara,  as,  a,  am,  flowing  away,  pouring  out  ; 

(as),  m.  the  flowing  away  ;  N.  of  Vishnu  ;  of  an Ann. 

Vi-gdma  ;  in  regard  to  the  Vedic  passage  correct 
thus  —  vi-gdman,  a,  n. 

2.  vi-graha,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  eclipse. 
Vi-dara,  as,  d.  am,  moving  away  from. 
Vi-ddraka  ;  add  —  a  spy. 

Vi-ddlana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  to  go  away,  ruining, destroying. 

Vi-dikitsita,  as,  d,  am,  doubted  about,  questioned. 
Vi-dinfana,  am,  n.  thinking  about  ;  discernment. 
Vi-<!intd,  f.  thought,  regard,  care,  anxiety. 
Vi-dulin,  I,  in  I,  i,  having  no  top-knot. 
Vi-Mt,  t,  f.,  Ved.  loosing,  releasing,  B.  R.,  (Ssy. 

Viddika,  as,  m.  a  particular  bird. 

Vi-ja.ya;  add  —  (as,  a,  am),  conquering,  victorious. 
Vi-jesha,  as,  m.,  Ved.  victory,  conquest. 
Vijesha-hrit,  t,  t,  t,  Ved.  causing  victory. 

Vi-jya,  as,  a,  am,  unstrung  ;  [cf.  sa-jya."] 
Vi-dambya,  am,  n.  an  object  of  derision. 
Vin-mutra,  am,  n.  (i.  e.  3.  iiiik  -I-  mutra),  feces 

and  urine,  (sometimes  also  c,  neut.  du.) 

Vi-trishnd,  f.  freedom  from  desire,  absence  of 
longing  ;  excessive  desire,  violent  longing  for. 

Vi-dis'd  ;  add  —  intermediate  point  of  the  compass. 
Vi-dipaka,  as,  m.  a  light,  lamp,  lantern. 
Vidyd-vrata,  am,  n.  divine  knowledge  and  reli- 

gious vows  ;  a  particular  religious  observance. 
Vidyd-vrata-snata,  as,  m.  (a  BrShman)  who  has 

completed  his  course  of  Vedic  study  and  his  religious observances. 

Vi-dyota,  as,  d,  am,  glittering,  gleaming,  spark- 
ling ;  (as),  m.  glitter,  gleam  ;  a  proper  N.  ;  (d),  f., 

N.  of  an  Apsaras. 

Vi-drwma;  add  —  in  the  first  sense  properly  masc., 
though  given  neut.  in  the  native  lexicons,  B.  R. 

Vidvala,  as,  a,  am,  Ved.  clever,  cunning,  artful. 
3.  vidh  (fr.  rt.  vyadh),  piercing,  penetrating  (at 

the  end  of  comps.,  cf.  hridaya-v°). 
4.  vidh,  cl.   i.  A.  vindhate,  Sic.,  Ved.  to  be 

deprived  of. 

Vidhura;  according  to  B.R.  fr.  rt.  4.  vidk  above. 

Vi-d/iura,  as,  o,  am,  without  a  pole  or  axle-peg. 
Vi-dhuma,  as,  d,  am,  free  from  smoke  or  vapour. 
Vi-dhiimra,  as,  d,  am,  quite  grey. 

Vi-ninlshu,  us,  us,  u,  desirous  of  ruling  or 
governing. 

Vi-ninda,  as,  a,  am,  censuring;  (a),  f.  abuse, 
slander. 

Vi-nibarhana,  as,  i,  am,  or  vi-nibarhin,  i,  iyt, 
i,  throwing  down,  dashing  to  pieces. 
Vi-nirbdhu,  us,  m.  a  particular  kind  of  fighting. 
Vi-nirmukti,  is,  f.  freedom  from,  deliverance  from. 
Vi-nirmokslta,  as,  m.  freedom  from:  exclusion from. 

Vi-nivartana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  turning  back, 
returning,  return  home ;  the  coming  to  an  end, 
cessation. 

Vi-netra,  as,  m.  an  instructor,  preceptor,  teacher. 

Vi-paribhrans'a,  as,  m.  complete  failure,  mis- carriage ;  loss,  ruin. 

Vi-paryak,  ind.  inversely. 
Vi/rina;  add — (as,  d.  am),  thick,  dense. 
Vipinaya,  Nom.  A.  vipindyate,  Sec.,  to  resemble 

a  wood,  turn  into  a  forest,  be  counted  for  a  forest. 

Vi-pldam,  ind.  without  injury,  mercifully. 

Vipulaya,  Nom.'P.Tiptilayati,  to  extend,  enlarge. 
Vi-prah arsha  ;  add — dragging  away,  carrying 

off,  removal;  distant  removal;  a  long  interval  (of 
time)  ;  difference,  distinction,  contrast. 

Vi-prands'a,  as,  m.  complete  loss,  total  disap- 

pearance. 
Vi-pratipa,  as,  d,  am,  quite  contrary  or  opposite, 

obstinate,  wilful,  stubborn,  hostile,  unfriendly. 

Vi-pratyaya,  as,  m.  want  of  confidence. 
Vi-pramdthin,  I,  inl,  i,  crushing  or  trampling  to 

pieces,  destroying. 

Vi-pramoTcska ,  as,  m.  the  being  free  from,  free- 
dom or  release  from. 

Vi-pramokshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  liberating 
one's  self  from,  liberation  from. 

2.  vi-praldpa,  as.  d,  am,  free  from  talk  or  dispute. 
Vi-pravada,  as,  m.  varying  statement,  disagree- ment. 

Vi-prahana,  am,  n.  entire  disappearance,  total 
loss. 

Vi-prekshana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  looking  round. 
2.  vi-plava,  as,  d,  am,  not  having  a  vessel, without  a  ship. 

Vi-bubhushd,  f.  wish  to  manifest  one's  self. 
Vi-bubhiishu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  appear  or 

manifest  one's  self. 
Vi-bhaiijanu,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  breaking  to  pieces, 

crushing,  destroying,  (Say.  =  iiiieshena  bhanjaka, Rig-veda  IV.  17,  13.) 

Vi-bhanw,  us,  us,  u,  Ved.  shining  forth,  shining. 
2.  vi-bhdva,  as,  d,  am  (fr.  3.  vi-bhd),  Ved. 

shining  forth. 

Vi-bhdsa,  as,  m.,  N.  of  one  of  the  seven  suns ; of  a  deity. 

Vi-bhlfhd,  f.  desire  of  frightening,  wish  to  alarm. 
Vi-bhuman,  d,  m.  (perhaps)  '  appearing  in  many 

forms,'  epithet  of  Krishna. 
Vibhur-asi,  is,  m.  '  thou  art  mighty,"  a  form  of 

fire,  B.  R. 

Vi-manyu;  add — (us),  m.  excessive  desire,  eager- ness (Ved.). 

Vimalaya.  Nom.  P.  mmalayati,  Sec.,  to  make 
pure  or  clean,  purify,  cleanse. 

i.  vi-mdna;  add — (as,  a,  am),  without  honour, 
dishonoured,  disgraced. 

Vi-mridh,  t,  m.,  Ved.  an  enemy,  (according  to 
SSy.  iri-mridhah  =  sanyrdma-kdri,  Rig-veda  X. 
I52.  2-) 

Vi-mriia,  as,  m.  consideration,  reflection,  exa- 
mination. 

Vi-moka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  unloosing,  releasing,  libe- 
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ration,  ending,  completion ;  freedom  from,  release 
from. 

Vi-iitoha,  as,  m.  infatuation,  bewilderment. 

\~i-ratra,  the  passing  away  of  night. 
Vi-raroma,  ai,  5,  am,  raising  a  cry  or  clamour. 
2.  vi-ruj,  k,  f.  violent  pain,  severe  sickness. 
Vi-rulssha,  as,  a,  am,  rough,  harsh. 
Vi-re6aka,  as,  ikd,  am,  purgative,  cathartic. 

1.  vi-ldpana,  an,  i,  am  (ft.  the  Caus.  of  ri-lap), 
causing  to  bewail;  (am),  n.  the  act  of  causing  to 
lament ;  lamentation  ;  (as),  m.  a  proper  N. 

2.  vi-ldpana,  as,  t,  am  (fir.  the  Caus.  of  vi-li), 
causing  to  be  dissolved,  melting,  &c. ;  causing  to  dis- 
appea/,  destroying ;  (am),  n.  dissolution,  death. 

Virarshithu,  us,  us,  a  (fr.  the  Desid.  of  rt.  vrith), 
inclined  or  disposed  to  rain,  about  to  rain. 
Vi-vaha  ;  add — N.  of  one  of  die  seven  winds. 
Vivarayishu,  us,  us,  u  (fr.  Desid.  of  Caus.  of  rt. 

cri).  wishing  to  keep  back,  desirous  of  restraining. 
Vii-itsa,  f.  (Ir.  the  Desid.  of  rt.  I.  vid),  the  wish 

to  know  or  understand,  desire  of  knowledge. 
Vivitsu,  us,  us,  u,  wishing  to  know,  desiring 

knowledge. 
Vi-iakala,  as,  a,  am,  broken  to  pieces,  reduced 

to  shreds  and  fragments. 
VUakari-kri,  cl.  8.  P.  -karoti,  &c.,  to  reduce  to 

fragments,  break  to  pieces,  shatter. 

Vi-iankya,  as,  a,  am,  to  be  suspected,  suspicious. 
Viiana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  entering,  entrance; 

penetration. 
Vi-foshin,  i,  ini,  i,  drying  up,  becoming  dry ; 

drying,  making  dry. 

Vi-s"ramana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  reposing  or  taking 
rest  after  fatigue. 

Vithaya-vasin ;  add — one  who  dwells  in  any 
region  or  country,  an  inhabitant  of  a  province. 
VuliviUna.  as,  a,  am  (fr.  nshv-anf),  going  on 

all  sides,  all-pervading,  extending  everywhere,  going 
asunder,  (opposed  to  eamifina,  q.  v.) 
Vi-samsarpin,  t,  ini,  i,  moving  about,  becoming 

ipread  about  or  diffused. 
Vi-sandarin,  i,  ini,  i,  wandering  about  in  all 

directions,  straying. 

Vi-sadrif,  k,  k,  k,  or  •vi-sadrifa,  as,  i,  am, 
unlike,  dissimilar. 

Vi-sargin,  I,  inl,  i,  creating,  producing ;  distri- 
buting, bestowing,  giving. 

Vi-sarman,  a,  a,  a  (fr.  vi-tfi),  Ved.  flowing 
away,  transitory. 

Vi-sphota;  add — crashing,  crash. 
Vi-sphotana,  am,  n.  a  loud  noise  or  crash. 
Virsphotika,  f.  a  pustule,  boil. 

Vi-smaraka,  as,  ihd,  am,  causing  to  forget. 
Vi-smdrana,  as,  i,  am,  causing  to  forget. 
Yi-srava,  as,  m.  a  stream,  flood,  flow. 
Yi-hartt'i;  add — one  who  amuses  himself. 
2.  ci-hartha,  ai,  a,  am,  joyless,  mournful. 
Yi-harya;  add — to  be  invoked  or  invited,  (in  this 

sense  fr.  hn  =  rt.  Ace.) 
Yihinsa-td,  f.  injury,  hurt. 
Vi-hinsana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  injuring,  injury. 
Vi-hinsii,  f.  injury,  hurt. 
Vi-hinsra,  as,  a,  am,  injurious,  noxious,  hurtful. 
Viriiia,  a*,  am,  m.  n.  the  grass  Andropogon 

Muricarus. 

Vilaya  ;  correct — also  P.  A.  vilayati,  -te,  to 
make  firm  or  strong,  be  strong. 

Vritta-rat;  add — round;  having  suitable  occu- 

pation. Vriddha,  as,  a,  am,  cut  off,  (see  I.  vnddhi.} 
Vridhlka,  as,  m.,  Ved.  an  increaser,  prosperer. 
Venavin,  I,  inl,  i  (fr.  venu),  having  a  flute  or 

pipe  (said  of  Siva). 
Venl-samhara;  add- — 'hair-binding,'  (the  name 

of  the  Drama,  though  connected  by  some  with  the 

seizing  and  unloosing  of  Draupadl's  hair  by  Duhs5- 
sana,  rather  refers  to  its  being  bound  together  again 
after  the  punishment  of  Duhsasana.) 
Veda;  add — an  expression  for  the  number  four. 
Vedana,  f.  pain,  &c.,  (this  may  also  be  am,  n.) 
Vedas ;  under  as,  n.  add — knowledge ;  (Vedas, 

nom.  in.  although  given  by  some  authorities  is  pro- 
bably only  nom.  pi.  of  veda.) 

Vepa,  as,  i,  am,  swinging,  moving,  oscillating 
(Ved.) ;  (as),  m.  tremblinp ,  quivering. 
Vaidurya  =  vaidiirya,  q.  v. 

Vaitathya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-tatha),  falsehood,  un- 
truth, untruthfulness. 

Vaitaetika,  as,  I,  am  (fr.  vi-lasti),  measuring  a 

span. Vaittapdlya  (fr.  vitta-pala) ,  relating  to  Vitta- 
pila  or  Kuvera. 
Vaidruma,  as,  t,  am  (fr.  iii-druma),  made  of 

coral. 

Vainatya,  am,  n.  (fr.  vi-nata),  submissiveness, modesty. 

VainayaJta,  as,  i,  am,  belonging  to  Ganesa. 
Vaiyisiktya,  composed  by  Vyasa. 

Vaitddris'ya,  am,  n.  (fr.  m-sadri^a),  dissimilarity. 
Vy-akfUa,  as,  a,  am,  developed,  unfolded,  ex- 

panded. 
Vy-inas"i;  add — according  to  B.  R.  fir.  rt.  I.  na£ with  a  and  vi. 

Vy-alamba;  add — hanging  down,  pendulous. 

Vy-alambin,  i,  ini,  {,  hanging  down. 
Vy-avritfu,  us,  us,  «,  wishing  to  separate  one's 

self  from. 
Vy-aia,  f.  an  intermediate  quarter  of  the  compass. 
Vy-uda  or  vy-udaka,  as,  a,  am,  devoid  of  water. 
Vy-ujgranthana,  am,  n.  the  act  of  winding  or 

intertwining  in  various  ways. 

Vy-wnmis'ra,  a#,  a,  am.Tntermixed,  commingled. 
Yij-npakara,  as,  m.  making  good,  fulfilling,  per- 

formance. 

Vyiika,  as,  m.  pi.,  N.  of  a  people. 
Vy-ailaba,  Ved.  making  various  sounds. 
Vy-odana,  Ved.  having  various  kinds  of  grain  or food. 

Vra;  in  Rig-veda  I.  124,  8.  mdh  is  referred  by 
B.  R.  to  a  form  vra  fr.  rt.  vri,  meaning  '  a  collec- 

tion, multitude  ;'  see  lira,  p.  984,  col.  2. 
Vraja-bhasha,  f.  the  Braj  dialect  (spoken  around 

Agra  and  Mathura). 
Yranya,  as,  a,  am,  good  or  suitable  for  wounds. 
Vrata-sndta  =  rrata-snataka,  see  snataka. 
Vrata-sndna,  am,  n.  the  due  performance  of 

vowed  observances. 
Vratddeia;  add — enjoining  a  religious  observance. 
Vraif,  vral,  t,  t,  cutting,  cutting  off. 
VrasJca,  as,  d,  am  (at  the  end  of  comps.),  cutting. 
Vrddhat ;  according  to  B.  R.  fr.  a  rt.  vradh,  to 

excite,  incite,  provoke. 

Vlag  or  vlang,  a  Vedic  rt.,  according  to  SSy. 
meaning  '  to  go,'  &c. ;  used  with  prep,  abhi,  (in 
Rig-veda  1. 133,  I,  2.  abhi-vlayya  =  dbhito  gatvd 
or  abhitah  prdpya,  having  approached  or  come 
near,  having  laid  hold  of ;  according  to  B.  R,  per- 

haps 'having  strangled.') 
Sita-suhaj  read  iSita-daka. 
S'uddha-mukfia,  as,  m.  a  well-trained  horse. 

Saunahs'epa,  as,  I,  am,  relating  to  Sunah-Sepa. 
Sreta;  add — alum. 
Samsthdnaka,  as,  m.,  N.  of  the  Sakara  in  the Mric!chakati. 

Sankara ;  add — contamination,  pollution;  any 
contaminated  object. 

Sfittffraha,  N.  of  a  grammatical  work  by  Vyadi. 
Saman<tga;  =  vMyut,  lightning,  (according  to 

Say.  on  Rig-veda  I.  124,  8.) 

Sarrdnuddtta  (°va-an°),  as,  d,  am,  a  word 
which  has  neither  Udatta  nor  Svarita  accent. 

Sahasra-Iidhu;  add — N.  of  Arjuna  Kartavlrya, 
(Raghu-v.VI.  38.) 
Su-shvapa  =  su-shupti,  p.  1125. 

Somas'raya  ("ma-as"'),  as,  m.,  N.  of  Rudra  or 
S"iva  (as  bearing  or  supporting  the  mopn). 

Observe  —  In  a  few  cases  the  mark  distinguishing  S*  from  S  has  broken  off  in  the  printing. 
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